"

;;

PaB'dO-geil'e-Sls(pe'd6-j8n'e-sis), n. [Gr. jrais, iraiSoi,
r
child -I- E. gene(zodi.) Rej^-{~t~~^r~t~7r\C^r(~\^
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production by
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animals.
PSB'dO-ge-net'lC Psedogenesis. Larva of Cecidomjia, much
a Pseudova or Germs 6
enlarged,
( - je - n§t ' ik), a.
;

(Zo'dl.)

Daughter Larroe

Producing

in course of develop-

PAINTER

The state of being a page.
re.
(paj'I-na), re. ; pi. Paging; (-ne).
[L.]
of a leaf or of a flattened thaUus.
Pag'1-nal (-nal), a. [L. paginalis.J Consisting of
pages. " Paginal hooks."
Sir T. Browne.

2. To put to bodily uneasiness or anguish to afBict
with uneasy sensations of any degree of intensity; to
torment; to torture as, his dinner or his wound pained
him his stomach pained him.

Pag'l-na'tlon (pSj'I-na'shun), re. The act or process
of paging a book also, the characters used in numbering the pages page number.
Lowndes.

3. To render uneasy in mind ; to disquiet; to distress;
to grieve ; as, a child's faults paiji his parents.
I a.ra pained at my very heart.
Jer. iv. 19.

—

said of certain insects, etc.
state ;
Ps'on (pe'5n), re. [L. paeon, Gr. naioiv a solemn song,
See P^AN.] {Anc. Poet.)
iratdf.
to
equiv.
also, a pseon,
fo"t of fo!;r syUables, one long and three short, admitto the place of the
according
combinations,
oi
!it
tiug
Joug sfUnale. [Written also, less correctly, pxan.1
An artificial red
{Chem.)
(pe'4-nln),
n.
Pae'^-nbie
oitroc 'v^--- lyestuff, called also red coralline.
Peony.
(Bot.)
See
oe'o-nj?), TO.
I'..
,,'
[L. paganus a countryman,
ia'gan), re.
i'^.
iii(.ger, a pagan, fr. paganus of or pertaining
j(es.6j;>-,
to the co.^nJry, rustic, also, pagan, tt.pagus a, district,
canton, the country, perh. orig., a district with fixed
Cf. Painim, Peascf. pangere to fasten.
boimdiirie=
ant, aiifi V'Ajr, also Heathen.] One who worships false
goda an idolater ; a heathen ; one who is neither a

A

•

;

.

;

Chi'lr'

lisr

Mohammedan, nor a Jew.

K

K;i^;

b&u

'

r

i-

Src—

ing the accent of Christians, nor the gait of ChrisShak,
or man.

\.ntile;

heathen;

— Paoan,

idolater.

Gen-

EN. Gentile was applied to the other nations
as distinguished from the Jews. Pagan was
the name given to idolaters in the early Christian church,
because the villagers, being most remote from the centers of instruction, remained for a long time unconverted.
tuaE, H«
of i '!•-

•

Heathen has the same origin. Pagan is now more properly applied to rude and uncivilized idolaters, whQe
heathen embraces all who practice idolatry.

paganus of or pertaining to the counpagan. See Pagan, re.] Of or pertaining to pagans

Pa'gan,

a.

[L.

try,
relating to the

worship or the worshipers of false gods
heathen ; idolatrous as, pagan tribes or superstitions.
Drj/den.
And all the rites of pagan honor paid.
Pa'gan-dom (-diSm), re. The pagan lands pagans,
collectively; paganism,
[i?.]
Pa-gan'lc (pa-gSn'Ik), I a. Of or pertaining to paPa-gan'lc-al (-T-kal), ) gans or paganism heathen;

;

;

paganish. [J?.] " The pa jant'c fables of the gods."
Cudworth.
Pa-gan'lc-al-ly, adv. [if.]
Pa'gan-ish (pa'gan-ish), a. Of or pertaining to pagans; heathenish. " The old pa jareuA idolatry " Sharp.
Pa'gan-lsm (-Tz'm), re. [L. paganismus : cf F. paganisme. See Pagan, and cf.PAiNiM.] The state of being pagan; pagan characteristics; esp., the worship of
idols or false gods, or the system of religious opinions
and worship maintained by pagans ; heathenism.
ish

;

Page'hood
II

(paj'h65d),

Pag'l-na

The surface

{Bot.)

;

;

Pa'glng

(pa'jing),

The marking or numbering

re.

—

.

.

Pa'god
1.

A pagoda,

2.

An

idol.

re.

[ij.]
[_Obs.^

See Pagoda.]
" Oi Bome qneei pagod." Pope.
[Cf. F. pagode.

Bp.

Pa-go'da (pa-go'd4),

&

[From native name.]

[New Zealand]

;

A contrivance,

A

record ; a writing ; as, the page of history.
2. Fig. :
3. (Print.) The type set up for printing a page.
Page, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Paged (pajd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pagino (pa'jing).]
To mark or number the pages
of, as a book or manuscript ; to furnish with folios.
Pag'eant (pSj'ent or pa'jent ; 277), re. [OE. pagent,
pagen, originally, a movable scaffold or stage, hence, what
was exhibited on it, fr. LL. pagina, a>in to pangere to
fasten ; cf . L. pagina page, leaf, slab, compaginare to join
tog«ther, compages a joining together, structure.
See
Paot, Page of a book.] 1.
theatrical exhibition ; a
spectacle.
"Apat^eani truly played."
Shak.
To see sad pageants of men's miseries.
Spenser.
2. An elaborate exhibition devised for the entertainment of a distinguished personage, or of the public
a show, spectacle, or display.
The gaze of fools, aai pageant of a day
Fope.
Vfe love the man, the paltry pageant you.
Cowper.
Pag'eant, a. Of the nature o£ a pageant ; spectacular.

&

&

A

I

*

" Pageant -pomp."

Dryden.

Pag'eant, v, t. To exhibit in show
mimic. [iJ.] " He pa^ean/s us."

to represent

;

;

to

Shak.

Pag'oant-ry (-ry), re. Scenic shows or spectacles,
taken collectively ; spectacular quality splendor.
;

Dryden.
SMCh. pageantry be to the people shown.
The pageantry of festival.
J. A. Symonds.

Syn. — Pomp parade
;

ale,

;

show display

senate,

;

c^re,

;

spectacle.

&nx,

arm,

as]:>

—

large

good

civet,

Sitak.

A kind of stockFarrow.
war canoe of the

II

Paid

re.

pi.

(pad), imp., p. p.,

&

pay; compensated; hired;
2. Satisfied

;

(Ethnol.) See Utes.
a. of

Pay.

1.

Receiving

a paid attorney.
[06s.] " Paid of his pov-

as,

contented.

Chaucer.

erty."

_
Pal-deu'tlcs (pa-du'tlks), n.

[Gr. TraiSeuTuc^, fr. Traijrais, ffaiSds, a boy.]
The science or

to teach, fr.
art of teaching.
Pal'en (pa'en), re.
Sev'eti'

Pai'gle

(pa'g'l),

& a.

re.

Chaucer.

Pagan. [06«.]
[Etymol. imcertain.]

A

(Bot.)

Primula, either the cowslip or the primrose.
[Written also pagle, pagil, peagle, and pygil.J
Pal-]a'ma (pi-ja'ma), re. Pyjama.
PaU (pal), re. [OE. paile, AS. psegel a wine vessel,
a pail akin to D. & G. pegel a watermark, a gauge rod,
a measure of wine, Dan. psegel half a pint.] A vessel of
wood or tin, etc., usually cylindrical and having a bail,
species of
II

;

— used

esp. for carrying liquids, as water or milk, etc.
Shak.
It may, or may not, have a cover.
PaU'fOl (-ful), re. ; pi. Pailpuls (-fulz). The quantity
Shak.
that a pail will hold. '^ 3y pail/uls."
Pall-lasse' (p51-y5s' ; F. p4'yas'), re. [F., fr. paille
straw. See Pallet a bed.] An under bed or mattress of
straw. [Written also pa^ZiflMe.]
a. See Pall-mall. [Obs.}
Pall'mall' (pgl'mSl'), re.
Pain (pan), re. [OE. peine, F. peine, fr. L. poena,

&

penalty, punishment, torment, pain akin to Gr. jroivij
penalty. Cf. Penal, Pine to languish. Punish.] 1. Punishment suffered or denounced ; suffering or evil inflicted
as a punishment for crime, or connected with the commission of a crime ; penalty.
Chaucer.
We will, by way of mulct or pain, lay it upon him. Bacon.
;

Interpose, on pain of

None

my

Dryden.

displeasure.

under pain of death. Addison.
2. Any uneasy sensation in animal bodies, from slight
umeasiness to extreme distress or torture, proceeding
from a derangement of functions, disease, or injury by
violence ; bodily distress bodily suffering an ache a
Chaucer.
smart. " The paire of Jesus Christ.
0^^ Pain may occur in any part of the body where
sensory nerves are distributed, and it is always due to
some kind of stimulation of them. The sensation is generally referred to the peripheral end of the nerve.
3. pi. Specifically, the throes or travail of childbirth.
She bowed herself and travailed, for her pains came upon
1 Sam. iv. 19.
her.
4. Uneasiness of mind mental distress ; disquietude
Chaucer.
anxiety grief ; solicitude ; anguish.
Keble.
In rapture as iopain.
5. See Pains, labor, effort.
Bill cf pains and penalties.
To die
See under Bill.
Chaucer.
in the pain, to be tortured to death.
[Obs.]
Pain, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pained (pand) p. pr. &
vb. re. Paining.]
[OE. peinen, OF. pener, F. peiner to
fatigue. See Pain, re.]
1. To inflict suffering upon as
a penalty to punish. [Obs.]
Wyclif (Acts xxii. 5).
shall

presume

to

fly,

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

;

;

;

£nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

and a great

Jer. Taylor.

clerk.

Nor must thepairful husbandman be tired. Dryden.
troublecome afflictive distress-

— Disquieting

grievous

;

;

laborious

;

—

;

toilsome

;

difficult

;

;

arduous.

Paln'fnl-ly, adv.
Paln'ful-ness, re.
Pai'nlm (pa'nlm), re. [OE. painime pagans, paganism, fr. OF. paienisme paganism, LL. paganismus. See

—

A pagan an infidel
used also ad[Written also parem and pa^jjtm.] Peacham.
a. Free from pain without pain.
Paln'less-ness, re.
Pains (panz), re. Labor toilsome effort care or
trouble taken
plural in form, but used with a singular or plural verb, commonly the former.
And all my /jams is sorted to no proof.
ShaJc.
The pains they had taken was very great. Clarendon.
The labored earth your pains have sowed and tilled. Dryden.
Paganism, Pagan.]

;

;

jectively.

—

Paln'less (panISs),
PainlesB-Iy, adv.

;

—

—

;

Pains'tak'er

;

;

One who takes pains

(-tak'er), n.

one
Gay.

;

careful and faithful in all work.

Careful in doing ; diligent ; faithattentive.
ful
"Pararfaii'njr men."
Harris.
Pains'tak'lng, n. The act of taking pains ; carefulness and fidelity in performance.
Beau.
Fl.
Palns'wor'thy (-wflr'thjf), a. Worth the pains oi
care bestowed.
Paint (pant), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Painted ; p. pr. &.
vb. re. Painting.]
[OE. peinten, fr. F. peint, p. p. of
peindre to paint, fr. L. pingere, pictum ; cf Gr. iroi/<i\o!
many-colored, Skr. pig to adorn. Cf Depict, Picture,
Pigment, Pint.] 1. To cover with coloring matter to
apply paint to ; as, to paint a house, a signboard, etc.
Jezebel painted her face and tired her head. 2 Kings ix. 30

Pains'tak'lng,

Society Islands.
Pah1*-Vl' (pa1a-ve'), re. Same as Pehlevi.
(3Iin.) A name
Pa-hO'e-hO'e (pa-holl-ho'a), re.
given in the Sandwich Islands to lava having a relatively
smooth surface, in distinction from the rough-surfaced

a bucket.

;

A

(Naut.)

;

;

;

—

I

aded intrenchment.
Pa'hl (pa'he), re.

;

;

ing

or contempt. See Bah.
Fie fie &el pah! pah ! Give me an oimce of
apothecary, to sweeten my imagination.
re.

—

Syn.

(pa-gu'm5,), re. {Zool.) Any one of several
species of East Indian viverrine mammals of the genus
Paguma. They resemble a weasel in form.
Pa-gn'll-an (pa-gS'rl-an), re. [L. pagurus a kind of
crab, Gr. Trdyoupos.]
(Zool.) Any one of a tribe of
anomuran crustaceans, of which Pagurus is a type ; the
hermit crab. See Hermit crab, under Heemit.
Pah (pa), interj. An exclamation expressing disgust

(pa),

;

;

Pa-gu'ma

I

To pain one's self, to exert or trouble one's self to
take pains to be solicitous. [Obs.] " She pained her t«
do aU that she might."
Chaucer.
Syn. To disquiet trouble afflict grieve aggrieve;
distress agonize torment torture.
Paln'a-ble (pan'a-b'l), o. [Cf. Y.ptnible.] Causing
pain painful. [Obs.]
The manacles of Astyages were not . . . the less weighty and
painable for being composed of gold or silver.
Evelyn.

A very painful person,

;

Pah

Locke.

us.

;

Madras gold pagoda was worth
Chinese Pagoda.
about three and a half rupees.
so
Pa-gCdlte (pa-go'dit),TO. (Min.) Agalmatolite
called because sometimes carved by the Chinese into the
form of pagodas. See Agalmatolite.

II

Excess of cold, as well as heat, pains

Paln'tul (-ful), a. 1. Full of pain; causing uneasiness or distress, either physical or mental ; afflictive
disquieting ; distressing.
Addison.
2. Requiring labor or toil
difScult ; executed with
laborious effort ; as, a, painful service a, painful march,
3. Painstaking; careful; industrious. [06s.] Fuller.

A

II

;

;

—

as a band, pin, snap, or the like, to
hold the skirt of a woman's dress from the ground.
4. (Brickmaking) A track along which pallets carrying newly molded bricks are conveyed to the hack.
6. (Zodl.) Any one of several species of beautiful
South American moths of the genus Urania.
Page, V. t. To attend (one) as a page. \_Obs.'] Shak.
Page, n. [F., fr. L. vagina; prob. akin to pagere,
pangere, to fasten, fix, make, the pages or leaves being
fastened together. Cf. Pact, Pageant, Pagination.]
1. One side of a leaf of a book or manuscript.
Such was the book from whose pages she sang. Longfellow.

;

fr.

A

lava, called a-a.
Pah'-Utes' (pa'uts'),

;

Stillingfleet.

[Pg. pagoda, pagode,

re.

Per. but-kadah a house
of idols, or abode of God ; Per.
but an idol -|- kadah a house, a
temple.] 1.
term by which Europeans designate religious temples and tower-like buildings of
the Hindoos and Buddhists of
India, Farther India, China, and
Japan,
usually but not always,
devoted to idol worship.
An
idol,
2.
[i?.] Branded C.
3. [Prob. so named from the
image of a pagoda or a deity (cf.
bhagavat
holy,
divine)
Skr.
gold or silver
stamped on it.]
coin, of various kinds and values,
formerly current in India. The

Hind.

;

;

;

(pa'g5d),

Pa-gan'1-ty (pa-gSn'T-ty), re. [L. paganitas.'] The
[iJ.]
Cudworth.
state of being a pagan paganism.
Pa'gan-lze (pa'gan-iz), V. t. [imp. &p.p. Paganized
To render
(-izd) p. pr. & vb. re. Paganizing (-i'zing).]
pagan or heathenish; to convert to paganism. Hallywell.
Milton.
Pa'gan-ize, v. i. To behave like pagans.
Dr. S. More.
Pa'gan-ly, adv. In a pagan maimer.
Page (paj), re. [F., fr. It. paggis, LL. pagius, fr. Gr.
•nai&Cov, dim. of a-ois, TraiSds, a boy, servant; perh. akin
to L. puer. Cf. Pedagogue, Puerile.] 1. A serving
boy formerly, a youth attending a person of high degree, especially at courts, as a position of honor and education now commonly, in England, a youth employed for
doing errands, waiting on the door, and similar service
In households ; in the United States, a boy employed to
wait upon the members of a legislative body.
He had two pages of honor — on either hand one. Bacon.
Chaucer.
2. A boy child. [OJi.]
3.

of

the pages of a book.

nient.

young while in the
immature or larval

;;
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tis.1

;

;;

a.

;

&

&

.

.

;

2. Fig.

To

:

with colors

;

color, stain, or tinge ; to adorn or beautify
to diversify with colors.

with the crimson spots of blood.
Shak
Cuckoo buds of yellow hue
Do paint the meadows with delight.
Shak,
3. To form in colors a figure or likeness of on a flat
surface, as upon canvas ; to represent by means of colors
or hues to exhibit in a tinted image to portray with
paints as, to paint a portrait or a landscape.
I^ot painted

;

;

;

4. Fig.
To represent or exhibit to the mind ; to de.
scribe vividly ; to delineate to image ; to depict.
Disloyal ?
The word is too good to paint out her wickedness. Shak.
If folly grow romantic, I must 7?ai?i( it.
Pope.
:

;

—

Syn. To color picture depict portray delineate
sketch draw describe.
Paint, V. i. 1. To practice the art of painting as, the
artist paints well.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

2.

To

color one's face by way of beautifying
Let her 2faint an inch thick.

Paint, n.

1. (a)

A

it.

Shak.

pigment or coloring substance.

The same prepared with a vehicle, as oil, water with
gum, or the like, for application to a surface.
(6)

2. A cosmetic rouge.
Praed.
Paint'ed, a. 1. Covered or adorned with paint portrayed in colors.
;

;

As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean.

Coleridge.

2. (Nat. Hist.) Marked with bright colors; as, the
painted turtle painted bunting.
Painted beanty (Zool.), a handsome American butterfly
( Vanessa Buntera), having a variety of bright colors.
Painted cup (Bot.), any plant of an American genus of
herbs (Castilleia) in which the bracts are usually brightcolorea and more showy than the flowers. Castilleia coccinea has brilliantly scarlet bracts, and is common in
Fainted lady
meadows. Painted finch. See Nonpaeeil.
(Zool.), a bright-colored butterfly. See Thistle butter;

—

fly.

—

—
— Fainted

turtle (Zool.), a common American freshtortoise (Chrysemys picia), having bright red and

water
yellow markings beneath.
Paint'er (panfer), re. [OE. pantere a noose, snare,
F. paniiere, LL. panthera, L. panther a hunting net, fr.
Gr. TTavBripa was all
^VP beast cf Ir. painteir a net,

+

;

;

.

A

(Naiit.)
rope at the bow
Totten.
of a boat, used to fasten it to anything.
(Zool.) The
[Corrupt, of panther.]
Paint'er, n.
gin, snare, Gael, painntear.]

panther, or puma. [A form representing an illiterate
pronimciation, U. S.]
J. F. Cooper,
Paint'er, re. [See 1st Paint.] One whose occupation
is to paint ; esp.
(a) One who covers buildings, ships,
ironwork, and the like, with paint. (6) An artist who
represents objects or scenes in color on a flat surface,
as canvas, plaster, or the like.
Painter's colic. (Med.) See Lead colic, under CoLie.
Painter stainer. (a) A painter of coats of arms. (Trabb.
:

—

idea,

iU

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

"

;;

PAINTERLY
^6)

A member

of a livery

company

1031

or guild in London,

bearing this name.
Palnt'er-ly (panfer-lj?), a. Like a painter's work.
[OAi.] " A painterly glose of a visage." Sir P. Sidney.
Pamt'er-shlp, n. The state or position of being a
painter.
Bp. Gardiner.
[^.]
Palnt'lng, n. 1. The act or employment of laying on,
or adorning with, paints or colors.
2. {Fine Arts) The work of the painter
also, any
work of art in which objects are represented in color
on a flat surface a colored representation of any object
or scene a picture.
[iJ.]
Shak.
paint.
3. Color laid on
4. A depicting by words vivid representation in words.
Syn. See Piotueb.
Paintless, a. Not capable of being painted or de" In /(ainrtesi patience.
Savage.
scribed.
See
[F. peinture.
Paln'ture (pau'tlSr, 135), n.
The art of painting.
Paint, v. t., and of. Pictdbb.]
Chaucer. Dryden.
[OJi.]
Paint'y (pant'J^), a. UnskUlfully painted, so that the
painter's method of work is too obvious also, having too
much pigment applied to the sarface. [^Canf]
[F. paire, LL. paria, L. paria, pi. of
Pair (pSr), n.
par pair, fr. par, adj., equal. Cf. Apparel, Par equality, Pebe an equal.]
1. A number of things resembling
one another, or belonging together a set as, a pair or
flight of stairs.
"A pair of beads." Chaucer. Beau.
Fl. " Four ^ow- of stairs." Macaulay. [Now mostly
or quite disused, except as to stairs.]
Two crowDB in my pocket, two pair of cards. Beau. ^- Fl.
2. Two things of a kind, similar in form, suited to each
other, and intended to be used together ; as, a pair of
gloves or stockings ; a pair of shoes.
3. Two of a sort ; a span a yoke ; a couple
a brace
as, a, pair of horses a, pair of oxen.
"
A
married
4.
couple
a man and wife.
A happy
pair." Dryden. " The hapless ^air. " 3Iilton.

guished personage.
3. Loosely, any unusually magnificent or stately house.
Palace car.
See under Cak.
Palace court, a court
havmg jurisdiction of personal actions arising within
twelve miles of the palace at Whitehall. The court was
abolished in 1849. [Ejig.] Mozley & W.
Pa-la'ClOUS (pi-la'shOs), a. Palatial. [Oii.] Graunt.
Pal'a-dln (pai'a-din), n. [F., fr. It. paladino, fr. L.
palatinus an oflScer of the palace. See Palatine.] A
knight-errant a distinguished champion as, the paladins of Charlemagne.
Sir W. Scott.
Paaae-O- (pa'le-S-). See Paleo-.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

in paltetiology.

;

[Paiaeo- -t- setiology.] The
Pa-lae'ti-Ol'O-gy (-jy), re.
science which explains, by the law of causation, the past
condition and changes of the earth.
Pa-Ue'tl-0-lOg'-

—

ic-al (-o-lSj'i-kal), a.
fr.

l|Pal'a-me'de-a9(pai'a-me'de-e),re.p?. [NL.] {Zool.)
order, or suborder, including the kamichi, and aUied
called also screamers. In many
;
anatomical characters they are allied to the Anseres, but
they externally resemble the wading birds.
Pal'am-pore' (pSl'am-por'), re. See Palempoee.
Sp. paPa-lanlia (pa-lan'ka), re. [Cf. It., Pg.,
lanca, fr. L. palanga, phalanga a pole, Gr. <|)aAayf.]
{Mil. ) A camp permanently intrenched, attached to Turk-

An

;

;

Two members

;

pref peri-)
.

Glossy jet iepaired with shining white.

Pope.
(one's self) with another of opposite
•pinions not to vote on a particular question or class of
questions. IParliamentary CantJ
(Zool.) See

Palr'ing;, n.
of uniting or arranging in pairs or couples.
2. See To pair off, under Paik, v. i.

Pa-la'tlal, a.
tine.

II

country, or by jury.
Pa'1-sa'no (pa'e-sa'n6), n.
[Sp., of the country,
native.]
{Zool.) The chaparral cock.
Palse (paz), n. lObs.'] See Poise.
Chapman.
Pa'jock (pS'jok), re.
peacock. [06*.]
Shak.
Pak'fong' (pSk'fSug'), re. See Paokfonq.
Pal (pSl), re. [Etyruol. uncertain.] A mate a partner esp., an accomplice or confederate. [Slangl
Pal'ace (pSl'Ss ; 48% re. [OE. palais, F. pnlais, fr. L.
palalium, fr. Palatium, one of the seven hills of Rome,

A

;

;

ilp,

;

pity

Barrow.

\_Obs.]

Count palatine, County palatine. See under Count, and
— Palatine hill, or The Palatine, one of the seven

Paladin.]

tun

;

(.4rea^) Palatal; pala-

;

II

Cf.

;

[From Palate.]

Pa-la'tlal, re. A palatal letter. \Obs.] Sir W. Jones.
Pa-lat'ic (pa-15t'ik), a. {Anat.) Palatal; palatine.
[iJ.]
(P/i ore.) A palatal.
Pa-lat'lc, re.
[F. palatinal.
See
Pa-lat'i-nate (pa-lat'i-nfit), re.
Palatine.] The province or seigniory of a palatine tlie
Howell.
dignity of a palatine^
Pa-lat'i-nate (-nat), v. i. To make a palatinate of.
Fuller.
\_Obs.]
Pal'a-tlne (p51'4-tin ; 277), a. [F. palatin, L. palatinus, fr. palatium. See Palace, and cf. Paladin.] Of or
pertaining to a palace, or to a high oflicer ef a palace
hence, possessing royal privileges.

;

fvill,

Pope.

;

;

;

time when birds or other animals pair.
Impairment. [Obs.^ Wyclif.
Pa'is' (pa'e'), n. [OF. pais, F. paj/s, country.] (O.
S. Law) The country ; the people of the neighborhood.
d^T" A trial per pais is a trial by the country, that is,
by i» jury and matter in pais is matter triable by the

Pair'ment (-ment), re.

rude,

—

;

Pairing time, the

unite,

[From Paiate.] Agree-

to hit the palate of such guests.

:

on which Augustus had his residence.

a.

relish intellectual taste.
3.
T. Baker.
4. {Bot.) A projection in the throat of such flowers as
the snapdragon.
Pal'ate, v. t. To perceive by the taste. \_Obs.] Shak.
Pa-la'tlal (pa-la'shal), a. [L. palatium palace. See
Palace.] Of or pertaining to a palace suitable for a palace resembling a palace royal magnificent as, jl/o/qA. Drunnnond.
<iaZ structures.
"P«?a/«a? style."

under Fin.

To impair. [OJ.r.] Spenser.
One who impairs. \_Obs.']
Wyclif.
[See Paie, v. i.] 1. The act or process

[See Impaie.]

County.
;

food, foot

;

,

;

&

;

;

;

;

(pal), a. ICompar. Palee (pal'er)
superl. Pal[F. pale, fr. palir to turn pale, L. pallere to be oi
look pale. Cf. Appall, Fallow, Pall, v. i.. Pallid.]
1. Wanting in color not ruddy ; dusky white pallid
wan as, a, pale face ; a pale red ; a pale blue. " Pale

Pale

;

est.]

;

;

as a forpined ghost."

Chaucer.
Milton.

;

Shak,

is

pale-looMng, etc.
Pale, re. Paleness pallor. [P.]
Shak.
Pale, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Paled (paid) p. pr. & vh.
re. Paling.] To turn pale
to lose color or luster. Whittier.
Apt iopale at a trodden worm. 2Irs. Broivning..
Pale, V. t. To make pale to diminish the brightness of.
The glowworm shows the matin to be near,
;

;

I

II

;

;

(-er), n.

use,

-^

Cf.

Hard task
Pig.
Mental

J

;

1^°° The fixed portion, or palate proper, supported by
the maxillary and palatine bones, is called the hai-d palate to distinguish it from the membranous and muscular
curtain which separates the cavity of the mouth from the
pharynx and is caUed the soft palate, or velum.
2. Kelish taste ; liking
a sense originating in the
mistaken notion that the palate is the organ of taste.

To engage

—

often used in the formation of self-explain,
ing compounds as, pale-coloTei, pale-eyed, pale-faced,

—

;

;

It looks a little paler.

A

See phrase below.
To pair off, to separate from a company in pairs or
couples: specif. (.Parliamentary Cant), to agree with
one of the opposite party or opinion to abstain from voting on specified questions or issues. See Paik, n., 6.
1. To unite in couples to form a pair of
Pair, V. t.
to bring together, as things which belong together, or
which complement, or are adapted to one another.

A

Fal'a-tine, re. (Anat.)
palatine bone.
Pal'a-tlve (pSl'a-ttv), a. Pleasing to the taste pala[Obs.]
"Pafc^iw delights."
Sir T. Browne.
Pal'a-tize (-tiz), v. t. To modify, as t!i? ton<.= of ty,t.
voice, by means of the palate; as, to p la'ac .i ..-tttr
or sound.
Pal'a-tl-Za'tlon (-ti-za'slmu ,, n.
Peile.
Pal'a-tO- (p51'4-t6-). [Prom Palate.]
A combining
form used in anatomy to indicate relatio7- to, or conriKC^
Hon with, the palate; as in palatolingual.
Pal'a-tO-na'res (-na'rez), re. pi. [NL See Pal.'.to
and Naees.] {Anat.) The posterior nareiSee K.iKEf..
Pal'a-top-ter'y-goid (-tSp-tSr'i-goid), r
IX'alato- -f
pierygoid.] {Anat.) Pertaining to the pal.:tino and pterygoid region of the skull ; as, the palatop'erygoid cartilage, or rod, from which the palatine and pterygoid bones
are developed.
Pa-la'ver (pa-la'ver), re.
[Sp. palabrv, or T'lv palavra, fr. L. paraSoia a comparison, a parable, I.L., a word.
See Paeable.] 1. Talk; conversation; etp., idle or l»
guiUng talk talk intended to deceive flat ' y,
2. In Africa, a parley with the natives ; ;. t^ilk ; hence,
a public conference and deliberation ; a delxite.
This epoch of parliaments and eloquentiJa^avers. Carlyle.
Pa-la'ver, v. t. &i. [imp. &p. p. Palaveeed (-verd)
vb. re. Paiaveeing.] To make palaver with, or
p. pr.
to to use palaver to talk idly or deceitfully to employ
flattery ; to cajole ; as, to palaver artfully.
Palavering the little language for her benefit. C. Bronte.
Pa-la'ver-er (-er), re. One who palavers a flatterer.
table.

S^^Pale

Pal'a-ta-ble (pSl'a-ta^b'l),

off.

royal privileges and rights within his domains ; a count
palatine.
See Count palatine, under 4th Count.
2. The Palatine hill in Rome.
[From Palate.} {Anat.) Of or perPal'a-tlne, a.
taining to the palate.
Palatine bones (Anat.), a pair of bones (often united in
the adult) in the roof of the mouth, back of and between
the maxillaries.

;

able to the palate or taste ; savory ; hence, acceptable
pleasing ; as, palatable food ; palatable advice.
Pal'a-ta-1)le-neSS, re. The quality or state of being
agreeable to the tastSe ; relish ; acceiJtableness.
Pal'a-ta-Wy, adv. In a palatable manner.
Pal'a-tal (-tal), a. [Cf. F. palatal.] 1. Of or pertaining to the palate ; palatine ; as, the palatal bones.
2. {Phonetics) Uttered by the aid of the palate ;
said of certain sounds, as the sound of k in kirk.
Pal'a-tal, re. {Phon.)
sound uttered, or a letter pronounced, by the aid of the palate, as the letters k and y.
Pal'a-tal-ize (-iz), v. t. {Phon.) To palatize.
Pal'ate (pSl'at ; 48), re. [L. 'palatum : cf. F. palais,
OF. also palat.] 1. {Anat.) The roof of the mouth.

Rowe.

of the CEesarg

One invested with

1.

Speechless he stood a.ni pale.

A

&

re.

They are not of complexion red or 2tale. T. Randolph.
Not bright or brilliant of a faint luster or hue
dim as, the pale light of the moon.
The night, methinks, is but the daylight sick

—

Pair, V. i. limp. &p. p. Paieed (pSrd) ; p. pr.
vb.
n. PAiEiNa.]
1. To be joined in pairs; to couple; to
roate, as for breeding.
2. To suit ; to fit, as a counterpart.

277),

;

2.

Palkee.] An inclosed carriage or litter, commonly about
eight feet long, four feet wide, and four feet high, borne on
the shoulders of men by means of two projecting poles,
used in India, China, etc., for the conveyance of a single person from place to place. [Written also palankeen.']
\_Paleo- -f aptePa-lap'te-ryx (pa-15p'te-rTks), re.
ryx.]
{Paleon. )
large extinct ostrichlike bird of New
Zealand.
Pal'a-ta-bll'1-ty (pSl'a-ta-bll'i-ty), re. Palatableness.

;

t.

[F. palanquin, Pg.

afika \ -

fishing tackle.

:

flns.

-f-

a hook, flank, probably akin to E. angle

;

Pair, V.
Palr'er

re.

Prakrit fr. Skr. ^joryanka, palyanka,
bed, couch; pari
around (akin to E.

II^°° Pairs are named in accordance with the kind of
motion they permit thus, a journal and its bearing form
a turning pair, a cylinder and its piston a sliding pair, a
screw and its nut a twisting pair, etc. Any pair "in which
the constraining contact is along lines or at points only (as
a cam and roller acting together), is designated a higher
pair ; any pair having constraining surfaces which fit
each other (as a cylindrical pin and eye, a screw and its
nut, etc.), is c&Wea dulower pair.
Pair royal ( pi. Paiks eotal), three things of a sort —
used especially of playing cards in some games, as cribbage as three kings, three " eight spots,'' etc. Pour of
a kind are called a double pair royal. " Something in his
face gave me as much pleasure as a pair rayal of naturals in my own hand.''
Goldsmith. " That greatjpaiV
royal of adamantine sisters [the Fates]." Quarles. [Written coxmvtXy parial and piial.]
Syn. — Paie, FLiaHT, Set. Originally, pair was not
confined to two things, but was applied to any number of
equal things (pares), that go together.
Ben Jonson
speaks of a pair (set) of chessmen also, he and Lord
Bacon speak of a pair (pack) of cards. A "pair of
stairs " is still in popular use, as well as the later expression, " flight of stairs."

See Palace.
Pal'a-tlne (pSl'a-tin

;

Pal'an-quin' (pSl'an-ken'),
~
palanquim, Javan.
palangki, OJavan.
palangkan, through

constrain relative motion.

Paired

&

ish frontier fortresses.

^Parliamentary Canf]
7. {Kinematics) In a mechanism, two elements, or
bodies, which are so applied to each other as to mutually

2.

—

II

of opposite parties or opinion, as in a
parliamentary body, who mutually agree not to vote on
a given question, or on issues of a party nature during a
specified time ; as, there were two pairs on the final vote.

To pair

Palaile

naXaij.-r)

South American birds

5. A single thing, composed of two pieces fitted to
each other and used together as, a, pair of scissors; a
pair of tongs a pair of bellows.

as

/ pi.

re.

less closely together.

;

My heart was made to fit and pair with thine.

Gr.

Rome, once occupied by the palace

hills of

;

Pal'a-ma (pSl'a-ma),

(-me).
[NL.,
the palm.] {Zool.) A membrane extending between the toes of a bird, and uniting them more or
II

;

;

Same

—

II

;

3.

Pa'Iaa-0-

re.,

—

&

6.

(pa'le-8g'ra-fer),

graph'lc (-o-grSf'ik), a., etc. See Paleogeaphee, Paleookaphic, etc.
Pa'lae-o-type (pa'le-o-tip), re.
\_Palxo- -f -type.']
{Phon.) A system of representing all spoken sounds by
means of the printing types in common use. Ellis. Pa'laB-0-typ'lc-al (tlpM, a.
Pa'lse-o-typ'lc-al-ly, adv.
Pa-laes'tra (pa-lSs'tra), re. See Palestea.
Pa-laes'trlc (-trik), a. See Palesteic.
Pa-lae'tl-ol'o-glst (pa-le'shi-ol'o-jist), re.
One versed

;

;

;

Pa'l»-og'ra-pher

;;

PALEECHINOIDEA

The residence

of a sovereign, including the lodgings
of high oflScers of state, and rooms for business, as well
as halls for ceremony and reception.
Chaucer.
2. The official residence of a bishop or other distin1.

";

,

;;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

slug,

;

;

;

And

gins to pale his uneffectual

Shak.

fire.

Pale, re. [F. pal, fr. L. palus : cf. D. paal. See Pole
a stake, and 1st Pallet.] 1. A pointed stake or slat,
either driven into the ground, or fastened to a rail at the
top and bottom, for fencing or inclosing a ijicket.
Deer creep through when apale tumbles down. Mortimer.
2. That which incloses or fences in a boundary a
limit; a fence; a palisade. " Within one jpa?e or hedge.
;

;

Kobynson
having bounds or

;

{Moj-e's Utopia).
limits
3.
space or field
a limited
often used figuratively.
region or place ; an inclosure ;
" To walk the studious cloister's poZe. " Milton. "Out
of the pale of civilization."
Macaulay.
stripe or band, as on a garment.
4.
Chaucer.
5. {Her.) One of the greater ordinaries, being a broad
an
escutcheon,
perpendicular stripe in
equally distant from the two edges,
and occupying one third of it.
Simmends.
6.
cheese scoop.
shore for bra7. {Shipbuilding)
cing a timber before it is fastened.
English pale (Hist.), the limits or territory within which alone the English
conquerors of Ireland held dominion
for a long period after their invasion of
„ p„i„ ,=x
'^-'•

A

—

;

A

A

A

the country
Pale, V. t.

m 1172.

"

Spenser.

To

inclose with pales, or as with pales ; to
encircle to encompass ; to fence off.
Your isle, which stands] ribbed and paled in
"ith rocks unscalable and roaring waters.
Shak.
;

II

Pa1e-a

(pS'le-a), n. ; pi.

Pale^e

(-e).

[L., chaflE.]

1. {Bot.) {a) The interior chaff or hu.sk of grasses,
(t) One of the chaffy scales or bractlets growing on the

receptacle of many compound flowers, as the Coreopsis,
the sunflower, etc.
2. {Zo'ol.) A pendulous process of the skin on the
throat of a bird, as in the turkey ; a dewlap.

Pa'le-a'ceous (-a'shiis), a. [L. palea chaff.] {Bot.)
Chaffy resembling or consisting of paleaj, or chaff furas, a paleaceous receptacle.
nislied with chaff
Pa'le-arc'tlc (-iirk'tTk), a. [Paleo- -\- arctic.'] Belonging to a region of the earth's surface which includes all
Europe to the Azores, Iceland, and all temiierate Asia.
Paled (paid), a. [See 5th Pale.] 1. Striped. [Ohs.]
" [Buskins]
paled part per part."
Sponser.
2. Inclosed with a paling. " A jxi/fi^ green." Spen.ier.
Pa'le-ecli'1-noi'de-a (pa'io-6k'T-iioi'd;*-iV), «. ]J. [NL.
See Paleo-, and Echinoidea.] {Zo'dl.) An extinct order
of sea urchins found in the Paleozoic rocks.
Thay had
more than twenty vertical rows of plates. Called als»
Palieechini.
[Written also Pulxecliinoidea.]

iyk

;

;

;

.

.

.

II

;

tlieu,

tliln

;

boN

;

zli

=z

iu azure.

;;

PALEFACE

N

—

an appelPale'face' (pal'fas'), n. A white person ;
lation supposed to have been applied to the whites by
J. F. Cooper.
the American Indians.
See
Pa'le-ich'thy-es (pa'le-Tk'thT-ez), n. pi. [NL.
Paleo-, and Ichthyolooy.] {Zo'ol.) A comprehensive division of fishes wliich includes the elasmobranchs and
[Written also Pal^ichthyes.']
ganoids.
Pale'ly (pal'ly),a(^y. [From Pale, a.] In a pale mauler dimly wanly not freshly or ruddily. Thackeray.
A superior kind of
Pa.Vem-pore' (pal'em-por'), n.
dimity made in India, —used for bed coverings. [WritDe Colange.
•;en aXso palampore, palamjioor, etc.]
Pale'aess (pal'nes), n. The quality or condition of
a sickly
being pale ; want of freshness or ruddiness
white i!(i!'.5 lack of color or luster wanness.
II

;

;

;

;

;

;

T-e blood the virgin's cheek forsook
livid prttoiess spreads o'er all her look.
.
;

Pope.

A

collective
(B/hnol.)
Pa-lt'C'CiUe (pa-len'ka), K. i)?.
i-i-^ ihp Indians~of Nicaragua and Honduras.
combining
[Gr. TraAaids, adj.]
Pa'ia-0- (pa1e-o-).
form i.ie.-.u'ng old, ancient; as, palearctic, paleontology,
1"!
[Written also ^a/ieo-.]
1, i;<'. ,)a?eogi-.-iphy.
:-b?t'a-luSt (-bot'a-nist), ». One versed in pa-

namf

A
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PALLADIUM

the older division of geological time during which life is
known to have existed, including the Silurian, Devonian,
and Carboniferous ages, and also to the life or rocks of
those ages. See Chart of Geology.
Pa'le-0-ZO'lc (pa'le-6-zo'ik), re. {Geol.) The Paleozoic

Pal'ln-ge-net'ic (pal'Tn-je-n6t'ik), a. Of or pertaining to palingenesis ; as, a palingenelic process.
Pal'in-ge-net'ic-al-ly (-T-kai-iy), adv.
Pal'i-node (pal'i-nod), _re._ [L. palinodia, from Gr.
TraAti/wSt'a ; TrdXti/ again -j- (u6^ a song. See Ode.]
1. An
ode recanting, or retracting, a former one also, a repetition of an ode.
retraction; esp., a formal retraction.
2.
Sandys.
Pal'i-no'dl-al (-no'dT-al), a.
Of or pertaining to a
palinode, or retraction.
J. Q. Adams.
Pal'i-no-dy (-no-dy), re. See Palinode. [Obs.] V/ood.
Pal'i-nu'rus (pal'i-nu'riis), n. [So called from L.
Palinvrus, the pilot of iEneas.] {A'aut.) An instrument
for obtaining directly, without calculation, the true bearing of the sun, and thence the variation of the compass.
Pal'i-sade' (-sad'), re. [F. palissade, cf. Sp. palizada,
It. palizzata, palizzo, 'LL. palissata ; all fr. L. palus a
stake, pale.
See Pale a stake.] 1. {Fort.)
strong,
long stake, one end of which is set firmly in the ground,
and the other is sharpened ; also, a fence formed of such
stakes set in the gi'ound as a means of defense.
2. Any fence made of pales or sharp stakes.
Palisade cells (Bot.), vertically elongated parenchyma
cells, sucli as are seen beneath iilie epidermis of the upper
surface of many leaves.
Palisade worm (Zo'dl.), a nemai.toid worm (Strongyliis armatiis), parasitic in the blood
vessels of the horse, in which it produces aneurisms, often

time or strata.
Pa'le-0-zo-bTo-gy (-zo-ol'o-jy), re. [Paleo—{ zo'dlogy."]
The science of extinct animals, a branch of paleontology.
Pale'Sie (pal'zi), Pale'sy, re. Palsy. [06s.] Wyclif.
Pal'es-tin'i-an (pal'es-tTn'5f-an),
«.
Of or pertaiuPal'es-tin'e-an (pal'es-tin'e-an), (
ing to Palestine.
Pa-les'tra (pa-les'tra), n. ; pi. L. Palestr.s: (-tre),
E.Palestkas (-traz). [NL., fr. L. palaestra, Gr. naKaiarpa, fr. TroAat'eii/ to wrestle.] [Written also palsesira.'\
{Antiq.) (a) A wrestling school hence, a gymna1

;

sium, or place for atliletic exercise in general. (6) A
wrestling ; the exercise of wrestling.
Pa-les'tri-an (-tri-an), ) a.
[L. palaestricus, Gr.
Pa-leS'trlC (-trik),
vaKaia-rpi\
Pa-les'tric-al (-tri-kal), ) kos.]
Of or
pertaining to the palestra, or to wrestling.
Pal'et (pai'et), re. [See Palea.] {Bot.)
Same as Palea.
Pal'e-tOt (pal'e-to F. pal'to'), re. [F.
paletot, OF. palletoc, prob. fr. L. palla (see
Pall a) -\- F. toque cap, and so lit., a frock
with a cap or hood ; cf. Sp. paletoque.] {a)
An overcoat. Dickens, {b) A lady's outer
garment,
of varying fashion.
Pal'ette (pSl'et), re. [See Pallet a thin
Paletot (a).
board.] 1. (Pam<.)
thm, oval or square
board, or tablet, with a thumb hole at one end for holding it, on which a painter lays and
mixes his pigm'ents. [Written also
;

II

_

-n'.-t'a-ny (-ny),

.

..

ra.

IPaleo-

+

botani/.J

That

i«.leontology which treats of fossil plants.
liPa'ie C oai'l-da (-kar'I-da), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. -n-aAaio? ii<<:ti>t4-Kapi's, -I'Sos, akind of crustacean.] (Zo'dl.)
•iHU ^'i iilEi-.osTOMATA. [Written also PalseocarUln.']
[NL.
Pa ie-o-orl-noi'de-a (-krt-noi'de-a), n. pi.
Se" rAtTin-, n.nd Crinoidea.] {Zo'dl.)
suborder of Crinoldea fon.'/.l chiefly in the Paleozoic rocks.
raie-o-crys'tlc (-krTs'ttk), a. \_PaleoGr. KpuCTToAAo! ice.] Of, pertaining to, or derived from, a former
'uv.-iiicii

J

.

li

A

+

—

A

pallet.']

glacial formation.

+

Gr. yala the
Pa'le-0-gae'an (-je'an), a. [Paleo{Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the Eastern hemi[Written also pateoi7£ean.]
Pa'le-O-graph (-graf ), n. An ancient manuscript.
Pa'le-Og'ra-pher (-Sg'ra-f er), n. One skilled in paleography a paleograpliist.
Pa'le-0-graph'ic (-6-gi-$f' Tk), 1 a. [Cf. F. paUograPa'le-0-graph'io-al (-T-kal), J phique.l Of or pertaining to paleography.
Pa'le-Og'ra-phiSt (-og'ra-fTst), n. One versed in paleography a paleograplier.
Pa'le-og'ra-phy (-(y), ?J. [Paleo- -{- -graphy; cf. F.
paleographie.'] 1. An ancient manner of \vriting; ancient writings, collectively as, Punic paleography.
2. The study of ancient inscriptions and modes of
writing the art or science of deciphering ancient writings, and determining their origin, period, etc., from external characters diplomatics.
Pa-le'0-la (pa-le'o-l.a), n. ; pi. Paleol.e (-le). [NL.,
dim. of L. palea.'] {Bot.) A diminutive or secondary
palea a lodicule.
Pa'le-0-llth (pa'le-6-lTth), n. [Paleo- -{- -nth.'] {Geol.)
A relic of the Paleolithic era.
Pa'le-O-Uth'ic (-llth'ik), a. {Geol.) Of or pertaining
to an era marked by early stone implements. The Paleolithic era (as proposed by Lubbock) includes the earlier
half of the " Stone Age " the remains belonging to it
are for the most part of extinct animals, with relics of
earth.]
sphere.

2. {Anc. Armor) One of the
plates covering the points of junction at the bend of the shoulders

and elbows.
3. {3feck.)

breast

breastplate for a

Palette

(1),

with

Brushes.

drill.

;

;

;

;

;

_

II

;

;

buman

beings.

Pa'le-Ol'O-gist (-ol'o-jTst), n. One versed in paleology ; a student of antiquity.
Pa'le-ol'O-gy (-jy), n. [Paleo- -f- -logy.'] The study
or knowledge of antiquities, esp. of prehistoric antiquities ; a discourse or treatise on antiquities ; archaeology.
Pa'le-on'tO-graph'iO-al (-on'to-grSf'T-kal), a. Of or
pertaining to the description of fossil remains.
Pa'le-on-tOg'ra-phy (-on-tog'r4-fy), n.
[PaleoGr. ovTo. existing things -\- -graphy.] The description of
fossil remains.
Pa'le-on'tO-lOg'lC-al (-on't6-18j'T-kal), a. Of or pertaining to paleontology.— Pa'le-on'to-log'ic-al-ly, adv.
Pa'le-on-tOl'0-glst (-on-tol'o-jTst), n. [Cf F. paleontologiste.']
One versed in paleontology.
Pa'le-on-tOl'0-gy {-if), n. [PaleoGr. ovto. existing things
-logy.
Cf. OtrrOLOaY.] The science which
treats of the ancient life of the earth, or of fossils which
are the remains of such life.
Pa'le-0-phy-tOl'O-glst (-6-f i-tSl'o-jTst), n. A paleo-

+

.

+

+

botanist.

Pa'le-0-phy-tOl'O-gy (-i^), n. [Paleo- -j- pkytology.'}
Paleobotany.
Pa'le-or'ni-thol'0-gy (-Sr'ni-thSl'o-jy), n. [Paleoornithology.^ The branch of paleontology which treats

+

of fossil birds.

Pa'le-0-sau'rus (-6-sa'rus), n. [NL., fr. Gr. iroAaio'r
ancient -{- <ravpos a lizard.] (Paleon.) A genus of fossil
eaurians found in the Permian formation.
Pa'le-0-tech'nic (-tek'nTk), a. [Paleoiechn^c.^
Belonging to, or coimected with, ancient art. " TYiepa'/eo^ec/iK^c men of central France."
D. Wilson
Pa1e-0-there (-ther), n. [F. paleothere.'] {Paleon.
Any species of Paleotherium.
Pa'le-0-the'ri-an (-the'ri-an), a. [F. paUotherien.l
{Paleon.) Of or pertaining to Paleotherium.
Pa'le-O-the'ri-um (-vim), n.
[NL., fr. Gr. iroAaio!
ancient -j- Brjpiov beast.] {Paleon.) An extinct genus of
herbivorous Tertiary mammals, once supposed to have
resembled the tapir in form, but now known to have had
1 more slender form, with a long neck like that of a
Hama. [Written also Palieotlieriuin.']
[Paleothere -\- -oid.']
Pa'le-o-the'roia (-roid), a.
[Paleon. ) Resembling Paleotherium.
An animal
n.
resembling, or allied to, the paleothere.
Pa1e-8-type (-tip), n. See PALa:oTYPE.

+

II

—

Pa'le-OUS (pa'le-us), a. [1,. palea chsM.] Chaffy like
chaff paleaceous,
Sir T. Browne.
[i?.]
Pa'le-0-ZO'lC (-o-zo'ik), a. [Paleo- -\- Gr. fwij life, f r.
{Geol.) Of or pertaining to, or designating,
fi^i* to live.]
;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, axm, ask,

a knife with a very flexible steel blade and
no cutting edge, rounded at the end, used by painters to
mix colors on the crmdiug slab or palette. — To set the
palette (Faint.), to lay upon it the required pigments in
a certain order, according to the intended use of them
in a picture.
FairhoU.
Pale'wise' (pal'wTz'), adv. {Her.) In the manner of a
pale or pales ; by perpendicular lines or divisions as, to
divide an escutcheon joafeiut'se.
Pal'frey (pal'fry 277), re. [OE. palefrai, OF. palefrei, F. palefroi, LL. pailajredus, parafredus, from L.
paraveredus a horse for extraordinary occasions, an
Palette knife,

;

;

extra post horse ; Gr. Trapd along, beside -\- L. veredus a
post horse.] 1. A saddle horse for the road, or for state
occasions, as distinguished from a war horse.
Chaucer.
2. A small saddle horse for ladies.
Spenser.
Call the host and bid him bring
Tennyson.
Charger and y:>a(/;'cz/.
Pal'freyed (-frtd), a. Mounted on a palfrey. Tickell.

Pal'grave

See Palsgrave.

(-grav), n.

(pa'li), re., pi. of Palus.
(pale), re.
[Ceylonese, fr. Skr. pali row, line,
series, applied to the series of Buddhist sacred texts.] A
dialect descended from Sanskrit, and like that, a dead
language, except when used as the sacred language of the
Buddhist religion in Farther India, etc.
[L. palus a
Pal'i-fl-ca'tion (pSl'i-fT-ka'shiin), re.
stake
-ficare (in comp.) to make : cf F. palificaiion.
See -EY.] The act or practice of driving piles or posts
into the ground to make it firm.
Sir H. Wotton.
[R.]
II

Pa'li

Pali

+

.

{Zo'dl.) Resembling a
Pa'll-form (palT-term), a.
as, the paliform lobes of the septa in corals.
[L. palilogia, Gr. -naPa-Ul'0-gy (pa-lJl'o-jy), re.
KiXXoyia; woAtv again -\- Xeyeti/ to speak.] {Rhet.) The
repetition of a word, or part of a sentence, for the sake
of greater emphasis ; as, " The living, the living, he

palus

;

shall praise thee."

Is. xxxviii. 19.
[L. palimpsestus, Gr.
naXCfMilrrjcTTog scratched or scraped again, naXL/xtpTjuTov a
cf F.
palimpsest ; ttoXlv again
</")" to iiibi r"b away

Pal'imp-sest (pal'Imp-sest),

re.

+

A

:

.

palimpseste.]
parchment which has been written upon
twice, the first writing having been erased to make place
for the second.
Longfellow.
Pal'ln-drome (-tn-drom), re. [Gr. iraKivSpoixo^ running
back again tvoXiv again -f- Spaixelv to run cf F. palindrome.]
word, verse, or sentence, that is the same
when read backward or forward ; as, madam; Hannah;
or Lewd did I live,
evil I did dwel.
Pal'in-drom'ic (-drom'tk), I a. Of, pertaining to, or
:

;

.

A

&

like, a palindrome.
Pal'in-drom'ic-al (-i-kal), (
A writer of
Pa-lin'dro-niiSt (pa-lin'dr6-mTst), re.
palindromes.
general
in
a fence
Pal'lng (pal'ing), re. 1. Pales,
formed with pales or pickets a limit an inclosure.
They moved within the paling of order and decorum.
;

;

;

De

Qitincey.

2. The act of placing pales or stripes on cloth also,
Chaucer.
the stripes themselves. [Obs.]
Paling board, one of the slabs sawed from the sides of a
log to fit it to be sawed into boards. [Eng.]
Pal'in-ge-ne'si-a (pal'Tn-je-ne'si-a), re. [NL.] See
Palingenesis.
Pal'in-gen'e-Sls (-jen'e-sTs), ) re. [Gr. iraKi-yyeveaia
7^"^n-dAtv again
Pal'In-gen'e-sy (-jen'e-sy), j
See Genesis.] 1. A
<7i; birth
cf. F. palingenesie.
new birth a re-creation a regeneration a continued
existence in different manner or form.
2. {Biol.) That form of evolution in which the truly
ancestral characters conserved by heredity are reproduced in development original simple descent -— disSometimes, in zoology,
tinguished from kenogenesis.
the abrupt metamorphosis of insects, crustaceans, etc.
;

II

;

+

:

;

;

;

final,

gJl

;

eve, event,

;

;

6nd, fern, recent

;

;

A

A

—

fatal.

Pal'i-sade', v.

&

[imp.

t.

p. p. Palisaded

;

p. pr.

&

To surround,

[Cf F. palissader.]
vb. n. Palisading.]
inclose, or fortify, with palisades.
.

Pal'i-sad'ing (-sad'ing), n. (Fort.) A row of palisades set in the ground.
Pai'i-sa'dO (-sa'do), re.; pi. Palisadoes (-doz).
palisade.
[Obs.]
Shah.
Pal'i-sa'do, v. t. To palisade. [Obs.]
Sterne.
Pal'ish (pal'Ish), a. Somewhat pale or wan.

A

'

Pal'is-san'der (pSl'is-sSn'der), re. [F. palissandre."]
{Bot.) (a) Violet wood.
(6) Rosewood.
Pal'is-sy (pal'Ts-sy ; F. pa'le'se'), a. Designating, or
of the nature of, a kind of pottery made bv Bernard Palissy, in France, in the 16th century.

FairhoU.

A

—

Ice,

PaliEsy ware, glazed pottery like that r ,ade by Bernard
Palissy especially, that havmg figures' fishes, reptiles,
etc., in high relief.
;

II

:

Pal'kee

(pal'ke),

A

gin as E. palanquin.]

Pall

(pal),

Same

re.

[Hind, palki
palanquin.

re.

as

:

of the

same oriMalcom.

Pawl.

Pall, re. [OE. pal, AS. psel, from L. pallium cover,
cloak, mantle, pall cf. L. palla robe, mantle.] 1. An
outer garment a cloak or mantle.
His lion's skin changed to a paJl of gold.
Spenser,
2. A kind of rich stuff used for garments in the Middle Ages.
[06s.]
Wyclif {Esther viii. 15).
3. {R. C. Ch. ) Same as Pallium.
About this time Pope Gregory sent two archbishop's'pa?teinto
England,
the one for London, the other for York.
Fuller,
4. (Her.) A figure resembling the Roman Catholic
pallium, or pall, and having the form of _
the letter Y.
5. A large cloth, esp., a heavy black
cloth, thrown over a coffin at a funeral
sometimes, also, over a tomb.
;

;

—

Warriors carry the warrior's73a?Z. Tennyson.
6. {Feci.) A piece of cardboard, covered with linen and embroidered on one
side
used to put over the chalice.
PaU (4).
Shak.
Pall, V. t. To cloak. [R.]
vb.
Pall, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Palled (paid) ; p. pr.
[Either shortened fr. appall, or fr. F.
re. Palling.]
palir to grow pale. Cf. Appall, Pale, a.] To becomevapid, tasteless, duU, or insipid ; to lose strength, life,
spirit, or taste ; as, the liquor palls.
Beauty soon grows familiar to the lover.
Fades in the eye, and palls upon the sense. Addison.
Pall, V. t. 1. To make vapid or insipid ; to make lifeless or spiritless ; to dull
to weaken.
Chaucer.
Reason and reflection .
pall all his enjoyments. Atterbury.
2. To satiate
to cloy as, to pall the appetite.
Shaftesbury.
Pall, re. Nausea. [06s.]
Pal'la (pal'la), re. [L. See Pall a cloak.] {Rom.
Antiq.) An oblong rectangular piece of cloth, worn by
Roman ladies, and fastened with brooches.
Pal-la'di-an (pSl-la'di-an), a. (Arch.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a variety of the revived classic
style of architecture, founded on the works of Andrea
Palladia, an Italian architect of the 16th century.
Pal-la'diC (pal-la'dik or -ISd'Ik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or derived from, palladium ;
used specifically to designate those compounds in which the element
has a higher valence as contrasted with palladious com;

—

&

&

;

.

.

;

;

II

—

pounds.
Pal-la'di-OUS (pal-la'di-us), a. {Chem.) Of, pertamused specifically to
ing to, or containing, palladium
designate those compounds in which palladium has a
lower valence as compared mfh palladic compounds.
Pal-la'di-um (pal-la'di-fim), re. [L., fr. Gr. IIaA^a5lOl',
fr. UaAAds, -dSo;, Pallas.] 1. {Gr. Antiq.) Any statue of
the goddess Pallas esp. the famous statue on the preservation of which depended the safety of ancient Troy.
;

;

2.

Hence

:

—

,

That which affords effectual protection or

security : a safeguard as, the trial by jury is the palladium of our civil rights.
Blackstone.
rare metallic elePal-la'di-um, re. [NL.] (C/iem.)
ment of the light platinum group, found native, and also
alloyed with platinum and gold. It is a silver-white metal
resembling platinum, and like it permanent and untar;

A

nished in the

air,

but

is

more

easily fusible.

It is

unique

power of occluding hydrogen, which it does to the
extent of nearly a thousand volumes, forming the alloy
Pd2H. It is used for graduated circles and verniers, for
plating certain silver goods, and somewhat in dentistry.
It was so named in 1804 by WoUaston from the asteroid
in its

idea,

HI

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

Odd

1802.

Symbol Pd.

&

Pal-la'il-um-ize (p5l-la'dT-iim-iz), v. t. [imp.
p.
vb. n. Pailadiomizinq
p. Palladiumized (-izd) p. pr.
To cover or coat with
f-l'zing).]

&

;

1033

PALMETTO
a small swift (Cypselus Batassiensis) which frequents the palmyra and cocoanut palms in India. Its
peculiar nest is attached to the leaf of the palmyra palm.
Palm weevil (Zo'ol. ),
Palm toddy. Same as Palm wine.
any one of numerous species of very large weevils of tiie
genus Rhynchopliorus. The larvae bore into palm trees,
and are called palm borers, and grugru worms. They
Palm wine, the sap of
are considered excellent food.
several species of pahns, especially, in India, of the wild
date palm (Phosnix sytvestris), the palmyra, and the Ciiryota urens.
When fermented it yields by distillation
arrack, and by evaporation jaggery. Called also palm
toddy.
Palm worm, or Pahnworm. (Zo'ol.) (a) The larva
of a palm weevil. (6)
centipede.

palladium.

[-R.]

—

;

;

;

;

The general

color is bay,
with a black crescent on the
croup. Called also roodebok.
Pal'las (-las), n. [L., fr. Gr.
HaAAas, -dSo9.] (Gr. Myth.) Pal-

Athene, the Grecian goddess
wisdom, called also Athene,
and identified, at a later period,
of

—

;

[F. palette : cf It. paletta ; prop, and
dim. of L. pala a shovel, spade. See
shovel.]
1. {Paint.) Same as Palette.
2. (Pottery) (a)
wooden implement used by potters,
crucible makers, etc., for forming, beating, and rounding
their works. It is oval, round, and of other f otms. (b)
potter's wheel.
3. (Gilding) (a) An instrument used to take up gold
leaf from the pillow, and to apply it. (b)
tool for gilding the backs of books over the bands.
4. (Brickmaking)
board on which a newly molded
brick is conveyed to the hack.
Knight.
6. (Mach.) (a)
click or pawl for driving a ratcliet
wheel. (6) One of the series of disks or pistons in the
.

Grig., a fire shovel,

Peel a

A

A

A

A

A

'

;

II

palms, deserving the palm or prize, fr. palma a palm.]
Worthy of the palm palmy preeminent superior
;

hand
resembling a hand with
the fingers spread.
2. (Bot.) Spreading from the
apex of a petiole, as the divisions
of a leaf, or leaflets, so as to resemble the hand with outspread
fingers.
Gray.
3. (Zo'ol.) (a) Having the anterior toes united by a web, as in
most swimming birds; webbed.
Palmate Leaf.
See Illust. (i) under Ayes, (b)
Having the distal portion broad, flat, and more or less'
divided into lobes
said of certain corals, antlers, etc.
Pal'mate-ly (-mat-lj^), adv. In a palmate manner.
Pal-mat'i-fid (pal-mat'i-f id), a.
[L. palmatus palmate -f- root of findere to split.] (Bot.) Palmate, with
the divisions separated but little more than halfway to
the common center.
Pal-mat'1-lobed (-lobd), a. [L. palmatus palmate -{E. lobed.] (Bot.) Palmate, with the divisions separated
less than halfway to the common center.
Pal-mat'i-sect (pSi-mSt'l-sekt),
[L. palPal-mat'i-sect'ed (pal-mStt-sSkt'Sd),
matus palmate -j- secare to cut.] (Bot.) Divided,
as a palmate leaf, down to the midrib,
EG that the parenchyma is interrupted.
tN\ <ta
Palm'crlst (pam'krist), n. The pal- t^^S
;

;

;

ma

Palmed

—

;

;

—

use,

unite,

r^de, fyU, ap,

Om

;

pity

;

food,

fo^ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

—

^^^^

margin, and

Having or bear-

a.

Palmatisected
Leaf.

(Zo'ol.),

Palm'er (pam'er),

[From Palm,

n.

One who-

v. i.]

palms or cheats, as at cards or dice.
Palm'er, n. [From Palm the tree.]

A

wandering
religious votary
especially, one who bore a branch of
palm as a token that he had visited the Holy Land and
;

sacred places.
Chaucer.
Pilgrims andpalmers plighted them together. P. Plowman.
The pilgrim had some home or dwelling place, the palmer had

its

;

;

iv. 6,

a stag of full
growth, bearing palms. See 1st Palm, 4.

;

;

(pamd),

Palmed deer

;

;

(Jonah

version, note.

ing a palm or palms.

;

;

Christi.

Douay

;

:

—

j

;

m

;

;

principal; chief; 3,a. palmary -wor^.
Bp. Home.
Pal'mate (pal'mat), n. (Chem.) A salt of palmic
acid ; a ricinoleate. lObsoles.']
Pal'mate (pal'mat), ) a. iL- palmatus marked with
Pal'ma-ted (-ma-ted), )
the palm of a hand, from
palma the palm of the hand.]
1. Having the shape of the

—

.

A fossil palm.

Fal-ma'ri-um (pSl-ma'ri-ilm), n. ; pi. Palmaeia
(-a).
[NL. See Palmar.] (Zo'ol.) One of the bifurca^
tions of the brachial plates of a crinoid.
Pal'ma-ry (pal'ma^ry), a. (Anat.) Palmar.
Pal'ma-ry, a. [L. palmarius, palmaris, belonging to

—

.

(Paleon.)

n.

(-sit),

wings of birds.

—

.

—

:

;

;

to put

[Sometimes corrupted mto palmcrist.]

Pal'ma-clte

large leather ball.

—

;

Pal'mar (pSl'mer), a. [L. palmaris, fr. palma the
palm of the hand cf. F. palmaire.] 1. (Anat.) Pertaining to, or corresponding with, the palm of the hand.
2. (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to the under side of the

given to the mallet used, to tlie place where tlie game
was played, and to the street, in London, still called Pall
Mall. [Written ai&o pail-'mail seaA pell-mell.']
Sir K. Dighy. Evelyn.
Pal-lO'ne (pal-lo'na), n. [It., a large ball, fr. palla
ball.
See Balloon.] An Italian game, played with a

;

Prior.

hand

off.

;

tor-oil plant.

;

;

sleight of

A

—

;

by

may palm upon us new for old. Dryden.
(pSl-ma'shiis), a. (j5o<.) Of or pertainof the nature of, or resembling, palms.
[L., palm of
liPal'ma ChrlS'tl (pSl'ma krts'ti).
Christ.] (Bot.)
plant (Ricinus communis) with ornamental peltate and palmately cleft foliage, growing as a
woody perennial in the tropics, and cultivated as an herbaceous annual in temperate regions
called also cas-

,

;

as

For you

&C

;

the trick that lost the game.

— usually with

;

Pal-ma'ceous

ing to palms

A

—

juggle.

To impose by fraud,

by unfair means

.

;

;

n.

They palmed
3.

Pall'— mall' (pel'mel'), n. [OF palemail , It. pallamaglio ; palla a ball (of German origin, akin to E. ball) -\maglio hammer, fr. L. malleus. See 1st Ball, and Mall
a beetle.]
game formerly common in England, in
which a wooden ball was driven with a mallet through
an elevated hoop or ring of iron. The name was also

;

(pam),

& vb.

hand ; to

(l^p°" The wool is obtained from two lambs brought to
thebasilica of St. Agnes, Rome, and blessed. It is worn
by the pope, and sent to patriarchs, primates, and archbishops, as a sign that they share in the plenitude of the
episcopal office. Before it is sent, the pallium is laid on
the tomb of St. Peter, where it remains all night.
3. (Zool.) (a) The mantle of a bivalve.
See Mantle.
(6) The mantle of a bird.

Pal'lor (pal'ler), n. [L., fr. pallere to be or look pale.
chain pump.
Knight.
See Pale, a.] Paleness want of color pallidity as,
6. (Horology) One of the pieces or levers connected
pallor
Jer. Taylor.
of the complexion.
with the pendulum of a clock, or the
Palm (pam), n. [OE. paume, F. paume, L. palma,
balance of a watch, which receive thejo^^-JP-vj—C;^^
Gr.
akin
Skr.
pai}i
hand,
and
E.
fumble.
See
naXaixTi,
to
immediate impulse of the scape-wheel,
Fumble, Feel, and cf. 2d Palm.] 1. (Anat.) The inner
Brande
or balance wheel.
and
somewhat
concave
part
of
the
hand
between
the
7. (Mus.) In the organ, a valve bebases of the fingers and the wrist.
tween the wind chest and the month of
Clench'd her fingers till they bit ih&palm. Tennyson.
a pipe or row of pipes.
2. A lineal measure equal either to the breadth of the
8. (Zool.) One of a pair of shelly
hand or to its length from the wrist to the ends of the
plates that protect the siphon tubes of
fingers ; a hand ;
used in measuring a horse's height.
certain bivalves, as the Teredo.
See HPallet (6).
lust. of Teredo.
11^°° In Greece, the palm was reckoned at three inches.
Anchor Escape9. A cup containing three ounces,
ment; pp Pallets. The Romans adopted two measures of this name, the
lesser palm of 2.91 inches, and the greater palm of 8.73
formerly used by surgeons.
Pal1i-al (-ll-al), a. [L. pallium a mantle. See Pall.] inches. At the present day, this measure varies in the
most arbitrary manner, being different in each country,
(Zool.) Of or pertaining to a mantle, especially to the
Internal. Cyc.
and occasionally varying in the same.
mantle of mollusks ; produced by the mantle as, the
3. (SailmaJcing) A metallic disk, attached to a strap,
pallial line, or impression, which marks the attachment
and worn on the palm of the hand,
used to push the
of the mantle on the inner surface of a bivalve shell. See
needle through the canvas, in sewing sails, etc.
Illust. of Bivalve.
4. (Zo'ol.) The broad flattened part of an antler, as of
Fallial chamber (.Zool.), the cavity inclosed by the mana full-grown fallow deer ;
so called as resembling the
tle.
Pallial slnna (Zool.), an inward bending of the palpalm
of the hand with its protruding fingers.
lial line, near the posterior end of certain bivalve shells,
5. (JVaui.) The flat inner face of an anchor fluke.
to receive the siphon. See Illust. of BrvAivs.
Palm, n. [AS. palm, L. palma ; so named f r. the
Pal'li-a-ment (-a-ment), n, [LL. palliare to clothe,
leaf resembling a hand.
fr. L. pallium a mantle.
See Pall the garment.] A
See 1st Palm, and cf.
dress a robe.
[Ofo.]
Shak. Pam.]
1. (Bot.) Any enPal'llard (p81'yerd), ra. [F. paillard, orig., one addogenous tree of the ordicted to the couch, fr. paille straw. See Pallet a small
der PalmSE or Palmacese;
bed.] 1. A bom beggar; a vagabond. [06j.] Halliwell.
a palm tree.
2. A.echer; a lewd person.
Dryden.
lObs.J
8^°* Palms are perenPal-llasse' (p51-yas'), n. See Paillasse.
nialwoody plants, often
Pal'11-ate (pal'lT-St), a. [L. palliatus, fr. pallium a
of majestic size.
The
cloak. See Pall the garment.] 1. Covered with a man- trunk is usually erect and
tle ; cloaked hidden
disguised.
\_Obs.']
Bp. Hall. rarely branched, and has
Bp. Fell. a roughened exterior
Z. Eased ; mitigated ; alleviated. [06i.]
Pal'U-ate (-at), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Pailla.ted (-a'- composed of the persisttSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Palll/^tino (-a'tfng).] 1. To cover ent bases of the leaf
stalks.
The leaves are
with a mantle or cloak ; to cover up to hide. [06j.]
borne in
a terminal
Being palliated with a pilgrim's coat. Sir T. Herbert. crown, and are support5. To cover with excuses to conceal the enormity of, ed on stout, sheathing,
by excuses and apologies to extenuate as, to palliate often prickly, petioles.
They are usually of great
faults.
size, and are either pinThey never hide or palliate their vices.
Swift.
nately
or
palmately
3. To reduce in violence to lessen or abate
to miti- many-cleft.
Palm (Oeonoma gracilis).
There are
gate to ease without curing as, to palliate a disease.
about one thousand speTo palliate dullness, and give ti-me a shove. Cowper. cies known, nearly all of them growing in tropical or semiSyn. To cover; cloak; hide; extenuate; conceal.— tropical regions. The wood, petioles, leaves, sap, and fruit
To Palliate, Extenuate, Cloak. These words, as here of many species are invaluable in the arts and iil domestic
compared, are used in a, figurative sense in reference to economy. Among the best known are the date palm, the
our treatment of wrong action. We cloak in order to cocoa palm, the fan palm, the oil palm, the wax palm, the
oonceal completely. We extenuate a crime when we en- palmyra, and the various kinds called cabbage palm and
deavor-to show that it is less than has been supposed we palmetto.
2. A branch or leaf of the palm, anciently borne or
palliate a crime when we endeavor to cover or conceal its
eaormity, at least in part. This naturally leads us to worn as a symbol of victory or rejoicing.
soften some of its features, and thus palliate approaches
A
great multitude
stood bofore the throne, and before
extenuate till they have become nearly or quite identical. the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and }ialm3 in tlieir hands.
" To palliate is not now used, though it once was,
Her. vii. 9.
in the
sense of wholly cloaking or covering over, as it might be,
3. Hence Any symbol or token of superiority, success,
pur Bins, but
that of extennating ; to palliate our faults
" Tlie
supremacy.
triumph
triumph
victory
or
also,
;
IS not to hide them altogether, but to seek to diminish
Chaucer.
^aim of martyrdom."
their guilt in part."
Trench.
So get the start of the majestic world
Pal'U-a'tlon (-a'shun), n. [Cf. F. palliation.'] 1. The
Sliak.
And bear the palm alone.
act of palliating, or the state of being palliated extenuaMolucca palm (Bot.), a labiate lierb from Asia (Mohirella
tion excuse ; as, the palliation of faults, offenses, vices. Ixvis), having a curious cup-shaped calyx. — Palm cabbage,
2. Mitigation ; alleviation, as of a disease.
Bacon. the terminal bud of a cabbage palm, u.scil na food.
Palm crab
Palm cat (Zo'nl.), the common paradoxuro.
3. That which cloaks or covers disguise
also, the
(Zo'ol.), the purse cr.ab. — Palm oil, a vegetable oil, obstate of being covered or disguised.
[06.9.]
tained from tlie fruit of several species of palms, as the
Pal'11-a-tlve (pSl'lT-a-tTv), a. ICt.'F.palliatif.'] Coit- African
oil palm (EUcis Ouinectisi.s), and used in the maniug to palliate ; serving to extenuate or mitigate.
Palm swift
ufacture of soap and candles. See KljKIs.

A

V. t.
{imp. &p. p. Palmed (pamd) p.
Palmino.] A. To handle. [Obs.] Prior.
2. To manipulate with, or conceal in, the palm of the

A

;

Pal'let, n.

Palm
pr.

A

with tlie Roman Minerva.
Pall'bear-er (pal'bSr-er), n. One of those who attend
the coffin at a funeral
so called from the pall being
formerly carried by them.
(pai'Iet),
paillet, F. paillet a heap of
re.
[OE.
Pal'let
straw, fr. paille straw, fr. L. palea chaff cf. Gr. irdKr) fine
meal, dust, Skr. pala straw, palava chaff.
Cf. Paillasse.] A small and mean bed a bed of straw 3HIton.
IDim.oi pale. See Pale a stake.] {He?:)
Pal'let, ra.
A perpendicular band upon an escutcheon, one half the
breadth of the pale.
;

—

II

las

—

—

;

Pal'lah (pSl'la), n. {Zodl.)
large South African antelope
(^pyceros melampus). The male
has long lyrate and annulated
horns.

(Zo'ol.),

;

A

;

Pal11-a-t!ve (pSllT-a-tlv), n. That which palliates
a paUiative agent.
Sir W. Scott.
Pal'U-a-to-ry (-to-ry), a. Palliative extenuating.
Pal'lid (-lid), a. [L. pallidus, fr. pallere to be or look
pale.
See Pale, a.] Deficient in color ; pale ; wan as,
a pallid countenance pallid blue.
Spenser.
Pal-lid'1-ty (pal-lld'i-ty), n. Pallidness paleness.
Pal'lid-ly (pSl'lid-lSf), adv. In a pallid manner.
Pal'lld-ness, n. The quality or state of being pallid
paleness pallor ; wanness.
Pal'li-o-braa'clli-a'ta (pal'lT-o-bran'ki-a'ta), n. pi.
[NL.] (Zool.) Same as Brachiopoda.
Pal'11-O-bran'cM-ate (-bran'kl-St), a. [See Pallium,
and Branchia.] (Zool.) Having tlie pallium, or mantle,
acting as a giU, as in brachiopods.
llPal'li-um (pal'li-um), n.;pl. L. Pallia (-a), E. Palhums (-vimz). [L. See Pall the garment.] 1. (Anc.
Costume)
large, square, woolen cloak which enveloped
the whole person, worn by the Greeks and by certain
Romans. It is the Roman name of a Greek garment.
2. (R. C. Ch.)
band of white wool, worn on the
shoulders, with four purple crosses worked on it ; a pall.

PALLADIUMIZE
Pallas, which was discovered in
Atomic weight, 106.2.

'

)

;

none.

The

places, but

pilgrim traveled to some certain, designed place or

ihopalmer

to all.

T. Stavelejj.

Palm'er-worm' (-wQrm'),

n.

(Zo'ol.) (a)

which appears in great
numbers, devouring herbage, and
wandering .about like a palmer.

Any

hairy-

caterpillar

The njime

is applied also to otiu
voracious insects. Joeli. 4. (/i
In America, the larva of any cue
of sever.il moths, which destroys
the foliage of fruit and forest
trees, esp. the larva of Tpsolo•
phus pometcllvs.
s,
which sometimes appears in vast numbers,

A

"^-.c/:-^

i

Polmerworm

(Iraofo-

P'>«^P'>"''Mm-Moih.
(.%)

Pal-mette' (pJtl-mSf), n. [F., dim. of pnlmc a palm.]
floral ornament, common in Greek

—

and

other ancient architecture ;
often called tiir. Iinncysiickle oniament.

Pal-met'to

(i>.1l-ii'iet'to),

n.

[Dim.

of palm, the tree

:
cf. Sp. palmito.]
(Bot.) A name given to palms of sovoral genera and species growing in the
West Indies and the Southern United

States.

sing. Ink

;

In the United States,

tlien,

Oiln

;

boN

;

zl»

tlio

=z

Palmctte.

in azure.

;

:

1034

name is applied especially to the Chamserops, or Sabal,
Palmetto, the cabbage tree of FlorSee Cabida and the Carolinas.

Pal-pa'tlon (pSl-pa'shun), n. [L. palpatio, fr. palpare. See Palpable.] 1. Act of touching or feeling.
2. (3Ied.) Examination of a patient by touch. Quain.
Pal-pa'tor (-tSr), n. [L., a stroker.] (Zool.) One
of a family of clavicorn beetles, including those which
have very long maxillary palpi.

under Cabbage.

tree,

11

Boyal palmetto, the West Indian
Sabal umbraculifera, the trunk of
which, when hollowed, is used for
water pipes, etc. The leaves are
used for thatching, and for making
ropes, etc.

hats,

— Saw

II

is

[L. palpebralis, fr. palpebra :
F. palpebral.! Of or pertaining to the eyelids.
Pal'pe-brate (-brat), a. (Zool!) Having eyelids.
Palped (pSlpt), a. (Zo'ol. ) Having a palpus.
Pi'pi(pal'pi),ra.,pZ. of Palpus. XZool.) SeePALpns.
[See Palpus, and
Pal'ptcorn (p51'pi-k6rn), n.
CoENU.]
(Zool.) One of a group of aquatic beetles
(Palpicornia) having short club-shaped antennae, and

called palmetto scrub.

II

Pal'mlc (pSl'mtk), a. [Of. F.
palmique.'] (Chem.) Of, pertaining
to, or derived from, the castor-oU
plant (Ricinus communis, or PaXma Christi) ; formerly used to
designate an acid now called ricino-

—

leic acid.

Palmetto (Sabal
Palmetto^.

[^Obsoles."]

II

Pal'ml-grade (pSl'ml-grad), a. [L. palma palm of
the hand +- gradi to walk.] (Zool.) Putting the whole
foot upon the ground in walking, as some mammals.
Pal'mln (-mTn), n. [From poZma Christi cf. F. palmine.']
(Chem.) (a) A white waxy or fatty substance
obtained from castor oiL (ft) Ricinolein. [06s.]
[L. palmipes, -edis,
Fal'ml-ped (pSl'mt-pSd), a.
t)road-footed palma the pahn of the hand -\-pes a foot
cf. F. palmiplde.1 (Zool.) Web-footed, as a water fowl.
:

;

A

n.

swimming bird

;

a bird having webbed feet.

Pal-mlp'e-des (pSl-mtp'e-dez), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
as Natatoees.
[From Palm of the
Pal'mls-ter (pSl'mts-ter), n.
II

Same

liand.] One who practices palmistry.
Bp. Hall.
Pal'mlS-try (-ti^), n. [See Palmisteb.] 1. The art
or practice of divining or telling fortunes, or of judging
of character, by the Unes and marks in the palm of the
hand chiromancy.
Ascham. Cowper.
Addison.
2. A dexterous use or trick of the hand.
Pal'ml-tate (pal'mT-tat), n. (Chem.) A salt of pal;

mitic acid.

Fal'mite

(-mit), n.

[From Palm.]

(Sot.)

A

South

African plant (Prionium Palmita) of the Kush family,
iaving long serrated leaves. The stems have been used
for making brushes.
(Physiol. Chem.) PerPal-mlt'lO (pal-mifik), a.
taining to, or obtained from, palmitin or palm oU ; as,
palmitic acid, a white crystalline body belonging to the
fatty acid series. It is readily soluble in hot alcohol,
and melts to a liquid oil at 62° C.
Fal'ml-tin (pal'mi-tTn), n. [So called because abun(Physiol. Chem.) A solid crystaldant in palm oil.]
lizable fat, found abundantly in animals and in vegetables.
It occurs mixed with stearin and olein in the fat
of animal tissues, with olein and butyrin in butter, with
olein in olive oU, etc.
Chemically, it is a glyceride of
palmitic acid, three molecules of palmitic acid being
xmited to one molecule of glyceryl, and hence it is technically called tripalmilin, ox glyceryl tripalmitate.
Pal'ml-tol'lo (pal'mi-tSl'ic), a. \_Palmilic -\- -oleic
tc] ( Chem. ) Pertaining to, or designating, an artificial
acid of the oleic acid series, isomeric with linoleic acid.
Pal'ml-tone (pSl'ml-ton), n. (Chem.) The ketone of
palmitic acid.
Palm' Sun'day (pam' sun'da). (Eccl.) The Sunday
next before Easter ;
so called in commemoration of
our Savior's triumphal entry into Jerusalem, when the
multitude strewed palm branches in the way.
-j-

—

Palm'y
palms
Z.

;

1. Bearing palms ; abounding in
derived from palma ; as, a palmy shore.
Pope.
His golden eanda &aA. palmy wine.
Goldsmith.
(-f),

a.

Worthy

of the palm ; flourishing prosperous.
In the most high and palmy state of Rome.
SkaJc
;

A

(pal-ml'ra), n.
(Bot.)
species of palm
{Borassus flabelliformis) having a straight, black, upright trunk, with palmate leaves. It is found native
?ilong the entire northern shores of the Indian Ocean,
Guinea. More
from the mouth of the Tigris to
than eight hundred uses to which it is put are enumerated by native writers. Its wood is largely used for
building purposes ; its fruit and roots serve for food, its
sap for making toddy, and its leaves for thatching huts.
Pa-lo'la (pa-lo'la), w. [Fr. the native name.] (Zool.)
An annelid (Palola viridis) which, at certain seasons of
the year, swarms at the surface of the sea about some of
the Pacific Islands, where it is collected for food.
pompano.
Pa'lo-me'ta (pa'lo-ma'ta), n. (Zool.)
Palp (palp), n. [Gt.'E. palpe. See Palpable.] (Zool.)
Same as Palpus.
Palp, V. t. [L. palpare : cf. F. palper.] To have a
distinct touch or feeling of ; to feel.
[Obs.J
To bring apalpid darkness o'er the earth. Hey wood.

Pal-my'ra

New

A

II

Pal'pa-Ml'i-ty (pal'pa-btl'T-ty), n. The quaUty of
being palpable, or perceptible by the touch. Arbuthnot.
Pal'pa-ble (pal'pa^b'l), a. [F. palpable, L. palpabilis, fr. palpare to feel, fitroke ; cl. palpus the soft palm
of the hand.] 1. Capable of being touched and felt perceptible by the touch as, a, palpable form.
Shak.
Darkness must overshadow all his bounds.
;

;

Palpable darkness.
Milton.
2. Easily perceptible ; plain; distinct; obvious readily perceived and detected ; gross ; as, palpable imposture; palpable absurdity; palpable errors.
"Three
;

peTsona palpable."

P. Plowman.

[Lies] gross as a mountain, open, palpable.

— Palfa-ble-ness, n. — Pal'pa-bly, adv.

long maxillary palpi.
Pal'pi-fer (-fer), n. IPalpus
ing palpi. Same as Palpioke.

Shak.

^e, senate, c&re, &m, arm, ask,

+ -/er.]

(Zool.) Bear-

IPalpus -f -form : cf. F.
palpiforme.']
(Zool.) Having the form of a palpus.
Fal'pl-ger (-jer), n. [See Palpigeeous.] (Zool.) That
portion of the labium which bears the palpi in insects.
-gerous.}
Pal-plg'er-OUS (pSl-pij'er-iis), a. [Palpus
Kirby.
(Zool. ) Bearing a palpus.
Pal'pl-form (-pi-f6rm),

Pal'ml-dac'ty-les (pSl'mt-dSk'tt-lez), n. pi. [NL.
See Palm, and Dactyl.] (Zool.) A group of wading
birds having the toes webbed, as the avocet.
pj. palmifer;
Fal-mll'er-OUS (pSl-mlfer-ils), a.
palma a palm -\-ferre to bear : of. F. paXmifhre.'\ Bearmg palms.

^

eyelid.
(-bral), a.

cf.

The nearly impassable jungle which
forms

n. ; pi. PALPEElLffl; (-bre).

The

(Zool.)

Pal'pe-bral

palmetto,

Sabal seiTulata, a native of Georgia, South Carolina, and Florida.
it

Pal'pe-bra (pSl'pe-bra),

[L.]

a.

+

[L. palpitans, p. pr.]
Pal'pl-tant (p51'pT-tant), a.
Palpitating throbbing trembling.
Carlyle,
Pal'pl-tate (-tat), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Palpitated
(-ta'tgd) p. pr.
vb. n. Palpitatlno (-ta'ting).J
[L.
palpitare, patpitatum, v. intens. f r. palpare. See Palpable.] To beat rapidly and more strongly than usual to
throb ; to bound with emotion or exertion to pulsate
said specifically of the heart
violently
to flutter
when its action is abnormal, as from excitement.
[L. palpiiatio: cf. F.
(-ta'shun),
n.
Pal'pl-ta'Uon
palpitation."]
A rapid pulsation a throbbing esp., an
abnormal, rapid beating of the heart as when excited by
violent exertion, strong emotion, or by disease.
Palpless (pSlp'les), a. (Zool.) Without a palpus.
Pal'po-cll (p31'p6-sll), n. [See Palpus, and Cilium.]
(Zool.) Anunute soft filamentary process springing from
the surface of certain hydroids and sponges.
[NL. See
Pal'pus (-pus), n. ; pi. Palpi (-pi).
Palp.] (Zool.) A feeler; especially, one of the jointed
sense organs attached to the mouth organs of insects,
arachnids, crustaceans, and annelids as, the mandibular
palpi, majdllary palpi, and labial palpi. The palpi of
male spiders serve as sexual organs. Called also palp.
See Ulust. of Aetheogastea and Oethopteea.
Pals'grave' (palz'grav'), n. [D. paltsgraaf; palts
palace (L. palatium) -j- graaf count ; cf G. pfalzgraf.
See Palace, and Landqeave.] (Ger. Mist.) A count
or earl who presided in the domestic court, and had the
superintendence, of a royal household in Germany.
Pals'gra-Vlne' (-gra^-ven'), n. [jy. paltsgravin: cf. G.
pfalzgrafin.] The consort or widow of a palsgrave.
Pal'sl-cal (pal'zT-kal), a. [From Paist.] Affected
Johnson,
with palsy ; palsied ; paralytic. [-K.]
Pal'sled (-zid), a. Affected with palsy; paralyzed.
Pal'stave' (-stav'), n. [Dan. paalstav.] A peculiar
bronze adz, used in prehistoric Europe about the middle
of the bronze age.
Dawkins,
pilgrim's
[D. palsleT-sta/.J
Pal'ster (-ster), n.
;

&

&

;

;

;

—

;

II

;

.

A

Halliwell.

[Obs.]

Pal'sy (pal'zy), n. ; pi. Palsies (-ziz). [OB. palesie,
parlesy, OFi paralesie, F. paralysie, L. paralysis. See
Paealtsis.] (Med.) Paralysis, complete or partial. See
Paealysis.

•'

One

Marku.Z.

sick of the ^aZ.?!/."

paralysis of the facial nerve, producing disso called from Sir
tortion of one side of the face ;
Charles Bell, an English sm-geon who described it.
Bell's palsy,

—

—
—

Scrivener's palsy. See Writer''s cramp, under Weitee.
Shaking paliy, paralysis agitans, a disease usually occur-

ring in old people, characterized by muscular tremors
and a peculiar shaking and tottering gait.
Pal'sy, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Palsied (-zTd) ; p. pr.
lift.
n. Palsying.] To affect with palsy, or as with
palsy ; to deprive of action or energy ; to paralyze.
Pal'sy- wort' (-wUrf), n. (Bot.) The cowsUp (Primula veris) ; so called from its supposed remedial pow-

&

—

Dr. Prior.

ers.

Pal'ter (-ter), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Palteeed (-terd)
vb. n. Paltering.] [See Paltey.] 1. To hagp. pr.
Cotgrave.
gle.
[Obs.]
2. To act in an insincere or deceitful manner to play
false to equivocate ; to shift ; to dodge to trifle.
Romans, that have spoke the word,

&

;

;

;

And will not 7Ja?(er.

Shak.

TSoi paltered with eternal

To babble

God for power.

Johnson.
Pal'ter-er (-er), n. One who palters.
adv. Paltry shabby ; shabbily palPal'ter-ly, a.
trily. [Obs. OT Prov. Eng.] "Inpalterly clothes." Pepys.
Pal'tock (pSl'tok), n. [See Paletot.] A kind of
doublet a jacket. [06s.]
Piers Plowman.
Pal'trl-ly (pal'trT-ly), adv. In a paltry manner.
Pal'trl-nessJ'n. The state or quality of being paltry.
Pal'try (-trj^), a. [Compar. Paltkiee (-tri-er) mperl. Palteiest.]
[Cf. Prov. E. paltry refuse, rubbish,
L6. palterig ragged, palte, palter, a rag, a tatter; Dan.
pialt, Sw. palta, pi. paltor.]
Mean vile worthless
despicable contemptible pitiful trifling as, a paltry
Cowper.
excuse paltry gold.
Byron.
The paltry prize is hardly worth the cost.
Syn.
See Contemptible.
Pa-lu'dal (pa-lii'dal), a. [L. palus, -udis, a marsh.]
Of or pertaining to marshes or fens marshy. [P.]
so called because generPaludal fever, malarial fever
ated in marshy districts.

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

,•

fisal,

all

;

Paludamilitary cloak woio
pi.

[L.] (i?om. ^Kitg.)
his principal officers.
Pal'U-dic'0-lae (pal'ii-dik'6-le), n. pi. [NL., fr. li.
palus, -vdis, a marsh -\- colere to inhabit.] (Zool.)
division of birds, including the cranes, rails, etc.
Pa-lu'di-cole (pa-lu'di-kol), a. [Cf. F. paludicole.]
(Zool.) Marsh-inhabiting; belonging to the Paludicolas.
Pal'U-dl'na (pal'fi-di'na), n. ; pi. L. Paludinje (-n?),
E. Paludinas (-naz). [NL., fr. L. palus, -udis, a marsh,
(Zool.) Any one of numerous species of freshpool.]
water pectinibranchiate mollusks, belonging to Paludina, ilelantho, and allied genera. They have an opep
culated shell which is usually green, often with brown
bands. See Jllust. of Pond snail, under Pond.
Pal'U-dl'nal (-nal), a. Inhabiting ponds or swamps.
Pal'U-dlne (pSl'ii-dTn), a. [L. palus, -udis, a marsh.]
Bucklana.
Of or pertaining to a marsh.
Pa-lu'dl-nous (pa-lu'dT-niis), a. 1. (Zool.) (a) Palu-

MENTA(-ta;.
II

A

II

dinal.

Like or pertaining to the genus Paludina.

(6)

Of or pertaining to a marsh or fen. [B.]
Fa-lU'dlsm (-diz'm), n. (Med.) The morbid phenomena produced by dwelling among marshes; malarial dis
2.

ease or disposition.

Pal'u-dose'

Growing or
marshy.
Pal'Ule

(pSl'ii-dos'), a.

paludosus marshy.'

[L.

marshy places

living in

(2ooZ.)

(pSl'iil), n.

See

Palulus or Palus.
Pal'u-lus

II

ULi
II

Pal-

(pSl'ii-lOs), n. ; pi.

[NL., dim. of L. palus a J^
Same as Palus.

(-li).

(Zool.)

stake.]

Palus

Pali

(pa'liis), n. ; pi.

(-li).

(Zool.) One of several
Blender calcareous processes
which surround the central part of the
calicle of certain corals.
Pa-lUS'trai (pa-liis'tral), a. [L. pa- Palus. Section o{
a simple Coral
luster, -ustris.]
Of or pertaining to a
bog 0^ marsh ;\oggy. \R.]
i'^SZtl&i
Of,
pertamPa-lus'trlne (-tnn), a.
Pali c Septum
d Costa e Wall
ing to, or living in, a marsh or swamp ;
or Theca. Nat.
mlrshy.
[L.,

a stake.]

upright

;

;

"^^•

Pal'y (pal'y), a. [From Pale, a.]
Pale wanting color ; dim. [Poetic]
Shah.

Whittier,

;

Pal'y, a. [Cf. F. pale. See Pale a stake.]
Divided into four or more equal parts
by perpendicular lines, and of two different tinctures disposed alternately.
Pam (pSm), n. [From Palm victory
cf. trump, fr. triumph.]
The knave of
clubs.
[06s.]
Pope.
Pa'ment (pa'ment), n. A pavement.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
Pam'pa-no (pam'pa-no), n. [Sp.]

(Her.)

II

(.Z"(3oZ.)

SameasPoMPANo.

Paly of Six, Ar-

Pam'pas (pSm'paz

; Sp. pam'pas), n.
gent and Gules.
pi.
[Sp., fr. Peruv. pampa a field,
plain.]
Vast plains in the central and southern part ol
the Argentine Republic in South America. The term is
sometimes used in a wider sense for the plains extending

from Bolivia to Southern Patagonia.
Pampas cat iZodl.\ a South American wild cat

(Felit

It has oblique transverse bands of yellow or
brown. It is about three and a half feet long. Called
Pampas deer (Zool.), a small, reddishalso straw cat.
brown, South American deer (Cervus, or Blastocerus,
campestris). — Pampas grass {Bot.), a very taU ornamental grass (Gynerium argenteum) -mth
a silvery-white sUky panicle. It is
a native of the pampas of South
America.
Pam'per (pSm'pSr), v. t. [imp.
& p. p. Pampered (-perd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pampeeing.]
[Cf. LG. pa7npen, slampampen, to live luxuriously, pampe thick pap, and E. pap.]
1. To feed to the full to feed luxpajeros).

—

&

;

uriously ; to glut ; as, to pamper the
body or the appetite. " A body . . .
pampered for corruption."

Dr. T. Dwight.
2. To gratify inordinately to indulge to excess ; as, to pamper pride
to pamper the imagination.
South. Pampas Grass, mucll
reduced.
Pam'pered (-perd), a. Fed luxuriously; indulged to the fuU hence, luxuriant. '' Pam;

eve, event,

—

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

Slillon.

— Pam'pered-nesB, n.

to chatter.

&

;

A

Paldda

See
,

by a general and

pered hoMghs.."

Tennyson.

[Obs.]
Pal'ter, v. t. To trifle with ; to waste ; to squander
in paltry ways or on worthless things. [06s.] ''Palter
Beau.
Fl.
out your time in the penal statutes."
;

;

;

Who never sold the truth to serve the hour,
3.

II

;

;

staff.

Pa-ln'da-ment (pa-lS'da-ment), n.
MEHTUM.
Pa-ln'da-men'tum (-mgn'tiim), n.

;

;

;;;

PAMPHLET

PALMIC

bage

;

Pam'per-er

" Pampered

insolence." Pope.

Bp. HalL

(-pSr-er), n.

One who, or that which,
Cowper.

pampers.

Pam'per-lze (-Iz), u.

«.

To pamper. [B.] Sydney Smith.

pampa

a plain.]

Pam-pe'ro (pam-pa'r6), n.
from the west or southwest, which sweeps
over the pampas of South America and the adjacent seas,
Sir W. Parish.
often doing great damage.
[Sp., iT.

II

A violent wind

Pam-pe'ros
American.]

Pampero (-ro). [Sp.
ot Indians inhabiting the

(-roz), n. pi. ; sing.

(Elhnol.)

A tribe

pampas of South America.
Pam'phlet (pam'flet), n. [OE. pamflet, pamfilet,paunflet, possibly fr. OF. palme the palm of the hand, P.
pamne (see Palm)4- OF./ueillet a leaf, dim. of fueil, m.,
F. feuille, f., fr. L. folium, pi. folia, thus meaning, a
leaf to be held in the hand ; or peril, through old French,
fr. L. Pamphila, a female historian of the first century
who wrote many epitomes ; prob., however, fr. OF. Pamfletfe, the Old French name given to Pamphilus, a poem
Latin verse of the 12th century, pamphlets being
namedfrom the popularity of this poem.] 1. A writing;
a book.
Testament of Lave.
Sir Thomas More in his pamphlet of Richard the Third. Axhtm.

m

2.

A small book consisting of

idea,

ill

;

old,

a few sheets of printed

Sbey, orb, odd

;

;

PAMPHLET

Pance (pans), n. (Bot.) The pansy. [Also pounce.]
Pan-der'mite (p5n-der'mit), re. [From Panderma, a
port on the Black Sea from which it is exported.] (Min.)
Panch (pSnch), n. (Naut.) See Paunch.
Panoh'way (-wa), n. [Hind, panfoi.'] (Naut.) A A hydrous borate of lime, near priceite.

paper, stitched together, often with a paper cover, but
not bound ; a short essay or written discussion, usually

on a subject of current interest.
Pam'phlet (pSm'ilSt), v. i. To write a pamphlet or

[A]

pamphlets.

Pam'phlet-eer'

Howell.
(-er'), n.

A

writer of pamphlets

Pam'phlet-eer',

v. i.

To

a

;

Macaulay.

Di-ydeti.

scribbler.

write or publish pamphlets.

B(^ pamphleteering we shall not win.
C. Kingsley.
Pam-pln'l-form (p5m-pln'i-f8rm), a. Ih.pampinus

—

tendril -f- -form.']
{Anat.) In the form of teudrUs ;
applied especially to the spermatic and ovarian veins.
Pam'pre (pSm'per), n. [F. pampre a vine branch, L.
pampinus.']
(Sculp.) An ornament, composed of vine
leaves and bunches of grapes, used for decorating spiral

a

columns.

Pam'pro-dac'tyl-OUS (p5m'pr6-dak'tll-us), a. IPan4- Gr. jrpo forward -f- SaKTvAos finger.] {Zo'dl.) Having
the toes turned forward, as the colies.
Pan- (pSn-), Pan'ta- (-t4-), Pan'to- (-tS-). [Gr. iris,

all

in., Traj/, neut., gen, rroi'Td!, all.]
Combining forms signifying all, every; as, panorama, pantheism, panta-

graph, pantograph. Pan- becomes parO' before 6 or p,
as pamprodactylous.
Pan, n. [OE. See 2d Pane.] 1. A part a portion.
2. (JFort.) The distance comprised between the angle
of the epaule and the flanked angle.
3. [Perh. a different word.]
A leaf of gold or silver.
i.
[Cf F. pan skirt, lappet, L. pannus a
Pan, V. t.
cloth, rag, W. panu to fur, to fuU.] To join or fit together to unite. [Ofc.]
Halliwell.
Pan (pan), n. [Hind, pan, Skr. parna leaf.] The
betel leaf also, the masticatory made of the betel leaf,
;

&

.

;

;

llPan (pSn), n. [L., fr. Gr. Hai/.] (Gr. Myth.) The
god of shepherds, guardian of bees, and patron of fishing
and hunting. He is usually represented as having the
head and trunk of a man, with the legs, horns, and tail
of a goat, and as playing on the shepherd's pipe, which
he is said to have invented.
Pan, n. [OE. panne, A!5. panne ; cf. D.pan, Q.p/anne,

&

OSOr. ji/anna. Ice)., Sw., LL.,
Ii.panna, of uncertain
origin; cf. L. patina, E. paten.] 1. A shallow, open
dish or vessel, usually oi metal, employed for many domestic uses, as for setting milk for cream, for frying or
baking food, etc. ; also employed for various uses in manufacturing.
bowl or a pan."
Chaucer.
2. (Manuf.) A closed vessel for boiling or evaporating.
See Facuum pan, under Vaoutim.
3. The part of a flintlock which holds the priming.
4. The skull, considered as a vessel containing the
brain the upper part of the head ; the brainpan ; the

"A

;

cranium.
Chaucer,
5. (Carp.) A recess, or bed, for the leaf of a hinge.
6. The hard stratum of earth that lies below the soil.
See Hard pan, under Hard.
7. A natural basin, containing salt or fresh water, or

Bengalese four-oared boat for passengers.

Pan'der-OUS (pan'der-iSs), a. Of or relating to a pander characterizing a pander.
Pan-dic'u-la'ted (pSn-dik'ii-la'tSd), a. [See Pandiculation.] Extended spread out stretched.
Pan-diO'U-la'tlon (-la'shun), re. [L. pandiculari to

[Written also

panshway and paunchwas.]

Malcom.

;

Pan-cra'tlan (pan-kra'shan), a. Pancratic athletic.
Pan-cra'tl-ast (-shl-Sst), n. One who engaged in the
contests of the pancratium.
Pan-cra'tl-as'Uc (-shT-as'tIk), a. Of or pertaining to
the pancratium.
G. West.
;

—

.

,

{imp.

t.

woman

Pan-cra'tl-nm (pSn-kra'sht-iim), n. [L., fr. Gr.
nayKp6.Ti.ov a, complete contest, fr. TrovKpanjs all-powerful; TTois, iraj', all -f- KpaTot strength.] 1. (Gr. Antiq.)
An athletic contest involving both boxing and wrestling.
2. (Bot.)
genus of Old World amary Hideous bulbous
plants, having a funnel-shaped perianth with six narrow
spreading lobes. The American species are now placed
in the related genus Hymenocallis.
Pan'cre-aS(pSn'kre-as; 277), n. [NL., fr. Gr. nay
II

which were

A

V.

1,

i.

Pan'dour

—

(-Tz'm),

re.

Same as Panderism.
To pander. {Obs.]

serving in the Austrian

A

;

A

2. (Bot.) The herb aUheal.
Pan'a-ce'an (-an), a. Having the properties of a
\_R.]
" Panacean dewa.^'
Whitehead.
Pa-nache' (pi-nash'), n. [F., fr. L. penna a feather.
See Pen a feather.] A plume or bunch of feathers, esp.
Buch a bunch worn on the helmet ; any military plume,
or ornamental group of feathers.

A panache of variegated

plumes.

Prescott.

Pa-na'&a (pa-na'da), n. [Sp. panada, fr. L. panis
Pa-nade/ (pa-uad'),
bread cf. P. panade. See
Pantry.] Bread boiled in water to the consistence of
pulp, and sweetened or flavored. [Written also panac?o.]
Pa-nade' (pa-nad'), n. A dagger. [06s.] Chaucer.
Pan'a-ma' hat' (pSn'a-ma' liat'). A fine plaited hat,
made in Central America of the young leaves of a plant
1

)

^

:

demic

(Carludovica palmata).

Pan'-A-mer'l-oan (-a-mer'i-kan), a. [See Pah-.] Of
botli North and South America.
Pan'-An'gli-can (-an'gll-kan), a. {Pan- -^ Angli-

can.']

(Eccl.) Belonging to, or representing, the whole
Church of England ; used less strictly, to include the
Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States ; as,
the Pan-Anglican Conference at Lambeth, in 1888.
Pan'a-ry (pSn'a-ry), a. [L. panis bread.] Of or pertaining to bread or to breadmaking.
Pan'a-ry, n. A storehouse for bread.
Halliwell.
Pan'cake' (-kak'), n.
tliin cake of batter fried in
a pan or on a griddle ; a griddlecake ; a flapjack. "
pancake for Shrove Tuesday."
Shak.

A

Pan'carte' (pSn'karf), n. {¥., fr. LL. pancharla.
See Pan-, and Carte.] A royal charter confirming to a
subject all his possessions. {Obs.]
Holinshed.

r^de, f^U,

ilp,

ftrsi ,

pity

&

&

A

unite,

[NL., from

re.

1. The great
Gr. was, TTOiv, all -f Saifj-mv a demon.]
hall or council chamber of demons or evil spirits. Milton.
assemblage.
place
or
2. An utterly lawless, riotous
Pan'der (pan'der), n. [Prom Pandarus, a leader in
the Trojan army, who is represented by Chaucer and
Shakespeare as having procured for Troilus the possession of Cressida.]
1. A male bawd; a pimp ; a procurer.
Shnk.
Thou art the pander to her dishonor.
2. Hence, one who ministers to the evil designs and
passions of another.
Those wicked ;/«n(ffrs to avarice and ambition. Jlurke.
p. p. Pandered (-derd) ; p.
Pan'der, v. t. {imp.
To play the pander for.
pr.
vh. n. Pandering.]
Pan'der, v. i: To act the part of a pander.
Pan'der-age (-aj ; 48), n. Tlie act of pandering.
Pan'der-lsm (-Tz'm), re. Tlie employment, arts, or
Bp. Hall.
practices of a pander.
Pan'der-ly, a. Having the quality of a pander. " O,
Shak.
you panrfeWj/ rascals."

or pertaining to

Ose,

Harvey.

disease.

Pan'de-mo'nl-um (pan'de-mo'nT-iim),

;

food, fobt

;

out, oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

;

animal.

Pane (pan), re. [P. panne.] The narrow edge of a hammer head. See Peen.
Pane, n. [OE. pan part, portion of a
thing, P. pan a skirt, lappet, part or
piece of a wall, side, fr. L. pannus a
See
cloth, fillet, rag ; akin to E. vane.
Vane, and cf. Panel, Pawn pledge.] 1.
division; a
distinct piece, limited part, or compartment of any surface ; a patch ; hence, a square of a checkered or plaided
pattern.
2. One of the openings in a slashed garment, showing
the bright colored silk, or the like, within ; hence, the
piece of colored or other stuff so shown.
compartment of a surface, or a fiat
3. (Arch.) (a)
space ; hence, one side or face of a building ; as, an octagonal tower is said to have eight panes,
(b) Especially, in modern use, the glass in one compartment of a
sash.
window
4. In irrigating, a subdivisipti of an irrigated surface
between a feeder and an outlet drain.
5. (a) One of the flat surfaces, or facets, of any object having several sides, (b) One of the eight facets
surrounding the table of a brilliant cut diamond.
Paned (pand), a. 1. Having panes; provided with

A

A

as, a paned window
also, having openings
Massinger.
paned window sash. " Paned hose."
2. (Mach.) Having flat sides or surfaces; as, a sixpaned nut.

pandectes, Gr. navSeKTri? all-receiving, aUcontaining; ttSs, wav, all -f- Se^caBai to receive : cf. F. pandectes, pi.]
treatise which com1.
prehends the whole of any science.
[Thou] upandect mak'st, and universal book. Donne.
2. pi. The digest, or abridgment, in fifty books, of the
decisions, writings, and opinions of the old Roman jurists, made in the sixth century by direction of the emperor Justinian, and forming the leading compilation of
Kent.
the Koman civil law.
[L. pandemus, Gr.
Pan-dem'lc (pSn-demtk), a.
TTai/fiij^o?, TravSrifjLto^ ; ffa?, nau, all -j- 5^jaos the people :
cf. P. panLemique.]
Affecting a whole people or a
«. A pannumber of countries ; everywhere epidemic.

panacea.

(P. trilineata). a Sid©
"''h the, animal expand-

Her whiskered pandours and her fierce hussars. Campbell
Pan-dow'dy (pSn-dou'd^), re. A deep pie or pudding
made of baked apples, or of sliced bread and apples
baked together, with no bottom crust.
{L.pandura a pan1 a.
Pan'du-rate (pSn'du-rat),
dore -\- -form : cf.
Pan-du'rl-form (-du'ri-fSrm), )
P. panduriforme.] Obovate, with a concavity in each side, like the body of a
violin
fiddle-shaped as, a panduriform
leaf ; panduriform color markings of an

panes

;

;

fliction.

'^

ed; 6 Dorsal view.

In the region from which they
[Written also paredoor.]

originally came.

Swift.

of a series of short hollow reeds or pipes,
graduated in length by the musical scale, and
tastened together side by side ; a syTinx a
mouth organ — said to have been invented by
Pan. Called also Pan's pipes and Panpipes.
[L. pandecta,
Pan'dect (pSn'dekt), re.

^jf

army; -so called from
Pandur, a principal town

Pan'dar-ous (-ils), a. Pand'erous. {Obs.]
Pan-de'an (p5n-de'an), a. [From 4th Pan.] Of or
relating to the god Pan.
Pandean pipes, a primitive wind instrument, consisting

panned out poorly. [_Slang, U. S.]
Pan'a-base (pSn'4-bas), n. ]_Pan^ -j- base. So called
in allusion to the number of metals contained in it.]
(Min.) Same as Tetrahedrtte.
Pan'ace'a (pSu'a^se'a), n. [L., fr. Gr. navaKeia, fr.
iraroK^s all-healing ; was, vav, all -\- aKeioflat to heal.]
1.
remedy for all diseases ; a universal medicine ; a
cure-all ; a catholicon ; hence, a relief or solace for af-

(pSn'door),

One of a class of
Hungarian mountaineers Pandora

ge-

(-Iz), v. i.

it.

which one

re.

Macaulay.

Pan'dar-ism
Pan'dar-lze

of n;iarine bivalves in

other

the

[P.
See
An ancient
musical instrument, of
the lute kind j a bandore.
[Written also pandoran.]

.

(Mining) To yield gold in, or as in, the
process of panning ;
usually with out ; as, the gravel
panned out richly.
2. To turn out (profitably or unprofitably) ; to result
to develop ; as, the investigation, or the speculation,

P&a,

men when Pandora opened

A genus

Pan'dore (pSn'dor or

;

the last process of separating the pure gold from
the fine dirt and black sand.
Gen. W. T. Sherman.

fiat,

Bandore.]

Pan-da'nus (p5n-da'nQs), n.
[NL., fr. Malay

is

iro9,

A beautiful

Myth.)

whom Jupiter caused Vulcan to make

pSn-dor'), n.

.

A

lost to

2. (Zo'ol.)

valve is
convex.

Kp€a9 ; TTciff, irav, all -j- Kpe'a; flesh, meat : cf P. pancreas.]
(Anat.) Tlie sweetbread, a gland connected with the intestine of nearly all vertebrates.
It is usually elongated
and light-colored, and its secretion, called the pancreatic
juice, is discharged, often together with the bile, into
the upper part of the intestines, and is a powerful aid
in digestion.
See Ulust. of Digestive apparatus.
[Cf. P. pancrealigue."]
Pan'cre-at'iO (-St'Ik), a.
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the pancreas; as, the pancreatic secretion, digestion, ferments.
Pancreatic Juice (Physiol.), a colorless alkaline fluid secreted intermittently by the pancreatic gland. It is one
of the most important of the digestive fluids, containing
at least three distinct ferments, trypsin, steapsin, and
nn amylolytic ferment, by which it acts upon all three
classes of food stuffs. See Pancreas.
Pan'cre-a-tln (-4-tTn), n. [See Pancreas.] (Physiol.
Chem.) One of the digestive ferments of the pancreatic
juice ; also, a preparation containing such a ferment,
made from the pancreas of animals, and used in medicine
as an aid to digestion.
1^°° By some the term pancreaiin is restricted to the
amylolytic ferment of the pancreatic juice, by others it
is applied to trypsin, and by still others to steapsin.
Dryden.
Pan'cy (pSn's^), re. See Pansy. {Obs.^
Pan'da (pSn'da), n. (Zo'ol.) email Asiatic mammal
(Ailurus fulgens) having
fine soft fur. It is related
to the bears, and inhabits
the mountains of North-

(Bot.)

1. (Class.

gift.]

(all-gifted),

out of clay in order to punish the human race, because
Prometheus had stolen the fire from heaven. Jupiter
gave Pandora a box containing all human ills, which,
when the box was opened, escaped and spread over the
earth. Hope alone remained in the box. Another version makes the box contain all the blessings of the gods,

;

nast.

pandan.]

a

TTav, all -\- Soipov

II

;

V.

See Pundit.

re.

Pan'door (pSn'door), re. Same as Pandour.
Pan-do'ra (p5n-do'ra), re. [L., fr. Gr. XlavSupo;

p. p. Panned (p5nd) p. pr. & nus of endogenous plants.
vb. n. Pannino.]
(Mining) To separate, as gold, from See Screw pine.
Panda.
dirt or sand, by washing in a kind of pan.
[U. S.]
Pan'dar (pSn'der), n.
We
witnessed the process of cleaning up and panning Same as Pander.
" Seized by the pandar of Appius."
out, which

Pan,

pandere to spread out.] A stretchthe trunk and extremities, as whan

stretch one's
ing and stiffening of
fatigued and drowsy.
Pan'dit (pun'dlt ; 277),

Pan-crat'lc(p5n-krSt'ik),a. [Gr. n-ayicpaTiis all-powerful.]
(Opt.) Having all or many degrees of power;
having a great range of power;
said of an eyepiece
made adjustable so as to give a varying magnifying power.
Pan-crat'lc (pSn-krSt'ik), 1 a.
[See Pancratium.]
Pan-crat'lc-al (-I-kal),
Of or pertaining to the
)
pancratium athletic.
Sir T. Brmvne.
Pan'cra-tiSt (pSn'kr4-tIst), re. An athlete ; a gym-

ern India.

—

Flash In the pan. See under Plash.
To savor of the
in a
fian, to suggest the process of cooking or burning
heological sense, to be heretical.
Ridley. Southey.

;

;

self, fr.

A

mud.

&
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sine,

;

;

Pan'e-gyr'lc (pSn't-jTrtk 277), re. [L. panegyricus,
Gr. TravviyvpiKoi cf. P. panegyrique. See Panegyric,
a.] An oration or eulogy in praise of some person or
achievement ; a formal or elaborate encomium a lauda*
tory discourse ; laudation. See Synonym of Eulogy.
[L. panegyricus,
Pan'e-gyr'lc (pSn'e-jTr'Ik), 1 a.
Gr. vavriyvpiKOi, from
Pan'e-gyr'lc-al (-T-kol),
)
7ra9,
jTOi'^'yt/pcs an assembly of the people, a high festival
Containing
nav, all -|- ayupis, ayopa, an assembly.]
" Panegyric
praise or eulogy encomiastic laudatory.
strains." Pope.
Pan'e-g^r'lc-al-ly, adv.
Some of his odes are panegi/rical.
Dryden.
Pa-neg'y-rls (pa-n5j'i-rTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. natriyva public assembly.
pi9.
See Panesyeic] A festival
'
S. Hants.
{Obs.]
Pan'e-gyr'lst (pSn'e-jir'Tst), re. [L. panegyrista, Gr.
attends
Travrjyvpi^
one
who
a
cf. vam}Trai/Tjyvpto'njs
yvpigew to celebrate or attend a public festival, to
panegyric,
in
public
a
assemmake a set speech, esp. a
bly.
See Panegyric] One who delivers a panegyric ; a
eulogist one who extols or praises, either by writing or
;

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

:

;

spe.aking.
If these panegyrists are in earnest.

Burke.

Pan'e-gy-rize (pSn'e-jT-riz), v. t. {imp. &p. p. Panegyrized (-rizd) p. pr. & vb. re. Pankgyrizinq (-ri'zTng).]
[Gr. irofrjyupi'^fii'. See Panegyrist.] To praise highly.*
;

to extol in a public speecli
gyric upon ; to eulogize.

Pan'e-gy-rlze,

v.

i.

;

to write or deliver a p.ine-

To indulge in p.anegvrice. Mil ford.

Pan'e-gyr'y (-jTr'J), «. A panegyric. [Ols.] Milton.
Pan'el (pSn'Sl), n. [Orig., a little piece OF. panel,
panncl, F. panncau, dim. of pan skirt, lappet, part or
piece of a wall, side. See 2d Pane.] 1. (.Arch.) A siuiken
compartment with raised margins, molded or otherwise,
;

as in ceilings, wainscotings, etc.

igk

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

"

1

+

;
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2.

{Law)

1036

A piece of parchment, or a schedule,

(a)

conas jurors by the

taining the names of persons summoned
sheriff ; hence, more generally, the whole jury.
Blackstone,
(b) {Scots Law) A prisoner arraigned for trial at
the bar of a criminal court. Burrill.
3. Formerly, a piece of cloth serving as a saddle
hence, a soft pad beneath a saddletree to prevent chafing.
4. {Joinei-y)
board having its edges inserted in the
groove of a surrounding frame ; as, the panel of a door.
5. {Masonry) One of the faces of a hewa stone. Chvilt.
6. {Painting)
slab or plank of wood upon which,
instead of canvas, a picture is painted.
7. {inning) (a) A heap of dressed ore. (6) One of the
districts divided by pillars of extra size, into which a mine
is laid off in one system of extracting coal.
plain strip or band, as of velvet
8. {Dressmaking)
or plush, placed at intervals lengthwise on the skirt of a

A

A

A

'dress, for

shuttle cf. Gr. jriji/o?, mji-r) prob. akin to E.
panicule. See 2d Pane.] {Bot.) A pyramidal form of inflorescence, in which
the cluster is loosely branched below and
gradually simpler toward the end.
Pan'1-cled (pan'i-k'ld), a.
{Bot.)
Furnished with panicles arranged in,
or like, panicles paniculate.
Pan'lc-strlck'en (pan'ik-strik"n),
;

ornament.

—

—

jury.

[06.S.]

Pane'less

—

&

[Written also paneHaWon.]
(pan'les), a.
Without panes.

To patch

his paneless

Wood.
Shenstone.

n. A forming in panels pan[Written also panelling.
{Arch.) Wainscoting.
Pan-eulo-glsm (pan-u'lo-jlz'm), re. [See Pan-, Eulogy.] Eulogy of everything indiscriminate praise. [J2.]
Her book has a trace of the cant oi paneidogism. National Kev.
Panful (pan'ful), n. ; pi. Panfcls (-fulz). [See 5th
Pan.] Enough to fill a pan.
Pang (pSng), re. [Prob. for older prare(?e. Cf. Peong.]
A paroxysm of extieme pain or anguish a sudden and
transitory agony a throe as, the pangs of death.
Syn. Agony anguish distress. See Agony.
Pang, V. t. To torture to cause to have great pain
or suffering; to torment. [iJ.]
Shah.

Pan'el-lng (pSn'el-Ing),

;

Pan'el-WOrk' (-wQrk')^ ?i.

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

Pan-gen'e-sis (p5n-jSn'e-sis), re. \Pan- -\- genesis. "l
{Biol.) An hypothesis advanced by Darwin in explanation of heredity.
11^°° The theory rests on the assumption, that the
whole organization, in the sense of every separate atom
or unit, reproduces itself, the cells throwing off minute
granules called gem mules, which circulate freely throughout the system, and multiply by subdivision. These gemmules collect in the reproductive organs and products,
or in buds, so that the egg or bud contains gemmules
from all parts of tlie parent or parents, which in development give rise to cells in the offspring similar to those
from which they were given off in the parent. The hypothesis also assumes that tliese gemmules need not in
all cases develop into cells, but may lie dormant, and be
transmitted from generation to generation without producing a noticeable effect until a case of atavism occurs.
Pan'ge-net'lo (pan'je-net'Ik), a. {Biol.) Of or pertaining to pangenesis.
Pang'ful (pang'ful), a. Full of pangs. Richardson.

Pangless,

a.

without a pang

Pan'gO-lin

(pan'g6-lin),
(Zo'61.) Anyone of several species of Manis,
Pholidotus, and r e lated genera, found in
Africa and Asia. They

n.

;

painless.
Byron.
[Malay pangu.lang.']

Pan'i-cum (pSn'T-kum),

II

{Bot.)

genus of grasses, including several hundred species,

-\-

;

panic grass.

Pan-ld'l-O-mor'phic (p5n-Td'i-o-m6r'fik), a.
[Panidiomorphic.'] {Geol.) Having a completely idiomor-

—

phic structure ;
said of certain rocks.
Pan'ler (pan'yer or -I-er), n. See Pannier, 3. [Obs.l
Pan'1-fl-ca'tlon (pau'I-fl-ka'shiin),
re.
[L. panis
bread -\- -Jicare {in comp.) to make cf. 'F.panification.J
The act or process of making bread.
Ure.
Pa'nim (pa'nTm), re. See Painih. lObs.J
Milton.
IsFan-ls'lam-ism (pSn-Tz'lam-Tz'm), re. IPanlamism.'] A desire or plan for the union of all Mohammedan nations for the conquest of the world.
:

+

Pa-niv'0-rous (pa-niv'6-rtis), a. [L. panis bread -fEating bread subsisting on bread.

vorare to devour.]

;

Pan-nade' (pan-nad'),

Pan'nage

(pSn'nfij

;

re.

48),

The curvet

of a horse.

[OF. pasnage, LL. pas-

re.

fr. pustionare to feed on mast, as
swine, fr. L. pastio a pasturing, grazing. See Pastor.]
{O. Eng. Law) {a) The food of swine in the woods, as
beechnuts, acorns, etc. ;
called slso paions.
(J) A tax
paid for the privilege of feeding swine in the woods.
Pan'na-ry (-na^rj), a. See Panary.
Loudon.
Pan'nel (pan'nel), re. [See Panel.] 1. A kind of rus-

—

tic saddle.

Tusser.

2. {Falconry) The stomach of a hawk.
3. {Mil.)
carriage for conveying a

A

Ainsworth.

mortar and its
Farrow.

bed, on a march.
Pan'nler (pSn'yer or -ni-er ; 277), re. [F. panier, fr.
L. panarium a bread basket, fr. panis bread. Cf. Pantry.] 1.
bread basket; also, a wicker basket (used
commonly in pairs) for carrying fruit or other things on
a horse or an ass.
Mudibras.
2. {Mil. Antiq.)
shield of basket work formerly used
by archers as a shelter from the enemy's missiles.
table waiter at the Inns of Court, London.
3.
4. A framework of steel or whalebone, worn by women
to expand their dresses ; a kind of bustle.
Pan'nlered (-yerd), a. Bearing panniers. Wordsworth.
Pan'nl-kel (-ni-kel), re. [See Pan a dish.] The brainpan, or skull ; hence, the crest.
Spenser.
[06s.]
Pan'nl-ldn (-km), re. [Dim. of joareadish.] A small
pan or cup.
Marryat. Thackeray.
Pan'nose' (-nos'), a. [See Pannus.] {Bot.) Similar
in texture or appearance to felt or woolen cloth.

A

A

A

Pan'nus

See 2d Pane.]
(pSn'nils), re.
[L., cloth.
very vascular superficial opacity of the cornea, usually caused by granulation of the eyelids. Foster.
Pan'O-is'tlc (-o-Is'ttk), a. [Pare- -f- Gr. wok an egg.]
{Zool.) Producing ova only;
said of the ovaries of
certain insects which do not produce vitelligenous cells.
Pan'om-phe'an (-om-fe'an), a. [L. panomphcftus,
Gr. n-avonK^aios.] Uttering ominous or prophetic voices
II

{Med.)

A

—

divining.

[iJ.]

We want no half gods, panompJiean Joves.

Mrs. Browning.

implement, in pi., armor, arms.] Defensive
a full suit of defensive armor. Milton.
had need to take the Christian panoply, to put on the
whole armor of God.
Bay.
Pa-nop'ti-con (pa-nSp'tt-kSn), re. [NL. See Pan-, and
Optic] 1. A prison so constructed that the inspector can
see each of the prisoners at all times, without being seen.
2. A room for the exhibition of novelties.
Pan'O-ra'ma (pan'o-ra'ma or -ra'ma; 277), re. [NL.,
fr. Gr. Tras, irai', all -|- opana that which is seen, a view,
fr. ofiav to see.
See Pan-, and Wary.] 1. A complete
—
view in every direction.
2. A picture presenting a view of objects in every direction, as from a central point.
3. A picture representing scenes too extended to be
beheld at once, and so exhibited a part at a time, by
being unroUed, and made to pass continuously before the
ottKov tool,

;

We

+

A

of the

genus Panicum.

Pan'lc, a. [Gr. TraviKos of or pertaining to Ila;' Pan,
to whom the causing of sudden fright was ascribed cf.
P. panique.'] Extreme or sudden and causeless ; unreasonable ;
said of fear or fright ; as, panic fear, terror,
alarm. " A ^(zrejc fright.
Dry den.
Pan'lc, re. [Gr. TO n-ai'iicdi' (with or without Seifia,
fear): cf. F. panique.
See Panic, a.]
1. A sudden,
overpowering fright ; esp. , a sudden and groundless
fright ; terror inspired by a trifling cause or a misapprehension of danger; as, the troops were seized with a
panic; they fled in a, panic.
2. By extension :
sudden widespread fright or appre:

—

A

hension concerning financial affairs.
Pan'lc-al (-t-kal), a. See Panic, a. [OJi.] Camden.
Pan'1-Cle (-T-k'l), re. [L. panicula a tuft on plants,
dim. ai panus the thread wound upon the bobbin in a

senate,

Panicle.

[L., panic grass.]

re.

care,

am, arm, ask,

spectator.

Pan'O-ramlc

(-rSm'Tk),

\ a.

Of, pertaining to,

or

like, a panorama.
)
See under Camera.
Pa-nor'pl-an (pa-n8r'pi-an), a. {Zool.) Like, or perSame as Panorpid.
re.
taining to, the genus Panorpa.
Pa-nor'pld (-pid), re. {Zool.) Any neuropterous in-

Pan'0-ram'lc-al

(-it-kal),

Panoramic camera.

—

sect of the genus Panorpa, and
The larvae feed
allied genera.

on plant

re.

[NL.

(pan-far'-

See Pan-,

and Pharmacon.] A medicine
for all diseases a panacea. [iJ.]
;

Pan'pres'by-te'rl-an (pan'prez/bT-te'rT-on), a.
[PanPresbyterian.']
Belonging to,

+ ^^"Xl ^•^Nat'"S?e™-^'^
''

or representative of, those who hold Presbyterian views
in all parts of the world ; as, a Panpresbyterian council.
Pan'sclav'ic (pan'sklSv'ik or -skliiv'Tk), Pan'sclav'-

Ism

(-skiav'iz'm), Pan'solav'ist, Pan'sola-vo'ni-an
(-skla-vyni-an).
See Panslavic, Panslatism, etc.
Pan'Shon (pSn'shvin), re. An earthen vessel wider at

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

find,

Pan'slav'lst (-tst), «. One who favors Panslavism.
Pan'sla-vo'ni-an (-sla-vo'nT-on), a. See Panslavio.
Pan-soph'iC-al (pan-sof'i-kal), a. [See Pansophy.]
All-wise; claiming universal knowledge as, pansophical
;

[iJ.]
John Worthinglon.
Pan'SO-phy (pSn'so-fJ^), re. \_Pan- -f Gr. o-o<^ia wisdom, ao<^6s wise cf. F. pansophie.] Universal wisdom;
esp., a system of universal knowledge proposed by Come-

pretenders.

:

nius (1592-1671), a Moravian educator. [iJ.]
Hartlib.
Pan-sper'ma-tist (pan-sper'ma^tlst), re.
{Biol.) A
Pan'sper'mist (pSn'sper'mist),
believer in
)
panspermy ; one who rejects the theory of spontaneous
generation ; a biogenist.
Pan'sper'mio (pSn'sper'mlk), a. {Biol.) Of or pertaining to panspermy ; as, the panspermia hypothesis.
Pan'sper'my (pan'sper'mj?), re. IPanGr. tnrepfia
a seed.] {Biol.) {a) The doctrine of the widespread distribution of germs, from which under favorable circumstances bacteria, vibrios, etc., may develop. (6) The doctrine that all organisms must come from living parents ;
biogenesis
the opposite of spontaneous generation.
Pan-Ste're-0-ra'ma (pSn-stl're-o-ra'mii or -ra'ma), re.
[NL., fr. Gr. ira;, irav, all -|- o-xepeos solid -|- opa/ua a
view.] A model of a town or country, in relief, executed
in wood, cork, pasteboard, or the like.
Brande
C.
I

+

;

fern,

recent

;

ice,

—

&

Pan'sy (pSn'zJ^), re. / pi. Pansies (-ziz). [F. pensie
thought, pansy, fr. penser to think, L. pensare to weigh,
ponder. See Pensive.] {Bot.) A plant
of the genus Viola ( V. tricolor) and its
blossom, originally purple and yellow.
Cultivated varieties have very large
flowers of a great diversity of colors.
Called also heart's-ease, love-in-idleness,
and many other quaint names.
[imp. & p. p.
Pant (pant), V. i.
Panted p. pr. & vb. re. Panting.] [Cf.
F. panteler to gasp for breath, OF.poreleisier to be breathless, F. pantois out of
breath perh. akin to E. phantom, the
verb prob. orig. meaning, to have the nightmare.] 1. To
breathe quickly or in a labored manner, as after exertion or from eagerness or excitement
to respire with
heaving of the breast to gasp.
Drj/den,
Pluto pants for breath from out his cell.
2. Hence To long eagerly to desire earnestly.
;

;

;

;

;

:

As

the \i&Tt panteth after the water brooks.

Ps.

Who pan^s for glory finds but short repose.

xlii. 1.

Pope,

3. To beat with unnatural violence or rapidity ; to palpitate, or throb ;
said of the heart.
Spenser.
4. To sigh ; to flutter ; to languish. \_Poetic]

—

The whispering breeze
and dies upon the trees.
Pope.
in a labored
to gasp out.
There is a cavern where my spirit
Shelley.
"Was panted forth in anguish.
2. To long for ; to be eager after.
[iJ.]
Herbert.
Then shall our hearts 7jane thee.
Pant, re. 1. A quick breathing ; a catching of the
Drayton.
breath ; a gasp.
Shak.
2. A violent palpitation of the heart.
Pan'ta- (pSn'ta-). See Pan-.
Pan'ta-ble (pan'ta-b'l), re. See Pantoele. \pbs.]
Gr. koPan'ta-cosm (pSn'ta-kSz'm), re. [Panta(7|U09 universe.]
See Cosmolabe.
Pan'ta-graph (-graf), re. See Pantograph.
Pants on the

Pant,

manner

V.

i.

1.

leaves,

To breathe forth quickly or

;

+

Pan-tag'm-el-lsm (pan-tSg'ru-gl-Tz'm),

re.

[From

Pantagruel, one of the characters of Rabelais.] 1. The
theory or practice of the medical profession - -used in
burlesque or ridicule.
2. An assumption of buffoonery to cover some serious
Donaldson.
purpose.
[J?.]
Pan'ta-let' (pan'ta-lgf), re. \T>\m. oi pantaloon.] On©
of the legs of the loose drawers worn by children and
women particularly, the lower part of such a garment,
coming below the knee, often made in a separate piece
chiefly in the plural.
Pan'ta-loon' (-loon'), re. \Y. pantalon,ir. It. pantalone, a masked character in the Italian comedy, who
wore breeches and stocldngs that were all of one piece,
from Pantaleone, the patron saint of Venice, which, as a
baptismal name, is very frequent among the Venetians,
and is applied to them by the other Italians as a nickname, fr. Gr. nai/TaAe'mi/, lit., aU Hon, a Greek personal
name. ] 1. A ridiculous character, or an old dotard, in the
Italian comedy also, a buffoon in pantomimes. Addison.
;

;

—

;

The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slippered pantaloon.

Shak.

A

bifurcated garment for a man, covering the
body from the waist downwards, and consisting of
breeches and stockings in one.
3. pi. In recent times, same as Trousers.
Pan'ta-loon'er-y (-er-y), re. 1. The character or perLamb.
formances of a pantaloon ; buffoonery. [JJ.]
2. Materials for pantaloons.
Pan'ta-morph (pan'ta-m8rf), re. That which assumes,
or exists in, all forms.
Gr.
Pan'ta-mor'phlc (pan'ta-m8r'f ik), a. [PantaTaking all forms.
li.op<lrq form.]
Pan'ta-scope (-skop),re. lPanta-+ -scope.] {Photeg.)
A pantascopic camera.
Viewing all ; taking a
Pan'ta-scop'ic (-skop'ik), a.
view of the whole. See under Camera.
2. pi.

lice.

Pan-phar'ma-con
ma-kon),

all

eracy.

Pa-nlc'U-latO (pa-nTk'iS-lat), la. [See Panicle.]
Pa-nlc'U-la'ted (-la'tSd),
(So<.) Same as Panf

armor in general

A

ale,

+

ioled.

A

Halliwell.

Pan'Slav'lsm

a.

Burke.

\_Prov. Eng.'\

the Slavic races.
(-slav'Tz'm or -slSv'Iz'm), n. A scheme
or desire to unite all the Slavic races into one confedPertaining to

;

Pan'lc-Struck' (pan'ik-strtik'),
struck with a panic, or sudden fear.

PANTASCOPIC
— used for holding milk and

the top than at the bottom,
for various other purposes.

Pan'sied (pSu'zTd), a. [From Pansy.] Covered or
adorned with pansies. " The pansied grounds." Darwin.
Pan'slav'lc (-slav'Ik or -sliiv'Tk), a. iPanSlavic.']

(pan'o-pITd), a.
Dressed inj)anoply.
Pan'0-ply (-ply), re. [Gr. TtavoTrXCa.; iraj, Trai/, all

Pangolin (Jfanis tricuspis).
goth'ik), a.
\_Pan- -(6oihic.\ Of, pertaining to, or including, all the Gothic
races. ^' Ancestral Pangothic stock."
Earle.
Pan'hel-len'ic (pSn'hel-lSn'Tk), a. [See PanhelleHiDM.] Of or pertaining to all Greece, or to Panhellenism ; including all Greece, or all the Greeks.
Pan-hel'len-lsm (pSn-hSl'len-Iz'm), n.
scheme to
unite all the Greeks in one political body.
Pan-hel'len-lst, re. An advocate of PanheUenism.
Pan'hel-le'nl-uai (pSn'hgl-le'nT-iim), n. [NL., from
Gr. TlaveKXrivi.ov ; was, rrav, all
"EAArjves the Greeks.]
{Gr. Antiq.) An assembly or association of Greeks from
all the states of Greece.
Pan'lc (pan'ik), re. [L. panicum.l {Bot.)
plant
of the genus Panicum, ; panic grass ; also, tlie edible
grain of some species of panic grass.

any grass

F.

Pan'O-pUed

are covered with imbricated scales, and
feed upon ants. Called
also scaly ant-eater.
(panPan-gOtll'lC

Panic grass {Bot.),

cf.

nadium, pasiinaticuin,

window.

elwork.

;

pane

:

;

A

9.
portion of a framed structure between adjacent
posts or struts, as in a bridge truss.
Panel game, a method of stealing money in a panel
house.
Panel house, a house of i^rostitution in which the
rooms have secret entrances to facilitate tlieft by accomPanel saw, a handsaw witli fine
plices of the inmates.
Panel thief,
teeth,
used for cutting out panels, etc.
one who robs in a panel house.
Pan'el (pSu'el), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Paneled (-Sid) or
Panelled p. pr.
d6. n. Paneling or Panelling.] To
form in or vvitli panels ; as, to panel a wainscot.
Paneled back (Arch.), the paneled work covering the
window back. See Window back.
Pan'el-a'tion (-a'shtin), re. The act of impaneling a
;

;

some of wliich are valuable

—

;

;

+

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

;

;

..

PANTASTOMATA
Pan'ta-Stom'a-ta (pSu'ta-st5m'a-ta),

II

Gr.

fr.

TTast TTo-vToSf

all -f~ o'TOfj.at

mouth.]
One
of

[NL.,

7i.pl.

-aroff,

{Zo'dl.)

j0^^,^ifj
"'

of the divisions

Flagellata,

inrtinnarlH

thn

/Inrlino'

.

""*

°*

^'"''"^-

andSlledforZ!

c

„
'"^ Pantastomata
..^

(Antho-

«- Zooid. greatly mVgnifled.

Pan-tech'nl-COn (-t5k'ni-k5n), n. [NL. See Pan-,
and Technic] A depository or place where all sorts of
manufactured articles are collected for sale.
Pan-tel'e-graph (-tei'e-graf), n. IPantelegraph.}
See under Telegraph.
Congreve.
Pant'er (pant'er), n. One who pants.
Pan'ter (pSn'ter), ». {F.panelier. See Pantry.] A
keeper of the pantry a pantler. \_Obs.']
Tyndale.
Pan'ter, n. [See Paintek a rope.] A net a noose.

+

;

;

Chaucer.

[OJ*.]

+
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PAPER

F. pantomktre.J
An instrument for measuring
angles for determinmg elevations, distances, etc.
Pan-tom'e-try (pan-t6m'e-try), n. Universal measurement. [iJ.]— Pan'tO-met'rio(pan'to-met'rik), a. [B.}
Pan'tO-mlme (pan'to-mlm), re. [F. , f r. L. pantomimus,
Gr. iravToyon/aos, lit., all-imitating; n-as, Trai/rds, aU
fitixeltreai. to imitate: cf. It. pantomimo.
See Mimic]
1.
universal mimic
an actor who assumes many
parts ; also, any actor.
[Obs.}
2. One who acts his part by gesticulation or dumb show
only, without speaking ; a pantomimist.
[He] saw a paiitomitne perform so well that he could follow
the performance from the action alone.
Tylor.
3.
dramatic representation by actors who use only
dumb show hence, dumb show, generally.
4.
dramatic and spectacular entertainment of which
dumb acting as well as burlesque dialogue, music, and
dancing by Clown, Harlequin, etc. , are features.
Pan'tO-mime, a. Representing only in mute actions ;
pantomimic as, a pantomime dance.
Pan'tO-mim'ic (-mlni'Ik), ) a. [Cf. F.pantomimigue.}
Pan'tO-mim'ic-al (-i-kal), )
Of or pertaining to the

Pa-pa'ver (pa,-pa'ver), re. [L., poppy.] (Bot.) A
genus of plants, including the poppy.
Pa-pav'er-a'ceOUS (pa-pav'er-a'shus), a. (Bot.) Of,

cf.

pertaining to, or resembling, a natural order of plants
(Papaveracese) of which the poppy, the celandine, and
the bloodroot are well-known examples.
Pa-pav'er-ine (pa-pav'er-m or -en), re. (Chem.) An
alkaloid found in opium. It has a weaker therapeutic
action than morphine.
Pa-pav'er-OUS (pa-pav'er-iis), a. Of or pertaining to
the poppy of the nature of the poppy. Sir T. Browne.
Pa-paw' (pa-pa'), re. [Prob. from the native name
in the West Indies
cf. Sp. papaya papaw, papaya the fruit
of the papaw.]
[Written also

+

A

;

;

;

A

;

A

[PanTeiiPan'teu-ton'lc (pSn'tfi-t5n'ik), a.
Of or pertaining to all the Teutonic races.
theism.']
Pan'ttae-ism (pau'the-Tz'm), «. [PanThe doctrine that the universe, taken or conceived of as
a whole, is God the doctrine that there is no God but pantomime representing by dumb show. " Pantomimic
the combined forces and laws which are manifested in gesture." Bp. Warburton.
Pan'tO-mlm'lC-al-ly, adw.
the existing universe cosmotheism.
Pan'tO-ml'mlst (pSn'to-mi'mTst), n.
An actor in
pantomime also, a composer of pantomimes.
Pan'the-lst, n. One who holds to pantheism.
Pan'ton (-tSn), n. [F. patin. See Patten.] (Far.)
) a.
Of or pertaining to
Pan'the-iS'tlc (-is'ttk),
pantheism founded in, A horseshoe to correct a narrow, hoofbound heel.
Pan'the-is'tic-al (-tl-kal),
Pan-toph'a-glst (pSn-tof 'a-jTst), re. [See Pantophaor leading to, pantheism.
Pan'the-ls'tic-al-ly, adv.
Pan'the-ol'O-gist (-51'6-jist), n. One versed in pan- GOPS.] A person or an animal that has the habit of eating all kinds of food.
theology.
Pan-toph'a-gOUS (-gQs), a. [Gr. Trai/TO^ayos TTtts,
[Pantheology.}
Pan'the-ol'o-gy {-jf), n.
A
system of theology embracing all religions ; a complete n-ai'T05, all -f- ^ayelv to eat.] Eating all kinds of food.
system of theology.
Pan-topb'a-gy (-jj), re. [Gr. navTo<i>a.yia..} The habit
Pan-tlie'on {p5n-the'8n or pSn'the-8n 277), n. [L. or power of eating all kinds of food.
pantheon, pantheum, Gr. iravSnov (sc. iepor), fr. Traj'Seios
Pan-top'o-da (-t5p'o-da), re. pi. [NL. See Panto-,
& -PODA.] (Zo'dl.) Same as PrcNOQONiDA.
of all gods iras, tto.v, all
Seos a god
cf F. pantheon.
See Pan-, and Theism.] 1. A temple dedicated to all the
Pan'to-scop'lc (pan'to-skop'ik), a. [Panto- -\- -scope
-ic.} Literally, seeing everything
gods especially, the building so called at Rome.
a term applied to
2. The collective gods of a people, or a work treating eyeglasses or spectacles divided into two segments, the
upper being designed for distant vision, the lower for
of them as, a divinity of the Greek ^anrteore.
Pan'ther (pan'ther), n. [OE. pantere, F. panthere, vision of near objects.
Ti.panthera, Gr. irdvdrip,
Pan'try (pSn'try), re. ; pi. Pantries (-tiTz). [OE.
panirie, F. paneterie, fr. panetier pantler, LL. panetaprob. fr. Skr. puiidrlka a
rius baker, panetus small loaf of bread, L. panis bread.
tiger.] 1. (Zo'dl.) A large
Cf. Company, Pannier, Pantler.]
dark-colored variety of
An apartment or
closet in which bread and other provisions are kept.
the leopard, by some
zoologists considered a
[Cf. Gr. navovpyiKo?
Pan-Ur'giC (pan-flr'jlk), a.
knavish.] Skilled in all kinds of work. " Tiie paniirgic
distinct species.
It is
Diderot."
marked with large ringJ. 3Iorley.
like spots, the centers
Pan'Ur-gy (pSn'iir-jj^), re. [Gr. navovpyia, f r. navovpof which are darker than
70s, properly, ready to do anything; hence, knavisli,
roguish; was, nav, all -f- epyov work.] Skill in all kinds
the color of the body.
of work or business craft.
Bailey.
2. (Zo'dl.) In America,
[B.}
the name ia applied to
Pan'yard (pSn'yerd), re. See Pannier. [Obs.} Pepys.
the puma, or cougar, and
a.
Pa'nym (pa'nTm), re.
See Painim. [Obs.}
Panther (Felis leopardus, or
sometimes to the jaguar.
Pan-ZO'ism (pSu-zo'iz'm), re. [Pan (- Gr. ^Qov an
jiardus).
animal.] (Biol.) A term used to denote all of tlie elePanther cat (Zo'dl.), the
ocelot. — Panther cowry (Zo'dl.), a spotted East Indian ments or factors which constitute vitality or vital encowry ( Cyprsea pantherina) — so called from its color.
ergy.
H. Spencer.
Pa'O-lO (pa'o-lo), re. [It. Cf. Paul.] An old ItalPan'ther-ess, n. (Zo'dl.) A female panther.
ian silver coin, worth about ten cents.
Like a panther, esp. in color
Pan'ther-ine (-in), a.
Pap (pap), re. [Cf. OSw. papp. Cf. Pap soft food.]
as, the pantherine snake (Ptyas mucosus) of Brazil.
1. (Anat.) A nipple
a mammilla ; a teat.
Dryden.
tile.'} (Arch.) A roofPan'tlle' (-tW), n. [5th pan
The paps which thou hast sucked. Luke xi. 27.
ing tile, of peculiar form, having a transverse section re2. A roimded, nipplelike hiU or peak
anything resembling an elongated S laid on its side ('^~j).
Macaulay.
Pant'lng-ly (pant'ing-ly), adv. With palpitation or sembling a nipple in shape a mamelon.
Pap, re. [Cf. D. pap, G. pappe, both perh. fr. L.
rapid breathing.
Shak.
Pan'tl-SOC'ra-Cy (p5n'ti-s8k'ra-sy), n. [Panto- -|- Gr. papa, pappa, the word with which infants call for food
Itros equal
Kpcmiv to rule.] A Utopian commuuitj', in cf. It. pappa.} 1. A soft food for infants, made of
which all should rule equally, such as was devised by bread boiled or softened in milk or water.
2. Nourishment or support from official patronage
Coleridge, Lovell, and Southey, in their younger days.
as, treasury pap.
[Collog. & Contemptuous}
Pan-tls'O-Crat (pan-tTs'6-krSt), re. A pantisocratist.
3. The pulp of fruit.
Ainsworth.
(pSn'tT-s6-kr5t'ik),
a.
Of
or
perPan'tl-SO-crat'lC
Beau, dc Fl.
Pap, V. t. To feed with pap.
taining to a pantisocracy.
(pa-pa'
papa ; cf
Pa-pa'
or
pa'pa),
[F.
papa,
L.
re.
Pan'tl-SOC'ra-tlSt (-s5k'ra-tist), n. One who favors
Macaulay. Gr. Trdiras, jramras, a child's word meaning father. Cf
or supports the theory of a pantisocracy.
Pope.]
1.
A
child's
word
for
father.
See Panter,
Pan'tler (pSu'tler), n. [F. panetier.
2. A parish priest in the Greek Church.
Shipley.
Pantrt.] The servant or officer, in a great family, who
Pa'pa-bo'te (pa'pa^bo'ta), re. [Probably of Creole orihas charge of the bread and the pantry. [Obs.}
Shak.
gin.]
(Zo'dl.) The upland plover.
[Local, U. S.}
Pan'tO- (pan'to-). See Pan-.
[LL. papatia, fr. L. papa a
Pa'pa-cy (pa'pa-sy), n.
(p5u'to-kro-n5m'e-ter),
n.
Pan'tO-Chro-nom'e-ter
[Pantochronometer.} An instrument combining a father, bishop. See Pope.] 1. The office and dignity
compass, sundial, and universal time dial. Brande & C. of the pope, or pontiff, of Rome ; papal jurisdiction.
2. The popes, collectively the succession of popes.
Pan-tO'fle (pan-too'f'l), re. [F. pantoufle.} A slippe*
commonly used by
3. The Roman Cathohc religion
for the foot.
[Written also pantable andpanioble.}
the
opponents of the Roman Catholics in disparagement
[Panto(p5n't6-graf
n.
-graph :
Pan'to-graph
),
or in an opprobrious sense.
cf. F. pantographe.} An instrument for
Pap'a-gay (pap'a-ga), re. (Zo'dl.) See Popinjay, 1 (J).
copying plans, maps, and other drawPa-pa'in (pa-pa'in), re. [From Papaw.] (Physiol.
ings, on the same, or on a reduced or an
Chem.)
A proteolytic ferment, like trypsin, present in the
enlarged, scale. [Written
juice of the green fruit of the papaw (Carica Papaya) of
also pantagraph, and intropical
America.
correctly pentagraph.}
Pa'pal (pS'pnl), a. [F., fr. L. papa bishop. See PaSkew pantograph, a kind
pacy.] 1. Of or pertaining to the pope of Rome proof pantograph for drawing
a copy which is inclined
ceeding from the pope ordered or pronounced by the
with respect to the origpope as, pupal jurisdiction a papal edict tlie papal
tonic.J

II

pawpaw.} 1. (Bot.)
(Carica Papaya) of

;

+

—

;

;

;

Also, its dull orange-colored, melon-shaped fruit, which
der.

;

—

+

is

A

2. (Bot.)
tree of the genus
Asimina (A. triloba), growing in
the western and southern parts
of the United States, and producing a sweet edible fruit ; also,

;

the fruit

itself.
Gray. Tropical Papaw (_Carica
Pap'boat' (pSp'bof ), re. 1. A
Papaya).
kind of sauce boat or dish.
2. (Zo'dl.) A large spiral Bast Indian marine shell
(Turbinella rapjia)
so called because used by native
priests to hold the oil for anointing.
Pape (pap), re. [Cf. F. pape, fr. L. papa. See Pope.]
A spiritual father specifically, the pope. [Obs.}
Pa'pe-]ay (pa'pe-ja), re. A popinjay. [Obs.} Chaucer.
Pa'per (pa'per), re. [F. papier, it. L. papyrus papyrus, from which the Egyptians made a kiiidT)f paper,
Gr. n-aTTupos. Cf. Papyrus.]
1. A substance in the
form of thin sheets or leaves intended to be written
or printed on, or to be used in wrapping. It is made
of rags, straw, bark, wood, or other fibrous material,
which is first reduced to pulp, then molded, pressed, and

;

II

+

;

:

.

+

;

;

—

;

;

;

dried.
2.
sheet, leaf, or piece of such substance.
printed or written instrument ; a document, es3.
say, or the like ; a writing ; as, a paper read before a
scientific society.
They brought a paper to me to be signed.
Di'yden.

A
A

—

A printed

4.

per

;

a journal

;

sheet appearing periodically
as, a daily paper.

;

a newspa-

notes ; bills
5. Negotiable evidences of indebtedness
of exchange, and the like ; as, the bank holds a large
amount of his paper.
6. Decorated hangings or coverings for walls, made of
;

;

II

+

—

:

;

&

raw and cooked

eaten both
or pickled.

;

)

A

tree
tropical

America, belonging to the order
Passiflorese. It has a soft, spongy stem, eighteen or twenty feet
high, crowned with a tuft of
large, long-stalked, palmately
lobed leaves. The milky juice
of the plant is said to have the
property of making meat ten-

See Paper hangings, below.

paper.

;

A paper

7.
a,

;

paper

containing (usually) a definite quantity
of pins, tacks, opium, etc.

;

as,

A

medicinal preparation spread upon paper, intended for external application as, cantharides ^aper.
8.

;

;

manufactured in sheets, the trade names
of vifhich, together with the regular sizes in inches, are
shown in the following table. But paper makers vary
the size somewhat.

(J^^ Paper

:

+

is

;

trade name.

Antiquarian
Atlas
Atlas, Double
Atlas, Small

;

Crown

;

+

—

;

;

inal

figure

:

— also

;

called

Pan'to-graph'lo (-grSfIk),
Pan'to-graph'io-al
(-T-kal), a.
[Gi.V. panto-

„

—

.

.

Paitograph.

tiara.

Pa'pal-lst (pii'p<7l-Tst), re. A papist. [Obs.} Baxter.
Pa-pal'i-ty (pa-p51'T-ty), re. [LL. pripalUas ; cf. F.
papaule.} The papacy. [Obs.} Ld. Berners. Milton.
Pa'pal-ize (pa'pal-iz), v. t. To make papal. [R.}
Cou'per.
Pa'pal-lze, v. i. To conform to popery.
Pa'pal-ly, adv. In a papal manner popishly.
Milton.
Pa'pal-ty (-t?), re. The papacy. [Ofo.]
Pa'pa-pho'bl-a (pa'pil-fo'bT-ft), re. [NL., fr. L. papa
bishop -j- Gr. (^o/Seic to fear.] Intense fear or dread of
the pope, or of the Roman Catholic Church, [if.]
Pa'par-chy (pa'p4r-k5'),re. [L. papa bishop -j- -orcAy,]
Government by a pope papal rule.

graphique.} Of or pertaining to a pantograph ; relating
to pantography.
Pan-tOg'ra-phy (pSn-tSg'ra-fJ^), re. [Cf F. pantograp/iie.}
A general description ; entire view of an object.
Pan'to-log'lc-al (pSn'tS-lSj't-kal), a. Of or pertaining to pantology.
Pan-tOl'0-gIst (pSn-t31'o-iTst), re. One versed in panI'^logy ; a writer of pantology.
i''an-toro-gy (-jj), n. [Panto-logy.}
A systematic view of all branches of human knowledge
a work
of Mniversal information.
Pan-tom'e-ter (-tSm'e-ter), n.
[Panto- -f -meter :
.

;

+

;

fise,

unite,

THde,

full,

;

;

SUbnan.
benediction.
2. Of or pertaining to the Roman Catliolic Church.
'•P«^aZ Christians."
Bp. Burnet.
Papal crown, the
Papal crosB. See Illusl. 3 of Cross.

plagiograph.

ap, arn

;

pity

Crown, Double

food, fo^ot

;

out,

oU

;

chair

;

go

;

x20
X ir§

Short

20ix
20 X
30 X
21
X
20ix

Elephant
Elephant, Double, or Grand
Eagle

Emperor

.

Fan, Large
Fan, Sniall
Flat

Hi

X

27

X

.

24J

X

.

2.'!

.

Aledium

.

•

.

.

27

.32

33

Medium, Double
Middle Hand
Middle Uand, Double
Note
Note, Packet
Post, Commercial
Post, Double
Post, Large
Post. Packet
Post, Small
Pott, or Pot
Pott, or Pot, Double
Royal

and a half
lioyal, Double Super

Ko.val

.

.

IS

X

23

40
72

X 26|
X 48

.

;

> 22

30J

13

X ii

X22

x.'!2

«

X32

24
38
22
33

X

19

X

2.1

xlG
X21
X
lljx
17 X
X
20! X
181 X
lil" X
I5j X
so X
24 X
.SlU

....
2,5

....

.in

42
27

In the utanufttcture of books,

tben, thin

X17

10

Roval, Super
Small Hand

;

X

2S

Cap

Foolscap, Double
i'oolscap, Sheet and a half .
Foolscap, Sheet and a third .
Imperial
Imperial and a half
Imperial, Double
Letter
^ . . .

singi iQk

20

25
2Si

23i X 20*

Foolscap

;

;

30
22i

Demy

Demy,

X 31
X 26
X 31J

X
34ix

Colombier
Copy, or Bastard

+

53
S3
55
31

boN

;

X20
X2«
X2r
Xil

etc.,

zh =: z

27 X
ISIJX

X

IS

X

19

n sheet, of whatever

in aztire.

;

N

;

PAPER

1038

Bfze originally, is termed, when folded once, a, folio ; folded
twice, a quarto, or 4/o ; tliree times, an octavo, or &vo
four times, a sexiodecim o, or XUmo ; five times, a S2mo ;
three times, with an oifcut folded twice and set in, a

Pa-I^la (p4-pT11a), n. ; pi. Papills; (-le). [L., a
Any minute nipplelike projection ; as,
nipple, pimple.]
the papillse of the tongue.
Pap'il-lar (pSp'Tl-ler), a. [Cf. F. papillaire.'] Same
as Papillose.
Pap'il-la-ry (pap'il-U-ry
[Cf. F. papil277), a.
laire.']
Of, pertaining to, or resembling, a papilla or
papillae ; bearing, or covered with, papillae ; papillose
i.
Pap'li-late (-lat), v. t.
To cover with papillae to
take the form of a papilla, or of papillae.
Pap'll-late (-lat), a. Same as Papillose.
Pa-pilli-lorm (pa-pTl'li-f6rm), a. [Papilla -f- -form.]
Shaped like a papilla mammilliform.
Pap'll-lo'ma (pap'Il-lo'ma), 7?. ; pi. Papillomata
(-ta).
[NL. See Papilla, and -oma.] (Med.)
tumor
formed by hypertrophy of the papillae of the skin or
mucous membrane, as a corn or a wart.
Quain.
Pap'il-lo'ma-tOUS (-tus), a.
(Med.) Of, pertaining
to, or consisting of, papillomata.
Pap'll-lose' (pap'il-los'; 277), a. [Cf. V. papilleux.']
Covered with, or bearing, papillae ; resembling papillae ;
papillate ; papillar ; papillary.
[F., fr. papillon a butterfly.]
Pap'il-lOte (-lot), n.
A small piece of paper on which women roll up their
hair to make it curl ; a curl paper.
Pap'Il-lOUS (-lus), a. Papillary papillose.
Pa-pU1u-la<e (pa-ptl'lfi-lSt), a. {Zool.) Having a
minute papilla in the center of a larger elevation or depression.
Pa'pl-on (pa'pT-5u), n. [Prob. from native name : cf.
Sp. papion.]
West African baboon {Cyno{Zool.)
cepkalus sphinx), allied to the chacma. Its color is generally chestnut, varying in tint.
Pa'plsm (pa'piz'm), n.
[P. papisme.
See Pape,
Pope.] Popery ;
3Iilton.
an offensive term.
Pa'plst (pa'pTst), M. [F. papiste. SeePAPE, Popu.]
A Koman Catholic ; one who adheres to the Church of
Rome and the authority of the pope ; an offensive designation applied to Roman Catholics by their opponents.
Pa-pls'tlC (pa^pis'tlk), 1 a. [Cf. F. papistique.'] Of
Pa-pls'tlc-al (-tl-kal), I or pertaining to the Church
of Rome and its doctrines and ceremonies pertaining to
popery ; popish ;
used disparagingly. "The old papistic-worship." T. Warton.
Pa-pls'tlc-al-ly, 0(?v.
Pa'plst-ry (pa'pTst-ry), n. The doctrines and ceremonies of the Church of Rome ; popery, [i?.] Whilgift.
Pa'plzed (pa'pizd), a. [From Pape.] Conformed to
popery. \_Obs.'\ " Papized wtitetB."
Fvller.
babe or young child of
Pa-poose' (pa^poos'), n.

duodecimo, or 12mo/ four times, with an ottcut folded
three times and set m, a 2imo.
(Jig^ Paper is often used adjectively or in combination,
having commonly an obvious signification as, paper cutpaper knife, paper-'kmie, or pater or paper-cutter
perknife paper maker, paper-maker, or pope^inaker
paper mill or paper-mill paper weight, paper-weight,
or pap^'weight, etc.
;

;

;

;

BaBinoss paper, checks, notes, drafts, etc., given in payopposed to accommodament of actual indebtedness
tion jmper.
Fly paper, paper covered with a sticky
Laid paper. See
preparation,
used for catcliing flies.
under Laid. —Paper birch (Bat.), the canoe birch tree
{Betula papyracea).
Paper blockade, an ineffective blockPaper boat (Naut.), a
ade, as by a weak naval force.
Paper car wheel (Railboat made of water-proof paper.
read), a car wheel having a steel tire, and a center formed
of compressed paper held between two plate-iron disks.
Forney.
Paper credit, credit founded upon evidences of
debt, such as promissory notes, duebills, etc.
Paper
banger, one who covers walls with paper hangings.
Paper hangings, paper printed witli colored figures, or otherwise made ornamental, prepared to be pasted against the
walls of apartments, etc. wall paper.
Paper house, an
audience composed of people who have come in on free
passes. [Con (J
Paper money, notes or bills, usually issued by government or by a banking corporation, promising payment of money, and circulated as the representative of coin.
Paper mulberry.
(Bot.) See under
Mulberry.
Paper muslin, glazed muslin, used for linings, etc.
Paper nautilus.
(,Zodl.) See argonauta.
Paper reed (Bot.), the
;

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
—
papyrus. — Paper sailor. (Zool.) See Argonauta. — Paper ataln-

—

Colange.

J)e

wasp

—

PARABOLICAL

;

&

;

;

Paper

A

;

A

—

(Zool.),
any
wasp which makes a

nest of paperlike ma^
terial, as the yellow
jacket.— Paper weight,
ajiy object used as
(V)gheu of Paper
Nautilus ^'^'
^
a weight to prevent
loose papers from being displaced by wind, or otherwise.
Parchment paper. See Papyrine.
Tissue paper, thin,

—

—

gauzelike paper, such as is used to protect engravings
in books. —Wall paper. Same as Paper hangings, above.
Waste paper, paper thrown aside as worthless or useless, except for uses of little account.
Wove paper, a
witing paper with a uniform surface, not ribbed or water-

—

—

marked.
Pa'per (pa'per), a. Of or pertaining to paper made
of paper resembling paper ; existing only on paper unsubstantial as, a paper box ; s. paper army.
;

;

;

;

Pa'per, v. t. limp. &p. p. Papered (pa'perd) p. pr.
& vb. n. Papering.] 1. To cover with paper to furnish
with paper hangings as, to paper a room or a house.

—

;

—

A

Indian parentage in North America.
Pap'pl-fonn (pSp'pT-fSrm), a. (Boi.) Resembling the
pappus cf composite plants.
Pap-poose' (pap-poos'), n. Same as Papoose.
Pappoose root. (Bot.) See Cohosh.

;

;

;

2.

To

fold or inclose in paper.

3. To put on paper to make a memorandum of. [06j.]
Pa'per-welght' (-waf), «• See under Paper, n.
Pa'per-y (-y), a. Like paper having the thinness or
Gray.
consistence of paper.
Pa-pes'cent (pi-pSs'sent), a. [From Pap soft food.]
Containing or producing pap like pap. [i2.] Arbtcthnot.
Pa'pess (pa'pSs), n. [F. papesse.'] A female pope
Bp. Hall.
i. e., the fictitious pope Joan.
[Obs.'i
Pa'pe-terle' (p4'pe-tre'), n. [F., paper manufacture, fr. papier paper.] A case or box containing paper
and materials for writing.
Pa'phl-an (pa'fi-an), a. [L. Paphius, Gr. IIai|)ios,
from IIa(^os the city Paphos.] Of or pertaining to Paphos, an ancient city of Cyprus, having a celebrated temple of Venus hence, pertaining to Venus, or her rites.
Pa'phl-an, n. A native or inhabitant of Paphos.
Pa'pler'-ma'cW (pVpya'ma'sha'), n. [F. papier
A hard and
mache, lit., chewed or mashed paper.]
strong substance made of a pulp from paper, mixed
with size or
It
glue, etc.
formed inis
;

;

;

;

II

;

II

cles,

usually
means

by

Pap-pose' (pSp-pos'or pSp'pos'), a. (Bot.) Furnished
with a pappus downy.
Pap'pous (pSp'pus), a. (Bot.) Pappose.
Pap'pus (pap'pus), n. [L., an old man or grandfather hence, a substance resembling gray hairs, Gr. TrairTTOS.]
(Bot.) The hairy or
feathery appendage of the
achenes of thistles, dandelions,
and most other plants of the
order Compositae
also, the
scales, awns, or bristles which
represent the calyx in other
Achenes with Pappus,
a
plants of the same order.
Plumose Pappus of Sous[From surea ; b Membranaceous
Pap'py (-py), a.
Pap soft food.] Like pap
Pappus of Ch^eiiactis c
Capillary Pappus of Dansoft succulent tender. Bay.
deuon a Awnhke Pappus
Pap'U-an (pap'oo-an), a.
;

;

;

,*

;

;

;

of Bidens.

Of or pertaining to Papua.
Pap'U-ans (-anz), n. pi. ; sing. Papuan (-an). (EthThe native black race of Papua or New Guinea,
and the adjacent islands.
[L.]
llPap'U-la (pSp'iS-la), n.; pi. Papula (-le).
1. (Med.) A pimple ; a small, usually conical, elevation of the cuticle, produced by congestion, accumulated

nol.)

secretion, or hypertrophy of tissue ; a papule.
Quain.
2. (Zool.) One of the numerous small hollow processes of the integument between the plates of. starfishes.
Pap'u-lar (-ler), a. 1. Covered with papules.
2. (Med.) Consisting of papules ; characterized by the
presence of papules; as, 3, papular eruption.
Pap'ule (pap'iil), n.; pi. Papules (-filz). Same as

to various artiof

molds.
Pa-j)ll'l-o
(pa-pil'i-o
or
II

[L.,
yt), n.
a butterfly.]
(Zool.) A genus

Papula.
Pap'll-lose'

(Biel.)

(-fi-los'), a.

as, 3, papulose
Pap'U-lOUS (-lus),

Having papulae pap;

of butterflies.

illose

(1^=* Formerly it included

F. paj/uleux."]
with, or characterized by, papulae ; papulose.

numerous species which are

now

Papilio' (Papilio pnlj/xenes).
a Larva
6 Pupa ; c Acfult Butterfly.

;

placed in
other genera. By many writers it is now restricted to
the swallow-tailed butterflies, like Papilio polyxenes, or
asterias,

and related

species.

Pa-pll'io-na'ceous (pa-pll'yo-na'shus),
bling the butterfly.
2. {Bot.) (a) Having a winged corolla
jomewhat resembling a butterfly, as in
the blossoms of the beau and pea. (b) Belonging to that suborder of
leguminous plants {Popilionaeese) which includes the
bean, pea, vetch,

a.

1.

Resem-

and locust.
Pa-pll'1-o'nea (pa-pTi'„ .,.
^,
^^^
^'''«'«'' '
Jhe
Y-o'nez),n.p?.
[NL. See " ^SP''"?"^?'""^
Petals of same, separated,
PAPILIO.] t^oo?.) The division of Lepidoptera which includes the butterflies.
Pa-pil'i-on'1-des (-on'i-de«), n. pi. [NL.] (,Zodl.)
Hie typical butterflies.
II

''

fl

ale,

senate,

care,

;

am, arm, ask,

leaf.
a.

[Cf.

Covered

Pap'y-ra'ceous (pap'T-ra'shus), a. [L. papyraceus
of papyrus.^ Made of papyrus ; of the consistency
of paper ; papery.
Of or pertaining to
Pa-pyr'e-an (pa-pTr'e-sn), a.
papyrus, or to paper ; papyraceous.
[Cf. F. papyrin
Pap'y-rine (p5p'i-rTn or -Ten), n.
made of paper. See Paper.] Imitation parchment, made
by soaking unsized paper in dilute sulphuric acid.
IPapyrus -f
Pa-pyr'O-graph (pa-pTr'6-graf), n.
-grapk.^ An apparatus for multiplying writings, drawings, etc., in which a paper stencil, formed by writing or
drawing with corrosive ink, is used. The word is also
used of other means of multiplying copies of writings,

made

drawings, etc.
fold.

clover,

etc.

See

Coptgeaph,

Hectograph, Mani-

Pap'y-rog'ra-phy (pap'T-rog'ra-f^), n. The process
of multiplying copies of writings, etc., by means of the
papyrograph.
Pap'y-ro-graph'iO (-ro-grSf'Ik), a.

—

Pa-py'ms (pa-pi'rus), n.

Papyri (-ri). [L., fr. Gr.
TTairupog.
See Paper.] 1. (Bot.) A taU rushlike plant
(Cyperus Papyrus) of the Sedge family, formerly growing in Egypt, and now found in Abyssinia, Syria, Sicily,
final,

a,ll

;

eve, event,

; pi.

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

The stem

is

triangular and about

an inch thick.
2. The material upon which the ancient Egyptians wrote. It was formed
by cutting the stem of the plant into
thin longitudinal slices, which were
gummed together and pressed.
manuscript written on papy3.
rus; esp.,pZ., written scrolls made of
papyrus ; as, the papyri of Egypt or

A

Herculaneum.

Paque

(pak), n.

[F. paque.'i

See

Pasch and Easter.

Par

II

—

er, one who colors or
stamps wall paper.

;;;
;

.

(pSr), n.

(Zool.) See Parr.
[F., fr. L. per.
See

Par, prep.
By with
used frequently
Early English in phrages taken
from the French, being sometimes
written as a part of the word which
it governs
as, par amour, or para.Per.]

;

;

—

in

;

mour par
;

cas, OTparca.se

;

par

Papyrus (Cypena

fay,

Papyrus).

or parfay.

Par

(par), M. [L. par, adj., equal. See Peer an equal.]
1. Equal value ; equality of nominal and actual value f
the value expressed on the face or in the words of a certificate of value, as a bond or other commercial paper.
2. Equality of condition or circumstances.

At par, at the original price neither at a discount nor
at a premium.
Above par, at a premium. —Below par, at
a discount.
On a par, on a level in the same condition,
circumstances, position, rank, etc. ; as, their pretensions
are on a par ; his ability is on a par witli his amtiition.
Par of exchange. See under Exchange.
Par value,
nominal value face value.

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

Par'a-

[Gr. Trapd beside ; prob. akin to E,
for- in forgive. Cf. For-.] 1.
prefix signifying aZonj'.
side of, beside, beyond, against, amiss ; as parable, literally, a placing beside ; paradox, that which is contrary
to opinion ; parachronism.
2. (Chem?)
prefix denoting (a) lAkeness, similarity,
or connection, or that the substance resembles, but is
distinct from, that to the name of which it is prefixed ;
as paraldehyde, paraconine, etc. ; also, an isomeric
modification, (b) Specifically (Organ. Chem.) That two
groups or radicals substituted in the benzene nucleus are
opposite, or in the respective positions 1 and 4 ; 2 and 5
or 3 and 6, as paraxylene ; paroxybenzoic acid. Cf OrTHO-, and Meta-. Also used adjectively.
llPa-ra' (pairs'), n. [Turk., fr. Per. parah a piece.]
A piece of Turkish money, usually copper, the fortieth
part of a piaster, or about one ninth of a cent.
Par'a-ban'lC (par'a-bSnTk), a. [Gr. irapapaCvetv to
pass over.]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a
nitrogenous acid which is obtained by the oxidation of
uric acid, as a white crystalline substance (C5N2H2OS)
also called oxalyl urea.
Par'a-Uast (pSr'a-blSst), n. [Cf. Gr. vapap\a<rriv€i.v
to grow beside. See Para-, and -blast.] (£20/.) A portion of the mesoblast (of peripheral origin) of the developing embryo, the cells of which are especially concerned
in forming the first blood and blood vessels. C. S. Minot.
Par'a-Was'tlo (-blSs'tik), a. (Biol.) Of or pertaining
to the parablast ; as, the parablastic cells.
Par'a-We (par'a^b'l), a. [L. parabilis, iT. parare to
provide.] Procurable.
[0J«.]
Sir I. Browne.
Par'a-ble, n. [F. parabole, L. parabola, fr. Gr. n-apor
jSoAij a placing beside or together, a comparing, comparison, a parable, fr. TrapajSoAAeti/ to throw beside, compare
irapa beside -f- pd^Ketv to throw ; cf. Skr. gal to drop.
Cf. Emblem, Gland, Palaver, Parabola, Parley, Parole, Symbol.]
comparison ; a similitude ; specifically, a short fictitious narrative of something which
might really occur in life or nature, by means of which
a moral is drawn ; as, the parables of Christ.
Chaucer.
Declare unto us the parable of the tares.
Matt. ziii. 3&
(pSr'a-).

A

A

:

:

.

—

A

Syn.

— See Allegory, and Note under Apologue.

Far'a-ble, v. t. To represent by parable. [iJ.]
"Which by the ancient sages was thus parabled. Milton.
Pa-rab'O-la (pa-rSb'S-la), «.; pi. Parabolas (-]
[NL., fr. Gr. jrapa/SoA^
so called because
its axis is parallel to the side of the cone.
See Parable, and cf. Parabole.] (Geom.)
(a) A kind of curve one of the conic sections formed by the intersection of the
surface of a cone with a plane parallel to
one of its sides. It is a curve, any point
of which is equally distant from a fixed
point, called the /ocas, and a fixed straight
line, called the directrix. See Focus.
(6)
One of a group of curves defined by the
Parabola.
equation y^^aXf, where re is a positive
whole number or a positive fraction. For the cubicai
parabola n:=3; for the semicubical parabola n=:§.
See under Cubical, and Semicubical.
The parabolas
have infinite branches, but no rectilineal asymptotes.
Pa-rab'O-le (-le), B. [L.,fr. Gr. 7rapo|3oA>). See Parable.] (Ehet.) Similitude comparison.
Par'a-bol'lo (par'a-bol'Ik), ) a. [Gr. Tropo^oAiKos figurative
cf. F. paraPar'a-bol'lc-al (-T-kal),
)
bolique. See Parable.]
1. Of the nature of a parable
expressed by a parable or figure allegorical ; as, para;

—

;

II

;

:

;

bolical instruction.

2. [From Parabola.] (Geom.) (a) Having the form
or nature of a parabola pertaining to, or resembling, a
parabola as, a parabolic curve. (6) Generated by the
revolution of a parabola, or by a line that moves on a
parabola as a directing curve as, a, parabolic conoid.
;

;

;

Parabolic conoid, a paraboloid a conoid whose directing
curve is a parabola. See Conoid.
ParaboUc mirror ( Opt. ),
a mirror having a paraboloidal surface which gives for parallel rays (as those from very distant objects) images free
from aberration. It is used in reflecting telescopes.—
Parabolic spindle, the solid generated by revolving the portion of a parabola cut off by a line drawn at right angles
;

idea,

ai

;

old,

—

obey, drb, 8dd

5

—

.;
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to the axis of the curve, about that line as an axis.
Parabolic spiral, a spiral curve conceived to be formed by
the periphery of a aemiparabola when its axis is wrapped
about a circle; also, any other spiral curve haviug an
inalogy to the parabola.

See Pare, v. t.] 1. The ground where a military display is lield, or where troops are drilled.
2. {Mil.) An assembly and orderly arrangement or
display of troops, in full equipments, for inspection or
evolutions before some superior officer a review of troops.
Parades are general, regimental, or private (troop, battery, or company), according to the force assembled.
3. Pompous show
formal display or exhibition.
Be rich, but of your wealth make no parade.
Swift.
an
4. That which is displayed a show a spectacle
imposing procession the movement of any body marshaled in military order as, a parade of firemen.
In state returned the graudiJ«/'ac/e.
Swift.
;

1.
By
Par'a-l)Ol'ic-al-ly (pSr'a-b51'i-kal-iy), adv.
of parable ; in a parabolic manner
2. In the form of a parabola.
Par'a-bOl'l-form (-i-f6rm), a. \_Parabola -{- -form.']
Resembling a parabola in form.
Pa-rab'O-lism (pa-rSb'o-liz'm), n. [From Parabola.]
{Alg.) The division of the terms of an equation by a
known quantity that is involved in the first term. [Oi«.]
narrator of parables.
Pa-raVo-list (-list), n.
-oid : cf. F.
[_Parabola,
Pa-rab'0-loid (-loid), n.
paraboloide.] {Geom.) The solid generated by the rotation of a parabola about its axis ; any surface of the
second order whose sections by planes parallel to a given
line are parabolas.

way

A

1^^ The

;

;

Par'a-bO-Iold'al (pSr'a-b6-loid'al), a.
or resembling, a paraboloid.

6. Posture of defense

When

A

Syn. —

Of, pertaining

aa, to

tion.
3. (Ehet.)

encourage ; Trapa beside -j- Ka\eZv
to call.] An advocate ; one called
to aid or support ; hence, the Consoler, Comforter, or
Intercessor ;
a term applied to the Holy Spirit.

vb. n.

&

p. p.

4. (.4rcA.)

5.

A churchyard or
[Obs.]
Oxf. Gloss.

— Grains

of para-

(Bot.) See Meleqneta pepper, under

dise.

as of the Narcissus.
Par'a-cros'tlC (-krSs'ttk), n. [Pref. para- -f- acrostic.']
poetical composition, in which the first verse contains,
in order, the first letters of all the verses of the poem.

Pepper.
bird.

A

— Paradise

(Zo'ol.)

Bird of

Same

as

paradise.

Among the most
beautiful species are
the superb (Lophorina superba) j tlie magnificent (Diphyllodes
magnijica) ; and the
six-shafted paradise
bird {Parotid sejila-

C.

Par'a-cy-an'O-gen (-si-Sn'S-jSn), «. [Pref. para- -f
cyanogen.] (Chem.) A polymeric modification of cyanogen, obtained as a brown or black amorphous residue by
heating mercuric cyanide.

+

Par'a-«5y'mene (-si'men), re. [Pref. paracymene.]
{Chem.) Same as Cymene.
Par'a-dac'ty-lum (-dSk'tl iHm), n.; pi. Paradac*YLA (,-lk). [NL. See Para-, and Dactyi,.] (Zo'dl.)

ta).

-,

;

out, oil

Paradoxes

[F.
Trapd be-

(-Sz).

Hooker,
show not to be altogether unreasonable.
This was sometime a paradox, but now the time gives it
Shak.

proof.

Hydrostatic paradox.

See under Hydrostatic.

Par'a-dOS'al (-dSks'al), a. Paradoxical. [Obs.]
1. Of tlie nature of a
Par'a-dOS'lc-al (-i-kal), a.
paradox.
2. Inclined to paradoxes, or to tenets or notions contrary to received opinions.
Par'a-dox'lc-al-ly, atit;.

—

Southey,

— Par'a-dos'lc-al-ness,

n.

Par'a-dox'er (-doks'er), re., Par'a-dox'Ist (-dSks'lstX.
One who proposes a paradox.
Par'a-dox'1-des (-dSks'I-dez), re. [NL.] (Paleon.'y
A genus of large trilobites characteristic
of the primordial formations.
Par'a-dox-ol'o-gy (-doka-8i'6-jy), re.
[Paradox -f- -logy.] The use of paraSir T. Browne.\
doxes.
[Obs.]
[Gr.
Par'a-dox'ure (-doks'iir), n.

n.

II

irapcifio Jos

incredible, paradoxical

ou-

_-f-

its tail is unlike that of the other animals to which it
was supposed to be related.] (Zool.)
Any species of Paradoxurus, a genus of
Asiatic viverrine mammals allied to the
civet, as the musang, and the luwack
or palm cat (Paradoxurus hermaphrodi^
tus).
See MusANs.

pa

So called because

tail.

IIi;^^

n.

1.

\

A

In the present chemical usage this word

Paradise Birds

;

chair

;

go

;

commerce

it is

Methane

scries,

Par'age

commonly

See Ozocerite.
under Methane.

Native parafBn.

Tlie long-billed

food, fo'bt

pi.

;

;

:

II

re.

+

paraffin, but in

paradise birds (Epi- a Tho EmernUl (Paradinwa apoda)
b The Six-shuftcd iParotia st^rilaTOOc/tin.-r;) also include
some highly orna- ta); cThel<.iae{Cmcinnuru3re<jius).
mental species, as the
twelve-wired paradise bird (Sclencides alba), which ia
black, yellow, and wliite, with six long breast leathers
on each side, ending in long, slender filaments. See Bird

Tlie side of a toe or finger.
Pa-rade' (pi-rad'), n. [¥., fr. Sp. parada a halt or
stopping, an assembhngfor exercise, a place where troops
are assembled to exercise, fr. parar to stop, to prepare.

(-doks),

Par'a-dox'y (pSr'a-dSks'J),

FooVe paradise. See
bo.

I

paradoxical statement ; a paradox.
2. The quality or state of being paradoxical. Coleridge.
Par'al-fin (pitr'5f-fTn), Par'aMlne (-flu or -feu), n.
[F. paraffine, fr. L. parum too little -j- ajfinis akin. So
named in allusion to its chemical inactivity.] (Chem.)
A white waxy substance, resembling spermaceti, tasteless
and odorless, and obtained from coal tar, wood t.ir, petroleum, etc., by distillation. It is used as an illuminant and lubricant. It is very inert, not being acted
upon by most of the strong chemical reagents. It was
formerly reg.arded as a definite compound, but is now
known to be a complex mixture of several higher hydrocarbons of the methane or marsh-gas series ; hence, by
extension, any substance, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous, of the same chemical series ; thus coal gas and kerosene consist largely of paraffins.

under Fool, and Lim-

+

Pope.

of quite paradisiac
G. Eliot.

paradoxe, L. paradoxu7n, fr. Gr. n-apdSo^ov;
SoksIv to tliiuk, suppose
side, beyond, contrary to
imagine.
See Para-, and Dogma.] A tenet or propoopinion
received
an assertion or sento
sition contrary
timent seemingly contradictory, or opposed to common
sense ; that which in appearance or terms is absurd, but
yet may be true in fact.
A gloss there is to color that paradox, and make it appear in

Beaconsfield.

basilica, etc.

cemetery.

is

;

Anopen

within a cloister, the
open court before a

+

.

.

Farrow,

Par'a-dox

space within a monastery or adjoining a
church, as the space

;

.

traverse.

Milton.

Wrapt in the very paradise of some creative vision.

Par'a-close (-klos), n. (,Arch.) See Parclose.
Par'aC-mas'tlC (pSr'Sk-mSs'ttk), a.
[Gr. irapaxiiaffTiK09. See Para-, and AoME.] (ilfecZ.) Gradually decreasing past the acme, or crisis, as a distemper. Dunglison.
Par'a-con'ic (-a-k6n'Ik), a. [Pref. para.- -f acoreitic]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, anorganic acid obtained as a deliquescent wliite crystalline substance, and
isomeric with itaconic, citraconic, and mesaconic acids.
Par'a-CO'nlne (-ko'nTn or -nin), n. [Pref. paraConine.]
(Chem.) A base resembling and isomeric with
conine, and obtained as a colorless liquid from butyric
aldehyde and ammonia.
Par'a-CO-rol'Ia (-kS-rSl'la), n.
[Pref. paracorolla.']
{Bot.) A secondary or inner corolla; a corona,

valley

^

T

Par'a-dOS (pSr'a-dos), n. ; pi. Paradoses (-5z5. [P.,
parer to defend -f- dos back, L. dorsum.] (Fort.) An
intercepting mound, erected in any part of a fortification
to protect the defenders from a rear or ricochet fire 8-

earth

Shall be all pararfise.

From which interceBsion especially I conceive he hath the
name of the Faraclete given him by Christ.
Bp. Pearson.

?*

Placed in

(-dist), a.

enjoying delights as of para-

;

fr.

Lonafellow.

Singing in Paradise.

A

The

—

Par'a-dis'1-an (-dls'i-an),
[R.]
Paradisiacal.
Par'a-dls'lO (-tk), a. Paradisiacal. Paradise Grackle
Broome. {Astrapia gularis).
[R.]
Par'a-dls'io-al (-T-kal), a. Paradisiacal.

Paradigmati-

place of bliss ; a region of supreme felicity or
delight ; hence, a state of happiness.
3.

—

pity

[imp.

+

Par'a-clete (-klet), re. [L. paracletus, Gr. Trapd/cAijTO?, from napaKaKetv to call to one, to exhort,

;

&

—

Paradise nut (Bot.), the sapucaia nut.
See Sapucaia nut. [Local, U. S.]
Paradise whidah bird. (Zo'ol.) See Whi-

.}..

&

of skin

fim

p. pr.

of the

Par'a-dls'1-al (pSr'a.dTs1-al),

Of or pertaining
Par'a-dl-sa'lC (pSr'a-dit-sa'ik), ) a.
to, or resembling,
Par'a-dl-sa'iC-sd (-sa'I-kal),
)
Gray.
pleasures."
"Para&Vatea?
paradise ; paradisiacal.
Par'a-dl'Sal (pSr'a-di'sal), a. Paradisiacal.
paradit/.
paradis,
[OE.
F.
Par'a-dlse (-dls), re.
sus, fr. Gr. TrapttSeitros park, paradise, fr. Zend pairidiz
daeza an inclosure ; pairi around (akin to Gr. irepi)
to throw up, pile up ; cf. Skr. dih to smear, and E. dough.
Adam
Cf. Parvis.]
1. The garden of Eden, in which
and Eve were placed after their creation.
2. The abode of sanctified souls after death.
To-day shalt thou be with me in paradise. Luke xxiii. 4S.
It sounds to him like her mother's voice,

which extends between the legs of
certain mammals, as the flying
squirrels, colugo, and phalangister.

jip,

;

I^ieh.

0-

genus Terpsiphone, having the
middle tail feathers extremely elongated. The adult
male of 2\ paradisi is white, with the head glossy dark
green, and crested. — Paradise grackle (Zo'ol.), a very
beautiful bird of New Guinea, of the
genus Aslrapia, having dark velvety
plumage with brilliant metallic tints.

The

ziNG (-ti'zing).] [Gr. irapoSetynaTtfeif. See Paradigm.]
To set forth as a model or example. [Obs.] Hammond.

+

fi^ll,

(-tizd)

Paradise

fly-

Z

paradisiacal &ceae."

cellence.

Paradigmatized

(

any flycatcher

ol.),

beauty.

fable.
[Gr. irapa-

t.

catcher

A

by a parable or

v.

— Paradise

1

To make an

Par'a-dlg'ma-tize (-dig'm&-tiz),

namental fish.

Par'a-dlB'1-ac (pSr'a-dTs'T-SkV >a, /
Par'a-dl-sl'a-cal (-dl-si'a^kai),

—

Par'a-Chrose (pSr'a-kros), a. [Gr. TTapdxpoxm false
coloring; irapd beside, beyond -|- xpws color.] {3fin.)
Mohs.
Changing color by exposure.
Par'a-Chute (-shut), re. [F., fr. parer to ward off,
guard
chute a fall. See Pabbt,
and Chute, Chance.] 1. A contrivance somewhat in the form of
an umbrella, by means of which a
descent may be made from a balloon, or any eminence.

very

haviug

large fins. It
is often kept
alive as an or-

[L. paradisiacus.] Of or pertaining
to paradise ; suitable to, or like, para"
disc.
C. ICingsley. T. Burnet.

I

+

fish

{ilacropodus

dise.

;

illustration, as

Asiatic

Par'a-dlsed

Par'a-dlg-mat'ic (pSr'a-dig-m5t'ik), a.
SeiyiJ-arLKos.]
Par'a-dlg-mat'iC-al (-mSt'I-kal),
)
Exemplary.
Par'a-dig-mat'ic-al-ly, adv. lObs.]
writer
of meMist.)
A
Par'a-^g-mat'iC, n. (Bed.
moirs of religious persons, as examples of Christian ex-

^

r^de,

An

a

fish (Zo'dl.),

viridiauralus)

paradise

exhibition or spectaPa-rade',
cle of one's self, as by walking in a public place.
for evolutions and
military
order
in
2. To assemble
inspection ; to form or march, as in review.
L. para[F.
paradigme,
Par'a-dlgm (p5r'a-dim), n.
digma, fr. Gr. TrapdSet.yp.a, fr. napaSeLKVvvai to show by
the side of, to set up as an example ; irapi beside -f &iKviivaL to show.
See Paba-, and Diction.] 1. An ex" The paradigms
[JJ.]
ample ; a model ; a pattern.
Cudworth.
and patterns of all things."
2. (Gram.) An example of a conjugation or declension, showing a word in all its different forma of inflec1.

i.

Paradise

-

-water

disiacal.

parade troops.
v.

—

unite,

;

the Vocabulary.

in

beautiful

;

To assemble and form to marshal to
cause to maneuver or march ceremoniously

Par'a-chor'dal (-kSr'dal), a. [Pref. para- -f chordal.]
ap(Anat.) Situated on either side of the notochord ;
plied especially to the cartilaginous rudiments of the
skull on each side of the anterior part of the notochord.
re.
A parachordal cartilage.
Pa-rach'ro-nism (pa-rSk'rS-nTz'm), re. [Pref. para6r. xpovo! time : cf . F. parachronisme.'] An error in
chronology, by which the date of an event is set later
than the time of its occurrence. [-R.]

Hee,

is

&

2.

—

&

—

show.
Paa pompous

j

&

;

Brande

display

Parade

We

,

II

;

op PARADISE
f resli

DAH.
Par'a-dlse (pSr'a-dis), v. t. To affect or exalt with visions of felicity to
entrance ; to bewitch. [R.] Marslon.
Par'a-dis'e-an (-dis'e-an), a. Para- g;

exhibition of things for the purpose of display; ostentation now generally indicates a
parade of virtues or other qualities for which
one expects to be honored. " It was not in
the mere parade of royalty that the Mexican
potentates exhibited their power." Robertare dazzled with the splendor of
son. "
titles, the ostentation of learning, and the
noise of victories." Spectator.
[imp.
p. p.
Pa-rade' (pa-rad'), V. i.
[Cf
vb. n. Parading.]
Paraded ; p. pr.
1. To exhibit in a showy or
F. parader.]
ostentatious manner ; to show off.
Byron.
Parading all her sensibility.

Par'a-Cel'Sl-an (-sSl'si-an or -shan), a. Of, pertaining to, or in conformity with, the practice of Paracelsus,
Ferrand.
a Swiss physician of the 15th century.
Par'a-cel'sl-an, n. A follower of Paracelsus or his
Makewill.
practice or teachings.
Par'a-cel'Blst (-sist), n. A Paracelsian.
Par'a-cen-te'slS (-s5n-te'sls), n. [L. f r. Gr. TrapaKWTijo-is, fr. Trapoucei'Teti' to pierce at the side, to tap.]
{Med.) The perforation of a cavity of the body with a
trocar, aspirator, or other suitable instrument, for the
evacuation of effused fluid, pus, or gas tapping.
Par'a-cen'tric (-sSn'trlk), ) a. [Pref. para- -f- centrie, -ical : cf. F.paraPar'a-Cen'tric-al (-tri-kal), f
lentrique.']
Deviating from circularity ; changing the
distance from a center.
Paracentric curve (Math.), a curve having the property
that, when its plane is placed vertically, a body descending along it, by the force of gravity, will approach to, or
recede from, a fixed point or center, by equal distances
Paracentric
in equal times
called also a paracentric.
motion or velocity, the motion or velocity of a revolving
body, as a planet, by which it approaches to, or recedes
from, the center, without reference to its motion in space,
or to its motion as reckoned in any other direction.

A web or fold

Wilhelm.
Ostentation

rade, Ostentation.

Par'a-bron'ohl-um (-brSn'kl-iim), n. ; pi. PaeaBSONCHIA (-&). [NL. See Para-, Bronchia.] {Anat.) One
of the branches of an ectobronchium or entobronchium.

2. (ZoSl.)

Locke.

;

tionless.

Mutton.

—

\A Gallicism]

guard.

—

II

;

;

they are not iuparade, and upon their guard.

public walk a promenade.
6.
SresB parade. Undress parade.
See under Dress, and
Parade rest, a position of rest for soldiers, in
Undress.
which, however, they are required to be silent and mo-

to,

II

;

;

term paraboloid has sometimes been applied

also to the parabolas of the higher orders.

;

;

+

1

;

(pSr'Sj

;

48),

71.

is spelt
spelt paraffine.

— Paraffin

series.

See

[F., fr. L. ^wr, adj., equal.

Cf. Peerage, Peer an equal.] 1. (Old Eng, Law) Equality of condition, blood, or dignity; also, equality in tho
Spelman.
partition of an inheritance.
2. (Feudal Law) Equality of condition between perBurHll,
sona holding unequal portions of a fee.

sine iQk

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

;

N

;
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PARAGENESIS

;

:

;

—

n

Parallel forces (Mech.), forces which act in directioBS
Par'a-graph'lc (pSr'a-grSflk), a. Pertaining to, Or
Parallel motion, (a) (Much.) A
Par'a-£7aph'ic-al (-grafl-kal), j consisting of, a par- parallel to each other.
Chaucer,
We
jointed system of links, rods, or bars, by which the moagraph
or
paragraphs.
adv.
Par'a-graph'ic-al-ly,
-j[Pref.
para(par'a^jen'e-sis),
re.
Par'a-gen'e-SlS
tion of a reciprocating piece, as a piston rod, may be
Par'a-graph'lst (-grafist 277), n. A paragrapher.
{Min.) The science which treats of minerals
genesis.']
guided, either approximately or exactly in a straight line.
Par'a-gra-pMS'tiC-al (par'ar-gra-fts'ti-kal), a. Of or Mankine. (ft) (Mas.) The ascending or descending of two
with special reference to their origin.
Beau. & Ft. or more parts at fitted intervals, as tliirds or sixths.— Parthe root of -ye'j/os relating to a paragrapliist. [i2.]
Par'a-gen'lo (-ik), a. [Pref paraPa-ra' grass' (pa^ra' gras'). {Bot.) A valuable pas- allel rod {Locomotive Eng.), a metal rod that connects
birth.]
(Biol.) Originating in the character of the germ,
— called
said of ture grass {Panicum barbinode) introduced into the the crank pins of two or more driving wheels
or at the first commencement of an individual
also coupling rod, in distinction from the connecting rod.
Southern
United States from Brazil.
peculiarities of structure, character, etc.
Locomotive,
Bee
Must,
of
Pa'ra'grele' {pa/ia'gTtV), re. [F., fr. parer to guard
[Pref. paraPar'a-glolj'U-lin (-glob'fi-lln), re.
Parallel ruler, an
In App.
{Physiol. Chem.] An albuminous body in -f- g7-ele had.] A lightning conductor erected, as in a instrument for drawing
globulin.^
blood serum, belonging to the group of globulins. See vineyard, for drawing off the electricity in the atmos- parallel lines, so constructphere
in
order
to
prevent
hailstorms.
IFrance^ Knight. ed as to have the succesFiBRINOPLASTlN.
Par'a-guay'an (par'a-gwi'an), a. Of or pertaining to sive positions of the ruling
Par'a-glos'sa (-glos'sa), n. ; pi. PAfiAGL0S3.s; (-se).
edge parallel to each othParallel Ruler.
re.
A native or inliabitant of Paraguay.
(Zodl.) Paraguay.
yAwo-cra tongue.]
[NL., from Gr. -n-apa beside
also, one consisting
Pa'ra-guay' tea' (pa/ra-gwi' te' or pSr'a-gwa' te'). er
One of a pair of small appendages of the hngua or labium
of two movable parts, the opposite edges of which are
See Mate, the leaf of the Brazilian holly.
of certain insects.
See Illusi. under Htmenopteba.
always parallel. — Parallel sailing (Saul.), sailing on a
Par'all (pSr'al), re. See Appaeel. [06«.] "In the parallel of latitude. — Parallel sphere (Astron. & Geog.),
Par'ag-nath (par'Sg-nSth), re. {Zodl.) Same as Pabparail of a pilgrim."
Piers Plowman. that position of the sphere in wliich the circles of daily
AONATHUS.
Par'a-keet' (pSr'a-kef ), re. {Zodl.) Same as Paeea- motion are parallel to the horizon, as to an observer at
Pa-rag'na-thOUS (pa-rSg'na-thus), a. {Zodl.) Having
either pole. — Parallel vise, a vise having jaws bo guided
both mandibles of equal length, the tips meeting, as in keet.
(par'a-lSk'tTk), a.
Par'a-lao'tlC
[Pref. paralac- as to remain parallel in all positions.
certain birds.
Par'al-lel (par'al-151), re. 1. A line which, throughPa-rag'na-thus (pa-r5g'na-thus), re. / pi. Paeagna- tic.'] {Physiol. Chem.) Designating an acid called parout its whole extent, is equidistant from another line ; a
THi (-thi). [NL. See Paea-, and Gnathic.] {Zodl.) (a) alaclic acid. See Lactic acid, imder Lactic.
[Pref. para- -f- parallel line, a parallel plane, etc.
Par'al-bu'min (pSr'ai-bu'mtn), re.
One of the two lobes which form the lower lip, or metaWho made the spider parallels design,
stome, of Crustacea. (6) One of the small, homy, tooth- albumi7i.'] {Physiol. Chem.) A proteidlike body found
Sure as De Moivre, without rule or line ?
in the fluid from ovarian cysts and elsewhere.
It is genPope*
like jaws of certain annelids.
2. Direction conformable to that of another line.
Par'a-gO'ge (pSr'a-go'je), re. [L., fr. Gr. -rvapayuiyri, erally associated with a substance related to, if not identical
with,
glycogen.
-\Lines that from tiieii parallel decline.
from -Kapayeiv to lead beside, protract irapa beside
Garth,
Par-al'fie-hyde (p5r-5I'de-hid), re. [Pref. para- -f
ayeii' to lead.]
1. {Gram.) The addition of a letter or
3. Conformity continued through many particulars or
aldehyde.']
{Chem.) A polymeric modification of alde- in all essential points resemblance similarity.
syllable to the end of a word, as wiihouten for without.
Dunglison. hyde obtained as a white crystalline substance.
2. (Med.) Coaptation.
\_Obs.']
'Twixt earthly females and the moon
Par'a-leip'sls (pSr'a-lIp'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Trapcia.
[Cf. F. paragogique.]
All parallels exactly run.
Par'a-gog'lc (-goj'ik),
Swift,.
Of, pertaining to, or con- Aen//is, fr. napaXei-n-^iv to leave on one side, to omit;
Par'a-gOg'lC-al (-i-kal),
4. A comparison made
elaborate tracing of similar-jirapa
Xeiireiv
leave.]
pretended
beside
to
{Ehet.) A
or
stituting, a paragoge
added to the end of, or serving
ity
as, Johnson's pur-oHeZ between Dryden and Pope.
apparent omission a figure by which a speaker artfully
to lengthen, a word.
5. Anything equal to, or resembling, another in all espretends to pass by what he reaUy mentions as, for exFaragogic letters, in the Semitic languages, letters which
" I do not speak of my sential particulars a counterpart.
are added to the ordinary forms of words, to express ad- ample, if an orator should say,
None but thyself can be thy parallel.
Fope,
adversary's scandalous venality and rapacity, his brutal
ditional emphasis, or some change in the sense.
6. {Geog.) One of the imaginary circles on the surface
Par'a-gon (pSr'a-g5n), re. [OF. paragon, F. paran- conduct, his treachery and malice." [Written also par- of the earth, parallel to the equator, marking the latigon; cf. It. 'paragons, ^^. paragon, parangon ; prob. fr. alepsis, paralepisy, paralipsis.']
tude also, the corresponding line on a globe or map.
Par'a-lep'sls (-ISp'sis), re. [NL.] See Paealeipsis.
Gr. TvapaKovav to rub against Tvapa. beside -|- iiKovT] whet7- {3Iil.) One of a series of long trenches constructed
[Gr.
_Pa-ra'll-an (pa-ra'll-an or p5r-al'yan
106), n.
stone cf. LGr. vapaKovri a polishing stone.] 1. A combefore a besieged fortress, by the besieging force, as a
TTopoAos
near
sea.]
A
the
sea
napa.
aXs
the
beside
panion a match an equa). 'iObs.']
Spenser.
-Jcover for troops supporting the attacking batteries.
dweller by the sea. [iJ.]
Philoclea, who indeed had no paragon but her sister.
They are roughly parallel to the line of outer defenses

8.

Kindred; family;

[Oii.]
lii^h. parage,

birth.
claim to be of

Ld. Semers.

l

—

—

;

+

.

;

—

;

+

—
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—

II

+

;

+

II

II

;

;

;

II

)

J

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sir P. Sidney.

2. Emulation; rivalry; competition.
[_Obs.']
Full many feats adventurous
Performed, inparagon of proudest men.
Spenser.
3.

A model or pattern

fection

as,

;

a pattern of excellence or perUdall.
a paragon of beauty or eloquence.
Shak.
Man, .
the paragon of animals
The riches of sweet Mary's son,
.

;

.

1

Emerson.

Eoy-rabbi, Israel'spara^o/i.

A

4. {Print.)
size of type between great primer and
double pica. See the Note under Type.
Par'a-gon, v. t. [Cf. OF. paragonner, F. parangonner.'\
1. To compare
to parallel ; to put in rivalry or
;

emulation with.
2.

Sir P. Sidney.

"

[06*.]

To compare with

to equal

;

In arms anon

;

to rival. [iJ.] Spenser.

to pai-agon the

The morn new

morn,
Glover.

rising.

To

serve as a model for; to surpass. [OJi.]
He hath achieved a maid
Th&t paragons description and wild fame.
Shak.
Par'a-gon, v. i. To be equal ; to hold comparison. [i2.]
Few or none could . . paragon with her. Shelton.
Pa-rag'O-nlte (pa-rSg'6-nIt), re. p?rom Gr. irapayuiv,
p. pr. of napayeiv to mislead.] {Min.) A kind of mica related to muscovite, but containing soda instead of potash.
It is characteristic of the paragonite schist of the Alps.
Par'a-gram (p5r'a-gram), re. [Gr. wapa.ypap.ij.a that
which one writes beside. SeePAKAGEAPH.] A pun.
Puns, which he calls paragranis.
Addison.
3.

.

Par'a-gram'ma-tlst (-gram'ma-tlst), re. A punster.
Pajia-gran'dl-ne (it. pii'ra-gran'de-nS B. pSr'agrSn'di-ne), re.
[It., from, parare to parry -f- jrarediree
hail.]
An instrument to avert the occurrence of hailstorms. See Parageele.
Knight.
Par'a-graph (par'a^graf), re. [F. paragraphe, LL.
paragraphus, fr. Gr. jrapdypa^ot (ac. ypaiJ-nri) a line or
;

II

drawn

in the margin, fr. rrapaypa^eiv to write
-}- ypd(j>ei.v to write.
See Paea-, and
Paraph.] 1. Originally, a marginal
mark or note, set in the margin to call attention to
something in the text, e.g., a, change of subject ; now, the

stroke
beside

;

rrapd beside

Geaphic, and

cf.

character Tf, commonly used in the text as a reference
mark to a footnote, or to indicate the place of a division
into sections.

^^. This character is merely a modification of

tal jP (the initial of the

word paragraph), the

a capiletter being

reversed, and the blaek part made white and the white
part black for the sake of distinctiveness.

A

distinct part of a discourse or writing ; any section or subdivision of a writing or chapter which relates
to a particular point, whether consisting of one or many
sentences. The division is sometimes rtoted by the mark
[H], but usually, by beginning the first sentence of the
paragraph on a new Une and at more than the usual dis2.

Par'a-U-pom'e-non (par'a-lT-pSm'e-non), re. pi. [L.,
Gr. TTapakemoiJ.4v(av of things omitted, pass. p. pr.
(neuter genitive plural) fr. wapaXelTretv to omit.] A title
given in the Douay Bible to the Books of Chronicles.
Il^°° In the Septuagint these books are called IlapaAei.iTop-evuiV TrpiaTov and Scvrepov, which is understood, after
Jerome's explanation, as meaning that they are sui^plementary to the Books of Kings.
W. Smith.
Par'a-Up'Sls (-lip'sis), re. [NL.] See Paealeipsis.
Par'al-lac'tic (par'al-lSk'tik), a. [Cf. F. parallaciique.']
Of or perPar'al-lac'tic-al (-ti-kal),
)
taining to a parallax.
Par'al-las (par'al-15ks), re. [Gr. irapdWvafts alternation, the mutual inclination of two lines forming an angle, fr. wapoAAacro-eti' to change a little, go aside, deviate
TTopd beside, beyond
aWacraeiv to change cf. F. parallaxe. Cf. Paeallei,.] 1. The apparent displacement,
or difference of position, of an object, as seen from two
different stations, or points of view.
2. {Astron.) The apparent difference in position of a
body (as the sun, or a star) as seen from some point
on the earth's surface, and as seen from some other conventional point, as the earth's center or the sun.
Annual parallax, the greatest value of the heliocentric
parallax, or the greatest annual apparent change of place
of a body as seen from the earth and sun as, the annual
Binocular parallax, the apparparallax of a fixed star.
ent difference in position of an object as seen separately by
one eye, and then by the other, the head remaining unmoved. Diurnal, or Geocentric, parallax, the parallax of
a body with reference to the earth's center. This is the
kind of parallax that is generaDy understood when the
II

fr.

i

+

:

;

—

—

term

is

used witliout qualification.

— Heliocentric

paral-

the parallax of a body with reference to the sun, or
the angle subtended ct the body by lines dravra from
it to the earth and sun
as, the heliocentric parallax of
a planet.
Horizontal parallax, the geocentric parallax of
a heavenly body when in the horizon, or the angle subOptical paraltended at the body by the earth's radius.
lax, the apparent displacement in position imdergone by
lax,

;

column of news paragraphs ; an editorial paragraph.
Par'a-graph, v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Paeageaphed
(-graft) p. pr. & vb. re. Paeageaphing.]
1. To divide
into paragraphs ; to mi»rk with the character IT.
2. To express in the compass of a paragraph ; as, to
paragraph an article.
3. To mention in a paragraph or paragraphs.
Par'a-graph' er (-graf 'er), re. A writer of paragraphs
;

a paragraphist.
ale,

senate,

care,

%m, arm, ask,

A character consisting of two parallel ver-

to a similarly
of a page.

—

an object when viewed by either eye singly. Brande & C.
Parallax of the cross wires (of an optical instrument),
their apparent displacement when the eye changes its position, caused by their not being exactly in the focus of
the object glass.
Stellar parallax, the annual parallax
of a fixed star.
Par'al-lel (-lel), a. [F. parallele, L. parallelus, fr.
oAAijAui' of one another,
Gr. jiapdAAijAos ; Trapa beside
fr. aAAo5 other, akm to L. alius.

—

—

+

—^--^^—^-^^-^

See Alien.] 1. (Geom.) Extended
in the same direction, and in aU
parts equally distant
Revolutions .

;
.

n i Lines,
r
Parallel

as, parallel lines ; parallel planes.
JUaklwjt.
. parallel to the equinoctial.

ji)

used in the text to direct attention
in the margin or at the foot

marked note

—

Limiting parallels. See under Limit, v. t.
Parallel of
altitude (Astron.), one of the small circles of the sphere,
parallel to the horizon an almucantar.
Parallel of declination (Astron.), one of the small circles of the sphere,
parallel to the equator.
Parallel of latitude, (a) ( Geog.)
See def. 6, above, (ft) (Astron.) One of the small circles
of the sphere, parallel to the ecliptic.

—

;

~

[imp. &p. p. Paeallbled (-ISld) p.
Par'al-lel, v. t.
pr.
vb. re. Paralleling (-iel'ing).] 1. To place or set
so as to be parallel ; to place so as to be parallel to, or to
conform in direction with, something else.
The needle . . . doth parallel and place itself upon the true
meridian.
Sir T. Browne.
2. Fig. : To make to conform to something else in
character, motive, aim, or the like.
His Hf e is paralleled
Even with the stroke and line of his great justice. ShaJc.
3. To equal ; to match ; to correspond to.
Shak.
4. To produce or adduce as a parallel.
[JJ.]
Locke.
My young remembrance can uot parallel
A fellow to it.
Shak.
Par'al-lel, v. i. To be parallel ; to correspond ; to be
like.
[Obs.2
Bacon.
Par'al-lel'a-hle (-lel'a^b'l), a. Capable of being paralleled, or equaled.
[iJ.]
Bp. Mall,
Par'al-lel-ism (-ISl-Tz'm), re. [Gr. ;rapaAAi)Ai!r(x6s, fr.
jrapaAATjAi'feti' to place side by side, or parallel : cf. F.
parallelisme.1 1. The quality or state of being parallel.

&

2.

;

—

^ff^ Curved Hues or curved planes are said to be parallel when they are in aU parts equally distant.
running
2. Having the same direction or tendency
side by side
being in accordance (with) tending to the
same result
used with to and with.
When honor runsparallel with the laws of God and our counAddison.
one typographical try, it can not be too much cherished.

tance from the margin.
3. A brief composition complete in
section or paragraph; an item, remark, or quotation
comprised in a few lines forming one paragraph as, a

of the fortress.
8. {Print.)

tical lines (thus,

Resemblance

;

correspondence

;

similarity.

A close parallelism of thought and incident.

T. Warton.

3. Similarity of construction or meaning of clauses
placed side by side, especially clauses expressing the
same sentiment with slight modifications, as is common
in Hebrevif poetry e. g. :
At her feet he bowed, he fell
Where he bowed, there he fell down dead. Judg. v. 27.
Par'al-lel-is'tio (-is'tik), a. Of the nature of a parallelism involving parallelism.
The antithetic or parallelistic form of Hebrew poetry is en.
tirely lost.
Milman.
Par'al-lel-lze (-iz), v. i. To render parallel. [iS.]
Par'al-lel-less, a. Matchless. [It.)
Par'al-lel-ly, adv. In a parallel manner with paral;

—

;

;

lelism.

Dr.

[iJ.]

Par'al-lel'O-gram (-ISl'S-grSm),

n.

IT.

More.

[Gr. TrapoAATjAo-

ypa/i/aoc; TrapdAAr/Afls parallel -)-Ypa<J)eii'

/
7
cf. F. paralUlogramme. See
Parallel, and -geam.]
{Geom.) A /
/
right-lined quadrilateral figure, whose /
/
opposite sides are parallel, and conse- /
_/
quently equal
sometimes restricted
p.-.ueIoCTam
^'"»"'=»"6""u.
popular usage to a rectangle, or
3. Continuing a resemblance through many particuquadrilateral figure which is longer than it is broad, and
lars
applicable in all essential parts like similar as,
with right angles.
Addison.
a parallel case ; a parallel Ttaasage.
Parallelogram of velocities, forces, accelerations, momenta,
Parallel bar. (a) {Steam Eng.) A rod in a parallel moetc. (Mech.), a parallelogram the diagonal of which reption which is parallel with the working beam, (ft) One of
resents the resultant of two velocities, forces, acceleraa pair of bars raised about five feet above the floor or tions,
momenta, etc., both in quantity and direction, when
ground, and parallel to each other, — used for gymnastic
the velocities, forceSj accelerations, momenta, etc., are
exercises. — Parallel circles of a sphere, those circles of
represented in quantity and direction bythetwoadjacent
the sphere whose planes are parallel to each other. — Parsides of the

to write

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

aJlel

columns, or Parallels (Printing), two or

;

more passages

matter printed side by side, for the purpose of
emphasizing the similarity or discrepancy between them.
all

;

eve,

event,

§nd, fern,

recent

—

;

of reading

final,

;

m

;

ice,

parallelogram.

Par'al-lel'0-gram-mat'lo (-grSm-mSttk), a. Ql or
parallelogrammic.
;

pertaining to a parallelogram

idea,

HI

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

!

;

PARALLELOGRAMMIC
Par'al-lel'o-gram'mlc (par'oi-igi'o-gram'mTk),
Par'al-lel'o-gram'mic-al (-gram'ml-kol),

Having the properties of a parallelogram.

[Gr.
Par'a-ml-Og'ra-pher (par/a-mi-6g'r4-fer), n.
proverb
-graph -f- -er.] A collector or writer

i

of proverbs.

Par'al-lel'O-pi'ped (-pi'pSd), «. [Gr. jrapaAAsjAeTria body with parallel surfaces ; 7rapdAAT)Aos parallel
erviTreSov a plane surface, tTri'ireSos on the ground, or
tt^Sov the
level with it, level, flat ; iirC on
ground: ct. F. paralUlopipede.'] (Geom.'
elsolid, the faces of which are six parallelel, Ui
ograms, the opposite pairs being parallel,
and equal to each other ; a prism whose parallelopiped.
base is a parallelogram.
[NL.]
Par'al-lel'0-pip'e-don (-pip'e-dSn; 277), n.

+

A

A parallelepiped.

Hutton.

Par'a-log'io-al (pSr'a-loj'T-kal), a. Containing paralillogical. ''Paralogical doubt." Sir T. Browne.
Pa-ral'0-gism (pa-rSl'6-jTz'm),n. [Gr. irapoAo-yicr^os,
fr. TrapoAoyifeo-flai to reason falsely ; napa. beside -\- \oyC(ecrSai to reason, Adyo! discourse, reason : cf. F. parulogisnie.']
(Logic) A reasoning which is false in point
of form, that is, which is contrary to logical rules or formulae a formal fallacy, or pseudo-syllogism, in which
the conclusion does not follow from the premises.
Pa-ral'0-gize (-jiz), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Pakaioqized
[Gr.
(-jlzd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pabalogizing (-ji'zTng).]
TTopoAoyifeo-eai.] To reason falsely to draw conclusions
not warranted by the premises, [i?.]

ogism;

;

&

&

[Gr. napaXoyCa

;

Par'a-mi'tome (-ml'tom), re. [Pref. para- -j- mitome. ]
The fluid portion of the protoplasm of a cell.
llPa'ra-mo (Sp. pa'ra-mo E. pa-ra'mo), re. ; pi. Paramos (-moz). [Sp. paravio.] A high, bleak plateau or
district, with stunted trees, and cold, damp atmosphere,
;

as in the Andes, in South America.
Par'a-morph (par'a-mSrf), n. [Pref. paraGr.
li-opiftT) form.]
(Mill.) A kind of pseudomorph, in which
there has been a change of physical characters without
alteration of chemical composition, as the change of aragonite to calcite.

+

Pat'a-mor'phisin (par'a-mSr'flz'm), n. (Min.) The
change of one mineral species to another, so as to involve a change in physical characters without alteration
of chemical composition.

Par'a-mor'phous (-fus), a. (Min.) Relating to paramorphism exhibiting paramorphism.
Par'a-mount (par'a-mount), a. [OF. par amont
above par through, by (L. per) -f- amont above. See
Amount.] Having the highest rank or jurisdiction su;

;

;

perior to all others chief supreme preeminent as, a
paramount duty. " traitor paramount."
Bacon.
;

v.

t.

Same

as Paralyze.

Pa-ral'y-sls (pa-rSl'i-sTs), n. [L., fr. Gr. TrapaXvcns,
It. jrapaXvew to loosen, dissolve, or disable at the side
napd beside -f- \ijeiv to loesen. See Paka-, and Loose,
and cf. Palsy.] (Med.) Abolition of function, whether
complete or partial esp., the loss of the power of voluntary motion, with or without that of sensation, in any
part of the body palsy. See Hemiplegia, and PabaPLEQiA. Also used figuratively. " Utter paralysis of
G. Eliot.
jnemory."
MischieToua practices arising out of the paralysis of the powers of ownership.
Ituke of Argyll (1887).
[L. paralyticus, Gr.
Par'a-lyt'Io (pSr'Wtt'Ik), a.
trapaAuTiKos cf. F. paralytique.']
1. Of or pertaining
to paralysis resembling paralysis.
2. Affected with paralysis, or palsy.
;

:

The

cold, shaking, para^yft'c hand.

Prior.

3. Inclined or tending to paralysis.
Paralytic secretion (Physiol.), the fluid, generally thin
and watery, secreted from a gland after section or paralysis of its nerves, as the paralytic saliva.

A

person affected with paralysis.
Par'a-lyt'ic, «.
Par'a-lyt'ic-al (-I-kal), a. See Paealttic.
Par'a-ly-za'tlon (-IT-za'shiin), n. The act or process
of paralyzing, or the state of being paralyzed.
Par'a-lyze (par'a-llz), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Paealyzed
(-lizd)
[F.
vb. re. Paralyzing (-li'zing).]
p. pr.
paralyser. See Paralysis.] 1. To affect or strike with
paralysis or palsy.
2. Fig.
To unnerve ; to destroy or impair the energy
of to render ineffective as, the occurrence paralysed
the community despondency paralyzed his efforts.
white crystalline
Par'am (par'am), re. (Chem.)
nitrogenous substance (C2H4N4)
called also dicyan-

&

;

:

;

;

;

A

;

—

diamide.

Par'a-mag-net'ic (p5r'a-mSg-net'ik), a. [Pref. paramagnetic.'} Magnetic, as opposed to diamagnetic.
A paramagnetic substance. Faraday. Par'a-mag-

-f-

n.

—

—

net'ic-al-ly (-I-kai-ly), adv.
Par'a-mag'net-lsm (-mag'ngt-i2''m),

re.

as opposed to diamagneiism.

Magnetism,
Faraday.

Par'a-ma-le'Ic (-ma-le'ik), a. [Pref. para--\- maleic.']
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid obtained
from malic acid, and now caiXeA. fumaric acid. [OJj.]
malic.']
Par'a-ma'Uc (-ma'lTk), a. [Pref. para-

+

(Chem.) Pertaining

to, or designating, an organic acid
metaraeric witli malic acid.

Par'a-mas'toid (-mSs'toid),

a.

[Pref.

para-

+ mas-

(Anat.) Situated beside, or near, the mastoid
portion of the temporal bone ; paroccipital ;
applied
especially to a process of the skull in some animals.
Par'a-mat'ta (-mat'ta), n. [So named from Paramatta, in Australia.] A light fabric of cotton and worsted,
resembling bombazine or merino. Beck{Draper^s Diet.).
[Sp. para.mento, from
Par'a-ment (pSr'a-ment), re.
parar to prepare, L. parare.'] Ornamental hangings,
furniture, etc., as of a state apartment ; rich and elegant
robes worn by men of rank ;
chiefly in the plural. [Ofo.]
Lords in paranients on their coursers.
Chauoer.
Chamber of paraments, presence chamber of a monarch.
Pa'ra-men'tO (pa'ra-mSn'to), re. [Sp.] Ornament;
decoration.
Beau.
Fl.
Par'a-mere (par'a-mer), n. [Pref. para-mere.']
(Zo'nl.) One of the symmetrical halves of any one of the
radii, or spheromeres, of a radiate animal, as a starfish.
toid.'}

—

—

II

&

+

Pa-ram'e-ter (pa-ram'e-ter), n.
[Pref. para- -(meter: cf. F. paramitre.~] 1. (a) (Moth.) A term applied to some characteristic magnitude whose value,
invariable as long as one and the same function, curve,

;

;

The seducer appeared with dauntless

66

Om

;

pity

" For paramour and

[Oti.]

;

jol-

—

Par-am'y-lum

(par-am'I-lilm), re.
[NL., fr. Gr. Trapa
beside -|- a/iuAoj' starch.] (Chem.) A substance resembling starch, found in the green frothy scum formed on
the surface of stagnant water.
[Pref.
Par'a-naph'tha-lene (par'a-nSf'tha-len), re.

para-

-|-

(Chem.) Anthracene

naphthalene.]

;

— caUed

also parayiaphthaline.
[Obs.]
[NL., fr. Gr. irapaPar'a-noi'a (par'a-noi'a), re.
voia.]
(Med.) Mental derangement insanity.
Par-an'thra-cene (par-an'thra^sen), re. [Pref. par2i,-\- anthracene.]
(Chem.) An inert isomeric modification
'
of anthracene.
Par'a-nu'cle-US (pSr'a^nu'kle-iis), re. [Pref. para- -fnucleus.] (Biol.) Same as Nucleolus.
Pa-ra' nut' (pa-ra' niit'). (Bot.) The Brazil nut.
Par'a-njmpll (par'a-nlmf ), re. [L. paranymphus, Gr.
Trapa beside, near -j- vvfxtjii] a bride cf. F.
7rapdwiJ.4)0?
friend of the
paranymphe.]
1. (Gr. Antiq.) (a)
bridegroom who went with him in his chariot to fetcli
home the bride. Milton, (b) The bridesmaid who conII

;

:

;

A

ducted the bride to the bridegroom.
2. Hence An ally a supporter or abettor. Jer. Taylor.
:

;

Par'a-nym'phal

Bridal ; nuptial. [R.]
At some paranympiial feast.
Ford.
pectin.]
Par'a-pec'tln (-pek'tln), re. [Pref. para(Chem.) A gelatinous modification of pectin.
Par'a-pegm (par'a-pem), re. [L. parapegma, Gr. Trapa7njyp.a, fr. TrapaTrr\yyvva.i to fix beside ; Trapa beside -|TTTjyvvvaito&x: ci.F. parapegme.] An engraved tablet,
usually of brass, set up in a public place.
1^^ Parapegms were used for the publication of laws,
proclamations, etc., and the recording of astronomical
phenomena or calendar events.
(-nim'fal), a.

+

Par'a-pep'tone (-pep'ton), re. [Pref. para- -j- peptone.]
(Physiol. Chem.) An albuminous body formed in
small quantity by the peptic digestion of proteids. It
can be converted into peptone by pancreatic juice, but
not by gastric juice.
Par'a-pet (-pet), m. [F.,iT.\t.parapetto, ir. parare
to ward off, guard (L. parare to prepare, pi-ovide) -\petto the breast, L. pectus. See Parry, and Pectoral.]
X. (Arch.) A low wall, especially one .serving to protect the edge of a platform, roof, bridge, or the like.
2. (Fort.) A wall, rampart, or elevation of earth, for
covering soldiers from an enemy's fire a breastwork.
See niust. of Casemate.
Par'a-pet'al-ous (-pet'ffl-us), a. [Vref. para- -\- petal.]
(Bot.) Growing by the side of a petal, as a stamen.
Par'a-pet'ed, a. Having a parapet.
Par'aph (pSr'aif), re. [F. paraphe, parn.fe, contr. fr.
paragraphe.] A flourish made with t!ie pen at the end
of a signature.
In tlie Middle Ages, tliis formed a sort
Brande & C.
of rude safeguard against forgery.
;

Par'aph, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Paraphed (-aft) ;;. pr.
To
[Cf. F. parapher, paraj'er.]
vb. re. Paraphing.]
add a paraph to to sign, esp. with the initials.
Par'a-pher'na (par'iVfer'na), n. pi. [L.] (Bom.
;

&

;

II

Tlie property of a woman whicli, on lier marriage,
was not made a part of herdower, but remained Iier own.
Par'a-pher'nal (-nal), a. [Cf. F. paraphenuiL] Of

Law)

or pertaining to paraphernalia

;

as,

paraphernal

pro))-

Kent.
Par'a-pher-na'11-a (-fer-na'lY-a or -nill'ya 106), re. pi.
[LL. paraphernaHa hnna, fr. L. parapherna, pi., para^epvr; a bride's
iropa beside
plierna, Gr. Trapa((>epi'a
dowry, fr. <j>epeii' to bring. See 1st Bear.] 1. (Law)
her dower,
wife,
over
and
above
Something reserved to a
being chiefly apparel and ornaments suited to her degree.
ornaments finery equipments.
2. Appendages

erty.

;

+

;

II

tip,

accompanied by

Chaucer.
By or
Par'a-mour', Par'a-mours' (-moorz'), adv.
with love, esp. the love of the sexes
sometunes written as two words. [06s.]
For par amour. I loved her first ere thou. Chaucer.

ratio of the three crystallographic
axes which determines the position of aiy plane; also,
the fundamental axial ratio for a given species.
Par'a-nie-trl'tlS (par'A-me-tri'tTs), re.
[NL.
See
Para-, and Metritis.]
(Med.) Inflammation of the
cellular tissue in the vicinity of the uterus.

rude, full,

—

Macaulaij.

2. Love; gallantry.
lity."

The

iinite,

front,

paramour.

his

IS^W^ The parameter of the principal axis of a conic section is called the latus rectum.

Oae,

;

;

&

2. (Crystallog.)

—

Par'a-mount, «. The highest or chief.
Milton.
Par'a-mount'ly, adv. In a paramount manner.
(-moor),
[F.
re.
par
amour',
Pai'a-mour
\it.,hy or
with love. See 2d Par, and Amour.] 1. A lover, of either
sex
a wooer or a mistress (formerly in a good sense,
now only in a bad one) one who takes the place, without possessing the rights, of a husband or wife
used
of a man or a woman.

_

surface, etc., is considered, serves to distinguish that
fimotion, curve, surface, etc., from others of the same
kind or family. Brande
C.
(b) Specifically (Conic
Sections), in the ellipse and hyperbola, a third proportional to any diameter and its conjugate, or in the parabola, to any abscissa and the corresponding ordinate.

;

;

Lady paramount (.Archery), the lady making the best
— Lord paramount, the king.
Syn. Superior principal ; preeminent ; chief.

score.

;

;

;

A

irapa beside,

False reasoumg; paralogism.

[iJ.]

(Biol. )

;

Pa-ral'0-gy (-jy), ».
beyond 4- Aoyo! reason.]
Par'a-lyse (pSr'a-lIz),

+

Trapoi/aia

)

[iJ.]

ireSoi'

+
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food,

fo'ot

;

out,

;

;

;

;

oil

;

ctaair

;

bo

;

sing,

II

Par'a-pbl-mo'sls (p5r'a-fi-mo'8is),

[NL.,

re.

fr.

Gr.

Trapa beyond -j- (fiLixoiv to muzzle.] (Med.)
in which the prepuce, after being retracted
behind the glans penis, is constricted there, and can not
be brought forward into place again.
Par'a-phos-phor'ic (pSr'a-fos-fSr'Tk), a. [Pref. para(Chem.) Pyrophosphoric. [Obs.]
-\- phosphoric]
Par'a-phrag'ma (-frag'ma), re. pi. ParaphkagmaTA (-ta). [NL., fr. Gr. Trapa beside -|- (ppdyfia, -aros, an
inclosure.]
(Zo'ul.) One of the outer divisions of an en»
dosternite of Crustacea.
Par'a-phrag'mal (-mol), a.
Far'a-phrase (pSr'a-lraz), n. [L. paraphrasis, Gr.
Trapcic^pacrts, from 7rapa(/)pd^etz/ to say the same thing in
other words ; irapd beside
cf. F.
<#)pafeti' to speak
Trapa(jbi(xa)(r«

;

A condition

,-

II

—

+

:

A

See Paba-, and Phrase.]

paraphrase.

restatement

of a text, passage, or work, expressing the meaning of
the original in another form, generally for the sake of
its clearer and fuller exposition ; a setting forth the signification of a text in other and ampler terms
a free
translation or rendering ;
opposed to metaphrase.
In paraphrase, or translation with latitude, the author's words
are not so strictly followed as his sense.
Dryden.
Excellent 2>araphrases of the Psalms of David. /. Ditraeli.
His sermons a living paraphrase upon his practice. South.
The Targums are also called the Chaldaic or Aramaic Paraphrases.
Shipley.
;

—

&

[imp.
Par'a-phrase, 11. t.
p. p. Paraphrased
To
(-frazd) p. pr.
vb. re. Paraphrasing (-fra'zT)ig).]
express, interpret, or translate with latitude ; to give the
meaning of a passage in other language.
We are put to construe and paraphrase our own words.

&

;

Bp.

Siillingjleet.

Par'a-phrase, v. i. To make a paraphrase.
Par'a-phra'ser (-fra'zer), re. One who paraphrsises.
Par'a-phra'sian (-ira'zhan), n. A paraphraser. [R.'^
Par'a-phrast (-frSst), re. \\j.paraphrastes,GT. Trapaijipa<7Tr)5
cf. F. paruphraste.]
A paraphraser. T. Warton.
a. [Gr. Trapa(f>paa-TiK6i
Far'a-phras'tic (-frSs'tik),
Par'a-phras'tic-al (-ti-koi), ) cf. F. poraphrastique.]
Paraphrasing of the nature of paraphrase explaining,
or translating in words more clear and ample than those
of the author
free.
not literal
Par'a-phras'tlc;

:

I

;

;

;

—

;

al-ly, adv.

Pa-raph'y-SlS

II

[NL.,

(-sez).

£r.

(p4-r5f'i-sis),

Gr. Trapa beside-j-

n. ; pi. Paraphyses
(^vo-ts growth.] (Bot.)

A minute jointed filament growing among the archegonia
and antheridia

of mosses, or with the spore cases, etc.,
of other flowerless plants.
Far'a-ple'gi-a (par'a-ple'ji-a), 1 n. [NL. paraplegia,
fr. Gr. jrapaTrArj-yta
Par'a-ple'gy (pSr'a-ple'jy),
hemiplegia, fr. TrapaTrA^o-o-etv to strike at the side ; irapa
beside -|- TrATjo-o-eii' to strike ci. F. paraplegic.] (Med.)
Palsy of the lower half of the body on both sides, caused
usually by disease of the spinal cord.
Par'a-pleg'ic
(-plej'Tk or -ple'jik), a,_
Par'a-pleu'ra (-plu'ra), re. / pi. PARAPLEURffl (-re).
[NL. See Para-, and 2d Pleura.] (Zool.) A chitinou.'
piece between the metasternum and the pleurou of cei'tain insects.
,—:=^a}v J
("""""^iva
||Par'a-po'di-um (-po'dT-iim),
n.; pi. Parapodia (-a). [NL., fr.
Gr. Trapd beside
noSiov, dim. ji
of TTOus foot.] (.^ooZ.) One of the
lateral appendages of an annelid ; ^'called also foot tubercle.
II

I

:

—

II

+

^^

—

d^^ They may serve

for loco-

motion, respiration, and sensaand often contain spines or
set3s.
When well developed, a
dorsal part, or re o/oporfrwTn, and T,
tion,

Lr."MSi;L'^°5
are
distinguished.

"««'-"^<'*"'"'

„

j.

1

Cirrus v Ventral Cirr Notopodium
rus
Neuropodium s s' Fasciclesofbetis.
sal

Par'a-poph'y-sis

it-

BXl^iri;eafleWf)o°r!

(-pof'i-sTs),

;

;

;

n.;pl. Parapophyses (-sez). [NL.

;

See Para-, and Apophysis.]
(Anat.) The ventral transverse, or capitular, process of
a vertebra. See Vertebra.
Par-ap'0-phys'ic-al (pSr-

—

ap'o-fiz'i-kffl), a.

Pa-rap'te-rum (pa-rap'te-rum), re. ; pi. Paraptera
(-ra).
[NL. See Para-, and Pteron.] (Zo'oi.) A special
plate situated on the sides of the mesothorax and metaII

thorax of certain insects.
Far'a-quet' (par'a-kef),
Par'a-qui'tO (-ke'toj,

Paroquet.] (Zo'ol.)
See Parrakeet.
[L. parasanga, Gr. Trapacf. Per. /arson g.]
A Persian measure of length, which, according to Herodotus
and Xenophon, was thirty stadia, or somewhat more than
three and a half miles. The measure varied in different times and places, and, as now used, is estimated at
from three and a half to four English miles.

Far'a-sang (par'a-sang),
o-ayyijs, from Old Persian

II

1

n. [See

)

re.

;

Par'a-sce'nl-um (-se'iiT-Qm ),

[NL.,

fr.

(Greek

Gr.

Trapao-KTJrtoi'; Trapa

& Rom.

Antiq.)

One

of

re. ;

pi.

beside

Parascenia
-\- ct/ctji/?;

(-4).

stage.]

two apartments adjoin-

tlie stage, probably used as robing rooms.
Far'a-SCe've (-se've), re. [L.,from Gr. Trapaa-K6uij,
lit., prepar.ation.]
1. Among the Jews, the evening be-

ing
II

[Obs.]
fore the Sabbath.
2. A preparation.
[R.'\

Mark

xv. 42

(Douay Ver.).
Donne.

[Gr. Trapacr;^;7)MaTi'feii' to chiingo from the true form.]
Of or ]iert:iining
to a change from the right form, as in the formation of a
word from anotlior by a change of termination, gender,

Par'a-SChe-mat'iC (-ske-miJt'Tk),

a.

Max J\liiller.

etc.

Far'a-se-le'ne (-se-le'n^), n. ; pi. Parasklen;k (-ne).
[NL., from Gr. iropa beside -}- (rekqim) the moon: cf. F.
jxrnisethic.]
(Meteor.) A mock moon ; nn image of the
moon which sometimes appears at the point of intersection of two lunar halos.
Cf. Parhelion.
Far'a-sl'ta (-si'tA), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.) (a) An
artiHcnal group formerly made for parasitic insects, us
lice, ticks, mites, etc,
(/)) A division of oopopod Crustacea, having a sucking mouth, as the lerueans. Tliey «r«
mostly parasites on fishes. Calted also fliphonostomata.

ink

II

II

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

;;;
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PAREMBOLE

influenced by E. part. See 1st Bon..] 1. To boil or cook
B. Jonson.
thoroughly. [Obs.']
2. To boil in part to cook partially by boiUng.
i.
[Par -J- break."] To
Par'ttreak' (pair'brak'), V. i.
Skelion.
throw out; to vomit. [06s.]
Spenser.
Parljreak', re. Vomit. {Obs.'\

Par'close' (pSrldos'), n. [OF. See Pebclose.] {Eccl.
Arch.) A screen separating a chapel from the body oS
the church. ["Written also ;:ia)-adose and ^ercZose.] Hook.
Pard (pard), re. [L. pardus, Gr. irdpSet; cf. Skr.
^rdaAu tiger, panther.] {Zool.) A leopard a panther.
And more pinch-spotted make them
Than pard or cat o' mountain.
Shak.
[L. prirdalis, Gr. n-apSoAre.
Par'dale (par'dSl), re.
{Zool.)
leopard.
A
Cf. Pard.]
[06s.]
Spenser.
Par-de' (par-de' or par'de). Par-die' (par-de'), adv. or
[F. pardi, for par Bieu by God.] Certainly ;
interj.
surely truly ; verily
originally an oath.
[Writtea
also pardee, pardieux, perdie, etc.]
[06s.]
He was, parde, an old fellow of yours.
Chancer.
Par'dine (par'din), a. (Zool.) Spotted like a pard.
Pardlne lynx (2odl.), a species of lynx (Felis lyardina)
inhabiting Southern Europe. Its color is rufous, spotted
with black.
Par'do (-do), re. [Pg. pardao, fr. Skr. pratdpa splendor, majesty.] A money of account in Goa, India, equivalent to about 2s. 6d. sterling, or 60 cts.
Par'don (par'd'n), n. [F., fr. pardonner to pardon.
See Pardon, v. t.] 1. The act of pardoning ; forgiveness, as of an offender, or of an offense release from
penalty ; remission of punishment absolution.
Pardon, my lord, for me and for my tidings. Shak,
Milton.
But infinite in pardon was my judge.
Used in expressing courteous denial or contradiction
as, I crave your pardon; or in indicating that one has
not understood another as, I beg pardon.
2. An official warrant of remission of penalty.
Shak.
Sign me a present pardon for my brother.
South.
3. The state of being forgiven.
4. {Law) A release, by a sovereign, or officer having
jurisdiction, from the penalties of an offense, being distinguished from amnesty, which is a general obliteration
and canceling of a particular line of past offenses.
Forgiveness remission. See Forgiveness.
Syn.
Par'don, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Pardoned (-d'nd) p.
[Either fr. pardon, n.; or
pr.
vb. n. Pardoning.]
from F. pardonner, LL. perdonare ; L. per through,
thoroughly, perfectly -\- donare to give, to present. See
Par-, and Donation.] 1. To absolve from the consequences of a fault or the punishment of crime to free
from penalty
applied to the offender.
In this thing the Lord pardon thy servant. 2 Kings v. 38.
Shak.
I pray you, pardon me pray heartily, pardon me.
2. To remit the penalty of to suffer to pass without

PARASITAL

N

&

Zo'ol.) Of or
Pai'a-Sl'tal (pSr'a^sJ'tal), a. {Sot.
pertaining to parasites ; parasitic.
Par'a-Site (-sit), n. [F., fr. L. parasitus, Gr. jrapaffiTO!, lit., eating beside, or at the table of, another ; irapd
beside -j- cnrelv to feed, from <7ito5 wheat, grain, food.]
1. One who frequents the tables of the rich, or who
lives at another's expense, and earns his welcome by
a sycophant.
flattery ; a hanger-on ; a toady
Thou, with trembling fear,
Milton.
Or like a fawning parasite, obey'st.
Parasites were called such smell-feasts as would seek to be
Udall.
£ree guests at rich men's tables.
;

A

plant obtairung nourishment imme2. (Bot.) (a)
diately from other plants to which it attaches itself, and
sometimes, but erroneously,
whose juices it absorbs;
plant living on or within an ani(b)
called epiphyte,
mal, and supported at its expense, as many species of
fungi of the genus Torrubia.
3. (Zool.) (a) An animal which lives during the whole
or part of its existence on or in the body of some other
animal, feeding upon its food, blood, or tissues, as lice,
tapeworms, etc. (6) An animal which steals the food of
(c) An animal wliich
another, as the parasitic jager.
habitually uses the nest of another, as the cowbird and

—

A

the European cuckoo.
) a.
[L. pnra.nlicus, Gr. ttoPar'a-sit'ic (-sTt'Ik),
poo-iTi/cos
cf. F. parasiPar'a-Sit'ic-al (-I-kal), )
tique.']
1. Of the nature of a parasite ; fa\viiing for food
or favors sycophantic. "Porasrtic preachers." 3Iillon.
2. {Bot.
Zool.) Of or pertaining to parasites ; living
on, or deriving nourishment from, some other living ani3.
mal or plant. See Pakasite, 2
:

;

&

&

Parasitic

—

^fJy.
Par'a-slt'lc-al-ness, n.
[Parasite -f L. caedere
Par'a-sit'i-Clde (-T-sid), n.
Quain.
to kill.] Anything used to destroy parasites.
(-si'tiz'm;
[Cf. F. pnrasiPar'a-Si'Usm
277), n.
tisme.2
1. The state or behavior of a parasite ; the act
" Court parasitism."
Milton.
of a parasite.
2. {Bot.
Zool.) The state of being parasitic.
[F., fr. Sp. or Pg.
Par'a-Sd' (p5r'a-s61'; 277), re.
parasol, or It. parasole ; It. parare to ward off, Sp.
It. sole sun, Sp.
Pg. parar (L. parare to prepare)
kind of small
Pg. sol (L. sol). See Parry, Solar.]
umbrella used by women as a protection from the sun.
[iJ.]
Par'a-sol', v. t. To shade as with a parasol.
small parasol.
Par'a-sol-ette' (-sol-Sf), re.
a.
[Pref.
para(-sfe'noid),
Par'a-sphe'nold
-f- spheapplied es{Anat.) Near the sphenoid bone;
noid.l
pecially to a bone situated immediately beneath the sphere.
The
noid in the base of the skull in many animals.
parasphenoid bone.
Pa-ras'ti-Chy (pa-rSs'tT-ky), re. [Pref. para- -f- Gr.
TTixoi a- row.] {Bot.) A secondary spiral in phyllotaxy,
as one of the evident spirals in a pine cone.
Par'a-syn-ax'ls (pSr'a-stn-Sks'is), re. [L., fr. Gr.
srapacniVafis, from Trapamivdyeiv to assemble illegally or
{Civil Law) An unlawful meeting.
secretly.]
Par'a-syn-thet'iC (-sln-thSt'Ik), a. [Gr. irapacrvvBe-

&

+

&
&

A

A

—

—

II

Tos.
See Paea-, and Synthetic] Formed from a compound word. " Parasynthetic deiiyntiyes." Br. Murray.
{Gram.) Of, pertaining
Par'a-tac'tic (-tak'ttk), a.

to, or characterized by, parataxis.
Par'a-tas'lS (-taks'Is), re. [NL., fr. Gr. Traparafis a
placing beside, fr. Traparaa'cretv to place beside.] {Gram.)
II

The mere ranging of propositions one after another,
without indicating their connection or interdependence
Brande & C.
opposed to syntax.

—

;

Pa-rat3l'e-sls (pa-rSth'e-sTs), re. ; pi. Pabatheses
(-sez).
[NL., from Gr. Trapofleo-is a putting beside, from
T-apariBevai to put beside.] 1. {Gram.) The placing of
two or more nouns in the same case apposition.
2. {Rhet.)
parenthetical notice, usually of matter
Smart.
to be afterward expanded.
3. {Print. ) The matter contained within brackets.
Shipley.
4. (Eccl.) A commendatory prayer.
Par'a-thet'lc (pSr'a^thgtlk), a. Of or pertaining to
parathesis.
Pa'ra'ton'nerre' (pa'ra/to'nSr'), re. [F., fr. po:;er
<orereerre thunderbolt.]
conductor of lightto parry
ning ; a lightning rod.
[Par -{ aunter."]
Par-aun'ter (pSr-an'ter), adv.
Peradventure. See Paeaventure. [OSs.]
Chaucer.
bird {NyclidroPa-rauque' (pa-rok'), re. {Zool.)
mus albicollis) ranging from Texas to South America.
It is allied to the night hawk and goatsucker.
Par'a-vail' (par'a-val'), a. [OF. par aval below par
through (L. per) -{- aval down ; a- (L. ad) -\- val (L.
vallis) a valley.
Cf. Paramount.]
{Eng. Law) At the
bottom ; lowest.
Cowell.
It^^ In feudal law, the tenant paravail is the lowest
tenant of the fee, or he who is immediate tenant to one
who holds over of another.
Wharton.
\adv. [OF. par avant.
Par'a-vant' (pSr'a^vanf),
See Par, and 1st
Par'a-vaunt' (-vanf or -vanf),)
AvAONT.] 1. In front ; publicly. [0J«.]
Spenser.
2. Beforehand ; first.
[Obs.']
Spenser.
avenPar'a-ven'ture (-vgn'tiJr ; 135), adv.
[Par
Peradventure ; perchance. [06s.]
ture.~\
Chaucer.
xanPar'a-xan'thln (-zSn'thin), n. [Pref. para{Physiol. Chem.)
ihin.'l
crystalline substance closely
related to xanthin, present in small quantity in urine.
Par-ax'i-al (par-5ks'i-al), a. [Pref. parar -j- azial."]
^Anat.) On either side of the axis of the skeleton.
II

;

A

II

+

A

A

II

;

+
+

A

Par'a-xylene (par'a^zi'len), n. {Chem.) A hydrocarbon of the aromatic series obtained as a colorless liquid
by the distillation of camphor with zinc chloride. It is
one of the three metamers of xylene. Cf. Metahee, and
Xylene.
Partoll' (par'boil'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Parboiled
(-boild')

;

p. pr.

& vb.

re.

Parboiling.]

[OE. parboilen,

OF. parbouillir to cook well par through (see Par)
-{ bouillir to boil, L. bullire.
The sense has been
;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

;

&

Par'buc'kle (par'btik'k'l), re. (a) A kind of purchase
for hoisting or lowering a cylindrical burden, as a cask.
The middle of a long rope is made fast aloft, and both
parts are looped around the object, which rests in the
loops, and rolls ic them as the ends are hauled up or
payed out. (6) A double sling made of a single rope, for
slinging a cask, gun, etc.
Par'l)UC'kle, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Parbuckled (-k'ld)
vb. re. Parbucklino (-kling).]
To hoist or lower
p. pr.
Totten.
by means of a parbuckle.
Par'csB (par'se), re. pi. [L.] The Fates. See Fate, 4.
-\Perchance
(piir-kas'),
[Par
case.]
adv.
Par-case'
Chaucer.
by chance. [06s.]
Par'ceX (par'sSl or -sel ; 92), n. [F. parcelle a small
part, fr. (assumed) LL. parlicella, dim. of L. pars.
See
Part, re., and cf. Particle.] 1. A portion of anything
taken separately ; a fragment of a whole ; a part. [Archaic] " A parce? of her woe."
Chaucer.
Two parcels of the white of an egg.
Arhuthnot.
The parcels of the nation adopted different forms of self-government.
J. A. SymomJs.
part ; a portion ; a piece
as, a certain
2. {Law)
piece of land is part and parcel of another piece.
3. An indiscriminate or indefinite number, measure,
or quantity ; a collection ; a group.
This youthful parcel

&

;

A

;

Of noble bachelors stand

(Zool.) See Jageb.

gull. Parasitic Jagsr.

— Par'a-sii'lc-al-ly,

&m, Sxm, ask,

;
;

at

my

Shak.

disposing.

A number or quantity

of things put up together ; a
; a packet.
Cowper.
'T is like a parcel sent you by the stage.
Parcel office, an
Bill of parcels.
See under 6th Bill.
office where parcels are received for keeping or forwarding and delivery.
Parcel post, that department of the
post office concerned with the collection and transmission
of parcels.
Part and parcel. See under Part.

4.

bundle

a package

;

—

—

—

& p. p. Parceled (-sgld or -seld)
& vb.
Parceling or Parcel-

[imp.
or Parcelled; p. pr.
Par'oel,

v.

t.

re.

ling.] 1. To divide and distribute by parts or portions
"Their woes are parceled,
often with otit or into.
Shak.
mine are general."
These ghostly kings would parcel out my power. Dryden.
Tennyson.
The broad woodland jjarceled into farms.
2. To add a parcel or item to ; to itemize. [iJ.]
That mine own servant should
Parcel the sum of my disgraces by
Addition of his envy.
Shak.
3. To make up into a parcel ; as, to parcel a customer's purchases ; the machine ^arceZs yarn, wool, etc.

—

;

To parcel a rope {Naut.)., to wind strips of tarred canvas
To parcel a seam (Naut.), to
tightly around it. Totten.
cover it with a strip of tarred canvas.
adv. Part or halt ; in part ; partially.
Par'cel, a.
Shak. [Sometimes hyphened with the word following.]

;

;

;

;

—

&

One that

wasparce?-blind.

.Sir

W.

Scott.

wasparce^bearded [partially bearded]. Tennyson.
Parcel poet, a half poet a poor poet. [06s.] B. Jonson.
[Written also parcelling.'] 1. The
Par'cel-lng, re.
act of dividing and distributing in portions or parts.
2. (Naut.) Long, narrow slips of canvas daubed with
tar and wound about a rope like a bandage, before it is
served ; used, also, in mousing on the stays, etc.
Par'oel-mele' (-mel'), adv. [See Parcel, and Meal
Chaucer.
a part.] By parcels or parts. [06s.]
Par'ce-na-ry (par'se-na-rj?), re. [See Parcener, Partner.] {Law) The holding or occupation of an inheritable estate which descends from the ancestor to two or
more persons ; coheirship.
J^^ It differs in many respects from joint tenancy,
which is created by deed or devise. In the United States
there is no essential distinction between parcenary and
Wharton. Kent.
tenancy in common.
Par'ce-ner (-ner), n. [OF. parfonnier, parsonnier,
portion,
fr. L. parparzon,
part,
fr.
parfun, pardon,
titio a division. See Partition, and cf. Partner.] {Law)
whom
an esA coheir, or one of two or more persons to
tate of inheritance descends jointly, and by whom it is
held as one estate.
Parch (parch), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Parched (parcht)
[OE. perchen to pierce,
vb. n. Parching.]
p. pr.
hence used of a piercing heat or cold, OF. perchier, another form of percier, F. percer. See Pierce.] 1. To
bum the surface of ; to scorch ; to roast over the fixe, as
dry grain ; as, to parch the skin to parch com.
Ye shall eat neither bread, nor parched com. Zev. xsiii. 14.
2. To dry to extremity to shrivel with heat ; as, the
. .

.

;

&

;

;

mouth

parched from fever.
Dryden.
The ground below is parched.
Farcb, v. i. To become scorched or superficially burnt
Shak.
to be very dry. "ParcA in Afric sun."
Parch'ed-ness, re. The state of being parched.
Par-che'sl (par-che'zT), n. See Pachisi.
is

Scorching burning drya.
"Sxunraer's parching heat." Shak.
Parch'lng-

Parch'lng (parch'ing),
ing.

;

—

;

ly, adv.

Parch'ment (-ment), n. [OE. parchemin, perchemin,
F. parchemin, LL. pergamenum, L. pergamena, pergamina, fr. L. Pergamenus of or belonging to Pergamus
an ancient city of Mysia in Asia Minor, where parchment
was first used.] 1. The skin of a lamb, sheep, goat,
young calf, or other animal, prepared for writing on.
See Vellum.
Shak.
But here 's aparchment with the seal of CsEsar.
2. The envelope of the coffee grains, Inside the pulp.
Parclmieiit paper. See Papyrine.
Par'cl-ty (par'st-ty), re. [L. parcitas, fr. parens sparing.]

final,

Sparingness.

^

;

eve,

[05s.]

event,

;

&

&

;

—

;

;

;

punishment

;

—

;

applied to offenses.
to forgive
1 Sam. xv.
I pray thee, pardon my sin.
;

3.

To

refrain

;

Ice,

1

Shak.

it.

Shak,

from exacting as a penalty.

1 pardon thee thy life before thou ask

To

give leave (of departure) to.
[06s.]
Even now about it 1 wiW pardon you.
Shak.
a phrase used
Pardon me, forgive me ; excuse me ;
also to express courteous denial or contradiction.
Syn.— To forgive; absolve; excuse; overlook ; remit
acquit. See Excuse.
Par'don-a-We (-a-b'l), a. [Cf F. pardonnable.] Admitting of pardon ; not requiring the execution of penapplied to the offense or to
alty ; venial ; excusable
the offender ; as, a pardonable fault, or culprit.
Par'don-a-ble-ness, re. The quality or state of being
Bp. Hall.
pardonable ; as, the pardonableness of sin.
Par'don-a-bly, adv. In a maimer admitting of parDryden.
don ; excusably.
Shak.
Par'don-er (-er), re. 1. One who pardons.
Chaucer.
seller of indulgences.
[06s.]
2.
exerhaving
or
Relating
to
pardon
;
a.
Par'don-lng,
cising the right to pardon ; willing to pardon ; merciful
4.

1

—

.

;

—

A

the pardonitig power a pardoning God.
[imp. & p. p. Pared (pSrd) p. pr.
(pSr), v. t.
vb. n. Paring.] [F. parer to pare, as a horse's hoofs,
to dress or curry, as leather, to clear, as anchors or caCf.
bles, to parry, ward off, fr. L. parare to prepare.
Empire, Parade, Pardon, Parry, Prepare.] 1. To cut
off, or shave off, the superficial substance or extremities
of as, to pare an apple to pare a horse's hoof.
2. To remove to separate to cut or shave, as the
followed
skin, rind, or outside part, from anything
by off or away ; as, to pare off the rind of fruit ; to pare
away redundancies.
3. Fig. To diminish the bulk of to reduce to lessen.
The king began to pare a little the privilege of clergy. Bacon.
Par'e-gor'ic (pSr'e-gSrlk), a. [L. paregoricus, Gr.
irapijyopiKos, from Trap^yopos addressing, encouraging,
soothing Trapa beside -f- dyopa an assembly cf. F. pareMitigating; assuaging or
gorique.
See Allegory.]
soothing pain as, paregoric elixir.
Par'e-gor'lc, n. {Med.) A medicine that mitigates
pain an anodyne specifically, camphorated tincture of
called also paregoric elixir.
opium
Pa-rel'COn (pa-rel'kSn), n. [Gr. ira^e'Axeiv to draw
aside, to be redundant iropa beside -\- tAxeif to draw.]
{Gram.) The addition of a syllable or particle to the end
of a pronoun, verb, or adverb.
Par'e-lec'tro-nom'lc (pSr'e-lek'tro-nBmtk), a. {Physiol.) Of or relating to parelectronomy ; as, the pareleetronomic part of a muscle.
as,

&

;

Pare

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Par-e'leC-tron'O-my (par-e'lek-trSn'o-my), n. [Pref.
para- -f electro- -\- Gr. to/lcos law.] {Physiol.) A condition of the muscles induced by exposure to severe cold,
in which the electrical action of the muscle is reversed.
{Sot.)
(pa-rel'la), \ n.
[Cf. F. parelle.]
Pa'relle' (pa'rSl'),
(a) A name for two kinds of
)
dock {Rumex Paiientia and R. Hydrolapathum). (6)
kind of lichen {Lecanora parella) once used in dyeing
and in the preparation of litmus.
Pa-rem'bo-le (pa-rSm'bo-le), n. [NL., from 6r.
N

Pa-reiaa

II

A

II

£nd, fern, recent

25.

Apollo, pardon

My great profaneness 'gainst thine oracle

—

The worthy dame

—

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

SlDey, "drb,

ddd

;
:;

;
;
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especially to a pair of bones in the
nasal region of some fishes, and to the ethmoturbinals in
some higher animals,
n.
A parethmoid bone.
Pa-ret'ic (pa-rSt'ik), a. Of or pertainmg to paresis
affected with paresis.
Par-fay' (par-fa'), in/er/. [Par -{- fay.'] By my faith;
verily.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
PaV'flt (par'ftt), a. Perfect. [06s.]
Chancer.
Chaucer.
Par'fit-ly, adv.
Perfectly.
[06s.]
Par-forn' (p'ar-fSrn'), Par-foum' (-foorn'), v. I. To
perform. [06s.]
Chaucer. Piers Plowman.
Par'gas-ite (par'gas-It), n.
[So called from Pargas,
in Finland.]
(3Iin.) A dark green aluminous variety of
anjphibole, or hornblende.
Parge'board' (parj'bord'), n. See Bargeboard.
Par'get (par'jet), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pargeted p.
pr. & vb. n. Pakqf.ting.]
[OE. pargeten, also spargeten, sparchen ; of uncertain origin.-]
1. To coat with
parget; to plaster, as walls, or the interior of flues; as,
to parget the outside of their houses.
Sir T, Herbert.

Pa-rlg'e-nin (pa-rTj'e-ntn), re. [Parillin -f -gen -^
-in.]
(Chem.) A curdy white substance, obtained by
the decomposition of parillin.
[Shortened fr. sarsaparilPa-ril'lin (pa-rTl'lIn),. re.
lin.]
(Chem.) A glucoside resembling saponin, found in
the root of sarsaparilla, smilax, etc., and extracted as a
bitter white crystalline substance
called also smilacin, sarsaparilla saponin, and sarsaparillin.
Par'lng (pSr'ing), re. [From Pare, v. t.] 1. The act
of cutting off' the surface or extremities of anything.
2. That which is pared off.
Pope.
Pare off the surface of the earth, and with the parings raise
your hills.
Mortimer.
Par'l-pin'nate (par'T-pTn'nat), a. [P«jz- ]- pinnate.]
(Bot.) Pinnate with an equal number of leaflets on each
side
having no odd leaflet at the end.
Par'is (par'is), re. [From Paris, the son of Priam.^
(Bot.) A plant common in 'Enxo-pe (Paris quadrifolia)
herb Paris truelove. It has been used as a narcotic.
^^^^ It much resembles the American genus Trillium,
but has usually four leaves and a tetramerous flower.
Par'is, n. The chief city of France.
Paris green. See under Geeen, re.
Parlii white (Chem..),
purified chalk used as a pigment whiting Spanish white.
Par'ish (par'Tsh), re. [OE. parishe, paresche, parosche,
OF. parodsse, parosse, paroiche, F. paroisse, L. parochia,
corrupted f r. paroecia, Gr. TrapoiKta, f r. TrdpoiKos dwelling
beside or near Trapd beside
oTko5 a house, dwelling
akin to L. vicus village. See Vicinity, and cf. PaeoCHIAL.]
1. (Eccl.
Eng. Laic) (a) That circuit of
ground committed to the charge of one parson or vicar,
or other minister having cure of souls therein. Cowell.
(6) The same district, constituting a civil jurisdiction,
with its own officers and regulations, as respects the

;;;

PAREMENT
T7apeij.poKv

lus.]

Seo Paba-, and Embo-

an inBSrtion beside.

(Rhei.)

A feind of parenthesis.

See Parament.
[OJs.]
Par'emp-tO'SlS (par'6mp-to'sIs), n. [NL., from,Gr.
in
ejacoming
beside
Trapa
beside
napefiTTToKn! a

Pare'ment (ptr'ment),

n.

II

+

;

Same as Paeembolb.
to fall in.]
Pa-ren'Chy-ma (pa-rSn'ki-ma), Ji. [NL., from Gr.

irtiTTcii'

'^ pour in beside irapa beside
ev in
xe'f to pour: cf. F. parenehyme.'] {Biol.)
The soft cellular substance of the tissues of plants and
animals, like the pulp of leaves, the soft tissue of glands,
and the like.
Pa-ren'chy-mal (-mal), a. Of, pertaining to, or conTrapeyxv/Jt-a, fr. Trapeyx^'''

+

;

+

parenchyma.
Par'en-chym'a-tOUS (pSr'en-kTm'a-tiSs),
Pa-ren'chy-mous (pa-rSn'lcI-mus),

sisting of,

chymateux.l

parenchyma

)

[Cf. F.

a.

paren-

)

degeneration.
11

Pa-ren'e-sls (pa^ren'e-sTs),

ra.

Trapawelv to advise.]

[L. paraenesis, Gr.

Exhortation.

The pargeted

:

ceiling with pendants.

B. L. Stevenson.

To

paint; to cover over. [06s.]
v. i.
1. To lay on plaster.
paint, as the face.
[06s.]
B, Jonson.
Par'get, n. 1. Gypsum or plaster stone.
2. Plaster, as for lining the interior of flues, or for
2.

Par'get,
2.

To

stuccowork.

Knight.
3. Paint, especially for the face. [06s.]
Drayton.
Johnson.
Par'get-er (-er), re. A plasterer.
Par'get-ing, n. [Written also pargetting.'] Plaster(a) A kind of decorative plasterwork in
work; esp.
raised ornamental figures, formerly used for the internal
and external decoration of houses. (6) In modern architecture, the plastering of the inside of flues, intended to
give a smooth surface and help the draught.
Par'get-0-ry (-6-ry), re. Something made of, or covered with, parget, or plaster. [06s.]
Milton.
Par-he'llc (par-he'lik), a. Of or pertaining to parhelia.
Par-hel'ion (piir-hel'yun or -he'li-on), re.; pi. Parhelia (-ya or -IT-a). [L. parelion, Gr. irapriXiov, irap^Aios
TTOpa beside -f- rjAioi the sun.]
A mock sun appearing in
the forn of a bright light, sometimes near the sun, and
tinged with colors like the rainbow, and sometimes opposite to the sun. The latter is usually called an anthelion.
Often several mock suns appear at the same time. Cf.
Paraselene.
Par-he'11-um (par-he1i-iim), re. See Parhelion.
Par'l- (par'i-). [L. f'S"-, parts, equal.] A combining
form signifying equal ; as, ^aridigitate, paj'tpinnate.
Pa'ri-ah (pa'rl-a ; 277), n. [From Tamil paraiyan,
pi. paraiyar, one of the low caste, fr. parai a large
drum, because they beat the drums at certain festivals.]
1. One of an aboriginal people of Southern India, regarded by the four castes of the Hindoos as of very low
grade. They are usually the serfs of the Sudra agriculturalists.
See Caste.
Balfour {Cyc. of India).
2. An outcast one despised by .society.
Pariah dog (Zo'ol.), a mongrel race of half-wild dogs
which act as scavengers in Oriental cities.
Pariah kite
(Zo'ol.), a species of kite (Milvus govinda) which acts as a
scavenger in India.
Pa-rl'al (pa-ri'al), re. See Pair royal, under Pair, re.
Pa'rl-an (pa'rl-an), a. [L. Parius.] Of or pertaining to Pares, an island in the ^gean Sea noted for its
excellent statuary marble as, Parian marble.
Parian cbronlcle, a most ancient chronicle of the city of
Athens, engraved on marble in the Isle of Paros, now
among the Arundelian marbles.

:

:

—

sion.

Par'ent-age (-Sj ; 277), n. [Cf. F. parentage relaDescent from parents or ancestors ; parents
or ancestors considered with respect to their rank or
character extraction ; birth as, a man of noble par" Wilt thou deuy thy parentage f "
entage.
Shak.
tionship.]

;

;

Though men esteem thee low of parentage.
3filton.
[L. pnrentalis.']
Pa-ren'tal (pa-rSn'tal), a.
X. Of
or pertaining to a parent or to parents
as, parental authority parental obligations.
2. Becoming to, or characteristic of, parents tender
affectionate ; devoted as, parental care.
The careful course and i?arenfa? provision of nature.
;

;

;

—

[J?.]

[Gr. irapaifeTtKo's
Par'e-net'lo (pSr'e-ngt'Tk), 1 a.
F. parenelique.}
cf.
Par'e-net'ic-al (-iJtal),
)
Hortatory ; encouraging ; persuasive. [iJ.] F. Potter.
[L. parens,
Par'ent (pSr'ent or par'snt; 277), n.
-entis ; akin to parere to bring forth; cf. Gr. wopeti' to
cf. F. parent.
Cf. Part.]
1. One who begive, beget
gets, or brings forth, offspring ; a father or a mother.
Children, obey yonr parents in the Lord. Eph. vi. 1.
2. That which produces ; cause ; source ; author ; begetter ; as, idleness is the parent of vice.
Regular industry is the parent of sobriety. Channing.
Parent cell. (Biol.) See Mother cell, under Mother, also
Parent nucleus (Biol.), a nucleus which, in cell
Cyttoa.
division, divides, and gives rise to two or more daughter
nuclei. See Karyokinesis, and Cell division, under Divi-

;

;

— applied

;

Of, pertainiug to, or connected with, the
of a tissue or an organ ; as, parenchymatous

TrapatVco-15, fr.

cartilage

;

II

;

Sir T. Browne.
Pa-ren'tal-ly, adv. In a parental manner.
Par'en-ta'tlon (pSr'Sn-ta'shQn), n.
[L. parentatio,
fr. parentare to offer a solemn sacrifice in honor of deceased parents. See Parent.] Something done or said
in honor of the dead ; obsequies.
[06s.]
Abp. Potter.
Par'en-tele' (p3r'en-tel'), n. [F. parentele, L. parentela.']
Kinship; parentage. [06^.]
Chaucer.

;

Pa-ren'the-sls (pa^rSn'the-sts), n. ; pi. Parenthesbs
(-sez).
[NL., fr. Gr. TrapeVflecrts, fr. wapevTLffevai, to put

—

in beside, insert ; Trapd beside -(- ev in -f- rifieVai to put,
place.
See Para-, En-, 2, and Thesis.] 1.
word,
phrase, or sentence, by way of comment or explanation,

A

which would be
grammatically complete without it. It is usually inclosed
within curved lines (see def. 2 below), or dashes. " Seldom mentioned without a derogatory pa!'«n;Aem."
Sir T. Browne.
Don't suffer every occasional thought to carry you away into
inserted in, or attached to, a sentence

;

a long parenthesis.
iVafts.
2. {Print.) One of the curved lines ( ) which inclose a
parenthetic word or phrase.
Parenthesis, in technical pammar, is that part of
a sentence which is inclosed within the recognized sign
but many phrases and sentences which are punctuated
by commas are logically parenthetical. In def. 1, the
phrase " by way of comment or explanation " is inserted
tor explanation, and the sentence would be grammatically
complete without it. The present tendency is to avoid

A native or

inhabitant of Paros.
2. A ceramic ware, resembling unglazed porcelain
biscuit, of which are made statuettes, ornaments, etc.
I^^
Par'l-dlg'l-ta'ta (pSr'T-dTi'i-ta'ta), re. pi. [NL. See
Pari-, and Digitate.]
{Zo'ol.) Same as Artiodactyla.
Par'1-dlg'l-tate (-dij'i-tat), a.
{Anat.) Having an
even number of digits on the hands or the feet.
Owen.
Pa'rl-es (pa'rT-ez), re. ,• pi. Paeietes (pa-ri'e-tez).
[See Pabbetes.] {Zo'ol.) The triangular middle part of
using the distinctive marks, except when confusion would
each segment of the shell of a barnacle.
arise from a less conspicuous separation.
[L. parietalis, fr. paries,
Pa-ri'e-tal (pa-rl'e-tal), a.
Fa-ren'the-slze (-siz), v. t. To make a parenthesis -ietis, a wall : cf . F. parietal.
Cf Paeeetary, Pellitohy. ]
of ; to include within parenthetical marks.
Lowell.
1. Of or pertaining to a wall ; hence, pertaining to
Par'en-thet'ic (par'en-thgt'Ik), 1 a. [Cf. Gr. irapeV- buildings
or the care of them.
Par'en-thet'lc-al (-t-kal),
0^705.]
1. Of the
}
2. Resident within the walls or buildings of a college.
nature of a parenthesis ; pertaining to, or expressed in,
At Harvard College, the ofBcers resident within the college
or as in, a parenthesis; as, a, parenthetical clause ; a. par- walls constitute a permanent
standing committee, called the
enthetic remark.
Parietal Committee.
B. II. Hall (1856).
A parentfie^icaZ observation of Moses himself . Hales.
3. (Anal.) {a) Of or pertaining to the parietes.
(6)
2. Using or containing parentheses.
Of, pertaining to, or in the region of, the parietal bones,
Par'en-thet'lc-al-ly, adv. in a parenthetical manner
which form the upper and middle part of the cranium,
by way of par'^nthesis ; by parentheses.
between the frontals and occipitals.
Par'ent-hood (pSr'ent-hSod), n. The state of a par4. (Bot.) Attached to the main wall of the ovary, and
ent ; the office or character of a parent.
not to the axis ;
said of a placenta.
Pa-ren'tl-clde (pa-rSn'tT-sId), ». [L. parenticida a
Pa-rl'e-tal, n.
1. (Anat.) One of the parietal bones.
parricide ; parens parent
caedere to kill.] 1. The act
2. (Zo'ol.) One of the special scales, or plates, coverof one who kills one's own parent.
[iJ.]
ing the back of the head in certain reptiles and fishes.
2. One who kills one's own parent ; a parricide.
[iJ.]
Pa-rl'e-ta-ry (-tS-ijy, a. See Parietal, 2.
Par'enMess (pSr'ent-lgs), a. Deprived of parents.
Pa-rl'e-ta-ry, re. [L. parietaria. fr. parietarius pariePar-ep'1-aid'y-mls (par-Sp't-dtd'I-mls), «. [NL. See tal. Cf. Pellitoey, Parietal.] (5o<. ) Any one of sevPaba-, and Epididymis.] (Anat.) A small body contain- eral species of Parietaria. See 1st Pellitoey.
tag convoluted tubules, situated near the epididymis in
Pa-rl'e-tes(-tez), n.p?. [L. paries a wall.] l.(Anat.)
man and some other animals, and supposed to be a rem- The walls of a cavity or an organ ; as, the abdominal panant of the anterior part of the WolfBan body.
rietes ; the parietes of the cranium.
Par'er (pSr'er), n. [From Pare, v. <.] One who, or
2. (Bot.) The sides of an ovary or of a capsule.
that which, pares ; an instrument for paring.
Pa'rl-et'lc (pa'rT-St'ic), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
IIPa-rer'gon(pa-rer'g5n),B. [L.] SeePARERQY. [OSs.] designating, an acid found in the lichen Parmelia parir&t'iSH-ey (pSr'er-J5r), re. [L. parergon, Gr. Tropepyoietina, and called also chrysophanic acid.
irapa beside -f epyov work.]
Something unimportant,
Pa-rl'e-tlnO (pil-ri'e-tin), re. [L. parietinus parietal
incidental, or superfluous.
[Ofts.]
Sir T. Browne. cf. parietinae ruined walls.] A piece of a fallen wall
Par'e-PlB (pSr'e-sTs), re. [NL. , from Gr. Trapeo-is, f r. a ruin. [06s.]
Burton.
TTopievoi to let go ; irapd from -|- teVai to send.]
(Med.)
Pa-rl'e-tO- (p4-ri'e-to-). (Anat.) A combining form
Incomplete paralysis, affecting motion but not sensation. used to indicate connection with, or relation to, the pariPar-eth'moM (pSr-Sth'moid), a. [Pref. para- -f eth- etal bones or the parietal segment of the skull; as, the
mtid.'i
(Anai.) Near or beside the ethmoid bone or parie^o-mastoid suture.
Pa'rl-an, n.

\.

II

II

.

—

+

II

II

Oae,

Anite,

n}de,

tifiX,

iip,

fim

;

pity

;

food, fdbt

;

ont, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing, lisk

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

+

;

&

poor, taxes, etc.

^W" Populous and extensive parishes are now divided,
under various jjarliamentary acts, into smaller ecclesiastical districts for spiritual purposes.
Mozley & W.
2. An ecclesiastical society, usually not bounded by
territorial limits, but composed of those persons who
choose to unite under the charge of a particular priest,
clergyman, or minister also, loosely, the territory in
which the members of a congregation live. [f. S.]
3. In Louisiana, a civil division corresponding to a
county in other States.
Par'ish, a. Of or pertaining to a parish parochial
as, a parish church
parish records a parish priest
maintained by the parish as, parish poor.
Vryden.
;

;

;

;

;

Parish clerk, (a) The clerk or recording officer of a par(6) A layman who leads in the responses and otherwise assists in the service of the Church of England.
Parish court, in Louisiana, a court in each parish.
Par'ish-en' (-Sn'), re. A parishioner. [06s.] Chaucer.
Pa-rish'lon-al (pa-rish'un-ol), a. Of or pertaining to
a parish parochial, [jf?.]
£p. Hall.
Pa-rish'ion-er (-§r), re. [F. paroissien, LL. parochiare«s.] One who belongs to, or is connected with, a parish.
Pa-rl'sian (pa-rlzh'an; 277), re. [Cf. F. parisien.]
A native or inhabitant of Paris, the capital of France.
Pa-rl'sian, a. Of or pertaining to Paris.
Pa'ri'Sl'enne' (pa're'ze'gu'), re. [F.] A female native or resident of Paris.
Par'1-SOl'O-gy (pSr'i-s51'6-jJ), re. [Gr. n-dpio-ot almost
equal, evenly balanced -)- -logy.] The use of equivocal
or ambiguous words, [i?.]
[_Pari- -f syllabic,
Par'l-syl-lab'le (-sil-iab'Ik), ) a.
4cal: cf.'F.parisylPar'i-syl-lato'ic-al (-T-kal), (
labique.] Having the same number of syllables
all its

ish.

—

;

II

m

infiections.

Par'i-tor (pSrT-ter), re. [Abbrev. fr. apparitor: cf.
L.parito' a servant, attendant.] An apparitor. "Summoned by an host of poWtors."
Pryden.
Chaucer.
Par'1-tO-ry (-to-ry), re. Pellitory. [06s.]
Par'l-ty (-ty), re. IL, paritas, fr. par, paris, equal:
cf. F. parite. See Pair, Peer an equal.] The quality or
condition of being equal or equivalent alike state or degree ; equality close correspondence analogy as, par"Nopari^y of principle." De Quincey.
Equality of length and parity of numeration. Sir T. Browne.
Park (park), re. [AS. pearroc, or perh. rather fr. F.
pare ; both being of the same origin cf. LL. parcus,
parricus, Ir.
Gael, pairc, W. park, parwg. Cf. Pad;

;

;

;

ity otTeSLSomng.

;

&

dock an inclosure, Parrock.] 1. (Eng. Law) A piece
of ground inclosed, and stored with beasts of the chase,
which a man may have by prescription, or the king's
Mozley & W.
grant.
2. A tract of ground kept in its natural state, about or
adjacent to a residence, as for the preservation of game,
for walking, riding, or the like.

Chaucer.
While in the park I sing, the listening deer
Attend my passion, and forget to fear.
Waller.
3. A piece of ground, in or near a city or town, inkept
for
ornament
and
recreation
as,
closed and
Hyde
Park in London ; Central Park in New York.
4. (Mil.) A space occupied by the animals, wagons,
pontoons, and materials of all kinds, as ammunition, ord;

nance stores, hospital stores, provisions, etc., when
brought together ; also, the objects themselves as, a
pork of wagons a, park of artillery.
5. A partially inclosed basin in which oysters are
grown. [Written alsoj5«rc.]
Park of artillery. See under Artillery. — Pork phaeton, a small, low carriage, for use in parks.
Park, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Parked (parkt) p. pr. &
vb. n. Parking.] 1. To inclose in a park, or as in a park.
How are wo parked, and bounded in a pale.
Shak.
2. (Mil.) To bring together in a park, or compact
body as, to park the artillery, the wagons, etc.
Park'er (-5r), n. The keeper of a park. Sir M. Hale.
Par-ke'rl-a (piir-kS'rt-A), n. [NL. So named from
W. K. Parker, a British zoijlogist] (Zo'ol.) A genus
of large arenaceous fossil Foromiuifera found in the
;

;

;

;

II

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;
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in azure.
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;
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PARR

(parlSs), a. [For perlous, a contr. fr. perilAttended with peril; dangerous; as, & parlous
" A parlous snuffing."
Beau. & Fl.
2. Venturesome bold ; mischievous ; keen.
[Ofo.]
" A. parlous 'boy.'" Shak. " A parlous wiW^ Dryden.
—'Paz'lons-ly, adv. [06s.]
Par'lous-ness, m. [06s.]
Par'me-san' (par'me-zan'), a. [P. parmesan. It. parmigiano.1 Of or pertaining to Parma in Italy.
Parmesan cheese, a kind of cheese of a rich flavor,
though from skimmed milk, made in Parma, Italy.
Par-nas'si-a (par-nashl-a), n.
[NL.] {Bot.) A genus of herbs
growing in wet places, and having
white flowers grass of Parnassus.
Par-nas'slan (-nash'an), a. [L.

the same word is used in different senses, or words similar in sound are set in opposition to each other, so as to

PARKESINE

N

CretaceouB rocks.

The

;

O

species are globular, or nearly

and are of all sizes up to that of a tennis ball.
Parkes'lne (parksTn or -en), n. [So called from Mr.
Parkes, the inventor.] A compound, originally made
from gun cotton and castor oil, but later from different
materials, and used as a substitute for vulcanized India
called also xylotile.
rubber and for ivory
Park'leaves' (park'levz'), n. {Bot.) A European spethe tutsan. See Tutsan.
John's-wort
;
cies of Saint
Par'iance (par'lans), n. [OF., f r. P. parler to speak.
BO,

—

talk

discourse

diction

Conversation ;
;
phrase; as, in legal pai-lance ; in common parlance.
A hate of gossip parlance and of sway. Tenmjson.
{Mus.)
[It.]
adv.
Par-lan'dO (par-lan'do), ) a.
Speaking ; in a speaking
Par-lan'te (par-lan'ta), )
or declamatory manner; to be sung or played in the style
of a recitative.
Parle (pari), I!. «. [F. parler. See Paelet.] To talk;
Shak.
[06s.]
to converse ; to parley.
Milton.
Finding himself too weak, began to parh.
Parle, n. Conversation ; talk ; parley. [Ofts.]
They ended parle^ and both addressed for fight. Milton.
Par'ley (par'ly), n. ; pi. Paeleys (-liz). [F. parler
speech, talk, fr. parler to speak, LL. parabolare, fr. L.
parabola a comparison, parable, in LL., a word. See

See Parley.]

;

&

II

II

P

Paeable, and

cf.

Paeliament, Paeloe.]

Mutual

dis-

course or conversation ; discussion ; hence, an oral conference with an enemy, as witli regard to a truce.
We yield on parletj, but are stormed in vain. Dryden.
To beat a parley (Mil.), to beat a drum, or sound a
trumpet, as a signal for holding a conference with the

enemy.
Parley,

v. i.

[imp.

&

&

p. p. Paeleyed (-ltd)

;

1.

\_Obs.']

;

—

II

;

Of or pertaining to

Parnassius.']
Parnassus.

Par-nas'slan, n. [See Parnassus.] (.ZTooi. ) Any one of numerous

&

[OE. parlement, F.
parler to speak ; cf. LL. parlamenium,
parliamentum. See Paeley.] 1. A parleying; a discussion a conference.
[Obs.']
Rom. of R.
But first they held their parliament.
formal conference on public affairs ; a general
2.
council esp., an assembly of representatives of a nation
or people having authority to make laws.
They made request that it might be lawful for them to sumfr.

;

A

;

a parliament of Gauls.

Golding.

[Pref.

(pSr'Sk-slpT-

paror

-\- occipital.']

Parnassia (P. Caroli-

niana). (X)
{Anat.) Situated near or beside the
occipital condyle or the occipital
bone ; paramastoid ;
applied especially to a process of
the skull in some animals.
Pa-ro'Chl-al (pa-ro'ki-al), a. \JAj. parochialis, from
L. parochia. See Paeish.] Of or pertaming to a parish
restricted to a parish ; as, parochial duties. " Parochial pastors." Bp. Atterbury.
Hence, limited; narrow. " The _parocAiaZ mind." 'W. Black.
Pa-ro'Chl-al-ism (-Iz'm), n. The quality or state of
being parochial in form or nature ; a system of management peculiar to parishes.
Pa-ro'chi-al'i-ty (-51'i-ty), n. The state of being parochial.
[iJ.]
Sir J. Harriot.
To render parochial
Pa-ro'chi-al-lze (-al-iz), v. t.
to form iuto parishes.
Pa-ro'chi-al-ly, adv.
In a parochial manner by the
parisli, or by parishes.
Bp. Stillingfleet.
Pa-ro'chl-an (-«n), a. [See Paeochlal, Pakishionee.]
Parochial.
[06s.] " Parochian churches."
Bacon.
Pa-ro'chi-an, n. [LL. parochianus.] A parishioner.
[06s.]
Ld. Burleigh.
Pa-rod'Ic (pa-rSd'lk), ) a. [Gr. 7ropwSiKds : cf. F. parodique.] 'Having the charPa-rod'ic-ai (-I-kal), )
acter of parody.
Very paraphrastic, and sometimes pororffca?. T. Warton.
Par'O-dist (par'S-dist), n. [Cf. P. parodiste.] One
who writes a parody ; one who parodies.
Coleridge.

—

;

The assembly of the three estates
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

of the United
viz., the lords
spiritual, lords temporal, and the representatives of the
commons, sitting in the House of Lords and the House
of Commons, constituting the legislature, when summoned by the royal authority to consult on the affairs
of the nation, and to enact and repeal laws.
15^°" Though the sovereign is a constituent branch of
Parliament, the word is generally used to denote the
three estates named above.
3.

4. In France, before the Revolution of 1789, one of
the several principal judicial courts.
Farllament heel, the inclination of a ship when made to
careen by sliif ting her cargo or ballast.
Parliament hlsge
(Arch.), a hinge with so great a projection from the wall
or frame as to allow a door or shutter to swing back fiat
against the wall.
Long Parliament, Romp FarUament. See

—

—

under Long, and Rump.
Par'Ua-men'tal (-mSn'tal),

a. Parliamentary. [Obs."]
Par'lia-men-ta'rx-an (-mSn-ta'rl-an), a. Of or per-

taining to Parhameut.

Wood.

Par'Ua-men-ta'ri-an, n. 1. {Eng. Hist.) One who adhered to the Parliament, in opposition to King Charles I.
Walpole.
2. One versed in the rules and usages of Parliament
or similar deliberative assemblies; as, an accomplislied
parliamentarian.
Par'lla-men'ta-ri-ly (-mSu'tar-rT-ly), adv. In a parliamentary manner.
Par'lia-men'ta-ry (-men'ta-ry), a. [Cf. P. parlementaire.1
1. Of or pertaining to Parliament ; as, parliamentary authority.
Bacon.
2. Enacted or done by Parliament ; as, a parliamentary act.
Sir 31. Hale.
3. According to the rules and usages of Parliament or
of deliberative bodies; as, a, parliamentary motion.
Parllameatary agent, a person, usually a solicitor, pro-

employed by private parties to explain and
claims, bUls, etc., under consideration of
Parliament.
[Eng.] —Parliamentary train, one of the
trains which, by act of Parliament, railway companies
are required to run for the conveyance of third-class passengers at a reduced rate. [Eng.]
fessionally

recommend

Parlor (par'ler), n. [OE. parlour, parlur, F. parLL. parlatorium. See Paeley.]
[Written also
parlour.']
room for business or social conversation,
for the reception of guests, etc. Specifically (a) The
apartment in a monastery or nunnery where the inmates
are permitted to meet and converse with each other, or
with visitors and friends from without. Piers Plowman.
(6) In large private houses, a sitting room for the family
and for familiar guests,
a room for less formal uses
than the drawing-room. Esp., in modern times, the dining room of a house having few apartments, as a London
Uyir,

A

:

—

house, where the dining parlor is usually on the ground
floor,
(c) Commonly, in the United States, a drawingroom, or the room where visitors are received and entertained.

IIS^ " In England peaple who have a drawing-room no
it a parlor, as they calle* it ef eld and till

longer eall
recently."

FaSlor car.

Fiized. Hall.

c&ie,

Sum,

A

burlesque; travesty.
The lively parody which he wrote ... on Dryden's " Hind
and Panther '' was received with great applause.
Macaulay.
2. A popular maxim, adage, or proverb.
[06s.]
Par'O-dy, v. t. [imp. &p.p. Parodied (-did) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Parodying.]
[Cf. P. parodier.] To write a
parody upon ; to burlesque.
I have translated, or rather parodied, a poem of Horace. Pope.
Par'0-ket' (-kef), n. (Zo'ol.) See Paroquet.
[See Parole, the same
Pa-rol' (pa-rol'; 277), n.
word.] 1. A word ; an oral utterance. [06s.]
2. (Law) Oral declaration ; word of mouth also, a
Blackstone.
writing not under seal.
Pa-rol', a. Given or done by word of mouth oral
parol eviseal
as,
also, given by a writing not under
dence.
Parol arrest (Law), an arrest in pursuance of a verbal
order from a magistrate.
Parol contract (Law), any contract not of record or under seal, whether oral or writChitty.
Story.
ten a simple contract.
Pa-role' (pa-rol'), n. [P. parole. See Parley, and cf.
Parol.] 1. A word an oral utterance. [05s.]
2. Word of promise word of honor plighted faith
especially {Mil.), promise, upon one's faith and honor,
to fulfill stated conditions, as not to bear arms against
one's captors, to return to custody, or the like.
This man had forfeited his military parole.
3. {3fil.) A watchword given only to officers of guards
—distinguished from countersign, which is given to all

&

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

4. (Law) Oral declaration. See 1st Parol, 2.
Pa-role', a. See 2d Parol,
p. p. Paroled (-rold') ; p. pr.
Pa-role', v. t. [imp.
{Mil.) To set at liberty on pavb. n. Paeoling.]
role ; as, to parole prisoners.
Par'0-mol'O-gy (par'o-mSl'o-jy), n. [Gr. fr. jrapo/iioAoyCa, fr. arapo/xoAoyeti' to grant ; Trapa by, near -|- ofj-oKoyelv to speak together, agree. See Homologous.] {Bhet.)
concession to an adversary in order to strengthen
one's own argument.
Par'O-no-ma'si-a (-n6-ma'zhT-a), n. [L., fr. Gr. waptvoixacrla, fr. Trapofo^iafeiv to form a word by a slight
change ; Trapa beside -j- ovojaafeti/ to name, fr. ovo/jm. a
name.] {Bhet.)
play upon words ; a figvu-e by which

&

&

A

II

A

See Palace car, under Cab.
ale, senate,

(-dy), n. ; pi. Paeodies (-diz). [L. parodia,
Gr. TTapifSCa ; Trapd beside -J- taS-q a song : cf. F. parodie.
See Pae'a-, and Ode.] 1.
writing in which the language or sentiment of an author is mimicked ; especially,
a kind of literary pleasantry, in which what is written on
one subject is altered, and applied to another by way of

Par'O-dy

;

arm, ask,

final,

gll;

eve,

II

+

A

or felon.

Par'0-nym (p5r'6-nim),

A

n.

Quincy.

paronymous word.

[Written also parqnyme,]

Pa-ron'y-mons (pa-rbn'T-miis), a. [Gr. n-apioio/ynos
napd beside, near -|- o>/op.a a name.] 1. Having the
same derivation ; allied radically; conjugate;
said of
certain words, as man, mankind, manhood, etc.
2. Having a similar sound, but different orthography
and different meaning;
said of certain words, as all
and awl ; hair and hare, etc.
Pa-ron'y-my (-my), n. The quality of being paronymous also, the use of paronymous words.
Par'O-oph'O-ron (par'o-6f'o-r5n), n. [NL., from Gr.
Trapa (see Para-)
<uoi' an egg-\-<l>4peivto bear.] {Anat.)
A small mass of tubules near the ovary in some animals,
and corresponding with the parepididymis of the male.

—

+

Par'O-quet' (par'6-ket'), n. [P. perroquet, or Sp. periquito ; both prob. orig. meaning, little Peter. See PaeROT.] (ZoiiZ.) Same as Paerakeet. [Written also paj-oket, parroquet, and. perroquet.]

—

Par'oc-clp'i-tal

Par'0-nycll'i-a(;nTk'r-a),m. [L.,fr. Gr. napuivvxCa;
Trapd beside
6iru$, oto;(05, a nail.]
{3fed.)
whitlow,

;

sacred to ApoUo and the Muses, and
famous for a temple of Apollo and
for the CastaUau spring.
Grass of Parnassus. (Bot.) See under Grass, and Paenassia.
To
climb Parnassus, to write poetry.

tal), a.

;

II

Par-nas'SUS (-nas'sus), n. [L.,
fr. Gr. napi'ao-os.]
{Ane. Geog.
Gr. 3Iylh.\
mountain in Greece,

A

paronomasia consisting in a play upon words.
Par'0-nom'a-sy (-nom'a-sy), n. [Cf. ¥.paronomasie.]
Paronomasia, [li.]
B. Jonson.

—

species of butterflies belonging to
the genus Parnassius. They inhabit the mountains, both in the
Old World and in America.

p. pr.

'Parlla-ment (pSrIT-ment), «.

parlement,

mon

Parlons

ous.'}

cough.

[Colloq.]

vb. n. Paeleying.]
To speak with another ; to confer on some point of mutual concern ; to discuss orally
hence, specifically, to confer orally with an enemy ; to
treat with him by words, as on an exchange of prisoners,
an armistice, or terms of peace.
They are at hand.
To parley or to fight ; therefore prepare.
Shak.

;

event, £nd, fern, recent;

ice,

Paroquet auk or auklet (Zo'ol.]. a small auk (Cyclorrhynchus psiliaculus) inliabiting tlie coast and islands of
Alaska. The upper parts are dark slate, under parts
white, bill orange red. Called also peiToquet auk.
Pa-ror'chls (pa-rSr'kts), n. [NL. See Paea-, and
II

Oechis.]
{Anat.) The part of the epididymis, or the
corresponding part of the excretory duct of the testicle,
which is derived from the Wolffian body.
Pa-ros'te-al (pa-r5s'te-al), a. {Physiol.) Of or pertauimg to parostosis; as, parosteal ossiflcation.
Par'OS-to'sls (pkr'bs-to'sis), n. [NL. See Faba-,
and OsTOSis.] {Physiol.) Ossification which takes place
in purely fibrous tracts ; the formation of bone outside
of the periosteum.
Par'OS-tOt'lc (-tSt'ik), a. Pertaining to parostosis.
Pa-rot'io (pa-rot'Ik), a. [See Parotid.] {Anat.) On
the side of the auditory capsule ; near the external ear.
II

Parotic region (Zo'ol.), the space

around the

ears.

[L. parotis, -idis, Gr. Trapuris,
o6s, cItos, the ear cf . P.
-C&os ; Trapd beside, near
apparotide.] (Anat.) {a) Situated near the ear;
plied especially to the salivary gland near the ear. (6)
Of, pertaining to, or in the region of, the parotid gland.

Pa-rOt'id (-id),

a.

+

:

—

Parotid gland (Anat.), one of the salivary glands situated just iu front of or below the ear. It is the largest of
man, and its duct opens into the
the salivary glands
interior of the mouth opposite the second molar of the

m

upper jaw.
Pa-rot'ld, n. (Anat.) The parotid gland.
[NL. See Parotid, and
Par'O-ti'tls (par'o-tT'tis), n.
(Med.) Inflammation of the parotid glands.

-iTis.]

Epidemic, or Infectious, parotitis, mumps.
-oid.] {Anat.'\
Par'o-toid (par'o-toid), a. [Parotid.
Resembling the parotid gland ;
applied especially to
cutaneous glandular elevations above the ear in many
toads and frogs.
parotoid gland.
K.
Pa-rou'si-a (pa-rou'zhi-a), m. [NL.,fr. Gr. Trapoi/o-ia.
See Parusia.] (a) The natirity of our Lord. (6) The
last day.
Shipley,
[NL.
See
Par'o-va'ri-um (par'o-va'ri-um), n.
Para-, and Ovarium.] (Anat.) A group of tubules, a
remnant of the Wolffian body, often f oiuidnear the ovary
or oviduct ; the epoophoron.
Paj'OS-ysm (par'oks-iz'm), n. [P. paroxysme, Gr.
TTapo^vup-oi, fr. Trapo^vviw to sharpen, irritate ; Trapd
beside, beyond -\- h^vveiv to sharpen, from ofus sharp.]
1. {3Ied.) The fit, attack, or exacerbation, of a disease
that occurs at intervals, or has decided remissions or inArbuthnot.
termissions.
2. Any sudden and violent emotion ; spasmodic passion or action ; a convulsion ; a fit.
The returning ;)aroa7/sms of diffidence and despair. South.
Par'OX-ys'mal (-iz'mol), a. Of the nature of a paroxysm ; characterized or accompanied by paroxysms ; as,

—

—

+

A

II

II

—

a paroxysmal pain ; paroxysmal temper.
Par'OS-ys'mal-ly, adv.
[Gr.
Trapo|ilToi/os,
a.
(pSr-oks'i-ton),
n.
Par-OS'y-tone
See Para-, and Oxytone.] (Gr. Gram.) A word having
an acute accent on the penultimate syllable.
Par-quet' (par-ka' or -ket'), n. [P. See Parquetry.]
1. A body of seats on the floor of a music hall or
theater nearest the orchestra but commonly applied to
the whole lower floor of a theater, from the orchestra
to the dress circle the pit.
;

;

2. Same as Parquetry.
Par'quet-age (par'ket-aj),

n.

See Parquetry.

Par'qxiet-ed, a. Formed in parquetry ; inlaid with
in small and differently colored figures.
One room parqueted with yew, which I liked well. Evelyn.
Par'Quet-ry (-ry), n. [F. parquetei ip, fr. paiquei inlaid flooring, fr. parquet, dim. of
pare an inclosure. See Park.]
A species of joinery or cabinet-work consisting of an inlay of
geometric or other patterns, gen-

wood

erally of different colors,
especially for floors.

— used

Par-quette' (par-kgf), w.
Parquet.

Parr

(par), n.

[Cf. Gael.

bradan a salmon.]

young salmon
idea, all;

{Zo'il.) (a)

in the stage

old,

See

& Ir.

A

when

obey, drb, oddt

Parquetry.

;;

it

has dark transverse bands

and fingerling.

— called also samlet, skeg-

;

A young leveret.

(b)

PARTAKE

sparing in expenditure of money ; frugal to excess
penurious niggardly
stingy.
Par'Si-mo'nl-OUS-ly,

a certain number of times, will exactly make that quanthe opposite of mvltiple.
tity
as, 3 is a part of 12
Also, a line or other element of a geometrical figure.
3. That which kelongs to one, or which is assumed by
one, or which falls to one, in a division or apportionment
share ; portion ; lot ; interest ; concern ; duty ; otiice.
We have no part in David.
2 Sam, xx. 1.
Accuse not Nature she hath done her part ;
Do thou but thiue.
Milton.
Let me bear
My part of danger with an equal share.
Lh-yden,
4. Hence, specifically : (a) One of the opposing parties
or sides in a conflict or a controversy ; a faction.
For he that is not against us is on our }>art. Mark ix. 40.
Make whole kingdoms take her brother's 2^art. Waller.
particular character in a drama or a play
an
(6)
assumed personification also, the language, actions, and
influence of a character or an actor in a play
or, figuratively, in real life.
See To act a part, under Act.
That par*
Was aptly fitted and naturally performed.
Shak,
It was a brute part of him to kill so capital a calf.
Shak.
Honor and shame from no condition ririe
Act well your;;ar/, there all the honor lies.
Pope.
(c) (Mus.) One of the different melodies of a concerted
composition, which heard in union compose its harmony
also, the music for each voice or instrument ; as, the
treble, tenor, or bass^ar^; the violin ^art, etc.
For my part, so far as concerns me ; for my share.
For the most part. See under Most, a.
In good part,
as well done favorably ; acceptably in a friendly manner. Hooker.
In ill part, uiifavorably with displeasure.
In part, in some degree partly.
Part and parcel,
an essential or constituent portion
a reduplicative
phrase. Cf. might and main, kith and kin, etc.
She was
. . . part and parcel of the race and place."
Hoivitt.— Part
of speech (Gram,.), a sort or class of words of a particular
character thus, the nouu is a part of speech denoting the
name of a thing the verb is a part of speech which asserts something of the subject of a sentence.
Part owner
(Law), one of several owners or tenants in common. See
Joint tenant, under Joint.— Part singing, singing in which
two or more of the harmonic parts are taken.— Part song,
a song in two or more (commonly four) distinct vocal
parts. ^^ Apart song differs from a madrigal in its exclusion of contrapuntal devices from a glee, in its being
sung by many voices, instead of by one only, to each
part." Stainer & Barrett.
Syn. Portion section division fraction fragment
piece ; share ; constituent. See Portion, and Section.
Part (part), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Parted p. pr.
vb. n. Parting.]
[F. partir, L. partire, partiri, p. p.
partitiis, fr. pars, gen. partis, a part.
See Part, re.]
1. To divide to separate into distinct parts
to break
into two or more parts or pieces ; to sever. " Thou shaft
port it in pieces.
Lev.ii.6.
There, [celestial love] parted into rainbow hues. Keble.
2. To divide into shares to divide and distribute ; to
allot ; to apportion to share.
To part his throne, and share his heaven with thee. Fope.
They parted my raiment among them. John xix. 24.
3. To separate or disunite ; to cause to go apart ; to
remove from contact or contiguity ; to sunder.
The Lord do so to me, and more also, if aught but death part
thee and me.
Suth 1. 17.
While he blessed them, he was parted from theni, and carried
up into heaven.
Zvke xxiv. 51.
The narrow seas that part
The French and English.
Shak.
4. Hence : To hold apart ; to stand between ; to intervene betwixt, as combatants.
The stumbling night did part our weary powers. Shak.
5. To separate by a process of extraction, elimination,
or secretion ; as, to part gold from silver.

—

paroquet and paraquet.
the Asiatic and Australian species belong to the
fenus Paleornis : others
elong to Polytelis, Platy-

Extraordinary funds for one campaign may spare us the expense of many years wh-;reas a long, parsimonioits: war will
drain us of more men and money.
Addison.
;

Par-ra'qua (pJtr-ra'kwa),

Carolina Parrakcet
Caroli( Conurus
nensis).

way

that

beyond

may be
Totten.

A curassow

(Zo'dl.)

TO.

it

Halliwell.

re.

-|- p7)<ri!

of

[NL., fr. 6r.
a speaking.]

Boldness or freedom of speech.

;

+

;

Carolina parrot(.2'ooZ.), the Carolina parrakeet. See ParNight parrot, or Owl parrot. (Zodl.) SeeKAKApo.
Parrot coal, cannel coal
so called from the crackling and chattering sound it makes in burning. [Eng.
Scot.] —Parrot green. (Chem.) See Sc?ieele''c green, under
Green, n.
Parrot weed (Bot. ), a suffrutescent plant (Bocconiafnitescens) of the Poppy family, native of the warmer
parts of America. It has very large, sinuate, pinnatifid
leaves, and small, panicled, apetalous flowers.
Parrot
wrasse, Parrot fleh {Zodl.), any fish of the genus Scants.
One species (.3. Crelensis), found in the Mediterranean, is
esteemed by epicures, and was higlily prized by the

—

;

—

&

—

—

ancient Greeks and Romans.
Par'rot, v. t. To repeat by rote, as a parrot.
Par'rot, v. i.^ To chatter like a parrot.
Par'rot-er (-er), ». One who simply repeats what he
has heard. [iJ.]
J. S. Mill.
Par'rot-ry (-ry), re. Servile imitation or repetition.
[iJ.] Coleridge. "The supine parrotry." Fitzed. Hall.
Par'rot' S-blll' (pSr'riits-bTF), re. [So called from the
resemblance of its curved superior petal to a parrot's
bill.]
(JSoi!.) The glory pea.
See under Glory.
Par'ry (pSr'ry), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Parried (-rid)
vb. re. Parryiho.]
[F. par^, p. p. of parer.
p. pr.
See Pare, v. ;.] 1. To ward off ; to stop, or to turn
aside as, to parry a thrust, a blow, or anything that
means or threatens harm.
Locke.
Vice parries wide
The undreaded volley with a sword of straw. Cowpo:
2. To avoid ; to shift or put off ; to evade.
The French government has parried the payment of our
claims.
E. Everett.
Par'ry, v. i. To ward off, evade, or turn aside something, as a blow, argument, etc.
Locke.
Vxc'Ty, re. ; pi. Parries (-riz). A warding off of a
thrust or blow, as in sword and bayonet exercises or in
boxing ; hence, figuratively, a defensive movement in debate or other intellectual encounter.
Parse (pars), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Parsed (parst) p.
vb. re. Parsing.]
pr.
[L. pars apart; pars orationis
a part of speech. See Part, re.] {Gram.) To resolve
into its elements, as a sentence, pointing out the several
parts of speech, and their relation to each other by government or agreement to analyze and describe gram-

&

&

;

;

&

the letter into English,

pertectly.

:

—

and parse it over
Aseham.

Any clergyman having

2.

one who

The

religion

and customs of

Sir

IF. Scott.

Par'soned

(-s'nd), a.
Furnished with a parson.
Par-son'lc (par-s5n'ik), ) a. Of or pertaining to a
Par-SOn'lC-al (-i-kal),
parson clerical.
|
Yainglory glowed in hi& parsonic heart.
Colman.

rflde,

UfW,

ilp,

Qm

j

pity;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

Pai'son-ish (par's'n-ish), a. Appropriate to, or
used in disparagement. [Colloq.1

—

;

like,

Part (part), re. [F. part, L. pars, gen. partis; cf.
parere to bring forth, produce. Cf. Parent, Depart,
Parcel, Partner, Party, Portion.] 1. One of the portions, equal or unequal, into which anything is divided,
or regarded as divided ; something less than a whole a
number, quantity, mass, or the like, regarded as going to
make up, with others, a larger number, quantity, mass,
etc., whether actually separate or not
a piece a fragment ; a fraction ; a division a member ; a constituent.
And kept back part of the price,
and brought a cwtain
2mrt and laid it at the apostles^ feet.
Acts v. 2.
Our ideas of extension and number — do they not contain a
;

;

;

;

.

.

.

secret relation of the parts ?

I

Locke.

am a part of all

that X hfeve met.

Tennyson

Hence, specifically (a) An equal constituent portion one of several or many like quantities, numbers,
etc., into which anything is divided, or of which it is
composed proportional division or ingredient.
An homer is the tenth part of an ephah. Ex. xvi. 36.
2.

:

;

;

A thought which, quartered,
And

{b)

a

hath but onepart wisdom,
Shak,

ever three parts coward.

A constituent portion

member

;

an organ

;

of a living or spiritual whole
an essential element.
.

.

.

into one

;

harmonious body. Locke.

The pulse, the glow of every part.
Keble,
A constituent of character or capacity quality ; faculty ; talent ;
usually in the plural witli a collective
sense.
"Men of considerable poWs." Burke. "Great
quickness of parts." JSIiicaulay.
Which maintained so politic a state of evil, that they will not
admit any good part to intermingle with them.
Shak,
district
usually in tlie plural.
{d) Quarter ; region
port
of
the
heaven."
"The uttermost
Neh. i. 9.
All parts resound with tumults, plaints, and fears. Dryden.
(e) {Math.) Such portion of any quantity, as when taken

—

;

food,

fo^ot

;

out,

;

oU

;

—

go;

:

—

;

;

—
—

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

:

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

The

liver

minds

his

own

affair,

And parts and strains the

.

.

.

Prior,

vital juices.

6. To leave ; to quit.
[Obs.']
Since presently your souls must part your bodies.

Shak.

—

To part a cable (Naut.), to break it. To part company,
to separate, as travelers or companions.
Part, V. i, 1. To be broken or divided into parts or
pieces ; to break ; to become separated to go asunder
as, a Tope parts ; his haii parts in the middle.
2. To go away ; to depart ; to take leave ; to quit each
often with from.
other ; hence, to die ;
He wrung Bassanio's hand, and so they parted. Shak.
He owned that he had parted from the duke only a few
hours before.
Macuulay.
His precious bag, which he would by no meanspart from.
;

—

G. Eliot.

3. To perform an act of parting ; to relinquish a connection of any kind ;
followed by with or/roro.
Ceha, for thy sake, I part
With all that grew so near my heart.
Waller.
Powerful hands . . . will not port
Easily from possession won with arms.
Milton.
It was strange to him that a father should feel no tenderness
,•]. TroUope.
at partm<7 with an only son.
4. To have a part or share ; to partake. [Ofts.] " They
1 Sam. xxx. 24.
shall pari alike."
Shak.
Part, orft). Partly ; in a measure. [R.']
Camden.
Part'a-We (-iV-b'l), a. See Partible.
Part'age (-itj 48), n. [F. See Part, v, & re.] 1. Division ; the act of dividing or sharing.
Fuller.
[0/«.]
2. Part; portion; sliare.
[OJi.]
Ford.
Par-take' (p'ar-tak'), v. i. [imp. Partook (-t66k')
vb, n. Partaking.]
p. p. Partaken (-tak''n) ; p. pr,
[Part -J- take.l 1. To take a part, portion, lot, or share,
in common with others ; to have a share or part ; to participate ; to share ; as, to partake of a feast with others.
" Brutes pnrtoAc in this faculty."
Locke.

—

;

&

When

—

chair;

—

—

;

— Par-son'lc-al-ly, adv.
a parson

—

I

;

;

Pars'er (pars'er), n. One who parses.
Par'sl-mo'nl-ous (par'sT-mo'nT-iis), a. [Cf. F. paraimonieux.
See Parsimony.]
Exhibiting parsimony

preferment

A

(c)

the Parsees.

ecclesiastical

in orders, or is licensed to preach ; a preacher.
He hears the parson pray and preach. Longfellow,
Parson bird (Zodl.), a New Zealand bird (Prosthemadera
Novseseelandix) remarkable for its powers of
mimicry and its ability to articulate words.
Its color is glossy black, with a curious tuft of
long, curly, white feathers on each side of the
throat. It is often kept as a cage bird.
Pai-'son-age (-aj), n.
1. {Eng. Eccl.
Law)
certain portion of lands, tithes,
and offerings, for the maintenance of the
parson of a parish.
2. The glebe and house, or the
house only, ovmed by a parish or
ecclesiastical society, and appropriated to the maintenance or use of
the incumbent or settled pastor.
3. Money paid for the support of
a parson. [Scot."]
What have I been paying stipend and
teind, parsonage and vicarage, for ?
Parson Bird.
is

Persian.] 1. One of the adherents of the Zoroastrian
or ancient Persian religion, descended from Persian refugees settled in India ; a fire worshiper ; a Gheber.
2. The Iranian dialect of much of the religious literature of the Parsees.

unite,

.

—

—

All the parts were formed

iise,

;

—
—

Far'see (par'se or par-se'), n. [Hind. & Per. pdrsl
a Persian, a follower of Zoroaster, a fire worshiper.
Cf.

(-iz'm), n.

penurious

;

;

;

Par'see-ism

miserly

;

parcimonie.'] Closeness or sparingness in the expenditure of money;
generally in a bad sense; excessive frugality niggardliness.
Bacon.
Awful parsimony presided generally at the table. Thackeray.
Syn. Economy ; frugality ; illiberaJity ; covetousness ; closeness stinginess. See Economy.
Parsley (pars'lj^), re. [OE. persely, persil, F. persil,
L. petroselinum rock parsley, Gr. werpoa-ekwov TreVpo;
stone -f- o's'^'i'oi' parsley. Cf. Celery.] (Bot.) An aromatic umbelliferous herb {Carum Petroselinum), having
finely divided leaves which are used in cookery and as
a garnish.
As she went to the garden for parsley, to stuff a rabbit. Shale.
Fool's parsley.
See under Fool.
Hedgo parsley. Milk
parsley. Stone parsley, names given to various weeds of
similar appearance to the parsley.
Parsley fern (Bot.), a
small fern with leaves resembling parsley ( Cryptogramme
crispa). — Parsley piert (Bot.), a small herb (Alchemilla
arvensis) formerly used as a remedy for calculus.
Pars'nip (pars'nlp), n. [OE. parsnepe, from a French
form, fr. L. pastinaca ; cf. pastinare to dig wp,pastinum
a kind of dibble ; cf. OF. pastenade, pastenaque.'] {Bot.)
The aromatic and edible spindle-shaped root of the cultivated form of the Pastinaca saliva, a bieunial umbelliferous plant which is very poisonous in its wild state
also, the plant itself.
Cow parsnip. See Cow parsnip.
Meadow parsnip, the
European cow parsnip.
Poison parsnip, the wild stock of
the parsnip.
Water parsnip, any plant of the umbelliferous genus Sium, the species of which are poisonous.
Par'son (par's'n), n.
[OE. persone person, parson,
OF. persone, F. personne person, LL. persona (sc. ecclesine), fr. L. persona a person.
See Person.] 1. {Eng.
Eccl. Law) A person who represents a parish in its ecclesiastical and corporate capacities ; hence, the rector or
incumbent of a parochial church, who has full possession
of all the rights thereof, with the cure of souls.

matically.

him construe

niggardly

;

;

Par'rl-cl'dal (pSr'rt-sI'dal), a. [L. parricidalis, parricidialis.
See Parricide.] Of or pertaining to parricide guilty of parricide.
Par'ri-clde (par'rT-sid), re. [F., fr. L. parricicia ; paler
father
caedere to kill. See Father, Homicide, and cf.
Patricide.] 1. Properly, one who murders one's own
father ; in a wider sense, one who murders one's father
or mother or any ancestor.
2.
[L. parricidium.']
The act or crime of murdering
one's own father or any ancestor.
\_Obs.']
Par'ri-old'1-OUS (-sTd'I-us), a. Parricidal.
Par'rock (par'ruk), 11. [AS. pearruc, pearroc. See
Park.] A croft, or small field a paddock. \_Prov. Eng.']
Par'rot (pSr'rtit), re. [Prob. fr. F. Pierrot, dim. of
Pierre Peter. F. pierrot is also the name of the sparrow. Cf. Paroquet, PetreI;, Petrify.] 1. {Zo'dl.) In
a general sense, any bird of the order Psiitaci.
2. (Zodl.) Any species oiPsittacus,Chrysotis,Pionus,
and other genera of the family Psittaeidse, as distinguished from the parrakeets, macaws, and lories. They
have a short rounded or even tail, and often a naked
space on the cheeks. The gray parrot, or jako (P. erithacus), of Africa (see Jako), and the species of Amazon,
or green, parrots (Chrysotis) of America, are examples.
Many species, as cage birds, readily learn to imitate
sounds, and to repeat words and phrases.

I.et

— Covetous

—

the genus Ortalida, allied to the guan.
H Par-rhe'si-a (par-re'zht-a or -si-a),

—

Bacon,

—

)

rakeet.

A prodigal king is nearer a tyrant than a parsimonious.

.

)

jrapa beside,

re.

;

Comirus, as the Carolina
parrakeet { C. Carolinensis).
Par'ral (pSr'ral), n. [F.
Par'rel (pSr'rSl),
appareil.
See Apparel, re.]
1. (Naut.) The rope or
collar by which a yard or
spar is held to the mast in such a
hoisted or lowered at pleasure.
2. A chimney-piece.

;

—

mean; stingy; frugal. See Avaricious.
Par'si-mo-ny (par'sl-mo-ny), TO.
[L. parsimonia,
parcimonia ; cf parcere to spare, parsus sparing cf F.

Psephotus, Euphema, and allied genera. The
American parrakeets mostly belong to the genus

{H/iet.)

;

close; saving;

cercus,

nappriaCa

adv.

Syn.

'^^ Many of

H

— Par'si-mo'ni-ous-ness,
;

Par'ra-keet' (par'ra-kef), Par'a-keet', re. [See Paroquet.] (Zo'ol-) Any one of numerous species of small
parrots having a graduated tail, wliich
called also
is frequently very long ;

;;;;
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PARRAKEET
ger,

"

;;.
;

2.
office

I

against myself with thee partaX'e.

To have something
;

Sliak,

of the

— usually followed by of. properties, character, or

The attorney of tho Duchy of Lancaster pnrtaies partly of a
judge, and partly of an attorney-general.
Bacon,

sing, iQk

;

tlien,

thin;

boN

j

zh

=z

In azure.

;

H

;;
;

PARTAKE
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PARTING

Par-tak*)' (par-tak'), V. t. 1. To partake of ; to have
a part or share in ; to share.
Dryden.
Let every on&pariake tlie general joy.
2. To admit to a share ; to cause to participate to

[From Partible.]
Part'l-bll'l-ty (part'T-bil'I-ty), n.
The quality or state of being partible divisibility separabiUty as, the partihiliiy of an inheritance.
Part'l-We (part'I-b'l), a. [L. partibilis, fr. partire to
part, divide, fr. L. pars: cf. F. partible.
See Part.]
Admitting of being parted ; divisible separable susceptible of severance or partition as, an estate of inheritance

3. Separate or distinct by reason of superiority ; distinguished important ; noteworthy ; unusual special
as, he brought uo particular news ; she was fhe particular beUe of the party.
4. Concerned with, or attentive to, details ; minute
circumstantial ; precise ; as, a full and particular account of an accident ; hence, nice ; fastidious ; as, a mas
particular in his dress.
5. (Law) (a) Containing a part only
limited as, a
particular estate, or one precedent to an estate in remainder. (6) Holding a particular estate ; as, a particuBlackstone.
lar tenant.
6. (Logic) Forming a part of a genus ; relatively limited in extension ; affirmed or denied of a part of a subject ; as, a particular proposition;
opposed to anM'ersal: e. g. (particular affirmative) Some men are wise,
(particular negative) Some men are not wise.

;

give a part to. [OJi.]
3. To distribute ; to communicate.

Par-tak'er (par-tak'er), n.

Spenser.
Shak.
partakes ; a

[06i.]

One who

1.

sharer ; a participator.
Partakers of their spiritual things. Horn. xv. 27.
Shak.
Wish m'ipartaker in thy happiness.
lObs.J
2. An accomplice ; an associate ; a partner.
Partakers with them in the blood of the propliets.
Matt, xxiii. 30.

&

Gael, partan.}
[Cf. Ir.
(par'tan), n.
IProv. Eng.}
(Zo'dl.) An edible British crab.
Part'ed (part'gd), a. 1. Separated ; divided.
2. Endowed with parts or abilities. [06.$.] B. Jonson.
3. {Bot.) Cleft so that the divisions reach nearly, but
said
not quite, to the midrib, or the base of the blade
of a leaf, and used chiefly in composition ; as, threeparled, &ve-parted, etc.
^ Gray.
Part'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, parts or
Sir P. Sidney.
separates.
Par-terre' (par-tar' or -tar'), re. [F.,fr. par on, by
See Tebbace.]
(L. per)
terre earth, ground, L. terra.
1. (JSoii.) An ornamental and diversified arrangement
of beds or plots, in which flowers are cultivated, with intervening spaces of gravel or turf for walking op.
IFrance']
2. The pit of a theater ; the parquet.
Par-the'nl-ad (par-the'nl-Sd), n. [See Pakthenic]
poem in honor of a virgin. [OJs.]
Par-then'lC (-thSu'Ik), a. [Gr. napSeviKoi, fr. wapBifos a maid, virgin.] Of or pertaining to the Spartan Parthenise, or sons of unmarried women.
Par'the-no-gen'e-SlS (piir'the-no-jen'e-sTs), re. [Gr.
n-opSeVos a virgin
E. genesis.'] 1. {Biel.) The production of new individuals from virgin females by means of
ova which have the power of developing without tlie intervention of the male element ; the production, without
It is one
fertilization, of cells capable of germination.
of the phenomena of alternate generation. Cf. Heteros-

Par'tan

P

"

;

•

—

+

A

+

AMY, and Metagenesis.
2. (Bot.) The production of seed without fertilization,
believed to occur through the nonsexual formation of an
embryo extraneous to the embryonic vesicle.
Par'the-nO-ge-net'lC (-je-net'Ik), a. (Biol.) Of, pertaining to, or produced by, parthenogenesis as, parthenogenetic forms.
Par'the-no-ge-net'ic-al-ly, adv.
Par'the-no-gen'1-tlve (-jeu'I-tiv), a. (Biol.) Parthenogenetic.

Par'the-nog'e-ny (par'the-nSj'e-ny),

re.

(Biol.)

Same

as Parthenogenesis.
(p"ar'the-n5n),

a virgin,
Pallas.]

also

e.,

1.

A

II

—

;

A

Parthian arrow, an arrow discharged at an enemy when
retreating from him, as was the custom of the ancient
Parthians hence, a parting shot.
Par'Ual (par'shal), a. [F., fr. LL. partialis, fr. L.
pars, gen. partis, a part : cf. (for sense 1) F. partiel.
1. Of, pertaining to, or affecting, a part
See Part, re.]
only ; not general or universal ; not total or entire as,
^'Partial dissolutions of
9, partial eclipse of the moon.
T. Burnet.
the earth."
2. Inclined to favor one party in a cause, or one side
of a question, more than the other ; biased ; not indifferent ; as, a judge should not be partial.
Ye have heen partial in the law.
Mat. ii. 9.
3. Having a predilection for inclined to favor unreaPope.
sonably ; foolishly fond. " A ^artia? parent."
;

;

;

an ostentatious display. Sir W. Scott.
4. (Bot.) Pertaining to a subordinate portion; as, a
compound umbel is made up of several partial umbels
a leaflet is often supported by a partial petiole.
i^ot partial to

Partial differentials, Partial differential coefficiente. Partial differentiation, etc. (of a function of two or more variables), the differentials, differential coefficients, differentiation, etc., of the function, upon the hypothesis that
Partial
some of the variables are for the time constant.
fractions lAlg.), fractions whose sum equals a given fracPartial tones (Music), the simple tones which in
tion.
combination form an ordinary tone the overtones, or
harmonics, which, blending with a fundamental tone,
cause its special quality of sound, or timbre, or tone
color. See, also. Tone.
Par'tlal-ism (par'ahal-Iz'm), re. Partiality specifically (Theol.), the doctrine of the Partialists.

—

—

;

;

[i?.]
1. One who is partial,
Par'tlal-lSt, n.
2. (Theol.) One who hoJds that the atonement was
made only for a part of mankind, that is, for the elect.
Par'ti-al'1-ty (piir'shT-51'T-ty or -shSl'i-ty; 277), re.
[Cf. F. partialite.}
1. The quality or state of being partial
inclination to favor one party, or one side of a question, more than the other ; undue bias of mind.
predilection or inclination to one thing rather
2.
than to others ; special taste or liking ; as, a partiality
for poetry or painting.
Boget.
».
To make or be partial.
Par'tlal-lze (-shnl-Iz), v. t.
;

A

&

[2?.]

.

A

.

.

;

.

+

;

;

&

;

—

;

Mine may come when men
With, angels

Par-tlc'l-pate,
receive a part of.

v.

t.

may participate,
l. To partake of

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

Sm, arm, ask,

to share in

;

to

;

[iJ.]

Milton.

To impart, or

give, a share of.
Drayton.
[06«.]
Par-tlc'I-pa'tion (-pa'shiin), ?«. [P. participation, L.
participatio.] 1. The act or state of participating, or
sharing in common with others ; as, a participation in

joys or sorrows.
These deities are so t>y participation. Bp. Stillingfleet.
What an honor, that God should admit us into such a blessed
participation of himself

Alterbury.

I

2. Distribution ; division into shares. [06s.] Ealeigh.
3. Community ; fellowship ; association. [06«.] Shak.
[Cf. F. parPar-tlc'1-pa-tlve (par-tts'i-pS-tTv), a.
Capable of participating.
ticipalif.']
Par-tlc'1-pa'tor (-pa'ter), n. [L.] One who participates, or shares with another ; a partaker.
[L. participialis :
Par'tl-cip'i-al (par'ti-stp'i-ol), a.
cf.

;

See Participle.] Having, or partakthe nature and use of a participle formed from
;

s,s, a, participial iioun.
Lowth.
;
participial word.
Par'ti-cip'1-al, n.
Par'ti-cip'1-al-lze (-iz), v. t.
iimp.
p. p. PaeticiPiALizED (-izd) p. pr.
vb. re. Paeticipializing.]
To form into, or put in the form of, a participle. [iJ.]
Par'ti-clp'i-al-ly, adv. In the sense or manner of a
participle.
[F. participe, L. parPar'ti-Cl-ple (par'ti-sl-p'l), re.
ticipium, fr. particeps sharmg, participant pars, gen.
partis, a part -)- capere to take.
See Participate.]
1. ((?)««!. ^
part of speech partaking of the nature
of both verb and adjective ; a form of a verb, or verbal
adjective, modifying a noun, but taking the adjuncts of

A

&

&

;

A

the verb from which it is derived. In the sentences a
letter is written ; 6e!)i5r asleep he did not hear exhausted
written, being, and exby toil he will sleep soundly,
hausted are participles.
jiarticiple,
[I
understand]
By a
a verb in an adjectival aspect.
:

;

—

£arle.
|It^°* Present participles, called also imperfect, or incomplete, participles, end in -ing.
Past participles,
called also perfect, or complete, jiorticiples, for the most
part end in -ed, -d, -t, -en, or -n. A participle when used
merely as an attribute of a noun, without reference to
time, is called an adjective, or a participial adjective;
a rolling stoue ; the exhausted
as, a written constitution
army. The verbal noun in -ing has the form of the present participle. See Verbal noun, under Verbal, a.
2. Anything that partakes of the nature of different
things.
[065.]
The participles or confines between plants and hving creaBacon.
tures.
[L. particula, dim. otpars,
Pai'tl-cle (par'ti-k'l), re.
gen. partis, a part cf. P. particule. See Paet, and cf.
Paecel.]
1.
minute part or portion of matter ; a
morsel a little bit ; an atom ; a jot ; as, a particle of
sand, of wood, of dust.
The small size of atoms which unite
To make the smallest par/irfe of light. Blachnore.
2. Any very small portion or part the smallest portion ; as, he has not a particle of patriotism or virtue.
The houses had not given their commissioners authority in
;

:

A

;

;

Clarendon.

the least ^ara'cfe to recede.
3. (R. C. Ch.) (a)

crated host,

communion

(b)

A crumb or little piece of conseThe smaller hosts distributed in the

—

—

Particular average.
See under Average.
Particular
Baptist, one of a branch of the Baptist denomination
tlie members of which hold the doctrine of a particular
or individual election and reprobation.
Particular lien
(.Zaw)^ a lien, or a right to retain a thing, for some charge

—

or claim growing out of, or connected with, that particular thing.
Particular redemption, the doctrine that the
purpose, act, and provisions of redemjition are restricted
to a limited number of tlie human race. See Calvinism.
Syn.
Minute; individual; respective; appropriate;
peculiar ; especial
exact ; specific , precise
critical
circumstantial. See Minute.
Par-tlc'U-lar (par-tTk'fi-ler), re. 1. A separate or distinct member of a class, or part of a whole ; an individual fact, point, circumstance, detail, or item, which may
be considered separately ; as, the particulars of a story.
Particula7-s which it is not lawful for me to reveal. Bacon.
It is the greatest interest oi jjarticulars to advance the good of

—

—

the

A subordinate word that is never

inflected

(a preposition, conjunction, interjection) or a word that
can not be used except in composition ; as, ward in
ha.cb.ward, ly in lovely.
Par'ti-col'ored, a. Same as Party-colored.
Par-tic'U-lar (par-tTk'iS-ler), a. [OE. pariiculer,F.
particulier,'L. particularis. See Particle.] 1. Relating
to a part or portion of anything concerning a part separated from the whole or from others of the class separate ; sole ; single ; individual specific as, the particShak.
ular stars of a constellation.
[M
Make] Qat^h particular hair to stand an end,
Shak.
Lil
fike quills upon the fretful porpentine.
;

;

;

'

Seken in every balk and every heme
Chaucer.
Particular sciences for to lerne.
2. Of or pertaining to a single person, class, or tiling
belonging to one only not general not common hence,
" Thine own piarticular
singular.
personal ; pecuUar
;

;

;

Shak.
Wheresoever one plant draweth such a particular juice out of

wrongs."
the earth.

finol,

gU

Bacon.

.

j

eve,

event,

end,

fern,

recent

|

ice,

V Estrange.

community.
;

.

;

.

—

;

was

written.

Bill

of particulars.

— In
—

"See under Bill.

Ayliffe.

particular,

specially; peculieffly; particularly. "This, in particvr
Zar, happens to the lungs." Blackmore.
Ta go into particulars, to relate or describe in detail or minutely.

Par-tic'U-}ar-isni (-Tz'm), re. [Cf. 'E.pa^licularisme.']
1. A minute description ; a detailed statement.
[i2.]
2. (Theol.) The doctrliie of particular election.
3. (German Politics) Devotion to the interests oi
one's own kingdom or province rather than to those of
the empire.
[Cf. F. particulariste.'] One who
Par-tic'U-lar-Ist, re.
holds to particularism.
Par-tiC'U-lar-is'tic, a.
Par-tlc'u-lar'1-ty (-lar'I-ty), re. ; pi. Particdlaeities
(-tiz).
[Cf. F. pariicularite.]
1. The state or quaUty
of being particular ; distinctiveness ; circumstantiality

—

;

minuteness in detail.
2. That which is particular

(a) Peculiar quality
individual characteristic ; peculiarity. " An old heathen
altar viitii this particularity.'" Addison. (6) Special circumstance ; minute detail ; particular. " Even descending to parrtci<to»/fes." Sir P. Sidney, (c) Something
of special or private concern or interest.
;

as

:

Let the general trumpet blow his blast,
Particularities and petty sounds
To cease I
Par-tlc'u-lar-i-za'tlon

The act

Shak.

(par-tTk'ii-ler-i-za'shnn),

n.

of particularizing.

Coleridge.
Par-tlc'U-lar-ize (-iz), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Particularized (-izd) p. pr.
vb. n. Particularizing (-i'zTng).]
[Cf. F. particulariser.'] To give as a particular, or as
the particulars ; to mention particularly ; to give the
particulars of ; to enumerate or specify in detail.
He not only boasts of his parentage as an Israelite, but particularises his descent from Benjamin.
Atterbury.
Par-tlc'U-lar-lze, v. i. To -mention or attend to particulars ; to give minute details; to be .circumstantial
as, to particularise in a narrative.
Par-tlc'U-lar-ly, adv. 1. In a particular manner;
expressly ; with a specific reference or interest ; in par-

&

&

;

ticular; distinctly.
2. In an especial

manner in a high degree ; as, a
particularly fortunate man ; a particularly bad failure.
This exact propriety of Virgil I particularly regarded as a
great part of his character.
Dryden.
Pai-tlc'U-lai-ment (-ment), re. A particular ; a detail.

;

Dr. H. More.

[06jt.]

Par-tlc'u-late (-lat), v.
[06s.]
Par-tic'u-late (-lat), a,

particularize.

;

;

;

2. Special or personal peculiarity, trait, or character ;
individuality interest, etc.
[06s.]
For \\\B particular I 'U receive him gladly.
ShaJc.
If XhQ particulars of each person be considered. Milton.
Temporal blessings, whether such as concern the public .
Whole Duty of Man.
or such as concern our jturticular.
3. (Law) One of the details or items of grounds of
claim
usually in the \il. ; also, a bill of particulars ; a
minute account as, a, particular at premises.
The reader has a particular
of the books wherein this law
^

Bp. Fitzpatrick.

of the laity.

4. (Gram.)

;

;

F. participal.

ing of,
a participle

;

;

;

Milton.

Fit to participate all rational delight.

2.

;

1. In part
not totally ; as, parPar'tlal-ly, adv.
tially true; the sun partially eclipsed.
Sir T. Browne.
2. In a partial manner ; with undue bias of mind with
Shak.
unjust favor or dislike ; as, to judge/jarHaHj/.

;

may be partible. " Make the molds partible." Bacon.
Par-tiC'i-pa-ble (piir-tifs'i-pa-b'l), a. Capable of being
participated or shared, [i?.]
JS'ori-is.
Par-tic'1-pant (-pant), a.
[L. participans, p. pr. of
participare : cf F. participant.
See Paeticipate.]
Sharing ; participating ; having a share or part. Bacon.
Par-tlc'1-pant, n.
participator a partaker.
Participants in their
mysterious rites. Bp. }]'a7-burto7i.
Par-tlc'l-pant-ly, adv. In a participant manner.
(par-tls'I-pat),
Par-tic'1-pate
a.
[L. participatus, p.
eap. of participare to participate pars, partis, part
pere to take.
See Past, and Capacious.]
Acting in
common participating. [iJ.]
Shak.
Par-tlc'i-pate (-pat), ;;. i. [imp. &p. p. Participated
(-pa'tSd) ; p. pr.
To have a
vb. n. Participating.]
share in common with others to take a part to partake ;
followed by in, formerly by of; ?s, to participate in a debate.
Shak.
So would he participate of their wants. May ward.

;

re.
[L., fr. Gr. Tlapeeviiv,
Athene, the Greek goddess
celebrated marble temple of
Athene, on the Acropolis at Athens. It was of the pure
Doric order, and has had an important influence on art.
[L., the name of
Par-then'O-pe (par-thSn'o-pe), re.
a Siren, fr. Gr. UapSei'OTnj.] 1. (Gr. Myth.) One of the
Sirens, who threw herseK into the sea, in despair at not
being able to beguile Ulysses by her songs.
2. One of the asteroids between Mars and Jupiter, discovered by M. de Gasparis in 1850.
Par'tU-an (par'tht-an), a. Of or pertaining to ancient
native of Parthia.
Parthia, in Asia.
re.

Par'the-non

called

;

;

;

—

fr. TrapfleVos

;

;

&

[See ParticleJ
To
G. Fenton.
1. Having the form of a par-

t.

i.

ticle.

2. Referring to, or produced by, particles, such as
dust, minute germs, etc.
[B.]
Tyndall.
The smallpox is ^particulate disease.

Part'lng (part'Ing), a. [From Paet, r.] 1. Serving
to part dividing separating.
2. Given when departing ; as, a parting shot ; a, parting salute. " Give him that parKrejr kiss.
Shak
3. Departing.
Pope.
"Speed the partirejr guest."
4. Admitting of being parted partible.
Parting
Parting fellow, a partner.
Chaucer.
[Obs.]
pulley.
Parting sand (Founding),
See under Pulley.
dry, nonadhesive sand, sprinkled upon the partings of
a mold to facilitate the separation.
Parting strip (Arch, ),
in a sash window, one of the thin strips of wood let into
the pulley stile to keep the sashes apart also, the thin
piece inserted in the vrindow box to separate the weights.
Parting tool (Mach.), a thin tool, used in turning cr
planing, for cutting a piece in two.
;

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

idea,

fll

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

5dd

j

'

;;;;

;;

;

,
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PASCHAL

Part'lng: (part'Ing), n. 1. The act of parting or di-riding the state of being parted ; division ; separation.
Ezeh. xxi. 21.
" The paj'ft'njr of the way."
Shak.
separation ; a leave-taking.
2.

a partner
as, to be in partnership with another ; to
have partnership in the fortunes of a family or a state.
2. A division or sharing among partners
joint possession or interest.

Par-tU'rl-tlve (par-tu'ri-tlv), a. Pertaining to partuobstetric.
rition
[i2.]
Par'ty (par'ty), n. ; pi. Parties (-tiz). [P. parti
and partie, f r. P. partir to part, divide, L. partire, partiri.
part or portion. [Ofo.]"The
See Part, t;.] 1.
most pari?/ of thy time."
Chaucer.
2.
number of persons united in opinion or action,
as distinguished from, or opposed to, the rest of a community or association esp., one of the parts into which s
people is divided on questions of public policy.
Win the noble Brutus to our party.
Shak.
The peace both parties want is like to last.
Dryden.

;

;

;

A

And

there were sudden partings, such as press

The

Ufe from out young hearts.

Rome, that ne'er knew three lordly heads before,
First fell by ioXoX partnership of power.

Byron.

does possession keep.
And is too wise to hazard partnership.
Ih-yden.
3. An alliance or association of persons for the prosecution of an undertaking or a business on joint account

a company

a firm a house as, to form a partnership.
4. (Law) A contract between two or more competent
persons for joining together their money, goods, labor,
and skill, or any or all of them, under an understanding
that there shall be a communion of profit between them,
and for the purpose of carrying on a legal trade, business, or adventure.
Kent. Story.

;

—

Par-took' (par-t66k'), imp. of Partake.
Par'trldge (par'trlj), n. \0^.partriche,peririche, OF.
pertris, perdriz, F.
perdrix, L. perdix,

s game

'^^

Par'tlte (par'tit), a. [L. partitus, p.p. of partire to
from pars. See Part, and cf. Party, a.]
{Bot. ) Divided nearly to tlip base ; as, a partite leaf is a
silnple leaf separated down. nearly to the base.
Par-tl'tlon (par-tTsh'Qn), «. [F. partition, L. partitio.
See Part, v.'] 1. The act of parting or dividing the
atate of being parted ; separation division ; distribution
''
as, the partition of a kingdom.
And good from bad find no partition.
Shah.
part, divide,

(

;

;

estate

lines, walls, etc.

~

ruff.

A

—

from the ruflaing of her neck
ParWert, the hen."
Shak.
Part'ly, adv. In part ; in some measure or degree ;
mot wholly. ''Ipartly believe it."
1 Cor. xi. 18.
[For parcener, influenced
Part'ner (part'ner), n.
by part.^ 1. One who has a part in anything with an
other a partaker ; an associate ; a sharer. " Partner of
his fortime." Shak. Hence : (a) A husband or a wife.
(J) Either one of a couple who dance together,
(c) One
who shares as a member of a partnership in the management, or in the gains and losses, of a business.
My other self, the partner of my life.
Milton.
;

called

"Dame

—

Departure. [Ofti.] Spenser.
Par-tU'ri-ate (par-tu'rT-at), v. i. [See Pahtueient.]

Dormant, or Silent, partner. See under Dormant, a.
Syn. Associate colleague coadjutor; confederate;
partaker participator companion comrade mate.
;

;

;

(par'tfir), n.

To bring forth young.

ing an opening in a deck, to strengthen it for the support
of a mast, pump, capstan, or the like. "^

;

—
—

—

Par'ture

2. (Law) An associate in any business or occupation
a member of a partnership. See Partnership.
3. pi. (Naut.) A framework of heavy timber surround-

:

—

;

;

—

—

A

Fuller.

lObs.']

% A hen — so

feathers.

—

—

;"

A

a

—

(Zo'ol.) Same as Mountain witch, under Mountain.
Partridge pea (Bot.), a yellow-flowered leguminous herb
(Cassia Chamxcrista), common in sandy fields in the
Eastern United States.
Partridge shell (Zo'ol.), a large
marine univalve shell (Dolium perdix), having colors variegated like those of the partridge.
Partridge wood, (a)
variegated wood, much esteemed for cabinetwork. It
Is obtained from tropical America, and one source of it is
said to be the legummous tree Andira inermis. Called
also pheasant wood, (b)
name sometimes given to the
dark-colored and striated wood of some kind of palm,
which is used for walking sticks and umbrella handles.
Seesee partridge
Sea partridge.
See Gilthead (J).
(Zo'ol.), an Asiatic sand partridge (Ammoperdix BonSnow partridge (Zo'ol.),
hami)
so called from itsnote.
a large spurred partridge (Lerwa nivicola) which inhabits the high mountains of Asia.
Spruce partridge. See
undev Spruce.
\Wood partridge, o?-HiU partridge {Zo'ol.),
any small Asiatic partridge of the genus Arboricola.

Par'tl-tlve (piir'ti-tiv), a. ICi.F.partiti/.l {Gram.)
as, a partitive genitive.
word expressing partition,
Par'ti-tlve, n. {Gram.)
or denoting a part.
Par'tl-tive-ly, adv. In a partitive manner.
Part'let (p'art'lgt), n. [Dim. of part.] 1, A covering
for the neck, and sometimes for the shoulders and breast
originally worn by both sexes, but later by women alone ;

Denoting a part

growing in pairs

;

Uniform without, though severally 7)ar({(ioned within. Bacon.
Par-tl'tion-ment (-ment), n. The act of partitioning.

;

[06«.]

Par-tu'rl-en-oy (-en-s^), n. Parturition.
Par-tu'rl-ent (-ent), a. [L. parturiens, p. pr. otparturire to desire to bring forth, fr. parere, partum,, to
bring forth. See Parent.] Bringing forth, or about
Jer. Taylor.
to bring forth, young; fruitful.
Par-tU'rl-la'clent (-f a'shent), n. [L. parturire to desire to bring forth +/ffeere to make.] (Med.) Amedicine
tending to cause parturition, or to give relief in childDungli.ion.
bearing.
Par-tU'rl-OUS (-tls), a. Parturient. [Ofo.] Vruylon.
Par'tU-ri'tlon (par'tft-rTsh'un), n. [L. pnrtvritiu, fr.
parturire: cf. F. parturition. See Parturient.] 1. The
act of bringing forth, or being delivered of, young the
act of giving birth ; delivery ; childbirth.
a birth. [06*.]
2. That which is brought forth
;

Part'ner, i>. «. To associate; to join. [Ofo.]
Shak.
Part'ner-shlp, n. 1. The state or condition of being

Ose,

finite,

rude,

fviU,

fip,

iim

;

pity

;

;

food, lo'ot

;

out,

rates adjoining houses, as in a block or row.
Par'ty, a. [F. parti divided, fr. partir to divide. See
Part, v., and cf. Partite.] 1. (Ser.)
Parted or divided, as in the direction
or form of one of the ordinaries ; as, an

See under Charter.
\Obs.'] Chaucer. „ ^
Par'ty-coat'ed (-kot'gd), a. Having ^"''y P" ^"'6.
a motley coJM:, or coat of divers colors.
Shak.
Par'ty-col'ored (-kQl'erd), a. Colored with difl'erent tints variegated as, ^partyPar'tl-COl'ored )
colored Rower. " Parti-colored larahs."
Shak.
Par'ty-lsm (-Tz'm), 7i. Devotion to party.
Par'um-bil'ic-al (pSr'iim-bTl'i-k«l), a. [Pref. para.acZw. Partlj^.

;

;

—

umbilical.']
(Anat.) Near the umbilicus;
applied
especially to one or more small veins which, in man,
connect the portal vein with the epigastric veins in the
front wall' of the abdomen.
Pa-ru'sl-a (pa-ru'zhi-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. Trapoxxria
presence, fr. rrapelvai to be present Trapa beside -j- eXvai.
to be.] (Rhet.) A figure of speech hy which the present
tense is used instead of the past or the future, as in the
animated narration of past, or in the prediction of future,
events.
Par'va-nlm'1-ty (par'vi-nTm'I-tJ?), n. [L. parvus little --|- animus mind.]
The state or quality of having a
little or ignoble mind ; pettiness ; meanness ;
opposed
magnanimity.
to
t>e Quincey.
Par've-nu' (par've-nii' ; F. par've-nu'), n. [F., prop,
p. p. of parvenir to attain to, to succeed, to rise to high
venire
station, L. pervenire to come to ; per through
to come. See Par, prep., and Come.] An upstart; a
man newly risen into notice.
Par'Vls 1 (par'vis), M. \F.pan>is,ir.ISL.paraijisus,
fr. L. pardilisus.
See Paradise.]
Par'vlse )
court of entrance to, or an inclosed space before, a
;

;

by

(a) (Arch.) A wall built upon the dividing line
between two adjoining properties, usually having half its
tliickness on each property. (6) (Law) A wall that sepa-

Party wall,

II

with the ovaries unitPartridge Berry (if. repens).
ed, and producing the
berries wliich remain over winter also, the plant itself,
(fe) The fruit of the creeping wintergreen (Guultheria
proeumbens)
Partridge dove.
alro, the plant itself.

.as,

;

-)-

iug American p 1 a nt
(Mitchella repens) of
the order Rubiacese,
having roundish evergreen leaves, and white
fragrant flowers sometimes tinged with purple,

;

1

—

;

among various heirs.
2. To divide into distinct parts
to partition a house.

Massena Partridge.

berry. (Bot.) (a) The
scarlet berry oi a traU-

&

Ex. xxii. 9.
7. Hence, any certain person who is regarded as being
opposed or antagonistic to another.
If the jury found that Vna party slain was of English race, it
had been adjudged felony.
Sir J. Davies,
8. Cause side interest.
Have you nothing said
Upon this party 'gainst the Duke of Albany ?
Shak.
9. A person; as, he is a queerpartj/. [Now accounted

Chaucer,

cock. [Local, V. /S.]
Painted partridge (Zo'ol.), a francolin of South Africa (Francolinus pictus). —Vaitiidge

;

;

Par'ty,

Bamboo partridge (Zo'ol.), a spurred partridge of the
genus Bambusicola. Several species are f ouna in China
and the East Indies. —Night partridge (Zo'ol.)., the wood-

3. A part divided off by walls an apartment
a compartment, [i?.] " Lodged in a small parWiion." Milton.
4. (Law) The severance of common or undivided interests, particularly in real estate.
It may be effected
"by consent of parties, or by compulsion of law.
5. {Mus.) A score.
Partition of numbers (Math.), the resolution of integers
into parts subject to given conditions.
Brands & C.
[imp. & p. p. Partitioned (-iind)
Par-ti'tlon, v. t.
vb. n. Partitioning.]
1. To divide into parts
p. pr.
or shares to divide and distribute as, to partition an

;

Charter party.

Californica).

3. The rnffed grouse (.Boraasa
umbellus), [New Eng.']

;

A

;

•

same

;

escutcheon party per pale.
2. Partial favoring one party.
I will be true judge, and uoipiaHy.

(Oreortyx pictus) of California ; A
the Massena partridge (Cyrto- £"
"
nyx Montezumse)
the Call-'/
fomia partridge (Callipepla

that by which
thing, are
separated ; separating boundary ; dividing line or space
specifically, an interior wall dividing one part or apartment of a house, an inclosure, or the like, from another
as, a biicK partition ; lath and plaster partitions.
No sight could pass
Betwixt the nice partitions of the grass.
Bryden.

;

many

^W^ Among them are the
bobwhite Colinus Virginianus)
of the Eastern States;
the
plumed, or moimtain, partridge

;

;

European Gray Partridge.

a tatpartrwh had he in mew. Chaucer.
The common European, or gray, partridge (Perdix cinerea) and the red-legged partridge (Caccabis rubra) of Southern Europe and Asia are well-known species.
2. Any one of several species of quail-like birds belonging to Colimis, and allied gene

of variations.

A

part of a larger body or company a detachment
3.
especially (Mil.), a small body of troops dispatched on
special service.
4.
number of persons invited to a social entertainment ; a select company ; as, a dinner party ; also, the
entertainment itself ; as, to give a, party.
5. One concerned or interested in an affair ; one who
takes part with others ; a participator ; as, he was a
party to the plot a, party to the contract.
6. The plaintiff or the defendant in a lawsuit, whether
an individual, a firm, or corporation a litigrmt.
The cause of both /jariiVs shall come before the judges.

"For several generations, our ancestors largely employed party for person ; but this use of the word, when
It appeared to be reviving, happened to strike, more particularly, the fancy of the vulgar and the consequence
has been, that the polite have chosen to leave it in their
undisputed possession."
Fitzed. Ball.
Party jury (Law), a jury composed of different parties,
as one which is half natives and half foreigners. — Party
man, a partisan.
Swift. — Party spirit, a factious and
unreasonable temper, not uncommonly shown by party
men. Whately. — Party verdict, a joint verdict. Shak. —

bird.

Full

A

;

;

the Old World. The
partridge is noted as

Par'tl-san-shlp, n. Tbe. state of being a partisan, or
adlierent to a party ; feelings or conduct appropriate to
a partisan.
suite; aset
Par-tl'ta (par-te'ta), ra. [It.] (Jlfui.)

A

a vulgarism.]

jre'pStf.]

Any one

of
numerous species of
small gallinaceous
birds of the genus
Perdix and several
related genera of the
family Perdicidas, of
(Zobl.) 1.

Par'tl-san, n. [F.pei-tuisane, prob. fr. It. partigiana,
influenced in Frencli by OF. pertuisier to pierce. It was
-prob. so named as the weapon of some partisans, or party
men. Cf. Partisan one of a corps of light troops.] A
kind of halberd or pike ; also, a truncheon ; a staff.
And make him with our pikes and jiartisans a grave. Shak.

2. That which divides or separates;
different things, or distinct parts of tlie

Gr.

-icis, fr.

member of a partisan corps.

II

Community

—

i

a

;

;

Limited partnership, a form of partnership in which the
firm consists of one or more general partners, jointly and
severally responsible as ordinary partners, and one or
more special partners, who are not liable for the debts of
the partnership beyond the amount in cash they contribute as capital. Partnership in commendam, the title given
to the limited partnership (F. societe en commandite) of
the French law, introduced into the code of Louisiana.
Burrill.
Silent partnership, the relation of partnership
sustained by a person who furnishes capital only.

light troops engaged in making forays and harassing an
•enemy, (b) Any member of such a corps.
Par'tl-san, a. [Written also ^artizon.] 1. Adherent
to a party or faction ; especially, having the cliaracter of
T)lind, passionate, or unreasonable adherence to a party ;
as, blinded hy partisan zeal.
2. {3fil.) Serving as a partisan in a detached command as, a partisan officer or corps.
(.Mil.),

;

of profit is absolutely essential to,
though not necessarily the test of, a partnership.
5. (Arith.) See Fellowship, Ji., 6.

(B^""

ence of twinning lamellae.
Par'tl-san (par'tl-zan), n. [F., fr. It. pardgiano. See
Party, and cf. Partisan a truncheon.] [Written also
partisan.'}
1. An adherent to a party or faction; esp.,
one who is strongly and passionately devoted to a party
or an interest. '^ The violence oi a partisan." Macaulay.
Both sides had theix partisans in the colony. Jefferson.
2. {3Iil.) (a) The commander of a body of detaclied

Partisan ranger

A

Rowe.

He

3. A surface or line of separation where a division
occurs.
4. {Founding) The surface of the sand of one section
of a mold wliere it meets that of another section.
5. (Chem.) Tlie separation and determination of alloys esp., the separation, as by acids, of gold from silver
In tlie assay button.
6. (Geol.) A joiut or fissure, as in a coal seam.
7. (Naut.) The breaking, as of a cable, by violence.
8. {3Iin.) Lamellar separation in a crystallized mineral, due to some other cause than cleavage, as to the pres-

;

oU

;

chair

j

go

;

siug,

—

+

A

—

church hence, a church porch
sometimes formerly
used as a place of meeting, as for lawyers.
Chaticer,
Par'vl-tude (par'vT-tud), 1 n. [L. pamitas, fr. parvus little cf. OF. parPar'vl-ty (par'vT-ty),
)
vite.]
Littleness.
[Obs."]
Glnnvill.
Pay.
Par'VO-lln (par'vS-lTn), n. (Physiol. Che.yn.) A nonoxygenous ptomaine, formed in the putrefaction of albuminous matters, especially of horseflesh and mackerel.
Par'VO-llne (-lin or -len), n. (Chem.) A liquid base,
CqHjjN, of the pyriduie group, found in coal tar also,
any one of the series of isomeric substances of which it
;

;

:

;

is

the type.

Pas (F. pa; OE. pas), n. [F. See Pace.] 1. A pace
a step, as in a dance.
Chaucer.
2. Right of going foremost precedence.
Arbuthnoi.
II

;

Pa'san

(pii'sau), n.

Pasch

(pSsk),
Pas'cha (pSs'kA),

)

(Zo'ol.) The gemsbok.
n.
[AS. pascha, L. pascha, Gr.

Traaxa, fr. Heb. pcsach, fr. pa
)
sack to pass over cf. OF. pasijuc, F. paque. Cf. Paschal, Paas, Paque.] The passover the feast of Easter.
Pasch egg. See ^arfer e.^g, under Easter.
Paech flower.
See Pasqiic Jlower, under Pasque.
Pas'chal (piSs'kol), a. [L. paschal is: cf. F. pascal
See Pasch.] Of or pertainmg to the passover, or to
Easter as, paschal lamb paschal eggs.
Longfellow.
Paschal candle (K. C. Ch.), a large wax candle, blessed

iijk

II

:

;

—

;

;

tUen, tUin

;

;

bon

;

zh

=z

in azure.

"

;

"

"

.

PASENG

N

and placed on the
before Easter.

altar

— Pasclial

on Holy Saturday, or the day
flower. See Pasqueflower, under

Pasque.

Pa-seng' (pa-seng'),
goat.
See Goat.

n.

The wild or bezoar

(Zo'dl.)

Fash (pash), V. t. [Prob. of imitative origin, or possibly akin to bou: to fight with the fists.] To strike; to
crush ; to smash ; to dash in pieces. [OJj.] P. Plowman.
" I '11 pash him o'er the face."
Shale.
Pash, n. [Scot., the pate. Cf. Pash, v. i.'] 1. The
Shak.
head ; the poU. [A] " A rough ^asA.
[04«.]
2. A crushing blow.
Eng.']
rain
or
snow.
IProv.
heavy
fall
of
3. A
Pa-sha' (pa-sha' 277), n. [Turk, pasha, basha ; cf
Per. basha, badshah ; perh. a corCf.
ruption of Per. padishah.
;

An

Bashaw, Padishah, Shah.]

P

honorary title given to officers of
high rank in Turkey, as to governors of provinces, military commanders, etc. The earlier form was
bashaw. [Written also ^jacte.]
HOT- There are three classes of

pashas, whose rank

(pa-sig'ra-fy), n.
[6r. irao-i for all
system of universal
(dat. pi. of n-a; <ili)
-graphy.']
writing, or a manner of writing that may be understood
and used by all nations.
Good.
Pas'l-la'ly (pSs'I-la'ly), n. [Gr. iraai for all (dat. pi.
AoAt; tallying.]
of jras all)
form of speech adapted

+

to be used by

Pask

+

A

A

all

mankind

;

See Pasch.
Pas'py (pas'pj), n. [F. passe-pied.'] A kind of minuet, in triple time, of French origin, popular in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth and for some time after
called
also passing measure, and passymeasure.
Percy Smith.
Pasque (pSsk), 71. [OF. pasque.'] See Pasch.
Pasque flower (Boi.), a name of several plants of the
;

—

genus Anemone, section Pulsatilla. They
are perennial herbs witli rather large
purplish blossoms, which appear in early
spring, or about Easter, whence the common name. Called also campana.
Pas'quil (pas'kwtl), n. [It. pasguillo.'}
See Pasquin. [£.]
Burton.
Pas'quil, v. t. [iJ.] See Pasquin.
Pas'quil-ant (-ant), n. A lampooner

<

A lampooner
lampoon. See Pasquinade.
The Grecian wits, who satire first began,
Were plea&unt pasquins on the life of man

Flower

(Aneynone Xuttalliana).

Dryden.
to satirize.

;

(X)

—

;

;

;

;

,

On

high behests his angels to and fro
Passed frequent.
Milton.
Sweet sounds rose slowly through their mouths,

And from their bodies passed.
To move or be transferred from one

Coleridge.

2.
state or condition to another; to change possession, condition, or
circumstances ; to undergo transition ; as, the business
has passed into other hands.
Others, dissatisfied with what they have, . . . pass from just
to unjust.

W. Temple.
3. To move beyond the range of the senses or of knowledge to pass away ; hence, to disappear to vanish ; to
depart specifically, to depart from life to die.
Disturb him not, let him pass peaceably.
Shak.
Beauty is a charm, but soon the charm will pass, Dryden.
Sir

;

;

The passing of the

sweetest soul

That ever looked with human eyes.
Tennyson.
or come into being or under notice to
come and go in consciousness ; hence, to take place to
occur to happen to come to occur progressively or
in succession to be present transitorily.
So death pasfied upon all men.
Rom. v. 12.
Our own consciousness of what passes within our own mind.
4.

To move

;

;

;

;

;

,

/.

5.

Bpent

To go by or
;

as, their

glide by, as time
to elapse
vacation passed pleasantly.
;

Now the
8.

time

is

To go from one person
ale,

senate,

far passed.

;

Watfs.

to be

;

We

—

;

—

;

;

To transcend

to surpass

Shak,

Dryden.

to excel to exceed.
And strive to pass
.
Their native music by her skillful art.
SpeTiser.
Whose tender power
Passes the strength of storms in their most desolate hour. Byron,
(e) To go successfully through, aa an examination, trial,
test, etc. ; to obtain the formal sanction of, as a legislative body as, he passed his examination the bill passed
the senate.
2. In causative senses ; as (a) To cause to move or
go to send ; to transfer from one person, place, or condition to another ; to transmit ; to deliver to hand ; to
;

;

;

;

.

;

Mark vi.

;

;

make over

as, the waiter passed biscuit and cheese the
torch was passed from band to hand.
I had only time to 2yass my eye over the medals. Addison.
"Waller passed over five thousand horse and foot by New;

;

Clarendon.

bridge.

To cause to pass the lips ; to utter ; to pronoimce
hence, to promise ; to pledge ; as, to pass sentence. Shak.
Father, thy word is passed.
Milton.
(c) To cause to go by ; to make an end of ; to finish.
night
This
We '11 pass the business privately and well.
Shak.
(b)

;

(d) To cause to advance by stages of progress to carry
on with success through an ordeal, examination, or ac;

tion ; specifically, to give legal or official sanction to ; to
ratify; to enact; to approve as valid and just; as, he

passed the bill through the committee the senate passed
the law. (e) To put in circulation to give currency to
as, to pass counterfeit money. " Pass the happy news."
Tennyson. (/) To cause to obtain entrance, admission,
or conveyance as, to pass a person into a theater, or
over a railroad.
3. To emit from the bowels to evacuate.
4. (Naut.) To take a turn with (a line, gasket, etc.),
;

;

;

;

;

as around a sail in furling, and make secure.
5. {Fencing) To make, as a thrust, pimto, etc.

Shak.
Passed midshipman. See under Midshipman. — To pass
a dividend, to omit the declaration and payment of a di^-idend at the time when due. — To pass away, to spend
to waste. " Lest she pass aivay the flower of her age.''
Ecclus. xlii. 9.
To pass by. (a) To disregard to neglect.
to spare to overlook. — To pass off, to imib) To excuse
pose fraudulently to palm off. " Passed himself off as
a bishop." Macaulay.
To pass (something) on or upon
(some one), to put upon as a trick or cheat to palm off.
" She passed the child on her husband for a boy. " Dryden.
To pass over, to overlook not to note or resent
as, to pass over an affront.
Pass, n. [Cf. F. pas (for sense 1), and passe, fr. pas:

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

35.

am, arm, ask,

;

ser to pass. See Pass, v. i.] 1. An opening, road, or
track, available for passing especially, one through or
over some dangerous or otherwise impracticable barrier
a passageway ; a defile ; a ford as, a mountain pass.
**
Try not the pass " the old man said. Longfellow.
;

'.

final,

gll

;

eve,

event,

A

A

the manipulation of a mesmerist.
4. {Rolling Metals) A single passage of a bar, rail,
sheet, etc., between the rolls.
5. State of things ; condition ; predicament.
Have Ills daughters brought him to this pass.
Shak.
Matters have been brought to this pass.
South.
6. Permission or license to pass, or to go and come ; a
passport a ticket permitting free transit or admission;
as, a railroad or theater pass ; a military ^aw.
A ship sailing under the flag and ijoss of an enemy. Kent.
7. Fig. : a thrust ; a sally of wit.
Shak.
8. Estimation; character.
[06s.]
Common speech gives him a worthy ^^tass.
Shuk.
9. [Cf. Passcs.] a part
a division. lObs.J Chaucer.
Pass boat {Naut.), a punt, or similar boat.
Pass book.
(a) A book in which a trader enters articles bought
on credit, and then passes or sends it to the purchaser.
(6) See Bank book. —Pass box {Mil.), a wooden or metallic box, used to carry cartridges from the service magazine to the piece.
Pass check, a ticket of admission to a
place of entertainment, or of readmission for one who
goes away in expectation of returning.
Pass'a-ble (pas'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. passable.'] 1. Capable of being passed, traveled, navigated, traversed,
penetrated, or the like ; as, the roads are not passable ;
the stream is passable in boats.
Hi« body 's a ijassable carcass if it be not hurt; it is a thorough;

;

—

—

fare lor steel.

Shak.
2. Capable of being freely circulated or disseminated ;
generally receivable ; current.
;
With men as with false money one piece is more or less
passable than another.
L^ Estrange.
Could they have made the sianier passable.
Collier,
3. Such as may be allowed to pass without serious objection tolerable ; admissible ; moderate ; mediocre.
Jly version will appear a passable beauty when the original
.

acceptable

—

;

muse is absent.
Dryden.
Pass'a-ble-ness, n. The quality of being passable.
Pass'a-hly, adv. Tolerably moderately.
Pas'sa-ca'glia (pas'sa-ka'lya), n.
[Sp. pasacalle
Pas'sa-ca'glio (pas'sa-ka'lyo ), )
a certain tune on
the guitar, prop., a tune played in passing through the
streets.]
{3Ius.) An old Italian or Spanish dance tune,
in slow three-four measure, with divisions on a ground
bass, resembling a chaconne.
) n.
[F. passade ; cf.
Pas-sade' (pSs-sad'),
Pas-sa'do (-ss'do or -sa'dS), ) Sp. pasada. See Pass,
V. ).]
1. {Fencing) A pass or thrust.
Shak.
2. {Man.) A turn or course of a horse backward or
forward on the same spot of ground.
Pas'sage (pSs'saj 48), M. [F. passage. See Pass, v,
1. The act of passing
transit from one place to an«.]
other movement from point to point a going by, over,
across, or through ; as, the passage of a man or a carriage the passage of a ship or a bird
the pas-tage ol
light
the passage of fluids through the pores or chan;

1

II

II

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

to another; hence, to be

care,

—

;

:

;

;

;

.

Pasque

;

—

{d)

;

;

;

Please you that I may pass this doing.
I pass their warlike pomp, their proud array.

Pas'quln, v. t. To lampoon
[iZ.]
To see himself pasquined and affronted.
Dryden.
Pas'quln-ade' (pSs'kwifn-ad'), n. IF. pasquinade. It.
pasquinata.1 A lampoon or satirical writing. Macaulay.
Pas'quin-ade', v. t. To lampoon to satirize.
Pass (p4s), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Passed (p4st); p. pr.
&, vb. n. Passing.] [F. passer, LL. passare, fr. L. passus
step, or from pandere, passum, to spread out, lay open.
See Pace.] 1. To go to move to proceed to be moved
or transferred from one point to another to make a
usually with a following adverb or adverbial
transit ;
phrase defining the kind or manner of motion as, to
pass on, by, out, in, etc.
to pass swiftly, directly,
smoothly, etc. to pass to the rear, under the yoke, over
the bridge, across the field, beyond the border, etc.
" But now pass over [i. e. pass on].
Chaucer.
;

—

;

to paste satiric papers.]
also, a

&

;

—

;

;

;

A

(-er), n.

;

:

lampooner.
Burton.
[iJ.]
Pas'quln (pas'kwTn), n. \lt.pasquino
mutilated statue at Rome, set up
gainst the wall of the palace of the
Jrsini
so called from a witty cobbler
or tailor, near whose shop the statue was
dug up. On this statue it was customary

Pas'quil-er

;

;

Coleridge.

[if.]

Felton.

This will not pass for a fault in him.
Atterhury.
7. To advance through all the steps or stages necessary to validity or effectiveness ; to be carried through
a body that has power to sanction or reject ; to receive
legislative sanction
to be enacted
as, the resolution
passed ; the bill passed both houses of Congress.
8. To go through any inspection or test successfully ;
to be approved or accepted as, he attempted the examinations, but did not expect to pass.
9. To be suffered to go on ; to be tolerated ; hence, to
" The play may ^ass. " Shak.
continue ; to live along.
10. To go unheeded or neglected ; to proceed without
hindrance or opposition as, we let this act pass.
11. To go beyond bounds to surpass ; to be in excess.
[Oii.] " Tins ^aM«i, Master Ford."
Shak.
12. To take heed to care. [Ote.]
As for these silken-coated slaves, Ij;ass not.
Shak.
13. To go through the intestines.
Arbuthnot.
14. (Law) To be conveyed or transferred by will, deed,
or other instrument of conveyance ; as, an estate passes
by a certain clause in a deed.
Mozley
W.
15. {Fencing) To make a lunge or pass ; to thrust.
16. {Card Playing) To decline to play in one's turn ;
in euchre, to decline to make the trump.
She would not play, yet must not 7;ass.
Friar.
To bring to pass, To come to pass. See under Bking, and
Come.
To pass away, to disappear ; to die to vanish.
"The heavens shetll pass away." 2 Pet. Hi. 10. "I thought
to pass att'ay before, but yet alive I am," Tennyson.
To pass by, to go near and beyond a certain person or
place as, he iiassed by as we stood there. —To pass into,
to change by a gradual transition ; to blend or unite with.
To pass on, to proceed.
To pass on or upon, (a) To
happen to to come upon ; to affect. " So deatli passed
up07i all men." Mom. v. 12. " Provided no indirect act
;ja«s !<jion our prayers to defile them. " Jer. Taylor.
(6)
To determine concerning to give judgment or sentence
upon. "
may not pass upon his life."' Shak. To pass
off, to go away
to cease to disappear ; as, an agitation
passes off.
To pass over, to go from one side or end
to the other to cross, as a river, road, or bridge.
Pass (pas), V. t. 1. In simple, transitive senses ; as
(o) To go by, beyond, over, through, or the like
to proceed from one side or the other of as, to pass a house, a

stream, a boundary, etc. (6) Hence To go from one
limit to the other of ; to spend ; to live through
to
have experience of ; to undergo ; to suffer. " To pass
commodiously this life.
Milton.
She loved me for the dangers I had passed.
Shale.
(c) To go by without noticing ; to omit attention to
to
take no note of ; to disregard.

;

upasquiler.

—

—

universal language.

[See Pasque.]

(paslc), n.

PASSAGE
thrust or push ; an attempt to stab or
2. {FeniAng)
strike an adversary.
Shak.
movement of the hand over or along anything
3.

;

I

Pa-slg'ra-phy

;;

given and taken freely ; as, clipped coin will not pass
to obtain general acceptance ; to be held or regarded ; to
circulate ; to be current ;
followed by for before a
word denoting value or estimation. " Let him pass for
a man."
Shak.
False eloquence passeth only where true is not understood.

;

guished by the number of liorsetails borne on their standards, being one, two, or three, a pasha of
three tails being the highest.
Fasha's Standard.
Pa-Sha'llc (-Itk), n. [Written
also pachalic.'] [Turk.] The jurisdiction of a pasha.
Pa-shaw (pa-sha'), n. See Pasha.
Pas'l-graph'lc (pas'T-grSflk), a. Of or pertaining
to pasigraphy.
Pas'i-graph'lc-al (-i-kal),
|

;
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;

distin-

is

;

;:
;

6nd, rem, recent

;

ice,

;

nels of the body.

What are my doors opposed against my passage? Shak.
2. Transit by means of conveyance ; journey, as by
water, carriage, car, or the like ; travel ; right, liberty,
or means, of passing ; conveyance.
The ship in which he had taken passage. Macaulay.
I

3. Price paid for the liberty to pass ; fare ; as, to pay
one's passage.
4. Removal from life ; decease ; departure ; death,
[i?.]
"Endure thy mortal joojiog'e."
Milton.
When he is fit and season'd for hie passage.
Shak.
5. Way ; road ; path ; channel or course through or
by which one passes ; way of exit or entrance ; way of
access or transit. Hence, a common avenue to various
apartments in a building ; a hall ; a corridor.
And with his pointed dart
Explores the nearest passage to his heart.
Dryden.
The Persian army had advanced into the . . , passages at
Cilicia.

South.

6. A continuous course, process, or progress a connected or continuous series as, the passage of tune.
The conduct and passage of affairs. Sir J. Daviea.
The passage and whole carriage of this action.
Shak.
7. A separate part of a course, process, or series an
occurrence ; an incident ; an act or deed. " In thy passages of life."
Shak.
;

;

;

The . . . almost incredible^ossasre of their unbelief. South.
8. A particular portion constituting a part of something continuous ; esp., a portion of a book, speech, or
musical composition ; a paragraph ; a clause.
How commentators each dark passage shun. Young.
Sir K. Digby.
9. Reception; currency.
[06s.]
10.
pass or an encounter ; as, a passage at arms.

A

No passages of

love

Tennyson.
Betwixt us twain henceforward evermore.
11. A movement or an evacuation of the bowels.
12. In parliamentary proceedings (a) The course of
a proposition (bill, resolution, etc. ) through the several
stages of consideration and action ; as, during its passage
through Congress the bill was amended in both Houses.
(6) The advancement of a bill or other proposition from
one stage to another by an affirmative vote ; esp., the
final affirmative action of the body upon a proposition
hence, adoption ; enactment ; as, the passage of the bill
to its third reading was delayed. " The passage of the
:

Stamp Act."

jP.

Sosack.

The final question was then put upon its passage. Gushing.
have
In passage, in passing; cursorily. "These . .
been studied hnt in passage." iJacon. —Middle passage.
Northeast passage. Northwest passage. See under Middle,
Northeast, etc.
Of passage, passing from one place,
region, or climate, to another
said esmigratory
pecially of birds. "Birds of passage." Longfellow.
.

—

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, drb, 6dd

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

2

;

;

PASSAGER
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PAST

Passage hawk, a hawk taken on its passage or migration.
Passage money, money paid for conveyance of a passenusually for carrying passengers by water.
ger,
Syn. Vestibule; hall; corridor. See Vestibule.
Pas'sa-ger (pas'si-jer), n. [See Passengek.] A passenger a bird or boat of passage. [_Obs.~\ Ld. Berners.
way for passage
Pas'sage-way' (pSs'sSj-wa'), n,
a hall. See Passage, 5.
Pas'sant (E. pSs'sant; P. pa/saN'), a. [F., p. pr. of
passer. See Pass, v. i.] 1. Passing from one to another
in circulation ; current.
[Ofo.]
Sir T. Browne.
Many opinions are passant.

distress (as, cardiac passion)
specifically, the suffering
of Christ between the time of the last supper and his
death, esp. in tlie garden and upon the cross. " The passions of tliis time."
Wyclif {Rom. viii. 18).
To whom also he showed himself ahve after his ^ossioo, by
many infalhble proofs.
Aci.s i. S.

the austerities of the Trappists with the activity and
zeal of the Jesuits and Lazarists. Called also Barefooted
Clerks of the Most Holy Cross.
Pas'Sion-leSB (pSsh'tin-lgs), a. Void of passion without anger or emotion ; not easily excited ; calm. " Selfcontained and passionless."
Tennyson.
Pas'sion-tlde' (-tid'), n. IPassion -f tide time.] The
of
Lent.
last fortnight
Pas'sive (pas'sTv), a. [L. passivus: cf. F. passif.
See Passion.] 1. Not active, but acted upon ; suffering
or receiving impressions or influences
as, they were
passive spectators, not actors in the scene.

—

;

—

—

;

A

2. The state of being acted upon ; subjection to an external agent or influence
opa passive condition ;
posed to action.
A body at rest affords us no idea of any active power to move,
and, when set in motion, it is rather a passion than an action

;

[06s.]
2. Cursory; careless.
a. passant review of what I wrote to the bishop.

On

.SiV

in

P. Fett.

Chaucer.
animal on an es;—
represented as walk-

II

;

;

;

We

men of like passions with you. Acts xiv, 15.
the human minfl can not be sufficiently understood, without considering the affections and;)as5('o?i.', or those
modifications or actions of the mind consequent upon the apprehension of certain objects or events in which the mind generally conceives good or evil.
Hatcheson.
The tQtm passion, and its nAvQ^h passionately, often express a
ver^ strong predilection for any pursuit, or object of taste
a kind of enthusiastic fondness lor anything.
Cogan.
The bravery of his grief did put me
Into a towering7jas^^fo«.
Shak.
The ruling 7ia5SiO«, bo it what it will,
Pope.
The ruling ^josijoji conquers reason still.
Who walked in every path of human life,
Akenside.
Felt every iiassion.
When statesmen are ruled by faction and interest, they can
Addison.
have no passion lor the glory of their country.

Shale.

the common
wild pigeon of North
(Zo'dl.),

America (Ectopistes

migratorius), so
accoiuit

of its extensive migrations.
II

[06s.]
5. Disorder of the mind ; madness.
6. Passion week. See Passion week, below. iJ.

Passe' par'tout'

(pas'

par'too'),

n.

Passion flower {Bot.), any flower
of the genus Passijlora ;

from passer to

[F.,

A

Passenger Pigeon (Ectopistes
migratorius).

a latchkey.

A light picture frame or mat of cardboard,

wood, or
the like, usually put between the picture and the glass,
and sometimes serving for several pictures.
Pass'er (pas'er), n. One who passes ; a passenger.

atic or Australasian.

—

—

—
—

The columbine,

gallinaceouB,

and passerine

Syn. Passion, Feeling, Emotion. When stay feeling or emotion completely masters the mind, we call it a
passion ; as, a passion for music, dress, etc. especially
The mind,
IS anger (when thus extreme) called passion.
in such cases, is considered as having lost its self-control,
and become the passive instrument of the feeling in

tribes people the

Sydney Smith.

;

(Zool.) One of the Passeres.
[L. passibilitas:
Pas'si-bil'i-ty (pSs'si-bil'i-ty), n.
cf. F. passibilite.l
The quality or state of being passiHakewill.
ble ; aptness to feel or suffer ; sensibility.
[L. passibilis, fr. pati, to
Pas'si-ble (pSs'sT-b'l), a.
Susceptible of
suffer: cf. F. passible.
See Passion.]
feeling or suffering, or of impressions from external
agents.
ApoUinarius, which held even deity itself ^osnbZe. Hooker.

Pas'ser-lne, n.

Pas'sl-ble-ness, n.

question.

Pas'slon

II

about nineteen genera and two hundred and

Pas'sim

—

;

(pSs'sIm), adv.

A

.

;

Homer's Achilles

invoke prayers for the dying) ; also, a tolling during the
passing of a funeral procession to tlie gr.ive,^ or during
funeral ceremonies.
Sir W. Scott. Longfellow.

ia

;

haughty and passionate.

Prior.

;

;

a.
X. Relating to the act of passing or
going by, bejond, tlirough, or away departing.
2. Exceeding surpassing ; eminent. Chaucer. " Her
passing deformity."
Shcik.
;

;

;

[06s.]
to impassion.
Great pleasure, mixed with pitiful regard,
Sl'enser.
Tlie godly king and queen did passionate.
[06s.] Shak.
2. To express feelingly or sorrowfully.
Pas'slon-ate-ly (-ttt-iy),a(/t'. 1. In a passionate manner; with strong feeling .ardently.
loud\y iir\d passionately. South.
Sorrow expresses itseU'
Locke.
irascibly.
2. Angrily
Tlie
state or quality of being
n.
Pas'sion-ate-ness,
passionate.
Pas'slon-lst, ». {P- C. Ch.) A member of a religious
order founded in Italy in 1737, and introduced into the
United States in 18.52. Tlie members of the order unite

—

;

Pass'lng, adv. Exceedingly excessively
surpassingly; an, passing fair; passing strange.
"You apprehend pawinf? shrewdly."
Shale.
Pass'lng-ly, ndv. Exceedingly.
Wyclif.
Pas'SlOn (pitsli'iSn), n. [F., fr. L. passio, fr. pati,
passus, to sulfer. See Patient.] 1. A suffering or enduring of imposed or inflicted pain
any suifering or
;

.

;

-Qse,

unite, njfde,

full,

fip,

fim

;

pity

.

.

;

;

;

food, fo^t

;

oat,

;

;

;

;

;

;

of reaction in tlie affected tissues.

Passive congestion (Med.), congestion due to obstruction
to the return of the blood from the affected part.
Passive iron (Cliem.), iron which has been subjected to
the action of heat, of strong nitric acid, chlorine, etc. It
Passive moveis then not easily acted upon by acids.
ment (il/erf.), a movement of a part, in orfier to exercise
it, made without the assistance of the muscles which ordinarily move the part.
Passive obedience (as used by
writers on government I, obedience or submission of the
subject or citizen as a duty in all cases to the existing
government.
Passive prayer, among mystic divines, a
suspension of the activity of the soul or intellectual faculties, the soul remaining quiet, and yielding only to
the impulses of grace.
Passive verb, or Passive voice
(Gram.), a verb, or form of a verb, which expresses the
effect of the action of some agent as, in Latin, doceor,
I am taught in English, she is loved ; the picture is admired by all he is assailed by slander.
Syn. Inactive ; inert; quiescent; unresisting unopposiug suffering ; enduring submissive patient.

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Pas'sive-ly, adv.

1.

;

In a passive manner

;

inertly

;

and action of its cause.
J. Edwards.
[Cf. F. passivitS.'i
Pas-slv'i-ty (pSs-siv'T-tS^), n.
opposed to activity.
Jer. Taylor.
1. Passiveness;
I am thrown into a state of humiliating passivity. G. Eliot.
2. {Physics) The tendency of a body to remain in a
given state, either of motion or rest, till disturbed by
Cheyne.
another body inertia.
3. {Chem.) The quality or condition of any substance
which has no inclination to chemical activity inactivity.
Pass'-key' (pas'ke'), n. A key for opening more
locks than one a master key.
Passless, a. Having no pass impassable. Cowley.
Pass'man (-mSn), n. ; pi. Passmen (-mgn). One who
passes for a degree, without honors. See Classman, 2.
[_Eng. Univ.
Pass'o'ver (pas'5'ver), n. [Pass -\- over. Cf. Pasch.]
{Jewish Antiq.) (a) A feast of the Jews, instituted to
commemorate the sparing of the Hebrews in Egypt, when
God, smiting the firstborn of the Egyptians, passed over
the houses of the Israelites which were marked with the
blood of a lamb. (6) The sacrifice offered at the feast
Ex. xii.
of the passover the paschal lamb.
;

;

;

;

Pass'-pa-role' (pas'pa-rol'),
{Mil. )

oU

;

obair

;

go

;

An

[F. passe-parole.'l

n.

order passed from front to rear by word of

mouth.
Pass'port (pAs'port),

[F. passeport, orig., a pern.
mission to leave a port or to sail into it ; passer to pass
-f port a port, harbor. See Pass, and Port a harbor.]
1. Permission to pass ; a document given by the competent officer of a state, permitting the person therein
named to pass or travel from place to place, without molestation, by land or by water.
Caution in srantiug passports to Ireland. Clarendon.
2. A document carried by neutral merchant vessels in
time of war, to certify their nationality and protect them
from belligerents ; a sea letter.
3. A license granted in time of war for the removal of
persons and effects from a hostile country ; a safe-con-

Bm-rill.
Anything which secures advanceSir P. Sidney.
acceptance.
Dryden.
lli&passport is his innocence and grace.
Pas'sus (pSs'siis), n. ; pi. L. Passus, E. Passdses
(-Sz). [L., a step, apace. See Pace.] A division or part
a canto as, ttie passus of Piers Plowman. See 2d Fit.
Pass'WOrd' (pas'wQrd'), n. A word to be given before
a person is allowed to pass a watchword a counterduct.
4. Figuratively

:

ment and general

;

;

;

Macaulay.

sign.

;

Passing note [Mus.), a character indicatmg a passing
Passing tone (Mus.), a tone introduced between
J0"6.
two other tones, on an unaccented portion of a measure,
for the sake of smootlier melody, but forming no essential part of the harmony.

simple
Locke.

enduring without either active sympathy or active resistance without emotion or excitement patient not opposing unresisting as, passive
obedience passive submission.
The best virtue, passive fortitude.
Massinger.
3. {Chem.) Inactive; inert; not showing strong affinity
as, red phosphorus is comparatively passive.
4. {Med.) Designating certain morbid conditions, as
hemorrhage or dropsy, characterized by relaxation of
the vessels and tissues, with deficient vitality and lack
2. Receiving or

II

2. Characterized by passion ; expressing passion ; ardent in feeling or desire vehement warm as, a pasShak.
" The Passionate Pilgrim."
sionate friendship.
Shak.
[06s.]
3. Suffering; sorrowful.
Pas'slon-ate (-at), v. t. 1. To affect with passion

Pass'lng,
;

p. p. Passioned

Pas'slon-ate (-at), a. [LL. passionatus : cf F. joassionne.']
1. Capable or susceptible of passion, or of
different passions; easily moved, excited, or agitated;
quickirascible
specifically, easily moved to anger
tempered; as, a passionate nature.

as, this

;

going

&

A

fifty species.

[L.] Here and there ; evword occurs passim in the poem.
Pass'lng (pas'ing), 71. The act of one who, or that
which, passes the act of going by or away.
Passing bell, a toDing of a bell to announce that a soul
is passing, or has passed, from its body (formerly done to
II

erywhere

[imp.

t.

&

;

Brerewood.

Passibility.

(pSsh'iin), V.

(-und) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Passioning.]
To give a passionKeats.
ate character to.
[iS.]
Pas'slon, V. i. To suffer pain or sorrow to experience
a passion ; to be extremely agitated. [06s.] " Dumbly
she passions, frantically she doteth."
Shak.
Pas'slon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to passion or
the passions ; exciting, influenced by, or ministering to,
the passions.
n.
passionary.
Pas'slon-a-ry (-a-ry), n. [L. passionarius : cf. F. passionnaire.J
book in which are described the sufferings
of saints and martyrs.
T. Warton.

Pas'sl-Ho'ra (pSs'sT-flo'ra), n. [NL., from L. passio
passion (fr. pati, passus, to suffer) -\- flos, floris, flower.]
(Bat.) A genus of plants, including the passion flower,
it is the type of the order Passiflorese, which includes

Milton.
ell its

ideas.

;

Passion music (Mus.), originally, music Passion Flower
set to the gospel narrative of tlie pas{l^assiflora cse.sion of our Lord ; after the Reformation,
rulea).
a kind of oratorio, with narrative, chorals, airSj and choruses, having for its theme the passion
Passion play, a mystery play,
and crucifixion of Christ.
in which the scenes connected with the passion of our
Passion Sunday
Savior are represented dramatically.
(Eccl.), the fifth Sunday in Lent, or the second before
Passion week, the last week but one in Lent, or
Easter.
the second week preceding Easter. " The name of Passion week is frequently, but improperly, applied to Holy
Shipley.
Week."

seres.
fruit trees.

their nimble tread.
wholly passive in the reception of

;

commonest in the warmer parts of
America, though a few species are Asi-

II

is

the power

are

Pass'er-by' (-bi'), n. One who goes by ; a passer.
Pas'se-res (pas'se-rez), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. passer a
sparrow.] {JZool.) An order, or suborder, of birds, including more than half of all the known species. It embraces all singing birds (Oscines), together with many
other small perching birds.
Pas-sei''l-£onn (pas-ser'I-fdrm), a. {Zo'dl.) Like or
belonging to the Passeres.
Pas'ser-ine (pSs'ser-tn or -in), a. [L. passerinus, fr.
passer a sparrow.] (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to the Pas-

air

Upbore

The mind

;

fruit is sometimes highly esteemed (see
Geanadilla, and Maypop). The roots
and leaves are generally more or less
noxious, and are used in medicine. The
plants are mostly tendril climbers, and

safe-conduct. [Obs.J

;

The passive

unresistingly.
2. As a passive verb in the passive voice.
Pas'sive-ness, n. The quality or state of being passive
unresisting submission.
To be an effect implies passiveiiess, or the being subject to

fancied resemblance of
parts of the flower to the instruments of
our Savior's crucifixion.
EI^°° The flowers are showy, and the

;

3.

or

named from a

by which one can
pass anywhere
a

2.

Shak.
of Gl.

— so

plant

pass -f- partout everywhere.] 1. That

Dryden,
master key

also are

—

Passenger falcon (Zool.), a migratory hawk. Ainsworth.
Passenger pigeon

on

;

The nature of

A

called

it is

;

traveler by some established conveyance, as a
coach, steamboat, railroad train, etc.

—

mind when

;

[F.]
Beaded embroidery for women's dresses.
Pas'3en-ger (pas'seu-jer), n. [OE. & F. passager.
cf. Messenger.] 1. A passer or passer;

state of the

;

II

2.

The

powerfully acted
upon and influenced by something external to itself the
state of any particular faculty which, under sucli conditions, becomes extremely sensitive or uncontrollably excited any emotion or sentiment (specifically, love or
anger) in a state of abnormal or controlling activity
an
extreme or inordinate desire also, the capacity or susceptibility of being so affected
as, to be in a, passion ;
the passions of love, hate, jealousy, wrath, ambition, avarice, fear, etc.
a passion for war, or for drink an orator
should have passion as well as rhetorical skill. " A^os" Her pas«'o»
siora fond even to idolatry." Macaulay.
Lady M. W. Montagu.
is to seek roses."
4.

cutcheon, which is
^
ing with the dexter paw raised.
Pas's6', masc. 1 (pa'sa')j '^[^0
Past; gone by;
Pas's68',/em.. )
hence, past one's prime ; worn ; faded
aS) a pnssee belle.
Ld. hytton.
Passe'garde' (E. pas'gard' ; F. pa's'gard'), 11. [F.] {Anc. Armor) A ridge
or projecting edge on a shoulder piece
to turn the blow of a lance or other
^ion Passant.
weapon from the joint of the armor.
Passe'ment(E. pas'ment;F. pa's'maN'),«. [F.J Lace,
Sir ]V. Scoit.
gimp, braid, etc., sewed on a garment.
Passe-men'terle (E. pas-meu'trT ; F. pa's'maN't're'),

See Passage, and
by a wayfarer.

Locke.

it.

3. Capacity of being affected by external agents ; susceptibility of impressions from external agents.
[2J.]
Moldiible and not moldable, scissible and not scissible, and
many oi)MiT jjassions of matter.
Bacon.

[Obs.}
3. Surpassing; excelling.
4. {Her.) Walking
said of any

n.

—

;

;

Pas'sy-meas'ure

(pSs'sy-niSzh'iSr), n.

[Corrupted fr.
Shak.

See Paspy.
[From Pass, ;>.] Of or pertaining to
ncitlier present nor future
a former time or state
gone by elapsed ended spent as, past troubles past
" Past ages."
offenses.
Milton.
Past master. See under Master.
Past, TO. A former time or state a state of things
gone by. " The past, at least, is secure."
D. Webster.
[06s.]

passamc~::o.']
Past (past), a.

It.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The

present

is

only intelligible in the light of the past, often

a very remote past indeed.

lYcnch.

fur1. Beyond, in position, or degree
Past, prep.
than
beyond tho roacli or influence of. " Who
;

tlior

sing, ink

;

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zlt

=z

In azure.

"

N

being pa jZ feeling."
ance." Macaulay.
Love, when
shame.

iv. 19.

VEstrange.

Beyond,

2.

£pA.

Until "we be past thy borders.
Kum. sxi. 22.
once past government, is consequently past

after as, past the hour.
;
not past two o'clock ?

in time
Is

it

;

Above; exceeding; more than.

3.

Shak.

[iJ.]

Skak.

Not pas^ three quarters of a mile.

Bows

Past

not past three quarters of a yard long.

By

beyond as, he ran past.
Longfellow.
The alarum of drums swept j>ast.

(past), adv.

Paste

SpeKser.

;

;

[OF. paste, F. pate, L. pasta,

(past), n.

fr.

Gr.

cf. irocrTa barley porridge, n-ao-Tos
n-acrn) barley broth
sprinkled with salt, Ttacra^i.v to sprinkle. Cf. Pastt, n.,
Patty.]
1. A soft composition, as of flour moistened
with water or milk, or of earth moistened to the consistence of dough, as in making potter's ware.
2. Specifically, in cookery, a dough prepared for the
crust of pies and the like pastry dough.
3. A kind of cement made of flour and water, starch
and water, or the like,
used for unitiug paper or other
substances, as in bookbinding, etc.,
also used in calico
printing as a vehicle for mordant or color.
;

1050

PATENCY

piece of cloth, or other suitable material,
plakhe.] 1.
sewed or otherwise fixed upon a garment to repair or
strengthen it, esp. upon an old garment to cover a hole.
Patches set upon a little breach.
Shak.
2. Hence : A small piece of anything used to repair a
breach as, a patch on a kettle, a roof , etc.
3. A small piece of black sUk stuck on the face, or
neck, to hide a defect, or to heighten beauty.
Your black patches you wear variously. Beau. &; Ft.
4. {Gun.) A piece of greased cloth or leather used as
wrapping for a rifie ball, to make it fit the bore.
Anything regarded as a patch ; a small piece
5. Fig.
of ground ; a tract ; a plot ; as, scattered patches of trees
or growing corn.
Employed about this patch of ground.
Bumjan.

—

;

—

4. A highly refractive vitreous composition, variously
colored, used in making imitations of preeious stones or

gems.

See Stkass.
confection made of the inspissated juice of
the like, with sugar, etc.
6. (Min.) The mineral substance in which other min5.

A soft

fruit, licorice, or

erals are imbedded.

See under Vinegae.

Paste eel (Zool.), the vinegar eel.

Paste,

V.

means

t.

To

Pasting.]

&

&

vb. re.
[imp.
p. p. Pasted p. pr.
unite with paste; to fasten or join by
;

of paste.

1- A stiff thick kind of
Paste'board' (-bord'), «.
paper board, formed of sevaral single sheets pasted one
upon another, or of paper macerated and pressed into
molds, etc.
2. {Coo/i-ery) A board on which pastry dough is rolled
a molding board.
Pas'tel (pas'tgl), re. [F. cf. It. pastello. Cf. Pastil.]
1. A cra.yon made of a paste composed of a color
ground with gum water. [Sometimes incorrectly written
" Charming heads in jDorfe/."
pastil.']
^V. Black.
2. (Bol.) A plant ailording a blue dye; the woad
{Isatis ihictoria)
also, the dye itself.
Past'er (past'er), re. 1. One who pastes as, a. paster
in a government department.
2. A slip of paper, usually bearing a name, intended
to be pasted by the voter, as a substitute, over another
name on a printed ballot. ICant, U. S.]
Pas'tern (pSs'tern), re. [OY.pasturon, F. paturon, fr.
OF. pasture a tether, for beasts while pasturing; prop.,
a pasturing. See Pasture.] 1. Tliat part of the foot of
the horse, and allied animals, between the fetlock and
the coffin joint. See Illust. of Horse.
^W^ The upper bone, or phalanx, of the foot Is called
the great pastern hone ; the second, the small pastern
hone ; and the third, in the hoof, the coffin bone.
Pastern joint, the joint in the hoof of the horse, and allied animals, between the great and small pastern bones.
Knight.
2. A shackle for horses while pasturing.
Dryden.
3. A patten.
[06i.]
[Fr. Pasteur, a
Pas-tenr'lsm (p5s-ter'iz'm), n.
French scientist.] 1. A method of treatment, devised
by Pasteur, for preventing certain diseases, as hydrophobia, by successive inoculations with an attenuated virus
;

;

;

;

of gradually increasing strength.
2. Pasteurization.
Pas-teur'1-za'tion (-T-za'shun), n. A process devised
by Pasteur for preventing or checking fermentation in
fluids, such as wines, milk, etc., by exposure to a temperature of 140^ F., thus destroying the vitality of the
contained germs or ferments.
Pas-teur'ize (-iz), v.t. 1. To subject to pasteurization.
2. To treat by pasteurism.
[It., fr. joajto.
See
Pas-tic'ci-0 (piis-tet'che-o), n.

A

2. (Mus.)
cantata relating to rural life ; a composition for instruments characterized by simplicity and
sweetness ; a lyrical composition the subject of which is

taken from rural

;

(6) A falsified work of art, as a vase or statue made up of
parts of original works, with missing parts supplied.
[F. pastille, L. pastillus a
Pas'til (pSs'ttl),
1 n.
little loaf, a lozenge, dim. of
Pas-tille' (pSs-teK), (
pastus food. See Pastdre, and cf. Pastel.] 1. {Pharmacy) A small cone or mass made of a paste of gum,
benzoin, cinnamon, and other aromatics,
used for fumigating or scenting the air of a room.
2. An aromatic or medicated lozenge ; a troche.
3. See Pastel, a crayon.
Pas'tlme' (pas'tim'), re. \_Pass -\- tijne : cf. F. passetemps."]
Tliat which amuses, and serves to make time
pass agreeably ; sport amusement diversion.
Pas'tlme', v. i. To sport to amuse one's self. [iJ.]
Pas'tor (pas'ter), re. [L., it. pascere, pastum, to pas-

—

;

;

;

A

ture, to feed.
Cf. Pabulum, Pasture, Food.]
1.
sliepherd one who has the care of flocks and lierds.
2.
guardian ; a keeper; specifically (Eccl.), a minister having the charge of a church and parish.
3. {Zool.)
species of starling {Pastor roseus), native
of the plains of Western Asia and Eastern Europe. Its
head is crested and glossy greenish black, and its back
is rosy.
It feeds largely upon locusts.
Pas'tor-age (-tj 48), re. The office, jurisdiction, or
duty, of a pastor pastorate.
Pas'tor-al (-nl), a. [L. pastoralis: cf. F. pastoral.
See Pastor.] 1. Of or pertaining to shepherds hence,
relating to rural life and scenes as, !i pastoral life.
2. Relating to the care of souls, or to the pastor of a
church; as, pastoral duties a pastoral letteT.
Faatoral staff (Eccl.), a staff, usually of the form of a
;

A

A

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

Moore {Encyc. of Music).

life.

A letter

of a pastor to his charge specificaddressed by a bishop to his diocese also
House of Bishops, to be

3. {Eccl.)
ally, a letter

;

;

{Prot. Epis. Ch. ), a letter of the
read in each parish.

A

Pas'to-rale

(pas'to-ra'la), re.
[It.]
1. {Mtts.)
composition in a soft, rural style, generally in 6-8 or
II

12-8 time.

A kind of dance a kind of figure used in a dance.
Pas'tor-al-ly (pas'ter-al-ly), adv. 1. In a pastoral or
2.

;

rural manner.
2. In the manner of a pastor.
[Cf. F. pastoral.
See Pastor.]
or jurisdiction of a pastor.
Having
no
pastor.
Pas'tor-less, a.
Pas'tor-ling (-ling), re. An insignificant pastor, [if.]
Milton
Pas'tor-ly a. Appropriate to a pastor.
Bp. Bull.
Pas'tor-Ship, re. Pastorate.
Pas'try (pas'try), re.; pi. Pastries (-triz). 1. The
place where pastry is made.
Shak.
lObs.]
2. Articles of food made of paste, or having a crust
made of paste, as pies, tarts, etc.
Pastry cook, one whose occupation is to make pastry
as, the pastry cook of a hotel.
Pas'tur-a-ble (pas'tiSr-a-b'l 135), a. Fit for pasture.
[OF. pasturage, F. patuPas'tur-age (-fij ; 48), re.
rage.
grass land
See Pasture.]
1. Grazing ground
used for pasturing ; pasture.
2. Grass growing for feed
grazing.
3. Tlie business of feedmg or grazing cattle.
Pas'ture (pas'tiir; 135), re. [OF. pasture, F. pature,
L. pastura, fr. pascere, pastum, to pasture, to feed. See
Pastor.] 1. Food; nourishment. lObs.]
Toads and frogs his pasture poisonous.
Spenser.

Pas'tor-ate

The

(-fit), re.

oflice, state,

,

;

;

;

2. Specifically Grass growing for the food of cattle
the food of cattle taken by grazing.
3. Grass land for cattle, borses, etc. pasturage.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastu7-es. Ps. xxiii. 2.
Stiak.
So graze as you find pasture.
Pas'ture, v. t.
limp. & p. p. Pastured (-turd) p.
pr. & vb. re. Pasturing.] To feed, esp. to feed on growing grass to supply grass as food for as, the farmer
pastures fifty oxen the land will pasture forty cows.
Pas'ture, v. i. To feed on growing grass to graze.
Milton.
Pas'ture-less, a. Destitute of pasture.
One who pastures one who
Pas'tur-er (-er), re.
takes cattle to graze. See Agister.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(pas'ty), a.
Like paste, as in color, softness,
" A pa«/y complexion.
G.Eliot.
Pas'ty, re. ; pi. Pasties (-tiz). [OF. paste, F. pale.
See Paste, and cf. Patty.] A pie consisting usually of
meat wholly surrounded with a crust made of a sheet of
" If
paste, and often baked without a dish a meat pie.
ye pinch me like a pasty." Shak. "Apple pasties."

Pas'ty

stickiness.

;

Dickens.

A \&r%Q pasty baked in a pewter platter.

Sir W. Scott.
[imp.
p. p. Patted (-tSd) p. pr.
[Cf. G. paischen, Prov. G. patzen, to
strike, tap.]
To strike gently with the fingers or hand
to stroke lightly to tap as, to pat a dog.
Gay pais my shoulder, and you vanish quite.
Pope.
1. A light, quick blow or stroke with the
Pat, re.
fingers or hand a tap.
2. A small mass, as of butter, shaped by pats.

Pat

& vb.

(pSt), V.

re.

&

t.

;

Patting.]
j

;

;

It

II

Paste.] 1. A medley an olio. [2J.]
H. Swinburne.
2. (Fine Arts) (a) A work of art imitating directly
the work of another artist, or of more artists than one.

;

bucolic.
A pastoral is a poem in which any action or passion is represented by its effects on a country life.
Rambler.

;

—

^
;;

shepherd's crook, borne as an official emblem by a bishop, abbot, abbess, or other prelate privileged to carry it.
Pastoral theology, that part of
See Crook, and Crosier.
theology which treats of the duties of pastors.
Pas'tor-al (pas'ter-al), n. 1. A poem describing the
life and manners of shepherds ; a poem in which the
speakers assume the character of shepherds an idyl a

PAST
" Galled pai< endur-

;

;;;.

looked like a tessellated work otpats of butter.

Pat,
pat,

[Cf.

a.

pat a light blow, D.

where pas

te

pas convenient,

F. passer to pass.]

is fr.

Dickens.

Exactly

suit-

fit
convenient timely. "Pat allusion." Barrow.
Pat, adv. In a pat manner.
I foresaw then 't would come in pat hereafter.
Steime.
Pa-ta'ca (pa-ta'ka), re. [Sp.] The Spanish dollar
called also patacoon.
[Obs.l
Pa'tache' (pa/tash'), n. [F. & Sp. patache, P. patacho.]
{Naut.) A tender to a fleet, formerly used for
conveying men, orders, or treasure. [Spain & Portugal]
Pat'a-COOn' (p5t'a-koon'), re. [Sp.] See Pataca.

able

—

;

;

;

II

II

II

[L.,

Pa-ta'gl-um (pa-ta'jT-um), re. / pi. Patagia (-a).
an edge or borderj 1. {Anat.) In bats, an expan-

integumeM

uniting the fore limb with the
body and extending between the elongated fingers to
form the wing ; in birds, the similar fold of integuinent
uniting the fore limb with the body.
2. {Zool.) One of a pair of small vesicular organs situated at the bases of the anterior wings of lepidopterous
insects.
See Illust. of Butterfly.
Pat'a-gO'nl-an (pSt'4-go'nT-nn), a. Of or pertaining
to Patagonia.
re.
A native of Patagonia.
Pat'a-mar (p5t'a-mar), re. [From the native name.]
{Naut.)
vessel resembling a gra]j, used in the coasting
trade of Bombay and Ceylon. [Wntten also pattemar.]
Pa-tas' (pa-fas'), re. {Zool.) A West African longtailed monkey {Cercopithecus ruber)
the red monkey.
Pat'a-vln'i-ty (p5fa-vTn'i-ty), re. [L. patavinitas, fr.
Patavium: cf. F. patavinite.] The use of local or provincial words, as in the pecuUar style or diction of Livy,
the Roman historian ;
so called from Patavium, now
Padua, the place of Livy's nativity.
Patcb (pSch), re. [OE. pacche ; of uncertain origin,
perh. for placche ; cf. Prov. E. platch patch, LG. plakk.
sion of the

—

A

;

—

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

end,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

A

;

:

6. {Mil. ) A block on the muzzle of a gun, to do away
with the effect of dispart, in sighting.
7. A paltry fellow a rogue
a ninny a fool. [Obs.
" Tbou scurvy patch."
01 Collog.]
Shak.
Patch ice, ice in overlapping pieces in' the sea.
Soft
patch, a patch for covering a crack in a metallic vessel, as
a steam boiler, consisting of soft material, as putty, covered and held in place by a plate bolted or riveted fast.
;

;

;

—

&

Patch (p5ch), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Patched (pScht)
vb. n. Patching.]
1. To mend by sewing on a
p. pr.
piece or pieces of cloth, leather, or the like ; as, to patch
a coat.
2. To mend with pieces ; to repair with pieces fastened
on to repair clumsily as, to patch the roof of a house.
3. To adorn, as the face, with a patch or patches.
Ladies who patched both sides of their faces. Spectator.

&

;

;

4. To make of pieces or patches; to repair as with
patches to arrange in a hasty or clumsy manner
generally with up; as, to patch up a truce. "If you '11
patch a quaiiel."
Shak.
PatCh'er (-er), n. One who patches or botches. Foxe.
Patch'er-y l-J?), re. Botchery covering of defects
bungling hypocrisj'. [i?.]
Shak.
PatCh'ing-ly, adv. Knavishly deceitfully. [Obs.]
(pa-choo'll), 71.
[Cf. F. patchouli;
Pa-tChOU'li
prob. of East Indian origin.] 1. {Bot.)
Pa-tChOU'ly
A miutlike plant {Pogostemon Patchouli) of the East Indies, yielding an essential oil from which a highly valued
;

—

;

;

;

;

I

)

perfume is made.
2. The perfume made from this plant.
Patchouly camphor (Chem.), a substance homologous
with and resembling borneol, found in patchouly oil.
Patch'work' (pach'wQrk'), re. Work composed of
pieces sewed together, esp. pieces of various colors and
figures hence, anything put together of incongruous or
ill-adapted parts something irregularly or clumsily composed a thing patched up.
Swi/t.
;

;

;

Patch'y

Full

(-y), a.

of,

or covered with, patches

abounding in patches.
Pa't6' (pa'ta'), a. {Her.) See Pattb.
Pa't6' (pa'ta'), re. [F.patk.] 1. A pie. See Patty.
2. {Fort.) A kind of platform with a parapet, usually
of an oval form, and generally erected in marshy grounds
to cover a gate of a fortified place.
[R.]
Pate (pat), re. [Cf LG. & Prov. G. pattkopf, jxitzkopf,
scabby head; pait, patz, scab -(- Ao/ji/ head.] 1. The
head of a person the top, or crown, of the head. [Now
generally used in contempt or ridicule.]
His mischief shall return upon his own head, and his violent
dealing shall come down upon his own/ja^e.
Ps. vii. 16.
Fat paunches have lean pafes.
Shak,
2. The skin of a caU's head.
Pat'ed (pat'gd), a. Having a pate
used only in
composition as, \on%-pated ; straXiovi-paled.
Pa-tee' (pa-te'), re. See Pattee.
Pat'e-fac'tion (pSf e-fak'slmn), re. [L. patefactio, fr.
patefacere to open
patere to lie open -j- facere to
make.] The act of opening, disclosing, or manifesting;
II

II

.

;

;

—

;

;

open declaration.

Jer. Taylor.

Pat'e-la (p5t'e-14), re. [Hind, palela,.] A large flatbottomed trailing boat peculiar to the river Ganges
II

;

—

called also puteli.

Pa-tel'la (pa-tgl'la), n. ; pi. Patell/e (-le). [L., a
small pan, the kneepan, dim. of patina, paiena, a pan,
dish.]
1. A small dish, pan, or vase.
2. (Anat.) The kneepan; the cap of the knee.
3. {Zool.) A genus of marine gastropods, including
many species of limpets. The shell has the form of a
fiattened cone.
The common European limpet {Patella
vulgala) is largely used for food.
II

A

4. {Bot.)
kind of apothecium in lichens, which is
orbicular, flat, and sessUe, and has a special rim not a

part of the thallus.
{Anat.) Of or pertaining to the

Pa-tel1ar (-ler), a.
kneepan.

patella, or

a.
[Patella -\- -form : cf F.
pattelliforme.] 1. Having the form of a patella.
2. {Zool.) Resembling a limpet of the genus Patella.
Pa-tel'lu-la (-liS-la), re. ; pi. PATELLULiE (-le). [NL.,
dim. of L. patella. See Patella.] {Zool.)
cuplike
supker on the feet of certain insects.
Pat'en (pSt'en), n. [LL. patina, patena, f r. L. patina,
patena, a pan cf. L. patere to be apen, E. patent, and
Gr. Trarairq a kind of flat dish cf. F. patene. Cf. Patina.] 1.
plate.
[Obs.]
2. {Eccl.) The plate on which the consecrated bread
is placed in the Eucharist, or on which tlie host is placed
during the Mass. It is usuaDy small, and so formed as
to fit the chalice, or cup, as a cover.
[Written aiso patin, potine.]
Pat'e-na (pat'e-na It. pa-ta'na), re. [LL.] {Eccl.)
A paten.
Pa-te'na (pa-te'na), re. [Cf. Pg. patena a paten.]

Pa-tel'11-Jorm (-lT-f8rm),

.

II

A

;

:

A

;

II

A

II

grassy expanse in the

region of Ceylon.
[See Patent.]
pSt'-), re.
1. The condition of being open, enlarged, or spread.
2. The state of being patent or evideat.
hill

Pa'ten-cy (pa'ten-s^ or

idea,

ill

;'

old,

obey, 6rb, odd

;

;

;

y

PATENT

I

\

[L. patens,
Pat'ent (pafent or pa'tent; 277), a.
-entis, p. pr. of patere to be opeu
cf. F. patent.
Cf.
Fathom.] 1. {O/tener pronounced pa'tent in this sense)
Open expanded evident apparent unconcealed man:

;

;

;

;

He had received instructions, both pa(en« and secret. Motley.
said of a document con2. Open to public perusal
ferring some right or privilege as, letters patent. See
Letters patent, under 3d Letxek.
3. Appropriated or protected by letters patent se-

—

;

;

cured by offlciaf authority to the exclusive possession,
control, and disposal of some person or party ; patented
as, a patent right ; patent medicines.
Madder ... in King Charles the First's time, was made a
Mortimer.
patent commodity.
4. (Bat.) Spreading ; forming a nearly right angle with
;

the stem or branch as, a, patent leaf.
Patent leather, a varnished or lacquered leather, used
for boots and shoes, and in carriage and harness work.
Patent office, a government bureaii for the examination of
inventions and the granting of patents.
Patent right,
(a) The exclusive right to an invention, and the control
of its manufacture. (6) {Law) The right, granted by the
sovereign, of exclusive control of some business of manufacture, or of the sale of certain articles, or of certain
offices or prerogatives.
Patent rolls, the registers, or
;

—

—

—

records, of patents.

[Cf F. patente. See Patent, a.] 1. A
letter patent, or letters patent ; an official document,
issued by a sovereign power, conferring a right or privilege on some person or party. Specifically (a) A writing
securing to an inventor, for a term of years, the exclusive right to his invention.
(6) A document making a
grant and conveyance of public lands.
Four other gentlemen of quality remained mentioned in that

Pat'ent,

«.

patent.

Fuller.

S^^

The

right or privilege conferred by such a document ; hence, figuratively, a right, privilege, or license of
the nature of a patent.
If you are so fond over her iniquity, give her patent to
offend.
Shak.
Pat'ent, v. i. {imp.
p. p. Patented ; p. pr. &vb.n.
Patenting.] To grant by patent to make the subject
of a patent ; to secure or protect by patent ; as, to patent
an invention; to patent public lands.
Pat'ent-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Suitable to be patented
capable of being patented.
Pat'ent-ee' (pit'en-te' or pa'ten-te'), re. One to whom
a grant is made, or a privilege secured, by patent. Bacon.
Pat'ent-ham'mered (pat'ent-hitrn'merd or pa'tent-),
a.
{Stone Cutting) Having a surface dressed by cutting
with a hammer the head of which consists of broad tmn
riiisels clamped together.
Pa'tent-ly (pa'tent-ly ; see Patent, a., 1), adv. Openly; evidently.
llPat'e-ra (pat'e-ra), w. / ^?. Patek^ (-re). [L., fr.
patere to lie open.] 1.
saucerlike vessel of earthenware or metal, used by the Greeks and Romans in libations and sacriiices.
2. (Arch.)
circular ornament, resembling a dish,
;

;

Pa-thol'0-gy (-jy), n. ; pi. Pathologies (-jTz). [Gr.
a suffering, disease -[--logy: cf. F. pathologic.}
(3Ied.) The science which treats of diseases, their nature, causes, progjess, symptoms, etc.
(1^°* Pathology is general or special, according as it
treats of disease or morbid processes in general, or of
particular diseases ; it is also subdivided into internal
and external, or medical and surgical pathology. Its departments are nosology, letiology, morbid anatomy, symptomatology, and therapeutics, which treat respectively of
the classification, causation, organic changes, symptoms,
and cure of diseases.
Cellular pathology, a theory that gives prominence to
the vital action of cells in the healthy and diseased functions of the body.
Virchow.
Path'O-poe'la (path'S-pe'ya), n. ; pi. -iab (-yaz).
[NL., from Gr. iraBotToda.; waSos passion
Troieii' to
make.] (Ehet.)
speech, or figure of speech, designed
Smart.
to move the passions.
Pa'thOS (pa'th5s), n. [L., from Gr. n-oflot a suffering,
passion, fr. naOeiv, vdcrx^i.v, to suffer cf. ttoi/os toil, L.
paii to suffer, E. patient.l That quality or property of
anything which touches the feelings or excites emotions
and passions, esp., that which awakens tender emotions,
such as pity, sorrow, and the like contagious warmth of
pathetic quality
as, the
feeling, action, or expression
pathos of a picture, of a poem, or of a cry.
The combination of incident, and the pathoc of catastroplie.
T. Warton.
iraSoj

;

had

scarcity of people, underwent no
than paternity and eldership.
Sir W. Raleigh.
it

2. Derivation or descent from a father
as, the paternity of a child.
;

;

male parent-

II

of these novels

was

.

.

.

disputed.

Sir W. Scott.

;

;

—

;

Path (p4th), n, ; pi. Paths (pathz). [AS. pieS, paS ;
akin to D. pad, G. pfad, of uncertain origin
cf. Gr.
iraro?, Skr. patha, path.
V21.] 1. A trodden way a
footway.

Path'way'

;

ilnite,

r^de,

full,

Up, Qrn

;

pity

A footpath

fo'ot

;

A

5. (Bot.)

mon

in

Harte.

Hooker.

[Ofts.]

stay upon your patience.

Shak.

kind of dock (Bumex Patientia), less comin Europe
monk's rhubarb.

America than
6. (Card Playing)

;

Solitaire.

Syn. — Patience, Resignation.

/"oHereee implies the
quietness or self-possession of one's own spirit under
sufferings, provocations, etc. ; resignation implies submission to the will of another. The Stoic may have patience ; the Christian should have both patience and resignation.

Pa'tient (pa'shent), a. [F., fr. L. ]>atiens, -entis, p.
pr. of ^aft to suffer.
Cf. Patbos, Passion.]
1. Having
the quality of enduring ; physically able to suffer or bear.
Patient of severest toil and hardship.
Bp. Fell.
2. Undergoing pains, trials, or the like, without murmuring or fretfulness ; bearing up with equanimity
against trouble long-suffering.
3. Constant in pursuit or exertion ; persevering
calmly diligent ; as, patient endeavor.
Whatever I have done is due to patient thought. Sir 1. Newton.
4. Expectant with calmness, or without discontent;
not hasty ; not overeager composed.
Not patient to expect the turns of fate.
Prior.
5. Forbearing; long-suffering.
Be patient toward all men.
1 Thess. v. 14,
Pa'tient, re. 1. One who, or that which, is passively
affected a passive recipient.
Malice is a passion so impetuous and precipitate that it often
involves the agent and the patient.
Gov. of' Tongue.
2. A person under medical or surgical treatment ;
correlative to physician or nurse.
Like a physician, . . . seeing hi&putient in a pestilent fever.
;

;

;

—

Sir

J'.

Sidney.

In patient, a patient who receives lodging and food, as
well as treatment, in a hospital or an infirmary.— Out patient, one who receives advice and medicine, or treatment,
from an infirmary.
Pa'tient, v. t. To compose ; to calm. [06i.] " Patient

madam."
Shak.
In a patient manner.
Coujier.
Pat'in (pat'in), Pat'ine, re. A plate. See Paten.
" Inlaid mih. paiines of bright gold."
Shak.
Pat'i-na (pat't-na It. pa'te-na), re. [It., f r. L. patina
a dish, a pan, a kind of cake. Cf. Paten.] 1. A dish or
plate of metal or earthenware a patella.
2. (Fine Arts) The color or incrustation which age
gives to works of art especially, the gre^n rust which

out, oil

;

Pa'tient-ly, adv.

;

;

covers ancient bronzes, coins, and medals.
Fairholt.
Pa'ti-0 (pa'te-o), re. [Sp., a court.] (il/e^a?.) A paved
floor where ores are cleaned and sorted, or
II

yard or

where

ore, salt, mercury, etc., are trampled
effect intermixture and amalgamation.

life

;

chair

;

go

;

eiug,

by horses, to

<^ff^ Tlie patio process is used to reduce silver ores by
amalgamation.
Barrow.
Pat'ly (pat'li^), adv. Fitly seasonably.
Pat'ness, n. Fitness or appropriateness ; striking
;

suitableness

convenience.
The description with equal pa^ess may suit both. Barrow.
Pa'tois' (pa'twa'), re. [F.] A dialect peculiar to the
illiterate classes ; a provincial form of speech.
The jargon ti.n^ patois of several provinces. Sir T. Browne.
[Cf. F. patte d'once paw of
Pa-tonce' (pa-t5ns'), a.
an ounce.] (Her.) Having the arms growing broader
said of a cross. See
and floriated toward the end ;
Illust. 9 of Cross.
Pa'trl-al (pa'trT-al), a. [L. patria fatherland, coun(Lat. Gram.) Derived from the
try, fr. pater father.]
name of a country, and designating an inhabitant of the
said of a noun.
country ; gentile
n. A patrial noun.
Thus Romanus, a Roman, and Troas, a woman of Troy,
Andrews.
are patrial nouns, or patrinls.
Pa'trl-arch (-ark), n. [F. pntriarche, L. patriarcha,
Gr. )iaTpiapx>)s, fr. irarpid lineage, especially on the father's side, race TraTijp father -f- apyoj a leader, chief,
See Father, Archaic] 1. The
fr. apx"f to lead, rule.
father and ruler of a family one who governs his family
or descendants by paternal right ;
usually applied to
heads of families in ancient history, especially in Biblical
those
and Jewish history to
who lived before the time of
Moses.
2. (R. C. Ch.
Gr. Ch.) A dignitary superior to the
order of archbishops ; as. the patriarch of Constantinople, of Alexandria, or of Aiitioch.
3. A venerable old mau ; an elder.
Also used figura;

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

&

tively.

a beaten track
Shak.
and in the pathway

;

iood,

permission.

;

They

The 2>atriarch

;

Pvoi}. xii. 2H.
is no d'eatli.
We tread the iJa(/iioay arm in arm. Sir W. Scott.
Pat'1-ble (pSt'I-b'l), a. [L. patibitis, fr. pati to suffer.]
Sufferable tolerable; endurable. [Oi«.] Bailey.
;

learned with piatience, and with meekness taught.

figuratively.

thereof there

The dewy paths of meadows we will tread. Dryden.
way," course, or track, in which anything moves
hiij moved ; route ; passage ; an established way ; as.

A

Ose,

(pAth'wa'), n.

any path or course. Also used
Ip the way of righteousness is

;

or

;

;

Paternoster pump. Paternoster wheel, a chain pump
a
Paternoster while, the space of time required for
repeatnig a paternoster. Udall.

2-

+

A

authorship.

Pa'ter-nos'ter (pa'ter-nSs'ter), n. [L., Our Father.]
1. The Lord's prayer, so called from the first two
words of the Latin version.
2. (Arch.) A beadlike ornament in moldings.
3. (Angling) A line with a row of hooks and bead)haped sinkers.
noria.

[Gr. najSo^ pas-

n.

;

age

The paternity

Arhuthnot.

—

the divine paternity.

Kehle

;

of love, jealousy.

:

Pa-ter'nal-lsm (-iz'm), n. (Polit. Science) The theory or practice of paternal government. See Paternal
government, under Paternal.
London Times.
Pa-ter'nal-ly, adv. In a paternal manner.
Pa-ter'nl-ty (-nl-ty), n. [L. patemitas: cf. F. patemiti.
See Pateknal.] 1. The relation of a father to
his children ; fathership fatherhood family headship

;

;

Path'O-lOg'iC (pSth'o-loj'ik), ) a. [Gr. waeoAoyt/cos
Path'0-log'ic-al (-loj'i-kal), )
cf. F. pathologigue.l
Of or pertaining to pathology. Path'0-log'ic-al-ly, adv.
Pa-thol'O-giSt (pa-th51'o-jist), re. [Cf. F. pathologiste.']
One skilled in pathology an investigator in pathology as, the pathologist of a hospital, whose duty it
is to determine the causes of the diseases.

Their small pateimal field of corn.
Dryden.
Paternal government (Polit. Science), the assumption by
the governing power of a quasi-fatherly relation to the
people, involving strict and intimate supervision of their
Dusmess and social concerns, upon the theory that they
are incapable of managing their own afEairs.

3. Origin

'

;

paternal estate.

other dominion

;

:

Pa-thog'no-my (pa-thog'no-my),

;

The world, while

-\- yvuijjLOviKO';

[Gr.

a.

judging of diseases Troflos a disskilled cf. F. pathognomonique. See

sion {- yviaft.Ti a judgment, fr. yvuivai, yiyviiaKeiv, to
know.] Expression of the passions the science of the
signs by which human passions are indicated.

;

his cross.

yourself,

of disease.

pathognomonic symptom.
The true pathognomonic sign

;

from

;

4- Sufferance

+

;

;

his Lord's cradle, 2>atience

The act or power of calmly or contentedly waiting
sometliing due or hoped for forbearance.

He

—

(Med.) Specially or decisively characteristic
of a disease indicating with certainty a disease as, a

a family in a large sense,
one who is his own master.
Pa-ter'nal (pa-ter'nal), a. [L. paternus, fr. pater a
father: cf. F. patemel. See Fathee.] 1. Of or pertaining to a father
fatherly showing the disposition
of a father guiding or instructing as a father as, paternal care. " Under ^aiernaZ rule."
Hilton.
2. Received or derived from a father ; hereditary as,

11.

Have patience with me, and I will pay thee all. Matt, xviii. 29.
3. Constancy in labor or application ; perseverance.

—

Gnomic]

{Rom. Law) The head of
the proprietor of an estate

;

for

he pathetic.
E. Porter.

Pa-thOg'no-mon'lC (pa-thog'nfi-mon'ik),

familia family.]

;.

From

Pathetic muscle (Anal.), the superior oblique muscle of
the eye. —Pathetic nerve (Anat.), the fourth cranial, or
trochlear, nerve, which supplies the superior oblique,
or pathetic, muscle of the eye.
The pathetic, a style or
manner adapted to arouse the tender emotions.

ease

i.

Shak.

load.

2.

Macaulay.

man to

must have patience to endure the

Who hath learned lowliness

sionate.
[05s.]
2. Affecting or moving the tender emotions, esp. pity
or grief ; full of pathos ; as, a pathetic song or story.

teach a

Col.

I

:

^ Pathetic actioa."
No theory of the passions can

;

suffering.

Pa-thet'lc (_pa-thgt'ik), a. [L. patheticiis, Gr. 7ra0i)TiKos, fr. TraSelv, Trao-j^eii', to suffer
cf. F. pathelique.
See Pathos.] 1. Expressing or showing auger
pas;

TradoyvuifjioviKOi skilled in

II

as,

;

Henry's unadvised ways."
Drayton.
Path, V. i. To walk or go. [i2.]
Shak.
Path'e-mat'lC (path'e-mSt'Ik), a. [Gr. TroSTjiaaTiKos,
fr. Trae-qiia a suffering, naOelv, to suffer.]
Of, pertaining
to, or designating, emotion or suffering. [i2.] Chalmers.

ment

A

a,

&

&

often worked in relief on friezes, and the like.
Pat'e-re'ro (pat'e-re'ro), n. See Pedebebo. [06s.]
Pa'ter-fa-miri-as (pa'ter-fa-mTl'T-Ss), n. ; pi. PaTBESFAMiTiiAS (pa'trez-).
[L., fr. pater father -f- fami-

;

&

Path (path), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Pathed (pathd) ;
vb. n. Pathinq.]
p. pr.
To make a path in, or on
(something), or for (some one). [iJ.] " Pathing young

—

A

j

:

;

&

;

Pa-tlb'U-la-ry (pa-tib'u-la-r5f), a. [L. patibulum a
gallows
cf. F. patibulaire.}
Of or pertaining to the
gallows, or to execution.
[iZ.]
Carlyle.
Hanged
on a gallows. [iJ.]
Pa-tii)'U-la'ted, a.
Pa'tience (pa'shens), n. [F. patience, fr. L. patientia.
See Patient.] 1. The state or quality of being
patient the power of suffering with fortitude uncomplaining endurance of evils or wrongs, as toil, pain, poverty, insult, oppression, calamity, etc.
Strengthened with all might, . . . unto txM 2^atience and long-

All thejjotts of the Lord are mercy and truth. Ps. xxv. 10.
The paths of glory lead but to the grav e.
Gray.

—

In the United States, by the act of 1870, patents
for uiventions are issued for seventeen years, without the
privilege of renewal except by act of Congress.

lias, gen. of

the path of a meteor, of a caravan, of a storm, of a pestilence. Also used figuratively, of a course of life or action.

Pa-thet'iC-al (-t-kol), a. Pathetic, [i?.]
Pa-thet'ic-al-ly, adv.
Pa-thet'lc-al-nes3, n.
Path'e-tlsm (path'e-tTz'm), n. [Cf. F. pathetisme.']
See Mesmewsm.
L. Sunderland.
Path'flnd'er (path'find'er), re. One who discovers a
way or path ; one who explores untraversed regions.
The cow is the true pathfinder and pathmaker. J. Burroughs.
Path'lC (path'ik), n. [L. pathicus, Gr. TrafliKos, passive, fr. TraStlv, iraoT^etv, to suiter.] A male who submits
to the crime against nature ; a catamite. [iJ.] B. Jonson.
Path'ic, a. [Gr. ttclBlko^.'] Passive ; suffering.
Path'less (path'lSs), a. Having no beaten path or
way untrodden ; impenetrable ; as, pathless woods.
Through the heavens' yjHQ,paih}ess way.
Milton.
Path'mak'er (-mak'er), n. One who, or that which,
makes a way or path.
Path'0-gene (path'6-jen), n.
[See Pathooenic]
(Biol.) One of a class of virulent microorganisms or
bacteria found in the tissues and fluids in infectious diseases, and supposed to be the cause of the disease ; a
pathogenic organism ; a pathogenic bacterium ;
opposed
to zymogene.
Path'0-gen'e-siS (-jen'e-sTs), ii. (Med.) Pathogeny.
Path'0-ge-net'lc (-je-net'ik), a. (Med.) Pathogenic.
Path'O-gen'ic (-jen'ik), a. [Gr. iraBo^ disease
the
root of yeVo! birth.] (Med.
Biol.) Of or pertaining
to pathogeny ; producing disease ; as, a, pathogenic organism; a, pathogenic bacteTmm.
Pa-thog'e-ny (pa-thoj'e-nj?), n. (3fed.) (a) The generation, and method of development, of disease ; as, the
pathogeny of yellow fever is unsettled, (b) That branch
of pathology which treats of the generation and develop-

.

:

2.

PATRIARCHAL

;

ifest; public; conspicuous.

;
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hoary, the sugo of Lis kith and the hanilot.
Longfellow.
oak, the patriarch of trees.
Dryden.

The monarch

Pa'trl-ar'chal (-iir'kirl), (I. [Ct.F. patriarcal.'] 1. Of
or pertaining to a patriarch or to patriarchs possessed
by, or subject to, patriarchs ; as, patriarchal authority
or jurisdiction ; a patriarchal see ; a patriarchal church.

ink

;

;

tlieu,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=:

z in azure.

;
;;
;

;

PATRIARCHATE

N
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To go the rounds along

2- CharacteriBtic of a patriarch

;
venerable.
About whose patriarchal knee
Late the little children clung.
Tennyson.
3. {Ethnol.) Having an organization of society and
government in which the head of the family exercises
authority over all its generations.

A

;

A

the men thus guarding ; as, a customs
patrol ; a fire patrol.
In France there is an army of patrols to secure her fiscal regulations.
A. Hamilton.
v.
Pa-trole' (pa-trol'), n.
V.
See Pateol, re.
Pa-trol'man (pa-trol'man), re. ; pi. Patrolmen (-men).
One who patrols ; a watchman ; especially, a policeman
who patrols a particular precinct of a town or city.
Pa'tron (pa'trun ; 277), n. [F.jtr.Jj. p,Xronus,ir.pater a fatlier.
See Pateenal, and cf. Pateoon, Padeone,
Patteen.] 1. One who protects, supports, or countenances ; a defender. '^Patron of my life and liberty."
Shak. "The po<;'ore of true holiness." Spenser.
master who had freed liis slave,
2. {Rom. Antiq.) (a)
but still retained some paternal rights over him. {b) A
man of distinction imder whose protection another person
placed himself, (c) An advocate or pleader.
Let him who works the client wrong
Beware the2^atroit's ire.
Macaiday.
3. One who encourages or helps a person, a cause, or a
work ; a f urtherer ; a promoter ; as, a patron of art.
4. {Eccl. Law) One who has the gift and disposition
of a benefice.
lEng.]
5. A guardian saint ;
called also patron saint.
6. {Naut.) See Padeone, 2.
Patrons of Husbandry, the gp'angers. See Geanger, 2.
Pa'tron, v. t. To be a patron of ; to patronize ; to

guard

society.

The

office

or

jurisdiction of a patriarch

[iJ.]
patriarchate.
;
Pa'trl-ar'Chlc (-iJr'kik), a. [L. palriarchicus, Gr.
naTpiapx^Ko^.^ Patriarchal.
Government by a
Pa'tn-arch-lsm (-ark-Tz'm), n.
patriarch, or the head of a family.
Pa'tri-arch-Ship, n. A patriarchate.
Ayliffe.
Pa'tri-arch'y (-ark'y), n. [Gr. TTaTpi.apx^a.'] 1. The
jurisdiction of a patriarch ; patriarchsliip.
Brerewood.
2. Government by a patriarch ; patriarchism.
Pa-tri'clan (pa-trish'an), a. [L. patricius, fr. patres
fathers or senators, pi. of pater: cf. F. patricien. See
Pateenal.] 1. {Horn. Anliq.) Of or pertaining to the
Roman joi/^cei (fathers) or senators, or patricians.
2. Of, pertaining to, or appropriate to, a person of high
birth ; noble ; not plebeian.

;

A

;

Such

tears tLspatriots

shed for dying laws.

Fopt.

;

also,

&

—

Sir T. Browne.
Doing the duty of a patron giving aid
or protection tutelary.
Dryden.
Patron saint (R. C. Ch.), a saint regarded as the peculiar
protector of a country, community, church, profession,
favor,

\_0bs.1
Pa'tron, a.

;

;

an individual.
[F. patronage.
Pat'ron-age (pat'riin-aj
277), n.
Cf. LL. patronaticum, and L. patronatus.]
1. Special
countenance or support favor, encouragement, or aid,
afforded to a person or a work; as, the patro7iage of letters patronage given to an author.
[Commercial CantJ
2. Business custom.
3. Guardianship, as of a saint tutelary care. Addison.
The
nomination
4.
right of
to political oflSce also, the
offices,contracts, honors, etc., which a public officer may
bestow by favor.
5. {Eng. Law) The right of presentation to church
or ecclesiastical benefice ; advowson.
Blackstone.
Pat'ron-age, v. t. To act as a patron of to mainetc., or of

;

Night, best7)a(rone5S of grief.

Milton-

Pat'ron-i-za'tlon (paf riin-I-za'shiui), re. The act of
patronizing patronage ; support. [iJ.]
[imp.
Pat'rcn-ize (pat'rtin-iz 277), v. i.
p. p.
Patronized (-Izd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pateohizinq (-I'zing).]
To
act
as
patron
support
1.
toward ; to
to countenance ; to favor ; to aid.
This idea has been patronized by two States only. A. Hamilton.
2. To trade with customarily ; to frequent as a customer. [Commercial Cant]
3. To assmne the air of a patron, or of a superior and
protector, toward ;
used in an unfavorable sense ; as,
to patronize one's equals.
Pat'ron-l'zer (-i'zer), n. One who patronizes.
Pat'ron-i'zing (-i'zing), a.
Showing condescending
favor ; assuming the manner or airs of a superior toward
another.
Pat'ron-i'zing-ly, adv. Thackeray.
Pa'tron-less (pa'trun-les), a. Destitute of a patron.
;

Pa'trl-Ot, a. Becoming to a patriot patriotic.
[Cf. F. patriotique, Gr.
Pa'tri-Ot'lC (-St'ik ; 277), a.
n-aT(ji<oTiKd9 belonging to a fellow-countryman.] Inspired
by patriotism ; actuated by love of one's country ; zealously and unselfishly devoted to the service of one's
country; as, a pa/rzo/fe statesman, vigilance.
Pa'tri-ot'lc-al (-T-kol), a. Patriotic ; that pertains to
a patriot.
Pa'tri-ot'io-al-ly, adv.
Pa'trl-Ot-ism (pa'trl-ot-iz'm), n. [Cf F. patriotisme.}
Love of country ; devotion to the welfare of one's country ; the virtues and actions of a patriot ; the passion
which inspires one to serve one's country.
Berkeley.
Pa'trl-pas'slan (pa'tri-pSsh'an ; 277), n. [LL. Patripassiani, pi. ; L. pater father
pati, passus, to suffer: cf. F. patripassiens.']
{Eccl. Hist.) One of a body
of believers in the early church who denied the independent preexistent personality of Christ, and who, accordingly, held that the Father suffered in the Son ; a monarchian.
Pa'trl-pas'sian-lsm (-iz'm), re.
Pa'trist (pa'trTst), n. One versed in patristics.
Pa-tris'tlC (pa^tris'tTk), a. [F. patristique. See Patebnal.] Of or pertaining
Pa-tris'tlc-al (-tT-kol),
to the Fathers of the Christian church.
;

—

.

+

To talk glibly to chatter; to harangue. [Colloq.']
I 've gone out nn^pattered to get money.
Jfayhew.
Pat'ter, v. t. I. To spatter ; to sprinkle. [R.] " And
palter the water about the boat."
J. R. Drake.
2. [See Pattee, v. i., 2.] To mutter, as prayers.
(The hooded clouds] pai^er their doleful prayers. Longfellow,
To patter flash, to talk in thieves' cant. [Slang]
Pat'ter, re. 1. A quick succession of slight sounds
as, the patter of rain ; the patter of little feet.
2. Glib and rapid speech
a voluble harangue.
3. The cant of a class ; patois ; as, thieves' patter
3.

&

;

&

j

;

Pat'ter-er

Pat'ro-nom'a-tOl'0-gy (pat'r6-nom'a-tol'o-jy), re. [Gr.
iraTijp, 7roTpd9, a father -\- E. onomatology.] That branch
of knowledge which deals wdth personal names and their
origin the study of patronymics.
Pat'ro-nym'ic (-nTm'Ik), a. [L. patronymictts, Gr. TraTpcawfiiKos Trar^p father -f- ovo/xandjne cf. F. patronymique.] Derived from ancestors, as a name expressing
the name of ancestors as, a patronymic denomination.
The voluminous editor of Jerome and of tons of patristic thePat'ro-nym'ic, re. [Gr. ira.TpiawiJiiKou.'] A modificaology.
/. Taylor.
tion of the father's name borne by the son a name dePa-tris'tlcs (-tiks), re. That department of historical rived from that of a parent or ancestor ; as, Pelides, the
theology which treats of the lives and doctrines of the son of Peleus; Johnson, the son of John; 3Iacdonald,
Fathers of the church.
the son of Donald Paulowits, the son of Paul also,
Pa'trl-zate (pa'trl-zat), v. i. [L. patrissare, patri- the surname of a family the family name. M. A. Lower.
tare; cf. Gr. n-a.TpiA^ei.v.'] To imitate one's father. [iJ.]
Pat'ro-nym'ic-al (-T-kal), a. Same as Pateonyjhic.
Pa-troc'i-nate (pa-tros'T-nat), V. t.
[L. patrocinatus,
Pa-troon' (pa-troon'), n. [D. patroon ^
,
a patron, a protector. See Pateon.]
p. p. of patrocinari to patronize, fr. patronus patron.]
Vrquhart. One of the proprietors of certain tracts
Xo support to patronize. [06s.]
Pa-trOC'i-na'tlon (-na'shun), n. The act of patrocina- of land with manorial privileges and
tmg or patronizing. [06i.] " Patrocinations of trea- right of entail, under the old Dutch
son."
Bp. Hall. governments of New York and New
[L. patrocinium.'] Jersey.
Pa-troc'1-ny (pa-trSs't-ny), n.
Gauden.
[Ois.] See Pateocination.
Pa-troon'ship, n. The office of a
Irving.
Pa-trol' (pa^trol'), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Pateolled patroon.
Cross Patte
(-trold') p. pr. & vb. n. Pateollins.] [F. patrouiller,
a. [F. patte, fern.
Pat't^' (pa'tu'),
Fitche.

—

;

1

:

;

ji

;

;

Pat'tern

;

;

\7

;

& Prov. F. patouiller to paddle, paw about, patrol, fr.

patte

a paw ;

1

II

;

O.

cf

.

D. poot paw, G. p/ote, and E. pnt,
ale,

senate,

care,

^nxi

v.]

arm, ask,

pattee, fr. patte
)
Cf. Patten.] (Her.) Narrow at the inner,

Pat-tee' (pat-te'),

paw,

foot.

final,

g,ll

;

eve,

event,

end, fern, recent

;

One who

re.

patters, or talks glibly

(-tern), n.

;

;

;

;

I will

be the pattei~n of

Shak.

all patience.

2. A part showing the figure or quality of the whole
a specimen a sample an example an instance.
He compares ih^ pattern with the whole piece.
Swift.
3. Stuff sufficient for a garment as, a dress pattern.
4. Figure or style of decoration
design
as, wall
paper of a beautiful pattern.
5. Something made after a model a copy.
Shak.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The patterns of things in the heavens.
Heb. i.\. 23.
6. Anything cut or formed to serve as a guide to cutting or forming objects; as, a dressmaker's^arterre.
full-sized model around which a mold
7. (Founding)
of sand is made, to receive the melted metal. It is usually
made of wood and in several parts, so as to be removed
from the mold without injuring it.

A

Pattern boz, chain, or cylinder (Figure Weaving), devices, in a loom, for presenting several shuttles to the
picker in the proper succession for forming the figure.
Pattern card, (a)
set of samples on a card, (b) ( Weaving) One of the perforated cards in a Jacquard apparat;us.
Pattern reader, one who arranges textile patterns.

—

A

—

—

Pattern wheel (Horology), a count-wheel.

&

Pat'tern, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Patterned (-ternd);
vb. n. Patteening.]
1. To make or design
p. pr.
(anything) by, from, or after, something that serves as a
pattern ; to copy ; to model ; to imitate.
Milton.

&

Adam

[A temple] patterned from that which
dise.

reared in ParaSir T. Herbert.

To

serve as an example for ; also, to parallel.
To pattern after, to imitate to follow.
Pat'ty (-ty), n. ; pi. Patties (-tiz). [F. pate.
2.

;

Pasty.] A little pie.
Pat'ty-pan' (-pan'), n.
2.

A patty.

1.

A

pan for baking

See

patties.

[Obs.]

Pat'u-lous (p5t'u-lus),

[L. patulus, fr. patere to
expanded slightly spreading;

a.

be open, extend.] Open
having the parts loose or dispersed
;

;

as,

;

apatulous calyx

apatulou! cluster of flowers.

The

eyes are large trnd patulous.

Pan (pa), re. See Pah.
Pau-cil'6-q.uent (pa-sil'o-kwent),

Sir J. HiU.

II

a.

Uttering few

words brief in speech.' [iJ.]
Pau-cU'O-quy (-kwjr), n. [1,. paucHoquium ; paucua
;

+ loqui to speak.]

Brevity in speech. [P.]
Pau'ci-spl'ral (pa'si-spi'rol), a. [L. paucus few -\E. spiral.] (Zool.) Having few spirals, or whorls ; as,
a, paucispiral operculum or shell.
Pau'cl-ty (pa'si-ty), n. [L. paucitas, fr. paucus few,
little
cf. F. paucite.
See Few.] 1. Fewness ; smallness of number ; scarcity.
Hooker.
Revelation denies it by the stem reserve, the pauciVy, and the
/. Taylor.
incompleteness, of its communications.
2. Smallness of quantity ; exiguity ; insufficiency ; as,
Sir T. Browne.
paucity of blood.
little

:

Pau'gle

;

;

(-er),

a street peddler. [Cant, Eng.]
[OE. patron, F. patron, a patron,
also, a pattern.
See Pateon.] 1. Anything proposed
for imitation
an archetype an exemplar that which
is to be, or is worthy to be, copied or imitated
as, a
pattern of a machine.
specifically,

—

—

;

gypsies' patter.

Shale.

;

;

paternoster.]

;

\0bs.1

arms of

;

;

;

to defend,

its

Illust. (8) of Cross,

;

;

;

See

Pat'te-mar (p5t'te-mar), re. See Patamae.
Pat'ten (pat'tSn), re. [F. patin a high-heeled slioe,
patte paw, foot. Cf. Panton, Patte.]
1. A clog or
sole of wood, usually supported by an iron ring, worn to
raise the feet from the wet or the mud.
The patten now supports each frugal dame.
Gai/,
[Prov. Eng.]
2. A stilt.
HalliwelL
Pat'tened (-tgnd), a. Wearing pattens. "&omepattened girh"
Jane Austen.
Pat'ter (pat'ter), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Patteeed (-terd)
p. pr. & vb. re. Patteeing.] [Freq. of pat to strike
gently.]
1. To strike with a quick succession of slight,
sharp sounds as, pattering rain or hail pattering feet.
The stealing shower is scarce to patter heard. Thomson.
2. To mutter to mumble as, to patter with the lips.
Tyndale. [In this sense, and in the following, perh. from

;

Pat'ron-al (-al), a. {L. patronalis : ci. F. patronal.']
Patron; protecting; favoring, [i?.]
Sir T. Browne.
Pat'ron-ate (-at), n. [L. patronatus.] The right or
duty of a patron patronage, [i?-]
Westm. Rev.
Pa'tron-ess (pa'trtin-es), re. [Cf. F. patronnesse.'] A
female patron or helper.
Spenser.

;

fr.

;

tain

—

said of a cross.
[Written oAao pate, patee.]

A

;

;

it

&

Born in fh^ patrician file of society. Sir W. Scott.
His horse's hoofs wet with patrician blood. Addison.
[L. patricius : cf. F. patricien.^
Pa-tri'cian, n.
1. (Rom. Antiq.) Originally, a member of any of the
families constituting the populus Romanus, or body of
Roman citizens, before the development of the plebeian
order later, one who, by right of birth or by special
privilege conferred, belonged to the nobihty.
2. A person of high birth ; a nobleman.
3. One familiar with the works of the Christian Fathers ; one versed in patristic lore. [-R.]
Coleridge.
Pa-trl'cian-lBin (-Tz'm), n. The rank or character o£
patricians.
Pa-tri'ci-ate (pa-trtsh'T-St), n. The patrician class;
Milman.
the aristocracy ; also, the office of patriarch.
Pat'rl-ci'dal (pSt'rT-si'dal), a. Of or pertaining to
patricide
parricidal.
Pat'rl-cide (pat'rl-sid), n. [L. pater father -f- caedere
to kill. Cf. Paeeicide.] 1. The murderer of his father.
2. The crime of one who murders his father.
Same
as Paeeicide.
Pat'ri-mo'ni-al (-mo'ni-al), a. [L. patrimonialis :
cf. F. patrimonial.']
Of or pertaining to a patrimony
'uherited from ancestors ; as, a patrimonial estate.
Pat'ri-mo'ni-al-ly, adv. By inheritance.
Pat'ri-mo-ny (pSt'rT-mo-ny), re. ; pi. Pateimonies
(-niz).
[L. patrimonium, fr. pater father : cf. F. patrimoine. See Pateenal.] 1.
right or estate inherited
from one's father or, in a larger sense, from any ances" 'Reave the orphan of his joa/rmore!/."
tor.
Sha/c.
2. Formerly, a church estate or endowment. Shipley.
Pa'trl-Ot (pa'trl-8t ; 277), n. [F. patriate ; cf . Sp. patriota, It. patriotio ; all fr. Gr. TraTpiuTT)! a fellow-countryman, fr. jrarpios established by forefathers, fr, Trarfip
father.
See Fathee.] One who loves his country, and
zealously supports its authority and interests. Bp. Hall.

;

A

.

and very broad at the outer, end, or having
that shape

as a senas, to patrol a frontier ; to
of,

[F. pairouille, OF. patouille. See PaTEOL, «/. i.] 1. {Mil?) {a)
going of the rounds along
the chain of sentmels and between the posts, by a guard,
usually consisting of three or four men, to insure greater
security from attacks on the outposts. (J)
movement,
by a small body of troops beyond the line of outposts, to
explore the country and gain intelligence of the enemy's
whereabouts, (e) The guard or men who go the rounds for
observation a detachment wliose duty it is to patrol.
2. Any perambulation of a particular line or district to

Pa'trl-ar'Chate (pa'trT-ar'kat),n. [Cf. V pairiarcat.l
X. The office, dignity, or jurisdiction of a patriarch.
Jer. Taylor.
2. The residence of an ecclesiastical patriarch.
3. {Ethnol.)
patriarchal form of government or
n.

to traverse

;

To go the rounds

Pa-trol', n.

Patriarchal cross (Her.), a cross, the shaft of which is intersected by two transverse beams, the upper one being
the smaller. See Illust. (2) of Ckoss. —Patriarchal dispensation, the divine dispensation under which the patriarchs
lived before the law given by Moses.

See Patkiakchal, a., 3.
Pa'trl-arch-dom (pa'trl-ark-diim),

a chain of sentinels

a police district or beat.
Pa-trol' (pa-trol'), V. t.
try, guard, or policeman
patrol a beat.

^

PAULICIAN

1

(pa'gy),

re. ;

pi.

Paugies

(-gTz).

[Corrupted

See
from Amer. Indian mishcuppauog.
The SCMT^. See Poegt, and Soup.
Pau-hau'gen (pa-ha'gen), re. [North Amer. Indian.]
(Zool.) The menhaden";
called aX&o poghaden.

Pau'gy

ScDP.]

(

(Zool.)

—

Paul

(pal), n.

See PawIi.

An Italian

See Paolo.
Paul'dron(-driin), re. [See PowLDRON.] (Mil. Antiq.)
armor covering the shoulder at the junction
of the body piece and arm piece.
Paull-an (pa1T-an), ) re. {Eccl. Hist.) A follower of
Pau'li-an-lst (-ist), )
Paul of Samosata, a biahop of
Antioch in the third century, who was deposed for denying the divinity of Christ.
Pau-li'cian (pa-llsh'an), n. [Btymol. uncertain.]
(Eccl. Hist.) One of a sect of Christian dualists original
ting in Armenia in the seventh century. They rejected
the Old Testament and a part of the New.

Paul,

re.'

silver coin.

A piece of

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

&rb,

ddd

"

;; ;

;;;

PAULIN
Pau'lin

(pa'lin), n.
(.Naut.) See Tabpaui-in.
(pa'lin), a.
[L. Paulinus, fr. Paulus Paul.]
or pertaiuing to tlie apostle Paul, or his writings ; reconforming
to, the writmgs of Paul ; as,
sembling, or
the Pauline epistles ; Pauline doctrine.

Pau'Une

My religion had always been Pauline.

J. II.

Newman,

Paul'lSt (pal'ist), n. (iJ. C. Ch.) A member of The
Institute of the Missionary Priests of St. Paul the Apostle, founded in 1858 by the Bev. I. T. Hecker of New
York.
The majority of the members were formerly
Protestants.

Pau-low'ni-a

[NL. So named from

(pa-lo'nt-a), n.

PAY
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Of

II

;

the Russian princess Amxa, Pavlovna."] (Bot.) A genus
of trees of the order ScTophulariacex, consisting of one

&

Paw'ky
Arch

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

Paunch, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Paunched (pancht or
pancht) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Paunching.] 1. To pierce or rip
the belly of ; to eviscerate ; to disembowel.
Shak.

&

To stuff with food. [06.J.]
Paunch'y (-y), a. Pot-bellied.
2.

Udall.

Dickens.

[iJ.]

A

Paune (pan),

n.
kind of bread. See Pone.
(pa'per), n. [L. See Poor.]
poor person
especially, one dependent on private or public charity.
Also used adjectively ; as, pauper immigrants, pauper
labor.
Pau'per-ism (-iz'm), n. [Cf. F. pauperisme.J The
state of being a pauper ; the state of indigent persons

A

Pau'per

requiring support from the community.
Syn.
Poverty ; indigence ; penury

Whately.

—

;

want

;

need

;

See Povekty.
Pau'per-l-za'tion (-I-za'shiln), n. The act or process
of reducing to pauperism.
Kingsley.
Pau'per-lze (pa'per-Iz), v. t. \imp. & p. ^. Pauperized (-izd) p. pr. &vb. n. Pauperizing (-I'zmg).] To
reduce to pauperism as, to pauperize the peasantry.
l[Pau-rop'0-aa (pa-rSp'o-da), n. pi. [NL., from Gr.
iraCpos small -f- -poda.1
(^Zool.) An order of small myriapods having only nine pairs of legs and destitute of tradestitution.

C

;

;

cheae.

Pause

(paz), n.
[F., fr. L. pausa.
See
Pose.] 1.
temporary stop or rest ; an
intermission of action; interruption; suspension ; cessation.
2. Temporary inaction or waiting ; hesitation ; suspense ; doubt.

A

I stand in pause where I shall

first

Pause,
v6.

re.

A hold.
;

[imp.

V. i.

1.

& p. p.

&

Paused (pazd)

; p. pr.
See Pause,

;

II

forfeiture.

(pa'vo),

re.

Shak.

4. To stop in order to consider; hence, to consider;
" Take time to pawse.
to reflect.
[i2.]
ISkak.

—

;

;

—

;

;

viAGE.

[72.]

Pav'an (pav'on

or pa-v5n'), n.

[F.

pavane ;

cf. It.

&
A

Sp. pavana, and Sp. pavon, pavo, a peacock, L. pavo.']
stately and formal Spanish dance for which full state
costume is worn ;
s» called from the resemblance of its
movements to those of the peacock. [Written also pavane, paven, pavinn, and pavin.^
Pa'v6' (pa/va'), n. [F., from paver to pave. See

;

II

The pavement.
Nymyhe du pave (nSNf du

Pave.]
II

solicits

m the street.
fise,

unite,

&

;

(-ne').

;

[L. paxillus a small
stake.
Paxilli (-li). [L., a
Pas-il'lUS
peg.] (Zool.) One of a peculiar kind of spines covering
the surface of certain starfishes. They are pillarlike,
with a flattened summit whicli is covered with minute
spinules or granules. See Illustration in Appendix.
Pax'was' (paks'waks'.), Ji. [For faxwax, fr. AS. feax
hair (akin to OHG. fahs) -f- weaxan to grow. See
II

—

Pawnee

sing.

;

[L., a peacock.

;

—

;

substituted for it at High Mass in Roman Catholio
churches.
2. (R. C. Ch.) A tablet or board, on which is a representation of Christ, of the Virgin Mary, or of some saint,
and which, in the Mass, was kissed by tlie priest and
then by the people, in mediseval times an osculatory.
It is still used in communities, confraternities, etc.
Kiss the pax, and be quiet like your neighbors. Chapman.

Pas'll-lose' (paks'il-los'),
(Geol.) Resembling a

;

:

II

pi.

now

stake.]

;

To pause upon, to deliberate concerning.
Shak.
Syn. To intermit ; stop ; stay wait delay ; tarry
hesitate; demur.
Pause, V. t. To cause to stop or rest ;
used refiexively.
\_E.-\
Shak.
Paus'er (paz'er), n. One who pauses.
Shak.
Paus'ing-ly, adv. "With pauses haltingly.
Shak.
Paux'i (paks'i), re. [From the native name cf. Sp.
pauji.']
[Zo'dl.) A curassow {Ourax paiixi), which, in
Soutli America, is often domesticated.
Pav'age (pav'aj 48), n. [Gt. F. pavage.} See Pa-

re.

(pa'pa'), re.
(Bot.) See Papaw.
PaJE (paks), re." [ij. jDfta: peace. See Peace.] 1. (Eccl.)
kiss of peace
also, the embrace in tlie sanctuary

An-

(Mil.

re.

Shak.

Paw'paw'

A soldier who carried a pavise.

Pa'VO

(pa'nez'),

The

It.

See Peacock.] 1. (Zool.) A genus of
birds, including the peacocks.
2. (Astron.) The Peacock, a constellation of the southern hemisphere.
Pa'VOn (pa'vSn), re. A small triangular flag, esp. one attached to a
knight's lance a pennon.
Pa-vone' (pa- von'), re. [Cf. It. pavone, Sp. pavon, fr.
L. pavo."] (Zool.) A peacock. [06s.]
Spenser.
Pa-vo'ni-an (pA-vo'ni-an), a. Of or pertaining to a
Southey.
peacock. [iJ,]
Pav'0-nine (pav'6-nln), a. [L. pavoninus, fr. pavo a
Like,
or
pertaining
(Zool.)
peacock. See Peacock.] 1.
to, the genus Pavo.
2. Cliaracteristic of a peacock resembling the tail of
P. Cleaveland.
a peacock, as in colors ; iridescent.
Paw (pa), re. [OE. pawe, poue, OF. poe : cf. patte,
LG. pole, a. pool, G. pfote.'] 1. The foot of a quadruMiltnii.
ped liaving claws, as the lion, dog, cat, etc.
Dri/den.
2. The hand.
[Jocose']
so called because
Paw clam (Zool.), the tridacna
shaped like an animal's pair.
Paw, V. i. To draw the forefoot along the ground
Job xxxix. 21.
to beat or scrape with tlie forefoot.
Paw, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pawed (pad) p. pr. vb. n.
Pawing.] 1. To pass the paw over to stroke or handle
with the paws hence, to liandle fondly or rudely.
2. Te scrape or beat with the forefoot.
TickeV.
His liot courser pawed tlie Hungarian plain.

Milton.

;

Take thy

.

to obtain his lust.

A

a paver.

[OF. pavaix, F. pavois ; cf

re.

Pa-Vis'or (pa-vez'er),
tiq.)

Shak.

;

Why doth the Jew pause f

;

honor

;

Pawnees'

ten a\io pavais, pavese, and^ffwesie.]
Fairholt.

To be intermitted to cease as, the music pauses.
To hesitate to hold back to delay.
[iJ.]
;

One who paves

his

(Elhnol.)
tribe of Indians (called also Loups) who
formerly occupied the region of the Platte river, but now
live mostly in the Indian Territory.
The term is often
used in a wider sense to include also the related tribes of
Pani.
Rickarees and Wichitas. Called also
Pawn'er (pan'er), ) n. (Law) One who pawns or
Pawn-Or' (pan-6r'), I pledges anything as securitj
for the payment of borrowed money or of a debt.

jmvese, LL. pavense; perh. named
from Pavia in Italy.] (3Iil. Anliq.)
A large shield covering the whole body,
carried by a pavisor, who sometimes
screened also an archer with it. [Writ-

stop ; to cease for a time
to stop ; to wait ; to rest.

to intermit speaking or acting ;
"Tarry, ^aifse a day or two."
Pausing a while, thus to herself she mused.
Z.
3.

Pa-vise' (pa-vez'),

1.

re.

to hazard.

;

erty pledged or deposited in his keeping.
Pawn'bro'king, re. The business of a pawnbroker.
Pawn-ee' (pan-e'), re. (Law) One to whom a pledge is
delivered as security one who takes anything in pa\vn.

&

A rammer for driving paving stones.
A brick or slab used for paving.

to wager

Pawn'a-ble (-a-b'l), a.^ Capable of being pawned.
Pawn'bro'ker (-bro'ker), re. One who makes a business of lending money on the security of personal prop-

A

2.
3.

;

Pawning

tral feature of a large pile.
3. (Mil. )
flag, colors, ensign, or banner.
4. (Her.) Same as Tent (/7er.).
5. That part of a brilliant which lies between the girdle and collet. See Illust. of Brilliant.
6. (Anat.) The auricle of the ear ; also, the fimbriated

pavement.
Pav'ior (pav'yer),

7.

[Ct. F. pauser, h. pausar'e.

To make a short

2.
to risk

Pav'in (pav'in), re. See Pavan.
Pav'ing (pav'ing), re. 1. The act or process of laying
a pavement, or covering some place witli a pavement.

cessation ; suspension.

Pausing.]

n., Pose.]

See 4th Hold,

;

And pawned the last remaining piece of plate. Dryden.
To pledge for the f ulfilhnent of a promise ; to stake j

body or mass of building, contained within simple walls and a single roof, whether
insulated, as in the park or garden of a larger edifice,
or united with other parts, and forming an angle or cen-

A

&

&

Pawn, V. t. [imp. p. p. Pawned (pand) ; p. pr.
re. Pawning.]
1. To give or deposit in pledge, or aa
security for the payment of money borrowed j to put in
pawn; to pledge as, to pawre one's watch.

single

2.

[Poetic]

vb.

;

&

Locke.

A stake hazarded in a wager.

To wage against thy enemies.
Shak.
In pawn. At pawn, in the state of being pledged.
" Sweet wife, my honor is at pawn." Shak. — Pawn ticket,
a receipt given by the pawnbroker for an article pledged.

Pav'ier (pav'yer), re. A paver.
Pa'Vi-in (pa'vi-in), re. (Chem.) A glucoside found in
species of the genus Pavia of the Horse-chestnut family.
Pa-vil'ion (pa-vTl'yiin), n. [F. pavilion, fr. L. papilio a butterfly, also, a tent, because spread out like a
butterfly's wings.] 1. A temporary movable habitation
a large tent a marquee ; esp., a tent raised on posts.
" [The] Greeks do pitch their hx&ve pavilions."
Shak.

A

.

My life I never held but as a pawn

[imp.
Pa-vil'ion, v. t.
p. p. Pavilioned (-yiind)
vb. n. Pavilioning.]
p. pr.
To furnish or cover with,
or shelter in, a tent or tents.
The field pavilioned with his guardians bright. Milton.

begin. Shak.

observe.

— Stop

3.

;

;

teach the pupil to mind fhe pauses.
6. A break or paragraph in writing.
He writes with warmth, which usually neglects method, and
those partitions and pauses which men educated in the schools
6. (ifas.)

canvas screen, formerly sometimes extended along the
side of a vessel in a naval engagement, to conceal from
the enemy the operations on board.
Pa-vese' (pa-yez'), Pa-vesse'(-vSs'), re. Pavise. [06i.]
Pa'yl-age (pa'vi-Sj or pav'yaj 106), n. (Law) A contribution or tax for paving streets or highways. Bouvier.
Pav'i-an (pav'i-an), re. See Pavan.
Pav'id (pSv'Td), a. [L. pavidus, from pavere to be
afraid.]
Timid; fearful, [i?.]
Thackeray.
Pa-Vid'i-ty (pa-vid'I-tj^), n. Timidity. [.S.]

2. (Arch.)

.

without use li. e., interest].
Bacon.
2. state of being pledged ; a pledge for the fulfillment
of a promise.
[J2.]
Redeem f rpm broking pawn the blemish'd crown.
Shak.
As the morning dew is a pawn of the evening fatness. Donne.

extremity of the Fallopian tube.
7. A covering
a canopy ; figuratively, the sky.
Thepavilion of heaven is bare.
SheUey.

3. In speaking or reading aloud, a brief
arrest or suspension of voice, to indicate the
limits and relations of sentences and their
parts.
4. In writing and printing, a mark indicating the place and nature of an arrest of
voice in reading ; a punctuation point ; as,

Syn.

.

;

Paunch mat (Naut.). a thick mat made of strands of
rope, used to prevent the yard or rigging from chafing.

;

—

;

—

;

;

Paulownia imperialis.
Pave'ment (pav'ment), «. [F., fr. LL. pavamentum,
^W^ The tree is native to Japan, and has immense L. pavimenlum. See Pave.] That with which anything
heart-shaped leaves, and large purplish flowers in pani- is paved a floor or covering of solid material, laid so as
cles.
The capsules contain many little winged seeds, to make a hard and convenient surface for travel a
which are beautiful microscopic objects. The tree is paved road or sidewalk; a decorative interior floor of
hardy in America as far north as Connecticut.
tiles or colored bricks.
Faum (pam), V. t. & i. [See Palm to cheat.] To
The riches of heaven's pavement, trodden gold. Milton.
palm off by fraud ; to cheat at cards. \_Obs.'\
Swift.
Pavement teeth (Zool.), flattened teeth wliich in certain
Paunoe (pans), ?j. [See Pansy.] (Boi.) The pansy. fishes, as the skates and cestracionts, are arranged side
"The pretty pa !H!Ce."
Spenser. by side, like tUes in a pavement.
Paunch (panch or panch 277), n. [OF. panche,
Pave'ment, v. t. To furnish with a pavement; to
pance, F. pause, L. panlex, panlicis.'] 1. {Anal.) The pave. [Ofc.] " 'B.ovi liciHy pavemented ! " Bp. Hall.
belly and its contents
the abdomen
also, the first
Pav'en (pSv'en), re. See Pavan.
stomach, or rumen, of ruminants. See Rumen.
Pav'er (piiv'er), re. One who paves one who lays a
2. (JVaut.) A paunch mat
called also ^ojjcA.
pavement. [Written also pavier and pavior."]
3. Tlie thickened rim of a bell, struck by the clapper.
Pav'e-sade' (pav'e-s'ad'), n. [F. See Pavxse.] A
;

cumiing

sly.
[Scot.l
Jamieson.
Pawl (pal), re. [W. pawl a pole, a stake. Cf. Polk
a stake.] (Mach.) A pivoted tongue, or sliding bolt, on
one part of a machine, adapted to fall into notches, or
interdental spaces, on another part, as a ratcliet wheel,
in such a manner as to permit motion in one direction
and prevent it in the reverse, as in a windlass a catch,
click, or detent.
See Illust. of Ratchet wheel. [Written 2i\sopaul, OT pall.]
Pawl iiiVt, (Naut.), a heavy timber, set abaft the windlass,
Pawl rim or ring
to receive the strain of the pawls.
(Naut.), a stationary metallic ring surrounding the base
of a capstan, having notches for the pawls to catch in.
Pawl, V. t. To stop with a pawl to drop the pawls of.
To pawl the capstan. See under Capstan.
Pawn (pan), re. See Pan, the masticatory.
Pawn, ji. [OE. paune, poun, OF. peon, poon, F.
pion, LL. pedo a foot soldier, fr. L. pes, pedis, foot. See
Foot, and cf. Pioneer, Peon.] (Chess) A man or piece
of the lowest rank.
Pawn, re. [OF. pan pledge, assurance, skirt, piece,
F. pan sliirt, lappet, piece, from L. pannus. See Pane.]
1. Anything delivered or deposited as security, as for
the payment of money borrowed, or of a debt ; a pledge.
See Pledge, re., 1.
As for mortgaging or pawning,
men will not take pa^yns

species,

;

(Zool.) A small lobster.
n.
Travis.
[Cf. AS. psecean to deceive.]
(pa'ky), a.

Pawk (pak),

Pave (pav), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Paved (pavd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Paving.]
[F. paver to pave, LL. pavare, from
L. pavire to beat, ram, or tread down ; cf. Gr. irat'eti'
to beat, strike.]
1. To lay or cover with stone, brick,
or other material, so as to make a firm, level, or convenient surface for horses, carriages, or persons on foot, to
travel on ; to floor with brick, stone, or other solid material ; as, to pave a street ; to pave a court.
With silver paved, and all divine with gold. Dryden.
To pave thy realm, and smooth the broken ways. Gay.
2. Fig. : To make smooth, easy, and safe to prepare,
as a path or way ; as, to pave the way to promotion
to
pave the way for an enterprise.
It might open VinApave a prepared way to his own title. Bacon.

(paks-Tl'liis),

a.

little

re. :

pi.

Wax

to grow, and cf. Faxed, Pectinate.] (Anat.) The strong
ligament of the back of tlie neck iu quadrupeds. It connects the back of the skull with the dorsal spines of the
cervical vertebrEe, and helps to support the head. Called
also paxywaxy a.nd pncku'ax.
Pax'y-wax'y (-y-waks'y), re. (Anat.) See Paxwax.
Pay (pa), V. t. [OF. peier, f r. L. picare to pitch, pix
See Pitch a black
pitch : cf. OF. peis pitch, F po(.!-.
substance.] (Naut.) To cover, as the bottom of a vessel,
a seam, a spar, etc., with tar or pitch, or a waterproof
composition of tallow, resin, etc. to smear.
vb. n.
Pay, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Paid (pSd) p. pr.
Paying.] [OE. paien, F. payer, f r. L. pacare to pacify,
appease, fr. poj;, poci's, peace. See Peace.] 1. To satisfy, or content ; specifically, to satisfy (another person)
for service rendered, property delivered, ate. to discliarge one's obligation to ; to make due return to to
compensate ; to remunerate ; to recompense ; to requite
as, to pay workmen or servants.
May no penny alo tlieni pay [t. o., satisfy]. P. Plowman.
[Slicl )>ays nic witli disdain.
Dryden.
;

;

&

;

;

2. Hence, figuratively: To compensate justly; to requite according to merit ; to reward ; to punish ; to retort
or retaliate upon.
For which, or pay me quickly, or I '11 f>ay you. JS. Jonson.

;

pi'vS'), a prostitute

who

[A Itw euphemism]

ryde, t^W,

iip,

am

;

pitj-

j

food,

ftffet

;

ont, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

3. To discharge, as a debt, demand, or obligation, by
giving or doing what is duo or required ; t» deliver the

igk

;

tben, thin

;

bow

;

zh = z

in azure.

;

; ;
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PEAKED

owing
"Paj?

Cicer, Abrus, etc.), esp. those having a scar {hilum) of a
different color from the rest of the seed.

that thou owest."
Matt, xviii. 28.
Have patience with me, and I will paif thee all. Matt, xviii. 26.
Tennyson.
If they pov this tax, they starve.
4. To discharge or fulfill, as a duty ; to perform or
render duly, as that which has been promised.
Prov. vii. 14.
This day liave I paid my vows.

<^^ The name pea is given tomany leguminous plants
more or less closely related to the common pea. See the

Peach (pech), re. [OE. peche, peshe, OF. pesche, F,
peche, fr. 'LJj. persiea, L. Persicum (sc. malum) a Persian apple, a peach. Cf. Persian, and Parsee.]
{Bot.y
A well-known high-flavored juicy fruit, containing one
or two seeds in a hard almond-like endocarp or stone
also, the tree which bears it {Primus, or Amygdalus,
Persica). In the wild stock the fruit is hard and inedible.
Guinea, or Sierra Leone, peach, the large edible berry of
the Sarcocephuhis esculentus, a rubiaceous climbing
shrub of west tropical Africa.
Palm peach, the fruit of a
Venezuelan palm tree (Bactris speciosa).
Peach color,
the pale red color of the peach blossom.— Peach-tree boror

PAY

N

;

;

of to the person to whom it is
to discharge a debt by delivering (money owed).

amount or value

me

To give or offer, witliout an implied obligation as,
pay attention to pay a visit.
Shak.
Not paying me a welcome.
To pay oft. (a) To make compensation to and discharge
as, to pay off the crew of a ship, lb) To retort or revenge
upon; to requite; topimish. (e) To allow (a thread, cord,
5.

;

to

;

;

unwind. — To pay

one's duty, to renetc.) to run ott' to
To pay
der homage, as to a sovereign or other superior.
out (Na.ut.), to pass out; hence, to slacken; to allow to
run out as, to pay out more cable. See under Cable.
To pay the piper, to bear the cost, expense, or trouble.
;

—

—

;

[ColloQ.]

Pay (pa), V. i. 1. To give a recompense to make
payment, requital, or satisfaction to discharge a debt.
The wicked borrowetli, andpayeih not again. P.«. xxxvii, 21.
2. Hence, to make or secure suitable return for expense or trouble to be remunerative or profitable to
be worth the effort or pains required as, it will pay to
ride it will pay to wait ; politeness always pays.
To pay for. (a) To make amends for to atone for as,
men often pay for their mistakes with loss of property or
reputation, sometimes with life, (b) To give an equivalent
for ; to bear the expense of to be mulcted on account of.
'T was 1 paid for your sleeps "1 watched your wakings.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Beau.

— To

S,-

Ft.

pay off. [Etymol. uncertain.] (Naui.) To fall to leeward, as tlie head of a vessel under sail,
To pay on.
[Etymol. uncertain.] To beat witlr vigor; to redouble
blows. [Colloq.]— To pay round. [Etymol. uncertain.]
(Naut.) To turn the ship's head.
Pay, n. 1. Satisfaction content.
Chaucer.
2. An equivalent or return for money due, goods purchased, or services performed salary or wages for work
or service compensation recompense payment hire
as, the pay of a clerk
the pay of a soldier.
Where only merit constant pay receives.
Pope.
There is neither pay nor plunder to be got. L^ Estrange.
Full pay, the whole amount of wages or salary maximum pay especially, the highest pay or allowance to
civil or military officers of a certain rank, without deductions. —Half pay. See under Half. —Pay day, the day
of settlement of accounts.
Pay dirt {Mining), earth
which yields a profit to the miner.
Western U. S.]— Pay
office, a place where payment is made.
Pay roll, a roll or
list of persons entitled to payment, with the amounts due.
Pay'a-ble (pa'a-b'l). a. iCt^. payable. Cf. Pacable.]
1. That may, can, or should be paid
suitable to be
paid ; justly due.
Drayton.
Thanks are a tribute payabUhy the poorest.
South.
2. {Law) (a) That may be discharged or settled by

—

;

Phrases, below.
Beach pea (Bot,), a seashore plant, Lalhyrus mariiimus.
Black-eyed pea, a West Indian name for Dolichos
sphccrospernius and its seed.
Butterfly pea, the American plant Clitoria Mariana, having showy blossoms.
Chick pea.
See Chick-pea.
Egyptian pea. Same as
Chick-pea.
Everlasting pea.
See under Everlasting.
Glory pea.
See under Glory, re.
Hoary pea, any
plant of the genus Tephrosia : goat's rue.
Issue pea,
OrriB pea. (Med.) See under Issue, and Orris.
Milk
pea. (Bot.) See under Milk. —Pea berry, a kind of coffee
bean or grain which grows single, and is round or peashaped
often used adjectively as, 23ea-berry coffee.
Pea bug. {Zo'dl. ) Same as Pea weevil.
Pea coal, a size of
coal smaller than nut coal.
Pea crab (Zo'dl.), any small
crab of the genus Pimiolheres, living as a commensal in
bivalves; esp., the European species (P. pisum) which
lives in the common mussel and the cockle.
Pea dove
(Zo'dl.), the American ground dove.
Pea-flower tribe
(Bot.), a suborder (Papilionncea') of leguminous plants
having blossoms essentially like that of tlie pea. G. Bentham.
lea, maggot (Zo'dl.), the larva of a European moth
(Tortrix pisi), wliich is very destructive to peas. —Pea
ore (Min.), argillaceous oxide of iron, occurring in round
grains of the size of a pea pisoUtic ore.
Pea starch, the
starch or flour of the common pea, which is
sometimes used in adulterating wlieat flour,
pepper, etc. — Pea tree (Bot.), the name of
several leguminous shrubs of the genus Coragana, natives of Siberia and China.
Pea
vine. (Bot.) (a) Any plant which bears peas.
(J) A kind of vetch or tare, common in the
United States (Lathyrus Americana, and
other similar species).
Pea weevil (Zo'dl.), a,
small weevil (Bruchus pisi) whicli destroys
peas by eating out the interior. — Pigeoa pea. Pea Weevil
(Bot.) See Pigeon pea.— Sweet pea (iJo<.),the
{Bruchus
annual plant Lathyrus odoratus ; also, its pisi). X.2X
many-colored, sweet-scented blossoms.
Pea'bird' (pe'berd'), n. {Zo'df) The wryneck

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

[

—

;

delivery of value, (i) Matured ; now due.
Pay-ee' (pa-e'), re. The person to whom money is to
be, or has been, paid ; the person named in a bill or note,
to whom, or to whose order, the amount is promised or
directed to be paid. See Bill of exchange, under Bill.
Pay'en(pa'gn), re. &a. Pagan. [F.] [Ofc.] Chaucer.
Pay'er (pa'er),re. One who pays; specifically, the person by whom a bill or note has been, or should be, paid.
Pay'mas'ter (pa'mas'ter), re. One who pays; one

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

from its note. i_Prov. Bng.l
Pea'boa-y bird' (pe'bod-J herd'),

called

;

;

;

—
—

An Amer-

{Zool.)

ican sparrow {Zonotrichia albicollis) having a
conspicuous white throat.
The name is imitative of
its note. Called also whitethroated sparrow.
Peace (pes), re. [O'&.pees,
pais, OF. pais, pais, pes, F. paix.,
L. pax, pacis, akin to pacere, pd^
ciscere, pacisci, to make an agreement, and prob. also pangere to
fasten.
Cf. Appease, Fair, a.,
Fay, v.. Fang, Pacify, Pact, 'Pay
to requite.]
A state of quiet or

is

Bird.

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

c^re,

dm, arm, ask,

final,

^U

;

eve, Svent,

'^^^^i^55^@^^^P'

ffii^^

C

exilio-

sa) of the
family y-Eperiida:, which
is very destructive to
trees

peach

_

by boring
1

11

in

wooa

e

exitiosa').
a Adult
Larva c Burrow of Larva
Peach Tree, much reduced,

pcach-tree Borer (.Egeria

Female Moth

,

usually near
the ground
also, the moth

:

in the base of a

b

;

See Wust. under Borer.
Peach'-corored (pech'kul'erd), a. Of the color of a
peach blossom. "PeacA-coto'erZ satin."
Shak.
Peach'er (-er), n. One who peaches. \_Low'] Foxe.
Pea'chlck' (pe'chlk'), re. {Zo'dl.) The chicken of the
peacock.
Peach'y (pech'y), a. Resembling a peach or peaches.
Pea- in this
Pea'COCk' (pe'kok'), re. [OE. pecok.
word is from AS. pe&, pawa, peacock, fr. L. pavo, prob.
of Oriental origin ; cf. Gr. raios, rawt, Per. tdus, tHwus,
Ar. toivUs. See Cock the bird.] 1. (Zoo/. ) The male of
any pheasant of the genus Pavo, of which at
itself.

two species are
known, native of Southern Asia and the East
least

liantly colored than the
common species.

Peabody

;

—

(.^geor San-

cies is Pavo cristatus.
The Javan peacock (P.
muticus) is more bril-

,

;

ria,

concentric bands of brilliant blue, green, and

sometimes used as an exclamation in
" Peace ! foolish

—

—

moth
nina,

golden colors. The common domesticated spe-

silence, quiet, or order.

;

officer or

V^ ^/
larva of a
clear wing _=__^ iv^k^ ^

are each marked with a ,r-c^
black spot bordered by fi^^

Shak.
At peace, in a state of peace.
Breach of the peace. See
compensates, rewards, or requites specifically, an
Justice of the peace. See under Justice.
agent of a government, a corporation, or an under Breach,
Peace of God. (Law) (a) A term used in wills, indictemployer, whose duty it is to pay salaries, wages, etc.,
ments, etc. as denotuig a state of peace and good conduct.
and keep account of the same.
(6) ( Theol.) The peace of heart which is the gift of God.
Pay'ment (pa'ment), re. [E. payement, paiement. Peace offering, (a) (/ewwA vire^jg.) A voluntary offering to
See Pay to requite.] 1. The act of paying, or giving God in tokeu of devout homage and of a sense of friendly
compensation the discharge of a debt or an obligation.
communion with Him. (J) A gift or service offered as
— Peace officer, a civil
No man envieth the payment of a de"l)t.
Bacon. satisfaction to an offended person.
officer whose duty it is to preserve the public peace, to
2. That which is paid
the thing given in discharge of prevent riots, etc., asasheriff or constable.
To hold one's
a debt, or an obligation, or in fulfillment of a promise
peace, to be silent to refrain from speaking.
To make
reward; recompense; requital; return.
Shak. one's peace with, to reconcile one with, to plead one's
cause with, or to become reconciled with, another. " I
3. Punishment
chastisement. [J?.]
Payn (pan), re. [OF. & F. pain, fr.L. panis bread.] wiU make your peace with him." Shak.
Bread. [OJs.]
Peace, v. t. & i. To make or become quiet to be siPiers Plowman.
Shak.
Payn'de-main' (pan'de-man'), re. [OF. pain bread lent; to stop. [J?.] "Pence your tattlings."
-|- demaine manorial, lordly, own, private.
When the thunder would not T^eace at my bidding. Shah.
See Patn,
and Demesne. Said to be so called from the figure of
Peace'a-ble (-a-b'l'), a. [OE. peisible, F. paisible.']
our Lord impressed upon it.] The finest and whitest Being in or at peace tranquil quiet free from, or not
bread made in the Middle Ages
called also payne- disposed to, war, disorder, or excitement not quarrelmain, payman. [06s.]
Chaucer. some.
Peaoe'a-bly, adv.
Peace'a-ble-ness, n.
Pay'nim (pa'nTm), n. a. See Painim.
Syn.
Peaceful pacific tranquil quiet mild unPayn'ize (pan'Tz), v. t. [From Mr. Payne, the in- disturbed serene still. Peaceable, Peaceful. Peaceventor.] To treat or preserve, as wood, by a process able describes the state of an individual, nation, etc., in
resembling kyanizing.
reference to external hostility, attack, etc.
peaceful,
in respect to internal disturbance.
The former denotes
Pay-or' (pa-Sr'), re. {Law) See Payeb. [i?.]
"in
the spirit of peace " the latter, "in the possession or
Payse (paz), v. t. To poise. \_Obs.']
Spenser.
of peace." A peaceable disposition a peacePay'tine (pal'tTn or -ten), re. {Chem.) An alkaloid enjoyment
able adjustment of difficulties a peacefxd life, scene.
obtained from a white bark resembling that of the cin(pes'brak'er), re.
One who disturbs
Peace'break'er
chona, first brought from Payta, in Peru.
Peace'break'ing, re.
Pea (pe), re. [OF. peis. See Poise.] The sliding the public peace.
Possessing
enjoying peace
(-ful),
or
a,.
1.
Peace'ful
weight on a steelyard. [Written also^ee.]
not disturbed by war, tumult, agitation, anxiety, or comPea, re. {Naui.) See Peak, re., 3.
motion
tranquil
as, a peaceful time ; a peacequiet
Pea, re. / pi. Peas (pez) or Pease (pez). [OE. pese,
ful country ^peaceful end.
f r. AS. pisa, or OF. peis, F. pais ; both f r. L. pisum ; cf.
2. Not disposed or tending to war, tumult, or agita6r. 7rio-09, 7rt'<7oc. The final i was misunderstood in Engtion pacific mild calm peaceable as, peaceful words.
lish as a plural ending.
Cf. Pease.]
1. (So;;. ) A plant,
Syn. See Peaceable.
and its fruit, of the genus Pisum, of mauy varieties,
Peace'ful-ness, re.
Peace'ful-ly, adv.
much cultivated for food. It has a papilionaceous flower,
Sandys.
Peaceless, a. Without peace disturbed.
and the pericarp is a legume, popularly called apod.
(-mak'er),
One who makes peace
re.
Peace'mak'er
JS^^ When a definite number, more than one, is spoken by reconciling parties that are
at variance. Matt. v. 9.
of, the plural form peas is used
as, the pod contained
nme peas but, in a collective sense, the form pease is
Peace'mak'lng, n.
preferred as, a bushel of pease; they had pease at dinPeach (pech), v. l. [See Appeach, Impeach.] To acner. This distinction is not always preserved, the form cuse of crime to inform against.
[Ois.]
Foxe.
peae being used in both senses.
Peach, V. i. To turn informer; to betray one's ac2. A name given, especially in the Southern States, to complice.
ILow']
the seed of several leguminous plants (species of Dolichos,
If I be ta'en, I 'II peach for this.
Shah.

who

—

,-

^.

(!l^=" The upper tail
which are long
and capable of erection,

;

^S^ Peace

the

coverts,

:

commanding
woman."

(Zo'dl.),

Indies.

tranquillity ; freedom from disturbance or agitation ; calm ; repose ; specifically
(a) Exemption from, or cessation of, war with public enemies,
(i) Public quiet, order, and contentment in obedience to
law.
(c) "Exemption from, or subjection of, agitating
passions ; tranquillity of mind or conscience, {d) Reconciliation
agreement after variance harmony ; concord.
" The eternal love and pees.'"
Chaucer.
;

—

Snd, fern,

recent

;

Ice,

Peacock. (Ki)
2. In common usage,
the species in general or collectively ; a peafowl.
Peacock butterfly (^oo/.), a handsome European butterfly (Hamudryas to) having ocelli like those of
a peacock.— Peacock fish
{Zo'dl.), the European
blue-striped wrasse (Labrus variegatus) ;
so
'

—

called on account of its
brilliant colors. Called
also cook wrasse and
cook.
Peacock pheas-

—

ant (Zo'dl.), any one of
several species of handsome Asiatic pheasants
of the genus Polyplectron.
They resemble
the peacock in color.

Peacock Butterfly (ffamarfr?/a9

«)

lo).

Pea'fowl' (pe'foul'), re. [See Peacock.]
peacock or peahen any species of Pavo.
Pe'age (pe'Sj), re. See Paage.

{Zo'dl.)

The

;

Pea'grit' (pe'grlf), n. {Min.) A coarse pisolitic limeSee Pisolite.
Pea'hen' (pe'hen'), re. [See Peacock.] {Zo'dl.) The
hen or female peafowl.
[Prob. fr. D. pij, pije,
Pea'-iack'et (pe'jSk'gt), re.
a coat of a coarse woolen stuff.] A thick loose woolen
jacket, or coat, much worn by sailors in cold weather.
Peak (pek), re. [OE. pek, AS.peac, perh. of Celtic
origin; cf. Ir. peac a sharp-pointed thing.
Cf. Pike.]
1. A point
the sharp end or top of anything that
terminates in a point as, the peak, or front, of a cap.
" Run your beard into apeak."
Beau. & Ft.
2. The top, or one of the tops, of a hill, mountain, or
range, ending in a point ; often, the whole hill or mountain, esp. when isolated
as, the Peak of Teneriffe.
Keats,
Silent upon a peak in Darien.
3. {Naut.) {a) The upper aftermost corner of a foreas, peak'
and-aft sail
used in many combinations
halyards, peak-'brails, etc.
(6) The narrow part of a
(c) The
vessel's bow, or the part of the hold within it.
anchor
fluke
the bill.
[In the last
extremity of an
sense written aXso pea and pee.]
Fore peak. (Naut.) See under Fore.
Peak, V. i. {imp.
p. p. Peaked (pekt) p. pr.
vb. re. Peaking.]
1. To rise or extend into a peak or
point to form, or appear as, a peak.
Holland.
There peaketh up a mighty high mount.
2. To acquire sharpness of figure or features hence, to
look thin or sickly. " Dwindle, peak, and pine." Shak.
Shak,
3. [Cf. Peek.] To pry to peep slyly.
Peak arch (Arch.), a pointed or Gothic arch.
Peak, V. t. (Naut.) To raise to a position perpendicular, or more nearly so
as, to peak oars, to hold
them upright to peak a gaff or yard, to set it nearer
the perpendicular.
Peaked (pekt or pek'Sd), a. 1. Pointed ending in
a point as, a peaked roof.
stone.

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

idea,

HI

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

;

&

"

;

;; ;

;

PEAKING
2. {Oflener pek'Sd) Sickly ; not robust.
ICoUoq.']
Peall'lng (pSk'Tng), a. X. arean ; sneaking. [ Vulgar]
2. Pining; sickly; peakish.
\Colloq.']
Peak'lsh, a. 1. Of or relating to a peak, or to peaks
" Her peakish
belonging to a mountainous region.
spring." Drayton. ^^ Sis peakish dialect." Bp. Hall.
2. Having peaks ; peaked.
3. Having features thin or sharp, as from sickness
Smart.
hence, sickly,
IColloq.]

Peak'y

1.

(-f), a.

I

PECK

of the circle of tubercles which form
the bur on a deer's antler.
whitish speck or film on the eye. [06s.] Hilton.
7.
capsule of gelatin or similar substance contain8.
ing some liquid for medicinal application, as ether.
9. (Print.)
size of type, between agate and diamond.
G®~ This line is printed in the type railed jiearl.
Ground pearl. (Zo'dl.) See under Ground.
Pearl barley,
kernels of barley, ground so as to form small, round
grams.
Pearl diver, one who dives for pearl oysters.
Pearl edge, an edge of small loops on the side of some
kuids of ribbon also, a narrow kind of tliread edging to
be sewed on lace.
Pearl eye, cataract. [R.]
Pearl gray,
a very pale and delicate blue-gray color.
P^arl millet,
Egyptian millet (Pen icillaria snicala).
Pearl'moss. See
Carrageen. —Pearl moth (Zo'dl.), any moth of the genus
Margaritia ;— so called on account of its pearly color.
Pearl oyster (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of large
tropical marine bivalve
moUusks of the genus

moss, etc., in various stages of decomposition, and
found, as a kind of turf or bog, usually in low situations,
where it is always more or less saturated with water. It
is often dried and used tor fuel.
Peat bog, a bog containing peat also, peat as it occursin such places; peat moss.
Peat moss, (a) The plants
which, when decomposed, become peat. (6) A fen producing peat, (c) (Bot.) Moss of the genus Sphagnum,
which often grows abundantly in boggy or peaty places.
Peat reek, the reek or smoke of peat hence, also, the
peculiar flavor given to whisky by being distilled with
peat as fuel. [Scot.]

One

fibers,

A
A

—

A

—

A small

;

— —

—

Having a peak or peaks. Tennyson.

[Colloq.J
2. Sickly; peaked.
[Etymol. uncertain.] (Zo'dl.)
Peal, (pel), n.
salmon ; a grilse ; a aewin. [Prov. Bng.]

1055
6. (Zo'dl.)

;

;;

'

;

;

—
—
Peat'y (pet'y), a. Composed of peat abounding in
peat resembling peat.
Spenser.
Peal, V. i. To appeal. [06s.]
Pelja (pe'ba), n. [Cf. Pg. peba.] (Zo'dl.) An arma^
call,
appeal,
ruifle
a
Peal, n. [An abbrev. of F. aijpel
dillo (Tatusia novemSee ApOf a drum, fr. appeller to call, L. appellare.
cincta) which is found
of
loud
sounds,
peal.] 1. A loud sound, or a succession
from Texas to Paraas of bells, thunder, cannon, shouts of a multitude, etc.
guay
called also ta" A fair peal of artillery.
Hay ward. Meleagrina, or ilarqaiouhou.
Sliak.
Whether those peals of praise be his or no.
ritifera, found in the
Peb'ble (pSb'b'l),
Byron. East Indies (especially
And the deep thunder, peal on peal^ afar.
[AS. papolstmi ; cf. L."
at Ceylon), in the Per2. A set of bells tuned to each other according to the
papula pimple, mote.
sian Gulf, on the coast
diatonic scale also, the changes rung on a set of bells.
See Stone.] 1. A small
of Australia, and on the
roundish stone or bowlTo ring a peal. See under RiNS.
Pacific coast of America.
Peba (Tatusia novemcincta).
Called also ixarl shell,
der; especially, a stone
vb.
Peal, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Pealed (peld) p. pr.
mid
pearl
mussel.
Pearl
vporn and rounded by the action of water ; a pebbleout
loud
sounds.
n. Peaj.ino.]
1. To utter or give
powder. See Pearl-white,
" The ^:ie66/es on the hungry beach."
stone.
Shak.
Milton. below.
There let the pealing organ blow.
Pearl sago, sago
Milton.
As children gathering pebbles on the shore.
2. To resound
to echo.
in the form of small
2.
Transparent
Brazilian.
colorless
rock
crystal
as,
pearly
and
grains.
Pearl
And the whole air pealed
pebble ;
so called by opticians.
"With the cheers of our men.
Longfellow. sinter (Ilin. ), finrite.
Pearl spar (Min. ), a crysPebble powder, slow-burning gunpowder, in large cuPeal, V. t. 1. To utter or give forth loudly to cause tallized variety of dolobical grains.
Scotch pebble, varieties of guartz, as agate,,
to give out loud sounds to noise abroad.
mite, having a pearly
chalcedony, etc., obtained from cavities in amygdaloid.
The warrior's name.
luster.
Pearl white, (a)
Though peafetf and chimed on all the tongues of fame.
Pelj'ble, V. t.
[imp. & p. p. Pebbled ; p. pr. & vb.
Basic bismuth nitrate. Pearl Oyster (Margariiifera) atJ. Barlow.
tached to a stone by its Byssus.
n. Peeblino.]
To grain (leather) so as to produce a
or bismuth subchloride
2. To assail with noise or loud sounds.
used chiefly as a cossurface covered with small rounded prominences.
metic. (6) A variety of white lead blued with indigo or
Milton.
Nor was his ear la&a pealed.
Peb'bled (-b'ld), a. Abounding in pebbles. Thomson.
Berlin blue.
Peb'ble-Stone' (peb'b'l-ston'). A pebble also, peb3. To pour out.
[Prov. Bng.']
Halliwell.
^^
Pearl (perl), a. Of or pertaining to pearl or pearls
bles collectively.
Marlowe.
Chains ot pebblestone."
Pean (pen), ra. [OF. pene, F. panne.] {Her.) One ot
made
of
pearls,
or
of
mother-of-jearl.
(-bly), a.
Full of pebbles; pebbled.
"A
PebTjly
the furs, the ground being sable, and the spots or tufts or.
Pearl, v. t. l. To set or adorn with pearls, or with hard, pe6W2/ bottom."
Johnson.
Pe'an (pe'an), n. A song of praise and triiunph. See
mother-of-pearl.
Used
also
figuratively.
epidemic
disease
[F.]
An
P6'brine'
(pa'bren'),
n.
Pjean.
2. To cause to resemble pearls; to make into small of the silkworm, characterized by the presence of minute
Pe'an-ism (-Tz'm), n. [6r. TTMavicFiio?, fr. 7raiavC(eiv
vibratory corpuscles in the blood.
to chant the paean.] The song or shout of praise, of bat- round grains ; as, to pearl barley.
Pearl, v. i. l. To resemble pearl or pearls.
Pe-can' (pe-kSn'), re. [Cf. F. pacane the nut.] (Bot.)
tle, or of triumph.
Mitford.
[iJ.]
To
dive
2.
or
hunt
for
pearls
pearling.
as,
to
go
A species of hickory (Carya olivseformis), growing in
Pea'nut (pe'nut), n. {Bat.) The fruit of a trailing
Pearl-a'ceous (perl-a'shiis), a. Resembling pearl or North America, chiefly in the Mississippi valley and in
leguminous plant (Arachis hypogsea) also, the plant itmother-of-pearl pearly in quality or appearance.
Texas, where it is one of the largest of forest trees
self, which is widely cultivated for its fruit.
(Chem.) A white amor- also, its fruit, a smooth, oblong nut, an inch or an inch
Pearl'ash' (perl'Ssh'), n.
ffi^^'The fruit is a hard pod, usually containing two or
phous
or granular substance which consists principally of and a half long, with a thin shell and well-flavored meat.
three seeds, sometimes but one, which ripen beneath the
potassimn carbonate, and has a strong alkaline reaction. [Written also pacane.]
soil.
Called also earthnut, groundnut, and goober.
It is obtained by lixiviating wood ashes, and evaporating
Pec'a-ry (pSk'a-ry), re. (Zo'dl.) See Peccary.
Pear (pSr), n. [OE. pere, AS. peru, L. pirum : cf. F.
the lye, and has been an important source of potassium
The state or
Pec'ca-bil'1-ty (pek'ka-bll'T-ty), re.
poire. Cf. Peeet.] (.Bo^. ) The fleshy pome, or fruit, of
compounds. It is used in making soap, glass, etc.
quality of being peccable liability to sin.
a rosaceous tree (Pyrus communis), cultivated in many
pearly speck in the
(-id'), a.
Having
a
Pearl'-eyed'
The common peccability of mankind. Dr. H. More.
varieties in temperate climates
also, the tree which
eye afflicted with the cataract.
bears this fruit. See Pear family, bel«w.
[Cf. P. peccable.
See
Pec'ca-ble (pgk'ka-b'l), a.
Pearl'flsh' (-fish'), n. (Zo'dl.) Any fish whose scales
Liable to sin subject to transgress the di<
Pear blight, (a) (Boi.) A name of two distinct diseases yield a pearl-like pigment used in manufacturing artifi- Peccant.]
vine
Sir
law.
frail
fflecca6ie
mortal."
"A
and
W.
Scott.
of pear trees, both causing a destruction of the
cial pearls, as the bleak, and whitebait.
branches, viz., that caused by a minute insect
Pec'ca-dil'lO (-dtl'Io), n. ; pi. Peccadillos (-loz),
pi.
Pearl'lns (-inz),
l n.
[Prob. a corruption of [Sp. pecadillo, dim. of pecado a sin, fr. L. peccatum.
^Xyleborus pyri), and that caused by the freez- yo
Pearl'lngS (-Tngz), ) purflings. See Purfle.]
A See Peccant.] A slight trespass or offense a pettying of thd sap in winter. A. J. Downing. (6) ^^.
kind of lace of silk or thread. [Scot.]
Sir W. Scott. crime or fault.
(Zo'dl.) A very small beetle (Xyleborus pyri)
Sir W. Scott.
whose larvsB bore in the twigs of pear trees and
(3fin.) A glassy volcanic
Pearl'lte (perllt),
n.
Pec'can-cy (pek'kan-sy), n. [L. peccantia.] 1. The
cause them to wither.
Pear family (Bot.), a
rock of a grayish color and quality or state of being peccant.
Pearl'StOne' (-ston'), (
suborder of rosaceous plants (Pomese), char- Pear Bhght pearly luster, often having a spherulitic concretionary
2. A sin an offense.
IF. Montagu.
(.Xyleborus
acterized by the calyx tube becoming fleshy
structure due to the curved cracks produced by contracPl/n).
in fruit, and, combined with the ovaries,
[L. peccans, -antis, p. pr. of
Pec'cant (-kant), a.
tion in cooling. See Illusi. under Perlitic.
forming a pome. It includes the apple, pear,
peccare to sin cf. P. peccant.] 1. Sinning ; guilty of
Pearl'WOrt' (-wfirf), n. (Bot.) A name given to sev- transgression criminal as, peccant angels.
guince, service berry, and hawthorn.
Pear gan^e (P/iys3Iilton.
eral species of Sagina, low and inconspicuous herbs of
tcs), a kind of gauge for measuring the exhaustion of an
Bacon.
2. Morbid ; corrupt ; as, peccant humors.
air-pump receiver
so called because consisting in part the Chickweed family.
3. Wrong; defective; faulty.
[B.]
Ayliffe..
of a pear-shaped glass vessel. —Pear shell (Zo'dl.), any
Pearl'y (-y), a. 1. Containing pearls abounding with,
'Whitlock.
[06s.]
re.
An
offender.
Pec'cant,
marine gastropod shell of the genus Pyrula, native of or yielding, pearls ; as, pearly shells.
Milton.
tropical seas
Pec'cant-ly, adv. In a peccant manner.
so called from the shape.
Pear slug
2. Resembling pearl or pearls clear pure transpar(Zo'dl.), the larva of a sa\vfly which is very injurious to
Pec'ca-ry (pSk'ka-ry), re. / pi. Peccaries (-rTz^. [From
ent
iridescent
as,
the
pearly
dew
or
flood.
the foliage of the pear tree.
the native South American name
cf. F. pecari, SpPear'main (pSr'man; 277), n. (Bot.) The name of pecar.] (Zo'dl.) A pachyderm of the genus Bicotyles,
several kinds of apples
as, the blue pearmain, winter
The
collared
peccary,
or
taJES^
pearmain, and red pearmain.
jagu (Bicotyles iorquatus), is about
Pear'-shaped' (-shapf), a. Of the form of a pear.
the size and shape of a small hog,
Peart (pert), a. [A variant of pert, a.] Active
and has a white ring around the
lively ; brisk ; smart
often applied to convalescents
neck. It ranges from Arkansas to
as, she is quite peart to-day.
Colloq. U. S.] Brazil. A larger species (D. labia[O. Eng.
Pear Slug (Selandria cerasi}. a Leaf of Pear, with Young
tus), with white cheeks, is found in
There was a tricksy girl, I wot, albeit clad in gray,
LarvjB feeding ; 6 Full Grown Larva c Adult Fly x 2.
As peart as bird, as straight as bolt, as fresh as flowers in South America.
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Pearch
Pearl

To

(perch), n.

(perl), n.

fringe

;

A

to border.

[06s.] See Perch.
fringe or border.
[06s.]
[06s.] See Pukl.

May.

^

v.

Peas'ant-llke' (-lik'), a. Rude
Peas'ant-ly, a. Peasantlike. [06s.]
;

Peas'ant-ry
body of rustics.
2. Rusticity

pearl oysters and river mussels, and
sometimes in certain univalves. It is Pearl.
Section
usually due to a secretion of shelly showing the micro-

And

thosB pearls of

dew

she wpare.

3. Nacre, or mother-of-pearl.
fish allied to the turlof
4. IZoU.')
6. (Zo'dl.)
light-colored tern.

A
A

eae,

unite,

n}de, f^U,

;

Am

of

Peas'weep'

(pez'wep'),
(Zo'dl

The greenfinch.
Peat (pet), re.

)

[So called from its note.]
The pewit, or lapwing. (6)

re.

(a)

Pet a fondling.] A small person
a pet;
sometimes used contemptuously. [Obs.] Shak.
Peat, re. [ProL. for beat, prop., material used to make
the fire burn better, fr. AS. betan to hotter, mend (a
fire), but advantage.
See Better, Boot advantage.] A
substance of vegetable origin, consisting of roots and

—

Shak.

pitj^

.

;

(obd, fcfbt

;

or, orig.,

;

—

an indefinite quantity, and

fr. peck, V. (below)
cf. also F. picotin a peck.] 1. The
fourth part of a bushel a dry measure of eight quarts
" A peck of provender."
as, a, peck of wheat.
Shak.
2. A great deal a large or excessive quantity. " A
peck of troubles." Sir T. North. " Apeck of uncertainties and doubts. " Milton.
Peck, V t. [imp. & p. p. Pecked (pSltt) p. pr.
vb. re. Peckinq.]
[See Pick, v.] 1. To strike witli the
beak to thrust the beak into as, a bird pecks a tree.
2. Hence To strike, pick, thrust against, or dig into,
with a pointed instrument especially, to strike, pick,
etc., with repeated quick movements.
3. To seize and pick up with tlie beak, or as with the
beak to bite to eat
often with tip.
Addison.
:

;

;

;

;

(pez), n. ; obs. pi. Peases (-Sz), Peasen (-en).
1. A pea.
[06s.] "A peose." "Bread
Piers Plowman.
beans and of peses."
See the Note under Pea.
2. A plural form of Pea.
Pea'Stone' (pe'ston'), n. (Min.) Pisolite.

.

[Prov. Eng.]

Milt&n.

;

The legume or pericarp,

Pease

tUo brlU.

to,

Goldsmith.

Bp. Butler.

[06s.]

277), n.

[See Pea.]
.

something resembling a pearl

compassed with thy kingdom'speart.

"A bold ^easaniry."
coarseness.
;

;

illiterate.

or the pod, of the pea.

something very precious.
1 see thee

clownish

3Iilton.
1. Peasants, collectively ; the

(-ry), n.

;

Peas'COd' (pez'kod'

substance around some irritating formuch enlSed"^'
eign particle.
Its substance is the
same as nacre, or mother-of-pearl. Pearls which are
round, or nearly round, and of flne luster, are highly esteemed as jewels, and compare in value with the precious
stones.
2. Hence, figuratively,

llPec-ca'vl (pgk-ka'vi). [L.] I
used colloquially to
express confession or acknowledgment of an offense.
Aubrey.
Pec'co (pSk'ko), n. See Pekoe. Collared
Peccary (BiPeck, re. [Peril, akin to pack ; cotyles torquatus).

have sinned

&

Pearl stitch. See Purl stitch, under Purl.
Pearl, n. [OE. perle, F. perle, LL. perla, perula,
probably fr. (assumed) L. pirula, dim.
of L. pirum a pear.
See Pear, and
cf. PuBL to mantle.]
1. (Zo'dl.) A
shelly concretion, usually rounded,
and having a brilliant luster, with varying tints, found in the mantle, or between the mantle and shell, of certain
bivalve moUusks, especially in the

,

TVanier (1592).

[OF. pdisant (the t being
Peas'ant (pSz'ant), n.
perh. due to confusion with the p. pr. of verbs), pa?san, P. paysan, fr. OP.
P. pays country, fr. L. pagus
the country. See Pagan.] A countryman ; a rustic ;
especially, one of the lowest class of tillers of the soil in
European countries.
Syn.— Countryman; rustic; swain; hind.
Spenser.
Peas'ant, a. Rustic ; rural.

t.

[Cf.

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

This fellow pecks up wit as pigeons peas.
Shak.
4. To make, by striking with the beak or a pointed
instrument ; as, to peck a hole in a tree.
Peck, V. i. 1. To make strokes with the beak, op

with a pointed instrument.
Carew.
2. To pick up food with the beak ; hence, to oat.
[The hen] went peckina by his side.
Dryiten.
To pock at, to attack with petty and repeated blows;
to carp at to nag to tease.

sins, isk

f^L

&

;

;

;

tben, thin

;

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

;

PECK

N

FecK

(pSk):

A

T»-

quick, sharp stroke, as with the

;

;

[CoUoq.J
Inclined to eat; hungry.
"
Beaconitfleld.
shall I feel peckish again ?

Peck'lsh,

Pec'kled

O

a.

Speckled

(pek'k'ld), a.

;

spotted.

[06*.]

Pe-OOp'te-riS (pe-kop'te-rls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. iriKav
{Paleon.) An extenireTpi's a kind of fern.]
so named from the regular
sive genus of fossil ferns;
comblike arrangement of the leaflets.
Pec'O-ra (pek'6-ra), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. pecus. See
Pecuniary.] (Zo'dl.) An extensive division of ruminants,
including the antelopes, deer, and cattle.
II

to

comb

+

—

II

Peo'tate (pSk'tat),

A salt of pectic acid.

[L. pecten, -inis, a comb, a kind
See Pectinate.] 1. (Anat.) (a) A vascular pigmented membrane projecting into the vitreous humor within the globe of the eye in birds, and in many

Peo'ten

P

{Chem.)

n.

(-tSn), n.

of shellfish.

reptiles

and

fishes

;

— also called marsupium.

(b)

The

2. {Zo'dl.) Any species of
bivalve mollusks of the genus

Pecten, and numerous allied
genera (family Peclinidx) ; a
scallop.
See Scallop.
„ . ,r,N , rr ,
r
3. (Zool.) The comb of a
^''^''°i?c^4La5''°('wr"™'
scorpion.
See Comb, 4 (6).
Pec'tlC (pek'tik), a. [Gr. 5n7KTos curdled.] (Chem.)
Of or pertaining to pectin ; derived from pectin ; specifically, designating an acid obtained from ordinary vegetable jelly (pectin) as an amorphous substance, tough and
horny when dry, but gelatinous when moist.
Pec'tln (pek'tin), n. [Gr. thj/ctos curdled, congealed,
from miyvvvai. to make fast or stiff cf. P. pectine.']
{Chem.) One of a series of carbohydrates, commonly
called vegetable jelly, found very widely distributed in
the vegetable kingdom, especially in ripe fleshy fruits,
as apples, cranberries, etc. It is extracted as variously
colored, translucent substances, which are soluble in hot
water but become viscous on cooling.
Peo'tl-nal (-tt-nal), a. [L. pecten comb. See Pectinate.] Of or pertaining to a comb resembling a comb.
Pec'ti-nal, n. A fish whose bones resemble comb
teeth.
Sir T. Browne.
[L.
Peo'tl-nate (pSk'tT-ntt), ) a.
Pec'ti-na'ted (-na'ted), 5 pectinatus, p. pr. of pectinare to comb, from
pecten, -inis, a comb ; cf. Gr. nextLv
to comb, AS. /eax hair, OHG. fahs,
E. paxwax.] 1. Resembling the teeth
of a comb.
2. {A^at. iKii.) Having very narrow,
:

;

arrangement and
regularity resembUng those of a comb
comblike as, a, pectinate leaf pecticlose divisions, in
;

A

+

II

See Ulust.

(e) of

II

(pSk'fi-lat), v. i. [imp. &p.p. Peculated
vb. n. Peculating.]
[L. peculatus,
p. pr.

Pec'u-late

(-la'tid) ;
p. p. of peculari

;

An oppressive,

.

.

(.Z'oo?.),

tions has

;

;

;

.

purify unto himself ^peculiar people. Titus ii. 14.
. . that Christianity hath pecH/iar unto itself.
Nooker.

Pectinate Frond of
a Fern (Pojijijodi-

in a

umpectinatum).

II

A division of

Gastropoda, including those that have
a comblike gill upon the neck.
Peo'U-ni-bran'chi-ate (-at), a. [L.
pecten, -inis, a comb
E. branchiate.']

+

A

gills.

Pectinibranch

i.CfepidulaforPeo-tin'l-form (pek-tm'i-fSrm), a.
'"™'"^- (>^>
ComMike in form.
Pec-tlze' (-tiz'), 1'. ?. [Gr. TnjKTo! solid.] To congeal;
to change into a gelatinous mass. [iJ.]
H. Spencer.
Peo'to-lite (pek'to-llt), n. [L. pecten a comb -f -lite.]
(Min.) A whitish mineral occurring in radiated or fibrous
crystalline masses. It is a hydrous silicate of lime and

soda.

Peo'tO-ral (-ral), a. [L. pectoralis, fr. pectus, -oris,
the breast cf. F. pectoral.'] 1. Of or pertaining to the
breast, or chest as, the pectoral muscles.
2. Relating to, or good for, diseases of the chest or
lungs as, a pectoral remedy.
3. {Zo'dl.) Having the breast conspicuously colored;
as, tlie pectoral sandpiper.
Pectoral arch, or Pectoral girdle {Anat.), the two or more
bony or cartilaginous pieces of the vertebrate skeleton
to which the fore limbs are articulated the shoulder girdle. In man it consists of two bones, the scapula and
clavicle, on each side.
Pectoral cross (Eccl.), a cross
worn on the breast by bishops and abbots, and sometimes
also by canons.
Pectoral fins, or Pectorals {Zo'dl.), fins
situated on the sides, behind the gills. See Must, under
Fin.
Pectoral raU. (.Zo'dl.) See Land rail (b) under
Land. Pectoral sandpiper (.^oo?.), the jacksnipe (5).
[L. pectorale a breastplate, neut. of
Pec'tO-ral, n.
pectoralis.]
1. A covering or protection for the breast.
;

;

;

;

—

—

—

senate,

c&re,

individual

eacti peculiar

Unusual

special

;

power forgoes

singular
a peculiar appearance.

;

ale,

;

am, arm, ask,

;

;

rare

;

his

wonted

strange

;

as,

Milton.

scat.

Drydeii.

the sky had

Syn. — Peculiar, Special, Especial. Peculiar is from
Roman peculium, which was a thing emphatically
and distinctively one's own, and hence was dear. The
former sense always belongs to peculiar (as, a peculiar
style, peculiar manners, etc.), and usually so much of the
the

latter as to involve feelings of interest as, peculiar care,
watchfulness, satisfaction, etc.
Nothing of this kind
belongs to special and especial. They mark simply the
relation of species to genus, and denote that there is
something in this case more than ordinary ; as, a sxiecial act of Congress ; especial pains, etc.
Beauty, which, either waking or asleep.
Milton.
Shot forth peculiar graces.
For naught so vile that on the earth doth live,
Shak.
But to the earth some special good doth give.
;

Pe-CUl'lar, n. 1. That which
exclusive property ; a prerogative

peculiar

is

a sole or

;

a characteristic.
Revenge is ... the peculiar of 'Heaven.
South.
2. {Eng. Canon Law) A particular parish or church
which is exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary.
Court of Peculiars (Eng. Law), a branch of the Court of
Arches having cognizance of the affairs of peculiars.
Blackstone.
Dean of peculiars. See under Dean, 1.
Pe-cul'iar'1-ty (pe-kiil'yar'i-ty 277), n. ; pi. Peculiarities (-tiz). 1. The quality or state of being peculiar
;

—

;

individuality

;

singularity.

Sivift.

2. That which is peculiar ; a special and distinctive
characteristic or habit ; particularity.
The sranUest pecuKarH;/ of temper or manner. Macaulaij.

Bp. Hall.
lObs.]
3. Exclusive possession or right.
Pe-CUl'iar-ize (pe-kul'yer-iz), V. t. [imp. & p. p.
vb. n. Pecuharizing
(-Izd) ; p. pr.
To make peculiar ; to set apart or assign, as
(-i'zing).]
Dr. John Smith.
an exclusive possession. [JR.]
Pe-CUl'lar-ly, adv. In a peculiar manner particularly ; In a rare and striking degree unusually.
Pe-CUl'lar-ness, n. The quality or state of being pe-

&

Peculiakized

;

;

culiar

;

Mede.

peculiarity.

SeePECuLUR.]
».
[L.
of a son or a siave with
the father's or master's consent a little property or
stock of one's own ; any exclusive personal or separate
II

Pe-culi-um (pS-kulT-iim),
{Rom. Law) The savings

1.

;

Burrill.
special fund for ijrivate and personal uses.
A slight peculium only subtracted to supply his snuff box and
Sir W. Scott.
tobacco pouch.

property.
2.

A

Pe-CU'ni-al (-nT-«l), a. Pecuniary. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Pe-CUn'ia-ri-ly (pe-kun'yfi-rl-iy), adv. In a pecuniary
manner as regards money.
;

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

Pe-cnn'la-ry (pe-kiin'ya-rj? 277), a. [L. peoinia-'
rius, fr. pecunia money, orig., property in cattle, fr. pecus cattle cf. F.pecuniaire. See Fee, and cf Peculiar.]
;

;

.

1. Relating to money ; monetary as, pecuniary affairs
or losses.
as, a pecuniary penalty ; a
2. Consisting of money
pecuniary reward.
Burke.
_
Pe-CU'ni-OUS (pe-ku'nl-us), a. [L. pecuniosus, fr.
pecunia : cf. F. pecunieux .] Abounding in money
wealthy ; rich. [Obs.]
Sherwood.
Ped (ped), n. [OE. See Peddler.] A basket ; a
hamper ; a pannier. [Obs.]
Halliwell.
Ped'age (ped'aj), ?i. ['Lh. pedagium, for pedalicum.
See Paage.] A toll or tax paid by passengers, entitling
them to safe-conduct and protection. [Obs.] Spelman.
;

;

Ped'a-gog'ic (ped'a-goj'Ik), n. [From Pedagogic, a. :
G. pedagogik.] See Pedagogics.
Ped'a-gog'ic (-goj'ik),
a.
[Gr. waiSayMyiitds
cf.
Ped'a-gog'ic-al (-i-kal), J
'e.pedagogique. See Pedagogue.] Of or pertaming to a pedagogue suited to,
or characteristic of, a pedagogue.
Ped'a-gog'ics (-iks), n. The science or art of teaching the principles and rules of teaching pedagogy.

cf.

1

:

;

;

;

Ped'a-gOg-lsm (pSd'a-gog-Tz'm

;

277),

n.

[Cf.

F.

pedagogisme.] The system, occupation, character, or
manner of pedagogues.
Hilton.
Avocations of pedantry and pedagogism.
De FoePed'a-gogue (ped'a-g6g), n. [F. pedagogue, L. paedagogus, Gr. TratSayojyo^ n-ats, TratSos, a boy -j- ayet,v to
lead, guide
cf dywyds leading.
See Page a servant,
Agent.] 1. {Gr. Antiq.) A slave who led his master's
children to school, and had the charge of them generally.
2. A teacher of children one whose occupation is to
teach the young a schoolmaster.
3. One who by teaching has become foiinal, positive,
or pedantic in his ways one who has the manner of a
schoolmaster a pedant.
Goldsmith.
Ped'a-gogue, v. t. [Cf. L. paedagogare to instruct.]
To play the pedagogue toivard. [Obs.]
Prior.
;

;

.

;

;

;

;

Ped'a-gO'gy (pSd'a-go'jy

[Gr. TraiSayioyia
277), n.
F. pedagogie.]
Pedagogics ; pedagogism.
South.
(pe'dal
a.
[L. pedalis, fr. pes,
Pe'dal
def. 1 ; 277),
pedis, foot.
See Foot, and cf. Pew.] 1. Of or pertaining to the foot, or to feet, literally or figuratively specifically {Zo'dl.), pertaining to the foot of a mollusk; as,
the pedal ganglion.
2. (ped'al) Of or pertaining to a pedal ; having pedals.
Pedal curve or surface (Geom.), the curve or surface
wliich is the locus of the feet of perpendiculars let fall
from a fixed point upon the straight lines tangent to a
given curve, or upon the planes tangent to a given surface.
Pedal note (Mus.), the note which is hela or sustained
through an organ point. See Organ point, under Organ.
—Pedal organ (Mus.), an organ which has pedals or a range
of keys moved by the feet ; that portion of a full orgac
;

cf.

m

;

—

which is played with the feet.
Ped'al (ped'al), n. [Cf. F. pSdale, It. pedale. See
Pedal, a.] 1. {mech.) A lever or key acted on by the
foot, as in the pianoforte to raise the dampers, or in the
organ to open and close certain pipes a treadle, as in a
;

lathe or a bicycle.

appropriate.

;

My fate is Juno's most peculiar care.

Peo'ti-na'tlon (-na'shiin), n. 1. The state of being
pectinated ; that which is pectinated.
Sir T. Browne.
2. The act of combing the combing of the head.
3. {Nat. Hist.) Comblike toothing.
Peo-tln'e-al (pek-tTn'e-al), a. [See Pecten.] {Anat.)
(a) Of or pertaining to the pecten.
(6) EeUting to, or
connected with, the pubic bone.
Pec-tin'i-branch (pgk-tin'T-brSnk),
{Zo'dl.) One of the Pectinibranchin.
ata.
Also used adjectively.
Peo'ti-ni-bran'chi-a'ta (pgk'tT-nTbrSn'ki-a'ta), n. pi. [NL. See Pecten,

Having pectinated

Burke.

been ruined.

While

a claw having

{Zo'dl.)

.

;

3.

pectinate manner.

and Branohia.]

BurJce.

Pec'U-la'tor (pSk'u-la'tSr), n. [L.] One who peculates.
Covjper.
"Peewtotors of the public gold."
[L. peculiaris, fr.
Pe-cul'iar (pe-kill'yer
277), a.
peculiian private property, akin to pecunia money:
cf. OF. jieculier.
See Pecuniary.] 1. One's own belonging solely or especially to an individual; not possessed by others of private, personal, or characteristic
possession and use not owned in common or in partici-

An-

a serrate edge, found m some birds,
and supposed to be used in cleaning

the feathers.
Pec'tl-nate-ly (-uat-iy), adv.

and 2>eculating despotism.

;

And
Hymns

Sir T. Broione.

Pectinate claw

rapacious,

.

combs.
" Our &agexa pectinated, or shut

together."

.

Pec'U-la'tion (-la'.shfin), n. The act or practice of
peculating, or of defrauding the public by appropriating
to one's own use the money or goods intrusted to one's
care for management or disbursement embezzlement.
Every British subject
. active in the discovery of pecula-

two

like

&

to peculate, akin to pectilium private
property. See Peculiar.] To appropriate to one's own
use the property of the public ; to steal public moneys
intrusted to one's care to embezzle.

2. Particular

Interlaced,

—

A

pation.

tenna.

(.ZooZ.)

+

;

nated muscles.

[-R.]

A

;

pubic bone.

3.

A

breastplate, esp. that worn by the
2. {Eccl.) (a)
priest.
clasp or a cross worn on the
(6)
breast.
medicine for diseases of the chest organs, espe3.
cially the lungs.
Pec'tO-ral-ly (p5k't6-ral-iy), adv. As connected with
the breast.
Pec'to-ri-lo'qul-al (-rT-lo'kwT-al), a.
[Cf. F. pectorilogue.]
Pertaining to, or of the nature of, pectoriloquy.
Pec'tO-rll'O-quism (-rTl'o-kwIz'm), n. Pectoriloquy.
Pec'to-ril'O-quous (-kwiis), a. Pectoriloquial.
[L. pectus, -oris, the
Pec'tO-rll'O-quy (-kwj-), n.
breast
/og«i! to speak: cf. F. pectoriloquie.]
{Med.)
The distiifct articulation of the sounds of a patient's
voice, heard on applying the ear to the chest in auscultation.
It usually indicates some morbid change in the
lungs or pleural cavity.
Pec'tose' (pek'tos'), n. [Peciic -f cellulose.] {Chem.)
An amorphous carbohydrate found in the vegetable kingdom, esp. in unripe fruits. It is associated with cellulose, and is converted into substances of the pectin group.
Pec-tO'sic (pSk-to'sik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to,
resembling, or derived from, pectose specifically, designating an acid supposed to constitute largely ordinary
pectin or vegetable jelly.
PeC-tOS'tra;Ca (pSk-tSs'tra-ka), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
7n)KT09 fixed
oaTpaKoj' shell of a testacean.] {Zo'dl.)
degenerate order of Crustacea, including the Rhizocephala and Cirripsdia.
Pec'tOUS (pek'tiis), a. {Chem.) Of , pertaining to, or
consisting of, pectose.
Pec'tns (pSk'tus), n. ; pi. Pectora (pSk't6-ra). [L.,
the breast.] {Zo'dl.) The breast of a bird.
Pec'Ul (pgk'ul), n. See Picul.

Jewish high

;
:
;

PEDATA
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beak of a bird or a pointed instrument.
Peck'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, pecks
specif., a bird that pecks holes in trees
a woodpecker.
Garth.
2. An instrument for pecldng a picli.
Flower pecker. {Zo'ol.) See under Flower.

" When

;

;

Ice,

{Geom.)

A pedal curve

or surface.
Pe-da'li-an (pe-da'li-an), a. Relating to the foot, or
to a metrical foot ; pedal.
Ilaunder.
[i2.]
Pe-dal'i-ty (pe-dSl'i-ty), n. The act of measuring by
paces.
[J?.]
Ash,
Pe-da'ne-OUS (pe-da'ne-us), a. [L. pedaneus of the
size of a foot.]
Going on foot pedestrian. [P.]
Ped'ant (ped'ant), n. [F. pedant. It. pedante, fr. Gr.
waiSeveiv to instruct, from jrais boy. See Pedagogue.]
1. A schoolmaster
Bryden.
a pedagogue. [Obs.]
Apedant that keeps a school i' th' church.
Skak,
2.

;

;

2. One who puts on an air of learning one who makes
a vain display of learning a pretender to superior knowledge.
Addison.
A scholar, yet surely no pedant, was he. Goldsmith.
Pe-dan'tic (pe-d5n'tTk), l a. Of or pertaining to a
pedant characteristic of,
Pe-dan'tic-al (-tt-kal),
)
or resembling, a pedant ostentatious of learning as, a
pedantic writer a pedantic description a pedantical
" Figures pedantical."
affectation.
Shak.
Pe-dan'tic-al-ly, adv. In a pedantic manner.
Pe-dan'tlC-ly (^tlk-l^), adv. Pedantically. [E.]
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ped'ant-ism (pSd'ant-iz'm),
tion, or act of a

pedant

n.

The

ofiice,

disposi-

pedantry.
[Obs.]
[Cf. F. pedantiser.]
To play
Ped'ant-ize
the pedant ; to use pedantic expressions. [R.]
[Pedant -\Ped'an-tOC'ra-oy (ped'an-tgk'ra-sy), n.
iemocracy.] The sway of pedants. [R.]
J. S. Mill.
Ped'ant-ry (ped'ant-ry), n. [tm.F.pedanterie.] The
acts, character, or manners of a pedant
vain ostentation of learning. " This ^edan/T-y of quotation. " Cowley.
'T is a practice that savors much oi pedantry. Sir T. Browne.
Ped'ant-y (-y), n. An assembly or
clique of pedants.
Milton.
[Obs.]
;

(-iz), v. i.

;

Pe-da'ri-an (pe-da'rl-an), n.

[L.

pedarius, fr. pedarius belonging to
the foot, fr. pes, pedis, foot.] {Rom.
Atitiq.) One of a class eligible to the
office of senator, but not yet chosen,
who could sit and speak in the senate,
but could not vote ;
so called because he might indicate his opinion by
walking over to the side of the party
he favored when a vote was taken.

—

Ped'a-ry (pSd'a-ry), n. ; pi. PedaRIES (-rlz).
[L. pedarius of the foot.]
A sandal. [Obs.]
Latimer.
II

Pe-da'ta (pe-da'ta),

n. pi.

[NL.

See Pedate.]
{Zo'dl.) An order of
holothurians, including
those that
;Ki"e ?iQbulanral suckers, or feet, and
ai. internal gill.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

Pedata {Pentacta
minuta). a Feet
X 8
t Tentacles.

;

;

PEDATE
Ped'ate (pSd'St),

pedare to

furnish with feet, fr. pes,
pedis, a toot.'} {Bot.) Falmate, with the lateral lobes
cleft into two or more segsaid of a leaf.
ments
Ped'ate-ly, udv.

—

;

Pe-darWid (pS-dat'i-

+

[From
Ped'dle (pSd'd'l), v. i.
Peddler.] 1. To travel about with
wares for sale; to go from place to
place, or from house to house, for the
purpose of retailing goods as, to
peddle without a license.
2. To do a small business; to be
busy about trifles to piddle.
&.

vb.

n.

& p. p.

Peddhno

Pedatifld Leaf.

Ped'dler-y

(-y), n.

[Written also pedlary and ped-

1. The trade, or the goods, of a peddler; hawksmall retail business, like that of a peddler.
2. Trifling ; trickery. [Oi«.] " Look . . . into these
their ieceitlul peddleries."
Milton.
Ped'dllng, a. 1. Hawking ; acting as a peddler.
" The miserable remains of a
2. Petty ; insignificant.
;

peddling commerce."
Ped'er-ast (ped'er-5st), n.
TraiSds, a boy -f- ^po-v to love
guilty of pederasty

;

naiSepaa-rni

[G-r.
:

cf.

;

One

a sodomite.

Ped'er-as'tlo (-Ss'tTk), a.
[Gr. TraiSepao-TiKO!.] Of
or pertaining to pederasty.
Ped'er-as'ty (ped'er-as'ty), n. [Gr. TraiSepao-Tca cf.
F. pederastie.~\ The crime against nature sodomy.
Ped'e-re'ro (pSd'e-re'ro), n. [Sp. pedrero, fr. OSp.
pedra, Sp. piedra, a stone, L. petra, fr. Gr. Tvirpa. So
named because it was at first charged with stones.]
(Mil.) A term formerly applied to a short piece of chambered ordnance.
[Written aiso paterero and pelerero.^
Pe-de'SlS (pe-de'sls), n. [NL., from 6r. n-^Sijo-i; a
:

—

;

Same as Brownian movement, under Bbownian.

Alterations of surnames
pedigrees.

+

I

o.

pedigree.

;

;

;

;

Milton.

the pedigrees of their tribes.

Atierhury.

;

Peel, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Peeled (peld) p. pr. & vb.
[F. peler to pull out the hair, to strip, to
n. Peeling.]
peel, fr. L. pilare to deprive of hair, fr. pilus a hair
or
perh. partly fr. F. peler to peel off the skin, peril, fr. L.
pellis skin (cf. Fell skin).
1. To strip
Cf. Peruke.]
off the skin, bark, or rind of
to strip by drawing or
tearing off the skin, bark, husks, etc. to flay to decorticate
as, to peel an orange.
;

;

II

A

ing the whip

scorpions (Theallied forms.
in a wider
sense to include also the true

used

scorpions.

Ped'i-pal'pous

(-pSl'pus),

3

"^

(Zool.) Pertaining to, or re- One of the Pedipalpi (Phnj'"" '"«"""^)sembling, the pedipalps.
Ped'i-pal'pus (-piis), n. ; pi. Pedipalpi (-pi). [NL.
See Pes, and Palpus.] (Zool.) One of the second pair
of mouth organs of arachnids. In some they are leglike,
but in others, as the scorpion, they terminate in a claw.
Ped'1-reme (pSd'i-rem), «. [Ped?- -f- L. re?n «i oar.]
(Zool. ) A crustacean, some of whose feet serve as oars.
a.

Pe'di-al (peMT-al), a. Pertaining to the foot, or to any
a foot pedal.
Dana
Ped'i-cel (ped'i-sgl), n.
[F. pedicelle. See Pedicle.]
1. (Bot.) (a) A stalk which supports one flower or
fruit, whether solitary or one of many ultimate divisions
of a common peduncle. See Peduncle, and Ulust. of
Flower, (b) A slender support of any special organ, as
that of a capsule in mosses, an air vesicle in algje, or a

Ped'lM

;

(PS<l''er), n.

See Peddler.

+

[Written also psedobaptism. ]
Pe'dO-bap'tlst (-tTst\ n. One who advocates or practices infant baptism.
[Written also pivdobnptist.']
Ped'o-man'cy (pSd'S-inSn'sy), n. \_Pedi-, pedoDivination by examining the soles of the
-7nancy.']
or of small children.

+

feet.

(i)t-d5ni'u-ter), n. [Pedi-, pedo- -)- -me(Mcch.) An instrument for inV. p(idoiiielrc.~\
dicating the number of steps taken in walking, and so
distance
passed over. It is usually in
the
ascertaining

;

:

cf.

food,

fo"ot

skillful sliepherd peeled

me

certain wands.

Shak.

2. To strip or tear off to remove by stripping, as the
skin of an animal, the bark of a tree, etc.
Peel, V. i. To lose the skin, bark, or rind ; to come
often used with
off, as the skin, bark, or rind does ;
an adverb ; as, the hark peels easily or readily.
Peel, n. The skin or rind as, the peel of an orange.
Pee'le (pele), n. (Zo'ol.) A graceful and swift South
African antelope (Pelea capreola). The hair is woolly,
and ash-gray on the back and sides. The horns are black,
long, slender, straight, nearly smooth, and very sharp.
Called also rheeboc, and rehboc.
Peel'er (pel'er), n. One who peels or strips.
Peel'er, n. [See Peel to plunder.] A pillager.
so called
Peel'er, n. A nickname for a policeman
from Sir Robert Peel. [British Slang] See Bobby.
Peelliouse' (-hous'), 7i. See 1st Peel. Sir W. Scott.
Peen (pen), n. [Cf. G. pinne pane of a hammer.]
(a) A round-edged, or hemispherical, end to
the head of a hammer or sledge, used to oj
stretch or bend metal by indentation, (b)
The sharp-edged end of the head of a mason's
hammer. [Spelt a\so pane, pei7i, and pirnd.]
Peen, v. t. To draw, bend, or straighten,
as metal, by blows with the peen of a hammer or sledge.
Peenge (penj), v. i. To complain. [>Sco/.]
Peep (liep), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Peeped „ i.^j„_
(pept) p. pr.
vb. n. Peeping.]
[Of imitative origin
cf. OE. pipen, F. piper, pfpier, L. pijiire,
pipare, pipiare, D. & G. piepen. Senses 2 and 3 perhaps come from a transfer of sense from the aonnd which
chickens make upon the first breaking of the shell to the
act accompanying it or perhaps from the influence of
peek, or peak.
Cf. Pipe.]
1. To cry, as a chicken
hatching or newly hatched to chirp ; to cheep.
There was none that moved the wing, or opened the mouth,
;

—

;

—

&

;

;

or peeped.

Pe-dom'e-ter

ter

;

;

;

2. (Zool.) A slender stem by which certain of the
lower animals or their eggs are attached. See Ulust. of
Aphis lion.
3. (Anat.) (a) The ventral part of each side of the
neural arch connbotiug it with the centrum of a vertebra.

The

;

I

Pe'dO-bap'tlsm (pe'dS-bSp'tTz'm 277), n. [Gr. jrai?,
TraiSos, a child
F, baptism.'] The baptism of infants

in ferns.

;

;

;

and

Sometimes

;

;

of the Pedipalpi.
Ped'i-pal'pl(-pSi'p!),re.pZ.
[NL. See Pedipalpus.] (Zool.)
division of Arachnida, includ-

lyphonus)

MiUon.

Peeling their provinces.

an opossum.

;

One

reme, pedometer.

pity

.

m^rC^ pedigrees. Sir P. Sidney.

pediment resembling a pediment.
Ped'i-palp (pSd'T-palp), m. [Gi.F.pedipalpe.'] (Zool.)

;

;

II

;

Fe-dim'a-nous (pe-dTm'a-niis), a, [See Pedimana.]
(Zool.) Having feet resembling hands, or with the first
toe opposable, as the opossums and monkeys.
Ped'l-ment (pSd'T-ment), n. [L. pes, pedis, a foot.
See Foot.] (Arch.) Originally, in classical architecture,
the triangular space forming the gable of a simple roof
hence, a similar form used as a decoration over porticoes,
doors, windows, etc. ; also, a rounded or broken frontal
having a similar position and use. See Temple.
Ped'l-men'tal (-men'tal), a. Of or pertaining to a

:

ap, arn

to inquire of

A pedimanous marsupial

;

67

;

;

;

A

&

full,

duncle.]
(Zo'ol.) A division of Cirripedia, including
the stalked or goose barnacles.
Pe-dun'CU-late (-kJi-lat), l a. (Biol.) Having a pePe-dun'cu-la'ted (-la'tSd), j
dnncle growing on a
peduncle as, a pedunculate flower a pedunculated eye,
as in a lobster.
Pee (pe), 71. See 1st Pea.
Pee, n. (Naut.) Bill of an anchor. See Peak, 3 (c).
Spenser.
Peece (pes), n. & v. [Obs.] See Piece.
Pee'chl (pe'chi), n. (Zo'ol.) The dauw.
Peek (pek), V. i. [OE. piken : cf F. piquer to pierce,
prick, E. pique.
Cf. Peak.]
To look slyly, or with the
eyes half closed, or through a crevice to peep. ICollog.']
Peek'a-bOO (-a-b<)o), n. A child's game bopeep.
Peel (pel), n. [OE. pel. Cf. Pile a heap.] A small
tower, fort, or castle a keep. [Scot.]
Peel, n. [F. pelle, L. pala.] A spadelike implement,
variously used, as for removing loaves of bread from a
baker's oven also, a T-shaped implement used by printers and bookbinders for hanging wet sheets of paper on
lines or poles to dry.
Also, the blade of an oar.
Peel, V. t. [Confused with peel to strip, but fr. F.
piller to pillage.
See Pill to rob. Pillage.] To plunder; to pillage to rob. \_Obs.]
But govern ill the nations under yoke,

II

;

rjide,

;

&

;

unite,

no herald

pedunculate.

;

have obscured the truth of our
Camden.

.

Having a peduncle; sup-

II

A

Pedestaled haply in a palace court.
Keats.
Pe-des'trl-al (pe-d5s'tri-al), a. [L. pedester, -estris.
It. pes, pedis, a foot: cf. F. pedestre.
See Pedal.] Of
or pertaining to the feet ; employing the foot or feet.
Pe-des'tri-al-ly, adv. In a pedestrial manner.
Pe-des'tri-an (-an), a. Going on foot ; performed on
foot; as, a pedestrian journey.
Pe-des'tri-an, n. A walker ; one who journeys on foot
a foot traveler ; specif., a professional walker or runner.
Pe-des'trl-an-ism (-iz'm), n. The act, art, or practice of a pedestrian
walking or running ; traveling or
racing on foot.
Pe-des'tri-an-lze (-Iz), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Pedestrianized (-izd) p. pr.
vb. n. Pedesteianizino (-i'zTng).] To practice walking to travel on foot.
Pe-des'tri-ous (-us), a. Going on foot ; not winged.
[06«.] '^Pedestrious animals."
Sir T. Browne.
Ped'e-ten'tOUS (pgd'e-tSn'tlas), a. [L. pes, pedis, foot
-f tendere to stretch out cf. L. pedetentim by degrees.]
Proceeding step by step advancing cautiously. [iJ.]
That pedetentous pace and perletentous mind in which it behooves the wise and virtuous improver to walk. Sydney Smitli.
Ped'i- (pgd'i-), Ped'O- (pSd'S-).
[See Foot.] Combining forms from L. pes, pedis, foot, as pedipalp, pedi-

Oae,

am

The Jews preserved

;

sporangium

.

;

a.

Pe-dun'ou-laf (-kiS-ler), a. [Cf. F. pSdonculaire.']
Of or iiertaining to a peduncle growing from a peduncle
as, a peduncular tendril.
Pe-dun'cu-la'ta (-kfi-la'ta), n. pi. [NL. See Pe-

2. (Stock Breeding)
record of the lineage or strain
of an animal, as of a horse.
Ped'i-lU'vy (pSd'i-lu'vy), n. IPedi- -f L. lucre to
wash: cf. It.
&p. pediluvio, F. pediluve.l The bathing of the feet ; a bath for the feet.
[06s.]
Pe-dlm'a-na (pe-dim'a-na), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. pes,
pedis, foot+ manus hand.] (Zool.)
division of marsupials, including the opossums.
Ped'1-mane (p§d'i-man), n. [Cf . F. pedimane.l (Zool.)

1

or(;aii called

.

His vanity labored to contrive us

Foot, and Stall, and cf. Footstall.] 1. (Arch.) The
base or foot of a column, statue, vase, lamp, or the like
the part on which an upright work stands. It consists
of three parts, the base, the die or dado, and the cornice or surbase molding. See Ulust. of Column.
Build him apedestal, and say, " Stand there " Cowper.
2. (a) {Railroad Cars) A casting secured to the frame
of a truck and forming a jaw for holding a journal box.
a low housing, (c) (Bridge
(6) {Mach.) A pillow block
Building) An iron socket, or support, for the foot of a
brace at the end of a truss where it rests on a pier.
Pedestal coil (Steam Heating), a group of connected
straight pipes arranged side by side and one above another, — used as a radiator.
Pod'es-taled (-tnld), a. Placed on, or supported by,
a pedestal figuratively, exalted.
Hawthorne.

&

;

(-k'ld),

ported on a peduncle

;

Ped'es-tal (pgd'Ss-tal), «. [Sp. pedestal; cf. F. piedestal, It. piedestallo ; f r. L. pes, pedis, foot
OHG.
stal standing place., station, place, akin to E. stall.
See

;

;

Pe-dun'cled

;

;

II

leaping.]

A

II

n-al';,

F. pederaste.)^

A

II

Burke.

small or delicate.

2. (Zo'ol.)
sort of stem by which certain
shells and barnacles are attached to other objects.
See Ulust. of Barnacle.
3. (Anat.)
band of nervous or fibrous
matter connecting different parts of the brain
as, the peduncles of the cerebellum
the pe- « ?'??""
°
'''"
dvncles of the pineal gland.

II

lery.']

ing

is

;

;

.

^W^ The ultimate divisions or branches of a
peduncle are called pedicels. In the case of a
solitary flower, the stalk would be called a peduncle if the flower is large, and a pedicel it it

:

;

&
:

;

;

:

The

A

-

;

a child

TratSos,

II

;

Peddled (-d'ld) p. pr.
To sell from place to

(-dlTug).]

n.
[Gr. 7roi6oTpo<^i'a,
-\- Tpi^eLv to nourish
cf. F.
art of nourishing children properly.
Pe'dre-gal' (pa'drii-gal'), n. [Sp., a stony place, fr.
T^iedra stone.]
lava field.
\_Mexico
Western U. S.]
Pe-dun'cle (pe-dun'k'l), n. [Formed fr. (assumed) L.
pedunculus, dim. of pes, pedis, a foot cf F.
pedoncule.] 1. (Bot.) The stem or stalk that
supports the flower or fruit of a plant, or a cluster of flowers or fruits.
7rat5,

pedotrophie.]

II

place; to retail by carrying around from customer to
to hawk hence, to retail in very small quan;
tities
as, to peddle vegetables or tinware.
Ped'dler (pSd'dler), n. [OE. pedlere, pedlare, also peddare,peoddare, fr. OE. ped a basket, of unknown origin.]
One who peddles ; a traveling trader ; one who travels
about, retailing small wares a hawker.
[Written also
pedlar !mA pedler.~\ " Some vagabond huckster or peddler."
Hakluyt.

customer

Pe-dOt'ro-phy (pe-dot'r6-fJ),

fr.

Ped'i-cel-U'na (-sel-li'ua), n. [NL.
See Pedicel.]
(Zool.) A genus of
Bryozoa, of the order Entoprocta, having a beU-shaped body supported on a
slender pedicel. See lUust. under Entoprocta.
Ped'i-cle (-k'l), n. [L. pediculus a little foot, dim. otpes foot
pedicellaria:
--I Spine of
cf. F. pedicule.
See Pedal, and
Starfish {Asteruis) hearing a group of Pcdieetcf. Pedicel.]
Same as Pedicel.
larice
o Three-jawed
Pe-dlc'U-lar (pe-dik'ii-ler), a.
Pedicellaiia of a Sea
[L. pedicularis, fr. pediculus a
Urchin. Enlarged.
louse
cf. F. pediculaire.'\
Of
or pertaining to lice having the lousy distemper (phthiriasis); lousy.
Southey.
Pe-dic'U-late (-lat), a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining to
the Pediculati.
[NL. See Pedicle.]
Pe-diC'U-la'ti (-la'tr), n. pi.
(Zool.) An order of fishes including the anglers.
See
Ulusts. of Angler and Batfish.
Pe-dlc'U-la'tlon (-la'shiSn), n. (Med.) Phthiriasis.
Ped'i-CUle (ped'i-kul), n. [See Pedicle.] A pedicel.
Pe-dlc'U-U'na (pe-dik'ii-li'na), n. pi. [NL. See Pediculus.] (Zool.) A division of parasitic hemipterous
insects, including the true lice.
See Ulust. in Appendix.
Pe-dic'U-IOUS (-liis), a. [L. pediculosus.! Pedicular.
Pe-dlc'U-luS (-lus), n.; pi. Pediculi (-IT). [L., a
louse.]
(Zool.) A genus of wingless parasitic Hemiptera, including the common lice of man.
See LonsE.
Ped'1-fonu (pgd'i-fSrm), a. [Pecfi- -j- -/orm.^ Shaped
like a foot.
Pe-dig'er-OUS (pe-dtj'er-iis), a. [Pedi- -f- -gerous.J
(Zool.) Bearing or having feet or legs.
Ped'1-gree (p5d'i-gre), n. [Of unknown origin possibly f r. F.par degres by degrees,
for a pedigree is properly a genealogical table which records the relationship
of families by degrees; or, perh., fr. F. pied de grue
crane's foot, from the shape of the heraldic genealogical
trees.] 1. A line of ancestors descent lineage genealogy a register or record of a line of ancestors.

;

[imp.

)

;

;

t.

;

;

—

;

v.

the form of a watch an oscillating weight affected by
the motion of the body causes the index to advance a certain distance at each step.
Ped'O-met'ric (ped'o-mSt'rik), a. Pertaining to, or
measured by, a pePed'0-met'ric-al (-mgt'ri-kal), (
dometer.
Ped'o-mo'tive (-mo'tiv), a. [_Pedi-, pedo- -{-motive.']
Moved or worked by the action of the foot or feet on a
pedal or treadle.

II

fld),a
[Pedate
root ot
Pedate Leaf.
L. Jindere to split.] (Boi.)
Cleft in a pedate manner, but having the lobes distinctly connected at the base
said
of a leaf.

Ped'dle,

(b) An outgrowth of the frontal bones, which supports
the antlers or horns in deer and allied animals.
Ped'i-celed (ped'I-seld), a. Pedicellate.

Ped'1-cel-la'rl-a (-sel-la'rT-a), n. ; pi. Pedicellarm; (-e). [NL. See Pedicel.] (Zool.) A peculiar
forcepslike organ which occurs in large numbers
upon starfishes and echini. Those of starfishes
have two movable jaws, or blades, and are usually nearly, or quite, sessile
those of
echini usually have three jaws and a
pedicel. See Illustration in Appendix.
Ped'l-cel'late (-sSl'iat), a. Having
a pedicel
supported by a pedicel.

—

—

PEEP
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[L. pedatus, p. p. of

a.

;

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

siiiSi

iuk

When
;

ys.

To begin

2.

ment

;

to

make

flowers

tlieu,

to appear

the

first

tliin

first

;

x.

W.

to look forth from conceal-

appearance.

peeped, and trees did blossoius bear. Diijden.
;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

X

;

;;;;

n

;

PEEP
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PELLAGE

3. To look cautiously or slyly ; to peer, as through a
crevice ; to pry.
Shak.
I^eep through the blanket of the dark.
Milton,
From her cabined loophole peep.
small
pierced
with
a
Peep Bight, an adjustable piece,
hole to peep tlirough in aiming, attached to a rille or
other firearm near the breech.
Peep (pep), n. 1. The cry of a young chicken a chirp.
2. First outlook or appearance.
Gray.
Olt have we seen him at the^eep of dawn.
3. A sly look ; a look aa through a crevice, or from a
place of concealment.
Swift.
To take V other peep at the stars.
4. {,Zodl.) (a) Any small sandpiper, as the least sandmeadow
European
piper (Tringa minutiUa). (6) The
pipit (Anthus praiensis).
Peep show, a small show, or object exhibited, wliich is
Peepviewed through an orifice or a magnifying glass.
so called Irom
o'-day boys, the Irish insurgents of 1784
their visiting the houses of the loyal Irish at daybreak in
search of arms. [Cant]
Peep'er (pep'er),re. 1. A chicken just breaking the
shell
a young bird.
2. One who peeps ; a prying person ; a spy.

Peg ladder, a ladder with but one standard, into which
Peg tankard, an ancient tankcross pieces are inserted.
ard marked with pegs, so as to divide the liquor into
equal portions. " Drink down to your pey. " Longfellow.
Peg tooth. See Fleam tooth, under Fleam.
Peg top,
a boy's top which is spun by throwing it.— Screw peg, a
small screw without a head, for fastening soles.

order Geranlacex, differing from Geranium in having c
spurred calyx and an irregular covoUa.
(I^°° About one hundred and seventy species are
known, nearly all of them natives of South Africa, and
many having very beautiful blossoms. See the Note under Geranium.
Pe-las'gi-an (pe-las'jl-an), ) a.
[L. Pelasgns, Gr.
Pe-las'gic (pe-las'jlk),
neAaayds a Pelasgian.]
)
1. Of or pertaining to the Pslasgians, an ancient people of Greece, of roving habits.

;

;

—

—

;

"Who

there

'e

The eye;

peejiers,

?

.

.

.

eavesdroppers

J. Webster.

?

the peeper*. ICoHoq.'i
Peep'hole' (-hoi'), n. A hole, or crevice, through
wlncli one may peep without being discovered.
Peep'lng hole'. See Peephole.
Pee'pul tree' (pe'piil tre'). [Hind, plpnl, Skr. pippala.}
{Bot.) A sacred tree (Ficus religiosu) of the
Buddhists, a kind of fig tree which attains great size
and venerable age. See Bo tree. [Written also pippu^
3.

and pipal

tree,

as, to close

tree.']

&

[imp.
(per), v. i.
p. p. Peered (perd) p.
[OF. parir, pareir, equiv. to
vb. n. Peering.]
fr.
. paraitre
parere.
Of. Appear.]
1. To
to appear, L.
come in sight ; to appear. [Poetic']

Peer

&

;

So honor peerei/i In the meanest
See

how

his gorget peers above his

habit.

gown

I

Shak.
B. Jonson.

2. [Perh. a different word ; cf. OE. piren, LG. piren.
Cf. Pry to peep.]
To look narrowly or curiously or inMilton.
tently to peep ; as, the peering day.
Peering in maps for ports, and piers, and roads. Shak.
Coleridge.
As if through a dungeon grate he peered.
Peer, n. [OE. per, OF. per, F. pair, it. L. par equal.
1. One of the
Cf. Apparel, Pair, Par, n.. Umpire.]
same rank, quality, endowments, character, etc. ; an
;

equal

a match

;

a mate.

;

In song he never had his peer.
Shall they consort only with their peers

2.

A comrade

3.

A

Dryden.
f

Taylor.

I.

a companion a fellow an associate.
Spenser.
He all his peers in beauty did surpass.
nobleman a member of one of the five degrees
;

;

;

;

of the British nobility, namely, duke, marquis, earl, viscount, baron ; as, a peer of the realm.
A noble peer of mickle trust and power. Milton.
House of Peers, The Peers, the British House of Lords.
Spiritual peers, the bisliops and archSee Parliament.
bishops, or lords spiritual, who sit in the House of Lords.

—

Heylin.
To make equal in rank, [i?.]
v. i.
To be, or to assume to be, equal. [iJ.]
Peer'age (-fij 48), n. [See Peer an equal, and cf.

Peer,
Peer,

v.

t.

;

Parage.]

The rank or dignity

of a peer. Blackstone.
of peers ; the nobility, collectively.
Milton.
When Charleraain with all his peerage fell.
Peer'dom (-dtim), re. Peerage also, a lordship. [Obs.']
Peer'ess, n. The wife of a peer a woman ennobled
in her own right, or by right of marriage.
Peer'ie 1 (per'I), a. [See 1st Peer, 2.] Inquisitive
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
suspicious sharp.
Peer'y )

2.

1.

The body

;

;

&

;

"Two peer)/ gray

Sir W.Scott.

eyes."

Having no peer or equal
matchless; superlative. " Her peerZess feature." Shak.
Peer'less

(per'les),

a.

Milton.
Unvailed her peerless light.
Peerless-ly, adv.
Peer'less-ness, n.
Peert (pert), a. Same as Peart.
Peet'weet (pet'wet), n. Same as Pewit (a
6).
Pee'vlsh (pe'vTsh), a. [OE. pevische ; of uncertain
origin, perh. from a word imitative of the noise made
by fretful children -f- -ish.] 1. Habitually fretful ; easapt to complain
ily vexed or fretted ; hard to please
querulous ; petulant. " Her peei;tiA babe." 'Wordsworth.
She is peevish, sullen, f reward.
Shak.
2. Expressing fretfulness and discontent, or unjustifiable dissatisfaction ; as, a peevish answer.
[Obs.]
3. Silly chBcksh ; trifling.
To send auch peevish tokens to a king.
Shak.
9"erulous ; petulant ; cross
Syn.
ill-tempered
testy captious ; discontented. See Fretpul.
Shak.
Pee'vlsh-ly, adv. In a peevish manner.
Fee'vish-nesB, n. The quality of being peevish disposition to murmur ; sourness of temper.

—

—

&

;

;

—

;

;

;

Syn.

— See

—

—

&

Peg (pSg), V. t. [imp. p. p. Pegged (p5gd) p. pr,
n. Pegging (-ging).] X. To put pegs into to fasten the parts of with pegs as, to peg shoes to confine
as with pegs to restrict or limit closely.

& vb.

;

;

;

;

;

I will rend an oak

And peg thee in his knotty entrails.
Shak.
2. (Cribbage) To score with a peg, as points in the
game; as, she pesr^red twelve points. [Collog.]
Feg, V. i. To work diligently, as one wlio pegs shoes
usually with on, at, or away ; as, to peg away at a task.

—

Pee'vlt (pe'vit), Pee'Wlt (pe'wit), n.

{ZoU.)

See

Peg

[OE. pegge ; cf. Sw. pigg, Dan. pigs,
(p8g), n.
point, prickle, and E. peak!]
1.
small, pointed piece
of wood, used in fastening boards together. In attaching the soles of boots or shoes, etc. ; as, a shoe peg.
wooden pin, or nail, on which to hang things, as
2.
coats, etc.
Hence, colloquially and figuratively
sup-

A

A

:

A

port a reason a pretext as, a, peg to hang a claim upon.
3. One of the pins of a musical instrument, on which
the strings are strained.
Shak.
4. One of the pins used for marking points on a cribbage board.
5. A step ; a degree
esp. in the slang phrase " To
taie one down apes'."
To screw papal authority to the highest peg. Barrow.
And took your grandees down a iieg.
Hudibras.
;

;

;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

2. (Zo'ol.) Wandering.
Pel'e-can (pel'e-kan), re. (Zool.) See Pelican.
Fel'e-can'l-for'mes (-kSu'I-fSr'mez), re. pi. [NL.
See Pelican, and -form.] (Zo'ol.) Those birds that are
related to the pelican the Totipalmi.
II

;

Pel'e-COid (-koid),

;

A

(Georn.)

re.

[Gr. weAe/cus a hatchet

somewhat hatchet-

figure,

Pe'ga-flor' (pa'ga-dor'), n. [Sp., a sticker.] {Zo'ol.)
A species of remora {Echeneis naucrates). See Remora.
Pe-ga'se-an (pe-ga'se-on), a. Of or pertaining to
Pegasus, or, figuratively, to poetry.

shaped, bounded by a semicircle and
two inverted quadrants, and equal in
area to the square A
C inclosed by
the chords of the four quadrants.

Peg'a-soia (peg'a-soid), a. [Pegasus
Like or pertaining to Pegasus.

[Written also peKcoirf.]
3Iath. Diet.
Pel'e-cyp'0-da (-stp'o-da), re. pi.
[NL. f r. Gr. Tre'Aexut a hatchet -f -poda.] (Zo'ol.) Same as Lamellieranchia.
Pel'e-grxne (-grin), a. See Pere-

II

Peg'a-SUS

(-SUS), n.

-\-

-oid.] (Zo'ol.)
1. (Gr.

Peg'ger (peg'gei), n. One who
fastens with pegs.
Peg'ging (-ging), n. The act or
process of fastening with pegs.
(pern), n.
[L. pegma a
movable stage, Gr. Trijy/aa, orig., a
framework.]
sort of moving machine employed in the old pageants.
Pegasus (Pegasus
[Obs.]
B. Jonson. draconis) iZo'ol.).
Peg'ma-tlte (p5g'ma-tit), n.
[Prom Gr. TrrjyfjLa something fastened together, in allusion to the quartz and feldspar in graphic granite cf F.
pegmatite. See Pegm.] (il/m.) (a) Graphic granite. See
under GRANrrE. (b) More generally, a coarse granite occurring as vein material in other rocks.
Peg'ma-tit'lC (-tit'ik), a. (3Iin.) Of, pertaining to,
or resembling, pegmatite ; as, the pegmatitic structure
of certain rocks resembling graphic granite.
Peg'ma-tOid (pSg'ma-toid), a. [Pegmatite -\- -oid.]
(Min.) Resembling pegmatite ; pegmatitic.
Peg'O-man'Cy (-o-man'sy), n. [Gr. mjy^ fountain -\-mancy.] Divination by fountains. [R.]
Peg'roots' (peg'roots'), n. Same as Setterwort.
Peh1e-Vl' (pa'la-ve'), re. [VaxssePahlavi.] An ancient Persian dialect in which words were partly represented by their Semitic equivalents. It was in use from
the 3d century (and perhaps earlier) to the middle of the
7th century, and later in religious writings. [Written

Pegm

A

:

also Pahlavi.]
Pein (pen), n.

.

+

A

A

" To weigh pence with apewe."
V.

Piers Plowman.
Chaucer.
Shak.
me down.
{Ane. Armor) See Peytrel.

To

poise or weigh.
Lest leaden slumber peise
t.

[Obs.]

Pel'trel (pa'trel), re.
Pe-jor'a-tive (pe-j5r'a^tiv), a. [F. pejoratif, fr. L.
pejor, used as compar. of malus evil.] Implying or imputing evil ; depreciatory ; disparaging ; unfavorable.
Pek'an (pSk'an), re. [F.petere.] (^TooZ.) See Fisher, 2.
Pek'oe (pEk'o or pe'ko), re. [Chin, pih-haou : cf. F.
peko'e.]
A kind of black tea. [Written also pecco.]

Wax

insect, under Wax.
(pe'la), re. (Zo'ol.) See
Pel'age (pel'aj 48), re. [F. pelage, fr. L. pilus hair.]
(Zo'ol.) The covering, or coat, of a mammal, whether of
wool, fur, or hair.
Pe-la'gl-an (pe-la'ji-an), a. [L. pelagius, Gr. ireAi-

Pela

;

the sea cf. F. pelagien.] Of or pertaining to tlie sea ; marine ; pelagic as, pelagian shells.
Pe-la'gi-an, n. [L. Pelagianus: cf. F. pelagien.]
follower of Pelagius, a British monk,
(Eccl. Hist.)
born in the latter part of the 4th century, who denied
the doctrines of hereditary sin, of the connection between sin and death, and of conversion through grace.
Pe-la'gi-an, a. [Cf. P. pelagien.] Of or pertaining
to Pelagius, or to his doctrines'.
Pe-Ia'gi-an-lsm (-Tz'm), re. [Cf. P. pelagianisme.]
The doctrines of Pelagius.
Pe-lag'iC (-ISj'ik), a. [L. pelagicus.] Of or pertaining to the ocean
applied especially to animals that
live at the surface of the ocean, away from the coast.
Pel'ar-gon'ic (pel'ar-gon'Ik) a. (Chem.) Pertaining
to, or designating, an organic acid (called also nonoie
acid) found in the leaves of the geranium (Pelargonium)

710s, fr. Tre'Aa-yos

:

A

;

and
II

—

allied plants.

Pel'ar-gO'ni-um (-go'ni-iim), re. [NL., fr. Gr. ttc(Bot.) A large genus of plants of the

Aapyo? a stork.]
final,

^1

;

eve,

event,

D

B

,

Pelecoid.

AD DC Inverted
quadrantal arcs
ABC Semicircle.

•

grine.

[Obs.]

Pel'er-ine (pel'er-in or -en), re. [F.
p'elerine a tippet, fr. pelerin a pilgrim, fr. L. peregrinus
foreign, alien.
woman's cape ; espeSee Pilgrim.]
cially, a fur cape that is longer in front than behind.
Pelf (p51f), re. [OE. pelfir booty, OF. pel/re, akin to
pel/rer to plunder, and perh. to E. pillage. Cf. Pilfer.]
Money riches ; lucre ; gain ; generally conveying the
idea of something ill-gotten or worthless. It has no plu'

A

—

;

"Mucky pey."

Spenser. " Paltry peZ/." Burke.
Can their pe^/" prosper, not got hy valor or industry ? Fuller.
a.
Of
Stanyhurst.
Peli'lsh,
or pertaining to pelf.
Pel'fray (pSI'fra), ) re.
Pelf ; also, figuratively, rub(pel'frj?),
Pel'fry
bish ; trash. [Obs.] Cranmer,
f
Pel'1-can (pel'i-kan), re. [F. pelican, L. pelicamis, pelecanus, Gr.
TreAeKai/,
TreAfKcts,
TreAe'/cayOff,
the
woodpecker, and also a watei bu'd
of the pelican kind,
fr. weKexav to hew

ral.

with an ax, fr. ireAeKws an ax, akin to
Skr. p ar a g u .]
[Written also pelee

an .]

1. (Zo'ol.)

Any large webfooted bird of the
genus Pelecanus, of

which about adozen
species are known.
They have an enor-

mous
in

Spectacled Pelican (PelecaniiS
consjiicillatus).

to the lower edge o€ which is attached a
captured fishes are temporarily stored.

bill,

which

pouch

^W^ The American white pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos) and the brown species {P. fxtscus) are abundant
on the Florida coast in winter, but breed about the lakes
in the Rocky Mountains and British America.
2. (Old Chem.) A retort or still having a curved tube
or tubes leading back from the head to the body for continuous condensation and redistillation.
8^°° The principle
forms of

is still

employed

in certain

modem

distilling apparatus.

Frigate pelican (Zo'ol.), the frigate bird.
See under
Frigate.
Pelican fish (Zo'ol.), a deep-sea fish (Eurypharynx pelecanoides) oi the order ii/ojneri, remarkable for
the enormous development of the jaws, which support a
large gular pouch.
Pelican flower (Bot.), the very large
and curiously shaped blossom of a climbing plant {Anstolochia grandiflora) of the West Indies also, the plant
itself .
Pelican ibis (Zo'dl.), a large Asiatic wood ibis
(Tantalus leucocephalus). The head and throat are destitute of feathers ; the plumage is white, with the quill8
and the tail greenish black. Pelican in her piety (in heraldry and symbolical art), a representation of a pelican in
the act of wounding her breast in order to nourish her
young with her blood
a practice fabulously attributed
to the bird, on account of which it was adopted as a symbol of the Redeemer, and of charity.
Pelican's foot
(Zo'ol.), a marine gastropod shell of the g«nus Aporrhais,
esp. Aporrhais pes-pelicani of Europe.

—

See Peen.

Pei-ram'e-ter (pi-rSm'e-ter), re. [Gr. ireipa. a trial
-meter.]
dynamometer for measuring the force required to draw wheel carriages on roads of different
constructions.
G. Francis.
Pel-ras'tic (pt-rSs'tik), a. [Gr. 5r«poo-TiK05, fr. iretpav
to try, fr. Treipa a trial.] Fitted for trial or test ; experimental; tentative; treating of attempts.
weight ; a poise. [Obs.]
Peise (piz), re. [See Poise.]

Peise,

+ -oid ]

II

[L., fr. Gr. nTJya<ros.]

Myth. ) A winged horse fabled to have sprung from the
body of Medusa when she was slain. He is noted for
causing, with a blow of his hoof, Hippocrene, the inspiring fountain of the Muses, to spring from Mount Helicon. On this account he is, in modern times, associated
with the Muses, and with ideas of poetic inspiration.
Byron.
Each spurs his jaded Pegasus apace.
2. (Asiron.) A northern constellation near the vernal
equinoctial point. Its three brightest stars, with the
brightest star of Andromeda, form
the square of Pegasus.
3. {Zo'ol.) A genus of small fishes,
having large pectoral fins, and the
body covered with hard, bony plates.
Several species are linown from the
East Indies and Cliina.

;

Petulance.

Pewit.

;

—

gnd,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

(Zo'ol.) The American coot (ii'MKco).
re.
Pel'i-coid (pSl'T-koid), re. See Pelecoid.
[NL., fr.
Pel'1-CO-sau'ri-a (pSl'T-k6-sa'ri-a), re. pi.
Gr. nekiKa a wooden bowl (but taken to mean, pelvis)
-\- o-aCpos a lizard.]
(Paleon.) A suborder of Theromorpha, including terrestrial reptiles from the Permian
formation.
[See Pelioma.] (Min.) A
Pe'll-om (pe'lT-8m), re.
variety of iolite, of a smoky blue color ; pelioma.
Pe'll-O'ma (pe'li-o'ma), re. [NL., fr. Gr. TrcAi'to/iio,
fr. jreAios livid.]
1. (ilfeti.) A livid ecchymosis.
2. (Min.) See Peliom.
Pe-lisse' (pe-les'), re. [V.,iT.\j. pelliceus,pellicius,
made of skins, fr. pellis a skin. Cf. Pelt skin. Pilch,
and see 2d Pell.] An outer garment for men or women,
originally of fur, or lined with fur ; a lady's outer garment, made of silk or other fabric.
Pell (p5I), V. t. [Cf. Pelt, v. i.] To pelt ; to knock
Holland.
about.
[Obs.]
Pell, re. [OF. pel, P. peau, L. pellis a skin. See PelIi
a skin.] 1. A skin or hide; a pelt.
2. A roll of parchment ; a parchment record.
Clerk of the pells, formerly, an officer of the exchequer
who entered accounts on certain parchment rolls, called
pell rolls. [Eng.]
Pellack (pSnak), re. [Cf. Qai&l. peileag.'] (Zool.) A
porpoise.
customs duty
Pell'age (pSl'aj), re. [See 2d Pell.]
on skins of leather.

Pel'ick (-Tk),
II

II

A

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb^ 5dd

;

;;

PELLAGRA
in

Northern

One

Pel'la-grln (p51'la-grin), n.

Italy.
vcho is afflicted

with
Cliambers^s Bncyc.

pellagra.

Pellet

LL. pelota, pilota,

[F. pelote,

(pSl'lSt), n.

fr.

A

L. pila a ball.
Cf. Platoon.]
1.
little ball ; as, a
pellet of wax or paper.
2.
bullet ; a ball for firearms.
{_0bs.2
Bacon.
As swift as apellet oat of a gun.
Chaucer.

A

Pellet

molding (Arch.), a narrow band ornamented with

small, flat disks.
Pel'let, V. t.

To form into small balls. [06s.] Shak.
furnished
Pel1et-ed, a. Made of, or like, pellets
;

with pellets. [iJ.] " This peKeifed storm."
Pel'U-bran'cm-a'ta (pSl'lt-brSn'ki-a'ta),
[NL., fr. pellis garment -f- branchia a
gill.]
(Zo'ol.) A division of Nudibranchiata, in which the mantle itself serves
as a gill.

Shak.
n.

II

pi

fr.

:

&

—

Pelll-to-ry, re. [Sp. pelitre, fr. L. pyrethrum. See
Bertkah.]
(Bot.) (a) A composite plant (Anacyclus
Pyrethrum) of the Mediterranean region, having finely
divided leaves and whitish flowers. The root is the officinal pellitory, and is used as an irritant and sialogogue.
Called also bertram, and pellitory of Spain, (b) The
feverfew (Chrysanthemum Parthenium) ;
so called be-

ly),

—

it resembles the above.
Pell'-mell' (pel'mSl'), n. See Pall-mall.
Pell'meU', adv. [F. pele-mele, prob. fr. pelle a shovel
-{- meter to mix, as when different kinds of grain are
heaped up and mixed with a shovel. See Peel shovel.
Medley.] In utter confusion with confused violence.

"Men, horses, chariots, crowded pellmell."
Milton.
Pel-lu'cid (pgl-lu'sid), a. [L. pellucidus ; per (see
Pek-) -f- feci(i«s clear, bright : ci.V. pellucide.'] Transparent ; clear ; limpid ; translucent not opaque. " Pellucid crystal."
Dr. H. More.
^'Pellucid streams."

adv.

Pelt'er (pelt'er), re.
Pel'ter (pBl'ter), n,
mean, sordid person

;

II

jr€'A|iia.]

(Zoiil.)

\Jj. pelludditas.l

The

quality or
translucency
Locke.

;

;

in a pellucid manner.
pi. Pelmata
re.
The under surface
,•

[NL.,

(-ta).

fr.

of the foot.

[06s.]

flint.

;

f 'vV'"','^

^

;

''^^f

»"-^3'*°"<J'fe-

Gascoigne,
Pel'ti-Iorm (pSl'tt-fSrm), a. \_Pelta
-/orrei.] Shieldlike, with the outline nearly circular pellate.
Henslow.
Pel'tlng (pel'tTng), a. Mean paltry. [06s.] Shak.
Pelt'ry (pSlt'ry ), re. [F. pelleterie peltry, furriery, f r.
pelletier a furrier, fr. OF. pel skin, P. peazi, L. pellis.
See Pelt a skin, Pell, re.. Fell a skin.] Pelts or skins,
collectively ; skins with the fur on them furs.

+

Death

The penalty and

the pelvis

&

Then onpemican they

Longfellow.

feasted.

almost -\- E. annular.'] Nearly annular having nearly
the form of a ring. "^ Pena^mular relics."
D.Wilson.
;

Pe'na-ry (pe'ua-ry), a. Penal.
Pe-na'tes (pe-na'tez), re. pi.

[06s.]
Gauden.
[L.] (Pom. Antig.)
The household gods of the ancient Romans. They presided over the home and the family hearth. See Lae.
Pen'aunt (pen'ant), re.
[OF, penant, peneani. See
Penitent.] A penitent. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Pence (pens), re., pi. of Penny. See Penny.
Pen'cel (pen'sSl), re. [See Pennonoel.]
small,
narrow flag or streamer borne at the top of a lance ;
called also perenoneeZ. [06s.] Piers Plowman. Chaucer.
Pen'Chant' (paN'shaN'), re. [F., tr.pencher to bend,
fr. (assumed) LL. pendicare, L. pendere. See Pendant.]
Inclination; decided taste ; bias; as, a, penchant ior art,
Pen'chute' (pSn'shoof), re. See Penstock.
Pen'cil (pSn'sTl), re. [OF. pincel, F. pinceau, 'L.penicillum,penicillus, equiv. topeniculus, dim. of joereis a tail.
Cf. Penioil.]
1.
small, fine brush of hair or bristles
used by painters for laying on colors.
With &\xhti\& 2^encel depainted was this storie. Chaucer.
II

A writer, or his style

:

;

as,

A

A

24.

he has a

A

slender cylinder or strip of black lead, colored
2.
chalk, slate, etc., or such a cylinder or strip inserted in
a small wooden rod intended to be pointed, or in a case,
which forms a handle,
used for drawing or writing.

—

—
—

pen.

See Graphite.
3. Hence, figuratively, an artist's ability or peculiar
manner; also, in general, the act or occupation of the
artist, descriptive writer, etc.
4. (Opt.) An aggregate or collection of rays of light,
especially when diver-

ging from, or converging
to, a point.

—

;

;

A

number
5. (Geom.)
of lines that intersect in
Pencils of Rays
one point, the point of intersection being called the pencil point,
6. (3Ied.)
small medicated bougie.

A

(Bot.),

;

;

;

Use,

unite,

r^de,

fyll,

fip,

Orn

;

pits'

:

:

santhes elatior).

;

;

fdbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

slender rod of black

;

Where nature pe/jciVs

butterflies

on

flowers.

Ilcu-te.

[Written also pencilled.]
Pen'clled (pSn'sTld), a.
1. Painted, drawn, sKetched, or marked with a pencil.
having pencils of rays.
2. Radiated
;

3. (Nat. Hist.)

Pen'cll-ing

Marked with

(-sTl-Tng),

71.

parallel or radiating lines.

[Written also pencilling."]

The work

of the pencil or brush ; as, delicate penciling in a picture.
2. (Brickwork) Lines of wliito or black paint drawn
along a niortnr joint in a brick wall.
Knight.
Pen'cU-late (-sTI-lit), | a.
Shaped like a pencil
penicillate.
Pen'cll-Ia'ted (-la'tSd),
1.

I

Pen'cralt'

(-knUf), «.

1.

Penmanship;

skill

in

writing; chirography.
2. Tlio art of composing or writing ; authorsliip.
I would not givo a groat for that person*s knowledge iu pen.

;

ttfbd,

Pencil lead, a

&

;

;

i

—

adapted for insertion iu a holder.
Pen'cil, V. t. [imp. &p, p. Penciled (-slid) or Pencilled p. pr,
vb. re. Penciling or Pencilling.] To
write or mark with a pencil to paint or draw. Cowper.

;

;

a holder for a pencil lead.— Pencil flower
an American perennilu leguminous herb (Stylo-

lead, or the like,

;

;

;

(4).

Pencil case,

i

;

;

&

—

II

;

;

See under Bill. — On, or
with exposure to the pen-

;

;

;

;

The

;

;

a disease affecting the hair or wool of a beast.
Pelt, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pelted p. pr.
vb. re.
Pelting.] [OE. pelten, pulten, pilten, to thrust, throw,
strike
cf. L. pultare, equiv. to pulsare (v. freq. fr.
pellere to drive), and B. pulse a beating.] 1. To strike
with something thrown or driven to assail with pellets
or missiles as, to pelt with stones pelted with hail.
The chidden billows seem to pelt the clouds.
Shak,
2. To throw
to use as a missile.
My Phillis me with pelted apples plies.
Dryden.
Pelt, V. i. 1. To throw missiles.
Sliak.
2. To throw out words. [06s.]
Another smothered seems topelt and swear.
Shak,
Felt, n. A blow or stroke from something thrown.

[Sporting Cant]
term penalty is in law mostly applied to a

;

;

Pelt rot,

fine.

.

;

—

hawk.

;

Shak.

bond.

alty of, in case of transgression.

—

Dryden.
quarry killed by the

forfeiture

Pelvic arch,

[Prov. Eng.l
See Bow-pen.
Dotting pen, a pen
for drawing dotted lines.
Drawing, or Ruling,
pen, a pen for ruling lines, having a pair of
blades between which the ink is contained.—
Fountain pen. Geometric pen. See under Fountain, and Geometric. — Music pen, a pen having five points for drawing the five lines of the
staff.
Pen and ink, or pen-and-ink, executed
or done with a pen and ink as, a pen and ink
sketch.
Pen feather. Apia feather. [Obs.\
Pen name. See under Name. — Sea pen (.Zo'ol.),
a pennatula. [Usually written sea-pen.]
Pen, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Penned (p5nd)
To
p. pr. & vb. re. Penning (-ning).]
n^^'shdl"
write
to compose and commit to paper
o f S q u d'
to indite to compose as, to pen a sonnet.
(Loligo).
" A prayer elaborately /lerereerf. "
Milton.
Pen, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Penned (pSnd) or Pent
(pent); p. pr. & vb. re. Penning.]
[OE. pennen, AS.
pennan in on-pennan to unfasten, prob. from the same
source as pin, and orig. meaning, to fasten with a peg.
See Pin, re. & v.] To shut up, as in a pen or cage to
confine in a small inclosure or narrow space to coop up,
or shut in to inclose. " Away with her, and pen her
Shak.
up."
Watching where shepherds pen their flocks at eve. Milton.
Pen, re,. [From Pen to shut in.] A small inclosure as,
a pen for sheep or for pigs.
Shak.
My father stole two geese out of a pen.
Pe'nal (pe'nnl), a. [L. poenalis, f r. poena punishment
See Pain.] Of or pertaining to punishcf. F. penal.
ment, to penalties, or to crimes and offenses pertaining
to criminal jurisprudence as (a) Enacting or threatening punishment as, a penal statute the penal code.
subject to a penalty as, a
(6) Incurring punishment
penal act or oifense. (c) luHicted as punishment used
as a means of punisliment as, a penal colony or settlement. "Adamantine chains and /^enoi fire." Milton,

;

;

my

Pen'ance (pen'ans), re. [OF. penance, peneance, L.
as, pelvic cellulitis.
or Pelvic girdle (Anal.), the two or more paenitentia repentance. See Penitence.] 1. Repentance.
[06s.]
Wyclif (Luke xv. 7).
bony or cartilaginous pieces of the vertebrate skeleton to
2. Pain; sorrow; suffering. [06s.] "Joy ot petiance
which the hind limbs are articulated. When fuUy ossified, tlie arch usually consists of three principal bones on
he feeleth none."
Chaucer,
each side, tlie ilium, ischium, and pubis, which are often
3.(Eccl.) A means of repairing a sin committed, and
closely united in the adult, forming the innominate bone.
obtaining pardon for it, consisting partly in the performSee Innominate bone, under Innominate.
ance of expiatory rites, partly in voluntary submission
Pel-vlm'e-ter (pgl-vTm'e-ter), n. [Pelvis -(- -meter : to a punishment corresponding to the transgression.
cf. F. pelvimetre.~\
An instrument for measuring the Penance is the fourth of the seven sacraments in the
dimensions of the pelvis.
Coxe. Roman Catholic Church.
Schaff-Herzog Encyc.
Pel'vls (pSl'vis), n. [L.,a basin,laver cf. Gr. ireAAa,
And bitterpenance, with an iron whip.
Spenser.
jreAAis, bowl.]
1. (Anat.) The pelvic arch, or the pelvic
Quoth he, ** The man hath -penance done.
arch together with the sacrum. See Pelvic arch, under
And penance more will do."
Coleridge.
Pelvic, and SACRnM.
Pen'ance, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Penanced (-anst).]
2. (Zodl.) The calyx of a crinoid.
To impose penance on to condemn to suffering as a
Pelvis of the kidney (Anat.), the basinlike cavity into
penance to punish. " Some penanced lady eU." Keats.
which the ureter expands as it joins the kidney.
Pen'ance-Iess, a. Free from penance. [P.]
Pent'IUi-can (pem'mT-kan), re. [Written also^emiccre.]
Pe-nang' nut' (pe-nang' nut')[From the native
1. Among the North American Indians, meat cut in name.]
(-Bo^.) The betel nut. Balfour (Cyc. of India).
thin slices, divested of fat, and dried in the sim.
Pen-an'nu-lar (pen-Sn'nii-ler), a. [L. pene, paene,
of,

Bow

—

forfeit of

pecuniary punishment.
Bill of pains and penalties.
Under, penalty of, on pain of

of the domestic swan.

II

Milton.

A handicap.

3.

11^°"

»ere.
"Those learned peres."
Fuller.
5. (Zool.) The internal shell of a squid.
6. [Etymol. uncertain.] (Zodl.) The male

[L. Peloponnesius, fr. Peloponnesus, 6r. XleKonovvriaos,
the Island of Pelops ; rteAoi/i, -ottos, Pelops -)- vijcros
island.]
Of or pertaining to the Peloponnesus, or
southern peninsula of Greece.
re.
A native or an inhabitant of the Pelopomiesus.
[NL., from Gr. jreAiopios
Pe-lO'rl-a (pe-lo'rl-a), re.
monstrous.] (Bot.) Abnormal regularity ; the state of
certain flowers, which, being naturally irregular, have
become regular through a symmetrical repetition of the
special irregularity.
Pe-lO'rlc (pe-lo'rik), a. (Bot.) Abnormally regular
or symmetrical.
Darwin.
Pel'0-tage (p51'o-taj), re. [F.] Packs or bales of
Spanish wool.
Pelt (pSlt), re. [Cf. G. pelz a pelt, fur, fr. OF. pelice,
F. pelisse (see Pelisse) or perh. shortened fr. peltry.']
1. The skin of a beast with the hair on ; a raw or undressed hide ; a skin preserved with the hairy or woolly
covering on it. See 4th Fell.
Sir T. Browne.
Raw pelts clapped about them for their clothes. Fuller.

the peyialty imposed.

case of noriulfillment of stipulations

sharp

fit.,

is

2. The suffering, or the sum to be forfeited, to which a
person subjects himself by covenant or agreement, in

Pelt'ry-ware' (-wSr'), n. Peltry. [06s.]
Pe-lu'dO (pa-16o'do), n. [Sp. peludo hairy.] (Zo'ol.)
The South American hairy armadillo (Dasypus villosus).
Pe-lu'si-ac (pe-lu'shl-Sk), a. [L. Pelusiacus.] Of or
pertaining to Pelusium, an ancient city of Egypt ; as, the
Pelusiae (or former eastern) outlet of the Nile.
Pel'VlC (pgl'vik), a. Of, pertaining to, or in the region

4. Fig.

.

2. T^e human skin.
[_Jocose'\
3. (Falconry) The body of any

pelts.

;

Job xix.

Pe-lO'pi-um (pe-lo'pi-um), n.
[NI;., fr. L. Pelops,
brother of Niobe, Gr. ITeXoi//.] (Chem.) A supposed new
metal found in columbite, afterwards shown to be identical with columbium, or niobium.
Pel'0-pon-ne'sian (pSl'o-p5n-ne'shan or -zhan), a.

an

One who

A pinchpenny a
a miser a skin"Let such pe«ers prate."
;

II

Wordsworth.

Pel-lu'cld-ly, adv.
Pel'ma (pSl'ma),

;

2. Meat, without the fat, cut in thin slices, dried in
the sun, pounded, then mixed with melted fat and sometimes dried fruit, and compressed into cakes or in bags.
It contains much nutriment in small compass, and is of
great use in long voyages of exploration.
Pem-phl'gUS (pem-fi'gus), re. [NL., fr. Gr. ird/j.^ii^,
-lyos, a bubble.]
(Med.) A somewhat rare skin disease,
characterized by the development of blebs upon different
parts of the body.
Quain,
Pen (p5n), re. [OE. penne, OF. penne, pene, F. penne,
fr. L. penna.l 1. A feather.
[06s ]
Spenser.
2. A wing.
[06s.]
Milton.
3. An instrument used for writing with ink, formerly
made of a reed, or of the quill of a goose or other bird,
but now also of other materials, as of steel,
gold, etc.
Also, originally, a stylus or other
instrument for scratching or graving.
Graven with an iron pen and lead in the rock.

;

Gr.

.

—

;

—

cause

re.

Pe-nal'i-ty (pe-nSl't-ty), n. [Cf LL. poenaliias. See
Penalty.] The quality or state of being penal liability
to punishment.
Sir T. Browne.
Pe'nal-lze (pe'nal-Iz), v. t. 1. To make penal.
2. (S^ort.) Toputapenaltyon. See Penalty, 3. [Eng.']
Pe'nal-ly (pe'nal-ly), adv. In a penal manner.
Pen'al-ty (pen'al-ty), re. / pZ. Penalties (-tiz). [F.
penalite. See Penal.]
punish1. Penal retribution
ment for crime or offense; the suffering in person or
property which is annexed by law or judicial decision to
the commission of a crime, offense, or trespass.

;

II

—

1

—

;

Pel-llc'U-lar (pel-llk'u-ler), a. Of or
pertaining to a pellicle.
Henslow.
Pel-liae (pel-ll'le),' n. (Zodl.) The
redshank
so called from its note.
[Prov. Eng.']
Pel'li-to-ry (p51'lT-t$-rJ), n.
[OE.
pariiorie, OF. paritoire, F. parietaire ;
(cf. It.
Sp. parietaria), L. parietaria
the parietary, or pellitory, the wall
plant, fr. parietarius belonging to the One of the Pellibranchiata
walls, f r. paries, parietis, a wall.
Cf.
'''''""
Pametaky.] (^o<.) The common name
roi'ca?'
of the several species of the genus
Parietaria, low, harmless weeds of the Nettle family ;
also called wall pellitory, and lichwort.
15^^ Parietaria officinalis is common on old walls in
Europe ; P. Pennsylvanica is found in the United States
and six or seven more species are found near the Mediterranean, or in the Orient.

Pel'lu-cid'I-ty (pel'lii-sTd'i-ty),

—

;

Pel'11-cle (pellT-k'I), n. [L. pellicula,

Pel-lu'cid-ness (pSl-lii'sTd-nes), )
ftate of being pellucid ; transparency
clearness ; as, the pellucidity of the air.

Penal code (Law), a code of laws concerning crimes and
offenses and their punishment.
Penal laws. Penal statutes (Law), laws prohibiting certain acts, and imposing
penalties for committuig them.
Penal servitude, imprisonment with hard labor, in a prison, in lieu of transportation, [ffreai £/;<.]— Penal suit. Penal action (Law),
a suit for penalties.

llPel'ta (pSl't4), re.; pi. PELTiE (-te).
[L., a shield,
Gr. rre'^TTj.]
1. (Anliq.) A small shield, especially

one of an approximately elliptic form, or crescent-shaped.
2. (Bot.) A flat apothecium liaving no rim.
Pel'tate (pSl'tat),
I a.
[Cf. F. pelte.
See Pelta.]
Pel'ta-ted (-ta-ted), J
Shield-shaped
soutiform (Bot.) having the stem or support attached to the lower surface, instead of at the base or margin
said of
a leaf or other organ.
Pel'tate-ly (-tat-

;

dim. of pellis skin
cf. F. pellicule.']
1. A thin skin or film.
2. (Chem.) A thin film formed on the
surface of an evaporating solution.

;
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PelOa^gra (pSl'14-gr4), n. [It.] (Med.) An erythematous affection of the skin, with severe constitutional
and nervous symptoms, endemic

;

:

Sleme.

cri{ft.

sing, Ink

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

xh = x

in azure.

;

;;
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PENITENTLY

pendnlam, a clock pendulum in which the effect of
changes of temperature on the length of the rod is so
counteracted, usually by the opposite expansion of different metals, that the distance of the center of oscillation from the center of suspension remains invariable;
as, the mercurial compensation pendulum, in which the
expansion of the rod is compensated by the opposite expansion of mercury in a jar constituting the bob ; the
gridiron pendulum, in which compensation is effected
by the opposite expansion of sets of rods of different
metals.
Compound pendulum, an ordinary pendulum
so called, as being made up of different parts, and
contrasted with simple pendulum,.
Conical, or Revolving, pendulum, a weight connected by a rod with a fixed
point, and revolving in a horizontal circle about the
vertical from that point.
Pendulum bob, the weight
at the lower end of a pendulum.
Pendulum level, a
plumb level. See under Level. Pendulum wheel, the
balance of a watch.
Simple, or Theoretical, penduliun, an
imaginary pendulum having no dimensions except length,
and no weight except at the center of oscillation in other
words, a material point suspended by an ideal Ime.
Pe-nel'0-pe (pe-ngl'S-pe), n.
[From L. Penelope,
the wife of Ulysses, the hero of the Odyssey, 6r. IIyji/cAottt).] {Zo'dl. ) A genus of curassows, including the guans.
Pen'e-tra-bll'i-ty (pgn'e-tr4^bTl'i-ty), n.
[Cf. F. penetrabilite.']
The quality of being penetrable ; susceptibility of being penetrated, entered, or pierced. Cheyne.
Pen'e-tra-We (pSn'e-tra-b'l), a. [li. penetrabilis : cf.
F. penetrable.'} Capable of being penetrated, entered,
or pierced. Used also figuratively.

penguins (Spheniscus) and the rock hoppers ( Catarractei)
congregate in large numbers at
their breeding grounds.

'END

N

Pend

Oil cake ; penock.
{_India]
vb. n.
p. p. Fended ; p. pr.
Pend, V. i. limp.
Pending.] [h. pendere.'\ 1. Tohaug; to depend. [iJ.]
/. Taylor.
Pending upon certain powerful motions.
2. To be undecided, or in process of adjustment.
Fend, v. t. [Cf. pen to shut in, or AS. pyndan, E.
pound an inc\OB\]ie.'\ To pen ; to confine. [iJ.]

CpSnd), n.

&

&

Fended within the

limits

... of Greece.

Udatl.

Pend'ant (pSnd'ant), n. [F., orig. p. pr. oipendre to
Cf. Pendent, Pansy, Pensive, Poise,
Ponder.] 1. Something wliich hangs or depends something suspended a hanging appendage, especiaUy one of
an ornamental character, as to a chandelier or an eardrop also, an appendix or addition, as to a book.
Pope.
Some hang upon the pendants of her ear.
liave been pleased with tliis work and its iicudattf,
Many
Aeig/tfley.
the Tales and Popular Fictions.
2. {Arch.) A hanging ornament on roofs, ceilings, etc.,
much used in the later styles of Gothic
architecture, where it is of stone, and an
important part of the construction.
There are imitations in plaster and wood,
which are mere decorative features. " [A
bridge] with .
. pendants graven fair."
hanj, L. pendere.

;

;

;

.

.

.

.

(Spenser.
3. {Fine Arts) One of a pair ; a counterpart ; as, one vase is the pendant to
the other vase.
4. A pendulum. [06^.] Sir K. Digby.
5. The stem and ring of a watch, by
Pendant (2).
which it is suspended. \U. S.I Knight.
Pendant post (Arch.), a part of the framing of an opentimber roof ; a post set close against the
wall, and resting upon a corbel or other
solid support, and supporting the ends of a
collar beam or any part of the roof.
Pend'ence (-ens), n. [See Pendent.]
Slope ; inclination. [06s.] Sir H. Wotton.
Pend'en-cy (-en-sj?), n. 1. The quality
or state of being pendent or suspended.
2. The quaUty or state of being undecided, or in continuance ; suspense ; as, the

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

II

temple or palace.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

;

—

.

;

II

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pen'du-lum (-lum), n. ; pi.
?ENDULUMS (-lumz). [NL., fr.

trative.

Pen'fish' (pEn'fTsh'), n.
Pen'fold' (pSn'fold'), n.

L. pendulus hanging, swinging. See Pendulous.]
body
60 suspended from a fixed
point as to swing freely to
and fro by the alternate action
of gravity and momentum. It
is used to regulate the movements of clockwork and other

A

Pen'guin

(1^°° The time of oscillation
Pendulume.
of a pendulum is independent
a Common Pendulum.
of the arc of vibration, prob Gridiron Pendulum.
vided this arc be small.
- Compensation
Ballistic pendulmn. See under Ballistic
ale,

senate,

{Zool.)

A squid.

See Pinfold.

(Zool.) The pangolin.
n.
(pen'gwTn), n. [Perh. orig. the name of

Pen'gO-lln (p5n'go-lTn),

machinery.

care,

am, arm, ask,

(Zo'ol.) A breeding place, or
rookery, of penguins.

Penliold'er (pen'hold'er),

+

gwyn white or
another bird, and fr. W. pen head
perh. from a native South American name.] 1. {Zool.)
Any bird of the order Impennes, or Ptilopteri. They are
covered with short, thick feathers, almost scalelike on
the wings, which are without true quills. They are unable to fly, but use their wings to aid in diving, in which
they are very expert. See King penguin, under King,
and Jackass penguin, under Jaceass.
ISS^ Penguins are found in the south temperate and
antarctic regions. The king penguins (Apienodytes Patachonica, and A. longirostris) are the largest the jackasa
;

;

final,

^11

;

eve,

eveat,

6ad,

fern,

n.

A

handle for a pen.

Pen'house'

A penthouse.

(-hous'), n,

[06s.]

Pen-i'ble (pSn-e'b'l), a.
[OF. penible. Cf. PainPainstaking

able.]

;

as-

siduous. [06.5.] Chaucer.
Pen'i-cll (p6n'I-sTl), n.
[L. penicillum, penicillus,
Penguin. The Rock Hopper
a painter's brush, a roll
(^Catarractes demersus).
of lint, a tent for wounds.]
{3fed.)
tent or pledget for wounds or ulcers.
[Cf. P. penicilU.
See
Pen'i-Cil'late (-sTl'lSt), a.
Penicil.]
(Biol.) Having the form of a pencil
furnished with a pencil of fine hairs ; ending in a tuft of hairs
like a camel's-hair brush, as the stigmas of some grasses.
Peu'l-cUll-Iorm (-sTl'lI-fSrm), a. (Bot.) Penicillate.
[L. peninsula,
Pen-ln'SU-la (pSn-In'sii-la 135), n.
or paeninsula ; paene almost -j- insula an island. See
Isle.] A portion of lani^ nearly surrounded by water,
and connected with a larger body by a neck, or isthmus.
Pen-in'SU-lar (-ler), a. let. F. peninsulaire.'] Of or
pertaining to a peninsula; as, a peninstdar form ; pen-

A

;

But penetrable to your kind entreats.
Shak.
Pen'e-tra-We-ness, re.— Pen'e-tra-bly, adv.
Harvey.
(-tral),
Penetralia.
[06s.]
Pen'e-trall
n.
Pen'e-tra'11-a (-tra'li-^), n. pi. [L., fr. penetrans
penetrating, internal. See Penetrate.] 1. The recesses,
or innermost parts, of any thing or place, especially of a

;

;

See Auk.
Pen'guin-er-y (p5n*gwin-er-f),

n.

;

;

;

Arctic penguin (Zo'dl.), the great

II

Drt/den.

fleshy

auk.

—

And pierce his on\y penetrable part.
I am not made of stones,

The egg-shaped

;

—

2. Hidden things or secrets privacy sanctuary
as,
the sacred penetralia of the home.
Pen'e- trance (pSn'e-trans), ( n. The quality or state
Pen'e-tran-cy (-tran-sy),
of being penetrant
J
power of entering or piercing penetrating power or
pendency of a suit.
Ayliffe.
quality as, the penetrancy of subtile effluvia.
Pend'ent (pend'ent), a. [L. pendens,
Pen'e-trant (pSn'e-trant), a, [L. penetrans, p. pr. of
-entis, p. pr. of pendere to hang, to be suspenetrare: cf. F. penetrant.'} Having power to enter or
pended.
Cf. Pendant.]
1. Supported
pierce penetrating sharp subtile as, penetrant cold.
from above suspended depending ; pen" Penetrant and powerful arguments."
Boyle.
dulous; hanging as, a ^endenHeaf. "The
Pen'e-trate (-trat), v. t. [imp. & p.p. Penetrated
pendent world."
Shak.
(-tra'tgd) p. pr.
vb. n. Penetkatino.] [L. penetratus,
Often their tresses, when shaken, with pendp. p. of penetrare to penetrate
akin to penitus inward,
Zongfellow.
ent icicles tinkle.
inwardly, and perh. to penes with, in the power of, penus
2. Jutting over; projecting; overhangstore of food, innermost part of a temple.] 1. To enter
ing. " A vapor sometime like a . . .pendent rock." Shak.
into to make way into the interior of to effect an enPen-den'tive (p8n-dgn'tlv), n. [F. pendentif, fr. L. trance into ; to pierce as, light penetrates darkness.
pendere to hang.] {Arch.) (a) The portion of a vault
2. To affect profoundly through the senses or feelby means of which the square space in the middle of a ings to touch with feeling to make sensible to move
building is brought to an octagon or circle to receive a deeply; as, to ^ene<ra<e one's heart with pity.
Shak.
cupola.
(6) That part of a groined vault which is supThe translator of Homer should wewe/ra^e himself withasense
ported by, and springs from, one pier or corbel.
of the plainness and directness of Homer's style.
M. Arnold.
Pend'ent-ly, adv. In a pendent manner.
3. To pierce into by the mind ; to arrive at the inner
[See Pentice.]
A sloping contents or meaning of, as of a mysterious or difficult
Pen'dlce (pgn'dls), n.
roof a lean-to ; a penthouse.
[Ots.]
Fairfax. subject to comprehend to understand.
[Cf. Appendiole.]
An
Pen'dl-Cle (pen'di-k'l), n.
Things which here were too subtile for us to penetrate. Pay.
appendage ; something dependent on another an appurPen'e-trate, v. i. To pass ; ;o make way to pierce.
Sir W. Scott.
tenance a pendant.
Also used figuratively.
Pen'dl-cler (-kler), n. An inferior tenant ; one who
Preparing to penetrate to the north and west. J. R. Green.
Jamieson.
rents a pendicle or croft. [jScoi.]
Born where Heaven's influence scarce cti.n penetrate. Pope.
Pend'lng (pind'ing), a. [L. pendere to hang, to be
The sweet of life t\iQX penetrates so near.
Daniel.
suspended. Cf Pendent.] Not yet decided ; in continuPen'e-tra'ting (-tra'ting), a. 1. Having the power
ance in suspense as, a pending suit.
of entering, piercing, or pervading ; sharp ; subtile ; penPend'lng, prep. During as, pending the trial.
etrative; a.B, a, penetrating oior.
Pen-drag'on (pSn-drag'iin), n. A chief leader or
2. Acute; discerning; sagacious; quick to discover;
king; a head; a dictator;
a title assumed by the anas, a, penetrating mind.
cient British chiefs when called to lead other chiefs.
Pen'e-tra'ting-ly, adv. In a penetrating manner.
The dread Fendragon^ Britain's king of kings. Tennyson.
Pen'e-tra'tlon (-tra'shiin), n. [L. penetratio : cf F.
Pen'du-lar (pSn'dii-ler ; 135), a. Pendulous.
pSnet7-ation.}
1. The act or process of penetrating,
Pen'dU-late (-lat), v. i. To swing as a pendulum. [iJ.] piercing, or entering also, the act of mentally penetraPen'dule (-dul), n. [F.] A pendulum. [R.~\ Evelyn. ting into, or comprehending, anything difficult.
Pen'du'line' (paN'du'lenO, n. [F. See Penddxum.]
And to each inward part.
(Zo'dl.) A European titmouse (Parus, or ^githalus, penWith gentle penetration, though unseen.
Milton.
Shoots invisible virtue even to the deep.
dulinus).
It is noted for its elegant pendulous purselike neat, made of the down of willow trees and Uned
A penetration into the difiiculties of algebra. Watts.
with feathers.
2. Acuteness ; Insight sharp discernment sagacity
Pen'du-l08'l-ty (pen'du-lSs'i-tj?), n. [See Pendulous.] as, a person of singular penetration.
Walpole.
The state or quality of being pendulous. Sir T. Browne.
Syn. Discernment sagacity acuteness sharpness
[L. pendulus, fr. pen- discrimination. See Discernment, and SAGAcrrr.
Pen'du-Ious (pSn'dii-liis), a.
dere to hang. See Pendant, and cf. Pendulum.] 1. De[Cf. F. penetratif."]
Pen'e-tra-tlve (-trS-tiv), a.
pending pendent loosely ; hanging swinging. Shak.
X. Tending to penetrate ; of a penetrating quality
" The pendulous round earth." Milton.
piercing ; as, the penetrative sun.
2. Wavering ; unstable ; doubtful. [iJ.]
"A penduHis look became keen and penetrative. Hawthorne.
Atterbury.
lous state of mind."
2. Having the power to affect or impress the mind
3. {Bot.) IncUned or hanging downwards, as a flower
Shak.
impressive; a.s, penetrative &ha,-aie.
heart;
on a recurved stalk, or an ovule which bangs from the or
sagacious as, penetrative wis3. Acute ; discerning
upper part of the ovary.
Wordsworth.
dom. ^^'She penetrative eye.^^
Pen'du-lous-ly, adv. In a pendulous manner.
Grainger.
Led on by skill otpenetrative soul.
Pen'dU-lOUS-ness, n. The quahty or state of being
pendulous the state of hanging loosely ; pendulosity.
The quality of being penePen'e-tra-tive-ness, n.
;

2. {Bot.)

fruit of a West Indian plant {Bromelia Pinguin) of the Pineapple
family also, the plant itself, which
has rigid, pointed, and spiny-toothed
leaves, and is used for hedges.
[Written also pinguin.^

recent

;

ice,

;

the peninsular war.
Pen-in'su-late (-lat), v. t. limp. & p. p. PeninsuTo
n. Peninsulating.]

insular people

;

lated (-la'tSd); p. pr. & vb.
form into a peninsula. [2f.]
South Kivcr

.

. .

W. BentUy.

peninsulates Castle Hill farm.

Pe'niS (pe'nis),

[L.]

n.

(Anat.)

The male member,

or organ of generation.

Pen'i-tence (p5n'T-tens), n. [F. penitence, L. paeniSee Penitent, and cf. Penance.] The quality
or condition of being penitent the disposition of a peni.
tent ; sorrow for sins or faults ; repentance ; contrition.
" Penitence of his old guilt."
Chaucer.
Death is deferred, and penitence has room
Drydert
To mitigate, if not reverse, the doom.
tentia.

;

Syn. — Repentance

contrition compunction.
Pen'1-ten-cer (-ten-ser), n. [F. penitencier.'] A priest
confession and enjoined penance in extraordinary cases. [Written also ^erai^enser.] [06s.] Chaucer.
Pen'i-ten-cy (-sy), n. Penitence. lObs.}
Pen'1-tent (-tent), a. IP. petiitent,'L. jmenitens, -entis,
poenitens, p. pr. of paenitere, poenitere, to cause to repent, to repent ; prob. akin to poena punishment. See
Pain.] 1. Feeling pain or sorrow on account of sins or
offenses repentant contrite
sincerely affected by a
sense of guilt, and resolved on amendment of life.
Milton.
Be penitent, and for thy fault contrite.
The proud he tamed, the penitent he cheered. Dryden.
Shak.
2. Doing penance. [06s.]
Pen'i-tent, n. 1. One who repents of sin ; one sorrowful on account of his transgressions.
2. One under church censure, but admitted to penance one undergoing penance.
3. One imder the direction of a confessor.
1^°* Penitents is an appellation given to certain fra;

;

who heard

;

;

;

;

Roman

ternities in
their habit,

Catholic countries, distinguished
in charitable acts.

by

and employed

Pen'l-ten'tlal (-tSn'shal), a. [Cf. F. penitentiel.'] Of
expressing
or pertaining to penitence, or to penance
penitence ; of the nature of penance ; as, the penitential
book; penitential tears. "Penitential stripes." Cowper.
Guilt that all ihe penitential flies of hereafter can not cleanse.
Sir W. Scott.
Pen'l-ten'tlal, n. (R. C. Ch.) A book formerly usea
by priests hearing confessions, containing rules for the
imposition of penances ;
called also penitential book.
Pen'l-ten'tlal ly, adv. In a penitential manner.
Pen'1-ten'tla-ry (-sha^rj?), a. [Cf. F. penitentiaire.']
1. Relating to penance, or to the rules and measures
Abp. Bramhall.
of penance. " A penitentiary tax."
2. Expressive of penitence ; as, a penitentiary letter.
3. Used for punishment, discipline, and reformation.
Blackstone.
^^Penitentiary houses."
Pen'i-ten'tla-ry, n. ; pi. Penitentiaries (-rlz). [Cf.
F. penitencier. See Penitent.] 1. One who prescribes
Bacon.
the rules and measures of penance. [06s.]
Hammond.
[06s.]
2. One who does penance.
penitents
3. A small building in a monastery where
Shipley.
confessed.
4. That part of a church to which penitents were adShipley.
mitted.
5. (R. C. Ch.) (a) An office of the papal court which
examines cases of conscience, confession, absolution from
;

—

vows,

etc.,

and delivers decisions, dispensations,

etc.

Its

is a cardinal, called the Grand Penitentiary, appointed by the pope.
(6) An officer in some dioceses
since A. d. 1215, vested with power from the bishop to
absolve in cases reserved to him.
6. A house of correction, in which offenders are confined for punishment, discipline, and reformation, and in
which they are generally compelled to labor.
Pen'l-ten'tia-ry-ship, n. The office or condition of
a penitentiary of the papal court. [iJ.]
Wood.
Pen'1-tent-ly, adv. in a penitent manner.

chief

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, Qib, 5dd

;

;

;

PENK
Penk (pSnk), n.
[Frov. Eng.~\

(Zo'dl.)

A raiwaow.

See Pink, n., 4.
Walton.

Penknives (-uIvz'). IPen
-j- knife.~\
A small pocketknife formerly, a knife used
for making and mending quill pens.
(pSn'nlf), n.

Fen'knUe'

:

pi.

;

1. One
Pen'man (-man), n. ; pi. Penmen (-men).
who uses the pen ; a writer ; esp. one skilled in the use
of the pen ; a calligrapher ; a writing master.
South.
2. An author ; a composer.
Pen'man-ship, n. The use of the pen in writing the
art of writing style or manner of writing chirography
as, good or hud penvianship.
Fen'na (pSu'na), n. , pi. Penn^ (-ne). [L.] {ZoSl.)
perfect, or normal, feather.
Pen-na'ceous (pSn-na'shus), a. (Zo'dl.) Like or pertaining to a normal feather.
Pen'nach (pen'nSsh), n. [OF. pennache. See Panache.] A bunch of feathers a plume. \_Obs.'] Holland.
,

;

;

;

II

A

;

Pen'nached

(-nasht),
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[Cf. OF. pennache.
See
a.
Evelyn.
striped.
[06s.]
[L. penna feather.] Feathery

Penny cress (So<.), an annual herb of the Mustard famhaving round, flat pods like silver pennies {Thlaspi
Dr. Prior. — Penny dog {Zo'dl.), a kind of sliark
found on the south coast of Britain the tope. — Penny
father, a penurious person a niggard.
[Ohs.] Robynson
{Morels Ul02na).
?enny grass {Bot.), pennyroyal. [R.]
— Penny post, a post carrying
a letter for a penny also,
a mail carrier. — Penny wise, wise or prudent only in
small matters saving small sums while losing larger —
used chiefly in the phrase, penny loise and pound foolish.
Pen'ny (pen'ny), a. Worth or costing one penny.
ily,

arvense).

;

—

;

;

;

(-a-lin'er), n.

One who furnishes

matter to public journals at so much a line a poor writer
for hire a hack writer.
Thackeray.
Pen'ny-roy'al (-roi'ol), n. [A corruption of OE. pul;

;

OE. puliall is ultimately derived f r. L. puleium, or pidegium regium (so called as being good against
fleas), f r. pulex a flea
and royal is a translation of L. regium, in puleium regium.] (Bot.) An aromatic herb
(Mentha Pulegium) of Europe also, a North American
.

;

;

feather.

plant (Hedeonia pulegioides) resembling it in flavor.
Bastard pennyroyal. {Bot. ) See Blue curls, under Blue.
Pen'ny-weight' (-waf), n. A troy weight containing twenty-four grains, or the twentieth part of an
ounce as, a pennyweight of gold or of arsenic. It was
anciently the vveigiit of a silver penny, whence the name.

See Pen a feather, and cf. Pennon, Pinion.] {Nnitt.) {a) Asmall
flag
a pennon. The narrow, or

(-wfirf), n.
(Bot.) A European trailing herb (lAnaria Cymbalaria) with roundish, reuiform
It is often cultivated
hanging baskets.
leaves.

long, pennant (called also lohip
or coach whip) is a long, narrow
piece of bunting, carried at the
masthead of a government vessel

Marsh, or Water, pennywort. (Bot.) See under Marsh,
Pen'ny-worth' (pSn'ny-wQrth' colloq. pSn'niirth), n.
1. A penny's worth
as much as may be bought for a
penny. " A dear penMJ/ii'OrtA."
Evelyn.
2. Hence The full value of one's penny expended due
return for money laid out a good bargain a bargain.

Panache.]

Variegated

Pen'nage

(-nSj), n.

covering; plumage.

;

Holland.

[Ofo.]

Pen'nant (-nant), n. [OE. penon, penoim.pynoun, OF. penon,
F. pennon,

penna

L.

fr.

;

Pen'ny- wort'

m

;

commission. The broad pennant is an oblong, nearly square
flag, carried at the masthead of a

;

;

in

:

commodore's vessel. "With flags
nants.
and pennants trimmed." Dray(b) A rope or strap to which a purchase is hooked
a.
[L. penPen'nate (pgn'nSt),

ton,

)

Pen'na-ted(p§u'na-tSd), | na<«s feathered, winged, from joenna feather, wing.]

Winged plume-shaped.
Same as Pinnate.
Pen-nat'U-la (pen-nat'S-la),

1.

;

2. (Bot.)
II

and allied genera of Alcyonaria, having a featherlike form
a
sea-pen.
The zooids are situated along
one edge of the side branches.

A

+

—

Pinnately veined or nerved.

Pen-nlp'0-tent (pgn-ntp'o-tent), a.
[L.
pennipotens ; penna wing -|- potens strong.]
Strong of wing strong on the wing. [Poetic']
Davies (Holy Roode).
;

[Perh. a corruption of

;

English coin, formerly of copper, now of bronze, the
twelfth part of an English shilling in account value, and
equal to four farthings, or about two cents
usually
indicated by the abbreviation d. (the initial of denarizis).
;

—

.(E^" "The chief Anglo-Saxon coin, and for a lone period the only one, corresponded to the denarius of the
Continent . . . [and was] called penny, denarius, or denier.
R. S. Poole. The ancient silver penny was worth
about three pence sterling (see Pennyweight). Tlie old
Scotch penny was only one twelfth the value of the
English com. In the United States the word penny is
popularly used for cent.
2. Any small sum or coin ; a groat
S?iak.
a stiver.
3. Money, in general as, to turn an honest penny.
What /jf'wjj?/ hath Rome borne,
what men provided, whnt munition sent ?
Shak.
4. (Script.) See Denahius.
;

;

njde,

fuUl,

ilp,

;

pendent pendulous.
The long, pensile branches of the

Bacon.

;

JV. llowitt.

birches.

State or quality of being pensile

Fen'sile-ness, n.
pendulousness.

;

Pen'Sion (pen'shun), n. [F. f r. L. pensio a paying,
payment, fr. pendere, pensum, to weigh, to pay akin to
pendere to hang. See Pendant, and cf. Spend.] 1. A
payment a tribute something paid or given. [Obs.]
The stomach's _pen5zo?i, and the time's expense. Sylvester.
,

;

;

;

A stated

allowance to a person in consideration of
past services payment made to one retired from service, on account of age, disability, or other cause
especially, a regular stipend paid by a government to retired
public officers, disabled soldiers, the families of soldiers
killed in service, or to meritorious authors, or the like.
To all that kept the city pensions and wages. 1 Esd. iv. 56.
3. A certain sum of money paid to a clergyman in lieu
of tithes.
[Eng.]
Mozley & W.
4. [F., pronounced paN'sy8N'.] A boarding house or
boarding school in France, Belgium, Switzerland, etc.
[imp.
Pen'sion, v. t.
p. p. Pensioned (-shiind)
vb. n. Pensioning.]
To grant a pension to to
p. pr.
pay a regular stipend to, in consideration of service already performed
sometimes followed by off; as, to
pension off a servant.
One knighted Blackmore, and one pensioned Quarles. Pope.
Pen'sion-a-ry (-a-rj), a.
1. Maintained by a pension
receiving a pension as, pensionary spies. Donne.
2. Consisting of a pension
as, a, pensionary provision
for maintenance.
[Cf F.
Pen'sion-a-ry, n. ; pi. Pensionaries (-riz).
pensionnaire. Cf. Pensioner.] 1. One who receives a
E. Hall.
pension a pensioner.
2. One of the chief magistrates of towns in Holland.
Grand pensionary, the title of the prime minister, or
president of the Council, of Holland when a republic.
Pen'sion-er (-er), n. 1. One in receipt of a pension
hence, figuratively, a dependent.
Milton.
The ficWQ pensioners of Morpheus' train,
Old pensioners ... of Chelsea Hospital. Macaulay.
2. One of an honorable band of gentlemen who attend
the sovereign of England on state occasions, and receive
an annual pension, or allowance, of £150 and two horses.
3. [Cf. P. pensionnaire one who pays for his board.
Cf. Pensionary, n.]
In the university of Cambridge,
England, one who pays for liis living in commons
corresponding to commoner at Oxford.
Ld. Lyiton.
Pen'slTCe (-stv), a. [F. pensif, fr. penser to think, fr.
L. pensare to weigh, ponder, consider, v. intens. fr. penSee Pension, Poise.]
1. Thoughtful,
dere to weigh.
employed in serious reflection given to,
sober, or sad
or favorable to, earnest or melancholy musing.
2.

;

;

&

&

;

;

—

;

.

—

unite,

pi. of

;

;

use,

ra.,

;

pvn, iOT pound.] Denoting pound weight for
one thousand
used in combination, with respect to nails
as, tenpenny nails, nails of which one
thousand weigh ten pounds.
Pen-ny, n. ; pi. Pennies (-nTz) or Pence (pgns). Pennies denotes the number of coins pence the amount of
pennies in value. [OE. peni, AS. penig, pening, pending ; akin to D. penning, OHG. pfenning, pfenting, G.
pfennig, Icel. penningr ; of uncertain origin.] 1. An
;

(pSns),

;

Pinion.]
A
Milton.

wing a pinion.
Pen'non, n. [See Pennant.] A pennant
a flag or streamer.
Longfellow.
Pen'non-ceF, Pen'non-celle' (-uiSn-sSi'), n.
[OF. penoncel. See Pennant.] See Pencel.
(pSn'ny), a.

Penny.

pended

sion of alcyonoid corals, including the sea^
pens and related kinds. They are able
to move about by means of the hollow
muscular peduncle, which also serves to
support them upright in the mud. See
Pennatula, and //fei^ under Alcyonaeia.
Penned (p5nd), a. 1. Winged; having plumes. [Ois.]
2. Written with a pen;
composed.
" Their pe?ine(i speech."
Shale.
1. One who
Pen'ner (pen'ner), n.
pens ; a writer.
Sir T. North.
2.
case for holding pens.
[Ofo.]
Pen'nl-form (-nT-f6rm), a. [L. penna
feather
-form : cf. F. penniforme.'] Pennatula (PmHaving the form of a feather or plume.
natula aculeaPen-nlg'er-OUS (pSn-ntj'er-us), a. [L. ''');h J? """.?•
penniger ; penna feather -\- gerere to '""h the zooids
bear.] {Zool.) Bearing feathers or quills. |fz^^"
Pen'nl-less (pSn'nT-lSs), a.
[From
Penny.]
Destitute of money ; impecunious ; poor.
Pen'ni-less-ness, n.
Pen'nl-nerved' (-nervd'), a. [L. penna feather -f- E.

Pen'ny

Pens

:

II

;

n.

;

Pen-nat'u-la'ce-a (-la'she-4), n. pi.
[NL. See Pennatula.] (2'oo?.) A divi-

[Cf.

A rack for pens not in use.

Pen'rack' (pen'rSk'),

A

;

(pSn'nun), n.

Bacon.
3. A small quantity ; a trifle.
(pen'ok), n. See Pend, n.
Pen'O-log'ic-al (pen'6-loj'T-kal), a. Of or pertaining
to penology.
Pe-nol'0-g^St (pe-n51'o-jTst), n. One versed in, or a
student of, penology.
Pe-nol'O-gy (-jy), n. [Gr. Troivri, or L. poena, punishment
-logy.]
The science or art of punishment.
[Written &\so pcenology.]

Pen'ock

Chaucer.
[Obs.]
Pen'sa-tive(p5n'sa-tTv),a. Pensive. \_Obs.] Shelton.
Chaucer.
(-sSl),
n.
pencel.
[Obs.]
Pen'sel
Bacon.
Pen'Sl-ble (-si-b'l), a. Held aloft. [Obs.]
[L.
pensilis,
fr. pendere to
Pen'slle (-sil 277), a.
hang cf. OF. petisil. See Pendant.] Hanging ; sus-

ula, Pteroides,

Pen'non

Locke.

priests sold the hGtint pennyworilis.

+

n. ; pi.

L.Pennatul^ (-le), E. Pennatulas (-laz).
[NL., fr. L. penna a feather.] (Zo'dl.)
Any one of numerous species of Pennat-

nerve.']

;

;

;

The

Three Forms of Pen-

<4rn

;

pity;

;

;

;

—

;

The pensive

secrecy of de.^ert

^filfon.

cell.

Popt:
Anxious cares the pensive nymph oppressed.
2. Expressing or suggesting tlioughtf ulness with sadnumbers.
pensive
Prior.
ness as,
Shak.
Pon'sived (-sTvd), a. Made pensive. [P.]
Pen'sive-ly (-sTv-lJ), adv. In a peiLsive manner.
Pen'slve-ness, re. Tlie state of being pensive serious
Hooker.
thoughtf ulness seriousness.
;

;

;

food,

f

dbt

;

;

out, oil;

chair;

ro

;

sing,

—

;

Here

;

Pen'ny-a-lin'er

iall royal.

Pen'StOCk' (pen'stok'), n. [Etymol. uncertain perh.
pen an iiiclosure -j- stock.] 1. A close conduit or
pipe for conducting water, as to a water wheel, or for
emptying a pond, or for domestic uses.
2. The barrel of a wooden pump.
Pent (pSnt), p. p. ox a. [From Pen, v. t.] Penned or
often with up.
shut up ; confined
fr.

No pent-up

body pent.

in the

J. jilontgomery.

Utica contracts your powers.

M. Sewalh

J.

Pen'ta- (pen'ta^). [Gr. Trei/ra-, a later combining form
of nivre five. See JFive.] 1.
combining form denoting
Jive ; as, jpentocapsular pentagon.
2. (Cheni.) Denoting the degree of Jive, either as regards quality, property, or composition ; as, penta&v.\phide pentoyA&o^ etc. Also used adjectively.

A

;

;

Pen'ta-lia'sio (-ba'slk), a. [Penta- -\- basic] (Chem.)
Capable of uniting with five molecules of a monacid
base having five acid hydrogen atoms capable of substitution by a basic radical
said of certain acids.
[Penta- -\- capPen'ta-cap'SU-lar (-kap'sii-ler), a.
;

;

—

(Bot.) Having five capsules.
Pen'ta-che'ni-«m (-ke'nl-iim), «. [NL. See Penta-,
and Achenium.] (Bot.) A dry fruit composed of five
carpels, which are covered by an epigynous calyx and

sidar.]

separate at maturity.

[Penta- -|Pen'ta-chlO'ride (-klo'rTd or -rid), re.
chloride.]
(Chem.)
chloride having five atoms of
chlorine in each molecule.
Pen'ta-cliord (pgn'ta-k8rd), n. [L. pentachordus fivestringed, Gr. Trei'TaxopSos TrevTa- five -f- X°P^V string.]
1. An ancient instrument of music with five strings.
Busby.
2. An order or system of five sounds.
Pen-tac'ld(pgn-tSs'Td),a. [Penta.- -{-acid.] (Chem.)
Capable of neutralizing, or combining with, five molecules
of a monobasic acid ; having five hydrogen atoms capable of substitution by acid residues ;
said of certain
complex bases.
figure
Pen'ta-Cle (pgn'ta-k'l), n. [Gr. ireVre five.]
composed of two equilateral triangles intersecting so as
to form a six-pointed star,
used in early ornamental
art, and also with superstitious import by the astrologers and mystics of the Middle
.««u(ai,«&.

A

;

—

A

—

f£€.^^^i
'.-«

Ages.

Pen'ta-coc'cous (-kok'kiis), a.fy.'^:'
[See Penta-, Coccus.] (Bot.) Composed of five united carpels with
one seed in each, as certain fruits.
Pen'ta-con'ter

(-kon'ter),

'>

K

n.

(Gr. Antiq.) See Penteconter.
Pen-tao'ri-nin (pen-tak'ri-mn),
(Physiol. Chem.) A red and
n.
purple pigment found in certain
crinoids of the genus Pentacrinus.
Pen-tac'ri-nite (pgn-tak'rl-nTt),
n.
[Penta6r. Kpivov a lily.]
(Zo'dl.) Any species of Pentacrinus.
Pen-tac'rl-noid(pgn-tak'ri-noid),
-oid.]
(Zooi.) Pentaorinoids, or
n. [Pentacrinus

+

+

An immature comatula when

„ j""! u

it is

attached by a stem, and thus
resembles a Pentacrinus.
still

Pen-tac'ri-nus (-niis),
NUM.]
(Zo'dl.) A genus
II

re.

c c e s'li ^e

stages of Growth,

[NL. See Penta-, and Cei-

of

stalked crinoids, of
which several species occur in
deep water among the West
Indies and elsewhere.
Pen-ta'cron (pgn-ta'krSu),
re. / pi. L. Pentacra (-kra), E.
Pentacrons (-krSnz). [NL.,
fr. Gr. TreVre five
aKpov a
large,

+

summit.]
(Geom.) A solid
having five summits or angular points.

Pen'ta-cros'Uo (pgn'tikrSs'tik), re. [Penta,- -)- acrostic]
set of verses so dis-

A

posed that the name fonning
the subject of the acrostic occurs five times
the whole set
of verses being divided into
five different parts from top
Pentacrinus (P. Macleaya'
to bottom.

—

Pen'tad

ints).

(pgu'tSd), n.
[Gr.
a body of five,

Head with upper

part of Stem.

(J^)

nevTo.?, -aSos,
fr. rrevre five.]

(Chem.) Any element, atom, or i-adical,
having a valence of five, or which can be combined \vith,
substituted for, or compared with, five atoms of hydrogen
or other monad as, nitrogen is a pentad in the ammonium compounds.
Pen'tad, o. (Chem.) Having the valence of a pentad.
(peu'ta-dSk'tTl), a.
[Gr. KevraSaPen'ta-dac'tyl
k™Ao5 with five fingers or toos.
Pen'ta-dac'tyle
See Penta-, and Dactyl.]
1. (Anat.) Having five
digits to the hand or foot.
2. Having five appendages resembling fingers or toes.
;

i

I

Pen'ta-dac'tyl-Oid
(Altai.)

Having

[Pentadactyl

(-old), a.

form

tlie

-\- -oid.']

or a structure modifiej'

of,

from, a pentadactyl limb.

i

[Penta- -\- Gr. 6eVa
Pen'ta-deo'ano (-dgk'iin), re.
(Chem.) A hydrocarbon of the paraflSn series,
(CinHjj) found in petroleum, tar oil, etc., and obtained as
a colorless liquid
so called from the fifteen carbon
atoms in tho molecule.
ten.]

;

—

Pen'ta-dec'a-to'lo (-A-to'Tk),

a.

[Penta-

-\-

decatoic]

(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or derived from, pentadecauo, or designating an acid related to it.
Pen'ta-de-oyl'lc (-d*-sTl'Tk),

a.

[Pet)la-

-\-

decylic]

(Chem.) Same as Quinoecvlic.
Pen'ta-del'phous (-dPl'fiis), a. [Penlti- -|- Gr. aSeAij>6<; brother.]
(Jlo/.) Having tlie stamens arranged iu
fivo clusters, those of each cluster having their fllnmeiits

more or

Ink;

less united, as the flowers of the linden.

then, thin;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

;

,
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+

Pen'ta-fld (pSn'ta-fTd), a. \_Penta.
root of L. findere to split.] (Bot.) Divided or cleft into five parts.
Pen'ta-glOt (-glot), n.
IPenta-glot, as in poly-

+

A work in five different tongues.
[Gr. TrevxayMcoi'
Pen'ta-gon (-gon), n.

glot.2

+

:

ing five angles, and, consequently, five sides
five angles.

Regular pentagon, a pentagon in which the
Pentagon.
angles are all equal, and the sides all equal.
Pen-tag'O-nal (pen-t5g'o-nal), a. [Cf. F. pentagonal,
penta gone, L. pentagonus, pentagonius, Gr. 7rei/T«tywi'os.]
Having five corners or angles.
Pentagonal dodecahedron. See Dodecahedron, and Py-

P

Pen-tag'0-nous

;

Pentagonal.

(-nus), a.

[Gr.

re.

TrevTdypafi.fi.oi',

having five lines. See Penta-, and
-GRAM.] A pentacle or a pentalpha. "Like a wizard
pentagram.''''
Tennyson.
Pen'ta-graph'lc (-grSf'ik), 1 a. [Corrupted fr. panPen'ta-graph'lC-al (-T-kal), ) lographic, -ical.'] Pantographic.
See Pantograph.
Pen'ta-gyn'l-a (-jln'I-a), n.pl. [NL., fr. Gr. vevra(see Penta-)
yuiTj female.]
(Bot.) ALinnaean order
of plants, having five styles or pistils.
a.
{Bot.) Of or
Pen'ta-gyn'i-an (-jTn'i-an),
Trii/ToLypaix.fiot

II

+

l

Pen-tag'y-nous

(p§n-taj'I-nus),

plants of the order Pentagynia

pertaining

)

;

Pen'ta-hed'rlc-al (-hSd'rT-kal), a. Pentahedral.

Fen'ta-he'dron (-he'drSn),

\_Penta-

«.

-\-

[JJ.]

Gr. iSpa

A solid figure

having five sides.
(-drus), a. Pentahedral. 'Woodward.
pecuPen'tail' (pSn'tal'), re. (Zo'ol.)
liar insectivore (Ptilocercus Lowii) of

Pen'ta-ne'drous

A

Borneo

;

— so

from its
Its very long,
which is scaly at the

called

\.

quill-shaped tail,
base and plumose at the tip.
II

Pen-tal'pha

Gr. 7reVTaA(|)a

;

^

/ \
V^

^s(^^

(pgn-t5i'f A),
), n. [jSrL.,fr.

iy^\

F. pentalpha. See Pen-

Pentalpha.

cf.

and Alpha.] A five-pointed star, resembling five alphas joined at their bases
symbol.
Pen-tam'e-ra (-tSm'e-ra), re. pi. [NL.
TAMRBous.] {Zo'ol.) An extensive division of Coleoptera, including those that
normally have five-jointed tarsi. It
embraces about half of all the known
species of the Coleoptera.
TA-,

— used as a

;

II

Pen-tam'er-an (-er-an),
One of the Pentamera.

re.

See Pen-

{Zo'ol.)

Pen-tam'e-rus

(-e-rus),

re.

A

Penlameran
(.Plutynus cu-

"

re.

+

A

+

II

Pen'ta-Style (-stil), a. [Penta{Arch.) Having five columns

lar.]

—

+ Gr. aTvAos

in front ;
said of a temple or portico in classical architecture.
re.

A portico having five columns.
Pen'ta-teuch

(-tuk),

—

pil-

Teiixeti'

to prepare,

make

9• • •

i

'S?^

^<««7*\

[L.

Gr. 7rei/TdjueTpo5 ; Trevra- (se-,
Penta-) +i<i6Vpoi/ measure.] {Gr. J._
L. Pros.) A verse of five feet.
3
fr.

•!

ready, and perh. to E.

text.

—

—

atoms of sulphur.
Pen-tath'lon (pgn-tathaSn), n. [NL., fr. Gr. vevra6\ov; Tre'i/Te five -|- a^Aoi' a contest.]
{Gr. Antiq.) A
fivefold atliletic performance peculiar to the great national games of the Greeks, including leapiog, foot racing,
wrestling, throwing the discus, and throwing the spear.
Pen'ta-tom'ic (pen'ta^tom'Ik), a. [Pentar -f atomic]
{Chem.) {a) Having five atoms in the molecule. (6) Having five hydrogen atoms capable of substitution.
Pen-tav'a-lent (pgn-tSv'a-lent), a. [Penta- -f L. valens, -p. pT.
See Valence.] {Chem..) Having a valence
of five
said of certain atoms and radicals.
II

—

Pen'te-Con'ter (pen'te-kon'ter), re. [Gr. Trei'TijKoi'TOpos
{Gr. Antiq.) A Grecian
vessel with fifty oars.
[Written also pentaconter.]
[L. pentecoste, Gr. -n-evPen'te-COSt (-kSst 115), re.
Tr]KoiTTri (sc. riixipa) the fiftieth day, Pentecost, fr. wivrqKoo-Tos fiftieth, fr. nevrfiKovTo. fifty, fr. Tre'i/TC five.
See
Five, and cf. Pingster.] 1. A solemn festival of the
Jews
so called because celebrated on the fiftieth day
(seven weeks) after the second day of the Passover
(which fell on the sixteenth of the Jewish month Nisan)
hence called, also, the Feast of Weeks. At this festival an offering of the first fruits of the harvest was
made. By the later Jews it was generally regarded as
commemorative of the gift of the law on the fiftieth day
after the departure from Egypt.
2. A festival of the Roman Catholic and other churches
in commemoration of the descent of the Holy Spirit on
the apostles, which occurred on the day of Pentecost
Shah.
called also Whitsunwlay.
Pen'te-cos'tal (-kos'tal), a. Of or pertaining to Pentecost or to Whitsuntide.
Offerings formerly
Pen'te-COS'tals (-t^lz), «. pi.
made to the parish priest, or to the mother church, at

—

—

;

&

—

I®^ The dactylic pentameter Pentamerus (Pentameconsists of two parts separated
7'us
jixemlof/afeatus).
by a diaeresis. Each part consists
a Front 6 Profile.
of two dactyls and a long syllaShipley.
ble.
The spondee may take the place of the dactyl in Pentecost.
Pen'te-COS'ter (-ter), re. [NL., fr. Gr. i7€VTrjKocrTTJp,
the first part, but not in the second. The elegiac distich
from TrevT-^Koi'Ta fifty.] {Gr. Antiq.) An officer in the
consists of the hexameter followed by the pentameter.
3Titford.
Harkness. Spartan army commanding fifty men.
Pen-tam'e-ter, a. Having five metrical feet.
Pen'te-COS'ty (-ty), re. ; pi. Pentecosties (-tiz). [Gr.
;

Pen'ta-meth'yl-ene (pgn'ta-methll-en), re. \_Penta-\- methylene.']
{Chem.) A hypothetical hydrocarbon,
CgHid, metameric with the amylenes, and the nucleus of
a large number of derivatives;
so named because regarded as composed of five methylene residues. Cf TeiMETHTiENE, and Tetramethtlene.
Pen-tan'dli-a (pen-tan'dri-a), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
srefTa- (see Penta-)
avr/p, ai/Spos, man, male.]
{Bot.)
A Linntean class of plants having five separate stamens.
Pen-tan'drl-an (-an), ) a. {Bot.) Of or pertaining to
Pen-tan'drous (-drus), )
the class Pentandria ; hav-

—

.

II

+

ing five stamens.

Pen'tane (pSn'tan), re. [See Penta-.] {Chem.) Any
one of three metameric hydrocarbons, C5H12, of the
methane or paraffin series. They are colorless, volatile
liquids, two of which occur in petroleum.
So called
because of the five carbon atoms in the molecule.
Pen'tan'gle (pSn'tSn'g'l), re. [Penta^ -\- angle."] A
pentagon, [i?.]
Sir T. Browne.
Pen-tan'gu-lar (p5n-tSn'gii-ler), a. IPenta.angular.]
Having five corners or angles. [jR.]

+

Pen'ta-pet'al-OUS (pSn'ta-pefal-us), a.
IPenta^-]- petal.] {Bot.) Having five petals,
or flower leaves.
Pen-taph'yl-lous (p5n-t5frtl-lus or pgn'ta-f illus), a.
[Penta- -{ Gr. <f>vWov leaf.]
[Bot.) Having five leaves or leaflets.

Pen-tap'0-dy

+ Gr.

(pgn-tSp'S-dJ^), re. {_Peniafoot.]
{Pros.)
meas- ^^^^P^*j'°"^
""""
Flower.
five feet,

A

jTou's, TToSos,

ure or series consisting of
ale,

senate,

c&re,

&ia,

arm, ask,

7rei/TJjK0(rTi/s, fr, 7reyTJjKO(7T6s

the

fiftieth, irevrriKQVTa fifty.]

troop
— called alsoApenlecostys.

of fifty soldiers in the Spartan army;
Jowett { Thucyd. ).
Pen-tel'ic (pen-tgl'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to Mount
Pentelicus, near Athens,
Pen-tel'i-can (-T-k«n), (
famous for its fine white marble quarries obtained from
Mount Pentelicus ; as, the Pentelic marble of which the

{Gr. Antiq.)

I

;

Parthenon

is built.

Pen'tene (pgn'ten), n. [See Penta-.] (CAem.) Same
AnnxENE.
Pent'house' (pent'hous'), re. [A corruption of pentice.]
A shed or roof sloping from the main wall or
a lean-to. Also
building, as over a door or window

as

;

"The^ere^Aouie of his eye." Sir 'W. Scott.
"PentLeaning; overhanging.
Pent'house', a.
house Vid." Shnk. "IHy penthouse eyebrows." Dryden.
[F. appentis a penthouse. See
Pen'tlce (pen'tTs), re.
Sir H. 'Wotton.
Append.] A penthouse. [Obs.]
Pen'tUe' (pgn'til'), re. See Pantile.
Pen'tine (pen'tin or -ten), re. [See Penta-.] {Chem.)
An unsaturated hydrocarbon, CsHg, of the acetylene series.
Same as Valertlene.
Pen-tO'lc (pgn-to'ik), a. [See Penta-.] {Chem.) Per-

figuratively.

taining to, or designating, an acid (called also valeric
acid.) derived from pentane.
Pen'tone (pgn'ton), re. [See Penta-.] (CA«m.) Same
as Valylene.
ox[Pere^aPen-tox'ide (pen-t5ks'Id or -id), re.
ide.]
{Chem.) An oxide containing five atoms of oxygen
in each molecule ; as, phosphorus pentoxide, P2O5.

+

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

Any

{Zo'ol.)

Pen'tre-ml'tes (pgn'tre-mi'tez),
n-eVre five -j- L. remus an oar.]
{Zo'ol.) A genus of crinoids belonging to the Blastoidea. They
have five petal-hke ambulacra.
II

specieil

Pent'roof

[NL., fromGr.

re.

(pent'roof), re.
-j- E. roof, or

[F. pente slope

from penthouse

See

roof.]

Lean-to.

Pen'trough' (pen'trof),

Pentremites
re.

Pen'tyl

view.

(pen'tTl),

iPentremitea

a Side; b Top

Godonii).

A penstock.

(%)

[Pen-

re.

{Chem.) The hypothetical radical, CgH,,, of
pentane and certain of its derivatives. Same as Amyl.
Pen-tyl'lC (pSn-tTl'Ik), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or containing, pentyl as, pentylic alcohol.
tar -f- -yl.]

;

Pe'nu-Chle (pe'niik'l), Pin'0-cle (pin'S-k'l),
game at cards, played with forty-eight cards, being
cards above the eight spots in two packs.

re.

A

all

the

Pe'nult (pe'nijlt or pe-nult' 277), re. [Abbreviated
penullima.] {Gram. & Pros.) The last syllable but
one of a word the syllable preceding the final one.
Pe-nul'tl-ma (pe-nul'tl-ma), re. [L. (sc. syllaba), fr.
penult 'bmiis,, paemdtimus, the last but one paene almost -\- ultimus the last.] Same as Pentjlt.
Pe-nul'tl-mate (-mat), a. Last but one as, the penultimate syllable, the last syllable but one of a word.
Pe-nul'ti-mate, re. The penult.
;

fr.

;

;

Pe-num'bra (pe-niim'bra),
-|- umbra shade.]

Pentastyle.

See Five, and Text.] The first five books of the Old
Testament, collectively
called also the Law of Moses,
Booh of the Law of Moses, etc.
Pen'ta-teu'cbal (-tCkol), a. Of or pertaining to the
Pentateuch.
Pen'ta-Ull-on'ic (-tht-Sn'ik), a. [Penta- -f- thionic]
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid of sulphur
obtained by leading hydrogen sulphide into a solution of
sulphur dioxide ;
so called because it contains five
;

n.

of Pentremites.

;

[L.pen-

re.

a

tateuchits, Gr. TrevrdTevxos ; irevTa(see Penta-) -f- reixo^ * ^o""' implement, a book, akin to

;

/"y^""'')-

Pentamems.
(-e-ter),

+

{Bot.) Containing five seeds.
(-stik), «.
[Gr. TrcvTao-Tixo? of five
verses ; ircvra- (see Penta-)
a-rixo^ line, verse.]
composition consisting of five verses.
Pen-tas'tl-chous (pSn-tas'ti-kQs), a. IPentaGr.
cttCxp'; a row.]
{Bot.) Having, or arranged in, five vertical ranks, as the leaves of an apple tree or a cherry tree.
Pen'ta-Stom'1-da (pSn'ta^stom'I-da), n.pl. [NL., fr.
n-evra- (see Penta-) -]- o-ro/xa a mouth.]
(Zo'dl.) Same
as LiNGCATULlNA.

Pen'ta-Stich

;

Pentamems limestone (GeoL), a Silurian limestone composed largely
Pen-tam'e;ter

:

(sc. roOs), fr. TrevTrjKovTa fifty.]

[NL. See Pentamebocs.]

(Pa/eore.)
genus of extinct Paleozoic brachiopods, often very abimdant in the Upper Silurian.

of the shells of

+

;

[Penta(-Qs), a.
1. {Biol.) Divided
-f Gr. jiif'pos part.]
into, or consisting of, five parts ; also,
arranged in sets, with five parts in
each set, as a flower with five sepals,
five petals, five, or twice five, stamens,
and five pistils.
2. {Zo'ol. ) Belonging to the Pentamera.

Pen-tam'er-ous

II

Pen'ta-spast (pen'ta-spSst), re. [L. peniaspaston, Gr.
irevra- (see Penta-)
anav to puU cf. F. pentaspaste.]
A purchase with five pulleys, [i?.]
Pen'ta-sper'mous (-sper'mils), a.
[PentaGr.

to

having five styles.
Pen'ta-he'dral (pen'ta-he'dral), a. Having five sides
as, a pentahedral figure.

Beat, base.]

Pen'tar-Chy (pen'tar-ky), re. [Gr. jrcvrapxia cf. F.
pentarchie. See Penta-, and -abchy.] A government in
the hands of five persons ; five joint rulers. P. Fletcher.
" The pentarchy of the senses." A. Brewer.

(rvepp.a seed.]

In the form of a pentagon
Sir T. Browne.

Pen'ta-gram (pen'ta^grSm),
neut. of

;

Pen'tre-mlte (pgn'tre-mit),

:

any figure having

; ;

PEOPLE

Pen'tap-tOte (pSn't5p-tot), re. [L. {pi.) penlaptota,
Gr. TrevTaTTTwTos with five cases irei/Ta- (see Penta-) -\TTTwTog falling.] {Gram.) A noun having five cases.
Pen'tap-tych (-tik), re. IPenta- -j- Gr. n-ruf irruxo?,
a fold.] {Fine Arts) A picture, or combination of pictures, consisting of a centerpiece and double folding
doors or wings, as for an altarpiece.
,

irevra- (see

;

Penta-)
yuivCa angle
cf. L. pentagonium,
F. pentagone.J (Geom.) A plane figure hav-

EITOHEDRON.
Pen-tag'o-nal-ly, adv.
with five angles.

;

;

gnd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

[NL.,

n.

L. paene al-

fr.

most

1. An incomplete or'
partial shadow.
2. {Astron.) The shad-

ow

in

cast,

an

eclipse,

where the light is partly,
but not wholly, -cut off

Penumbra.

M

S Sun
Moon CUB CDl
by the intervening body
Penumbra.
the space of partial illumination between the umbra, or perfect shadow, on all
sides, and the full light.
Sir I. Newton.
1^^ The faint shade surrounding the dark central portion of a solar spot is also called the penumbfra, and sometimes umbra.
3. {Paint.) The part of a picture where the shade Imperceptibly blends with the light.
Pe-num'bral (-bral), a. Of or pertaining to a penumbra resembling a penumbra partially illuminated.
Pe-nu'ri-OUS (-nii'rT-iis), a. [From Penury.] 1. Excessively sparing in the use of money sordid
stingy
miserly. " A penurious niggard of his wealth." Milton.
2. Not bountiful or liberal scanty.
Here creeps along a poor, p^nwious stream.
C Pitt.
3. Destitute of money Buffering extreme want. [Obs.]
" My penurious band."
Shak.
Syn. —Avaricious; covetous; parsimonious; miserly;
niggardly stingy. See Avaricious.
Pe-nu'ri-ous-ly, adv.
Pe-nu'ri-ous-ness, re.
Pen'U-ry (pgn'iS-ry), re.
[L. penuria ; cf. Gr. Treii/a
hunger, TrevCa poverty, need, TreVrjs one who works for
his daily bread, a poor man, nevecrBai. to work for one's
daily bread, to be poor cf F. penurie.]
1. Absence of
resources want privation indigence extreme poverty
destitution.
"Aj)ere?«-y of military forces."
Bacon.
They were exposed to hardship and pennnj.
Sprat.
Lanc/or.
It arises in r>either from pe?iur>/ of thought.
2. Penuriousness miserliness.
[Obs.]
Jer. Taylor.
Pen'wip'er (-wip'er), re. A cloth, or other material,
for wiping oft or cleaning ink from a pen.
Pen'wom'an (-w66m'an), re. ; pi. Penwomen (-wTm'gn).
A female writer ; an authoress.
Johnson.
Pe'on (pe'gn), re See Poon.
Pe'on, re. [Sp. peon, or Pg. peao, one who travels
on foot, a foot soldier, a pawn in chess. See Pawn in
chess.]
1. A foot soldier
a policeman also, an ofllca
attendant; a messenger. [India]
2. A day laborer a servant especially, in some of the
Spanish American countries, a debtor held by his creditor in a form of qualified servitude, to work out a debt.
3. {Chess) See 2d Pawn.
Pe'on-age (-aj 48), re. The condition of a peon.
Pe'on-ism (-Tz'm), re. Same as Peonage. D. WebsterPe'O-ny (pe'o-uy), re. ;pl. Peonies (-niz). [OE. pione,
pioine, pioni, OF. pione, F. pivoive, L. paeonia, Gr.
TTaiMi/i'a, fr. 'ila.iiav, llaidi', the god of healing.
Cf.
P/EAN.] {Bot.) A plant, and its flower, of the ranunculaceous genus Pseonia. Of the four or five species, one is
a shrub the rest are perennial herbs with showy flowers,
often double in cultivation. [Written also pseony, and
piony.]
Peo'ple (pe'p'l), re. [OE. peple, people, OF. pueple,
F. petiple, fr. L. populus. Cf. Populace, Public, Pueblo.] 1. The body of persons who compose a community,
tribe, nation, or race an aggregate of individuals forming a whole a community a nation.
Unto him shall the gathering of the people be. Gen. xUx. 10.
Prov. xxx. 25.
The ants are a. people not strong.
Before many peo2>Ze5, and nations, and tongues. Bev. x. 11.
Whittier.
Earth's monarchs are her peoples.
A government of all the people, by all the people, for all the
;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

:

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

T.Parker.

people.
)7c.

People is a collective noun, generally construed
with a plural verb, and only occasionally used in the plural form (peoples), in the sense of nations or races.
2. Persons, generally; an indefinite number of men

and women

folks ; population, or part of population
country people ;
sometimes used as an indefinite
subject of a verb, like ore in French, and man in German ; as, people in adversity.
People were tempted to lend by great premiums.
Sw\ft.
People have lived twenty-four days upon nothing btit watei.
;

—

as,

Arbuthnot,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey. Stb, 5dd

;

-,

;
;;

;

PEOPLE
3.

The masB

special class

gar

;

;

of a community, as distinguished from a
the populace ; the vul;

the commonalty

common crowd as, nobles and people.
And strive to gain his pardon from the people. Addison.

the

;

4. With a possessive pronoun (a) One's ancestors or
family ; kindred relations as, my people were English.
fellow citizens companions follow(p) One's subjects
Skak.
ers.
"You slew great number of AisjDe»j;)te."
Syn. —People, Nation. When speaking of a state, we
community,
of
the
as
distmuse people for the mass
guished from their rulers, and nation for the entire politIn another sense of the
ical body, including the rulers.
term, nation describes those who are descended from the
same stock and in this sense the Germans regard themselves as one nation, though politically subject to different forms of government.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Peo'ple (pe'p'l), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Peopled (pe'p'ld)
[Cf. OF. popler,
p. pr. & vb. n. Peopling (pe'pling).]
puepler, F. peupler. Cf. Populate.] To stock with people or inhabitants to fill as with people to populate.
"Peopled heaven with angels."
Dryden.
Ab the gay motes that people the sunbeams.
Milton.
(pe'p'ld), a.

;

&

Pe-paS'Uc (pe-pas'tik), a.
[Gr. neTraiveiv to
n.
ripen, suppurate
cf. F. pepastigue.l
(Med.) Same as
:

lisliwomen.

[Obs.}
FairhoU.
(pe'po), re.
[L., a kind of melon, from Gr.
n-eVMi/.]
(Bat.) Any fleshy fruit with a firm rind, as a
pumpkin, melon, or gourd. See Goued.
Pep'per (pSp'per), re. [OE. peper, AS. pipor, L.
piper, fr. Gr. irsVepi, mirepi, akin to Skr. pippala,

Pe'po

been removed by macer-

,

ation and friction. It has
less of the peculiar properties of the plant than the

black pepper.
Pepper is
used in medicine as a carminative stimulant.

The plant which

Pep'tlCS

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

+

tree (Driinys axillaris) of tlie Magnolia family, common
JNew Zealand. See Peruvian mastic tree, under Mastic.

m

1.

II

p. Peppered (-perd) p.pr.
To sprinkle or season with
;

pepper.
2. Figuratively : To shower shot or other missiles, or
blows, upon ; to pelt ; to fill with shot, or cover with
bruises or wounds. "I have peppered two of tliein."
" I am peppered, I warrant, for tliis world."
Shak.
Pep'per, v. i. To fire numerous shots (at).

Pep'per-brand' (-britndO,
Use,

unite,

re.

r^ide,

(Bot.) See lat
full,

fip,

am

by pepsiiihydrocliloric acid.
Pe'quots (pe'kwSts),

Pequot (-kw5t).
re., pi. ; sing.
(Ethnol.) A tribe of Indians who formerly inliabited
Eastern Connecticut. [Written also Pequods.]
Per- (per- or pSr-). [See Per.] 1. A prefix used to

Bunt.
;

pity

of digestion.

[Peptone -{- -gen.] (Physiol.)

;

—

Peppewng.]

re.

;

—

& p.

The science

substance convertible into peptone.

;

food,

fo~ot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

bo

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Peradventure there be

;

fifty righteous

within the cit;r.
Gen. sviii.

24.

Per'ad-ven'ture, re. Chance
hap
hence, doubt
question as, proved beyond a peradventure.
South.
Pe-ra6'0-pod (pe-re'o-pod), re. [Gr. Trepaiot on the opposite side
-pod.] (Zool.) One of the thoracic legs of
a crustacean. See Illust. of Crustacea.
Per'a-grate (per'a-grat), V. t. [L. peragratus, p. p,
of peragrare.] To travel over or through.
[Obs.]
Per'a-gra'tlon (-gra'shun), n. [L. peragratio : cf P.
peragration.] The act or state of passing through any
space ; as, the peragration of the moon in her monthly
revolution.
[Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
Per-amlJU-late (per-5m'bii-lat), v. t. [imp. & p. p.
Perambulated (-la'ted) p. pr. & vb. re. Perambulating.]
[li. perambulatus, p. p. oi perambulare to perambulate per through -}- ambulare to walk. See Per-,
and Amble.] To walk through or over especially, to
travel over for the purpose of surveying or examining ,
;

;

;

+

.

;

;

;

to inspect by traversing specifically, to inspect officially
the boundaries of, as of a town or parish, by walking
over the whole line.
Per-am'bu-late, v. i. To walk about ; to ramble to
stroll ; as, he peram bulated in tlie park.
Per-am'bU-la'tlon (-la'slmu), re. 1. The act of perambulating; traversing.
Bacon.
2. An annual survey of boundaries, as of a town, a
parish, a forest, etc.
district within which one is authorized to make a
3.
tour of inspection. " The . . . bounds of his own perambulation.''''
[Obs.]
Holyday.
;

;

;

Pep'tO-gen'ic (-jen'ik), a. Same as Peptogenous.
Pep-t0g:'e-n0US (pep-tSj'e-niis), a. (Physiol. Chem.)
Capable of yielding, or being converted into, peptone.
a.
Pep'to-hy'dro-oWo'ric
(pgp'to-hi'dro-klo'rlk),
[See Peptone, and Hydrochloric] (Physiol. Chem.)
Designating a hypothetical acid (called peptohydrochloric
acid, pepsinhydrochloric acid, and chloropeplic acid)
which is supposed to be formed when pepsin and dilute
(0.1-0.4 per cent) hydrochloric acid are mixed togetlier.
Pep'tone (pep'ton), re. [Gr. ffen-Tos cooked.] (Physiol.
Chem.) (a) The soluble and diffusible substance or substances into which albuminous portions of the food are
transformed by the action of the gastric and pancreatic juices.
Peptones are also formed from albuminous
matter by the action of boiling water and boiling dilute
acids,
(b) Collectively, in a broader sense, all the products resulting from the solution of albuminous matter in
either gastric or pancreatic juice. In this case, liowever,
intermediate products (albumose bodies), such as antialbuTnose, hemialbumose, etc., are mixed with tlie true
peptones. Also termed alhuwinose.
^W^ Pure peptones are of three kinds, amphoveptone,
antipeptone, and hemipeptone, and, unlike tlie albumose
bodies, are not precipitated by saturating tlieir solutions
with ammonium sulphate.
Pep'tO-nize (pep'to-niz), v. t. (Physiol.) To convert
into peptone
to digest or dissolve by means of a proteolytic ferment
as, peptonized food.
-aid.] (Physiol.
Pep'tO-noid (-noid), re. [Peptone
Chem.) A substance reUited to peptone.
Pep'tO-nu'rl-a (-nu'rt-a), re. [NL. See Peptone,
and Urine.] (Med.) The presence of peptone, or a peptonelike body, in tlie urine.
Pep'tO-tOX'Ine (-tSks'Tn or -en), re. [Peptone -\- toxic
-\- -ine.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A toxic alkaloid found occasionally associated witli tlie peptones formed from fibrin

the bell pepper.
I^^^lhe term pepper has been extended to various
other fruits and plants, more or less closely resembling
the true pepper, esp. to the common varieties of Capsicum. See Capsicum, and the Phrases, below.
African pepper, the Guinea pepper. See under Guinea.
Cayenne pepper. See under Cayenne.
Chinese pepper,
the spicy berries of tlie Xanihoxylitm piperit urn, a, siieciea
of prickly ash found in China and Japan.— Guinea pepper.
See under Guinea, and Capsicum. —Jamaica pepper. See
Allspice.
Long pepper, (a) The spike of berries of
Piper longum, an East Indian shrub. (6) The root of
Piper, ov Macropiiier, methysticum. See Kava.
Malaguetta, or Melegueta, pepper, the aromatic seeds of the
Amomum Melegueta, an African plant of the Ginger
family. They are sometimes used to flavor beer, etc.,
under the name of grains of Paradise.— Red pepper. See
Capsicum. — Sweet pepper bush (Bot.), an American shrub
(Clethra clnifolia), with racemes of fragrant white flowers;
called also white alder.
Vemet box or caster, a
small box or bottle, with a perforated lid, used for sprinkling ground pepper on food, etc.
Pepper corn. See in
tlie Vocabulary.— Pepper elder (Bot.), a West Indian name
plants of the Pepper family, species of Piper
I^X^'^'^^
and
Feperomia.
Pepper moth (Zool.), a European moth
[o'slon betularia) having white wmgs covered with small
black specks.
Pepper pot, a mucilaginous soup or stew
of vegetables and cassareep, much esteemed in the West
Indies.
Pepper root. (Bot.) See Coralwort.
Pepper
sauce, a condiment for the table, made of small red peppers steeped in vinegar.
Pepper tree (Bot.), an aromatic

—

(-tiks), re.
(-to-jgn),

Pep'tO-gen

A

as,

vb. n.

;

A

;

yields pepper, an East Indian woody climber {Piper
nig)-um), with ovate leaves
and apetalous flowers in „, , ,,
,„.
^'^'^ ^'^PP'^'^ '^'P"' "'»™"'>
spikes opposite the leaves.
The berries are red when ripe. Also, by extension, any
one of the several hundred species of the genus Piper,
widely dispersed throughout the tropical and subtropical
regions of the earth.
3. Any plant of the genus Capsicum, and its fruit ; red

&

—

;

substa'ice contained in the form of granules in the
peptic ceUs of the gastric glands.
It is readily convertible into pepsin. Also called propepsin.
Pep'tic (pep'tik), a. [L. peplicus, Gr. jreirTi/cdt. See
Pepsin.] 1. Relating to digestion promoting digestion
digestive ; as, peptic sauces.
2. Able to digest.
[R.]
Tolerably nutritive for a mind as yet eopeptic. Carlyle.
3. (Physiol. Chem.) Pertaining to pepsin resembling
pepsin in its power of digesting or dissolving albuminous
matter ; containing or yielding pepsin, or a body of like
properties; as,, the peptic glands.
Pep'tic, re. 1. An agent that promotes digestion.
2. pi. The digestive organs.
Is there some magic in the place.
Or do my pe/j^ics differ ?
Tennyson.

;

;

;

A

just before
white pepper is
ripe oerry
after the outer skin has
;

made from the

;

;

^W

^^
berry, dried

[imp.

;

;

;

;

pharmacy.
Pep'sin-hy'dro-chlo'rlc (-hi'dro-klo'rik), a. (Physiol. Chem.) Same as Peptohydrochlorio.
Pep-sln'o-gen (pSp-sm'S-jeu), re. [Pepsin -f -gen.]
(Physiol. Chem.) The antecedent of the ferment pepsin.

pippalLI 1. A well-known, pungently aromatic condiment, the dried berry, either whole or powdered, of the
Piper nigrum.
Common, or black, pepper is made from the whole

t.

Par, prep.] Through by means of through the agency
of by for
for each as, per annum per capita, by
heads, or according to individuals per curiam, by the
court per se, by itself, of itself. Per is also sometimes
used with English words.
Per annum, by the year in each successive year annually.
Per cent, Per centum, by the hundred in the
hundred
used esp. of proportions of ingredients, rate
or amount of interest, and tlie like commonly used in
the shortened form per cent. — Per diem, by the day. [For
other phrases from the Latin, see Quotations, Phrases,
etc., from Foreign Languages, in the Supplement.]
Per-act' (per-Skf), V. t. [L. peructus, p. p. of peragere.] To go through with; to perform. [Obs.] Sylvester,
Per'a-CUte' (per'a-kuf ), a. [L. peracutus. See Per-,
and Acute.] Very sharp ; very violent as, a peracute
fever.
[R.]
Harvey.
Per'ad-ven'ture (per'ad-ven'tiSr 277), adv. & conj.
[OE. per aventure, F. par aventure. See Per, and Adventure.] By chance
perhaps it may be ; if sup" It peradventure he speak against me." Shak.
posing.

:

Pep'lus (pep'lus), re. [L., fr. Gr. TreVAos.] 1. An
upper garment worn by Grecian and Roman women.
2. A kind of kerchief or shawl formerly worn by Eng-

v.

;

called, are not the highest oxides of those elements.
Per (per), prep. [L. Cf . Far, For-, Pardon, and of.

digestion, fr. TviivTeiv, 7re'o-<rctf, to cook, digest cf. P.
pepsine.
Cf. Dyspepsia.]
(Physiol. Chem.) An unorganized proteolytic ferment or enzyme contained in
the secretory glands of the stomach. In the gastric
juice it is united with dilute hydrochloric acid (0.2 per
cent, approximately) and the two together constitute
the active portion of the digestive fluid. It is the active
agent in the gastric juice of all animals.
As prepared from the glandular layer of pigs' or
calves' stomachs it constitutes an important article of

II

Pep'per,

pounds exercised its highest valence ; now, only that the
element has a higher valence than in other similar compounds thus, barium peroxide is the liighest oxide of
barium ; while nitrogen and manganese peroxides, so-

—

:

II

;

—

;

II

pepper

;

;

Pep'per-wort' (-wflrf), re. (Bot.) See Pepperoeass.
Pep'per-y (-^), a. 1. Of or pertaining to pepper;
having the qualities of pepper ; hot pungent.
2. Fig Hot-tempered passionate choleric.
Pep'sln (pep'sin), re. [Gr. 7re'i/(is a cooking, digesting,

Pep'e-rino (p§p'e-rin), ) re. [It. peperino, L. piper
Pep'e-rl'no (-re'n6), )
pepper.
So called on account of its color.] (Geol.) A volcanic rock, formed by
the cementing together of sand, scoria, cinders, etc.
PepOls (pgp'lis), re. [L., a kind of plant, Gr. neirAtV.] iBot.) A genus of plants including water purslane.

2. (Bot.)

A

—

MATUKATrVE.

maturity

signify through, throughout, by, for, or as an intensive
as perhaps, by hap or chance ; perennial, that laets
throughout the year ; perforce, through or by force
perfoliate, perforate perspicuous, evident throughout or
very evident perplex, literally, to entangle very much.
2. (Chem.) Originally, denoting that the element to
the name of which it is prefixed in the respective com-

+

Stocked with, or as with, people inhabited. " The peopled 3,11."
Gi-uy.
Peo'ple-less, a. Destitute of people.
Pve.
Peo'pler (-pier), n. A settler ; an inhabitant. " Peoplers of the peaceful glen."
J. S. Blackie.
Peo'pllsh (pe|j)lish), a. Vulgar. [06s.]
Chancer.
Pe-O'ri-as (pe-o'ri-az), n. pi. ; sing. Peoria (-a).
(Ethnol.) An Algonquin tribe of Indians who formerly
inhabited a part of IlUnois.

II

Pep'per-corn' (p6p'per-kdru'), re. 1. A dried berry of
the black pepper (Piper nigrum).
2. Anytliing insignificant ; a particle.
Pep'per dulse' (dills'). (Bot.)
variety of edible
seaweed (Laurencia pinnaiifida) distinguished for its
pungency. [Scot.']
Lindley.
Pep'per-er (-er), re. A grocer;
formerly so called
because he sold pepper. [Obs.l
Pep'per-grass' (-gras'), n. (Bot.) (a) Any herb of the
cruciferous genus Lepidium, especially the garden peppergrass, or garden cress, Lepidium sativum;
called
also pepperwort.
All the species have a pungent flavor.
(b) The common pillwort of Europe (Pilularia globulifera).
See Pillwokt.
Pep'per-idge (-Tj), re. [Cf. NL. berberis,^,. barberry.]
(Bot.) A North American tree (Nyssa multiflora) with
very tougli wood, handsome oval polished leaves, and very
acid berries,
the sour gum, or common tupelo. See
Tupelo. [Written also piperidge, and pipperidge.]
Pepperidge bnsh (Bot.), the barberry.
Pep'per-lng, a. Hot ; pungent ; peppery.
Swift.
Pep'per-mint (-mint), re. [Pepper
mint.] 1. (Bot.)
An aromatic and pungent plant of the genus 3Ientha
(M. piperita), much used in medicine and confectionery.
2. A volatile oil (oil of peppermint) distilled from the
fresh herb ; also, a well-known essence or spirit (essence
of peppermint) obtained from it.
3. A lozenge of sugar flavored with peppermint.
Peppermint camphor. (Chem.) Same as Menthol.
Peppermint tree (Bot. ), a name given to several Australian
species of gum tree [Eucalyptus amyydalina, E. xnperita,
E. odorata, etc.) which have hard and durable wood, and
yield an essential oU.

—

;

;

Peo'pled
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Per-am'bU-la'tor (per-am'biJ-la'ter),

re.

1.

One who

perambulates.
_ 2. A surveyor's instrument for measuring distances.
It consists of a wheel arranged to roll along over the
ground, vrith an apparatus of clockwork, and a dial plate
upon whicli the distance traveled is shown by an index.
See Odometer.
3. A low carriage for a child, propelled by pushing.
Per'a-me'les (per'a-mie'lez), re. [NL., fr. Gr. jr^pa
a pouch -|- L. meles a badger.] (Zo'ol.) Any marsupial ol
the genus Perameles, which includes numerous species
found in Australia. They somewhat resemble rabbits in
size and form.
See Plust. under Bandicoot.
Per'bend (per'bend), n. See Perpender.
Per'break' (per'brak'), V. i. [Obs.] See Parbreak.
Per-bro'mate (per-bro'mat), re. (Chem.) A salt of
perbromic acid.
Per-bro'mic (-mik), a. [Prof. per- -f 6rom?'c.] (Chem.)
Pertaining to, or designating, the highest oxygen acid,
HBr04, of bromine.
Per-bro'mide (-mid or -mid), re. (Chem.) A bromide
having a liigher proportion of bromine than any other
bromide of the same substance or series.
Per'ca (per'kil), re. [L., a perch.] (Zo'ol.) A genus
of fishes, including the fresh-water perch.
Per'cale' (F. par'kal' ; E. per-kiil'), n. [F.] A fine
cotton fabric, liaving a linen finish, and often printed on
one side,
used for women's and children's wear.
Per'ca'line' (F. pSi-'kii'lfii' E. pEr'ka-len'), n [F.]
A fine kind of French cotton good.s, usually of one color.
Per-car'bide (per-kiir'bTd or -bid), n. [Pvei. per- -jcarbide.] (Chem.) A compound containing a relatively
large aiuount of carbon.
[P.]
Per-car'bu-ret (-bfi-rSt), n. [Pref. per- -(- carburet.}
(Chem.) A percarbide. [Oh.-ioles.]
Per-car'bu-ret'ed, a. (Chem.) Combined with a relatively large aiiioinit of carbou.
Per-case' diEi-kiis'), adv. [OE. per cas. See Parcase.]
Pcrliaps perchance.
Bacon.
[OteJ
Perce (pCvs), v. t. To pierce. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Per-celv'a-ble (pcr-sev'iV-b'l), a.
Capable of being
perceived ; perceptible.
Per-celv'a-bly, adv.
II

II

II

—

;

II

.

;

—

Per-celv'ance (-ens), n. Power of perceiving. [06,?.]
" The senses and coniniou percei'ri/Hce."
Miltoti.
Per-ceive' (pSr-sev'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Peroeivbd

(-sovd')
p. pr. & vb. re. Perceiving.]
[OF. perret'oir,
perceveir, L. percijicre, perceptum ; per (see Pkh-) -(caperc to take, receive. See Capacious, and cf. PekcepTioN.] 1. To obtain knowledge of througli tho sejises j

sine, ink

;

;

then,

thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

:

;
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to receive impressions from by means of the bodily Organs to take cognizance of the existence, character, or
identity of, by means of the senses; to see, hear, or
feel; as, to perceive a distant ship; to perceive a discord.
Heid.
2. To take intellectual cognizance of; to appreliend
by the mind to be convinced of by direct intuition to
note ; to remark ; to discern to see to understand.
;

;

;

Jeausperceived their wickedness. Matt. xsii.

18.

You may, fair lady.
Sftak.
Perceive I speak sincerely.
Till we ourselves see it with our own eyes, and perceive it by
Locke.
our own understandings, we are still in the dark.
3.

To be

affected or influenced by.

Syn. — To discern; distinguish; observe; see; feel;
know understand. — To Perceive, Discern. To perceive
;

a thing is to apprehend it as presented to the senses or
the intellect to discern is to mark dilferences, or to see
a thing as distinguished from others around it. We may
perceice two persons afar oft without being able to discern
whether they are men or women. Hence, discern is often
used of an act of the senses or the mind involving close,
discriminating, analytical attention.
We perceive that
which is clear or obvious we discern that which requires
much attention to get an idea of it. " We perceive lighli
darkness, colors, or the truth or falsehood of anything.
We discern characters, motives, the tendency and conse;

;

quences of actions, etc."

Crabb.

Per-celV'er (per-sev'er), n. One who perceives (in any
of the senses of the verb).
Milton.
Perce'ly (piirs'lj^, n. Parsley. [06s.]
Chaucer.
-j-age, as
Fer-cent'age (per-sSnt'aj), n. IPer cent
in average.
See Per, and Cent.] (Com.)
certain
rate per cent ; the allowance, duty, rate of interest, discount, or commission, on a hundred.
Per'cept (per'sSpt), n. [From L. percipere, perceptuvi.^
That which is perceived>
Sir W. Hamilton.

A

between percept and concept, the one
3Iax Miiller.

sensuous, the other intellectual.

[Cf. F.
Per-cep'tl-bll'l-ty (per-sSp'ti-btl'I-ty), n.
perceptibilile.'] 1. The quality or state of being perceptible ; as, the perceptibility of light or color.
2. Perception.
Dr. H. More.
IE.}
Per-cep'ti-ble (per-sSp'tT-b'l), a.
[L. perceptibilis
cf. F. perceptible.
See Perceive.]
Capable of being
perceived ; cognizable ; discernible ; perceivable.
With a perceptible blast of the air.
Bacon.

— Per-cep'ti-ble-ness, — Per-cep'ti-My, adv.
n.

Per-cep'tlon (-shiin), n. [L. perceptio : cf. F. perSee Perceive.] 1. The act of perceiving cognizance by the senses or intellect apprehension by the
bodily organs, or by the mind, of what is presented to
them discernment apprehension cognition.
2. (Metaph.) The faculty of perceiving; the faculty,
or peculiar part, of man's constitution by which he has
knowledge thrOHgh the medium or instrumentality of
the bodily organs the act of apprehending material objects or qualities through the senses;
distinguished
from conception.
Sir W. Hamilton.
Matter hath no life nor perception, and is not conscious of its
ception.

;

;

;

;

;

;

own

—

Beniley.

existence.

3.

The

quality, state, or capability, of being affected
[06s.]
sensation ; sensibility.
;

by something external

This experiment discovereth perception in plants.

Bacon.

Sir M. Hale.
4. An idea ; a notion.
[06s.]
(|^°" " The word perception is, in the language of philosophers previous to Reid, used in a very extensive signification. By Descartes, Malebrauche, Locke, Leibnitz,
and others, it is employed in a sense almost as unexclusive as consciousness, in its widest signification. By Reid
this word was limited to our faculty acquisitive of knowledge, and to tliat branch of this faculty wliereby, through
the senses, we obtain a knowledge of the external world.
But lus limitation did not stop here. In the act of external perception he distinguished two elements, to wliich
he gave the names of perception and sensation. He ought
perhaps to have called these perception proper and sensation proper, when employed in his special meaning."
Sir W. Hamilton.
Per-cep'tlve (-tlv), a. [Cf F. perceptij.'] Of or pertaining to the act or power of perceiving having the
faculty or power of perceiving; used in perception.
*' His perceptive and reflective faculties."
Motley.
Per'cep-tiv'1-ty (per's5p-ttv'T-t^), re. The quality or
gtate of being perceptive power of perception.
Locke.
[NL., fr. L.
Per-ces'O-ces (per-ses'6-sez), n. pi.
perca a perch -)- esox, -ocis, a pike.] {Zool.) An order
of fishes including the gray mullets {MugiV), the barracudas, the silversides, and other related fishes. So called
from their relations both to perches and to pikes.
.

;

;

II

Perch

(perch),

[Written also pearck.']

n.

[OE.

perche, F. perche, L.
perca, fr. Gr. Trc'pKi?
cf.

TrepKi'dff

d?rk - col-

ored, Skr. prfni spotted, speckled, and E.

freckle.']

(perch), n.
;

;

(Zool.)

Aschauntecleer among his wives

_
^
,
t,
^ t.
Common American
Perch (Perca
.

,.

Americana). (.H)
alhed genera of the
family Percidx, as the common American or yellow
perch (Perca flavescens, or Americana), and the European perch (P. fluviatilis).
2. Any one of numerous species of spiny-finned fishes
belonging to the Percidse, Serranidse, and related families, and resembling, more or less, the true perches.
Black perch, (n) The black bass. (6) The flasher, (c)
The sea bass.
Blue perch, the cunner.
Gray perch, the
fresh-water drum.
Eed-bellied
Red perch, the rosefish.
perch, the long-e.ared pondfish.
Perch pest, a small
crustacean, parasitic in the mouth of the perch.— Silver
oerch, the yellowtail.
Stone, or Striped, perch, the pope.
-'White perch, the Roccvs, or Morone, Americanus, a

—

—

—

—

—

—

ale,

all

;

:

A

mass 16J feet long, 1 foot in height, and 1§
feet in breadth, or 24J cubic feet (in local use, from 22
to 2-5 cubic feet) ;
used in measuring stonework.
3.
pole connecting the fore gear and hind gear of a
spring carriage ; a reach.
:

—

A

&

V. i.
[uHp.
p. p. Perched (percht) ; p. pr.
PERCHIN&.] [F. percher. See Perch a pole.]
alight or settle, as a bird to sit or roost.
Wreus make prey where eagles dare not percli. Sltak.

Perch,
vb. n.

To

;

Perch, V. t. 1. To place or set on, or as on, a perch.
2. To occupy as a perch.
Milton,
Per-chance' (per-clians'), adv. [F. par by (L. per)
-)- chance.
See Par, and Chakce.] By chance
perhaps peradventure.
Perch'ant (perch'ant), n. [F.] A bird tied by the
foot, to serve as a decoy to otlier birds by its fluttering.
Perch'er (perch'er), n. [From Perch, v. i.] 1. One
who, or that which, perches.
J. Burroughs.

senate,

cd,re,

&ra,

Srm, ask,

:

Z. (Zool.)
3. [From

One o2 the Insessores.
Perch a pole.] A Paris candle anciently
also, a large wax candle formerly set
;

upon the altar. [06s.]
Per'che-ron (per'she-rSn),

Bailey.
[F.]
One of a breed
n.
of draught horses criginating in Perche, an old district of
France ;
called also Percheron-Norman.
salt of
Per-cWo'rate (per-klo'rat), n. (Chem.)
perchloric acid.
Per-chlo'rlc (-rik), a. IPrei. per- -\- chloric. 2 (Chem.)
Pertaining to, or de.signating, the highest oxygen acid
(HCIO4), of chlorine ;
called also hi/perchloric.
Per-chlo'rlde (-rid or -rid), n. (chem.) A chloride
having a higher proportion of chlorine than any other
chloride of the same substance or series.
Per-chro'mlc (-kro'mlk), a. [Pref per- -\- chromic.']
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a certain one of
the highly oxidized compounds of chromium, which lias
a deep blue color, and is produced by the action of hy-

—

A

—

.

drogen peroxide.
Per'cl-form (per'si-f6rm),

a. [NL. & L. perca a perch
(Zool.) Pertaining to the Perciformes.
Per'cl-for'mes (-fSr'mez), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.) An
extensive tribe or suborder of fishes, including the true
perches (Percidse)
the pondfishes (Centrarchidae) the
scifenoids (Scisenidse)
the sparoids (Sparidx) the serranoids (Serranidse), and some other related families.
Per-Cip'i-ence (per-sip'i-ens), n.
The faculty, act,
Per-cip'l-en-cy (-en-sj),
or power of pery
ceiving perception.
Mrs. Browning.
-j- ./oc7«.]
II

;

;

;

;

1

;

Per-cip'1-ent (-ent), a. [L. percipiens, -entis, p. pr. of
percipere. See Pekcefve.] Having the faculty of perception ; perceiving ; as, & percipient being. Beniley.
Glanvill.
n. One who, or that which, is percipient.
Per-Close' (per-kl6z' or -klos'), n. [OF. parclose an
inclosed place ; L. per through -\- claudere, clausum, to
shut.]
1. (Eccl. Arch.) Same as Parclose.
2. Conclusion ; end.
Sir W. Raleigh.
lObs.]

—

Per'cold (per'koid), a. [L. perca a perch -f- -oid : cf
F. percoide.] (Zool.) Belonging to, or resembling, tlie
Any fish of the genus
perches, or family Percidx.
n.
Perca, or allied genera of the family Percidse.
[NL.] (Zool.)
Per-coi'de-a (per-koi'de-a), n. pi.
Same as Perciformes.
Per'co-Iate (per'k6-lat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Percolated (-la'tSd) p. pr.
[L. pervb. n. Pescolatikg.]
colatus, p. p. of percolare to percolate per through
colare to strain.] To cause to pass through fine interSir M. Hale.
stices, as a liquor ; to filter ; to strain.
Per'co-late, v. i. To pass through fine interstices to
filter
as, water percolates through porous stone.
Per'CO-la'tlon (-la'shun), n. [L. percolatio.] The
filtration
act or process of percolating, or filtering
straining. Specifically (Pharm.), the process of exhausting the virtues of a powdered drug by letting a liquid
filter slowly through it.
Per'CO-la'tor (per'kS-la'ter), n. One who, or that
which, filters. " [Tissues] act sis percolators." Henfrey.
Per'CO-mor'phl (per'k6-m6r'fi), n. pi. [NL., fr. L.
perca perch -f- Gr. iJ.op<f>ri form.] (Zool.) A division of
fishes including the perches and related kinds.
Per'CU-laced (per'kii-Iast), a. [Prob. corrupt, f r. poriculUsed.] (//"er.) Latticed. See Lattice, re., 2.
Per-OUr'rent (per-kSr'rent), a. [L. percurrens, p. pr.
of percurrere to run through per through -\- currere to
run.] Running through the entire length.
Per-Cur'SO-ry (per-kQr'so-ry), a. [L. percursor one
•who runs through, fr. percurrere. See Percurrent.]
Running over slightly or in haste cursory. \_R-]
Per-cuss' (per-kus'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Percussed
(-kiist') p. pr.
[L. percussus, p.
vb. n. Percussing.]
See
p. of percutere; per -f- guaiere to shake, strike.
Quash.] To strike smartly to strike upon or against
as, to percuss the chest in medical examination.
Bacon.
Flame percussed by air giveth a noise.

—

II

&

&

;

+

;

;

;

;

II

;

&

;

;

Per-cuss', v. i. (Med.) To strike or tap in an examQuain.
ination by percussion.
See Percussion, 3.
Per-CUB'sion (-kush'un), n. [L. percussio: cf. F.
percussion. See Percuss ] 1. The act of percussing, or
of striking one body against another ; forcible collision,
Sir I. Newton.
esp. such as gives a sound or report.
final,

^11

;

eve,

event,

€nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

The

;

effect of violent collision

The thunderlike percussion

;

vibratorj'

of thy sounds.

Sliak.

3. (Med.) The act of tapping or striking the surface
of the body in order to learn the condition of the pavts
beneath by the sound emitted or the sensation imparted
to the fingers.
Percussion is said to be immediate if the
blow is directly upon the body if some intervening substance, as a pleximeter, is used, it is called mediate.
Center of percussion.
See under Centek.
Percussion
bullet, a bullet containing a substance which is exploded
by percussion; an explosive bullet. Percussion cap, a
;

—

—

small copper cap or cup, containing fulminating powder,
and used with a iiercussion lock to explode gunpowder. —
Percussion fuze. See under Fuze. — Percussion lock, the
lock of a gun that is fired

by percussion upon fulminating powder.
Percussion
match, a matcli wliich ig-

—

\

—

nites by percussion.
Percussion powder, powder so.
composed as to ignite by
slight percussion
fulmina„
t
Percussion
Lock,
ting
powder.
Percussion
sieve, Percussion table, a machine for sorting ores by agitation in running water.

—

Per-cuss'ive
cutient

;

;

,

Striking against

(per-kiis'Tv), a.

;

per-

percussive force.

as,

Per-CU'Uent

;

used in England

;

impression of sound on the ear.

;

;

;

Any

1.
fresh-water
fish of the genus Perca
o„/i of
/^f
o=S„..„i other
„(-i,.^and
several

;

Sat on hi&perche, that was in his hall.
Chaucer.
Not making his high place the lawless percft
Of winged ambitions.
Tenni/son.
2. (a) A measure of length containing five and a half
yards a rod, or pole. (6) In land or square measure A
square rod
the 100th part of an acre,
(c) In solid

&

Hence

Z.

shock

A

[F. perche, L. perlica.] 1.
pole ;
a long staff ; a rod esp., a pole or other support for fowls
to roost on or to rest on a roost figuratively, any elevated resting place or seat.

measure

regions of the air perceive tlie collection of the
Bacon.
matter of tempests before the air here below.

distinction

serranoid market fish of the Atlantic

silvery

Perch

;

[jR.]

The upper

The modern

small

;;

PEREGRINE

coast.

;

;

"

.
;
;

percutere.

See Percuss.]

^ n.

of striking.

[L. perculiens, p. pr. of

(-kii'shent), a.

Striking

That which

having the power

;

strikes, or lias

strike.

power to
Bacon.

Per'di-cine(per'dT-sin), a. [SeePERDrx.] (Zool.) Ot
or pertaining to the family Perdicidx, or partridges.
Spenser.
Per-die' (per-de'), adv. See Parde.
[L. perdere to lose -\- foPer'dl-fOil (per'di-foil), re.
opposed to
lium leaf.] (Bot.) K deciduous plant;
evergreen.
J. Barton-.
Per-di'tion (per-dTsh'iin), n. [F., fr. L. perditio, fr.
perdere, perditum, to ruin, to lose ; ^jer (cf. Skr. jmra
away)
-dere (only in comp.) to put ; akin to Gr. rifle'vat, E. do. See Do.] 1. Entire loss ; utter destruction
ruin; esp., the utter loss of the soul, or of final happiness in a future state ; future misery or eternal death.
Shak.
The mere 2>erdition of the Turkish fleet.
If we reject the truth, we seal our own pei-dition. J. M. Mason*

—

+

Shak.
2. Loss or diminution.
[06s.]
Per-di'tion-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being ruined;
Pollok.
worthy of perdition, [i?.]
Per'dik (per'diks), n. [L., a partridge, Gr. jre'pSif.]
(Zool.)
genus of birds including the common European
partridge. Formerly the word was used in a much wider
sense to include many allied genera.
[See Perdu, a.]
Per-du' (per-dii' or per'diS), re.
1. One placed on watch, or in ambush.
Shak.
2. A soldier sent on a forlorn hope.
Per-du' 1 (per-du' or per'dij), a. [F. perdu, f. perdue,
perdere.
lose,
L.
to
lost, p. p. of perdre
Per-due' )
See Perdition.] 1, Lost to view ; in concealment or amII

A

busli

;

close.

He should lie perdue who is to walk the round. Fuller.
2. Accustomed to, or employed in, desperate enter^ec5«e captain."
prises; hence, reckless ; hopeless. "

A

Beau. & Fl.
Per'dU-elllon (per'dfi-Sl'yUn), n. [L. perduellio;
per -\- duellum, bellum, war.] (Civil Law) Treason.
Per'du-lOUS (per'dii-luB), a. [See Peedu, c] Lost;
Abp. Bramhall.
thrown away. [Obs.]
Per-dur'a-hll'i-ty (per-dur'^-bTl'i-tj^), n. Durability

;

Chaucer.
\_Archaic]
Per-dur'a-ble (per-dur'a-b'l 277), a. [Cf. F. perdurable, OF. pardurable. See PerdureJ Very durable lasting continuing long. [^Archaic] Chaucer. Shak.
Per-dur'a-bly. adv._ ^Archaic]
lastingness.

;

—

;

;

Per-dur'ance (per-dur'ans),

)

n.

Long

continu-

ance. [Archaic]
Per'du-ra'tion (per'dli-ra'shiSn),
[L. perdurare ; per
Per-dure' (per-dur'), v. i.
through -I- durare to last.] To last or endure for a long
time to be perdurable or lasting. [Archaic]
|

;

The Tain&perdures while

its

energizing

may

construct a thou-

Hickoh
Truly. See Paede. [06s.]
Ah, dame I perdy ye have not done me right. Spenser.
Chaucer.
Pare (per), n. A peer. [06sJ
Per-e'gal (per-e'gal), a. [OF. par very (L. per) -^
egal equal, L. aequalis.J Fully equal. [06s.] Chaucer.
'
Spenser.
'Peregal to the best.
Per'e-gri-nate (pSr'e-grT-nat), v. i. [L. peregrinatus,
See Pilgrim.] To travel
p. p. of peregrinari to travel.
from place to place, or from one country to another;
hence, to sojourn in foreign countries.
Per'e-gri-nate (-nat), a. [L. peregrinatus, p. p.]
Having traveled
Shak.
foreign.
[06s.]
Per'e-grl-na'tlonC-na'shOn), n. [L.
peregrinalio : cf. F. peregrination.]
A traveling from one country to another; a wandering; sojourn in foreign countries. " His peregrination 1
sand

lines.

Per-dy

(per-de'), adv.

Bacon.
abroad."
Per'e-gri-na'tor (pSr'e-gri-na'ter),
[L.]
One who peregrinates one

re.

;

who travels

about.

[L.
Per'e-grine (-gi-Tn; 277), a.
peregrinus. See Pilgrim.] Foreign
not native ; extrinsic or from without
exotic. [Spelt also pelegrine.] "Peregrine and preternatural heat." Bacon.
Peregrine falcon (Zool.), a courageous
and swift falcon {Fnlco peregrinus), remarkable for its wide distribution over
;

all the continents. The adult i^lumage
is dark bluish ash on the back, nearly Peregrine
black on the head and cheeks, white

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

d'rb,

5dd

'

;

"

;

;;

;;;

;

PERI

PEREGRINE

1065

beneath, barred with black below the throat. Called also

peregnne liawk, duck hawk, game hawk, and great-footed

Per'fect-er (pgr'f5kt-er or per-fekfer), n. One who,
or that whicli, makes perfect.
"The . . per/ecter of

an aperture.
2. A hole made by boring or piercing
" SlemieT perforations."
Sir T. Browne.

l:awK.

our faith."

Barrow.

[Cf. F. perforati/.}
Per'fo-ra-tlve (per'fo-rS-tl v), a.
Having power to perforate or pierce.
[Cf. F. perforateur.} One
Per'fo-ra'tor (-ra'ter), n.
who, or that which, perforates ; esp., a cephalotome.
Per-force' (per-f ors'), adv. [F. par (L. per) -{- force.}
Shak.
By force ; of necessity ; at any rate.
[Obs.}
Per-force', v. t. To force ; to compel.

.

Per'e-grine (pSr'e-grTn ; 277), n. The peregrine falcon.
Per'e-grln'l-ty (per'e-grln'I-ty), n. [L. peregrinitas :
F. perSgrinite.J X. Foreignness strangeness. [Ois.]
" Somewhat of a peregrinity in their dialect." Johnson.
[iJ.]
Carlyle.
2. Travel; wandering.
Chaucer.
Per'el (per'el), re. Apparel. [06«.]
Df.

Per-fect'1-bU'l-an (per-fSk'tt-bilT-an),
IB.}
Per'fec-Ub'1-Ust (per'fgk-tTl/i-lTst), re.
ist.
See also ILLUMINATI, 2. [iJ.]

Per-empt' (pSr-emf

215), v.

;

[L. peremptus, p. p.

t.

;

+

;

;

A

perempperemp-

:

;

To

;

;

decisive ; conclusive ; final.
Think of heaven with hearty purposes aad perempton/ desi":n8

judgment

Be not too

positive

Briefly, then, for

3. Firmly determined

;

;

decided

dicta-

;

Bacon.

and peremptory.

we

Shak.

are peremptory.

unawed.

—
—

;

having attained to perfection. [iJ.]
I. Taylor.
Per-fect'lve (per-f5k'tlv), a. Tending or conducing
usually f olto make perfect, or to bring to perfection ;
lowed by o/. " A ^^er/ecitt'e alteration.
Fuller.

—

+

3. {JBot.)

Continuing more than two years;

Ray.
Actions perfective of their natures.
Per-fec'tlve-ly, adv. in a perfective manner.
Per'fect-ly (per'fekt-ly), adv. In a perfect manner
wholly ;
or degree ; in or to perfection ; completely
3Iilton.
thoroughly ; faultlessly. " Perfectly invae."
As many as touched were made perfectly whole. Matt. xiv. 3(j.
Per'fect-ness, re. The quality or state of being per" Charity, which is the bond of perfect perfection.
Col. iii. 14.
fectness."
fervid.}
Per-fer'vid (per-fer'vid), a. [Pref. perVery fervid ; too fervid ; glowing ardent.
Per-fl'clent (per-fish'ent), a. [L. perficiens, p. pr. of
perficere to perform. See PerfectJ Making or doing
Blackstone.
thoroughly; efficient; effectual. [R.}
One who performs or perfects a
Per-fi'Gient, re.
work ; especially, one who endows a charity. \_B.}
Por-fld'1-OUS (per-fid'i-iis ; 277), a. [L. perfidiosus.}
1. Guilty of perfidy ; violating good faith or vows ;
treacherous ; faithfalse to trust or confidence reposed
Shak.
less; as, a perfidious fnend.
2. Involving, or characterized by, perfidy. " Involved
3filton.
in this perfidious fraud."
Per-fld'1-OUS-ly, adv. In a perfidious manner.
Per-fld'l-ons-ness, n. The quality of being perfidi-

Burke.

perennial existence of bodies corporate.

;

a^er-

as,

ennial stem, or root, or plant.

Syn. — Pei-petual unceasing
ing

;

continual

;

never failing endur;
constant ; permanent ; uninterrupted.
;

;

;

{Bot.) A perennial plant
a plant
Per-en'nl-al, n.
lives or continues more than two years, whether
retains its leaves in winter or not.
Per-en'nl-al-ly, adv. In a perennial manner.
Per-en'nl-bran'chl-a'ta (-bran'kT-a'ta), n. pi. [NL.
See Perennial, and Branchia.] {Zool.) Those Batracliia
which retain their gills through life, as the menobranchus.
Per-en'nl-bron'chl-ate (-brSn'kl-at), a. [See PerenkiaIj, and Branchiate.]
1. {Anat.) Having branchiae, or
gills, through life ;
said especially of certain Amphibia,
like the menobranchus. Opposed to caducibranchiate.
2. {Zool.) Belonging to the Perennibranchiata.
Per-en'nl-ty (per-en'ni-tj^), re. [Til. perennitas.] The
quality of being perennial.
Derham.
[iJ.]
Per'er-ra'tion (pSr'gr-ra'shiiii), re. [L. pererrare, pererratum, to wander through.]
A wandering, or rambling, through various places,
Howell.
[i?.]
Per'fect (per'fSkt), a. [OE. parfit, OF. parfit, parfet,
parfait, F. par/ait, L. perfect-as, p. p. of perficere to
carry to the end, to perform, finish, perfect ; per (see
Pbe-) -\-facere to make, do. See Fact.] 1. Brought to
consummation or completeness ; completed ; not defective nor redundant ; having all the properties or qualities
requisite to its nature and kind ; without flaw, fault, or
blemish ; without error ; mature ; whole ; pure ; sound ;
right; correct.
My strength is made ^er/eci in weakness. 2 Cor. xii. 9.
Shak.
Three glorious suns, each one ^perfect sun.
1 fear I am not in my perfect mind.
Shak.
Keble.
O most entire and perfect sacrifice t
Milton.
God made thee perfect, not immutable.

+

;

which

;

it

II

—

2. Well informed
I

certain

;

;

;

Clarendon.
ous perfidy.
Per'fl-dy (per'fi-dj^), re. ; pi. Perfidies (-diz). [L.
perfidia, fr. L. perfidus faithless; per (cf. Skr. para
away) +_fides faith cf. F. perfidie. See Faith.] The
act of violating faith or allegiance violation of a promise or vow, or of trust reposed faithlessness treachery.
Macaulay.
The ambition and perfidy of tyrants.
;

:

;

are

now

in arms.

His perfidy to this sacred engagement.
Per'flt (per'fit), a. Perfect.
iObs.}
Per-fls' (per-fiks'), v. t. [Pref. perTo fix surely ; to appoint. \_Obs.}
fix.}
Per'fla-ble (per'fla-b'l), a. [L. perflabilis.
See Perflate.] Capable of being
blown through. ^Obs.}
Per-flate' (per-flaf), v. t. [L. perflatus,
p. p. of perflare to blow through.] To blow
through. [Obs.l
Harvey.
Per-fla'tlon f-fla'shfin), re. [li.perflatio.}
The act of perflating. [06s.] Woodward.
Per-foli-ate (-fo'lT-St), a. [Pref. perL. folium leaf.] 1. (Bot.) Having the basal
said of Perfoliate
part produced around the stem;
leaves which the stem apparently passes
Leaves (of
B aj> t is ia
directly through.
perfoliata),
2. (Zool.) Surrounded by a circle of hairs,
Keduced.
or projections of any kind.
[Nli.
See
Peefopi.
re.
Per'fO-ra'ta (per'fo-ra'ta),
RATE.]
(Zool.) (a) A division of
have
a
corals including those that
porous texture, as Porites and Madrepora ;
opposed to Aporosa. (b)
including
division of Foraminifera,
those having perforated sliells.
Per'fO-rate (per'fo-rat), v. t. \imp.
p. p. Perforated (-ra'tgd) ; p. pr.
[L. perfo- _
vb. re. Perforating.]
^^.
„ ,
ratus, p. p. of iKrforare to perforate ; 0°^°* %l"i„°lhM
per through
forare to bore. See buUoiile.^). Much
Bore, v.} To bore tln-ovigh ; to pierce enlarged,
through with a pointed instrument
to make a hole or holes through by boring or piercing
Bacon.
to pierce or penetrate the surface of.
Pierced with a hole or
1 a.
Per'fO-rate (-fo-rSt),
having
with
pores
(-ra'tSd),
holes,
or
;
Per'f o-ra'ted
(
transparent dots resembling holes.
(-ra'slum),
[Of.
P.
perforation.}
re.
Per'Jo-ra'tlon
1. Tlie act of perforating, or of boring or piercing
through.
Bacon.

and

+

Perfect cadence (Mus.), a complete and satisfactory
close in the harmony, as upon the tonic preceded by the
dominant.
Perfect chord (Mus. ), a concord or union of

—

—

sounds which is perfectly coalescent and agreeable to the
ear, as the unison, octave, fifth, and fourth a perfect consonance a common chord in its original position of keynote, third, fifth, and octave. —Perfect nnmber (Arith.), a
number equal to the sum of all its divisors as, 28, whose
aliquot parts, or divisors, are 14, 7, 4, 2, 1. See Abundant
nuJTiiec, under Abundant.
Brande &
Perfect tense
{Oram.), a, tense which expresses an act or state com;

;

,

C—

—

pleted.

Syn.
faultless

— Finished
;

consummate

;

blameless

Per'fect (per'fSkt),
a

form in that

;

complete

entire

;

unblemished.

;

re.

(Gram.) The perfect tense, or

;

1 ./oftiriv. 12.
.

.

.

and

Lnrke.
Perfecting press (Print.), a press in wliich the printing
on DOth sides of the papar is completed in one passage

through the machine.

Syn. — To finish accomplish complete consummate.
;

lise,

unite,

;

r\fAe,

fall,

;

tip,

taa

;

pity

.

+

;

Inquire into the natiire and properties of the things,
thereby perfect our ideas of their diBtinet species.

A

&
&

tense.

Per'fect (per'fSkt or per-f Skt'; 277), ti. t. [imp. &p.p.
p. pr. & vb. re. Perfecting.]
[L. perfectus,
f. 11. ot perficere. See Perfect, a.] To make perfect ; to
finish or complete, so as to leave nothing wanting to give
to anything all that is requisite to its nature and kind.
God dwelleth in us, and his love ii perfected in us.

Perfected

;

food, ft^t

[ivip.

t.

& p. p.

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

Performed

;

.

;

;

;

;

Bs. Ivii. 2.
Great force to perform what they did attempt. Sir P. Sidney.
2. To discharge ; to fulfill ; to act up to ; as, to per'

things for me.

form a duty

to

;

perform a promise or a vow.

Shak.your father's will.
to play, as in a drama.
; to act
Shak.
Perform a part thou hast not done before.
Syn. To accomplish; do; act; transact; achieve;
execute discharge fulfill effect complete consummate. See Accomplish.
Per-form', v. i. To do, execute, or accomplish something to acquit one's self in any business esp., to represent something by action to act a part to play on a
musical instrument as, the players perform poorly the
musician perfortns on the organ.
Per-form'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Admitting of being performed, done, or executed practicable.
Per-form'ance (-ans), re. 1. The act of performing
the carrying into execution or action execution achieveTlo perform

To represent

;

—
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ment

;

accomplishment representation by action
the performance of an undertaking or a duty.
;

;

as.,

;

Promises are not binding where the performance is impossible.
Baley.

2. That which is performed or accompUshed a thing
done or carried through an achievement; a deed an act:
a feat esp., an action of an elaborate or public character.
"Her walking and other actnal jte? form a7tces." Shak.
" Hia musical peiformances." Macaulay.
Syn. — Completion consummation execution accomplishment achievement production work act
action deed exploit feat.
Per-form'er (-er), n. One who performs, accomplishes,
or fulfills as, a good promiser, but a bad performer
especially, one who shows skill and training in any art
as, a performer of the drama
a performer on the harp.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

[L. perfricatus, p. p.
V. t.
Bailey.
over.
\_Obs.}
Per-fu'ma-tO-ry (per-fu'ma-to-ry), a. Emitting per-

Per'frl-cate (per'fri-kat),

To rub

of perfricare.}

fume perfuming. _[i?.]
Per-fume' (per-f um'),

Sir E. Leigh.

;

&

v.

t.

&

[imp.

p. p.

Perfumed

Perfuming.]
[P. parfumer
(cf. Sp. perfumar)
par (see Par) -\- fumer to smoke,
To fill or
L. fumare, fr. fumus smoke.
See Fume.]
impregnate with a perfume to scent.
f-fumd')

;

p. pr.

vb. n.

;

;

Pope..
And Carmel's flowery to-p perfumes the skies.
Per'fume (per'f um or per-f iim'; 277), re. [F. parThe
scent,
Perfume,
v.}
1.
fum ; cf Sp. perfume. See
.

odor, or odoriferous particles emitted from a sweet-smelling substance ; a pleasant odor ; fragrance ; aroma.
Pope.
No rich perfumes refresh the fruitful field.
2.
substance that emits an agreeable odor.
And thou shalt make it ajjetfume. Ex. xsi. 35..
Per-fum'er (per-fum'er), re. 1. One who, or that

A

which, perfumes.
2. One whose trade

is to make or sell perfumes.
1. Perfumes, in general.
(-J), n.
2. [Gi.'P. parfumerie.} The art of preparmg perfumes.
Per-flinc'tO-rl-ly (per-fiJnk'to-ri-ly), adv. In a per-

Per-fum'er-y

+

Shak.

—

;

;

sure.

am perfect that the Pannonians

3. {Bot.) Hermaphrodite; having both stamens
said of a flov/er.
pistils ;

p. pr.

;

;

South.
and sinlessness in tliis life.
Per-fec'tion-ment (-ment), re. [Cf. F. perfectionnement.']
The act of bringing to perfection, or the state of

—

V.

&

[OE. perforvb. re. Performing.]
men, parfourmen, parfournen, OF. paifornir, purfourOF. & F. par fsee Par) -|nir, to finish, complete
foumir to furnish, complete. The word has been influenced by form ; cf L. performare to form thoroughly.
See Furnish.] 1. To carry through to bring to completion to achieve ; to accomplish to execute to do.
I will cry unto God most high, unto God that j^erformeth all

3.

One pretending to perfection ;
Per-fec'tlon-lst, n.
esp., one pretending to moral perfection ; one who believes that persons may and do attain to moral perfection

Peremptory challenge. (Lato) See under Chailen»e.
Peremptory mandamus, a final and absolute mandamus.
Peremptory plea, a plea by a defendant tending to impeach the plaintiff's right of action a plea in bar.
Syn. Decisive ; positive ; absolute ; authoritative ;
express; arbitrary; dogmatical.
Per-en'ni-al (p§r-8n'nT-al), a. [L. perennis that lasts
the whole year through ; per through
annus year. See
Per-, and Annttal.]
1. Lasting or continuing through
the year ; as, perennial fountains.
2. Continuing without cessation or intermission ; perpetual ; unceasing ; never failing.

The

per-

fectionists.

Shak.

IPoeticI

;

[Ois.]
Foote.
Per-fec'tion, v. t. To perfect.
Per-fec'tion-al (-«i), a. Of or pertaining to perfection; characterized by perfection.
[iJ.]
Bp. Pearson.
Bryden.
Per-feo'tion-ate (-at), v. t. To perfect.
Per-fec'tlon-lsm (-iz'm), re. The doctrine of the Per-

Jer. Taj/lor.

2. Positive in opinion or
torial ; dogmatical.

perfection, in the highest degree of excellence
as, to imitate a model to perfection.
;

fectly

;

to get thither.

Per-form' (per-f6rm'),
(-fSrmd')

;

See Perempt.] 1. Precluding debate or expostulation not admitting of question or appeal positive
toire.

absolute

A

;

;

Per'emp-tO-ry (pgr'emp-to-rjr ; 277), a. [L.
torius destructive, deadly, decisive, final cf. F.

perfec-

Ed. Bev.
perfection-

[Cf. F.
Per-fect'1-bil'i-ty (per-fgk'ti-bli'i-ty), n.
perfectibilite.'] Tlie quality or state of being perfectible.
Per-fect'1-ble (per-fek'tT-b'l), a. [Cf. F. perfectible.}
Capable of becoming, or being made, perfect.
Per-fec'tion (-shiin), n. [F. perfection, L. perfectio.}
1. The quality or state of being perfect or complete,
so that nothing requisite is wanting entire development
consummate culture, skill, or moral excellence the highest attainable state or degree of excellence ; maturity
as, perfection in an art, in a science, or in a system ; perfection in form or degree fruits in perfection.
2.
quality, endowment, or acquirement completely
excellent
an ideal faultlessness ; especially, the divine
attribute of complete excellence.
Shak.
Wliat tongue can her peifections tell ? 5»r P. Sidney.

away entirely, to destroy per (see
Pek-)
OL. emere to take. See Redeem.] {Law) To
Ayliffe.
destroy ; to defeat.
[iJ.]
Per-emp'tlon (per-Smp'shUn), re. [L. peremplio : cf.
F. peremption.^ (iaio) A quashing a defeating. [06j.]
Per'emp-tO-n-ly (per'Smp-to-rT-ly), adv. In a perempBacon.
tory manner ; absolutely ; positively.
Per'emp-tO-rl-ness, re. The quality of being peremptory ; positiveness.
of perimere to take

A

re.

tionist.

;

;

Boyle.
functory manner formally carelessly.
Per-func'tO-rl-nesS, re. The quaUty or state of being
perfunctory.
Whitlock.
Per-func'tO-ry (-rj^), a. llj. perfunctorius, fr. perfunctus dispatched, p. p. of perfungi to discharge, dispatch
See Function.]
per (see Per)
fungi to perform.
1. Done merely to get rid of a duty performed mechanically and as a thing of rote done in a careless and
characterized by indifference as,
superficial mariner
Macaulay.
perfunctory admonitions.
2. Hence Mechanical indifferent listless careless.
Sharp.
"Pofunctory in his devotions."
Per-func'tU-rate (-tfi-rat 135), v. t. To perform
a perfunctory manner to do negligently. \_B.}
Per-fuse' (per-fuz'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Perfused
(-f uzd')
p. pr. & vb. n. Perfusing.] [L. perfusus, p. p.
of perfundere to pour over per 4- funderc to pour.]
To sutluse to filHull or to excess,
Harvey.
Per-fu'sion (-f u'zhiSn), n. [L. perfusio.} The act of
;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

m

;

;

;

;

;

perfusing.

Per-fu'slve (-sTv),
spread through.

Of a nature

a.

to flow over, or to

Per'ga-me'ne-ous (per'ga-me'ne-usj, 1 a. [L. pergor
Per'ga-men-ta'ceous (-mSn-tii'shus), ) mena parchment. See Parchment.] Lilce parchment.
[Per -f- hap chance.]
Per-haps' (pSr-hilps'), adv.

By chance
And

perchance it may be.
;
per/iaps the thought of thine heart may be

peradventure

;

pray God,

if

;

for;;ivon tlioe.

Arft: viii. 22.

A

Per'l- (pSr'I-).
[Gr. nepC, prep.]
prefix used to
signify around, by, near, ot>er, beyond, or to give an intensive, sense ; as, pen'motvr, the measure nrounvl pcrigee, point near the earth /len'ergy, work beyond what is
needed jjov'spherioal, quite sphmical.
Pe'rl (po'rT), re. ; pi. Pkris (-rtz). [Per. perl a female genius, a fairy.] (Persian Myth.) .4n imaginary
being, male or female, like an elf or fairy, represented

sing, ink

;

;

;

;

tlicn,

tli'in

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in .azure.

N

;;
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as a descendant of fallen angels, excluded from paradise
till penance is accomplished.
Moore.
Per'l-a'gua (per'i-a'gwi), n. See PlEOOUE.
Per'1-anth (per'i-auth), n. [Pref. peri- -\- Gr. ai/flo?
flower: cf. F. perianthe.'] (Bot.) (a) The leaves of a
flower generally, especially when the calyx and corolla
are not readily distinguished.
(6) A saclike involucre
which incloses the young fruit in most hepatic mosses.
See Illust. of Hepatica.

or extract from a book especially {Theol.), a selection
from the Bible, appointed to be read in the churches or
used as a text for a sermon.
Per'l-cra'ni-al (pSr'I-kra'nl-al), a.
{Anal.) Of or

To expose to
vb. re. Peeiling or Peeillino.]
to hazard to risk ; as, to peril one's life.
Per'll (pgr'Il), V. i. To be in danger. [06i.] Milton.
Pe-ril'la (pe-rll'la), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] {Boi.)
A genus of labiate herbs, of which one species {Perilla
ocimoides, or P. Kankinensis) is often cidtivated for its
purple or variegated foliage.

Per'i-an'Uli-um (-an'thl-um), n. [NL.] {Bot.) The
perianth.
Per'i-apt (-Spt), n. [Gr. TrfpCaTrrov, fr. jrepiaTTTOS hung
a.TTTei.v
about, TrepidjTTeLv to hang about ; vrepi about
to tie : cf. F. periapte.'] A charm worn as a protection
Coleridge.
against disease or mischief ; an amulet.
ShaJc.
Now help, ye charming spells andperiapts,
II

+

Per'l-as'tral (-Ss'tral), a. Among or around the stars.
in periastral passage."
R. A. Proctor.
[NL., fr. Gr. irepi about
Per'i-as'tron (-tron), ?«.
aarpov a star.] {Asiron.) That point, in the real or
apparent orbit of one star revolving around another, at
which the former is nearest to the latter.
W. Irving.
Per'l-au'ger (-a'ger), n. See Pirogue.
Per'i-blast (-blast), a. [Gr. nepi^Kaa-Tavei.v to grow
around. See Peki-, and -blast.] [Biol.) The protoplasmic matter which surrounds the entoblast, or cell nucleus, and undergoes segmentation.
Per'i-blas'tlc, a.
Per'I-blem (-bl§m), n. [Pref. peri- -\- root of Gr. j3Aa(TTOLveiv to sprout.]
(Bot.) Nascent cortex, or immature
cellular bark.
Po-rlb'0-lOS (pe-rTb'o-15s), n. [NL., fr. Gr. mpCPoAo5, fr. Trepi'^oAos, adj., going round, fr. vrepi^aWeiv to
throw round cf. L. peribolus.'] In ancient architecture,
an inclosed court, esp. one surrounding a temple.
Per'i-bran'Chi-al (pSr'T-bran'kl-nl), a. {Anal.) Surrounding the branchiae ; as, a, peribronchial cavity.
Per'l-bron'ohl-al (-brSn'ki-al), a.
{Anal.) Around
the bronchi or bronchial tubes ; as, the peribronchial
lymphatics.
Per'I-cam'bl-um (-kSm'bT-iim), n. [NL. See Peki-,
and Cambium.]
{Boi.)
layer of thin-walled young
cells in a growing stem, in which layer certain new ves-

"Comets

P

+

;

;

+

—

II

;

II

A

sels originate.

Per'1-car'dl-ac (-kar'di-ffls:), 1 a. {Anal.) Of or perPer'1-car'di-al (-kar'di-al), )
taming to the pericarsituated aromid the heart.
;
Pericardial fluid (Physiol.), a serous fluid of a pale yellow
color contained in the pericardium.
Per'i-car'di-an (-an), a. (Anal.) Pericardiac.
Per'l-car'dic (-dik), a. (Anat.) Pericardiac.
Per'i-car-di'tis (-kiir-di'tls), n. [NL. See PebicaeDIUM, and -iTis.] {Med.) Inflammation of the pericardi-

dium

II

um.

Dunglison.

Per'1-car'fll-um (-kar'dt-ilm), n. [NL., fr. Gr. TrepiKapSiov, fr. TrepiKopSto! about or near the heart; nepi
about -\- Kap&ia. heart.] {Anat.) The double baglike fold
of serous membrane which incloses the heart.

S^p" The inner layer is closely adlierent to the outer
surface of the heart, and is called the cardiac pericardium. The outer layer loosely incloses the heart and the
adherent inner layer, and is called the j^arielal pericardiuin. At the base of the heart the two layers are continuous, and form a narrow closed cavity filled with fluid,
in which the pulsations of the heart cause little friction.
Per'1-carp (pSr'T-karp), n.
[Gr. vepixap-n-iov
irepi
-)- Kapird; fruit
cf. F. pericatpe.]
(Bot.) The
ripened ovary; the walls of the fruit. Seelllusts. of Capsule, Deupe, and Legume.
Per'i-car'pl-al (-kar'pt-al), 1 a. {Boi.) Of or pertainPer'i-car'plo (-kar'pik),
ing to a pericarp.
)
Per'i-cel'lU-lar (-sSl'iJ-ler), a. {Anat.) Surrounding
a cell ; as, the pericellular lymph spaces surrounding
;

around

:

'

gangUon

cells.

Per'l-chaeth (-keth), re. [See Pekich.etium.] {Bot.)
leafy involucre surrounding the fruit stalk of
mosses perichaetium perichete.
{Boi.) Of or pertaining
Per'i-Chae'tial (-ke'shal), a.
to the pericha;th.
Per'i-chae'ti-um (-ke'shi-um), n. ; pi. PEBicHiETLA
(-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. irept about
x"-^'") flowing hair, fo-

The

;

;

II

+

Same

as Peeich^th.
Per'i-ChsB'tOUS (-tiis), a. [See PEEiCHiETiuM.] {Zool.)
Surrounded by setae ;
said of certain earthworms (ge-

liage.]

{Boi.)

—

nus Perichxius).
Per'i-Chete (-ket), n. Same as PebicBjETH.
Per'i-Chon'dri-al (-kon'dri-al), a. {Anal.) Of or pertaining to the perichondrium situated around cartilage.
Per'i-Chon-dri'tis (-kon-dri'tls), n. [NL. See Peei;

II

CHONDBiUM, and -iTis.]
{Med.) Inflammation of tlie
perichondrium.
Per'l-chon'drl-mn (-kon'dri-um), re. [NL., fr. Gr.
Trept around
Xoi'Spos cartUage.]
{Anat.) The membrane of fibrous connective tissue which closely invests
II

+

where covering articular surfaces.
Per'l-chor'dal (-kSr'dal), a. {Anat.) Around the no-

cartilage, except

tochord as, a, perichordal column. See Epichoedal.
Per'i-Clase (per'I-klas), re. [Pref. peri- -f Gr. kKov
to break.] (Min.) A grayPer'l-cla'Site (-kla'sit), )
ish or dark green mineral, consisting essentially of magnesia (magnesium oxide), occurring in granular forms or
;

)

in isometric crystals.
Per'i-clin'l-um (-klm'i-iSm),
II

re.

; pi.

Peeiclinia

(-a).

[NL., fr. Gr. irepi around -f- KAt'n; a bed.] {Bot.) The
involucre which surrounds the common receptacle in

composite flowers.

pertaining to the pericranium.

{Anal.) The periosteum which covers the cranium externally the region
around the cranium.
Pe-ric'U-lOUS (pe-rTk'fi-lus), a. [L. periculosus. See
Peeilous.] Dangerous full of peril. [06i.]

Per'1-cra'ni-um

(-iim),

re.

[NL.]

;

;

II

Pe-ric'H-lum

{Rom.

&

0.

(-liim), «. ; pi. Pebicula (-la).
1. Danger ; risk.

[L.]

I

;

,

II

A

;

senate,

care,

&m, arm,

p. pr.

&

danger

;

Per'U-ous

:

of bark.
2. {Zool.)

(per'Il-tis),

Dariug

2.

The hard outer covering
;

and

of hydroids

the perisarc.

{Physiol.) The
Per'l-dl-as't0-l8 (-dt-Ss'to-le), re.
almost inappreciable time %vhich elapses between the
systole and the diastole of the heart.
Pe-rid'i-um (pe-rTd'i-!im), re.; pi. Pebidia (-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. Trepi about -|- -t'Siof, a dim. ending.] {Bot.)
The envelope or coat of certain fungi, such as the puffballs and earthstars.
Per'1-dot (per'i-dSt), re. [F. peridot.^ (il/ire.) ChrysII

II

aud sandy, perilous wilds.
Milton.
dangerous. [OJs.]
Latimer.

hills,

reckless

;

;

For I am^)c/"(7ous with knife in hand.

— Per'11-ous-ly, adv. — Per'il-ous-ness,
Per'Mymph

other marine animals

[OF. perillous, perilleus,

a.

F. lierilleux, L. periculosus. See Peril.] [Written alec
perillous.'] 1. Full of, attended with, or involving, peril;
dangerous ; hazardous ; as, a perilous undertaking.

Infamous

In a narrower, judicial sense Accident or casus, as
distinguished from dolus and culpa, and hence relieving
one from the duty of performing an obhgation.
Per'1-derm (per'I-derm), re. 1. {Bot.) The outer layer
2.

;

II

Eng. Law)

Chaucer.

re.

(Anat.) The fluid which
surrounds the membranous labyrinth of the internal ear,
and separates it from the walls of the chambers in which
the labyrinth lies.
Per'i-lym-phan'gl-al (p5r'i-lTm-f5u'ji-al), a. {Anat.)
Around, or at the side of, a lymphatic vessel.
Per'l-lym-phat'lc (-fSt'ik), a. {Anat.) {a) Pertain,
ing to, or containing, perilymph. (6) Perilymphangial.
(per'I-limf),

re.

Per-lm'e-ter (pSr-Tm'e-ter),

[Gr. TreptVerpos

re.

;

n-epi

around -}-/iie'Tpof measure cf.F.^ej-ireie/T-e.] 1. (Geom.)
The outer boundary of a body or figure, or the sum of
:

the sides.
2. An instrument for determining the extent and
shape of the field of vision.
Of or pertaining
Per'i-met'ric (pSr'i-met'rik), )a.
to the parimeter, or
Per'i-met'rlc-al (-ri-kal),
(
to perimetry as, a perimetric chart of the eye.
Per-im'e-try (pSr-Tm'e-try), re. The art of using the
perimeter measurement of the field of vision.
Gr. p-op^iri
Per'i-morph (pSr'i-m8rf ), re. [Pref. periform. ] (il/m. ) A crystal of one species inclosing one of
another species. See Endomoeph.
Per'i-my'sial (-nuzh'al or -i-al), a. {Anat.) (a) Surrounding a muscle or muscles, (i) Of or pertaining to
the perimysium.
Per'i-my'sl-um (-mizh'i-um), re. [NL., fr. Gr. Trepi
about -f p.vs muscle.] {Anal.) The connective tissue
sheath which surrounds a muscle, and sends partitions
inwards between the bundles of muscular fibers.
Per'i-nae'um (-ne'iim), re. Same as PESiNEnM.
Per'i-ne'al (-ne'al), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to
the perineum.
Per'i-ne'0-plaS'ty (-ne'o-plSs'ty), re. \_Perineum -f
-plasty.']
{Med.) The act or process of restoring an injured perineum.
Per'i-ne-or'rha-phy (-ne-or'ra-fy), re. [^Perineum -\Gr. poTrretf to sew.] {Med.) The operation of sewing
up a ruptured perineum.
Per'i-ne-phri'Us (-ne-frl'tts), re. [NL. See Peri-, and
Nephritis.] {3Ied.) Inflammation of the cellular tissue
around the kidney.
Per'i-ne-phrit'ic (-f rit'ik), a.
Per'l-ne'um (-ne'iSm), re. [NL., fr. Gr. TreptVatoi/,
treptVeos.]
{Anat.) The region which is included within
the outlet of the pelvis, and is traversed by the urmogenital canal and the rectum.
Per'i-neu'rl-al (-nii'ri-al), a. {Anat.) Surrounding
nerves or nerve fibers of or pertaining to the perineuall

olite.

Per'i-do-Ute (-do-tIt), re. ICi.F.peridoiite.'] {Min.)
eruptive rock characterized by the presence of chrysolite (peridot).
It also usually contains pyroxene, enstatite, chromite, etc.
It is often altered to serpentine.
The
chief
diamond deposits in South Africa occur
I^''
in a more or less altered peridotite.

An

;

;

Per'i-drome (-drom), re. [Gr. nepCSpono^, fr. irepi'Sporunning around, fr. nepi.Spaij.uu to run round Trept
round -\- SpapL^iv to run cf. F. peridrome.'] {Archxol.)
The space between the columns and the wall of the cella,
in a Greek or a Roman temple.
fi09

;

:

Per'i-e'cians (-e'shauz), re. pi. See Pebkecians.
Per'i-en'te-ron (-en'te-ron), re. [NL. See Pebi-, and
{Anal.) The primitive perivisceral cavity.
Per'l-er'gy (per'I-er'jy), re. [Gr. irepiepyi'a, fr. irepiepvo! overcareful; irepC about, beyond -{- epyov work.]
1. Excessive care or diligence.
[06.S.]
2. {Ehet.) A bombastic or labored style.
[-R.]
Per'l-gan'gU-On'ic (-gan'gli-on'Ik), a. {Anat.) Surrounding a gangUon ; as, the perigangl ionic glands of
the frog.
Per'i-gas'trlc (-gas'trik), a. {Zool.) Surrounding the
stomach;
applied to the body cavity of Bryozoa and
various other Invertebrata.
Per'i-ge'an (-je'on), a. Pertaining to the perigee.
Perlgean tides, those springtides which occur soon after
the moon passes her perigee.
II

Enteeon.]

—

[NL. perigeum,

Gr.
Trept about, near -(- yii the
Per'l-ge'um (-je'iim), J
earth: cf. F. perigee.^ {Aslron.) That point in the
orbit of the moon which is nearest to the earth
opposed to apogee. It is sometimes, but rarely, used of
the nearest points of other orbits, as of a comet, a planet,
etc.
Called also epigee, epigeum.
Per'i-gen'e-siS (-jgn'e-sis), n. {Biol.) A theory which
explains inheritance by the transmission of the type of
growth force possessed by one generation to another.
Per'i-ge-net'ic (-je-ngt'ik), a. {Biol.) Of or pertaining to perigenesis.
[Pref. peri- -\- Gr. yovrj
Per'i-gone (per'i-gon), w.
productive organs.] 1. {Boi.) («> Any organ inclosmg
the essential organs of a flower
a perianth. (6) In
mosses, the involucral bracts of a male flower.
2. {Zool.) A sac which surrounds the generative bodies in the gonophore of a hydroid.

Per'1-gee (pSrT-je),

Ire.

fr.

—

;

;

Per'i-gO'ni-um (-go'ni-iim), re. / pi. Peeigonia (-a).
[NL.] Same as Pekigone.
Per'i-gord pie' (per'i-g8rd pi')- [From Perigord, a
former province of France.] A pie made of trufiJes,
much esteemed by epicures.
II

Perl-graph

(-graf ),

re.

[Gr.

Treptyparf)!)

outline

;

Trept

round, about -f- ypaijietv to write.] A careless or inaccurate deUaeation of anything. [iJ.]

Per'i-gyn'i-um (-jin'I-iSm), re. / pi. Peeigynia (-a).
[NL. See Peeigynous.] {Bot.) Some unusual appendage
about the pistil, as the bottleshaped body in the sedges, and
II

the bristles or scales in some
other genera of the Sedge family,
or Cyperacess.

Pe-rlg'y-nous (pe-rTj^-nus), a.
|- Gr. yi/i'^ woman.]
[Pref. peri
(Boi.) Having the ovary free, but
the petals and stamens borne on
said of a flower such
the calyx

—

) re.

pi.

/

;

;

xi. 26.

Milton.

great achieved.

at
At, or On, one's peril, with risk or danger to one
" Ore thy soul's peril."
Shak.
of.
Syn.
Hazard risk ; jeopardy. See Dangee.
;

the hazard

;

i.

;

[imp.

eve,

& p. p. Peeiled
event,

11

.

Roman republic.
How by art to make plants

of the

more

lasting than their ordinary

Bacon.

The termination or completion

(-tld) or

end, fern,

Peeilled

recent

;

an end

;

of a revolution, cyhence, a limit

or act

;

Bacon.

a conclusion.

So spake the archangel Jlichael

;

then paused.

Milton.
As at the world's great jteriod.
Evils which shall never end till eternity hath aperiod.
Jer. Taylor.

This

is

the period of

my ambition.

Shak.

A

5. {Rhei.)
complete sentence, from one full stop to
; esp., a well-proportioned, harmonious sentence.
" Devolved his rounded periods."
Tennyson.
Periods are beautiful when they are not too long. B. Jonson.

another

tS^^ The period, according to Heyse, is a compound
sentence consisting of a protasis and apodosis according
to Becker, it is the appropriate form for the coordinate
propositions related by antithesis or causality.
Gibbs.
6. {Print.) The punctuation point [.] that marks the
end of a complete sentence, or of an abbreviated word.
;

or destruction.
In jierils of waters, in perils of robbers. 2 Cor.
Adventure hard

all

;

rium.
Per'I-neu'rl-um(-iIm),re. [NL.,fr. Gr.irept about
vevpov a nerve.] {Anat.) The connective tissue sheath
which surrounds a bundle of nerve fibers. See EpinbuEiDM, and Neurilemma.
Per'i-nu'cle-ar (-nu'kle-er), a. {Biol.)Oi or pertaining to a nucleus ; situated around a nucleus ; as, the peri'
nuclear protoplasm.
Pe'ri-Od (pe'rl-tid), re. [L. periodus, Gr. n-ept'oSos a going round, a way round, a circumference, aperiod of time
Trept round, about -|- b&os a way : cf F. periode."]
1. A
portion of time as limited and determined by some recurring phenomenon, as by the completion of a revolution
of one of the heavenly bodies ; a division of time, as a
series of years, months, or days, in which something is
completed, and ready to recommence and go on in the
same order ; as, the period of the sun, or the earth, or a
comet.
2. Hence : A stated and recurring interval of time
more generally, an interval of time specified or left indefinite ; a certain series of years, mouths, days, or the
like ; a time ; a cycle ; an age ; an epoch ; as,.the period

a bound

See Fare, and cf. Expeeience.] Danger risk hazard
jeopardy exposure of person or property to injury, loss,

Per'll, V.

—

II

4.

Perigynous Flower.

—

ask, final,

II

Chart of Geology.

PebihelPerl-he'U-um (per't-hell-um),
)
lA (-hel'ya or -heli-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. Trept about, near
-)- i)Atos the sun.]
of
the
orbit
of a
point
(Asir07i.) That
opposed
planet or comet which is nearest to the sun ;
to aphelion.
Per'U (pgr'il), re. [F. peril, fr. L. periculum, periclum, akin to peritus experienced, skilled, and E. fare.

—

II

cle, series of events, single event,

as that of the cherry or peach.
Per'i-hel'ion (per'T-hel'yQn or -he'li-Sn),

With peril

II

3. {Geol.) One of the great divisions of geological time j
as, the Tertiary period ; the Glacial period.
See the

—

;

+

period.

;

Pe-rlc'li-tate (pe-rTk'lT-tat), v. t.
[L. pericliiatus, p.
ip. of periclitari, ir. periculum.J
To endanger. [OJs.]
Periclilating, pardi the whole family.
Sterne.
Pe-rlc'U-ta'tion (-ta'shiin), re. [L. periclitatio : cf. F.
piriclitatien.']
experiment. [06i.]
1. Trial
2. The state of being in peril.
[06s.]
Pe-ric'O-pe (-rlk'S-pe), n. [L. section of a book, Gr.
selection
Trepi around -j- KonTew to cut.]
irepucoTnii

ale,

;

;

;

ice,

7. {Blaih.)

One

of several similar sets of figures or

terms usually marked by points or commas placed at
regular intervals, as in numeration, in the extraction of
roots, and in circulating decimals.
idea,

ill

:

Sid,

obey, orb, ddd

3

;;

;
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8. {Med.) The time of the esacerbatiou and remission
of a disease, or of the paroxysm and intermission.
9. {Mus.) A complete musical sentence.
The period, the present or current time, as distinguished
from all other times.
Syn. Time date epoch era a^e duration limit
bound end conclusion determination.
Pe'ri-oa (pe'ri-ud), «;. i. To put an end to. \_Obs.'\ Shah.
to conclude.
Pe'rl-Od, V. i. To come to a period
[06s.] "You may periOfZ upon this, that," etc. Fellhmn.

oTkos house, dwelling.] Those who live ca the same
parallel of latitude but on opposite meridians, so that it
is noon in one place when it is midnight in the other.
Compare Antosci.
[F. periople, from Gr.
Per'i-O-ple (per'i-6-p'l), re.
(Anat.) The
n-epi about
ottAtj the hoof of a Iiorse.]
external smooth horny layer of the hoof of the horse
and allied animals.
Per'i-op'lic (-op'lTk), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to
the periople ; connected with the periople.
Per'i-OS'te-al (-os'te-al), a. (Anat.) Situated around
bone of or pertaining to the periosteum.
[NL., fr. Gr. Trepiotrreo?
Per'i-OS'te-um (-um), re.
round tlie bones ; irepi around -j^ b<Trdov a bone cf L.
periosteon.] (Anat.) The membrane of fibrous connective tissue %vhich closely invests all bones except at the
articular surfaces.
Per'i-os-ti'tis (-os-ti'tTs), re. [NL. See Periosteum,
and -ms.] (Med.) Inflammation of the periosteum.
Per'i-os'tra-cum (-os'tra-kum), n. ; pi. Periostka-

move

CA

Bacon.
V. i.
To cause to perish. [Obs.]
Per'ish-a-bil'i-ty (-a-bTl'J-ty), n. Perichableness.
Per'ish-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [F. pSrissable.] Liable to
perish ; subject to decay, destruction, or death as, j»erishable goods out perishable bodies.
Per'lsh-a-ble-ness, re. The quality of being perishLocke.
able ; liability to decay or destruction.
Per'ish-a-bly, adv. In a perishable degree or manner.
Per'ish-ment (-ment), re. [Ci. OF. perissement.] The
Udall.
[R.]
act of perishing.
Per'i-so'ma (pSr'J-so'ma), re. ; pi. Pebisomata (-ta).
Peeisome.
Same
as
[NL.] (Zool.)
Per'i-some (per'i-som), re. [Pref. peri- -\- -some body.]
(Zool.) The entire covering of an invertebrate animal, as
an echinoderm or coelenterate ; the integument.
Per'l-sperm (-sperm), «. [Cf. F. perisperme. See
Peri-, and Sperm.] (Bot.) The albumen of a seed, especially that portion which is formed outside of the embryo
sac.
Per'i-sper'mlc (-sper'mtk), a.
Exactly spherical
Per'l-spher'lc (-sfSr'ik), ) a.
globular.
Per'i-spher'ic-al (-T-kol), (
Per'1-spom'e-non (-spom'e-non), n. ; pi. Peeispomk-

—

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

(Chem.)

Per-i'0-date (per-i'6-dat), n.

A

salt of per-

;

iodic acid.

+

[Pref. periodic.']
Per'l-Od'lc (per't-od'Tlj), a.
(^Chern.) Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, the
highest oxygen acid (HIO4) of iodine.
Pe'rl-Od'JC (pe'rT-od'il£), ) a. [L. periodicus, Gr. irepioSiKot: of. F. pirioPe'ri-od'le-al (-T-lial),
)
digue.']
1. Of or pertaining to a period or periods, or to
division by periods.
The periodical times of all the satellites. Sir J. Herschel.
pro2. Performed in a period, or regular revolution
ceeding in a series of successive circuits as, the periodical motion of the planets round the sun.
3. Happening, by revolution, at a stated time returning regularly, after a certain period of time ; acting,
happening, or appearing, at fixed intervals ; recurring
as, periodical epidemics.
The periodic return of a plant's flowering. Henslow.
To influence opinion through th^ periodical press. Courthope.
4. {Ehet.) Of or pertaining to a period; constituting
a complete sentence.
Periodic comet (^rf?'on.), acomet that moves about the
sun in an elliptic orbit ; a comet that has been seen at
Periodic function
two of its approaches to the sun.
(Math.), a function whose values recur at fixed intervals
as the variable miiformly increases. The trigonometric
functions, as sin x, tan x, etc., are periodic fmictions.
Exponential functions are also periodic, having an imaginary period, and the elliptic functions have not only a
real but an imaginary period, and are hence called doubly
periodic.
Periodic law (C/(em.), the generalization that
the properties of the chemical elements are periodic
functions of their atomic weights. " In other words, if
the elements are grouped in the order of their atomic
weights, it will be found that nearly the same properties
recur periodically throughout the entire series." The
following tabular arrangement of the atomic weights
shows the regular recurrence of groups (under I., II.,
III., IV., etc.), each consisting of members of the same
natural family. The gaps in the table indicate the probable existence of unknown elements.

II

:

.

11

(-ka).
[NL., fr. Gr. Trept around -f- oarpaKov shell of
a testacean.] (Zool.) A chitinous membrane covering
the exterior of many shells
called also epidermis.
[Pref. peri- -H Gr. o5s, cords,
Per'i-O'tic (-o'tlk), a.
the ear.] (Anat.) Surrounding, or pertaining to the region surrounding, the internal ear ; as, the periotic capsule. —?i.
A periotic bone.
Per'i-pa-te'cian (-pa-te'shan), re. A peripatetic. \_Ols.]
[L. ^jo-ipa^ertctw, Gr.
Per'i-pa-tet'ic (-tet'Tk), a.
rrept about
ireptTraTTjTtKos, fr. jreptiraTeti' to walk about
F.
peripatetique.']
TraTeii/
to
walk
:
cf.
1. Walldng
-f-

;

;

;

—

;

about

;

Of or pertaining to the philosophy taught by Aris(who gave his instructions while walking in the
Lyceum at Athens), or to his followers. *' The true periHowell.
patetic school."
1. One who walks about; a pePer'1-pa-tet'ic, re.
Taller.
destrian ; an itinerant.
2. A disciple of Aristotle ; an Aristotelian.
Per'i-pa-tet'ic-al (-T-kal), a. Peripatetic. [_It.] Hales.
[Cf. F. peripatePer'1-pa-tet'i-Clsm (-T-stz'm), re.
iisme.]
The doctrines or philosophical system of the
Lond. Sat. Rev.
peripatetics.
See Peripatetic, n., 2.
Pe-rip'a-tUS (pe-rip'a-tus), re. [NL., fr. Gr. vepiiragenus of lowly organTos a walking about.] (Zool.)
ized arthropods, found in South Africa, Australia, and
tropical America. It constitutes the order Malacopoda.
Per'1-pet'al-OUS (pgr'T-pet'al-us), a. (Bot.) Surrounding, or situated about, the petals.
Pe-riph'er-al (pe-rlfer-ol), a. 1. Of or pertaining to
a peripliery constituting a periphery ; peripheric.
2. (Anat.) External; away from the center; as, the
peripheral portion of the nervous system.
Per'l-pher'io (per'I-fer'ik), 1 a. [Cf. P. periphSrigue.
See Pekiphery.] See
Per'i-pher'ic-aJ. (-i-kol),
)

—

II

A

TABLE OF THE PERIODIC LAW OF THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS.

;

[The vertical columD3 contain the Periodio Group?.

IV.

VI.

V.

VII.

II.

III.

RO

RH4
RH, RH
R203 R02 RH,
R2O5 ROi R2O7

H

_

1

_

-

VIII.

R04

Peripheral.
Pe-riph'er-y (pe-rTf'er-y), re. / pi. Peripheries (-Tz).
[L. peripheria, Gr. mpi.<fiepeia; wep' around -|- (pepciv to

_

_

F. peripherie.] 1. Tlie outside or superficial portions of a body ; the surface.
2. (Geom.) The circumference cf a circle, ellipse, or
bear, carry

Li

Be

B

c

N

7

9

11

12

14

16

19

Al

Si

P

S

28

31

S2

01
35.5

Ti
48

v

Or

Mn

61

62

66

Se
79

80

Na
23

J'^

K

Ca

39

40

&

So
44

F

:

cf.

other figure.
[L. periphrasis, Gr.
to think about, to be expressed periphrastically Trepi^-f-^pafeif to speak: cf. F.
periphrase.
See Phrase.]
(Ehet.) The use of more
words than are necessary to express the idea ; a roundabout, or indirect, way of speaking
circumlocution.
" To describe by enigmatic periphrases."
De Quincey.
[imp.
Per'i-phrase, v. t.
p. p. Periphrased
(-frazd) p. pr.
vb. re. Periphrasing.]
[Cf. F. periphraser.] To express by periphrase or circumlocution.
Per'i-phrase, v. i. To use circumlocution.
Pe-riph'ra-sis (pe-rTf'ra-sis), re. ; pi. Periphbases

Pei'i-phrase (per'i-fraz), «.
Trepii^pafeo-flat

TTepi<fipa(7Lg, fr.

;

Zn

Ga

Ge

As

65

70

72

75

Rb

Sr

T

Zr

Cb

Mo

85.2

87.5

89

90.5

94

90

Br

-

Od

In

Sn

Sb

Te

I

(fol)

112

113.5

1J8

120.3

125

127

Cb

Ba

La

Ce

Di

133

137

138.6

141.5

146

-

-

;

(-)

&

&

;

II

-

Tb

-

1?3

(t^

SI

Tl
204

-

-

-

Pb
206

Th
232

Ta

W

182

184

Bi
2e8

U

-

239

See Pebiphkase.
Per'i-phraS'tiC (pSr'T-fras'tlk), ) a. [Gr. 7repi0pao-Ticf F. perikos
Per'i-phras'tiC-al (-tt-kal),
)
phrastique.]
Expressing, or expressed, in more words
than are necessary characterized by periphrase ; circumlocutory.
(-sez).

-

PeriphraBtic conjugation (Gram.), a conjugation formed
of the simple verb with one or more auxiliaries.

had been enunciated in a crude
the law in its effective form was
developed and elaborated by Mendelejeff, whence it is
sometimes called Mendelejeff's law. Important extensions of it were also made by L. Meyer. By this means
Mendelejeff predicted with remarkable accuracy the
hy^jothetical elements ekaboron, ekaluminium, and ekasilicon, afterwards discovered and named respectively
scandium, gallium, and germanium.
—Periodic star (Aslron.), a variable star v/hose changes of
briglituess recur at fixed periods.
Periodic time of a
heavenly body (Astron.), the time of a complete revolution of the body about the sun, or of a satellite about its
primary.
Pe'rl-od'lc-al, n. A magazine or other publication
whicli appears at stated or regular intervals.

by the use

;

Per'i-phras'tlc-al-ly, adv. With circumlocution.
Per'i-plast (pSr'I-plSst'), n. [Pref. jieri- -f- Gr. irAcicrto mold, form.]
(Biol.) Same as Periblast.
Huxley.
Per'i-plas'tlC (-plas'tTk), a.

—

creiv

Per'lp-neu-mo'ni-a (pSr'ip-niS-nio'nT-a),

II

)

[L.

n.

peripneuPer'lp-neu'mo-ny (per'ip-nu'mo-ny),
)
monia, Gr. vepLTTvevixovia cf. F. peripncumonie. See
(Obsoles.)
Peri-, Pneumonia.] (Med.) Pneumonia.
:

—

One who

.

;

A similar relation

Pe'ri-od'iC-al-lst, n.

[L.]

:

way by Newlands but

Pe£d[p-neu-inon'ic (per'Tp-uu-mon'Ik), a.^ [L. peripnCumonicus, Gr. nepinvcvuovucog cf. F. peri2Jneumonigiie.]
(Bled.) Of or pertaining to peripneumonia.
Per'l-proct (pSr'I-prokt), «. [Pref. jyeri- -j- Gr. irpw/tTos
the anus.]
(Zool.) Tlie region surrounding the anus,
particularly of echinoderms.
[NL.
See
Per'i-proo-ti'tls (per'I-prSk-tl'tis), n.
Peri-, and Proctitis.]
(Med.) Inflamm.ition of the tissues about the rectum.
:

publishes, or writes for,

a periodical.

II

Pe'rl-od'lc-al-ly, adv. In a periodical manner.
Pe'ri-od'io-al-ness, n. Periodicity.
Pe'rl-o-dic'i-ty (pe'ri-o-dis'i-ty), n. ; pi. Periodicities (-tiz). [Cf. F. periodicite.'] The quality or state of
being periodical, or regidarly recurrent ; as, the periodicity in the vital phenomena of plants.
Henfrey.
Per-1'O-dlde (per-i'S-did or -did), n. [Pret. per- -|- iodide.'] An iodide containing a liiglier proportion of iodine
than any otiier iodide of the same substance or series.
Per'l-O-don'tal (pSr'i-o-d5n'tol), a. [Pref. peri- -\Gr. oSoiis, oS6t'to5, tooth.] M9(a<.) Surrounding tlie teeth.
Pe'rl-od'0-scope (pe'ri-od'6-skop), re.
[Period -f
•scope.]
(Med.) A table or other means for calculating
the periodical functions of women.
Ihmglison.
Per'l-OB'cl (pSr'i-e'sI^, ) re. pi.
[NL. perioeci, fr. Gr.
Per'l-CB'clans (-shanz), (
TrepCoLKOi ; irepi around -(-

Pe-rip'ter-al (pe-rtp'ter-al), a. [Gr., fr. Trept -)- Trre(Arch.) Having
pof feather, wing, row of columns.]

columns on

dnlte,

r^de,

full,

up, flrn

;

pity

;

— said of an
a.

edifice.
See Apteral.
1. (Arch.) Peripteral.

(Zool.) Featlierod all around.
[Pref. ;)er»--l-Gr. trapf,
(ZoYjI.) Tlie outer, hardened integument

Per'1-sarc (pSr'T-siirk),
<rapK05, flesh.]

re.

whicli covers most hydroids.
(iie-iTsli'on),

-j- o-Ki'a

food,

;

:

I

fo"bt

;

Locke.

soul tli&i perish in thinking.

Per'lsh,

;

;

—

II

NA

out,

oil

;

(-na).

chair

;

go

;

[NL., from Gr. TrepKntdiixevog, pr. pass.

p. of

TTcpiawav to draw around, to circumflex ; Trepi around -)word which has the ciro-?rai^ to draw.]
(Gr. Gram.)

A

Goodwin.
cumflex accent on the last syllable.
Per'i-spore (per'I-spor), re. (Bot.) The outer covering of a spore.
Per'iS-sad (-Ts-sad), a. [Gr. Trepto-o-ds odd, from vepC
said of elementary
over.] (Chem.) Odd; not even;
substances and of radicals whose valence is not divisible
by two without a remainder. Contrasted with artiad.
Per'isse (pSr'is), v. i. To perish. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Per'is-so-dac'tyl (per'Ts-s6-dSk'til), re. (Zool.) One
of the Perissodactyla.
[NL., from Gr.
Per'is-so-dac'ty-la (-tl-la), re. pi

—

II

irepicrads

odd

(fr.

Trept

over)

-j-

SaKTvKog finger.] (Zool.) A division of ungulate mammals, including those that have an odd
number of toes, as the horse,
opposed
tapir, and rhinoceros
to Artiodaciyla.
;

—

Per'is-so-log'io-aK-loj'i-kal),
[Cf. P. perissologigue.] Rea.
dundant or excessive in words.

[R.]
Per'is-sol'0-gy (-sol'o-jy), re.
[L. pcrissologia, Gr. Trepio-croAoyia ; Trepttrcrds odd, superfluous
-|- Adyos discourse.]
Superfluity
of words.
[R.]
G. Camplell.
Per'i-stal'sis (per'i-stsi'[NL. See Peristaltic]
sis), re.
(Physiol. ) Peristaltic contraction
II

or action.
Per'i-stal'tic (-tTk), a. [Gr.
Trepto-ToATtKo; clasping and compressing, fr. TrepttrTe'AAeij/ to sur-

round, wrap up

mpC round

;

+

cf.
o-TeAAeti' to place, arrange
F. peristaltigue.] (Physiol.) AppUed to the peculiar wormlike
wave motion of the intestines
and other similar structures, produced by the successive contraction of the muscular fibers of
their walls, forcing their contents onwards; as, peristaltic
movement.
Per'i-stal'tlc-ally (-tT-k«l-ly), "di:
llPer'is-te'ri-a (pSr'Ts-te':

—

3
Perissodactyla.

C Manus of Tapir
dius
phoid
;

i

r Ra-

u Ulnar a Scab Lunar
Cu;

;

;

neiform

;

e Trtrpezoid

/Jlognum;

h Unciform;
Metncarpals, and
in the second, third, fourth, and

J7i

ni

n Phalanges,

fifth Digits, 2. 3, 4, 5.
of Horse : abc
e
ft
same as in C; p
I'lsifomi; vt Metacarpal,
or Cannon Bone, ana n
PlKilunges of third Dijrit,
3. Tlie rudimentary second and fourth IMetacarpuls, or Splint Bonos, are
seen one on each side

D Manus
f

of

ni.

See Peristerion.] (Bot.) A genus ol
See Dove plant.
orciiidaceous plants.
[NL., fr. Gr. neftioTepeum
Per'lS-te'rl-On (-on), n.
a dovecote, a kind of verbena, fr. Trfptorepa a dove,
(Bot.) The herb vervain
pigeon; cf. L. pcrislereon.]
ri-a),

ji.

[NL.

II

f'crbena ollicinalis).
[Gr. Trepio-Tepci a
Pe-riS'ter-ite (pt-rTs'ter-it), n.
pigeon.] (Min.) A variety of albite, whitish and slightly
iridescent lilce a pigeon's neck.
[Gr. irepiPe-rls'ter-0-mor'phous (-ij-mCi-'fils), a.
arepd a pigeon
-vwrphous.] (Zool.) Like or pertaining to the pigeons or Coluiubse.
Pe-rls'ter-op'0-dous (-8i)'6-dils), a. [Gr. irepio-npa a
pigeon -f jroiJs, ttoWs, foot.] (Zool.) Having pigeonliUe
feet
said of tliose gallinaceous birds that rest on all
four toes, as tlie curassows and megapods.
Pe-rls'tO-le (pS-rTs'ti^-lf ), re.
[NL. : cf. F. pMstolc.
See Peristaltic] (Phys^iol.) Peristaltic action, especially of the intestines.
(

+

)

II

;

;

;

The thoughts of a

;

[Gr. n-epiV/ctos
Jrepi
a.
sliadow cf. F. piriscien.] Having the
shadow moving all around.
[NL. See Pubisoian.]
Pe-rls'clans (-«nz), \ re. pi.
Tlioso who live within a polar
Pe-rlS'cl-1 (-T-i),
circle, wliose sliadows, during some summer days, will

Pe-ris'clan

around

II

Use,

sides

all

Pe-rip'ter-ous (-us),
2.

+

;

.

;

II

itinerant.

2.
totle

—

I.

;

II

;

R20

entirely round, falling toward every point of the
compass.
[Pref. peri- -\- scope.]
Per'l-soope (pBr'i-skop), re.
A general or comprehensive view. [R.]
[Cf. F. periscopique.]
Per'l-scop'ic (-skSpTk), a.
Viewing all around, or on all sides.
spectacles
having concavoPeriBcopic spectacles {Opt.),
convex or convexo-concave lenses with a considerable
curvature correspoudmg to that of the eye, to increase
the distinctness of objects viewed obliquely.
[imp. & p. p. Perished
Per'ish (pgr'ish), v. i.
[OE. perissen, per(-Tsht) p. pr. & vb. n. Perishing.]
isshen, F. perir, p. pr. pirissunl, L. perirc to go or run
ire to
through, come to nothing, perish jjer through
Cf Issue, and see -ISH.] To be destroyed to pass
go.
away to become nothing to be lost ; to die ; hence, to
wither ; to waste away.
iuJe xv. 17.
I perish with hunger
Milton.
Grow up and 2JenVt, as the summer fly.

sing, Ink

II

—

Pe-ris'to-ma

(pc-rls'tft-mil),

(pSr'i-stBm'A-tiV).

;

tlien,

tl»in

;

[NL.]

Same

bON

zli

;

n.

;

pi.

Peristomata

as Peuistomk

=z

iu azure.

;

+

Gr. trrotia,
Perl-Stome (pSrT-stom), re. [Pref.^en1. (Bot.) The fringe of teeth around the

-aTos, mouth.]
orifice of the

capsule of mosses. It
consists of 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64 teeth, and
may be either single or double.
2. (Zool.) (a) The lip, or edge of the
aperture, of a spiral shell.
(6) The
membrane surrounding the mouth of
an invertebrate animal.
Per'i-StO'mi-al (per't-sto'mT-al), a.
{Zool.) Of or pertaining to a peristome, peristome {Bot.).
Enlarged.
V^^-1
U Per'i-StO'mi-um (->im)i «•
Same as Peeistohe.
Per'i-StrepMc (per'T-strSf'ik), a. [Gr. mpi.<Trpe<S>eu>
Eo turn round.]
as, 3, peristrepkic

Turning around ; rotatory
painting (of a panorama).

;

revolving;

[L. peristylum., Gr. nepicnuXov,
Per'i-Style (-stil), n.
vepi about -\- o-rOAos a column of. F. peri;
{Arch.) A range of columns with their entabstyle.']
lature, etc. ; specifically, a complete system of columns,
whether on all sides of a court, or surrounding a buildUsed in the former
ing, such as the cella of a temple.
sense, it gives name to the larger and inner court of a
Roman dwelling, Vnn peristyle. See Colonnade.
systole :
[Pref. periPer'i-sys'tO-le (-sis'to-le), n.
trepCa-TvKo'i

p

:

+

{Physiol.)

F. perisystole.']

cf.

The

the diastole and systole of the heart.
only in the dying.

interval between
It is perceptible

II

II

{Med.) Inflammation of the peritoneum.
Per'i-tra'Ohe-al (-tra'ke-al), a. {Zool.) Surrounding
the trachefe.
Per'i-trems (per'i-trem), n. [Pref. peri- -\- Gr. rpij^-a
a hole.] {Zo'ol.) (a) That part of the integument of an
insect which surrounds the spiracles.
(6) The edge of
the aperture of a univalve shell.
Pe-rlt'rt-Cha (pe-rTt'rl-ka), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. nepi
about -j- 0pif, Tpixos, hair.] {Zo'ol.) A division of ciliated Infusoria having a circle of cUia around the oral
disk and sometimes another around the body. It includes the vorticellas. See Voeticella.
Per'i-tro'chi-um (per'i-tro'kt-iim), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
rpoxo! a wheel.] {Mech.)
wepi around
irepiTpdxioi/
The wheel which, together with the axle, forms the axis
under
Axis.
in peritrochio, which see
Per-U'ro-pal (per-it'r6-pal or per'i-tro'pol 277), a._
irepi
[Gr. iTeptTpo7T05, f r. TreptTpeVetv to turn around
around -]- TpeVeti' to turn : cf. F. piritrope.] 1. Rotatory ; circuitous. [It.']
2. {Bot.) Having the axis of the seed perpendicular to
the axis of the pericarp to which it is attached.
Per-it'ro-pous (-pus), a. Peritropal.
[XL.
See
Per'i-typh-li'tis (p5r'i-tif-li'tis), n.
Peri-, and Typhlitis.] {Med.) Inflammation of the connective tissue about the caecum.
Per'1-u'ter-lne (-u'ter-in or -in), a. {Med.) Surround-iTis.]

II

II

+

;

t^° The common periwinkle
site

( Vinca minor) has oppoevergreen leaves and solitary blue or white flowers
In America it is often miscalled m,yrtle.

in their axils.

See under Myrtle.
Per'Jen-et (per'jen-St), re. [Cf. Pear, and Jenneting.]
Chaucer.
A kind of pear. [Obs.]
Per'jure (per'jfir 135), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Perjured
[F. parjurer, L.
(-jurd) p. pr. & vb. re. Perjuring.]
jurare to
perjurare, pejerare ; per through, over
swear. See Jury.] 1. To cause to violate an oath or a
knowingly
what
is untrue
vow ; to cause to make oath
to
to make guilty of perjury to forswear ; to corrupt
often uied reflexively ; as, he perjured himself.
;

;

+

;

;

Want

—

will perjure

Shak,
The ne'er-touched vestal.
2. To make a false oath to ; to deceive by oaths and
protestations.
[Obs.]
And witli a virgin innocence did pray
For me, that 2}erjurcil her.
J. Fletcher.

Syn. — To Perjure, Forswear. These words have

but there is a tendency to
restrict peijure to that species of forswearing which constitutes the crime of perjury at law, namely, the willful
violation of an oath administered by a magistrate or ac-

been used interchangeably

;

cording to law.
Per'jure, n. [L. perjurus : cf OF. parjur, F. parjure.] A perjured person.
[06s.]
Shuk.
Guilty of perjury ; having
Per'Jured (-jiSrd), a.
sworn falsely forsworn. Shak. '^Perjured persons."
" Tlieir perjured oath." Spenser.
1 Tim. i. 10.
Per'jur-er (-jfir-er), re. One who is guilty of perjury
one who perjures or forswears, in any sense.
Per-ju'rl-OUS (per-jQ'rT-us), ) a. [L. perjuriosus, perjurus.] Guilty of perPer'JU-rOUS (per'jiS-riis),
)
jury containing perjury.
[Obs.'] Quarles. B. Jonson.
[L.
Per'ju-ry (per'jfi-ry), n.; pi. Perjuries (-rlz).
perjurium. See Perjure, v.] 1. False swearing.
2. {Law) At common law, a willfully false statement
in a fact material to the issue, made by a witness under
oath in a competent judicial proceeding. By statute the
penalties of perjury are imposed on the making of will.

;

Pe-rlte' (pe-rif), a. [L. peritus.] Skilled. [06i.]
Per'I-the'cl-um (p§r'i-the'shi-iJm or -si-um), n.
[NL., fr. Gr. Trepi around -]- Orjicq box.] {Sot.) An organ
in certain fungi and lichens, surrounding and enveloping
Henslow.
the masses of fructification.
Pe-rit'O-mOUS (pe-rTt'o-mils), a. [Gr. Tj-epiVo^iot cut
off all around.
See Peri-, and Tome.] (3Iin.) Cleaving
in more directions than one, parallel to the axis.
{Anat.) Same
Per'l-tO-nsB'um (pSr'i-to-ne'iim), n.
as Peritoneum.
{Anat.)
F.
peritoneal.']
a.
[Cf.
(-ng'al),
Per'i-to-ne'al
Of or pertaining to the peritoneum.
peritonaeperitoneum,
[L.
Per'l-to-ne'um (-um), re.
um, Gr. ireptToi'aioi', vrepiTOf aios, fr. TTepi.T(ivei,v to stretch
all around or over ; mpC around -\- TeCveiv to stretch.]
{Anai.) The smooth serous membrane which lines the
cavity of the abdomen, or the whole body cavity when
there is no diaphragm, and, turning back, surrounds tlie
[Writviscera, forming a closed, or nearly closed, sac.
ten also peritonxum.']
[NL. See Peritoneum,
Per'i-to-nl'tis (-ni'tis), n.

and
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;

;

;

fully false affirmations.

J^^ If a man swear falsely in nonjudicial affidavits, it
made perjury by statute in some jurisdictions in the
United States.

is

&

p. p. Perked (perkt) p.
Perk (perk), V. t. [imp.
pr.
[Cf. W. perczi to trim, to make
vb. re. Perking.]
smart.] To make trim or smart ; to straighten up to
erect ; to make a jaunty or saucy display of as, to perk
Cowper. Sherburne.
the ears to perk up one's head.
Perk, V. i. To exalt one's self; to bear one's self

&

;

;

;

;

Barrow.
over them."
To perk it, to carry one's self proudly or saucily. Poj^e.
Perk, a. Smart ; trim spruce ; jaunty vain. " Perk
Spenser.
as a peacock."
Perk, V. i. To peer to look inquisitively. Dickens.
perry.
kind
of
weak
Per'kin (per'kin), n. A
{Med.) A remedial
Per'kin-ism (per'kln-iz'm), n.
treatment, by drawing the pointed extremities of two
rods, each of a different metal, over the affected part
tractoration,
first employed by Dr. Elisha Perkins of
Norwich, Conn. See Metallotherapy.
Perk'y (perk'jr), a. Perk pert jaunty ; trim.
Tennyson.
There amid perky larches and pines.
Per-Ia'ceous (per-la'shQs), a. [See Pearl.] Pearly
resembling pearl.
Perlld (per'lTd), re. {Zo'ol.) Any insect of the genus
Perla, or family Perlidse. See Stone jiy, under Stone.
Per'Ute (-lit), n. {Min.) Same as Pearlite.
{Min.) Relating to or rePer-lit'lc (per-lTt'tk), a.
sembling perlite, or pearlstone ; as,
the perlitic structure of certain
rocks. See Pearlite.
loftily.

"To peri

;

;

;

—

;

;

II

ing the uterus.

Per'1-vas'CU-lar (-vas'ku-ler), a. {Anat.) Around the
blood vessels as, perivascular lymphatics.
Per'l-ver'te-'bral (-ver'te-bral), a. {Anat.) Surrounding the vertebrae.
Per'1-vls'cer-al (-vTs'ser-ol), a. {Anat.) Around the
viscera as, the perivisceral cavity.
[Peri- -f intelline.']
Per'i-vi-tel'Iine (-vT-tel'lTn), a.
{Biol.) Situated around the vitellus, or between the vitellus and zona pellucida of an ovum.
Per'i-wig (per'i-wig), i. [OE. perrwige, perwicke,
corrupt, fr. F. perruque ; cf. OD. peruyk, from French.
See Peruke, and cf Wig.] A headdress of false hair,
usually covering the whole head, and representing the
Shale.
natural hair a wig.
Per'i-Wlg, V. t. [imp. & p. p. PEHiwiaoBD (-wigd)
(-wlg-ging).]
To dress
p. pr. & vb. re. PERiwiaeiNo
Swift.
with a periwig, or with false hair.
Per'i-win'lsle (-wTn'k'l), n. [From AS. pinewincla a
shellfish, in which pine- is fr. 'L.pina,
pinna, a kind of mussel, akin to Gr.
;

Per'lOUS

(perliis),

Perilous.

a.

Spenser.
(-liis-tra'shtin),
Per'lns-tra'tlon
[L. perlustrare to wander all
n.
through, to survey. See 3d Luster.]
The act of viewing aU over. [ArHowell.
chaic]
[Obs.]

Per'ma-na-ble (per'ma-na-b'l),
Permanent; durable. [Obs.']

.

;

Cf.

Winkle.]

{Zool.)

Any

littorea), in

Europe ex-

tensively used as food,
has recently become
naturalized abundantly

on the American coast.
See Littorina.

*«ii

r^

i

Per'i-wln'kle,
pet'vinca.']

{Bot.)

A

showing Perlitic
_

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Dryclen.
Eternity st&nds permanent and fixed.
Physics), hydrogen, oxygen,
Permanent gases (,Chem.
also called j7iconaennitrogen, and carbon monoxide
sible or incoercible gases, before their liquefaction in 1877.
Permanent way, the roadbed and superstructure of a
finished railway
so called in distinction from the contractor's tefnporary way.
Permanent white (Chem.), barium sulphate (heavy svar), used as a white pigment or
paint, in distinction from white lead, which tarnishes and
darkens from the formation of the sulphide.

&

—

—

—

durable constant. See Lasting.
In a permanent manner.
Psr-man'ga-nate (per-mSn'ga-nSt), «. {Chem.)
;

;

Per'ma-nent-ly, adv.
Periwinkles, a American VeT\^m'k\e (Littorina patliata). h
litto-

[OE. pervenke, AS. pervinee, fr. L.
trailing herb of the genus Vinca.

ale, senate,

care,

S,m,

arm, ask,

salt of

permanganic

A

acid.

(Chem.) See Potassium permanganate, under Potassium.
Potaaalum permanganate.

Per'man-gan'lc (-man-gan'ic), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, one of the higher acids of manganese,

final,

HMn04, which forms
gll

;

eve,

event,

[L.

a.

permeaUlis

-•

cf.

—

;

&

&

;

;

—

—

Per'mi-ans

(-«nz),

Permian

sing.

pi. ;

n.

(-an).

A

{Ethnol.)
tribe belonging to the Finnic race, and.
inhabiting a portion of Russia.

Per-mls'ci-ble (per-mis'st-b'l), a. [L. permiscere tO'
mingle; per -^ miscere to m'lx.] Capable of being mixed.
Per-miss' (per-mTs'), re. [See Permit.] A permitted,
choice a rhetorical figure in which a thing is committed to the decision of one's opponent.
[Obs.]
Milton.
Per-mlS'sl-bil'i-ty (-si-btl'I-ty), re. The quality of
being permissible ; permissibleness allowableness.
Per-mis'si-ble (-si-b'l), a. That may be permitted
ahowable admissible.
Fer-mis'si-ble-ness, re.
Permis'si-bly, adv.
Per-mis'sion (per-mish'iJn), re. [L. permissio : cf.
'F. permission.
See Permit.] The act of permitting or
allowing formal consent ; authorization ; leave license
or liberty granted.
High permission oi all-ruling Heaven.
Milton.
You have given me your permission for tliis address. Hryden.
Syn. Leave liberty license. Leave, Permission.
Leave implies that the recipient may decide whether to
use the license granted or not. Permission is the absence on the part of another of anything preventive, and
;

;

—

-,

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

in general, at least

by

implication, signifies approval.

Per-miS'Sive (-mTs'sTv),

a.

1.

Permitting

;

granting

" By

his permissive wilL"
Milton.
Milton.
; tolerated ; suffered.
Per-mls'sive-ly, adv. In a permissive manner.
Per-mis'tion (-chiin), re. [L. permistio, permixtio, fr.

leave or liberty.
2. Permitted

permiscere, permistum, and permixtum. See PermisciThe act of mixing the state of being mingled ;
[Written also permixiion.]
Per-mit' (per-mtf), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Permitted
p. pr. & vb. re. Permitting.] [L. permittere, permissum, to let tb rough, to allow, permit per -\- mittere to
let go, send.
See Per-, and Mission.] 1. To consent to
to allow or suffer to be done to tolerate to put up with.
What things God doth neither command nor forbid ... he
permiiieih with approbation either to be done or left undone.
ELE.]

;

mixture.

&

;

;

2.

To grant (one)

;

3.

To

express license or liberty to do an act ;
to authorize ; to give leave ;
followed by an infinitive.
Thou art permitted to speak for thyself. Acts xxvi. 1.

structure.

;

Syn. — Lasting

11^°' In America the
European Periwinkle (i.
name is often applied to
rea). Nat. size.
several large univalves,
as Fulgur carica, and F. canaliculata.
re.

Pearlite or Pearlstone,

;

;

;

cA a

per'me-a-ble (per'me-a-b'l),

F. permeable. See Permeate.] Capable of being permeated, or passed through ; yielding passage ; passable ;
penetrable ;
used especially of substances which allow
the passage of fluids ; as, wood is permeable to oil ; glass
is permeable to light.
I. Taylor.
Per'nie-a-bly, adv. In a permeable manner.
Per'me-ant (-out), a. IL. permeans, -p. in-.] Passing
through permeating. [P.]
Sir T. Browne.
Per'me-ate (-at), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Permeated
(-a'ted)
vb. re. Permeating.] \L. permeatus,
p. pr.
p. p. oi permeare to permeate per -\- meare to go, pass.]
1. To pass through the pores or iuterstices of ; to penetrate and pass through witliout causing rupture or displacement ;
applied especially to fluids which pass
through substances of loose texture ; as, water permeates sand.
Woodward.
2. To enter and spread through f to pervade.
God was conceived to be diffused througfiout the whole world,
topeinieate and pervade all things.
Cudicorlh.
Per'me-a'tion (-a'shiin), re. The act of permeating,
passing tlirough, or spreading throughout, the pores or
iuterstices of any substance.
Here is not a mere involution only, but a spiritual permeation
and inexistence.
Bp. Ball.
Per'mi-an (per'mT-an), a. [From the ancient kingdom of Permia, where the Permian formation exists.]
{Geol.) Belonging or relating to the period, and also to
the formation, next following the Carboniferous, and regarded as closing the Carboniferous age and Paleozoic
era.
n.
The Permian period. See Chart of Geology.

1

—

genus Littorina. The common European species {Littorina

.

Booker.

re. [Cf.
Per'ma-nence (-nens),
Per'ma-nen-cy (-nen-si?), ) F. permanence.] The
quality or state of being permanent continuance in the
same state or place duration fixedness as, the permanence of institutions fhe permanence of nature.
Per'ma-nent (-nent), a. [L. permanens, -entis, p. pr.
of permanere to stay or remain to the end, to last per
-\- manere to remain
See Per-, and
cf. P. permanent.
Mansion,] Continuing in the same state, or without any
change that 'destroys form or character remaining unaltered or unremoved abiding durable fixed stable
lasting; as, a permanent impression.

;

small marine gastropod shell of the

[L. permansiOi
Per-man'slon (per-man'shun), re.
See Permanent.] Continuance. [Ois.] Sir T. Browne(per'me-a-bTl'I-ty),
n.
Per'me-a-bil'i-ty
[Cf F. permeabilite.] The quality or state of being permeable.
Magnetic permeability (Physics), the specific capacity of
a body for magnetic induction, or its conducting power
for lines of magnetic force.
Sir W. Thomson.

;

a.

Lydgate.

;

nCvva.

;

;;;;

salts called permanganates.

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

—

give over ; to resign ; to leave ; to commit.
Let us not aggravate our sorrows,
But to the gods permit the event of things. Addison.

Syn. — To allow let ; grant admit sutTer tolerendure consent to.
To Allow, Permit, Suffer.
Tolerate. To allow is more positive, denoting (at least
originally and etymologically) a decided assent, either
;

ate

—

;

;

;

;

;

by implication. To pernrit is more negative,
and imports only acquiescence or an abstinence from prevention. The distinction, however, is often disregarded
by good writers. To suffer has a stronger passive or negative sense than to permit, sometimes implying against the
will, sometimes mere indiiiereuce. To tolerate is to endure what is contrary to will or desire. To suffer and
to tolerate are sometimes used without discrimination.
directly or

Per-mit', v. i. To grant permission ; to allow.
Per'mit (per'mTt or per-mit' 277), re. Warrant license ; leave ; permission ; specifically, a written license
or permission given by a person or persons haidng authority
as, apermit to land goods subject to duty.
Per-mit'tance (per-mtt'tans), re. The act of permitting ; allowance ; permission ; leave.
Milton.
Per'mit-tee' (per'mit-te'), re. One to whom a permission or permit is given.
Per-mit'ter (per-mit'ter), n. One who permits.
A permittcr, or not a hinderer, of sin. J. Edwards,
Per-mls' (-mTks'), v. t. To mix to mingle. [06^.]
Per-mlx'tlon (-chiin), re. See Permistion.
Per-mut'a-ble (per-mii'ta-b'l), a. [Cf. F. permutable.]
Capable of being permuted ; exchangeable.
Permut'a-ble-ness, re.
Per-mut'a-bly, adv.
;

;

;

;

—

—

Per'mu-ta'tlon (per'mii-ta'shtin), re.
tio : cf. F. permutation.
See Permute.]
idea,

fU

;

old,

Sbey, orb, 8dd

5

[L.
1.

permuta-

The

act of

I

I

"

PERMUTE
permuting

transference

;

century to the early part of the 16th — probably so
called from the vertical style of its window muUions.
Per'pen-dic'U-lar (per'pen-dlk'ii-ler), re.
1. A line
at right angles to the plane of the horizon
a vertical

mutual

;

;

interchange.

The violent couvulsions and permutations that have been
Bttrke.
made in property.
2. (Matli.) (a) The arrangement of any determinate

number

;

line or direction.
2. (Geom.)
line or plane falling at right angles on
another line or surface, or making equal angles with it
on each side.

A

of things, as units, objects, letters, etc., in all
called also alterpossible orders, one after the other
Cf. Combination, n., 4.
nation.
(6) Any one of such
;

—

Per'pen-dic'u-lar'i-ty (-lar'i-ty), re. [Cf. F. perpenTlie quality or state of being perpendicular.
Per'pen-dic'U-lar-ly (-dtk'ij-ler-iy), adv. In a perpendicular manner vertically.
Per'pend stone' (per'pend ston'). See Perpender.
Per-pen'sion (per-pgii'slmn), re.
[See Perpend.]
Per-mute' (per-miit'), V. t. [L. pennutare, permuCareful consideration pondering. [Ofti.] Sir T. Browne.
cf. F. permuter.']
tatum ; per -|- mutare to change
Per-pen'sl-ty
(-sT-ty),
re.
Perpension.
\_Obs.']
1. To interchange ; to transfer reciprocally.
Per'pent stone' (per'pSnt ston'). See Perpender.
[OJs.]
2. To exchange to barter ; to traffic.
Per-pes'sion
(per-pSsl/iin),
re.
[L. perpessio, fr. perliakluyt.
Bouglit, trucked, pvmuted, or given.
peti, perpessiis, to bear steadfastly ; per
-f- pati to bear.]
Per-mut'er (-mut'er), n. One who permutes.
Suffering ; endurance.
lObs.']
Bp. Pearson.
Pern (pern), V. t. [See Pernancy.] To take profit
Per'pe-tra-ble (per'pe-tra-b'l), a. Capable of being
Sylvester.
[Ote.]
of ; to make profitable.
perpetrated.
R. North.
buzzard.
(Zodl.)
The
honey
n.
Pern,
Per'pe-trate (-trat), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Perpetrated
Per'nan-cy (per'nan-sj), n. [OF. prenance, fr. pren- (-tra'tSd) p. pr.
vb. n. Perpetrating.]
[L. perpetake,
L.
premiere,
prehendere.'\
jirenre,
penre,
to
dre,
traius, p. p. of perpetrure to effect, perpetrate per
(Law) A taking or reception, as the receiving of rents or patrare to perform.]
To do or perform ; to carry
Blackstone. through
tithes in khid, the receiving of profits.
to execute, commonly in a bad sense ; to com;
Per'nel (-nSl), n. See Pimpernel. [Ofo.]
mit (as a crime, an offense) ; to be guilty of ; as, to perPer-ni'cion (per-nlsh'iSn), n. [See 2d Pernicioos.] petrate a foul deed.
Destruction perdition. [06s.]
Hitdibras.
Wliat the worst perpetrate, or best endure.
Younr/.
Per-nl'ClOUS (-Qs), a. \Ij. pernix, -icis.l Quick swift
Per'pe-tra'tlon (-tra'shiin), re. [L. perpetratio : cf.
3Iilton.
[iS.]
(to burn).
F.
perpetration.']
The
act
of
1.
perpetrating
a
doing
;
Per-ni'clOUS, a. [L. perniciosus, from pernicies decommonly used of doing something wrong, as a crime.
struction, from pernecare to kill or slay outright per -f2. The thing perpetrated ; an evil action.
necare to kill, slay : cf F. pernicieux. Cf Nuisance, NecPer'pe-tra'tor (-tra'ter), re. [L.] One who perpeBOMAKCT.] Having the quality of injuring or killing destructive J very mischievous ; baleful ; malicious ; wicked. trates esp., one^vho commits an offense or crime.
Per-pet'U-a-ble (per-pgt'ii-4-b'l ; 135), a. Capable of
Let this peryiicious hour
Shak. being perpetuated or continued.
Stand aye accursed in the calendar.
possible arrangements.

dieularite.]

3. (Law) Barter; exchange.
Permutation lock, a lock in which the parts can be
transposed or shifted, so as to require different arrangements of the tumblers on different occasions of unlocking.

;

;

:

;

&

;

+

;

—

;

perplexitas:

;

;

;

+

;

perquisite of the soldiers.

Pernicious to his liealth.

—

;

;

;

Per-pet'n-al

—

;

fr. Li.

;

;

II

—

+

;

;

;

;

;

despitefully use you,

;

1. The act or practice of persecuting
especially, the infliction of loss, pain, or death for adherence
to a particular creed or mode of worsliip.
Persecution produces no sincere com'iction.
Paley.

secutio.]

;

;

:

(Astron.) One of a group of
Per'se-ld (-se-Td), re.
shooting stars wliich appear yearly about the 10th of Authe
and
cross
heavens
in paths apparently radiating
gust,
from the constellation Perseus. Tliey are believed to be
connected
fragments once
with a comet visible in 1SC2.
Per'se-US (por'se-iSs; L. per'siis), re. [L., from Gr.
nepereu'?.]
1. (CTnss. it/v/Wi.) A Grecian legendary hero,
son of Jupiter and Danae, who slew the Gorgon Medusa.

;

parts, will

lie

Pope.
wilduess to 7^er;)/e.r the scene.
ohsQurQ, perplexed imd too hard for our
to the understanding in a f«ir view.
,

open

Locke.

r^de,

full,

ilp,

To embarrass

;

;

—

Syn. To entangle involve complicate embarrass
puzzle bewilder confuse distract. See Embarrass.
Per-ples', a. [L. perplexus entangled, intricate per
cf. F.perpleTe.
Seo
-\- plc.ctcrc, plexum, to plait, braid
Per-, and Plait.] Intricate ; difficult. [Obs.] Glanvill.
Entangled, involved,
Per-plexed' (per-plBksf), a.
doubtful
hence, embarrassed ; puzzled
or confused
;

pity

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Orn

;

A

2. (Astr07i.)
constellation of tlie nortliern honiispliore, near Taurus and Cassiopeia.
It contains a star

;

;

:

Perpendicular style (^rc/(.), a name given ft""''""''''
to tlie latest variety of English Gothic
arclutecture, wliich prevailed from the close of the 14th

;

;

;

;

to puzzle to distract to bewilder
to confuse to trouble with ambiguity, suspense, or anxiShak.
ety.
"Po^j/ered beyond self-explication."
We arc perplexed, but not in despair. 2 Cor. iv. 8.
We can distinguish no general truths, or at least shall bo apt
Locke.
to perplex the imnd.
Glanvlll,
3. To plague
to vex to torment.

prrpendicular Lino ; be

;

secutes.

2.

„rf

;

;

(-plSksf)

weak

i—

v. 44.

to pursue with per-

;

;

;

;

2. The state or condition of being persecuted.
Locke.
prosecution.
3. A carrying on
[Obs.]
Per'se-CU'tlve (per'se-ku'tTv), a. Tending to persecute persecutiug.
Per'se-CU'tor (per'se-ku'ter), re. [L. cf. F. persecuteur.]
One who persecutes, or harasses.
Shak.
Per'se-CU'trlx (-trtks), re. [L.] A woman who per-

No artful
Whnt was thought

;

Matt.

persecute you.

Johnson.
Syn. — To oppress harass distress worry annoy.
Per'se-CU'tlon (-kii'shiin), re. [F. persecution, L. per-

.

upriglit or vertical
pointing to the zenitli
at riglit angles to tlie plane of the
horizon; extending in a right line from
any point toward the center of tlie earth.
2. (Oeom.) At right angles to a given
line or surface; as, the line atHsyjec^eredicular to the line be.

e.nll

2. To harass with importunity
sistent solicitations to annoy.

&

;

;

;

4. (Annuities) (a) The number of years in which the
simple interest of any sum becomes equal to the principal, (b) The number of years' purchase to be given for
an annuity to continue forever, (c) A perpetual annuity.
5. (Law) (a) Duration without limitations as to time.
(b) The quality or condition of an estate by which it becomes inalienable, either perpetually or for a very long
period also, the estate itself so modified or perpetuated.
p. p. Perplexed
Per-plex' (per-plSks'), v. t. [imp.
;

—

;

;

p.pr. & vb. re. Perplexing.] [L. perplexari.
See Perplex, a.] 1. To involve to entangle to make
intricate or complicated, and difficult to be unraveled or
understood as, to perplex one with doubts.

[F.

;

;

;

parpaing, pierre parorigin.]
(Masonry) A large stone
reaching tlirough a wall so as to appear on both sides of
it, and acting as a binder
called also perbend, perpend stone, and perpent stone.
Per-pen'dl-Ole (-p5u'dT-k'l), n. [h. perpendiciilum;
per -\- pendere to hang cf F. perpendicule.'] Something hanging straight down a plumb line. [Ofo.]
Per'pen-dic'U-lar (per'pSn-dlk'ii-ler), a. [L. perpendicu/aris, pcrpendicularius :
cf.
F. perpendiculaire.
See Perpendicle, Pension.] 1. Exactly

unite,

—

—

Shak.

go hence in debt."

;

use,

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

&

&

;

;

re.

II

—

—

Per-pend'er (-sr),
paigne ; of uncertain

See Paroquet, Parrakeet.
Per'ruque' (pii'ruk'), re. [F.] See Peruke.
Per-ru'qui-er (per-ru'kl-er F. pii'ru'kya'), n. [F.]
A maker of perukes or wigs.
Per'ry (pSr'ry), n. [OF. per^, F. poire, fr. poire a
pear, L. pirum.
See Pear the fruit.] A fermented
liquor made from pears pear cider.
Mortimer.
Vet'ty, re. A sudden squall. See Pirry. [06*.]
Pers (pers), a. [F. pers.] Light blue grayish blue
a term applied to different shades at different periods.
re.
A cloth of sky-blue color. [Obs.] " A long surcoaX oi pers."
Chaucer.
(Chem.) A term formerly
Per'salt' (per'salf), n.
given to the salts supposed to be formed respectively by
neutralizing acids with certain peroxides.
[Obsolesi]
Per'sant (per'sant), o. [F. perfant, p. pr. of percer
to pierce.] Piercing.
Spenser.
[Obs.]
Per'scru-ta'tion (-skru-ta'shtln), re. [L. perscrutatio, fr. perscrutari to search through.]
A thorough
searching a minute inquiry or scrutiny.
Carlyle.
Per'se-COt (per'se-kot), re. See Pehsicot.
Per'se-cute (-kut), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Persecuted
(-ku'tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Persecuting.] [F. persecuter,
L. persequi, perseculus, to pursue, prosecute 2'cr -\- sequi
to follow, pursue.
See Per-, and Second.] 1. To pursue in a manner to injure, grieve, or afflict to beset with
cruelty or malignity
to harass
especially, to afflict,
harass, punish, or put to death, for adherence to a particular religious creed or mode of worship.
Do good to them that hate you. and pray for them which
ol.)

—

—

best perquisites of a place are the advantoges it gives a
of doing good.
Addison.

2. pi. (Law) Things gotten by a man's own industry,
or purchased with his own money, as opposed to things
which come to him by descent.
Mozley cfc W.
Per'qui-slt-ed, a. Supplied with perquisites. [06«.]
" Perquisited varlets frequent stand.
Savage.
Per'qui-si'tion (-zlsh'iln), re.
[Cf. F. perquisition.]
A thorough inquiry or search. [P.]
Berkeley.
Per-ra'dl-al (per-ra'di-al), a. (Zo'ol.) Situated around
the radii, or radial tubes, of a radiate.
Per'rie (per're), n. [F. pierreries, pi., ir. pierre stone,
L. petra.]
Precious stones; jewels. \_Obs.] [Written
a\&operre, perrye, etc.]
Chaucer.
[OF. perriere, perrier, F.
Per'rl-er (per'rT-er), n.
perrier. Cf. Pederero.] (Mil.) A short mortar used
formerly for throwing stone shot.
Hakluyt.
Per'ro-quet'(p6r'r6-kSt';F. pa'rS'ka'),re. [F.] (Zo-

;

Varieties are peJ7?e(ya&/e, like species.
Gray.
(-al), a.
[OE. perpetuel, F. perpetuel,
perpetualis, fr. perpetuus continuing tliroughout,
continuous, fr. perpes, -etis, lasting throughout.] Neverceashig ; continuing forever or for an unlimited time
unfailing ; everlasting continuous.
Unto the kingdom of perpetual night.
Shak.
Perpetual feast of nectared sweets.
Milton.
Circle of perpetual apparition or occultation.
See under
Circle.
Perpetual calendar, a calendar so devised that it
may be adjusted for any month or year. Ferpetaal curacy iCh. of Eng.), a curacy in which all the tithes are appropriated, and no vicarage is endowed. Blackstone.
Perpetual motion. See under Motion.
Perpetual screw.
See Endless screw, under Screw.
Syn.
Continual; unceasing; endless; everlasting;
incessant ; constant ; eternal. See Constant.
Per-pet'U-al-ly, adv. In a perpetual manner ; constantly ; continually.
The Bible and Common Prayer Book in the vulgar tongue,
being perpetually read in churches, have proved a kind of
standard for language.
Swift.
Per-pet'U-al-ty (-ty), n. The state or condition of
being perpetual. \_Obs.']
Testament of Love.
Per-pet'U-ance (-ans), re. Perpetuity. \_Obs.']
Per-pet'U-ate (-at), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Perpetuated
(-a'tgd) p. pr.
vb. n. Perpetuating.]
[L. perpelualus, p. p. oi perpetuare to perpetuate.
See Perpetual.]
To make perpetual to cause to endure, or to be continued, indefinitely; to preserve from extinction or oblivion ; to eternize.
Addison. Burke.
Per-pet'U-ate (-St), a. [L. perpetuatus, p. p.] Made
perpetual ; perpetuated.
Southey.
[iJ.]
Per-pet'U-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. [Cf. F. perpetuation.]
The act of making perpetual, or of preserving from extinction through an endless existence, or for an indefinite period of time
Sir T. Browne.
continuance.
[L. perpetuilas:
Per'pe-tU'i-ty (per'pe-tu'I-ty), n.
cf. P. perpeluite.']
1. The quality or state of being perBacon.
petual ; as, the perpetuity of laws.
Byron.
A path to perpetuity of fame.
Theperjjetuity of a single emotion is insanity. /. Taylor.
South.
2. Something that is perpetual.
3. Endless time. " AJid yet we should, for perpetuity,

Prescott.

;

;

;

Prescott.

The

man

.

ruinous
deadly noxious inbaneful deleterious hurtful mischievous.
Per-ni'cious-ly, adv.
Per-ni'cious-ness, n.
[L. pemicUus.
See 1st
Per-nic'i-ty (-nts'i-ty), n.
Peknicious.] Swiftness; celerity. [2?.]
Ray.
Per'ni-0 (per'ni-o), TO. [L.] (il/ed.) 'A chilblain.
One who
Per'nOC-ta'li-an (per'n5k-ta'li-an), n.
watches or keeps awake all night.
Per'noo-ta'tion (-shun), m. [L. pemoctatio, ix. pernoctare to stay all night per
nox, noctis, night.] The
act or state of passing the whole night
a remaining all
night. "Po-nocta^iora in prayer."
Jer. Taylor.
Per'nor (per'nor), n. [See Pern, v.'] (Law) One
who receives the profits, as of an estate.
Per'not' fur'nace (pSr'no' fQr'nas). [So called from
Charles Pemot, its inventor.] A reverberatory furnace
with a circular revolving hearth,
used in maMng steel.
(Zo'ol.) A silkPer'ny-1 moth' (per'nT-i moth').
producing moth (Attacus JPemyi) which feeds upon the
oak.
It has been introduced into Europe and America
from China.
Per-Ol'sMte (pgr-of'skTt), n. [From von Perovski, of
St. Petersburg.]
(Min.) A titanate of lime occurring in
octahedral or cubic crystals. [Written also Perovskite.']
Pe-rogue' (pe-rog'), n. See PiRoauE.
Per'0-nate (per'o-nat), a.
[L. peronatus roughIjooted, fr. pero, -onM, a kind of rough boot.]
(Bot.) A
term applied to the stipes or stalks of certain fungi
which are covered with a woolly substance which at
length becomes powdery.
Henslow.
[Or. Trepdnj the fibula.]
Per'O-ne'al (-ne'al), a.
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the fibula in the region of
the fibula.
Per'0-rate (-rat), v. i. [See Peroration.] To make
a peroration; to harangue. \^Colloq.'\
Per'O-ra'tlon (-ra'shiin), n. [L. peroratio, fr. perorare, peroratum, to speak from beginning to end per -(orare to speak. See Per-, and Oration.] (Rhet.) The
concluding part of an oration especially, a final summing up and enforcement of an argument.
Burke.
Per-OX'i-da'tion (per-6ks'i-da'shun), re. Act, process,
or result of peroxidizing oxidation to a peroxide.
Per-OX'lde (per-bks'id o?- -Id), re. (Chem.) An oxide
containing more oxygen than some other oxide of the
same element. Formerly peroxides were regarded as
the highest oxides. Cf. Per-, 2.
Per-ox'i-dlze (-i-diz), v. t. limp. & p. p. PeuoxiDizEo (-dizd) ; p. pr. & vb. n. Peroxidizing.] (Chem.)
To oxidize to the utmost degree, so as to form a peroxide.
Per-pend' (-pSnd'), v. t. [L. perpendere, perpensum ;
per -\- pendere to weigh.] To weigh carefully in the
mind. [7f.] " Per^jered my words.
Shak.
Per-pend', w, t. To attend to be attentive. [R.^ Shak.

;

Per-ples'ly, adv. ^Perplexedly. [Obs.]
Milton.
Per'po-ta'tion (per'p6-ta'shun), n.
[L. perpotalio,
fr. perpotare.
See Per-, and Potation.] Tlie act of
drinking excessively a drinking bout. [Obs.]
Per'qul-site (per'kwT-zTt), re.
[L. perquisitum, fr.
perquisitus, p. p. of perqiiirere to ask for diligently
per
quaerere to seek. See Per-, and Quest.] 1. Something gained from a place or employment over and
above the ordinary salary or fixed wage.; for services
rendered especially, a fee allowed by law to an officer
for a specific service.
The pillage of a place taken by storm was regarded as the

;

— Destructive

;

;

By their own jierplexities involved,
They ravel more.
dfilton.
Per-plex'ive-ness (-Tv-nes), n. The quality of being
perplexing tendency to perplex. [Obs.] Dr. H. More.

;

Syn.

state of

;

;

;

jurious

The quality or

F. perplexile.]

cf.

being perplexed or puzzled
complication
intricacy
entanglement distraction of mind througli doubt or
difficulty
embarrassment bewilderment doubt.

;

—

—

anxious.
Per-plex'ed-ly (per-pl5ks'Sd-iy), adv.
Per-plex'ed-ness, re.
Per-plex'ing (per-pl5ks'ing), a. Embarrassing puz"Pe)7;te(n(; thoughts."
zling; troublesome.
Milton.
Per-plex'1-ty (-T-ty), n. ; p/. Perplexities (-tiz). [L.

;

.

;;
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exchange of one thing for another

;

"

;
;

food,

fo'bt

naked eye as a nebula.
Per-sev'er (per-sBv'er), r.V. To persevere.
Per'se-ver'ance (per's^-ver'ons), n.
[F.

cluster visible to the

;

.

Whoso constant pcrsex^eranct overcame
Whnte'or his cruel nmlico could invent.
iliUon.
[Obs.]
Sir J. Harrington,

2. Discrimination.

;

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

[Obs.]

pcrsM-

rnnce, L. pcrsererantia.]
1. The act of persevering
persistence in anytliing undertaken
continued pur.suit
or prosecution of any business, or enterprise begun.
"The king-becoming graces . . perseverance, mercy,
lowliness."
Shak.

sing, ink

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zl»

=z

in azuixj.

N

;
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PERSPECTIVE

3. (Theol.) Continuance in a state of grace until it is
aucceeded by a state of glory sometimes called Jinal
perseverance, and the perseverance of the saints. See
Calvinism.
Syn. — Persistence steadfastness constancy stead-

person, parson, OF. persone, F. personne, L. persona a
actors), a personage, part, a person, fr.
personare to sound through per -\- sonare to sound.
See Per-, and Sound a noise, and cf. Parson.]
1. A
character or part, as in a play a specific kind or manifestation of individual character, whether in real life, or
in literary or dramatic representation an assumed character. [Archaic^
His first appearance upon the stage in his new person of a

Per'SOn-al-ism (per'siin-al-rz'm), n. The quality o»
personality.
state of being personal
[iJ.]
Per'son-al'1-ty (-Sl'i-ty), n. ; pi. Personalities (-tiz).
[Cf. F. personnalite. Cf. Personalty.]
1. That which
constitutes distinction of person ; individuality.

;

;

;

;

iness; pertinacity.

Per'se-ver'ant (per'se-ver'ant),
cf. F. perseverant.']
" Perseverant faith."
Whitby.

•amis, p. pr.
-

"

1;;

;;

adv.

a.

[L. perseverans,
Persevering,
[ii.]

— Per'se-ver'ant-iy,

:

[iJ.]

&

\imp.
p. p. Peesevered
& vb. n. Persevering.] [F. perseverer,
per
severus
\j. perseverare, fr. perseverus very strict
itriot, severe.
See Per-, and Severe.] To persist in any
business or enterprise undertaken to pursue steadily any
project or course begun to maintain a purpose in spite
of counter influences, opposition, or discouragement
not to give over or abandon what is undertaken.

Per'se-vere'
(-verd') p. pr.

(-ver'), v.

i.

;

+

;

;

;

Thrice happy, if they know
Their happiness, and persevere upright.

mask (used by

;

;

;

sycophant or juggler.
Bacon.
No man can long put on a person and act a part. Jer. Taylor.
To bear rule, which was thy part
And person, hadst thou known thyself aright. Milton.
How diltereut is the same man from himself, as he sustains
the person of a >nagistrate and that of a friend
South.
1

The bodily form

2.

— To Persevere, Continue, Persist. The idea
common to these words. Continue
the generic term, denoting simply to do as one has
done hitherto. To persevere is to continue in a given
course in spite of discouragements, etc., from a desire to
obtain our end. To persist is to continue from a determination of will not to give up. Persist is frequently
used in a bad sense, implying obstinacy in pursuing an
unworthy aim.
Per'se-ver'ing (-ver'Ing), a. Characterized by perseverance persistent.
Per'se-ver'lng-ly , adv.
Per'sian (per'shan), a. [From Persia: cf. It. Persiano.
Cf. Parsee, Peach, Persic]
Of or pertaining
to Persia, to the Persians, or to their language.
Persian berry, the fruit of Rhamnus infectorius, a kind
of buckthorn, used for dyeing yellow, and imported
chiefly from Trebizond. — Persian cat. (Zool.) Same as
Angora cat, under Angora. Persian columns (Arch.), columns of which the shaft represents a Persian slave;
called also Persians.
Persian
See Atlantes.
drill
(Mech.), a drill which is turned by pushing a nut back
and forth along a spirally grooved drill holder.
Persian
fire (Med.), mabngant pustule.
Persian powder. See /nsect powder, under Insect.
Persian red. See Indian red
(a), under Indian.
Persiaa wheel, a noria a tympanum.
See Noria.

;

outward
Chaucer.

;

of not laying aside is

animal or a thing

man, woman, or

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

body

a moral agent

;

Consider what person stands for

;

human

a

being

which,

;

and

I think, is
reflection.

A human being spoken of indefinitely

4.

a

;

;

one

;

a thinkLocke.

a

man

;

any person present.

A

God."
7. (Gram.) One

Bk. of Com. Prayer.

of three relations or conditions (that
of speaking, that of being spoken to, and that of being
spoken of) pertaining to a noun or a pronoun, and thence
also to the verb of which it may be the subject.

but with a naColeridge.

Shsirp 2^ersotialities

were exchanged.

Macaulay.

3. (Law) That quality of a law which concerns the
condition, state, and capacity of persons.
Burrill.
Per'son-al-ize (per'stin-al-iz), V. t.
{imp.
p. p.
(-Izd)

;

&

p. pr.

To make

(-I'zTng).]

&

vb.

Personalizino

n.

"They

personal.

personalize
H. Spencer.

death."
Per'SOn-al-ly, adv.
1. In a personal manner; by
bodily presence
in person
not by representative or
substitute as, to deliver a letter personally.
He, being cited, personally came not.
Grafton
2 With respect to an individual; as regards the person individually particularly.
She bore a mortal hatred to the house of Lancaster, and per.
;

;

;

;

;

A noun or pronoun,

when representing the

speak-

be in the first person ; when representing
spoken to, in the second person; when representing what is spoken of, in the third person.
8. (Biol.) A shoot or bud of a plant
a polyp or zooid
of the compound Hydrozoa, Anthozoa, etc.
also, an individual, in the narrowest sense, among the higher ani-

individuality; as regards one's
personally I have no feeling in the matter.
(-ty),
n.
1. The state of being a perPer'son-al-ty
son personality. [JS.]
2. (Law) Personal property, as distinguished from
realty or real property.
[imp.
Per'son-ate (-at), v. t.
p. p. Personated
(-a'ted)
vb. n. Personating (-a'ting).]
[L.
p. pr.
personare to cry out, LL., to extol. See Person.] To
celebrate loudly to extol ; to praise.
[06s.]
as,

;

;

;

mals.

Haeckel.

&

&

;

;

In fable, hymn, or song 60 personating
Their gods ridiculous.

is

;

Bacon.

With respect to one's

3.

self

er, 13 said to

what

itself,

2. Something said or written which refers to the person, conduct, etc., of some individual, especially something of a disparaging or offensive nature ; personal remarks; as, indulgence in personalities.

sonalhj to the king.

parson ; the parish priest. [06s.]
5.
Chaucer.
6. (Theol.) Among Trinitarians, one of the three subdivisions of the Godhead (the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost); an hypostasis. "Three persons and one

(jE^"""

Personality is individuaUty existing in
ture as a ground.

Personalized

child.

ing, intelligent being, that has reason

as,

;

A

3.

is

;

of a

comely person.

as, of

If it assume my noble father's person.
Sfiak.
Love, sweetness, goodness, in hev pemon shined. Milton.
living, self-conscious being, as distinct from an

Hilton.

Syn.

human being

A S&ir persone, and strong, and young of age.

appearance

;

Milton.

Per'son-ate, v. t. [L. personatus masked, assumed,
fictitious, fr. persona a mask.
See Person.] 1. To assume the character of to represent by a fictitious appearance to act the part of hence, to counterfeit to
feign as, he tried to personate his brother ; a persomited
;

;

;

;

;

Per'sian, n. 1. A native or inhabitant of Persia.
2. Ths language spoken in Persia.
3. A thin silk fabric, used formerly for linings. Seek.
4. pi. (Arch.) See Persian col limns, uadeT Persia.1}!, a.
Cf. Persian.]
[L. Persicus.
Por'slc (per'sTk), a.
Of or relating to Persia, —n. The Persian language.
[NL., from LL.
Per'si-ca'rl-a (per'si-ka'ri-a), n.
persicarius a peach tree.
(Bot.) See
See Peach.]
II

Lady's thumb.

Per'si'llage' (F. ptr'se'flazh' ; E. per'sl-f azh), n.
[F., fr. persifler to quiz, fr. L. per-\-V. siffler to whistle,
Frivolous or bantering talk;
hiss, L. sibilare, sifilare.^
a frivolous manner of treating any subject, whether seHannah More.
rious or otherwise ; light raillery.
Per'si'fleur' (par'se'fler'), n. [F.] One who indulges
in persiflage a banterer ; a quiz.
Carlyle.
Per-Sim'mon (per-sim'miiu), n. [Virginia Indian.]
Il

II

;

An American

tree (Biospyros Virginiana) and

its

New York

southward. The fruit is
like a plum in appearance, but is very harsh and astringent until it has been exposed to frost, when it becomes
fruit,

found from

and nutritious.

palataljhe

Japanese persimmon, Diospyros Kaki and its red or yelfruit, which outwardly resembles a tomato,
but contains a few large seeds.
Per'sls (per'sis), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] A kind of
coloring matter obtained from lichens.

low edible

A

Persian idiom.
(-siz'm), n.
Per-slst' (per-sisf), v. i. limp.
p. p. I'ersisted ;
pr.
Persisting.]
[L. persistere ; per -\- sislere
vb. n.
p.
to stand or be fixed, fr. stare to stand cf. F. persister.
See Per-, and Stand.] To stand firm to be fixed and
unmoved ; to stay ; to continue steadfastly especially,
to continue fixed in a course of conduct against oppossometimes conveying an
uig motives; to persevere;
unfavorable notion, as of doggedness or obstinacy.

Per'slsm

&

&

:

;

;

—

If they persisc in pointing their batteries against particular
persons, no laws of war forbid the making repnsals.
Addison.
Some positive, jDer5is;m,7 fops we know.
Who, if once wrong, will needs be always so.
Pope.
That i&CQ persists.
it turns over in
It floats up
mind. Mrs. Browning.

my

;

Syn. — See Persevere, and Insist.

Persistent.] 1. The
quality or state of being
j
staying or continuing quaUty hence, in an

Per-slst'ence (-ens),
Per-slst'en-oy (-en-sj),
persistent

;

1

n. [See

;

unfavorable sense, doggedness ; obstinacy.
2. The continuance of an effect after the cause which
first gave rise to it is removed ; as : (a) (Physics) The
persistence oi Tuotion. (b) (Physiol.) Visual persistence,
or persistence of the visual impression ; auditory persistence, etc.

Encyc. Brit.
person (Laiv), a corporation or
(Laiv),
a man,
—Natural person
woman, or child, in distinction from a corporation.
In
person, by one's self with bodily presence not by representative. "Tlie king himself in person is set forth."
Shak.^In the person of, in the place of ; actingfor. Shak.

mask,

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

.

.

Artificial, or Pictitious,
body politic. Blackstone.

—

;

son

;

to personify

;

277), v.

;

To

t.

to impersonate.

;

represent as a perMilton.
[Ois.]

Per-SO'na (per-so'na), n. ; pi. Pebson/E (-ne). [L.]
(Biol.) Same as Person, «., 8.
Per'son-a-ble (per'stin-a-b'l), a. 1. Having a wellformed body, or person ; graceful comely of good appearance ; presentable as, a personable man or woman.
II

;

;

;

Wise, warlike, personable, courteous, and kind. Spenser.
king, ... so visited with sickness, was not personable.
E. Hall.
2. (Law) (a) Enabled to maintain pleas in court. Cowell,
(b) Having capacity to take anything granted.
Per'SOn-age (-Sj ; 48), n. [F. personnage.'] 1. Form,
appearance, or belongings of a person the external appearance, stature, figure, air, and the like, of a person.
"In personage stately."
Hayward.
Spenser.
The damsel well did view his personage.
2. Character assumed or represented.
"The actors
and ^erionffgre,! of this fable." Broome. "Disguised in

The

;

a.ts.lsepersonage.^''

Addison.

A

notable or distinguished person; a conspicuous
or peculiar character; as, an illustrious ^ersona^e/ a
Spenser.
comely pe«ona<?e of stature tail.
.
Per'SOn-al (-al), a. Ih. personalis : cf. F. personnel.
1. Pertaining to human beings as distinct from things.
Every man so termed by way of personal difference. Hooker.
2. Of or pertaining to a particular person ; relating to,
or affecting, an individual, or each of many individuals
peculiar or proper to private concerns ; not puKic or
general ; as, personal comfort ; personal desire.
and so perThe words are conditional, If thou doest well,
3.

—

—

Locke.

sonal to Cain.

3. Pertaining to the external or bodily appearance
Addison.
corporeal ; as, personal charms.
4. Done in person, without the intervention of another.

Fabyan.
'^Personal communication."
White.
The immediate and TJersOTia? speaking of God.
5. Relating to an individual, his character, conduct,
motives, or private affairs, in an invidious and offensive
manner as, personal reflections or remarks.
a,s, a, personal prononia.
6. (Gram.) Denoting person
Personal action (Laiv), a suit or action by which a man
claims a debt or personal duty, or damages in lieu of it
or wherein he claims satisfaction in damages for an injury
to his person or property, or the specific recovery of
goods or chattels
opposed to real action. — Personal
Personal esequation. (Astron.) See under Equation.
opposed to
tate or property (Law), movables chattels
real estate or property. It usually consists of things temporary and movable, includmg all subjects of property
not of a freehold nature. Personal identity (Metaph^, t\iei
persistent and continuous unity of the individual person,
which is attested by consciousness. — Personal pronoun
(Gram.), one of the pronouns /, thou, he, she, it, and their
plurals.
Personal representatives (Laio), the executors
Personal rights,
or administrators of a person deceased.
rights appertaining to the person as, the rights of personal security, personal liberty, and private property.
Personal verb (ffram.),
Personal tithes. See under Tithe.
a verb which is modified or inflected to correspond with
the three persons.
Per'SOn-al, n. (Law) A movable a chattel.
;

;

—

;

;

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

final,

^11;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent;

ice,

To

2.

.

fusion of several originally distinct j»er5ojts.

;

Per-sist'ent (-ent), a. [L. persistens, -entis, p. pr. of
See Persist.] 1. Inclined to persist having staying qualities tenacious of position or purpose.
2. (Biol.) Remaining beyond the period when parts of
the same kind sometimes fall off or are absorbed permanent as, persistent teeth or gills a persistent calyx
opposed to deciduous, and caducous.
Per-sist'ent-ly, adv. In a persistent manner.
tenacious of
Per-siSt'Ing, a.
Inclined to persist
purpose persistent.
Per-slst'ing-ly, adv.
Shak.
Per-SiSt'lve (-Tv), a. See Persistent.
[L. persolvere.'] To pay
Per-SOlve' (-s61v'), v. t.
wholly, or fully. [06^.]
E. Hall.
Par'son (per's'n 277), «. [OE. persone, persoun.
persistere.

—

devotion.

.

Per'son (per's'n

»

[F.
See
Fer'si-COt (per'sT-kot; F. par'se'ko'))
Peach.]
A cordial made of the kernels of apricots,
nectarines, etc., with refined spirit.

(Boi.)

True corms, composed of united personse
usually arise
by gemmation,
yet in sponges and corals occasionally by

Hammond.

set forth in an unreal character

"

[i?.]

A personated maie."

To personify

;

to disguise to
Milton.
;

to describe.
Shak.
Per'son-ate, v. i. To play or assume a character.
Per'son-ate (-at), a. IL. personatus rmksked.'} (Bot.)
Having the throat of a bilabiate corolla nearly closed by
a projection of the base of the lower lip ; masked, as in
the flower of the snapdragon.
Per'SOn-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. The act of personating,
or of counterfeiting the person or character of another.
Per'son-a'tor (-a'ter), n. One who personates. " The
personators of these actions."
B. Jonson.
Per'SOn-e'i-ty(-e'i-ty),n. Personality, [i?.] Coleridge.
Per-son'i-fl-ca'tlon (per-son'i-f i-ka'shiSn), n. [Cf. F.
personnijication.']
1. The act of personifying; imper3.

;

to typify

;

sonation ; embodiment.
C. Knight.
2. (Ehet.) A figure of speech in which an inanimate
object or abstract idea is represented as animated, or
endowed with personality prosopopoeia ; as, the floods
clap their hands. " Confusion heard his voice." Milton.
Per-son'i-fi'er (-fi'er), n. One who personifies.
Per-son'1-ly (-fi), v. t. [imp.
p. p. personified
(-fid)
vb. n. Personipyinq (-fi'ing).]
\_Person
p. pr.
-\- -fy : cf . F. personnifier.']
1. To regard, treat, or rep.
resent as a person ; to represent as a rational being.
;

The

&

&

;

poets take the liberty oi personifying inanimate things.
Chesterfield*

To be the embodiment or

2.

personification of ; to impersonate ; as, he personifies the law.
Per'son-lze (per'siin-iz), V. t. To personify. [iJ.]
Milton iivis personized them.
J. Richardson,

Per'son'nel' (F. par'so'nal' ; E. per'siln-n51'), n. [F.
See Personal.] The body of persons employed in soma
public service, as the army, navy, etc. ;
distinguished
from materiel.
Per-spec'tive (per-spSk'ttv), a. [L. perspicere, perspectum, to look through ; per
spicere, specere, to
look : cf. F. perspectif; or from E. perspective, n. See
Spy, v.'] 1. Of or pertaining to the science of vision
optical.
[06s.]
Bacon.
2. Pertaining to the art, or in accordance with the
laws, of perspective.
II

—

+

Perspective plane, the plane or surface on which the
objects are delineated, or the picture drawn the plane
of projection;
distinguished from the ground plane,
which is that on which the objects are represented as
star ding.
When this plane is oblique to the principal
face of the object, the perspective is called oblique perspective ; when parallel to that face, parallel perspective,
Perspective shell (Zool.), any shell of the genus Solarium and allied genera. See Solarium.
Per-speo'tive, re. [F. perspective, fr. perspectif: cf.
It. perspettiva. See Perspective, o..]
1. A glass through
which objects are viewed. [06s.] " Not a perspective,
but a mirror.
Sir T. Browne.
2. That which is seen through an opening ; a view ; a

—

;

—

The perspective oiVde."
Goldsmith.
The effect of distance upon the appearance of obby means of which the eye recognizes them as being at a more or less measurable distance. Hence, aerial
perspective, the assumed greater vagueness or uncervista.

^''

3.

jects,

tainty of outhne in distant objects.
Aerial perspective is the expression of space by any means
whatsoever, sharpness of edge, vividness of color, etc.
Buskin.

4. The art and the science of so delineating objects
that they shall seem to grow smaller as they recede
from the eye
called also linear perspective.
;

5.

—

A drawing in linear

idea,

iU

;

old,

perspective.

Sbey, drb, Sdd;

;

PERSPECTIVELY
laometrical perspective, an inaccurate
chanical way of representing objects
in the direction of the diagonal ojf a
Perapective glass, a telescope
cube.
which shows objects in the right

term for a me'

To use persuasion ; to
Shak.
Beau. iSc Fl.
Per-suade', n. Persuasion. [Obs.]
Per-suad'ed, p. p. & a. Prevailed upon influenced
by argument or entreaty; convinced.
Fer-SUad'ed-ly,
adv.
Per-suad'ed-ness, re.
Per-suad'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, persuades or influences. " Powerful persKOf/ers." Milton.

a glass.

—

(p5r-spgk'tTvas through

1. Optically

adv.

;

[iJ.]

You see them perspectively. Shak.
2. According to the rules of perspective.
Per-spec'to-graph

(-to-graf), n.

Per-sua'si-bil'i-ty (per-swa'si-bil'I-ty), re.
Capabilbeing persuaded.
Hawthorne.
Per-SUa'sl-ble (-swa'si-b'l), a.
[Cf. L. persuasibilis
persuasive, F. persuasible persuasible.]
1. Capable of
being persuaded persuadable.
2. Persuasive.
[Obs.]
Bale.
Per-sua'si-ble-ness, re.
Per-sua'sl-bly, adv.
Per-sua'sion (-zlitin), «. [L. persuasio : cf. F. persuasio7i.]
1. The act of persuading; the act of influencing the mind by arguments or reasons offered, or by
anything that moves the mind or passions, or inclines
the will to a determination.
For thou hast all the arts of Gne persuasion.
Otway.
2. The state of being persuaded or convinced ; settled
opinion or conviction, which has been induced.
If the general per5wasioji of all men does so account it. Hooker.
My f^rm 2}ersuasion is, at least sometimes,
That Heaven will weigh man's virtues and his crimes
With nice attention.
Cowper.
creed or belief ; a sect or party adhering to a cer3.
tain creed or system of opinions ; as, men of the same
persuasion ; all persuasions are agreed.
Of whatever state ar persuasion, religious or political. Jefferson.

seen in Isometrical Perspective.

[L. perspeclus (p. p. of perspicere to
look through) -f- -graph.'] An instrument for obtaining,

;

—

and transferring to a picture, the points and outlines of
objects, so as to represent them in their proper geometric relations as viewed from some one point.
Tlie
Per'spec-tOg'ra-phy (per'spSk-tog'ra-fJ), n.
science or art of delineating objects according to the
laws of perspective the theory of perspective.
Per'spl-ca-ble (per'spl-ka-b'l), a. [L. perspicaMlis,
Herbert.
Discernible.
fr. perspicere.']
lObs.]
Per'spl-ca'clous (-ka'shus), a. [L. perspicax, -acis,
perspicace.
See
fr. perspicere to look through
F.
cf.
Perspective.] 1. Having the power of seeing clearly;
quick-sighted ; sharp of sight.
2. Fig.
Of acute discernment ; keen.
;

:

— Per'spl-ca'clous-ly

—

odi'.
Per'spl-ca'clous-ness, n.
Per'spl-cac'i-ty (-kSs'I-ty), n. [L. perspicacitas : cf.
V. perspicacite. See Perspicacious.] The state of being
perspicacious ; acuteness of sight or of intelligence ;
acute discernment.
Sir T. Browne.
Per'spi-ca-cy (per'spT-ka-sy), n. Perspicacity. [06s.]
Per-spi'cience (per-spish'ens), n. [L. perspicienlia,
fr. perspiciens, p. pr. of perspicere.
See Perspective.]
The act of looking sharply. [Ofo.]
Bailey.
perspicilla,
fr. L.
(per'spT-sIl),
n.
[LL.
Per'spi-Cil
perspicere to loo'k through.] An optical glass; a telescope.
Crashaiv.
[06i.]
_
Per'spi-CU'1-ty (-ku'i-ty), n. [h. perspicuHas: cf. F.
perspicuite.]
1. The quality or state of being transparent or translucent. [Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
2. The quality of being perspicuous to the understanding clearness of expression or thought.
3; Sagacity ; perspicacity.
Syn.
Clearness
perspicuousness
plainness ; distinctness lucidity transparency. See Clearness.
Per-Splo'U-OUS (per-spik'sS-iSs), a. [L. perspicuus,
from perspicere to look through.
See Perspective.]
1. Capable of being seen through ; transparent translucent not opaque. [06«.]
Peacham.
2. Clear to the understanding capable of being clearly
understood clear in thought or in expression not obscure or ambiguous; as, 9, perspicuous writer; perspicuous statements. " The purpose is pej'spj'ewoMs." Shak.
Per-splc'u-ous-ly, adv.
Per-spic'u-ous-ness, m.
Per-spir'a-bil'i-ty (per-spir'a-bTl'i-ty), n. The quality or state of being perspirable.
Per-spir'a-ble(-a-b']),a. \_Gi.'F. perspirable.] 1. Capable of being perspired.
Sir T. Browne.
2. Emitting perspiration perspiring.
\_R.]
Bacon.
Per'spl-ra'tion (per'spT-ra'shiin), re. [Cf. F. perspiration.]
1. The act or process of perspiring.
2. That which is excreted through the skin
sweat.
^W^ A man of average weight throws off through the
skin during 24 hours about 18 ounces of water, 300 grains
of solid matter, and 400 grains of carbonic acid gas. Ordinarily, this constant exhalation is not apparent, and the
excretion is then termed insensible perspiration.
Per-splr'a-tlve (per-spIr'a-tTv), a. Performing the
act of perspiration perspiratory.
Per-spir'a-lO-ry (-tS-i^), a.
Of, pertaining to, or
producing, perspiration ; as, the perspiratory ducts.
Per-splre' (per-spir'), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Perspired
(-splrd')
vb. n. Perspiring.]
[L. perspirare
p. pr.
to breathe through per
spirare.
See Pes-, and Spirit.]
1. {Physiol.) To excrete matter through the skin ;
esp., to excrete fluids through the pores of the skin to
sweat.
2. To be evacuated or excreted, or to exude, through
the pores of the skin as, a fluid perspires.
Per-splre', v. t. To emit or evacuate through the
pores of the skin ; to sweat ; to excrete through pores.

Is

phide.

Pert

The

squirrel, flippant, pert,

To have

relation or reference to something.
These words pertain unto us at this time as they pertained to
Latimer.
them at their time.
2.

Smollett.

Per-ter'e-bra'tion (-tSr'e-bra'shiin), n. [L. pertereperterebrare to bore through.] Tlie act
Ainsworth.
[Obs.]

of boring through.

Per-thi'o-cy-an'o-gen (-thT'o-si-5n'o-35n),m. {Chem.)
as Persulphoctanogen.
Perth'lte (perth'it), re. [So called from Perth, in Canada.] {Min.) A kind of feldspar consisting of a lamina-

Evelyn.
be per-

may

— Per-suad'a-bly,

ted intertexture of albite and orthoclase, usually of different colors.
Per-thit'lo (per-thtt'Tk), a.
[L. pertinax,
Per'tl-na'CiOUS (per'ti-na'shiis), a.
-acis ; per -\- tenax tenacious. See Per-, and Tenacious.]
1. Holding or adhering to any opinion, purpose, or deperversely persistent obstinate
sign, with obstinacy
as, pertinacious plotters ; a. pertinacious beggar.
2. Resolute ; persevering ; constant steady.
Diligence is a steady, constant, and pertinacious study. South.
Syn. Obstinate stubborn inflexible unyielding
resolute determined firm ; constant steady.
Per'tl-na'clous-ness, n.
Per'tl-na'clous-ly, adv.
[Cf. F. pertinacite.]
Per'ti-nac'1-ty (-nSs'T-ty), re.
The quality or state of being pertinacious obstinacy
Macaiday.
perseverance persistency.
Syn. See Obstinacv.
Per'tl-na-cy (iier'tT-na-sj^), re. [L. pertinere to pertain.
See Pertinence.] The quality or state of being
[Obs.]
pertinent pertinence.
See
[L. pertinacia, fr. pertinax.
Per'tl-na-cy, n.
Chaucer.
Pertinacious.] Pertinacity. [Obs.]

—

—

—

Jer. Taylor.

;

prevail on; win over;

See Convince.

r^de,

full.

Up, Orn

;

pity

—

;

—

;

unite,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ose,

;

;

suggested from reflection, etc. to cause to believe.
Beloved, we are persuaded better things of you. Heh. vi. 9.
4. To inculcate by argument or expostulation
to adenUc«.

;

;

be a Christian. Acis xxvi. 28.
We will persuade liim, be it possible.
Shak.
a. To try to influence.
[Obsolescent]
Hearken not unto Hezekiuh, when he persiiacJeth you.
2 Kings xviii. 32.
3. To convince by argument, or by reasons offered or

J

Hayward.

taineth not to them.

to

Syn. — To convince; induce;

;

;

;

ailuia

Cowper.

;

:

recommend.

full of play.

;

;

to

and

;

Per-Suade' (per-swad'), V. t.
[imp. & p. p. PerSDADED p. pr. & vb. re. Persdadinq.]
[L. persaadere,
persuasum; per -j- suadere to advise, persuade cf. F.
persuader. See Per-, and Suasion.] 1. To influence
or gain over by argument, advice, entreaty, expostulation, etc.
to draw or incline to a determination by pre-

;

apert

&

Same

vise

persul-

;

to graze ; to glance on.
[_Obs.]
2. To criticise
to touch upon,
[i?.]
Per-suad'a-ble (per-swad'a-b'l), a. That

senting sufficient motives.
Almost thou persuades! me

A

& OF.

OE.

of

Pert, V. i. To behave with pertness. [Obs.] Gauden.
[imp.
Per-taln' (per-tan'), V. i.
p. p. Pertained
[OE. partenen,
(-tand') p. pr. & vb. re. Pertaining.]
OF. partenir, fr. L. pertinere to stretch out, reach, pertain per -\- tenere to hold, keep.
See Per-, and Tenato
ble, and cf. Appertain, Pertinent.]
1. To belong
have cormection with, or dependence on, something, as an
appurtenance, attribute, etc. to appertain as, saltness
pertains to the ocean flowers pertain to plant life.
Men hate those who affect that honor by ambition which per-

b'latus, p. p. of

re.

{Chem.)

(-sul'fii-ret), n.

[An aphetio form

;

[L. perstrepere to

;

{Chem.)

re.

;

obstreperous. [Obs.] Ford.
Per-Strlnge' (per-strTnj'), V. t. [L. perstringere ; per
1. To touch;
-f slringere to bind up, to touch upon.]

— Per-snad'a-We-ness,

(-st-Sn'o-jSn),

[Obs.]
(pert), a.
;

make a great noise J Noisy;

suaded.
adv.

—

open, known, true, free, or impudent.
See Apeet.]
Piers Plowman.
1. Open
evident apert. [Obs.]
Shak.
[Obs.]
2. Lively; brisk; sprightly; smart.
im3. Indecorously free, or presuming ; saucy ; bold
" A very jjert manner."
Addison.
pertinent.

+

(-strSp'er-tis), a.

;

—

Per-SUl'phu-ret

;

Per-Strep'er-OUS

—

orange-yellow substance, produced by the action of
chlorine or boiling dilute nitric acid and sulphocyanate
of potassium;
called also pseudosulphocyanogen, perthiocyanogen, and formerly sulphocyanogen.

&

perspire a ilne balsam of turpentine,

;

Per-sul'pho-cy-an'0-gen

;

.

.

An

;

.

[P.]

;

;

.

a persuasive.

formerly called persulphuret.
Per-sul'pho-cy'a-nate (-fo-sT'a-uat), n. (Chem.) A
salt of persulphocyanic acid.
[R.]
Per-SUl'phO-cy-an'ic (-st-an'Ik), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a yellow crystalline substance
(called also perthiocyanic acid), analogous to sulphocyanic acid, but containing more sulphur.

;

Firs

;

Shak.

—

—

;

)

;

;

food,

fo"<>t

;

out,

oJl

;

chair

;

go

;

;

;

;

;

;

apposite material relevant as, pertinent illustrations
or arguments ; pertinent evidence.
2. Regarding ; concerning
belonging ; pertaining.
[P.] "Pertinent unto faith."
Hooker.
;

;

;

;

Syn. — Apposite

;

relevant

;

suitable

;

appropriate

— Per'ti-nent-ly, adv. — Per'ti-nent-ness,

;

fit.

re.

Pert'ly (pert'ly), adv. In a pert manner.
Pert'ness, re. The quality or state of being pert.
Per-tran'sient (per-tran'shent), a. [h. pertransiens.
Passing through or over. [P.]
p. pr. oi pertransire.]
Per-turb' (per-tfirb'), V. t. [L. perlnrbare, perturbcucf.
; per -j- turbare to disturb, fr. turba a disorder
OF. perturber. See Per-, and Turbid.] 1, To disturb

turn

:

,-

to vex to trouble ; to disquiet.
that
perturb so my feast with crying.

to agitate

;

;

Ye
To disorder
.

.

Chaucer.

.

2.
to confuse.
[P.]
Per-turb'a-bll'1-ty (-a-bTl'i-ty), re.
;

Sir

T.

Browne.,

Tlie quality or

state of being perturbable.

Per-turb'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Liable to be perturbed or
li?Me to be disturbed or disquieted.
Per-turb'ance (-ans), re. Disturbance perturbation,
[is.]
"PertMr6nnce of the mind."
Sharp.
Per'tur-bate (per'tiir-bat or per-tQrb'at), v. t. [From
L. perter6o<!(S, p. p.] To perturb. [06s.] Dr. H. More.
Per'tur-bate (-bat), a. Perturbed agitated. [P.]
Per'tur-ba'tion (per'tur-ba'shun), re. [L. perturba.
agitated

;

;

\o.c)^ persuasion ?

;

;

&

persuasiveness.

you

;

;

;

;

deserts to

Syn. — See Conviction.

;

—

my

Per-sua'sive (-swa'si v 277), a. [Cf F. persuasif.]
Tending to persuade having the power of persuading
a.s, persuasive eloquence.
" Persuasive words." Milton.
Per-sua'slve, re. That which persuades an inducement; an incitement; an exhortation.
Per-sua'sively, adv.
Per-sua'sive-ness, n.
Per-SUa'SO-ry (-s6-ry), a. Persuasive. Sir T. Browne.
Per-SUl'p3iate (per-siil'fat), n. {Chem.) A sulphate
of the peroxide of any base.
[iJ.]
Per-sul'phide (-fid or -fid), n. (Chem.) A sulphide
containing more sulphur than some other compound of
the same elements as, iron pyrites is a persulphide ;

;

;

of persuading

possible that

That which persuades

5.

;

;

't

Can

;

;

The power or quality

4.

;

—

—

Per'ti-nence (-tl-nens), «. [Cf. F. pertinence. See
Pertinent.] The quality
Per'tl-nen-cy (-neu-sy), )
or state of being pertinent justness of relation to the
subject or matter in hand fitness appositeness relevancy suitableness.
The fitness and pertinency of the apostle's discourse. Bentley
Per'tl-nent (per'ti-nent), a. [L. pertinens, -etitis, p.
pr. of pertinere : cf. F. pertinent. See Pertain.] 1. Belonging or related to the subject or matter in hand fit or
appropriate in any way adapted to the end proposed

A

:

,

;

ity of

Cube

Per'ti-nate-ly, adv.

;

—

a.
Pertinacious.
[Obs."]
Pertinaciously.
[06s.]

Per'tl-nate (per'tT-nat),

Per-snade' (per-swad'), v. i.
to prevail by persuasion.

plead

position.

Per-spec'tlve-Iy

PERVASIVE

1071

—

ly),

;;

j

sing,

;

F. perturbation.] 1. The act of perturbing, or
the state of being perturbed esp., agitation of mind.
2. {Astron.) A disturbance in the regular elliptic or
other motion of a heavenly body, produced by some
force additional to that which causes its regular motion
as, the perturbations of the planets are caused by their
Newcomb,
attraction on each other.
Per'tur-ba'tion-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to per»
turbation, esp. to the perturbations of the planets. " The
perturbational theory."
Sir J. Herschel.
Per'tur-ba-tlve (per'tiir-ba-tTv), a. Tending to caus9
Sir J. HerscheL
perturbation ; disturbing.
Per'tur-ba'tor (-ba'ter), n. A perturber. [P.]
Per-turbed' (per-tflrbd' or per-tQrb'Sd), a. Agitated ;
disturbed ; troubled.
Shak.
Per-turb'ed-ly (-tfirb'Sd-ly), adv.
Per-turb'er (-tiirb'er), n. One who, or that which,
perturbs, or causes perturbation.
Per-tus'ate (per-tus'St), a. [See Peetuse.] {Pot.)
Pierced at the apex.
[L. periusus, p. p. of pertunf
Per-tuse' (-tiis'),
) a.
dere to beat or thrust through,
Per-tused' (-tusf), )
to bore through ; per -j- tundere to beat cf F. pertus,
Cf. Pierce.]
Punched ; pierced with, or having, holes.
Per-tu'sion (-tu'zhiin), re. [L. pertusio.] 1. The act
of puncliing or piercing with a pointed instrument ; as,
pertusion of a vein. [P.]
Arbuthnot,
Bacon.
2.
punched hole a perforation.
Per-tUS'SiS (per-tus'sts), re. [NL., fr. L. per through,
tio

cf.

:

;

—

:

A

.

;

II

iussis cough.]
(Med.) The whooping cough.
Per'uke (pSr'uk ; 277), re. [F. perruque. It. perrucca^
parrucca, fr. Ij. pilus hair.
Cf. Periwig, Wig, Peel tc
strip off, Plush, Pile a hair.]
wig a periwig.

very

-|-

A

;

To dress with a peruke. [P.]
Per'uke, v. t.
Per'U-la (pSr'u-la), n. / pi. Perul-E (-le). [L., dim.
oipera wallet, Gr. trfipa. cf. ¥. perule.] 1. {Bol.) One
II

:

of the scales of a leaf bud.
pouchlike portion of the perianth in cer2. {Bot.)
tain orchids.
Per'ule (-ul), re. Same as Perula.
[From Peruse.]
1. The
Pe-rus'al (pe-ruz'al), n.
Taller.
[P.]
act of carefuUy viewing or examining.
2. The act of reading, especially of reading through
Woodward.
or with care.
[imp.
p. p. Perused
Pe-ruae' (je-ruz'), v. t.
[Pref. per- -\- tise.]
(-ruzd') p. pr. si'vb. re. Perusing.]
examine
with
care,
[if.]
to
i. To observe
Myself I then perused, and limb by limb
Milton.
Surveyed.
Shak.
2. To read through ; to read carefully.
Pe-rus'*r (-riizfer), n. One who peruses.
Pe-ru'Vi-an (pe-ru'vl-an), a. [Cf. F. peruvien, Sp.
peruviana.] Of or pertaining to Peru, in South AmerA native or an inhabitant of Peru.
ica. .— re.

A

&

;

;

Peruvian balsam. See Balsam of Peru, under Balsam.
bark, the bitter bark of trees of various species of Cinchona. It acts as a powerful tonic, and is a
remedy for malarial diseases. This property is due to
several alkaloids, as quinine, cinchonme, etc., and their
called also Jesuit's bark, and cinchona.
compounds

— Peruvian

;

—

See Cinchona.
[imp. & p. p. Pervaded
Per-vade' (per-vad'), v. t.
[L.pervadere, peit'asum ;
p. pr. it vb. re. Pervading.]
See Per-, and Wade.]
per -f- vadere to go, to walk.
1. To pass or flow through, as an aperture, pore, or
;

interstice

;

to permeate.
That labyrinth

is easily

petTaded.

Btackst07tc.

2. To pass or spread through the whole extent of ; to
be dilfused tfiroughout.
A spirit of cabal, intripuo, and proselytism pervaded all their
thoughts, words, and actions.
Jiurke.

See Per[L. pervasio.
act of pervading, passing, or spreading

Per-va'slon (-vii'zhau), n.
vade.]

The

through the whole extent of a thing.
Boyle,
Per-va'slVO (-sTv), a. Tending to pervade, or having

igk

;

tlien,

thin

;

bow

i

zli

=z

in azure.

;;; ;

N

Per-Verse' (per-vers'), a. [L. perversus turned the
right, p. p. oi pervertere to turn around,
to overturn : cf. F. 2}^''vers. See Peeveet.]
1. Turned
aside ; hence, specifically, turned away from the right
willfully erring ; wicked ; perverted.
Milton.
The only righteous in a world perverse.
stubborn ; intractable
2. Obstinate in the wrong
hence, wayward ; vexing contrary.
Vnjden.
To so perverse a sex all grace is vain.

wrong way, not

;

;

Sjm.

— Pro ward

untoward

;

wayward

;

stubborn

;

petulant vexatious.
ungovernable intractable cross
Peeverse, Fkowakd. One who is froward is capricious, and reluctant to obey. One who is perverse has a
settled obstinacy of will, and likes or dislikes by the rule
of contradiction to the will of others.
Per-Versed' (-versf), a. Turned aside. \_Obs.'\
Per-vers'ed-ly (-vers'5d-ly), adv. Perversely. [OJs.]
Per-verse'ly, adv. in a perverse manner.
Per-verse'ness, n. The quality or state of being per" Virtue hath some perwrjeneOT."
verse.
Donne.
Per-ver'sion (per-ver'shQn), n. [L. perversio : cf. F.
perversion. See Pervert.] The act of perverting, or the
state of being perverted a turning from truth or right
a diverting from the true intent or object a change to
something worse a turning or applying to a wrong end or
Mse. " Violations and perversions of the laws." Bacon.
Per-ver'sl-ty (per-ver'sT-ty), n. [L. perversitas : cf.
F. perversite.^ The quality or state of being perverse ;

P

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

perverseness.

Per-ver'slve (-sTv), a. Tending to pervert.
Per-vert' (-vert'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Perverted p.
pr. & vb. n. Perverting.] [F. pervertir, L. pervertere,
perversum ; per -\- veriere to turn.
See Per-, and
Verse.] 1. To turn another way to divert. [06i.]
;

;

Let

's

follow him, ajid pervert the present wrath.

Skak.

To turn from truth, rectitude, or propriety to divert from a right use, end, or way to lead astray to
2.

;

;

;

corrupt also, to misapply to misinterpret designedly
as, to pervert one's words.
Dryden.
He, in the serpent, had perverted Eve.
Milton.
To become perverted to take the
Per-vert', v. i.
wrong course. [iJ.]
Testament of Love.
Per'vert (per'vert), n. One who has been perverted
one who has turned to error, especially in reUgion;
opposed to convert. See the Synonym of Conyert.
That notorious Tperi-e/-^, Henry of Navarre. Thackeray.
Per-vert'er (per-verfer), n.
One who perverts (a
person or thing).
"His own parents his perverters."
" A perverter oi his law." Bp. Stillingfleet.
.South.
Per-vert'i-ble (-T-b'l), a. Capable of being perverted.
[L. pervestigatus,
Per-ves'ti-gate (-vgs'tT-gat), v. t.
p. p. of pervestigare.'] To investigate thoroughly. [04*.]
Per-ves'ti-ga'tlon (-ga'shtin), n. [L. pervestigatio.']
Thorough investigation. [06*.]
Chillingwortk.
Per'vl-al (per'vt-al), a. [See Pervious.] Pervious.
[06s.]
Chapman.
Per'vi-al-ly, adv. \_Obs.']
Per'vl-ca'cious (-ka'shus), a. [L. pervicax, -«m.]
Obstinate
willful
refractory.
[OJs.]
Per'vl-ca'cions-\y, adv. [OJs.]— Per'vl-oa'olous-ness, n. [06*.]
Psr'Vi-cac'l-ty(-kSs'i-ty), re. Obstinacy; pervicacious;

;

;

—

—

;

ness.

—

;

[Ote.]

Per'vl-ca-cy (per'vl-k^-sj^),

re.

Bentley.
Per-

[L. pervicacia.1

[OJs.]
[L. pervigiPer-Vlg'i-Ia'tion (per-vTj'T-la'shiin), re.
Careful watching. [06i.]
Per'Vl-OUS (per'vl-iis), a. [L. pervius ; per -j- via a
way. See Per-, and VOYAOE.] 1. Admitting passage;
capable of being penetrated by another body or substance
permeable ; as, a pervious soil.
[Boors] . . . pervious to winds, and open every way. Pope.
2. Capable of being penetrated, or seen through, by
-physical or mental vision.
[iS.]
God, whose secrets are pervious to no eye. Jer. Taylor.
3. Capable of penetrating or pervading. [Obs.^ Prior.
4. (Zool.) Open;
used synonymously with perforate, as applied to the nostrils of birds.
Per'vl-ous-neSS, n. The quality or stats of being
pervious as, the perviottsness of glass.
Boyle.
Per'vls (-vTs), n. See Pakvis.
Per'y (pSr'j?), re. A pear tree. See PmiE. lObs.']
Pes (pez), re. / pi. Pedes (pe'dez). [L., the foot.]
{Anat.) The distal segment of the hind limb of vertebrates, including the tarsus and foot.
Pe-sade'(pe-sad'; F. pe-zad'),re. [F.] (ifare.) The motion of a horse wlien, raising his fore quarters, he keeps
his hind feet on the ground without advancing ; rearing.
Pes'age (p§s'aj ; 48), re. [F., ir.peser to weigh.] A
fee, or toll, paid for the weighing of merchandise.
Pes'ane (pSs'an), n. {Ana. Armor) See PusANE.
Pes'ant-ed (p5z'ant-ed), a. IF. pesant heavy. ^ Made
heavy or dull ; debased. [06s.] " Pesanted to each
lewd thought's controL"
Marston.
Pe-schlt'o (pS-shlf o), n. See Peshito.
Pese (pez), re. [See Pea.] A pea. [Ois.] Chaucer.
vicaeity.

-latio, fr. pervigila7-e.J

,

—

;

II

Pe-se'ta (pa-sa'ta), re. [Sp.] A Spanish silver coin,
and money of account, equal to about nineteen cents, and
II

divided into 100 centesimos.
Pe-Shit'O (p5-8hTf 6),
n. [Syriac peshUtot simple.]
j
Pe-Shlt'tO (pe-shifto), )
The earliest Syriac version
of the Old Testament, translated from the original Hebrew also, the incomplete Syriac version of the New
Testament. [Written also ^escA^o.]
Pes'ky (pSs'ky), a. [Etymol. uncertain.] Pestering
vexatious; troublesome.
Used also as an intensive.
IColloq.
Low, XJ. S.I
Judd.
Pe'so (pa'so), re. [Sp.] A Spanish doUar ; also, an
Argentine, Chilian, Colombian, etc., coin, equal to from
75 cents to a dollar ; also, a pound weight.
Pes'sa-ry (pes'sa^ry), re. ; pi. Pessaries (-rtz). [L. pessarium, pessum, pessus, Gr. ttco-ctos: cf. F. pesiffM-e.]
{Med.) (a) An instrument or device to be introduced into
;

&

II

,

ale,

senate,

c4re,

am, arm, ask,

4
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in the vagina, to support the uterus, or remedy
a malposition. (6) A medicinal substance in the form of
a bolus or mass, designed for introduction into the vagina
a vaginal suppository.
Pes'si-mism (pSs'si-mtz'm), n. [L. pessimus worst,
superl. of 7)e;or worse cf. F. pessimisine.
Cf. Impair.]
1. (Metaph. ) The opinion or doctrine that everything
in nature is ordered for or tends to the worst, or that
the world is wholly evil
opposed to optimism.
2. A disposition to take the least hopeful view of things.
Pes'si-miSt (-mTst), n. [L. pessimus worst cf. F.
pessimiste.']
1. (Metaph.) One who advocates the doc-

constable's or baUifi's staff;
2.
so called from its
shape.
[06s.]
Chapman.
3. The leg and leg bone of an animal, especially of a
pig ; as, a pestle of pork.
Pes'tle (pes"l ; 277), v.t.&i. [imp.
p. p. Pestled
vb. re. Pestling (-ling).]
(-'Id)
To pound, pulp. pr.
verize, bray, or mix with a pestle, or as with a pestle ; to
use a pestle.
Pet (pSt), re. [Formerly peat, perhaps from Ir. peat,
akin to Gael, peala."] 1.
cade lamb ; a lamb brought

PERVERSE
power to spread throughout; of a pervading quality.
^^ CiyUization pervasive and general."
M. Arnold.

;

;;;

and worn

:

;

—

:

—

trine of pessimism
opposed to optimist.
2. One who looks on the dark side of things.
Pes'Si-mist (pes'sT-mTst), la. (Metaph.) Of or pertaining to pessimism
Pes'Si-mis'tic (-mls'tik), j
;

;

characterized by pessimism gloomy ; foreboding. " Giving utterance to pessimistic doubt."
Encyc. Brit.
Pes'Si-mis'tiC-al (-tl-kal), a. Pessimistic.
Pes'si-mlze (-miz), v. i. To hold or advocate the
doctrine of pessimism.
London Sat. Rev.
;

II

Pes'SU-ius

pi. Pessuli

(-sii-liis), re. /

[L.,

(-11).

a

(Anat. ) A delicate bar of cartilage connecting the
dorsal and ventral extremities of the first pair of bronchial cartilages in the syrinx of birds.
Pest (pest), re. Ih. peslis : ci.F.peste.J 1. A fatal
epidemic disease ; a pestilence; specif., the plague.
England's sufferings by that scourge, the pest, Coivper.
2. Anything which resembles a pest ; one who, or that
which, is troublesome, noxious, mischievous, or destruc" A pesZ and public enemy. " South.
tive ; a nuisance.
Pes'ta-loz'zl-an (pes'ta-lSz'zI-an or -15t'sT-an), a.
Belonging to, or characteristic of, a system of elementary education which combined manual training with
other instruction, advocated and practiced by Jean Henri
Pestalozzi (1746-1827), a Swiss teacher.
re.
An advocate or follower of tlie system of Pestalozzi.

bolt.]

—

Pes'ta-loz'zl-an-ism (-Iz'm), re. The system of education introduced by Pestalozzi.
Pes'ter (p6s'ter), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Pestered (-terd)
vb. re. Pesteripo.]
[Abbrev. fr. impester, fr.
p. pr.
OF. empaistrier, empestrer, to entangle the feet or legs,
to embarrass, F. empetrer ; pref. em-, en- (L. in in) -\LL. pastorium, pastoria, a fetter by whicli horses are
prevented from wandering in the pastures, f r. L. pastorius belonging to a herdsman or shepherd, parfo;- a herdsman. See In, and Pasture, Pastor.] 1. To trouble
to disturb ; to annoy ; to harass with petty vexations.
We are pestered with mice and rats. Dr. H. More.
A multitude of scribblers daily ^jes^er the world. Dryden.
2. To crowd together in an annoying way ; to overcrowd ; to infest. [06s.]
Milton.
All rivers and pools . . pestered full with iiEhee. Hollayid.
Pes'ter-er (-er), re. One who pesters or harasses.
Pes'ter-ment (-ment),re. The act of pestering, or the
state of being pestered ; vexation ; worry. " The trouble
and pesierreierei of children."
B. Franklin.
Pes'ter-OUS (-iis), a. Inclined to pester. Also, vexatious; encumbering; burdensome.
[06s.]
Bacon.
Pest'ful (pSst'ful), a. Pestiferous. " After long and
pestful calms."
Coleridge.
house or hospital for perPest'hOUSe' (-hous'), n.
sons who are infected with any pestilential disease.
Pes'tl-duct (pSs'ti-diikt), re. [L. pestis pest -|- ductus
a leading, fr. ducere to lead.] That which conveys contagion or infection.
Donne.
[06s.]
Fes-tU'er-OUB (pes-tif'er-tis), a. [L. pestiferus, pestifer; pestis pest -j-ferre to bear: cf. F. pestifere.']
noxious to health ma1. Pest-bearing ; pestilential
lignant ; infectious ; contagious ; as, pestiferous bodies.
"Poor, pestiferous creatures begging alms." Mvelyn.
"Unwholesome and ^es/j/eroas occupations. " Burke.
2. Noxious to peace, to morals, or to society vicious
hurtful ; destructive ; as, a pestiferous demagogue.
Shak.
Pestiferous reports of men very nobly held.
Pes-tU'er-OUS-ly, adv. In a pestiferous mamier.
Pes'tl-lence (pSs'tT-lens), re. [F. pestilence, L. .pestilentia.
1. Specifically, the disease
See Pestilent.]
known as the plague ; hence, any contagious or infectious
epidemic disease that is virulent and devastating.
The pestilence that walketh in darkness. Ps. xci. 6.
2. Fig. That which is pestilent, noxious, or pernicious
to the moral character of great numbers.
Shak.
I '11 pour this pestilence into his ear.
Pestilenca weed (Bat.), the butterbur coltsfoot (Petasites
vulgaris), so called because formerly considered a remedy
Dr. Prior.
for the plague.
Pes'ti-lent (-lent), a. [L. pesiilens, -entis, fr. pestis
pernipest
Pestilential ; noxious
cf. F. pestilent.]
" GoTiniit and pestilent." Milton.
cious; mischievous.

&

.

A

;

;

;

:

:

"

;

this same "

What

Shak.
a pestilent knave is
[Cf. F. pesiilentiel.']
Pes'tl-len'tlal (-len'shol), a.
pro1. Having the nature or qualities of a pestilence
ducing, or tending to produce, pestilence. " Sends the
Longfellow.
pestilential vapors."
2. Hence Mischievous noxious pernicious morally
!

;

;

:

;

;

destructive.
So pestilential, so infectious a thing is
Pes'tl-len'tlal-ly, adv. Pestilently.

sin.

Jer. Taylor.

Pes'tl-len'tious (-shiis), a. Pestilential. [06s.]
In a pestilent
Pes'tl-lent-ly (pSs'tl-lent-lJ^), adv.
" Above all
manner
mischievously ; destructively.
;

Dr. H. More.

measure pestilently noisome."

Pes'tl-lent-ness, re. The quality of being pestilent.
Pes'til-la'tlon (pSs'til-la'shtin), re. [JAi. pestillum, L.
pistillum. See Pestle.] The act of pounding and bruisSir T. Browne.
ing with a pestle in a mortar.
Pes'tle (p5s"l; 277), re. [OE. pestel, OF. pestel, LL.
pestellum, L. pistillum, pistillus, a pounder, pestle, fr.
akin to Gr. TTriaa-eiv,
pisere, pinsere, to pound, crush
;

Skr. pish.
Cf. Pistil.]
1. An implement for pounding
and breaking or braying substances in a mortar.
final,

^U

i

eve,

event,

end, fera, recent

;

ice,

—

A

&

&

;

A

up by hand.

Any

person or animal especially cherished and indulged a fondling a darling often, a favorite child.
The love of cronies, jyets, and favorites.
Tatler,
3. [Prob. fr. Pet a fondling, hence, tlie behavior or
humor of a spoiled child.] A slight fit of peevishness
or fretfulness.
"In a ^e< she started up."
Tennyson,
Petted indulged admired cherished as,
Pet, a.
a^e^cliild; a pet lamb; a pet theory.
Some young lady's ^je? curate.
F. Harrison.
Pet cock. [Pexh.ioT petty cock.'] (JfocA.) A little faucet
in a water pipe or pump, to let air out, or at the end of a
steam cylinder, to drain it.
Pet, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Petted p. pr. & vb. n. VwiTiNG.] To treat as a pet to fondle to indulge ; as, she
2.

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

was petted and spoiled.
Pet, V. i. To be in a
Pet'al (pet'al

;

;

277),

;

Feltham.
[Gr. veTaXov

pet.
re.

a leaf, a leaf or plate of metal, f r. ireraAos outspread, broad, flat cf. F. petale.
See Fathom.]
1. (Bot.) One of the /—^~^^
leaves of the corolla, or the colored (?^^^I
leaves of a flower. See Corolla, and
Illust. of Flower.
2. (Zool.) One of the expanded ambulacra which form a rosette on the back ^^'"J?. °* I-ocuBt
Blossom.
of certain Echini.
Pet'aled (p6t'ald), a. (Bot.) Having petals ; as, a petmuch
and
used in
flower
to
apetalous,
aled
opposed
compounds as, one-peialed, thiee-petaled, etc.
[Petal
-ferPet'al-ll'er-OUS (pgt'al-Tfer-iis), a.
ous.^
Bearing petals.
(Bot.) Having the
Pe-tal'i-Iorm (pe-tSl'T-f6rm), a.
form of a petal ; petaloid ; petal-shaped.
(Bot.)
[Cf. F. pitalin.']
Pet'al-lne (pet'al-Tn), a.
Pertaining to a petal attached to, or resembling, a petal,
Pet'al-lsm (-Tz'm), re. [Gr. TreToAiirjUos, fr. TreTaAoc^
leaf cf. F. petalisme.'] (Gr. Antiq.) A form of sentence
among the ancient Syracusans by which they banished
for five years a citizen suspected of having dangerous
influence or ambition. It was similar to the ostracism in
Athens but olive leaves were used instead of shells for
:

;

—

;

+

;

:

;

ballots.

(Min.) A rare
[Cf. F. petalite.']
Pet'al-lte (-it), re.
mineral, occurring crystallized and in cleavable masses,
usually white, or nearly so, in color. It is a silicate of

alumina and lithia.
[Petal -[- Gr. eWw
Pe-tal'0-dy (ft-tWo-df), n.
form.] (Bot.) The metamorphosis of stamens or pistils
into petals, as in double flowers.
[Petal -{- -oid : cf. F. piPet'al-Oid (pet'al-oid), a.
(Bot.) Petaline.

taloide.']

(Bot,) Having the
Pet'al-old'e-OUS (-oid'e-\3s), a,
whole or a part of the perianth petaline.
PetaloideouB division, that division of endogenous plants
in which the perianth is whoUy or partly petaline, em-

bracing the Luiacese, Orchidacae, Amaryllidess, etc.
[NL., froM
Pet'a-los'tl-cha (pet'4-15s'ti-ka), n. pi.
Gr. TreraXov a leaf -f- o-Tt'xos a row.] (Zool.) An order
of Echini, including the irregular sea urchins, as the spatangoids.
See Spatangoid.
Pet'al-OUS (pSt'al-iis), a. Having petals ; petaled;
opposed to apetalous.
II

—

II

A

Pet'a-lum

(pSt'a^liSm),

re. ;

pi.

Petala

(-la).

[NL.]

petal.

Pe-tar' (pa-tar'), re. See Petard. [06s.] " Hoist
Shak,
with his own petar. "
Pe-tard' (pe-tard'), re. [F. petard, fr. peter t» break
(Mil.)
peditum.']
pedere,
wind, to crack, to explode, L.
A case containing powder to be exploded, esp. a conical or
cylindrical case of metal filled with powder and attached
to a plank, to be exploded against and break down gates,
barricades, drawbridges, etc. It has been superseded.
Pet'ar-deer' ) (pSfar-der'), re. [F. petardier.l (Mil.)
One who managed a petard.
Pet'ar-dler' )
[L., from Gr. TreVooros.]
Pet'a-SUS (p§f a-siis), re.
(Gr, & Bom. Antig.) The winged cap of Mercury; also,
a broad-brimmed, low-crowned hat worn by Greeks and
II

Komans.
[L. petaurista a ropePe-tau'rlst (pe-ta'rTst), re.
dancer, Gr. 7reTaupi(77->;s, fr. TreTaupi'feii' to dance on a
ropedancers : cf. F.
stage
for
rope, fr. Triravpov a pole, a
petauriste.l (Zool.) Any flying marsupial of the genera
and
allied genera. See
Petaurus, Phalangista, Acrobata,

Flying mouse, under Flying, and Phalangistee.
Pe-tech'i-aB (pe-tSk'I-e), n. pi.; sing. Petechia (-T-a).
II

[NL., fr. XAj. peteccia ; cf. F. petechie. It. petecchia, Sp.
petequia, Gr. jrtTTa/ciov a label, plaster.] (Med.) Small
crimson, purple, or livid spots, like flea-bites, due to extravasation of blood, wliich appear on the skin in malig-

nant fevers,

etc.

Pe-tech'1-al (pe-tSk'T-al or pe-te'kT-al), a. [Cf. F. peLL. petecchialis.'] (3fed.) Characterized by, or
pertaining to, petechise spotted.
techial,

;

Petechial fever, a malignant fever,
livid spots on the skin.

A common

accompanied with

name for a
The name of one of the apostles.
Peter boat, a fishing boat, sharp at both ends, orMnally
of the Baltic Sea, but now common in certain English
rivers.
Peter Funk, the auctioneer in a mock auction.
[Cant, U. S.\
Peter pence, or Peter's pence, (a) An annual tax or tribute, formerly paid by the English people
Pe'ter (pe'ter),

re.

baptismal

man.

—

idea,

ill

—

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 5dd

;,
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(Scots Law), a suit wherein the plaintiff claims something
as due him by the defendant.
Burrilt.

for substances essentially the same, but differing sUghtly
in appearance and consistency or fusibility.
Pe-tro'le-um (pe-tro'le-iim), n. [NL., f r. L. petra a
rock -|- oleum oil cf F. petrole. Cf Petrify, and On..]
Rock oil, mineral oil, or natural oil, a dark brown or
greenish inflammable liquid, which, at certain points,
exists in the upper strata of the eartli, from whence it
is pumped, or forced by pressure of the gas attending
it.
It consists of a coiuple.x mixture of various hydrocarbons, largely of the methane series, but may vary
much in appearance, composition, and properties. It is
refined by distillation, and the products include kerosene,
benzine, gasoline, parafiin, etc.

PETER
to the pope, being a penny for every house, payable on
called also Rome scot, and
Lammas or St. Peter's day
hearth money, (b) In modem times, a voluntary contribution made by Roman Catholics to the private purse of
Peter's Ash (Zo'ol.), a haddock
so called bethe pope.
cause the black spots, one on each side, behind the gills,
are traditionally said to have been caused by the fingers
of St. Peter, when he caught the fish to pay the tribute.
The name is applied, also, to other fishes having similar
;

—

—

;

re.
(Metal.) See Packfong.
Pe-tral'o-gy (pe-tr51'o-jy), n. See Petrology.
Pet'ra-ry (pet'rS-ry), re. [L. petra stone. Cf. Sp.
petraria, and E. Pederero.] An ancient war engine for
hurling stones.
Pe-tre'an (pe-tre'an), a. [L. petraeus, Gr. jrfTpaios, f r.
ireVpa a rock.]
Of or pertaining to rock.
G. S. Faber.
Pe'tre (pe'ter), re. See Saltpeter.
Pet'rel (pSt'rel 377), n. [F. petrel; a dim. of the
name Peter, L. Petrus, Gr. irerpo? a stone (Johti i. 42)
probably so called in allusion to St. Peter's walking on the sea.
See Petrify.] (Zo'dl.) Any one of

Pe-tong' (pe-tong'),

—

spots.

P6'ter (pe'ter), v. i. {_i7np. & p. p. Petehed (-terd)
& vh. re. Petering.] [Etymol. uncertain.] To beused generally
to run out to fail
with out; as, that mine has petered out his political influence has pe^ere^/ out. [Slang, U.S.']
Pet'er-«1 (pSt'er-el), re. {Zo'61.) See Petrel.
Pet'e-re'ro (pSt'e-re'ro), re. (Mil.) See Pederero.
p. pr.

come exhausted

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

numerous species of longwinged sea birds belonging

n. ; pi. Petermen (-men).
[An
called after the apostle Peter.

Pe'ter-man (pe'ter-mSn),

A fisherman
obs. local

— so

;

term

in

Oceanites, Oceanodroma,

Pe'ter-Sham (-sham), n, [Named after Lord PeterA rough, knotted woolen cloth, used chiefly for
men's overcoats ; also, a coat of that material.
Pe'ter-wort' (-wflrf), n. (Bot.) See Saint Peter'swort, under Saint.

—

;

;

&

A

,

its

own

Gray.
.

A

;

;

;

;

petrify.

Our hearts petrificated were.

Petrosal bone (Anat.), a bone corresponding to the petrous portion of the temporal bone of man or one forming more or less of the periotic capsule.

Pet'ro-glyph'ic (pSf ro-glTftk),

Of or pertaining

a.

to petroglyphy.

+

Gr.
[PetroPe-trogay-phy (pe-troglT-fy), re.
The art or operation of carving figures or inscriptions on rock or stone.
Pertaining to
Pet'ro-graph'io (pSt'ro-grSf'ik), 1 a.
petrography.
Pet'ro-graph'ic-al (-T-kol),
)
Pe-trog'ra-phy (pe-trog'ra-fy), re. [Petro- -j--graj}hy.]
1. The art of writing on stone.
2. The scientific description of rocks ; that department
of science which investigates the constitution of rocks
petrology.
[Petrohyoid.]
Pet'ro-hy'oid (pSt'ro-hl'oid), a.
(Anat.) Pertaining to the petrous, or periotic, portion
of the skull and the hyoid arch ; as, the petrohyoid muscles of the frog.
Pe-trol' (pe-trol'; 277), n. Petroleum. [P.]

y\v(j)eLv to carve.]

petitioned all the gods for my prosperity. Shak.
Pe-ti'tion, V. i. To make a petition or solicitation.
Pe-tl'tion-a-ri-ly (-a-ri-ly), adv.
By way of begging
.

the question by an assumption. [iJ.] Sir T. Browne.
Pe-ti'tion-a-ry (-rj), a.
1. Supplicatory
making a
;

;

petition.

;

Pardon Rome, and thy petitionary countrymen. Shak.
2. Containing a petition ; of the nature of a petition

+

;

a petitionary epistle.
Pe-ti'tion-ee' (-5'), re.

A

Swift.

person cited to answer, or

defend against, a petition.
Pe-tl'tion-er (-er), «. One who presents a petition.
Pe-ti'tion-ing, n. The act of presenting a petition a
supplication.
Pet'i-tor (pgf r-ter), re. [L., fr. pfi^ere to seek.] One
who seeks or asksj aseeker; anapplicant. [/?.] Fuller.
Pot'i-tO-ry (-to-rjf), a.
[L. petitorius, fr. petere, petitum, to beg, ask: cf. F. petitoire.] Petitioning soliciting supplicating.
Sir W. Hamilton.
Petitory suit or action (Admiralty Lniv), a suit in which
the mere title to property is litigated and sought to be
enforced, as distinguished from a possessory suit also
;

;

;

;

use,

unite,

iTjde,

68

fuU,

ap,

Orn

;

pity

A
Pe-tro'sal, re.
auditory capsule.
Pet'ro-sl'les (pSfrS-si'leks),
(Min.) Felsite.
Pet'ro-si-li'clous (-sT-lish'Qs),

petrosal bone,

;

Pet'ro-la'tum (pSfrfi-la'tum), n. (Chem. & Pharm.)
semisolid unctuous substance, neutral, and without
taste or odor, derived from petroleum by distilling o(T
the ligliter portions .and purifying the residue. It is a
yellowish, fatlike mass, transparent in thin layers, and
somewhat fluorescent. It is used as a bland protective
dressing, and as a substitute for fatty materials in ointU. S. Pharm.
ments.
name for the purified
m^^ Petrolatum is the officinal
vaseline
are
commercial
names
product. Cosmnline and

A

food,

£o~ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing, i^k

(h)

+

[Petro-

re.

The

Owen.
iiVea:.]

Containing, or con-

a.

sisting of, petrosilex.

[Petro-

Pet'ro-ste'a-rine (-ste'a-rTn), n.

A solid

-f-

stearine.']

unctuous material, of which candles are made.
[L. pelrosus, fr. petra a
Pe'trous (pe'trus), a.
stone.]
1. Like stone; hard, stony; rocky; as, the
Hooper.
petrous part of the temporal bone.

Same as Petrosal.
Pet'ti-chaps (-tT-ch5ps), n. (Zo'dl.) See Pettychaps.
2. (Anat.)

;

nicillala).

;

as,

;

(Anat.) (a)

;

A

;

.

+

;

Pet'rl-£y, v. i.
1. To become stone, or of a stony
hardness, as organic matter by calcareous deposits.
2. Fig. : To become stony, callous, or obdurate.
Like Niobe we marble grow,
Dryden.
And petrify with grief.
Pe'trine (pe'trin), a. Of or pertaining to St. Peter
as, the Peirine Epistles.
combining form from Gr. TreVpa
Pet'ro- (pet'ro-).
a rock, TreVpoj a stone ; as, petrology, petroglyxAac.
Pe-trog'a-le (pe-trSg'a-le), re. [NL., fr. Gr. niipa. a
rock -f- yoXri a weasel.] (Zo'dl.) Any Australian kangaroo of the genus Petrogale, as the rock wallaby (P. pe-

;

de-

—

Pope.
a genius to a dunce.
The poor, petrified journeyman, quite unconscious of what
he was doing.
De Quincey.
A hideous fatalism, wliich ought, logically, to petrify your
volition.
G. Mliot.

;

The

1.

A

And petrify

—

-logy.]

petrine, the breast, F.poitrine;
so called because it
was placed against the breast in order to fire. See Poitrel.] a sort of hand cannon, or portable firearm, used
in France in the 15th century.
Pe-tro'sal (pe-tro'sal), a. [See Petrous.] (Anat.) (a)
Hard ; stony ; petrous ; as, the petrosal bone petrosal
part of the temporal bone, (b) Of, pertaining to, or in
the region of, the petrous, or petrosal, bone, or the cor>
responding part of the temporal bone.

J. Hal! (1640).

;

—

.

-\-

A

[Cf. F. petrification.

;

;

You have

[Petro-

(-J3?);K.

classification ; lithology.
2.
treatise on petrology.
masPet'ro-mas'toid (pSt'ro-mils'toid), a. [Petrotoid.]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the petrous and
mastoid parts of the temporal bone ; periotic.
Pet'rO-my'ZOnt (-mi'zSnt), re. [Petro- -\- Gr. iiv^eiv
to suck in.] (Zo'dl.)
lamprey.
Pet'ro-nel (p5t'r6-nSl), re. [OF. petrinal, fr. peitrine,

.

;

;

Pe-trol'0-gy

partment of science which is concerned with the mineralogical and chemical composition of rocks, and with their

;

;

;

Pet'ro-log'lo-al-ly, adv. According to petrology.
Pe-trol'o-glst (pe-tr51'6-jist), n. One who is versed

&

;

One who
makes use of

[F.]

)

in petrology.

:

;

\

Pet'ro-line (pet'ro-lln or -len), n. (Chem.) A parobtained from petroleum from Rangoon in India,
and practically identical with ordinary paraffin.
) a.
Of or pertaining to pePet'ro-log'lo (-ISj'ik),
trology.
Pet'ro-log'ic-al (-T-kol), )

1. See Petrifaction.
Hallywell.
2. Fig.
Obduracy ; callousness.
[imp.
Pet'ri-fy (p5t'rT-fi), r. t.
p. p. Petrified
(-fid)
p. pr. &vb. re. Petrifying (-fi'Tng).] [L. petra
rock, Gr. Tterpa (akin to TreVpo? a stone) -|- -fy : cf F.
1. To convert,
pkrifier. Cf. Parrot, Petrel, Pier.]
as any animal or vegetable matter, into stone or stony
substance.
A river that petrifies any sort of wood or leaves. Kirwan.
2. To make callous or obdurate to stupefy to paralyze to transform, a,3 by petrifaction as, to petrify the
heart.
Young. '• Petrifying accnvsicy." Sir IV. Scott.

;

;

P^'tro'leur' (pS'trS'ler'), re. m.
P6'tro'leuse' (pa'tro'lez'), re. /.

affin

See Petrify.]

;

;

;

[_Obs.]

Pet'ri-fl-ca'tlon (-ka'shiin), n.

—

;

.

;

—

—

—

.

.

Petit constable, an inferior civil officer, subordinate to
the high constable.
Petit jury, a jury of twelve men,
impaneled to try causes at the bar of a court
so called
in distinction from the grand jury. — Petit larceny, the
stealing of goods of, or under, a certain specified small
value — opposed to grand larceny. The distinction is
abolished in England.
Petit maitre (matr'). [F., lit., little
master.] A fop a coxcomb a ladies' man. Goldsmith.
Petit serjeanty (Eng. Law), the tenure of lands of the
crown, by the service of rendering annually some implement of war, as a bow, an arrow, a sword, a flag, etc.
Petit treason, formerly, in England, the crime of killing a person to whom the offender owed duty or subjection, as one's husband, master, mistress, etc.
The
crime is now not distinguished from murder.
Pe-ti'tion (pe-tTsh'iin), n. [F. pel'Uion, L. petitio, fr.
petere, petitum, to beg, ask, seek perh. akin to 'E. feather, or find.]
1. A prayer; a supplication
an imploration an entreaty especially, a request of a solemn or
formal kind
a prayer to the Supreme Being, or to a
person of superior power, rank, or authority also, a single clause in such a prayer.
A house of prayer and petition for thy people. 1 Mace. vii. 37.
This last petition heard of all her prayer.
Dryden.
2. A formal written request addressed to an official
person, or to an organized body, having power to grant
it
specifically (Law), a supplication to government, in
either of its branches, for the granting of a particular
grace or right
in distinction from a memorial, which
cails certain facts to mind
also, the written document.
Petition of right (Law), a petition to obtain possession
or restitution of property, either real or personal, from
the Crown, which suggests such a title as controverts tlie
title of the Crown, grounded on facts disclosed in the
petition itself. Mozley & W.
The Petition of Right (Bnq.
Hist.), the parliamentary declaration of the rights of the
people, assented to by Charles I.
[imp. & p. p. Petitioned (-und) p.
Pe-ti'tion, V. t.
pr. & vb. re. Petitionino.]
To make a prayer or request to to ask from to solicit to entreat especially,
to make a formal written supplication, or application to,
as to any branch of tlie government as, to petition the
court to petition the governor.

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

[Cf F. petiPet'1-o-lule (-0-lul), re.
Petiole.
olule.]
(Bot.)
small, petiole, or the ivy Leaf, showpetiole of a leaflet.
ing a Petiole
[F. See ^PY'^^'' <^ P"t
Pet'lt (pSt'f ; F. pe-te'), a.
Petty.]
Small; little; insignificant; of "le Branch.
mean
same as Petty. lObs., except in legal language.]
By what email, petit hints does the mind catch hold of and
recover a vanishing notion.
South.
:

of

;

;

petiolule.

II

II

;

A

Supported by

any bird

Diving petrel,

.

petroleum for incendiary purposes.

the genus Pelecanoides. They
chiefly inhabit the southern
hemisphere.
Fulmar petrel, Leach's Stormy Petrel (Oceanodroma leucorlioa).
Giant petrel. See Fulmar.
Pintado petrel, the Cape pigeon.
See under Cape.
Stormy petrel, any one of several small petrels, especially
Procellaria pelagica, or Mother Carey's chicken, common on both sides of the Atlantic.
Pe-tres'cence (pe-tres'sens), re. The process of changing into stone petrifaction.
_Pe-tres'cent (-sent), a. [L. petra rock, stone, Gr.
TreVpa.] Petrifying; converting into stone
a,s, petrescent
water.
Boyle.
Pet'ri-fac'tion (pSt'rT-fSk'shun), re.
[See Petrify.]
1. Tlie process of petrifying, or changing into stone
conversion of any organic matter (animal or vegetable)
into stone, or a substance of stony hardness.
2. The state or condition of being petrified.
3. That which is petrified ; popularly, a body incrusted
with stony matter ; an incrustation.
"Petri4. Fig.: Hardness; callousness; obduracy.
Cudworth.
faction of the soul."
Pet'ri-fac'tlve (-tiv), a.
1. Having the quality of
converting organic matter into stone petrifying.
2. Pertaining to, or characterized by, petrifaction.
The
petrifactive mutations of hard bodies. Sir T. Browne.
Pe-trif'iC (pe-trif'Tk), a.
ICi.V.petrifique.] Petrifying petrifactive.
Milton.
Death with his mace petrific, cold and dry.
Pet'rl-fl-cate (pSt'iI-f i-kat or pe-trlf'T-kat), v. t. To

Pet'1-O-lar (pet'i-o-ler), 1 a. ICt.F. pStiolaire.] (Bot.)
Of or pertaining to a petiPet'1-O-la-ry (-IS-ry),
J
growole, or proceeding from it
as, a petiolar tendril
ing or supported upon a petiole as, a petiolar gland
petiolar
bud.
a
(Bot.
[Cf. F. petiole.]
Pet'i-0-late (pSt'i-S-ltt), ) a.
Zo'dl.) Having a stalk
Pet'1-O-la'ted (-la'tSd),
)
or petiole ; as, apetiolate leaf ; the petiolated abdomen of certain Hymenoptera.
Pet'1-Ole (-51), re. [F. petiole, it. L.petiolus a little foot, a fruit stalk ; cf. pes,
pedis, afoot.] 1. (Bot.)
leafstalk the
footstalk of a leaf, connecting the blade
with the stem. See Ulusl. of Leap.
2. (Zo'dl.)
stalk or peduncle.
Pet'1-Olea (-old), a. Petiolate.
Pet'1-Ol'U-late (-ol'ii-lat), a. (Bot.)

.

Petroleum spirit, a volatile liquid obtained in the disof crude petroleum at a temperature of 170°
Fahr., or below. The term is rather loosely applied to
a considerable range of products, including benzine and
ligroin.
The terms j^etroleinn ether, and naj'htha, are
sometimes applied to the still more volatile products, including rhigolene, gasoline, cymogene, etc.

Procellaria, and several allied genera.

sham.']

;

:

tillation

to the family Procellaridse.
The small petrels, or Mother
Carey's chickens, belong to

Chapman.

Eng.]

;

;;

Pet'ti-coat (pSt'tl-kot),

re.

[Petty

-\-

A loose

coat.]

under-garment worn by women, and covering the body
below the waist.
Petticoat government, government by women, whether
in politics or domestic affairs. [Colloq.] — Petticoat pipe
(Locomotives), a short, flaring pipe surrounding tlie blast
nozzle in the smoke box, to equalize the draft.
Pet'ti-fog (-fog), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Pettifogged
(-fogd) ; p. pr. & vb. re. Pettifogging (-fog'ging).] [Petty -\- fog to pettifog.] To do a petty business as a lawyer ; also, to do law business in a petty or tricky way.
" He takes no money, but pettifogs gratis."
S. Butler.
to
Pet'ti-fog, V. t. To advocate like a pettifogger
argue trickily as, to pettifog a claim. [Colloq.]
Pet'ti-fog'ger (-fSg'ger), n. A lawyer who deals in
petty cases ; an attorney whose methods are mean and
tricky ; an inferior lawyer.
Macaulap.
A pettijoyyer was lord chancellor.
Pet'ti-fog' ger-y (-f), n. ; pi. -ies (-Tz). The practice
or arts of a pettifogger disreputable tricks ; quibbles.
Quirks of law, and pettif'oyoeries.
Harrow.
Pet'ti-fog'ging (-ging), a. Paltry quibbling mean,
Pet'ti-fog'ging, re. Pettifoggery.
Pet'ti-fog'U-lize (-f5g'ii-llz), v. i. To act as a pettifogger; to use contemptible tricks.
He Quincey.
Pet'ti-ly, adr. In a petty manner frivolously.
Pet'ti-ness, n. The quality or state of being pettj'
or paltry littleness nie;uines.s.
Pet'tlsh (-ttsh), a. [From Pet.] Fretful ; peevish }
moody; capricious; inclined to ill temper.
pettish
Sterne.
kind of humor."
Pst'tlsh-ly, drft'.
Pet'tlsh-ness, re.
pi.
[Petty
(-tT-toz),
n.
toes.]
The
toes
Pet'tl-toes
-foften used as food sometimes, in conor feet of a pig,
tempt, the hiinmn feet.
Shak.
Pet'tO (pi3t't6), re. [It., fr. L. pectus.] The breast.
In petto, in the breast hence, in secrecy ; in reserve.

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"A

—

—

—

;

II

;

Pet'ty

(-ty), a.

[Compar. Pettier

(-tl-er)

;

supert.

Pettiest.] [OK. petit, F. petit; prol)ab!y of Celtic origin, and akin to E. piece.
Cf. I^tit.]
Little ; trifling
iiuonsiderable also, interior ; subonlinate ; as, a petty
fault ; a petty prince.
Denhain.
Like n petty god
;

wulki'd about, nilmirod of nil.
Petty averages. See under Average.

Milton.

I

expended or received
;

tlien,

tliin

;

in

boN

— P«tty cash, money
— Petty

small items or amounts.
;

zli

=z

iu azuic.

;

;

N

;

;

PETTYCHAPS
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PHALLUS

a subofficer in the navy, as a gunner, etc., corresponding to a noncommissioned officer in tlie army.
|lg^= For petty constable, petty jury, petty larceny,

Pey'er'S glands' (pi'erz glSndz'). [So called from J.
K. Peyer, who described them in 1677.] {Anat.) Patches
of lymphoid nodules in the walls of the small intestines ;
called also Peyer's patches. In tyagminated glands ;
phoid fever they become the seat of ulcers which are regarded as the characteristic organic lesion of that disease.
Pey'trel (pii'trel), re. [OF. peitral. See Poiteel.]
{Anc. Armor) The breastplate of a horse's armor or harness. [Spelt also ^ertreZ.] See Poitrel. [06«.] Chaticer.
Pe-zi'za(pe-zi'za), n. [NL., corrupt, from L. pezica
a sessile mushroom, f r. Gr. Tre'f19, f r. Tre^a, 7rou5, a foot. ]
{Bot.)
genus of fungi embracing a great number of

Pha-lse'nld (fa-le'nTd), n. [Gr. <t>a.\ai.vo., (fydkXatva, a
kind of motli.] (Zool.) Any moth of the family Phalsenidte, of which the cankerworms are examples ; a geometrid.

officer,

petty treason, see Petit.

Syn. — Little
trifling

trivial

;

diminutive

;
;

inconsiderable

;

unimportant

;

inferior

;

frivolous,

Pet'ty-chaps (pet'ty-chops), n. {Zo'dl.) Any one of
several species of small European singing birds of the
subfamily Sylviinse, as the willow warbler, the chiftchatt, and the golden warbler (Sylvia horlensis).
whin.]
(Bot.)
Pet'ty-Whin (-hwin), n. [Petty

+

furze.
See under Needle.
[L. petulantia :
Pet'U-lance (pet'u-lans 135), n.
cf. F. petulance. See
(
Pet'U-lan-cy (pet'ft-lon-sy),
being
petulant temPetulant.] The quality or state of
porary peevishness pettishness capricious ill humor.
B. Jonson.
^' The petulancy of our words."
Like pritle in some, and like petulance in others. Clarendon.
The lowering eye, the petulance, the frown. Cowper.
Syn. Petulance, Peevishness. Peevishness implies

The needle

;

I

;

;

;

—

—

the permanence of a sour, fretful temper petulance implies temporary or capricious irritation.
Pet'U-lant (-lont), a. [L. petulans, -antis, prop., making slight attacks upon, from a lost dim. of petere to fall
upon, to attack ct. F. petulant. See Petition.] 1. ForBurton.
ward pert ; insolent ; wanton. [06«.]
characterized by ill-natured
2- Capriciously fretful
freakishness irritable. " Peiuian^ moods." Macaulay.
Syn. Irritable; ill-humored; peevish; cross; fretful ; querulous.
Pet'U-lant-ly, adv. In a petulant manner.
Pe-tul'ci-ty (pe-tuI'sT-ty),». [See Petuloous.] WanBp. Hall.
tonness friskiness. \_Obs.]
;

:

;

;

;

—

;

Pe-tUl'COUS (-kus),

[L. petulcios.

0.

Cf.

Petulant.]

\_Obs.']
J. V. Cane.
frisky histful.
Pe-tu'ni-a (pe-tu'nl-a), re. [NL., fr. Btaz. petim tobacco. ] (Bot. ) A genus of solanaceous herbs with funnelform or salver-shaped corollas. Two species are common
in cultivation, Petunia violacea, with reddish purple
flowers, and P. nyctaginiflora, with white flowers. There
are also many hybrid forms with variegated corollas.
Pe-tunse' ) (pe-tuns'), n. [From the Chinese.] Powdered feldspar, kaolin, or quartz, used
Pe-tuntse' [
in the manufacture of porcelain.
Pe-tuntze' )
Pet'worth mar'ble (pSt'wflrth mar'b'l). A kind of
shell marble occurring in the Wealden clay at Petworth,
called also Sussex marble.
in Sussex, England
[From Petz, who analyzed it.]
PetZ'ite (-sit), re.
{Min.) A telluride of silver and gold, related to hessite.

Wanton

;

;

;

—

Peu-ced'a-nin (pfi-sSd'a-nTn),

re.

[Chem.)

A tasteless

white crystalline substance, extracted from the roots of
the sulphurwort {Peucedanum), masterwort {Imperatocalled also imperatorin.
Tia), and other related plants;
Peu'cil (pii'sTl), n. [Gr. tteukij pine tree.] {Chem.)
A liquid resembling camphene, obtained by treating turpentine hydrochloride with lime. [Written a\sopeucyl.'\
Pew (pii), n. [OE. pewe, OF. puie parapet, balustrade,
balcony, f r. L. podium an elevated place, a jutty, balcony,
a parapet or balcony in the circus, where the emperor and
other distinguished persons sat, Gr. ttoSioj/, dim. of ttou's,
vroSos, foot;
hence the Latin sense of a raised place
See Foot, and
(orig. as a rest or support for the foot).
1. One of the compartments in a
cf. Podium, Pot.]
church which are separated by low partitions, and have
somelong seats upon which several persons may sit
times called slip. Pews were originally made square, but
are now usually long and narrow.
2. Any structure shaped like a church pew, as a stall,
formerly used by money lenders, etc. ; a box in a theaPepys. Milton.
ter a pen a sheepfold.
iObs.l

—

—

;

;

;

Pew

—

opener,

an usher

a cliurch.

in

[Eng.\

To furnish with pews.
[So called
(pe'we), n.
common American ty1. {Zo'dl.)
rant flycatcher {Sayornis phosbe, or S.
fuscus). Called also^ewrt, and phcebe.
\_Local, U. 5.]
2. The woodcock.

Pew, V.
Pe'wee

t.

Dickens.

Ash.

\_E.'\

from

its

note.]

A

—

II

A

some of which are remarkable for their regular
cuplike form and deep colors.
Pez'i-ZOld (pez'i-zoid), 0. [_Peziza -\- -oid.'] {Bot.)
Resembling a fungus of the genus Peziza having a cuplike form.
Plen'nig (pfSn'nig), re. ; pi. Pfennigs (-nigz), G.
Pfennige (-nig-e). [G. See Penny.] A small copper
coin of Germany. It is the hundredth part of a mark,
or about a quarter of a cent in United States currency.
Pha-cellUS (fa-sel'liis), re. / pi. Phacelli (-li). [NL.,
fr. Gr. (/jtxKeAos a bundle of fagots.]
{Zo'dl.) One of the
filaments on the inner surface of the gastric cavity of
certain jellyfishes.
Phac'O-Chere (fak'S-ker), n. [Gr. ijiaKOi a lentil seed,
a wart -f- Yotpo? a pig.] {Zool.) The wart hog.
Pha'COld (fa'koid), a. [Gr. ^axo; a lentil -)- -oid.}
species,

;

II

II

Resembling a

lentil

lenticular.

;

[Gr. <j>aK6? lentil 4Phac'O-lite (fSk'S-lIt), n.
(Min.) A colorless variety of chabazite
the original was from Leipa, in Bohemia.
Pha'cops (fa'kops), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
{Pale(paKoi a lentil
<"'/'> wtos, the eye.]
on.) A genus of trilobites found in the Si-

-lile.^

;

II

re.

II

Pha-lan'ges
Phalanx.

(-jez),

re.,

Pha-lan'gi-al (-jT-ol), ) „
(Anat.) Phalangeal.
Pha-lan'gi-an (-an), j
Pha-lan'gid (-jid), n. ; pi. Phalangides (-jT-dez).
(Zo'dl.) One of the Phalangoidea.
Pha-lan'gi-OUS (-us), a. [L. phalanginm a kind of
'

venomous spider, Gr. (^oAayytov, f r. 4>aAay^ a spider. Cf.
Phalanx.] (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the Phalangoidea.
Pha-lan'gist (-jTst), n. (Zo'dl.) Any arboreal marsupial of the genus Phalangista. The vulpine phalangist (P. vulpina) is the largest species, the full grown
male being about two and a half feet long. It has a
large bushy tail.

and

(Phalangium)

vestman

many

similar kinds.
They
long, slender, manyjointed legs usually a roundand
ed, segmented abdomen
chelate jaws.
They breathe
by tracheae. Called also Phalangides, Phalangidea, Phalangiida, and Opilionea.

Phae'O-spor'lc (-spSr'Ik), a.
(fa'e-thi5n), n. [L., Phaethon (in sense 1),
Gr. Sae'flwi', fr. <j>ae9ei.v, (fideiv, to shine. See Phantom.] 1. {Class. Myth.) The son of Helios (Phoebus),
that is, the son of light, or of the sim. He is fabled to
have obtained permission to drive the chariot of the sun,
in doing which his want of skill would have set the world
on fire, had he not been struck with a thunderbolt by
Jupiter, and hurled headlong into the river Po.
2. {Zo'dl.) A genus of oceanic birds including the tropic

rien, a.

;

i

;

—

Pha'S-thon

fr.

birds.
re.

phaeton a kind of carriage,

[F.

Squirrel Phalanger (Beltdeus sciureiis).

pi. of

Phae'no-ga'mi-a (fe'no-ga'ml-a), n. pi. [NL.,' fr.
(i?oZ.) The class of
to show -|- yafios marriage.]
flowering plants including all which have true flowers
with distinct floral organs phanerogamia.
Phae'no-ga'ml-an (-ga'mi-an), a. Same as PhjENogamods.
Phae'no-gam'ic (-gam'lk),
(
PhaB-nog'a-mous (fe^nog'sUmiis), a. {Bot.) Having
true flowers with distinct floral organs flowering.
Phae-nom'e-non, re. [L.] See Phenomenon.
Phae'O-SpOre (fe'o-spor), re. [Gr. (^atos dusky -|- E.
{Bot.) A brownish zoospore, characteristic of
spoi'e.']
an order {Phososporese) of dark green or olive-colored

(-t5n),

\

Phaethon Phaethon, the son of Helios.
See Phaethon.] 1. A four-wheeled carriage (with or without a
pieces,
in
front
having
no
side
of the seat.
top), open, or
It is drawn by one or two horses.
2. See Phaethon.
fr.

A

handsome Amer3. {Zo'dl. )
ican butterfly {Euphydryas, or
The upper
Melitasa, Phaeton).
side of the wings is black,

have

;

;

Pha'lan'st^re'

Phalangoidea.

(fa'laN'-

A phalanstery,

star'),m. [F.]

vl

(fal'anPh4l'a£-ste'ri-an (fai'anPhal'an-ste'ri-an
ste'ri-an), a.
[F. phalunste-

Under

side of a

male P/ia-

^^he-

i

P^J.R!,'! .
fi"?""" Mandible
g li kl
Bases of the Legs d Ab•

licera or

;

;

&

domen.
n.]
Of or pertainB One of the Chelicerse,
ing to phalansterianism.
much enlarged.
Phal'an-ste'rl-an, n. One
who favors the system'of phalansteries proposed by Fourier.

Ire.
A
Pha-lan'ster-ism (fa-15n'ster-Tz'm),
Phal'an-Ste'ri-an-ism (fSl'Sn-ste'rT-an-Tz'm), / sysFourierism.
of phalansteries proposed by Fourier
Phal'an-ster-y (fSl'an-stSr-y), re. / pi. -ies (-Iz). [F.
o-repeos firm,
phalanstere, fr. Gr. (^aAayf a phalanx
solid.]
1. An association or community organized on

tem

;

+

the plan of Fourier. See Fourierism.
2. The dwelling house of a Fourierite community.
Phalanx (f a'lanks or fai'Snks 277), re. ; pi. E. Phalanxes (-gz), L. Phalanges (fa-lSn'jez). [L., from Gr.
1. (Gr. Antiq.) A body of heavy-armed in-'
iJxiAoyf.]
There
fantry formed in ranks and files close and deep.
were several different arrangements, the phalanx varying in depth from four to twenty-five or more ranks of
Milton.
men. "In cubic joAaZarex firm advanced."
;

Pope.
The Grecian phalanx, moveless as a tower.
2. Any body of troops or men formed in close array,
or any combination of people distinguished for firmness
and solidity of union.
At present they formed a Mmi^d. phalanx. Macaulay.
The sheep recumbent, and the sheep that grazed.
Cowper..
All huddling into phalanx, stood and gazed.

a phalanstery.
3. A Fourierite community
4. (Anat. ) One of the digital bones of the hand or foot,
beyond the metacarpus or metatarsus an internode.
5. [_pl. Phalanges.] (Bot.) A group or bundle of stamens, as in polyadelphous flowers.
[Gr. (#)oAap6s having a
Phal'a-rope (fSl'a-rop), n.
;

(3).

a Larva

i

6

Pupa

;

r Butterfly with Wings reversed

on right

;

side.

with orange-red spots and marginal crescents, and sevcalled also Baltimore.
eral rows of cream-colored spots
Phag'e-de'na (faj'e-de'na), re. [L. phagedaena, Gr.
i^ays&awa, fr. (fiayelv to eat.] {Med.) (a) A canine appe;

re.

[Prob. of imitative origin
cf. OD. piewit, D. kievit,
a. kibitz.^ {Zo'dl.) {a) The
lapwing. (6) The European PeweeCSayonuspAcKbe).
j(Ji)
\/s/
/
black-headed, or laughmg,
See under Laughing, (c) The
gull {Xema ridibundus).
[Written
pewet.']
pewee.
also peevit, peewit,
Pew'ter (pu'ter), n. [OE. pewtyr, OF. peutre, peauPg.
tre, piautre : cf D. peauter, piauter, It. peltro, Sp.
peltre, LL. peutreum, pestrum.
Cf. Spelter.]
1.
hard, tough, but easily fusible, alloy, originally consisting
of tin with a little lead, but afterwards modified by the
addition of copper, antimony, or bismuth.
2. Utensils or vessels made of pewter, as dishes, porringers, drinking vessels, tankards, pots.
IJ^" Pewter was formerly much used for domestic utensils. Inferior sorts contain a large proportion of lead.
Pew'ter-ei' (-er), n. One whose occupation it is to
Shak.
make utensils of pewter a pewtersmith.
Pew'ter-y (-y), a. Belonging to, or resembling, pewter ; as, a pewtery taste.
Pcs'i-ty (peks'i-ty), re. [L. pexitas, fr. pexus woolly,
[06s.]
nappy, p. p. of pectere to comb.] Nap of cloth.
;

&

.

A

;

senate,

Phalangistidx.
They are
arboreal, and the species of
Petaurus are furnished with
lateral parachutes.
See Flying phalanger, under Flying.

+

II

Phaeton

1. One who occupies
the same pew with another.
2. An intimate associate
Shak.
a companion.

ale,

Phalangista, Cuscus, Pelavrus, and
other genera of the family

(Zo'dl.) A divietSos form.]
sion of Arachnoidea, including the daddylonglegs or har-

{Zool.

(pu'fel'IS),

(pe'wTt),

See

Any mar-

(Zo'dl.)

supial belonging to

:

(^atVeii'

n.

Pe'wit

F. phalanger.

[Cf.

Phalanx.]

II

Wood pewee {Zo'dl.),
(Contopus virens) similar to
(see Pewee, 1), but
smaller size.

Pew'Iel'lOW

Pha-lan'ger (fa-ian'jer),
re.

I

and Devonian formations. Phacops
bufo is one of the most common species.
PhSB-a'cian (fe-a'slmn), a. Of or pertaining to the Phaeacians, a f,abulous seafaring people fond of the feast, the lyre,
and tiie dance, mentioned by Homer.
Phae'no-gam (fe'no-gSm), re. {Bot.)
Ahy plant of theclass Ph«nogamia.

Pha'e-ton

(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the phalanges.

)

lurian

algae.

.

i

2.

Phal'an-gis'ter (fal'Sn-jTs'ter), re. (Zo'dl.) Same as
Phalangist.
Phal'an-gis'tlne (-tTn_ or -tin),
Phal'an-gite (fal'an-jit), re. [Gr. <|)oAayyi.'Tr;s cf. F.
phalangites A soldier belonging to a phalanx. [Ofo.]
Phal'an-gOl'de-a (-goi'de-a), re. pi. [NL., from P/iO'
langium the daddy longlegs
Gr.
(see
Phalangious)

+

pewee

Pe'wet (pe'wet),
Same as Pewit.

Pha-lan'ge-al (-iSn'je-ni),
Pha-lan'gal (fa-lan'gal),
See Phalanx,

carB;

am, arm, ask,

—

bulimia. [06s.] {b) Spreading, obstinate ulceration.
Phag'e-den'io (-den'Ik), ) a. [L. phagedaenicus, Gr.
(^ayeSatwco; cf. F. phaPhag'e-den'ic-al (-T-k«l),
gedenique.'] {Med.) Of, like, or pertaining to, phagedena
used in the treatment of phagedena as, a phagedenic
phagedenic medicine.
ulcer or medicine.
re.
Phag'e-de'nOUS (-de'niis), a. {3fed.) Phagedenic.
Phag'0-cyte (fag'6-sit), re. [Gr. ^ayeti/ to eat -|- kuto!
a hollow vessel.] {Physiol.) A leucocyte which plays a
part in retrogressive processes by taking up (eating), in
the form of fine granules, the parts to be removed.
Pha-i'no-pep'la (ft-i'no-pep'la), «. [NL.,from Gr.
(Zo'dl.) A small crested
cjiaetvo? shining
TreVAos robe.]
passerine bird (Pha'inopepla nitens), native of Mexico
and the Southwestern United States. The adult male
is of a uniform glossy blue-black ; the female is brownish.
Called also black flycatcher.
Phak'O-SCOpe (fak'o-skop), re. [Gr. i^axd; a lentil, or
(Physiol.) An instrument
a lenticular body
-scope.']
for studying the meclianism of accommodation.
Pha-lae'na (fa-le'na), 71. [NL., fr. Gr. <j>aKMva, <j>d\Linnsean genus which
Aaiva, a kind of moth.] (Zo'dl.)
included the moths in general.
tite

;

:

|

^

II

;

A

+

+

II

linai,

A

jOl

.;

eve,

event,

gnd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

patch of white
7ro56s,

7rou5,

-\-

a foot

F.

cf.

:

phal arope.']
(Z

o'dl.)

Any

'

species of Phalaro-

pus and allied genera of small wading birds (Grallx),
having lobate toes.
They are often seen
far from land,
swimming in large
Called also
sea goose.
flocks.

Phal 'lie
a.

(-Ilk),

[Gr. <#)aAAi.Kds.]

Of or pertaining to

larope
{Phataroptis fulicurius).

the phallus, or to
phallism.
Plial'll-cism (-IT-siz'm),

re.

See Phallism.

Phallism (-ITz'm), re. The worship of the generative principle in nature, symbolized by the phallus.
Phallus (fal'liJs), re. ; pi. Phalli (-li). [L., a phallus (in sense 1), Gr. <()aAAd5.]
1. The emblem of the
idea,

iU

;

old,

obey,

orb,

odd

—

;

;;;

PHANE
frenerative power in nature, carried in procession in the
Bacchic orgies, or worshiped in various ways.
2. (Anai.) The penis or clitoris, or the embryonic or

pliare

—

;

—

+ 6aKTuAos finger.]

[NL.,

{Zo'dl.)

Same

as Saukor*;.
II

Phan'e-ro-ga'ml-a (fSn'e-r6-ga'mi-a'/, n. pi.

[NI-.,

Gr. ^arcpos visible (fr. (fiaivsw to bring to light) -)(Bot.) That one of the two primary
voiftos marriage.]
divisions of the vegetable kingdom which contains the
phanerogamic, or flowering, plants.
fr.

Phan'er-0-ga'ml-an (-er-o-ga'mT-an), a. (Boi.) Phanerogamous.
Phan'er-o-gam'Ic (-o-gSmTk),

Phan'er-Og'a-moUS

(-og'a-mus),

(Bot.)

a.

flowers

visible

J
;

— said of plants.

+

+

-^''*-'
drug, poisonous drug
of. F. pharmacoliihe.]
(Min.) A hj'drous arsenate of lime, usually occurring in
silky fibers of a white or grayish color.
[Cf. F.
Phar'ma-col'O-gist (fiir'ma-koI'o-jTst), re.
pharmacologiste.] One skilled in pharmacology.

+

[Gr. rfidpixaKov drug
Phar'ma-COl'O-gy (-jy), re.
-logy: cf. F. pharmacologic.]
1. Knowledge of drugs
or medicines ; the art of preparing medicines.
2. A treatise on the art of preparing medicines.
Phar'ma-com'a-thy (-kSm'a-thy), re. [Gr. <tidpp.aKov
a drug -|- navOdveiv to learn.] See Pharmacognosis.
Phar'ma-COn (-kbn), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <j)dpiJiaKov.']
Dunglison.
medicine or drug also, a poison.
[NL., from Gr.
Phar'ma-CO-pce'ia (-ko-pe'ya), n.
^apfiaKOTToua the 'preparation of medicines ; <j>dpij.aKov
medicine -f- Troi.e'iv to make.] 1.
book or treatise describing the drugs, preparations, etc., used in medicine
especially, one that is issued by official authority and
considered as an authoritative standard.
2.
chemical laboratory. lObs.]
Dunglison.

A

A

n.

-graphy.]

;

A

Ph^r'ma-COp'O-liSt (-kop'o-lTst),

pola, Gr. (j>apfiaKoiTa>\ri? ^dp/u.aKOi' medicine -|- truiKelv
to sell.] One who sells medicines an apothecary.
Phai'ma-CO-Sid'er-ite (far'ma-k6-sid'er-it), re. [Gr.
{ftdpfioKov drug, poison -|- E. siderite.] (Min.) A hydrous
arsenate of iron occurring in green or yellowish green
cubic crystals ; cube ore.
Phar'ma-cy (-sy), re. [OE. fermacie, OP. farmacie,
pharmacie, F. pharmacie, Gr. <l>apfiaK€ia, fr. <|)op;aaKeveii' to administer or use medicines, fr. (jidpixaxov medicine.]
1. The art or practice of preparing and preserving drugs, and of compounding and dispensing medicines
according to prescriptions of physicians tlie occupation
of an apothecary or a pharmaceutical chemist.
2. A place where medicines are compounded ; a drug
store ; an apothecary's shop.
Pha'ro (fa'ro), re. 1. A pharos ; a lighthouse. [_Obs.]
2. See Faro.
Pha-rol'O-gy (fS-rSl'o-jy), re. [Gr. c^opo? a lighthouse
-logy.] The art or science which treats of lighthouses
;

;

;

—

;

:

were designated.

+

2. See Faso.

and signal lights.
Pha'ros (fa'rSs),

Pharaoh's chicken (Zo'dl.),
the gier-eagle, or Egyptian
vulture;
so called because
often sculptured on Egyp-

[L., fr. Gr. (Jiapos-, fr. <I>apo9 an
re.
Bay of Alexandria, where king Ptolemy
Philadelphus built a famous lighthouse.] A lighthouse
or beacon for the guidance of seamen.

—

island in the

tian monuments. It

is nearly
white in color. —Pharaoh's
rat (Zo'dl.',, the common ich-

He

n.

(f Sr'S-Cn'Tk

unite,

r^de,

Pha-ryn'gop-neus'ta (fa-rTn'gop-nus'ta), n. pi.
fr. Gr. <^dpvy^ the pharynx -f- irvelv to breathe.]
A group of invertebrates including the Tunicata
and Enteropneusta.
Pha-ryn'gop-neus'tal (-tal), a.
Pha-ryn'gO-tome (fa-rtn'go-tom), n. (Surg.) An inII

[NL.,

(Zo'dl.)

—

strument for incising or scarifying the

.

.

.

built a phnros, or lighthouse.

tonsils, etc.

Phar'yn-gOt'0-my (fSr'Tn-g6t'6-my),

^Pharynx

re.

Gr. Tep.veiv to cut : cf. F. pharyngotomie.]
(Sm'g.)
(a) The operation of making an incision into the pharynx, to remove a tumor or anything that obstructs the
passage,
(b) Scarification or incision of the tonsils.
Phar'ynx (fSr'inks 277), re. / pi. Pharynges (farin'jez).
[NL., fr. Gr. ijjdpvy^, -iiyyo5 cf. F. pharynx.]
(Anat.) The part of the alimentary canal between the
cavity of the mouth and the esophagus. It has one or
two external openings through the nose in the higher
vertebrates, and lateral branchial openings in fishes and

-f-

;

:

some amphibians.
Phas'CO-lome (fas'kS-lom),
(faz),

re.

;

2'>l-

re.

[Gr. ifxio-KwAos pouch
the genus Phas-

A marsupial of

mouse.] (Zo'dl.)
colomys ; a womijat.
-f- (iOs

Phases

make

[NL. phasis, Gr.

(-Sz).

to appear

cf. F. phase.
See
Emphasis.]
1. That
wliich is exhibited to the eye
the appearance which
anything manifests, especially any one among different
and varying appearances of the same object.
2. Any appearance or aspect of an object of mental
apprehension or view as, the problem has many phases.
3. (Astron.) A particular appearance or state in a regularly recurring cycle of changes with respect to quantity of illumination or form of enlightened disk
as, the
phases of the moon or planets. See Plusi. under Moon.
4. (Physics) Any one point or portion in a recurring
series of changes, as in the changes of motion of one of
the particles constituting a wave or vibration one portion of a series of such changes, in distinction from a contrasted portion, as the portion on one side of a positioB
of equilibrium, in contrast vi'ith that on the opposite side.
[L. phasehis, phaseolus, Gr.
Pha'sel (fa'zel), re.
<^(ia->)Aos, (^ocrioAo!
cf. F. phaseole, faseole.
Cf. Fesels.] The French bean, or kidney bean.
Phase'Iess (faz'les), a. Without a phase, or visible
form, [i?.] " A pAa«ete« and increasing gloom. " Poe.
Pha-se'0-lus (fa^se'o-lHs), re. [L.] (Bot.) A genus
of leguminous plants, including the Lima bean, the kidney bean, the scarlet runner, etc. See Bean.
[So called
Pha'se-O-man'nite (fa'se-o-mSn'nlt), n.
because found in the unripe fruit of the bean (Phaseolus
<j)da-i';,

fr. iftaivstv

to

:

cf.

;

;

;

:

II

vulgaris).]
II

Pha'SiS

(Chem.) Same as Inosite.
(fa'sis), n. / pi. Phases (-sez).

[NLJ

Phase.

See

Creech.

Phasm (fSz'm),

) re.

Phas'ma

)

(fSz'ma),

[L.

phasma, Gr.

Phase.]

An

See
a phan-

(fidcrfjia.

apparition

;

tom an appearance. [_B.] Hammond. Sir T. Herbert.
Phas'mid (fSz'mid), re. [See Phasm. Probably so
;

called from its mimicking, or appearing like, inanimate
objects.]
(Zo'dl.) Any orthopterous insect of the family
Phasmidx, as a leaf insect or a stick insect.
Phas'sa-Chate (fas'sa-kat), re. [Gr. <j)da-<Ta the wood
pigeon -j- axdrri'; the agate.] (Min.) The lead-colored
agate ;
so called in reference to its color.
[Cf. Gr. t^arrdyr]^
perPhat'a-gin (fSt'a-jIn), re.
haps from native name.] (Zo'dl. ) The long-tailed pangolin (Manis tetradactyla) ;
called also ipi.
[OE. fesant, fesatint, OF.
Pheas'ant (fSz'ant), re.
faisant, faisan, P. Jaisan, L. phasianiis, Gr. <^ao-tai»os
(sc. opi-is) the Phasian bird, pheasant, fr. iI>ao-is a river
in Colchis or Pontus.]
1. (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous
species of large gallinaceous birds of tlie genus Phasiantis, and many other genera of the family Phasianidas,
found chiefly in Asia.

—

;

—

(Eg^ The common, or English, pheasant (Phasianus
CoTchieus) is now found over most of temperate Europe,
but was introduced from Asia. The mig-nccked iiheasmil (P. torquatus) and the green pheasant (P. versicolor)
have been introduced into Oregon. The golden pheasant (Thnitmalca picta) is one of the most beautifiu species.
The ••iilrer pheasant (Euplocnmus ni/c/ilhemeriis) of
Cliina, and several related species from Southern Asia,
are very beautiful.
2. (Zo'dl.) The ruffed grouse.
ISoulhern U. S.]
m^" Various other birds are locally colled ;)/leoin»l^!,
as the lyre bird, the leipoa, etc.
Flreback pheasant. See Pirebaok. — Gold, or Oclden,
pheasant (iCo'dl.), a, Chinese pheasant (Thaumalea picta\

Artiuthnot.

Pha-ryn'gal (fa-rTn'gol), a. Pliaryngeal. H. Sweet.
Phar'yn-ge'al (fitr'In-je'ol or fil-rln'je-rrl), a. [See
Pharynx.] (Anal.) Of or pertaining to the pharynx
in the region of tlie

or fa'rS-), a. [Cf. F. pharaonique.] Of or pertaining
to the Pharaohs, or kings Pharaoh's Chicken (Neophron
percjiopterus).
iA ancient Egypt.

Ose,

pharmaco-

[L.

re.

—

II

;

11

Phar'a-on'lc

a pharmaceutist

;

—

Fantastic
antastic.
^^^ *
" See
Phan-tas'tio-al (-tSs'ti-kal), f
Phan'ta-sy (-ta-sy), n. See Fantasy, and Fancy.
Phan'tom (fSn'tiim), n. [OE. fantome, fantosme,
/antesme, OF. fantosme, F. fantome, fr. L. phantasma,
Gr. (^avTacT/xa, fr. ^aiveiv to show.
See FANCY, and cf.
Phaeton, Phantasm, Phase.] That which has only an
apparent existence an apparition a specter ; a phantasm ; a sprite ; an airy spirit ; an ideal image.
Strange phantoms rising as the mists arise.
Pope.
'Wordsworth.
She was phantom of delight.
Phantom ship. See Flying Dutchman, under Flyino.
Phantom tumor {Med.), a swelling, especially of the abdomen, due to muscular spasm, accumulation of flatus, etc.,
simulating an actual tumor in appearance, but disappearing upon the administration of an ansesthetic.
Phan'tom-at'iC, a. Phantasmal. [iJ.]
Coleridge.
Pha'raoh (fa'rS or fa'rS-o), n. [Heb. paroh; of
Egyptian origin cf. L. pharao, Gr. ^apam. Cf. Faro.]
1. A title by which the sovereigns of ancient Egypt

neumon.
Pha'ra-on (fa'ra-5n),
Same as Pharaoh, 2.

;

^

;

+

of celestial phenomena, as rainbows, etc.
Phan-tas'tic (fSn-tas'tik), l

;

II

Phenomenon, Phantom, and

(far'ma-stst), re.
One skilled in phar;
a druggist.
re.
[Gr.
(pdpiiaKov medicine
E. dynamics.] That branch of
pharmacology which considers the mode of action, and
the effects, of medicines.
DungI ison.
Phar'ma-GOg-no'sis (-kog-no'sTs), re. [Gr. ^apiJ.aKov
a drug -|- yi'Mcris a knowing.] That branch of pharmacology which treats of unprepared medicines or simples
called also pharmacography, and pharmacomathy.
Phar'ma-COg'nO-sy (-kog''no-sy ), re. Pharmacognosis.
Phar'ma-cog'ra-phy (-kSg'ra-fy), n. [Gr. ^lapp-oKov
a drug
-graphy.']
See Phaehacognosis.
[Gr. <f,a.pfi.aKov
Phar-mac'O-lite (far-mak'o-lit), re.

;

+

science of prepar-

Phar'ma-co-dy-nam'ics (-kS-dt-nSm'Tks),

;

phantasm

The

re.

Phar'ma-Cist

macy

:

(fSn-tSz'ma-tSg'ra-fj?),

(-tiks),

Phar'ma-cen'tlst (-ttst), re. One skilled in pharmacy
a druggist. See the Note under Apothecary.

II

A description

Phar'yn-gi'tiS (fSr'in-ji'tis), re. [NL. See PhabYNX, and -iTis.] (Med.) Inflammation of the pharynx.
Pha-ryn'go-toran'chi-al (fa-rin'go-brSn'kT-ai), s.
(Anai.) Of or pertaining ts
\_Phar7jnx -f- branchial.]
applied especially to
the pharynx and the branchi*
the dorsal elements in the branchial arches of fishes.
A
pharyngobranchial,
or upper
See Pharyngeal.
re.
pharyngeal, bone or cartilage.
(-i),
n. pi.
[NL. See Phab.
Pha-ryn'go-bran'chi-i
YNX, and Branchia.] (Zo'dl.) Same as Leptocardia.
llPhar'yn-gOg'na-thl (far'Tn-gSg'na-thi), re. pi. [NL.
(Zo'dl.) A division of
See Pharynx, and Gnathic]
fishes in which the lower pharyngeal bones are united.
It includes the scaroid, labroid, and embioticoid fishes.
Pha-ryn'gO-lar'yn-ge'al (fa^rln'go-lar'Tn-je'al or -lar
rin'je-al), a. ^Pharynx -\- laryngeal.] Of or pertaining
both to tlie pharynx and the larynx.

Phase

Phar'ma-ceu'tlCS
ing medicines.

;

;

branchials, which are the dorsal elements in the ceiD'
plete branchial arches.

nal substances.

;

;

;

—

—

Phan-tas'ma-tog'ra-phy

—

:

—

[Gr. ^avraa-iia, ^afT-acr/iiaTOs,

"Phar-

Phar'i-see-ism (-12'm), re. _ See Pharisaism.
Phar'ma-ceu'tic (far'ma-su'tik), a.
[L. pharmaceuticus, Gv.
Phar'ma-ceq'tic-al (-tl-kfll),
j
ifia-piiaKevTiKo's, fr. (l>apfiaKev£i.v
cf. F. pharmaceutique.
See Pharmacy.] Of or pertaining to the knowledge or
art of pharmacy, or to the art of preparing medicines according to the rules or formulas of pharmacy as, pharmaceutical preparations.
Phar'ma-oeu'tic-al-ly, adv.
Pharmaceutical chemistry, that department of chemistry
which ascertains or regulates the composition of medici-

Having

Phan'er-0-gl03'sal (-o-gl8s'sal), a. [Gr. <j>avep6? evident -)- yXSia-aa tongue.] (Zo'dl.) Having a conspicuous
tongue
said of certain reptiles and insects.
Phan'ta-SCOpe (fSu'ta-skop), n. [Gr. ^lavTaaiKa. image -| scope.'] An optical instrument or toy, resembling the phenakistosoope, and illustrating the same
principle
called also phantasmascope.
Phan'tasm (fSn'tSz'm), n. [L. phantasma. See
[Spelt also fantasm.]
Phantom, and cf. Fantasm.]
1. An image formed by the mind, and supposed to be
real or material a shadowy or airy appearance ; sometimes, an optical illusiom a phantom a dream.
They be hut phantasms or apparitions. Sir W, Raleigh.
2. A mental image or representation of a real object
Cudworth.
B fancy; auction.
Figures or little features, of which the description had proJer. Taylor.
duced in you no phantasm or expectation.
Phan-tas'ma (-tSz'ma), n. [L.] A phantasm.
Phan-tas'ma-go'rl-a (-go'rl-a), n. [NL., from Gr.
^avratriia a phantasm -f- a-yopa an assembly, fr. aycipeiv
to gather: ci.^. phantasniagorie.] 1. An optical effect
produced by a magic lantern. The figures are painted
in transparent colors, and all the rest of the glass is
opaque black. The screen is between the spectators
and the instrument, and the figures are often made to
appear as if in motion, or to merge into one another.
2. The apparatus by which such an effect is produced.
3. Fig.
A medley of figures ; illusive images. " This
mental phantasmagoria.''''
Sir W. Scott.
Phan-tas'ma-go'ri-al (-al), a. Of, relating to, or resembling, phantasmagoria pliantasmagoric.
Phan-tas'ma-gor'iC (-gSr'tk), a. Of or pertaining to
phantasmagoria ; phantasniagorial.
Hawthorne.
Phan-tas'ma-go-ry (-g6-rf ), ». See Phantasmagoria.
(-mal),
a.
Pertaining
to,
of
the nature
Phan-tas'mal
spectral illusive.
of, or resembling, a phantasm
Phan-taB'ma-scope (-ma^skop), n. See Phantascope.
Phan'tas-mat'lc-al (fSn'tSz-mat'i-kal), a. [L. phantasmaticus.] Phantasmal.
Dr. H. More.
;

Bacon.

1

1

containing distinct stamens and pistils

;

;

Phar'i-sa'ie-al-ly, adv.
Phar'i-sa'lc-al-ness, n.
Fhar'l-sa-ism (fSr'i-sa-iz'm), re.
[Cf. F. pharisaisme.]
1. The notions, doctrines, and conduct of the
Pharisees, as a sect.
Sharp.
2. Rigid observance of external forms of religion,
without genuine piety ; hypocrisy in religion ; a censorious, self-righteous spirit in matters of morals or manners.
" A piece of pAansaisni."
Hammond.
Phar'i-se'an (-.se'on), a. [L. Pharisaeus, Gr. 3>apt<raio!.]
Following the practice of the Pharisees ; Phar" Pharisean disciples."
isaic.
[Obs.]
Milton.
Phar'i-see (far'T-se), re. [L. Pharisaeus, Gr. *apio-aifrom
Heb.
parash
to
separate.]
0?,
One of a sect or party
among the Jews, noted for a strict and formal observance
of rites and ceremonies and of the traditions of the elders, and whose pretensions to superior sanctity led them
to separate themselves from the other Jews.

+
—

evident

beacon tower

Howell.
[L. Pharisaicus, Gr.

of outward and pAarisfficaZ holiness."
isaical ostentation." Macaulay.

+

Phan'e-ro-dac'ty-la (-e-r6-d5k'ty-la), n. pi.

A

1.

Phar'l-sa'ic (far'i-sa'Ik), 1 a.
Phar'1-sa'ic-al (-i-kol),
^apto-aiKos : cf. F. pha\
risa'igue.
See Pharisee.] 1. Of or pertaining to the
Pharisees ; resembling the Pharisees. " The Pharisaic
sect among the Jews."
Cudworth.
2. Hence : Addicted to external forms and ceremonies
making a show of religion without the spirit of it ; ceremonial ; formal ; hypocritical ; self-righteous. " Excess

;

II

Hence, a harbor.

2.

A

fr. Gr.(#>ai^6p6s

[See Pharos.]
[06«.]

(fSr), n.

a lighthouse.

primitive organ from which either may be derived.
genus of fungi which have a fetid and dis3. (Boi.)
gusting odor ; the stinkhorn.
Joye.
Phane (fan), n. See Fane. [0J«.]
Phan'er-lte (fSn'er-it), a. [Gr. <l>a.v€p6i visible, from
Evident
visible.
faiveiv to bring to light.]
Phanerlte series (Geol.), the uppermost part of the
earth's crust, consisting of deposits produced by causes
in obvious operation.
Phan'e-ro-car'pae (fan'e-ro-kar'pe), n. pi. [NL.,
Kopiros fruit (but taken to
from Gr. i^ai/epos evident
mean, ovary).] (Zodl.) Same as Acraspeda.
Phan'er-O-CO-don'lc (-er-o-ko-don'ik), a. [Gr. <f>avep6i
evident
kmSwi/ a bell.] (Zo'ol.) Having an umbrellashaped or bell-shaped body, with a wide, open cavity
beneath
said of certain jellyfishes.
Phan'er-0-crys'tal-line (-kris'tirl-lln or -ITn), a. [Gr.
^wepos visible -f- E. crystalline.'] {Geol.) Distinctly crystalline ;
used of rocks. Opposed to cryptocrystalline.
li
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full,

iip,

am

;

pity

pharynx.

A

pharyngeal bone or car?i.
(Ana/.)
especially, one of tlie lower pharyngeals, which
belong to the rudimentary fifth branchial arch in many

Phar'yn-ge'al,

tilage

;

fishes, or
;

food,

one of the upper pharyngeals, or pharyngo-

fo~bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

siiiB,

Golden Pheasant (Thaumtika

having rich, varied colors.

Ink

;

tlien,

tliin

;

bON

;

The

crest

zh = z

picia).

is

amber-colored.

in azun).

;

;
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golden yellow, and the under parts are scarChe rump
let. — Mountain pheasant (ZooL)^ the ruif ed grouse. [Lois

—

Pheasant coucal {ZooL), a large Australian
cuckoo ( Centropus jjhasianus). The general color is black,
with chestnut wings and brown tail. Called also pheasant euekoo. The name is also applied to other allied
cal, U. S.\

— Pheasant

species.

dack. (Zo'dl.) (a) The pintail. (6)
parrot (ZooL), a large

— Pheasant

hooded merganser.

The
aud

beautiful Australian parrakeet (Fiaiycercus Adelaldevsis). The male has the back black, the leathers margined
with yellowish blue and scarlet, the quills deep blue,
the wing coverts and cheeks light blue, the crown, sides
of the neck, breast, and middle of the belly scarlet.
(Bot.) (a)
red-flowered lierb (Adonis
Pheasant's eye.
aa^MmMaWs) of the Crowfoot family^ called also pkeasaiiVs-eye Adonis, (b) The garden pmk (Dianthus plumnPheasant shell
called also Pheasant' s-eye pink.
rius)-,

—

A

—

—

—

(Zo'dt), any marme univalve shell of the genus Phasianella, of which numerous species are found in tropical
seas. The shell is smooth and usually richly colored, the
colors often forming blotches like those of a pheasant.
(Bot.) Same as Partridge wood (a),
Pheasant wood.
under Parteidge.
Sea pheasant (ZooL), the pintail.

—

—

—

Water pheasant.
(Zo'dl.) (a) The sheldrake.
(4) The
hooded merganser.
[Cf.
F.
(fez'ant-rf),
n.
faUanderie.']
Pheas'ant-ry
Gwilt.
A place for keeping and rearing pheasants.

Phe'be (fe'be), ra. (Zo'dl.) See Fhceee.
Pheer (fer), n. See 1st Feke. [OJs.]
Pheese (fez), v. t. To comb also, to beat
;

Feaze,

n.

See Feaze, v.
Fretful excitement.

;

{Obs. or Local}

See

n.

+

[Gr. i^eAAds cork
•derm.']
(Bot.) The continuous layers of cork cells
found in certain kinds of bark.
Phello-Ken (-jSn), re. [Gr. <j>eW6i cork -f -gen.l {Bot.)
The tissue of young cells which produces cork cells.
[Gr. <|)eAAds
Phel'lO-plas'tlcS (fa'16-pl5s'tiks), n.
cork
n\d<Taeiv to mold.] Art of modeling in cork.
Phen'a-Clte (f5n'a-sit), n. [Gr. (^eVaf, -aK05, impostor, deceiver.]
{3fin.) A glassy colorless mineral occurring in rhombohedral crystals, sometimes used as a gem.
It is a silicate of glucina, and receives its name from its
deceptive similarity to quartz.
Phen'a-kls'tO-SCOpe (-kis'to-skop), n. [Gr. <t>evaKLcrrrj'; a deceiver
-scope.]
A revolving disk on which
figures drawn in dlEEerent relative attitudes are seen
successively, so as to produce the appearance of an object in actual motion, as an animal leaping, etc., in consequence of the persistence of the successive visual impressions on the retina. It is often arranged so that the
figures may be projected upon a screen.
IPhenyl
anPhe-nan'threne (fe-n5n'thren), ra.
thracene.]
(Chem.)
complex hydrocarbon, CijHio,
found in coal tar, and obtained as a white crystalline substance with a bluish fluorescence.
Phe-nan'thri-dine (-thrl-dtn or -den), n. IPhenan(hrene -|- pyr«Hree.]
nitrogenous hydro(Chem.)
carbon base, CjsHgN, analogous to phenanthrene and
quinoline.
P&e-nan'thro-llne (-thrS-lTn or -len), n. {Phenanthrene -\- <\mnoline.] (Chem.) Either of two metameric
nitrogenous hydrocarbon bases, CijHgNs, analogous to
phenanthridine, but more highly nitrogenized.

Phel'lo-derm (fSllo-derm),

n.

+

+

+

A

A

Phene

(fen), n.
{Chem.) Benzene. \_Obs.']
efhyl
Phe'ne-tol (f e'ne-tol), n. {Phenyl
L. oleum oil.] {Chem.) The ethyl ether of phenol, obtained
as an aromatic liquid, CeHj.O.CjH^.
Pbe'nic (fe'nik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, derived from, or resembling, phenyl or phenol.

+

Phenic acid

(C/ifiOT.),

phenol.

+

See Ph(enician.
purple red
of. F. phenicine.]
{C/iem.) (a) A purple powder precipitated when a sulphuric solution of indigo is diluted
with water. (6) A coloring matter produced by the action of a mixture of strong nitric and sulphuric acids on
(fiolvi.^

:

phenyUc alcohol.

JVatts.

Phe-nl'ciOUS_(fe-nTsh'iis), a.
viKeos, from (fioivi.^ purple red.]
Blight mixture of gray.

[L. phoeniceus, Gr. <|)ot01 a red color with a

Dana.

Phen'i-COp'ter (fSn'T-kSp'ter), n. [L. phoenicopterus, Gr. (j>OLViK6wTepo';, i.e., red-feathered
Aoivif ijoiMKos, purple red
irrspov feather : cf. F. phenicoptere.]
flamingo.
{Zo'dl.)
Phe'nix (fe'nlks), re. ; pi. Phendcbs (-ez). [L. pAoenia;, Gr. <^oii/tJ.] [Written also pAareia;.] 1. {Gr. 3Iyth.)
bird fabled to exist single, to be consumed by fire by
its own act, and to rise again from its ashes.
Hence, an
emblem of immortality.
2. {Astron. )
southern constellation.
marvelous person or thing. {B.]
3.
Latimer.

A

,

;

+

A

A

A

Phen'O-ga'ml-a (fen'o-ga'ml-a or

II

-fe'nS-),

n. pi.

Same as Ph.enoqamia.
PJien'o-ga'mi-an (-ga'mT-5n), Phen'o-gam'lc (-gam'-

{Bot.)

Phe-nog'a-mouB (fe-nog'a-miis),
Ph.s;nogamian, Ph^nooamic, etc.

ik),

as

{Bot.)

a.

Same

+

Phe'nol (f e'nol 277), ra. [Gr. <j>aCveiv to show
-ol :
phenol.] (Chem.) 1.
white or pinkish crystalline substance, CoHgOH, produced by the destructive
distillation of many organic bodies, as wood, coal, etc.,
;

A

cf. 'F.

and obtained from the heavy oil from coal tar.
t^°* It has a pecuUar odor, somewhat resembhng creosote, which IS a complex mixture of phenol derivatives.
It IS of the type of alcohols, and is called also phetiyl aleonol,hut has acid properties, and hence is popularly called
carbolic acid, and was formerly called phenic acid. It is
a powerful caustic poison, and in dilute solution has been
used as an antiseptic.
2. Any one of the series of hydroxyl derivatives of
which phenol proper is the type.
Glacial phenol (Chem.),

pure crystallized phenol or caracid (Chem.), any one of a series of
compounds which are at once derivatives of both phenol
and some member of the fatty acid series thus, salicylic
acid IS a phenol acid.
Phenol alcohol (Chem.), any one
bolic acid.

— Phenol

—

alOi

senate,

;

care,

;

—

+

(fe-nSm'e-nal), a.

phenome-

[Cf. F.

Relating to, or of the nature of, a phenomenon
hence, extraordinary ; wonderful
as, a phenomena.!
memory.
Phe-nom'e-nal-ly, adv.
Phe-nom'e-nal-ism (-Tz'm), re. {Metaph.) That theory which limits positive or scientific knowledge to phenomena only, whether material or spiritual.
Phe-nom'e-nist (-ntst), ra. One who believes in the
theory of phenomenaUsm.
nal.]

;

—

;

Phe-nom'e-nol'o-gy

(-uol'o-jy-),

re.

F. phenomenologie.]
or explanation of phenomena.
of the mind."

A

Phe-nom'e-non
{Jj. phaenomenon,

pi.

-logy

:

cf.

(-non),

Gr.

ra.

{Phenomenon

+

description, history,

" The phenomenology
Sir W. Hamilton.

/

<^aLv6ii.evov,

Phenomena
fr.

^paivea-ffai

(-na).

to ap-

See PHANTOM.] 1. An appearance anything visible whatever, in matter or spirit, is
apparent to, or is apprehended by, observation as, the
phenomena of heat, light, or electricity phenomena of
imagination or memory.
In the phenomena of the material world, and in many of the
phenomena of mind.
Stewart.
pear,

(j>aCveiv

to show.

;

;

;

2. That which strikes one as strange, unusual, or unaccountable an extraordinary or very remarkable person, thing, or occurrence as, a musical joAereojnereore.
Phe'nose' (fe'nosO, ra. [P/iereyl+dextrose.] {Chem.)
A sweet amorphous deliquescent substance obtained indirectly from benzene, and isomeric with, and resembling,
;

;

dextrose.

Phe'nyl (fe'nTl), re. [Gr. -fiaiveiv to bring to light -f: cf. F. phenyle.
So called because it is a by-product
of illuminating gas.]
{Chem.)
hydrocarbon radical
(CgHj) regarded as the essential residue of benzene, and
the basis of an immense number of aromatic derivatives.
-yl

A

Phenyl hydrate (CAem.), phenol or carbolic
nyl hydrazine (Chem.), a nitrogenous base
produced artificially as a colorless oil which
acids, ketones, etc., to form weU-crystallized

am, arm, ask,

acid.

—Phe-

Of or pertaining

Phll'a-tel'lC (fll'a-tSl'Ik), a.

to

philately.

Phi-lat'e-Ust (fT-15t'e-list), re. One versed in philately one who collects postage stamps.
{PhiloPhi-lat'e-ly (-Ij*), ra.
Gr. dre'Aeta exemption from tax cf. frank to send iree.] The collection
of postage stamps of various issues.
Phil'a-to-ry (fll'a-to-ry), re. {O'F.filatiere, philatiere.
See Phylacteey.] (Eccl.) A kind of transparent reli
quary with an ornamental top.
Phil'au-ty (f il'a-ty), «. [Gr. <f,i\a.vTia 4>CKog loving
Self-love; selfishness. {Obs.] Beaumont.
-f- avTo! self.]
;

+

;

;

+

Phil'har-mon'iC (lil'har-mSn'Ik), a.
{PhiloGr.
ap^oi'ia harmony
cf F. philharmonique.] Loving har.
_

:

mony

.

or music.

Phil-hel'lene

(fTl-hel'len),

A friend of

re.

Greeks a philhellenist.
Phil'hel-len'io (-hel-len'Ik),
philhellenism.
of the

;

a.

Greece, or

Emerson.
Of or pertaining to

Phil-hel'len-ism (-hel'len-Tz'm), n. Love of Greece.
Phil-heiaen-lst, re. {PhiloGr. "EhXriv a Greek cf.
A friend of Greece one who supports
the cause of the Greeks particularly, one who supported
them in their struggle for independence against the
Turks; aphilhellene.
Phil'i-beg (f il'I-beg), re. See Filibeg. {Scot.]
Phil'ip (fil'ip), ra.
[So called from their notes.]
(Zo'dl.) (a) The European hedge sparrow,
(b) The
house sparrow. Called sClsophip. {Prov. Eng.]

+

F. philhelUne.]

:

;

;

Phl-lip'pi-an (fi-lTp'pi-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Philippi, a city of ancient Macedonia.
native or
ra.
an inhabitant of Philippi.
[L. Philippicnis belonging to
Phi-lip'plc (-pTk), ra.
PhUip, Philippic, Gr. iiAiTririicds, fr. *tAi7nros Philip
<t)C\iTn7oi fond of horses : cf. F. philippique.]
1. An)
one of the series of famous orations of Demosthenes, the
Grecian orator, denouncing Philip, king of Macedon.
2. Hence Any discourse or declamation abounding in
acrimonious invective.
[NL.
Phi-lip'pi-um (fi-lip'pT-iim), re.
So named
from Philippe Plantamour, of Geneva, Switzerland.]
(Chem.)
rare and doubtful metallic element said to

^

A

:

A

have been discovered

radical (C(;H4) occurring in certain derivatives of ben-

in the mineral samarskite.
Phil'ip-pize (fil'ip-piz), V. i. {imp. & p. p. PhildpPIZED (-plzd) p. pr. & vb. n. Philibpizinq.] [Gr. </>tAiirn-i'feii/ to be, on Philip's side.]
1. To support or
advocate the cause of Philip of Macedon.
2. [See Philippic] To write or speak in the style of a
philippic.
De Quincey,
[G.]
A Phihstine
a
Phi-lis'ter (f i-lTs'ter), re.
cant name given to townsmen by students in German

zene ;

universities.

(CcHs-NoHs)
unites with

compounds.

+

Phe'nyl-am'ine (-am'Tn or -en), n. {Phenyl amine.]
{Chem.) Any one of a certain class of organic bases regarded as formed from ammonia by the substitution of
phenyl for hydrogen.
Phe'nyl-ene (fe'nTl-en), n.
{Chem.) A hypothetic
as, phenylene diamine.
Phe-nyl'lc (fe-nTl'ik), a.
{Chem.) Pertaining to,
derived from, or containing, phenyl.
Phenyllc alcohol (Chem.), phenol.
Phe'on ffe'Sn), re. [Prob. from Old
French.] (Her.) A bearing representing the head of a dart or javelin, with
long barbs which are engrailed on the
inner edge.
Phi'al (fi'al), ra. {^e.fiole, 'L.phiala
a broad, flat, shallow cup or bowl, Gr.
Pheon.
tj>id\ri.
Cf. ViAL.] A glass vessel or
bottle, especially a small bottle for medicines
a vial.
Phi'al, V. t. {imp.
p. p. Phialed (-aid) p. pr.
rb. re. Phlalino.]
To put or keep in, or as in, a phial.
Itaphial *d wrath may tTate exhaustShenstone.
;

&

&

PMl'a-beg

[Obsoles.]

Phe-nl'cian (fe-nish'an), a. & re.
Phen'i-cine (fSn'i-sTn), n. [Gr.

a series of derivatives of phenol and carbinol whjoh
have the properties of both combined thus, saligenin is
a phenol alcohol. — Phenol aldehyde (Chem.), any one of a
series of compounds having both phenol and aldehyde
properties.
Phenol phthalein. See under PhthaiiEIN.
Phe'no-late (fe'no-14t), n. {Phenol
-ate.] {Chem.)
compound
of
phenol analogous to a salt.
A

;

Spenser.
to worry.

[Obs. or LocaV]

Pheese,

PHILOLOGY

of

Phe-nom'e-nal

;

;

(fTl'a-beg), re.
See Filibes.
(-d61'fi-an), a.
[Gr.

Phll'a-del'phi-an

,l)i\aSekipCa.

brotherly love, from i,i.\dSe\<j)o'; brotherly ; <^iAos loved,
loving, friendly
ciSeAc/ids brother.]
Of or pertaining
to Ptolemy Philadelphus, or to one of the cities named
Philadelphia, esp. the modern city in Pennsylvania.
Phil'a-del'phl-an, re. 1.
native or an inhabitant of
Philadelphia.
2. {Eccl. Hist. ) One of a society of mystics of the seventeenth century,
called also the Family of Love. Tatter.
Phll'a-le'thlSt (-le'thist), n. {PhiloGr. aA-ijfleia
truth.] A lover of the truth.
Brathwait.
{Obs.]
Phi-lan'der (f i-lan'der), v. i. [Gr. <t)i\ai'Spos fond of
men ; </)i'Aos loving
av-qp man.] To make love to women ; to play the male flirt.
You can't go philandering after her again. 6. Eliot.

+

A

—

+

+

Phl-lan'der, «. A lover. {E.]
Congreve.
Phi-lan'der, re. (Zo'dl.) (a) A South American oposphilander), (b) An Australian bandicoot (Perameles lagotis).
Phi-lan'der-er (-er), re. One who hangs about women
a male flirt. {E.]
C. Kingsley.
Phll'an-thrope (fil'Sn-throp), re. [F.] A philanthropist.
{Obs.]
E. North.
Phil'an-throp'io (-throp'ik), a. [Cf. F. philanthropique.] Of or perPhil'an-throp'iC-al (-T-kal), )
taining to philanthropy characterized by philanthropy
loving or helping mankind
as, a philanthropic enterprise.
Phil'an-throp'lc-al-ly, adv.
PhU'an-throp'l-Mlsm (-i-niz'm), re. A system of education on so-called natural principles, attempted in Germany in the last century by Basedow, of Dessau.
Phil'an-throp'i-nist (-nist), n. An advocate of, or
believer in, philanthropinism.
Phl-lan'thro-pist (fi-lan'thro-pTst), re. [Gr. ^iKdvcf. F. philanfipcoTTOs
i|)iA.os loving -|- oi/flpmjros man
thrope.] One who practices philanthropy one who loves
mankind, and seeks to promote the good of others.
Pertaining to, or
Phi-lan'thlO-pis'tic (-pTs'tIk), a.
characteristic of, a philanthropist, [i?.]
Carlyle.
{L.phildnthropia, Gr. <j>i,IPhi-lan'thro-py (-py), ra.
Love to mankind
Kai/Spanria
cf. F. philanthropie.]
benevolence toward the whole human family universal
good will desire and readiness to do good to all men
opposed to misanthropy.
Jer. Taylor.

sum (Didelphys

)

;

—

;

;

:

;

:

;

—

flual,

;

gll

j

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

;

—

[L. Philistinus, Heb.
Phi-lis'tine (fT-lTs'tin), re.
Plishthi, pi. Plishlhim.] 1. A native or an inhabitant of
ancient iPhihstia, a coast region of southern Palestine.
2.
bailiff.
{Cant, Eng.] {Obs.]
Swift.
3.
person deficient in liberal culture and refinement
one without appreciation of the nobler aspirations and
sentiments of humanity ; one whose scope is limited to

A
A

M. Arnold,
and material interests. {Eecent]
Phl-lis'tine, a. 1. Of or pertaining to the Philistines.

selfish

2. Uncultured

;

commonplace.

Phi-lis'tin-ism (-Tz'm), re. The condition, character,
aims, and habits of the class called Philistines. See Philistine, 3.
Carlyle.
{Eecent]
On the side of beauty and taste, vulgarity; on the side of morals and feeling, coarseness on the side of mind and spirit, unintelligence,
this is Philistinism.
M. Aimold.
[So named after John
Phil'Ups-lte (f il'lTps-it), re.
Phillips, an English mineralogist.]
(Min.) (a) A hydrous silicate of alumina, lime, and soda, a zeolitic mineral commonly occurring in complex twin crystals, often
cruciform in shape
called also christianite.
Phil-lyg'e-nln (f Il-lTj'e-nin), ra. {Phillyrm -\- -gen -f-ire.]
(Chem.) A pearly crystalline substance obtained
by the decomposition of phiUyrin.
[NL., fr. Gr. <fiiAAup«a,
Phil-lyr'e-a (-Itr'e-a), re.
^iKvpea..]
(Bot.) A genus of evergreen plants growing
along the shores of the Mediterranean, and bearing a
fruit resembling that of the olive.
Phil'ly-rin (fil'li-rin), re. (Chem.) A glucoside extracted from PhElyrea as a bitter white crystalline substance.
It is sometimes used as a febrifuge.
Philo-. A combining form from Gr. (J>iAo5 loving,
fond of, attached to ; as, philosophy, philotechmc.
[See Philogynt.]
Phi-log'y-nist (fl-loj'I-nist), re.
A lover or friend of women one who esteems woman as
opposed to misogynist.
the higher type of humanity

—

;

;

—

II

;

;

Phl-lOg'y-ny

+ opposed to misogyny.
—
yvv-ij

woman.]

—

[Gr.
Fondness for

(-ny),

re.

^t\oywCa

women

;

;

c^iAo? loving

uxoriousness

Phll'O-hel-le'nl-an (fll'o-hgl-le'ni-an),

;

Byron.

{E.]

A philhel-

re.

lenist.

Phi-Iol'O-ger (fT-181'o-jer), re. [Cf. L. philologus a
of letters, Gr. <j>iK6\oyoq, originally, fond cf talking;
hence, fond of learning and literature ; i^itAos loving -|Burton.
Adyos speech, discourse.] A philologist.
Phll'0-lo'gi-an (fil'6-lo'jT-an), re. A philologist. [J?.]
philologigue.)
a.
[Cf.
F.
Plul'o-Iog'io-al (-loj'i-kal), )
Of or pertaining to
Phil'o-log'io (-loj'Ik),
I
philology.
Phil'0-lOg'iC-al-ly, adv.
Phi-lol'O-giSt (fi-lol'o-jist), re. One versed in philology.
Phl-lol'o-gize (-jiz), V. i. To study, or make critical
Evelyn.
comments on, language.
PhU'o-logue (f il'o-log), re. [Cf. F. philologue.] A

man

—

Carlyle.
[ij.]
Phi-lol'o-gy (fi-151'o-jy), re. [L. philologia love of
learning, interpretation, philology, Gr. (|)tAoAoyt'a cf. F.
philologie.
See Philologek.] 1. Criticism grammatical learning.
Johnson.
[JR.]
2. The study of language, especially in a philosophical
manner and as a science ; the investigation of the laws
of human speech, the relation of different tongues to one
philologist,

:

;

idea,

lU

;

old,

obey, 6rb, Sdd

;

PHILOMATH
1^°" Philology comprehends a knowledge of the etymology, or origin and combination, of words grammar,
the construction of sentences, or use of words in language criticism, the interpretation of authors, the affinities of different languages, and whatever relates to the
history or present state of languages. It sometimes includes rhetoric, poetry, history, and antiquities.
;

;

:

on the science of language.

;

;

+

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

[Gr.

a.

)

(^iAotto-

+
;

children.

Pbl-lOS'O-phate (-fat), v. i. [L. pMlosopkatus, pi p.
of philosophari to philosophize.]
To play the philosopher ; to moralize. [OJj.]
Barrow.
Phl-lOS'0-pha'tlon (-f a'shun), n. Philosophical speculation and discussion.
[Obs.]
Sir W. Petty.
Phil'O-sophe (fitl'o-sof ; F. fe'lS'zof), n. [F., a phUos[^.]

Carlyle.

II

proposition, doctrine, or principle of reasoning.
[E.']
This, the most venerable, and perhaps the moat ancient, of
Grecian myths, is e. philosopheme.
Coleridge.

A

Phl-lOS'0-pher (-fer), n. [OE. philosophre, F. philosophe, L. philosophus, Gr: <^(A6(ro<^o$ ; <^tAo; loving -)(ro0o; wise.
Cf. Philosophy.]
1. One who philoso-

one versed in, or devoted to, philosophy.
certain philosophers of the Epicureans, and of the Sto-

;

;

Acts

xvii. 18.

veins.

2. One who reduces the principles of philosophy to
practice in the conduct of life ; one who lives according
to the rules of practical wisdom ; one who meets or regards
all vicissitudes with calmness.
3. An alchemist.
[Obs.}
Chaucer.

Phle-bOt'O-mist (-b8t'6-mTst), re. [Cf. F. phUboto{Med.) One who practices phlebotomy.
Phle-bot'O-mlze (-miz), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Phlebotomized (-mizd) p. pr. & vb. re. Phlebotomizing (-mi'zTng).]
[Cf. F. phlebotomiser.]
To let blood from by
opening a vein to bleed. [R.]
Howell.
miste.]

;

Philosopher's stone, an imaginary stone which the alchemists formerly sought as the instrument of converting
the baser metals into gold.

;

Phle-bOt'0-my (-my),

;

a.

—

phisme-l

Spurious philosophy

;

[Cf. F.

,

:

.

a flame, inflammation, phlegm, a morbid,
in the body,

fr.

<j)\iyeLv

to burn.

Cf.

Phlox, Flagrant, Flame, Bleak, a., and Fulminate.]
1. One of the four humors of which the ancients supposed the blood to be composed. See Humor. Arbuthnot.
2. {Physiol.) Viscid mucus secreted in abnormal quantity in the respiratory and digestive passages.
3. {Old Chem.) A watery distilled liquor, in distinc-

the love or practice of
Carlyle.

aophistry.

>i

<()Ae'y/oia

clammy humor

Phl-los'0-phlst (-fist), re. iCt.V.pMlosophiste.'] A
pretender in philosophy.
Phl-los'0-phls'tio (-f is'ttk),
la. Of or pertaining to
Phl-los'o-pWs'tlc-al (-ti-kal), )
the love or practice

,'

Gr.

fr.

phUoso-

bophiatry.

+

(jtKeij/,

;

phlebotomie.

;

(fT-15s'o-f iz'm), n.

[L. phlebotomia, Gr. 4>\e-

re.

cf F.
reiiveiv to cut
(^Af^ds, a vein
Cf. Fleam.]
{3Ted.) The act or practice
of opening a vein for letting blood, in the treatment of
disease ; venesection ; bloodletting.
Phlegm (flSm), re. [F. phlegme, fiegme, L. phlegma,
/3oTO|iito

[L. philoso277),
Phll'O-SOph'lC-al (fn'o-sSf'T-kal), J
phicus : cf. F.
philosophique.']
Of or pertaining to philosophy versed
in, or imbued with, the principles of philosophy ; hence,
characterizing a philosopher ; rational ; wise ; temperate ; calm ; cool.
Phll'0-soph'lc-al-ly, adv.
1

;

II

Phl-IOS'O-pheme (ft-18s'o-fem), n. [Gr. ^aoa-6(l>T]fi.a,
from <j>i\oa-o4>eiv to love knowledge.] A philosophical

encountered him.

&

&

Phl-lOS'O-phas'ter (fi-15s'6-fSs'ter), n.
[L., a bad
philosopher, fr. philosophus : cf. OF. philosophastre.^ A
pretender to philosophy. [Obs.l
Dr. H. More.

a philosopher.

—

+

;

PU-lOB'O-phlsm

.

—

+

PhU'O-SOph'lC (fn'o-sSf'Tk

j

—

PWi'0-pO-lem'lc (fil'6-p6-lSm'Ik),

Then

;

.

PhU'O-po-lem'lC-al (-lem'i-kal), )
Ae/x.0! fond
of
war, warlike c/k'Aos loving
TroAenio! Affar.]
Fond of
polemics or controversy. [iJ.]
Phll'O-pro-gen'i-tive (-pro-jSn'I-tiv), a. Having the
love of offspring fond of children.
PWl'O-pro-gen'i-tive-ness, n. [PhiloL. progenies
offspring.] {Phreru) The love of offspring fondness for

ics,

;

fortune with philosophy.
Then had he spent all his philosophy.
Chaucer.
4. Reasoning ; argumentation.
Of good and evil much they argued then, .
Vain wisdom all, and ialsG phitosojjhy.
Milton.
5. The course of sciences read in the schools. Johnson.
6. A treatise on philosophy.
Philosophy of the Academy, that of Plato, who taught
his disciples in a grove in Athens called the Academy.
Philo3ophy of the Garden, that of Epicurus, who taught
in a garden in Athens.
Philosophy of the Lyceum, that
of Aristotle, the founder of the Peripatetic school, who
delivered his lectures in the Lyceum at Athens.
Philosophy of the Porch, that of Zeno and the Stoics
so
called because Zeno of Citium and his successors taught
in the porch of the PoicUe, a great hall in Athens.
Phll'O-StOr'gy (fil'o-stSr'jy), n. [Gr. ^iXoaropyia
<|>iAos loving -|- o-Topyi; affection.]
Natural affection, as
of parents for their children.
[JS.]
) a.
Phil'O-tech'nlc (-tSk'ntk),
[PhiloGr. Texvv
Phll'O-tecli'nic-al (-nt-kal), |
an art : cf . F. philotechnique.'] Fond of the arts,
[i?.]
Phil'ter (fll'ter), re. [F. philtre, L. philtrum, Gr.
<j}i\Tpov, fr. (J3L\eLv to love, (jtCKos dear, loving.] A potion
or charm intended to excite the passion of love. [Written also philtre.~\
Addison.
Phil'ter, V. t. [imp.
p. p. PHiLTEiiED (-terd) p.pr.
vb. n. Philteeino.]
1. To impregnate or mix with a
love potion ; as, to philter a draught.
2. To charm to love ; to excite to love or sexual desire
by a potion.
Gov. of Tongue.
Phi-mo'slS (fl-mo'sis), re. [NL., fr. Gr. ^i>mo-is a
muzzling, fr. c^ijiio! muzzle.] {Med.) A condition of the
penis in which the prepuce can not be drawn back so as
to uncover the elans penis.
Phl'ton-ess (fl'tSn-Ss), re. Pythoness; witch. [Obs.}
Phiz (f iz), re. ; pi. Phizes (-Sz). [Contr. fr. physiognomy.] The face orvisage. [Colloq.]
Couper.
Phle-bl'tlS (fle-bi'tis), re. [NL.,fr. Gr. c^Aei^, ^Ae^ds,
-(vein
a
-itis.]
(Med.) Inflammation of a vein.
Phleb'O-gram (fleb'o-grSm), n. [Gr. <^Aei/<> </)AePos -f
-gram.] {Physiol.)
tracing (with the sphygmograph)
of the movements of a vein, or of the venous pulse.
Phleb'O-Ute (-lit), ) n. [Gr. <j>ke<ji, <^Aej3o5, a vein -f
-lite, -lith.]
Phleb'0-llth (-Itth), (
{Med.) A small
calcareous concretion formed in a vein a vein stone.
Phle-bol'0-gy (fle-bSl'o-jy), re. [Gr. 4,\4^, ^Ae^ds, a
vein -)- -logy.] A branch of anatomy which treats of the

:

phizes

;

;

It^^ One of the ways may be stated as follows A person finding a nut with two kernels eats one, and gives
the other to a person of the opposite sex, and then whichever sa,ja philopena first at the next meeting wins the
present. The name is also applied to the kernels eaten.

;

—
—

3. Practical wisdom
calmness of temper and judgment equanimity fortitude stoicism as, to meet mis-

;

A philosophaster

—

tion from a spirituous liquor.
Crabb.
4. Sluggishness of temperament; dullness; want of
interest
indifference ; coldness.
They judge with fury, but they write with phlegm. Pope.

[ij.]

Phl-lOS'O-phlze (-fiz), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Philosoi-HizED (-fizd) p. pr. & vb. n. Philosophizinq (-fi'ztng).]
To reason like a philosopher to search into the reason
and nature of things to investigate phenomena, and assign rational causes for their existence.
;

Phleg'ma-gOg^e

;

Man

He may ;,7h7osoi)*!>

pM7osop/ifaes as he lives.
but philosophize he must.

Phl-lOS'0-phl'zer

Fm-los'0-phy

(-fi'zer),

(-fjr), re. ;

.S,V
re.

One who

philosophizes.

[OE.

lull,

Op,

am

;

pity

^Aeyjuadyeii/ to

II

Phleg-mat'lc (flSg-mSt'Ik ; 277), a. [L. phlegnialicus,
1. Watery.
Gr. (^yAey/aoTiKO!
cf. F. phlegmntique.]
'^ A(\ueo\ma,nd phlegmatic."
Sir I. Newton.
[Obs.]
:

;

rude,

[Gr.

See Phlegm.] {JIfed.) An iiiflanimatioii
<t>Keyfi.a<Ti.a.
more particularly, an inflammation of the internal organs.
Phlegmasia dolens (do'lSnz) [NL.], milk leg.

philosophie, F. philosophie, L. philosophia, from Gr.
See Philosophee.]
1. Literally, the love
of, inducing the search after, wisdom
in actual usage,
thf, knowledge of phenomena
as explained by, and resolved into, causes and reasons, powers and laws.
Il^~" When applied to any particular department of
knowledge, philosophy denotes the general laws or principles under which all the subordinate phenomena
or

unite,

re.

II

0iAoo-oc^ia.

use,

(flgg'ma-gSg),

yojyds carrying off' phlegm ; ^\iyij.a phlegm -)lead.] {Old Med.) A medicine supposed to expel phlegm.
Phleg-ma'si-a (flSg-ma'zhT-a), re. [NL., from Gr.

well or

W. llamiVon.

pi. Philosophies (-fIz).

;

cold

;

dull

Addison.
Phlegmatic temperament (Old Physiol.), lymphntic temperament. See under Lymphatic.

Phleg-mat'lc-al (flSg-mat'I-kal), a. Phlegmatic. Ash.
Phleg-mat'ic-al-iy, adv. In a phlegmatic manner.
Phleg-mat'ic-ly (-ik-ly), a. Phlegmatically. [Obs.]
Phleg'mon (flSg'mon), m. [L. phlegmone, phlegmon,
inflammation beneath the skin, Gr. 4i\eyfiov^, f r. ^Keyeiv
to burn
cf. F. phlegmon.]
{Med.) Purulent inflamma:

tion of the cellular or areolar tissue.

Phleg'mon-OUS

[Ci.F.phlegmoneux.] Hav-

(-us), a.

ing the nature or properties of phlegmon as, phlegmonous pneumonia.
Harvey.
Phleme (flem), n. {Surg. Far.) See Fleam.
Phle'um (fle'iim), re. [NL., fr. Gr. (f)AE'a)s a kind of
marsh plant.] {Bot.)
genus of grasses, including the
timothy {Phleum pratense), which is highly valued for
;

&

II

A

hay

Gray.
cat's-tail grass.
(flo'Sm), re.
[Gr. (JiAods bark.] {Bot.) That
portion of fibrovascular bundles which corresponds to the
distinguisheil from xylem.
inner bark ; the liber tissue ;
believer in the
Phlo-gls'tian (flo-jis'chan), re.
existence of phlogiston.
Phlo-gls'tic (-tik), a. 1. {Old Chem.) Of or pertaining to phlogiston, or to belief in its existence.
;

PhlCem

—

A

2. {Med.) Inflammatory; belonging to inflammations
and fevers.
Phlo-gis'tlc-al (-ti-kal), a. {Old Chem.) Phlogistic.
Phlo-gls'ti-cate (-ti-kat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Phlo-

GisTicATED (-ka'ted) p. pr. & vb. re. Phlogistic ating.]
{Old Chem.) To combine phlogiston with
usually in
the form and sense of the p. p. or the adj. ; as, highly
;

;

—

phlogisticated substances.
PhlO-giS'ti-ca'tlon (-ka'shiin), re. {Old Chem.) The
act or process of combining with phlogiston.
PhiO-glS'ton (flo-jTs'ton 277), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <(>Aoyicrrds burnt, set on fire, fr. (|)Aoyi'feii/ to set on fire, to
;

burn,

fr. <l>\6^, <l>\oy6s,

a flame, blaze. See Phlox.]

{Old

Chem.) The hypothetical principle of fire, or inflammaregarded by Stahl as a chemical element.
(^^ This was supposed to be united with combustible
(prdogisticated) bodies and to be separated from incom-

bility,

bustible (dephlogisticated) bodies, the phenomena of
flame and burning being the escape of phlogiston. Soot
and sulphur were regarded as nearly pure phlogiston.
The essential principle of this theory was, that combustion was a decomposition rather than the union and combination which it has since been shown to be.

PhlO-gOg'e-nOUS

(-gSj'e-niis), o.

[Gr. 4>\6i, ^Koyoi,

{Med.) Causing inflammation.
-f- -genous.]
PhlOg'0-pite (fl5g'o-pit), re. [Gr. (^Xoyiono'; firelike.]
{Min. ) A kind of mica having generally a peculiar bronzered or copperlike color and a pearly luster. It is a silicate of alumina, with magnesia, potash, and some fluorine.
It is characteristic of crystalline limestone or dolomite
and serpentine. See Mica.
PhlO-gO'SlS (flo-go'sis), re. [NL., fr. Gr. i^Xoyiaaif
burning heat.] {Med.) Inflammation of external parts
fire

II

body erysipelatous inflammation.
Phlo-gOflC (-gBt'Tk), a. {Med.) Of or pertaining to

of the

;

phlogosis.

PhlO-ram'Ine (-rSm'Tn or -en), re. [P/;Zo>-oglucin -f{Chem.) A basic amido derivative of phloro-

amine.]

glucin, having an astringent taste.

Phlo-ret'lc (-rSt'Ik), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, an organic acid obtained by
the decomposition of phloretin.
Phlor'e-tin(flor'e-tin),re. [From Phlorizin.] {Chem.)
A bitter white crystalline substance obtained by the decomposition of phlorizin, and formerly used to some extent as a substitute for quinine.
Phlor'i-zin (flSr'i-zTn), re. [Gr. <^Aoid9, i^Aods, bark
-j- pC^a root.]
{Chem.) A bitter white crystalline glucoside extracted from the root bark of the apple, pear,
cherry, plum, etc.
[Formerly also written phloridzin.]

Phlor'O-glu'cln (flor'6-glu'sTn), re. [PhloreWn -\- Gr.
sweet.] {Chem.) A sweet white crystalline submetameric with pyrogallol, and obtained by the
decomposition of phloretin, and from certain gums, as
catechu, kino, etc. It belongs to the class of phenols.
[Called a.\so phi oroglucinol.J
Phlo'rol (flo'rol), re. [Phloretic -f -ol.] {Chem.) A
liquid metameric with xylenol, belonging to tlie class of
phenols, and obtained by distilling certain salts of phlo•yAuKv's

stance,

retic acid.

Phlo'rone (-ron), re. [Phlorol -\- quinoree.] {Chem.)
yellow crystalline substance having a peculiar unpleasant odor, resembling the quinones, and obtained
from beechwood tar and coal tar, as also by the oxidacalled also xyloquinone.
tion of xylidine;
PhlOS (fi5ks), re. [L., a kind of flower, fr. Gr. <^AdJ
flame, fr. ^Aeycii' to burn.] {Bot.) A genus of Amorican
herbs, having showy red, white, or purple flowers.

A

—

Phlox worm (Zool.), the larva of an American moth
(IJeliothis phlnxiphaga).
It is destructive to phlo.\e8.
Phlox Bubulata, the moss pink. See under Moss.

;

;

Ul.

4. Not easily excited to action or passion
sluggish; heavy; &s, a, phlegmatic person.

;

[Books] of Aristotle and his yj/iiVoso/jftte.
Chaucer.
We shall in vain interpret their words by the notions of our
philosophy and the doctrines in our schools.
Locke.

fillipeen stnd phillippine.']

opher.]

;

—

—

;

philopena, literally, much loved ; but influeuced by Gr.
^I'Aos a friend, and L. poena penalty, from an idea that
the gift was a penalty of friendship or love.] A present
or gift which is made as a forfeit in a social game that is
played in various ways also, the game itself. [Written

;

—

—

;

—

;

A

a,\ao

—

;

Phll'O-math (fTl'o-mSth), n. [Gr. i^iAo^noSijs ^t'Aos
loving, a friend
ij-oSti learning, fr. iiaBelv, fiavdavsiv,
lover of learning ; a scholar.
to learn.]
Chesterfield.
philomath.
Phll'O-math'e-mat'lc (-e-mSt'Tk), n.
Phil'O-math'lC (-mSth'ik), (T. [Cf. ¥. philomathique.']
1. Of or pertaining to philomathy.
2. Having a love of learning or letters.
[Gr. ij>i.KoiJ.aJBia,
Phl-lom'a-thy (fi-lom'4-thy), n.
<f>iAo;iia9eia.]
The love of learning or letters.
Same as Philomela, the
Phll'O-mel (fll'o-mSl), n.
nightingale.
[Poetic']
3Iilton. Cowper.
Phll'O-me'la (-me'la), n. [L. philomela, Gr. <f)iAo/i^Ao, according to the legend, from <SiAofi7jAa Philomela
(daughter of Pandion, king of Athens), who was changed
into a nightingale.] 1. The nightingale ; philomel. Shak.
2. (Zo'ol.) A,genu3 of birds including the nightingales.
Phil'o-mene (-men), n. The nightingale. lObs.J
Phil'o-mot (-mot), a. [See Pilemot.] Of the color
of a dead leaf.
[06«.]
Addison.
Phil'O-mu'siC-al (-m>i'2i-k«l ; 277), a.
[Philo- -\musical.']
Loving music, [i?.]
Bushy.
Phll'O-pe'na (fll'o-pe'na), n. [Probably a corruption
fr. G. vielliebchen, LG. vielliebken, or D. veelliehken, a

A

PHOCENIN

facts relating to that subject are comprehended. Thus
philosophy, when applied to God and the divine government, is called theology ; when applied to material objects, it is called physics; wlien it treats of man, it is
called anthropology and psychology, with which are connected logic and ethics; when it treats of the necessary
conceptions and relations by which philosophy is possible, it is called metaphysics.
.J^^ " Philosophy has been defined the science of
things divme and human, and the causes in which they
are contained
the science of effects by their causes
the science of sufficient reasons
the science of things
possible, inasmuch as they are possible
the science of
thmgs evidently deduced from first principles —the science of truths sensible and abstract
the application of
reason to its legitimate objects ;
the science of the rela^
tions of all knowledge to the necessary ends of human
reason
the science of the original form of the ego, or
mental self
the science of science — the science of
the absolute
the science of the absolute indifference
of the ideal and real."
Sir W.Hamilton.
2. A particular philosophical system or theory
the
hypothesis by which particular phenomena are explained.

linguistic science.

A treatise

;

1077

another, and the historical development of languages

3.

—

;;

as, phlegmatic humors
a
2. Abounding in phlegm
Harvey.
phlegmatic constitution.
" Cold and phleg3. Generating or causing phlegm.
Sir T. Browne.
matic habitations."
;

;

;

food,

fo"ot

;

out,

oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

siissr,

Phlyc-ten'u-lar (flTk-tSn'u-ler), a.
[Gr. AAuktoico
{Med.) Characterized by tho
a blister or pustule.]
presence of small pustules, or whitish elevations resembling pustules as, phlyctenular ophtlmlinin.
;

PhO'ca

(fo'ka), n. [L., a seal, fr. Gr. (/iuki).] {Zool.)
seals.
It includes the common harbor seal
.and .allied species.
See Seal.
Pho-ca'cean (fft-ka'shon), n. {Zoot.) Any species ol
II

A

'

genus of

Plinoa

;

a seal.

Pho'cal (fo'knl), (7, {Zool ) Pertaining to seals.
Pho-cen'ic (fft-sSn'Tk), a. [Gr. tptoKaiva a porpoise.]
{Chem.) Of or pertaining to dolphin oil or porpoise oil;
said of an acid (cnllod also deiphinic acid) subsequoutly found to he identical with valeric ncid.
Watts.
Pho-ce'nln (fft-se'nTn), n. [Cf. F.phochiiiie.] (CA«m.)
See Delphin.

—

igk

;

then,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

Id azure.

PhO'cIne (fo'sTn), a. [L. joAoca a seal.] (Zo'dl.)Oiot
pertaining to the seal tribe ; phocal.
Pho'CO-dont (fo'ko-dSnt), K. {Zool.) One of the Phocodontia.
PhO'CO-aon'ti-a (fo'ko-don'sht-a), n. pi. [NL., fr.
Gr. <pij>Kyj a seal -f- oSov?, 656vto?, a tooth.] {Zool.) A
group of extinct carnivorous whales. Their teeth had
compressed and serrated crowns. It includes Squalodon
and allied genera.
PlMBlje (fe'be), n. (Zool.) The pewee, or pewit.
Phoe'bUS (-bus), n. [L. , fr. Gr. *oi|3os, f r. <|)oi(3o5 pure,
bright.]
1. {Class. 3Iyih.) At^oIIo ; the sun god.
" Phoibus 'gins arise."
Shak.
2. The sun.
Phoe-nl'clan (fe-ntsh'an), a. Of or pertaining to
Phoenicia.
A native or inhabitant of Phoenicia.
n.
Phce-nl'clOUS (fe-nish'iis), a. See Phenicious.
PhC8'nl-C0p'te-rus (fe'nT-kSp'te-rtis), n. [NL. See
Phknicopter.] {Zool.) A genus of birds which includes
the flamingoes.
PhtB'nlx (f e'niks), n. [L., a fabulous bird. See
Shak.
Phenix.] 1. Same as Phenix.
2. {Boi.) A genus of palms including the date tree.
Pholas.
of
species
PhO'lad (fo'lSd), n. {Zool.) Any
PhO-la'de-an (fo-la'de-an), n. {Zool.) Pholad.
II

—

II

II

llPhO'Ias (fo'lSs), m. ; pi. Pholades
(-la-dez).
[NL., fr. Gr. <^ioAa;, -aSos, a
kind of mollusk.] {Zool.) Any one of numerous species of marine bivalve mollusks of the genus Pholas, or family Pholadidx. They bore holes for themselves
in clay, peat, and soft rocks.
Pho'nal (fo'nal), a. [Gr. (|ia)r)) the
voice.] Of or relating to the voice as,
Max Miiller.
phonal structure.
Pho'nas-cet'lcs (-nSs-sSt'iks), n. [Gr.

Pholas (.Photos
Pho-nau'to-graph (fo-na'to-gi-af),
[PhonoGr. avrds self -j- -graph.'] Bakeri). Inte{Physics) An instrument by means of Valve
(x'f
which a sound can be made to produce a
visible trace or record of itself.
It consists essentially
of a resonant vessel, usually of paraboloidal form, closed
at one end by a flexible membrane.
stylus attached
to some point of the membrane records the movements
of the latter, as it vibrates, upon a moving cylinder or

+

'

A

plate.

+

Gr.
PhO-nel'dO-SCOpe (fo-nl'do-skop), ». \_Phonoform -j- -scope.] {Physics) An instrument for studying the motions of sounding bodies by optical means.
It consists of a tube across the end of which is stretched
a film of soap solution thin enough to give colored bands,
the form and position of which are affected by sonorous

€1609

vibrations.

[Gr. (^ufrjTiKOS, fr. (juairq a
t^avai. to speak
cf. F. phone-

a.

:

Of or pertaining

1.

to the voice, or its use.
2. Representing sounds ; as, phonetic characters ;
opposed to ideographic ; as, a phonetic notation.
Phonetic spelling, spelling in phonetic characters, each

—

—

representing one sound only
contrasted with Romanic
spelling, or that by the use of the Roman alphabet.
Pho-net'ic-al-ly, adv. In a phonetic manner.
Pho'ne-ti'cian (f o'ne-tTsh'an), n. One versed in pho;

netics

a phonetist.

;

Pho-net'lcs (fo-ngt'iks), n. 1. The doctrine or science of sounds, especially those of the human voice
phonology.
2. The art of representing vocal sounds by signs and
written characters.

Pho'ne-tlsm (fo'ne-tiz'm), n. The science which
treats of vocal sounds.
J, Peile.
Pho'ne-tlst (-tist), n. 1. One versed in phonetics

a phonologist.
2. One who advocates a phonetic

spelling.
PhO'ne-tl-za'tion (fo'ne-tl-za'shun 277), n. The act,
art, or process of representing sounds by phonetic signs.
PhO'ne-tize (fo'ne-tlz), v. t. To represent by phonetic signs.
Lowell.
;

Phon'lc (fon'Tk 277), a. [Gr. <l,uvrj sound cf. F.
Of or pertaining to sound of the nature of
sound acoustic.
Tyndall.
Phon'Ics (-Iks), n. See Phonetics.
PhO'no- (f^no-). A combining form from Gr. (^lavri
;

:

phonique.]

;

;

sound, tone ;

PhO'no

as,

pAoraograph, pAoraology.

(fo'no), n.

A South American butter-

{Zool.)

{Ithonia phono) having nearly transparent wings.
Pho'no-camp'tlC (-kamp'tik), a.
[PhonoGr.
to bend: cf. F. phonocamptique.] Reflecting
sound.
[P.] " Phonocampiic objects."
Derham.
Pbo'no-gram (fo'no-gram), n. [Phono- -f -gram.]

fly

+

najiTrreti'

1.

A

letter, character, or

particular sound.
F/ionograms are of three kinds

mark used

to represent a

Verbal signs, which stand
for entire words (2) Syllabic signs, which stand for the articulations of which words are composed (3) Alphabetic signs, or
letters, which represent the elementary sounds into which the
syllable can be resolved.
/. Taylor ( The Alphabet).
2. A record of sounds made by a phonograph.
Pho'no-graph (-graf), n. [Phono- -f- -graph.] 1. A
character or symbol used to represent a sound, esp. one
:

(1)

;

;

used in phonography.
2. {Physics) An instrument for the mechanical registration and reproduction of audible sounds, as articulate
speech, etc.

It consists of a rotating cylinder or disk
covered with some material easily indented, as tinfoil,
wax, paraffin, etc., above which is a thin plate carrying

ale,

senate,

cftre,

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

a proclamation.]

II

j

+

+

Ban

i

;

^-y ^

practice the voice ; i^(avr)
Treatment
voice
a.<TKetv to practice.]
for restoring or improving the voice.
[Gr.
Pho-na'tlon (fo-na'shiin), n.
i^iiovr] the voice.]
The act or process by
whicli articulate sounds are uttered
the
utterance of articulate sounds ; articulate
speech.

;

—

:

t^iMvaaKelv to

See

a stylus. As the plate vibrates under the influence of a obtained by passing ammonia over heated phosphorus.
PhOS-pham'ic (-fSm'Tk), a.
sound, the stylus makes minute indentations or undu- [Spelt also phosphame.]
PUos'phate (fos'fat), n. (Chem.) A salt of phoslations in the soft material, and these, when the cylinder or disk is again turned, set the plate in vibration, phoric acid.
PhOS-phat'ic(fos-fat'Tk),a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
and reproduce the sound.
PhO-nog'ra-pher (fo-nog'ra-fer), n. 1. One versed containing, phosphorus, phosphoric acid, or phosphates;
as, phospliaiic nodules.
or skilled in phonography.
Fhospbatic diathesis (il/e(7.), a habit of body which leads
2. One who uses, or is skilled in the use of, the photo the undue excretion of phosphates with the urine.
nograph. See Phonosraph, 2.
[NL.
Pho'no-graph'io (fo'no-graf'Ik), a. [Cf. F. phonoPhOS'pha-tU'ri-a (fos'fa-tu'ri-a), re.
See
graphique.] 1. Of Phosphate, and Urine.]
(Med.) The excessive disPho'no-graph'ic-al (-graf'i-kal),
or pertaining to phonography based upon phonography. charge of phosphates in the urine.
done by the
2. Of or pertaining to the phonograph
PhOS'phene (fSs'fen), n. [Gr. jiuii light -f- ^aivew
phonograph.
to show.] (Physiol.) A luminous impression produced
Pho'no-graph'lc-al-ly, adv. In a phonographic man- through excitation of the retina by some cause other
than the impingement upon it of rays of light, as by
ner by means of a phonograph.
Pho-nog'ra-phist (Jo-uog'ra-flst), n. Phonographer. pressure upon the eyeball when the lids are closed. Cf.
A
-graphy.]
1.
(-fy),
n.
[Phono-jAfter-image.
PhO-nog'ra-phy
description of the laws of the human voice, or of sounds
PhOS'pIude (-fid or -fid), n. (Chem.) A binary comuttered by the organs of speech.
pound of phosphorus.
2. A representation of sounds by distinctive characPhos'phine (-fin or -fen), re. (Chem.) A colorless
ters commonly, a system of shorthand writing invented gas, PH3, analogous to ammonia, and having a disagreeaby Isaac Pitman, or a modifiication of his system, much ble odor resembling that of garlic. Called also hydrogen
used by reporters.
phosphide, and formerly, phosphureied hydrogen.
^W^ The consonants are represented by straight lines ^0^ It is the most important compound of phosphorus
and curves the vowels by dots and short dashes but by aiidhydrogen, and is produced by the action of caustic
skilled phonographers, in rapid work, most vowel marks potash on phosphorus. It is spontaneously inflammable,
are omitted, and brief symbols for common words and owing to impurities, and in burning produces peculiar
combinations of words are extensively employed. The vortical rings of smoke.
following line is an example of phonography, in which aU
Phos-phin'ic (-fin'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
the sounds are indicated
designating, certain acids analogous to the phosphonic
acids, but containing two hydrocarbon radicals, and de.
.<-/T
rived from the secondary phosphines by oxidation.
(
PhOS'phite (fos'fit), re. (Chem.) A salt of phosphorMilton.
They also serve who only stand and wait.
ous acid.
3. The art of constructing, or using, the phonograph.
Phos-phon'lc (-fSn'Tk), a. [Phosphoric -\- sulphoreic]
-lite: cf. F.
[PhonoPhO'no-Ute (fo'n6-lit), n.
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, certain deriva(Min.) A compact, feldspathic, igneous tives of phosphorous acid containing a hydrocarbon radphonoliihe.]
rock containing nephelite, haiiynite, etc. Thin slabs give ical, and analogous to the sulphonic acids.
called also clinkstone.
a ringing sound when struck
Plios-pho'nl-uin (fos-fo'nl-tim), n. [Phosphomi -\PhO-nol'0-ger (fo-nol'S-jer), n. A phonologist.
axamonium.] (Chen.) The hypothetical radical PHj,
PhO'no-log'ic (fo'no-loj'ik), ) a. Of or pertaining to analogous to ammonium, and regarded as the nucleus ol
phonology.
PhO'no-log'lC-al (-loj'I-kal), (
certain derivatives of phosphine.
PhO-nol'0-glSt (fo-nol'o-jist), n. One versed in phoPhos'phor (f os'f or), re. [Cf. G. phosphor See Phosnology.
Addison.
phorus.] 1. Phosphorus. [Obs.]
PhO-nol'0-gy (-j^), n. [Phono- -)- -logy.] The science
2. The planet Venus, when appearing as the morning
or doctrine of the elementary sounds uttered by the hu- star; Lucifer. [Poetic]
Pope. Tennyson.
man voice in speech, including the various distinctions,
PhOS'phor-ate (-at), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Phosphoraphonetics.
modifications, and combinations of tones
(Chem.)
vb. re. Phosphorating.]
ted (-a'tgd) p. pr.
Also, a treatise on sounds.
To impregnate, or combine, with phosphorus or its com;

;

tique.
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PhO-net'lC (fo-nSt'Tk),
sound, tone akin to Gr.

;

,

;;

^ta,

arm, ask,

—

;

Pho-nom'e-ter (fo-nom'e-ter), n. [Phono- -{- -meter.]
{Physics) An instrument for measuring sounds, as to
their intensity, or the frequency of the vibrations.
motor.]
Pho'no-mo'tor (fo'no-mo'ter), n. [Phono(Physics) An instrument in which motion is produced by
the vibrations of a sounding body.
Pho-nor'ga-non (f6-n6r'ga-n5n), n. [NL. See Phono-,

+

and Oroanon.]
Pho'no-scope

A

speaking machine.

(f o'nS-skop),
[Phono- -{ -scope.]
n.
(Physics) (a) An instrument for observing or exhibiting the motions or properties of sounding bodies ; especially, an apparatus invented by Konig for testing the
quality of musical strings.
(6) An instrument for producing luminous figures by the vibrations of sounding

bodies.

PhO'no-type (-tip), n. [Phono- -f type.] A type or
character used in phonotypy.
Of or pertaining to
PhO'no-typ'lc (-tlp'ik), ) a.
phonotypy or a phonoPhO'no-typ'lC-al (-i-kal), )
type ; as, a phonotypic alphabet.
Pho-not'y-plst (fo-nSt'I-pIst or fo'no-tl'plst), n. One
versed in phonotypy.

A

method of phonetic
Pho-not'y-py (-py ; 277), n.
printing of the English language, as devised by Mr. Pitman, in which nearly all the ordinary letters and many
new forms are employed in order to indicate each elementary sound by a separate character.
Phor'mins (fSr'mTnks), n. [NL., fr. Gr. <Jidp/ui-yf.]
Mrs. Browmng.
A kind of lyre used by the Greeks.
Phor'mi-uni (f8r'mi-iim), n. [NL. fr. Gr. <j>opij.Cov
a plaited mat, a kind of plant.] (Sot.)
genus of liliaceous plants, consisting of one species (Phormium ienax).
See Flax -plant.
Phor'one (for'on), n. [Caxaphor -)- acetone.] (Chem.)
A yellow crystalline substance, having a geraniumlike
odor, regarded as a complex derivative of acetone, and
obtained from certain camphor compounds.
Pho-ro'nis (fo-ro'nts), n. [NL., fr. L. Phoronis, a
surname of lo, Gr. iopuivCg.] (Zool.)
11

II

A

II

A remarkable genus of marine worms
having tentacles around the mouth
It is usually classed with the gephyreans. Its larva (Actinotrocha) undergoes a peculiar metamorphosis.
Phor'0-no'ml-a (for'o-no'mt-a),
[NL.] See Phoronomics.
n.
Phor'O-nom'lCS (-nomlks), n.
[Gr. tjyopa. a carrying, motion
vd^io! a law.] The science of motion
Weisbach
kinematics. [P-]

'

t

fi\\\'i

[Gr. <^ms

:

—

;

3II

;

eve,

event,

melting copper with tin phosphide. It contains one or
two per cent of phosphorus and from five to fifteen per
cent of tin.
Phos-pho're-oiis (-fo're-iis), a. Phosphorescent. [Obs.]
Phos'phor-esce' (fos/for-es'), v. i. [imp. & p. p.
vb. re. Phosphorescing
Phosphoresced (-est') p. pr.
(-es'sing).]
To shine as phosphorus to be phosphorescent to emit a phosphoric light.
PhOS'phor-es'cence (-Ss'sens), n. [Cf. P. phosphorescence.]
1. The quality or state of being phosphorescent or the act of phosphorescing.
2. A phosphoric light.
Phos'phor-es'cent (-sent), a. [Cf. F. phosphorescent.]
Shining with a phosphoric light luminous without sensible heat.
n.
A phosphorescent substance.
Phos-phor'lo (fos-fSr'Ik), a. [Cf. F. phosphorique.]
1. (Chem.) Of or pertaining to phosphorus; resembling, or containing, phosphorus specifically, designating those compounds in which phosphorus has a higher
valence as contrasted with the phosphorous compounds.
Byron
2. Phosphorescent. "&. phosphoric sea."
Glacial phosphoric acid. (Chem.) (a) Metaphosphoric
acid in the form of glassy semitransparent masses or
Phosphoric
sticks.
(6) Pure normal phosphoric acid.
acid (CAem.), a white crystalline substance, H3PO4, which
is the most highly oxidized acid of phosphorus, and forms
an important and extensive series of compounds, viz.,
Soluble phosphoric acid. Insoluble phosthe phosphates.
phoric acid (Agric. CAem.), phosphoric acid combined in
acid salts, or in neutral or basic salts, which are respectively soluble and insoluble in water or in plant juices.
Reverted phosphoric acid (Agric. Chem.), phosphoric acid
;

&

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

changed from acid

(soluble) salts

back to neutral or basic

(insoluble) salts.

Phos-phor'ic-al (-i-kal), a. {Old Chem.) Phosphoric.
Phos'phor-ite (fos'f5r-it), re. (Min.) A massive variety of apatite.
Phos'phor-lt'lc (-Tt'Tk), a. (Min.) Pertaining to phosphorite resembling, or of the nature of, phosphorite.
Phos'phor-ize (-iz), v. i. To phosphorate.
Phos'phor-ized (fos'f5r-izd), a. Containing, or impregnated with, phosphorus.
;

[Phosphorus
(fbs-for'o-skop), re.
-j- -scope.]
(Physics) An apparatus for observing the
phosphorescence produced in different bodies by the
action of light, and for measuring its duration.
Phos'phor-OUS (f5s'f5r-us), a. [Cf. F. phosphoreux.]

Phos-phor'O-SCOpe

-|- the root of yevea-$ai. to be
born cf. F. phosgene.] (Old Chem.)
Producing, or produced by, the action of light
formerly used specifically to designate a gas now called
carbonyl chloride. See Caebonyl.
Phos'gen-lte (-j5n-it), n. (Min ) ^^^°'°}^' e^'^rged
A rare mineral occurrmg in tetrago- "stome* Tentacle^'
nal crystals of a white, yellow, or
^ stom'ach
i Intesgrayish color and adamantine luster,
tine.
It is a chlorocarbonate of lead.
PhOS'pham (-fSm), n. [Phosphoraa -{ awimonia.]
(Chem.) An inert amorphous white powder, PN2H,

final,

oil.

[Phosphorus -{
Phos'phor-o-gen'ic (-o-jen'Ik), a.
Generating phosphorescence as, phosphor-

light

;

phosphorated

-gen -\- -ic]
ogenic rays.

+

(fos'jen), a.

as,

;

PhOS'phor-bronze' (-bronz' or -bronz'), re. [Phosphor -j- bronze.] (Metal.) A variety of bronze possessing
great hardness, elasticity, and toughness, obtained by

;

\

II

Phos'gene

pounds

&

&

;

£nd, feui, recent

;

ice,

(Chem.) Of or pertaining to phosphorus; resembling
or containing phosphorus ; specifically, designating those
in which phosphorus has a lower valence as
contrasted with the phosphoric cora^onuAs ; aB,phosphor-

compounds

ous acid, H3PO3.
Fhos'phor-us (-us), re. / pi. Phosphori (-1). [L., the
morning star, Gr. <^uo-(/)dpos, lit., light bringer <Jims light
-|- ^eptLv to bring.]
Phosphor.
1. The morning star
2. (Chem.) A poisonous nonmetallic element of the
;

;

nitrogen group, obtained as a white, or yellowish, translucent waxy substance, having a characteristic disagreeable

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, prb, 5dd

)

PHOSPHORYL
It is very active chemically,

amell.
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must be preserved

under water, and unites with oxygen even at ordinary
temperatures, giving a faint glow,
whence its name.
It always occurs combined, usually in phosphates,
as in the mineral apatite, in bones, etc.
It is used in
the composition on the tips of friction matches, and for

—

many other purposes. The molecule contains four

atoms.

Symbol P. Atomic weight 31.0.
3. (Chem.) Hence, any substance which shines in the
dark like phosphorus, as certain phosphorescent bodies.
Bologna phosphoros (Chem.), sulphide of bariima, which
shines in the dark after exposure to Ught; — so called
because this property was discovered by a resident of
Bologna. The term is sometimes applied to other compounds having similar properties. — Metallic pbosphorus
tChem.), an allotropic modification of phosphorus, obtained as a gray metallic crystalline substance, having
very inert chemical properties. It is obtained by heating ordinary phosphorus in a closed vessel at a high tem-

+

-graph.] A
PhO'tO-g^aph (fyto-graf), re. [Photopicture or Ukeness obtained by photography.
Pho'to-graph, v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Photogeaphed
(-graft) p. pr. & vb. re. Photogkapuing (-graf'ing).] To
take a picture or likeness of by means of photography
as, to photograph a view
to photograph a group.
He makes his pen drawings on white paper, and they are af ter;

;

;

vraids photographefl

on wood.

Hamerton.

Also used figuratively.

He

is

photographed on my mind. Lady D. Hardy.
v. i. To practice photography ; to take

Pho'to-graph,
photographs.

Pho-tog'ra-pher (f o-tSg'ra-f er),

One who

n.

practices,

or

{Chem.) The radical PO, regarded as the typical nucleus
compounds.
PhOS'phU-ret (fSs'fii-rSt), n. (Chem.) A phosphide.

is skilled in, photography.
PhO'tO-graph'lC (fo'to-graf'Ik), a.
[Cf F. photoPhO'tO-graph'lc-al (-i-kal),
graphique.] Of or
J
pertaining to photography
obtained by photography
used in photography as, a photographic picture a photographic camera.
PhCtO-graph'lO-al-ly, adv.
Photographic printing, the process of obtaining pictures,
as on chemically prepared paper, from photographic negatives, by exposure to light.
PhO-tOg'ra-phlBt (fo-t6g'ra-fTst), n. A photographer.
PhO-tOg'ra-phom'e-ter (-f5m'e-ter), n. [Photograph
-nneter.]
(Photog.) An instrument for determining
the sensibility of the plates employed in photographic
processes to luminous rays.
PhO-tOg'ra-phy (-ff),n. [Photo- -\- -graphy : cf. F.
photographie.] 1. The science which relates to the action
of light on sensitive bodies in the production of pictures,
the fixation of images, and the like.
2. The art or process of producing pictures by this ac-

lObsoles.']

tion of light.

perature.

— Phosphorus

among workers

disease (Med.), a disease common
in phosphorus, giving rise to necrosis of

—

the jawbone, and other symptoms.
Red, or Amorphous,
phosphorus (Chem.), an allotropic modification of phosphorus, obtained as a dark red powder by heating ordinary phosphorus in closed vessels. It is not poisonous, is
QOt phosphorescent, and is only moderately active chemically.
It is valuable as a chemical reagent, and is used
in the composition of the friction surface on which safety
matches are ignited.
Solar phosphorl ( Chem. ), phosphorescent substances which shine in the dark after exposure
to the sunlight or other intense light.

—

PhOS'phor-yl

(fSs'fSr-Tl), n.

lPhosph07-u3

-\- -yl.l

of certain

PhOS'phU-ret'ed

(-rSt'Sd), a.

(Chem.) Impregnated,

or combined, with phosphorus.

[Written

[_Obsoles.'\

also phosphttretted.1
PhoBphureted hydrogen. (Chem.) See Phosphine.
PhO'tlC (fo'tik), a. [Gr. 4,us, <#iwtos, light.] (Physiol.)
Eelating to the production of light by the lower animals.
(Physics) The science of
Pho'Ucs (fo'tiks), n.
iight
a general term sometimes employed when optics
is restricted to light as producing vision.
Knight.
Pho'tO (fo'to), n.; pi. Photos (-toz).
contraction
of Photograph. [CoHog.]

—

;

1

(fo'to-).

+

Pho'tO-W-Ot'lo (-bt-5t'ik), a.
[Photobiotic.']
{Biol. ) Requiring light to live ; incapable of living TOthout light ; as, photobiotic plant ceUs.

+

Pho'tO-chem'ic-al (-kgm'T-kal), a. \_Photochem(Chem.) Of or pertaining to the chemical action
of light, or produced by it as, the photochemical changes
ical.'\

;

Df the visual purple of the retina.

Pho'tO-Chem'ls-try(-kgm'Is-tr^),re. [Photo- -i- chemistry.]
(Chem.) The branch of chemistry which relates
to the effect of light in producing chemical changes, as
in photography.
Pho'tO-Chro'mIc (f o'to-kro'mtk), ) a. Of or pertainPho'tO-Ohro-mat'iC (-kro-mSt'ik), |
ing to photoch_

romy produced by photochromy.
PhO-tOOh'ro-my (fo-tok'ro-mf or fo'to-kro'mf 277),
n.
[Photo- -)- Gr. xP'^f-"- color.] The art or process of
;

;

reproducing colors by photography.
Pho'tO-drome (fo'to-drom), n. [Photo- -f- Gr. Spaiiclv
to run.] (Physics) An apparatus consisting of a large
wheel with spokes, which when turning very rapidly is illuminated by momentary flashes of light passing through
slits in a rotating disk.
By properly timing the succession of flashes the wheel is made to appear to be motionless, or to rotate more or less slowly in either direction.
Pho'to-e-lec'trlc (-e-lek'trTk), a. [Photoeleciric.2
Acting by the operation of both light and electricity
said of apparatus for producing pictures by

+

;

—

electric light.

Pho'tO-e-lec'tro-type (f o'tS-e-lSk'tro-tlp), n. (Print.
An electrotype plate formed in a mold made by photographing on prepared gelatine, etc.
PhO'tO-en-grav'lng (-Sn-grav'ing), n.
[Photoengraving.} The process of obtaining an etched or engraved plate from the photographic image, to be used in
printing also, a picture produced by such a process.
PhO'tO-ep'l-nas'ty (-Sp'i-nSs'ty), n. [See Photo-, and
Epinastic] (Bot.) A disproportionately rapid growth of
the upper surface of dorsiventral organs, such as leaves,
through the stimulus of exposure to light. Bncyc. Brit.
PhO'tO-gal'va-nog'ra-phy (fo'to-gSl'va-nSg'ra^fy), n.
[Photo- -f- galvanography.'] The art or process of making photo-electrotypes.
Sir D. Brewster.
Pho'tO-gen (fo'to-jSn), ra. [Photo-gen."] (Chem.)
light hydrocarbon oil resembling kerosene.
It is obtained by distilling coal, paraffin, etc., and is used as a
lubricant, illuminant, etc.
[Written also photogene.']
Pho'tO-gene (-jen), n. [See Photooen.] 1. A pho-

+

;

+

A

tograph.
2.

+

^W' The well-focused optical image is thrown on a
suHace of metal, glass, paper, or other suitable substance,
coated with collodion or gelatin, and sensitized with the
chlorides, bromides, or iodides of silver, or other salts
sensitive to light. The exposed plate is then treated with
reducing agents, as pyrogallic acid, ferrous sulphate, etc.,
to develop the latent image. The image is then fixed by
washing off the excess of unchanged sensitive salt with
sodium hyposulphite (thiosulphate) or other suitable reagents.

Pho'tO-graV'ure
engraving
produced.

(fo'to-grav'fir), n.
also, the process by which

;

[F.] A photosuch a picture is

Pho'tO-hell-O-graph (-he'li-6-graf), n. [Photo- -f
(Physics) A modified kind of telescope
adapted to taking photographs of the sun.
PhO'tO-Uth'O-graph f-lith'o-graf ), re. [Photolithograph.] A lithographic picture or copy from a stone
prepared by the aid of photography.
PhO'tO-Uth'O-graph, v. t. To produce (a picture, a
copy) by the process of photolithography.
PhO'tO-li-thog'ra-pher (-lT-th5g'ra-fer), re. One who
practices, or one who employs, photolithography.
PhO'tO-lith'O-graph'lc (-lith'o-grafik), a. Of or pertaining to photolithography ; produced by photolithography.
PhO'tO-li-thOg'ra-phy (-li-th5g'ra-fi^), n. The art or
process of producing photolithographs.
) a.
PhO'tO-lOg'lc (-loj'ik),
Pertaining to photology,
or the doctrine of light.
PhO'tO-lOg'lc-al (-i-kal), j
PhO-tol'0-gist (fo-tol'o-jist), n. One who studies or
expounds the laws of light.
-logy : cf. F. phoPhO-tOl'0-gy (-jy), n. [Phototologie.]
The doctrine or science of light, explaining its
nature and phenomena optics.
PhO'tO-mag-net'ic (fo'tS-mag-ngt'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to photomagnetism.
PhO'tO-mag'net-iBm (-mag'n5t-Tz'm), n. That branch
of science which treats of the relation of magnetism to

+

+

;

PerPhO'tO-me-Chan'lc-al (fo't6-me-kSn'i-kal), a.
taining to, or designating, any photographic process in
which a printing surface is obtained without the intervention of hand engraving.
-meter:
PhO-tom'e-ter (f6-tom'e-ter), n. [Photocf. F. photometre.]
(Physics) An instrument for measuring the intensity of light, or, more especially, for comparing the relative intensities of different lights, or their
relative illuminating power.
PhO'tO-met'ric (fo'to-met'rik), ) a. [Cf. F. photomeirique.] Of or perPhO'tO-met'ric-al (-ri-kal),
)
taining to photometry, or to a photometer.
PhO-tom'e-tri'clan (f6-tom'e-trTsh'an), re. One en-

+

gaged in the scientific measurement of light.
Pho-tom'e-try (fo-tSm'e-trJ), re. [Cf F. photometric.]
That branch of science which treats of the measurement
.

of the intensity of light.

Pho'to-ml'cro-graph (fo'to-mi'kro-graf ), n. [Photo-\- micro1. An enlarged or macroscopic pho-f- -graph.]
tograph of a microscopic object. See Microphotogeaph.
2. A microscopically small photograph of an object.

+

<-

rnde,

full,

tip,

ftm

;

pity

n.

The

art

[Photo- -\- Gr. tjyiovrj
sound.] (Physics) An apparatus for the production of
sound by the action of rays of light.
A. G. Bell.
Pho'tO-phon'iC (-fon'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to a
photophone.
Pho-toph'O-ny (fo-tSf'6-n5'), re. The art or practice
of using the photophone.
Pho-top'sl-a (fo-tSp'si-a,), re. [NL., fr. Gr. c/iut, (/iwTos, light -|- oi/<i? sight.] (Med.) An affection of the eye,
in which the patient perceives luminous rays, flashes,
coruscations, etc. See Phosphene.
PhO-top'sy (-sy), re. Same as Photopsia.
PhO'tO-re-llef (fo'to-rS-lef ), n. A printing surface
in rebel, obtained by photographic means and subseKnight.
quent manipulations.

[Obsoles.']

;

;

great expedition.

PhO'to-sphere (fyto-sfer), re. [Photo- -)- sphere.] A
sphere of light esp. the luminous envelope of the sun.
PhO'to-spher'lO (-sfgr'ik), a. Of or pertaining to the
photosphere.
Pho-tot'O-nus (fd-t5t'o-niis), re. [NL.
See Photo-,
and Tone.] (Bot.) A motile condition in plants resulting from exposure to light.
Pho'to-ton'io (-ton'ik), a.
[PhotoPhO'tO-trop'lC (fo'to-trop'ik), a.
Gr.
rpeneiv to turn.] (Bot.) Same as Helioteopic.
-type.] A plate
Pho'tO-type (fo'tS-tip), re. [Photoor block with a printing surface (usually in relief) obtained from a photograph also, any one of the many
methods or processes by which such a printing surface is
;

,

—

+

+

;

obtained.

Of or pertaining to a pho-

Pho'tO-typ'lc (-tip'Tk), a.
totype or phototypy.

Pho'to-ty-pog'ra-phy (fo'tS-tt-pog'ra-fy), re. [Photo-{- typography.]
Same as Phototypy.
PhO-tOt'y-py (fo-tot'I-py or fo'to-ti'py), re. The art
or process of producing phototypes.
Pho'tO-sy-lOg'ra-phy (fo'to-zt-15g'ra-fy), re. [PhotoThe process of producing a representa-f- xylography.]
tion of an object on wood, by photography, for the use of
the

wood engraver.

Pho'tO-zln'CO-graph (-zTn'ko-graf), re. A print made
PhCtO-Zin'CO-graph'ic, a.
PhO'tO-Zin-COg'ra-phy (-zin-kog'ra^fy ), re. [Photo- -{zincography.] A process, analogous to photolithography,
for reproducing photographed impressions transferred to

by photozincography.

zmc

—

plate.

[Gr. <^oay/u,a,
Plurag'mo-COne (frag'm6-kon), re.
a fence, an inclosure -f- kuvos a cone.] (Zo'dl.)
The thin chambered shell attached to the anterior end
of a belemnite.
[Written also phragmacone.]

^pay/jLoi,

food, toTot

a Phragmocone of^Belemnite b Probstracum
luard or Kostrum. (J^)
;

Phrag'mo-al'phon

;

(fo'to-fon), n.

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing, ink

(-si'ISn), n.

;

(Zo'dl.)

c Section of

The siphon

of a phragmoopne.

Phras'al

Of the nature of a phrase;
as, a phrasal adverb.
Ea7-le.
[F., fr. L. pfirasis diction, phraseology, Gr. (j>pd(ris, fr. ^pd(ei.v to speak.]
brief ex1.
pression, sometimes a single word, but usually two or
(iraz'al), a.

consisting of a phrase

Phrase

(fraz),

;

re.

A

more words forming an expression by themselves,

or bean adverbial phrase.
" Steal " foh a flco for the
phrase.
Shak.
2. A short, pithy expression
especially, one which is
often employed ; a peculiar or idiomatic turn of speech
as, to err is human.
3. A mode or form of speech the manner or style in
which any one expresses himself ; diction expression.
'^Phrases of the hearth,"
Tennyson.

ing a portion of a sentence
" Convey " the wise it call.

as,

;

1

I

;

;

;

Thou

speak'st

In better phrase and matter than thou didst.
Sliak.
4. (Mus.)
short clause or portion of a period.

A

^W' A

composition consists first of sentences, or pethese are subdivided into sections, and these into

Faraday.

light.

PhO'tO-phone

Pho'to-glyJ)h'ic (fo'tS-glTf'ik), a.
[PhotoGr.
to engrave.] Pertaining to the art of engraving
by fiie action of light. [Written also photoglyptic.']
Photoglyphlc engraving, a process of etching on copper;
steel, or zmc, by means of the action of light and certain
chemicals, so that from the plate impressions may be
taKBnSir D. Brewster.
Pho-togay-phy (fS-t3g1T-fy), n. Photoglyphic engraving. See under PHairoG5,YPmc.
Pho/to-glyp'tlo (fo'to -glTp'tlk), a. Same as Photo<3LYPmo.
Pho'to-gram (-grXm), re. [Photo- -r
-^ -gram.]
A phoJ
"
y
"
p
tograpli. \r.]
yMij)ei.v

+

[PhotoPho'to-scope (fo'to-skop), re.
-scope.]
(Physics) Anything employed for the observation of light
or luminous effects.
Pho'to-soop'lc (-sk5p'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to the
photoscope or its uses.
PhO'tO-SCUlp'ture (fo'to-skiilp'tiir 135), re. [Photo-f sculpture.] A process in which, by means of a number of photographs simultaneously taken from different
points of view on the same level, rough models of the
figure or bust of a person or animal may be made with

heliograph.]

of

;

unite,

;

producing photomicrographs.
PhO'tO-phOl)i-a (-fo'bi-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <^w, (jxaros,
light -f <Jio^os fear.]
(3Ied.) A dread or intolerance of
light.
Sir T. Watson.

continued impression or image on
the retina.
H. Spencer.
Pho'tO-gen'iC (-jSn'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to photogeny producing or generating light.
Pho-tog'e-ny (fo-tSj'e-ny), n. [See Photooen.] Sea

use,

;

PhCtO-mi-crog'ra-phy (-mt-kr5g'ra-fj),

[Obsoles.']
or less

A more

Photoqbaphy.

.

;

—

A

A

combining form from (Jr. <j>oii,
^MTos, light; as photography, phototype, photometer.
Pho'tO-

;

;

riods ;
phrases.
Phrase book, a book of idiomatic phrases. J. S. Blackie.
Phrase, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Phrased (frazd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Phrasing.]
[Cf. F. phraser.]
To express in
words, or in peculiar words ; to call ; to style. " These
suns
for so they phrase 'em."
Shak.
Phrase, v. i. 1. To use proper or fine phrases. [E.]
2. (Mus.) To group notes into phrases ; as, he phrases

&

&

—

well.

See Phrase,

Phraseless, a.
Phra'se-0-gram

re.,

4.

Indescribable.
(fra'ze-o-gr5m),

Shak.
re.
[Gr. (^pao-is a
phrase -f- -gram.] (Phonography) A symbol for a phrase.
fa. Of or pertaining to
Phra'Se-0-log'lC (-loj'Tk),
Phra'se-0-lOg'ic-al (-i-k«l), J
phraseology consisting of a peculiar form of words. " This verbal or p/irn.seological answer."
Bp. Pearson.
Phra'se-Ol'O-glst (-51'o-jIst), re. A collector or coiner
;

of phrases.

Phra'se-ol'o-gy (-51'6-jy), re.
[Gr. (jipaai^, (jipiafm,
phrase
-logy: cf. F. phraseologie.]
1. Manner of
expression peculiarity of diction style.
Most completely nationalin his
.phraseology. 1. Taylor.
2. A collecfloujjf-phrases a phrase book.
[R.]
Diction style. See Diction.
Syn.
Phras'lng (fraz'Tng), n. X. Method of expression;
association of words.
2. (3Ius.) The act or method of grouping the notes so
as to form distinct musical phrases.

+

;

;

.

.

;

—

;

Phra'try (frit'try), re. ; pi. Phratries (-trlz). [Gr.
^poLTpa, ^pa.Tpia.] (Gr. Antiq.) A sujjdivision of a phyla,
or tribe, in Athens.
Phre-at'lc (fre-St'Tk), a. [F. phrSatiqiie, from Gr.
>j>peap, -aros, a well.]
(Geol.) Subterranean
applied
to sources supplying wells.
Phre-net'lc (fre-nSt'tk), ) a.
[L. phreneticta, Gr.

;—

Phre-net'lc-al (-T-koI), ( ^petrqTMot, •jtpevi.TLKOi cf
F. phrenitiqiie.
See Frantic, and cf. Frenetic] Relating to phreuitis; suffering from frenzy; delirioviB;
mad frantic frenetic.
Phre-netlc-al-ly, adr.
:

;

—

,•

One who

Phre-net'io, n.
;

then, thin

j

boN

;

is

phrenetic.

xh = z

in azure.

Hatvey,

;

:

PHRENIC
Phren'lC (frSn'tk), a. [Gr. ^priv, ^pevoi, the midriff,
or diaphragm, the heart, the mind ct'. F. phrenique.']
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the diapliragm; diaphragmatic as, the phrenic nerve.
Phren'lCS (-iks), n. That branch of science which
relates to the mind
mental philosophy. \_R.']
Phre'nlsm (fre'niz'm), n. [See Phrehic] (Biol.)
See Vital force, under Vital.
Phre-nl'tlS (fre-ni'tTs), «. [L., fr. Gr. <^pei/iTts, fr.
^p^i/, <|>pej'd!.]
1. (Med.) Inflammation of the brain, or
of the meninges of the brain, attended with acute fever
:

;

;

II

and delirium

— called also cephalitis.

;

2. See Frenzy.

Phre'no-graph

[Gr. ^priv, tj>pev6g,
(fre'no-graf), re.
-jfTO^A.]
(Physiol.) An instrument for
the midriff
registering the movements of the diaphragm, or midriff,
in respiration.
Phre-nol'O-ger (fre-nSl'o-jer), n. A phrenologist.
[Of. F.
Phren'O-lOg'ic (fren'o-lSj'ik or fre'no-), a.

+

phrenologique.']

PHYLLOSOMA
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Phrenological.

Of or pertaining to
Phren'0-log'lc-al (-I-kal), a.
phrenology.
Phren'o-log'lc-al-ly, adv.
Phre-nol'O-glSt (fre-nol'o-jlst), re. [Cf. F. phrinologiste.']
One versed in phrenology a craniologist.
Phre-nol'o-gy (-jy)^ re. [Gr. <^>)i', (fipepo^, the mind
-)- -logy :
cf. F. phrenologie.']
1. The science of the
special f auctions of the several parts of the brain, or of
the supposed connection between the various faculties
of the mind and particular organs in the brain.
2. In popular usage, the physiological hypothesis of
Gall, that the mental faculties, and traits of character,
are shown on the surface of the head or skull craniol-

—

;

;

11^°" Gall marked out on his model of the head the
places of twenty-six organs^ as round inclosures with
vacant interspaces. Spurzheim and Combe divided the
whole acalp into oblong and conterminous patches,

Encyc. Brit.

Phenol phthaloln, a white or yellowish white crystalsubstance made from phthalic acid and phenol. Its
solution in alkaUes is briUiaut red, but is decolorized by
acids, and as this reaction is exceedingly delicate it is
used as an indicator.
Phthal'lc (thSl'Ik), a. [S&phthalene
.ic.l (Chem.)
Pertaining to, or designating, a dibasic acid obtained by
the oxidation of naphthalene and allied substances.
Phthalic acid (Chem.), a white crystalline substance,
06H4.(CO2H)2, analogous to benzoic acid, and employed
in the manufacture of the brilliant dyestuffs called the
phthaleins.
Phthal'We (thai'Id or -id), re. [P/i^Aaiyl-f anhydrttZe.]
(Chem.)
lactone obtained by reduction of phthalyl
chloride, as a white crystalline substance ; hence, by extension, any one of the series of which phthalide proper
is the type.
[Written also phthalid.]
Phtbal'i-mide (thSl'I-mid or -mid), re. \_Phthalio -f
imide.} (Chem.) Animido derivative of phthalic acid, obtained as a white crystalline substance, C|;Hj.(00)2.NH,
which has itself (like succinimide) acid properties, and
forms a series of salts. Cf. Imido acid, under Imido.
Phthal'ln (-Tn), re. (Chem.)
colorless crystalline
substance obtained by reduction from phthalei'n, into
which it is easily converted by oxidation ; hence, any
one of the series of which phthalin proper is the type.
Phthal'yl (thSl'Tl), «. \_Phthalic
-yl.-]
(Chem.)
The hypothetical radical of phthalic acid.
Phthi-rl'a-SlS (thl-ri'a-sts), n. [L., fr. Gr. <i,9eipia.o-is, fr. ^Bcip louse.]
(Med.)
disease (morbus pediculoses) consisting in the excessive multiplication of lice
line

+

A

A

+

A

on the human body.
Phthis'lc (tiz'ik), re.
Fhthis'ic-al (-T-kal),

Same

as Phthisis.
a.
[L. phthisicns, Gr. (^eitrixos
cf. F. phthisique.
See Phthisis.] Of or pertaining to
phthisis affected with phthisis wasting ; consumptive.
Phthls'lck-y (-ik-y), a. Having phthisis, or some
symptom of it, as difficulty in breathing.
;

;

+

Phthls'1-Ol'O-gy (tIz'I-51'o-J3?), re. [Phthisis
-logy.^
(Med.) A treatise on phthisis.
Diinglison.
Phthis'ip-neu-mo'nl-a ( t h T z'Tp-nu-mo'ni-a), (

See Ertthrite,

1.

(Bot.)

xP'^f-"-

;

:

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

Approbation 12 Cautiousness 13 Benevolence 14 Veneration ; 15 Firmness
16 Conscientiousness 17 Hope; 18 Wonder 19 Ideality 19 a (Not determined) 20 Wit 21 Imita;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

22 Individuality
23 Form ; 24 Size ; 25 Weight
26
27 Locality 28 Number 29 Order 30 Eventuality;
31 Time
32 Tune 33 Language 34 Comparison ; 35 Causality. [Some raise the number of organs to forty-three.]
tion

;

Coloring

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Phie'no-mag'net-lsm (fre'no-mSg'ngt-tz'm), re. [Gr.
^p^v, (Jipero!, the mind -j- E. magnetism..'] The power
of exciting the organs of the brain by magnetic or mes-

—

;

Phy'CO-Chrome (fi'ko-krom),

;

pi.

re.

Same

as
re.

[L. phylarchus, Gr. <f>vSee Phyle, and
Aapxos.
-ARCH.] (Gr.Antig.) The
chief of a phyle, or tribe.

Phy'larch-y

(-y),

'Phrla.cto'nEmata (Plumatella arethusa). yl Tip of a Branch with
two zooids, one (/) expanded,
and one (a) contracted m m'
Retractor Muscles ; n n' Eeten;

re.

tor

[Gr. ^v\apxCa.] The office of a phylarch ; government of a class or tribe.

Phy'le

(I

Phyl^

(fi'le),

re.

Muscles

niculus
docyet

w

;

;

£ End

A

y

;

bud

Statoblasts

;

V Fue

;

En-

Retracted Tentacles.
I Sphincter.

;

view ota;

; pi.

[NL., fr. Gr. <^uA^ a body of men united
blood or habitation.] A local division of the
people in ancient Athens a clan a tribe.
Phyl'lite (fTI'lIt), re. [See Phyllo-.] (Mre.) (a) A
mineral related to ottrelite. (b) Clay slate argillaceous

by

(-le).

ties of

;

;

;

schist.

Phyl'lo-

[Gr. (fyvKO'S seaweed
coloring matter

re.

A bluish green

) re.
Phy'CO-cy'a-nIn (-sI'a-nTn),
[Gr. AuKos seaPhy'CO-cy'a-nine (-nln or -nen), )
weed 4- E. cyaA blue coloring matter found in certain algse.
Phy'CO-e-ryth'rln (-e-rith'rin),
re.
[Gr. <iv((09 seaPhy'GO-e-ryth'rlne (-rin or -ren), J weed
E. eryihrin, -ine.~\
A red coloring matter found in algae of the

nin.]

1

+

subclass Floridese.

Phy-oog'ra-phy
weed
-graphy.]

+

Phy-col'0-gy

(fl-kog'ri-phy),

[Gr. ^vKos sea-

re.

A description of seaweeds.

(fI-kSl'o-ji^),

[Gr.

re.

<j>vKoi

seaweed

+

(fil'lo-).

A

combining form from Gr.

ijiiJWov

a leaf ;

a.s, phyllopod, phyllotaxy.
F.hyl'lo-hran'chi-a (-brSn'ki-a), re. / pi. PhylloERANCHi^ (-e). [NL. See Phyllo-, and Branchia.]
(Zool.) A crustacean gill composed of lamellae.
II

II

DIA

Phyl'Io-cla'di-um (-kla'dt-um),

re.

; pi.

Phyllocla-

[NL., fr. Gr. (fniAAoi' a leaf -(- xAaSos a sprout.]
flattened stem or branch which more or less
resembles a leaf, and performs the functions of a leaf as
regards respiration and assimilation.
(-a).

A

(Bot.)

Phyl'lo-cy'a-nln (-sI'a-nTn), «. [Phyllo- -f cyanin.]
(Chem.) A blue coloring matter extracted from chloro[Written also phyllocyunine.]
Phyl'lo-cyst (-sist), «. [Phyllo- -f cyst.] (Zool.)
The cavity of a hydrophyllium.
Phyl'lode (fil'lod), re. (Bot.) Same as Phyllodium.
Phyl'lo-din'eous (fTl'lo-din'e-tis), a. (Bot.) Having
phyllodia

color.]
+
of certain algae.

:

(-ta),

Phylactol^ma.
Phy'laroh (liTark),

(Zool.)

consumption.
[L., fr. Gr. ^fliVis, fr.
Phthl'slS (thl'sTs; 277), re.
4)SUiv to pass or waste away cf. F. phthisic.] (3fed.) A
wasting or consumption of the tissues. The term was
formerly applied to many wasting diseases, but is now
usually restricted to pulmonary phthisis, or consumption.
See Consumption.
Fibroid phthisis. See under Fibroid.
[Gr. (^floyyos voice.]
by, voice vocalized ;
said of all the vowels and the semivowels, also of the
vocal or sonant consonants g, d, b, I, r, v, z, etc.
Phthon'gal, re. A vocalized element or letter.
Phthon-gom'e-ter (thSn-gSm'e-ter), re. [Gr. (ftOoyyo^
voice -j- -meter.^ An instrument for measuring vocal
sounds.
Whewell.
Phtor (t6r), re. [F. phthore, fr. Gr. (i>6eCpew to destroy.]
(OW CAem.) Fluorine. [Written also ^Attor.]
Phy'clte (fl'sit), re. [Gr. <^0ko5 seaweed.] (Chem.)

Phrenology.

||

[NL.]

phyll.

Phthon'gal (thSn'gal), a.
Formed into, or characterized

A Chart of

II

le'ma-ta

"•
Phthis'lp-neu'mo-ny (thTz'Tp-nu'mo-ny),
)
[NL.
See Phthisis, Pneumonia.]
(Med.) Pulmonary

:

;

Phy-lac'to-lae'ma-tous (fi-iSk'tS(Zool. ) Of or pertaining to the Phylactolaema.
Phy-laC to -le'ma
( -le'ma ),
Phy-lac'tole'ma-tiis), a.

II

II

1 Amativeneas 2 Philoprogenitiveness 3 Concentrativeness
3 a Inhabitiveness 4 Adhesiveness 5 Combativeness 6 Deetructiveness
6 a AUraentiveness
7 Secretiveness
8 Acquisitiveness 9 Constructiveness 10 Self-esteem 11 Love of

Aatjidsthe gullet.] (Zool.) An order of freshwater Bryozoa in which the tentacles are arranged on a horseshoe-shaped lophophore,
and the mouth is covered by an epistome.
Called also Lophopoda, and hippocrepians.

relating to pliyllodia.
(f Il-lo'dT-um), re. ; pi. Phyllodia
^vAAoi/
(^uAAwStjs leaflike
leaf
etSo9 form.]
petiole di(Bot.)
lated into the form of a blade, and usually
with vertical edges, as in the Australian
acacias.
Phyl'lo-dy (fT116-dJ), re. [See Phyllodium.] (Bot.)
retrograde metamorphosis of the floral organs to the condition of
II

;

Phyl-io'di-um

[NL.,

fr.

+

Gr.

(-&),

;

A

A

Phyl'lOld (-loid),
Resembling a leaf.
Phyl'lO-ma'nl-a

a.

[Phyllo-

-\-

-oid.]

(fTl'lo-ma'nT-i),
n.
[Phyllo- -f- matiia.] (Bot.) An abnormal
or excessive production of leaves.
Phyl'lome (fll'lom), re. [Gr. <|)i;AA(o/u.a
foliage, fr. (^wAAoi/ a leaf .]
(.Bot. )
foliar

Phyllodia

of

^cacia BaU
A
"ana.
part of a plant j any organ homologous
with a leaf, or produced by the metamorphosis of a leaf,

Phyl'lO-mor-phO'sis (-16-m6r-fo'sis), re. [NL. See
Phyllo-, Morphosis.] (Bot.) The succession and variation of leaves during diiferent seasons.
iJ. Brown.
Phyl-loph'a-gan (ftl-lof'a-gon), n. [Phyllo- -f Gr.
^ayelv to eat.] (Zool.) (a) One of a group of marsupials
including the phalangists. (b) One of a tribe of beetles
which feed upon the leaves of plants, as the chafers.
II

Phyl-loph'a-gons
leaves

a.

(-giis),

(Zool.)

Subsisting on

leaf-eating.

;

Phyl-loph'0-rons

(-o-rus), a.

[Phyllo-

-\-

Gr.

ijiipeir

The science of algae, or seaweeds algology.
to bear.] (Bot.) Leaf-bearing producing leaves.
Phy'CO-ma'ter (fi'ko-ma'ter), re. [NL., fr. Gr. ^vPhyl'lo-pod (f il'lo-p6d), re. (Zool.) One of the PhylKO! seaweed -f- L. mater mother.] (Bot.) A gelatin in lopoda.
[Also used adjectively.]
which the algae spores have been supposed to vegetate.
Phyl-lop'0-da (f il-15p'o-dA), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. ^vKPhy'CO-phaB'lne (-fe'In or -en), re. [Gr. 00/tos sea- \ov a leaf -|weed -|- (l>ai.6i dusky.] A brown coloring matter found -poda.] (Zo-logy.]

;

;

II

II

meric influence.
Phre'no-sin (fre'no-sTn),

[See Phrenic] (Physiol.
Chem.) A nitrogenous body, related to cerebrin, supposed to exist in the brain.
Phren'sled (frSn'zTd), p. p.
a.
See Frenzied.
Phren'sy (-z^), n. Violent and irrational excitere.

&

ment

dehrium. See Frenzt.
Phren'sy, v, t. To render frantic.
Phren'tlc (frSu'ttk), n. & a. See Phrenetic. [06j.]
Phry-ga'ne-ld (frt-ga'ne-Td), re. (Zool.) Any insect
;

belonging to the Phryganeides.
II

re.

pi.

[NL., fr.
a dry

<j>pvyavoi

(Zool.) A tribe of neuropterous insects which
includes the caddice flies ;
called also Trichoptera.
See Trichoptera. [Written also Phryganides.']
Phryg'i-an (frij'I-an), a. [L. Phrygius, Gr. *pi;'yios,
fr. *puyia Phrygia, a country of Asia Itfmor.]
Of or pertaining to Phrygia, or to its inhabitants.

—

Phrygian mode (Mus.), one of the ancient Greek modes,
Tery bold and vehement in style — so called because famed to have been invented by the Phrygian Marsyas.
Moore {Encyc. of Mtcsich—VhTygia.n stone, a light, spongy
Stone, resembling a pumice, — used by the ancients in
dyeing, and said to be drying and astringent.
Phryg'1-an, re. l. A native or inhabitant of Phrygia.
;

2. (Eccl. Hist.)

Phthal'ate

A Montanist.

(thSl'at),

re.

(Chem.)

A salt

of phthalic

acid.

[See Phthalic] (Chem.)
One of a series of artificial organic dyes made as condensation products of the phenols with phthalic acid, and
well represented by phenol phthalei'n. Their alkaline solutions are fluorescent.

Phthal'e-ln (th51'e-Tn), n.

ale,

senate,

ol.)

Phy'co-san'thln (fl'ko-zSn'thin),
Phy'CO-san'thine (-thin or -then),
^avSoi yellow.]
certain algae.

A

cSxe,

am, arm, ask,

)

[Gr.

re.

i^Skos

seaweed

)

-f-

yellowish coloring matter found in

Sandys.
Phy-lao'ter (f i-lSk'ter), n. A phylactery.
Phy-lac'tered (-terd), a. Wearing a phylactery.
Il'ak-tSr'Ik),
)
a.
of
or
pertaining
(f
Phyl'ac-ter'ic
Phyl'ac-ter'iC-al (-T-kalj,

Phryg'a-ne'l-des (frig'a-ne'i-dez),
Phryganea, the typical genus, fr. Gr.
Btick.]

,

in certain algae.

)

to phylacteries.

A

small, square box, made either of
of black calfskin, containing slips of
parchment or vellum on which are
written the scriptural passages Exodus
xiii. 2-10, and 11-17, Deut. vi. 4^-9,1322.
They are worn by Jews on the

head and

left arm, on week-day
ings, during the time of prayer.

Entomos-

of

traca including a large

number

of
species, most
of which live
in fresh water.

Phy-lac'ter-y (f i-lSk'ter-^), re. ; pi. Phylacteries
[OE. Jilateri, OF. filatire, filatiere, F. phylactire,
L. phylacterium, Gr. ^vXaKi-npiov, fr. (j)v\aKrrip a watchCf. Philatory.]
er, guard, <l>v\a.(Tcrei,v to watch, guard.
1. Any charm or amulet worn as a preservative from
danger or disease.
(-Tz).

2.

An order

parchment or

mornPhylacteries.

Schaff-Herzog Encyc.
3. Among the primitive Christians, a case in which
the relics of the dead were inclosed.
Phy-lac'tO-carp (-to-karp), re. [Gr. <j)v\a.(T(Teiv to guard
(Zool.) A branch of a plumularian hy-f- Kapiroi fruit.]
droid specially modified in structure for the protection
of the gonothecfe.
Phy-lac'to-lae'ma (-le'ma), ) re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
Phy-laC'tO-lae'ma-ta (-t&), ( <t>vKa<ra€iv to guard -I-

have

They
flat-

tened or

leafphyiiopoda.
like legs, 01cinformis).

ten very nu6 r ou s

m

which

they

4

Under Side of Female (^pra cana a' Antennse ; 6 Labrum ; c First
Pa'irof Lege; c?c/^ Thoracic Legs; eFoliaceou*

Appendages

;

/ Abdomen.

(J^

£

Mandible,

enlarged,

use in swimming. Called also Branchiopoda.
(t^p"" In some, the body is covered with a bivalve shell
(Holosiraca) ; in others, as Apus, by a shield-shaped carapace (Monoslraca) ; in others, like Artemia, there is no
carapace, and the body is regularly segmented. Sometimes the group is made to include also the Cladocera.
Phyl-lop'O-dOUS (-dils), a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining
to the Phyllopoda.
[Phyllo- -f- Gr. p«,
Phyl'lo-rhine (fil'lo-rtn), a.
pii/ds, the nose.] (Zool.) Of or pertaining to Phyllorhina
and other related genera of bats that have a leaflike
membrane around the nostrils.
[NL. See Phyllo-,
Phyl'lo-SO'ma (-so'ma), re.
and -some body.] (Zool.) The larva of the spiny lobsters
II

II

(Palinurus and allied genera). Its body is remarkably
thin, flat, and transparent
the legs are very long.

II

Called also glass-crab, and glass-shrimp.

finol,

^11

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

tdea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

&rb,

5dd

w

;;
;

PHYLLOSTOME

;

PHYSOSTOMI

1081

+

+

PhyS'i-O-crat (fTzT-o-fcrSt), n. [Gr. ({iu'(ri5 nature
One of the followers of Quesnay of
to rule.]
France, who, in the 18th century, founded a system of
based
upon the supremacy of natural
political economy
order. F. A. TFaMer.
Phys'i-0-crat'ic (-krat'Ik), a.
Phys'i-Og'e-ny (-oj'e-ny), re. [Gr. (/jOo-ts nature -jroot of yCyve<r6aL to be born.] (Biol.) The germ history
of the functions, or the history of the development of
vital activities, in the individual, being one of the
Haeckel.
branches of ontogeny. See Morphogeny.
Phys'l-Og'no-mer (-og'no-mer), n. Physiognomist.

See Be, and of. Physics, Physique.] 1. The art of healing diseases ; the science of medicine ; the theory or
Chaucer.
practice of medicine. "
doctor of phisik."
2. A specific internal application for the cure or relief
of sickness ; a remedy for disease ; a medicine.
3. Specifically, a medicine that purges ; a cathartic.
physician.
Shak.
4.
[iJ.]

PhyllO-BtOme (ni'lo-stom), re. IPhyllo- Gt. inona
tnouth.] (Zool.) Any bat of the genus Phyllostoma, or
allied genera, having large membranes aroimd the mouth
and nose ; a nose-leaf bat.
Phyl-lOS'tO-mld (fTl-los'to-mld), n.
phyllostome.
Phyl'lo-tac'tlc (fil'lo-tSk'tlk), a. (Sot.) Of or pertaining to phyllotaxy.
Gr. raf
Phyl'lo-tax'y (-tSks'J^), 1 re. IPhylloPhyl'lO-tax'lS (-tSks'Is), ) order.] {Bot.) The order
or arrangement of leaves on the stem ; the science of
the relative position of leaves.
PhyllOUS (ftl'lus), a. (Bol.) Homologous with a
leaf ; having primarily the nature of a leaf ; as, the sepals, petals, stamens, and pistils are phyllous organs.
IPhyllo- -\Phyl'lO-xan'thln ff tl'lo-zSn'thin), n.
Gr. faiiBoi yellow.] (Boi.) A yellow coloring matter
from
chlorophyll.
extracted
Phyl'lOX-e'ra (fTl'lSks-e'ra), re. [NL., from Gr. <#)uAAov leaf -)- frjpos dry.] 1. {Zo'dl.) A small hemipterous
It
insect {Phylloxera vastalrix) allied to the aphids.
attacks the roots and leaves of the grapevine, doing
great damage, especially in Europe.

(cpoTeii/

A

A

—

A

+

Physic nut (£o<.), a small tropical American euphorbiaceous tree {Jatropha Curcas), and its seeds, which are
well flavored, but contain a drastic oil which renders
them dangerous if eaten in large quantities.
Phys'ic (f iz'ik), V. t. \imp. & p. p. Physicked (-Ikt)
1. To treat with
p. pr. & vb. re. Physicking (-ik-Tng).]
physic or medicine
to administer medicine to, esp. a
cathartic to operate on as a cathartic to purge.
2. To work on as a remedy to heal to cure.

Phys'i-Og-nom'ic (-og-nom'ik), a. [Gr. <\>vcnoyvuiij.ohkos cf F. physiPhys'i-Og-nom'lC-al (-T-kal),
ognomonique.] Of or pertaining to physiognomy according with the principles of physiognomy.
Phys'll

;

;

The

labor

we

deliglit in physics pain.

Phys'i-og-nom'ics (-Tks), re. Same as Physiognomy, 1.
Phys'i-Og'no-mist (-og'no-mTst), n. [Cf. F. physiognomisle.] 1. One skilled in physiognomy.
Dry den.
2. One who tells fortunes by physiognomy. Holland.
Phys'i-Og'no-mize (-miz), v. t. To observe and study
the physiognomy of. [J?.]
Southey.
Phys'i-Og'no-mon'iC (-mon'Ik), a. Physiognomic.
Phys'i-og'no-my (ITz'T-og'no-my 277), re. ; pi. Phys-

Byron.

Phys'lc-al (-T-kal), a. 1. Of or pertaining to nature
(as including all created existences)
in accordance with
the laws of nature
also, of or relating to natural or
material things, or to the bodily structure, as opposed
to things mental, moral, spiritual, or imaginary material
natural
as, armies and navies are the physical
force of a nation the body is the physical part of man.
Labor, in the physical world, is
employed in putting ob;

;

jl^°° It exists in several forms, some of which are
winged, others wingless. One form produces galls on the
leaves and twigs, another
affects the roots, causinj

;

;

;

;

iognomies (-niTz). [OE. flsonomie, phisonomie, fisnamie,
OF. phisonomie, F. physiognomic, physiognomonie, from
Gr. ^vcrioyv(iifj.ovla
^v(ti.<; nature -}- yviiiynjiv one who
knows or examines, a judge, fr. yvwvai., yiyrdaKeiv, to
know. See Physic, and Know, and cf Phiz.] 1. The art
and science of discovering the predominant temper, and
other characteristic qualities of the mind, by the outward appearance, especially by the features of the face.
2. The face or countenance, with respect to tlie temper of the mind particular configuration, cast, or expression of countenance, as denoting character.
3. The art of telling fortunes by inspection of the

;

.

galls or swellings, an(
often killing the vine.

.

.

jects in motion.

A

J. S. JliU.

sunk

society

in ignorance,

;

and ruled by mere physical
Macaulay.

force.

.

2. Of or pertaining to physics, or natural philosophy
treating of, or relating to, the causes and connections of
natural phenomena as, physical science ; physical laws.
;

"Physical philosophy."
Pope.
3. Perceptible through a bodily or material organization cognizable by the senses
external as, the physical, opposed to the chemical, characters of a mineral.
4. Of or pertaining to physic, or the art of medicine
medicinal curative healing ; also, cathartic purgative.
[Ote.]
"PAi/«cai herbs."
Sir T. North.
^.
Is Brutus sick ? and is it physical
To walk unbraced, and suck up the humors
\/
Of the dank morning ?
Shain,
Physical astronomy, that part of astronomy which treats
of the causes of the celestial motions specifically, that
which treats of the motions resulting from universal
gravitation. — Physical education, training of the bodily
organs and powers with a view to the promotion of health
and vigor. — Physical examination iAJed.>, an examination
of the bodily condition of a person. — Physical geography.
See under Geogkaphy. — Physical point, an indelinitely
small portion of matter a point conceived as Ijeing without extension, yet having physical properties, as weight,
inertia, momentum, etc. a material pomt.— Physical signs
(Med.), the objective signs of the bodily state afforded
by a physical examination.
Phys'ic-al-ly, adv. 1. In a physical manner according to the laws of nature or physics by phycical force
not morally.

a b Dorsal and Ventral View of the Wingless
the Root
c Winged Female from the Leaf
d Wingless Form from the Leaf. All much enlarged.

Phylloxera,

Form from

;

;

;

;

— Phy'-lo-ge-net'ic-al-ly (-i-kal-ly), adv.

llPhy'lon (filBn), n.; pi. Phtla (-la).
[NL., fr. Gr. ^v\ov race, tribe.] (Biol.) A

;

Phylum

(fi'lum),

re.

; pi.

Phtla

(-la).

See Phtlon.]
(Zo'dl.) One of the
larger divisions of the animal kingdom; a

[NL.

branch
II

;

a grand

Phy'ma

SNL.,

fr.

A

Med.)

n. ; pi.

Phtmata

,

II

Phy-sall-a

(ft-sa'li-a), re.
bladder, fr. 4>vo-a a bellows.]
(Zo'dl.)
genus of large oceanic Siphonophora which in-

[NL.,

fr.

„.
^
Common
Phjm.
stropha).

Nat.

(l>vaaU.C<!

—

vitalist.

&

(-ik-Tng), />. pr.
vb. n. fr. Physic, v. t.
Phys'i-CO- (f Tz'I-ko-). [Fr. Gr. (^uo-tKos natural, physical.]
combining form, denoting relation to, or dependence upon, natural cavses, or the science of physics.
\_PhysicoPhys'l-CO-chem'lc-al (-kem'i-kol), a.
chemical.']
Involving the principles of both physics and
chemistry dependent on, or produced by, the joint action of physical and chemical agencies.
Huxley.
Phys'1-CO-lOg'lc (-k6-15j'Ik), re. \_Physico- -f logic.']
Logic illustrated by physics.
Phys'i-co-log'ic-al (-T-kal), a. Of or pertaining to
physicologic.
Swift.
Phys'1-COl'o-gy (-kSl'o-j^), re. iPhysico- -f -logy.]
Physics.
[iJ.]— Phys'i-col'O-gist (-jist), re. [i?.]

A

{

;

Phvsalia.

Phys'l-co-inath'e-mat'Ics(fTz'T-ko-m5th'e-mSt'iks),
mathematics.] Mixed mathematics.
IPhysicoPhys'i-co-phl-los'o phy (-fi-los'o-fj), re. \_Physico-\- philosophy.]
The philosophy of nature.
Phys'1-co-the-ol'o-gy (-the-51'o-ji^), re. [Physico- -f
theology.] Theology or divinity illustrated or enforced

ifPhys'e-ma'rl-a (fTs'6-ma'n.pl. [NL., from Gr.
<|>uoT)Ha a blowing.]
(Zo'dl.)
A group of simple marine organisms, usually classed as the
lowest of the sponges. They PhjsaMa.iPhysaliaar(!thuaa).
have inflated hollow bodies.
Oi)
Phy-se'ter (ft-se'ter), re.
[L., fr. Gr. (^uinjnip, fr.
to blow ct.F. physe/ire.']
that includes the sperm whale.

1. (Zo'dl.)

by physics or natural philosophy.
[See Physio.] The science of
that branch of science
nature, or of natural objects
which treats of the laws and properties of matter, and
the forces acting upon it ; especially, that department of
natural science which treats of the causes (as gravitation, heat, light, magnetism, electricity, etc.) that modnatural philosophy.
ify the general properties of bodie.!

Phys'lCB

iip,

ftm

;

pity

(f iz'iks),

n.

•

The genus

2. A filtering machine operated by air pressure.
Phys'1-an'thro-py (ftz'i-Sn'thrS-pJf), re. [Gr. (fivVw
nature -f- avOpomos man.] The philosophy of human life,
or the doctrine of the constitution and diseases of man,
and their remedies.
Phys'lC (ftz'Tk), re. [OE. phisike, flsike, OP. phisique, F. physique knowledge of nature, pliysics, L. phynica, physice, fr. Gr. (^uo-iKij, fr. <|>U(riKd9 natural, from
4>vaK nature, fr. ^vtiv to produce, grow, akin to E. be.
fyll,

+

re.

rT-a,),

r\tio,

Huxley.

(-sTst),

A

;

;

Chemistry, though a branch of general physics,
troated as a science by itself, and the applications of pliysical principles which it involves constitute
a branch called chemical physics, which treats more especially of those physical properties of matter which are used
by chemists in defining and distiiignishing substances.
111^°"

is

;

commonly

food, fo~bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

eo

:

sine,

nature

-f-

;

organs and tissues.
Phys'i-Ol'O-gize
.

iQk

make

to

(-jlz), v. i. To speculate in physiology;
physiological investigations.
Cudworlh.

Phys'i-ol'o-gy

a-potheca.ry.'''

Phys'ick-ing

.#>uVi9

as, physiological botany or chemistry.
Phys'i-0-log'iC-al-ly, adv. in a physiological manner.
.Phys'i-ol'o-gist (-ol'S-jTst), re. [Cf. F. pkysiologiste.]
One who is versed in the science of physiology ; a student
of the properties and functions of animal and vegetable

re.
1. One versed in physics.
believer in the theory that the fimdamental phenomena of life are to be explained upon
purely chemical and physical principles
opposed to

II

unite,

A physicianed

so call it) develops into science.

2. (Biol.)

Phy-sa'll-» (-e), n. pi.
[NL.] (Zo'dl.) An order of
Siphonophora which includes

lls«,

"

\_Obs.']

Phys'1-clst

Numerous

:

organisms

;

may

zooids of different kinds are attached to the imder side of the
float.
Some of the zooids have
very long tentacles ; some have
a, mouth and digest food ; others produce gonophores. The
American species {Bhysalia
arethusa) is brilliantly colored,
the float being pink or purple, and bright blue; the zooids blue. It is noted for its
virulent stinging powers, as
well as for its beautiful colors, graceful motions, and its
ability to sail to windward.

(^i/o-ai/

[Ofo.]

Walpol^i
Phys'i-Cism (fiz'I-siz'm), re. The tendency of the
mind toward, or its preoccupation with, physical phenomena materialism in philosophy and religion.
Anthropomorphism grows into theology, whilephysiclsm (if I
cian.

has a large air sac,
or noat, with a sail-like crest
side.

Locke.

;

5^^ It

upper

;

treating physically of light or colors.

2. Hence, figuratively, one who ministers to moral
diseases as, a physician of the soul.
Phy-si'cianed (fT-zIsh'and), a. Licensed as a physi-

a

cludes the Portuguese man-ofwar.

its

now

a doctor of medicine.

A

on

not

[Gr.

re.

;

;

size,

Gr.

Phys'i-Ol'a-try (-ol'a-tr^),

AttTpeta service.] The worship of the powers or agencies of nature
materialism in religion ; nature worship.
" The physiolatry of the Vedas."
M. Williams.
Phys'i-Ol'O-ger (-ol'o-jer), re. A physiologist.
Phys'i-0-lOg'lc (-o-15j'Tk), a. [L. physiologicus, Gr.
i^uo-ioAoytKos : cf. F. physiologique.]
Physiological.
Phys'1-O-lOg'lC-al (-T-kal), a. Of or pertaining to physiology ; relating to the science of the functions of living

He that Uves physically must live miserably.
Cheyiie.
Phy-si'cian (ft-zlsh'an), n. [OE. fisician, fisicien,
OF. physicien, a physician, in F., a natural philosopher,
an experimentalist in physics. See Physic] 1. A person skilled in physic, or the art of healing one duly
authorized to prescribe remedies for, and treat, diseases

Gr. ^ifjia, fr. ^vfiv to produce.]
tubercle on any external part of

Phy'sa (fi'sa), n. [NL. f r. Gr. <^5<7a
a bellows.]
(Zool.) A genus of freshwater Pulmonifera, having reversed spiral shells.
See Pond snail, under Pond.

am

2. According to the rules of medicine.

(-t4).

the body.

II

J

division.

(f i'ma),

physical geography.

;

tribe.

'X

;

;

Relating to phy-

logenesis, or the race history of a type of organism.

II

features.
lObs.]
Bale.
4. The general appearance or aspect of a thing, without reference to its scientific characteristics
as, the
physiognomy of a plant, or of a meteor.
Phys'i-Og'0-ny (-5g'o-ny), re. [Gr. (^u'o-is nature -]ydvos birth.] The birth of nature,
[i?.]
Coleridge,
[Cf. F. physioPhys'i-O-graph'iC (-6-graf'Tk), ) a.
grnpMque.] Of or
Phys'1-O-graph'ic-al (-T-kal), J
pertaining to physiography.
Phys'i-Og'ra-phy (-3g'ra-fy), re. [Gr. <J>vo-is nature -f
-graphy : cf. 'E. physiographic.] The science which treats
of the earth's exterior physical features, climate, life, etc.,
and of the physical movements or changes on the earth's
surface, as the currents of the atmosphere and ocean, the
secular variations in heat, moisture, magnetism, etc.

;

;

l

a.

;

^

2. The diseased condition of a vine caused by the insect just described.
Phy'lO-gen'e-SiS (fi'Io-jSn'e-sTs), )n. [Gr.<fiCAoi'race,
tribe -|- B. genePhy-lOg'e-ny (f t-loj'e-nj),
The history of
sis, or root of Gr. yCyvecrOat to be born.]
genealogical development ; the race history of an animal
or vegetable type ; the historic evolution of the phylon
or tribe, in distinction from ontogeny, or the development
of the individual organism, and from biogenesis, or life
development generally.

Phy'lO-ge-net'lC (ft'lo-je-nSt'ik),

;

;

;

;

;

og-nom'lc-al-ly, adv.

Shale.

A mind diseased no remedy can physic.

.

—

;

;

:

j

;

(-ol'o-jy),

?».

/ pi.

Physiologies

(-jiz).

[L. physiologia, Gr. (^uo-ioAoyia ; ^vcri.^ nature -f- Aoyos
discourse : cf. F. physiologic.] 1. The science which
treats of the phenomena of living organisms ; the study
of the processes incidental to, and characteristic of, life.

^W^

It is divided into animal and vegetable physnoloay, dealing with animal and vegetable life respectively.
When applied especially to a study of the functions of the
organs and tissues in man, it is called human physiology,

2.

A

treatise

on physiology.

Mental physiology, the science of the functions and pheas distinguished from a philosophical explanation of the same.

nomena of the mind,

Phys'1-oph'y-ly (f Tz'T-5f 'T-ly), re. [Gr. (^uVt? nature -f
a clan.] (Biol.) The tribal history of the functions,
or the history of the paleontological development of vital
activities,
being a branch of phytogeny.
See Morpho"
PHYLY.
Hneckel.
Phy-slque' (fT-zek'), re. [F. See Physio.] The natural constitution, or physical structure, of a person.
With his white hair and splendid i)A.vs/(?«e. Mrs. Stowe.
if>v\ri

—

Phys'no-my

(fTz'no-mJ^J,

re.

Physiognomy.

[06*.]

Phys'O-cllSt, re. (Zo'dl.) One of the Physoclisti.
[NL., fr. Gr.
Jl Phys'o-clis'tl (fTz'S-klTs'tl), n. pi.
(|)Ctra a bellows -\- KAeieii/ to close.]
(Zodl.) An order of
teleost fishes in which the air bladder has no opening.
Phys'O-grade (fTz'o-grild or fi's6-), re. [Gr. (jivaa a
bellows
L. gradi to walk, go.]
(Zo'dl.) Any siphonophore which has an air sac for a float, as tlie Physnlia.
Phy-soph'o-rae (ft-s8f'*-re), ». pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
AiJo-a a bellows -|- (^e'p6ii» to bear.]
(Zo'dl.) An order of
Siphonophora, furnished with an air sac, or float, and a
series of nectocalyces.
See Hliist. under Nectocalyx.
Phy'so-pod (fi'sft-pi5d), n. (Zo'dl.) One of the Physopoda a thrips.
Phy-SOp'0-da (ft-s5p'ft-d.^), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. (frvoa
a bellows -|- -poda.] (Zo'dl.) Same as Thvsanoptera,
Phy'so-Stlg'mlne (fi'so-stTg'mln or -nienl, >i. (Chem.)
An alkaloid found in the Calabar bean (the seinl of Physo.<:ligma vciienosiim), and extracted as a white, tasteless,
substance, amorphous or crystalline
formerly called
escrine, with which it was regarded as identical.
(ft-siJs'tS-mi), n.pl.
_ll Phy-SOS'tO-ml
[NL., fr. Gr.
<j>iiaa a bellows -|- ariS/oia mouth.]
(Zo'dl.) An order of

+

II

;

II

;

;

tlien,

thin

:

boN

;

zh

=

ic

in azure.

i

;

"

)
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which the air bladder is provided with a duct,
and the ventral fins, when present, are abdominal. It includes the salmons, herrings, carps, catfishes, and others.
Phy-SOS'tO-mous (f t-sSs'to-mus), a. (Zodl.) (a) Hav-

Pl'al (pi'al), a. (Anat.) Pertaining to the pia mater.
[NL.,fr. L. ^ia (fern,
llPi'a ma'ter (pi'a ma'ter).
of pius tender, kind) -f- mater mother.]
(Anat.) The
delicate and highly vascular membrane immediately investing the brain and spinal cord.
Plan (pyan), re. [Pg. pian, epian, or Sp. pian ;
from the native name in South America: cf. F. ^iare.]

fishes in

ing a duct to the air bladder.

(6)

Pertaining to the

Physostomi.
[NL.,

(f t-tel'e-fas), n.

+

fr.

Gr. <j>vt6v
(Bot.)

A

also, ivory.]

(Med. ) The yaws.

See Yaws.
(Zool.)
Pi'a-net' (pl'a-n5t'), re.
[Cf. Pie magpie.]
The magpie. [Written also pianate, and pyenaie.]
(b) The lesser woodpecker.
Bailey.
[OJs.]
Pi-a-nette' (,pi-a-nSf ), re. [Dim. of^tareo.] (Mus.)
A small piano a pianino.
Pl'a-nl'no (pe'a-ne'no), re. [It., dim. of piano, adj.
See Piano.] (Mus.) A pianette, or small piano.
Pi'a-nis'si-mo (pe'a-nis'sl-mo), a. [It., superl. of
piano.] (Mus.) Very soft;
a direction to execute a
passage as softly as possible. (Abbrev. pp.)
Pl-an'lst (pi-an'ist), 71. [Cf. F. pianiste. It. pianista.]
performer, esp. a skilled performer, on the piano.
Pi-a'no (pe-a'no), a.
adv. [It., even, smooth, soft,
fr. L. planus even, level.]
adirection to
(Mus.) Soft
the performer to execute a certain passage softly, and
with diminished volume of tone. (Abbrev. p.
[It. piano soft (fr. L.
1 re.
Pl-an'O (pT-au'6),
planus even, smooth;
Pi-an'0-£or'te (-for'ta 277),)
see Plain, a.)
It. forte strong, fr. L. fort is (see Fokt).]

eAc'i^ia? the elephant;
genus of South American palm trees, the seeds of which

a plant

finrnish the substance called vegetable ivory.
Phy-tiv'0-rous (ft-ttv'o-rus), a. [_Phyto- -t- L. vorare to eat greedily.] Feeding on plants or herbage

(a)

;

Ray.
phytophagous as, phyiivorous animals.
Phy'tO- (fi'to-). [See Physic] A combining form from
;

;

II

a plant ; as, pAy^ochemistvy, pAj/tography.
Phy'tO-chein'lC-al (-kgm'I-kal), a. Relating to phyR- Hunt.
tochemistry.
chemisPhy'tO-chem'ls-try (-is-try), n. \_Phytobodies;
vegetable
Chemistry
in
its
relation
to
try.']
R. Hunt.
vegetable chemistry.
Gr.

4,vTriv

Phy-tOCh'i-my (ft-t5k'T-my),
Gr.

a plant

</)uToi/

istry.

A

phytochimie

[F.

n.

;

[_Obsoles.'\

\_Phyto--\(fi'to-jSn'e-sTs), \n.
genesis, or root
(fi-t5j'e-ny),
)

Phy'to-gen'e-sls

Phy-tog'e-ny

The doctrine

of Gr. yiyve<r9ai. to be born.]
ation of plants.

of the gener-

pertaining to pliytogeography.

Phy'to-ge-og'ra-phy (fi'to-je-5g'ra-fy),

The geographical

geography.]

Phy'tO-glyph'lC

re.

[Phyto-

+

distribution of plants.

lyphy.

+

Phy-togay-phy

Gr. y\v(f t-tSg'li-fi^), re.
iPhytoSee Nature printing, under Nature.
Pliy'tO-grapMc-al (fi'tS-grSf'i-kal), a. [Cf. 'P.phy

Of or pertaining to phytograiJhy.
Phy-tog'ra-phy (f t-tog'ra-fy), re. IPhyto- -\- -graphy :

tographique.]

+

II

&

+

A

poke, or pokevveed.
IPhyto- -f -lile: cf. F.
Phy'tO-lite (fl'tS-irt), n.
phytolithe.] An old name for a fossil plant.
Phy'to-ll-thol'o-gist (-IT-thSl'o-jTst), re. One versed
in phytolithology a paleobotanist.
Phy'to-li-thol'0-gy (-iy), re. IPhyto- -f lithology.}
The branch of science wliich treats of fossil plants
usually called paleobotany, sometimes paleophytology.
Phy'tO-lOg'lc-al (-15i'i-kal), a. [Cf. F. phytologique.']
Of or pertaining to phytology botanical.
Phy-tOl'0-gist (fi-tol'6-jlst), re. One skilled in phytolEvelyn.
ogy a writer on plants ; a botanist.
tensely red juice

—

;

and Leopoldinia Piassaba),
used in making brooms,
and for other purposes. Called also piafaba and piasaba.
[F. piastre. It. piastra a,
Pl-as'ter (pl-Ss'ter), re.
thin plate of metal, a dollar, LL. piastra, fr. L. emplastrum. See Plaster.] A silver coin of Spain and various
other countries. See Peso. The Spanish piaster (commonly called peso, or peso puro) is of about the value of
the American dollar. The Italian piaster, or scudo, was
worth from 80 to 100 cents. The Turkish and Egyptian
piasters are now worth about four and a half cents.
Pl-as'tre (pl-Ss'ter), re. See Piaster.
Pi-a'tlon (pt-a'shiin), n. [L. piatio. See PiAOLB.]

;

;

—

;

;

Phy-tol'0-gy

The science

iologie.]

of plants

kinds and properties of plants

-f-

;

;

of making atonement ; expiation,
\_0.bs.]
Pl-at'tl (pe-at'te), re. pi. [It., prop., plates.] (Mus.)
Cymbals. [Written also j5j/aMi.]
Pi-az'za (pi-az'za), re. / pi. Piazzas (-zaz). [It., place,
square, market place, L. platea street, courtyard. See
Place.] An open square in a European town, especially
an Italian town; hence (Arch.), an arcaded and roofed
gallery; a portico. In the United States the word is
II

INli. phytomeron,

re.

)

The act

Sir T. Browne.

botany.

Phy'tO-mer (fl'to-mer),
Phy-tom'e-ron (ft-tom'e-r6n),

plant
organic element of a flower-

II

nepo! share.] (Bot.)
+
ing plant a phyton.

-logy : cf. F. phya description of the

\_Phyto-

re.

(-jy),

An

(

fr.

Gr.

(fivTov

;

II

Phy'ton

(fl'ton),

re.

.

Phytons (-t5nz). [NL., fr.
One of the parts which by

pi.

Gr.

(Bot.)
<1>vt6v plant.]
their repetition make up a flowering plant, each being a
single joint of a stem with its leaf or leaves ; a phytomer.
Gr. vdfto;
Phy-ton'0-my (f t-ton'o-my), re. iPhytolaw cf. F. phytonomie.] The science of the origin and
growth of plants.

+

Phy'tO-pa-thol'0-gIst (fI't6-pa^th51'o-jTst),

One

re.

skilled in diseases of plants.

Phy'tO-pa-thol'0-gy

IPhyto-

(-iy), »•

-\-

II

<j>vt6v

a plant

Hymenoptera

to eat.]
the sawfiies.

-f- <j>ayelv
;

(Zodl.)

A

A

pathology.]

The science of diseases to which plants are liable.
[NL.,
Phy-toph'a-ga (ft-tof'a-ga), n. pi.

fr.

Gr.

;

division of

Phy'tO-phag'lo (fi't6-f Sj'ik), a. (Zool. ) Phytophagous.
Gr.
Phy-toph'a-gOUS (ft-tofa-giis), a. IPhytoijiaysw to eat.] (Zool.) Feeding ou plants; herbivorous
as, a phytophagous animal.
Phy-toph'a-gy (-j^), n. The eating of plants.

+

^

;

Phy'to-phys'1-ol'o-gy (fi't6-flz'l-51'6-jy), re. iPhytaphysiology.] Vegetable physiology.
One versed in
Phy-tOt'O-mlst (fi-t5t'o-mist), re.
phytotomy.
-|Gr. Te/iveu/ to
Phy-tOt'0-my (-m^), re. IPhytocut.]
The dissection of plants vegetable anatomy.
Phy'to-zo-a'rl-a (fI'to-z6-a'ri-a), re. pi. [NL. See
Phttozoon.] (Zool.) Same as Infusoria.
Phy'tO-ZO'bn (-zo'Sn), re. ; pi. Phytozoa. (-a). [NL.,
(Zool.) A plantlike
fr. Gr. (^UToi' -f- fuoi/ an animal.]
animal. The term is sometimes appUed to zoophytes.
Phyz (fiz), re. See Phiz.
[See Pica, Pie magpie, service-book.]
PI (pi), re.
(Prwit.) A mass of type confusedly mixed or unsorted.
[Written also^ie.]
-\-

;

II

II

&

PI, V. t.
limp.
p. p. Prpaj (pid) p. pr. & vb. re.
PiEiNG (pi'ing).] (Print.) To put into a mixed and disordered condition, as type to mix and disarrange the
type of as, to 7)1 a form. [Written also ^Jie.]
Pl-ag'a-ba (pT-5s'a^ba), n. See Piassava.
Pl'a-cle (pi'a-k'l), re.
[L. piaculum a propitiatory
sacrifice, that which requires expiation, a wicked action,
£r. piare to appease, to expiate, pius pious.]
A heinous
ofiiense which requires expiation.
Howell.
[iJ.]
Pi-ac'U-lar (pi-ak'fS-ler), a. [L. piacularis: cf. F.
piaculaire.] 1. Expiatory atoning. Sir G. C. Lewis.
2. Requiring expiation
atrociously bad.
criminal
" Piacular pollution."
Ve Quincey.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Pl-ao'U-lar'i-ty (-ISr'T-ty),

re.

The quality

or state of

being piacular criminality wickedness.
De Quincey.
Pl-ac'n-lOUS (-liis), a. Same as Piacular.
;

;

ale,

senate,

cSre,

popularly applied to a veranda.
We walk by the obelisk, and meditate in jpiazzas. Jer. Taylor.
Pib'OOrn' (pTb'kSm'), re. [W. pib pipe -j- corn horn.]
(Mus.) A wind instrument or pipe, with a horn at each
end,
used in Wales.
Pl'broch (pe'brSk), re. [Gael, piobaireachd pipe music, fr. piobair a piper, fr. pioba pipe, bagpipe, from
Highland air, suited to the
English. See Pipe, re.]
particular passion wliich the musician would either excite or assuage
generally applied to those airs that are
played on the bagpipe before the Highlanders when they
Jamieson.
go out to battle.
Plc (pik), re. [Cf. F. pic] A Turkish cloth measure,
varying from 18 to 28 inches.
Pi'ca (piHta), re. [L. pica a pie, magpie ; in sense 3
prob. named from some resemblance to the colors of the
magpie. Cf. Pie magpie.] 1. (Zool.) The genus that
includes the magpies.
2. (Med.) A vitiated appetite that craves what is
imflt for food, as chalk, ashes, coal, etc. ; chthonophagia.
See Pie. lObs.]
3. (R. C. Ch.) A service-book.
4. (Print.) A size of type next larger than small pica,
and smaller than English.

—

:

am, arm, ask,

;

;

;

;

;

—

century.

[LL. piccagium, fr. F.
48), re.
(0. Eng. Law) Money paid at fairs
Ainsworth.
ground for booths.

Plc'cage (pTk'kaj

;

vegetables with pungent spices,

re.
[Cf. Pie a magpie.]
(Zool.)
pie (Ptilostonms Senegalensis).
(R. C. Ch.)
Pl'a-rlSt (pi'a-rist), re.
i'L.pius pious.]
One of a religious order who are the regular clerks of
the Scuole Pie (religious schools), an institute of secondary education, founded at Rome in the last years of the
ICth century.
Addis
Arnold.
fibrous
Pi-as'sa-Va (pi-as'sa^va), re. [Pg. pjasafta.]
product of two Brazilian pabn trees (Attalea funifera

;

—

re.
One of the Picariae.
PiD'a-roon' (pTk'a-roon'), re.
[Sp. picaron, aug. of
piearo roguish, n., a rogue.] One who plunders; especially, a plunderer of wrecks a pirate
a corsair a
marauder ; a sharper. _
Sir W. Temple.
Pic'a-yune' (ptk'a-un'), re. [From the language of
the Caribs.] A small coin of the value of six and »
quarter cents. See Fippenny bit. \_Local, U. S.]
Pic'a-yun'ish (pik'a-un'ish), a.
Petty
paltry
mean; as, a, jnca^junish hn&mess. \_Colloq. U.S.]
Pio'oa-dil (pTk'ka-dll), 1 n. [OF. piccadilles the sev
eral divisions or pieces fasPio'ca-dllly (-dilly), (
tened together about the brim of the collar of a doublet,
a dim. fr. Sp. pioado, p. p. oipicar to prick. See Pike.1
A high, stiff collar for the neck also, a hem or band
about the skirt of a garment,
worn by men in the 17th

PicariGe.

by hammers moved by keys.

Pi'a-pec (pi'a-pgk),

-oid.'\
Resembling
Phy'told (fi'toid), a. iPhytoa plant plantlike.
Phy'to-lac'ca (fi't6-15k'ka), n. [NL., fr. Gr. <^uTdy
plant
It. lacca lac]
(Bot.) A genus of herbaceous
plants, some of them having berries which abound in in-

[NL., fr. L. picus s
Pi-ca'rl-ae (pT-ka'ri-e), re. pi.
(Zool.) An extensive division of birdi

which includes the woodpeckers, toucans, trogons, horn.
biUs, kingfishers, motmots, rollers, and goatsuckers. Bj
some writers it is made to include also the cuckoos,
swifts, and humming birds.
Pi-ca'ri-an (-an), a. (Zodl.) Of or pertaining to the

piquer to prick.]
for leave to break

A West African

Tlie science of describing plants
in a systematic manner ; also, a description of plants.

F. phytographie.]

cf.

II

woodpecker.]

) A well-known musical instrument somewhat resembling the harpsichord, and consisting of a series of
wires of graduated length, thickness, and tension, struck

frame and vertical wires.
Pi-an'O-graph (pT-an'6-graf), re. [Piano -(- -graph.]
(Mus. ) A form of melodiograph applied to a piano.

to engrave.]

<fieiv

which the principal personage is the Spanish picarn
meaning a rascal, a knave, a rogue, an adventurer.

in

(3Iiis.

Dumb piano. See Dioitorium. — Grand piano. See under
Grand. — Square piano, one with a horizontal frame and
an oblong case. — Upright piaoo, one with an upright

Relating to phytog-

(-glif'ik), a.

—

;

+

Of or

Phy'to-ge'o-graph'lc-al (-je'o-grSf'T-kal), a.

&

II

Phytochem-

F. chimie chemistry.]

-|-

—

II

+

;

PICK

II

Phy-tel'e-phas

II

;

PlC'ca-lU'U (pik'ka-lil'll),

re.

A

pickle of various

— originally made in the

Bast Indies.
It. pek'-), re.
[It., small.]
Pic'CO-lO (pikTio-lo
1. (Mus.) A small, shrill flute, the pitch of which is an
octave higher than the ordinary flute an octave flute.
2. (Mus.) A small upright piano.
3. (Mus.S An organ stop, with a high, piercing tone.
Pice (pis), re. [B\ni. paisa.] A small copper coin of
Malcom.
the East Indies, worth less than a cent.
PlC/e-a (pTs'e-a), re. [L., the pitch pine, from pix,
picis, pitch.] (Bot.) A genus of coniferous trees of the
northern hemisphere, including the Norway spruce and
the American black and white spruces. These trees have
pendent cones, which do not readily fall to pieces, in
this and other respects differing from the firs.
Pl'cene (pl'sen), re. [See PiCEOus.] (Chem.) A hy.
drocarbon (C22HJ4) extracted from the pitchy residue of
coal tar and petroleum as a bluish fluorescent crystalline substance.
Plc'e-OUS (pis'e-ijs or pish'iis), a. [L. piceus, fr. pix,
picis, pitch.]
Of or pertaining to pitch ; resembling
pitch in color or quality pitchy.
Pi'chey (pe'cha), re. [Native name.] (Zool.) A Bra^
the little armadilla
zilian armadillo (Dasypus minutus)
[Written also pichiy.]
Pl'Chl-Oi-a'gO (pe'che-se-a'go), re. [Native name.]
;

II

;

II

;

;

II

(Zool.)

A small,
South

burrowing.

American edentate

(Chlam,yphorus
truncatus), allied to
the armadillos. The

shell

is attached
only along the back.
[Written also »ic/i«-

„.

,„,,
ricmaago iChlamyphorus
truncatus).

cieoo.']

,

.

.

Plch'U-rlm bean' (pTch'iS-rTm ben')- (Bot.) The seed
of a Brazilian lauraceous tree (Nectandra Puchury) of a
taste and smell between those of nutmeg and of sassafras,
sometimes used medicinally. Called also sassafras nut.

—

Pi'cl
(Zool.)
II

re. pi.
[NL., fr. L. picus a woodpecker.]
division of birds including the woodpeckers

(pi'si),

A

and wrynecks.
Pl'ci-form (pi'si-fSrm), a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining
to the Piciformes.
Plc'l-for'mes (pis'I-fOr'mez), re. pi. [NL. See Picus, and -FORM.] (Zodl.) A group of birds including
the woodpeckers, toucans, barbets, colics, kingfishers,
hombills, and some other related groups.
Pl'cine (pi'sin), a. (Zodl.) Of or pertaining to the
woodpeckers (Pici), or to the Piciformes.
Pick (pik), V. t. \imp. &p. p. Picked (pTkt) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Picking.]
[OE. picken, pikken, to prick, peck j
akin to Icel. pikka, Sw. picka, Dan. pikke, D. pikken, G.
picken, F. piquer, W. pigo. Cf. Peck, v.. Pike, Pitch to
throw.] 1. To throw; to pitch. \_Obs.]
II

&

As high

To peck

as I could pick

my lance.

Skak.

as a bird with its beak ; to strike at
with anything pointed to act upon vrith a pointed in.
strument ; to pierce ; to prick, as with a pin.
3. To separate or open by means of a sharp point 01
points ; as, to pick matted wool, cotton, oakum, etc.
4. To open (a lock), as by a wire.
5. To pull apart or away, especially with the fingers
to pluck ; to gather, as fruit from a tree, flowers from
the stalk, feathers from a fowl, etc.
6. To remove something from with a pointed instrument, with the fingers, or with the teeth ; as, to pick the
teeth ; to pick a bone ; to pick a goose to pick a pocket.
Shak
Did you pick Master Blender's purse ?
He picks clean teeth, and, busy as he seems
2.

at,

;

j|@°=

This line

is

printed in pica.

Pica is twice the size of nonpareil, and is used as
„.^
a standard of measurement in casting leads, cutting
rules, etc., and also as a standard by which to designate
several larger kinds of type, as double pica, two-line pica,
four-line pica, and the like.
Small pica (Print.), a size of type next larger than long
primer, and smaller than pica.

^°This

line is printed in

small pica.

Pic'a-dor' (pek'a-d6r'), re. [Sp.] A horseman armed
with a lance, who in a bullfight receives the first attack
of the bull, and excites him by pricking him without
attempting to kill him.
Plc'a-mar' (ptk'a-mar'), re. [L. pix, pieis, pitch -f
II

(Chera.) An oily liquid hydrocarbon
bitter.]
extracted from the creosote of beechwood tar. It con-

amarus

sists essentially of certain derivatives of pyrogallol.

Pic'a-pare (pTk'a-pSr), re. (Zool.) The finfoot.
Pic'ard (pik'erd), re. (Eccl. Hist.) One of a sect of
so called from one
Adamites in the fifteenth century
Picard of Flanders. See ADAiarrE.
Plc'a-resque' (pik'a-rSsk' F. pe'ka/rask'), a. [F.,
Applied to that class of literature
fr. Sp. piearo rogue.]
;

—

;

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

With an

old tavern quill,

is

hungry

Cowper

yet.

7. To choose : to select ; to separate as choice or desirable ; to cull
as, to pick one's company ; to pick
one's way ;
often with out. " One man picked out oi

—

;

Shak
ten thousand.
8. To take up ; esp., to gather from here and there ;
often
to collect ; to bring together as, to pick rags
with up ; as, to pick up a baU or stones ; to pick up
information.
;

9.

To

trim.

at, to tease or
pick a bone with.

idea,

HI

;

old,

—

Chaucet-.

\_Obs.]

To pick

— To

;

vex by pertinacious annoyance.
See under Bone. — To pick a

Sbey, drBJ odd

]

;

PICK
;

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

&

—

A

;

&

;

;

A

—

;

—

;

pickback, a,ni pickpack.^

A woman stooping to take a child pickaback.

;

;

;

—

of certain fishes.
3. Carefully selected ; chosen ; as, picked men.
4. Fine ; spruce; smart ; precise ; dainty. [06«.] Sfiak.
Picked dogfish.
(Zool.) See under DoGWSH.
Picked
ou^ ornamented or relieved with lines, or the like, of a
different, usually a lighter, color ; as, a carriage body
dark green, picked out with red.
Pick'ed-ness (ptk'ed-nSs), n. 1. The state of being

—

sharpened pointedness.
2. Fineness
spruceness smartness. [Oft*.]
Too much pickedness is not manly.
B. Joyison.
Plck-eer' (pik-er'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Pickeeeed
(-erd') p. pr. & vb. n. Pickbeking.]
[F. picorer to go
marauding, orig., to go to steal cattle, ultimately fr. L.
pecus, pecoris, cattle cf. F. picoree, Sp. pecorea robbery committed by straggling soldiers.]
To make a
raid for booty
to maraud also, to skirmish in advance
of an army.
Bp. Burnet.
See Picaroon. [Ofo.]
Pick-eer'er (-er), n. One who pickeers. lObs.]
Plok'er (pTk'er), n. [From Pick.] 1. One who, or
that which, picks, in any sense,
as, one who uses a
pick one who gathers a thief a pick a pickax as,
a coiton picker. "Piciers and stealers."
Shak.
2. (Mach.) A machine for picking fibrous materials to
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

and separate the fiber.
3. ( Weaving) The piece in a loom which strikes the
end of the shuttle, and impels it through the warp.

pieces so as to loosen

A priming wire for cleaning the vent.
Flck'er-el (-el), n.
[Dim. of Pike.] [Written also
pickerelW] 1. A young or small pike. [Ofti.]
Bet [better] is, quoth he, a pike than tipickerel. Chaucer.
2. (Zo'el.) (a) Any one of several species of freshwater fishes of the genus Esox, esp. the smaller species.
(6) The gl'asseye, or wall-eyed pike. See Wall-eyb.
11^°" The federation, or chain, pickerel (Esej: reticulatus) and the brook pickerel (E. Ameriamns) are the most
common American species. They are used for food, and
are noted for their voracity. About the Great Lakes the
pike IS called pickerel.
4. (Ordnance)

weed

(Bot. ),

camp

unite,

M

Hfde,

"^

fijll,

ap, Orn

;

pity

;

;

+

;

or quarters, detailed to

march

if

called

upon.—

—

Picket fence, a fence made of pickets. See def 2, above.
Picket ^ard (Mil.), a guard of horse and foot, always
in readiness in case of alarm.
Picket line. (Mil.) (a)
.

—

position held
at intervals.

A

and guarded by small bodies of men placed
(6) A rope to which horses are secured
Picket pin, an iron pin for picketing

when groomed. —
horses.

&

&

Pick'et, V. t. [imp.
vb.
p. p. Picketed ; p. pr.
n. Picketing.]
1. To fortify with pointed stakes.
2. To inclose or fence with pickets or pales.
3. To tether to, or as to, a picket ; as, to picket a horse.

Pio'ro-llte (pik'r6-litV
ct.F. picrolithe.'] (Min.)

making
Simmonds.

6.
7.

Simmonds.

[Eng-I
(Mining) Bough sorting of ore.

Overburned bricks.

-\- -in.]
(Chem.) A bitter white crystalline
substance found in the cocculus indicus. It is a pecuhar
poisonous neurotic and intoxicant, and consists of a mixture of several neutral substances.
Pi'cryl (pi'krilor-pik'rTl), re. [Picric -^-y I. ] (Chem.)
The hypothetic radical of picric acid, analogous to phenyl.
PiCt'lSh (pTkt'ish), a. Of or pertaining to the Picts
resembling the Picts. " The Pictish veei."
Byron.
[See Picture, and
Pic'tO-graph (pik'to-graf), re.
-GRAPH.] A picture or hieroglyph representing and expressing an idea.
Plc'tO-graph'lC (-grSf Ik), a.

—

[L. pictorius, fr. pictor
PlC-tO'ri-al (pik-to'rl-al), a.
fr. pingere to paint.
See Paint.] Of or pertaining to pictures ; illustrated by pictures ; forming
pictures ; representing with the clearness of a picture
as, a. pictorial dictionary ; a, pictorial imagination. " Pictorial rhetoric."
Ruskin.
Plc-tO'rl-al-ly, adr.
Plc-tor'ic (-tor'ik),
1 „
-p. ^„
,
r/if,„ T
Pictorial.
[Obs.-\
Pic-tor'lc-al(-i-kal), rPicts (pikts), re. pi. ; sing. PicT (pTkt).
[L. Picti;
cf. AS. Peohtas.']
(Ethnol.) A race of people of uncertain origin, who inhabited Scotland in early times.
PiC-tU'ra (plk-tu'ra), n. [L., a painting.] (Zool.)
Pattern of coloration.
Plc'tur-a-ble (pik'tfir-a-b'l ; 135), a. Capable of baing pictured, or represented by a picture.

a painter,

—

;

.

brine or in vinegar.
3. (Founding) A bath of dilute sulphuric or nitric
acid, etc., to remove burnt sand, scale rust, etc., from
the surface of castings, or other articles of metal, or to
brighten them or improve their color.
4.
troublesome child ; as, a little ^icWe. [Colloq."]

II

A

To be in a pickle, to be in a disagreeable position to be
in a condition of embarrassment, difficulty, or disorder.
cam'st thou in this pickle f" Skak.—lo put a
rod in pickle, to prepare a particular reproof, punishment,
or penalty for future application.

Sir W. ScoU.
PlC'tur-al (-al), a. Pictorial. [iJ.]
picture.
Spenser.
Plc'tur-al, re.
[Oft*.]
Plo'ture (pTk'tflr ; 135), re. [L. pictura, fr. pingere,
pictum, to paint : cf F. peinture. See Paint.] 1. Tha
art of painting ; representation by painting, [Ofti.]
Any well-expressed image . either in iJiciure or sculpture.
Sir H. Wotton.
representation of anything (as a person, a land2.
scape, a building) upon canvas, paper, or other surface,
produced by means of painting, drawing, engraving, photography, etc. ; a representation in colors. By extension,

;

A

"How

&

p. p. Pickled (-k'ld) p. pr.
vb. n. Pickling (-klTng).]
1. To preserve or season
in pickle ; to treat with some kind of pickle ; as, to
pickle herrings or cucumbers.
2. To give an antique appearance to ;
said of copies
or imitations of paintings by the old masters.
Pic'kled (-k'ld), a. Preserved in a pickle.
Plc'kle-her'ring (pik'k'l-hSr'ring), n. 1. A herring
preserved in brine ; a pickled herring. [Obs.]
Shak.
2. A merry-andrew ; a buffoon.
Addison.
[Obs."]
t.

&

[imp.

.

;

.

2.

One who picks

locks

crets."

Plck'mire'

(-mir'), n.

food from the mire.l
gull.
[Prov. Fng.i

;

a

" A picklock

thief.

a figure

pick-

of se-

Jer. Taylor.
[So called from its picking its
The pewit, or black-headed

(Zool.)

;

a model.

Ficiures and shapes are but secondary objects. Bacon.
The young king's picture . . in virgin wax. Howell.
.

An image or a resemblance

a representation, either
to the eye or to the mind that which, by its likeness,
brings vividly to mind some other tiling as, a child ia
the picture of his father the man is the picture of grief.
3.

Shak.

ing locks.

.

A

—

Piclder (pTk'kler), n. One who makes pickles.
Picklock' (pik'lSk'), n. 1. An instrument for

+

bittei -\- toxic

Plck'lng, a. 1. Done or made as with a pointed tool
a. picking sound.
2. Nice ; careful.
[Oftj.]
He was too warm an. picking work to dwell. Dryden.
Picking peg. (Weaving) See Picker, n., 3.
Plc'kle (pik'k'l), n. [06s.] See Picle.
PlC'kie, n. [Cf. D. pekel. Probably a dim. fr. Pick,
V. t., alluding to the cleaning of the fish.]
1. (a) A solution of salt and water, in which fish, meat, etc., may be
preserved or corned brine, (b) Vinegar, plain or spiced,
used for preserving vegetables, fish, eggs, oysters, etc.
2. Any article of food which has been preserved in

V,

-lite :

principally of salts of glycocholic and taurocholic acids.
PiC'ro-tOS'In (pTk'ro-toks'in or pi'kro-), re. [Gr. Trixpot

as,

Plc'kle,

[Gr. irixpos bitter -f

re.

A fibrous variety of serpentine.

(-mgl), re.
[Gr. TTiKpo! bitter
/xeM
pic7-om,el.'\
(Old Chem.) A colorless viscous substance having a bitter-sweet taste.
.(!!^°° It was formerly supposed to be the essential principle of the bile, but is now known to be a mixture,

4. Pilfering ; also, that which is pilfered.
5. pi. The pulverized shells of oysters used in

walks.

—

Plc'ro-mel
honey: ci. F.

4. To guard, as a camp or road, by an outlying picket.
5. To torture by compelling to stand with one foot on
a pointed stake. [Ofts.]
Plck'e-tee' (pik'e-te'), n. (Bot.) See Picotee.
Pick'-fault' (pik'falf), n. One who seeks out faults.
Plck'lng, n. 1. The act of digging or breaking up,
as with a pick.
2. The act of choosing, plucking, or gathering.
3. That which is, or may be, picked or gleaned.

;

;

;

;

My

make pictures when they

eyes

are shut. Coleiitlge.
adjectively, or in forming

^^F" Picture is often used
self^explaining compounds as, picture book or picturebook, picture frame or pdciure-ixsane, picture seller or
:

Plck'nick (pik'iiik), n. See Picnic.
Plck'pack' (-pak'), adv. Pickaback.
Plck'pen'ny (-pSn'ny), n. ; pi. Pickpennies (-niz). A
Dr. S. More.
miser also, a sharper.
Pick'pock'et (-pSk'St), n. One who steals purses or
Bentley.
other articles from pockets.
One who steals purses, or
Pick'purse' (-pOrs'), re.
Latimer,
Shak.
money from purses.
Plck'sy (-sy), n. See Pixr.
Plck'tiiank' (-thSnk'), n. One who strives to put anan ofScious person hence, a
other under obligation
flatterer.
Used also adjectively.

picture-seiXer, etc.
Picture gallery, a gallery, or large apartment, devoted
Picture rod, a rod or metal
to the exhibition of pictures.
tube fixed to the walls of a room, from which pictures are
Picture writing, (a) The art of recording events,
hung.
or of expressing messages, by means of pictures representing the actions or circumstances
question. Tylor,
(b) The record or message so represented; as, the picture
writing of the American Indians.
Syn,
Picture, Painting. Every kind of representation by drawing or painting is a picture, whether mad*
with oil colors, water colors, pencil, crayons, or India
ink; strictly, a painting is a picture niaife by ineajis ol
colored paints, usually applied moist with a brush.

Shak.
SmilinK jiickthanks, and base newsmongers.
loothpick. [Obs.] Swift.
'M 71[••nr~,. n: pightel or pingle.]
A
Pl'cle (pil "
..•^\')i'il w
a a hedge a close. [Ubs.']
small piece o'
[Written also ,...;^..,.
Plc'nlC (pli iiVk), ». [Gf. F. piquenique. See Pick,
Formerly, an entertainment
v., and cf. KnokivMACK.]
at which each person contributed some dish to a common

Plo'ture, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Pictured (-tfird 135)
vb. n. Picturing.]
}>. pr.
To draw or paint a resemblance of; to delineate; to represent; to form or preseut
an ideal likeness of ; to bring before the mind. " I .
do picture it in my miud."
Spenser.
Shak.
I have not seen him so pictured.
Pictured (-tfird), a. Furnished with pictures ; repre>
seuted by a picture or pictures ; as, a pictured scene.

;

;

;

'

i

flse,

;

—

;

;

a picnic, or pleasure excursion to eat in picnic fashion.
Plc'nick-er (-nik-er), n. One who takes part in a picnic.
[Picus
Pi'coid (pi'koid), a.
-oid.J
(Zool.) Like
or pertaining to the Pici.
PiC'0-line (pTk'o-lIn or -len), n. [L. pix, picis, pitch
-^ oleum oil -p -me.]
(Chem.) Any one of three isomeric bases (C|jH,N) related to pyridine, and obtained
from bone oil, acrolein ammonia, and coal-tar naphtha,
as colorless mobile liquids of strong odor
called also
methyl jtyridine.
Pic'0-tee' (pik'6-te').
Ire.
[F. picote dotted,
PiC'0-tine' (pik'o-ten'), I
pricked.] (Bot.) A variety
of carnation having petals of a light color variously dotted and spotted at the edges.
Pic'quet (pik'ket or pik-kgf), re. See Piquet.
Pi'ora (pi'kra), n. [L., fr. Gr. vriicpos sharp, bitter.]
(Med. ) The powder of aloes with canella, formerly officinal, employed as a cathartic.
Pi'crate (pi'krat), re. (Chem.) A salt of picric acid.
Pl'cric (pi'krik or pTk'rik), a.
[Gr. jriKpos bitter.]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a strong organic
acid (called picric acid), intensely bitter.
il^°° Picric acid is obtained by treating phenol with
strong nitric acid, as a brilliant yellow crystalline substance, CeHjiNOsSs-OH. It is used in dyeing silk and
wool, and also in the manufacture of explosives, as it is
very unstable when heated. Called also trinitrophenol,
and formerly carbazotic acid.
Plc'rlte (pTk'rit), re. [From Gr. n-iKpos bitter.] (Min.)
A dark green igneous rock, consisting largely of chrysolite, with hornblende, augite, biotite, etc.

;

'

\

table

;

Pick'tOOth

Pickerel (B. reliculatus).

now, an excursion or pleasure party in which the
members partake of a collation or repast (usually in the
air,
and from food carried by themselves).
open
[imp. & p. p. Picnicked
Picnic (pTk'nik), V. i.
(-nikt) p. pr. & vb. n. Picnicking (-nik-ing).] To go on

a blue-flowered aquatic plant (Pontederia cordata) having large arrow-shaped leaves. So
called because common in slow-moving waters where
pickerel are often found.
Plck'er-ing (pTk'er-Tng), n. [Probably a corruption of
Pickerel.] (Zool.) The sauger of the St. Lawrence River.
Piok'er-y (-y), n. [From Pick to steal or perhaps
from Pickeer.] Petty tneft. lScot.1
Holinshed.
Pick'et (pTk'gt), n.
[F. piquet, properly dim. of
pique spear, pike. See Pike, and cf. Piquet.] 1. A
stake sharpened or pointed, especially one used in fortification and encampments, to mark bounds and angles or
one used for tethering horses.
2. A pointed pale, used in making fences.
3. [Probably so called from the picketing of the
horses.]
(Mil.) A detached body of troops serving to
guard an army from surprise, and to oppose reconnoitering parties of the enemy
called also outlying picket.
4. By extension, men appointed by a trades union, or
other labor organization, to intercept outsiders, and prevent them from working for employers with whom the
organization is at variance. [Canf}
5. A military punishment, formerly resorted to, in
which the offender was forced to stand with one foot on
a pointed stake.
6*. A game at cards.
See Piquet.
Inlying picket (Mil.), a detachment of troops held ii
Pickerel

B. Jefferies.

Plck'a-nln'ny (-nin'ny), n. ; pi. PiCKAHlNNiEs (-niz).
[Cf. Sp. pequeno little, young.]
A small child especially, a negro or mulatto infant. [U. S. & West Indies^
Plck'a-pacIC (-pSk'), adv. Pickaback.
Plck'ax' ) (-Sks'), m. [A corruption of OE. pikois,
Plck'axe' i pikeii, F. picois, fr. pic. See Pick, n.]
A pick with a point at one end, a transverse edge or
blade at the other, and a handle inserted at the middle
a hammer with a flattened end for driving wedges and a
pointed end for piercing as it strikes.
S/tak.
PlokOjack' (-bak'), adv. On the back.
Flck'ed (pikt; often pTk'Sd, esp. in senses 1 & 4), a.
1. Pointed sharp. "Picieci and polished." Chapman.
Mortimer.
Let the stal'^e be made picked at the top.
2. (Zool.) Having a pike or spine on the back
said

;
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thank, to curry favor. [06*.] Robynson (Morels Utopia).
To pick off. (a) To pluck to remove by picking. (6)
lo shoot or bring down, one by one ; as, sharpshooters
To pick out. (a) To mark out to
pick off the enemy.
variegate ; as, to pick out any dark stuff with lines or
spots of bright colors. (6) To select from a number or
quantity.
To pick to pieces, to pull apart piece by
piece; hence [Colloq.], to analyze; esp., to criticise in
I
detail.
To pick a quarrel, to give occasion of quarrel
intentionally.
To pick up. (a) To take up, as with the
fingers, (ft) To get by repeated efforts ; to gather here
and there ; as, to pick up a livelihood ; to pick up news.
Pick (pik), V. i. 1. To eat slowly, sparingly, or by
morsels; to nibble.
Why stand'st thou picking f Is thy palate sore ? Dryden.
2. To do anything nicely or carefully, oi by attending
to small things ; to select something with care.
3. To steal ; to pilfer. " To keep my hands from picking and stealing."
Book of Com.,Prayer.
To pick up, to improve by degrees ; as, he is picking up
in health or Business. [Colloq. U. S.}
Pick, n. [F. pic a pickax, a pick. See Pick, v., and
of. Pike.]
1. A sharp-pointed tool for picking
often
used in composition as, a tooth^icA / a picklock.
2. {Mining
Mech.) A heavy iron tool, curved and
sometimes pointed at both ends, wielded by means of a
wooden handle inserted in the middle,
used by quarryuien, roadmakers, etc. ; also, a pointed hammer used
for dressing millstones.
3.
pike or spike the sharp point fixed in the center of a buckler.
[06*.] " Take down my buckler . . .
and grind the pick on 't."
Beau.
Fl.
4. Choice right of selection
as, to have one's pick.
France and Russia have the pick of our stables. Ld. Lytton.
5. That which would be picked or chosen first; the
best ; as, the pick of the flock.
6. (Print.)
ijarticle of ink or paper imbedded in
the hollow of a letter, filling up its face, and occasioning
a spot on a printed sheet.
MacKellar.
7. (Painting) That which is picked in, as with a pointed
pencil, to correct an unevenness in a picture.
8. ( Weaving) The blow which drives the shuttle,
the rate of speed of a loom being reckoned as so many
picks per minute ; hence, in describing the fineness of a
fabric, a weft thread as, so maxty picks to an inch.
Pick dressing (Arch.)^ in cut stonework, a facing made
by a pointed tool, leaving the surface in little pits or depressions.
Pick hammer, a pick with one end sharp and
the other blunt, used by miners.
Plck'a-back' (pik'a-bSk'), adv. On the back or shoulders as, to ride pickaback. [Written also pickapack,

—
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;

food,
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,
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oil

;
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;

j
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;

siuu,
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;
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In azure.

;;;
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;
;

Pic'tur-er (plk'tflr-er
[iJ.]
tures ; a painter.

One who makes

135), n.

;

pic-

Fuller.

Plc'tur-esque' (-esk'), a. [It. piiioresco : cf. F. pitioresque. See Pictorial.] Forming, or fitted to form,
a good or pleasing picture representing with the clearness or ideal beauty appropriate to a picture expressing
that peculiar kind of beauty which is agreeable in a picgraphic vivid as, a picturture, natural or artificial
esque scene or attitude picturesque language.
"What is picturesque as placed in relation to the beautiful and
the sublime ? It is
the characteristic pushed into a sensi;

;

;

;

;

(pes), V. i.
To unite by a coalescence of parts
" It pieced better. "
fit together
to join.
Bacon.
Plece'less, a. Not made of pieces whole entire.
Piece'ly, adv. In pieces piecemeal. [OJs.]
[OE. pecemele ; pece a
Piece'ineal'_(-mel'), adv.
piece -|- AS. mselum, dat. pi. of mxl part. See Meal a
portion.]
1. In pieces; in parts or fragments.
"On
which it piecemeal brake."
Chapman.

Piece

to

;

;

.

The

ble excess.

!>>:

Quincey.

[iS.]
picturesque.
Plc'tur-esqu'ish,
PlC'tUr-lze (-!z), V. t. [imp. &p. p. PlCTUEIZED (-izd)
picture.
To
[iJ.]
1.
vb. n. PicTUEiziNG.]
p. pr.
2. To adorn with pictures.
Malay pikul, fr. pikul
PIC'Ul (pik'iil), n. [Jav.
to carry on the back, to carry a burden; n., a man's
burden.]
A commercial weight varying in different
countries and lior different commodities. In Borneo it
in Japan,
is 135| lbs. ; in China and Sumatra, 133^ lbs.
133} lbs. but sometimes 130 lbs., etc. Called also, by
the Chinese, tan. [Written siiso pecul, and pecal.~\
Plc'U-let (pTk'ii-let), re. [Dim. of Pious.] (Zool.)
Any species of very small woodpeckers of the genus Picumnus and allied genera. Their tail feathers are not
stiff and sharp at the tips, as in ordinary woodpeckers.
Pl'CUS (pi'kiis), re./ pi. Pici (pi'si). [L., a woodpecker.]
(Zool.) A genus of woodpeckers, including
some of the common American and European species.
Pld'dle (pTd'd'l), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Piddled (-d'ld)
[Cf. dial. Sw. pittla
vb. re. PiDDLiNQ (-dling).]
p. pr.
to keep picking at, Sw. pela to pick.] 1. To deal in
trifles
to concern one's self with trivial matters rather
than with those that are important. [Obs.~\
Ascham.
2. To be squeamishly nice about one's food.
Swift.
3. To urinate
a child's word.
Pld'dler (pid'dler), re. One who piddles.
Pid'dling (pTd'dllng), a. Trifling trivial ; frivolous ;
paltry ;
applied to persons and things.
Milton.
The ignoble hucksterage of piddling tithes.
[Etymol. uncertain.] {Zool.)
Pid'dOCk (-dfik), re.
Any species of Pholas a pholad. See Pholas.
;

&

&

;

;
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;

—
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;

&

Ga,el. pirihe pie,
Pie (pi), re. [OE. pie, p)ye ; cf. Ir.
also Gael, pige an earthen jar or pot.
Cf. Pigqin.]
1. An article of food consisting of paste baked with
something in it or under it as, chicken pie ; venison
;

pie; mince pie; apple »/e/ pumpkin ^t'e.
Halliwell.
2. See Camp, re., 5.
[Prov. Eng.']
Pie crust, the paste of a pie.
[F. pie, L. pica; cf. picus woodpecker, pinPie, re.
gere to paint the bird being perhaps named from its
colors.
Cf. Pi, Pica, Paint, Speight.]
1. {Zool.) (a)
A magpie, {b) Any other species of the genus Pica, and
of several allied genera.
[Written also pye.J
;

2. (-R. C. Ch.) The service book.
3. (Print.) Type confusedly mixed.

See

Pi.

By cock and pie, an adjuration equivalent to " by God
and the service book." Skak. — Hree pie (Zool.), any
Asiatic bird of the genus Sendrociita, alhed to the magpie. — Wood pie.
(Zool.) See i^rerecA pie, under French.
Pie, V. t. See Pi.
Ple'bald' (pi'bald'), a. [Pie the party-colored bird
-(- 6oW.]
1. Having spots and patches of black and
piebald
white, or other colors; mottled; pied.
Dryden.
steed of Thracian strain."
" PieJaW languages. "
Hudibras.
2. Fig.: Mixed.
Piece (pes), ra. [O'E. pece, F. piece, Lh. pecia, petia,
peiium, probably of Celtic origin cf. W. peth a thing,
a part, portion, a little, Armor, pez, Gael. & Ir. cuid
part, share.
Cf. Petty.] 1. A fragment or part of anything separated from the whole, in any manner, as by
cutting, splitting, breaking, or tearing a part ; a portion ; as, a piece of sugar to break in pieces.
Bring it out piece by piece.
Ezek. xxiv. 6.
2. A definite portion or quantity, as of goods or work
as, a piece of broadcloth
a piece of wall paper.
3. Any one thing conceived of as apart from other
things of the same kind an individual article a dis-

"A

;

;

;

;

;

;

tinct single effort of a series a definite performance
especially
literary or artistic composition
(a)
as, a
piece of poetry, music, or statuary. (6)
musket, gun,
or cannon ; as, a battery of six pieces ; a fowling piece.
;

A

:

;

A

(c)

A

coin

a sixpenny piece

as,

;

;

— formerly

applied

specifically to an English gold coin worth 22 shillings.
(d)
fact
an item as, a piece of news a piece of

A

;

;

knowledge.

;

—

4. An individual;
applied to a person as being of a
certain nature or quality ; often, but not always, used
" If I had not been a piece
slightingly or in contempt.
of a logician before I came to him."
Sir P. Sidney.
Thy mother was a piece of virtue.
Shak.
His own spirit is as unsettled a piece as there is in all the
world.
Coleridge.
5. {Chess) One of the superior men, as distinguished
from a pawn.
castle; a fortified building.
6.
[Obs.1
Spenser.
Of a piece, of the same sort, as if taken from the same
whole; like
sometimes followed by wrtA. Dryden.—
Piece of eight, the Spanish piaster, formerly divided into
eight reals.
To give a piece of one's mind to, to speak
plainly, bluntly, or severely to (another).
Thackeray.
Piece broker, one who buys shreds and remnants of cloth
to sell again.
Piece goods, goods usually sold by pieces
or fixed portions, as shirtings, calicoes, sheetings, and

A

;

—

—

—

—

the
Piece, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Pieced (pest) p. pr.
vb.
n. Piecing (pe'sing).]
1. To make, enlarge, or repair,
by the addition of a piece or pieces ; to patch as, to
piece a garment
often with out.
Shak.
2. To unite to join to combine.
Fuller.
His adversaries
pieced themselves together in a joint oplike.

&

;

;

—

;

;

;

.

.

.

position against him.

ale,

Fuller.

senate,

cAre,

Tennyson.

Plece'meal', a. Made up of parts or pieces single
" These piecemeal guilts."
Gov. of Tongue.
Pieoe'meal', re. A fragment; a scrap. E.Vaughan.
Piece'mealed^ (-meld'), a. Divided into pieces.
Plece'ner (-uer), re. i. One wlio supplies rolls of
wool to the slubbing machine in woolen mills.
;

Somewhat

a.

beasts will tear thee piecemeal.

2. Piece by piece ; by little and little in succession.
Piecemeal they win, this acre first, then that.
Pope.

.

— Plc'tur-esque'ly, adv. — Plc'tur-esque'ness, n.

;

;

;

.
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PICTURER

am, arm, ask,

separate.

Same

2.

as Piecer, 2.

Pie'cer (pe'ser),

re.

A child employed

2.

1. One who pieces ; a patcher.
in a spinning mill to tie together

broken threads.
Piece'work' (pes'wflrk'),

;

;

[See Pierides.] {Zool.)
Pi'er-id (pI'er-Td), n.
butterfly of the genus Pieris and related genera.

Cabbage

Any
See

under Cabbage.

butterfly,

[L., fr. Gr. ntepi^es.
Pi-er'i-des (pi-er'i-dez), n.pl.
See Pierian.] {Class. Myth.) The Muses.
Pi'et (pi'et), re. [Dim. of Pie a magpie cf. F. piette
asmew.] {Zool.) (a) The dipper, or water ouzel. [Scot.']
[Prov. Eng.']
(i) The magpie.
II

:

Jay plet (Zool.), the European

[Prov. Eng.]
[Prov. Eng.]

jay,

Sea piet {Zo'ol.), the oyster catcher.

A

[It.]
{Fine Arts)
Pi-e-ta' (pe-a-ta'), re.
representation of the dead Christ, attended by the Virgin
or by holy women and angels.
3follett.
PS'e-tlsm (pi'e-tTz'm), re. [Cf. 6. pietismiis, F. piitisme.]
1. The principles or practice of the Pietists.
2. Strict devotion ; also, affectation of devotion.
The Schone Seele, that ideal of gentle pietism, in " Wilhelm
Meister."
W. Pater.
II

Mary

[Cf. G. pietist, F. pietiste.
Pi'e-tist (-tist), re.
See
{Eccl. Hist.) One of a class of religious rein the 17th century who sought to
revive declining piety in the Protestant churches
often applied as a term of reproach to those who make a
display of religious feeling. Also used adjectively.
a. Of or pertaining to the PiPi'e-tis'tic (-tis'tik),
etists hence, in contempt,
Pl'e-tis'tic-ai (-ti-kal), j
affectedly or demonstratively religious.
Addison.
Pi-e'tra du'ra (pe-a'tra doo'ra). [It., hard stone.]
{Fine Arts) Hard and fine stones in general, such as are
used for inlay and the like, as distinguished from the
softer stones used in building thu.s, a Florentine mosaic
is a familiar instance of work in pietra dura, though
the ground may be soft marble.
[F. pieU ; cf. It. piet'b, ; both fr.
Pl'e-ty (pi'e-ty), re.
L. pietas piety, fr. pius pious.
See Pious, and cf. Pity.]
1. Veneration or reverence of the Supreme Being, and
love of his character
loving obedience to the will of
God, a.nd earnest devotion to his service.
Piety is the only proper and adequate relief of decaying man.

Piety.]

formers in Germany

Work done by

re.

the piece

or job work paid for at a rate based on the amount of
work done, rather than on the time employed.
The reaping f^M'^ piecework, at so much per acre. B. Jejfenes.
Pied (pid), imp. &p. p. of Pi, or Pie, v.
Pied (pid), a. [From Pie the party-colored bird.]
;

Variegated with spots of different colors party-colored
spotted piebald. " Pied coats." Burton. " Meadows
trim with daisies pied." Milton.
Pied antelope (Zool.), the bontebok. — Pled-bllled grebe
(Zool.), the dabchick. — Pied blackbird (Zool.), any Asiatic thrush of the genus Turdulus. —Pied finch. (Zool.)
(a) The chaffinch,
[Frov. Eng.]
(b) The snow bunting.
;

;

— Pled

flycatcher (Zo^l.)^Sl, common European flycatcher
(Ficedula atricapilla). The male is black and white.
[F. pied foot -f mont
Pied'mont (ped'mont), a.
mountain.] (Gfeol.) Noting the region of foothills near
the base of a mountain chain.
{Min.) A manga^
Pied'mont-ite (ped'mont-it), re.
nesian kind of epidote, from Piedmont. See Epidote.
Pled'ness (pid'nes), rej_The state of being pied. Shak.
Pl^'dOUChe' (pya'dobsh'), n. [F., fr. It. peduccio
console, corbel.] A pedestal of small size, used to support small objects, as busts, vases, and the like.
[Obs.'\
Pied'stall' (ped'stal'), re. See Pedestal.
Pie'man (pi:'m5n),'re. / pi. Piemen (-men). A man who
II

makes or sells pies.
Piend (pend), re,

[Cf. Dan. pind a peg.]
See Peen.
Pi-e'no(pe-a'no), a. [It., ir. Ju. plenus inil.'] {Mus.)
Full having all the instruments.
{Bot.) A plant {Rheum
Ple'plant' (pi'planf), re.
Rhuponticum) the leafstalks of which are acid, and are
used in making pies ; the garden rhubarb.
[Lit., dusty foot, i. e.,
Pie'pou'dre
(pi'pou'der), re.
Pie'pO'W'der )
dusty-footed dealers, fr. F. pied foot
-\- poudreux dusty.]
(0. Eng. Law) An ancient court
of record in England, formerly incident to every fair and
market, of which the steward of him who owned or had
the toll was the judge.
Blackstone.
Pier (per), re. [OE. pere, OF. piere a stone, F.pierre,
fr. L. petra, Gr. rrerpa.
Cf. Peteiey.]
1. {Arch.) {a)
Any detached mass of masonry, whether insulated or
supporting one side of an arch or lintel, as of a bridge
the piece of wall between two openings. (6) Any additional or auxiliary mass of masonry used to stiffen a wall.
See Buttress.
2. A projecting wharf or landing place.
Abutment pier, the pier of a bridge next the shore ; a
pier which by its strength and .stability resists the thrust
of an arch.
Pier glass, a mirror, of high and narrow
shape, to be put up between windows.
Pier table, a
table made to stand between windows.
il

;

1

;

—

;

—

I

;

II

;

;

liambler.

2.

Duty

dutifulness

;

affectionate reverence

filial

;

reverence and devotion

and service shown toward parents,

relatives, benefactors, country, etc.

Conferred upon me for the piety
Which to my country 1 was judged to have shown. Milton.
Syn.
Religion ; sanctity devotion godliness holi-

—

;

See Religion.
Pie'wipe' (pi'wlp'), n.

;

;

ness.

from

[So called

note.]

its

The lapwing, or pewit. [P7-ov. Eng.']
[Gr. irie'feii' to
Pi'e-ZOm'e-ter (pl'e-zom'e-ter), re.

{Zo'ol.)

+

press

-reie^er

F. piezom'elre.]

cf.

.•

1.

An

{Physics)

instrument for measuring the compressibility of liquids.
2. {Physics) A gauge connected with a water main to
show the pressure at that point.
[It. piffero.]
{Mus.)
Pif'fe-ro (pef'fa-r6). Ire.
also, a rude kind of
fife
Pif'fa-ra (pef'fa-ra),
oboe or a bagpipe with an inflated skin for reservoir.

A

II

;

)

II

Pig

(pig),

A

re.

[yiiitt&n &\so pigg.]

piggin.

Pig, re. [Cf. D. big, bigge, LG. bigge, also Dan. pige
Sw. piga, Icel. pika.] 1. The young of swine, male
or female also, any swine
a hog. " Two pigges in a
Chaucer.
poke."
2. {Zo'ol.) Any wild species of the genus Sus and regirl,

;

;

lated genera.
3.

[Cf.

Sow a channel

mass of cast
under Mine.

for melted iron.]
See
iron, lead, or other metal.

An

oblong

Mine

pig,

hoggish a greedy person. [Low]
Masked pig. (^oo?.) See under Masked.— Pig bed (Forereding), the bed of sand in which the iron from a smelting
furnace is cast into pigs.
Pig iron, cast iron in pigs, or
oblong blocks or bars, as it comes from the smeltmg furnace. See Pig, 4.
Pig yoke (Naut.), a nickname for a
Pier'age (per'aj 48), re. Same as Wharfage. Smart. quadrant or sextant. A pig in a poke (that is, hag), a
blind bargain something nought or bargained for, withPierce (pers 277), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pierced out the
quality or the value being known. [ Collog.]
(perst)
p. pr. & vb. re. Piercing (per'sing).] [OE.
[imp. & p. p. Pigged (pigd) p. pr.
i.
Pig, V. t.
percen, F. percer, OF. percier, perchier, parchier ; perh.
& vb. re. Pigging (-ging).] 1. To bring forth (pigs) to
fr. (assumed) LL. pertusiare for pertusare, fr. L. perbring
forth
in
the
manner
of pigs to farrow.
tundere, pertusum, to beat, push, bore through; per
2. To huddle or lie together like pigs, in one bed.
through 4" tundere to beat cf OF. pertuisier to pierce,
[F.,
fr. L. pipio a young pip(pij'iin),
re.
Pi'geon
F. pertuis ahole. Cf. Contuse, Parch, Pektuse.] 1. To
thrust into, penetrate, or transfix, with a pointed instru- ping or chirpmg bird, fr. pipire to peep, chirp.
Any bird of the
Cf.
Peep
chirp.]
{Zo'ol.)
to
1.
ment. "Ipierce
Dryden.
her tender side."
to force a way into or order Columbae, of which numerous species
2. To penetrate
to enter
world.
occur
in
nearly
all
parts
of
the
through to pass into or through as, to pierce the enemy's line a shot pierced the ship.
ffi^^ The common domestic pigeon,
3. Fig.
To penetrate to affect deeply as, to pierce or aove, was derived from the Old
Pope. World rock Tpi^eon (Columba livia).
a mystery. "Pierced with grief."
It has given rise to numerous
Shak.
Can no prayers pierce thee ?
very remarkable varieties, such
Pierce, v. i. To enter to penetrate to make a way as the carrier, fantail, nun,
The
pouter, tumbler, etc.
into or through something, as a pointed instrument does
common wild pigeons of the
used literally and figuratively.
States are the
Eastern
United:
j^^^^ pj eo„ ( Colurriba
Spenser.
And pierced to the skin, but bit no more.
passenger pigeon, and the Carlivia).
She would not jjzerce further into his meaning. Sir P. Sidney. olina dove. See under Passenger, and'DovE. See, Siiso, F?-uit pigeon. Ground pigeon.
Pierce'a-We (-a-b'l), a. That may be pierced.
Ground, etc.
pigeon,
under
Fruit,
Queen
pigeon.
Stock
Pierced (perst), a. Penetrated entered perforated.
2. An unsuspecting victim of sharpers a gull. [Slang]
Pier'cel (per'sSl), re. [Cf. F.perce.'] A kind of gimcalled also piercer.
let for making vents in casks
Blue pigeon (Zo'ol.), an Australian passerine bird (GrauPier'cer(-ser), re. 1. One who, or that which, pierces calus melanops)
Green
called also black-faced crow.
(o) An instrument used in
specifically
or perforates
pigeon (Zo'ol.), any one of numerous species of Old World
pigeons belonging to the family Treronids;. — Imperial
forming eyelets a stiletto. (6) A piercel.
pigeon (Zo'ol.), any one of the large Asiatic fruit pigeons
2. {Zool.) (a) The ovipositor, or sting, of an insect.
of the genus Carpophaga.
Pigeon berry {Bot.), the pur(6) An insect provided with an ovipositor.
plish black fruit of the pokeweed also, the plant itself.
Pier'cing (-stng), a. Forcibly entering, or adapted See PoKEvnEED.
Pigeon English [perhaps a corruption of
penetrating
perforating
point
to enter, at or by a
business English], an extraordinary and grotesque diakeen
used also figuratively as, a piercing instru- lect, employed in the commercial cities of China, as the
Shak. medium of communication between foreign merchants
ment, or thrust. "P!er<'>!(? eioqueiK-e."
and the Chinese. Its base is English, with a mixture of
Fier'cing-ness, rePler'cing-ly, adv.
Pigeon
Pl-e'ri-an (pt-e'rT-on), a. [L. Pieriux, from Mount Portuguese and Hindoostanee. Johnson's Cyc.
grass (Bot.), a kind of foxtail grass (Sttaria glauca), oi
Pierus, in Thessaly, sacred to ths Muses.] Of or persome value as fodder. The seeds are eagerly eaten by
taining to the Pierides or Muses.
pigeons and other birds. —Pigeon hawk. {Zo'ol.) (a) A
Drink deep, or tai 1 1 not the Pierian Bprin^.
Pope. small American falcon (Falco columbarius). The adult

—

4.

One who

is

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

.

:

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

:

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

final,

;

;

;

all

;

eve,

evenr

—

;

6nd,

f§rK,

.recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, 6rb, 8dd

;

;
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male is dark slate-blue above, streaked with black on
the back; beneath, whitish
or buff, streaked with
brown. The tail is banded.
(W The American sharp-

2. (Civil Law) The taking of cattle doing damage, by
way of pledge, till satisfaction is made.
Burrill.
Plg'no-ra-tive (pig'no-ra-tiv), a. [Cf. F.pignorati/.]

minnows.]

Pledging

It is

;

Plg'pen' (-pSiiO, n. A pen, or sty, for pigs.
Pig'skln' (-skin'), n.
The skin of a pig,
used
chiefly for making saddles hence, a colloquial or slang
term for a saddle.
Pigs'ney (plgz'ny), n. [Perh. a dim. of Dan. pige a
girl, or Sw. piga ; or from E. pig's eye.]
A word of
endearment for a girl or woman. [Ofo.] [Written also
pigsnie, pigsny, etc.]
Chaucer.
Pig'-Stick'lng (pig'stlk'Ing), n. Boar hunting;
so called by Anglo-Indians.
{Colloq.]
Thackeray.

—

—
—

;

of Cajanus Indicus; a kind
of pulse used for food in tiie
East and West Indies ; also,

plant

itself.

—

Pigeon

—

plum (iJo(. ), the edible drupes
of two West African species
of Chrysobnlimus (C. ellipiictts and C. litieus). — Pigeon
tremex.
(Zool.) See under

Teemex.— Pigeon wood(-Bo/.),
a name in the West Indies
for the wood of several very

Pig'sty

(-sti'), n. ; pi. Pigsties (-stiz').
Pig'tail' (-till'), n.
1. The tail of a pig.
{Hair
2.
Dressing) A cue, or queue. J.
3.
kind of twisted chewuig tobacco.

Hawk

Pigeon

(Falco colunibor
Adult male.

rius).

A

Pl'geon (plj'un), V. t. To pluck
by tricks in gambling. [^Slang]

to fleece

;

Smart.

and undone.

times taken
in great numbers on the

Obset-ver.

—

constitute a deformity ; chicken-breasted.
Pl'geon-fOOt' (-foof ), n. (Bot.) The dove's-foot geranium {Geranium molle).
;

Timid

^

Pilchard.

A

A

A

;

;

Swift.

A

or to form a cofferdam,

<S^^ Tubular iron

and

Pile bridge,

n.

[F.

pique ; perhaps of Celtic
cf. W. pig a Dwarf Pika (Lagomt/s pusillus).
OA)
prick, a point, beak.
Arm. pik pick. But cf. also L. picus woodpecker (see
Pie magpie), and E. spike. Cf. Pick, n. & v.. Peak,
PiQUB.] 1. (Mil.) A foot soldier's weapon, consisting of
a long wooden shaft or staff, with a pointed steel head.
It is now superseded by the bayonet.
2. A pointed head or spike esp., one in the center of
a shield or target.
Beau. tSc Fl.
3. A hayfork.
\_Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Tusser.
4. A pick.
\_Prov. Eng.]
Wright. Raymond.
5. A pointed or peaked hill.
\_B.]
6. A large haycock.
[Pro«. Eng.]
Halliwell.
7. A turnpike
a toll bar.
Dickens.
8. (Zool.) sing. & pi. A large fresh-water fish (Esox
lucius), found in Europe and America, highly valued as
a food fish;
called also pick-

—

origin;

;

Pl'geon-Uv'erea (-liv'erd), a. Pigeon-hearted.
Pl'geon-ry (-ry), ». A place for pigeons a dovecote.
Pl'geon-toed' (-tod'), a. Having the toes turned in.
Plg'-eyed' (pTg'Id'), a. Having small, deep-set eyes.
Pig'Hsh' (-fish'), n. {Zool.) {a) Any one of several
;

—

species of salt-vpater grunts ;
called also hogfish. (6) A
Bculpin.
The name is also applied locally to several

;

,

,

n.
[F. pile, L. pila a pillar, a pier or mole of
Cf. PiLLAH.]
1.
mass of things heaped toa heap ; as, a pile of stones a 2}ile of wood.
2.
mass formed in layers as, a pile of shot.
funeral pile ; a pyre.
3.
Dryden.
4.
large building, or mass of buildings.
The j)ifc o'erlooked the town and drew the fight. Dryden.
5. (Iron Manuf.) Same as Fagot, n., 2.
6. (Elec.)
vertical series of alternate disks of two
dissimilar metals, as copper and zinc, laid up with disks
of cloth or paper moistened with acid water between
commonly
them, for producing a current of electricity
called Volta's pile, voltaic pile, or galvanic pile.

PUe,

gether

—

gedd, luce, saadjack.

;

;

—

;

Pike {Esox

;

^S" Blue

—

—

)
)

a.

Of or pertaining
to pigments fur;

Dunglison.

Pigmentary degeneration {Med.), a morbid condition in
which an undue amount of pigment is deposited in the

;

;

Pileated

Plg'ment-ed (pig'ment-5d); a. Colored specifically
[Biol.), filled or imbued with pigment; as, pigmented
epithelial cells pigmented granules.
Pig-men'tOMS (pTg-mSn'tus), a. Pigmental.
Pig'my (pig'mjf), n. Same as Pygmt.
Pigmy falcon. {Zoiil.) Same as Talconet, 2 (a).
;

;

PIg'ner-ate (-uer-at), v. t. [L. pigneratus,
pignerare to pledge.] 1. To pledge or pawn.
2. To receive in pawn, as a.pawnbroker does.

p. p. of
iObs.']
[Ofts.]

full,

iip,

ilrn

;

pity

[06.S.]

II

Pl-lau' (pT-la')i "•

See Pillau.

Pilaster.

Pilch (iulch),"«. [AS. py/ce, pyUce,
LL. pellicia. See Pelisse, and Pelt skin.] A gown or
case of skin, or one trimmed or lined with fur. [06.?.]
Pll'chard (pTl'cherd), n. [Cf. Ir. pilseir, W. pilcod

:

tfide,

Piled (pild),
Having a pile

pilasters.

I'lg'no-ra'tlon (-no-ra'shfin), n.
\1Aj. pignoratio, L.
pigneratio, fr. pignerare to pledge, fr. pignus, gen.
•oris and -eris, a pledge, a pawn
cf. F. pignoration.']
1. The act of pledging or pavming.
;

food, fo^t

;

outj oil

;

chair

;

go

jii-

It is black, with a oright red
pointed crest. Called also logcock, and
leatus).

It.

;

woodpecker (Zool.), a large

American woodpecker ( Ceophlanis
woodcock.

Pi-las'ter (pT-lSs'ter), n. [F. pilastre,
pilastro, LL. pilastrum, fr. L. pila r,
pillar.
See PiLLAE.] (Arch.) An upright
architectural member right-angled in plan,
constructionally a pier (see Piee, 1 (b)), but
architecturally corresponding to a column,
having capital, shaft, and base to agree
with those of the columns of the same
order. In most cases the projection from
the wall is one third of its width, or less.
Pl-las'tered (-terd), a. Furnished with

Pig'men-ta'tion (pTg'mgn-ta'shun), n. (Physiol.) A
deposition, esp. an excessive deposition, of coloring matter as, pigmentation of the liver.

;

;

;

tissues.

;

—

;

+

and honey. Sir W. Scott.
Pigment cell (P/ji/«"o?.), a small cell containing coloring
matter, as the pigmented epithelial cells of the choroid
and iris, or the pigmented connective tissue cells in the

&

&

vb. n.
Pile, V. t. limp.
p. p. Piled (pild) ; p. pr.
Piling.] 1. To lay or throw into a pile or heap ; to heap
up ; to collect into a mass to accumulate to amass ;
often with up ; as, to pile up wood. " Hills 2>iled on
" Life ^j7ed on life." Tennyson.
hills." Dryden.
Milton.
The labor of an age in piled stones.
to fill
2. To cover with heaps, or in great abundance
or overfill to load.
To pile arms or muskets (Mil.), to place three puns together so that they may stand upright, supporting each
other to stack arms.
Pile-ate (pT'le-St or pTl'e-), ) a. [L. pileatus, f r. pileus
a felt cap or hat.]
Pi'le-a'ted (-a'ted ; 277),
(
1. Having the form of a cap for the head.
the pileus, or wholo
crest
covering
(Zool.)
Having
a
2.
top of the head.

Piked (pikt or pik'gd ; 277), a. Furnished with a pike
ending in a point peaked pointed. " With their piked
Milton.
targets bearing them down."
Pike'-de-vant' (pik'de-vSnf), n. IPike point (fr. F.
pique)
F. devant before.] A pointed beard. [Obs.]
PIke'let (plk'let), \n. A light, thin cake or muffin.
Wright.
Pike'lin (-ITn),
IProv. Eng.]
)
Plke'man (-man), n. ; pi. Pikemen (-men). 1. A
Knolles.
soldier armed with a pike.
Beaconsfield.
2. A miner who works with a pick.
T. Hughes.
3. A keeper of a turnpike gate.
or
shaft,
of a pike.
1.
The
staff,
(-staf),
n.
Pike'Staff
2. A staff with a spike in the lower end, to guard
Sir W. Scott.
against slipping.
Pike'tail' (-tal'), n. (Zool.) See Pintail, 1.
Pik'ro-llte (pTk'ro-lIt), «. (Min.) See PiCROLiTE.
Pi'lage (pilaj 48), n. See Pelage.

urobilin, chlorophyll, etc.
3. Wine" flavored with spices

(pig'mgn-tS-rj^),

Dry.

— called also piked whale. — Sand pike (Zofish. — Sea piko (Zool.), the garfish (a).
;

is

ratus for generating a current of electricity by the action
of heat, usually called a thermopile.
7. [F. pile pile, an engraved die, L. pila a pillar.]
The reverse of a coin. See Reveese.
Cross and pile. See under Ceoss. —Dry pile. See under

gated snout
ol.), the lizard

;

nished with pigments.

pike, grass pike, green pike, wall-eyed pike,

;

—

sometimes applied to other forms of
d^^
apparatus designed to produce a current of electricity, oi
as synonymous with battery : as, for instance, to an appa-

The term

lucius).

And yellow pike, axe, names, not of true pike, but of the
wall-eye. See Wall-eye.
Gar pike. See under Gae. — Pike perch (Zool.), any
fresh-water fish of the genus Stizostedion (formerly
Lucioperca). See Wall-eye, and Sauger. — Pike pole, a
long pole with a pike in one end, used in directing floating logs.
Pike whale (Zool.), a finback whale of the
North Atlantic (Balsenoptera rostrata), having an elon-

A

skin of fishes, reptiles, etc,
PIg-men'tal (plg-men'tal),

;

A

;

&

;

;

A
A
A

—

—

A

stone.

;

erel,

—

—
—

;

other fishes.
Plg'foot' (-fSof), n. {Zool.) A marine fish {Scorpxna
porcus), native of Europe. It is reddish brown, mottled
with dark brown and black.
Plgg (pig), "• A piggin. See 1st Pig. Sir W. Scott.
Plg'ger-y (pTg'ger-J), n. ; pi. Pisqeeies (-iz). A place
where swine are kept.
Plg'gln (-gin), n. [Scot. ; cf. Gael, pigean, dim. of
pigeadh, pige, an earthen jar, pitcher, or pot, Ir. pigin,
pighead, W. piccyn.'] A small wooden pail or tub with
an upright stave for a handle,
often used as a dipper.
Plg'glsh (-gtsh), a. Relating to, or like, a pig greedy.
Plg'-head'ed (-hed'Sd), a. Having a head like a pig ;
hence, figuratively : stupidly obstinate
perverse ; stubborn. B. Jonson.
Pig'-head'ed-ness, n.
Pight (pit), imp.
p. p. of Pitch, to throw ;
used
also adjectively. Pitched fixed determined.
[06s.]
[His horee^pight him on the pommel of his head.
Chaucer.
I found him jnght to do it.
Shak.
PIgh'tel (pi'tgl), n. [Cf. Pight, Piclb.]
small inclosure.
[Written also pighlle.'] lObs. or Prov. Eng.']
Plg'-Jawed' (pTg'-jad'), a. {Zool.) Having the upper
jaw projecting beyond the lower, with the upper incisors
in advance of the lower ;
said of dogs.
Pig-me'an (plg-me'an), a. See Pygmean.
Pig'ment (ptg'ment), n. [L. pigmentum, fr. the root
of pingere to paint : cf. F. pigment.
See Paint, and cf.
Pimento, Oepiment.] 1. Any material from which a
"lye, a paint, or the like, may be prepared
particularly,
the refined and purified coloring matter ready for mixing
with an appropriate vehicle.
2. {Physiol.) Any one of the colored substances found
in animal and vegetable tissues and fluids, as bilirubin,

piie (2).

driver, or Pile engine, an apparatus for
driving down piles, consisting usually of
a high frame, vrith suitable appliances
for raising to a height (by animal or
steam power, the explosion of gunpowder, etc.) a heavy mass of iron, which
See
falls upon the pile.
File dwelling.
Pile plank
Lakedwellings, under Lake.
(Hydraul. Eng.), a thick plank used as
a pile in sheet piling. See Sheet piling,
under Piling.
Pneumatic pile. See under Pneumatic.
Screw pile, one with a
screw at the lower end, and sunk by rotation aided by pressure.
Pile, V. t. To drive piles into to fill
with piles to strengthen with piles.
To sheet-pile, to make sheet piling in
or around. See Sheet piling, under 2d Piling.

heads of piles.— Pile

Chief haee.

Pike (pik),

a bridge of which the road-

way is supported on piles. — Pile cap,
a beam resting upon and connecting the

America.

Called also calling hare,
and crying hare. See

;

now much

2. [Cf. F. pile.] (Her.) One of the
ordinaries or subordinaries having the
form of a wedge, usually placed palewise, with the broadest end uppermost.

habit the high mountains
of Asia

etc.

piles are

used.

They in-

tailless rabbits.

;

—

unite,

-=-

land.
Fools are as like husbands asjnlckards are to herrings. Hhak.
scabbard,
Pilch'er (pilch'er), n. [From Pilch.]
as of a sword.
\_Obs.]
Shak.
Pilch'er, n. (Zool.) The pilchard.
Pil'crow (pil'kro), n. [A corruption of Parageaph.]
(Print.)
paragraph mark, H. [06s.]
Tusser.
Pile (pil), n. [L. pilus hair. Cf. Peeuke.]
1.
hair ; hence, the fiber of wool, cotton, and the like also,
the nap when thick or heavy, as of carpeting and velvet.
Coioper.
Velvet soft, or plush with shaggy pile.
2. (Zool.)
covering of hair or fur.
See Pile a stake.] The
Pile, n.
[L. pilum javelin.
Chapman.
head of an arrow or spear. [06s.]
Pile, n. [AS. pil arrow, stake, L. pilum javelin but
large stake, or piece of timcf. also L. pila pillar.]
1.
ber, pointed and driven into the earth, as at the bottom
of a river, or in a harbor where the ground is soft, for
the support of a building, a pier, or other superstructure,

gomys, resembling small

easily frightBeau, ds Fl.
small compartment in a
a.

Pl'geon-hole' (-hoi'), n. A
desk or case for the keeping of letters, documents, etc.
80 called from the resemblance of a row of them to
the compartments in a dovecote.
Burke.
Pl'geon-hole', v. t. To place in the pigeonhole of a
case or cabinet hence, to put away to lay aside indefinitely as, to pigeonhole a letter or a report.

else,

•

coast of Eng-

[Written also pigwidPlg'wid'geon (-wij'iin), n.
gin and pigwiggen.] A cant word for anything petty or
small. It is used by Drayton as the name of a fairy.
Pi'ka (pi'ka), ». {Zool.) Any one of several species of
rodents of the genus La-

Fi'geon-breast'ed (-brest'ed), a. Having a breast
like a pigeon,
the sternum being so prominent as to

Pi'geon-heart'ed (-hart'Sd),
ened chicken-hearted.

tobacco he usually cheweth, caWed. pigtail.

A

to swin-

;

dle

Pig'men-ta-ry

some-

A

& H. Smith.

Plg'talled' (-tald'), a. Having a tail like a pig's ; as,
the piglaited baboon.
name of several anPlg'weed' (-wed'), n. (Bot.)
nual weeds. See Goosepoot, and Lamb's-quaeteks.

—

'sjngeoJieci

A pigpen.

^

and rounder.

;

The

different kinds of trees, species of Sipfiolis, Diospyros,
and Coccoloha. —Pigeon woodpecker iZo'dl.), the flicker.
Prairie pigeon. (Zo'dl.) (a) The upland plover,
(b) The
golden plover. [Local, U. S.\

He

[JB.J

II

—

Pigeon
or fusciis).
(a) A hole for pigeons
to enter a pigeon house. (6)
See PioEONHOLE. (c) pi. An
old English game, in which
balls were rolled through
Halliwell.
little arches.
Pigeon houEe, a dovecote.
Pigeon pea (BoL), the seed

the

pawning.

Pig'nus (-nus), n. ; pi. Pignoka (-n6-ra). [L.]
{Bom. Law) A pledge or pawn.
Pig'nut (-ntit), n. (Bot.) (a) See Groundnut (d).
(b) The bitter -flavored nut of a species of hickory
(Gary a glabra, or porcina) also, the tree itself.

shinned hawk (Accipiier velex,
hole,

;

A small European food fish (Clttpea
pilchardus) resembling the herring,
but thicker
(Zool.)

;

slug,

a.

or

[From 2d Pile.]
point ; pointed.
a spear well

"Magus threw

piled."
Chapman.
Piled, a. [From 1st Pile.] Having a pile or nap.
"Three-piled velvet."
L. Bnrrif (IGU).
[From Cth Pile'.] (Iron
Piled, a.
Manuf.) Formed from a pile or fagot ; as, piled iron.
Pl-le'i-form (pt-le'T-lSrm), a. [Pileus -\- -form.]
Having the form of a
pileus or cap
pileate.
Plle'ment (pil'mcnt), n.
[From
Pile to lay into a lieap.] An accumulation ; a heap.
[06,?.]
Bp. Hall.

Ink

;

;

then, tblu

;

bOM

;

zh

=z

Pllentcd Woodpecker.

in azuro.

;;
;

;;;;

PILENTUM

1086

Pl-len'tum (pt-lgn'tum), n. ; pi. Pilenta (-ta). [L.]
(Rom. Antiq.) An easy chariot or carriage, used by Roman ladies, and in wliich the vessels, etc., for sacred rites
were carried.
Pi'le-0-rhi'za (pi'le-o-ri'za), n. ; pi. Pileokhiz^ (-ze).
(BoL) A cap of
[NL., fr. Gr. Trt'Aeos a cap
pi^a. root.]
a
cells which covers the growing extremity of a root

Pill
; p. pT.
[F. piller, L. pilare ; cf. It. pigliare
vb. n. Pilling.]
Cf. Peel to plunder.]
To rob ; to plunder ; to
to take.
pillage ; to peel. See Peel, to plunder. [Ois.] Spenser.

II

II

+

;

rootcap.

Pi'le-OUS (pi'le-us), a. [See Pllocs.] Consisting of,
or covered with, hair hairy pilose.
Pil'er (pil'er), re. One who places things in a pile.
Piles (pilz), re. pi. [L. pila a ball. Cf. Pill a medicine.] (il/erf.) Tiie small, troublesome tumors or swellings about the anus and lower part of the rectum which
are technically called hemorrhoids. See Hemokrhoids.
;

;

[The singular pile is sometimes used.]
Blind piles, hemorrhoids which do not bleed.
[L., a felt cap.]
(pi'le-iis), re. ; pi. PiLBi (-1).
kind of skuU cap of felt.
1. {Rom. Antiq.)
2. {Sot. ) The expanded upper portion of many of the
fungi. See iVIusHROOM.
3. (Zool.) The top of the head of a bird, from the bill

Pi'le-us

A

to the nape.

Pile'worm' (pil'wfirm'), n. (Zool.) The teredo.
Pile'-WOrn' (-worn'), a. Having the pile worn

&

;

Cowper.

—

A

One who travels far, or in strange lands, to visit some

holy place or shrine as a devotee as, apilgrim to Loretto
Canterbury pilgrims. See Palmer.
P. Plowman.
Pil'grim, a. Of or pertaining to a pilgrim, or pilgrims
Milton.
making pilgrimages. "Wifh pilgrim ste^s."
Pilgrim fathers, a name popularly given to the one hundred and two English colonists who landed from the Mayflower and made the first settlement in New England at
Plymouth in 1620. They were separatists from the Church
of England, and most of them had sojourned in Holland.
Pil'grim, V. i. To journey to wander to ramble.
\_R.']
Grew. Carlyle.
Pll'grim-age (-aj 48), n. [OE. pilgrimage, pelrinage ; cf F. pelerinage.'] 1. The journey of a pilgrim a
long journey especially, a journey to a shrine or other
Shak.
sacred place. Fig., the journey of human life.
;

;

;

;

;

;

in to the field to pill and to
Sir T. Malory.

Pill (pTl), n. [P. pilule, L. pilula a pill, little ball,
dim. of L. pila a ball. Cf. Piles.] 1. A medicine in the
form of a little ball, or small round mass, to be swallowed
whole.
2. Figuratively, something offensive or nauseous which
must be accepted or endured.
Udall.
Pill
beetle {Zool.), any small beetle of the genus
Byrrhus, having a rounded body, with the head concealed
beneath the thorax.
Pill bug (Zodl.), any terrestrial
isopod of the genus Armadillo, having the habit of
rolUng itself into a ball
when disturbed.
Called

—

wood louse.
Pillage (pil'Iaj

also pill

;

[P.,

48),

re.

;

;

;

—

:

;

Gen. xlvii.

9.

—

II

Pi-lif'e-ra

[NL.

See

(pt-life-ra),

Piliferous.]

n.

;

;

.

.

;

;

;

;

.

.

pi.

(Zool.)

Same

as Mammalia.
Pl-llf'er-OUS (-er-us), a. [L. pilus hair -|- -ferous : of. F. pilifere.']
1. Bearing a single slender bristle,
Pilidium of Nemeror hair.
tean,
much en2. Beset with hairs.
larged, c Apical
[L.
Pll'i-form (pil'i-f8rm), a.
Cilium, or Lash
pilus hair -f- -form.~\
(Bot.) Reh Cephalic Lobe
m Mouth i Intessembling hairs or down.
tine
V Bands of
Pi-lig'er-ous (pt-lTj'er-iis), a. [L.
Cilia ;
o Young
pilus hair
-gerous: cf. F. piNemertean develligere.']
Bearing hair covered with
oping in the interior,
showing
hair or down pilif erous.
Head with two
Pil'ing (pH'Tng), re. [See Pile a
Eyes.
heap.] 1. The act of heaping up.
2. (Iron Maniif.) The process of building up, heating,
and working, fagots, or piles, to form bars, etc.
Pil'ing, re.
[See Pile a stake.]
series of piles;
piles, considered collectively ; as, the piling of a bridge.

.

;

;

;

;

—

;

A little pQlar. [JJ.] Fuller.
Pil'lar-et (-ler-gt), re.
Pillar-ist, re. (Eccl. Hist.) See Stylite.
[Per.
Turk, pilau.} An
Pil-lau'' (pil-la'), n.
Oriental dish consisting of rice boiled with mutton, fat,
or butter.
[Written aAsopilau.l
Pilled (pild), a. [See 3d Pill.] Stripped of hair
scant of hair bald. [Ofo.] " Pilled heard." Chaucer.
Pilled'-gar'lic (pTld'gar'lTk), re. See Pilgarlic.
Pill'er (pil'er), re. One who pills or plunders. [06s.]
Plunder
Pill'er-y (-f), re. / pi. Pillerbes (-iz).
Daniel.
pUlage.
[Obs.J
[Ir. pillin, pilliun (akin to
Pil'Iion (pTl'yvin), re.
Gael, pill, peall, a skin
Gael, pillean, pillin), fr. Ir.
or hide, prob. fr. L. pellis. See Pell, n.. Pell skin.]
panel or cushion saddle ; the under pad or cushion of a
saddle ; esp. a pad or cushion put on behind a man's sad-

&

I[

;

&

A

,

dle,

on which a
His

woman may

[a soldier's]

ride.

shank pillion without

stirrups.

Spenser.

;

:

;

+

;

;

A

Pag

sheet piles connected together at the edges
Sheet piling, a
made of planks or half logs driven edge to
used to form the walls of cofferdams, etc.

piling,

by dovetailed tongues and grooves.

—

series of piles

edge,

—

[Cf. Peel skin, or Pillion.]
Pill (pil), re.
The peel
or skin. [O&s.] " Some be covered over with crusts, or
hard pills, as the locusts."
Holland.
To be peeled to peel off in flakes.
Pill, V. i.
Pill, V. t. [Cf L. pilare to deprive of hair, and E. pill,
n. (above).] 1. To deprive of hair to make bald. [06«.]
To peel ; to make by removing the skin.
Gen. xxx. 37.
\S&co\i'] pilled white streaks ... in the rods.
;

.

;

%

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask-

To

Pillo-rize (pTl'16-riz), v. t.
the pillory to pillory. [iJ.]

set in, or punish with,

;

n. ; pi.
(-vf),
\¥.pilori;
(-riz).

Pil'lo-ry

Pillories

Pr. espitlori,

speculari to
Cf.
look around, observe.
A frame of adSpeculate.]
a
on
justable boards erected
post, and having holes through
L.

of

Plllo-ry,

V.

i.

&

Shak.
[imp.

&

;

final,

p. pr.

re.

3,11

i

^^^i

event,

—

;

—

—

plumber block.
Pillow lace,
lace wrought with bobbins upon a lace pillow.
Pillow of a plow, a crosspiece of wood which serves
to raise or lower the beam.
Pillow sham, an ornamental
covering laid over a pillow when not in use.
Pillow
*
slip, a pillowcase.
Pil'low (pTllo), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Pillowed (-lod)
vb. re. Pillowing.]
To rest or lay upon, or as
p. pr.
upon, a pillow ; to support as, to pillota tlie head.
Pillows his chin upon an orient wave.
Milton.

gnd,

—

—

&

&

;

Pillow-case'

(-kas'),

A

re.

removable case or cover-

ing for a pillow, usually of white linen or cotton cloth.
Pil'lowed (-lod), a. Provided with a pillow or pillows having the head resting on, or as on, a pillow.
Pillowed on buckler cold and hard. Sir W. Scott.
Keats.
Pil'lOW-y (-lo-y), a. Like a pillow.
Pill'-wil'let (-wil'let), n. [So named,from its note.]
;

The

(Zool.)

willet.

Pill' worm' (-wfirm'), re. (Zool.) Any myriapod of the
genus lulus and alUed genera which rolls up spirally a
galleyv'orm. See Illust. under Myriapod.
Pill'WOrt' (-wQrt'), re. (Bot.) Any plant of the genus
Pilularia ; minute aquatic cryptogams, with small pillshaped fruit
sometimes called peppergrass.
;

;

—

Pi'lO-oar'pine (pi'16-kiir'pTn or -pen), n. [From NL.
Pilocarpus pennatifolius jaborandi L. pilus hair -|- Gr.
(Chem.) An alkaloid
KapTTos fruit cf. P. pilocarpine.']
extracted from jaborandi (Pilocarpus pennatifolius) as
a white amorphous or crystalline substance which has a
peculiar effect on the vasomotor system.
;

:

Pi-lose' (pi-los' or pilos'

[L. pilosus, fr.
277), a.
full of, or made of, hair.

;

pilus hair. See Pile.] 1. Hairy

The

;

heat-retaining property of the pilose covering.

fern,

recent

;

ice,

Owen.

2. (Zool.) Clothed thickly with pile or soft down.
3. (Bot.) Covered with long, slender hairs ; resembling
long hairs ; hairy as, pilose pubescence.
The
[Cf. P. pilosite.1
Pi-los'i-ty (pt-los'i-ty), re.
Bacon.
quality or state of being pilose ; hairiness.
[P. pilote, prob. from D. peillood
Pi'lOt (pi'lut), n.
plummet, sounding lead ; j)eilen, pegelen, to sound, measure (fr. D.
G. jicil, pegel, a sort of measure, water
mark) -\- load lead, akin to E. lead. The pUot, then, is
the lead, man, i. e., he who throws the lead. See Pail,
and Lead a metal.] 1. (Naut.) One employed to steer
Pryden.
a vessel ; a helmsman ; a steersman.
2. Specifically, a person duly qualified, and licensed
by authority, to conduct vessels into and out of a port,
or in certain waters, for a fixed rate of fees.
3. Figuratively
guide
a director of another
through a difficult or unknown course.
4. An instrument for detecting the compass error.
6. The cowcatcher of a locomotive.
[V. <S.]
;

&

:

A

;

a small balloon sent up in advance of a
show the direction and force of the wind.
{Zool.) (a)
bird found near the Caribbee
Islands
so called because its presence indicates to
mariners their approach to these islands. Crabb. (6)
The black-bellied plover. [Local, V. 5.] PUot boat, a
strong, fast-sailing boat used to carry and receive pilots
Pilot bread, ship bisas they board and leave vessels.
cuit.
Pilot cloth, a coarse, stout kind of cloth for overcoats.
Pilot engine, a locomotive going in advance of a
Pilot flsh.
train to make sure that the way is clear.
{Zool.)
(a)
Pilot balloon,

—

large one, to
Pilot

A

bird.
;

—

—

—

——

—

A

pelagic

caran-

gold fish {Naucrates ductor) ;
—7 so named be-

cause it is often ^
seen in compa-'

ny with a shark,
swimming nea,r
a ship, on acPilot Fish (^Naucrates ductor). (J^)
count of which
sailors imagine that it acts as a pilot to the shark. (6)
The rudder fish {Seriola sonata). — Pilot Jack, a flag or

—

Pilot Jacket, a jjea
signal hoisted by a vessel for a pilot.
jacket.
Pilot nut (Bridge Building), a conical nut applied temporarily to the threaded end of a pin, to protect
the thread and guide the pin when it is driven into a
large North
hole.
WaddelL
faot snake. {Zool.) {a)
American snake (Coluber obsoleius). It is lustrous black,
with white edges to some of the scales. Called also
mountain black, snake, {b) The pine snake. Pilot whale.
{Zool.) Same as Blackfish, 1.
vb. n.
Pi'lOt, V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Piloted p. pr.
Piloting.] [Cf. P. piloter.^ 1. To direct the course of,
as of a ship, where navigation is dangerous.
2. Figuratively : To guide, as through dangers or difBerkeley.
ficulties.
"The art ofpiWirej' a state."
Piaot-age (-aj; 48), n. [Cf. F. pilotage.'] 1. The
bars, and
rocks,
pilot's skill or knowledge, as of coasts,
Sir W. Raleigh.
channels. [Obs.]
2. The compensation made or allowed to a pilot.
Sir W. Scott.
3. Guidance, as by a pilot.
Pi'lOt-ism (-Tz'm), ) re. Pilotage skill in the duties

A

&

Pillorying.] [Cf. P. pilorier.'] 1. To set in,
or punish with, the pillory. " Hungering for Puritans to
Macaulay.
pillory."
2. Figuratively, to expose to public scorn. Gladstone.
vb.

—

—

which the head and hands of
an offender were thrust so as
to b» exposed in front of it.
p. p. Pilloried (-rid)

[Resty sloth] finds the Aovm pillow hard.
Shak.
2. (Mach.) A piece of metal or wood, forming a support to equalize pressure ; a brass ; a pillow block. [R.']
3. (Naut. ) A block under the inner end of a bowsprit.
4. A kind of plain, coarse fustian.
Lace pillow, a cushion used in making hand-wrought lace.
Pillow bier [OE. pilwebere ; cf. LG. Jiire a pillowcase],
a pillowcase pillow slip. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Pillow block
{Mach.), a block, or standard,
for supporting a journal, as of
a shaft. It is usually bolted to
the frame or foundation of a
machine, and is often furnished
with journal boxes, and a mova- '
ble cover, or cap, for tightening
the bearings by means of bolts
called sa&o pillar block, or
piiio,v ^XoOn.

—

pellorium, piliorium., spilorium; perhaps from a derivative

;

—

LL. piloricum, pilloricum, pellericum,
cf.

Pil'low (pTllo), n. [OE. pilwe, AS. pyle, fr. L. pul~
vinus.'] 1. Anything used to support the head of a person when reposing especially, a sack or case filled with
feathers, down, hair, or other soft material.

—

Shak.
2. That which is taken
from another or others by open force, particularly and
chiefly from enemies in war plunder spoil
booty.
Wliich pillage tliey with merry march bring home. Shak.
Syn. Plunder rapine; spoil; depredation.
Pillage, Plunder. Pillage refers particularly to the act of
stripping the sufferers of their goods, while plunder refers to the removal of the tilings thus taken
but the
words are freelj' interchanged.
Pil'lage, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Pillaged (-lajd 48)
vb. re. Pillaging (-la-jing).]
To strip of
p. pr.
money or goods by open violence ; to plunder to spoil
to lay waste ; as, to pillage the camp of an enemy.
Mummius
Arbuthnot.
. took, pillaged, and burnt their city.
Pil'lage, V. i. To take spoil to plunder to ravage.
They were su^ered to pillage wherever they went. Macaulay.
Pil'la-ger (-IS-jer), n. One who pillages.
Pope.
[OE. piler, F. pilier, LL. pilare,
Pil'lar (-ler), n.
pilariuTn, pilarius, fr. L. pila a pillar. See Pile a heap.]
1. The general and popular term for a firm, upright,
insulated support for a superstructure a pier, column,
or post also, a column or shaft not supporting a superstructure, as one erected for a monument or an ornament.
Jacob set Sipillar upon her grave. Gen. yxyv. 20.
The palace
vast and proud,
Supported by a hundred pillars stood.
Dryden.
2. Figuratively, that which resembles such a pillar in
appearance, character, or office a supporter or mainstay as, the Pillars of Hercules a, pillar of the state.
" Tou are a weU-deserving^iHar."
Shak.
Milton.
By day a cloud, by night a pillar of fire.
3. (R. C. Ch.) A portable ornamental column, formerly carried before a cardinal, as emblematic of his support to the church. [Obs.J
Skelton.
4. (Man.) The center of the volta, ring, or manege
ground, around which a horse turns.
From pillar to post, hither and thither to and fro
from one place or predicament to another backward
and forward. [CoMoo.] —Pillar saint. See Stylite. Pillars of the f6,uc63. See Fauces, 1.
(Mach. ) Having a support in the form of
Pil'lar, a.
a pillar, instead of legs as, a pillar drill.
Pillar-bloclc' (-blok'), re. See under Pillow.
Pillared (-lerd), a. Supported or ornamented by
"The pillared
pillars; resembling a piUar, or pillars.
arches." Sir W. Scott, " Pillared name." Thomson.

—

;

handmade

piller to plunder.

fr.

See Pill to plunder.]
1. The act of pillaging

;

The days of the years of my pilgrimage.
wearisome time.

A tedious and

Shak.
In prison hast thou spent a. pilgrimage.
Syn. Journey ; tour ; excursion. See Journey.
Fll'grim-ize (-iz), v. i. To wander as a pilgrim ; to
B. Jonson.
go on a pilgrimage. [OSs.]
Pi-lid'i-um (pt-lid'i-um), re. ; pi. PiLiDiA (-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. ttlUSmv, dim. of ttiAos a cap.] (Zool.) The
free-swimming, hat-shaped larva of
certain nemertean worms. It has no
resemblance to its parent, and the
young worm develops in its interior.
II

and robbers were come

:

;

PILOTRY

& p. p. Pilled (pTld)

&

One who pilfers ; a petty thief.
Pil'fer-er (-er), n.
n.
Pil'fer-lng, a. Thieving in a small way. Shak.
Petty theft. —Pil'fer-ing-ly, adv.
North.
Sir T.
Pil'fer-y (->•), re. Petty theft. [iJ.]
Pil-gar'llc (pTl-garlik), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] One
who has lost his hair by disease ; a sneaking fellow, or
one who is Iiardly used.
Pil'grim (pil'grim), re. [OE. pilgrim, pelgrim, pilegrim, pelegrim ; cf. D. pelgrim, OHG-. piligrim, G.
pilger, F. pelerin, It. pellegrino; all fr. L. peregrinus a
foreigner, fr. pereger abroad ; ^er through -^ agrer land,
field. See Per-, and Acre, and cf. Pelerine, Peregrine.]
wayfarer ; a wanderer ; a traveler ; a stranger.
X.
Heb. si. 13.
Strangers and pilgrims on the earth.

2.

Fillers
rob.

[imp.

i.

;

by

httle.
And not a year but pilfers as he goes
Some youthful grace that age would gladly keep.

2.

&

&

;

Pile'WOrt' (-wCrf), n. (Bot.) A plant {Ranunculus
Ficaria of Linnaeus) whose tuberous roots have been used
Forsyth.
in poultices as a specific for the piles.
Pil'fer (pil'fer), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Pilfered (-ferd)
[OF. pelfrer. See Pelf.]
p. pr. & vb. n. Pilfering.]
To steal in small quantities, or articles of small value
to practice petty theft.
Pil'fer, V. t.
To take by petty theft to filch to steal
;

I.

robbery.

off

threadbare.

little

(pTl), V.

,

;

;

Pi'lot-ry

idea,

ill

;

(-rS?),

old,

}

of a pilot.

obey,

orb,

[R.]

8dd

&

«

—

;;

;;

PILOUR
&

[Gr.

;

apple-green mineral having a greasy feel. It is a
silicate of nickel, magnesia, alumina, and iron.
PI'ment (pi'ment), re. [F. See Pimento.] Wine flavored with spice or honey. See Pigment, 3. [06s.]
Pl-men'ta (pT-mSn'ta), n. (Bot.) Same as Pimento.
Pl-men'tO (-to), n. [Sp. pimiento, piniienta ; cf. Pg.
pivienta, F. piment ; all fr. L. pigmenium a paint, pigment, the juice of plants ; hence, something spicy and
aromatic.
See Pigment.]
{Bot.) Allspice
applied
both to the tree and its fruit. See Allspice.
Plm'U-CO (pimli-ko), n. (Zodl.) The friar bird.
Pimp (pimp), n. [Cf P. pimpant smart, sparkish
perh. akin to piper to pipe, formerly also, to excel. Cf.
Pipe.] One who provides gratification for the lust of
others; a procurer; a pander.
Swift.
Pimp, V. i. limp. Sip. p. Pimped (pTmt ; 215) p. pr.
vb. n. Pimping.]
To procure women for the gratification of others' lusts ; to pander.
Dnjden.
Plm'per-nel (ptm'per-uSl), n. [F. pimprenelle ; cf.
Sp. pimpinela, It. pimpinella ; perh. from LL. bipinnella, for blpinnula two-winged, equiv. to L. bipennis
his twice -|- penna feather, wing.
Cf. Pen a feather.]
(Bot.) A plant of the genus Anagallis, of which one species {A. arvensis) has small flowers, usually scarlet, but
sometimes purple, blue, or white, which speedily close
at the approach of bad weather.
Water pimpernel. (Bot.) See Brooktweed.
Pim'pil-lO (-pTl-lo), n. (Bot.) A West Indian name
for the prickly pear ( Opiintia)
called also pimploes.
Plm'pl-nel (-pi-nel), n.
[See Pimpernel.]
(Bot.)
The burnet saxifrage. See under Saxifrage.
Plmp'lng (plmp'ing), a. [Cf G. pimpelig, pimpelnd,
sickly, weak.] 1. Little petty ; pitiful. [06s.] Crabbe.
2. Puny
sickly.
[Local, U. S.^
Plm'ple (pTm'p'l), re. [AS. pipelian to blister ; cf. L.
papula pimple.] 1. (Med.) Any small acuminated elevation of the cuticle, whether going on to suppuration or
not.
"AH eyes can see a ^imp?e on her nose." Pope.
2. Fig.
A swelling or protuberance like a pimple.
" A pimple that portends a future sprout."
Cowper.
Plm'pled (-p'ld), a. Having pimples.
Johnson.
Plm'ply (-plj?), a. Pimpled.
Plmp'shlp (pimp'ship), re. The office, occupation, or
person of a pimp. [iJ.]
Pin (pen), V. t. {Metal Working) To peen.
Pin (pin), V. t. [Cf. Pen to confine, or Pintold.] To
inclose ; to confine to pen to pound.
Pin, re. [OE. pinne, AS. pinn a pin, peg of. D. pin,
Q. pinne,Icel. pinni, W. pin, Gael.
Ir. pinne; all fr.
L. pinna a pinnacle, pin, feather, perhaps orig. a different word from penna feather. Of. Fin of a fish, Pen a
feather.]
1. A piece of wood, metal, etc., generally cylindrical, used for fastening separate articles together, or
as a support by which one article may be suspended from
another ; a peg a bolt.
,

;

;

also pinakone.']

[L. pinacore.
irCva^, -okos, a picture -f- O-qkt)
;
gallery.
Pln'a-lore' (pin'a-for'), re. [Pin -j- afore.'] An apron
for a child, to protect the front part of the dress a tier.
Pln'a-ko-thek' (-kS-thek'), re. [G.] Piuacotheca.
Pl-nas'ter (pT-nas'tero>' pi-), re. [L., fr. pireusapine.]
{Bot.)
species of pine (Pinus Pinaster) growing in
II

A

Southern Europe.
II

.

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

A

With pi7is of adamant
And chains they made all fast.
Milton.
2. Especially, a small, pointed and headed piece of
brass or other wire (commonly tinned), largely used for

An

:

(4).

SapiKos, f r. IliVSapos (L. Pindarus) Pindar cf. F. pindarique.] Of or pertaining to Pindar, the Greek lyric poet
after the style and manner of Pindar as, Pindaric odes.
re.
Pindaric ode.
Pln-dar'ic-al (-T-kal), a. Pindaric.
:

;

—

A

;

An

Plnch'ers (-erz), n. pi. [From Pinch.]
ment having two handles and
two grasping jaws working on

;

instru-

;

;

&

;

;

;

—

—

Pln'CoM-ln (pTn'kBf-Tn), n. [From Pincoff, an English manufacturer.] A commercial preparation of garan-

—

cin, yielding tine violet tints.

Plnc'plnc' (pTnk'pInk'), re.. [Named from its note.]
An African wren warbler (Drymoica tcxtrix).

(Zool.)
;

food,

f<fi>t

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

bo

—

—

—

;

;

,

K^^ There are about
twenty-eight species in
the United States, of
which the white pine
(P. Strobus), the Georgia pine (P. australis),
the red pine (P. resinosa), and the great West
Coast sugar pine (P.
L amber tia,na) are
among the most valuable.
The Scotch nine
or fir, also called Noror Riga pine (Pi-

way
nus

the

sylvestris), is

only

British

species.

The mdinneis any pine
tree, or species of pine,
which bears large edible seeds. See Pinon.

The spruces, firs,
Wliite Pine (Pinus Strobus).
larches, and true cedars, though formerly considered pines, are now commonly assigned to other genera.
2. The wood of the pine tree.
3.
pineapple.

A

Ground pine. (So^.) See under Ground.— Norfolk Island
pine (Bot.), a beautiful coniferous tree, the Arnucaria excelsa.
Pine barren, a tract of infertile land which is covered with pines. [Southern U. ^.]
Pine borer (Zool.),
any beetle whose larvge bore into pine trees.
Pine
(Zool.) See Pinefinch, in the V ocabulary
finch.
Pine
grosbeak (Zool.), a large grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator)
which inhabits the northern parts of both hemispheres.
The adult male is more or less tinged with red. Pine
lizard (Zool.), a small, very active, mottled gray lizard
(Sceloporus undulalus), native of the Middle States;
called also swift, broirn scorpion, and alligator.
Pine
marten. (Zool.) (o)
European weasel (Mustela marles),
called also sweet marten, and yellow-breasted marten. (6)
The American sable. See Sable.— Pine moth ( Zool. ), any
one of several species of small tortricid moths of the
fenus Retinia, whose larvae burrow in the ends of the
ranchlets of pine trees, often doing great damage.— Pine
mouse (Zool.), an American wild mouse (Arvicola pinetoTum), native of the Middle States. It lives in pine forests.
Pine needle (Bot.), one of the slender needle-shaped
leaves of a pine tree. See Pinus.
Pine-needle wool. See
Pine wool (below).
Pine oil, an oil resembling turpentine, obtained from fir and pine trees, and used in making varnishes and colors. —Pine snake {Zool.), a large

—

—

.

—
—

—

—

A

—

—

harmless North American snake (Pituophis melanoleucus). It is whitish, covered with bromi blotches having
black margins. Called also 6»??snofe The Western pine
snake (P. Sayi) is chestnut-browni, mottled with black
and orange. — Pine tree (Bot.), a tree of the genus Pinus;

—

Pine-tree money, money coined
Massachusetts in tlie seventeenth
century, and so called from its bearPine
ing a figure of a pine tree.

pine.

m

—

weevil (Zool.), any one of numerous
species of weevils whose larvjB bore in
the wood of pine trees. Several spe-

are known in both Europe and
America, belonging to the genera PisPine wool, a fiber
obtained from pine needles by steaming
them. It is lu-epared on a large scale in
some of the Southern United States, .ind
has many uses in the economic arts
sodcs, IJitlobius, etc.

;

sing,

—

:

called also pine-needle wool,
irood wool.

Pl'ne-al (pi'ne-nl or

;

;

;

Cowley,

for prose.

Imitation of Pindar.
Pin'dar-lst, re. One who imitates Pindar.
Pin'der (-der), re. [AS. pyndan to pen up, ii. pund a
pound.] One who impounds a poundkeeper. [06s.]
Pine (pin), re. [AS. pin, L. poena penalty. See Pain.]
Woe torment ; pain. [06s.] "Pj/'^e of hell. " Chaucer.
Fine, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Pined (pind) p. pr. Si vb.
re. Pining.]
[AS. pinan to torment, fr. pin torment. See
1st Pine, Pain, re.
1. To infiict pain upon
to torf.]
ment to torture ; to aflSict. [06s.] Chaucer. Shak.
That people i\\u.t pyned him to death, liers Plowman.
One is pined in prison, another tortured on the rack. jBp. Halt.
Milton.
2. To grieve or mourn for.
[P.]
Pine, V. i. 1. To suffer to be afflicted. [06s.]
2. To languish ; to lose flesh or wear away, under any
distress or anxiety of mind to droop
often used with
aivay.
"The roses wither and the lilies ^iree." Tickell.
3. To languish with desire ; to waste away with longing for something ;
usually followed hy for.
For whom, and not for Tybalt, Juliet pined.
Shak.
Syn. To languish droop ; flag ; wither decay.
Pine, re. [AS. pin t,. pinus.] 1. (£o^ ) Any tree of
the coniferous genus
Pinus. See Pinus.
n.

cies

—

a pivot
used for griping
things to be held fast, drawPinchers.
ing nails, etc.
<^^ This spelling is preferable to jiiticers, both on
account of its derivation from the English pinch, and
because it represents the common pronunciation.
Plnch'fist' (-fist'), n. A closefisted person a miser.
Pinch'lng, a. Compressing nipping griping niggardly as, pirec/jM;;/ cold a /)/»f'/;?>?,7 parsimony.
Pinching
Pinching bar, a pinch bar. See Pinch, re,., 4.
nut, a clieck nut. See under Check, n.
Pinch'ing-ly, adv. In a pinching way.
Plnch'pen'ny (-pSn'ny), 7s. A miserly person.
;

Too extravagant and Pindarical

Pln'dar-ism (-der-tz'm),

—

pinches.

;

pity

Pinch

zinc, re-

;

—

;

and

—

[L. Pindaricus, Gr. Tltv-

a.

—

prendsbecco.l

;

;

tan

It.

;

;

fip,

cf.

;

alloy of copper

sembling gold a yellow metal, composed of about three
ounces of zinc to a pound of copper. It is much used as
an imitation of gold in the manufacture of cheap jewelry.
Pinch'beck, a. Made of pinchbeck sham cheap
spurious unreal. "A pinchbeck throne." J. A. Symonds.
Plnch'COCk' (-kok'), re. A clamp on a flexible pipe to
regulate the flow of a fluid through the pipe.
Pln'chem (pTn'chem), re. {Zodl.) The European blue
titmouse.
[Prov. Eng.'\
Plnch'er (pinch'er), re. One who, or that which,

A

full,

an
a

Plnchlieck (-bek), re. [Said
from the name of the in-

ventor

.

ryde,

ore

Latin.

little

to be

;

unite,

in

;

pinch read a

fastening clothes, attaching papers, etc.
3. Hence, a thing of small value
a trifle.
He . . did not care a 2)z« for her.
Spectator.
4. That which resembles a pin in its form or use
as
(a) A peg in musical instruments, for increasing or relaxing the tension of the strings. (6) A linchpin, (c)
rolling-pin. (d) A clothespin, (e) {Mach. ) A short shaft,
sometimes forming a bolt, a part of which serves as a
iournal.
See Ulust. of Knuckle joint, under Knuckle.
(/) {Joinery) The tenon of a dovetail joint.
B. One of a row of pegs in the side of an ancient
drinking cup to mark how much each man should drink.
6. The bull's eye, or center, of a target hence, the center.
"The very;>m of his heart cleft." Shak.
iObs."]
7. Mood ; humor. [06s.] " In merry ^I're." Cowper.
8. {Med.) Caligo.
See Caligo.
Shak.
9. An ornament, as a brooch or badge, fastened to the
clothing by a pin ; as, a Masonic pin.
10. The leg ; as, to knock one off his pins. [Slangi
Banking pin (Horol.), a pin against which a lever strikes,
to hmit its motion. —Pin driU (Meek.), a drill with a central pm or projection to enter a hole, for enlarging the
hole, or for smking a recess for the head of a bolt, etc.
a
couuterbore.
Pin graoa. (Bot.) See Alfilaria.
Pin
hole, a small hole made by a pin
hence, any very small
aperture or perforation.
Pin lock, a lock havuig a cylindrical bolt; a lock in which pins, arranged by the key,
are used instead of tumblers.
Pin money, an allowance
of money, as that made by a husband to his wife, for
private and personal expenditure.
Pin rail (Naut.), a
rail, usually within the bulwarks, to hold belaying pins.
Sometimes applied to theyiye rail. Called also -pin rack.
Pin wheel, (a) A contrate wheel in which the cogs are
cylindrical pins. (6) (Fireworks) A small coil which revolves on a common pin and makes a wheel of yellow or
colored fire.
•Bse,

—

pinch bar.
At a pinch. On a pinch,
emergency as. he could

;

—

—

;

:

—

;

:

;

—

[L.,

A

II

—

;

(pi'naks), re./ pi. Pinaces (pTn'a-sez).

Pl'nax

Gr. TTiVaf tablet.]
tablet ; a register ; hence, a list
[i?.]
Sir T. Browne.
or scheme inscribed on a tablet,
(pSNs'na'),
re.
[F. pincer to pinch -|Pince'-nez'
nez nose.] Eyeglasses kept on the nose by a spring.
Pln'cers (pin'serz), re. pi. [Cf F. pince pinchers, fr.
pincer to pinch. See Pinch, Pinchers.] See Pinchers.
Pinch (pinch), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Pinched (pincht)
vb. re. Pinching.]
p. pr.
[F. pincer, probably fr. OD.
pitsen to pinch ; akin to G. pfetzen to cut, pinch perhaps of Celtic origin. Cf. Piece.] 1. To press hard or
squeeze between the ends of the fingers, between teeth
or claws, or between the jaws of an instrument ; to squeeze
or compress, as between any two hard bodies.
2. To seize to grip ; to bite
said of animals. [06s.]
He [the hound] pinched and pulled her down. Chapman.
3. To plait.
[06s.]
Full seemly her wimple ipinched was.
Cliaucer.
4. Figuratively To cramp ; to straiten ; to oppress ;
to starve ; to distress ; as, to be pinched for money.
Want of room . . . pinching a whole nation. Sir W. Raleigh.
5. To move, as a railroad car, by prying the wheels
with a pinch. See Pinch, re., 4.
Finch, V. i. 1. To act with pressing force to compress to squeeze ; as, the shoe pinches.
2. {Hunt.) To take hold; to grip, as a dog does. [06s.]
3. To spare ; to be niggardly ; to be covetous. Gower.
The wretch whom avarice bids to pinch and spare. Franklin.
To pinch at, to find fault with ; to take exception to.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Pinch, re. 1. A close compression, as with the ends
of the fingers, or with an instrument ; a nip.
2. As much as may be taken between the finger and
thumb ; any very small quantity ; as, a pinch of snuff.
" Necessity's sharp ^irecA. "
Shak.
3. Pain; pang.
lever having a projection at one end, acting as a
4.
fulcrum,
chiefly
to
roll
used
heavy wheels, etc. Called also
fr.

.

;

A picture

II

;

;

Trti/aKoflij/o)

;

.

II

Pln'a-CO-the'ca (plu'a-ko-the'ka),

theca, fr. Gr.
repository.]

—

&

;

the West Indies.
Pln-dar'io (pTn-dar'ik),

A

the crystalline axes.
Pi-nac'0-lin (pi-nSk'o-lTn), n. [Pinacone -{ L. oieum
oil.]
(Chem.) A colorless oily liquid related to the ketones, and obtained by the decomposition of pinacone
hence, by extension, any one of the series of which pinacolin proper is the type.
[Written also pinacoline.']
Pln'a-COne (pin'a-kon), re. [From Gr. irivai, -a/cos, a
tablet.
So called because it unites with water so as to
form tablet-shaped crystals.] {Chem.) A white crystalline substance related to the glycols, and made from
acetone hence, by extension, any one of a series of substances of which pinacone proper is the type.
[Written

(i)/jn.)

jTijieA)) fat.]

I

;

;

An

hydrous

Pln'Cnsh'iOn (pTn'kSosh'iin), re. A small cushion, in
which pins may be stuck for use.
Pln'dal (-dal), re. [D.jBi'mrfe?.] (-Boi;.) The peanut
{Arackis hypogxa)
so called in
Pln'dar (-der), j

;

;

;

n.

&

Pin (pin), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Pinned (pTnd) p. pr.
vb. re. Pinning.]
[See Pin, re.] To fasten with, or as
with, a pin ; to join as, to pin a garment to pin boards
together. "As if she would ^ire her to her heart." Shak.
To pin one's faith upon, to depend upon to trust to.
Pi'na cloth' (pi'na klSth' 115). A fine material for
ladies' shawls, scarfs, handkerchiefs, etc., made from
the fiber of the pineapple leaf, and perhaps from other
fibrous tropical leaves.
It is delicate, soft, and transparent, with a slight tinge of pale yellow.
Pln'a-COld (pin'a-koid), re. [Gr. iriVaf, -okos, a tablet -)
oid.^
{Crystallog.)
plane parallel to two of

[06s.]

;

Pll'ser (pil'ser), n. Ah insect that flies into a flame.
Pll'U-lar (ptl'it-ler), a. Of or pertaining to pills ; resembling a pill or pills ; as, apilular mass.
Pil'U-lOUS (-lus), a. [L. pilula a pill. See Pill.]
Like a pill ; small insignificant, [i?.]
G. Eliot.
Chaucer.
Pil'we (pll'we), n. A pillow. [06s.]
Pily (pi'ly), a. (Zool.) Like pile or wool.
Pl-mar'ic (pt-mar'Ik), a. [NL. Pinus maritima, an
old name for P. Pinaster, a pine which yields galipot.]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid found in
galipot, and isomeric with abietic acid.
Pl-mel'ic (pi-mel'ik), a. [Gr. TTLfiekri fat.] (Chem.)
(a) Pertaining to, or designating, a substance obtained
from certain fatty substances, and subsequently shown
to be a mixture of suberic and adipic acids. (6) Designating the acid proper (C5H]q(C02H),) which is obtained

from camphoric acid.
Plm'e-Ute (plm'e-llt),

PINEAL
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Pil'Onr (pTI'oor), n. A piller a plunderer.
Pl'loas (pT'liSs), a. See Pilose.

;

:

—

and pine-

pin'e-fil

;

277),

[L. pinca the cone of a pine, from
pineus of the pine, from pinus a pine

a.

:

cf.

Of or pertaining

F. pitifalc.']

pine cone

;

to a

resembling a pino cone.

Pineal gland (Anat.), a gl.-indlike body
in the roof of the third xcntrii'lo of the
vertebrate brain
cm lied also pineal
body, cpiphi/sls, coiiariiini. \\\ some an- pjnoWcevil(ri>j!0-

—

;

imnls it is connected with a rudimeu- rf,.,, sirohi). a Lor
tary eye, the so-cnllod pineal cue, and va
h Pupa ! c
in other animals it is supposed to be Adult Weevil
the remnant of a dorsal median eye.
( x2J(f).

ink

;

;

tbcu, thin

;

boN

;

zh

z in azure.

i

;

;
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PINEAPPLE
A

Plne'ap'ple (pin'Sp'p'l), n. {Bot.)
{Ananassa sativa) also, its fruit
called from tiie resemblance
of the latter, in shape and external
appearance, to the cone of the pine
tree. Its origin is unknown, though
conjectured to be American.

— so

tropical plant

A

Pineapple, Plant

Iiills.

and

Fruit.

»

(Bot.)
Pine'drops' (-drops'),
A reddish herb (Pterospora andromedea) of the United
States, found parasitic on tlie roots of pine trees.
Fiue'finch' (-finch'), n. {Zo'61.) (a) A small American bird (Spinus, or Chrysocalled also
miiris, spinus);
pine siskin, and American sis-

—

II

The pine grosbeak.
Pl-nen'chy-ma (pt-nen'kT(6)

[NL.,

ma), n.
tablet

fr.

Gr. irCva^ a

+ -enchyma, as in paren-

flat,

as in

some kinds

of pinefinch (Spinus spmws).

Pln'er-y (pin'er-y), n. ; pi. Pineries (-iz). 1. A pine
forest a grove of pines.
2. A hothouse in which pineapples are grown.
Pine'sap' (pin'sap'), n. (Bot.) A reddish fleshy herb
of the genus Monotropa {31. hypopiiys), formerly thought
to be parasitic on the roots of pine trees, but more proba;

bly saprophytic.
A
[L., a pine grove.]
Pl-ne'tum (pt-ne'tum), n.
plantation of pine trees ; esp., a collection of living pine
trees made for ornamental or scientific purposes.
low, bushy,
(Bot.)
Plne'weed' (pin'wed'), n.
nearly leafless herb (Hypericum Sarothra), common in
sandy soil in the Eastern United States.
Pln'ey (pin'^), a. See Pint.
II

A

A

term used in
Pin'ey, a. [Of East Indian origin.]
designating an East Indian tree (the Valeria Indica or
which
grows in
Dipterocarpese,
piney tree, of the order
Malabar, etc. ), or its products.
Pioey dammar, Piney resin, Piney vamteli, a pellucid,
fragrant, acrid, bitter resin, which exudes from the piney
It is used as a vartreei ( Valeria Indica) wlien wounded.
nisi, in mailing candles, and as a substitute for incense
and for amber. Called also liquid copal, and white dammo7;
Piney tallow, a solid fatty substance, resembling
talloiv, obtained from the roasted seeds of the Valeria
Piney thietle {Bot.), a
Indica ;
called also dupada oil.
plant (Atractylis gummtfera), from the bark of which,
whefl wounded, a gummy substance exudes.
(Bot.) Having the stigma
Plu'-eyed' (pTn'id'), a.
visible at the throat of a gamopetalous corolla, while the
said of dimorphous
stamens are concealed in the tube ;
flowers. The opposite of thrum-eyed.
Pin'leath'er (ptn'feth'er), ». A feather not fuUy
developed ; esp. , a rudimentary feather just emerging
through the skin.
Pin'feath'ered (-feth'erd), a. Having part, or all,
of the feathers imperfectly developed.
Pin'flsh' (-fish'), re. [So called from their sharp dorsal spines.]
(Zool.) (a) The saUor's choice (Diplodus,
or Lagodon, rhomboides).
(b) The salt-water bream
(Diplodus Holbrooki).
on the
^S" Both are excellent food fishes, common
coast of the United States south of Cape Hatteras. The
name is also applied to other allied species.
See Pinder,
[For pindfold.
Pin'lold' (-fold'), n.
Pound an inclosure, and Fold an inclosure.] A place in
which stray cattle or domestic animals are confined ; a

—

—

—

pound

;

a penf old.

A parish pinfold begirt by its high hedge.

Sir

Shak.
W. Scott.

Ping (pTng), n. [Probably of imitative origin.] The
sound made by a bullet in striking a solid object or in
passing through the air.
[imp. &p. p. Pinged (pingd) p. pr.
Ping, V. i.
vb. n. Pinging.] To make the sound called ping.
[Perhaps fr. pin to impound.]
(pin'g'l),
w.
Pln'gle
A small piece of inclosed ground. \Ohs. or Prov. Eng."]
(pTng'ster),
n.
See Pinkster.
Ping'Ster
Pin-gUlC'U-la (pTn-gwJk'fi-la), n. [NL., fr. L. pinguicuhis somewhat fat, fattish.] (Bot.) See Butterwort.
Pin'gUid (pTn'gwTd), a. [Jj. pinguis fat.} Fat; unc" Some clays are more pintuous
greasy." [06j.]
guid,"
ilortimer.
[L. pinguedo
Pin-gniid'I-nous (pTn-gwTd'T-nils), a.
fatness, fr. jO!77(7!/u fat.]
Containing fat fatty. [Ofe.]
Pin'gXli-tude (pin'gwi-tud), n. [L. pinguitudo, from
pinguis fat.] Fatness a growing fat obesity. [7J.]
Pin'hold' (pTn'hold'), n. A place where a pin is fixed.
[L. pinus pine.]
Pi'niC (pi'nik),
(Chem.) Of or
pertaining to the pine obtained from the pine formerly, designating an acid which is the chief constituent of
common resin, now called abietic, or sylvic, acid.
Pin'lng (pin'ing), a.
1. Languishing
drooping
wasting away, as with longing.
" The pining malady of
2. Wasting
consuming.
France."
Shak,
Pin'ing-ly, adv. In a pining manner droopingly. Poe.
Pin'ion (ptn'yun), n. (Zool.) A moth of the genus
lAthophane, as L. antennata, whose larva bores large
holes in young peaches and apples.
Pin'ion, n. [of. pignon a pen, F., gable, pinion (in
sense 5); cf. Sp. pi??OM pinion; fr. L. pinna pinnacle,
feather, wing.
See Pin a peg, and cf. Pen a feather.
Pennant, Pennon.] 1. A feather a quill.
Shak.
2. A wing, literal or figurative.
Swift on his sooty pinions flits the gnome.
Pope,

&

;

;

;

;

;

ffl.

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

of teeth,

re. ; pi. L. Pin(-naz).
[L., a
leaflet of
1. (Bot.) (a)
pinnate leaf. See Tliust. of Bipin-

a
nate leaf, under Bipinnate. (b) One
of the primary divisions of a decom-

pound

&

care,

am, arm, ask,

A

—

&

&

;

A

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

— —

Maiden ^mk, Dianthus deltoides.
Moss pink. See under
Pink needle, the pin grass
so called from the
Moss.
long, tapering points of the carpels. See Alfilabia.
Sea pink. See Thrift.
Pink, a. Resembling the garden pink in color ; of the
color called pink (see 6th Pink, 2) ; as, a pink dress pink

—

;

;

ribbons.
Pink eye (jWerf.), a popular name for an epidemic variety
of ophthalmia, associated with early and marked redness
of the eyeball.
Fmk salt ( Chem. Dyeing), the double
chlorides of (stannic) tin and ammonium, formerly much
Pink
used as a mordant for madder and cochineal.
saucer, a small saucer, the inner surface of wliich is cov-

—

&

—

ered with a pink pigment.
Pinked (pinkt), a. Pierced vnth small holes ; worked
Shak.
in eyelets scalloped on the edge.
Pink'-eyed' (pink'id'), a. [Pink half-shut -f eye.}
Holland.
Having small eyes.
Pink'ing, re. 1. The act of piercing or stabbing.
2. The act or method of decorating fabrics or garments
scalvrith a pinking iron
also, the style of decoration
lops made with a pinking iron.
Pinking iron, (a) An instnunent for scalloping the edges
of ribbons, flounces, etc. (i) A sword. [Colloq.]
Pink'ish, a. Somewhat pink.
Plnk'ness (-nes), n. Quality or state of being pink.
Pink'root' (-roof), n. 1. (Med.) The root of Spigealso, that
lia Marilandica, used as a powerful vermifuge
See definition 2 (below).
of S. Anthelmia.
herb
(SpiAmerican
North
2. (Bot.) (a) A perennial
gelia Marilandica), sometimes cultivated for its showy
Maryland
pink,
red blossoms.
Called also Carolina
pinkroot, and worm grass, (b) An annual South American and West Indian plant (Spigelia Anthelmia).
;

;

;

;

Pink'Ster
TTevTrjKocn-ri.

also pingster

(-ster),

re.

[D. pinkster, pinksteren, fr. Gr.
[Written
Whitsuntide.

See Pentecost.]

and pinxter.}

Pinkster flower (Bot.), the rosy flower of the Azalea nudicalled also Pivj/er blomaftorn ; also, the shrub itself
by the New York descendants of the Dutch settlers.
;

—

chee

final,

all

-.

eve,

event,

A

feather.]

Pinion and Spur
Pin'ion (pln'yun), V. t. [imp.
Wheel.
vb.
p. p. Pinioned (-yiind) ; p. pr.
1. To bind or confine the wings of; to
confine by binding the wings.
Bacon.
2. To disable by cutting off the pinion joint. Johnson.
3. To disable or restrain, as a person, by binding the
Shak.
arms, esp. by binding the arms to the body.
Cowper.
Her elbows pinioned close upon her hips.
4. Hence, generally, to confine
to bind ; to tie up.
" Pinioned up by formal rules of state."
Norris.
Pin'loned (-ytind), a. Having wings or pinions.
Pin'ion-ist, n. (Zool.) Any wmged creature.
[So called from Pini, a
Pin'ite (pTn'it or pi'nit), n.
mine ir Saxony.] (Min.) A compact granular cryptocrystaUine mineral of a dull grayish or greenish white
color.
It is a hydrous alkaline silicate, and is derived
from the alteration of other minerals, as iolite.
Pl'nite (pi'nit), M. [L.joiKui the pine tree.] 1. (Paleon.) Any fossil wood which exhibits traces of having
belonged to the Pine family.
2. (Chem.) A sweet white crystalline substance extracted from the gum of a species of pine (Pinus Lambertina).
It is isomeric with, and resembles, quercite.
vessel with a
Pink (pink), n. [D. pink.} (Naut.)
very narrow stem ;
called also pinky.
Sir W. Scott.
Pink Btern (Naut.), a narrow stem.
Pink, V. i. [D. pinken, pinkoogen, to blink, twinkle
with the eyes.] To wink ; to blink. [Obs.} L'Estrange.
Shak.
Pink, a. Half-shut ; winking. [Ofo.J
Pink, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Pinked (pinkt) p. pr.
vb. n. Pinking.]
[OE. pinken to prick, probably a nasalized form of pick.} 1. To pierce with small holes ; to cut
the edge of, as cloth or paper, in small scallops or angles.
Addison.
2. To stab ; to pierce as with a sword.
Herbert.
3. To choose ; to cull ; to pick out.
[_Obs.']
Grose.
Pink, n. A stab.
Pink, re. [Perh. akin to pick ; as if the edges of the
petals were picked out.
Cf. Pink, v. t.}
1. (Bot.) A
name given to several plants of the caryophyllaceous
genus Dianthus, and to their flowers,
which are sometimes very fragrant and
often double in cultivated varieties. The
species are mostly perennial herbs, with
opposite linear leaves, and handsome fivepetaled flowers with a tubular calyx.
2.
color resulting from the combination of a pure vivid red with more or less
white
so called from the common color
of the flower.
Dryden.
3. Anything supremely excellent
the
embodiment or perfection of something.
Pink.
" The vesy pink of courtesy."
Shak.
4. (Zool?) The European minnow ;
so called from
the color of its abdomen in summer. [Prov. Eng.}
Bunch pink is Dianthus barbatns.
Cia-ns,, or Indian,
pink. See under China.
Clove pink is Dianthus Caryophyllus, the stock from which carnations are derived.
Garden pink. See Pheasant's Eye.
Meadow pink is applied to Dianthus deltoides ; also to the ragged robin.

—

(-y),

— said of a vessel.

(Naut.) See 1st

re.

Pin'na (pTn'na),
nae (-ne), E. Pinnas

n. Pinioning.]

—

[See 1st Pink.] (Naul.)

;

a.

11

pinions.

;

[See 1st Pink.] (Naui.)

Plnk'-sterned' (-sternd'),
Having a very narrow stern
Pink.

Lantern pinion. See under Lantern.
wire, wire fluted longitudinally, for making the pinions of clocks
and watches. It is formed by being
drawn through holes of the shape required for the leaves or teeth of the

&

Pink' stem' (pink' stern').
See Chebacco, and 1st Pink.

Plnk'y

;

epidermis.

—

number

.

chyma.J (i?o<. ) Tabular parenchyma, a form of cellular tissue
in which the cells are broad

and

Ainsworth.

;

Pine'-crowned' (-kround').

kin.

wing most remote from the
Johnson.

— Pinion

Clad or crowned with pine trees;
pine-clad

joint of a bird's

;

PINNIPEDIA

4. A fetter for the arm.
5- (Mech.)
cogwheel with a small
or leaves, adapted to engage with a
larger wheel, or rack (see Rack) esp.,
such a wheel having its leaves formed
of the substance of the arbor or spindle which is its axis.

Pine'as'ter (pin'as'ter), n.
Pinaster.
PIne'-clad' (pinldad'),

as,

The

3.

body.

;

:

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

leaf.

2. (Zool.) One of the divisions of
a pinnate part or organ.
3. [L. pinna, akin to Gr. Trivva.}
(Zool.) Any speciesof Pinna, a genus
of large bivalve mollusks found in all
warm seas. The byssus consists of a

number

large

of long, silky fibers,

which have been used

in

manufactur-

ing woven fabrics, as a curiosity.
(3) (Pmna iit4. (Anat.) The auricle of the ear. ^'""^
dis)
Byssus C^)
See Ear.
Fin'nace (-nSs; 48), re. [F. pinasse; cf. It. pinassa,
pinazza, Sp. pinaza ; all from L. pinus a pine tree, anything made of pine, e. g., a ship.
Cf. Pine a tree.]
small vessel propelled by sails oi
1. (Naut.) (a)
oars, formerly employed as a tender, or for coast defense
called originally, spynace or spyne.
(b) A man-ofwar's boat.
Whilst o\XT pinnace anchors in the Downs.
Shak.
'

A

—

2.

A procuress;

a pimp.

B. Jonson.

[Obs.}

Pin'na-cle (-na-k'l), n. [OE. pinacle, F. pinacle,
pinnaculum, fr. pinna pinnacle, feather.
See Pin a peg.]
1. (Arch.) An architectural member, upright, and generally end-

L.

—

used to finisli a buta part in a proportion,
as where pinnacles flank a gable or spire,
and the like. Pinnacles may be considered
primarily as addad weight, where it is necessary to resist the thrust of an arch, etc.
Sowie renowned metropolis
With glistering spires and j^innuctes adorned.
ing in a small spire,
tress, to constitute

Milton.

2.
lofty

Anything resembling a pinnacle
peak a pointed summit.

;

a

i

;

Three silentpinnacles of aged snow. Tennyson.

The slippery tops of human state,
The gilded iJiHwac/es of fate.
Cowley.
[imp. & p. p. Pinnav. t.
cled (-k'ld) p. pr. & vb. n. Pinnacling
Pln'na-cIe,

I||

;

(-kling).] To build or furnish with a pinnacle or pinnacles.
T. Warton.
Pln'nage (-naj; 48), TO. [Cf. Pinfold.] Pinnacle.
Poundage of cattle. See Pound. [Obs.}
Pln'nate (pTn'nut), ) a. [L. pinnatus feathered, fr
pinna a feather.
Pin'na-ted (-nS-ted), )
See PiN a peg, Pen feather.] 1. (Bot.) Consisting of several leaflets, or separate portions,
arranged on each side of a common petiole,
as the leaves of a rosebush, a hickory, or an
ash. See Abruptly pinnate, and lllusi., under

Abeuptlt.
2. (Zool.) Having a winglike tuft of long
feathers on each side of the neck.
Pinnated grouse (Zool.), the prairie chicken.

Pin'nate-ly (-nat-ly), adv. In a pinnate ^l",^''^!
manner.
Poison
Pln-nat'i-Hd (pin-nSfT-f id 277), a, [L. Sumac.
pinnatus feathered
loot oifindere to split
cf. F. pinnatifide.}
(Bot.) Divided in a pinnate manner,
with the divisions not reaching to the midrib.
;

+

Pin-nat'i-lo'bate

(-lo'bat),

a.

[See

Pinnate, and Lobate.]
(Bot.) Having
lobes arranged in a pinnate manner.
(-ped),
[L. pinnatus
a.
Pin-nat'i-ped
feathered -J- pes, jueA'i, foot: cf. F. pinnatipede.}

(Zool.)

Having the toes bor-

dered by membranes

;

fin-footed, as cer-

tain birds.

(Zool.) Any bird
Pin-nat'i-ped, to.
which has the toes bordered by membranes.

Pin'ner (pTn'ner), TO. 1. One who, or
that which, pins or fastens, as with pins.

A

headdress like a cap, with long
2. (Costume) (a)
lappets,
(b) An apron with a bib ; a pinafore,
(c)
cloth band for a gown. [Obs.}

A

With kerchief starched, and pinners clean.
3.

Gay,

A pin maker.

[See Pin to pound.] One
impounds cattle. See Pin, v. t. [Obs.}

Pin'ner,

to.

who

pins or

Sir W. Scott.
Pin'net (-net), to. A pinnacle. [iJ.]
Pin'ni-fonn (pTn'nT-f8rm), a. [L. pinna feather, fin
Sir J. Hill.
-form.} Shaped like a na or feather.
Pin'ni-gra'da (-gra'da\ to. pi. [NL., fr. pinna a
feather -{- gradi to walk, move.] (Zool.) Same as PiN-\-

II

nipedla.

Pin'ni-grade (pin'nt-grad), to. (Zool.) An animal ot
the seal tribe, moving by short feet that serve as paddles.
Pin'ni-ped (-pSd), re. [L. pinna feather, fin -\- pes,
pedis, a foot cf. F. pinnipede.}
(Zool.) (n) One of
tlie Pinnipedia ; a seal,
(b) One of the Pinnipedes.
:

Pin-nip'e-des (pTn-nTp't-dez), to. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
Same as Steganopodes.
[NL. So
Pin'ni-pe'di-a (pin'ni-pe'di-a), re. pi.
called because their webbed feet are used as paddles
or fins.] (Zool.) A suborder of aquatic carnivorous
mammals including the seals and walruses
opposed
II

II

;

to Fissipedia.

idea,

ill

;

old,

bbey, drb, odd

—

"

—

;;

;
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Pln'nOCk(pIn'nak),TO. [Of uncertain origin.] {Zo'ol.)
hedge sparrow. \_Prov. Eng.'] (b) The tomtit.
Pln'no-there (pin'no-ther), re. [Gr. rrivi/a a pinna
(Zo'ol.) A crab of the genus Pinnoanimal.]
an
trip
theres.
See Oyster crab, under Oystee.
[L.]
(pin'nu-I4),
n. ; pi. PiNNULiE (-le).
Pin'nu-la
Same as Pinndle.
Having
Pinnule.]
(Bot.)
[See
Pin'nu-late (-lat), a.
said of a leaf, or of its pinnae.
each pinna subdivided
Pin'nu-la'ted (-la'tSd), a. {ZoSl.) Having pinnules.
Pln'nule (pTn'nfll), n. [L. pinnula, dim. of pinna
1. (£of.) One of the small
ftather: cf. F. pinnule.']
See Illust. of
divisions of a decompound frond or leaf.
Bipinnate leaf, under Bipinnate.
2. (Zool.) Any one of a series of small, slender organs,
or parts, when arranged in rows so as to have a plumelike
appearance SiS, a, pinnule of a gorgonia t\\e pinnules of
a ciinoid.

Pln'y (pin'y), a. Abounding with pines. [Written
" The pirei^ wood.
Longfellow.
3,\so piney.]
Pl'O-ned (pi'6-nSd), a. A Shakespearean word of disputed meaning perh., " abounding ic marsh marigolds."
Shak.
Thy banks with piojiec^ and twilled brims.
Pl'0-neer' (pi'6-ner'), re. [F. pionnier, orig., a foot
soldier, OF. peonier, f r. OF. peon a foot soldier, F. pion.
See Pawn in chess.] 1. {3fil.) A soldier detailed or employed to form roads, dig trenches, and make bridges, as
an army advances.
2. One who goes before, as into the wilderness, preparing the way for others to follow
as, pioneers of
civilization pioneers of reform.

2. (Naut.) To call, convey orders, etc., by means »f
signals on a pipe or whistle carried by a boatswain.
3. To emit or have a tihrill sound like that of a pipe
to whistle. " Oft in the pipm^r shrouds." Wordsworth.
4. (Metal.) 'To become hollow in the process of solidisaid of an ingot, as of steel.
fying
Pipe (pip), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Piped (pipt) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Piping.] 1. To perform, as a tune, by playiug on a
pipe, flute, fife, etc. ; to utter in the shrill tone of a pipe.
robin . . waapiping a few querulous notes. W. Irving,

(«) Tlie

+

;

II

;

—

;

;

;

&

A

;

re.
(Bot.) See Peony.
Pl'Ot (pi'iit), re. [See Piet.] (Zo'ol.) The magpie.
Scot.]
Holland.
lObs. or Prov. Eng.
Pl'OUB (pi'iis), a. [L. pius : cf. F. pieux.] 1. Of or
pertaining to piety ; exhibiting piety ; reverential ; duti"Pt'ous hearts." 3Iilful; religious; devout; godly.
"PioMi poetry." Johnson.
ton.

Pi'O-ny (-n^),

Pin'ny-wln'kleS (ptn'ny-wTn'k'lz), n. pi. An instrument of torture, consisting of a board with holes into
which the fingers were pressed, and fastened with pegs.

&

Sir W. Scott.
[Written also pilliewinkles.'] IScot.']
Pin'0-cle (pTn'o-k'l), n. See Penuchle.
Pl-nole' (pi-nol'), n. 1. An aromatic powder used in
Italy in the manufacture of chocolate.
2. Parched maize, ground, and mixed with sugar, etc.
Mixed with water, it makes a nutritious beverage.
Plii'on(pen'yon; Sp. pe-nyon'),n. [Sp.i>inon.] (Bot.)

;

;

A

Pi-pa

its

pkasia-

—

re.

pl-

;

PiPAS

The Su-

(Zool.)

(-paz).

An

upright pivot pin

;

as

:

(a)

The pivot

a hinge. (6) A hook or pin on which a
rudder hangs and turns, (c) A pivot about
which the chassis swings, in some kinds of
gun carriages, {d) A Mngbolt of a wagon.
Pln'tOS (pen'toz), re. pi. ; sing. Pinto (-to).
j)iu of

A

They

are remarkable for having ^ Pintle of
4he dark skin of the face irregularly spotted a Hinge or
Rudder.
with white. Called also speckled Indians,
Pln'Ule (ptn'ul), re. [Cf. Pinnule.] (Asiron.) One of
the sights of an astrolabe. \_Obs.]
Pi'nns (pi'nus), re. [L., a pine tree.] {Bot.) A large
.genus of evergreen coniferous trees, mostly found in the

Pipa, or Surinam Toad.

(pip),

re.

—

II

The genus formerly included the

northern hemisphere.

spruces, larches, and hemlocks, but is now limited
to those trees which have the primary leaves of the
branchlets reduced to mere scales, and the secondary
ones {pine needles) acicular, and usually in fascicles of
two to seven. See Pine.
Pln'weed' (pTn'wed'), re. {Bot.) Any plant of the ge-

7. pl. The bagpipe
as, the pipes of Lucknow.
8. (Mining)
elongated body or vein of ore.
9.
roll formerly used in the English exchequer,

firs,

;

An

A

otherwise called the Great Boll, on which were taken
so called
down the accounts of debts due to the king
Mozley
W.
because put together like a pipe.
10. (Naut.) A boatswain's whistle, used to call the
crew to their duties also, the sound of it.
11. [Cf P. pipe, f r. pipe a wind instrument, a tube,
See Etymol. above.] A cask
fr. L. pipare to chirp.
usually containing two hogsheads, or 126 wine gallons
also, the quantity which it contains.
Pipe fitter, one who fits pipes together, or applies pipes,
Pipe fitting, a piece, as
as to an engine or a buildmg.
a coupling, an elbow, a valve, etc., used for connecting
lengths of pipe or as accessory to a pipe. —Pipe office, an
ancient oiBce in the Court of Exchequer, in which the
clerk of the pipe made out leases of crown lands, aocoimts

—

;

nus Lechea, low North American herbs with branching
stems, and very small and abundant leaves and flowers.
Pln'wonn' (-wQrm'), re. {Zool.) A small nematoid
worm {Oxynrus vermicularis), which is parasitic chiefly
in the rectum of man. It is most common in children
and aged persons.

&

;

.

4

—

of sheriffs, etc.

Female
i

Onflce

I

6
!

Pinworm iOxywnm).
D Embryo within the EgR.
Pharynx c Stomach d Anus o Ovary

B C Male

;

s Spicules of

;

Male.

;

;

r Gen-

All enlarged.

A

rjide,

69

full,

tip,

Urn

;

tree (Hot.), tlie lilac

and

—
—
;

II

iiDite,

— Pipe

;

Plnx'lt (pTnks'Tt). [L., perfect indicative 3d sing,
of pingerc to paint.]
word appended to the artist's
name or initials »n a painting, or engi-aved copy of a
painting ; as. Bubens pinxit, Rubens painted (this).
Plnx'ter (pinks'ter), re. See Pinkster.
flee,

[finff.]

the mock orange — so called because their .stems were
called also pipe
formerly used to make pipe stems
privet.— Pipe wrench, or Pipe tongs, a jawed tool lor Kr[\y.
To smoke the pipe
ping a pipe, in turning or holding It.
of peace, to smoke from the same pipe in token of amity
or preparatory to making a treaty of peace, — a custom
of the American Indians.
Pipe, V. i. 1. To play on a pipe, fife, flute, or other
tubular wind instrument of inusio.

;

pity

Wo
;

—

PlSTULAHIA.
Pl'per (pi'per), re. [L.] See Pepper.
Pip'er (pip'er), re. 1. (Mus. ) One who plays on a pipe,
or the like, esp. on a bagpipe. " The hereditary piper
II

To pay the piper, to bear the cost, expense, or trouble.

'

mounpdinted, mottled.] {Ethnol.)
tain tribe of Mexican Indians living near

,[Sp.,

—

J

Same as Peepul tree.
[AS. pipe, probably fr. L. pipare, pipire, to chirp ; of imitative origui. Cf. Peep, Pibroch,
Fife.] 1. A vrind instrument of music, consisting of a
tube or tubes of straw, reed, wood, or metal ; any tube
which produces musical sounds ; as, a shepherd's pipe ;
thepipes of an organ. " Tunable as sylvan pipe. ' Stilton.
Shak.
Now had he rather hear the tabor and the pipe.
2. Any long tube or hollow body of wood, metal, earthenware, or the like ; especially, one used as a conductor
of water, steam, gas, etc.
used in smok3. A small bowl with a hollow stem,
ing tobacco, and, sometimes, other substances.
4. A passageway for the air in speaking and breathing ; the windpipe, or one of its divisions.
Shak.
[P.]
5. The key or sound of the voice.
6. The peeping whistle, call, or note of a bird.
The earliest ptjic of hal£-awakencd birds. Tmmjson.
Pipe

—

A

transportation.
Pi'pal tree' (pe'pal tre').

pin.

(^)

A

The male

Plp'age
_ (plp'aj), re, Transportation, as of petroleum
oil, by means of a pipe conduit ; also, the charge for such

—

England Pipefish (Sijyhostomafuscum).

his sons."
Macaulay.
2. (Zo'ol.) (a)
common European gurnard (Trigla
lyra), having a large head, with prominent nasal projections, and with large, sharp, opercular spines,
(b)
sea urchin (Goniocidaris hystrix) having very long spines,
native of both the American and European coasts.

hatched, come forth
with well developed
Male.

New

Pipe'lay'er (-la'er), re., or Pipe' lay'er. 1. One who
lays conducting pipes in the ground, as for water, gas, etc.
2. (Polit. Cant) A politician who works in secret ;
in this sense, usually written as one word.
[U. S.]
Pipelay'ing, re., or Pipe' lay'lng. 1. The laying of
conducting pipes underground, as for gas, water, etc.
2. (Polit. Cant) The act or metliod of making combinations for personal advantage secretly or slyly ;
in
this sense, usually -written as one word.
[U. S.]
Plpe'mouth' (-mouth'), re. (Zo'ol.) Any fish of the
genus Pistularia ;
called also tobacco pipefish.
See

and

legs.

and sharptail,
Pin'-talled' (-tald'), a. (Zool.) Having a tapered tail,
with the middle feathers longest
said of birds.
Pln'tle (pin't'l), n. [A diminutive of Pro.]
1. A

a Head

&

the young, when

tail,

ital

;

skin. The incubation
of the eggs takes place
in the capsules, and

pintailed

A

;

or pipes tubular.
(Zo'ol.) Any lophobranch
Plpe'flSh' (pip'fish'), n.
fish of the geavLS Siphosloma, or Syngnathus, and allied
genera, having a long and very slender angular body, covered with bony plates. The mouth is small, at the end
of a long, tubular snout. The male has a pouch on his
belly, in which the incubation of the eggs takes place.

peculiar breeding

51^=

called also^iniailed grouse,

Acapulco.

(pi'pa)>

places the eggs on the
back of the female,
where they soon beQome inclosed in capsules formed by the
thickening of the

Rocky Mountains {Pedio-

2. {Mech.)

2. To clear off; as, to jDi}5ec?<72/ accounts. [Slang, Eng.]
Piped (pipt), a. Formed with a pipe having a pipe

habits.

2. {Zool.) The sharptailed grouse of the
great plains and

;

pipe an en-

—

rinam toad (Pipa
A mericana), noted for

duck, piketail, picket-tail, spike-tail,
split-tail, spriglail, sea pheasant,
and gray widgeon.

ilittle

;

&

northern duck {Dajila acuta), native of
both continents. The adult male has
a long, tapering tail. Called also gray

Pintail {Dajila acuta).

as, to

;

A plastic, unctuous clay of a
Pipe' clay' (kla')grayish white color,
used in making tobacco pipes and
various kinds of earthenware, in scouring cloth, and in
cleansing soldiers' equipments.
Pipe'clay', v. t. 1. To whiten or clean with pipe clay,
as a soldier's accouterments.

A

pin.]

;

chicken, sprig-

.

3. To furnish or equip with pipes
gine, or a building.

[Formerly pippin, pepin, P. pepin. Cf. Pipre.
seed, as of an apple or orange.
(Bot.)
Pip, n. [Perh. for pick, P. pique a spade at cards, a
One of the conveational figures or
pike.
Cf. Pique.]
" spots " on playing cards, dominoes, etc.
Addison.
p. p. Pipped (ptpt) ; p. pr.
Pip, V. i. [iynp.
chirp,
as a
cry
or
[See
Peep.]
To
vb. re. Pipping.]
chicken ; to peep.
Boyle.
To hear the chick pip and cry in the egg.
Pip,

—

;

A

&

2. (Naut.) To call or direct, as a crew, by the boatswain's whistle.
As fine a ship's company as was ever piped oloft. Marryat

called roup by them.

;

n ellus)

&

the pip. Cf. PrruiTE.] A contagious disease of fowls,
characterized by hoarseness, discharge from the nostrils
and eyes, and an accumulation of mucus in the mouth,
forming a " scale " on the tongue. By some the term
pip is restricted to this last symptom, the disease being

See Monkey's puzzle. [Written d.\s,o pignon.]
Pin'patch' (pin'pach'), n. {Zool.) The common English periwinkle.
[^Prov. Eng.]
Pint (pint), n. [OE. pinte, F. pinte, f r. Sp. pinta spot,
mark, pint, fr. piniar to paint a mark for a pint prob.
having been made on or in a larger measure. See Paint.]
A measure of capacity, equal to half a quart, or four gills,
used in liquid and dry measures. See Quart.
Pint, n. (Zool.) The laughing gull. [Prov. Eng.]
Pln-ta'dO (pin-ta'do Sp. peu-ta'do), n. ; pi. Pintados (-doz). [Sp., painted, fr. piniar to paint.] {Zool.)
Any bird of the genus Numida. Several species are
found in Africa. The common pintado, or Guinea fowl,
the helmeted, and the crested pintados, are the best
knomi. See Guinea fowl, under Guinea.

cubtes

;

;

(i)

\. {Zool.)

—

;

Pope.
Where was the martial brother's ^(o«s care ?
2. Practiced under the pretext of religion prompted
by mistaken piety as, pious errors pious frauds.
Syn. — Godly devout religious righteous.
Fl'OUS-ly, adv. In a pious manner.
Pip (pifp)t ^- [OE. pippe, D. pip, or F. pSpie ; from
LL. pipila, fr. L. pituita slime, phlegm, rheum, in fowls,

{a) The edible seed of several species of pine ; also, the
tree producing such seeds, as Finns Pinea of Southern
Europe, and P. Parryana, cembroides, edulis, and
monophijlla, the nut pines of Western North America,

Pln'tall' (pin'tal'), n.

&

&

i. [imp.
Pi'0-neer', v. t.
p. p. Pioneeeed (-nerd')
p.pr.
vb. re. Pioneering.] To go before, and prepare
or open a way for ; to act as pioneer.
pioneer. [Obs.]
Shak.
Pi'O-ner' (pi'6-ner'V 71.

;

have jnped unto you, and ye

food, Uiot

;

out, oil

;

linve

not danced. Matt. xi.

chair

;

go

;

Blng,

17.

iQk

Plp'er-a'ceoUS (plp'er-a'shus), «. [L. pnper pepper.]
(Bot.) Of or pertaining to the order of plants (Piperacese)
of which the pepper (Piper nigrum) is the type. There
are about a dozen genera and a thousand species, mostly
tropical plants with pungent and aromatic qualities.
Pi-per'lC (pi-pSr'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, a complex organic acid found
in the products of different members of the Pepper family, and extracted as a yellowish crystalline substance.
Pip'er-ldge (pTp'er-Tj), re. (Bot.) Same as Pepperidge.
Pl-per'i-dlne (pt-per'i-dln or -den), re. (Chem.) An
oily liquid alkaloid, C^HjiN, having a laot, peppery, ammoniacal odor. It is related to pyridine, and is obtained
by the decomposition of piperine.
Plp'er-lne (pTp'er-Tn or -en), n. [L. piper pepper cf.
white crystalline
P. piperin, piperine.]
(Chem.)
compound of piperidine and piperic acid. It is obtained
from black pepper (Piper nigrum) and other species.
Pip'er-O'nal (ptp'er-o'nal or pip'er-o-nal), re. (Chem.)
white crystalline substance obtained by oxidation of
piperic acid, and regarded as a complex aldehyde.
Pl-per'y-lene (pl-pSr't-len), re. [Plper'idme -f- acethydrocarbon obtained by decompoylene.] (Chem.)
sition of certain piperidine derivatives.
:

A

A

A

Pipe'Stem'

The hollow stem or tube
re.
smoking tobacco, etc.
Longfellow.
Took a long reed for a.pipestem.
(pip'stSra'),

of a pipe used for

Plpe'Stone' (pip'eton'), n. A kind of clay slate, carved
Cf. Catlinite.
into tobacco pipes.
Pi-pette' (pi-pSf), n. [F., dim. of pipe.] A small
glass tube, often with an enlargement or bulb in the
used for transferring
middle, and usually graduated,
or delivering measured quantities.
Pipe'Vine' (piiyvin'), re. (Bot.) The Dutchman's pipe.
See under Dutchman.
Plpe'wort' (-wflrf), n. (Bot.) Any plant of a genus
(Eriocavlon) of aquatic or marsh herbs with soft grasi-

by the Indians

—

like leaves.

Plp'lng (pip'Ing), a. [From Pipe, v.] 1. Playing on a
musical pipe. " Lowing herds and /)iji«'n<7 swains." Stvifi
2. Peaceful; favorable to, or characterized by, the
music of the pipe rather than of the
Shak.
drum and fife.
3. Emitting a high, shrill sound.
4. Simmering; boiling; sizzling hissing
from the sound of boiling fluids.
Piping crow, Piping crow shrike, Piping roller (Zoi'd.), any Austr.ilian bird i
of the jxeuus Gt/mnorhina, esp. (i. tibi<«»/, which is black and white, and the
size of a small crow.
Called also ca- Pipine Frog.
ruck.
Piping
frog (Zo'ol.), a small
&.
American tree frog {Hiihi. Pirkrrijiriil)
which utters a liiph, shrill note in early spring.
Piping
hot, boiling hot
hisaiue'hot; very hot. [Volloq.] ililttn.
;

;

—

—

—

;

Plp'lng, n, 1. A small cord covered with cloth,
used as trimming for women's dresses.
;

tlion,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

iu azure.

;;

PIPISTREL
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2> Pipes, collectively as, the piping of a house.
3. The act of playing on a pipe ; the shrill notes of
birds, etc.
piece cut off to be set or planted ; a cutting ; also,
4.
propagation by cuttings.
[F. pipistrelle, It.
) n.
Pl-pis'trel (pi-ple'trel),
pipistrello.'] {Zool.)
Plp'l-Strelle' (pTp'i-strgl'), )

taking of property from others on the open sea by open
violence, without lawful authority, and with intent to
steal
a crime answering to robbery on land.
(1^°° By statute law several other offenses committed
on the seas (as trading with known pirates, or engaging
in the slave trade) have been made piracy.

;

A

A

European bat

p-nall

Vesperugo pipisirellus)

(

also flitiermouse.
[So named
Pip'it (pip'It), n.
{Zool.) Any one of numerous
species of small singing birds
belonging to Anthus and allied
genera, of the family 3Iotacil-

from

its

;

— called

call

note.]

^W

;

its

musical powers.

A

small earthen boiler.
Fip'Mn, n. [Dim. of Pipe.]
Plp'pln (pip'pin), n. [Probably fr. OE. pippin a
See PlP a seed.]
seed, as being raised from the seed.
(Bot.) (a) An apple from a tree raised from the seed and
name given to
not grafted a seedling apple.
(6)
apples of several different kinds, as Newtown pippin,
summer pippin, fall pippin, golden pippin.
We will eat a last year's pippin.
Shak.
Normandy pippins, sun-dried apples for winter use.
Pip'pul tree' (pip'piil tre'). Same as Peepul tree.
Pl'pra (pi'pra), n. ; pi. Pipras (-praz). [NL., fr. Gr.
TTOTpa a woodpecker.]
(Zool.) Any one of numerous
species of small clamatorial birds belonging to Pipra and
allied genera, of the family Pipridx.
The male is usually glossy black, varied with scarlet, yellow, or sky
blue.
They chiefly inhabit South America.
Pl'prlne (pi'prln), a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining to the
pipras, or the family Pipridie.
Plp-Sls'se-wa (pip-sts'se-wa), re. [From American
Indian.]
(Bot.)
low evergreen plant (Chimaphila
umbellata), with narrow, wedge-lanceolate leaves, and an
umbel of pretty nodding fragrant blossoms. It has been
used in nephritic diseases. Called alao prince's pine.
Plp'y (pip'y), a. Like a pipe hollow-stemmed. Keats.
Pl'quan-cy (pe'kau-sy or pik'- ; 277), n. [See Pl(jnANT.] The quality or state of being piquant.
Pl'quant (pe'kant or pik'ant ; 277), a. [F., p. pr. of
piquer to prick or sting. See Pike.] Stimulating to the
taste giving zest tart ; sharp ; pungent as, a piquant
sauce. Used also figuratively ; as, a piquant anecdote.
"Ab piquant to the tongne as salt." Addison. "Piquant

A

;

A

;

;

;

;

Gov. of Tongue.
Fi'ciuant-ly, adv. In a piquant manner.
P1'CIU6' (pe'ktt')) »•
l^-y p. P- of piquer to pricX.]
used as a dress
cotton fabric, figured in the loom,
goods for women and children, and for vestings, etc.
Fi(iue (pek), n. (Zool. ) The jigger. See Jiggee.
Pique (pek), n. [P., fr. piquer. See Pike.] 1. A
feeling of hurt, vexation, or resentment, awakened by a
social slight or injury; irritation of the feelings, as
through wounded pride ; stinging vexation.
Men take up piques and displeasures. Dr. H. More.
Wars had arisen . . upon a personalpiguc. DeQuincey.
railleries."

—

II

A

.

2. Keenly felt desire a longing.
Though it have the pique, and long,
'Tis still for something in the wrong,
;

Rudibras.

(Card Playing) In piquet, the right

of the elder
to count thirty in hand, or to play before the adversary counts one.
3.

hand

Syn. — Displeasure

irritation grudge spite. Piqtte,
Spite, Gkudge. Pique denotes a quick and often transient sense of resentment for some supposed neglect or
injury, but it is not marked by malevolence.
Spite is a
stronger term, denoting settled iU will or malice, with a
desire to injure, as the result of extreme irritation.
Orudge goes still further, denoting cherished and secret
enmity, with an unforgiving spirit.
pique is usually of
;

;

;

A

recent date ; a grudge is that which has long subsisted
spite implies a disposition to cross or vex others.
Pique, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Piqued (pekt) ; p.pr.
vb. n. PiQuiNO (pe'king).] [F. piquer. See Pike.] X. To
wound the pride of ; to sting ; to nettle ; to irritate ; to
fret ; to offend ; to excite to anger.
Pique her, and soothe in turn.
Byron.
2. To excite to action by causing resentment or jealousy to stimulate ; to prick as, to pique ambition, or
curiosity.
Prior.
3. To pride or value ;
used reflexively.

&

;

&

;

—

Men
Syn. — To

themselves upon their skill.
Locke.
offend displease irritate ; provoke; fret
nettle; sting; goad; stimulate.
.

.

.

pi/iue
;

;

Pique, V. i. To cause annoyance or irritation. " Every
verse hath something in it that piques."
Taller.
Pl-queer' (pe-ker'), v. i. See Pickeeb. [iJ.]
Pl-queer'er (-er), n. See Pickeeeee. [-K.]
Plqu'et (pTk'et), n. See Picket. [JJ.]
Pl-quet' (pe-kef or pik'gt), n. [F., prob. fr. pique.
See Pique, Pike, and cf. Picket.] A game at cards
played between two persons, vrith thirty-two cards, all
the deuces, threes, fours, fives, and sixes, being set
aside.

\yi-!:itten

s.'iso

picket xa&picquet.']
; pi. Pteacies (-siz).

Pl'ra-cy (pl'ra-a^), n.

senate,

—

3. " Sometimes used, in a quksi-figurative sense, of
violation of copyright but for this, infringement is the
correct and preferable term."
Abbott.
Pi-ra'gua (pi-ra'gwa), n. See Pieogue.
(Zool.) Same as Piraya.Pl-rai' (pe-raiO, n.
Pl-ram'e-ter (pt-rSm'e-ter), n. [Gr. velpa. trial -|-meter.^
dynamometer for ascertaining the power
required to draw carriages over roads.
[From the native
Pl'ra-ru'cu (pe'ra-roo'koo), re.
South American name.] (Zool.) Same as Aeapaima.
Pi'rate (pi'rat ; 48), re. [L. pirata, Gr. Treipanjs, fr.
neLpav to attempt, undertake, from making attempts or
attacks on ships, ireipa an attempt, trial
akin to E.
peril : cf. F. pirate. See Peril.]
robber on the
1.
high seas ; one who by open violence takes the property
of another on the high seas ; especially, one who makes
it his business to cruise for robbery or plunder
a freebooter on the seas also, one who steals in a harbor.
2. An armed ship or vessel which sails without a legal
commission, for the purpose of plundering other vessels
;

c4re,

;

A

;

;

on the high
3. One
lishes the

seas.

who
work

infringes the law of copyright, or pubof an author without permission.

Pirate perch (Zool.), a fresh-water percoid fish of the
United States (Aphredoderus Sayanus). It is of a dark
olive color, speckled with blackish spots.

[imp. & p. p. Pirated (-ri-tSd) p. pr.
& vb. re. Pirating.] [Cf. F. pirater.^ To play the pirate to practice robbery on the high seas.
Pi'rate, v. t. To publish, as books or writings, without
the permission of the author.
Fope.
They advertised they would pirate his edition.
Pi'rate, v.

i.

;

;

LL.

&m, arm, ask,

Pish
II

(pish), V. i. To express contempt.
Pope.
(Zo'ol.) The Canada lynx.
(pe'shoo), re.

Pi'shu

[Written also peeshoo.]
Pl'si-f Ortn (pi'sT-fSrm),

a.
[L. pisum a pea -f- -form :
Resembling a pea or peas in size and
ore.
shape as, pisiform iron
Pl'sl-form, n. (Anat.) A small bone on the ulnar side
of the carpus in man and many mammals. See Xllust. of
Artiodactyla.
Pis'mire (pTs'mir 277), n. [Piss -\- mire ; so called
cf.

F. pisiforme.]
;

;

because

discharges a moisture vulgarly considered

it

urine.
See Mire an ant.] (Zo'ol.) An ant, or emmet.
[Gr. tilaov a pea -)- -lite :
Pl'SO-lite (pi'so-lite), re.
cf. F. pisolithe.]
(Min.)
variety of calcite, or calcium
carbonate, consisting of aggregated globular concretions
about the size of a pea
called aiso peastone, peagrit.

A

;

—

MS^

Oolite is similar in structure, but the concretions
are as small as the roe of a fish.
[Cf. F. pisolithique.]
containing, or resembling, pisolite.
[For pissasphalt.]
re.
Pissasphalt.
[Obs.]
(pis),
V.
t.
[OE.
pissen,
F. pisser;
i.
Piss
It. pisciare, D.
G. pissen, Dan. pisse, Icel.
To discharge urine ; to urinate.
Piss, re. Urine.

(Min.)

Pi'SO-llt'lo (-ITt'Tk), a.

Composed

of,

(Min.)

Pls'O-phalt (pTs'6-f51t),

&

&

akin to
pissa."}

Shak.

Plss'a-bed' (-a-bed'), re. (Bot.) A name locally applied to various wild plants, as dandelion, bluet, oxeye
daisy, etc.

Fis'sas-phalt (pTs'sSs-fSlt), re. [L. pissasphaltus, Gr.
irCacra pitch -j- aat^aATOs asphalt
cf.
;
(Min.) Earth pitch ; a soft, blaek
P. pissasphalte.]
bitumen of the consistence of tar, and of a strong smell.
It is inflammable, and intermediate between petroleum
[Written also pisasphaltum, pisasphalt,
and asphalt.
Trta'a'aa"<^aATos

:

etc.]

Plst (pTst), re. (Man.) See Piste.
[It. pisiacchio (cf.
Pis-ta'cmo (pTs-ta'sh6 277), re.
Sp. pistacho, F. pistache), fr. L. pistacium, Gr. Trio-TaKi;,
Trio-TiiKiov, fr. Per. pistah. Cf. Pistindt.] (Bot.) The nut
of the Pistacia vera, a tree of the order Anacardiaceae,
containing a kernel of a pale greenish color, which has a
pleasant taste, resembling that of the almond, and yields
called also pistaan oil of agreeable taste and odor ;
chio nut. It is wholesome and nutritive. The tree grows
in Arabia, Persia, Syria, and Sicily. [Written also pistachio.]
[NL. See Pistachio.],
W Pls-ta'cl-a (pTs-ta'shi-a), n.
(Bot. ) The name of a genus of trees, including the treewhich bears the pistachio, the Mediterranean mastic
tree (Pistacia Lentiscus), and the species (P. Terebinihus) which yields Chian or Cyprus turpentine.
Pls'ta-oite (pis'ta-sit), re. [Cf. F. pistacite. So called
from its green color. See Pistachio.] (Min.) Epidote.
Pis'ta-reen' (pis'ta-ren'), re. An old Spanish silver
coin of the value of about twenty cents.
Pis'ta-zlte (pis'ta-zlt), n. (Min.) Same as Pistacite.
Piste (pest), re. [F., fr. 'L. pisere, pinsere, pistum, to
pound.] (Man.) The track or tread a horseman makes
Johnson.
upon the ground he goes over.
Pls'tel (pTs'tel), Pls'tll (-til), n. An epistle. [Obs.J
Pure;
['L.pisticuSjGi.mirri.Koi.]
PiS'tlo (pis'tik), a.
genuine.
[P.]
Jer. Taylor.
cf.
[L. pistillum, pistillus, a pestle
Pis'lll (-til), n.
F. pistil.
See Pestle.] (Bot.) The seed-bearing orgaa
of a flower.
It consists of an ovary, containing
the ovules or rudimentary seeds, and a stigma,
which is commonly raised on an elongated portion called a style. When composed of one carpel
a pistil is simple ; when'composed of several, it is
compound. See Illusts. of Flower, and Ovary.
PlS'tll-la'ceOUS (-la'shfis), a. (Bot.) Growing on, or having the nature of, the pistil ; ot
Pl'say (pe'za), n. (Arch.) See Pise.
Barton.
[L. piscarius relating to or pertaining to a pistil.
Pls'ca-ry (pTs'ka-r^), re.
Pista.
Pls'tll-late (-lat), a. (Bot.) Having a pis- „ stigma
fishes or to fishing, fr. pisds a fish.] (Law) The right or
usually s?.id of flowers having b Style c
privilege of fishing in another man's waters. Blackstone. til or pistils ;
Ovary
d
;
[L. piscatio, fr. piscari pistils but no stamens.
PlS-ca'tlon (pTs-ka'shiin), re.
PlS'tll-la'tlon (-la'shiin), re. [I,, pistillum Keceptacle-.
Sir T. Browne.
Fishing fishery.
[Obs.]
to fish.]
fisherman ; an angler. a pestle.] The act of pounding or breaking in a mortar
[L.t
Pls-ca'tor (-t3r), re.
Sir T. Browne.
[Obs.]
Pls'oa-to'rl-al (pTs'keUto'n-al), ) a. [L. piscatorius, pestillation.
Pls'til-Ud'l-um (-ITd'i-fim), re. ; pi. Pistillidia (-a).
fr. piscator a fishPls'ca-tO-ry (pifs'ka-to-rjr),
J
[NL.,
fr.
'E.
pistil.]
(Bot.)
Same
Aechegonium.
as
Fish
the
See
fish.
erman, fr. piscari to fish, fr. piscis a
Pls'til-lif 'er-OUS (-lif'er-us), a. [Pistil -\- -ferous : cf.
animal.] Of or pertaining to fishes or fishing. Addison.
Pls'ces (-sez), re. ^L [L. _p«m a fish.] l.(Astron.) P. pistillifere.] (Bot.) Pistillate.
[Pistil -\- Gr. etSo9 form.]
Pls'til-lO-dy (-lo-dj?), re.
in almanacs.
(a) The twelfth sign of the zodiac, marked
zodiacal constellation, including the first point of (Bot.) The metamorphosis of other organs into pistils.
(6)
Pls'tol (-till), re. [F. pistole, pistolet, It. pistola;
Aries, which is the vernal equinoctial point ; the Fish.
2. (Zool.) The class of Vertebrata that includes the prob. from a form Pistola, for Pisioja, a town in Italy
fishes.
The principal divisions are Elasmobranchii, where pistols were first made. Cf. Pistole.] The smallest firearm used, intended to be fired from one hand,
Ganoidei, and Teleostei.
now of many patterns, and bearing a great variety of
PlS'cl-cap'ture (pis'si-kSp'tiJr), re. Capture of fishes,
W. H. Eussell. names. See lllust. of Revolves.
as by angling,
[i?.]
to
pisciculture.
Relating
a.
(-tilr-al),
Pistol carbine, a firearm with a removable but-piece,
PlS'ci-CUl'tur-al
Pls'cl-CUl'ture (-kul'tiir ; 135), re. [L. piscis a fish -f and thus capable of being used either as a pistol or a carbine.
Pistol pipe (Metal.), a pipe in which the blast for
under
Fish.
E. culture.'] Fish culture. See
Pistol
a furnace is heated, resembling a pistol in form.
Pls'ci-cnl'tur-lst, re. One who breeds fish.
(b) The distance to
shot,
(a) The discharge of a pistol,
-{piscis
fish
-form^
Pls'cl-lorm (pTs'sI-fSrm), a. [L.
which
a pistol can propel a ball.
Having the form of a fish resembling a fish.
[imp.
Pls'tol, V. t.
p. p. Pistoled (-tUld) p. pr.
Pls-ol'na (pis-si'na), re. [L., a cistern, fishpond, fr.
To shoot with a
niche near the altar in a
vb. re. Pistoling.]
[Cf. F. pistoler.]
piscis a fish.] (Arch.)
Sydney Smith,
church, containing a small basin for rinsing altar vessels. pistol. '^To pistol a poacher."
pistol shot,
Pls'tO-lade' (-tS-lad'), re. [F.]
PlS'ol-nal (pTs'sT-nrtl or pis-si'nal), a. [L. piscinalis :
Belonging to a fishpond or a piscina.
cf F. piscinal.J
Pls-tole' (pTs-tol'), n.
[F. probably a name given ir
PlS'cine (pis'sin), a. ['L. piscis a &sh.] (Zool.) Of jest in France to a Spanish coin. Cf. Pistol.] The name
of certain gold coins of various values formerly coined in
or pertaining to a fish or fishes ; as, piscine remains.
PlS-clV'O-rous (pTs-siv'o-riis), a. [L. piscis a fish -f- some countries of Europe. In Spain it was equivalent
vorare to devour : cf. F. piscivore.] (Zo'ol.) Feeding or to a quarter doubloon, or about $3.90, and in Germany
and Italy nearly the same. There was an old Italian
subsisting on fish.
[F. pisS, from piser to stamp, pistole worth about S5.40.
Pl's6' (pe'za'), re.
wall
made
of
stiff
species
of
(Arch.)
pound, L. pisare.]
Pls'tO-leer' (pTs'to-ler'), re.
[Cf. F. pistolier.] One
Carlyle.
earth or clay rammed in between molds which are car- who uses a pistol. [P.]
called
also
pise
work.
Gwilt.
A.
:.]
;
ried up as the wall rises
Pls'to-let' (pTs'to-lgf ), re. [F., a Aim. of pistole.'
^
FT.
small pistol.
Donne. Beau.
Plsta (pish), interj. An exclamation of contempt.
;

Pl-rat'lC (pt-rSt'ik), a. Piratical.
[L. piraticus, Gr. jretpariKos
Pl-rat'lc-al (-T-kal), a.
acquired
cf. F. piratique.2 Of or pertaining to a pirate
by, or practicing, piracy
as, a piratical undertaking.
" Piratical printers." Pope.
Pl-rat'lc-al-ly, adv.
Pl-ra'ya (pe-rS'ya), n. [Prom the native name.]
(Zool.)
large voracious fresh-water fish (Serrasalmo
piraya) of South America, having lancet-shaped teeth.
(JVaut.) See Pieey.
Plr'le (ptr'i), re.
[See Peae.] (5oi:. ) A pear tree. [Written
Plr'le, re.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
also pery, pyrie.2
[From the native
Pl'ri-rl'gua (pe're-re'gwa), re.
name.] (Zool.) A South American bird (Guira guira)
allied to the cuckoos.
Plrl (perl), V. t. [Cf. Purl.] 1. To spin, as a top.
2. To twist or twine, as hair in making fishing lines.
quill or reed
Pirn (pern), re. [Etymo!. uncertain.]
on which thread or yam is wound ; a bobbin also, the
wound yarn on a weaver's shuttle ; also, the reel of a
fishing rod.
[Scot.']
Pl-rogue' (pi-rog'), n. [Originally an American Indian word : cf. F. pirogue, Sp. piroga, piragiia.'] A
dugout canoe ; by extension, any small boat. [Written
variously, periauger, perogue, piragua, periagua, etc.]
Plr'OU-ette' (pir'56-8t'), re. [F. ; of uncertain origin.]
whirling or turning on the toes in dancing.
1.
2. (Man.) The whirling about of a horse.
p. p. Pirouetted (-gt'tSd)
Plr'OU-ette', v. i. [imp.
[F. pirouetter.'] To pervb. re. Pirouetting.]
p. pr.
form a pirouette ; to whirl, like a dancer.
Plr'ry ) (pir'ri), re. [Cf. Scot, pirr a gentle breeze,
Icel. byrr a prosperous wind, bylr a blast of
Plr'rie )
Sir T. Elyot.
wind.]
rough gale of wind. [Obs.]
Pls'as-phal'tum (pis'Ss-fai'tum), n. See Pissasphalt.
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[Cf.

piratia, Gr. Tretpareia.
See Pirate.] 1. The act or
crime of a pirate.
2. (Common Law) Robbery on the high seas; the

ale,

;

;

PISTOLET

A

strongly resemble
the true larks in habits, colors,
and the great length of the
hind claw. They are, therefore, often called titlarks, and
pipit larks.
The meadow pipit (An- American Pipit {Antkus
thus prntensis) the tree pipit,
Pensilvanicus).
or tree lark (A. trivialis) : and
the rock pipit, or sea lark (A. obscurus) are well-known
European species. The common American pipit, or brown
lark, IS Antlius Pensilvanicus. The Western species (A.
Spraguei) is called the American skylark, on account of

They

lidse.

;

;

A

—

final,

aU

;

eve,

event,

_

_

&

find,

fern,

recent

;

Ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

6dd j

:;'
;

Pls'ton (pTs'tfin), «. [F. piston; cf. It. pistone piston, also pestone a large pestle all f r. L. pinsere, pisium,
to pound, to stamp. See Pestle, Pistil.] (3Iach.)
sliding piece which either is moved by,
It
or moves against, fluid pres»ure.
usually consists of a short cylinder fitting within a cylindrical vessel along

[OE. picchen ; akin to E. pick,
t.
To throw, generally with a definite aim or
to cast to hurl ; to toss ; as, to pitch quoits
to pitch hay ; to pitch a ball.
2. To thrust or plant in the ground, as stakes or poles
hence, to fix firmly, as by means of poles ; to establish
to arrange ; as, to pitch a tent ; to pitch a camp.
3. To set, face, or pave with rubble or undressed stones,
as an embankment or a roadway.
Knight.
4. To fix or set the tone of ; as, to pitch a tune.
5. To"set or fix, as a price or value.
Shak.
[06*.]
Pitched battle, a general battle a battle in which the
hostile forces liave fixed positions ;
in distinction from
a skirmish.
To pitch into, to attack ; to assault ; to

Pitch

;

A

(pTch), V.

pike.'\

1.

purpose

;

;

;

moves, back and forth. It is
used in steam engines to receive motion
from the steam, and in pumps to transmit motion to a fluid; also for other
it

purposes.

—

;

Piston head (Steam Eng.), that part of
a piston which is made fast to the piston
rod.
Piston rod, a rod by which a piston is moved, or by which it communi-f iBton.
cates motion. — Piston valve (Steam Eng. ),
a slide valve, consisting of a piston, or o Follower 6 Cylconnected pistons, working iu a cylin- "ider, shown in
drical case which is provided with ports ?,'' "J;" ° ° '\,;J-^'
that are traversed by the valve.
(cf) pSk>n Rol
Pit (pTt), re. [OB. pit, put, AS. pytt a
pit, hole, L. puteus a well, pit.]
1. A large cavity or
hole in the ground, either natural or artificial ; a cavity
in the surface of a body ; an indentation ; specifically
(J) A large
(a) The shaft of a coal mine a coal pit.
hole in the ground from which material is dug or quarried as, a stone pit ; a gravel pit ; or in which material
Is made by burning
as, alimepiY; a charcoalpii. (c) A
vat sunk in the ground as, a tan pit.
Shak.
Tumble me into some loathsome pit.
2. An abyss especially, the grave, or hades.
Back to the infernalpji I drag thee chained. Milton.
He keepeth back his soul from the pit. Job xxxiii. 18.
3. A covered deep hole for entrapping wild beasts a
pitfall
hence, a trap a snare. Also used figuratively.
The anointed of the Lord was taken in their pits. Lam. iv. 20.
4. A depression or hollow in the surface of the human
body as (o) The hollow place under the shoulder or
arm the axilla, or armpit, (b) See Pit of the stomach
(below), (c) The indentation or mark left by a pustule,
as in smallpox.
5. Formerly, that part of a theater, on the floor of
the house, below the level of the stage and behind the
orchestra ; now, in England, commonly the part behind
the stalls ; in the United States, the parquet ; also, the
occupants of such a part of a theater.
6. An inclosed area into which gamecocks, dogs, and
other animals are brought to fight, or where dogs are

—

—

abuse.

;

:

—

:

;

;

;

Into this deep.
Milton.
Enterprises of great pitch and moment.
Shak,
To lowest pitch of abject fortune.
Milton.
He lived when learning was at its highest pitch. Addison.
The exact pitch, or limits, where temperance ends. Sharp.

4. Height
5.
6.

trained to kill rats. "As fiercely as two gamecocks in
Locke.
the pit."
7. [Cf. D.pii, akin to E. pith.']
(Bot.) (a) The endocarp of a drupe, and its contained seed or seeds a stone
as, a peach pit ; a cherry pit, etc.
(6) A depression or
thin spot in the wall of a duct.
Cold pit (Hort.), an excavation in the earth, lined with
masonry or boards, and covered with glass, but not artificially heated,
used in winter for the storing and protection of half-hardy plants, and sometimes in the spring
as a forcing bed.
Pit coal, coal dug from the earth
mineral coal.
Pit frame, the framework over the shaf 1}
Pit head, the surface of the ground at
of a coal mine.
the mouth of a pit or mine.
Pit kiln, an oven for coking
coal.
Pit martin (Zo'ol.), the bank swallow. [Prov. Eng7\
— Pit of the stomach (Anat.), the depression on the middle
line of the epigastric region of the abdomen at the lower
end of the sternum the mf rastemal depression. Pit saw
(Meeh.), a saw worked by two men, one of whom stands
on the log and the other beneath it. The place of the
latter is often in a pit, whence the name.
Pit viper
(Zool.), any viperine snake having a deep pit on each side
of the snout. The rattlesnake and copperhead are examWorking pit (Min.), a shaft in which the ore is
ples.
hoisted and the workmen carried ;
in distinction from
a shaft used for the pumps.
[imp.
vb.
Pit, V. t.
p. p. PrrTED (-tSd) ; p. pr.
1. To place or put into a pit or hole.
n. Pitting.]
They lived like beasts, and were pitted Uke beasts, tumbled
into the grave.
T. Granger.
2. To mark with little hollows, as by variolous pustules ; as, a face pitied by smallpox.
3. To introduce as an antagonist ; to set forward for
or in a contest ; as, to pit one dog against another.
Pl'ta (pe'ta), re. fSp.] (.Bo<.) (a) A fiber obtamed
from the Agave Americana and other related species,
used for making cordage and paper. Called also pita fiber,
and pita thread, (b) The plant which yields the fiber.
prob. from the
Plt'a-ha'ya (pTf ii-ha'ya), re. [Sp.
cactaceous shrub {Cereus Piianative name.]
{Bot.)
jaya) of tropical America, which yields a delicious fruit.
Plt'a-pat' (pit'a-pSf), adv. [An onomatopoetic reduplication of pat a light, quick blow.] In a flutter
with palpitation or quick succession of beats. Lowell.
" The fox's heart went pitapat." L'Estrange.
A light, repeated sound ; a pattering,
Plt'a-pat', re.
as of the rain. " The pitapat of a pretty foot." Dryden.
Pitch (pich), re. [OE. pich, AS. pic, L. pix; akin to
Gr. iriVo-a.] 1.
thick, black, lustrous, and sticky substance obtained by boiling down tar. It is used in calking the seams of ships ; also in coating rope, canvas,
wood, ironwork, etc., to preserve them.
He that toucheth pitch shall be deiiled therewith. Ecclus. xiii. 1.
2. (Geol.) See Pitchstone.
Amboyna pitch, the resin of Dammara australis. See

stature.

a

;

fall

Hudibras.

[0J«.]

a thrusting down.

;

The point where a

;

;

;

^W^

Musical tones, with reference to absolute pitch,
are named after the first seven letters of the alphabet
with reference to relative pitch, in a series of tones called
the scale, they are called one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, eight. Eight is also one of a new scale an octave
higher, as one is eight of a scale an octave lower.
8. (Mining) The liihit of ground set to a miner who
receives a share of the ore taken out.
9. (Mech.) (a) The distance from center to center
of any two adjacent teeth of gearing, measured on the
pitch line;
caWeA a^so circular pitch, (b) The length,
measured along the axis, of a complete turn of the thread
of a screw, or of the helical lines of the blades of a screw
propeller, (c) The distance between the centers of holes,

—

j

—

—

—

—

—

as of rivet holes iu boiler plates.

—

PltCh'er (pi ch'er), re. [OE. picher, OP. pickier, OHG.
pehhar, pehhdri ; prob. of the same origin as E. beaker.
Beaker.] 1. A wide-mouthed, deep vessel for holding liquids, with a spout or protruding lip and a handle;
a water jug or jar with a large ear or handle.
2. (Bot.) A tubular or cuplike appendage or expansion
of the leaves of certain plants.
American pitcher plants, the species of Sarracenia. See
Australian pitcher plant, the Cephalotus
Sarracenia.
follicularis, a low saxif ragaceous herb having two kinds
of radical leaves, some oblanceolate and entire, others
transformed into little ovoid pitchers, longitudinally
triple-winged and ciliated, the moutli covered with a lid
shaped like a cockleshell.
California pitcher plant, the
Darlingtonia California.
Pitcher
See Darlingtonia.
plant, any plant with the whole or
a part of the leaves transformed
Cf.

—

—

—

into pitchers or cuplike organs, especially the species of Nepenthes.
|

See Nepenthes.

Pitoh'er-lul (pTch'er-ful), re. ; pi.
PiTOHERFDLS (-ful?-). The quantity
a pitcher will hold.
Pltch'-faced' (-fast'), a. (Stone
Cutting) Having the arris defined by
a line beyond which the rock is cut
„. ^,
j
i itcher Wants,
away, so as to give nearly true
'
edges
said of squared stones that "
''racenfa
are otherwise quarry-faced.
Pitch'fork' (-f6ik'),re. A fork, or farming utensil,
used iu pitching hay, sheaves of grain, or the like.
Pitch'fork', V. t. To pitch or throw with, or as with,
a pitchfork.
He has been pitch/orled into the footguards. G. A. Sala.
Pitch'i-ness (-T-nSs), n. [Prom Pitchy.] Blackness,
as of pitch ; darkness.
PltCh'ing, re. 1. The act of throwing or casting ; a
cast a pitch ; as, wild pitching in baseball.
2. The rough paving of a street to a grade with blocks

m

—

;

;

Mayhew.

of stone.
3. (Hydraul.
bank to prevent

Eng.) A facing of stone laid upon a
wear by tides or currents.
Pitching piece (Carp.), the horizontal timber supporting
the floor of a platform of a stairway, and against which
the stringpieces of the sloping parts are supported.
PItCh'-ore' (-or'), n. (Min.) Pitchblende.
PitOh'Stone' (-ston'), re. (Geol.) An igneous rock of
semiglassy nature, having a luster like pitch.
Pltch'work' C-wiirk'), n. The work of a coal miner
who is paid by a share of his product.
PitCh'y (-y), a. [From Ist Pitch.] 1. Partaking of
the qualities of pitch ; resembling pitch.
2. Smeared with pitch.
3. Black pitch-dark ; dismal. " Pitchy night." Shak.
[OE. pilous, OP. pitos, F
Pit'e-OUS (pit'e-iis), a.
piteux. See Pity.] 1. Pious devout.
[06s.]
The Lord can deliver piteous men from temptation. Wyclif.
2. Evincing pity, compassion, or sympathy compas" [She]pj<co!(s of his case."
sionate tender.
Pope,
She was so charitable and so pitous.
Chaucer,
3. Fitted to excite pity or sympathy wretched
miserable lamentable sad as, a piteous case.
Spenser.
The most piteous tale of Lear.
Sfiak.
4. Paltry mean ; pitiful. " Piteous amenda." Milton.
Sy n. — Sorrowful mournful affecting doleful woful rueful sad
wretched miserable pitiable pitiful; compassionate.
Plt'e-ous-ly, adv.
Pit'e-ous-ness, re.
Pit'fall' (-fal'), re. A pit deceitfully covered to entrap
wild beasts or men a trap of any kind.
Sir T. North.
" Full
Plt'lall'ing, a. Entrapping insnaring.
[i?.]
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

Concert pitch (Mus.), the standard of pitch used by orchestras, as iu concerts, etc.
Diametral pitch (Gearing),
the distance which bears the same relation to the pitch
g roper, or circular pitch, that the diameter of a circle
ears to its circumference ; it is sometimes described by

—

&

the number expressing the quotient obtained by dividing
the number of teeth in a wheel by the diameter of its
pitch circle in inches ; as, 4 pitch, 8 pitch, etc.
Pitch
chain, a chain, as one made of metaUic plates, adapted
for working with a sprocket wheel.
Pitch line, or Pitch

—

—

circle (Gearing), an ideal
line, iu a toothed gear or a'\

—

rack, bearing such a relatiou to a corresponding
line in another gear, with

contradiction and ^iZ/aHrajT dispenses." Milton.
[AS. piSa ; akin to D. pit pith, kerCf. Pit a kernel.]
1. (Bot.) The soft
spongy substance in the center of the stems of many
plants and trees, especially those of the dicotyledonous
or exogenous class. It consists of cellular tissue.
2. (a) (Zool.) The spongy interior substance of a
feather,
(b) (Anal.) The spinal cord ; the marrow,
3. Hence That which contains the strength or life
the vital or essential part concentrated force vigor
strength ; importance ; as, the speech lacked pith.
Enterprises of great pith and moment.
Shak.
of

.

.

.

Pith (pith), re.
nel, LG. pedd«.

:

;

;
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Pith paper. Same as Rice paper, under Rice.
Pith, V. t. (Physiol. ) To destroy the central nervous
system of (an animal, as a frog), as by passing a stout
wire or needle up and down the vertebral canal.
Pl-the'cl (pT-the'si), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. TriSTiicot an

which the former works,
that the two Imes will have

;

A

;

A descent

declivity begins hence, the declivity itself ; a descending slope ; the degree or rate of
descent or slope slant ; as, a steep pitch in the road
the pitch of a roof.
7. {Mus. ) The relative acuteness or gravity of a tone,
determined by the number of vibrations which produce
it ; the place of any tone upon a scale of high and low.

;

II

;

;

;

&

;

,

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

tree

j

;

—

fix

whereon they [the bees] pitch. Mortimer.
3. To fix one's choice
with ore or upon.
Pitch upon the best course of life, and custom will render it
the more easy.
Tillotson.
4. To plunge or fall esp. to fall forward to decline or
slope ; as, to pitch from a precipice the vessel pitches iu
a heavy sea ; the fleld pitches toward the east.
Pitch and pay, an old aphorism which inculcates readymoney payment, or payment on delivery of goods. Shak.
Pitch, re. 1. A throw a toss a cast, as of something
from the hand as, a good pitch in quoits.
Pitch and toss, a game played by tossing up a coin, and
calling " Heads or tails y' hence To play pitch and toss
with (anything), to be careless or trust to luck about it.
" I'o play pilch and toss with the property of the country." G. Eliot.
FiteJi farthing.
See Chuck farthing,
under 5th Chuck.
2. (Cricket) That point of the ground on which the
baU pitches or lights when bowled.
3. A point or peak the extreme point or degree of elevation or depression hence, a limit or bound.
Driven headlong from the pitch of heaven, down

;

—

1.

V. i.

The

;

—

To

or place a tent or temporary
" Laban with his brethren
habitation ; to encamp.
pitched in the Mount of Gilead."
Gen. xxxi. 25.
2. To light ; to settle ; to come to rest from flight.

;

;

[Slang]

Pitch,

;

;

PITHY
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PISTON

which

;

;

;

common velocity as iu
;
it usually
cuts the teeth at about
the middle of their height,
ape.] (Zool.) A division of mammals including the apes
and, in a circular gear, is a
and monkeys. Sometimes used in the sense of Primates.
circle concentric with the
Plth'e-COld (ptth'e-koid), a. [Gr. tti'Stikos an ape
„ „ and c c Pitch Lines,
axis of the gear ; the Ime,
-oid.'] (Zool.) 1. Of or pertaining to the genus Pithecia,
Pitch
or circle, on which the pitch of teeth is measured.
subfamily Pithecinse, which includes the saki, ouaor
sides
exthe
(Arch.),
the
inclination
or
slope
of
of a root
pressed by the height in parts of the span ; as, one half kari, and other allied South American monkeys.
2. Of or pertaining to the antliropoid apes in particuA
pitch ; whole pitch ; or by the height in parts of the half
span, especially among engineers or by degrees, as a lar, or to the higher apes of the Old World, collectively.
pitch of 30°, of 45°, etc. or by the rise and run, that is,
W. Browne.
Pith'ful (-ful), a. Full r.1 tth. IR.']
'
the ratio of the height to tlie half span as, a pitch of six
'.tl>y naanner.
Plth'1-lY (-^
Equilateral pitch is where the two sloprise to ten run.
\r state of being pithy.
P*''
ing sides with the span form an equilateral triangle.—
\ or of strength feeble.
Pitch of a plane (Carp.), tlie slant of the cutting iron. p." Gladstone.
Pitch pipe, a wind instrument used by choristers in r'
\a. pockmark.
Kauri. — Burgundy pitch. See under Burgundy.
Canada lating the pitch of a tune. —Pitch point (Gearinr
'.'
pitch, the resinous exudation of the hemlock tree (Abies
robust.
point of contact of the pitch lines of two gears,
'.hy
f
Canadensis) ; hemlock gum.
Jew's pitch, bitumen.
rack and pinion, which work together.
'"-'cAi,
r.
Mineral pitch. See Bitumen and Asphalt.
Pitch coal
pitch
Black
as
(-bWk'),
a.
Pltch'-hlack'
(Min.), bituminous coal.
Pitch peat (Min.), a black ho[1st pitd
Pltch'blende' (-biSnd'),
mogeneous peat, with a waxy luster.
Pitch pine (Bot.),
any one of several species of pine, yielding pitch, esp. the (Min.) A pitch-black mineral consistinr
Finns rigida of North America.
oxide of uranium uraninite. See UrA'
Pitch, V. t. \imp.
Pitch'-aark', a. Dark as pitch '
p. p. Pitched (pTcht) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pitching.]
PltCh'er (-er), n. 1. One who
[See Pitch, n.] 1. To cover over or
smear with pitch.
Qen. vi. 14. hay, quoits, a ball, etc. ; speci'
2. Fig.
To darken ; to blacken ; to obscure.
player who delivers the ball to f
The welkin j9i(cAe(Z with sullen cloud.
2. A sort of crowbar for digt
Addison.
a

rolling contact
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;

—

''

—

—

—

—

;

«

—

;

&

&

;

:

jlse,

unite,

r^ide,

full,

Up, lim

;

pity

;

food,

t^ot

;

out, oil

—

;
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Plt'^a-ble (plt'i-a-b'l), a. [Cf. OF. pitiable, F. piDeserving pity ; worthy of, or exciting, comtoyable.']
piteous ; as, pitiable
passion ; miserable ; lamentable
persons; a, pitiable condition; unliable wretchedness.
Syn. Sorrowful ; wof ul ; sad. See Piteous.
Pit'i-a-bly, adv.
Plt'1-a-ble-ness, n.

sympathy ; fellow-sufiering ; fellow-feeling.
lence
Pity, Sympathy, Compassion. Sympathy is literally /e^
low-feeling, and therefore requires a certain degree of
equality in situation, circumstances, etc., to its fullest exercise. Compassion is deep tenderness for another under
severe or inevitable misfortune. Pity regards its object
not only as suffering, but weak, and hence as inferior.
Plt'y (pit'y ), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pitied (-Id) p. pr.
vb. n. Pityino.] 1. To feel pity or compassion for; to
have sympathy with to compassionate ; to commiserate ;
to have tender feelings toward (any one), awakened by a

—

—

—

Gauden.
One who pities.
Plt'i-er (-er), n.
1. Full of pity; tender-hearted;
Plt'i-tul (-ful), a.
compassionate; kind; merciful; sympathetic.
The Lord is very pitiful, and of tender mercy. James v. 11.
2. Piteous lamentable ; eliciting compassion.
A thing, indeed, very pitiful and horrible. Spenser.
3. To be pitied for littleness or meanness miserable
paltry contemptible despicable.
That 'b villainous, and shows a most pitiful ambition in the
;

;

;

Shak.
;

paltry.

— Plt'i-ful-ly, adv. —Pifi-tvl-neas,
;

See Contemptible.
n.

Pit'MesB, a. 1. Destitute of pity ; hard-hearted ;
merciless ; as, a pitiless master ; pitiless elements.
2. Exciting no pity ; as, a, pitiless condition.
Plt'i-less-ness, n.
Plt'Uess-ly, adv.
Pit'man (-man), n. ; pi. Pitmen (-men). 1. One who
worl£3 in a pit, as in mining, in sawing timber, etc.

—

—

2. (Mach.) The connecting rod in a sawmill
sometimes, a connecting rod in other maa

ohinery.
Pl-tOt's' tube' (pe-toz' tuV). (Hydraul.)
A bent tube used to determine the velocity
of running water, by placing the curved

end imder water, and observing the height
to which the fluid rises in the tube a Isind

;

also,

i

of current meter.

'

~

Plt'pan' (pTt'pSnO, n. A long, flat-bot- ^\^°ll Tube,
tomed canoe, used for the navigation of riv- of the Water,
ers and lagoons in Central America. Sqnier.
Pit'pat' (pTt'pat'), n. & adv. See Pitapat.
Pit'ta (pit'ta), n. (Zool.) Any one of a large group
of bright-colored clamatorial
birds belonging to Pitta, and
allied genera of the family
Pittidse.
Most of the species
are varied with three or more
colors, such as blue, green,
crimson, yellow, purple, and
black.
They are called also
ground thrushes, and Old

knowledge of

To move to

2.

A

of faithful professors.

Marked with

little

Fuller.

pits, as in

v. t., 2.

2. [Bot.) Having minute thin spots; as, pitted i\xcts
in the vascular parts of vegetable tissue.
contrivance for removing the pits
Plt'ter (-ter), n.

A

'kova peaches, plums, and other stone fruit.
To make a pattering sound ; to murPit'ter, V. i.
R. Greene.
mur; as, pt<^erinj streams. \_Obs.'\

Pit'tle-pat'tle (plf t'l-pSt't'l), v. i. To talk unmeanLatimer.
ingly ; to chatter or prattle, [it.]
[L. pituita phlegm,
Pi-tU'1-ta-ry (pt-tu'I-tfi-r^), a.
pituite cf. F. pituitaire.']
(Anat.) (a) Secreting mucus
or phlegm ; as, the pituitary membrane, or the mucous
membrane which lines the nasal cavities. (6) Of or pertaining to the pituitary body ; as, the pituitary fossa.
Pituitary body or gland (Anai.), a glandlike body of
unknown function, situated in the pituitary fossa, and
connected with the inf undibulum of the brain ; the hypophysis.
Plttiltary fosia (Anat.), the ephippium.
[L. pituita: cf. F. pituite.
Plt'U-lte (pit'ij-it), 71.
Cf Pip a disease of fowls.! Fucus; phlegm.
[L. pituitosus: cf. F.
Pl-tn'1-tous (pT-t"
pituiteux.']
iWing, nit- •;(<>
Cor''
^icus full of r"-

—

.

;

FituitoQB
'

Bk. of Com. Prayer.
to show pity.
have mercy. Jer. xiii. 14.
Plt'y-ing, a. Expressing pity; as, a pitying eye,
glance, or word.
Pit'y-lng-ly, adv.
Plt'y-ri'a-sls (pTt'I-ri'a-sTs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. iriTupio(7is, f r. iri-Tvpov, lit. , bran.] {3Ied. ) A superficial affection
of the skin, characterized by irregular patches of thin
scales which are shed in branlike particles.
Pityriasis versicolor [NL.l (Med.), a parasitic disease of
the skin, characterized by the development of reddish or
brownish patches.
Pit'y-roid (ptt'I-roid), a. [Gr. n-irupoi' bran -f -aid.]
Smart.
Having the form of, or resembling, bran.
Pl'i (pe'u), adv. [It., from L. plus. See Plus.]
\t pitieth

Pit'y, V.

i.

to see her in the dust.

To be compassionate ;

I will mot pity, nor spare, nor

II

the /jtoce appointed.

Shak-

Within heaven's bound
Hilton.
The word place has sometimes a more confused sense, and
stands for that space which any body takes up and so the uni;'

A

more

little

piu

as,

;

a

allegro,

more

little

briskly.

Locke,

a city an open space an area a
court or short part of a street open only at one end.
" Hangman boys in the marketplace."
Shak,
3. A position which is occupied and held a dwelling
a mansion a village, town, or city a fortified town or
post a stronghold a region or country.
Are you native of this place ?
Shak.
grade order of priority, advance4. Rank degree
ment, dignity, or importance especially, social rank or
position
condition
also, official station
occupation
calling. "The enervating magic of ^tace." Hawthorne.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Men in great place are thrice servants.
Bacon,
I know my place as I would they should do theirs. Shak,
room stead (the
5. Vacated or relinquished space
;

;

departure or removal of another being or thing being im" In pZace of Lord Bassanio."
plied).
Shak.
6. A definite portion or passage of a document.
The ^Zace of the scripture which he read was this. Acts viii. 32.
position in the order of proceed7. Ordinal relation
ing as, he said in the first place.
implying the making room for.
Eeception
effect
8.
John viii. .37.
My word hath no place in you.
9. (Ast)^on.) Position in the heavens, as of a heavenly
;

;

body

turns.
2. The

a

Pivot,

enterprise.
4. (Mil.) The officer or soldier who simply turns in his
pla«e while the company or line moves around him in
wheeling ;
called also pivot man.
Pivot bridge, a form of drawbridge in which one span,
called the pivot span, turns about a central vertical axis.
Pivot gun, a gun mounted on a pivot or revolving carPivot tooth (Denriage, so as to turn in any direction.
tistry), an artificial crown attached to the root of a natural tooth by a pin or peg.
vb. n.
[imp.
Piv'ot, V. t.
p. p. Pivoted ; p. pr.
Clarke.
Pivoting.] To place on a pivot.
turnpivot
or
a
Plv'Ot-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to
ing point ; belonging to, or constituting, a pivot of the
nature of a pivot; as, the pivotal opportunity of a career the pivotal position in a battle.
V.
PlX (piks), n.
See Pyx.
Pix'y ) (-i), n. ; pi. Pixies (-Tz). [For Pucksy, from
Pix'le ) Puck.'] 1. An old English name for a fairy
an elf. [Written also picfoy.]
2. (Bot.)
low creeping evergreen plant (Pyzidanthera barbulata), with mosslike leaves and little white
blossoms, found in New Jersey and southward, where it
flowers in earliest spring.
Pixy
Pixy ring, a fairy ring or circle. [Prov. Eng.]
[Prov. Eng.]
stool (Bot.), a toadstool or mushroom.
Plx'y-led' (-ISd'), a. Led by pixies ; bevpildered.
(Mus.)
[It., pinched.]
PlZ'zl-ca'tO (pet'se-ka'tS).
direction to violinists to pluck the string with the fin(Abbrev. pizz.)
ger, instead of using the bow.
[Cf. Prov. G. pissel, pesel, peiPlz'zle (pTz'z'l), n.
The penis
sel, peserich, D. pees a tendon or spring.]
Shak.
so called in some animals, as the bull.
Pla'ca-bU'i-ty (pla'ka-bTl'i-ty), n. [h. placabilitas :
being
placastate
of
cf. F. placabiliie.'i
The quality or
ble or appeasable ; placable disposition.
Pla'ca-ble (pla'k4-b'l), a. [L. placabilis, fr. placare
to quiet, pacify : cf. F. placable.
See Placate.] Capable of being appeased or pacified ; ready or wilhng to be
pacified ; willing to forgive or condone.
Milton.
Methought I saw )mn placable and mild.
Pla'ca-ble-neSB, n. The quality of being placable.
[F., fr.
Pla-card' (pla^kard' or plSk'ard; 277), n.
plaquer to lay or clap on, plaque plate, tablet ; probably
from Dutch, cf. T>. plakken to paste, post u^,plak a flat
piece of wood.] 1.
public proclamation ; a manifesto
or edict issued by authority. [Obs.l
AW placards or edicts are published in his name. Howell.
2. Permission given by authority; a license ; as, to give
Fuller.
[Obs.]
a, placard to do something.
3.
written or printed paper, as an advertisement or
a declaration, posted, or to be posted, in a public place

—

&

&

;

;

&

A

—

II

A

;

—

A

_

A

;

Armor) An extra

plate on the .'ower part of

Planche.

breastplate or backplate.

A

Placket.]
kind of stomacher, often adorned
wels, worn in the fifteenth century and later.
[imp.
ard', V. t.
p. p. Placarded ; p. pr.
ACARDING.] 1. To post placards upon or withnlacard a wall ; to placard the city.
as, to placard a sale,
•^ce by placards
5.
"^t), n.
Same as Placard, 4
V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Placated
[L. placatus, p.
n. Placating.]
akin to placere to please. See
acify; to conciliate. "Tliere-

&

&

;

&

&

'

and placated."
n.

[li.

latea
.

Cudworth.

The act
Puttenham (1589).
an
area, a
a street,

placotio.']

fern,

—

by

its

by its right ascension and decand longitude.

latitude

Place of arms (Mil.), a place calculated for the rendezvous of men in arms, etc., as a fort which affords a safe
retreat for hospitals, magazuies, etc. Wilhelm.
High
place (ScripD.a, mount on which sacrifices were offered.
Him that offereth in the high place." Jer. xlviii. 35.
In place, in proper position timely.
Out of place,
inappropriate ; ill-timed as, his remarks were out of
Place kick (Football), the act of kicking the ball
place.
after it has been placed on the ground.
Place name,
the name of a place or locality. London Academy.
To give place, to make room to yield to give way ; to
give advantage.
"Neither give place to the devil."
Eph. iv. 27. " Let aU the rest give place," Shak, —To
have place, to have a station, room, or seat ; as, such
desires can have no place in a good heart.
To take
place,
(a) To come to pass ; to occur ; as, the ceremony
will not take place, (b) To take precedence or priority.
Addison, (c) To take effect to prevail. " If your doctrine toi-es «/ace. " Berkeley.
But none of these excuses would ^17 i-e place," Spenser.
To take the place
of, to be substituted for.
Syn.
Situation ; seat ; abode ; position locality location ; site ; spot ; office employment ; charge ; function ; trust ground ; room ; stead.

—

1.

:

a poster.
4. (Anc.

;

— usually defined

;

lination, or

end of a shaft or arbor which rests and turns in a
support ; as, the pivot of an

[Cf.

a ^j^ace.

A broad way in

;

[F.
PiV'Ot (pTv'iit), n.
prob. akin to It. piva pipe, F.
pipe. See Pipe.] 1. A fixed
pin or short axis, on the end of
which a wheel or other body

^ T

is

2.

II

—

A

:

[Obs."]

—

[Gr. iriTxa, Triiraa, pitch -f
Pit'ta-cal (pifta-kSl), n.
(Chem.)
dark blue
:
cf. F. pittacale.']
substance obtained from wood tar. It consists of hydrocarbons which when oxidized form the orange-yellow
eupittonic compounds, the salts of which are dark blue.
[OE. pitance, pitaunce, F.
Fit'tance (pit'tans), n.
pitance; cf. It. pietanza,lAj. pitancia, pittantia, pictantia ; perh. fr. L. pietas pity, piety, or perhaps akin to E.
petty. Of. Petty, and Pity.]
1. An allowance of food
bestowed in charity ; a mess of victuals ; hence, a small
Chaucer,
charity gift ; a dole. " A goodpitaMmce."
One half only of fhis pittance was ever given him in money.
Macaulay.
2.
meager portion, quantity, or allowance ; an inconsiderable salary or compensation. " The small pittance
Sivift,
of learning they received."
1.

— used impersonally.

;

ciii. 13.

;

(MiAds beautiful

Plt'ted (-tSd), a.
smallpox. See Pit,

Fs.

an

thruslies.

is

Vf hut place can be for us

verse

Lord pitieth them

Hence, figuratively A turning point or condition
that on wliich important results depend as, the pivot of

S^^ The pittas are most
abundant in the East Indies, Bengal Ktta(Pt«acoronata).
but some inhabit Southern
Asia, Africa, and Australia. They live mostly upon the
ground, and feed upon insects of various kinds.

The inconsiderable pittance

them

pity

3.

are not related to the true

;

Here

;

suffering.

Like as a father pitieth his children, so the
that fear him.

arbor in a watch.

World ant thrushes ; but they

Pit'y

;

II

;

pili

&

{Mus.)

^

courtyard, from Gr. irkaTela a street, properly fem. of
TrAaru's flat, broad ; akin to Skr. prthu, Lith. platus. Cf.
Flawn, Piazza, Plate, Plaza.] 1. Any portion of
space regarded as measured off or distinct from all other
space, or as appropriated to some definite object or use
position ; ground ; site ; spot rarely, unbounded space.

;

;

it.

Syn. —Despicable mean

—

;

;

tool that uses

;

PLACENTAL

PITIABLE

;

;

;;

recent

;

ice,

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

Place (plas), v, t, [imp, & p. p. Placed (plast) p.
j; J. re. Placing (pla'sing).]
[Cf. F. placer.
i>r.
See
Place, «.] 1. To assign a place to to put in a particular spot or place, or in a certain relative position
to direct to a particular place ; to fix; to settle; to locate;
as, to place a book on a shelf
to place balls in tennis.
Upon my head they placed a fruitless crown.
Shak.
2. To put or set in a particular rank, office, or position
to surround with particular circumstances or relations in life to appoint to a certain station or condition
of life as, in whatever sphere one is placed.
Place such over them to be rulers. Ex. xviii. 21.
3. To put out at interest ; to invest to loan as, to
place money in a bank.
4. To set to fix to repose as, to place confidence
in a friend.
"My resolution 'spfaced."
Shah.
;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

5.

To

attribute ; to ascribe ; to set down.
Place it for her chief virtue.
(a person), to identify him. [Colloq. U.

To place

Syn.

— See

;

;

Shak.
<S.]

Put.

Pla-ce'bO (pla-se'b6), n. [L., I shall please, fut. of
placere to please.] 1. (R. C. Ch.) The first antiphon
of the vespers for the dead.
2. (Med.)
prescription intended to humor or satisfy.
To sing placebo, to agree with one in his opinion to be
II

A

;

complaisant to.
Chaucer,
Place'ful (plas'ful), a. In the appointed place. [06s.]
Place'less, a. Having no place or office.
Place'man (-man), n. ; pi. Placemen (-men). One
who holds or occupies a place one who has an office under government.
Sir W. Scott.
;

Place'ment

(-ment), n.
[Cf. F. placement.']
X. The
act of placing, or the state of being placed.
2. Position; place.
Pla-cen'ta (pla-sSn'tJ), re. ; pi. L. PLACENT.a; (-te), E.
Placentas (-taz). [L., a cake, Gr. irAaxous a flat cake,
from jrAaKoet? flat, fr. TrAa^, ttAoucos, anything flat and
broad.] 1. (Anat.) The vascular appendage which connects the fetus with the parent, and is cast off in parturition vrith the afterbirth.

IS^" In most mammals the placenta is principally developed from the allantois and chorion, and tufts of vascular vilU on its surface penetrate the blood vessels of
the parental uterus, and thus establish a nutritive and
excretory connection between the blood of the fetus and
that of the parent, though the blood itself does not flow
from one to the other.
2. (Bot.) The part of a pistil or fruit to which the
ovules or seeds are attached.
Pla-cen'tal (-tal), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the placenta having, or characterized by having, a placenta^
as, a. placental mammal.
2. (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to the Placentalia.
Pla-cen'tal, n. (Zodl.) One of the Placentalia.
;

idea,

HI

;

old,

obey, drb, add

\

;;
;

PLACENTALIA
llPlac'en-ta'll-a(plSs'en-ta'lT-a),n.pZ. [NL.] {Zool.)
division of Mammalia including those tliat have a placenta, or al! tlie orders above the marsupials.
Pla-cen'ta-ry (pla-sen'ta^ry), a. Having reference to
the placenta as, the placentari, system of classification.

Pla'gate

Plage

Plac'en-ta'tion (plas'en-ta'shiSn), m. 1. (^kq;;.) The
of formation of tlie placenta in different animals
the placentaiion of mammals.
2. (Sot.) The mode in wliich the placenta is arranged
or composed; as, axile placental io7i; paiietnlplacenlation.
PlaC'en-tU'er-OUS (-tif'er-iis), a. IPlacenIa -f- -ferous.^ (Bot. & Zo'ol.) Having or producing a placenta.
Pla-cen'ti-form (pla-seu'ti-fSrm), a. IPlacenta -f-form.^ {Bot.) Having the shape of a placenta, or circular thickened disk somewhat thinner about the middle.
[See Please.] Pleasing;
Pla-cen'tious (-shus), a.
" A. placeniious person."
Fuller.
amiable.
[Ofe.]

;

One who purloins another's expressions or ideas,
offers them as his own ; a plagiarist.
Dryden.
3. Plagiarism ; literary theft.
Milton.
Pla'gte-ry, a. 1. Kidnaping. [Ofo.]
E. Browne.
2. Practicing plagiarism.
Bp. Hall.
[Gr. irAayio; obPla'gl-he'dral (pla'jl-he'dral), a.
lique -)- 'ihpa. base, seat.] (Crystallog.) Having an oblique
spiral arrangement of planes, as levogyrate and dextrogyrate crystals.
Pla'gi-0-Ce-phal'lC (pla'jT-o-Se-fai'lk), a. [Gr. Trka(Anat.) Having an
Ytos oblique -p Kv^aKri the head.]
oblique lateral deformity of the skull.
and

Pla'gl-0-ceph'a-ly

.

;

as Plagiostomous.

Pla'gl-O-Stome (pla'ji-6-stom), n.
II

—

Pla'gl-OS'to-mous (-mus),

(Zo'ol.)

a.

Of or relating

to the Plagiostomi.

Pla'gl-0-trem'a-ta (-o-trgm'a-ta), n.pl. [NL. f r. Gr.
TrAayios slanting -\- rpij/aa, rp^juaTOS, a hole.]
(Zo'ol.)
Same as LEPiDosAtmiA.
,

II

Pla'gl-0-trop'ic (-troptk), a. [Gr. 7rAayio5 aslant -|TpeTreu/ to turn.] (Bot.) Having the longer axis inclined
away from the vertical line.
II

[F. plaquer to lay or clap on.
See
petticoat, esp. an under petticoat

(-St), n.

Pla'gl-um (pla'jT-um),

(Civil

[L.]

re.

Law) Man-

stealing; kidnaping.

Pla-gose' (pla-gos'), a. [L.plagosus. See Plague.]
[iJ.]
as, aplagose master.
[L. plaga a blow, stroke, plague
re.
akin to Gr. TrArjy^, fr. 7rAija-<T6iv to strike cf. L. plangere
to strike, beat. Cf. Plaint.]
1. That which smites,
wounds, or troubles a blow a calamity any afflictive
Shak.
evil or torment a great trial or vexation.

&

hence, a cant term for a woman. \_Obs.']
Beau.
Fl.
2. The opening or slit left in a petticoat or skirt for
convenience in putting it on
called also placket hole.
3. A woman's pocket.
Plac'O-derm (pI5k'o-derm), n. [Gr. irAdif , TrAaxo's, tablet
{Paleon. ) One of the Placodermi.
S^pf-a- skin.]
Plac'O-der'mal (-der'mol), a. (Paleon.) Of or pertaining to the placoderms like the placoderms.
Plac'0-der'ma-ta (-ma-ta), re. ^;. [NL.] (Paleon.)
;

of the

[NL., from Gr.
Pla'gi-OS'tO-mi (-os'to-mi), re. pi.
TrAayios slanting -f- crTo^aa, -aros, mouth.]
(Zo'ol.) An
order of fishes including the sharks and rays ;
called
also Plagiostomata.

&

A

One

(Zo'ol.)

Plagiostomi.

;

Fond of flogging
Plague (plag),
;

—

;

;

;

;

And men blasphemed God for the plague of hail.

;

Wyclif.

of fishes, supposed to be ganoids. The body and head
were covered with large bony plates. See lllust. under

Shak.
The different p/offue of each calamity.
2. (Med.) An acute malignant contagious fever, that
often prevails in Egypt, Syria, and Turkey, and has
at times visited the large cities of Europe with frightful
mortality ; hence, any pestilence as, the great London
plague. " A plague upon the people fell."
Tennyson.

Pterichthys, and Coccosteus.
Plac'O-ga'noId (plSk'o-ga'noid or plSk'o-gSn'oid),

Cattle plague.
spot, a spot or

II

as Placodebmi.

Plac'O-der'mi (-ml), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. jrArif, ttKo.(to!, a tablet -f- Sipfia skin.] (Paleon.) An extinct group
II

;

a.

) Pertaining to the Placoganoidei.
Plac'0-ga-nol'de-i (plSk'o-ga-noi'de-I), re. ^?. [NL.,
irAoi^, ttAokos, a tablet -f- NL. ganoidei.
See Ganoidel] (Zo'ol.) A division of ganoid fishes including
those that have large external bony plates and a cartilagi-

Plague,

II

& vb.

Gr.

p. pr.

;

with disease,

And worn

SjTi.

annoy

— To vex
tease

;

;

with famine.

torment

Milton.

tantalize

;

;

distress

;

trouble

;

;

afflict

molest

Plague'ful
plagues

;

(-ful),

pestilential

Plague'leSS,

;

Pla'guer

a.

;

a.
as,

;

eoidei.
re.

(Zo'ol.

Pla-coph'0-ra (pl4-k8f'o-ra),
[NL. f rom Gr. TrAaf irAoKos,
,

tablet -|- i\>ipeiv to bear.]
(Zo'ol.)
division of gastropod MoUusca,
including the chitons. The back is
covered by eight shelly plates.
Called also Polyplacophora.
See
lllust. under Chiton,
and Iso-

A

pleura.

One
(

Abounding, or infecting, with

a

fier).

One

fr.

Anterior

plaice.

See

i

fish(PZ«H-

ronectes
platessa), allied to the
flounder, and growing
to the weight of eight

—

^p,

Om

;

pity

Euro-

pean food

inant to its octave ;
said of certain old church modes
or tunes, as opposed to those called authentic, which ran
from the tonic to its octave.
Plagid cadence, a cadence in which the final chord on
the tonic is preceded by the chord on the subdominant.
full,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
tion. — Plain dealer, (a) One who practices plain dealing.
(6) A simpleton. [Obs.] /SAoi. — Plain dealing. See under
Dealing. — Plain molding (Join.), molding of which the
surfaces are plain figures. — Plain sewing, sewing of seams
by simple and common stitches, in distinction from fancy
work, embroidery, etc. — distinguished also from designing and fitting garments. — Plain song, (a) The Gre;

;

gorian chant, OT canto fermo; the prescribed melody of
the Roman Catholic service, sung in unison, in tones of
equal length, and rarely extending beyond the compass
Plain speaking,
of an octave.
(6) A simple melody.
plainness or bluntness of speech.

—

Syn. — Level;

smooth; open;

flat;

artless; unaffect-

ed undisguised frank sincere honest candid ingenuous unembelllshed downright blunt clear simple
distinct manifest obvious apparent. See Manifest.
Plain, adv. In a plain manner plainly. " To speak
short and ptewre." Chaucer. "To tell you^te're." Shak.
Plain, re. [Cf. OF. plaigne, F. plaine. See Plain, a.]
1. Level land; usually, an open field or a broad
stretch of land with an even surface, or a surface little
varied by inequalities
as, the plain of Jordan
the
American plains, or prairies.
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

European
dentatus
;

;

Plaice.

or ten pounds or more.
(6) A large American
flounder (Paralichtkys

()^)

— called also brail, puckermouth, and summer

food, f<^t

;

out,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Descending fro the mountain into playn.

Him

A

the

Chaucer.

Ammonite

Worshiped in Rabba and her watery p?ajH.
Milton.
field of battle.
[Obs.]
Arbuthnot.

Lead forth my soldiers to the plain.
Shak.
Plain, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Plained (pland) p. pr. &
Plaining.] [Cf. Plane, xj.] 1. To plane or level
to make plain or even on the surface, [i?.]
We would rake Europe rather, plain the East. Wither.
2. To make plain or manifest to explain.

What 's dumb

in

show,

I

'11

plain in speech.

Shak.

[See 1st Plain.] (Law) One
the plaintiff. [Obs.]
Plaln'-deal'ing (-del'Tng), a. Practicing plain dealing artless. See Plain dealing, under Dealing. Shak.
(-ant),

re.
;

;

oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

siiig,

;

art-

Shak.
Flain'lng, re. Complaint. [Poetic]
Bryant.
Plaln'ing, a. Complaining. [Poetic]
(Aaul.) Consistiug of
Plain'-lald' (plan'liid'), a.
as, a
strands twisted together in the ordinary way
plain-laid rope. See lllust. of Cordage.
Plain'ly, adv. In a plain manner clearly.
Plain'neSS, n. The quality or state of being plain.
Plains'man (planz'man), n. ; pi. -men (-men). One
who lives in the plains.
Plain'-spo'ken (plau'spo'k'n), a. Speaking with plain,
unreserved sincerity also, spoken sincerely as, plainspoken words.
Dryden.
Plaint (plilnt), re. [OE. plaintc, pleynic, F. plainle,
fr. L. plangere, planctum (planrta, fem. p. p.), to beat,
beat the breast, lament. Cf. Complain, Plague, Plangent.] X. Audible expression of sorrow lamentation
compliiint
hence, a mournful song a lament. Chaucer.
"The Psalmist's mournful ^j/h/h/." Wordsicorth.
Thus he resolved, but first from inwnrd prief
His bursting passion iwio plaints thus poured.
Milton.
2. An accusation or protest on account of an injury.
There are three just grounda ol wnr with Spain
one ot
plaint, two upon defense.
liacim;

;

;

A

A

r^de,

Place.]
(Zo'ol.) (a)

H Pla'ga (pla'g4), n. ; pi. Plag^
[L. plaga a blow, a welt, a stripe.]
(Zo'ol.)
stripe of color.
Pla'gal (pla'gal), a. [F., from Gr. TrAayio; sidewise,
slanting.] (Mus.) Having a scale running from the dom-

unite,

;

;

—

vi'ho

;

fise,

;

Plain'-heart'ed (-hart'ed), a. Frank sincere
Miiion.
Plaln'-heart'ed-ness, re.
less.

Plaice (plas), re. [F.
plaisc, plais, prob.
L. platessa flatfish,

rtt-

Plate
b One of
Central Plates ; c
Posterior Plate
ii
Insertion Plates.

(-je).

;

;

;

;

plagueful exhalations.

It//'

of the Placophora

Trachydermon

;

;

who makes complaint

;

,

Felton.

;

;

Plain'ant

embarrass

;

;

PIa-COid'1-an (pla-koid'I-an),
) One of the placoids.

;

;

harass

plagues or aimoys.
Pla'gui-ly (pla'gi-IJ^), adv. In a plaguing manner
vexatiously ; extremely. [_Colloq.'\ " Ronsard is so ptaguily stiff and stately."
Landor.
Pla'guy (pla'gy), a. Vexatious ; troublesome tormenting ; as, a ^iagrw)/ horse. \Colloq.'\ Also used adverbially ; as, " He is so plaguy proud."
Shak
re.

;

;

;

manifest obvi3. Not intricate or difficult evident
ous; clear; unmistakable. '"T is a plain ca,se." Shak.
4. (a) Void of extraneous beauty or ornament without conspicuous embellishment not rich simple. (6)
Not highly cultivated unsophisticated free from show
simple
or pretension
natural
homely
common.
"P/om yet pious Christians." Hammond. ^^The plain
people." A. Lincoln,
(c) Free from affectation or
disguise candid sincere artless honest frank. "An
honest mind, and plain." Shak. (d) Not luxurious;
not highly seasoned simple as, plain food, (e) Without beauty; not handsome homely; as, ap?am woman.
(/ ) Not variegated, dyed, or figured as, plain muslin.
(g) Not much varied by modulations as, a plain tune.
Plain battle, open battle pitched battle. [Obs.] Chaucer.— 'Plain chant. (Mus.) Same as Plain song, helow.
Plain chavUNaut.), a chart laid down on Mercator's projec-

Spenser.

Free from plagues or the plague.

(pla'ger),

places p/am.

unencumbered equal fair.
Our troops beat an army in plain fight.
clear

;

;

perplex.

II

Open

1)6. re.

:
To vex ; to tease ; to harass.
She wiW plague the man that loves her most.

;

II

(plagd)

2. Fig.

;

—

&p. p. Plagued

level

;

Isa. xl. i.

2.

2.

[imp.

t.

Thus were they plagued

a.
[Gr. n-Aaf, n-AaKc';, a tablet -f
oid.2 (Zo'ol.) Platelike having irregular, platelike, bony
scales, often bearing spines
pertaining to the placoids.
(Zo'ol.) (a) Any
PlaC'Oid, re.
fish having placoid scales, as the
sharks,
(b) One of the Placoides.
Pla-col'des (pla-koi'dez), re.
pi. [NL.] (.^ooZ.) Agroup of fishes
.including the sharks and rays the
Elasmobranchii
called also Pla-

n. pi.

v.

flat

;

;

;

1. To infest or afflict
calamity, or natural evil of any kind.

nous skeleton.
PlaC'Old (plSk'oid),

;

1. Without elevations or depressions
smooth even. See Plane.
The crooked shall be made straight, and the rough

face.]

—

Plaguing.]

re.

;

;

Plague mark. Plague
See Rinderpest.
of the plague hence, a token of

mark

;

;

something incurable.

(Zo'ol.

fr.

;

;

;

+

Same

;

;

;

(Anat.) Oblique lat-

A

II

1.

re.

A

Pla-Cid'i-ty (pla-sTd'T-tJ^), re. [L. placiditas : cf. F.
placidite.']
The quality or state of being placid calmness; serenity.
Hawthorne.
Plac'ld-ly (plSs'5fd-iy), adv. In a placid manner.
Plac'id-ness, «. The quality or state of being placid.
[L. placitum.
See Plea.]
A
Plac'lt (plas'it), n.
decree or determination ; a dictum. \_Obs.'] "The placits and opinions of other philosophers."
Evelyn.
PlaC'i-tO-ry (-tS-rJ^), a. [See Placit.] Of or pertaining to pleas or pleading, in courts of law. \_Obs.'] Clayton.
Plac'l-tum (plSs'T-tiim), re. / pi. Placita (-ta). [LL.
See Placit.] 1. A public court or assembly in the Middle Ages, over which the sovereign presided when a conBrande
sultation was held upon affairs of state.
C.
2. (Old Eng. Law) A court, or a cause in court.
3. (Law) A plea a pleading ; a judicial proceeding
a suit.
Burrill.
Plack (pl5k), re. [F. plague a plate of metal. Cf.
Plaque.] A small copper coin formerly current in Scotland, worth less than a cent.
With not a plack in the pocket of the poet. Prof. Wilson.

Plack'et
Placard.]

(-sSf'a-ly),

eral deformity of the skull.
PIa'gl-0-clase (-klas), re. [Gr. TrAayios oblique -j- KXav
to break.] (Min.)
general term used of any triclinic
feldspar.
See the Note under Feldspar.
Pla'gi-0-nlte (-nit), re. [Gr. TrAa-yio? oblique. So called
in allusion to its unusually oblique crystallization.]
(Min.)
sulphide of lead and antimony, of a blackish
lead -gray color and metallic luster.
Pla'gl-0-Stom'a-tOUS (-stSm'a-tus), a. (Zo'ol.) Same

;

.

plagiarism.

2.

:

.

To commit

v. i.

Pla'gia-ry (-ry), re. ; pi. Plagiaries (-riz). [L. plagiarius a kidnaper, a literary thief, fr. plagium kidnaping cf. plaga a net, perh. akin to E. plait : cf. F. plagiaire.']
1. Amanstealer; a kidnaper.
\_Obs.']

rank or

is sometimes applied to other allied'
[Written also p/n/se.]
Plaice mouth, a mouth like that of a plaice
a small or
B. Jonson.
wry mouth. [R.]
Plaid (pISd in Scot, plad 277), n. [Gael, plaide a
blanket or plaid, contr. fr. peallaid a sheepskin, fr. peall
a skin or hide. Cf. Pillion.] 1. A rectangular garment
or piece of cloth, usually made of the checkered material
called tartan, but sometimes of plain gray, or gray with
black stripes. It is worn by both sexes in Scotland.
2. Goods of any quality or material of the pattern of a
plaid or tartan a checkered cloth or pattern.
Plaid, a. Having a pattern or colors which resemble
a Scotch plaid checkered or marked with bars or stripes
at right angles to one another as, plaid muslin.
Plaid'ed, a. 1. Of the material of which plaids are
made; tartan. " In plaided vest."
Wordsworth.
2. Wearing a plaid.
Campbell.
cloth.
Plaid'ing (plad'Ing or plad'-), re. Plaid
Plain (plan), V. i. [OE. pluyne, pleyne, fr. F. plaindre. See Plaint.] To lament to bewail to complain.
[Archaic & Poetic]
Milton.
We with piteous heart unto you pleyne. Chaucer.
Plain, V. t. To lament to mourn over as, to plain
a loss. [Archaic & Poetic]
Sir J. Harrington,
Plain, a. [Compar. Plainer (-er); superl. Plainest.]
[F., level, flat, fr. L. planus, perhaps akin to E.
floor. Cf. Llano, Piano, Plan, Plane level, a level sur-

flounder.

;

Pla'gia-rize,

.

;

&

;

of another).

II

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

[_¥., iv. 'L.

The plages

;

Beau. <& Fl.
Pla'cer (pla'ser), n. One who places or sets. Spenser.
Plac'er (plSs'er Sp. pla-ther'), n. [Sp.] A deposit
of earth, sand, or gravel, containing valuable mineral in
particles, especially by the side of a river, or in the bed
of a mountain torrent. [U. <S.]
Pla'cet (pla'sSt), n. [L. placet it pleases.] 1. A
vote of assent, as of the governing body of a university,
an
ecclesiastical council, etc.
of
2. Tlie assent of the civil power to the promulgation
of an ecclesiastical ordinance.
Shipley.
The king
annulled the royoXplacet. J. P. Peters.
Plac'ld (plSs'Id), a. [L. placidus, originally, pleasing, mild, from placere to please
cf. F. placide.
See
Please.] Pleased; contented; unruffled; undisturbed;
serene peaceful tranquil quiet gentle. " ThaX placid
aspect and meek regard." Milton. "Sleeping
the
placid sleep of infancy."
3Iacaulay.
,

^'

The name

species.

Pla'gla-rize (-riz), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Plagiarized
vb. re. Plagiarizing.]
p. pr.
To steal or
purloin from the writings of another
to appropriate
without due acknowledgment (the ideas or expressions
(-rizd)

office.

,

plagae, or irreg-

Pla'gla-rism (pla'ja-rTz'm or

mode

of

Having

(Zo'ol.)

region counplaga.']
Chaucer.
oi the noTth."
[Cf.
pla'jT-a- 277), re.
'F. plagiarisme.]
1. The act or practice of plagiarizing.
2. That which is plagiarized.
Pla'gla-rist (-rTst), re. One who plagiarizes, or purloins the words, writings, or ideas of another, and passes
them off as his own ; a literary tliief a plagiary.
(plaj), n.

[Obs.]

try.

as,

Proud

(pla'gtt), a.

ular elongated color spots.

;

a.

PLAINT

1093

A

Place'-proud' (plas'proud'),

;
;

;

iQk

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

ttaen,

tbin

;

bON

;

zl>

=z

in azure.

PLANK

1094

PLAINTFUL

;

;

;

3. (Law) A private memorial tendered to a court, in
which a person sets forth his cause of action the exhibBlacksione.
iting of an action in writing.
Flalnt'Iul (planfful), a. Containing a plaint com" My
voice.
plaining expressing sorrow with an au(fible

[OE. planete, F. planlte, L.
pendulous peduncles, sustaining several heads of small
Plan'et (plSn'St), n.
close-sitting flowers. The seeds are downy, and collected planeta, fr. Gr. irKavrirt)';, and TrAariis a planet; prop.,
into round, rough, hard balls. The Occidental plane (Pla- wandering, fr. TTKavatrBa-L to wander, f r. TtKain] a wandertanus occidentalis), which grows to a great height, is a ing.]
1. (Astron.) A celestial body which revolves about
native of North America, where it is popularly called
sycamore, buttonwood, and butlonhall, names also appUed the sun in an orbit of a moderate degree of eccentricity.
It is distinguished from acome< by the absence of a coma,
Sir P. Sidney. to the California species (Platanus raceinosa).
plaintful tongue."
[F. plainllf making comPlain'tUf (plan'ttf), n.
Plane (plan), a. [L. planus : cf. F. plan. See Plain, and by having a less eccentric orbit. See Solar system.
in Old French equiv. to plaignant a.] Without elevations or depressions even level flat
plaint, plaintive
It^^ The term 2>lanel was first used to distinguish those
and
stars which have an apparent motion through tlie constelcomplainant, prosecutor, fr. plaindre. See Plaint,
lying in, or constituting, a plane as, & plane surface.
lations from the fixed stars, which retain their relative
(Law) One who commences a personal
cf. Plaintive.]
^Sff^ In science, this word (instead of plain) is almost places unchanged. The inferior planets are Mercury and
action or suit to obtain a remedy for an injury to his exclusively used to designate a flat or level surface.
Venus, which are nearer to the sun than is the earth
opposed to defendant.
rights
Plane angle, the angle included between two straight the superior planets are Mars, the asteroids, Jupiter,
Prior. lines in a plane. — Plane chart, Plane curve.
Plain'tUf, a. See Plaintive. [06*.]
See under Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, which are farther from
Primary planets are those
Plain'tive (-tTv), a. [F. plaintij. See Plaintiff, «.] Chart and Curve. — Plane figure, a figure all points of the sun than is the earth.
Dryden. which lie in the same plane. If bounded by straight which revolve about the sun secondary j)lanels, or moons,
1. Repining; complaining; lamenting.
lines it is a rectilinear plane figure, if by curved lines it are those wliich revolve around tlie primary planets as
mournful
2. Expressive of sorrow or melancholy
is a curvilinear plane figure. — Plane geometry, that part
satellites,
and
at the same time revolve with them about
Landor.
" The most plaintive ditty."
sad.
of geometry which treats of the relations and properties the sun.
Plaln'tlve-ness, jv.
Plaln'tlve-ly, adv.
of plane figures. — Plane problem, a problem which can
2. A star, as influencing the fate of men.
Plaint'less (plant'lSs), a. Without complaint; un- be solved geometrically by the aid of the right line and
There 's some ill jtlanet reigns.
Shak.
Savage. circle only. — Plane sailing (Naut.), the method of com" Plaintless patience."
repining.
puting a sliip's place and course on the supposition that
Planet gear. (Mnch.) See Epicyclir train, under EpiPlal'sance' (pla'zaHs'), n. [F.] See Pleasance.
—
earth's
surface
is
a
plane.
Plane
scale
(NaiU.),
a
scale
the
c
YCLic.
Planet
wheel,
whicli
a gear wlieel
revol ves around
Plaise (plas), n. (Zool.) See Plaice. [Obs.']
for the use of navigators, on which are graduated chords, the wheel with which it meshes, in an epicyclic train.
Plais'ter (plas'ter), n. [Ofo.] See Plaster.
sines, tangents, secants, rhumbs, geographical miles,
Plane' ta'ble (plan' ta'b'l). See under Plane, a.
Plait (plat; colloq. plet; 277), n. [OE. playle, OF. etc.
Plane surveying, surveying in which the curvature
Plan'e-t'a'rl-Um (plan'e-tS'ri-um), n. [NL. cf. F.
pleit, L. plicalum, plicitum, p. p. of plicare to fold, akin of the earth is disregarded ordmary field and topographplanetaire. See Planetary.] An orrery. See Orrery.
to plectere to plait. See Ply, and cf. Plat to weave. ical surveying of tracts of moderate extent.
Fhine table,
Plan'et-a-ry (plan'6t-a-ry), a. [Cf. L. planetarius
Pleat, Plioht fold.] 1. A flat fold; a doubling, as of an instrument used for plotting the lines of a survey on
Plane trigonometry, the branch of an astrologer, F. planetaire planetary. See Planet.]
paper in the field.
cloth a pleat as, a box plait.
which
its principles are applied to plane
trigonometry
in
1. Of or pertaining to the planets
as, planetary inThe plaits and foldings of the drapery. Additon.
triangles.
habitants; planetary motions planetary year.
2. A braid, as of hair or straw a plat.
planetary
2.
Consisting
as,
a
system.
of
planets;
Plane, re. [F. plane, L. plana. See Plane, v. & a.~\
FoUih plait. (Med.) Same as Plica.
3. (Astrol.) Under the dominion or influence of a
1. (Geom.) A surface, real or imaginary, in which, if
"
pZaree/«ry
Drayton.
Plaited
pr.
&
vb.
re.
planet.
Skilled
in
the
hours."
[imp.
& p. p.
p.
Plait, V. t.
any two points are taken, the straight line which joins
Plaiting.] 1. To fold to double in narrow folds to them lies wholly in that surface or a surface, any sec4. Caused by planets. "A pteie/aJT/ plague." Shak.
revolving
Having
nature
of
a
planet
erratic
5the
pleat as, to plait a ruffle.
tion of which by a like surface is a straight line a surFuller.
2. To interweave the strands or locks of to braid to face without curvature.
wandering. "Erratical and yjZoreeto'^ life."
plat as, to plait hair to plait rope.
Planetary days, the days of the week as shared among
2. (Astron.) An ideal surface, conceived as coinciding
Plait'ed, a. Folded doubled over ; braided figura- with, or containing, some designated astronomical line, the planets known to the ancients, each having its day.
Planetary nebula, a nebula exhibiting a uniform
tively, involved
intricate ; artfuL
the Button.
circle, or other curve ; as, the plane of an orbit
disk, like that of a planet.
S/iak.
Time shall unfold what plaited cunning hides.
plane of the ecliptic, or of the equator.
Yonng.
Plan'et-ed, a. Belonging to planets, [i?.]
3. (Blech.) A block or plate having a perfectly flat
Plalt'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, plaits.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

j

—

—

—

:

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Plan

[F., fr. L.

(pl5n), n.

Plain, a.]

planus

A draught or form

flat, level.

See

properly, a representation drawn on a plane, as a map or a chart especially,
a top view, as of a machine, or the representation or delineation of a horizontal section of anything, as of a
building ; a graphic representation ; a diagram.
scheme devised a method of action or procedure
2.
expressed or described in language ; a project as, the
plan of a constitution the plan of an expedition.
Qod'e plans like lilies pure and white unfold. 3f. H. Smith.
method ; a way of procedure ; a custom.
3.
1.

;

;

A

;

;

;

A

The simple plan.

surface, used as a standard of flatness a surface plate.
4. (Joinery)
tool for smoothing boards or other surfaces of wood, for forming
moldings, etc. It consists
of a smooth-soled stock,'
usually of wood, from the i
under side or face of which ill
projects slightly the steel
Jack Plane.
cutting edge of a chisel,
called the iron, which inclines backward, with an aperture in front for the escape of shavings
as, the jack
plane ; the &va.oot\\mg plane ; the molding ^Zane, etc.
;

A

;

That they should take wlio have the power,

And

they should keep wlio can.
Wordsworth.
Body plan, Floor plan, etc. See under Body, Flooe, etc.
Syn. Scheme draught delineation ; plot; sketch
project ; design contrivance ; device. See Scheme.
Plan, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Planned (plSnd) p. pr.
vb. n. Planning.] 1. To form a delineation of ; to
draught ; to represent, as by a diagram.
2. To scheme ; to devise ; to contrive to form in design ; as, to plan the conquest of a country.
Even in penance, j^lanmng sins anew. Goldsmith.

—

;

;

;

;

&

;

&

;

Pla-na'rl-a (pl4-na'rT-a), n. ; pi. L. Planabi^ (-e), E.
(-4z).
[NL. See Planary.] (2'oo/.) Any species
of turbellarian worms belonging to Planaria, and many
allied genera.
The body is usually flat, thin, and smooth.
II

-MAS

Some

species, in warm countries,
are terrestrial.
Pla-na'rl-an (-an), n. (Zo'61.)
One of the Planarida, or Dendrocoela
any turbellarian worm.

^

Pla-na'rl-an, a.
Pla-nar'1-da (pl4-nSr'I-da),
II

pi.
[NL.]
TurbeUaria

A

(Zool.)

\_Planaria

re.

;

+

a.

(Zool.) Like

-oid.'\

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

reflected ray.

&

Plane, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Planed (pland) p. pr. &
re. Planing.]
[Cf. F. planer, L. planare, fr. planus.
See Plane, a., Plain, a., and cf. Planish.] 1. To make
smooth to level ; to pare off the inequalities of the
surface of, as of a board or other piece of wood, by the
use of a plane ; as, to plane a plank.
2. To efface or remove.
He planed away the names . written on hia tables. Chaucer.
[iJ.]
3. Figuratively, to make plain or smooth.
What student came but that you jAaned her path. Tennyson.
(Optics)
Having
(-pSr'al-lSl),
a.
Plane'-par'al-lel
opposite surfaces exactly plane and parallel, as a piece
;

vb.

.

of glass.

the planarians.

1. One who, or that which.
Plan'er (plan'er), re.
planes ; a planing ma^
chine ; esp., a machuie for
planing metals.
Planarians.
Planch (plSnch), re. iY.planche."]
2. (Print.) A wooden
plank. [06j.]
Ld. Berners. a Planaria. or Fovia,
lUtoralis(X2);bPro- block used for forcing
[imp.
Planch, V. t.
p. p.
thiostomum (x 7).
down
the type in a form,
Planched (plSncht) p. pr.
vb.
and making the surface
n. Planching.] [F. planche a board, plank. See Plank.]
Hansard.
even.
To make or cover with planks or boards ; to plank.
[0J«.] " To that vineyard is a planehed gate."
Shak.
Planch'er (-er), re. [F., fr. planche. See Planch.]
1. A floor of wood ; also, a plank.
[Obs.']
Bacon.
2. (Arch.) The under side of a cornice a soffit.
Planch'er, v. t. To form of planks. [Obs.] Golding.
Planch'et (-St), re. [F. planchette a small board, dim.
of planche. See Planch.] A flat piece of metal ; especially, a disk of metal ready to be stamped as a coin.
Plan'Ghette'(E. pl5n-sh5t';F. pliiN'shSt'), re. [F. See
Planchet.] 1. A circumferentor. See Circumferentoe.
2. A small tablet of wood supported on casters and
having a pencil attached. The characters produced by
the pencil on paper, while the hand rests on the instrument and it is allowed to move, are sometimes translated
as of oracular or supernatural import.
Planch'lng (plSnch'Tng), re. The laying of floors in a
building also, a floor of boards or planks.
One Form of Planer, 1.
Carew.
Plane (plan), re. [F., fr. L. platanus, Gr. TrAarai/os, fr. a Bed h Upright ; c Table or Platen d Crosshead e Head
Tool g Driving Pulley.
Cutting
/
irAaTws broad
so called on account of its broad leaves
and spreading form. See Place, and cf Platane, PlanPlaner centers. See under Center.
tain the tree.] (Bot.) Any tree of the genus Platanus.
Pla'ner tree' (pla'ner tre'). [From J. S. Planer, a
German botanist.] (Bot.) A small-leaved North AmeriBiff' " The Oriental plane (Platanus orientalis) is a native of Asia. It rises with a straight, smooth, branching can tree (Planera aquatica) related to the elm, but havatem to a great height, with palmated leaves, and long ing a vringless, nutlike fruit.

[L.
Pla'na-ry (pla'na-rj), a.
planarius level. See Plane, a.]
Of or pertaining to a plane, [i?.]

A

&

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

.

ale,

senate,

c^re,

&m, arm, ask,

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

I

[L. planeticus, Gr. vrAa-

o.

Of or pertaining
Sir T. Browne.
[Planet -f -oid.] (AsPlan'et-Old (pian'6t-oid), n.
an asteroid.
tron.) A body resembling a planet
Plan'et-oid'al (-oid'al), a. Pertaining to a planetoid.
Plane' tree' (plan' tre'). (Bot.) Same as 1st Plane.
Plan'et-StrlCk'en(plSn'St-strik"n), ( a. Affected by
the influence
Plan'et-Struck' (pl5n'6t-striik'),
)
Milton.
of planets blasted.
Like planet-slriclen men of yore
i/rjTiKos.]

|

;

;

He
By

trembles, smitten to the core
strong compunction and remorse.

Plan'et-ule

(-51),?!.

Plan'gen-cy
being plangent

A little planet,
The

(plSn'jen-sy), n.
;

a beating sound,

[i?.]

Wordsworth.

Conybeare.

quality or state of

[i?.]

Plan'gent (-jent), a. [L. plangens, -entis, fr. planBeating; dashing, as a
See Plaint.]
H.Taylor.
wave, [i?.] ^^ The plangent via\e."
Plan'!- (plSn'i- or pla'ni-), Pla'no- (pla'no-). [L. 2)lanus.
See Plane, a.] Combining forms signifying flat,
level, plane ; as^Zarej'folious, 7j/a«!metry,p?ano-concave.
Plan'i-fO'11-OUS (plSn'i-fo'lI-iis), a. [Plani- -f L. /ogere to beat.

liumleai.']

(.Bo/.) Flat-leaved.

Plan'1-form (-fSrm), a. (Anal.) Having a plane suras, a planiform, gliding, or arthrodial articulation.
Pla-nim'e-ter (pla-nTm'e-ter), n. [Plani- -{ -meter.
Cf. Planometeb.] An instrument for measuring the
area of any plane figure, however irregular, by passing a
tracer around the bounding line a platometer.
[Cf. F.
Plan'l-met'rlc (plSn'i-mSt'rik 277), a.
face

.

division of

the Deudrocoela.
Pla-na'ri-oid (pla-na'rT-oid),

the object which is to be delineated, or whose place is to
be determined, is supposed to stand.
Perspective plane.
See Perspective.
Plane at Infinity (Geom.), a plane in
which points infinitely distant are conceived as situated.
Plane iron, the cutting chisel of a joiner's plane.
Plane of polarization.
Plane
(Opt.) See Polarization.
of projection, (a) The plane on which the projection is
made, corresponding to the perspective plane in perspective ;
called also principal plane, (b) (Descriptive Geom.) One of the planes to which points are referred for
the purpose of determining their relative position in
space.
Plane of refraction or reflection (Ojd^), the plane
in which lie both the incident ray and the refracted or

;

—

;

the horizontal plane upon which

Objective plane (-Sur?;.),

Pla-net'ic (pla,-nSt'ik),

Pla-net'lc-al (-T-kal),
[Obs."]
to planets.

;

;

;

1

Plan'1-met'rlc-al (-rl-kol),
trique.']
Of or pertaining to planimetry.

)

planime-

Pla-nlm'e-try (pla-nTm'e-trJ), n. [Cf. F. planimStrie.']
distinThe mensuration of plane surfaces
guished from stereometry, or the mensuration of volumes.
Plan'lng (plan'ing), a. & vb. n. fr. Plane, v. t.
Planing machine, (a) See Planer, (i) A complex machine for planing wood, especially boards, containing
usually a rapidly revolving cutter, which chips off the
surface in small shavings as the piece to be planed is
passed under it by a feeding apparatus.
Pla'ni-pen'nate (pla'ni-p?n'nat), a. (Zool.) Of or
;

—

pertaining to the Planipennia.
Pla'ni-pen'nl-a (pla'ni-p5n'nT-a), n. pi. [NL., fr.
L. planus plane -^ penna wing.] (Zool.) A suborder of
Neuroptera, including those that have broad, flat wings,
as the ant-lion, lacewing, etc. Called also Planipennes.
[PlaniPlan'i-pet'al-ous (plan'i-pet'al-tis), a.
II

(Bot.) Having
Plan'lsh (plSu'ish),

petal.']

+

flat petals.

&

[imp.
p. p. Planished
[OF. planir, F.
(-Tsht) p. pr.
vb. re. Planishing.]
planer. See Plane, v., and -ish.] To make smooth or
plane, as a metallic surface to condense, toughen, and
polish by light blows with a hammer.
Plan'ish-er (-er), n. One who, or that which, planWeale.
ishes.
vb. n. from Planish, v. t.
Plan'lsh-ing, a.
V.

t.

&

;

;

&

Planishing rolls (Coining), rolls between which metal
strips are passed while cold, to bring them to exactly the

required thickness.
Plan'i-sphere (plSn'i-sfer), n. [Plani- -f- sphere: cf.
F. planisphere. See Plain, and Sphere.] The representation of the circles of the sphere upon a plane ; especially, a representation of the celestial sphere upon a
plane with adjustable circles, or other appendages, for
showing the position of the heavens, the time of rising
and setting of stars, etc., for any given date or hour.
Plan'l-spher'lc (-sfer'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to a
planisphere.
Plank (plSnk), n. [OE. planke, OF. planque, planche,
F. planche, f r. L. planca ; cf Gr. irAci|, TrAaitos, anything flat and broad. Cf. Planch.] 1. A broad piece
.

idea,

ill

;

old,

bbey, 5rb, Sdd

"

;;

PLANK

Plant bug (Zool.), any one of numerous hemipterous
insects which injure the foliage of
plants, as Lygus lineolaris, which

See Boaed.
thicker.
2. rig. : That which supports or upholds, as a board

damages wheat and

does a swimmer.
His charity is a better plank than the faith of an intolerant
Southey.
and bitter-minded bigot.
3. One of the separate articles in a declaration of the
principles of a party or cause as, a plank in the na-

—

To lay down, as on a plank or table ;
\_Colloq. U. S.']
;
as, to plank money in a wager.
3. To harden, as hat bodies, by felting.
4. (Woolen Manuf.) To splice together the ends of
alivera of wool, for subsequent drawing.

Plant'age

;

+

Pla'no-hor'l-zon'tal (-hSr'i-zSn'tal), a. \_PlanoHaving a level horizontal surface or po-

1.

Lee.
sition.
-meter.
Pla-nom'e-ter (pla-n5m'e-ter), n. [PianoOf. Planimetee.] An instrument for gauging or testing
a plane surface. See Surface gauge, under Surface.
Pla-nom'e-try (-try), n. (3Iech.) The art or process
•of producing or gauging a plane surface.
Pla'no-or-blc'U-lar (pla'uo-8r-bik'u-ler), a. \_Planoorbicular.] Plane on one side, and spherical on the
other.
Pla-nor'blS (pla-nSr'bts),
[NL., fr. L. planus flat -|n.
orhis a circle.]
(Zool.) Any
fresh-water air-breathing mollusk belonging to Planorbis
and other allied genera, having
shells of a discoidal form.
Kanorbis (Planorbis HeartPla'ttO-SUtU-late (pla'nS^*^
iVat. size.
r D,
natus^.
„— ,. J. ,j.. V „
«,,
'
8u'bu-lat), a.
\_Plano- -\- suiulate.]
Smooth and awl-shaped. See Subulate.
vegePlant (plSnt), re. [AS. plante, h. planta.] 1.
table an organized living being, generally without feeling and voluntary motion, and having, when complete, a
root, stem, and leaves, though consisting sometimes only
of a single leafy expansion, or a series of cellules, or even
a single cellule.
Jl^^ Plantsare divided by their structure and methods
of reproduction into two series, phsenogamous or flowering plants, which have true flowers and seeds, and cryptogamous or flowerless plants, whichha/ve no flowers, and
reproduce by minute one-celled spores. In both series
are minute and simple forms and others of great size and

al regions,

mense leaves and large
clusters of the fruits
called plantains.
See

Musa.
2. The fruit of this
It is long and
plant.
somewhat cylindrical,
slightly curved, and,
when ripe, soft, fleshy,

+

II

and

covered

with

—

—

.

As to their mode of nutrition, plants may be considered as self-supporting and dependent. Self-supporting
plants always contain chlorophyll, and subsist on air
and moisture and the matter dissolved in moisture, and
as a general rule they excrete oxygen, and use the carbonic acid to combine with water and form the material
for their tissues, dependent plants comprise all fungi
and many flowering plants of a parasitic or saprophytic

a homely North American aquatic plant (Heteranihera
Rattlesnake
reniformis), having broad, remform leaves.
plantain, an orchidaceous plant (Goodyera pubescens),
with the leaves blotched and spotted with wMte.— Ribwort plantain. See Ribwoet.
Kobin's plantain, the
Erigeron bellidifolium, a common daieylike plant of
North America.
Water plantain, a plant of the genus
Alisma, having acrid leaves, and formerly regarded as a
specific against hydrophobia.
Loudon.
Plant'al (plSnt'ffl), a. [L. planta a plant.] Belonging to plants as, ptentaHife. [Obs.]
Dr. H. More.
Plan'tar (plSn'ter), a. [L. plantaris, fr. planta the
pertaining
to the sole
sole of the foot.]
(Anat.) Of or
of the foot
as, the plantar arteries.
plantatio
: cf. F.
Plan-ta'tlon (plSn-ta'shiSn), n. [L.

—

—

—

As a rule, they have no chloroph5;ll, and subsist
mainly or wholly on matter already organized, thus utilizing carbon compounds already existing, and not ex«r8tmg oxygen. But there are plants which are partly
dependent and partly self-supporting.

tiature.

;

The movements of climbing plants, of some insectivorous plants, of leaves, stamens, or pistils in certain plants,
and the ciliary motion of zoospores, etc., may be considered a kind of voluntary motion.
2. A bush, or young tree
a sapling hence, a stick or
" A ptorai of stubborn oak.
staff.
Dryden.
" Knotty legs and
3. Tlie sole of the foot.
[P.]
pian^i of clay."
B. Jonson.
4. (Com.) The whole machinery and apparatus employed in carrying on a trade or mechanical business
also, sometimes including real estate, and whatever represents investment of capital in the means of carrying on
A business, but not including material worked upon or
finished products as, the plant of a foundry, a mill, or
a railroad.
5. A plan
an artifice a swindle a trick. [Slang]
It was n't a bad plant, that of mine, on Fikey.
Dickens.
8. (Zool.) (a) An oyster which has been bedded, in
distinction from one o£ natural growth,
(b) A young

;

plantation.] 1. The act or practice of planting, or setting in the earth for gi'owth.
[i?.]
2. The place planted land brought under cultivation
a piece of ground planted with trees or useful plants
esp., in the United States and West Indies, a large estate
appropriated to the production of the more important
crops, and cultivated by laborers who live on the estate
as, & cotton plantation ; a, coflee plantation.
3. An original settlement in a new country ; a colony.
While these 23lantations were forming in Connecticut.
B. TnnnbuU.
A stalk or shoot of
Plant'-cane' (plSnt'kan'), n.
The
sugar cane of the first growth from the cutting.
growth Df the second and following years is of inferior
quality, and is called rnltoon.
Plant'-eat'lng (-et'Ing), a. Eating, or subsisting on,
plants as, a plant-eating beetle.

;

;

;

;

;

;

[Local, V. S.]

•

;

;

pity

;

food,

A

;

;

Trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord.

ttUtt

;

Isa. Ixi. 3.

3. (Arch.) The laying of the first courses of stone in a
foundation. [Eng.]
Plant'less, a. Without plants ; barren of vegetation.
Plant'let, n. A little plant.
Plan-tOC'ra-cy (plSn-tSk'ra-sj^), n. [Planter -f -cracy,
as in democracy.]
Government by planters ; planters,
collectively.
[E.]
Plant'^e (plSnt'iil), n. [F., dim. oiplante a plant, L.
planta.] (Bot.) The embryo which has begun its development in the act of germination.

Plan'U-la (plSn'i-la),

II

n. ; pi.

PLANUioffi

(-le).

[L.,

a little plane.] 1. (Biol.) In embryonic
development, a vesicle filled with fluid,
formed from the morula by the divergence of its cells in such a manner as to
give rise to a central space, around which
the cells arrange themselves as an envelope an embryonic form intermediate i^gj " J The
between the morula and gastrula. Some- same in a later
times used as synonymous with gastrula. stage when it
2. (Zool.) The very young, free-swim- has become
and
ming larva of the cojlenterates. It usu- fixed
changed to a
ally has a flattened oval or oblong form,
Gastrula.
and is entirely covered with cilia.
Planx'ty (plSnks'ty), n. [Cf. L. plangere to mourn
aloud.] (Mus.) An Irish or Welsh melody for the haif^
sometimes of a mournful character.
Plaque (plak), n. [F. Cf. Plack, and see Placaed.]
Any flat, thin piece of metal, clay, ivory, or the like, used
for ornament, or for painting pictures upon, as a slab,
plate, dish, or the like, hung upon a wall also, a smaller
decoration worn on the person, as a brooch.
Plash (plSsh), n. [OD. plasch. See Plash, v.]
1. A small pool of standing water
a puddle. Bacon.
"These shallow ^toAei." Barrow.

A dash of water
Plash, V. i. [imp.
2.

Plantain Tree (Musa paradisiaca).

Plantain cutter, or Plantain eater (Zool.), any one of
several large African birds of the genus Musophaga, or
family Musophagidas, especially Musophaga violacea.
See TuEACO. They are allied to the cuckoos.
Plantain squirrel (Zo'dll), a Java squirrel (Sciwus plantani)
which feeds upon plantains.
Plantain tree (Sot.), the
treelike herb Musa paradisiaca. See def 1 (above).
Plan'taln, n. [F., fr. L. plantago. Cf. Plant.]
(Bot.) Any plant of the genus Plantago, but especially
the P. major, a low herb with broad spreading radical
leaves, and slender spikes of minute flowers. It is a
native of Europe, but is now found near the abode of
civilized man in nearly all parts of the world.
Indian plantain. (Soi.) See under Indian.— Mud plantain,

complexity.

+

;

when cooked.

A

II

especially

countries,

;

in a new or uncultivated territory ; as,
the first planters in Virginia.
The occupation or position of a
Plant'er-ship, n.
planter, or the management of a plantation, as in the
United States or the West Indies.
young
Plant'i-Cle (-T-k'l), n. [Dim. of Plant.]
plant, or plant in embryo.
E. Darwin.
Plan'U-gra'da (plSn'ti-gra'da), M. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
subdivision of Carnivora having plantigrade feet. It
includes the bears, raccoons, and allied species.
[L. planta sole of
Plan'ti-grade (plSn'ti-grad), a.
the foot
gradi to walk : cf. F. plantigrade.] (Zool.)
(a) Walking on the sole of the foot ; pertaining to the
plantigrades, (b) Having the foot so formed that the
heel touches the ground when the leg is upright.
plantigrade animal, or
Plan'tl-grade, n. (Zool.)
one that walks or steps on tlie sole of the foot, as man,
and the bears.
Plant'ing (plSnt'ing), n. 1. The act or operation of
setting in the ground for propagation, as seeds, trees,
shrubs, etc. ; the forming of plantations, as of trees the
carrying on of plantations, as of sugar, coffee, etc.
2. That which is planted
a plantation.

;

a

thick but tender yellowish skin. The plantain is a staple article
of food in most tropical

r

A colonist

;

treelike

herb (Musa

paradisiaca) of tropicbearing im-

+

firn

A

(Bot.)

perennial

horizontal.]

\lp,

;

48), n.

planianier, Sp. pl&niano,pldtano; prob. same
word as plane tree.]

;

full,

;

As true as steel, as plantage to the moon. Shak. ( Trail, iii. sc. 2).
Plan'taln (plSn'tan 48), n. [Cf. F. plantain-arbre,

+

unite, rtide,

(-aj

planted.

+

Ose,

(-a-b'l), a.

to be planted.

convex.]
Pla'no-oon'vex (-kSn'vgks), a. \_PlanoPlane or flat on one side, and convex on the other as, a
plano-convex lens. See Convex, and Lens.

oyster suitable for transplanting.

;

Capable of being planted fit
B. Edwards.
A word used once by Shakespeare to designate plants in general, or anything that is
Plant'a-ble

+

;

tree,

;

+

;

A

laris).

engenders choler,p?aH(e;/i anger.
Shak.
6. To furnish with a fixed and organized population ;
to settle ; to establish ; as, to plant a colony.
Planting of countries is like planting of woods. Bacon.
6. To introduce and establish the principles or seeds
of ; as, to plant Christianity among the heathen.
7. To set firmly ; to fix ; to set and direct, or point
as, to plant cannon against a fort ; to plant a standard
in any place to plant one's feet on solid ground ; to
plant one's fist in another's face.
8. To set up ; to install ; to instate.
We will plant some other in the throne.
Shak.
Plant, V. i. To perform the act of planting.
I have jtlanted ; ApoUos watered.
1 Cor. iii. 6.

;

stuff

A

Tarnished
Plant
Bug {Lygus lineo-

It

Plan'less (plSu'lSs), a. Having no plan.
Plan'ner (-ner), n. One who plans a projector.
Pla'no- (pla'no-). See Plani-.
Plan'O-blast (plSn'o-blSst), n. [Gr. wKavaaOat. to wan-blast.']
(Zool.) Any free-swimder
ming gonophore of a hydroid ; a hydroid
medusa.
Pla'no-con'cave (pla'no-k5n'kav), a.
concave.] Plane or flat on
l^Planoone side, and concave on the other ; as, a
See Lens.
plano-concave lens.
of a
P 1 a'n 0-C n'l C-a 1 (-kSn'f-kal), a. Planoblast
Hydroid (Bouconical.] Plane or flat on one
IPlanoGrew, smnvmia).
side, and conical on the other.

as,

;

;

;

member wrought on a separate piece of

^planted molding.

3.

Thou Shalt noi plant thee a grove of any trees. Deut. xvi. 21.
3. To furnish, or fit out, with plants as, to plant a
garden, an orchard, or a forest.
4. To engender to generate to set the germ of.

Planked shad, shad split open, fastened to a plank, and
roasted before a wood fire.
1. The act of laying planks ; also,
Plank'lng, n.
planks, collectively ; a series of planks in place, as the
wooden covering of the frame of a vessel.
See Plank, v. t., i.
2. The act of splicing slivers.
Plank'-Sheer'(-sher'), n. (Shipbuilding) The course
of plank laid horizontally over the timberheads of a vessel's frame.

Plant'ed
a projecting

;

or a vegetable with roots.

cash

(Joinery) Fixed in place, as

(plSnt'Sd), a.

Plant'er (-er), m. 1. One who, or that which, plants
or sows as, a planter of corn a machine planter.
as, a
2. One who owns or cultivates a plantation
sugar planter ; a coffee planter.

Plant, n.] 1. To put in the ground
and cover, as seed for growth ; as, to plant maize.
2. To set in the ground for growth, as a young

Dryden.
to stake or pay

;

—

&

&

;

&

2.

trees.

—

;

pine."

fruit

Plant cutter {.Zool.), a South American passerine bird of the genus Phytotoma, family Phytotomiam. It has
a serrated bill with which it cuts ofiE
the young shoots and buds of plants,
often doing much injury.
Plant louse
(Zodl.).^ any smtvU hemipterous insect
which infests plants, especially those
of the families Aphiase and Psyllidie ;
an aphid.
Plant (plSnt), V. t. [imp.
p. p.
Planted p. pr.
vb. n. Planting.]
[AS. plantian, L. plantare.
See

[^Canf]
tional platform.
Plank road, or Plank way, a road surface formed of
planks. [U. S.]—t:o walk the plank, to walk along a plank
laid across the bulwark of a ship, until one overbalances
a method of disposing of capit and falls into the sea
tives practiced by pirates.
Plank (plSnk), V. t. [imp. &J>. p. Planked (plSnkt)
1. To cover or lay with
vb. n. Plankinq.]
p. pr.
planks ; as, to plank a floor or a ship. " Planked with

;

PLASMA
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of sawed timber, differing from a board only in being

;

;

;;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sintc,

& vb.

a splash.
p. p. Plashed (piasht) p. pr.
Cf.
[Cf. D. plassen, G. platschen.
'^ Plashing
dabble in water; to splash.
;

&

;

n. Plashing.]

To

Splash.]

among bedded pebbles."

Keats.
Longfellow.
Far below himplashed the waters.
1. To splash, as water.
2. To splash or sprinkle with coloring matter ; as, to
plash a wall in imitation of granite.
p. p. Plashed (plSsht) ; p. pr.
Flash, V. t. [imp.
[OF. plaissier, plessier, to bend.
vb. n. Plashinq.]
Cf. Pleach.] To cut partly, or to bend and intertwine
Evelyn.
the branches of ; as, to plash a hedge.
Plash, n. The branch of a tree partly cut or bent,
branches.
other
intertwined
with,
bound
or
and
to,
-el.]
A small pond or
Plash'et (-St), n. [Plash
pool ; a puddle.
Plash'lng, re. 1. The cutting or bending and intertwining the branches of small trees, as in hedges.
2. The dashing or sprinkling of coloring matter on the
walls of buildings, to imitate granite, etc.
A hedge or fence formed of
Plash'OOt (-oot), re.
branches of trees interlaced, or juiai/icrf. [06s.] Carew.
[From 1st Plash.] 1. Watery;
Plash'y (-y), a.

Plash,

V. t.

&

&

+

abounding with puddles

"The

splashy.

;

'^

Plashy

ieiis."

Mil-

earth." Wo7-dsu'orth.
Keats.
2. Specked, as if plashed with color.
[L. plasma anything formed or
(plSz'm),
re.
Plasm
molded, that which is molded, Gr. nXaafia, -aros, from
Cf Plasma.]
TrAoo-o-eif to form, mold : cf. F. plas)iie.
1. A mold or matrix in which anything is cast or
Woodward.
shape.
[P.]
formed to a particular
2. (Biol.) Same as Plasma.
Plas'ma (plSz'ma), re. [See Plasm.] 1. (Min.) A
variety of quartz, of a color between grass green and
leek green, which is found associated with common
chalcedony. It was much esteemed by the ancients (oi
ton.

p?as/(2/

.

making engraved ornaments.
2. (Biol.) The viscous material of an animal or vege
table cell, out of which the various tissues are formed
by a process of differentiation protoplasm.
;

3. Unorganized niaterial
elementary matter.
mixture of starch and glycerin, used as i
4. (Jlfed.)
sub.ititute for ointments.
U. S. Disp
;

A

in

Blood plasma (Phy.^inl.), the colorless fluid of the blood,
which the red and white blood corpuscles are susMuscle plasma (Physiol.), the fundamental pari

pended.

iQk

;

—

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

"

;
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of muscle fibers, a thick, viscid, albuminous fluid contained within the sarcolemma, which on th j death of the
muscle coagulates to a semisolid mass.
Plas-mat'lc (plaz-mafik), a.
[Gr. 7rXa<7/aaT«d5.]
shaping
Plas-mat'ic-al (-t-kol),
1. Forming
molding. [06s.]
Dr. H. More.
2. {Biol. ) Of or pertaining to plasma
having the
character of plasma ; containing, or conveying, plasma.

Eocene pe— so called because used in making pottery.
— Plastic element (Physiol.), one that bears witliin Zyell.
it the
germs of a higher form. — Plastic exudation (Med.), an

|

;

jf

;

;

Flas-ma'tlon (-ma'shiin),

re.

The

[L. plasmatic.']

act of forming or molding.
[iJ.]
Graflon.
former
a
Plas-ma'tor (plSz-ma'ter), re. [L.]
"
fashioner.
plasmalor,
God Alsovereign
[iJ.]
The

A

mighty."

;

Urquhart.

Plas'ma-ture (-ma-tflr), n. Form mold. [iJ.]
Plas'mic (-mik), a. Of, pertaining to, or connected
;

with, plasma; plasmatic.
Plas'min (-min), n. (Physiol. Chem.) A proteid
body, separated by some physiologists from blood plasma.
It is probably identical with fibrinogen.
Plaa-mo'dl-al (jilSz-mo'di-al), a. (Biol.) Of or pertaining to, or like, a Plasmodium ; as, the plasmodial
form of a life cycle.
II

f-ilm), n. ; pi. Plasmodia (-a). [NL.
jellylike mass of free proto1, (Biol.)

Plaa-mo'dl-um

See Plasma.]
A
plasm, without any surrounding wall or membrane,
formed by the imion of amoeboid cells, and endowed
with life and power of motion.
2. (Zo'ol. ) A naked mobile mass of protoplasm, formed
by the union of several amoebalike young, and constituting one of the stages in the life cycle of Mycetozoa
and other low organisms.
Flas'mo-gen (piaz'mo-j5n), n. \_Plasma -f- -gen."]
(Biol.) The important living portion of protoplasm, considered a chemical substance of the highest elaboration.
Germ plasm and idioplasm are forms of plasmogen.
Plas'SOn (plSs'son), re. [NL., fr. Gr. irAao-o-eif to
form.] (Biol.) The albuminous material composing the
body of a cytode.
I^p" It is considered simpler than the protoplasm of an
ordinary cell in that it has not undergone diilerentiation
into the inner cell nucleus and the outer cell substance.
II

Saeckel.
Plas'ter (pUs'ter), n. [AS., a plaster (in sense 1), fr.
L. emplastrum, Gr. eiXTrXaiTTpov, e^Tr\a<TTOv, fr. ejuTrAao"a€Lv to daub on, stuff in ; ev in -j- ^Aaaaetv to mold cf.
OF. piastre a plaster (in sense 2), F. platre. Cf. Plastic, Emplaster, Piaster.]
[Formerly written also
plaister.]
1. (Med.) An external application of a consistency harder than ointment, prepared for use by
spreading it on linen, leather, silk, or other material. It
is adhesive at the ordinary temperature of the body, and
is used, according to its composition, to produce a medicinal effect, to bind parts together, etc. ; as, a porous
plaster ; sticking plaster.
2. A composition of lime, water, and sand, with or
without hair as a bond, for coating walls, ceilings, and
partitions of houses. See Mobtar.
3. Calcined gypsum, or plaster of Paris, especially
when ground, as used for making ornaments, figures,
moldings, etc. ; or calcined gypsum used as a fertilizer.

Plastic clay (Oeol.),

riod

—

—

—

&

Plas'ter, v. t. limp.
p. p. Plastered (-terd) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Plastering.]
[Cf. OF. plastrer to plaster
(in sense 2), F. plairer.']
1. To cover with a plaster, as
a wound or sore.
2. To overlay or cover with plaster, as the ceilings

&

and walls

of a house.

3. Fig.
To smooth over ; to cover or conceal the defects of ; to hide, as with a covering of plaster.
Bale.
Plas'ter-or (-er), re. 1. One who applies plaster or
mortar. " Thy iatixei was a plasterer."
Shak.
2. One who makes plaster casts.
"The plasterer
doth make his figures by addition."
Sir H. Wotton.
Plas'ter-lng, ». 1. Same as Plaster, re., 2.
2. The act or process of overlaying witli plaster.
3.
covering of plaster plasterwork.
Plas'ter-ly, a. Resembling plaster of Paris. [iJ.]
" Out of gypseous ot plasterly ground."
Fuller.
Plas'ter-work' (-wfirk'), «. Plastering used to finish
architectural constructions, exterior or interior, especially that used for the lining of rooms.
Ordinarily,
mortar is used for the greater part of the work, and
pure plaster of Paris for the moldings and ornaments.
Plas'ter-y, a. Of the nature of plaster.
The Btone . . is a poor pZosterj/ material.
Ckmgh.
:

A

;

.

—

—

Plas-tlc'i-ty (plSs-tis'I-ty), re.
[Cf. F. plasticite.']
1. The quality or state of being plastic.
2. (Physiol.) Plastic force.
Dunglison.
Plas'tid (plSs'tid),
1 n.
[Gr. TrAaffTis, -iSos, a
Plas'tide (-tid or -tid), ) creator.] 1. (Biol.) A formative particle of albuminous matter; a monad a cytode.
See the Note under Morphon.
Haeckel.
2. (Bot.) One of the many minute granules found in
the protoplasm of vegetable cells. They are divided by
their colors into three classes, chloroplastids, chromoplastids, and leucoplastids.
;

II

Gr.

Plas'ti-dO-ZO'a (pl5s'tT-d6-zo'a), re. pi.
[NL., fr.
n-Ado-Tis, -iSos, creator -|- ^woi' animal.]
(Zool.)

Same

as Protozoa.
Plas'tl-dule (pl5s'ti-dul), n.
[Dim. fr. Plastid.]
One of the small particles or organic molecules
composing the body of a moner or plastid.
Haeckel.
Plas'tln (plSs'tin), re. [Gr. irKaarreiv to form, mold.]
(Biol.) A substance associated with nuclein in cell nuclei,
and by some considered as the fundamental substance of
the nucleus.
(Biol.)

KaS-tOg'ra-phy

(plSs-tSg'ra-fy),

re.

[Gr. TrXaaroypa-

formed, molded -j- ypd<f>ei.v to write.]
forming figures in any plastic material.
2. Imitation of handwriting forgery.
Plas'tron (plSs'trSn), re.
[F. plastron breastplate,
plastron, LL. plastra a thin plate of metal. See Piaster.] 1. A piece of leather stuffed or padded, worn by
fencers to protect the breast.
Dryden.
2. (Anc. Armor) An iron breastplate, worn under the
hauberk.
irAao-TOS

<l>ia.;

1.

The

art of

;

3. (Anat.)

:

Flaater cast, a copy of an object obtained by pouring
plaster of Paris mixed with water into a mold.
Plaster
of Paria. [So called because originally brought from a
suburb of Paris.] (Chem.) Anhydrous calcium sulphate,
or calcined gypsum, which forms with water a paste
which soon sets or hardens, and is used for casts, moldings, etc. The term is loosely applied to any plaster
stone or species of gypsum.
Plaster of Paris bandage
(Surg. ), a bandage saturated with a paste of plaster of
Paris, which on drying forms a perfectly fitting splint.
Plaster stone, any species of gypsum. See Gypsum.

one of the beds of the

exudation thrown out upon a wounded surface and constituting the material of repair by which the process of
is effected.
Plastic foods. (Physiol.) See the
second Note under Food. —Plastic force. (Physiol.) &ee
under Force.
Plastic operation, an operation in plastic
surgery.
Plastic surgery, that brancli of surgery wliich
is concerned with the repair or restoration of lost, injured, or deformed parts of the body.
Plas'tlc-al (plas'tT-kal), a. See Plastic. [JJ.]
Plas'tic-al-ly, adv. in a plastic manner.

—

turtles.

4.

The ventral

shield or shell of tortoises

and

[Gr. irAacTTtKcSs fit for molding,
plastic, fr. TrAao-o-eiv to mold, to form.]
combining
form signifying developing, Jorming, growing ; as, hetaroplastie, monoplastic, ipolyplastic.
Plas'tlc (plSs'tik), a. [L. plasticus, Gr. ttAootiko!,
fr. TrAacro-eii' to form, mold : cf. F. plastique."]
1. Having the power to give form or fashion to a mass of matter ; as, the plastic hand of the Creator.
Prior.
See plastic Nature working to this end.
Pope.

A

2. Capable of being molded, formed, or modeled, as
clay or plaster;
used also figuratively as, the plastic
mind of a child.
3. Pertaining or appropriate to, or characteristic of,
molding or modeling ; produced by, or appearing as if
produced by, molding or modeling ;
said of sculpture
and the kindred arts, in distinction from painting and

—

;

—

the graphic arts.
Medallions . . . fraught with the plastic beauty and eraee of
the palmy days of Italian art.
J. S. Harford.

ale,

senate,

care,

&ib,

firm,

ask,

;

;

—

—

—

&

&

;

re. Platting.]
[See Plait.] To form by interlaying or interweaving; to braid; to plait.
"They had
platted a crown of thorns."
Matt, xxvii. 29.
Plat, n. Work done by platting or braiding ; a plait.
Her hair, nor loose, nor tied in formal 7*i(.
Shak.
Plat, re.
[Cf. Plat flat, which perh. caused this
spelling, and Plot a piece of ground.] A small piece or
plot of ground laid out with some design, or for a special use ; usually, a portion of flat, even ground.
This fiowery plat, the sweet recess of Eve.
Milton.
I keep smooth plat3 of fruitful ground.
Tennyson.
v.
t.
To
lay
Plat,
out in plats or plots, as ground.
[F. plat.
Plat, a.
See Plate, re.]
Plain; flat;
level.
[06^.]
Gower.
Plat, adv. 1. Plainly ; flatly ; downright. [Obs.]
But, sir, ye lie, 1 '.el! you plat.
Rom. of R.
2. Flatly; smoothly; evenly.
[Ofo.]
Drant.
Plat, n. \. The flat or broad side of a sword. lObs.
or Prov. Eng."]
Chaucer.
2.
plot a plan ; a design ; a diagram ; a map ; a
chart.
lObs. or Prov. Eng.J
"To note all the islands,
and to set them down in plat.
Hakluyt.
Plat'an (-an), re. 111. platanus. See Plane the tree.]
[Written also p?ataree.] The plane tree.
Tennyson.
Plat'a-nlst (-a-nist), re. [L. platanista a sort of fish,
Gr. TTAaravtcrTTiji ci. V. plataniste.'] (Zool.) The soosoo.
Plat'a-nus (-nfls), re. [See Plane the tree.] (Bot.)
genus of trees ; the plane tree.
Plat'band' (-bSnd'), n. [F. plate-bande ; plat, plate,
flat, level -\- bande a band.]
1. A border of flowers in a
garden, along a wall or a parterre ; hence, a border.
2. (Arch.) (a) Aflat molding, or group of moldings,
the width of which much exceeds its projection, as the
face of an architrave, (b) A list br fillet between the
flutings of a column.
Plate (plat), re. [OF. plate a plate of metal, a cuirass,
F. plat a plate, a shallow vessel of silver, other metal, or
earth, fr. plat flat, Gr. TrAanis. See Place, re.]
1. A
flat, or nearly flat, piece of metal, the thickness of which
is small in comparison with the other dimensions ; a
thick sheet of metal as, a steel plate.
2. MetalUc armor composed of broad pieces.

vb.

;

:

II

A

.

.

.

throughj^^afe and mail.

Milton.

3. Domestic vessels and utensils, as flagons, dishes,
cups, etc. , wrought in gold or silver.
4. MetalUc ware which is plated, in distinction from
that which is genuine silver or gold.
5.
small, shallow, and usually circular, vessel of
metal or wood, or of earth glazed and baked, from which
food is eaten at table.
6. [Cf. Sp. plata silver.] A piece of money, usually
silver money.
[OJs.]
"Realms and islands were as
plates dropp'd from his pocket."
Shak.
7.
piece of metal on which anything is engraved for
the purpose of being printed ; hence, an impression from
the engraved metal ; as, a book illustrated with plates
a fashion plate.
8. A page of stereotype, electrotype, or the like, for
printing from as, publisher's plates.
9. That part of an artificial set of teeth which fits to

A

_

A

;

final,

^11

;

eve,

event,

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

&

Plate (plat), V. t. limp. &p. p. Plated ; p. pr.
vb.
Platdjo.] 1. To cover or overlay with gold, silver, or
other metals, either by a mechanical process, as hammering, or by a chemical process, as electrotyping.
2. To cover or overlay with plates of metal ; to arm
with metal for defense.
Thus lilated in habiliments of war.
Shak.
3. To adorn with plated metal ; as, a plated harness.
4. To beat into thin, flat pieces, or laminse.
5. To calender ; as, to plate paper.

n.

-toz'),

a

(pla-to'l, n. ; pi. F. Plateaux (F. -to' ; E.
[F., fr. OF. platel, properly,
See Plate.] 1.
flat surface ; especially,
level, elevated area of land ; a table-land.

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

E. Plateaus (-toz').

A

little plate.

a broad,

A

Mangled

—

Pla-teau'

of a different material, and narrowing from the shoulders to the waist.
-plas'ty (-plas't^). [Gr. TTkaatTeiv to mold, form.]
combining form denoting the act ot process of forming,
development, growth ; as, axAoplasty, yerineoplasty.
Plat (plSt), V. t. limp.
p. p. Platted p. pr.

;

-plas'UC (-plSs'tik).

the mouth, and holds the teeth in place. It may be ot"
gold, platinum, silver, rubber, celluloid, etc.
10. (Arch.) A horizontal timber laid upon a wall, or
upon corbels projecting from a wall, and supporting the
ends of other timbers also used specifically of the roof
plate wliich supports the ends of the roof trusses or, in
simple work, the feet of the rafters.
11. (Her.) A roundel of silver or tinctured argent.
12. (Photog.) A sheet of glass, porcelain, metal, etc.,
with a coating that is sensitive to light.
13. A prize given to the winner in a contest.
^ff^ Plate is sometimes used in an adjectival sense or
in combination, the plirase or compound bemg in most
cases of obvious signification as, plate basket or platebasket, plate rack or plate-rac^.
Home plate. (Baseball) See Home base, under Home.
Plate armor, (a) See Plate, re., 2. (6) Strong metal
plates for protecting war vessels, fortifications, and the
like.
Plate bone, tlie shoulder blade, or scapula.
Plate
girder, a girder, the web of whicli is formed of a single
vertical plate, or of a series of such plates riveted together.
Plate glass.
See under Glass.
Plate iron,
wrought iron plates.
Plate layer, a workman who lays
down the rails of a railway and fixes them to the sleejicrs
or ties.
Plate mark, a special mark or emblematic figure
stamped upon gold or silver plate, to indicate tlie pi nee
ot manufacture, the degree of purity, and tlie like;
thus, the local mark for London is a lion.
Plate paper,
a heavy spongy paper, for printing from engraved plates.
Fair/iol/.
Fla.te press, a press with a flat carriage and
used for printing from engraved steel or copa roller,
Plate printer, one who prints from engraved
per plates.
plates.
Plate printing, tlie act or process of printing
from an engraved plate or plates.
Plate tracery. (Arcli.)
See under Tracery.
Plate wheel (ilech.), a wheel, the
rim and hub of which are cowiiected by a continuous plate
ot metal, instead of by arms or spokes.

See Testudinata.

A trimming for the front of a woman's dress, made

A

;

PLATINIC

;

healing

;

An

ornamental dish for the table a tray or salver.
Plate'ful (plat'ful), re. ; pi. Platepols (-fulz). Enough
2.

;

a plate as much as a plate will hold.
(Zodl.) Having
Plate'-gllled' (-giW), a.
leaflike, gills, as the bivalve moUusks.
Pla'tel (pla'tei), n. [OF. See Plateau.]
to

fill

dish.

;

or

flat,

A

small

[JJ.]

Plat'en (plSt'Sn), n. [F. platine, fr. plat flat. See
Plate, and cf. Platin.] (Much.) (a) The part of a
printing press which presses the paper against the type,
and by which the impression is made. (6) Hence, an
analogous part of a typewriter, on which the paper rests
to receive an impression, (c) The movable table of a
machine tool, as a planer, on which the work is fastened,
and presented to the action of the tool ;
also called table.
Plat'er (plafer), re. 1. One who plates or coats articles with gold or silver as, a B\\\et plater,

—

;

2. A machine for calendering paper.
Plat'er-esiiue' (pl5f er-Ssk'), a. [Sp. plateresco from
plata silver.] (Arch.) Resembling silver plate;
said
of certain architectural ornaments.
Plat'e-trope (piat'e-trop), re. [Gr. n-Adro? breadth -|TpeVeiK to turn.] (Anat.) One of a pair of paired organs.
,

—

+

Plat'lorm' (-fSrm'), n.
IPlat, a.
-form: cf. F.
plateforme.'] 1.
plat ; a plan ; a sketch ; a model a
pattern. Used also figuratively.
[0J«.]
Bacon.
2.
place laid out after a model. lObs."]
Half the platfoi-m just reflects the other.
Fojie.

A

;

A

3. Any flat or horizontal surface ; especially, one that
raised above some particular level, as a framework of
timber or boards horizontally joined so as to form a roof,
or a raised floor, or portion of a floor ; a landing a dais
a stage, for speakers, performers, or workmen ; a standing place.
4.
declaration of the principles upon which a person,
a sect, or a party proposes to stand ; a declared policy or
system ; as, the Saybrook platform ; a political platform,.
" The platform of Geneva."
Hooker.
5. (Naut.)
light deck, usually placed in a section of
the hold or over the floor of the magazine. See Orlop.
Platform car, a railway car without permanent raised
sides or covering ; a flat.
Platform scale, a weighing machine, with a flat platform on which objects are weighed.
is

;

A

A

—

Plat'form'. v. t. 1. To place on a platform,
[i?.]
2. To form a plan of ; to model ; to lay out.
[OS.?.]
Church discipline isplatformed in the Bible. Milton.
Plat-hel'minth (plSt-ha'mTnth), re. (Zool.) One of
the Platyelrainthes.
II

Plat'hel-min'thes (plSt'hgl-mTn'thez),
Same as Platyelminthes.

re.

pi.

[NL.]

(ZoqI. )

Plat'in (plat'in), re. (3fach.) See Platen.
Plat'i-na (plSt'I-na or pla-te'na; 277), re. [Sp. or
NL. See Platinum.] (Chem.) Platinum.
Platlna mohr, platinum black.
Platina yellow, a pigment prepared from platinum.
Plat'ing (plat'ing), re. 1. The art or process of covering anything with a plate or plates, or with a metal,
particularly of overlaying a base or dull metal with a
thin plate of precious or bright metal, as by mechanical
means or by electro-magnetic deposition.
2. A thin coating of metal laid upon another metal.
3. A coating or defensive armor of metal (usually

—

steel) plates.

Pla-tln'lc (pla-tin'ik), a.

idea,

HI

;

old,

(Chem.) Of, pertaining to^

obey, 6rb, 5dd

;

PLATINICHLORIC
or containing, platinum ;
those compounds in which the element has a higher valence, as contrasted with the platinous compounds ; as,
plaiinic chloride (PtCl4).

Pla'tO-nlsm (pla'tS-nTz'm),

;

;

&

;

;

2. An elevated rational and ethical conception of the
;
sometimes, imaginative
or fantastic philosophical notions.
Pla'tO-nist (-nist ; 277), n. One who adheres to the
philosophy of Plato ; a follower of Plato.
Hammond.
Pla'tO-niZe (-niz), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Platonized
(-nizd)
vb. n. Platonizinq.]
To adopt the
p. pr.
opinions of Plato or his followers.
Milner,
Pla'tO-nize, v. t. To explain by, or accommodate to,
the Platonic philosophy.
Enfield.
One who Platonizes.
Pla'tO-nl'zer (-ni'zer), n.
[F. peloton a ball of thread,
Pla-tOOn' (pla-toon'), re.
a knot or group of men, a platoon, fr. pelote a ball
formed of things wound round. See Pellet.] {3Iil.)
(a) Formerly, a body of men who fired together ; also, a
small square body of soldiers to strengthen the angles of
a hollow square. (6) Now, in the United States service,
half of a company.
Eaymond.
Piatt (pISt), re. {Sfining) See Lodge, n.

+

+

—

Plat'1-no-type (pl5f T-no-tlp), n. [Platinum -{--type.']
(Photog.) 1. A permanent photograpliic picture or print
in platinum black.
2. The process by which such pictures are produced.
Plat'1-nous (-nus), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or
used specifically to designate
containing, platinum
those compounds in which the element has a lower valence, as contrasted with the platinic compounds as,
platinous chloride (PtCl2).
Plat'1-nnm (piat'I-num or plA-te'niSm), n. [NL., fr.
Sp. platina, from plata silver, LL. plata a thin plate of
metal. See Plate, and cf. Platina.] {Chem.) A metallic element, intermediate in value between silver and
gold, occurring native or alloyed with other metals, also
It is a heavy tinas the platinum arsenide (sperrylite).
white metal which is ductile and malleable, but very infusible, and characterized by its resistance to strong
chemical reagents. It is used for crucibles, for stills
for sulphuric acid, rarely for coin, and in the form of foil
and wire for many purposes. Specific gravity 21.5. Atomic

Platt'deutsch' (plSt'doitsh'), n. The modern dialects
spoken in the north of Germany, taken collectively
modern Low German. See Low German, under German.
«.
Plat'ten (plat't'n),
[See Plat, a.] {Glass Mak-

—

•!).

;

Symbol

ing) To flatten and make into sheets or plates ; as, to
platten cylinder glass.
Plat'ter (-ter), re. [From Plat to braid.] One who
plats or braids.
Plat'ter, n. [Probably fr. OF. platel, F. plateau. See
Plateau.]
large plate or shallow dish on which meat
or other food is brought to the table.
The attendants . . speedily brought in several large, smoking platters, filled with nuge pieces of beef.
SirW. Scott.

A

.

Plat'ter-faced' (-fast'), a. Having a broad, flat face.
Plat'tblg (-ting), re. Plaited strips of bark, cane,
straw, etc., used for making hats or the like.
Plat'y (plat'j^), a. Like a plate consisting of plates.
Plat'y- (plSt'J-). A combining form from Gr. TrAarut
broad, wide, flat ; as, platy^wB, p/a^ycephalous.
[Platy- -f Gr.
Plat'y-ce-phal'lc (-se-fai'ik), ) a.
Kc^aK-fi head.]
Plat'y-ceph'a-lous (-sgf'a-liis), )
{Anat.) Broad-headed.
[Platy- -\- Gr.
Plat'yo-ne'mlc (plSt'Tk-ne'mlk), a.
(Anat.) Of, relating
KvrnjLii leg: cf. F. platycnemique.']
to, or characterized by, platycnemism.
Pla-tyc'ne-mlsm (pla-ttk'ne-mTz'm), n. (Anat.) Lateral flattening of the tibia.
[PlatyGr.
Plat'y-ceell-an (plSt'i-se1i-an), a.
(coiAos hollow.]
{Anat.) Flat at the anterior and concave at the posterior end
said of the centra of the

Formerly called platina.

Pt.

;

Platinum black {Chem.), a soft, dull black powder, consisting of finely divided metallic platinum obtamed by
reduction and precipitation from its solutions. It absorbs
oxygen to a high degree, and is employed as an oxidizer.
Platinum lamp (Elec), a kind of incandescent lamp of

—

which the luminous medium

platinum.
See under Inmetals (Chem.), the group of metallic elements which in their chemical and physical
properties resemble platinum. These consist of the light
platinum group, viz., rhodium, ruthenium, and pallaaium, whose specific gravities are about 12 ana the
heavy platinum, group, viz., osmium, iridium, and platinum, whose specific gravities are over 21. Platinum
(ponge {Chem.), metallic platinum in a gray, porous,
spongy form, obtained by reducing the double chloride
of platinum and ammonium. It absorbs oxygen, hydrogen, and certain other gases, to a high degree, and is employed as an agent in oxidizing.
Plat'i-tnde (pl5t'I-tud), n. [F., from plat flat. See
Plate.] 1. The quality or state of being fiat, thin, or

candescent. — Platinum

is

;

+

—

insipid

;

flat

conmionness

;

triteness

;

;

vertebrae of

staleness of ideas

II

Motley.

A

thought or remark which is flat, dull, trite, or
a truism a commonplace.
PlaM-tu'dl-na'ri-an (piat'I-ta'dt-na'rT-an), n.
One
addicted to uttering platitudes, or stale and insipid tru" K ^o\it\c&\ platitudinarian."
isms.
G.Eliot.
2.

;

An

II

plati-

II

;

;

stone

;

—

rjide,

fi^ll,

[NL., fr. Gr. irAa-ru's -}mole. See under Duck.
[Platy- -f Gr. pi's, pii'os,
opposed to
nose.]
{Anat.) Having the nose broad
One
leptorhine.
re.
{Zo'ol.)
of the Platyrhini.
Plat'y-rhl'ni (-ri'ni), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. TrAarus
broad -)- pi's, pifot, nose.] {Zo'ol.) A division of monkeys, including the American species, which have a
broad nasal septum, thirty-six teeth, and usually a pre[Written also P/n<(/cr//i«i.]
hensile tail. See Monkey.
Chapman.
Plaud (plad), V. t. To applaud. [Obs.]
Plau'dlt (pla'dit), re. [From L. plaudile do ye praise
(which was said by players at the end of a performance),
2d pers. pi. imperative of plaudere. Cf. Plausible.] A
mark or expression of applause praise bestowed.

tun

;

pity

re.

foot.]

—

;

—

II

—

tip,

{Perla).

{Zo'ol.) The duck
Plat'y-rhlne (plSt'I-rin), a.

;

Not

in the sliouts

dation

;

Zonafeilow.

and plaudits of the throng.

Syn. — Acclamation

—

unite,

flies

Plat'y-pUS (plSt'T-pus),

TTOu's

—

Qae,

[NL., fr. Gr.
Pla-typ'te-ra (pla-ttp'te-rA), n. pi.
-|- Trrcpov a wing.]
{Zo'ol.) A division of

Pseudoneuroptera including the species which have four
broad, flat wings, as the termites, or white ants, and the

;

I

{Zo'ol.)

{Zo'ol.)

jrAaTut broad

Plat'1-tU'di-nOUS (-tii'di-nas), a. Abounding in platitudes of the nature of platitudes uttering platitudes.
Plat'1-tu'dl-nous-ness, n.
Plat'ly (plSt'iy), a. Flatly. See Plat, a. [Obs.-]
Plat'ness, n. Flatness. [Obs.']
Palsgrave.
Pla-tom'e-ter (pla-tSm'e-tgr), n. [Gr. ttAotu's flat -\•meter.']
See Planihetee.
Pla-ton'lc (pla-t5n'ik), 1 a. [L. Platonicus, Gr. II\aPla-ton'lc-al (-i-kal),
tuviko^-. cf. F. platoj
nique.} 1. Of or pertaining to Plato, or his philosophy,
school, or opinions.
2. Pure ; passionless nonsexual ; philosophical.
Platonic bodies, the five regular geometrical solids;
namely, the tetrahedron, hexahedron or cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron.
Platonic love, a
pure, spiritual affection, subsisting between persons of
opposite sex, unmixed with carnal desires, and regarding
the mind only and its excellences
a species of love
for which Plato was a warm advocate.
Platonic year
{A.itron.), a period of time determined by the revolution
of the equinoxes, or the space of time in which the stars
and constellations return to their former places in respect
to the equinoxes :
called also great year. This revolution, which is calculated by the precession of the equinoxes, IS accomplished in about 2«,000 years. Barlow.
Pla-ton'lc, n. A follower of Plato ; a Platonist.
Pla-tOn1c-al-ly, adv. In a Platonic manner.

—
,

To utter

i.

+

-pod.]
Plat'y-pod (piatl-pSd), n. [Platyanimal having broad feet, or a broad foot.
Pla-typ'0-da (pla-tip'6-da), n. i>Z. [NL.]
Same as Phosobranchiata.

;

Plat'l-tu'dl-nlze (-tii'dT-niz), v.
tudes or truisms.

some extinct dinosaurs.

II

golden grain of wit into a sheet of infinite

ylatitude.

weak

—

Plat'y-el-mln'thes (-Sl-min'thez), n. pi. [NL. See
Platy-, and Helminthes.]
{Zo'ol.) A class of helminthes including the cestodes, or tapeworms, the trematodes, and the turbellarians.
Called also Jlaiworms.
Plat'y-hel'mi-a (-hgl'mt-a), n. pi. [NL.] {Zo'ol.)
Same as Platyelminthes. [Written also Platyelmia.]
Pla-tym'e-ter (pla-tlm'e-ter), n. [Platy- +- -meter.']
{Elec. ) An apparatus for measuring the capacity of condensers, or the inductive capacity of dielectrics.

or language.

To hammer one

&

;

;

&

approbation

;

;

applau.se

;

encomium commen;

approval.

2.

The

3.

To give any plausibility to a scheme. De Quincey.
Anything plausible or specious.
jB. Browning.

quality of being plausible

;

speciousness.

Plau'si-ble (pla'zT-b'l), a. [L. plausibilis praiseworthy, from plaudere, plausum, to applaud, clap the
hands, strike, beat.] 1. Worthy of being applauded;
praiseworthy commendable ready. [Obs.] Bp. Socket.
superficially pleasing ap2. Obtaining approbation
parently right specious as, a plausible pretext plau" Plausible and
sible manners
a plausible delusion.
popular arguments."
Clarendon.
3. Using specious arguments or discourse; as, a, plausible speaker.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Syn. —Plausible, Specious. Pfa««'We denotes that
which seems reasonable, yet leaves distrust in the judgment. Specious describes that which presents a fair appearance to the view and yet covers something false.
Specious refers more definitely to the act or purpose of
false representation plausible has more reference to tho
effect on the beholder or hearer. An argument may be
;

when

specious

it is

not plausible because

sophistry

its

Plau'Si-ble-lze (-Iz), v. t. To render plausible.
Plau'si-ble-ness, re. Quality of being plausible.
Plau'si-bly, arfi). 1. In a plausible manner.
2. Contentedly; readily.
[Obs.]

[iJ.]

The 'Roms.ns plausibly did give consent.
Shdk,
Plau'slve (pla'slv ; 277), a. [L. plaudere, plausum,
to applaud.] 1. Applauding manifesting praise. Young,
;

2. Plausible; specious.

Play

&

Shak.

[Obs.]

&

(pla), V. i.
[imp.
p. p. Played (plad) ; p.
vb. n. Playing.]
[OE. pleien, AS. plegian, pie-

pr.
gan, to play, akin to plega play, game, quick motion,
and probably to OS. plegan to promise, pledge, D.plegen
to care for, attend to, be wont, G. pflegen ; of unknown
origin.
V28. Cf. Plight, re.] 1. To engage in sport
or lively recreation ; to exercise for the sake of amusement ; to frolic ; to sport.
As Canace -vr&zpleying in her walk.
Chaucer.

The lamb thy

2.

To

riot

dooms

to bleed to-day.

Had he thy reason, would he skip and 'play f
And some, the darlings of their Lord,

Pope.

Plmy smiling with the flame and sword.
act with levity or thoughtlessness to

Kehle.

;

be careless.
" Nay," quod

monk, "

trifie

;

Integrity, fidelity,
j

food,

frfbt

;

(-dT-to-rj;),^/.

;

and other gracious

out,

oil

;

E. Viruahan.

;)to!/»i6iWifs.

chair

;

go

;

sing.

to>

have no lust to pleye." Chaucer.
Men are apt to pla with their healths. Sir TT. Temple.
3. To contend, or take part, in a game ; as, to pla^ball ; hence, to gamble ; as, he played for heavy stakes.
this

I

4. To perform on an instrument of music
as, to play
on a fiute.
One that
can play well on an instrument. Ezek. xxxiii. 32.
Play, ray friend, and charm the charmer. Granville.
5. To act ; to behave to practice deception.
;

.

.

.

;

His raother played false with a smith.
Shak,
6. To move in any manner ; especially, to move regularly with alternate or reciprocating motion ; to eperate ; to act ; as, the fountain plays.
The heart beats, the blood circulates, the lungs pjay. Cheyne.
7. To move gayly ; to wanton ; to disport.
Even as the waving sedges TJ^ay with wind.
Shak.

The setting sun
Plays on their shining arms and burnished helmets. Addison.
All fame is foreign but of true desert,
Plays round the head, but comes not to the heart.
Pope.
8. To 9<st on the stage ; to personate a character.
A lord will hear you play to-night.
Shah
Courts are theaters where some men play.
Donne.
To play Into a person's hands, to act, or to manageTo play off, tO'
matters, to his advantage or benefit.
To play upon, (a)
affect ; to feign to practice artifice.
To make sport of ; to deceive.
Art thou alive ?
Shak.
Or is it fantasy itisA plays upon our eyesight ?
to give a droll expression^
(6) To use in a droll manner
or application to as, to play upon words.
Play, V. t. 1. To put in action or motion ; as, to playcannon upon a fortification to play a trump.
First Peace and Silence all disputes control,
Herbert.
Then Order 7)Zays the soul.
2. To perform music upon ; as, to play the fiute or
the organ.
3. To perform, as a piece of music, on an instrument
as, to play a, waltz on the violin.
4. To bring into sportive or wanton action ; to exhibit
in action ; to execute ; as, to play tricks.
Nature here
Wantoned as in her prime, and played at will

—

;

—

;

;

;

Her virgin

fancies.

Milton,

6. To act or perform (a play) ; to represent in mimic
action ; as, to play a comedy also, to act in the character of to represent by acting ; to simulate ; to behavelike ; as, to play King Lear ; to play the woman.
Thou canst jtlay the rational if thou wilt. Sir IT. Scott.
6. To engage in, or go through with, as a contest for
amusement or for a wager or prize ; as, to play a game
at baseball.
7. To keep in play, as a hooked fish, in order to land it.
To play off, to display ; to show to put in exercise as,
to play off tvicka. —To play one's cards, to manage one's
means or opportunities to contrive.
Played out, tired
out ; exhausted ; at the end of one's resources. [Colloq.]
Play, n. 1. Amusement ; sport ; frolic ; gambols.
2. Any exercise, or series of actions, intended for
amusement or diversion ; a game.
John naturally loved rough play.
Arbuthnot.
3. The act or practice of contending for victory,
amusement, or a prize, as at dice, cards, or billiards
gaining as, to lose a fortune in play.
4. Action ; use ; employment exercise
practice as,
" The
fair play ; foul play ; sword play ; a play of wit.
next who comes iu play."
Zh-yden.
5. A dramatic composition ; a comedy or trngecly ; »
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Applauding commending.
fCf. F. phmsibiPlau'sl-bll'1-ty (pla'zT-bTl'T-ty), re.
[06«.]
lite.]
1. Something worthy of praise.
Plau'dl-tO-ry

ie

so easily discovered.

laws and forces of the universe

A

194.3.

;

;

A

weight

[Cf. F. Platonisme."]
of Plato or of his fol-

^W^ Plato believed God to be an infinitely wise, just,
Spirit and also that he formed the visible
universe out of preexistent amorphous matter, according
to perfect patterns of ideas eternally existent in his own
mind. Philosophy he considered as being a knowledge of
the true nature of things, as discoverable in those eternal
ideas after which all thmgs were fashioned.
In other
words, it is the knowledge of what is eternal, exists
necessarily, and is unchangeable not of the temporary,
the dependent, and changeable and of course it is not
obtained through the senses neither is it the product of
the understanding, which concerns itself only with the
variaole and the transitory nor is it the result of experience and observation but it is the product of our reason, which, as partaking of the divine nature^has innate
ideas resembling the eternal ideas of God. By contemplating these innate ideas, reasoning about them, and
comparing them with their copies in the visible universe,
reason can attain that true knowledge of things which is
called philosophy. Plato's professed followers, the Academics and the New Platouists, differed considerably
from him, yet are called Platonists.
Murdoch.
andpowerful

or chloroplatinic, acid.
[Platinum -\- -ferPlat'1-nlf'er-OUS (-nTfer-iis), a.
Yielding platinum ; as, platinife'-ous sand.
ous.']
{Chem.&Min.)
m.
Plat'i-ni-rld'1-um (-nt-rid'i-um),
natural alloy of platinum and iridium occurring in
grayish metallic rounded or cubical grains with platinum.
[imp.
p. p. PlatiPlat'1-nize (plSt'I-niz), v. t.
vb. n. Platinizing (-ni'zTng).]
nized (-nizd) p. pr.
To cover or combine with platinum.
Plat'1-no-Chlo'rlc (-no-klo'rTk), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, an acid consisting
of platinous chloride and hydrochloric acid, called joto/inochloric, or chloroplaiinons, acid.
Plat'l-nO-chlO'ride (-rid or-rii), n. {Chem.) A double
chloride of platinum and some other metal or radical ; a
ealt of platinoehloric acid.
{Chem.) PertainPlat'i-no-cy-an'ic (-st-Sn'ik), a.
ing to, derived from, or designating, an acid compound
of platinous cyanide and hydrocyanic acid. It is obtained
ae a cinnabar-red crystalline substance.
{Chem.)
Plal'1-no-cy'a-nlde (-si'a-ntd or -nld), n.
double cyanide of platinum and some other metal or
radical a salt of platinocyanic acid.
Gr. oSdi a
Plat'1-node (pl5t'i-nod), n. [Platinum
way.] {Physics) A cathode. [R.2
Resem(-noid),
a.
[Platinum
-oid.l
PIat'1-noid
bling pUitinum.
alloy
of
German
silver
Plat'I-noid, n. {Chem.) An
containing tungsten,
used for forming electrical resistance coils and standards.

;

n.

Tho doctrines or philosophy

X.

lowers^

Plat'1-ni-ohlo'rlc (pl5t'i-nT-klo'rik), a. {Chem.) Of,
(.ertaining to, or designating, an acid consisting of platinic chloride and hydrochloric acid, and obtained as a
brownish red crystalline substance, called platinichloric,

&

PLAT

1097

— used specifically to designate

;

;;

Ink

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

~z

;

in azure.

;

;;;;

PLATA

;

;

;

;

—

Play debt, a
Play actor, an actor of dramas. Prynne.
Play pleasure, idle amusegambling debt. Arbuthnot.
ment. [Obs.] Bacon.
A play upon words, the use of a
word in such a way as to be capable of double meaning
punning.
Play of colors, prismatic variation of colors.
To bring into play, To come in play, to bring or come
into use or exercise.
To hold in play, to lieep occupied

—

—

—

—

—

or employed.
to help me,
in play.

Macaulay.

A

[Sp.]
beach ; a strand ; in
the plains and deserts of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona, a broad, level spot, on which water accumulates
after rains, and which subsequently becomes dry by evaporation.
Bartlett.
printed programme of a
Play 'bill' (pla'bll'), n.
play, with the parts assigned to the actors.
Play'bOOk' (-bSiik'), n. A book of dramatic compositions ; a book of the play.
Swift.
day given to play or diversion
Play'day' (-da'), n.
ja holiday.
Swift.
Play'er (-er), n. 1. One who plays, or amuses himself ; one without serious aims ; an idler ; a trifler. Shak.
2. One who plays at any game.
3.
dramatic actor.
Shak.
4. One who plays on an instrument of music.

Pla'ya

&

Plead

vb. re. Plbadinq.] [OE.
(plSd) or Pled) ; p. pr.
pleden, plaiden, OF. plaidier, F. plaider, fr. liL. pla~
citare, fr. placitum. See Plea.] X. To argue in support
of a claim, or in defense against the claim of another ; to
urge reasons for or against a tiling ; to attempt to persuade one by argument or supplication ; to speak by way
of persuasion
as, to plead for the. life of a criminal
to
plead with a judge or with a father.
O that one might plead for a man with God, as a man pleadeth for his neighbor
Job xvi. 21.
2. {Law) To present an answer, by allegation of fact,
to the declaration of a plaintiff ; to deny the plaintiff's
declaration and demand, or to allege facts which show
that he ought not to recover iu the suit in a less strict
sense, to make an allegation of fact in a cause ; to carry
on the allegations of the respective parties in a cause ; to
carry on a suit or plea. Blackstone. Burrill. Stephen.
3. To contend ; to struggle.
Chaucer.
[Obs.]
Plead (pled), V. t. 1. To discuss, defend, and attempt
to maintain by arguments or reasons presented to a tribunal or person having authority to determine
to argue
at the bar as, to plead a cause before a court or jury.
Every man should iJ^ead his own matter. Sir 1\ More.
^ff" In this sense, argue is more generally used by
lawyers.
2. To allege or cite in a legal plea or defense, or for
repelling a demand in law to answer to an indictment
as, to plead usury; to .pieod a statute of limitations; to
plead not guilty.
Kent.
3. To allege or adduce in proof, support, or vindicaas,
the
law
of
nations
may be
tion ; to offer in excuse ;
pleaded in favor of the rights of ambassadors. Spenser.
I will neither plead my age nor sickness, in excuse o£ faults.
;

;

1

;

;

;

with two more
Will hold the foe
I,

II

(pla'ya), n.

A

A

A

"A

cunning joZai/er on an harp."
1 Sam, xvi. 16.
5. A gamester
a gambler.
Play'fel'low (-f51'16), re. A companion in amusements
or sports a playmate.
Shak.
1st fere.']
A playfelPlay'fere' (-fer'), n. iPlay
Holinshed.
low.
[Ofe.]
'ihXso, playfeer, playphere.]
Play'ful t-ful). a. Sportive gamboling ; frolicsome
indulging a sportive fancy humorous ; merry as, a
playful child a playful writer.
Play'Iul-ly, adv.
Play'fol-ness, n.
Locke.
flay'gamo' (-gam'), n. Play of children.
Play'gO'er (-go'er), re. One who frequents playhouses,
or attends dramatic performances.
Play'gO'ing, a. Frequenting playhouses as, the playgoing public.
The practice of going to plays.
re.
Play'ground' (-ground'), n. A piece of ground used
ior recreation as, ttie playground of a school.
;

+

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

—
;

A

buildPlay'house' (-lious'), re. [AS. pleghUs.] 1.
Shak.
ing used for dramatic exliibitions ; a theater.
2. A house for children to play in ; a toyhouse.

& vb. n.

a.

Playing cards.

of Plat.
See imder Cabd.

a

[i?.]

Play'SOme

(-siim), a.

iJ. Prowreirej'.

Playful

;

wanton

— Play'some-ness,

re.

sportive.

;

(-a-b'l),

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

;

;

3. That which is alleged or pleaded, in defense or in
justification; an excuse; an apology.
"Necessity, the

tyinnVs plea."

Milton.

No plea must serve
4.

;

cruelty to spare.

't is

Denham,

An iirgent prayer or entreaty.
(plech),

&

V,

t.

[imp.

&

Plead'lng,

Pleached
OF. plaissier

p.

;

&

ale,

senate,

The

re.

care,

&m, arm, ask,

;

;

—

—

ANT.
Pleas'ing, «. An object of pleasure. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Capable of
Pleas'ur-a-ble (plSzh'lir-a-b'l 135), a.
affording pleasure or satisfaction gratifying ; abounding in pleasantness or pleasantry.
;

;

Planting of orchards is very . . pleasurable.
Bacon.
B. Jonson.
O, sir, you are very pleasurable.
Pleas'ur-a-bly, adv.
Pleas'ur-a-ble-ness, re.
Pleas'ure (plSzh'iir ; 135), re. [F. plaisir, originally
.

—

—

supporting, a cause by arguments.
Plead'ing-ly, adv. In a pleading manner.

Plead'ingS (-Ingz), re. pi. {Law) The mutual pleas
and repUes of the plaintiff and defendant, or written
statements of the parties in support of their claims, proceeding from the declaration of the plaintiff, until issue
is joined, and the question made to rest on some single
Blackstone.
[F. plaisance. See Please.]
gayety
delight;
kindness.
1. Pleasure merriment ;
[Archaic] Shak. " Full great pZesarece. " Chaucer.
reaXra oi pleasance."
Tennyson.
[Archaic]
2.
secluded part of a garden.
The pleasances of old Elizabethan houses. Ruskin.
point.

Pleas'ance

(plSz'ans),

re.

;

;

"A

A

See Please.]
[F. plaisanl.
grateful to the mind or to the senses

Pleas'ant

(plSz'ant), a.

together in unity

sportive

Ps. cxxxiii.

1

1.

enlivening gay sprightly humorous
pleasant company a pleasant fellow.
grave to light, iTompleasant to severe. Dryden.
agreeable
cheerful
gratifying
Pleasing
;

;

;

as,

;

Syn.

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

good-humored eiilivening gay lively merry sporthumorous jocose amusing witty. — Pleasant,
ive
Pleasing, Agreeable. Agreeable is applied to that which
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

agrees with, or is in harmony with, one's tastes, character, etc.
Pleasant and pleasing denote a stronger degree
of the agreeable. Pleasant refers rather to the state or
condition pleasing, to the act or effect. Where they
are applied to the same object, pleasing is more energetic
than pleasant ; as, she is always pleasant and always
;

and

pleasing.
The distinction, however, is not radical
not rigidly observed.

Pleas'ant, n. A wit a humorist ; a buffoon. [Obs.]
Pleas'ant-ly, adv. In a pleasant manner.
The state or quality of being
Pleas'ant-ness, re.
;

pleasant.

Pleasanteies (-riz). [F.
plaisanierie.
See Pleasant.] That which denotes or
promotes pleasure or good humor cheerfulness ; gayety merriment ; especially, an agreeable playfulness in
conversation a jocose or humorous remark ; badinage.
The grave abound in pleasantries, the dull in repartees and
Pleas'ant-ry

(-rj),

re.

; pi.

;

;

;

Addison.

points of wit.

The keen observation and ironical pleasantry of a

man

finished

Macaulay.
Pleas'ant-tongued' (-tungd'), a. Of pleasing speech.
p. p. Pleased (plezd)
Please (plez), v. t. [imp.
[OE. plesen, OF. plaisir, fr.
vb. re. Pleasing.]
p. pr.
L. placere, aldn to placare to reconcile. Cf Complacent,
Placable, I'lacid, Plea, Plead, Pleasure.] 1. To give
pleasure to to excite agreeable sensations or emotions
in ; to make glad ; to gratify ; to content to satisfy.
Chaucer.
I pray to God that it may plesen you.
What next I bring shs^pUase thee, be assured. Milton.
2. To have or take pleasure in ; hence, to choose to
wish ; to desire ; to will.
Whatsoever the Lord pleased, that did he. Ps. cxxxv. 6.
A man doing as he wills, and doing as he pleases, are the same
of the world.

&

&

.

;

;

;

common

J.

speech.

Edwards.

—

3. To be the wiU or pleasure of to seem good to
used impersonally. " It pleased the Father that in him
Col. i. 19.
should all fullness dwell."

To-morrow,

may it pteose

;

Shak.

you.

To be pleased In or with, to approve ; to have complaTo be pleased to do a
cency in to take pleasure in.
thing, to take pleasure in doing it ; to have the will to do
Dryden.
it
to think proper to d o it.

—

;

;

final,

^U

;

an

infinitive.

—

;

;

—

3. What the will dictates or prefers as gratifying or
" He
satisfying
hence, will ; choice ; wish ; purpose.
will do hispleasure on Babylon."
Isa. xlviii. 14.
Use your pleasure ; if your love do not persuade you to come,
Shak.
let not my letter.
;

act of advocating, defending, or

;

p.

(plecht) p. pr.
vb. n. Pleaching.] [Cf.
to bend, and also F. plisser to plait, L. plicare, plicitum,
to fold, lay, or wind together. Cf. Plash to pleach.] To
unite by interweaving, as branches of trees ; to plash to
interlock.
[Oii.] " The pleached hov/er."
Shak.
Plead (pled), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Pleaded (collog.
;

;

pleader.

as, a special

thing in

Pleas of the crown (Eng. Law^, criminal actions.

Pleach

in the widest sense

draughtsman of pleas or pleadings

From

;

;

;

one who argues for or against an advocate.
Dryden.
So fair a pleader any cause may gain.
2. {Law) One who draws up or forms pleas; the

pleads

[iJ.]

Playte (pht), re. {Naut.) See Plett.
Play'tlUng' (pla'thTng'), n. A thing to play with a
toy anything that serves to amuse.
A child knows his nurse, and by degrees the playthings of a
Locke.
little more advanced age.
Play'tlme' (-tim'), re. Time for play or diversion.
Play'wrlght' (-rity, re. A maker or adapter of plays.
Play'writ'er (-riVer), re. A writer of plays ; a dramLeaky.
latist
a playwright.
Pla'za (E. pla'za Sp. pla'tha), n. [Sp. See Plage.]
A public square in a city or town.
Plea (pie), re. [OE. plee, plai, plait, fr. OF. plait,
plaid, plei, LL. placitum judgment, decision, assembly,
<;ourt, fr. L. placitum that which is pleasing, an opinion,
sentiment, from placere to please. See Please, and cf.
Placit, Plead.] 1. {Law) That which is alleged by a
j)arty in support of his cause in a stricter sense, an allegation of fact in a cause, as distinguished from a demurrer ; in a still more limited sense, and in modern
practice, the defendant's answer to the plaintiff's declaration and demand. That which the plaintiff alleges in
his declaration is answered and repelled or justified by
the defendant's plea. In chancery practice, a plea is a
special answer showing or relying upon one or more
things as a cause why the suit should be either dismissed,
delayed, or barred. In criminal practice, theplea is the
defendant's formal answer to the indictment or information presented against him.
2. (Law) A cause in court a lawsuit as, the Court
of Common Pleas. See under Common.
The Supreme Judicial Coiu:t shall have cognizance of pleas
real, personal, and mixed.
Laws of Massachusetts.

;

Pleas'er (-er), re. One who pleases or gratifies.
Pleas'ing, a. Giving pleasure or satisfaction ; causing
agreeable emotion agreeable delightful as, a pleasing pzoapect pleasitig via.rmets. '' Pleasing baTm.ony."
Shak. '^ Pleasing ieaXuTes." Macaulay.
Pleas'lngPleas'ing-ness, re.
ly, adv.
Syn. —Gratifying; delightful; agreeable. See Plbab-

2. Amusement ; sport ; diversion ; self-indulgence
frivolous or dissipating enjoyment hence, sensual gratification
opposed to labor, service, duty, self-denial,
Milton,
etc.
"Not sunk in carnal ^Zea jure."
He that loveth pleasure shall be a poor man. Prov. xxi. 17.
Lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God.
2 Tim. iii. 4.

2. Cheerful

playfellow.

[iJ.]

—

—

;

L>ryd€n.

Capable of being pleaded
a.
capable of being alleged in proof, defense, or vindication
Dryden.
as, a right or privilege pleadable at law.
Plead'er (-er), n. [Of. F. plaideur.] 1. One who
Plead'a-ble

1. Pleasing ;
agreeable as, a, pleasant journey; pleasant weather.
Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell

diversions

Heavenly stranger, pieose to taste
These bounties.
Milton.
That he would ^J^eose to give me my liberty.
Swift,
Pleased (plezd), a. Experiencing pleasure.
Pleas'ed-ly (piez'ed-iy), adv.
Pleas'ed-ness, n.
Please'man (plez'man), n. An officious person who
courts favor servilely a pickthank. [Obs.]
Shak.

See Please.] 1. The gratification of the
senses or of the mind ; agreeable sensations or emotions
the excitement, relish, or happiness produced by the expectation or the enjoyment of something good, delightopposed to^aire, sorrow, etc.
ful, or satisfying;
At thy right hand there are pleasures for evermore. Ps. xvi, IL

;

Play'mak'er (-mak'er), n. A playwright,
Play'mate' (pla'maf), re. A companion in

Please (plez), v. %. l. To afford or impart pleaame;
to excite agreeable emotions.
What pleasing seemed, for her now pleases mere. Milton.
For we that live toplease, mnsX please to live. Johnson.
2. To have pleasure ; to be willing, as a matter of affording pleasure or showing favor ; to vouchsafe ; to consent.

;

;

Play'lng,

PLECTILE
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eompositiou in which characters are represented by dialogue and action.
A play ought to be a just image of tiuman nature. Dryden.
6. The representation or exhibition of a comedy or
tragedy ; as, he attends every play.
7. Performance on an instrument of music.
8. Motion
movement, regular or irregular ; as, the
play of a wheel or piston hence, also, room for motion
" To give them play, front and
free and easy action.
Hilton.
rear."
The joints are let exactly into one another, that they have no
Moxon.
play between them.
9. Hence, liberty of acting room for enlargement or
display scope as, to give full play to mirth.
;

;

;;;

eve, eventj

end, fem,

recent

=

ice,

That which pleases

4.

;

a favor

a gratification. Shak,

;

Festus, willing to do the Jews

a.

Acts xxv.

pleasure.

9.

—

or choice. Dryden.
To
to have enjoyment in. Ps. cxlvii. 11.
Pleasure ic used adjectively, or in the formation
of self-explaining compounds
as, pleasure boat, pleas-

At

by arbitrary will

pleasure,

take pleasure

in,

i^"

;

ground, pleasure fiouse, etc.
gratification satisfaction comEnjojTnent
will
fort
choice ;
solace
joy
gladness ; delight
preference purpose command favor kindness.
Pleas'ure, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Pleasubed (-iSrd) p.
pr. & vb. re. Pleabueing.]
To give or afford pleasure
Shak.
to to please
to gratify.
Tennyson.
[Rolled] his hoop to pleasure Edith.
To take pleasure to seek or pursue
Pleas'ure, v. i.
pleasure as, to go pleasuring.
Pleas'ure-ful (-ful)> a. Affording pleasure. [E.]
G. Eliot.
Pleas'ure-less, a. Devoid of pleasure.
Dickens.
Pleas'ur-er (-er), n, A pleasure seeker.
Pleas'ur-ist, re. A person devoted to worldly pleasSir
ure.
T. Browne.
[E.]
See Plait.
Pleat (plet), re.
v. t.
tire

Syn.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

Plebe

common

[F. plebe, fr. L. plebs,]
[Obs.]

(pleb), n.

people

;

The

1.

the mob.

The plebe with thirst and fury

Sylvester,

prest.

2. [Cf. Plebeian.] A member of the lowest class in
[Cant, U. S.]
the military academy at West Point.

Ple-be'lan (ple-be'yan),

from plebs,

[L. plebeius,

a.

common people cf F. plebeien.] 1. Of or
pertaining to the Roman pieij, or common people.
vulgar
2. Of or pertaining to the common people
common as, plebeian sports a plebeian throng.
Ple-be'lan, n. 1. One of the plebs, or common people
plebis, the

:

.

;

\

;

;

of ancient Rome, in distinction from a, patrician.
2. One of the common people, or lower ranks of men.
Ple-be'lance (-yans), n. 1. Plebeianism. [Obs.]
[Obs.l
2. Plebeians, collectively.
Ple-be'lan-lsm (-yan-iz'm), re. [C5f. F. plebeianisme.]
plebeian.
Ijeing
The
quality
or
state
of
1.
2. The conduct or manners of plebeians ; vulgarity.

Ple-be'lan-lze (-iz), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Plebeianized
To render plevb. re. Plebeianizing.]
p. pr.
beian, common, or vulgar.
[L. plebs the common
Ple-blc'0-list (-bik'o-llst), n.
people -f- colere to cultivate.] One who flatters, or courts
the favor of, the common people a demagogue. [iS.]
Pleb'i-fl-ca'tion (plSb'I-f i-ka'shun), re. [L. plebs the
common people -f- -ficare (in comp.) to make. See -ft.]
A rendering plebeian the act of vulgarizing. [B,.]
(-izd)

&

;

;

;

You

begin with the attempt

to

popularize learning

.

.

.

but

Coleridge.
end in the plebijication of knowledge.
Of or pertainPle-bls'cl-ta-ry (ple-bis'si-ta-ry), a.
The Century.
ing to a plebiscite.
Pleb'i-scite (pl5b1-sit), re. [F. plebiscite, fr. L. piebiscilum.] A vote by universal male suffrage especially,
in Prance, a popular vote, as first sanctioned by the National Constitution of 1791.
[Written sl&o plebiscit.]
Plebiscite we have lately taken, in popular use, from the

you

will

;

Fitzed. Hall.

French.

[L., fr. plebs,
Ple'bls-Cl'tum (ple'bTs-si'tiim), n.
common people -{- scitum decree.] {Rom. Antig.) A law enacted by the common people, under the
superintendence of a tribune or some subordinate plebeian magistrate, without the intervention of the senate.
Plec'tUe (plSk'tri), a. [L. plectilis.] Woven plait[Obs.]
ed.
Sir T. Browne,
II

plebis,

;

idea, ai

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

8dd

;

«

;;;

;

PLECTOGNATH
nymph

Pleione, fabled to have been made by Jupiter a
constellation in the sky.
2. {Astron.)
group of small stars in the neck of the
constellation Taurus.
Job xxxviii. 31.

—

A

II

Ill^" Alcyone, the brightest of these, a star of the tliird
magnitude, was considered by Madler the central point
around which our universe is revolving, but there is no
sufficient evidence of such motion. Only six pleiads are
distinctly visible to the naked eye, whence tlie ancients
supposed that a seventh sister had concealed herself out
of shame for having loved a mortal, Sisyphus.

Plein

Plec'tog-nath'lc (plSk'tSg-nSth'ik),

1

Plec-tog'na-thous

J

fr.

Ple'nal

plenus

[L.

(ple'nal), a.

;

;

solute; as,

a,

plenary license

plenary authority.

;

A treatise on a subject should be pfaory or full.
Plenary indulgence

C. Ch.), an entire remission of
to, or canonical penance for, all

(ij.

&

Plen'1-lune (-liin), n. [L. plenilunium ; plenus full
luna the moon.] The full moon. [06s.] B. Jonson.
Ple-nlp'0-tence (ple-nip'o-tens), ) n. The quality or
Ple-nip'0-ten-cy (-ten-sy),
state of being ple)

-f-

nipotent.

[2?.]

Ple-nip'o-tent (-tent), a.
[L. plenus full -f- poiens,
Possessing fuU power, [i?.]
Milton.
Plen'i-po-ten'tl-a-ry (plgn'i-po-tgn'shl-a-rj? 277), n. ;
pi. Plenipotentiaries (-riz). [LL. plenipoteiitiarius : cf.
F. plenipotentiaire.'] A person invested with full power
to transact any business
especially, an ambassador or
envoy to a foreign court, with full power to negotiate a
treaty, or to transact other business.
Plen'i-po-ten'ti-a-ry, a. Containing or conferring full
power invested with full power ; as, plenipotentiary
license plenipotentiary ministers.
Howell.
Plen'ish (plSn'Ish), v. t. [See Replenish.] 1. To
replenish.
[06s.]
T. Reeve.
2. To furnish ; to stock, as a house or farm.
[Scot.']
Plen'lsh-ing, n. Household furniture stock. [Scot.]
Ple'nist (ple'nist), n. [L. plenus full cf F. pleniste.]
One who holds that all space is full of matter.
Plen'I-tUde (plen'i-tud), n. [L. plenitudo, fr. plenus
full
cf. F. plenitude.]
1. The quality or state of being
full or complete
fullness completeness abundance
as, the plenitude of space or power.
-enlis, potent.]

;

;

Plen'te-OUS

[From Plenty.]

(plSn'te-iis), a.

2. Yielding abundance ; productive
seven plenteous years."
3. Having plenty ; abounding rich.

;

—

Plen'ti-ful
;

;

sauria.

Ple'si-0-sau'll-a (-sa'rl-a), n. pi. [NL. See PlbsioSAURUS.] {Paleon.) An extinct order of Mesozoic marma
reptiles including the genera Plesiosaurus, Pliosaurus
II

and

allied

forms

— called also Saiiropferygia.

;

Ple'si-0-sau'rl-an (-an), n. {Paleon.) A plesiosaur.
Ple'Sl-0-sau'rUB (-sa'rus), n. ; pi. Plesiosauri (-ri).
[NL., fr. Gr. otAtjctios near -{- o-aipos a lizard.] {Paleon.)
A genus of large extinct marine reptiles, having a very
long neck, a small head, and paddles for swimming. It
lived in the Mesozoic age.
II

1. Consufficient

Milton.

" The

fruitful.

Gen.

xli.

34.

If

it

1. Containing plenty; copi-

(-ti-ful), a.

abundant

ample

;

;

tiful supply of water.
2. Yielding abundance

be a long winter,

it is

a plentiful harvest

as,

;

a plen-

prolific

commonly

;

fruitful.

3. Lavish; profuse; prodigal. [06s.]
that is plentiful in expenses will hardly be preserved from
decay.
Bacon.

— Plen'tl-ful-ly, adv. — Plen'ti-f ul-ness, n.
;

;

;

;

;

and plcnti/."

Houses of

;

Shak.

office stuffed

The

with plentee.

Chaucer.

toeining clouds

Descend In gladsome pkntij o'er the world. Thomson.
Syn. Abundance exuberance. See Abundance.
Plen'ty, a. Plentiful; abundant. [Obs. ox Colloq.]
If reasons were a.s plenty as blackberries. Shak. {Folio ed.).
Those countries where shrubs are plenty. Goldsmith.

—

;

food,

fo'fot

;

;

out,

oil

;

chaU

;

go

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Plen'ty (plfin'ty), n. ; pi. Plenties (-tiz), in Shak.
[OE. plentee, plente, OF. plenle, fr. L. plenitas, fr. plenus full. See Full, a., and cf. Complete.] Full or
adequate supply enough and to spare sufficiency specifically, abundant productiveness of the earth
ample supply for human wants abundance copiousness.
" PZeH/)/ of corn and wine. " Goi. xxvii. 28. "Promises

II

£

Ples-slm'e-ter (plSs-sim'e-ter), n. See Pleximeteb.
Plete (plet), v. t. & i. To plead. [06s.] P. Plowman.
Pleth'0-ra (plSth'6-r4), n. [NL., fr. Gr. vXrid^pr,, fr.
7r\rj6eiv to be or become full.
Cf. Pleonasm.] 1. Overfullness especially, excessive fullness of the blood vessels ; repletion that state of the blood vessels or of the
system when the blood exceeds a healthy standard in
quantity hyperaemia
opposed to aniem ia.
2. State of being overfull excess superabundance.
He labors under a plethora of wit and imagination. Jfjfrey.
Pleth'O-ret'ic (-rSt'Ik), a. Plethoric. [06s.] Johnson.
Ple-thor'lc (ple-thBr'Tk or pl6th'i5-rTk 277), a. [Gr.
7rArj9a)piKos
cf. F. pUlhoiique.]
Having a full habit ol
body characterized by plethora or excess of blood as,
a plethoric constitution
used also metaphorically.
"Plethoric phrases." Sydney Smith. "Plethoric fullness of thought." De Quinct'V.
;

a more plentiful year.

He

Britain peace

Plesiosaurus {Plesiosaurus dolichodeirus). A Ventral side of
the Skeleton ;
C Dorsal and Lateral views of the Skull.

;

;

Bacon.

but

pity

L. Pleopoda (ple-8p'o-da). [Gr. aKeXv to swim -|- -pod.]
{Zo'dl.) One of the abdominal legs of a crustacean.
See
niust. under Crustacea.
Ple'rome (ple'rom), n. [Gr. n-Aiipwfia that which fills
up, fr. vXripovv to fill.] {Bot.) The central column of
parenchyma in a growing stem or root.
[Gr. jrAi)po(^opta ;
Ple-roph'O-ry (ple-r5f'o-rJ), n.
n-A^pijs full -\- ^ipew to bear.] Fullness ; full persuasion.
[06s.] " A ^^ero/>/^o^2/ of assurance."
Bp. Hall.
Ples'ance (plSz'ans), n. Pleasance. [06s.] Chaucer.
Plesh (plSsh), n. A pool a plash. [06s.] Spenser.
[Gr.
Ple'si-O-mor'phism (ple'sT-o-m6r'fIz'm), n.
7rA7)o-to9 near -f- iiop(f>y^ form.] {Crystallog.) The property
possessed by some substances of crystallizing in closely
similar forms while unlike in chemical composition.
Ple'Si-0-mor'phOUS (-fiis), a. Nearly alike in form.
Ple'si-0-saur (-sar), ». {Paleon.) One of the Plesio^

" Reaping

—

ous

[Prov. E., a small plug.] 1. A
Jmall plug.
[Prov. Eng.']
2. (JVaut.) A string of oakum used in calking.
3. {Med.) A compress, or small flat tent of lint, laid
jver a wound, ulcer, or the like, to exclude air, retain
aressmgs, or absorb the matter discharged.
Ple-gep'0-da (ple-jgp'S-da), n. pi. [NL., from Gr.
irArjvi) a stroke -)- -poda.
In allusion to the rapid strokes
of the vibrating cilia.] {Zo'dl.) Same as Infusoria.
Ple'lad (ple'yr/d), n. One of the Pleiades.
rie'la-des (ple'ya-dez ; 277), n. pi. [L., fr. Gr. HAeiMes.] 1. {Myth.) The seven daugliters of Atlas and tlie
;

; pi.

;

pledging
r
e s>

ap, ttm

;

The Lord shall make thee plenteous in goods. Deut. xxviii. 11.
Syn. —Plentiful; copious; full. See Ample.
Plen'te-ous-ly, adv.
Plen'te-ous-ness, n.
Plen'te-VOUS (-vus), a. Plenteous. [06s.] Chaucer.

n.

full,

In a pleonastic manner.
E. Pleopods (-podz),

Ple'0-pod (ple'o-p5d), n.

;

taining plenty ; abundant ; copious ; plentiful
for every purpose ; as, a plenteous supply.
plenteous crop.''''

;

rude,

;

;

Ple'0-nas'tlc-al-ly, adv.

fullness

I

unite,

.

repletion ; plethora.
[06s.]
;
Plen'i-tU'dl-na'rl-an (;tu'dT-na'rT-an), n. A plenist.
Plen'1-tU'di-na-ry (-tu'di-na-ry), a.
Having plenitude ; full ; complete ; thorough. [06s.]

Pledge'less (plSj'lSs), a. Having no pledge.
Pledge-or' (plSj-Sr'), n. {Law) One who pledges, or
Pledg-or' ) delivers anything in pledge a pledger
opposed to pledgee.

use,

:

Ple'O-nas'tlC (-nSs'tIk), 1 a. [Cf F. pleonastique.]
Ple'0-nas'tio-al (-ti-kal), ) Of or pertaining to pleonasm of the nature of pleonasm redundant.

.

;

;

Animal

2.

;

[06s.]

nasm. [R.]
C. Reade.
Ple'O-naste, n. [Gr. jrAe6j/a(rT05 abundant, rich cf.
F. pleonaste.] {Min.) A black variety of spinel.

:

&

(-St),

fr. wAeoi/,

of iroAvs much.
See Full, a., and cf. Poly-, Plus.]
{Rhet.) Redundancy of language in speaking or writing
the use of juore words than are necessary to express the
idea ; as, I saw it with my own eyes.
Ple'o-nast (-nSst), n. One who is addicted to pleo-

;

:

—

Pledg'et

abound,

;

—

[L. pleonasmus, Gr.
(ple'o-nSz'm), n.
irKeovd^eiv to be more than enough, to
neut. of ttAewi', 7r\eCuiv, more, compar.

Ple'O-nasm
jrAcoi'acr/itdi, fr.

;

—

suretyship.

Watts.

sins.— Plenary inspiration. (Theol.) See under Inspiration.
Ple'na-ry, n. {Law) Decisive procedure. [Obs."]
Plene (plen), a. [L. plenus full.] Full ; complete ;
plenary. [06s.]
Ple'nl-corn (ple'nt-kSrn), n. [L. plenus full -f- cornu
horn.] {Zo'dl.) A ruminant having solid horns or antlers,
as the deer.
Brande
C.
Plen'i-lu'na-ry (pl8n'i-lu'na-rj^), a. Of or pertaining
to the full moon.
[06s.]
Sir T. Browne.

;

A

1.

temporal punishment due

m

Pledg'er (pliSj'er), n. One who pledges.
Pledg'er-y (-y ), n. [Cf. OP. pleigerie.l

ple<

;

Cf. Plenary.]

full.

;

;

1!^°' This word analogically requires the e after
g,
Che spelhng pledgor is perhaps commoner.

Ple-OCh'ro-OUS (ple-5k'ro-us), a. Pleochroic.
Ple'O-mor'phic (ple'6-m8r'f ik), a. Pertaining to

—

Full complete ; as, aplenal view or act. [06s.]
Ple'na-rl-ly (-na-ri-ly), adv. In a plenary manner.
Ple'na-ll-ness, n. Quality or state of being plenary.
Plen'ar-ty (plSn'ar-Qr or plen'-), n. The state of a
benefice when occupied.
Blackstone.
Ple'na-ry (ple'na-ry 277), a. [LL. plenarius, fr. L.
plenus full. See Plenty.] Full ; entire complete ; ab-

.

—

ochroism.

—

;

—

To complain.

—

II

+

;

t.

[OF. &F.,

II

—

ing to the Plectognathi.
Pleo'to-spon'dy-11 (plSk'to-spon'dl-li), n. pi. [NL.,
Gr. TrAeKTO! plaited
crrroi'SuAos, <T<j>6i'Sv\oi, a vertebra.]
{Zool.) An extensive suborder of fresh-water
physostomous fishes having the anterior vertebrae united
and much modified the Eventognathi.
Plec'to-spon'dy-lous (-liis), a. {Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the Plectospondyli.
llPlec'trum (plSk'triSm), n.; pi. L. Plectra (-tra),
E. Pleotkums (-triimz). [L., fr. Gr. jrAiJKxpoi' anything
to strike with, fr. wk^traeiv to strike.] A small instrument of ivory, wood, metal, or quill, used in playing upon
the lyre and other stringed instruments.
Fled (plSd), imp. &p. p. of Plead. IColloq.} Spenser.
Pledge (plSj), M. lOF plege, pleige, pledge, gaamnty, LL. plegium, plivium ; akin to OF. plevir to bail,
guaranty, perhaps fr. L. praebere to proffer, offer (sc.
fidem a trust, a promise of security), but of. also E.
play. V28. Cf. Prebend, Replevin.] 1. {Law) The
transfer of possession of personal property from a debtor
to a creditor as security for a debt or engagement ; also,
the contract created between the debtor and creditor by
a thing being so delivered or deposited, forming a species
of bailment also, that which is so delivered or deposited
something put in pawn.
ffl^"" Pledge is ordinarily confined to personal property the title or ownership does not pass by it possession
is essential to it.
In all these points it differs from a
mortgage [see Mortgage] ; and
the last, from the kijpotteea of the Roman law. See Hypotheca. Slory. Kent.
2. {Old Eng. Law) A person who undertook, or became responsible, for another ; a bail ; a surety ; a hostage.
"I am Grumio's^Zsiij'e."
Shak.
3. A hypothecation without transfer of possession.
4. Anything given or considered as a security for the
performance of an act ; a guarantee ; as, mutual interest
is the best pledge for the performance of treaties. " That
voice, their WveMest pledge of hope."
Milton.
5. A promise or agreement by which one binds one's
self to do, or to refrain from doing, something ; especially,
a solemn promise in writing to refrain from using intoxicating liquors or the like ; as, to sign the pledge ; the
mayor had made no pledges.
.
6. A sentiment to which assent is given by drinking
one's health ; a toast ; a health.
Dead pledge. [A translation of LL. mortuum vadium.]
{Law) A mortgage. See Mortgage.
Living pledge. [A
translation of LL. mvum vadium.] {Law) The conveyance
of an estate to another for money borrowed, to be held by
him until the debt is paid out of the rents and profits.
»o hold in pledge, to keep as security.
To put in pledge,
to pawn ; to give as security.
Syn.
See Earnest.
Pledge, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Pledged (plSjd) ; p. pr.
Si vb. n. Pledging.]
[Cf. OF. pleiger to give security.
See Pledge, ra.] 1. To deposit, as a chattel, in pledge
or pawn ; to leave in possession of another as security
as, to pledge one's watch.
2. To give or pass as a security ; to guarantee ; to engage ; to plight ; as, to pledge one's word and honor.
"VVe mutuaWy pledge to each other our lives, our fortunee, and
our sacred honor.
The Declaration of Independence.
3. To secure performance of, as by a pledge.
[06s.]
To pledge my vow, I give my hand.
Shak.
4. To bind or engage by promise or declaration ; to
engage solemnly as, to pledge one's self.
5. To invite another to drink, by drinking of the cup
first, and then handing it to him, as a pledge of good
will ; hence, to drink the health of ; to toast.
Pledge me, my friend, and drink till thou be'st wise. Cowley.
Pledg-ee' (plSj-e'), n. The one to whom a pledge is
given, or to whom property pledged is delivered.
II

&

i.

Ple'num (ple'num), n. [L., fr. plenus full.] That
state in which every part of space is supposed to be full
opposed to vacuum.
of matter ;
G. Francis.
Ple'O-Chro'io (ple'o-kro'ik), a. Having the property
of pleochroism.
Ple-OCh'ro-ism (ple-5k'ro-Tz'm), n. [Gr. TrAei'wf more
-|- xpo" color.]
{Crystallog.) The property possessed by
some crystals, of showing different colors when viewed
in the direction of different axes.
Ple-OCh'ro-mat'ic (-mSt'Ik), a. Pleochroic.
Ple'O-chrO'ma-tlsm (ple'o-kro'ma-tiz'm), n. Ple«

omorphism as, the pleomorphic character of bacteria.
Ple'O-mor'phlsm (-fiz'm), n. [Gr. TrAei'wf more -|IJ.optj>rj form.]
1. {Ciystallog.) The property of crystallizing under two or more distinct fundamental forms, including dimorp/iism and trimorphism.
2. {Biol.) The theory that the various genera of bacPlel'O-sau'rus (pli'o-sa'rUs), n. [NL.] {Paleon.) teria are phases
or variations of growth of a number of
Same as Pliosaitrus.
Protean species, each of which may exhibit, according to
Plels'tO-cene (plls'to-sen), a. [Gr. TrAeiffTOs most -{- undetermined conditions, all or some of the forms charKaivos new.] {Geol.) Of or pertaining to the epoch, or
acteristic of the different genera and species.
the deposits, following the Tertiary, and immediately
Ple'o-mor'phOUB (-fiis), a. Having the property of
preceding man.
n. The Pleistocene epoch, or deposits.
pleomorphism.

(Zool.) Of
or pertain-

a.

Plam.

Chaucer.
[06s.]
See Plain. [06s.]
L. »Ze»MS.] Full; complete.
[06s.] "P^em remission."
Chaucer.
Pleln'ly, a<i«.
Plero-cene (pli'6-sen), a. {Geol.) See Pliocene.
Plei-Oph'yl-lOUS (pli-i5f'il-lvis or pli'S-f II'-), a. [Gr.
irK^iuiv more -f- <j>v\\ov leaf.]
{Pot.) Having several
leaves ;
used especially when several leaves or leaflets
appear where normally there should be only one.
(plan), a.

Plein, V.
Plein, a.

^W°

fr.
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Pleo'tOgnath (plSk'tSg-nSth), a. {Zo'dl.) Of or pern. Cae of the Plectognathi.
taiiung to the Plectoguathi.
Plec-tOg'na-thl (plek-tSg'na-thi), n pi. [NL., from
Gr. TrAeKTOs twisted
(fr. irAeVeti' to plait,
twist) -j- •yi'dflos jaw.]
{Zo'dl.) An order of
fishes generally havmaxillary
ing the
bone united with the
premaxillary,
and
One of the Plectoguathi: Cowfish
{he articular united
iOstracion quadriconie).
with the dentary.
The upper jaw is immovably joined to the skull
the ventral fins are rudimentary or wanting; and the
body is covered with bony plates, spines, or small rough
ossicles, like shagreen. The order mcludes the diodons,
filefishes, globeflshes, and trunkfishes.
(plSk-tog'na.-thfis),

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

Ple-thor'ic-al (plc-thBr'I-knl), «. Plethoric, [i?.]
Ple-thor'lc-al-ly, adv.
Burke.
Pleth'o-ry (plSth'6-ry), n. Plethora.
Jer. Taiilor.
II

Pleth'ron

II

Pleth'rum

(-rBn),
Pi,ethua {-!•&). [NL.,
( n. ; pi.
(-riim),
fr. Gr. jrAeepoc]
{Gr. Anlong measure of 100 Greek, or 101 English, feet;
also, a square measure of 10,000 Greek feet.

tiq.)

)

A

PleUl'ys-mo-graph

(plgtli'Is-nio-gnVf), n.

[Or.

jtXij.

an enlargement -J- -graph.] {Physiol.) An instrument for determining and registering the variations

fluCT/uds

sing, luk

;

then, tliln

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

—
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—

II

;

+

the

ribs.

Pleu'ra-poph'y-sls (plu'ra-p5f'T-sTs), n. ; pi. Pleukapophyses (-sez). [NL. See Pledra, and Apophysis.]
(Anat.) One of the ventral processes of a vertebra, or
the dorsal element in each half of a hemal arch, forming,
or corresponding to, a vertebral rib.
Pleu-rap'Ophys'1-al (plfl-rSp'o-fTz'T-al), a. Oiven.
II

—

PleU-ren'Chy-ma

(plfi-rgn'ki-ma), n.
[Gr. irAeupa
side -{- -enchyma, as in parenchyma. '\
(Bot.)
tissue
consisting of long and slender tubular cells, of which

A

wood

mainly composed.
Pleu'rlC (plu'rTk), a. (Anat.) Pleural.
Pleu'ri-sy (plii'ri-sy), n. [F. pleuresie, L. pleurisis,
is

pleuritis, Gr. TrAevpixts (sc, rotros), fr. irAevpa rib, side.]
(Med. ) An inflammation of the pleura, usually accompanied with fever, pain, difficult respiration, and cough, and
with exudation into the pleural cavity.
Pleniiay root. (Bot.) (a) The large tuberous root of a
kind of milkweed (Asclepias tuberosa) which is used as
a remedy for pleuritic and other diseases. (6) The plant
itself, which has deep orange-colored flowers — called
also butterfly weed.
;

(plu'rit), n.
(Zool.) Same as Pleuron.
Pleu-rit'iC (pliJ-rit'ik), l a. [L. pleuriticus, Gr. n-Aeu-

Pleu'rite

Pleu-rit'lc-al (-i-kal),

J

pniKoi-. d.'F.pleuretique.l

(Med. ) (a) Of or pertaining to pleurisy as, pleuritic
symptoms, (b) Suffering from pleurisy.
[L.]
Pleu-rl'tls (plu-ri'tis), n.
(Med.) Pleurisy.
Pleu'ro- (plu'ro-). [See Pleura.] A combining form
denoting 7-e?a<!ore to a side; specii., conneclion with, or
situation in or near, the pleura ; as,^Ze«roperitoneum.
Pleu'ro-brach'l-a (-brSk'I-a), n. [NL. See Pleuro-,
and Bbachidm.] (Zool.) A genus of ctenophores having
an ovate body and two long plumose tentacles.
Pleu'ro-branch (plu'ro-brank), n. [See Plbuso-, and
Branchia.] (Zool.) Any one of the gills of a crustacean
that is attached to the side of the thorax.
Pleu'ro-bran'chi-a (-brSn'ki-a), n. ; pi. PleuroBEANCHLE (-e). [NL.] (Zool.) Same as Plecbobranch.
Pleu'ro-carp (plu'ro-karp), n. [PleuroGr. xapirot
fruit.]
(Bot.) Any pleurocarplc moss.
;

II

II

II

+

Pleu'ro-car'plc (-kar'ptk),

1

a.

(Bot.)

—

Side-fruited;

Pleu'ro-car'pous (-piis),
said of tuoso xrue
)
mosses in wliich the pedicels or the capsules are from
lateral archegonia
opposed to acrocarpous.
Pleu'ro-cen'trum (-sen'triim), ra. [NL. SeePiEUEO-,
and Centrum.] (Anat.) One of the lateral elements in
;

—

II

the centra of the vertebrije in some fossil batrachians.
Pleu-rod'e-res (plu-rSd'e-rez), n.pl. [NL., fr. Gr.
irAeupa the side -J- Sipt) the neck.] (Zool.) A group of
fresh-water turtles in which the neck can not be retracted, but is bent to one side, for protection. The
matamata is an example.
Pleu'ro-dont (plS'ro-dont), a. [Pleuro- -f Gr. oSov't,
686i'T05, a tooth.] (Anat.) Having the teeth consolidated
with the iimer edge of the jaw, as in some lizards.
Pleu'ro-dont, n. (Zool.) Any lizard having pleuroII

dont teeth.
Pl_eu'ro-dyn'I-a (plu'rS-dTn'i-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
ffAevpa side -f- oSv'^ pain.] (Med.) A painful affection
of the side, simulating pleurisy, usually due to rheumaII

tism.

Pleu'ron (plu'rSn), re. / pi. Pleura (-ra). [NL., fr.
Gr. TrAeupw a rib.] (Zool.) (a) One of the sides of, an
animal. (6) One of the lateral pieces of a somite of an
insect,
(c) One of the lateral processes of a somite of a
crustacean.
Pleu'ro-nec'told (plu'ro-nek'toid), a. [NL. Pleuronectes name of a genus (fr. Gr. wAeupa rib -)- v^KTr)? a
swimmer) -|- -oid.'\ (Zool.) Pertaining to the Pleuroneetidse, or Floimder family.
Pleu'ro-per'i-car'dl-al (-pgrt-kar'dT-al), a. (Anat.)
Of or pertaining to the pleura and pericardium.
Pleu'ro-per'ip-neu'mo-ny (-ip-nii'mo-ny), n. [PleziII

peripneumony.'] (Med.) Pleuropneumonia.
Pleu'ro-per'i-to-ne'al (-T-t6-ne'ol), a. (Anat.) Of or
pertaining to the pleural and peritoneal membranes or
cavities, or to the pleiu-operitoneum.
Pleu'ro-per'i-to-ne'um (-um), ».
[PleuroperiTO-

-{-

+

toneum.'] (^Anat.) The pleural and peritoneal membranes,
or the membrane lining the body cavity and covering the
surface of the inclosed viscera ; the peritoneum ;
used
especially in the case of those animals in which the body
cavity is not divided.

—

^W^ Peritoneum is now often used in the sense of
pleuroperilmienm, the pleurse being regarded as a part
when the body cavity is undivided.

of the peritoneum,

+

Pleu'ro-pnen-mo'ni-a (-niS-mo'nT-a), n. [Pleuropneumonia.] (Med.) Inflammation of the pleura and
lungs a combination of pleurisy and pneumonia, esp. a
kind of contagious and fatal lung plague of cattle.
;

Pleu-rop'te-ra (plfi-rop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
ffAevpa side
Trrepov wing.]
(Zool.) A group of Insectivora, including the colugo.
11

+

ale,

senate,

c&ie,

;
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In the size or volume of a limb, as the arm or leg, and
hence the Tariations in the amount of blood in the limb.
PletJl'ys-mo-graph'iC (plSth'Ts-mo-grSf Ik), a.
Pletll'ys-mog'ra-phy (pleth'Is-mog'ra-fy), n. (Physiol.) The study, by means of the plethysmograph, of the
Tariations in size of a limb, and hence of its blood supply.
Pleu'ra (plu'ra), n.,pl. of Pleukon.
Pleu'ra, n. ; pi. L. Pleure (-re), E. Pledras (-raz).
[NL., n.fem., fr. Gr. irXevpa a rib, the side.] 1. {Anat.)
Jo) The smooth serous membrane which closely covers
the lungs and the adjacent surfaces of the thorax the
pleura! membrane. (J) The closed sac formed by the
pleural membrane about each lung, or the fold of membrane connecting each lung with the body wall.
2. (Zool.) Same as Pleuron.
Pleu'ral (plu'rffl), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the
pleura or pleurse, or to the sides of the thorax.
Pleu-ral'gl-a (plu-ral'jT-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr. TrAeupa
rib
iiAyos pain.]
(Med.) Pain in the side or region of
II

;)

&m, arm, ask,

;;

PLOT

Pleu'ro-Slg'ma (plu'rS-sTg'ma), ra. [NL. See PleuPlight (pUt), ra. A network a plait a fold rarelji,
ro-, and Sigma.]
(Bot.) A genus of diatoms of elongated a garment.
"Msmy a. folded plight." Spenser.
[Obs.]
elliptical shape, but having the sides slightly curved in
Plight, n. [OE. pliht danger, engagement, AS. pliht
the form of a letter S- Pleurosigma angulatum has very danger, fr. ple6n to risk; akin to D. plicht duty,
G.
fine striations, and is a favorite object for testing the
pfiicht, Dan. pligt.
V28. Cf. Play.] 1. That which
high powers of microscopes.
is exposed to risk
that which is phghted or pledged
PleU-rOS'te-On (plu-r3s'te-Bn), n. ; pi. L. Pleuros- security a gage a pledge. " That lord whose hand must
TEA (-a), E. -ONS (-onz). [NL., fr. Gr. jrAevpa a lib -f take my plight."
Shak.
o(TTeov a bone.]
(Anat.) The antero-lateral piece which
[Perh. the same word as plight a pledge, but at
2.
articulates with the ribs in the sternum of birds.
least influenced by OF. plite, pliste, ploit, ploi, a condiPleu'ro-thOt'0-nus (plu'r6-th5t'o-nus), n. [NL.,fr. tion, state cf. E. plight to fold, and F. pli a fold, habit,
Gr. TrAeupdeei/ from the side -f t6i'05 a stretching. ] (Med.
plier to fold, E. ply.] Condition state
risk, or ex.
A species of tetanus, in which the body is curved
laterposure to danger, often being implied ; as, a luckless
allyQuain. Bunglison. plight. "Yourp%Ai is pitied."
Shak.
Pleu-rot'0-ma (plu-rSt'S-ma), n. ; pi. L. PleurotoTo bring our craft all in another plight.
Chancer.
II

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

;

II

;

;

;

—

II

(-me), E. Pleurotomas (-m^z).
[NL., fr.
Gr. nKeupa the side -|- ro^iij a cut.] (Zool.)
Any marine gastropod belonging to Pleurotoma, and other allied genera of the family
Pleurotomidse. The species are very numerous, especially in tropical seas.
The outer
lip has usually a posterior notch or slit.
Plev'in (plgv'in), n. [OF plevine. See
Replevin.] A warrant or assurance. [Obs.]
Ples'1-form (plgks'T-fSrm), a. [Plexus
-form : of. F. plezi/orme.]
Like network
complicated.
Quincy.
tuB,

danger

;

(plgks-im'e-ter), n.

[Gr.
irArjIi! stroke, percussion (from Trkyjcraeiv to
strike)
-meter.]
(Med.)
small, hard,
elastic plate, as of ivory, bone, or rubber,
placed in contact with the body to receive Pleurotoma
the blow, in examination by mediate percus- i^-. Sabylonica).
sion.
[Written also plexometer.]
Plex'ure (pKks'ur ; 135), n. [See Plexus.] The act
or process of weaving together, or interweaving; that
which is woven together.
H. Brooke.
Plex'US (-us), n. ; pi. L. Plexus, E. Plexuses (-ez).
[L., a twining, braid, fr, plectere, plexum, to twine,
braid.] 1. (Anat.)
network of vessels, nerves, or fibers.
2. (Math.) The system of equations required for the
complete expression of the relations which exist between a set of quantities.
Brande
C.

+

A

&

&, n
See Plat. [Ois.]
Chaucer.
a. Full. See Plein. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Ployt (plit), n. (Naut.) An old term for a river boat.
PU'a-bll'l-ty (pli'a-bil'i-ty), n. The quality or state
of being pliable ; flexibility ; as, pliability of disposition.
" Pliability of movement."
Sir W. Scott.
Pll'a-ble (pll'a-b'l), a. [P., fr. plier to bend, to fold.
See Ply, v.] 1. Capable of being plied, turned, or bent
easy to be bent ; flexible ; pliant ; supple ; limber ; yielding; as, willow is a, pliable plant.
2. Flexible in disposition; readily yielding to influence, arguments, persuasion, or discipline ; easy to be
persuaded ;
sometimes in a bad sense ; as, a pliable

Pley (pla), V.
Pleyn (plan),

Pll'an-cy (-an-sy),

Dr. H. More.

The quality or

state of being
pliancy of a rod. "Avaunt

a.
as, the

pliant in any sense ;
all sp^ciona pliancy of mind."
Wordsworth.
Pli'ant (-ant), a. [F. pliant, p. pr. of plier to bend.
See Ply, v.] 1. Capable of plying or bending ; readily
yielding to force or pressure without breaking flexible ;
pliable ; lithe ; limber ; plastic ; as, a, pliant thread ; pliant wax. Also used figuratively : Easily influenced for
good or evil ; tractable ; as, a pliant heart.
The will was then ductile a.u& pliant to right reason. South.
;

2. Favorable to pliancy. [P.]

" A pliant hour." Shak.

— Pli'ant-ly, adv. — PU'ant-ness, «.
PU'ca

(pU'ka), n. [LL., a fold, fr. L. plicare to fold.
disease of the hair (Plica
1. (Med.)
polonica), in which it becomes twisted and matted together. The disease is of Polish origin, and is hence
Bunglison.
called also Polish plait.
2. (Bot.)
diseased state in plants in which there is
an excessive development of small entangled twigs, instead of ordinary branches.
3. (Zool.) The bend of the wing of a bird.
PU'cate (pll'kat), la. [1,. plicatus, p. p. ot plicare
to fold.]
Pli'ca-ted (-ka-tsd), J
Plaited folded like a fan ; as, a plicate
leaf.
Pli'cate-ly (-kit-lj^), adv.
II

A

See Ply, v.]

A

—

;

Pll-ca'tion (plt-ka'shiin)', n. A folding or fold a plait.
Pichardson.
;

PUc'a-ture (plik'a^tfir; 135),
[L. plicatura, fr. plicare to fold.]
fold
a doubling ; a plication.

ra.

A

Dr. H. More.

+

&

&

;

;

;

Milton.
;

eve,

event,

end, fern, recent

;

Pllght'er

Sir

W.

Scott.

One who,

or that which, plights.
Plim (plim), D. t. [Cf. Plump.] To swell, as grain or
wood with water. [Prov. Eng.]
Grose.
Plim'soll'S mark' (pltm'sSlz mark').
(Naut.)
mark conspicuously painted on the port side of all British sea-going merchant vessels, to indicate the limit of
submergence allowed by law ;
so called from Samuel
Plimsoll, by whose efforts the act of Parliament to pre(-er),

n.

A

—

vent overloading was procured.

Plinth (plinth), ra. [L. plinthus, Gr. v\Cv6oi a brick
or tile, a plinth, perh. akin to 'E. flint: cf. F. plinthe.]
(Arch.) In classical architecture, a vertically faced member immediately below the circular base of a column
also, the lowest member of a pedestal hence, in general, the lowest member of a base
a sub-base a block
upon which the moldings of an architrave or trim are
stopped at the bottom. See Illust. of Column.
PU'O-cene (pli'6-sen), a. [Written also pleiocene-l
;

;

;

+

[Gr. n-Aeiwi/ more
Koavoi new, recent.] (Geol.) Of,
pertaining to, or characterizing, the most recent division
of the Tertiary age.
Pli'O-cene, ra. (Geol.) The Pliocene period or deposits.
Pli'O-hip'pUS (-hip'pus), n. [NL., fr. E. pliocene
-\- Gr.
IVffos horse.]
(Paleon.) An extinct genus of
horses from the Pliocene deposits. Each foot had a single toe (or hoof), as in the common horse.
PU'O-Sau'mS (-sa'rfis), ra. [NL., from Gr. irXiCiav
greater -f- (raupos lizard.] (Paleon.) An extinct genus
of marine reptiles allied to Plesiosaurus, but having a
much shorter neck.
?lltt (plTt), ra. [^M&a. plete.] An instrument of punishment or torture resembling the knout, used in Russi.'x,
PlOC (pl6k), ra. [F.] (Naut.) A mixture of hair and
tar for covering the bottom of a ship.
PlO'ce (plo'se), ra. [L., fr. Gr. ttAok^ complication, fr.
irAe'/ccH' to entwine.]
(Rhet.)
figure in which a word
is separated or repeated by way of emphasis, so as not
only to signify the individual thing denoted by it, but
also its peculiar attribute or quality; as, "His wife's a
Bailey.
wife indeed."
Plod (plod), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Plodded (-dSd) p.
pr.
vb. ra. Plodding.]
[Cf. Gael, plod a clod, a pool;
also, to strike or pelt with a clod or clods.] 1. To travel
slowly but steadily ; to trudge.
Shak.
2. To toil ; to drudge ; especially, to study laboriously
"
and patiently.
Drayton.
Plodding schoolmen."
Plod, V. t. To walk on slowly or heavily.
The ploughman homeward ,pZoc/5 his weary way. Gray,
Plod'der (-der^, ra. One who plods ; a drudge.
Plod'ding (-ding), a. Progressing in a slow, toilsome
manner ; characterized by laborious diligence ; as, a plodding peddler ; a plodding student ; a man of plodding
habits.
Plod'ding-ly, adv.
Plonge (plonj), V. t. [See Plunge.] To cleanse, as
open drains which are entered by the tide, by stirring up
the sediment when the tide ebbs.
II

II

II

A

&

&

;

—

Plon'g^e' (pl8N'zha'), ra. [F. See Plunge.] (,Mil.)
A slope or sloping toward the front ; as, the plongSe of a
parapet the plongee of a shell in its course. [Sometimes -vrcitten plonge.]
Plot (pl5t), ra. [AS. plot; cf. Goth, plats a patch.
Cf. Plat a piece of ground.]
1. A small extent of
ground a plat as, a garden pioi.
Shah.
Sir P. Sidney.
2. A plantation laid out.
[Obs."]
3. (Surv.) A plan or draught of a field, farm, estate,
etc., drawn to a scale.
Plot, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Plotted (-ted) p. pr.
vb. ra. Plotting.]
To make a plot, map, or plan, of to
mark the position of on a plan ; to delineate.
This treatise plotteth down Cornwall as it now standeth. Carew.
;

PUc'l-den'tlne (plTsT-den'tin), ra.
[LL. plica fold
E. dentine.] (Anat.)
A form of dentine which shows sinuous Plicate Leaf.
lines of structure in a transverse section of the tooth,
Piled (plid), imp.
p. p. of Ply.
Pll'ers (pli'erz), n. pi. [From Ply to bend,
fold.] A kind of small pinchers with long jaws,
used for bending or cutting metal rods
or wire, for handling small objects such
as the parts of a watch, etc.
Pllf orm (-fSrm), a. [Ply a fold ->r
In the form of a ply, fold,
-form.]
Pennant.
or doubling. [Obs.]
Pllgbt (plit), obs. imp.
p. p. of
Plight, to pledge.
Chaucer.
Plight, obs. imp. &p.p. of Pluck.
Chaucer.
Plight, V. t. [OE. pliten; probably through Old French, fr. LL. plectare, L. plectere. See Plait, Ply.] To
weave to braid ; to fold
to plait. Pliers, a Squareb
nosed Pliers
[Obs.] " To aew aniplight." Chaucer.
Pliers used by
Gas Fitters.
A plighted garment of divers cotors.

^

;

Before its setting hour, divide
The bridegroom from fhe plighted bride.

II

;

final,

;

A

—
youth. "Pliable she promised to be."
—
Pll'a-ble-ness, «. — Pll'a-bly, adv.

V.

cf.

;

—

+

Plex-lm'e-ter

&

t.
[imp.
p. p. Plighted ; p. pr. & vb.
[AS. pKAtora to expose to danger, pliht
D. yerplichten to oblige, engage, impose a
duty, G. vsTpjlichten, Sw. implikta, Dan. ioTpligte. See
Plight, ra.] 1. To pledge ; to give as a pledge for the
performance of some act as, to plight faith, honor, word
never applied to property or goods. " To do thein
plighte their troth."
Piers Plowman.
He j^ighted his right hand
Unto another love, and to anotner land.
Spenser,
Here my inviolable faith I plight.
J}ry(/cn.
2. To promise to engage to betroth.

Plight,

n. Flighting.]

;

Ice,

;

;

&

&

;

;

Plot,

[Abbrev. from comploi.]

re.

1.

Any scheme,

stratagem, secret design, or plan, of a complicated nature, adapted to the accomplishment of some purpose,
usually a treacherous and mischievous ene ; a conspiracy ; an intrigue as, the Rye-house Plot.
I have overheard a.plot of death.
Shak.
O, think what anxious moments pass between
The birth ot plots and their last fatal periods I Addison.
;

2.

A

share in such a plot or scheme
[Obs.]

any stratagem or conspiracy.
And when Christ saith, Who
adultery,
vorce.

idea,

it is

;

a participation in

marries the divorced commits
he had any plot in the di-

to be understood, if

Milton.
ill

;

old,

fibey,

6rb,

&dd

I

—

PLOT
To plow

;

Plow

The

2. To contrive a plan or stratagem

The

A

;

12.

;

PlO^h^^g'

Plotinists or their doctrines.
disciple
(Eccl. Hist.)
PlO-tl'nist (plo-ti'nTst), n.
of Plotinus, a celebrated Platonic philosopher of the

third century, who taught that the human soul emanates
from the divine Being, to whom it is reunited at death.
Plot'-prOOl' (pl5t'proof'), a. Secure against harm by
;

;

;

&

I

;

;

plover

(Charadrtus squa-

;

America

and Europe;

called

also gray
plover, bvll-heaa
plover,
Swiss
plover, sea plover,

;

;

Black-bellied Plover (Charadrius squata-

—
—

(plou), ».

to D. ploeg, G. pflug,

OHG.

sikia

pfluog, pfluoh,

Icel. plogr, Sw. plog, Dan. ploug, plov, Russ. plug', Lith.
plugas.'] 1.
well-known implement, drawn by horses,

A

To pluck away, to pull away, or to separate by pulling
to tear away.
To pluck down, to pull down to demolTo pluck off, to pull or
ish ; to reduce to a lower state.
tear off ; as, to pluck off the skiu.
To pluck up. (a) To
to eraditear up by the roots or from the foundation
cate ; to exterminate to destroy ; as, to pluck up a plant
to pluck up a nation.
Jer. xii. 17. (o) To gather up ; to

mules, oxen, or other power, for turning up the soil to
prepare it for bearing crops also used to furrow or break
up the soil for other purposes as, the subsoil plow ; the
draining plow.

—

;

;

summon

Plucked

;

;

(pliif),

V.

to Gr. iTpovvov, TTpovixvov. Cf. Peune q dried plum.]
1. (Bot.) The edible drupaceous fruit of the Prunus
domestica, and of several other species of Prunus ; also,
the tree itself, usually called plum tree.
The buUace, the damson, and the numerous varieties oiplum,
of our gardens, although growing into thornless trees, are believed to be varieties of the blackthorn, produced by long culti-

it.

Barham.

(I@^ Two or three hundred varieties of plums derived
from the Prunus domestica are described among them
the greengage, the Orleans, the damson, the purple gage,,
or Reine Claude Violetie, and the German prune, are
some of the best known.
Beach plum, the Pru(1I^°°" Among the true plums are
nus maritinia, and its crimson orpurple globular drupes.
;

:

— Bnllace

hole
;

;

foot

;

out,

oil

;

its

plum, the

round red drupes.

—

Orleans plum, a dark reddish purple plum of medium size,
much grown in England for sale in the markets. Wild
plum of America, Prunus Americana, with red or yellow
fruit, the original of the Iowa plum and several other

—

varieties.

Among

plants called plum, but of other genera than
AuBtralian plum, Oarqillia arborea and C.
same family with the persimmon.
Blood plum, the West African H^matostaplies Burteri.
Cocoa plum, the Spanish nectarine. See under Nectaeine.
Date plum. See under Date.
Gingerbread plum, the
West African Parinariuni nfiacrophyllum. Gopher plum,
the Ogeecliee lime.
Gray plum, Guinea plum. See under
Guinea.
Indian plum, several species of Flacourtia.
2.
grape dried in the sun a raisin.
3. A handsome fortune or property ; formerly, in cant
language, the sum of £100,000 sterling ; also, the person
possessing it.

Prunus, are

—

:

australis, of the

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

;

Plum budder (Zool.), the European bullfinch.
^ouger (iTooZ.), a weevil, or curculio (Coccotorus

Pltmi bird.

— Plum

which destroys plums. It
holes in the pulp, for the
reception of its eggs. Tlie larva bores
into the stone and eats the kernel.
Plum weevil (Zool.), an American weevil
which is very destructive to plums, nectarines, cherries, and many other stone
fruits. It lays its eggs in crescentshaped incisions made with its jaws. The
larva lives upon the pulp around the
stone. Called also turk, and plum curPlum Gouger.
culio. See lllust. under Cueculio.
Plu'ma (plu'ma), re. ; pi. Pluile (-me). [L.] (Zool.)
scutellans),

makes round

—

II

A feather,

(plum'aj), n,
[F., iromplume a feather.]
entire clothing of feathers of a bird,

Plum'age
(Zo'dl.)

^W

The

It consists of the contour feathers, or the ordi-

nary feathers covering the head, neck, and body the
tail feathers, with their upper and lower coverts
the
wing feathers, including primaries, secondaries, and tertiaries, with their coverts
and the down which lies beneath the contour feathers. See lllust. under Bibd.
Flu-mas'sa-ry (pW-mSs'sa-ry), «. [Cf. F. plumasseau."]
A plume or collection of ornamental feathers.
Plu'mas'sler' (plu'ma'syS'), n. [F.] One who prepares or deals in ornamental plumes or feathers.
Plumb (plum), n. [F. plomb, L. plumbum lead, a
leaden ball or bullet cf. Gr. ju.dA«^os, |u.6Atj3os, (uoAupSos.
Cf. Plummet, Plunge.]
A little mass or weight of lead,
or the like, attached to a line, and used by builders, etc.,
;
;

;

;

to indicate a vertical direction
bob. See Plumb line, below.

chair

;

a plummet

;

;

a plumb

—

Plumb bob. See BoE, i.
Plumb Joint, in sheet-metal
work, a lap joint, fastened by solder. — Plumb level. See
under Level. —Plumb line, (a) The cord by which
a plumb bob is suspended a ijlummet. (b) A line
;

directed to the center of gravity of the earth.

—

Plumb rule, a narrow board with a plumb line,
used by builders and carpenters.
Plumb, a. Perpendicular vertical conform;

;

ing to the direction of a line attached to a plumb
the wall is plumb.
Plumb, adv. In a plumb direction ; perpendic" Pft«re J down he f alls.
ularly.
Milton.
Plumb, V. t. [imp. p. p. Plumbed (plOmd)
vb. n. Plumbing (plQm'Ing).]
1. To
p. pr.
adjust by a plumb line to cause to be perpendic- .1
ular as, to plumb a building or a wall.
Plumb
2. To sound with a plumb or plummet, as the
ijuj"'
dBpth of water hence, to examine by tests to
ascertain the depth, quality, dimension, etc; to sound;
to fathom to teat.
He did not attempt to plumb his intellect. Zrf. Lytttti.
3. To seal with lend
as, to plumb a drainpipe.
4. To supply, as a building, with a system of plumbing.
;

as,

&

&

;

;

go

;

sine,

;

;

;

Plumb'age

a stopple.

foiod,

— Chickasaw

See Bullace.

plum.

American Prunns Chicasa, and

\_Scot.']

Plug (plug), re. [Akin to D. plug, G. pflock, Dan.
plok,plyg, Sw. plugg; cf. W. ploc.'] 1. Any piece of
wood, metal, or other substance used to stop or fill a

etc.

G.Beniham.

vation.

;

to fright.

t.

;

To trim, or shave off the edges of,
as a book or paper, with a plow.
See Plow, n., 5.
4. (Joinery) To cut a groove in, as in a plank, or the
edge of a board ; especially, a rectangular groove to receive the end of a shelf or tread, the edge of a panel, a
pity

;

[iJ.]

[Prob. of imitative origin.] To
throw out, as smoke, dust, etc., in puffs. [Scot."]
Pluff, n. 1. A puff, as of smoke from a pipe, or of
dust from a puffball a slight explosion, as of a small
quantity of gunpowder. [Scot.]
2. A hairdresser's powder ^uff ; also, the act of using

PlutC

3. (Bookbinding)

;

spirit.

;

a plucky race.
If you 're plucky, and not over subject

;

a field.
to make furrows, grooves, or ridges in ;
;
to run through, as in sailing.
Let patient Octavia plow thy visage up
With her prepared nails.
Shak,
With speed wo plow the watery way.
Pope.

Urn

Having courage and

;

;

itp,

Fire plug, a street hydrant to which hose may be at\U. <S.]— Hawse plug (Naut.), a plug to stop a
hawse hole. —Plog and feather. (Stone Workin(/) See
Feathee, n., 7. — Plug centerbit, a centerbit ending in a
small cylinder instead of a point, so as to follow and enlarge a hole previously made, or to form a counterbore
around it. — Plug rod (Steatn Eng.), a rod attached to the
beam for working the valves, as m the Cornish engine. —
Plug valve (Mech.), a tapering valve, which turns in a case
like the plug of a faucet.
Plug (pliig), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Plugged (pliSgd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Plugging (-ging).] To stop with a plug
to make tight by stopping a hole.
Plug'ger (-ger), n. One who, or that which, plugs.
Plug'glng, re. 1. The act of stopping with a plug.
2. The material of which a plug or stopple is made.
Plum (plilm), re. [AS. plUme, fr. L. prunum ; akin

tached.

One who, or

;

to plow
To furrow

full,

1.

;

;

rude,

n.

;

I

unite,

(plukt), a.

A

;

—

Cse,

A

II

that which, plucks.
Thou setter up and plucker down of kings.
Shak.
2.
machine for straightening and cleaning wool.
Pluqlt'1-ly (-T-iy), adv. In a plucky manner.
Plu^'i-ness, n. The quality or state of being plucky.
Pluckless, a. Without pluck timid faint-hearted.
Pluck'y (-y), a. \_Compar. Pluckiee (-T-er) stiperl.
Pluckiest.]
Having pluck or courage characterized
by pluck ; displaying pluck courageous spirited as,

PlUCk'er,

—

tongue,

A
A
A

2.
flat oblong cake of pressed tobacco.
[J7. S.]
[Slang, U. &.]
3.
high, tapering silk hat.
worthless horse. [Slang, U.S.^
4.
block of wood let into a wall, to
5. (Building)
afford a hold for nails.

;

—

;

lAuck up courage.

&

—

)

as, to

—

plow used for cutting ice on rivers, ponds,
cakes suitable for storing. [W. S.] —Mackerel
Plow alms, a penny forSee under Mackeeel.
merly paid by every plowland to the church. Cornell.
Plow beam, that part of the frame of a plow to which the
draught is applied. See Beam, n., 9.
Plow Monday, the
Monday after Twelth Day, or the end of the Christmas
holidays.
Plow staff, (a) A kind of long-handled spade
or paddle for cleaning the plowshare
a paddle staff.
(b) A plow handle.
Snow plow, a structure, usually Aahaped, for removing snow from sidewalks, railroads,
etc.,
drawn or driven by a horse or a locomotive.
V. t.
Plow,
limp. & p. p. Plowed (ploud) or
Ploughed p. pr. & vb. n. Plowing or
Plough,
Ploughing.] 1. To turn up, break up, or trench, with
a plow to till with, or as with, a plow as, to plow the

—

;

PlUCl:, V. i. To make a motion of pulling or twitching ;
usually with at ; as, to pluck at one's gown.
Pluck, n. 1. The act of plucking ; a pull ; a twitch.
2. [Prob. so called as hevag plucked out after the animal is killed ; or cf. Gael.
Ir. pluc a lump, a knot, a
bunch.] The heart, liver, and lights of an animal.
3. Spirit courage ; indomitable resolution ; fortitude.
Decay of English spirit, decay of manly pluck. Thackeray.
4. The act of plucking, or the state of being plucked,
at college.
See Pluck, v. i., 4.
5. (Zool.) The lyrie.
[_Prov. Eng."]

ice plow, a

—

—

;

plane.
5. (Bookbinding) An implement for tri mmin g or shaving off the edges of books.
6. {Astron.) Same as Chaelbs's Wain.

plow.

—

;

;

Where fern succeeds ungrateful to the plow. Dryden.
2. Pig. : Agriculture ; husbandry.
Johnson.
3. A carucate of land ; a plowland.
[06i.]
lEng.'\
Johan, mine eldest son, shall have ^tou'es five.
Tale of Gamelyn.
4. A joiner's plane for making grooves ; a grooving

etc., into

;

;

—

[OE.plouh, plou, AS. plok;

.

;

;

—

.

.

Male.

rola).

{.illgialitis meloda) ;
Wilson's plover (JB. Wilsonia) ; the
mountain plover {.lE. montana) and the semipalmated
plover (^. semipalmata), are all small American species.
Bastard plover (Zool.), the lapwing.
Long-legged, or
Yellow-legged, plover. See Tattleb.
Plover's page, the
dunlin. [Prov. Eng.]
'B.tK.'\s. plover,
or Stone plover, the
black-bellied plover.
[Prov. Eng.]
Whistling plover.
<a) The golden plover. (6) The black-bellied plover.

2.

&

&

piping plover

ground

The

(3fil.)

—

the ring or ringed
plover {jEgialilis

)

act or movement
from a line of troops on some desigthe opposite of deployment.

(-ment), n.

of forming a column
nated subdivision ;
Pluck (pluk), V. t, [imp. &p.p. Plucked (plilkt)
vb. n. Plucking.]
[AS. pluccian; akin to LG.
p. pr.
D. plukken, G. pfliicken, Icel. plokka, plukka, Dan.
plukke, Sw. plocka, V27.] 1. To pull to draw.
Its own nature
plucks on its own dissolution. Jer. Taylor.
2. Especially, to pull %vith sudden force or effort, or to
pull off or out from something, with a twitch
to twitch
also, to gather, to pick as, to pluck feathers from a fowl
to pluck hair or wool from a skin ; to pluck grapes.
I come to pluck your berries harsh and crude.
Milton.
E'en children followed, with endearing wile,
Au^ plucked his gown to share the good man's smile.
Goldsmith.
3. To strip of, or as of, feathers ; as, to pluck a fowl.
They which pass by the way do pluck her, Ps. Ixxx. 12.
4. (Eng. Universities) To reject at an examination for
degrees.
C. Bronte.

;

Plough

—

Ploy'ment

and oxeye: the
golden plover (see
under Golden)

)

;

;

;

Plow

as Plowqate.

(

;

Shak.
PlOt'ter (plSt'ter), n. One who plots or schemes a
Di-yden.
contriver a conspirator a schemer.
V.
See Plow.
Plough (plou), n.
PlOV'er (pliiv'er), n. [OF. plovier, F. pluvier, prop.,
the rain bird, f r. LL. (assumed) pluviarius, f r. L. pluvia
rain, from pluere to rain
akin to E. float, G. fliessen to
flow. See Float.] 1. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of limicoline birds belonging to the family Charadridse, and especially those belonging to the subfamily Charadrinx. They are prized as game birds.
2. {Zool.) Any grallatorial bird allied to, or resembling, the true plovers, as the crab plover (Bromas ardeola) the American upland, or field, plover {Bartramia
longicauda) and other species of sandpipers.
^W^ Among the more important species are the blackbeWed, or blackplots.

niaticnla). See
KiNGNECK.
The

Same

(-gaf), n.

I

I

A

breasted,

^-S^'^S'), n.

}

The Scotch equivalent of
the English word plowland.
Not having one plowgate of land. Sir W. Scott.
(-hSd'), n. The clevis or draught iron
PlOW'head'
Plough'head' f of a plow.
PlOW'land'
1 (-laud'), n.
l. Land that is plowed,
PlOUghland' ( or suitable for tillage.
2. (0. Eng. Law) The quantity of land allotted for
the work of one plow a hide.
PlOW'man ) (-man), n. ; pi. -men (-men). 1. One
Plough'man ) who plows, or who holds and guides
Chaucer. Macaulay.
a plow hence, a husbandman.
a countryman a field laborer.
2. A rustic
Plowman's spikenard (Bot.), a European composite weed
having fragrant roots.
Dr. Prior.
( Conyza squarrosa),
n.
A detachable share at
Plow'polnt'
1 (-point'),
the extreme front end of the plow
Plough'point'
body.
Plow'share' 1 (-shSr'), n. The share of a plow, or
that part which cuts the slice of
PlOUgh'Share' )
earth or sod at the bottom of the furrow.
Plowshare bone (Anat.), the pygostyle.
PlOW'tall'
The hind part or handle of
1 (-tal'), n.
a plow.
Plough'tail' )
PlOW'wright' 1 (-rif), n. One who makes or rePlough'wrlght' ) pairs plows.
Ploy (ploi), n. Sport frolic. IProv. Eng. & Scot.']
Ploy, V. i, [Prob. abbrev. fr. deploy.'] (Mil.) To form
a column from a line of troops on some designated subdivision
the opposite of deploy.
Wilhelm.
PlOW'gate'
FlOUgh'gate'

Abounding with plots.
PlOt'Iul
PlO-tln'l-an (pl6-tiu'T-an), a. Of or pertaining to the
(-ful), a.

tarola) of

;

I

to devise ; to conPlot, V. t. To plan ; to scheme
trive secretly. " Plotting an unprofitable crime." Dry" Plotting now the fall of others."
Milton.
den.

;

Shak,

of instruments of husbandry.
See Bote.
Plow'boy 1 (-boi'), n.
boy that drives or guides
PlOUgh'boy' )
a team in plowing a young i^ustic.
Plow'er I (-er), n. One who plows ; a plowman ; a
cultivator.
PlOUgh'er )
PlOW'foot'
K-fe6f), n.
An adjustable staff formerly attached to the plow beam
PlOUgh'tooV j
to determine the depth of the furrow.
Piers Plowman.

Wotton.

iSir 11.

J

to prepare the soil or bed for anything.
)

to scheme.

;

prince did plot to be secretly gone.

;

Doth the plowman plouf all day to sow ? Isa. xxviii. 24.
Plow'a-ble
(-a-b'l), a.
Capable of being plowed
FlOUgh'a-ble i
arable.
Plow'bote'
(-bof), n.
(,Eng. Law) Wood or timPlough'bote' ( ber allowed to a tenant for the repair

bination; contrivance.
Plot (pl5t), V. i. 1. To form a scheme of mischief
against another, especially against a government or those
S/tak.
who administer it ; to conspire.
Ps. xxxvii.

plow in wheat.

to

;

(plou), V. i.
To labor with, or as with, a
plow ; to till or turn up the soil with a

I

Plough
plow

stratagem; conspiracy; cabal; com-

vricked plolteth against the just.

by plowing

to cover

In,

as,
— To plow up, to turn out of the groimd
by plowing.

;

;

;

;
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deep reach of thought ability to plot
3. Contrivance
" A man oi much plot." Denham.
or intrigue. [OJs.]
" No other plot in their reli4. A plan ; a purpose.
gion but to serve God and save their souls." Jer. Taylor,
5. In fiction, the story of a play, novel, romance, or
poem, comprising a complication of incidents which are
gradually unfolded, sometimes by xmexpected means.
If the plot or intrigue must be natural, and such as springs
irom the subject, then the winding up of the plot must be a
Pope.
probable consequence of all tliat went before.

Syn. — Intrigue

"

;;;;

Plum-ba'gln
wort,

4S|, n.
;
(i>ltlm-ba'jin),

(pltini'Sj

Leadwoik. [A'.]
[L. plumhuga

re.

plumbum

lead-

lead: cf. F. plombagin.'] (Chem.)
A crystalline subatnnce said to be found in the root of a
certain plant of the Leadwort (Pluvibago) family.

ink

;

fr.

tlien,

tUin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

;;

Plum'ba-gln'e-OUS (plum'ba-jin'e-us), a. {Sot) Pertaining to a natural order {Plumhaginex) of gamopetal0U3 herbs, of which Plumbago is the type. The order
includes also the marsh rosemary, the thrift, and a few
other genera.
Flum-bag'l-nous (plum-bSj'T-nus), a. Kesembling
plumbago consisting of, or containing, plumbago ; as, a
;

[L.,

n.

from plumbum

1. (il/m.) Same as Graphite.
2. (Boi.) A genus of herbaceous plants with pretty
Balver-shaped corollas, usually blue or violet leadwort.
Plum'be-an (plum'be-an), \a. [Ij. pluvibeus, from
plumbum the metal
Plum'be-OUS (plum'be-iis), )
J. Ellis.
lead.]
1. Consisting of, or resembling, lead.
J- P. Smith.
2. Dull ; heavy
stupid.
[72.]
Plumll'er (plum'er), n. [F. plombier. See Pldmb.]
One who works in lead; esp., one who furnishes,_ fits,
and repairs lead, iron, or glass pipes, and other apparatus
for the conveyance of v/ater, gas, or drainage in buildings.
Plumli'er block' (bl5k'). A pillow block.
Plumb'er-y (-y), n. [F. plomberie.} 1. The business of a plumber. [06«.]
2. A place where plumbing is carried on ; lead works.
Plum'blc (pliim'bik), a. [From Plumbum.] {Chem.)
Of, pertaining to, resembling, or containing, lead ;
used specifically to designate those compounds in which
it has a higher valence as contrasted v/ith plumbous compounds ; as, plumbic oxide.

lead.]

;

;

—

Plum-bil'er-OUS (plum-bTfer-Qs), a.
Producing or containing lead.

IPlumbum

-f-

Kirioan.

•ferous. ]

—

.

.

of

many

A

token of honor or prowess

from

;

Milton.

that on which one
" Ambitious to win

;

a prize or reward.

me some pfeme."

5. (Bot.)

A large

Milton.

and

flexible panicle of inflorescence
resemblhig a feather, such as is seen in certain large ornamental grasses.

Plume bird {Zool.), any bird that yields ornamental
glumes, especially the species of Epimarchus from New
umea, and some of the herons and egrets, as the white
Flume grass.
heron of Florida (Ardea candidlssima).
(Bot.) (<t) A kind of grass (Erianthus saccharoides) with
the spikelets arranged in great silky plumes, growing in
swamps in the Southern United States. (J) The still
finer E. Ravennse from the Mediterranean region. The
name is sometimes extended to the
Plume moth (Zooi.),
whole genus.
any one of numerous small, slender moths, belonging to the family

—

—

;

;

cf.

pluma

fr.

F. plumeux.']

;

;

as,

;

a,

;

;

plump

of

;

;

of trees, fowls, or spears.

[Obs.']

and the jylumps of men. Chapman.
Plump, V. i. [Cf. T>. plompen, G. plumpen, Sw.
plumpa, Dan. plumpe. See Plump, a.] 1. To grow
plump to swell out as, her cheeks have plumped.
2. To drop or fall suddenly or heavily, all at once.
" Dulcissa^^Mn;jo« into a chair."
Spectator.
3. To give a plumper.
See Plumper, 2.
;

&

p. p. Plumped (pliimt '215)
Plump, V. t. {imp.
1. To make plump ; to fill
vb. re. Plumping.]
p. pr.
(out) or support ;
often with up.
To plump up the hollowness of their history with improbable

&

;

—

Fuller.

miracles.

To

2.
ily

cast or let drop all at once, suddenly
plump a stone into water.

and heav-

as, to

;

See Plumper, 2.
interj., G. plump,
Directly; suddenly; per-

To give (a vote), as a plumper.
[Cf. D. plomp,
Plump, adv.
3.

plumps.

Cf.

pendicularly.

Plump'er

Plump,
"

a.

& v.]

Beau. & Fl.
plump."
re.
1. One who, or that which,

'E&M.

(-er),

else ; hence, something
carried in the mouth to distend the cheeks.
given
to one candidate
vote
2. (English Elections)
only, when two or more are to be elected, thus giving
person who gives
him the advantage over the others.
his vote thus is said to plump, or to plump his vote.
{Eng.]
3. A voter who plumps his vote.
\_Colloq. or Louf]
4. A downright, unqualified lie.
Plumply, adv. Fully ; roundly ; plainly ; without

plumps or swells out something

A

A

reserve.

\_Colloq.'\

Plump'ness,

Plump'y

re.

(-y),

The quality or state of being plump.
Plump fat sleek. " Plumpy
a.
;

;

Shak.

Bacchus."
II

Plu'mu-la

-las (-laz).

pi. L. Plumuls; (-le), E.
See Plumule.] 1. (Bot.)

(plu'mu-la),

[L.

re. ;

A plumule.

species are injurious to the grape-

vme. — Plums nutmeg (Bot.), an
aromatic Australian tree (AtheroMoth of the
sperma moschata), whose numer- Phime
Grapevine (Oxyptilus
ous carpels are tipped with long periscelidactylus).
plumose persistent styles.

Plume,

;

vb. n.

(-la'rT-a), m. / pi. L.
E. Plumularias (-az).
hydroid belonging to
Plumularia and other genera of the family
Plumularidse.
They generally grow in
plumelike forms.
Plumularia
(-e),

(Zool.)

Any

;

;

;

—

;

—

^

;

I

Plnm'er-y

(plum'er-j^), n.

general; plumage.

Plumes, collectively or

in

Southey.
Plu'mi-corn (plu'mT-k5m), ra
\Jj. pluma feather 4eornu horn.] (Zool.) An ear tuft of feathers, as in the

homed

[iJ.]

owls.

Plu-mig'er-ous (plS-mTj'er-us),

a.

+ gerere to bear.]

pluma a feather
ing feathers, [fi.]

Plu-mll'i-fonn (plu-mTl'T-f8rm),
ale,

senate,

a.

care,

V.

BroKue

i.

;

;

to plunge into debt.
Dryden.
Forced toplunge naked in the raging sea.
Tillotson.
To plunge into the guilt of a murther.
violently
throw
headlong
or
2. To pitch or
one's self
forward, as a horse does.
Some wild colt, which . . flings and plunges. Bp. Hall.
3. To bet heavily and with seeming recklessness on
a race, or other contest ; in an extended sense, to risk
uratively

;

as,

.

sums

large

in

hazardous speculations.

ICanf]

Plunging Are (Gun.), firing directed upon an enemy
from an ^evated position.
Plunge, re. 1. The act of thrusting into or submer-

ging

a dive, leap, rush, or pitch into, or as into, water
take the water with a plunge.

;

as, to

2. Hence, a desperate hazard or act ; a state of being
submerged or overwhelmed with difficulties, [i?.]
She was brought to that plunge, to conceal her husband's murSir F. Sidney.
der or accuse her son.
And wilt thou not reach out a friendly arm,
To raise me from amidst this ^ilunge of sorrows ? Addison.
3. The act of pitching or throwing one's self headlong
or violently forward, like an unruly horse.
4. Heavy and reckless betting in horse racing ; hazardous speculation. ICant]
Plunge bath, an immersion by plunging ; also, a large
bath in which the bather can wholly immerse himself.
Plunge, or Plunging, battery (Elec), a voltaic battery so
arranged that the plates can be plunged into, or withi
drawn from, the exciting liquid at pleasure.
Plun'ger (pliin'jer), re. 1. One who, or that which,

—

plunges

a diver.

;

A long

solid cylinder, used, instead of a piston or
bucket, as a forcer in pumps.
3. One who bets heavily and recklessly on a race ; a
[Carei]
reckless speculator.
4. (Pottery) A boiler in which clay is beaten by a
Knight.
wheel to a creamy consistence.
5. (Gun.) The firing pin of a breechloader.
Plunger bucket, a piston, without a valve, in a pump.
PlunPlunger pole, the pump rod of a pumping engine.
2.

—

—

a pump, as for
water, having a plunger,
instead of a piston, to act
upon the water. It may
be single-acting or douger pump,

(plun'kgt),

A kind

of blue color
a kind of
cloth, generally blue.
Plu'per'Ject (piu'per'fSkt),a. [L.^fesmore-|perfectus perfect : cf . P.
plus-que-parfaitflj. plus-

quamperfectum.] More
than perfect ; past perfect

;

— said of the tense

Section of Single-acting Plunger
Pump, a Plunger.

which denotes that an action or event was completed
at or before the time of another past action or event.
The pluperfect tense ; also, a verb in the pluperre.

—

:

;

;

Sir T.

1. To thrust or cast one's self intfl
water or other fluid to submerge one's self to dive, or
to rush in ; as, he plunged into the river. Also used fig-

Plunge,

Plun'ket

Plu'mu-la'rI-a

PLUMULARI.S;

;

;

also, anciently,

V. t.
limp. &p. p. Plumed (plumd) p. pr.
Plumino.] [Cf. F. plum^r to pluck, to strip,
L. plumare to cover with feathers.] 1. To pick and
Plu'mu-la'ri-an (-an), n. (Zool.) Any ^p^'^tacea).
adjust the plumes or feathers of to dress or prink.
Plumularia. Also used adjectively.
Phiming her wiDgs among the breezy bowers. W. Irving.
PlU'mule (plu'mijl), re. {h. plumula, dim. of pluma
2. To strip of feathers ; to pluck ; to strip to pUlage
a feather cf. F. plumule."] 1. (Bot.)
also, to peel.
[OJi.]
Bacon. Dryden. The first bud, or gemmule, of a young
3. To adorn with feathers or plumes.
"Farewell the plant the bud, or growing point, of
plumed troop."
Shak. the embryo, above the cotyledons.
pride
To
to
vaunt
4.
to boast
used reflexively
Gray.
See Illust. of Radicle.
as, be plumes himself on his skill.
South.
2. (Zoiil.) (a) A do\vn feather, (b)
Plumed adder (ZooL), an African viper ( Vipera, or Olo- The af tershaft of a feather. See Iltho, cornuta), having a plumelike structure over each eye.
(c) One of the
lust. under Feather,
It is venomous, and is related to the African pufE adder.
featherlike scales of certain male buta Plumule.
Called also horned vlver and hornsynan.
Plumed par- terflies.
tridge (Zool.), the California mountain quail (Oreortyx
Plu'mu-lose' (plii'mii-los'), a. Having hairs branchpictus). See Mountain quail, under Mountain.
ing out laterally, like the parts of a feather.
Plume'less (plilm'les), a. Without plumes.
Plum'y (plum'y), a. Covered or adorned with
Plume'let (-ISt), re. yPlume
-let.']
A small plume. plumes, or as with plumes feathery. " His plumy
When tosy plumelets tuft the larch.
Tennyson. crest." Addison.
"The plumy trees." J.S.Blackie.

&

water, or into any substance that is penetrable ; to immerse ; to cause to penetrate or enter quickly and forcibly ; to thrust as, to plunge the body into water ; to
plunge a dagger into the breast. Also used figuratively
" To plunge the boy
as, to plunge a nation into war.
Dryden,
in pleasing sleep."
Tennyson.
Bound and plunged him into a cell.
We shall be plunged into perpetual errors. /. Watts.
2. To baptize by immersion,
[Ofcs.]
3. To entangle ; to embarrass ; to overcome.
Plunged and graveled with three lines of Seneca.

re.

;

a plumule.
II

;

ble-acting.

PlU'mu-la'ceous (-la'shus), a.
bearing down.
PlU'mu-lar (-ler), a. (Bot.) Relating to

[NL.]

Plun'der-age (-fij 48), n. (Mar. Law) The embezWharton.
zlement of goods on shipboard.
Plun'der-er (-er), re. One who plunders or pillages.
Plunge (pltinj), V. t. limp. & ^. p. Plunged (plunjd)
p. pr. & vb. re. Plunging (pliin'jmg).] [OE. ploungen,
OF. plongier, P. plonger, fr. (assumed) LL. plumbicare,
ir. L. plumbum lead.
See Plumb.] 1. To thrust into

A down feather.
(Zool.)

Downy

;

;

;

visit islands

2. (Zool.)

them have
the wings deeply divided into two
or more plumelike lobes. Some
Most

Pterophoridie.

plumosus,

feather

(

;

;

A

4.

[L.

a.

)

Having feathers or plumes.
2. Having hairs, or other parts, arranged along an axis
like a feather; feathery plumelike as, & plumose leaf
plumose tentacles.
Plu'mo-Slte (-mo-sit),re. (Min.) Same as Jamesonite.
The quality or state
Plu-mos'1-ty (plii-m5s'i-ty), re.
\.

To

2. (Zool.) An ornamental tuft of feathers.
feather, or group of feathers, worn as an orna3.
ment ; a waving ornament of hair, or other material resembling feathers.
HiB high plume, that nodded o'er his head.
Dryden.

prides himself

(plii-mos'),
(plii'mus),

Plu'mous

flock

(Chem.)

a colored pZumc.

A

;

A

.

A

;

II

Wings

^

;

Of, pertaining to, or containing, lead
used speciftcally
to designate those compounds in which it has a lower
valence as contrasted with plumbic compounds.
Plum'bum (-biim), n. [L.] (Chem.) The technical
name of lead. See Lead.
Plume (plum), n. [F., fr. L. pluma. Cf. Fly, r'.]
1.
feather; esp., a soft, downy feather, or a long,
conspicuous, or handsome feather.
;

-edis ;

pluma a feather -\-pes : cf. F. plumipede.'] (Zool.) Having feet covered with feathers.
re.
A plumiped bird.
Plum'met (plum'mSt), n. [OE. plommet, OF. plom^
met, ii. plom, plum, lead, F. plomb. See Plumb.] 1. A
piece of lead attached to a line, used in sounding the
depth of water.
I '11 sink him deeper than e'er plummet sounded. Sha/c.
2.
plumb bob or a plumb line. See under Plumb, re.
3. Hence, any weight.
4.
piece of lead formerly used by school children
to rule paper for writing.
Plummet line, a line with a plummet ; a sounding line.
Plum'mlng (-mtng), re. [See Plumb.] (Min.) The
operation of finding, by means of a mine dial, the place
where to sink an air shaft, or to bring an adit to the
work, or to find which way the lode inclines.
Plum'my (-my), a. [From Plum.] Of the nature of
a plum ; desirable ; profitable; advantageous. \_Colloq.']
" For the sake of getting soraethmg plummy." G. Eliot.
Plu-mose'

re.
1. The act of plundering ot
robbery. See Syn. of Pillage.
Inroads and plunders of the Saracens. Sir T. ^Torth,
2. That which is taken by open force from an enemy;
pillage ; spoil booty ; also, that which is taken by theft
" He shared in the plunder."
Cowper.
or fraud.
3. Personal property and effects ; baggage or luggage.
ISlang, Southwestern U. S.]

Plnu'der (plun'der),

pillaging

[i?.]

;

A

[From Plumbum.]

feather) -f

Plump (plump), a. ICompar. Plumper (-er) superl.
akin to D.
Plumpest.]
[OE. plomp rude, clumsy
plomp,G:., Dan., & Sw. plump ; probably of imitative
rounded
or
filled out
origin.
Well
Cf. Plump, adv.]
full fleshy fat as, a, plump baby plump cheeks. Shak.
The god of wine did ii]s plump clusters bring. T. Carew.
Plump, re. A knot a cluster a group a crowd a

(Med.)
diseased condition, produced by the absorption of lead, common among workers in this metal or in
its compounds, as among painters, typesetters, etc.
It
is characterized by various symptoms, as lead colic, lead
line, and wrist drop. See under Colic, Lead, and Wrist.
(-bus), a.

pluma

feather (dim. of

little

Having the form of a plume or feather,
[L. plumipes,
Plu'mi-ped (plu'ml-ped), a.

-form.']

of being plumose.

Plumb'lng (plum'Ing), n. 1. The art of casting and
working in lead, and applying it to building purposes
especially, the business of furnishing, fitting, and repairing pipes for conducting water, sewage, etc.
Gwilt.
2. The lead or iron pipes, and other apparatus, used
in conveying water, sewage, etc., in a building.
[From Plumbum.]
PlumHllsm (plum'bTz'm), n.

Plum'bOUS

plumella a

;
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PLUMBAGINEOUS

phimbaginous slate.
Plnm-lja'gO (plum-ba'go),

;

;;

[L. plumiger
Feathered havBailey
[L. plumula, or
;

am, arm, ask,

Plun'der (plun'der),
(-derd)

;

p. pr.

& vb.

re.

V.

t.

limp.

&

Plunderinq.]

p. p. Plundered
[G.

plundern to

1. To take the
plunder, plunder frippery, baggage.]
goods of by force, or without right to pillage ; to spoil
to sack ; to strip ; to rob ; as, to plunder travelers.
South.
Nebuchadnezzar p?«nt/€rs the temple of God.
2. To take by pillage ; to appropriate forcibly ; as, the
enemy plundered all the goods they found.
Syn. To pillage ; despoil ; sack ; rifle ; strip rob.

[L. pluralis, from plus, pluris,
(plii'ral), a.
See Plus.] Relating
cf P. pluriel, OF. plurel.
or containing, more than one ; designating two or
more ; as, a plural word.
Shak.
Plural faith, which is too much by one.
Plural number (Gram.), the number which designates
re.,
8.
Number,
See
more than one.
Pln'ral, re. (Gram.) The plural number; that form
of a word which expresses or denotes more than one;
a word in the plural form.
PlU'ral-lsm (-iz'm), re. 1. The quality or state of
being plural, or in the plural number.
2. (Eccl.) The state of a pluralist ; the holding of mora
than one ecclesiastical living at a time. lEng.]
(Eccl.) A clerk or clergyman who
PlU'ral-ISt, re.
holds more than one ecclesiastical benefice. lEng.]

Plu'rsi

more

:

.

to,

Of the parochial

clergy, a large proportion v&ttpluralists.

macaulay.

;

—

final,

gll

;

j

eve,

event,

6nd, fem, recent

;

ice,

Plu-ral'1-ty (plu-ra'T-tJ), re. ; pi. Pluraltiks (-tiz).
1. The state of being
[L. pluralitas ; cf. P. pluralitk]
plural, or consisting of more than one ; a number consisting of two or more of the same kind ; as, a, plurality
of worlds ; the plurality of a verb.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb,

6dd

;

;

:
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2. The greater number ; a majority ; also, the greatest
of several uumbers in elections, the excess of the votes
given for one candidate over tliose given for anotlier, or
When there are more than
for any other, candidate.
two candidates, the one who receives the plurality of votes
See Majority.
liiay have less than a majority.
Take the plurality of the world, and they are neither wise nor
L'Bsirange,
good.

Pln-to'nl-an (pW-to'nT-an), n. (Geol.) A Plutonist.
PlU-ton'ic (-tSn'ik), a. [Cf. F. plutonique. See PluPlutonian hence,
1. Of or pertaining to Pluto
pertaining to the interior of the eartli subterranean.
2. Of, pertaining to, or designating, the system of the
Plutonists igneous as, the Plutonic theory.
Plutonic action (Geol.), the influence of volcanic heat
and other subterranean forces under pressiu-e. Plutonic
rocks (Geol.), granite, porphyry, and some other igneous
rocks, supposed to have consolidated from a melted state
at a great depth from the surface. Cf Intrusive rocks, under Intrusive.
Plutonic theory. (Geol.) See Plutonism.
PlU'tO-nism (plil'to-nTz'm), re. [Cf. F. plutonisme.}
The theory, early advanced in geology, that the successive rocks of the earth's crust were formed by igneous
fusion
opposed to the Neptunian theory.
Plu'tO-nist (-nist), re. [Ci. 'S plutoniste.'] One who
adopts the geological theory of igneous fusion a Plutonian.
See Plutonism.
(Class.
PlU'tUS (-tus), re.
[L., fr. Gr. nAoOros.]
Myth.) The son of Jason and Ceres, and the god of
wealth.
He was represented as bearing a cornucopia,
and as blind, because his gifts were bestowed without

;

3. (Ecd.) See Plurality of benefices, helovf.
Plurality of beneflcea (EccL), the possession by one clergyman of more than one benefice or living. Each bene-

thus held is called a, plurality. [£ng.]
PlU'ral-1-za'tlon (plu'ral-T-za'shiSn), n.

fice

pluralizing.

_

The act of
^- Spencer.

&

p. p. PluealPlU'ral-lze (plu'ral-iz), v. t. \imp.
vb. n. Pluralizing (-T'ziug).] 1. To
izED (-izd) ; p.pr.
make plural by using the plural termination ; to attribute
plurality to ; to express in the plural form.
[J?.]
2. To multiply ; to make manifold.
Flu'ral-lze, v. i. 1. To take a plural ; to assume a
Earle.
plural form ; as, a noun pluralizes.
2. (Eccl.) To hold more than one benefice at the same

&

time.
[JEng.^
PlU'ral-l'zer (-i'zer), n. (Eccl.) A pluralist. [iJ.]
PlU'ral-ly, adv. In a plural manner or sense.
PlU'rl- (plii'rT-). [See Plus.] A combining form from
Ij. plus, pluris, -more, many; as ^teriliteral.
Plu'rl-es (-ez), re. [So called from L. pluries many
times, often, which occurs in the first clause.] {Law)
A writ issued in the third place, after two former writs
Mozley <Sc W.
have been disregarded.
[L. plurifarius, fr. L.
PlU'rl-fa'rl-OUS (-fa'rl-Qs), a.
plus, pluris, many. Cf Bifaeiods.] Of many kinds or
fashions multifarious.
Plu'rl-foll-O-late (-f o1i-6-lat), a. IPluri- -\-foHolate.2
{Bot.) Having several or many leaflets.
PlU'rl-lU'er-al(-lTt'er-al),a. \_Pluri--\-literal.1 Conpluriliteral
sisting of more letters than three. ~n,

+ loeular.'\

Produced by

tlie

:

;

;

Success goes invariably with a certain pJus or positive power.

Emerson.

which denotes addition,

Plush (pliish), re. [r. pluche, peluche (cf. It. pelusso), fr. L. pilus hair. See Pile hair, and cf. Peruke.]
textile fabric with a nap or shag on
one side, longer and softer than the
Cowper.
nap of velvet.
Plush'y (-f), a. Like plush ; soft

A

PlutocirAovTos wealth -^- -archy.']
racy ; the rule of wealth. [iJ.]
(plu'te-al),
a.
(Zool.)
Plu'te-al
Of or pertaining to a pluteus.
Plu'te-us (-lis), re. ; pi. L. Plutei
(-i), E. Pluteuses (-§z). [L., a shed.]
(Zool.) The free-swimming larva of
sea urchins and ophiurans, having
Pluteue of common
several long stiff processes inclosing
Sea Urchin (Stroncalcareous rods.
gylocentrotus).
a
Mouth; 6 Stomach;
[L., fr. Gr.
PlU'tO (plu'tS), re.
d s Water Tubes
IIAoiiTttii'.]
(Class. Myth.) The son
e Rudiment of Sea
of Saturn and Rhea, brother of JuUrchin; c.&^^ Four
piter and Neptune ; the dark and
PI u teal Arms.
Much enlarged.
gloomy god of the Lower World.
Pluto monkey (Zool.), a long-tailed African monkey
(Cercopithecus phito), having side
whiskers.
The general color is
black, more or less grizzled ; the
frontal band is white.
PlU-tOC'ra-cy (plfi-tok'ra-sj?), re.

&

did
Boswell, and others of Goldsmith's cotemporaries,
W. Irving.
not understand the secret i?Zies of his character.
.

The
the

mind had taken a

czar's

strange ply, which

it

.

.

retained to

Macaulay.

last.

^^^Ply

used in composition to designate folds, or
the number of webs interwoven as, arthree-jj^)/ carpet.
Ply'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, plies specifically
(a) pi. A kind of balance used in raising and letting down a drawbridge. It consists of timbers joined in
the form of a St. Andrew's cross, (b) pi. See Pliers.
Plyght (plit), V. & re. See Plight. [OSs.] Chaucer.
Plym'OUth Breth'ren (plTm'iith brSth'rSn). The
members of a religious sect which first appeared at
Plymouth, England, about 1830. They protest against
sectarianism, and reject all official ministry or clergy.
Also called Brethren, Christian Brethren, Plymouthists,
The Darbyites are a division of the Brethren.
etc.
Pne-om'e-ter (ne-6m'e-ter), re. [Gr. ttvcIv to breathe
is

;

;

:

[Gr. irAouTOKparta ; ttAoOtoj wealth
-|- Kparelv to be strong, to rule, fr.
KpaTO! strength cf F. plulocratie.'j
A form of government in
.

which the supreme power is lodged
in the hands of the wealthy classes
government by the rich
also, a

+ -meter.}

(Physiol.)

A

spirometer.

Pneu-mat'lc (nfi-mat'Ik),
Pneu-mat'lc-al (-T-kal),

;

controlling or influential class of
rich men.

)

(

a.

[L. pneiimaticiis, _Gr.
TrceujuaTiKO!, fr. Trvev/xa,

wind, air, nvelv to blow, breathe ; cf. OHG.
fnehan : ci. F. pneuniatigiie. Cf. Pneumonia.] 1. Consisting of, or resembling, air Iiaving tlie properties of
opposed to dense or solid.
an elastic fluid ; gaseous
The pneumatical substance being, in some bodies, the native

One

whose wealth gives him power or
influence ; one of the plutocracy.
PlU'tO-orat'lc (-krSt'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to plutocracy; as,
Pluto Monkey.
plutocratic ideas.
Bugehot.
Pln-tOl'0-gy (pHi-tSl'o-jy), re. [Gr. ttAoCtos wealth -f
-logy.']
The science whicli treats of wealth.
PlU-tO'nl-an (plS-to'nt-on), a.
[L. Plutonius, Gr.
UAovTui/io; cf. F. plutonien.'] Plutonic.
Poe.

;

Bacon.

or to elastic fluids or their
properties pertaining to pueumntics as, pneumatic exStewart.
periments. "Pneiimritical discoveries."
3. Moved or worked by tlio pressure or flow of air as,
a pneumatic instrument a, pneumatic engine.
2.

Of or pertaining to

—

;

;

;

;

food,

fo~bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

pneumatic

cells

;

;

filled

—

—

—

—

—

Pneu'ma-tlc'1-ty (nu'ma^tTs'i-t5'),re. (Biol.) The state
of being pneumatic, or of having a cavity or cavities filled
with air; as, the pneumaticity of the bones of birds.
Pneu-mat'lcs (ui5-mat'iks), re. [Cf. F. paeumaiique.'}
1. That branch of science which treats of the mechanical properties of air and other elastic fluids, as of their
weight, pressure, elasticity, etc. See Mechanics.
2. (Philos.
Theol. ) The scientific study or knowledge
of spiritual beings and their relations to God, angels, and.

men.
Pneu'ma-tO- (nu'ma-t6- or nii-mSt'o-). A combining'
form from Gr. TTvevfxa, Tri'eujuaTOs, wind, air, breath, res~
piration ; as, pneumatogiii.ph, pneumatology.
[Pneumato- -fPneu-mat'O-cele (nii-mSt'6-sel), re.
Gr. K)jAr) a tumor ci. F. pneumatocele.} (3Ied.) A dishernia
of the lungs.
tention of the scrotum by air also,
IPneumato- -f- cyst.'\
Pneu-mat'O-cyst (-sTst), re.
(Zool.) A cyst or sac of a siphonophore, containing air,
and serving as a float, as in Physalia.
Pneu-mat'O-gram (-grSm), re. [Pneumato- -)- -gram.']
(Physiol. ) A tracing of the respiratory movements, ob.
tained by a pneumatograph or stethograph.
Pneu-mat'0-graph (-graf), re. IPneumato- -j- -graph.']
:

;

(Physiol.) An instrument for recording the movements
of the thorax or chest wall during respiration;
also
called stethograph.
Pneu'ma-to-log'lc-al (nu'ma-to-loj'I-kol), a. [Cf. F.
pneumatologique.} Of or pertaining to pneumatology.
[Cf. F.
Pneu'ma-tOl'0-glSt (nu'ma-t51'6-jist), re.
pneumatologiste.} One versed in pneumatology.
Pneu'ma-tOl'0-gy (-jy), re. IPneumato- -\- -logy: cf.
F. pneumatologie.}
1. The doctrine of, or a treatise on,

—

air

and other

Bing,

igk

See Pneumatics,

elastic fluids.

2. (Philos. & Theol.) The science
phenomena of any description.
Pneu'ma-tom'e-ter (-tbm'e-ter),

-meter.}

An

(Physiol.)

1.

of spiritual being oi
re.

IPneumato-

-|-

instrument for measuring the

amount of force exerted by the lungs in respiration.
Pneu'ma-tom'e-try (-try), re. See Spirometky.
Pneu-mat'0-phore (nli-mSt'o-for), re. IPneumato--^'
Gr. <f>ipsi.v to bear.] (Zo'ol.) One of the Pneumonophora.
Pneu'ma-tO-thO'rax (nii'ma-to-tho'rSks), re. IPneumato- -{- thorax.} (Med.) See Pneumothorax.
Pneu'mo- (nu'mo-). A combining form from Gr. ttvcv.
TTfev/uoi'os, a lung ; &s, pneumog&str'ic, pneumology.
Pneu'mo-coc'cus (-kok'lciis), re. [See Pheumo-, and
Coccus.] (Biol.) A form of micrococcus found in the
sputum (and elsewhere) of persons suffering with pneumonia, and thought to be the cause of this disease.
(jLinv,

Pneu'mo-gas'triC (-gas'trik), a. IPneumo- -\- gas(Anal.) Of or pertaining to the lungs and the

tric]

stomach.

—

re.

The pneumogastric

nerve.

Pneumogastric nerve (Anat.), one of the tenth pair of
cranial nerves which are distributed to the pharynx,
esophagus, larynx, lungs, heart, stomach, liver, and
spleen, and, in fishes and many amphibia, to the branchial apparatus and also to the sides of the body.

Pneu'mo-graph

(nii'mo-graf),

Same

re.

as

Pneumat-

ograph.

Pneu-mog'ra-phy
-graphy.}

(nii-mSg'r&-fy), n.

A description of the lungs.

\_Pneumo- -f
Dunglisen.

Pneu-mol'0-gy (nii-m51'6-jy), re. IPneumo- -\- -logy.}
(Anat.) The science which treats of the lungs,
Pneu-mom'e-ter (niJ-mSm'e-ter), re. [Pneumo- -f-meter.]

(Phi/siol.)

Pneu-mom'e-try

A

spirometer.

Measurement

of the caDunglison.
[NL., fr. Gr. nvtvfiovia, fr. TTvevfiuji', pi. Trfevfiove? the lungs, also, ttAcuCf. Pneumatic,
lj.aiv, which is perh. the original form.
Pulmonary.] (Med.) Inflammation of the lungs.
Catarrhal
pneumonia,
or
Broncho-pneumonia,
is in(J^""
flammation of the lung tissue, associated with catarrh
and with marked evidences of inflammation of bronchial
membranes, often chronic — also called lobular pneumonia, from its affecting single lobules at a time.
Croupous
pneumonia, or ordinary pneumonia, is an noute all'ection
characterized by sudden onset with a chill, high fever,
also called lobar
rapid course, and sudden decline
pneumonia, from its affecting a wliole lobe of the lung at
Fibroid pneumonia is an inonce. See under Croupous.
flammation of the interstitial connective tissue lying between the lobules of the lungs, and is very slow in its
course, producing shrinking and atrophy of the lungs.
(-try),

re.

pacity of the lungs for air.
Pneu-mo'nl-a (nij-mo'nI-&), n.

—

;

;

—

—

Pneu-mon'ic (nu-m5n'Tk),

[Gr. jri'tunoi'iKos

rt.

:

cf.

Of or pertaining to the lungs;
pulmonic, (b) Of or pertaining to pneumonia as, pneumonic symptoms.
F. pneumonique.]

(a)

;

Pneu'-mon'lc,
of

tile

re.

(Med.)

A

medicine for affections

lungs.

Coxe.

Pneu'mo-nlt'lc (nu'mS-nlt'Ik),

air,

;

:

pity

—

;

body.

spirit Of the

as,

—

TTvevfiaTOi,

;

;

—

;

II

dp, Orn

air

Pneumatic action, or Pneumatic lever (Mus.), a contrivance for overcoming the resistance of the keys and other
movable parts in an organ, by causing compressed air
from the wind chest to move them. Pneumatic dispatch,
a system of tubes, leading to various points, through
which letters, packages, etc. , are sent, by the flow and
Pneumatic elevator, a hoisting machine
pressure of air.
Pneumatic pile, a tubular
worlsed by compressed air.
pile or cylinder of large diameter sunk by atmospheric
Pneumatic pump, an air-exhausting or forcing
pressure.
pump. Pneumatic railway. See Atmos])heric railway,
under Atmospheric.
Pneumatic syringe, a stout tube
closed at one end, and provided with a piston, for showing that the heat produced by comprsssing a gas will
ignite substances.
Pneumatic trough, a trough, generally
made of wood or sheet metal, having a perforated slielf
and used, when filled with water or mercury, for collecting gases in chemical operations.
Pneumatic tube. SeePneumatic dispatch, above.

;

and shaggy.
S. Kingsley.
_
Plu'tar-chy (plu'tar-k^), n. [Gr.

having cavities
pneumatic bones

4. (Biol.) Fitted to contain air

with

&

action of rain.

re.

&

;

;

full,

;

:

Plu'ri-sy (plii'rT-sy), re. \Jj. phis, pluris, more.] SuShak.
perabundance; excess; plethora. [0J«.]
Plus (plus), a. [L.,more; akin to Gr. irAei'coi', ttAeW,
and E. full. See Full, a., and cf. Pro, Pleonasm.]
positive, as
1. (Math.) More, required to be added
distinguished from negative
opposed to minus.
actual.
2. Hence, in a literary sense, additional real

Tilde,

.

II

Plu'n-par'tUe (plu'rl-par'tit), a. lPhiri--\- partite.}
Deeply divided into several portions.
\_Pluri- -J- presence. ]
PlU'rl- pres'ence (-prSz'ens), n.
Johnson.
Presence in more places than one. [-B.]

finite,

—

Plu'vl-an (plu'vT an), re. (Zool.) The crocodile bird.
Plu'vl-om'e-ter C-6m'e-ter), re. [1j. pluvia rain -|-

(Bot. )

USQ(

;

.

-meter: cf. F. phiviometre.'] An instrument for ascertaining the amount of rainfall at any place in a given
time ; a rain gauge.
Plu'vi-0-met'ric-al (-o-mSt'rT-k«l), a. [Cf. F. pluviometrigue.2 Of or pertaining to a pluviometer; determined by a pluviometer.
PlU'vi'6se' (F. plu've'oz'; E. plu'vT-oz), n. [F. See
Pluvious.] The fifth month of the French republican
calendar adopted in 1793.
It began January 20, and
ended February 18. See Vendemiaire.
Plu'vl-OUS (plu'vT-iis), a. [L. pluviosus, pluvius, fr.
pluvia rain cf. F. pluvieux. See Pluvial, a.] AboundSir t. Browne.
ing in rain ; rainy ; pluvial.
p. p. Plied (plid) ; p. pr.
Ply (pli), v. t. [imp.
[OE. plien, F. plier to fold, to
vb. re. Plying (pli'ing).]
bend, fr. L. plicare ; akin to Gr. jrAeKcii', G. flechten. Cf
Apply, Complex, Display, Duplicity, Employ, Exploit,
Implicate, Plait, Pliant, Flax.] 1. To bend. [06«.]
As men may warm wax with handesp?ie. Chaucer.
2. To lay on closely, or in folds ; to work upon steadily,
or with repeated acts ; to press upon ; to urge importunately; as, to ply one with questions, with solicitations, or with drink.
Dryden.
AnHpUes him with redoubled strokes.
He plies the duke at morning and at night.
Shak.
3. To employ diligently ; to use steadily.
Shak.
Gojj?ythy needle ; meddle not.
4. To practice or perform with diligence ; to work at.
Waller.
Their bloody task, unwearied, still Vaey ply.
Ply, V. i. 1. To bend ; to yield. [06i.]
Chaucer.
It would rather burst atwo thanptlye.
The wiUcnJ plied, and gave way to the gust. VEstrange.
2. To act, go, or work diligently and steadily; espeto go back
cially, to do something by repeated actions
and forth ; as, a steaxner plies between certain ports.
Ere half these authors be read (which will soon be •with plying
Milton.
hard and daily).
He was forced to ply in the streets as a porter. Addison.
The heavy hammers and mallets ;>Zief/. Longfellow.
3. (Naut.) To work to windward ; to beat.
[Cf. F. pli, fr. plier.
See Ply, r.] 1. A
Ply, re.
,Arbuthnot.
fold a plait ; a turn or twist, as of a cord.
2. Bent ; turn ; direction ; bias.
The late learners can not so well take the ply. Bacon.

;

Plu'tO-orat (pIu'tS-kr$t),re.

—

:

PlU-rlp'a-rous (pW-rTp'a-riJs), a. [_Pluri- -\- L. par ere to bring forth.] Producing
several young at a birth as, a pluriparous animal.

:

—

[LL. pluviale a garment which keeps
cf. F. pluvial.^
A priest's cops.
Plu'vl-am'e-ter (-5m'e-ter), re. See Pluviometer.
Plu'vl-a-met'rlc-al (-a-mSt'rt-kal), a. See PluvioMETRICAL.

Plurilocnlar aporanela (Bot.), many-celled
sporangia, each cell containing a single
spore, as in many algse.

Plus sign (Math.), the sign (+)
or a positive quantity.

;

Plu'vl-al,
off the rain

A

—

;

;

rainy.
[iJ.]
2. (Geol.)

.

;

;

;

discrimination of merit.
PlU'Vl-al (-vi-ol), a. [L. pluvialis, fr. pluvia rain
F. pluvial. See Plover.] 1. Of or pertaining to rain

;

\_Pluri^
PlU'rl-loe/U-lar (-15k'u-ler), a.
Having several cells or loculi ; specifically
(Bot), having several divisions containing
seeds ; as, the lemon and the orange are
plurilocular fruits.

to.]

cf.

II

word.

,

.

a.

(Med.) Of or per-

taining to pneumonitis.
II

and

Pneu'mo-nl'tls (-ni'tts), n.
[NL.
See Pneumo-,
-itis.]
(Med.) Inflammation of the lungs pneu;

monia.
;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

PNEUMONOMETER
Pneu'mo-nom'e-ter

[See

(im'mo-u5m'e-ter), re.
A spirometer

a pneu-

;

Pneu'mo-noph'o-ra (-nSf 6-ra),

[NL., fr.
n. pi.
to bear.] (Zool.) The division of Siphonophora wliicli includes the Physalia and
allied genera ;
called also Pneuviatophorse.
Pneu'mo-ny (nii'md-ny), n. [Cf. F. pneumonie.']
II

TTvevfAiov

a lung

-)- (jyepeLv

—

See Pnedmonia.

Pneu'mo-bt'o-ka (-of 6-ka), n. pi. [NL. See Pneuand OoTicoiD.] {Zool.) Same as Sacropsida.
Pneu-moph'0-ra (nu-mof'6-ra), n. pi. [NL. See
Pneumonophora.] {Zool.) A division of holothurians
having an internal gill, or respiratory tree.
Pneu'mo-skel'e-ton (nfi'mo-skSl'e-tiin), n. IPneumo-\- skeleton.}
(Zool.) A chitinous structure which supports the gill in some invertebrates.
Pneu'mo-ther'a-py (-thgr'a-py), n. [Gr. wevi/^a air
therapy.
{Med.) Tlie treatment of disease by inhalations of compressed or rarefied air.
Pneu'mo-tho'ras (-tho'raks), n. [Gr. OT/eO/ao air
E. thorax.'] {3Ied.) A condition in which air or other
II

M0-,
II

+

'\

gas

is

present in the cavity of the chest

;

grass, and spear grass (which see).
Poach (poch), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Poached (pocht)
pr.
vb. re. Poaching.]
[F. packer to place in a
p.
pocket, to poach eggs (the yolk of the egg being as it
were pouched in the white), from poche pocket, pouch.
See Pouch, v.
1. To cook, as eggs, by breaking
«.]
them into boiling water ; also, to cook with butter after
Bacon.
breaking in a vessel.
2. To rob of game; to pocket and convey away by
Garth.
stealth, as game ; hence, to plunder.
Poach, V. i. To steal or pocket game, or to carry it
away privately, as in a bag ; to kill or destroy game contrary to law, especially by night ; to hunt or fish unlawfully as, to poach for rabbits or for salmon.
Poach, V. t. [Cf. OF. packer to thrust or dig out
with the fingers, to bruise (the eyes), F. ponce thumb, L.
poUex, and also E. poach to cook eggs, to plunder, and
poke to thrust against.] 1. To stab ; to pierce ; to spear,

&

&

;

Carew.
[OJs.]
2. To force, drive, or plunge into anything.
\_Obs.J
Uis hoTSQ pocking one of his legs into some hollow proimd.
Sir }F. Temple.
fish.

To make soft or muddy by trampling.
To begin and not complete. {Obs.]
Poach, V. i. To become soft or muddy.

Tennyson.
Bacon.

3.
4.

.

.

.

chap in summer, and poach in
Mortimer.

vinter.

[From Poach

to stab.] [Written also pocard, pochard.] {Zool.) (a) A common Eurocalled also goldkead,
pean duck {Aythya JeTina) ;
poker, and fresh-water, or red-headed, widgeon. (6) The
American redhead, which is closely allied to the European poachard.

Poach'ard (-erd),

re.

A

I^^Pocket is often used adjectively, or in the formation of compound words usually of obvious signification
as, pocket comb, pocket compass, jiocket edition, pocket
handkerchief, pocket money, pocket picking, or pocketpicking, etc.
Out of pocket. See under Out, jjcep.— Pocket borough, a
borough " owned " by some person. See under Borough.
[Bng.f— docket gopher (Zool.), any one of several species of American rodents of

the genera

Geom ys, and
Thomomys,

large external

,

Chalky and clay lands

A

— called also

June

as

A

family Geomy-

Pnl-ga'11-OIl (nt-ga'li-on), n. [NL. fr. Gr. TrviyaXioiv
nightmare, fr. Tn/i'-yeti/ to throttle.] {lied.) Nightmare.
Pnyx (mks), n. [NL., fr. Gr. jri/u'f.] {Gr. Antiq.)
The place at Athens where the meetings of the people
were held for making decrees, etc.
Po'a (po'a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. Ti-oa grass.] {Bot.) A
genus of grasses, including a great number of species,
as the kinds called meadow grass, Kentucky blue grass,

&

A

hole or space covered by a movable piece
4. {Arch.)
of board, as in a floor, boxing, partitions, or the like.
cavity in a rock containing a nug5. {Mining) (a)
get of gold, or other mineral ; a small body of ore conhole containing water.
tained in such a cavity. (6)
strip of canvas, sewn upon a sail so that
6. (Naut.)
a batten or a light spar can be placed In the interspace.
7. (Zool.) Same as Pooch.

+

pneumatothorax.
II

PODURA

1104

Pneumo-, and -meteb.] {Physiol.)
mometer.
6r.

—

/

•

;

JBH

_«__™,

BiSr^-^

^^WWF^iy

?

They have

dsi.

cheek pouches,
and are fpssori-

aim
'''^.'

^A/

their hab-

.

habit

^^^^^^^^^^^^"yr^^m'Z^^^
-tr^f^t^ ^j.
'^ji\i,"/^^^;,^:^^

'""

^-Jl^y

Pocket Gopher (Geoniystursanus).

North

America, from the Mississippi Valley west to the Pacific.
Called also pouched gopher. — Pocket mouse (Zool.), any
species of American mice of the family Saccomyida:
Thf;y have external cheek pouches. Some of them are
ad.'ipted for leaping (genus Z^/^Mr^om ?/.«), and are called
kangaroo mice. They are native of the Southwestern
United States, Mexico, etc.
Pocket piece, a piece of
money kept in the pocket and not spent. — Pocket pistol,
a pistol to be carried in the pocket.— Pocket sheriff {Eng.
Laic), a sherilf appointed by the sole authority of the
crown, without a nomination by the judges in the exchequer. Burrill.

—

Pock'et (pok'et),
pr.

V.

& p.

[imp.

t.

&

p. Pocketed

p.

;

vb. re. Pocketing.]
1. To put, or conceal, in the
pocket ; as, to pocket the change.
He would pocket the expense of the license.
Sterne.

2.

To take

clandestinely or fraudulently.

He

2)ocketed

pay in the names of men who had long been

dead.

Jlacaufay.

To pocket a ball

(Billiards), to drive

a ball into a pocket

of the table. —To pocket an insult, affront, etc., to receive
an affront without open resentment, or without seeking
redress. "'Irmiat jiocket uj> these wrongs."
Shak.
small book or case for
Pock'et-bOOk' (-bo6k'), n.
carrying papers, money, etc., in the pocket ; also, a notebook for the pocket.
Pock'et-ful (-fill), re./ pi. Pocketfuls (-fulz). As
much as a pocket will hold ; enough to fill a pocket ; as,
•
pocketfuls of chestnuts.
Pock'et-knife' (-ulfO,
re.
pi. -KNIVES (-nivz).

—

n.

1.

One who

,•

A knife with one or more
which fold into
the handle so as to admit

^ gcale B

blades,

Spring
C
Blade ;
Kick,
;

:

D

Tang

of

of being carried in the pocket.

Pock'-fret'ten (pok'frgf t'n), n. See Pockmarked.
Pock'i-ness (-I-ngs), re. The state of being pocky.

Pock'mark

(-mark),

A mark or pit made by small-

re.

pox.

Pock'marked' (pok'markf),
pox pitted.

Marked by

a.

small-

n.

The

poachy

;

(-T-ngs),

state of being

JSIKB^fltKBS^
dlPHT
-•ffT^^HF'

marshiness.

'

j^

—

—

Po'chard (po'cherd),

{Zool.) See Poachard.
re.
re.
[OE. pokke, AS. pocc, poc ; akin to
D. pok, G. pocke, and perh. to E. poke a pocket. Cf.
Pox.]
(Med.) A pustule raised on the surface of the
(pok),

body in variolous and vaccine diseases.
Of pokkes and of scab and every sore.
Chaucer.
Pock'arred (-ard), a. See Pockmarked. [Obs.]
Pock'-bro'ken (-bro'k'n), a. Broken out, or marked,
with smallpox

;

pock-fretten.

&

Pock'et (pok'gt), re. [OE. poket, Prov. F.
OF.
poquette, F. pochette, dim. fr. pogue, pouque, F. poche ;
probably of Teutonic origin. See Poke a pocket, and cf.
Poach to cook eggs, to plunder, and Pouch.] 1. A bag
or pouch especially, a small bag inserted in a garment
for carrying small articles, particularly money hence,
figuratively, money wealth.
2. One of several bags attached to a billiard table, into
which the balls are driven.
3. A large bag or sack used in packing various articles,
as ginger, hops, cowries, etc.
;

;

;

5^^ In the wool or hop trade, the

pocket contains half
a sack, or about 168 lbs. but it is a variable quantity, the
articles bemg sold by actual weight.
;

ale,

(-w68d'),

[So called because formerly
{Bot.) Lignum-vitae.

re.

(-y), a.

[Compar. Pockiee

(-i-er)

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

superl.

;

Pockiest.] Full of pocks; affected with smallpox or
Bp. ILall.
other eruptive disease.
used
PO'CO (poTso), ad«. [It.] (il/u*.) A little
chiefly in phrases indicating the time or movement ; as,
poco piii allegro, a little faster ; poco largo, rather slow.
Poco a poco [It.l (Mus.) Little by little as, poco a
loudness.
poco crescendo, gradually increasing
Chaucer.
Po'cock (po'kok), re. Peacock. [Obs.]
Po'CO-CU-ran'te (po'kS-koo-ran'tS), re. [It. poco cucareless person a trifler.
[2J.]
rante caring little.]
Po'co-cu-ran'tlsm (-k66-ran'tiz'm), re. Carelessness
;

—

;

m

A

;

American Poachard, or Redhead
feet of cattle ;
said
(Ai/thya Americana). Mole.
of land.
(pok),
Poak 1
re.
Waste matter from the preparation
Poake ( of skins, consisting of hair, lime, oil, etc.
(Bot.) The poke {Phytolacca
Po'can (po'kSn), re.
decandra)
called also pocan bush.
;

pitted.

Scotch to the English.

II

J'

Poach'y (-J), a.
[See Poach to stab.]
Wet and soft easily
penetrated by the

Pock

;

II

lyrie.

Poach'1-ness

Pockmarked

(-pTt'tSd), a.

Pock'-pud'dlng (-pud' ding), re. A bag pudding; a
name of reproach or ridicule formerly applied by the

Pock'y

[Local, V. <?.]
poacher (Zool.),

—

+

II

+

towns of Italy.
Po-de'ti-um (po-de'sht-iim), re. / pi. Podetia (-a),
E. PoDETiUMS (-umz). [NL., fr. Gr. n-oiis, Trofiot, foot.j
(Bot.) A stalk which bears the fructification in soma
II

lichens, as in the so-called reindeer moss.
Podge (p5j), re. [Cf. G. patsche puddle, mire.] 1.
Skinner.
puddle ; a plash.
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
2. Porridge.

A

Podg'y (-y), o. Fat and short ; pudgy.
Pod'i-cal (pod'i-kal), a. [lj.podex,podicis, the anus.]
applied to certain organs of insects.
{Zool.) Anal ;
llPod'i-ceps (-T-s5ps), re. [NL., fr. L. podex, podicia,

—

anus

;

Carlyle.
apathy; indifference. [iJ.]
Po-CO'SOn (po-ko's'n), re. Low, wooded grounds or
swamps in Eastern Maryland and Virginia. [Written
Washington.
also xioquoson.]
Poc'u-lent (pbk'u-lent), a. [L. poculentus, fr. pocu"
Some
of
those herbs
fefliacup.] Fit for drink. [Obs.]
poculent."
Bacon.
which are not esculent, are .
Poc'U-li-form (pok'u-li-f8rm), a. [L. poeidum a cup
-form : cf. F. poculiforme.] Having the shape of a
goblet or drinking cup.
-pod (-pod). [See Foot.] A combining form or suffix
from Gr. ttous, ttoSo;, foot; as, deca^orf, an animal having
phyllopod, an animal having leaflike feet
ten feet
myriaporf, hexapod.
[Probably akin to pudding, and
(p5d),
re.
Pod
perhaps the same word as pad a cushion cf.
also Dan. pude pillow, cushion, and also E. cod
a pouch. [Obs. or
a husk, pod.] 1. A bag
Tusser.
Prov. Eng.]
2. {Bot.) A capsule of a plant, especially a
Ulust.
of
legume a dry dehiscent fruit. See
ANGiosPERmons.
3. {Zool.) A considerable number of animals
.

.

+

;

;

;

;

—

said of seals.
closely clustered together ;
Pod auger, or Pod bit, an auger or bit the
Pod.
channel of which is straight instead of twisted.
vb. re. Podp. p. Podded p. pr.
Pod, V. i. [imp.
ding.] To swell; to fill also, to produce pods.
New Latin plural combining form
-po-da (-po-da).

&

;

&

;

A

fiaal,

^U

;

eve,

event,

6nd,

fern,

-|-

pes foot.]

Po'<U-um

II

See Grebe.

(.^oo?.)

(po'di-iim),

re.

/ pi.

Podia

(-4).

[L., fr.

dim. of n-oiJs,ToS6s, foot. See Pew.] l.{Arch.)
low wall, serving as a foundation, a substructure, or

Gr.

A

TToSioi/,

a terrace wall. It is especially employed by archaeolo{a) The dwarf wall surrounding the
gists in two senses
arena of an amphitheater, from the top of which the
seats began. (6) The masonry under the stylobate of a
temple, sometimes a mere foundation, sometimes containing chambers. See Lllust. of Cohjmn.
2. {Zool.) The foot.
;

Pod'Iey

{Zool.) A young coalfish.
[See Foot.] A combining form ot
ttoSos, foot, as, podocarp, podo-

(pod'lj?),

re.

Pod'O- (pSd'o-).
prefix

from Gr.

ttows,

cephalous, podo\ogy.

Pod'O-branch (-brSnk), re. [See PoDO-, and Bbanchia. ]
(Zool.) One of the branchiae attached to the bases of
the legs in Crustacea.
Pod'O-hran'chi-.l (-brSn'kT-a), re. / pi. PodobrahCHLB (-e). [NL.] {Zool.) Same as Podobranch.
Pod'O-carp (-karp), re. [Podo- -\- Gr. Kapiroi fruit.]
(Bot.) A stem, or footstalk, supporting the fruit.
Pod'O-ceph'a-lOUS (-sSf'a-liis), a. [Podo- -\- Gr. ice(Bot.) Having a head of flowers on a long
(^oAiJ head.]
peduncle, or footstalk.
Pod'O-gyn'l-um (-iinT-um), re. [NL., fr. Gr. n-out,
jToJds, foot 4- •yvi'7) woman.] (jBo<.) Same as Basigtnium.
II

II

Pod'oph-thal'ml-a (pod'Sf-thai'ml-a), n. pi. [NL.
See PoDOPHTHALMlc] {Zool.) The stalk-eyed Crustacea,
order of Crustacea having the eyes supported on
movable stalks. It includes the crabs, lobsters, and
prawns. Called also Podophthalmata, and Decapoda.
[PodoGr.
Pod'oph-thal'mic (-thSl'mTk), ) a.
o4>9aKix6s an eye.]
Pod'Oph-thal'mOUS (-thSl'miSs),
(Zool.) (a) Having the eyes on movable footstalks, or
pedicels.
(6) Of or pertaining to the Podophthalmia.
Pod'oph-thal'mite (-mit), re. {Zool.) The eyestalk of
a crustacean.
II

used as a specific for the pock.]

;

geon.
Sea

Pock'-pit'ted

Pock'WOOd'

poaches one who kills or catches game
or fish contrary to law.
2. {Zool.) The American wid-

or suffix from Gr. jrov's, wo66i,foot ; as, hexapoda, myriapoda. See -pod.
Pod'a-gra (p6d'a-gra),n. [L. See Podagric] {Med.,
applied also to gout in
Gout in the joints of the foot ;
other parts of the body.
[L. podagricus, Gr.
Po-dag'rlc (p6-dag'rTk), ) a.
TroSaypiKos, fr. TToSaypo
PO-dag'riC-al (-ri-kal),
(
gout in the feet ; novg, ttoSos, foot -{- dypa a catching.]
1. Pertaining to the gout ; gouty ; caused by gout.
2. Afflicted with gout.
Sir T. Browne.
Pod'a-grous (pod'a-grus), a. Gouty; podagric.
Po-dal'gi-a (p6-dal'ji-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. ttovs, iroids,
foot
oAyos pain.] {Med.) Pain in the foot, due to
gout, rheumatism, etc.
Po-dar'thruin (p6-dar'thr5m), re. ; pi. Podarthba
(-thra).
[NL., fr. Gr. ttous, jtoSos, foot
ap9po}/ joint.]
{Anat.) The foot joint; in birds, the joint between the
metatarsus and the toes.
Pod'ded (pod'ded), a. Having pods.
Pod'der (-der), re. One who collects pods or pulse.
Po-des'ta (E. po-dgs'ta ; It. po-das-ta'), n. [It. podesth, fr. L. potestas power, magistracy.
See Potent.]
1. One of the chief magistrates of the Italian republics
Brande <St O.
in the Middle Ages.
2. A mayor, alderman, or other magistrate, in some

A

;

Red-crested poachard (Zool.), an Old World duck (Branta
Tufted poach?-«_/!rea).— Scaup poachard, the scaup duck.
ard, a scaup duck (Aythya, or Fuligula
cristata); native of Europe and Asia.

Poach'er (poch'er),

;

;;;

recent

;

ice,

— an

+

)

Pod'o-phyllln
LUM.]

(Chem.)

rootstalk of the
is

[From Podophyi/(p5d'o-fTl'lIn), re.
bitter gum extracted from the
apple (Podophyllum peltatum). It

A brown
May

a complex mixture of several substances.
Pod'O-phyl'lOUS (-liis), a. 1. {Zool.) Having

thin,
locomotive organs.
2. (Anat.) Pertaining to, or composing, the layer of
tissue, made up of laminae, beneath a horse's hoof.

flat, leaflike

Pod'O-phyllum (-liim), «. [NL., fr. Gr. iroiis, tto^vWov leaf.] 1. {Bot.) A genus of herbs of
Sdt, foot
the Barberry family, having large palmately lobed peltate leaves and a solitary whitish flower. There are two
species, the American Podophyllum peltatum, or May
apple, and the Himalayan P. Emodi.
2. (Med.) The rhizome and rootlet of the May apple
used as a cathartic drug.
(Podophyllum peltatum),
Gr. <rKa<j>ot
Pod'O-SCaph (p5d'6-sk5f), re. [Podoboat.] A canoe-shaped float attached to the foot, for
II

+

—

+

walking on water.
[Podo- -f- Gr. avepfia. seed ^
stalk of a seed or ovule.

Pod'O-spenn (-sperm), re.
F. podosperme.]

cf.
II

:

The

{Bot.)

Pod'0-Stom'a-ta (-stSm'a^ta),

jTOus,

TToSds, foot

+

-aT09,

(TToy-a,

re.

pi.

[NL.,

Pod'o-the'ca (-the'ka),

re.

;

pi.

Gr.

{Zool.) An
the type.

mouth.]

order of Bryozoa of which Rhabdopleura
See Rhabdopleura.
II

fr.

is

Podotheo^

(-se).

(Zo'dl.)
fr. Gr. ttoiJs, 7ro«d9, foot -f eij/cj) case.]
scaly covering of the foot of a bird or reptile.
Po-drl'da (po-dre'da),
[Sp., rotten.] A miecellaneous
See Olla-po- |
dish of meats.

[NL.,

The
II

DHIDA.
Po-du'ra (po-du'ra), re. ;
L. PoDUR/E (-re), E. Poduras
Gr. Trov?, ttoSos,
(-raz). [NL.
Podura {Poiivra vilJosaf.
foot-|-ovpd tail.] (Zool.) Any
Much enlarged.
small leaping thysanurous insect of the genus Podura and related genera a springtail.
;

;

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey,

Orb,

6dd

i

:

PODURID

—

—

+

Entcmostraca, together with the horseshoe crabs {Limu(6) By some recent writers applied to the Merostomata.
Po'em (pS'Sm), n. [L. poema, Gr. Troi'ijjto, fr. iroieiv
to make, t© compose, to write, especially in verse : cf. F.
poeme.'i 1. A metrical composition ; a composition in
verse written in certain measures, whether in blank
verse or in rhyme, and characterized by imagination and
poetic diction ;
contradistinguished from prose ; as, the
poems of Homer or of Milton.
2. A composition, not in verse, of which the language
is highly imaginative or impassioned ; as, a prose poem;
the poems of Ossian.
Po'em-at'lo (-St'Ik), a. [Gr. TrocijAiaTiKo?.] Pertaining
Coleridge.
to a poem, sr to poetry ; poetical,
[it.]
Po-e'na-mn (p6-e'n4-mii), n. {Min.) A variety of
jade or nephrite,
used in New Zealand for the manufacture of axes and weapons.
Poe-nol'0-gy (pe-nBl'o-jy), n. See Penology.
Po-eph'a-ga (p4-Sf'a-ga), «. p?. [NL., fr. Gr. jro>)(^oyo! grass eating ; noa grass -|- ^ayeiv to eat.] {Zo'61.^
A group of herbivorous marsupials mcluding the kangaroos and their allies.
Po-eph'a-gons (-giis), a,
Po'8-sy (po'e-sy), n. [F. poesie (cf. It. poesia), L. poCf. Post.]
esis, from Gr. jroii)<ris, from Troteii' to make.
1. The art of composing poems ; poetical skill or faculty
Shak.
as, the heavenly gift of poesy.
2. Poetry ; metrical composition ; poems.
Sha^.
Music and poesi/ used to quicken you.
3. A short conceit or motto engraved on a ring or
Bacon.
other thing ; a posy.
Po'et (po'et), n, [F. poete, L. poeta, fr. Gr. jrotrjTi)?,
fr. TToielv to make.
Cf. Poem.]
One skilled in making
poetry ; one who has a particular genius for metrical
composition ; the author of a poem ; an imaginative
thinker or writer.
loidea).

—

—

II

—

;

The poet's eye,

in a fine frenzy rolling.

Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven. Shnk.
Dryden.
Xpoet is a maker, as the word signifies.
Poet laureate. See under Laureate.
Po'et-as'ter (-Ss'ter), n. An inferior rhymer, or writer
; a dabbler in poetic art.
Macavlay.
The talk of forgotten poetasters.

of verses

(-try), n. The works of a poetaster. [iJ.]
[Cf. F. poetesse.']
female poet.
PO-et'lC (po-5t'ik), a. [L. poeiicus, Gr. iron)TtK(54
Po-et'lc-al (-T-kal), ( cf. F. poetique.'] 1. Of or pertaining to poetry ; suitable for poetry, or for writing poShak.
etry ; as, poetic talent, theme, work, sentiments.
2. Expressed in metrical form ; exhibiting the imaginative or the rhythmical quality of poetry ; as, a poetical
composition ; poetical prose.

Po'et-aS'try
Po'et-ess, n.

POINT
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Podnia Bcal* {Zaol.), one of the minute scales with
whicli the body of a podura is covered. They are used
as test objects for the microscope.
Po-dn'rid (po-du'rld), n. (Zo'61.) Any species of Poa.
Pertaining to the poduras.
dura or allied genera.
Po'e (po'*), n. Same as Poi.
Po'e-tod' (pye-berd'), n. {Zo'dl.) The parson bird.
Same as Poicile.
PoB'cl-le (pe'sT-le), n.
[Gr. jtoiki'Aos many-colored,
PoB'cl-Ut'lc (-llt'ik), a.
variegated.] (Geol.) (a) Mottled with various colors;
said of certain rocks. (6) Specifvariegated ; spotted ;
ically: Of or pertaining to, or characterizing, Triassic
and Permian sandstones of red and other colors. [Also
written poikililie.']
Poe-cU'O-pod (pe-sTl'o-pSd), n. [Cf. F. pcecilopode.']
yZool.) One of the Poecilopoda. Also used adjeotively.
POB'Cl-lop'0-da (pe'sT-18p'6-da), 11. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
(Zo'dl.) (a)
-poda.'\
ffoiiciAo! variegated, manifold
Originally, an artificial group including many parasitic
II

A

I

See License, n., 4.
Po-et'lc-al-ly, adv. In a poetic manner.
Po-et'lcs (po-St'Iks), 71. [Cf. F. pokique, L. po'itica,
poetice, Gr. ttoiijtikij (sc. Te'xi^).] The principles and
rules of the art of poetry.
J. Warton.
Sioinburne.
Po-et'i-OUle (-t-kill), n. A poetaster.
Po'et-lze (po'St-iz), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Poetized
(-izd) p. pr. & vb. n. Poetizinq.]
[Cf. F. poetoer.]
To write as a poet to compose verse ; to idealize.
Poetic license.

Polgn'an-cy
being poignant

The quality or state of
the poignancy of satire ; the poign-

(poin'on-sj), n.
as,

;

ancy of grief.
Polgn'ant (-ant),
L. pim^ere to prick,

Swift.

a. [F., p. pr. of poindre to sting, fr.
sting. See Pungent.] 1. Pricking;
pungent. " Kispoignant spear." Spenser. " Poynaunt Bauce."
Chaucer.
2. Fig. : Pointed ; keen ; satirical.
His wit . . . became more lively and poignant. Sir W. Scott.
Polgn'ant-ly, adv. in a poignant manner.
Pol'kl-llt'lc (poi'kl-lit'Ik), a. (Geol.) See PcEciLmo.

piercing

;

sharp

;

P0i'kl-l0-03rte (poi'kI-16-sIt), n.
[Gr. ttoiiciAo! diversified, changeable -|- kuVo9 a hollow vessel.]
{Physiol.)
An irregular form of corpuscle fotmd in the blood in
cases of profound anaemia, probably a degenerated red
blood corpuscle.
Pol'kl-lO-ther'mal (-ther'mnl), ) a.
iroiKiAo5
[Gr.
Poi'kl-IO-tber'mlC (-ther'mlk), )
changeable -f E.
thermal, thermic.'] (Physiol.) Having a varying body

temperature. See Homoiotherilal.
Pol'kl-lO-tlier'moas (-miis), a.
(Physiol.) Poikilothermal.
llPoln'Cl-a'na(poin'sT-a'n4),n. [NL. Named after M.
de Poind, a governor of the French West Indies.] (Bot.)
A prickly tropical shrub (Csesalpinia, formerly Poinciana, pulcherrima), with bipinnate leaves, and racemes of
showy orange-red flowers with long crimson filaments.
1^°" The genus Poinciana is kept up for three trees
of Eastern Africa, the Mascareue Islands, and India.
Poind (poind), V. t. [See Pound to confine.] 1. To
Flavel.
impound, as cattle. [Obs. or Scot.]
Sir W. Scott.
2. To distrain.
[8001.]
Polnd'er (-er), n. 1. The keeper of a cattle pound ;
a pinder. [Obs. or Scot.]
T. Adams.
[Scot.]
Jamieson.
2. One who distrains property.
Poln-set'tl-a (poin-sSt'tt-a), n. [NL. Named after
Joel R. Poinsett of South Carolina.] (Bot.) A Mexican
shrub (Euphorbia pulcherrima) with very large and conspicuous vermilion bracts below the yellowish flowers.
Point (point), v.t. Sr i. To appoint. [06s.] Spenser.
Point, n [F. point, and probably also pointe, L. puncium, puncta, fr. pungere, punctum, to prick. See Pungent, and cf. PuNCTO, Puncture.] 1. That which pricks
or pierces; the sharp end of anything, esp. the sharp
end of a piercing instrument, as a needle or a pin.
2. An instrument which pricks or pierces, as a sort of
needle used by engravers, etchers, lace workers, and
others ; also, a pointed cutting tool, as a stone cutter's
point ;
called also pointer,
3. Anything which tapers to a sharp, well-defined termination. Specifically: A small promontory or cape a
tract of land extending into the water beyond the common shore line.
4. The mark made by the end of a sharp, piercing instrument, as a needle ; a prick.
5. An indefinitely small space ; a mere spot indicated
or supposed. Specifically (Geom.) That which has neither parts nor magnitude ; that which has position, but
sometimes
has neither length, breadth, nor thickness,
conceived of as the limit of a line that by the motion
of which a line is conceived to be produced.
6. An indivisible portion of time ; a moment ; an instant ; hence, the verge.
When time's iisipoint begun
II

.

—

;

:

—

;

Made

SirJ.Davies.
he all souls.
Gen. xxv. 32.
Behold, I am at the point to die.
of punctuation ; a character used to mark
the divisions of a composition, or the pauses to be observed in reading, or to point off groups of figures, etc.
a stop, as a comma, a eemicoion, and esp. a period ; hence,
figuratively, an end, or conclusion.
Cha\icer.
AJid there fnpoint, for ended is my tale.
Pope.
Commas anApoints they set exactly right.
7.

A mark

8. Whatever serves to mark progress, rank, or relative
position, or to indicate a transition from one state or position to another ; degree ; step ; stage ; hence, pcsition
or condition attained ; as, a,poirit of elevation, or of de-

Coleridge.

pression; the stock fell off five points; be won by ten
"Creeping
points. " A po2K< of precedence." Selden.
on from point to point." Tennyson.
Chaucer.
A lord full fat and in gooipoint.
9. That which arrests attention, or indicates qualities
or character ; a salient feature ; a characteristic ; a peculiarity ; hence, a particular ; an item ; a detail ; as, the
good or bad poinds of a man, a horse, a book, a story, etc.
He told him, point for point, in short and plain. Chmuer.
Bacon.
In point of religion and in point of honor.
Shalt thou dispute

2. Imaginative language or composition, whether expressed rhythmically or in prose. Specifically : Metrical
composition ; verse ; rhyme ; poems collectively ; as, heroic poetry ; dramatic poetry ; lyric or Pindaric poetry.
" The planetlike music of poetry. "
Sir P. Sidney.
S)ie taketh most delight
In music, instruments, andjjoe^ry.
Shak.

10. Hence, the most prominent or important feature,
as of an argiunent, discourse, etc. ; the essential matter
esp., the proposition to be established; as, the point of
Shak.
an anecdote. "Here lies the po!n«."
ArhiitUnot.
They will hardly prove his point.
consideration
a
least
;
11. A small matter ; a trifle ; a

&

;

;

Donne.

I versify the truth, noi poetize.

Po'et-ry (-rj?), n. [OF. poeterie. See Poet.] 1. The
art of apprehending and interpreting ideas by the faculty of imagination ; the art of idealizing in thought and
in expression.
For poetry is the blossom and the fragrance of all human
knowledge, liuman thoughts, human passions, emotions, language.

With Him the point!:

Milton.

of liberty ?

punctilio.

Po'et-Ship, n. The state or personality of a poet, [i?.]
Pog'gy (pSg'gy), n. {Zodl.) (a) See Porgy. (J) A
email whale.
Po'gy (p^gj? or pBg'J), n. (Zoo!.) The menhaden.

Shak.
This fellow doth not stand upon iioints.
.Spenser.
[He) cared not for God or man a point.
dot or mark used to designate certain
12. (Mus.)
tones or time ; as (a) (Anc. Mus.) A dot or mark distinguishing or characterizing certaiTi tones or styles ; as,
points of perfection, of augmentation, etc. ; hence, a
not a levant, or a
note ; a tune. " Sound the trumpet
Sir W. Scott, (b) (Mod.
flourish, but apo)>!/ of war."
dot placed at the right hand of a note, to
3fus.)
raise its value, or prolong its time, by one half, as to
make a whole note equal to three half notes, a half
note equal to three quarter notes.
13. (Astron.) A fixed conventional place for reference,
or zero of reckoning, in the heavens, usually the intersection of two or more great circles of tlie sphere, and
named specifically in each case according to tlie position

A

:

^ff^Pogy

often confounded with porgy, and therefore incorrectly applied to various fishes.

Poh

is

(po), interj.

or disgust

;

bah

Po-ha'gen

—

An exclamation expressing contempt

1

A

(p6-ha'gen), n. (Zool.) See Pauhaugen.
A national food of the Hawaiians, made

Po'l (po'e), n.

by baking and pounding the kalo (or taro) root, and reducing it to a thin paste, which is allowed to ferment.

Pol'cUo
fr.

Gr.

or Pffl'cl-le (pe'cT-le), n. [NL.,
aroa) ; cf. L. poecHe.'] The fres-

(poi'sl-le),

ttoikiAt) (sc.

coed porch or gallery in Athens where Zeno

tatight.

li.

Hao,

finite,

r\}de,

70

;;

;

f\ill,

fip,

Browning.

fun

;

pity

;

food, f<rot

;

out,

oU

;

chair

;

fgo

;

as, the equinoctial points ; the solstitial
intended
See
points ; the nodal points ; vertical points, etc.
Equinoctial, Nodal.
14. (Her.) One of the several different parts of the
escutcheon. See Escutcheon.
15. (Naut.) (a) One of the points of the compass (see
Points of the compass, below) also, the difference between two points of the compass; as, to fall oft a, point,
(b) A short piece of cordage used in reefing sails. See
;

;

Reef point, under Reef.

16. (Anc. Costume) A string or lace used to tie to^
Sir W. Soott,
gether certain parts of the dress.
17. Lace wrought with the needle as, point de Venise
Brussels point. See Point lace, below.
18. pi. (Railways) A switch. [_Eng.]
19. An item of private information a hint a tip
a pointer. [_Cant, U. S.]
20. (Cricket) A fielder who is stationed on the off
side, about twelve or fifteen yards from, and a little in
advance of, the batsman.
21. The attitude assumed by a pointer dog when he
finds game ; as, the dog came to a point. See Pointbb.
22. (Type Making) A standard unit of measure for
the size of type bodies, being one twelfth of the thickness of pica type. See Point system of type, under Typb.
23. A tyne or snag of an antler.
24. One of the spaces on a backgammon board.
25. (Fencing) A movement executed with the saber
or foil as, tierce point.
|I^~ The word point is a general term, much used In
the sciences, particularly in mathematics, mechanics, perspective, and physics, but generally either in the geometrical sense, or in that of degree, or condition of change,
and with some accompanying descriptive or qualifying
term, under which, in the vocabulary, the specific uses
are explained as, boiling point, carbon point, dry point,
fteezmg point, melting po!a<, vanishing point, etc.
At all points, in every particular, completely perfectly.
Shak.—A.t point, In point. At, In, or On, the point,
as near as can be ; on the verge about (see About, ijrep.,
he was on the point of speak8.S, at the point of death
6)
Chaucer.
Cains Sidius
ing, "/rapoin* to fall down."
Geta, at point to have been taken, recovered himself so
Milton.
Dead
valiantly as brought the day on his side.
Far
point. (Mach.) Same as Bend center, under Dead.
point (Med.), in ophthalmology, the farthest point at
which objects are seen ;distinctly. In normal eyes the
Near point (Med.)^ the
far point is infinitely distant.
nearest point at wliicn objects are seen distinctly either
with the two eyes together (binocular near point), or
Nine
with each eye separately (monocw/nj" near j)oint).
points of the law, all but the tenth point the greater
weight of authority.
On the yolnt. See At iMint, above.
Point lace, lace wrought with the needle, as distinPoint net, a
guished from that made on the pillow.
machine-made lace imitating a kind of Brussels lace
(Brussels groimd).
Point of concurrence Geom.), a point
common to two lines, but not a point of tangency or of
intersection, as, for instance, that in which a cycloid
meets its base. Point of contrary flexure, a point at which
a curve chauges its direction of curvature, or at which
Point of ordei.
its convexity and concavity change sides.
in parliamentary practice, a question of order or propriety under the rules.
Point of sight (Persp.), in a perspective drawing, the point assumed as that occupied by
Point of view, the relative pothe eye of the spectator.
sition from whio'i anything is seen or any subject is considered.
Points of the compass {Naut.), the thirty-two
points cf division of the compass card in the manner's
compass; the corresponding pomts by which the circle
of the horizon is supposed to be divided, of which the
four marking the directions of east, west, north, and
south, are called cardinal points, and the rest are named
from their respective directions, as N. by E., N. N, E.,
N. E. by N., N. E., etc. See Illust. under Compass. — Point
paper, paper pricked through so as to form a stencil for
transferring a design.
Point system of type. See under
Singular point (Geom.), a point of a curve which
Type.
possesses some property not possessed by points in general on the curve, as a cusp, a point of inflection, a node,
etc.
To carry one's point, to accomplish one's object, as
in a controversy.
To make a point of, to attach special
importance to.
To make, or gain, a point, to accomplish
that which was proposed also, to make advance by a
To mark, or score, a point, as in
step, grade, or position.
biUiards, cricket, etc., to note down, or to make, a sucTo strain a point, to go beyond the
cessful liit, run, etc.
proper limit or rule to stretch cue's authority or conscience. —Vowel point, in Hebrew, and certain other Eastern and ancient languages, a mark placed above or below
the consonant, or attached to it, representing the vowel,
or vocal sound, which precedes or follows the consonant.
Point (point), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pointed p. pr.
vb. n. Pointing.] [Cf. V. pointer. See Point, n.] 1. To
give a point to; to sharpen to cut, forge, grind, or file
to an acute end ; as, to point a dart, or a pencil. Used
also figuratively ; as, to 2>oint a moral.
2. To direct toward an object to aim as, to point a
•run at a wolf, or a cannon at a fort.
a. Hence, to direct the attention or notice of.
Whosoever should 'oe guided through his battles by Minerva,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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;
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;

&

;

;

anHijfointeil to every scene of

4.

;

them.

Pope.

To supply with punctuation marks

as, to

;

to punctuate

point a composition.

5. To mark (as Hebrew) with vowel points.
6. To give particular prominence to ; to designate in
a special manner ; to indicate, as if by pointing ; ns, the
Pope.
error was po«! to/ out.
He points it, however, by no deviation from his straightt'or.
Dickens.
ward manner of speech.
7. To indicate or discover by a fixed look, as game.
8. (Masonry) To fill up and finish the joints of (a wall\
by introducing additional cement or mortar, and bringing it to a smooth surface.
9. (Stone Cutting)

To

cut, as a surface, with a pointed

tool.

To point a rope (Nnut.), to taper and neatly flnisli off
the end by inturweaviug the nettles. — To point a sail
(Navf.), to attix points through the eyelet holes of the
reefs.
To point off, to divide into periods or groups, or
to separate, by pointing, as figures.
To point the y&rds

bIuk, Igk

—

:

tlien,

—

tMn

;

bON

;

zh = z

in aziire.

;

them so that the wind

shall
Totten.

(point), V. i.
1. To direct the point of something, as of a finger, for the purpose of designating an

Point

and attracting attention to

object,

Now must

tlic

woild

jJoi'til

it

;

— with

at.

Shak.

at poor Katharine.

Point at the tattered coat and

Drijden.

rag;j;ed shoe.

2. To indicate the presence of game by a fixed and
steady look, as certain hunting dogs do.
He treads with caution, and \\Q points with fear. Gay.
3. (Med.) To approximate to the surface ; to head ;

—

said of an abscess.
To point at, to treat witli scorn or contempt by pointing
To point well (Naut.), to sail
or directing attention to.
said of a vessel.
close to the wind ;

—

—

cf. F. poinlal an
Polnt'al (-ol), n. [From Point
upright wooden prop, OF. pointille a prick or prickle.]
1. (Bot.) The pistil of a plant.
2. A kind of pencil or style used with the tablets of
the Middle Ages. "A pair of tables [i. e., tablets]
Chaucer.
and apointel."
3. (Arch.) See Potntel.
lObs. or R.l
blanc
Point' -blank' (-blSnk'), n. [F. point point
white.]
1. The white spot on a target, at which an
Johnson.
arrow or other missile is aimed. [Oi^.]
2. (ilM.) {a) With all small arms, the second point in
which the natural line of sight, when horizontal, cuts the
trajectory.
(6) With artillery, the point where the projectile first strikes the horizontal plane on which tlie gun
stands, tlie axis of the piece being horizontal.
Polnt'-blank', a. 1. Directed in a line toward the
object aimed at aimed directly toward the mark.
said of lanplain unqualified
2. Hence, direct
guage as, a point-blank assertion.
Point-blank rangs, the extent of the apparent right line
of a ball discharged. — Point-blank shot, the shot of a gun
pointed directly toward tlie object to be liit.
Point'-blank', adv. In a point-blank manner.
:

.

.

.

+

;

—

;

;

;

;

To

Fuller.
God's word.
[F.] (Mil.) See

sin point-blank against

Point' d'ap'pui' (pwSN' dap'pwe').

under Apphi.
Point'-de-Vlce' (E. point'de-vis' P. pwSN'de-vez'),
a.
[OE. at point devis ; at at -jPolnt'-de-Vise' (
point point, condition -(- devis exact, careful, OF. devis
fixed, set.
See Device.] Uncommonly nice and exact
;

i

precise

particular.

;

You

are TaX\ieT point-devise in your accouterments.

Shak.

Thus he grew

up, in logic point-derice.
Perfect in grammar, and in rhetoric nice.

Polnt'-de-vlce',
Point'-de-vlse',

adv.

Point'ed (point'Sd),
point

;

Exactly.
1.

a.

Zong/elloiu.

Shak.

[OJs.]

Sharp;

having a sharp

a pointed rock.

as,

2. Cliaracterized by sharpness, directness, or pithiness
of expression ; terse epigrammatic ; especially, directed
;

to a particular person or thing.
His moral

Pope.

pleases, not hispointed wit.

—

Jointed arch (A)-ch.), an arch with a pointed crown.
Pointed style (Arch.), a name given to that style of architecture in which the pointed arch is the predominant
feature ;
more commonly called Gothic.
Polnt'ed-ness, n.
Polnt'ed-ly, adv.
Polnt'el (point'Sl), n. [From Point. Of. Pointal.]

—

—

—

See Pointal.
Point'er (-er), n.

One who, or that which,

points.

Specifically (a) The
hand of a timepiece. (6) (Zo'dl.)
One of a breed of
dogs trained to
stop at scent of
:

game, and

with
Pointer

The two stars (Merak and Dubhe)

in the Great Bear, the
line between which points nearly in the direction of the
north star. See Tllust. of Uesa Major, (d) pi. (li^aut.)
Diagonal braces sometimes fixed across the bold.
Polnt'ing, n. 1. The act of sharpening.
2. Tlie act of designating, as a position or direction,
by means of something pointed, as a finger or a rod.
3. The act or art of punctuating punctuation.
4. The act of filling and finishing the joints in masonry
with mortar, cement, etc. also, the material so used.
5. The rubbing off of the point of the wheat grain in
the first process of high milling.
6. (Sculpt.) The act or process of measuring, at the
various distances from tiie surface of a block of marble,
the surface of a future piece of statuary ; also, a process
used in cutting the statue from the artist's model.
Point'ing-stock' (-st5k'), n. An object of ridicule or
scorn ; a laughingstock.
Shak.
;

;

Point'less, a. Having no point blunt ; wanting keenness ; obtuse; as, a, pointless sword; a pointless remav^.
Blunt obtuse dull ; stupid.
Syn.
Point'less-ly, adv. Without point.
Point'let-ed (-let-gd), a.
(Bot.) Having a small, dis;

—

tinct point

;

;

;

apiculate.

Henslow.
Knight.

A graving tool.
n. ; pi. -men (-men). A man
has charge of railroad points or switches. [_Eng.^

Poin'lrel (poin'trel), n.

PointS'man (pointz'man),

who

Poise

(poiz), n.

[OE. pois, peis, OF. pois, pels, F.

poids, fr. L. pensum a portion weighed out, pendere to
weigh, weigh out. Cf. Avoirdupois, Pendant, Poise,
i>.]
[Formerly written also peise.'] 1. Weight gravity
that which causes a body to descend
heaviness.
" Weights of an extraordinary p'oise."
Evelyn.
2. The weight, or mass of metal, used in weighing,
to balance the substance weighed.
3. The state of being balanced by equal weight or
power ; equipoise balance equilibrium rest. Bentley.
;

;

;

;

ale,

;

senate,

;

c&re,

&ax,

arm, ask,

of an

of

Dryden.
p. p. Poised (poizd) p.
Poise (poiz), V. t. [imp.
pr.&vb. n. Poisins.] [OE. poisen, peisen, OF.
F. peser, to weigh, balance, OF. il peise, il poise, he weighs,
F. il pese, fr. L. pensare, v. intens. fr. pendere to weigh.
See Poise, n., and cf. Pensive.] [Formerly written also
peise.]
1. To balance; to make of equal weight; as,
to poise the scales of a balance.
2. To hold or place in equilibrium or equiponderance.
Nor yet was earth suspended in the sky
^OT poised, did on her own foundation lie.
Dryden.
to counterbalance.
3. To counterpoise
One scale of reason to poise another of sensuality. Shak.
To poise with solid sense a sprightly wit.
Dryden.
4. To ascertain, as by the balance to weigh.
sincerely
He can not
consider the strength, _po/se the weight,

&

;

&

;

;

;

and discern the

evideiice.

South.

5. To weigh (down)

;
to oppress. [06«.]
Lest leaden slumber_peise me down to-morrow.

Shak.

Poise, V. i. To hang in equilibrium to be balanced or
suspended hence, to be in suspense or doubt.
;

;

The

slender, graceful spars

Poise aloft in

Pois'er

LongfeUow.

air.

The balancer of dipterous

(Zool. )

(poiz'er), n.

insects.

Poi'son (poi'z'n), n. [P. poison, in Old French also,
a potion, fr. L. potio a drink, draught, potion, a poisonous draught, fr. potare to drink. See Potable, and cf.
Potion.] 1. Any agent which, when introduced into the
animal organism, is capable of producing a morbid,
noxious, or deadly effect upon it as, morphine is a
deadly poison ; the poison of pestilential diseases.
2. That which taints or destroys moral purity or
health as, the poison of evil example the poison of sin.
Poison ash. (Bot.) (a) A tree of the genus Amyris (A.
balsamifera) found in the West Indies, from the trunk
of which a black hquor distills, supposed to have poisonous guaUties. (b) The poison sumac (Rhus venenata).
Poison
[U. 5.] — Poison dogwood (Bot.), poison sumac.
fang Zool. ), one of tlie superior maxillary teeth of some
species of serpents, which, besides having the cavity for
the pulp, is either perforated or grooved by a longitudinal canal, at the lower end of which the duct of the
poison gland terminates. See Illust. under Pang.
Poison gland (Biol.), a gland, in animals or plants, which
secretes an acrid or venomous matter, that is conveyed
along an organ capable of inflicting a wound.
Poison
hemlock (Bot.), a poisonous umbelliferous plant ( Cont«m
maculatum).
See Hemlock.
Poison ivy (Bot.), a poisonous
climbing plant (iil/iK« Toxicodendron) of North America. It is
common on stone walls and on
the trunks of trees, and has trifoliate, rhombic-ovate, variously
notched leaves. Many people
are poisoned by it, if they touch
the leaves. See Poison sumac.
Called also poison oak, and mer;

;

;

—

(

—

—

—

—

cury.

(Bot.) (a)
Poison nut.
(b) The tree which
yields this seed (Strychnos Nuxvomica). It is found on the Mal-

Nux vomica,

abar and Coromandel coasts. —
Poison oak (Bot.), the poison ivy
Poison Ivy.
also, the more shrubby Rhus aiversiloba of California and Oregon.
Poison sac. (Zool.)
Same as Poison gland, above. See Illust. under Fang.
Poison snmac (Bot.)j a poisonous
shrub of the genus Rhus (R. venenata)
also called poison ash, poison dogwood, and poison elder. It
has pinnate leaves on graceful and
slender common petioles, and usually grows in swampy places. Both
this plant and the poison ivy (Rhus
Toxicodendron) have clusters of
smooth greenish white berries,
while the red-fruited species of this
genus are harmless. The tree (Rhus
vernicifera) which yields the celebrated Japan lacquer is almost identical with the poison sumac, and is
also very poisonous. The juice of d.^,„„ o„™„„^d;.
the poison sumac also forms a lac- ^™°lf ""f,?,^-'^''"'
venenata).
quer similar to that of Japan.
Syn.
Venom virus bane pest malignity. Poison, Venom. Poison usually denotes something received
into the system by tlie mouth, breath, etc.
Venom is
something discharged from animals and received by
means of a wound, as by the bite or sting of serpents,
scorpions, etc. Hence, venom specifically implies some
malignity of nature or purpose.
Poi'son, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Poisoned (-z'nd) p.
pr.
vb. n. Poisoning.] [Cf. OP. poisonner, F. empoissoner, L. potionare to give to drink. See Poison, n.]
to infect with poison
1. To put poison upon or into
as, to poison an arrow; to powora food or drink.
"The
ingredients of out poisoned chalice."
Shak.
2. To injure or kill by poison to administer poison to.
Shak.
If jov. poison us, do we not die ?
as, vice poisons
3. To taint to corrupt to vitiate
happiness slander poisoned his mind.
Coleridge.
Whispering tongues can poison truth.
Poi'son, v. i. To act as, or convey, a poison.
Shak.
Tooth that poisoTis if it bite.
Poi'SOn-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. 1. Capable of poisoning
Tooker.
poisonous.
[Obs.]
'^ Poisonable heresies,"
2. Capable of being poisoned.
Shak.
Poi'son-er (-er), n. One who poisons.
Poi'sOn-OUS (-lis), a. Having the qualities or effects
corrupting
noxious.
of poison',; venomous
baneful
Shnk.
Poi'son-ous-ness, n.
l*oi'son-ous-ly, adv.
PoI'soniSOme (-sum), a. Poisonous. [Obs.] Holland.
Weight. [Ohs.]
Poise.]
(poi'zhiir),
n.
[See
Pol'sure
Poi'trel '(poi'trel), n. [OE, poitrel, P. poitrail, fr. L.
pectorale a breastplate, fr. pectoralis, a. See Pectoral,
;

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

—

;

;

end, fern, recent

;

(Anc. Armor) The breastplate of the armor of a
See Pevtrel. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
(poiz), n.
See Poise. [Ois.]
A
tall
n.
[G.]
drinking
(po-kal'),
cup.
Po-kal'
Poke (pok), n. (Bot.) A large North American herb
of the genus Phytolacca (P. decandra), bearing dark purcalled also garget, pigeon berry,
ple juicy berries
pocan, and pokeweed. The root and berries have emetic
and purgative properties, and are used in medicine. The
young slioots are sometimes eaten as a substitute for
asparagus, aud the berries are said to be used in Europe
a.]

;

judgment.

;

the nose point it
out to sportsmen,
(c) pi.
[Astron.)

a counterweight.
unbounded imagination often want tho poise

That which causes a balance

4.

Men

;

POLAR
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POINT
fof a vessel) (Naut.), to brace
strike the sails obliquely.

;

;

ice,

horse.

Poize

;

—

to color wine.

Poke, n, [AS. poca, poha, pohha ; akin to Icel. pokx
OD. poke, and perh. to E. pock ; cf. also Gael, poca, ai;a
OP. poque. Cf. Pock, Pocket, Pouch.] 1. A bag a
sack; a pocket. " He drew a dial from his poi'e." Shak,
They wallowed as pigs in apoke.
Chaucer
;

2.

A long,

wide sleeve

;

— called also^cjA'e

sleeve.

To buy a pig in a poke (that is, in a bag), to buy a
thing without knowledge or examination of it. Camden.
Poke, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Poked (pokt) p.pr. & vb,
n. Poking.]
[Cf. LG. poken to prick, pierce, thrust,
pok a dagger, knife, D. pook, G. pocken to beat, also Ir.
poc a blow, Gael, puc to push.] 1. To thrust or push
against or into with anything pointed
hence, to stir
up to excite as, to poke a fire.
He poked John, and said " Sleepest thou ? " Chaucer.
2. To thrust with the horns to gore.
3. [Prom 5th Poke, 3.] To put a poke on as, to poke
;

;

;

;

;

;

an ox. [Colloq. XJ. 5.]
To poke fun, to excite fun

to joke to jest. [Colloq^
To poke fun at, to make a butt of to ridicule. [Colloq.]
Poke, ". i. To search to feel one's way, as in the
dark to grope as, to poke about.
A man must have poked into Latin and Greek. Prior.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Poke, n. 1. The act of poking ; a thrust ; a jog; as,
a poke in the ribs.
Ld. Lytton.
2.
lazy person a dawdler ; also, a stupid or uninteresting person.
[Slang, U. S.]
Bartlett,
3. A contrivance to prevent an animal from leaping or
breakmg through fences It consists of a yoke with a
pole inserted, pointed forward. [U. S.]

A

;

Poke bonnet, a bonnet with a straight, projecting front.
Poke'bag' (-bSg'), n. [So called in allusion to its baglike nest.]
(Zool.) The European long-tailed titmouse;
caWed also poke-pudding. [Prov. Eng.]
Pok'er (pok'er), n. [Prom Poke to push.] 1. One
who pokes.
2. That which pokes or is used in poking, especially
a metal bar or rod used in stirring a fire of coals.
3. A poking-stick.
Decker.
[Prov. Eng.]
4. (Zool.) Thepoachard.
Poker picture, a picture formed in imitation of bisterwashed drawings, by singeing the surface of wood with a
heated poker or other, iron.
Fairholt,
Pok'er, n. [Of uncertain etymol.] A game at cards
derived from brag, and first played about 1835 in the
Southwestern United States.
Johnson's Cyc,
Pok'er, n. [Cf. Dan. pokker the deuce, devil, also
W. pwca, pwci, a hobgoblin, bugbear, and E. puck.'^
Any imagined frightful object, especially one supposed
to haunt the darkness a bugbear.
[Colloq. XJ. S.]
Pok'er-ish, a. Infested by pokers adapted to excite

—

;

;

fear; as, apokerish place.
[Colloq. U. S.]
There is something pokerish about a deserted dwelling. Lowell.
Pok'er-ish, a. Stiff like a poker. [Colloq.]
pocket. [Obs.]
Pok'et (pok'et), n.
Chaucer.
Poke'weed' (pok'wed'),m. (Bot.) See Poke, the plant.
Pok'ey (poTjy), a. See Poky.
Pok'ing (pok'ing), a. Drudging servile. [Colloq.']
Bred to some poking profession.
Gray.
Pok'ing-Stick' (-stik'), n. A small stick or rod of
steel, formerly used in adjusting the plaits of ruffs. Shak.
Pok'y (po'ky), a. [Written also pokey.] 1. Confined

A

;

cramped. [Prov. Eng.]
2. Dull tedious uninteresting.
[Colloq.]
Po-lac'ca (po-15k'ka), n. [It. polacca, polaccra, polacra; cf. F. polaque, polacre, Sp. polacre.] [Written
also polacre.]
1. (Naut.) A vessel with two or three
masts, used in the Mediterranean. The masts are usually of one piece, and without tops, caps, or crosstrees.
2. (Miis.) See Polonaise.
Po'lack (po'ISk), n. A Polander. [Obs.]
Shak.
Po-la'cre (po-la'ker), n. Same as Polacca, 1.
;

;

Poland-er

(po'land-er), n.

A native

or inhabitant of

Poland a Pole.
Po'lar (po'ler), a. [Cf. P. polaire. See Pole of the
earth.] 1. Of or pertaining to one of the poles of the
earth, or of a sphere situated near, or proceeding from,
one of the poles as, polar regions polar seas polar
;

;

;

;

;

winds.

Of or pertaining to the magnetic pole, or to the
point to which the magnetic needle is directed.
3. (Geom.) Pertaining to, reckoned from, or having
2.

common

radiating point ; as, polar coordinates.
Polar axle, that axis of an astronomical instrument, as
is parallel to the earth's axis.
Polar bear (Zool.), a large bear (Ursus, or Thalarctos,
marilimvs) inhabiting the arctic regions. It sometimes
measures nearly nine feet in length and weighs 1,600
pounds. It is partially amphibious, very powerful, and
the most carnivorous of all the bears. The fur is white,
tinged with yellow. Called also white bear. See Bear.
Polar body or cell (Biol.), a tiny globule formed by the
metamorphosis of the germinal vesicle and some of the
surroundmg protoplasm in the maturation of the ovum.
First, a nuclear spindle with two stars at its poles is
formed, then one end of the spindle becomes projected into
a protoplasmic prominence on the surface of the egg, and
finally a portion of this prominence is constricted off from
the egg and forms the polar body. The portion of the spindle remaining in the egg is ultimately converted into the
female pronucleus.
Polar circles (Astron.
Geog.), two
circles, each at a distance from a pole of the earth equal

a

—

an equatorial, which

—

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

&

;

;;

POLAR
to the obliquity of the ecliptic, or about 23° 28', the northern called the arctic circle, and the southern the antarctic
Polar clock, a tube, containing a polarizing apcircle.
paratus, turning on an axis parallel to that of the earth,
and indicating the hour of the day on an hour circle, by
being turned toward tlie plane of maximum polarization
of the light of the sky, which is always 90° from the
See under 3d Coordinate.
«un.
Polar coordinates.
Polar diaJ, a dial whose plane is parallel to a great circle
passing through the poles of the earth. Mutli. Diet. —
Polar distance, the angular distance of any point on a
sphere from one of its poles, particularly of a heavenly
Polar equation
body from the north pole of the heavens.
of a line or surface, an equation which expresses the relation between the polar coordinates of every point of
Polar forces (Physics), forces that
the line or surface.
are developed and act in pairs, with opposite tendencies
or properties in the two elements, as magnetism, electricity, etc. —Polar hare iZool.), a large hare of Arctic America {Lepus arcticus), which turns pure white in winter.
It is probably a variety of the common European hare
(2.. timidus).
Polar lights, the aurora borealis or australis. —Polar, or Polaric, opposition or contra.Bt {Logic),
an opposition or contrast made by the existence of two
opposite conceptions wliich are the extremes in a species,
as white and black in colors hence, as great an opposiPolar projection. See untion or contrast as possible.
der Projection.
Polar spherical triangle {Sp/ieric:), a
spherical triangle whose three angular points are pole» of
the sides of a given triangle. See 4th Pole, 2. — Polar
•eihide(Zodl.), the right whale, or bowhead. See Whale.

—

—

—

;

Pold'way

(pold'wa'),

of coarse bagging,

[Cf.

(pol),

;

kind
Weale.

;

Pol'e-mo'nl-a'ceous (pol'e-mo'nT-a'shiis),

II

a kind of plant.] (Bot.) A genus of gamopetalous perennial herbs, including the Jacob's ladder and

f-iiviov

the Greek valerian.

Po-lem'O-SCOpe (p6-lSm'o-skop),

war

war

—

;

;

;

;

I
)

;

;

show no distinction as to any particular direction. But
when, by any means, these vibrations are made to take

unite,

ryde,

full,

fip,

ftrn

;

pity

—

and originally, a poultry cat, because it
feeds on poultry.

place in one plane, the light is said to be plane polarized.
If only a portion of the vibrations lie in one plane
the ray is said to be partially polarized. Light may be
polarized by several methods otlier tlian by reflection,
as by refraction througli most crystalline media, or by
being transmitted obliquely through several plates of
glass with parallel faces. If a beam of polarized light
be transmitted through a crystal of quartz in the direction of its axis, the plane of polarization will be changed
;

food, fo'bt

;

out,

;

poles.

—

collectively exercise jurisdiction in certain cases of

pohce, as levying taxes, etc. — so called in Louisiana.
liouvier.
Police Justice, or Police magistrate, a judge of
a police court.
Police offenses (Law), minor ofl'enses
against the order of the community, of which a police
court may have final jurisdiction. — Police station, the
headquarters of tlie police, or of a section of tlu-m the
place where the police assemble for orders, and to which
they take arrested persons.
[imp.
Po-lice', ('. t.
p. p. Policed (-lest') p. pr.
& vb. H. Policing.] 1 To keep in order by police.
2. (Mil.) To make clean
as, to police a camp.
Po-Ucea' (po-losf), a. Regulated by laws for the
mainteiiaiu'O of peace and order, enforced by organized
adniiniatration.
" AjJo/fVffc/ kingdom."
Howell.
Po-lice'man (po-los'mnn), re. / pi. Policemen (-men).
A member of a body of police a constable.
Po-U'clal (p4-llsh'al), a. Relating to the police. [/?.]

—

;

—

;

&

;

;

See Poultry.] (Zool.) (a) A small European carnivore of the
Weasel family (Pnto-

Its
rius fcelidus).
scent glands secrete

One who

—

who

Pole'as'
(pol'Sks'), re. [OE. pollax ; cf.
CD. pollexe. See Poll head,
Pole'axe'
and Ax.]
Anciently, a kind of battle-ax
Poleax.
with a long liandle later, an ax or hatchet
with a short handle, and a head variously patterned
used by soldiers, and also by sailors in boarding a vessel.
Pole'cat' (pol'kSf), re. [Probably fr. F. ponle hen,

;

re.

—

—

its axis passes.
Poles of the
heavens, or Celestial poles, the two opposite
points in the celestial sphere wliich coincide
with the earth's axis produced, and about
which the heavens appear to revolve.

(pol'er),

[Obs.]
L. polenta peeled
also, porridge

meal

;

;

through which

[It., fr.

re.

;

;

a beam of light, which has been reflected from
a plate of unsilvered glass at an angle of about SB-", be
received upon a second plate of glass similar to the
former, and at the same angle of incidence, the light
will be readily reflected when the two planes of incidence are parallel to each otlier, but will not be reflected when the two planes of incidence are perpendicular to each other.
The light has, therefore, acquired
new properties by reflection from the first plate of glass,
and is called polarized light, while the modification which
the light has experienced by this reflection is called polarization. The plane in which the beam of liglit is reflected from the first mirror is called the plane of polarization. The angle of polarization is the angle at which a
beam of light must be reflected, in order that the polarization may be the most complete. The term polarization was derived from the theory of emission, and it was
conceived that each luminous molecule has two poles
analogous to the poles of a magnet but this view is not
now held. According to the undulatory theory, ordinary
light 18 produced by vibrations transverse or perpendicular to the direction of the ray, and so distributed as to

opposition.

;

—

;

;

If

opera glass or

;

;

;

An

Pol'er, re. An extortioner. See Poller. [Obs.] Bacon.
Pole'Star' (pol'star'), «. 1. Polaris, or the north star.
See North star, under North.
2. A guide or director.
Pole'wards (pol'werdz), adv. Toward a pole of the
" The regions further pototiards. "
earth.
Whewell.
Pole'wlg (pol'wTg), re. [Cf. PoLLiwiG.] (2'ooZ.) The
European spotted goby (Gobius minutus)
called also
pollybait.
[Prov. Eng.]
Po'ley (po'ly), re. (Bot.) See Poly.
[Prov. Eng.]
Poley, a. Without horns polled.
"ThatpoZey heifer."
H. Kingsley.
Poll-a-nlte (po'll-a-nit), n. [Gr. n-oAiaiVeo^ai to become gray.] (Min.) Manganese dioxide, occurring in
tetragonal crystals nearly as hard as quartz.
Pol'1-cate (pSl'I-kat), a. (Zool.) Same as Pollicatb.
Po-Uce' (po-les'), re. [F., fr. L. politia the condition
of a state, government, administration, Gr. n-oAiTcia, fr.
iroAiTcueij' to be a citizen, to govern or administer a
state, f r. n-oAi'-njs citizen, f r. wdAis city akin to Skr. pur,
puri. Cf. Policy polity, Polity.] 1. A judicial and
executive system, for the government of a city, town, or
district, for the preservation of rights, order, cleanliness,
health, etc., and for the enforcement of the laws and prevention of crime the administration of the laws and
regulations of a city, incorporated town, or borough.
2. That which concerns the order of the community
the internal regulation of a state.
3. Tlie organized body of civil officers in a city, town,
or district, whose particular duties are the preservation
of good order, the prevention and detection of crime, and
the enforcement of the laws.
4. (Mil. ) Military police, the body of soldiers detailed
to preserve civil order and attend to sanitary arrangements in a camp or garrison.
6. The cleaning of a camp or garrison, or the state of
a camp as to cleanliness.
Police commissioner, a civil ofllcer, usually one of a
board, commissioned to regulate and control the appointment, duties, and discipline of the police.
Police
constable, or Police officer, a policeman. — Police court, a
minor court to try persons brought before it by the poPolice Inspector, an officer of police ranking next
lice.
below a, superintendent. — Police jury, a body of officers

;

Susceptible of po-

hence, contention

Pol'er

;

Po'lar-1-za'tlon (-T-za'shQn), n. [Cf. F. polarisation.]
1. The act of polarizing ; the state of being polarized,
or of having polarity.
2. (Opt.) A peculiar affection or condition of the rays
of light or heat, in consequence of which they exhibit
different properties in different directions.

;

Po-len'ta (po-lgn't4),

II

;

larization.

[Gr. wdAefios

re.

F. polemoscope.]

cf.

barley.] Pudding made of Indian
made of chestnut meal. [Italy]

—

A

:

;

—

&

-scope

with an oblique mirror arranged for seeing
objects that do not lie directly before the eye
called
also diagonal, or side, opera glass.
Pol'e-my (pol'e-my), re. [See Polemic] Warfare

—

;

-|-

field glass

;

—

(Bot.)

a.

niacese),

;

—

;

Of or pertaining to a natural order of plants (Polemowhich includes Polemonium, Phlox, Qilia, and
a few other genera.
Pol'e-mo'nl-um (-mo'nT-iim), n. [NL., fr. Gr. iroAe-

Pale a

;

;

—

;

[NL. See Polah.]
(AsllPo-la'rlS (po-la'ris), n.
tron.) The polestar.
See North star, under North.
Po-lar'1-scepe (po-lSr'i-skop), re. [Polar -\- -scope.]
(Opt.) An instrument consisting essentially of a polarizer and an analyzer, used for polarizing light, and analyzing its properties.
Pe-lar'tsoop'lc (p6-15r'i-sk5p'ik), a. (Opt.) Of or
pertaining to the polariscope ; obtained by the use of a
polariscope ; as, polariscopic observations.
Po'lar-ls'CO-py (po'ler-is'ko-py), n. (Opt.) The art or
process of making observations with the polariscope.
Po'Iar-ls'tlc (-is'tik), a. Pertaining to, or exhibiting,
poles ; having a polar arrangement or disposition ; arising from, or dependent upon, the possession of poles or
polar characteristics as, polaristic antagonism.
Po-lar'l-ty(po-iar'i-ty),n. iCi.'e.polarite.'] X. (Physics) That quality or condition of a body in virtue of
which it exhibits opposite, or contrasted, properties or
powers, in opposite, or contrasted, parts or directions
or a condition giving rise to a contrast of properties
corresponding to a contrast of positions, as, for example, attraction and repulsion in the opposite parts of
a magnet, the dissimilar phenomena corresponding to
the different sides of a polarized ray of light, etc.
2. (Geom.)
property of the conic sections by virtue
of which a given point determines a corresponding right
line and a given right line determines a corresponding
point.
See Polar, re.

;

;

;

light.

;

;

2. Engaged in, or addicted to, polemics, or to controversy disputatious as, a polemic writer.
South.
Po-lem'io, re. 1. One who writes in support of one
opinion, doctrine, or system, in opposition to another;
one skilled in polemics a controversialist a disputant.
The sarcasms and invectives of the youn^ polemic. Macaulap.
2. A polemic argument or controversy.
[R.]
Po-lem'lc-al (-I-kal), a. Polemic controversial ; disputatious.
Po-lem'Ic-al-ly, adv.
Polemical and impertinent disputations. Jer. Taylor,
Po-lem'l-cist (-I-sTst), re. A polemic. [R.]
[Cf. F. polemique.]
The art
Po-lem'lcs (-iks), re.
or practice of disputation or controversy, especially on
religious subjects; that branch of theological science
which pertains to the history or conduct of ecclesiastical
controversy.
Pol'e-mist (pSl'e-mTst), re. A polemic. [R.]

:

Sir I. Browne.
[iJ.]
{Polar -f -mePo'lar-lm'e-ter (po'ler-Im'e-ter), n.
(Opt.) An instrument for determining the amount
of polarization of light, or the proportion of polarized
light, in a partially polarized ray.
Po'lar-lm'e-try (-try), re. (Opt.) The art or process of

maintaining, or involving, controversy conas, a polemic discourse or essay

polemic theology.

re.

;

;

troversial; disputative

re.

Cf.

:

controversy

[AS. pal, L. palus, akin to pangere to make
stake, Pact.]
1. A long, slender piece
of wood a tall, slender piece of timber the stem of a
small tree whose branches have been removed as, specifically
(a) A carriage pole, a wooden bar extending
from the front axle of a carriage between the wheel
horses, by which the carriage is guided and held back.
(b) A flag pole, a pole on which a flag is supported.
(c) A Maypole.
See Maypole, (d) A barber's pole, a
pole painted in stripes, used as a sign by barbers and
hairdressers, (e) A pole on which climbing beans, hops,
or other vines, are trained.
2. A measuring stick
also, a measure of length equal
to 5^ yards, or a square measure equal to SOJ square
yards a rod a perch.
Bacon.
Pole bean (Bot.), any kind of bean which is customarily
trained on poles, as the scarlet runner or the Lima bean.
Pole flounder (.Zool.), a large deep-water flounder ( (?Z?/ptocephalus cynoglossus), native of the northern coasts of
Europe and America, and much esteemed as a food fish
called also craig flounder, and pole fluke.
Pole lathe,
a simple form of lathe, or a substitute for a lathe, in
which the work is turned by means of a cord passing
around it, one end being fastened to the treadle, and the
other to an elastic pole above.
Pole mast (Naut.), a mast
formed from a single piece or from a single tree.
Pole
of a lena (Opt.), the point where the principal axis meets
the surface.
Pole plate (Arch.), a horizontal timber
resting on the tiebeams of a roof and receiving the ends
of the rafters. It differs from the plate in not resting on
the wall.
Pole, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Poled (pold) p. pr. & vb.
n. Poling.]
1. To furnish with poles for support; as,
to pole beans or hops.
2. To convey on poles ; as, to pole hay into a barn.
3. To impel by a pole or poles, as a boat.
4. To stir, as molten glass, with a pole.
[L. polus, Gr. iroAos a pivot or hinge on
Pole, re.
which anything turns, an axis, a pole akin to viXeiv to
move cf. P. pole.] 1. Either extremity of an axis of a
sphere especially, one of the extremities of the earth's
axis as, the north pole.
2. (Spherics) A point upon the surface of a sphere
equally distant from every part of the circumference of
a great circle or the point in which a diameter of the
sphere perpendicular to the plane of such circle meets
the surface. Such a point is called the pole of that circle as, the pole of the horizon the pole of the ecliptic
the pole of a given meridian.
3. (Physics) One of the opposite or contrasted parts
or directions in which a polar force is manifested
a
point of maximum intensity of a force which has two
such points, or which has polarity as, the poles of a
magnet the north pole of a needle.
4. The firmament the sky.
[Poetic]
Shoots against the dusky ^o?e.
Milton,
5. (Geom.) See Polarity, and Polar, n.
Magnetic pole. See under Magnetic — PoleB
of the earth, or Terrestrial poles (Oeog.), tlie
two opposite points on the eartli's surface
Pole,

fast.

\Obs.]
Howell.
apoleless chariot.

as,

Po-lem'lc (po-lgm'ik^, a. [Gr. TtoAe^it/cd; warlike, fr.
war cf. F. polemique.] 1. Of or pertaining to

TToAejaos

A

POLEDAVY.]

;

;

[Cf. G. Pole a Pole, Polen Poland.]
native or inhabitant of Poland a Polander.

Pole

A

«

— used for coal sacks.

[Etymology uncertain.]

re.

poldway.

;

Without a pole

a.

;

A

& Belgium]

sort of coarse canvas

Pol'e-march (p8l'e-mark1. re. [Gr. TroAefiapxos TrdAejuos war+ dpxos leader, from apx^i-v to be first.]
(Gr.
Aniiq. ) In Athens, originally, the military commanderin-chief but, afterward, a civil magistrate who had jurisdiction in respect of strangers and sojourners. In other
Grecian cities, a high military and civil officer.

A

[Holland

Pole'da'vy (pol'da'v^),
Pole'less,

—

with polarity.

Ose,

A

&

II

ter.J

dl^"

a substance of an exceedingly disagreeable odor. Called
also fiichet, foulmart, and European ferret,
(b) The
zorilla.
The name is also applied to other allied species.

;

(Conic Sections) The right line
Po'lar (po'ler), re.
drawn through the two points of contact of the two tangents drawn from a given point to a given conic section.
The given point is called the pole of the line. If the given
point lies within the curve so that the two tangents become imaginary, there is still a real polar line which does
not meet the curve, but which possesses otlier properties of the polar.
Thus the focus and directrix are pole
and polar. There are also poles and polar curves to curves
of higher degree than the second, and poles and polar
planes to surfaces of the second degree.
Pol'ar-chy (p51'ar-kj), n. See Polyarchy.
Po-lar'lo (po-lar'Ik), a. See Polar. [iJ.]
Po'lar-i-ly (po'ler-l-ljr), adv. In a polary manner;

Po'lar-1'za-ble (po'ler-i'za-b'l), a.

by an angle proportional to the thickness of the crystal.
This phenomenon is called rotatory polarization. A
beam of light reflected from a metallic surface, or from

&

—

measuring tlie polarization of

POLICIAL

3. (Elec.) An effect produced upon the plates of a
voltaic battery, or the electrodes in an electrolytic cell,
by the deposition upon them of the gases liberated by
the action of the current. It is chiefly due to the hydrogen, and results in an increase of the resistance, and the
setting up of an opposing electro-motive force, both of
which tend materially to weaken the current of the
battery, or that passing through the cell.
Po'lar-ize (po'ler-Tz), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Polarized
(-izd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Polarizing (-i'zing).]
[Cf. F.
polariser.] To communicate polarity to.
(-i'zer),
Po'lar-i'zer
n.
(Physics) That which polarizes ; especially, the part of a polariscope which receives
and polarizes the light. It is usually a reflecting plate,
or a plate of some crystal, as tourmaline, or a doubly refracting crystal.
Po1ar-y (po'ler-J^), a. Tending to a pole having a
direction toward a pole.
[iJ.]
Sir T. Browne.
Po'la'tOUChe' (po'la'toosh'), n.
[F.]
(Zool.)
flying squirrel (Sciuropterus volans) native of Northern
Europe and Siberia ;
called also minene.
[D.]
tract of low land rePol'der (pol'der), re.
claimed from the sea by means of high embankments.

—

—
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glass surfaces under certain peculiar conditions, acquires
properties still more complex, its vibrations being no
longer rectilinear, but circular, or elliptical. This phenomenon is called circular or elliptical polarization.

—

—

;;

;

European Polecat
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;
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;
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POLICIED
[06i.]
Bacon.
Pol'l-Clefl (p511-sTd), a. Policed.
Pol'l-cy (p81'I-sy), n. ; pi. Policies (-sTz). [L. poliGr. TroAixeia : of. F. police, OF. policie. See PoUCE, re.] 1. Civil polity. [OJs.]
2. The settled method by which the government and
affairs of a nation are, or may be, administered ; a system of public or official administration, as designed to
promote the external or internal prosperity, of a state.
3. The method by which any institution is administered system of management ; course.
4. Management or administration based on temporal
or material interest, rather than on principles of equity
or honor ; hence, worldly wisdom ; dexterity of managetia,

;

ment

;

cunning

stratagem.

;

6. Prudence or wisdom in the management of public
and private affairs wisdom sagacity wit.
The very policy of a hostess, finding his purse so far above
;

;

;

Fuller.

his clothes, Sid detect liim.

Motive

6.

What

object

;

en injury

inducement,

;

you

policy have

[06i.]

to bestow a benefit

it is

counted

Sir P. Sidney.

?

&

p. p. PoLioiED (-std) p. pr.
to reduce to
Bacon.
order.
[Ofo.] " Policying oi cities."
[F. police; cf. Pr. polissia, Sp. pdliza,
Pol'l-cy, n.
cf. L. pollex thumb (as
It. pdlinea ; of uncertain origin
being used in pressing the seal), in LL. also, seal or cf.
LL. politicum, polelicum, polecticum, L. polyplychum,
account book, register, fr. Gr. ttoAutttuxos having many
folds or leaves
7roA.vs many
tvtvx'I fold, leaf, from
1. A
jm/Va-eii' to fold ; or cf. LL. apodixa a receipt.]
ticket or warrant for money in the public funds.
2. The writing or instrument iu which a contract of
insurance is embodied an instrument in writing containing the terms and conditions on whioli one party engages
to indemnify another against loss arising from certain
hazards, perils, or risks to which his person or property
may be exposed. See Insurance.
3. A method of gambling by betting as to what numbers will be drawn in a lottery as, to play policy.
Interest policy, a policy that shows by its form that the
assured has a real, substantial interest in the matter insured. — Open policy, one in which the value of tlie goods
Policy book, a
or property insured is not mentioned.
Policy
book to contain a record of insurance policies.
holder, one to whom an insurance policy has been granted.
Policy shop, a gambling place where one may bet on the
numbers wliicli will be drawn in lotteries.
Valued policy,
one iu which the value of the goods, property, or interest
insured is specified.
Wager policy, a policy that shows
on the face of it that the contract it embodies is a
pretended insurance, founded on an ideal risk, where the
insured has no interest in anything insured.
Fol'lng (pol'ing), n. [From Pole a stick.] 1. The
act of supporting or of propelling by means of a pole or
poles as, the poling of beans the poling of a boat.
2. (Gardening) The operation of dispersing worm
oasts over the walks with poles.
3. One of the poles or planks used in upholding the
side earth in excavating a tunnel, ditch, etc.
Pol'lsh (pol'ish), a. [From Pole a Polander.] Of or
pertaining to Poland or its inhabitants, —n. The language of the Poles.
Pol'ish (pSl'ish), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Polished (-Isht)
[F. polir, L. polire.
Cf.
p. pr. & vb. n. Polishing.]
Polite, -ish.]
1. To make smooth and glossy, usually
by friction to burnish to overspread with luster as, to
polish glass, marble, metals, etc.
2. Hence, to refine ; to wear off the rudeness, coarseness, or rusticity of to make elegant and polite as, to
Milton.
polish life or manners.
To polish off, to finish completely, as an adversary.
W.
H.
Russell.
[Slang]
Pol'ish, V. i. To become smooth, as from friction
to receive a gloss to take a smooth and glossy surface
Pol'l-cy, V.

[imp.

t.

;

To regulate by laws

n. PoLioYiNO.]

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

as, steel polishes well.
smooth, glossy surface,
Pol'ish, n. 1.

A

duced by

Bacon.
usually pro-

friction a gloss or luster.
Another prism of clearer glass and better polish. Sir I. Newton.
2. Anything used to produce a gloss.
3. Fig.
Refinement elegance of manners.
This Roman polish and this smooth behavior. Addison.
Pol'lsh-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being polished.
;

:

;

Made smooth and

glossy, as by
friction hence, highly finished refined ; polite ; as, polished plate ; polished manners ; polished verse.
Pol'lshed-ness, n. The quality of being polished.
Pol'ish-er (-ish-er), n. One who, or that which, polishes also, that which is used in polishing.
Addison.
n. from Polish.
Pol'lsh-lng, a.
Polishing Iron, an iron burnisher esp., a small smoothing iron used in laundries.
Polishing slate, (a)
gray
or yellow slate, found in Bohemia and Auvergne, and
used for polishing glass, marble, and metals. (6)
kind
of hone or whetstone
Polishing snake, a
hone slate.
tool used in cleaning lithographic stones.
Polishing
whetd, a wheel or disk coated with, or composed of,
abrading material, for polishing a surface.
Pol'lsh-ment (-ment), n. The act of polishing, or the
state of being polished.
[iJ.]
Po-Ute' (po-lif), a.
[Compar. Politer (-er) superl.
Politest.] [L. poliius, p. p. of polire to polish cf. F.
poll.
Bee Polish, v.J 1. Smooth ; polished. [06s.]
Rays of light falling on apotite surface. Sir 1. Newton.
2. Smooth and refined in behavior or manners ; well
bred courteous ; complaisant ; obliging ; civU.
He marries, bows at court, and grows polite.
Pope.

Pol'lShed

(-isht), a.

;

;

;

&

;

—

A
A

—

;

—

;

:

;

3. Characterized by refinement, or
finish ; as, polite literature.

Syn. — Polished
ble

;

mrbcne

;

Po-lite', ».

civil
t.

;

refined

;

courtly

T»

polish

a high degree of
Macaulay.
well bred courteous affa-

;

;

;

;

elegant

;

genteel.
to refine ; to render polite.

ale,

senate,

c&re,

In a polished manner

1.

\_Obs.']
so as to be smooth or glossy.
Milton.
2. In a polite manner ; with politeness.
Po-Ute'ness, n. 1. High finish ; smoothness ; burnished elegance. [i5.]
Evelyn.
2. The quality or state of being polite ; refinement of

manners urbanity
;

;

courteous behavior

;

complaisance

obliging attentions.

Syn. — Courtesy good breeding refinement urban;

;

;

ity courteousness
affability
complaisance ; civility ;
gentility courtliness.
Politeness, Couktest. Politeness denotes that ease and gracefulness of manners which
first sprung up in cities, connected with a desire to please
others by anticipating their wants and wishes, and studiously avoiding whatever might give them pain. Courtesy
is, etymologically, the politeness of courts.
It displays
itself in the address and manners ; it is shown more especially in receiving and entertaining others, and is a union
of dignified complaisance and kindness.
;

—

;

;

;

Pol'l-tesse' (E. pSl'I-t6s' ; F. pS'lJ'tgs'), n.
[F.]
Politeness.
Pol'1-tlc (pSl'i-tTk), a.
[L. politicus political, Gr.
TToAiTtKot belonging to the citizens or to the state, fr.
TToAiVij? citizen
cf. F. politique.
See Police, and cf.
Political.] 1. Of or pertaining to polity, or civil government ; political ; as, the body politic. See under
:

Body.

He with his

people made all bnlon* politic body. Sir P. Sidney.
2. Pertaining to, or promoting, a policy, especially a
national policy ; well-devised ; adapted to its end, whether right or wrong ;
said of things ; as, a. politic treaty.

—

" Enrich'd

am, arm, ask,

politic grave

viiVii

counseL"

Shak.

3. Sagacious in promoting a policy ; ingenious in devising and advancing a system of management ; devoted to
a scheme or system rather than to a principle ; hence, in
a good sense, wise ; prudent ; sagacious ; and in a bad
sense, artful ; unscrupulous ; cunning ;
said of persons.
Politic with my frieud, smooth with mine enemy. Shak.
Syn. Wise ; prudent ; sagacious ; discreet ; provident ; wary ; artful ; cunning.
A politician. [Archaic']
Bacon
Pol'1-tlc, n.
Swiftly the politic goes is it dark ? he borrows a lantern ;
Slowly the statesman and sure, guiding his feet by the stars.

—

—

[06s.]
B. Jonsen.
3. Policy; art; management.
Syn. — Policy. — Polity, Policy. These two words
were originally the same. Polity is now confined to the
structure of a government as, civil or ecclesiastical polity ; while policy is applied to the scheme of management
of pubhc affairs with reference to some aim or result as,
;

;

foreign or domestic policy. Policy has the further sense
of skillful or cunning management.
Po-lltz'er-1-za'tion (po-ltts'er-I-za'shiin), n. {3fed.)
The act of inflating the middle ear by blowing air up the
nose during the act of swallowing;
so called from
Prof. Politzer of Vienna, who first practiced it.
pulley.
[06s.]
Pol'lve (pSllv), re.
Chaucer.
Polta (pol'ka), re. [Pol. Polka a Polish woman : cf.
dance of Polish origin, but now
F.
G. polka.'] 1.
common everywhere. It is performed by two persons
in common time.
2. {3Ius.) A lively Bohemian or Polish dance tune in
2-4 measure, with the third quaver accented.
Folka Jacket, a kind of knit jacket worn by women.
Poll (p51), re. [From Polly, the proper name.] A parrot ;
familiarly so called.
Poll, n. [Gr. oi TroAAoi the many, the rabble.] One
who does not try for honors, but is content to take a degree merely ; a passman. [Cambridge Univ., Enff.]
Poll (pol), re. [Akin to LG. polle the head, the crest
of a bird, the top of a tree, OD. pol, polle, Dan. puld the
crown of a hat.] 1. The head the back part of the
head. " All flaxen was his poll."
Shak.
2. A number or aggregate of heads ; a list or register
of heads or individu^s.

—

A

&

Lowell.
1. Having, or conformPo-llt'1-Cal (po-lltl-kal), a.
ing to, a settled system of administration. [iJ.] "
political government."
Evelyn.
2. Of or pertaining to public policy, or to politics ; relating to affairs of state or administration ; as, a polit" The political state of Europe."
ical writer.
Foley.
3. Of or pertaining to a party, or to parties, in the
state ; as, his ^oKiica? relations were with the Whigs.
[Obs.]
Sterne.
4. Politic ; wise ; also, artful.

;

We are the greater po??,

economy, that branch of political science or
philosophy which treats of the sources, and methods of
production and preservation, of the material wealth and
prosperity of nations.
Po-lit'1-cal-ism (-Tz'm), n. Zeal or party spirit in
politics.

Po-lit'1-cal-ly, adv.
1. In a political manner.
KnoUes.
2. Politicly; artfully.
[Od«.]
Po-llt'1-oas'ter (-kSs'ter), re. [Ci.lt. polilicastro.']
Milton.
petty politician a pretender in politics.
[Cf. F. politicien.']
Pol'i-tl'Clan (pSl'i-tlsh'an), re.
1. One versed or experienced in the science of government ; one devoted to politics ; a statesman.
Dryden.
While empiric politicioMS use deceit.

A

;

2.

One primarily devoted

to his

own advancement

office,

;

in true fear

Shak.
life, amounts not
thousand po?^
Shak.
3. Specifically, the register of the names of electors
who may vote in an election.
4. The casting or recording of the votes of registered
electors as, the close of the poll.
and not
All soldiers quartered in the place are to remove, . .
Blackstone,
to return till one day after the poll is ended.
to fifteen

;

.

6. pi.

The place where the votes are

cast or recorded

go to the polls.
6. The broad end of a hammer ; the but of an ax.
(.Z'ooi.)
The European chub. See Pollard, 3 (a).
7.

as, to

Poll book, a register of persons entitled to vote at an
election.
Poll evil (Fai:), an inflammatory swelling or
abscess on a horse's head, confined beneath the great
ligament of the neck.
Poll ^ici. (Mining), a pole having
a heavy spike on the end, forming a kind of crowbar.
Poll tax, a tax levied by the head, or poll ; a capitation tax.
vb.
Poll, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Polled (pold) p. pr.
re. PoLLiNO.]
1. To remove the poll or head of; hence,
to remove the top or end of to clip ; to lop ; to shear j
as, to poll the head ; to poll a tree.
When he [Absalom] polled his head. 2 Sam. xiv. 26.
His death did so grieve them that they j^olled themselves
Sir T. North,
they clipped off their horse and mule's hairs.
2. To cut off ; to remove by clipping, shearing, etc.
to mow or crop ;
sometimes with off; as, to poll the
hair ; to poll wool ; to poll grass.
Who, as he polled off his dart's head, so sure he had decreed
That all the counsels of their war he would jjoll off like it.

—

—

—

&

;

;

—

Chapman.
3.

To

extort from ; to plunder to strip. [06s.]
Vfhich polls and pills the poor in piteous wise. Spenser.
;

To impose a tax upon. [06s.]
To pay as one's personal tax.
The man thatpolled but twelve pence

4.
5.

in
—

or to the success of a political party
used in a depreciatory sense one addicted or attached
public

and

They gave us our demands.
The muster file, rotten and sound, upon my

A

Political

A

—

;

for hie head.

Dryden.

;

managed by

parties (see Politics, 2) ; a
schemer ; an intriguer ; as, a mere politician.
Like a scurvy politician, seem
Shak.
To see the things thou dost not.
ready to do anything that he apprehends
The politician
South.
for his advantage.

to politics as

.

Pol'l-tl'clan,
artful.

.

.

Cunning

a.

;

using artifice

;

" DX-Tneuning politician lords."

politic

;

Milton.

A

political writer. [iJ.]
Po-lit'i-cist (po-lTt'T-sIst), Ji.
Pol'i-tlc-ly (p51'i-tik-ly), adv. In a politic manner
Pope.
sagaciously ; shrewdly ; artfully.
[Cf. F. politique, Gr. jroAirtK^
Pol'1-tlCS (-tiks), re.
of
govern(sc. eTTio-Tiifij)). See Politic]
1. The science
ment; that part of ethics which has to do with the
regulation and government of a nation or state, the preservation of its safety, peace, and prosperity, the defense
of its existence and rights against foreign control or conquest, the augmentation of its strength and resources,
and the protection of its citizens in their rights, with the
preservation and improvement of their morals.
2. The management of a political party ; the conduct
and contests of parties with reference to political measures or the administration of public affairs ; the advancement of candidates to office in a bad sense, artful or
dishonest management to secure the success of political
candidates or parties political trickery.
When we say that two men are talking politics, we often
mean that they are wrangling about some mere party question.
P. Jl Robertson.
Pol'1-tlze (p81'i-t!z), V. i. To play the politician to
Milton.
dispute as politicians do. [Obs.]
Pol'1-ture (-tiir 135), re. [L. politura, fr. polire to
polish.
See Polish, t'.] Pohsh; gloss. [06s.] Donne.
Pol'l-ty (-ty), re. / pi. Polities (-tiz). [L. politia, Gr.
noKneia cf. F. politie. See 1st Policy, Police.] 1. The
form or constitution of the civil government of a Eation
;

.

;

;

:

or state; the framework or organization by which the
various departments of government are combined into a
Blackstone. Hooker.
systematic whole.
The form or constitution by which any in2. Hence
stitution is organized the recognized principles which
lie at the foundation of any human institution.
:

;

Nor

is it

possible that

polity, much less polity
God himself be author of

any form of

ecclesiastical, should be good, unless

Hooker.

it.

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

To

enter, as polls or persons, in a list or register
to enroll, esp. for purposes of taxation ; to enumerate
one by one.
Polling the reformed churches whether they equalize in num.
ber those of his three kingdoms.
Milton.

6.

7. To register or deposit, as a vote to elicit or call
forth, as votes or voters ; as, he polled a hundred votes
more than his opponent.
Tickell.
And poll for points of faith his trusty vote.
;

8. {Law) To cut or shave smooth or even ; to cut in a
straight line without indentation ; as, a polled deed. See
Deed poll.
Burrill.

To poll a jury, to call upon each member of the jury to
answer individually as to his concurrence in a verdict
which has been rendered.
Poll, V. i. To vote at an election.
Beaconsfield.
Poiaack (pol'lak), re. [Cf. G. & D. pollack, and Gael.
pollag a little pool, a sort of fish.] (Zo'dl.) (a) A marine
gadoid food fish of Europe {Pollachius virens). Called
also greenfish, greenling, laii, leet, lob, lythe, and whiting pollack. (6) The American pollock the coalfish.
Poll'age (pol'aj), re. A head or poll tax hence, ex;

;

Foxe.

[06s.]

tortion.

;

;

Ray.

lObs.-]

(po-lit'iy), adv.

Po-lltely

POLLEN

II

where

Syn. — See Politt.

& vb.

;;

;; ;

;;

Pol'lan

(pol'lan),

re.

[Cf. Gael, pollag a

kind of

fish.]

A

lake whitefish (Coregonus pollan), native of
Ireland. In appearance it resembles a herring.
Pol'lard (pol'lerd), re. [From Poll the head.] 1.
tree having its top cut off at some height above the
ground, that it may throw out branches.
Pennant.
2.
clipped coin; also, a counterfeit. [06s.] Camden.
3. {Zo'dl.) (a)
fi^h, the chub.
stag that has
(6)
cast its antlers, (c)
hornless animal (cow or sheep).
Pol'lard, V. i. [imp. &p.p. Pollarded ; p.pr.
vb.
n. Pollarding.]
To lop the tops of , as tree. ; to poll;
as, to pollard willows.
Evelyn.
Poll'ax' (pol'aks'), re.
poleax.
[06s,j
Chaucer.
Polled (pold), a. Deprived of a poll, or of something
belonging to the poll. Specifically (a) Lopped ;
said
of trees having their tops cut off.
(6) Cropped ; hence,
bald;
said of a person. "The jooHed bachelor." Beau.
Fl. (c) Having east the antlers ;
said of a stag, {d)
Without horns ; as, polled cattle polled sheep.
Pol'len (pol'len), re. [L. pollen fine flour, fine dust;
cf. Gr. TTaK;\.]
Bailey.
1. Pine bran or flour.
[06s.]
{Zo'dl.)

A

A

A

A

A

&

•

A

—

;

&

—

—

;

idea,

iU;

old,

obey,

orb,

5dd

,

;
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POLYCRACY

of the second magnitude, in the constellation Gemini.
Cf. 3d Castor.
2. (Min.) Same as Follucite.

Pol'y-a-tom'lc (p81'T-a-t5m1k), a. IPoly- -f atomic.']
(Chem.) (a) Having more than one atom in the molecule ; consisting of several atoms.
(6) Having a valence
greater than one. lObs.]
Pol'y-au-tOg'ra-phy (-a-tSg'ra-fj?), n. IPoly- -f ail-

POLLENARIOUS
2. (Bot.) The fecundating dustlike cells of the anthers
of flowers. See Flowek, and Illust. of Filament.
Pollen
Pollen grain (Bot.), a particle or cell of pollen.
Pollen sac, a compartment of
mass, a poUinium. Gray.
usually there are four in
an antlier containing pollen,
Pollen tube, a slender tube which issues
each anther.
from the pollen grain on its contact with the stigma,
which it penetrates, thus conveying, it is supposed, the
fecundating matter of the grain to the ovule.

—

—

Pol'len-a'rl-OUS (p51'lgn-a'ri-us), a.

meal or pollen.
Pol'lened (-ISnd),
Pol'len-il'er-ous

Polly (pSl'ly), n. A woman's name also, a popular
name for a parrot.
Polly-WO^ (-li-wSg), n. (Zool.) A poUiwig.

—

—

;

;

Consisting of

.

a. Covered with pollen.
\_Pollen
(-If'er-us), a.

Tennyson.

+

-ferous.']

Of or pertaining to the Poles, or to Poland.
[Written also Polonese.'\
PO'lO-nalse' (po'lo-naz' 277), n. [Written also Po-

Polish.]

{Bot.) Producing pollen ; polliniferous.
Pol'len-lB (-Tn), n. [Cf. F. pollenine.'] {Chem.)
substance found in the pollen of certain plants, [i?.]
Pol'len-lze (-iz), v. t. limp.
p. j>. Pollenized

A

;

;

&

&

p. pr.
ply with pollen
(-Izd)

To

Pollenizino (-i'zing).]
to impregnate with pollen.
vb. n.

;

sup-

;

A

kind of sausage made of meat partly cooked.
Pol'ron (pol'riin), re. See Pauldron.
Polt (polt), re. [Cf. E. pelt, L. pultare to beat, strike.]
A blow or thump. Halliwell. a. Distorted.
Polt foot, a distorted foot.
Sir T. Herbert.
Polt'-fOOt' (polt'-fd6t'}, ) a. Having a distorted foot,
or a clubfoot or clubfeet.
Polt'-j00t'«d (-fdSt'gd), )
B. Jonson.
Pol-troon' (p51-troon'), re. [P. poltron, from It. poltrone an idle fellow, sluggard, coward, ^oHj'o idle, lazy,

—

A

also, bed, fr. OHG. polstar, bolstar, cushion, G. polster,
akin to E. bolster. See Bolster.]
arrant coward ;

An

a dastard ; a craven ; a mean-spirited wretch.
Shak.
Pol-troon', a. Base vile contemptible cowardly.
(-er-y),
».
poltronnerie
[F.
; cf. It.
Pol-troon'er-y
poltroneria.] Cowardice ; want of spirit pusillanimity.
Pol-troon'ish, a. Resembling a poltroon ; cowardly.
Pol've-rlne (p51've-rin), re. [It. polverino, fr. polvere
dust, L. pulvis, -veris.
See Powder.] Glassmaker's
ashes a kind of potash or pearlash, brought from the Levant and Syria,
used in the manufacture of fine glass.
;

from Gr.

re.
(^ooi.)
[See Full, a.]

many ;

many

(po'iy),

Poly mountain.

same genus.

Pol'y-ac'ld (pol'i-Ss'Td), a. IPoly- -{- acid.] (Chem.)
Capable of neutralizing, or of combining with, several
molecules of a monobasic acid having more than one
hydrogen atom capable of being replaced by acid radicals
said of certain bases as, calcium hydrate and
glycerin are polyacid bases.
Pol'y-a-COUS'Uo (-a-kous'tTk or -kSos'ttk), a. IPolyacoustic: cf. F. polyacoustique.] Multiplying or magnifying sound.
re.
A polyacoustic instrument.
Pol'y-a-cous'tios (-tTks), re. The art of multiplying
or magnifying sounds.
Pol'y-a'cron (-a'krSn), n. ; pi. Polyacra (-kr4), E.
Polyacrons (-krSnz). [NL., fr. Gr. ttoAi/s many -|- axpov
summit.] (Geom.) A solid having many summits or angular points a polyhedron.
[NL.
See
Pol'y-ac-tln'i-a (-3k-tln'i-a), n. pi.
Poly-, and Actinia.] (Zool.) An old name for those
Anthozoa which, like the actinias, have numerous sim;

;

—

;

+

Pollocif

Ponn-clte (pSl'lii-sit), re. [See Pollux, and 4th Cascolorless transparent mineral, resemtor.] (Min.)
bling quartz, occurring with castor or castorite on the
island of Elba. It is a silicate of alumina and csesia.
Called also pollux.

—

T)l6 fj6rit/£LCl6S

A

Pol'y-a-del'phi-a (-a-del'fi-a,), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
iroAus many
Linnsean class
aSe\4>6'; brother.] (Bot.)
of plants having stamens united in three or more bodies
or bundles by the filaments.
(Bot.) Belonging to
Pol'y-a-del'phi-an (-an), ) a.
the class Polyadelphia
Pol'y-a-del'phous (-f iis), )
having stamens united in three or more bundles.
Pol'y-an'dri-a (-Sn'dri-a), re. pi. [NL. See Polyandry.] (Bot.)
Linnsean class of monoclinous or hermaphrodite plants, having many stamens, or any number
above twenty, inserted in the receptacle.
Pol'y-an'drl-an (-an), a. (Bot.) Polyandrous.
Pol'y-ail'drlc(-drik),a. IGi. F. polyandrique.] PerII

(p51-lut'), V. t. limp. &p. p. Polluted ; p.
n. Polluting.] [L. pollutus, p. p. of polluere to
to pollute, from a prep, appearing only in comp.
luere to wash. See Position, Late.] 1. To make foul,
impure, or unclean ; to defile ; to taint ; to soil ; to desecrate ;
used of physical or moral defilement.
The land was polluted with blood.
Ps. cvi. 38.
Wickedness
hath polluted the whole earth. 2 Esd. xv. 6.

Pol-lutC

+

Syn. — To
,

;

.

;

contaminate; corrupt; taint,
dishonor ravish.

fi^ll,

lip,

Hfb

;

pity

re. ;

pi.

Polyanthuses

;

-j-

.

A

;

food, f<>bt

;

ont,

oil

;

obalr

;

by many perCudworth.

ko

;

A

musical instrument

Pol'y-ciuro-lsm (-kr6-Tz'm), n.
color.]
Same as Pleochroism.
Pol'y-chro-ite (-it), re. IPoly-

potassium sulphate,
with sulphur.
IPoly-

-\-

Gr. xP"'"

Gr. xpoa color cf.
F. polychrdite.]
(Chem.) The coloring matter of saffron ;
formerly so called because of the change of
called also
color on treatment with certain acids;
crocin, and safranin.
Pol'y-chro'mate (-kro'mtt), re. [See Polychhomic]
(Chem.) A salt of a poly chromic acid.
Pol'y-Chro'mate, re. [See Polychromatic] (Chem.)
compound which exhibits, or from which may be prepared, a variety of colors, as certain solutions derived
from vegetables, which display colors by fluorescence.
IPoly- -f chroPol'y-chro-mat'lc (-kro-mSt'ik), a.
matic] Showing a variety, or a change, of colors.
Polychromatic acid (Old Chem.), a substance obtained
by the action of nitric acid on aloes.
Gr. xP^M-a color.]
Pol'y-Chrome (-krom), n. IPoly(Chem.) Esculin ;
so called in allusion to its fluorescent solutions. IB.]
Pol'y-Chrome, a. [Cf. F. polychrome.] Executed
in the manner of polychromy ; as, polychrome printing.
Pol'y-chro'mlo (-kro'mtk), a. \_Poly- •\- (sense 1) Gr.
1. Polychromatic.
XpSilxa, or (sense 2) chromic]
2. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, any one of
several acids (known only in their salts) which contain

—

government
archie.
Cf. PoLAROHY.]
sons, of whatever order or class.

(Mus.) (a)

re.

Polychrest salt (Old Med. Chem.),
specifically obtained by fusing niter

(-6z).

many

iroAus

;

Cudworth.
n-oAus
;
strings.

Having many

A

[Written also poZyare/Aoi.] (Bot.) (a)'S\\e
oxlip.
So called because the peduncle bears a many(b) A bulbous flowering
See Oxlip.
flowered umbel.
plant of the genus Narcissus (N. Tazetla, or N. polyanthus of some authors). See Illust. of Narcissus.
Pol'y-ar'chlSt (-iir'ktst), «. One who advocates polyCudworlh.
opposed to monarchist.
archy
Pol'y-ar'chy (-kj?), n. IPoly- -f -archy : cf F. poly-

II

!^}de,

(-Sn'thiSs),

Gr. iroKvavBo^ rich in flowers

government by many

[Gr. jr-oAu'xopSos

;

di/So! flower.]

;

6ni4e,

fr.

x'>P^'n string, cord.]

Pol'y-Chord,

—

Pol'y-an'thUS
[NL.,

4-

a.

of ten strings, (b) An apparatus for coupling two octave
notes, capable of being attached to a keyed instrument.
Pol'y-ohrest (-krest), re. [Gr. TroAvxPlfrros useful for
many purposes iroAvs many -|- x/")<''™s useful, fr. xP^medicine that
crSat to use : cf. F. polychreste.] (Med.)
serves for many uses, or that cures many diseases. lObs.]

;

—

«bie,

many

contrasted with monandry.
11^=" In law, this falls under the head of polygamy.

Pol-lute', a. [L. pollutus.'] Polluted. [.K.] Milton.
Pol-lut'ed, 'J. Defiled ; made unclean or impure debauched.
Po^lut'od-ly, adv.
Pol-lut'ed-ness, n.
Pol-lnt'er(-t 0, n. One who pollutes.
Dryden.
Pol-Iutlnp: '
Adapted or tending to pollute ; causing defilf.riinivi. ot pollution.
Pol-lut'ing-ly, adv.
Pol-lU'Uon (plUu'shtin), re. [L. polluiio : cf. F. pollution.}
1. T!te act of polluting, or the state of being
polluted (in any j nse of the verb) ; defilement uncleanne^s; iii.purity.
2. (M'ld.) The 3n..iHsioii of semen, or sperm, at other
times than in sexual intercourse.
Dunglison.
Pollux (pSl'l'ikcj n. [L., the twin brother of Castor; also, the conitelluticn.] 1. (Asiron.) A fixed star

—

A

:

;

—

Pol'y-Chord (p51'i-k6rd),

taining to, or characterized by, polyandry ; mating with
" Polyandric societies."
H.Spencer.
several males.
Pol'y-an'drous (-drBs), a. (Bot.) Belonging to the
class Polyandria ; having many stamens, or any number
above twenty, inserted in the receptacle.
Pol'y-an'dry (-dry), re. IPoly- -\- Gr. avrip, ivSpoj,
man, male cf. F. polyandrie.] The possession by a
woman of more than one husband at the same time ;

defile; soil;

debauch

+

A

TToAuKoipafos wide-ruling.]
[OJs.]

chiefs, princes, or rulers.

A

2. To violate sexually ; to debauch ; to dishonor.
3. (Jewish Law) To render ceremonially unclean ; to
disqualify or unfit for sacred use or service, or for social
intercourse.
Neither shall ye pollute the holy things of the children of
Israel, lest ye die.
JV^wm. xviii. 32.
They have polluted themselves with blood. Lam. iv. 14.
vitiate

fr.

II

—

•

Pol'y-ChlO'rlde (-klo'rtd or -rid), re. IPoly- -j- chlo(Chem.) A chloride containing more than one
atom of chlorine in the molecule.
Pol'y-clWEr'a-ny (-kgr'a-nj), n. [Gr. noKvKoipavCri,
ride.]

[Spelt alsopoley.]

See Polt-mountain, in Vocabulary.

;

.

under Parapodia.

[L.

II

.

(I

;

re.

related species of the

A

& vb.

—

A polliwig. Holland.
A combining form or

II

pr.

A

polium, the name of a plant,
perhaps Teucrium polium, Gr. iroKiov.] (Bot.) A whitish woolly plant (Teucrium Polium) of the order Labiatx, found throughout the Mediterranean region. The
name, with sundry prefixes, is sometimes given to other

Po'ly

A

defile,

1'y-b r o'm i d e
(-bro'mid or -mid), n. One of the Polybranchia {Doto).
bromide containing
(Chem.)
IPoly- -\- bromide.]
more than one atom of bromine in the molecule.
Pol'y-car'pel-la-ry (-kar'pSl-la-rJ), a. (Bot.) Comsaid of such
posed of several or numerous carpels;
fruits as the orange.
IPoly- -f- Gr. Kopirot
Pol'y-car'pic (-kar'pik), ) a.
(Bot.) (a) Bearfruit.]
Pol'y-car'pous (-pQs),
)
ing fruit repeatedly, or year after year. (6) Having
several pistils in one flower.
Pol'y-ChaB'ta (-ke'ta), re. pi. [NL., from Gr. ttoAvs
many -f j^atTTj hair.] (Zo'ol.) One of the two principal
groups of Chaetopoda.
It includes those that have
prominent parapodia and fascicles of setse. See JllusL

as,

angles ;
chord, polyconic.

[L. pollen,
Pol'Il-nlf'er-OUS (pbl'll-ntfer-iis), a.
pollen -|- -ferous: cf. F. polUnifire.l
(Bot.) Producing pollen ; poUeniferous.
(pol-lin'i-um),
pi.
Pollinu.
(-a).
re.
Pol-lln'l-um
/
coherent mass of pollen,
[NL. See Pollen.] (Bot.)
most
orchids.
as in the milkweed and
PolTI-noso' (pSl'lI-nos'), a. [L. pollen, -inis, dust.]
(Zool.) Having the surface covered with a fine yellow
dust, like poUen.
Poiai-wlg (pSnt-wTg), \n. lOE. polwigle. Cf. Poll
Pol'11-wog (p81'lT-w5g), ) head, and Wiggle.] (Zool.) A tadpole
called alsopurwiggy and porwigle.
Pollock (polluk), re. [See Pollack.] (ZoSl.)
marine gadoid fish (Pollachius carbonarius), native both
of the European and American coasts. It is allied to the
cod, and like it is salted and dried. In England it is
called coalfish, lob, podley, podling, pollack, etc.
-inis,

on

P

polygon, a figure of
polyaXomic, having many atoms poly7roAv'9,

division of

nvraierous branchiae

;

(pSl'wTg),

Pol'y- (pBlT-).
prefix

A

the back.

—

Pol'wlg

a temporary structure where the voting
at an election is done ; a poUing place.
Polling booth,

'

II

(Zo'ol.)

;

II

—

;

;

—

;

&

-nes'), a.
re.
See Polonaise.
(po-lo'ni^), n.
[Prob. corrupt, fr. Bologna.]

Po-lo'ny

II

A

—

Nudibranchiata including those which have

;

—

;

;

beginning always on the

Po'lO-nese' (-nez' or

the bastard wing.
Pol'Ii-cate (-li-kat), a. [L. pollex, poUicis, a thumb.]
{Zo'ol.) Having a curved projection or spine on the inner side of a leg joint ;
said of insects.
Pol-Uc'l-ta'Uon (pSl-lits'i-ta'shun), re. [L. polHcitatio, fr. pollicitari to promise, v. intens. fr. polliceri to
voluntary engagepromise ; cf. F. pollicitation.'} 1.
ment, or a paper containing it ; a promise. Bp. Burnet.
promise without mutuality ; a
2. (Roman Law)
promise which has not been accepted by the person to
Bouvier.
Vphom it is made.
Pol'U-nate (p51'li-nat), a. (Zool.) PoUinose.
Pol'li-nate (-nat), v. t. (Bot.) To apply pollen to (a
stigma).
Pol'll-na'tion (-na'shiln), re. (Bot.)
Pol-Iinc'tor (pol-lTnk'tSr), re. [L., fr. pollingere.']
(Bom. Antiq.) One who prepared corpses for the funeral.
Poll'ing (pol'Tng), n. [See Poll the head.] X. The
act of topping, lopping, or cropping, as trees or hedges.
[06s.]
E. Hall.
2. Plunder, or extortion.
3. The act of voting, or of registering a vote.

—

and antimony, with some copper and arsenic.
Pol'y-bran'cM-a (pSl'I-brSn'ki-a), n. pi. [NL. See
Poly-, and Branchia.]

first beat with a quaver followed by a crotchet, and closing on the third beat after a
strong accent on the second beat also, a dance adapted
to such music a i>olacca.

;

:

tography.] The act or practice of multiplying copies of
one's own handwriting, or of manuscripts, by printing
from stone,
a species of lithography.
Pol'y-ba'Sic (-ba'slk), a. IPoly- -{- basic.) (Chem.)
Capable of neutralizing, or of combining with, several
molecules of a monacid base ; having several hydrogen
atoms capable of being replaced by basic radicals
said
of certain acids as, sulphuric acid is polybasic.
[See Polybasic] (Min.)
Pol'y-ba'site (-ba'slt), n.
An iron-black ore of silver, consisting of silver, sulphur,

lonese and Polonaise.'] 1. The Polish language.
2. An article of dress for women, consisting of a body
and an outer skirt in one piece.
3. (Mus.)
stately Polish dance tune, in 3-4 measure,

A

PoU'er (pol'er), n. [From Poll.] One who polls
specifically (a) One who polls or lops trees.
(6) One
who polls or cuts hair ; a barber. [-K.] (c) One who
extorts or plunders. [Ofts.] Bacon, (d) One who registers voters, or one who enters his name as a voter.
Pollex (p81'lBks), re. ; pi. Pollices (-It-sez). [L.,
the thumb.] (Anat.) The first, or preaxial, digit of the
fore limb, corresponding to the hallux in the hind limb ;
the thumb. In birds, the poUex is the joint which bears

II

—

Po'lO (po'lo), n. [Of Eastern origin
properly, the
ball used in the game.]
1. A game of ball of Eastern
origin, resembling hockey, with the players on horseback.
2 A similar game played on the ice, or on a prepared
floor, by players wearing skates.
Po'lO-nalse' (po'lo-naz'), a. [F. polonais, polonaise,

Bing, Ink

-\-

:

—

—

A

+

—

more than one atom of chromium.
Pol'y-Chro'mous (-mus), a. Of or pertaining to polychromy many-colored polychromatic.
Pol'y-chro'my (-mj), n. IPoly- -{ Gr. xP^f-'^ color.]
(Anc Art) The art or practice of combining different
;

;

colors, especially brilliant ones, in

Pol'y-Chro'ni-OUS
vioi for a long time,

an

(-kro'ni-iSs), a.

xpows

time.]

way.
IPoly- -f Gr. vpo-

artistic

Enduring through a

long time ; chronic.
Pol'y-clln'ic (p51'if-klin'Tk),

n.
IPoly- -f- clinic.']
(Med.) A clinic in which diseases of many sorts are
treated ; especially, an institution in which clinical instruction is given in all kinds of disease.
IPoly- -\- conic) PertainPol'y-con'lo (-kSn'Ik), a.
ing te, «r based upon, many cones.
P«ly«onie proJectUn (Map Makino), a projsction of the
earth's surface, or any portion thereof, by which each
narrow zone is projected upon a conical surface that
touches the spliere along this zone, the conical surface
being tlieu unrolled. Tliis projection differs from co)}ic
projection in that tlie latter assumes but one cone for
file whole map.
Polyconic projection is that in use in
the United States coast and geodetic survey.
Pol'y-cot'y-le'don (pBl'I-kSt'I-le'diin), n. IPoly- -f
colyledon: cf. F. polycolylidonc] (Bot.) A plant that
has many, or more than two, cotyledons in the seed.

—

Pol'y-oot'y-led'on-ous (-ISd'Hn-iis), a.
Pol'y-cot'y-lcd'on-a-ry (-ISd'Sn-a-r^), «. IPoly- -\cotyledonary.] (Aval.) Having the villi of the placenta
collected into definite patches, or cotyledons.
Po-lyc'ra-oy (po-lIk'rA-sy), n. IPoly- -\- -cracy, as
in democracy.] Government by many rulers polyarchy.
;

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zb = z

in

,

"

;

POLYCROTIC
+

;

PO-lyo'ro-Usm (po-lik'ro-tiz'm), n. (Physiol.) Tliat
Btate or condition of the pulse in which the pulse curve,
or sphygmogram, shows several secondary crests or elevations
contrasted with 7nonoc70tism and dicrotism.
Pol'y-cys'tid (pSl'i-sis'tid), n. (Zodl.) (a) One of

—

—

the Polycystidea. (b) One of the Polycystina.
a. Pertaining to the Polycystidea, or to the Polycystina.
[NL. See
Pol'y-cys-Ud'e-a (-sis-tid'e-a), n. pi.
Poly-, and Ctstidea.] (Zo'ol.) A division of Gregarinae
including those that have two or more internal divisions
of the body.
Pol'y-cys-ti'na (-sis-ti'na),».^Z. [NL. See Poly-,
II

II

and Cyst] (Zool.)

i

skeleton

n-

posed of

The

silica,

digestive cavities.]

The

(.Z'ooZ.)

Pol'y-gen'e-siS (-jgu'e-sls),

Infusoria.

( re.

—

(Biol.)

a.

Of or relating to

—

.

iTo\vyevrji of

Many have been
found in the fos- PolycyBtina.

B

state.

A

Rhopalocanium ornatum

yetalospiris diaboh'scus

E

;

Steplianastt-um rhombus.
larged.

(-sis'tin or -tin),
(Zo'ol.) Pera.

C

Halicalt/j)-

All

much

en-

—

n. One of the Polycystina.
taining to the Polycystina.
Pol'y-oyt-ta'ri-a (-slt-ta'rT-a), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
iroAu! many -)- nvTrapiov, dim. fr. kv'to5 a hollow vessel.]
division of Radiolaria.
(Zodl.)
It includes those having one or more central capsules.
Gr.
Pol'y-dac'tyl-ism (-dSk'til-Tz'm), n. {.PolySaK7T/Ao! finger: of. F. polydactylisme.']
(Anat.) The
possession of more than the normal number of digits.
Pol'y-dlp'sl-a (-dip'si-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr. jtoAus
II

A

+

II

vmch

-\- &i\\ja. thirst.]
(Med.) Excessive and constant
thirst occasioned by disease.
Pol'y-e'dron (-e'drSn), n. See Polyhedkon.
Pol'y-e'drous (-drus), a. See Polyhedral.
Gr. etSos form.]
Pol'y-el'dlc (-i'dtk), a. \_Poly(Zodl. ) Passing through several distinct larval forms ;

+

—

many

Consisting of, or containing, many kinds ; as, a, polygenous vaoant3.m.
Kirwan.
Pol'y-glot (pol'i-glot), a.
[Gr. TroAv'-yAwxTot many,
tongued ; ttoAu? many -f- yAwrra, yAoxra'a, tongue, language: cf. F. polyglotte.^
1. Containing, or made up
of, several languages
as, a polyglot lexicon, Bible.
2. Versed in, or speaking, many languages.
Pol'y-glot, n. 1. One who speaks several languages,
" A polyglot, or good Vmgaist."
[i?.]
Howell.
2. A book containing several versions of the same
text, or containing the same subject matter in several
languages ; esp., the Scriptures in several languages.
Enriched by the publication oi polyglots. Abp. Xewcoriie.
Pol'y-glot'tOUS (-glSt'ttis), a. [See Polyglot.] Speaking many languages ; polyglot. [JJ.] " The polyglottous
tribes of America.
3Iax MUller.
Pol'y-gon (pol':-g5n), n. [Gr. jroAuywyos polygonal
iroAus many
yoivia angle : cf. F. polygene.]
(Geom.)
plane figure hav,_
ing many angles, and
v
families.]

;

+

A

consequently

many

sides ; esp. , one whose

r^^^

\

/
L

)

;

;

II

;

+

;

;

II

+

II

Po-lyg'a-mlze (-mlz), v. i. To practice polygamy to
Sylvester. Coleridge.
marry several wives.
Po-lyg'a-mous (-mus), a. [Gr. noKvyaixo? living in
polygamy; ttoAi;! many -f- yajios marriage. Cf. Bigamy.]
characterized by, or
1. Of or pertaining to polygamy
involving, polygamy ; having a plurality of wives
as,
polygamous marriages
opposed to monogamous.
;

;

—

;

more than one female.
and sneep are polygamous. Darwin.

2. (Zo'ol.) Pairing with

Most

deer, cattle,

its simplicity of structure and want of
It is the type of the order Archiannelida, or

remarkable for

;

parapodia.

Gymnotoma. See Lobven'b laeva.
Pol'y-gram (p51'I-grSm), re. [Gr.
with many stripes

;

figure consisting of

iroAus

many

mapy

lines.

-j-

TToAuypa^ifios marked
ypaixfi-q a line.]

A

[J2. j

Barlow.

_

writing
ypa<fieti' to write : cf. F.
;
polygraphe.'] 1. An instrument for multiplying copies
of a writing ; a manifold writer a copying machine.
2. In bibliography, a collection of different works,
Brande
C.
either by one or several authors.
[Cf. F. polygraPol'y-graph'lo (-graf'Tk), 1 a.
Pol'y-graph'lC-al (-T-kol), ) phique."] 1. Pertaining to, or employed in, polygraphy ; as, a polygraphia
instrument.
2. Done with a polygraph as, s, polygraphic copy.

Pol'y-graph (-graf), re.
much ttoAvs much, many -f-

[Gr.

7ro\vypd<j)os

;

3. (Bot.) Belonging to the Polygamia; bearing both
hermaphrodite and unisexual flowers on the same plant.

Po-lyg'a-my (-mf), n. [Gr. Tro\vyaij.Ca ; cf. F. polygamie.1 1. The having of a plurality of wives or husbands
at the same time ; usually, the marriage of a man to
more than one woman, or the practice of having several
wives, at the same time ;
opposed to monogamy ; is,
the nations of the East practiced polygamy.
See the

—

Note under Bigamy, and
2. (Zo'ol.)

The

of.

Polyandry.

state or habit of having

more than one

mate.
3. (Bot. ) The condition or state of a plant which bears
both perfect and unisexual flowers.
Pol'y-gas'tri-an (pol'I-gas'trT-an), re. (Zo'ol.) One of
the Polygastrica. \_Obs.'\
gastric : cf. F.
Pol'y-gas'tric (-trik), a. [Poly-

+
several

bellies; —

pohjgastrique.'] 1. (Anat.) Having
applied to muscles which are made up of several bellies
3eparated by short tendons.
2. (Zo'ol.) Pertaining to the Polygastrica.
[Obs.~\

ale,

senate,

care,

&

;

am, arm, ask,

[Gr. 7ro\vypa<l)ia
polygraphic.']
[Obs.] Fuller.
art of writing in various ciphers, and of deci-

PO-lyg'ra-phy

(po-lTg'ra-fj^), n,

1.

much -|- ypd<j)ei.v to write: cf. F.
Much writing; writing of many books.

2.

The

TToAus

phering the same.
3.

The

;

[R.]

;

ferring to the rifling).

See Polygy-

[Cf F. polygyne.
(-jTn), n.
(Bot.) A plant of the order Polygynia.
Pol'y-gyn'i-a (-jin'i-a), re. joZ. [NL. See Polygyny.]
(Bot.) A Linnasan order of plants having many styles.
.

ny.]
II

final,

all;

eve.

event,

(-nIst),

re.

One who

practices or advo-

H. Spencer.

Po-iyg'y-ny (-ny), n. [Poly- -f- Gr. yvvri woman,
wife.]
The state or practice of having several wives at
the same time marriage to several wives. H. Spencer.
;

Pol'y-ha'lite (p51'r-ha'lit), re. [Poly- -f- Gr. oAs salt.]
(Min.) A mineral usually occurring in fibrous masses, of
a brick-red color, being tinged with iron, and consisting
chiefly of the sulphates of lime, magnesia, and soda.
Pol'y-he'dral (pbl'T-he'dral), ) a. [See Polyhedron.]
Pol'y-hed'ric-al (-hSd'Ti-kal), j
(Geom.) Having
many sides, as a solid body.
Polyhedral angle, an angle bounded by three or more
plane angles having a common vertex.
Pol'y-he'dron (-he'dr5n), re.; pi. E. PoLYHEDsoNa.
(-dronz), L. Polyhedra (-dra).
[NL., fr. Gr. iroKvehpoi
with many seats or sides ; iroAv's many
'i&pa a seat or
side
cf. F. poly'edre.]
1. (Geom.) A body or solid
contained by many sides or planes.
2. (Opt.) A polyscope, or multiplying glass.

+

:

Pol'y-he'drous

(-drus), a.
Polyhedral.
(-his'tor), n.
[Gr. TToAutffTwp very
[R.]
in various learning.
[L., from Gr. iroPol'y-hym'nl-a (-hIm'nT-a), re.
Kvixvia.; n-oAiis many -f u^tos hymn.] (Anc. Myth.) The
Muse of lyric poetry.
iodide
Pol'y-1'O-dide (-i'6-dld or -did), n. (Chem.)
having more than one atom of iodine in the molecule.
Po-lyl'O-gy (p6-lll'6-jy), n. [Gr. n-oAuAoyi'a ; iroKut

Pol'y-his'tor

One versed

learned.]

An

much

-|- Aoyos discourse.]
Talkativeness. [R.]
Po-lyl'D-quent (-kwent), a. [Poly- -\- L. loquens, p,
pr. of loqui to speak.]
Garrulous loquacious. [R.]
Pol'y-mas'tism (pSl'i-mas'tiz'm), n. [Poly- -f Gr.
fiao-Tos a breast.] (Anat.) The condition of having more
than two mammae, or breasts.
Pol'y-matll'lc (-mSth'Ik), a. [Cf. F. polymaihique.
See PoLYMATHY.] Pertaining to polymathy ; acquainted
with many branches of learning.
Po-lym'a-thlst (p6-lim'a-thTst), n. One versed in
many sciences ; a person of various learning.
;

Po-lym'a-thy

(-thy),

re.

[Gr. noXvixadia.

ttoAijs

;

much

The knowledge of many
and sciences ; variety of learning.
Johnson.
Pol'y-me-nis'COU8 (pBl'I-me-nTs'kiis), a. [See Poly-,
and Meniscus.]
(Zo'dl.) Having numerous facets;
said of the compound eyes of insects and crustaceans.
Pol'y-mer (pol'i-mer), re. [See Polymeric] (Chem.)
Any one of two or more substances related to each other
by polymerism ; speciflcally, a substance produced from
another substance by chemical polymerization. [Formerly also written polymere.]
Pol'y-mer'lc (-mSr'Ik), a. [PolyGr. /ite'pot part.]
(Chem.) Having the same percentage composition (that
is, having the same elements united in the same proportion by weight), but different molecular weights
often
used with with ; thus, cyanic acid (CNOH), f ulminic acid
(CsNjOjHj), and cyanuric acid (C3N3O3H3), are polymeric
with each other.
^ff^ The figures expressing the number of atoms of
each element in a number of polymeric substances are
respectively multiples and factors of each other, or have
some simple common divisor. The relation may be merely
a numerical one, as in the example given above, or a
-)-

p.aBtiv, fnavSdvetv to learn.]

—

+

;

—

chemical one, as in the case of aldehyde, paraldehyde,
and metaldehyde.

Po-lym'er-lsm (p6-llm'er-iz'm),

(Chem.) (a) The

n.

state, quality, or relation of two or more polymeric substances.
(6) The act or process of forming polymers.

Pol'y-iner'l-za'tlon(p51'i-mgr'i-za'shun), re. (Chem.)
act or process of changh.g t,> a poiym:i:c ^'orm; the
condition resulting from sucn ^b \uge.
t.
Pol'y-mer-lze (p81'i-mer I ^,
(Chem.) To cause
polymerization of ; toproduc- jlymtrsfroni to increase
the molecular weight of, wiviiojt cJiauginrr the atomic
proportions ; thus, certain a'Adi polymeHzc aldehyde.
Pol'y-mer-lze, v. i. (Ch'sm.) To change into another
substance having the same atomic propor.i<ms, but a
higher molecular weight; to undergo po! '."taerization
thus, aldehyde polymerizes in forming para'clehyde.
Po-lym'er-OUS (po-lim'Sr uti), a. 1. (Bot.) Having
many parts or members in eacl set.
Gray.
2. (Chem.) Polymeric.
[Oi.i.]
Po-lym'nl-a (po-lim'nT-&), n. See Polyhymnia.
Pol'ym-nlte (pSl'im-nit), re. [Gr. sroAiV"'os full of
moss; jToAws much -f- juvioi/ moss.]
(Min.) A stone
marked with dendrites and bl ck liuee, and f.o disposed
as to represent rivers, manjiiis, eti;.
Pol'y-morpll (p51'i-m8rf ;.n. [0 r, iroAv^opcf os multiform ; jToAiJs many -|- p-op^-n form : cf. F. polymorphe.]
(Crystallog.) A substance cap.ible of crystallizing in several distinct forms ; also, any one of these forms. CL

The

>

.

:

;

I

Allomorph.
Pol'y-mor'phlc (-mSr'fifk), a.
Pol'y-mor'phlsm (-fiz'm), 71.
as PlEOMOREHISM.

Polymorphous.
1. (Ci-ystallog.)

Bm»

(a) The capability of a8snmii:,g different
forms ; the capability of widely vaiying iu form. (6)
Existence in many forms; the coexist nee, in the same
locality, of two or more distinct fonts iidependent of
sex, not connected by intermefliate gridatiojs, but produced from common parents.
Pol'y-mor-pho'sis (-mSr- fo'Sis), n. [NL. See Polt-,
and MoRPHOsis.]
(Zo'dl.) ITie assuuptioii of several
structural forms without a correspoi ding difference in
function ;
said of sponges, etc.
Pol'y-mor'phous (-mSr'fBs), a. X, Ha^/ing, or assuming, a variety of formis.. characters, or styles; as, a

2. (Biol.)

II

art or practice of using a polygraph.

Pol'y-grooved' (pol'i-groovd'), a. [Poly- -f groove.]
Having many grooves as, a polygrooved rifle or gun (re-

Pol'y-gyn

Po-lyg'y-nist

arts

perimeter consists of \
/
having several distinct kinds of young.
more than four sides
^^^..-^
Pol'y-ei'dlsm (-I'dTz'm), n. (Zodl.) The quality or
any figure having
Polygons.
state of being polyeidic.
many angles.
Pol'y-em'ljry-O-nate (-Sm'brT-S-nat), a. [Poly- -\Polygon of forces (Mech.), a polygonal figure, the sides
embryonale.l (Bot.) Consisting of, or having, several
of which, taken successively, represent, in length and
embryos polyembryonic.
direction, several forces acting simultaneously upon one
Pol'y-em'bry-on'lc (-Qn'Tk), a. [Poly- -{- embryonic.'] point, so that the side necessary to complete the figure
(Bot.) Polyembryonate.
represents the resultant of those forces. Cf. Parallelo(-5m'brI-6-ny),
n.
[See
Poly-,
Pol'y-em'bry-0-ny
gram of forces, under Parallelogbam.
and Embryo.] (Bot.) The production of two or more
[See PolygoPol'y-go-na'ceons (-go-na'shus), a.
embryos in one seed, due either to the existence and num.] (Bot.) Of or pertaining to a natural order of apetfertilization of more than one embryonic sac or to the alous
plants (Polygonacex), of which the knotweeds
origination of embryos outside of the embryonic sac.
(species of Polygonum) are the type, and which includes
Pol'y-foU (pol't-foil), n. [Poly- -{-/oil, n.] (Arch.) also the docks (Eumex), the buckwheat, rhubarb, sea
Same as Multipoil.
grape ( Coccoloba), and several other genera.
Po-lyg'a-la (po-ltg'a-la), n. [L., milkwort, fr. Gr.
Po-lyg'0-nal (p6-lig'o-nal), a. Having many angles.
ttoAv? much -f-yoAa milk.]
(Sot.) A genus
jroAiiyoAov
Polygonal nnmbers, certain figurate numbers. See imder
of bitter herbs or shrubs having eight stamens and a FlOtlBATE.
two-celled ovary (as the Seneca snakeroot, the flowering
Gr.
Pol'y-go-neu'tic (p51'i-g6-nu'tTk), a. [Polywintergreen, etc.) milkwort.
yoi/ij offspring.]
(Zo'ol.) Having two or more broods in
Pol'y-ga-la'ceous (pSl'I-ga-la'shiis), a. Of or pera season.
taining to a natural order of plants (Polygalacex) of
[Polygon -)Pol'y-go-nom'e-try (-nom'e-trj^), re.
which Polygala is the iype.
•meiry.'] The doctrine of polygons ; an extension of some
Po-lyg'a-lic (po-lTg'a-lik), a. (Chein.) Of, pertainof the principles of trigonometry to the case of polygons.
ing to, or obtained from, Polygala specifically, designaPo-lyg'o-nous (po-lig'6-nus), a. Polygonal.
ting an acrid glucoside (called polygalic acid, senegin,
Po-lyg'o-num (-num), n. [NL., fr. Gr. iroAuyoi'oc a
etc.), resembling, or possibly identical with, saponin.
kind
yo'ru the knee, a joint of
of a plant ; woAtis many
Pol'y-ga'nfl-a (pol'I-ga'mT-a), re. pi. [NL. See Poa
plant.
So called in allusion to the numerous joints.]
LYQAMOua.] (Bot.) (a) A Linnaean class of plants, char(Bot.) A genus of plants embracing a large number of
acterized by having both hermaphrodite and unisexual
knotweed, smartweed, etc.
8owers on the same plant, (b) A name given by Lin- species, including bistort,
Po-lyg'o-ny (-nj), n. (Bot.) Any plant of the genus
naeus to five orders of plants having syngenesious flowers.
Polygonum.
Pol'y-ga'ml-an (-an), a. (Bot.) Polygamous.
[NL.
See
Pol'y-gor'dl-US (p61'i-g6r'dl-iis), n.
Po-lyg'a-mlst (po-lig'a-mTst), n. [Cf. F. polyga(Zo'ol. ) A genus of marine annePoly-, and GoKcnis.]
miste, poll/game, Gr. woAu'ya/nos, a.] One who practices
It is
lids, believed to be an ancient or ancestral type.
polygamy, or maintains its lawfulness.
II

many

longiug to the order Polygynia.
cates polygyny.

[Obs.']

[Poly- -\- genesis, or
PO-lyg'e-ny (po-llj'e-ny-),
root of Gr. yiyveaeM
J
to be born.] (Biol.) The theory that living organisms
originate in cells or embryos of different kinds, instead
of coming from a single cell
opposed to monogenesis,
Pol'y-ge-net'iC (p51'i-je-n6t'ik), a. 1. Having many
distinct sources ; originating at various places or times.
2. (Biol.) Of or pertaining to polygenesis ; polyphyletic.
Polygenetit mountain range (Geol.), one which is composite, or consists of two or more monogenetic ranges,
each having had its own history of development. Dana.
;

(Bot.) Having
styles; ba-

a.

1

)

;

Pol'y-gas'trl-ca (-tri-ka), n. pi. [NL. So called
because they were supposed to have several stomachs, or
II

;

is often very
elegant in form
and sculpture.

Pol'y-gyn'l-an (p51'i-jin'I-an),
"
Po-lyg'y-nous (po-ilj'i-nus),

of the

Po-lyg'e-nist (-nist), re. (Biol.) One who maintains
that animals of the same species have sprung from more
than one original pair
opposed to monogenist.
Po-ly|;'e-nouS (-nus), a. [Poly- -f- -genous : cf Gr.

and

)il

One

Po-lyg'e-nism (p6-lij'e-niz'm), re.
[Cf. F. polygenisme.] (Biol.) The doctrine that animals of the same
species have sprung from more than one original pair.

com-

is

(Zo'dl.)

;

eluding numerous minute marine species.

Pol'y-gas'trlo (pSl'i-gSs'trlk), ».
Polygastrica.

Pol'y-gen'ic (-jeu'Ik),
polygeny polygenetic.

A division of

Kadiolaria

POLYMORPHOUS
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PoI'y-crot'lC (p51'i-kr5t'ik), a. [PolyGr. xporeii/ to beat.]
(Physiol.) Of or pertaining to poly erotism manifesting polycrotism ; as, a poly erotic pulse
a, polycrotic pulse curve.

;

;

;

find,

fern,

recent;

ice,

—

polymorphous author.
Having, or .itouning
opposed to monom orphic.

2. (Biol.)

forms
idea,

;

—

ill;

old,

'

-n,

obey, 6rb, old;

De

Quinccy.

3everal distinct

«

Existence in

n.

many very

(Bot.) (a)
Po'ly-moun'tain (po'lj^-moun'ttn), n.
Same a3 Poly, n. (b) The closely related Teucrium
a plant
montanum,
montanum, formerly called Folium
(c) The Barlsia alpina, a low
of Southern Europe,
purple-flowered herb of Europe.
[NL. See
Pol'y-my'o-dae (p51'T-ml'6-de), n. pi.
PoLYMYOiD.] (Zool.) Same as Osgines.
Pol'y-my'0-dOUS (-dSs), a. {Zool.) Polymyoid.
Gr. y-vi,
[PolyPo-lym'y-Old (pS-lTm'i-oid), a.
{Zool.) Having numerous vocal
-oid.']
javos, muscle
muscles ; of or pertaining to the Polymyodae.
Pol'y-neme (pSl'I-nem), n. [_Poly- Gr. lojiaa thread. ]
{Zool.) Any one of numerous species of tropical food
They have several
fishes of the family Polynemidx.
slender filaments, often very long, below the pectoral fin.
Called also
quality.
good
isinglass
of
yield
Some of them

strong

+

—

a.

A

A

important parts which share the melody among them
contrapuntal compositsion ;
opposed to homophony, in
which the melody is given to one part only, the others
See Counterpoint.
filling out the harmony.
Pol'y-phore (pol'J-for), n. [Poly- -\- Gr. i^ipeiv to

—

—

;

as,

the polynomial theorem.

2. Consisting of two or more words ; having names
consisting of two or more words ; as, a polynomial
;

+

(Bot.)

clan.]

nuclear.l
Pol'y-nu'cle-ar (-nu'kle-er), a. [.Poly(Biol.) Containing many nuclei.
Pol'y-nu-cle'o-lar (-nu-kle'o-ler), a. [Poly- -\- nucleolar.2
(i?joZ.) Having more than one nucleolus.
[Poly- -f- Gr.
Pol'y-om'ma-tOUS (-5m'ma-tus), a.
Having many eyes.
vfifia, -axos, the eye.]
-\- Gr. oTO^ia,
[Poly(-8n'6-mQs),
a.
Pol'y-on'O-mous
mvfia, name cf. Gr. iroAuuioi/iioi.] Having many names
Sir
W. Jones.
titles
polyonymous.
or
Pol'y-on'0-my (-my), n. [Cf. Gr. n-oXviawiiCa a multitude of names.] The use of a variety of names for the
same object.
G. S. Faber.

+

1.

An

object

—

;

many +

(Bot.) Manyleaved as, a polyphyllous calyx or perianth.
[NL.] {Zoiil.) The AnllPol'y-pl (pol'I-pi), n.pl.
thozoa.
Pol'y-pide (-pTd or -pid), n. {Zool.) One of the ordinary zooids of the Bryozoa. [Spelt also polypid.'\
Po-lyp'1-dom (po-lTp'i-diim), re. [Polypus -\- L. domus house.] {Zool.)
coral, or corallum also, one of
the coral-like structures made by bryozoans and hydroids.
[F.]
polypidom.
Po'ly'pler' (po'le'pya'), re.
Pol'y-plt'e-ra (pSl'i-pif'e-ra), re. pZ. [NL.] (Zool.)
ttoAus

;

<f)uAAoi' leaf.]

;

;

(p51'if-o-nIm), n.

(Biol.)

TToAuc^uAAos

:

A

which

has a variety of names.
2. A polynomial name or term.

;

A

II

II

The Anthozoa.

Polyonomous.
(-5n'T-miis), a.
[IfL., from Gr. ttoAvs
(-trum),
many
677x09 seen.]
)

Pol'y-on'y-mous

Pol'y-op'tron (-op'tr5n). In.

Pol'y-op'trum

A receptacle

which bears many ovaries.
(-ft-lSt'Ik), a.
[PolyGr. <l,v\ri
Pertaining to, or characterized by, descent from more than one root form, or from many different root forms polygenetic ;
opposed to monophylelic.
Po-lyph'yl-lous (po-llfil-liis or pol'T-fTl'-), a. [Gr.
bear.]

Pory-phy-let'lo

name polynomial nomenclature.

Pol'y-O-nym

^

phonic characters.
3. {Mus.) Consisting of several tone series, or melodic
parts, progressing simultaneously according to the laws
of counterpoint ; contrapvmtal ; as, a polyphonic composition ;
opposed to homophonic, or monadic.
Po-lyph'O-nism (po-lif'6-niz'm), re. Polyphony.
Po-lyph'O-nlst (-nist), n. 1.
proficient in the art
of multiplying sounds ; a ventriloquist.
master of polyphony ; a contrapuntist.
2. (Mus.)
Po-lyph'0-noU8 (-nSs), a. Same as Polyphonic.
Po-lyph'O-ny (-nj), n. [Gr. TfoAvc^ui'ia.] 1. Multiplicity of sounds, as in the reverberations of an echo.
2. Plurality of sounds and articulations expressed by
the same vocal sign.
3. (Mus.) Composition in mutually related, equally

to Polynesia (the islands of
cific), or to the Polynesians.
Pol'y-ne'slans (-zhanz or -shanz),«. pi. ; sing. Polynesian. (Ethnol.) The race of men native in Polynesia.
Po-lyn'1-a (po-lin'I-4), n. [Euss. poluineia a warm
place in water, i. e., a place which does not freeze.]
The open sea supposed to surround the north pole. Kane.
Pol'y-no'ml-ai (pol'T-no'mT-al), n. \_Poly- -\- -nomial,
as in monomial, binomial : cf. F. polynome.'] {Alg.) An
expression composed of two or more terms, connected
2ab -\- b'.
Ijy the signs plus or minus ; as, a^
Pol'y-no'ml-ai, a.
X. Containing many names or

multinomial

II

silk.

:

-oid."]

[Polypus -f- -ferous.']
Pol-y-plf'er-OUS (-er-iis), a.
{Zool. ) Bearing polyps, or polypites.
Pol'y-plp'a-rous (-pTp'a-riis), a. [Polypus -)- L. parere to produce.] (Zool.) Producing polyps.
1. {Zool.) (a) One of the
Pol'y-pite (pol'i-pit), re.
feeding zooids, or polyps, of a coral, hydroid, or siphonophore a hydranth.
See Illust. of Campanhlaeian.
(6) Sometimes, the manubrium of a hydroid medusa.
2. (Paleon.) A fossil coral.
Pol'y-pla-coph'o-ra (pSl'I-pla-kSfS-ra), re. pi. [NL.
See Poly-, and Placophora.] {Zool.) See Placophora.
-plasiic.']
[PolyPoVy-plas'tlc (-plSs'tik), a.
(Biol.) Assuming, or having the power of assuming,
many forms as, a polyplastie element which does not
preserve its original shape.
[Cf. F. polypode.
See
Pol'y-pode (pol'I-pod), re.
Polypody.] {Bot.) A plant of the genus Polypodium
polypody. [Written also polypod.']
Pol'y-pode, re. [Gr. ttoKvitovs, TToAvrroSos, the wood
louse, mille-pei: cLF. polypode.
See Polyp.] {Zool.)
An animal having many feet a myriapod.
Pol'y-po'dl-um (p51'i-po'dT-um), re. [L., fr. Gr. iroAunoSiov, dim. of ttoAuttovs.
See Polyp, and cf. 2d Polypode.] (Bot.) A genus of plants of the order Filices or
ferns.
The fructifications are in uncovered roundish
points, called sori, scattered over the inferior surface of
the frond or leaf. There are numerous species.
Pol'y-po'dy (p51'I-po'dy), re. (Bot.) Any plant of the

+

{Opt.) A glass through which objects appear multiplied,
but diminished in size. [iJ.]
Pol'y-O-ra'ma (-o-ra'mi- or -ra'ma), n. [Poly- -\- Gr.
A view of many objects also, a
opaiiLa a sight, view.]
sort of panorama with dissolving views.
Pol'yp (pSl'ip), n. [L. polypus, Gr. noKvnov;, ttoKviro5o5, literally, many-footed
Troiis, ttoSoi,
ttoAuj many
foot cf. F. polype. See Poly- and Foot, and cf. PolyPODE, Polypody, Poitlp.] {Zool.) (a) One of the feeding
or nutritive zooids of a hydroid or coral. (6) One of the
Anthozoa. (c) pi. Same as Anthozoa. See Anthozoa,
Madreporabia, Hydroid. [Written also fioZj(pe.]
;

;

+

;

II

:

+

;

—

Frosh-water polyp, the hydra.
Polyp stem (Zool.), t\ia.t
portion of the stem of a siphouophore which bears the
polypites, or feeding zooids.

Po-lyp'a-rOUS (po-lip'a-rQs), a. [Poly- -\- Tj. parere
to produce.] Producing or bearing a great number;
bringing forth many.

Crossopteeyoian.
Po-lyp'te-rus (p6-lTp'te-riis), re. [NL., fr. Gr. jtoAOs
-{- inepov feather, wing.]
(Zool.) An African genus of ganoid fishes including the bichir.
Pol'yp-tO'tOn (p51'Tp-to't5n), re. [L., fr. Gr. iroAuiTTuTos having, or being in, many cases iroAiis many -|(Ehet.) A figure by which a word is ren-TOMTis case.]
peated in different forms, cases, numbers, genders, etc.,
My own heart's heart, and
as in Tennyson's line,
ownest own, farewell.
Pol'y-pus (pSl'i-pus), re. ; pi. E. Polypcses (-5z), L.
Polypi (-pi). [L. See Polyp.] 1. (.^ooZ. ) Same as Polyp.
2. (Med. ) A tumor, usually with a narrow base, somewhat resembling a pear,
found in the nose, uterus,
etc., and produced by hypertrophy of some portion of
the mucous membrane.
Pol'y-rhl'ZOUS (-ri'ziSs), «. [Gr. jToAv'ppi^os ttoAus
many 4- pi'fa root.] {Bot.) Having numerous roots, or

many

;

Of or pertaining
the eastern and central Pa-

;

apple,
It pro-

"^^S^

Pol'y-ne'moid (-nS'moid), a.
(Zool.) Of or pertaining to the polynemes, or the family

terms

trees.

Called also
American silkworm.
~S
Pol'y-phone (pBiTfon), n.
A character or Polyphemus. Larva, eatmg leaf,
vocal sign representing more than one sound, as read,
which is pronounced red or red.
Pol'y-phon'ic (p51'i-f Sn'Ik), a. [Gr. m\v'paiv(K noAvs many -j- <j>uirij sound cf. F. polyphone.'] 1. Having
a multiplicity of sounds.
2. Characterized by polyphony ; as, Assyrian poly-

+

[Polyneme

II

duces a large amount of

+

threadfish.

cherry,

willow,

and other

II

+

Po-iyp'te-roI'de-1 (po-ltp'te-roi'de-i), re. pi. [NL.
See PoLYPTEEtts, and -oiD.] (Zool.) A suborder of dxisting ganoid fishes having numerous fins along the back.
The bichir, or Polypterus, is the type. See Illust. under

large, bright green, with silvery tubercles,

and with oblique white
stripes on the sides, feeds
on the oak, chestnut,

forms; polymorphism.

Polynemid^.
Pol'y-ne'slan (-zhan or -shan),

POLYSYNTHETICISM
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POLYMORPHY
Pol'y-mor'phy (p51'I-m6r'£y),

"

;;

:

II

;

—

+

genus Polypodium.
Pol'y-pold (p61'I-poid), a. [Polyp
-oid.l X.{Zodl.)
Like a polyp ; having the nature of a polyp, but lacking

+

the tentacles or other parts.
2. (Med.) Resembling a polypus in appearance; having a character like that of a polypus.

;

Po-lyph'a-gous (p6-Hf'a-gus),
polyphagus, Gr.

many

TroKv<l><xyo';

;

a.

jroAv'5

[L.

much,

II

to eat ci. F. polyphage.J
Eating, or subsisting on, many kinds of
food ; as, polyphagous animals.
Po-lyph'a-gy (-jj), n. The practice or
faculty of subsisting on many kinds of food.
-(- (jtayeiv

II

prescribing too many medicines. (6) A prescription made
up of many medicines or ingredients.
Dunglison.
Pol'y-phe'mus (-fe'mus), re. [L. Polyphemus the

eyed

;

+

Overbusy officious, [/v.]
Pol'y-prag'ma-ty (-prSg'ma-ty),

-icnl.']

(Bombycidse). Its
is

II

-,

,

,

Polyphemus.

unite,

r^de,

Male Imago,

fuiU,

up, <irn

Heywood.

;

;

rootlets.

[Poly- -f- Gr.
Pol'y-sche'ma-tlst (-ske'ma-tTst), a.
Having, or existing in, many difCTXrJiiia form, manner.]
ferent forms or fashions ; multiform.
[Gr. TroAvo-Kon-ot farPol'y-SCOpe (pSl'i-skop), re.
cf. F.
seeing
TToAiis much, many -\- crKoireiv to view
polyscope.']
glass which makes a single ob1. {Opt.)
ject appear as many ; a multiplying glass.
Hutton.
2. (Med.) An apparatus for affording a view of the
different cavities of the body.
sepal."]
Pol'y-sep'al-OUS (-sSp'al-us), a. [Poly{Bot. ) Having the sepals separate from each other.
[Poly- -\- silicic.']
Pol'y-si-liC'ic (-sT-lIs'Ik), a.
(Chem.) Of or pertaining to compounds formed by the
condensation of two or more molecules of silicic acid.
Polysilicic acid (Chem.), any one of a series of acids
formed by the condensation of two or more molecules of
silicic acid, with elimination of water.
Prt'y-spast (pol'i-spSst), re. [L. polyspaston, fr. Gr.
TToAuo'Trao'TOi/, fr. TroAvCTTrao'Tos drawn by several cords
TToAii; many -j- (Tirai/ to draw
ci.¥. polyspaste.] (Surg.)
A machine consisting of many pulleys specifically, an
apparatus formerly used for reducing luxations.
Pol'y-Sper'mOUB (-sper'mfis), a. [Gr. Trokvantpnos ;

;

pity

;

food,

re.

+

ft>t>t

;

out, oil

j

chair

:

;

A

+

;

:

;

many

TToAv!

-j- <rjrep(u.o

{Bot.) Containing

seed.]

;

go

;

many

as, a polyspermous capsule or berry.
Martyn.
(Biol.) Fullness of
Pol'y-sper'my (-sper'm^), re.
sperm, or seed the passage of more than one spermatozoon into the vitellus in the impregnation of the ovum.

seeds

;

;

+

Pol'y-spor'OHS (-spor'iis), a. [Polyspore.] (Bot.',
Containing many spores.
Pol'y-Stom'a-ta (-st6m'a-ta), re. pi. [NL.. from Gr.
n-oAiJs many -f- o-ro/ia, -0x05, mouth.] (Zool.) A division of trematode worms having
more than two suckers. Called also Polystomea and Polystoma.
Pol'y-stome (p51'i-stom), a. [Gr. TToII

Auo-xo^oios

many-mouthed

ttoAus -j- a-rofia

;

mouth.] {Zo'ol.) Having many mouths.
Pol'y-stome, re. (,^ooL) An animal having

many mouths

— appUed to Protozoa.

;

Pol'y-Style (-stil), a. [Gr. ffoAvcxTvAos
with many colunms jroAus many -|- a-xvAo9
column: cf. "F. poly style.] (Arch.) Having many columns
said of a building,
especially of an interior part or court;
as, a poly style hall.
re.
A polystyle hall
or edifice.
(-sul'fid
or -fid), re.
Pol'y-SUl'phlde
[Poly- -j- sulphide.] (Chem.) A sulphide
having more than one atom of sulphur in
contrasted with monosul- One
the molecule
;

;

—

^

;

—

phide-

Pol'y-sul'phu-ret

(-f ia-r5t),

A nmf
polysulphide. [Obsoles.]
-, 1V1 .«,
«« *-#j
/

re.

\

Pol'y-syl-lab'lo (-sil-lSb'ik),
Pol'y-Syl-lab'lC-al (-I-kal),

cniAAa^os

many

TroAv's

;

-|-

(CAem.)
\

)
)

r^

a. [Gr.
tto\v-

<™AAa/3)j syl-

of the Polystomata (Poll/«'°"',«"'> "»

ppn'r^l,?^"
Iteproauctive Organsi
stomach 6
PosteriorSuck.
s

;

F. polysyllaUque.] Pertainmg IniJirged °°
to a polysyllable ; containing, or characterized by, polysyllables ; consisting of more than three
lable

:

cf.

syllables.

Pol'y-syl-lab'l-cism (-T-sIz'm), n. Polysyllabism.
Pol'y-syl'la-Mc'l-ty (-sH'la-bls'I-tj^), re. Polysyllabism.
Earle.
Pol'y-syl'la-blsm (-silla-Mz'm), re. The quality or
state of being polysyllabic,
(-sTl'14-b'l), re.
[Poly- -\- syllable.]
syllables, or consisting of more syllables
less than four syllables being
called monosyllables, dissyllables, and trisyllables,
Characterized by
Pol'y-syn-det'lc (-sIn-dSt'Tk), a.

Pol'y-syl'la-ble

A

word

of

many

than three

;

— words of

polysyndeton, or

the

multiplication

of

— Pol'y-syn-det'Ic-al-ly (-T-kol-iy), adv.
II

Pol'y-syn'de-ton (-sTn'de-t5n),

TToAus

many

-f-

re.

bound together,

aiivSero';

conjunctions.

[NL., from Gr.
fr.

avi'Stlv to

bind together; aiiv with -f- Selv to bind.]
(P/iet.) A
figure by which the conjunction is often repeated, as in
the sentence, " We have ships and men and mouey and
stores."

Opposed to asi/ndeton.

Pol'y-syn'the-sls

(-tlie-sTs),

re.

[Poly- -f synthesis.]

The act or process of combining many separate elements into a whole.
2. (Philol.) The formation of a word by tlie combina1.

tion of several simple words, as in the aboriginal languages of America agglutin.ition.
Latham.
Pol'y-syn-thet'lc (-sln-thSt'Ik), a.
[Polysynthetic]
Characterized by polysynthesis ; agglutinative.
Polysynthotlc twinning (Alin.), repeated twinninir. like
that of tlie trioliuic feldspar, producing fine parallel
bands ui alternately reversed positions.
Pol'y-syn-thet'1-clsm (-T-stz'm), «. Polysynthesis.
;

[Poly- -f Gr.
7rpav;iiaT«'a business.] The stnte of being overbusy. [jB.]
(poi'l-pro'tft-dOn'ti),
Pol'y-pro'to-don'ta
_«. pi.
Trpairos first -f- ofioii?, ofidi'Tos,
[NL., fr. Gr. ttoAu'; many
division
of
marsupials
in
whicli
(Zuiil.)
A
there
tooth.]
are more th.an four incisor teeth in each jaw.

worm family

use,

+

;

blinded by
XTlysses.]
{Zool.) A very
large American
moth ( T^.lea polyphemus) belong,
ing to the Silk-

which

[NL.

m

Cyclops
who was

larva,

pi.

Po-lyp'O-rUS (-rus), n. ; pi. Polypori (-ri). [NL., fr.
Gr. TToAiis many
nopo^ a pore.] (Bot.) A genus of
fungi having the under surface full of minute pores;
also, any fungus of this genus.
1!!^°" Polyporus fomentorivs was formerly dried and
cut
slices for tinder, called amadou.
P. betulinus is
common in America, and forms very large thick white
semicircular excrescences on birch trees. Several species
of Polyporu.^ are considered edible.
Pol'y-pous (p51'I-pus), (T. [Cf. F. polypeux. See PolOf the nature of a polypus having many feet or
yp.]
roots, like the polypus affected with polypus.
[PolyPol'y-prag-mat'lc (-prSg-mSt'Ik), ) a.
pragmatic,
Pol'y-prag-mat'ic-al (-T-k«l),
)

+

(pol'i-far'ma^s5f), n.
[PolyGr.
'jiapix.aKeCa the using of medicine, fr. <j>apiJ.aKov medicine
cf. F. polypharmacie.']
(Med.) (a) The act or practice of

-

re.

(Zool.) Same as Hydeozoa.
Po-lyp'O-rous (po-lTp'o-rQs ; 277), a. [Poly- -\- poHaving many pores.
Wright.
rous.']

Pol'y-phar'ma-cy

one

P0l'y-p0-me-du'S8B (p51'T-po-me-dii'se),

See Polyp, and Medusa.]

:

'

—

;

Pol'y-pa-ry (pol'T-pa-ri^), re. ; pi. PoLYPARiBS (-riz).
£See Polyp.] {Zool.) Same as Polypidom.
Pol'ype (pSl'ip), n. [F.] (2'oS;.) See Polyp.
Pol'y-pe'an (pSl'i-pe'an), a. {Zool.) Of or pertaining
to a polyp, or polyps.
Pol'y-pe-ryth'rln (pSl'T-pe-rith'rtn), n. [Polyp
Gr. epuflpds red.] {Physiol. Chem.) A coloring matter
iuund in many simple Anthozoa and some hydroids,
Pol'y-pet'al-OUS (-pSt'al-ils), a. [Poly-{-petal.'\ {Bot.) Consisting of, or having,
several or many separate petals as, a polypetalous corolla, flower, or plant. Martyn.

'

sins, iQk

+

;

then, tUin

;

bow

;

zh =: z

in azure.

;

Pol'y-tech'nlc (pSl'I-tek'nik),

+

[Gr. Tro\\n^yya%

a.

;

inauy
cf. F, polytechnique.2 ComTe'xi") an art
apprelieiiding, or relating to, many arts and sciences
plied particularly to schools in which many branches of art
:

;

—

A

(o)
perfume to be carried with one, often in the form
box to contain such perfume, formerly
of a ball,
(ft)
carried by ladies, as at the end of a chain ;
more prop-

A

erly ^omareder-

—

ftoa:.

Bacon.

[Ofts.]

+

and science are taught with especial reference to their
practical application also to exhibitions of machinery
and industrial products.

Fo'ma-rine (po'ma-rin), a. [Gr. n-wjua a lid
pi's,
pivos, nose.]
{Zool.) Having the nostril covered with a

Polytechnic.
science of the me-

Pomarine jager (Zool.), a North Atlantic jager (Stercorarius pomarinus) having the elongated middle tail
feathers obtuse. The adult is black.

;

Pol'y-tech'nio-al (-ni-kal),
Pol'y-tech'nics (-niks), n.
II

a.

The

[NL.

Pol'y-Uia-la'ml-a (-tha-la'mT-a), n. pi.

PoLYTHALAMOus.]

A

{Zool.)

division

of

lPoly-

+ GT.

flaAa/ios

—

a chamber.]

the hair

A

:

In the Old Testament, the gradual development
of pohjtheism from the primitive monotheism may
Schaff-Herzog. Polythalamia
be learned.

(x

15J

;

-f-

{Bot.) Subdivided into many
distinct subordinate parts, which, however, not being
jointed to the petiole, are not true leaflets ;
said of
Henslow.
leaves.
division into many
Po-lyt'0-my (-mj), n. (Logic)
ting, fr. Tiixveiv to cut.]

—

A

members.

jF.

Bowen.

Pol'y-tung'stic (-stik), a. (Chem.) Containing several tungsten atoms or radicals as, poly tungstic acid.
Polytnngstlc acid (Chem.), any one of several complex
acids of tungsten containing more than one atom of tung;

sten.

[Poly-

(-tip), n.

+ -type.}

{Print.)

A cast,

as,

;

apolytype in

relief.

;

Pol'y-type, a. {Print.) Of or pertaining to polytypes
ebtained by polytyping as, apolytype plate.
Pol'y-type, v. t. limp. & p. p. Polyttped (-tipt) p.
pr. & vb. n. PoLYTYPiHO (-ti'ping).] {Print.) To produce a poly type of as, to poly type an engraving.
[NL.
See Poly-, and
Pol'y-U'll-a (-ii'ri-a), n.
Urine.] {3Ied.) A persistently excessive flow of watery
urine, with low specific gravity and without the presence
of either albumin or sugar. It is generally accompanied
with more or less thirst.
[PolyL. valens,
Po-lyv'a-lent (po-lTv'a-lent), a.
See Valbnt.] {Chem.) Multivalent.
p. pr.
Pol'yve (pSl'iv), n. [See Polive.] A pulley. [Ofo.]
[NL., fr. Gr. n-oAus
Pol'y-ZO'a (p81'T-zo'4), n. pi.
many
{Zool.) Same as Bbyozoa.
f^of an animal.]
See Illust. under Beyozoa, and Phylactol^mata.
;

;

II

+

II

+

{Zool.) (a) Any species of
Pol'y-ZO'an (-an), n.
Polyzoa one of the Polyzoa. (6) A polyzodn.
Pol'y-ZO-a'rl-Uin (-zo-a'rt-iim), re. ; pi. Polyzoaeia
[NL.] {Zo'dl.) Same as Polyzoary.
(-4).
PoVy-zo'a-ry (-zo'a-rj^), re. {Zool.) The compound
organism of a palyzoan.
Pol'y-zon'jd (-zon'al), a. \_Poly- -f- zonaW] Consist;

II

ing of

many

A pommel.

zones or rings.

Polyzonal lens ( Opt.), a lens made up of pieces arranged
in zones or rings,
used in the lanterns of lighthouses.

—

Chaucer.

\_Obs.']

Pompelmous.]

[Cf.

re.

xxviii. 33.

A vari-

Pomeranian dog (Zool.), the loup-loup, or Spitz dog.

A

re.
kind of sweet, juicy
[yfiitten also po'mwater.J
Shak.
(pSm'y), re. / pi. Pomeys (-Tz).
[F. pomme
grown round, or Uke an apple, p. p. oi pommer to pome.]
{Her.)
figure supposed to resemble an apple ; a roundel,
always of a green color.

apple,

Pom'ey

A

Pg. pamof two or more

[Perhaps corrupt,

fr.

pano a kind of fish.] {Zool.) {a) One
species of marine food fishes of the genus Stromateus
{S. niger, S. argenteus) native of Southern Europe and
Asia,
marine food fish of Bermuda (i?ra»!ai?aj!).
(ft)
[L. pomifer; poPo-mll'er-OUS (po-mlfer-fis), a.
{Bot.)
fruit -|- /erre to bear; cf. F. pomifere.'\
{a) Bearing pomes, or applelike fruits.
(6) Bearing
fruits, or excrescences, more or less resembling an apple.

A

mum

(pfim'mtj

48),

;

See Pomace.

re.

See Pomey.]
{Her.)
[F.
llPom'mi' (po'ma'), a.
Having the ends terminating in rounded protuberances
or single balls

;

;

pride.

display

;

to

B. Jonson.
;

—

Also much used adjectively.
Pom'pa-no (p6m'pa-no), re.
ten also ^a??ipareo.] {Zool.) 1. Any one of several

[Sp. pAmpano."]

[yfut-

species of marine fishes
of the genus Trachynoof which four spe-

--^

tus,

cies are found on the Atlantic coast of the United

States

;

— called alBopalo-

meta.

(J^^.They have a

bril-

Carolina

liant silvery or golden
luster, and are highly es-

Pompano (Trachynotia
CaroUnus).

teemed as food fishes. The round pompano (T. rhomboides) and the Carolina pompano (Z\ Carolinus) are the
most common. Other species occur on the Pacific coast.

a small bivalve shell of the genus
because eaten by the pompano.

shell (ZooZ.),

— so

called

[Obs.'\

[L pompalicus.'] PompBarrow.
re. ; pi. Pompelmouses
G. pompelmtise, F. pample-

a.

[D.pompelmoes ;

cf.

audF pompoleon.}
.

{Bot.)

A shaddock, esp.

one

of large size.

—

Pom'mage

To make a pompous

i.

F. pQN'pa'door'), re. A
crimson or pink color ; also, a style of dress cut low and
square in the neck ; also, a mode of dressing the hair by
drawing it straight back from the forehead over a roll ;
so called after the Marchioness de Pompadour of France.

(-Sz).

ety of shaddock, called also grape fruit.
Pome'ly (pom'ly), a. [OF. pomele, F. pommele.
See Pome.] .Dappled. [Ofti.] " Pomely gray." Chaucer.
Pom'e-ra'ni-an (p5m'e-fa'ni-an), a. Of or pertaining
to Pomerania, a province of Prussia on the Baltic Sea.
re.
A native or inhabitant of Pomerania.

re.

grandeur

\_Ohs.'\

Pom'pa-dour (pom'pa-diTor

mousse,

Ex.

(-frSt),

;

;

Pom'pel-mous (pSm'pSl-mQs),

and as a house

Pom'fret

V.

ostentation

;

Pom-pat'lc (pom-pSt'Tk),

pomegranate.

;

Pomp (pomp),
conduct.

ous.

plant in colder climates.
The fruit is as large as an
orange, and has a hard
rind
containing
many
rather large seeds, each
Pomegranate. Flowering Branch,
one separately covered
and Fruit whole and in section.
with crimson, acid pulp.
2. A carved or embroidered ornament resembling a

—

magnificence

;

Pompano

Pome'wa'ter (pQm'wa'ter),

By pressing the wood cut into semifluid metal, an intaglio
matrix is produced and from this matrix, in a similar way, a
Hansard.
polytype in relief is obtained.

state

[Florida]

fruit of the tree Punica
Granatum ; also, the tree
itself (see Balaustine),
wliich is native in the Orient, but is successfully
cultivated in many warm

Pom'el (piim'Sl), re.
Pom'e-lo (pom'5-16),

;

;

;

;

Donax;

Pome,
and
Gaenet,
Geain.]
1. {Bot.) The

countries,

parade display power.
2. Show of magnificence
Syn. — Display parade; pageant; pageantry; splen.
dor

2. A California harvest fish {Stromateus simillimus),
highly valued as a food fish.

pomum a fruit -j- granatus grained, having many
grains or seeds.
See

or facsimile copy, of an engraved block, matter in type,
etc. (see citation)

F. grenade, L.

grenate,

A salt of poly-

(p51'l-tilng'stat), n.

tungstic acid.

Pol'y-type

Pome, V. i. [Cf. F. pommer. See Pome, re.] To
grow to a head, or form a head in growing. [Ofts.]
Pome'gran'ate (pSm'gran'at 277), n. [OE. pomgarnet, OF.
pome de
;

creiMula)."'

1 a.
Of or pertaining to
Pol'y-the-is'tlc (-Ts'tik),
Pol'y-the-is'tic-al (-tT-kal), ) polytheism ; characterized by polytheism; professing or advocating polytheism ; as, polytheistic worship a polytheistic author, or
nation.
Pol'y-the-ls'tlc-al-ly , adv.
Pol'y-the-lze (-iz), v. i. To adhere to, advocate, or
3Hlman.
inculcate, the doctrine of polytheism.
Pol'y-the'llsm (-the'llz'm), n. iPoly- -f Gr. AtjA^ a
nipple.] (Anat. ) The condition of having more than two
teats, or nipples.
Po-lyt'0-COUS (p6-lTt'o-kus), a. [Gr. -nokmoKot ; ttoAu; many -\- tokos offspring.]
1. (Sot.) Bearing fruit
repeatedly, as most perennial plants ; polycarpic.
2. {Zool.) Producing many eggs or young.
Gr. toujj a cutPo-lyt'o-mous (-o-mus), a. IPoly-

Pol'y-tung'State

To dress with pomatum.

t.

Pome (pom), n. [L. pomum a fruit cf. F. pomme
apple.
Cf. Pomade.]
1. {Bot.)
fruit composed of
several cartilaginous or bony carpels inclosed in an adherent fleshy mass, which is partly receptacle and partly
calyx, as an apple, qumce, or pear.
2. {R. C. Ch.)
ball of silver or other metal, which
is filled with hot water, and used by the priest in cold
weather to warm his hands during the service.
:

Pol'y-the-lsm (p51'T-the-Tz'm), n. \_Poly\- Gr. fleos god cf. P. polytheisme.'] The
doctrine of, or belief in, a plurality of gods.

—

v.

Wiseman.

A

of Nautilus.

[Cf. F. polytheiste.']
Pol'y-the-lst, n.
One who believes in, or maintains the doctrine of, a plurality of gods.

A

[See Pomade.]
perchiefly used in dressing

(pS-ma'tiim), n.

pomade.

;

Po-ma'tum,

a.

{Zool.)

applied to shells of
Many-chambered
Foraminifera and cephalopods. See Ulust.
;

Po-ma'tum

fumed unguent or composition,

Foraminifera including those having a many-

chambered shell.
Pol'y-thal'a-mous (-thai'a-mus),

scale.

See

;

POND
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POLYTECHNIC
'ffoAOt

;

;

— said of a cross.

Pomme'

Pom'pet (pBm'pet), re. [OF. pompette.']
The ball formerly used to ink the type.
Pom'phO-lys (p6m'f6-liks), re. [L., fr. Gr.

{Print.)
jro/oH^dAuf

a bubble, the slag on the surface of smelted ore, from
jro^(()os a blister.]
1. {Old Chem.) Impure zinc oxide.
2. {Sled.') A skin disease in which there is an eruption
of bullae, without inflammation or fever.
Pom-pil'lion (p5m-pll'yiin), re. An ointment or poma-

tum made

of black poplar buds.
[Oft*.]
(pura'pi-lin), re. [OF. pompon.

Pom'pl-on

Cotgrave.
See Pump-

See PuMPiON.

kin.]

Pom'pire (pom'pir), re. [L. pomum a fruit, LL. also,
+ pirum a pear.] A pearmain. [Obs.']
Pom-pole-on (-po'le-5n), re. {Bot.) See Pompelmous.

an apple

(p8m'p5n), n. [F.] 1. Any trifling ornafor a woman's dress or bonnet.
2. {3Iil.)
tuft or ball of wool, or the like, sometimes
worn by soldiers on the front of the hat, instead of a
feather.
Pom-pos'1-ty (p6m-p5s'T-ty), n. ; pi. Pomposities
(-tiz).
The quality or state of being pompous pom-

Pom'pon

ment

A

;

pousuess.

Thackeray.

Pom-po'SO (p5m-po'so), a. & adv.
Grand and dignified in grand style.
Pomp'OUS (pSmp'us), a. [F. pompeux,
II

[It.]

{Jifus.)

;

L.

pomposus.

See Pomp.] 1. Displaying pomp stately showy with
grandeur; magnificent; as, a pompous procession.
;

2. Ostentatious

;

pretentious

;

boastful

;

;

vainglorious

m

as, pompous manners
a pompous style. " Pompous
high presumption."
Chaucer.
The pompous vanity of the old schoolmistress. Thackeray..
;

— Pomp'ous-ly, adv. — Pomp'ous-ness,

re.

Pomp'tine (pSmp'tln), a. See Pontine.
Pom'wa'ter (pQm'wa'ter), re. Same as Pomewatee.
Pon'cho (pSn'cho),'re./ p/. Ponchos (-choz). [Sp.J
1. A kind of cloak worn by the Spanish Americans,
having the form of a blanket, with a silt in the middle
for the head to pass through. A kind ot poncho made of
rubber or painted cloth is used by the mounted troops in

[F., literally,
blanche' (pom' blaNsh').
white apple.] The prairie turnip. See under Pbaieie.
Pom'mel (pum'mel), re. [OE. pomel, OF. pomel, F.
pommeau, LL. pomellus, fr. L. pomum fruit, LL. also,
an apple. See Pome.] A knob or ball an object resembling a ball in form as (a) The knob on the hilt of a
sword. Macaulay.
(ft) The knob or protuberant part

the United States service.
2. A trade name for camlets, or stout worsteds.
Pond (p6nd), re. [Probably originally, an inclosed
body of water, and the same word as pound. See Pound
an inclosure.]
A body of water, naturally or artificially confined, and usually of less extent than a lake.
"Throughporerfor pool."
Milton.

Chaucer,
of a saddlebow,
(c) The top (of the head).
{d)
knob forming the finial of a turret or pavilion.
Pom'mel, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Pommeled (-mgld) or

— Pond

II

;

;

:

A

&

Pommelled p. pr. & vb. re. Pommeling or Pommelling.]
To beat soundly, as with the pommel of a sword, or with

Pond hen (Zool.), the American coot.
See Coot (a).
Illy (Bot.), the water lily.
See under Water,
Illust. under NYMPlliBA.
Pond snail (Zool.), any

—

and

;

Pol'y-ZO'bn (-zo'Bn), re.; pi. Polyzoa (-4).
[NL.
See PoLYZoAN.]
{Zool.) One of the individual zooids
forming the compound organism of a polyzoan.
Pom'ace (piSm'Ss 277), n. [L. pomum a fruit, LL.,
an apple cf. LL. pomagium, pomacium.']
The substance of apples, or of similar fruit, crushed by grinding.
Fo'ma-cen'trold (po'ma-sen'troid), a. [Gr. irSiiux a
cover -f- KevTpov a prickle
-oid.']
{Zool.) Pertaining
to the Pomacentridss, a family of bright-colored tropical
fishes having spiny opercula
often called coral fishes.
Po-ma'oeous (po-ma'shiis), a. [LL. pomum an apple.]
1. {Bot.) (a) Like an apple or pear; producing
pomes, (ft) Of or pertaining to a suborder {Pomese) of
rosaceous plants, which includes the true thorn trees,
II

hence, to beat with the
something knoblike
[Written also pummel.1
[See Pommel

Pom-mel'lon (pSm-mel'yun), n.
(Mil.) The cascabel,

;

:

+
;

,

—

the quinces, service berries, medlars, and loquats, as well
as the apples, pears, crabs, etc.
2.

Like psmace.

fists.

;

LL. pomilio pygmy.]
knob, of a cannon.

:

cf.

or hindmost

[iJ.]

Pom'met't6' (po'ma'ta'), a. [F.] Having two balls
said of a cross.
or protuberances at each end
Po'mo-log'ic-al (po'mo-13j'i-kal), a.
[Cf. F. pomologigue.'}
Of or pertaining to pomology.
Po - mol'O - gist (po - mSl'o - jTst), re.
II

;

One versed

in

pomology

;

one

—

who culti-

Pond

PO-mol'0-gy

+

(-jy),
cf. F.

-logy :
science of fruits
fruit

;

re.

[L.

pomologie.]

a treatise on

The

fruits

;

;

—

;

"

ale,

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

end, f§m, recent

A

Phyna

hcterostroplia ; B Linnma
decisa, nat. size.

C Melantho

pomum

Pe-made' (po-mad' 277), «. [F. pommatfe pomatum, the cultivation of fruits and fruit trees.
OF. pgmade cider (cf. Sp. pomada, It. pomata, LL. poPo-mo'na (po-mo'na), re. [L., from pomum fruit.]
meta a drink made of apples), from L. pomum fruit, LL., {Class. Myth.) The goddess of fruits and fruit trees.
an apple. Cf. Pomatum.] 1. Cider. [06s.]
Pomp (pomp), re, [OE. pompe, F. pompe, L. pompa
Piers Plowman. fr. Gr. TToixirri a sending, a solemn procession, pomp, fr.
2. Perfumed ointment
1. A procession
esp., a fragrant unguent for TTe/xTrciv to send.
Cf. Pump a shoe.]
the hair pematum
originally made from apples.
distinguished by ostentation and splendor; a pageant.
Addison
Po-man'der (p4-mSn'der or po'mSn-), n. [Sp. poma.']
All the pomps of a Roman triumph."
;

Snails.

vates fruit trees.

;

Ice,

megasoma;

gastropod living in fresh-water ponds or lakes. The most
common kinds are air-breathing snails (Pulmonifera) belonging to Limnsea, Physa, Plauorbis, and allied genera.
The operculated species are pectiiiibranchs, belonging
to Melantho, Valvnta, and various other genera.
Pond
spice (Bot.), an American shrub (Teiianthera genicidata)
of the Laurel family, with small oval leaves, and axillary
clusters of little yellow flowers. The whole plant is

—

It grows in ponds and swamps from Virginia to
Pond tortoise. Pond turtle (Zool.), any freshwater tortoise of the family Emydidie. Numerous spe^
cies are found in North America.

spicy.

Florida.

idea,

—

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, Sdd

POND
Pond (pSnd), V. I.
water, in a pond by
Pond,

To make

into a

pond to
;

collect, as

damming.

t.

Pon'der (pBn'der),

v.

&

limp.

t.

;

Pon'tlH

We

.

—

;

[L. pontijicalis : cf. F. ponPon-tlf'iC-al (-I-kal), a.
See Pontiff.] I. Of or pertaining to a pontiff,
orhigh priest as, pontifical authoiity; hence, belonging
to the pope ; papal.
2. Of or pertaining to the building of bridges.
[B.]

—

tifical.

Arbuthnot.

[iJ.]

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

The sepulcher
Hath oped

his ponderous

.

.

and marble jaws.

Shak.

;

;

;

;

merous species of American
fresh-water fishes belonging
to the family Centrarchidie ;
called also pond perch, and

—

m^^ The common pondfish
New England

(Lepomis
gibbosus) is called also bream,
f'tmpkin seed, and sunny. See
Pondtish (.Lepomis gibThe long-eared
oNp13 H
bosus). (^)
pondfish (Lepomis auritus) of
the Eastern United States is distinguished by its very
long opercular flap.
of

Pond'weed'

(-wed'), n.

Any aquatic plant of
many species are found

—

;

A

^^^

fifteen balls, besides one cue ball, the contest being
drive the most balls into the pockets.

He

Il^* The

(pSn'go), n.
{Zodl.) Any large ape; espethe chimpanzee and the orang-outang.
Pon'lard (pSn'yerd), n.
[F. poignard (cf. It. pxtgnale, Sp. punal), fr. L. pugio, -onis; probably
akin to pugnus fist, or fr. pugnus fist, as held in
the fist. See Pugnacious.] A kind of dagger,
usually a slender one with a triangular or square
stabs.

&

A

the aggregate of the sums so contributed ; as, the pool
took all the wheat offered below the limit ; he put §10,000
into the pool.
6. (Eailroads) A mutual arrangement between competing lines, by which the receipts of all are aggregated,
and then distributed pro rata according to agreement.
7. (Law) An aggregation of properties or riglits, belonging to different people in a community, in a common fund, to be charged with common liabilities.
Pin pool, a variety of the game of billiards in which
small wooden pins are set up to be knocked down by the
balls.
Pool ball, one of the colored ivory balls used in
playing the game at billiards called pool. — Pool snipo(2o'dl.), the European redshank.
[Prov. Eng.]
Pool
table, a billiard table with pockets.
V.
t.
[imp.
PooCED
(poold)
pr.
Pool,
p. p.
p
vb. n. Pooling.]
To put together ; to contribute to a
common fund, on the basis of a mutual division of profits or losses; to make a common interest of; aa, the

—

—

&

companies poo/eti their
Finally,

Shak.
;

cated.

[Obs.l
Barrow.
Pons (pSnz), n. ; pi. Pontes (pSn'tez). [L.,
bridge.]
a
(Anat.) A bridge ;
applied to sev- p.„:.,.j
""""^"•
eral parts which connect others, but especially
to the pons Varolii, a prominent band of nervous tissue
situated on the ventral side of the medulla oblongata and

—

rwde,

full,

fip,

firn

;

pity

traffic.

favors the pooling of all issues.

(T.

S. Grant.

Pool, V. i. To combine or contribute with others, aa
for a commercial, speculative, or gambling transaction.
Pool'er (-er), n. A stick for stirring a tan vat.
POOl'lng, n. (Law) The act of uniting, or an agreement to unite, an aggregation of properties belonging to
different persons, with a view to common liabilities or

;

food,

fo'ot

;

—

A

from the cocoanut.
Pontoon Bridge.
a Side view of a Pontoon 6 End
Tiewof Pontoonsconnected to form
c Pontoons
d Balks or
a Bridge
;

:

;

;

unite,

&

A

;

poniard to stab.
Cowper.
Po'nl-bU'I-ty (po'nT-bll'T-ty), n. [L. ponere
to place.] The capability of being placed or lo-

use,

it

;

name for sevPoon (poon), ». [Canarese ponne.]
eral East Indian trees, or their wood, used for the masta
of vessels, as Calophyllum angustifolium, C.
inophyllum, and Sterculia fatida
called »,\s,o peon.
kind of oil cake prepared
Poo'uac (poo'nSk), re.

;

t.
[imp.
p. p. poniarded
Poniarding.] To pierce with a

II

to-

Thackeray.

eral persons join.
combination of persons contributing money to be
5.
used for the purpose of increasing or depressing the market price of stocks, grain, or other commodities ; also,

and spars

appears in scientific
works, but pontoon is
/ Cheeses, or Floor Planks,
the
more
common Joists
in a Bridge, shown in Plan.
form.
The act, art, or process of conPon-toon'lng, n.
structing pontoon bridges. " Army instruction in pontooning."
Gen. W. T. Sherman.
Pont'VO-lant' (pQnt'vo-lSnt'; F. pSn'vo'ISn'), n. [F.
pont hviige -\- volant flying.] (Mil.) A kind of light
bridge, used in sieges, for surprising a post or outwork
which has but a narrow inoat a fiyiiig bridge.
Pon'ty (pSn'ty), n. (Glass Making) See Pontes.
Po'ny (po'ny), re. ; pi. Ponies (-ntz). [Written also
poney.] [Gael, ponaidh.] 1. A small horse.
[Slang, Eng.]
2. Twenty-five pounds sterling.
3. A translation or a key used to avoid study in get[College Cant]
ting lessons; a crib.
[Slang]
4. A small glass of beer.
Pony chaise, a light, low chaise, drawn by a pony or a
—
engine,
a small locomotive used
ponies.
Pony
pair of

—

v.

French

spelling ponton often

blade.

& vb. n.

plays ^ooZ at the billiard houses.

3. In rifle shooting, a contest in which each competitor pays a certain sum for every shot he makes, the net
proceeds being divided among the winners.
4. Any gambling or commercial venture in which sev-

—

Pon'go

She speaks poniards, and every word

Bacon.

profits.

cially,

Pon'lard,

first fill

Pool, n. [F. poule, properly, a hen. See Pullet.]
[Written also poule.] 1. The stake played for in certain games of cards, billiards, etc. ; an aggregated staketo which each player has contributed a share also, the
receptacle for the stakes.
game at billiards, in which each of the players
2.
stakes a certain sum, the winner taking the whole ; also,
in public billiard rooms, a game in which the loser pays
the entrance fee for all who engage in the game ; a game
of skill in pocketing the balls on a pool table.
This game is played variously, but commonly with

Pontoon
bridge,
a
bridge formed with
pontoons.
Pontoon
train, the carriages of
the pontoons, and the
materials they carry
for making a pontoon
bridge.

Pon-gee' (p5n-je'), n. [Of East Indian origin.] A
fabric of undyed silk from India and China.
Pon-ghee' (p5n-ge'), n. [From the native name.] A
Buddhist priest of the higher orders in Burmah. Malcom.

p. pr.

must

;

A

kind
Pone (pon), n. [Of Amer. Indian origin.]
of johnnycake. [Written also pawne.] [Southern U. S.^
Po'nent (po'nent), a. [OF., fr. It. ponente, properly.
Betting (applied to the setting sun), fr. L. ponens, p. pr.
of ponere to set, put.]
Western; occidental, [i?.]
Forth rush the levant and the poneni winds.
Milton.

it

The sleepy iJooZ above the dam.
Tennyson.
2. A small body of standing or stagnant water a puddle. " The filthy mantled poo/ beyond your cell. " Shak.

A

Choke pondweed, an American water weed (Anacharis,
or Elodea, Canadensis). See Anacharis.
Homed pondweed, the Zannichellia jpalustris, a slender, branching
aquatic plant, having pomted nutlets.

;

;

pathi, panthan. Cf. Punt a boat.] 1. (3/iZ.) A wooden
flat-bottomed boat, a metallic cylinder, or a frame covered with canvas, India rubber, etc., forming a portable
float, used in building bridges quickly for the passage of
troops.
2. (Naut.)
low, flat vessel, resembling a barge, furnished with cranes, capstans, and other machinery, used
in careening ships, raising weights, drawing piles, etc.,
chiefly in the Mediterranean ; a lighter.

(Bot.)

the genus Potamogeton, of which
in ponds or slow-moving rivers.

.'

Charity will hardly water the ground where
apool.

.

.

Poodle.

t.

to treat with derision or contempt, as

;

II

;

sunfish.

light of

by saying ^ooA pooh.' [Colloq.]
Thackeray.
Poo'koo (poo'koo), n. [From the native name.]
(Zo'ol.) A red African antelope (Kobus lardonj) allied
to the water buck.
Pool (pool), re. [AS. pol ; akin to LG. pool, pohl,
D. poel, G. pfuhl ; cf. Icel. pollr, also W. pwll, Gael.
poll.] \. A small and rather deep collection of (usually)
fresh water, as one supplied by a spring, or occurring in
the course of a stream a reservoir for water as, the
pools of Solomon.
Wyclif.

;

Barite.
Pon'der-OUS-ly, adv. in a ponderous manner.
Pon'der-ous-ness, n. The quality or state of being
ponderous ponderosity.
Pond'flsh' (pSnd'flsh'), n. (Zool.) Any one of nu-

!

if

;

.

"Your more
2. Important; momentous; forcible.
ponderous and settled project."
Shak.
wanting lightness or spirit as, a
3. Heavy dull
ponderous style a ponderous joke.
Ponderous spar (Min.), heavy spar, or barytes.
See
;

To make

;

;

—

!

Pooh'-pooh' (-poo'), V.

;

Pon'der-lng, a. Deliberating.— Pon'der-lng-ly, adv.
Pon'der-os'1-ty (-Ss'I-ty), n. ; pi. Ponderosities (-tlz).
[OF. ponderosite.J The quality or state of being ponderous weight gravity heaviness ; ponderousness as, the
Ray.
ponderosity of gold.
Pon'der-OUS (p5n'der-iis), a. [L. ponderosus, from
pondus, -eris, a weight cf. F. pondereux. See Ponder.]
a
1. Very heavy weighty
as, a ponderous shield
ponderous load the ponderous elephant.

[Of
Icel.

cf.

;

pish nonsense 1
an expression of
scorn, dislike, or contempt.

had they brought the work by wondrous art
pendent rock
Over the vexed abyss.
ililton.
Pon-tlf'lC-al, n. [F.] 1. A book containing the offices,
or formulas, used by a pontiff.
South.
2. pi. The dress and ornaments of a pontiff. "Dressed
Sir W.Scott.
raiviW pontificals.''''
Pon-tll'i-cal'i-ty (-I-kSl'I-tJf), ». The state and government of the pope the papacy, [if.]
Bacon.
In a pontifical manner.
Pon-til'ic-al-ly, adv.
Pon-tU'i-Cate (-kat), n. [L. pontificatus : cf. F. ponSee Pontiff.] 1. The state or dignity of a high
tificat.
priest specifically, the office of the pope.
Addison.
Milman.
2. The term of office of a pontiff.
Pon-tlf'i-cate (-kat), v. i. (It. C. Ch.) To perform
the duty of a pontiff.
[L. pons, pontis, a bridge
Pon'ti-flce (pon'tl-f Is), n.
Bridgework strucCf. Pontiff.]
-\- facere to make.
ture or edifice of a bridge, [if.]
Milton,
[L. pontificius.] Papal;
Pon'ti-fl'cial (-fish'al), a.
pontifical.
Burton.
[Ofo.] " Poniificial writers."
Pon'tl-fl'ciah (-f ish'on), a. Of or pertaining to the
pontiff or pope.
Bp. Hall.
[Obs.]
One who adheres to the pope or
Pon'tl-fl'clan, n.
papacy a papist. [Obs.]
Bp. Montagu.
Pon'tll (pon'tll), n. [F.] Same as Pontes.
Pon'tile (-til), a. [L. pontilis pertaining to a bridge.]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the pons Varolii. See Pons.
Pon'tine (-tin), a. [L. Pontinus or Pomptinus, an
appellation given to a district in Latium, near Pometia.]
Of or pertaining to an extensive marshy district between
Rome and Naples. [Written also Pomptine.]
Pont'Ie-ViS (p8nt'le-vTs F. p8N'le-ve'), n. [F., properly, a drawbridge.]
(Man.) The action of a horse iu
rearing repeatedly and dangerously.
Pon-ton' (p8n-toon'), n. [F.] See Pontoon.
Pon-toon' (pSn-tobn'), n. [F. ponton (cf It. ponione),
from L. ponto, -onis, fr. pons, pontis, a bridge, perhaps
originally, a way, path; cf. Gr. iraros path, Skr. path,

Arbuthnot.

Pshaw

pU.]

per-

(\)ob),interJ,

imitatjve origin

Pontifical, a ridge of

.

;

Pooh

Now

;

[ii.]
act of weighing,
Pon'der-er (-er), n. One who ponders.

in the
intelligence
formance of tricks.

;

Pon'der-ance (-ans), n. [L. ponderans, p. pr. of
ponderare to weigh cf. OF. ponderant of %veight.]
Gregory.
Weight; gravity. [iJ.]
Pon'der-a-ry (-a-rj), a. Of or pertaining to weight
M'Culloch.
as, a ponderary system,
[i?.]
Pon'der-ate (-at), v. t. [L. ponderatus, p. p. of ponderare.
See Ponder.] To consider to ponder. [J?J
Pon'der-ate, v. i. To have weight or influence, [it.]
Pon'der-a'tion (-a'shQn), n. [L. ponderatio : cf F.

The

L. pontifex, -ficis

:

—

;

;

[F. pontife,

(-tif), n.

pons, pontis, a bridge (perhaps originally, a way, path)
-^facere to make. Cf. Pontoon.] A high priest. Especially (a) One of the sacred college, in ancient Rome,
which had the supreme jurisdiction over all matters of
religion, at the head of which was the Pontifex 3Iaximus. Dr. W. Smith.
(6) (Jewish Antiq.) The chief
priest,
(c) (E. C. Ch.) The pope.
(pSn-tif'Ik),
a. [Cf. L. pontificius.] 1. RePon-tU'io
lating to, or consisting of, pontiffs or priests. " The ponlijic college with their augurs and flamens."
Milton.
2. Of or pertaining to the pope
papal.
Shenstone.

;

;

—

—

;

—

ponderation.']

for switching cars from one track to another. [U. S.]
Pony truck (Locomotive Engine), a truck which has only
two wheels. — Pony truss (Bridge Building), a truss which
has so little height that overhead bracing can not be used.
Pood (pood), n. [Russ. pud'.] A Russian weight,
equal to forty Russian pounds or about thirty-six English
pounds avoirdupois.
Poo'dle (poo'd'l), re. [G.
pudel.] (Zo'ol.) Ahieed ot
dogs having curly hair, and
often showing remarkable

:

1. To weigh.
[06i.]
2. To weigh in the mind ; to view with deliberation
to examine carefully ; to consider attentively.
Prov. iv. 26.
Ponder the path of thy feet.
To Ponder, Consider, Muse. To consider
Syn.
means to view or contemplate with fixed thought. To
ponder is to dwell upon with long and anxious attention,
with a view to some practical result or decision. To m use
is simply to think upon continuous with no definite
consider any subobject, or for the pleasure it gives.
ject which is fairly brought before us ; we ponder a concern involving great interests we muse on the events of
childhood.
Pon'der, v. i. To think ; to deliberate to muse
Longfellow.
usually followed by ore or over.
Pon'der-a-bll'l-ty (-a-bll'I-tj^), n. [Cf. r. ponderaThe quality or state of being ponderable.
bilite-l
Pon'der-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [L. ponderabiUs : cf F. ponderable.'] Capable of being weighed ; having appreciable
weight.
Pon'der-a-ble-ness, n.
Pon'der-al (-hi), a. [Cf. F. pondiral.] Estimated
distinguished from numeral
or ascertained by weight ;

a ponderal drachma.

connected at each side with the hemispheres of the cerebellum the mesocephalon. See Brain.
Pons asinomm. [L., literally, bridge of asses.] See
Asses' bridge, under Ass.
Pon'tage (pSn'taj 48), n. [LL. pontagium, from L.
pons, pontis, a bridge cf. F. pontage.] (O. Eng. Law)
A duty or tax paid for repairing bridges.
Ayliffe.
Pon-tee' (pon-te' or pSn'te), n. [F. pontil, pontis.]
(Glass Making) An iron rod used by glass makers for
manipulating the hot glass
called aXso puntil, puntel,
punty, and ponty. See Fascet.
Pon'tlc (pon'tik), a. [L. Ponlicus, Gr. novTiKOs, fr.
TToi'TOs the sea, especially, the Black Sea.]
Of or pertaining to the Pontus, Euxine, or Black Sea.
_ll Pon'ti-fex C-tT-fSks), n. / pi. PoNTiFicBs (pon-tif'itsez).
[L.] A high priest a pontiff.
;

;

:

as,

POOPING

II

p. p. Pondered

p. pr. & vb. n. Pondering.] [L. ponderare, f r.
pondus, ponderis, a weight, fr. pendere to weigh of. F.
panderer. See Pendant, and cf. Pound a weight.]

(-derd)

1113
;

[See PoNDEK.] To ponder. [OJi.]
Pleaseth you, pond your suppliant's plaint.
Spemtr,
V.

;

;

;;;

out, oil

;

cKair

;

go

;

sing,

See Oil cake, under Cake.

Poon'ga oil' \poon'g!l oil'). A kind of oil used in
India for lamps, and for boiling with dammar for pitching vessels. It is pressed from the seeds of a leguminous tree (Pongamia glabra).

Poop

(poop), re.
(Arch.) See 2d Poppy.
[imp.
V. i.
p. p. Pooped (poopt) p. pr.
Pooping.] [Cf. D. poepen. See Pop.] To make
a noise to pop ; also, to break wind.
Poop, n. [F. poupe ; cf. Sp.
Pg. popa. It. poppa ;
all fr. L. puppis.] (Naut.) A deck raised above the after
part of a vessel ; the hindmost or after part of a vessel's
hull ; also, a cabin covered by such a deck. See Poop
deck, under Deck.
See also Roundhouse.
With wind in poop, the vessel plows the sea. Ihijdeti.
The poop was beaten gold.
Shak.
Poop, V. t. (Naut.) (a) To break over the poop or
" A sea which he thought was going
stern, as a wave.
to poop lier."
Lord Dufjerin. (b) To strike in the

&

Poop,

;

&

vb. n.

;

&

stern, as

by

Pooped

collision.

(poopt),

& a.

(Naut. ) (a) Having a poop ;
Struck on the poop.
(Nant.) The act or shock of
striking a vessel's stern by a following wave or vessel.
;).

p.

furmshod withjv poop,
Poop'lng (poop'fng),

iijk

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

(b)

re.

;

zh

=z

in azure.

"

;

;;;
;
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2. To cause to pop; to cause to burse open by heat,
as grains of Indian com ; as, to pop com or chestnuts.
To pop off, to thrust away, or put off promptly as, to
vop one off with a denial. Locke. To pop the question,
to make an offer of marriage to a lady. [Co7Zo2.] Dickens.
Pop (pbp), adv. Like a pop ; suddenly ; unexpectedly.
''Pop goes his pate."
Fl.
Beau.
Pope (pop), n. [AS. papa, L. papa father, bishop.
Cf. Papa, Papal.]
1. Any ecclesiastic, esp. a bishop.

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

inferior shabby ; mean
as, poor clothes poor
lodgings.
poor vessel." Clarendon, (d) Destitute
of fertility ; exhausted barren ; sterile ;
said of land ;
as, poor soil,
(e) Destitute of beauty, fitness, or merit
as, a poor discourse; a poor picture.
(/) Without prosperous conditions or good results ; unfavorable unfortunate ; uncomfortable
as, a poor business ; the sick
man had a poor night, (jr) Inadequate ; insufficient ; insignificant ; as, a poor excuse.

good

;

;

;

;

"A

—

;

;

;

That 1 have
at the last day.

wronged no man

will be a

poor plea or apology
Calamy.

—

4. Worthy of pity or sympathy
used also sometimes as a term of endearment, or as an expression of
modesty, and sometimes as a word of contempt.
And for mine own poor part,
Look you, 1 'II go pray.
Shak.
;

Poor,

little,

pretty, fluttering thing.

Prior.

Free from self-assertion not proud or arrogant
meek. " Blessed are the poor in spirit.
3Iati. v. 3.
Poor law, a law providing for, or regulating, the relief
6.

;

or support of the poor.

—

Poor man's treacle (Boi. ), garlic
called because it was thought to be an antidote to
animal poison. [Eng.] J5r. Pn'or.
Poor man's weatherglasB iBot.), the red-ilowered pimpernel (Anagallis arvensis), which opens its blossoms only in fair weather.
Poor
rate, an assessment or tax, as in an English parish, for the
relief or support of the poor.— Poor soldier iZool.), the friar
bird.
The poor, those whoare destitute of property the
indigent the needy. In a legal sense, those who depend
on charity or maintenance by the public.
I have observed the more public provisions are made for the poor,
the less they provide for themselves." Franklin.
Poor (poor), n. {Zool.) A small European codfish
{Gadus minutus)
called also powier cod.

— so

—

—

—

;

;

'

;

—

Poor'box'

A receptacle

(-boks'), n.

given for the poor

is

in

which money

placed.

A

dwelling house for a number of paupers maintained at public expense ; an almshouse ; a workhouse.
(Zodl.) A small European
Poor'-john' (-jon'), n.
fish, similar to the cod, but of inferior quality.
Poor-John and apple pies are all our fare. Sir J. Harrington.

PoorllOUSe'

(-hous'), n.

Poor'Il-ness
ing poorly

;

ill

The quality or

(-lT-n6s), n.

state of be-

health.

1. In a poor manner or condition
plenty, or sufficiency, or suitable provision for
;
in indigence ; as, to live poorly.

Poorly, adv.
without
comfort

2. With little or no success ; indifferently ; with little
profit or advantage ; as, to do poorly in business.
3. Meanly ; without spirit.

Nor i3 their courage or their wealth so low,
That from his wars they poorly would retire.
Drydai.
4. Without skill or merit ; as, he performs poorly.
Poorly off, not well off ; not rich.
Poorly, a. Somewhat iU indisposed not in health.
" Having been poorly in health."
T. Scott.
Poor'ness, n. The quality or state of being poor (in
any of the senses of the adjective).
Bacon.
Poor'-splr'it-ed (-spir'It-gd), a. Of a mean spirit;
cowardly base.
Poor'-splr'lt-ed-ness, n.
Poor'-Wlll' (poor'wTl'), n. [So called in imitation of
{Zool.) A bird of the Western United States
its note.]
(Phalsenopiilus Nuttalli) allied to the whip-poor-will.
Poor'-wll'lle (-wTl'lT), n. [So called in imitation of
;

;

—

;

(Zool.) The bar-tailed godwit. [,Prov. Eng.l
Pop (pop), n. [Of imitative origin. Cf. Poop.] X.
small, sharp, quick explosive sound or report ; as, to go
off with a pop.
Addison.
2. An unintoxicating beverage which expels the cork
with a pop from the bottle containing it ; as, ginger pop;

its note.]

A

lemon pop,

Hood.

etc.

3. (Zool.) The European redwing.
\_Prov. Eng."]
Pop com. (a) Com, or maize, of peculiar excellence
for popping especially, a kind the grains of which are
small and compact. \b) Popped com com which has
been popped.
Pop, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Popped (p5pt) p. pr. & vb.
n. Popping.]
1. To make a pop, or sharp, quick sound
as, the muskets popped away on aU sides.
2. To enter, or issue forth, with a quick, sudden movement to move from place to place suddenly to dart
with in, out, upon, off, etc.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

He

that killed

my king

.

.

.

Popp d in between the election and my hopes.
Shak.
A trick ot popping up and down every moment. Swift.
3. To burst open with a pop, when heated over a fire
as, this com pops well.
Pop, V. t. 1. To thrust or push suddenly; to offer
suddenly to bring suddenly and unexpectedly to notice
as, to pop one's head in at the door.
;

He popped a
ale,

paper into his hand.

senate,

care,

Milton.

am, arm,

ask,

;

—

&

Foze.
Cath-

iObs.']

The bishop of Rome, the head of the Roman
Church. See Note imder Cardinal.
3. A parish priest, or a chaplain, of the Greek Church.
4. {Zool.) A fish; the ruff.
Pope Joan, a game at cards played on a round board
with compartments.
Pope's eye, the gland surrounded
with fat in the middle ot the thigh of an ox or sheep.
R. D. Blacknwre.
Pope's nose, the rump, oruropygium,
of a bird. See Ueopygium.
2.

olic

—

—

Pope'dom

[AS. papedom,.'\ 1. The place,
office, or dignity of the pope ; papal dignity.
Shak.
2. The jurisdSction of the pope.
Pope'Ilng (-ling), n. 1. A petty or deputy pope.
2. An adherent of the pope.
[.B.]
Marlowe.
Pop'e-lote (pop'e-lot), n. A word variously explained
as " a little puppet," "a little doll," or "a young butterfly." Cf. PoPET.
{Obs.l
So gay a.popelote, so sweet a wench.
Chaucer.
Pop'er-y (pop'er-y), n. The religion of the Roman
Catholic Church, comprehending doctrines and practices ;
generally used in an opprobrious sense.
Chaucer.
Pop'et (pop'St), n. A puppet. lObs.J
(-diini), n.

—

Pop'gun' (pSp'giin'), n. A child's gun a tube and
for shooting pellets, with a popping noise, by
compression of air.
Pop'in-Jay (pSpln-ja), n. [OE. popingay, papejay,
OF. papegai, papegaut ; cf. Pr. papagai, Sp.
Pg. papagayo. It. pappagallo, LGr. Trairayas, NGr. 7ra;ra-ydAAos
in which the first syllables are perhaps imitative of
the bird's chatter, and the last either fr. L. gallus cock,
or the same word as E. jay, P. geai.
Cf. Papaqay.]
1. {Zool.) {a) The green woodpecker. (6) A parrot.
The pye and popyngay speak they know not what. Tyndale.
2. A target in the form of a parrot.
[Scot.']
3. A trifling, chattering fop or coxcomb.
"To be so
pestered with a ^opirejo?/."
Shak.
Pop'iSh (poi/ish), a. Of or pertaining to the pope
taught or ordained by the pope ; hence, of or pertaining
to the Roman Catholic Church
often used opprobriously. -- Pop'ish-ly, adv.
Pop'ish-ness, n.
Poplar (pSpaer), n. [OE. popler, OF.
poplier. F. peuplier, fr. L. populus poplar.]
(Bot?) 1. Any tree of the genus
Populus ; also, the timber, which is soft,
;

rammer

&

;

;

;

—

and capable of many

—

uses.

my

The aspen poplar is Populus tremuTa and P. tremiiXoides ; Balsam poplar
is P. balsamifera ; Lombardy poplar (P.
dilatata) is a tall, spiry tree
is Populus alba.

;

white poplar

;

;

A

A

the bottom only.
Poppet head. Puppet head. See Headstock (o;).
Pop'pied (p5p'plfd), a. [See 1st Poppy.] 1. Mingled
or interspersed with poppies.
^^Poppied com." Keats.
2. Affected with poppy juice; hence, figuratively,

drowsy listless inactive. [JS.]
The poppied sails doze on the yard.
Pop'plng (pop'ping), a. & K. from Pop.
Popping crease. {Cricket) See under Crease.
[Cf.
Pop'ple (-p'l), V. i.

Lowell.

;

Pop'py

The

(-py), n. ; pi.

laccio, popolazzo,

fr. popolo people, L. populus.
See
The common people ; the vulgar ; the multitude,
comprehending all persons not distinguished by
rank, office, education, or profession.
Pope.

People.]

—

To
They

.

.

.

.

.

calm the peers and please the populace.
call

.

;

;

commonalty.

Pop'u-la-cy

(-14-sy), re.
Populace. [06s.] Feltham.
Poi>'u-lar f-ler), a. [L. popularis, fr. populus people
F. populaire. See People.] 1. Of or pertaining ta
the common people, or to the whole body of the people,
as distinguished from a select portion ; as, the popular
voice ; popular elections.
^^ Popular
states." Bacon.
" So thepopular vote inclines." Milion.
The men commonly held in popular estimation are greatest at
a distance.
J. H. Newman.
2. Suitable to common people; easy to be comprehended ; not abstruse ; familiar ; plain.
Homilies are plain SiUdi popular instructions. Hooker.
3. Adapted to the means of the common people ; possessed or obtainable by the many ; hence, cheap ; common ; ordinary ; inferior ; as, popular prices ; popular
cf.

amusements.
The smallest

figs, called popular
the basest and of least account.

figs,
are, of all others,
Holland.
4. Beloved or approved by the people ; pleasing to
people in general, or to many people ; as, a popular
;
a popular law ; a popular administration.
5. Devoted to the common people; studious of the
favor of the populace. [iJ.]
Baiih 2)opular humanity is treason.
Addison.
6. Prevailing among the people ; epideiilic ; as, a popular disease. [06s.]
Johnson,
Popular action (Law), an actien in which any person
may sue for a penalty imposed by statute.
Btachstone.

Pop'U-la'res (pop'ii-la'rez), n. pi. [L.] The people,
or the people's party, in ancient Rome, as opposed to
the optimates.
Pop'U-lar'1-ty (-15rT-t^), re. ; pi. PopuLAEiTiBs (-tiz).
[L. popularitas an effort to please the people
cf. F.
popularite.']
1. The quality or state of being popular
especially, the state of being esteemed by, or of being iu
favor with, the people at large good will or favor proceeding from the people ; as, the popularity of a law, a
statesman, or a book.
Apopularity which has lasted down to our time, ifacaulay
2. The quality or state of being adapted or pleasing to
common, poor, or vulgar people ; hence, cheapness infeII

a habit ol
affectation.
B. Jonson.
3. Something which obtains, or is intended to obtain,
the favor of the vulgar ; claptrap.
Popularities, and circumstances which . . . sway the ordinary
judgment.
Bacon.
4. The act of courting the favor of the people. [06s.]
"Indicted . . . for popwfart^j/i and ambition." Holland.
5. Public sentiment ; general passion.
[iJ.]
A little time must be allowed for the madness of popularity
to cease.
Bancroft.
Pop'U-lar-l-za'Uon (-ler-T-za'shUn), n. The act of
making popular, or of introducing among the people.
[imp.
Pop'u-lar-ize (pop'fi-ler-iz), v. t.
p. p.
Popularized (-izd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Popclabizino (-i'zlng).] [Cf. F. populariser.'] To make popular; to
make suitable or acceptable to the common people ; to
make generally known ; as, to popularize philosophy.
" The popularizing of religious teaching.
Milman.
Pop'u-lar-1'zer (-I'zer), re. One who popularizes.
Pop'U-lar-ly, adv. In a popular manner ; so as to be
generally favored or accepted by the people ; commonly
currently ; as, the story was popularly reported.
to

avoid popularity

&

The

victor knight.

Bareheaded, popularly low had bowed.
Dryden.
The quality or state of being popre.
ular ; popularity.
Coleridge.
Pop'u-late (pop'iJ-lat), a. [L. populus people. See
People.] Populous. r06s.]
Bacon.
Pop'u-late (-lat), V. t. [imp. &p.p. Populated (-15'tSd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Populating.]
To furnish with in>
habitants, either by natural increase or by immigration
^
or colonization ; to cause to be inhabited ; to people.
Pop'u-late, V. i. To propagate. [06s.]
Great shoals of people which go on to populate. Bacon.
[L. populatio :
or process of populating

Pop'U-la'tion (-la'shun), n.

The whole number

country, or portion of a country
millions.

and

flowers

From one

2.

a

spe-

{Papaver

somniferum)
opium is obtained, though all
(Papaver Phoeas),
the species contain it to some Poppy
reduced, a Flower b Cap;

extent; also, a flower of the
plant. See Hlust. of Capsule.
final,

all

;

eve,

event,

falls into

&

popig,
plant or species of the ge-

juice.

.

preacher

nus Papaver, herbs with showy

cies

Daniel.
Tennyson.

us Britain's barbarous popwtoccs.

Syn. — Mob people

Any

milky

puppet,

doll,

Pop'py-head' (-hgd'), (
See Puppet.]
{Arch.) A
ornament frequently having the form of a finial
It is generally used on the tops of the upright ends or
elbows which terminate seats, etc., in Gothic churches.
Pop'u-lace (p5p'ii-las), re. [F. populace, f r. It. peporaised

population.']
1. The act
tij)lication of inhabitants.

Pop-

[OE. popy, AS.
{Bot.)
L. papaver.2

pies (-piz).

polj'petalous

poupee

&

;

Cotton.
poplar.
Local, U. S.J
2. Tares.
[06s.] "To sow
popple among wheat." Bale.

to bubble.

&

[F.

n.

Pop'u-lar-ness,

To move quickly up

1.

(pSp'pJ^),

I

;

and down to bob up and down,
as a cork on rough water also,
Pop'ple, ra.
IProv. Eng.

—

Pop'py

;

popliteal space.
Pop-llt'lc (pSp-nttk), a. {Anat.) Popliteal.
utensil for popping corn,
Pop'per (pop'per), n.
usually a wire basket with a long handle.
n.
dagger.
Chaucer.
Pop'per,
[06*.]
Pop'pet (pSp'pSt), n. 1. See Pijppet.
{Naut.)
upright
timbers
2.
One of certain
on the bilge
ways, used to support a vessel in launching.
Totten.
3. {Mach.) An upright support or guide fastened at

Pop.]

—

;

This gallant laboring

Lombardy Poplars.
Irish poplin, a fabric with
warp and
worsted weft, made in Ireland.
Pop-Ut'e-al (pop-llt'e-al ; 277), a. [From L. poples,
-itis, the ham.]
{Anat.) Of or pertaining to the ham in
the region of the ham, or behind the knee joint as, the

;

—

—

riority; vulgarity.

—

;

—

;

—

silk

drugged

California poppy (Bo^), any yellow-flowered plant of the
genus Eschschottzia.
Corn poppy. See under Corn.
Horn, or Horned, poppy.
See under Horn.
Poppy bee
(Zool.), a leaf-cutting bee (Anthocopa papa-yeris) which
uses pieces cut from poppy petals for the lining of its
called also upholsterer 6ee.— Prickly poppy (Bot.),
cells
Argemone Mexicana, a yellow-flowered plant of the JPoppy
family, but as prickly as a thistle.— Poppy seed, the seed
of the opium poppy (P. somniferum).
Spatllng poppy
(Bot.), a species ot Silene (S. infiata).
See Catchply.

:

2. The timber of the tulip tree ;
called also white poplar.
lU. S.J
Po-ples'y (p6-pfeks'y), n. Apoplexy.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Poplin (poplin), n. [F. popeline,
papeline.J
fabric of many varieties,
usually made of silk and worsted,
used
especially for women's dresses.

A

;; :

popuLm

POOR
\_Compar. Poorer (-er ; 254) ; superl.
Poor
Poorest.] [OE. poure or povre, OF. povre, F. pauvre,
pauper
L.
; the first syllable of which is probably akin
to paucus few (see Paucity, Few), and the second to
parare to prepare, procure. See Few, and cf. Parade,
PAtrpEB, PoYBKTr.] 1. Destitute of property ; wanting
in material riches or goods ; needy indigent.
^W^ It is often synonymous with indigent and with
necessitous, denoting extreme want. It is also applied
to persons who are not entirely destitute of property, but
who are not rich as, a poor man or woman poor people.
2. {Law) So completely destitute of property as to be
entitled to maintenance from the pubhc.
Destitute of
3. Hence, in very various applications
such qualities as are desirable, or might naturally be
expected ; as (a) Wanting in fat, plumpness, or fleshiness lean ; emaciated ; meager ; as, a poor horse, ox,
dog, etc. " Seven other kine came up after them, poor
and very ill-favored and lean-fleshed." Gen. xli. 19.
feeble ; dejected ; as,
(6) Wanting in strength or vigor
poor health ; poor spirits. " His genius . . . poor and
cowardly." Bacon, (c) Of little value or worth not
(poor), a.

"

sule.

end, fera,

recent

;

ice,

cf.
;

F.

mal-

of people, or inhabitants, in a
;
as, a, population of teo

Pop'U-la'tor (pop'u-la'ter), re. One who populates.
Pop'u-li-cide' (-li-sid'), re. [Jj. populus people -|- cae
dere to kill.] Slaughter of the people. [iJ.]
Pop'U-lin (-lin), n. [L. populus poplar: cf. F.popwline.]
{Chem,.) A glucoside, related to salicin, found in
the bark of certain species of the poplar {Populus), an(J
extracted as a sweet white crystalline substance.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, odd

"

;

;
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species of Erethizon and related genAmerica. They are
related to the true porcupines,
but have shorter spines," and are
arboreal in their habits. The Canada porcupine {Erethizon dorsa-

Por'ous (por'ils), a. [Cf. F. poreux. See Pore, n.]
Full of pores having interstices in the skin or in the
substance of the body having spiracles or passages for
permeable by liquids as, a porous skin porous
fluids
wood. "The veins of poroMs earth."
Milton,
Por'OUS-ly, adv. In a porous manner.
Por'OUS-neSB, re. 1. The quality of being porous.
2. The open parts ; the interstices of anything.
[iJ.]

POPULOSITY
Pop'U-los'l-ty (pSp/fi-lSs'I-tj^), n. [L. populositas :
F. populosile.'i Populousness. [06i.]
Pop'U-louS (pop'fl-lus), a. [L. populosus, fr. populus
people cf. F. populeax.j 1. Abounding in people full
of inhabitants containing many inhabitants in proportion to the extent of the country.
Heaven, yet populous, retains
cf.

;

:

;

Number

J- Webster.

[OJs.]
2. Popular; famous.
Arden oj Feversham.
[OJj.]
3. Common; vulgar.
'
The dust
\_Obs.']
4. Numerous; in large number.
Shak.
troops.
7)opM/0".s
raised by your
.
.
Pop'u-lous-ness, M.
Pop'u-lous-ly, ai«.
Poor.]
See
pouraille.
[OF.
»•
Po-ralUe' (po-ral'),
'

.

Milton.

sufficient to possess her realms.

—

—

Poor people the poor. [OJ.S.]
Por'bea'gle (pSr'be'g'l), n. {Zo'dl.)
(Lamnacornubica), about /5
eight feet long, having a
;

Chaucer.

A species of shark

pointed

nose
and

a

crescent-

—

called also
Porbeagle {Lamna cornubica).
mackerel shark,
^Written also probeagle.']
Por'cate (por'kat), a. [L. porca a ridge between two
furrows.] (Zool.) Having grooves or furrows broader
than the intervening ridges furrowed.
Por'ce-laln (p8r'se-lTn), n. {Bol.) Purslain. [OJi.]
Por'ce-laln (277), n. [B'. porcelaine. It. porcellana,
orig., the porcelain shell, or Venus shell {Cyprasa porcellana), from a dim. fr. L. porous pig, probably from the
Tesemblance of the shell in shape to a pig's back. Porcelain was called after this shell, either on account of its
smoothness and whiteness, or because it was believed to
be made from it. See Pork.] A fine translucent or semitranslucent kind of earthenware, made first in China and
called
Japan, but now also in Europe and America;
also China, or China ware.
tail;

;

—

Porcelain, by being pure,

is

carapace. —Porcelain Jasper.
Porcelain printing, the trans(Min.) See Porcelanite.
ferring of an impression of an engraving to porcelain.

They have a smooth, polished

—

Porcelain shell (Zoo?.),

—

a cowry.

Por'ce-laln-ized (-izd), a. {Geol.) Baked like potter's
applied to clay shales that have been converted
clay ;
by heat into a substance resembling porcelain.
Por'oe-la'ne-OUS (-se-la'ne-iis), f a. 1. Of or pertaining to porcePor'cel-la'ne-OUS (-sSl-la'ne-iSs), (
lain ; resembling porcelain ; as, porcelaneous shells.
2. {Zool.) Having a smooth, compact shell without
said of certain Foraminif era.
pores
Por'ce-la-nlte (-se-la-nit), n. [Cf. F. porcelanite.']
{Min.) A semivitrified clay or shale, somewhat resemcalled also porcelain jasper.
bling jasper ;
Porcelaneous.
Por'ce-la'nous (-se-la'nus), I a.
Ure.
Por'cei-la'nous (-sSl-la'nus), j
Porch (porch), n. [F. porche, L. porlicus, fr. porta a
gate, entrance, or pasSee Port a gate,
sage.

—

—

—

and

tus) is a well

cf.

Portico.]
A covered

1. (Arch.)

Any

known

;

;

—

They

—

westward. See

—

(por), n.

Por'phy-rlte

Canada Porcupine-

—

porus, Gr. irdpos a passage,

absorption, etc.
2.
minute opening or passageway ; an interstice between the constituent particles or molecules of a body
as, the pores of stones.
vb.
p. p. PoEED (pord) p. pr.
Pore, V. i. [imp.
[OE. poren, of uncertain origin cf. D.
n. Poring.]
porren to poke, thrust, Gael, purr."] To look or gaze
steadily in reading or studying ; to fix the attention ; to
often with on or upon, and now usually
be absorbed ;
with over. " Painfully to pore upon a book."
Shak.
The eye grows weary with poring perpetually on the same

A

&

&

;

;

—

Brydeti.

thing.

Pore'bllnd'

(-blind'),

a.

See Purblind.]
[Obs.J

[Probably mfluenced by
Nearsighted; shortsighted;
Bacon.

One who pores.
Por'gy (pSr'gy), n. ; pi. Porgies (-giz). [See Paugie.]
{Zool.) (a) The scup.
(J) The sailor's choice, or pinfish,
(c) The margate fish,
{d) The spadefish. (e) Any
one of several species of embiotocoids, or surf fishes, of
the Pacific coast. The name is also given locally to several other fishes, as the bur fish.
[Written also porgee,
porgie, and paiigy.]
[NL., fr. L. porus
Po-rl£'e-ra (po-rtfe-r^), n. pi.
pore +/ene to bear.] {Zool.)
grand division of the
Invertebrata, including the sponges ;
called also Spongix, Spongida, and Spongiozoa.
The principal divisions
are Calciapongiae, Keratosa or Fibrospongias, and Silicea.
(Zool.) One of the Porifera.
Po-rif'ei-an (-er-an), n.
Po-rlf'e-ra'ta (-e-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL.] The Porifera.
[L. porus pore -f- -form :
Po'rl-form (po'rT-f6rm), a.
cf. F. poriforme.'] Resembling a pore, or small puncture.
[Gr. jropi^ios practicable.]
Po'rlme (po'rim), n.
(Math.)
theorem or proposition so easy of demonstraCrabb.
tion as to be almost self-evident,
[i?.]
Wiseman.
Por'i-ness (por'i-nSs), n. Porosity.
Po'rlsm (po'rTz'm), n. [Gr. TropLo-ixaa, thing procured,
a deduction from a demonstration, fr. nopC(eiv to bring,
proposition
provide: cf. F. porisme.] 1. (Geom.)
affirming the possibility of finding such conditions as will
render a certain determinate problem indeterminate or
Playfair.
capable of innumerable solutions.
Brande (Sc C.
corollary.
2. (Gr. Geom.)
Por'er (por'er), n.

II

A

—

II

A

A

and inclosed entrance
to a building, whether
taken from the interior,
and forming a sort of
the
within
vestibule
main wall, or projecting
without and with a separate roof. Sometimes
the porch is large enough _-, rto serve as a covered JpeBSMlW^iVtev
walk.
See also Car,
_,
.,,..„
Wooden Church „
Porch, 15th Cenriage porch, under CA.-RBiAOE, and Loggia.
The graceless Helen in the porch I spied
Dryden.
Of Vesta's temple.

A

d^^

Three books of porisms of Euclid have been lost,
but several attempts to determine the nature of these
propositions and to restore them have been made by modern geometers.
Po'rlS-mat'lC (po'rtz-mSt'Ik), 1 a. Of or pertaining
to a porism poristic.
Po'rls-mat'lo-al (-T-kal),
J
Po-rls'tlC (p6-rTs'tTk), 1 a. [Gr. jropio-nKos forprovidPo-ris'tlC-^ (-ti-kal), ) ing, jropioros provided.] Of
or pertaining to a porism ; of the nature of a porism.
Po'rlte (po'rit), re. ICi.V.porite. SeePoRE,re.] (Zool.)
Any coral of the genus Porites, or family Poritidse.
PO-rl'tes (po-ri'tez), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Trdpo; a pore.]
(Zool.) An important genus of reef-building corals having small twelve-rayed callcles, and a very porous coral.
Some species are branched, others grow in large massive
or globular forms.
Pork (pork), re. [F. pore, L. porous hog, pig. See
Farrow a litter of pigs, and cf. Porcelain, Porpoise.]
The flesh of swine, fresh or salted, used for food.
Pope.
Pork'er (pork'er), re. A hog.
Pork'et (-St), re. [Dim. of F. pore. See Pork.] A young

—

_

;

,

A portico ; a covered walk. [OJi.]
Repair to Pompey's porch, where you shall find us. Shak.
The Porch, a public portico, or great hall, in Athens,
where Zeno, the philosopher, taught his disciples ; hence,
sometimes used as equivalent to the school of the Stoics.
[See Poicile.]
It was called ^7 ttoikiAt) (ttoo..
2.

II

Por'clne (pdr'sin), a. [L. porcinus, from porous a
See Pokk.] Of or pertaining to swine clmrac" Porcine cheeks."
teriatic of the hog.
G. Eliot.
Por'CU-plne (pSr'ku-pin), n. [OE. porkepyn, porpentine, OF. porc-espi, F. pore-epic (cf. It. porco spina,
porco spinoso, Sp. puerco espino, puerco espin, fr. L.
porous swine 4- spina thorn, spine). The last part of the
French word is perhaps a corruption from the It. or Sp.
cf. F. epi ear, a spike of grain, L. spica.
See Pork,
swine.

;

hog

W. Howitt.

Dryden.

a pig. [iJ.]
Pork'llllg (-ling),
;

A

1. (Zodl.) A.ny
Old World ro-

Tusser.
pig a porket.
Pork'wood' (-wdSd'), re. (Bot.) The coarse-grained
brownish yellow wood of a small tree (Pisonia obtusata)
Also called jiigeon
of Florida and the West Indies.
wood, beefwood, and corkwood.
Por'ne-ras'tlo (pSr'ne-rSs'tik), a. [Gr. nopvri harlot -fepav to love.] Lascivious ; licentious. [iJ.] F. Harrison.
Por'no-gnraph'lc (por'no-grSf'ik), a. Of or pertain-

dent of the genua
Hystrix,

ing to pornogr.aphy
graphic writing.

Spike a large
nail.

Spine.]

having the
bank

;

;

lascivious

;

licentious

as,

;

porno-

[Gr. irdpi/ij a har(p6r-ni5g'rii-f J), n.
1. Licentious painting or literature;
-graphy.']
employed
to decorate
anciently
especially, the p.ainting
the walls of rooms devoted to bacchanalian orgies.
or
prostitution.
prostitutes,
treatise on
2. (Med.)
Po-rOB'i-ty (pft-r5s'T-ty), n. [Cf. F. porositL] The
opposed to density.
quality or state of being porous
Po-rot'lo (p6-r5t'Ik), re. [Gr. Trwpo? callus.] (Sled.)
medicine supposed to promote the formation of callus.

Por-nog'ra-phy

covered

lot

with long,
sharp, erectile
spines or quills,
sometiiuos
a
Common Porcupine (^Hystrix cristata).
foot long. The
common species of Europe and Asia {Hystrix cristata)
the best known.
iise,

re.

unite,

rixde,

full,

fip,

ftrn

;

-f-

A

;

is

pity

—

A

;

lobd,

foot

;

out, oil

j

Sir K. Dighy.

[Ofo.]

Shak.

a pore. See Fare, v.] 1. One of the minute orifices
in an animal or vegetable membrane, for transpiration,

pore, V.
purblind.

it.

Porcupuie.

A

Illus-

[F., fr. L.

re.

porpoise.
Por'pesse (pSr'pSs), n.
[06«.]
Por'phy-ra'ceous (p6r'f i-ra'shfis), a. Porphyritic.
(-fir),
re.
Porphyry. [Obs.]
Por'phyre
Locke.

Porcupine wood (Bot.), the hard
tration in Appendix.
so called because, when
outer wood of the cocoa palm ;
cut horizontally, the markings of the wood resemble the
quills of a porcupine.

Pore

;

will forcibly get into the porousness of

Por'pen-tlne (pSr'pSn-tin),

—

Illinois

;

;

species.

Porcupine ant-eater {Zool.), the
echidna.
Porcupine crab {Zool.),
a large spiny Japanese crab (Acantholithodes hystrix).
Porcupine
disease. (Med.) See Ichthyosis.—
Porcupine flsh (Zool.), any plectoguath fish having the body covered
with sphies which become erect
when the body is inflated. See
DiODON, and Globefish.
Porcupine grass (Bot.), a grass (Stipa
spartea) with grams bearing a stout
twisted awn, which, by coiling and
uncoiling through changes in moisture, propels the sharp - pointed
and barbellate grain into the wool
and flesh of sheep. It is found

Dryden.

apt to break.

Ivory porcelain, porcelain with a surface like ivory, produced by depolishmg. See Depolishino. — Porcelain clay.
See under Clay. — Porcelain crab (Zool. ), any crab of the
genus Porcellana and allied genera (family Porcellanidx).

;

2. {Zool.)

era, native of

from

shaped

;

chair

;

go

;

eiug,

(p6r'fi-rit),

re.

(Min.)

A

rock with

a

porphyritic structure ; as, augite porphyrite.
Por'phy-rit'lc (-rTt'ik), a.
[Cf. F. porphyritigue.}
(Min.) Relating to, or resembling, porphyry, that is,
characterized by the presence of distinct crystals, as of
feldspar, quartz, or augite, in a relatively fine-grained
base, often aphanitic or cryptocrystalline.
Por'phy-rl-za'tlon (-rl-za'shun), re. TJie act of porphyrizing, or the state of being porphyrized.
Por'phy-rlze (pdr'fl-r!z), v. t. [Cf. F. porphyriser^
Gr. TTop^vpi'^eiy to be purplish.] To cause to resemble
porphyry ; to make spotted in composition, like porphyry.
Por'phy-ro-gen'I-tlsm (-jSn'T-ttz'm), re. [LL. perphyro genitus, fr. Gr. TToptjjvpoyevinijros ; TTop/^vpa purple
-|- root of yiyvetrSai to be born.]
The principle of succession in royal families, especially among the Eastern
Roman emperors, by which a younger son, if born after
the accession of his father to the throne, was preferred
to an elder son who was not so born.
Sir T. Palgrave.

Por'phy-iy (pSr'fl-ry), «. ; pi. Porphyries (-rlz).
[F. porphyre, L. porphyrites, fr. Gr. Trop<j>vplTrii like
fr. 7rop(jivpa purple.
See Purple.]
(Geo!.) A
term usedsomewhat loosely to designate a rock consisting of a nne-grained base (usually feldspathic) through
which crystals, as of feldspar or quartz, are disseminated.
There are red, purple, and green varieties, which are
highly esteemed as marbles.
purple,

Porphyry shell (Zool.), a handsome marine gastropod
shell (Uliva iwrjihyria), having a dark red or brown polmarked vrith light spots, like porphyry.

ished surface,

llPor'pl-ta (p6r'pi-ta), re.
brooch.]
(Zool.) A genus
Siphoof
bright-colored

[NL., from Gr.

iropTn; a

nophora found floating in
the warmer parts of the
ocean. The individuals are
round and disk-shaped, with
a large feeding zooid in the
center of the under side,
surrounded by smaller nutritive and reproductive zooids, and by slender dactylozooids near the margin. The
disk contains a central float,
or pneumatocyst.

Por'poise (pSr'pus), re.
[OE. porpeys, OF. porpeis,
hog fish, from
L. porcus swine -)- piscis
fish.
See Pork, and Fish.]
1. (Zool.) Any small ce- Porpita (Porpita Linnmana),
tacean of the genus PhocBeb Dorsal
a Profile view
view.
na, especially P. communis,
or P. phocsena, of Europe,
and the closely allied American species (P. Americana)
literally,

;

is dusky or blackish above, paler beneath.
closely allied to the dolphins, but have a
Called also harbor porpoise, herring
shorter snout.
hog, puffing pig, and snuffer.
olten so
true dolphin (Delphinus) ;
2. (Zoiil.)

Hie color
They are

—

A

by sailors.
Skunk porpoise, or Bay porpoise (Zool), a North American porpoise (Lagenorhync/ius acutus), larger than the
common species, and with broad stripes of white and
yellow on the sides. See Illustration in Appendix.
called

Por'po-rl'no (p8r'p6-re'no), n. [It.] A composition
of quicksilver, tin, and sulphur, forming a yellow powder,
sometimes used by mediaeval artists, for the sake of econFairholt.
omy, instead of gold.
Swift.
Por'pus (pSr'piJs), re. A porpoise, \_0bs.1
Por-ra'ceoUS (p5r-ra'shtis), a. [L. porraceus, from
in
color
tlie
leek
Resembling
leek.]
porrus,
porrum,
a
" PoiTaceowx vomiting. "
Wiseman.
[i?.]
greenish,
oiporriporrectus,
[L.
p. p.
Por-rect' (pBr-rSkf), a.
gere to stretch out before one's self, to put forth.] Extended horizontally ; stretched out.
[L. porrectio: cf. F.
Por-rec'tlon (-rSk'shtin), re.
The act of stretching forth.
porreclion.']
Por'ret (pBr'rSt), re. [F. porrette, fr. L. porrum, porrus, leek. See PoKRACEOUS.] A scallion a leek or small
Sir T. Browne.
onion.
[iJ.]
II

;

[Probably corrupted fr. pottage ;
peril, influenced by OE. porree a kind of pottage, OF.
porrie, fr. L. pornim, porrus, leek. See Pottaoe, and
cf. PoBitiNOER.]
A food made by boiling some leguminous or farinaceous substance, or the meal of it, in water
or in milk, making a kind of broth or thin pudding as,
barley poi-ridge, mW^pori'tdgc, bean porridge, etc.
Por'rln-ger (-iTn-jer), re. [OE. pottavger, for }iottager ; cf. F. potager a soup basin. Sec Porrihoe.] A
porridge dish esp., a bowl or cup from which children
Wordsworth.
eat or are fed as, a silver porringer.
Port (port), n. [From Oporto, in Portugal, i. e.,
portu the port, L. partus. See Port harbor.] A dark
red or jiurple astriiigont wine made in Portugal. It contains a large peroontage of alcohol.
Port, n. [AS. port, L. partus : cf. F. port. Sec Fare,
v., Ford, and 1st, 3d, & 4th Port.]
1. A place where

ink

Por'rldge

(-rTj),

re.

;

;

;

;

tlien,

thin

j

Ijon

;

zh

=z

in azure.

"

;;

;

;;
;

;
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ships may ride secure from storms ; a sheltered inlet,
iay, or cove ; a harbor ; a haven. Used also figuratively.
Shak.
Peering in maps for ports and piers and roads,
Keble.
We are in port if we have Tliee.

Por'tal (por'tal), re. [OF. portal, F.portail, JAj. parL. porta a gate. See Poet a gate.] 1. A door
or gate ; hence, a way of entrance or exit, especially one
that is grand and imposing.
Thick with sparkling orient gems

[L. porientum.
Por-tent' (pSr-tenf; 277), re.
See
Portend.] That which portends, or foretokens; esp.,
that which portends evil ; a sign of coming calamity
an omen a sign.
Shak.
My loss by diieportents the god foretold.
Dryden.
Por-tent'ive (-Tv), a. Presaging; foreshadowing.
Por-tent'OUS (-vis), a. [L. portentosus.} 1. Of the
nature of a portent containing portents foreshadow,
ing, esp. foreshadowing ill
ominous.

law and commercial usage, a harbor where vesadmitted to discharge and receive cargoes, from
whence they depart and where they finish their voyages.
Free port. See under Free. —Port bar. (ifaui.) (a) A
boom. See Boom, 4, also Bak, 3. (b) A bar, as of sand, at

2. In
sels are

the mouth of, or in, a port. — Port charges Com.), charges,
as wharfage, etc. to which a ship or its cargo is subjected
in a harbor. — Port of entry, a harbor where a custom(

,

house is established for the legal entry of merchandise.
- Port toll (law), a payment made for the privilege of
Port warden, the officer in
bringing goods into port.
charge of a port ; a harbor master.
parte,
L. porta, akin to partus;
[F.
Port (port), n.
See Poet a harbor, and cf.
of. AS. poiie, fr. L. porta.
PoETE.] 1. A passageway; an opening or entrance to
an inclosed place ; a gate ; a door ; a portal. \_Archaie]

—

Him

I accuse

The city ports by this hath entered.
From their ivory pori the cherubim

Shak.

Forth issuing.

Uilton.

an em2. (Nant.) An opening in the side of a vessel
brasure through which cannon may be discharged
a
porthole also, the shutters which close such an opening.
Her »or?s being within sixteen inches of the water.
;

;

;

Sir W. Raleigh.
3. (3Iach.)

A passageway in a machine, through which

as steam, water, etc., may pass, as from a valve
to the interior of the cylinder of a steam engine ; an
opening in a valve seat, or valve face.

a

fluid,

Air port. Bridle port, etc. See under Air, Bridle, etc.
Port bar (A'aut.), a bar to secure the ports of a ship in a
gale.
Port lid (Naut. ), a lid or hanging door for closing
the portholes of a vessel.
Steam port, and Exhauat port
(Steam Engine), the ports of the cylmder communicating with the valve or valves, for the entrance or exit
of the steam, respectively.

—

—

—

&

&

[imp.
vb. n.
p. p. Ported ; p. pr.
[F. porter, L. portare to carry.
See Port
demeanor.] 1. To carry ; to bear ; to transport. [Ofo.]
They are easily ported by boat into other Bhires. Fuller.

Port, V.
Porting.]

t.

2. (Mil.) To throw, as a musket, diagonally across the
body, with the lock in front, the right hand grasping the
small of the stock, and the barrel sloping upward and
crossing the point of the left shoulder as, to part arms.
Began to hem him round with jjorted spears. Milton.
Arms port, a position in the manual
of arms, executed as above.
Port, n. [F. port, fr. porter to carry, L. portare, prob. akin to E. fare,
V.
See Port harbor, and cf. Comport, Export, Sport.] The manner in
which a person bears himself ; deportment carriage bearing demeanor ;
hence, manner or style of living as,
a proud port.
Spenser.
;

;

;

;

;

And

of his _por£ as

meek

as

a maid.
Chaucer.

is

necessities of pomp, grandeur, and
a suitable port in the world.
South.

Port, n. [Etymology uncertain.]
{Naiit.S The larboard or left side of
a ship (looking from the stern toward
the bow) ; as, a vessel heels to port.
See Note under Larboard. Also used
Port.

—

;

;

Port'a-bil'i-ty (port'a-bTl'T-ty), n.
The quality or
state of being portable
fitness to be carried.
;

Port'a-ble (port'a-b'l), a. lli.partabilis, fr. portare
to carry cf. P. portable. See Port demeanor.] 1. Capable of being borne or carried
easily transported
conveyed without difficulty
as, a portable bed, desk,
:

;

;

See under Forge.
See under Steam engine.

Port'a-ble-ness, n.
portable

;

Seuth.
[Oi«.]
seems now
Shak.

supportable.

Portable forge.
gine.

The

1

— Portable

steam en-

quality or state of being

portability.

Por'tace (por'tas
Port'age (port'aj

;

;

A

See Poetass. [Ois.]
[From 2d Port.] {Naut.)

48), n.
48), re.

(a)
sailor's wages when in port.
sailor's wages for a voyage.

Port'age,

Por'tage

re.

[3d Poet.]

(por'taj),

re.

A

(6)

The amount

porthole.

of a

Shak.
See

[06s.]

[F., iiom. porter to carry.

Poet to carry.] 1. The act of carrying or transporting.
2. The price of carriage
porterage.
Bp. Fell.
;

3. Capacity for carrying; tonnage.
[06s.] Hakluyt.
4.
carry between navigable waters.
See 3d Caeey.
Por'tage (por'taj), v. t.
i.
To carry (goods, boats,

A

&

etc.) overland

between navigable waters.
Por'tage group' (groop'). [So called from the township ot Portage in New York.]
(Geol.) A subdivision
of the Chemung period in American geology.
See Chart
of Geology.
Por'ta-gue (por'ta-gS), re.
[See Poetugdese.]
A
Portuguese gold coin formerly current, and variously
estimated to be worth from three and one half to four
and one half pounds sterling. [06s.] [Written also josrtegue and portigue.']
Ten thousand portagues, besides great pearls. Marlowe.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

porches of a church.
3. {Bridge Building) The space, at one end, between
opposite trusses when these are terminated by inclined
braces.
4.
prayer

A

&m, arm, ask,

;

;

;

;

For, I bcheve, they are portentous things.
Shak.
Victories of strange and almost j)0)-*en(ous splendor. Macaulay.

2. Hence: Monstrous; prodigious ; wonderful
as, a beast of portentous size.
;

;

dread-

Roscommon.
— Por-tent'ous-ly, adv. — Por-teut'ous-ness,
ful

re.

Por'ter (por'ter), re. [F. portier, L. portarius, from
porta a gate, door. See Poet a gate.] A man who has
charge of a door or gate ; a doorkeeper one who waits
at the door to receive messages.
Shak.
To him thej?orier openeth.
John x. 3.
[P.
Por'ter, n.
po7-teur, fr. porter to carry, L. portare.
See Poet to carry.] 1. A carrier one who carries or conveys burdens, luggage, etc. for hire.
2. {Forging) A bar of iron or steel at the end of
which a forging is made; esp., a long, large bar, to
the end of which a heavy forging is attached, and by
means of which the forging is lifted and handled in
hammering and heating
called also porter bar.
3. A malt liquor, of a dark color and moderately bit;

book or breviary

;

a portass.

[06s.]

Portal bracing (^nV/ffe Building), a combination of struts
and ties which lie in the plane of the inclined braces at a
portal, serving to transfer wind pressure from the upper
parts of the trusses to an abutment or pier of the bridge.

{Anat.) Of or pertaining to a
porta, especially the porta of the liver ; as, the portal
vein, which enters the liver at the porta, and divides into
capillaries after the manner of an artery.
^ff^ Portal is applied to other veins which break up
into capillaries ; as, the renal portal veins in the frog.
Por'ta-men'tO (It. por'ta^man'to ; E. por'ta-meu'to),
re.
[It., fr. portare to carry.]
{Mus.) In singing, or in
the use of the bow, a gradual carrying or lifting of the
voice or sound very smoothly from one note to another
a gliding from tone to tone.

Por'tal (por'tal),

a.

;

,

—

;

and intoxicating

ter taste, possessing tonic

qualities.

II

See Port, carriage, demeanSpenser. Shak.
Por'tass (-tSs), n. [OF. parte-hars a kind of prayer
book, so called from being portable ; cf. LL. portijoriuin."]
A breviary a prayer book. [Written variously
portaee, portasse, partesse, partise, parthose, porlos, par-

Por'tance (por'tans),

n.

[06s.]

or.

;

Spenser. Camden.
[06s.]
By God and by ilns porthors I you swear. Chaucer.
Por'tate (-tat), a. [L. portaius, p. p. of portare to
carry.] (Her.) Borne not erect, but diagonally athwart
an escutcheon ; as, a cross portate.
Por'ta-tive ( ta-ttv), a. [Cf. F. portatif.'] 1. Portable.
Chaucer.
r06s.]
2. {Physics) Capabls of holding up or carrying; as,
the portative force of a magnet, of atmospheric pressure,
or of capillarity.
portcullis.
[OJj.]
Port'cluse (portldus), n.
Port'cray'on (-kra'un), n. [F. porte-crayon ; porter
to carry -}- crayon a
crayon.]
metallic
handle with a clasp for
Portcrayon,
holding a crayon.
Port-cunis (port-kiillTs), re. [OF. parte coulisse, coleice, a sliding door, fr. L. colare, colatum, to filter, to
strain
See
cf. F. couler to glide.
Poet a gate, and cf. Ccllis, ColanDEE.]
1. (Fort.)
gratmg of iron
or of timbers pointed with iron, hung
over the gateway of a fortress, to be
let down to prevent the entrance of
an enemy. " Let the portcullis fall."
tus, portuse, etc.]

A

A

:

tlie

,

Sir W. Scott.
huge portcullis high updrew.
Milton.

Arms

Fort, V. t. (^Naut.) To turn or put
to the left or larboard side of a ship ;
said of the helm,
and used chiefly in the imperative, as a command as,
port your helm.
llPor'ta (por'ta), re.; pi. PoRTiE (-te). [L., a gate.
See Port a hole.] (Anat.) (a) The part of the liver or
other organ where its vessels and nerves enter the hilus.
B. 6. Wilder.
(6) The foramen of Monro.

How light and portable my pain

Milton.

From out the fiery portal of the east.
Shak.
2. {Arch.) {a) The lesser gate, where there are two
of different dimensions.
(6) Formerly, a small square
corner in a room separated from the rest of the apartment by wainscoting, forming a short passage to another
apartment,
(c) By analogy with the French portail,
used by recent writers for the whole architectural composition whicli surrounds and includes the doorways and

She

adjectively.

;

The portal shone.

A

The

engine.
2. Possible to be endured

tale, fr.

2. An English coin
Elizabeth, struck for
East India Company ;
its bearing the figure
on the reverse.
Port-cul'lls, V. t.

—

&
&

;

;

;

;

II

Port'ed (port'ed),

a.

We took the

Having

gates.

[Obs.}

Chapman.
Por'te-gue (por'te-gii), re. See Portague. [06s.]
[F.,
fr.
porter
to
Porte'mon-naie' (port'mun-na'),«.
carry -f- monnaie money.] A small pocketbook or wallet
for carrying money.
Por-tend' (por-tend'), V. t. limp. &p. p. Portended
p. pr. & vb. n. Poetending.] [L. portendere, portentum, to foretell, to predict, to impend, from an old
preposition used in comp. -|- tendere to stretch. See
Position, Tend.] 1. To indicate (events, misfortunes,
to foretoken to
etc. ) as in the future ; to foreshow
Bacon.
bode
now used esp of unpropitious signs.
sevenfold-/)orted Thebes.

;

;

;

—

;

Many signs portended a dark and stormy day. Macaiday.
" Doomed to feel
[iJ.]
2. To stretch out before.
Pope.
the great Idomeneus' portended steel."
Syn. To foreshow ; foretoken betoken ; forebode
augur ; presage ; f ore^adow threaten.
Por-ten'slon (-tSn'shiin), re. The act of foreshowing ;
Sir T. Browne.
foreboding. [iJ.]

—

;

;

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

said to be so called as having been first
the London porters, and this application

is

used chiefly by
of the word is supposed to be not older than

1750.

Por'ter-age (-tj), n. 1. The work of a porter the
occupation of a carrier or of a doorkeeper.
2. Money charged or paid for the carriage of burdens
;

by a

or parcels

porter.

See Portress.

Por'ter-ess, n.
Por'ter-house,

A house where porter is sold.
Porterhouse gteak, a' steak cut from a sirloin of beef,
cluding the upper and under part.
re.

in-

See Portass. [OJs.] Tyndale.
Port'flre' (port'fir'), re. A case of strong paper filled
with a composition of niter, sulphur, and mealed powder,
used principally to ignite the priming in proving guns,
and as an incendiary material in shells.

Por'tesse

(por'tSs),

re.

—

Port-Iol'Io (port-fol'yo or-fo1T-6),re. \¥ portefeuille
porter to carry -j- feuille a leaf. See Poet to carry, and
Folio.]
1.
portable case for holding loose papers,
prints, drawings, etc.
2. Hence : The office and functions of a minister of
state or member of the cabinet ; as, to receive the port'
folio of war ; to resign the portfolio.
Port'glave' (port'glav'), re. [F. porte-glaive ; porter
to carry -|- glaive a sword.]
sword bearer. [06s.]
Port'greve' (-grev'X 1 «•
IAS. portgerefa; port a
harbor
Port'grave' (-grav'), )
gerefa a reeve or
sheriff.
See Eeeve a steward, and cf. Portreeve.] In
old English law, the chief magistrate of a port or maritime town ; a portreeve. [06s.]
Fabyan.
(Naut.) An embrasure in a
Port'hole' (-hoi'), n.
ship's side.
See 3d Poet.
Porfhook' (-hook'), re. (Naut.) One of the iron hooka
to which the port hinges are attached.
J. Knawles.
Port'hors' (-hSrs'), n. See Portass. [06«.] Chaucer.
Por'tl-CO (por'ti-k6),M.;p/.
Porticoes (-koz) or Porticos.
[It., L. porticus.
See Porch.]
(Arch.)
colonnade or covered ambulatory, especially in
classical styles of architecture; usually, a colonnade at
the entrance of a building.
.

A

A

+

A

of the reign of
the use of the
so called from
of a portcullis

[imp.
p. p.
vb. n.
(-list)
p. pr.
Postcullising.] To obstruct with, or
as with, a portcullis ; to shut to bar.
\_E.-]
Shak.
Porte (port F. p6rt), re. [F. parte
a gate, L. porta. See Poet a gate.]
The Ottoman court ; the government
of the Turkish empire, officially called „ _/,,'„'-„ . rii..^
Portcullis, jl Cham
*-..
*.i,..
c 17r>
J
£
^ 4-1.
the Sublime
the gate
Parte,
from
by which the Port(port) of the sultan's palace at which cuUis is raised B
£ Chains by which
justice was administered.
Porte'-CO'Ch^re' (pSrVkS'shSr'), *J;^Si"connSed
n. [F. See Poet a gate, and Coach.] ^ifh [he Krtcul(Arch.) A large doorway allowing ve- lis J),
hides to drive into or througli a building. It is common to have the entrance door open upon
the passage of the porte-cochere. Also, a porch over a
driveway before an entrance door.

Poetcullised

d^^ Porter

&nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

Por'tl-coed (-kod),
nished with a portico.

Fur-

a.

Por'tifcre' (p8r'tySr'), n.
[P., fr. parte gate, door.
See
Poet a gate.]
curtain hangII

A

Portico.

ing across a doorway.

&

Fl.
Por'tl-gue (por'tT-gii), re. See Poetague. Beau.
Por'tin-gal (por'tin-gal), a. Of or pertaining to Portugal; Portuguese. [06s.]
A Portuguese. [06s.]
re.
Por'tion (por'shun), n. [P., from L. partia, akin to
pars, partis, a part. See Part, re.] 1. That which is
divided off or separated, a"? a part from a whole a separated part of anything.
2. A part considered by itself, though not actually cut
off or separated from the whole.
These are parts of his ways but how little a portion is heard

^

;

;

of

him

Job xxvi.

I

Portions and parcels of the dreadful past.
3.

A

part assigned

allotment

;

The lord of that servant
the unbelievers.

.

share

;

will appoint

.

;

him

14.

Tennyson.

fate.
h\E portion

with

Luke xii. 46.
Keble.
Man's portion is to die and rise again.
4. The part of an estate given to a child or heir, or
descending to him by law, and distributed to him in the
settlement of the estate an inheritance.
Give me the portion of goods that falleth to me. Luke xv. 12.
Shak.
5. A wife's fortune
a dowry.
Syn. —Division share parcel quantity allotment
dividend.
Portion, Part. Part is generic, having a
simple reference to some whale. PoHion has the additional idea of such a division as bears reference to an
individual, or is allotted to some object as, a portion of
one's time a poWi'oB of Scripture.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

[imp. & p. p. Portioned (-shSnd') ;
Portioning.] 1. To separate or divide
into portions or shares to parcel to distribute.
And portion to his tribes the wide domain.
Pop«.
2. To endow with a portion or inheritance.

Por'tion,
vb.
p. pr.

&

v.

t.

re.

;

Him portioned
idea,

ill

;

old,

;

maids, apprenticed orphans, bleet. Pope.

obey, drb, 5dd

;;;

:

PORTIONER

1117

Por'Uon-er (por'shun-er), n. 1. One wlio portions.
2. (Eccl.) See Portionist, 2.
Por'tlon-iSt (por'slmn-Ist), n. 1. A scholar at Merton
College, Oxford, who has a certain academical allowance
corrupted into postmaster.
Shipley.
or portion ;
2. {Eccl.) One of the incumbents of a benefice which
has two or more rectors or vicars.
Por'tlon-less, a. Having no portion.
Por'tlse (-tis), n. See Portass. \_Obs.'\
Port'land ce-ment' (port'land se-mSut' or sSm'Snt).
A cement having the color of tlie Portland stone of
England, made by calcining an artificial mixture of carbonate of lime and clay, or sometimes certain natural
limestones or chalky clays. It contains a large p'-oportion of clay, and hardens under water.
Port'land stone' (ston'). A yellowish-white calcareous freestone from the Isle of Portland in England,

Por'tU-guese (por'tiS-gez), a. [Cf. F. portugais, Sp.
portugues, Pg. portuguez.'] Of or pertaining to Portugal,
its inhabitants.
n. sing.
pi.
A native or inhabitant of Portugal people of Portugal.
Portuguese man-of-war. (Zo'dl.) See Physalia.
Por'tU-la'oa (L. pSr'tiJ-la'ka ; E. por'tu-lSk'a), n.
[L., purslane.]
{Bot.) A genus of polypetalous plants;
also, any plant of the genus.
1!I^°" Portulaca oleracea is the common purslane.
P.
grandiflora is a South American herb, widely cultivated
for its showy crimson, scarlet, yellow, or wliite, ephemeral blossoms.

—

much

Duke

Port'last (-last), n. (IVatd.) The
See Portoise.
n.
Port'li-ness (port'lT-nSs),
1. The quality or state of being
portly dignity of mien or of personal appearance stateliness.
Such pride is praiso such portliness
Spetiser.

Portland Vase
2. Bulkiness ; corpulence.
Porl'ly, a. [From Port demeanor.] 1. Having a dignified port or mien ; of a noble appearance ; imposing.
2. Bulky ; corpulent. " A joort?»/ personage." Dickens.
Fort'man (-man), n. ; pi. Poktmen (-mgn). An inhabitant or burgess of a port, esp. of one of the Cinque Ports.
Port-man'teau (p6rt-man't6), n. ; pi. Portmanteaus
{-toz).
[F. porte-manteau ; porter to carry -f- manteuu
a cloak, mantle. See Port to carry, and Mantle.] A
bag or case, usually of leather, for carrying wearing
apparel, etc., on journeys.
Thackeray.
Port-man'lle (-t'l), n. A portmanteau. \_Obs.']
old
English
(port'mof),
In
law, a
n.
Port'mote'
court, or mote, held in a port town. [OAs.] Blackstone.
porter
to
bear.] One
Por'toir (por'toir), n. [OF., f r.
who, or that which, bears ; hence, one who, or that
which, produces. [06s.]
Branches
which were 2Jortoirs^ and bare grapes. Holland.
.

.

.

[Perhaps fr. OF. porteis porThe gunwale of a ship.
To lower the yards a-portoisej to lower them to the gunwale.— To ride a-portoise, to ride at anchor with the lower
yards and topmasts struck or lowered, as in a gale of wind.
Por'tos (por'tSs), n. See Portass. \_Obs.']
Port'pane (port'pan), n. [From L. porlare to carry
pan;s bread; prob. through French.] A cloth for carrying bread, so as not to touch it with the hands. \_Obs.']
[F., originally p. p. of porPor'trait (por'trat), n.
traire to portray. See Portray.]
1. The likeness of a
person, painted, drawn, or engraved commonly, a rep-

from

real

.

^W^

word

is

life.

A

We have different prospects of the same thing, according to
our Aiflex&wt positions to it.
Locke.
2. The spot where a person or tiling is placed or takes
a place ; site ; place ; station ; situation as, the position of man in creation ; the fleet changed it& position.
3. Hence : The ground which any one takes in an argument or controversy ; the point of view from which any
one proceeds to a discussion ; also, a principle laid down
as the basis of reasoning
a proposition a thesis ; as, to
define one's position ; to appear in a false position.
Let not the proof of any position depend on the positions that
follow, but always on those which go before.
/. ifatts.
4. Relative place or standing social or official rank
as, a person of position ; hence, office ; post ; as, to lose
Thackeray.
one's jiosition.
5. {Arith. )
method of solving a problem by one or two
suppositions
called also the rule of trial and error.

For,

Shak.
the love

Bacon.
painting.
Chaucer.
lObs.'j
making portraits.
Walpole.
represent by a portrait, or as

;

[i?.]
Shaftesbury.
[Written also pourtray.']
Por-tray' (por-tra'), v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Portrayed (-trad') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pobtrayino.] [OE. pourtraien, OF. portraire, pourtraire,
F. portraire, fr. L. protrahere, protraclum, to draw or
drag forth pro forward, forth -|- trahere to draw. See
Trace, v. t., and cf. Protract.] 1. To paint or draw
the likeness of as, to portray a king on horseback.
Take a tile, and lay it before thee, and iiortran upon it the
city, even Jerusalem.
Ezek. iv. 1.

&

;

;

A

;

_

Por-tray'al

ing

;

;

(-ol),

description

;

re.

The act or process

—

Milton.

of portray-

delineation.

—

Por-tray'er (-er), n. One who portrays.
Chaucer.
Port'reeve' (port'rev'), n. A port warden.
Por'tress (por'trSs), n. A female porter.
Milton.
Port-roy'al-lst (port-roi'«l-i.st), n. (Eccl. Illit.) One
of the dwellers in the Cistercian convent of Port Royal
des Champs, near Pari.s, when it was the home of the
Jaiisemsts in the 17th century, among them being Arnauld, Pascal, and other famous scholars. Cf. Jansenist.
Port'sale' (port'saV), n. IPort gate
sale.}
Public
or ojien sale auction. [Ofe.]
Por'tu-a-ry (por'tu-S-i-y
135), n.
(£. C. C'/j.) A breviary, (jing.-]
;

assumed number

unite,

rude,

full,

ilp,

Portass.]

-Qrn

;

pity

is

to the true ri'sult as tlio iiunilipr as-

is to the luiniluM' rcquirrd. — Strategic position
a position taken up by an army or a large (lotacliment of troops fen- tlie purpose of chocking or observing
an opposing force.
Syii. — Situation station place condition attitude
posture proposition assertion thesis.

{Mil.),

;

;

food,

f<rot

;

out,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

use,

—

sumed

Jlollantl.

[Cf.

—

—

+

;

—

Angle of position (Ast7'on.), tlie angle which any line
(as that joining two stars) makes with another fixed line,
Double position
specifically with a circle of declination.
(Arith.), the method of solving problems by proceeding
with each of two assumed nuinbers, according to the conditions of the problem, and by comparing the difference
of the results with those of the numbers, deducing the
correction to be applied to one of them to obtain the true
result.
Guns of position {Mil.), heavy fiehlpieces, not
Position finder {Mil.'\, a
designed for quick niovenieuts.
Position micrometer,
range finder. See under Range.
a micronittter applied to the tube of an astronomical telescope for measuring angles of position in the field of view.
Single position {Arith.), the method of solving jiroblems, in which the result obtained by opcM-ating with an

Hence, figuratively, to describe in words.
To adorn with pictures, [fl.]
Spear and helmets thronged, and shields
Various with boastful arguments portrayed.

;

;

;

2.
3.

Pos'i-tive,

firmed

oil

;

chair

;

g-o

;

slug,

—

That which

1.

re.

is

reality.

;

capable of being afSouth,

2. Tliat which settles by absolute appointment.
3. (Gram.) The positive degree or form.
picture in which the lights and shades
4. (Photog.)
correspond in position with those of the original, instead
of being reversed, as in a negative.
B. Hunt.
5. (Elec.) The positive plate of a voltaic or electrolytic cell.
Pos'i-tive-ly, adv. In a positive manner absolutely
really expressly witli certainty indubitably ; peremptorily ; dogmatically ;
opposed to negatively.

A

;

;

Good and

evil

;

—

;

which is removed may be esteemed good or
Bacon.
and not positively or simply.
breath, some little pause, my lord,

evil comparatively,

Give

me some

Before Ij^ositively speak herein.

;

of our neighbors but the portraiture.

—

tion.

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

Por'trai-ture, v. t. To
by a portrait to portray,

;

;

;

;

Gay.

;

Por'trait, v. t. To portray ; to draw. [Ofo.] Spenser.
portrait painter, [i?.] Hamerton.
Por'trait-iSt, re.
Por'tral-ture (por'tra-tiir 135), n. [F. portraiture.^
1.
portrait
a likeness ; a painted resemblance ;
hence, that which is copied from some example or model.

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

2. Pictures, collectively
3. The art or practice of

.

fair.

—

Positive law. See Jfunicijjal Zaio, under Law.
Positive
motion (Mach.), motion wliich is derived from a driver
through unyielding intermediate pieces, or by direct contact, and not through elastic connections, nor by means of
friction, gi'avity, etc.
definite motion. — Positive philosophy. See Positivism.
Positive pole, (q) (ff/ec.) The pole
of a battery or pile which yields positive or vitreous
electricity
opposed to negative iwle. (b) (Magnetism)
The north pole. [/?.]
Positive quantity (.k?;/.), an affirmative quantity, or one affected hy the sign jilus [+].
Positive rotation (Mecli.), left-handed rotation.
Positive
sign (Math.), the sign [-f ] denoting 2}lus, or more, or addi-

So as to pose or puzzle.
Pos'it (pSz'it), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Posited p. pr.
& vb. n. Positing.] [L. ponere, positum, to place. See
Position.] 1. To dispose or set firmly or fixedly
to
place or dispose in relation to other objects. Sir M. Hale.
2. {Logic) To assume as real or conceded as, to posit
a principle.
Sir W. Hamilton.
Po-Si'tion (p6-zTsli'iin), n. [F. position, L. positio,
fr. ponere, positum, to put, place
prob. for posino, fr.
an old preposition used only in comp. (akin to Gr. Trpos)
-j- sinere to leave, let, permit, place.
See Site, and cf.
Composite, Compound, v.. Depone, Deposit, Expound,
Impostor, Opposite, Propound, Pose, v.. Posit, Post, re.]
1. The state of being posited, or placed
the manner
in wliich anything is placed
attitude condition as, a
firm, an inclined, or an uprigbt position.

sometimes extended

by the image of my cause, I see
The portraiture of his.
Divinity maketh the love of ourselves the pattern

—

;

In posted lockets bribe the

Pope.

;

—

noble.

Pos'ing-ly (poz'Iug-ly), adv.

so as to include a photographic likeness.
2. Hence, any graphic or vivid delineation or description of a person ; as, a portrait in words.
Portrait bust, or Portrait statue, a bust or statue representing the actual features or person of an individual
in distmction from an ideal bust or statue.

A

i

;

portraits^ the grace, and, we may add, the likeness, coneists more in the general air than in the exact similitude of
every feature.
Sir J. Reijuobls.

of the

.

so.

or adverb which denotes sLmide quality, without comparison or relation to increase or diminution as, wise,
Positive electricity (Elec), the kind of electricity
which is developed when glass is rubbed mth silk, or
which appears at that pole of a voltaic battery attached
to the plate that is not attacked by the exciting liquid
formerly called vilreons electiicily ;— omosed to negative electricity.
Positive eyepiece. See under Eyepiece.

Thackeray.

.

;

1x1

The meaning

.

once wrong, will needs be always

—
—

;

;

face painted

posed before her as a hero.

—

—

;

+

human

.

if

;

Positive crystal (Opt.), a doubly refracting crystal, in
which the index of refraction for the extraordinary ray is
greater than for the ordinary ray, and the former is refracted nearer to the axis than tlie latter, as quartz and
ice;
opposed to negative crystal, or one in which this
characteristic is reversed, as Iceland spar, tourmaline,
etc.
Positive degree ((r'roin.), that state of an adjective

;

Por'tOise (por'tTz), n.
tative, portable.]
(Naut. )

resentation of the

.

which

;

;

;

.

;

That,

;

He

that

;

Hooker.
;

7. Having the power of direct action or influence
as,
a positive voice in legislation.
Swift,
8. (Photog.) Corresponding with the original in respect
to the position of lights and shades, instead of having the
lights and shades reversed ; as, a positive picture.
9. (Chem.) (a) Electro-positive, (b) Hence, basic ; metallic ; not acid ;
opposed to negative, and said of metals, bases, and basic radicals.

;

Pose, V. I. [Shortened from appose, for oppose. See
2d Appose, Oppose.] 1. To interrogate to question.
" She
[Obs.}
posed him and sifted him." Bacon.
2. To question with a view to puzzling to embarrass
by questioning or scrutiny to bring to a stand.
A question wherewith a learned Pharisee thought to iwse and
puzzle him.
Harrow.
Posed (pozd), o. Firm determined fixed. " A
most jMsed
and grave behavior." [Obs.] Urquhart.
Pos'er (poz'er), re. One who, or that which, puzzles
a difficult or inexplicable question or fact.
Bacon.
Po'sied (po'zid), a. Inscribed with a posy.

—

natural bindeth universally
"

;

;

;

.

is

Fully assured confident certain sometimes, overconfident dogmatic overbearing
said of persons.
Some positive, persisting fops we know,

;

;

In laws, that which
positive, not so.
6.

;

;

;

;

is

;

;

honor.

;

;

;

;

is

—

;

;

Bacon.
:

;

;

would not bear arms against King

son.

4. Hence
Not admitting of any doubt, condition,
qualification, or discretion ; not dependent on circumstances or probabilities ; not speculative ; compelling assent or obedience peremptory indisputable decisive
as, positive instructions ; positive truth ; positive proof.
" '"i is positive 'gainst all exceptions."
Shah.
5. Prescribed by express enactment or institution
settled by arbitrary appointment
said of laws-

;

portoise.

;

Positive words, that he

Edward's

as, joor?/ stone.

—

—

;

—

;

See Polliwig.
[E.} Dryden.

?i.
;

;

;

;

Museum.

British

;

Por'tU-la-Oa'ceOUS (por'tii-la-ka'shus), a. (Bot.) Of
or pertaining to a natural order of plants (Portulacacese),
which Portulaca is the type, and which includes also
the spring beauty {Claytonia) and other genera.

Por'wi'gle (pSr'wi'g'l),
Por'y (por'y), a. Porous

Sir T. Browne.

;

of

;

of the Emperor AlexIt is owned by the
of Portland, and kept in the

;

Ascribing unto plants positional operations.

Po's6' (po'za'), a.
[F., placed, posed.]
{Her.)
Standing still, with all the feet on the ground
said of
the attitude of a lion, horse, or other beast.
Pose (poz), n. [AS. gepose; of uncertain origin cf.
W. pas a cough, Skr. kcis to cough, and E. wheeze.'] A
cold in the head catarrh. [Ofts.]
Chaucer.
Pose (poz), re. [F. pose, fr. poser. See Pose, v. <.]
The attitude or position of a person the position of the
body or of any member of the body especially, a position formally assumed for the sake of effect an artifias, the pose of an actor
cial position
the pose of an
artist's model or of a statue.
V.
[imp. & p. p. Posed (pozd) p. pr. & vb.
t.
Pose,
[F. poser to place, to put, L. pausare to
re. Posing.]
pause, in LL. also, to place, put, fr. L. pausa a pause,
Gr. 7ra0<ris, fr. Trau'eii' to make to cease, prob. akin to E.
few. In compounds, this word appears corresponding to
L. ponere to put, place, the substitution in French having been probably due to confusion of this word with L.
positio position, fr. ponere.
See Few, and cf. Appose,
Dispose, Oppose, Pause, Repose, Position.] To place in
an attitude or fixed position, for the sake of effect to
arrange the posture and drapery of (a person) in a studied
manner as, to pose a model for a picture to pose a
sitter for a portrait.
Pose, V. i. To assume and maintain a studied attitude,
with studied arrangement of drapery to strike an attitude to attitudinize figuratively, to assume or affect a
certain character as, she poses as a prude.

ander Severus.

Po-Sl'tion (po-zTsh'iin), v. t. To indicate the position
to place.
[E.]
Encyc. Brit.
Fo-si'tlon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to position.

POS'i-tive (poz'i-ti v), a. [OE. positif, F. positif, L.
posilivus.
See Position.] 1. Having a real position,
existence, or energy ; existing in fact
real ; actual
opposed to reei/afee. "Posi/ive good."
Bacon.
2. Derived from an object by itself not dependent on
changing circumstances or relations absolute
opposed to relative ; as, the idea of beauty is not positive,
but depends on the different tastes of individuals.
3. Definitely laid down ; explicitly stated
clearly expressed
opposed to implied ; as, a positive declaration or promise.

II

II

tomb

in the

of

&

;

used in building.

Port'land vase' (vas'). A celebrated cinerary urn or vase found

—

or

POSOLOGY

the divine
I would ask . . . whether . .
tively require humility and meekness.
.

Shak.
law does not posiSjirat.

Positively charged or electrified (Elec), having a charge
of positive electricity; —opposedto negatively electrified.

The

quality or state of being posicertainty ; confidence ; perSee Positive, a.
Positivertess, pedantry, and ill manners.
Sw{fi.
The positiveness of sins ol commission lies both in the habitude of the will and in the executed act too the jiositivencss
yorris,
of sins of omission is in the habitude of the will only,

Posl-tive-ness,

tive

;

reality

emptoriness

;

;

re.

actualness

;

dogmatism.

;

A

system of philosophy
originated by M. Auguste Comte, which deals only with
positives.
It excludes from philosophy everything but
the natural phenomena or jiropertics of knowable things,
Pos'i-tiv-ism (-Tz'm),

re.

togotlier with their invariable relations of coexistence
and su<;cession, as occurring in time and space. Such
relations are denominated lair.':, which are to be discov-

ered by observation, experiment, and comparison. This
liliilosophy holds nil inquiry into causes, both efficient
and final, to bo useless and unprofitable.
a. RelatPos'1-tiv-Sst, n. A believer in positivism.

—

ing to positivism.
Pos'i-tlv'i-ty (-tiv'I-ty),

Pos'i-ture (-tur

;

13,')), re.

Positiveness.

re.

See Posture.

J. Mnrley.
[Ofo.]

(pQz'nSt), re.
[OF. poconci, dim. of po<,<m a,
pot, a vessel.]
little basin
a porringer ; a skillet.
Pos'o-log'lc (p5s'o-15i'ik), ( 0. [Cf. F. posologiqiie."]
IN-rtaining to po.sology.
Pos'o-log'ic-al (-inj'T-l('(l),
Po-SOl'o-gy (pft-!*Ql'o-jy), re. [Gr. jrdoros how lunoli -f-logy : ci. l<'. piKiologie.} {j\led.) The science or doctrine
of doses
doaology.

ink

Pos'net

A

;

l

;

;

tlieu,

thlu

;

boN

;

zh

=

as

in aaure.

""

;

Pos'po-lite (pSs'po-lit), re. IFol. pospolite ruszenie a
general summona to arms, an arriere-ban pospolity general
ruszenie a stirring.]
kind of militia iu Poland,
consisting of the gentry, which, in case of invasion, was
summoned to the defense of the country.
Poss (pSs), V. t. [See Push.] To push ; to dash ; to
throw. \_Obs. OT Prov. Eng.'}
A cat . passed them [the rats] about. Piers Plowman.
Pos'ae (pos'se), n. See PossE comitatus.
In posse. See In posse in the Vocabulary.
Pos'se COm'i-ta'tUS (kom'T-ta'tiis). [L. posse to
LL. comitatus a county, from
be able, to have power
See ConNTY, and Fowee.]
comes, comitis, a count.
1. {Law) The power of the county, or the citizens who
may be summoned by the sheriff to assist the authorities
in suppressing a riot, or executing any legal precept which
Blackstone.
is forcibly opposed.
2. A collection of people ; a throng a rabble. [CoZZog.]
posse
m^^ The word comitatus is often omitted, and
Carlyle.
alone used. " A whole posse of enthusiasts."
As if the passion that rules were the sheriff of the place, and
;

A

.

.

II

+

;

Locke.
came off with all the 7Josse.
Pos-sess' (poz-zes' or p8s-s6s' 277), v. t. limp. & p.
p. Possessed (-zSsf or -sest') p. pr. & vb. n. Possess-

p5s-sgs'-), n. 1. (Gram.)
case.
2. {Gram.)
possessive pronoun, or a word in the
possessive case.
Pos-sess'ive-ly, adv. In a possessive manner.
[L.
cf. F. possesseur.']
One
Pos-sess'or (-er), re.
who possesses ; one who occupies, holds, owns, or controls one who has actual participation or enjoyment,
generally of that which is desirable a proprietor. "Possessors of eternal glory.
Law.
As if he had heen possessor of the whole world. Sharp.

Pos-sess'lve (p5z-z5s'iv or

The possessive

A

:

;

;

Syn. — Ovpner

proprietor master holder occupant.
Pos-sess'0-ry (-o-ry), a.
[L. possessorius : cf. F.
Of or pertaining to possession, either as a
fact or a right of the nature of possession
as, a pos-

from an inseparable prep. (cf. Position) -\- sedere to sit.
See Sit.] 1. To occupy in person to hold or actually
have in one's own keeping to have and to hold.
Houses and fields and vineyards shall be possessed again in
;

;

Jer. xxxii.

this land.

15.

;

possessoire.'}

;

;

sessory interest a possessory lord.
Possessory action or suit (Law), an action to regain or
obtain possession of something. See under Petitoky.
;

Pos'set

[W. posel curdled milk,

(pSs'sSt), n.

posset.]

A beverage composed of hot mUk curdled by some

—

by wine, etc.,
much
have drugged their posset"

infusion, as

"

I

Pos'set,

;

;

[L. possessus, p. p. of possidere to have, possess,

ing.]

;

;

;

;

V.

[imp.

t.

&

strong

in favor formerly.

Shak.

p. p. Posseted

;

p. pr,

1. To curdle ; to turn, as
as, to posset the blood.
[06s.]

n. Posseting.]

agulate

milk

;

&

vb.
to co-

Shak.
[iJ.] " She was
O. W. Holmes.

2. To treat with possets ; to pamper.
cosseted and joosse/ed.
Pos'si-bll'1-ty (p5s'si-bil'i-ty), n. ; pi. Possibilities
(-tiz).
[F. possibilite, L. possibiliias.} 1. The quality
or state of being possible tlie power of happening, being,
orexisting. " All ^oss!6!7;72/ of error. " Hooker. "Latent
possibilities of excellence."
Johnson.
2. That which is i)0ssible
a contingency ; a thing or
event that may or may not happen ; a contingent interest,
as in real or personal estate.
South. Burrill.
Pos'si-ble (p8s'si-b'l), a. [F., fr. L. possibilis, iv.
posse to be able, to have power ; potis able, capable
esse to be. See Potent, Am, and cf. Host a landlord.]
(japable of existing or occurring, or of being conceived
or thought of ; able to happen ; capable of being done
not contrary to the nature of things ;
sometimes used
to express extreme improbability ; barely able to be, or
to come to pass ; as, possibly he is honest, as it is possible
that Judas meant no wrong.
;

Yet beauty, though injurious, hath strange power,
After offense returning, to regain
Milton.
Love once possessed,
2. To have the legal title to ; to have a just right to
to be master of ; to own
to have as, to possess property, an estate, a book.
I am yours, and all that 1 possess.
Shak.
;

;

;

3.
plish

To

obtain occupation or possession of ; to accomto gain ; to seize.
How ... to possess the purpose they desired. Spenser.

;

To enter

into and influence to control the will of
said especially of evil spirits, pasto affect ;
"
sions, etc.
'Weakness possesseth me."
Shak.
Those which were possessed with devils. 3Iatt. iv. 24.
For ten inspired, ten thousand are possessed. Jioscommon.
4.

to

fill

—

;

To put

;

;

:

in possession

;

to

and now commonly used

reflexively.

I have j^ossessed your grace of what I purpose.
Record a gift ... of all he dies poi-sessed

Unto

Shak.

his son.

—

A

[P.
Pos-ses'Slon (pSz-zSsh'Qn or p5s-sSsh'iin), n.
possession, L. possessio.'^ 1. The act or state of possessing, or holding as one's own.
2. (Law) The having, holding, or detention of property in one's power or command ; actual seizin or occupancy ownership, whether rightful or wrongful.
;

Ig^ Possession may be

either actual or constructive
actual, when a party has the immediate occupancy constructive, when he has only the right to such occupancy.
3. The thing possessed ; that which any one occupies,
owns, or controls ; in the plural, property in the aggregate; wealth; dominion; as, foTeign possessions.
When the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful, ^or he had great possessiojis.
Matt. xix. 22.
Ananias, with Sapphira his wife, sold ^possession. Acts v. I.
The house of Jacob shall possess their possessions. 06. 17.
;

The

state of being possessed or controlled, as

evil spirit,

or violent passions

;

madness

by an

frenzy

;

;

as,

How long hath this possession
To give

—

held the

man

?

Shak.

possession, to put in another's power or occuTo put In possession, (a) To invest with owner-

pancy.
ship or occupancy; to provide or furnish with; as, to
put one in possession of facts or information, (ft) (Law)
To place one in charge of property recovered in ejectment or writ of entry. To take possession, to enter upon,
or to bring within one's power or occupancy.
Writ of
possession (Law), a precept directing a sheriff to put a
person in peaceable possession of property recovered in
ejectment or writ of entry.

—

—

Pos-ses'sion, v. t. To invest with property. [05«.]
Pos-ses'slon-a-ry i-t-rf), a. Of or pertaining to pos;

"With

arising

God

Syn.— Practicable
Pos'sl-bly, adv.

means

from possession.

Pos-ses'Slon-er (-er), n. 1. A possessor a property
" Posses,storeer-« of riches. "
[06s.]
E.Hall.
of old freemen and possessioners. Sir P. Sidney.
2. An invidious name for a member of any religious
community endowed with property in lands, buildings,
etc., as contrasted with mendicant friars. [06s.] Wyclif.
Pos'ses-Si'val (-si'val), a. Of or pertaining to the pos""ssive case
as, a possem-uaZ termination.
Earle.
Pos-sess'ive (p5z-zes'iv or pos-ses'iv), a.
[L. pos;

holder.

Having been

;

sessivus ; cf. F. possessif.l
Of or pertaining to possession ; having or indicating possession.

Matt. xix.

things are possible.

26.

See Peacticable.

In a possible manner by possible
by extreme, remote, or improbable
by a chance
;

especially,

;

all

likely.

;

;

intervention, change, or exercise of power
perhaps ; as, possibly he may recover.
.

.

.

;

possibly his love desert

Milton.

?

"When possibly I can, I will return.
Shak.
(pSs'sSm), n. [Shortened from opossum.^
{Zo'dl.) An opossum.
\_Colloq. U. S."]
To play possum. To act possum, to feign ignorance, indifference or inattention, with the intent to deceive to
dissemble
in allusion to the habit of the opossum,
which feigns death when attacked or alarmed.
Post- (post-). [L. post behind, after cf. Skr. pafca
behind, afterwards.] A prefix signifying behind, back,
after ; as, ^osZcommissure, ^osMot, ^osiscript.
Post, a. [F. aposter to place in a post or position,
generally for a bad purpose.]
Hired to do what is
wrong suborned. [06s.]
Sir E. Sandys.
Post, re. [AS., fr. L. posiis, akin to ponere, positum,
Position,
and
to place. See
cf. 4th Post.]
1. A piece of
timber, metal, or other solid substance, fixed, or to be
fixed, firmly in an upright position, especially when intended as a stay or support to something else a pillar
as, a hitching pos< / a fence ^os<; fiie posts of a house.
They shall take of the blood, and strike it on the two side
posts and on the upper doorpost of the houses.
Ex. xii. 7.
Then by main force pulled up, and on his ohoulders bore,
Milton.
The gates of Azza, post and massy bar.
Chaucer.
Unto his order he was a noble post.
H^p" Post, in the sense of an upright timber or strut, is
used in composition, in such words as Tsing-post, queenpost, cTown-post, gatepost, etc.
2. The doorpost of a victualer's shop or inn, on which
were chalked the scores of customers ; hence, a score a

Pos'sum

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

[06s.]

debt.

demoniacal possession.

session

—

Can we

Shak.
"We possessed ourselves of the kingdom of Naples. Addison.
habitual
intention.
Addison.
good
To possess our minds with an
Syn.— To have; hold; occupy; control; own. Possess, Have. Have is the more general word. To possess
denotes to have as a property. It usually implies more
permanence or definiteness of control or ownership than
man does not possess his wife
lis involved in having.
and children : they are (so to speak) part of himself. For
the same reason, we have the faculties of reason, understanding, will, sound judgment, etc. : they are exercises
of the mind, not possessions.

4.

+

;

—

sessed,

;

make

the owner or holder
of property, power, knowledge, etc. ; to acquaint to inform
followed by of or with before the thing pos5.

When God sends coin

—

—

—

;

Sle,

senate, c&re,

my

3,m,

arm, ask,

place or station to another especially, the governmentai
system in any country for carrying and distributing let'
the post office the mail hence, thff
ters and parcels
carriage by which the mail is transported.
I send you the fair copy of the poem on duUness, which I
;

;

—

—

—

refreshment and accommodation of travelers on some
recognized route as, a stage or railway post. (6) A military station the place at which a soldier or a body of
troops is stationed also, the troops at such a station, (c)
The piece of ground to which a sentinel's walk is limited.
an
2. A messenger who goes from station to station
express especially, one who is employed by the government to carry letters and parcels regularly from one
place to another ; a letter carrier a postman.
;

;

,

;

;

;

should not care to hazard by the

common post.

Pope.

4. Haste or speed, like that of a messenger or mail
carrier.
[06s.] "In j»os< he came."
Shak.
5. One who has charge of a station, especially of a
postal station.
[06s.]
He held the office of postmaster, or, as it was then called,
post, for several years.
Palfrey.
station, office, or position of service, trust, or
6.
emolument as, the post of duty ; the post of danger.
The iio.'it of honor is a private station.
Addison.

A

;

A

size of printing and writing paper.
7.
See the Table under Paper.
Post and pair, an old game at cards, in which each player
had a hand of three cards. B. Jonson.— Tost bag, a mail
bag.
Post bill, a bill of letters mailed by a postmaster.
Post chaise, or Post coach, a carriage usually with four
wheels, for the conveyance of travelers who travel post.
Post day, a day on which the mail arrives or departs.
Post hackney, a hired post horse.
.Sir H. Wotton.
Post horn, a horn, or trumpet, carried and blown by a
carrier of the public mail, or by a coachman.
Post
horse, a horse stationed, intended, or used for the post.
Post hour, hour for posting letters.
Bicketis.
Toat

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

(a) An office under governmental superintendence, where letters, papers, and other mailable matter,
are received and distributed ; a place appointed for attending to all business connected with the mail. (6) The
governmental system for forwarding mail matter. Postoface order. See Money order, under Money. —Post road,
or Post route, a road or way over which the mail is carried.
Post town, (a) A town in wliich post horses are
kept. (6) A town in which a post office is established by
law.
To ride post, to ride, as a carrier of dispatches,
from place to place ; hence, to ride rapidly, with as little
delay as possible.
To travel post, to travel, as a post
does, by relays of horses, or by keeping one carriage to
which fresh horses are attached at each stopping place.

ofice.

—

—
—

—

&

Post (post), V. t. {imp. p. p. Posted ; p. pr. &. vb. n.
Posting.] 1. To attach to a post, a wall, or other usual
place of affixing public notices ; to placard ; as, to post &
notice ; to post playbills.
IS^^ Formerly, a large post was erected before the
sheriff's office, or in some public place, upon which legal
notices were displayed. This way of advertisement has
not entirely gone out of use.
2. To hold up to public blame or reproach ; to advertise opprobriously ; to denounce by public proclamation ;
as, to post one for cowardice.
On pain of being posted to your sorrow
Fail not, at four, to meet me.
Granville.
3. To enter (a name) on a list, as for service, promotion, or the like.
4. To assign to a station ; to set ; to place ; as, to post
a sentinel. " It might be to obtain a ship for a lieutenant, . . . ox to get Yava. posted."
De Quincey.
5. {Bookkeeping) To carry, as an account, from the
journal to the ledger ; as, to post an account ; to transfer, as accounts, to the ledger.
You have not posted your books these ten years. Arbuthnot.
6. To place in the care of the post ; to mail ; as, to
post a letter.
7. To inform ; to give the news to ; to make (one) acquainted with the details of a subject ;
often vrith up.
Thoroughly posted up in the politics and literature of the
day.
Land. Sat. Jiev,

—

To post off, to put off to delay. r06s.] " Why did I,
venturously, pos/ off so great a business ?" Baxter.—
To post over, to hurry over. [06s.] Fuller.
1. To
[Cf. OF. poster. See 4rth Post.]
Post, V. i.
travel with post horses
figuratively, to travel in haste.
" Post speedily to my lord your husband."
Shak.
Milton.
And ]iost o'er land and ocean without rest.
;

;

2. {Man.) To rise and sini in the saddle, in accordance
with the motion of the horse, esp. in trotting. l_Eng.2
Post, adv. With post horses hence, in haste as, to
;

;

travel post.

Post'-ab-do'men (posfSb-do'mSn), re. [Pref post- -\abdomen.^
{Zo'dl.) That part of a crustacean behind
the cephalothorax
more commonly called abdomen.
.

;

your post.
S. Rowlands.
From pillar to post. See under Pillae. Knight of tho
post. See under Knight.
Post hanger (J/acA.), a bearing
for a revolving shaft, adapted to be fastened to a post.
Post hole, a hole in the ground to set the foot of a post in.
Post mill, a form of windmill so constructed that the
whole fabric rests on a vertical axis firmly fastened to the
ground, and capable of being turned as the direction of
the wind varies.
Post and stall ( Coal Mining), a mode
of working in which pillars of coal are left to support the
roof of the mine.
Post, re. [F. paste, LL. posta station, post (where
horses were kept), properly, a fixed or set place, fem. fr.
L. positus placed, p. p. of ponere. See Position, and
cf. Post a pillar.]
1. The place at which anything is
stopped, placed, or fixed ; a station. Specifically : (a) A
station, or one of a series of stations, established for the
I will discharge

—

Post'a-ble (posVa-b'l), a. Capable of being carried
by, or as by, post.
W. Montagu.
[06s.]
Post'act' (-Skf), re. An act done afterward.
Post'age (-aj), re. The price established by law to be
paid for the conveyance of a letter or other mailable
matter by a public post.
Postage stamp, a government stamp required to be put
upon articles sent oy mail in payment of the postage,
esp. an adhesive stamp issued and sold for that purpose.

Belonging to the
[Cf. F. postal.']
POSt'al (-al), a.
as, postal arrangements
post office or mail service
postal authorities.
Postal card, or Post card, a card sold by the government for transmission through the mails, at a lower rate
of postage than a sealed letter. The message is written
on one side of the card, and the direction on the other.
;

—
—

Postal money order. See Money order, under Money.
Postal note, an order payable to bearer, for a sum of
money (in the United States less than five dollars under
existing law), issued from one post office and payable at
Postal Union, a union for postal
another specified office.

—

purposes entered into by the most important powers, or
governments, which have agreed to transport maU matter through their several territories at a stipulated rate.

;

;

Possessive case (Eng. Gram.), the genitive case; the
case^ of nouns and pronoims which expresses ownership,
origin, or some possessive relation of one thing to another ; as, Homer's admirers ; the pear''s flavor ; the dog''s
faithfulness.
Possessive pronoun, a pronoun denoting
ownership; as, his name ner home ;
book.

;

POSTAXIAL
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POSPOLITE
+

;

;

In certain places there be always fresh posts, to carry that
Abp. Ahbot.
further which is brought unto them by the other.
I fear my Julia would not deign my lines.
Shak.
Receiving them from such a worthless posf.
3.

An

final,

established conveyance

^

;

eve,

event,

for letters

from one

6nA, fem, recent

;

Ice,

[Pref. post- -)- anal.']
Post-a'nal (post-a'nal), a.
{Anat.) Situated behind, or posterior to, the anus.
[Pref. post- -j- azial."]
Post-ax'l-al (-aks'i-al), a.
{Anat.') Situated behind any transverse axis in the body
of an animal ; caudal
posterior ; especially, behind, or
on the caudal or posterior (that is, ulnar or fibular) side
of, the axis of a vertebrate limb.
;

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey, orb, Sdd

"

;;

,
;

POflfboy'

n.

(post'boi')i

1.

One who

+

post

rides

exist.}
Post'es-Ist' (post'Sgz-Tst'), V. i. [Pref. postexist after
\_Obs. or B.}
to live subsequently.
Post'es-ist'ence (-ens), re. Subsequent existence.
Post'ex-ist'ent (-eut), a.
Existing or living after.
[P.] " Fostexislent B.to\vi&."
Cudworth.
Post'faot' (post'fakf), a.
[See Post-, and Fact.]
Relating to a fact that occurs after another.
Post'fact', n.
A fact that occurs after another.
" Confirmed upon the postfact."
Fuller.
Post'fac'tum (-fSk'tiim), n. [LL.] (Bom.
Eng.
Lato) Same as Postfact.
Post'-fine' (post'fin'), re. [Fret, post- -{- fine.} (0.
Eng. Law) A duty paid to the king by the cognizee in
a line of lands, when the same was fully passed
called
also the king's silver.
Post'flx (-fiks), n. ; pi. Postfixes (-ez). [Pref. joorf-

To

a postilion a courier.
boy who carries letters from the post.
Post'-cap'taln (-kap'tln), n. A captain of a war
eessel whose name appeared, or was "posted," in the
seniority list of the British navy, as distinguished from
a commander whose name was not so posted. The term
was also used in the United States uavy but no such
commission as post-captain was ever recognized in either
service, and the term has fallen into disuse.
Post'ca'va (-ka'va), n. ; pi. Postcav^ (-ve). [NL.
(Anat.) The inferior vena
Bee Post-, and Cave, )i.]
B. G. Wilder.
cava.
Post'ca'val (-vol), a.
;

;

A

2.

;

—

+

[Pref-. postPost-clav'1-cle (post-klSv'I-k'l), n.
(Anat.) A bone in the pectoral girdle of many
clavicle.2
POSt'fishes projecting backward from the clavicle.
Ola-vlc'U-lar (posf kla-vTk'fl-ler), a.
Post-com'mls-sure (post-kSm'mi-sbiir or post'k5m{Anat.) A
commissure.}
[Pref. postmish'ur), n.
transverse commissure in the posterior part of the roof
the posterior cereof the third ventricle of the brain
S. G. Wilder.
bral commissure.
[Pref.
Post'COm-mun'lon (post'kSm-rnun'yun), n.
Prot. Epis.
communion.'} 1. {Ck. of Eng.
postCh.) The concluding portion of the communion service.
2. {B. C. Ch.) A prayer or prayers which the priest
says at Mass, after the ablutions.
Post-COr'nu (post-kSr'nu), re. ; pi. Postcoentta (-a).
(Anat.) The posterior
[NL. See Post-, and Cornu.]
horn of each lateral ventricle of the brain. S. G. Wilder.
limp.
Post'date' (post'daf), v. t.
p. p. Post[Pref. postdated p. pr.
vb. n. Postdating.]
as, to postdate a
date.']
1. To date after the real time
contract, that is, to date it later than the time when it

+

;

;

II

—

+

Burrill.
virtue of which perin war are restored
to their former state when coming again under the
power of the nation to which they belonged.
Kent.
Post'lude (posf lud), re. [Pref. post- -\- -lude, as in
prelude.} (Mus.) A voluntary at the end of a service.
Post'man (-mou), re. / pi. Postmen (-men). 1. A post
or courier a letter carrier.
2. (Eng. Law) One of the two most experienced barristers in the Court of Exchequer, who have precedence
in motions ;
so called from the place where he sits.
The other of the two is called the tubman.
Whishaw.
Post'mark' (-mark'), re. The mark, or stamp, of a
post office on a letter, giving the place and date of mailing or of arrival.
2. (Internal.

in fact made.

To affix a date to after the event.
Post'date', a. Made or done after the date assigned.
Of these [predictions] some vrere postdate ; cunningly made
Fuller.
after the thing came to pass.
2.

—

Post'mark',
p. pr.

;

bution and

;

;

II

;

;

Post-na'res (-na'rez), re. pi. [NL. See Post-, and
Nares.] (j4rea^) The posterior nares. See Naees.
[Pref. post- -f natal.}
Post-na'tal (-na'tal), a.
After birth subsequent to birth as, postnatal infantiII

humous works

;

;

—

.

;

.

2.

;

.

;

regular order.
[LL. postillatio.} The
Pos'tll-la'tion (-la'shun), re.
act of postillating ; exposition of Scripture in preaching.
Pos'tll-la'tor (pSs'ttl-la'ter), re. [LL.] One who postulates one who expounds tlie Scriptures verse by verse.
Pos'til-ler (-ler), n. See I'ostiler.
Post'ing (post'Tng), n. 1. The act of traveling post.
2. (Bookkeeping) Tlie act of transferring an account,
as from tlie journal to tlie ledger.
in

;

hence, any small door or gate.
He by a privy postern took hia flight.
Spemer.
Outsat the postern, by the abbey wall.
Shak.
2. (Fort.) A subterraneous passage communicating
between the parade and the main ditch, or between the
ditches and the interior of the outworks.
Mahnn.
Pos'tem, a. Back ; being behind ; private. " The
postern door."
Dryden.
;

All other considsrations should give

Post'U-mln'i-ar (post'II-mTn'T-er),
Post'U-mln'l-OUS (-IT-mTn'T-Ci.s),

)
(

[See

a.

L

I

Post-

miNium

.

]

Contrived, done, or existing subsequently. " Po.itliininious after applications of them to their purposes." South.
Post'U-mln'l-a-ry (-a-ry), a. Pertaining to, or involving, the right of postliminium.

combining form meaning
back and
back and at the side.

as, postero-mleriox, situated

;

food,

frfbt

;

ont,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing;,

way and be postponed to
Locke.

this.

Syn. — To adjourn
Post-pone'ment

;

defer

(-ment),

;

delay

re.

;

The

procrastinate.

act of postponing

;

a defermig, or putting off, to a future time a temporary
delay.
Macaiilay.
Post-pon'ence (-ens), re. [From L. postponens, p. pr.]
The act of postponing, in sense 2. [Obs.}
Johnson.
;

Post-pon'er (-er), re. One who postpones.
[imp. & p. p. POSTPOSBD
Post-pose' (-POZ'), V. t.

Posting house, a posthouse.

;>os<ero-Iateral, situated

pity

2. To place after, behind, or below something, in respect to precedence, preference, value, or importance.

.

(pos'tSrn), re.
[OF. posterne, posterle, F.
poterne, fr. L. posterula, fr. posterus coming after. See
Posterior.] 1. Originally, a back door or gate ; a pri-

;

V. i.
1. To vrrite postils
to comment.
To preach by expounding Scripture verse by verse,

Pos'til-late,

Pos'tem

Om

Post-pU'o-cene (-pli'6-sen), a. (Geol.) [Pref ^orf- -|pliocene.} Of or pertaining to the period immediately
following the Pliocene ; Pleistocene. Also used as a noun.
See Quaternary.
Post-pone' (post-pon'), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Postponed
[L. postponere,
(-pond') p. pr. Sz vb. re. Postponing.]
postpositum ; post after -|- ponere to place, put.
See
1. To defer to a future or later
Post-, and Position.]
time ; to put off also, to cause to be deferred or put off
to delay; to adjourn; as, to postpone the consideration
of a bill to the following day, or indefinitely.
His praise postponed, and never to be paid. Cowpei.

;

;

tip,

palatine bones.

;

animal's body.
Swift.
P08-ter'l-ty (pSs-tgrT-ty), re.
[L. poster-ilas : cf. F.
posterite.
See Posterior.] 1. The race that proceeds
from a progenitor offspring to the furthest generation
the aggregate number of persons who are descended from
.an ancestor or a generation ; descendants
contrasted
with ancestry ; as, the posterity of Abraham.
It [the crown] should not stand in thy posterity.
Shak.
2. Succeeding generations ; future times.
Shak.
Their names shall be transmitted to posterity. Smalridge.

full,

;

A

and allegorizing on Scripture. J. H. Newman.
Pos'tll-er (-er), re. [Written also joorfi'rter.] One who
writes marginal notes one who illustrates the text of a
book by notes in the margin.
Sir T. Browne.
[F. postilion. It. posPos-tll'lon (pos-tTl'yun), n.
tiglione, fr. posta post.
See Post a postman.] One who
rides and guides the first pair of horses of a coach or
post chaise also, one who rides one of the horses when
one pair only is used. [Written sXso poslillion.}
Pos'tll-late (pSs'til-lat), V. t. [LL. postillatus, p. p. of
postillare.} To explain by marginal notes ; to postil.
Tracts
postulated by his own hand.
C. Knight.
Postiling

:

;

—

tulate.

said of an axillary flower.
Gray.
[Of. F. posteriorite.}
Pos-te'rl-or'1-ty (-5r'I-ty), re.
The state of being later or subsequent as, posteriority
of time, or of an event ;
opposed to priority.
POB-te'rl-or-ly (p5s-te'rl-er-ly), adv.
Subsequently
time
in
In
also, behind
position.
Pos-te'rl-ors (-erz), re. pi. The hinder parts, as of an

ryde,

&

&

;

;

unite,

Post-or'blt-al (-6r'bTt-al), a. [Pref. post- -f orbital.}
(Anat.
Zo'dl.) Situated behind the orbit
as, the postorbital bone ; the postorbital scales of some fishes and
reptiles.
re.
postorbital bone or scale.
Post'pald' (post'pad'), a. Having the postage prepaid, as a letter.
Post-pal'a-tlne (-pSl'a-tlu), a. [Pref. post- -{- pala~
tine.} (Anat.) Situated behind the palate, or behind the

;

&

;

;

II

;

;

Ose,

Post-nup'tlal (post-nup'shal), a. [Pref. post- -f nupBeing or happening after marriage as, a postKent.
re., or Post-Ol)lt bond'.
[Pref. post- -\- obit.}
(Law) A bond in which the ob.
ligor, in consideration of having received a certain sum
of money, binds himself to pay a larger sum, on unusual
interest, on the death of some specified individual from
whom he has expectations.
Bouvier,
[NL. See
Post-ob'lon-ga'ta (-5b'15n-ga'ti), re.
Post-, and Oblongata.] (Anat.) The posterior part of
the medulla oblongata.
B. G. Wilder.
Post-OC'U-lar (-Sk'ti-ler), a. & re. [Pref. post- -|- ocular.}
(Zo'dl.) Same as Postorbital.
Post' office (post' of'fis), re. See rmder 4th Post.
Post-0'ral (-o'ral), a. [Pref. post- -f oral.} (Anat."^
Situated behind, or posterior to, the mouth.
tial.}

nuptial settlement on a wife.
Post-O'blt (-o'blt or -ob'it),

&

;

A

post-

;

joos/en'or to

;

as,

Langton also made posiils upon the whole Bible. JFoax.
2. (P. C. Ch.
Luth. Ch.) A short homily ct commentary on a passage of Scripture as, the first postils
were composed by order of Charlemagne.
[Cf. LL. postillare.} To write marginal
Pos'tll, V. t.
or explanatory notes on to gloss.
Bacon.
i.
[imp.
Pos'tll, V.
p. p. POSTILED (-tTld) or
PosTiLLED p. pr.
vb. re. Postiling or Postilling.]
To write postils, or marginal notes to comment to pos-

—
Hesiod was
Homer.
Broome.
hinder — opposed to anterior.
2. Situated beliind
3. (Anat.) At or toward the caudal extremity
caudal — in human anatomy often used for dorsal.
4. (Bot.) On the side next the axis of inflorescence —

;

;

;

—

;

(p8s'te-ro-).

a posthumous

after one's decease.
Pos'tlc (pSs'tik), a. [L. posticus, iv.posl after, beSir T. Browne.
hind.]
Backward. \_Obs.}
Pos'U-COUS (p5s'tit-kiis), n. [lii. posticus.} (Bot.) (a)
Posterior,
(b) Situated on the outer side of a filament
said of an extrorse anther.
[F. pastille, apostille, LL. posPos'tll (pSs'tTl), n.
tilla, probably from L. post ilia (sc. verba) after those
(words). Cf. Apostil.]
1. Originally, an explajiatory
note in the margin of the Bible, so called because written
after the text hence, a marginal note ; a comment.

;

Pos'te-ro-

as,

a posthumous edition.
Being or continuing after one's death; as, a, posthumous reputation.
Addismi. Sir T. Browne.
Post'hu-mous-ly, adv. In a postEiimous manner;

A

posterior, back

;

{Archaic}
Jer. Taylor.
Post' note' (post' not'). (Com.) A note issued by a
bank, payable at some future specified time, as distinguished from a note payable on demand.
Burrill.
nate."

3.

;

below

;

postnatal diseases.

(post'nat), a.
[LL. posinatus second or
subsequently born L. post after -{- natus born.] Subsequent. " The graces and gifts of the spirit are post-

postumus, properly, last ; hence, late bom (applied to
children born after the father's death, or after he had
See Poshis will), superl. of posterus, posterior.
terior.] 1. Born after the death of the father, or taken
;

;

Post'nate

made

son or daughter.
2. Published after the death of the author

distri.

ters-general. The
partment of a government. In the United States the
postmaster-general is a member of the cabinet.
Post'mas'ter-Shlp, re. The office of postmaster.
Post'me-rld'1-an (-me-rtd'T-on), a. [L. postmeridiamis; post a,iteT-(-meridianus. See Meridian.] 1. Coming after the sun has passed the meridian being in, or
belonging to, the afternoon. (Abbrev. p. M.)
2. Fig., belonging to the after portion of life late. [P.]
Post-mor'tem (-mSr'tgm), a. [L., after death.] After death
as, post-mortem rigidity.
Post-mortem examination (Med.), an examination of the
body made after the death of the patient an autopsy.

—

;

from the dead body of the mother

and the

(-jSn'er-al), re. ; pi. Postmaschief officer of the post-office de-

cide

Post'er, re. 1. One who posts, or travels expeditiously
courier. "Poiiers of the sea and land.
Shak.
post horse.
"Porfera at full gallop. " C. Lever.
2.
[L. posterior, compar.
Pos-te'ri-or (pSs-te'rI-er), a.
of posterus coming after, from post after. See Post-.]
hence, later in the order of proceed1. Later in time
opposed to prior.
ing or moving ; coming after

vate entrance

of a post office,
forwarding of mails.

Post'mas'ter-gen'er-al

;

+

;

One who has charge

2.

;

[Pref. postentry.}
Post'en'try (post'Sn'try), re.
1. A second or subsequent entry, at the customhouse,
of goods which had been omitted by mistake.
2. (Bookkeeping) An additional or subsequent entry.
Post'er (-er), re. 1. A large bill or placard intended
to be posted in public places.
2. One who posts bills a billposter.

—

t. {imp. &p.p. Postmabked (-markf )
Postmarking.] To mark with a post-ofiSce

v.

supplies post horses.

speed in traveling,
Shak.
With speed or expedition as, he
Post'haste', adv.
Shak.
traveled posthaste ; to send posthaste.
Pos-thet'O-my (pSs-thgt'o-my), re. [Gr. Troirfh) ^repuce -)- Te'/iii'"'' to cut.] (Med.) Circumcision. Dunglison.
Post'house' (post'hous'), n. 1. A house esta.blished
for the convenience of the post, where relays of horses
can be obtained.
2. A house for distributing the mails a post ofiice.

,

;

re.

;

;

II

& vb.

stamp as, to postmark a letter or parcel.
Post'mas'ter (-mas'ter), re. 1. One who has charge
of a station for the accommodation of travelers one who

Post'haste' (-hast'), re. Haste or
like that of a post or courier.

+

right by
by an enemy

;

ral bone.

Post'date', re. A date put to a bill of exchange or
other paper, later than that when it was actually made.
di[Pref. postPost'dl-lU'Vl-al (-di-lu'vl-ol), ) a.
luvial, diluvian.']
Post'di-lu'Vl-an (-an),
)
Being or happening after the flood in Noah's days.
Post'di-lU'Vt-an, re. One who lived after the flood.
Post'-dls-sei'zln (-dIs-se'zTn), re. [Pref. post- -f- disseizin.} {0. Eng. Law) A subsequent disseizin committed
by one of lands which the disseizee had before recovered
of the same disseizor
a writ founded on such subseBurrill.
quent disseizin, now abolished.
Tomlins.
(-z8r),
n.
[Pref. post- -\- disseizor.}
Post'-dls-sel'zor
(0. Eng. Law) A person who disseizes another of lands
which the disseizee had before recovered of the same disseizor.
Blackslone.
[L.
after these or those
Post'6-a (posf e-a), re.
(things), afterward.]
(Law) The return of the judge
before whom a cause was tried, after a verdict, of what
was done in the cause, which is indorsed on the nisi
prius record.
Wharton.
Chaucer.
Pos'tel (p8s''l), n. Apostle. [Ois.]
(Anat.)
Post'en-ceph'a-Ion (po3fgn-s5f'a-15n), n.
The metencephalon.

Law) The

sons and things taken

+

;

Hminium;

(

enemy.

^

;

[L. post-

) re.

post after -j- limen, liminis, a threshold.]
1. (Bom.
Antiq.) The return to his own country, and his former
privileges, of a person who had gone to sojourn in a
foreign country, or had been banished, or taken by an

II

;

was

a

;

;

II

&

word

Parkhurst.
POBt-flx' (-f Iks'), V. i. To annex specifically (Gram.),
to add or annex, as a letter, syllable, or word, to the end
of another or principal word to suffix.
Parkhurst.
Post-fron'tal (-fron'tal), a. [Pref. post- -\- frontal.}
(Anat.) Situated behind the frontal bone or the frontal
applied especially to a bone back
region of the skull
of and below the frontal in many animals.
re.
A postfrontal bone.
Post-fur'ca (-f fir'ka), re. ; pi. PosTFCRca; (-se). [NL.
(Zo'dl.) One of the
fr. post behind -|- /urea a fork.]
internal thoracic processes of the sternum of an insect.
Post-gen'i-ture (-jSn'I-tiSr 135), n. [Pref. postThe condition of being
L. genitura birth, geniture.]
distinguished
born after another in the same family
[P.]
Sir T. Browne.
ixoin primogeniture.
Post-gle'nold (-gle'uoid), r. [Pref. post- -\- glenoid.}
(Anat.) Situated behind the glenoid fossa of the tempo-

&

;

A

letter,

sufiix.

;

&

—

(Gram.)
-fix, as in prefix : cf. F. postfixe.}
syllable, or word, added to the end of another

+

+

&

;

—

Post'll-mln'l-um (posf IT-min'i-iim),
Post-lim'1-ny (post-lim'I-n5^),

;

II

II

'
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POSTBOY
horses

;;

&

vb. n. Postposino.]
(V. poslposrr.
Sec I'osT-, and Posj. '• <-] To postpone. [Obs.} Fuller.
Post-pos'lt (-pife'It), v. t. [L. poslpositus, p. p. See
Postpone.] To postiione. [Obs.}
Felthtim.
Post'po-Si'tion (liost'pft-zTsh'iln), re.
[Cf. F. po.itposition.
Sec l\)sTroNE.] 1. The act of placing niter, or

ink

(-pozd'); p. pr.

;

then,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

;

the state of being placed after. " The postposition of the
Mede.
nominative case to the verb."
2. A word or particle placed after, or at the end of,
preposition.
tram,
distinguished
another word
POSt'pO-sI'tlon-al (post'p6-zish'iin-ol), a. Of or per;

—

taining to postposition.

PoBt-pos'I-tive (-poz'i-tiv), a. [See Postpone.] Placed
a
as, a postpositive conjunction
after another word
Post-pos'i-tlve-ly, adv.
postpositive letter.
pranPost-pran'dl-al (-pr3n'di-al), a. [Pref postHappening, or done, after dinner; after-dinner
dial.}
aa, postprandial sT^eecheB.
^
Pos-tre'mo-gen'i-ture (pos-tre'mo-jSn'I-tur 135), n.
genitura birth, geniture.] The
[L. postremus last
ilozley
W.
right of the youngest born.
;

;

—

+

.

;

;

+

&

[Pref. postPost're-mote' (posfre-mof), a.
More remote in subsequent time or order.

-f-

re-

One who

rides over a

Bancroft.

Post-soap'U-la (post-skSp'u-la), n. [NL. See Post-,
and Scapula.] i^Anat.) The part of the scapula behind
or below the spine, or mesoscapula.
Post-scap'u-lar (-ler), a. {Anat.) 01 or pertaining
II

to the pcstscapula

;

infraspinoua.

Post-sce'nl-um (-se'nT-iim), n. [L., fr. post -\- scena
a scene.] The part of a theater behind the scenes ; the
back part of the stage of a theater.
II

postscribere.
See
[iJ.] T. Adams.
postscriptus,
(as[L.
(post'skrTpt),
n.
Post'SCript
sumed) p. p. of postscribere to write after ; post after
scribere to write cf. F. postscriptum. See Post-, and
paragraph added to a letter after it is conScEiBB.]
cluded and signed by the writer ; an addition made to a
book or composition after the main body of the work has
been finished, containing something omitted, or something new occurring to the writer. [Abbrev. P. <?.]
Post'SOript-ed, a. Having a postscript; added in a
J. Q. Adams.
postscript.
[JJ.]
[NL.
See
Post'SCU-tellum (-sku-tSl'lfim), n.
Post-, and Soutellum.] (Zool.) The hindermost dorsal
piece of a thoracic somite of an insect ; the plate behind

Post-scribe'

(-skrlb'), v.

[L.

t.

To make a postscript to.

PosTSCEiPT.]

+

:

A

II

the scutellum.

Post-sphe'nold

[Pref. post-

(-sfe'noid), a.

-j-

sphe-

(Anal.) Of or pertaining to the posterior part of
the sphenoid bone.
Post-tem'po-ral (-tSm'po-ral), a. [Pref. post- -j- temporal.} (Anat.) Situated back of the temporal bone or
applied especially to
the temporal region of the skull
a bone which usually connects the supraclavicle with the
skull in the pectoral arch of fishes, —n. A post-temporal bone.
Post-ter'tl-a-ry (-ter'shT-a-r^ or -&\\a-rf), a. [Pref.
(Geol.) Following, or more recent
posttertiary.}
than, the Tertiary Quaternary.
[NL. See Post-,
(post'tra'gus),
re.
Post'-tra'gus
and Tragus.] (Anat.) A ridge within and behind the
tragus in the ear of some animals.
noid.}

;

—

+

;

II

Post'-tym-pan'ic (post'tim-pSn'Tk), a. [Pref. posltympanic.} {Anat.) Situated behind the tympanum,
or in the skull, behind the auditory meatus.
Pos'tU-lant (pos'tu-lant 135), re. [F., fr. L. postulans, p. pr. of postulare.
See Postulate.] One who
makes a request or demand hence, a candidate.
Pos'tU-late (-lat), n. [L. posiulatum a demand, request, prop. p. p. of postulare to demand, prob. a dim. of
poscere to demand, prob. iot porcscere ; akin to G. forschen to search, investigate, Skr. prach to ask, and L. precari to pray cf. F. postulat. See Pbat.] 1. Something
demanded or asserted especially, a position or supposition assumed without proof, or one which is considered
as self-evident; a truth to which assent may be demanded or challenged, without argument or evidence.
2. (Geom.) The enimciation of a self-evident problem,
in distinction from an axiom, which is the enunciation of
a self-evident theorem.
The distinction between & postulate and an axiom lies in this,
-\-

;

;

:

;

— that the latter
may

is admitted to be self-evident, while tlie former
be agreed upon between two reasoners, and admitted by
which it would be impossible to

both, but not as a proposition

Eng. Cyc.
Hudibras.
Postulated. \_Obs.}
Pos'tu-late (-lat), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Postulated
(-la'tSd); p. pr.
vb. n. Postulating.]
1. To beg, or
assume without proof ; as, to postulate conclusions.
2. To take without express consent ; to assume.
The Byzantine emperors appear to have .
postulated a sort
of paramount supremacy over this nation.
W. Tooke.
3. To invite earnestly to solicit. \_Obs.} Bp. Burnet.
Pos'tU-la'ted (-la'ted), a. Assumed without proof;
as, a postulated inference.
Sir T. Browne.
POB'tU-la'tlon (-la'shun), n. [L. poslulatio : cf. F.
postulation.} The act of postulating, or that which is
postulated assumption ; solicitation suit cause.
Pos'tU-la-tO-ry (-la-to-ry), a. [L. posiulaiorius.} Of
the nature of a postulate.
Sir T. Browne.
deny.
Pos'tU-late, a.

&

&

.

.

;

;

;

;

Pos'tU-la'tum (,-la'tilm), re. ; pi. Postulata (-ta). [L.
See Postulate, n.] A postulate.
Addison.
Fos'tU-UOUS (pos'tiS-miiB), a. See Posthumous. [i2.]
Pos'tur-al (pos'tiir-al 135), a. Of or pertaining to
II

;

posture.

Pos'ture (pSs'tiSr ; 135), n. [F., -fr. L. positura, fr.
ponere, posiium, to place.) See Position.] 1. The position of the body ; the situa^;ion or disposition of the several parts of the body with respect to each other, or for
a particular purpose ; especially {Fine Arts), the position
of a figure with regard to the several principal members
by which action is expressed attitude.
Atalanta, the posture of whose limbs ^as so lively expressed
. . one would nave sworn the very picture had run.
Sir P. Sidney.
In most strange nos(Mres
We have seen him set himself.
Shak.
TWiepo5(wre of a poetic figure is a description of his heroes in
.the performance oi such or such an action.
Dryden.
;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

Pot'ass-a&i'lde (p5t'as-5m1d or -id), re. [Potassma
\- amide.} {Chem.) A yellowish brown substance obtained by heating potassium in ammonia.
Po-tas'Slc (po-tas'sik), a. {Chem. ) Pertaining to, or
containing, potassium.
Po-tas'sl-um (p6-tSs'si-um), re. [NL. See Potassa,
Potash.] {Chem.) An alkali element, occurring abimdantly but always combined, as in the chloride, sulphate,
carbonate, or silicate, in the minerals sylvite, kainite,
orthoclase, muscovite, etc. Atomic weight 39.0. Symbol K {Kalium).
E^^ It is reduced from the carbonate as a soft white
metal, lighter than water, which oxidizes with the greatest readiness, and, to be preserved, must be kept under
liquid hydrocarbons, as naphtha or kerosene. Its compounds are very important, being used in glass making, soap making, in fertilizers, and in many drugs and
chemicals.
Potassium permanganate, the salt KMnOj, crystallizing
in dark red prisms having a greenish surface color, ana
dissolving in water with a beautiful purple red color

Milton.
lObs.}
; situation.
2. Place ;
His [man's] noblest posture and station in this world.
Sir M.Hale.
position

3. State or condition, whether of external circumstances, or of internal feeling and will; disposition;

mood

;

as,

a posture of defense

The

the posture of affairs.

;

several postures of his devout soul.

Syn. — Attitude

position.

;

Atierbury.

See Attitude.

Pos'ture (pSs'tiir ; 135), v. t. [imp.
vb. re. Posxueing.]
(-tiird) ; p. pr,

&

&p. p. Postueed
To

place in a par-

ticular position or attitude ; to dispose the parts of, with
reference to a particular purpose as, to posture one's
;

Howell.
to posture a model.
Pos'ture, V. i. 1. To assume a particular posture or
to contort the body into artificial attitudes, as
an acrobat or contortionist also, to pose.
2. Fig. To assume a character ; as, to posture as a saint.
Pos'tur-er (-er), n. One who postures.
Post-zyg'a-poph'y-sls (post-zig'a-p5f 'i-sTs), n. ; pi.
Postzyqapophyses (-sez). [NL. See Post-, and Zygaself

;

attitude

;

;

mole.']

Post'rid'er (post'rid'er), n.
post road to carry the mails.

POTENCE

1120

POSTPOSITIONAL

^m, arm, ask,

;

II

;

Po'sy (po'zj), re. ; pi. Posies (-zIz). [Contr. fr. poesy.}
brief poetical sentiment
hence, any brief senti1.
ment, motto, or legend ; especially, one inscribed on a
" The posy of a ring."
Shak.
ring.
2. [Probably so called from the use of flowers as havWedgwood.}
flower
ing an enigmatical significance.
a bouquet ; a nosegay. " Bridegroom's posies." Spe7iser.
We make a difference between suffering thistles to grow

A

;

A

among us, and wearing them for 2>osies.
Swift.
Pot (p5t), re. [Akin to LG. pott, D. pot, Dan. polle,
Sw. potta, Icel. poitr, F.pot ; of unknown origin.] 1. A
metallic or earthen vessel, appropriated to any of a great
variety of uses, as for boiling meat or vegetables, for
holding liquids, for plants, etc. ; as, a quart ^oi/ a flower
pot

a bean pot.

;

2.
3.

An

4.

A metal

earthen or pewter cup for liquors
The quantity contained in a pot a
pot of ale. " Give her 3, pot and a cake."
;

a mug.

potful

a
Foe.

as,

;

De

or earthenware extension of a flue above

the top of » chimney
5.
6.
7.
8.

;

;

a chimney pot.

A crucible as, a graphite pot ; a melting pot.
A wicker vessel for catching fish, eels, etc.
Knight.
A perforated cask for draining sugar.
A size of paper. See Pott.
;

Po-ta'tlon (p6-ta'shiin), re. [L. potatio, fr. potare. See
Potable.] 1. The act of drinking.
Jer. Taylor.
2. A draught.
"Potatton« pottle deep."
Shak.
" Tbin potations."
3. Drink; beverage.
Shak.
[Sp. patata
Po-ta'tO (-to), re. / pi. Potatoes (-toz).
potato, batata sweet potato, from the native American
name (probably batata) in Hayti.] {Bot.) (a) A plant
{Solanum tuberosum) of the Nightshade fainily, and its
esculent farinaceous tuber, of which there are numerous
varieties used for food.
It is a native of South America,
but a form of the species is found native as far north as
New Mexico. (6) The sweet potato (see below).
Potato beetle. Potato bug. (.Zo'ol.) {a) Abeetle (Doryphora
decemlineata) which feeds, both in the larval ana adult
stages, upon the leaves of the potato, often doing great
damage. Called also Colorado potato beetle, ana Do-

—

Pot cheese, cottage
Jack pot. See under 2d Jack.
Pot companion, a compancheese. See under Cottage.
Pot herb, any
ion in drinking. —Pot hanger, apothook.
plant, the leaves or stems of which are boiled for food, as
spinach, lamb's-quarters, purslane, and many others.
Pot hunter, one %vlio kills anything and everything that
will help to fin his bag ; also, a hunter who shoots game
for the table or for the market.
Pot metal, (o) The
metal from which iron pots are made, different from
common pig iron. (6) An alloy of copper with lead used
for making large vessels for various purposes in the arts.
Ure. (c) A kind of stained glass, the colors of which are
incorporated with the melted glass in the pot. Kniyhi.
Pot plant {Bot.), either of the trees which bear the monkey-pot. —Pot wheel (Hydraul.), auoria. —To go to pot,
to go to destruction ; to come to an end of usefulness ;
to become refuse. [Colloq.] Dry den. J. G. Saxe.

—

—

used as an oxidizer and disinfectant. The name chamelean mineral is applied to this salt and also to potassium
manganate. — PotaBsium bitartrate. See Cream o/ tartar,
under Cbeam.
Pot'aBB-Os'yl (pof Ss-Bksll), re. [Potassmm -f oxygen -|- -yl.} (Chem.) The radical KO, derived from,
and supposed to exist in, potassium hydroxide and other
compounds.

A posterior zygapophysis.

{Anal. )

P0PHYSI8.]

;

—

—

—

—

&

&

vb.
Pot, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Potted (-ted) ; p. pr.
To place or inclose in pots ; as (a) To
preserve seasoned in pots. ^''Potted fowl and fish." Dryden, (b) To set out or cover in pots ; as, potted plants
or bulbs, (e) To drain ; as, to pot sugar, by taking it
fr*m the cooler, and placing it in hogsheads, etc., having
perforated heads, through which the molasses drains off.
B. Edwards, {d) {Billiards) To pocket.
Pot, V. i. To tipple ; to drink. [Obs. orProv. Eng.}
Feltham.
It is less labor to plow than to pot it.

n. Potting.]

A

drinker. [B.} Southey.
Po-ta'tor (-tor), re. [L.]
Po'ta-tO-ry (po'ta-t6-ry ), a. [L. potatorius, from potare to drink.] Of or pertaining to drinking. Ld. l/ytton.

Pot'a-mog'ra-phy (pSt'a-mSg'ra-fy), re. [Gr. iroraAn account or description of
river -|- -graphy.}
rivers ; potamology.
Pot'a-mol'o-gy (-mol'S-jJ), re. [Gr. Trora/nds river -f-logy.}
scientific account or discussion of rivers; a
treatise on rivers potamography.
Pot'a-mo-spon'gl-8B (pot'a-mo-spon'ji-e), re. pi.
ciroyyia a sponge,] {Zo'ol.)
[NL., fr. Gr. ttoto/xos river
The fresh-water sponges. See Spongilla.
[F.
potence. See Poi'EiloP.,
(po'tons),
re.
Po'tance
Potency.] ( Watch Making) The stud in which the bearing for the lower pivot of the verge is made.
[Cf. Botakgo.]
kind of
Po-tar'gO (po-tar'go), re.
King.
sauce or pickle.

Pot'-bel'lled (pot'bSl'lid), a. Having a protuberant
bottom of a pot.
Pot'-bel'ly (-ly), n. A protuberant belly.
Pofboil'er (-boil'er), re. A term applied derisively to
any literary or artistic work, and esp. a painting, done
simply for money and the means of living. [Cant}
Pot1)oy' (-boi'), re. A boy who carries pots of ale,
beer, etc.
a menial in a public house.
-

belly, like the

A

;

+

;

[Cf. Poach to stab.]
(pSch), V. i.
To thrust
[Obs.} " I 'U potch at him some way." Shak.
Potch, V. t. See Poach, to cook. [Obs.]
Wiseman.
Potch'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, potches.
Potcher engine (Paper Mah'no), a machine in which
washed rags are stirred in a bleaching solution.
Pot'e-ca-ry (pSt'e-ka-ry), re. An apothecary. [Obs.}

Potch

to push.

A

+

eve,

Po-teen' (p6-ten'),

—

event,

end,

fern,

recent

;

—
—

—

fj.o's

;

;

—

A

;

all

ryphora. See Colorado beetle. (6) The Lema triline.
ata, a smaller and more slender striped beetle which
feeds upon the potato plant, but does less injury than the
preceding species. —Potato fly iZo'ol.), any one of several
species of blister beetles infesting the potato vine. The
black species (Lytta atrata), the striped (X. vittata), and
the gray (i. cinerea, or Fabricii) are the most common.
See Blister beetle, under Blister.
Potato rot, a disease
of the tubers of the potato, supposed to be caused by a
kind of mold {Peronospora infestans), which is first seen
upon the leaves and stems. Potato weevil {Zo'ol.), au
American weevil (Baridius trinotattis) whose larva lives
in and kills the stalks of potato vines, often causing serious damage to the crop.
Potato whisky, a strong, fiery
liquor, having a hot, smoky taste, and rich in amy! alcohol (fusel oil) it is made from potatoes or potato starch,
Potato worm (Zo'ol.), the large green larva of a sphinx,
or hawk moth (Mucrosila quinqvemacnlata)
called
also tomato worm.
SeaoWe
See Must, under Tomato.
potato (iJo^), Ivomcea Pes-Capr:e, a kind of morning-glory
with rounded and emarghiate or bilobed leaves. [West
Indies]
Sweet potato (Bot.), a climbing plant (Ipomcea
Batatas) allied to the morning-glory.
Its farinareous
tubers have a sweetish taste, and are used, when cooked,
for food. It is probably a native of Brazil, but is cultivated extensively in the warmer parts of every continent,
and even as far north as New Jersey. The name potatt
was applied to this plant before it was to the Solanum
tuberosum, and this is the "potato" of the Southern
United St'ates.
Wild potato. (Bot.) (a) A vine (Ipomcea
pandurata) having a pale purplish flower and an enormous root. It is common in sandy places in the United
States. (J) A similar tropical American plant (/. fastigiata) which it is thought may have been the original
stock of the sweet potato.
;

J.Philips.
"Vseiviia potables."
Po'ta-Me-ness, re. The quality of being drinkable.
Pot'age (pbt'aj 48), re. See Pottage.
Pot'a-ger (-a-jer), re. [F., fr. potage soup, porridge.
See Pottage.] A porringer. [Obs.}
Grew.
Po-tag'ro (po-tSg'ro), re. See Potaego.
Pot'ale' (pot'al'), re. The refuse from a grain distillery, used to fatten swine.
Po-ta'ml-an (p6-ta'mT-an), re. [Gr. -noTaixoi river.]
{Zo'ol.) A river tortoise; one of a group of tortoises
{Potamites, or Trionychoidea) having a soft shell,
webbed feet, and a sharp beak. See Trionyx.

final,

;

—

beverage.

;

ft

—

[F., fr. L. potabilis, fr. poPo'ta-We
tare to drink ; akin to Gr. ttotos a drinking, irda-i! a
drink, Skr. pa to drink, Olr. ibim I drink. Cf. Poison,
" Water
Bib, Imbibe.] Fit to be drunk ; drinlrable.
fresh and potable." Bacon.
re.
potable liquid; a

ash.} (CAm.) (a) The
Pot'ash'(pot'5sh'),m. [Pot
hydroxide af potassium, or potassium hydrate, a hard
white brittle substance, KOH, having strong caustic and
hence called also caustic potash.
alkaline properties
(i) The impure potassium carbonate obtained by leaching wood ashes, either as a strong solution {lye), or as a
white crystalline substance {peorlash).
Pot'ash'es (-ez), re. pZ. (CT em.) Potash. [06.5.]
Po-tas'sa (po-tas'sa), re. [NL., fr. E. potosA.] (Chem.)
[Obs.} (i) Potassium hydroxide,
(a) Potassium oxide.
commonly called caustic potash.

i

—

(po'ta-b'l), a.

II

Beetle

Colorado Beetle {Doryphora decemlineata,').

Pupa c Adult Beetle. B Three-striped Potato
iLema trilineata). All nat. size.

a Larva

—

:

—

A

Potato Beetles.

re.

[Cf.

Ir.

potaim, poitim, I

drink, poitin a small pot.] Whisky especially, whisky
by the Irish peasantry. [Written also
potheen, and. potteen .}
Po'te-lot (po'te-16t), re.
[F.
cf. G. pottloth black
lead.]
{Old Chem.
Min.) Molybdenum sulphide.
Po'tence (po'tens), re.
[F., fr. LL. potentia staff,
crutch, L. might, power. See Potency.] Potency; capacity.
[R.}
Sir W. Hamilton.
;

illicitly distilled

&

,

ice,

;

,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, odd

'

;

"

'

Po'ten-oy (po'ten-sj),

[L. poientia,

n.

from polens,

See Potent, and of. Potance, Potence,
Puissance.] The quality or state of being potent ; physenergy ability
ical or moral power ; inherent strength
to effect a purpose; capability; efficacy; influence.
Hawthorne.
"'Dingaoi potency."
-entis, potent.

;

;

Shak.
A place ot potency and sway o* the state.
Po'tent (po'tent), a. [L. potens, -entis, p. pr. of posse
to be able, to have power, fr. potis able, capable (akin to

See Host a landSl£r. paii master, lord) -|- esse to be.
lord. Am, and cf. Despot, Podesta, Possible, Power,
forciPuissant.]
1. Producing great physical effects
as, a potent medicine.
efficacious
powerful
ble
''
Shak.
injuries."
Harsh axiipotent
Milton.
Moses once more hispoteni rod extends.
2. Having great authority, control, or dominion puissant; mighty; influential; as, a, potent prince. '^ X poShak.
tent dukedom."
Sliak.
Most potent, grave, and reverend signiors.
having
sense
moral
intellectual
or
in
an
Powerful,
Z.
great influence as, po^mnnterest a potent argument.
Cross potent. (Her.) See lUust. (7) of Ckoss.
Syn. Powerful; mighty; puissant; strong; able;
efficient forcible efficacious cogent ; influential.
Po'tent, n. 1. A prince a potentate. [06s.] Shak.
[06s.]
2. [See Potence.] A staff or crutch.
3. (Her.) One of the furs; a surface composed of
patches which are supposed to represent crutch heads they are always alternately argent and azure, unless otherwise specially mentioned.
Counter potent (Her.), a fur differing
from potent in the arrangement of the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

patches.

Po'ten-ta-cy (po'ten-ta-sy), n. [See
Potentate.] Sovereignty
[06s.]
Po'ten-tate (-tat), ra. iJJj. potenta-

j.

:

Potent,

;

;

Cherub and seraph, potentates and thrones.
Milton.
PO-ten'tlal (po-tSn'shal), a. [Cf. F. potentiel. See
Potency.] 1. Being potent; endowed with energy adequate to a result efficacious influential. [06s.] " And
hath in his effect a -voice potential."
Shak.
2. Existing in possibility, not in actuality.
"A potentialheio."
Carlyle.
Potential existence means merely that the thine: may be at
;

;

Pot'hole' (pBt'hol'), re. A circular hole formed in the
rocky beds of rivers by the grinding action of stones or
gravel wliirled round by the water in what was at first a

natural depression of the rock.
Pot'hOOk' (pot'hSbk'), re. 1. An S-shaped hook on
which pots and kettles are hung over an open fire.
2. A written character curved like a pothook ; (pi.) a
scrawled writing. " I long to be spelling her Arabic
Dry den.
scrawls and pothooks. '
Pofhouse' (-hous'), re. An alehouse.
T. Warton.
Po'tl-ChO-ma'nl-a (po'tT-sh6-ma'ni-a),
_
Po'ti-ChO-ma'nle (-ma'ni ; P. po'te'sho'ma'ne'), (
[F. potichomanie ; potiche a porcelain vase -j- manie
mania.] The art or process of coating the inside of glass
vessels with engravings or paintings, so as to give them The kinkajou.
Pott's' dls-ease' (p6tz' dizthe appearance of painted ware.
ez'). (Med.) Caries of the vertePo'tlon (po'shiin), re. [Jj.potio, trompotare to drink
cf. F. potion. See Poison.]
A draught ; a dose ; ^usually, brae, frequently resulting in curvaa draught or dose of a liquid medicine.
Shak. ture of the spine and paralysis of
so named
Speed. the lower extremities ;
Po'Uon (po'shun), V. t. To drug. [06s.]
from Percival Pott, an English
Pot'Ud' (p5t'lid'), re. The lid or cover of a pot.
PotUd valve, a valve covering a round hole or the end surgeon.
Pott's fracture, a fracture of the
of a pipe or pump barrel, resembling a potlid in form.
end of the fibula, with disPot'luck' (-liik'), re. Whatever may chance to be in lower
placement of the tibia. Dunglison.
Potto (^Perochcticiti
the pot, or may be provided for a meal.
potto).
(p5t'u-lent), a.
[L.
Pot'u-lent
A woman viYiosQ potluck was always to be relied on. G. Eliot.
To take potluck, to take what food may chance to be potulentus, fr. potus a drinking, drink, it.potare to drink.]
1.
Fit
to
drink
potable,
["'^s.]
John.ion.
;
provided.
2. Nearly drunk tipsy.
[Obs.]
Fot'man (-man), re. / pi. Potmen (-men). 1. A pot
Pot'-val'Iant (pSt'vSl'yant \ 17. Having the courago
Life of A. Wood {K^).
companion. [06s.]
given by drink.
Smollett.
2. A servant in a public house ; a potboy.
Pot'-wal'lop-er (-wSl'lUp-er), re. X. A -voter in cerPo-tOO' (po-too'), re. (Zool.) A large South Ameritain
boroughs
of
England,
where,
before
fne
passage
of
can goatsucker (Nyctibius grandis).
the reform bill of 1832, the qualification ^ v suffrage was
Po'tO-roo' (po'to-roo'), n. (Zo'dl.) Any small kangato
have
boiled
(walloped)
his
ovm
in
the
parish
pot
for
roo belonging to Hypsiprymnus, Bettongia, and allied
genera, native of Australia and Tasmania. Called also six months.
2. One who cleans pots
a scullion. [Slang, U. 5.]
kangaroo rat.
Pouch (pouch), re. [P. poche a pocket, pouch, bag
Pot'pie' (pbt'pi'), re. A meat pie which is boiled mprobably
origin.
of
Teutonic
See Poke a bag, and cf.
stead of being baked.
Poach to cook eggs, to plunder.] 1. A small bag ; usuPot'pour'ri' (po'pob're'), re. [P. f r. pot pot -f pourri,
ally,
a
leathern
bag
;
as,
a
pouch
for money ; a shot
Cf. Olla-podrida.]
p. p. of pourrir to rot, L. pulrere.
; a mail pouch, etc.
A medley or mixture. Specifically (a) A ragout com- pouch
2. That which is shaped like, or used as, a pouch ; as:
posed of different sorts of meats, vegetables, etc., cooked
so called in riditogether. (6) A jar or packet of flower leaves, perfumes, (a) A protubera/it belly ; a paunch ;
(6) (Zo'dl.) A sac or bag for carrying food or
and spices, used to scent a room, (c) A piece of music cule.
young
; as, the cheek pouches of certain rodents, and the
made up of different airs strung together a medley.
(d) A literary production composed of parts brought to- pouch of marsupials, (c) (Med.) A cyst or sac containing fluid. S. Sharp, (d) (Bot.) A silicle, or short pod,
gether without order or bond of connection.
PotS'dam group' (pots'dSm groop'). I^Geol.) A sub- as of the shepherd's purse, (e) A bulkhead in the hold
division of the Primordial or Cambrian period in Ameri- of a vessel, to prevent grain, etc., from shifting.
.
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actual existence, that
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Sir W. Hamilton.
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;

;
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;

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;
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fi^ll,

.

—

Potential cautery. See under Cautery.
Potential energy. (Mech.) See the Note under Energy.
Potential
mood, or mode (Gram.), that form of the verb which is
used to express possibility, liberty, power, will, obligation, or necessity, by the use of may, can, must, might,
could, would, or should ; as, I may go ; he can write.

;

.

:

can geology
so named from the sandstone of Potsdam, New York. See Chart of Geology.
(pot'shard'),
re.
A potsherd. [06s.]
Pot'shard'
Spenser.
Pot'share' (pot'shar'), (
sherd or shard.] A
Pot'sherd' (-sherd'), re. IPot
Job ii. 8.
piece or fragment of a broken pot.
Pot'stone' (-ston'), re. (Min.) A variety of steatite
PO-ten'tlal, n. 1. Anything that may be possible a sometimes manufactured into culinary vessels.
possibility potentiality.
Sacon.
Pot'-SUre' (-shur'), a. Made confident by drink. [06s.]
2. {3Iath.) In the theory of gravitation, or of other
Pott (pot), re. "a size of paper. See under Paper.
forces acting in space, a function of the rectangular coPot'tage (pot'taj 48), re. [P. potage, fr. pot pot. See
ordinates which determine the position of a point, such Pot, and cf. Porridge, Porringer.] A kind of food made
that its differential coefficients with respect to the coor- by boiling vegetables or meat, or both together, in water,
dinates are equal to the components of the force at the until soft
[Written also
a thick soup or porridge.
point considered
also called potential function, ot force
Chaucer.
potage.l
function. It is called also Newtonian potential when Then Jacob gave Esau bread and pottage of lentils. Gen. xxv. 34.
the force is directed to a fixed center and is inversely as
Pot'tain (-tan), re. Old pot metal. [06s.] Holland.
the square of the distance from the center.
Pot-teen' (p5t-ten'), re. See Poteen.
3. (Elee.) The energy of an electrical charge measPot'ter (pot'ter), re. [Cf. F. polier.] 1. One whose
ured by its power to do work hence, the degree of elec- occupation is to make earthen vessels.
Ps. ii. 9.
trification as referred to some standard, as that of the
The potter heard, and stopped his wheel. Longfellow.
earth electro-motive force.
[_Prov.
2. One who hawks crockery or earthenware.
Po-ten'ti-al'i-ty (-shi-Sl'i-tjr), re. The quality or state Eng.]
De Quineey.
possibility, not actuality
of being potential
inherent
3. One who pots meats or other eatables.
capability or disposition, not actually exhibited.
See Terrapin.
4. (Zool.) The red-bellied terrapin.
Pc-ten'tial-ly (p6-tSn'shal-ly), adv. 1. With power
Potter's asthma (Med.), emphysema of the lungs —so
potently.
[06s.]
called because very prevalent among potters. Parkes.
2. In a potential manner possibly, not positively.
Potter's field, a pubhc
Potter's clay. See under Clay.
The duration of human souls is only potentially infinite.
burial place, especially in a city, for paupers, unknown
Bentley.
persons, and criminals — so named from the field south
— Potter's ore.
Po-ten'tl-ate (-shi-at), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Potenti- of Jerusalem, mentioned in Matt, xxvii. 7.
Alqcifou. Potter's wheel, a horizontal revolving disk
ated (-a'tgd) p. pr. & vb. n. Potentiating.] To ren- See
which the clay is molded into form vrith the hands or
on
Coleridge.
der active or potent.
tools. " My thoughts are whirled like a potter's wheel."
Po-ten'ti-om'e-ter (-Sm'e-ter), n. \_Potential -{- -me- Shak.— Totter wasp (Zool.), a small soli{Elec.) An instrument for measuring or comparing tary wasp (Eumenes fraterna) which conter.']
structs a globular nest of mud and sand
electrical potentials or electro-motive forces.
Po'ten-tize (po'ten-tlz), v. t. [imp. & p. p. PoTEN- in which it deposits insect larvae, such as
To render the cankerworms, as food for its young.
tized p. j>r. & vb. re. Potentizing.]
Dunglison.
Pot'ter, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Pottered
latent power of (anything) available.
Po'tent-ly (po'tent-lj), adv. With great force or en- (-terd) p. pr. & vb. re. Pottering.] [Cf.
ergy; powerfully; efficaciously. "You a,ie potently o-p- W.pwtio to poke, or OD. poteren to search
Shak. one thoroughly, Sw. pdta, peta, to pick,
posed."
Po'tent-ness, n. The quality or state of being po- E. pother, put.] 1. To busy one's self
with trifles to labor with little purpose,
tent powerfuhiess potency efficacy.
Po'tes-tate (po'tSs-tat), re. A chief ruler a poten- energy, or effect to trifle to pother.
"
tate.
An iroaa potestate." Chaucer.
Pottering about the Mile End cottages.
[06s.] Wyclif.
Potter Wasp,
MrSi. Humphry Ward.
with three
Po-tes'ta-tlve (po-tBs'ta-ttv), a. [L. potestativus, fr.
of its Cells.
to saunter.
potestas power
cf. F. potestaiif.
See Potent.] Au2. To walk lazily or idly
thoritative.
Bp. Pearson.
[06s.]
Pot'ter, V. t. To poke to push also, to disturb to
Halliwell.
Pot' gun' (pSt'gun'), n. 1. A pot-shaped cannon a confuse to bother. [Prov. Eng.]
mortar. [06s.] " Twelve ^oi^wres of brass." Hakluyt,
Pot'tern (pSt'tern), a. Of or pertaining to potters.
2. A popgun.
Swift.
[06s.]
Pottern ore, a species of ore which, from its aptness to
Poth'e-ca-ry (poth'e-kS-rJ), n. An apothecary. [06s.] vitrify like the glazing of potters' wares, the mmers call
Botjle.
by this name.
Po-theen' (p6-then'), re. See Poteen.
Poth'er (piSth'er), re. [Cf D. peuteren to rummage,
Pot'ter-y (-ter-y), re. ; p/. Potteries (-Tz). [¥.potepoke. Cf. Potter, Pudder.]
Bustle confusion tu- rie, fr. pot. See Pot.] 1. The vessels or ware made by
mult flutter ; bother. [Written also potter, and pud- potters earthenware, glazed and baked.
der.} " What a potter and stir " Oldham. "Coming
2. The place where earthen vessels are made.
Shak.
on with a terrible pother." Wordsivorth.
Pot'tlng (-ting), re. 1. Tippling. [Obs.]
Poth'er, V. i. To make a bustle or stir ; to be fussy.
2. The act of placing in a pot; as, the potting of
Poth'er, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pothered (-erd) p. pr. plants the potting of meats for preservation.
vb. re. PoTBEBDJO.] To harass and perplex to worry.
&
3. Tlie process of putting sugar in casks for cleansing
" Pothers and wearies himself."
B.Edwards.
Locke.
and draining. [West Indies]

ome time

Pot'tle (pSt't'l), re. [OE. potel, OF. potel, dim. of pot.
See Pot.] 1. A liquid measure of four pints.
Shak.
2. A pot or tankard.
A dry pottle of sack before him. Sir W. Scott.
fruit.
3. A vessel or small basket for holding
pottle of strawberries in one hand. Dickeru.
He had a
Pottle draught, taking a pottle of liquor at one draught.
Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.]
(.Zo'dl.) (a) A nocturnal mammal
llPot'tO (-to), re.
(Perodicticus potto) of the Lemur
family, found in West Africa. It
has rudimentary forefingers. Called
also aposoro, and bush dog.
(6)

;

p^^^^^ ^^,,

poteniare to exercise power cf F. potentat. See
a.] One who is potent one who possesses great
power or sway a prince, sovereign, or monarch.
The blessed and only potentate.
1 Tim. vi. 15.
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POTENCY

;

ap, tlrn

;

pity

;

food, fo~bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

bo

;

Pouch mouth, a mouth with blubbered or swollen

& vb.
2.
3.
4.

re.

&

lips.

[imp.
p. p. Pouched (poucht) p. pr.
Pouching.] 1. To put or take into a pouch.

Pouch,

V.

t.

;

—

Derham.

To swallow
said of fowls.
To pout. [06s.]
To pocket to put up with. [P.]
;

Ainsworth.
Sir W. Scott.
;
Pouched (poucht), a. (Zo'dl.) (a) Having a marsupial pouch
as, the pouched badger, or the wombat. (6)
Having external cheek pouches as, fhe pouched gopher,
(c) Having internal cheek pouches; as, the pouched
;

;

squirrels.

—

Pouched dog. (Zo'dl.) See Zebra wolf, under Zebra.
Pouched frog (Zo'dl.), the nototrema, the female of which
has a dorsal pouch in which the eggs are hatched, and in
which the young pass through their brief tadpole stage.
Pouched gopher, or Pouched rat. (Zo'dl.) See Pocket
gopher, under Pocket.
Pouched mouse.
(Zo'dl.) See
Pocket mojise, under Pocket.
Pou'Chet hos' (pou'chSt boks'). See Pouncet box.
Pouch'-mouthed' (pouch'mouthd'), a. Having a

—

—

pouch mouth ; blobber-lipped.
Pou-chong' (pob-shong'), re. A superior kind of souchong tea.
Le Colange.
Pouch'-shell' (pouch'sh61'), re. (Zo'dl.) A small British and American pond snail (Bulinus hypnorum).
Pou'dre (poo'der), re. [See Powder.] Dust powder.
;

[06s.]

Chaticer.

Poudre marchaunt [see Merchant], a kind of flavoring
powder used in the Middle Ages. [06s.]
Chaucer.

Pou-drette' (pob-dr5t'), re. [P., dim. of poudre dust,
powder. See Powder.] A manure made from night soil,
dried and mixed with charcoal, gypsum, etc.
Pou-laine' (poo-lan'), re. [P. Soulier a la poulaine.]
A long pointed shoe. See Cracowes.
Poul'da'vls (pol'da'vis),re. Same as Poledavy. [06s.]
Poul'der (pol'der), re. & v. Powder. [06s.]
Poul'dron (-dron), re. See Pauldron.
(poolp), re.
[P. poulpe, fr. L. polypus. See
Poulp
Polyp.] (.^oti/. ) Same as Octopus.
Poulpe
Musk poulp (Zo'dl.), a Mediterranean octopod (Eledone
moschata) which emits a strong odor of musk.
Poult (polt), re. [O'E.pulle, P. poulet, dim. of poule
fowl. See Pullet.] A young chicken, partridge, grouse,
1
)

King.

or the like.

Startling the heath j^oiilts or black

Poul'ter
poulterer.

(pol'ter),

[OE. puller.

re.

[06s.]

game.

Chapman,
Ii.

Jijjcries.

See Poult.] A
Shak.

Poul'ter-er (-er), n. One who deals in poultry.
Poul'tlce (-tis), re. [L. puis, pi. pultes, a thick pap;
akin to Gr. iroAroy. Cf. Pulse seeds.] A soft composition, as of bread, brim, or a mucilaginous substance, to
be applied to sores, inflamed parts of the body, etc. a
cataplasm. " Po!t/Woe relaxeth the pores.
Bacon.
Poul'tlce, V. t. [imp. &j). p. Poulticed (-tist) p.
pr.
vb. re. Poulticing (-tts-Ing).]
To apply a poultiee to
to dress with a poultice.
Poul'tlve (-ttv), re. A poultice. [06s.] Sir W. Temple.
Poul'try (-try), re. [Prom Poult.] Domestic fowls
reared for the table, or for their eggs or feathers, such as
cocks and liens, capons, turkeys, ducks, and geese.
Pounce (pouus), re. [F. ponce pumice, pounce, fr. L.
pumex, -id's, pumice. See Puuicb.] 1. A flue powder,

sIuk, luk

;

;

&

;

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

"

;;

;
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as of sandarac, or cuttlefish bone,
formerly used to
prevent ink froip spreading on manuscript.
2. Charcoal, dust, or some other colored powder for
making patterns through perforated designs,
used by
embroiderers, lace makers, etc.
Pounce box, a box for sprinkling pounce.
Pounce paper,
a transparent paper for tracing.
Pounce (pouns), V. t. [i?np. & p. p. Pounced (pounst)
p pr. & vb. n. PouNCiNO (poun'sing).] To sprinkle
or rub with pounce as, to pounce paper, or a pattern.
Pounce, n. [Prob. through French, from an assumed
See PunliL. punctiare to prick, L. pungere, punctum.
cheon, Punch, v. t.'\ 1. The claw or talon of a bird of
Spenser. Burke.
prey.
" A pounce to print
2. A punch or stamp.
\_Obs.']
Withals.
money with."
Homilies.
3. Cloth worked in eyelet holes.
[06«.]
with
the talons
Pounce, V. t. 1. To strike or seize
to pierce, as with the talons. {Archaici
Stooped from his highest pitch to pounce a wren. Cowper.
Now pounce him lightly.
And as he roars and rages, let 's go deeper. J. Fletcher.
To
punch
to
perforate
to stamp holes in, or dots
Z.
Sir T. Elyot.
or', b) way ci
-nament. [Ofo.]
•.
To fall suddenly and seize with the
Pounce,
cliiws;
with .;i or upon; as, a hawk ^oancei upon a
cbick'M. Also uied figuratively.
Derifilou ie uevi^i- ;o agonizing as when it i^ounccs on the wan-

—

—

;

P

;

;

—

derings of

•(•i5»guic' j.l

sensibility.

Jeffrey.

PoUTlC'ifl I'ljotinst), a. 1. Furnished with claws or talae., t't /'..U/icerf young of the eagle.
Thomson.
Ornamented with perforations or dots.
[06i.]

ons;
2,

"Gilt bowls pounced and pierced."
Holinshed.
Poun'cet bos' (poun'set bSks'). [Cf. F. poncette, fr.
ponce pounce. See Pounce a powder.] A box with a
perforated lid, for sprinkling pounce, or for holding perfumes.
Shak.

Poun'clng (-sing), n.
1. The art or practice of
transferring a design t)y means of pounce.
2. Decorative perforation of cloth.
\_Obs.'\
Pound (pound), V. t. [imp. p. p. Pounded p. pr.

&

& vb. n. PouNDiNO.]

ment,

;

poundage

;

it

for thee the linnet pours his throat

To

V. i.

Eeble.

Prov. xxiii. 21.
2. Any deficiency of elements or resources that are
richness
as, povneeded or desired, or that constitute
erty of soil poverty of the blood poverty of ideas.
Poverty grass (Bot.), a name given to several slender
grasses (as Aristida dichotoma, and Danthonia spicata)
which often spring up on old and worn-out fields.
Syn. Indigence ; penury ; beggary need lack
meagemess jejunewant ; scantiness sparingness
ness.
Poverty, Indigence, Pauperism. Poverty is a
relative term : what is poverty to a monarch, would he
competence for a day laborer. Indigence implies extreme
;

;

—

;

—

who, or that which, pounds,
a pestle.
I

final,

;

;

fjU

;

eve,

or

C.

Pow'der

(pou'der), re. [OE. poudre, pouldre, F. poudre, OF. also poldre, puldre, L. pulvis, pulveris ; cf.
pollen fine flour, mill dust, E. pollen. Of. Polverine,
Pulverize.] 1. The fine particles to which any dry substance is reduced by pounding, grindmg, or triturating,
or into which it falls by decay ; dust.
Grind their bones to powder small.
Shak.
2. An explosive mixture used in gunnery, blasting,
etc.

gunpowder.

;

See Gunpowder.

Atlas powder. Baking powder, etc.

Baking,

See under Atlas,

—Powder down (Zool.), the peculiar dust,
or exfoliation, of powder-down feathers.
Powder-down
feather (Zoo(.), one of a peculiar kind of modified feathers which sometimes form patches on certain parts of
seme birds. They have a greasy texture and a scaly eifohation.
Powder-down patch (Zool.), a tuft or patch of powder-down
feathers.
Powder hose, a tube of
strong linen, about an inch in diameetc.

—

—
—

ter, filled with powder and used in
firing mines.
Farrow. Powder hoy
{Naut.), a vessel specially fitted to

—

carry powder for the supply of war
ships. They are usually painted red
and carry a red flag.
Powder magazine, or Powder room. See Magazine,
2. — Powder mine, a mine exploded by Powder-down
Patch
gunpowder. See Mine.
Powder mon- S' Podargus a; a'
key (Naut.),a,hoy formerly employed ^o«'^<=J-<iown Feathon war vessels to carry powder: a "^"^"^eot lau j«
powderhoy.— Powder post. See A)/ ^'
rot, under Dry.
Powder pufl. See Pufp, re.
Pow'der, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Powdered (-derd) p.
pr.
vb. n. Powdering.]
[F. poudrer.J
1. To reduce
to fine particles to pound, grind, or rub into a powder;
to comminute to pulverize ; to triturate.
2. To sprinkle with powder, or as with powder to besprinkle ; as, to powder the hair.
'

—

—

—

&

&

;

;

;

A

event,

gnd, fern,

;

;

recent

;

ice,

circling zone thou seest

Powdered with

stars.

Milton.

To sprinkle with salt to com, as meat. [Oii.]
Pow'der, v, i. 1. To be reduced to powder to become like powder as, some salts powder easily.
2. To use powder on the hair or skin
as, she paints
3.

;

;

;

;

and powders.

Pow'dered

(-derd),

1.

a.

Reduced to a powder;

sprinkled with, or as with, powder.
2. Sprinkled with salt ; salted ; corned.

[Obs."]

Powdered beef, pickled meats.
Harvey.
as Seme.
Walpole.
Pow'der-flask' (-der-flask'), re.
A flask in which
gunpowder is carried, having a charging tube at the end.
Pow'der-hom' (-hSm'), n. A hom in which gun-

Same

3. {Her.)

powder is carried.
Pow'der-ing, a.
Powdering tub.
corned or salted,

&

(a)
(b)

from Powder,

re.

is

Pow'der-mill'
made.

(-mtl'),

Pow'der-post'ed
rot

t.

Shak.

[Obs.]

A miU in which gunpowder

re.

(-post'Sd), a.
Affected with dry
rot.
See Dry rot, under Dry.

reduced to -dust by

;

[U.

v.

A tub or vessel in which meat is
A heated tub in which an infected

lecher was placed for cure.

s.-]

Pow'der-y {-f), a. l. Easily crumbling to pieces;
friable ; loose ; as, s, powdery spar.
2. Sprinkled or covered with powder ; dusty ; as, the
powdery bloom on plums.
3. Resembling powder ;
powdery snow."
Pow'dlke (pou'dik), re.
watery or marshy place,
or fen.

consisting of powder.

"The

Wordsworth.
[Scot,

fr.

pow, pou, a

E. pool.^

pool, a

A dike in a marsh

[Prov. Eng.']

Pow'dry (-dry), a.
Pow'er (pou'er), re.

Halliwell.

See Powdery.

Same

as Poor, the fish.
{Zool.)
Pow'er, re. [OE. pouer, poer, OF. poeir, pooir, F.
pouvoir, n.
v., fr. LL. potere, for L. posse, potesse,
to be able, to have power. See Possible, Potent, and
cf. Posse comitatus.]
1. Ability to act, regarded as
latent or inherent ; the faculty of doing or performing
something ; capacity for action or performance ; capability of producing an effect, whether physical or moral
potency; might; as, a man of great power; the power
of capillary attraction ; money ^yes power. " One next
himself in power, and next in crime."
Milton.
2. Ability, regarded as put forth or exerted ; strength,
force, or energy in action ; as, the power of steam in
moving an engine ; the power of truth, or of argument,
in producing conviction ; the power of enthusiasm.
" The pojoer of fancy.
Shak.
r Capacity of undergoing or suffering ; fitness to be
called also passive power /
acted upon susceptibility
as, great power of endurance.

&

.

;

;

Power, then,
capacity

4.

strength

is

—

active and passive ; faculty is active power or
Sir IV. Hamilton.
is passive power.

capacity

;

exercise of a faculty ; the employment of
the exercise of any kind of control ; influence

The
;

dominion sway command government.
Power is no blessing in itself but when it is employed
;

;

to povertt/.

;

or in equal quantities.

;

which it is able to dilate its throat and breast.
Pout'ing, re. Childish suUenness.
Pout'lng-ly, adv. In a pouting, or a sullen, manner.
Chaucer.
Pov'ert (pbv'ert), re. Poverty. [Obs.}
Pov'er-ty (pov'er-tj), re. [OE. poverte, OF. poverte,

;

sweet cake

A small

{Zool.)

— called also gwyniad and lakeclupeoides,
herring.

;

" Swathed in humblest joowrt)/.
The drunkard and the glutton shall come

ingredients being used by pounds,

am, arm, ask,

;

need.

dupois for one second, causes it to acquire by tlie end of
that time a velocity of one foot per second. It is about
equal to the weight of half an ounce, and is 13,825 dynes.
Pound'-breach' (-brech'), re. The breaking of a public pound for releasing impounded animals.
Blackstone.

senate, care,

?
Pope.
flow, pass, or issue in a stream, or as

See
fr. L. paupertas, fr. pauper poor.
^OR.] 1. The quality or state of being poor or indigent
want or scarcity of means of subsistence indigence

&

as a stamp in an
2. An instrument used for pounding

a stream

(pou'an), Pow'en (-en), re.
lake whiteflsh {Coregonus

;

;

F. pauvretS,

A

ale,

Is

Pour,

to

Pound'age, n. [See 3d Pound.] 1. Confinement of
cattle, or other animals, in a public pound.
2.
charge paid for the release of impounded cattle.
Pound'al (-ol), n. [From 5th Pound.] {Physics
Mech.)
unit of force based upon the pound, foot, and
flecond, being the force which, acting on a pound avoir-

1. One
ore mill.

uninterruptedly.

—

Milton.

A kind of rich,

to discharge

;

to assess,

A

;

&

—

[j?.]

as in a stream

;

;

(-er), n.

To send forth from,

3.

;

2. A subsidy of twelve pence in the pound, formerly
granted to the crown on all goods exported or imported,
and if by ahens, more. {EngS\
Blackstone.
3. (Law) The sum allowed to a sheriff or other officer
npon the amount realized by an execution
estimated
In England, and formerly in the United States, at so
much on the pound.
Burrill. Bouvier.

Pound'er

1

;

;

re.

.

.

;

The pound sterling was m Saxon times, about A. D.
Cll, a. pound troy of silver, and a shilling was its twentieth
part consequently the latter was three times as large as
It IS at present.
Peacham.
Pound'age (-aj), re. 1. A sum deducted from a pound,
or a certain sum paid for each pound a commission.

(-kak'),

;

ferus)

,

1!^°"

Pound'cake'

;

Pow'an
British

;

Pound, n. ; pi. Pounds (poundz), collectively Pound
or Pounds. [AS. pund, fr. L. pondo, akin to pondus a
weight, pendere to weigh. See Pendant.] 1. A certain
specified weight ; especially, a legal standard consisting
of an established number of ounces.
I^^ The pound in general use in the United States
andin England is the pound avoirdupois, which is divided
into sixteen ounces, and contains 7,000 grains. The pound
troy is divided into twelve ounces, and contains .5,760
grains. 144 pounds avoirdupois are equal to 175 pounds
troy weight. See Avoirdupois, and Troy.
2. A British denomination of money of account, equivalent to twenty shillings sterling, and equal in value to
about ^.86. There is no coin known by this name, but
the gold sovereign is of the same value.

— so called from the

&

&

;

;

collect, as

A

;

—

To

A

(poor'lu), re.
See Purlieu.
Pour'par'ler' (poor'par'la'), re. [F.] (Diplomacy)
A consultation preliminary to a treaty.
Pour'par'ty (poor'par'ty), re. / pi. PouRPARTiES (-tiz).
[See PuRPARTY.] {Law) A division; a divided share.
To make pourparty, to divide and apportion lands previously held in common.
Pour'polnt (poor'point; F. pobr'pwSN'), re.
[P.]
A quilted military doublet or gambeson worn in the
14th and 15th centuries also, a name for the doublet of
the 16th and 17th centuries worn by civilians.
Pour-pres'ture (poor-prSs'tiJr 135), re. {Law) See
Purpresture.
Pour'sul-vant (pobr'swe-vant), re. See Pursuivant.
Pour-tray' (p6or-tra'), v. t. See Portray.
Pour-vey'ance (poor-va'ans), re. See Purveyance.
Pousse (poos), re. Pulse pease. [OJs.]
Spenser.
Pous-sette' (poo-sSf), re. [F. pushpin, f r. pousser to
push. See Push.] A movement, or part of a figure, in
the contradance.
Dickens.
Pous-sette', v. i. To perform a certain movement in
a dance. [iJ.]
Tennyson.
Down the middle, up again, poussei^e, and cross. J. if H. Smith.
Pout (poot), re. [F. poulet. See Poult.] The young
of some birds, as grouse a young fowl.
Carew.
Pout (poot), V. i. To shoot pouts. [Scot.'\
Pout (pout), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Pouted p. pr. &
vb. re. Pouting.]
[OE. pouten, of uncertain origin cf.
Prov. pot lip, Prov. F. potte, faire la potte to pout, W.
pwdu to pout, be sullen, poten, potten, a paunch, belly.]
1. To thrust out the lips, £is in suUenness or displeasure hence, to look sullen.
Thou poutest upon thy fortune and thy love.
Shak.
" Pouting \vpa."
2. To protrude.
Dryden.
Pout, re. A sullen protrusion of the lips a fit of sullenness.
" Jack 's in thepo!/te."
H. Smith.
J.
{Zool.) The European
Pout, re.
[Cf. Eelpout.]
whiting pout or bib.
Eel pout. (Zool.) See Eelpout.
Horn pout, or Homed
pout. (Zool.) See Bullhead (b).
Pout'er (-er), re. 1. One who, or that which, pouts.
2. [Cf. E. pout, and G. puier turkey.^ {Zool.) A variety of the domestic pigeon remarkable for the extent

wings spreading outward.
Pound covert, a pound that is close or covered over, as
a shed. Pound overt, a pound that is open overhead.
Pound, V. t. To conu.\e in, or as in, a poimd to impound.
Milton.

t.

A

II

;

v.

Pound'ing (pound'ing), n. 1. The act of beating,
bruising, or breaking up ; a beating.
2. A pounded or pulverized substance.
[iJ.]
"Covered with the poundings of these rocks." J. S. Blackie.
Pound'keep'er (-kep'er), re. The keeper of a pound.
Pound'-rate' (-rat'), re.
rate or proportion estimated at a certain amount for each pound ; poundage.
Poup (poop), V. i. See Powp. \_Obs.']
Chaucer.
Pou-part's' lig'a-ment (poo-piirz' lig'a-ment). {Anat.)
ligament, or fascia, extending, in most mammals,
from the ventral side of the ilium to near the symphysis
of the pubic bones.
Pou'pe-ton (poo'pe-ton), re. [See Puppet.]
puppet, or little baby.
[Obs.^
Palsgrave.
Pour (poor), a. Poor. [06i.]
Chaucer.
Pour (por), V. i. To pore. [Ofts.]
Chaucer.
Pour (por), V. t. [imp. p. p. Poueed (pord) ; p. pr.
vb. re. PouRiHO.]
[OE. pouren, of uncertain origin
cf. W. bwrw to cast, throw, shed, bwrw gwlaw to rain.]
1. To cause to flow in a stream, as a liquid or anything
flowing like a liquid, either out of a vessel or into it as,
to pour water from a pail ; to pour wine into a decanter;
to pour oil upon the waters ; to pour out sand or dust.
2. To send forth as in a stream or a flood ; to emit ; to
let escape freely or wholly.
I .
have poured out my soul before the Lord. 1 Sam. i. 15.
Now will I shortly pour out my fury upon thee. Ezek. vii. 8.
London doth pour out her citizens
Shah.
Wherefore did Nature ^joifr her bounties forth
With such a full and unwithdrawing hand ?
Milton.

Pour'Ueu

.

Pound'age,

distress, and almost absolute destitution.
Pauperism
denotes entire dependence upon public charity, and,
therefore, often a hopeless and degraded state.

A

Ir. pont pond, pound. Cf Pinder, Pinfold, Pin to
Pond.] 1. An inclosure, maintained by public
authority, in which cattle or other animals are confined
when taken in trespassing, or when going at large in
violation of law a pinfold.
Shak.
2. A level stretch in a canal between locks.
_3. {Fishing) A kind of net, having a large inclosure
with a narrow entrance into which fish are directed by

or rate, by poundage,

A person or thing, so called with reference to a cernumber of pounds in value, weight, capacity, etc.;
a cannon carrying a twelve-pound ball is called a
twelve pounder.
51^=" Before the English reform act of 1867, one who
was an elector by virtue of paying ten pounds rent was
called a ten pounder.
3.

.,ain

as,

rain pours

inclose,

m

POWER

to fall continuously and abundantly ; as, the
the people poured out of the theater.
If the rude throng ^jowr on with furious pace.
Gay.
stream, or something like a stream ; a
Pour, n.
" A pou?" of rain."
flood.
[Colloq.l
Miss Ferrier.
Pourellohe (poor'ltk), adv. Poorly. [Ofc.] Chaucer.
Pour'er (por'er), re. One who pours.

[OE. pounen, AS. punian to bruise.

Pun a

;;

:

1122

;

play on words.] 1. To strike repeatedly with
some heavy instrument ; to beat.
M^ith cruel blows she /lounrfs her blubbered cheeks. Dryden.
2. To comminute and pulverize by beating ; to bruise
or break into fine particles with a pestle or other heavy
instrument ; as, to pound spice or salt.
Pound, V. i. 1. To strike heavy blows; to beat.
2. {Much.) To make a jarring noise, as in running;
as, the engine pounds.
Pound, n. [AS. pund an inclosure ; cf. forpyndan to
turn away, or to repress, also Icel. pynda to extort, torCf.

"

;;;

;

to pro-

Swift.

tect the innocent.

exercising an ability to act ; an individual invested with authority ; an institution, or government, which exercises control ; as, the great powers of
Europe ; hence, often, a superhuman agent ; a spirit a
Milton.
divinity.
"The joowei'i of darkness."
And the powers of the heavens shall be shaken. Matt. xxiv. 29.
5.

The agent

;

a
6. A military or naval force ; an army or navy
Spenser.
great host.
Never such a power .
Shak.
Was levied in the body of a land.
;

.

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

8dd

.

;;;

;;

A large

quantity

a great

;

PR^FLORATION

1123

POWERABLE
7.

number

;

various stages, according to the principles of law and the
rules laid down by the courts.
Bouvier,
Syn. Custom usage ; habit manner.

Poyn'tel (poin'tSl), n. [See Pointal.] {Arch.) Paving or fiooring made of small squares or lozenges set
diagonally.
[Formerly ^f/ntten pointal.']

a power oi

as,

Richardson.
good things. iColloq.']
8. (Mech.) (a) The rate at which mechanical energy is
exerted or mechanical work performed, as by an engine
or other machine, or an animal, working continuously
as, an engine of twenty horse power.
of power used most commonly
S^^ The English unit Hokse
power.
See
is the horse power.
that from which useful me(6) A mechanical agent
as, water power ; steam
chanical energy is derived
power ; hand power, etc. (c) Applied force force producing motion or pressure as, the power applied at one
end of a lever to hft a weight at the other end.
^g^ This use in mechanics, of power as a synonym for
Sorce, is improper and is becoming obsolete.
\d) A machine acted upon by an animal, and serving as
a motor to drive other machinery as, a &o% power.
^g^ Power is used adjectively, denoting, driven, or
adapted to be driven, by machinery, and not actuated
a
as, a power lathe
directly by the hand or foot

Poy'OU

(poi'oo), n.

A South

{Zo'dl.)

—

American arma-

v. t.
[;imp. & p. p. Practiced
Practicing (-ti-sing).]
(-tist)
[Often
p. pr.
written practise, practised, practising.']
1. To do or
perform frequently, customarily, or habitually to make
" Incline not my
a practice of as, to practice gaming.
practice wicked works."
heart to
Ps. cxli. 4.

also

six-

banded armadillo.
(poz), V.

I.

See

_Poz'zu-o-la'na (pSf-

na

(pofso-), n.
[It.]
Volcanic ashes from Poz-

;

9. {Math.) The product arising from the multiplicaas, a square is the second
tion of a number into itself
power, and a cube is the third power, of a number.
10. {Melaph.) Mental or moral ability to act; one of
the faculties which are possessed by the mind or soul
as, the power of thinking, reasoning, judging, wilhng,
I. Waits.
fearing, hoping, etc.
;

mind, the sudden surprise of my powShak.
into a received belief.
11. (Optics) The degree to which a lens, mirror, or
any optical instrument, magnifies in the telescope, and
usually in the microscope, the number of times it multiplies, or augments, the apparent diameter of an object
sometimes, in microscopes, the number of times it multiplies the apparent surface.
12. (Law) An authority enabling a person to dispose
of an interest vested either in himself or in another perWharton.
son ownership by appointment.
13. Hence, vested authority to act in a given case ; as,
the business was referred to a committee with power.
Power may be predicated of inanimate agents,
like the winds and waves, electricity and magnetism,
gravitation, etc., or of animal and mteUigent beings;
and when predicated of these beings, it may indicate
physical, mental, or moral ability or capacity.
Power
Mechanical powers.
See under Mechanical.
Power of atloom, or Power press. See Def. 8 (d), note.
Power of a point (relative
torney. See under Attorney.
to a given curve) (Geom.), the result of substituting the
coordinates of any point in that expression which being
put equal to zero forms the equation of the curve as, x^
+ y' 100 is the jiower of the point x, y, relative to the
.

.

:

',

—

circle

+

y^

— 100 =

—

—

Pow'er-a-We

(pou'er-a-b'l), a.

possible.
[J?.]
2. Capable of exerting

by the application
power

;

Pow'er-ful (-ful), a. 1. Full of power; capable of
producing great effects of any kind potent mighty
a
efficacious
intense ; as, a powerful man or beast
a powerful argument
a powerful
powerful engine
Sght a powerful vessel.
;

;

;

The powerful gracp
In herbs, plants, stones, and
2.

{Mining) Large

Syn. —
energetic

—

Shak.

;

;

intense.

;

Pow'er-less, a. Destitute of power, force, or energy
impotent ; not able to produce any effect.
Pow'er-less-ness, n.
Pow'er-less-ly, adv.
Powl'dron (poul'dron), n. [OF. espauleron, from
espaule shoulder, F. epaule.'] Same as Pauldron.
;

—

—

Powp

(poup),

Pow'ter

V.

See Poop,

i.

(pou'ter),

re.

{Zo'dl.)

v.

i.

\_Ohs.']

Chaucer.

See Pouter.

(pou'wou'), n.
1. A priest, or conjurer,
Indians.
Beit sagamore, sachem, or powwow. Longfellow.
2. Conjuration attended with great noise and confusion, and often with feasting, dancing, etc., performed
by Indians for the cure of diseases, to procure success
in hunting or in war, and for other purposes.
3. Hence
Any assembly characterized by noise and
confusion a noisy frolic or gathering. IColloq. U. S.']
Pow'wow', V. i. 1. To use conjuration, with noise
and confusion, for the cure of disease, etc., as among the
North American Indians.
2. Hence
To hold a noisy, disorderly meeting. \_Col-

Pow'WOW'

among the North American

V.

[imp.

t.

To

n. PoxiNO.]

Poy

(poi),

re.

& p. p.

;

;

& vb.

Urn

;

pity

;

;

;

;

—

iip,

is

the troops are called out for practice ; she neglected
practice in music.
the ex6. Application of science to the wants of men
professional business as, the
ercise of any profession
practice of medicine or law a large or lucrative practice.
Praclire is exercise of an art, or the application of a science in
.'^/J•
IK Hamilton.
life, whicli apithcation is itself an art.
dexterity in con7. Skillful or artful m."inagement
stratagem
art
artifice
means
tlie
use
of
trivance or
[Ohs,~\
Racon.
usually in a bad sense.
plot
wliicli
pi'aclice
he
conld
not liy
He souglit to have that by

;

full,

Sout/i.

as,

composition as, tenpo;/.
2. A ropedancer's balancing pole.
Johnson.
3. A long boat hook by which barges are propelled
against tlie stream.
Nnlliwe/l.
IProv. Eng.]
Poy-na'dO (poi-na'do), re. A poniard. [0/w.] Lyh/.
Poynd (poind), v., Poynd'er (-er), re. See Poind,
POINDER.
Poy-nette' (poi-nSf), n. [Cf. Point.] A bodkin, rohs.']

r^de,

Waller.

Shak.
esp.

by

;

;

—

;

;

;

Sir

prayer.

;

I'.

Sidmi/.

8. {Math.) An easy and concise method of applying
rules of arithmetic to questions which occur in trade
and business.
9. {Law) The form, manner, and order of conducting and carrying on suits and prosecutions througli their
tlie

;

[I am] little inclined to pi-acttce on others, and as little that
others should /rac/jce on me.
Sir W. Temple.

food, fifot

;

out,

Practiced

(-tIst),

Experienced

1.

[Often

a.

expert

;

;

written practised.]
as, a practiced
Ld. Lytton.

skilled

;

marksman. " A practiced 'pic'kloc]!i."
2. Used habitually learned by practice.
;

[Often written practiser.']
Prac'tl-cer (-tl-ser), n.
1. One who practices, or puts in practice
one who
customarily performs certain acts.
South.
2. One who exercises a profession ; a practitioner.
3. One who uses art or stratagem. [Obs.] B. Jonson.
[P. praticien, OF.
Prac-ti'clan (prak-tTsh'an), n.
also practicien.]
One who is acquainted with, or skilled
in, anything by practice
a practitioner.
Chaucer.
Prac'tlck (prSk'ttk), n. Practice. \_Obs.]
Prac'ti-sant (-tl-zant), re. An agent or confederate
[_Obs.]
Shak.
in treachery.
Prac'tlse (-tts), v. t. & i. See Practice.
(|I^°°The analogy of the English language requires
that the noun and verb which are pronounced alike
should agree in spelling. Thus we have notice (n. & v.),
noticed, noticing, noticer ; poultice (n. & v.); apprentice
(n.
v.); office (n. &v.), officer (n.) ; lattice (n.), latticed
;

;

&
&

Cf. sacrifice (-fiz;
(a.); benefice (n.), beneficed (a.), etc.
v .), promise (-is; n.
v.)
v.), SM?'7rei«e (-miz' ; u.
v.), etc.
Contrast advice (-vis' ;
compromise (-miz ;_n.
n.), and advise (-viz'; v.); device (-vis'; n.), and devise
(-viz'; v.), etc.

n.

&

&

&

Prac'tl-sour (-ti-soor), re. A practitioner. [06s.]
Prac-ti'tion-er (prak-tTsh'iin-er), re. [From Practician.]
1. One who is engaged in the actual use or exercise of any art or profession, particularly that of law or
Crabbe.

medicine.

2. One who does anything customarily or habitually.
sly or artful person.
Whitgift.
3.
General practitioner.
See under General, a.
Prac'tlve (prSk'tTv), a. Doing active. \_Obs.] SyllObs.]
vester. —Piac'tive-ly, adv.

A

;

The preacher and the people
Then practively did thrive.

Prad (prSd),

both,
IVai-ner.

A

horse. [Colloq. Eng.']
[Cf. D. paard.']
prefix.
See Pre-.

re.

Prae- (pre-). A
Prae'ca'va (pre'ka'va), re. [NL. See Pre-, and 1st
Cave.] {Anai.) Tlie superior vena cava.
Prse'ca'val
(-val), a.
B. G. Wilder.
Praec'i-pe (pres'i-pe or pre'sT-pe), re. [L., imperative
See Precept.]
of praecipere to give rules or precepts.
{Law) {a) A writ commanding something to be done, or
requiring a reason for neglecting it. (6) A paper containing the particulars of a writ, lodged in the office out
Wharto7i,
of which the writ is to be issued.
[NL. See PrecoPrae'CO-ces (pre'ko-sez), re. pi.

—

II

cious.]

;

infect with the pox, or syphilis.
[OF. npui,apoi, a support, prop., staff,

unite,

;

and

Sir W. Hamilton.
5. Systematic exercise for instruction or discipline

F. appiii, fr. OP. apn.ier, npoier, to support, F. nppnyer,
fr. h to (L. ad) -\- OP. pui, poi, a rising ground, hill, L.
podium. See Podium, Pew.] 1. A support;
used iu

use,

— contemplation

a distinction, but no opposition, between theoi-y and
practice : each, to a certain extent, supposes the other theory
is dependent on practice ; practice must have preceded theory.

There

signifies

p. pr.

over yourself to reign.

II

soul,

practice.

epithet, as in impre-

PoxED (pokst)

application of knowledge

;

There are two functions of the

—

Pox,

Actual performance

4.

(poks), re.
[For pocks, OE. pokkes. See Pock.
It is plural in form but is used as a singular.]
{Med.)
Strictly, a disease characterized by pustules or eruptions
of any kind, but chiefly or wholly restricted to three or
four diseases,
the smallpox, the chicken pox, and the
vaccine and the venereal diseases.

now

.

— opposed to theory.

Pox

it

.

Skill or dexterity acquired by use ; expertness. [i?.]
Shak.
his active practice,"

3.

;

but

first

way of experiment to exercise or pursue an employment or profession, esp. that of medicine or of law.

" His nice fence and

log. U. 5.]

;

4.

;

.

:

(B^^ Pox, when used mthout an

2.

To try artifices or stratagems.
He wiWpractice against thee by poison.
To apply theoretical science or knowledge,

3.

;

;

cations, formerly signified smallpox

after church they

;

—

;

— Pow'er-f ul-ly, adv. — Pow'er-ful-ness, n.
weak

J'.

Practice

;

aftid of veins of ore.
capacious
Mighty; strong; potent; forcible efficacious ;
;

to train.

;

;

;

Prac'ti-cal'1-ty (-kSl'T-ty), n. The quality or state of
being practical; practicalness.
Prao'tl-cal-ly (prak'tT-kal-ly), adv. 1. In a practical way not theoretically ; really ; as, to look at things
practically ; practically worthless.
2. By means of practice or use ; by experience or experiment as, practically wise or skillful practically
acquainted with a subject.
3. In practice or use ; as, a medicine practically safe
theoretically wrong, but practically right.
Prac'tl-cal-ness, n. Same as Practicality.
[iJ.]
Prao'tl-cal-ize (-iz), v. t. To render practical.
" Practicalizing infiuences."
J. S. Mill.
[OE. praktike, practique, F.
Prac'tlce (-tls), re.
pratique, formerly also, practique, LL. practica, fr. Gr.
wpaicnK-q, fr. TrpaxTiKog practical. See Practical, and cf.
Pratique, Pretty.] 1. Frequently repeated or customary action habitual performance ; a succession of acts
of a similar kind; usage; habit; custom; as, the practice of rising early ; the practice of making regular entries
of accounts ; the practice of daily exercise.
A heart
exercised with covetousprac^ices. 2 Pe^ ii. 14.
2. Customary or constant use ; state of being used.
Obsolete words may be revived when they are more sounding
Dryden.
or more significant than tliose in practice.

;

that lies
their true qualities.

by practice
God

;

;

;

;

or accustom

Zander.
[Often written pracfee.] 1. Toperform certain acts frequently or customarily, either for
instruction, profit, or amusement
as, to practice with
the broadsword or witli the rifle to practice on the piano.
2. To learn by practice to form a habit.
Milton.
They BhaW practice how to live secure.

Prac'tlce,

;

;

;

To teach

6.

In church they are taught to love
are practiced to love their neighbor.

;

Camden.

powerful.

;

;

Capable of being
of power;
J. Young.

1.

;

5. To make use of
to employ.
lObs.]
In malice to tliis good knight's wife, 1 practiced XJbaldo and
Ricardo to corrupt her.
Massinger,

:

0.

effected or accomplished

;

—

—

;

x''

;

;

;

%g^

—

as, to

To

;

;

;

—

used in

;

my

.

Italy,

—

;

loQvn; a poifer press.

guiltiness of
ers, drove the grossness

To

;

;

zuoli, in

the manufacture of a
kind of mortar which
Poyou CDasT/pus sexcinctus).
hardens under water.
Praam (pram), n. [D. praam; cf. G. prahm, P.
prame ; all of Slavonic origin, from a word akin to E.
See Fake.]
{Naut.) A fiat-bottomed boat or
fare.
lighter,
used in Holland and the Baltic, and sometimes armed in case of war. [Written also pram, and
prame.~\
Prac'tio (prSk'tTk), a. [See Practical.] 1. Practical.
" Cunning
2. Artful
deceitful ; skillful.
[06s.]
Spenser.
sleights and practick knavery."
Prac'tl-ca-bil'i-ty (-tt-ka-bTl'I-ty) n. The quality or
state of being practicable ; practicableness ; feasibility.
" The practicability of such a project."
Stewart.
Prac'U-ca-ble (prak'tT-ka-b'l), a. [LL. praclicare to
cf.
act, transact, fr. L. practicus active, Gr. irpaKTiKo^
See Practical.]
F. praticable, pratiquer to practice.
1. That may be practiced or performed ; capable of
being done or accomplished with available means or
resources ; feasible ; as, a practicable method a practicable aim
a practicable good.
2. Capable of being used ; passable ; as, a practicable
weapon a practicable road.
Practicable breach {Mil.), a breach which admits of approach and entrance by an assailing party.
Practicable, Possible.
Syn. Possible ; feasible.
A thing may be pomSZe, i. e., not forbidden by any law
of nature, and yet may not now be practicable for want of
the means requisite to its performance.
Prac'tl-ca-bly, adv.
Prac'tl-ca-ble-ness, re.
[L. practicus active, Gr. irpaPrac'tl-cal (-kal), a.
practical, active, fr.
performing,
KTtKos fit for doing or
cf. F. pratique, formerly
TTpdcra-eiv to do, work, effect
Practice.]
1. Of or
also practique.
Cf. Pragmatic,
pertaining to practice or action.
2. Capable of being turned to use or account useful,
in distinction from ideal or theoretical; as, practical
chemistry. "Man's practical understanding." South.
"For all prarfi'caZ purposes." Macaulay.
3. Evincing practice or skill ; capable of applying
knowledge to some useful end ; as, a practical man a
practical mind.
4. Derived from practice ; as, practical skill.
Practical joke, a joke put in practice a joke the fun of
which consists in something done, in distinction from
something said esp., a trick played upon a person.

;

The

.

exercise, or follow, as a profession, trade, art,
practice law or medicine.
exercise one's self in, for instruction or improvement, or to acquire discipline or dexterity as, to practice gaunery; to practice music.
4. To put into practice to carry out
to act upon ; to
commit to execute to do. " Aught but Talbot's shadow whereon to practice your severity."
Shak.
As this advice ye practice or neglect.
Pope.
2.
etc.
3.

soo-o-la'na), Poz'ZO-la'-

;

re.

;

.

.

;

vb.

;

Poze

5th Pose.

;

;

&

;

Called

;

;

Prac'tlce (prSk'tis),

{Dasypus sexcinc-

dillo
tus).

;

power

;

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sinK,

ink

A

{Zo'dl.)

division of

birds including those

whose young are able to run about when

first liatched.

Prae-CO'cial (pre-ko'shal), a.
to tlie Pr;vcoces.

Of or pertaining

{Zo'dl.)

Prae-COg'nl-ta (pre-kSg'nT-til), re. pi. [L. praecogSee Pre-,
nitus, p. p. of praecognoscere to foreknow.
and Cognition.] Tilings previously known, or wliich
should ho known in order to understand something else.
II

Prae-com'mls-sure (-kSm'mT-shiir or -kSm-mTsh'ur),
[Pref.

re.

jor.'J'- -f-

comnussurc.]

{Aiiat.)

A

tr.insverse

commissure

in the anterior part of the third ventricle of
the brain the anterior cerebral commissure.
{Anat.) See PrePrae-cor'a-cold (-k5r'a-koid), 71.
CORACOID.
[L., fr. prae before -|Praa-cor'dl-a (-k6r'dT-a), re.
cor, cnrdi.<!, tlie heart.]
{Anal.) The front part of the
thoracic region tlie epigastrium.
PraB-cor'di-al (-nl), ('•
(^1«(//.) Same as Precordial.
;

II

;

Praa-COr'nu (-kSr'im), re. ; pi. PR.EC0RNUA (-a). [NL.
Sec Pre-, and Cornu.] {Anat.) The autiM-ior liorn of
/>'. G.
each lateral voutriole of the brain.
Wilder,
Pr8B'dl-al (pre'dT-rtl), a. See Predial.
Prae'llO-ra'tlon (pre'rtS-rii'sIiQn), n. Same as PrefloII

RATION.
;

then, thin

Gt^y,.
;

boN

;

zh =: z

in azure.

"

;

;

Pr»-fO'll-a'tIon (pre-fo/ll-a'shiin), n.
fOLiATioN.

Same

as Pbe-

a deep, fertile

Gray.

sissippi valley,

mountains.

offense of prsemunire.
Woleey incurred a^rasmamre, and forfeited his honor, estate,

States. Applied also to
the sharp-tailed grouse.
Prairie clover {Bot.},
any plant of the leguminous genus Petaloslemon, having' small rosy

II

O

and

South.

life.

penalties of prxmunire were subsequently
other offenses but prosecutions upon a
prsemimire are at this day unheard of in the English
Blackstone.
courts.
111^=

The

applied to

P

soil.
They abound throughout the Misbetween the Alleghanies and the Rocky

(pre'mSks-Il'la), n. See Premaxilla.
Praa-mo'lar (pre-mo'ler), a. See Pbemolab.
Prae-morse' (pre-m8rs'), a. Same as Pkemorse.
Praem'U-ni're (prem'u-ni're or pre'mu-), n. [Corrupted from L. praemonere to forewarn, cite. See Admonish.] (Eng. Law)
(a) The offense of introducing
foreign authority into England, the penalties for which
were originally intended to depress the civil power of the
pope in the kingdom.
(6) The writ grounded on that
offense.
Wharton,
(c) The penalty ascribed for the

PraB'mas-Ula

many

;

To subject to the penalties of
Prsem'U-nl're, v. t.
T. Ward.
praemunire.
[06s.]
See PkemuPrae-mu'nl-to-ry (pre-mu'nt-to-ry), a.
NITORY.

Pra-na'res (-na'rez), n. pi. [NL. See Pre-, Nabes. ]
(.4na<.) The anterior nares.
See Nabes. B. 6. Wilder.
II

{Anat.)

PrsB-na'sal (-na'zal), a.

Pra-no'men

Same as Pbenasal.
Pb^nomina (-nom'I-

(-no'men), n. ; pi.
-{- raomea name.] (Rom.Antiq.)
The first name of a person, by which individuals of the
same family were distinguished, answering to our Christian name, as Caius, Lucius, Marcus, etc.
Of or perPraB'no-mln'lC-al (pre'nS-mTn'i-kol), a.
M. A. Lower.
taining to a prsenomen.
[06.S.]
Prae'o-per'cu-lum, n. [NL.] (Anat.) Same as PeeOPEBCULCM.
Prae'o-per'cu-lar, a.
PraB-o'ral, n., Prae-pu'bis, n., Pras-scap'u-la, ».,
n4). [L.,fr.

^rae before

—

Prae-scu'tum, n., Prae-ster'num,
Phepcbis, Prescapula, etc.

n.

Same

as Pbeoral,

Prae'ter- (pre'ter-). A prefix. See Pbbteb-.
Praet'er-lst (pret'er-Tst or pre'ter-), n. (Theol.) See

Pbeteeist.
Pr»'ter-mlt' (pre'ter-mTf), v. t. See Peetebmit.
Praa-tes'ta (pre-teks'ta), n. ; pi. L. Pr^text^ (-te),
E. Pb^textas (-taz). [L. (sc. toga'), fr. praetextiis, p. p.
of praetexere to weave before, to fringe, border prae
texere to weave.] {Rom. Antiq.) A white robe
before
with a purple border, worn by a Roman boy before he was
entitled to ivear the toga virilis, or until about the corapletion of his fourteenth year, and by girls until their
marriage. It was also worn by magistrates and priests.
Prae'tor (pre'tSr), n. See Peetob.
Prae-tO'res (pre-to'rez), n. ^Z. [NL. SeePBETOB.]
{Zool.) A division of butterflies including the satyrs.
Prae-to'ri-an (pre-to'ri-an), a. See Pretobian.
PraB-tO'rl-um (-ri-um), n. See Peetobium.
Prae-zyg'a-poph'y-sis (-zig'a-pof'l-sls), n. {Anat.)
Same as Pbezygapophysis.
;

+

II

II

Prag-mat'lc (prag-mat'ik), ) a. [L. pragmaticus busy,
active, skilled in busiPrag-mat'lc-al (-T-kal),
)
ness, especially in law and state affairs, systematic, 6r.
a thing done, business, fr. irpacrcetv to do : cf. F. pragmatique. See Peaotical.] 1. Of
or pertaining to business or to affairs ; of the nature of
business ; practical ; material ; businesslike in habit or

7rpay;iiaTi/c6s, fr. n-pay/iia

manner.
The next day

... I began to be very pragmatical.

Evelyn.

A

Longfellow.

especially,

;

any American grouse

chicken (Zool.),

a

so-

of the

^

genus T!jtnpa>nichiis,especially T. Americanus
(formerly

it

cupido),

T.

"We can not always be contemplative, diligent, or jivagmatical,
Milton,
; but have need of some dehghtiulintermissions.
Low, pragmatical, earthly views of the gospel. Hare.
2. Busy ; specifically, busy in an objectionable way
"Pragmatofficious; fussy and positive ; meddlesome.

Sir W. Scott.
ical officers of justice.
The fellow ^rew so pragmatical that he took upon him the
Arbuthnot.
government ot my whole family.
3. Philosophical;

dealing with causes, reasons, and

effects, rather than with details and circumstances
said of literature. "Prajrmartc history." Sir
" Pragmatic poetry." M.Arnold.
ilton.

;

—

W.Ham-

Pragmatic sanction, a solemn ordinance or decree issued
by the head or legislature of a state upon weighty matters ;
a term derived from the Byzantine empire. In
European history, two decrees under this name are particularly celebrated. One of these, issued by Charles
VII. of France, A. D. 1438, was the foundation of the
liberties of the Galilean church
the other, issued by
Charles VI. of Germany, A. D. 1724, settled his hereditary
dominions on his eldest daughter, the Archduchess Ularia

—

;

Prag-mat'lc, n. 1. One skilled in affairs.
My attorney and solicitor too a fine pragmatic. B. Jonson.
2. A solemn public ordinance or decree.
A royal pragmatic was accordingly passed. Prescott.
Prag-mat'le-al-ly (-T-kal-ljr), adv. In a pragmatical
manner.
Prag-mat'lc-al-ness, n. The quality or state of be-

AmericaniU).
prairies.

— Prairie

dog (Zo-

prai-

rie dogs Durrow in the
ground in large warrens, and have a sharp
bark like that of a dog.
Called also prairie marmot.

Prairie

—
—

are brown. The tail has transverse bands
of white
the under parts, longitudinal
Prairie
streaks and spots ot brown.
hen. (Zool.) Same as Prairie chicken,
above.
Prairie itch (Med.)^ an affection
of the skin attended with mtense itch-

—

—

—

(

—

squirrel (Zool.), any American
ground squirrel of the genus .Spermophi-

Prairie

Hawk,

— called also gopher.

See Gopher.
—
the edible turnip-shaped farinaceous root of a leguminous plant (Psoralea esculenta) of
tlie Upper Missouri region
also, the plant itself. Called
Prairie
also pomme blanche, and pomme de jyrairie.
warbler (Zool.), a bright-colored American warbler (Dendroica discolor). The back is olive yellow, with a group
of reddish spots in the middle the under parts and the
parts around tlie eyes are bright yellow the sides of tlie
throat and spots along the sides, black three outer tail
feathers partly white.
Prairie wolf. (Zool.) See Coyote.

—

;

;

ing pragmatical.
n.
The quality or
in literature, tie pragmatic,

Prag'ma-tlsm (prSg'mi-tlz'm),
state of being pragmatic
or philosophical, method.

;

The nan ation

of this apparently trifling circumstance belongs
to the pragmatism of the history.
A. Murphy.
(-tTst), n.
(-tiz), v.

One who

is

pragmatic.

To consider, represent, or
as fact ; to materialize, [i?.]
"A pragmaiized metaphor."
Tylor.
Prai'ri'al' (prS're'al'), n. [P., fr. prairie meadow.]
Ihe ninth month of the French Kepublican calendar,
t.

embody (something unreal)
II

which dated from September 22, 1792. It began May 20,
and ended June 18. See Vendemiaiee.
Prai'Tle (pra'rT), n. [P., an extensive meadow, OF.
praerie, LL. praiaria, fr. L. pratum a meadow.] 1. An
extensive tract of level orroUing land, destitute of trees,
covered with coarse grass, and usually characterized by
Sle,

senate,

c^re,

am, arm, ask,

;

—

PralS'a-ble (praz'a-b'l), a. Fit to be praised praiseworthy laudable commendable. Wycli} (2 Tim. ii. 15).
Prals'a-bly, adv. In a praisable manner.
Praise (praz), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Praised (prazd)
[OE. preisen, OF. preisier,
vb. n. Peaisino.]
p. pr.
prisier, F. priser, L. pretiare to prize, f r. pretium price.
See Pbice, n., and cf. Appeeciate, Peaise, n., Peize, v.']
to express approbation
1. To commend ; to applaud
of; to laud;
"I
applied to a person or his acts.
Chance?.
praise well thy wit."
Let her own works proise her in the gates. Prov. xxxi. 31.
We praise not Hector, though his name, we know,
Dryden.
le great in arms
*t is hard to praise a foe.
2. To extol in words or song to magnify ; to glorify on
account of perfections or excellent works to do honor
to to display the excellence of
applied especially to
the Divine Being.
;

;

&

;

—

;

;

;

;

angels

magnify.

;

;

—

praise ye him,

hosts I
Ps. cxlviii. 2.

all his

Pieis Plowman.
[Oii.]
laud; eulogize; celebrate; glo-

to appraise.

— To Peaise, Applaud, Extol.

To 2}raise

to set at a high price ; to applaud is to greet with
clapping ; to extol is to bear aloft, to exalt. We may
praise in the exercise of calm judgment we usually applaud from impulse, and on account of some specific
act ; we extol under the influence of high admiration, and
usually in strong, if not extravagant, language.
Praise, n. [OE. preis, OF. preis price, worth, value,
estimation. See Peaise, v., Pbice.] 1. Commendation
for worth ; approval expressed ; honor rendered because
of excellence or worth ; laudation ; approbation.
There are men who always confound the praise of goodness
with the practice.
Itambler.

is

;

tl^p" Praise may be expressed by an individual, and
thus differs from/o»?!e, renown, and celebrity, which are
always the expression of the approbation of numbers, or

public commendation.
2. Especially, the joyful tribute of gratitude or homage rendered to the Divine Being the act of glorifying
or extolling the Creator worship, particularly worship
by song, in distinction from prayer and other acts of
worship as, a service of praise.
;

;

;

He

hath put a new song in

my

God.
final,

mouth, even praise unto our
Ps. xl.

afi.

;

eve,

event,

The

insulting tyrant prancing o'er the

Addison-

field.

3. To walk or strut about in a pompous, showy manner, or with warlike parade.
Swift,
horse which prances.
Pran'cer (pran'ser), n.
Then came the captain . • . upon a brave jirancer, Evelyn,

A

Pran'dl-al (pr3n'di-al), a,

[L.

prandium a

repast.]

new clover hay.
Frank (prank), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Pranked (prSnkt) ;
p. pr. & vb, re. Pranking.] [Cf. E. prink, also G.prangen, prunken, to shine, to make a show, Dan. prange,
prunke, Sw. prtinka, D. pronken.'] To adorn in a showj
manner to dress or equip ostentatiously ;
often followed by up; as, to prank up the body. See Prink.
In sumptuous tire she joyed herself to prank. Spenser,
Prank, v. i. To mate ostentatious show.
White houses jirank where once were huts. M. Arnold,
Prank, re. A gay or sportive action ; a ludicrous,
merry, or mischievous trick a caper a frolic. Spenser.

—

;

Prairie

;

Pram (prSm), Prame (pram), ra. (Naut.) See Pbaau.
Prance (prans), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Peanced (pranst)
vb. re. Peancino (prAn'sTng).] [OE. prauncen;
p. pr.
probably akin to prank, v. t.
See Pbank.]
1. To
spring or bound, as a horse in high mettle.
Now rule thy prancing steed.
Gay,
2. To ride on a prancing horse ; to ride in an ostenta-

that of

—

To value

;

[Skr. prdkj-ia original, natural, usual, common, vulgar.]
Any one of the popular
dialects descended from, or akin to, Sanskrit ;
in distinction from the Sanskrit, which was used as a literary
and learned language when no longer spoken by the
people. Pali is one of the Prakrit dialects.
Pra-krlt'lc (pra-krtt'Ik), a. Pertaining to Prakrit.

(Bot.) A genus of umbelliferous plants,
one species of which (P. pabularia), found in Thibet,
Cashmere, Afghanistan, etc., has been used as fodder
for cattle.
It has decompound leaves with very long
narrow divisions, and a highly fragrant smell resembling

—

;

of praise or ap-

praiseworthy action he was
Arbuthnot.

a,

Afghanistan.]

which is observed in the Northern and Western United States;
also
called swamp itch, ifinter itch.
Prairie
marmot. (Zool.) Same as Prairie dog,
above.
Prairie mole (Zool.), a large
American mole (Scalops argentatus), native of the Western prairies.
Prairie
pigeon, plover, or snipe (ifoo^), the upland
plover. See Plover, !!., 2. —Prairie rattlesnake Zool.), the massasauga.
Prairie
snake (Zool.), a large harmless American
snake (Masticophis flavigularis). It is
pale yeUow, tinged with brown above.
ing,

3.

as,

II

—

Syn.— To commend;

;

Of or pertaining to a repast, especially to dinner.
Pran'gOS (prSn'gSs), n. [From the native name in

—

;

rify

Worthy

(-thy), a.

tious manner.

Dog

— Prairie

grouse. Same as
Prairie chiclen, above.
Prairie hare (ZoriL), a large
iong-eared Western hare (Lepiis carnpestris). See Jack
rabbit, under 2d Jack.
Prairie hawk, Prairie falcon
(Zool.), a falcon of Western North America (Fatco Mexicanris). The upper parts

all his

Pralse'-meet'-lng (-met'ing), n. A religious service
mainly in song. [Local, U. S.']
Pralse'ment (-ment), n. Appraisement. [06s.]
Prals'er (-er), re. 1. One who praises. " Praisers oi
men
Sir P. Sidney.
2. An appraiser
a valuator. [Obs.}
Sir T. North.
Praise'wor'thi-ly (-wfir'thi-ly), adv. In a praiseworthy manner.
Spenser,
Pralse'wor'thl-ness, n. The quality or state o£

&

vicianus) allied to the
marmots. It inhabits
the plains west of the

Praise ye him,

;

;

—

Chicken (Ti/mpanuchus

Prairie

bivthaceum) with large

;

;

;

Pra'krlt (pra'krit). n.

rough leaves and yellow
flowers, found in the Western
ol. ), a small American
rodent ( Cynomys Ludo-

tus, inhabiting prairies ;
Prairie turnip (Bot.).^

;

;

Pralse'wor'thy

—

The

;

;

plause ; commendable
praiseioorthy.

Prairie dock
ed States.
(Bot.), a coarse composite plant (Silphium tere-

;

Deut. x. 2L
honor eulogy panegyric plaudapplause acclaim eclat commendation laudation.
Pralse'fUl (praz'ful), a. Praiseworthy. [06j.]
Praiseless, a. Without praise or approbation.
;

being praiseworthy.

or white flowers in dense
terminal lieads or spikes.
Several species occur in
the prairies of tlie Unit-

Mississippi.

object, ground, or reason of praise.
He is thy prai?e, and he is thy God.

— Encomium

;

—

Theresa.

The

. '

which inhabits the prairies of the central United

;

filbroad

Prag'ma-tlst
Prag'ma-tize

the forests and the prairies,
the great lakes of tne northland.

meadow or tract of grass land
2.
called natural meadow.
Prairie

3.

Syn.

From
From

;

PRATIQUE
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PR^FOLIATION

N

;

'

end, fern, recent

;

3.

ice,

;

The harpies

;

played their accustomed, pranks.
Sir W. Raleigh.
His i^ranks have been too broad to bear with.
Shak.
Prank, a. Full of gambols or tricks. [06«.]
Prank'er (prSnk'er), re. One who dresses showily a
prinker. " Apj-areA-e)- or a dancer."
Burton,
Prank'lsh, a. Full of pranks ; frolicsome.
Prase (praz), re. [L. prasius, fr. Gr. jrpao-ios of a
leek-green, fr. Gr. irpdaov aletk: cf. F. prase.] (Min.)
A variety of cryptocrystalline quartz of a leek-green color.
Pra^se-0- (pra'se-S-). [Gr. Trpocrios leek-green, green,
fr. Trpacov a leek.]
combining form signifying green;
as, praseocobalt, a green variety of cobalt.
Pra'se-0-dym'l-um (-dTm'I-tim), re. [NL., from B.
.

. .

;

A

II

praseo- -f- didymium.'] (Chem.) A supposed element regarded as one of the components of didymium;
so
called from the green color of its salts. Symbol Pr.
[Praseo- -\- -lite.'X
Pra'se-o-Ute (pra'se-6-lit), re.
(Min.) A variety of altered iolite of a green color and
greasy luster.
Pras'l-nons (praz'T-nils), a, [L. prasinus, Gr. irpo<rtI'O!, f r. Trpaaov a leek.] Grass-green ; clear, lively green,
without any mixture.
Lindley,
Pra'SOld (pra'zoid), o. [Gr. npaaov leek -|- -oirf.]
(Min.) Resembling prase.
Prate (prat), v, i. [imp. & p. p. Peated ; p, pr.
vb. n. Prating.] [Akin to LG.
D. praten, Dan. prate,
Sw, & Icel. prata.l To talk much and to little purpose;
to be loquacious ; to speak foolishly to babble.
To prate and talk for life and honor.
Shak,
And make a fool presume to 2>rate of love. Dryden*
Prate, v. t. To utter foolishly to speak without reason or purpose ; to chatter, or babble.
What nonsense would the fool, thy master, pra^e.
When thou, his knave, canst talk at such a rate ltryder„
D. praat, Sw. prat."] Talk
Prate, re. [Akin to LG.
to little purpose ; trifling talk ; unmeaning loquacity.
Sick of fops, and poetry, &nA.prate,
Pope.
Talkative. [i2.]
Prate'ful (-ful), a.
W, Taylor.
Prat'er (prat'er), n. One who prates.
Shak,
Prat'lc (prat'ik), re. See Pratique.
Pra'tln-cole (pra'tin-kol), re. (Zool.) kay bird of the
Old World genus Glareola, or
family Glareolidae, allied to
the plovers. They have long,
pointed wings and a forked

—

&

&

;

;

I

&

tail.

'

Prat'lng-ly (pratlng-iy),
adv. With idle talk; with
loquacity.
Prat'lque (prat'ek; F. pra'- Pratincole ( Glareola pratijtcola).
tek'),r!.
[F. ; cf. It. pratica,
Sp. practica.
See Practice.]
1. (Com,) Primarily,
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, fidd

"

;;
;;

PRATTLE

Prayerless (prSr'lSs; 277), a Not using prayer;
habitually neglecting prayer to God
without prayer.
" The next time you go prayerless to bed."
Baxter.
Prayer'less-ly, adv.
Prayer'less-ness, re.
Pray'lng (pra'ing), a.
n. from Pray, v.
Praying insect, locust, or mantis (Zool.), a mantis, especially Jfaniis reliijiosa. See Mantis.
Praying machine,
or Praying wheel, a wheel on wliich prayers are pasted
by Buddliist priests, who tlien put the wlieel in rapid
revolution. Each turn is supposed to have the efficacy
of an oral repetition of all the prayers on the wheel.
Sometimes it is moved by a stream.
Pray'Ing-ly, adv. With suppUcation to God.
Pre- (pre-). [L. prae, adv.
prep., before, akin to
pro, and to E. for, prep. cf F. pre-. See Pro-, and cf.
Prior.]
prefix denoting priority (of time, place, or
rank) as, ^)ecede, to go before ; precursor, a forerunner ; pre&x, to fix or place before joreeminent, eminent
before or above others. Pre- is sometimes used intensively, as in prepotent, very potent. [Written also prse-.l

liberty of converse ; intercourse ; hence, a certificate,
given after compliance with quarantine regulations, pera term used
mitting a ship to land passengers and crew ;
particularly in the south o£ Europe.
[OJj.] " One of English educa2. Practice ; habits.
H. North.
tion itnd prat igue."
Prat'tle (prat't'l), v. i. [imp. Sip. p. Prattled (-t'ld)
[Ereq.
of prate.]
(-tling).]
Prattlino
n.
pr.
vb.
p.
To talk much and idly ; to prate hence, to taUt lightly
utter
child's
talk.
to
child
;
and artlessly, like a
Prat'tle, v. t. To utter as prattle ; to babble ; as, to
Addison.
prattle treason.
Prat'tle, n. Trifling or childish tattle ; empty talk

;

—

—

—

&

—

&

;

&

loquacity on trivial subjects ; prate ; babble.
Shak.
Mere prattle, without practice.
Jeffrey.
Prat'tle-ment (-ment), n. Prattle. [iJ.]
Herbert.
Prat'tler C-tler), n. One who prattles.
Prav'1-ty (prSv'T-ty), re. [L. pravitas, from pravus
Deterioration ; degeneracy ; corcrooked, perverse.]
ruption; especially, moral crookedness; moral perversion ; perverseness depravity as, the pravity of human
South.
nature. "ThepraiJrtj/ of the will."
Prawn (pran), n. [OB. prane, of unknown origin
{Zool.) Any one of numercf. L.joerna a'sea mussel.]
ous species of large shrimplike Crustacea having slender
They mostly belong to the genlegs and long antennse.
em Pandalus, Palsemon, Palsemonetes, and Peneus, and
are much used as food. The common English prawn is
Palsemon serratus.

:

.

A

;

;

Pre-ac'CU-Ba'tion (pre-Sk'kii-za'shiin),

;

;

PRECAUTION
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Previous

re.

accusation.
Preace (pres or prSs), V.
re.
Press. [06s.] Spenser.
[imp.
Preach (prech), v. i.
p. p. Preached
(preoht) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Preaching.]
[OE. prechen,
OF. preechier, prechier, F. precher, fr. L. praedicare to
cry in public, to proclaim \prae before
dicare to make
known, dicere to say ; or perliaps from (assumed) LL.
praedictiare. See Diction, and cf. Predicate, Predict.]
1. To proclaim or publish tidings ; specifically, to proclaim the gospel to discourse publicly on a religious subject, or from a text of Scripture ; to deliver a sermon.
How shall th^y preach, except they be sent ? Bom. x. 15.
From that time Jesus began to preach. Matt. iv. 17.
2. To give serious advice on morals or religion j to discourse in the manner of a preacher.
Preach, v. t. 1, To proclaim by public discourse ; to
utter in a sermon or a formal religious harangue.
Chaucer.
That Cristes gospel truly wolde preche.
The Lord hath anointed m3 toj^reach good tidings unto the
meek.
Isa. Ixi. 1.

&

&

&

+

;

Southern Prawn {Peneus

The name

setiferxts).

often applied to any large shrimp.
[Gr. Trpafit
{Opt.)
An instrument, similar to the
action
phenakistoscope, for presenting to view, or projecting
upon a screen, images having the natural motions of real
'

is

Prax-ln'O-SCOpe (prSks-Tu'o-skop), n.

+

-scope.'\

objects.

Prax'ls (praks'Ts), n, [NL., fr. Gr. TrpSfi?, fr. Trpacrespepractice
See Practice.] 1. Use
creiv to do.
cially, exercise or discipline for a specific purpose or
Wood.
object.
"The praxis and theory of music."
2. An example or form of exercise, or a collection of

To preach down, to oppress, repress, or humiliate by
preaching. Tennyson.
To preach up, to exalt by preaching ; to preach in support of ; as, to preach up equality.

;

;

—

n.
[Cf. F. preche, fr. precher.
See Preach,
religious discourse.
Hooker.
[06i.]
prescheur,
(-er),
[Cf.
OF.
preeschierre,
Preach'er
re.
F. precheur, L. praedicator.'\
1. One who preaches j
one who discourses publicly on religious subjects.
How shall they hear without a preacher f Bom. x. 14.

Preach,

such examples, for practice.
Spenser.
tJ.
See Prey. [06.5.]
Pray (pra), «.
Pray (pra), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Prated (prad) ; p.pr.
& vb. n. Pratino.] [OE. preien, OF. preier, F. pper,
akin to
L. precari, fr. prex, precis, a prayer, a request
Skr. pi-ach to ask, AS. frignan,fnnan,fricgan, G.fragen, Goth, fraihnan. Cf. Deprecate, Imprecate, Precarious.] To make request witli earnestness or zeal, as
for something desired to make entreaty or supplication
to offer prayer to a deity or divine being as a religious
act specifically, to address the Supreme Being with adoration, confession, supplication, and thanksgiving.

f.]

&

;

2.

Chaucer.
thou hast

When thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when
Bhut thy door, pray to thy Father whicli is in secret and thy
Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.
Matt. vi. 6.
;

;

—

;

beseech

Pray,
plicate

;

;

;

supplicate

;

beg

;

implore

—
—

invoke

;

;

petition.
v.

1.

t.

To address earnest request

;

to implore ; to beseech.
as this earl waspreyerf, so did he.

to entreat

And

to

to sup-

;

Chaucer.

We pray you

... be ye reconciled to God. 2 Cor. v. 20.
2. To ask earnestly for to seek to obtain by supplica;

tion

;

to entreat for.
I know not

how

;

—

;

Syn. — To entreat

;

;

I pray, or (by ellipsis) Pray, I beg ; I request I entreat
used in asking a question, making a request, introducing a petition, etc. as, Pray, allow me to go.
Shak.
I pray', sir, why am I beaten ?

you

One who inculcates anything with earnestness.
No preacher is listened to but Time.
Swift.

Preach'er-Ship, n. The office of a preacher. " The
Macaulay.
preachership of the Rolls."
Preaoh'1-fy (-i-fi), v. i. [Preach -f -/;/.] To discourse in the manner of a preacher. [Colloq.2 Thackeray.
Preach'ing, n. The act of delivering a religious discourse the art of sermonizing also, a sermon a public
Milner.
religious discourse ; serious, earnest advice.
Preaching cross, a cross, sometimes surmounting a pulpit, erected out of doors to designate a preaching place.
Preaching friara. See Dominican.
Preach'man (-man), n.; pi. Preachmen (-men). A
preacher
[06i.]
Howell.
so called in contempt.
religious harangue
a
Preach'ment (-ment), re.
sermon ;
Shak.
used derogatively.
Pre'ac-qualnt' (pre'ak-kwanf), v. i. To acquaint
previously or beforehand.
Fielding.
Pre'ac-ciuaint'ance (-ans), n. Previous acquaintance
or knowledge.
Harris.
Pre-act' (pre-Skf), t;. t. To act beforehand; toper-

;

he preyde.

A

Preacher bird (ZooL), a toucan.

;

And to his goddess pitously

To

inculcate in public discourse ; to urge with
earnestness by public teaching. " I have preached righteousness in the great congregation."
Ps. xl. 9.
3. To deliver or pronounce ; as, to preach a sermon.
4. To teach or instruct by preaching ; to inform by
" As ye 3,Te preached.'"
preaching.
[i2.]
Southey.
6. To advise or recommend earnestly.
My m^^tCT preaches patience to him.
Shak.
2.

A

;

form previously.
to

pray your patience.
Shak.
by praying ; as, to pray a

3. To effect or accomplish
Boul out of purgatory.

Fuller.

Pre-ac'tlon (pre-Sk'shiin), n.

Previous action.

Pre'a-dam'ic (pre'a-dam'Ik), a. Prior to Adam.
Pre-ad'am-lte (pre-5d'am-it), re. [Cf F. preadamite.2

Milman.

.

To pray In aid. (Law) (a) To call in as a helper one
1. An inhabitant of the earth before Adam.
who has an interest in the cause. Bacon, (b) A phrase
2. One who holds that men existed before Adam.
often used to signify claiming the benefit of an argument.
Pre-ad'am-ite, a. Of or pertaining to tlie period, or
See under Aid.
Mozley & W. to a people, before Adam.
Pray'er (pra'er), n. One who prays a supplicant.
Pre-ad'am-lt'ic (-Tt'Tk), a. Existing or occurring be(prSr
n.
preiere,
Prayer
[OB.
OF. preiere, F. fore Adam preadamic as, preadamitic periods.
277),
priere, fr. L. precarius obtamed by prayer, fr. precari
Previous
Pre'ad-Just'meilt (pre'ad-jiist'ment), n.
to pray.
See Pray, v. 1] 1. The act of praying, or of adjustment.
asking a favor earnest request or entreaty hence, a
Pre'ad-mln'ls-tra'tlon (-min'Ts-tra'shiSn), n. Previpetition or memorial addressed to a court or a legislative ous administration.
Bp. Pearson.
body. " Their meek preyere.
Chaucer.
Pre'ad-mon'ish, v. t. To admonish previously.
2. Tlie act of addressing supplication to a divinity,
Pre-ad'mo-ni'tion (pre-ad'mo-nTsh'tin), re. Previous
especially to the true God; the offering of adoration, warning or admonition forewarning.
confession, supplication, and thanksgiving to the SuPre-ad'ver-tlse' (pre-iJd'ver-tlz' or -Sd'ver-tTz'), v. t.
preme Being; as, public proj/er; secret ^jraj/er.
To advertise beforehand to preannounee publicly.
As he is famed for mildness, peace, and prayer. Shak.
Pre'am'ble (pre'Sm'b'l), n. [LL. praeambuUim, from
3. The form of words used in praying a formula of L. praeambulus walking before, fr. praeambulare to walk
supplication
an expressed petition especially, a sup- before; prae before -{- anibulare to walk: cf. F. preplication addressed to God
as, a written or extempora- ambule.
See Amble.] An introductory portion an inneous ^orayer ; to repeat one's prayers.
troduction or preface, as to a book, document, etc. speHe made those two excellent prayers which were published cifically, the introductory part of a statute, which states
immediately alter his death.
/i;;. Felt.
the reasons and intent of the law.
Prayer book, a book containing devotional prayers.
Pre'am'ble, v. t. & i. To make a preamble to to
Prayer meeting, a meeting or g.athering for prayer to God. preface to serve as a preamble. [/?.] Feltham.. Mitton.
Syn. Petition orison supplication entreaty suit.
Pre-am'bu-la-ry (pre-itm'bu-lS-ry), a. [Cf. OF. prePrayer'ful (-ful), a. Given to prayer praying much ambulaire.] Of or pert.aining to a preamble introducor often; devotional. " The prayerful man." J. S. tory contained or provided for in a preamble. "A preBlackie.
Burke.
Prayer'lul-ly, ar^f.
ambidary tax." [7i.]
Prayer'lul-ness, n.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

—

Ose,

—

unite,

r\fde,

full,

;

Op,

firn

;

pity

;

food,

f<fot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

siuiE,

precedence. [i2.]
preamble. [06*.]

ing before

A

;

Chaucer.
(pre-Smnsii-la-to-rS?), a.
Precedgoing before ; introductory, [ij.]
Simon Magus ho-d. preamhulaiory impieties. Jer. Taylor.
Pre-am'bu-lous (-lus), a. [See Preamble, re.] See
Preambulatory. [ij.]
Sir T. Browne.
2.

•

Pre-am1)U-la-tO-ry

ing

;

Pie'an-nounce' (pre'an-nouns'),

V.

To announce

t.

beforehand.
Coleridge,
Pre-an'te-pe-nul'tl-mate (pre-Sn'te-pe-nul'tl-mat), a.
Being or indicating the fourth syllable from the end of a
word, or that before the antepenult.
Pre'a-or'tlc (pre'a-Sr'tlk), a. (Anat.) In front, or on
the ventral side, of the aorta.
Pre'ap-point' (-Sp-poinf), v. t. To appoint previously, or beforehand.
Carlyle.
Pre'ap-point'ment (-ment), n. Previous appointment.
Pre-ap'pre-hen'sion (pre-5p'pre-hen'shBn), re.
An
apprehension or opinion formed before examination or
knowledge. [JJ.]
Sn- T. Browne.
Pre-arm' (-arm'), v. t. To forearm, [i?.]
Pre'ar-range' (pre'Sr-ranj'), v. t. To arrange beforehand.
i.
Prease (pres or prSs), v. t.
To press to crowd.
[06*.].— m. A press; a crowd. [06«.]
Spenser.
re.
Previous assurPre'as-sur'ance (pre'a-Bhur'ans),
"
ance.
Coleridge.
Pre'a-tax'ic (-a-t5ks'Tk), a. (Med.) Occurring before
the symptom ataxia has developed
applied to the
early symptoms of locomotor ataxia.
Pre-au'di-ence (pre-a'dT-ens), re. {Eng. Law) Precedence of rank at the bar among lawyers.
Blackstone.
Pre-as'i-al (pre-5ks'i-al), a. (Anat.) Situated in front
of any transverse axis in the body of an animal
anterior; cephalic; esp., in front, or on the anterior, or cephalic (that is, radial or tibial) side of the axis of a limb.

&

;

;

—

;

&

Preb'end (prSb'Snd), re. [P. prebende (cf. It.
Sp.
prebenda), from L. praebenda, from L. praebere to hold
forth, afford, allow, coutr. fr. praehibere ; prae before
habere to have, hold. See Habit, and cf. Provender.]
1.
payment or stipend esp., the stipend or maintenance granted to a prebendary out of the estate of a
cathedral or collegiate church with which he is con-

+

A

;

nected.
See Note under Benefice.
2. A prebendary.
[Obs.']
Bacon.
Dignitary prebend, one having jurisdiction annexed to
it.
Simple prebend, one without jurisdiction.
Pre-ben'dal (pre-bgu'dal), a. Of or pertaining to a
prebend ; holding a prebend ; as, a prebendal priest or

—

Chesterfield.

stall.

Preb'en-da-ry (prSb'gn-da-ry), n. [LL. praebendarius: ci.F. prebendaire. See Prebend.] 1. A clergyman
attached to a collegiate or cathedral church who enjoys a
prebend in consideration of his officiating at stated times
in the church.
See Note under Beneeice, n. 3.
Hook.
,

A prebendaryship.

2.

Bailey.

[06s.]

Preb'en-da-ry-Ship, re. The office of a prebendary.
Preb'en-date (-dat), v. t. [LL. praebendatus, p. p. of
praebendari.^ To invest with the office of prebendary;
to present to a prebend.
[06s.]
Grafton.

A

Preb'end-shlp (preb'Snd-shlp),

prebendaryship.
re.
Foxe.
Pre-bron'chi-al (pre-bron'kT-oI), a. (Ariat.) Situated
in front of the bronchus
applied especially to an air
sac on either side of the esophagus of birds.
Pre-cal'OU-late (-kSl'kii-lat), v. t. To calculate or determine beforehand to prearrange.
Masson.
Pre'cant (pre'kant), re. [L. precans, -aniis, p. pr. of
precari to pray.] One who prays, [i?.]
Coleridge.
[L. precarius obPre-Ca'ri-OUS (pre-ka'rl-us), a.
tained by begging or prayer, depending on reqiiest or on
the will of another, fr. precari to pray, beg. See Pray.]
1. Dependmg on the wUl or pleasure of another held
by courtesy liable to be changed or lost at the pleasure
Addison.
of another
as, precarious privileges.
depending on unknown
2. Held by a doubtful tenure
risk
exposed
constant
not
to be
causes or events
to
depended on for certainty or stability uncertain ; as, a
precarious state of health precarious fortunes. " InMacanlay.
tervals of partial ani precarious liberty."
Syn. Uncertain unsettled unsteady doubtful duPrecarious, Uncertain. Precarious
bious; equivocal.
Derived originally from the
is stronger than uncertain.
Latin jyrecari, it first signified " granted to entreaty,"
and, hence, " wholly dependent on the will of another."
Tlius it came to express the highest species of uncertainty, and is applied to such things as depend wholly on
future casualties.
Pre-ca'ri-ons-ness, n.
Pre-ca'rl-ous-ly, nrfr.
Pre-ca'tion (-shQn), n. [L. precatio.'} The act of
Cotton.
praying supplication entreaty.
[06s.]

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

I'rec'a-tive (prek'a-ttv),

;

;

—

Pre-am'bU-late (pre-Sm'bu-lat), v. i. [L. praeamhriSee Preamble.] To walk before, [ii'.] Jordan.
Pre-am'bu-la'tlon (-la'shiiu), re. 1. A walking or go-

lare.

a.

j

[L. precalivus, precalo-

rius, fr. precari to pray.
Prec'a-tO-ry (-to-ry),
)
See Precarious.] Suppliant beseeching. Bp. Hopkins,
Precatory words (Law), words of recommendation, re;

quest, entreaty, wish, or expectation, employed in wills,
as distinguished from express directions;
in some cases
creating a trust.
Jarman.
Pre-cau'tlon (pre-ka'shiin), n. [F. prfcaution, L.
praecautio, fr. praecavcre, praecautmn , to guard against
beforehand prae before -j- carere to be on one's guard.
See Pre-, and Caution.] 1. Previous caution or care;
caution previously employed to prevent mischief or secure good as, his life was saved hy precaution.

—

;

;

Tlioy (ancient philosophers] treasured
coveries with miserable /^recnnfi'ojj.

A

up

their .^nppoBcd dis,A Ji. ycwuian.

measure taken beforehand to ward
secure good or success ; a precautionary act ;
2.

olf evil or

as, to

precautions against accident.
Pre-cau'tlon, v. i. [Cf. F. pricautionner.l

warn or caution

igk

;

tlien,

beforelinnd.

this

;

bON

;

zlt =:

z in azure.

tak«

To
Locku
1.

—

"

"

;
;

Dryden.
To take precaution against. [-R.]
Pre-cau'tion-al (pre-ka'shun-al), a. Precautionary.
Pre-cau'tion-a-ry (-a-ry), a. Of or pertaining to precaution, or precautions as, precauiionary signals.
Pre-caU'tiOUS (-shus), a. Taking or using precaution
Pre-cau'Pre-oau'Uous-ly, adv.
precautionary.
tlous-ness, n.
Preceding;
(pre'se-da'ne-iis),
a.
Pre'ce-da'ne-OUS
Hammond.
antecedent; previous. \_Obs.']
Pre-cede' (pre-sed'), *'• '• [imp. & p. p. Preceded
p. pr. & vb. n. Peeceding.] [L. praecedere, praecescedere to go, to be in motion cf.
sum ; prae before
1. To go before in
F. prkceder. See Pre-, and Cede.]
order of time to occur first witli relation to anything.
" Harm precedes not sin.
Milton.
2. To go before in place, rank, or importance.
to
introduce
preface
to
preceded
be
cause
to
To
3.
used with by or with before the instromental object. [J2.]
It is usual to precede hostilities by a pubhc declaration. Kent.
See
n.
[Cf. f. precedence.
Pre-ced'ence (-ens),
PeecedB.] 1. The act or
Pre-ced'en-cy (-en-sy), |
state of preceding or going before in order of time priority as, one event has precedence of another.
2. The act or state of going or being before in rank or
dignity, or the place of honor right to a more honorable
as, barons have precedence of
place
superior rank

Pre-cep'tO-ry (pre-sSp'to-ri^

2.

;

—

;

+

:

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

commoners.
Which of them

[the different desires! has the precedency in
Locke.
determining the will to the next action ?
Syn. Antecedence ; priority ; preeminence ; preference ; superiority.

—

Pre-ced'ent (-ent), a. [L. praecedens,
See Peecede.] Going
ot praecedere: ct.'E. precedent.
before ; anterior preceding ; antecedent ; as, precedent
Bacon.
Shak. " precedent iniuiy."
services.
Condition precedent (Law), a condition which must precede the vesting of an estat;e, or the accruing of a right.
Prec'e-dent (prSs'e-dent), n. 1. Something done or
said that may serve as an example to authorize a subsequent act of the same kind ; an authoritative example.
Examples for cases can but direct as precedents only. Hooker.
-eniis, p. pr.

;

A

A

preceding circumstance or condition an antecedent hence, a prognostic a token a sign. [OJi.]
3. A rough draught of a writing which precedes a
Shak.
finished copy.
[Ois.]
4. (Law) A judicial decision which serves as a rule
for future determinations in similar or analogous cases
an authority to be followed in courts of justice forms
Wha7-ton.
of proceeding to be foUowed in similar cases.
Syn. — Example antecedent. —Precedent, Example.
An example is a similar case which may serve as a rule or
guide, but has no authority out of itself. A precedent is
something which comes down to us from the past with
the sanction of usage and of common consent. We quote
examples in literature, and precedents in law.
Prec'e-dent-ed, a. Having a precedent authorized
Walpole.
or sanctioned by an example of a like kind.
Preo'e-den'tlal (pr§s'e-den'shal), a. Of the nature of
a precedent having force as an example for imitation
as, precedential transactions.
All their actions in that time are not precedential to warrant
2.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Fuller.

posterity.

adv.

Pre-ced'ent-ly (pr4-sed'ent-l^),
antecedently.

Pre-ced'ing,

a.

Going before

1.

;

Beforehand

— opposed

;

to fol-

&
1
)

[L. praecellentia,

n.

from

praecellens, p. pr. oiprae-

surpass cf. OF. precellence.'} ExcelSheldon.
[Ois.]
[L. praecellens, p. pr.] Ex[06s.]
Holland.
cellent ; surpassing.
Pre-cen'tor (-sSn'ter), n. [L. praecentor, fr. praecinere to sing before ; prae before -(- canere to sing.
See Chant.] A leader of a choir; a directing singer.
Specifically
(a) The leader of the choir in a cathedral
called also the chanter or master of the choir. Hook.
(6) The leader of the congregational singing in Scottish
and other churches.
Pre-cen'tor-shlp, re. The office of a precentor.
cellere to excel,

lence

;

:

superiority.

Pre-cel'lent

(-lent), a.

;

—
,

Pre'cept (pre'sSpt), n. [L. praeceptum, from praecipere to take beforehand, to instruct, teach ; prae before
See Pee-, and Ca-f- capere to take : cf. F. precepte.
pacious.]
1. Any commandment, instruction, or order
Intended as an authoritative rule of action ; esp., a command respecting moral conduct an injunction ; a rule.
;

For precept must be upon precept.

No

Isa. xxviii. 10.

Dryden.
2 (Laiv) A command in writing ; a species of writ or
process.
Burrill.
Syn.— Commandment ; Injunction; mandate; law;
rule ; direction ; principle ; maxim. See Doctrine.
Pre'cept, v. t. To teach by precepts. [06s.] Bacon.
Pre-oep'tial (pre-s5p'shal), a. Preceptive. \_Obs.'\
[Passion] would give preceptial medicine to rage. Shak.
Pre-cep'tion (rshQn), n. [L. praeceptio.'] A precept.
[i?.]
Bp. Hall.
.
_
Pre-cep'tive (-tTv), a. [L. praeceptivus.'] Containing
or giving precepts ; of the nature of precepts
didactic ; as, the preceptive parts of the Scriptures.
arts are

without

tlcieir

The lesson given us here is preceptive to us. L^ Estrange.
Pre-cep'tor (-ter^, «. [L. praeceptor, fr. praecipere
to teach cf. P. precepteur. See Peecept.] 1. One who
gives commands, or makes rules specifically, the master
or principal of a school a teacher an instructor.
2. The head of a preceptory among the Knights Templars.
Sir W. Scott.
Pre'COp-tO'rl-al
periam(pre'sSp-to'rl-al), a.
,-ai (.pre'sep-io'ri-ai;,
Of or pertainui
ing to a preceptor.
'Or.
:

;

;

ale,

;

senate, cSre,

"A

277), a. Preceptive.
Anderson (1573).

;

[LL.
Pre-cep'to-ry, n.; pi. Pbeceptoeies (-riz).
praeceptoria an estate assigned to a preceptor, from L.
praeceptor a commander, ruler, teacher, in LL., procurator, administrator among the Knights Templars.
See
Peeceptok.] a religious house of the Knights Templars,
subordinate to the temple or principal house of the order in London. See Commandery, re., 2.
Pre-cep'tress (-trSs), n. A woman who is the principal of a school a female teacher.
Pre-ces'sion (pre-sesh'un), re. [L. praecedere, praecessum, to go before cf. F. precession. See Precede.]
The act of going before, or forward.
Lnnisolar precession. (Astron.) See under Lhnisolae.
Planetary precession, that part of the precession of the
equinoxes which depends on the action of the planets
alone.
Precession of the equinoxes (Astron.), the slow
backward motion of tlie equinoctial points along the ecliptic, at the rate of 50.1" annually, caused by the action of
the sun, moon, and planets upon the protuberant matter
about the earth's equator, in coimection with its diurnal
rotation — so called because either equinox, owing to its
westerly motion, comes to the meridian sooner each day
than the point it would have occupied vrithout the motion of precession, and thus precedes that point continually with reference to the time of transit and motion.
Pre-ces'sion-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to precession
as, the precessional movement of the equinoxes.
Pre-ces'sor (pre-sSs'ser), re. [h. praecessor.'} A pred;

:

—

—

;

;

4. Ending quickly In death brief and fatal ; as, a
precipitate case of disease.
[06s.]
Arbuthnot.
Pre-cip'i-tate (pre-slp'l-tat), re. [NL. praecipitatum :
cf. F. precipite.'i
(Chem.) An insoluble substance separated from a solution in a concrete state by the action
of some reagent added to the solution, or of some force,
The precipitate may fall to the
such as heat or cold.
bottom (whence the name), may be diffused through the
solution, or may float at or near the surface.
Bed precipitate (Old Chem.), mercuric oxide (HgO) a
heavy red crystalline powder obtained by heating mercuric nitrate, or by heatmg mercury in the air.
Prepared
in the latter manner, it was the precipitate per se of the
alchemists.
White precipitate. (Uld Chem.) (a) A heavy
;

—

white amorphous powder (NHo.HgCl) obtained by addammonia to a solution of mercuric chloride or corrosive subhmate — formerly called also infusible while
precipitate, and now amido-mercuric chloride,
(b) A
white crystalline substance obtained by adding a solution of corrosive sublimate to a solution of sal ammoniac
(ammonium chloride)
formerly called also fusible
ing

;

lObs.2
Fuller.
Pre'clnct (pre'slnkt ; 277), n. [LL. praecinctum, f r.
L. praecingere, praecinctum, to gird about, to encompass; prae before
cingere to gird, surround.
See
Pee-, and Cinctcee.] 1. The limit or exterior line encompassing a place ; a boundary ; a confine ; limit of jurisdiction or authority ;
often in the plural ; as, the
" The ^rccirec^s of light. " Milton.
^recfrec^s of a state.
2. A district within certain boundaries ; a minor territorial or jurisdictional division ; as, an election precinct ; a school precinct.
3.
parish or prescribed territory attached to a
church, and taxed for its support. lU. iS.]
The parish, or precinct, shall proceed to a new choice.
Laws of Massachusetts.
PrePre'Cl-OS'1-ty (prSsh'T-8s'T-ty or pre'shT-), re.
ciousness something precious.
[06s.] Sir T. Browne.
Pre'ciOUS (presh'Qs), a. [OF. precious, precius, precios, F. precieux, L. pretiosus, fr. preiium price, worth,
value. See Price.]
1. Of great price costly ; as, a precious stone. " The ^reciOMS bane."
Milton.
2. Of great value or worth very valuable
highly

+

—

&

Back

;

;

esteemed

dear

j

beloved as, precious recollections.
She is more j^recious than rubies.
Prov. iii. 15.
Many things which are most precious are neglected only because the value of them lieth hid.
Hooker.
Also used ironically as, a precious rascal.
;

;

;

;

3. Particular; fastidious; overnice.
[06s.]
Lest that precioiw folk be with me wroth.
;

Pre'ciOUS-iy, adv. In a precious manner expensiveextremely dearly. Also used ironically.
The quality or state of being
Fre'clous-ness, re.
precious costliness dearness.
Prec'i-pe (pres'i-pe or pre'si-pe), re. (Law) See EEiEcipe, and Precept.
Prec'1-pice (presl-pls), re. [F. precipice, L. praecipitium, f r. praeceps, -cipitis, headlong prae before
caput, capitis, the head. See Pee-, and Chief.] 1. A
Fuller.
sudden or headlong fall. [06s.]
2. A headlong steep
a very steep, perpendicular, or
overhanging place an abrupt declivity a cliff.
Where wealth hke fruit on precipices grew. Dryden.
;

ly

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

Pre-clp'1-ent (pre-sTpT-ent), a. [L. praecipiens, p.
See Precept.] Commanding; directing.
Pre-cip'i-ta-bil'1-ty (-ta-bTl'i-ty), re. The quality or
state of being precipitable.
Pre-cip'i-ta-ble (pre-sTp'T-t4-b'l), a. Capable of being
precipitated, or cast to the bottom, as a substance in solution.
See Precipitate, re. (Chem.).
[From Peecipitakt.]
) re.
Pre-clp'i-tance (-tans),
The quality or state of
Pre-clp'i-tan-cy (-tan-sy), )
being precipitant, or precipitate ; headlong hurry ; excessive or rash haste in resolving, forming an opinion, or
executing a purpose ; precipitation ; as, the precipitancy
" Pj-ecipttarece of judgment.
/. Watts.
of youth.
Pre-Cip'i-tant (-tant), a. [L. praecipitans, -antis, p.
pr. of praecipitare : cf P. precipitant. See PREOiprrATE.]
1. Falling or rushing headlong
rushing swiftly, violently, or recklessly ; moving precipitately.

pr.

.

;

They

leave their little lives
Philips.
Above the clouds, precipitant to earth.
Should he return, that troop so blithe and bold,
Pope.
Precipitant in fear would wing their flight.

X

2. Unexpectedly or foolishly brought on or hastened
rashly hurried hasty ; sudden reckless. Jer. Taylor.
" Precipitant rebellion." Eikon Basilike.
(Chem.) Any force or reagent
Pre-cip'i-tant, re.
which causes the formation of a precipitate.
Pre-clp'i-tant-ly, adv. With rash or foolish haste in
Milton.
a headlong maimer.
Pre-cip'i-tant-ness, re. The quality or state of being
precipitant ; precipitation.
Pre-cip'i-tate (-tat), a. [L. praecipitatus, p. p. of
praecipitare to precipitate, fr. praeceps headlong. See
Precipice.] 1. Overhasty; rash; as, the king was too
Clarendon.
precipitate in declaring war.
hurried ; said or
2. Lacking due deliberation or care
done before the time ; as, a precipitate measure. " The
Landor.
rapidity of our too precipitate course."
3. Palling, flowing, or rushing, with steep descent
headlong.

am, arm. ask, finaU

;

;

;

;

Precipitate the furious torrent flows.

gll

;

eve, event, 6nd, fern,

it

may precipitate

her steps.

their designs,

Glover.

and prove
Bacon.

3. (Chem.) To separate from a solution, or other medium, in the form of a precipitate; as, water precipilatei

camphor when in solution with alcohol.
The light vapor of the preceding evening had heenprecipitated by the cold.

W. Irving.
Pre-Clp'1-tate, v. i. 1. To dash or fall headlong, [ij.]
So many fathom down precipitating.
Skak.
2.
3.

To hasten without preparation, [i?.]
(Chem.) To separate from a solution

as a precipi-

See Precipitate, n.
Pre-cip'i-tate-ly (-tSt-lj^), adv.
ner headlong hastily rashly.
tate.

In a precipitate man;
Swift.
Pre-cip'1-ta'tion (-ta'shun), re. [L. praecipitatio : cf.
F. precipitation.']
1. The act of precipitating, or the
state of being precipitated, or thrown headlong.
In peril oi precijntation
From off the rock Tarpeian.
Shak,
2.
falling, flowing, or rushing downward with violence and rapidity.
The hurry, precipitation, and rapid motion of the water, returnirjg . , . towards the sea.
Woodward.
3. Great hurry
rash, tumultuous haste ; Impetuosity.
" The precipitation of inexperience."
Rambler.
4. (Chem.) The act or process of precipitating from a
;

;

A

;

solution.

Chaucer.

Precious metals, the uncommon and highly valuable metals, esp. gold and silver.
Precions stones, gems jewels.

—

to his sight precipitates

If they be daring,
dangerous.

A

;

—

;

white precipitate.
Pre-cip'i-tate (-tat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Pbecipitatbd
(-ta'ted) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Precipitatino.]
1. To throw
headlong ; to cast down from a precipice or height.
She and her horse had been precipitated to the pebbjed region
of the river.
W. Irving.
2. To urge or press on with eager haste or violence
to cause to happen, or come to a crisis, suddenly or too
soon ; as, to precipitate a journey, or a conflict.

ecessor.

precepts.

;

PRECISIVE

\av/ preceptory."

;

lowing.
2. {Aslron.) In the direction toward which stars appear to move. See Following, 2.
i.
[See Peeoellbnce.] To
Pre-cel' (pre-sSl'), v. t.
Howell.
surpass ; to excel ; to exceed. [06s.]

Pre-GOl'lence (-lens),
Pre-cel'len-cy (-len-sy),

;;
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PRECAUTIONAL

—

—

;;

recent

Prio:
Prior,
;

ice,

re. [L. praecipiiaior an overprecipitates, or urges on with verashness.
Hammond.
Prec'i-pi'tiOUS (prSs'i-pTsh'us), a. Precipitous. [06s.]
Br. H. More.
Prec'i-pi'tlous-ly, acZt).
[06s.]

Pre-cip'I-ta'tor (-ta'ter),

One who

thrower.]

hemence or

—

Pre-cip'i-tOUS (pre-sip'T-ttia), a. [L. praeceps, -cipiOF. p7-ecipiteux. See Precipice.] 1. Steep, like
as, a, precipitous cliff or mountain.
;
2. Headlong ; as, a precipitous fall.
3- Hasty ; rash ; quick ; sudden ; precipitate ; as, precipitous attempts.
Sir T, Browne. " Marian's low,
precipitous ' Hush ' " Mrs. Broioning.
Pre-clp'i-tous-ly, atit;.
Pre-cip'1-tous-ness, n,
Pr^'cis' (pra'se'), re. [P. See Precise.] A concise
or abridged statement or view ; an abstract ; a summary.
Pre-cise' (pre-sTs'), a. [L. praecisus cut off, brief,
concise, p. p. of praecidere to cut off in front, to cut off
prae before -f- caedere to cut : cf F. precis. Cf Concise.]
1. Having determinate limitations ; exactly or
sharply defined or stated
definite ; exact ; nice ; not
vague or equivocal ; as, precise rules of morality.
The law in this point is not precise.
Brcon.
For the hour Tjrecise
Milton.
Exacts our parting hence.
2. Strictly adhering or conforming to rule ; very nice
or exact ; punctilious in conduct or ceremony ; formal
ceremonious.
Addison,
Shak.
He was ever i^recise in promise-keeping.
Syn.— Accurate exact; definite; correct scrupulous;
punctilious particular nice formal. See Accurate.
Pre-cise'ly, adv.
Pre-cise'ness, re.
Pre-ci'slan (pre-sTzh'an), n. 1. One who limits, or
restrains.
[06s.]
2. An overprecise person
one rigidly or ceremoniously exact in the observance of rules ; a formalist ;
formerly applied to the English Puritans.
The most dissolute cavaliers stood aghast at the dissoluteneas
Macaulay.
of the emancipated i^rccfsfan.
tis: cf.

a precipice

!

—

—

II

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

Pre-Ci'sian-ism (-tz'm), re. The quality or state of
Milton.
being a precisian the practice of a precisian.
;

Pre-ci'sian-ist,

re.

A precisian.

Pre-Ci'sion (-sTzh'iin), re. [Cf. F. precision, L. praeSee Precise.] The quality or state
cisio a cutting off.
of being precise exact limitation exactness accuracy
definiteness.
strict conformity to a rule or a standard
;

;

;

;

;

I have left out the utmosi precisions of fractions.

—

Locke.

Syn. Preciseness; exactness; accuracy; nicety.
Precision, Preciseness. Precision is always used in a
good sense as, precision of thought or language ; precision in military evolutions. Preciseness is sometimes applied to persons or their conduct in a disparaging sense,
and precise is often used in the same way.
Pre-ci'Bive (-si'sTv), a. Cutting off ; (Logic) exactly
limiting by cutting oS all that is not absolutely relative
to
lu the
uie purpose
purpuoe ;; as,
as,precisprecisive censure ; precisive abstraction.
Watts.
;

L

idea,

HI

;

old,

Sbey, drb, 5dd;

;

;

PRECLUDE

&

Pre-Clnde'(pre-klud'), v. t. (imp. &p.p. Preclcded
p. pr. & vb. n. Peecludino.] [L. praecludere, praeclu-

Pre'COn-tract' (pre'kSn-trakf), V. I. limp.
p. p.
& vb. n. Peeconteacting.] To

;

to stop ; to impede.
The valves ^recZwrfe the blood from entering the

;

Darwin.

to prevent or
2. To shut out by antioipative action
hinder by necessary consequence or implication to deto render
ter action of, access to, enjoyment of, etc.
ineffectual ; to obviate by anticipation.
;

;

will obviate

and preclude

the objections.

Bentley.

Fre-clu'slon (pre-klu'zhun), n. [L. praeclusio. See
PKEOLnDE.] The act of precluding, or the state of being
precluded ; a shutting out.
Pre-Clu'slve (-slv), a. Shutting out precluding, or
tending to preclude ; hindering.
Pre-clu'sive-ly adv.
Pre-coce' (-kos'), a. ['F. precoce.'] Precocious. \_Obs.']
Same as Pilecoces.
(Zodl.)
Pre'co-ces, n.pl. [NL.]
Pre-CO'ciOUS (pre-ko'shtis), a. [L. praecox, -ocis, and
praecoquus, fr. praecoquere to cook or ripen beforehand prde before -)- coquere to cook. See 3d Cook,
and cf. Apricot.] 1. Ripe or mature before the proper
or natural time early or prematurely ripe or developed
Sir T. Browne.
as, precocious trees.
[iJ.]
2. Developed more than is natural or usual at a given
age exceeding what is to be expected of one's years
too f orvpard ;
used especially of mental forwardness
as, a precocious child ; precocious talents.
Pre-CO'cious-ly, adv. In a precocious manner.
[Cf. P. precocite.'] The
Pre-co'clous-ness,
1 n.

—

+

;

,

II

A

A

;

;

Pre-CUr'SOr
Couese.]

and indicates

ha.t\Lpreconceiveu

it

Pre-da'cean (-da'shan),

Pred'a-tO-ry (-r^), a. [L. praedatorius, fr. praedari
to plunder, fr. praeda prey.
See Prey.] 1. Characterized by plundering ; practicing rapine ; plundering ; pillaging ; as, a predatory excursion ; a predatory party.

"A. predatory
.

3. (Zool.) Living by preying upon other animals ; carnivorous.
Prede (pred), v. i. [L. praedari. See Peey.] To
prey ; to plunder. [06i.]
Holinshed.
Prede, re. Prey plunder ; booty. lObs."] Holinshed.
Pre'de-cay' (pre'de-ka'), «• Premature decay.
Pre'de-cease' (pre'de-ses'), v. t. To die sooner than.
" If children pret^eceaie progenitors." [JS]
Shak.
;

Pre'de-cease' (-de-ses'), n.

Bacon.

or thing before another.

A

&

[/J.]

;

in an-

Of or pertaining to a

Pre'con-sent' (pre'kSn-sSnf), n. A previous consent.
Pre'con-sign' (-sin'), v. t.
{imp. & p. p. PreconBIGNED (-sind') p. pr.
vb. n. Peeconsiqning.]
To
connign beforehand to make a previous consignment of.
Pre'COn-SOl'l-da'ted (-sSl'I-da'tSd), a. Consolidated
beforehand.
Pre-con'stl-tute (pre-kBn'stt-tut), v. t. To constitute
or establish beforehand.

&

unite,

rfide,

fniU,

fip,

Qm

;

pity

;

—

Jleylin.

lObs.]

;

use,

;

;

Fuller.

;

Prescott.

;

preconization.

Pre-con'sclous (-kSn'shiis), a.
state before conRoiousness.

had been

;

;

:

ticipation.

who was

II

;

To conquer

or position.

Pre'de-clare' (pre'de-klSr'), v. t. To declare or anMilman.
to preannounce.
Pre-ded'i-ca'tlon (pre-ded'T-ka'shiln), n. A dedication made previously or beforehand.
Pre'de-flne' (-fin'), v. t. To define beforehand.
Pre'de-lib'er-a'tion, n. Previous deliberation.
Pre'de-lin'e-a'tlon, re. Previous delineation.
Pre-del'la (prS-del'la), n. [It.] The step, or raised
secondary part, of an altar a superaltar hence, in Italian painting, a band or frieze of several pictures running
along the front of a superaltar, or forming a border or
frame at the foot of an altarpiece.
Pre'de-sign' (pre'de-zin' or -sin'), V. t. To design or
Mitford.
purpose beforehand to predetermine.
Pre-des'lg-nate (pre-des'ig-nit), a. (Logic) A term
used by Sir William Hamilton to define propositions having their quantity indicated by a verbal sign as, all,
contrasted with preindesignnte, defining
none, etc.
propositions of which the quantity is not so indicated.
Of or
Pre-des'tl-na'rl-an (pre-dSs'tT-na'rt-on), a.
pertaining to predestination as, the predestinarinn conWaterland.
troversy.
Pre-des'tl-na'rl-an, «. One who believes in or supDr. H. 3Iore.
ports the doctrine of predestination.
The system or
Pre-des'tl-na'rl-an-lsm (-Tz'm), ».
doctrine of the predestinarians.
Pre-des'tl-na-ry (-dBs'tt-nfi-ry), a. Predestinarian.

;

t.

prince

nounce beforehand

&

V.

office

as watchful as his predecessor
over the interests of the state.

;

Pre-con'quer (pre-k3n'ker),

;

;

any

before-

;

Brougham.

[iZJ

+

hand.
Pre-con'dem-na'tlon (-na'shtin), n.
Pre'COn-dl'tion (pre'kon-dtsh'iin), n. A previous or
antecedent condition a preliminary condition.
Pre'COn-f orm' (-f 6rm'), v. t.
To conform by way
i.
of anticipation.
De Quincey.
Pre'con-torm'l-ty (-i-ty), n. Antioipative or antecedent conformity.
Coleridge.
Pre-con'l-zate (pre-kon'T-zat), v. t. [Cf. F. preconijer.]
To proclaim to publish also, to summon to
call.
I0bs.'\
Bp. Burnet.
Pre-OOn'1-za'tlon (-za'shiln), n. [L. praeconium a
crying out in public, f r. praeco, -onis, a crier, a herald
cf. F. prtconisation.']
1. A publishing by proclamation
a public proclamation.
Bp. Hall.
Z. (Eccl. ) A formal approbation by the pope of a person nominated to an ecclesiastical dignity.
Arnold.
Addis
Pre'con-lze (pre'kon-Tz), V. t. (Eccl.) To approve by
;

of one person

Pred'e-ces'sive (pred'e-ses'sTv), a. Going before
" Ouv predecessive students."
Massinger.
Pred'e-ces'sor (prgd'e-sSs'ser 277), n. [L. praedecessor ; prae before
decessor one who withdraws from
the province he has governed, a retiring officer (with
reference to his successor), a predecessor, f r. decedere :
cf. F. predecesseur.
See Decease.] One who precedes
one who has preceded another in any state, position, office, etc.
one whom another follows or comes after, in

—

To condemn

The death

preceding.

;

t.

Macaulay.

-wstT.'^

2. Hungry; ravenous; a,3, predatory Bpirits.
[06i.]
Exercise . . maketh the spirits more hot and predatory. Bacon.

;

v.

Kirby.

manner.

&

—

praeaa prey.] (Zool.)

Boyse.
taining to prey ; plundering ; predatory, t.'^.]
Pre-date' (pre-daf), V. t. To date by anticipation ; to
afSx to (a document) an earlier than the actual date
to antedate ; as, a, predated deed or letter.
Pre-da'tlon (pre-da'shiin), re. [L. praedatio, fr. praedari to plunder.] The act of pillaging.
E. Hall.
Pred'a-tO-rl-ly (prSd'a-to-rl-ly), adv. In a predatory

;

Pre'con-demn' (-dgm'),

n. [L.

animal.

Pre-da'ceous (-shiis), a. [L. praeda prey. See Peey.]
Derham.
Living by prey ; predatory.
Pre'dal (pre'dal), a. [L. praeda prey.] Of or per-

Pre'COn-cep'tion (-sep'shiin), n. The act of preconceiving conception or opinion previously formed.
Pre'con-cert' (-serf), v. t. limp. & p. p. PreconDeeted ; p. pr.
vb. n. Preconcerting.] To concert
or arrange beforehand to settle by previous agreement.
Pre-COn'cert (pre-k5n'sert), n. Something concerted
or arranged beforehand a previous agreement.
Pre'COn-cert'ed (pre'kSn-sert'gd), a. Previously arranged ; agreed upon beforehand.
Pre'COBL-cert'ed-ly,
adv.
Pre'con-cert'ed-ness, n.
Pre'COn-cer'tion (-ser'shun), re. The act of preconcerting; preconcert.
Dr. T. Dioight.

—

;

A carnivorous

&

shorter than the truth.

a forerunner

;

;

&

&

+

approach

—

;

Wiri.

;

its

Syn.
Predecessor; forerunner; harbinger; messenger omen sign.
Pre-CUr'SOr-Ship, n. The position or condition of a
precursor.
Buskin.
Pre-CUr'SO-ry (-so-ry), a. [L. praecursorius.] Preceding as a precursor or harbinger indicating something
to follow ; as, precursory symptoms of a fever.
Pre-CUr'SO-ry, m. An introduction. VOJs.]

Pre-CO'e-ta'ne-an (-ko'e-ta'ne-an), n. One contemporary with, but older than, another. [OJi.]
Fuller.
Pre-COg'i-tate (-koj'I-tat), v. t. [L. praecogitatus, p.
See Pre-, and Cogitate.] To cogip. of praeeogitare.
tate beforehand.
Sherwood.
[iJ.]
Pre-COg'1-ta'tion (-ta'shiin), n. [L. praecogitatio.']
Previous cogitation. [JJ.]
Bailey.
Pre'COg-ni'tion (pre'kbg-nish'iin), n. [L. praecognitio, fr. praecognoscere to foreknow.
See Pee-, and CooFotkerby.
NITION.J
1. Previous cognition.
2. {Scots Law) A preliminary examination of a criminal case with reference to a prosecution.
Erskine.
Pre-cog'ni-za-ble (pre-kog'nt-za-b'l or -kSu'I-), a.
Cognizable beforehand.
[L. praecognoscere to
Pre-COg'nosce (-nSs), v. t.
foreknow.]
(Scots Law) To examine beforehand, as
witnesses or evidence.
A committee of nine precogTwscing the chances. Masson.
Pre'COl-lec'tlon (pre'kol-lek'shfin), n. A collection
previously made. [.K.]
Pre'com-pose' (-poz'), v. t. limp.
p. p. PrecomrosED (-pozd') p. pr,
vb. n. Peecomposino.] To compose beforehand.
Johnson.
Pre'con-ceit' (-kSn-sef), n. An opinion or notion
formed beforehand ; a preconception.
Hooker.
Pre'con-celve' (-sev'), v. t. limp.
p. p. PreconOErvED (-sevd') p. pr,
vb. n. Peeconceiving.]
To
conceive, or form an opinion of, beforehand ; to form a
previous notion or idea of.
In a dead plain the way seemeth the longer, because the eye

&

[L. praecursor, fr. praecurrere

;

;
a harbinger.
Evil thoughts are the invisible, airy precursors of all the
storms and tempests of the soul.
Buchninster.

quality or state of being
Pre-COC'i-ty (-kos'i-ty), )
precocious ; untimely ripeness ; premature development,
especially of the mental powers ; forwardness.
Saucy 7JJ'ecoczousness in learning. Bp. llannt/ngham^
That precocity which sometimes distinguishes uncommon

;

(-ser), n.

prae before
currere to run. See
One who, or that which, precedes an event,

to run before

;

genius.

;

A

;

—

;

ting.]

&

;

much

Predestinated (-na'ted)

contract, engage, or stipulate previously.
Pre'COn-tract' (pre'kon-trSkf), v. i. To make a previous contract or agreement.
Ayliffe.
Pre-COn'tract (pre-kon'trSkt), n.
contract preceding another ; especially (Law), a contract of marriage
which, according to the ancient law, rendered void a subsequent marriage solemnized in violation of it.
Abbott.
Pre'con-trive' (pre'kou-triv'), v. t.
i.
To contrive
or plan beforehand.
Pre-COr'a-COld (pre-k5r'a-koid), n. (Anal.) The anterior part of the coracoid (often closely united with the
clavicle) in the shoulder girdle of many reptiles and amphibians.
Pre-cor'dl-al (-k6r'dt-al), a. [Pref. preL. cor,
cordis, lieart: cf. ^.precordial.']
(Anat.) Situated in
front of the heart; of or pertaining to the pr^cordia.
Pre-cru'ral (-kru'ral), a. (Atiat.) Situated in front of
the leg or thigh ; as, the precrural glands of the horse.
Pre-cur'rer (-ktSr'rer), n.
precursor. lObs.'] Shak.
Pre-curse' (-kflrs'), re. [L. praecursus.]
forerunning.
lObs.]
Shak.
Pre-cur'slve (-kfir'sTv), a. Preceding ; introductory
precursory. "
deep p)'ecw9'««e sound. "
Coleridge.

Pre-des'tl-nate (-ntt), a. [L. pracdcstinatus, p. p. of
praedestinare to predestine; priic before -)- dcsliiKrre to
determine. See Destine.] Predestinated foreordained
" A ;)rede.rfm«^e scratched face."
Shak.
fated.
;

;

food, f<ibt

;

out, oil

:

ebair

;

go

;

;

sing,

;

[Cf.

;

;

A

veins.

E

v. t.
limp. & p. p.
p. pr. & vb. re. Peedestina.
Predestine.] To predetermine or foreordain to appoint or ordain beforehand by an unchangeable purpose or decree to preelect.

Pre-des'tl-nate (pre-dSs'tT-nat),

Precontracted p. pr.
;

;

;

This
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tum; prae heioTe -\- claudere to shut. See Close, v."]
1. To put a barrier before hence, to shut out to hinder

;;

Whom
formed

he did foreknow, he also did predestinate to be eonimage of his Son.
Som. viii. 29.

to the

Syn. — To predetermine

foreordain ; preordain de^
foredoom.
Pre-des'tl-na'tion (pre-dSs'ti-na'shiSn), re. [L. praC'
destinaiio : ct. F, predestination.'] 1. The act of predas*
cree

;

predestine

;

;

;

tinating.
Predestination

had overruled

Milton.

their will.

2. ( Theol. ) The purpose of God from eternity respecting all events especially, the preordination of men to
everlasting happiness or misery. See Calvinism.
Pre-des'ti-na-tive (-nS-tiv), a. Determining beforeColeridge.
hand; predestinating. IE.]
Pre-des'ti-na'tor (-nS'ter), n. [Cf. F. predesHnateur.']
1. One who predestinates, or foreordains.
2. One who holds to the doctrine of predestination ; a
Cowley.
predestinarian.
Pre-des'tine (-tin), v. t. limp.
p. p. Peedestined
(-tind) ; p.pr.
[Cf. F. predesvb. re. Peedestining.]
tiner.
See Peedestinate.] To decree beforehand ; to
Young,
foreordain ; to predestinate.
Pre-des'tl-ny (-ti-ny), n. Predestination. lObs.]
CaPre'de-ter'mi-na-ble (pre'de-ter'mT-na-b'l), a.
pable of being determined beforehand.
Coleridge.
Determined
beforePre'de-ter'ml-nate (-nat), a.
hand ; as, the predeterminate counsel of God.
Pre'de-ter'mi-na'tlon (-na'shfin), n. [Cf. F. preditermination.] The act of previous determination a purpose formed beforehand; as, the predetermination of
;

&

&

;

Hammond,
God's will.
Pre'de-ter'mlne (-mTn), v, t. limp. & p. p. Peedbteemined (-mind) p. pr. & vb. n. Predetermining.]
1. To
I'Piet. pre- -i- determine : cf. F. predeterminer.]
Sir M. Hale.
determine (something) beforehand.
2. To doom by previous decree
to foredoom.
Pre'de-ter'mlne, v. i. To determine beforehand.
Pre'di-al (pre'di-al), a. [L. praedium a farm, estate;
cf. F. predial.]
1. Consisting of land or farms ; landed
as, predial estate
that is, real estate.
Ayliffe.
2. Attached to land or farms ; a,s, predial slaves.
;

;

;

3. Issuing or derived from land
as, predial tithes.
Pre-dl'as-tol'lc (pre-di'as-tol'Ik), a. (Physiol.) Preceding the diastole of the heart ; as, a prediastolic fric;

tion sound.
Pred'i-ca-bll'i-ty (pred'T-ka-bTlT-ty), n. Tlie quality
or state of being predicable, or affirmable of something,
Reid,
or attributed to something.
Pred'i-ca-ble (prgd'i-ka-b'l), a. [Cf. 'F, predicable,
L. jpraedicabilis praiseworthy. See Predicate.] Oapable of being predicated or affirmed of something ; affirmable attributable.
Pred'1-ca-ble, n. 1. Anything affirmable of another;
especially, a general attribute or notion as affirmable of,
or applicable to, many individuals.
2. (Logic) One of the five most general relations of
attributes involved in logical arrangements, namely, genus, species, difference, property, and accident.
Pre-dic'a-ment (pre-dTk'a-ment), re. [Cf. F. predica,

ment, L. praedicamentum. See Predicate.] 1. A class
or kind described by any definite marks ; hence, condition
particular situation or state especially, an unfortunate or trying position or condition. " O woeful
Shak,
sympathy piteous predicament ! "
2. (Logic) See Category.
Syn. — Category; condition ; state ; plight.
Pre-dic'a-men'tal (-men'tal), a. Of or pertaining to
a predicament.
John Hall (1646).
Pred'1-cant (prgd'I-kant), a. [L. praedicans, -antis,
See Predicate.] Predicating
p. pr. of praedicare.
affirming ; declaring
proclaiming
hence, preaching.
" The 'Romish p7-edicani orders."
M. Brit. Bev,
Pred'i-cant, n. One who predicates, affirms, or proclaims specifically, a preaching friar a Dominican.
Pred'1-cate (-kat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Predicated
(-ka'ted); p.pr. & vb. n. Predicating.]
I'L. praedicatus, p. p. of praedicare to cry in public, to proclaim. See
Peeach.] 1. To assert to belong to something to affirm
(one thing of another) ; as, to predicate whiteness of
snow.
2. To found ; to base.
lU. S.]
(E^^ Predicate is sometimes used in the United States
tor found or base ; as, to predicate an argument on certain
principles; to predicate a statement on information received. Predicate is a term in logic, and used only in a
single case, namely, when we affirm one thing of another.
" Similitude is not predicated of essences or substances,
Cudworth.
but of figures and qualities only."
Pred'1-cate, v. i. To affirm something of another
Sir M. Hale,
thing to make an affirmation.
Pred'i-cate (-kit), n. [L. praedicatmn, neut. of
praedicatus, p. p. of praedicare : cf F. pridicat. See
Peedicate, v. t.] 1. (Logic) That which is affirmed or
denied of the subject. In these propositions, " Paper is
white," '^ Ink is not white," whiteness is the predicate
affirmed of paper and denied of ink.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

(Gram.) Tlio word or words

2.

in a proposition

which

express what is atllrmed of the subject.
Syn. — Affirmation ; declaration.
Pred'1-cate, a. [L. praedicatus, p. p.] Predicated.
Pred'i-ca'Uon (-ka'shiin), re. [L. praedicatio : cf. F,
prhl)ca'io7i.]
1. The act of predicating, or of affirming one thing of another ; affirmation ; assertion. Locke,
Chaucer.
2. Preaching.
lObs. or Scot.']
Pred'1-ca-tlve (-kit-ttv), a. [L. procdicativus.] Expros.sing atlirni!iti(iu or iircdication
affirming; predican.s, a /irniicntirr ti'rni.
ting
Pred'1-ca-tlve-ly, adv.
Pred'1-ca-to-ry (-kA-tfi-rJ), a. [Cf. L. praedicalorius
praising.] Affirmative ; positive.
Bp. HaU.

t^

—

;

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

;

zh = z

in

azura

;

;;;

PREFINE

Pre-em'i-neat (pre-Sm'T-ncnt), a. [L. praeeminens,
praeeminere to be prominent, to surpass
F. preeminent. See Pre-, and Eminent.] Eminent
above others prominent among those who are eminent

or superintended a particular command, charge, department, etc. as, the prefect (si the aqueducts the prefect
of a camp, of a fleet, of the city guard, of provisions
the pretorian prefect, who was commander of the troops
guarding the emperor's person.
2. A superintendent of a department who has control
of its police establishment, together with extensive powBrande & C.
ers of municipal regulation. [France']
3. In the Greek and Roman Catholic churches, a title
of certain dignitaries below the rank of bishop.

•entis, p. pr. of

;

superior in excellence ; surpassing, or taking precedence
rarely, surpassing others in evil, or in bad
of, others
;

qualities

;

;

.

—

as,

;

preeminent

in guilt.

In goodness and
Pre-em'l-nent-ly, adv.

+

;

;

cf.

&

—

Milton.
power preeminent.
In a preeminent degree.

in

(pre'em-ploi'), v. t. To employ beforeShak.
"Pree?/i/)?02/erf by him."
Pre-empt' (pre-6mt' 215), V. t. & i. limp. & p. p.
Peeehpted p.pr. & vb. n. Preempting.] [See Preemption.] To settle upon (public land) with a right of preemption, as under the laws of the United States to take
by preemption.
[Pref. pre- -\Pre-emp'tion (-Smp'shun 215), n.
emption: cf.¥. preemption. See Redeem.] The act or

Pre'em-ploy'

;

—

;

;

;

;

right of purchasing before others. Specifically (a) The
privilege or prerogative formerly enjoyed by the king
of buying provisions for his household in preference to
others.
[JBrejr.]
(6) The right of an actual settler upon
public lands (particularly those of the United States) to
purchase a certain portion at a fixed price in preference
to all other applicants. Abbott.
Pre-emp'tion-er (-shun-er), n. One who holds a prior
Abbott.
right to purchase certain public land.
Pre-emp'tlve (-tiv), a. Of or pertaining to preemption ; having power to preempt ; preempting.
Pre-empt'or (-emfer ; 215), n. [Cf. L. praeemptor.]
One who preempts ; esp., one who preempts public land.
Pre-empt'O-ry (-o-rf), a. Pertaining to preemption.
Preen (pren), n. [AS. preon a clasp, bodkin ; akin to
:

;

A

which the ovum undergoes before fecundation.
Of or
Pre'fe-cun'da-to-ry (pre'fe-kiin'da-t6-rj?), a.
pertaining to prefecundation.
[imp.
Pre-fer' (pre-fer'), V. t.
p. p. Preferred
vb. re. Preferring.] [F. preferer, L.
(-f erd') ; p. pr.
praeferre ; prae before -|- ferre to bear or carry. See Ist
Bear.] 1. To carry or bring (something) forward, or
before one ; hence, to bring for consideration, acceptance, judgment, etc. ; to otter ; to present ; to proffer
said especially of a request, prayer, petito address ;
tion, claim, charge, etc.
Pope.
He spake, and to her hand preferred the bowl.

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

predisposition.

Pre'dls-po'nent (-nent),

[iJ.]

Disposing beforehand;

a.

—

Dunghson.

under Predispose.

[imp. &p. p. Predisposed
Pre'dls-pose' (-poz'), v. t.
[Pref. pre(-pozd') p. pr. Si vb. n. Predisposing.]
dispose: cf. F. predisposer.'] 1. To dispose or incline
beforehand to give a predisposition or bias to as, to
predispose the mind to friendship.
2. To make fit or susceptible beforehand ; to give a
tendency to as, debility predisposes the body to disease.
Predisposing causes (Med.), causes which render the body
liable to disease predisponent causes.
Pre-dlS'po-si'tlon (pre-dls'po-zTsh'iin), n. [Pref.^re-

+

;

;

;

;

;

1. The act of
-{ disposition : cf. F. predisposition.']
predisposing, or the state of being predisposed ; previous
inclination, tendency, or propensity ; predilection ;
applied to the mind ; as, a predisposition to anger.
2. Previous fitness or adaptation to any change, imapplied to matepression, or purpose ; susceptibility;
as, the predisposition of the body to disease.
rial things
Prendom'l-nance (pre-dSm'T-nans), n. [Cf. F. predominance. ] 1. The quality or state of being predominant
superiority ; ascendency ; prevalence ; predomination.
The predominance of conscience over interest. South.
2. (.4rfro;.) The superior influence of a planet. Shak.

—

—

;

Pre-dom'l-nan-cy (-nan-si?), n. Predominance. Bacon.
Pre-dom'l-nant (-nant), a. [Ci.'S. predominant. See
Predominate.] Having the ascendency over others;
superior in strength, influence, or authority ; prevailing
as, a predominant color ; predominant excellence.
Those helps . . were p7-erfomi«a«f in the king's mind. Bacon.
Shak.
Foul subornation is predominant.
Syn. Prevalent ; superior; prevailing; ascendant;
ruling ; reigning ; controlling ; overruling.
.

—

Pre-dom'1-nant-ly, adv. In a predominant manner.
Pre-dom'1-nate (-nat), ;;. i. [imp. & p. p. Predominated (-na'tgd) p.pr. & vb. n. Predominating.] [Pref.
pre- -}- dominate : cf. F. predominer.'] To be superior
in number, strength, influence, or authority ; to have
,

;

attach previously ; to preoccupy.
Dryden.
But he was preengaged by former ties.
Pre'en-gage'ment (-ment), re. Prior engagement,
promise,
or
contract,
attachment,
as
by
obligation, or
preengagements to other themes were not

unknown

my

Boyle.
whom I was to write.
Pre'e-rect' (-e-rSkf), v. t. To erect beforehand.
Chaucer.
Prees (pres), re. Press ; throng. [Ofo.]
Pre'es-tab'llsh, v. t. To establish beforehand.
Pre'es-tab'lish-ment, re. Settlement beforehand.
Pre'S-ter'nl-ty (pre'e-ter'nt-tjf), n. Infinite previous
duration. [R.] " The world's preeternity." Cudworth.
Pre'ex-am'I-na'tion (-egz-am'I-na'shfin), n. Previous
examination.
[imp.
p. p. PrePre'ex-am'lne (-Sm'Tn), v. t.
vb. re. Preexaminino.] To
EXAMiNED (-Tnd) ; p. pr.
examine beforehand.
[imp.
p. p. PrePre'es-ist' (pre'Sgz-Tsf), v. i.
vb. re. Preexisting.] To exist previexisted ; p. pr.
ously ; to exist before something else.
Pre'es-lst'ence (-ens), re. 1. Existence in a former
state, or previous to something else.
"Wisdom declares her antiquity and preexistence to all the
T. Burnet.
works of this earth.
2. Existence of the soul before its union with the
a doctrine held by certain philosophers. Addison.
body ;
Pre'es-lst'en-cy (-en-sy), n. Preexistence. [Obs.]
Existing previously; prePre'es-lst'ent (-ent), a.
Pope.
ceding existence ; as, a, preexistent state.
Pre'ex-ist'ent-lsm C-Tz'm), re. (Philos.) The theory
with
association
before
their
of a preexistence of souls

&

&

&

—

human

Emerson.

bodies.

Pre'es-ls'tl-ma'tlon (-is'tT-ma'shiin),

re.

;

chief joy. Ps. cxxxvii. 6.
If I prefer not Jerusalem above
Preferred an infamous peace before a most just war. Knolles.

to

those for

&

—

;

affection.

My

;

Shak.
would prefer him to a better place.
4. To set above or before something else in estimation,
favor, or liking ; to regard or honor before another to
often folhold in greater favor to choose rather ;
lowed by to, before, or above.
I

;

n.
That which predisposes.
predisposing.
(Med.) See Predisposing causes,
Prediaponent causes.

Shdk.

Presently prefer his suit to Caesar.

Byron.
Three tongues prefer strange orisons on high.
2. To go before, or be before, in estimation to outrank to surpass. [Obs.] " Though maidenhood ^re/er
Chaucer.
bigamy."
3. To cause to go before hence, to advance before
others, as to an office or dignity to raise ; to exalt to
promote ; as, to prefer an officer to the rank of general.

;

;

&

&

jy.priem punch, bodkin, a,vi\,(i. pfriem,Xce\. prjonn a
Walter Harte. knitting needle, pin, Dan. preen a bodkin, punch.] A
hand, [i?.]
-\[Pref. preforked tool used by clothiers in dressing cloth.
Pre'dl-leo'tlon (pre'di-lgk'shiin), n.
cf. V. predilection.
Preen, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Preened (prend) p. pr.
Xi. dilectus, p. p. of diligere to prefer
[See Preen, re., or cf. Prune.]
See Dimqent.] A previous liking a prepossession of & vb. n. Preening.]
to trim or dress
1. To dress with, or as with, a preen
mind in favor of something predisposition to choose or
BurU. with the beak, as the feathers
said of birds. Derham.
like; partiality.
Halliwell.
discover
Eng.]
[Prov.
(pre'dTs-kavfer),
V.
t.
To
2.
To
trim
up,
as
trees.
Pre'dls-cov'er
[imp. & p. p. PrePre'en-gage' (pre'5n-gaj'), v. t.
beforehand.
Prbengaging
(-ga'discovery.
pr.
&
vb.
n.
previous
engaged
(-gajd')
p.
Pre'dls-COV'er-y (-3^), n. A
Pre'dls-po'nen-cy (-po'nen-sj), n. The state of being jing).] To engage by previous contract; to bind or
:

;

Apostolic prefect (R. C. Ch.), the head of a mission, not
Shipley.
of episcopal rank.
Pre'fec-to'ri-al (pre'fSk-to'ri-al), a. Of or pertaining to a prefect.
Pre'fect-ship (pre'fSkt-shTp), re. The office or jurisdiction of a prefect.
Pre'fec-ture (-fgk-tiir; 277), re. [L. praefeclura: cf.
'^.prkfeclure.] The office, position, or jurisdiction of a
prefect also, his official residence.
Pre-Iec'un-da'tion (pre-fek'Bn-da'shiin), re. (Physiol.)
term collectively applied to the changes or conditions preceding fecundation, especially to the changes

hand.

;

predisposed

; ;
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PREDICROTIC
Pro'dl-crot'lC (pre'dt-krot'tk), a. (Physiol.) A term
applied to the pulse wave sometimes seen in a pulse
curve or sphygmogram, between the apex of the curve
and the dicrotic wave.
The predicrotic or tidal wave is best marked in a hard pulse,
Landois % Stirling.
?. c, where the blood pressure is high.
(imp.
p. p. Predicted ;
Pre-diot' (pre-dtlct'), «• t.
praedictus,
[L.
p. p.
Peedictino.]
p. pr. & vh. n.
dicere to say,
of praedicere to predict ; prae before
declare
To
tell
or
Preach.]
tell.
See Diction, and cf.
beforehand ; to foretell ; to prophesy ; to presage ; as,
to predict misfortune ; to predict the return of a comet.
Syn. To foretell prophesy prognosticate ; presage
forebode ; foreshow bode.
Skak.
[06«.]
Pre-dict', n. A prediction.
Pre-dlct'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. That may be predicted.
cf F.
praedictio
[L.
(pre-dlk'shiln),
n.
:
Pre-dlc'tlop
prediction.} The act of foretelling ; also, that which is
foretold ; prophecy.
Bacon.
The predictions of cold and long winters.
Prophecy ; prognostication foreboding ; auSyn.
gury ; divination ; soothsaying vaticination.
Pre-dlC'tlon-al (-al), a. Prophetic ; prognostic. [i2.]
Pre-dlCt'lve (pre-di^kt'iv), a. l\j. praedictivus.'] ForePre-dlct'lve-ly, adv.
telling ; prophetic ; foreboding.
Pre-dlCt'or (-er), n. One who predicts ; a foreteller.
Fuller.
Pre-dlCt'0-ry (-o-r^), a. Predictive. [JJ.]
Pre'di-gest' (pre'dl-iSst'), v. t. (Med.) To subject
(food) to predigestion or artificial digestion.
Pre'dl-ges'tion (-jSs'chun), n. 1. Digestion too soon
Bacon.
performed ; hasty digestion. [OJs.]
2. (Med.) Artificial digestion of food for use in illness
or impaired digestion.
Pre'di-lect' (-ISkf), v. t. To elect or choose before-

;

;

:;

Previous es-

Sir T. Browne.
[Obs.]
PreviPre-Sx'pec-ta'tion (pre^s'pek-ta'shiin), n.
ous expectation.
Preface (pref'Ss; 48), re. [F. priface ; cf. Sp.prefacio, prefacion, It. prefazio,prefazione ; allfr. L. praefatio, fr. praefari to speak or say beforehand ; prae h&-

teem or estimation.

Preferred stock, stock which takes a dividend before
called also preference stock and
other capital stock ;

—

preferential stock.

Syn. — To choose

;

See Choose.

elect; select.

Pref er-a-bll'i-ty (prgfer-a-bil'T-tj^), re. The quality
or state of being preferable preferableness. J. S. Mill.
Prefer-a-ble (prSf'er-a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. prefSrable.']
Worthy to be preferred or chosen before something else ;
Addison.
more desirable ; as, apreferable scheme.
Prefer-a-ble-ness, re. The quality or state of being
preferable.
Pref er-a-Wy, adv. In preference ; by choice.
Dennis.
To choose Plautus preferably to Terence.
;

Prefer-ence (-ens), re. [Cf. F. preference.'] X. The
act of preferring, or the state of being preferred ; the
setting of one thing before another precedence higher
estimation ; predilection choice ; also, the power or opportunity of choosing ; as, to give him his preference.
Leave the critics on either side to contend about the preference
;

;

;

Dryden.
due to this or that sort of poetry.
Knowledge of things alone gives a value to our reasonings,
and preference of one man's knowledge over another's. Locke.
2. That which is preferred; the object of choice or
superior favor as, which is yOMT preference?
Pref er-en'tlal (-Sn'shal), a. Giving, indicating, or
having a preference or precedence ; as, a preferential
claim preferential shares.
Pre-f er'ment (pre-fer'ment), re. 1. The act of choos[iJ.]
ing, or the state of being chosen preference.
before the other.
Natural preferment of the one
^

;

;

;

.

.

.

Sir T. Browne.

2.
office

The act of preferring, or advancing
the state of being advanced

;

;

in dignity or

promotion.

Neither royal blandishments nor promises of valuable preferMacaulay.
ment had been spared.
3.
position or office of honor or profit ; as, the preferments of the church.
Pre-fer'rer (-rer), re. One who prefers.
Prefi-dence (pr6f'i-dens), re. The quality or state of

fore+/a",/ai!««, tospeak. See Fate.] 1. Something
discourse, or written as intropower or influence to prevail to rule ; to spoken as introductory to a
A
ductory to a book or essay a proem an introduction,
have the mastery as, love predominated in her heart.
or series of preliminary remarks.
[Certain] rays may predominate over the rest. Sir I. Newton.
This superficial tale
Shah.
Pro-dom'l-nate, v.t. To rule over ; to overpower. [iJ.]
Is but a preface of her worthy praise.
Baxter.
being prefident. [Obs.]
Milton.
Pre-dom'1-na'tlon (-na'shtin), n. [Cf. F. pridominaHeaven's high behest no preface needs.
Prel'I-dent (-dent), a. [Cf. L. praefidens overconfiThe act or state of predominating ascendency
tion.]
2. (B. C. Ch.) The prelude or introduction to the dent. See Pee-, and Confident.] Trusting beforehand
;
predominance.
W. Browne. canon of the Mass.
Addis & Arnold.
Baxter.
hence, overconfident. [Obs.]
Pre-doom' (pre-doom'), V. t. To foredoom.
Proper preface (Ch. of Eng. & Prot. Epis. Ch.), a porPre-flg'U-rate (pre-ftg'ii-rat), v. t. [L. praefiguraPre-dor'sal (-dSr'sal), a. (Anat.) Situated in front of tion of the communion service, preceding the prayer of
tus, p. p. See Prefigure.] To prefigure. [J?.] Grafton.
the back immediately in front, or on the ventral side, consecration, appointed for certain seasons.
Pre-flg'U-ra'tion (-ra'shiin), re. [L. praefiguratio.'i
of the dorsal part of the vertebral column.
Syn. — Introduction ; preliminary preamble proem
The act of prefiguring, or the state of being prefigured.
Pre'dy (pre'dy), a. [Cf F. pret ready.] Cleared and prelude; prologuCi
A variety of prophecies and prefigurations. Korris.
ready for engagement, as a ship.
Smart,
Preface, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Prefaced (-est) p. pr.
Preed'y (pred'y), adv. With ease. \Prov. Eng.J
& vb. re. Prefacing.] To introduce by a preface; to Pre-flg'ur-a-tive (-iir-i-tiv), a. Showing by prefiguChaucer. give a preface to as, to preface a book or discourse.
PreeJ (pref), n. Proof. lObs.l^
" The pre/jrwrattfe atonement."
Bp. Home.
ration.
Pre'e-lect' (pre'e-lekf), V, t. To elect beforehand.
Jer. Taylor.
Preface, v. i. To make a preface.
Pre-llg'ure (-iSr 135), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Prefigured
Pre'e-lec'tion (-lek'^hiin), n. Election beforehand.
(-iird)
Pref a-cer (-a-ser), re. The writer of a preface.
p. pr. & vb. re. Prefiguring.] [F. prefigurer, or
Pre-em'l-nence (pre-em'i-nens), n. [F. preeminence,
ti. praeflgurare, praefiguratum ; prae before -(- figurare
Pref a-tO'rl-al (pref'a-to'rT-al), a. Prefatory.
L. praeeminentia. See Preeminent.] The quality or
Prefa-tO-rl-ly (pref'a-to-rT-iy), adv. In a prefatory to figure. See Figure, and cf. Peefigurate.] To show,
state of being preeminent superiority in prominence or manner by way of preface.
suggest, or announce, by antecedent types and similicontrolling

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

in excellence ; distinction above others in quality, rank,
etc. ; rarely, in a bad sense, superiority or notoriety in
evil ; as, preeminence in honor.

The preeminence of Christianity

to

any other religious scheme.
Addison.

Painful preeminence ! yourself to view
life's weakness, and its comforts too.
Beneath the forehead's walled preeminence.

Above

ale,

senate,

care,

Pope.
Lowell.

am, arm, ask,

Prel'a-tO-ry (-ry), a. Pertaining to, or of the nature
a preface introductory to a book, essay, or discourse
as, prefatory remarks.
Dryden.
That prefatory addition to the Creed.
of,

;

Pre'Iect (pre'fekt),

[L. praefectus, it. praefectus,

re.

p. p. of praeficere to set
make : cf. F. prkfet.] 1.

over

;

prae before -\-facere to

A Roman officer who controlled

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

find,

fom, recent

i

ice,

"Whom

tudes; to foreshadow.
prefigured."

all

the various types
South.

Fre-fig'ure-ment (-ment), re. The act of prefiguring
Carlyle.
prefiguration also, that which is prefigured.
-,

;

[L. praefinire; prae before
To limit
-)- yJreire to limit, determine : ct. F. prefinir.]
Knolles.
beforehand. [Obs.]

Pre-flne' (pre-f in'),

idea,

ill

;

old,

v.

t.

obey, 6rb, Odd
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PRELUSORY

or designating, a tetrabasic acid of benzene obtained as a
white crystalline substance
probably so called from
the resemblance of the wartlike crystals to the mammillae on the surface of prehnite.
(Logic)
Pre'ln-des'lg-nate (fpre'Tn-des'Tg-ntt), a.
Having no sign expressive of quantity indefinite. See

This word and the words derived from it are often
used invidiously, in English ecclesiastical history, by dis-

PREFINITE
[L. praefinitus, p. p.] Pre[04*.] " Set aad prefinite time." Holland.
[L, praefiniiio.1
Fref'l-nl'tlon (prSf'J-nlsh'iin), n.
Fotherby.
Previous limitation. [06*.]
Pre-fls' (pre-flks'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Prefixed
[L. praefixus, p.
vh. n. Peefixing.]
(-flksf) ; p. pr.
p. of praejigere to fix or fasten before ; prae before
cf. F. prefix fixed beforehand, determined,
figere to fix
prefixer to prefix. See Fix,] 1. To put or fix before,
or at the beginning of, another thing ; as, to prefix a syllable to a word, or a condition to an agreement.
2. To set or appoint beforehand ; to settle or estab" Prefixed bounds." Locke.
lish antecedently.
\_Obs.'\
Spenser.
And now he hath to her prefixi a day.
Fre-fl'Illte (pre-fi'nlt), a.

arranged.

;

&

&

Pre-ln'dis-pose' (pre-tn'dTs-poz'), V. t.
To render
indisposed beforehand.
ililman.
Pre'in-struct' (pre'Tn-strukf), v. t.
[imp. & p. p.
Prelnstructed p. pr. & vb. n. Preinstructing] To
instruct previously or beforehand.
Dr. H. More.
Pre-in'tl-ma'tion (pre-Tn'tt-ma'shiin), n.
Previous
intimation a suggestion beforehand.
T. Scott.
[imp. & p. p. Prejudged
Pre-judge' (-jQj'), v. t.
(-jujd')
[Pref. pi-e- -jp. pr. & vb. re. Prejudging.]
Jtidge : cf. F. prejuger. Cf. Prejudicate, Prejudice.]
To judge before hearing, or before full and sufficient examination ; to decide or sentence by anticipation
to
condemn beforehand.
The committee of council hath prejudged the whole case, by
;

;

;

;

;

;

+

united sense of both houses of Parliament "a universal clamor."
Siuift.
Pre-judg'ment (-ment), re. The act of prejudging decision before sutficient examination.
Pre-Ju'di-ca-cy (pre-ju'dT-ka-sy), re. Prejudice prepossession.
Sir H. Blount.
[Obs-I
Pre-Ju'di-cal (-kal), a. Of or pertaining to the determination of some matter not previously decided ; as, a
prejzidical inquiry or action at law.
[L. praejudicans, p. pr.]
Pre-jU'di-cant (-kant), a.
Influenced by prejudice ; biased. [J?.] " With not too
calling; the

+

;

;

A

&

hasty a,n6i prejudicant ears."
3Iilton.
[L. praejudicatus, p. p. of
Pre-ju'di-cate (-kat), a.
praejudicare to prejudge ; prae before
Judicare to
judge. See Judge.] 1. Formed before due examination.
" Ignorance and pre/wdica^e opinions."
Jer. Taylor.
2. Biased by opinions formed prematurely
preju"
diced.
Prejudicate TeaAers."
Sir T. Browne.
[imp. & p. p. PrejudiPre-ju'di-cate (-kat), v. t.
cated (-ka'tSd) ; p. pr.
[Cf.
vb. n. Prejudicating.]
Prejudge.] To determine beforehand, especially to disadvantage to prejudge.

+

^

;

&

Prejudicates the business.
Shak.
Sir P. Sidney.
Pre-Ju'dl-cate, v. i. To prejudge.
Pre-]u'di-cate-ly (-kat-ly), adv. With prejudice.
Pre-]U'di-ca'tlon (-ka'shiln), w. 1. The act of prejudicating, or of judging without due examination of facts

and evidence prejudgment.
2. (Pom. Law) (a) A preliminary inquiry and determination about something which belongs to a matter in
dispute.
(6) A previous treatment and decision of a
point ; a precedent.
Pre-Ju'dl-ca-tive (-ka-tiv), a. Forming a judgment
without due examination prejudging.
Dr. H. More.
;

:

;

[F. prejudice, L. praejuSee PeeJUDICATE, Judicial.]
[06s.]
1. Foresight.
Naught might hinder his quick pr^udize. Spenser.
2. An opinion or judgment formed without due examination ; prejudgment a leaning toward one side of a
question from other considerations than those belonging
to it
an unreasonable predilection for, or objection
against, anything especially, an opinion or leaning adverse to anything, without just grounds, or before suffi-

PreJ'U-dice

;

"A

in ability, resources,

as, apre^rrean^

;

;

;

;

cient knowledge.
Though often misled by prejudice and passion, he was emphatically an honest man.
Macaulay.
3. (Law) A bias on the j/art of judge, juror, or witness which interferes with fairness of judgment.

;

hurt damage injury ; detriment. Locke.
England and France might, through their amity,
Breed him some prejudice.
Shak.
Prejudgment
Syn.
prepossession
bias
harm
hurt damage detriment ; mischief disadvantage.
[imp.
Prej'U-dlce, v. t.
p. p. Prejudiced (-dist)
p. pr. & vb. re. PREjuDiciNa (-di-sTng).] [Cf. F. prejudicier.
See Prejudice, «.] 1. To cause to have prejudice to prepossess with opinions formed vrithout due
knowledge or examination to bias the mind of, by hasty
and incorrect notions to give an unreasonable bent to,
as to one side or the other of a cause as, to prejudice a
critic or a juryman.
Suffer not any beloved study to prejudice your mind so far as
/. Watts.
to despise aU other learning.
2. To obstruct or injure by prejudices, or by previous
bias of the mind ; hence, generally, to hurt to damage
to injure ; to impair ; as, to prejudice a good cause.
Seek how we may pr^udice the foe.
Shak.
4. Mischief

;

fully

;

significantly.

Preg'nant-ly, adv.
clearly

;

evidently.

Unresistingly
[06s.]

;

openly

hence,

;

to sink,

;

;

;

;

II

;

[L. praejudicialis bePreJ'U-di'Clal (-dTsh'al), a.
longing to a preceding judgment: cf. F. prejudiciel.']
1. Biased, possessed, or blinded by prejudices
as, to
look with a prejudicial eye. [06s.]
Holy day.
2. Tending to obstruct or impair hurtful
injurious
disadvantageous detrimental.
Hooker.
His going away , , was most lyrejudicial and most ruinous
;

;

;

.

tothe king's affairs.
Prej'u-di'clal-ly, ativ.

—

Pre-hen'sion (-shiin), re. [L. prehensio : cf. F. prehension.
See Prehensile.]
The act of taking hold,
seizing, or grasping, as with the hand or o(;her member.
Pre-hen'SO-ry (-s6-ry), a. Adapted to seize or grasp

Prel'a-cy

;

(Chem.) Pertaining
full,

ftp,

fim

;

to,

pit^^

— PreJ'u-di'clal-ness,

(pre-nbl'5j),
(prSl'a-sy), re. / pi.

re.

Prior knowledge.
Prelacies (-siz). [LL.

;

food, f<jbt

;

out, oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

i.

.

;

l

;

&

&

;

exercise prelatical functions.

An episcopacy that began then toprelatize. Milton.
Prel'a-try (-try), re. Prelaty; prelacy. [06s.]
Prel'a-ture (-tiir ; 135), 1 re. [F. prSlature, or LL.
Prel'a-ture-sWp,
praelaiura.'] The state or
f
dignity of a prelate ; prelacy.
3Iilman.
3Iilion.
Prel'a-ty (-ty), re. Prelacy. [06s.]
Pre-lect' (pre-lekf), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Prelected ;
p. pr. & vb. n. Prelecting.] [L. praelectus, p. p. of
praelegere to read before. See Pre-, and Lection.] To
read publicly, as a lecture or discourse.
Pre-lect', v.
Spitting

To discourse

i.
.

.

.

publicly

;

to lecture.

was puh\ic\y prelected upon. Ve Quincey,
the military art.
Bp. Morslej/.

To pireleci upon

Pre-lec'tlon (-ISk'shiin), re. [L. praelectio."] A lecture or discourse read in public or to a select company.
" The prelections of Faber."
Sir M. Hale,
reader of
Pre-lec'tor (-ter), re. [L. praelecior.']
lectures or discourses ; a lecturer.
Sheldon,
Pre'll-ba'tlon (pre'lt-ba'shiin), re. [L. praelibatio, tc.
praelibare to taste beforehand cf. F. prelibation.'] 1. A
tasting beforehand, or by anticipation ; a foretaste ; as,
a prelibation of heavenly bliss.
2. A pouring out, or libation, before tasting.
Pre-Um'l-na-ri-ly (pre-lim'I-na-rl-ly), adv. In a preliminary manner.
Pre-llm'i-na-ry (pre-limt-na-ri^), a. [Pref. pre- -f- L.
liminaris belonging to a threshold, fr. limen, liminis,
threshold, entrance : cf. F. preliminaire. Cf. Limit.]
Introductory ; previous ; preceding the main discourse
or business ; prefatory ; as, preliminary observations to
a discourse or book ; preliminary articles to a treaty
preliminary measures ; preliminary examinations.
Syn. Introductory ; preparatory prefatory ; proemial previous ; prior ; precedent ; antecedent.
Pre-lim'l-na-ry, re. / pi. Preliminaries (-riz). That
which precedes the main discourse, work, design, or
business something introductory or preparatory ; as, the
preliminaries to a negotiation or duel ; to take one's
preliminaries the year before entering college.
Syn. Introduction ; preface ; prelude.
Pre-llm'lt (-Tt), v. t. To limit previously. [iJ.']
Surrey.
Pre-lOOk', v. i. To look forward. [06s.]
Pre'lude (pre'liid or prgl'ud ; 277), re. [F. prilude
(cf. It. preludio, LL. praeludium), fr. L. prae before -\ludus play. See Prelude, v. 1] An introductory performance, preceding and preparing for the prmcipal matter
a preliminary part, movement, strain, etc. ; especially
(3Ius.), a strain introducing the theme or chief subject;
a movement introductory to a fugue, yet independent
with recent composers often synonymous with overture..
The last Georgia was a good^?'e?«rfe to the .^neis. Addison.
The cause is more than the prelude^ the effect is more than

A

:

—

;

;

;

—

;

the sequel, of the fact.

Syn. — Preface

—

Whewell.

introduction preliminary ; preamble
forerunner harbinger ; precursor.
Pre-lude' (pre-lud'), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Preluded ;
vb. n. Preluding.] [L. praeltidere,praelusu7n ;
p. pr.
prae before
ludere to play cf. F. priluder. See Ludicrous.] To play an introduction or prelude ; to give a
prefatory performance ; to serve as prelude.
The musicians pre?Ht/t'rf on their instrHments. Sir W. Scott.
We are pi-cluding too largely, and must come at once to the
;

;

;

&

&

+

:

point.

Jeffrey.

Pre-lude',

v.

1.

t.

To introduce with a previous

per-

formance to play or perform a prelude to as, to prelude a concert with a lively air.
2. To serve as prelude to to precede as introductory.
;

;

;

[Music] iirchiding some great tragedy.

re.

praelatia. See Prelate ; cf. Prelaty.] 1. The office
or dignity of a prelate ; church government by prelates.
Prelacies may be termed the greater benefices. Ar/lijje.
2. The order of prelates, taken collectively ; the body
"Divers of the reverend
of ecclesiastical dignitaries.
Hooker.
prelacy, and other most judicious men."
Pre'lal (pre'lnl), a. [L. prelum a press.] Of or perFuller.
taining to printing ; typographical.
[06s J
Prel'ate (prSl'iit ; 48), re. [F. prilat, LL. praclatus,
fr. L. praelalus, used as p. p. of praeferre to prefer, but
from a different root. See Elate.] A clergyman of a
superior order, as an archbishop or a bishop, having authority over the lower clergy; a dignitary of the church.

Pre'hls-tor'lc (pre'hTs-tSr'tk), a. Of or pertaining to
a period before written history begins ; as, the prehistoric
ages; prehistoric man.
Prehn'lte (prSn'it), re. [So called from the German
Colonel Prehn, who first found it.] (3Iin.) A pale green
mmeral occurring in crystalline aggregates having a
botryoidal or mammillary structure, and rarely in distinct crystals.
It is a hydrous silicate of alumina and
lime.
a.

Clarendon.

Pre-knowl'edge

prehensile.

unite, n;de,

;

V.

Hurmar.
Prel'ate-Shlp, re. The office of a prelate.
Prel'a-tess (-a-tSs), n. A woman who is a prelate the
wife of a prelate.
3Iilton.
Pre-la'tlal (pre-la'shal), a. Prelatical. Beaconsfield.
Pre-lat'iC (-ISt'fk),
a. Of or pertaining to prelates
Pre-lat'ic-al (-T-kal), (
or prelacy; as, prelatical authority.
3Iacaulay.
In a prelatical manner ; with
Pre-lat'lc-al-ly, adv.
refe^uce to prelates.
Milton.
Pre-la'tlon (-la'shiin), re. [L. praelatio : cf. F. prUation.
See Prelate, and cf. Prefer.]
The setting of
one above another preference. [iJ.]
Jer. Taylor,
Prel'a-tism (prSl'a-tTz'm), re. Prelacy ; episcopacy.
Prel'a-tlst (-tlst), re. One who supports or advocates
prelacy, or the government of the church by prelates
hence, a high-churchman.
Hume.
I am an Episcopalian, but not aprelatist. T. Scott.
[imp.
Prel'a-tlze (-tiz), v. t.
p. p. Prelatized
(-tizd)
vb. re. Prelatizing (-ti'zing).]
To
p. pr.
bring under the influence of prelacy.
Palfrey.
Prel'a-tlze, v. i. To uphold or encourage prelacy ; to

;

;

^e,

;

;

(pre-giis'tant), a.
[L. praegustans, p.
pr. of praegustare to taste beforehand ; prae bafore -(gustare to taste.] Tasting beforehand baring a foretaste.
[i2.]
Ed. Rev.
The act of
Pre'gUS-ta'tlon (pre'giis-ta'shun), re.
tasting beforehand ; foretaste. [J?.] Dr. Walker (1678).
Pre-hal'lUX (pre-hSl'luks), re. [NL. Seie Pre-, and
Hallux.] {Anat.) An extra first toe, or rudiment of a
toe, on the preaxial side of the hallux.
Pre-hend' (pre-hSnd'), V. i. [L. prehendere. See Prehensile.] To lay hold of ; to seize. [Obs."] Middleton.
Pre-hen'sl-ble (-hSn'sI-b'l), a. [Cf. F. prehensible.}
Capable of being seized.
Pre-hen'slle (-sTl ; 277), a. [L. prehensus, p. p. of
prehendere to lay hold of, seize pre- (equiv. to prae
before) -\- hendere (in comp.), akin to E. get : cf. F. prehensile.
See Get, and cf. Prison, Prize, re.] Adapted
to seize or grasp ; seizing ; grasping
as, the prehensile
tail of a monkey.

Pre-gUS'tant

Prehn-lt'lo (prSn-tt'Tk),

;

;

;

;

&

Boyle.

[i?.]

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Shak.

Pre'gra-vate (pre'gri-vat), v. t. [L. praegravatus, p.
p. of praegravare to be heavy upon, fr. praegravis very
heavy.] To bear down to depress. [06s.] Bp. Hall,
Pre-g^av'1-tate (pre-grSv'I-tat), v. i. To descend by
gravity

judicium judgment.

;

;

;

-j-

;

youth. [Ofo.]
Evelyn.
Wherein the pregnant enemy does much.
Shak.
Pregnant construction (Jihet.), one in which more is implied than is said as, the beasts trembled forth from
their dens, that is, came forth trembling with fright.
Preg'nant, n. A pregnant woman, [i?.] Dunglison.
Preg'nant, a. [F. prenant taking. Cf. Pregnable.]
Affording entrance receptive yielding willing open
prompt. [Obs.'] " Pregnant to good pity."
Shak.
Preg'nant-ly, adv. In a pregnant manner fruitetc.

(prSj'ii-dis), n.

dicium ; prae before

.

To act as a

prelate. [06s.]
Right prelating is busy laboring, and not lording. Latimer.
Prel'a-te'1-ty (-a-te'i-ty), re. Prelacy. [06s.] 3IiUon.
;

Our dearest friend

!

;

.

Prel'ate (prSl'at 48),

;

:

pregnant hremty." E.Everett.
3. Full of promise
abounding

senters, respecting the Established Church system.
Hear him but reason in divinity,
You would desire the king were made a prelate. Shak,

Predesignate.

Pre'flX (pre'ftks), ra. IGf. F. prefixe.^ That which is
prefixed esp., one or more letters or syllables combined
or imited with the beginning of a word to modify its
signification
as, pre- in prefix, con- in conjure.
Pre-!lx'lon (pre-fik'slmn), n. [fit. OF. prefixion.'}
Bailey.
The act of prefixing, [i?.]
L.
Pre'JlO-ra'tlon (pre'flo-ra'shiin), n. [Pref pre(Bat.)
Estivation.
&o\veT.^
fios, fioris,
Pre-lO'U-a'tlon (pre-f o'll -a'shiin), n. [Pref. preL. /oZi« TO leaf.] (Bot.) Vernation.
Pre-Iorm' (pre-f6rm'), V. t. [L. praeformare. See
Pre-, and Form.] To form beforehand, or for special
ends. " Their natures and preformed faculties." Shak.
Pre'for-ma'tlon (pre'fSr-ma'shun), n. (Biol.) An old
theory of the preexistence of germs. Cf. EMBotxEMENT.
formative letPre-form'a-tlve (pre-form'a^tlv), re.
ter at the beginning of a word.
31. Stuart.
Zool.) Situated
Pre-Jron'tal (-fron'tal), a. (Anat.
in front of the frontal bone, or the frontal region of the
skull ; ectethmoid, as a certain bone in the nasal capsule
of many animals, and certain scales of reptiles and fishes.
re. A prefrontal bone or scale.
Pre-ful'gen-cy (-ful'jeu-sj?), re. [L. praefulgens, p.
pr. of praefuJgere to shine forth.
See Pre-, and PuLOENT.] Superior brightness or effulgency. [i?.] Barrow.
Pre-gage' (-gaj'), •». t. To preengage. [_Obs.'\ Fuller.
Pre-gla'clal (-gla'shol), a. (Geol.) Prior to the glacial or drift period.
Preg'na-ble (preg'n4-b'l), a. [F. prenable. See Impregnable.] Capable of being entered, taken, or captured; expugnable; as, a p?-ej«a6Ze fort. [jR.] Cotgrave.
Preg'nance (-nans), re. Pregnancy. [06s.] 3Iilton.
Preg'nan-cy (-nan-sy), re. 1. The condition of being
tffegnant ; the state of being with young.
/^ 2. Figuratively The quality of being heavy with im/ portant contents, issue, significance, etc. ; unusual conV^sequence or capacity ; fertility.
Fuller.
Preg'nant (-nant), a. [L. praegnans, -aniis ; prae before -f- genere, gignere, to beget cf. F. pregnant.
See
Gender, 2d Kjn.] X. Being with young, as a female ;
having conceived ; great with young ; breeding ; teeming ; gravid ; preparing to bring forth.
2. Heavy with important contents, significance, or issue ; full of consequence or results weighty as, pregnant xs^Wss. " A pref/rearei argument." Prynne.
;

—

;

+

:

.

;;

;

;

Longlellow.

Pre-lud'er (pre-liid'er or prSl'ud-er), n. One who, or
that which, preludes ; one who plays a prelude. 3Iason.
Pre-lUd'1-al (pre-liid'i-nl), a. Of or pertaining to a
prelude of the nature of a prelude ; introductory. [7?.]
Pre-lud'1-OUS (-tls), a. Preludi.al. [A>.] Dr. H. 3/flrc.
Pre-lum'bar (pro-liim'ber), a. (Anat.) Situated immediately in front of the loins;
applied to the dorsal
part of the abdomen.
Pre-lu'slve (-lii'stv), a. [See Prelude.] Of the nature of a prelude ; introductory indicating tlint tomething of a like kind is to follow. " Prelusive drops."
2'honiso7i.
Pre-lu'slve-ly, adv.
Pre-lu'so-rl-ly (-so-rT-iy), adv. In a prelusory way.
Pre-lu'SO-ry (-r j), rt. Introductory; prolu8ive.".Bacon.

sing, ink

;

—
;

—

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

;

;

PREMATURE

PREPARE
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[L.
Pre'ma-ture' (pre'ma-tur' or pre'ma-tur), a.
maturus ripe. See Mapraematurus ; prae before
ture.] 1. Mature or ripe before the proper time as,
the premature fruits of a hotbed.
2. Happening, arriving, existing, or performed before

2. Something offered or given for the loan of money
sometimes synonymous with interest, but generbonus

adopted too soon too early
a premature fall of snow a premature

sum of money paid to underwriters for insurance,
or for undertaking to indemnify for losses of any kind.
sum in advance of, or in addition to, the nominal
4.
or par value of anything ; as, gold was at a premium ;
he sold his stock at a premium.
Pre-mo'lar (pre-mo'ler), a. {Anat.) Situated in front
of the molar teeth.
An anterior molar tooth which
re.
has replaced a deciduous molar. See Tooth.
Pre-mon'ish (-mon'ish), v. t. [imp. & p. p. PremonISHED (-Tsht) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Premonishino.]
[Pref.
pre- -f- monish : cf. L. praemonere.} To forewarn ; to

+

;

the proper or usual time

untimely

;

as,

;

;

—

People were tempted to lend, by great premiums and large
interest.

Swift.

A

admonish beforehand. [-R.]
Merrick.
To teach, and to premonish. Bk. of Com. Prayer.
Pre-mon'ish-ment (-ment), re. Previous warning or
admonition forewarning.
Sir H. Wotton.
Pre'mo-ni'tion (pre'm6-nTsh'iin), re. [L. praemonitio.
See Premonish.] Previous warning, notice, or information forewarning as, a premonition of danger.
Pre-mon'i-tor (pre-mSn't-ter), re. [L. praemonitor.']
One who, or that which, gives premonition.
Pre-mon'i-tO-ry (-ry), a. [L. praemonitorius.'] Giving
previous warning or notice as, premonitory symptoms
;

maxillary bone.

Pre-max'lHa-ry

{Anat.) Sitpertaining to the

(pre-maks'tl-la-ry), a.

uated in front of the maxillary bones
intermaxillary.

^

;

A premaxlUa.

ra.

Pre-me'dl-ate (-me'dl-at), v. t.
Pre-med'l-tate (-med'i-tat), v.

t.

[imp.

[i?.]

& p. p.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Camden. Swift.
^rem/er place jDreOT2er minister.
said of the peer bearing the oldest
2. Most ancient
;

;

—

degree.
Pre'ml-er (pre'mt-er or prgm'yer ; 277), n. The first
minister of state ; the prime minister.
Pre'ml-er-ship, ra. The oflBce of the premier.
Pre'mil-len'nl-al (pre'mTl-lSn'nl-al), a. Previous to
the millennium.
Pre'ml-OUS (pre'mi-iis), a. [L. praemiosus, fr. praeClarke.
mium a premium.] Rich in gifts, [i?.]
Prem'lse (prSm'is), re. ; pi. Premises (-i-sgz). [Written also, less properly, pj-emiss.l [F. prhnisse, fr. L.
praemissus, p. p. ot praemittere to send before prae bemitiere to send. See Mission.] 1. A proposition
fore
antecedently supposed or proved ; something previously
stated or assumed as the basis of further argument ; a
condition ; a supposition.
title of his

;

+

by

my

The premises observed,

Shak.
performance shall be served.
two propositions of a syllogism, from which the conclusion is drawn.
"All sinners deserve punishment : A B is a sinner."
These propositions, which are the premises, being true
or admitted, the conclusion follows, that A B deserves
will

2. (Logic) Either of the first

punishment.
While the premises stand

firm,

it is

conclusion.

;

;

To advocate,

Premeditated (-ta'ted) p. pr. & vb. n. Premeditatino.]
[L. praemeditatus, p. p. oi praemeditari ; prae before -|meditari to meditate. See Meditate.] To think on, and
revolve in the mind, beforehand to contrive and design
previously as, to premeditate robbery.
Dnjden.
"With woTd3 premeditated thus he said.
Pre-med'i-tate, v. i. To think, consider, deliberate, or
revolve in the mind, beforehand.
Pre-med'i-tate (-tSt), a. [L. praemeditatus, p. p.]
Premeditated deliberate. \_Archaic']
Bp. Burnet.
Pre-med'1-tate-ly, adv. With premeditation. Burke.
Pre-med'1-ta'tion (-ta'shiin), n. [L. praemeditatio :
cf. F. premeditation.^
The act of meditating or contriving beforehand
previous deliberation forethought.
(pre-mgr'It),
v. t.
To merit or deserve
Pre-mer'it
Eikon Basilike.
beforehand. \_Obs.']
praemialis.
See PrePre'mi-al (pre'mi-al), 1 a. [L.
mium.] Serving to reward
Pre'mi-ant (-ant),
J
Baxter.
rewarding. \_B. ]
Prem'i-ces (prSml-sez), n. pi. [F. premices, L. priDryden.
mitiae.
See PrimitiaJ First fruits. [Ofti.]
Pre'ml-er (pre'mi-er), a. [F. premier, fr. L. primaTius of the first rank, principal, f r. primus the first. See
Primary, Prime, a.] 1. First chief principal as, the

Thy

in addition to the capital.

&

;

;

sum

—

A

premaxilliE

—

A

birth ; a, premature opinion; premature decay.
3. Arriving or received without due authentication or
evidence as, a premature report.
- Pre'ma-ture'ly, adv.
Pre'ma-ture'ness, ».
Pre'ma-tU'ri-ty (-tu'rT-ty), n. [Cf. F. prematurite-l
The quality or state of being premature ; early, or untimely, ripeness ; as, the prematurity of genius.
Pre'max-il'la (pre'maks-Tl'la), n. ; pi. Pkemaxill^
bone
(-le).
[NL. See Pre-, and Maxilla.] {Anat.)
on either side of the middle line between the nose and
mouth, forming the anterior part of each half of the
upper jawbone the intermaxilla. In man the premaxilloe become united and form the incisor part of the
II

;

ally signifying a

3.

;

;

;

impossible to shake the
X>r. H. More.

— Pre-mon'i-to-rl-ly
;

of disease.

Pre-mon'strant

(-strant),

re.

A Premonstratensian.

Pre-mon'stra-ten'sian (-stra-ten'shan), re. [F. premontre, fr. Premontre, fr. L. pratum monstratum.'] {R.
C. Ch.) One of a religious order of regular canons
founded by St. Norbert at Pr^montr^, in France, in 1119.
The members of the order are called also White Canons,
Norbertines, and Premonstrants.
Pre'mon-Stra'tion (pre'mSn-stra'shiSn), re. [L. praemonstratio.']
A shov/ing beforehand foreshowing.
Pre-mon'Stra-tor (pre-m5n'stra-ter), n. [L. praemonstrator.^
One who, or that which, premonstrates. [J?.]
Pre-morse' (pre-m8rs'), a. [L. praemorsus, p. p. of
praemordere to bite off prae before -|- mordere to
;

;

Terminated abruptly, or as if bitten off.
Fremorse roots or leaves (Bot.), such as have an abrupt,
ragged, and irregular termination, as if bitten off short.
bite.]

Pre'mo-sa'ic (pre'mo-za'ik), a. Relating to the time
before Moses as, premosaic history.
Pre-mo'tion (pre-mo'shun), re. [Pref. pre- -\- motion.']
Previous motion or excitement to action.
Prem'U-ni're (prgm'i5-ni're or pre'mu-), n. {Law)
See Praemunire.
Prem'U-nite' (prSm'ia-nit' or pre'mii-), v. t. [L. praemunitus, p. p. of praemtinire to fortify in front; prae
before -f- munire to fortify.] To fortify beforehand; to
guard against objection. [06s.]
Fotherby.
[L. praemuniPre'mu-ni'tion (pre'mfi-nTsh'iin), re.
;

tio : cf. F. premunition.~\ The act of fortifying or guarding against objections. XOhs.]
Pre-mu'nl-tO-ry (pre-mu'nt-to-ry), a. Of or pertaining to a premunire as, apremuniiory process.
Pre-na'sal (pre-na'zal), a. (Anat.) Situated in front
of the nose, or in front of the nasal chambers.
Pre-na'tal (-tal), a. Being or happening before birth.
Pren'der (prgn'der), re. [F. prendre to take, fr. L.
prehendere to take.] (Law) The power or right of takBurrill.
ing a thing before it is offered.
Pre-no'men (pre-no'mSn), re. See Pr^nomen.
Serving
as
a
prefix
in
(-nom'I-nal),
a.
Pre-nom'i-nal
Sir T. Broivne.
a compound name.
Pre-nom'i-nate (-nom'I-nat), a. [L. praenominatus,
p. p. of praenominare to give the prenomen to, to prenominate, fr.joraereoreiere prenomen.] Forenamed ; named
Shak.
beforehand, [i?.] " Prenominate crimes."
;

Pre-nom'i-nate (-nat), v. t. To forename to name
Shak.
beforehand to tell by name beforehand.
Pre-nom'i-na'tion (-na'shun), re. The act of prenomwhich is to express the grantor and grantee, and the land inating privilege of being named first. Sir T. Browne.
or thing granted or conveyed, and all that precedes the
Pre-nOS'tic (pre-nos'tik), re. [L. praenoscere to forehabendum ; the thing demised or granted.
know prae before -j- noscere, notum, to know.] A
4. pi. A piece of real estate a building and its ad- prognostic an omen.
Gower.
[06s.]
juncts as, to lease premises ; to trespass on another's
Pre-note' (-not'), v. t. [L. praenotare ; prae before -fpremises.
notare to note.] To note or designate beforehand. Foxe.
Pre-mise' (pre-mlz'), v. t. \imp. &. p. p. Premised
Pre-no'tlon (-no'shfin), re. \\j. praenotio : cf.F.pre(-mizd'); p. pr. & vb. re. Premising.]
[From L. prae- notion. See Prenostic] A notice or notion which premissus, p. p., or E. premise, n. See Premise, re.] 1. To cedes something else in time previous notion or thought
send before the time, or beforehand hence, to cause to foreknowledge.
Bacon.
be before something else to employ previously. [06s.]
Pren-sa'tion (pren-sa'shiin), re. [L. prensatio, from
The premised flames of the last day.
S/iak.
prensare, prehensare, v. freq. from prehendere to seize.]
If venesection and a cathartic be premised. E. Darwin.
Barrow.
The act of seizing with violence. [06s.]
2. To set forth beforehand, or as introductory to the
[Aphetic form of apprenPren'tic© (pren'tTs), re.
main subject to offer previously, as something to ex- tice.'] An apprentice. [06s. or Colloq.] Piers Plowman.
" My accu'ser is xay prentice."
plain or aid in understanding what follows especially,
Slink.
to lay down premises or first propositions, on which rest
Pren'tice-hood (-h65d), re. Apprenticehood. [06s.]
the subsequent reasonings.
This jolly prentice with his master bode
Chavcer.
I premise these particulars that the reader may know that I
Till lie was out nigh of his prenticehood.
enter upon it as a very ungrateful task.
Addison.
Pren'tice-ship, re. Apprenticeship. [06s. or Colloq.]
Pre-mise' (pre-miz'), v. i. To make a premise to set
who
sets
up
shop.
Pope.
served
upreniiceship
He
forth something as a premise.
Swift.
Pre-nun'ci-a'tion (pre-niSn'sI-a'shun or -shi-a'shun),
Prem'iss (prgm'Is), n. Premise. Whately. I. Watts.
announce bePre-mlt' (pre-mTf), V. t. To premise, \_6bs.'] Donne. re. [L. praenunciaiio, fr. praenunciare to
Pre'mi-um (pre'ml-um), n. ; pi. Premiums (-umz). forehand. See Pee-, and Announce.] The act of anbeforehand.
[06s.]
nouncing
or
proclaiming
[L. praemium, originally, what one has got before or betPre-nun'ciOUS (pre-niin'shiis), a. [L. praennncius.]
ter than others prae before -|- emere to take, buy. See
Blount.
Redeem.] 1. A reward or recompense; a prize to be Announcing beforehand presaging. [06s.]
Pre-ob'lon-ga'ta (-5b'lon-ga'ta), re. [NL. See Pre-,
won by being before another, or others, in a competition
part of the
anterior
Oblongata.]
The
and
(Anat.)
reward or prize to be adjudged a bounty as, a premium
B. 6. Wilder.
medulla oblongata,
for good behavior or scholarship, for discoveries, etc.
Pre'Ob-tain' (pre'ob-tan'), v. t. To obtain beforehand.
To think it not the necessity, but the premium and privilege
[See PrePre-OO'CU-pan-cy (pre-ok'kfi-pon-sy), n.
of life, to eat and sleep without any regard to glory.
Burke.
The law that obliges parishes to support the poor offers a pre- occupate.] The act or right of taking possession before
miitm for the encouragement of idleness.
Franklin. another as, the preoccupancy of wild land.

{Law) Matters previously stated or

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

;

;

iile,

senate,

c^e, &m, arm, ask,

final,

^11

;

eve,

event,

dnd, fern,

recent

Pre-OC'cn-pate (pre-5k'kii-pat),

v.

t.

[L. praeoccupa.

tus, p. p. of praeoccupare to preoccupy. See
1. To anticipate ; to take before,
[06s.]

Preoccupy.]
" Fear pre-

occupatetli it [death]."
Bacon.
2. To prepossess to prejudice. [06s.] Sir H. Wotton.
Pre-00'CU-pa'tion (-pa'shun), n. [L. praeoccupalio :
cf. F. preoccupation.]
1. The act of preoccupying, or
taking possession of beforehand ; the state of being prs"
occupied prepossession.
2. Anticipation of objections.
[jR.]
South.
Pre-oc'cu-py (-pi), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Preoccupied
(-pid) p. pr.
vb. re. Preoccupying (-pi'ing).]
[Cf. F.
;

;

&

&

;

See Preoccupate, Occupy.]
1. To take
possession of before another as, to preoccupy a country
not before held,
2. To prepossess
to engage, occupy, or engross the
attention of, beforehand ; hence, to prejudice.
I think it more respectful to the reader to leave something to
preoccuper.

;

;

reflections than io preoccupy his

judgment.

Arbutlmot

Pre-OG'U-lar (-ok'ii-ler), a. (Zool.) Placed just in front
of the eyes, as the antennse of certain insects.
re.
One
of the scales just in front of the eye of a reptile or fish.
Pre-om'i-nate (-5m'T-nat), v. t. To ominate beforehand to portend. [06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
Pre'0-per'CU-lar (pre'o-per'kiS-Ier), a. (Anat.) Situated in front of the operculum pertaining to the preoperculum.
re.
The preoperculum.
Pre'O-per'cu-lum (-IQm), re. [NL.] (Anat.) The anterior opercular bone in fishes.
Pre'O-pin'ion (pre'o-pin'yun), n. Opinion previously
Sir T. Browne.
formed prepossession prejudice.
Pre-op'tion (pre-Sp'shiin), re. Right of first choice.
Pre-O'ral (-o'ral), a. (Anat.) Situated in front of, or
anterior to, the mouth as, preoral bands.
Pre-or'bit-al (-Sr'bTt-al), a. (Anat.) Situated in front
of the orbit.
ordain:
Pre'or-dain' (pre'8r-dan'), V. t. [Pref. precf L. praeordinare.]
To ordain or appoint beforehand
Milton.
to predetermine to foreordain.
Pre-or'der (pre-6r'der), V. t. To order or arrange
beforehand to foreordain.
Sir W. Hamilton.
Pre-or'di-nance (-di-nans), ». Antecedent decree or
Shak.
determination,
Pre-or'dl-nate (-nat), a. [L. praeordinatus, p. p. See
Sir T. Elyot.
Preordain.] Preordamed. [iJ.]
Pre-or'di-na'tlon (-na'shun), n. [Cf. F. preordination.] The act of foreordaining previous determination,
Bale.
^^ T\ie preordination ot God."
Capable of being
Pre-par'a-ble (pre-pSr'a-b'l), a.
Boyle.
prepared. " Medicine ^repaiaft/e by art."
[F. preparation,
Prep'a-ra'tion (prep'a-ra'sh5n), n.
L. praeparatio. See Prepare.] 1. The act of preparing
or fitting beforehand io^ a particular purpose, use, service, or condition
previous arrangement or adaptation
a making ready , as, the preparation of land for a crop
of wheat the preparation of troops for a campaign.
2. The state of being prepared or made ready preparedness readiness fitness as, a nation in good preparation for war.
3. That which makes ready, prepares the way, or introduces a preparatory act or measure.
I will show what preparatioTis there were in nature for this

^

;

—

;

II

(-to-rl-iy), adv.

Pre-mon'Strate (-strat), v. t. [L. praemonstratus, p.
p. of praemonstrare ; prae before -f- monstrare to show.]
Herbert.
To show beforehand ; to foreshow. [iJ.]

set forth
esp., that part in the beginning of a deed, the office of

3. pi.

;;;

;;

;

ice,

;

;

;

+

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

T. Burnet.

dissolution.

4. That which is prepared, made, or compounded by
a certain process or for a particular purpose a combination. Specifically (a) Any medicinal substance fitted for
use.
(6) Anything treated for preservation or examination as a specimen, (c) Something prepared for use in
;

:

cookery.
I wish the chemists had been more sparing who magnify their
preparations.
Sir T. Browne.
In the preparations of cookery, the most volatile parts of vegArhuihnot.
[06s.]
Shak.
5. An army or fleet.
6. (Mus.) The holding over of a note from one chord
into the next chord, where it forms a temporary discord,
until resolved in the chord that follows ; the anticipation
of a discordant note in the preceding concord, so that
the ear is prepared for the shock. See Suspension.
7. Accomplishment; qualification.
[06s.]
Shak.
Pre-par'a-tive (pre-par'a-tTv), a. [Cf. F. preparatif."]
Tending to prepare or make ready; having the power
of preparing, qualifying, or fitting ; preparatory.
Laborious quest of V'aowW&ge preparative to this work. South.

etables are destroyed.

Pre-par'a-tlve, n. 1. That which has the power of
preparing, or previously fitting for a purpose ; that which
" A preparative unto Bevmons."
prepares.
Hooker.
2. That which is done in the way of preparation.
"NecessnTy preparatives for our voyage,"
Dryden.
Pre-par'a-tive-ly, adv. By way of preparation.

Pre-par'a-tor (-ter), re. [L. praeparator.] One who
prepares beforehand, as subjects for dissection, speciAgnssiz.
for preservation in collections, etc.
Pre-par'a-to-ry (pre-p5r'a-to-ry), a. [L. praeparatorius : cf, F, preparatoire.] Preparing the way for anything by previous measures of adaptation antecedent
and adapted t^ what follows introductory preparative
as, a preparatory school a preparatory condition.
Pre-pare' (pre-pSr'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Prepared
(-pSrd') p. pr.
[F. preparer, L.
vb. re. Preparing.]
praeparare ; prae before -]- parare to make ready. See
Pare,] 1, To fit, adapt, or qualify for a particular purpose or condition to make ready to put into a state
for use or application as, to prepare ground for seed
to prepare a lesson.
Our souls, not yet prepared for upper light. Dryden.
2. To procure as suitable or necessary to get ready
to provide; as, to prepare ammunition and provisions
for troops to prepare ships for defense to prepare an
entertainment.
Milton.
That they may prepare a city for habitation- P' cvii. 36.
Syn.— To fit; adjust; adapt; qualify; equip; provide form make make ready.

mens

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

idea,

ill

;

;

old,

obey, orb, ddd ^

:; ;;

;
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Pre-pare' (pre-pSr'), v. i. 1. To make all things
ready to put things in order as, to prepare for a hostile
" Bid tlieai prepare for dinner."
Shale.
invasion.
2. To malie one's self ready to get ready to take the
necessary previous measures as, to prepare for deatli.
Shak.
Pre-pare', n. Preparation. [06j.]
Pre-pared' (-pSrd'), a. Made fit or suitable adapted
Preready as, prepared food ; prepared questions.
par'ed-ly (-par'ed-ly), adv. iViflA.— Pre-par'ed-nesB, n.
Pre-par'er (-pSr'er), n. One who, or that which, pre-

previous inclination to, for or against anything ; esp., to
induce a favorable opinion beforehand, or at the outset.
It created him enemies, and prepossessed the lord general.

Pre-rog'a-tlved (pre-r5g'a-tivd), a. Endowed with a
prerogative, or exclusive privilege.
[J?.]
Shak.
Pre-rog'a-tive-ly (-tiv-ly), adv. By prerogative.
Pre'sage (pre'saj or in-es'aj 277), re. [F. presage,
L. praesugium, from praesagire.
See Presage, v. <.]
1. Something which foreshows or portends a future

;

;

—

;

;

pares,

fits,

or

&

[imp.
p. p. Pkepaid (-pad')
To pay in advance, or bevb. n, Peepayino.]

Pre-pay'

p. pr. &
forehand

Wood.

makes ready.

(-pa'), v.

t.

as, to prepay postage.
Pre-pay'ment (-ment), n. Payment
;

in advance.
(Anat.) Situated in front

Pre-pe'nl-al (-pe'ni-al), a,
of, or anterior to, the penis.

+

F. penser
Pre-pense' (pre-pSns'), v. t. [Pref. preto think.
See Pansy.] To weigh or consider beforehand to premeditate. [06s.] Spenser. Sir T. Elyot.
;

Pre-pense', v. i. To dehberate beforehand. \_Obs.'\
Pre-pense', a. [See Pansy, and cf. Pkepense, v. «.]
preconDevised, contrived, or planned beforehand
usually placed
ceived ; premeditated ; aforethought
aiter the word it qualifies ; as, malice prepense.
This has not arisen from any misrepresentation or error pre;

—

Pre-pense'ly, adv. In a premeditated manner.
Pre-pol'lence (pre-p81'lens), ) n. [L. praepollentia.']
The quahty or state
Pre-pol'len-cy (-len-sy),
predomisuperiority of power
of being prepollent
Coventry.
nance prevalence. [iJ.]
Pre-pol'lent (-lent), a. [L. praepollens, p. pr. of
praepollere to surpass in power prae before -|- pollere
i

.

reject or receive proportionably to the

Loeke.

a few weeks he had changed the relative position of all the
Btates in Europe, and had restored the equilibrium which the
Macaulay.
preponderance of one power had destroyed.

In

2. {Gun.) The excess of weight of that part of a cannon behind the trunnions over that in front of them.

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

balance, will prepondei'ate greater magnitudes.

2.
3.

Glanvill.

To overpower by stronger influence or moral power.
To cause to prefer to incline to decide. [Ofti.]
;

The

for
Fuller.

Pre-pon'der-ate, v. i. To exceed in weight hence,
to incline or descend, as the scale of a balance figuratively, to exceed in influence, power, etc.
hence, to incline to one side as, the affirmative side preponderated.
That is no just balance in which the heaviest side will not
;

;

:

;

preponderate.

Bp.

who

;

;

;

possesses, or occupies, previously.
,

;

One

n.

i2.

JVilkins.

;

;

;

II

&

Pre're-SOlve' (pre're-zolv'), v. t. & i. [imp. & p. p.
(-zolvd') p. pr. & vb. n. Preresolving.]
resolve beforehand to predetermine. Sir E. Dering.
Pre-rog'a-tive (pre-rSg'a-tTv), re. [F. prerogative,
from L. praerogativa precedence in voting, preference,
privilege, fr. praerogativus tliat is asked before others
for his opinion, that votes before or first, fr. praerogare
to ask before another prae before -|- rogare to ask.
See Rogation.] 1. An exclusive or peculiar privilege
fundamental and essential
prior and indefeasible right
possession;
used generally of an official and herediwithout question, and
asserted
tary right which may be
ior the exercise of which there is no responsibility or ac-

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Prep'0-sl'tion-al

(-al), a.
[Cf. F. prepositionnel.']
of a
Barle.
Prejp'0-si'tlon-al-ly, adv.
Pre-pos'1-tlve (pre-pSz'i-tiv), a.
[li. praeposiiivus
cf. F. prepositif]
{Gram.) Put before ; prefixed as, a
prepositive particle.
n.
A prepositive word. Tooke.
Pre-pos'l-tor (-ter), re.
[NL.] A scholar appointed
to inspect other scholars ; a monitor.
Todd.
Pre-pos'Mure (-tiir; 135), ?(. \\j. prnepositura. See
Peeposition, and cf. Provost.] The office or dignity of
a provost ; a provostship.
Lowtli.
Pre'pOS-sess' (pre'pSz-zSs' or -pBs-sSs'), ;;. t. [imp.
p. p. Prepossessed (-p5z-zgst' or -pSs-sSst') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Prepossessing.]
1. To preoccupy, as groimd or
land to take previous possession of.
Dryden.
2. To preoccupy, as the mind or heart, so as to preclude other things ; hence, to bias or prejudice ; to give a

Of or pertaining to a preposition; of the nature
preposition.

countability as to the fact and the

—

—

full,

iip,

Qm

;

pity

2.

Taylor.

Macaulay.

[Ote.]
Sliak.

conflicts
Britain,

especially in the time of the Stuarts.
Prerogative Court (.Enq. Law), a court wliich formerly
had authority in the matter of wills and administrations,
where the deceased left bona ?io/(//H7iVi, or effects of the
vnluo ot five pounds, in two or more diiterent dioceses,
/tfor/.-.s/ojic. —Prerogative office, the oflice in which wills
proved in the Prerogative Court were registered.
Syn. — Privilege; right. See Privilege.

;

r^de,

— the pow-

Then give me leave to have preroijniire.
(J^^" The term came into general use in the
between the Crown and Parliaments of Great

&

unite,

exercise.

its

2. Precedence; preeminence; first rank.

II

Gse,

manner of

faculties that are the prerogative ot man
ers of abstraction and imagination.
An unconstitutional exercise of hie prerogative.

The two

;

&

;

—

;

food,

f<^t

;

out,

oil

;

ohalr

;

bo

;

member

of

a presbytery,

.

A

;

See Cameeonian.

Reformed Presbyterians.

Pres'by-te'rl-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n. [Cf. F. presbytirianisme."] That form of church government which invests presbyters with all spiritual power, and admits no
prelates over them ; also, the faith and polity of the
Presbyterian churches, taken collectively.
Pres'by-te'rl-um (-iim), re. [L.] (Arch.) Same as
II

Presbytery, 4.
Pres'by-ter-ship (prez'bl-ter-shTp or
office

or station of a presbyter

prgs'-),

re.

The

presbyterate.

;

Pres'by-ter-y (prSz'bT-ter-y or pres'-; 277), n.;pl.Presbyteries (-iz). [Jj. presbyleriiim, Gr. Trpeafivrepiov.
See Peesbytee, and cf. Peesbyterium.] 1. A body of

;

;

A

clerical.

A Presbyterian.

Hudibras.
[OftsJ
Pres-byt'er-al (prSz-bifer-al or prSs-), a. Of or pertaining to a presbyter or presbytery ; presbyterial.
Pres-byt'er-ate (-at ; 48), re. [L. presbyteraius : cf F.
presbyterat.']
presbytery ; also, presbytership. Heber,
Bale.
Pres'by-ter-ess, re. A female presbj'ter.
Pres'by-te'ri-al (-te'ri-al), a. [Cf. F. presbyteral.1
3Iilton.
Presbyterian.
"Presbyterial government."
Pres'by-te'rl-an (-an), a. [Cf. F. presbytirien.] Of
or pertaining to a presbyter, or to ecclesiastical government by presbyters relating to those who uphold church
government by presbyters ; also, to the doctrine, discipline, and worship of a communion so governed.
Pres'by-te'ri-an, re. [Cf. F. presbyterien.] One who
maintains the validity of ordination and government by
presbyters ; a member of the Presbyterian church.
4.

;

To

—

Ch.)

3. {Presbyterian

whether lay or

;

Preresolyed

;

;

Goldsmith.

of freedom.

—

;

(Anat.) Of or pertain-

The necessary prerequisites

;

Pre-sage'ment (-ment), n. 1. The act or art of presaging a foreboding, [i?.]
Sir T. Browne.
" Omi2. That which is presaged, or foretold.
[J?.]
nous ^reiop'ereiere^ before his end."
Sir IT. Woiton.
Pre-sa'ger (-sa'jer), n. One who, or that which, presages a foreteller a foreboder.
Shak,
Pre-sa'gious (-jus), a. Foreboding ; ominous. [Obs.']
Pres'by-ope (pres'bi-op), re. {Med.) One who has
presbyopia ; a farsighted person.
Pres'by-0'pi-a (-o'pT-a), re. [NL., from Gr. TrpeV/Bvs
old, n., an old man -|- wi//, (ottos, the eye.]
{3ied.) A
defect of vision consequent upon advancing age. It ia
due to rigidity of the crystalline lens, which produces
difliculty of accommodation and recession of the near
point of vision, so that objects very near the eyes can not
be seen distinctly without the use of convex glasses.
Called also presbytia.
Pres'by-op'ic (-op'Ik), a. Affected by presbyopia;
also, remedying presbyopia ; farsighted.
Pres'by-O'py (-o'py), re. [Cf. F. presbyopie."] See
Presbyopia.
Pres'byte (pres'bit), n, [Gr. jrpeo-iSu'njs an old man.]
Same as Peesbyope.
Dunglison.
Pres'by-ter (prSz'bT-ter or pres'-; 277), re. [L., an
elder, fr. Gr. jrpeo-^urepos.
1. An elder
See Peiest.]
in the early Christian cliurch.
See 2d Citation under
Bishop, re., 1.
2. {Ch. of Eng.
Prot. Epis. Ch.) One ordained to
the second order in the ministry ;
called also priest.
I rather term the one sort ]>resbyter than priest. Hooker.
New j^resbyter is but old priest writ large.
Milton.

;

;

;

;

Previously rePre-rect'ui-site (pre-rek'wi-zit), a.
quired necessary as a preliminary to any proposed effect
or end ; as, prerequisite conditions of success.
Something previously required,
Pre-req'ul-site, re.
or necessary to an end or effect proposed.

before to prefix. [Oft.?.]
Fuller.
Prep'O-Si'tlon (prSp'o-zifsh'iin), re. [L. praepositio,
fr. praeponere to place before
prae before -|- ponere to
put, place : cf. F. preposition.
See Position, and cf.
Peovost.] 1. {Gram.) A word employed to connect a
noun or a pronoun, in an adjectival or adverbial sense,
with some other word a particle used with a noun or
pronoun (in English always in the objective case) to
make a phrase limiting some other word
so called because usually placed before the word with whicli it is
phrased as, a bridge of iron he comes from town it
18 good for food ; he escaped by running.
2. A proposition ; an exposition ; a discourse.
[06j.]
He made a long preposition and oration.
Fabyan.

p. p. Presaged

;

:

Pre-pon'der-a'tlng-ly (-a'ting-lj^), adv. In a preponderating manner preponderantly.
Pre-pon'der-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. [L. praeponderatio.']
The act or state of preponderating preponderance as,
I. Watts.
& preponderation of reasons.
Pre-pose' (pre-poz'), v. t. [F. preposer ; pref. p7-e(1j. prae heioxe) -\- poser.
See Pose.] To place or set

&

Hilton.

presentiment.

;

Pre-sage', v. i. To form or utter a prediction
sometimes used with of.
Dryden,
Pre-sage'ful (-ful), a. Full of presages ominous.
Dark in the glass of some 2iresage/ul mood. Tennyson.

;

;

sign

;

;

Brady.

[L. praeposterus ;

a.

;

;

;

him

desire to spare Christian blood preponderates

prepossessions of childhood.
of the country."
Sir W. Scott.
incUuatiou preoccupancy ; pre-

as, t\ie

Pre-raph'a-el-ite, n. One who favors or practices art
as it was before Raphael ; one who favors or advocates
preraphaelitism.
Pre-reg'nant (pre-reg'nant), re. One who reigns beWarner.
fore another ; a sovereign predecessor.
[J?.]
Pre're-mote' (pre're-mof), a. More remote in previous time or prior order.
In some cases two more links of causation may be introduced one of them may be termed the jjrereniote cause, the
other the postremote effect.
E. Darwin.
Pre're-qulre' (-kwlr'), v. t. To require beforehand.
Some things are prerequired of us.
Bp. Hall.

;

peace.

—

;

;

" The prejudices and prepossessions

Syn. Bent bias
judgment. See Bent.
Pre'pos-sess'or (-pSz-zSs'er or pSs-sSs'er),

;

Pre-sage' (pre-saj'), v. t. [imp.
(-sajd') p. pr.
vb. re. Presaging.]

Pre-raph'a-el-ism (-rSf'a-el-Tz'm), 1 re. {Fine Arts)
The doctrine or
Pre-raph'a-el-i'tism (-J'tiz'm),
(
practice of a school of mioderu painters who profess to
be followers of the painters before Raphael. Its adherents advocate careful study direct from nature, delicacy
and minuteness of workmanship, and an exalted and
delicate conception of the subject.
Pre-raph'a-el-ite (-it), a. Of or pertaining to the
style called preraphaelitism ; as, a preraphaelite figure
Euskin.
a preraphaelite landscape.

+

;

;

—

{Anat.) The foreskin.
Pre-pu'tial (pre-pii'shal), o.
ing to the prepuce.

;

;

&
[F. presager, L.
praesagire ; prae before -\- sagire to perceive acutelj' or
sharply. See Sagacious.]
1. To have a presentiment
of to feel beforehand to foreknow.
2. To foretell to predict to foreshow to indicate.
My dresLXna presage some joyful news at hand. Shak.

;

;

II

Pre-pon'der-ant (-ant), a. [L. praeponderans, -anlis:
cf. F. preponderant.
See Prepondekate.] Preponderating outweighing overbalancing
used literally and
figuratively as, a preponderant weight of preponderant importance.
Pre-pon'der-ant-ly, adv.
Pre-pon'der-ate (-at), v. t. limp. &p.p. PeepondeeATED (-a'ted) p. pr. & vb. n. Peepondeeating.] [L.
praeponderatus, p. p. of praeponderare ; prae before
ponderare to weigh, fr. pondus, ponderis, a weight. See
Ponder.] 1. To outweigh to overpower by weight to
exceed in weight to overbalance.
An inconsiderable weight, by distance from the center of the

Milton,
exercise of

If there be aught ot presage in the mind.

;

;

" Joy and

an augury.

Syn. — Prognostic omen token

;

;

;

;

;

in a favorable sense

;

;

Pre-pos'tor (-ter), n. See Peepositor.
Pre-po'ten-cy (pre-po'ten-sy), re. [L. praepotentia :
cf. F. prepotetice.J
1. The quality or condition of being
Sir T. Browne.
prepotent predominance. [Ofe.]
2. {Biol.) 2he capacity, on the part of one of the parents, as compared with the other, to transmit more than
his or her own share of characteristics to their offspring.
Pre-po'tent (-tent), a. [L. praepotens. See Pre-, and
Potent.] 1. Very powerful superior in force, influence, or authority ; predominant.
Plaifere.
2. {Biol.) Characterized by prepotency.
Darwin.
(pre'pro-vid'),
To
provide
beforev. t.
Pre'pro-vide'
hand. " The materials ^reprof idee?."
Fuller.
Pre-pu'biO (pre-pil'bTk), a. {Anat.) Situated in front
of, or anterior to, the pubis ; pertaining to the prepubis.
Pre-pu'bis (-bTs), re. [NL. See Pre-, and Pubis.]
{Anat.) A bone or cartilage, of some animals, situated in
the middle line in front of the pubic bones.
Pre'puoe (pre'pus), re. [F. prepuce, L. praepviium.']

[Cf. F. prepondePre-pon'der-ance (-ous),
) n.
Pre-pon'der-aa-cy (-an-s^), J ranee.'] 1. The quality
or state of being preponderant superiority or excess of
weight, influence, or power, etc. an outweighing.

;

Pre'pos-Ses'sion (-poz-zSsh'uu or -p5s-sgsh'iin), n.
1. Preoccupation
prior possession.
Hammond.
2. Preoccupation of tlie mind by an opinion, or impression, already formed preconceived opinion previous impression bias
generally, but not always, used

— Pre-pos'ter-ous-ly, aiiv. — Pre-pos'ter-ons-ness, n.

II

ijrognostic
an omen
—apresage
of victory."

;

2.

;

;

.

event
shout

;

Power to look into the future, or the
that power foreknowledge presentiment.

—

;

to be powerful.] Having superior influence or power
Boyle.
prevailing; predominant.
[^.]
Pre-pol'les (-ISks), n. ; pi. Pkepollioes (-li-sez).
[NL. See Pee-, Pollex.] {Anat.) An extra first digit,
or rudiment of a digit, on the preaxial side of the pollex.
Pre-pon'der (-pon'der), v. t. To preponderate. [06s.J

.

;

— Pre'pos-sess'ing-ly, adv.

;

;

preponderancy of the greater grounds of probabiUty.

;

Pre-pos'ter-oas (pre-pos'ter-iis)

Southey.

;

;

Pre'pos-sess'ing (pre'poz-zes'Tng or -pos-s5s'iug), a.
Tending to invite favor attracting confidence, favor,
esteem, or love attractive as, a prepossessiiig manner.

prae before -f- poslerus coming after, latter. See Posterior.] 1. Having that first which ought to be last ; inverted in order. [OJs.]
The method I take may be censured as preposterous, because
I thus treat last of the antediluvian earth, which was first in the
order of nature.
Woodward.
2. Contrary to nature or reason ; not adapted to the
end ; utterly and glaringly foolish unreasonably absurd
" Most ^reporie)'ow« conclusions."
perverted.
Shak.
Preposterous ass, that never read so far I
Shak.
Syn. Absurd perverted ; wrong irrational ; foolish monstrous. See Absurd.

;

pense.

The mind should

Evelyn.

;

;

;

elders in the early Christian church.
2. {Presbyterian Ch.) A judicatory consisting of all
the ministers within a certain district, and one layman,
who is a ruling elder, from each parish or church, commissioned to represent the church in conjunction with
the pastor. This body has a general jurisdiction over
the churches under its care, and is next below the provincial synod in authority.
[i?.]
Taller.
3. The Presbyterian religion or polity,
4. {a) {Arch.) That part of the church reserved for
the officiating priests. (6) The residence of a priest or
Gtcilf.
clergyman.
Pres-byt'I-a (prSs-bTt'T-ft), n. [NL. See Peesbyte.]
{Meil.) Presbyopia.
Pres-byt'lo (-tk), a. {3fed.) Same as Presbyopic.
Pres'byt-ism (pr5s'bTt-Tzm), re. Presbyopia.
Pre-scap'u-la (pro-skitp'ii-la), re. [NL.] (^«(7r.)The
part of the scapula in front of, or above, the spine, or
mesoacnpula.
Pre-scap'u-lar (-ler), n. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to
the pvesca})ula siipraa}iinous.
Pre'scl-ence (prtJ'shT-ens or-shens; 277), re. [F. prescience, L. praescirvtia.
See Prescient.] Knowledge
of events before they take place
foresight.
God's ccrtaiu prescience of the volitions of niornl ngents.

Bins, iQk

II

II

;

;

./.

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

.zh

=z

in azure.

]:<!u-nrds.

"

;;

Pre'SCl-eut (pre'shT-cnt or -shent), a. [L. praesciens,
praescire to foreknow prae before
See Science.] Having
cf. F. prescient.
scire to know
kiaowledge of coming events j foreknowing foreseeing
Pope.
consciout; beforehand.
had shown himseli sensible, and almost prescienJ,
Henry

•entis, p. pr. of

+

;

:

;

.

.

Jiacon.

of this event.

With prescience

Pre'SCi-ent-ly, adv.

or foresight.

Pre-SClnd' (pre-slud'), v. t. [L. praescindere to cut off
in front prae before -f- scindere to cut asunder cf F.
:

.

;

prescinder.'] 1. To cut off ; to abstract. [04*.] Norris.
2. {Meiapk.) To consider by a separate act of atten'S'"' ^^- Hamilton.
tion or analysis.
Pre-scind'ent (-ent), a. [L. praesdndens, p. pr.]
Cheyne.
Cutting off; abstracting, [i?.]
Pre'SCioUS (pre'shus), a. [Ii. praescius; prae before
-ficiujt knowing, fr. scire to know.] Foreknowing ; hav[iJ.] Dryden.
ing foreknowledge ; as, prescious of ills.
p. p. PeePre-scribe' (pr6-skrib'), v. I. limp.
[L.
Pkescribing.]
pr.
vb.
n.
eoRiBED (-skribd') p.
scribere to
praescribere, praescriptum ; prae before
a
authoritatively
as
down
write. See Scribe.] 1. To lay
guide, direction, or rule of action ; to impose as a peremptory order ; to dictate ; to appoint j to direct.
Shak.
Prescribe not us our duties.
Let streams prescribe their fountains where to run. Dryden.

&

&

;

+

2. (Med.) To direct, as a remedy to be used
tient ; as, the doctor prescribed quinine.

Syn. — To appoint; order; command;
dain institute
Pre-scribe',
;

by a pa-

dictate; or-

establish.

;

v.

i.

1.

To

PRESENTMENT

give directions

;

to dictate.

A forwardness to prescribe to their opinions.

Locke.

Sir T. Browne.
[06«.]
2. To influence by long use.
3. (Med.) To write or give medical directions; to indicate remedies as, to prescribe for a patient in a fever.
4. (Laxii) To claim by prescription ; to claim a title
to a thing on the ground of immemorial use and enjoyment, that is, by a custom having the force of law.
Pre-scrib'er (-skrib'er), n. One who prescribes.
Pre'script (pre'skrTpt), a. [L. praescriptus, p. p. of
praescribere : cf. F. prescrit. See Prescribe.] Directed ;
" A prescript form of words." Jer. Taylor.
prescribed.
;

Pre'script, n. \1j. praescriptum : cf. OF. p^-escript.^
Milton.
1. Direction ; precept ; model prescribed.
Bp.Fell.
\_Obs.~\
2. A medical prescription.
Pre-SCrlp'tl-bil'1-ty (pre-skrlp'tf-bll'i-ty),
quality or state of being prescriptible.

The

n.

Story.
Pre-SCrlp'ti-ble (pre-skrTp'tl-b'l), a. [Cf. F. preDepending on, or derived from, prescripscriptible.']
Grafton.
tion ; proper to be prescribed.
Pre-scrip'tion (-shiSn), n. [F. prescription, L. praescriptio, an inscription, preface, precept, demurrer, preSee Prescribe.]
scription (in sense 3), fr. praescribere.
1. The act of prescribing, directing, or dictating ; direction ; precept ; also, that which is prescribed.
2. (Med.) A direction of a remedy or of remedies for a
disease, and the manner of using them ; a medical recipe
also, a prescribed remedy.
prescribing for title ; the claim of title to
3. (Law)
a thing by virtue of immemorial use and enjoyment the
right or title acquired by possession had during the time
Bacon.
and in the manner fixed by law.
That profound reverence for law and prescription which has
JIacaulay.
long been characteristic of Enghshmen.
Igg^ Prescription differs from custom, which is a local
usage, while prescription is personal, annexed to the person only. Prescription only extends to incorporeal rights,
such as a right of way, or of common. What the law
gives of comvion rights is not the subject of prescription.
Blackstone. Cruise. Kent. In Scotch law, prescription
is employed in the sense in which limitation is used in
England and America, namely, to express that operation
of the lapse of time by which obligations are extinguished
or titles protected. Sir T. Craig. Erskine.

A

" Rather
6. Port ; mien ; air ; personal appearance.
Bacon.
dignity oi presence than beauty of aspect."
Collier.
A graceful presence bespeaks acceptance.
Presence chamber, or Presence room, the room in which
a great personage receives company. Addison. " ChamPresence of mind, that state
bers of presence.'''' Bacon.
of the mind in which all its faculties are alert, prompt,
and acting harmoniously in obedience to the will, enabling one to reach, as it were spontaneously or by intuition, just conclusions in sudden emergencies.
Pre'sen-sa'tion (pre'sSn-sa'shiiu), n. Previous sensaDr. H. More.
tion, notion, or idea.
[06s.]
Pre-sen'sion (pre-sln'shun), n. [L. praesensio, fr.
praesentire to perceive beforehand. See Presentient.]
Previous perception. \_Obs.'}
Sir T. Browne.
Pres'ent (prez'ent), a. [F. present, L. praesens, -entis, that is before one, in sight or at hand, p. p. of
praeesse to be before prae before -\- esse to be. See
Essence.] 1. Being at hand, within reach or call, withopposed to absent.
in certain contemplated limits ;
These things have I spoken unto you, being jQtp>-ese7it with
Jo/m x'lv. 25.
you.

—

;

—

2. Now existing, or in process begun but not ended
in view, or under consideration being at this time
not past or future; as, the present session of Congress;
the present state of affairs the present instance.
;

now

;

;

Shak.

I '11 bring thee to the 2)resent business.

instant coincident. "A
3. Not delayed immediate
SJiak,
^reseni recompense." ^' A present pardon."
desires apresent audience. Massinger.
An ambassador
4. Ready quick in emergency as, a.present wit. [iJ.]
6> Favorably attentive ; propitious. \_Archaic']
Dryden.
To find a god so present to my prayer.
Present tense ((?ram.), the tense or form of a verb which
expresses action or being in the present time as, I am
writing, I write, or I do xcrite.
[Cf. F. present.
See Present, a.]
Pres'ent, n.
1. Present time the time being time in progress now,
or at the moment contemplated ; as, at this present.
;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

Past auiiiresent,

wound in one.

Tennyson.

(Law) Present

2. pi.

a

of conveyance,

letters or instrument, as a deed
lease, letter of attorney, or other writ-

ing; as in the phrase, "Know all men by these presents," that is, by the writing itself, " per has literas praesentes; "
in this sense, rarely used in the singular.
present tense, or the form of the verb
3. (Gram.)
denoting the present tense.
At present, at the present time ; now. For the present,
for the time being; temporarily. —In present, at once,
without delay. [Obs.] "With them, in present, half his
Milton.
Idngdom ; the rest to follow r,t his death.

—

A

—

Pre-sent' (pre-zSnf),

v.

limp.

t.

&

& p. p. Presented

;

vb. n. Presenting.] [F. presenter, L. praesenp. pr.
tare, ir. praesens, a.
See Present, a.] 1. To bring or

introduce into the presence of some one, especially of a
superior; to introduce formally; to offer for acquaintance; as, to present an envoy to the king (with the reciprocal pronoun) to come into the presence of a superior.
Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present
;

Job

themselves before the Lord.

i.

6.

;

Pre-SCrlp'tlve

(-tiv), a.

[L. praescriptivus of

a de-

legal exception.]
(Law) Consisting in, or
acquired by, immemorial or long-continued use and enjoyment as, a prescriptive right or title pleading the
continuance and authority of long custom.
The right to be drowsy in protracted toil has become prescrip-

murrer or
;

;

J, M. Mason.
J.
aa
By prescription.
Pre-scrlp'tive-ly,
[y, adv.
(pre-sku'tum),
pi.
Prescuta
(-ta).
n.
Pre-scu'tum
;
[NL. See Pr.e-, and Scutum.] (Zo'dl.) The first of the
four pieces composing the dorsal part, or tergum, of a
thoracic segment of an insect. It is usually small and
inconspicuous.
Pre'se-ance (pre'se-ans), re. [F. preseance. See Preside.] Priority of place in sitting.
Carew.
[06«.]
Pre'se-lect' (pre'se-lSkf), V. t. To select beforehand.
Pres'ence (prez'ens), n. [F. presence, L. praesentia.
See Present.] 1. The state of being present, or of being
within sight or call, or at hand ;
opposed to absence.
2. The place in which one is present; the part of
space within one's ken, call, influence, etc. ; neighborhood without the intervention of anything that forbids
iive.

—

intercourse.

Wrath shall be no more
Thenceforth, but in thy presence joy entire.

Milton.

3. Specifically, neighborhood to the person of ona of
superior or exalted rank ; also, presence chamber.
In such a presence here to plead my thoughts.
Shak.

An 't please your grace, the
"Wait in the presence.

two great cardinals

6.
bility

Milton.

replied.

An
;

assembly, especialiy of persons of rank or nonoble company.

Odmar, of all this presence does contain.
Give lier your wreath whom you esteem most
ale,

senate, cSae,

Sua,

;

5. Hence : To endow ; to bestow a gift upon ; to favor,
as with a donation ; also, to court by gifts.
Octavia presented the poet for his admirable elegy on her son
Dryden.
Marcellus.

Shak.
[Ois.]
6. To represent ; to personate.
7. In specific uses: (a) To nominate to an ecclesiasordinary
as a
tical benefice ; to offer to the bishop or
candidate for institution.
The patron of a church may present his clerk to a parsonage
;

is,

may

offer

him

to the bishop of the diocese

Blackstone.

at a public school or other
lay before a public body, or
an oflScial, for consideration, as before a legislature, a
court of judicature, a corporation, etc.; as, to present
a memorial, petition, remonstrance, or indictment, (d)
To lay before a court as an object of inquiry to give notice officially of, as a crime or offense ; to find or represent judicially as, a grand jury present certain offenses
or nuisances, or whatever they think to be

To nominate for support
institution.
Lamb, (c) To
(b)

;

arm, ask,

;

chnxch 2^resentable. [i?.]
Ayliffe.
Pres'en-ta'ne-ous (prez'en-ta'ne-iis), a. [L. praesenSee Present, a.] Ready quick immediate in
effect as, presentaneous poison.
Harvey.
lObs.]
Pres'en-ta'tlon (-shiiu), n. [L. praesentatio a showing,
a,

taneus.

;

;

;

representation: ci.'E. presentation.] 1. The act of presenting, or the state of being presented ; a setting forth
an offering ; bestowal.
Prayers are sometimes a. presentation of mere desires. Hooker
2. Hence, exhibition ; representation
display
ap;

;

pearance semblance show.
Under the presentation of that he shoots his wit. Shak.
These presentations of fighting on the stage are necessary to
;

;

produce the effects of an heroic play.
Dryden.
3. That which is presented or given ; a present
a gift
as, the picture was a, presentation.
[iJ.]
4. (Eccl.) The act of offering a clergyman to the
bishop or ordinary for institution in a benefice ; the right
of presenting a clergyman.
If the bishop admits the patron's j;re5e7i(a<ion, the clerk so adBlackstone.
mitted is next to be instituted by him.
5. (Med.) The particular position of the child during
passages
through
which
it is to
labor relatively to the
specifically designated by the part
be brought forth ;
which first appears at the mouth of the uterus ; as, a
breech presentation.
Presentation copy, a copy of a book, engraving, etc., presented to some one by the author or artist, as a token of
regard.
Pre-sent'a-tlve (pre-zSnt'a-ttv), a. 1. (Eccl.) Having
the right of presentation, or offering a clergyman to the
bishop for institution ; as, advowsons are presentative,
Blackstone.
coUative, or donative.
2. Admitting the presentation of a clergyman as, a
presentative parsonage.
Spelman.
3. (Metaph.) Capable of being directly known by, or
presented to, the mind ; intuitive ; directly apprehensible, as objects ; capable of apprehending, as faculties.
;

—

;

The latter term, presentative faculty, I use ... in contrast
and correlation to a " representative faculty." Sir W. Hamilton.
Pres'en-tee' (prSz'en-te'), n. [F. presents, p. p. See
Present, v. t.l One to whom something is presented
also, one who is presented ; specifically (Eccl,), one presented to a benefice.
Ayliffe.
Pre-sent'er (pre-z5nt'er), n. One who presents.
Pre-sen'tial (-zSn'shal), a. [LL. praesentialis.] Implying actual presence present immediate. [06.5.]
God's mercy is made presential to us. Jer. Taylor,
;

;

— Pre-sen'tlal-ly, adv.

lObs.]
Pre-sen'tl-al'1-ty (-shI-Sl'J-tj?), n.
tually present.
[06s.]

State of being acSouth.
Pre-sen'tl-ate (-shl-at), i;. <. To make present. lObs.J
Pre-sen'tient (-sSn'shent), a. [L. praesentiens, p. pr.
of praesentire to perceive beforehand ; prae before -jsentire to feel.] Feeling or perceiving beforehand.
Pres'en-tif'lc (prSz'en-tif'Ik), a. [L. praesens, -entis,
present -{-facere to make.]
Making present. [06i.]
Di: H. More.
Pres'en-tU'lc-ly, adv. [06s.]
Pres'en-tU'lc-al (-I-kal), a. Presentiflc. [06s.]
Pre-sen'tl-ment (pre-sen'tl-ment), n. [Pref pre- 4sentiment : cf. F. presseniiment.
See Presentient.]
Previous sentiment, conception, or opinion ; previous apprehension ; especially, an antecedent impression or conviction of something unpleasant, distressing, or calamitous, about to happen ; anticipation of evil foreboding.
Pre-sen'ti-men'tal (-mSn'tol), a. Of the nature of a
presentiment ; foreboding. IE.]
Coleridge.
Pre-sen'tion (-shun), n.
See Presension. [06s.]
Pre-sent'ive (-zent'iv), a. (Philol.) Bringing a conception or notion directly before the mind presenting an
object to the memory or imagination;
distinguished
from symbolic.
How greatly the word " will " is felt to have lost presentive

—

.

;

—
;

power in the

last

three centuries.

— Pre-sent'ive-ly, atit;.— Pre-sent 'Ive-ness, n.

Earle.

Pres'ent-ly (prSz'ent-iy), adv.
1. At present; at
this time now.
[06s.]
The towns and forts you presently have. Sir P. Sidney.
2. At once ; without delay ; forthwith
also, less
definitely, soon ; shortly ; before long
after a little
while ; by and by.
Shak.
;

;

;

efaction.

final,

;

3.

;

eve,

out any bill of indictment laid before them ; as, the presentment of a nuisance, a libel, or the like also, an inquisition of office and indictment by a grand jury an official
accusation presented to a tribunal by the grand jury in
an indictment, or the act of offering an indictment also,
the indictment itself. (6) The official notice (formerly
required to be given in court) of the surrender of a copyhold estate.
Blackstone.
Presentment of a bill of exchange, the offering of a bUl to
;

;

;

ben- Present Arms,

event, £nd, fern, recent

(Law) (a) The notice taken by a grand jury of any
from their own knowledge or observation, with'

offense

See Gift.

^

the fig tree withered away. Matt, xxi. 19.
[06s.]
; actually.
His precious body and blood presently there. Bp. Gardiner.
(pre-zgnt'ment),
n.
1. The act of
Pre-sent'ment
presenting, or the state of being presented ; presentation.
^resen^merei."
"Upon the heels of
Shak.
2. Setting forth to view ; delineation ; appearance
representation ; exhibition.
Power to cheat the eye with blear illusion,
And give it ialsG presentmeyiis.
Milton.
AiidL presently

With actual presence

my

;

;

Dryden.

Pre-sent'a-ble (pre-zgnt'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. presentable.']
1. Capable or admitting of being presented ; suitable to be exhibited, represented, or offered ; fit to be
brought forward or set forth hence, fitted to be introduced to another, or to go into society ; as, ideas that are
presentable in simple language ; she is not presentable in
such a gown.
2. Admitting of the presentation of a clergyman ; as,

3.

—

Syn. — Gift; donation donative
fair.

Pre-sent' (pre-zSnf), n. (Mil.) The position of a soldier in presenting arras ; as, to stand at present.

;

public injuries, (e) To bring an indictment
against.
[£/. S.]
(/) To aim, point, or direct, as a weapon ; as, to present a pistol or
the point of a sword to the breast of another.
Present arms (Mil.), the command in response to which the gun is carried perpendicularly in front of the center of the body, and
held there with the left hand grasping it at
the lower band, and the right hand grasping
the small of the stock, in token of respect, as
in saluting a superior officer also, the position taken at such a command.
Pre-senf, v. i. (Med.) To appear at the
mouth of the uterus so as to be perceptible
said
to the finger in vaginal examination ;
of a part of an infant during labor.
[F. present.1
Pres'ent (prez'ent), re.
Anything presented or given a gift ; a donative ; as, a Christmas jorejenJ.
;

Shak.

4. The whole of the personal qualities of an individual ; person ; personality ; especially, the person of a
superior, as a sovereign.

The Sovran Presence thus

2. To exhibit or offer to view or notice to lay before
one's perception or cognizance ; to set forth ; as, to present a fine appearance.
Lectorides's memory is ever . . . presenting him with the
L Watts.
thoughts of other persons.
3. To pass over, esp. in a ceremonious manner ; to give
over.
in charge or possession ; to deliver ; to make
So ladies in romance assist their knight,
Pope.
Present the spear, and arm him for tiie fight.
4. To make a gift of; to bestow ; to give, generally in
a formal or ceremonious manner ; to grant ; to confer.
My last, least offering, I present thee now. Cowper.

or vicarage that
to be instituted.

;
;;

:
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.

;

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, drb, ddd

'

;;
;

;
,

7. A multitude of individuals crowded together; a
Pre-Blg'nl-fl-ca'tlon (pre-sTg'nT-fr-ka'shQn), n. [L.
praesignificatio.
See Presionify.] The act of signify- crowd of single things a throng.
ing or showing beforehand.
They could not come nigh unto him for the press. Mark ii. 4.
Pre-sig'ni-fy (-sig'ni-ii), v. t. limp.
Cylinder press, a printing press in which the impression
p. p. PrbsiaHiFiED (-lid) ; p. pr. &vb.n. Presignifying.] [L. prae- is produced by a revolving cylinder under which the form
signijicare; prae before
significare to signify.] To passes also, one in which the form of type or plates ia
curved around a cylinder, instead of resting on a flat bed.
intimate or signify beforehand to presage.
Liberty of
—Hydrostatic press. Seeunder Hydrostatic
Pre-sphe'noid (-sfe'noid), a. (Anat.) Situated in the press, the free right of publishing books, pamphlets,
front of the sphenoid bone ; of or pertaining to the an- or papers, without previous restraint or censorship, subterior part of the body of the sphenoid bone (i. e., the ject only to punishment for libelous, seditious, or morally
presphenoid bone).
Press bed, a bed that may be folded,
pernicious matters.
PreBphenoid bone {Anat.), the anterior part of the body and inclosed, in a ijress or closet. BoswelL—VTeea of sail
of the sphenoid bone in front of the basisphenoid. It ia (iVaut.), as much sail as the state of the wind will permit.
usually a separate bone in the young or fetus, but bePress'er (prgs'er), n.
One who, or that which,
comes a part of the sphenoid in the adult.
presses.
Pre-sphe'noid, n. (Anat.) The presphenoid bone.
Presser bar, or Presser wheel (Knitting machine), a bar
Pre'sphe-noid'al (pre'sfe-noid'al), a. (Anat.) Of or or wheel which closes the barbs of the needles to enable
Presser foot,
the loops of the yarn to pass over them.
pertaining to the presphenoid bone presphenoid.
the part of a sewing machine which rests on the cloth
Fre-spi'nal (prS-spi'nal), a. (Anat.) Prevertebral.
Press (pres), n. (Zool.) An East Indian insectivore and presses it down upon the table of the machine.
Press'gang' (-gSng'), n. See Pi-ess gang, under Press.
(I'upaia ferruginea). It is arboreal in its habits, and
Press'ing, a. Urgent ; exacting ; importunate ; as,
has a bushy tail. The fur is soft, and varies from rusty
a, pressing necessity.
Press'ing-ly, adv.
red to maroon and to brownish black.
Pres'slon (presh'iSn), n. [L. pressio : cf . F. pression.
Press, V. i. [Corrupt, fr. prest ready money ad1. The act of
vanced, a loan ; hence, earnest money given soldiers on See 4th Press.]
entering service. See Prest, m.] To force into service, pressing pressure. lObs.]
Sir I. Newton.
particularly into naval service ; to impress.
2. (Cartesian Philos.) An enThe peaceful peasant to the wars \& pressed. Dryden.
deavor
to move.
Press, n. [For prest, confused with press.] A com^Pres'sl-ros'ter (prSs'sT-rSs'mission to force men into public service, particularly
ter), n. [L. pressus pressed (p. p.
the navy.

the drawee for acceptance, or to the acceptor for payMozley & W.
ment. See Bill of exchange, under Bill.

FreB'ent-ness (pr6z'ent-nSs),

n.

;

The quality or

state
" Presenlness of

of being present
in danger."

&

presence.
[0J«.]
;
Clarendon.
PreS'en-tOlr' (prSz'en-twar'), n. [Formed after analogy of French.] An ornamental tray, dish, or the like,
used as a salver.
Pre-serv'a-ble (pre-zerv'a-b'l), a. Capable of being
preserved ; admitting of greservation.
Pres'er-Va'tlon (prSz'er-va'shun), n. [Cf. F. preservation.']
The act or process of preserving, or keeping
safe
the state of being preserved, or kept from injury,
destruction, or decay ; security safety ; as, preservation
of life, fruit, game, etc. a picture in good preservation.
Shak.
Give us particulars of thy preservation.
Pre-aerv'a-tive (pre-zerv'a-tiv), a. [Cf. F. preservapreserving
tending
quality
of
;
Having
the
power
or
tif.]
to preserve, or to keep from injury, decay, etc.
Pre-serv'a-tive, n. That which preserves, or has the
power of preserving ; a preservative agent.
To wear tablets as preservatives against the plague. Bacon,
Pre-serv'a-tO-ry (-t6-ry), a. Preservative. Bp. Hall.
Pre-serv'a-to-ry, n.; pi. Presekvatories (-riz). 1. A
W/dtlock.
preservative.
[Ofc.]
2. A room, or apparatus, in which perishable tilings,
as fruit, vegetables, etc., can be preserved without decay.
Pre-serve' (pre-zerv'), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Preserved
(-zervd') p. pr.
[F. preserver,
vb. n. Preserving.]
from L. prae before
servare to save, preserve cf. L.
praeservare to observe beforehand. See Serve.] 1. To
keep or save from injury or destruction ; to guard or
defend from evil, harm, danger, etc. ; to protect.
O Lord, thou preservest man and beast. Ps. xxxvi. 6.
Shak.
Now, good angels preserve the king.
2. To save from decay by the use of some preservative substance, as sugar, salt, etc. ; to season and prepare for remaining in a good state, as fruits, meat, etc.
as, to preserve peaches or grapes.
You can not preserve it from tainting.
Shak.
3. To maintain throughout ; to keep intact ; as, to
preserve appearances ; to preserve silence.
To preserve game, to protect it from extermination.
Syn.
To keep ; save ; secure uphold sustain ; defend ; spare ; protect ; guard ; shield. See Keep.
iShak.
Pre-serve', v. i. 1. To make preserves.
2. To protect game for purposes of sport.
Pre-serve', n. 1. Tliat which is preserved; fruit,
etc. , seasoned and kept by suitable preparation
esp.
fruit cooked with sugar ;
commonly in the plural.
2. A place in which game, fish, etc., are preserved for
purposes of sport, or for food.
Pre-serv'er (pre-zerv'er), n. 1. One who, or that
which, preserves, saves, or defends, from destruction, injury, or decay ; esp. , one who saves the Uf e or character
of another.
Shak.
2. One who makes preserves of fruit.
Game preserver. See under Game.
Pre-shOW' (pre-sho'), V. i. To foreshow.
Pre-side' (-zid'), v. i. limp. &p. p. Presided ; p. pr.
vb. n. Presidino.]
[L. praesidere ; prae before
ledere to sit : cf.F. presider. See Sit.] 1. To be set, or
to sit, in the place of authority ; to occupy the place of
president, chairman, moderator, director, etc. ; to direct, control, and regulate, as chief officer ; as, to preside at a public meeting ; to preside over the senate.
2. To exercise superintendence ; to watch over.
Some o'er the pubUc m&gazines preside.
Dryden.
Pres'l-dence(prSz'i-dens),re. See Presidency. [06«.]
Pres'1-den-cy (-den-sy), n. ; pi. Presidencies (-siz).
[Cf. F. presidence.']
1. The function or condition of
one who presides superintendence ; control and care.
2. The office of president ; as, 'Washington was elected
to the presidency.
3. The term during which a president holds his office ;
as, during the presidency of Madison.
4. One of the three great divisions of British India,
the Bengal, Madras, and Bombay Presidencies, each of
which had a council of which its governor was president.
Pres'i-dent (-dent), ». Precedent. [OJs.]
Bacon.
Pres'l-dent, a. Occupying the first rank or chief
place ; having the highest authority ; presiding. [iJ.]
His &ng^\Q president
In every province.
Milton.
Fies'1-dent, n. [¥. president, L. praesidens, -entis, p.
pr. of praesidere.
See Preside.] 1. One who is elected or appointed to preside ; a presiding officer, as of a
legislative body.
Specifically: (a) The chief officer of
a corporation, company, institution, society, or the like.
(b) The chief executive officer of the government in certain republics as, the president of the United States.
2. A protector; a guardian; a presiding genius. [06s.]

mind

+

;

—

;

;

—

;

into

I have misused the king's j)re5s.
Shak.
Frees gang, or Freesgang, a detachment of seamen under
the command of an officer empowered to force men into
the naval service. See Impress ganrj, under Impress.
Press money, money paid to a man enlisted into public
service. See Prest money, under Prest, a.

—

Press, V. t. limp. & p. p. Pressed (prgst) p. pr. &
[F. presser, fr. L. pressare to press, fr.
premere, pressum, to press. Cf. Print, v.] 1. To urge,
or act upon, with force, as weight to act upon by push;

vb. n. Pressing.]

;

ing or thrusting, in distinction from pulling ; to crowd
or compel by a gradual and continued exertion ; to bear
upon ; to squeeze ; to compress ; as, we press the gi'ound
with the feet when we walk ; we press the couch on which
we repose ; we press substances with the hands, fingers,
or arms ; we are pressed in a crowd.
Good measure, pressed down, and shaken together. Luke vi. 38.
2. To squeeze, in order to extract the juice or contents
of ; to squeeze out, or express, from sometliing.
From sweet kernele pressed.
She tempera dulcet creams.
Milton.
And I took the grapes, and pressed them into Pharaoh's cup,
and I gave the cup into Pharaoh's hand.
Gen. si. 11.
3. To squeeze in or with suitable instruments or apparatus, in order to compact, make dense, or smooth ; as,
to press cotton bales, paper, etc. ; to smooth by ironing ;
as, to press clothes.
4. To embrace closely to hug.
Leucothoe shook at these alarms.
And pressed Palemon closer in her arms.
Pope.
5. To oppress ; to bear hard upon.
Press not a falling man too far.
Shak.
6. To straiten ; to distress ; as, to be pressed with
want or hunger.
7. To exercise very powerful or irresistible influence
upon or over ; to constrain ; to force ; to compel.
Paul was pressed in the spirit, and testified to the Jews that
Jesus was Christ.
Acts xviii. 5.
8. To try to force (something upon some one) ; to urge
or inculcate with earnestness or importunity ; to enforce
as, to press divine truth on an audience.
He pressed a letter upon me within this hour. Dryden.
Be sure to press upon him every motive.
Addison.
9. To drive with violence ; to hurry ; to urge on ; to
ply hard as, to press a horse in a race.
The posts
went out, being hastened and pressed on, by
the king's commandment.
Esther vui. 14.
Press differs from drive and strike in usually denoting a slow or continued application of force ; whereas
drive and strike denote a sudden impulse of force.
Pressed hrlck. See under Brick.

;

—

;

;

guard.

Bp. Hall.

A

full,

ap,

Ojq

j

pity

;

;

Pre-Sl'dl-0 (pra-se'de-o), n.
[Sp.]
place of defense ; a fortress ; a garrison or guardhouse.

ryde,

;

forced into the service.

;

Pre-sld'Ing (pre-zid'Ing), a. & n. from Preside.
Preflidhig elder.
See under 2d Elder.

unite,

;

;

;

;

food,

fo~bt

;

out,

oil

j

oUair

;

so

;

;

;

;

;

use,

;

Pressly (pres'ly), adv. Closely concisely. [Oii.]
Press'man (-man), n. ; pi. Pressmen (-men). 1. One
who manages, or attends to, a press, esp. a printing press.
2. One who presses clothes as, a tsdloT''s pressman.
Press'man, n. [See 2d Press.] One of a press gang,
who aids in forcing men into the naval service also, one

;

"Presi(Zen«aZ angels."
Glanvill.
as, the presidential
a presidential election.
Pres'1-dent-shlp (pr5z'T-dent-shTp), n. The office and
dignity of president presidency.
Hooker.
Pre-sld'er (pre-zld'er), n. One who presides.
Pre-sld'1-al (-sid'I-al), 1 a. [L. praesidialis anipraePre-sld'1-a-ry (-a-rj), )
sidiarius, fr. praesidium a
presiding over, defense, guard. See Preside.] Of or
pertaining to a garrison having a garrison.
There are three prcsidial castles in this city.
Howell.

II

;

;

;

i

;

Press, V. i. 1. To exert pressui* to bear heavily
to push, crowd, or urge with steady force.
2. To move on with urging and crowding; to make
one's way with violence or effort to bear onward forcibly to crowd to throng to encroach.
They pressed upon him for to toucli him. Mark iii. 10.
3. To urge with vehemence or importunity to exert
a strong or compelling influence as, an argaxaeTtt presses
upon the judgment.
Press, n. [F. presse. See 4th Press.] 1. An apparatus or machine by which any substance or body is
pressed, squeezed, stamped, or shaped, or by which an
impression of a body is taken sometimes, the place or
building containing a press or presses.
(J^^ Presses are differently constructed for various
purposes in the arts, their specific uses being commonly
designated as, a cotton pre.ns, a wine press, a cider press,
a copying press, etc. See Drill press.
2. Specifically, a printing press.
3. The art or business of printing and publishing
hence, printed publications, taken collectively, more especially newspapers or the persons employed in writing
for them ; as, a free press is a blessing, a licentious press
is a curse.
4. An upright case or closet for the safe keeping of
iShak.
articles
as, a clothes press.
5. The act of pressing or thronging forward.
press
to
that
and
last
hold.
Shak,
their
throng
In
6. Urgent demands of business or affairs ; urgency
as, a press of engagements.
;

;

Pres'sl-tant (-tant), a. [See
4th Press.] Gravitating heavy. lOhs.] Dr. H. More.
Pres'slve (prgs'siv), a. Pressing urgent also, oppressive as, pressive taxation. [iJ.]
£p. Hall.

.

;

Heads of Pressirosters.
" I''°7<^f 6 Lapwing
« R>ng Dotterel.

pressirosters.

;

Of or pertaining to a president ;

A

,

those which have a compressed
beak, as the plovers.
Pres'sl-roB'tral (-rSs'tral), a.
(Zool.) Of or pertaining to the

WW

higover.

Pre-sld'1-a-ry, n.
[L. praesidiarium.']
[C6«.]
" Heaverily presidiaries."

.

.

Just Apollo, president of verse.
Waller.
Frea'l-den'tial (-den'shal), a. 1. Presiding or watch2.

:

;

;

chair

of premere) -\- rosti'um, beak cf.
F. pressirostre. See 4th Press.]
(Zool.) One of a tribe of wading
birds (Pressirostres) including

;

+

&

—

;

&

+

—

—

;

&

;

;

;

;
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slue, ijjk

Fress'or

(Physiol.) Causing, or giving rise
to, pressure or to an increase of pressure ; as, pressor
nerve fibers, stimulation of which excites the vasomotor
center, thus causing a stronger contraction of the arteries
and consequently an increase of the arterial blood pressure ;
opposed to depressor.
Landois
Stirling.
Press'pack' (pres'pSk'), v. t. To pack, or prepare
for packing, by means of a press.
Pres'SUr-age (prSsh'ur-Sj), n. [F.] 1. Pressure.
2. The juice of the grape extracted by the press ; also,
a fee paid for the use of a wine press.
Pres'SUre (presh'ur 138), n. [OF., fr. L. pressura,
fr. premere.
See 4th IPress.] 1. The act of pressing,
or the condition of being pressed ; compression ; a squeezing ; a crushing ; as, a, pressure of the hand.
constraining force or impulse of any kind as,
2.
the pressure of poverty ; the pressure of taxes ; the pressure of motives on the mind ; the pressure of civilization.
Where the pressure of danger was not felt. Macaulay.
3. Affliction; distress; grievance.
(-er), a.

—

&

;

A

;

My people's pressures are grievous.

Eikon

Basilike.

In the midst of his great troubles and pressures, Atterbury,
4. Urgency ; as, the pressure of business.
6. Impression stamp ; character impressed.
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past.
Shak.
6. (Mech.) The action of a force against some obstacle or opposing force ; a force in the nature of a thrust,
distributed over a surface, often estimated with reference to the amount upon a unit's area.
Atmospheric pressure. Center of pressure, etc. See under
Back pressure (Steam enAtmospheric, Center, etc.
gine), pressure which resists the motion of the piston, aa
Ihe pressure of exhaust steam which does not find free
Fluid pressure, pressure like that exerted by a
outlet.
fluid. It is a thrust which is normal and equally intense in
ifn7!ti>!e.
Pressure gauge,
all directions around a point.
a gauge for indicating fluid pressure a manometer.
The art of printing
Press'vrork' (prgs'wfirk'), n.
from the surface of type, plates, or engravings in relief,
by means of a press ; the work so done.
MacKellar,
Prest (prest), iinp.
p. p. of Press.
Prest, a. [OF. prest, F. pret, fr. L. praestus ready,
prompt ; prepared. lObs.]
Cf. Presto.]
1. Ready
All prest to such battle he was. Ji. of Gloucester.
2. Neat; tidy; proper.
lObs.]
Tusser.
Prest monoy, money formerly paid to men when they
enlisted into the British service
so called because it
bound those that received it to be ready for service when
called upon.
Prest, «. [OF. prest, F. pret, fr. OF. prester to lend,
F. prefer, fr. L. praeslare to stand before, to become
surety for, to fulfill, offer, supply ; prae before
stare
to stand. See Pre-, and Stand, and cf. Press to force
into sei-vice.] 1. Ready money a loan of money. [OJi.]
Requiring of the city iiprcst of six thousand marks. Bacon.
2. (Law) A duty in money formerly paid by the sheriff on his account in the exchequer, or for money left or
remaining in his hai.ds.
Cowell.
Prest, V. t. To give as a loan; to lend. lObs.]
Sums of money
prrslcd out in loan.
£. HaU.
Prest'a-ble (-ft-b'l), a. Payable. IScot.]
Pres-ta'tlon (prSa-tii'shiin), n. [L. praestafio a pei^
forming, paying, fr. praeslare: cf. F. prestation.] (O.
;

—

—

—

;

&

;

;

—

+

;

.

j

ttien,

tliin

;

bow

;

.

.

zit

=z

ia azure.

"

;

Eng. Law) A payment of money ; a toll or duty also,
Burrill.
the rendering of a service.
Prestation money, a sum of money paia yearly by archdeacons and other dignitaries to their bishop.
Pres'ter (prSs'ter), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Trpijo-njp, from
irifurpavai to kindle or burn, and TrpijflEiv to blow up,
swell out by blowing.]
1. A meteor or exhalation formerly supposed to be thrown from the clouds with such
\_Obs.'\
violence that by collision it is set on fire.
2. pi. One of the veins of the neck when swollen
with anger or other excitement. [Obs.']
Pres'ter, re. [OF.prestre. See Priest.] A priest or
presbyter as, Preiser John. [Ote.]
Pre-Ster'num (pre-ster'niim), 71. [NL.] (,Anat.) The
the manubrium.
anterior segment of the sternum
Pre-ster'nal (-nal), a.
Nimble-finPres'tl-dig'i-tal (pres'tT-dij'i-tal), a.
gered having fingers fit for prestidigitation, or juggling.
" His prestidigilal band."
Charles Meade.
[i2.]
;

;

—

;

;

Legerdemain ;
Pres'tl-dig'l-ta'tlon (-ta'shiin), n.
sleight of hand juggling.
[L. praesto
Pres'tl-dlg'l-ta'tor (-ti-dij'I-ta'ter), n.
One
ready
digitus finger: of. F. prestidigitateur.']
a juggler.
skilled in legerdemain or sleight of liand
Pres'tige (pres'tTj ; F. pres'tezh' 277), n. [F., fr.
L. praestigium delusion, illusion, praesligiae deceptions,
the root of stinjugglers' tricks, prob. fr. prae before
guere to extinguish, originally, to prick. See Stick, t'.]
;

+

;

;

+

1.

Delusion

The sophisms

illusion

;

trick.

;

of infidelity,

\_Obs.']

and Vac prestiges of imposture.
Bp. Warburton.

Weight or influence derived from past success
expectation of future achievements founded on those
force or charm derived from
already accomplished
acknowledged character or reputation. "The prestige
Sir G. C. Lewis.
of his name must go for something."
2.

;

Pres-Ug'1-a'tion (prSs-tTj'i-a'shiin), n. [L. praestigiare to deceive by juggling tricks, fr. praestigiae. See
\_Obs.'\
Pbestiqe.] Legerdemain prestidigitation.
[L. praesHgiator.']
Pres-tlg'1-a'tor (-tlj'i-S'ter), n.
Dr. H. More.
A juggler ; a prestidigitator. \_Obs.']
Consisting of imposPres-tlg'1-a-tO-ry (-a-to-r^), a.
Barrow.
tures ; juggling. yObs.l
[L. praestigiosus.}
Pres-tlg'l-0U3 (prgs-tlj'i-tis), a.
Cotton Mather.
Practicing tricks ; juggling.
[06i.]
Pres'tl-mo-ny (pr5s'tT-m6-n5'), n. [LL. praestimoniUTn, fr. L. praestare to furnish, supply : cf F. prestimonie. See Pkest, «.] (Canon Law) A fund for tlie
support of a priest, without the title of a benefice. The
patron is the collator.
Pres-tls'sl-mo (prSs-tes'se-mo), adv. [It., superl. of
presto.']
{Mils.) Very quickly; with great rapidity.
[It. or Sp. presto quick,
Pros'tO (prgs'to), adv.
quicldy.
See Prest, a.] 1. Quicldy; immediately; in
haste ; suddenly.
Presto! begone 'tis here again.
Swift,
2. (Mils.) Quicldy ; rapidly
a direction for a quick,
lively movement or performance
quicker than allegro,
or any rate of time except prestissimo.
[L. praestrietio a
Pre-Stric'tlon (pre-strTk'shiin), re.
binding fast, fr. praestringere. See Pre-, and Stringent.]
Obstruction, dimness, or defect of sight. [06s.] Milton.
[L. praesuUor ; prae
Pre-sul'tor (pre-siil'ter), n.
before
satire to dance.]
A leader in the dance. [.R.]
Pre-sum'a-ble (pre-ziim'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. presumable.']
Such as may be presumed or supposed to be true ; that
seems entitled to beUef without direct evidence.
Pre-sum'a-bly, adv. In a presumable maimer; by,
or according to, presumption.
Pre-sume' (-zum'), ». t. [imp.
p. p. Presumed
(-zumd') p. pr. & vb. n. Presuming.] [F. presumer.,
L. praesumere, praesumptum ; prae before -\- sumere
to take. See Assume, Redeem.] 1. To assume or take
beforehand ; esp., to do or undertake without leave or
authority previously obtained.
Shak.
Dare he presume to scorn us in this manner ?
Bold deed thou hast presumed, adventurous Eve. Milton.
2. To take or suppose to be true, or entitled to belief,
without examination or proof, or on the strength of probability ; to take for granted ; to infer to suppose.
Every man is to be presumed innocent till he is proved to be
;

.

II

I

;

—

;

+

&

;

;

guilty.

Blackstone.

What rests but that the mortal sentence pass,
Which he presumes already vain and void.

.

.

.

Because not yet inflicted
Milton.
Pre-aume', v. i. 1. To suppose or assume something
to be, or to be true, on grounds deemed valid, though
not amounting to proof to believe by anticipation ; to
Infer ; as, we may presume too far.
2. To venture, go, or act, by an assumption of leave or
authority not granted ; to go beyond what is warranted
by the circumstances of the case; to venture beyond
Ucense ; to take liberties ;
often with on or upon before the ground of confidence.
't

4. The act of venturing beyond due bounds ; an overstepping of the bounds of reverence, respect, or courtesy forward, overconfident, or arrogant opinion or con;

duct

;

—

Pre-sum'er

(-er),

arrogant person.

n.

Shale.

Locke.

By presumption.
One who presumes also, an
Sir H. Wotton.
;

Pre-sum'ing-ly, adv. Confidently arrogantly.
Pre-SUmp'tion (-ziimp'shiSn 215), n. [L. praesumptio: cf. F. presomption, OF. also presumpcion.
See
Presume.] 1. The act of presuming, or believing upon
probable evidence
the act of assuming or taking for
granted belief upon incomplete proof.
2. Ground for presuming evidence probable, but not
;

;

;

;

;

conclusive ; strong probability ; reasonable supposition ;
as, the presumption is that an event has taken place.
3. That which is presumed or assumed
that which is
supposed or believed to be real or true, on evidence that
" In contradiction to
is probable but not conclusive.
these very fHnnsible presumptions."
De Quincey.
;

ale,

senate,

care,

arrogance

;

effrontery.

;

son I killed for his presumption.
Shak.
I had the presumption to dedicate to you a very unfinished

Dnjden.

piece.

—

PreConclusive presumption. See under Coi<(CLn3IVE.
sumption of fact (Law), an argument of a fact from a fact
an inference as to the existence of one fact not certainly
known, from the existence of some other fact known or
proved, founded on a previous experience of their connection supposition of the truth or real existence of something, without direct or positive proof of the fact, but
grounded on circumstantial or probable evidence which
entitles it to belief. Burrill. Best. Wharton. —Presumption of law {Law), a postulate applied in advance to all
cases of a particular class e.g., the presumption of innocence and of regularity of records. Such a presumption
is rebuttable or irrebuttable.
Pre-sump'tive (pre-ziimp'tiv), a. [Cf. F. presomp;

;

Based on presumption or probability grounded
on probable evidence probable as, presumptive proof.
2. Presumptuous arrogant,
Sir T. Browne.
[i?.]
Presumptive evidence (.Law), that which is derived from
1.

tif.]

;

;

;

j

circumstances whicli necessarily or usually attend a fact,
as distinct from direct evidence or positive proof indirect
or circumstantial evidence. " Presumptive evidence of
felony should be cautiously admitted. " Blackstone. Tlie
distinction, however, between direct and presumptive
(or circumstantial) evidence is now generally abandoned
all evidence being now more or less direct and more or
less presumptive.
Presumptive heir. See Heir presump;

—

under Heir.
Pre-sump'tive-ly, adv. By presumption, or supposition grounded on probability
presumably.
Pre-SUmp'tU-OUS (-zump'tiS-us 135), a. [L. praesumptuosus : cf. F. presomptueux, OF. also presumptuous.
See Presumption.]
1. Full of presumption
presuming overconfident or venturesome audacious
rash taking liberties unduly arrogant insolent as, a
tive,

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

presumptuous commander presumptuous conduct.
A
men, whom age has not made
;

class of presumptuous
tious, nor adversity wise.

cauBuckminster.

Founded on presumption ; SlS, a, presumptuous \Ae3..
" 'False, presumptuous hope."
Milton.
3. Done with bold design, rash confidence, or in vio2.

lation of known duty ; willful.
also Ivora presumptuous sins."

Syn. — Overconfident

;

forward arrogant insolent.
Pre-sump'tu-ous-ly, adv.
ner arrogantly.
;

"Keep back thy

servant
Ps. xix. 13.

foolhardy

;

rash

;

presuming;

;

In a presumptuous man-

;

Pre-sump'tU-OUS-ness, n. The quality or state of
being presumptuous.
Presupposition,
Pre'sup-pos'al (pre'siip-poz'al), n.
" Presup/'osai of knowledge.
Hooker.
[i?.]
Pre'sup-pose' (-poz'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Presupposed (-pozd') p. pr. & vb. n. Presupposing.] [Pref.
pre- -f- suppose : cf. F. presupposer.] To suppose beforehand to imply as antecedent to take for granted
to assume as, creation presupposes a creator.
Each [kind of knowledge] ?>res»7t/;oses many necessary things
Hooker.
learned in other sciences, and known beforehand.
[Pref.
Pre-sup'po-si'tion (pre-sup'po-zTsh'iln), n.
pre- -f- supposition : cf. F. presupposition.] 1. The act of
presupposing an antecedent implication presumption.
2. That which is presupposed a previous supposition
or surmise.
Pre'sur-miae' (pre'sflr-miz'), n. A surmise previously
Shak.
formed.
Pre'sys-tol'lo (-sls-t51'ik), a. {Physiol.) Preceding
the systole or contraction of the heart ; as, the presystolic friction sound.
Pre-tem'po-ral (pre-t6m'po-ral), a. {Anat.) Situated
in front of the temporal bone.
Pre-tence' (-tens'), »., Fre-tence'ful, a., Pre-tence'See Pretense, Pretenseful, Pretenseless.
less, a.
Pre-tend' (pre-tSnd'), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Pretended
[OE. pretenden to lay
vb. re. Pretending.]
p. pr.
claim to, F. pretendre, L. praetendere, praetentum, to
stretch forward, pretend, simulate, assert prae before
1. To lay a
See Tend, v. i.]
-f- iendere to stretch.
claim to to allege a title to to claim.
Dryden,
pretend.
Chiefs shall be grudged the part which Vaey
2. To hold before, or put forward, as a cloak or dis-

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

guise for something else ; to exhibit as a veil for something hidden. [R.]
Lest that too heavenly form, pretended

To

hellish falsehood, snare them.

Milton.

3. To hold out, or represent, falsely to put forward,
or offer, as true or real (something untrue or unreal)
to show hypocritically, or for the purpose of deceiving
;

to feign
as, to pretend friendship.
This let him know,
Lest, willfully transgressing, he pretend

to simulate

;

;

am, arm, ask,

To intend

;

to design

;

;

;

—

;

;

A

final,

;

—

;

jtU

;

eve,

ovent,

find,

fern,

recent

The

act of pretendDaniel.
lays claim, or asserts a title (to something) ; a claimant.
Specifically,
The Pretender (Eng. Hist.), the son or the grandson of
James II. the heir' of the royal family of Stuart, who
laid claim to the throne of Great Britain, from which
the house was excluded by law.
re.

[Obs.]

Pre-tend'er

(-er),

One who

1.

re.

,

It is the shallow, unimproved intellects that are the confident
pretenders to certainty.
Glanvill.
2. One who pretends, simulates, or feigns.
Pre-t'Bnd'er-ship, re. The character, right, or claim
of a preteijder.
Swift,

Pre-tend*ing-ly, adv. As by right or title arrogantpresumptuously.
Collier.
Pre-tense' (pre-tgns'), re.
[LL. praetensus, for L.
Pre-tence' ) praetentus, p. p. of praetendere. See
Pretend, and cf. Tension.] 1. The act of laying claim
the claim laid assumption pretension.
Spenser,
Primogeniture can not have any p7-e(ense to a right of solely
;

ly

;

I

;

;

inheriting property or power.

Locke,

I went to Lambeth with Sir R. Brown's pretense to the wardenship of Merton College. Oxford.
Evelyn.
2. The act of holding out, or offering, to others something false or feigned ; presentation of what is deceptive
or hypocritical ; deception by showing what is unreal
and concealing what is real false show ; simulation
Rs, pretense ot illness; under pretense of patriotism ; oa
pretense of revenging Caesar's death.
3. That which is pretended ; false, deceptive, or hypocritical show, argument, or reason ; pretext ; feint.
Let not the Trojans, with a feigned pretense
Of proffered peace, delude the Latian prince. Dryden.
4. Intention ; design.
[Obs.]
A very pretense and purpose of unkindness.
Shak,
;

<^^

See the Note under Offense.
Syn.
Mask; appearance; color; show; pretext;
excuse.
Pretense, Pretext. A pretense is something
held out as real when it is not so, thus falsifying the
truth. A pi-etext is something woven up in order to cover
or conceal one's true motives, feelings, or reasons. Pretext is often, but not always, used iu a bad sense.
Pre-tensed' (-tSnsf), a. Pretended feigned. [06s.]
Pre-tens'ed-ly (-tens'Sd-lj?), adv. [Obs.]
Pre-tense'ful (-tSns'ful), a. Abounding in pretenses.
Pre-tenseless, a. Not having or making pretenses.
Pre-ten'sion (-tSn'shfin), re. [Cf. F. pretention. See
Pretend, Tension.] 1. The act of pretending, or laying
claim ; the act of asserting right or^title.
The arrogant pretensions of Glengarry contributed to protract
the discussion.
Macaulay.
2. A claim made, wheth^ tr«e or false
a right alleged
or assumed ; a holding out the appearance of possessing
a certain character as, pretensions to scholarship.
This was but an invention and pretension given out by the
Spaniards.
Bacon.
Men indulge those opinions and practices that favor their

—
—

;

—

;

;

L'' Estrange.

2)retensions.

[Pref. pre- -f- tentaPre-ten'ta-tlve (-t5n'ta-tTv), a.
tive : cf. L. praelenlare to try beforehand. J
Fitted for
trial beforehand
Sir H. Wotton.
experimental. [J?.]
[Cf. F. pretentieux.
See
Pre-ten'tiOUS (-shiis), a.
Pretend.] Full of pretension disposed to lay claim to
more than is one's due presuming assuming.
Preten'tlous-ly, adv.
Pre-ten'tlous-ness, re.
[L. praeter past, beyond, origiPre'tcr- (pre'ter-).
nally a compar. of prae before. See For, prep.] A
prefix signifying pasi, by, beyond, more than; as, pretermission, a permitting to go by preternatural, beyond
or more than is natural. [Written a,\so praster.']
[Pref. preter- -\- huPre'ter-hu'man (-hii'man), a
;

—

;

—

;

;

;

man.]

More than human.

Pre-te'ri-ent (pre-te'ri-ent), a. [L. praeteriens, p. pr.
See Preterit.] Passed through; antecedent; previous;
as, preterient states.
[P.]
Pre'ter-im-per'feot (pre'ter-Tm-per'fSkt), a. & re.
[Pref. preter- -J- imperfect.] (Gram.) Old name of the
tense also called imperfect.
[Pref. preterPret'er-lst (pret'er-ist or pre'ter-), re.
-j- -ist.]
1. One whose chief interest is in the past one
who regards the past with most pleasure or favor.
2. (Theol.) One who believes the prophecies of the
Farrar.
Apocalypse to have been already fulfilled.
[L. praePret'er-it (pret'er-it or pre'ter-it 277), a.
ieritus, p. p. of praeterire to go or pass by
praeter beyond, by -\- ire to go
cf. F. preterit.
See Issue.]
[Written also preterite and prseterite.]
1. (Gram.)
Past
applied to a tense which expresses an action or
;

,

;

:

;

—

state as past.
2. Belonging wholly to the past ; passed by.
[P.]
Things and persons as thoroughly preterite as Romulus or
Lowell.
Numa.

Pret'er-lt, re. (Gram.)
in the preterit tense.
n.
Pret'er-lte (-Tt), a.

&

to plot ; to attempt. [Obs.]
Such as shall pretend
Shak.
Malicious practices against his state.
" His tar[Obs.]
5. To hold before one
to extend.
Spenser.
get always over her pretended.^'
Pre-tend', v. i. 1. To put in, or make, a claim, truly
or falsely ; to allege a title to lay claim to, or strive
after, something ,
usually with to. " Countries that
Swift.
pretend to freedom."
For to what fine he would anon pretend.
Chaucer.
That know I well.
2. To hold out the appearance of being, possessing, or
performing to profess ; to make believe ; to feign to
sham ; as, to pretend to be asleep. " [He] pretended to
Macaulay.
drink the waters."
pretender a claimant.
Pre-tend'ant (-ant), re.
Pre-tend'ed, a. Making a false appearance ; unreal
false
Pre-tend'ed-ly, adv.
as, a pretended friend.
4.

Pre-tend'ence (pre-tend'ens),

ing; pretense.

The

preterit tense; also, a

word
Milton.

Surprisal.

not presume too much upon my love.
This man presumes upon his parts.

Pre-sum'ed-ly, adv.

presumptuousness

Thy

;

Do

PRETERLEGAL

1134

PRESTER

;;

:

;;;;

;

ice,

Same as Preterit.
Same as Preteritness.

Pret'er-ite-ness, re.
[L. praeteriPre'ter-l'tion (pre'ter-ssh'iin 277), re.
tio : cf. F. pretiriiion.]
1. The act of passing, or going
past ; the state of being past.
Bp. Hall,
2. (Bhet.) A figure by which, in pretending to pass
over anything, a summary mention of it is made as, "1
will not say, he is valiant, he is learned, he is just."
Called also poraleipsis.
3. (Law) The omission by a testator of some one of
his heirs who is entitled to a portion.
Bouvier.
Pre-ter'l-tive (pre-ter'i-tiv), a. (Gi-am.) Used only
or chiefly in the preterit or past tenses, as certain verbs.
The
Pret'er-lt-ness (prefer-it-nSs or pre'ter-), re.
quality or state of being past.
Bentley. Lowell.
pr'aeterlapsus,
Pre'ter-lapsed' (pre'ter-lapsf), a. [L.
p. p. oi praeterlabi to glide by.
See Preter-, Lapse.]
Past ; as, preterlapsed ages. [P.]
Glanvill.
legal.l
Pre'ter-le'gal (-le'gal), a. [Pref. preterExceeding the limits of law. [P.]
;

;

+

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

I

PRETERMISSION
The act

6. Stout ; strong and brave ; intrepid ; valiant. [^Scot.]
[He] observed they were prctti/ men, meaning not handsome,
but stout, warlike fellows.
Sir IK. Scott.

[L. praeterof passing by or
Milio7i.

Syn.— Elegant ; neat; flue. See Handsome.
Pret'ty (prTt'ty), adv. In some degree ; moderately
considerably rather ; almost ;
less emphatic than very ;
as, I am pretty sure of the fact ; pretty cold weather.

Pre'ter-mit' (-mlf), v. t. limp. & p. p. Pretermit[L. praetermitp. pr. & vb. n. Pretermitting.]
tere, praetermissum ; praeter beyond -|- mittere to send.
See Mission.] To pass by to omit to disregard. Bacon.
Pre'ter-nat'U-ral (-uat'ii-rnl 135), a. [Pref. preter-\- natural.']
Beyond or different from wliat is natural,
or according to the regular course of things, but not
strange inexplicaclearly supernatural or miraculous
abnormal
irregular
extraordinary uncommon
ble
as, 3. preternatural appearance a preternatural stillness
s, preternatural presentation (in childbirth) or labor.
South.
This vile a-XiH jjreternaiiiral temper of mind.

ted

;

—

;

;

;

Pretty plainly professes himself a sincere Christian. Atterbury.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

[Colloq.]

prettily.

Pre-typ'i-ty (pre-tip'i-fl), v. t. [imp. & p. p. PreTYPiPiEb (-fid) p. pr. & vb. n. Peetvpifyino.] To prefigure
to exhibit previously in a type.
Bp. Pearson.
Pret'zel (pret'sSl), re. [G. pretzel, bretzel. Cf BeetZEL.] A kind of German biscuit or cake in the form of
a twisted ring, salted on the outside.
Pre-vail' (pre-val'), V. i. [imp. & p.p. Prevailed
(-vald') p. pr. & vb. re. Prevailinq.]
[F. prevaloir,
OF. prevaleir, L. praevalere ; prae before -|- valere to
be strong, able, or worth. See Valiant.] 1. To overcome to gain the victory or superiority to gain the
advantage to have the upper hand, or the mastery to
succeed
sometimes with over or against.
When Moses iield up his hand. Israel 2Jrevailed, and when he
let down his hand, Amalek jarera/Vet/.
Ex. x^'ii. 11.
So Ti^siii preraited over the Philistine. 1 Sam. xvii. 50.
This kingdom could never prevail against the united power
;

—

;

See Supernatural.
Pre'ter-nat'u-ral-lsm (-iz'm), n. The state of being
preternatural a preternatural condition.

.

;

PreternaturalDr. John Smith.
[iJ.]
In a
Pre'ter-nat'U-ral-ly (-nSt'ii-ral-li^ 135), adv.
Bacon.
preternatural manner or degree.
state
of
quality
or
n.
The
Pre'ter-nat'U-ral-nesS,
being preternatural.
preter(-per'fgkt),
n.
[Pref.
a.
Pre'ter-per'fect
{Gram.) Old name of the tense also called
perfect.]

Pre'ter-nat'U-ral'i-ty (-rSl'I-ty), n.

ness.

;

;

&

;

+

preterit.

&

;

;

little

Syn. — Pretense; excuse; semblance;
See Pretense.
Pre-tex'ture (pre-teks'tur

;

it

prevails.
;

;

135), n.

A pretext.

(Anai.)

a.

ap-

\_Obs.]

Situated

in

;

;

;

Prev'a-len-cy (-len-sy), «. See Prevalence.
Prev'a-lent (-lent), a. [L. praevalens, -entis, p. pr.
ot praevalere.
See Prevail.] 1. Gaining advantage or
superiority having superior force, influence, or efficacy
prevailing predominant successful victorious.
Brennus told the Roman embassadors, that prevalent arms
Sir W. Raleigh.
were as good as any title.
;

;

;

most widely
2. Most generally received or current
adopted or practiced also, generally or extensively existing widespread ; prevailing
as, a prevalent observance prevalent disease.
This was the most received Q.n<l2'>revalent opinion. Woodward.
Syn. — Prevailing predominant successful efficacious powerful.
Prevalent, Prevailing. What customarily prevails is prevalent ; as, a prevalent fashion.

—

;

;

;

What

hence, a palace ; a splendid country seat.
Pre'tor-Ship (pre'tor-shtp), re. The ofBce or dignity of

Prev'a-lent-ly, adv. In a prevalent manner. Prior.
Pre-var'1-cate (pre-vSr'i-kat), v. i. [imp. & p. p.
Prevaricated (-ka'ted) p. pr. & vb.n. Prevaricating.]
[L. praevaricatus, p. p. of praevaricari to walk crookedly, to collude prae before -f- varicare to straddle, fr.
varicus straddling, varus bent. See Varicose.] 1. To
shift or turn from one side to the other, from the direct
course, or from truth to speak with equivocation
to
shufHe to quibble as, he prevaricates in his statement.

;

J. Warton.

;

;

;

;

Jeffrey.
;

;

—

;

;

or elegant without elevation or grandeur
pleasingly,
;
but not grandly, conceived or expressed as, a pretty
face; a p)-e«j/ flower a. pretty poem.
That which is little can be but pretti/, and by claiming dignity
becomes ridiculous.
Jolinson.
This is the prettiest lowborn lass that ever
Ran on the greensward.
Shak.
2. Moderately large ; considerable ; as, he had saved
" Wavering a y«-e«»/ while. " Evelyn.
a, pretty iortnne.
3. Affectedly nice foppish
used in an ill sense.
The pre((j/ gentleman is the most complaisant creature in the
;

;

despicable

use,

unite,

;

;

;
to frustrate ; to stop ; to
" This vile purpose to jorej'ere/.
Shak.
Milton.
Perhaps forestalling night prevented them.
Pre-vent', v. i. To come before the usual time. [Obs.]
Bacon.
Strawberries
will prei^enf and come early
Pre-vent'a-bll'i-ty (-a-btl'I-ty), re. The quality or
state of being preventable.

nide,

full,

;

—

fip,

;

pity

South.

—

;

;

;

;

used ironic-

<irn

intercept

to hinder

;

.

.

.

.

Pre-vent'a-ble (pre-vent'a-b'l), a. Capable of being
prevented or hindered as, preventable diseases.
Pre-vent'a-tive (-tiv), re. That which, prevents
incorrectly used instead of preventive.
Pre-Vent'er (-er), re. 1. One who goes before one
Bacon.
who forestalls or anticipates another. [06.5.]
2. One who prevents or obstructs
a hinderer that
preventer
of
evils
or
of
disease.
which hinders as, a.
3. {Naut.) An auxiliary rope to strengthen a mast.
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

or

Preventer bolts,

plates (Naut.), fixtures

Preventer

—

connected with preventers to reenforce other rigging.
Preventer stay. (Naut.) Same as Preventer, 3.
Pre-vent'ing-ly, adv. So as to prevent or hinder.
Pre-ven'tlon (pre-ven'shiin), re. [Cf. F. prevention.]
1.

The

The

act of going, or state of being, before.

greater the distance, the greater the prevention.

2. Anticipation
hence, precaution

;

;

esp., anticipation of

forethought.

[06i.]
Bacon,

needs or wishes;

[Obs.]

Hammond.

'

Shak.

3. The act of preventing or hindering ; obstruction of
South.
action, access, or approach ; thwarting.
Shak.
Casca, be sudden, for we fear prevention.

4. Prejudice prepossession. [A Gallicism] Dryden.
Pre-Ven'tion-al (-a\), a. Tending to prevent. [06i.]
Pre-vent'ive (pre-vent'Iv), a. [Cf. F. preventif.'\
[Obs.]
1. Going before; preceding.
;

Any

previous counsel or preventive understanding. Cudworth,

obviating prevent2. Tending to defeat or hinder
ing the access of as, a medicine preventive of disease.
Physic is either curative or preventive. Sir T. Browne.
Preventive service, the duty performed by the armed
police in guarding the coast against smuggling. [Eng.]
Pre-vent'ive, n. That which prevents, hinders, or
in medicine,
obstructs
that which intercepts access
something to prevent disease a prophylactic.
Pre-vent'ive-ly, adv. In a preventive manner.
Pre-ver'te-bral (-ver'te-brol), a. (Anal.) Situated
immediately in front, or on the ventral side, of the vertebral column prespinal.
Pre'vl-ous (pre'vT-iSs), a. [L. praevius going before,
leading the way p7-ae before -j- via the way. See Voyage.] Going before in time ; being or happening before
something else antecedent; prior; as, previous aviangements ; a previous ilhiesa.
;J7"er/ow.s- to the storm.
The dull sound
Rolls o'er the muttermg earth.
Thomson.
question.
(Parliamentary
Practice) See undev
Previous
Previous to, before
Question, .and compare Closure.
often used adverbially for preriousiy. " Prerious to
his friends had
publication." J/. Arnold. " A policy
advised 2Jrevion.s to 1710." J. H. Newman.
Antecedent preceding ; anterior prior fore.Syn.
going former.
Pre'vi-ous-ly, adv. Beforehand ; antecedently ; aa,
a plan prcrioiisly formed.
Pre'vl-ous-ness, n. The quality or state of being
previous priority or antecedence in time.
Pre-vise' (pre-viz'), v. t. [L. praevisus, p. p. of
praevidere to foresee juroe before -)- videre to see. See
Vision.]
1. To foresee.
[R.]
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

—

—

.

—

;

.

.

;

;

;

;

—

contemptible
a pretty fellow.

understanding.

;

Spectator.
;

a pretty trick

own

Pre-Var'i-cate, v. t. To evade by a quibble to transJer. Taylor.
[Obs.]
gress; to pervert.
[L. praevaricatio
Pre-var'1-ca'tion (-ka'shtin), re.
1. Tlie .act of prevaricating, shufcf. F. prevarication.]
fling, or quibbling, to evade the truth or the disclosure of
truth a deviation from the truth and fair dealing.
The august tribunal of the skies, where wo prevarication shall
Cowper.
avail.
2. A secret abuse in the exercise of a public office.
Law)
{Roman
The
collusion
{a)
of
an in3. {Law)
former with the defendant, for the purpose of making a

'

;

with his

Law) To

collude, as where an informer colludes with the defendant, and makes a sham prosecution.
3. (Eng. Law) To undertake a thing falsely and deceitfully, with the purpose of defeating or destroying it.
To evade
equivocate
quibble
shuffle.
Syn.
Prevaricate, Evade, Equivocate. One who evades a
question ostensibly answers it, but really turns aside to
some other point. He who equivocates uses words which
have a double meaning, so that in one sense he can claim
to have said the truth, though he does in fact deceive, .and
intends to do it. He who prevaricates talks all round the
question, hoping to " dodge " it, and disclose nothing.
2. {Civil

;

;

;

^e prevaricates

Pret'ty (prTt'ty), a. [Compar. Prettier (-ti-er) superl. Prettiest.]
[OB. prati, AS. prsettig, prsetig,
crafty, sly, akin to prxt, prsett, deceit, trickery, Icel.
prettngr tricky, prettr a trick probably fr. Latin, perhaps through Celtic cf. W. praith act, deed, practice,
LL. practica execution, practice, plot. See Practice.]
1. Pleasing by delicacy or grace
attracting, but not
striking or impressing; of a pleasing and attractive
form or color having slight or diminutive beauty neat

world.

;

;

.

;

To

;

Pre-tor'ture (pre-tSr'tfir 135), V. i. To torture beforehand.
Fuller.
Pret'ti-ly (prTt'ti-iy), adv. In a pretty manner.
Pret'ti-ness, re. The quality or state of being pretty ;
—used sometimes in a disparaging sense.
A style , . without sententious pretension or antithetical
prettiness.

Prayer,

thwart.

;

;

Common

;

3.

;

re.

a pretor.

Bk. of

.

Prior.
Then had I come, preventing Sheba's queen.
[Obs.]
2. To be beforehand with
to anticipate.
Pope.
Their ready guilt preventing thy commands.

;

of the pretorian guard.
[L. praetorium, f r. praetor.]
in a Roman camp
hence, a
council of war, because held in the general's tent.
2. The official residence of a governor of a province

as,

us.

;

;

A soldier

The general's tent

Mean

;

;

actually prevails is prevailinq ; as, the prevailing
winds are west. Hence, prevailing is the livelier and
more pointed word, since it represents a thing in action.
It is sometimes the stronger word, since a thing may
prevail sufficiently to be called jirevalent, and yet require
greater strength to make it actually prevailing.

;

&

Clarendon.

alence with him.

—

4.

;

;

;

;

ally

;

;

;

+

;

re.

&

—

Pre'tor (pre'tor), re.
[L. praetor, for praeiior, fr.
praeire to go before prae before
ire to go. See Is1. {Bom. Antiq.) A civil ofiBcer or magistrate
among the ancient Romans.
(J^^ Originally the prelor was a kind of third consul
but at an early period two pretors were appointed, the
first of whom (praetor urbanus) was a kind of mayor or
city judge; the other {praetor peregrinus) was a judge
of cases in which one or both of the parties were foreigners.
Still later, the number of pretors, or judges, was
further increased.
2. Hence, a mayor or magistrate.
[iS.]
Bi-yden.
Pre-tO'ri-al (pre-to'ri-al), a. Pretorian.
Burke.
Pre-tO'rl-an (-an), a. \\i. praetorianus : cf. F.pretorien.]
Of or pertaining to a pretor or magistrate judicial; exercised by, or belonging to, a pretor; as, pretorian power or authority.
Pretorian bands or guards, or Fretorlans (Rom. Hist.),
the emperor's bodyguards, instituted by the Emperor
Augustus in nine cohorts of 1,000 men each.
Pretorian
gate (Rom. Antiq.), that one of the four gates in a camp
which lay next the enemy. Brande & C.

Pre-to'ri-um (-um),

;

;

;

Ward.

Prev'e-nan-cy (-uon-sy), re. The act of anticipating
another's wishes, desires, etc., in the way of favor or
courtesy; hence^ civility obligingness. [06s.] Sterne.
i.
[F. prevenir, L. praePre-vene' (pre-ven'), V. t.
venire.
See Prevent.] To come before ; to anticipate
Philips.
hence, to hinder to prevent. [Obs.]
Pre-ven'1-ence (-veu'I-ens or -yens 106), re. The act
of going before
anticipation.
[R]
Pre-ven'i-ent (-t-ent or -yent), a. [L. praeveniens, p.
pr.] Going before; preceding; hence, preventive. "PreMilton.
venient grace descending."
Pre-vent' (pre-venf), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Prevented ;
p. pr. & vb. re. Preventing.] [L. praevenire, praeventum; prae before -)- venire to come. See Come.] 1. To
go before to precede ; hence, to go before as a guide
to direct.
[Obs.]
We which are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord
shall not prevent them which are asleep.
1 7'liess. iv. 15.
We pray thee that thy grace may aXvrays prevent and follow

;

sue.]

II

A

law of phenomenal sequence."

;

;

Pre-tib'i-al (pre-ttb'I-al),
front of the tibia.

1.

&

;

;

pearance.

Pre-to'rl-an,

;

Locke.

—

1. Having superior force or influPre-vail'lng, a.
ence efficacious persuasive.
Shak.
Saints shall assist thee with prevailing prayers.
Rowe.
2. Predominant
prevalent
most general as, the
prevailing disease of a climate a, prevailing opinion.
Syn. See Prevalent.
Pre-vall'lng-ly, adv. So as to prevail.
Pre-vail'ment (-ment), re. Prevalence superior influence efficacy.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Prev'a-lence (prSv'a-lens), n. [L. praevalentia : cf.
F. prevalence. See Prevail.] The quality or condition
of being prevalent
superior strength, force, or influwide
ence
general existence, reception, or practice
extension as, the prevalence of virtue, of a fashion, or
of a disease the prevalence of a rumor.
The duke better knew what kind of arguments were of prev-

L' Estrange.
Dr. H. More.

disguise;

;

;

3. To persuade or induce
with on, upon, or with;
as, I prevailed on him to wait.
He was prevailed with to restrain the Earl. Clarendon.
Prevail upon some iudicious friend to be your constant
hearer, and allow him the utmost freedom.
Swift.

;

pretext of reason.

in force

predominant

skeptics, as far as

;

how

Swift.

To be

A

prosecution.
false or de(6) {Common Law)
ceitful seeming to undertake a thing for the purpose of
defeating or destroying it.
Cowell.
^
Pre-var'i-ca'tor (pre-vSr'i-ka'ter), re. [L. praevari1. One who prevaricates.
cator: ct. F. prevaricateur.]
one who colludes
2. {Roman Law) A sham dealer
with a defendant in a sham prosecution.
Prynne
3. One who betrays or abuses a trust.
i.
To prove. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Preve (prev), v. t.
Chaucer.
Preve, re. Proof. [Obs.]
[F. prevenance.]
Prev'e-nance (prSv'e-nans), re.
{Metaph.)
going before ; anticipation in sequence or
order. " The law of prevenance is simply the well-known

sham

;

+

or

;

to have effect, power, or influence
to have currency or prevalence ; to
obtain as, the practice prevails to this day.
This custom makes the short-sighted bigots, and the warier

;

With how much

—

of England.

2.
to be

;

and kindness.

;

;

;

re.
[Pref.
Pre'ter-plu'per'leot (-plu'per'fSkt), a.
preter- -\- pluperfect.] (Gram.) Old name of the tense
also called pluperfect.
(Geol.) Eiirlier
Pre-ter'tl-a-ry (pre-ter'sht-a-rj?), a.
than Tertiary.
Pre'ter-vec'tlon (-vSk'shfin), re. [L. praetervectio, fr.
praetervehere to carry beyond. See Invection.] The
act of carrying past or beyond, [i?.]
Abp. Potter.
See Pre[L. praetexere.
Pre-tex' (pre-tSks'), V. t.
text.] To frame
to devise
to disguise or excuse
hence, to pretend to declare falsely. [06*.]
Pre'test (pre'tSkst or pre-tSkst' 277), re. [F. pretexte, h. praetextum, fr. praetextus, p. p. oi praetexere to
weave before, allege as an excuse ; prae before
texere
to weave. See Text.] Ostensible reason or motive assigned or assumed as a color or cover for the real reason
or motive pretense ; disguise.
They suck the blood of those they depend on, under a pretext

of service

Walpole.

pretty.

Pret'ty-ism (-iz'm), re. Affectation of a pretty style,
manner, etc. [R.]
Ed. Rev.
Pret'ty-spo'ken (-spo'k'n), a. Spoken or speaking

;

Syn.

Somewhat

Pret'ty-lsh, a.

;;

PREWARN
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Pre'ter-mls'slon (pre'tei--mTsh'iin), n.
See Pretermit.] 1.
missio.
omittinj;; omission.
2. (Rhet.) See Preterition.

"

:;;

;;;

;

food, foot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

;

To niform beforehand

2.

to warn.
Ld. Lt/llon.
;
re.
[Ct. F.prl-vision.] Foreprescience.
J/. Spencer.
(-voi'nnt), a.
[F. privoyant.] Foresee-

Pre-vl'sion (-vizh'iin),
sight

;

forcvknowledge

Pre-voy'ant

;

'
[R.]
Mrs. Oliplionl.
Pre-warn' (pre-warn'), V. t. & i. [imp. Ji p. p. Prkwarned (-warn(l') ;;. pr,
vb n. Prbwarnino.] To
warn beforehand to forewarn. [iJ.]

ing

sing, ink

;

prescient.

&

;

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

"
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PREY

N

Prey (pra), n. [OF. preie, F. proie, L. praeda, probably for praeheda. See Prehensile, and cf Depkedatb,
Predatory.] 1. Anything, as goods, etc., taken or got
by violence anything taken by force from an enemy
in war spoil ; booty plunder.
And they brought the captives, and the prey^ and the spoil,
Num. xxxi. 12.
unto Moses, and Eleazar the priest.
2. That which is or may be seized by animals or birds
to be devoured hence, a person given up as a victim.
The old lion perisheth for lack of prey. Job iv. 11.
Dryden.
Already sees herself the monster's prey.
3. The act of devouring other creatures ravage.
.

;

;

;

;

;

Hog

in sloth, fox in stealth,

.

.

Shak.

lion in prey.

.

Beast of prey, a carnivorous animal ; one that feeds on
the flesh of other animals.
Prey (pra), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Preyed (prad) p. pr.
[OF. preier, preer, L. praedari, fr.
vb. n. Preying.]
to gather
praeda.
See Prey, «.] To take booty
spoU to ravage to take food by violence.
More pity that the eagle should be mewed,
Shak.
"While l<ites and buzzards /irej/ at liberty.
To prey on or upon, (a) To take prey from to despoil to pillage to rob.
Shak. (b) To seize as prey to
take for food by violence to seize and devour. Shak.
to cause to waste or pine
(c) To wear away gradually
Addison.
away as, the trouble preyed upon liis mind.
Prey'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, preys a
Hooker.
plunderer a waster a devourer.
Prey'tul (-ful), a. 1. Disposed to take prey. [06«.]
The preyfid brood of savage beasts.
Chapman.
2. Rich in prey.
\_Obs.']
Shak.
Pre-zyg'a-poph'y-slS (pre-zTg'a-pot'i-sis), n. ; pi.
Prezyoapophyses (-sez). [NL. See Pre-, and ZygaPOPHYSis.]
(Anat.) An anterior zygapopliysis.
Pri'al (pri'al), n. A corruption of pair royal. See
under Pair, n.
Pri'an (-on), n. [Cornish, clayey ground, from pri
clay.]
(Mining) A fine, wliite, somewhat friable clay
also, the ore contained in a mixture of clay and pebbles.
[Written also jor!/a?).]
Prl'a-pe'an (pri'a-pe'frn), n. [Cf. L. Priapeius pertaining to Priapus.]
[Lai. Pros.) A species of hexameter verse so constructed as to be divisible Into two portions of three feet each, having generally a trochee in
the first and the fourth foot, and an amphimacer in the
third
appUed also to a regular hexameter verse
when so constructed as to be divisible into two portions
;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

;

—

Andrews.

of three feet each.
Prl'a-plsm (pri'a-pTz'm),

[L. priapismus, Gr.
TrptaTrttTjLLos, from Pnapus the god of procreation, the
penis, Gr. npiWos
ct.'P. priapisme.']
[Med.) More or
less permanent erection and rigidity of the penis, with
n.

:

or without sexual desire.

[NL. See

l|Pri-ap'U-la'ce-a(pri-Sp'u-la'she-a),ra.j)?.

Priapism.] „
(Zool.) A

"To prick of highest praise forth to advance."
[,Obs.']
(d) A mathematical point;
Spenser,
regularly used
in old English translations of Euclid,
(e) The footprint

—

of a hare.
[Oft*.]
small roll ; as, a prick of spun yarn ; a
4. (JVaut.)
prick of tobacco.
Prick (prik), V. t. iimp.
p. p. Pricked (prTkt)
p. pr. &.vb. n. Pricking.] [AS. prician ; akin to LG.

A

&

;

pricken, D. prikken, Dun. p7ikke, Sw.pricka. See Prick,
and cf. Prink, Prig.] 1. To pierce slightly with a
sharp-pointed instrument or substance to make a puncture in, or to make by puncturing ; to drive a fine point
into ; as, to p7-ick one with a pin, needle, etc. ; to prick
a card ; to prick holes in paper.
2. To fix by the point ; to attach or hang by puncturing as, to p7-ick a knife into a board.
Sir I. Newton.
The codk&prick it [a slice] on a prong of iron. Sayujys.
3. To mark or denote by a puncture ; to designate by
pricking ; to choose to mark ;
sometimes with off.
«.,

;

;

—

;

Some who are pricked for sheriffs.
Bacon.
Let the soldiers for duty be carefully pricked oft. Sir W. Scott.
Those many, then, shall die tlieir names are pricked. Shak.
4. To mark the outhne of by puncturing to trace or
form by pricking ; to mark by punctured dots as, to
prick a pattern for embroidery ; to prick the notes of a
musical composition.
Cowper.
5. To ride or guide with spurs ; to spur to goad ; to
sometimes with on, or off.
incite ; to urge on ;
Vfho prickclh his blind horse over the fallows. Chaucer.
;

;

;

—

;

The

season pricketh every gentle heart.
My duty pricks me ou to utter that.

To

affect with sharp pain

Chancer.
Shak.

to sting, as with remorse. "I was jsriciecJ with some reproof." Tennyson.
Now when they heard this, they were pricked in their heart.
Acts ii. 37.
7. To make sharp ; to erect into a point to raise, as
something pointed ;
said especially of the ears of an
animal, as a horse or dog ; and usually followed by up ;
hence, to prick up the ears, to listen sharply to have
the attention and interest strongly engaged. "The
courser . . . pricks up his ears."
Dryden.
8. To render acid or pungent.
[OJ.?.]
Hudibras.
9. To dress to prink ;
usually with up.
[06s.]
10. (Naut.) (a) To run a middle seam through, as tlie
cloth of a sail. (6) To trace on a chart, as a ship's
course.
11. (Far.) (a) To drive a nail into (a horse's foot), so
as to cause lameness.
(6) To nick.
Prick, V. i. 1. To be punctured to suffer or feel a
sharp pain, as by puncture as, a sore finger ^riefo.
2. To spur onward ; to ride on horseback.
3Iilton.
A gentle knight \ia^ jiricking on tlie plain.
Spenser.
3. To become sharp or acid ; to turn sour, as wine.
4. To aim at a point or mark.
Hawkins.
Prlck'-eared' (prTk'erd'), a. (Zool.) Having erect,
pointed ears ;
said of certain dogs.
Thou prick-eared cur of Iceland.
Shak.
Prick'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, pricks
a pointed instrument ; a sharp point ; a prickle.
2. One who spurs forward ; a light horseman.
The prickej-s, who rode foremost, . . halted. Sir W. Scott.
3.
priming wire ; a priming needle,
used in blasting and gunnery.
Knight.
spike
having
generally a
4. (Naut.) A small marline
wooden handle,
used in saUmaking. E. U. Dana, Jr.
Prick'et (-St), n. [Perhaps so called from the state of
his horns.
See Prick, and cf. Brocket.] (Zool.) A
buck in his second year. See Note under 3d Buck. Shak.
Prlck'ing, n. 1. The act of piercing or puncturing
with a sharp point. "There is that speaketh like tlie
Prov. xii. IS [1583].
prickings of a sword."
2. (Far.) (a) The driving of a nail into a horse's foot
so as to produce lameness.
(6) Same as Nicking.
Shak.
3. A sensation of being pricked.
4. The mark or trace left by a hare's foot ; a prick ;
[06s.]
also, the act of tracing a hare by its footmarks.
[06s.]
5- Dressing one's self for show ; prinking.
Prick'lng-up' (-up'), n. (Arch.) The first coatmg of
plaster in work of three coats upon laths. Its surface
is scratched once to form a better key for the next coat.
Brande
In the United States called scratch coat.
C.
Prlc'kle (prik'k'l), n. [AS. pricele, pride; akin to
LG. prickel, D. prikkel. See Prick, n.] 1. A little
prick ; a small, sharp point ; a fine, sharp process or projection, as from the skin of an animal, the bark of a
plant, etc.
Bacon.
a spine.
2.
kind of willow basket ;
a term still used in
some branches of trade.
B. Jonson.
3. A sieve of filberts,
about fifty pounds. [Eng."]
Prlc'kle, V. t. To prick slightly, as with prickles, or
6.

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

One

with a terminal anal

of the Priapulacea (Priapulus pygvFixus).
(X 6) a Jlouth; 6 Gill.

.

two caudal gills.
Prlc'a-sour (prlk'a-soor), n. A hard rider. [06.S.]
Price (pris), n. [OE. pris, OF. p7-is, F. priz, L. preHum ; cf Gr. vipvrifLi. I sell, wpCaaSat to buy, Skr. pat}
to buy, 01. renim 1 sell. Cf. Appreciate, Depreciate,
Interpret, Praise, n. & v.. Precious, Prize.] 1. The
sum or amount of money at which a thing is valued, or
the value which a seller sets on his goods in market
that for which something is bought or sold, or offered for
sale equivalent in money or other means of exchange
current value or rate paid or demanded in market or
"Buy wine and milk without money
in barter; cost.
Isa. Iv. 1.
and without p)-!ee."
We can afford no more at such a price.
Shak.
2. Value estimation excellence worth.
Prov. xxxi. 10.
Her price is far above rubies.
opening, and usually with one or

.

;

;

;

;

;

New treasures still,
Reward recompense
;

of countless price.
as,

;

'T

The knave

deserves

it

is

Keble.

the price of industry.
the price of toil,
tills the soil.

when he

Pope.

Price current, or Price list, a statement or list of the
prevailing prices of merchandise, stocks, specie, bills of
etc., published statedly or occasionally.
p. p. Priced (prist) p. pr.
Price, V. t. [imp.
[06s.]
1. To pay the price of.
vb. n. Pricing.]
With thine own blood to price his blood.
Spenser.
2. To set a price on ; to value.
See Prize.
[_Colloq.'}
3. To ask the price of
as, to price eggs.
Priced (prist), a. Rated in price ; valued ; as, highpriced goods low-priced labor.
[From Thomas Price of San FranPrlce'ite (-It), n.
(Jl/m.) A hydrous borate of lime, from Oregon.
cisco.]
n.
Price'less,
X. Too valuable to admit of being
appraised ; of inestimable worth invaluable.
2. Of no value worthless,
[i?.]
J. Barlow.
Prick (prlk), n. [AS. prica, pricca, pricu ; akin to
LG. pj'ick, pricke, D. prik, Dan. prik, prikke, Sw. prick.
Cf. Prick, d.]
1. That which pricks, penetrates, or
punctures a sharp and slender thing a pointed instrument ; a goad ; a spiur, etc. ; a point a skewer.
Pins, wooden pricks^ nails, sprigs of rosemary.
Shak.
It is hard for thee to kick against the 2^ricks. Acts ix. 5.
2. The act of pricking, or the sensation of being
pricked ; a sharp, stinging pain ; figuratively, remorse.
" The priefo of conscience."
A. Tucker.

exchange,

&

&

;

;

—

&

;

—

A

—

fine,

sharp points.

;

;

;

;

;

;

3. A mark made by a pointed instrument a puncture
a point. Hence (a) A point or mark on the dial, noting
;

;

:

the hour. [06«.] "The prick of noon." Shak. (b)
The point on a target at which an archer aims the
mark; the pin. " They that shooten nearest the prici-.
Spenser, (c) A mark denoting degree degree pitch,
;

;

ale, senate,

c&re, aan,

;

ann, ask,

—

A

Felt a horror over

me creep.

Prickle my skin, and catch
PrlcTcle-back' (-bSk'),

my

breath.

(Zool.)

Pric'kle-flsh' (-fish'),

Tennyson.

The stickleback.

Prlck'li-ness (prlk'li-nes), n. [From Prickly.] The
quality of being prickly, or of having many prickles.
Spenser.
Prick'ling (-ling), a. Prickly. [06s.]
so called in conPrlck'lonse' (-Ions'), n. A tailor
VEsirange.
tempt. lOld slang']
Prickly, a. Full of sharp points or prickles armed
or covered with prickles as, a prickly shrub.
Prickly a,sh(Bot.), a prickly shrub (Xanthoxylutn Americanum) with yellowish flowers appearing with the leaves.
All parts of the plant are pungent and aromatic. The
Gray.
Prickly
southern species is X. Carolinianum.
heat (Med.), a noncontagious cutaneous eruption of red
pimples, attended with intense itching and tingling of
the parts affected. It is due to inflammation of the
sweat glands, and is often brought on by overheating
the skin in hot weather.
Prickly pear (Bot,), a name
given to several plants of the cactaceous genus Optin;

—

;

;

—

—

American plants consisting of fleshy, leafless, usually
flattened, and often prickly joints inserted upon each
tia,

final,

3,11

;

eve, event,

find,

fern,

recent

j

Ice,

The

other.

sessile

flowMs liave many petals and numer-

ous stamens. The edible fruit is a large pear-shaped
berry containing many flatfish seeds. The common species
of the Northern Atlantic States
is Opuntia vulgaris.
In the South

and West are many others, and in
tropical America more than a hundred more. 0. vulgaris, 0. Ficus-Indica, and 0. Tuna are abundantly
introduced in the Mediterranean region, and 0. Dillenii has become

common

India.

in

— Prickly

pole

a West Indian palm (Baciris
Plumieranu), the slender trunk of
which bears many rings of long black
i.Bot.),

p r i c k 1 e s. — Prickly withe (Bot.),a
West Indian cactaceous plant Ce(

reus ti-iangidaris) having prickly,
slender, climbing, triangular stems.
— Prickly rat iTooi. ), any one of several species of South American burPear (OpanKo
rowing rodents belonging to Cte- Prickly Tuna).
nomys and allied genera. The hair
is usually intermingled with sharp spines.
Prick'mad'am (piTk'mSd'am), n. [F. ttique-madame. Cf. Tripmadau.] (Bot.) A name given to several
species of stonecrop, used as ingredients of vermifuge
medicines. See Stonecrop.
Prlck'punch' (-piinch'), n. A pointed steel punch, to
prick a mark on metal.
Prlck'Shaft' (-shaft'),
An arrow. [06s.]
Prick'song' (-song' 115), n. [See Prick, t;. <.,4.] Musia
written, or noted, with dots or points —so called from
the points or dots with which it is noted down.
[06s.]
(

?i..

;

;

He fights as you si-a^ jiricksong.
Shak.
Prlck'WOOd' (-w65d'), n. (Bot.) A shrub (Euonymiu
Europxus) — so named from the use of its wood for
;

goads, skewers, and shoe pegs.

Prick'y (-y),
Pride (prid),

;

;

indrical body

3.

PRIEST

—

suborder of
Gepliyraea,
having a cyl-

»
;;

;

;

E. lamprey.']

Called also spindle

tree.

and sharp prickly. Holland.
AS. lamprede, LL. lampreda,
(Zool.) A small European lamprey (Pea.

Stiff

n.

;

[Cf.

tromyzon branchialis)

;

— called aX&o prid,a,uAsandpipeT.

Pride, n. [AS. pryle ; akin to Icel. pry Si honor, ornament, prySa to adorn, Dan. pryde, Sw. pryda; cf. W.
prydus comely. See Proud.] 1. The quality or state
of being proud inordinate self-esteem
an unreasonable
;

;

conceit of one's own superiority in talents, beauty,
wealth, rank, etc., wliich manifests itself in lofty airs,
distance, reserve, and often in contempt of others.
Those that walk in pride he is able to abase. Dan. iv. 37.
Pride that dines on vanity sups on contempt. Franklin.
2. A sense of one's own worth, luid abhorrence of
what is beneath or unworthy of one lofty self-respect
noble self-esteem ; elevation of character dignified bearing proud delight
in a good sense.
Thus to relieve the wretched was his pride. Goldsmith.
A people which takes no pride in the noble achievements of
remote ancestors will never achieve anything worthy to be re*
aiembered with pride by remote descendants.
ilacaulay.
3. Proud or disdainful behavior or treatment
insolence or arrogance of demeanor
haughty bearing and
conduct ; insolent exultation ; disdain.
Let not the foot of pride come against me. Ps. xxxvi. 11.
That hardly we escaped the pride of France.
Shak.
4. That of which one is proud ; that which excites
boasting or self-gratulation the occasion or ground of
self-esteem, or of arrogant and presumptuous confidence,
as beauty, ornament, noble character, children, etc.
Lofty trees yclad with summer's 2J7*/de.
Spenser,
I will cut off the pride of the Philistines. Zech. ix. 6.
A bold peasantry, their country's pride. Goldsmith.
5. Show
ostentation ; glory.
Pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious war. Shak.
6. Highest pitch elevation reached ; loftiness ; prime
glory ; as, to be in t)ie pride of one's life.
A falcon, towering in her pride of place.
Shak.
7. Consciousness of power ; fullness of animal spirits
mettle ; wantonness hence, lust sexual desire
esp.,
an excitement of sexual appetite in a female beast. [06s.]
Pride of India, or Pride of China. (.Bot.) See Mabgosa.
Pride of the desert (Zool.), the camel.
Syn. Self-exaltation; conceit; hauteur; haughtiness;
lordliness loftiness.
Pride, Vanity. Pride is a high or
an excessive esteem of one's self for some real or imagined
superiority, as rank, wealth, talents, character, etc.
Vanity is the love of being admired, praised, exalted,
etc., by others.
Vanity is an ostentation of "pride; but
one may have great pT-ide without displaying it. Vanity,
which is etymologically " emptiness," is applied especially to the exhibition of pride in superficialities, as
beauty, dress, wealth, etc.
vb. n.
Pride, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Prided; p. pr.
Priding.] To indulge in pride, or self-esteem; to rate
highly ; to plume ;
used refiexively.
Bp. Hall.
Pluming and priding himself in all his services South.
Pride, V. i. To be proud ; to glory. [R.]
Pride'f Ul (-ful), a. Full of pride ; haughty. Tennyson,
Prlde'ful-ness, n.
Pride'ful-ly', adv.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

&

&

—

—

—

Chaucer,
Pride'less, a. Without pride.
Prid'1-an (prld'i-on), a. [L. pridianus.] Of or pertaining to the day before, or yesterday. [iJ.] Thackeray.
Prld'lng-ly (prid'ing-ly), adv. Proudly. [06s.]

Prle

(prI), n.

Prie,

V. i.

To

(Bot.) The plant privet.
[06s.]
pry.

[Obs.]

Tusser.

Chaucer.

(prid), imp. &p. p. of Pry.
Prie'dieu' (pre'dye'), «. [F., literally,

Pried

kneeling desk for prayers.
Priet (pref), n. Proof. [06s.]
Pri'er (pri'er), re. [From Pry.]

pray God.]

Spenser.

One who

who

A

Lydgate.
pries; one

inquires narrowly and searches, or is inquisitive.
So pragmatical &prier he is into divine secrets. Fuller,
Priest (prest), n.
[OE. prest, preost, AS. predst, fr.
L. presbyter, Gr. wpeajSuTepos elder, older, n., an elder,
compar. of vpea^v; an old man, the first syllable of
which is probably akin to L. pristinus. Cf. Pristine,
Presbyter.]
presbyter or
1. (Christian Church)

A

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 8dd

I

"

;;

PRIEST
&

Pri-mal'i-ty (prt-mSI'i-ti^),
of being primal.

The church
These I

.

New Testament presbyters are not called
griests ; but Clirist is designated as a priest, and as a
igh priest, and all Christians are designated priests.
Priest (prest), V. t. To ordain as priest.
Prlest'cap' (-kSp'), n. (Fort.) A form of redan, so
named from its shape
called also swallowtail.
Prlest'craft' (-kraff), n. Priestly policy ; the policy
of a priesthood ; esp., in an ill sense, fraud or imposition in religious concerns ; management by priests to
gain wealth and power by working upon the religious
motives or credulity of others.
It is better that men should be governed hy priestcraft than
by violence.
Macaulay.
Prlest'er-y
;

(-er-J^),

;

[iJ.]

Prlestaike' (-llk'), a. Priestly.
The quality or state of
Priest 'll-ness (-lif-nSs), n.
being priestly.
R. Browning.
Priest'ly, a. Of or pertaining to a priest or the priesthood; sacerdotal; befitting or becoming a priest; as, the
priestly of&ce a, priestly iarevieW.
Shak.
Prlest'-rld'den (-rid'd'n), a. Controlled or oppressed

by priests &b, a, priest-ridden ^o'p\e.
Swift.
Prieve (prev), v. t. To prove. iObs. or Seot.l
Prig (prig), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Prigged (prtgd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Prigging (-ging).]
[A modification of
prick.']
To haggle about the price of a commodity; to
bargain hard. \_Prov. Eng. & Scot.']
;

The queer prig

A thief

a

;

of a doctor.

t.]

Macaulay.

filcher.

—

—

Prig'gism

(-giz'm), n.

1.

The

re.

[Cf. Brill.]
flow.
[Obs.]

;

Ed. Rev.

;

2.

Prill (pril),

;

quality or state of be-

the manners of a prig.
Roguery; thievery. [Obs.]
Prlgh'te (pri'te), obs. imp. of Prick.

ing priggish

II

Fielding.

Chaucer.

(^'ooZ. )

The

brill.

Prill, V. i. To
Stow.
Prill, n.
stream. [Obs.]
Davies {Mierocosmos).
[Et3rmol. uncertain.]
Prill, re.
1. (Mining) {a)
nugget of virgin metal. (6) Ore selected for excellence.
2. Tlie button of metal from an assay.

A

;

A

Prllllon

(pril'yiin), n.

(prim),

Prime (prim), a. [F., fr. L. primus first, a superl. corresponding to tlie compar. prior former. See Prior, a..
Foremost, Former, and cf. Prim, a.. Primary, Prince.]
1. First in order of time; original; primeval; primi" Prime forests.
tive; primary.
Tennyson.
Milton.
She was not the prime cause, but I myself.
11^'°" In this sense the word is nearly superseded by
primitive, except in the phrase prime cost.

re.

&

&

;

—

;

facie evidence (of

a fact) (Law), evidence which is
BUfflcient to establish the fact unless rebutted.
Bouvier.

Prt'mage (pri'mij 48), re. [F.] (Com.)
charge
in addition to the f reiglit ; originally, a gratuity to tlie
captain for his particular care of the goods (sometimes
called hat money), but now belonging to the owners or
freighters of the vessel, unless by special agreement the
wliole or part is assigned to the captain.
Homans.
Frl'mal (-mal), a. [LL. primalis, f r. L. primus the

A

;

full,

iip,

am

;

—

2. The spring of life; youth; hence, full health,
" Cut off in their
strength, or beauty ; perfection.
prime." Eustace. " The pn'me of youth. " Dryden.
3. That which is first in quality
the most excellent
portion ; the best part.
Give him always of the prime.
Swift,
See Prime, a.]
4. [F. prime, LL. prima (sc. hora).
The morning ; specifically (P.. C. Ch.), the first canonical
hour, succeeding to lauds.
Early and late it rung, at evening and at prim£. Spenser.
Originally, prime denoted the first quarter of the
Afterartificial day, reckoned from 6 A. M. to 6 P. M.
wards, it denoted the end of the first quarter, that is, 9
A. M.
Specifically, it denoted the first canonical hour, as
now. Chaucer uses it in all these senses, and also in the
sense of def. 1, above.
Chaucer,
They eleep till that it was pryme large.
;

J^^

5. (Fencing) The first of the chief guards.
6. (Chem.) Any number expressing the combining
weight or equivalent of any particular element;
so
called because these numbers were respectively reduced
to their lowest relative terms on the fixed standard o£
hydrogen as 1. [Obs. or Archaic]
7. (Arith.) A prime number.
See under Prime, a.
8. An incli, as composed of twelve seconds in the duodecimal system ;
denoted by [']. See 2d Inch, re., 1.
Prime of the moon, the new moon at its first appearance.
Prime, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Primed (primd) p. pr. &
vb. re. Priming.] [From Prime, a.] 1. To apply priming
to, as a musket or a cannon ; to apply a primer to, as a

—

—

;

metallic cartridge.
2. To lay the first color, coating, or preparation upon
(a surface), as in painting; as, to prime a canvas, a wall.
3. To prepare ; to make ready ; to instruct beforehand ; to post ; to coach ; as, to prime a witness ; the
Thackeray.
boys are prtmetZ for mischief
[Colloq.]
4. To trim or prune, as trees.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
5. (Math.) To mark with a prime mark.
To prime a pump, to charge a pump with water, in order to put it in working condition.
.

pity

Prime,

;

food,

tifot

;

out,

oU

;

chair

;

go

;

To be renewed,

1.

i.

or as at

[Obs.1

first.

2. To serve as priming for the charge of a gun.
3. To work so that foaming occurs from too violent
ebullition, which causes water to become mixed with,

—

and be carried along with, the steam that is formed
said of a steam boiler.
Prime'ly, adv. 1. At first primarily. [06s.] South,
2. In a prime manner ; excellently.
Prime'ness, re. 1. The quality or state of being first.
;

;

2. The quality or state of being prime, or excellent.
Prim'er (prim'er), re. One who, or that which, primes

an instrument or device for priming; esp., a
cap, tube, or wafer containing percussion powder or
other compound for igniting a charge of gunpowder.
Prim'er, a. [OF. primer, primier, premier, F. pre[Obs.'\
mier. See Premier.] First ; original ; primary.
specifically,

" The primer English kings."
Drayton.
Primer fine (0. Eng. Law), a fine due to the king on the
writ or commencement of a suit by fine. Blackstone.
Primer seizin (Feudal Law), the right of the king, when a
tenant in capite died seized of a knight's fee, to receive of
the heir, if of full age, one year's profits of the land if in
possession, and half a year's profits if the laud was in reversion expectant on an estate for life ; —now abolished.
BlackMone.
Prim'er (prim'er), re. [Originally, the book read at
prime, the first canonical hour. LL. primae liber. See
Prime, re., 4.]
1. Originally, a small prayer book for
church service, containing the little office of the Virgin

—

Mary

;

The

also, a work of elementary religious instruction.
primer, or office of the Blessed Virgin. Bp. StilUn^ifieet.

A

small elementary book for teaching children to
a reading or spelling book for a beginner.
Chaucer.
As ho sat in the school at liis^jryHicr.
3. (Print.) A kind of type, of which tliere are two
2.

read

;

species

;

one, called long pi'imer, intermediate in size

between bourgeois and small pica [see Long primer]
the other, called great primer, larger than pica.

;

Great primer type.
[Sp. primera,
Pri-me'ro (prT-me'rS), n.
first, from L. primaritis.
See Premier.]

cards,

fr.

primero

A game

now unknown.

at

Shak.

(Bot.) See Primrose.
Prlm'er-ole (prtm'er-ol), n.
" She was a^Dri'mero/c."
[Obs.]
Chaucer.
Prl-me'val (prt-me'vnl), a. [L. primaevus ; primus
first -|- aeviim age.
See Prime, a., and Age.]
Belong-

ing to the

mary

;

first

as, the

ages

;

pristine

;

original

;

primitive

primeval innocence of man.

forest primeval."

from the earliest times
Pri-me'voUB (-viSs),

sing, IqIs

;

tben, thin

;

;

toN

;

pri-

is the
Longfellow,
A'< <iM.
;

in or

Darwin.

originally.

a.

;

" This

From chaos, and ;)>'i»iei;ai darkness, cnnie Light.
In a primeval manner
Prl-me'val-ly, adv.

:

;

v.

Night's bashful empress, though she often wane.
Quarles.
As oft repeats her darkness, primes again.

;

First; primary; original; chief.
hath the primal eldest curse upon it.
Shak.
The primal duties shine aloi't like stars. Wordsworth.

72

;

;

It

ryde,

—

:

See Prime, a.]

unite,

—

this circle.
Prime (prim), re. 1. The first part ; the earliest stage;
the beginning or opening, as of the day, the year, etc.
hence, the dawn ; the spring.
Chaucer.
In the very prime of the world.
Hooker.
Waller.
Hope waits upon the flowery ^?-2"me.

—

II

Ose,

—

;

—

Prl'ma fa'ci-e (prl'ma, fa'shT-e). [L., from abl. of
primus first
abl. of fades appearance.] At first view
on the first appearance.

first.

virtues."

His starry helm, unbuckled, showed him ^rimc
In manhood where youth ended.
Milton.
Lecherous; lustful; lewd. [Obs.]
Shak.
Marked or distinguished by a mark (') called a
prime mark.
Prime and ultimate ratio, (llfath.) See Ultimate.
Prime
conductor. (Elec.) See under Conductor. — Prime factor
(Arith. ), a factor which is a prime number. — Prime figure
(Geom.), a figure whicli can not be divided into any other
figure more simple tlian itself, as a triangle, a pyramid,
etc.
Prime meridian (Astron.), the meridian from whicli
longitude is reckoned, as the meridian of Greenwich or
Washington. Prime minister, the responsible head of a
applied p,articularly
ministry or executive goveminent;
to that of England. — Prime mover. (A/ech.) (a) A natiir.al
agency applied by man to the production of power. Especially Muscular force tlie weight and motion of fluids,
as water and air heat obtained by chemical combination,
and applied to produce changes in the volume and pressure of steam, air, or otlier fluids and electricity, obtained by chemical action, and applied to produce alternation of magnetic force, (ft) An engine, or machine, the
object of vvlii<!li is to receive and modify force and motion
as supplied liy some natural source, and apply them to
drive other niaoliines as a water wheel, a wator-preasure
engine, a steam engine, a liot-air engine, etc. (c) Pig.
The original or the most effective force in any undertaking or work as, Clarkson was tlie prime mover in English

;

;

—

5.
6.

in an opera.

.

"Prime

jon'me minister.

;

;

Prima

as,

,

3. First in excellence ; of highest quality ; as, prime
wheat a prime quality of cloth.
4. Early blooming being in the first stage. [Poetic]

Prl'ma don'na (pre'ma, don'na) pi. E. Prima
DONNAS (-naz). It. Prime (-ma) donse (-na). [It., fr.
prima, prima, the first -f donna lady, mistress. See
Prime, a., and Donna.] The first or chief female singer

+

imporDryden.

2. First in rank, degree, dignity, authority, or

tance

England.
II

Barrow.

primate.

Tin extracted from the slag.
[See Privet.] (Bot.) The privet.
Prim, a. [OF. prim, prin, prime, first, principal,
sharp, thin, piercing, fr. L. primus first. See Prime, a.]
Formal ; precise ; affectedly neat or nice ; as, prim regularity ; a prim person.
Swift.
Prim, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Primmed (primd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Pkimminq.]
To deck with great nicety ; to arrange with affected preciseness ; to prink.
Prim, v. i. To dress or act smartly. [P.]
Pri'ma-cy (pri'ma-sy), re. [LL. primatia, fr. L. primas, -atis, one of the first or principal, chief, fr. primus
first: cf. F. primatie.
See Prime, a.] 1. The state or
condition of being prime or first, as in time, place, rank,
etc. ; hence, excellency ; supremacy. [P.] De Quincey.
2. The office, rank, or character of a primate ; the
chief ecclesiastical station or dignity in a national church
the office or dignity of an archbishop as, the primacy of

Prim

—

Prime number (Arith.), a number
antislavery agitation.
which is exactly divisible by no number except itself or
Prime vertical (Aslron.), the vertical
unity, as 5,7,11.
circle wliich passes through the east and west points of
Prime-vertical dial, a dial in which the
the horizon.
shadow is projected on the plane of the prime vertical.
Prime-vertical transit instrument, a transit instrument
the telescope of which revolves in the plane of the prime
vertical,
used for observing the transit of stars over

;

[Cant]
Shak.
Prlg'ger-y (-ger-y), n. Priggism.
Prlg'gish (-gish), a. Like a prig; conceited; pragmatical.
Prig'glsh-ly, adv.
Prlg'glsh-ness, re.
;

pinna

;

;

2.

— Primary

been replaced by a base or basic radical. — Primary syphilis (Med.), the initial stage of syphilis, including the period
from the development of the original lesion or chancre to
the first manifestation of symptoms indicative of general
constitutional infection. —Primary union (Surg.), union
without suppuration union by the first intention.
Pri'ma-ry, n. ; pi. Primaries (-riz). 1. That which
stands first in order, rank, or importance a chief matter.
2. A primary meeting a caucus.
3. (Zool.) One of the large feathers on the distal joint
of a bird's wing.
See Plumage, and Illust. of Bird.
4. (Astron.) A primary planet; the brighter component of a double star. See under Planet.
Pri'mate (-mat), re. [O'E. primat, ¥. primal, h. primas, -atis, one of the first, chief, fr. primus the first.
See Prime, a.] 1. The chief ecclesiastic in a national
church one who presides over other bishops in a province an arclibishop.
2. (Zool.) One of the Primates.
Pri-ma'tes (prt-ma'tez), re. pi. [NL.] (Zool.) The
highest order of mammals. It includes man, together
with the apes and monkeys. Cf. Phheoi.
Pri'mate-ship (pri'mat-shTp), re. The office, dignity,
or position of a primate primacy.
Pri-ma'tlal (prt-ma'shal), a. [Cf. F. primatial.] Primatical.
D'Anville (Trans.).
[P.]
Prl-mat'ic-al (-m3t'i-kal), a. Of or pertaining to a

;

Prig, V. i. 1. To cheapen. iScot.]
2. [Perhaps orig., to ride off with.
See PsiCK, v.
To filch or steal as, to prig a handkerchief. [Cant]
Prig, n. 1. A pert, conceited, pragmatical fellow.

See Caucus.

tion of candidates, etc.

(Bot. ), one of those portions of a compound leaf or frond
which branch off directly from the main rhachis or stem,
whether simple or compounded. —Primary planets. (Astron.) See the Note under Planet. — Primary qualities of
bodies, such as are essential to and inseparable from them.
-Primary quills (Zo'ol.), the largest feathers of the wing
of a bird; primaries. — Primary rocks (GeoZ.), a term early
used for rocks supposed to have been first formed, being
crystalline and containing no organic remains, as granite,
gneiss, etc.; — called also primitive rocks. The terms Secondary. Tertiary, and Quaternary rocks have also been
used in like manner, but of these the last two only are
now in use. — Primary salt (Chem.), a salt derived from a
polybasic acid in which only one acid hydrogen atom has

Pope.
B. Jonson.

priest.

Bp. Pearson.
body. Locke.

;

;

Without a

institution.

;

A woman who ofBciated in

Prlest'less, a.

primary

call original, or primary, qualities of

Primary alcohol (Organic Chem.), any alcohol which posgroup CII2.OH, and can be oxidized so as to
form a corresponding aldehyde and acid having the same
number of carbon atoms — distinguished from secondary
and tertiary alcohols. — TTlma.Ty amine (Chem.), an amine
containing the amido group, or a derivative of ammonia
in which only one atom of hydrogen has been replaced
by a basic radical — distinguished from secondary and
tertiary amines. —Primary amputation (^ur?.), an amputation for injury performed as soon as the shock due to the
injury has passed away, and before symptoms of inflammation supervene. — Primary axis (Bot.), the main stalk
which bears a whole cluster of flowers. — Primary colors.
See under Color.— Primary meeting, a meeting of citizens
at wliich the first steps are taken towards the nomina-

Prlest'hood (-hd5d), n. 1. The
priest
the priestly function.
Bk. of Com. Prayer:
2. Priests, taken collectively ; the order of men set
Apart for sacred offices ; the order of priests.
Prlest'lng, n. The office of a priest. [Oijt.] Milton.
Prlest'lsm (-Iz'm), n. The influence, doctrines, principles, etc., of priests or the priesthood.
[iJ.]

a

\ts

original.

;

sesses the

the priestMilton.
sacred rites
Abp. Potter.
office or character of

Priests, collectively

n.

of Christ, in

fundamental

;

;

—

— 80 called in contempt.

primitive

;

JJeb. v. 1.

Prlest'ess, n.
among pagans.

;

2. First in order, as being preparatory to something
higher ; as, primary assemblies ; primary schools.
3. First in dignity or importance chief ; principal
as, primary planets ; a matter of primary importance.
4. (Geol.) Earliest formed ; fundamental.
5. (Chem.) Illustrating, possessing, or characterized
by, some quality or property in the first degree having
undergone the first stage of substitution or replacement.

(1^°' In the

hood

;

:

in intention

;

rifices tor sins.

quality or state

;

;

^''

.

The

re.

[O'os.]

Pri'ma-rl-ly (pri'ma-rl-ly), adv. In a primary manner in the first place in the first intention originally.
Pri'ma-rl-ness, re. The quality or state of being primary, or first in time, in act, or in intention.
Norris.
Prl'ma-ry (pri'ma-ry), a. [L. primarius, fr. primus
first
cf. F. primaire.
See Prime, a., and cf. Premlek,
Primero.] 1. First in order of time or development or

&

;

PRIMEVOUS

1137

elder ; a minister ; specifically ; (a) (iJ. C. Ch.
Gr.
Ch.) One who is authorized to consecrate the host and
>o say Mass ; but especially, one of the lowest order
possessing this power. 3Iurdock.
(6) {Ch. of Eng.
Prot. Epis. Ch.) A presbyter; one who belongs to the
intermediate order between bishop and deacon. He is
authorized to perform all ministerial services except
those of ordination and confirmation.
2. One who officiates at the altar, or performs tlie ritea
of sacrifice ; one who acts as a mediator between men
and the divinity or the gods in any form of religion as,
Buddhist pn'eiii.
The priests oiDagon." 1 Sam. \. 5.
Then the u;i"es( of Jupiter , brought oxen and garlands ..
and would have done sacrifice with the people.
Acts xiv. 13.
Every priest taken from among men is ordained for men in
things pertaining to God, that he may offer both gifts and sac.

;;

;

Primeval.

[06s.]

zh = z

in azure.

;;;

Prl'ml-ge'nl-al (pii'mT-je'nT-al), a. Firstborn, or first
original
primary. See Primogenial.
all
la. IL. primigenus,
Pri'ml-ge'nl-OUS (-je'ni-us),
Prl-mlg'e-nOUS (prt-mij'e-ntis), j primigenius. See
Peimogenituke.] First formed or generated original
Bp. Hall.
primigenial.
[L. primus first cf. F. priPri'mine (pri'mTn), n.
mine.'\
{Sot.) The outermost of the two integuments of
of

;

;

;

:

an ovule.

Pri'mo-gen'l-tUte-Ship (pri'mo-ient-tfir-shTp), n. royal of highest rank or authority as, princely birth,
state or privileges of the firstborn.
Burke. character, fortune, etc.
grand au2. Suitable for, or becoming to, a jjrince
Pri-mor'di-al (pri-m6r'di-al), a. [L. primordialis,
from primordium the first beginning primus first -)- gust munificent magnificent as, princely virtues a
'^ Most princely gifts."
Shak.
ordiri to begin a web, to begin cf. F. primordial.'] princely ioTtMne.
1. First in order
primary original of earliest oriPrincely (prTnsly), adv. In a princely manner.
gin ; as, a, primordial condition. " The p7~imordial tacts
My appetite was not iJrincehj got.
Shak.
of our intelligent nature."
Sir W. Hamilton.
Prin'cess (prln'sSs), n. [F. princesse. See Peince,
2. {Geol.) Of or pertaining to the lowest beds of the and cf. Princesse.]
1. A female prince
a woman havSilurian age, corresponding to the Acadian and Potsdam ing sovereign power, or the rank of a prince.
Dryden.
periods in American geology. It is called also Cambrian,
So excellent a iirinccss as the present queen.
Swift.
and by many geologists is separated from the Silurian.
2. The daughter of a sovereign ; a female member of a
3. {Biol.) Originally or earliest formed in the growth royal family.
Shak.
of an individual or organ ; as, a primordial leaf
a pri3. The consort of a prince
as, the princess of Wales.
mordial cell.
Princess royal, the eldest daughter of a sovereign.
Primordial utricle {Bot.), the interior lining of a young
(piTn-ses'),
[F., a princess.]
A term
a.
Prin-cesse'
vegetable cell.
applied to a lady's long, close-fitting dress made with
«.
A first principle
;

;

The

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

d®^ This word has been used by some writers to denote the inner integument, which is formed earlier than
the outer. Cf. Secundine.
1. The powder or other
Prim'ing (prim'ing), n.
combustible used to communicate fire to a charge of
gunpowder, as

in a firearm.

coating of color, size, or the like,
laid on canvas, or on a building, or other surface.
3. {Steam Eng.) The carrying over of water, with the
steam, from the bailer, as into the cylinder.
Priming of the tide. See Lag of the tide, under 2d Lao.
Priming tube, a small pipe, filled with a combustible
Priming valve ( Steam
composition for firing cannon.
Eng. ), a spring safety valve applied to the cylinder of a
steam engine for discharging water carried into the cylPriming wire, a pointed wire used to
inder by priming.
penetrate the vent of a piece, for piercing the cartridge
before priming.
Pri-mlp'a-ra (prt-mTp'a^rA), n. [L., ir. primus first
{Med.) A woman who bears
-\- parere to bring forth.]
a child for the first time.
Prl-mip'a-rous (-rus), a. [See Primipaea.] Belonging to a first birth bearing young for the first time.
Pri-mip'i-lar (-i-ler), a. [L. primipHaris, it. primipilus the centurion of the first cohort of a Roman legion,
fr. primus pilus tlie division made up of the triarii in the
Roman army.] Of or pertaining to the captain of the vanBarrow.
guard of a Roman army.
Pri-mi'ti-a (prt-mTsh'I-a), n. / pi. Primitive (-e)
(Peimitias (-az), obs.).
[L. primitiae, pi., fr. primus
first.
{Eng. Law) The first fruit ; the
Cf. Premices.]
first year's whole profit of an ecclesiastical preferment.
Spenser.
The pn'mitias of your parsonage.
Prl-ml'tlal (-mish'al), a. Being of the first producAinswortJi.
tion ; primitive ; original.
[06«.]
Pltm'i-tive (prlm'I-tly), a. [L. primitivus, fr. primus the first cf. F. primiiif. See Pkime, a.] 1. Of or
pertaining to the beginning or origin, or to early times
original
primordial ; primeval ; first ; as, primitive
ages primitive innocence ; the primitive church. " Our
Milton.
primitive great sire."
2. Of or pertaining to a former time ; old-fashioned ;
characterized by simplicity ; as, a primitive style of dress.
3. Original
primary ; radical ; not derived ; as, a
primitive verb in grammar.
Primitive axes of coordinates (Geom.), that system of
axes to which the points of a magnitude are first referred,
with reference to a second set or system, to which they
Primitive chord (Afus.), that
are afterward referred.
chord, the lowest note of which is of the same literal denomination as the fundamental base of the harmony
Primiopposed to derivative. Moore (Encyc. of Music).
tive circle (Spherical Projection), the circle cut frorath&
sphere to be projected, by the primitive plane. Primitive
colors (Paint.), primary colors.
See under Coloe. Primitive Fathers (£eci.), the acknowledged Christian writers
who flourished before the Council of Nice, A. D. 325. ShipPrimitive groove (^?!a^.), a depression or groove in
ley.
the epiblast of the primitive streak. It is not connected
with the medullary groove, which appears later and in
front of it.
Primitive plane (Spherical Projection), tlie
plane upon which the projections are made, generally coinciding with some principal circle of the sphere, as the
Primitive rocks (Geol.), primary
equator or a meridian.
rocks. See under Primary.
Primitive sheath. (Anat.)
Primitive streak or trace (Anat.), a,n
See Neurilemma.
opaque and thickened band where the mesoblast first appears in the vertebrate blastoderm.
2. (Paint.)

The

first

—

—

—

II

;

II

:

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

Pri-mor'di-al,
or element.
Pri-mor'di-al-lsm (-iz'm), n. Devotion to, or persistence in, conditions of the primordial state. H. Spencer.
Pri-mor'di-al-ly, adv. At the beginning under the
first order of things
originally.
Pri-mor'dl-an {-an), n. [L. primordius first of all,
it. primordium.]
{Bot.) A name given to several kinds
of plums; as, xeAprimordian, amber pHmordian, etc.
Pri-mor'di-ate (-at). «• Primordial. [J?.]
Boyle.
Primp (primp), V. i. & t. [Cf. Prim, a.] To be formal or affected in dress or manners
often with up.
[P» ov. Eng. & Scot.]
Halliwell.
Prim'rose' (prim'roz'), n. [OE. primerole, F. primerole, a derivative ir. IAj. primula, itom Ju. pi-imus &rst.
See Prime, a.] {Bot.) {a) An early flowering plant of
the genus Primula {P. vulgaris)
closely allied to the cowslip. There
are several varieties, as the white-, the
red-, the yellow-flowered, etc.
Formerly called also primerole, primerolles.
(6) Any plant of the genus
Primula.
Evening primrose, an erect biennial
herb (CBnothera biennis), with yellow
vespertine flowers, common
the
United States. The name is sometimes
extended to other species of the same
genus.
Primrose peerless, the twoflowered Narcissus (TV. biflorus). [Obs.] Primrose (Primula
vulgaris).
Prim'rose', a. Of or pertaining to
the primrose ; of the color of a primrose
hence, flowery gay. " The primrose path of dalliance."
Shak.
Prlm'U-Ia (prlm'fi-la), n.
[LL.
See Primrose.]
{Bot.) The genus of plants including the primrose {Pri;

;

;

—

m

—

;

—

;

II

mula

vera).

Prlm'U-la'ceous (-la'shus), a. {Bot.) Of or pertaining to an order of herbaceous plants {Primulacese), of
which the primrose is the type, and the pimpernel, the
cyclamen, and the water violet are other examples.
llPri'mum mob'i-le (pri'mum mob'i-le). [L., first
cause of motion.] {Astron.) In the Ptolemaic system,
the outermost of the revolving concentric spheres constituting the universe, the motion of which was supposed
to carry with it all the inclosed spheres with their planets in a daUy revolution from east to west. See Crystalline heavens, under Ceystallime.
The motions of the greatest persons in a government ought to
be, as the motions of the planets, wadftv priitium mobile. Bacon.
Pri'mus (pri'mtSs), n. [L., the first.] One of the
bishops of the Episcopal Church of Scotland, who presides at the meetings of the bishops, and has certain
privileges but no metropolitan authority. Internal. Cyc.
II

(prim'y), a.
[From Prime, a.] Being in its
[06s.]
"The youth of J5)'i7?i}/ nature." Shak.
(prlns), n.
[F., from L. princeps, -cipis, the
first, chief ; primus first -j- capere to take.
See Prime,
a., and Capacious.]
1. The one of highest rank ; one
holding the highest place and authority a sovereign a
Syn. First; original; primary; radical; pristine; monarch;
originally applied to either sex, but now
ancient primeval ; antiquated old-fashioned.
rarely applied to a female.
Wyclif {Rev. i. 5).
Prim'i-tlve, n. An original or primary word a word
Milton.
Go, Michael, of celestial armies pn'nce.
not derived from another ;
opposed to derivative.
Queen
Elizabeth,
tiprince
admirable
above
her sex. Camden.
Prlm'1-tive-ly, adv. 1. Originally at first.
2. The son of a king or emperor, or the issue of a royal
2. Primarily not derivatively.
Shak.
as, princes of the blood.
3. According to the original rule or ancient practice ; family
3.
title belonging to persons of high rank, diflering
In the ancient style.
South.
Prlm'i-tive-ness, n. The quality or state of being in different countries. In England it belongs to dukes,
marquises, and earls, but is given to members of the
primitive ; conformity to primitive style or practice.
Prlm'i-ty (-ty), n. Quality of being first ; primitive- royal family only. In Italy a prince is Inferior to a duke
ness.
[Oij.]
Bp. Pearson. as a member of a particular order of nobility in Spain
he is always one of the royal family.
Prlm'ly, adv. In a prim or precise manner.
4. The chief of any body of men ; one at the head of
Prlm'ness, n. The quality or state of being prim
a class or profession ; one who is preeminent ; as, a meraffected formality or niceness ; preciseness ; stiffness.
chant
prince / a prince of players. "The p^'ince of learnPrl'mo (pre'mo), a. [It.] {Mus.) First; chief.
Peacham.
Prl'mo-ge'nl-al (prl'mS-je'nl-al), a. [See Primioe- ing."
NiAL.] First born, made, or generated ; original priPrince-Albert coat, a long double-breasted frock coat for
men.— Prince of the blood. Prince consort, Prince of darkmary ; elemental ; as, primogenial light.
Glanvill.
Prince
Prl'mo-gen'1-tlve (-jSn'i-tlv), a.
[See Peimoqeni- ness. See under Blood, Consort, and Darkness.
of Wales, the oldest son of the English sovereign.— Prince's
ture.] Of or pertaining to primogeniture, [i?.]
feather (Bot.), a name given to two annual herbs (A7naPrl'mo-gen'i-tive, n. Primogeniture. \_Obs.']
rantus caudatus and Polygonum orientate), with apetaThe primogenitive and due of birth.
Shah. lous reddish flowers arranged in long recurved panicled
Prl'mo-gen'i-tor (-tSr), n. [LL., fr. 'L. primus first spikes. Prince's metal, Prince Rupert's metal. See under
-|- genitor a begetter.]
The first ancestor ; a forefather. Metal. Prince's pine. (Bot.) See Pipsissewa.
Shak.
Prince, v. i. To play the prince. [i2.]
Pri'mo-gen'1-ture (-tur ; 135), n. [LL., fr. L. jortma*
Prince'dom (prins'diim), n. The jurisdiction, soverfirst
genitura a begetting, birth, generation, fr. genere,
gignere, to beget cf. V. primogeniture, L. primogenitus eignty, rank, or estate of a prince.
Thrones, princedoms, powers, dominions, I reduce. Milton.
firstborn.
See Prime, a., and Genus, Kin.] 1. The
Prince'hOOd (-hdSd), n. Princeliness. \_Obs.] E. Hall.
state of being the firstborn of the same parents ; seniorpetty prince ; a princeling.
Prince'kin (-kTn), n.
ity by birth among children of the same family.
Thackeray.
Th^ princekins of private fife.
2. {Eng. Laio) The exclusive right of inheritance
which belongs to the eldest son. Thus in England the
Fuller.
Prlnce'Iess, a. without a prince.
right of inheriting the estate of the father belongs to the
Prince'Iet (-ISt), n. A petty prince, [i?.]
eldest son, and in the royal family the eldest son of the
Shak.
Prince'like' (-ilk'), a. Princely.
sovereign is entitled to the throne by primogeniture.
The quality of being
Prince'll-ness (-li-nSs), n.
In exceptional cases, among the female children, the princely ; the state, manner, or dignity of a prince.
crown descends by right of primogeniture to the eldest
petty prince ; a young prince.
Prince'ling (-ling), n.
daughter only and her issue.
Blackstone.
Prlnce'ly, a. 1. Of or relating to a prince ; regal

—

—

—

Prim'y

prime.

Prince

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

A

waist and skirt in one.
Prin'cess-like' (prin'sSs-lik'), a. Like a princess.
Prlnce'WOOd' (prins'wood'), n. {Bot.) The wood of
two small tropical American trees {Hamelia ventricosa,
and Cordia gerascanthoides). It is brownish, veined

with lighter

II

;

—

—

—

+

:

A

A

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

color.

Prin'ci-Iled (piTn'st-fld), a. [Prince -\- L. -ficare (in
Colloq.]
comp.).] Imitative of a prince. [R.
Thackeray.
principalis.
See
a[F-j
from
L.
Prln'ci-pal (-P«l),
Prince.] 1. Highest in rank, authority, character, imimportant
portance, or degree ; most considerable or
chief; main; as, the prinefpa? officers of a government
the principal TOien oi a state ; the jortMCtpaZ productions
of a country ; the principal arguments in a case.

&

2.

Wisdom is ihs principal thing.
Of or pertaining to a prince princely.
;

ism]

Prov. iv. 7.
[A Latin-

Spenser,

[Obs.]

—

Principal axis. See Axis of a curve, under Axis.
Principal axes of a otuadric (Geom.), three lines in which
the principal planes of the solid intersect two and two, as
Principal challenge. (Law) See under
in an ellipsoid.
Challenge.— Principal plane. See Plane of projection (a),
under Plane. Principal planes of a quadrlc (Geom.), three
planes each of which is at right angles to the other two,
and bisects all chords of the quadrlc perpendicular to the
Principal point (Persp.), the
plane, as in an ellipsoid.
projection of the point of sight upon the plane of projection.
Principal ray (Persp^, the line drawn through the
point of sight perpendicular to the perspective plane.
Principal section (Crystallog.), a plane passing through
the optical axis of a crystal.
leader, chief, or head ; one who
1.
Prin'ci-pal, n.

—

—

—

—

A

takes the lead one who acts independently, or who has
controlling authority or influence ; as, the principal of
distinguished from a
a faction, a school, a firm, etc. ;
subordinate, abettor, auxiliary, or assistant.
2. Hence {Law) (a) The chief actor in a crime, or an
abettor who is present at it,
as distinguished from an
accessory. (6)
chief obligor, promisor, or debtor,
as distinguished from a surety,
(c) One who employs
another to act for him,
as distinguished from an agent.
Wharton. Bouvier. Burrill.
3.
thing of chief or prime importance ; something
Specifically
fundamental or especially conspicuous.
(a) {Com.) A capital sum of money, placed out at interest, due as a debt or used as a fund
so called in distinction from interest or profit. (6) {Arch.
Engin.)
The construction which gives shape and strength to a
generally a truss of timber or iron, but there are
roof,
roofs with stone principcds. Also, loosely, the most important member of a piece of framing, (e) {Mus.) In
English organs the chief open metallic stop, an octave
above the open diapason. On the manual it is four feet
long, on the pedal eight feet. In Germany this term
corresponds to the English open diapason. (S) {0. Eng.
Law) An heirloom ; a mortuary. Cowell. (e) pi. The
first two long feathers of a hawk's wing.
Spenser. J.
H. Walsh. {/) One of the turrets or pinnacles of waxwork and tapers with which the posts and center of a
funeral hearse were formerly crowned. Oxf. Gloss, {g)
principal or essential point or rule ; a principle. [Obs.]
Prln'cl-pal'1-ty (prin'sT-pal'i-ty ), n. ; pi. Principalities (-ttz).
[L. principalitas preeminence, excellence
cf. F. principaUte,principaute. See Principal.] 1. Sovereignty ; supreme power ; hence, superiority predominance ; high, or the highest, station.
Sir P. Sidney.
;

—

:

—

A

—

A

—

;

&

—

A

;

YoMT principalities shall come down, even the crown

of your
Jer. xiii. 18.

glory.

The

;

.

;:

PRINCIPLE
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PRIMIGENIAL

—

;

;

prerogative

wad principality above everything

else.

Jer. Taylor.

A

prince; one invested with sovereignty. "Next
upstood Nisroch, oi principalities the prime."
Milton.
3. The territory or jurisdiction of a prince
or the
country which gives title to a prince as, the principality of Wales.
Prin'ci-pal-ly (prTn'sT-pal-ly), adv. In a principal
manner primarily ; above all ; chiefly mainly.
Prin'Cl-pal-ness, n. The quality of being principal.
Prin'cl-pate (-pat), n, [L. principatus : cf. F. prin2.

;

;

;

;

[Obs.]
Principality ; supreme rule.
Barrow.
Prin-cip'i-a (prin-sTp'i-a), n. pi. [L. principium.
See Principle.]
First principles ; fundamental beginnings elements ; as, Newton's Principia.
[Obs ]
Prin-cip'i-al (-al), a. Elementary.
Bacon.
Prin-clp'i-ant (-ant), a. [L. prindpians, p. pr. of
principiare to begin, fr. principium. See Principle.]
Relating to principles or beginniiigs. [R.] Jer. Taylor.
Prin-clp'i-ate (-at), v. t. [See Peincipiant.] To begin to initiate.
[Obs.]
Sir M. Hale.
Prin-cip'1-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. Analysis into primary
or elemental parts.
[Archaic]
Bacon.
Prin'Ci-ple (prtn'sT-p'l), n. [F. pi-incipe, L. principium beginning, foundation, fr. princeps, -cipis. Sec
Peince.] 1. Beginning ; commencement. [Obs.]
Doubting sad end of princi]>}e unsound.
Spenser.
2. A source, or origin ; that from which anything
cipat.]
II

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 8dd

;
;

;

proceeds fundamental substance or energy primordial
substance ultimate element, or cause.
The soul of man is an active principle.
Tillotson.
3. An original faculty or endowment.
Nature in your principles hath set [benignity].
Chaucer.
Those active principles whose direct and ultimate object is
the communication either of enjoyment or suffering. Stewart.
4. A fundamental truth a comprehensive law or doctrine, from which others are derived, or on which others
are founded a general truth an elementary proposition a maxim an axiom a postulate.
;

prints books, newspapers, engravings, etc.
itor
a typesetter a pressman.

;

;

;

—

—

Gregory,

See under

Bitter, Contradiction, etc.
Prin'ci-ple (prln'sT-p'l), v.

t.
[imp. & p. p. Princi(-p'ld) p. pr. & vb. n. Pkinciplinq (-plTug).]
To
equip with principles; to establish, or fix, in certain
principles fo impress with any tenet, or rule of con-

pled

;

Preceding in the order of time former antecedent
anterior ; previous as, a prior discovery prior obligation
used elliptically in cases like the following he
lived alone [in the time] prior to his marriage.
[OE. priour, OF. priour, prior, priur, F.
Pri'or, n.
prieur, from L. pj-ior former, superior. See Prior, a.]
(Eccl.) The superior of a priory, and next below an
abbot in dignity.
Conventical, or Conventual, prior, a prior who is at the
head of his own house. See the Note under Priory.
Claustral prior, an official next in rank to the abbot in a
monastery prior of the cloisters.
Pri'or-ate (-St), n. [LL. prioratus : cf. F. priorat.'}
The dignity, office, or government, of a prior. T. Warton.
Pri'or-ess, n. [OF. prioresse."] A lady superior of a
priory of nuns, and next in dignity to an abbess.
See
[Cf. F. priorite.
Pri-or'i-ty (prt-or'I-ty), re.
Prior, a.] 1. The quality or state of being prior or anas,
tecedent in time, or of preceding something else
;

;

duct, good or ill.
Governors should be weW principled. L' Estrange.
Let an enthusiast be principled that he or his teacher is in-

;

Locke.

spired.

+

\_Prim
coch.']
A coxcomb
a pert boy. \_Obs.'\
Prink (prink), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Prinked (prinkt)
vb. n. Prinkino.]
[Probably a nasalized form
p. pr.
of prick.
See Prick, v. t,, and cf. Pbio, Prank.] To
dress or adjust one's self for show ; to prank.
Prink, v. t. To prank or dress up to deck fantastic" kni prink their hair with daisies."
Cowper.
ally.

Prln'COCk (-k5k),
Prin'oox (-koks),

n.

)
1

One who

prinks.

Prin'prld'dle (prlfn'prTd'd'l), n. (Zodl.) The longtailed titmouse.
[Prov. Eng.']
Print (print), V. t. {imp. &p. p. Printed p. pr. &
vb. n. Printino.]
[Abbrev. fr. imprint. See Imprint,
and Press to squeeze.] 1. To fix or impress, as a stamp,
mark, character, idea, etc., into or upon something.
;

A

priority of application.
Shak.
superior rank.
Priority of debts, a superior claim to payment, or a
claim to payment before others.
2. Precedence

^W

—

;

To use

;

;

;

the print of the foot

Where print of human feet was never seen. Dryden.
2. A stamp or die for molding or impressing an ornamental design upon an object as, a butter print.
3. That which receives an impression, as from a stamp
;

mold as, a print of butter.
4. Printed letters the impression taken from type, as
to excellence, form, size, etc. ; as, small print ; large
print ; this line is in print.
5. That which is produced by printing.
Specifically :
(a) An impression taken from anything, as from an engraved plate. " The prints which we see of antiquities."
Dryden. (6) A printed publication, more especially a
newspaper or other periodical. Addison, (e) A printed
cloth a fabric figured by stamping, especially calico or
cotton cloth, (d)
photographic copy, or positive picture, on prepared paper, as from a negative, or from a
;

;

;

A

drawing on transparent paper.
6. {Founding) A core print.
See under Core.
Blue print, a copy in wliite lines on a blue grround, of a
etc., or a positive picture in

blue

and white, from a negative, produced by photographic
printing on peculiarly prepared paper. — In print, (a) In
a printed form issued from the press published. Shak.
(6) To the letter
with accurateness. " All this I speak
in print.'''' Shak. — Out of print. See under Out. —
Print works, a factory where cloth, as calico, is printed.
Prlnt'a-ble (-o^b'l), a. Worthy to be published, [i?.]
Print'er (-er), n. One who prints especially, one who
;

;

;

;

use,

unite,

ryde,

fiill,

tip,

Orn

;

pity

;

Pris-mat'iC (prTz-mSt'ik), I a. [Cf. F. prismatique."]
1. Resembling, or perPris-mat'ic-al (-t-kol),
(
taining to, a prism as, a prismatic form or cleavage.
distributed
a prism formed by a
Separated
or
by
2.
;

;

prism

Pris'moid (pi-Tz'moid), re. [Cf. F. prismo'ide.'] A
body that approaches to the form of a prism.
Pris-moid'al (-moid'al), a. Having tlie form of a
prismoid; as, prismoidal soMAs.
Pris'my (priz'my), a. Pertainingto a prism, [if.]
Prls'on (priz"n 277), n. [F., fr. L. prehensio, prensio, a seizing, arresting, fr. prehendere, prendere, to lay
hold of, to seize. See Prehensile, and cf. Prize, n.,
Misprision.] 1. A place where persons are confined, or
restrained of personal liberty hence, a place or state of
confinement, restraint, or safe custody.
Bring my soul out oiprison, that I may praise thy name.
;

;

Ps, cxlii.
.

—

&

Pris'on, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Prisoned (-'nd) p. pr.
vb. re. Prisoning.]
to shut up in, or
1. To imprison
as in, a prison to confine ; to restrain from liberty.
The prisoned eagle dies for rage. Sir W. Scott,
Shak,
His true respect will prison false desire.
[06i.]
2. To bind (together)
to enchain.
Sir William Crispyn with the duke was led
Robert of Brunne.
"Together prisoned.
Pris'on-er (-er), re. [F. prisonnier.l 1. One who is
Piers Plowman.
confined in a prison.
2. A person under arrest, or in custody, whetlier in
prison or not ; a person held in involuntary restraint ; a
Bouvier,
captive as, a prisoner at the bar of a court.
Keble.
Prisoner of Hope thou art,
look up and sing.

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

See Base, n., 24.
Pris'on-ment(-ment),re. Imprisonment. \_Obs.'\ Shak.
Pristine
primitive.
Pris'tin-ate (prTs'tin-St), a.
Holinshed.
" Pristinate idolatry."
\_Obs.'\
Pris'tine (pris'tTn), a. [L. pristinus akin to prior:
See Prior, a.] Belonging to the earliest
cf. F. pristin.
period or state original primitive primeval as, the
pristine state of innocence the pristine manners of a
Prisoner's base.

;

;

;

;

;

;

pristine vigor.
Pritch (prich), re. [See Prick.] 1. A sharp-pointed
instrument; also, an eelspear. \_Prov. Eng.']
D. Rogers.
[Ote.]
2. Pique; offense.

people

—

siiig,

.

—
—

Wm.

;

.

2. Specifically, a building for the safe custody or confinement of criminals and others committed by lawful
authority.
Prison bars, or Prison hase. See Base, re., 24.
Prison
breach. (Law) See Note under 3d Escape, re., 4.
Prison
house, a prison. Shak. —Triion ship (Naut.), a ship fitted
up for the confinement of prisoners. Prison van, a carriage in which prisoners are conveyed to and from prison.

different refracting angles, so that, when pl.iced
together so as to have opposite relative positions, a ray
of light passed through tliein is refracted or bent into a
Nicol's prism,
new position, but is free from color.
Nicol, of Edinburgh, who
Nlcol prism. [So called from
(Opt.) An instrument for experiments
first proposed it.]

go

7.

The tyrant iEolus,
Witll power imperial, curbs the struggling winds,
And Bounding tempests in dark ^riso«.s binds.
Dryden^.

them

;

—

;

Achromatic prism (Opt.), a prism composed usually of
of dilferent transparent substances which
have unequal dispersive powers, as two different kinds
of glass, especially flint glass and crown glass, the difference of dispersive power being compensated by giving

cliair

;

—

two prisms

;

as Orthorhombic.

;

—

oil

Same

—

A

out,

prismatic colors.

—

equal, and parallel plane figures, and whose
sides are parallelograms.
11^°" Prisms of different forms are often
named from the figure of their bases; as, a
triangular prism, a quadrangular prism, a rhombic prism, etc.
transparent body, with usually
2. (Opt.)
three rectangular plane faces or sides, and two .p^^^
equal and parallel triangular ends or bases;
used in experiments on retraction, dispersion, etc.
3. (Crystallog.) A form the planes of which are parSee Form, ».', 13.
allel to the vertical axis.

;

as,

Prismatic borax (CAem.), borax crystallized in the form
of oblique prisms, with ten molecules of water
disPrismatic colors
tinguished from octahedral borax.
(Opt.), the seven colors into wliich light is resolved when
passed through a prism primary colors. See Primary
colors, under Color.
Prismatic compass (Surv.), a
compass having a prism for viewing a distant object and
Prismatic spectrum
the compass card at the same time.
(Opt.), t\\e spectrum produced by the passage of light
through a prism.
Pris-mat'ic-al-ly, adv. In the form or manner of a
prism by means of a prism.
Pris'ma-toid'al (priz'ma-toid'al), a. [Gr. -irpCa-iJ.a.,
Having a
-c.TO!,
prism -|- -Old ; cf. F. prismato'ide.']
t/re.
prismlike form.

:

fot>t

;

3. (Crystallog.)

cism and Manicheism with Christianity.
Spenser.
Prise (priz), re. An enterprise. [Obs.l
Prise, n. & V. See Prize, n., 5. Also Prize, v. t.
Pris'er (priz'er), n. See Ist Prizer. \_Obs.']
Prism (priz'm), re. [L. prisma, Gr. TrpCcrfia, fr. irpC1. (Geom.)
cf. F.pmme.]
iieiv, npCeiv, to saw
A solid whose bases or ends are any similar,

food,

of Iceland spar,

which has been bisected obliquely at a certain angle,
and tlie two parts again joined with transparent cement,
so that the ordinary image produced by double refraction is thrown out of the field by total reflection from the
internal cemented surface, and the extraordinary, or polarized, image alone is transmitted.

—

Flint, n. [See Peint, v.. Imprint, re.] 1. A mark
made by impression a line, character, figure, or indentation, made by the pressure of one thing on another
as,

drawing, plan, tracing,

:

;

or practice the art of typography to take impressions of letters, figures, or electrotypes, engraved plates, or the like.
2. To publish a book or an article.
From the moment he prints, he must expect to hear no more
truth.
Pope.

or

—

;

Printed goods, textile fabrics printed in patterns, especially cotton cloths, or calicoes.

;

;

;

:

the print of teeth or nails in flesh
in sand or snow.

;

precedence ; preeminence.
Pri'or-ly (pri'er-iy), adv. Previously, [i?.] Geddes.
Pri'or-Ship, re. The state or office of prior priorate.
[Cf. LL.
Pri'o-ry (-o-ry), n.; pi. Priories (-riz).
prioria.
A religious house presided
See Prior, re.]
sometimes an offshoot of,
over by a prior or prioress
and subordinate to, an abbey, and called also cell, and
obedience. See Cell, 2.
Of such houses there were two sorts one where
the prior was chosen by the inmates, and governed as
independently as an abbot in an abbey the other where
the priory was subordinate to an abbey, and the prior
was placed or displaced at the will of the abbot.
Alien priory, a smaU religious house dependent on a
large monastery in some other country.
Syn. See Cloister.
Prls (prTs), n. See Price, and 1st Prize. [OJi.]
Pris'age (priz'aj ; 48), n. [OF. prisage a praising,
or from F.
valuing, taxing ; cf. LL. prisagium prisage
prise a taking, capture, prize. See Prize.] (0. Eng.
Law) (a) A right belonging to the crown of England, of
taking two tuns of wine from every ship importing
twenty tuns or more,
one before and one behind the
mast. By charter of Edward I. butlerage was substituted for this. Blackstone. (b) The share of merchandise taken as lawful prize at sea wliich belongs to the
king or admiral.
Pris-cil'lian-lst (pris-sil'yan-Tst), re. (Eccl. Hist.) A
follower of Priscillian, bishop of Avila in Spain, in the
fourth century, who mixed various elements of Gnosti-

;

1.

;

Syn. — Antecedence

Sir John Beaumont.
Perhaps some footsteps printed in the clay. Roscommon.
2. To stamp something in or upon to make an impression or mark upon by pressure, or as by pressure.
Forth on his fiery steed betimes he rode,
That scarcely prints the turf on wliich he trod.
Vryden.
3. Specifically To strike off an impression or impressions of, from type, or from stereotype, electrotype, or
engraved plates, or the like ; in a wider sense, to do the
typesetting, presswork, etc., of (a book or other publication) ; as, to print books, newspapers, pictures ; to print
an edition of a book.
4. To stamp or impress with colored figures or patterns; as, to print calico.
6. (Photog.) To take (a copy, a positive picture, etc.),
from a negative, a transparent drawing, or the like, by
the action of light upon a sensitized surface.

i.

:

priority of birth

vfi\l print a thought that never may remove.
Surrey.
Upon his breastplate he beholds a dint,
Which in that field young Edward's sword did print.

V.

;

;

look

Print,

;

—

;

;

(-er), n.

;

rhomb

in polarization, consisting of a

—

&

Prink'er

—

Printing wheel, a wheel with letters or figures on its periphery, used in machines for paging or numbering, or
in ticket-printing machines, typewriters, etc. ; a type
wheel.
Milton.
PrintlesS, o,. Making no imprint.
Print'Shop', n. A shop where prints are sold.
Pri'or (pri'er), a. [L. prior former, previous, better,
superior ; compar. corresponding to primus first, and
pro for. See Former, and cf. Prime, a., and Pre-, Pro-.]

j

the bitter, purgative ^jnnci/jZe of senna.

m

—

—

;

is

;

;

A

Bitter principle, Principle of contradiction, etc.

;

;

Therefore, leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let
Heb. vi. 1.
us go on unto perfection.
A good principle, not rightly understood, may prove as hurtMilton.
ful as a bad.
settled rule of action ; a governing law of con5.
directing
inexercises
a
duct an opinion or belief which
fluence on the life and behavior ; a rule (usually, a right
rule) of conduct consistently directing one's actions ; as,
a person of no principle.
All kinds of dishonesty destroy our pretenses to an honest
Law.
principle of mind.
6. {Chem.) Any original inherent constituent which
characterizes a substance, or gives it its essential properties, and which can usually be separated by analysis
applied especially to drugs, plant extracts, etc.

Cathartine

—

Print'er-y (prlnt'er-y), n. A place where cloth is
printed print works also, a printing office, [i?.]
Print'ing, n. The act, art, or practice of impressing
letters, characters, or figures on paper, cloth, or other
material the business of a printer, including typesetting
and presswork, with their adjuncts typography also,
the act of producing photographic prints.
Block printing.
See under Block.
Printing frame
iPhotog.)^ a shallow box, usually having a glass front,
which prmts are made by exposure to light.
Printing
Printing ink, ink used in printhouse, a printing office.
ing books, newspapers, etc. It is composed of lampblack
or ivory black mingled with linseed or nut oil, made thick
by boiling and burning. Other ingredients are employed
for the finer qualities, lire.— Printing office, a place where
books, pamplilets, or newspapers, etc., are printed.—
Printing paper, paper used in the pruiting of books, pamphlets, newspapers, and the Uke, as distinguished from
Printing press, a
writing paper, wrapping paper, etc.
press lor printing books, new.spapers, handbills, etc.

;

—

and

Printer's devil. Printer's gauge. See under Devil,
Printer's ink. See Printing ink, below.

Gauge.

;

;

a compos-

;

;

;

;

;
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PRINCIPLE

;

;

ink

;

(-el), re.
A tool employed by blacksmiths
punching or enlarging tlie nail holes in a horseshoe.
Prlth'ee (prith'e), interj. A corruption of pray thee;
Shak.
as, I prithee ; generally used without /.
Wliat was that scream for, I prithee ? L' Estrange.

Pritch'el

for

E. C. Stednmn.
Prithee, tell me. Dimple-chin.
Prlt'tle-prat'tle (prTt't'I-prSt't'l), n. [See Prattle.]
prattle
used in contrifling loquacity
talk
Abp. Bramhatl.
tempt or ridicule. ICollog.]
Privacies
(-sTz).
pi.
[See
n.
(pri'va-sy),
Pri'va-cy
;
Private.] 1. The state of being in retirement from the
seclusion.
of
others
company or observation
2. A place of seclusion from company or observation j
retreat ; solitude ; retirement.
Roive.
Her sacred privacies all open lie.
Shak.
3. Concealment of what is said or done.
Fuller.
4. A private matter ; a secret.
Arbuthnot.
[Ofo.]
5. See Privity, 2.
Pri-va'dO (prt-va'do Sp. pre-vii'do), n. [Sp., fr. L.
privatus. See Private.] A private friend a confidenFuller.
tial friend
a confidant. [06s.]
[L. pHvattis apart from
Prl'vate (pri'viit 48), a.
the state, peculiar to an individual, private, properly p.
p. of privare to bereave, deprive, originally, to separate,

Empty

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

fr. privu.-! single,

private, perhaps originally, put forward

(hence, alone, single) and akin to prne before. See Prior,
and cf. Deprive, Privy, a.] 1. Belonging to, or concerning, an individual person, company, or interest peculiar to one's self
unconnected with others personal
one's own ; not public not general sop.aratc as, a man's
private opinion prirale property a private purse private expenses or interests a private secretary.
2. Sequestered from company or observation ; appropriated to an individual secret ; secluded lonely solitary ; .as, a private room or apartment private prayer.
Reason
then retires
ifUtotu
Into her private cell when nnturo rests.

a.,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zli

.

.

=z

in azure.

J

"

;;

PRIVATE
Not invested with, or engaged in, public office or
amployment as, a private citizen private life.
Shak.
A private person may arrest a felon. Blackstone.
4. Not publicly known not open
secret as, a pri3<

;

;

;

;

;

vate negotiation ; a private understanding.
5. Having secret or private knowledge
privy. [Oft^.]
;

Private act or statute, a statute exclusively for the settlement of private and personal interests, of which courts
do not take judicial notice
opposed to a general law,
which operates on the whole cormnunity. — Private naiPrivate soldier. See PriBance or wrong. See Nuisance.
vate, n., f>. —Private way, a right of private passage over
Kent.
another man's ground.
Prl'vate (prl'vSt), n. 1. A secret message; a per[06s.]
Shak.
sonal unofficial communication.
[OJs.]
2. Personal interest ; particular business.
Nor must I be unmindful of my private. B.Jonson.
3. Privacy; retirement.
\_Arc?iaic']
"Go oft; I disShak.
card you: let me enjoy my ^ W»a<e.
\_Archaic']
4. One not invested with a public office.

—

;

—

What have
5. (Mil.)

kings, that private.'y have not too

A common soldier

noncommissioned

of a

officer.

;

Shak.

?

a soldier below the grade
Maeaulay.

The private parts ; the genitals.
In private, secretly ; not openly or publicly.
Prl'va-teer' (pri'va-ter'), n. [From Private.] 1. An
armed privata vessel which bears the commission of the
sovereign power to cruise against the enemy. See Letters of marque, under Marque.
2. The commander of a privateer.
Kidd soon threw off the character of a privateer and became a
6. pi.

Macaulaij.

pirate.

&

Prl'va-teer', v. i. [imp.
p. p. Pbivateeeed (-terd') ;
vb. n. Privateering.]
p. pr.
To cruise in a privateer.
Prl'va-teer'lng, n. Cruising in a privateer.
Pri'va-teers'man (-terz'man), n. ; pi. Petvatebrsmbn
(-men). An officer or seaman of a privateer.
Pri'vate-ly (pri'vSt-ly), adv. 1. In a private manner not openly without the presence of others.
2. In a manner affecting an individual
personally
not officially ; as, he is not privately benefited.
Pri'vate-ness, re. 1. Seclusion from company or society ; retirement privacy ; secrecy.
Bacon.
2. The state of one not invested with public office.
Prl-va'tion (prt-va'shun), re. [L. privalio : cf. F. privation.
See Private.]
1. The act of depriving, or
taking away ; hence, the depriving of rank or office
degradation in rank ; deprivation.
Bacon.
2. The state of being deprived or destitute of something, especially of something required or desired ; destitution ; need ; as, to undergo severe privations.
3. The condition of being absent ; absence
negation.
Evil will be known by consequence, as being only a privation, or absence, of good.
South.
Privation mere of light and absent day.
Milton.

&

;

;

;

;

;

Prlv'a-tive (prlv'a-tlv), a.
[L. privaiivus: cf. F.
privatif. See Private.] 1. Causing privation ; depriving.
2. Consisting in the absence of something ; not positive ; negative.
Privative blessings, blessings of immunity, safeguard, liberty,
«nd integrity.
Jer. Taylor.
3. {Ch-am.) Implying privation or negation; giving a
negative force to a word ; as, alpha privative ; privative
?>articles ;
applied to such prefixes and suffixes as aGr. a), un-, non-, -less.
Priv'a-tive, re. 1. That of which the essence is the
absence of something.
Blackness and darkness are indeed but privaiives.
Bacon.
2. (Logic) A term indicating the absence of any quality which might be naturally or rationally expected ;
called also privative term.
3. {Gram.) A privative prefix or suffix.
See PnrvA-

—

—

TIVE, a., 3.

Priv'a-tive-ly, adv. In a privative manner ; by the
absence of something ; negatively. [iJ.]
Hammond.
Priv'a-tlve-ness, n. The state of being privative.
Prlv'et (-5t), re. [Cf. Scot, privie, Prov. E. prim-print,
primwort. Prob. for primet, and perh. named from being
cut and trimmed. See Prim, a., and cf. Prime to prune.
Prim, n., Prie, re.]
(Bot.) An ornamental European
shrub (lAgustrum vulga7-e), much used in hedges ;

—

called also prim.

—

Egyptian privet. See Lawsonia.
Evergreen privet, a
plant of the genus Rhamnus.
See Alatern.
Mock
?rivet, any one of several evergreen shrubs of the genus
'hillyrea. They are from the Mediterranean region, and
have been much cultivated for hedges and for fancifully
Clipped shrubberies.

Prlv'l-lege (prTv'i-lgj),

—

[F. privilege, L. privilein favor of an individual ; privus private -f- lex, legis, law. See Private,
andLEOAL.] 1.
peculiar benefit, advantage, or favor
a right or immunity not enjoyed by others or by all
special enjoyment of a good, or exemption from an evil
or burden a prerogative ; advantage ; franchise.
He pleads the legal privilege of a Roman. Kettlewell.
The privilege birthright was a double portion.
Zocke.
people inheriting ;)n'ii!7e<7es, franchises, and liberties. Burke.
2. (Stockbroker'' s Cant) See Call, Put, Spread, etc.
re.

gium an ordinance or law against or

A

;

A

—

Breach of privilege.

See under Breach.
Question of
privilege (Parliamentary Practice), a question which concerns the security of a member of a legislative body in
his special privileges as such.
Water privilege, the advantage of having machinery driven by a stream, or a
place affording such advantage. [U. S.]
Writ of privilege (Law), a writ to deliver a privileged person from
custody when arrested in a civil suit. Blackstone.
Syn. — Prerogative immunity; franchise; right;
claim
liberty. — Privilege, Prerogative.
Privilege,
among the Romans, was something conferred upon an
mdividual by a private law and hence, it denotes some
peculiar benefit or advantage, some right or inununity,
not enjoyed by the world at large. Prerogative, among
the Romans, was the right of voting first and, hence.

—

—

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

;

;

;
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denotes a right of precedence, or of doing certain acts,
or enjoying certain privileges, to the exclusion of others.
It is the privilege of a member of Congress not to be called
in question elsewhere for words uttered in debate. It is
the prerogative of the president to nominate judges and
executive officers. It ist\\& privilege of a Christian child
to be instructed in the true religion. It is the prerogative of a parent to govern and direct his children.
Priv'i-Iege (prtv'i-lej), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Privileged
(-lejd) p. pr.
vb. re. Priyileging.]
[Cf. F. privilegier.J
1. To grant some particular right or exemption
to
to invest with a peculiar right or immunity to au-

an exhibition contest, esp. one of pugilists, for a stake
or wager.
Prize fighter, one who fights publicly for a
reward — applied esp. to a professional boxer or pugilist.
Pope. — Prize fighting, fighting, especially boxing,
in public for a reward or wager. — Prize master, an officer put in charge or command of a captured vessel.
— Prize medal, a medal given as a prize. Prize money, a
dividend from the proceeds of a captured vessel, etc.,
paid to the captors. — Prize ring, the ring or inclosure
for a prize fight the system and practice of prize fight'
mg. — To make prize of, to capture. Hawthorne.
Prize (prIz), V. t. To move with a lever to force up
or open; to pry. [Written also pWie.]
Prize, V. t. limp. & p. p. Prized (prizd) p. pr.

it

&

;

;

;

thorize

;

as, to privilege representatives from arrest.
To privilege dishonor in thy name.
Shak.

To bring or put

into a condition of privilege or exdanger ; to exempt ; to deliver.
He took this place for sanctuary.
And it shall privilege him from your hands.
Shak.
Priv'l-leged (-lejd), a. Invested with a privilege ; enjoying a peculiar right, advantage, or immunity.
Privileged communication. (Law) (a)
communication
which can not be disclosed without the consent of the
such as those made by a client to his
f)arty making it,
egal adviser, or by persons to their religious or medical advisers.
communication which does not ex(6)
pose the party making it to indictment for libel,
such
as those made by persons communicating confidentially
with a government, persons consulted confidentially as to
the character of servants, etc.
Privileged debts (Law).
those to which a preference in payment is given out of
the estate of a deceased person, or out of the estate of
an insolvent.
Wharton. Burrill.
Privileged wltnesBes
(Law), witnesses who are not obliged to testify as to
certain things, as lawyers in relation to their dealings
with their clients, and officers of state as to state secrets; also, by statute, clergymen and physicans are
placed in the same category, so far as concerns information received by them professionally.
Priv'1-ly, adv. In a privy manner ; privately
secretly.
Chaucer. 2 Pet. ii. 1.
Prlv'1-ty (-tj^), n. ; pi. PRrvrriES (-tiz). [From Privy,
a. : cf. P. privaute extreme familiarity.]
1. Privacy ;
secrecy ; confidence.
Chaucer.
I will unto you, in privity, discover , . . my purpose. Spenser.
2. Private knowledge ; joint knowledge with another
of a private concern ; cognizance implying consent or
2.

emption from

evil or

A

—

A

—

—

—

;

concurrence.

A

3.
private matter or business ; a secret.
Chaucer.
4. pi. The genitals ; the privates.
(Law)
5.
connection, or bond of union, between
parties, as to some particular transaction ; mutual or
successive relationship to the same rights of property.
Prlv'y (-y), a. [P. prive, fr. L. privatus. See Private.] 1. Of or pertaining to some person exclusively
assigned to private uses ; not public ; private ; as, the
pi-ivy puiae.
"Priwe knights and squires." Chaucer.
" privee thiei," Chaucer.
2. Secret; clandestine.
3. Appropriated to retirement ; private ; not open to
the public. " Privy chambers."
Ezek. xxi. 14.
4. Admitted to knowledge of a secret transaction ; secretly cognizant privately knowing.
Acts v. 2.
His wife also being privy to it.
Shak.
Myself am one made privy to the plot.

A

;

A

;

Privy chamber, a private apartment in a royal residence.
[Bng.]
Privy council (Eng. Law), the principal council
of the sovereign, composed of the cabinet ministers
and other persons chosen by the king or queen. Burrill.
Privy councilor, a member of the privy council.
Privy
purse, moneys set apart for the personal use of the monarch also, the title of the person having charge of these
moneys. [Eng.] Macaulay.
Privy seal or signet, the
seal which the king uses in grants, etc., which are to
pass the great seal, or which lie uses in matters of subordinate consequence which do not require the great
seal also, elliptically, the principal secretary of state,
or person intrusted with the privy seal. [Eng.}
Privy
verdict, a verdict givSni«»ivily to the judge out of court
now disused. Burrill.

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

Prlv'y, re. / pi. Privies (-Tz). 1. (Law) A partaker
a person having an interest in any action or thing one
who has an interest in an estate created by another ; a
person having an interest derived from a contract or
conveyance to which he is not himself a party. The
term, in its proper sense, is distinguished from party.
;

Burrill.
Wharton.
2.
necessary house or place ; a backhouse.
BT. Taylor.
Prlz'a-ljle (priz'a-b'l), a. Valuable.
Prize (priz), re. [F. prise a seizing, hold, grasp, fr.
pris, p. p. of prendre to take, L. prendere, prehendere ;
in some senses, as 2 (6), either from, or influenced by,
F. prix price. See Prison, Prehensile, and cf. Pry, and
also Price.]
1. That which is taken from another;
something captured ; a thing seized by force, stratagem,

A

or superior power.

my pris, or my

I will depart

prey, by deliberation.

His

Chavcer.

own prize.

Whom formerly he had in battle won.

Spenser.

2. Hence, specifically (a) (Law) Anything captured
by a belligerent using the rights of war ; esp., property
captured at sea in virtue of the rights of war, as a vessel.
Kent. Brande
C. (h) An honor or reward striven for
in a competitive contest anything offered to be competed for, or as an inducement to, or reward of, effort.
Shak.
I '11 never wrestle iot prize more.
I fought and conquered, yet have lost the prize. Dryden.
(c) That which may be won by chance, as in a lottery.
3. Anything worth striving for ; a valuable possession
held or in prospect.
I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of
:

&

;

God in
4.
5.

Phil.

Christ Jesus.

iii.

14.

A contest for a reward competition. \Obs.'\ Shak.
A lever a pry also, the hold of a lever. [Writ;

:

;

ten also prise.l
Prize court,
in war

made

final,

^11

;

—

;

—

;

;

&

;

re. Prizing.]
[F. priser, OF. prisier, preisier, fr. L.
pretiare, f r. pretium worth, value, price. See Price, and
cf. Praise.]
[Formerly written also prise.'] 1. To set
or estimate the value of ; to appraise ; to price to rate.
A goodly price that I was prized at.
Zech. xi. 13.

vb.

;

I prize

it [life]

not a straw, but for mine honor.

To value highly

Shak.

to estimate to be of great worth ;
to esteem.
"[I] do love, ^nze, honor you."
Shak.
I prized your person, but your crown disdain. Dryden.
2.

;

re.
[F. prix price.
valuation.
[06s.]

Prize,
tion

;

Frlze'man

See 3d Prize.]

EstimaShak.

(-mSn), n.; pi. Prizemen (-mSn).

The

winner of a prize.
Prlz'er (-er), n.

[See 3d Prize.] One who estimates
or sets the value of a thing ; an appraiser.
Shak.
Priz'er, n.
[See let Prize.] One who contends for a
prize ; a prize fighter ; a challenger.
[06i.]
Shak.
Appeareth no man yet to answer the prizer. B. Jonson.

Prlz'lng, n.
lever to

[See 2d Prize.]

move any weighty body,

non, car, etc.

The application of a
as a cask, anchor, can-

See Prize, n., 5.
[L. pro, or Gr. Trpo.

A

Pro- (pro-).
See Pro.]
prefix
signifying before, in front, forth, for, in behalf of, in place
of, according to ; as, propose, to place before ; proceed,
to go before or forward ; project, to throw forward
prologue, part spoken before (the main piece) ; propel,
prognathous ; provide, to look out for ; pronoun, a word
instead of a noun proconsul, a person acting in place
of a consul ; proportion, arrangement according to parts.
Pro, prep. [L. ; akin to prae before, Gr. Trpo, and
E. /or. See For, prep., and cf. Prior, a.]
Latin
preposition signifying /or, before, forth.
Pro confesso [L.] (Law), taken as confessed. The action
of a court of equity on that portion of the pleading in a';
particular case which the pleading on the other side does
;

II

All the doors were laid open for his departure, not without
the privity of the Prince of Orange.
Swift.

a court having jurisdiction of aU captures
Prize fight.
on the high seas. Bouvier.

—

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

'

A

not deny.

—

Pro rata. [L. See Prorate.] In proportion
proportion.
Pro re nata [L.] (Law), for the existing occasion ; as matters are.
Pro, adv. For, on, or in behalf of, the affirmative
side ;
in contrast with con.
Pro and con, for and against, on the affirmative and on
the negative side ; as, they debated the question pro and
con ;
formerly used also as a verb.
Pros and cons, the
arguments or reasons on either side.
Pro'a (pro'a), n. [Malay praU, prahU.'] (Naitt.)
sailing canoe of the Ladrone Islands and Malay Archipelago, having its lee side fiat and its weather side like
that of an ordinary boat. The ends are alike. The ca-

—

—

—

—

A

noe

is long and narrow, and is kept from overturning by
a cigar-shaped log attached to a frame extending several
feet to windward. It has been called the flying proa,
and is the swiftest sailing craft known.
Proach (proch), v. i. See Approach. [06j.]
[Pref. pro- -f atlas.']
Pro-at'las (pr6-5t'las), n.
(Anat.) A vertebral rudiment in front of the atlas in

some

reptiles.

The doc-

Prob'a-Jjil'1-O-rlsm (prBVa-btlT-S-rlz'm), n.
trine of the probabiliorists.

[Prom 'L. probabilior,
Prob'a-bil'i-0-rlst (-rist), n.
compar. of probabilis probable.] (Casuistry) One who
holds, in opposition to the probabilists, that a man is
bound to do that which is most probably right.
[Cf. P. probaProb'a-bil-lsill (prob'a^bll-Iz'm), n.
bilisme.]
The doctrine of the probabilists.
Prob'a-bil-ist, re. [Cf. F. probabiliste.] 1. One who
maintains that certainty is impossible, and that probability alone is to govern our faith and actions.
2. (Casuisti-y) One who maintains that a man may do
that which has a probability of being right, or which is
inculcated by teachers of authority, although other opinions may seem to him still more probable.
(-bTl'I-ty),
n. ; pi. Probabilities
Prob'a-bil'i-ty
(-tiz).
[L. probabilitas : cf. P. probabilite.]
1. The
quality or state of being probable ; appearance of reality
or truth reasonable ground of presumption ; likelihood.
Probability is the appearance of the agreement or disagreement
of two ideas, by the intervention of proofs whose connection is
not constant, but appears for the most part to be so.
Zocke.
2. That which is or appears probable ; anything that
has the appearance of reality or truth.
The whole life of man is a perpetual comparison of evidence
and balancing of probabilities.
Buck-minster,
We do not call for evidence till antecedent probabilities fail.
J. H. Newman.
3. (Math.) Likelihood of the occurrence of any event
in the doctrine of chances, or the ratio of the number of
favorable chances to the whole number of chances, favorable and unfavorable. See 1st Chance, n., 5.
;

Syn. — Likeliness credibleness likelihood chance.
Prob'a-We (prob'a-b'l), a. [L. probabilis, fr. probare
;

;

;

F. probable. See Prove, and
cf. Provable.]
\_Obs.']
1. Capable of being proved.
2. Having more evidence for than against ; supported
by evidence which inclines the mind to believe, but leaves
some room for doubt ; likely.
That is accounted probable which has better arguments producible for it than can be brought against it.
South.
I do not say that the principles of religion are merely proba^
ble ; I have before asserted them to be morally certain.
Bp. WUkintto try, approve, prove

idea.

tU

;

old,

:

cf.

dbey,

drb,

Sdd

'

PROBABLY
;

;

—

Prob'lem

and what

possibly

;

;

;

;

will prdb-

L'EstrauQe.

Approved

Proof;
Chaucer.
\_Obs.'] Shak.

probable.
[Ofc.]
Probability.
Pro-bal'I-ty (pro-bal'T-ty), n.
" With as great probality.
Holland.
Pro'bang (pro'bSng), n. [See Probe.] A slender elastic rod, as of whalebone, with a sponge on tlie end, for
removing obstructions from the esophagus, etc.
Pro'bate (pro'bSt), n. [From L. probatus, p. p. ot prohare to proye. See Prove.] 1. Proof. [Ote] Skelton.
2. {Law) (a) Official proof; especially, the proof before a competent officer or tribunal that an instrument
;

;

'

two right

—

.

—

II

Jer. Taylor,

;

A

date's qualifications prior to his ordination, or to his
settlement as a pastor, (c) Moral trial the state of man
in the present life, in which he has the opportunity of
proving his character, and becoming qualified for a happier state.
No [view of human life^ seems so reasonable as that which
regards it as a state of probation.
Faley.
;

;

A

Pro-ba'tion-al (-al), a. Probationary.
Pro-ba'tion-a-ry (-a-rj^), a. Of or pertaining to probation ; serving for trial.
To consider this life ... as a probationary state. Paley.

;

d^p" The proboscis

of an elephant is a flexible muscuThe proboscis of insects is
usually a chitinous tube formed by the modified maxillae, or by the labium.
See Musts, of Hemiptera and
lar elongation of the nose.

Pro-ba'Uon-er (-er), n. 1. One who is imdergoing
one who is on trial a novice.
While yet a young probationer^
;

Lepidopteba.

;

2. (Zodl.) By extension, applied to various tubelike
moutli organs of the lower animals that
can be everted or protruded.
(!lp*°° The proboscis of annelids S,nd of
mollusks is usually a portion of the pharynx that can be everted or protruded.
That of nemerteans is a special long internal organ, not connected with the

And

candidate of heaven.
Dryden.
student in divinity, who, having received certifi2.
cates of good morals and qualifications from his university, is admitted to several trials by a presbytery, and,
on acquitting himself well, is licensed to preach. \_Scot.']
Pro-ba'tion-er-Slllp, n. The state of being a probationer; novitiate.
Locke.
state of probation.
Pro-ba'tlon-Shlp, n.
Pro'ba-tlve (pro'ba-ttv), a. [L. probativus : cf. F.
probatif.']
Serving for trial or proof ; probationary as,
probative judgments ; probative evidence.
South.
Pro-ba'tor (pr6-ba'ter), n. [L.] 1. An examiner;

A

A

mouth, and not used in feeding, but
capable of being protruded from a pore
in the head. See Must, in Appendix.

;

[Jocose']

saucy.

Barrow.

[iJ.]

Annelid (Anaitis).

Pro-cac'i-ty (-k3s'i-ty), re. [L. proJForwardness pertness; petulance. [P.] Burton.
[NL. See
Pro-cam'bl-um (pr6-kam'bT-tim), re.
Pro-, and Cambium.] (Bot.) The young tissue of a fibrovascular bundle before its component cells have begun
to be differentiated.
Sachs.
Pro'uat-arc'tio (pro'kat-ark'tTk), a. [Gr. vpoKarapKTLKOs beginning beforehand, fr. 7rpoKaTap;^eti' to begin
first
np6 before -j- Karapxeiv to begin Kctrd intens. -|ap^ew to begin of. F. procatarctique.'] (Med.) Beginning; predisposing; exciting; initial. [06«.]

cacitas.']

2. Pertaining to, or serving for, proof.
Jer. Taylor.
Probatory term (Law)., a time for taking testimony.
Probe (prob), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Probed (probd) ;
p.pr. &vb. n. Probing.] [Li. probare to try, examine.
See Prove.] 1. To examine, as a wound, an ulcer, or
some cavity of the body, with a probe.
2. Fig.
To search to the bottom ; to scrutinize or

;

II

&

:

;

Dryden.

;

probe the legality of

all acts of

the

Hallam.
Probe, re. (Surg. ) An instrument for examining the
depth or other circumstances of a wound, ulcer, or cavity, or the direction of a sinus, or for exploring for bullets, for stones in the bladder, etc.
Parr.
Probe, or Probe-pomted, acisaors (Surg.), scissors used
to open wounds, tlie blade of which, to be thrust into
the orifice, has a button at the end.
Wiseman.
Pro'bea'gle (pro'be'g'l), n. (Zodl.) See Porbeagle.
Probe'-polnt'ed (prob'point'Sd), a. (Surg.) Having
a blunt or button-shaped extremity ;
said of cutting
instruments.
Prob'1-ty (pr5b'T-ty), n. [F. probite, fr. L. probitas,
fr. probus good, proper, honest. Cf. Prove.]
Tried virtue or integrity ; approved moral excellence ; honesty
rectitude uprightness. " Probity oi mind."
Pope.

Iproceeded forth and came from God.
It

r^ide,

full,

ap, &rn

;

pity

Shak.

4. To go on in an orderly or regulated manner ; to begin and carry on a series of acts or measures ; to act by
method ; to prosecute a design.

He

that proceeds

5.

To be transacted to take place to occur.
He will, after his sour fashion, tell you
What hath proceeded worthy note to-day.
To have application or effect to operate.

6.

upon other

Locke.

principles in his inquiry.

;

[06*.]

;

Shak,

;

This rule only proceeds and takes place when a person can
not of common law condemn another by his sentence. Ayliffe,
7. (Law) To begin and carry on a legal process.
Syn. —To advance ; go on ; continue progress issue
;

;

arise

;

emanate.

n. See Proceeds. [Obs.'] Howell.
Pro-ceed'er (pr6-sed'er), re. One who proceeds.
Pro-ceed'lng, re. 1. Tlie act of one who proceeds,

Pro'ceed (pro'sed),

or who prosecutes a design or transaction progress or
movement from one thing to another a measure or step
;

;

taken in a course of business a transaction as, an
gal proceeding ; a cautious or a violent proceeding.
;

ille-

;

The proceedings of the high commission. Macaulay.
2. pi. (Law) The course of procedure in the proseBlackslone.
cution of an action at law.
Proceedings of a society, the published record of its action, or of things done at its meetings.

Syn. — Procedure

;

measure

;

step.

See Transaction.

Pro'ceeds (pro'sedz 277), re. pi. That which comes
effect ; yield ; issue ; product ; sum
forth or results
accruing from a sale, etc.
_
[L. proProc'e-leus-mat'ic (prSs'e-lus-mat'ik), a.
celeusmaticus, Gr. Trpo/ceXeuo-jnaTtKos, fr. 7rpoK€\eii6tj» to
rouse to action beforehand Trpd -\- KeXeveiv to incite
cf. F. proceleusmatigue.]
1. Inciting ; animating enJohnson,
couraging. [iJ.]
com2. (Pros.) Consisting of four short syllables
posed of feet of four short syllables each.
(Pros.) A foot consisting of
Proc'e-leus-mat'lo, n.
four short syllables.
[L. procella
Pro'oel-la'rl-an (pro'sel-la'rT-an), n.
(Zodl.) One of a family of oceanic birds
a storm.]
(Procellaridie) including the petrels, fulmars, and shearThey are often seen in great abundance in
waters.
stormy weather.
Pro-cel'lOUS (pro-s51'liis), a. [L. procellosus, f r. proBailey.
Stormy. [Obs.]
cella a storm.]
ee[Pref. proPro'oe-phal'lc (pro'se-fal'Ik), a.
(Zodl.) Pertaining to, or forming, the front
phalie.]
of the head.
Procephalic lobe (Zo'dl.), that part of the head of an invertebrate animal which is in front of the mouth.
;

;

;

;

;

+

Pro-cep'tion (pro-sSp'shun), re. [Pref. pro- -j- L. capere to take.] Preoccupation. [Obs.] Eikon Basilike.
Of high
[L. procerus tall.]
Pro-cere' (-ser'), a.
Evelyn.
stature; tall.
[06*.]
Pro-cer'e-brum (pro-sSr'e-brum), n. [Pref. pro- -\cerebrum.] (Anat.) The prosencephalon.
Proc'e-res (pros'e-rez), re. pi. [NL., fr. L. procer a
chief.]
(Zodl.) An order of large birds theRatitoe;

—

II

;

called also Proceri.

Proo'er-ite (pros'er-it), n. [Pref. pro--\- Gr. Ke'pas a
(Zodl.) The segment next to the fiagellum of
horn.]
the antennae of Crustacea.
Pro-cer'i-ty (pro-sSr'T-ti^), re. [L. proceritas.] Height
[E.]
Johnson.
of stature tallness.
Proc'ess (pros'Ss 277), re. [F. prods, L. processus.
1. The act of proceeding
continued
See Proceed.]
progress ; advance.
forward movement ; procedure
" Long process of time."
Milton.
;

;

;

;

The thoughts

of

men are widened with the process of

the suns.

Teunyson,

A

physician inquires into the procatarctic causes. Harvetj.

PrO'Cat-arx'lS (-arks'Is), n. [NL., fi-. Gr. irpoKarap^L^ first beginning.] (Med.) The kindling of a disQuincy.
ease into action also, the proc.atarctic cause.
Pro'Ce-den'dO (pro'se-den'do), re. [Abl. of the gerundive of L. procedere. See Proceed.] (Law) (a) A
writ by which a cause which has been removed on insufficient grounds from an inferior to a superior court
by certiorari, or otherwise, is sent down again to the
same court, to be proceeded in tliere. (ft) In English practice, a writ issuing out of chancery in cases where the

statement of events a narrative. [06s.] Chancer.
3.
4. (Atiat.
Zodl.) Any marked prominence or projecting part, especially of a bone ; anapophysis.
5. (Law) The whole course of proceedings in a cause
real or personal, civil or criminal, from tlie beginning to
the end of the suit ; strictly, tlie means used for bringing the defendant into court to answer to the action ;
a generic term for writs of the class cidleA judicial.
Deacon's process [from H. Deacon, who introduced it]

The

;

Tell her the process of Antonio's end.

II

;

II

;

viii. 42.

series of actions, motions, or occurrences ; pro2.
gressive act or transaction ; continuous operation ; normal or actual course or procedure regular proceeding
as, the process of vegetation or decomposition ; a chemical process ; processes of nature.

^W" The words procatarclic causes have been used
Thus they have been employed synonymously with prime causes, exciting causes,
a,na predisposing or remote causes.

;

John

proceeds from policy, not love.

;

witli different significations.

—

Shah

If thou proceed in this thy insolence.

:

to

crown.

;

2. To pass from one point, topic, or stage, to another;
as, to proceed with a story or argument.
3. To issue or come forth as from a source or origin
to come from ; as, light proceeds from the sun.

;

Pro'ba-tO-ry (pro'ba-to-ri^), a. [Cf. F. probatoire.']
1. Serving for trial; probationary.
ylft^. Bramhall.

unite,

nose.

Pro-oa'cious (pro-ka'shiis), a. [L.
procax, -acis, fr. procare to ask, demand.]
Pert ; petulant ; forward
p Proboscis of an

;

ase,

The

3.

ProbOBcls monkey. (Zodl.) See Kahatt.

an approver.
Maydman.
2. (0. Bng. Law) One who, when indicted for crime,
confessed it, and accused others, his accomplices, in
order to obtain pardon a state's evidence.

examine thoroughly.
The growing disposition

;

;

.

;

;

II

2. Any proceeding designed to ascertain truth, to determine character, qualification, etc. examination trial
as, to engage a person on probation. Hence, specifically
(a) The novitiate which a person must pass in a convent,
to prove his or her virtue and ability to bear the severities of the rule,
(ft) The trial of a ministerial candi-

probation

pro-

(Zodl.) Having a proboscis
proboscidial.
Pro'bOS-Cld'e-a (pro'bos-sid'e-a), n. pi. [NL. See
Proboscis.]
(Zodl.) An order of large mammals including the elephants and mastodons.
Pro'bOS-cld'e-an (-an), a. (Zodl.) Proboscidian.
(Zodl.) Proboscidate.
Pro'bOS-cld'I-al (-i-al), a.
Pro'bOS-cid'i-an (-an), a. (Zodl.) Pertaining to the
Proboscidea.
One of the Proboscidea.
n.
Pro-bos'cl-dll'e-ra (pro-bos'st-dTf'e-ra), re. pi. [NL.
See Proboscis, and -perous.] 1. (Zodl.) An extensive
division of pectinibranchiate gastropods, including those
that have a long retractile proboscis, with the mouth at
the end, as the cones, whelks, tritons, and cowries. See
niust. of Gastropoda, and of Winkle.
2. (Zodl.)
subdivision of the taenioglossate gastropods, including the fig-shells (Pyrula), the helmet shells
(Cassis), the tritons, and allied genera.
Pro'bOS-cid'i-form (pro'bos-sid'i-form), a. Having the
form or uses of a proboscis ; as, a proboscidiform mouth.
Pro-bos'cis (pr6-bos'sis), n. ; pi. Probosoides (-sTdez).
irpo before -f- /SdcrKeii' to
[L., fr. Gr. Trpo^ocr/cis
feed, graze.]
hollow organ or tube at1. (Zodl.)
tached to the head, or connected with the mouth, of
various animals, and generally used in taking food or
drink ; a snout a trunk.

should prophesy
.

One who

n.

Evelyn.
[iJ.]
Prob'lem-a-tize (-tlz), v. t. To propose problems.
B. Jonson.
[R.~\
"Hear him proftZemafee."
Pro-bos'cl-date (pr6-bos'si-dat), a. [See Proboscis.]

;

;

;

;

.

Prob'Iem-a-tlst (prSb'lSm-a-tist),

;

;

.

;

poses problems.

;

and preach.

;

;

;

;

;

:

testament as, the executor has probated the will.
Pro-ba'tioa (pro-ba'shun), n. [L. probatio, fr. probare to try, examine, prove : cf. F. probation. See
Prove.] 1. The act of proving ; also, that which proves
anything proof. [06s.]
When by miracle God dispensed great gifts to the laity,
.

(

l

—

.

—

(

Pro'bate, a. Of or belonging to a probate, or court
of probate ; as, a, probate record.
Probate Court, or Court of Probate, a court for the probate
Probate duty, a government tax on property
of wills.
passing by will. [Eng.]
ProTjatO (-bat), V. t. To obtain the official approval
of, as of an instrument purporting to be the last will and

all

;

;

angles.

Plane problem Geom.), a problem that can be solved by
Solid problem Geom.),
the use of the rule and compass.
a problem requiring in its geometric solution the use of
a conic section or higher curve.
[L.
a.
problematicus,
Prob'lem-at'ic (-at'Tk),
Gr. irpo^Arj^aaTOcos cf.
Prob'lem-at'iO-al (-t-kol), (
of a problem
Having
the
nature
F. problematique.^
not shown in fact questionable uncertain unsettled
doubtful.
Prob'lem-at'ic-al-ly, adv.
Diligent inquiries into remote and problematical guilt leave
agate wide open to
informers.
Swift.

offered, purporting to be the last will and testament of a
person deceased, is indeed his lawful act ; the copy of
a will proved, under the seal of the Court of Probate,
delivered to the executors with a certificate of its haviug
been proved. Bouvier. Burrill. (ft) The right or jurisdiction of proving wills.

he gave probation that he intended that

;

;

[See Probate.]

Pro1)a-oy (pro'ba-sy), n,
trial.

[F. probleme, L. problema,

(prSb'lSm), n.

Gr. Trp6(iXr]ij.a anything thrown forward, a question
proposed for solution, fr. Trpo^aAAeif to throw or lay before n-po before, forward -f- /SaAAeti/ to throw. Cf. Parable.] 1. A question proposed for solution a matter
stated for examination or proof hence, a matter diffia quescult of solution or settlement a doubtful case
tion involving doubt.
Bacon.
2. (3Iath.) Anything which is required to be done as,
in geometry, to bisect a line, to draw a perpendicular
or, in algebra, to find an unknown quantity.
J^"" Problem differs from theorem in this, that a problem is something to be done, as to bisect a triangle, to
a theorem is something to be
describe a circle, etc.
proved, as that all the angles of a triangle are equal to

;

may

PROCESS

fr.

in likelihood.

[Oft*.]
Fro'bal (-bal), a.

judges of subordinate courts delay giving judgment,
commanding them to proceed to judgment, (c) A writ
by which the commission of the justice of the peace ia
revived, after having been suspended. Tomlins. Burrill.
[F. procedure.
135), n.
Pro-ce'dure (pro-se'diSr
See Proceed.] 1. The act or manner of proceeding or
progress
process
operation
conmoving forward
South.
"The true jorocedwre of conscience."
duct.
an act performed a proceeding
2. A step taken
the steps taken in an action or other legal proceeding.
" Giacious procedures."
I. Taylor.
3. That which results issue product. [Obs.'] Bacon.
Pro-ceed' (pro-sed'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Proceeded ;
[F. proceder, fr. L. prop. pr. & vb. n. Proceeding.]
pi'o forcedere, processiim, to go before, to proceed
ward 4- cedere to move. See Cede.] 1. To move, pass,
or go forward or onward
to advance to continue or
renew motion begun as, to proceed on a journey.

trusts for others.

—

Distinguish between what
ably be done.

Probity denotes unim-

Integrity.
peachable honesty and virtue, shown especially by the
performance of those obligations, called imperfect, which
the laws of the state do not reach, and can not enforce.
Integrity denotes a whole-hea,Tted honesty, and especially
that which excludes all injustice that might favor one's
self.
It has a peculiar reference to uprightness in mutual dealings, transfer of property, and the execution of

;

—

;
;;:
;

1141
Syn. — Probity,

3. Rendering probable supporting, or giving ground
but not demoustratiug as, probable evidence
Blackslone.
probable presumption.
{Law), a reasonable ground of presumpcause
Probable
Probable
tion that a charge is, or may be, well founded.
error (of an observation, or of the mean of a number),
that within wliich, taken positively and negatively, there
Thus, if
is an even chance that the real error shall lie.
^" is the probable error in a given case, the chances
that the real error is greater than S " are equal to the
chances that it is less. The probable error is computed
from the observations made, and is used to express their
degree of accuracy.
The probable, that which is within
the bounds of probability that' wliich is not unnatural
or preternatural
opposed to the marvelous.
Prob'a-bly (pri5b'a-bly), adv. In a probable manner;
for, belief,

;

;

;;
:

food, f(jbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing, ink

A

Shak.

;

&

—

;

tlien,

ithln

;

boN

;

xh = z

in azure.

"

;;

;

.;

;
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(Chem.), a method of obtaining chlorine gas by passing
hydrochloric acid gas over heated porous slag which has
been previously saturated with a solution of some metalFinal process (Practice),
lic salt, as sulphate of copper.
a writ of execution in an action at law. Burrill. — In
process, in the condition of advance, accomplishment,
transaction, or the like
begun, and not completed.
Jury process (/.aw), the process by which a jury is summoned in a cause, and by which their attendance is enforced. Burrill. — Leblanc's process ( CAcm. ), the process
of manufacturing soda by treating salt with sulphuric
acid, reducing the sodium sulphate so formed to sodium
sulphide by roasting with charcoal, and converting the
sodium sulphide to sodium carbonate by roasting with
Process milllime.
Mesne process. See under Mesne.
See
Ing, the process of high milling for grinding fiour.
under Milling. —Reversible process {Thermodynnmics),
any process consisting of a cycle of operations such that
cycle
can
be performed in
the different operations of the
reverse order with a reversal of their effects.

Pro-Clalm'er (pro-klam'er), n. One who proclaims.
Proc'la-ma'tlon (prSk'la-ma'shun), n. [F. proclamation, L. proclamatio.
See Proclaim.] 1, The act of
proclaiming official or general notice ; publication.
King Asa made a proclamation throughout all Judah none
was exempted.
1 Kings xv. 22.

vb. re. Procrcsteanizino (-VzXng).]
To
; p. pr.
stretch or contract according to some rule or standard.
Pro-crus'tes (pro-kriis'tez), re. [L., fr. Gr. UpoKpoii<TTr)s, f r. TrpoKpoveiv to beat out, to stretch ; Trpd forward
4- Kpoveii' to strike.] (Gr. Antiq.)
celebrated legendarj' highwayman of Attica, who tied his victims upon an
iron bed, and, as the case required, either stretched or
cut off their legs to adapt them to its length ;
whence
the metaphorical phrase, the bed of Procrustes.

—

—

;

—

—

[F., fr. L. processio.
Pro-ces'slon (pro-sSsh'un), n.
See Proceed.]
1. The act of proceeding, moving on,
advancing, or issuing regular, orderly, or ceremonious
Bp. Pearson.
progress continuous course.
That the procession of their life might be
Trench.
More equable, majestic, pure, and free.
2. That which is moving onward in an orderly, stately,
in orsolenm
manner
a
train
persons
advancing
or
of
der a ceremonious train a retinue as, a procession of
mourners the Lord Mayor's procession.
Here coniea the townsmen on procession.
Shak.
3. {Eccl.) An orderly and ceremonial progress of persons, either from the sacristy to the choir, or from the
choir around the church, within or without.
Shipley.
4. pi. {Eccl. ) An old terra for litanies which were
Shipley.
said in procession and not kneeling.
Procession of the Holy Ghost, a theological term applied
to the relation of the Holy Spirit to the Father ana the
Son, the Eastern Church atfirraing that the Spirit proceeds from the Father only, and the Western Church
that the Spirit proceeds from tlie Father and the Son.
Shipley. — Procession week, a name for Rogation week,
when processions were made Cross-week. Shipley.
(Law) To ascertain, mark, and
Pro-ccs'slon, v. t.
establish the boundary lines of, as lands.
[Local, U. S.
{North Carolina and Tennessee).'] "To procession the
lands of such persons as desire it."
Burrill.
Pro-ces'slon, v. i. To march in procession. [JJ.]
Pro-ces'sion, v. t. To honor with a procession, [i?.]
Pro-ces'sion-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to a procession consisting in a procession.
The ;)roce.ssiona? services became more frequent. Milman.
[F. processionnal, LL. procesPro-ces'slon-al, n.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

service book relating to eccleJ. Gregory.
or other selection, sung during a church
procession as, the processional was the 202d hymn.
Pro-ces'slon-al-ist, n. One who goes or marches in a
procession,
[i?.]

sionale.] 1. (i?. C. Ch.)
siastical processions.
2.

A hymn,
;

Pro-ces'sion-a-ry

i-t-rf), a.

LL. processiona-

[Cf.

rius, F. processionnaire.]
Pertaining to a procession
consisting in processions ; as, processionary service.

Processionary moth (Zool.), any moth of the genus Cnethocampa, especially C. processionea of Europe, whose
larvae make large webs on oak trees, and go out to feed in
regular order. They are covered with stinging hairs.

Pro-ces'sion-er (-er), n. 1. One who takes part in a
'
procession.
2.
manual of processions ; a processional.
Fuller,
3. An officer appointed to procession lands.
[Local,
TJ- S. (North Carolina and Tennessee).]
Burrill.
proceeding prescribed by
Pro-ces'sion-lng, n.
statute for ascertaining and fixing the boundaries of land.
Bee 2d Procession. [Local, U. S.]
Bouvier.

A

A

Pro-ces'sive

(-sSs'stv), a.

Proceeding

;

—

advancing.

Because it is language,
ergo, processive,
Coleridge.
Pro'CfeS' ver'bal' (pro'sa' vSr'bal'). [F.] (French
Law) An authentic minute of an official act, or statement
of facts.
Pro'cheln (pro'shSn), a. [F. prochain, f r. L. (assumed)
proximanns, fr. proxi7nus.'] Next nearest.
Prochein ami or amy (a-me') (Law), the next friend.
II

;

See under Next.
ckorPro-Chor'dal (pr6-k8r'dal), a. [Pref. prodal.]
(Anat.) Situated in front of the notochord
applied especially to parts of the cartilaginous rudiments
in the base of the skull.
Pro'chro-nlsm (pro'krS-nTz'm), re. [Gr. vpoxpovos
preceding in time Trpd before -f- XP"""' time cf F.
prochronisme.J The dating of an event before the time
it happened
an antedating
opposed to metachronism.
Pro'chro-nize (-niz), v. t. To antedate. Fiized. Hall.
(pros't-dens
or pro'sT-), n. [L. prociProc'i-dence

+

;

;

:

;

;

—

.

—

I

deniia, fr.
Proc-i-den'tl-a (pr5s-I-dgn'shT-a),
(
procidens, p. pr. of procidere to fall down forward.]
(Med.) A falling down a prolapsus. [R.]
Parr.
Pro-cid'U-OUS (pro-sTd'ii-us), a. [L. prociduus.] Falling from its proper place.
Pro-cinot' (-sTnkt'), n. [L. procinctus, fr. proeingere,
procinctttm, to gird up.] A state of complete readiness
" War in OTocme^.
for action.
[0/w.]
Milton.
Pro-claim' (-klam'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Proclaimed
(-klamd') ; p. pr. & vb. n. Pkoolaimino.]
[OE. proclamen, L. proclamare ; pro before, forward \- clamfire
to call or cry out
cf. F. proclamer. See Claim.]
1. To
make known by public announcement to give wide publicity to
to publish abroad ; to promulgate ; to declare
as, to proclaim war or peace.
To proclaim liberty to the captives.
Isa. Ixi. 1.
For the apparel oft proclaims the man.
Skak.
II

;

&

:

;

;

Throughout the host proc?ai*m

A solemn council forthwith to be held.
2.

Milton.

To outlaw by

Syn.

— To

public proclamation.
1 heard myself proclaimed.
publish promulgate ; declare
;

Sliak.
;

announce.

Bee Announce.
ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

;

;

That which

proclaimed, publicly annoimced, or
officially declared ; a published ordinance ; as, the proclamation of a king ; a Thanksgiving proclamation.
[Gr. wpoK\Cveiv to lean
Pro-cllt'ic (pro-klit'ik), a.
forward ; 7rp6 forward -\- K\tveiv to lean or incline. Cf
Enclitic.]
(Gr. Gram.) Leaning forward;
said of
certain monosyllabic words which are so closely attached
to the following word as not to have a separate accent.
Pro-cllt'lc, re. (Gr. Gram.) A word so closely attached
to the following word as not to have a separate accent.
2.

is

—

Pro-cUve'
pro forward

(-kliv'), a.

+ clivus hill

[L. proelivis sloping, inclined
cf. F. proclive.
See Decliv:

Having a tendency by na[J?.]
i>/?-«. Browning.

and cf. Proclivous.]
ture prone proclivous.
ity,

;

;

Pro-cliv'1-ty (-kllv'I-ty),

[L. proclivitas: cf. F.

re.

1. IncUnation propensity ; proneness ten" A. proclivity to stea.V^
Abp. Bramhall.
2. Eeadiness
facility
aptitude.
He had such a dexterous proclivity as his teachers were fain

proclivite.]

;

;

dency.

;

;

to restrain his forwardness.

Sir H. Wotion.
[L. proclivus. See Proclive.]
1. Inclined ; tending by nature,
[i?.]
2. (^Zool.) Having the incisor teeth directed forward.
PrO-COele (-se'le), «. [Pref. pro- -\- Gr. koiAo; hollateral cavity of the prosencephalon;
low.] (Anat.)
B. G. Wilder.
a lateral ventricle of the brain.
Pro-C<Bll-a (-se'lT-a), n. ; pi. PE0C(ELiffi: (-e). [NL.]
(Anat.) Same as Proccele.
division of
Pro-coell-a, n. pi. [NL.] (Zoiil.)
Crocodilia, including the true crocodiles and alligators,
in which the dorsal vertebrae are concave in front.

Pro-cli'VOUS

(-kli'vus), a.

A

II

A

II

[See Proc(ele.] (Anat. &
Pro-coe'li-an (-an), a.
Zool.) Concave in front ; as, joroco'/ion vertebrae, which
have the anterior end of the centra concave and the posterior convex.
(Zodl.) A reptile having procoelian
Pro-cOB'Ii-an, n.
vertebrse
one of the Proccelia.
Pro-coe'lons (-lus), a. Same as Proc(elian.
conPro-con'sul (pr6-kon'siil), re. [L., fr. pro for
sul consul.]
(Roin. Antiq.) An officer who discharged
the duties of a consul without being himself consul ; a
governor of, or a military commander in, a province. He
was usually one who had previously been consul.
Pro-con'su-lar (-sii-ler), la. [L. proconsularis : cf
Pro-con'su-la-ry (-la-ry), I F. proconsulaire.] 1. Of
or pertaining to a proconsul
as, proconsular powers.
2. Under the government of a proconsul as, a proconsular province.
Pro-con'su-late (-Ifit), n. [L. proconsulalus : cf. F.
proconsulat.] The office or jurisdiction of a proconsul,
or the term of his office.
Pro-con'sul-shlp (-stil-shTp), re. Proconsulate.
Pro-cras'ti-nate (-kras'tl-nat), v. t. [imp. & p. p.
Procrastinated (-na'ted) p. pr.
vb. re. Procrastinating.]
[L. procrastinatus, p. p. oi procrastinare to procrastinate ; pro forward
crastinus of to-morrow, fr.
eras to-morrow.] To put off till to-morrow, or from day
to day ; to defer ; to postpone ; to delay ; as, to proo'asPr. H. More.
tinate repentance.
Hopeless and helpless doth .^i^geon wend,
Sliak.
But to procrastinate his lifeless end.
Syn. To postpone; adjourn ; defer; delay; retard;
protract; prolong.
Pro-CiaS'ti-nate, v. i. To delay ; to be dilatory.
1 procrastinate more than I did twenty years ago. Swift.
Pro-cras'ti-na'Uon (-na'shiin), re. [L. procrastinatio :
cf. F. procrastination.]
The act or habit of procrastinating, or putting off to a future time ; delay ; dilatoriness.
;

+

;

;

&

;

+

—

Procrastination

is

the thief of time.

Yovng.

Fro-cras'tl-na'tor (-krSs'ti-na'ter), re. One who procrastinates, or defers the performance of anything.
Pro-cras'ti-na-tO-ry (-na-tS-ry), a. Of or pertaining
to procrastination
dilatory.
Pro-cras'tlne (-tin), v. t. To procrastinate. [Obs.yPro'cre-ant (pro'kre-ant), a. [L. procreans, p. pr.iof
producing
procreare. See Procreate.] Generating
[E.]
productive
fruitful ; assisting in procreation.
" His pendent bed and procreant cradle."
Shak.
Pro'cre-ant, re. bne who, or that which, procreates.
Pro'cre-ate (-at), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Procreated (-a'[L procreatus, p.
tgd) p. pr.
vb. re. Procreating.]
creare to create.]
p. of procreare ; pro forward, forth
To generate and produce ; to beget ; to engender.
Pro'cre-a'tion (-a'shfin), re. [F. procreation, L. procreatio.]
The act of begetting generation and producSouth.
tion of young.
Pro'cre-a'tive (pro'kre-a'tiv), a. Having the power
Sir M. Hale.
to beget generative.
Pro'ore-a'tive-ness, re. The power of generating.
Pro'cre-a'tor (-a'ter), re. [L.] One who begets; a
father or sire ; a generator.
Pro'crls (pro'krTs), re. [L., the wife of Cephalus,
Gr. Hpo/cpis.] (Zool.) Any species of small moths of the genus
Procris. The larvae of some species injure the grapevine by feeding in groups upon the leaves.
Pro-crU8'te-an(pro-kri3s'te-an),
a. Of or pertaining to Procrustes,
or the mode of torture practiced
by him ; producing conformity by
violent means; as, the Procrustean treatment ; a Proct'tistean Grapevine Procris (Prolimit.
See PBOORnsTEs.
cris Americana), a LarPro-crus'te-an-ize (-iz), ''. '. va; 6 Imago. Nat. size.
[imp.
p. p. Peocrcsteanized
;

;

;

&

;

+

;

;

II

&

(-Izd)

A

—

See ProPro'crus-te'sl-an (pro'kriis-te'zi-ou), a.
crustean.
[NL., from Gr. TrpwKTot
ProC-tl'tiS (pr5k-ti'tTs), n.
anus -|- -Wis.] (Med.) Inflammation of the rectum.
[Gr. TrpuKros anus -fProc'tO-cele (prok'to-sel), re.
(Med.) Inversion and prolapse of the muK^A.r) tumor.]
cous coat of the rectum, from relaxation of the sphincter,
Dunglison.
with more or less swelling prolapsus ani.
PrOO'tO-dae'um (-de'um), ». [NL., fr. Gr. TrpcoKTik
SaUiv to divide.] (Anat.) See Mesentehon.
the anus
Proc'tor (pr5k'ter), n. [OE. proketour, contr. f r. proSee Procurator.] One who is employed to
curator.
II

;

II

+

manage the

^11 v

eve.

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

Specifically

A per-

(a)

:

;

;

;

;

—

Proc-tO'rl-al (prok-to'rT-al), a. Of or pertaining to a
proctor, esp. an academic proctor magisterial.
[R.]
Proc-tor'ic-al (-tor'I-kal), a. Proctorial.
PrOQ'tor-shlp (pr5k'ter-ship), re. The office or dignity of a proctor ; aiso, the term of his office. Clarendon.
Proc-tot'0-my (prok-tot'o-my), n. [Gr. TrpuKTos anus
-{ riixvew to cut.] (Surg.) An incision into the rectum,
as for the division of a stricture.
;

Proc'tu-cha (prBk'tii-ka),
TTptoKTo? anus -fIx^iu to have.] (Zo^
II

One of the Proctucha (a) (DinopAifw).
„ Mouth e Pharynx s Stomach

Nemertina.

(b)

;

;

P r O -C U m'b e n t
(pro-kum'bent),

[NL., from Gr.

'

posteriorly.
??'^'^l
The

pi.

re.

^

A division of
Turbellaria including those that have
an intestine termiol.) (a)

i

i

intestine,

a.

[L. procumbens, -entis, p. pr. oi procumbere to fall, bend,
or lean forward pro forward -|- cumbere (in comp.),
akin to cubare to lie down cf. P. procombant. Cf. Incumbent.]
1. Lying down, or on the face ; prone.
;

:

"Procumbent each obeyed."

Cowper.
Lying on the ground, but without putting
trailing prostrate as, a, procumbent stem.
Pro-cur'a-We (-kur'a-b'l), a. Capable of being pro2. (Bot.)

forth roots

;

;

;

Boyle.
cured obtainable.
Proc'u-ra-cy (pr5k'iS-ra-sy), re. ;pl. Procuracies (-sTz).
[LL. procuratia: cf. F. procuralie. See Procuration,
and cf. Proxy.] 1. The office or act of a proctor or procurator management for another.
[Obs.]
2. Authority to act for another a proxy.
Proc'U-ra'tion (-ra'shiin), re. [L. proctiratio cf. F.
procuration. See Pkoouse.] 1. The act of procuring
procurement.
;

;

;

2.
3.

The management of another's affairs.
The instrument by which a person is empowered

to transact the affairs of another ; a proxy.
4. (Ch. of Eng.)
sum of money paid formerly to
the bishop or archdeacon, now to the ecclesiastical commissioners, by an incumbent, as a commutation for entertainment at the time of visitation ;
called also proxy.

A

—

Procnration
loan.

money (Law), money paid for procuring a
Blackstone.

Proc'U-ra'tor (prok'iJ-ra'ter), re. [L. cf. F. procurateur.
See Procure, and cf. Proctor.] 1. (Law) One
who manages another's affairs, either generally or in a
Chaucer. Shak.
special matter an agent; a proctor.
2. (Rom. Antiq.) A governor of a province under the
emperors also, one who had charge of the imperial
revenues in a province as, the procurator of Judea.
Procurator fiscal (Scots Law), a public prosecutor, or dis:

;

;

;

trict attorney.

Proc'U-ra-tO'ri-al (-ra-to'rt-ol), a. Of or pertaining
to a procurator, or proctor ; made by a proctor. Ayliffe.

PrOC'U-ra'tor-ship (prSk'iS-ra'ter-shTp), re. The office
Bp. Pearson.
or term of a procurator _
[L. procuraloPro-CU'ra-tO-ry (pro-ku'ra-t6-ry), a.
Tending to, or authorizing, procuration.
rius.]
p. p. Procurkd
Pro-cure' (prS-kur'), v. t. [imp.
[F. procurer,
vb. re. Procuring.]
(-kiird') p. pr.
L. procurare, procuratum, to take care of ; pro for -fcu7-a
care.
See
Cuke,
and cf.
ciirare to take care, fr.
Proctor, Proxy.] 1. To bring into possession ; to cause
or
possession
of
to
acquire
to accrue to, or to come into
provide for one's self or for another ; to gain ; to get ; to
obtain by any means, as by purchase or loan.
MiltonIf we procure not to ourselves more woe.
2. To contrive ; to bring about ; to effect ; to cause.
have
gold
silver
they^roc«re
to
and
By all means possible
Robynson (Morels Utopiay
among them in reproach.
Shak.
procure
my
fall.
Proceed, Solinus, to

&

&

;

;

3.

To

solicit

;

to entreat.

[Obs.]

The famous Briton prince and faery knight,
Of the fair Alma greatly were _procwree/
To make there longer sojourn and abode.

&

final,

affairs of another.

son appointed to collect alms for those who could not go
O'lt to beg for themselves, as lepers, the bedridden, etc.
(b) (Eng. Law) An
hence, a beggar. [Obs.] Nares.
officer employed in admiralty and ecclesiastical causes.
He answers to an attorney at common law, or to a soliciWharton, (c) (Ch. of Eng.) A representor in equity.
tative of the clergy in convocation,
(rf) An officer in a
university or college whose duty it is to enforce obedience to the laws of the institution.
Proc'tor, V. t. To act as a proctor toward to manBp. Warburton.
age as an attorney or agent.
Proc'tor-age (-aj), n. Management by a proctor, or
in
as by a proctor hence, control superintendence
contempt. "The fogging prorto'af/e of money." Milton.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

drb,

5dd

.

.

.

Spenser.

;;;

;;

PROCURE
4.

to come ; to bring ; to attract. [06*.]
"What unaccustomed cause jprocurcs her hither ? Sftak.

To cause

To obtain for illicit intercourse or prostitution.
Syn. — See Attain.
Pro-cure' (pro-kur'), v. i. 1. To pimp.
Shak.
2. To manage business for anotlier in court.
[<Scoi.]
Pro-CUre'ment (-ment), ?». 1. The act of procuring
or obtaining ; obtainment ; attainment.
2. EiBcient contrivance management ; agency.
They think it done
By her procurement.
Dryden.
Pro-CUr'er (-er), re. [Cf.'E. procureur.'\ 1. One who
procures, or obtains ; one who, or tliat which, brings on,
or causes to be done, esp. by corrupt means.
2. One who procures the gratification of lust for
another a pimp i» pander.
South.
female procurer, or pander.
Pro-cur'ess, n.
Pro'cy-on (pro'sI-5n), n. [L., a constellation which
rises before the Dog Star, Gr. HpoKiiuv ; Trpd before -)Ku'iov a dog.]
1. (^s/ron.)
star of the first magnitude
in the constellation Canis 3Iinor, or the Little Dog.
2. (Zo'ol.) A genus of mammals including the raccoon.
Proa (prSd), n. [Cf. Gael.
Ir. brod goad, prickle,
sting, and E. brad, also W. prodo to poke, thrust.]
pointed instrument for pricking or puncturing,
1.
as a goad, an awl, a skewer, etc.
prick or stab with a pointed instrument.
2.
3. A light kind of crossbow ;
in this sense, often
spelled prodd.
Fairholi.
Prod, V. t.
[imp.
Prodded
(-dSd) p. pr.
p. p.
vb. n. Prodding.]
To thrust some pointed instrument into ; to prick with something sharp ; as, to prod
a soldier with a bayonet to prod oxen hence, to goad,
to incite, to worry ; as, to prod a student.
if. Taylor.
Prodd (prSd), re.
crossbow. See Prod, 3.
Prod'1-gal (pr5d'i-gol), a. [L. prodigus, from prodigere to drive forth, to squander away ; p7-o forward,
forth -f- agere to drive: cf. P. prodigue.
See Aqent.]
Given to extravagant expenditure ; expending money or
other things without necessity ; recklessly or viciously
profuse ; lavish ; wasteful ; not frugal or economical
»s, a prodigal man ; the prodigal son ; prodigal giving
;

;

;

A

A

&

A
A

—

&

&

;

;

;

A

j

veie prodigal of blood. Dryden.
lavish^ extravagant; squandering;

fields [patriots]

—

Syn.

Profuse
See Profuse.
Prod'I-gal, n. One who expends money extravagantly,
viciously, or without necessity; one that is profuse or
lavish in any expenditure ; a waster ; a spendthrift.
" Noble prodigals of life."
Trench.
Prod'i-gal'1-ty (-I-gSl'i-ty), n.
[F. prodigalite, L.
prodigalitas. See Prodigal.] Extravagance in expenditure, particularly of money ; excessive liberality ; profusion
waste ;
opposed to frugality, economy, and
parsimony. ^^ The prodigality oi bis wit."
Dryden.
Prod'1-gal-lze (pr6d'i-gal-iz), V. i. To act as a prodigal to spend liberally.
Sherioood.
Prod'1-gal-lze, v. t. To expend lavishly. Ld. Lytton.
Prod'1-gal-ly, adv. In a prodigal manner ; with profusion of expense ; extravagantly
wastef uUy ; profusely
lavishly; as, an estate ^rodi^oH)/ dissipated.
Nature not bounteous now, but lavish grows
Our paths with flowers she prodigally strews. Dryden.
Prod'1-gate (-gat), v. t. To squander.
Thackeray.
Prod'l-gence (-i«ns), n. [L. prodigentia, fr. prodigens, p. pr. of prodigere. See Prodigal.] Waste profusion prodigality.
[iJ.]
Bp. Hall.
;

;

;

;

[L. prodigiosiis,

P. prodigieux.
;

;

;

;

f r.

3. To cause to be or to happen
to originate, as an
effect or result ; to bring about ; as, disease produces
pain vice produces misery.
4. To give being or form to ; to manufacture ; to

make

— Huge

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

work

;

—

;

;

;

;

&

Pro-fane', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Profaned (-fand') ;
p. pr. & vb. re. Profaning.] [L. profanare cf. P. profaner.
See Propane, a.]
1. To violate, as anything
sacred to treat with abuse, irreverence, obloquy, or
contempt to desecrate ; to pollute as, to profane the
name of God to profane the Scriptures, or the ordinances of God.
.

;

;

;

;

The priests in the temple profane the sabbath. Matt. xii. 6.
2. To put to a wrong or unworthy use to make a base
employment of to debase to abuse to defile.
;

;

So

;

;

idly to profane the precious time,

Shak,

Pro-fane'ly, adv. In a profane manner.
The character of GoAprofanely impeached. Dr. T. Dwight.
Pro-fane'ness, n. The quality or state of being profane especially, the use of profane language.
Pro-fan'er (-er), n. One who treats sacred things
with irreverence, or defiles what is holy one who uses
profane language.
Hooker.
Pro-fan'i-ty (pr6-f3n'I-ty), re. [L. profa7iitas.'\ 1. The
quality or state of being profane profaneness irreverence esp, the use of profane language blasphemy,
2, That which is profane
profane language or acts.
The brisk interchange of profanity and folly. Buckminster.
Pro-fec'tion (-fek'shiJn), n. [See Proficient.] A
setting out
a going forward ; advance progression.
Sir T. Browne.
lOI>s.-\
;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

produce, in large measure

— Pro-duc'tlve-ly, adv. — Pro-duc'tlve-ness,

;

re.

The quality
Pro'duc-tlv'1-ty (pro'duk-tlv'I-ty), n.
or state of being productive productiveness. Emerson.
Not indeed as the product, but as the producing power, the
;

productivity.

C

Pro-dUC'tress (prft-duk'trSs), n.

fo^t

;

;

3. Producing, or able to
fertile ; profitable.

;

out, oil

;

'oleridge.

A female producer.

chair

;

uo

;

;

Pro'fec-tl'tious (pro'fSk-tTsh'Hs), a. [L. profectilius,
fr. profcisci to set out, proceed.]
Proceeding from, as
from a parent derived, as from an ancestor. [R ]

;

;

food,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

performance

;

+

pity

;

:

;

;

sure; treachery; treason. \_Obs.']
Ainstoorth.
Prod'1-tor (pr5d'i-ter), m.
[L.] A traitor.
[Ote.]
Pr0d'i-to'ri-OU8 (-to'rl-Hs), a.
[Cf. OP. proditoire.}
1. Treacherous ; perfidious; traitorous. [Ofii.] Daniel.
2. Apt to make unexpected revelations. lOk^.l "Nature is prodilorious."
Sir H. Wotlon.
Prod'1-tO-ry (prSd'T-tfe-r^), a. Treacherous.
\_Obs.\
Prod'ro-mal (prSd'rS-mal), a. (iV/erf.) Of or pertaining to prodromes ; as, tlie prodromal stage of a disease.
Fro'drome (pro'drom), n. [Gr. TrpoSpofiOs running
before irpo before
&paii.eXv to run : cf. P. prodi-omeA
forerunner ; a precursor.
;

fruit

;

2. Unclean ; impure ; polluted ; unholy.
Nothing is profane that serveth to holy things. Sir W. Raleigh.
3. Treating sacred things with contempt, disrespect,
irreverence, or undue familiarity ; irreverent impious,
Irreverent in language taking the
fltence, specifically
name of God in vain ; given to swearing blasphemous
as, a profane person, word, oath, or tongue. 1 Titn. i. 9.
Syn.
Secular ; temporal
worldly ; unsanctified
unhallowed unholy irreligious irreverent ungodly
wicked godless impious. See Impious.

.

Pro-dUC'tive (-tTv), a. [P. productif, L. productivus
for prolongation.]
1.
Having the quality or power
of producing yielding or furnishing results as, productive soil
pi'oductive enterprises productive labor, that
which increases the number or amount of products.
2 Bringing into being ; causing to exist producing
originative as, an age productive of great men a spirit
productive of heroic achievements.
Dryden.
And kindle with thy own productive fire.
This is turning nobility into a principle of virtue, and making
it productive of merit.
Spectator.

;

<lm

;

—

fit

—

ttp,

sacred or holy not possessing peculiar sanctity unconsecrated ; hence, relating to matters other than sacred
secular ;
opposed to sacred, religious, or inspired; as,
a^co/aree place. "P?'o/a?;e authors."
I.Disraeli,
The 7JTO/a?!e wreath was suspended before the shrine. Gibbon.

composition.

;

full,

.

;

Milton.

2. Anything so extraordinary as to excite wonder or
astonishment ; a marvel as, a, prodigy of learning.
3. A production out of the ordinary course of nature
an abnormal development a monster.
B. Jonson.
Syn. Wonder; miracle; portent; marvel; monster.
Pro-dl'tlon (pro-dTsh'un), n. [L. proditio, from prodere to give forth, betray: cf. OF. prodition.} Disclo-

nide,

Pro-fane' (pro-fan'), a. [P., fr. L. profanus, properly, before the temple, i. e., without the temple, unholy
pro before -|- fanum, temple. See 1st Fane.] 1. Not

;

Syn. — Product produce

many

unite,

A

;

—

!

;

;

ase,

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

A

;

productible ; producibility.
Kuskin.
Pro-duct'i-tle (-i-b'l), a. [Cf. P. produciible.'\ Capable of being produced ; producible.
Pro-dUC'tile (-diik'tll), a. [L. productilis, fr. producere to stretch out.] Capable of being extended or prolonged extensible ; ductile.
Pro-dUC'tlon (-shiin), re. [L. productio a lengthening,
prolonging: cf. V. production. See Produce.] 1. The
act or process of producing, bringii^ forth, or exhibiting
to view ; as, the production of commodities, of a witness.
2. That which is produced, yielded, or made, whether
naturally, or by the application of intelligence and labor ; as, the productions of the earth the productions
of handicraft ; the productions of intellect or genius.
3. The act of lengthening out or prolonging.

;

terrors, voices, prodigies.
thee, as a sure foregoing sign.

;

;

.

;

May warn

—

;

,

;

So

;

;

He that doth much
products his mortality.
Hackett.
3. To produce
to make.
[OJs.]
Holinshed.
Pro-duct'l-bil'l-ty (-T-btl'i-ty), re. The state of being

as,

;

;

;

prodigiously great.
2. Very much ; extremely
as, he was prodigiously
pleased.
[Colloq.']
Pope.
Pro-dl'gious-ness, n. The quality or state of being
prodigious
the state of having qualities that excite
wonder or astonishment enormousness vastness.
Prod'i-gy (prSd'T-jy), n.; pi. Prodigies (-jlz). [L.
prodigium; pro before
(perh.) a word appearing in
adagium adage cf. E. prodige. Of. Adage.] 1. Something extraordinary, or out of the usual course of nature,
from which omens are drawn ; a portent as, eclipses
and meteors were anciently deemed prodigies.
;

;

;

;

;

astonishingly

ovule of a flowering plant after fertilization, but before
the formation of the embryo. (S) The primary growth
from the spore in certain cryptogamous plants as, the
proembryo, or protonema, of mosses.
Pro-e'mi-al (pro-e'mT-al), a. Introductory ; prefatory preliminary. [J2.]
Hammond.
Pro'emp-tO'sis (pro'Smp-to'sTs), re. [NL., from Gr.
irpoefjL7rLirT€i.v to fall in before
vrpo before --{- er in -|Tri'irTeif to fall.]
(Chron.) The addition of a day to the
lunar calendar,
[i?.]
See Metemptosis.
Pro'lace (pro'f as), interj. [OF. prou face, prou fasse ;
prou profit -|- Juire to make, do.] Much good may it
do you
a familiar salutation or welcome. [06«.]
Master page, good master page, sit. Proface!
Shak.
Prof'a-nate (prof'a-nay, «. J. To profane. [Obs.'\
:
Prof'a-na'tion (-na'shun), re. [L. profanatio cf. P.
profanation. See Profane, v. t.'] 1. The act of violating sacred things, or of treating them with contempt or
irreverence ; irreverent or too familiar treatment or use
of what is sacred ; desecration ; as, the profanation of
the Sabbath ; the profanation of a sanctuary ; the profanation of the name of God.
2. The act of treating with abuse or disrespect, or
with undue publicity, or lack of delicacy.
'T were profanation of our joys
Donne.
To tell the laity our love.

;

;

;

enormous
monstrous
portentous
marvelous amazing ; astonishing extraordmary.
Pro-dl'glous-ly, adv. 1. Enormously wonderfully
;

+

a manufacturer produces excellent wares.
5. To yield or furnish to gain
as, money at interest
produces an income capital produces profit.
to extend to lengthen to prolong
6. To draw out
as, to produce a man's life to threescore. Sir T. Browne.
applied to a line, surface, or
7. (Geom.) To extend
solid
as, to produce a side of a triangle.
Pro-duce', v. i. To yield or furnish appropriate offspring, crops, effects, consequences, or results.
Prod'UCe (prSd'us 277), n. That which is produced,
brought forth, or yielded product yield proceeds
result of labor, especially of agricultural labors
hence,
specifically, agricultural products.
Pro-dUCe'ment (^pr6-dus'ment),re. Production. [Obs.]
Pro-dU'cent (-du'sent), re. [Ij.producenSjp.pT.I One
who produces, or offers to notice. [Obs.J
Ayliffe.
Pro-dU'cer (-ser), re. 1. One who produces, brings
as,

;

;

[06s. or JR.]
Spenser.
Jtia prodigious to have thunder in a clear sky. Sir T. Browne.
2. Extraordinary in bulk, extent, quantity, or degree ;
very great ; vast ; huge ; immense ; as, a prodigious
mountain; a, prodigious cieatnTe; a. prodigious hhindev.
"Prodigious might."
Milton.

Syn.

South,
Pro'em, v. t. To preface. [Ois.]
emPro-em'bry-o (pr6-Sm'brt-6), n. [Pref. pro(Bot.) (o) The series of cells formed in the

bryo.']

;

ful; portentous.

.

;

;

2. (Math.) The number or sum obtained by adding
one number or quantity to itself as many times as there
are units in another number the number resulting from
the multiplication of two or more numbers as, the product of the multiplication of 7 by 5 is 35. In general, the
result of any kind of multiplication.
See the Note under
Multiplication.
—
Syn.
Produce production; fruit; result; effect;
consequence outcome work performance.
Pro-duct' (pro-diikt'), v. t. 1. To produce to bring
forward. " Producted to . . . examination." [06i.] Foxe.
2. To lengthen out to extend.
[Obs.J

pro-

:

+

^

wonder-

Valves.

a.
[Gr. irporjyoupr. of TTporiyelaBai to lead the way cf P. proigumene.'] (Med. ) Serving to predispose ; predisposing
as, a proeguminal cause of disease.
Pro'em (pro'Sm), n. [L. prooemiuni, Gr. npooifiiov
Trpo before
of/nos way, course or strain of a song : cf.
P. proeme.'] Preface ; introduction ; preliminary observations ; prelude.
Thus much may serve by way olproem.
Swift.

These are VoR product
Of those ill-mated marriages.
Milton.
These institutions are the products of enthusiasm. Burke.

See Prodigy.]

marvelous

h c Productus horridus,

:

show interior of

fievo'S, p.

;

;

to

Pro'e-gU'mi-nal (pro'e-gu'mt-nal),

;

;

cf.

opened

;

;

of a prodigy

Productus. a Productus semireiiculatus

—

;

the Carboniferous rocks.

teristic of

&

&

;

Pro-dUC'tUS (pro-diik'tus), n. [NL. See Pboduct.]
An extinct genus of brachiopods, very charac-

II

{Paleon.)

—

ducere.

;

Pro-di'glous (pro-dTj'Qs), a.

[iJ.]

A prodrome.

or publication ;
used esp. in
the titles of elementary works.
Pro-duce' (pro-dils'), v. t. [imp.
p^ p. Produced
(-dust')
vb. re. Producing (-du'sing).]
p. pr.
[L.
producere, productum, to bring forward, beget, produce pro forward, forth -{- ducere to lead. See Duke.]
1. To bring forward
to lead forth ; to offer to view
or notice ; to exhibit to show ; as, to produce a witness or evidence in court.
Produce your cause, saith the Lord.
Jsa. xli. 21.
Your parents did not produce you much into the world. Swift.
2. To bring forth, as young, or as a natural product
or growth ; to give birth to
to bear ; to generate ; to
propagate to yield ; to furnish ; as, the earth produces
grass; trees /ir-odwce fruit the clouds prorfwce rain.
This soil produces all sorts of palm trees.
Sandys.
[They] produce prodigious births of body or mind. Milton.
The greatest jurist his country had produced. Macaulay.

made, or extended.
Pro-du'cl-ble-ness, re.
Prod'UCt (prSd'ukt), re. [L. productus, p. p. of proSee Produce.] 1. Anything that is produced,
whether as the result of generation, growth, labor, or
thought, or by the operation of involuntary causes as,
the products of the season, or of the farm the products
of manufactures
the products of the brain.

—

digium a prodigy:
1. Of the nature

Precursory.
1.

A preliminary course

2.

&

wasteful.

;

Prod'ro-mous (pr5d'ro-mfis), a.
Prod'ro-mus (-mus), n. [NL.]

forth, or generates.
2. One who grows agricultural products, or manufactures crude materials into articles of use.
3. {Iron
Steel 3Ian: f.)
furnace for producing
combustible gas which is used for fuel.
Pro-du'ci-bil'l-ty (-si-bTl'i-ty), re.
The quality or
state of being producible.
Barrow.
Pro-dU'Cl-We (pr6-du'sl-b'l), a. Capable of being
produced, brought forward, brought forth, generated,

'prodigal expenses.

In fighting
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5.

;;;;

;

The

threefold distinction of project it ious, adventitious, and
was ascertained.
Giblion.

profcs.iional

Pro'tert (pro'fert), n.
[L., he brings forward, 3d
pers. pr. of ^;o/c;tc.
See Proffer.] (inic) The exliibition or production of a record or paper in open court,
or an allegation that it is in court.
Pro-fess' (prS-fCs'), V. I. [imp.
p. p. Professed
(-fSsf) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Professing.] [F. profh, masc,

&

&

professe, fern., professed (monk or nun), L. professus,
p. p. of profiieri to profess ; pro before, forward'
/ateri to confess, own.
See Confess.] 1. To make open
declaration of, as of one's knowledge, belief, action, etc. ;

sinK, ink

+

;

then, thin

;

bow

;

zh

:

z

in azure.

'*'

;; ;

to avow or acknowledge to confess publicly to own or
S/uik,
admit freely. " Hear me pi-ofess sincerely."
The best and wisest of them all jjro/essed
;

;

To kuow this only, that he nothing knew.
up a claim to to make pretense to
2.
to put on or present an appearance of.
set

Milton,

hence,

;

;

Shak.

I do profess to be no less than I seem.

3. To pretend to knowledge of; to proclaim one's
self versed in ; to make one's self a teacher or practitioner of ; to set up as an authority respecting to declare (one's self to be such or such) as, he py-o/esses surgery ; to profess one's self a physician.
Pro-fess' (pro-fes'), ;;. i. 1. To take a profession upon
;

;

one's self by a public declaration to confess. Drayton.
Shak.
[Obs.^
2. To declare friendship.
Pro-Iessed' (-fesf), a. Openly declared, avowed, acknowledged, or claimed; as, a, professed ioe ; a, professed
tyrant; a, professed Chxi&t\a,\i.
The professed {R. C. Ch.), a certain class among the
Jesuits bound by a special vow. See the Note under Jes;

uit.

Pro-fess'ed-ly (-fSs'Sd-l^?), adv. By profession.
Pro-fes'sion (-fSsh'un), n. [F., fr. L. professio. See
Pkopess, f.] 1. The act of professing or claiming open
declaration public avowal or acknowledgment as, ^roJessions of friendship aprofession of faith.
A solemn vow, promise, and jjro/mion. Bk. of Com. Prayer.
a declaration an avow2. That which one professes
as, his professions are insincere.
al a claim
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The Indians quickly perceive the coincidence or the contradiction between professions and conduct.
J, Morse.
of which one professes knowledge the occunot mechanical, agricultural, or the like, to
which one devotes one's self the business which one professes to understand, and to follow for subsistence calling vocation employment as, the profession of arms
the profession of a clergyman, lawyer, or physician the
3.

That

pation,

;

if

;

;

;

;

;

;

profession of lecturer on chemistry.

He

Macaulay.
|!^p°* The three professions, or learned professions, are,
medicine.
especially, theology, law, and
4. The collective body of persons engaged in a calling
as, the profession distrust him.
5. {Bccl. Law) The act of entering, or becoming a
member of, a religious order.
Pro-fes'sion-al (-al), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a profession, or calling conforming to the rules or standards
of a profession following a profession ; as, professional
knowledge professional conduct. "Pride, not personal,
Macaulay. ^' A professional sneei^iut professional."
er." Be Quincey.
2. Engaged in by professionals ; as, a professional
opposed to amateur.
race ;
Pro-fes'sion-al, re. A person who prosecutes anything
professionally, or for a hvelihood, and not in the character of an amateur a professional worker.
The following of a
Pro-fes'sion-al-ism (-Tz'm), n.
profession, sport, etc., as an occupation;
opposed to
tried five or six professions in turn.

;

;

;

—

;

—

amateurism.

;

;

:

;

;

&

&

+

;

;

;

;

He made

a,

proffer to lay

2. Essay; attempt.

down his commission.

Clarendon.

Bacon.

[iJ.]

Prof'fer-er (-er), n. One who proffers something.
Pro-fi'cience (pro-ftsh'ens), n. The quality or state
Pro-li'cien-cy (-en-sy),
of being proficient ;
]
advance in the acquisition of any art, science, or knowledge ; progression in knowledge improvement adeptnesa ; as, to acquire proficiency in music.
Pro-fl'clent (prS-ftsh'ent), re. [L. proflciens, -eniis,
p. pr. of proficere to go forward, make progress ; pro
I

;

ale,

senate,

;

cS,re,

;

&m, arm, ask,

learning

;

;

;

!

Pro-found' (pro-found'),

God

in the fathomless profound
Hath all his choice commanders

See File a row, and cf. Pukfle, Porl, a fringe.]
An outline, or contour as, the profile of an apple.
2. {Paint.
Sculp.)
human head represented sidewise, or in a side view ; the side face or half face.
3. (a) (Arch.)
section of any member, made at right
angles with its main lines, showing the exact shape of
drawing
moldings and the like. (6) {Civil Engin.)
exhibiting a vertical section of the groimd along a surveyed line, or graded work, as of a railway, showing elevations, depressions, grades, etc.
Profile paper {Civil Enijin.), paper ruled with vertical
and horizontal Imes forming small oblong rectangles,
adapted for drawing profiles.

.

;

;

;

;

&

;

to make improveto advance.
Shak.
by thy talk.
2. To be of use or advantage to do or bring good.
Prov.
xi. 4.
day
of
wrath.
'Richee profit not in the
Profit-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [F. profitable.'] Yielding or
bringing profit or gain gainful lucrative useful helpful
advantageous beneficial as, a profitable trade
a, profitable study or profession.
profitable business
"What was so profitable to the empire became fatal to the

ment

;

To gain advantage

1.

V. i.

to improve

to gain

;

;

;

1 profit not

;

;

;

;

Arbuthnot.

emperor.

— Profit-a-ble-ness, n. — ProfIt-a-Wy,
Profit-lng,

Gain

re.

advantage

;

;

adv.

profit.

That thy profiting may appear to all. 1 Tim. iv. 15.
Profit-less, a. Without profit unprofitable. Shak.
Profli-ga-cy (profll-ga-sy), re. [See Profligate, a.]
The quahty or state of being profligate a profligate or
very vicious course of life a state of being abandoned
;

;

;

moral principle and in vice dissoluteness.
Profli-gate (-gat), a. [L. profligatus, p. p. of profligare to strike or dash to the ground, to destroy pro
in

;

;

1.

+

a word akin to fligere to strike. See Afflict.]
Overthrown beaten conquered. [Oii.]
Hudibras.
The foe is profligate, and run.
Broken down in respect of rectitude, principle, viror decency openly and shamelessly immoral or vi-

before

;

;

2.
tue,
cious

;

:

;

;

A green,

as, a profligate man or wretch.
Roscommon.
A race more profligate than we.

dissolute

Made

;

Dryden.
&nd profligate the muse.
corrupt; dissolute; vitiated; de-

prostitute

Syn. — Abandoned

;

praved vicious wicked. See Abandoned.
An abandoned person one openly
Profli-gate, re.
and shamelessly vicious a dissolute person. " Such a
Swift.
profligate as Antony."
Profli-gate (-gat), v. t. To drive away to overcome.
Harvey.
\_A Latinism']
[Obs.l
Prof li-gate-ly (-gat-ly), adv. In a profligate manner.
Prof li-gate-ness, re. The quahty of being profligate
an abandoned course of life profligacy.
Prof'li-ga'tion (-ga'shiJn), re. [L. profligatio.'] DeBacon.
feat rout
overthrow. \^Obs.']
Prof lu-ence (proflii-ens), re. [L. profluentia.'] Qual;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

ity of being profluent

;

course.

[iJ.]

Sir

H. Wotton.

"Proflu-ent (-ent), a. [L. profluens, p. pr. of profluere ; pro forward
fluere to flow.] Flowing forward,
" In the pro/Zwere/ stream."
3Iilton.
[i?.]
Pro-found' (pro-found'), a. [F. profond, L. profundus; pro before, forward -|- fundus the bottom. See
Found to establish, Bottom lowest part.] 1. Descending far below the surface
opening or reaching to a
Milton.
great depth deep. "A gulf profound. "
2. Intellectually deep
entering far into subjects
reaching to the bottom of a matter, or of a branch of

+

;

;

;

final,

^11

;

eve,

event,

;

Snd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

shady bank, profuse of flowers.
Milton.
excessive
prodigal
lavish
as,

Superabundant

2.

;

;

;

;

pro/««e expenditure. " Profuse omament."
Karnes.
Lavish exuberant bountiful prodigal exSyn.
travagant.
Profuse, Lavish, Prodigal. Profuse denotes pouring out (as money, etc.), with great fullness
or freeness
as, profuse in his expenditures, thanks,
promises, etc. Lavish is stronger, implying unnecessary
or wasteful excess as, lavish of his bounties, favors,
Prodigal is stronger still, denoting unpraises, etc.
measured or reckless profusion as, prodigal of one's
Dryden.
strength, life, or blood, to secure some object.
Pro-fuse' (-filz'), V. i. To pour out to give or spend

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

liberally; to lavish; to squander.

Chapman,

[06s.]

Pro-fuse'ly (-fiis'ly), adv. In a profuse manner.
Pro-fuse'ness, re. Extravagance profusion.
;

Hospitality sometimes degenerates into profuseness.

Pro-fu'sion (-fu'zhiin), re.
1. The act of one
or pouring out without stint.
fusion.']

[L. profusio

who

is

:

profuse

Attei'bury.

F. proa lavishing

cf.

;

Rowe.
Thy -va&t profusion to the factious nobles ?
Abundance exuberant plenty lavish supply as,

2.

;

Prog

(prog),

V.

;

;

aprofusion of commodities.
Pro-lu'sive (-sTv), a. Profuse
[imp.

i.

Addison.
;

&

lavish prodigal. [Obs.]
p. p. Phogged (prSgd)
;

p. pr. & vb. re. Progging.] [Cf D prachen, G. prachern,
Dan. prakke, Sw. pracka, to beg, L. procare, procari, to
ask, demand, and E. prowl.']
1. To wander about and
beg to seek food or other supplies by low arts to seek
for advantage by mean shifts or tricks.
ILow]
.

;

;

A perfect artist in progging lor money.

FuUer,

I have been endeavoring to prog for you.

Burke.

To steal
To prick

\_Low]
Johnson.
to rob ; to filch.
;
to goad to progue.
{Scot.]
begging,
or
vagrancy;
Prog, re. 1. Victuals got by
victuals of any kind ; food ; supplies.
[Slang]
Swift,
So long as he picked from the iilth \Rsprog. R. Browning,
2.
3.

;

;

[Slang]
2, A vagrant beggar
a tramp.
3. A goad
a progue. [Scot.]
Pro-gen'er-ate (pro-j5n'er-at), v. t. [L. progeneratus,
gep. p. of progenerare to beget pro forth, forward
nerare to generate.] To beget to generate to produce
to procreate; as, to progenerate a race,
[P.] Landor.
[L. progeneralio.]
Pro-gen'er-a'tion (-a'shiin), re.
;

;

+

;

;

The

;

act of begetting propagation. [R-]
[OF. progeniieur, L.
Pro-gen'i-tor (-jen'i-ter), re.
progenitor, fr. progignere, progenitum, to bring forth,
to beget ; pro forth -|- gignere to beget.
See Gender
kind.] An ancestor in the direct line ; a forefather.
;

And

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

[imp.&p. p. Profiled (-fild or -feld)
Fro'file, v. t.
p. pr. Si vb. re. Profiling.] [Cf. F. profiler, It. p7-ofi1. To draw the outline of; to
See Profile, n.]
draw in profile, as an architectural member.
2. {Mech. ) To shape the outline of au object by passing a cutter around it.
I'rofiling machine, a jigging machine.
(Fort.) In the construction of fieldPro'Jil-ing, re.
works, the erection at proper intervals of wooden profiles, to show to the workmen the sectional form of the
parapets at those points.
One who takes profiles.
Pro'fil-ist, re.
Profit (profit), re. [F., fr. L. profeclus advance,
progress, profit, fr. proficere, profectum.
See Proficient.] 1. Acquisition beyond expenditure excess of
value received for producing, keeping, or selling, over
cost ; hence, pecmiiary gain in any transaction or occupation ; emolument ; as, a profit on the sale of goods.
Rambler.
Let no man anticipate uncertain profits.
2. Accession of good valuable results ; useful consequences benefit ; avail gain ; as, an office of profit.
This I speak for your own profit. 1 Cor. vii. 35.
Hhak.
If you dare do yourself a profit and a right.
Benefit ; avail
service ; improvement ; adSyn.
vancement; gain; emolument.
vb.
Profit, V. t. \_imp.
p. p. Profited p. pr.
re. Profiting.]
[F. profiler.
See Profit, re.] To be of
service to to be good to ; to help on to benefit ; to
advantage ; to avail ; to aid ; as, truth profits all men.
The word preached did not profit them. Heb. iv. 2.
It is a great means of profiting yourself, to copy diligently
Dryden.
excellent pieces and beautLfuI designs.
;

;

;

lare.

;

Sandys,

Milton.

;

A

&

drowned.

abyss.

Pro-found', v. t. To cause to sink deeply to cause to
dive or penetrate far down. [06*.]
Sir T. Browne.
Pro-found', v. i. To dive deeply to penetrate. [OJs.]
Pro-found'ly, adv. In a profound manner.
Why sigh you so profoundly ?
Shak.
Pro-found'ness, re. The quahty or state of being
profound profundity depth.
Hooker.
Pro-ful'gent (-f ul'gent), a. [Pref pro- -f- L. fulgere
to shine.]
Shining forth briUiant effulgent. [06«.]
" Profulgent in preciousness.
Chaucer,
Pro-fun'di-ty (-ItSn'di-ty), re. / pi. -TIES (-tiz). [L. profunditas: cf.F. profondite. See Profound.] The quality
or state of being profound depth of place, knowledge,
" The vast profundity ohscuie."
feeling, etc.
3Iilton.
Pro-fuse' (pro-fus'), a- [L. profusus, p. p. of profundere to pour forth or out pro forward, forth -^
fundere to pour cf. F. profus. See Fuse to melt.]
boimti1. Pouring forth with fullness or exuberance
exceedingly liberal giving without stint as, a proful
fuse govenmient profuse hospitality.
;

A

—

An

2.

;

A

;

The deep; the sea;

1.

re.

the ocean.

:

&

;

;

;

;

profil.
1.

a profound investigation or

as,

;

;

3.

;

;

thorough

;

profound wisdom.
a, profound scholar
Characterized by intensity deeply felt pervading
overmastering far-reaching strongly impressed ; as, a
Shak.
profound sleep. " Profound sciatica."
Of tlie profound corruption of this class there can be no
Milman.
doubt.
exhibiting or expressing deep humil*
4. Bending low
ity; lowly; submissive; as, a, pj-ofound bow.
What humble gestures 'What profound reverence I Duppa,
treatise

;

matics, music, etc.
Pro-H'cient (pro-f ish'ent), a. Well advanced in any
branch of knowledge or skill ; possessed of considerable
acquirements ; well-skUled ; versed ; adept.
In a proficient manner.
Pro-H'cient-ly, adv.
Pro-Iio'U-OUS (pro-fik'iS-us), a. IL,. proficuus^'} Profitable
advantageous useful. [06i.]
Harvey.
[It. profile, it. L.
Pro'flle (pro'fn or -fel ; 277), n.
pro before ^filum, a thread, an outline, shape cf. F.

Profit,

A

professional person,
[i?.]
Pro-fes'sion-al-lst, re.
In a professional manner
Pro-les'sion-al-ly, adv.
or capacity by profession or calhng; in the exercise of
one's profession as, one employed professionally.
Pro-fess'or (prS-fSs'er), re. [L., a teacher, a public
teacher cf. F. professeur. See Profess.] 1. One who
professes, or makes open declaratiou of, his sentiments
or opinions ; especially, one who makes a public avowal
of his belief in the Scriptures and his faith in Christ, and
thus unites himself to the visible church. " Professors
of religion."
Bacon.
2. One who professes, or publicly teaches, any science
or branch of learning ; especially, an officer in a university, college, or other seminary, whose business it is to
read lectures, or instruct students, in a particular branch
of learning as, a professor of theology, of botany, of
mathematics, or of political economy.
[L. professoPro'fes-SO'ri-al (pro'f5s-so'rT-al), a.
Tius : cf. F. professorial. 2 Of or pertaining to a professor; a,s, the professorial chair; professorial inteiest.
Pro'fes-SO'ri-al-ism (-Tz'm), re. The character, manners, or habits of a professor.
[iJ.]
Pro'fes-SO'ri-at (-at), re. See Peofessoriate.
1. The body of professors,
Pro'fes-SO'ri-ate (-at), re.
or the professorial staii', in a university or college.
2. A professorship.
Fro-fess'or-ship (pro-fes'er-ship), re.
The office or
position of a professor, or public teacher.
Walton.
Pro-fes'SO-ry (-so-rj), a.
[L. professorius.J
Of or
pertaining to a professor professorial. [iJ.]
Bacon.
[imp.
Prof'Ier (proffer), V. t.
p. p. Proffered
(-ferd)
vb. re. Proffering.]
p. pr.
[OE. profren,
proferen, F. proferer, fr. L. proferre to bring forth or
forward, to offer pro forward
ferre to bring. See
Bear to produce.] 1. To offer for acceptance to propose to give to make a tender of ; as, to proffer a gift
to proffer services ; to proffer friendship.
Shak.
I reck not what wrong that thou me profre. Chaucer.
2. To essay or attempt of one's own accord ; to undertake, or propose to undertake.
[iJ.]
Milton.
Prof'ier, re.
1. An offer made
something proposed
for acceptance by another ; a tender ; as, proffers of
peace or friendship.
;

forward -f-/acere to make. See Pact, and cf. Profit, «.]
One who has made considerable advances in any business, art, science, or branch of learning an expert
an
adept as, a, proficient in a trade a, proficient in mathe;

;;;

;
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PROFESS

To

"

;;

Milton.

reverence thee their great /jror/eni^or.

Pro-gen'i-tor-ship, re. The state of being a progenitor.
Pro-gen'i-tress (-tres), re. A female progenitor.
Pro-ger.'i-ture (-tiir; 135), re. [F. progeniture.] A
begetting, or birth.
[P.]
Prog'e-ny (proj'e-ny), re. [OE. progenie, F. progeSee Progenitor.]
nie, fr. L. progenies, fr. progignere.
Descendants of the human kind, or offspring of other
" Issued
animals ; children ; offspring ; race ; lineage.
Shak,
from the progeny of kings."
Pro-glot'tid (pro-glot'tid), re. (Zo'ol.) Proglottis.
Pro-glot'tis (-tis), re. ; pi. Proglottides (-dez).
[NL., fr. Gr. vrpoyAMTTis the tip of the tongue -npo forward -\- yAmTTa the tongue.] (Zo'ol.) One of the free,
It contains
or nearly free, segments of a tapeworm.
both male and female reproductive organs, and is capaII

;

ble of a brief independent existence.
llProg'na-thi (prog'na^thi), n.pl.

[NL. See Prognathous.] (Zo'ol.) A comprehensive group of mankind,
Including those that have prognathous jaws.
Prog-nath'ic (-nath'ik), a. (Anal.) Prognathous.
Prog'na-thlsm (prog'na-thlz'm or prog-na'thiz'm), re.
(y4na<.)Projectionofthejaws.— Prog'na-thy(-na-th}f),re.

Prog'na-tbOUS (-thus), a. [Gr. n-po before -\- yvaSo^
the jaw.] (Anat.) Having the jaws projecting beyond the
opposed to orthognalhous.
upper part of the face
See Gnathic index, under Gnathic.
Their countenances had the true prognathous character. Kane,
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey,

—

orb,

5dd

I

;;

:;;

;;
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Prog'ne (prSg'ne), n. [L., a swallow, traditionally
said to be fr. Progne (the sister of Philomela), who was
{Zo'ol.) (a) A
changed into a swallow, Gr. IIpoKiT).]

terms increase or decrease by equal differences, as the

PROLEGATE

numbers

^' 1^' j- by the difference 2.
I ^^1 |_ f
Geometrical progression, a progression in which the
terms increase or decrease by equal ratios, as the num4,
8, 16, 32, 64, (by a continual multiplicahBi-ni 2,
"^^164, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2,1 tion or division by 2.
Harmonic progression, a progression in which the
terms are the reciprocals of quantities in arithmetical
progression, as J, J, J, ^, ^.

—

tumg

as, to project
;
sometimes
ellipse, and the like ;
etc. ; as, to project a line or point
;

to delineate

—

a sphere, a map, an
with ore, upon, into,
upon a plane. See

swallow. (6) A genus of swallows including the purple
Projection, 4.
martin. See Maktin. (c) An American butterfly {PoPro-Ject' (pro-jSkf), V. i. 1. To shoot forward to exlygonia, or Vanessa, Progne). It is orange and black
tend beyond something else ; to be prominent ; to jut
with
mark
beneath,
an
L-shaped
silver
on
above, grayish
as, the cornice p7-ojects ; branches project from the tree.
the hind wings. Called also gray comma.
2. To forpi a project ; to scheme.
[P.]
Fuller.
[Cf. F. projectile:]
Prog-no'SiS (prSg-no'sis), n. [L., fr. Gr. irpoyvuxnt,
Pro-ject'lle (-Tl), a.
1. Project,
jrpo before -jfr. TrpoyiyvauKeiv to know beforehand
Pro-gres'sion-al (pr6-grgsh'un-al), a. Of or pertain- ing or impelling forward as, a projectile force.
yi.yvia(TKei.v to know.
See Know.] (Med.) The act or ing to progression tending to, or capable of, progress.
2. Caused or imparted by impulse or projection ; imart of foretelling the course and termination of a disease ;
Arbxtthnot.
Pro-gres'sion-ist, n. 1. One who holds to a belief in pelled forward as, projectile motion.
also, the outlook aiiorded by this act of judgment ; as,
[Cf. P. projectile.']
the progression of society toward perfection.
Pro-Ject'Ue, re.
1. A body prothe prognosis of hydrophobia is bad.
2. One who maintains the doctrine of progression in or- jected, or impelled forward, by force ; especially, a misProg-nos'tlc (-nSs'tik), a. [Gr. Trpoyi'iooriKis. See ganic forms
opposed to uniformitarian. H. Spencer. sile adapted to be shot from a firearm.
Prognosis.]
Indicating something future by signs or
2. pi. (Mech.) A part of mechanics which treats of
Prog'ress-ist (pr5g'rSs-Ist), n. One who makes, or
symptoms ; foreshowing ; aiding in prognosis ; as, the holds to, progress a progressionist.
the motion, range, time of flight, etc., of bodies thrown
prognostic symptoms of a disease ; prognostic signs.
driven through the air by an impelling force.
or
Pro-gress'ive (pr6-gr5s'iv), a. [Cf. F. progressif.2
Prog-nOS'tiC, n. [L. prognosticum, Gr. irpoyviaa-TixSv :
Pro-Jec'tlon (-jek'shiin), re. [L. projectio : cf. F. pi >•
X. Moving forward ; proceeding onward ; advancing ;
cf. F.pronostic, prognostic. See Pkoonostic, a.] 1. That
evincing progress increasing ; as, progressive motion or jection.] 1. The act of throwing or shooting forward.
which prognosticates; a sign by which a future event course ;
opposed to retrograde.
2. A jutting out ; also, a part jutting out, as of a buildmay be known or foretold ; an indication ; a sign or
ing ; an extension beyond something else.
2. Improving ; as, art is in a progressive state.
omen ; hence, a foretelling ; a prediction.
3. The act of scheming or planning ; also, that which
Progressive euchre or whist, a way of playing at card
Pavenant.
That choice would inevitably be considered by the country parties, by which, after every game, the losers at the is planned ; contrivance design plan.
tiB a prognostic of the highest import.
Macaulay. first table go to the last table, and the winners at all the
4. (Persp.) The representation of something; delineProation ; plan especially, the representation of any object
2. (Med.) A sign or symptom Indicating the course tables, except the first, move up to the next table.
and termination of a disease.
Parr. gressiva muscular atrophy (Med.), a nervous disorder char- on a perspective plane, or such a delineation as would
acterized by continuous atrophy of the muscles.
result were the chief points of the object thrown forSyn.
Sign ; omen ; presage ; token ; indication.
Pro-gress'lve-ly, adv.
Pro-gress'ive-ness, n.
ward upon the plane, each in the direction of a line
Prog-nos'tlc, v. t. To prognosticate. [Oi«.]
Progue (prog), V. i. To prog. [Obs.] P. Fletcher. drawn through it from a given point of sight, or central
Prog-noa'tlc-a-ble (-ti-k4-b'l), a. Capable of being
sharp point ; a goad. IScot.
re.
A
Progue,
Local,
point ; as, the projection of a sphere. The several kinda
prognosticated or foretold.
Sir T. Browne.
[Scot.
Local, U.S.'].
V. t. To prick ; to goad.
U. S.]
of projection differ according to the assumed point of
Prog-nos'tl-cate (-tl-kat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. ProgChaucer. sight and plane of projection in each.
Pro'heme (pro'hSm), re. Proem. [06*.]
nosticated (-ka'tSd) p. pr.
vb. n. Prognosticating.]
[imp.
ProhibPro-hlto'lt (pro-hibat), V. t.
p.
p.
5. (Geog.) Any method of representing the surface of
[See Prognostic]
To indicate as future; to foretell
vb. re. Prohibiting.]
[L. prohibitus, p. the earth upon a plane.
from signs or symptoms ; to prophesy ; to foreshow to ited; p. pr.
habere
p. of prohibere to prohibit ; pro before, forth
Conical
projection, a mode of representing the sphere,
predict ; as, to prognosticate evil.
Burke.
to have, hold.
See Habit.] 1. To forbid by authority
the spherical surface being projected upon the surface of
I neither will nor can prognosticate
To the young gaping heir his father's fate.
Dryden. to interdict ; as, God prohibited Adam from eating of a cone tangent to the sphere, the point of sight being at
center of the sphere.
Cylindrlc projection, a mode of
Syn. To foreshow; foretoken; betoken; forebode; the fruit of a certain tree ; we prohibit a person from the
doing a thing, and also the doing of the thing ; as, the representing the sphere, the spherical surface being propresage predict ; prophesy.
jected
upon
the
surface
of
a
cj^inder touching the sphere,
Prog-nos'ti-ca'tion (-ka'shiin), n. [Cf. F. pronosti- law prohibits men from stealing, or it prohibits stealing. the point of sight being at the center of the sphere.— Glob11^*°" Prohibit was formerly followed by to with the incation.J
1. The act of foreshowing or foretelling someular, Onomonic, Orthographic, projection, etc.
See under
finitive, but is now commonly followed by from with the
thing future by present signs ; prediction.
Globular, Gnomonic, etc.
Mercator's projection, a mode
of representing the sphere in which the meridians are
2. That which foreshows ; a foretoken.
Shak. verbal noun in -ing.
drawn parallel to each other, and the parallels of latitude
2. To hinder ; to debar ; to prevent ; to preclude.
Prog-nos'U-ca'tor (-ka'ter), n. One who prognostiare straight lines whose distance from each other inGates of burning adamant,
cates ; a f oreknower or foreteller of a future course or
creases with their distance from the equator, so that at
Barred over us, prohibit all egress.
Milton.
event by present signs.
Isa. xlvii. 13.
all places the degrees of latitude and longitude have to
Syn. To forbid ; interdict debar prevent hinder. each other the same ratio as on the sphere itself. ObPro'gram (pro'grSm), n. Same as Programme.
Prohibit, Forbid. To forbid is Anglo-Saxon, and is lique projection, a projection made by parallel lines drawn
Pro-gram'ma (prS-gram'ma), n. ; pi. Programmata
more
familiar
; to prohibit is Latin, and is more formal or
(-ta).
from every point of a figure and meeting the plane of
[L. See Programme.]
1. (Gr. Antiq.) Any law,
official. A parent forbids his child to be out late at night
projection obliquely.
Polar projection, a projection of
which, after it had passed the Athenian senate, was he prohibits his intercourse with
the profane and vicious. the sphere in which the point of sight is at the center,
fixed on a tablet for public inspection previously to its
and
the plane of projection passes through one of the
PifO-hib'tt-er (-er), re. One who prohibits or forbids
being proposed to the general assembly of the people.
polar circles.
Powder of projection (Alche7ny), a certain
a f orbidder ; an interdicter.
2. An edict published for public information ; an offiPro'hl-bl'tlon (pro'hT-bish'un), re.
[L. prohibitio : powder cast into a crucible or other vessel containing
cial bulletin ; a public proclamation.
prepared metal or other matter which is to be thereby
cf. F. prohibition.]
1. The act of prohibiting ; a decla3. See Programme.
transmuted into gold.
Projection of a point on a plana
ration or injunction forbidding some action ; interdict.
(Descriptive Geom.), the foot of a perpendicular to the
4. A preface.
[OJj.]
T. Warton.
The law of God, in the ten commandments, consists mostly of plane drawn through the point.
Projection of a straight
Pro'gramme (pro'grSm), n. [L. programma a pub- prohibitions.
Tillotson,
line on a plane, the straight line on the plane connecting
lic proclamation, manifesto, Gr. jrp6ypo^t;u,a, fr. irpoypa2. Specifically, the forbidding by law of the sale of the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from the extremi^eiv to write before or in public ; Trpo before, forth
ties of the given line.
ypa</)etv to write
cf. P. programme.
See Graphic.] alcoholic liquors as beverages.
Syn.
See Protuberance.
Writ of prohibition (Law), a writ issued by a superior
That which is written or printed as a public notice or
Pro-Jeot'ment (-jSkt'ment), re. Design; contrivance;
advertisement ; a scheme ; a prospectus ; especially, a tribunal, dfirected to an inferior court, commanding the
projection.
[Obs.]
Clarendon.
brief outline or explanation of the order to be pursued, latter to cease from the prosecution of a suit depending
before it.
Blackstone.
Pro-]ect'or (-er), re. [Cf. P. projeteur.] One who proor the subjects embraced, in any public exercise, perjects a scheme or design ; hence, one who forms fanciBy
ellipsis,
prohibition
is
used
for
writ
itself.
the
II^°°
formance, or entertainment ; a preliminary sketch.
ful or chimerical schemes.
VEstrange,
Pro'hi-bi'tion-ist, re.
1. One who favors prohibitory
Programme music (Mus.), descriptive instrumental music
Pro-Jec'ture (-jek'tur ; 135), re. [L. projeciura : cf.
which requires an argument or programme to explain the duties on foreign goods in commerce ; a protectionist.
F. projecture.] A jutting out beyond a surface.
meaning of its several movements.
2. One who favors the prohibition of the sale (or of
Pro'jet' (pro'zha'), re. [F. See Project, re.] A plan
Prog'ress (prSg'rgs ; 277), re. [L. progressus, from the sale and manufacture) of alcoholic liquors as beverproposed ; a draft of a proposed measure ; a project.
progredi, p. p. progressus, to go forth or forward pro ages.
(prok), ?>. i. To poke; to thrust. [Obs.] Holland.
Proke
forward -j-^radi to step, go cf. P. progres. See Grade.]
Pro-hlb'it-lve (pro-hiiyit-iv), a. [Cf. F. prohibiiif.]
Pro-lapse' (pro-15ps'), re. [L. prolapsus, fr. prolapsus,
1. A moving or going forward ; a proceeding onward
That prohibits; prohibitory; as, a tax whose effect is
of
prolabi
to fall forward pro forward -)- labi to
p.
p.
an advance ; specifically (a) In actual space, as the prohibitive.
glide, fall.]
(Med.) The falling down of a part through
progress of a ship, carriage, etc. (b) In the growth of
Pro-hib'it-O-ry (-o-ry), a. [L. prohibitorius.] Tendthe
orifice with which it is naturally connected, espean animal or plant ; increase, (c) In business of any ing to prohibit, forbid, or exclude ; implying prohibition
cially of the uterus or the rectum.
Dunglison,
kind ; as, the progress of a negotiation ; the progress of forbidding; a,s, a prohibitory la,vf ; a prohibitory price.
Pro-lapse', v. i. To fall down or out to protrude.
art.
(d) In knowledge ; in proficiency
as, the progProhibitory index. (iJ. C. Ch.) See under Index.
[L. prolapsio.]
(-ISp'shiin), re.
(Med.)
Pro-lap'sion
ress of a child at school, (e) Toward ideal completeProln (proin), V. t. [See Prune to trim.] To lop to Prolapse. [Written also ^ro^apWore.] [06.5.]
ness or perfection in respect of quality or condition
trim ; to prune ; to adorn. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
[L.]
(Med.)
Prolapse.
(-siis), re.
Pro-lap'SUS
applied to individuals, communities, or the race ; as, soThe sprigs that did about it grow
Prolate (pro lat), a. [L. prolatus, used as p. p. of
cial, moral, religious, or political progress.
He proined from the leafy arms.
Chapman. proferre to bring forth, to extend pro -j- lattis, p. p.
2. A journey of state ; a circuit ; especially, one made
Stretched out; extended;
Proln, V. i. To be employed in pruning. [Obs.]
See Pro-, and Tolerate.]
by a sovereign through parts of his own dominions.
Proj'ect (proj'ekt ; 277), re. [OF. project, F. projet, especially, elongated in the direction of a line joining the
The king being returned from his progresse.
Evelyn. fr. L. projectus,
opposed to oblate.
poles ; as, a prolate spheroid
p. p. of projicere to project pro iorPro-gress' (pro-gr5s' ; formerly pronounced like ward
See Jet a shooting forth,
-f- i^cere to throw.
Prolate cycloid. See the Note under Cycloid.
Prolate
Progress, n.), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Progressed (-grSsf)
and cf. Projet.] 1. The place from which a thing pro- ellipsoid or spheroid (Geom.), a figure generated by the
vb. n. Progressing.]
p. pr.
1. To make progress ; to jects, or starts forth.
[Obs.]
Holland. revolution of an ellipse about its major axis. See Ellipmove forward in space ; to continue onward in course ;
2. That which is projected or designed ; something in- soid of revolution, under Ellipsoid.
to proceed to advance ; to go on ; as, railroads are protended or devised ; a scheme ; a design a plan.
to pronouncePro-late' (prS-laf), v. t. To utter
gressing.
" As his recovery progressed."
Thackeray.
[Obs.] " Foun-der-ed prolate it right."
B, Jonson,
Vented much policy, an^ projects deep.
Milton.
Let me wipe off this honorable dew,
(pr6-la'shun),
re.
[L.
prolatio
:
Pro-la'tion
cf. P.
Projects of happiness devised by human reason
Rogers.
That silverly doth progress on thy cheeks.
Shak.
prolation.]
1. Tlie act of prolating or pronouncing
He
entered
into
the
project
with
his
customary
Prescott.
ardor.
They progress in that style in proportion as their pieces are
pronunciation.
[Obs.]
Pay.
utterance
treated with contempt.
3. An idle scheme ; an impracticable design ; as, a man
Washington.
2. The act of deferring; deliiy. [Oft.?.]
The war had progressed for some time.
Marshall. given to projects.
Ainswortlt.
2. To make improvement ; to advance.
Bayard.
Syn.
Design scheme plan ; purpose.
Project,
3. (3ftis.) A mediaeval method of deIf man prof/resses, art must progress too.
Caird. Design. A project is somethmg of a practical nature termining the proportionate duration of
thrown out for consideration as to its bemg done. A deProg'ress (prSg'rSs see Progress, v. i.), v. t. To sign is a project when matured
Busby.
and settled, as a tiling to semibreves .and minims.
make progress in ; to pass through. [Obs.'\
Milton. be accomplished. An ingenious man has many jirojccls,
Pro-la'tum (-la'tum), n. ; pi. ProPro-gres'Slon (pr6-grSsh'iin), re. [L. progressio : cf. but, if governed by sound sense, will be slow in forming i,ATA(-ta). [NL. See Prolate.] (GcOTH.)
F. progression.'] 1. The act of moving forward ; a pro- them into designs. See also Scheme.
A prolate spheroid. See Ellipsoid of ^
ceeding in a course ; motion onward.
[imp.
Pro-Ject' (pro-jSkf), V. t.
p. p. Projected ; revolution, under Ellipsoid.
2. Course ; passage ; lapse or process of time.
Pro'leg' (pro'lBg'), n. [Pref. pro- for,
vb. n. Projecting.]
[Cf. OF. projerler, F.
p. pr.
I hope, in a short progression, you will be wholly immerged
in place of -f- '<',7-] (Zool.) One of the
projeter.]
1. To throw or cast forward to shoot forth.
in the dehces and joys of religion.
Eveliin.
flesliy legs found on the abdominal segSpenser.
Before his feet herself she did project.
"'"'"""" "'"
3. (Math.) Regular or proportional advance in inments of the larviB of Lepidoptera, saw- t> ,
Behold ! th* ascending villas on tny side
crease or decrease of numbers continued proportion,
Pope. flies, and some other insects. Those of Cntofpinur ;
Project long shadows o'er the crystal tide.
a
arithmetical, geometrical, or harmonic.
Lepidoptera have a circle of liooks. Outer Surfnoe
2. To cast forward or revolve in the mind ; to con4. (Mus.) A regular succession of tones or chords
Surface
'' lu'ier
Ca\\eAa\soproped,propleg,m\&falsele(t.
the movement of the parts in harmony ; the order of the trive ; to devise ; to scheme as, to project a plan.
.'oint,
'""t
«*'
Pro'Iear'ate
(nro'lSir'it :: 4,s^.
Pro'leg'ate (pro'lSg'it
n. ri,
48), n
[L.
^^
showing Hooks.
modulations in a piece from key to key.
What sit we then projecting peace and war ? MiUon. prolegalns ; pro for -(- legatus legate.]
Arithmetical prograBBlon, a progression in which the
3. (Persp.) To draw or exliibit, as the form of any- (Rom. Hist.) The deputy or substitute for a legate.
;
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;
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;
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;
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&

&
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Ose,

unite,

rjide,

full.

Op, iim

;

pity

j

food,

fo"bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

Bing, iijk

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

In azure.

;:

PROLEGOMENARY
Prol'e-gom'e-na-ry (prSl'S-gSm't-na-rj^ or

1146
pro'lt-), a.

Of the nature of a prolegomenon preliminary introduc;

;

tory
II

prefatory.

;

Prol'e-gom'e-non (-non),

n. ; pi.

Proleoomena (-na).

Gr. Trpo\ey6iJ.evov, properly neut. pass. p. pr. of
to say beforehand ; rrpo before -f- Ae'yetf to
say.] A preliminary remark or observation an introductory discourse prefixed to a book or treatise.
D. Stokes (1659). Sir W. Scott.
[L., fr. Gr._ 7rp6A7)i/«s,
IIFro-lep'SiS (pro-lSp'sis), n.
from vpoKaixpaveiv to take beforehand ; irpo before -jAa^c/Sai/eiv to take.]
1. {Ehet.) (a) A figure by which
objections are anticipated or prevented. Abp. Bramhall.
(b) A necessary truth or assumption; a first or

[NL.,

fr.

;

assumed

principle.

2. (Chron.) An error in chronology, consisting in an
event being dated before the actual time.
3. {Gram.) The application of an adjective to a noun
In anticipation, or to denote the result, of the action of
the verb as, to strike one dumb.
) a.
[Gr. ^rpoATjn-Tiicdj cf. F.
PrO-lep'tiC (-ttk),
;

;

Of or
proleptique.']
1.
Pro-lep'tic-al (-ti-kal), )
" A far-seeing
pertaining to prolepsis ; anticipative.
ox proleptic wisdom."
De Quincey.
Glanvill.
2. Previous ; antecedent.
3. {Med.) Anticipating the usual time
applied to a
periodical disease whose paroxysms return at an earlier

—

;

hour at every repetition.
Pro-lep'tio-al-ly, adv. In a proleptical manner.
Pro-lep'tlcs (-tlks), re. {Med.) The art and science of
predicting in medicine.
Laycock.
Pro'16'taire' (pro'la'tSi-'), re. [F. See Proletary.]
One of the common people a low person ; also, the common people as a class or estate in a country.
Prol'e-ta'ne-OUS (prol'e-ta'ne-ils or pro'le-), a. [L.
proletaneus.']
Having a numerous offspring. [iJ.]
Prol'e-ta'rl-an (-ri-an), a. [L. proletarius. See Proletary.] Of or pertaining to the proletaries ; belonging
to the commonalty ; hence, mean vile ; vulgar. " Every
citizen, if he were not a proletarian animal kept at the
public cost." Be Quincey.
n.
A proletary.
[F.] The indigent class in
Prol'e-ta'rl-at (-at), n.
the State the body of proletarians.
II

;

;

—

;

The lower classes;
Prol'e-ta'ri-ate (-at; 48), n.
" Tlie Italian proZeteriate. "
beggars.
J. A. Symonds.
Prol'e-ta-ry (prol'e-tS-rJ or pro'le-), re. ; pi. Proletaries (-rTz). [L. proletarius, fr. proles offspring. Cf.
Pboletaike.] {Rom, Antiq.)
citizen of the lowest
class, who served the state, not with property, but only
by having children ; hence, a common person.
[L. proles offProl'i-clde (prSl'I-sId or pro'lT-), re.
spring -|- caedere to kill.] The crime of destroying one's
offspring, either in tlie womb or after birth.
Bouvier.
Pro-lif'er-ate (pro-lTf'er-at), v. t. [L. proles offspring
-J-/en-e to bear.] 1. (5 W. ) To produce or form cells;
especially, to produce cells rapidly.
2. {Zool.) To produce zooids by budding.
Pro-lif'er-a'tlon (-a'shiin), re. 1. {Biol.) The continuous development of cells in tissue formation ; cell for-

A

Virchow.
2. {Zool.) The production of numerous zooids by budding, especially when buds arise from other buds in suc-

mation.

cession.

Pro-lU'er-OUS
1. {Bot.)

ons.']

+

(-iis), a.
[L. proles offspring
-felBearing offspring
applied to a flower
;

—

from within which another is produced, or to a branch or
frond from which another rises, or to a plant which is
reproduced by buds or gemmae.
2. {Zool. ) {a) Producing young by budding.
(6) Prosaid of the blastoducing sexual zooids by budding
;

—

Producing a cluster of branch-

style of a hydroid.
(c)
lets from a larger branch

;

— said of corals.

a cyst that produces highlyorganized or even vascular structures.
Paget.
cyat {Med.),

Proliferous

— Pro-Iif'er-ous-ly, adv.

—

—

plants producing fruit, animals producing young, etc. ;
usually with the implied idea of frequent or numerous
production ; as, a prolific tree, female, and the like.
2. Serving to produce ; fruitful of results active ; as,
a prolific brain a controversy prolific of evil.
;

;

3. {Bot.) Proliferous.
Pro-lif'lc-a-cy (-I-ka-sy),

Prolificness.
[iJ.]
re.
a.
Producing young or fruit
fruitful
prolific.
Pro-lif'ic-al-ly, adv.
Pro-lil'lO-ate (-I-kat), v. t. [See Prolific] To make
prolific ; to fertilize
Sir T. Browne.
to impregnate.
Pro-llf'i-ca'tion(-i-ka'shtin), re. [Cf. F. prolification,
LL. prolificatio.J 1. The generation of young.
2. {Bot.) Reproduction by the growth of a plant, or
part of a plant, directly from an older one, or by gemmse.
Pro-lil'ic-ness (-Tk-nes), re. The quality or state of
being prolific ; fruitfulness prolificacy.
Pro-Ux' (pro-liks' or pro'lTks ; 277), a. [L. prolixus
extended, long, prolix, probably f r. pro before, forward -(liqui to flow, akin to liquidus liquid ; cf. OL. lixa water
of. F. prolixe.
See Liquid.] 1. Extending to a great
length unnecessarily long ; minute in narration of argument ; excessively particular in detail
rarely used

Pro-lU'Xo-al (-T-knl),
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

except with reference to discourse written or spoken
as, a prolix oration
a prolix poem a prolix sermon.
With wig prolix, down flowing to his waist. Cowper.
;

;

2. Indulging in protracted discourse ; tedious
some
applied to a speaker or writer.
;

—

Syn.

— Long

;

weari-

diffuse
prolonged ; protracted teditiresome ; wearisome.
Prolix, Diffuse. A prolix
writer delights in circumlocution, extended detail, and
A diffuse writer is fond of amplify-

ous

;

;

;

;

—

trifling particulars.

ing,

and abounds

;

in epithets, figures,

ale,

"Forfulsomenessof hisproZm^ee." Chaucer.
Idly running on with y&\u prolixity.

Pro-llsly, adv.
Pro-liX'ness, re.

In a prolix manner.

ProU

[See Prowl.] limp.

(prol), V.

t.

&

(prold) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Prollinq.]
after; to rob ; to plunder.
\_Obs.'\

ProU,

Drayton.

Dryden.
Smith.

Adam

Prolixity.

By how many tricks did
i.
To prowl about

p. Prolled
or prowl

&p.

To search

proll money
Barrow.
to rob.
South.
lObs.J
Though ye prolle aye, ye shall it never find. C/iaucer.
V.

"lie

!

;

Proll'er (-er), n. Prowder thief. [06«.] Chapman.
Prol'O-CU'tor (prSl'o-ku'ter or pro-lSk'u-ter), re. [L.,
from proloqui, p. p. prolocutus, to speak out pro for -|loqui to speak.] 1. One who speaks for another. Jeffrey.
2. The presiding ofiicer of a convocation.
3Iacaulay.
Prol'O-CU'tor-shlp, n. The office of a prolocutor.
Pro'lo-glze (pro'lo-jiz), V. i. [Gr. TrpoAoyi'feii'. See
Prologue.] To deliver a prologue. [iJ.]
Whewell.
Pro'lo-gi'zor (-ji'zer), re. One who prologizes. [-R.]
(pro'log;
Pro'lOgue
[F.,fr. L. prologus, fr.
277), re.
Gr. 7rpoAo-yo!,fr. TrpoAe'veii/ to say beforehand Trpo before
\eyeiv to say. See Logic] 1. The preface or introduction to a discourse, poem, or performance as, the
prologue of Chaucer's " Canterbury Tales " esp., a discourse or poem spoken before a dramatic performance.
2. One who delivers a prologue.
[iJ.]
Shak.
Pro'lOgue, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Peologued (-logd)
vb. re. Peologuinq.] To introduce with a formal
p. pr.
preface, or prologue.
Shak.
IS.']
Pro-long' (pro-15ng' 115), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Prolonged (-longd') p. pr. & vb. re. Prolonging.] [F. prolonger, L. prolongare ; pro before, forth -j- l07igus long.
See Long, a., and cf. Prolongate, Purloin.] 1. To extend in space or length as, to prolong a line.
2. To lengthen in time to extend the duration of
to
draw out to continue as, to prolong one's days.
Prolong awhile the traitor's life.
Shak.
The unhappy queen with t&VR. prolonged the night. Dryden.
3. To put off to a distant time
Shak.
to postpone.
Pro-long'a-We (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being prolonged ; as, life is prolongable by care.
;

;

;

+

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Each syllable bemg a prolongable quantity.
Hush.
Pro-lon'gate (-lon'gat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Pro(-ga-ted)
p. pr. & vb. re. Prolongating.]
[L. prolongatus, p. p. of prolongare.
See Prolong.]
To prolong to extend in space or in time, [i?.]
Pro'lon-ga'tlon (pro'lSn-ga'shUn), re. [F. prolongation.] 1. Tlie act of lengthening in space or in time extension protraction.
Bacon.
2. That which forms an additional length.
[F. See
Pro-longe' (pr6-13nj'; F. pro'lSNzh'), re.
Prolong.] {Field Artillery) A rope with a hook and a
toggle, sometimes used to drag a gun carriage or to lash
it to the limber, and for various other purposes.
Pro-long'er (pro ISng'er 115), re. One who, or that
which, causes an extension in time or space.
Pro-long'ment_(-ment), re. Prolongation.
Fro-lu'slon (-lu'zhiin), re. [L. prolusio, fr. proludere
to prelude pro before -f- ludere to play cf. F. prolu-

longated

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A trial before the principal pera prelude hence, an introductory essay or
" DoTnestic prolusions."
exercise.
Thackeray.
Her presence was in some measure a restraint on the worthy
divine, whose jirolusion lasted.
Sir W. Scott.
Prom'a-na'tlon (prSm'a-na'shiin), re. [Pref pro- -\L. manatio a flowing, fr. manare to flow,] The act of
flowing forth emanation efflux. {Obs.] Dr. H. More.
Prom'e-nade' (prSm'e-nad' or -nad' 277), re. [F.
(with a foreign suffix), irompromener to lead, 'cake for a
walk, se promener to walk, from L. prominare to drive
forward or along pro forward -\- minare to drive animals. See Amenable, Menace.] 1. A walk for pleasure,
Burke.
display, or exercise.
2. A place for walking a public walk. Bp. Montagu.
Prom'e-nade', v. i. [imp. & p. p. Promenaded p.
pr.
vb. re. Promenading.]
To walk for pleasure, display, or exercise.
sion, It. prolusione.]

formance

;

;

.

[F. prolifique, fr. L. proles
Pro-lif'lc (pro-lif'ik), a.
offspring (from pro for, forward -f- the root of alere to
nourish) -f-facere to make. See Adult, Old, and Fact.]
1. Having the quality of generating ; producing young
or fruit ; generative ; fruitful ; productive ;
applied to

abundantly

Diffuseness often arises from an exuberance of imagination prolixity is generally connected with a want of it.
Pro-liS'iOUS (pro-llk'shtis), a. Dilatory tedious; superfluous.
[04i.] "Lay by all nicety, and j3roKa;!o«5
blushes."
Shak.
[L. proHxilas: cf. F.
Pro-liS'1-ty (-llks'I-ty), re.
prolixite.']
The quality or state of being prolix ; great
length ; minute detail ; as, prolixity in discourses and
writings.

senate,

care,

and

illustrations.

&m, arm, ask,

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

One who promenades.
(-er), n.
Pro-mer'it (pro-mer'It), V. t. [L. promeritus, p. p.
promerere to deserve ^ro before -j- merere to merit.]
to confer a favor on. [Obs.] Bp. Hall.
i. To oblige
2. To deserve to procure by merit. [Obs.] Davenant.

Prom'e-nad'er
oi

;

;

;

Prom'e-rops (prom'e-rSps), re. [NL., fr. Gr. jrpo before
{Zool.) Any one of several
fie'po>/( bee-eater.]
species of very brilliant birds belonging to Promerops,
Epimarchus, and allied genera, closely related to the
paradise birds, and mostly native of New Guinea, They
II

+

have a long curved beak and a long graduated tail.
Pro-me'the-a (pr6-me'the-a), re. [NL. See PromeII

theus.]
large

A

{Zool.)

American bom-

bycid

samia

moth

{Callo-

(-an), a.

Pro-me'the-US (-the-iis or -thus), re. [L., fr. Gr. Upofrom 7rpo^ii)9etcr6at to have forethought for.]
The son of lapetus (one of the Titans)
and Clymeue, fabled by the poets to have surpassed all
mankind in knowledge, and to have formed men of clay
to whom he gave life by means of fire stolen from heaven.
Jupiter, being angry at this, sent Mercury to bind Prometheus to Mount Caucasus, where a vulture preyed upon

ljLr)6evi,

{Class. Myth.)

his liver.

Prom'i-nence (prBm'I-nens), ) re. [L. prominentia :
Prom'i-nen-cy (-nen-sy),
of. F. prominence.
j
See Prominent.] 1. The quality or state of being prominent a standing out from something conspicuousness.
2. That which is prominent a protuberance.
Solar prominences. (Asti-on.) See Solar Protuberances,
;

;

;

under Protuberance.
Prom'1-nent (-nent), a. [L. prominens, -entis, p. pr.
of prominere to jut out, to project pro before, forward
-t-m!nere(incomp.)to jut, project: cUV. prominent. See
Imminent, Eminent.] 1. Standmg out, or projecting,
beyond the line or surface of something jutting protuberant in high relief as, a prominent figure on a vase.
;

Female.

;

;

;

Prominent moth (Zool.), any
moth of the family Nolodontidx ; a notodontian ; so called
because the larva has a hump
or prominence on its back.
Several of the species are inju-

—

rious to fruit trees.

Prom'i-nent-ly, adv.
prominent manner.

eve,

event,

In a

_Pro'mis-cu'i-ty
(pro'misku'i-ty), re. Promiscuousness
confusion.
H. Spencer.

npei
jVIoth ( (Edemasia concin.
Tjo) of the Apple Tree ;

Pro-mls'CU-cuB (prS-mis'a.
[L. promiscuus ;
pro before, in place of, for -|-

kii-iis),

a Larva

;

b

Imago.

miscere to mix. See Mix.] 1. Consisting of individuals
united in a body or mass without order mingled confused; undistinguished; as, a, promiscuous croyfiov mass.
A wild, where weeds and flowers 7.»romiscuo?(S shoot. Pope.
2. Distributed or applied without order or discrimination not restricted to an individual common ; indiscriminate as, promiscuous love or intercourse.
Pro-mlS'cu-OUS-ly, adv. In a promiscuous manner.
Pro-mis'CU-OUS-ness, re. The quality or state of being
promiscuous.
Prom'lse (prSm'is), re. [F. promesse, L. promissum,
fr. promittere, promissum, to put forth, foretell, promise pro forward, for
mittere to send. See Mission.]
1. In general, a declaration, written or verbal, made
by one person to another, which binds the person who
makes it to do, or to forbear to do, a specified act; a
declaration which gives to the person to whom it is made
a right to expect or to claim the performance or forbearance of a specified act.
For if the inheritance be of the law, it is no more of promise
but God gave it to Abraham by jn-omise.
Qui. iii, 18.
2. {Law) An engagement by one person to another,
either in words or in writing, but properly not under
seal, for the performance or nonperformance of some
particular thing.
The word promise is used to denote
the mere engagement of a person, without regard to the
consideration for it, or the corresponding duty of the
party to whom it is made.
Chilly.
Parsons. Burrill.
3. That which causes hope, expectation, or assurance
especially, that which affords expectation of future distinction as, a youth of great promise.
Shak.
My native country was f uU of youthf ul/)romise. W. Irving.
4. Bestowal, fulfillment, or grant of what is promised.
He
commanded them that they should not depart from
;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

.

.

.

Jerusalem, but wait for the promise of the Father.

Acts

i.

4.

[imp. & p. p. Promised (-ist) p. pr,
v. t.
Promising.]
1. To engage to do, give, make,
or to refrain from doing, giving, or making, or the like
to covenant to engage ; as, to promise a visit to promise a cessation of hostilities
to promise the payment of
money. " To promise a.id."
Shak.
2. To afford reason to expect to cause hope or assurance of as, the clouds promise rain.
Milton.
3. To make declaration of or give assurance of, aa
some benefit to be conferred to pledge or engage to bestow as, the proprietors promised large tracts of land
the city promised a reward.
Promised land.
Bee Land of promise, under Land.
To promise one's self, (o) To resolve to determine ; to
vow. (b) To be assured to h".ve strong confidence.
I dare promise myself you will attest the truth of all I have

Prom'ise,

&

vb.

;

re.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Rambler.

advanced.

Prom'ise, v. i. 1. To give assurance by a promise, or
binding declaration.
2. To afford hopes or expectations ; to give ground to
expect good rarely, to give reason to expect evil.
?

Shak,

Prom'ls-ee' (-e'), re. (Law) The person to whom a
promise is made.
Prom'is-er (prSmls-er), re. One who promises.
Prom'lS-ing, a. Making a promise or promises affording hope or assurance
as, a promising person ; a
promising day.
Prom'iS-ing-ly, adv.
Prom'is-or (-8r), re. (Law) One who engages or un-

[L.

Prometheus :

F. proSee Pro-

cf.

£nd, fern, recent

;

—

S/iak.

dertakes

;

a promiser.

Pro-mls'slve (pro-mTs'sTv),
implying a promise

;

;

;

;

;

2. Hence : Distinctly manifest ; likely to attract attention from its size or position ; conspicuous ; as, a^prOTWinent feature of the face a, prominent building.
3. Eminent ; distinguished above others
as, a prom,inent character.

;

Promethea.

metkSen.] 1. Of or pertaining to Prometheus.
metheus. " Promethean fire."
2. Having a life-giving quality inspiring.
all

(6)

;

band.

Pro-me'the-an

(Old Chem.) (a)
A kind of Inci-

re.

apparatus for automatic ignition.

Will not the ladies be afeard of the lion
I fear it, I promise you.

Its larva feeds on
the sassafras, wild
cherry, and
other

final,

Pro-me'the-an (pro-me'the-an),

An

ter match.

promethea).

trees, and suspends
its cocoon from a
branch by a silken

%

PROMISSIVE
;

TrpoAeyeti/

;;:

;

;

;

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

;

promising.

a.

Making

[iJ.]

dbey, drb, Sdd

Burrill,
a promise;

"

;;
;;

In a promProm'IS-SO-ri-ly (pr5m'Is-s6-rT-13?), adv.
Sir T. Browne.
manner.
promise
or
Containing
a
Prom'lS-SO-ry (-s6-ry), a.
binding declaration of something to be done or forborne.
Promissory nots (Law), a written promise to pay to
some person named, and at a time specified therein, or on
demand, or at sight, a certain sum of money, absolutely
frequently called a note of hand.
and at all events ;
Kent. Bytes. Story.
Prom'ont (prSm'ont), n. Promontory. [iJ.] Drayton.

of

Prompt'i-tude (-i-tud), n. [F., fr. L. promptitudo.
See Prompt, a.] The quality of being prompt; quickness of decision and action when occasion demands
alacrity

;

chaser at a sale of goods.

Promp'tU-a-ry

Promp'ture
gestion

;

—

;

;

;

Pro'mul-ga'tor (pro'miil-ga'ter),
promulgates or publishes.

Pro-mulge' (pro-miilj'), V. i.
MUiGED (-miiljd') p. pr. & vb.
;

;

as,

;

II

Tending to advance, promote,

Hume.

;

To move
Bp.

Fell.

A

\Compar. Prompter (-er)
215), a.
superl. Promptest.] [F. prompt, L. promptus, properly,
brought forth (to light or view), hence, visible, evident,
at hand, ready, quick,
p. p. of promere to take or
bring forth ; pro forth -f- emere to take. See Redeem.]

Prompt (prSmt;

;

;

— said of conduct

When Washington

heard the voice of his country in

to.

Syn.
;

— Ready
nimble.

who is ready is
prompt

carries
ness.

;

;

acts at the

moment.

—

One who

;

is

;

as, proneness to self-gratification.
FfO-neph'rlc (pr6-nSf'rTk), a. (Anat.) Of or pertain-

disposition

expeditious

through an undertaking with constant prompt-

varying with different goods. See Prompt-note.
To cover any probable difference of price which might

Pro-neph'ros (-nSf'rSs), Ire. [NL., fr. Gr. irpo bePro-neph'ron (-nef'r5n), ) fore -|- ve<pp6'; a kidney.]
(Anat.) The head kidney. See under Head.
Prong (prSng 115), re. [Cf. D. prangen to pinch,
press, LG. prange a stick, or W. procio to thrust, E.
prowl, pang.] 1. A sliarp-pointed instrument.
ll

arise

;

&

&

p. p. Prompted ; p. pr.
vb.
n. Prompting.]
1. To assist or induce the action of to
move to action ; to instigate ; to incite.
God first
prompted on the infirmities of the infant world
by temporal prosperity.
Jer. Taylor.
2. To suggest ; to dictate.

limp.

t.

Sandys.
on a prong of iron.
2. The tine of a fork, or of a similar instrument as, a
fork of two or three prongs.
3. (Zo'ol.) (a) A sharp projection, as of an antler.
(6) The fang of a tooth.
Prick

;

.

3.

.

Prong'buck' (-buk'),
The prongliorn.

And whispering angels prompt her golden dreams. Pope.
To remind, as an actor or an orator, of words or

use,

unite,

rude,

The book used by
fip,

firu

;

pity

The sprmgbuck.

Pronged (prSngd), a. Having prongs or projections
like the tines of a fork ; as, a i\\Tee-pronged fork.
hoe with prongs to
Prong'-hoe' (prSng'ho'), «•

A

a

break
full,

(Zool.) (a)

re.

(i)

topics forgotten.
n.

it

;

.

Prompt'-l)00k' (-b56k'),
prompter of a theater.

IP.]

or partaking

to,

-

of the nature of, a pro-

Pronghorn (Antilocapra

noun.

Am.eric<j.na).

Pro-nom'1-nal-lze (-Tz),
V. t.
To give the effect of a pronoun to as, to pronominalise the substantives person, people, etc.
Marie.
Pro-nom'i-nal-ly, adv.
In a pronominal manner
with the nature or oflSce of a pronoun as a pronoun.
Pro'non'c^' (pro'nSN'sa'), a. [F. See Pronounce.]
Strongly marked decided, as in manners, etc.
Pro-no'ta-ry (-no'ta-ry), re. See Prothonotary.
Pro-nc'tum (-no'tiimj, re. / pi. Pronota (-ta). [NL.
See Pro-, and Notum.] (Zo'ol.) The dorsal plate of the
prothorax in insects. See Illust. of Coleopteka.
Pro'noun (pro'noun), re. I'Pret. pro- -\- noun : cf. F.
pronom, \j. pronomen. See Noun.] (Gram.) A word
used instead of a noun or name, to avoid the repetition
of it. The personal pronouns in English are I, thou or
you, he, she, it, we, ye, and they.
Pro-nounce' (pro-nouns'), v. t. limp. & p. p. Pronounced (-nounsf) p.pr. & vb. n. Pronouncing (-noun'sing).] [F. prononcer,Ij. pronunciare; pro before, forth
-)- nunciare, nuntiare, to announce.
See Announce.]
1. To utter articulately to speak out or distinctly to
utter, as words or syllables to speak with the proper
sound and accent as, adults rarely learn to pronounce
a foreign language correctly.
2. To utter officially or solemnly ; to deliver, as a decree or sentence ; as, to pronounce sentence of death.
;

;

II

;

II

;

;

;

tlie eartli.

food,

ttfot

;

;

;

;

Sternly he pronounced

The

rigid interdiction.

Milton.

To speak or

utter rhetorically ; to deliver to recite ; as, to pronounce an oration.
Speak the speech, I pray you, as Ipronounced it to you. Shah.
4. To declare or affirm ; as, he pronounced the book
to be a libel 'he pronounced the act to be a fraud.
The God who hallowed thee and blessed.
Pronouncing thee all good.
Keble.
deliver ; utter ; speak. See Deliver.
Syn.
3.

;

—To

Pro-nounce',

v.

To

1.

i.

give a pronunciation

ticulate ; as, to pronounce faultlessly.
2. To make declaration ; to utter an opinion
with confidence. [i2.]
Dr.

Pro-nounce',
nunciation.

Pronoimcement

re.

lObs.]

;

to ar.
Earle.

;

,

to speak

;

H. More,

declaration proMilton.
;

Pro-nounce'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [Cf. L. pronunciabilis
declarative.] Capable of being pronounced.
Pro-nounced' (-nounsf), a. l^. pi-ononce.] Strongly

marked

;

unequivocal decided. lA Gallicism]
became every day more pronounced. Thackeray.
;

[His] views

The act of
re.
a declaration a formal announcement.
Pro-noun'cer (-noun'ser), re. One who pronounces,
Pro-nounce'ment (pro-nouns'ment),

pronouncing

;

;

also, a pronouncing book.
;
Pro-noun'clng (-sTng), a. Pertaining to, or indicating, pronunciation
as, & pronouncing dictionary.
Pro-nu'bi-al (pro-uii'bi-al), a. [L. pronuba brides-

utters, or declares

;

maid

;

+ nubere

pro before

marriage.

to marry.]

Presiding over

IP.]

Pro-nu'cle-us (-nu'kle-ils), re. / pi. Pronuclei (-i).
[NL. See Pro-, and NufcLEUs.] (5!0?.) One of the two
bodies or nuclei (called male and female projiuclei) which
unite to form the first segmentation nucleus of an impregnated ovum.
dt^^ In the maturing of the ovum preparatory to impregnation, a part of the germinal vesicle (see Polar
body, under Polar) becomes converted into a number of
small vesicles, which aggregate themselves into a single
clear nucleus, which travels towards the center of the
egg and is called the female pronucleus. In impregnation, the spermatozoon which enters the egg soon loses
its tail, while the head forms a nucleus, called the male
jjronucleus, which gradually travels towards tlie female
pronucleus and eventually fuses with it, forming the first
segmentation nucleus.
Pro-nun'clal (-nun'shal), a. Of or pertaining to pronunciation

;

pronunciative.

Pro-nun'cl-a-men'tO (-sT-a-mSn'to), re. A proclamaa formal announcement or declaration.
Pro-nun'Cl-a'mi-en'tO (-nun'tlie-ii'me-au'to),re. [Sp.
See Pronounce.] See Fronunciamento.
Pro-nun'cl-a'tlon (pr6-nBu'sT-ii'shtSn or -shi-il'shHn
[P. prononciation, L. pronunciatio.
277), re.
See Pronounce.] 1. The act of uttering with articulation tlie
act of giving tlie proper sound and accent; utterance;
as, the pronuncialioi} of syllables or words
distinct or
tion or manifesto

II

before the expiration of the ^jromp^, whicli for this article [teal
is three months.
J, s. Mill.
V.

;

ing to the pronephros.

Prompt, re. (Com.) A limit of time given for payment of an account for produce purchased, this limit

Prompt,

Shak.
Landor.

prone to melancholy.

;

of the building was
.
Sir H. Wotton.

expeditious
quick
agile
alert
Prompt, Ready, Expeditious. One
prepared to act at the moment. One who
;

all

Prone'ly, adv. In a prone manner or position.
Prone'ness, re.
1. The quality or state of being
prone, or of bending downward as, the proneness of
beasts is opposed to the erectness of man.
opposed
2. The state of lying with the face down ;
to supineness.
3. Descent ; declivity
as, the proneness of a hill.
4. Inclination of mind, heart, or temper ; propension

Ames.

—

Blackmore.

—

Poets are nearly

;

very prompt.

Since the floods demand.
aprone and sinking land.

their descent,

" Prone to mischief."

as,

distress,

was prompt.

Easy unobstructed. lObs.]
The reception of the Ught into the body
3.

la

;

assistance.

his obedience

brisk

For

applied to the
5. Inclined ; propense ; disposed ;
mind or affections, usually in an ill sense. Followed by

And you, perhaps, too prompt in your replies. Dryden.
Done or rendered quickly, readily, or Immediately
;

propensity.

;

3. Headlong; running downward or headlong. "Down
thither prone in flight.
Milton.
4. Sloping, with reference to a line or surface ; declivous ; inclined ; not level.

;

2.

;

2. Prostrate; flat; esp., lying with the face down ;
opposed to supine.
Which, as the wind.
Blew where it listed, laying all things ^rone. Byron.

1. Ready and quick to act as occasion demands
meeting requirements readily not slow, dilatory, or
hesitating in decision or action responding on the instant immediate as, prompt in obedience or compliance
said of persons.
Very discerning and prompt in giving orders. Clarendon.
Tell him I am prompt
To lay my crown at 's feet.
Shak.

prompt

npo be(-na'os), re.
[L., fr. Gr. jrpoi/aos
(^Arch.) The porch or vestibule of

—

—

given without delay or hesitation

Pro-na'OS

Pro'nate (pro'nat), a. [L. pronatus, p. p. of pronare
to bend forward. See Prone.] Somewhat prone ; inclined ; as, pronate trees.
Kane.
[Cf. P. pronation.]
Pro-na'tlon (pro-na'shfin), n.
(Physiol.) (a) The act of turning the palm or palmar
surface of the forefoot downward, (b) That motion of the
forearm whereby the palm or palmar surface is turned
downward, (c) The position of the limb resulting from
the act of pronation. Opposed to supination.
Pro-na'tor (pro-na'ter), n. [NL.] {Anat.) A riiuscle
which produces pronation.
Prone (pron), a. [L. pronus, akin to 6r. wpufvi^g,
n-pavrji, Skr. pravana sloping, inclined, and also to L.
^ro forward, for. See Pro-.] 1. Bending forward; inclined ; not erect.
Towards him they bend
With awful reverence prone.
Milton.

;

(-moov'), v. t.
[See Promote.]
forward to advance ; to promote. [_Obs.]
promoter. [Ote.]
Pro-mov'er (-er), n.

Promulging (-mul'-

fore -f- i-aos temple.]
a temple.

;

Pro-move'

n.

;

See Illust. under Hemiptera.

a,

or encourage.

;

Dr. H. More.
Pro-nom'i-nal (prSnom'i-nal), a. [L. pronominalis : cf F. pronominal. See Pronoun.] Be-

II

;

promotion.']
The act of promoting, advancing, or encouraging the act of exalting in rank or honor ; also,
the condition of being advanced, encouraged, or exalted
Milton.
in honor ; preferment.
Promotion Cometh neither from the east, nor from the west,
Ps. Ixxv. 6.
nor from the south.
(-tlv), a.

Dr. H. More.
[imp. & p. p. Pro-

[Cf.

promulgate

promoter of sedition.
Tusser.
An informer a makebate. [06j.]
[L. promoiio: cf. F.
Pro-mo'tion (-mo'shiin), n.
excites

One who

[L.]

re.

F. promulguer.
See Promulgate.] To
Blackstone.
to publish or teach.
Extraordinary doctrines these for the age in -which they were
Prescott.
promulged.
Pro-mul'ger (-miil'jer), m. One who promulges or
Atterbury.
publishes what was before unknown.
Pro-mus'CiS (-miis'sis), re. [L., corruption of proboscis.]
(Zo'ol.) The proboscis of hemipterous insects.
jing).]

;

—

South.

the gospel.

;

;

Sug-

a.]

Coleridge.

[iJ.l Shajc.

;

;

;

re.

prompting.

;

;

;

135),

;

;

;

;

Pro-mo'tlve

(-tiir

incitement

;

;

One who

;

[See Prompt,

;

growth, enlargement, or prosperity of (any process or
thing that is in course) to forward to further to encourage to advance to excite as, to promote learning
to promote disorder
to promote a business venture.
" Born to promote all truth."
Milton.
2. To exalt in station, rank, or honor ; to elevate to
an
officer.
raise
to prefer ; to advance as, to promote
I will promote thee unto very great honor. Num. xxii. 17.
Exalt her, and she shall promote thee. Prov. iv. 8.
Syn.
To forward advance further patronize
help; exalt; prefer; elevate; dignify.
Pro-mote', v. i. To urge on or incite another, as to
[OJ^.]
strife
also, to inform agamst a person.
Pro-mot'er (-mot'er), n. 1. One who, or that which,
as, a
an
encourager
promotes
forwards, ad"anoes, or
Boyle.
promoter of charity or philosophy.
takes
the
2. Specifically, one who sets on foot, and
preliminary steps in, a scheme for the organization of a
corporation, a joint-stock company, or the like.
3.
4.

re.

;

;

;

ness

Bacon J longing

Pro-mul'gate (pr6-miil'gat), v. t. yimp. &p. p. Promulgated (-ga-tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Promulgating.]
[L. promulgatus, p. p. of promulgare to promulgate
of
unknown origin. Cf. Promulge.] To make known by
open declaration, as laws, decrees, or tidings to publish
as, to promulgate the secrets of a council.
Syn. — To publish; declare; proclaim. See Announce.
Pro'mul-ga'tlon (pro'miil-ga'shun), n. [L. promulgatio : cf. F. promulgation.'] The act of promulgating
publication open declaration ; as, the promulgation of

p. pr. & vb. n. Promotiho.] [L. promotus, p. p. of promovere to move forward, to promote pro forward -fmovere to move. See Move.] 1. To contribute to the
;

Of or pertain-

;

+ —

;

prongbuck, and pronghorned antelope.
Pro'ni-ty (pro'nT-ty),
[L. pronitas.] Pronere.

:

(Biol.)
Pro'mor-phol'0-glSt (pro'm5r-f81'6-jtst), n.
One versed in the science of promorphology.
morpro[Pref.
Pro'mor-phol'0-gy (-jy), re.
a
phology.'] (Biol. ) Crystallography of organic forms ;
essenIt
is
division of morphology created by Haeckel.
tially stereometric, and relates to a mathematical conception of organic forms. See Tectolooy.

;

135), a.

;

[iJ.]

[L. prompluarium, fr. promptucf. F.
arius belonging to distribution, distributing
promptuaire. See Prompt, a.] That from which supplies are drawn ; a storehouse ; a magazine
a reposiIVoodward.
tory.

Promp'tU-a-ry,

Prong'horn' (pr5ng'h8rn'), re. (Zo'ol.) An American
antelope (Antilocapra Amencana), native
of the plains near the Rocky Mountains.
The upper parts are mostly yellowish brown
the under parts, the sides of the head and
throat, and the buttocks, are white. The
horny sheath of the horns is shed annually.
Called also cdbree, cabut,

.

(prSmp'tiS-a-rjr

ing to preparation.

conception.

Promoted

quick-

;

alacrity.

Prompt'-note' (-nof), re. (Com.) A memorandum of
a sale, and time when payment is due, given to the pur-

;

& p. p.

;

Taylor.

Z.

Prompt'ly, adv. in a prompt manner.
Prompt'ness, re. 1. Promptitude readiness

;

limp.

obedience.
and of courage.

of action, of promptitude,

ness of decision or action.
2. Cheerful willingness

See Mount, re.] 1. {Phys. Geog.) A high point of land
or rock projecting into the sea beyond the line of coast
a headland a high cape.
Shak.
Like one that stands upon a promontory.
EspeciaDy: (a) The
2. {Anat.) A projecting part.
projecting angle of the ventral side of the sacrum where
(6) A prominence on
it joins the last lumbar vertebra.
the inner wall of the tympanum of the ear.
Pro-mor'phO-lOg'lO-al (pr6-m6r'f6-loi'T-kal), a. (Bias, a promorphological
ol.) Relating to promorphology

t.

as, prornptiticde in

;

Men

pi.

:

v.

;

ployed for this purpose_in a theater.

PromontoProm'on-tO-ry (pr5m'iin-to-ry),
[L. promonturium, promunturium ; pro beEIE3 (-riz).
promontoire.
cf. F.
fore
monsy mantis, mountain

Pro-mote' (pro-mot'),

;

2.

—

+

re.
1. One who, or that which,
one who admonishes or incites to action.
One who reminds another, as an actor or an orator,
the words to be spoken next
specifically, one em-

Prompt'er (priSmfer),
prompts

issory

;

PRONUNCIATOR
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PROMISSORILY

n. ;

;

;;;

;

II

;

;

'mhi&tmct pronunciation.
2. Tlie mode of uttering words or sentences.
3. (lihet.) The art or manner of uttering a discourse
publicly with propriety and gracefulness ;
now called
delivery.
J. Q. Adam.'.
Pro-nun'ol-a-tl¥e (-shT-il-tTv), o, [L. pronunciativiis.]
1. Of or pertaining to prommciation.
2. Uttering confidently dogmatical.
[Oftj.]
Bacon.
Pro-nun'cl-a'tor (-sliT-it'ter), «. [L., a reciter.] One
who pronounces a pronouncer.

—

;

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

eo

;

sine,

i»ik

;

t1>en,

tliin

;

boN

;

xh

=z

In azure.

J

;
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PRONUNCJATORY
Pro-nun'cl-a-tO-ry (pro-nun'shi-a-to-r^), a.
Of or
pertaining to pronunciation; thai pronounces.
Proof (proof), n. [OF. proves proeve, F. preuve, fr.
L. proba, fr. probare to pi'ove. See Peove.] 1. Any
effort, process, or operation designed to establish or discover a fact or truth ; an act of testing ; a test ; a trial.
For whatsoever mother wi t or art
Spenser.
Could work, he put in proof.
You shall have many proofs to show your skilh Ford.
Formerly, a very rude mode of ascertuiuing the Btrength of
lire.
spirits was practiced, called the proof.
2. That degree of evidence wliich convinces the mind
of any truth or fact, and produces belief ; a test by facts
or arguments that induce, or tend to induce, certainty of
the judgment ; conclusive evidence ; demonstration.
Shak.
I '11 have some proof.
It is no proo/ of a man's understanding to be able to confirm
Emerson.
whatever ne pleases.
^W^ Properly speaking, proof is the effect or result of
evidence ; evidence is the medium of proof. Cf. DemonSTSATION, 1.
3. The quality or state of having been proved or tried ;
firmness or hardness that resists impression, or does not
yield to force ; impenetrability of physical bodies.
4. Firmness of mind stability not to be shaken.
6. {Print.) A trial impression, as from type, taken for
correction or examination ;
called also proof sheet.
6. {Math.) A process for testing the accuracy of an
operation performed. Cf. Prove, v. t., 5.
7. Armor of excellent or tried quality, and deemed impenetrable ; properly, armor of proof. \_Obs.'\
Shak.
Artist's proof, a very early proof impression of an engraving, or the like
often distinguished by the artist's
Bignature.
Proof reader, one who reads, and marks corrections in, proofs. See def. 5, above.
Syn.
Testimony ; evidence
reason ; argument
trial
demonstration. See Testimony.
Proof, a. 1. Used in proving or testing; as, a,proof
load, or proof charge.
2. Firm or successful in resisting ; as, proof against
;

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

harm; wnteiproof ; bombproof.
1
have found thee
Proo/ against all temptation.
This was a good, stout proo/ article of faith.
3. Being of a certain standard as to strength
.

.

Burke.

;

— said

of Jilcoliolic liquors.

Proof charge (Firearms), a charge of powder and ball,
greater than the service charge, fired in an arm, as a gun
or cannon, to test its strength.
Proof Impression. See
under Impression.
Proof load (Engin.), the greatest
load tliat can be applied to a piece, as a beam, column,
etc., without straining tlie piece beyond the elastic limit.
Proof sheet. See Proof, ?7.,5.
Proof spirit iChem.), a.
strong distilled liquor, or mixture of alcohol and water,
contaming not less than a standard amount of alcohol. In
"
the United States proof spirit is defined by law to be that
mixture of alcohol and water wliich contains one half of
its volume of alcohol, the alcohol when at a temperature
of 60° Fahrenheit being of specific gravity 0.7939 referred
to water at its maximum density as unity. Proof spirit
has at 60° Fahrenheit a specific gravity of 0.93353, 100
parts by volume of the same consisting of 50 parts of
absolute alcohol and 53.71 parts of water," the apparent
excess of water being due to contraction of the liquids on
mixture. In England proof spirit is defined by Act 58,
George III., to be such as shall at a temperature of 51"
Fahrenheit weigh exactly the Jf part of an equal measure of distilled water. This contains 49.3 per cent by
weight, or 57.09 by volume, of alcohol. Stronger spirits,
as those of about 60, 70, and 80 per cent of alcohol, are
sometimes called second, third, and fourth proof sijirits
Proof staff, a ctraight-edge used by millrespectively.
Proof stick (Sugar
ers to test the flatness of a stone.
Maniif.), a rod in the side of a vacuum pan, for testing the
Proof text, a passage of Scripconsistency of tlie sirup.
ture used to prove a doctrine.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Proof-arm' (-arm'), v. t. To arm with proof armor to
arm securely as, to proo/-arm herself [A.] Beau. & Ft.
;

.

;

Wanting sufficient evidence to induce
a.
Proof 'less-ly, adv.
not proved. Boyle.
Proof against proofs; obstinate in
a.
Proof— proof,
the wrong. " That might have shown to any one who
Whateley.
was not j07'oo/-^roo/."
Pro-bs'tra-cum (pro-os'tra-kiim), n. ; pi. Proosbefore
ocrrpajcou shell
TEACA (-ka). [NL., fr. Gr. npo
{Zool.) The anterior prolongation of
of a testacean.]
the guard of the phragmocone of belemnites and allied
fossil cephalopods, whether horny or calcareous.
See
Proofless,

belief

—

;

II

+

Ulust. of Phragmocone.
Pro-b'tic (-o'tik), a. [Pref. pro- -f- Gr. 0B9, mto;, an
apear.]
{Anat.) In front of the auditory capsule;
plied especially to a bone, or center of ossification, in the
prootic bone.
periotio capsule, ^n.
shell, used as a die.
See Props.
Prop (prop), n.
Prop (prop), V. t. limp. p. p. Propped (propt) ; p.
[Akin to LG.
D. proppen to
pr.
vh. n. Propping.]
cram, stuff, thrust into, stop, G. pfropfen, Dan. proppe,
Sw. proppa; of uncertain origin, cf. G. pfropfen to
graft, fr. L. propago set, layer of a plant, slip, shoot.
Cf. 3d Prop, Propagate.] To support, or prevent from
falling, by placing something under or against ; as, to
prop up a fence or an old building ; (Fig.) to sustain;
to maintain ; as, to prop a declining state.
Shak.
Till the bright mountains prop the incumbent sky. Pope.
For being not propp''d by ancestry.
Shak,
Iprop myself upon those lew supports that are left me. Pope.
Prop, n. [Akin to LG., D.,
Dan. prop stopple, stopper, cork, Sw. propp, G. pfropf.
See Prop, ^.] That
which sustains an incumbent weight ; that on which anything rests or leans for support a support ; a stay ; as,
Shak.
a ^rop for a building. " Two props of virtue."
Pro'pae-deu'tic (pro'pt-du'tlk), a. [Gr. irpoiraiSeuPro'paB-aeu'tio-al (-tT-kal),
av to teach bef
forehand ; irpo before
iraLSeveiv to bring up a child,
to educate, teach, fr. Trai;, vroiSo?, a child.] Of, pertaining to, or conveying, preliminary instruction introductory to any art or science ; instructing beforehand.

—

A

A

&

&

&

&

;

1

+

;

ale, senate,

c4re,

&m, arm, ask,

prelimipre;

The quality

or state of being propense natural inolina.
disposition to do good or evil
bias
bent ten" propen«7^ to utter blasphemy." Macaulay.
Syn,
Disposition ; bias ; inclination ; proclivity ;

tion

dency.

Prop'a-ga-ble (prop'a-ga-b'l), a, [See Propagate.]
1. Capable of being propagated, or of being continued
or multiplied by natural generation or production.
2. Capable of being spread or extended by any means
said of tenets, doctrines, or principles.
Prop/a-gau'da (-gan'da), n. [Abbrev. fr. L. de propaganda fide: cf. F. propagande. See Propagate.]
1. (iJ. C. Ch.) (a) A congregation of cardinals, established in 1622, charged with the management of missions.
(b) The college of the Propaganda, instituted by Urban
VIII. (1623-1G44) to educate priests for missions in all
parts of the world.
2. Hence, any organization or plan for spreading a
particular doctrine or a system of principles.
Prop'a-gan'dism (-dlz'm), n.
[Cf. P. propagandisme.']
The art or practice of propagating tenets or
principles zeal in propagating one's opinions.
Prop'a-gan'diSt (-dist), n, [Cf. F. propagandiste."]
A person who devotes himself to the spread of any sys-

—

;

" Political propagandists." Walsh.
of principles.
Prop'a-gate (pr5p'a-gat), v. I. {imp. & p. p. Propa(-ga'tSd); p. pr. & vb. n. Propagating.]
[L.
propagatus, p. p. of propagare to propagate, akin to
propages, propago, a layer of a plant, slip, shoot. See
Peg-, and cf. Pact, Prop, Prune, v. i.'] 1. To cause to
continue or multiply by generation, or successive proapplied to animals and plants ; as, to propaduction
gate a breed of horses or sheep to propagate a species

tem

gated

—

;

of fruit tree.
2. To cause to spread or extend ; to impel or continue
forward in space ; as, to propagate sound or light.
3. To spread from person to person ; to extend the
;
to originate and spread ; to carry from
place to place ; to disseminate ; as, to propagate a story
or report ; to propagate the Christian religion.
The infection vraa propagated insensibly.
De Foe,
4. To multiply ; to increase.
\Obs.'\

knowledge of

Griefs of
Milton,

The

Pro'paB-den'tlcs (pro'pe-du'-tlks), n.
paratory instruction.

;

mine own

Which thou

heavy in

lie

my

breast,

v'At propagate,

Shak.

5. To generate ; to produce.
Motion propagated motion, and life threw off life. De Quincey.
Syn. To multiply ; continue ; increase ; spread ; diffuse disseminate ; promote.
Prop'a-gate, v, i. To have young or issue ; to be
produced or multiplied by generation, or by new shoots
or plants ; as, rabbits propagate rapidly.
No need that thou

—

;

Should'st propagate, already infinite.

Milton.

Prop'a-ga'tlon (-ga'shiin), n. [L. propagatio : cf. F.
propagation.^ 1. The act of propagating continuance
or multiplication of the kind by generation or successive
production as, the propagation of animals or plants.
There is not in nature any spontaneous generation, but all
come hy propagation.
Jtay.
2. The spreading abroad, or extension, of anything
diffusion dissemination as, the propagation of sound
Bacon.
the propagation of the gospel.
Prop'a-ga-tlve (proj/a-gS-tiv), a. Producing by propagation, or by a process of growth.
Prop'a-ga'tor (-ga'ter), n, [L. cf. F. propagateur.']
One who propagates one who continues or multiplies.
Pro-pag'U-lum (pro-p5g'u-lum), n, ; pi. Peopagcla
(-la).
[NL. See Propagate..] (Bot.) A runner terminated by a germinating bud.
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

II

Pro'pane (pro'pan),

n,

[Propyl+ methane.] {Chem.)

A heavy gaseous

hydrocarbon, C3H5, of the paraffin seoccurring naturally dissolved in crude petroleum,
called also propyl hydride.
and also made artificially ;
Gr. apyvPro-par'gyl (pro-par'jll), n. [Propinyl
pos silver -\- -yl. So called because one hydrogen atom
as
Propinyl.
may be replaced by silver.] (Chern.) Same
Pro'par-OX'y-tone (pro'pSr-Sksl-ton), n, [Gr. n-poTrapofuTovos. See Pro-, and Paroxytone.] {Gr. Gram.)
A word which has the acute accent on the antepenult.
L. pes, pedis,
Pro'ped (pro'ped), n. [Pref. profoot.]
{Zool.) Same as Peoleg.
Pro-pel' (pro-p51'), V, t, [imp.
p. p. Peopelled
[L. propellere,
(-peld') ; p. pr,
vb. n. Peopelling.]
propulsum ; pro forward
pellere to drive. See Pulse
a beating.] To drive forward to urge or press onward
by force ; to move, or cause to move as, the wind or
steam propels ships ; balls are propelled by gunpowder.
Pro-pel'ler (-ler), n. 1. One who, or that which, propels.
2. A contrivance for propelling a steam vessel, usually
consisting of a screw placed in the stem under water, and
made to revolve by an engine a propeller wheel.
a screw steamer.
3. A steamboat thus propelled
Propeller wheel, the screw, usually having two or more
blades, used in propelling a vessel.
[L. propendere, proPro-pend' (pro-pSnd'), v. i.
pensnm ; pro forward, forth -f- pendere to hang. See
Pendent.] To lean toward a thing ; to be favorably inShak,
[i?.]
clined or disposed to incline
to tend,
We shall propend to it, as a stone falleth down. Barrow.
Pro-pend'en-cy (-en-sy), n. 1. Propensity, [i?.]
Sir M. Hale.
2. Attentive deliberation.
[i2.]
ries,

—

+

+

&

&

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pro-pend'ent (-ent), a. [L. propendens, p. pr.] InSotith,
clining forward or toward.
Pro'pene (pro'pen), n. [Propyl -f- ethylene.] (Chem.)
Same as Propylene.
Pro-pense' (pro-pens'), a. [L. propensus, p. p. See
Propend. ] Leaning toward, in a moral sense ; inclined ;
disposed ; prone as, women prepense to holiness. Hooker.
Pro-pense'ness, n.
Pro-pense'ly, adv.
Pro-pen'slon (-pSn'shiin), n. [L. propensio: cf. F.
propension. See Propend, Propense.] The quality or
M, Arnold.
state of being propense ; propensity.
Your full consent
Shak.
Gave wings to my propension.

—

;

—

Pro-pen'sl-ty (-pen'sT-ty),
final,

^

;

eve,

event,

re.

;;
;

PROPERTY

nary learning connected with any art or science

.

—

";

;

; pi.

Propensities

end, fern, recent

ice,

;

;

A

—

proneness; bent; tendency.

Pro'pe-nyl (pr^pe-nll), re. lPropene-\--yl.'] (Chem.)
hypothetical hydrocarbon radical, C3H3, isomeric with
and glyceryl, and regarded as the essential residue
Cf Allyl, and Glyceryl.
of glycerin.
Pro-pep'sln (pro-p5p'sin), n. [Pref. p?o--|- pepsin.]
{Physiol. Chem.) See Pepsinogen.
Pro-pep'tone (-ton), re.
[Pref. pro- -f peptone.']
{Physiol, Chem.) A product of gastric digestion intermediate between albumin and peptone, identical with
hemialbumose.
Prop'er (prSp'er), a. [OE. propre, F. propre, fr. L.
proprius. Cf. Appeopeiate.] X.' Belonging to one one's
own; individual. "His proper good" [i. e., his own
possessions].
Chaucer, " My proper son,"
Shak.

A

allyl

.

;

Now learn the difference, at your proper cost,
Betwixt true valor and an empty boast.
Dryden,
2. Belonging to the natural or essential constitution ;
peculiar not common ; particular ; as, every animal has
his proper instincts and appetites.
Those high and peculiar attributes . . . which constitute our
proper humanity.
Coleridge,
;

3. Befitting one's nature, qualities, etc.

suitable in

;

respects appropriate right fit decent as, water
the proper element for fish a, proper dress.
The proper study of mankind is man.
Pope,
In Athens all was pleasure, mirth, and play.
All proper to the spring, and sprightly May. Dryden,
4. Becoming in appearance well formed handsome.
[Archaic] " Thou art a proper man.
Chaucer,
Moses
was hid three months of his parents, because they
saw he was a proper child.
Heh. xi. 23.
6. Pertaining to one of a species, but not common to
the whole ; not appellative
opposed to common ; as,
a proper name Dublin is the proper name of a city.
6. Rightly so called strictly considered as, Greece
proper ; the garden proper.
said of
7. {Her.) Represented in its natural color;
any object used as a charge.
In proper, individually privately. [Obs.] Jer. Taylor.
— Proper flower or corolla (Bot.), one of the single fiorets,
Proper
or corollets, in an aggregate or compound flower.
fraction (Arilh.) a fraction in whicli the numerator is less
than the denominator.
Proper nectary (Bot.), a nectary
separate from the petals and other parts of the flower,
Proper noun (Grom.), a name belonging to an individual,
by which it is distinguished from others of the same class
opposed to common noun; as, John, Boston, America,
Proper perianth or involucre (Bot.), that which incloses
only a single flower.
Proper receptacle (Bot.), a receptacle which supports only a single flower or fructification.
Prop'er, adv. Properly hence, to a great degree
very as, proper good. [Colloq.
Vulgar]
Prop'er-ate (-at), v.t.& i. [L. properalus, p. p. of properare to hasten.] To hasten, or press forward. [06«.]
[L. properatio.] The
Prop'er-a'tion (-a'shiin), re.
act of hastening haste.
T.Adams.
[Ofo.]
{Gr. Gram.)
Pro-per'1-spome (pro-per'I-spom), n.
Properispomenon.
Pro-per'i-spom'e-non(-spom'e-n5n),re. ; pi. PeoperISPOMENA (-na). [NL., fr. Gr. nponepi.ijTTiiiJ.evov, fr. Trpor
Trepto-TTaj/ to circumflex on the penult irpo before -j- Trepitrvav to circumflex.
See Peeispomenon.] {Gr. Gram.)
A word which has the circumflex accent on the penult.
Prop'er-ly (prSp'er-ly), adv. 1. In a proper manner
suitably ; fitly strictly ; rightly ; as, a word properly
applied; a dress prope^Zj/ adjusted.
Milton.
2, Individually after one's own manner.
[Obs.]
all

;

;

;

is

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

&

;

;

II

;

;

;

Now, harkeneth, how
Prop'er-ness, n.
2. Tallness

;

Prop'er-tied

I bare

vciQ

properly.

Cltaucer,

The quality of being proper.

1.

comeliness.
(-tid), a.

Udall,

[Obs.]

Possessing property

;

holding

" The propreal estate, or other investments of money.
ertied and satisfied classes."
M. Arnold.
Prop'er-ty (-ty), «. ; pi. Properties (-tiz). [OE. proprete, OF. proprete property, F. proprele neatness, cleanpropriete property, fr. L. proprietas. See Proper,
and cf. Propriety.] 1. That which is proper to anything ; a peculiar quality of a thing ; that which is inherent in a subject, or naturally essential to it ; an at.
tribute ; as, sweetness is a property of sugar.
Property is correctly a synonym for peculiar quality but it
is frequently used as coextensive with quality in general.
liness,
a.,

;

Sir W. Mamilton.

In physical science, the properties of matter are
.
distinguished into the three f ollowmg classes 1. Physical properties, or those which result from the relations
of bodies to the i)hysical agents, light, heat, electricity,
gravitation, cohesion, adhesion, etc., and which are exhibited without a change in the composition or kind of matter
acted on. They are color, luster, opacity, transparency,
hardness, sonorousness, density, crystalhne form, solubility, capability of osmotic diffusion, vaporization, boiling,
fusion, etc. 2. Chemical properties, or those which are
conditioned by affinity and composition thus, combustion, explosion, and certain solutions are reactions occasioned by chemical properties. Chemical properties are
identical when there is identity of composition and structure, and change according as the composition changes.
3. Organoleptic properties, or those forming a class which
cannot be included in either of the other two divisions.
They manifest themselves in the contact of substances
with the organs of taste, touch, and smell, or otherwise
affect the living organism, as in the manner of medicines
:

;

and poisons.
2. An acquired or artificial quality; that which is
given by art, or bestowed by man ; as, the poem has the
properties which constitute excellence.
3. The exclusive right of possessing, enjoying, and
disposing of a thing ownership ; title.
Here I disclaim all my paternal care.
;

Propinquity a.ui property of blood.
Shall man assume & property in man ?

(-tiz).

;

;

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

Shak,
Wordsioortfi,

;;

;;

Pro-plne' (pr6-pin'), n. 1. A pledge. [06s. or Scot.']
2. A gift esp., drink money.
[06s. or Scot.]
Pro'plne (pro'pin or -pen), n. [Propyl -j- ethine.]
{Cliem.) Same as Allylene.
Pro-pin'qui-ty (pr6-pin'kwi-ty ), n. [L. propinquitas,

4. That to which a person haa a legal title, whether in
his possession or not ; thing owned an estate, wliether
in lands, goods, or money ; as, a man of large property,
or sma]l pi'operty.
5. pi. All the adjmicts of a play except the scenery
and the dresses of the actors ; stage requisites.
Shak.
I will draw a bill of properties.
Camden.
[06s.]
6. Propriety ; correctness.
Literary property. (Law) See under Literary.— Property
man, one who has charge of the " properties " of a theater.
Prop'er-ty (pr5p'er-ty), V. t. 1. To invest with propShak.
erties, or qualities.
[06i.]
[Obs.'}
2. To make a property of ; to appropriate.
Shak.
They have here propertied me.

;

;

from propinquus near, neighboring, from prope near.]
1. Nearness in place
neighborhood proximity.
2. Nearness in time.
Sir T. Browne.
;

Pro'pi-0-late (-6-lat),
Pro'pi-Ol'iC (-ol'ik),

(pro-fan'), a. & V. t. See Profane. \Obs.'\
Proph'a-sls (prof'a-sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. vpo<j>a.ishow beforeliand. See Pro-, and Phasis.] {3Ied.)
Foreknowledge of a disease prognosis.
Proph'e-cy (pr8£'e-sy), n. ; pi. Prophecies (-sTz).
[OE. prophecie, OF. profecie, F. prophetie, L. prophetia, fr. Gr. irpot/jTjTei'a, fr. irpoi^njTeueii' to be an interII

;

preter of the gods, to prophesy, fr. irpoi^^nji prophet.
See Prophet.] 1. A declaration of something to come
a foretelling a prediction esp., an inspired foretelling.
Shak.
He hearkens Q.itQr prophecies and dreams.
Prophecy came not in old time by the will of man, 2 Pet. i. 21.
2. (Script.) A book of prophecies a history as, the
2 Chron. ix. 29.
prophecy of Ahijah.
preaching ex3. Public interpretation of Scripture
;

;

;

;

;

hortation or instruction.
Proph'e-sl'er (-si'er), n.

A prophet.
[imp.
p. p. Prophesied
[See
(-sid)
vb. n. Prophesyino (-si'Tng).]
p. pr.
Prophecy.] 1. To foreteU ; to predict ; to prognosticate.
He doth not prophesy good concerning me. 1 Kings xxii, 8.
Proph'e-sy

(-si),

v.

Shak.

&

;

Then I perceive that will be verified
Henry the Fifth did sometime prophesy,
2. To foreshow to herald to prefigure.
;

Pro-pl'tl-ate, v. i. To make propitiation to atone.
[L. propitiatio : cf. F.
Pro-pi'tl-a'tlon (-a'shiin), re.
propitiation.]
1. The act of appeasing the wrath and
conciliating the favor of an offended person
the act
of making propitious.
atonement or
2. (Theol.) That which propitiates;
atoning sacrifice ; specifically, the influence or effects of
the death of Christ in appeasing the divine justice, and
conciliating the divine favor.
;

He

of prediction.

;

;

t'

assuage the force of this

new

flame,

Pro'plasm (pro'plaz'm), re. [L. proplasma, Gr. TrponXaa[jLa ; Trpo before -f- TrAacr^aa a thing formed, f r. TrAdo'o-eci' to mold.]
Arnold; a matrix. [iJ.]
Woodward.
Pro-plas'tlC (pro-plSs'tik), a. Forming a mold.
Pro-plas'tiCS (-plas'tlks), re. The art of making molds
for castings.
[P.]
Propleg' (prop'lSg'), re. [So called because it props
wp or supports the body.] (Zool.) Same as Proleq.
Pro-po'di-al (pro-po'dT-al), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the propodialia, or to the parts of the limbs to

II

which they belong.
Pro-po'di-a'le (-a'le), re. ; pi. Propodialia (-a'll-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. vpo before -|- tto&lov, dim. of ttoi'S, ttoSos,
(Anat.) The bone of either the upper arm or the
thigh, the propodialia being the humerus and femur.
Gr. Trous,
Prop'O-dite (prSp'o-dit), re. [Pref. proII

+

foot.]

—

+

iroSds, foot.]

crustacean

;

A

—

rat^o.

:

:

:

:

—=

:

tional.

Continued proportion. Inverse proportion, etc. See under
Continued, Inverse, etc.— Harmonical, or Musical, proportion, a relation of three or four quantities, such that the
first is to the last as the difference between the first two
is to the difference between the last two ; thus, 2, 3, 6, are
in harmonical proportion ; for 2 is to 6 as 1 to 3. Thus, 24,
16, 12, 9, are harmonical, for 24 9 : : 8 : 3.— In proportion,
according as ; to the degree that, "/re proportwn as they
:

are metaphysically true, they are morally and politically

Burke.
[imp. & p. p. Proportioneb
Pro-por'tion, v. t.
pr. & vb. n. Proportioning.] [Cf. F. pro; p.
portionner. Cf. Proportionate, v.] 1. To adjust in a
suitable proportion, as one thing or one part to another
as, to proportion the size of a building to its height ; to
proportion our expenditures to our income.
In the loss of an object we do not proportion our grief to the
real value . . but to the value our fancies set upon it. Addison.
2. To form with symmetry or suitableness, as the
parts of the body.
Nature had proportioned her without any fault. Sir P. Sidney,
3. To divide into equal or just shares; to apportion.
PrO-por'tion-a-We (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being proportioned, or made proportional also, proportional ; proportionate.
Pro-por'tlon-a-ble-ness, re.
But eloquence may exist without a proportionable degree of
liurke.
wisdom.
Proportionable, which is no longer much favored, was of our
false."

(-shiSnd)

.

;

(Zo'ol.) The sixth joint of a typical leg of a
usually, the penultimate joint.

Pro-po'di-um (pro-po'dT-um), n. ; pi. Propodia (-a).
[NL. See Propodiale.] (Zool.) (a) Tlie .interior portion of the foot of a moUusk.
(6) The segment which
forms the posterior part of the tliorax of a hyuienopter-

;

—

own

English writers']

Fitzed. Hall.

coining.

Locke.
Pro-por'tion-a-bly, adv. Proportionally.
Pro-por'tion-al (-«!), a. [L. proportionalis : cf. F.
proportionnel.] 1. Having a due proportion, or comparative relation ; being in suitable proportion or degree
Milton.
as, the parts of an edifice are proportional.
2. Relating to, or securing, proportion.
Huiton.
3. (3Iath.) Constituting a proportion ; having the
same, or a constant, ratio ; as, proportional quantities
momentum is proportional to quantity of matter.
Proportional logarithms, logistic logarithms. See under
Proportional scale, a scale on wliich are

Logistic

—

marked parts proportional to the logarithms of tlie natural numbers
a log.arithmic scale. — Proportional scales,
;

compasses, dividers, etc. (Draughting), instruments used
making copies of drawings, or drawings of objects, on
an enlarged or reduced scale.
in

Pro-por'tlon-al,

re.

Any number

1. (Math.)

ous insect. [Written also prnpodeinn .]
Pro'po-lls (pro'p6-lTs or prSp'o-lis), re. [L., fr. Gr.
Same as Bee glue,
TrpoTToAis
Trp6 before -(- TrdAts city.]
under Bee.
Pro-pone' (pr6-pon'), v. t. [L. proponerc to propose.
See Propound.] To propose ; to bring forward.
;

;

food, fcibt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sins, iQk

or quan-

as, a mean proportional.
tity in a proportion
2. (Chem.) The combining weight or equivalent of
;

an

element. [06s.]
Pro-por'tion-al'i-ty (-itl'T-ty), n. [Cf. F. proportionnalite.]
The state of being in proportion.
Coleridge.
PrO-por'tion-al-ly (pro-por'shun-ol-ly), adv. In pro-,
portion in due degree ; adapted relatively; as, all parts
of the building are proportionall y large. Sir I. Neu'lon.
Pro-por'tion-ate (-at), a. [L. proporlionalus. See
Proportion.] Adjusted to sometlmig else according to a
proportion proportional.
Longfellow.
;

;

What

is

proportionate to his transgression.

II

;

pity

—

;

;

;

;

— Pro-pi'tious-ly, adv. — Pro-pi'tious-ness, n.

:

Up, Urn

of pro-

Auspicious. Auspicious (from the ancient idea of auspices, or omens) denotes " indicative of success," or " favored by incidental occurrences ; " as, an auspicious
opening ; an auspicious event. Propitious denotes that
which efficaciously protects us in some undertakmg,
speeds our exertions, and decides our success as, propitious gales ; propitious influences.

;

full,

ii. 2.

And make thee [Love] more propitious in my need. Spenser.
Syn. — Auspicious; favorable; kind. — Propitious,

(-frSg'ma), n. ; pi. Prophragmata
Gr. n-po before -|- (J)pay(xa, -aros, fence,
screen.] (Zool.) An internal dorsal chitinous process
between the first two divisions of the thorax of insects.
Proph'y-lac'tlC (prSfl-lak'tik or pro'fi-), re. [Cf. F.
pruphylactique.']
{Med.) A medicine which preserves
or defends against disease a preventive.
la. [Gr. 7rpoc#>uA(iKTiKos,
Proph'y-lac'tlC (-ISk'tik),
fr. Trpo<t>vAd(7<reiv to
Proph'y-lac'tlC-al (-tT-kol), )
guard against irpo before
<j>v\d<r(T€Lv to guard
cf. F.
prophylactique.']
{Med.) Defending or preserving from
disease preventive.
Coxe.
Proph'y-lax'ls (-I3ks'is), «. [NL. See Prophylactic] {Med.) The art of preserving from, or of preventing, disease ; the observance of the rules necessary for
the preservation of health ; preservative or preventive
treatment.
[OE., fr. F. propice.
Pro-pice' (pro-pes'), a.
See
Propitious.] Fit; propitious.
[Obs."]
E.Hall.
Pro'pl-dene (pro'pi-den), n. [Propyl
ethylidene.]
(Chevi.) The unsymmetrical hypothetical hydrocarbon
radical, CH^.CH^.CH, analogous to ethylidene, and regarded as the type of certain derivatives of propane
called also propylidene.
Prop'i-na'tlon (pr5p'T-na'shUn), n. [L. propinotio.
SeePROPiNE.] The act of pledging, or drinking first, and
then offering the cup to .another. [Obs."]
Ahp. Potter.
Pro-pine' (pro-pin'), v. t. [L. propinnre, Gr. nponiveiv ; irpd before -f- irLveiv to drink.]
to
1. To pledge
offer as a toast or a health in the manner of drinking,
that is, by drinking first and passing the cup. [Obs.J
The lovely sorceress mixed, and to the prince
Health, peace, and joy jtropined.
<\ Smart,
2. Hence, to give in token of friendship.
[06.?.]
3. To give, or deliver ; to subject.
[06s.] Fotherby.
r^)de,

[F., fr. L. proportio;

of faith."
Mom. xii. 6.
3. The portion one receives when a wiiole is distributed by a rule or principle ; equal or proper share ; lot.
Let the women ... do the same things in their proportions
and capacities.
Jer. Taylor,
4.
part considered comparatively ; a share.
5. (Math.) (a) The equality or similarity of ratios, especially of geometrical ratios; or a relation among quantities such that the quotient of the first divided by the
second is equal to that of the third divided by the fourth
called also geometrical proportion, in distinction from
arithmetical proportion, or that in which the difference
of the first and second is equal to the difference of the
third and fourth.

\i. e.,

And now

fr.

unite,

By way

;

Pro-phrag'ma

use,

John

One who

—

Pro-phet'iO-al-ness, n. The quality or state of being
prophetical power or capacity to foretell.
Proph'et-ize (prSf'5t-iz), v. i. [L. prophetizare, Gr.
^rpo4>rirCieLv : cf. F. prophetiser. Cf. Prophesy.] To give
predictions ; to foreshow events ; to prophesy.
[iJ.]
'^ Prophetizing dreams."
Daniel.
Pro-phor'ic (pro-f Sr'Tk), a. [Gr. npo^iopiKO!, fr. Trpo<j)opa. utterance.]
Enunciative. [2?.]

;

1

[L.]

;

Pro-phet'ic-al'1-ty (-k51'i-ty), n. Propheticalness.
Pro-phet'io-al-ly (-t-kal-ly), adv. In a prophetical

+

the propitiation for our sins.

Pro-pi'tl-a-tO-ry (-ry), a. [L. propitiatorius : cf. F.
propitiatoire.] Having the power to make propitious ;
pertaining to, or employed in, propitiation expiatory ;
as, a propitiatory sacrifice.
Sharp.
[L. propitiaiorium.] (Jewish
Pro-pi'tl-a-tO-ry, re.
Antig.) The mercy seat ;
so called because a symbol of
the propitiated Jehovah.
£p. Pearson,
[L. propitius, perhaps
Pro-pi'tlous (-pTsh'ijs), a.
originally a term of augury meaning, flying forward (pro)
or well ; cf. Skr. pat to fly, E. petition, feather.] 1. Convenient ; auspicious favorable kind ; as, a propitious
season ; a, propitious breeze.
2. Hence, kind ; gracious ; merciful ; helpful
said
Milton.
of a person or a divinity.

;

;

is

pitiation.

:

[NL.,

[Jesus Christ]

Pro-pi'tl-a'tor (pro-pish'i-a'ter), re.
propitiates or appeases.
Pro-pi'ti-a-tO-ri-ly (-a-t6-rT-ly), adv.

A

II

a thing.
re.

;

A

(-ta).

of

or to the whole, as respects magnitude, quantity, or degree; comparative relation ; ratio; 3.S, the proportion ot
the parts of a building, or of the body.
The image of Christ, made after his own proportion. Ridley.
Formed in the best proportions of her sex. Sir W. Scott,
Documents are authentic and facts are true precisely in proportion to the support which they afford to his theory.
Macaulay,
2. Harmonic relation between parts, or between different things of the same kind ; symmetrical arrangement or adjustment ; symmetry as, to be out of pro" Let us prophesy according to the proportion
portion.

;

;

by way

Dryden.

(Law) The propounder

&

&

;

;

proposal, or

a proposition.

^^^ Proportion in the mathematical sense differs from
Ratio is the relation of two quantities of the same
kind, as the ratio of 5 to 10, or the ratio of 8 to 16. Pro[L. propitia- fortion is the sameness or likeness of two such relations,
Pro-pi'ti-a-ble (pro-ptsh'I-a-b'l), a.
hus, 5 is to 10 as 8 to 16 ; that is, 5 bears the same relabilis.]
Capable of being propitiated.
tion to 10 as 8 does to 16. Hence, such numbers are said
[imp.
Pro-pi'tl-ate (-at), v. t.
p. p. Propitiated to be in proportion.
Proportion is expressed by symbols
(-a'ted) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Propitiatino.] [L- propitiatus,
thus:
p. p. of propitiare to propitiate, fr. propitius favorable.
a
c
—.
See PHOPiTions.] To appease and render favorable to
a b
c d, OT a b = c : d, OT
b
d
make propitious ; to conciliate.
(b) The rule of three, in arithmetic, in which the three
Let fierce Achilles, dreadful in his rage.
The god propitiate, and the pest assuage.
Pope. given terms, together with the one sought, are propor-

Shak.

;

manner

One who makes a

1.

See Portion.]
pro before -)- portio part or share.
1. The relation or adaptation of one portion to another,

and certain related compounds.
Prop'i-the'CUS (prop'i-the'kils), re. [NL., fr. Gr. wpo
-|- Trt'SijKos ape.]
(Zool.) A genus including
the long-tailed, or diadem, indris. See Indeis.

Shak.
Proph'e-sy, v. i. 1. To utter predictions to make
Matt. xv. 7.
declaration of events to come.
2. To give instruction in religious matters ; to interpret or explain Scripture or religious subjects to preach
Ezeh. xxxvii. 7.
to exhort to expound.
Proph'et (-et), n. [F. prophite, L. propheta, fr. Gr.
itpo(f>TJTrii, literally, one who speaks for another, especially, one who speaks for a god and interprets his will to
man, fr. irpoi^di/at to say beforehand irpo for, before -f<j>avai, to say or speak.
See Fame.] 1. One who prophesies, or foretells events ; a predictor ; a foreteller.
2. One inspired or instructed by God to speak in his
name, or announce future events, as, Moses, Elijah, etc.
[iJ.]
Ex. vii. 1.
S. An interpreter ; a spokesman.
mantis.
4. (Zool.)
School of the prophets (Anc. Jewish Hist.), a school or
college in which young men were educated and trained
for public teachers or members of the prophetic order.
These students were called sons of the prophets.
Proph'et-ess, n. [Cf. ¥. prophetesse,!^. prophetissa.l
female prophet.
[L. propheticus, Gr.
Pro-phet'Ic (pro-fSt'tk), 1 a.
cf. F. pronpoifirinKOi
Pro-phet'lc-al (-i-kal), )
phetique.^ Containing, or pertaining to, prophecy ; foretelling events as, prophetic writings prophetic dreams
used with of before the thing foretold.
And fears are oft prophetic of the event.
Dryden.

—

[L. proponens, p. pr.]

a.

proposing.

II

gait did prophesy
1 must embrace thee.

;

down

;

re.

Pro-por'tlon (pro-por'sh!in),

of propionic acid

;

;

Pro-po'nent,
lays
2.

before, for

Methought thy very

A royal nobleness

salt of propiolic acid.

to,

Pro-po'nent (pro-po'nent),

Makiug proposals

PrO'pi-0-nyl (pro'pT-o-nil), re. (Chem.) The hypothetical radical C3H5O, regarded as the essential residue

&

t.

A

re.

a.
[Propionic -f tetvolic]
or designating, an organic acid
(called also propargylic acid) of the acetylene or tetrolic
series, analogous to propionic acid, and obtained as a
white crystalline substance.
Pro'j)l-o-nate (pro'pi-6-nat), re. (Chem.) A salt of
propionic acid.
Pro'pl-one (-on), re. (Chem.) The ketone of propionic acid, obtained as a colorless fragrant liquid.
[Proto- -)- Gr. niuiv
Pro'pi-on'lo (pro'pi-on'ik), a.
(Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or designafat.]
ting, an organic acid which is produced in the distillation
of wood, in the fermentation of various organic substances, as glycerin, calcium lactate, etc., and is obtained as a colorless liquid having a sharp, pungent odor.
Propionic acid is so called because it is the first or lowest member of the fatty acid series whose salts have a
fatty feel.

{Chem.) Pertaining

Pro-phane'

;

;

Nearness of blood; kindred; affinity.
Shak.
Pro'pi-nyl (pro'pi-nil), re. \_Propine -\- -yl.] {Chem.)
A hydrocarbon radical regarded as an essential residue
of propine and allied compounds.
3.

veiv to

;

PROPORTIONATENESS
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PROPERTY

Locka,

limp. &p. p. Proportionated (-ii'tSd) p. pr.
vb. re. Proportionating.]
[Cf.
Proportion, v.] To make proportioutil to adjust according to a settled rate, or to due comparative relation; to
proportion as, to proportionate punisliments to crimes.
Pro-por'tlon-ate-ly (-at-l)>), adv. in a proportionate
manner; with due proportion; proportionally.
Pro-por'tion-ate-ness, n. The quality or'state of being proportionate.
Sir M. Hale.

Pro-poT'tlon-ate

(-at),

11. t.

&

;

;

;

;

then, thin

;

bOK

;

xh

=z

in azuie.

;;

PROPORTIONLESS
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Pro-por'tlon-less (pro-por'shfin-lSs), a.
Without
proportion unsymmetrical.
Pro-por'tlon-ment (-ment), n. The act or process of
dividing out proportionally.
Pro-pos'al (pro-poz'ol), n. [From Propose.] 1. That
which is proposed, offered, or propounded for consideration or acceptance ; a scheme or design terms or conditions proposed ; offer ; as, to make proposals for a treaty
of peace; to ofier proposals for erecting a building; to
miike proposals oi marriage. "To put forth proposals
Macaulay.
for a book."
2. (Law) The offer by a party of what he has in view
as to an intended business transaction, which, with acceptance, constitutes a contract.
Syn. Proffer; tender; overture. See Proposition.
;

;

—

[imp. & p. p. Proposed
i.
Proposdig.] [F. proposer;
forward) -|- poser to place. See
\_Obs.'\
Pose, ;;., and cf. Purpose, v-I 1. To set forth.
That being proposed brimf ull of wine, one scarce could lift

Pro-pose' (pro-poz'), V.
(-pozd'); p. pr.
vb. n.

&

pro

pref. pro- (L.

It

for,

Cliapman.

up.

To

offer for consideration, discussion, acceptance,
or adoption ; as, to propose terms of peace ; to propose
a question for discussion ; to propose an alliance ; to

2.

PROSECUTABLE

were at the time of the adjournment whereas, after a
prorogation, bills introduced and not passed are as it
Mozley & W.
they had never been begun at all.
Pro-rogue' (pr6-rog'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Prorogued
sell.
n s. Statutes. (-rogd'); p. pr. & vb. re. Proroguing (-rog'ing).] [F.
Pro-prl'e-tor (pro-pri'e-ter), re. [For older proprie- proroger, L. prorogare, prorogatum ; pro forward -\- rotary : cf. F. proprietaire.'] One who has the legal right gare to ask, to ask one for his opinion or vote, or about a
to
or exclusive title to anything, whether in possession or law. See Rogation.] 1. To protract to prolong
not an owner as, the proprietor of a farm or of a mill. extend. [Obs.]
He prorogued his government.
Dryden.
Pro-prl'e-tO'rl-al (-to'rl-al), a. Of or pertaining to
ownership proprietary as, proprietorial rights.
2. To defer to delay to postpone as, to prorogue
Pro-pri'e-tor-ship (pro-pri'e-ter-ship), re. The state death ; to prorogue a marriage.
Shak.
of being proprietor ownership.
3. To end the session of a parliament by an order of
a proprietor
considered as property
a proprietary medicine.

pertaining, to

owned

;

as,

;

3.

To

office.

set before one's self or others as a purpose

formed ; hence, to purpose

;

to intend.

;

To propose to one's

self,

to intend

;

to design.

Pro-pose', V. i. 1. To speak to converse. [Oto.]
There shalt thou find my couEin Beatrice,
Proposing with the prince and Claudio.
Shak.
;

To form or declare a purpose or intention
scheme to design as, man proposes, but God
3. To offer one's self in marriage.
2.

;

;

to lay a
disposes.

;

[F. propos, L. propositum.
See Prore.]
Talk; discourse. [05«.]
Shak.
One who proposes or
1.
Pro-pos'er (-poz'er), re.
offers anything for consideration or adoption.
2.
speaker; an orator. [Ote.]
Shak.
Prop'O-Sl'tlon (prop'o-zlsh'un), re. [L. propositio:
cf.F. proposition. See Propound.] 1. The act of setting
or placing before ; the act of offering. " Oblations for
Jer. Taylor.
the altdT oi proposition."
2. That which is proposed ; that which is offered, as
for consideration, acceptance, or adoption ; a proposal
as, the enemy made propositions of peace; his proposition was not accepted.
statement of religious doctrine ; an article of
3.
faith ; creed ; as, the propositions of Wyclif and Huss.

Pro-pose', «.
Pound, Purpose,

A

A

Some persons

change their propositions according as their
Jer. Taylor.
temporal necessities or advantages do turn.
Logic) A complete sentence, or part of
4. (Gram.
a sentence consisting of a subject and predicate united
by a copula ; a thought expressed or propounded in language ; a form of speech in which a predicate is affirmed
or denied of a subject ; as, snow is v)hite.
6. {Math.) A statement in terms of a truth to be
demonstrated, or of an operation to be performed.
.

.

.

&

when it is something to be
problem when it is something to be done.
(Mhet.) That which is offered or affirmed as the

(5^°' It

is

proved, and
6.

called a theorem

a,

subject of the discourse ; anything stated or affirmed for
discussion or illustration.
7. (Poetry) The part of a poem in which the author
states the subject or matter of it.

Loaves of proposition {Jewish Antig.), the showbread.
Wyclif (Luke vi. 4).

—

—

Proposal
offer
statement
declaration.
Syn.
Proposition, Proposal. These words are both from the
Latin verb proponere, to set forth, and as here compared
;

;

;

they mark different forms or stages of a negotiation.
A proposition is something presented for discussion or
as, propositions of peace.
A proposal is
definite thing oiiered by one party to be accepted
or rejected by the other. If the proposition is favorably
received, it is usually followed bj proposals which complete the arrangement.

consideration

;

some

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

And

;

darest thou to the Son of
thee, accursed ?

God propoxind

To worship

It is a strange folly to set ourselves
end, in the hearing of the gospel.

Milton.

no mark,

to

propound no
Coleridge.

2. (Eccl.) To propose or name as a candidate for admission to communion with a church.

Pro-pound'er (-er), re. One who propounds, proposes,
Chillingworth.
or offers for consideration.
Pro-pre'tor (-pre'tor), re. [L. propraetor ; pro for, \>e.{Bom. Antig.) A magistrate
iore -\- praetor a pretor,]
who, having been pretor at home, was appointed to the
government of a province. [Written a\so proprsetor.']
Pro-pri'e-ta-ry (-pri'e-ta-ry), n. ; pi. Proprietaries
See Prof-riz). [L. proprietarius : cf F. proprietaire.
priety, and cf. Proprietor.] 1. A proprietor or owner ;
one who has exclusive title to a thing one who possesses,
Fuller.
or holds the title to, a thing in his own right.
.

;

A

body of proprietors, taken collectively.
2.
monk who had reserved goods and effects
3. (Eccl.)
to himself, notwithstanding his renunciation of all at the
time of profession.

A

Pro-prl'e-ta-ry, a.
ale,

[T-i.

proprietarius.

senate, c&re.

'i

Belonging, or

Am, arm, ask,

;

;

;

;

A

female proprietor.
Pro-pil'e-tress (-trgs), re.
Pro-pri'e-ty (-ty), re. / pi. Proprieties (-tiz). [F. propriete, L. proprietas, fr. proprius one's own, proper. See
Property, Proper.] 1. Individual right to hold property ownership by personal title ; property. [Obs.] " Onles this propriety be exiled." Hobynson {Morels Utopia).
;

the sovereign, thus deferring its business.
Parliament was prorogued to [meet at] Westminster. Pp. Nail
The Parliament was again prorogued to a distant day. Macaulay.
Syn. To adjourn ; postpone ; defer. See Adjourn.
Pro-rup'ilon (-riip'shun), re. [L. proruptio, f r. prorumpere, proruptum, to break forth pro forth
rumpere to break.] The act or state of bursting forth a
bursting out. [R.]
Sir T. Browne.
Pro-sa'ic (pr6-za'ik), ) a. [L. prosaicus, from prosa
Pro-sa'lc-al (-t-kal), ) prose cf. F. prosaique. See
Prose.] 1. Of or pertaining to prose resembling prose
in the form of prose unpoetical ; writing or using prose
as, a, prosaic composition.
Cudworth,
uninteresting
commonplace ; unimagina2. Dull
tive prosy
as, a prosaic person.
Ed. Rev.
Pro-sa'lc-al-ly, adv.— Pro-sa'ic-al-ness, n.
Pro-sa'1-Clsm (-l-slz'm), re. The quality or state of
being prosaic a prosaic manner or style. [R.]
Poe.
Pro'sa-ism (pro'zS-Iz'm), re. That which is in the
form of prose writing a prosaic manner.
Coleridge.
Pro'sa-lst (pro'za-Tst 277), re. A writer of prose an
unpoetical writer. "An estimable prasawt" I.Taylor.
Pro'sal (pro'zal), a. Of or pertaining to prose prosaic.
[R.]
Sir T. Browne.

—

+

;

So are the proprieties of a wife to be disposed of by her lord,
all are for her provisions, it being a part of his need to
refresh and supply hers.
Jer. Taylor.

and yet

2. That which is proper or peculiar
an inherent
property or quality peculiarity. [06i.]
Bacon.
We find no mention hereof 'in ancient zoographers,
who
seldom forget proprieties of such a nature.
Sir T. Browne.
3. The quality or state of being proper suitableness
to an acknowledged or correct standard or rule consonance with established principles, rules, or customs fitness ; appropriateness as, propriety of behavior, language, manners, etc. " The rule of propriety. " Locke.
Pro-proc'tor (-prok'ter), n. [Pref. pro- -\- proctor.]
Hook.
lEng. Univ.] An assistant proctor.
Props (props), re. pi. A game of chance, in which four
sea shells, each called a, prop, are used instead of dice.
Prop'te-ryg'i-um (prSp'te-rlj'T-iim), re. ; pi. Propteryoia (-a). [NL., fr. Gr. vpo before -|- itrepvyiov a
fin.]
{Anat.) The anterior of the three principal basal
cartilages in the fins of some fishes.
Prop'ter-yg'i-al
(pr8p'ter-ij'i-al), a._
;

;

.

;

;

;

II

—

-\-

Pro-pugn' (pro-pun'), V. t. [Ij. propugnare ; pro for
pugnare to fight.] To contend for to defend to vin;

dicate.

;

Hammond.

\_Obs.]

Pro-pug'na-cle (pro-piig'na-k'l), re. [L. propugnaculum.] A fortress. \_Obs.]
Howell.
Pro'pug-na'tion (pro'piig-na'shSn), re. [L. propugnatio.] Means of defense
Shak.
defense.
lObs.]
Pro-pugn'er (pro-pun'er), n. A defender; a vindi" Zeaious propugners."
cator.
Gov. of Tongue.
Pro'pul-sa'tlon (pro'pul-sa'shiin), n. [L. propulsatio.
See Propulse.] The act of driving away or repelling a keeping at a distance.
[_Obs.]
Bp. Hall.
Pro-pulse' (pro-pills'), V. t. [L. propulsare, v. intens.
from propellere to propel. See Propel.] To repel to
drive off or away.
Cotgrave.
[Obs.]
Pro-pul'slon (-pul'shiin), n. [Cf. F. propulsion. See
Propel.] 1. The act of driving forward on away the
act or process of propelling ; as, steam propulsion.
2. An impelling act or movement.
God works in all things all obey
;

,

;

;

:

His

Pro-pul'Sive

propidsion.

Whittier.

Tending, or having power, to
" [The] propulsive moveurging,

(-slv), a.

driving on ;
of the verse."

propel

ment

first

.

;

\Coleridge.

Propulsive.

Pro-pul'SO-ry (-so-ry),

a.

Pro'pyl

[Propionic

(pro'pil), n.

-\-

-yl.]

{Chem.)

The hypothetical

radical O3H7, regarded as the essential
residue of propane and related compounds.
Prop'y-lae'um (prop'I-le'ijm), re. ; pi. Propyl^ea {-&).
II

irpo before -j- TniArj a gate.]
[L., fr. Gr. TrpoTniAaioi'
{Anc. Classical Arch. ) Any court or vestibule before a
inclosure.
any
building or leading into
[Cf. F. propylene.]
Pro'pyl-ene (pro'pil-en), re.
(Chem.) A colorless gaseous hydrocarbon (C3H15) of the
ethylene series, having a garlic odor. It occurs in coal
Called
gas, and is produced artificially in various ways.
also propene.
Pro-pyl'lc (pro-pilTk), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or containing, propyl as, propylic alcohol.
Pro-pyl'1-dene (-i-den), re. {Chem.) See Propidene.
Prop'y-lon (prop'T-lon), re. ; pi. Proptla (-la). [NL.,
from Gr. irpo'm;Aoi'; rrp6 before -j- ttuAij a gate.] {Anc.
Arch.) The porch, vestibule, or entrance of an edifice.
Pro' ra'ta (pro' ra'ta). [L.] In proportion proportionately ; according to the share, interest, or liabil;

;

II

Prop'0-sl'tion-al (-al), a. Pertaining to, or in the nature of, a proposition considered as a proposition as,
/. Watts.
a. propositional sense.
Pro-pound' (pro-pound'), v. t. {imp. & p. p. Pro[From earlier
vb. re. Propounding.]
pounded p. pr.
propone, t,. proponere, propositum, to set forth, proposa,
propound pro for, before -j- ponere to put. See Position, and cf. Provost.] 1. To offer for consideration
to exhibit to propose ; as, to propound a question to
Shak.
propound an argument.

;

;

;

;

I propo!>e to relate, in several volumes, the history of the people of New England.
Palfrey.

;

manufactured articles which some
person or persons have an exclusive right to make and
Proprietary articles,

.

propose a person for

;

;

;

II

ity of each.

Pro-rat'a-ble (pro-raf a-b'l), a.
rated, or divided proportionately.

Capable of being pro[U. S.]

Pro-rate' (-rat'), v. t. limp. & p. p.
;
[From L. pro rata (sc. parte) acre. Prorating.]
cording to a certain part, in proportion.] To divide or
[U. S.]
distribute proportionally; to assess joro rata.
Prore (pror), re. [li. prora, Gr. Trpwpa: cf. It. & Sp.
prora. See Prow, n.] The prow or fore part of a ship.
Pope.
iPoetic] "Galleys with vermilion iJro?-es."
See Pro-, and
Pro-rec'tor (pro-rek'ter), re. [NL.
Rector.] An officer who presides over the academic
Heyse.
senate of a German imiversity.
Pro-rec'tor-ate (-at), re. The office of prorector.
renal.] {Anat.)
Pro-re'nal (-re'nal), a. [Pref. proPronephric.
Pro-rep'tlon (-rgp'shiin), n. [L. prorepere, proreplum, to creep forth ; pro -\- repere.] A creeping on.
Pro-rhi'nal (-ri'nal), a. [Pref.^jro- -f rhinal.] {Anat.)
Situated in front of the nasal chambers.
Pro'ro-gatO (pro'ro-gat), V. t. To prorogue. [iJ.]
Pro'ro-ga'tion (pro'ro-ga'shiin), re. [L. prorogatio :
cf. F. prorogation.]
X. The act of continuing in duraSouth.
tion; prolongation.
[Obs.]
2. The act of proroguing ; the ending of the session of
Parliament, and postponing of its business, by the command of the sovereign. [Eng.]
1^^ After an adjournment all things continue as they

Prorated p. pr.

& vb.

+

final,

^U

;

ove,

event,

dud, fSm, recent

;

ice,

;

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

-,

Pro-sce'nl-um (pr6-se'nl-iim),
[L., fr. Gr.

irpotrKrivLOv

;

re.

; pi.

n-po before

Proscenia

-f- aKrjvri

(-4).

a tent, a

wooden stage, the stage. See Scene.] 1. (Anc. Theater) The part where the actors performed
the stage.
2. {Modern Theater) The part of the stage in front of
;

sometimes, the curtain and its framework.
Pro-soo'lex (-sko'lgks), re. / pi. Proscolices (-skoll.
sez). [NL., fr. Gr. irpo before -f- cr/CMAijf, ->;kos, a worm.]
(Zool.) An early larval form of a trematode worm a
redia.
See Redia.
Pro-scrlbe' (-skrib'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Proscribed
the curtain

;

II

;

&

(-skribd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Proscribing.]
[L. proscribere, proscripium, to write before, to publish, proscribe
pro before -f- icribere to write. See Scribe. The sense
of this word originated in the Roman practice of writing

the names of persons doomed to death, and posting the
list in public] 1. To doom to destruction
to put out of
the protection of law ; to outlaw to exile as, Sylla and
Marixis proscribed each other's adherents.
Robert Vere, Earl of Oxford,
was banished the realm, and
;

;

.

;

. .

proscribed.

2.
hibit

Spenser,

To denounce and condemn;

to interdict; to prothe Puritans proscribed theaters.
The Arian doctrines were proscribed and anathematized in
;

as,

famous Council of Nice.
Pro-scrib'er (-skrib'er),

the

Waterland.
re.

One who, or that which,

proscribes, denounces, or prohibits.
Pro'scrlpt (pro'skript), re.
[See Proscribe.] 1.
proscription ; a prohibition ; an interdict.
[R.]
^ 2. One who is proscribed. [R.]
Pro-scrlp'tlon (pro-skrtp'shiin), re. [L. proscriptio :
cf. F. proscription.] 1. sThe act of proscribing ; a dooming to death or exile ; outlawry ; specifically, among the
ancient Romans, the public offer of a reward for the
head of a political enemy; as, under the triumvirate,
many of the best Roman citizens fell by proscription.
Every victory gained by either party had been followed by a
sanguinary proscription.
Macaulay.
2. The state of being proscribed ; denunciation ; interdiction prohibition.
Macaulay.
Pro-scrip'tlon-al (-al), a. Proscriptive.
Pro-scrip'tion-lst, re. One who proscribes.
Pro-scrip'tive (-tiv), a. Of or pertaining to proscription; consisting in, or of the nature of, proscription;
proscribing. Burke.
Pro-SCrlp'tlve-ly, adv.
Prose (proz), re. [F. prose, L. prosa^ fr. prorsus, prosus, straight forward, straight on, for proversus ; pro
forward -j- versus, p. p. of vertere to turn.
See Verse.]
1. The ordinary language of men in speaking or writing ; language not cast in poetical measure or rhythm ;

A

;

—

—

contradistinguished from verse, ormetrical composition.
I speak inprose, and let him rymes make.
Chaucer,
Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme.
Milton.
I wish our clever young poets would remember my homely
definitions of prose and poetry, that is
prose
words in their
best order poetry
the best words in the best order. Coleridge.
2. Hence, language which evinces little imagination or
animation ; dull and commonplace discourse.
3. (R. C. Ch.) A hymn with no regular meter, sometimes introduced into the Mass. See Sequence.
Prose, a, 1. Pertaining to, or composed of, prose;
not in verse ; as, prose composition.
2. Possessing or exhibiting unpoetical characteristics;
plain ; dull ; prosaic ; as, the prose duties of life.
Prose, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Prosed (prozd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Prosing.]
1. To write in prose
2. To write or repeat in a dull, tedious, or prosy way.
Prose, V. i. 1. To write prose.
Prosing or versing, but chiefly this latter.
Milton.
2. To talk or write in a dull, spiritless, tedious way.
(prS-sek'ter),
re.
[L.,
Pro-sec'tor
an anatomist, from
prosecare to cut up pro before -|- secure to cut.] One
who makes dissections for anatomical illustration ; usually, the assistant of a professional anatomist.
PrOS'e-CU'ta-We (pr5s'e-kil'ta-b'l), a. Capable of being prosecuted ; liable to prosecution.

—

;

—

;

&

;

idea, HI

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

:

;;;

;

PROSTITUTION

PROSECUTE
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[imp. & p. p. ProseV. t.
p. pr. &vb. n. Pkosecuting.] [L. pioprosequi to follow, pursue. See Pubsue.]
or pursue with a view to reach, execute,
or accomplish ; to endeavor to obtain or complete to
carry on ; to continue as, to prosecute a scheme, hope,

(Zool.) A minute tube found in the protoconch of ammonites, and not connected with the true siphon.

Pros'e-cute (pros'e-kut),

cuted (-ku'ted)

;

secutiis, p. p. oi
1. To follow

;

;

;

Skak.
"Why should not I, thea^ protsecute my right ?
2. To seek to obtain by legal process ; as, to prosecute a right or a claim in a court of law.
3. {Law) To pursue with the intention of punishing
to accuse of some crime or breach of law, or to pursue
for redress or punishment, before a legal tribunal to
proceed against judicially; as, to prosecute a man for
trespass, or for a riot.
To acquit themselves and prosecute tlieir foes. Milton.
1. To follow after. [Ofe.] Latimer.
Pros'e-cute, f.
2. (Law) To institute and carry on a legal prosecuBlackstone.
as, to prosecute for public offenses.
tion
PrOS'e-CU'tlon (-ku'shiin), n. [L. proseculio a following.]
1. The act or process of prosecuting, or of endeavoring to gain or accomplish something pursuit by efforts
of body or mind as, the prosecution of a scheme, plan,
the prosecution of war.
design, or undertaking
Keeping a sharp eye on har domestics ... in prosecution of
Sir W. Scott.
their various duties.

Pros'o-bran'ohi-

;

;

-8.

;

;

;

;

2. (Laiu) (a) The institution and carrying on of a
8uit in a court of law or equity, to obtain some right, or
to redress and ptmish some wrong ; the carrying on of
a judicial proceeding in behalf of a complaining party,
as distinguished from defense, (b) The institution, or
commencement, and continuance of a criminal suit ; the
process of exhibiting formal charges against an offender before a legal tribunal, and pursuing them to final
judgment on behalf of the state or government, as by

whom

indictment or information, (c) The party by
criminal proceedings are instituted.

&

Blackstone. Burrill. Mozley
W.
Pros'e-cn'tor (-ku'ter), n. [Cf. L. prosecutor an attendant.] 1. One who prosecutes or carries on any purpose, plan, or business.
2 (Law) The person who institutes and carries on a
criminal suit against another in the name of the governBlackstone.
ment.
PrOS'e-CU'tllX (-triks), n. [NL.] A female prosecutor.

a'ta (-bran'ki-a'ta), k.
pi. [NL., fr. Gr. Trpoo-io forward, further
-JPpdyxiov a gill.] (Zool.) The highest division,
or subclass, of
gastropod
moUusks,
including those that
have the gills situated
anteriorly, or forward
of the heart and the
sexes separate.
PrOS'O-COS'le (pr5s'o-se'le), n.
[Gr. Trpri^,.
o-M

fn..,„a,./l
forward

an unpublished literary work.
Pros'per (pros'per), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Peospeeed
(-perd) p. pr.
[F. prosperer,
vb. n. Peospeeing.]
V. i., or L. prosperare, v. t., fr. prosper or prosperus.
See Peospeeous.] Tofavor; to render successful. ''Prosof

^

Prosobranch (Paludina) with the
shell removed,
a Rostrum -,( Tentacles; e Esophagus ; d Gill
AAuricle of Heart
v Ventricle
u u'

per thou our handiwork."

;

;

Aortas;
y,.;,,^

.

;

«"

Afferent Vessel
„ „ „ Nervous System,
;

A prosodist.

(prSs'e-lIt),

?i.

[OE. proselite, OF. pro-

F. proselyte, L. proselylus, Gr. irpoo^AuTos, adj.,
that has come, n., a new comer, especially, one who has
come over from heathenism to the Jewish religion Trpos
(prob.) the root of iKdelv to come.] A new
toward, to
convert, especially a convert to some religion or religious
sect, or to some particular opinion, system, or party
thus, a Gentile converted to Judaism, or a pagan converted to Christianity, is s^ proselyte.
Ye [Scribes and Pharisees] compass sea and land to make one
selite,

;

+

Matt, xxiii.

proselyte.

Fresh confidence the speculatist takes
From every harebrained proselyte he makes.

15.
>

Cowper.

Syn. — See Conveet.
Proselyted

Pros'e-lyte, v.
limp.
p. pr. & vh. n. Peoselytiko.] To convert to some reUgion, opinion, or system to bring over. Dr. H. More.
Pros'e-ly-tism (-li-tlz'm or -It-tTz'm), n. [Cf. F. prosHytisme.'}
1. The act or practice of proselyting; the
making of converts to a religion or a religious sect, or to
any opinion, system, or party.
They were possessed of a spirit of proselytism in the most
(-li'tSd)

;

fanatical degree.

£ur/ce.

Conversion to a religion, system, or party.
<o'e-ly-tize (-IT-tiz or -li-tiz), v. t.
[imp. & p. p.
-TTZED (-tizd) p. pr. & vb. n. Peoselytizins (-ti'-jT
7.f ng
j J "'ouvert to some religion, system, opinion, or
I.J
the like to '-• i.iq, or cause to come, over to proselyte.
One ui tliQsL -rhom they endeavor to proselytize. Burke.
?.

f

i-'.'

;.

'

;

;

;

Pros'a-iy-dze,

;- i.

Pros'e-ly-tt'ser (t:

To make converts or proselytes.
-?r), n.
One who proselytes.

c'VOBelnan (pro?.';.Mlii), ». A writer of prose. [.K.]
Pro-seic'i na-ty (pro-sSm'I-na-ry), n.
A seminary
pupils for a h'gho
-titution. T.Warton.
Pro-sem'i-na'tlon (prf-seia'I-rS'sliUD), n. [L. protemincre, pt ofeminatum, to v5i.~ seminal.'.'..] Propagation
'i>y tf-pil
^ir M. Hale.
L*^''-'-;
•= an'oe-paal'lCvprSs-Ku'a^-fSlTk), 1.
(Anat.) Of
luiing to the prosencephalon.
0.-:. on-ceph'a-lon
(prS-en-sSfA-lSu), n.
[NT,., fr.
iti. Tip
toward, near ti. -f- E. enccphalon.'} [Sometimes
abbrpviated 'Mprocn.'] (Anal ) (a) The anterior segment
of the brain, including the cerehriioi and olfactory lobes
the forebraiii. ih) Tl^.? h r'^h'iitn.
Huxley.
Pros e»''iuy-inia (prSs-Sn'kT-ma,;, .«. []S^L., fr. Gr.
ijich prepiiree

.

"
'

.s-

Rush.

;

;

—

—

+

;

;

jrpiit

iitAf

] -enchyma,

as in

parcnckyma.l

'

(Loi.)

A

general te'in applied to the tissues formed of elongated
cells, especiiiJiy those with pointed or oblique extremities, as the prill .-irial cells of ordiuiiry wood.
Pros'er (prozfe;), n. 1 A writer of pi one. [OJs.]
2. One who talks or wvitos tediously,
.?»> W. Scott.
Pro-sil'1-en-cy (pro-si /I-en-sJ?), n. [L. prosilere to
leap forth.] The act of leaping forth or fonvard ; projection.
" Such prostVirac!/ of relii^f,''
Coleridge,
Pros'1-ly (prijz'i-iy), adv. In a prosy manner.
Pros'1-inet'rlo-al (proz'T-m?t'rT-kui), a.
li'rotfi -^
metrical.']
Consisting both of prose and virse,
Clarle.
Pro-8lm'l-l9 (pro-sTm'T-e;, n. pi. [NL. See Pao-,
and SiMiA.] (Zo'ol.) Same as Lemueoidea.
PrOB'1-ness (proz't-nSs), h. Tlie quality or state of
being prosy ; tediousness ; tiresomenese.
Pros'lng, n. Writing prise speaking or writing in a
tedious or prosy manner.
Sir W. Scott.
FrOB'lng-ly, adv. Prosly.
Pro-Sl'phou (pr*-si'f5n)j n. [Pref. pro- for -|- siphon."]
II

;

'

use,

anite,

—

rude,

full,

fip,

flrn

;

pity;

Prostatic catheter.

II

(Ti.';

;

;

;

;

" To hrighter prospects horn."
Cowper.
'ilicee swell their prospects and exalt their pride,
WheM f.ffers are aisdaln'd, and love deny'd.
Pope.
Proa'pect,
[imp. & p. p. Peospected p. pr. &
vh. n. I'RoarEcTiMa.]
To look over to explore or ex:miv.''« for something
as, to prospect a district for gold.
ke a search; to seek to exPros'pC5t, «• !. To
as, to prospect for gold.
plore, as for irine.9 or tlic ii;>
Pro-spec'tloa '>ro-sp?k'ehui:" n. The act of looking
forwa.vd, or of prc.v^'i^!!'fo^ fiitui' -^ants; foresight.
Pro-Bpec'tlVO (-tlv\ i- [L. pr..^pectivus: cf. F.
prn:;pcotif.
pertaining to
Bee Prospkot, ".] J- <^'f
a prospect furni'?hi:ig a pro8p*,<^t purapootive. [Obs.]
Tim"')i li.iig and dark jiroT"'''^"''! glass.
Miltm.
2. Iiooking forward in time; acVo? with fot>jsiffht;
opposed to retrospective.
The French hing ni kins of Sweden are c'«!""'«P«*. indiii.
'.

;

;

;

I.'

;

;

,

c

;

;

—

,i

trlous,

aiiu.'i.i.s(ve.-«iii,.,

tuo, in this affuiv.

oi'i-

J

Child.

3. Being within view fr coneideration, ?s a fiituro
iveut or contiugisncy ; relating to the future expecteil
as, .1 pronpect'VH benefit.
Poiii.. (-n

no prosper

food,

•

which tho prumiMs, at the timr ofordlni^""!
>(:

bearing:.

f cTot

;

ont,

'""i

IT. Jriv.

oil;

chalt

;

pc

;

gt^f,

—

prefixed, as a letter or letters to a word.
(-tib'la-lus), a.
[L. prostibulum prosOf or pert.iining to prostitutes or prostitution
;

prosthesis

;

;

;

;

;

Buco>>.«s.

See under Cathetee.

thorax of an insect.
Pros'the-sls (prSs'the-sTs), n. [L., fr. Gr. irpocTflean addition, fr. wpocmffevai to put to, to add jrpoi to
-f TtSeVat to put, place.] 1. (Surg.) The addition to the
human body of some artificial part, to replace one that ia
wanting, as a leg or an eye
called also prothesis.
2. (Gram.) The prefixing of one or more letters to
the beginning of a word, as in Jeloved.
PrOS-thet'iC (prSs-thSt'ik), a. [Cf. Gr. Trpoo-eeTiKos
disposed to add, irpdo-fleros put on.] Of or pertaining to

2. Especially, a picturesque or widely extended view
a landscape hence, a sketch of a landscape.
I went to Putney ... to take prospects in crayon.
Evelyn.
3. A position affording a fine view a lookout.
[B.]
Him God beholding from his prospect high.
JifiUon.
4. Relative position of the front of a building or other
structure face relative aspect.
And their Tjrospec? was toward the south. Ezek. xl. 44.
5. The act of looking forward foresight anticipation as, a, prospect of the future state.
Locke.
Is he a prudent man &b to his temporal estate, that lays designs
only for a day, without any prospect to, or provision lor, the
TiUotson.

'(Med.)

[NL. See PeosPros'ta-ti'tis (pros'ta-ti'tTs), n.
tate, and -itis.] (JMed.) Inflammation of the prostate.
Pros'ter-na'tion (-ter-na'shiin), n. [F. See Prostration.] Dejection ; depression.
[Obs.]
Wiseman.
Pro-Ster'num (pro-ster'niim), n. [NL. See Pec-,
and Sternum.] (Zo'ol.) The ventral plate of the proII

;

;

—

—

:

;

—

:

II

life ?

;

II

;

6. That which is hoped for ground for hope or expectation expectation probable result as, the prospect of

;

—

II

;

;

;

+

+

;

;

II

remaining part of

;

;

2. To grow ; to increase.
[Obs.]
Black cherry trees /iros;7er even to considerable timber. Evelyn.
Pros-per'i-ty (pr5s-pSr'i-ty), n. [F. prosp'erite, L.
prosperitas. See Peospeeous.] The state of being prosperous advance or gain in anything good or desirable
successful progress in any business or enterprise
attainment of the object desired good fortune success
as, cormnercieU prosperity ; national prosperity.
Now prosperity begins to mellow.
Shak.
Prosperities can only be enjoyed by them who fear not at all
to lose them,
Jer. Taylor.
Syn.
Prosperousness ; thrift ; weal welfare ; well
being happiness.
Pros'per-ous (pros'per-iis), a. [L. prosperus or prosper, originally, answering to hope ; pro according to
the root of sperare to hope. See Despaie.] 1. Tending
to prosperity favoring ; favorable ; helpful.
A happy passage and a prosperous wind.
Denham.
2. Being prospered ; advancing in the pursuit of anything desirable ; making gain, or increase ; thriving ; successful ; as, a prosperous voyage ; a prosperous uude%
taking a prosperous man or nation.
By moderation either state to bear.
Prosperous or adverse.
Milton.
Syn. Fortunate ; successful; flourishing; thriving;
favorable auspicious lucky. See Fortunate.
Pros'per-ous-ly, adv.
Pros'per-ous-ness, n.
Pros'phy-sls (pros'fi-sTs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. irpocr.
(Med.) A growing
<J3vo-is ; Trpos to -f- </)veti/ to grow.]
together of parts; specifically, a morbid adhesion of the
eyelids to each other or to the eyeball.
Dunglison.
Pro-spi'cience (prS-spIsh'ens), n. [L. prospicientia,
fr. prospiciens, p. pr. of prospicere.
See Peospect.]
The act of looking forward.
Pros'tate (prSs'tat), a. [Gr. 7rpoo-TaT7)5 standing be.
fore, fr. Trpoto-Taz/at to set before ; Trpd before -J- ItnavaLi
to set ci. v. prostate.] (Anat.) Standing before ;
applied to a gland which is found in the males of most
mammals, and is situated at the neck of the bladder
where this joins the urethra.
n.
The prostate gland.
Pro-stat'lc (pro-stat'Ik), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining
to the prostate gland.

Pro-SOd'lC-al (-sSd'i-kal), a. [Cf. F. prosodique, L.
prosodiacus.] Of or pertaining to prosody ; according
to the rules of prosody.
Pro-sod'io-al-ly, adv.
Pros'o-dist (prSs'o-dTst), n. One skilled in prosody.
Pros'0-dy (-dj), m. [L. prosodia the tone or accent
of a syllable, Gr. -KpocrwSia a song sung to, or with, an
accompanying song, the accent accompanying the pronunciation ; irpo's to -|- <u'S^ song, ode : cf. F. prosodie.
See Ode.] That part of" grammar which treats of the
quantity of syllables, of accent, and of the laws of versification or metrical composition.
Pro-SO'ma (pr6-so'ma), n. ; pi. Peosomata. [NL.,
(Zool.)
fr. Gr. irpo before -\- croiiia, erw^aaxo!, body.]
The anterior division of the body of an animal, as of a
cephalopod ; the thorax of an arthropod.
Pros' O-pal'gl-a (pros'6-p51'ji-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
7rp6<T(aTrov face
dAyos pain.] (3Ied.) Facial neuralgia.
Pros'O-pO-ceph'a-la (-o-po-sgf'a-la), n.pl. [NL., fr.
Gr. TTpoa-onrov face, appearance -)- Ke<f>aXTJ head.] (Zool.)
Same as Scaphopoda.
[Gr. Trpoo-uTroXiji^i'a
Pros'0-pO-lep'sy (-ISp'sJr), n.
vp6<Toynov a face, a person -|- \rj<f/ii a taking, receiving,
Aaiu/Scii/eif to take.]
Respect of persons ; especially, a
premature opinion or prejudice against a person, formed
from his external appearance. [B.]
Addison.
Pros'O-po-poB'la (-pe'ya), n. [L., fr. Gr. Trpoo-MiroTToua
TTpoo'anroi' a face, a person -|-- Trotetv to make.]
(Ehet.) A figure by which things are represented as
persons, or by which things inanimate are spoken of as
animated beings ; also, a figure by which an absent person is introduced as speaking, or a deceased person is
represented as alive and present. It includes personification, but is more extensive in its signification.
Pros'O-pul'mo-na'ta (-piil'mo-na'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
(Zool.) A
fr. Gr. npocrta forward -j- ii. pulmo a lung.]
division of pulmonate mollusks having the breathing
organ situated on the neck, as in the common snail.
Pros'pect (pros'pSkt), n. [L. prospectus, fr. prospicere, prospectum, to look forward ; pro before, forward
specere, spicere, to look, to see cf. OF. prospect.
See Spy, v., and cf. Peospectus.] 1. That which is embraced by the eye in vision ; the region which the eye
overlooks at one time ; view ; scene outlook.
His eye discovers unaware
The goodly prospect of some foreign land.
Milton.

;

Dryden.

;

;

.

& p. p.

t.

Common Prayer.

Pros'per, v. i. 1. To be successful tu succeed to
be fortunate or prosperous to thrive to make gain.
They, in their earthly Canaan placed,
Long time shall dwell and prosper.
Milton,

il

Pros'e-lyte

Bk. of

All things concur to prosper our design.

ww

II

PrO-SO'dl-an (-so'dT-an), n.

&

&

;

hollow.] (Anat.) The
entire cavity of the prosencephalon.
B. G. Wilder.
Pros'0-coe'll-a (-se'lT-a), n. ; pi. Peosoc(eli.s; (-e),
[NL.] (Anat.) Same as Pkosoccele.
Pros'0-di'a-Cal (prSs'o-di'a-kal), a. Prosodical.
Pros'0-di'a-cal-ly, adv. Prosodically.
Pro-so'dl-al (pr6-so'di-al), a. Prosodical.

II

;

A

:

.,„-»„
koiAoj

Il_
-|-

;

SirH. Wotton.
perspective glass. [06s.] Chaucer. Beau.&Fl.
Pro-spec'tive-ly, adv. In a prospective manner.
Pro-spec'tlve-ness, n. Quality of being prospective.
Pros'pect-less (pros'pekt-lSs), a. Having no prospect.
Pros'pect-or (pros'pekt-er), n. [L., one who looks
out.]
One who prospects ; especially, one who explores
a region for minerals and precious metals.
Pro-spec'tus (pro-spSk'tiis), n. [L., a prospect, sight,
view cf. F. prospectus. See Pkospect.] A summary,
plan, or scheme of something proposed, affording a prospect of its nature ; especially, an exposition of the scheme
2.

Prosobranchiata.
II

am beloved of beauteous Hermia

Pro-spec'tlve (pro-spek'tlv), n. 1. The scene before
view prospect.

or around, in time or in space

Pro-slav'er-y (pr6-slav'er-y), a. [Pref. pro- -\- slavery.] Favoring slavery, ^n.
Advocacy of slavery.
Pros'O-branch (pros'o-brSnk), n. (Zool.) One of the

or claim.
I

;

;;

;

Prop-tib'U-lOUS
titute.]

meretricious.

[Obs.]
Bale.
Pros'tl-tute (pros'tT-tiit), V. t. [imp.
p. p. PeosI
p. pr. & vb. n. Prostitutinq.] [L.
prostitiitus, p. p. otprostitvere to prostitute pro before,
forth -f slatucre to put, plnce. See Statute.]
1. To
offer, as a woman, to a lewd use ; to give up to lewdness
for hire. " Do iwt prostitute thy daughter." Lev. xix. 29.
2. To devote to base or unworthy purposes to give up
to low or indiscriminate use ; as, toprostitute talents to
prostitute official powers.
Milton.
[L. prostittilus, p. p.]
Pros'tl-tute, a.
Openly given
up to lewdness devoted to base or infamous purposes.
Made bold by want, and prostitute for bread.
Prio^.
Pros'tl-tute, n.
I'L.prostiluta.]
1. A woman given
to indiscriminate lewdness; a stiAiuipct
a harlot.
2. A base hireling ; a mercenary one who offers himself to infamous eiiiploymonts for hire.
No hireling she, no prostitute to praise.
Pope.
Pros'tl-tU'tlon (-tu'shHn), n. [L. prostitutio ; cf. F.
prostitution.]
1. The act or practice of prostilnting or
ofl.-iiig the body to an indiscriminate intercourse
with
luoo
nnimon lewdness of a woman.
'>..
il
lot of setting one's .self to sale, or of devoting
to uiiaiuoi- "Mnposea what is in one's power; as, tlie
prn.sii', ,(.!> .| abilities; the prostitution
of tho press.

&

tituted (-tu'tgd)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

•*Mi*iiiiil
n<-/i.\/)7iji i.in »*
' Meniul proi'tilviiim,"

IbU

;

t*»en,

thin;

boN;

fiiiron

zh = z

in azure.

;

;;;

PROSTITUTOR
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PrOS'tl-tU'tOr (prSs'tT-tu'ter), n. [L.] One who prostitutes; one who submits himself, or offers another, to
vile purposes.
Sp. Hurd.
Fro-sto'ml-um (pro-sto'mif-iim), n. ; pi. Prostomia
[NL., fr. G-r. irpo before
(-4).
tTTon-a, -aTos, mouth.]
(Zool.) That portion of the head of an annelid situated
in front of the mouth.
Pro-StO'ml-al (-al), a.
Pros'trate (pros'trat), a. iL. proslratus, p. p. of prosternere to prostrate pro before, forward -\- siernere to
spread out, throw down. See Steatdm.] 1. Lying at
length, or with tlie body extended on the ground or other
Elyot.
surface ; stretched out ; as, to sleep prostrate.

protegtre, literally, to cover in front; pro before -|tegere to cover.
See Tegument.] To cover or shield
from danger or injury to defend to guard to preserve
in safety ; as, a father protects his children.
P Shak.
The gods of Greece protect you
Syn. — To guard shield preserve. See Defend.

II

+

—

PROTESTANT
;

;

;

!

;

;

Pro-tect'ing-ly (pro-tSkt'Ing-iy), adv. By way of proin a protective manner.
Pro-tec'tlon (-tSk'shiin), n. [L. proieetio : cf F. protection.]
1. The act of protecting, or the state of being
protected ; preservation from loss, injury, or annoyance
defense shelter as, the weak need protection.
^lilton.
To your protection I commend me, {^ods.
Groveling n-ai prostrate od yon lake of fire.
Sftak.
2. That which protects or preserves from injury a
Dryden.
2. Lying at mercy, as a supplicant.
defense a shield a refuge.
3. Lying in a humble, lowly, or suppliant posture.
Let them rise up
and be your protection. Deut. xxxii. 38.
Prostrate fall
Before him reverent, and there confess
3. A writing that protects or secures from molestaMilton. tion or arrest
Humbly our faults.
a pass a safe-conduct ; a passport.
4. (Bot.) Trailing on the ground procumbent.
He
gave them protections under his hand. Macaulay.
Pros'trate (-trat), v, t. limp. & p. p. Prostrated
4. (Polit. Econ.) A theory, or a policy, of protecting
(-tra-ted) p. pr. & vb. n. Prostrating.] 1. To lay flat
the producers in a country from foreign competition in the
to throw down to level to fell as, to prostrate the home market by the imposition of such discriminating
Evelyn. duties on goods of foreign production as will restrict or
body to prostrate trees or plants.
2. To overthrow to demolish to destroy to deprive
prevent their importation
opposed to free trade.
of efficiency; to ruin as, to p;orfra<e a village to prosWrit of protection. (Law) (a) A writ by which the king
trate a government to prostrate law or justice.
formerly exempted a person from arrest
now disused.
3. To thi;ow down, or cause to fall in humility or ado[Lng.] Blackstone. (b) Ajudicial writ issued to a person
used re- required to attend court, as party, juror, etc., intended
ration to cause to bow in humble reverence
ililman. to secure him from arrest in coming, staying, and reflexively as, he prostrated himself.
4. To cause to sink totally ; to deprive of strength to turning.
Syn.— Preservation defense; guard; shelter; refreduce as, a person prostrated by fever.
uge security safety.
Pros-tra'tlon (pros-tra'shun), n. [L. prostratio : cf.
Pro-tec'tlon-ism (-Iz'm), re. (Polit. Eco7i.) The docF. prostration."] 1. The act of prostrating, throwing
trine or policy of protectionists.
See Protection, 4.
down, or laying flat as, the prostration of the body.
n.
(Polit. Econ.) One who favors
Pro-tec'tlon-lst,
2. The act of falling down, or of bowing in humility or
adoration primarily, the act of falling on the face, but protection. See ProtectioNj 4.
[Cf. F. protectif.]
Pro-teot'lve (pr6-tektriv), a.
usually applied to kneeling or bowing in reverence and
Affording protection sheltering ; defensive. " The favor
worship.
of a, protective Providence."
Felthani.
prostration
tection

;

;

.

;

;

;

;;;

;

Carnivora, allied to the hyenas, but smaller and having
weaker jaws and teeth. It includes the aard-wolf.
Pro-tend' (pro-tend'), «. t. [imp.
p.p. Protended;
vb. re. Protending.]
[L. protendere, prop. pr.
tensum ; pro before, forth
tendere to stretch.] To
hold out ; to stretch forth. [Obs,]
With his protended lance he makes defense.
Dryden*

&

&

+

Pro-tense'

(-tens'), n.
[See Protend.] Extension.
"By due degrees and long ^ro/erese." Spenser.
Pro-ten'sion (-tSn'shun), n, [L. protensio.] A drawing out extension. [P.]
Sir W. Hamilton.
Pro-ten'sive (-siv), a. Drawn out extended. [iJ.]
Time is a protensive quantity. Sir W. Hamilton.

[Obs.]

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

.

;

.

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

^

;

;

;

;

A greater

of reason than of body.

The condition

of being prostrate

South.

great dej)ression
lowness ; dejection ; as, a prostration of spirits. " A
Budden prostration of strength."
Arbuthnot.
4. {3Ied.) A latent, not an exhausted, state of the vital
energies ; great oppression of natural strength and vigor.
(1^°* Prostration, in its medical use, is analogous to the
slate of a spring lying under such a weight that it is
incapable of action ; while exhaustion is analogous to the
state of a spring deprived of its elastic powers. The word,
however, is often used to denote any great depression of
the vital powers.
Pro'Style (pro'stn), a. [L. prostylus, Gr. 7rpo'<TTirA.os ;
n-pd before
(ttCAoi pUlar, column: cf. F. prostyle.']
(Arch.) Having columns in front, ^n.
prostyle portico or building.
3.

;

+

Pros'y

A

(proz'y), a.

\CompaT. Prosier (-T-er)

;

superl.

Prosiest.] 1. Of or pertaining to prose ; like prose.
2. Dull and tedious in discourse or writing ; prosaic.

—

See Tariff, and Protection, 4.
Fro-tect'lve-ness, n. The quality or state of being

W. Pater.
Pro-tect'or (-er), n. [L. cf. P. proiecteur.] 1. One
who, or that which, defends or shields from injury, evil,
protective.

:

oppression, etc.

a defender

;

For the

;

a guardian a patron.
known.
Waiter.
;

\vot\^'s protector shall be

2. (Eng. Hist.)

One having the

care of the

kingdom

during the king's minority a regent.
Isit concluded he shall be 7)ro(ec(or f
Shale.
3. (R. C. Ch.) A cardinal, from one of the more considerable Roman Catholic nations, who looks after the
interests of his people at Rome also, a cardinal who has
;

II

+

Foster.
Pro'ter-an'drous (pro'ter-Sn'drus), a. [Gr. rrporepot
earlier (fr. Trpd before)
avifp, avSpos, man, male.] (Bot.)

+

Having the stamens comb

— opposed to proterogynous.to maturity before

n.

A

before -\- Too-o-eti/ to arrange.] Giving a previous narrative or explanation, as of the plot or personages of a
play ; introductory.
Pro'ta-gon (pro'ta-gon), n. \_Proto- -f- Gr. iytoi' a
contest.
See Protagonist.
So called because it was
the first definitely ascertained principle of the brain.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A nitrogenous phosphorized principle
found in brain tissue. By decomposition it yields neurine, fatty acids, and other bodies.
PrO-tag'0-niSt (pro-tSg'o-nTst), n.
[Gr. npairayuivtoT^s ; TrpwTOS first -t- ayu>rta"T^? an actor, combatant,
One who takes the leading part in
fr. ayiiiv a contest.]
a drama ; hence, one who takes the lead in some great
scene, enterprise, conflict, or the like.
Shakespeare, the protagonist on the great arena of modern

the same relation to a college, religious order, etc.
Lord Protector (Eng. Hist.), the title of Oliver Cromwell
as supreme governor of the British Commonwealth (16531658).

Pro-tect'or-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to a protector protectorial ; as, protectoral power.
Pro-teot'or-ate (-at), re. [Cf. F. protectoral.] 1. Government by a protector ;
applied especially to the
government of England by Oliver Cromwell.
2. The authority assumed by a superior power over an
inferior or a dependent one, whereby the former protects
the latter from invasion and shares in the management
;

—

Pro'tec-tO'ri-al (pro'tek-to'rT-al), a.
torius.]
Same as Protectoral.

[Cf. L. protec>-

the

pistil

Pro'ter-an'dry (-drj), n.
(Bot.) The condition of
being proterandrous.
Pro'ter-an'thOUS (-thus), a. [Gr. irporepos earlier (fr.
irpd before) -|- ai/Sos flower.]
(Bot.) Having flowers appearing before the leaves
said of certain plants. Gray.
Pro'tejrogay-pha (pro'te-rSg'lI-f4), re. pi. [NL.,
fr. Gr. irpdrepos before
(Zool.) A
-f- yXvi^ew to carve.]
suborder of serpents including those that have perma.
nently erect grooved poison fangs, with ordinary teeth
behind them in the jaws. It includes the cobras, the
asps, and the sea snakes.
Called also Proteroglyphia.
;

—

II

Pro'ter-Og'y-nOUS (pro'ter-5j'l-nus), a. [Gr. rrporepoi
earlier (fr. Trpd before) -|- yvvri woman, female.]
(Bot.)

Having the pistil come to maturity before the stamens
protogynous
opposed to proterandrous.
Pro'ter-og'y-ny (-ny), re. (Bot.) The condition of
being proterogynous.
Pro'te-ro-sau'rus (pro'te-r6-sa'riis), n. [NL., from
Gr. TTpdrepos earlier (fr. jrpd before) -|- aavpos a lizard.]
(Paleon.) An extinct genus of reptiles of the Permian
period. Called also Proiosaurus.
Pro-ter'vl-ty (pro-ter'vi-tjr), re. [L. protervitas, from/
protervus violent.] Peevishness petulance. [Obs.]Fuller,Pro-test' (-tSsf), V. jV [imp. & p. p. Protested p.
pr. & vb. n. Protesting.] [P. protester, L. prolestari
pro before -\- iestari to be a witness, testis a witness.
See Testify.] 1. To affirm in a public or formal man<
ner to bear witness to declare solemnly to avow.
;

—

II

;

;

;

;

;

He protests that his

measures are

The lady doth protest

;

[Pref. pro- -fsyllogism.] (Logic)
syllogism preliminary or logically essential to another syllogism ; the conclusion of
such a syllogism, which becomes a premise of the following syllogism.
Pro-tac'tlc (pro-tSk'tik), a. [Gr. TrporaKTiKos placing
or placed before, fr. Trporacra-eiv to place in front ; vpo

Pro-syl'lO-glsm (pro-stl'lo-jtz'm),

coloring which serves for
the concealment and preservation of a living organism.
Of. Mimicry. lFa?face.
Protective tariff {Polit. Econ.), a
tarill designed to secure protection (see Protection, 4),
as distinguished from a tariff designed to raise revenue.
Protective coloring (Zool.),

Pro'te-ol'y-Sls (pro'te-ol'^-sls), re. [NL. See Pro(Physiol. Chem.) The digestion or dissolving of proteid matter by proteolytic ferments.
Pro'te-O-lyt'iC (pro'te-S-lIt'Ik), a. [Proteid
Gr
\veiv to loose.]
(Physiol.) Converting proteid or albuminous matter into soluble and diffusible products, aa
peptones. " The proteolytic ferment of the pancreas."

teolytic]

To make a solemn

too

pacific.

much, methinks.

Landor.
Shak.

declaration (often a written one)
expressive of opposition ;
with against ; as, he protests
against your votes.
Denham,
2.

—

The conscience has power

to protest against the exorbiSouth.

.

fancies of the passions.

— To

Syn.
testify

;

affirm; asseverate; assert; aver; attest;
declare ; profess. See Affirm.

Pro-test', V. t. 1. To make a solemn declaration o»
affirmation of ; to proclaim ; to display publicly ; as, ts
protest one's loyalty.
Shak.
I will protest your cowardice.
2. To call as a witness in affirming or denying, or to
prove an affirmation ; to appeal to.

Fierce' Tthey] opposed
Pro-tect'or-less (pro-tgkt'er-les), a. Having no proMy journey strange itn clamorous uproar
unprotected.
;
Protesting fate su; -ii-e.
ifiltaiu
The office of a protector or
Pro-tect'or-shlp, re.
To protest a bill or sote tj.aw), to make a solerau writregent ; protectorate.
ten declaration, in due fovrii, r>u behalf of the holder,
woman against all parties liabh; for any loss or damag-e to be susPro-tect'ress (-rSs), ) re. [NL. protectrix.]
tained by the nonacceptnnce ^r the nonpayment of the
who protects.
Pro-tect'rlx (-riksj, )
This sliould be made by
Pro'te'g6' (pro'tii'zha'), n. m. \ [F., p. p. of pro- bill or note, as the ease may bi
teger.
See Pro- a notary public, whoso seal it is the usual priictice to
Pro't6'g6e' (pro'ta'zha'), n. f. f
poetry.
affix.
Xent. Story.
De Quinccy. tect.] One imder the care and protection of another.
[Gr. jrpoiTOs first.]
Pro'ta-mln (pro'ta-mtn), n.
['''i
F. protet, It. proPro"Li;;it (pro'test; 277), n.
Pro'te-ld (pro'te-Td), K. [Gr. irpuTOs first.] (Physiol.
(Physiol. Chem.) An amorphous nitrogenous substance
Chem.) One of a class of amorphous nitrogenous princi- testo. See PaoTBsa-, v.] 1. A solemn declaration of
found in the spermatic fluid of salmon. It is soluble in ples, containing, as a rule, a small amount of sulphur
opinion, commonij a formal obiect'r^ti against seme act;
water, with an alkaline reaction, and unitee with acids an albuminoid, as blood fibrin, casein of milk, etc. Pro- especially, a formal and solemu declaration, in writing,
and metallic bases.
of dis!>e;it from the pro<'eedings of a legislative l)ody ; as,
make
up
nearly
all
and
teids are present in
animal fluids
\_Proto- -f- 6i. aviip,
Pro-tan'dric (pro-tSn'drik), a.
_
the greater part of animal tissues and organs. They are the protest of lords in Parliament.
avSpo^, a man.]
(Zool.) Having male sexual organs also important constituents of vegetable tissues. See 2d
2. (Law) (a)
solenm declaration in writinj, in due
while young, and female organs later in life.
Pro-tan'- Note under Food.
iorm, TOttde by a notary pubii.-, usually under iiis notaPro'te-id, a.
on
behalf
drism (-driz'm), re.
rial
seal,
of the holder of a bill or uote, protestProteus,
Pro'te-ld'e-a (-id'e-a), n. pi. [NL. See
Pro-tan'drous (-driJs), a. (Bot.) Proterandrous.
and -oiD.] (Zool.) An order of aquatic amphibi.->.iis hav- ing agamst all partiap llublc for any loss or damage by
Prot'a-Sls (prSt'a-sis), re. [L., fr. Gr. Trpdrao-ts, fr. ing prominent external gills and four legs. It includes the nonar-ceptanoe or nonpayment oi the bill, or by the
irpoTeiveiv to stretch before, forward ; irpd before
reiProteus and Menobranchus (Necturus). Called alsoJPro- nonpayr.ient of the •-.ic, as the c...:m i^ay be. (6) A
veiv to stretch.] 1. A proposition ; a maxim. Johnson.
decli! ration made by the master ol a vessel be^ -e a noteoidea, and Proteida.
2. (Ch'am.) The introductory or subordinate member
Pro-te'l-form (pr6-te'T-f6rm), a. (Zool.) Changeable *ary, v onsul, or other author!/ d officer, upon his arrival
of a sentence, generally of a conditional sentence
in port after a disaster, stating the particulars of it, and
in form ; resembling a Proteus, or un amoeba.
opposed to apodosis. See Apodosis.
Pro'te-ln (pro'tS^tn), re. [Gr. vpCiTOi flu?t; of. irpw- showing that any damaj.; '.. ioss sustained was not owing
3. The first part of a drama, of a poem, or the like
to
the fault of the '^esfioJ. iier officers or crew, but to the
Telov the first place.] (Physiol. Chem'\ A body now
the introduction ;
opposed to epitasis.
B. Jonson. known as alkali albumin, but original';' coi\sidered to be perils of the sea, etc., as the case may be, and protesting
declaration made by a party, before
tl;etn. (c)
cf.
L.
against
PrO-tat'lC (pro-tat'ik), a. [Gr. TrporaTiKos:
the basis of all albuminous svibst- .^es^ whence its nanio.
protaticus, F. protatique.] Of or pertaining to the protor while paying a tax, duty, or the like, demanded of
Protein
crystal.
illegal, denying the justice of the
hiro,
which
he
leems
asis of an ancient play ; introductory.
(Bot.)
See Crysdomand, ind asserting his rights and claims, in order to
Prcyte-a'ceoua (pro'te-a'shus), a. [From Proteus.] talloid, re., 2.
thdt
si»H'
the
payment
was not voluntary. Story. Kent.
(Bot.) Of or pertaining to the Proteacese, an order of
Pro'te-1-na'apetalous evergreen shrubs, mostly natives of the Cape ceous (-i-na'shQs),
PrOt'es-tan-oy(prot'es-tcin-s3^),re. Protestantism. [P.]
Prot'es-tant (-tant), n. [P protestant, fr. h. protesof Good Hope or of Australia.
a. (Physiol. C/iem.^
tarn:. -antis, p. pr. of proteHare.
See Protest, v.] One
Pro'te-an (pro'te-on ; 277), a. 1. Of or pertaining to Of or related ^o
who protests ;
originally applied to those who adhered
Proteus ; characteristic of Proteus. " Protean trans- protein ;
lilbiiaj.
to Luther, and protested agiinst, or made a solemn declaformations."
Czidworth. nous- protei;^
ration of dissent from, a deciee of the Emperor Charles V.
2. Exceedingly variable; readily assuming different
rsj tia'i.nons
and the Diet of Spires, in K29, against the Reformers,
(pr6-rei-;,g5)^
shapes or forms ; as, an amoeba is a, protean animalcule.
a.
and appealed to a general comcil
Cudworlh. Pi'ote!nf,ceoH3.
now used in a popuPro'te-an-ly, adv. in a protean manner.
Trotelea (Protelai Lalamlli).
lar sense to designate any Christian who does not belong
Pro-tect' (pro-tekf), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Protected ;
Prc'le-ies (pro'[L. protectus, p. p. of te-le:i\ n.
(ZoU.) A South African jenus of to the Roman Catholic or the Greek Church.
vb, re. Protecting.]
[NL.]
p. pr,
.

tector

A

II

II

—

A

—

II

II

+

;

—

—

A

—

;

—

&

&

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

fiJiQ^

^\x

•

Bve,

oveat,

Snd, fern,

riscent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

5rb,

odd

;

;;

.
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Prot'es-tant (prSfSs-tont), a. [Cf. F. prolestant.'\
protesting.
1, Making a protest
2. Of or pertaining to the faith and practice of those
Christians who reject the authority of the Boman Catholic Church as, Protestant writers.

opauthorized collection of the books of Scripture
posed to deutero-canonical.
_
a.
-chu'Ik),
or
Pro'tO-cat'e-chu'ic(pr6't6-kSfe-ku'ik
{Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, an
crystalline
organic acid which is obtained as a white
substance from catechin, asafetida, oil of cloves, etc., and
by distillation itself yields pyrocatechin.
Gr. Ke'pKO! the
Pro'tO-cer'cal (-ser'kal), a. \_Prototail.]
{Zool.) Having a caudal fin extending around the
end of the vertebral column, like that which is first
formed in the embryo of fishes diphycercal.
Pro'to-coc'cus (-kSk'kus), n. [NL. See Proto-,
and Coccus.] {Bot.) A genus of minute unicellular algae
including the red snow plant {Protococcus nivalis).
Pro'tO-COl (pro'to-k51), n. \^. protocole,1iL. protocollum, fr. Gr. ttpmtokoAAoi' the first leaf glued to the rolls
of papyrus and the notarial documents, on which the
date was written TrpioTos the first (see Peoto-)
KoXka
glue.]
1. The original copy of any writing, as of a
deed, treaty, dispatch, or other instrument.
Burrill.
2. The minutes, or rough draught, of an instrument or
;

;

;

Prot'es-tant'io-al (-tSut'i-kal), a. Protestant.

lObs.}

Prot'es-tant-ism (prot'Ss-tant-Iz'm), n. [Cf. F. proThe quality or state of being proteatant,
testantisme.']
especially against the Roman Catholic
ciples or religion of the Protestants.

Church ; the

+

prin-

Prot'es-tant-ly, adv. Like a Protestant in conformMilton.
[JB.]
ity with Protestantism.
Prot'es-ta'tlon (-ta'shiin), n. [L. protestatio : of. F.
making
of
a
The
act
Protest.]
1.
protestation. See
protest ; a public avowal ; a solemn declaration, especially
"
Latimer.
The ^ro^estoWore of our faith."
of dissent.
2. {Law) Formerly, a declaration in common-law
pleading, by which the party interposes an oblique allegation or denial of some fact, protesting that it does or
does not exist, and at the same time avoiding a direct

;

;

II

Prot'es-ta'tor (-ta'ter), n. [Cf. F. protestateur.1 One
protestation a protester.
Pro-test'er (pro-tSsfer), n. 1. One who protests
Shak.
utters
a solemn declaration.
one who
2. {Law) One who protests a bill of exchange, or note.
protesting.
Pro-test'lng-ly, adv. By way of
Pro'te-US (pro'te-iis or pro'tus), n. FL., fr. Gr. Ilpaj1. {Class. Myth.) A sea god in the service of
Teiis.]

transaction.
3. {Diplomacy) (a) A preliminary document upon the
basis of which negotiations, are carried on.v (6) A con-

;

vention not formally ratified,

different shapes at will. Hence,
one who easily changes his appearance or principles.
genus of aquatic eel-shaped amphibi2. {Zo'dl.) (a)
ans found in caves
in Austria. They

A

permanent

external gills as
well as lungs. The
eyes are small and
_
, „
,
angumus).
^™'«"^ (Proteus
the legs are weak.
(6) A changeable protozoan ; an amoeba.
Pro'tha-la'ml-on (pro'tha-la'mI-5n), )n. [NL., fr.
Gr. jrpo bePro'tha-la'ml-um (pro'tha-la'mi-um), )
fore -j- 6aX.aij.oi chamber, especially, the bridal chamber.]
Drayton.
song in celebration of a marriage.
.

.

,

A

Pro-thal'll-nm (pro-thSl'li-tim), n. ; pi. Pkothallia
[NL.] {Bot.) Same as Pkothallus.
(-4).
Pro-thal'lUB (-liis), n. ; pi. PsoTHAiLi (-11). [NL.,
fr. Gr. Trpo before
eoAAos a young shoot.] {Bot.) The
minute primary growth from the spore of ferns and
other Pteridophyta, which bears the true sexual organs
the oophoric generation of ferns, etc.
Proth'e-SlS (prSth'e-sIs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. Trpofleo-tt
a placing in public, fr. Trport^eVat to set before irpo before -(- TiSeVat to set, put.] 1. {Eccl.) A credence table;
so called by the Eastern or Greek Church.
Dunglison.
2. {Med.) See Peosthesis.
Pro-thet'lc (pr6-thSt'Tk), o. [Gr. irpo0eTiKos.] Of or
pertaining to prothesis as, aprothetic apparatus.
Pro-thou'o-ta-ry (pro-thSn'o-tS-rjn, or Pro-ton'0-tary (pro-tSn'-), n. ; pi. -ribs (-rlz). [LL. protonotarius,
fr. Gr. TrpMTOs first
L. notarius a shorthand writer, a
scribe : cf. F. protonntaire.'] 1. A chief notary or clerk.
" My private prothonotary."
Herrick.
2. Formerly, a chief clerk in the Court of King's Bench
and in the Court of Common Pleas, now superseded by
Wharton. Burrill.
the master. \_Eng.'\
3. A register or chief clerk of a court in certain States
of the United States.
4. (-K. C. Ch.) Formerly, one who had the charge of
writing the acts of the martyrs, and the circumstances
of their death now, one of twelve persons, constituting
a college in the Roman Curia, whose office is to register
pontifical acts and to make and preserve the official
record of beatifications.
6. {Gr. Ch.) The chief secretary of the patriarch of

who

;

II

+

Paleobotany.
[Proto- -\- opiPro'tO-plne (pro'to-ptn or -pen), n.
um.}
{Chem.) An alkaloid found in opium in small
quantities, and extracted as a white crystalline substance.
tology.}

o-fia

called " physical basis of life " the original cell substance,
cytoplasm, cytoblastema, bioplasm, sarcode, etc.
^^^ The lowest forms of animal and vegetable life
(unicellular organisms) consist of simple or unaltered
protoplasm ; the tissues of the higher organisms, of difjereniiated protoplasm.
Pro'tO-plas-mat'lC (-plSz-mSt'Ik), a. Protoplasmic.
Pro'tO-plas'mic (-plSz'mTk), a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the first formation of living bodies.
consisting
2. {Biol.) Of or pertaining to protoplasm
of, or resembling, protoplasm.
Pro'to-plast (pro'to-plSst), n. [L. protoplastus the
first man, Gr. jrpwTOTrAao-Tos formed or created first;
TrpMTOi first -f- TrAaoTo's formed, fr. irXda-a-eiv to form.]
that of which there are
1. Tht thing first formed
subsequent copies or reproductions the original.
2. {Biol.) A first-formed organized body; the firet individual, or pair of individuals, of a species.
A species ia a class of individuals, onch ot which i» hypothct;

[NL.]

One of the Protista.
Pro'tO- (pro'to-). [Gr. irpSros first, a superl. fr. irpo
See Pro-.] 1. A combining form or prefix signifying first, primary, primordial; as, ^ro^omartyr, the
first martyr; protomorpUc, primitive in form; protoplast, a primordial organism ; prototype, protozoan.
2. (Chem.) (a) Denoting the first or lowest of a series, or the one having the smallest amount of the element to the name of which it is prefixed ; as, protoxide,
pro^ochloride, etc. (6) Sometimes used as equivalent to
mono-, as indicating that the compound has but one
atom of the element to the name of which it is prefixed.
Also used adjectively.
Pro'tO-oa-non'lc-al (pro'tS-k4-n6n1-kal), a.
Of or
pertaining to the first canon, or that which contains the
{Zool.)

before.

full,

ap, flm

;

pity

form,

more or

II

73

+

Gr. ;rAa[Proton.
{Biol.) The viscid and
fr. n-Aaa-o-eii' to mold.]
less granular material of vegetable and animal
cells, possessed of vital properties by which the processes
of nutrition, secretion, and growth go forward ; the so-

PrO'tO-plasm (pro'to-plSz'm),

Pro-thy'a-lo-aome (pro-thi'a-lo-som), n. {Biol.) Same

r^de,

+

+

as Prothyalosoma.
Pro'tlBt (pro'tist), n. {Zool.) One of the Protista.
Pro-tls'ta (pro-tts'ta), «. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. Trpun{Zool.) A provisional group in which are
ffTos first.]
placed a number of low microscopic organisms of doubtful nature.
Some are probably plants, others animals.

;

;

;

;

food, fo~bt

;

out, oil

;

—

tended.

ngg

Much enlarged.

Pro-tOp'te-rUB (pr6-t5p'te-rQs), n. [NL., from Gr.
TrpuTO! first -f TrTep6v a feather (taken to mean, fin).]
{Zool.) See KoMTOK.
Pro'to-salt (pro'to-salt), m. [Proto- -\- salt.} {Chem.)
A salt derived from a protoxide base. [Obs.}
silicate.}
[ProtoPro'to-sll'1-cate (-sil'I-kat), n.
{Chem.) A silicate formed with the lowest proportion of
silicic acid, or having but one atom of silicon in the
molecule.
Pro'tO-so'mlte (-so'mit), n. [Proto- -\- somite.} {Zool. ) One of the primary segments in an embryo of an anII

+

nelid.

Pro'tO-SUl'phlde

(-siil'fid

or

-fid), n.

[Proto-

-\-

sul-

phide.}
{Chem.) That one of a series of sulphides of
any element which has the lowest proportion of sulphur
a sulphide with but one atom of sulphur in the molecule.
(-fii-ret), n.
[Proto- -f- sulphu{Chem.) A protosulphide. [Obs.}
[NL., from Gr.
Pro'tO-the'rl-a (-the'ri-a), n. pi.
{Zool.) Same
TrpMTos first -f- 0ripCov,dim. of 6rjp beast.]

Pro'tO-sul'phU-ret

ret.}
II

as

MONOTEEMATA.

Pro'to-tra'che-a'ta (-tra'ke-a'ta), n. pi. [NL. See
Peoto-, and Teachea.] {Zool.) Same as Malaoopoda.
Pro'tO-type (pro'to-tip), n. [F., from L. prototypus
original, primitive, Gr. TrpioTOTUJros, rrputTorvnov vpuro;
first -f- Tu'iros tjrpe, model.
See Peoto-, and Type ] An
the
original or model after which anything is copied
pattern of anything to be engraved, or otherwise copied,
cast, or the like a primary form ; exemplar ; archetype.
They will turn their backs on it, like their great precursor and
;

THONOTARY.
IProtoPro'to-br'gan-lsm (pro't6-6r'gan-iz'm), n.
organism.} {Biol.) An organism whose nature is so
difficult to determine that it might be referred to either
the animal or the vegetable kingdom.
Pro'tO-pap'as (-pSp'as), n. [NL., from Gr. irpono{Gr. Ch.) A protopope.
jToiras a chief priest.]
Gr. i^i/toV a
Pro'tO-phyte (pro't6-fit), n. IProtoplant.]
(Bot.) Any unicellular plant, or plant forming
only a Plasmodium, having reproduction only by fission,
gemmation, or cell division.
11^°" The protophytes (Proiophyta) are by some botanists considered an independent branch or class of the
vegetable kingdom, and made to include the lowest
forms of both fungi and algae, as slime molds. Bacteria,
the nostocs, etc. Cf. Caepophtte, and Oophyte.
Pro'to-phy-toVo-gy (-ft-tSl'o-jjr), n. IProto- -{-phy-

II

delicate branched pseudopodia. The genus Gromia is
one of the best-known.
Pro'to-plas'tio (-plas'tik), a.
Howell.
First-formed.
Pro-top'o-dite (pro-t5p'6-dit),
[Proto- -j- Gr. jroiis, 7ro8o'9,
n.
foot.] {Zool.) The basal portion, ^ /iijuii»~--s^mv'A
n
or two proximal and more or less V^ Yilisffl^Sau'Wtt
consolidated segments, of an appendage of a crustacean.
Pro'tO-pope (pro'to-pop), n.
[Proto- -\- pope : cf . F. protopope,
Russ. protopop'.} {Gr. Ch.) One
of the clergy of first rank in the one of the Protoplasta
lower order of secular clergy ; an (Gromia oviformia),
archpriest;
called also pro^opo- with Pseudopodia ex-

body and

;

—

II

II

;

TTpta-

Pro'tO-ne'ma (-ne'ma), n. ; pi. Peotonemata (-ta).
fr. Gr. Tpwros first
vij/aa, nj^aTos, a thread.]
{Bot.) The primary growth from the spore of a moss,
usually consisting of branching confervoid filaments, on
any part of which stem and leaf buds may be developed.
Pro-ton'O-ta-ry (pr6-t3n'6-ta-ry), n. Same as Peo-

Constantinople.
Prothonotary warbler {Zool.), a small American warbler
(Protonotaria citrea). The general color is golden yellow, the back is olivaceous, the rump and tail are ashcolor, several outer tail feathers are partly white
Pro-thon'O-ta-ry-Shlp, n. Office of a prothonotary.
Pro'thO-rac'lo (pro'tho-rSs'Ik), a. {Zool.) Of or pertaining to the prothorax.
Pro-tho'ras (pro-tho'rSks), n. [Pref. pro- -\- thorax.}
(Zool.) The first or anterior segment of the thorax in
insects.
See Illusts. of Buttebplt and Coleopteba.
Pro-Oiy'a-10-SO'ma(pro-thi'a-lo-3o'ma), n. ;pl. PkoTHIALOSOMATA (-ta). [NL., fr. Gr. irpuros first -\- liaAoi
glass -f- aSi/jLo, aii^iaTO!, body.] {Biol.) The investing
portion, or spherical envelope, surrounding the eccentric
germinal spot of the germinal vesicle.

unite,

;

:

[NL.,

;

ase,

Gr. TrptoTOjaaprup

suffers, or is sacrificed, in any
cause
applied esp. to Stephen, Protohippus. a Fore
the first Christian martyr.
_
f^Vlar l^^o^hf^s?!^
PrO'tO-mer'lte (prCto-mer'it), n. yiew. Much reduced.
\_Proto- -\- -mere -\- -ite.}
{Zool.)
The second segment of one of the Gregarinae.
Pro'tO-mor'phlc (pro'to-mSr'fik), a. \_Proto- -f- Gr.
{Biol.) Having the most primitive charliop<j>7] form.]
acter ; in the earliest form ; as, a protomorphic layer of
~
IT. Spencer.
tissue.

+

(-t4).

f r.

-\- ^apTvp martyr
cf. F.
protomartyr. See Proto-, and MaeTTR.] The first martyr; the first

;

Protista

,

Tos first

;

(-t5n), n. ; pi.

[LL.

descendant of the same protoplaat,
Latham.
or of the same pair of protoplasts.
PrCtO-plas'ta vpro'to-plSs'ta), n. pi. [NL.] {Zool.)
rhizopods
Adivision of fresh-water
including those that have a soft
ically considered to be the

II

Pro'tO-mar'tyr (pro'to-mar'ter),
n.

—

Pro-UB'ton

of di-

the Lower Pliocene. They had three
toes on each foot, the lateral ones
being small.

+

II

II

An agreement

A genus of fossil horses from

leon.)

II

II

(c)

plomatists indicating the results reached by them at a
particular stage of a negotiation.
Pro'tO-col, V. t. To make a protocol of.
Pro'tO-COl, V. i. To make or write protocols, or first
Carlyle.
draughts ; to issue protocols.
One who draughts protocols.
Pro'tO-COl'lst, n.
Pro'tO-COnoll (-konk), M. \_Proto--{- conch.} {Zool.)
The embryonic shell, or first chamber, of ammonites
and other cephalopods.
Pro'tO-Dor'ic (-dSr'ik), a. lProto--{- Doric.} {Arch.)
Pertaining to, or designating, architecture, in which the
beginnings of the Doric style are supposed to be found.
\_Proto- -f root of Gr.
Pro'tO-glne (pro'tS-jin), n.
{Min.) A kind
yiyveaBai. to be bom : cf. F. protogyne.}
of granite or gneiss containing a silvery talcose mineral.
PrO-tOg'y-nOUS (pro-t5j'i-nus), a. [Proto -j- Gr. yvirrj
a woman.] {Bot.) Same as Pboteroqynous.
Ij^Pro'tO-hlp'pOB (pro'to-hTp'piis), n. [NL., from Gr.
{PairpuTot first -p tTTTro! horse.]

Neptune who assumed

have

+

;

affirmation or denial.

who makes

—

chair

;

go

;

Burke,

prototype.

Pro'tO-ver'te-T»ra (-ver'te-bra), n. ; pi. PeotoverteBRE (-bre). [Proto- -j- vertebra.} {Anat.) One of the
primitive masses, or segments, into wliich the mesoblast
of the vertebrate embryo breaks up on either side of the
anterior part of the notochord ; a mesoblastic, or protovertebral, somite.
See Illust. of Ectodeem.
5!^°" The protovertebrae were long regarded as rudiments of the permanent vertebrae, but they are now known
to give rise to the dorsal muscles and other structures as
well as the vertebral column. See Myotome.
Pro'tO-ver'te-bral (-bral), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to the protovertebrae.
Pro-tox'ide (pr6-t5ks'Td or -Id), re. [Proto- -{- oxide :
cf. F. protoxide.} {Chem.) That one of a series of oxides
having the lowest proportion of oxygen. See Peoto-, 2 (ft).
Protoxide of nitrogen, laughing gas, now called hyponitrous oxide. See under Laughinq.
{Chem.) To combine
Pro-tOS'1-dize (-t-diz), v. t.
with oxygen, as any elementary substance, in such proprotoxide.
portion as to form a
Pro'to-zo'a (pro't6-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. irpiaT o s first -jII

an ani-

^tZov

mal.] {Zodl.)
The lowest of
the grand divisions of the
animal king-

dom.
(l!^=The en-

animal

tire

a

consists

of

single

cell
vari-

which

is

a Monosiga longicoUis (X 900); ft
Hemiophrya qemmiparaix 60); v One of the

Protozoa,

ously modibut in
many species
fied;

Contractile Vacuoles c Prehensile Tentasame; d Ciliated Embryo of the
;

cles of the

same ( x

160).

a number of
these simple zooids are united together so as to form a
compound body or organism, as in the Foraminifera and
Vorticellse. The reproduction takes place bv fission, or
by the breaking up of the contents ot tlie body after encystment, each portion becoming a distinct animal, or in
other ways, but never by true eggs. The principal divisions are Khizopoda, Gregarinae, and Infusoria, bee also

Foraminifera, Heliozoa, Pbotopiasta, Radiolaeia,
Flagellata, Ciliata.
Pro'tO-ZO'an {-an), a. {Zool.) Of or pertaining to the

—

One of the Protozoa.
Protozoa.
n.
Pro'to-zo'lo (-tk), a. 1. {Zool.) Of or pertaining to
the Protozoa.
2. (Geol.) Containing remains of the earliest discovered life of the globe, which included moUusks, radiates,
and protozoans.
II

Pro'to-zo'dn (-8n), n.

, pi.

One of the Protozoa.
compound protozoan.
{Zool.) {a)

Protozoa
(6)

(-4).

A single

[NL.]

zooid of a

Pro'tO-zo'b-nlte (-zo'*-nit), «. {Zool.) One of ths
primary, or first-formed, segments of an embryonic artliropod.
II

Pro-tra'ohe-a'ta (pr«-tra'k*-i!'t4), n.p?.

Pro-, and Trachea.]

sing, iQk

;

ttaen,

tbin

;

(Zool.)

boN

;

Same

zli

=z

lNL-

as Malacopoda.

in aziire.

See

"

;;

N

;

;;

PROTRACT
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PROVIDENCE

Pro-tract' (prS-trSkf), v. t. [imp. & p. p. ProteactBd; p. pr. & vb. n. Pkotr acting.] [L. protraclus, p. p.
of protrahere to diaw forth, protract pro forward -j- trahere to draw. See: Pokteait, Portray.] 1. To draw out
or lengthen in time or (rarely) iu space to continue to
prolong as, to protract an argument to protract a war.
2. To put off to a distant time to delay to defer as,
Shak.
to protract a decision or duty.
3. (Surv.) To draw to a scale ; to lay down the lines
and angles of, with scale and protractor to plot.
as, the cat can
to protrude
4. (Zool.) To extend
protract its claws
opposed to retract.
[L. protractus.'] Tedious continuance
Pro-tract', n.

Having a feeling of high eeU-reepect or self-esteem
often with of; as, proud of one's
exulting (in) ; elated ;
country. " Proud to be checked and soothed." Keble.
Are we proud men proud of being proud ? Thackeray.
2. Giving reason or occasion for pride or self-gratulatiou ; worthy of admiration ; grand splendid ; magnificent; admirable; ostentatious.
"Of shadow proud."

PrOV'en-der (pr5v'gn-der), n. [OE. provende, F. provende, provisions, provender, fr. LL. praebenda (prae
and pro being confused), a daily allowance of provisions, a
prebend. See Prebend.] 1. Dry food for domestic animals, as hay, straw, corn, oats, or a mixture of ground
grain; feed. "Hay or other prownder."
Mortimer,
Good provender laboring horses would have. Tusser,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(6)

—

;

Chapman.
ple's

"Pro!«^ titles."
height." Dryden.

;

or delay.

Spenser.

\_Obs.'\

Prolonged continued.
Pro-tract'ed
Protracted meeting, a religious meeting continued for
jnany successive days. [U.S.]
(-tralit'gd), a.

;

— Pro-tract'ed-ly, ac/w. — Pro-tract'ed-ness, n.

Pro-tract'er (-er), n. A protractor.
Pro-traot'ile (-11), a. Capable of being protracted,
or protruded protrusile.
Pro-trac'tion (-trSk'shiin), n. [L. protractio.'l 1. A
drawing out, or continuing the act of delaying the termination of a thing ; prolongation continuance delay
as, the protraction of a debate.
A protraction only of what is worst in life. 2[aUock.
2. (Surv.) (a) The act or process of making a plot on
paper. (6) A plot on paper.
Pro-tract'lve (-trakt'Iv), a. Drawing out or lengthening in time prolonging continuing ; delaying.
Dryden.
He suffered their protractive arts.
Pro-tract'or (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, protracts, or causes protraction.
2. A mathematical instrument for
laying down and measuring angles on
paper, used in drawing or in plotting.
It is of various forms, semicircular,
Protractor (2).
rectangular, or circular.
3. {Stirg.) An instrument formerly used in extracting
foreign or offensive matter from a wound.
4. (Jnat.) A muscle which extends an organ or part
;

;

;

;

— opposed to retractor.

;

minded, jirourf-swelling.
Proud flesh {Med.), a fungous growth or excrescence of
granulations resembling flesh,
a womid or ulcer.
Proud'ish (proud'ish), a. Somewhat proud.
Ash.
PrOUd'Ung,n. A proud or haughty person. Sylvester.
Proud'ly, adv. In a proud manner with lofty airs

m

;

;

haughtily arrogantly boastfully.
Proudly he marches on, and void of fear.* Addison.
n.
The quality of being proud pride.
;

;

Proud'neSB,

;

Set aside all arrogancy s.ni proxidness.

Latimer.

PrOUSt'ite (proostit), re. [From the French chemist,
{Min.) A sulphide of arsenic and silver
J. L. Froust.'l
of a beautiful cochineal-red color, occurring in rhombohedral crystals, and also massive ruby silver.
Prov'a-ble (proov'a-b'l), a. [See Prove, and cf. Probable.] Capable of being proved demonstrable.
Prov'Prov'a-bly, adv.
a-ble-ness, re.
Prov'and (prov'and), n. [See Provender.] Provender or food. [Obs.'\
Prov'ant (prSv'ant), j
One pease was a soldier's prouanf a whole day. Beau, Fl.
Pro-Vant' (pro-vSnf), v. i. To supply with provender
or provifions to provide for.
[Obs.']
JVash.
Prov'ant (prov'ant), a. Provided for common or general use, as in an army
hence, common in quality in" A pooT provant rapier."
ferior.
B. Jonson.
Prove (proov), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Proved (proovd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Provinq.] [OF. prover, F. prouver,
fr. L. probare to try, approve, prove, fr. probus good,
proper. Cf. Probable, Proof, Probe.] 1. To try or to
ascertain by an experiment, or by a test or standard to
test as, to prove the strength of gunpowder or of ordnance ; to prove the contents of a vessel by a standard
measure.
Thou hast proucrf mine heart.
Ps. xvii. 3.
;

—

;

—

j^

t^-

;

;

An

adjustable pattern used by tailors.
Knight.
Pro-trep'tlc-al (-trep'tl-kal), a. [6r. TrpoTpejrTiKO!, fr.
TrpoTpeVeii/ to turn forward, to urge on.]
Adapted to
persuade; hortatory; persuasive. [06s.]
£p. Ward.
Pro-trud'a-ble (pr6-trud'a-b'l), a. That may be pro5.

—

or mien

;

&

truded protrusile.
Darwin.
Pro-trude' (-trud'), v. l. [imp.
p. p. Protruded
p. pr. & vb. n. Protruding.] [L. protrudere, protrusum ; pro iorv/axi -\- trudere to thrust. See Threat.]
1. To thrust forward to drive or force along. Locke.
2. To thrust out, as through a narrow orifice or from
2. To evince, establish, or ascertain, as truth, reality,
coufinemeut to cause to come forth.
or fact, by argument, testimony, or other evidence.
"When
Spring pro^rurfes the bursting gems. Thomson.
They have inferred much from slender premises, and conJ. H. Newman.
Pro-trude', v. i. To shoot out or forth to be thrust jectured v/hen they could not prove.
forward ; to extend beyond a limit to project.
3. To ascertain or establish the genuineness or validity
The parts protrude beyond the skin.
Sacon. of to verify as, to prove a will.
4. To gain experience of the good or evil of to know
PrO-tru'Slle (-tru'sil), a. Capable of being protruded
or thrust out protractile protrusive.
by trial to experience to suffer.
Pro-tru'slon (-zhiin), n. 1. The act of protruding or
Where she, captived long, great woes did prove. Spenser.
thrusting forward, or beyond the usual limit.
5. (Arith.) To test, evince, ascertain, or verify, as the
2. The state of being protruded, or thrust forward.
correctness of any operation or result; thus, in subPro-tru'slve (-sTv), a. 1. Thrusting or impelling for- traction, if the difference between two numbers, added
ward as, protrusive motion.
£. Darwin. to the lesser number, makes a sum equal to the greater,
2. Capable of being protruded protrusile.
the correctness of the subtraction is proved.
Pro-tru'slve-ly, adv. In a protrusive manner.
6. (Printing) To take a trial impression of
to take a
Pro-tU'ber-ance (pro-tii'ber-ans), n. [Cf. F. protu- proof of as, to prove a page.
berance. See Protuberant.] That which is protuberSyn.—
To try; test; verify; justify; confirm; estabant anything swelled or pushed beyond the surround- lish evince manifest show ; demonstrate.
ing or adjacent surface a swelling or tumor on the
Prove, V. i. 1. To make trial to essay.
body a prominence ; a bunch or knob an elevation.
to turn
2. To be found by experience, trial, or result
Solar protaberances (Astron.), certain rose-colored masses
the report
out
to be
as, a medicine proves salutary
on the limb of the sun which are seen to extend beyond
Arbuthnot.
the edge of the moon at the time of a solar eclipse. They proves ialae. " The case proves mortal."
Keble.
may be discovered with the spectroscope on any clear
So life a winter's morn may prove.
day. Galled also solar prominences. See Illust. in Append.
3. To succeed to turn out as expected. [06s.] " The
Syn. Projection, Protuberance. Protuberance dif- experiment prowd not.
Bacon.
fers from projection, being applied to parts that rise
Pro-vect' (pro-vekf), a. [L. provectus, p. p. of profrom the surface vrith a gradual ascent or small angle
whereas a projection may be at a right angle with the vehere to carry forward.] Carried forward advanced.
Sir T. Elyot.
[06s.]
"Provect in years."
surface.
[L. provectio an adPro-vec'tlon (-vek'shiin), n.
Pro-tU'ber-an-cy (-an-sy), n. The quality or state of
vancement.] (Philol.) A carrying forward, as of a final
being protuberant protuberance prominence.
example, a uickname
Pro-t'l'ber-ant (-ant), a. [L. protuberans, -aniis, p. letter, to a following word as, for
pr. of protuberare.
See Protuberate.] Prominent, or for ore ekename.
[It. proveditore, provre.
(-vgd'T-ter),
Pro-ved'i-tor
excessively prominent bulging beyond the surrounding
See Provide, and
veditore, fr. provedere, L. providere.
or adjacent surface swelling as, a protuberant joint
One employed to procure
cf. PuBVEYOR, Provedore.]
^protuberant eye.
Pro-tU'lier-ant-ly, adv.
etc.
a purveyor
steamer,
supplies,
as
for
army,
a
an
protuberare
Pro-tu'ber-ate (-at), v. i. [L.
; pro forJer. Taylor.
ward -|- /u6er a' hump, protuberance. See Tuber.] To one who provides for another.
proveedor.
See
Sp.
re.
[Cf.
(prov'e-dor),
Prov'e-dore
swell, or be prominent, beyond the adjacent surface
to
purveyor.
Proveditor.] Aproveditor; a
bulge out.
S. Sharp.
provedore.
W.
Irving.
a
with
duties
of
Busied
the
Pro-tU'ber-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. The act of swelling
Prov'eil(proov"n), p. p. ora. Proved. "Accusations
beyond the surrounding surface.
Cooke (1615).
Thackeray.
Sjraly proven in his mind."
Pro-tU'ber-OUS (-iis), a. Protuberant, [i?.]
Of this which was the principal charge, and was generally bePro'tU-re'ter (pro'tii-re'ter), n. [NL. See Proto-,
Jouiett
acquitted.
lieved
be
proven,
he
was
( Thucyd.).
to
tJEETER.] {Anat.) The duct of a pronephros. Haeckel.
Not proven (Scots Law), a verdict of a jury that the
Pro'tyle (pro'tll or -til), n. [ProtoGr. vAij stuff,
though
not disout,
made
guilt
the
accused
is
not
of
material.] {fihem. & Astron.) The hypothetical homogeMozley & W.
neous cosmic material of the original universe, suppcsed proved.
Provence,
[F.,
fr.
a.
(pro'vaN'sal'),
Pro'ven'gal'
to have been differentiated into what are recognized as
See Provinclal.] Of or perfr. L. provincia province.
distinct chemical elements.
Proud (proud), a. [Compar. Prouder (-er) superl. taining to Provence or its inhabitants.
Pro'ven'cal', n. [F.] 1. A native or inhabitant
Proudest.] [OB. proud, prout, prud, prut, AS. prUt ;
France.
akin to Icel. pruSr stately, handsome, Dan. prud hand- of Provence
2. The Provencal language. See Lanoue d'oc.
some. Cf. Pride.] 1. Feeling or manifesting pride, in
F. pro'vaNs').
Prov'ence rose' (pr5v'ens roz'
a good or bad sense as (a) Possessing or showing too
(a) The cabbage rose
great self-esteem overrating one's excellences ; hence, [Provence the place -(- rose.]
(Rosa centifolia). (6) A name of many kinds of roses
arrogant ; haughty lordly presumptuous.
which are hybrids of Rosa centifolia and R, Gallica.
Nor much expect
[See PR0VEN9Aii.]
Pro-von'clal (pro-vSn'shal), a.
A foe so proud will first the weaker seek. 2filton.
O death, made proud with pure and princely beauty I Shak. Of or pertaining to Provence in France.
And shades impervious to the proud world's glare. KebU.
Prov'end (pr5v'Snd), re. See Peovand. [06s.]
;

;

&

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Food or provisions. [R. or 06s.]
Prov'ent (-Snt), n. See Peovand. [06s.]
2.

Pro-ven'trl-cle (pr6-vSn'trT-k'l), n.
Keble.

3. Excited by sexual desire ;
applied particularly to
the females of some animals.
Sir T. Browne.
5^°" Proud is often used with participles in the formation of compounds which, for the most part, are selfexplaining
as, pro i«/-crested, proud-hearted, proud-

;

;

;

" The proud tem-

and dome, and bridge-way jproud
Are mantled with a golden cloud.
Till tower,

;

;

—

;

Shak.

;

;

;

Pro'ven-tric'U-lus (pro'ven-trik'fi-liJs), n.
[NIj.
See Pro-, and Ventricle.] (Anat.) The glandular stomach of birds, situated just above the crop.
Prov'er (proov'er), re. One who, or that which, proves.
PrOV'erb (prSv'erb), n.
[OE. proverbe, F. proverbe,
from L. proverbium ; pro before, for -(- verbum a word.
See Verb.] 1. An old and common saying
a phrase
which is often repeated; especially, a sentence which
briefly and forcibly expresses some practical truth, or
the result of experience and observation a maxim a
saw an adage.
Chaucer. Bacon.
2. A striking or paradoxical assertion
an obscure
saying an enigma a parable.
His disciples said unto him, Lo, now speakest thou plainly,
and speakest noi>rot'er6.
John xvi. 29.
3. A familiar illustration
a subject of contemptuous
II

;

;

;

;

;

;

reference.

Thou shalt become an astonishment, a_prover6, and a byword,
among all nations.
Lteut. xxviii. 37.
4. A drama exemplifying a proverb.
Book of Proverbs, a canonical book of the Old Testament, containing a great variety of wise maxims.
Syn.
Maxim aphorism apothegm adage saw.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

—
;

;

;

;

;

II

+

II

;

II

m

;

;

:

;

;

ale,

;

senate,

care,

&m, arm, ask,

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

find,

f em,

recent

;

ice,

;

Prov'erb,

v.

;

1.

t.

;

To name

in,

;

or as, a proverb.

Am I not sung and proverbed for a fool
To provide with a proverb.

2.

I

n.Tn

[iJ.]

Milton.

?

[iJ.]

proverbed with a grandsire phrase.

Shak.

To write or utter proverbs. [iJ.]
v. i.
Pro-ver'bi-al (pro-ver'bT-al), a. [h. proverbialis : cf.
F. proverbial.']
1. Mentioned or comprised in a proverb used as a proverb hence, commonly known as, a
proverbial expression his meanness -was proverbial.
In case of excesses, I take the German proverbial cure, by a
hair of the same beast, to be the worst.
Sir W. Temple.
2. Of or pertaining to proverbs; resembling a proverb.
Sir T. Browne.
"A jDrot'«'6!a^ obscurity."
Pro-ver'bi-al-ism (-Tz'm), re. A proverbial phrase.
One who makes much use of
Pro-ver'bi-al-ist, re.
proverbs in speech or writing one who composes, collects, or studies proverbs.
[Cf. F. proverbiaPro-ver'bl-al-ize (-iz), v. t. & i.
liser.2
To turn into a proverb to speak in proverbs.
In a proverbial manner by
Pro-ver'bl-al-ly, adv.
way of proverb hence, commonly universally as, it is
proverbially said the bee is proverbially busy.
[L. provehere to adPro-vex'i-ty (-veks'i-ty), n.
vance. Cf. Peovect.] Great advance in age.
[06s.]
[imp. & p. p. Provided p.
Pro-vide' (-vid'), v. t.
pr. & vb. re. Providing.] [L. providere, provisum ; pr»
before
videre to see.
See Vision, and cf. Prudent,
Purvey.] 1. To look out for in advance to procure beforehand to get, collect, or make ready for future use
to prepare.
"Prowde us all things necessary." Shak.
2. To supply to afford
to contribute.
Prov'erb,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

me berries, or such cooling fruit
the kind, hospitable VfooA^ provide.

Bring

;

;

;

;

As

;

;

(Anat.) Proven-

triculus.

To furnish

3.

with.
Taylor.

Jer.

;

to supply

"And yet
" Rome

now by

.

.

Milton.

—

formerly followed by of,
provided him of but one."
was well provided with
;

.

Arbuthnot.

corn."

To

establish as a previous condition to stipulate
as, the contract ^rODjrfes that the work be well done.
5. To foresee.
[A Latinism'] [06s.]
B. Jonson.
6. To appoint to an ecclesiastical benefice before it is
vacant. See Peovisor.
Prescott.
Pro-vide', v. i. 1. To procure supplies or means in
advance ; to take measures beforehand in view of an
expected or a possible future need, especially a danger
or an evil
followed by against or for ; as, to provide
against the inclemency of the weather ; to provide for
the education of a child.
4.

;

;

—

Government is a contrivance of human wisdom to provide for
Burke.
human wants.
2. To stipulate previously to condition as, the agreement provides for an early completion of the work.
Pro-vid'ed (-vid'Sd), conj. On condition by stipulausually followed by
tion
with the understanding if
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

that; as, provided that nothing in this act shall prejudice the rights of any person whatever.
Provided the deductions are logical, they seem almost indifferent to their truth.
O. H. Lewes.
This word is strictly a participle, and the word
being is understood, the participle provided agreeing with
the whole sentence absolute, and being equivalent to this
condition being previously stipulated or established.
PrOY'l-clence (prSv'i-dens), n. [L. providentia : cf.
F. providence.
See Provident, and cf. Peudenoe.]
1. The act of providing or preparing for future use or
application ; a making ready ; preparation.
Providence for war is the best prevention of it. Bacon,
2. Foresight
care ; especially, the foresight and care
which God manifests for his creatures ; hence, God himself, regarded as exercising a constant wise prescience.
The world was all before them, where to choose
Their place of rest, and Providence their guide. Milton,

^S^

;

3. (Theol.) A manifestation of the care and superintendence which God exercises over his creatures ; an
event ordained by divine direction.
He that hath a numerous family, and many to provide for^

needs a greater prouirfence of God.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, Sdd

Jezf{Taylor.
,-

;
;

Pro-vl'slon (pro-vYzh'On), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Provisioned (-vizh'und) ; p. pr. & vb. re. Provisioning.] To
supply with food ; to victual ; as, to provision a garrison.

4. Prudence in the management of one's concerns
economy frugality.
;

high point of providence in a prince to cast an eye
Quarles.
rather upon actions than persons.
It is a

They were provisioned for a journey.
Palfrey.
Pro-vi'sion-al (-al), a. [Cf. F. provisionnel.'] Of the
nature of a provision serving as a provision for the time
being
used of partial or temporary arrangements as,
0, provisional government
a provisional treaty.
Pro-vi'sion-al-ly, adv. By way of provision for the
time being temporarily.
Locke.
Burke.
Pro-vi'sion-a-ry (-a-ry), a. Provisional.
Pro-vl'SO (pro-vl'zo), n. ; pi. Provisos (-zoz). [L.,
(it) being provided, abl. of provisus, p. p. of 2^rovidere.
See Provide, and cf Purview.] An article or clause in
any statute, agreement, contract, grant, or other writing,
by which a condition is introduced, usually beginning
with the word provided; a conditional stipulation that
affects an agreement, contract, law, grant, or the like
as, the contract was impaired by its proviso.

PrOV'1-dent (prov'I-dent), a. [L. providens, -entis, p.
providere : of. F. provident. See Provide, and of.
Prudent.] Foreseeing wants and making provision to
supply tliem prudent in preparing for future exigencies
sometimes followed by of ; as,
cautious economical
an amm&l provident of the future.
a provident man
And of our good and of our dignity,
pr. of

Milton.
he is.
Syn.— Forecasting; cautious; careful; prudent; frugal economical.
Prov'i-den'tial (-dSn'shal), a. [Cf. F. providentiel]
Effected by, or referable to, divine direction or superintendence; as, the providential contrivance of things a
providential escape.
Prov'1-den'tial-ly, adv.
Prov'i-dent-ly (-dent-iy ), adv. In a provident manner.
Prov'i-dent-ness, n. The quality or state of being
provident carefulness prudence economy.
Pro-vld'er (pro-vid'er), re. One who provides, furone who procures what is wanted.
nishes, or supplies
Prov'i-dore (prov'T-dor), re. [See Provedoee.] One
De Foe.
[i?.]
makes
;
a purveyor,
provision
who
Prov'ince (prov'Ins), n. [F., fr. L. provincia ; prob.
-|vincere
to
conquer.
See
of
pro
the
root
fr.
before, for
Victor.] 1. {Roman Hist.) A country or region, more
brought
under
or less remote from the city of Rome,
tlie Roman govenmient; a conquered country beyond
the limits of Italy.
Wyclif {Acts xiii. 34). Milton.
2. A country or region dependent on a distant authority a portion of an empire or state, esp. one remote from
Shak.
the capital. '^ Kingdoms and provinces."
a tract a district.
3. A region of country

.

;

;

He doth deny his prisoners.
But with jj/oriicj uud exception.

;

;

;

of a provisor.

a tract
a province wide.

Other/»rormces of the intellectual world.

;

Milton.
/. Watts.

2.

A

region under the supervision or direction of any
4.
special person ; the district or division of a country, especially an ecclesiastical division, over which one has
jurisdiction ; as, the province of Canterbury, or that in
which the archbishop of Canterbury exercises ecclesiastical authority.
5. The proper or appropriate business or duty of a
person or body oiBce charge ; jurisdiction ; sphere.
The woman's province is to be careful in her economy, and
Tattler.
chaste in her affection.
6. Specif.: Any political division of the Dominion of
Canada, having a governor, a local legislatui-e, and rep;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

To

the

Syn.— To

own

Milton.

Gray.
it,

what

it

J. Hurroug/is.

soul.

irritate; arouse; stir

up; awake; excite;

See Irritate.
Pro-VOke', v. i. 1. To cause provocation or anger.
Dryden.
2. To appeal.
[A LatinismJ [Obs.]
Pro-VOke'ment (-ment), re. The act of provoking
Spenser.
that which provokes provocation.
[Obs.']
Pro-VOk'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, provokes one who excites anger or other passion, or incites
to action as, a provoker oi sedition.
incite

;

anger.

;

;

;

;

&

Drink,

sir, is

a

gr&tit provoker of three things.

Shak.

Pro-VOk'lng, a. Having the power or quality of exciting resentment
tending to awaken passion or vexation
as, provoking words or treatment.
Pro-VOk';

—

;

ing-ly, adv.

;

or of Glasgow, answering to the mayor of other cities
the
the provost of a college, answering to president
provost or head of certain collegiate churches.
Shak.
2. The keeper of a prison.
[Obs.]

Bacon.

and

A nomination by the pope to a benebefore it became vacant, depriving the patron of his
right of -esentation.
Black.itone.

It.

m

laid in large,

Milton.

in advance
a condition
previous agreement a proviso as, the provisio7is of a
contract ; the statute has many provisions.
5. {R. C. Ch.) A canonical term for regular induction
into a benefice, comprehending nomination, collation,
a,

;

;

;

;

installation.
6. {Eng. Hist.)

Prov'OSt-shlp, n. The office of a jirovost.
Prow (prou 277), re. [F. prone (cf. Sp. & Pg. proa,
prua), L. prora, Gr. jrpwpa, akin to >rpo before. See

fice

use,

unite,

rude,

full.

Up, fLrn

;

pity

(prou

Prow,

277),

;

See

re.

[Compar. Peower

a.

superl. Prowest.]
[OF.
]}rou, preu, F.preux, fr. L. p}-o,
prod, in prodesse to be useful.

(-er)

;

t

See Pro-, and cf. Prude.] Val- Prow of Ancient Galley.
iant brave gallant courageous. [Archaic] Tennyson.
;

;

;

The prowest knight that ever field did fight. Spenser.
Prow, re. [OE. & OF. prou. See Prow, a.] Benefit
profit; good; advantage.
[Obs.]
That shall be for your hele and for yourprow. Chaucer.
Prow'ess (prou'gs), re. [OF. proece, proesce, F.
prouesse. See Prow, o.] Distinguished bravery valor
especially, military bravery and skill
gall.antry
intrepidity fearlessness.
Chaucer. Sir P. Sidney.
;

;

;

He by

his prowess

conquered all France.
Shak.
Prowl (proul), V. t. [imp. p. p. Prowled (prould)
vb. re. Prowling.]
p. pr.
[OE. prollen to search
about; of uncertain origin, perh. ior proglen, a dim. of
prog to beg, or proke to poke. Cf. Proke.] 1. To rove
over, through, or about in a stealthy manner; esp., to
search in, as for prey or booty.
Yle prowls each place, still in new colors decked. Sir P. Sidney.

&

&

2. To collect by plunder as, to pmwl money. [Obs.]
Prowl, V. i. To rove or wander stealthily, esp. for
prey, as a wild beast ; hence, to prey to plunder.
Prowl, re. The act of prowling. [Colloq.]
Smart.
Prowl'er (-er), re. One that prowls.
Thomson.
Prowl'ing, a. Accustomed to prowl, or engaged in
roving stealthily, as for prey. " A prowling v/oli." Stilton.
Prowl'lng-ly, adv.
Pros (proks), re. [Cf. Proxy.] "The ticket or list of
candidates at elections, presented to the people for their
votes." [Rhode Island]
Bartlett.
Pros'ene (proks'en), re. [Gr. Trpdfei/os Trpo before
-|- JeVos a guest, stranger
cf. F. proxene.] {Gr. Antig.)
An officer who had the charge of showing hospitality to
those who came from a friendly city or state.
Prox'e-net (-e-net), re. [L. proxeneta, Gr. jrpo|en)T^s.]
A negotiator a factor. [R.]
Pr. H. More.
L. ad to.]
Prox'i-mad (-i-mSd), adv. [Proximal
{Anat.) Toward a proximal part ; on the proximal side
of
proximally.
Prox'i-mal (-mal), a. 1. Toward or nearest, as to a
body, or center of motion or dependence proximate.
2. {Biol.) {a) Situated near the point of attachment
or origin; as, the proximal part of a limb.
(6) Of or
pertaining to that which is proximal as, the proximal
bones of a limb. Opposed to distal.
Prox'l-mal-ly, adv. (Anat.) On or toward a proximal part proximad.
Prox'i-mate (-mat), a. [L. proximatus, p.p. oi proximare to come near, to approach, fr. proximus the nearest, next, superl. of propior nearer, and prope, adv.,
near.] Nearest ; next immediately preceding or follow" Proximate ancestors."
J. S. Harford.
ing.
;

;

—

;

:

;

+

;

;

;

;

Th& proximate natural causes of it [the deluge]. T. Burnet.
Proximate analysis (Chetn.), an analysis which determines the proximate principles of any substance, as con-

—

Proximate caus«. (a)
trasted with an rdtimate analysis.
A cause which immediately precedes and produces the
effect, as distinguished from the remote, mediate, or predisposing cause. /. Walts, (b) (Law) That which in ordinary natural sequence produces a specific result, no inProximate
dependent disturbing agencies intervening.
principle {Physiol. Chem.), one of a class of bodies existing ready formed in animal and vegetable tissues, and
separable by chemical analysis, as albumin, sugar, collagen, fat, etc.

—

—

Nearest; next; closest; immediate; direct.
Prox'i-mate-ly, adv. In a proximate manner, position, or degree
immediately.
Prox'ime (-im), a. [L. proximus. See Proximate.]
Next; immediately preceding or following. [Obs.]
PrOX-lm'i-OUS (proks-Tm'I-i3s), a. Proximate. [Obs.]
Prox-im'i-ty {-ty),n. [L. proximitas; cf. F. proximite.
See Proximate, and cf. Propinquity, Approach.]
Tlie quality or state of being next in time, place, causation, influence, etc. immediate nearness, either in place,

Syn.

;

blood, or alliance.
If

;

;

food,

fctbt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

lie

plead proximity of blood.
title is with ease withstood.

That empty

Dryden.

Prox'1-mo (prSks'T-nio). [L., on the next, abl. of
proximus next.] In the next month alter the present
often contracted to prox. ; as, on the 3d proximo.
Prox'y (-y), re. ; pi. Proxies (-Tz). [Coiitr. from
procuracy. Cf. Proctor.] 1. The agency for another
authority to act for
who acts through the agent

—

;

(t^^ In France, formerly, a jirnvo.it was an inferior
judge who had cognizance of civil causes. The qrand
provost of France, or of the honsriinhl, had jurisdiction
the king's house, and over its ofticers.
Provost marshal (often pronounced pro-vo'). (ff) (Mil.)
An officer appointed in every army, in the field, to secure
the prisoners confined on charges of a general nature.
He also performs such other duties pertaining to police
and discipline as the regulations of the service or the
commander's orders impose upon him. (b) (Nav.) An
officer wlio lias charge of prisoners on trial by courtmartial, serves notices to witnesses, etc.

4.

Prow
Proa.

;

;

;

And of provisions
man and beast.
That which is stipulated

Rode tilting o'er the waves. Milton.

;

3. Especially, a stock of food
any kind of eatables
collected or stored
often in the plural.

For

swum

floating vessel

prow

:

;

—

The

Uplifted, and secure with beaked

;

;

;

tha

Wordsworth.

;

Prov'OSt (prov'ust 277), re. [OF. provost, prevost
(L. prae and ])7-o being confused), F. prevot, fr. L. praepositus placed before, a chief, fr. praeponere to place
before cf. AS. prcifost, profast. See Preposition, and
cf. Propound.]
1. A person who is appointed to superintend, or preside over, something the chief m.agistrate
in some cities and towns
as, the provost of Edinburgh

;

relief of strangers.

;

To make death in us live.
Can honor's voice lyvovoke the silent dust ?
poet the meaning is what he pleases to make

provokes in his

;

JMaking provision for the

;

;

;

Pro-vin'cial, re. 1. A person belonging to a provone who is provincial.
ince
2. (iJ. C. Cfi.) A monastic superior, who, under the
general of his order, has the direction of all the religious
houses of the same fraternity in a given district, called
^province of the order.
Pro-vin'clal-ism (-Tz'm), n. [Cf. F. provincialisme.']
A word, or a manner of speaking, peculiar to a province
or a district remote from the mother country or from
the metropolis ; a provincial characteristic hence, narrowness illiberality.
it/. Arnold.
Pro-vin'clal-lst, re. One who lives in a province ;
a provincial.
Pro-vin'cl-al'1-ty (-.°hT-Kl'i-t^), re. The quality or
state of being provincial ; peculiarity of language characteristic of a province.
T. Warton,
Pro-Vln'clal-lze (pro-vtn'shal-iz), V. t. [imp. &p.p.
Provincialized (-izd) jy. pr.
vb. re. Provinclalizinq
(-I'zTng).] - To render provincial.
M. Arnold.
Pro-vln'cial-ly, adv. In a provincial manner.
Pro-vin'cl-ate (-shT-at), v. t. To convert into a province or provinces.
[06s.]
Howell.
[F. provigner, fr. provin
Pro-vine' (pro-vin'), v. i.
a set, layer of a plant, OF. provain, from L. propago,
-aginis, akin to prvpagnre to propagate. See Propagate,
Prune, v. <.] To lay a stock or branch of a vine in the
ground for propagation. [Ois.]
Johnson.
Pro-vl'sion (-vTzh'tin), n. XL. provisio : cf. F. provision. See Provide.] 1. The act of providing, or making previous preparation.
Shak.
2. That which is provided or prepared
that which is
brought together or arranged in advance
measures
taken beforehand preparation.
;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

provisional.

;

;

resentation in the Dominion parliament. Hence, colloquially, The Provinces, the Dominion of Canada.
Pro-vin'olal (pro-vTu'shrd), a. [L. provincialis : cf.
F. provincial. See Province, and cf. Provencal.] 1. Of
constituting a province
or pertaining to a province
as,
a provincial government & provincial dialect.
2. Exhibiting the ways or manners of a province
characteristic of the inhabitants of a province
not cosmopolitan ; countrified not polished rude hence, narrow; illiberal. "PcoiiinciaZ airs and graces." Macaulay.
3. Of or pertaining to an ecclesiastical province, or to
the jurisdiction of an archbishop not ecumenical as, a
provincial synod.
Ayliffe.
4. Of or pertaining to Provence
Provenjal. \_Obs.'\
With two Provincial roses on my razed shoes.
Shak.
;

Making tempcfary provision

Prov'O-ca'tion (prov'o-ka'shiin), re. [F. provocation.
provocatio.
Se3 Provoke.] 1. The act of provoking,
or causing vexation or anger.
Fabyan.
2. That which provokes, or excites anger the cause
Paley.
of resentment as, to give provocation.
3. Incitemen*
stimulus as, provocation to mirth.
4. {Laiv) Such prior insult or injury as may be supposed, under the circumstances, to create hot blood, and
to excuse an assault made in retort or redress.
B. An appeal to a court. \_A Latinisni] [Obs.'] Ayliffe.
Pro-VO'ca-tlve (pro-vo'ka-tl v 277), a. \lj.^provocativus : cf. OF. provocatij.'\ Serving or tending to provoke, e-xcite, or stimulate exciting.
PrO-VO'ca-tlve, re. Anything that is provocative a
stimulant as, & provocative of appetite.
Pro-VO'ca-tive-ness, re. Quality of being provocative.
Pro-VO'ca-tO-ry (-t6-ry), a. Provocative.
Pro-VOk'a-ble (-vok'a-b'l), a. That may be provoked.
Pro-VOke' (-vok'), v. t. [imp. & pj. p. Provoked
(-vokf) p. jir.
vb. re. Provoking.]
[F. provoquer,
L. provocare to call forth pro forth -|- vocare to call, fr.
vox, vocis, voice, cry, call.
Voice.]
To
call forth
See
to call into being or action ; esp., to incite, or incense to
action, a faculty or passion, as love, hate, or ambition
hence, commonly, to incite, as a person, to action by a
to
challenge, by taunts, or by defiance to exasperate
irritate ; to offend intolerably
to cause to retaliate.
Obey his voice, provoke him not. Ex. xxiii. 21.
Ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath. Eph. vi. 4.
Such acts
Of contumacy will provoke the Highest

Id.

;

;

J. Webster.

[JS.]

Pro-vi'so-ry (-zo-ry), a. [Cf. F. provisoire.'] 1. Of
containing a proviso or condithe nature of a proviso
tion; conditional; as, a ^roftsorj/ clause.

;

Over many

;

sel itself.

;

;

;

Of heaven they marched, and many

Shak.

Pro-vl'sor (-zer), re. lh.,iT. p)-ovidere: ci. F.proviseur. See Provide.]
1. One who provides a purveyor.
[06i.] " The chiei provisor oi our horse."
Ford.
2. {R. C. Ch.) {a) The purveyor, steward, or treasurer
Cowell. {h) One who is regularly
of a rehgious house.
inducted into a benefice. See Provision, 5. P. Plowman.
3. (Eng. Hist.) One who procures or receives a papal
provision. See Provision, 6.
.
Pro-vl'SO-rl-ly (-z6-ri-ly), adv. In a provisory manner ; conditionally subject to a proviso ; as, to admit
a, doctrine provisorily.
Sir W. Hamilton.
Pro-vi'sor-ship (-zer-ship), n. The office or position

;

;

The fore part of a vessel
Pro-, and cf. Proee.]
bow the stem hence, the ves-

;

;

How prorulcnt

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

;
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PROVIDENT

;

;;

;;

another, esp. to vote in a legislative or corporate capacity.
I ha^'c no man's proxy : I speiik only for myself.
Burke.
2. The person who is substituted or deputed to act or
vote for another.
Every peer
may make onother lord of parliament his
.

.

.

proxy, to vote for

him

in his absence.

Blacksfone.

A

writing by which one person authorizes another
to vote in his stead, us in a corporation meeting.
4. (Eng. Laiv) 'The written appointment of a proctor
in suits ill the ecclesiastical courts.
Burrill.
5. (Feci.) See Procuration.
[C)/w.]
Prox'y, '•. '. To act or vote by proxy ; to do anything
by the agency of another. [R.]
Prox'y-shlp, n. The office or agency of a proxy.
Pruce (prus), re. [OF,, ior Prussia ; ct F. Priis.^e.']
Prussian leather.
[Ohs.]
Pryden.

sing, i|tk

3.

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure

;

;:
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PRUDE
Prnde

Pm-neno

[F., prudish, originally, discreet,

(prud), n.

modest; shortened from OF. prudefeme, preudefeme,

prune.

ei

discreet or excellent woman OF. preu, prou, excellent,
brave
de of -\-feme woman. See Prow, a., Pkowess.]
woman of affected modesty, reserve, or coyness ; one
who is overscrupulous or sensitive one who affects extraordinary prudence in conduct and speech.
Swift.
Less modest than the speech oiprudes.

+

A

branches

;

;

;

;

—

Pru'nus

II

;

—

II

;

;

;

;

manners.

spolce

with prudish face.

Garrick.

Prud'ish-ly, adv. In a prudish manner.
Pru'l-nate (pru't-nSt), a. Same as PRumosE.Pru'i-nose' {-nos'), a. [L. pruinosus, fr. pruina hoarfrost.]
Frosty covered with fine scales, hairs, dust,
bloom, or the like, so as to give the appearance of frost.
Pru'1-nous (-ntis), a. Frosty pruinose.
Prune (prun), v. t. [imp. Sip. p. Pruned (pnind) p.
pr. & vb. n. Pruning.]
[OE. proine, probably fr. F.
provigner to lay down vine stocks for propagation
hence, probably, the meaning, to cut away superfluous
shoots.
See Provine.] 1. To lop or cut off the super;

;

;

;

fluous parts, branches, or shoots of ; to clear of useless
material to shape or smooth by trimming ; to trim
as, to ^rime trees ; to jorune an essay.
Thackeray.
Taking into consideration how they [laws] are to be pruned
and reformed.
Bacoji.
;

Our delightful task
To prune these growing plants, and tend these
2.

To cut

3.

To

flowers. Milton.

cut out, as useless parts.
Horace will our superfluous branches prune. Waller.
preen to prepare to dress.
Spenser.
off or

;

;

His royal bird

Prunes the immortal wing and cloys his beak.
Shak.
used humorously
Prune, v. i. To dress ; to prink
;

—

or in contempt.

Dryden.
L. prunum a plum.
See
Prune, n. [F.
Plum.] A plum esp., a dried plum, used in cookery
as, French or Turkish prunes ; CaUf ornia prunes.
German prune (.Bot. ), a large dark purple plum, of oval
shape, often one-sided. It is much used for preserving,
prune, from

;

;

A

either dried or in sirup. —Prune tree. iBot.) (a)
tree of
the genus Primus (P. domestica), which produces prunes.

—

(b) The West Indian tree, Prunus occidentolis.
Soath
African prune (Bot.), the edible fruit of a sapindaceous
tree (Pappea Capensis).
n

Pru-nella

[NL., perhaps from 6.
{Med.) (a) Angina, or angina

(pru-u51'la), n.

braune quinsy, croup.]
pectoris.
(6) Thrush.

illicit

attraction.

1.

Taylor.

Pru-rig'1-nous (pru-rij'i-nus), a. \\j. pruriginosus :
V. prurigineux.\
(Med.) Tending to, or caused by,
prurigo affected by, or of the nature of, prurigo.
Pru-ri'gO (-rl'go), n. [L., an itching, the itch, fr.
prurire to itch.] {Med.) A papular disease of the skin,
of which intense itching is the chief symptom, the eruption scarcely differing from the healthy cuticle in color.
[L.] (Med.) Itching.
Pru-ri'tUS (-tiSs), re.
Prus'sian (priish'an or pru'shan 277), a. [From
Prussia, the country cf. F. prussien."] Of or pertainII

;

A formal lecture,

—

;

;

;

this

cf.

prudish excessive or affected scrupulousness in speech
or conduct stiffness coyness.
Cowper.
Prad-homme' (pru-dom'), n. \¥. prud'homme. Cf.
Prude.] A trustworthy citizen a skilled workman.
See Citation under 3d Commune, 1.
Prnd'ish (prud'Ish), a. Like a prude very formal,
precise, or reserved
affectedly severe in virtue as, a

II

;

^

:

ing to Prussia.
re.
A native or inhabitant of Prussia.
Prussian blue (CAem.), any one of several complex double
cyanides of ferrous and ferric iron ; specifically, a dark
blue amorphous substance having a coppery luster, obtained by adding a solution of potassium ferrocyanide
(yellow prussiate of potash) to a ferric salt. It is used in
dyeing, in ink, etc.
Called also Williamson'' s blue, insoluble Prussian blue, Berlin blue, "etc.
Prussian carp
(Zool.) See GiBEL.
Prussian green. (Chem.) SiHjne as Berlin green, under Berlin.
PrUS'si-ate (prils'si-at or prus'-, or priishT-at 277),
(Chem.)
salt of prussic acid
[Cf. F. prussiate.']
n.
a cyanide.
Ked prussiate of potash. See Potassium ferricyanide,
under Ferricyanide.
Yellow prussiate of potash. See
Potassium ferrocyanide, under 1 ereocyanide.
Prus'sic (priis'slk or prus'sTk 277), a. [Cf P. prussique.^
(Old Chem.) Designating the acid now called
hydrocyanic acid, but formerly called prussic acid, because Prussian blue is derived from it or its compounds.
See Hydrocyanic.
(Astron.) Prussian;
Pru-ten'ic (pru-tSnlk), a.
applied to certain astronomical tables published in the
sixteenth century, founded on the principles of Copernicus, a Prussian.
Pry(pri),re. [Corrupted fr.pWze a lever. See Prize,
n.]
A lever; also, leverage. [Local, U. S. Eng,'\

—

—

;

A

;

—

.

;

—

&

the pole which forms the prop of a hoisting
gin, and stands facing the windlass.
Pry, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pried (prid) p. pr. & vb. n.
Prying.] To raise or move, or attempt to raise or move,
Eng.']
with a pry or lever to prize. [Local, U. S.
Pry, V. i. [OE. prien. Cf. Peer to peep.] To peep
narrowly to gaze to inspect closely to attempt to
discover something by a scrutinizing curiosity
often
implying reproach. " To prji upon the stars." Chaucer.
Watch thou and wake when others be asleep,
Shak
To }iry into the secrets of the state.
Pry, re. Curious inspection impertinent peeping.
Pry'an (pri'an), n. (Mining) See Prian.
Pry'lng, a. Inspecting closely or impertinently.
Syn.
Inquisitive curious. See Inquisitive.
Pry'ing-ly, adv. In a prying manner.
Pryt'a-ne'um (prtfa-ni'iim), re. [L., fr. Gr. IIpu(Gr. Antiq.) A public
ravelov, fr. jrpvTa;/!! prytanis.]

Pry

pole,

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

II

Prunella

(Old Chem.), niter fused and cast into

salt

little balls.

building in certain Greek cities especially, a public hall
in Athens regarded as the home of the community, in
which official hospitality was extended to distinguished
citizens and strangers.
;

Pru-nel'la, ) n. [F. prundle, probably so called from
Pru-nel'lo,
its color resembling that of prunes.
See Prune, n.] A smooth woolen stuff, generally black,
used for making shoes a kind of lasting
formerly
used also for clergymen's gowns.
Pru-nelle' C-nel'), re. [F.,dim. of pr«ree. See Prune,
n.] A kind of small and very acid French plum
applied especiaDy to the stoned and dried fruit.
(

;

;

—

;

Sle,

senate,

care,

—

am, arm, ask,

Psal'mo-dize

a psalmist.

;

(-diz),

v.

To

practice psalmody.
J. G. Cooper.
[Gr.
277), re.
oiS^ a song, an ode
cf. F.

i.

i|(aA/Liu>6(a

object of

;

woman prudish

A

in ripening.

;

Prud'er-y (prud'er-y), n. ; pi. PRnDEEiES (-Iz). [F.
pruderie. See Prude.] The quality or state of being

prudish

{Bot.)

Milton.
1

" The psalmodizing ait."
Psal'mo-dy (s51'mo-dy or sara'o-dy

;

from, prudential motives, [i?.]
Coleridge.
The quality or
Pru-den'tl-al'i-ty (-slu-51'i-ty), n.
state of being prudential.
Sir T. Browne.
Prn-den'tlal-ly (pru-d6n'shal-13f), adv. In a prudential manner
prudently.
South.
Pru'dent-ly (pru'dent-ly ), adv. In a prudent manner.

;

tree.]

;

Many stanzas, in poetic measures, contain rules relating to
common prudentials as well as to religion
/. Watts.
Pru-den'tial-lst, n- One who is governed by, or acts

psalmody.

;

Psal-mod'ic (sal-m5d'Tk), a. [Cf. F. psalmodique.\
Relating to psalmody.
Psal-mod'ic-al (-T-kal),
)
Psal'mo-dist (sSl'mo-dTst or sam'6-), re. One who
sings sacred songs

plum

[L., a

There is api-urience in the speech of some.
Cowper.
Pru'rl-ent (-ent), a. [L. pruriens, -entis, p. pr. of
prurire to itch. Cf. Freeze.]
with
Uneasy
desire
itching especially, having a lascivious curiosity or propensity lustful.
Pru'il-ent-ly, adv.
The eye of the vain and prurient is darting from object to

;

;

re.

devotion

genus of trees with perigynous rosaceous flowers, and a
single two-ovuled carpel which usually becomes a drupe

1

;

;

etc.

(pru'niJs),

A

—

A

act of trimming, or

genus was limited to the plums,
then, by Linnoeus, was made to include the cherries and
the apricot. Later botanists separated these into several
genera, as Prunus, Cerasus, and Armeniaca, but now, by
Bentham and Hooker, the plums, cherries, cherry laurels,
peach, almond, and nectarine are all placed in Prunus.
Pru'rl-ence (pru'rT-ens), n. The quality or state of
Pru'ri-en-cy (-en-sj),
being prurient.
)
The pruriency of curious ears.
Burke.

;

;

i

superfluous.

^^^ Originally,

;

;

:

prunum

—

;

;

is

pruning trees, vines,

;

;

;

Nat. size.
[L.

2. (Falconry) That which is cast off by a bird in pruning her feathers ; leavings.
Beau, tk Fl.
Pruning book, or Pruning knife, a cuttuig instrument
used in pruning trees, etc.
Pruning shears, shears for

;

—

in fallen branch.

;

;

Pupa, inclosed

b

(pru-nTf'er-us), a.

plum -f- -ferous.'] Bearing plums.
Prun'ing (prun'ing), n. 1. The
removing what

;

;

.

1

:

Milton,

2. Especially, one of the hymns by David and others,
collected into one book of the Old Testament, or a modern metrical version of such a hymn for public worship.
Psalm, f t. To extol in psalms to sing ; as, psalming his praises.
Sylvester.
Psalm'ist (sam'Ist 277), n. [L. psalmista, Gr. i//aAcf. F. psalmiste.
/iiio-nJ5
See Psalm.] 1.
writer or
composer of sacred songs
a title particularly applied
to David and the other authors of the Scriptural psalms.
2. (B. C. Ch.)
clerk, precentor, singer, or leader of
music, in the church.
PsaJm'lst-ry (sam'Tst-rJ?), re. The use of psalms in
;

;

;

each

fall

Pru-nif'er-OUS

;

;

•«

(
Oak Pruner (Asemum
mastum).
-~

contains a pupa.

;

judgment.

;

Singing everlastingly.
i

a Adult Beetle

.

;

1

a circular furrow on
the inside nearly to
the bark. When the

Pryt'a-ny (prTt'a-nJ), re. [Gr. Trpi/rai/eta.] (Gr. ArtThe period during which the presidency of the
senate belonged to the prytanes of one section.
Pryth'ee (prTth'e), interj. See Prithee.
Psalm (sam), re. [OE. psalm, salm, AS. sealm, L.
psalmus, psalma, fr. Gr. i^aA;ud;, i/iaA/ia, fr. yj/aWeiv to
pull, twitch, to play upon a stringed instrument, to sing
to the harp
cf OF. psalme, sulme, F. psaume.\
1. A
sacred song a poetical composition for use in the praise
or worship of God.
Hymns devout and holy psalms
liq.)

:

1

when mature gnaws

See Wisdom.
Pru'den-oy (-den-sy), n. Prudence. [06s.] Hakluyt.
Pru'dent (-dent), a. [L. prudens, -enlis, contr. from
providens: cf. F. prudent.
See Provident.]
1. Sagacious in adapting means to ends circumspect in action, or in determining any line of conduct
practically
wise judicious careful discreet sensible
opposed
to rash; as, a prudent man dictated or directed by prudence or wise forethought evincing prudence ; as, prudent behavior.
Moses established a grave and prudent law
Milton.
2. Frugal
economical not extravagant as, a prudent woman prudent expenditure of money.
Syn.
Cautious; wary; circumspect; considerate;
discreet judicious provident economical frugal.
Pru-den'Ual (pru-dgn'shal), a. 1 Proceeding from,
or dictated or characterized by, prudence prudent discreet sometimes, selfish or pecuniary as distinguished
from higher motives or influences as, prudential mo" A prudential line of conduct."
tives.
Sir W. Scott.
2. Exercising prudence discretionary advisory superintending or executive as, & prudential committee.
Pm-den'tlal, n. That which relates to, or demands the
exercise of, discretion or prudence
usually in the pi.
;

jga

larva eats the pith of
oak branches, and

;

j

b^

whose

moestum),

;

;

or removes,

American
oak pruner {Asemujn

Prudence is principally in reference to actions to be done, and
due means, order, seasons, and method of doing or not doing.
Sir M. Hale.
Prudence supposes the value of the end to be assumed, and
refers only to the adaptation of the means. It is the relation of
Wliewell.
right means for g-iven ends.
Syn. Wisdom forecast providence consideratecaution ; circumspecness judiciousness discretion
;

One who prunes,

1.

of several species of
larvae gnaw the branches of

cially the

;

—

[F. prunelle, dim. of
species of dried plum ;

beetles whose
trees so as to cause
them to fall, espe-

;

;

A

Any one

2. (Zool.)

Pru'dence (pru'dens), n. [¥., fr. L. prudeniia, contr.
from previdentia. See Prudent, and cf. Providence.]
The quality or state of being prudent wisdom in the
way of caution and provision discretion carefulness
hence, also, economy frugality.

tion

n.

a plum.]

Prun'er (prjin'er),n.
what is superfluous.

;

;

(pru-nSl'Io),

Prune

See

PSEUDOBACTERIA

prunelle.

;

Pryt'a-nls (prTt'a-nTs), n. ; pi.
[L., fr. Gr. Trptiravis.] {Gr. Antiq.)
II

Prytanes

A member

of

(-nez).

one of

the ten sections into which the Athenian senate of five
hundred was divided, and to each of which belonged the
presidency of the senate for about one tenth of the year.
final,

all

;

eve,

event,

;

6nd,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

i/zoA/ios

;

psalm

+

;

:

See Psalm, and Ode.] The
act, practice, or art of singing psalms or sacred songs
also, psalms collectively, or a collection of psalms.
Psal'mo-graph (sSl'mo-graf), n. [See PsALMOGEApher.] a writer of psalms a psalmographer.
Psal-mog'ra-pher (sSl-mog'ra-fer), ire. [Ij.psalmoPsal-mog'ra-phist (sSl-mSg'ra-fTst), ) graphus, Gr.
\paXfjiOypdfjios
i/zoA/aos a psalm -\- ypd^eiv to write.
A
writer of psalms, or sacred songs and hjinns.
Psal-mog'ra-phy (-fy), re. [Cf. F. psalmographie.}
The act or practice of writing psalms, or sacred songs.
Psal'ter (sal'ter 277), re. [OE. psauter, sauter, OF.
sautier, psaltier, F. psautier, from L. psalterium.
See
Psaltery.] 1 The Book of Psalms
often applied to
a book containing the Psalms separately printed.
2. Specifically, the Book of Psalms as printed in the
Book of Common Prayer among the Roman Catholics,
the part of the Breviary which contains the Psalms arranged for each day of the week.
3. (E. C. Ch.) A rosary, consisting of a hundred and
fifty beads, corresponding to the number of the psalms.
Psal-te'rl-al (sal-te'ri-al), a. Of or pertaining to the
psalterium.

psalmodie, LL. psalmodia.

;

;

;

;

.

—

;

II

Psal-te'ri-um (sal-te'rT-Qm), n.

; pi.

Psalteeia

(-a).

a psaltery.] (Anat.) (a) The third stomach of ruminants. See Manyplies. (b) The lyra of the brain.
Psal'ter-y (sal'ter-y), re. / pi. Psalteries (-Tz). [OE.
sautrie, OY. psalterie, V. psalterion, I^. psalterium psaltery, psalter, from Gr. i/zaAr^pioi', fr. i//aAAeii/.
See
Psalm, Psalter.] A stringed instrument of music used
by the Hebrews, the form of which is not known.
Praise the Lord with harp sing unto him with the psaltery
and an instrument of ten strings.
Ps. xxxiii. 2.
[L.,

;

(sSm'mit), n.
[Gr. xjiafiijiirri^ sandy, from
(Min.) A species of
^l/dixiJLOs sand: cf. F. psammite.']
micaceous sandstone.
Psam-mlt'lc (sSm-mit'ik), a.
[Gr. i/iapd; speckled -jPsar'0-lite (sSr'o-lIt), n.
-lile.']
(Falcon.) A silicified stem of tree fern, found ia
abundance in the Triassic sandstone.

Psam'mite

—

Psellism (sgl'liz'm), n.

[Gr. i/ieAAia/iid?, fr. [j/eXKiieiv
Indistinct pronunciation
stammering.
(se'flz'm), re.
[Gr. \jjT^(j>i<r/j.a a decree, fr.

to stammer.]

;

Pse'phlsm

to vote with a pebble,

pebble.]
(Gr.
proposition adopted by a majority of votes;
adopted by vote of the Athenian people ;
J. P. Mahaffy,
Pseu'dSS-the'sl-a (su'dSs-the'sT-a or -zhi-a), n.
[NL. See Pseudo-, and .SSsthesla.] (Physiol.) False
or imaginary feeling or sense perception such as occurs
in hypochondriasis, or such as is referred to an orgau
that has been removed, as an amputated foot.
\l/yi(tii(eiv

Antiq.)

fr. i/njcjbos

A

especially, one
a statute.
II

Pseu-dem'bry-0
bryo.]

(Zool.) (a)

+ em-

(siS-dgm'brT-o), n.
[Pseudofalse embryo, (b) An asexual

A

from which the true embryo

form

produced by budding.
Of or
Pseu-dep'i-graph'lc (sii-dep'i-graf'ik), a.
pertaining
Pseu-dep'i-graph'lc-al (-grSf'I-kal),
j
is

I

to pseudepigraphy.

Pseu'de-pig'ra-phOHS (su'de-pTg'ra-fus),
Se7riypa(^o5 falsely inscribed.
phy.] Inscribed with a false

Pseu'de-plg'ra-phy

(-i'S),

a.

[Gr.

xj/ev-

See Pseudo-, and Epigra-

name.
n.

names of authors to works.
Pseud-hSB'mal (sud-he'mal),

The

Cudworth.
ascription of false

[Pseudo- -j- hsBmal.']
(Zool.) Pertaining to the vascular system of annelids.
Pseudhsemal fluid, the circulatory fluid, or blood, of annelids, analogous to the blood of vertebrates. It is often
red, but is sometimes green or colorless.
Pseadhaemal
vessels, the blood vessels of annelids.
Pseu'dO- (su'do-).
[Gr. i/(£v5^5 lying, false, akin to
a.

—

\f/ev&eiv to belie
cf. \lrvSp6i lying, \lni6oi a lie.]
A combining form or prefix signifying false, counterfeit, pretended, spurious ; as, pseudo-&^o&t\e, a false apostle
joseKdo-clergy, false or spurious clergy ; psewcfo-episcopacy, pseudo-form, pseudo-mmtyr, pseudo-philosopher.
;

Also used adjectively.
[PseudoPseu'do-bac-te'rl-a (-b5k-te'rT-a), re. pi.
-\- bacteria.']
(Biol.) Microscopic organic particles,
molecular granules, powdered inorganic substances, etc.,
which in form, size, and grouping resemble bacteria.
The globules which divide and develop in form of chains are
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, 5dd

;

PSEUDOBLEPSIS
oigasized beings when this does not occur,
with pseudobacteria.

we

;

are dealing
Sternberg.

Pseu'dO-blep'slS (su'dS-blSp'sTs), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
/SAe'i^ts sight.]
(Med.) False or depraved
)freuSj;s false
sight imaginary vision of objects.
Forsyth.
II

+

;

PseU'dO-branch (su'do-brSnk),

Same

{Anat.)

«.

as

PSECDOBKANCHIA.
Pseu'do-bran'chl-a (-brSn'kY-a), n. ; pi. PsecdoBBANCHLE (-e).
See Pseudo-, and Branchia.]
[NL.
(Anai.) A rudimentary branchia, or gill.
Pseu'dObran'chi-al (-ai), a.
bulb.} (Boi.)
Pseu'dO-bulb' (-biilb/), n. [PseudoAn aerial corm, or thickened stem, as of some epiphytic
II

—

+

orchidaceous plants.

+

[PseudoGr. ita/jirdt
Pseu'dO-carp (-karp), n.
fruit.]
(Bat.) That portion of an anthocarpous fruit
which is not derived from the ovary, as the soft part of a
strawberry or of a

fig.

+

cMna."]
Pseu'do-chl'na (-chi'na), n.
[Pseudo(Bot. ) The false china root, a plant of the genus Smilax

Pseudo-china), found in America.
Pseu'dO-COe'le (-aele), n. Same as PseudoC(ELIA.
Pseu'dO-cOB'll-a (-se'li-a), n.
[NL., fr. Gr. i/ieuSijs

is.

II

false

the

+

(toiAo?

mammalian

{Annt.) The fifth ventricle in
See Ventricle.
B. O. Wilder.

hollow.]

brain.
(sil'do-kon'), n.

Pseu'dO-cone'

+

[Pseudo-

coree.]

One of the soft gelatinous cones found in the
compound eyes of certain insects, taking the place of the
(Zo'61.)

crystalline cones of others.
Pseu'dO-CU'mene (-kil'men), n. [Pseudo- cumene.l
(Chem.)
hydrocarbon of the aromatic series, metameric with mesitylene and cumene, found in coal tar,
^jnd obtained as a colorless liquid.
Pseu'dO-dlp'ter-al (sii'do-dlp'ter-ol), a.
[Pseudodipteral ; cf. F. pseudodiptire.']
(Arch.) Falsely or
imperfectly dipteral, as a temple with the inner range
of columns surrounding the cella omitted, so that the
space between the cella wall and the columns is very
great, being equal to two intercolumns and one column.

+

A

+

—

A

n.

pseudo-dipteral temple.

PseU'dO-dOX
false

+

—

[Gr. xpevSoSo^og

;

xpev-

Not true

A

+

Pseu'dO-ga-le'na

(-ga-le'ni), n.
[PseudogaFalse_galena, or blende. See Blende (a).
(su'do-gr^f), n. [See PsEnDOGRAPHT.]
A false writing ; a spurious document ; a forgery.
Pseu-dOg'ra-phy (su-dSg'ra^fj^), re. [Gr. 4ievSoypa4ia ;
i^ei/Sij? false -|- ypd^ieiv to write.] False writing ; forgery.
(jl/in.)

Pseu'do-graph

Pseu'dO-hal'ter (su'do-hSl'ter), re. ; pi. PseudohalTERE3 (-hSl-te'rez). [NL. See Pseudo-, and Halteres.]
{Zool.) One of the rudimentary front wings of certain
insects {Siylopsy
They resemble the halteres, or rudimentary hind wings^ of Diptera.
Fseu'do-heart' (su'do-hiirt/), re. [Pseudoheart.]
{Zool.) Any contractile vessel of invertebrates which is
not of the nature of a real heart, especially one of those
II

white ants, etc. By some
zoologists they are classed with
the Orthoptera ; by others, with
flies,

the Neuroptera.
of the PseudoneuropPseu 'do - neu - rop ' ter - ous One
tera {Fsocus), enlarged.
(su'do-nii-r5p'ter-iis), a.
(Zool. ) Of or pertaining to the Pseudoneuroptera.
Pseu'dO-nym (su'd6-nim), re. [Cf. F. pseudonyme.
See Pseudonymous.] A fictitious name assumed for the
time, as by an author ; a pen name. [Written a\&opseu-

donyme.]
Pseu'dO-nym'I-ty (-nTm'i-ty), re. The using of fictitious names, as by authors.
[Gr. il/evSdvuPseU-dOn'y-mOUS_(sii-d5n'I-mas), a.
owjua, ovofxa, a name cf. F. pseudonyme. See Pseudo-, and Name.] Bearing a false or
fictitious name
as, a pseudonymous work.
Pseudon'y-mous-ly, adv.
Pseu-don'y-mous-ness, re.
(su'dS-pe-rTp'ter-al),
a.
[PseuPseu'dO-pe-rip'ter-al
do- -j- peripteral: cf. F. pseudoperipiire.]
(Arch.)
Falsely or imperfectly peripteral, as a temple having
the columns at the sides attached to the walls, and an
ambulatory only at the ends or only at one end.
re.
A
pseudo-peripteral temple.
OxJ. Gloss.
JU.OS

\pevSTJg false -f~

;

:

—

—

;

—

II

Pseu'dO-hy'per-troph'lc (-hi'per-trSf'Ik), a. [Pseu-\- hypertrophic]
(Med.) Falsely hypertrophic;

pseudo-hyperlrophic paralysis, a variety of paralysis
in which the muscles are apparently enlarged, but are
really degenerated and replaced by fat.
Pseu-dOl'0-glst (sfi-dol'o-jist), re.
[Gr. i/zeuSoAo•yto-T^s.]
One who utters falsehoods a liar.
Pseu-dOl'0-gy (-jj^), re. [Gr. xliev&o\oyia. <liev&r,i false
cf. F. pseudologie.]
Falsehood of
-f- Aoyo! speech :
speech.
Arbuthnot.
Pseu'dO-me-talOlC (su'do-me-tSl'lIk), a.
[PseudoFalsely or imperfectly metallic ;
said of
-f- metallic]
a kind of luster, as in minerals.
;

(Bot.)

oak and

(su'do-m5rf), n.
[See PsEUDOMORPHOcs.] 1. An irregular or deceptive form.
2. (Crystallog.)
pseudomorphous crystal, as a crystal consisting of quartz, but having the cubic form of
fluor spar, the fluor crystal having been changed to
quartz by a process of substitution.
Pseu'dO-mor'phlsm (-mSr'fiz'm), re.
(Crystallog.)
The state of having, or the property of taking, a crystalline form unlike that which belongs to the species.
Pseu'dO-mor'phOUS (-fiis), a.
[Gr. i^euSdiHopcfios
ifiei/Si)? false -\- iiop(firi form : cf. F. pseudomorphe.]
Not
having the true form.

Of or pertaining to a

pseudopod, or to pseudopodia.
See niust. of Heliozoa.
Pseu'do-po'dl-um ( - u
)
re. / pi. Pseudopodia (-a). [NL.]
(Zool.) Same as Pseudopod.

m

Pseu'dO-pU'pa

(-pu'pa), n.

P

Pseudcpods of
'""'^'^

Diffiugia,

enlarged.

;

—

;

as,

a pseudoscopic image.

+

Pseu'do-nav'l-cel'la (-nSv'T-sSna), re. pi. PseudoNAviOELLffi (-15).
[NL.] (Zoiil.) Same as PseudonaVICDLA.

or

II

—

,-

II

II

Pseu'do-na-vlc'u-la (-n4-vik'u-ia),

NAVicnL^

re.

; pi.

II

Pseudo-

[NL., fr. Gr. <f,eva^5 false
NL.
navicula, a genus
of diatoms.
See

+

j^^^<!>

i^^^m,

One

minute
shaped

of the
spindle-

embryos
and

of GregarinsB

some other ProtojQ^
II

(-riz).

[Pseudo- -f tur-

;

II

Paeu-do'vum

—

(aiJ-do'viim),

re. /

pi.

Pseudova

(-vJi).

(Zool.) An egglike
See Pseudo-, and Ovum.]
germ produced by the agamic females of some insects and
other animals, and by the larvie of certain insects. It is
capable of development without fertilization. See Ilhist.
of P.ED00ENESIS.
Pahaw (sha), interj. [Of imitative origin.] Pish
pooh
an exclamation used as an expression of contempt, disdain, dislike, etc. [Written also psAa.]

[NL.

Pseudonaviculie.
d Encysted Gregarine containing Pseudonavicnlaa
e-j Tlie Pseudnnaviculro
;

''*''^''

""7

lurtlier

"•''^

discliarged,

undergoing

development.

!

Paeu'dO-neU-TOp'te-ra (-nS-rSp'te-ri),
Vise,

(Galleria).

Paeu-do'va-ry (sii-do'va-ry), n. ; pi. PsEUDOVARiES
[Pseudo- -\- ovary.] (Zool.) The organ in which
called also psevdovarium.
pseudova are produced

Kl 6

Navicular.] (Zool.f

wax moth

Paeu'do-tur'bl-nal (-tQr'bT-nal), a.
(Anat.) See under Turbinal.

binal.]

(-ii-le).

Unite,

r^de,

fiiU,

Up,

re.

pi.

fim

;

[NL.

pity

;

i/ziAds

mere

+ -logp."]
+

Coleridge.
.

II

+

;

—

Psl'lO-paed'lC (-pgd'ik or -pe'dik), a. (Zool.) Having
pterylse only ;
said of the young of cer-

—

down upon the
tain birds.

+

Psl-loa'O-pher

(st-18s'o-fer),

[Gr.

re.

v/fiXd?

bare,

mere

(ro0ds wise.]
A superficial or narrow pretender to
philosophy a sham philosopher.
Pait-ta'ceous (sit-ta'shfis), a. [L. psittacus a parrot, Gr. \\ii.TTa.K6';
cf.
Palt'ta-Cid (sTt'ta-sTd),
)
F. psittacide.] (Zool.) Of or pertaining to the parrots,
or the Psittaci.
re.
One of the Psittaci.
[NL.]
(Zo'ol.) The
Pait'ta-Ci (sit'ta-si), re. pi.

food,

!

—

fd'ot

;

out,

oil

;

birds

which

prisms of aragonite.
Pseu'do-te-tram'e-ra (-te-tr5m'e-r5,), re. pi. [NL.
See Pseudo-, and Tetbamerous.] (Zool.) A division of
beetles having the fifth tarsal joint minute and obscure,
so that there appear to be but four joints.
Paou'dOte-tram'er-al (-er-nl), a.
Paeu'dO-tln'e-a (-tTn'e-<1), n. ; pi. PsEUDOTiNE^ (-e).
[NL. See Pseudo-, and Tinea.] (2'ooi.) The bee moth,

FBendomorphoaa crystal, one which has a form that does
not result from its own powers of crystallization.

[Gr.

Pai-lom'e-lane (si-lom'e-lan), re.
[Gr. ifjiKoi bare
/ne'Aa?, -OV09, black.]
(Min.) A hydrous oxide of manganese, occurring in smooth, botryoidal forms, and massive, and having an iron-black or steel-gray color.
Pai'lo-pae'dea (si'lo-pe'dez), re. pi. [NL., from Gr.
i^iAd5 bare
irat9, 7rai6d9, offspring.]
{Zool.) Those
birds whose young at first have down on the pterylse
only
called also Gymnopssdes.

II

(Zool.)

any true aperture among them.
Psea'do-sym-met'ric (svi'do-sim-mgfrik), a. (Crystallog.) Exhibiting pseudo-symmetry.
Pseu'ao-S3an'me-try (-stm'mS-trjf), n. [Pseudo- -f
symmetry.] (Crystallog.) A kind of symmetry characteristic of certain crystals which from twinning, or other
causes, come to resemble forms of a system other than
that to which they belong, as the apparently hexagonal

A

mere
was a

Smart.
The doctrine of the merely

human

order of

Pseu'do-po'dl-al (-po'dt-al),
a.

A

Fseu'dO-morph

Psl-lan'thro-py (-vf), re.
existence of Christ.
Pai-lol'o-gy (st-151'o-jy), re.
Love of empty talk or noise.

[Gr. i/nAds bare,
believes that Christ

:

II

the horse-chestnut.

re.

One who

mere man.

—

A

II

Pseu'do-mon'0-cot'y-led'on-oas (-m5n'o-k8fMSd'-

thropy.
Psl-lan'thro-piat (-pist),

+ afflpuTTos a man.]

1

A

—

.'

;

A

;

live

-pod.]

II

as,

monocotyledonous.]

-j-

Pseu'dO-SCOr'pl-O'nes (-skSr'pi-o'nez), re. pi. [NL.
See Pseudo-, and Scorpion.] (Zool.) An order of Arachnoidea having the palpi terminated by large claws, as in
the scorpions, but destitute of a caudal sting ; the false
scorpions. Called also Pseudoscorpii, and Pseudoscorpionina. See Illust. of Book scorpion, under Book.
sphere.]
Pseu'dO-sphere' (su'dft-sfer'), n, [Pseudo(Geom.)
surface of anticlastic curvature of such nature
that any figure drawn upon it can be moved about upon
the surface without wrinkling or distortion, just as may
be done upon the surface of a sphere.
Psen'dO-spdre' (-spor'), re. [Pseudo- -\- spore.] (Bot.)
peculiar kind of reproductive cell found in certain
minute fungi.
M. C. Cooke.
Pseu'do-stel'la (-stsi'la), n. ; pi. Pseudostell.e
f-stSlle).
[NL., fr. Gr. )^ev5i)s false -{- L. Stella star.]
(Astron.) Any kind of meteor or phenomenon appearing
in the heavens, and resembling a star.
Hutton.
[P.]
Pseu-dOS'tO-ma (siJ-dos'to-ma), re. ; pi. PseudostomATA (su'do-st5m'4-ta). [NL. See Pseudo-, and Stoma.]
(Anat.)
group of cells resembling a stoma, but without

do-

Having two coalescent cotyledons, as the

[Pseudo-

Pseu'dO-pod (su'do-pod), )
(Zool.) (a) One of the filaments,
or irregular processes, of protoplasm thrown out from the surface of rhizopods and of the
cells of higher animals.
(6)
rhizopod.

ing with the relief reversed

pertaining to the excretory system.

-j-

May

flies.

;

+

[Pseudo-

includes the dragon

hymenopterous insects.
Pseu'dO-rhab'dlte (su'do-rSVdit), re. [Pseiido- -f Gr.
pa^Sos a rod.] (Zool.) One of the peculiar rodlike corpuscles found in the integument of certain Turbellaria.
They are filled with a soft granular substance.
Pseu'dO-ro-man'tlc (-ro-mSn'tlk), a. [Pseudo- ^romantic] Falsely romantic.
The false taste, the pseudo-romantic rage. Be Quincey.
Pseu'dO-SCOpe (su'do-skop), n. [Pseudo- -\- -scope.]
(Opt.) An instrument which exhibits objects with their
proper relief reversed
an effect opposite to that produced by the stereoscope.
Wheatsione.
Pseu'do-soop'lc (-skSp'ik), a. (Opt.) Of, pertaining
to, or formed by, a pseudoscope ; having its parts appear-

[NL.

a.

Pshaw (sha), V. i. To express disgust or contemp.
tuous disapprobation, as by the exclamation "Pshaw
The goodman used regularly to frown and pshaw whenever
this topic was touched upon.
Sic w. Scott.
Fal'lan-Uirop'ic (sl'lSn-thrSp'ik), a.
[See PsilanTHBOPIST.] Pertaining to, or embodying, psilanthropy.
" A psilanthropic explanation.
Coleridge.
Pal-Ian'tbro-pism (si-lSn'thro-pTz'm), re.
Psilan-

PseudopupjE (-pe), E. Pseddopupas (-paz). [NL.
See Pseudo-, and Pupa.] (Zool.) A stage intermediate
between the larva and pupa of bees and certain other

Gregarinae.

fin-iis),

See Pseudo-, and Neuroptera.] (Zool.) A division of insects having reticulated wings, as in the Neuroptera, but
having an active pupa state. It

pi. L.

See Pseudo-, and Filaria.]
(Zo'dl.)
One of the two elongated vibratile young formed by fission of the embryo during the development of certain

lena.~\
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II

(sii'do-dSks), a.

Soja an opinion.]

in opinion or
" To
doctrine ; false.
re.
false opinion or doctrine.
maintain the atheistical pseudodox which judgeth evil
good, and darkness light."
T. Adams.
Psou'dO-fl-la'ri-a (-fI-Ia'rr-4), n. ; pi. Pseudopdca41)9

"

"

,

chair

;

eo

;

sing,

Igk

comprises
the parrots.
Pait'ta-co-Iul'Vlne(-ko-ful'vTn),
re. [Gr. i/ztTTafcd? a
parrot
'L.fuhms
yellow.] A yellow

I
I

+

pigment found in

the feathers o f
certain parrots.
Pao'aa

Head and Foot

of the Macaw, one of
the Peittaci.

(so'as),

[Gr. \fi6a a muscle of the loin cf. F. psoas.] (Anat.)
internal muscle arising from the lumbar vertebra and
inserted into the femur. In man there are usually two
on each side, and the larger one, or great psoas, forms a
part of the iliopsoas.
cuPao'ra (so'ra), «. [L., fr. Gr. xpu^pa..] (Med.)
taneous disease ; especially, the itch.
Pao-ri'a-aia (so-ri'a-sls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ipoipiaa-Li,
fr. xpaipa psora.]
(3Ied.) (a) The state of being affected
with psora. [Oi^.] (b) A cutaneous disease, characterized by imbricated silvery scales, affecting only the superficial layers of the skin.
Pso'rlc (so'rik), a. [L. psoricus, Gr. i^wpiicds cf. P.
psorique.] (Med.) Of or pertaining to psora.
Pao'ro-apemi (so'ro-sperm), re. [Gr. \li<op6'; itching
-(- aneppLa seed.]
(Zool.) A minute parasite, usually the
young of Gregarinae, in the pseudonavicula stage.
Pay'Cha-gOg'lC (si'ka-gSj'Ik), a. [Gr. i/jv^aywyi/cdt.
See PsTCHAGOGUE.] Attractive ; persuasive. J. Morley.
Pay'cha-gogue (si'ka-gSg), re. [Gr. xfivxayniyoi; ijruxn
necromancer. [B.]
the soul -)- ayeii/ to lead.]
Psy'chal (si'kal), a. [See Psychical.] Of or perBayne.
taining to the soul ; psychical.
Pay'che (si'ke), n. [L., fr. Gr. •ivxi Psyche, fr.
lovely maiden, daughter
the soul.] 1. (Class Myth.)
of a king and mistress of Eros, or Cupid. She is regarded
as the personification of the soul.
2. The soul ; the vital principle the mind.
3. [F. psyche.] A cheval glass.
Pay'onl-an (sI'kT-on), n. (Zool.) Any small moth of
the genus Psyche and allied genera (family Psychidse).
The larvae are called basket worms. See Basket worm,
re.

:

An

A

II

II

:

;

A

^xh

A

;

under Basket.
[NL. psychiaPay-chi'a-trl'a (st-ki'a-tri'4), ) re.
tria, fr. Gr. \pvxn
Pay-Chi'a-try (st-Wa-try),
(
the mind -)- iarpela healing.] (Med.) The application of
Dunglison.
the healing art to mental diseases.
Psy'Chl-at'rlC (si'kT-St'rik), a. (Med.) Of or pertaining to psychiatria.
[L. psychicus, Gr. fvxi-KOt,
) a.
Psy'chlc (siTiTk),
fr. ipvxv tbe soul, mind ; cf.
Psy'chlc-al (-kl-kal), f
1. Of or pertaining to
i^iixeii' to blow : cf. F. psycliigue.]
the human soul, or to the living principle in man.
used
to express the same
formerly
This
term
was
i^^
idea as psychological. Recent metaphysicians, however,
have employed it to mark the difference between i/di^i)
the living principle in man, and TTpevp.a the rational or
spiritual part of his nature. In this use, the word describes the hum.an soul in its relation to sense, appetite,
and the outer visible world, as distinguished from spiritual or r.atlonal faculties, which have to do with the superIleyse.
sensible world.
2. Of or pertaining to the mind, or its functions and
contrasted with physical.
diseases ; mental
II

;

—

Psychical blindness, Psychical deafhess (M<d.), forma of
nervous disease in which, while the senses of sight and
hearing remain unimpaired, the mind fails to appreciate
the signifleanco of the sounds heard or the images seen.

—

Psychical contagion, the transference of disease, especially of a functional nervous disease, by mere force of
example.
Psychical medicine, that depiirtment of medicine which treats of mental diseases.

—

Pay'Chlca

(sl'kTks), re.
Psychology.
(si'kTz'm), n. [Of. F. psychi.':7iw.]

Pay'chlam

(Phi-

The doctrine of Quesne, that there is a fluid universally diffused, and equally animating all living beings,
the difference in their actions being due to the difference
los.)

Fleming.

of the individual organizations.

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

.
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(sT'ko-).
A combining form from Gr. >^x^
mind, the understanding ; as, p.iijchology.
Psy''chO-gen'e-siS (-jen'e-sis), n. Genesis through
an internal force, as opposed to natural selection.
[PsychoPsy-ChOg'ra-phy (st-kog'ra-fj-), n.
-grnphy.] 1. A description of tlie phenomena of mind.
2. {Spiritualism) Spirit writing.
Psy'cho-log'ic (si'k6-15j'ik), a. [Of. F. psychologigue.] Of or perPsy'ChO-lOg'ic-al (-I-kol),
j
taining to psycliology. See Note under Psychic.
Psy'-

(Zo'ol.) Of or
Pte'no-glos'sate (te'no-glos'sfit), a.
pertaining to the Ptenoglossa.
Pte-ran'O-don (te-ran'o-dou), n. [Gr. irrepdi/ wing 4av priv. -j- 66ous, oSoi/Tos, a tooth.] (Paleon.) A genus
of American Cretaceous pterodactyls destitute of teeth.
Several species are known, some of which had an expanse of wings of twenty feet or more.
Pte-ran'0-don'ti-a (-don'shl-a), re. pL [NL.] {Paleon. ) A group of pterodactyls destitute of teeth, as in
the genus Ptcranodon.

Psy'chO-

the soul, the

+

)

—

[Cf. F. psycholo-

Psy-chol'O-gist (st-kol'o-jTst), n.

One who is versed in, or devoted to, psychology.
Psy'cho-logue (si'ko-log), n. A psychologist.
Psy-chol'o-gy (si-kol'o-jy)> n- : P^- Psychologies

+

See Psy(-jTz).
[Psycho-logy : cf. F. psychologic.
chical.] The science of the human soul specifically,
the systematic or scientific knowledge of the powers and
functions of the human soul, so far as they are known by
consciousness a treatise on the human soul.
PfiychoInfi>t, the science conversant about the phenomena of
;

;

Sir W. Hamilton.

the mind, or conscious subject, or eelf

Psy-chom'a-Chy (st-kSm'a-ky), re. [L. psychomachia,
cf. i/wxon"X"' "^^sGr. tfrvxn tlie soul
ij-o-xt] fight
perate figliting.] A conflict of the soul with the body.

+

fr.

:

[Psycho- -f
Psy'ChO-man'cy (si'ko-niSu'sy), n.
•mancy: ct.'W. psychomancie.'] Necromancy.
[Psychon.
-T--me(st-kSm'e-try),
Psy-ohom'e-try
{Physiol.) The art of measuring the duration of
try.'\

mental processes, or of determining the time relations
Psy'ChO-met'rlc (-ko-nigt'rlk),
mental phenomena.

—

of
a.

+

moPsy'chO-mo'tor (sl'ko-mo'ter), a. [Psychotor. 2
Of or pertaining to movement produced by action

mind or will.
Psy'cho-pan'ny.chism (-pSn'ni-kiz'm),

of the

[Psychoiras, Tav,
Gr. Trai'TOx'f'^"' *'° spend all night long
that
the soul
doctrine
{Theol.)
The
night.]
all
fv'f
falls asleep at death, and does not wake until the resur(-ktst),
re.
Psy'cho-pan'ny-chlst
the
body.
rection of
Gr. tto.Psy-Chop'a-thy (st-kSp'a-thy ), «. [Psycho2.
Psychosis,
See
Mental
disease.
(it/et/.)
<D(ei.v,iTaSew.']
Psy'cho-path'ic, a. - Psy-chop'a-thlst, "•
perOf
or
(si'ko-fiz'i-kal),
a.
Psy'ChO-phys'iC-al
taining to psychophysics involving the action or mutual

+

re.
;

+

—

+

—

;

relations of the psychical and physical in man.
PsychopliyElcal time (Pht/sioL), the time required for
the mind to transform a sensory impression into a motor
impulse. It is an important part of physiological or reaction time. See under Reaction.
physics.]
[PsychoPsy'ChO-phys'ics (-Iks), re.
The science of the connection between nerve action and
consciousness the science which treats of the relations
of the psychical and physical in their conjoint operation
in man the doctrine of the relation of function or de-

+

;

;

pendence between body and

Psy'cho-pomp
Jrox'I

soul.

(si'ko-pomp),

[Gr.

re.

+

TreVireif to send
"'6 soul
)
A leader or guide of souls.
;

cf.

}j/vxo7roij.Tr6i

;

F. psychopompe.}
J- Fiske.

(Slyth.

Psycho-.]
Mivart.
1. Any
2. {Med.) A disease of the mind; especially, a funcunattended
with
evitional mental disorder, that is, one
dent organic clianges.
-\Gr. ^uij
Psy'chO-ZO'ic (si'ko-zo'Ik), a. [Psycholife.] {Geol.) Designating, or applied to, the Era of man
as, the Psychozoic era.
Psy-chrom'e-ter (st-krom'e-ter), re. [Gr. i/(vxpo9 cold
: cf. F. psychrometre.'] An instrument for meas-f- -meter
uring the tension of the aqueous vapor in the atmosphere,
being essentially a wet and dry bulb hygrometer.
Psy'chro-met'rio-al (si'kro-met'rT-kal), a. Of or pertaining to the psycliTonieter or psychrometry.
Psy-chrom'e-try (st-krom'e-try), re. Hygrometry.
Psyl'Ia (sTl'la), re.; pi. Psyll^ (-le). [NL., from
Gr. i/(i;AAa a flea.] (Zadl.) Any leaping plant louse of the
genus Psylla, or family Psyllidse.
Ptar'mi-gan (tar'mi-gan), «. [Gael, tarmachan; cf. Ir. iarmochan, tarmonach.~\ {Zo'ol.)
Any grouse of the genus Lagopus, of which numerous species
are known. The feet are completely feathered. Most of the

Psy-chO'sis

(st-ko'sls), re.
vital action or activity.

See

[NL.

II

species are

brown

in

summer,

but turn white, or nearly white,
111^= They chiefly inhabit the
northern countries and liigli
mountains of Europe, Asia, and
America.
The common European species is
mutus.
Lagopus
The Scotch grouse,
red grouse, or
ticus),

is

"ja

A Winter
toimd in both Eu- Ptarmigan (Lagopiis alhiis).plumage.
plumage. B Summer
rope and America.
Pte'no-glos'sa (te'no-glos'sa), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
1!

feathered

-j-

yXCxrira.

i-x6v?

fish.]

Gr

fr

tongue.]

{Zo'ol.)

—

Jgg^ The wings were formed, like those of bats, by a
leathery expansion of the skin, principally supported by
the greatly enlarged outer or "little" fingers of the
hands. The American Cretaceous pterodactyls had no
teeth.
See Pteranodontia, and Pterodactyl.
Pter'O-saU'rl-an (-on), a. (Paleon.) Of or pertaining
to the Pterosauria.

Trrepoi/

{Pale-

Pter'O-Stig'ma (-stTg'ma), re. ; pi. Ptehostigmata
[NL., fr. Gr. inepov wing
crriy/ia, -arcs, a mark.]
A thickened opaque spot on the wings of certain

II

+

(-ta).

(Zo'dl.)

insects.

covered

Pte-ro'tlC (te-ro'tik), a.
[Gr. Trrepoe wing -f o5s,
ear.]
(Anut.) Of, pertaining to, or designating,
a bone between the prootic and epiotic in the dorsal and
outer part of the periotic capsule of many fishes.
n.
The pterotic bone.
15^^ The pterotic bone is so called because fancied in
some cases to resemble in form a bird's wing.
Pte-ryg'i-um (te-rij'i-iim), n.; pi. E. Pterygiums
(-iimz), L. Pterygia (-a). [NL., fr. Gr. Trrepvyiov, properly a dim. akin to irrepdi/ a feather.] (Med.) A superficial growth of vascular tissue radiating in a fanlike
manner from the cornea over the eurf ace of tlie eye.
[Gr. Trre'pvf, -u-yo!, a
Pter'y-gOid (tSr'T-goid), a.
wing 4- -oid.'] (Anat.) (a) Like a bird's wing in form;
as, a pterygoid bone,
(ft) Of, pertaining to,
or in the
region of, the pterygoid bones, pterygoid processes, or
the whole sphenoid bone.
re.
A pterygoid bone.
Pterygoid bone {Anat.), a bone which corresponds to the
inner plate of the pterygoid process of the human skull,
but which, in all vertebrates below mammals, is not connected with the posterior nares, but serves to connect the
palatine bones with the point of suspension of the lower
]aw. — Pterygoid process (Anat.), a process projecting
domiward from either side of the sphenoid bone, in man
divided into two plates, an inner and an outer. The posterior nares pass through the space, called the pterygoid
fossa, between the processes.
Pter'y-go-mas'il-la-ry (-go-m5ks'il-la-ry), a. [Pterygoid -f- mazillary.l (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the inner pterygoid plate, or pterygoid bone, and the lower jaw.
Pter'y-gO-pal'a-tlne (-pSl'a-tin), a. [Pterygoii
palatine.']
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the pterygoid
processes and the palatine bones.
_

with large bony
Placodehmi.

plates,

iuros,

(tSr'TPter'1-dol'o-glst
dol'o-jist), re.
One who is
versed in pteridology.

^

Pterichthys (Pterichtliys Milleri).

(M)

Pter'i-dOl'0-gy

[Gr. irreptV, -I'Sos, a fern -f(-jy), re.
That department of botany which treats of ferns.
Pter'i-do-ma'ni-a (-do-ma'ni-4), n. [Gr. TTTcpi's, -I'Sos,
a fern
E. mania.~\ A madness, craze, or strong fancy,
for ferns.
[R.'\
C. Kingsley.
Pter'i-doph'y-ta (-d5f'i-ta), re. pi. [NL., from Gr.
irrepis, -i'6o5, a fern -J- ^vtov a plant.]
{Bot.) A class
-logy.']

II

+

II

flowerless plants, embracing ferns, horsetails, club
mosses, quillworts, and other like plants.
See the Note
imder Cbyptooamia.
Pter'i-do-phyte' (-fit'), re.
of

—

—

1^^

This is a modern term, devised to replace the
older ones acrogens and vascular Cryptogamia.
Pter'0-bran'chl-a (ter'o-brSn'kt-a), re. pi. [NL., fr.
Gr. TTTcpoi/a wing
^pa.yx^°^^ g'U-]
{Zo'ol.) An order of marine Bryozoa,
having a bilobed lophophore and an
axial cord. The genus Rhabdopleura
Called also Podostois the type.
II

+

mata. See Rhabdopleuka.
Pte-roc'e-ras (te-r5s'e-rSs), n.
[NL. fr. Gr. wrepov a wmg -j- Ke{Zo'ol.) A genus of
pa5 a horn.]
large marine gastropods having the
II

,

outer border of the lip divided into
lobes
called also scorpion shell.
Pter'O-cle'tes (tSr'o-kle'tez); re.
pi.
[NL., fr. Pterocles, the typical
genus, f r. Gr. Ti-repov feather -f- kAci's,
kAtjs, a key, tongue of a clasp.]
(Zo'dl.) A division of birds including Pteroceras (Pteroce''"^ cniragra).
the sand grouse. They are in some
respects intermediate between the pigeons and
Pteroclomorphie.
true gi-ouse. Called also
Pter'O-dac'tyl (-dak'tll), re. [Gr. Trrepoi'
cf. F.
SaKTvAos finger, toe
a wing
{Paleon.) An expterodactyle.']
one of the
tinct flying reptile
Pterosauria. See Illustration

—

II

+

:

;

in Appendix.

Pter'0-dac'ty-li
11),

[NL.]

n.

lean.)

Same

(-tl

(Pa-

as Pteeo-

of the Pterocletes.

SACHIA.
Pin-tailed Sand Grouse (Pterocles
Pter'o-glos'sal
alchata).

[Gr. Trrepov
sal), a.
(Zo'dl.) Having the tongue

feather -f yKSxra-a tongue.]

finely notched along the sides, so as to have a featherlike appearance, as the toucans.
Pte'ron (te'ron), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Trrepdi/ a wing.]
(Anat.) The region of the skull, in the temporal fossa
back of the orbit, where the great wing of the sphenoid,
the temporal, the parietal, and the frontal bones ap-

proach each other.
Pter'O-pap'pi (tSr'o-pSp'pi), re. pi. [NL. from Gr.
(ZoTraiTTros a grandfather.]
TTTipov a feather, a bird
ol.) Same as OdontotorMjE.
a
feather
Trrepoi/
[Gr.
-f
Pter'O-phore (tSr'o-for), re.
(Zo'ol.) Any moth of the genus Pter<{)c'petj/ to bear.]
ophorus and allied genera a plume moth. See Plume
moth, under Plume.
Pter'0-pod (ter'o-pSd), re. [Gr. TrrepoTrou! wing-footed
cf. F. pteroTroi/9, ttoSos, foot
TTTepoK a feather, wing
(Zo'dl.) One of the Pteropoda.
pode.']
(Zo'ol.) A
[NL.]
pi.
re.
(te-rop'6-da),
Pte-rop'O-da
class of Mollusca in which the anterior lobes of the
winglike
thin,
broad,
of
form
in
the
foot are developed
organs, with which they swim at or near the surface of
the sea.
(ly The Pteropoda are divided into two-~orders
Oipnnosomata, which have the body
eiitirely naked and the head distinct
from the wings; and Thecosomnta,
which have a delicate transparent shell
of various forms, and the head not distinct from the wings.
,

+

II

+

Pter'y-go-po'di-um (-po'dT-um), re. ; pi. PterygoirdSioi',
PODIA (-a). [NL., fr. Gr. Trre'puJ, -uyos, a fin
dim. of TTOu't, TToSds, a foot.] (Anal.) A specially modified part of the ventral fin in male elasmobranchs, which
serves as a copulatory organ, or clasper.
Pter'y-go-quad'rate (-kwod'rat), a. [Pterygoid -^II

+

guadrate.] (Anat.) Of, pertaining to, or representing
the pterygoid and quadrate bones or cartilages.
Pte-ryla (te-ri'la), re.; pi. Ptekyl;e (-le). [NL.,
{Zo'ol.) One
fr. Gr. Trrepdv feather -{- iiK-q wood, forest.]
of the definite areas of the skin of a bird on which feathers grow ;
contrasted with apteria.
[Pteryla -\Pter'y-log'ra-phy (tgr'i-18g'ra-fy), n.
-graphy.] (Zo'ol.) The study or description of the arrangement of feathers, or of the pterylae, of birds.
[NL., fr. NL.
E. pt6Pter'y-lo'sls (-lo'sis), re.
II

—

&

II

(-glos'-

:

A division

of the radula arranged in long transverse rows,
somewhat like the barbs of a

moUusks having the teeth
feather.

ryla.]

The arrangement

(Zo'dl.)

of

feathers in deduite areas.

Ptll'o-cerque (til'o-serk),
Trn'Aot/
ol.

)
11

pi.

a feather

The

-f-

re.

[Gr.

xe'pKo; tail.]

(Zo-

pentail.

Ptil'o-paa'des
[NL. f r. Gr.
,

(til'6-pe'dez),
Trri Aoi/

Trais, TraiSds, offspring.]

re.

a feather

(Zo'dl.)

-f-

Same

as DasypjEdes.
Ptil'o-paed'ic (tTl'o-pEd'Ik or -pe'dik), a,
(Zo'dl.) Having nearly the
whole surface of the skin covered
with down dasypaedic ;
said of the
young of certain birds.
Pti-lop'te-rl (tT-15p'te-ri), re. pi.
[NL. f r. Gr. tttlKov a downy feather pterylosis. Back of a
4- Trrepdi/ wing.] (.^ooZ.) An order Cock with the FeathThe
of birds including only the penguins. «rs removed.

—

;

II

,

PU-lO'SlS

(tl-lo'sTs),

[NL.,

re.

^^f/yt^'^JL" blank
(Zo'dl.) spaces, Apteria.
Trri'Aoj/ a feather.]
as Pterylosis.
Ptis'an (tiz'on 277^, re. [L. ptisa7ia peeled barley,
barley water, Gr. Tmo-aKr;, from 7rricr<rEii' to peel, husk
decoction of barley with
cf. F. ptisane, tisane.]
1.
other ingredients a fai'inaceous drink.
2. (Med.) An aqueous medicine, containing little, if
II

Gr.

fr.

Same

;

A

;

any, medicinal agent a tea or tisane.
Ptol'e-ma'lc (tol'e-ma'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
Ptolemy, the geographer and astronomer.
Ptolemaic system {Astron.), the system maintained by
Ptolemy, who supposed the earth to be fixed in the center
of the universe, with the sun and stars revohnng around
it.
This theory was received for ages, until superseded
by the Copernican system.
PtOl'e-ma'lst (tol'e-ma'ist), re. One who accepts the
astronomical system of Ptolemy.
PtO'ma-ine (to'ma-In or -en), re. [Prom Gr. Trri/xa a
dead body.] (Physiol. Chem.) One of a class of animal
bases or alkaloids formed in the putrefaction of various
kinds of albuminous matter, and closely related to the
vegetable alkaloids a cadaveric poison. The ptomaines,
as a class, have their origin in dead matter, by which
they are to be distinguished from the leucoma'tnes.
PtO'SlS (to'sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. irrutris a faUing.]
(Med.) Droopmg of the upper eyelid, produced by pa'
;

;

Pteropoda. a Spinalis trocJiiformis, with the Wmgs expanded
c Dexiobranchxa pauh Shell of Carolina uncinata (X 4)
cidens: r Median Arm, with Suckers; s Cncle of Suckers;
;

i

a Scalaria liveafa. with the Animal
row of teeth from the Radula of fant/nna.

Ptenoglossa.

ale,

senate,

care,

ana,

;

b

One

arm, ask,

t

Tentacle.

final,

<Tav-

nithosauria.

genus of Devonnn
with winghke appendages.
The head
and most
of
the
body were

One

-)-

(Paleon.) A
Pter'0-sau'ri-a (-sa'rl-a), re. pi. [NL.] (Paleon.)
extinct
order
of flying reptiles of the Mesozoic age
An
called also Pterodactyli, and Orthe pterodactyls ;

fossil fishes

;

Of or per-

II

A

on.)

(Zo'ol.)

[Gr. Trrepd;' wing
pterodactyl.

re.

po5 a lizard.]

II

Scoreddish

of gastropod

-f-

,

(te-rop'6-diis), a.

Pter'o-saur (ter'6-sar),

;

brown, and does
not turn white in

jTTij^'O!

wing

[NL

re

+

(L.

winter. The white,
or willow, ptarmigan (i. albus) is

Pte-rop'0-dOUS

taining to the Pteropoda.

;

in winter.

moor fowl

Pte-rich'thys (te-rTk'thls),

II

; :

PTOSIS

II

cho-log'lc-al-ly, adv.
giste.]

;

:

gll

;

eve,

event,

6nd,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

II

ralysis of its levator muscle.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

8dd

;;; :

PTYALIN

3. That which is published or made known ; especially, any book, pamphlet, etc., offered for sale or to
public notice ; as, a daily or monthly publication.
4. An act done in public.
[i2.
Obs.]
His jealousy
attends the business, the recreations, the

&

Pty'a-Usm

(-llz'm), «.
[Gr. TTTvaAtcTiads, fr. wTtja\Cieiv to spit much, fr. tttuoAoi' spittle, f r. tttvciv to spit
Salivation, or an excessive flow of
cf. r. piyalisme.']
saliva.
Quain.
Pty-al'0-gOgue (tt-51'6-gog), n. [Gr. TTTva\ov spittle

+ aywyds driving.] (Med.) A ptysmagogue.
Ptys'ma-gogue (tiz'ma-gbg), n. [Gr.
F. ptysmagogue.'] (3Ied.)
+ aywyos driving

.

publications,

A

ited.

[Perhaps

;

[From

government, etc.
The "Whig leaders, however, were much more desirous to get
rid of Episcopacy than to prove themselves consummate publi-

Puffed
Drani.

bubble.']

fr.

\_Obs.]
a.

L. puber, pubes,

cists

grown up, adult.] Of or pertaining to puberty.
Pu'ber-ty (,-tf), n. [L. pubertas, fr. puber, pubes,
adult
cf.' F. puberie.]
1. The earliest age at which

;

;

—

Pub'Uc-mlnd'ed-ness,

;

;

;

munity or public as, public-spirited men.
2. Dictated by a regard to public good
;

spirited project or measure.

— PubOlo-Bplr'tt-ed-ly,

;

ness,

Published was the bounty of her name.

And
The

;

.

Pub'Ilc, n. 1. The general body of mankind, or of a
nation, state, or community the people, indefinitely as,
the American public ; also, a particular body or aggregation of people ; as, an author's public.
The public is more disposed to censure than to praise. Addison.

Pu'cel-age

We

A

.

The keeper

2.

of

.

;

.

looks

an inn or public house

;

Shale.

1

one licensed

;

;

iip,

Om

;

pity

—

;

;

;

full,

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

food, fo'bt

;

out, oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

.

LG. pudel,

Ir.

Puddle poet, a low or worthless poet. [E.]
Puller.
Pud'dle, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Puddled (-d'ld) ; p. pr. &.
re. Puddling (-dlTng).]
1. To make foul or muddy
to pollute with dirt ; to mix dirt with (water).

Some unhatclied practice
Hath puddled his clear spirit.

•

.

.

Shak,

2. {a)

Pud'dllng

sing,

(-dlTng),re.

1.

{Hydrant. Engin.) {a) The

process of working clay, loam, pulverized ore, etc., with
water, to render it compact, or impervious to liquids;
also, the process of rendering anything impervious to
liquids by means of puddled material.
( J) Puddle.
See

Puddle,

re., 2.

2. {3Ietal.) The art or process of converting cast iron
into wrought iron or steel by subjecting it to intense
heat and frequent stirring in a reverberatorj- furnace in
the presence of oxidizing substances, by wliich it is freed
from a portion of its carbon and other impurities.

Puddling furnace, a reverberatory furnace in which cast
iron is converted into wrought iron or into steel by puddling.

Pud'dly
dles

;

Consisting

(-diy), a.
foul.
;

"Thick

muddy

Pud'dock
a park.] A
[Prov. Eng.]

of,

or resembling, pud-

p«(fd;i/

water."

Carew.

(pud'diik), n.
[For paddock, or pan-ock,
[Written also putTOck.]
small inclosure.

Pu'den-cy (pu'den-sj), re. [L. pudens, p. pr. of piiModesty shamefacedness. " A

dere to be ashamed.]
pudency so rosy."

;

often
contract into ridges and furrows to corrugate
with up ; as, to pucker cloth to pucker up the nioutli.
Spectator.
"His skin [yimi] puckered up in wrinkles."
Puck'er, n. 1. A fold a wrinkle a collection of folds.
2. A state of perplexity or anxiety confusion bother
Colloq. U. S.]
[Prov. Eng.
agitation.
Puck'er-er, n. One who, or tliat which, puckers.

;

r^de,

—

2. {Zool.)

;

cf

vb.

PuckTiall'

;

unite,

[iJ.]

The goatsucker. [Prov. Eng.]
[Puck -\r ball .] A puffball.
(-bal'), re.
Puck'er (-er), v. t. & i. [imp, & p. p. Puckerbd (-erd)
[From Poke a pocket,
p. pr. & vb. n. Puckering.]
small bag.] To gather into small folds or wrinkles to

to retail beer, spirits, or wine.
Pub'U-ca'tlon (-ka'shun), n. [L. publicniioconfiaca,tion cf. F. publication.
See Publish.] 1. The act of
publKshingonnaking known notification to the people
at large, eitlier by words, writing, or printing
proclamation divulgation ; promulgation ; as, the publication
of the law at IWount Sinai
the pttblication of the gospel tlie publication of statutes or edicts.
2. The act of offering a book, pamphlet, engraving,
etc., to the public by sale or by gratuitous distribution.
The publication of these papers wiis not owing to our follv,
'"*""'
"°""--but
that of
o'theri
Swi/t.

use,

Virginity.

.

As Jesus sat at meat
manj publicans and sinners came
and sat down with him and his disciples.
Matt. ix. 10.

fawmng publican he

[F.]

48), n.

;

to apply puddle to.
3. To subject to the process of puddling, as iron, so
as to convert it from the condition of cast iron to that of
wrought iron.
Ure.
Puddled steel, steel made directly from cast iron by a
modification of the puddling process.
Pud'dle, V. i. To make a dirty stir. [Obs.] R. Junius.
Pud'dle—ball' (-bal'), re. The lump of pasty wrought
iron as taken from the puddling furnace to be hammered
or rolled.
Pud'dle-bar' (-bar'), re. An iron bar made at a single heat from a puddle-ball by hammering and rolling.
Pud'dler (-dler), n. One who converts cast iron into
wrought iron by the process of puddling.

process of

Puce.] (Zo'ol.) Any plant louse, or aphis.
Pu'cher-lte (poo'ker-it), re. [So named from the Pucker Mine, in Saxony.] {Min.) Vanadate of bismuth,
occurring in minute reddish brown crystals.
Puck (puk), re. [OE. pouke ; cf OSw. puke, Icel.
puki an evil demon, W. pwca a hobgoblin. Cf. Poker a
bugbear. Pug.] 1. {3Iediseval 3fyth.) A celebrated fairy,
" the merry wanderer of the night "
called also
Shak.
Robin Goodfellow, Friar Rush, Pug, etc.
He meeteth Puck, whom most men call
Drayton.
Hotigoblin, and on him doth fall.

Pub'11-can (piSb'lT-kan), n. [L. publicanus: cf. F.
publicain. See Public] 1. (Rom. Antiq.)
farmer
of the taxes and public revenues ; hence, a collector of
toll or tribute.
The inferior officers of this class were
often oppressive in their exactions, and were regarded
with great detestation.

like a

;

[OE. podel

re.

Shak.

my friend,

Lady or pucelle, that wears mask or fan.
B. Jonson.
La Pucelle, the Maid of Orleans, Joan of Arc.
Pu'ce-ron (pu'se-ron), n. [F., from puce a flea. See

In public, openly ; before an audience or the people at
large ; not in private or secrecy. "
are to speak in
public."
Shak.

How

(-tj

(pud'd'l),

1. A small quantity of dirty standing water ; a muddy plash ; a small pool.
Spenser.
2. Clay, or a mixture of clay and sand, kneaded or
worked, when wet, to render it impervious to water.

II

Sir W. Scott.

IScot.]

Pud'dle

Hudibras.

[Colloq.]

& Gael, plod pool.]

Pu-celle' (pu-sgl'), n. [F., fr. LL. pulicella, fr. L.
pullus a young animal. See Pullet.] A maid; a virgin.
[Written a\so pucel.] [Ofc.J

;

inn.

Mars, that still protects the stout,
In pudding time came to his aid.
Pud'dlng-head'ed (-hSd'Sd), a. Stupid.

To make dense or close, as clay or loam, by
working when wet, so as to render impervious to water,
impervious to liquids by means of puddle;
make
To
(6)

;

public cost.

an

—

a pub-

;

;

;

;

as,

2. A public notice of intended marriage, required by
the laws of some States.
{_U. S.]
Puc-coon' (puk-koon'), n. [From the American Indian name.] {Bot.) Any one of several plants yielding
a red pigment which is used by the North American Indians, as the bloodroot and two species of lAthospermum
{L. hirlum, and L. canescens) also, the pigment itself.
Puce (pus), a. [F., fr. puce a flea, L. pulex, pulicis.]
Of a dark brown or brovmish purple color.
Pu'cel (pu'sSl), n. See Pucellb. iObs.]

—

—

A public house

publishes

Hath made me publisher of this pretense.
Publlsh-ment (-ment), n. 1. The act or
making publicly known publication.

take judicial notice.
Public credit. See under Credit.
Public funds. See Fund, 3.
Public house, an inn, or
house of entertainment.
Public law. (a) See International law, under International. (J) A public act or
statute.
Public nuisance. {Laio) See under Nuisance.
Public orator. (Eng. Universities) See Oratok, 3.
Public stores, military and naval stores, equipments, etc.
Public works, all fixed works built by civil engineers for
public use, as railways, docks, canals, etc. but strictly,
military and civil engineering works constructed at the

2.

who

—

;

;

For love of you, not hate unto

;

;

—

[{/. ,S.]

suitable for publication.
Pub'Ush-er (-er), n. One
lisher of a book or magazine.

;

—

;

as, to

—

;

;

Addison.

To publish a will (Law), to acknowledge it before the
witnesses is the testator's last will and testament.
Sy n. To announce ; proclaim advertise ; declare
promulgate ; disclose ; divulge ; reveal. See Announce.
Pub'Ush-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being published ;

Milton.
corpse of the
D. Webster.

;

;

;

To make known by
;

;

;

;

;

[Alexander Hamilton] touched the dead
and it sprung upon its feet.
to the knowledge or view of all ; general
common notorious ; As, public report public scandal.
Joseph, .
. not willing
to make her a public example, -was
minded to put her away privily.
Matt. i. 19.
3. Open to common or general use ; as, a, public road
apubUc'hou&e. " The pwSKc street."
Shak.
Pttblic act or statute (Law), an act or statute affecting
matters of public concern. Of such statutes the Courts

—
—

Ins Creator's

counterfeit paper.

Open

—

;

;

;

—

;

posting, or by reading in a
publish baims of marriage.
3. To send forth, as a book, newspaper, musical piece,
or other printed work, either for sale or for general distribution to print, and issue from the press.
4. To utter, or put into circulation
as, to publish
2.

church

—

—

Chaucer.

sun, from day to day.
power display.
publishes to every land
work of an almighty hand.

Does

:

;

&

&

The innvearied

II

2.

as,

n.

;

He

;

V. i.
{imp.
p. p. Published
pr.
[F. publier, L.
vb. n. Publishing.]
; p.
publicare, publicatum.
See Public, and -ish.] 1. To
make public ; to make known to mankind, or to people
in general ; to divulge, as a private transaction ; to promvUgate or proclaim, as a law or an edict.

.

public credit,

a publicAddison.
Pub'Uc-splr'lt-ed-

—

adv.

Publish (piib'lish),

(-lisht)

:

must yield.

n.

Pub'llC-nesS, n. 1. The quality or state of being
public, or open to the view or notice of people at large
publicity notoriety ; as, the publicness of a sale.
2. The quality or state of belonging to the community as, the publicness of property.
Boyle.
Publlo-splr'lt-ed (-spir'it-Sd), a. 1. Having, or exercising, a disposition to advance the interest of the com-

;

Private respects

(pab-IIs'i-ti^), m.

;

;

;

Macaulay.

logicians.

iCi.-e.publicite.] The
quality or state of being public, or open to the knowledge of a community notoriety ; publicness.
Pub'llo-ly (pub'lik-ly), adv. 1. With exposure to
popular view or notice ; without concealment openly
as, property publicly offered for sale ; an opinion publicly avowed ; a declaration publicly made.
2. In the name of the community.
Addison.
Pub'llc-mlnd'ed (-mind'gd), a. Public-spirited.

;

;

and

Pub-Uc'i-ty

:

;

;

;

persona are capable of begetting or bearing children,
usually considered, in temperate climates, to be about
fourteen years in males and twelve in females.
2. (Bot.) The period when a plant first bears flowers.
Pu-ber'U-lent (pii-bSr'u-lent), a. [See Pubes.] {Bot.)
Very minutely downy.
Pu'bes (piJ'bez), n. [L., the hair which appears on
the body at puberty, from pufces adult.] 1. (Anat.) (a)
The hair which appears upon the lower part of the hypogastric region at the age of puberty.
(J) Hence (as
more commonly used), the lower part of the hypogastric
region the pubic region.
2. {Bot.) The down of plants
a downy or villous
substance which grows on plants pubescence.
Pu-bes'cence (pii-b5s'sens), n. [Cf. F. pubescence.]
1. The quality or state of being pubescent, or of having arrived at puberty.
Sir T. Browne.
2. A covering of soft short hairs, or down, as on some
plants and insects also, the state of being so covered.
Pu-bes'cen-cy (-sen-sy), n. Pubescence.
Pu-bes'cent (-sent), a. [L. pubescens, -entis, p. pr. of
pubescere to reach puberty, to grow hairy or mossy, fr.
pubes pubes cf. F. pubescent.] 1. Arrived at puberty.
That
, the men (,q.xc) pubescent at the age of twice seven, is
accounted a punctual trutn.
Sir T. Browne.
2. Covered with pubescence, or fine short hairs, as certain insects, and the leaves of some plants.
Pu'blc (pu'bik), a. {Anat.) {a) Of or pertaining to the
pubes in the region of the pubes as, the pubic bone
the pubic region, or the lower part of the hypogastric
region. See Pubes.
{b) Of or pertaining to the pubis.
Pu'biS (pii'bis), n. [NL. See Puees.] {Anat.) The
ventral and anterior of the three principal bones composing eitlier half of the pelvis shareboiie pubic bone.
Pub'Ilc (piib'lik), a. I'L. publicus,'poblicus, popHcus,
fr. populus people
cf. F. public.
See People.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the people belonging to the people
relating to, or atfecting, a nation, state, or community
opposed to private; as, the public treasury.
To fhe public good
.

Public-spir-

a.

[i2.]

Pub'll-clst (piib'li-sTst), n. [Cf. F. publiciste.] A
writer on the laws of nature and nations one who is
versed in the science of public right, the principles of

II

the bud.
(pub'b'l), a.

Puck'er-y (puk'er-J^), o. l. Producing, or tending to
produce, a pucker ; as, a puckery taste.
Lowell.
2. Inclined to become puckered or wrinkled fuU o£
puckers or wrinkles.
Puck'fist' (-f ist'J, n. A puffbaU.
[From Puck.] Resembling Puck
Puck'ish, a.
merry; mischievous. "PwciwA freaks." J. R. Green.
Pu'cras (pu'krSs), re. [From a native name in India.]
{Zo'ol.) See KoKLASs.
Pud (pood), re. Same as Pood.
Pud (pud), re. The hand the fist. [Colloq.] Lamb.
Pud'den-mg (pud'den-Tng), re. [Probably fr. pudden,
for pudding, in allusion to its softness.] {Naui.) (a) A
quantity of rope-yarn, or the like, placed, as a fender, on
the bow of a boat. (6) A bunch of soft material to prevent chafing between spars, or the like.
Pud'der (ptid'der), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Puddered
(-derd) p. pr. & vb. re. Puddering.] [Cf. Pother.] To
make a tumult or bustle to splash to make a pother or
fuss to potter to meddle.
Puddering in the designs or doings of others. Barrow.
Others pudder into their food with their broad nebs. Holland.
Pud'der, v. t. To perplex to embarrass to confuse
to bother as, to pudder a man.
Locke.
Pud'der, re. A pother a tumult a confused noise
turmoil bustle. " All in a predfier.
Milton.
Pud'dlng (pud'dTng), re. [Cf. F. boudin black pudding, sausage, L. botulus, botellus, a sausage, G. & Sw.
pudding pudding, Dan. bud.ling, D. podding, pudding,
L6. puddig thick, stumpy, W. poten, patten, also E. pod,
pout, v.] 1. A species of food of a soft or moderately
hard consistence, variously made, but often a compound
of flour or meal, with milk and eggs, etc.
Pope.
And solid pudding against empty praise.
2. Anything resembling, or of the softness and consistency of, pudding.
3. An intestine ; especially, an intestine stuffed with
meat, etc. a sausage.
Shak,
4. Any food or victuals.
Eat jour pudding, slave, and hold your tongue. Prior.
5. {Naut.) Same as Puddening.
Pudding grass (Bo<.), the true pennyroyaKJ/erettaPuJegium), formerly used to flavor stuffing for roast meat.
Dr. Prior.
Pudding pie, a pudding with meat baked in it.
yaw/o)- (1630).
Pudding pipe (Bot^.the. long, cylindrical
pod of the leguminous tree Cassia Fistula. The seeds are
separately imbedded in a sweetish pulp. See Cassia. —
Pudding sleeve, a full sleeve like that of the English clerical gown. /Swi/i.
Pudding stone, (i/m.) See Conglomerate, re., 2.— Pudding time, (a) The time of dinner, pudding being formerly the dish first eaten. [Obs.] Johnson,
(b) The mck of time
critical time.
[Obs.]
;

Pub'llc-heart'ed (piib'lIk-hart'Sd),

med-

promotes the discharge of saliva.
Ptyx'lS (tiks'Is), n, [NL., fr. Gr. irnifts a folding.]
(Bot. ) The way in which a leaf is sometimes folded in

Pub'ble

Jer. Taylor.

—

icine that

out; pursy; pudgy; fat.
Pu'ber-al (pu'ber-al),

.

and retirements of every man.

Publication of a libel (Law), such an exhibition of a libel
as brings it to the notice of at least one person other than
the person libeled.
Publication of a will (Law), the delivery of a wUl, as his own, by a testator to witnesses who
attest it.

TTTvcTfia spittle

cf.

.

;;

PUDENDUM
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Pty'a-lln (ti'4-lln), n. [Gr. nTva\ov spittle. See Ptt(Physiol. Chem.) An unorganized amylolytic
ALISM.]
ferment, or enzyme, present in human mixed saliva and
in the saliva of some animals.

:

"

;;

II

Pu-'den'da

;

Shak.

(pii-d6n'dil),

re.

[L.,

pi.

from pudcndus

that of wliich one ought to be ashamed, fr. puaerc to ba
ashamed.] (.Anat.) The external organs of generation.
Pu-den'dal (-dnl), n. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the
pudenda, or puiloiiduni.

;

II

Pu-den'dum

(-diSn'diiin), n.

[NL.

See Pudenda.]

(Anat.) Tlie external organs of generation, especially ot
the female tlie vulva.

ink

;

;

tben,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

;;
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Short and fat or sturdy dumpy
a short,^«<i^ little man ; a pudgy little hand.
Thackeray.
_
Pn'dlo (pu'dtk), a. [L. pudicus modest, fr. pudere to
be ashamed cf. "t. pudique.'] (Anat.) Of or pertaining
to the external organs of generation.
Pn'dic-al (pu'di-kal), a. (Anat.) Pudic.
Pu-dlc'i-ty (pfi-dls'i-ty), n. [Cf. F. pudicite, L. pudieitia.']
Modesty ; chastity.
Howell.
Pu'dU (poo'dob), n. (Zo'dl.) A very small deer (Pudva humilu), native of tlie Chilian Andes. It has simple spikelike antlers, only two or three inches long.
Plie (pu), V. i. limp.
p. p. Ptjed (pud) p. pr. &
vb. n. Prrnjo.] To make a low whistling sound to chirp,

PwlB'y

podgy

(pOj'y), a.

;

as,

;

;;

:

&

;

;

Halliwell.

as birds.

Paeb'lO (pwSblo Sp. poo-atlo), n. [Sp., a village,
L. populus people. See People.] A communistic building erected by certain Indian tribes of Arizona and New
Mexico. It is often of large size and several stories high,
and is usually built either of stone or adobe. The term
is also applied to any Indian village in the same region.
Pneblo Indians (El/moL), any tribe or community of Indians living in pueblos. The principal Pueblo tribes are
the Moqui, the Zuni, the Keran, and the Tewan.
;

Pue'feMow (pii'fel'lo), n. A pewfellow. [OJi.]
Pu'er (pu'er), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] The dung of
dogs, used as an alkaline steep in tanning.
Simmonds.
PU-er'CO (poo-ar'ko), n. [Sp.] A hog.

3. (Zool.) (a)
body, as the species of Telrodon

Diodon

and

;

Any

PULL

plectognath fish which inflates

—

^"^'^^'"^^ "*

Puffer CTetrodon turgidus).

ki*r.

(i^)

;

Puff'er-y (piSfSr-^), n. The act of puffing; bestowment of extravagant commendation.
Puffin (piif'fin), n. [Akin to puff.J 1. (Zool.) An
arctic sea bird (Fratercula arctica) allied to the auks,
and having a short, thick, swollen

—

beak, whence the name
called
also6o«/e nose, cockandy, coulterneb, marrot, mormon, pope, and
sea parrot.
;

;

;

:

;

;

silly.

The French have been

notorious through generations for
their puerile affectation of Roman forms, models, and historic
precedents.
De Quincey.

Syn.

— Youthful;

boyish juvenile childish trifling
See Youthful.
adv.
In a puerile manner childishly.
Pa'er-lle-ly,
The quality of being puerile
Pu'er-ile-ness, n.
;

;

;

;

weak.

;

puerility.

Pn'er-ll'l-ty (-Il'I-ty), n. ; pi. Pueeilities (-ttz). [L.
puerilitas: cf. F. puerilite.']
X. The quality of being
puerile ; childishness ; puerileness.
Sir T. Browne.
2. That which is puerile or childish ; especially, an expression which is flat, insipid, or silly.
Pu-er'per-al (pu-er'per-al), a. [L. puerpera a lying-in
woman puer child -f parere to bear cf. F. puerperal.']
Of or pertaining to childbirth as, a puerperal fever.
:

;

;

Pu-er'per-OUS (-iis), a. Bearing chUdren. [iS.]
Pu'et (pu'St), n. (Zool.) The pewit.
PufI (pvif), n. [Akin to G. & Sw. puff a blow, Dan.
puf, D. pof; of imitative origin. Cf. Bcfpet.] 1. A
sudden and single emission of breath from the mouth
hence, any sudden or short blast of wind a slight gust
a whiff. " To every jD!/^ of wind a slave."
Flatmaii.
2. Anything light and filled with air. Specifically (a)
A puffball. (J) A kind of light pastry, (c) A utensil of
the toilet for dusting the skin or hair with powder.
3. An exaggerated or empty expression of praise, especially one in a public journal.
Ptjff adder. (Zool.) [a) Any South African viper belonging to Clotho and allied genera. They are exceedingly
venomous, and have the power of greatly distending their
bodies when irritated. The common puff adder Vipera,
or Clotho, arietans) is the largest species, becoming over
four feet long. The plumed puff adder (C. coraw/rt) has
a plumelike appendage over each eye. (6) A North American harmless snake (Heterodon platyrrhinos) which has
the power of puffing up its body. Called also hog-nose
snake, flathead, spreading adder, and bloioing adder. —
Puff bird (Zo'dl^, any bird of the genus Bxicco, or family
Buiconidse.
Tliey are small birds, usually with dullcolored and loose plumage, and have twelve tail feathers.
Bee Barbet (6).
;

:

(

Puff,

V.

i.

[imp.

&p. p. Puffed

(puf t)

;

p. pr.

&vb.

[Akin to G. puffen to pop, buffet, puff,
n. Puffing.]
D. poffen to pop, puffen to blow, Sw. puffa to push, to
cuff, Dan. puffe to pop, thump.
See Puff, ».] 1. To
blow in puffs, or with short and sudden whiffs.
2. To blow, as an expression of scorn ;
with at.
It is really to defy Heaven to jiufi at damnation.
South.

—

3.

To breathe quick and hard,

or with puffs, as after

yiolent exertion.

The

ass

chase.

4.
5.

razorbill.

puffin, the Manx shearSee under Manx.

ner

comes back again, puffing and blowing, from the
UKstrange.
;

hence, to assume importance.
Then came brave Glory i?w#n(7 by.
Herbert.
V. t.
1. To drive with a puff, or with puffs.
The clearing north will pu^the clouds away. Dryden.
2. To repel with words to blow at contemptuously.
I ^?<^ the prostitute away.
Dryden.
3. To cause to swell or dilate ; to inflate to rufile with
puSs
often with up; as, a bladder puffed with air.
The sea /jw^crf up with winds.
SJiak.
4. To inflate with pride, flattery, self-esteem, or the
like ;
often with up.
Pujfed up with military success. Jowett (Thvcyd.).
5. To praise with exaggeration ; to flatter ; to call pub" Puffed
lic attention to by praises
to praise unduly.
;

Puff,

;

;

—

;

—

;

with wonderful skill."
Macaulay.
Puff, a. Puffed up vain. [iJ.]
Fanshawe.
Puffball' (-bal'), n.
(Bot.) A kind of ball-shaped
fungus {Lycoper'don giganteum, and other species of the
same genus) full of dustlike spores wlien ripe;
called
also bullfisi, bullfce, puckfist, puff, and puffn.
Puff'er (-er), n. 1. One who puffs one who praises
with noisy or extravagant commendation.
2. One who is employed by the owner or seller of goods
Bold at auction to bid up the price a by-bidder. Bouvier.
;

—

;

;

ale,

2. (Bot.) The puffball.
sort of apple.
3.
[06s.]
Eider's Diet. (I(j40).

A

senate,

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

:

Puff 1-ness (piif 'i-n6s), n. The
quality or state of being puffy.

&

Puffing, a.
n. from Puff, v. i.
Puffing adder. (Zool.) Same as Puff adder (b), under
Puff. —Puffing pig (Zool.), the common porpoise.
Puffing-ly, adv. In a puffing manner with vehement
breathing or shortness of breath with exaggerated praise.
Puff—leg' (puf'lSg'), n. (Zool.) Any one of numerous
species of beautiful humming birds of the genus Eriocnemis having large tufts of downy feathers on the legs.
Puff-legged' (-ISgd'), a. (Zool.) Having a conspicuous tuft of feathers on the legs.
Puffy (-J), a. 1. Swelled with air, or any soft matter tumid with a soft substance bloated fleshy as,
s, puffy t\xraoT.
"A very stout,pu_^(/ man." Thackeray.
2. Hence, inflated ; bombastic as, a puffy style.
Pug (pug), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Pugged (piigd) p. pr.
vb. n. Pugging.]
[Cf. G. pucken to thump, beat.]
1. To mix and stir when wet, as clay for bricks, pot;

;

;

;

;

;

And
And

worldlings in

are less merciful,

it

Mrs. Browning.

ntoTe puissant.

Pu'is-sant-ly, adv. In a puissant manner; powerfully with great strength.
Pu'is-sant-ness, n. The state or quality of being
puissant; puissance; power.
Puit (put), n. [F. puits, from L. puteus well.] A
well a small stream a fountain a spring.
[06s.]
The puits flowing from the fountain of life. Jer. Taylor,
;

II

;

;

Puke

;

&

[imp.
p. p. Puked (pukt) p. pr.
vb. n. PuKiNO.] [Cf. 6. spucken to spit, and E. spew.'^
To eject the contents of the stomach ; to vomit ; to spew.

&

(puk),

V.

i.

;

The

;

Mewling and puking

infant

in the nurse's arms.

Shak.

;

&

tery, etc.

To

Pug

fill

a kind

mill,

of mill for grinding

and mixing clay,
either

Puke,
Puke,

brick-

for

making or the

fine

arts; a clay mill.
It consists essentially of an upright
shaft armed with

Png'-faced' (-fast'), a. Having a face like a monkey or a pug
monkey-faced.
(-ger), V.

t.

(-gerd),

a.

Puck-

Dr. H. More.
[06s.]
Pug'ging (-ging), n. [See Pua,
V. «.]
1. The act or process of
ered.

—

—

;

—

—

;

A

;

from the stomach

;

to vomit up.

;

Puke,

;

;

;

;

Pul'er (pul'er), re. One who pules ; one who whines
or complains a weak person.
Pu'les (pii'lSks), M. [L., a flea.] (Zool.) X genua
of parasitic insects including the fleas. See Flea.
;

II

[From L. pulex, pulicis,
a.
Pertaining to, or abounding in, fleas ; pulicose.
Pu'li-cose' (-kos'), ) a. [L. pulicosus, from pulex, a
Puli-cous (-kUs), j flea.] Abounding with fleas.
cry, as of a chicken ; a whinPul'ing (piil'ing), n.
ing or whimpering.
Leave this faint puling and lament as I do.
Shak.
Puli-cene (pulT-sen),

a

flea.]

Pul'ing, a. Whimpering whining childish.
Pul'ing-ly, adv. With whining or complaint.
Pulk'ha (pulk'ha), n. A Laplander's traveling
ge.
See Sledge.
Pull (pul), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Pulled (puld) p. pr.
& vb. n. Pulling.] [AS. pullian ; cf. LG. pulen, and
Gael, peall, piol, spiol.]
1. To draw ; to draw, or attempt to draw, toward one to draw forcibly.
Shak.
Ne'er pull your hat upon your brows.
and pulled her in. Gen. viii. 9.
He put forth his hand
;

„^^'

working and tempering clay to
make it plastic and of uniform consistency, as for bricks,
for pottery, etc.
2. (Arch.) Mortar or the like, laid between the joists
under the boards of a floor, or within a partition, to deaden
sound ;
in the United States usually called deafening.
Shak.
Pug'ging, a. Thieving. [06s.]
Pugh (poo), interj. Pshaw! pish! a word used in
contempt or disdain.
Pu'gll (pu'jTl), n. [L. pugillus, pugillum, a handful,
akin to pugnus the fist.] As much as is taken up beBacon.
tween the thumb and two first fingers. [06s.]
Pu'gil-ism (-"fz'm), n. [L. pugil a pugilist, boxer,
Fist.]
Pugnacious,
The
akin to pugnus the fist. Cf.
practice of boxing, or fighting with the fist.
One who fights with his
[L. pugil.]
Pu'gil-ist, n.
a boxer.
fists ; esp., a professional prize fighter
Pu'gil-Is'tic (-Ts'tik), a. Of or pertaining to pugilism.
Pug-na'CiOUS (piig-na'-shiis), a. [L. pugnax, -ads, fr.
pugnare to fight. Cf. Pugilism, Fist.] Disposed to
fighting.
fight ; inclined to fighting ; quarrelsome
Pug-na'cious-ness, n.
Pug-na'cious-ly, adv.
pugnacitas
[L.
n.
(-nasT-ty),
: cf. F.
Pug-nac'i-ty
pugnacite.} Inclination or readiness to fight; quarrel"
Motley.
of
character.
pugnacity
"
national
someness.
flnol, all

eject

A

To puck-

[06s.]

Pug'gered

To

t.

;

projecting knives,
Pug Mill.
which is caused to
revolve in a hollow cylinder, tub, or vat, in which the clay
is placed.
Pug, n. [Corrupted fr. puck. See Puck.] 1. An elf,
[06s.] B. Jonson.
or a hobgoblin ; also same as Puck.
Addison.
[Colloq.']
2. A name for a monkey.
C. Kingsley.
[Prov. Eng.]
3. A name for a fox.
Lyly.
[06s.]
4. An intimate; a crony ; a dear one.
Holland.
[06s.]
5. pi. Chaff ; the refuse of grain.
Cot grave.
6. A prostitute.
[06s.]
7. (Zool.) One of a small breed of pet dogs having a
short nose and head ; a pug dog.
8. (Zool. ) Any geometrid moth
of the genus Eupithecia.

Pug'ger

V.

n.
A medicine that causes vomiting; an
a vomit.
a.
[Etymol. uncertain.] Of a color supposed
to be between black and russet.
Shak.
5^°° This color has by some been regarded as the same
with puce ; but Nares questions the identity.
Puk'er (piik'er), n. 1. One who pukes, or vomits.
2. That which causes vomiting.
Garth,
Pu'las (pu'lSs), n. [Skr. paldfa.] (Bot.) The East
Indian leguminous tree Butea froruiosa. See Gum Butea,
under Gum. [Written also ^aZes and palasa.]
Pul'chri-tude (piSl'krT-tud), n. [L. pulchritudo, fr.
pulcher beautiful.] 1. That quality of appearance which
pleases the eye ; beauty comeliness grace ; loveliness.
Piercing our heartes with thy pulchritude. Court of Love.
2. Attractive moral excellence moral beauty.
By the pulchritude of their souls make up what is wanting in
the beauty of their bodies.
Ray.
Pule (piil), V. i. [imp. &p. p Puled (puld) p. pr.
&vb. n. Puling.] [F. piatder ; cf. L. pipilare, pipire^
to peep, pip, chirp, and E. peep to chirp.] 1. To cry
like a chicken.
Bacon.
2. To whimper to whine, as a complaining child.
It becometh not such a gallant to whine and. pule. Barrow.

emetic

or stop with clay by tamping ; to fill in or
spread with mortar, as a floor or partition, for the purpose of deadening sound. See Pugging, 2.
Pug, n. 1. Tempered clay; clay moistened and worked
so as to be plastic.
2. A pug miU.
2.

er.

To swell with air to be dilated or inflated. Boyle.
To breathe in a swelling, inflated, or pompous man-

puissant. See Puissant, and cf Potency, Potance, PoTENCE.]
Power; strength; might; force; potency.
" Youths of puissance."
Tennyson.
The power and jmissance of the king.
Shah.
Spenser,
Shakespeare, and Milton, puissance
^W" In
aDdpuissant are usually dissyllables.
Pu'is-sant (-sant), a. [F., originally, a p. pr. formed
fr. L. posse to be able
cf. L. potens powerful.
See Potent.]
Powerful ; strong ; mighty ; forcible ; as, a
pMissaM< prince or empire. '^ Puissant deeds." Milton.
Oi puissant nations which the world possessed. Spenser.
.

II

Pnerco beds (Geol.), a name given to certain strata belonging to the earliest Eocene. They are developed in
northwestern New Mexico, along the Rio Puerco, and
are characterized by their mammalian remains.
Pu'er-ile (pu'er-Tl 277), a. [L. puerilis, fr. puer a
child, a boy
cf. 'W. pueril.'\ Boyish
childish; trifling

;

Puis'ny (pu'n?), a. Puisne ; younger ; inferior ; petty
unskilled.
[iJ.]
A puisny tilter, that spurs his horse but on one side. Shak.
Pu'is-sance (pu'Ts-sans or pu-Ts'- 277), n. [F., fr.

^ff^ The name is also applied
to other related snecies, as the
horned puffin (F. corniculata),
the tufted puffin (Lunda cirrhaand the

Puh (pii), interj. The same as Pugh.
Puis'ne (pu'ny), a. [See Punt.] 1. Later in age,
"
time, etc. ; subsequent.
[06s.]
puisne date to
eternity."
Sir M. Hale.
2. Puny ; petty ; unskilled.
[06s.]
3. (Law) Younger or inferior in rank
junior ; associate ; as, a chief justice and three puisne justices of the
Court of Common Pleas ; the puisne barons of the Court
of Exchequer.
Blackstone.
Puis'ne, n. One who is younger, or of inferior rank
a junior esp., a judge of inferior rank.
It were not % work for puisnes and novices.
Bp. Hall.

A

harbor, porpoise.

Manx

a snub

;

a.

Pug-nose eel(Zool.),a. deep-water marine eel (Simenchelys parasiticus) which sometimes burrows into the flesh
of the halibut.

swellfish, and
globefish. (6)
The common, or

water.

short, thick nose

nose.

called also blower, puff-fish,

ta),

Png' nose' (piSg' noz'). A
— Pug'—nosed' (-nozd'),

its

eve, event, find, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

;

;

.

To draw apart

.

.

to tear ; to rend.
hath turned aside my ways, and pulled

2.

;

me in pieces he
Zam. iii. II.
me desolate.
To gather with the hand, or by drawing toward one

He

;

hath made
3.

topaKflax; topuMafinch.
as, topwM fruit
move or operate by the motion of drawing towards one as, to pull a bell to pull an oar.
5. (Horse Pacing) To hold back, and so prevent from
winning; as, the favorite vras pulled.
6. (Print.) To take or make, as a proof or impression
hand presses being worked by pulling a lever.
7. (Cricket) To strike the ball in a particular manner.
See Pull, n. , 8.
to pluck
4. To

;

;

;

,

;

—

Never pull a straight fast

ball to leg.

S. H. Lyttelton.

To pull and haul, to draw hither and thither. " Both
are equally pulled and hauled to do that which they are
unable to do." South.
1o pull down, to demolish; to

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

orb,

5dd

i

;
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:
to degrade ; as, to pull down a house. " In powell as mechanical, it is easier to pull
dotcn than build up." Hoivell. " To raise the wretched,
and jou/Wowre the proud. " Roscommon.— lo pull a Sncli.
To poll off, to take or draw oft.
See under Finch.

destroy

litical aifairs, as

—

Pull

(pul)) ".

To exert one's

i.

drawing or hauling; to tug

self in

an act or mo-

pull at a rope.
To pnll apart, to become separated by pulling as, a
rope will ptill apart.
To pull up, to draw the reins ; to
stop ; to halt.
To pull through, to come successfully to
the end of a difficult undertakiiig, a dangerous sickness,
or the like.
Full, n. 1. The act of pulling or drawing with force
tion of

an

effort to

;

move something by drawing toward

one.

Pul'lu-la'tion (piil'lfi-la'shiin),
tion.l
A germinating, or budding.
chick
II

[NL.],

Tvfo pulls at once
His lady banished, and a limb lopped

Pul'mo-bran'clii-ate

is

A

6.
6.

The act
The act

;

or the mug.

of rowing as, apwH on the river. \^Colloq.']
of drinking ; as, to take a pull at the beer,
;

Dickens.

ISlang]

Something in one's favor in a comparison or a conan advantage means of inSuencing ; as, in weights
the favorite had the pw?i. ISlangJ
8. ( Cricket) A kind of stroke by which a leg ball is
sent to the off side, or an off ball to the on side.
The pull is not a legitimate stroke, but bad cricket.
7.

;

;

Pul'lail (punal

48), n.

;

'

J{.

A. Proctor.

[F. poulaille.']

Poultry.

Pul'ley

(pul'iy),

re.

Pulleys

/ pi.

(cf.

(-ITz).

Pull,

v. t.);

The

force,

on

the

end of the

free

^'^

rope, is thus

OE.

Puiau-Iate
Ose,

unite,

cavity

Pul-sa'tion (pul-sa'shiin),

myosotis; e Onchidella granulosa.

(-na'tSd), a.

Pul'mo-ni-bran'chi-ate (-bran'kl-at),

a.

&

re.

{Zo'ol.)

as Pulmonate.
Pul-mon'ic (piil-m5n'ik),

cf F. pulmonigue.]

—

a. [L. pulmo, -onis, a lung
Relating to, or affecting, the lungs

If all the world

A

A

&

V. i.
limp.
p. p. Pulped (pulpt) p. pr.
Pulping.] 1. To reduce to pulp.
of the pulp, or integument.
The other mode is to pulp the coffee immediately as it comes
from the tree. By a simple machine a man will pulj) a bushel
in a minute.
B. Edwards.
Pul'pa-toon' (pfil'pa-tobn'), re. [F. poulpeton, poupe;

re.

To deprive

a sort of ragout.]
kind of delicate con-

ton,

A

^ares.

membranous

pity

about 29.5 feet in a second.
7/, .iV. Martin.
feel one's pulse, (a) To ascertain, by the sense of
feeling, the condition of the arterial pulse, (b) Hence,
to sound one's opinion , to try to discover one's mind.

;

Pulse,

,

;

.

.

at the feet of a pK(pi(C(/ divine,

out, oil

;

oiialr

;

go

;

V.

To

i.

pulses or beats

;

beat, as the arteries
to pulsate ; to throb.

;

to

move

in

Pay,

[See Pulsate, Pulse a beating.] To
drive by a pulsation ; to cause to pulsate,
[i?,]
Fulse'less, a. Having no pulsation lifeless.
Fulse'less-ness, n. The state of being pulseless.
Pul-sil'lc (pul-sTt'Tk), a.
[Pulse
L. J'acere to
make.] Exciting the pulso causing pulsation.

j

Sit

Burke.

— To

A desk, or platform, for an

food, fo^ot

species

pressure started by tlie ventricular systole, radiating
arterial system, and
gradually disappearing in the smaller branches.
The puhc tvnre travels over the arterial system at the rate of

orator or public speaker.
Pul'pit, a. Of or pertaining to tlie pulpit, or preaching as, a, pulpit orator; pttlpit eloquence.
Pul'plt-ed (pul'ptt-5d), a. Placed in a pulpit. [P.]

;

and

from the semilunar valves over the

Pulpit of Church of Santa Maria
Novella, Florence.
2. The whole body
of the clergy preachers as a class
also, preaching.
1 say tlie pulpit (in the sober use
Of its legitimate, peculiar powers)
Must stand acknowledfjed, while the world shall stand.
The most important and effectual guard,
Support, and ornamentof virtue's cause.
Cowper.

[L. pulhilatus, p. p. of

parts vibrate according to the nature

stroke.

;

F. pupitre.]
1. An elevated place,
or inclosed stage, in a
church, in which the
clergyman stands while
preaching.

from pullulus a young animal, a

tlie

an instrument consisting of a glass tube
with terminal bulbs, and containing ether or alcohol,
which the heat of the hand causes to boil — so called
from the pitlsating motion of the liquid when thus
warmed. — Pulse wave (Physiol.), the wave of increased

pvlpite,

—

;

;

Pttlee glass,

my

Om

;

of

1 etnnd like a clerk in
pulint.
Chaucer.

iip,

;

Impel, Push.] 1. (Physiol.) The beating or throbbing
of the heart or blood vessels, especially of the arteries.
(1^^ In an artery the pulse is due to the expansion and
contraction of the elastic walls of the artery by the action
of the heart upon the column of blood in the arterial system. On the commencement of the diastole of the ventricle, the semilunar valves are closed, and the aorta recoils by its elasticity so as to force part of its contents
into the vessels farther onwards. These, in turn, as they
already contain a certain quantity of blood, expand, recover Dy an elastic recoil, and transmit the movement
with diminished intensity. Thus a series of movements,
gradually diminishing in intensity, pass along the arteFor the sake of
rial system (see the Note under Heart).
convenience, the radial artery at the wrist is generally
chosen to detect the precise character of the pulse. The
pulse rate varies wit'.i age, position, sex, stature, physical and psychical influences, etc.
2, Any measured or regular beat any short, quick
motion, regularly repeated, as of a medium in the transmission of light, sound, etc. ; oscillation ; vibration ;
pulsation ; impulse beat movement.
The measured pulse of racing oars.
Tennyson.
When the ear receives any simple sound, it is struck by a single pulse of the air, which makes the eardrum and the other

Pulp'l-ness (puip'inSs), n.
The quality
or state of being pulpy.
Pul'pit (pul'pTt), re.
[L. pulpitum ; cf. OF.

3.

Milton.

Pulse, re. [OE. pous, OF. pons, F. pouls, fr. L. pulsus
(sc. venarum), the beating of the puke, the pulse, from
pellere, pulsum, to beat, strike
cf. Gr. iroAAeii/ to
swing, shake, TreAejui'feii' to shake. Cf. Appeal, Compel,

;

fectionery or cake, perhaps made from the
pulp of fruit. lObs.]

,

Beat-

beans, pease, etc.
Should, in a pet of temperance, feed on pulse.

F. pulpe.]
moist, slightly cohering mass, consisting of soft, undissolved animal or vegetable matter.
Specifically: (a) {Anat.)
tissue or part resembling
pulp ; especially, the soft, highly vascular and sensitive
tissue which fills the central cavity, called the pulp cavity, of teeth.
(6) {Bot.) The soft, succulent part of
fruit ; as, the pulp of a grape,
(c) The exterior part of
a coffee berry. £. Edwards, (d) The material of which
paper is made when ground up and suspended in water.

&

[Cf. F. pulsatif.]

;

II

Pulp,

(piil'sa-tTv), a.

throbbing.
;

;

pulmonary.
re.
A pulmonic mediciae.
Pul'mo-nU'e-ra (pul'm6-nif'e-ra), re. pi. [NL. See
Pulmoniferous.] {Zo'ol.) Same as Pulmonata.
Pul'mo-nif'er-OUS (-er-tis), a. [L. pulmo, -onis, a
lung -{- -ferous.] {Zo'ol.) Having lungs; pulmonate.
Pulp (piSlp), re. [L. pulpa flesh, pith, pulp of fruit
cf.

;

Pul-sa'tor (piil-sa'ter), re. [L.] 1. A beater a striker.
2. {Mech.) That which beats or throbs in working.
Pul'sa-tO-ry (piil'sa^t6-ry), a. [Cf. F. ptdsatoire."]
Capable of pulsating throbbing.
Sir H. Wotton.
Pulse (piils), re. [OE. puis, L. puis, pultis, a thick
pap or pottage made of meal, pulse, etc. See Poultice,
and cf. Pousse.] Leguminous plants, or their seeds, as

as Pulmonate (a).
(piil'mo-nT-bran'kT-a'ta),

Same

—

fyll,

Pul'sa-tlve
ing

Same

;

ryde,

By the Cornelian law, pulsation as well as verberation is
prohibited.
Blackstone.

Pulmonata. 6 c Clausilia nigricans ; d Alexia

Pul'mo-nl-bran'chl-a'ta

2.

A

A
A

is

n.pl. [NL., fr. L. pulmo, -onis, alung-j-Gr. Ppdyxtov
a gill.] (.^oiJZ.) Same as Pulmonata.

vb.

and Anemone

re.

:

Limax,

.

pratensis,

[L. pulsatio a beating
or striking cf. F. ptilsaiion..] 1. {Physiol.)
beating
or throbbing, especially of the heart or of an artery, or
in an inflamed part ; a beat of the pulse.
single beat or throb of a series.
2.
stroke or impulse by which some medium is af3.
fected, as in the propagation of sounds.
4. {Law) Any touching of another's body willfully or
in anger.
This constitutes battery.

—

II

Anemone

Pulsatilla,

patens, are used medicinally.

Pul'mo-na'ted

pulley,

(piSl'lii-lat), v. i.

;

II

breathing organs that act as lungs. (6) Pertaining to
the Pulmonata.
re.
One of the Pulmonata.

„„

ptillulare to sprout,

;

;

and many pond snails, as Limnaea and Planorbis.
Ful'mo-nate (piSl'mo-nat), a. {Zo'ol.) {a) Having

Pul'ley, i;. <. To raise or lift by
„ .
P»rt""e Pulley.
means of a pulley, [i?.]
Hotvell.
Pul'U-cate (piil'lT-kat), re. A kind of checked cotton
or silk handkerchief.
PuU'man car' (pul'man kar'). [Named after Mr.
Pullman, who introduced them,] A kind of sleeping
car also, a palace car
often shortened to Pullman.
;

E. Darwin.

Pul'sa-tUe (-sa-til), a. [Cf. It. pulsatile, Sp. pulswtil.]
1. Capable of being struck or beaten
played by
beating or by percussion as, a tambourine is a ptilsatile

(Zo'ol.)

or garden slugs,

which can be bolted together, to facilitate application to, or removal
from.ashaft.— Pulley block. Same as
Block, re. 6. —Pulley stile (Arch.),
the upright ef the window frame
int9 which a pulley is fixed and along

;

;

heart of a viper or frog will continue to pulsate long after

taken from the body.

Anemone

snails,

—

— Split

;

The
it is

extensive

into
an air-breathing organ, as in
Helix, or land

Conical pulley, one of a pair of belt pulleys, each in the shape of a truncated
cone, for varying velocities.
Fast pulley,
a pulley firmly attached upon a shaft.
Loose pulley, a pulley loose on a shaft, to
interrupt the transmission of motion in „
„ „
machinery. See Fast and loose pulleys, ^°'^""^^^"^^^'^°underPAST.— Parting pulley, a belt
pulley made in semicircular halves,

whicli the sash slides.
a parting pulley.

(piil'sat), V. i.
{imp. &p. p. Pulsated (-s£p. pr. & vb. re. Pulsating.]
[L. ptilsatus, p. p. of
pulsare to beat, strike, v. intens. fr. pellere to beat,
strike, drive.
See Pulse a beating, and cf. Pulse, v.]
To throb, as a pulse to beat, as the heart.

tSd)

which the man-

m

.

II

Pul'sate

modified

doubled, but can
move the load
through only half
the space traversed by itself.
The rope may also ^^
pass over a sheave ^p
another block
that is fixed. The Single Fixed
Pulley.
end of the rope
may be fastened
to the movable block, instead of
a fixed point, with an additional
gain of power, and using either
one or two sheaves in the fixed
block.
Other sheaves may be
Fall and Tackle.
added, and the power multiplied
accordingly. Such an apparatus is called by workmen
a block and tackle, or a Jail and tackle. See Block. A
single fixed pulley gives no increase of power, but serves
simply for changing the direction of motion.
Band pulley, or Belt pulley, a pulley with a broad face
for transmitting power between revolving
shafts by means of a belt, or for guiding a
belt. — Cone pulley.
See Cone pullet.

—

;

lung.]

tle

lA
^

^

;

[L. pulmo a lung -|Swimming by the expansion and

(piSl'rao-grad), a.

(Zo'ol.)

gastropods, in

,

jj k^

—

musical instrument.
2, Pulsating
throbbing, as a tumor.
Pul'sa-til'la (-tll'la), re.
[NL.] {Bot.) A genus of
ranunculaceous herbs including the pasque flower. This
genus is now merged in Anemone. Some species, as

.

acting

&

sub-class, of
hermaphrodite

poleine, polive, pulley, LL. polanus, and F. poulain,
properly, a colt, f r. L. pullus young animal, foal (cf PuLlET, Foal). For the change of sense, cf. 'F.poutre beam,
originally, a filly, and E. easel.']
(3fach.) A wheel with
a broad rim, or grooved rim, for transmitting power
from, or imparting power to, the different parts of machinery, or for changing the direction of motion, by
means of a belt, cord, rope, or chain.
U^"" The pulley, as one of the mechanical powers, consists, in its simplest form, of a grooved wheel, called a
sheave, turning within a movable frame or block, by
means of a cord or rope attached at one end to a fixed
point.

NL.

Pulmonata.

as

division, or

[F. poulie,
cf.

-f-

re.

See the Note under Artery.
Pul'mo-na-ry, re. [Cf. F. ptilmonaire. See Pulmonary, a.] (Bot.) Lungwort.
Ainsworth.
Pul'mo-na'ta (pul'mo-na'ta), n.pl. [NL., from L.
pulmo, -onis, a

An

;

but

Same

)

pi.
E. Gasteropoda.']

(-gSs'te-r5p'o-da),

II

;

perhaps of Teutonic origin

&

;

Pulmonary artery.

Horn. ofR.
PuU'back' (pul'bSk'), n. 1. That which holds back,
or causes to recede a drawback a hindrance.
2. {Arch.) The iron hook fixed to a casement to pull
it shut, or to hold it partly open at a fixed point.
Pulled (puld or pul'ed), a. Plucked pilled moult" A. pulled hen."
ing.
Chaucer.
Pul'len (pul'lgn), re. [Cf. L. pullinus belonging to
young animals. See Pullet.] Poultry. \_Obs.'\
Pttll'er (pul'er), re.
One who, or that which, pulls.
Proud setter up &nA puller down of kings.
Shak.
PuI'let (pul'lSt), re. [OE. polete, OF. polete, F. poulette, dim. oi pottle a hen, fr. L. pulltis a young animal, a
young fowl. See Foal, and cf. Poult, Poultry, Pool
stake.] A young hen, or female of the domestic fowl.
Pullet sperm, the treadle of an egg.
Shak.
[Obs.]
;

re.

.

[Obs.-]

;

&

a.

contraction, or lunglike movement, of the body, or of the
disk, as do the medusae.
Pul-mom'e-ter (pul-mom'e-ter), re. [L. pulmo a lung
-j- -meter.]
(Physiol.) A spirometer.
Pul'mo-na'ri-an (ptil'mo-na'ri-on), re. (Zool.) Any
arachnid that breathes by lunglike organs, as the spiders
and scorpions. Also used adjectively.
Pul'mo-na-ry (piSl'mo-na-ry), a. [L. pulmonarius,
iiom pulmo, -onis, a lung; of uncertain origin, perh.
named from its lightness, and akin to E. float : cf F.
pulmonaire. Cf. Pneumonia.] Oi or pertaining to the
lungs ; affecting the lungs ; pulmonic.

knob, handle, or lever, etc., by which anything
pulled as, a drawer pull ; a bell pull.

test

(-brSn'ki-at),

+

Pul'mo-grade

Sliak.

off.

A

Pul'plt-er (pul'pit-er), re.
preacher. \Obs.]
Pul-plt'lC-al (pi.il-pit'I-kal), a. Of or pertaining to tha
pulpit; suited to the pulpit.
[iJ.]
Pul-pit'lO-al-ly,
adv.
[P..]
Chesterfield.
Pul'plt-lsh (pul'pit-tsh), a. Of or pertaining to the
pulpit ; like preaching.
Chalmers.
Pul'plt-ry (-ry), n.
The teaching of the pulpit;
" 'Mere pulpitry."
preaching.
\_R.
Obs.]
Milton.
Pulp'ons (ptilp'Qs), a. IL. ptdposus : cf. F. pulpeux.
See Pulp.] Containing pulp ; pulpy. " Pulpous fruit."
J. Philips.
Pulp'ous-ness, re.
Pulp'y (-y), a. Like pulp; consisting of pulp soft;
fleshy succulent ; as, the pulpy covering of a nut ; the
pulpy substance of a peach or a cherry.
Pul'que (pul'ka), re. [Sp.] An intoxicating Mexican drink. See Asave.

the frog.

gradi to walk.]

;

4.

—

Pr. H. More.

Same as Pulmonibhanciuata, -ate.
Pul'mo-CU-ta'ne-OUS (-ku-ta'ne-Hs), a. [L. pulmo a
lung
E. cutaneous.} (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the
lungs and the skin as, the pulmocutaneous arteries of

;

;

Pnl-plt-eer' (pul-plt-er'), re.
One who speaks in a
pulpit ; a preacher ;
so called in contempt.
Howell.
"We never can think it sinful that Burns should have been
humorous on such a pulpiteer.
Prof, Wilson.

to

{Zool. )

(Zo'ol.

;

;

Warburton.
[Cf. F. pullula-

;

Pul'mo-gas'te-rop'o-da
[NL., from L. pulmo a lung

A contest a struggle as, a wrestling pull. Carew.
A pluck loss or violence suffered. \_Poetie'\

2.
3.

To germinate

re.

Pul'lus (pai'liSs), n. ; pi. Pulli (-U). [L.] (Zool.)
a young bird in the downy stage.
Pul'mo-bran'chl-a'ta (pvH'mo-brSn'kl-a'ta), re. pi.

II

A

II

I awakened with a violent pu?? upon the ring which was fastened at the top of my box.
SwiJ't.

PULSION

sprout, dim. of pullus. See Pullet.]
bud ; to multiply abundantly.

as, to

;

—

—

—

::

Milton,

sing, Ifik

Pulse,

V.

t.

;

+

;

Pul-slm'e-ter (-sTni'e-ter), re,
[Pulse -|- -meter.']
{Physiol.) A sphygmograph,
Pul'slon (piil'sliiin), n. [L. piilsio, U. pellere, pulsum,
;

tben, tliin

;

bON

;

zli =:

z in azure.

;

;

;
;

to drive cf. F. pulsion.'] The act of driving forward
propulsion
opposed to suction or traction. [iJ.]
Pul'Slve (piU'siv), a. Tending to compel compulsory,
" The jOM?s!we strain of conscience."
[is.]
Marston.
-meter.']
Pul-SOm'e-ter (piU-som'e-ter), n. [Pulse
1. A device, with valves, for raising water by steam,
partly by atmospheric pressure, and partly by the direct
action of the steam on the water, without the intervention of a piston
also called vacuum pump.
:

—

;

;

+

;

2.

A

—

pulsiraeter.

Piers Plowman.
(piilt), V. i.
To put. lObs.]
Pul-ta'ceous (piSl-ta'shus), a. [Cf. F. pultace. See
softened
nearly
fluid.
1st Pulse.] Macerated
Pul'tesse (pul'tgs), n. See Poultice. lObs.]
Holland.
Pul'tlse (pra'tTs), )
Chaucer.
lObs.]
Pul'trie (pul'tri), n. Poultry.
Pu'lu (poo'loo), 71. A vegetable substance consisting of soft, elastic, yellowish brown chaff, gathered in
the Havv'aiiau Islands from the young fronds of tree ferns
used for
of the genus Cibotium, chiefly C. Menziesii ;
stuffing mattresses, cushions, etc. and as an absorbent.
Pul'ver-a-ble (piil'ver-a-b'l), a. Capable of being reBoyle.
duced to fine powder.
Pul'ver-a'ceO'US (-a'shus), a. (Bot.) Having a finely
powdered surface pulverulent.
Pnl'ver-ate (pul'ver-at), v. t. [L. pulveratus, p. p.
of puiverare to pulverize.
See Pulverize.] To beat or
reduce to powder or dust to pulverize, [if.]
Pul'ver-ine (-Tn), n. [L. pulvis, pulveris, dust, powder cf. F. pulverin.] Ashes of barilla.
Ure.
Pul'ver-i'za-ble (-I'za-b'l), a. Admitting of being pul-

Pult

;

;

1

II

—

,

;

;

:

verized pulverable.
Barton.
Pul'Ver-1-Za'tion (-T-za'shtln), n. [Of. F. pulverisation.]
The action of reducing to dust or powder.
;

/

Pul'ver-ize (pul'ver-iz), v. t. \irap. & p. p. PuLVEBIZED (-izd) p. pr. & vh. n. Pulverizing (-I'zTng).] [F.
pulveriser^ L. pulvenzare^ fr. pulvis dust, powder. See
Powder.] To reduce to fine powder or dust, as by beating, grinding, or the like as, friable substances may be
pulverized by grinding or beating, but to pulverize malleable bodies other methods must be pursued.
Pnl'ver-ize, v. i. To become reduced to powder ; to
fall to dust
as, the stone pulverizes easily.
Pul'ver-i'zer (-I'zer), n. One who, or that which,
;

;

;

used, esp. in the form of powder, for smoo'iling and polishing.
Called a\ao pumice stone.
Pum'iced (pQm'Ist), a. {Far.) Affected with a kind
of chronic laminitis in which there is a growth of soft
spongy horn between the coffin bone and the hoof wall.
The disease is called pumiced foot, or pumice foot.

Pu-ml'ceous (pfl-mish'fis), a. [L. pumiceus.] Of or
pertaining to pumice resembling pumice.
Pum'ice Stonj' (pum'Is ston'). Same as Pumice.
Pu-mic'l-f orm (plS-mTs'i-fSrm), a. [Pumice -\- -form.]
;

Resembling, or having the structure of, pumice.
Pum'mace (p&m'mSs), re. Same as Pomace.

A

J

•

Pul'ver-ous

(-iis), a.

Li. pulvereus, ivom. pulvis,
Consisting of dust or powder

[Cf.

like powder.

Pul-ver'U-lence (piSl-ver'u-lens), n. The state of being
abundance of dust or powder dustiness.
Pul-ver'u-lent (-lent), a. [L. pulverulentus, fr. pulvis, pulveris, dust, powder
cf. F. pulverulent.]
Consisting of, or reducible to, fine powder; covered with
pulverulent

;

;

:

dust or powder powdery dusty.
Pul'vll (pul'vil), n. [It. polviglio,
;

;

L. pulvis, pulA sweet-scented

fr.

veris, dust, powder; cf. Sp. polvillo.]
powder pulvillio. ["Written also pi(it;i7?e.] \_Obs.] Gay.
Pul'vll, V. t. To apply pulvil to.
\_Obs.]
Congreve.
;

Pul-vil'U-0 (ptil-vil'lT-o), ra. [See Pulvil.] A kind
of perfume in the form
Pul-vll'lo (pul-vil'16),
)
of a powder, formerly much used,
often in little bags.
Smells of incense, ambergris, uni pulvillios.
Addison.
Pul-vil'lus (piil-vTl'lus), n. ; pi. Pulvilli (-11). [L.,
a little cushion.] (Zool.) One of the minute cushions on
the feet of certain insects.
llPul-vl'nar (piil-vl'nar), n. [L., a cushion.] (Anat.)
A prominence qu the posterior part of the thalamus of
the human braim
Pul'vi-nate (piil'vT-nat),_) a. [L. pulvinatus, fr. puU
vinus a cushion, an elePul'vi-na'ted (-na'ted), )
vation.]
1. {Arck.) Curved convexly or swelled
as, a
pulvinated frieze.
Brande & C.
2. {Zool.) Having the form of a cushion.
[From Vulpinic, by
Pul-vin'ic (piil-vin'Tk), a.
transposition of the letters.]
[Chem.) Pertaining to, or
designating, an acid obtained by the decomposition of
vulpinic acid, as a white crystalline substance.
Pul-vin'U-lus (-u-liis), n. ; pi. Pulviitoli (-li). [L.,
a little mound.] (Zool.) Same as Pulvillus.
Pu'ma (pu'ma), 71. {Verxiw. puma.] {Zool.) A large
I

—

II

(8^°' For various kinds of pumps, see AiB
pump. Chain pump, and Force pump also,
under Lifting, Plunger, Rotary, etc.
Circulating pump (Steam Engine), a Suction
Pump,
pump for driving the condensing water viewed in section.
AC Cyl
through the casmg, or tubes, of a surinder
or
Barrel:
face condenser.
Pump brake. See
AB Pipe
Pump handle, below. Pump dale. See Handle;
P
Dale.
Pump gear, the apparatus beBucket or Pislonging to a pump. Totten.— Pump hanton R Rod or
dle, the lever, worked by hand, by which
Spear;
v v
motion is given to the bucket of a
Valves.
pump. Pump hood, a semicylindrical
appendage covering the upper wheel of a chain pump.
Pump rod, the rod to which the bucket of a pump is fastened, and which is attached to the brake or handle the
piston rod. — Pump room, a place or room at a mineral
spring where the waters are drawn and drunk. [Eng.] —
;

(Felis concolor), found from Canada
to Patagonia, especially among the mountains. Its color
is tawny, or brownish yellow, without spots or stripes.
Called also catu.mount, cougar, American lion, moxmtain
lion, a,iid panther oi painter.

American carnivore

—

—

;

H

;

—

—

;

—

spear.
Same as Pump rod, above. Pump stock,
the stationary part, body, or barrel of a pump.
Pump

Pump

(Naut.) See

well.

Pump,

V.

[imp.

t.

—

Well.

&

p. p. Pumped (piimt

;

215)

& vb. n. Pumping.] 1. To raise with a pump, as
water or other liquid.
2. To draw water, or the like, from to free from water by means of a pump
as, they pumped the well dry
;

;

to

pump

a ship.
3. Figuratively, to

draw out or

obtain, as secrets or
to question
or ply persistently in order to elicit something, as infor-

money, by persistent questioning or plying

;

me for politics.

;

.

.

.

One who pumps

the instrument
Boyle.
Pump'er-nlck'el (-nik''l), re. [G.] A sojt of bread,
made of unbolted rye, which forms the chief food of the
It is acid but nourishing.
Westphalian peasants.
n.

;

or machine used in pumping.

Pum'pet
Fumpet

(piim'pet),

ball (Print.),

Pump'ing,

a.

re.

A

pompet.

a ball for inking types

;

a pompet.

& n.

from Pump.
a steam engine and pump combined

Pumping engine,
raising water. See

Steam engine.
Pump'ion (pump'yun or piim'pl-iin),

fo

(Bot.) See

n.

(piimp'kin), n.
[For oMer pompion, pompon, OF. pompon, L. pepo, peponis, Gr. iriniav, properly,
so called because not
cooked by the sun, ripe, mellow
eaten till ripe. Cf. Cook, m.] {Bot.) A well-known trailused for cooking plant ( Cucurbita pepo) and its fruit,
ing and for feeding stock ; a pompion.
Pumpkin seed, (a) The flattish oval seed of the pumpkin, (b) (Zool.) The common pondfish.
Pu'my (pii'my), a. [Cf. Prov. E. pummer big, large,
and E. pomey pommel.] Large and rounded. [Obs.]
A gentle stream, whose murmuring wave did play

Pump'kin

—

;

—

(pun),

i;. «.

Spenser.

stones.

[See

He would pun

Pound to beat.] To pound.

thee into shivers with his

[Ofo.]
Sliak.

fist.

Pun, re. [Cf. Pun to pound, Pound to beat.] A play
on words which have the same sound but different meanings an expression in which two different applications
a kind of
of a word present an odd or ludicrous idea
Addison.
quibble or equivocation.
A better p^m on this word was made on the Beggar's Opera,
which, it was said, made Gay rich, and Rich gay.
Watpole.
;

;

Pun,

V.

i.

[imp.

&

p. p.

Punned

(piind)

;

p. pr.

&

vb. n. Punning.] To make puns, or a pun ; to use a word
in a double sense, especially when the contrast of ideas

Dryden.
to play upon words to quibble.
To persuade or affect by a pun. Addison.
[Hind, panch five, Skr. pancan.
re.
So called because composed of five ingredients, viz.,
See Five.]
sugar, arrack, spice, water, and lemon juice.
A beverage composed of wine or distilled liquor, water
(or milk), sugar, and the juice of lemon, with spice or
mint
specifically named from the kind of spirit used ;
as rum punch, claret punch, champagne punch, etc.
Milk punch, a sort of punch made with spirit, milk, sugar, spice, etc. —Punch bowl, a large bowl in which punch
Roman punch, a
13 made, or from which it is served.
punch frozen and served as an ice.
Punch, n. [Abbrev. fr. punchinello.] The buffoon
or harlequin of a puppet show.
Punch and Judy, a puppet show In which a comical little
ludicrous

Pun,

Puma

Pume

(Felis concolor).

n.

&

&

Pumice.] To make smooth with pumice. [iJ.]
Punx'ice (ptim'is 277), n. [L. pumex, pumicis, prob.
akin to .ipnma foam cf. AS. pumic-stan. Cf. Pounce
a powder. Spume.] (Min.) A very light porous volcanic
scoria, usually of a gray color, the pores of which are
capillary and parallel, giving it a fibrous structure.
It
is supposed to be produced by the disengagement of watery vapor within the liquid or plastic lava. It is much
;

:

ale,

senate,

care,

V.

am, 3rm, ask,

;

;

;

t.

Punch

{Zool.) A stint.
Pu'ml-cate (pii'mi-kat), V. t. [imp.
p. p. PuMiOATED (-ka'ted) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pumicatins.]
[L. pumicatus, p. p. ot pumicare to pumicate, fr. pumex.
See

(pum),

(piinch),

—

—

final,

;

;

dolly.
3.

A prop, as for the roof of a mine.
Bell punch. 'See under Bell.
Belt punch (Mach.), a.
punch, or punch pliers, for making holes for lacings in
the ends of driving belts.
Punch press. See Punching
machine, under Punch, v. i.
Punch pliers, pliers having a
tubular, sharp-edged steel punch
attached to one of the jaws, for

—

—
—

perforating leather, paper, and
the like.
Punch, V. t. [imp.
p. p.
Punched (piincht) ; p. pr, vb.

&

&
Punch Pliers.
Punching.] [From Punch, n.
a tool cf. F. poinfonner.] To perforate or stamp with
an instrument by pressure, or a blow as, to punch a
hole to piinch a ticket.
Punching machine, or Punching press, a machine tool for
punching holes in metal or other material — called also
71.

:

;

;

punch press.

Punch'eon

(punch'fin), re.
[F. poinfon awl, bodkin,
crown, king-post, fr. L. punctio a pricking, fr. pungere
to prick. See Pungent, and cf. Punch a tool. Function.]
1. A figured stamp, die, or punch, used by goldsmiths,
cutlers, etc.
2. {Carp.)

A

short, upright piece of timber in frama short post an intermediate stud.
Oxf. Gloss.
split log or heavy slab with the face smoothed
as, a floor made ot puncheons.
[U. S.]
Barilett.
4. [F. 7)o;7!fore, perh. the same as ^orafore an awl.] A
cask containing, sometimes 84, sometimes 120, gallons.
Punch'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, punches.
;

;

A

Pun'chln (pun'chm),

re.
See Puncheon.
Pun'chi-nel'lo (pun'chT-ngl'lo), re.
[It. pulcinella,
probably originally a word of endearment, dim. of pulcina, pulcino, a chicken, from L. pullicenus, pullus. See
Pullet.] A punch a buffoon originally, in a puppet
show, a character represented as fat, short, and humpbacked.
Spectator.
Punch'y (punch'y), a. [Perhaps for paunchy, from
paunch. See 3d Punch.] Short and thick, or fat.
;

;

Punc'tate

(piink'tat),

)

a.

[From

L.

punctum

point.

Punc'ta-ted (-ta-tSd), )
See Point.]
1. Pointed;
ending in a point or points.
2. {Nat. Ilist.) Dotted with small spots of color, or
with minute depressions or pits.
Punc-ta'tor (ptink-ta'tSr), re. One who marks with
points. Specifically, one who writes Hebrew with points
applied to a Masorite.
E. Eobinson.
Punc-tlc'u-lar (piink-tTk'ii-ler), a. Comprised in, or
like, a point; exact.
[Obs. &B.]
Sir T. Browne.

—

Punc'tl-form (punk'tT-f6rm), a. [L. punctum point
Having the form of a point.
Punc-tll'lo (piink-tTl'yo), n. ; pi. Punctilios (-yoz).
[It. puntiglio, or Sp. puntillo, dim. fr. L. punctum point.
See Point, n.] A nice point of exactness in conduct, ceremony, or proceeding ; particularity or exactness in
forms as, the punctilios of a public ceremony.

+ -form.]

;

Pun

is

;

:

•

Pumpkin.

Amongst the pvmy

.

A

3.

Otway.

Pump, V. i. To work, or raise water with, a pump.
Pump'age (-Sj 48), n. That which is raised by
pumps, or the work done by pumps.
gallons. Sci. Amer.
The pumpage last year amounted to
(-er),

.

.

ing

mation, money, etc.
But pump not

Pump'er

alter-

cation with his wife Judy.
Punch (piinch), re. [Prov. E. Cf. Punchy.] 1. A
short, fat fellow ; anything short and thick.
1
did hear them call their fat child punch, which pleased
me mightily, that word being become a word of common use for
ell that is thick and short.
Pepys.
2. One of a breed of large, heavy draught horses ; as,
the Suffolk jpuncA.
Punch, V. t. [OE. punchen, perhaps the same word as E.
punish : or cf E. bu7ich.] 'To thrust against to poke ;
as, to punch one with the end of a stick or the elbow.
Punch, re. A thrust or blow. [Colloq.]
Punch, n. [Abbrev. fr. puncheon.] 1.
tool, usually of steel, variously
shaped at one end for
different
uses,
and
either solid, for stamping or for perforating
holes in metallic plates
and other substances,
or hollow and sharpedged, for cutting out
blanks, as for buttons,
steel pens, jevi-elry, and
the like ; a die.
Punches.
2. {Pile Driving) An
Blacksmith's Round Punch
b
extension piece applied
Punch for cutting c, &, d, and e
Punches for stamping / Mato the top of a pile ; a
trix stamped by Punch e.

;

p. pr.

;

II

i

L—

pulverizes.

pulveris, dust, powder.]

&

—

hunchbacked Punch, with a large nose, engages in

.

Pum'mel (-mel), n. v. t. Same as Pommel.
(ptimp), n.
[Probably so called as being worn
for pomp or ornament.
See Pomp.]
low shoe with a
thin sole.
Swift.
Pump, n. [Akin to D. pomp, G. pumpe, F. pompe ;
of unknown origin.]
An hydraulic machine, variously constructed, for raising or
transferring fluids, consisting essentially of
a moving piece or piston working in a hoi/
low cyUnder or other cavity, with valves
properly placed for admittmg or retaining
tlie fluid as it is drawn or driven tlirough
them by the action of the piston.

Pump

;;;

PUNCTUAL

1162

PULSIVE

;

,

^U

;

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

They
and

will not part
practices.

Punc-tU'ious

with the least punctilio in their opinions
Fuller.

[Cf. It. puntiglioso, Sp.

(-yiis), a.

pun-

Attentive to punctilio very nice or exact in
the forms of behavior, etiquette, or mutual intercourse
precise; exact in the smallest particulars. "A^«7!C<t710WS observance of divine laws." Sogers. "Very punctilious copies of any letters."
The Nation.
Punctilious in the simple and intelligible instances of comtilloso.]

mon

;

life.

/.

— Punc-til'lous-ly, adv. — Punc-til'ious-ness,

Taylor.
re.

Punc'tion (piink'shtin), re. [L. punctio, fr. pungere,
punctum, to Tpnck cf.F. ponction. Cf. Puncheon.] A
:

puncturing, or pricking; a puncture.
Punc't&t (-tist), re. A punctator.

Punc'tO

(-to),

re.

[SeePuNTO.]

1.

P!.

Henderson.

A nice point of form

or ceremony.

Bacon.
2. A term applied to the point in fencing.
Farroio.
Punc'tU-al (ptink'tiji-al 135), a. [F. ponctuel (cf. Sp.
puntual. It. puntuale), from L. punctum point.
See
;

Point.] 1. Consisting in a point limited to a point unextended. [P.] " This punctual spot."
Milton.
The theory of the punctual existence of the soul. Ki-autk.
2. Observant of nice points ; punctilious ; precise.
Punctual to tediousness in all that he relates.
£p. Burnet.
So much on punctual niceties they stand.
C. Pitt.
3. Appearing or done at, or adhering exactly to, a
regular or an appointed time; precise; prompt; as, a
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey,

6rb,

odd

;

;;

'

;;

.

PUNCTUALIST
punctual man a punctual payment. " The race of the
undeviating and punctual sun.
Cowper.
These sharp strokes [of a pendulum], with their inexorably
steady intersections, so agree with our successive thoughts that
they seem like the punctual stops counting off our very souls
into the past.
J. Martmeau,
Punc'tU-aUst (punk'tfl-al-Tst), n. One who is very
exact in observing forms and ceremonies.
Milton.
Puno'tU-al'1-ty (-ai'i-tj^), n. [Cf. F. ponctualite.']
The quality or state of being punctual especially, adherence to the exact time of an engagement exactness.
Punc'tU-al-ly (piink'tii-al-lSr), adv. In a punctual
manner; promptly; exactly.
Punc'tU-al-ness, n. Punctuality exactness.
Punc'tU-ate (punk'tiS-at 135), v. t. [imp. & p. p.
PcNCTOATED (-a'tgd) p. pr. & vb. n. Punctuatlng.]
[Gl.'S. p07ictuer. See Punctcal.] To mark with points
to separate into sentences, clauses, etc., by points or
stops which mark the proper pauses in expressing the
meaning.
Punc'tU-a'tlon (-a'shiSn), n. [Cf. F. ponctaation.J
{Gram.) The act or art of punctuating or pointing a
writing or discourse the art or mode of dividing literary composition into sentences, and members of a sentence, by means of points, so as to elucidate the author's
meaning.
111^°" Punctuation, as the term is usually understood,
is chiefly performed with four points the period [.], the
colon [:], the semicolon [;], and the comma [,]. Other points
used in writing and printing, partly rhetorical and partly
grammatical, are the note of interrogation [?], the note of
exclamation [!], the parentheses [( )], the dash [—], and
brackets [ ]. It was not until the 16th century that an
approach was made to the present system of punctuation
by the Manutii of Venice. With Caxton, obhq.ue strokes
took the place of commas and periods.
;

'

;

;

;

;

;

:

of division

Of or belonging to points

(-a-tlv), a.

less

The punctuaiive intonation of feeble cadence.
Eimh.
Punc'tU-a'tor (-a'ter), n. One who punctuates, as in

)

Pu'nlce

II

A point.

(piink'tum), n.
[L., a point.]
Punctum csecum. [L., blind point.] (Anat.)

—

Same

as

Blind spot, under Blind.
Punctum proximum, near
See under Point.
Punctum remotum, far point.
See under Point.
Punctum vegetatlonls [L., pomt of
vegetation] {Bot.), the terminal cell of a stem, or of a leaf
bud, from which new growth originates.
Punc'tU-ra'tlon (punk'tli-ra'shun 135), n. The act
or process of puncturing. See Acdpdnctche.
Punc'ture (piink'tiSr 135), n. [L. punctura, fr. pungere, punctum, to 'pnck.
See Pungent.] 1. The act of
puncturing perforating with something pointed.
2. A small hole made by a point a slight wound, bite,
or sting as, the puncture of a nail, needle, or pin.
A lion may perish by the puncture of an asp. Rambler.
Punc'ture, v. t. \imp. & p. p. Punctured (-turd)
To pierce with a small,
p. pr. & vb. n. Puncturing.]
pointed instrument, or the like; to prick; to make a
puncture in as, to puncture the skin.
Punc'tured (-tlird 135), a. 1. Having the surface
covered with minute indentations or dots.
2. Qifed.) Produced by puncture
having the characteristics of a puncture
as, a punctured v/ound.
Pun'ait (piin'dit), n. [Hind. pan4it, Skr. paijdita a
learned man.] A learned man a teacher esp., a Brahman versed in the Sanskrit language, and in the science,
laws, and religion of the Hindoos
in Cashmere, any
clerk or native official.
IWritten also pandit.^ [India]
Pun'dle (-d'l), re. [Cf. Bundle.] A short and fat
woman a squab. \_Obs.']
Pu'nese (pu'nez), n. [F. punaise, fr. punais BtiiApoint.

—

—

II

II

Pu'nlce,

Pu-ni'ceous

murder or treason with death.
To injure, as by beating to pommel. [Louf]
Syn. — To chastise castigate scourge whip lash

as, to punish

a.
[Cf. F. punissable.l Deserving of, or liable to, punishment ; capable of being
said of persons or offenses.
punished by law or right ;
That time was, when to be a Protestant, to be a ChristiaUj was
by law as j^unishable as to be a traitor.
Milton.

Pun'lsh-a-ble

2.

Any

3.

(Law)

A broad,

— Acrid;

;

Punt,
fr.

Shenstone.

Swift.

Dryden.

fim

Pope.

;

pity

if

is skilled in,

To

;

a female.

—

;

Pu'pll-lar'i-ty (-ISr'T-ty), re. [Cf. F. pupillarite. See
{Scots Law) The period before puberty,
or from birth to fourteen in males, and twelve in females.
Pu'pU-la-ry (pu'pTl-la-ry), a. [L. pupillaris : cf F.
pupillaire.
See Pupil.] 1. Of or pertaining to a pupil
or ward.
Johnson.
2. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the pupil of the eye.
PU'pll-lom'e-ter (-lom'e-ter), re. [L. ptipilla pupil of
the eye -j- -meter.] (Physiol.) An instrument for measuring the size of the pupil of the eye.

Pupillary.]

out,

oil

;

cbair

hit.—

;

Pu-plp'a-ra (pii-pip'a-ra),

re.

pi.

[NL.

See Pu-

A

division of Diptera in which the
in a stage like the pupa.
It includes the
sheep tick, horse tick, and other parasites. Called also

piparous.]

llPnnto

revomo

!

;

Bryden.

(Zool.)

young are born

JJalliwell.
riverso reverse], a backlianded stroke.
the punto reverso I " Shak.
tlie immortal passado

Ah,

fo"ot

a ward.

disciple; tyro.
See Scholar.
Pu'pil-age (-aj 48), re. The state of being a pupil.
As sons of kings, loving in pupilage,
Have turned to tyrants when they came to power. Tennyson.

I{omalo2}tera.

;

food,

;

Syn. — Learner;

Punt.

;

''

under a guardian

.

llPunto dlritto [It.], a diroct stroke or
[It.

A person

A

;

;

;

fem.,

3. {Civil Law)
boy or a girl under the age of puberty, that is, under fourteen if a male, and under twelve

The

shallow water, by pushing with a pole against the botto push or propel (an;^hing) with exertion.
Livingstone.
2. {Football) To kick (the ball) before it touches the
ground, when let faJl from the hands.
Punt, re. {Football) The act of punting the ball.
See Punt, v. i.]
[Cf. F. potUe.
Punt'er (-er), re.
One who punts specifically, one who plays against the
Jloyle.
banker or dealer, as in baccara and faro.
Punt'er, n. One who punts a football ; also, one who
propels a punt.
Pun'til (piin'tll), Pun'tel (-tSl), re. {Glass Making)
See PoNTEE.
Pun'to (pun'to It. poon'to), n. [It. punto, L. punctum point. See Point.] {Fencing) A point or hit.

tom

;

&

Tutors should behave reverently before their _pwpi7s.
UEstrange.
2.

in

Pope.

;

ftp,

1.

[F. pupille, n. masc.

re.

pupiHus, pupilla, dim. of pupus boy, Pupigerous
girl. See Puppet, and cf. Pupil of the
Larva of
Eristalis.
eye.]
1. A youth or scholar of either sex
^"^'
under the care of an instructor or tutor.
Too far in years to be a pupil now.
Shak,

II

t.

;

Pu'pil,

re.

V.

-gerous.'\

pupa

[AS.,
L. ponto punt,

Punt,

and sharp.

full,

{R.]

One who puns, or

propel, as a boat

part in rousing the nation.
J. a. Oreen.

rjide,

paronomasia.

;

a quibbler

-f-

L.

ters.

;

—

unite,

;

size.

Bartlett.

Pin-hole pupil (Med.), the pupil of the eye
when so contracted (as it sometimes is in
typhus, or opium poisoning) as to resemble
a pin hole.
Bimglison.

pontoon. See Pontoon.] {Naut.) A
flat-bottomed boat
with square ends.
It is adapted for
use in shallow wa-

A

use,

+ -logy.]

2 (Pupa
;,;,„„„), ^^t.

Pupa,

the sight, apple, or black of the
See the Note under Eye, and Iris.

iris

eye.

a low wit.
Punt (piint), V. i. [F. ponter, or It. puntare, fr. L.
punctum point. See Point.] To play at basset, baccara,
faro, or omber ; to gamble.
She heard ... of his punting at gaming tables. Thackeray.
Punt, re. Act of playing at basset, baccara, faro, etc.

sharply.
(pun'g'ld), a. [Etymol. uncertain.] Shriveled or shrunken
said especially of grain which has
lost its juices from the ravages of insects, such as the
wheat midge, or Thrips [Thrips cerealium).
Pung'y (piSng'y), n. [Etymol. uncertain.]
small
sloop or shallop, or a large boat with sails.
;

the

buinne a shoot, branch.]

{Pun

A pupa.
Cider brandy,

{Zool.)
n.

—

Taylor.

well as natural, at the same
A. Tucker.

re.

be-

{Zool.)

re.

Pu-pig'er-OUS (pia-pTj'er-iis), a. {Pupa
{Zool.) Bearing or containing a pupa;
said of dipterous larvae which do not molt
when the pujpa is formed within them.
Pu'pil (pu'pil), re. [F. pupille, n. fem.,
L. pupilla the pupil of the eye, originally
dim. of pupa a girl. See Puppet, and cf.
Pupil a scholar.] {Anal.) The aperture in

re.

(piln-nol'o-jjf),

To

{Zool.)

i.

{Local, U. S.]

shallow basket, for displaying fruit or flowers.

or given to, punning

piercing; sharp; penetrating; acute;

Pun'gled

(punklTng),

art or practice of punning
Pun'Ster (pun'ster), re.

Hammond.

;

(pup^, B. _ [F ]
Pn-pe'lO (pu-pe'lo),

A pumpkin. {Colloq. U. S.]
A young strumpet. [06s.]
Beau. & Ft.
A punster.

(piin'ner), re.
(-net), re.
[Cf. Ir.

V.

Pupe

Malcom.
re.

—

Pu-pa'tlon (pii-pa'shun),
The act of becoming a pupa.

[Cf. Spunk.]

re.

(piin'kin),

Pun-nol'0-gy

;

Syn.

(punk),

Pun'ner
Pun'net

(piSn'jent), a.
[L. pungens, -entis, p. pr. of
pungere, punctum, to prick.
Cf. Compunction, Expunge, Poignant, Point, re., Puncheon, Punctilio, Punt,
V. t.]
1. Causing a sharp sensation, as of the taste, smell,
or feelings pricking biting acrid as, & pungent spice.

Seen acrnnonious biting stinging.
Pun'gent-ly, adv. In a pungent manner

evil, as

young

;

pupa.

Punishing; tending to pun-

a.

may make moral

Punkling

;

its

.

Pun'kin

Puu'gent

Sia pungent pen played

.

i.

Pu'pate (pu'pat),
come a pupa.

Bagehot.

{Written also punkah.]

PUH'gen-cy ;-jen-sJ), n. The quality or state of being pungent or piercing ; keenness ; sharpness ; piquancy as, the pungency of ammonia. " The pungency of

3. {Bot.) Prickly-pointed; hard

.

V.

Pu'pal (pu'pal), a. {Zool.) Of or pertaining to a pupa, or the condition of a

A

Sledges or pungs, coarsely framed of split saplings, and surmounted with a large crockery crate.
Judd.
They did not take out the pungs to-day. E. E. Hale.
Pun'gence (pun'jens), re. [See Pungent.] Pungency.

speech.

/.

punitive hand.

A

m

II

A

A

of toiling for his subsistence.

A young seal.

(J)

Fuller.

;

[See Puppy.]

many Diptera. Masked pupa, a
pupa whose limbs are bound down and
partly concealed by a chitinous covering, as
Lepidoptera.

by a court of justice on a

inflicted

a novice. [iJ.]
as PoY, n., 3.
{Zool.) (a)

Same

re.

va, as in

Pun'ka (pfin'ka), re. [Hind, pankha a fan.] A machine for fanning a room, usually a movable fanlike
frame covered with canvas, and suspended from the ceiling. It is kept in motion by pulling a cord. [Hindoslan']

putere.] {Zool.) KheSbng.
[JB. or 06s.]
Pung (pung), n. [Etymol. uncertain.]
kind of
plain sleigh drawn by one horse ; originally, a rude oblong box on runners. [U. S.]

side.

A penalty

A youth

re.

re.

Coarctate, 07- Obtected, pupa, a pupa which
incased in the dried-up skin of the lar-

is

punishment.

;

iv. li.

With pungent pains on every
sharp and pungent manner of

inflicts

A

;

severe

One who

(-er), n.

1. Wood so decayed
as to be dry, crumbly, and useful for tinder touchwood.
2.
fungus (Polyporus fomentarius, etc.) sometimes
dried for tinder ; agaric.
3. An artificial tinder.
See Amadou, and Spunk.
4.
prostitute ; a strumpet.
[Obsoles.']
Shak.

;

;

(-a-b'l),

—

;

;

;

;

See Chasten.

discipline.

;

;

(pii'ny),

m

;

;

Punk

;

;

;

Now ruled him, punished in the shape he sinned. Milton.
2. To inflict a penalty for (an offense) upon the offender; to repay, as a fault, crime, etc., with pain or loss;

correct

Keble.

{imp. & p. p. Pupped (pupt) p. pr. & vb. n.
Pupping.] To bring forth whelps
or young, as the female of the
canine species.
Pu'pa (pu'pa), re. / pi. L. PUP.E
(-pe), E. PuPAS (-paz). [L. pupa
girl, doll, puppet, fem. of pupus.
Cf. Puppet.]
1. {Zool.) Any insect in that stage of its metamorphosis which usually immediately
precedes the adult, or imago, stage.
J^"" Among insects belonging to
the higher orders, as the Hymenoptera, Diptera, Lepidoptera, the
PupEe. a Lepidopterous
^•^^^^^"'''^^'^ea.naza.Kesnpiooa: (Salt-marshTVIoth), nat.
the lower orders It IS active and size;
b Coleopterous
takes food, and differs httle from (Ground Beetle), enthe imago except in the rudimen- larged.
tary state of the sexual organs, and
of the wings in those that have wings when adult.
The term pupa is sometimes applied to other invertebrates in analogous stages of development.
2. {Zool.) A genus of air-breathing land
snails having an elongated spiral shell.

;

;

3.

Shak.

Breezes laugh to scorn out puny speed.

a puppy.

;

Pup,

;

time both prudential and p««z7o77/.

;

The pungent grains of titillating dust.
penetrating
poignant

dog

or state of
feebleness.

;

;

2. Sharply painful
caustic stinging.

;

;

A puny subject strikes at thy great glory.

Puoy (poi),
Pup (pQp),

;

God

;

;

Pu'ny

The quaUty

re.

pettiness

;

Pu'nl-tO-ry (-to-rj),
ishment punitive

;

;

J

;

H. Brooke.
[Obs.orR.']
[Oijf.]
Chaucer.
a. [L. puniceus, fr. Punicus Punic] Of a bright

We shall dread a blow from the

;

Pungent radish biting infant's tongue.

littleness

;

1

{Glass Making) See PoNTEE.
{Compar. Pukiek (-ru-er) superl.

(piSn'tj?), n.
(pn'ttj*), a.

See Pukese.

Pun'ish (pun'ish), V. t.
{imp. & p. p. Punished
p. pr. & vb. n. Punishing.] [OE. punischen, F.
punir, from 1^. punire, puniium, akin to poena punishment, penalty. See Pain, and -jsh.] 1. To impose a
penalty upon to afflict with pain, loss, or suiiering for
a crime or fault, either with or without a view to the offender's amendment to cause to suft'er in retribution
to chasten
as, to punish traitors with death
a father
punishes his child for wiUful disobedience.
greater
power
A
(-Tsht)

upon man

;

;

fpii-nish'us),

Fu'nl-ness (pu'ni-nSs),
being puny

;

menaces."

To punish.

t.

Pu-ni'cial (pu-nish'al),
red or purple color. [iJ.T

;

va%,

V.

(^'oo^,)

;

II

;

(pii'nT3),re.

convicted offender as a just retribution, and incidentally
for the purposes of reformation and prevention.
Pu-nl'tion (piJ-nish'iin), re. \\j.punitio: ci. F.punition.
See Punis^.] Punishment. XR.] Mir. for Mfig.
Pu'ni-tive (pu'ui-tTv), a. Of or pertaining to punishment ; involving, awarding, or inflicting punishment as,
punitive law or justice.
If death be punitive, so, likewise, is the necessity imposed

Woodtvard,

Punc'tum

faith.

re.
1. The act of punishing.
pain, suffering, or loss inflicted on a person
because of a crime or offense.
I nevergave them con^i^Ti punishment.
Shak.
The rewards a,nd. punishments of another life.
Locke.

I

II

Punic

as,

Pun'ish-ment (-ment),

[L. punctulum, dim. of
Punc'tu-late (-tfi-lat),
a.
Punc'tU-la'ted (-la'tSd),
punctum point.] Marked
with small spots.
The studs have their surface punctulated, as if set all over with
lesser.

;

Yes, yes, his faith attesting nations own
'Tis Funic all, and to a proverb known.

Pun'ish-er

writing ; specifically, a punctator.
Puno'tU-iSt, n. A punctator.

other studs iniinitely

treacherous

;

Pu'ny

Puniest.] [F. puine youuger, later born, OF. puisn$ ;
puis afterwards (Jj.post; see Post-) -f-ree born, L. natus.
See Natal, and cf. Puisne.] Imperfectly developed in
size or vigor ; small and feeble ; inferior ; petty.

— Pun'lsh-a-ble-ness, n.

relating to punctuation.

;

Pun'ty

Pu'nlc (pu'ntk), a. [L. Punicus pertaining to Carthage, or its inhabitants, fr. Poeni the Carthaginians.]
1. Of or pertaining to the ancient Carthaginians.
2. Characteristic of the ancient Carthaginians ; faith-

;

Puno'tu-a-tive

PUPPET
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go

;

sing:,

+

L. parere to bring
Pu-plp'a-rous (-rus), a. {Pupa
(Zool.) (a) Bearing, or cont.aining, a pupa;
forth.]
said of the matured larviie, or larval skins, of certain

Diptera.

(b)

—

Of or pertaining to the Pupipara.

Pn-plv'O-ra (piS-piv'S-ra), re. pi. [NL. See PupofOROOs.] (Zool.) A group of parasitic Hymenoptera, including the ichneumon flies, which destroy the larvsD and
pupa? of insects.
Pu-plv'o-rous (-riis), a. {Pupa -f L. vorare to devour.]
(Zool.) Feeding on the pupa> of insects.
Pup'11-can (pup'lT-knn), n. Publican. {Ohs.]
Pup'pet (piip'pSt), n. [OE. popet, OF. poupetlc ; akin
to F. poupi-e a doll, probably from L. puppa, piipa. a
girl, doll, puppet.
Cf. Poupeton, Pupa, Pupil, Puppy.]
[Written also poppet.] 1. A small image in the human
form a doll.

lijk

II

;

;

tlien,

thin

•,

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;;
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PUPPETISH
2. A similar figure moved by the hand or by a wire in
a mock drama a marionette ; a wooden actor in a play.
As the pipes of some carved organ move.
The gilded puppets dance.
Pope.
3. One controlled in his action by the will of another
Sir W. Scott.
80 used in contempt.
a tool
4. (Mach.) The upright support for the bearing of the

2.

To acquire wealth or

;

—

;

Puppet master. Same as Puppetman. — Puppet play, a
puppet show.
Poppet player, one who manages the
motions of puppets. — Puppet show, a mock drama performed by puppets moved by wires. — Puppet valve, a
valve in the form of a circular disk, which covers a hole
in its seat, and opens by moving bodily away from the
used in steam enseat while remaimng parallel with it,
gines, pumps, safety valves, etc. Its edge is often bev-

—

—

eled,

and

a conical recess in the seat when the valve
See the valves shown in Illusts. of Plunger

fits in

PURIFIER

property. [Obs."]
Sure our lawyers

;

seeking, getting, or obtaining anything.
I

Or

lose

my

'11

[Obs."]

out

money

ia the

Fl,

ff

purchase of repentance.
Franklin,

4. That which is obtained, got, or acquired, in any
manner, honestly or dishonestly property possession
acquisition.
Chaucer. B, Jonson.
;

We

met with

little

;

;

purchase upon this coast, except two small

pump, and Safety valve, under Plcnoeb, and Safety.

vessels of Golconda.

Resembling a puppet
in appearance or action of the nature of a puppet.
Pup'pet-man (-mSn), n. A master of a puppet show.
Pup'pet-ry (-ry), n. Action or appearance resembling that of a puppet, or puppet show hence, mere form
or show affectation.

A beauty-waning and distressed widow
Made prize and purchase of his lustful eye.
Shak,
That which is obtained for a price in money or its
" The scrip was complete evidence of his
equivalent.
right in the purchase.
Wheaton.
6. Any mechanical hold, or advantage, applied to the
raising or removing of heavy bodies, as by a lever, a
tackle, capstan, and the like also, the apparatus, tackle,
or device by which the advantage is gained.

Pnp'pet-ish (pup'p5t-Tsh),

a.

;

;

;

Chambers,

Puppetry of the English laws of divorce.

[F. poupee
re. / pi. Potties (-piz).
See Puppet, and cf. Pup, n.] 1. (Zodl.)
The young of a canine animal, esp. of the common dog
a whelp.
2. A name of contemptuous reproach for a conceited
and impertinent person.
I found my place taken by an ill-bred, awkward puppy with
a money bag under each arm.
Addison,

Pnp'py

(pup'pj),

doll, puppet.

Pup'py, V

&

&

[imp.
p. p. PUPPIED (-pid) ; p. pr.
To bring forth whelps ; to pup.
Pup'py-hood (-hd6d), n. The time or state of being
a puppy ; the time of being young and undisciplined.
Pup'py-lsh, a. Like a puppy.
i.

vb. n. PupPYiNG.]

Pup'py-ism

(-Tz'm), n.

tion, conceit, or

impudence.

Extreme meanness, affectaA, Chalmers.

[imp. &p. p. ProtRED (pQrd) p. pr.
vb, n. Purring.]
[Of imitative origin cf. Prov. G.
purren-l To utter a low, murmuring, continued sound,
as a cat does when pleased. [Written also purr.'\
Gray.
Par, V. t. To signify or express by purring.
Pur, n. The low, murmuring sound made by a cat to
express contentment or pleasure. [Written also purr.]
Pu-ra'na (pu-ra'na), re. [Skr. purai}, properly, old,
ancient, fr. pura formerly.] One of a class of sacred
Hindoo poetical works in the Sanskrit language which
treat of the creation, destruction, and renovation of
worlds, the genealogy and achievements of gods and
heroes, the reigns of the Manus, and the transactions of
their descendants. The principal Puranas are eighteen
in number, and there are the same number of supple-

&

Pur

(pi3r), V,

i.

;

;

II

mentary books called Upa Puranas.
Fu-ran'lc (pu-rSn'Ik), a. Pertaining to the Puranas.
Pur'beck beds' (pQr'bSk bSdz'). [So called from
the Isle of Furbeck in England.] (Geol.) The strata
of the Purbeck stone, or Purbeck limestone, belonging
to the Oolitic group. See the Chart of Geoloqt.
Pur'beck stone' (ston'). (Geol.) A limestone from
the Isle of Purbeck in England.
[For pure-blind, i. e., wholly
Pur'blind'
blind. See Pure, and cf. Poreblind.]
1. Wholly blind.
" Purblind Argus, all eyes and no sight."
Shak.
2. Nearsighted, or dim-sighted ; seeing obscurely as,
a, purblind iao\e.
a, purblind eye
The saints have not so sharp eyes to see down from heaven
Latimer.
they be purblind and sand-blind.
Tennyson,
O purblind race of miserable men.
Pur'bllnd'nesa, n.
Pur'bllnd'ly, adv.
Purcelane (pflrslan), re. (SoL) Purslane. [Obs.}
Pur'chas-a-ble (pQr'chas-a-b'l), a. Capable of being bought, purchased, or obtained for a consideration ;
(-blind'), a.

;

;

;

—

—

hence, venal

;

corrupt.

Money being the counterbalance to all things purchasable by
it, as much as you take off from the value of money, so much
you add

to the price of things

exchanged for

Locke,

it.

&

Pur'Chase (pfir'chas 48), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Pur(-chast)
[OE.
p. pr. & vb. n. Purchasing.]
purchasen, porchacen, OF. porchacier, purchacier, to
pursue, to seek eagerly, F. pourchasser ; OF. pour, por,
pur, for (L. pro) -\- chacier to pursue, to chase. See
Chase.] 1. To pursue and obtain; to acquire by seeking to gain, obtain, or acquire.
Chaucer.
That loves the thing he can not purchase,
Spenser,
Your accent is something finer than you could purchase in so
removed a dwelling.
Shak.
;

chased

;

;

'

His faults .
Rather than purchased,

.

.

;

A politician, to do great

Gen. XXV.
3.

To obtain by any

rifice, etc.

;

purchase favor with flattery.
One poor retiring minute

as, to

.

.

Would purchase thee a thousand thousand friends. Shak.
A world who would not purchase with a bruise ? Milton.
4. To expiate by a fine or forfeit. [Obs.'\
Nor

tears nor prayers shall purchase out abuses.

Shak,

B. (Laio) (a) To acquire by any means except descent
or inheritance.
Blackstone. (b) To buy for a price.
6. To apply to (anything) a device for obtaining a mechanical advantage to get a purchase upon, or apply a
purchase to ; as, to purchase a cannon.
Pur'Chase, v, i. 1. To put forth effort to obtain
anything ; to strive ; to exert one's self. [Obs.}
;

Blackstone.
Purchase criminal, robbery. [Obs,] /Spenser.
Purchase
money, the money paid, or contracted to be paid, for anything bought. Berkeley.
Worth, or At, [so many] years'
purchase, a phrase by which the value or cost of a thing
IS expressed in the length of time required for the income to amount to the purchasing price as, he bought
the estate at a twenty years^ pxirchase. To say one's life
is not north a day^s ptirchase is the same as saying one
will not live a day, or is in imminent peril.

—

—

;

1. One who purchases;
Pur'chas-er (-chas-er), n.
one who acquires property for a consideration, generally
of money
a buyer
a vendee.
2. (Law) One who acquires an estate in lands by his
own act or agreement, or who takes or obtains an estate
by any means other than by descent or inheritance.
Pur'dah (-da), re. [Per. parda a curtain.] A curtain
or screen also, a cotton fabric in blue and white stripes,
used for curtains.
McElrath.
Pure (pur), a. [Compar. Purer (-er) superl. Purest.]
[OE. pur, F. pur, fr. L. purus ; akin to putus
pure, clear, putare to clean, trim, prune, set in order,
settle, reckon, consider, think, Skr. pU to clean, and
perh. E. fire.
Cf. Putative.]
1. Separate from all
heterogeneous or extraneous matter free from mixture
or combination ; clean
clear mere simple unmixed
as, pure water
pure clay pure air pure compassion.
Chaucer.
The pure fetters on his shins great.
;

;

;

;

;

c&re,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A guinea is j5wre gold if it has in it no alloy.

Watts.

/.

2. Free from moral defilement or guilt ; hence, innoapplied to persons. "Keep
cent ; guileless; chaste;

—

1 Tim. v. 22.
thyseU pure."
Now the end of the commandment is charity out of a pure
1 Tim. i. 5.
heart, and of a good conscience.
3. Free from that which harms, vitiates, weakens, or
perfect
applied to things
pollutes
genuine ; real
and actions. " Pure religion and impartial laws." Tick" The pure, fine talk of Rome. " Ascham.
ell,
Such was the origin of a friendship as warm andpure as any
Macaulay,
that ancient or modern history records.
4. (Script. ) Ritually clean ; fitted for holy services.
Thou shalt set them in two rows, six on a row, upon the pure
;

;

;

—

Lev, xxiv.

table before the Lord.

6.

—

5. (Phonetics) Of a single, simple sound or tone ;
said of some vowels and the unaspirated consonants.
Pure-Impure, completely or totally impure. "The inFuller.
Pure
habitants were pure-impure pagans."

—

(Chem.) See Methylene ftZwe, under Methylene.—
Pure chemistry. See under Chemistry. —Pure mathematics, that portion of mathematics which treats of the principles of the science, in contradistinction to applied mathematics, which treats of the application of the principles
to the investigation of other branches of knowledge, or to
the practical wants of life. See Mathematics. Davies &
Peck (Math. Diet,).
Pvat vUlenage (Feudal Law), a tenure of lands by uncertain services at the will of the
blue.

—

Blackstone.

lord.

—

Syn. Unmixed clear simple real true ; genuuntarunsullied
unadulterated
uncorrupted
unspotted
fair
nished unstained
stainless ; clean
spotless incorrupt chaste unpolluted undefiled immaculate innocent guiltless guileless holy.
Pured (purd or pur'gd), a. Purified refined. [06s.]
" Bread of pured wheat." " Pured gold."
Chaucer.
Pu'r6e' (pu'ra'), n. [F.] A dish made by boiling
any article of food to a pulp and rubbing it through a
especially, a
sieve
as, a puree of fish, or of potatoes
soup the thickening of which is so treated.
Purely (piir'iy), adv. 1. In a pure manner (in any
sense of the adjective).
Halliwell.
2. Nicely; prettily.
[Archaic']
Pure'ness, re. The state of being pure (in any sense of
the adjective).
Pur'Ule (pQr'fil), re. [See Purfle.] A sort of ancient trimming of tinsel and thread for women's gowns
Piers Plowman.
called also Jo66ire«)orA;.
[Obs.]
Pur'fle (pQr'f'l), V. t. [OF, pourfiler; pour for
fit
a thread, li.filum. See Profile, and cf. Purl a border.]
1. To decorate with a wrought or flowered border to
embroider to ornament with metallic threads as, to
P. Plowman.
purjle with blue and white.
ine

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&m, arm, ask,

;

;

—

+

;

;

;

A goodly lady clad in

of Brabant purchased greatly that the Earl of
Flanders should have his daughter in marriage.
Ld, Berners,

senate,

— what our

act or agreement.

Duke John

ale,

power

II

10.

outlay, as of labor, danger, or sac.

things, looks for a

workmen call ajjurcftose.
Burke.
7. (Law) Acquisition of lands or tenements by other
means than descent or inheritance, namely, by one's own

;

its

.

'

;

Shak,

To obtain by paying money or

equivalent ; to
buy for a price ; as, to purchase land, or a house.
The field which Abraham purchased of the sons of Heth.
2.

.

Foe.

5.

;

hereditary

De
.

scarlet red,

Purfled with gold and pearl of rich assay.
final,

^11

;

eve,

Svent,

end,

fern,

A

Pur'Qed (pQr'f'ld), a. Ornamented ; decorated esp.,
embroidered on the edges.
Purfled work (Arch.), delicate tracery, especially in
Gothic architecture.
Pur'fllng (pQr'flTng), re. Ornamentation on the border of a thing specifically, the inlaid border of a mu;

... get meat to save thee.
the purchase.
Beau,

life in

2. The act of seeking and acquiring property.
3. The acquisition of title to, or property in, anything
for a price ; buying for money or its equivalent.
It is foolish to lay

2. {Her.) To ornament with a bordure of ermiDes,
and the like ; also, with gold studs or mountings.
hem, border, or trimming,
Pur'fle (pflr'f '1), In. 1.
Pur'llew (-flu), ) as of embroidered work.
2 (Her. ) A border of any heraldic fur.

furs,

Would not purchase half so fast.
J. Webster.
Pnr'ohase (pflr'chSs 48), n. [OE. purchas, F. pourchas eager pursuit. See Purchase, v. i.] 1. The act of

Bpindle in a lathe.

is closed.

;

;;

'

Spenser.

recent

:

ice,

;

sical

instrument, as a violin.

(pflr'ga-ment), re.
[L. purgamenium
offscourings, washings, expiatory sacrifice. See Purge.]
1. That which is excreted ; excretion.
[Obs.]
2. (Med.) A cathartic; a purgative.
[06s.]
Bacon.

Pur'ga-ment

Por-ga'tlOn (pfir-ga'shiiu), re. [L. purgatio : cf. F.
See Purge.] 1. The act of purging; the
act of clearing, cleansing, or purifying, by separating
and carrying off impurities, or whatever is superfluous
the evacuation of the bowels.
2. (Law) The clearing of one's self from a crime of
which one was publicly suspected and accused. It was
either canonical, which was prescribed by the canon law,
the form whereof used in the spiritual court was, that
the person suspected take his oath that he was clear of
the matter objected against him, and bring his honest
neighbors with him to make oath that they believed he
swore truly ; or vulgar, which was by fire or water ordeal, or by combat.
See Ordeal.
Wharton.
Shak.
Let him put me to my purgation.
purgation.

•,

Pnr'ga-tlve (pfir'ga-tiv), a. [L. purgativus: cf. F.
Having the power or quality of purging;
—re. (Med.) A purging medicine a cathartic.
Pur'ga-tive-ly, adv. In a purgative manner.
Of or pertaining to
Pur'ga-tO'rI-i (-to'rt-al), ) a.

purgatif.]
cathartic,

;

purgatory expiatory.
holds to the doctrine of
Boswell.
[L. purgatorius.]
Pur'ga-tO-ry (pQr'g4-to-ry), a.
Tending to cleanse cleansing expiatory.
Burke.
[Cf. F. purgatoire,]
A state or
Pur'ga-tO-ry, re.
place of purification after death according to the Roman
Catholic creed, a place, or a state believed to exist after
death, in which the souls of persons are purified by expiating such offenses committed in this life as do not
merit eternal damnation, or in which they fully satisfy
the justice of God for sins that have been forgiven. After this purgation from the impurities of sin, the souls
are believed to be received into heaven.
Purge (pQrj), V. t. [imp. &p, p. Purged (pflrjd) p.
pr. & vb. re. Purging (pfir'jTng).] [F. purger, L. purgare ; purus pure
agere to make, to do. See Pure,
and Agent.] 1. To cleanse, clear, or purify by separating and carrying off whatever is impure, heterogeneous,
Pur'ga-tO'ri-ail (-on),
Pur'ga-tO'rl-an, re. One
purgatory.

(

;

who
;

;

;

;

+

foreign, or superfluous.

"

Till fire

purge

To operate on

2. (Med.)
tic

as,

or

by means

things
Milton,
a cathar-

all

new."
of,

medicine, or in a similar manner.

3.

To

clarify

;

to defecate, as liquors.

To clear of sediment, as a boiler, or of air, as a
steam pipe, by driving off or permitting escape.
5. To clear from guilt, or from moral or ceremonial
defilement as, topnrge one of guilt or crime.
When that he hath purged you from sin. CJiaucer,
Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean. Ps. li. 7.
6. (Law) To clear from accusation, or the charge of a
crime or misdemeanor, as by oath or in ordeal.
4.

;

7.

away

To remove
;

in cleansing
to deterge
to wash
often followed by away.
Purge away our sins, for thy name's sake. Ps. Ixxix. 9.
We '11 join our cares to purge away
;

—

;

Our country's crimes.
Addison,
Purge, V. i. 1. To become pure, as by clarification.
2. To have or produce frequent evacuations from tho
intestines, as by means of a cathartic.
Purge, re. [Cf. F. purge. See Purge, v. t.] 1. The
act of purging.
The preparative for the purge of paganism out of the kingdom
of Northumberland.
Fidler,
2. That which purges; especially, a medicine that
evacuates the intestines ; a cathartic.
Arbuthnot,
Pur'ger (pQr'jer), re. One who, or that which, purges
or cleanses ; especially, a cathartic medicine.
Pur'ger-y (-y), n. The part of a sugarhouse where the
molasses is drained off from the sugar.
Pur'ging (-jTng), a. That purges ; cleansing.
Purging flax (Bot.), an annual European plant of the
genus Linum (L. catharticum) dwarf wild flax ;
so
called from its use as a cathartic medicine.
Pur'ging, re. (Med,) The act of cleansing excessive
evacuations especially, diarrhea.
Pur'l (piir'i), n. (Chem,) See Euxanthin.
Pu'ri-H-ca'tlon (pu'rT-ti-ka'shun), re. [F. puriflcaHon, L. purificalio. See Purify.] 1. The act of purifying ; the act or operation of separating and removing
from anything that which is impure or noxious, or
heterogeneous or foreign to it ; as, the purification of
liquors, or of metals.
2. The act or operation of cleansing ceremonially, by

—

;

;

;

removing any pollution or defilement.

When the days of her purification according to the law of
Moses were accomplished.
Luke ii. 22.
3. A cleansing from guilt or the pollution of sin the
;

extinction of sinful desires, appetites, and inclinations.
Pu'rl-fl-ca-tlve (pii'ri-fi-ka-tTv), a, [Cf. F. puriflcaHaving power to purify tending to cleanse. [B.]
tif.]
Pu'rl-H-ca'tor (-ka'ter), re. One who, or that which,
purifies
a purifier.
[L. puriflcaPu-rlf'1-ca-to-ry (pij-rtfi-ka-to-rj^), a.
torius,]
Serving or tending to purify ; purificative.
Pu'ri-fl'er (pii'rl-fi'er), re. One who, or that which,
purifies or cleanses ; a cleanser ; a refiner.
;

;

idea,

HI

;

old,

dbey, 5rb, 5dd

;;

+

A

2.
gentle murmur, as that produced by the running
of a liquid among obstructions ; as, the purl of a brook.
3. [Perh. from F. perler, v.
See Puel to mantle.]
Malt liquor, medicated or spiced ; formerly, ale or beer
in which wormwood or other bitter herbs had been infused, and which was regarded as tonic ; at present, hot
beer mixed with gin, sugar, and spices. " Drank a glass
" Drinking hot
of purl to recover appetite." Addison.

Pa'll-form (pu'rt-fSrm), a. [L. pus, puris, pus
-jorm : cf. F. puriforme.'\ (Med.) In the form of pus.
Pu'rl-Jy (-fi), V. t. limp. &p.p. PUEIPIED (-fid) p.
pr. & vb. n. PCRIFIINO (-fl'Ing).] [F. purifier, L. puriSee
ficare ; punts pnie -\- -ficare (in comp.) to make.
Puke, and -py.] 1. To make pure or clear from material defilement, admixture, or imperfection to free from
extraneous or noxious matter ; as, to purify liquors or
metals to purify the blood to purify the air.
(a) To free from guilt or
2. Hence, in figurative uses
moral defilement ; as, to purify the heart.
And fit them so
Milton.
Purified to receive him pure.
(Jb) To free from ceremonial or legal defilement.
And Moses took the blood, and put it upon the horns of the
Lev. viii. 15.
altar,
. and purified the altar.
Purify both yourselves and your captives. Hum. xxxi. la.
as, to
(c) To free from improprieties or barbarisms
Sprat.
purify a language.
Pu'ri-Iy, V. i. To grow or become pure or clear.
Pu'rlm (pu'rim), n. [Heb. pur, pi. pUiiin, a lot.]
A Jewish festival, called also the Feast of Lots, instituted
;

;

;

purl, and smoking pipes." Dickens.
4. (Zool.) A tern.
IProv. Eng.']
[Corrupted (by influence of
Pur'lleu (pQr'lu), n.
lieu place) fr. OF. puraUe, poralie (equiv. to LL. perambulatio a survey of boundaries, originally, a going
through) por (L. pro, confused, however, with L. per
through) -|- alee a going, F. allee. See Pro-, and Alley.]
[Written also pourlieu.} 1. Originally, the ground near
a royal forest, which, having been unlawfully added to
the forest, was afterwards severed from it, and disattorested so as to remit to the former owners their rights.
Then as a tiger, who by chance hath spied
In aotne purlteu two gentle lawns at play.
Milton.
an adjacent
2. Hence, the outer portion of any place
district ; environs ; neighborhood. " The purlieus of St.
*
James."
Swift.
Brokers had been incessantly plying for custom in the purlieus
Macaulay.
of the court.
[Etymol. uncertain.]
(Arcli.)
Pur'lin 1 (-lln), n.
In roof construction, a horizontal memPur'line )
ber supported on the principals and supporting the com-

;

•

.

;

II

;

commemorate the deliverance of the Jews from the
Esther ix. 26.
machinations of Haman.
Pur'lsm (pur'Iz'm), n. [Cf. F. purisme.J Rigid purity the quality of being affectedly pure or nice, espeover-solicitude as to
cially in the choice of language
De Quincey.
purity. "His political ^urtim."
had even already become
The English language, however,
too thoroughly and essentially a mixed tongue for this doctrine
Craik.
otpurism to be admitted to the letter.
Pur'lst, n. [Cf. F. puriste.'\ 1. One who aims at
excessive purity or nicety, esp. in the choice of language.

to

;

;

He [Fox]
known

.

.

mon

rafters.
Purl'ing (pQrl'ing), n,

.

;

.

first two Stuarts, opposed traditional and formal
usages, and advocated simpler forms of faith and worship
originally, a term of
than those established by law ;
reproach. The Puritans formed the bulk of the early

When

—

Hume.

I am forced to eat all
my own thirds.

and strict in his religious
used reproachfully or in contempt ; one

— often

Pur'ple

who has

overstrict notions.
Shak.
She would make & puritan of the devil.
Pu'rl-tan, a. Of or pertaining to the Puritans ; resembling, or characteristic of, the Puritans.
Pu'rl-tan'lc (-tSn'Ik), ) a, X. Of or pertaining to
the Puritans, or to their
Pu'rl-tan'io-al (-I-kal), )
doctrines and practice.
2. Precise in observance of legal or religious requirements ; strict ; overscrupulous rigid ;
often used by
way of reproach or contempt.
Puritanical circles, from which plays and novels were strictly
excluded.
Macaulaij.
He had all the puritanic traits, both good and evil. Hawthorne,
in
a puritanical manner.
PH'rl-tan'ic-al-ly,_adv.
The doctrines,
Pu'rl-tan-ism (pu'rT-tan-iz'm), n.
QOtions, or practice of Puritans.
Pu'rl-tan-ize (-iz), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Pueitanized
(-izd) p. pr.
vb. n. PuKiTAWziNa (-I'zing).] To agree
with, or teach, the doctrines or notions of Puritans ; to
conform to the practice of Puritans.
Bp. Montagu,
PU'ri-ty (pu'ri-ty), n. [OE. purete, pur'.e, OF. purte,
V,pureie, from L. puritas, ir. purus pure. See Puee.]
The condition of being pure. Specifically : (a) Freedom
from foreign admixture or deleterious matter; as, the
purity of water, of wine, of drugs, of metals. (6) Clean-

;

life,

Freedom from any

:

sinister or

improper motives or views, (e) Freedom from foreign
idioms, or from barbarous or improper words or phrases
as, purity of style.

Purtin-Je'S cells' (poor'ken-ySz

[From

sSlz').

J.

E. Purkitije, their discoverer.] (Anat.) Large ganglion
forming a layer near the surface of the cerebellum.
Purl (pQrl), V. t. [Contr. fr. purflle, purfle. See PuB" NaFLE.] To decorate with fringe or embroidery.
ture's cradle more enchased &ni purled."
B, Jonson,
Purl, n, 1. Aa embroidered and puckered border a
hem or fringe, often of gold or silver twist ; also, a pleat
or fold, as of a band.
A triumphant chariot made of carnation velvet, enriched with

7. pi. (Med.) See Purpura.
8. pi.
disease of wheat. Same as Eaecockle.

^W^ Purple is sometimes used in composition, espwith participles forming words of obvious signification
as, purple-coloreA, j)M»pZe-hued, purpie-stained, purpletinged, purple-tintea, and the like.
Purple
French purple. (Chem.) Same as Cudbear.
of CasBius.
Purple of mollusca (Zool.}-^ a
See Cassius.
coloring matter derived from certain moUusks, which
dyes wool, etc., of a purple or crimson color, and is supposed to be the substance of the famous Tyrian dye. It
18 obtained from lanthina, and from several species of
Purpura, and Murex. — To be born In the purple, to be of
princely birth to be highborn.
Pur'ple, a. 1. Exhibiting or possessing the color
called purple, much esteemed for its richness and beauty
of a deep red, or red and blue color ; as, a purple robe.
2. Imperial regal
so called from the color having been an emblem of imperial authority.
SheUey.
Hide in the dust thy purple pride.
bloody.
3. Blood-red

;

2.

pearl.

An

Sir P. Sidnei/.

inversion of stitches in knitting, which gives to

Same

as Purl, n.,

2.

;

&p

&

Purl, V. i. limp.
p. Pdeled (pflrld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Purling.]
[Cf. Sw. porta, and E. pur to murmur
as a cat.]
1. To run swiftly round, as a small stream
flowing
also, to

among stones or other obstructions to eddy
make a murmuring sound, as water does in run;

Swift o'er the rolling pebbles, down the hills,
Louder and loud&r purl the falling rills.
Pope.
2, [Perh. fr. F. peWer to pearl, to bead.
See Peael,
V.
n.] To rise in circles, ripples, or undulations ; to
curl ; to mantle.

tip,

tun

;

pity

—

May

6uch/>Mrp?e tears be alway shed.

Shak.

And

I view a field of blood,
Tiber rolling with a purple flood.

Dryden.

Purple bird (Zool.), the European purple gallinule. See
Purple copper ore. (Ann.) See Borunder Gallinule.
NiTE.— Purple grackle (Zool.), the crow blackbird. See
PurPurple martin. See under Martin.
under Crow.
sandpiper. See under Sandpiper. —Purple aheU. See

—

winding breath which purled up to the sky. Shak.
Purl, n. [See 3d Purl.] 1. A circle made by the
motion of a fluid ; an eddy ; a ripple.
Whose stream an easy breath doth seem to blow,
"Which on the sparkling gravel runs in purles,
Aa though the waves had been of silver curls. Drayton.
Tliin

r^de, f^U,

genus Copaifera(C,pubiflora,bracteata, and officinalis).
Used for decorative veneering. See Copaiba.
Same as Puepleheabt.
Pur'ple-wood' (-w68d'), n.

Pur'pUsh

—

—

rle

ANTHINA.

Pur'ple
;

Somewhat

(-plTsh), a.

Boyle.

purple.

(pflr'port), n,
[OF. purport ; pur, pour, for
pro) -}- porter to bear, carry. See Poet demeanor.]
1. Design or tendency
meaning ; import tenor.
The whole scope and purport of that dialogue. Korris,
With a look so piteous in purport
ill.
Shak,
As if he had been loosed out of- hell.

Pur'port
(li,

;

;

2. Disguise

covering. [Oi«.]
For she her sex under that stx&ngb purport
;

Spenser,
Did use to hide.
Pur'port, V. t. limp. & p. p. Purported p. pr.
vb. n. Purporting.]
lOF.purporter, pourporter. See
Purport, n.] To intend to show ; to intend ; to mean
to signify to import;
often with an object clause or

&

;

—

J

infinitive.

They in most grave and solemn wise unfolded
Rowe,
Matter which little purported.
Pur'port-leSS, a. Without purport or meaning.
Pur'pose (pQr'piis), n. [OF. purpos, pourpos, propos,
L. propositum. See Propound.]
1. That which a person sets before himself as an object to be reached or
accomplished ; the end or aim to which the view is directed in any plan, measure, or exertion view ; aim
design intention plan.
;

;

;

He

will his flrste

Chaucer,

purpos modify.

As my eternal pwpose hath decreed.
The flighty purpose never is o'ertook

Milton,

Shak.
Unless the deed go with it.
2. Proposal to another ; discourse. lObs,"]
Spenser.
L'Estrange,
3. Instance ; example.
[06s.]
In purpose. Of purpose, Cn purpose, with previous design ; with the mind directed to that object ; intentionally.
On purpose is the form now generally used.
Syn. Design; end; intention; aim. See Desist.
Pur'pose, V. t. limp. &p. p. Purposed (-pust) ; p. pr,

—

&

n. Purposing.]
[OF. purposer, proposer. See
Propose.] 1. To set forth ; to bring forward. [Ofo.]
2. To propose, as an aim, to one's self; to detervb.

mine upon, as some end or object to be accomplished
to intend to design to resolve
often followed by
Chaucer,
an infinitive or dependent clause.
;

;

;

—

Shak.
Did nothing purpose against the state.
1 purpose to write the history of England from the accession
of King James the Second down to a time which is within the
Macaulay.
memory of men still living.

Pur'pose,

V.

To have a purpose or

i.

intention

[Ofts.]
Pur'posed-ly (pQr'piSst-ly), adv.

ner

according to purpose or design

;

;

to

Spenser.

discourse.

In a purposed man;

purposely.

A poem composed purposedly of the Trojan war.

Holland.

Important; material.
Pur'pose-lul (-piis-ful), a.
" Purposeful accounts."" Tylor.
Pur'pose-ful-ly, adv.
Pur'pose-less, a. Having no purpose or result ; objectless.
Bp. Hall.
Pur'pose-less-ness, n.
Pur'pose-ly, adv. With purpose or design intentionally
with predetermination designedly.

—

—

;

;

;

In composing this discourse, \purposely declined

and displeasing

all offensive

Atterhvry.

truths.

much

they scorn the crowd, that if the throng
Pope,
By chance go right, t^xey purposely go wrong.
Pur'pOS-er (-pus-er), n. 1. One who brings forward
[Ofcs.]
or proposes anything ; a proposer.
2. One who forms a purpose ; one who intends.
Pur'po-Sive (-po-si v), a. Having or indicating purBastian,
pose or design. '•'Purposive characters."
Purposive modification of structure in a bone.
Owen,
It is impossible that the frog should perform actions more
puiposive than these.
Huxley,
Chaucer,
Pur'pre (-per), n, &, a. Purple. lObs.l
So

Pur-pres'ture (pflr-prSs'tiir 135), n. [Probably corrupted (see Prest) fr. OF. potirprisure, fr. pourprendre
cf. LL. purprestura,
Cf. Puepeise.]
(Law) Wrongful
encroachment upon another's property esp., any encroachment upon, or inclosure of, that which should be
common or public, as highways, rivers, harbors, forts,
;

lYfiitten also pourpresture.l
Pur'prlse (pfir'priz), n. [OF. pourpris,
dre to take away entirely; pour for -|etc.

A

prendre to take.]

Pur'pu-ra

fr.

pourpren-

close or inclosure

Bacon.

the compass of a manor.

[L., purple,
F. purpura. See Purple.] 1. (Med,) A disease characterized
by livid spots on the skin from extravasated blood, with loss of muscular
strength, pain in the limbs, and mental
Dunglison.
dejection the purples.
2. (Zool. ) A genus of marine gastropods, usually having a rough and thick Purpura ( P. 2d>
shell. Some species yield a purple dye. i"''!"), from lite.
Pur'pn-rate (-pii-riit), a. Of or pertaining to purpura.
II

purple

fish

(-pG-ra), «.

cf.

:

;

Pur'pu-rate, n,
purpuric acid.

;

&

unite,

;

;

ning over or through obstructions.

uBe,

—

—

the work a ribbed or waved appearance.
Purl stitch.

A

;

A

cells

pwl and

[OE. pur-

(-p'lz).

Thou shalt make the tabernacle with ten curtains of fine
twined linen, and blue, a.n0.jiurple, and scarlet.
Ex. xxvi. 1.
3. Hence Imperial sovereignty ; royal rank, dignity,
or favor; loosely and colloquially, any exalted station;
Gibbon.
great wealth. "He was born in the^u»yte."
4. A cardinalate. See Cardinal.
5. (Zool.) Any species of large butterflies, usually
marked with purple or blue, of the genus Basilarchia
(formerly Limenitis) ; as, the banded purple (B. arthemis).
See Illust. under Ursula.
6. (Zool.) Any shell of the genus Purpura.

;

(d)

of jov.r purparties, as well as
Walpole.

Purples

;

;

of heart or of

game

;

freedom from foulness or dirt. "The purity ot
a linen vesture." Holyday. (c) Freedom from guilt or
the defilement of sin innocence chastity ; as, purity

ness

When morn

;

&

&

;

the

(pflr'p'l), n, ; pi.

pre, pourpre, OF. purpre, porpre, pourpre, F. pourpre,
L. purpura purple fish, purple dye, fr. Gr. voptfivpa the
purple fish, a shell from which the purple dye was obtained, purple dye ; cf. jrop^vpeoi dark (said of the sea),
purple, Trop4>vpeiv to grow dark (said of the sea), to be
troubled perh. akin to L. furere to rage, E. fwy : cf.
AS. purpure, Cf. Porphyry, Purpure.] 1. A color
formed by, or resembling that formed by, a combination
of the primary colors red and blue.
Arraying with reflected purple and gold
Milton.
The clouds that on his western throne attend.
The
ancient words which are translated purple
<^ff^
are supposed to have been used for the color we call
crimson. In the gradations of color as defined in art,
purple is a mixture of red and blue. When red predominates it is called violet, and when blue predominates,
hyacinth.
2. Cloth dyed a purple color, or a garment of such
color especially, a purple robe, worn as an emblem of
rank or authority specifically, the purple robe or mantle
worn by Roman emperors as the emblem of imperial dignity ; as, to put on the imperial purple.

—

;

Milton.
The guarded gold.
muse from Fletcher scenes 2J«r?0("rt ? Dnjden.

did the

Pur-loin', i). t. To practice theft ; to steal. Titus li.Vi.
Swift.
Pur-lOin'er (-er), n. One who purloins.
Pur'par'ty (pflr'par'ty), n, [OF. pourpartie ; pour
for -j- partie a part ; cf. OF. purpart a respective part.]
{Law) A share, part, or portion of an estate allotted to
a coparcener. [Written also purpart, and pourparty.']

population of New England.
1^°" The PuiHtans were afterward distinguished as
Political Puritans, Doctrinal Puritans, and Puritans in

;

;

Purples the east.
Milton,
Reclining soft in blissful bowers,
Purpled sweet with springing flowers.
Fenton.
strong,
(Bot,)
Pur'ple-heart' (pfir'p'l-harf ), n.
durable, and elastic wood of a purplish color, obtained
from several tropical American legumhious trees of the

;

the

Discipline.
2. One who is scrupulous

&

&

2. One who maintains that the New Testament was
M. Stuart.
written in pure Greek.
Pu-rls'tlc (piS-rTs'tik), ) a. Of or pertaining to purists
or
purism.
Pu-ris'tlC-^ (-ti-kal), j
Pu'rl-tan (pu'rT-tan), n. [From PuElTT.] 1. {Eccl.
Hist.) One who, in the time of Queen Elizabeth and

life

The motion

[See 3d Puel.]

of a small stream running among obstructions also, the
murmur it makes in so doing.
Pur-loln' (pfir-loin'), V, t, limp,
p. p. Purloined
(-loind') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Purloining.]
[OF. purloignier, porloignier, to retard, delay pur, por, pour, for
(L. pro) -\- loin far, far oft (L. longe).
See Prolong, and
cf. Eloign.]
To take or carry away for one's self;
hence, to steal ; to take by theft ; to filch.
Had from his wakeful custody purloined

purified his vocabulary with a scrupulosity unMacaulay.
to any purist.
.

p. pr, & vb. n. Puepling.] To make purple; to dye of ft
purple or deep red color as, hands ^urpied with blood.

;

.

.

PURPUREO-
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PURIFORM

:;;

;

;;

Pur'pure

(-pfir),

A

(Chem,)
n,

[L.

salt

ofy—

jmrpura

purple.
See Purple.] (Her,) Purple,
in engiaving by diagonal lines declining from the right top
to the left base of the escutcheon (or
from sinister chief to dexter base).
Pur-pu're-al (pOr-pu'rS-al), a. Of a
purple color purple.

— represented

Purpure

;

(pflr'p'l), V.

food^ fo^bt

;

t.

limp.

out, oil

;

&p.

p.

diair

;

Purpled

go

;

Pur-pu're-O-

(-p'ld)

sing,

Igk

;

tfaen,

A

(-re-j-).

thin

;

boN

;

combining form signifying

zh

=z

in azure.

;

N
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of a purple or purple-red color. Specif. (^Chern.), used
in designating certain brilliant piirple-red oompounds
of cobaltic chloride and ammonia, similar to the roseooobaltic compounds.
See Cobaltic.
[Cf. F. purpurique-l
Pur-pu'rlo (pQr-pu'rlk), a.
Dunglison.
1. (ilTed.) Of 01 pertaining to purpura.
2. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a nitrogeIt is not known in
nous acid contained in uric acid.
the pure state, but forms well-known purple-red compounds (as murexide), whence its name.
Purpuric acid was formerly used to designate

Pur-sa'ant (pflr-sS'ant), a. [From Pubsitb cf. OF.
poursuiant. Cf. Pubbuivaht.] Acting in consequence
or in prosecution (of anything) ; hence, agreeable conformable following ; according ;
with to or of.
The conclusion which I draw from these premises, pursuant
Waterland.
to the query laid down, is, etc.

^^^

P

PUSILLANIMOUS

PURPURIC

murexan. See Muuexan.
Pur'pu-rln (pGr'pfl-rin), n. (Chem.) A dyestuff resembling alizarin, found in madder root, and extracted
as an orange or red crystalline substance.
[L. purpura purPur'pU-rlp'a-roilS (-rip'a-riis), a.
ple -(- ^arere to produce.] (Biol.) Producing, or connected with, a purple-colored secretion ; as, the purpuriparous gland of certain gastropods.
Pur'pu-rog'e-nous (-roj'e-nus), a. [L. purpura pur-genous.']
(Biol.) Having the power to produce a
ple
purple color ; as, the purpurogenous membrane, or choroidal epithelium, of the eye.
See Visual purple, under
Visual.
t.
To murmur as a cat. See Pub.
Purr (pQr), V. i.

+

&

Purr,
pur.

n.

The low murmuring sound made by a cat

See Pdr.

The dunlin. IProv. Eng.']
[Hind, peori yellow.] {Chem.)
See Edxanthin.
Pur'rock (-rflk), n. See PuDDOCK, and Paeeock.
Purse (pQrs), re. [OE. piirs,pors, OP. burse, borse,
bourse, F. bourse, LL. bursa, fr. Gr. fivotra hide, skin,
leather.
Cf. Boukse, Bursch, Bursae, Buskin.]
1. A
email bag or pouch, the opening of which is made to draw
together closely, used to carry money in
by extension,
any receptacle for money carried on the person a walChaucer.
let ; a pocketbook
a portemonnaie.

Purre

(pQr),

(Zodl.)

re.

Pur'ree (pur're),

A yellow

re.

coloring matter.

;

;

;

Who steals my purse steals trash.

Skak.
2. Hence, a treasury ; finances as, the public purse.
3.
sum of money offered as a prize, or collected as a
present ; as, to win the purse ; to make up a purse.
(a) In Turkey, the
4. A specific sum of money ; as
Bum of 500 piasters. (6) In Persia, the sum of 50 tomans.
;

A

:

Light purse, or Empty purse, poverty or want of resources.
Long purse, or Heavy purse, wealth riches.
Purse crab iZool.), any land crab of

—

—

;

the genus Birgus, alUed to the hermit
crabs. They sometimes weigh twenty
pounds or more, and are very strong,

&

A

—

now caWed paymaster.
on steam passenger vessels whose duty it is
to keep the accounts of the vessels, such as the receipt

A clerk

of freight, tickets, etc.
3. Colloquially, any paymaster or cashier.
Purser's name (iVawi. ), a false name. [Slang]
Totten.
Purs'er-ship, re. The office of purser.
purse or purse net.
B. Jonson.
Purs'et (-et), re.
Pur'si-ness (pi3r'si-n5s), a. State of being pursy.
Holland.
Pur'Sive (-siv), a. Pursy. [06s.]
Pur'sive-ness, re. Pursiness
lObs.
R."]
Purs'lain (pQrs'lan), re. Same as Purslane.
[OF. porcelaine, pourcelaine
Purs'Iane (-Kn), re.
(cf. It. porcellana), corrupted fr. L. porcilaca for portuannual
(Bot.)
An
plant (Portulaca oleracea),
laca."]
with fleshy, succulent, obovate leaves, sometimes used
as a pot lierb and for salads, garnishing, and pickling.
Flowering purslane, or Great flowered purslane, the Portulaca grandijlora. See Poetulaca.
Purslane tree, a

A

&

—

South African shrub (Portulacaria Afra) with

many

small opposite fleshy obovate leaves.— Sea purslane, a seashore plant {Arenaria peploides) with crowded opposite
fleshy leaves.— Water purslane, an aquatic plant (Ludwigia palustris) but sliglitly resembling purslane.
Pur-su'a-bl6 (pfir-su'a-b'l), a. Capable of being, or
Sherwood.
fit to be, pursued, followed, or prosecuted.
Pur-su'al C-al), re. The act of pursuing ; pursuit. [iJ.]
Pur-su'ance (-ans), re. [See Puesuant.] 1. The act
of pursuing or prosecuting ; a following out or after.
Sermons are not like curious inquiries after new nothings, but

of,

in accordance

Jer. Taylor.

consequence.
with in prosecution or
;

;

fulfillment of.

ale,

senate, c&re,

am, arm, ask,

Burke,
;

;

;

;

;

3. (Eng. Law) A providing necessaries for the sovereign by buying them at an appraised value in preference to all others, and even without the owner's consent.
This was formerly a royal prerogative, but has long been
abolished.
Wharton,
Pur-vey'or (-er), re. [OE. porveour, OP. pourveor, F.

pourvoyeur. See Purvey, and cf. Peoveditor.] 1. Ona
who provides victuals, or whose business is to make provision for the table a victualer a caterer.
2. An officer who formerly provided, or exacted provi.
The happiness of men lies m pursuing.
Not in possessing.
Longfellow.
sion, for the king's household.
[Eng.]
3. A procurer
Addison.
a pimp a bawd.
as,
2. To seek to use or adopt measures to obtain
(pQr'vu),
ptirveu, pourveu, F.
Pur'view
re.
[OF.
to pursue a remedy at law.
The fame of ancient matrons you pursue,
Dryden. pourvu, provided, p. p. of OF. porveoir, F. pourvoir. See
Puevey, View, and cf. Peoviso.]
1. (a) (Law) The
3. To proceed along, with a view to some end or obbody of a statute, or that part which begins with ''Be it
ject ; to follow
to go in as. Captain Cook pursued a
enacted,"
Cowell,
as
distinguished
from
the
preamble.
new route the administration pursued a wise course.
Hence The limit or scope of a statute the whole
4. To prosecute to be engaged in to continue. " In- (6)
Marshall.
satiate
war."
Milton. extent of its intention or provisions.
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

consider.

3.

Boyle.

{Law) To follow a matter

judicially, as a

complain-

Burrill.
to act as a prosecutor.
Pur-SU'er (-sii'er), re. 1. One who pursues or chases
one who follows in haste, with a view to overtake.
2. (Eccl. & Scots Law) A plaintiff
a prosecutor.
Pur-BUlt' (-suf), re. [F. poursuite, fr. poursuivre.
See Pursue, v. <.] 1. The act of following or going
after esp., a following with haste, either for sport or in
hostility
chase prosecution as, the pursuit of game
the pursuit of an enemy.
Clarendon.
Shak.
Weak we are, and can not shun pursuit.
2. A following with a view to reach, accomplish, or
obtain endeavor to attain to or gain as, the pursuit of
knowledge the pursuit of happiness or pleasure.
continued em3. Course of business or occupation
ployment with a view to some end as, mercantile pur-

ing party

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

4.

(Law) Prosecution.

That pursuit for

[06s.]

tithes ought,

and of ancient time did pertain

to the spiritual court.

Fuller.

Curve of pursuit (Geom.), a curve described

by

a point
which is at each instant moving towards second point,
which is itself moving according to some specified law.
Pur'SUl-vant (pQr'swe-vant), n. [F. poursuivant, fr.
-,

See Pursue, and

poursuivre.

cf.

Pursuant.]

[Written

A

functionary
also poursuivant.']
1. (Heralds' College)
of lower rank than a herald, but discharging similar
duties ;
called also pursuivant at arms ; an attendant
on the heralds. Also used figuratively.
The herald Hope, forerunning Fear,
Zong/ellow.
And Fear, the pursuivant of Hope.

—

The king's messenger a state messenger.
One pursuivant who attempted to execute a '"arrant there was
2.

;

Macaulay.

murdered.

&

iJ.]
Pur'sul-vant, v. t. To pursue. [Obs
Their navy was pursuivanted after with a horrible tempest.
Fuller.

[OF, pourcif, poulsif, F. poussif,
fr. pousser to push, thrust, heave, OF. also poulser : cf
Fat and
F. pousse the heaves, asthma. 'See Push.]
short-breathed; fat, short, and thick ; swelled with pamShak.
pering as, pursy insolence.
Pursy and important he sat him down. Sir W. Scott.
Pur'te-nance (pflr'te-nans), re. [Abbrev. fr. appurtenance.']
That which pertains or belongs to something
\_Obs.]
esp., the heart, liver, and lungs of an animal.
" The purtenaunces of purgatory."
Piers Plowman.
his
legs,
and
with
the
purteRoast [it] with fire, his head with

Pur'sy

(pflr'sy), a.

;

Ex. xii. 9.
[L. purulentia : cf. F.
purulence.] (Med.) The
quality or state of being purulent ; the generation of pus ;
Arbuthnot.
also, the pus itself.
Pu'ru-lent (-lent), a. [L. pundentus, fr. pus, puris,
(Med.) Conpus, matter: cf. F. purulent. See Pus.]
sisting of pus, or matter ; partaking of the nature of pus
attended with suppuration ; as, purulent inflammation.
Pu'ru-lent-ly, adv. In a purulent manner.
nance

inwards] thereof.

[_Rev. Ver.,

Pu'ru-lence (pii'ru-lens),
Pu'ru-len-cy (-len-sy),

Pur've-ance

)

re.

)

(pfir'va-ans),

Purveyance.

Pur'vel-aunce'

\_Obs.]
Pur-vey' (pfir-va'), v. t. \imp.
(-vad') ; p. pr.
vb. re. Pueveying.]

&

(-ans'),

re.

Chaucer.

&

p. p.

Pdeveted

[OE. purveien, porveien, OF. porveeir, porveoir, F. pourvoir, fr. L. providere.
See Provide, and cf. Purview.] 1. To furnish
or provide, as with a convenience, provisions, or the like.
Give no odds to your foes, but do purvey
Spenser.
Yourself of sword before that bloody day.

To procure

to get.
I mean to purvey me a wife after the fashion of the children
Sir W. Scott.
of Benjamin.
Pur-vey', v. i. 1. To purchase provisions ; to proChaucer.
Milton.
provision.
to
make
vide ;
2.

finol,

all

;

;

eve,

;

;

to pursue vain
5. To follow as an example ; to imitate.
6. To follow with enmity ; to persecute ; to call to
account.
The servant is not greater than hie lord. If they have pursued
me, they shall pursue you also.
Wyclif{John xv. 20).
Syn. To follow ; chase ; seek ; persist. See Follow.
i.
To
go
in
pursuit
to follow.
V.
1.
;
Pur-sue',
The wicked flee when no man pursneth. Frov. xsviii. 1.
Men hotly pursued after the objects of their ambition. Earte.
2. To go on ; to proceed, especially in argument or
{_A Gallicism']
discourse ; to continue.
I have, pursues Carneades, wondered chemists should not

suits ; a literary pursuit.

&

"Their turpitude purveys

to.

[iJ.]

Pur-vey'ance (pCr-va'ans), n. [Cf. F. pourvoyanee.J
1. The act or process of providing or procuring providence foresight preparation management. Chaucer,
The ill purveyance of his page.
Spenser,
2. That which is provided provisions food.

;

;

;

In pursuance

&

— with

2. To pander;
to their malice."

;

&

\imp.
p. p. Pursued
(-Slid') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Pursuing.]
[OE. pursuen, porsuen, OF. porsivre, poursuivre, poursuir, F. poursuivre,
fr. L. prosequi ; pro forward -)- sequi to follow.
See Sue,
and cf. Prosecute, Pursuivant.] 1. To follow with a
view to overtake ; to follow eagerly, or with haste to
chase; as, to pursue a hare.
Prior.
^e happiness pursue; we fly from pain.
t.

;

—

pursuances of old truths.
2. The state of being pursuant

Agreeably; conformably.

;

—

;

pSJ-sS'Mt-ly, }_°'^"Pur-sue' (pfir-su'), V.

;

pride, pride of money; inso'once proceeding from tlie possession of wealth. Bp. Hall.—
Pnrae rat. (Zml.) See Pocket Vuise Crah iBirgus latro).
gopher, under Pocket.
Sword
and purse, the military power and financial resources of
a nation.
Purse, V. t, \imp. &p.p. Puesed (pQrst) p. pr.
vb. n. PuESlNO.]
1. To put into a purse.
I will go and purse the ducats straight.
Shak.
2. To draw up or contract into folds or wrinkles, like
mouth
purse
pucker
the
of a
; to
to knit.
;
Thou . . . didst contract and purse thy brow.
Sltak.
Purse, V. i. To steal purses; to rob. \_Obs.
B.J
I'll purse; ... I'll bet at bowling alleys. Beau, fy Ft.
Furse'ful (-ful), re. ;pl. Puesepuls (-fulz). All that is,
OP can be, contained in a purse ; enough to iiU a purse.
Affected with purse
Purse'-proud' (-proud'), a.
pride ; puffed up with the possession of riches.
Purs'er (pQrs'er), re. [See Puese, and cf. Buesar.]
commissioned ofBcer in the navy who
1. (Naut.)
had charge of the provisions, clothing, and public moneys

2.

;

—

;

;

—

on shipboard

:

;

being able to crack cocoanuts with
the large claw. They chiefly
inhabit the tropical islands of
the Pacific and Indian Oceans,
living in holes and feeding
upon fruit. Called also palm
crab.
Purse net, a fishing net,
the mouth of which may be
closed or drawn together like
Fyirae
a purse. Mortimer.

;;

.;

event,

8nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Profanations within the purview of several statutes. Bacon.
2. Limit or sphere of authority ; scope ; extent.
In determining the extent of information required in the exmust be had to th&
Madison.
objects within tliQ purview of that authority.
ercise of a particular authority, recourse

Pus (piJs), re. [L., akin to Gr. iriJos, nvov, and to E.
foul : cf. F. pus. See Foul, a.] (Med.) The yellowish
white opaque creamy matter produced by the process of
suppuration. It consists of innumerable white nucleated
cells floating in a clear liquid.
Pu'sane (pu'san), re. (Anc. Armor) A piece of armor
for the breast; often, an addition to, or reenforcement
called also pesaree.
of, the breastplate;
Pn'sey-Ism (pii'zy-iz'm), re. (Ch. of Eng.) The principles of Dr. Fusey and others at Oxford, England, as
exhibited in various publications, esp. in a series which
appeared from 1833 to 1841, designated " Tracts for the
Times " tractarianism. See Tractaelanism.
Pu'sey-is'tic (-ts'ttk), a. Of or pertaining to Puseyism.
Pu'sey-ite (-it),
)
Pu'sey-ite, re. One who holds the principles of Pnseyism
often used opprobriously.
Push (push), re. [Probably F. poche. See Pouch.]
Bacon,
A pustule a pimple. [^Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
Push, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Pushed (pusht) p. pr.
[OE. possen, pussen, F. pousser, f r. L.
vb. re. Pushing.]
pulsare, v. intens. fr. pellere, pulsum, to beat, knock,
push. See Pulse a beating, and cf Pursy.] 1. To press
against with force to drive or impel by pressure to
endeavor to drive by steady pressure, without striking
opposed to draw.
Sidelong h&ii. pushed a mountain from his seat. Miltoru
2. To thrust the points of the horns against ; to gore.
the ox
If the ox shall push a manservant or maidservant, .
Ex. xxi. 32.
shall be stoned.
3. To press or urge forward
to drive to push an
Dryden,
objection too far. " To pjwA his fortune."
Ambition pushes the soul to such actions as are apt to procure
Spectator.
honor to the actor.
Swift,
We are pushed for an answer.
4. To bear hard upon to perplex to embarrass.
5. To importune ; to press with solicitation to teaseTo push down, to overthrow by pushing or impulse.
Push, v. i. 1. To make a thrust to shove j as, to
Shak,
push with the horns or with a sword.
2. To make an advance, attack, or effort to be energetic as, a man must push in order to succeed.
At the time of the end shall the king of the southpusftat him |
and the king of the north shall come against him. Dan. xi. 40.
War seemed asleep for nine long years at length
Both sides resolved topush, we tried our strength. Dryden.

—

;

l

—

;

;

&

;

.

;

;

—

.

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

3.

To burst

To push

on,

The

Push,

re.

a bud or shoot.
to drive or urge forward
out, as

to hasten.
Sir W. Scott,

;

TliHT pushed on at a rapid pace.
i.

A

thrust with a pointed instrument, or

with the end of a thing.

Any

thrust, pressure, impulse, or force applied ; a
shove ; as, to give the ball the first push.
3. An assault or attack ; an effort ; an attempt hence,
the time or occasion for action.
Exact reformation is not perfected at the ^rstpush. Milton.
2.

;

V

When it comes to the push,

Estrange.
'tis no more than talk.
aggressive
of overcoming obstacles
he hssp^tsh, or he has nopush. ICollog.]
Syn. See Thrust.
Pnsh'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, pushes.
Push'ing, a. Pressing forward in business enterofficious
energetic
also, forward
driving
prising
intrusive.
Push'ing-ly, adv.
Push'pln' (-pin'), n. A child's game played with
L'Estrnnge.
pins.
Pu'slI (pu'sil), a. [L. pusillus very little.] Very
Bacon.
small little ; petty. [Obs.]

4.

The faculty

energy;

;

as,

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

[L. pusillanire.
F. pusillanimite.'] The quality of being pucov/ardliness.
; weakness of spirit
Shak.
The badge ot pusillanimity and cowardice.
pusillaIt is obvious to distinguish between an act of . .
Soutfu
nimity and an act of great modesty or humility.
Cowardliness; cowardice; fear; timidity.
Syn.

Pu'sll-la-nlm'i-ty (-la-mm'T-tT?),

mitas:

cf.

sillanimous

;

.

—

Pu'sU-lan'l-mous (-ISnl-mtSs), a. [L. pusillanimis ;
pusillus very little (dim. of pusus a little boy cf. puer
a boy, E. puerile) -)- animus the mind cf. F. pnsillanime.
1. Destitute of a manly or
See Animosity.]
;

:

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey, 6rb, 6dd

;

:;

;;;;;

— To

courageous strength and firmness of mind of weak spirsaid of permean-spirited spiritless cowardly
it
sons a,a, a, pusillanimous y>Tmce.
2. Evincing, or characterized by, weakness of mind,
and want of courage feeble; a^, pusillanimous counsels.
" A low and pusillanimous spirit."
Burke.
Cowardly dastardly mean-spirited faintSyn.
hearted; timid: weak; feeble.
Pn'sll-lan'1-mOUS-ly (pu'sil-lan'r-miis-li^), adv. With

put about (Naut, ), to turn, or change the course of, as
a ship. — To put away, (a) To renounce to discard to
expel, (i) To divorce. —To put back, (a) To push or
thrust backwards
hence, to hinder to delay, (b) To
refuse to deny.
Sliak.
Coming from thee, I could not put him back.
(c) To set, as the hands of a clock, to an earlier hour,
(rf) To restore to the original place
To put
to replace.
" Smiling put the
by. (a) To turn, set, or thrust, aside.
question by." Tennyson, (i) To lay aside; to keep; to
store up as, to put by money.
To put down, (a) To lay
down to deposit to set down. (6) To lower; to diminish
as, to put down prices, (c) To deprive of position
or power to put a stop to to suppress to abolish to
confute as, to put down rebellion or traitors.
Mark, now, how a plain tale sliallpwf you down.
Shak.
Sugar haihput down the use of honey.
Bacon.
as, to put down one's name.
(d) To subscribe
To put
forth, (a) To thrust out to extend, as the hand to cause
to come or push out as, a tree puts forth leaves. (6) To
make manifest to develop also, to bring into action to
exert as, to put forth strengtli.
(c) To propose, as a
question, a riddle, and the like, (d) To publish, as a book.
To put forward, (a) To advance to a position of prominence or responsibility to promote, (b) To cause to make
progress to aid. (c) To set, as tlie hands of a clock, to
a later liour.
To put in. (a) To introduce among others
to insert
sometimes, to introduce with difficulty as,
to put in a word while others are discoursing, (b) (A'aut.)
To conduct into a harbor, as a ship, (c) (Law) To place
due form before a court to place among the records
of a court.
Burrill.
(d) (Med.) To restore, as a dislocated part, to its place. —To put off. \a) To lay aside to
discard as, to put off a robe to put o# mortality. " Put
Ex. iii. .5. (i) To turn
off^tXxy shoes from off thy feet.
aside to elude to disappoint to frustrate ; to baffle.
I hoped for a demonstration, but Themistir.s hoped to put me
0^" with an harangue.
Boyle.
We might put him off with this answer.
Bentley.
to defer to postpone as, to put o^ repent(c) To delay
ance, (rf) To get rid of to dispose of especially, to pass
fraudulently as, to put off a counterfeit note, or an ingenious tlieory. (e) To push from land as, to put off a
To put on or upon, (a) To invest one's self vvith,
boat.
" Mercury
as clothes to assume.
put ore the shape
of a man. "
Estrange. (6) To impute (something) to
to charge upon
as, to put blame on or upon another.
(c) To advance
to promote. [Obs.] " This came handsomely iopt(< ore the peace." Bacon, (rf) To impose to
inflict.
"That which thou puttest on me, will I bear."

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Puss
;

2.

[Ci.'D.poes,lr:. &Ga.e\.

(pus), n.

— a fondling appellation.
A hare

;

1.

;

The game

of tipcat

pet

;

name for a

;

;

as, to

;

;

his friends.

5.

To

;

;

;

These wretches put us upon
rae not to use the carnal

Thank him

weapon

;

;

refer.

For the certain knowledge of that truth
Xput you o^er to iieaven and to my motlier.
Shak.
(c) To defer ; to postpone ; as, the court put over the
cause to the next term, (d) To transfer (a person or thing)
To put the hand
across ; as, to pitt one over the river.
to or unto, (a) To take hold of, as of an instrument of
labor ; as, to put the hand to the plow hence, to engage
in (any task or affair)
as, to put one's hand to the work.
(6) To take or seize, as in theft. " He hath not jnit his hand
To put through,
untohisneigh\)Qit^ goods." Ex. xxii. 11.
to cause to go through all conditions or stages of a progress hence, to pusli to completion to accomplish as,
he put through a measure of legislation ; he put through
a railroad enterprise. [U. <S.]
To put to. (a) To add;
to unite ; as, to put one sum to anotlier. (b) To refer to
to expose as, to put the safety of the state to hazard.
"That dares not put it to the touch." Montrose, (c) To
attach (something) to to harness beasts to. Dickens.
To put to a stand, to stop ; to arrest by obstacles or difficulties. —To put to bed. <n) To undress and place in
bed, as a child. (6) To deliver in, or to make ready for,
childbirtli.
To put to death, to kill. — To put together,
to attach
To put this
to aggregate to unite in one.
and that (or two and two) together, to draw an inference ;
to form a correct conclusion.
To put to it, to distress
to press hard to perplex to give difficulty to, "0 gentle lady, do not put me to '<."
Shak.
lo put to rights,
to arrange in proper order ; to settle or compose rightly.
To put to the sword, to kill witli the sword to slay.
To put to trial, or on trial, to bring to a test to try.
To put trust in, to confide in to repose confidence in.
To put up. (a) To pass unavenged to overlook ; not to
punish or resent; to put up with as, to ptit up indignities.
[Obs.] " Such national injuries are not to be put
up." Addison, (b) To send forth or upward as, to
put up a prayer, (c) To expose to offer publicly as,
to put up goods for sale,
id) To start from a cover, as
game.
she has been put
She has been frightened
«p." C. Kingsley. (e) To hoard. "Himself never put
up any of the rent." Spelman. (f) To lay aside or preserve ; to pack away to store to pickle as, to put up
pork, beef, or fish. (</) To place out of sight, cr away
to put in its proper place a.s,pvt up that letter. Shak.
(h) To incite
to instigate — i^ollowed by to ; as, he put
(?) To raise
to erect to build
tlie lad up to mischief.
as, to put up a tent, or a house,
(j) To lodge to entertain as, to put up travelers.
To put up a Job, to arrange
a plot. [ slang]
Syn. To place set; Lay; cause; produce; propose;
state. —Put, Lay, Place, Set. Tliese words agree in the
idea of fixing tlie position of some object, and are often
used intercliaiigeably. To put is the least definite, denoting merely to move to a place. To place has more
particular reference to the precise location, as to put witli

—

;

—

—

—

<iin

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

may
Halt

pity

—
—

;

;

Sa>i/t.

;

—

—
—

;

fip,

;

;

;

fiiUi

—

;

—

working to the tramway.
Raymond.
Put case, formerly, an elliptical expression for, put or
suppose the case to be.

nide,

—

;

my own

jip.

;

;

a pushing motion " overfrom the shoulder a practice in atliletics
as, to put tlio shot or weight.
8. (Mining) To convey coal in the mine, as from the

unite,

;

;

[Obs."]

live.

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

to endure
as, to put up with bad fare.
Put (put ; often piit, esp. in def. 2), n. 1. The act of
putting an action a movement ; a thrust a push as,
the put of a ball. " A forced put, "
L' Estrange,

satisfaction

;

;

;

2.
3.

;

;

A certain game at cards.
A privilege which one party

;

Young.
buys of another to

" put " (deliver) to him a certain amount of stock, grain,
a certain price and date. [Brokers'' Canf]
A put and a call may be combined in one instrument, the
holder of which may either buy or sell as he chooses at the
etc., at

fixed price.

Put

Jottn^on's Cyc.

(piit),

Pu'tage

A

[OF.

re.

pute."]
48), re.

prostitute.

[OF. putage.]
tion or fornication on the part of a woman.
II

(pii'taj

Pu-ta'men

a nut

;

(pii-ta'm5n), n.

the stone of a drupe

;

[Ofo.]
Prostitu-

The

[L.] (Bot.)

shell oi

See Endooaep.

fruit.

Pu'tan-ism (pu'tan-tz'm),

[F. putanisme, fr.

re.

pu-

tain harlot.]
Habitual lewdness or prostitution of a
woman harlotry.
Pu'ta-tive (pii't4-ttv), a. [L. puiativus, fr. putare,
putatum, to reckon, suppose, adjust, prune, cleanse.
See Pure, and cf. Amputate, Compute, Dispute, Impute.]
Commonly thought or deemed supposed ; reputed ; as, the putative father of a child, " His othe!
putative (I dare not say feigned) friends."
E. Hall.
Thus things indifferent, being esteemed useful or pious, be*
came customary, and then came for reverence into & putative
and usurped authority.
Jer. Taylor,
;

;

Put-Chuck'

;

food, fo"ot

;

;

;

;

out,

oU

;

chair

;

ro

j

sing,

ink

(piit-chuk'),

Same

(Bot.)

re.

as Pachak,

Pu'te-al (pu'te-Sl), re. [L., fr. puteus well.] (Arch.)
An inclosure surrounding a well to prevent persons from
falling into it
a well curb.
Weale.
Put'e-U (pjat'e-lt), n. Same as Patela.
Pu'ter-y (pu'ter-y), re. [OV. puterie.l Putage. [Obs.]
Pu'tid (pu'tid), a. [Tu. putidus : ci. 'E. putide. Cf.
PUTEID.] Rotten ; fetid
worthless
stinking ; base
Jer. Taylor.
" Thy p!(Hc? muse."
Dr. H. More.
II

;

II

;

Pu-tid'1-ty (pii-tld'i-ty),

;

1

The quality or

re.

state of

being putrid.
Pu'tid-ness (pii'tid-nes), )
Put'lOg' (put'lSg' 277), re. (Arch.) One of the short
pieces of timber on wliich the planks forming the floor of
a scaffold are laid,
one end resting on tlie ledger of the
scaffold, and the other in a hole left in the wall tempo;

—

rarily for the purpose.

Oxf. Gloss.

Put'-Off (put'Sf ; 115), n. A shift for evasion or dean evasion ; an excuse.
L^ Estrange.
Pu'tour (pu'toor), n. [See Pur a prostitute.] A keeper

;

put a

Put case that the soul after departure from the body

;

—

his life for

7. To tlirow or cast with
liiind," tlie hand being raised

Use,

;

;

defense.
Sir W. Scott.
who puts me, loath, to this revenge.
Milton.
in

;

;

all mischief.

—

;

oblige.

Put

—

;

—

;

;

;

one for judgment, acceptance, or re-

;

V

;

to bring to the attention to offer ; to state ; to
express figuratively, to assume ; to suppose ;
formerly
sometimes followed by thai introducing a proposition ;
as, to put a question; to put a case.
Let us now put that ye have leave.
Chaucer.
Put the perception and you put the mind. Berkelci/.
These verses, originally Greek, were put in Latin. Milton.
All this is ingeniously and ably put.
Bare.
6. To incite ; to entice ; to urge ; to constrain ; to

jection

;

;

'Wyclif {John xv. 13).

set before

on workmen
"Tlie stork
Estrange, (s) To place upon,
as, he piit liim upon bread and

as, to put
deceive; to trick.

apply

—

Sparks.

to assign

.

;

;

Milton.

;

.

as a means or condition
water. "This caution willp!(< them jfpore considering."
Locke, (h) (Law) To rest upon ; to submit to as, a defendant piits himself on or «pore the country. Burrill.
To put out. (a) To eject; as, to put out an intruder.
to shoot, as a bud, orsprout. (c) To ex(6) To put forth
tinguish as, to put out a candle, light, or fire, id) To
place at interest to loan as, to put out funds, (e) To provoke, as by insult ; to displease ; to vex as, he was put
o«< by my reply. [Colloq.] (/) To jprotrude to stretch
forth as, to put out the hand. (</) To publish to make
public; as, to p>ut out a pamphlet. (A) To confuse; to
as, to put one out in reading
disconcert to interrupt
as, to put out lights,
or speaking, (i) (Law) To open
Burrill.
that is, to open or cut windows.
(i) (Med.)
To place out of joint to dislocate as, to put out the
ankle. (A) To cause to cease playing, or to prevent from
playing longer in a certain inning, as in base ball.
To put over, (a) To place (some one) in authority over
at, to put a general over a division of an army, (b) To

measures were put in operation.

attach or attribute

V

2 Kings xviii. 14.
(e) To
to put on steam.
(/) To
found he was p»i< wpore. "

;

To

—

;

;

;

3.

—

;

;

wrong construction on an act or expression.
4. To lay down to give up to surrender.
No man hath more love than this, that a man put

.

;

=

otlier

;

;

;

&

J'uts invincible might.

;

—

;

In the mean time

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

W. pwt any

;

;

;

short thing, pwt o
ddyn a squab of a person, pwtog a short, thick woman.]
rustic
a clown ; an awkward or uncouth person.
Queer country pw(5 extol Queen Bess's reign. Bramston.
F. Harrison.
"What drollp«(s the citizens seem in it all.
vb. n.
Put (put), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Put p. pr.
Putting.] [AS. potion to thrust cf. Dan. putte to put,
to put into, Fries, putje ; perh. akin toW. pwtio to butt,
poke, thrust ; cf. also Gael, put to push, thrust, and E.
potter, V. i.] 1. To move in any direction ; to impel ; to
thrust ; to push ;
nearly obsolete, except with adverbs,
as with by (to put by
to thrust aside ; to divert) ; or
with /07-th (to put forth =; to thrust out).
His chief designs are ... to put thee by from thy spiritual
employment.
Jer. Taylor.
2. To bring to a position or place ; to place ; to lay
to set ; figuratively, to cause to be or exist in a specified
relation, condition, or the like
to bring to a stated
mental or moral condition as, to put one in fear ; to
put a theory in practice to put an enemy to flight.
This present dignitj',
In which that I have put you.
Ctiaucer.
1 will^w( enmity between thee and the woman. Gen. iii. 15.
He put no trust in his servants.
Job iv. 18.
When God into the hauds of their deliverer

A

care in a certain or proper place. To set or to lay may be
used when there is special reference to the position of
the object.
Put (put ; often piit in def. 3), v. i. 1. To go or
move as, when the air first p<i<s up. [06i.]
Bacon.
2. To steer to direct one's course ; to go.
His fury thus appeased, he puts to land.
Dryden.
3. To play a card or a hand in the game called put.
To put about (Naut.), to change direction; to tack.
To put back (i\^aMi.), to turn back; to return. "The
French . . . had put back to Toulon." Southey. To
put forth, (a) To shoot, bud, or germinate. " Take earth
from under walls where nettles 23M< /ort/i. " Bacon, (b)
To leave a port or haven, as a ship. Shak.
To put in
(Naut.), to enter a harbor; to sail into port.
To put
in for. (a) To make a request or claim as, to put in for
a share of profits. (6) To go into covert ; —said of a bird
escaping from a hawk, (c) To offer one's self to stand
as a candidate for. Locke.
To put off, to go away ; to
depart ; esp., to leave land, as a ship to move from the
shore.
To put on, to hasten motion to drive vehemently.
To put over (Naut.), to sail over or across.
To put to sea (Naut.), to set sail to begin t: voyage ; to
advance into the ocean.
To put up. (a) To take lodgings; to lodge. (6) To offer one's self as a candidate.
L^ Estrange. —To put up to, to advance to) [Obs.] " With
this he put up to my lord." Swift.
To put up with.
(a) To overlook, or suffer without recompense, punishment, or resentment; as, to put up with an injury or
affront, (b) To take without opposition or expressed dis-

;

Chaucer.
[Cf.

;

;

:

putteth.

;

m

cat.

;

re.

—

;

—

(piSt),

;

;

Pussy willow (Bot.), any kind of willow having large
cylindrical catkins clothed with long glossy hairs, especalled also glaucially tlie American Salix discolor;
cous willow, and swamp willow.
Pus'sy (pus'sj), a. See Puhsy. \_Colloq. or iow]
Pus'tU-lant (piis'tii-lant ; 135), a. [L. pusiulans, p.
pr.
See Pustulate, v. i.~\ (3Sed.) Producing pustules.
^n. A medicine that produces pustules, as croton oil.
Pus'tU-lar (-ler), a. 1. Of or pertaining to pustules ;
as, pustular prominences ; pustular eruptions.
2. Covered with pustulelike prominences ; pustulate.
Pus'tU-late (-lat), V. t. [L. pustulatus, p. p. of pustulare to blister, fr. pustula. See Pustule.] To form
into pustules, or blisters.
Pus'tU-late (pus'tiS-lat), ! a. Covered with pustulelike
prominences ; pustular
Pus'tU-la'ted (-la'tSd), )
pustulous as, a, pustulate leaf ; apuslulate shell or coral.
Pus-tU-la'tion (-la'shiin), n. [L. pusiulatio.'] The act
of producing pustules ; the state of being pustulated.
Fus'tUle (piis'tul ; 135), n. [L. pustula, and pusula
I
{Med.) A vesicle or an elevation of the
'of. F. pustule.']
cuticle with an inflamed base, containing pus.
Malignant pustule. See under Malignant.
Pus'tu-lous (-tii-liis), a. [L. pustulosus, fr. pustula
Resembling, or covered
a pustule cf. F. pustuleux.]
with, pustules ; pustulate ; pustular.
Chaucer.
Put (put), re. [See Pit.] A pit. [Ote.]
Put, obs. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Put, contracted from

Put

;

—

girl.

— also called pussy

;

;

;

;

;

A

1.

—

;

caudal appendages.

[Dim. of p!(M.]
cat
also, an endearing name for a
2. A catkin of the pussy willow.

;

,

several specie." of stout bombycid motlis belongmg to
Centra, Harpnia, and allied genera, esp. Harpijia vmuh,
of Europe, fbe larvae are humpbacked, and have two
?».

;

;

a game in which all the players but
one occupy corners of a room, or certain goals in the
open air, and exchange places, the one without a corner
endeavoring to get a corner while it is vacant, leaving
some other without one. —Puss moth i.Zodl.), any one of

3.

;

;

A

— so called by sportsmen.

(-y),

;

;

Pubs in the corner,

Puss'y

—

;

;

Pu'sU-lan'i-mous-ness, «. Pusillanimity.
Pus'ley (ptis'ly), m. (£o<.) Purslane. IColloq. U.S.']
pus.'\

—

;

pusillanimity.

cat

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;
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PUSILLANIMOUSLY

—

;

lay

;

Chaucer.
a procurer.
[06s.]
[L. putredo rotPu-tred'i-nous (piS-trSd'i-ntis), a.
fr. putrere to be rotten.
See Putrid.] Proceeding from putrefaction, or partaking of the putrefactive process having an offensive smell stinking rotten,
Pu'tre-fac'tion (pu'tre-fiSk'shiSn), n. [L. putrefactio :
cf. F. putrefaction.
See Puthepy.] 1. The act or the
process of putrefying the offensive decay of albuminous
of a brothel

;

tenness,

;

;

;

;

or other matter.
(5^°°' Putrefaction is a complex phenomenon involving
a multiplicity of chemical reactions, always accompanied
by, and without doubt caused by, bacteria and vibriones
hence, putrefaction is a form of fermentation, and is
sometimes called putrefaction fermentative. Putrefaction is not possible under conditions that preclude the

development of living organisms. Many of the products
of putrefaction are powerful poisons, and are called cadaveric jjoisons, or ptomaines.
2. The condition of being putrefied ; also, that which
" Putrefaction'' s breath."
Shelley.
is putrefied.
Pu'tre-fao'tlve (-tlv), a. [Cf. P. ptitrifactif. See
Putrefy.] 1. Of or pertaining to putrefaction as, the
Wisonan.
putrefactive smell or process.
2. Cixusing, or tending to promote, putrefaction.
«.
Pu'tre-Jac'tlve-ness,
Pu'tre-fy (pu'tre-ti), V. t. [Written also putrify."]
vb. n. Putrb[imp. & p. p. Putrefied (-fid) p. pr.
FYiNG (-fi'Tug).] [F. putr^fier ; L. putrere to be rotten
See Pu-J- -ficare (in comp. ) to make ; cf L. putrefacere.
trid, and -FY.] 1. To render putrid to cause to decay
offensively ; to cause to be decomposed to cause to rot.
2. To corrupt to make foul.
Private suits do putre.f'y the public good.
Bacon.
They would but stink, and imtn^t'y the air.
Shak.
3. To in.ake morbid, carious, or gangrenous
as, to
putrefy an ulcer or wound.
Pu'tre-ly, v. i. To become putrid to decay offen;

—

&

;

.

;

;

;

;

sively

;

to rot.

Pu-tres'cence
putrescent
;

tlien,

;

(pii-trPs'se-ns), «.

The

iio. i. (5.
state of being

putrescent matter.

thin

;

Ijon

j

zh

=z

In azuie.

;; ;

;

[L. putrescsns, p. pr.
of putrescere to grow rotten, v. incho. fr. putrere to be
rotten.
See Puteid.] 1. Becoming putrid or rotten.
Externally powerful, although _pw(rescen( at the core. Motley.

Pa-tres'cent

N

One who,

(piSz'zler), n.

or that which, puz-

zles or perplexes.

Hebrew, the generalpKssier of old heads.
Brome.
(-zlTiig-ly), adv.
In a puzzhng manner.

Puz'zllng-ly

as,
2. Of or pertaining to the process of putrefaction
& putrescent smell.
Pu-tres'ci-ble (-sT-b'l), a. Capable of putrefaction
liable to become putrid
as, putresciUe substances.
A substance, usually nitrogenous,
Pu-tres'ci-We, n.
whicli is liable to undergo decomposition when in contact
with air and moisture at ordinary temperatures.
(Physiol. Chem.) A nontoxic
Pu-tres'cin (-sin), n.
diamine, C,H]2N2i formed in the putrefaction of the
flesh of mammals and some other animals.
[L. putridus, fr. putrere to be
Pu'trld (pu'trid), a.
rotten, fr. puter, or putris, rotten, fr. putere to stink, to
be rotten of. F. puiride. See Pus, Foul, a.] 1. Tending to decomposition or decay decomposed rotten
See
said of animal or vegetable matter as, putrid flesh.

ISIt^nLt^^'^.^ «• S- POZZUOLANA.
Py-ae'mi-a (pt-e'mT-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr. iruoi/ pus +
{Med. A form of blood poisoning produced
aXiia. blood.]

Putrefaction.

Pyc-nld'1-um (plk-nid't-um), n. ; pi. Pycnidia (-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. ttuki/os crowded.]
(Bot.) One of certain
minute sporiferous organs found in fmigi of the order

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

;

P

Pnz'zler

(pfi-trSs'sent), a.

^'

1

II

)

by the absorption into the blood of morbid matters usuIt is
ally originating in a wound or local inflammation.
characterized by the development of multiple abscesses
throughout the body, and is attended with irregularlyrecurring chiUs, fever, profuse sweating, and exhaustion.
Py-aB'mic (-mTk), a. Of or pertaining to pyjemia of

from a decayed

state of

animal or vegetable matter as, a, putrid smell.
Putrid fever (Med. ), typhus fever — so called from the
;

;

of the discharges and
diseasedtexturesof the body. — Putrid acre throat (3/ed.),
a gangrenous inflammation of the fauces and pharynx.
Pu-trld'1-ty (pii-trTd'I-t3?), «. [Ct F. pulridile.'] The
quality of being putrid putrefaction rottenness.
Floyer.
Pu'trld-ness (pii'trTd-ngs), n. Putridity.
[See Putrefy.]
Pu'trl-fac'ted (pii'tri-fSk'tgd), a.

decomposing and offensive state

;

;

Putrefied.

[Oi«.]
What vermin bred of putri/acted shme.
Murston.
Pn'trl-fl-ca'tlon (-f I-ka'shiin), n. Putrefaction.
i.
To putrefy.
Pu'tri-fy (pu'tji-fi), V. t.
Pa'tri-lage (pu'tri-lSj), n. [F. putrilage, h.putrilago
putrefaction.]
That which is undergoing putrefaction
the products of putrefaction.
Marston.
Pu'try (pu'trj), a. Putrid. [06i.]
Chaucer.
Pu'try, n. Putage. [Obs.^
Put'ter (put'ter) «. 1. One who puts or places.
2. Specifically, one who pushes the small wagons in a
coal mine, and the like.
[^Prov. Eng.l
[imp. & p. p. Puttered
Put'ter (piit'ter), v. i.
(-terd) p. pr.
vb. n. Pdtterins.]
[See Potter.] To
act iuefficiently or idly to trifle ; to potter.

the nature of pyaemia.
Pyc'nas-pld'e-an (pTk'nSs-pTd'e-an), a. [Gr. ttuki-os
(Zool.) Havthick, crowded
oo-tti's, -i6os, a shield.]
ing the posterior side of the tarsus covered with small

+

irregular scales

&

;

;

Put'ter-on' (puf ter-5n'),

An

».

instigator.

Shale.

One who putties a glazier.
Put'ting (put'ting), n.
The throwing of a heavy
stone, shot, etc., with the hand raised or extended from
the shoulder
originally, a Scottish game.
Putting stone, a heavy stone used in the game of putting.
[Cf. Pout a young bird,
Put'tOCk (put'tuk), n.
Poult.] (Zool.) (a) The European kite, (ft) The buzPut'tl-er (put'tT-er), n.

;

zard,

;

—

(c) Tlie

Put'tOck, n.

marsh

harrier.
IProv. Eng.']
(Naut.) See Futtook. [06*.]

Put'ty (put'ty), n. [F. potee, fr. pot pot ; what was
formerly called putty being a substance resembling what
is now called putty powder^ and in part made of the
metal of old pots. See Pot.]
kind of thick paste or
cement compounded of whiting, or soft carbonate of

A

lime, and linseed oil, when applied beaten or kneaded
to the consistence of dough,
used in fastening glass
in sashes, stopping crevices, and for similar purposes.
Putty powder, an oxide of tin, or of tin and lead in various proportions, much used in polishing glass, metal,

—

precious stones, etc.
Put'ty, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Puttied (-tid) p. pr.
vb. n. Puttying.]
To cement, or stop, with putty.
White-faced ;
Put'ty-faced' (-fast'), a.
used contemptuously.
Clarke.
Put'ty-root' (ptit'ty-roof), n. (Bot.) An American
orchidaceous plant {Aplectrum hyemale) which flowers in
Its slender naked rootstock produces
early summer.
each year a solid corm, filled with exceedingly glutinous
matter, which sends up later a single large oval evergreen plaited leaf. Called also Adam-and-Eve.
in a
Put'-up (put'iip'), a. Arranged; plotted;
bad sense as, a, put-up \o\>. [Colloq.']
Pu'y (pu'i), n. See PoY.
[Cf. F. pucelle a virgin.]
Puz'zel (piiz'zel), n.
A
harlot ; a drab ; a hussy.
[Ofti.]
Shak.
(puz'z'l),
Puz'zle
n.
[For opposal, in the sense of
problem.
See Oppose, Pose, h.] 1. Something which
perplexes or embarrasses especially, a toy or a problem
contrived for testing ingenuity ; also, something exhibiting marvelous skill in making.
2. The state of being puzzled ; perplexity as, to be
in a puzzle.
Puz'zle, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Puzzled (-z'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Puzzling (-zlTng).]
1. To perplex
to confuse ; to embarrass ; to put to a stand to nonplus.
A very shrewd disputant in those points is dexterous in puzsling others.
Br. H. More.
He is perpetually pazzled and perplexed amidst his own blun-

&

;

—

—

;

;

;

&

;

;

ders.

2.

Addison.

To make

— said of certain birds.

;

Pyrenomycetes.
Pyc'nite (pik'nit), n. [Gr. n-uKi'ds thick.]
massive subcolumnar variety of topaz.

Pyc'no-dont (plk'no-dont), n.
crowded -|- 66ous, oSoi'tos, a tooth.]

intricate

to entangle.

;

They disentangle from the puzzled skein.
The ways of Heaven are dark and intricate,

Camper.

Puzzledin mazes, and perplexed with error.
Addison.
3. To solve by ingenuity, as a puzzle;
followed by
out ; as, to puzzle out a mystery.

—

—

Syn. To embarrass perplex confuse bewilder
confound. See Embarrass.
Puz'zle, V. i. 1. To be bewildered, or perplexed.
Apvzzling fool, that heeds nothing. L' Estrange.
2. To work, as at a puzzle as, to puzzle over a problem.
Puz'zle-dom (-diim), n. The domain of puzzles
puzzles, collectively.
C. Kingsley.
Puz'zle-head'ed (-hgd'gd), a. Having the head full
of confused notions.
Johnson.
Puz'Zle-ment (-ment), n.
The state of being puzzled perplexity.
Miss Mitford.
;

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

A

thick,

ttuki/os

(Paleon.) Any fosbelonging to the Pycnodontini. They have numerous round, flat teeth, adapted for crushing.
Pyc'no-don'tl-ni (-don'tl-ni), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
An extinct order of ganoid fishes. They had a compressed body, covered with dermal ribs (pleurolepida)
and with enameled rhomboidal scales.
II

Pyc-nog'O-nid (pik-n6g'6-nTd),

n.

(Zool.)

One

of

[NL.,

fr.

the Pycnogonida.

Pyc'no-gon'i-da (pTk'no-g3u'I-da), n. pi.
Gr. TTuicvoi thick, crowded
II

+

yon; knee.] (Zool.) A class of
marine arthropods in which the
body is small and thin, and the
eight legs usually very long ;

—

called also Pantopoda.

<^ff^ The abdomen is rudimentary, and the triangular mouth
is at the end of a tubular proboscis.
Many of them live at great
depths in the sea, and the largest of them measure two feet

II

Py-gop'0-dOUS

(Zool.) Of or pertaining to

(-dvis), a.

the Pygopodes.
[Gr. TTuyjj the rump -\(TTvAos a pillar.] (Anat.) The plate of bone which forms
the posterior end of the vertebral column in most birds

Py'gO-Style

(pi'g6-stil), n.

the plowshare bone; the vomer.
It is formed by the
union of a number of the last caudal vertebrae, and supports the uropigium,

dense. One of the Pycnogonida
manl(Physics) (F/ioxichilidium
specific
gravity bottle; a '«'£), female. x2
standard flask for measuring and comparing the densities
of liquids.
[Also written ptjknometer.']
Pyc'no-Style (plk'no-stil), a. [Gr. TTUKfoo-TuAos with
the pillars close together ; ttuki/os close -f- crrOAot a column, pillar cf. F. pycnostyle.'] (Anc. Arch.) See under Intercolumniation.
pycnostyle colonnade.
n.
n.

+

compact

A

[Gr.

Tn/Kfo's

-meter.']

—

:

Pye

(pi),

See 2d Pie

71.

Pye'bald'

A

(b).

See Piebald.

(pi'bald'), a.

A magpie

-itis.l

[Prov. Eng.]
Here Cometh the worthy prelate as pert as a pyet. Sir W. Scott.
the
rump.]
(Anat.)
[Gr. miyri
Py'gal (pi'gal), a.
Situated in the region of the rump, or posterior end of
applied especially to the posterior methe backbone
dian plates in the carapace of chelonians.
[L. pygargus, Gr.
n.
Py'garg (pi'garg),
(pi'St), n.

;

a piet.

—

;

)

II

Py-gar'gUS

(pt-gar'giis),

)

Truyapyos,

+

literally,

apyo; white cf. F. pywhite rump Truyij the rump
gargue.] 1. (Zool.) A quadruped, probably the addax,
Deut. xiv. 5.
an antelope having a white rump.
2. (Zool.) (a) The female of the hen harrier.
(6)
;

The

:

sea eagle.

Py-gid'i-um (pt-jid'T-um), n. ; pi. Pygidia (-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. TruyiSioi/, dim. of iruyri the rump.] (Zool.)
The caudal plate of trilobites, crustaceans, and certain
insects.
See Illusts. of Luhulus and Trilobite.
[L. pygmaeus.
See
) a.
Pyg'my (pig'mi^),
Pyg-me'an (plg-me'an), | Pygmy.] Of or pertaining to a pygmy ; resembling a pygmy or dwarf ; dwarfish ;
Milton.
very small. " Like that Pygmean race."
II

—

Pygmy goose
antelope {Zool.), the kleeneboc.
(Zool.), any species of very small geese of the genus
Pygmy
Nettapus, native of Africa, India, and Australia.
owl (Zool.), the gnome.
Pygmy parrot (Zool.), any one
of several species of very small green parrots (Nasitemie),
native of New Guinea and adjacent islands.
They are
not larger than sparrows.
Pyg'my, n. ; pi. Pygmies (-miz).
[L. pygmaeus, Gr. Truyixalo^, fr. jruy^i^
the fist, a measure of length, the distance from the elbow to the knuckles,
about 13J inches.
Cf. Pugnacious,
Fist.] [Written alsoptjrm?/.] 1. (Class.
Myth.) One of a fabulous race of dwarfs
who waged war with the cranes, and
were destroyed.
2. Hence, a short, insignificant perPygmy

—

—

son a dwarf.
Pygmies are pygmies
;

still,

though perched on

Alps,

And pyramids
II

are

pyramids

in vales. Young.

Py'gO-bran'Chi-a (pi'go-brSn'ki'a), One

of the Pygo-

branchia (Jssa
[NL., fr. Gr. Trvyr) the rump -)PpiyX^ov a gill.] (Zool.) A division of ^^'^Sdingtlie
opisthobranchiate mollusks having the
Anus r KhinobranchiiE in a wreath or group around
phore.'
the anal opening, as in the genus Doris.
-pod.]
Py'gO-pod (pi'go-pod), n. [Gr. mrfn rump
1. (Zool.) One of the Pygopodes.
n. pi.

;

+

final,

all

;

eve,

©vent,

II

;

paija^na.]
(pTk'er), n.
An ancient English fishing boat.
(pi'la), n. ; pi. L. Pyl« (-le), E. Pylas (-laz).
Gr. ttvKt] an entrance.]
(Anat.) The passage
between the iter and optocoele in the brain.
B. G. Wilder.
Pyl'a-gOre (pTl'4-gor), n. [Gr. TTvAaydpas; HiiAai
Pylse, or Thermopylae, where the Amphictyonic council
met -{- ayeipeiv to assemble cf. F. pylagore.] (Gr. Antiq.) A deputy of a State at the Amphictyonic council.

Pyk'ar
II

Py'la

[NL.,

fr.

:

II

Py-lan'gl-nm

(pl-lan'jl-iim), n. ; pi.

Pylangia

(-a).

[NL., from Gr. iniAi) an entrance -\- ayyeiov a vessel.]
(Anat.) The first and undivided part of the aortic trunk
in the amphibian heart.
Py-lan'gl-al (-a\), a.
Pylon (pi'lon), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ttoAmi' a gateway.]
(a) A low tower, having a truncated pyramidal form, and
flanking an ancient Egyptian gateway.
Massive pylons adorned with obehsks in front. J. W. Draper.

I

—

II

(b) An Egyptian gateway to a large building (with or
without flanking towers).
Py-Ior'io (pl-lSrlk), a. [Cf. F. pylorique.] (Anat.)
Of, pertaining to, or in the region of, the pylorus as,
the pyloric end of the stomach.
llPy-lo'rus (pT-lo'riis), n.; pi. Pylori (-ri). [L., fr.
Gr. TTuAiupos pylorus, gate keeper ttvAtj a gate
oSpos
watcher, guardian.] (Anat.) (a) The opening from the
stomach into the intestine, (ft) A posterior division of
the stomach in some invertebrates.
Pyne (pin or pen), n. & v. See Pine. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Py-noun' (pT-noon'), n. A pennant. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Py'O-cy'a-nin (pi'o-sI'a-nTn), n.
[Gr. TTuoi/ pus -fKvavo? dark blue.] (Physiol. Chem.) A blue coloring
matter found in the pus from old sores, supposed to be
formed through the agency of a species of bacterium
(Bacillus pyocyaneus).
Py'0-gen'ic (-jen'ik), a. [Gr. rnov pus
root of yCyi-ea-Sai to be born.] (Sled.) Producing or generating pus.
Py'oid (pi'oid), a. [Gr. ttvov pus
-oid..]
(3Ied.) Of
or pertaining to pus of the nature of, or like, pus.

+

end,

fern,

+

+

;

+

Py'e-li'tiS (pi'e-li'tis), n. [Gr. TrveAos basin
(Med.) Inflammation of the pelvis of the kidney.
Py-e'ml-a (pt-e'mT-a), n. (Med.) See Pyemia.
II

Py'et

(pi'in), n.
[Gr. irvoi/ pus.] (Physiol. Chem.)
albuminoid constituent of pus, related to mucin, posa mixture of substances rather than a single body.
Py-Ja'ma (pt-ja'ma), n. [Hmd. pae-jdma, literally,
leg clothing.] In India and Persia, thin loose trowsers
or drawers in Europe and America, drawers worn at
night, or a kind of nightdress with legs. [Written also

sibly

;

(pTk-nom'e-

Pyc-nom'e-ter
ter),

Py'in

An

;

across the extended legs.

;

;

[Gr.

(Min.)

fish

sil

&

,

2. (Zool. ) Any species of serpentif orm lizards of the
family Pygopodidae, which have rudimentary hind legs
near the anal clelt, but lack fore legs.
Py-gop'0-des (pt-gop'o-dez), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
A division of swimming birds which includes the grebes,
divers, auks, etc., in which the legs are placed far back.

;

II

2. Indicating or proceeding

n
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PUTRESCENT

;

;

recent

;

ice,

Pyoid corpuscles (Med.), cells of a size larger than pus
corpuscles, containing two or more of the latter.

Py'op-neu'mo-tho'rax
(pi'op-nu'mo-tho'raks),
n.
[Gr. Truoc ^Ms -[- F. pneumoth07-ax.] (Med.) Accumulation of air, or other gas, and of pus, in the pleural cavity.
Py'Ot (pi'ut), n. (Zool.) The magpie. See Piet.
Py'O-san'thOSe (pi'o-zan'thos), n. [Gr. rrvov pus -|^avBos yellow.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A greenish yellow
crystalline coloring matter found with pyocyanin in pus.
Pyr'a-canth (pTr'a-kSnth), n. [Gr. mip fire
aKavBa
a thorn, a prickly plant.] (Bot.) The evergreen thorn
(Cratsegus Pyracantha), a shrub native of Europe.
Py'ral (pi'ral), a. Of or pertaining to a pyre. [R.]
Pyr'a-lid (plr'a-lld), n. [L. pyralis, -idis, a kind ol

+

winged

insect.]

(Zool. )

Any moth
PyThe spenumer-

of the family
ralidse.

cies

are

ous

and mostly

small, but some
of them are very
injurious, as the

bee moth,

meal
PyraIid(^^;,om,a cotone«a).

rnd'cIove^Zth."

Pyr'a-mid (pTr'a-mld),
nvpa/jLii,

origin
i.

:

A

-iSos,
cf.

solid

F.

n.

[L.

pyramis,

Nat. size.

-idis, fr.

Gr.

Egyptian
pyramide.]

of

body standing

on a triangular, square, or
polygonal base, and terminating in a point at the top
especially, a structure or edshape.

ifice of this

2. (Geom.)

A

solid figure

contained by a plane rectilineal figure as base and several triangles which have a
bases are sides of the base.

Pyramids.

common

vertex and whose

3. pi. (Billia7-ds) The game of pool in which the balls
[Eng.]
are placed in the form of a triangle at spot.

Altitude of a pyramid (Geom.), the perpendicular distance from the vertex to the plane of the base. — Ails of
a pyramid (Geom.), a straight line drawn from the vertex to the center of the base.
Earth pyramids. (Geol.)
See Earth pillars, under Earth. — Right pyramid (Geom.), a pyramid whose axis is perpendicular to the base.

—

Py-ram'i-dal (pT-r2m'i-dal),

a.

[Cf. F. pyra7nidal.]

1. Of or pertaining to a pyramid
in the form of a
a pyramid pyramidical as, pyramidal cleavage.
;

;

;

The mystic

obelisks stand

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

orb,

up
Mrs. Browning-

Triangular, pyramidal.

odd

I

—

;

A process of

copyrite.
Py-rlt'lc (pt-rtt'Ik),
Py-rlt'ic-al (-t-kal),

fire

into pyrites.

Pyr'i-to-he'dral (-ti-he'drnl), a. [See Pyritohedron.]
{Crystallog.) Like pyrites in hemlhedral form.
[Pyrite -j- Gr,
Pyr'1-tO-he'dron (-drSn), re.
{Crystallog.) The pentagonal dobase.]
decahedron, a common form of pyrite.

—

+

Pyr'I-tOld (pIr'T-toid), re. [Pyrite
{Crystallog.) Pyritohedron. [/?.]
[Gr.
Pyr'l-tol'o-gy {-t51'6-JS?), re.
TTvpmjs of fire
The science of
-logy.']
blowpipe analysis.

II

-oid.1

[L.] A pyramid.
n.
See Pyramidoid.
[Gr. irvp fire 4Py-rar'gy-rite (pt-rar'ji-rit), n.
opyvpos silver.] (Min.) Ruby silver; dark red silver
ore.
It is a sulphide of antimony and silver, occurring

I-dez).

Pyr'a-mold (plr'4-moid),

sulphuric, pj/rotartaric, jpj/rotungstic, etc.
Py'ro (pi'ro or pTr'o), re. (Photog.) Abbreviation of

rhombohedral crystals or massive, and is of a dark
red or black color with a metallic adamantine luster.
Pjrre (pir), n. [L. pyra, Gr. Trvpa, fr. Triip fire. See
Fire.]
A funeral pile a combustible heap on which
the dead are burned hence, any pile to be burnt.

pyrogallic acid. [Colloq.']
Pyr'0-a-oe'tto (plr'o-A-se'tTk or -sSt'Ik), a. [Pyroacetic: cf. F. pyroacitigue.'] {Chem.) Pertaining to,
and designating, a substance (acetone) obtained by the
It is now called also pyrodistillation of the acetates.
acetic ether, and formerly was called pyroacetic spirit.
Pyr'O-ac'ld (-Ssld), re. [Pyro- -j- acid.'] {Chem.)
An acid obtained by subjecting another acid to the action
Cf. Pyro-.
of heat.

in

-\-

;

;

For nine lon^ nights, through all the dusky air.
Pope.
The pyres thick naming shot a dismal glare.
Py-re'na (pt-re'n4), n. ; pi. PyrenjK (-ne). [NL., fr.
Gr. TTupyjv, TrvpTiTOs, the stone of fruit.] (Sot.) A nutlet
Cfray.
resembling a seed, or the kernel of a drupe.
Py'rene (pl'ren), re. [Gr. TTup fire.] (CAem.) One of
the less volatile hydrocarbons of coal tar, obtained as a
white crystalline substance, C]gH,o.
Py'rene, re. (Bot.) Same as Pyrena.
Pyr'e-ne'an (pir'e-ne'an), a. [L. Pyrenaei (sc. monies)
the Pyrenees, fr. Pyrene, Gr. Hvprivri, a daughter of
Bebryx, beloved by Hercules, and buried upon these
mountains.] Of or pertaining to the Pyrenees, a range
re.
The
of mountains separating France and Spain.
Shak.
Pyrenees.
like
irvpiji/oeiS^s
a
[Gr.
Py-re'nold (pt-re'noid), re.
kernel. See P*yrena, and -oid.] (Zooi.) A transparent
body found in the chromatophores of certain Infusoria.
II

Pyr'o-an'tl-mo'nato (-Sn'tT-mo'nat), n. (Chem.) A
pyroantimonic acid.
Pyr'O-an'tl-moil'lc (-m8n'Ik), a. [Pyro- -j- antimonic.']
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid of antimony analogous to pyrophosphoric acid.
Pyr'0-ar'se-nate (-ar'se-nat), re. {Chem.) A salt of
salt of

neric

pyroarsenic acid.
Pyr'0-ar-sen'lc (-ar-sSn'Ik), a. [Pyro- -f arsenic]
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid of arsenic
analogous to pyrophosphoric acid.
Pyr'O-bo'rate (-bo'rat), n. {Chem.) A salt of pyroboric acid.
Pyr'o-bO'rlc (-bo'rik), a. [Pyro- -\- boric] {Chem.)
Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, an acid,
H2B4O7 (called also tetraboric acid), which is the acid
ingredient of ordinary borax, and is obtained by heating

A

boric acid.

^

Pyr'eth-rin (pTr'gth-rTn),

re.

[NL. Pyrethrum, ge-

name of feverfew, Gr. Trupeflpoi/ feverfew.] {Chem.)
substance resembling, and isomeric with, ordinary
camphor, and extracted from the essential oil of fever-

Pyr'O-cat'e-chin

—

;

pertaining to fever

;

re.

[Pyro-

first

catechu.

Called also catechol, oxyphenol, etc.

Pyr'O-Chlore (pTr'6-klor), re. [Py7-o- -\- Gr. x^<»pos
pale green.] {Min.)
niobate of calcium, cerium, and
other bases, occurring usually in octahedrons of a yelso called
lowish or brownish color and resinous luster ;
from its becoming grass-green on being subjected to heat
under the blowpipe.
[Pyrocitric: cf. F.
Pyr'O-clt'rlC (-sTt'rTk), a.
pyrocitrique.] {Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating,
any one of three acids obtained by the distillation of
citric acid, and called respectively citraconic, itaconic,

A

febrile.

—

Pyr'e-tOl'O-gy (pTr'e-t51'6-jy), re. [Gr. jo/peTO! fever
j- -logy : cf. V. pyritologie.']
(3Ied.) A discourse or
treatise on fevers the doctrine of fevers.
Hooper.
Py-rex'i-a (pi-r§ks'I-a), re. ; pi. Pyrexle (.-e). [NL.,
fr. Gr. TTvpia-a-eiv to be feverish, akin to irvperos fever.]
{Med.) The febrile condition.
la. (il/et?.) Of or pertaining to
Py-rex'i-al (-ol),
fever; feverish.
Py-rex'lo-al (-i-kal), )
Pyr'gom (per'gSm), re. [Gr. Trvpyap-a a place furnished with towers, fr. Triipyos a tower.] (Min.) A varicalled also fassaite.
ety of pyroxene
Pyr-he'11-om'e-ter (pTr-he'lT-3m'e-ter), re. [Gr.
{Physics) An instrument
fire -j- rjAios sun -|- -meter.1
for measuring the direct heating effect of the sun's rays.
{Physiol. Chem.) Related
Py-rld'ic (pt-rid'Ik), a.
to, or formed from, pyridin or its homologues ; as, the
pyridic bases.
Pyr'1-dlne (pir'T-dln or -den), re. [From Gr. jrOp
fire.]
{Physiol. Chem.) A nitrogenous base, C5H5N,
obtained from the distillation of bone oil or coal tar, and
by the decomposition of certain alkaloids, as a colorless
liquid with a peculiar pungent odor.
It is the nucleus
of a large number of organic substances, among which
several vegetable alkaloids, as nicotine and certain of
the ptomaines, may be mentioned. See Lutidine.
;

+

II

;

(-kSt'e-kIn or -chTn),

+ catechu.] {Chem.) A white crystalline substance,
CeH4(OH)2, of the phenol series, found in various plants
— so called because
obtained by distillation of gum

called also Pyrethrum camphor.
Pyr'eth-rine (-rin or -ren), re. (Chem.) An alkaloid
extracted from the root of the pellitory of Spain {Anacyclus pyrethrum).
Py-ret'lc (pt-rSt'Tk), a. [Gr. Truperot burning heat,
fever, from irvp fire: cf. F. pyrHique.'\
{3Ied.) Of or

few

and mesaconic acid.
Gr. xoAAa glue.]
Pyr'O-COU (pIr'o-k51), n. [Pyro{Chem.) A yellow crystalline substance allied to pyrrol,
obtained by the distillation of gelatin.

+

—

mp

+

wood, consisting essentially of impure acetic acid.
Pyr'O-lig'nous (-nils), a. Same as Pyroligneous.
Pyr'o-lith'iC (-ITth'ik), a. [Pyro- -f- lithic] {Old
Chem.) Same as Pyrourio, or Cyanuric.
Py-rol'0-glst (pi-r81'o-jtst), re. One who is versed in,
makes a study of, pyrology.
Py-rol'0-gy (-jj), re. [Pyro- -\- -logy: cf. F. pyrologic] That branch of physical science which treats of
the properties, phenomena, or effects of heat also, a
treatise on heat.
Pyr'O-lu'slte (pTr'o-lu'sIt), re. [Pyro- -]- Gr. Mew to
(Min.) Manganese dioxide, a
loose, or Auo-ts a loosing.]
mineral of an iron-black or dark steel-gray color and mePyrolusite parts with its oxytallic luster, usually soft.
gen at a red heat, and is extensively used in discharging
the brown and green tints of glass (whence its name).
Pyr'0-mag-net'lO (-mag-nStlk), a. [Pyro- -f magnetic] (Physics) Acting by the agency of heat and
magnetism as, a pyromagnetic machine for producing
;

Pyr'i-tous (plr'I-tBs), a. Pyritic.
Pyritohedron.
Pyro-, Pyr-. [Gr. TrOp, jrupd?, fire.]
Combining forms designating fire or heat ; specifically
{Chem.), used to imply an actual or theoretical derivative by the action of heat ; as in pj/rophosphoric, pyro-

II

Py-rol'a-tor (pt-r51'a-ter), re. [See Pyrolatry.] A
Soulhey.
worshiper. [P.]
Py-rol'a-try (-try), re. [Pyro- -|- Gr. Aarpeia worship
worship
of
fire.
Young.
The
cf. F. pyrolhtrie.]
L.
Pyr'0-lig'ne-OUS (pfr'o-lIg'ne-iSs), ) a. [Pyrolignum wood
)
Pyr'O-llg'nlc (pTr'o-lTg'nTk),
{Old Chem.) Pertaining to, or
cf. F. pyroligneux.]
designating, the acid liquid obtained in the distillation of

or

+

—

Py-rog'ra-phy (pi-r5g'r4-fy), n. [Pyro- -f -graphy.']
printing, ornamenting, or carving, by burning with heated instruments.

Yellow,
in allusion to its form), spear pyrites, etc.
or Copper, pyrites, the sulphide of copper and iron ; chal-

1 a.
{Min.) Of or pertaining to
pyrites ; consisting of, or reJ
sembling, pyrites.
Pyr'i-tif'er-ous (ptr'I-tlfer-as), a. IPyriles -)- -/er{Min.) Containing or producing pyrites.
ous.J
Pyr'i-tize (-tiz), v. t. [Cf. F. pyritiser.} To convert

;

.•

—

named

2. (Crystallog.) Same as Tetragonal.
Pyramidal siimberB (Math.), certain series of flgurate
numbers expressing the number of balls or points that
may be arranged in the form of pyramids. Thus 1, 4, 10,
20, 35, etc., are triangular pyramidal numbers; and 1, 5,
14, 30, 55, etc., are square pyramidal numbers.
Py-ram'1-dal (pT-rSm'I-dal), n. (Anat.) One of the
carpal bones. See Cuneiform, m., 2 (6).
Py-ram'1-dal-ly, adv. Like a pyramid.
[Gr. jrupajuSiKO!.]
Pyr'a-mld'lc (ptr'a-mid'Ik), I a.
Of or pertaining to a
)
Pyr'a-mld'lc-al (-I-kal),
pyramidal.
pyramid ; having the form of a pyramid
" k pyramidical rock." Goldsmith. "Gold in pyraPyr'a-mld'lc-al-ly,
midic plenty piled." SAens<one.
adv.
Pyr'a-mld'lc-al-ness, n.
Pyr'a-mid'i-on (-T-8n), n. ; pi. Pyramidia {-k). [NL.,
from L. pyratnis. See Pyramid.] The small pyramid
which crowns or completes an obelisk.
Py-ram'l-dOld (pT-rSm'I-doid), n. [Gr. Trupa/ii's, -iSo?,
A solid resempyramid
-0 id
cf. F. pyramido'ide.']
Barlow.
bling a pyramid ;
called also pyramoid.
(pl-rSm'Pyramides
Pyr'a-mls (pTr'a-mTs), n. ; pi.

+
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—

:
:

;

Pyr'0-e-lec'trIc (-e-lSk'trTk), a. [Pyt-o- -f electric]
{Physics) Pertaining to, or dependent on, pyroelectricity ;
receiving electric polarity when heated.
Pyr'O-e-lec'tric, n. {Physics) A substance which becomes electrically polar when heated, exhibiting opposite
charges of statical electricity at two separate parts,
especially the two extremities.
Pyr'0-e'lec-trlc'l-ty (-e'lSk-trts'T-ti^), «. {Physics)
Electricity developed by means of heat ; the science
which treats of electricity thus developed.
salt of pyroPyr'O-gallate (-gSl'lSt), re. {Chem.)
gallic acid ; an ether of pyrogallol.
{Chem.)
[Pyrogallic]
(-lik),
a.
Pyr'o-galllc
-f
Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, an acid called
\_Pyridm& -\- -yl."]
Pyr'1-dyl (-dTl), n.
{Chem.) A pyrogallol. See Pyrogai-lol.
hypothetical radical, C^H^N, regarded as the essential
-ol.] {Chem.)
Pyr'o-gal'lol (-I0I), re. [Pyrogallic
residue of pyridine, and analogous to phenyl.
A phenol metameric with phloroglucin, obtained by the
Pyr'l-lorm (pir'I-form), a. [L. pyrum,pirum, a pear distillation of gallic acid as a poisonous white crystalline
\--form: ci-F. pyri/or7ne,piriforme.1 Having the form substance having acid properties, and hence called also
of a pear ; pear-shaped.
pyrogallic acid. It is a strong reducer, and is used as
Pyr'i-t.a'oeOUS (pTr'I-ta'shfis), a. {Min.) Of or per- a developer in photography and in the production of certaining to pyrites.
See Pyritic.
tain dyes.
Pyr'lte (pTr'it), re. ;pl. Pyrites (-its).
[Cf. F. pyPyr'0-gen (pir'o-j5n), re. [See PYROGENons.] 1. Elecrile. See Pyrites.] {Min.) A common mineral of a pale
tricity.
[P.]
brass-yellow color and brilliant metallic luster, crystal2. {Physiol. Chem.) A poison separable from decomlizing in the isometric system ; iron pyrites ; iron disul- posed meat infusions, and supposed to be formed from
phide.
albuminous matter through the agency of bacteria.
Hence sable coal his massy couch extends,
[Pyro-gen -f- -ic]
Pyr'o-gen'ic (-jSn'Ik), a.
And stars of gold the sparkling 7j?/ri7e blends. E. Darww. {Physiol.) Producing heat
said of substances, as
Py-rl'tes (pl-ri'tez), re. [L., fr. Gr. nvpCTr)';, fr. Tvvp septic poisons, which elevate the temperature of the
fire.
See Pyre.] {Min.) A name given to a number of body and cause fever.
metallic minerals, sulphides of iron, copper, cobalt,
[Gr. TrCp fire -(Py-rog'e-noUS (pt-r5j'e-nus), a.
nickel, and tin, of a white or yellowish color.
-genous : cf. F. pyroghie, Gr. jrupoyei'^s.] Produced by
The term was originally applied to the mineral fire igneous.
Mantell.
pyrite, or iron pyrites, in allusion to its giving sparks
[Pyro- -f Gr.
Pyr'Og-nos'tlC (ptr'Bg-nSs'tTk), a.
when struck with steel.
pertaining
to charOf
or
yiyvuta-Keiv to Icnow.]
{Min.)
Arsenical pyrites, nrsenopyrite.
Auriferous pyrites. acters developed by tlie use of heat
pertaining to the
See under AriRTPKROus.
Capillary pyrites, millerite.
examined
before
the
blowcharacters of minerals when
Common pyrites, isometric iron disulphide pyrite.
Hair pipe
as, the pyrognostic characters of galena.
;
pyrites, millerite.
Iron pyrites.
See Pyrite.
Mag{Min.)
The characters
Pyr'Og-nos'tlcs (-tike), re. p^
netic pyrites, pyrrhotite.
Tin pyrites, stannite. —White
ton pyrites, orthorhombic iron disulphide marcasite. of a mineral observed by the use of the blowpipe, as the
This includes cockscomb pyrites (a variety of marcasite. degree of fusibility, flame coloration, etc.

;

electric currents.

A salt of

pyro-

Pyr'o-ma'Uc (-ma'lTk), a. [Pyro- -\- malic]
Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid now

called

Pyr'o-ma'late (-ma'lSt), n.
malic acid.

Pyr'o-man'cy (pIr'o-mSn'sy
Tei'a

^^

—

—

unite,

r^ide,

74

full,

Up,

flrn

;

pity

;

food,

tdbt

;

out,

oil

otaalT

go

;

fire.
re.

[Pyro-

-)-

An

mania.]

Gr. irvpo^oi/ns.] One who
Sir T. Herbert.
[Pyro- -\- -meter:
re.
Py-rom'e-ter
cf. F. pyromitre.]
1. (Physics) An instrument used
for measuring the expansion of solid bodies by heat.
2. (Physics) An instrument for measuring degrees of
heat above those indicated by the mercurial thermometer.
[Cf.

re.

fire.

(pt-rSm'e-ter),

(5^=* It

is

usually constructed so as to register the

change which the heat to be measured produces in the
length of some expansible substance, as a metallic rod,
or in the intensity of a thermo-electric current.
Pyr'O-met'rlc (pTr'o-mgt'rlk), ) a. [Cf. F. pyromitriquc] (Physics)
Pyr'0-met'rlc-al (-rt-kal),
(
Pertaining to, or obtained by, the pyrometer ; as, pifTOmeasurements.
pyrometrical
metrical instruments
;

Py-rom'e-try (pt-rBrn'o-trJ*), re. The art of measuring degrees of heat, or the expansion of bodies by heat.
Pyr'O-mor'phlte (pIr'o-mSr'fit), re. [G. pyromorphit,
from Gr. wvp fire -f- (J-op^T) form.] (Min.) Native lead
phosphate with lead chloride, occurring in bright green
so
and brown hexagonal crystals and also massive
called because a fused globule crystallizes in cooling.
;

—

+

-morphous.]
Pyr'O-mor'phous (-fiSs), a. [Pyro(Min.) Having the property of crystallizing by the
agency of fire.
Pyr'o-mu'cate (-mu'kat), re. (Chem.) A salt of pyromucic acid.
Pyr'O-mu'Cio (-mu'sTk), a. [Pyro*-\- mricic] (Chem.)
Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, an acid obtained as a white cry.'italline substance by the distillation of mucic acid, or by the oxidation of furfurol.
Pyr'o-nom'ica (-nBm'Tks), re. [Pyro- -\- Gr. j-ofios

+

;

:

pretends to divine by

;

Ose,

;
277), re. [Gr. n-upofiai/ixavreia divination cf. F. pyromancic]

pyromancy.
Pyr'o-man'tlc,

;

—

-|-

insane disposition to incendiarism.
Pyr'o-man'ttc (-mSn'ttk), a. Of or pertaining to

—
—

;

Trip fire

Pyr'0-ma'nl-a (-ma'nT-4),

;

—

;

Divination by means of

+

—

(Old

maleic acid.

A

;

(Chem.)

[Obs.]

Sing, iQk

The science of heat.
[L. pyropus a kind of red
Pyr'ope (pTr'op), n.
bronze, fr. Gr. jtuowttos trvp fire -P uji|/ the eye, face
(Min.) A variety of garnet, of a poppy
cf. F. pyropc]
or blood-red color, frequently with a tinge of orange. It
See the Note under Garnet.
is used as a gem.
Pyr'o-phane (-4-fan), re. [See Pyrophanous.] (Min.)
A mineral which is opaque in its natural state, but is said
to change its color and become transparent by heat.
[Pyro- {- Gr.
Py-roph'a-nous (pt-rQf'A-nQs), a.
^alveiv to show, pass., to shine.] Rendered transparent
law.]

:

;

by heat.
Pyr'O-phone

[Pyro- -f- Gr. f^avT)
(pTr'S-fon), n.
musical instrument in which the tines are
hydrogen,
or illuminating gas,
produced by fiames of
burning in tubes of different sizes and lengths.
[Pyro- -\- Gr.
1 a.
Pyr'O-phor'lc (pTr'S-f5r'Ik),
^ipeiv to bear.]
Py-ropil'0-rons (pt-r5f'o-rtls),
Light-producing of or pertaining to pyrophorus.
sound.]

A

I

;

Pyrophorlc Iron {Chem.), finely reduced iron,
nites spontaneously on contact with air.

which

ig-

Py-roph'0-rus (-riis), n. [NL. See Pyrophorous.]
(Old Chem.) Any one of several substances or mixtures
which phosphoresce or ignite spontaneously on exposure
to air, as a heated mixture of alum, potash, and charcoal, or a mixture of charcoal and finely divided load.
Pyr'o-phos'phate (p''''*-f8s'fat), re. (Chem.) A salt
II

of pyropliosphorio acid.

Pyr'0-phos-phor'lc (-f55!-f8r'Tk), a. [Pyro- \- phosphoric] (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid,
H4P2O7, which is obtained as a white crystalline substiuico. Its salts are obtained by heating the phosphates.
Py-roph'yl-Ute (pt-r5f'Tl-lit or pTr'ft-fll'lit), II. [Pyro- -\- Gr. <j>vKKoi' leaf.]
(Min.) A minernl, usually of a
white or greenish color and pearly luster, consisting
chiefly of the hydrous silicate of alumina.
Pyr'O-SOOpe (ptr'S-skSp), re. [Pyro- -}- scope : cf. F.
pyrosconc] (I'hysics) An instrument for measuring
;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zb = z

in axuro.

;

;:
:
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PYROSIS
the intensity of heat radiating from a

N

or the cooling

fire,

a differential thermometer,
having one bulb coated with gold or silver leaf. [J?.]
Py-ro'sis (pi-ro'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. irvpoxrisa
burning, an inflammation, fr. irvpovv to burn, fr. irvp
fire.]
(Med.) See Water brash, under Brash.
Gr.
[Pj/roPy-ros'ma-lite (pi-r5z'ma-lit), n.
(3fin.) A mineral, usually of a pale
-Hie.}
oo-fi^ odor
brown or of a gray or grayish green color, consisting
chiefly of the hydrous silicate of iron and manganese
BO called from the odor given off before the blowpipe.
-some body.]
Pyr'0-some (pTr'o-som), n. [Pyro(Zo'dl.) Any compound ascidian of the genus Pyrosoma.
sometimes
cylinders,
hollow
form
large
The pyrosoraes
two or three feet long, which swim at the surface of the
phosphorescent.
eea and are very
Pyr'o-sul'phate (-sul'fat), n. {Chem.) A salt of pyrinfluence of bodies.

It is

II

+

+

;

—

+

OBulphuric acid.
_
-sulPyr'0-sul-pliu'rlc (-sul-fu'rTk), a. \_Pyrophuric.'] (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid
(c&JleA. aXso disulphuric acid) obtained by distillation of
eertain sulphates, as a colorless, thick, oily liquid,
HjSjO,, resembling sulphuric acid. It is used in the
solution of indigo, in the manufacture of alizarin, and in
dehydration.
tartaric.l
Pyr'0-tar-tar'lO (-tar-tSr'ik), a. [PyroyChem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid obtained
as a white crystalline substance by the distillation of

+

+

tartaric acid.

A salt of pyro-

Pyr'0-tech'nl-an (-t?k'ni-on), n. A pyroteclmist.
\_Pyro- -\- technic,
Pyr/0-tech'nic (-tSk'ntk), 1 a.
technical: cf. F.pyroPyr'O-tech'nic-al (-nl-kal), )
technique.
See Fike, Technical.] Of or pertaining to
fireworks, or the art of forming them.
Fyrotechnlcal sponge. See under Sponqe.
Pyr'0-teoh-ni'cian (-tgk-nlsh'an), n. A pyrotechnist.
Pyr'O-tech'nlcs (-tSk'nTks), n. The art of making
fireworks the manufacture and use of fireworks ; pyro;

techny.

Py-thag'0-rism (pT-thSg'oiriz'm), n. [Gr. Ilvflayopio-jios.] The doctrines taught by Pythagoras.
Pythagoras made numbers the basis of his philo-

[L. pyrrhichius, Gr. nvppCxi-ot
belonging to the TrvppixV (sc. 6p)(T]aLs) a kind of war
dance.] 1. Of or pertaining to an ancient Greek martial
Byron.
dance. " Ye have the pyrrhic dance as yet."
2. (Pros. ) Of or pertaining to a pyrrhic, or to pyrrhics
containing Pyrrhics ; as, a, pyrrhic verse.
Pyr'rhlc, re. 1. [GT.nvppCxTi: cf.'F. pyrr/iigue,iein.]
An ancient Greek martial dance, to the accompaniment
of the flute, its time being very quick.
2. [L. pyrrhichius (sc. pes), Gr. trwppi'xioi (sc. wous)
cf. F. pyrrhiqve, masc]
(Pros.)
toot cpnsisting of

Py-Uiag'O-rize (-riz), ;;. i. [imp. & p. p. PythagoEIZED (-rizd) p. pr.
vb. re. Pythagoeizing (-ri'zTug).]
[Gr. TTvflayopi'few.] To speculate after the manner of
Pythagoras.
Pyth'i-ad (pTth'i-Sd), n. [See Pythian.] (Gr. Antiq.) The period intervening between one celebration of
the Pythian games and the next.
Pyth'i-an (-an), a. [L. Pythius, Gr. IXufltos belonging to Pytho, the older name of Delphi and its environs
cf. F. pythien.]
Of or pertaining to Delphi, to the temple of Apollo, or to the priestess of Apollo, who delivered

—

;

;

Pyr'rhlc (pir'rlk),

—

a.

A

two short

;

+

(Gr. Antiq.)

re.

Pyr-rho'ne-an (pTr-ro'ne-an),
Pyr-rhon'lc (pir-ron'lk),
Of or pertaining to Pyrrhonism.
Pyr'rho-nlsm (pTr'ro-nTz'm),

(

[L.

.

I

cf.

)

One who

Pyrrhoneus :

F. pyrrlionien.]

[Prom
Pyrrho, the
re.
_
founder of a school of skeptics in Greece (about 300 B.C.)
Skepticism universal doubt.
cf. F. pyrrhonisme.]
Pyr'rho-nlst (-ntst), re. A follower of Pyrrho ; a
Pyr'rhO-tlne (-tin),
Pyr'rhO-tite (-tit),

|

n.

[Gr. Truppo;

flame-colored,

fr. nip fire.] (Min.) A bronze)
It is a sulphide of
colored mineral, of metallic luster.
iron, and is remarkable for being attracted by the magnet.
Called also magnetic pyrites.
Pyr'rol (-rol), n. [Gr. jreppo; flame-colored (from Trvp
fire)
L. olcvtm oil.] (Chem.) A nitrogenous base found
in coal tar, bone oil, and other distillates of organic
substances, and also produced synthetically as a colcrless
liquid, C4H5N, having an odor like that of chloroform.
It is the nucleus and origin of a large number of derivatives.
So called because it colors a splinter of wood
moistened with hydrochloric acid a deep red.
Pyr'ro-line (-ro-lTn or -len), re. (Chem.) A nitrogenous base, CjH^N, obtained as a colorless liquid by the
reduction of pyrrol.
Pyr'U-la (pTr'ii-la), re. [NL., fr. L. pyrus a pear.]
(Zo'ol.) A. genus of large marine gastropods, having a
pear-shaped shell. It includes the

+

II

—

II

:

—

^

+

+

+

;

+

;

—

—

—

—

;

ale,

senate,

c^e, am, arm, ask,

final,

all

;

eve,

:

F. pythagorique.]

^^

sophical system, as well physical as metaphysical. The
doctrine of the transmigi-ation of souls (metempsychosis^
is associated closely with the name of Pythagoras.

&

;

oracles at Delphi.

syllables.

Pyr'rhl-cist (ptr'rl-sist),
danced the pyrrhic.

One skilled in pyroPyr'O-tech'nlst (-nist), n.
Steevens.
teehny one who manufactures fireworks.
Pyr'O-teoh'ny (pir'6-tSk'ny 277), n. [Cf. F. pyroin
science
of
fire
application
technic.']
1. The use and
Sir M. Hale.
and the arts. [Obs.]
2. Same as Pyrotechnics.
Py-roth'0-nide (pt-r5tli'o-nId or -nid), n. [PyroGr. oBoirq linen.]
(Med.) A kind of empyreumatic oil
produced by the combustion of textures of hemp, linen,
formerly used as a reme- fig-shells. See Illust. in Appendix.
or cotton in a copper vessel,
Py-ru'ric (pt-ru'rTk), a. Same
Dunglison.
dial agent.
Py-rot'lo (pi-r8t'Ik), a. [Gr. TrvpuriKOS, fr. mipovv to as Pyroubio.
Py'rus (pi'rus), ra. [L. pyrns,
burn, fr. irOp, mipos, fire cf. F. pyrotique.] Caustic.
or better pirus, pear tree.] (Sol.)
n. (Sled.) A caustic medicine.
See Caustic.
[Pyro- A genus of rosaceous trees and
Pyr'O-trl'tar-tar'iC (plr'o-trl'tar-tSr'Ik), a.
tartaric]
(Chera.) Designating an acid which shrubs having pomes for fruit. It
-\- triincludes the apple, crab apple, pear,
is more commonly called uric acid.
Pyr'O-tung'Stic (-tiing'stik), a. (Cfiem.) Polytung- chokeberry, sorb, and mountain ash.
Py-ru'vlc (pt-ru'vik), a. \_PyroMetatungstic.
3tic.
See
uric] (Old -)- L. uva a grape.] (Chem.) PerPyr'O-U'ric (pir'o-u'rik), a. [Pyrotaining
to, or designating, an acid
Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid now called
(called also pyroracemic acid) obeynnuric acid. See CyAurrnic.
tained,
as
a liquid laving a pungent
vanadic]
Pyr'0-va-nad'lC (-va-nSd'Ik), a. {Pyro(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid of vana- odor, by the distUlation of racemic
Pyrula iPyritla papyacid.
dium, analogous to pyrophosphoric acid.
racea) of Flonda.
Py-ru'vil (-vTl), n. (Chem.) A
Gr. fai/Sot
Pyr'O-xan'thIn f-zSn'thln), n. IPyrocomplex
nitrogenous
compound
obyellow.] (Chmn.) A yellow crystalline hydrocarbon extained by heating together pyruvic acid and urea.
called also eblanin.
tracted from crude wood spirit
Pyth'a-gO're-an (pTth'a-go're-an or pl-thSg'o-re'an),
Pyr'OX-ene (ptr'8ks-en), n. [F. pyroxene, from Gr.
Of or pertaining
111. Pythagoreus,GT.TLv6ay6pfi,oi.]
so called because it was a.
nvp fire
l^eVos a Jtranger
supposed to be a stranger, or of rare occurrence, in igne- to Pythagoras (a Greek philosopher, bom about 582 E. c),
his
philosophy.
or
mineral
(Min.)
common
occurring
in
ous rocks.]
A
The central thought of the Fu^fiagorean philosophy is the idea
monoclinic crystals, with a prismatic angle of nearly 90°,
and also in massive forms which are often laminated. of number, the recognition of the numerical and mathematical
Encijc. Brit.
relations of things.
It varies in color from white to dark green and black,
Pythagorean proposition (6eom.), the theorem that the
and includes many varieties differing in color and comsquare described upon the hypothenuse of a plane rightposition, as diopside, malacolite, salite, coccolite, augite,
angled triangle is equal to the sum of the squares deetc.
They are all siUcates of lime and magnesia with scribed upon the other two sides.
Pythagorean system
sometimes alumina and iron. Pyroxene is an essential (.^i^rore.), the commonly received system of astronomy,
constituent of many rocks, especially basic igneous first taught by Pythagoras, and afterward revived by Copernicus, whence it is also called the Copernican system.
rocks, as basalt, gabbro, etc.
Pythagorean letter. See Y.
^W^ The pyroxene group contains pyroxene proper,
also the related orthorhombic species, enstatite, bronzPyth'a-gO're-an (pTth'a-go're-an or pT-th5g'o-re'an),
ite, hypersthene, and various monoclinic and triclinio
re.
A follower of Pythagoras one of the school of phispecies, as rhodonite, etc.
losophers founded by Pythagoras.
Pyr'OX-en'lo (pTr'oks-Sn'Ik), a. [Cf. F. pyroxenique.]
Pyth'a-go're-an-lsm (-Iz'm), re. The doctrines of
Containing pyroxene ; composed chiefiy of pyroxene.
Pythagoras or the Pythagoreans.
Py-rOX'e-nlte (pt-rSks'e-nit), n. (Min.) A rock conAs a philosophic school Pi/tlia(;/oreanism became extinct in
sisting essentially of pyroxene.
Greece about the middle of the 4th century [B. c.]. Encyc. Brit.
;

Pyth'a-gor'lC (pTth'a-gBr'Ik), 1 a. [L. PylhagoHciu,
Pyth'a-gOr'iC-al (-gor'if-kal), j Gr. nuflayopiKO! cf.
See Pythagorean, a.

Py-rox'yle (pt-rSks'tl), n. [Cf. F. pyroxyle. See
Pykoxylic, -YL.] Same as Pyroxylin.
Pyr'OX-yl'iC (pir'oks-Tl'ik), a. \_Pyro- -f- Gr. fuAov
wood.] (Old Chem.) Derived from wood by distillation
formerly used in designating crude wood spirit.
Py-rox'y-lin (pi-r5ks'i-lin), n. (Chem.) A substance
resembling gun cotton in composition and properties,
but distinct in that it is more highly nitrified and is soluble in alcohol, ether, etc.
called also pyroxyle.

skeptic.

tartaric acid.

H

PYXIS

;

Pyr'O-tar'trate (-tar'trSt), «. (Chem.)

:

event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

Pythian games (Gr- Antiq.), one of the four great national festivals of ancient Greece, celebrated near Delphi,
in honor of Apollo, the conqueror of the dragon Python,
at first once in eight years, afterward once in four.

Pyth'O-gen'ic (pTth'o-jSn'Tk), a. [Gr. m»'9eii' 'to rot
yeVo! origin.] Producing decomposition, as diseases
which are supposed to be accompanied or caused by de-

-|-

composition.

Py'thon (pi'thon), n. [NL., fr. L. Python the serpent slain near Delphi by Apollo, Gr. llvBiov.] 1. (Zo'ol.)
Any species of very large snakes of the genus Python,
and allied genera, of the family Pythonidse. They are
nearly allied to the boas. Called also rock snake.
ffl^p" The pythons have small pelvic bones, or anal
spurs, two rows of subcaudal scales, and pitted labials.
They are found in Africa, Asia, and the East Indies.
2. A diviner by spirits. " [Manasses] observed omenc,
and appointed ^2/''' "'**" ^ Kings xxi. 6 (Douay version).
Pyth'o-ness (pTth'o-n5s), re. [L. pythonissa : cf F.
pythonisse. See Pythian.] 1. (G?'. .^nrtj.) The priestess
who gave oracular answers at Delphi in Greece.
2. Any woman supposed to have a spirit of divination ;
a sort of witch.
Pp. Mall,
Py-thon'lc (pT-tli5n'Tk), a. [L. pythonicus, Gr. ttuBavLKOi.
See Pythian.] Prophetic oracular pretend.

;

;

ing to foretell events.
Pyth'O-nlsm (pith'o-nTz'm), re. The art of predicting
events after the manner of the priestess of Apollo at
Delphi ; equivocal prophesying.
Pyth'0-nist (-nist), re. A conjurer; a diviner.
Pyth'0-no-mor'pha (-6-n6-m8r'fa), n. pi. [NL. See
Python, and -moephous.] (Paleon.) Same as MosasauII

EIA.

+

Py-U'rl-a (pt-u'rT-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. mov pus
ovpou urine.] (Med.) A morbid condition in which pus
is discharged in the urine.
Pyx (piks), re. [L. pyxis a box, Gr. jrvf « a box, especially of boxwood, fr. tnifos the box
tree or boxwood. See Box a receptacle.]
[Written aX^opix.] 1. (K. C. Ch.) The
box, case, vase, or tabernacle, in which
the host is reserved.
2. A box used in the British mint as
a place of deposit for certain sample
coins taken for a trial of the weight and
fineness of metal before it is sent from
Musket.
the mint.
3. (Naut.) The box in which the compass is suspended the binnacle. Weale.
4. (Anat.) Same as Pyxis.
p-j. (i)_
Pyx cloth (E. C. Ch.), a veil of silk or
lace covering the pyx. —Trial of the pyx, the annual testing, in the English mint, of the standard of gold and
Encyc. Brit.
silver coins.
Pyx, V. t. To test as to weight and fineness, as the
Mushet.
coins deposited in the pyx. lEng.
Pyx'i-date (piksl-dat), a. Bfaaving a
pyxidium.
II

'

;

Pyx-ld'1-um (pTks-Td'T-iim), re. / pi.
Pyxidia (-&,). [NL., fr. Gr. ttu^CSmv, dim.
of TTV^L^ a box.
See Pyx.] (Bot.) (a) A
pod which divides circularly into an upper
and lower half, of which the former acts as
a kind of lid, as in the pimpernel and purslane.
Pyxidium (a)
(6) The theca of mosses.
Pyx'le (pTks'I), re. (Bot.) Same as Pixy.
Pyx'ls (plks'is), re. [L.] 1. A box a pyx.
Gray
2. (Bot.) A pyxidium.
See Acetabulum, 2.
3. (Anat.) The acetabulum.
II

;

II

idea,

ai

,

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd

:;

;;
;
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Q

QUADRICOSTATE

Q.
Q(ku),

2. A square or quadrangular space or inclosure
such
a space or court surrounded by buildings, esp. such a
court in a coUege or public school in England.
Quad-ran'gu-lar (kwod-ran'gu-ler), a. [Cf. F. quadrangulaire.] Having four angles, and consequently four
sides tetragonal.
Quad-ran'gU-lar-ly, adv.

the seventeenth letter of the English alphabet, has but one sound (that of k), and is always
followed by a, the two letters together being sounded
like lew, except in some words in which the u is silent.
See Gtiide to Pronunciation, § 249. Q is not found in
Anglo-Saxon, cw being used instead of qu; a,s in cwic,
quick eioen, queen. The name (ku) is from the French
im, which is from the Latin name of the same letter;
its form is from the Latin, which derived it, through a
Greek alphabet, from the Phoenician, the ultimate origin
being Egyptian.
Etymologically, q or qa is most nearly related to c {ch,
ich), p, g, and w% ; as in cud, ^uid, L. equas, ecus,
horse, Gr. iVn-os, whence E. ejuine, hippie ; L. quoA
whloh, E. joAat L. agjtila, E. eaj'le ; B. 'kitchen, OE.
kicAene, AS. oycene, L. co^wina.
Qua (kwa or kwa), conj. [L., abl. of qui who.] In
eo far as in the capacity or character of ; as.
It is with Shelley's biographers qua biographers that we have

II

called an as.
See 3d As, 2.
2. The fourth of a penny

London

Spectator.

or horizontal direction.
Gunner's quadrant, an instrument consisting of a
graduated limb, with a

plumb

and an arm by which

—

—

;

;

;

;

Quackeeies (-iz). The
acts, arts, or boastful pretensions of a quack
false pretensions to any art empiricism.
Carlyle.
uack' grass' (gras'). (Bat.) See Quitch grass.
8 uack'lsh, a. Like a quack boasting characterized
by quackery.
Burke.
Quack'ism (-iz'm), n. Quackery.
Carlyle.
Quac'kle (kwSk'k'l), v. i. & t. [imp. & p. p. Quackled (-k'ld) p. pr. & vb. n. Quackling (-klTng).] [Cf.
Querken.] To suffocate to choke. IProv. A7ig.]
Quack'sal-ver (kwSk'sSl-ver), n. [D. kwakzalver;
cf. kwakzalven to quack or boast of one's salves.
See
Quack, Salve, re.] One who boasts of his skill in medicines and salves, or of the eSicacy of his prescriptions
a charlatan a quack a mountebank. [OSs.] Burton.
Quad (kwod), Quade (kwad), a. [Akin to AS. cwsed,
cwead, dung, evil, G. kot, dung, OHG. quat.] Evil bad
baffling
as, a quade wind.
\_Obs.']
re.

;

pi.

;

upon the index arm and the other
upon one side of the frame, respective-

;

ly.

;

;

;

;

a slip of brass of the length of
a quadrant of one of the great circles of the globe, and
graduated. It may be fitted to the meridian, and being
movable round to all points of the horizon, serves as a
scale in measuring altitudes, azimuths, etc.

;

;

Sooth play, quad play, as the Fleming saith. Chaucer.
Quad, n. (Prireil.)
quadrat.
Quad, re. {Arch.)
quadrangle; hence, a prison.
{Cant or Slang']
Quad'ra (kwSd'ra), n.; pi. Quadra (-re). [L., a
square, the socle, a platband, a fillet.] {Arch.) {a) The
plinth, or lowest member, of any pedestal, podium, water
table, or the like.
(6) A fiUet, or listel.
Quad'ra-ble (-ra-b'l), a. [See Quadrate.] {Math.)
That may be squared, or reduced to an equivalent square
said of a surface when the area limited by a curve
can be exactly found, and expressed in a finite number
of algebraic terms.

A

;

A

;

II

;

preceding Easter Lent.
Quadragesima Sunday, the first Sunday in Lent, about
forty days before Easter.
Quad'ra-ges'l-inal (-mal), a. [Cf. F. quadra gesimM.]
Belonging to Lent used in Lent ; Lenten.

Produced by multiplying a number by itself square.
" Quadrate and cubical numbers."
Sir T. Bromie.
equal; exact. [.-Ijr/m/c]
3. Square; even balanced
Howell.
"A quadrate, solid, wise m.an."
" A
[Arc/iaic']
4. Squared suited correspondent,
2.

;

;

;

;

;

pity

l/arve
•eg-

Quadrate bone (Anat.'), a bone between the base of the
lower jaw and the skull in most vertebrates below the
mammals. In reptiles and birds it articulates the lower
jaw with the skull in mammals it is represented by the
malleus or incus.

an angle. See Four, and Anqle a corner.] y""i'''>''Si<=1. (Oeom.) A plane figure having four angles, and consequently four sides any figure having four angles.

Orn

;

;

generical description quadrate to both."

+

ftp,

;

;

Quad'ra-ges'1-mals (-malz), re. pi. Offerings formerly made to the mother church of
a diocese on Mid-Lent Sunday.
Quad'ran'gle (kwSd'rSn'g'l), re. [F., fr.
L. quadrangulum quattuor four
anqulus Rectangular

full,

—

;

;

ryde,

A

[Abbrev. quad.]
2. An old instrument used for taking altitudes
called also geometrical square, and line of shadows.
Quad'rate (-rSt), a. [L. quadratus squared, p. p. of
quadrare to make four-cornered, to make square, to
square, to fit, suit, from quadrus square, quattuor four.
See Quadrant, and cf. Quadrat, Quarry an arrow.
Square.] 1. Having four equal sides, the opposite sides
parallel, and four right angles
square.
Figures, some round, some triangle, some quadrate. Foxe.

Quad'ra-ges'l-ma (-jes'T-ma), re. [L., fr. quadragesimus the fortieth, fr. quadraginta forty akin to quattuor four. See Four.] {Eccl.) The forty days of fast

unite,

—

—

[L. quadrage-

;

(-rat), v. i.
[imp.
vb. re. Quadrating.]

tSd)

;

&p.p. Quadrated

&

p. pr.

To square

;

by with.

lArchaic]

to agree

;

to suit

;

The. objections of these speculatists of
rate with their theories.

Quad'rate,

its

;

—

forms do not quad-

t.
To adjust (a gun) on
gun) for horizontal firing.

v.

also, to train (a

(-rS-

[See Quadrate, a.]
followed

to correspond

Burke,
its

carriage

Quad-rat'ic (kwod-rSt'Tk), a. [Cf. F. quadratique.]
1. Of or pertaining to a square, or to squares resembling a quadrate, or square ; square.
2. {Crystallog.) Tetragonal.
3. {Alg.) Pertaining to terms of the second degree;
as, a quadratic equation, in which the highest power
of the unknown quantity is a square.
Quad-rat'ics (-iks), re. {Alg.) That branch of alge-'
bra which treats of quadratic equations.
Quad-ra'tO-jU'gal (kwod-ra'to-ju'gal), a. {Anat.) (a)
Of or pertaining to the quadrate and jugal bones. (6) Of
or pertaining to the quadratojugal bone. —re. The quadratojugal hone.
;

Quadratojusal bone (Anat.), a bone at the base of the
lower jaw m many animals.
Quad-ra'trlx (kwSd-ra'trTks), re. / pi. -trixes (-trtksgz), or -trices (kwod'ra-tri'sez).
[NL.]
{Geom.) A
curve made use of in the quadrature of other curves as.
the quadratrix of Dinostratus, or of Tschirnhausen.
Quad'ra-ture (kwod'ra-tur 135), re. [L. guadratura
;

;

F. quadrature. See Quadrate, a.]
1. {Math.) The
act of squaring the finding of a square having the same
area as some given curvilinear figure ; as, the quadra'
ture of a circle the operation of finding an expression
for the area of a figure bounded wholly or in part by a
curved line, as by a curve, two ordinates, and the axis of
cf.

;

;

abscissas.
2.
quadrate a square.
3. {Integral Calculus) The integral

A
Milton.
used in obtaining
the area bounded by a curve hence, the definite integral of the product of any function of one variable into
the differential of that variable.
4. {Astron.) The position of one heavenly body in
respect to another when distant from it 90°, or a quarter of a circle, as the moon when at an equal distance
from the points of conjunction and opposition.
;

;

Quadrature of the moon (Astron.), the position of the
moon when one half of the disk is iUummated. Quadrature of an orbit (.Astro7i.), a point in an orbit which is at
either extremity of the latus rectum drawn through the
empty focus of the orbit.

—

um a

cubical
Quad-ran'tal, re. [L.] 1. {Rom. Antiq.)
vessel containing a Roman cubic foot, each side being a
Roman square foot
used as a measure.
2.
cube. [J?.]
See
[F. quadrat, cadrat.
Quad'rat (kwod'rat), re.
Quadrate.] 1. {Print.)
block of type metal lower
than the letters,
used in spacing and in blank lines.

narius, fr. quadrageni forty each.] Consisting of forty
forty years old.
Quad'ra-gene (kwSd'ra-jen), re. [LL. quadragena,
fr. L. quadrageni forty each, akin to quadraginta forty.]
(JfJ. C. Ch.) An indulgence of forty days, corresponding
to the forty days of ancient canonical penance.

The quadrate bone.

Quad'rate

[L. quadrantalis
(kwod-rSn'tal), a.
containing the fourth part of a measure.] {Geom.) Of or
pertaining to a quadrant ; also, included in the fourth
part of a circle ; as, quadranial space.

—

—

use,

;

3. {Anat.)

Quad'rel (-rSl), re. [It. quadrello, LL. quadrellus, fr. L.
quadrus square. See Quadrate, and cf. Quarrel an arrow.] 1. A square piece of turf or peat. \_Prov. Eng.]

Quadrantal triangle, a spherical triangle having one side
equal to a quadrant or arc of 90°.
Quadrantal versor,
a versor that expresses rotation through one right angle.

II

Hilton,

cial globe, consisting of

Quad-ran'tal

A
A

;

held up-

through an opening at the side of the
horizon glass, the index shows the sun's altitude upon
the scale — more properly, but less commonly, called an
octant. — Quadrant of altitude, an appendage of the artifi-

;

a.

is

;

;

Quad'ra-ge-na'ri-OUS (-je-na'rt-Hs),

When the instrument

index arm may be swung so
that the index glass will reflect an im- Hadley's Quadrant.
age of the sun upon the horizon glass,
Index Glass ti
and when the reflected image of the iHorizon
Glass s
sun coincides, to the observer's eye, Sight, or place for
with the horizon as seen directly observer's eye.
right, the

;

;

it is

'

;

;

line or spirit level,

applied to a cannon or mortar in adjusting it to the
elevation required for at^
taining the desired range.
Gunter's quadrant.
See
Gunner's Quadrant.
Gunter's quadrant, in the
Vocabulary.
Hadley's quadrant, a hand instrument used
chiefly at sea to measure the altitude of the sun or other
celestial body in ascertaining the vessel's position.
It consists of a frame
in the form of an octant, having a
graduated scale upon its arc, and an
mdex arm, or alidade, pivoted at its
apex. Mirrors, called the index glass
and the horizon glass, are fixed, one

;

(-er-y),

.

joined.

2. {Asirol.) An aspect of the heavenly bodies in
which they are distant from each other 90°, or the quarter of a circle quartile. See the Note under Aspect, 6.

I

;

;

;

At which command, the powers militant
That stood tor heaven, in mighty quadrate

re.

;

;

Quack'er-y

(-rSn'-

the coin

:

Quab (kw5b), n. [Cf. D. Icwab eelpout, Dan. qvabbe,
G. quabbe, quappe, LG. quabbe a fat lump of flesh, and
L. capita a kind of fish with a large head, fr. caput the
head, also E. squab.'] An unfledged bird ; hence, something immature or unfinished.
Ford.
Quab, V. i. See QnoB, v. i.
Qua'-bird'(kwa'berd/oi-kwii-),n. (Zoo?.) The American night heron. See under Night.
Sua'Cha (kwa'eha), n. (Zool.) The quagga.
uack (kw$k), V. i. limp. &p. p. Quacked (kwSkt)
p. pr. & vb. n. QuACKiNa.]
[Of imitative origin cf.
D. kwaken, G. quacken, quaken, Icel. kvaka to twitter.]
1. To utter a sound Hke the cry of a duck.
2. To make vain and loud pretensions to boast. " To
quack of universal cures."
Hudibras.
3. To act the part of a quack, or pretender.
Quack, re. 1. The cry of the duck, or a sound in imitation of it a hoarse, quacking noise.
Chaucer.
2. [Cf. QuACKSALVEK.] A boastful pretender to medical skill
an empiric an ignorant practitioner.
3. Hence, one who boastfully pretends to skill or
knowledge of any kind not possessed a charlatan.
Quacks political quacks scientiiic, academical. Carlyle.
Quack, a. Pertaining to, or characterized by, boasting and pretension used by quacks pretending to cure
diseases as, a quack medicine a quack doctor.
;

Quadrantes

; pi.

A fourth part of

a farthing. See Cue.
[L. quadrans, -antis, a
fourth part, a fourth of a whole, f r. quattuor four cf F.
quadrant, cadran. See Four, and cf. Cadeans.] 1. The
fourth part the quarter. [Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
2. {Geom.) The quarter of a circle, or of the circumference of a circle, an arc of 90^, or one
subtending a right angle at the center.
3. {Anal, Geom.) One of the four parts
/ « »
into which a plane is divided by the coordinate axes. The upper right-hand part is
the Jirst quadrant ; the upper left-hand
part the second ; the lower left-hand part
the third; and the lower right-hand a a Quadrants,
part the fourth quadrant.
4. An instrument for measuring altitudes, variously
constructed and momited for different specific uses in
astronomy, surveying, guimery, etc., consisting commonly of a graduated arc of flO°, with an index or vernier, and either plain or telescopic sights, and usually
having a plumb line or spirit level for fixing the vertical

;

sides and four right angles
a square ; hence, figuratively, anything having the outUne of a square.

;

Quad'rant (kwod'rant),

;

rate, a.]

—

;

Quad'raus (kwbd'ranz), re.
tez).
[L.]
1. {Rom. Antiq.)

;

to deal.

Qnad'rate (kwSd'rSt), re. [L. quadratum. See QuAD=
1. {Geom.) A plane surface with four equal

;

food, frfbt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

bo

;

A square brick, tile, or the like.
Quad-ren'nl-al (kwod-ren'nl-al), a.

2.

[L. guadriennispace of four years quattuor four -\- annus year;
quadriennis. SeeQuADRATE, and Annual.] 1. Comprising four years as, a quadrennial period.
2. Occurring once in four years, or at tlie end of every
four years as, qitadrennial games.
Quad-ren'ni-al-ly, adv. Once in four years.
Quad-ren'ni-um (-um), re. [NL. See Quadrennial.]
A space or period of four years.
[L., from quattuor four.
See
Quad'ri- (kwod'ri-).
Four.] A combining form meaning four, four times,
fourfold ; as, ^worfrycapsular, having /o?/?' capsules.
IQuadri- -)- basic.']
Quad'rl-ba'sio (-ba'sTk), a.
{CJiem.) Same as Tetra BASIC
Quad'rl-ble (kw8d'ri-b'l), a. Quadrable. [iJ.]
Quad'rio (-rik), a. (Math.) Of or pertaining to the
second degree.
Quad'rio, re. {a){Alg.) Aquanticof the second degree.
See QuANTic. (6) {Geom.) A surface whose equation in
three variables is of the second degree. Spheres, spheroids, ellipsoids, paraboloids, hyperboloids, also cones and
cylinders w'ith circular bases, are quadrics.
Quad'ri-cap'su-lar (-kSp'sfi-ler), a. IQuadri- -f cap'
sular.]
{Bot?) Having four capsides.
Quad'rl-ceps (kwiSd'ri-sgps), re. [NL., fr. L. quattuor
four -f- caput head.] {Anal.) Tlie great extensor muscle
of the knee, divided above into four parts which imite in
a sinplo tendon at the knee.
Quad'rl-clp'1-tal (-sTp'i-tol), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to the quadriceps.
Quad'rl-corn (kwBd'rT-kSrn), n.
[See QuadricorNous.] (Zoi'il.) Any qundrieornous animal.
Quad'rl-cor'nous (-kSr'ntis), a. [Quadri- -|- L. coma
horn: of. F. quadricornc] {Zn'ol.) Having four horns,
or hornlike organs as, a quadn'cornons beetle.
Quad'rl-cos'tate (-kSs'tftt), a. IQuadricoslate-l
Having four ribs.
;

cf.'L.

sine, i^k

;

;

II

II

;

+

;

then,

thin

;

boN

;

x.h =.

i In azure.

;:
:;
;

;
.
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IQuadri- -\Qaad'rl-den'tate (kwod'rl-den'tat), a.
Having four teeth as, a quadridentale leaf.
Quad'ri-en'ni-al (-§n'nl-al), a. Same as Quadrennial.
Qnad'ri-fa'r!-OUS (-fa'ri-us), a. [L. quadrifarius fourCf. Mdlticf. F. quadrifarie.
fola, fr. quattuor four
FABlous.] Arranged in four rows or ranks as, quadridenlale.']

;

:

;

Loudon.

farious leaves.

Quad'ri-lld (kwSd'rt-fid), a. [L. quadrifidus ; quattuor ioxo! -\- flndere to cleave: cf. F. quadriflde.'] Divided, or deeply cleft, into four parts ; as, a quadrifid
perianth; a, quadrifid \ea,i.
IQiiadriL. foliQuad'rl-ioil (kwSd'rl-foil), I a.
urn leaf.] (Bot.) ConQuad'rl-fO'li-ate (-fo'lT-St),
sisting of four leaflets ; four-leaved.
furQnad'ri-lur'ca-ted (-fflr'kS-tgd), a. IQuadricaied.2
Having four forks, or branches.
pi.
(kwodn.
QuADEioa;
Quad-ri'ga (kwod-rt'ga),
;
ri'je).
[L.
See Quadeijugous.] {Rom. Aniiq.) A car
or chariot dra%vn by four horses abreast.
Quad'ri-gem'1-nal (kvf od'ri-jSm'i-nal), ) a. IQuadri-

+

)

+

II

+

L. geQuad'ri-gem'i-nous (-jgm'i-nus),
)
mini twins.] Fourfold; having four similar parts, or
two pairs of similar parts.
Quadrigemlnal bodies (Atial.), two pairs of lobes, or elevations, ou the dorsal side of the midbrain of most mammals the optic lobes. The anterior pair are called the
nates, and the posterior the testes.
;

Quad'rl-ge-na'rl-OUS (-je-na'rt-us), a. [L. quadrigeni, quadringeni, four hundred each.]
Consisting of
four hundred.
Quad-rlj'u-gate (kwSd-rlj'u-gat or kwSd'rl-jii'gat), a.
Same as Quadbijugous.
Quad-rll'u-gous (-giis), a. [L. quadrijugus of a team
of four; quattuor ionr -\- jugum yoke.] (Bot.) Pinnate,
with four pairs of leaflets as, a quadrijugous leaf.
Quad'rl-lat'er-al (kwSd'rt-lSfer-al), a. [L. quadrilaterus : cf. F. quadrilath'e, quadrilateral. See QuADEi-,
and Lateral.] Having four sides, and
consequently four angles quadrangular.
;

;

Quad'rl-lat'er-al, n. 1. (Geom.) A
plane figure having four sides, and consequently four angles ; a quadrangular
figure ; any figure formed by four lines.
QuadrilateraL
2. An area defended by four fortresses
supporting each other ; as, the Venetian quadrilateral,
comprising Mantua, Peschiera, Verona, and Legnano.
Complete quadrilateral (.Geoyn.), the figure made up of
the six straight lines that can be drawn
through four points, A, B, C, D, the
lines being supposed to be produced
Indefinitely.
n.
The
Quad'ri-lat'eral-ness,
property of being quadrilateral.
(-Itfer-al),
a.
Quad'il-Ut'er-al
[Quadri \- literal.']
Consisting of
four letters.
Qua-drlUe' (kw4-drTl' or ka-drTI';

Qua-drille', n. [F. quadrille, n. maac, cf. It. quwdriglio ; or perhaps from the Spanish.
See Quadrille
game played by four persons with forty
a dance.]
cards, being the remainder of an ordinary pack after the
Hoyle.
tens, nines, and eights are discarded.
Quad-rll'Uon (kw5d-rTl'yun), n. [F., fr. L. quater
formed
four times, akin to quattuor four, E. four ;
like million.
See Four, Million.] According to the
French notation, which is followed also upon the Continent and in the United States, a unit with fifteen ciphers
annexed according to the English notation, the number produced by involving a million to the fourth power,
or the number represented by a unit with twenty-four

A

—

;

ciphers annexed. See the Note under Numeration.
Quad'ri-lo'bate(kw5d'rT-lo'bat), 1 a. IQuadri- -\- lobe:
cf. F. quadrilobe.']
Quad'rl-lobed (kvvi5d'ri-lobd),
)
Having four lobes ; as, a quadrilobate leaf.
Quad'rl-lOC'u-lar (-ISk'iS-ler), a. [Quadri- -\-locular:
of. F. quadriloculaire.']
Having four cells, or cavities
as, a quadrilocular pericarp ; a quadrilocular heart.
Quad'dn (kwSd'rin), n. [OF., fr. L. quudrini four
ea^, fr. quattuor four.]
small piece of money, in
value about a farthing, or a half cent. [Obs."]

A

Quad'rl-nod'al (-rT-nod'al), a. IQuadri- -)- nodal."]
{Math.) Possessing four nodes as, giiadrinodal curves.
Quad'rl-no'ml-al (-no'mi-al), n. [Quadri- -f- -nomial,
as
binomial: cf. F. quadrinome!] (Alg.) A polynomial of four terms connected by the signs plus or minus.
Quad'tl-no'ml-al, a. (Alg.) Consisting of four terms
connected by the signs plus or minus.
8uad'ri-nom'ic-al (-nSm'T-kal), a. Quadrinomial.
uad'li-nom'i-nal (-nSm'I-nal), a. [Quadri- -\- nomi(Alg.) Quadrinomial.
nal. ^
Sir W. R. Hamilton.
Quad-rlp'ar-tlte (kw5d-rTp'4r-tIt or kwSd'ri-par'tit),
[L. quodripartitus, p. p. of quadripartire to divide
a.
into four parts
quattuor four -f- partire to divide cf
S. quadripartite.'] Divided into four parts.
Quad-np'ar-tite-ly, adv. In four parts.
Quad'ri-par-ti'tion (kwSd'rt-par-tlsh'iin), n. [L. quadripartitio : cf F. quadripa7-tition.] A division or distribution by four, or into four parts also, a taking the
fourth part of any quantity or number.
Quad'rl-pen'nate (-pgn'nat), a. [Quadri- -\-pennate.]
(Zo'ol.) Having four wings
said of insects.
Quad-rlph'yl-lous (kw5d-rTf'Il-liis or kwod'ri-fil'IBs), a.
[Quadri- -f Gr. <t>v\Kov leaf.] (Bot.) Having
four leaves quadrifoliate.
Quad'rl-reme (kw5d'rl-rem), n. [L. quadriremis ;
yua'tuor four
remits an oar
cf. F. quadrireme.]
(Aniiq.) A galley with four banks of oars or rowers.
;

m

:

.

;

—

;

+

ale,

;

;

+

care,

—

+

A

Quad'ri-val'VU-lar (kwod'rt-vai'vfi-ler), a. Having
four valves quadrivalve.
Quad-riv'i-al (kw5d-riv'T-al), a.
[L. quadrivium a
place where four ways meet quattuor four
via way.]
Having four ways meeting in a point.
B. Jonson.
Qnad-riv'1-al, n. One of the four " liberal arts " making up the quadrivium.
Qnad-rlV'l-um (-um), n. [L.] The four " liberal
arts," arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy
so
called by the schoolmen.
See Teivium.
Quad-roon' (kwSd-roon'), n. [F. quarteron, or Sp.
cuarteron. See Quarter a fourth part, and cf. Quarteron.] The offspring of a mulatto and a white person
a person quarter-blooded.
[Written also quarteron,
;

+

;

II

;

[Quadri-

—

-(- oxide.']

Quad-ru'ma-na(-rvi'ma-n4),
n. pi. [NL. See Quadeumane.]
II

(Zo'ol.)

A

monkeys

;

— so

somewhat

man

^adnimsna.

/ Fore

t""' "/ ?,'""''.* S,"*

fo^jA°/cS'^"Ci^^""-

alone.

.

See Quadrate, and Foot.]

am, aim, ask,

n.

(Zo'ol.)

most mammals and
mammals.
as

brown, becoming paler behind and be-

neath, with
dark stripes ou
the face, neck,

and fore part of
the body.

Q uag'gy
[See

a-

(-gy).

Quag, Quagmiee.]
Of
the

a

nature

of

quagmire;

yielding

or

Quagga.
trembling under the foot, as soft, wet earth spongy ; boggy. " O'er
the watery strath, or quaggy moss."
Collins.
Quag'mire' (-mir'), n. [Quake -f- mire.] Soft, wet,
miry land, which shakes or yields under the feet. " A
spot surrounded by quagmires, which rendered it difficult of access."
Palfrey.
Syn. Morass ; marsh bog ; swamp fen slough.
Qua'bog 1 (kwa'hSg), n. [Abbrev. fr. Narragansett
Qua'haug i Ini'mn poquaihock.] (Zo'ol.) An Amezican market clam (Fenwj OTer..
cenariay It is sold in large
quantities, and is highly valued llf
as food.
Called also round
clam, and hard clam.
|J^°'The name is also applied to other allied species,
as 'Venus Mortoni of the
Gulf of Mexico.
Quaigh 1 (kwak), n.
;

—

;

Having four

feet.

An animal having four feet,

reptiles

;

— often restricted to the

;

:

[Gael.

J

A

;

cf. F. quadrupler.]
To multiply by four; to increase
A. Smith.
fourfold ; to double twice.
Quad'ni-ple, v. i. To be multiplied by four ; to increase fourfold ; to become four times as mxich.
Quad'ru-ples (-pKks), a. [L., from quattuor four -\plicare to fold.] Fourfold ; folded or doubled twice.

Quadraplex system (Electric Telegraph), a system by
in each direction, may be sent
simultaneously over the vpire.
[imp.
Quad-TU'pll-cate (kw5d-ru'plT-kat), v. t.
vb. n. Quadp. p. Quadruplicated (-ka'tSd) p. pr.
ruplicating.] [L. quadruplicatus, p. p. of quadrupliTo
See Quadeuplex.]
eare, fr. quadraplex fourfold.
make fourfold ; to double twice to quadruple.
Quad-ru'pll-cate (-kat), a. [L. quadruplicatus, p. p.]
1. Fourfold ; doubled twice ; four times repeated ; as,
a quadruplicate ratio, or a quadruplicate proportion.
[R.]
2. (ilfaiA.) Raised to the foiurth power.
Quad'ru-pll-ca'tion (-ka'shun), n. [L. quadruplicafourfold
making
act
of
tio: cf. F. quadrupKcation.] The
a taking four times the simple sum or amount.
fourfold
quanQuad'ru-ply (kw5d'ru-ply), adv. To a
so as to be, or cause to be, quadruple ; as, to be
tity

which four messages, two

&

&

;

;

;

quadruply recompensed.
QusB're (kwe're), ;;. imperative.

[L. , imperative of
used to sigquaerere to seek.] Inquire ; question ; see
nify doubt or to suggest investigation.
Quses'tor (kwgs'tBr), n. [L.] Same as Questoe.
Quaff (kwaf), V. t. [imp. Stp.p. Quafeed (kwaft)
Ir.
[For quach, fr. Gael.
vb. n. Quaffing.]
p. pr.
cuach a drinkuig cup ; cf. L. caucus a drinking vessel.
Cf. Quaigh.] To drink with relish to drink copiously
of to swallow in large draughts. " Quaffed off the musShak.
cadel."
II

;

—

II

&

&

;

;

they drink, and in communion sweet
Milton.
(?uaj?" immortality and joy.

final,

tjO.

eat,

;

eve,

j

Lunule

;

li

Ligament

u Umbo.

j

&

[imp.
p. p. Quailed (kwald)
[AS. cwelan to die, perish
vb. n. Quailing.]
p. pr.
akin to cwalu violent death, D. kwaal pain, G. qual torment, OHG. quelan to suffer torment, Lith. gelti to
hurt, gela pain.
Cf. Quell, Qualm.]
to
1. To die
perish hence, to wither to fade. [Obs.]
Spenser.
to become cast down to sink
2. To become quelled
under trial or apprehension of danger to lose the spirit
and power of resistance ; to lose heart ; to give way
to shrink ; to cower.
The atheist power shall quail, and confess his fears. /. Taylor.
Stouter hearts than a woman's have quailed in this terrible
V.

i.

&

;

;

;

;

Zong/ellow.

winter.

Syn.

— To cower

event,

6nd, fern, recent

-,

ice,

flinch

;

;

shrink

;

quake

;

tremble

;

blench; succumb; yield.
[Cf. Quell.] To cause to fail in spirit or
Quail,
power; to quell; to crush; to subdue. [Obs.] Spenser.
i.

Quail, V. i. [OF. coaillier, F. cailler, from L. coaguSee Coagulate.] To cur-

tare.

dle; to coagulate, as milk. [Obs.]

Holland.
[OF. quaille, F.

;

a quadruple alliance.
Quadmple time (Mus.), that in which each measure is
divided into four equal parts.
Quad'ni-ple, n. [Cf. F. quadruple, L. qtiadruplum.]
Four times the sum or number ; a fourfold amount as,
to receive the quadruple of the amount in damages.
Quad'ru-ple, v. t. [imp. &p.j>. Quadeupled (-p'ld)
p. pr. & vb. n. Quadrupling (-pling).] [L. quadruplare
;

They

;

^

v.

(Zo'ol.)
Quad-ru'pe-dal (kwSd-ru'pe-dal ; 277), a.
Having four feet of or pertaining to a quadruped.
Quad'ru-ple (kw8d'ru-p'l), a. [L. quadruplus, from
quattuor four cf. F. quadruple.
See Quadrate, and
cf. Double.]
Fourfold as, to make quadruple restitu-

tion

;

;

(kwBd-ru'mft-nfis), a. (Zo'ol.) Havof or pertaining to the Quadrumana.
(kw6d'ru-ped),
a. [L. quadrupes, -pedis ;
Quad'ru-ped
quattuor four -f- pes, pedis, a foot : cf F. quadrupide.
;

Quad'm-ped,

" Crooked or
Couper.
[Hottentot.] (Zo'ol.) A South

;

Quad-ru'ma-noaS

ing four hands

quaffs, or drinks largely.

Quag'ga (kwSg'ga), n.
African wild ass (Equus, or Hippotigris,
quagga). The upper parts are reddish

Quail (kwal),

Formerly the Quadrumana
were considered an order distinct from the Bimana, which
included

One who

(-er), n.

n.
A quagmire. [R.l
through quags or thorny dells."

(kvi^Sg),

drinking vessel. [Scot.]
[Written also quegh.]

a thumb.

like

Quag

Quahog (.Venm mercmaria). /Foot
cuach. Cf. Quaff.]
Mantle Edge ; s Siphon ;» IncurRhallnw cup
cun or m
small snauow
^^^ Tube; e Excurrent Tube i

called because

the hind foot is usually prehensile, and the great toe opposa^
ble

Quaff'er
straight,

Qualch

division of the Pri-

mates comprising the apes and

;

senate,

;

;

-id), n.

largely or luxuriously.

their solemn revels keep,
quajf with blameless Ethiops in the deep. Dryden.

And

;

quadrisulcate animal.
Quad'rl-syl-lab'ic (-sTl-15b'ik), ) a. Having four sylQuad'rl-syl-!ab'lc-al (-T-kol),
lables ; of or per)
taining to quadrisyllables ; as, a quadrisyllabic word.
Quad'rl-syl'la-ble (-sll'la-b'l), n. [Quadri- -f syllable: cf. F. quadrisyllabe.] A word consisting of four
syllables.
De Quincey.
Quad-riv'a-lenoe (kwod-rlv'a-lens), n. (Chem.) The
quality or state of being quadrivalent tetravalence.
Quad-rlv'a-lent (-lent), a.
[QuadriL. valens,
-entis, p. III.
See Valence.] (CAem.) Having a valence
of four ; capable of combining with, being replaced by,
or compared with, four monad atoms
tetravalent
said of certain atoms and radicals ; thus, carbon and silicon are quadrivalent elements.
Quad'ri-valve (kwod'rT-vSlv), a. [Quadrivalve
cf. F. quadrivalve.]
(Bot.) Dehiscent into four similar
parts; four-valved; a,s, a, quadrivalve peTicarp.
(Arch.)
Quad'rl-yalve, n.
door, shutter, or the
like, having four folds.

quarteroon, and quateron.]
Quad-rox'lde (-rSks'Id or
(Chem.) A tetroxide. [R.]

To drink

V. i.

Twelve days the gods

the Quadrumana,

Complete Quadri-

Quaff (kw4f ),

-f-

:

;

;

[Quadri-

subdivision into four parts.

Quad'ru-mane (kwSd'ru-man), n. [L. quattuor four
-)- manus a hand
cf. F. quadrumane.]
(Zo'ol.) One of

277^
77), n. [F. quadrille, n. fem., fr. Sp.
lateral.
cuddrilla meeting of four or more
persons, or It. quadriglia a band of soldiers, a sort of
dance dim. fr. L. quadra a square, fr. quattuor four.
See Quadrate.] 1. A dance having five figures, in common time, four couples of dancers being iu each set.
2. The appropriate music for a quadrille.

;

A

Quad'rl-SUl'cate (-sul'ktt), a. [Quadri- -f sulcate.]
(Zo'ol.) Having four hoofs
as, a quadrisulcate foot
a

last

—

QUAIL

Quad'rl-sec'tion (kwSd'rT-sSk'shiSn), n.
section.]

;;i

;

Quail, n.

qualia,
Dutch or German
origin; cf. D. kwakkel, kwartel,
OHG. waktala, G. wachtel.]
1. (Zo'ol.) Ally gallinaceous
bird belonging to Coturnix and
several allied genera of the Old
World, especially the common
Quail (CoturEuropean quail (C. communis), European
nix communis), a Adult I
the rain quail (C. Coromande- 6 Young.
lica) of India, the stubble quail
(C. pectoralis), and the Australian swamp quail (Synoi-

LL.

caille,

quaquila,

qualea, of

i

cus ausiralis).
2. (Zo'ol.)

Any one

of several

American partridges bo_«i«—

longing to Colinus, Callipepla, and allied
genera, especially the bobwhite (called
Virginia quail, and Maryland quail),
and the California quail (Callipepla
Californica).
3. (Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous species of Turnix and allied genera, native
of the Old World, as the Australian painted quail (Turnix varius). See Turnix.
so called
4.
prostitute ;
because the quail was thought
to be a very amorous bird.

—

A

Shak.

[Obs.]

Bastard quail (Zo'ol.), a small
Asiatic quail-like bird of the
genus Turnix, as T. taigoor,
a black-breasted species, and
the tiill bustard quail (T.ocel-

—

t

California Quail.

Button
See Turnix.
quail {Zo'ol.), one of several small Asiatic species of Turnix, as T. Sykesii, which is said to be the smallest game
bird of India. —Mountain quail. See under Mountain.
Quail call, a call or pipe for alluring quails into a net or
within range. —Quail dove (Zo'ol.), any one of several
American ground pigeons belonging to Geotrygon and allied genera.— Quail hawk (.Zo'ol.), the New Zealand sparrow hawk (Hieracidea Novx-Hollandiie). Quail pine. See
Quail call, above. —Quail snipe (Zo'ol.), the dowitcher, or
called also robin snipe, and brown
red-breasted snipe
snipe.
Be& quail (Zo'ol.), the turnatone. [Local, U. S.\
latus).

.

—

—

;

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

—

obey, 6rb, 5dd

; ;;

;

QUAILY
[Cf. QuAii, the bird.] {Zool.)
n.
ICanadtari]
[OE. queint, gueynie, coint, prudent, wise, cunning, pretty, odd, OF. coinie cultivated,
amiable, agreeable, neat, fr. L. cognilus known, p. p. of
noscere (for gnoscere) to
cognoscere to know ; con
know. SeeKKow, and cf. Acquaint, CooNiTioN.] 1. Pruartful
wily.
[Obs.']
;
dent ; wise ; hence, crafty ;
Chaucer.
Clerks be full subtle and full quaint.

In a quaking manSir P. Sidney.
Shaky, or tremulous quaking.
Qual'i-fi'a-ble (kwSl'i-fi'a-b'l), a. Capable of being

Qnak'lng-Iy (kwak'Ing-l^), adv.

by ingenuity or art finely fashioned
wTought elegant graceful nice neat. \_Ar-

2. Characterized

;

;

;

quetjnte ring."

"A

Chaucer.

;

;

"His queynle spear."
shepherd young and guaini." Chapman.

"The

chaic']

Spe/tser,
Every look was coy and wondrous quaint.
Shak.
To show how quaint an orator you are.
odd ; whimsical
3. Curious and fanciful ; affected
antique; archaic; singular; unusual; as, quaint architecture ; a quaint expression.
;

Some

An

stroke of quaint yet simple pleasantry.

Macaulay.
Irving.

ir.

Syn, — Quaint, Oi/D, Antique. Antique is applied to
that which has come down from the ancients, or which
is made to imitate some ancient work of art. Odd implies
disharmony, incongruity, or unevenness. An odd thing
or person is an exception to general rules of calculation
and procedure, or expectation and common experience.
In the current use of quaint, the two ideas of odd and
antique are combined, and the word is commonly applied
to that which is pleasing by reason of both these qualities. Thus, we speak of the quaint architecture of many
old buildings in London or a q<uiint expression, uniting
at once the antique and the fanciful.
Qualn'tlse (kwan'tTz), n. [OF. cointise."] 1. Craft;
subtlety cunning.
Chaucer. S. of Glouces.
\^Obs.'\
2. Elegance beauty.
Chaucer.
[06*.]
Quaintly (kwant'iy), adv. hx a quaint manner. Shak.
n.
The
quality
of
being
quaint.
Pope.
Qualnt'ness,
;

Qualr (kwSr), n. [See 3d Quike.] A quire a book.
[Om.] " The king's 2«AaiV."
James I. (of Scotland).
;

limp. & p. p. Quaked (kwakt)
vb. n. Quaking.]
[AS. cwacian; cf. G. quacp. pr.
keln.
Cf. QuAGMiBE.] 1. To be agitated with quick,
short motions continually repeated to shake with fear,
" Quaking for
cold, etc. ; to shudder ; to tremble.
dread."
Chaucer.
the
partridge
She stood quaking like
on which the hawk Is
i.

&

;

Sir P. Sidney.

seize.

abatable ; modifiable.
Barrow.
Qual'1-tl-ca'tlon (-fl-ka'shun), n. [Cf. F. qualification.
See Qualify.] 1. The act of qualifying, or the
condition of being qualified.
2. That which qualifies ; any natural endowment, or
any acquirement, which fits a person for a place, office, or
employment, or which enables him to sustain any character with success ; an enabling quality or circumstance
requisite capacity or possession.
There is no qualtjicaiion for government but virtue and wisqualified

dom, actual

;

without any qualification.
Qual'1-G-ca-tive (-ka-tiv), n.

Qual'1-fl-ca'tor (-ka'ter), n. [LL.] (JJ. C. Ch.) An
officer whose business it is to examine and prepare causes
for trial in the ecclesiastical courts.
Qual'1-tled (-fid), o. 1. Fitted by accomplishments
or endowments.
2. Modified ; limited ; as, a qualified statement.
Qualified fee (Law), a base fee, or an estate which has
a qualification amiexed to it, the fee ceasing with the
qualification, as a grant to A and his heirs, tenants of the
manor of Dale. Qualified indorsement (Zau'}, an indorsement which modifies the liability of the mdorser that
would result from the general principles of law, but does
not affect the negotiability of the instrument. Story.
Qualified negative (Legislation), a limited veto power, by
which the chief executive in a constitutional government
may refuse assent to bills passed by the legislative body,
which bills therefore fail to become laws unless upon a
reconsideration the legislature again passes them by a
certain majority specified in the constitution, when they
become laws without the approval of the executive.
Qualified property (iau;), that which depends on temporary
possession, as that in wild animals reclaimed, or as in the
case of a bailment.

—

to native

—

—

pretty four-lobed corollas which are
pale blue with a yellowish center
also called bluets, and little inno-

—

cents.

ing to a Quaker

A woman who

a.
;

F.

Quaker Ladies.

Quak'er-lsm (-iz'm), n. The peculiar character,
ners, tenets, etc., of the Quakers.
Quak'er-like (-Uk), a. Like a Quaker.

maa

A

;

ma).

(X)

Briza, liaving slender-stalked and pendulous ovate spikejets, which quake and rattle in the wind.
Briza maxima
IB the large quaking grass
B. media and B. miliar are
the smaller kmds. (6) Eattlesnake grass (Qlyceria Cana:

densis),

r^de,

f yll,

ap,

qualitativus,

(Chem.\ analysis which merely de-

—

Qual'i-tied (kwSl'i-tid), a. Furnislied witli qualities
endowed. [06s.] '''S.evia.svieWqualitied." Chapman.
Qual'i-ty (-tjf), n. ; pi. Qualities (-tiz). [F. qualitk, L.
qualitas, fr. qualis how constituted, as ; akin to E. tvhich.
See Which.] 1. The condition of being of such and such
a sort as distinguished from others nature or character
relatively considered, as of goods; character; sort ; r.ank.
We Uved most joyful, obtaining acquaintance with many of
Bacon.
the city not of the meanest quality.
profession ; occu2. Special or temporary character
pation ; assumed or asserted rank, part, or position.
Qray,
I made that inquiry in qualilu of an antiquary.
3. That which makes, or helps to make, anytliing such
predicable
subject,
or
of
belonging
to
a
as it is ; anything
it ; distinguishing property, characteristic, or attribute
distinctive
trait
peculiar power, capacity, or virtue ;
as, the tones of a flute differ from those of a violin in
quality ; the great quality of a statesman.
(J^f" Qualities, in metaphysics, are primaiy or secondtliose essential to the existence, and
ary. Primary are those
;

Quak'l-ness (-T-nSs), n. The state of
being quaky liability to quake.
Quak'ing, a. & n. from Quake, v.
Quaking asp {Bot.), an American species
of poplar (Populus tremnloidci), the leaves
of which tremble in the lightest breeze. It
much resembles the European aspen. See
Aspen. — Quaking bog, a bog of forming Quaking Grass
peat 30 saturated witli water that it shakes
( Briza maxi-

unite,

LL.

[Cf.

;

wagtail.

use,

a.

— Qual'1-ta-tive-ly, adv.

Qualitative analysis

;

when trodden upon. — Quaking grass, (flat.)
(a). One of several grasses of the genua

(-ta-tiv),

Relating to quality; having the char-

termines the constituents of a substance without any
contrasted
regard to the quantity of each ingredient
with quantitative analysis.

Quak'er-ly, a. Resembling Quakers;
Quakerlike Quakerish.
Macaulay.
Quak'er-y (-y), n. Quakerism. [06.?.]
Hallywell.
(Zool.)

qualitatif.']

acter of quality.

Quakerlike.

n.

;

an office.
Qual'1-ta-Uve

of

Like or pertain-

Quake'taU' (kwak'tal'),

;

;

ladles (Bot.'), a low American biennial plant (Houstonia casrulea), with

Quak'er-lsh,

(-fid)

;

Nux

Society

p. Qualified

To give individual quality to ; to modulate ; to
; to regulate.
hath no larynx ... to qualify the sound. Sir T. Browne.
3. To reduce from a general, undefined, or comprehensive form, to a particular or restricted form to modify ; to limit
to restrict ; to restrain ; as, to qualify a
statement, claim, or proposition.
4. Hence, to soften ; to abate ; to diminish ; to assuage ; to reduce the strength of, as liquors.
I do not seek to quench your love's hot fire.
Shak.
But qualify the fire's extreme rage.
[Obs.']
5. To soothe; to cure ;
said of persons.
Spenser.
In short space he has them qualified.
Syn. To fit ; equip ; prepare adapt ; capacitate
enable ; modify ; soften ; restrict ; restrain ; temper.
Qual'1-ty, V. i. 1. To be or become qualified ; to be
fit, as for an office or employment.
2. To obtain legal power or capacity by taking the
oath, or complying with the forms required, on assuming

;

n.
of the

& p.

It

— Quaker gun, a See
dummy
of wood or other material — so called because the sect
of Friends, or Quakers, hold to the
doctrine of nonresistance. — Quaker

Quak'er-ess,

;

that the quality
eling habits.

Om

;

pity

;

;

;

may

how

see

pretty they will look in their

trav-.

Addison.
attribute ; nature ; peculiarity ; character ; sort ; rank disposition temper.
Qualm (kwam; 277), n. [AS. cwealm death, slaughter, pestilence, akin to OS.
OHG. qualm. See Quail to
cower.] 1. Sickness ; disease ; pestilence ; death. [OJj.]

Syn, — Property

;

;

;

&

A thousand slain and not of qualm ystorve [dead].
A sudden attack of illness, f aintness, or

2.

Chaucer.

pain

;

an

" Qualms

agony.

of heartsick agony."
3Iilton.
3. Especially, a sudden sensation of nausea.
For who, without a qualm, hath ever looked
On holy garbage, though by Homer cooked ? Roscommon,
4.
prick or scruple of conscience ; uneasiness at

A

compunction.
Dryden.
a.
Sick at the stomach ; affected with
nausea or sickly languor inclined to vomit. Shak.
Qualm'ish-ly, adv.
Qualm'ish-ness, n.
Quam'ash (kwSm'Ssh), n. (Bot.) See CamASS.
Quam'O-Clit (kwam'6-klit), n. [Gr. kuk^o; a bean -f
KKCveiv to bend, to slope.] (Bot.) Formerly, a genus of
plants including the cypress vine (Quamoclit vulgaris,
now called Jpomcea Quamoclit). The genus is now
merged in Ipomoea.
Quan'dang (kwSn'dang), n. (Bot.) The edible drupaceous fruit of an Australian tree (Fusanus acuminaconscience

;

Qualm'ish,

—

—

;

Sandalwood family.
Quan'da-ry (kwSn'da^ry or kw5n-da'ry 277), n. ; pL
Quandakies (-riz). [Prob. fr. OE. wandreth adversity,
perplexity, Icel. vandrseSi difficulty, trouble, fr. vandr
tus) of the

;

A

difficult.]

doubt;

state of difficulty or perplexity;

uncertainty.

Quan'da-ry,

v.

To bring

t.

perplexity, or difficulty.

into a state of uncertainty,

Otway.

[Obs.']

Quan'dy (kwSn'dJ), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] (Zool.)
The old squaw. [Local, U. S.]
Quan'net (-net), n. A flat file having the handle
at one side, so as to be used like a plane.
Quant (kwfint or kw5nt), n. A punting pole vrith a
broad flange near the end to prevent it from sinking into
the mud a setting pole.
Quan'tic (kwon'tik), n. [L. quantus how much. See
Quantity.] (Slath.) A homogeneous algebraic function
;

of

two or more

variables, in general containing only pos-

itive Integral powers of the variables, and called quadric, cubic, quartic, quintic, etc., according as it is ol

the second, third, fourth, fifth, or a higher degree.
These are further called binary, ternary, quaternary,
etc., according as they contain two, three, four, or more
variables
thus, the quantic az^ -\- bz-y -\-cxy'^ -\- dy^
is a binary cubic.
[See
Quan'tl-fi-ca'tion (kwSn'tl-fl-ka'shiSn), n.
Quantity.] Modification by a reference to quantity j
the introduction of the element of quantity.
;

The

2.

cannon made

is a member
Friends.

[imp.

vary

flight.

(Bot.)

(-fi), v. t.

to furnish with the knowledge, skill, or other
accomplishment necessary for a purpose ; to make capable, as of an employment or privilege ; to supply with
legal power or capacity.
He had qualified himself for municipal office by taking the
Macaulay.
oaths to the sovereigns in possession.

character

3. {Zool.) (a) The nankeen (^(EdipodakdpKurea).
bird.
(6) The sooty albatross.
(c) Any grasshopper or locust of the genus OSdipoda ;
so called from the quaking noise
buttons.

fit; adapted. — Qualified, Comis most commonly used with respect
endowments and general ability suited to the

Competent

;

;

Syn.— Competent;
petent.

&

.

;

He had those qualities of horsemanship, dancing, and fencing
which accompany a good breeding.
Clarendon,
high rank
5. Superior birth or station
elevated
character.
"PeiBons oi quality."
Bacon.
Quality binding, a kind of worsted tape used in Scotland
for binding carpets, and the like. — The quality, those of
high rank or station, as distinguished from the masses, or
common people the nobility the gentry.
I shall appear at the masquerade dressed up in my feathers,

Fuller,

vb. n. QuALiFTiNO (-fl'ing).] [F. qualifier, 'L'L.
p. pr.
qualificare, fr. L. qualis how constituted, as -j- -ficare
(in comp.) to make.
1. To
See Quality, and -Fy.]
make such as is required ; to give added or requisite
qualities to ; to fit, as for a place, office, occupation, or

of
of

even the conception, of the thing, as of matter or spirit.
Secondary are those not essential to such a conception.
4. An acquired trait ; accomplishment acquisition.

qualifies,

;

Fox's teaching was primarily a
preaching of repentance.
The
trembling among the Ustening crowd
caused or confirmed the name of
(>ua/;ers given to the body; men and
Women sometimes fell down and lay
struggling as if for life. Encyc. Brit.

Quaker
VOMICA.

That which

a qualifying term or statement.
and restrictives he in-

qualijicatives, correctives,
serteth in this his relation.

Qual'i-fy

n., i.

made during

;

How many

;

which call themselves Friends.
They were called Quakers, originally, in derision.
See Feiend,

.

Burke.

The state of being qualified.
Qu£;l'l-fled'ness, n.
One who, or that which, qualQual'l-fi'er (-fi'er), n.
ifies that which modifies, reduces, tempers, or restrains.

;

.

or presumptive.

3. The act of limiting, or the state of being limited ;
that which qualifies by limiting modification ; restriction ; hence, abatement ; diminution ; as, to use words

;

—

;

modification or qualification.

;

;

;

performance of a task or duty ; qualified with respect to
specific acquirements and training.
Qual'l-fled'ly, adv. In the way of qualification with

2. To shake, vibrate, or quiver, either from not being
solid, as soft, wet land, or from violent convulsion of
any kind as, the earth quakes ; the mountains quake.
" Over quaking bogs."
Macaulay.
Quake, V. t. [Cf. AS. cwecean to move, shake. See
Quake, v. ?.] To cause to quake. \_Obs.'\
Shak.
Quake, n. A tremulous agitation a quick vibratory
movement a shudder a quivering.

Quak'er (kwak'er), n. 1. One who quakes.
i. One of a religious sect founded by George Fox,
Leicestershire, England, about 1650,
the members

(-y), a.

—

;

ready to

fearfully.

—

;

v.

;

Quak'y

modifies, or restricts

old, long-faced, long-bodied servant in quaint hvery-

Quake (kwak),

ner

a.

+

skillfully

QUANTITY

1173

Qaall'y (kwal'J),

The upland plover.
Quaint (kwant),

;

;;;;;

quantification of the predicate belongs in part to Sir
to negative proposb
; viz., in its extension
De Quincey.

William Hamilton
tions.

Quan'tl-fy (kw5n'tl-fi), v. t. [L. quantus how much
To modify or qualify with respect to quantity
to rate.
to fix or express the quantity of
Quan'ti-ta-tive (kwon'ti-ta-tlv), a. [Cf. F. quantiiaRelating to quantity.
Quan'tl-ta-tlve-ly, adv.
tif.]

+ -fy.]

;

—

Quantitative analysis (Chem.), analysis which determines the amount or quantity of each ingredient of a substance, by weight or by volume — contrasted with qual;

itative analysis.

Quan'tl-tive (-ttv), a. [See Quantity/] Estimable
Str K. Digby.
according to quantity quantitative.
So as to be measurable by
Quan'ti-tlve-ly, adv.
quantity quantitatively.
Quan'ti-ty (kwou'tl-ty), n.; pi. Quantities (-tIz).
[F. quantite, L. qua7ititus, fr. quantus how great, how
much, akin to quam how, E. how, who. See Who.]
1. The attribute of being so much, and not more or
less
the property of being measurable, or capable of
;

;

;

increase and decrease, multiplication and division greatness; and more concretely, that which answers the
question " How much ? " ; measure in regard to bulk or
amount ; determinate or comparative dimensions ; meas;

Hence, in specific
ure ; amount ; bulk extent size.
uses (a) (Logic) The extent or extension of a general
conception, that is, the number of species or individuals
also, its content or compreto whicli it may be applied
hension, that is, the number of its constituent qualities,
attributes, or relations, (b) (Gram.) The measure of a
syllable that which determines the time in whicli it is
pronounced as, the long or short quantity of a vowel
or syllable, (c) (Mus.) The relative duration of a tone.
2. That which can be increased, diminished, or measured; especially (Math.), anything to wliich mathematical processes are applicable.
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

food, I<Jbt

;

out, oil

;

clialr

:

go ; Bing, ink

^ff^ Quantity is discrete when it is applied to separate
number; continuous^wheu the parts are
connected, either in succession, as in time, motion, etc.,
or in extension, as by the dimensions of space, viz.,
length, breadth, and thickness.
olijects, as in

3.
built

X

detenuinnte or estimated amount; a

sum or

a certain portion or part ; sometimes, a considerable amount ; a large portion, bulk, or suui ; as, a medicine taken in quantities, that is, in large quantities.
;

(pMn?iri(j/of
of extensive and curious information which he
Tlic quantity
Tbc

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

sb = z

in azure.

"

;

had picked up during many months of desultory, but not un-

N

Macaulwj.
Quantity of estate (Law), its time of continuance, or degree of interest, as in fee, for life, or for years. Wharton
(Law Did.). —Quantity of matter, in a body, its mass, as
determined by its weight, or by its momentum under a
Quantity of motion (Mech.), in a body,
given velocity.
the relative amount of its motion, as measured by its
momentum, varying as the product of mass and velocity.
Known quantities (Math.), quantities whose value?
are given. —Unknown quantities (Math.), quantities whose
values are sought.
Quan-tlv'a-lence (kwSn-tiv'a-lens), ». [L. quantna
E. valence.^ (Chem.) Valence. [_Archaic\
how much
Quan-tiV'a-lent (-lent), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining
[Archaic]
to quautivalence.

3.

To find

profitable, study.

—

—

+

Quanta

Quan'tum (kwou'tum), n. ; pi.
neuter of quantus how great, how much. See Qdantity.]
1. Quantity amount. " Without authenticating
Burke.
the quantum of the charges."
2. {3Iath.) A definite portion of a manifoldness, limW. K. Clifford.
ited by a mark or by a boundary.
Quantum meruit (m5r'iJ-Tt) [L., as much as he merited]
(Law), a count in an action grounded on a promise that
the defendant would pay to the plaintiff for his service
as much as he sliould deserve.
Quantum sufiicit (suf'f I81 tK or Quantum suff. [L., as much as suffices] (jl/erf.), a
[L.,

(-ta).

.

;

.

.

II

—

—

;

,

II

—

2. Specifically, the term, originally of forty days, during wliich a ship arriving in port, and suspected of being
infected with a malignant contagious disease, is obliged
to forbear all intercourse with the shore ; hence, such
restraint or inhibition of intercourse ; also, the place
where infected or prohibited vessels are stationed.

^ff^ Quarantine is now apphed also to any forced stoppage of travel or communication on account of malignant
contagious disease, on land as well as by sea.
3. (Eng. Law) The period of forty days during which
the widow had the privilege of remaining in the mansion
house of which her husband died seized.
Quarantine flag, a yellow flag hoisted at the fore of a vessel
or hung from a building, to give warning of an infectious
disease ; —called also the yellow jack, and yellow flag.
Quar'an-tine' (kwor'an-ten'), v. t. [imp.
p. p.
Quakantinbd (-tend') ; p. pr.
vb. }i. Quarantining.]
To compel to remain at a distance, or in a given place,
without intercourse, when suspected of having contagious disease ; to put under, or in, quarantine.
Quarl (kwarl), re. IGf. G. qualle.} (ZooZ.) A medusa,

&

&

or jellyfish.

—

Shak.
(-siim), a.
Apt or disposed to quargiven to brawls and contention ; easily irritated or
provoked to contest ; irascible choleric.
quarrellous.']

Quar'rel-some

rel

;

;

— Pugnacious

Syn.

choleric

;

fiery

,

—

.

:

A

cusps, etc., make the form nearly square,
(c)
square
or lozenge-shaped paving tils,
3.
glazier's diamond.
Simmonds.
four-sided cutting tool or chisel having a dia4.

A
A

mond-shaped end.
[OE. querele, OF. querele, F. querelle,
re.
L. querela, querella, a complaint, fr. queri to comSee Querulous.] 1. A breach of concord, amity,
or obligation ; a falling out a difference ; a disagreement ; an antagonism in opinion, feeling, or conduct esp.,
an angry dispute, contest, or strife a brawl ; an alterca^
tion as, he had a quarrel with his father about expenses.
I will bring a sword upon you that shall avenge the quarrel of
my covenant.
Lev. xxvi. 25.
Quar'rel,

fr.

plain.

;

;

;

;

On open seas their quarrels they debate.
Ground of objection, dislike, difference,

2.
ity ; cause of dispute or contest

Dryden.
or hostil-

occasion of altercation.
Herodiae had a quarrel against him, and would have killed
him.
Markvi.N.
No man hath any quai-rel to me.
Skak.
He thought he had a good quarrel to attack him. Uolinshed.
3. Earnest desire or longing.
[06s.]
Holland.
To pick a quarrel. See under Pick, v. t.

Syn. — Brawl

;

squabble affray ; feud tumult
contest dispute altercation ; contention wrangle.
Quar'rel, v. i. [imp. & p. p. Quarreled (-reld) or
Quarrelled p. pr. & vb. n. Quarreling or Quarrelling.]
[Cf. OF. quereler, F. quereller.
See 2d Quarrel.]
1. To violate concord or agreement; to have a
difference to fall out to be or become antagonistic.
broil

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Our

people quarrel with obedience.
Shak.
But some defect in her
Did quarrel with the noblest grace she owed.
Shak.
2. To dispute angrily, or violently ; to wrangle ; to
joold ; to altercate ; to contend ; to fight.
Beasts called sociable quarrel in hunger and lust.
Sir W. Temple.

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

irritable

;

;

irascible

;

brawling

;

petulant.

— Quar'rel-some-ly, adv. — Quar'rel-some-ness, n.
Quar'lled (kwSri'rtd),

a.

Now I am

Provided with prey.
Beau.

bravely quarried.

(-ri-er),

re.

Ft.

A

of the beast. See Cuirass.] 1. (a)
part of the entrails
of the beast taken, given to the hounds. (6)
heap of

A

2.

killed.

The

(e)

object of the chase

;

The fourth part

game hunted with hawks. " The
; especially, the
stone-dead jMarry.
Spenser.
The wily quarry shunned the shock. Sir TT. Scott.
Quar'ry, v. i. To secure prey ; to prey, as a vulture
or harpy.
L^Estrange.
Quar'ry, n. [OE. quarrere, OF. quariere, F. carriire,
LL. quadraria a quarry, whence squared (quadrati)
stones are dug, fr. quadralus square. See Quadrate.]
place, cavern, or pit where stone is taken from the
rock or ledge, or dug from the earth, for building or
other purposes ; a stone pit. See 5tli Mine (a).
Quar'ry, v. t. limp.
p. p. Quarried (-rid) ; p. pr.
& vb. n. Quarrying.] To dig or take from a quarry as,
to quarry marble.
Quar'ry-faced' (-fast'), a. {Stone Masonry) Having
a face left as it comes from the quarry and not smoothed
with the chisel or point ;
said of stones.
Quar'ry-man (-man), n. ; pi. Qdarrymen (-men). A
man who is engaged in quarrying stones ; a quarrier.
Quart (kwart), re. [F. quart, n. masc, fr. L. quartus
the fourth, akin to quattuor four. See Four, and cf. 2d
Carte, Quarto.] The fourth part ; a quarter ; hence, a
region of the earth. [06s.]
game

A

&

;

—

Spenser.

of tlv

;

of a slaughtered animal, including a leg; as, the fore
quarters ; the hind quarters, (e) That part of a boot or
shoe which forms the side, from the heel to the vamp.
(/) {Far.) That part on either side of a horse's hoof
between the toe and heel, being the side of the coflSn.
term of study in a seminary, college, etc. ; prop((/)
erly, a fourth part of the year, but often longer or shorter.
(A) pi. {Mil.) The encampment on one of the principal
passages round a place besieged, to prevent relief and
intercept convoys,
{i) {Naut.) The after-part of a vessel's side, generally corresponding in extent with the
quarter-deck ; also, the part of the yardarm outside of
the. slings.
(J) {Her.) One of the divisions of an escutcheon when it is divided into four portions by a horizontal and a perpendicular line meeting in the fess point.,

A

<^^ When two coats of arms are united upon one
escutcheon, as in case of marriage, the first and fourth
quarters display one shield, the second and third the
other. See Quarter, v. t., 5.
{k) One of the four parts into which the horizon is re.
garded as divided a cardinal point a direction a principal division a region a territory.
;

Each

;

;

Scouts each coast light-armed scour,
quarter, to descry the distant foe.
Milton.

A

division of a town, city, or county ; a particular
district ; a locality as, the Latin quarter in Paris,
(m)
{Arch.)
small upright timber post, used in partitions
in the United States more commonly called stud.
(re) {Naut.) The fourth part of the distance from one
point of the compass to another, being the fourth part of
11° 15', that is, about 2° 49'
called also quarter point.
2. Proper station
specific place
assigned position j
special location.
{I)

;

A

—

;

—

;

;

Swift to their several quarters hasted then
The cumbrous elements.

the animal hunted for

possess the western quart.

{Astron.)

;

;

;

game

Hutton.

of coal.

moon's period, or monthly revolution as, the first quarter after the change or full, (d) One limb of a quadruped
with the adjacent parts one fourth part of the carcase

;

Sf

A

worker in a stone quarry.
[OE. quarre, OF. quarre
Quar'ry (kwjSr'ry), re.
square, F. carre, from L. quadralus square, quadrate,
quadraium a square. See Quadrate, and cf. Quarrel
an arrow.] Same as 1st Quarrel. [06s.]
Fairfax.
Quar'ry, a. [OF. quarre.'] Quadrate square. [06s.]
Quar'ry, re. / pi. Quarries (-riz). [OE. querre, OF.
cuiree, F. curee, fr. cuir hide, leather, fr. L. corium;
the quarry given to the dogs being wrapped in the skin
Qnar'rl-er

Camber did

;

.

tc cavil ; as, to quarrel with one's lot.
with a slight mistake. Roscommon.

Quar'rel (kwor'rel), V. t. 1. To quarrel with. [iJ.]
" I had quarreled my ijrother purposely."
B. Jonson.
2. To compel by a quarrel ; as, to quarrel a man out
of his estate or rights.
Quar'rel-er (-er), re. [Written also guarreller.J One
who quarrels or wrangles; one who is quarrelsome. Shak.
Quar'rel-et (-St), n. A little quarrel. See 1st QuarESL, 2. [iJ.J " Quarrelets of pearl [teeth]." Merrick.
Quar'rel-fng, a. Engaged in a quarrel ; apt or disposed to quarrel ; as, quarreling factions ; a quarreling
mood.
Quar'rel-lng-ly, adv.
[OF. querelous, F. querelleux,
Quar'rel-OUS (-iis), a.
L. querulosus and querulus, fr. queri to complain.
See
2d Quarrel.]
Quarrelsome.
[Written also
[Ois.]

[iJ.]

The jellied qua7-l that flings
At once a thousand streaming stings. J. E. Drake.
Qnar'rel (kwSr'rgl), re. [OE. quarel, OF. quarrel, F.
carreau, LL. quadrellus, from L. quadrus square. See
Quadrate, and cf. Quadrel, Quarry an arrow, Carkbil.]
1. An arrow for a crossbow
so named because it
commonly had a square head. [Ois.]
To shoot with arrows and quarrel. Sir J. Mandeville.
with windlaces and quarrels. Sir W. Scott.
Two arblasts,
2. (Arch.) Any small square or quadrangular member as (a) A square of glass, esp. when set diagonally.
(6) A small opening 1e window tracery, of which the
;

;

I will not quarrel

II

Quantum valebat (va-le'bat) [L. as
much as it was worth] (Law), a count In an action to recover of the defendant, for goods sold, as much as they
Blackstone.
were worth.
Quap (kwop), V. i. To quaver. [06s.] See QnoB.
Qua'qua-ver'sal (kwa'kwa-ver'sal), a. [L. quaqua
wheresoever, whithersoever -\~ versus, p. p, of vertere to
turn.] 1. Turning or dipping in any or every direction.
2. (Geol.) Dipping toward aU points of the compass
round a center, as beds of lava round a crater.
Quar (kwar), n. A quarry. \_Prov. Eng.'] B. Jonson,
Quar'an-tine (kw5r'an-ten), n. [F. quarantaine, OF.
guaranteine, fr. F. quarante forty, L. quadraginta, akin
to quattuor four, and E. four : cf. It. quarantina, quarentine. See Fouk, and of. Quadragesima.] 1. A space
used of Lent.
of forty days
sufficient quantity,

fault

;
;

QUARTER
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QUANTIVALENCE

—

;

;;

Milton.

Hence, specifically : (a) {Naut.) A station at which officers and men are posted in battle
usually in the
plural.
(6) Place of lodging or temporary residence;
;

—

—

shelter ; entertainment
usually in the plural.
The banter turned as to what quarters each would find.
;

W. Irving.
(c) pl. {3Iil.) A station or encampment occupied by
troops ; a place of lodging for soldiers or officers ; as,
winter quarters, {d) Treatment shown by an enemy
mercy ; especially, the act of sparing the life of a conquered enemy ; a refraining from pushing one's advantage to extremes.
He magnified his own clemency, now they were at his mercy,

them quarter for their lives.
Clarendon.
Cocks and Iambs ... at the mercy of cats and wolves
must never expect better quarter.
L Estrange,
3. Friendship amity concord. [06s.] To keep quarter, to keep one's proper place, and so be on good terme
with another. [06s.]
In quarter, and in terms like bride and groom.
Shak.
I knew two that were competitors for the secretary's place,
and yet kept good quarter between themselves.
Bacon.
False quarter, a cleft in the quarter of a horse's foot. —
Fifth quarter, the hide and fat — a butcher's term. — 0»
the quarter (Naut.), in a direction between abeam and
astern opposite, or nearly opposite, a vessel's quarter. —
to olfer

.

;

.

.

.

.

;

.

;

[F. quarte, n. fem., fr. quart fourth. See
quarter.] 1. A measure of capacity, both in
dry and in liquid measure ; the fourth part of a gallon
the eighth part of a peck ; two pints.

Quart,

re.

Quart a

measure, a quart
forty English
^W In imperial
ounces
wine measure,
thirty-two American
is

;

in

it is

fluid
fluid

The United States dry quart contains 67.20 cubic
inches, the fluid quart 57.75. The English quart contains
69.32 cubic inches.
ounces.

A vessel

or measure containing a quart.
[See Quart a quarter.] In cards, four
re.
successive cards of the same suit. Cf. Tierce, 4. Hoyle.
Quar'tan (kwar'tan), a. [F. quartain, in fievre quartaine, L. quarta7ius, fr. quartus the fourth.
See Quart. J
Of or pertaining to the fourth ; occurring every fourth
day, reckoning inclusively ; as, a quartan ague, or fever.
Quar'tan, re. 1. {Med.) An intermittent fever which
returns every fourth day, reckoning inclusively, that is^
one in which the interval between paroxysms is two days.
2.
measure, the fourth part of some other measure.
Quar'tane (-tan), re. [L. juartas the fourth.] (Chem.)
Butane, each molecule of which has four carbon atoms.
[L. quartus the
Quar-ta'tlon (kwar-ta'shiin), «.
fourth : cf. F. quar'tation.
So called because usually
enough silver is added to make the amount of gold in
the alloyed button about one fourth.] (Chem.
Assaying) The act, process, or result (in the process of parting)
of alloying a button of nearly pure gold with enough
silver to reduce the fineness so as to allow acids to attack
and remove all metals except the gold ;
called also
inquartation. Compare Parting.
Quarte (kart), re. [F.] Same as 2d Carte.
[Quartane -|- ethyleree.]
Quar'tene (kwar'ten), re.
2.

Quart

(kart),

A

&

—

II

{Chem.) Same as iJuTYLENE.

+

\_Quartene
Quar'ten-yl'ic (kwar'tgn-il'tk), a.
-yl
-ic] {Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid of
the acrylic acid series, metameric with crotonic acid, and
obtained as a colorless liquid
so called from having
four carbon atoms in the molecule. Called also iso-f-

;

—

crotonic acid.
Quar'ter (kwar'ter), re. [F. quartier, L. quartarius a
fourth part, fr. quartus the fourth. See Quart.] 1. One
of four equal parts into which anything is divided, or is
regarded as divided ; a fourth part or portion as, a
quarter of a dollar, of a pound, of a yard, of an hour,
etc.
Hence, specifically (a) The fourth of a hundredweight, being 25 or 28 pounds, according as the hundredweight is reckoned at 100 or 112 pounds. (6) The
fourth of a ton in weight, or eight bushels of grain as,
a quarter of wheat ; also, the fourth part of a chaldron
;

:

;

final,

gU

i

eve,

event,

6nd, fem, recent

;

ice,

;

Quarter aspect.

(Astrol.)

Same

as Quadrate.

— Quarter
—

back (Football), the player who has position next behind
center rush, and receives the ball on the snap back.
Quarter badge (Naut.), an ornament on the side of a vessel
near the stern. J/ar. iJfct
Quarter bill (Naut.), a list
specifying the different stations to be taken by the officers and crew in time of action, and the names of the men
assigned to each.
Quarter Mock (Naut.), a block fitted
under the quarters of a yard on each side of the slings,
through which the clew lines and sheets are reeved.
R. H. Dana, /?-.
Quarter boat (Naut.), a boat hung at a
vessel's quarter.
Quarter cloths (Naut.), long pieces of
painted canvas, used to cover the quarter netting.
Quarter day, a day regarded as terminating a quarter of
the year hence, one on which any payment, especially
rent, becomes due. In matters influenced by United
States statutes, quarter days are the first days of January,
April, July, and October. In New York and many other
places, as between landlord and tenant, they are the first
days of May, August, November, and February. The
quarter days usually recognized in England are the 25th
of March (Lady Day), the 24th of June (Midsummer Day),
the 29th of September (Michaelmas Day), and the 25th of
December (Christmas Day).
Quarter face, in fine arts,
portrait painting, etc., a face turned away so that but one
quarter is visible.
Quarter gallery (Naid.), a balcony
Quarter
on the quarter of a ship. See Gallery, 4.
gunner (Naut.), a petty omcer who assists the gunner. —
Quarter
/onsore.
Quarter look, a side glance. [Obs.]
nettings (Naut.), hammock nettings along the quarter
rails.
Quarter note (Mus.), a note equal in duration to
half a minim or a fourth of a semibreve a crotchet.
Quarter pieces (Naut.), several pieces of timber at the
after-part of the quarter gallery, near the taffrail. Toi<en.— Quarter point. (Naut.) See Quarter, re., 1 (re).
Quarter railing, or Quarter rails (Naut.), narrow molded
planks reaching from the top of the stem to the gangQuarter
way, serving as a f euce to the quarter-deck.
sessions (Eng. Law), a general court of criminal jurisdiction held quarterly by the justices of peace in counties
Quarter square
and by the recorders in boroughs.
(Math.), the fourth part of the square of a number.
Tables of quarter squares have been devised to save
Quarter turn. Quarter
labor in multiplying numbers.
turn belt (Mach.). an arrangement in which a belt transmits motion between two shafts which are at right angles
with each other.
Quarter watch (Naut.), a subdiTisiois oi
the full watch (one fourth of the crew) on a man-of-war.
To glvej or show, quarter (Mil.), to accept as prisoner,
on submission in battle to forbear to kill, as a vanquished enemy.
To keep quarter. See Quarter, n., S.
Quar'ter (kwar'ter), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Quartered
(-terd) p. pr.
vb. re. Quartering.] 1. To divide into
four equal parts.

—

—

—
—

—

;

—

—

—
—

A

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

;

idea,

ill

;

;

old,

Stey,

6rl),

6dd

,

;

;

;
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QUEASINESS

2. To divide ; to separate into parts or regions.
Dryden.
Then sailors quartered lieaven.
to sup3. To furiiisli witli slielter or entertainment
living
for
a
time
to
of
especially,
means
ply with the
furnish shelter to as, to quarter soldiers.
Sardis
to
be
quartered.
night
in
Shak.
They mean tliis
to allot, [ii.l
4. To furnish as a portion

Qnar'tlc (kwar'ttk), a. [L. quartus fourth.] (Math.)
Of the fourth degree.
Quar'tic (kwar'tlk), n. (a) (Alg.) A quantic of the
fourth degree. See Quantic. (b) (Geom.) A curve or
surface whose equation is of the fourth degree in the

extracted as a white crystalline substance ;
formerly
[Written also guassUn, and quassine.']
called quassite.
Quat (kwot), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] (a) A pustule.
Shak,
[Obs.] (b) An annoying, worthless person.

;

;

;

;

This

isle

.

.

.

Milton.
He quarters to his blue-haired deities.
6. (Her.) To arrange (different coats of arms) upon
one escutclieon, as when a man
inherits from both father and
mother the riglit to bear arms.

^ff" When only two coats of
arms are so combined they are
arranged in four compartments.
See QcAKTEK, n., 1 (i).
Quar'ter (kwar'ter), v. i. To
lodge ; to have a'temporary resi-

^ \^ ^

Quar'ter, V. I. \J?.cartayer.']
Quartered Arms.
To drive a carriage so as to prevent the wheels from going into the ruts, or so that a rut
shall be between the wheels.
Every creature that met us would rely on us for quartering.

De

Quincey.

8Uar'ter-age (-Sj), re. A quarterly allowance.
uar'ter-deck' (-dSk'), n. (JVaut.) That part of the
upper deck abaft the mainmast, including the poop deck
is

one.

sengers.

Qnar'ter-foil' (kwar'ter-foil'),

[Quar/er-j-foil:ct.¥.qua-

ire feuiUes.']

(jlccA.)

mental foliation

Quar'tile (-til), n. [F. quartile aspect, fr. L. quartus
the fourth. See Quart.] (Asirol.) Same as Quadrate.
Quar'tlne (-tin or -ten), re. [F., fr. L. quartus the
fourth.]
(Bot.) A supposed fourth integument of an
ovule, counting from the outside.
Quar'tO (kwar'to), a. [L. in quarto in fourth, from
quartus the fourth: cf. F. (ire) quarto. See Quart.]
Having four leaves to the sheet ; of the form or size of
a quarto.
Quar'tO, re. / pi. Quartos (-toz). Originally, a book of
the size of the fourth of a sheet of printing paper a size
made by twice folding a sheet, which then makes four
leaves ; in present usage, a book of a square or nearly
square form, and usually of large size.
Quar'tridge (-trTj),M. Quarterage. [06*.]
Quartz (kwarts), re. [G. quarz.'] (Min.) A form of
sihca, or silicon dioxide (Si02), occurring in hexagonal
crystals, which are commonly colorless and transparent,
but sometimes also yellow, brown, purple, green, and of
other colors ; also in cryptocrystalline massive forms
varjnng in color and degree of transparency, being sometimes opaque.

t^^ The crystalline varieties Include amethyst, viocitrine and false topaz, pale yellow
rock crystal,
transparent and colorless or nearly so rose quartz, rosecolored smoky quartz, smoky brown. The chief cryptocrystalline varieties are agate, a chalcedony in layers or
clouded with different colors, including the onyx and sardonyx ; carnelian and sard, red or flesh-colored chalcedony chalcedony, nearly white, and waxy in luster
chrysoprase, an apple-green chalcedony flint, hornstone,
basanite, or touchstone, hiovm to black in color and comheliotrope, green dotted with red
pact in texture
jasper, opaque, red, yellow, or brown, colored by iron or
ferruginous clay ; prase, translucent and dull leek-green.
Quartz is an essential constituent of granite, and
abounds in rocks of all ages. It forms the rocks quartzite
{quartz rock) and sanastone, and makes most of the sand
of the seashore.
:

let

An

having

;

:

;

;

ornafour

Quarterfoils.

;

lobes, or foils.
Quar'ter-hung' (-hung'), a. {Ordnance) Having trunnions the axes of which lie below the line of the bore
said of a cannon.
1. {Naut.) Coming from a point
Quar'tei-lng, a.
said of
well abaft the lieam, but not directly astern ;
waves or any moving object.
2. {Mach.) At right angles, as the cranks of a locomotive, which are in planes forming a right angle vrith
;

—

—

each other.
Quar'ter-lng, re. 1. A station. [06s.] Bp. Montagu.
quarters.
2. Assignment of quarters for soldiers
3. (Her.) («) The division of a shield containing different coats of arms into four or more compartments.
(6) One of the different coats of arms arranged upon an
escutcheon, denoting the descent of the bearer.
4. (A rch. ) A series of quarters, or small upright posts.
Gwilt.
See QcARTEE, n., 1 (m) (Arch.).
Quartering block, a block on which the body of a conMacaulay.
demned criminal was quartered.
1. Containing, or consisting of, a
Quai'ter-ly, a.
;

QuartZ-if'er-OUS (-Tfer-iis), a. IQuartz -f -ferous.J
(Min.) Consisting chiefly of quartz ; containing quartz.
QuartZ'lte (kwartslt), n. [Cf. F. quartzite.} (Min.)
Massive quartz occurring as a rock a metamorphosed
sandstone
called also quartz rock.
QuartZ'Oid (-old), re. [_Q,uartz -\- -oid.'\
;

;

—

A

(Crystallog.)

form of crystal common

with quartz, consisting of two six-sided pyramids, base to base.
Quartz'ose' (-os'), a. [Cf. F. quartzeux,
G. quarzig.'] (Min.) Containing, or resembling, quartz
partaking of the nature or Quartzoid.
;

qualities of quartz.
QuartZ'OUS (kwarts'iis), a. (Min.) Quartzose.
QuartZ'y (-y), a" (3Iin.) Quartzose.
kind of beer. Same as QuAss.
Quas (kw5s), re.
Quas'C&i (-chi), Quas'je (-je), n. (Zo'ol.) The brown
coati.
See Coati.
Quash (kwosh), re. Same as Squash.

A

quarterly seasons.
2. Recurring during, or at the end of, each quarter
a quarterly meeting.
as, quarterly payments of rent
A periodQuar'ter-ly, n. ; pi. Quakteelies (-llz).
Quash, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Quashed (kwSsht) p. pr.
quarter,
or four times in a year.
ical work published once a
[OF. quasser, F. casser, fr. L. casvb. n. Quashing.]
Quar'ter-ly, adv. 1. By quarters ; once in a quarter sare to annUiilate, annul, fr. cassus empty, vain, of unof a year ; as, the returns are made quarterly.
The word has been confused with L.
certain origin.
2. (Her.) In quarters, or quarterings; as, to bear arms quassare to shake, F. casser to break, which is probably
quarterly ; in four or more parts ;
said of a shield thus of different origin. Cf. Cashiee, v. t.}
(Law) To abate,
divided by lines drawn through it at right angles.
annul, overthrow, or make void as, to quash an indictQuar'ter-mas'ter (-mas'ter), n. [Quarter -\- master : ment.
Blackstone.
cf. F. quartier-maitre.']
1. (Mil.) An officer whose
Quash, V. t. [OF. quasser, F. casser, fr. L. quassare
duty is to provide quarters, provisions, storage, clothing, to shake, shatter, shiver, v. intens. fr. quatere, quassum,
fuel, stationery, and transportation for a regiment or to shake, shatter. Cf. Concussion, Discuss, Rescue, and
other body of troops, and superintend the supplies.
1. To beat down, or beat in
also Quash to annul.]
2. (A^aut.) A petty officer who attends to the helm,
pieces to dash forcibly ; to crush.
binnacle, signals, and the like, under the direction of
The whales
the master.
Totten,
Against sharp rocks, like reeling vessels, quashed.
Though huge as mountains, are in pieces dashed. Waller.
Quartermaster general {Mil.), in the United States, a
Btaff officer, who has the rank of brigadier general and is
2. To crush; to subdue; to suppress or extinguish
the chief officer in the quartermaster's department in summarily and completely ; as, to qicash a rebellion.
England, an officer of high rank stationed at the War
Contrition is apt to quash or allay all worldly grief. Barrow.
Office having similar duties also, a staif officer, usually a
general officer, accompanying each complete army in the
Quash, V. i. To be shaken, or dashed about, with noise.
field.
Quartermaster sergeant. See Serseant.
Quash'ee (-e), n. A negro of the West Indies.
Quar'tem (kwar'tern), re. [OE. quarleroun, quarQua'sl (kwa'si). [L.] As if ; as though ; as it were
tron, F. quarteron, the fourth part of a pound, or of a
in a manner in a certain sense or degree ; having some
hundred cf. L. quartarius a fourth part, quarter of any resemblance to ; qualified
used as an adjective, or a
measure, quartern, gill. See Quarter, and cf. Quakter- prefix with a noun or an adjective ; as, a quasi contract,
ON, Quadroon.]
Specifically
1. A quarter.
(a) The
an implied contract, an obligation which has arisen from
fourth part of a pint ; a gill. (J) The fourth part of a some act, as if from a contract a quasi corporation, a
peck, or of a stone (14 lbs.).
body that has some, but not all, of the peculiar attri2. A loaf of bread weighing about four pounds
butes of a corporation a quasi argument, that which
called also quartern loaf.
Simmonds. resembles, or is used as, an argument quasi historical,
Quar'ter-on (kwar'ter-6n), re. [F. See Quartern.] apparently historical, seeming to be historical.
quarter ; esp., a quarter of a pound, or a quarter of a
Quas'l-mo'dO (kwSs'T-mo'do), re. [So called from the
hundred.
Piers Plowman. first words of the Latin introit, quasi modo geniti infantes
Quar'ter-on (-8n), Quar'ter-Oon (-oon), n. A quad- as newborn babes, 1 Pet. ii. 2.] (B. C. Ch.) The first
roon.
Sunday after Easter ; Low Sunday.
Quar'ter-pace' (-pas'), «. (Arch.) A platform of a
QuasB (kwSs), re. [Russ. kvas\'] A thin, sour beer,
staircase where the stair turns at a right angle only. See made by pouring warm water on rye or barley meal and
Hai.fpace.
much used by the Russians. [Writletting it ferment,
Quar'ter round' (-round'). (Arch.) An ovolo.
ten also quas.']

fourth part

;

;

;

+ cousin, E. cousin.^ A cousin within the first four degrees of kindred.

Qua-ter'na-ry (kwa-ter'na-ry), a. [L. quaiernarius
consisting of four each, containing four, f r. quaierni four
each, fr. quattuor ioxix cf. F. quaternaire. See Four.]
1. Consisting of four ; by fours, or in sets of four.
2. (Geol.) Later than, or subsequent to, the Tertiary;
Post-tertiary ; as, the Quaternary age, or Age of man.
:

Qua-ter'na-ry, n.

as,

;

&

&

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

—

;

;

A

—

Quar'ter-stalf (-staf), re. ; pi. Quarterstaves (-stavz'
or -stavz'). A long and stout staff formerly used as a
weapon of defense and offense
so called because in
holding it one hand was placed in the middle, and the
otlier between the middle and the end.
Quar-tet'
(kwar-tSf), re. [It. quartetto, dim. of
Quar-tette'
quarto the fourth, a fourth part, fr.
L. quartus the fourth. See Quart.] 1. (Mus.) (a) A
composition in four parts, each performed by a single
voice or instrument, (b) The set of four persons who
perform a piece of music in four parts.
2. (Poet.) A stanza of four lines.
;

—

)

)

use, unite, r^de, fnll, tip,

Quas-sa'tlon (kwSs-sa'shtin),

re.

from
The act of

[L. quassatio,

quassare to shake. See Quash to crush.]
shaking, or the state of being shaken.

Gayton.
Quas'sl-a (kwBsh'T-iV 277), re. [NL. From the name
Qiwsh, who prescribed this article
as a specific] The wood of several tropical American
trees of the order Simarubefc, aa Quassia amara, Picra:It is intensely bitter,
7ia excelsa, and Simartiba amara.
and is used in medicine and sometimes as a substitute
beer.
making
for hops in
Quas'Bln (kwBs'sTn or kwSs'-), re. [Cf. F. qiiassine.
See Quassia.] (Chem.) The bitter principle of quassia.
;

of a negro, Quassy, or

'Qm; pity; food,

f ijbt

;

out,

oU;

diair

;

numerus quaternarius :

[L.

cf .

F.

quaternaire.] 1. The number four.
Boyle.
2. (Geo/.) The Quaternary age, era, or formation. See

the Chart of Geology.
Qua-ter'nate (-nat), a. Composed of, or arranged in,
sets of four quaternary
as, quuternate eaves.
Qua-ter'ni-on (kwa-ter'nT-un), re. [L. quaternio, fr.
quaterni four each. See Quaternary.] 1. The number
four.
2.

i

;

;

[Poetic']

A set of four parts, things, or persons four things
taken collectively a group of four words, phrases, circumstances, facts, or the like.
Delivered him to lour quaternions of soldiers. Acts xii. 4.
;

;

Ye

;

;

;

5^°" The quarter-deck is reserved as a promenade for
the officers and (in passenger vessels) for the cabin pas-

1.

Quat, V. t. To satiate to satisfy. [Prov Eng.]
Qua'ta (kwa'ta), re. (Zo'ol.) The coaita.
Shak.
QuatCh (kw5ch), a. Squat flat. [Obs.]
Qua'ter-COUS'in (ka'ter-kiiz"n), re. [F. quatre four

variables.

;

||||H|K|I|ll|i|

dence.

when there

—

elements, the eldest birth

Milton,
Of Nature's womb, that in quaternion run.
and quaternions with which he loaded his sentences.
Sir W. Scott.
3. A word of four syllables a quadrisyllable.
4. (Math. ) The quotient of two vectors, or of two directed right lines in space, considered as depending on
four geometrical elements, and as expressible by an algebraic symbol of quadrinomial form.
111^^ The science or calculus of quaternions is a new
mathematical method, in which the conception of a quaternion is unfolded and symbolically expressed, and is

The

triads

;

applied to various classes of algebraical, geometrical, and
physical questions, so as to discover theorems, and to
arrive at the solution of problems.
Sir W. B. Hamilton.
Qua-ter'nl-On, v. t. To divide into quaternions, files,
or companies.
Milton,
Qua-ter'ni-ty (-tj), re. [LL. quaternitas, fr. L. quaterni four each: cf. F. quaternite.] 1. The number
Sir T. Browne.
four.
[Obs.]
2. The union of four in one, as of four persons ;
analogous to the theological term trinity.
Qua'ter-on (kwa'ter-on), re. See 2d Quarterok.
Qua-torz'ain (ka-t6rz'an), ?i. [See Quatorzb.] A
B. H. Stoddard,
poem of fourteen lines ; a sonnet.
Qua-torze' (ka^tSrz'), re. [F. quatorze fourteen, L.
quattuordecim. See Fourteen.] The four aces, kings,
queens, knaves, or tens, in the game of piquet;— so
called because quatorze counts as fourteen points.
Quat'raln (kwot'ran), re. [F. f r. quatre four, L. quaU
tuor, quatuor. See Four.] (Pros.) A stanza of four lines

—

,

rhyming alternately.
Qua'tre (ka'ter; F.

Hryden.

A

ka/tr'), re.
[F.]
or domino, having four spots, or pips.

card, die,

[F. quatre feuilles.1
Qua'tre-feullle (-fey'), re.
Same as Quarteefoil.
Qua'tre-foil (-foil),
I
Quat'u-or (kwSt'u-Sr), n. [F., fr. L. quattiior, quatuor, iouT. See Quartet.] (it/«s.) A quartet;
applied
chiefly to instrumental compositions.
Quave v^wav), n. See Quaver. [06*.]
Quave, v. i. To quaver. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
I

—

Quave'mire' (-mir'), re. See Quagmire. [06*.]
Qua'ver (kwa'ver), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Quavered
p. pr. & vb. n. Quavering.] [OE. quaven to
shake, to tremble cf. LG. quabbeln to shake, to be soft,
of fat substances, quabbe a fat lump of flesh, a dewlap,
D. kwabbe, and E. quiver, v.] 1. To tremble to vibrate
Sir I. Newton.
to shake.
to utter or form
2. Especially, to shake the voice
sound with rapid or tremulous vibrations, as in singing;
also, to trill on a musical instrument.
Qua'ver, v. t. To utter with quavers.
(-verd)

;

;

;

;

We shall hear her quavering them ... to some sprightly aire
Adaisotu
of the opera.
Qua'ver,

re.

1.

A

shake, or rapid and tremulous vi.

bration, of the voice, or of an instrument of music.
<2. (Mus.) An eighth note.
See Eighth.
JQua'ver-er (-er), n. One who quavers a warbler.
quai.
See
Key quay.] A mole,
(ke), re.
[F.
bank, or wharf, formed toward the sen, or at the side of
navigable
water, for convenience
a harbor, river, or other
[Written also key.]
in loading and unloading vessels.
Quay (ke), V. t. To furnish with quays.
Quay'age (-aj), n. [F.] Wharfage. [Also keyage.]
Spenser.
Quayd (kwad), p. p. of Quail. [06«.]
Que (ke), n. [Cf. 3d Cue.] A half farthing. [Obs."]
thick, bushy
Qneach (kwecli), re. [Cf. Quick.]
[Obs.]
Chapman,
plot ; a thicket.
Queach, v. i. [Cf. E. quich, v. i., quick, v. i. ; or AS.
cu'eccan to shake.] To stir ; to move. See Quick, v. i,
;

VQuay

A

[06.5.]
(-J), a. 1. Yielding or trembling under the
moist or boggy ground shaking moving. " The
" Godwin's queachy sands." Drayton.
queacliy fens."
2. Like a queach; thick; bushy.
[06.«.]
Cockeram.
Quean (kwen), re. [Originally, a woman, AS. cwetie;
akin to OS. quena, OHG. quena, loel. konr, Goth, qind,
and AS. cwPn, also to Gr. yuj-^ woninn, wife, Skr. gnS
goddess. Cf. Queen.] 1. A woman; a young or unmarried wom.an a girl.
[06*. or Scot.]
Chaucer.
2. A low woman
a wench ; a slut. " The dread of
every scolding quean."
Gay.
Suea'sl-ly (kwe'zT-iy), adv. In a queasy inniinor.
uea'si-ness, ». The state of being queasy nausea;
qualmishneBs squeamishness.
Shak.

Queach'y

feet, as

go; sing, Ink;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tfaen,

tliln

;

boN

;

xli

=z

In azure.

QUEASY
Quea'Sy

(kwe'zj^), a.

pain

[Icel. ktveisa

cf.

;

Norw.

kteis sickness after a debauch.] 1. Sick at tlie stomacli
affected with nausea ; inclined to vomit qualmish.
2. Fastidious ; squeamish ; dehcate easily disturbed
Shak.
gueasy question."
unsettled; ticklish.
Some seek, when queasy conscience has its qualms. Cowper.
;

;

"A

Que-bec' group' (kwe-bSk' groop'). (Geol.) The
middle of the three groups into which the rocks of the
Canadian period have been divided in the American
Lower SOurian system. See the Chart of Geology.
Que-bra'cho(ka-bra'chft), m. [Sp.] (.Bo<.) A Chilian apocynaceous tree {Aspidosperina Quebracho) also,
its bark, which is used as a febrifuge, and for dyspnoea
II

;

—

called also white
ef the lung, or bronchial diseases
quebracho, to distinguish it from the red quebracho, a
Lorentzii)
{Loxopterygium
Mexican anacardiaceous tree
;

have similar properties.
J. Smith {Diet. Econ. Plants).
[OF. quebrit, quibrith,
Queb'rith (kwgb'rith), n.
At. kibrit.] (Alchemy) Sulphur. [0J«.]
Quech (kwgch), V. i. [Cf. Quick, Queach.] A word
occurring in a corrupt passage of
Queck (kwSk),
Bacon's Essays, and probably meaning, to stir, to move.
Queen (kwen), n. [OE. qicen, quene, queen, quean,
AS. cwen wife, queen, woman akin to OS. quan wife,
woman, Icel. kvan wife, queen, Goth. qens. V221. See
Qdean.] 1. The wife of a king.

whose bark

is

said to

;

2.

A woman who is the

male monarch
queen of Scots.

;

sovereign of a

as, Elizabeth,

kingdom

queen of England

In faith, and by the heaven*8 quene.

a

;

fe-

Mary,

;

Chaucer.

A woman

eminent in power or attractions the
also used
highest of her kind as, a queen in society
" This queen of
figuratively of cities, countries, etc.
Cowper.
cities."
"Albion, j«eea of isles."
4. The fertile, or fully developed, female of social
3.

;

;

;

—

bees, ants, and termites.
5. {Chess) The most powerful, and except the king
the most important, piece in a set of chessmen.
playing card bearing the picture of a queen ; as,
6.

QUESAL

Queen'lns (kwen'Ing), n. [See Qdeen afple.] (Bot.)
Any one of several kinds of apples, as summer queening,
scarlet queening, and early queening. An apple called the
queening was cultivated in England two hundred years
ago.
The quality of being
Queen'll-ness (-li-nSs), n.
queenly ; the characteristics of a queen ; stateliness ; eminence among women in attractions or power.

[F.]
(Cookery)
Que-nelle' (ke-nSl'), n.
kind of
delicate forcemeat, commonly poached and u^ed as a dish
by itself or for garnishing.
Que-nouUle' traln'lng (ke-noo'y' tran'Ing). [F. quemethod of
nouille distaff.] (Hort.)
training trees or slirubs in the shape of
a cone or distaff by tying down the

Queenly,

—

—

—

—

from

—

gifts,

fines, etc

—

n.

:

;

;

ACBC

Rafters,

rank, or dignity of a queen.

Queens'Iand nut' (kwenz'lSnd nuf ).

The

(Bot.)

;

Queer (kwer),

Queereb

[ Conipar.,

a.

(-er)

superl.

;

Queerest.] [6. quer cross, oblique, athwart (cf. querkopf a queer fellow), OHG. twer, twerh, dwerah ; akin
to D. dvars, AS. pweorh thwart, bent, twisted, Icel.
pverr thwart, transverse, Goth, pwairhs angry, and
perh. to L. torquere to twist, and E. through. Cf. Torture, Through, Thwart, a.] 1. At variance with what
usual or normal differing in some odd way from what
ordinary; odd; singular; strange; whimsical; as, a
queer story or act. " A queer look."
W. Irving.
2. Mysterious; suspicious; questionable; as, a queer

is

;

is

transaction.

\_Colloq.']

Queer, n. Counterfeit money. [Slang']
To shove the queer, to put counterfeit money in circulation.

[Slang]

Queer'lsh, a. Rather queer ; somewhat singular.
Queer'ly, adv. In a queer or odd manner.
Queer'ness, n. The quality or state of being queer.
[Cf. Icel. kvisa a kind of bird,
Queest (kwest), n.
kvistr a branch of a tree, and E. cushat.l
(Zool.) The
European ringdove (Columba palumbus)
the cushat.
[Written also quist, queeze, quice, queece.] See Ringdove.
Quegh (kwak), n. A drinking vessel. See Quaich.
Quelnt (kwant), a. See Quaint. [OJ.S.]
Chaucer.
Quelnt, obs. imp. & p. p. of Quench.
Quelnt'lse (-iz), n. See Quaintise. [OJ.?.] Chaucer.
Quell (kwSl), V. i. limp. & p. p. Quelled (kwgld)
[See Quail to cower.]
p. pr. & vb. n. Quelling.]
;

To

[Obs.-]

die.

V.

to yield

;

[OE. quellen to

t.

;

Spenser.

quell.

to abate,

[i?.]

Spenser.

quell.

AS. cwellan, causa-

kill,

tive of cwelan to die ; akin to OHG. quellen to torment,
Icel. kvelja.
See Quail to cower.] 1. To take the life
Spenser.
of to kill. [Obs.]
The ducks cried as [if] men would them quelle. Chaucer.

2.

To overpower

;

to subdue

;

to put down.

The

nation obeyed the call, rallied round the sovereign, and
Macaulat/.
enabled him to quell the disaffected minority.
Northward marching to quell the sudden revolt. LongifeUow.

3.

cease

To
;

quiet

to allay

;

as, to quell grief

;

;

to pacify ; to cause to yield or
to quell the tumult of the soul.
Spenser.

—

;

II

the
Spurge family, having an herbaceous stem and a perennial
woody root. Queen's metal

—

an alloy somewhat
Queen Pigeon ( Ooura
resembling pewter or britanVictoriae).
nia, and consisting essentially
of tin with a slight admixture of antimony, bismuth, and
lead or copper.
Queen's pigeon, (^oo^.) Same as Queen
pigeon, above. — Queen's ware, glazed English earthenware of a cream color. — Queen's yellow (Old Chem.), a
heavy yellow powder consisting of a basic mercuric sulphate — formerly called, turpetum minerale, or Tur-

—

Donne.

;

Queme'ful

(Metal.),

.

II

A

(-ful), a-

akin to cuChaucer.

Kindly merciful. [Obs.] Wyclif.
;

Quench (kwench), V. t. [imp. Sz p. p. Quenched
(kwSncht) ; p. pr. & vb. n. Quenching.] [OE. quenchen,
AS. cwencan in dcivencan, to extinguish utterly, causative of cwincan, dcivincan, to decrease, disappear cf.
AS. cwinan, dcwlnan, to waste or dvrindle away.] 1. To
said
to make an end of
extinguish to overwhelm
of flame and fire, of things burning, and figuratively of
sensations and emotions as, to quench flame to quench
a candle ; to quench thirst, love, hate, etc.
;

;

;

;

—

;

—

A

A

Quem

A

—

Quer'po (kwer'po),

—

ol.

)

A teal,

(a)

(b)

The
n.

Dryden.

n. [L. querquedula.] (Zopintail duck.

A

groom

Quer'U-len'tlal (-fi-lSn'shal),

;

an equerry.

a.

tkwgr'iS-liis), a.

[L..

[Obs.]
Querulous. [R.]
qverulus and que-

fr. queri to complain.
Cf. Cry, v., Quarrel a
brawl, Quareelous.] 1. Given to quarreling ; quarrelsome. [Obs.]
Holland.
2. Apt to find fault habitually complaining disposed
to murmur ; as, a querulous man or people.
Enmity can hardly be more annoying than querulous, jealous,
exacting fondness.
Macaulay,

rulosus,

;

;

3. Expressing complaint
whining
as, a
fretful
querulous tone of voice.
Syn
Complaining bewailing lamenting whining
mourning murmuring discontented dissatisfied.
Quer'u-lous-ly, adv.
Qner'u-lons-ness, n.
Que'ry (kwe'ry), n. ; pi. Queries (-riz). [L. quaere,
imperative sing, of quaerere, guaesitum, to seek or searchfor, to ask, inquire.
Cf. Acquire, Conquer, Exquisite,
Quest, Require.] 1. A question an inquiry to be an;

;

.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

,

—

;

swered or solved.

;

;

The inner or body garmeuta

n.

taken together. See Cuerpo.
Quer'que-dule (-kwe-diil),

;

A trifle a kickshaw.
Queme (kwem), v. t. & i. [AS. cweman,
man to come. V23.] To please. [Obs.]

of

;

;

Shak.
Quell, n. Murder. [Obs.]
killer; as, Jack the Giant
1.
Quell'er (-er), n.
Wyclif (Mark yi. 11).
Queller.
[Obs.]
2. One who quells ; one who overpowers or subdues.
Quel11-0 (kw51'li-o), n. [Sp. cuello, L. collum neck.]
B. Jonson.
ruff for the neck.
[Obs.]
Quelque'ChOSe' (kSlk'shoz'), n. [F. quelque chose

something.]

plant

A

Quer'U-lOUS

;

;

A

Queen's evidence. See King^s
counsel, King^s evidence, under King.
Queen's delight

,

ring quite widely distributed in the
vegetable kingdom, as in apple-tree Quenouille Train'"Sbark, horse-chestnut leaves, etc., but
originally obtained by the decomposition of quercitrin.
Called also meletin.
See
Quer'cit-rin (-sTt-rIn), n.
[Cf. F. quercitrin.
QuEKCiTEON.] (Chem.)
glucoside extracted from the
bark of the oak (Quercus) as a bitter citron-yellow crystalline substance, used as a pigment and called quercitron,
Quer'clt-ron (-sTt-riin 277), n. [F. quercitron, the
name of the tree L. qziercus an oak -f- citrus the citron
tree.]
1. The yellow inner bark of the Quercus tinctoria, the American black oak, yellow oak, dyer's oak, or
quercitron oak, a large forest tree growing from Maine
to eastern Texas.
2. Quercitrin, used as a pigment. See Quercitrin.
Quer'CUS (kwer'kiis), n. [L., an oak.] (Bot.) A
genus of trees constituted by the oak. See Oak.
Quer'ele (kwgr'el), re. [See 2d Quarrel.] (0. Eng.
Law)
complaint to a court. See Audita Querela.
[Obs.]
Ayliffe.
Que'rent (kwe'rent), n. [L. querens, p. pr. of queri to
complain.] (0. Eng. Law) A complainant ; a plaintiff.
Que'rent, n. [L. quaerens, p. pr. of quaerere to search
Aubrey.
for, to inquire.]
An inquirer. [OftjtJ
[L. queriQuer'1-mo'nl-OUS (kwgr'Y-mo'nl-Jis), a.
monia a complaint, fr. queri to complain. See Querulous.] Complaining ; querulous
apt to complain.
Quer'1-mo'nl-ous-ly, adv.
Quer'1-mo'ni-ous-ness, n.
[L. querimonia."]
Quer'1-mo-ny (kwgr'T-mo-n^), n.
complaint or complaining. [06.!.]
E. Hall.
Que'rist (kwe'rist), n. [See Query.] One who inquires, or asks questions.
Swift.
Querk'en (kwerk'en), v. t. [Icel. ftneri throat. y26."l
To stifle or choke. [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
Queri (kwerl), v. t. [G. querlen, quirlen, to twirl, to
turn round, fr. queri, quirl, a twirling stick. Cf. Twirl.]
To twirl ; to turn or wind round to coil ; as, to queri a
cord, thread, or rope.
[Local, U. S.]
Queri, n.
coil ; a twirl ; as, the queri of hair on
the fore leg of a blooded horse. [Local, If. S.]
(kwern), n. [AS. cweorn, cwyrn ; akin to D.
kweern, OHG. quirn, Icel. kvern, Sw. qvarn, Dan.
qvsern, Goth, qairnus (in asiluqairnus), Lith. g\rnos, and
perh. E. corn.]
miU for grinding grain, the upper
stone of which was turned by hand ;
used before the
invention of windmills and watermills.
Shak,
Chaucer,
They made him at the queme grind.

Quer'ry (kwgr'ry),

;

A

King's

crystalline substance, CoH;(OH)6,
found in acorns, the fruit of the oak
(Quercus). It has a sweet taste, and
is regarded as a pentacid alcohol.
Quer'ci-tin (-sT-tin), n. (Chem.) A
yellow crystalline substance, occur-

Syn. -To subdue; crush; overpower; reduce; put
down repress suppress quiet allay calm pacify.
;

counsel.

branches and pruning.
Quer'ci-tan'nlc (kwer'sT-tSn'ntk),
[L. quercus an oak -|- E. tannic]

;

To be subdued or abated

Much did his words the gentle lady quell.

—

sylvntica)

Straining
Principal Kalters

;

;

Victoria jjiijeon.
Queen regent, or Queen regnant, a queen
reigning in her own right.

(Stillingia

BE

DG EF
Piece
AD

Tiebeam

nut of an Australian tree (Macadamia ternifolia). It is
about an inch in diameter, and contains a single round
edible seed, or sometimes two hemispherical seeds. So
called from Queensland in Australia.
Queen' truss (kwen' trfis'). (Arch.) A truss framed
with queen-posts a queen-post truss.

Quell,

adjacent islands.
They are
mostly pale blue, or ash-blue,
marked with white, and have
a large occipital crest of spatCalled also
ulate feathers.
crotcned pigeon, goura, and

—

^^

—r,

-•

/r

AB

Winter's wrath begins to

prairie (Bot.), an
American herb (Sinrica Queen Couch C Cassis cameo).
lobata) with ample clusters of pale pink flowers. — Queen
pigeon (Zool.), any one of sev<?^^^
eral species of very large and
handsome crested ground pigeons of the genus Goura, native of New Guinea and the

an American

_^^_zz^

Queen-Posts

Oueen'shln
The state

2.

of the

(Bot.),

^,

j,

Yet he did quake and quiver, like to

Meadowsweet. — Queen

See

simi-

form. See
a
Queen-post Roof.
KiNO-POST.

—

Bench.

of

A

(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating,
a tannic acid found in oak bark and
extracted as a yellowish brown amorphous substance.
Quer'cite (-sit), n. {Chem.) A white

two

lar

1.

king or queen. — Queen of
May. See May queen, under May.
Queen of the
meadow (Bot.), a European herbaceous plant
(Spinea Olmaria). See

— Queen's

of

A

a.

other framed
truss

mother, a queen
owager who is also
mother of the reigning

Queen's

One

(Arch.)

Sueen

Bench.

Like, becom-

suspending posts in
a roof truss, or

A

;

[AS. ewenlic feminine.]

a.

ing, or suitable to, a queen
Queen'-post' (-post'), n,

the queen of spades.
Queen apple. [Cf. OE. quyne aple quince apple.] A kind
of apple a queening. " (jueen apples and red cherries."
Spenser.
Queen bee iZo'ol.), a female bee, especially the
Queen conch
female of the honeybee. See Honeybee.
(Zool.), a very largeweat
Indian cameo conch ( Castis cameo).
It is much
used for making cameos
Queen consort, the w if e
of a reigning king. Blaclstone.
Queen dowager
^
the widow of a king
Queen gold, formerly a
revenue of the queen consort of England, arismg

;
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1

I

;

;;

;

a

I shall conclude with proposing only
. search to be made oy others.

.

some

queries, in order to

Sir

.

I.

^'ewton.

;

Ere our blood

hith's mineral.

&

Queen,
Queen,

v. i.

To

v.

[imp.

t.

act the part of a queen.
p. p. Queened (kwend)

&

Elizabeth showed

much

p. pr.

Fuller.

Queen'dom

(-dum), n.
character of a queen.
(-fish'), n.

The dominion,

condition, or

Mrs. Browning.
(Zool.)

A California sciaenoid

food fish (Seriphus politus). The back is bluish, and
the sides and belly bright silvery. Called also kingfish.
Queen'hOOd (-h98d), n. The state, personality, or
oharacter of a queen queenliness.
Tennyson.
;

4le,

supposition of the lady's death
Will riuench the wonder of her infamy.

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

Shak.

To cool suddenly, as heated steel, in tempering.
Syn. — To extinguish still stifle allay cool check.
Quench, v. i. To become extinguished to go out
[B.]
to become calm or cool.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Dost thou think in time
Shak.
She will not quench ?
Capable of being quenched.
a.
One who, or that which,

Quench'a-ble (-a-b'l),
Quench'er (-er), n.

Hammond.

quenches.

Quench'less, a. Incapable of being quenched ; inex" Once kintinguishable ; as, quenchless fire or fury.
Byron.
dled, quenchless evermore."
Syn. Inextinguishable ; unquenchable.

—

— Quench1ess-ly, adv. — Qnenchless-nesB, n.
final,

^

;

eve,

event,

Snd, fern,

2.

A

question in the

mind a doubt
;

;

as,

I have a query-

about his sincerity.

2.

queencra/t in procuring the votes of

the nobility.

Queen'flsh'

The

STiak.
;

n. Queening.]
(Chess) To make a queen (or
other piece, at the player's discretion) of by moving it to
ttie eiehth row ; as, to queen a pavm.
Queen'oraft' (-kraff ), n.
Craft or skill in policy on
tfae pai"t of a queen.
vb.

Shak.

shall quench that fire.

recent

;

ice,

3.

An

interrogation point [?] as the sign of a question,

or a doubt.

Que'ry, v. i. 1. To ask questions to make inquiry.
Each prompt to query, answer, and debate.
Pope,
2. To have a doubt ; as, I query if he is right.
Que'ry, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Queried (-rid) p. pr. &
vb. n. Querying.]
to elicit
1. To put questions about
by questioning to inquire into as, to query the items
or the amount to query the motive or the fact.
2. To address questions to ; to examine by questiona3. To doubt of to regard with incredulity.
4. To write " query " (qu., qy., or ?) against, as a
doubtful spelling, or sense, in a proof. See Qu.bre.
Que-sal' (kS-sSl' or kwa'sal), n. (Zool.) The long,
tailed, or resplendent, trogon (Pharomachus mocinno^
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

idea,

111

;

old,

Sbey, drb, ddd

;

QUICKSAND

QUESE
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formerly Trogon resplendens), native of Southern Mexico
and Central America. Called also
and golden trogon.
^S^ The male is remarkable for
theDrilliant metallic green and gold

repeated questions in a formal or systematic fashion to
elicit some particular fact or facts.
To question has a
wider sense than to interrogate, and often implies an attitude of distrust or opposition on the part of the questioner.

quetzal^

colors of his plumage, and for his
extremely long plumes, wliich often
exceed three feet in length.
Quese (k%vez), v. t. To make a

quest for.

\Obs.'\

Quest (kwgst), n. [OF. gueste,
F. quete, fr. L. quaerere, quae^ituin,
Cf. Query,
to seek for, to ask.
Question.] 1. The act of seeking,
»r looking after anything; attempt
to find or obtain ; search ; pursuit
as, to rove in quest of game, of a
lost child, of property, etc.
Upon as hard adventure yet in quest.
Cease your qvest of love. SAa/c,
There ended was his quests there ceased

Bequest

2.

Gad

desire

;

passion.
Herbert.

4. Inquest
jury of inquest.
What lawful quest have given their
erdict ?
Shak.
;

Quest,

OF.

A

;

m

sitor, fr.
questeur.']

;

;

Bacon.
3. Examination with reference to a decisive result;
investigatiou ; specifically, a judicial or official investigation ; also, examination under torture.
Blackstone.

Queue

That which

me

is

asked inquiry interrogatory
But this question asked
;

;

;

(ku),

query.

to

1.

To

talk to

;

fiae,

to converse with.

unite, r^de,

fyll,

fip,

;

pity

;

Oft he to her his charge of
Repeated.

qtiick

return

he was
;

much

;

;

;

;

food, fo^bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

eo

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

—

;

;

;

ness
ness

;

fleetness

agility

;

;

;

;

briskness

;

liveliness

;

readi-

shrowduess sharpness keenness.
Qulck'sand' (-silnd'), n. Sand easily moved or readily
yielding to pressure especially, a deep mass of loose or
moving sand mixed with water, sometimos found at the
mouth of a river or along some coasts, and very dangerous, from the difficulty of extricating a person who be;

sagacity

;

gins sinking into

Latimer.

offended.

tree.

;

;

;

Milton.

passionate
hasty eager ; sharp unceremonious ; as, a quick temper.
quick
with them, and signified that
The bishop was somewhat
4. Impatient

;

-bin

;

;

cf. G. quickenbaum, qvitsenbaum, quitsche7i{Bot.) The European rowan
Cf. Quitch grass.]
called also quickbeam, and quickenbeam. See

Speedily
with haste or celerity
Qulck'ly, adv.
soon ; without delay quick.
Qu^ck'ness, n. 1. 'The condition or quality of being
quick or living life. [06s.]
Herbert.
Touch it with thy celestial quickness.
briskness ; promptness
especially, ra2. Activity
pidity of motion speed ; celerity as, quickness of wit.
must send thee hence
This deed
Shak.
With fiery quickness.
His mind had, indeed, great quichiess and vigor. Macaulay.
keen sensibility.
3. Acuteness of perception
Woukl not quickness of sensation bean inconvenience to an
Locke.
animal that must lie still ?
Mortimer.
4. Sharpness pungency of taste.
Syn. Velocity celerity; rapidity; speed; haste;
expedition
promptness dispatch swiftness iiimble-

Herbert.

word is nearly obsolete, except
some compounds, or in particular phrases.
animated
2. Characterized by life or liveliness

life.

Quick'hatch' (-hSch'), re. [From the American Indian name.] {Zo'ol.) The wolverine.
Quick'lime' (kwik'lim'), 71. [See Quick, a.] {Chem.)
so called because
Calcium oxide iinslacked lime
when wet it develops great heac. See 4th LitiE, 2.

star,

sprightly; agile; brisk; ready. " A ^m'fiA: wit. " Shak.
3. Speedy hasty ; swift not slow as, bo quick.

With many holiday and lady terms he cpiestioned me. Shak.
Syn. To ask ; interrogate catechise doubt controvert; dispute.— Question. Inquihe, Interrogate. To
inmm-e is merely to ask for information, and implies no
BUdhority in the one who asks. To interrogate is to put
;

no

but a quick coal
Of mortal fire,

is

—

Rowan

Chaucer.

;

;

;

tree;

—

ne fully dead they were.

;

baum.

11^°" In this sense the
in

question

—

leaves

Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the
2 Tim. iv. ].
at his appearing and his itingdom.

Man

what we most desire.
Prior.
3. To raise a question about to call in question
to
make objection to. " But have power and right to question thy bold entrance on this place."
Milton.
4.

;

The Lord

Toinquireof by asking questions;

;

fully quyke,

Tennyson.

quicken to the sun.

Quick'ens (-Snz), re. {Bot) Quitch grass.
Qulck'en tree' (-'n tre'). [Probably from quick, and
first applied to the aspen or some tree with quivering

a punster.

Not

Fope.

as, his

;

independent

;

;

dead or inanimate.

dead

Shak.

last that dies.

rapidity or activity ; to become acpulse quickened.
Quick'en-er, re. One who, or that which, quickens.
Quick'en-lng, re. 1. The act or process of making or
of becoming quick.
2. {Physiol.) The first motion of the fetus in the
womb felt by the mother, occurring usually about the
middle of the term of pregnancy. It has been popularly
supposed to be due to the fetus becoming possessed of

lively, Icel. kvikr living, Goth, qiiis, Lith. gyvas, Russ.
zhivoi, L. vivus living, vivere to live, Gr. ^i'o5 life, Skr.
jiva living, jlv to live. Cf. Biography, Vivid, Quitch
opposed
GRASS, Whitlow.] 1. Alive ; living animate ;

io examine by interrogatories ; as, to question a witness.
Z. To doubt of ; to be uncertain of ; to query.

And most we

To

in argument or discourse to equivocate.
Cudworth.
To pun to practice punning.
Syn. — To cavil; shuffle; equivocate; trifle.
Qulb'bler (-bier), n. One who quibbles a caviler

to

and the

To move with

2.

celerated

;

;

part that quickens,

Jiay.

;

;

first

And keener lightnings quicken in her eye.
When the pale and bloodless east began

;

He tliat questioneth much shall learn much. Bacon.
To argue to converse to dispute. [OJf.]
2.

The heart is the

;

&

V.

tail-like ap-

;

;

;

;

Quib'bling-ly (-blTng-iy), adv. Triilingly evasively.
Qul'ca (ke'ka), re. [From the native Brazilian name.]
(Zool.) A small South American opossum {Didelphys
quica), native of Guiana and Brazil. It feeds upon insects, small birds, and fruit.
Quice (kwls), re. (Zo'ol. ) See Queest.
Qulch (kwich), t). I. [Cf. QniNCH.] To stir. [06s.]
Spenser.
He could not move nor quieh at all.
Quick (kwTk), a. [Compar. Quicker (-er) superl.
Quickest.] [AS. cwic, cwicu, cwvcu, cucu, living akin
to OS. quik, D. kioik, OHG. quec, chec, G. keck bold,

—

Ques'tion,

—

re.

trifle

also,

—

question with the Jew.

2. To make lively, active, or sprightly ; to impart
additional energy to ; to stimulate ; to make quick or
rapid ; to hasten ; to accelerate ; as, to quicken one's
steps or thoughts ; to quicken one's departure or speed.
3. (Shipbuilding) To shorten the radius of (a curve)
to make (a curve) sharper ; as, to quicken the sheer, that
is, to make its curve more pronounced.
Syn. To revive resuscitate ; animate reinvigorate
vivify ; refresh
stimulate ; sharpen ; incite ; hasten
accelerate; expedite; dispatch; speed.
Qulck'en, v. i. 1. To come to life ; to become alive
to become vivified or enlivened ; hence, to exhibit signs
of life ; to move, as the fetus in the womb.

A pun

2.

:

you

;

persons wait-

Qulb'ble,

& vb.

—

1 pray you, think

&

(-'nd) p. pr.
vb. re. Quickening.] [AS. cwician. See
Quick, a.] 1. To make alive ; to vivify ; to revive or
resuscitate, as from death or an inanimate state ; hence,
to excite ; to stimulate ; to incite.
The mistress which I serve quickens what *s dead. Shak.
Like a fruitful garden without an hedge, that quickens the
South.
appetite to enjoy so tempting a prize.

; a low conceit.
[imp. &p. p. Quibbled (-b'ld) p.pr.
V. i.
Quibbling (-bling).] 1. To evade the point in
question by artifice, play upon words, caviling, or by
raising any insignificant or impertinent question or point

2.

—

;

;

;

;

;

2.

A

Tennyson.

Quick, V. t. & i. [See Quicken.] To revive to quickChaucer.
en to be or become alive. [Ois.]
See
[A. S. cwicbedm.]
Quick'beam' (-bem'), n.
Quicken tree.
Qulck'en (kwTk"n), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Quickened

[_Obs.']

;

—

—

(a)
line of

Fuller.

I

3. (Bot.) Quitch grass.

(a)

Jer. Taxjlor.
guillemot.

A

to the quick of the difference

;

In question, in debate ; in the course of examination or
as, the matter or point in question.
Leading
question. See under Leading.
Out of question, unquestionably. "0«< o/ (jjiesWore, 'tis Maria's hand." Shak.
Out of the question. See under Out.
Past question,
beyond question ; out of question ; certainly ; undoubtedly ; unquestionably.
Prevtons question, a question put
to a parliamentary assembly upon the motion of a member, in order to ascertain whether it is the will of the
body to vote at once, without further debate, on the subject under consideration. The form of the question is
" Shall the main question be now put ? " If the vote is in
the affirmative, the matter before the body must be voted
upon as it then stands, without further general debate or
the submissiou of new amendments. In the House of
Representatives of the United States, and generally in
America, a negative decision operates to keep the business before tlie body as if the motion had not been made
but in the English Parliament, it operates to postpone
consideration for the day, and until the subject may be
again introduced. In American practice, the object of the
motion is to hasten action, and it is made by a friend of
{he measure. In English practice, the object is to get rid
)f the subject for the time being, and the motion is made
with a purpose of voting against it. Cushiny.
To beg
the question.
See under Beg.
To the question, to the
point in dispute ; to the real matter under debate.
Syn. Point; topic; subject.
Ques'tion, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Questioned (-chiind) ;
p. pr. & vb. n. Questioning.]
[Cf. F. queslionner. See
Question, re.] 1. To ask questions ; to inquire.

—

(4)

test nippeth, , . . this toucheth the quick. Latimer.
feebly and unlike themselves they reason when they

This

How
come

v. t.
To fasten, sis hair, in a queue.
(kwa), re. [Cf. Dan. qvie.'\ A heifer.
\_Scot.'\
Quib (kwib), re. [Cf. Quip.] A quip a gibe.
Qulb'ble (kwib'b'l), re. [Probably fr. quib, quip, but
Influenced by quillet, or quiddity.'] 1. A shift or turn
from the point in question a trifling or evasive distinction an evasion a cavil.
Quibbles have no place in the search after truth.
/. Watts.

;

—

pigtail.

;

—

Queue,

in doubt.

;

;

Quey

Lives there who loves his pain ? Milton.
6. Hence, a subject of investigation, examination, or
debate theme of inquiry ; matter to be inquired into
as, a delicate or doubtful question.
6. Talk ; conversation ; speech.
[OJj.]
Shak.
discussion

a

;

.

;

common

See Cue.]

[F.

re.

.

.

:

pendage of hair
ing anywhere.

Locke.
;

;

Eng.^

\_Prov.

He that was in question for the robbery.
Shak.
Scottish privy council had power to put state prisoners
Jlacaulay.

;

;

Quick, re. 1. That which is quick, or alive a living
animal or plant
especially, the hawthorn, or other
plants used in making a living hedge.
are curiously hedged with quick. Evelyn.
The works
2. The lite; the mortal point; a vital part; a part
susceptible of serious injury or keen feeling; the sensitive living flesh
the part of a finger or toe to which
the nail is attached the tender emotions as, to cut a
finger nail to the quick ; to thrust a sword to the quick ;
to taunt one to the quick ;
used figuratively.

[Ofo.]
lays infor[OJs.] Bacon.
contr. fr. quaequaerere, quaesitum, to seek for, ask cf. F.

pope's guei^Maries."
(kwgt), re. {Zool.)
The

Quet

;

performed.

who

"The

[iJ.]

to the question.

Puts

;

;

;

the faith.

4.

Quick (kwTk), adv. In a quick manner quickly
promptly rapidly with haste speedily without delay
as, run quick ; get back quick.
If we consider how very quick the actions of the mind are

Ques'tor-shlp, re. The office, or the term of office, of
a questor.
Quest'rlst (kwest'rTst), re. [See Quest?.] A seeker
a pursuer. [Ofts.] " Hot questrists after him."
Sliak.
Ques'tU-a-ry (kwSs'tSi-a-ry ; 135), a. [L. quaestuarius, from quaestus gain, profit, quaerere., quaesitum, to
seek for, earn.] Studious of profit. [iJ.] Sir T. Browne.
Ques'tU-a-ry, re. One employed to collect profits.

;

;

;

; treasurer of state.
[Written also quxstor.2
l^p" At an early period there were also public accusers
styled questors, but the office was soon abolished.

;

The

—

tribute, etc.

;

;

Blount.

:

—

—

;

;

;

allowing a weak solution of alcohol to trickle
slowly over shavmgs or other porous material.
Quick
water, quicksilver water.
Quick with child, pregnant
with a living child.
Syn.
Speedy expeditious; swift; rapid; hasty;
prompt ; ready active ; brisk ; nimble ; fleet ; alert
agile ; lively ; sprightly.

{Bom. Antiq.) An officer who had the management of the public treasure a receiver of taxes,

;

;

;

A

;

Specifically

—

—

made by

Milton.

esp. of abuses of weights and measures.
churchwarden's assistant a sidesman.
collector of parish rents. Blount.
(6)
Quest'mon'ger (-miin'ger), re. One
mations, and encourages petty lawsuits.
Ques'tor (kwSs'tSr), n. [L. quaestor,

;

;

—

Quest'man (kwest'mau), re. / pi. Questmen (-men).
One legally empowered to make quest of certain matters,

quester, F. queter.

Shak.

;

They say that women are so quick.
Tennyson.
Pregnant with child.
Shak.
Quick grass. (Bot.) See Quitch grass.
Quick match.
Quick vein (Mining), a vein of ore
See under Match.
which is productive, not barren.
Quick vinegar, vinegar

,

still,

Quesdl.

See Quest,
To search for to examine. [iJ.]
/.]
Sir T. Herbert.
Quest, V. i. To go on a quest ; to mak& a search to
go
pursuit to beg.
[i?.]
If his qu^isiing had been unsuccessful, he appeased the rage
of hunger with some scraps of broken meat.
Macaulay.
Quest'ant (-ant),7^. [OF. questant, F. quetant, p. pr.]
One who undertakes a quest a seeker. [Obs.l
Shak.
Quest'er (-er), n. One who seeks a seeker. \_Obs.']
Ques'tion (kwSs'chun), «. [F., fr. L. quaestio, fr.
quaerere^ quaesitum, to seek for, ask, inquire.
See
Quest, re.]
1. The act of asking
interrogation inquiry as, to examine by question and answer.
2. Discussion
debate
hence, objection
dispute
doubt as, the story is true beyond question ; he obeyed
without question.
There arose a question between some of John's disciples and
the Jews about purifying.
John iii. 25.
It is to be put to question, whether it be lawful for Christian
princes to make an invasive war simply for the propagation of
[Cf.

t.

keen.

perceptive in a high degree ready ; as,
ear, a quick eye." Shak.

;

7.

;

;

;

air is quick there,

"To have an open

a quick ear.

;

Those who make search or inquiry, taken collectively.
The senate hath sent about three several quests to search you out.
Shak.
3.

V.

6. Sensitive

The
Ques'tlon-a-bll'1-ty (kw5s'chiin-a-bil'i-ty), n.
state or condition of being questionable.
Stallo.
Ques'tlon-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. 1. Admitting of being
questioned ; inviting, or seeming to invite, inquiry. [iJ.]
Thou com'st in such a questionable shape
That I will speak to thee.
Shak.
2. Liable to question ; subject to be doubted or called
in question ; problematical ; doubtful ; suspicious.
It is questionable whether Ga'^en ever saw the dissection of a
human body.
T. Baker.
Syn. Disputable; debatable ; uncertain; doubtful;
problematical ; suspicious.
Ques'tlon-a-ble-ness, re. The quality or state of being questionable, doubtful, or suspicious.
Ques'tlon-a-bly, adv. In a questionable maimer.
Ques'tlon-a-ry (-a-ry), a. Inquiring; asking ques-

;

not abroad at every quest and call

Of an untrained hope or

sharp

;

The

^^
Questionary epistles."
Pope.
Ques'tlon-a-ry, n. One who makes it his business to
seek after relics and carry them about for sale.
Ques'tlon-er (-er), n. One who asks questions an
inquirer. " Little time for idle gue.srtoreera. " Tenmjson.
Ques'tion-ist, re. 1. A questioner an inquirer. \_Ohs.'\
2. {Eng. Univ.) A candidate for honors or degrees
who is near the time of his examination.
eues'tion-less, a. Unquestioning incurious. [iJ.]
ues'tion-less, adv. Beyond a question or doubt
certainly,
doulitless
[i?.]
South.
What it was in the apostles' time, that, questionless, it must be

solicitation.

;

bracing

;

And it pierces and sharpens the stomach.

tions; testing.

Milton.

Fresh

6.

—

Spenser.

his care.

;;;

;;;

;;

sinE,

Igk

it.

Life hath <iuicksan(i8,
;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

— Life hath snares
zh

=z

!

LotigfeUtnth

in azure.

a.
Acute of smell.
QHlclK'set' (-set'), n. A living plant set to grow, esp.
for a hedge ; specifically, the hawthorn.
Qulck'set', a. Made of quickset.
Dates and pomegranates on the quickset hedges. Walpole.
Qnlck'set', v, t. To plant with living shrubs or trees
Mortimer.
for a Iiedge ; as, to quickset a ditch.
Qulck'-slght'ed (-sit'ed), a. Having quick sight or
Locke.
discern.
acute discernment ; quick to see or to

Qulck'-scent'ed (kwik'sSnt'Sd),

when set

— Qulok'-sight'ed-ness, n.

—

+

(-sll'ver), n.

its fluidity

cf.

;

;

;

—

II

;

The quiildiiij or characteristic difCerence of poetry as distinguished from prose.
De Quincey.
2. A trifling nicety a cavil ; a quibble.
"We laugh at the quiddttiea of those writers now. Coleridge.
Quld'dle (kwld'd'l), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Quiddled
;

p.pr. & vb. re. Quiddling (-dltng).] [L. quid
what.] To spend time in trifling employments, or to
attend to useful subjects in an indifferent or superficial
(-d'ld);

to dawdle.

;

Quld'nunc

(-niink),

One who wastes

re.

1

about

)

[L.

re.

,

curious to know everything that passes one
or pretends to know, all that is going on.
;

quidnuncs."
Qul-esce' (kwt-es'),

One who
" The

idle

Motley.

&

[imp.
p. p. Quiesced
(-5st')
[L. quiesp. pr. & vb. n. Qdiescino (^es'sing).]
cere, akin to quies rest, quiet.
See Quiet, a. & re.] To
be silent, as a letter to have no soxind.
31. Stuart.
v.

i.

;

;

Qul-es'cence (-Ss'aens),
Qul-es'oen-cy (-sen-sy),

[L. quiescenlia, fr. quiescens, p. pr. ; cf. F. quiesstate or quality of being qui-

Ire.
)

cence. See QuiESCE.] The
escent. " Quiescence, bodily and mental." H. Spencer.
Deeds will be done
while he boasts his quiescence.
R. Browning.
Qai-es'cent (-sent), a. [L. quiescens, -entis, p. pr. of
quiescere: ci. F. quiescent. See Quiesce.] 1. Being in
a state of repose ; at rest ; still not moving as, a quiescent body or fluid.
2. Not ruiHed with passion ; uuagitated not in action
not excited ; quiet ; dormant ; resting.
In times of national security, the feeling of patriotism ... is
RO quiescent that it seems hardly to exist.
Prof. Wilson.
;

—

;

;

;

(Gram.) Not sounded;

3.

silent; as,

y

ia

quiescent ia

" and "say."
Qui-es'cent, re. (Gram.) A silent letter. M. Stuart.
Qui-es'cent-ly, adv. In a quiescent manner.
Qul'et (kwi'et), a. [Compar. Quieter (-er) superl.
Quietest.] [L. quietus, p. p. of quiescere to rest, keep
quiet akm to quies rest, and prob. to E. while, n. See
While, and cf. Coy, a. Quiesce, Quietus, Quit, a.. Quite,
Requiem.] 1. In a state of rest or calm without stir,
motion, or agitation; still as, a quiet sea; quiet air.
They
were quiet all the night, saying, In the morning,

"day

;

;

,

;

;

.

when

.

.

we shall kill him.
Judg. xvi. 2.
2. Free from noise or disturbance
hushed still.
3. Not excited or anxious
calm peaceful placid
'
settled as, a quiet life a quiet conscience.
So quiet
and so sweet a style."
Shak.
That son, who on the quiet state of man
it is

day,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Such trouble brought.
Ifilton.
4- Not giving offense not exciting disorder or trouble not turbulent ; gentle mild meek contented.
The ornament of a meek and <piiet spirit. 1 Pet. iii. 4.
;

;

i

;

;

Shak.
lamb.
S. Not showy ; not such as to attract attention undemonstrative ; as, a quiet dress ; quiet colors ; a quiet
I will sit as quiet as a

;

movement.

Syn. — Still;

tranquil; calm; unruflSed; smooth; uninolested ; undisturbed ; placid peaceful ; mild ; peaceable ; meek ; contented.
;

ale,

senate,

cdxe,

;

;

dispassion ; indisturbance ; inaction.
2. (Eccl. Hist.) The system of the Quietists, who
maintained that religion consists in the withdrawal of
the mind from worldly interests and anxieties and its
constant employment in the passive contemplation of

God and

his attributes.
[Cf. F. quietiste.']
(Eccl. Hist.) One
Qul'et-ist, n.
of a sect of mystics originated in the seventeenth century by Molinos, a Spanish priest living in Rome. See

Quietism.

;

;

;

;

Qul'et-SOme

;

(-siim), a.

Calm

;

still.

Spenser.
cf. F. quie-

[Obs."]

Qul'e-tude (kwi'e-tud), n. [L. quietudo :
Rest repose ; quiet ; tranquillity.
Shelley.
]
Qul-e'tus(kwt-e'tus), re. [LL. juiefei quit, discharged,
L., at rest, quiet, dead.
See Quiet, a., and cf. Quit, a.]
Final discharge or acquittance, as from debt or obligation; that which silences claims
(Fig.) rest ; death.
When he himself might his quietus make
tude.

;

;

With a

Shak.
[Perhaps fr. F. quille ninepin (see
also G. kiel a quill, MHG. kil, and Ir.
cuille a quiU.]
1. One of the large feathers of a bird's
wing, or one of the rectrioes of the tail ; also, the stock
of such a feather.
2.
pen for writing m.ade by sharpening and splitting
the point or nib of the stock of a feather as, history is
Sir H. Wotton.
the proper subject of his quill.
3. (Zool.) (a)
spine of the hedgehog or porcupine.
See Pen.
(b) The pen of a squid.
4. (Mus.) (a) The plectrum with which musicians
strike the strings of certain instruments,
(b) The tube
of a musical instrument.
He touched the tender stops of various quills. Ifilton.

QulU

(kwTl),

Kayles)

;

but

bare bodkin.

re.

cf.

am, arm, ask,

A

5. Something having the form of a quill ; as (a) The
spindle, or
fold or plait of a ruff, (b) (Weaving)
spool, as of reed or wood, upon which the thread for
the woof is wound in a shuttle, (c) (3fach.)
hollow
spindle.
Quill bit, a bit for boring resembling the half of a reed
spMt lengthways and having its end sharpened Hke a
a
gouge.
QuUl driver, one who works with a pen
writer ; a clerk. [Jocose]
Qnill nib, a small quill pen
made to be used with a holder. Simmonds.
:

A

A

—

re.

—

;

[imp. &p. p. Quilled (kwTld) p. pr. &
Quilling.] 1. To plait in small cylindrical ridges,

Quill, V.
vb.

t.

;

called quillings ; as, to quill a ruffle.
Goldsmith.
His cravat seemed quilled into a ruff.
Judd.
2. To wind on a quDl, as thread or yarn.
bark').
(Boi.)
The bark
(kwil-Ia'ya
Quil-la'ia bark'
of a rosaceous tree (Quillaja Saponaria), native of Chili.
The bark is finely laminated, and very heavy with alkaline substances, and is used commonly by the Chilians
instead of soap. Also called soap bark.
(Zool.) An American
Qulll'back' (kwil'bak'), re.
fresh-water fish (Ictiobus, or Carpiodes, cyprimis) ;
called also carp sucker, sailfish, spearfish, and skimback.
Quilled (kwTld), a. Furnished with quills; also,
shax'p-quilled porcupine." Shak.
shaped like quills.

—

"A

Quilled suture (<Sarff.), a variety of stitch in
threads after being passed deeply through the
wound are secured about two quills or bodies
shape, in order to produce a suitable degree of

which the
edges of a
of similar
pressure.

Quillet (kwillet), re. [L. quidlibei what you please.
Subtilty nicety quibble.
Cf. Quiddit, and Quibble.]
" Nice, sharp quillets of the law."
Shak.
Qulll'lng (kwil'ing), re. (a) A band of linen, muslin,
or the like, fluted, folded, or plaited so as somewhat to
resemble a row of quills. (J) One of the rounded plaits
;

;

or flutings of such a band.
Quill'WOrt' (-wQrf), re. (Eot.) Any plant or species
of the genus Isoetes, cryptogamous plants with a cluster
of elongated four-tubed rushlike leaves, rising from a
conn, and containing spores in their enlarged and excavated bases. There are about seventeen American species, usually growing in the mud under stiU, shallow
water. So called from the shape of the leaves.
final,

Qnllt (kwllt), re. [OE. quiite, OF. cmlte, L. culcita a
bed, cushion, mattress. Cf. 2d Counterpoint, Cushion.]
Anything that is quilted ; esp., a quUted bed cover, or
a skirt worn by women ; any cover or garment made by
putting wool, cotton, etc., between two cloths and stitching them together ; also, any outer bed cover.
The beds were covered with magnificent quilts, Arhuthnot,

&

&

[imp.
t.
p. p. Quilted ; p. pr.
vb. n.
1. To stitch or sew together at frequent intervals, in order to confine in place the several layers of
cloth and wadding of which a garment, comforter, etc.,
may be made ; as, to quilt a coat.
Dryden..
2. To wad, as a garment, with warm, soft material,
3. To stitch or sew in lines or patterns.
Quilt'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, quilts.
Qullt'lng, re. 1. The act of stitching or running in
patterns, as in making a quilt.
quilting bee.
2.
See Bee, 2.
3. The material used for making quilts.
(Naut.)
coating
of strands of rope for a watei
4.
vessel.
(kwin),
(Zool.)
n.
European scallop (Pecten
Quin
Quilt, V.
Quilting.]

A

L

A

opercularis), used as food.

[Prov. Eng."]
Quln-al'dine (kwTn-Sl'dm or -den), re. [Quinolme -faldehyde -j- aniliree.] (Chem.) A colorless liquid of a
slightly pungent odor, CoHgN.CHj, first obtained as 3
condensation product of aldehyde and aniline, and regarded as a derivative of quinoline
called also methyl
quinoline.
[Written also chinaldine.']
Qul'na-ry (kwi'na^rj), a. [L. quinarius, from quini
five each, akin to quinque five
cf. F. quinaire.
See
Boyle.
Five.] Consisting of five arranged by fives.
Quinary system (Zool.), a fanciful classification based on
the hypothesis that each group contains five types. [Obs.]
(Bot.)
[L. quini five each.]
Qui'nate (-nat), a.
;

—

:

;

Qul'et-Is'tlo (kwl'et-ls'tik), a. Of or pertaining to
the Quietists, or to Quietism.
1. In a quiet state or manner ; withQui'et-ly, adv.
out motion ; in a state of rest ; as, to lie or sit quietly.
2. Without tumult, alarm, dispute, or disturbance
peaceably as, to live quietly; to sleep quietly.
3. Calmly, without agitation or violent emotion patiently ; as, to submit quietly to imavoidable evils.
4. Noiselessly ; silently
without remark or violent
movement ; in a manner to attract little or no observation ; as, he quietly left the room.
Qul'et-ness, re. The quality or state of being qmet
freedom from noise, agitation, disturbance, or excitement ; stillness tranquillity calmness.
Shak.
I would have peace and quietness.

;

is

who knows,

stories of

—

A

energy
Emerson.

his

trifles.

what now ?]

;

;

also, a lively style of dancing.
Qulck'-Wit'tea(-wTt'tgd),(7. Having ready wit. Shak.
Qulck'-wit'ted-ness, n. Readiness of wit. " Celtic
quick-wittedness."
M. Arnold.
Qulck'work' (-wQrk'), re. (Naut.) A term somewhat
submerged
section
loosely used to denote : (a) AH the
of a vessel's planking. (6) The planking between the
planks
spirketing and the clamps, (c) The short
between the portholes.
Quid (kwld), n. [See Cud.] A portion suitable to be
chewed ; a cud ; as, a qtdd of tobacco.
Quid, V. t. {Man.) To drop from the mouth, as food
Youatt.
when partially chewed
said of horses.
Qul'dam (kwi'dSm), n. [L.] Somebody ; one unSpenser.
known.
[L. cydoneum quince
Quld'da-ny (kwld'da-n^), re.
'uice, quince wine.
See Quince.]
A confection of
luinces, in consistency between a sirup and marmalade.
(-da-tiv),
Quld'da-tive
a. [See Quidditt.] Constitung, or containing, the essence of a thing ; quidditative.
Quld'dlt (-dtt), re. [Cf. Quiddity, Quillet, and QuibHLE.] Asubtilty; an equivocation.
Shak.
\_Obs.']
By some strange quiddit or some wrested clause. Drayton.
Quld'dl-ta-tlve (-di-ta-tiv), a. Quiddative.
Quld'dl-ty (-di-ty), re. / pi. Quiddities (-tiz). [LL.
quidditas, fr. L. quid what, neut. of qtiis who, akin to E.
who cf. P. quiddite.2 1. The essence, nature, or distinctive peculiarity, of a thing that which answers the
question. Quid est f or, What is it ? " The degree of nullity and quiddity."
Bacon.

Quid'dle (kwld'd'l),
Quld'dler (-dler),

;

Qul'et, V.
Quieting.]
a state of rest, or of silence.
2. To calm ; to appease; to pacify; to lull to allay;
to tranquillize as, to quiet the passions ; to quiet clamors or disorders to quiet pain or grief.
Quiet yourselves, I pray, and be at peace.
Shak.
often
Qul'et, V. i. To become still, sUent, or calm
with down ; as, he soon quieted down.
Qui'et-age (-aj), re. Quietness. [Obs.'\
Spenser.
Qul'et-er (-er), re. One who, or that which, quiets.
Qul'et-ism (-iz'm), n. [Cf. F. quietisme.l 1. Peace
or tranquillity of mind calmness indifference apathy

The mercury and
Quiok'sU'ver-ing (-ver-ing), n.
foil on the back of a looking-glass.
(iliis.) A lively, spirited
Qulck'step' (-step'), n.

manner

— In quiet, quietly. " I will
— Out of quiet, disturbed rest-

peaceful.

;

" She ianmch out of quiet."
Shak.
t.
[imp. & p. p. Quieted p. pr. & vb. n.
1. To stop motion in ; to still; "to reduce to

[UbsTi

;

;

;

still

Milton.

;

—

march

At qdet,

depart in quiet." Shak.
less.

still-

;

;

;

;

—

;

.

;

silver ;
IQuick living
G. quecksilber, L. argenmetal
mertum vivum. See Quick, a.] (Chem.) The
cury
so called from its resemblance to liquid silver.
Quicksilver horizon, a mercurial artificial horizon. See
Quicksilver water, a solution of merunder Horizon.
cury nitrate used in artificial silvering quick water.
Qulok'sll'vered (-verd), a. Overlaid with quicksilver,
or with an amalgam pf quicksilver and tinfoil.

Qulok'Sil'ver

[L. quies, -etis. See Quiet, a.]
?1ll'et (kwi'St), n.
The quality or state of being quiet, or in repose ; as,

an hour or a time of quiet,
2. Freedom from disturbance, noise, or alarm
ness tranqvfillity peace security.
And join witli thee, calm Peace and Quiet.
;

^
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QUICK-SCENTED

BO called from

;;

;

;

^

;

eve,

event,

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

Growing

in sets of five

;

— said

especially of leaves

com»

posed of five leaflets set at the end of a common petiole.
Qui'nate (kwi'nat or kwin'at), re. (Chem.) A salt ot
quiuic acid. [Written also kinate.J
Quin'a-ZOl (kwin'a-zol), re. [Quinoline -\- asote.J
(Chem.) A complex nitrogenous base related to cinno*
line.
[Written also chinazol.']
Quince (kwins), re. [Prob. apl. from OE. quyne, com,

OF. coin, cooin, F. coing,
from L. Cydonius a quince
Cydonian, Gr.
Cydonian, ixyjKov
KvBwvLOv a quince, f r. KvSiovCa
Cydonia, a city in Crete,
KiiS<oi/es the Cydonians.
Cf.
QuiDDANY.] 1. The fruit of
a shrub (Cydonia vulgaris)
belonging to the same tribe as
the apple. It somewhat resembles an apple, but differs
in having many seeds in each
carpel.
It has a hard flesh of
Qumce.
high flavor, but very acid,
and is largely used for marmalade, jelly, and preserves.
2. (Bot.) A quince tree or shrub.
-Japan quince {Bot.), an Eastern Asiatic shrub (Cydonia,
formerly Pyrus, Japonica) and its very fragrant out in»
edible fruit. The shrub has very showy flowers, usually
red, but sometimes pink or white, and is much grown for
ornament. — Qtiince curculio (Zool.), a small gray and yellow curculio Conotrachelus cratiegi) whosfe larva lives in
Quince tree (Bot.), the small tree (Cydonia vulquinces.
garis) which produces the quince.
Quince'wort' (-wfirf), re. (Bot.) The squinancy.
Called also quinsywort.
Quinch (kwTnch), v. i. [Cf. CD. quincken to quiver,
shake. Fries, quink hovering. Cf. QuiCH.] To stir to
Spenser.
wince. [Obs.}
Quin-cun'cial (kwTn-kun'shal), a, [L. quincuncialis,
from quincunx. See Quincunx.]
1. Having the form of a quincunx.
2. (Bot.) Having the leaves of a
peutamerous calyx or corolla so imtree, as adj.,

KuSwj'ios

.

—

(

;

bricated that two are exterior, two
are interior, and the other has one<
edge exterior and one interior; as,
quincuncial aestivation.
Qulncuncial phyllotaxy (Bot.), an arrangement of five leaves in a spiral. Open Flower of

Trot-

/iMsorGlobeflower,
each leaf two fifths of a circle from
showing Qumcunthe next.
In the
Quin-cun'clal-ly, adv.
^rsJpS""^'""""'
manner or order of a quincunx.
Qnln'cunz (kwin'kunks), re. [L., fr. quinque five -fnncia an ounce. Tlie quincunx was
marked by five small spots or balls. See
Five, and Ounce the weight.] 1. An
arrangement of things by fives in a
square or a rectangle, one being placed
at each corner and one in the middle
especially, such an arrangement of trees
Quincunx.
repeated indefinitely, so as to form a regular group with rows running in various directions.

A

4

4

position of planets when distant from
Hutton.
quincmicial arrangement, as of the parts
See Quincuncial, 2.
of a flower in aestivation.
Quin-dec'a-gon (kwTn-dek'a-gon), re. [L. quindeciva
fifteen -{- Gr. yui'ia angle.] (Geom.) A plane figure with
fifteen angles, and consequently fifteen sides.
Quin'de-cem'vlr (kwin'de-sem'ver), re. ; pi. E. QuinDECEMViBS (-verz), L. QuiNDECEurviiii (-vi-ri). [L., from
quindecim fifteen -f- vir a man.] (Rom. Anliq.) One
of a sacerdotal college of fifteen men whose chief duty
was to take care of the Sibylline books.
2. (Astrol.)

each other

The

five signs, or 150°,

A

3. (Bot.)

II

Quin'de-cem'Vl-Tate

(-vl-rat),

re.

[L.

quindedmmrOf

The body or office of the quindecemviri.
Quin-dec'one (kwin-dSk'on), re. [L. quvndecim fifteen.]
(Chem.) An unsaturated hydrocarbon, CjsEoft, ol
tus."]

idea,

ill

;

old,

8bey,

drb,

5dd

;
;
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the valylene series, produced artificially aa an oily liquid.
[Written also quindekone.']
[L. guindecim
Quln'de-cyl'lc (kwin'de-sil'ik), a.
Uiteen -{- -yl.2 {Chem.) Pertaining t», or designating, an
acid of the fatty acid series, containing fifteen atoms of
called also peniadeeylic acid.
carbon
Quin'dem (kwin'dem), ?i. A fifteentli part. [OSs.]
Quin'dism (-diz'm), n. A fifteenth. \_Obs.'] Prynne.
Quln-hy'drone (kwin-hi'dron), n. [QuMione -{- hydroquinone.] {Chem.) A green crystalluie substance formed
by the union of quinone with hydroquinone, or as an intermediate product in the oxidation of hydroquinone or
[Written also chinhydrone.']
the reduction of quinone.
Quln'i-a (kwin'T-a), «. [NL.] (CAeni.) Quinine.
quini five each.] {Mus.)
(-i-b'l),
re.
[L.
Quin'i-We
An interval of a fifth also, a part sung with such intervals. [OJs.] "He sang
aloud quynyble." Cfiaucer.
Quln'lc (kwTu'Ik or kwi'uTk), a. [See Quinine, and
cf. KiNio.]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or
connected with, quinine and related compounds specifically, designating a nonnitrogenous acid obtained from
cinchona bark, coffee, beans, etc., as a white crystalline
Bubstance.
[Written also ckinic, kinic.~\
{Chem.) An unQuln'i-clne (kwTn'I-siu or -sen), n.
crystallizable alkaloid obtained by the action of heat
from quinine, with which it is isomeric.
Quln'l-dine (-dtn or -den), n. {Chem.) An alkaloid
Isorieric with, and resembling, quinine, found in certain
species of cinchona, from which it is extracted as a bitter white crystalline substance conchinine. It is used
somewhat as a febrifuge. [Written also chmidine.']
Qul'nine (kwi'nin or kwTnln' or kwi-nen' 277), n.
[F. (cf. Sp. quinina), fr. Sp. quina, or quinaquina, Peruvian bark, fr. Peruv. kina, quina, bark.
Cf. Kioto.]
{Chem.) An alkaloid extracted from the bark of several
species of cinchona (esp. Cinchona Calisaya) as a bitter
white crystalline substance, C20H24N2O2. Hence, by extension {Med.), any of the salts of this alkaloid, as the
acetate, chloride, sulphate, etc. employed as a febrifuge
;

—

II

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

,

or antiperiodic. Called also quinia, quinina, etc. [Written also chinine.']
{Chem.) Pertaining to,
Qul-nin'ic (kwT-nin'Tk), a.
or designating, a nitrogenous acid obtained as a yellow
crystalline substance by the oxidation of quinine.
Qul'nin-Ism (kwi'nin-Tz'm), 1 re. {3Ied.) See Cinchonism.
Qul'nism (kwi'niz'm^,
)
Qui-niz'a-rin (kwT-mz'a-rin), n. [Hydrojaireone
aXizarin.']
{Chem.) A yellow crystalline substance produced artificially. It is isomeric with alizarin.
hyQuin'1-zlne (kwin'i-zin or -zen), n. \_Quinolme
drazine.] {Chem.) Anyone of a series of nitrogenous
bases, certain of which are used as antipyretics.
Quin'nat (-nat), re. [From the native name.] {Zool.)
called
Tlie California salmon {Oncorhynchus chouicha)
also chouicha, king salmon, chinnook salmon, and Sacramento salmon. It is of great commercial importance.

or kwTn'o-il),

^Tiwi'noil

re.

[Quinone

A

fr. centeni a hundred each, fr. centum a
hundred. See Hundred, and cf. Kentle.] 1. A hundredweight, either 112 or 100 pounds, according to the
Cf. Cental.
scale used.
[Sometimes written and pro-

of a hundred,

-f-

{Chem.)
radical of which quinone is the hydride, analogous to phenyl.
[Written also kinoyl.]
-yl.]

Quin'qua-ges'i-ma (kwin'kwa-jes'if-ma), a. [L., fr.
quinquagesimus the fiftieth, akin to quinquaginta fifty,
quinque five. See Five.] Fiftieth.

nounced

—

;

—

:

Quln'tel

combining form meaning

quinque%.d, five-cleft

five, five times, fivefold ; as,

-f-

)

fire,

a

[Quinque- -f den-

a.

tate, -tated : cf.

j

P.

quinquedente.] Five-toothed as, a quinquedentate leaf.
Quin'que-Jla'ri-OUS (-fa'rl-iis), a. [From L. quinque
five
cf. F. quinquefarie.
Cf. Bipaeious.]
(Bot.) Arranged in five vertical rows pentastichous.
Gray.
[Quinque- -\- the
Quln'que-fid (kwTn'kwe-fid), a.
root of L. finders to cleave cf. F. quinquefide.] {Bot.)
Sharply cut about haHway to the middle or base into five
segments as, a quinquefld leaf or corolla.
Qnln'que-fo'li-ate (-fo'li-fit), a. [Quinque- -f foliate, -ated : cf. F.
Quin'que-fo'U-a'ted (-a'tSd),
quinqiiefolie, L. quinquefalius.]
{Bot. ) Having five leaves or leafGray.
lets.
;

;

Ethereal,

;

"Truth quintessenced and

1

Quln'que-llt'er-al (-lifer-al),
a.
[Quinque- -\- literal.] Consisting of five letters.
Quln'que-lo'bate (-lo'bat), J
(

;

„

,.

^

.
Qumquefohate Leaf.
.

—

.

;

.

F. quinqueloculaire.]

lar:

cf.

uli

five-celled

;

;

as,

—

petiole.

Quln'qnen-na1i-a (kwTn'kwgn-na'li-a), re. pZ. [L.,
quinquennalis. See Quinquennial.] {Rom. Antiq.)
Public games celebrated every five years.
Quln-quen'nl-al (kwin-kwen'ni-al), a. [L. quinquennalis and quinquennis ; quinque five -\- annus year. See
FrvE, and cf. Biennial.]
Occurring once in five years,
or at the end of every five years ; also, lasting five years.
re.
A quinquennial event.
Quin-quen'ni-um (-um), n. [L.] Space of five years.
Quin-quep'ar-Ute (kwin-kwep'ar-tit or kwin'kwepar'tit), a.
[L. quinquepartiius ; quinque five -\- partitus, p. p. of pariire to divide : cf. F. quinquepartite.]
1. Consisting of five parts.
2. {Bot.) Divided into five parts almost to the base.
Quin'que-reme (kwin'kwe-rem), re. [L. quinqueremis ; quinque &ve -j- rem.us an oar: cf. F. guinquereme.]
A galley having five benches or banks of oars j as, an

tion.

Quin'tin (kwTn'tYn), re. See Quintaih.
Quin'tine (-tin), re. [L. quintus the fifth cf. F. quin{Bot.) The embryonic sac of an ovule, sometimes
regarded as an innermost fifth integument. Cf. QuabTINE, and Tercine.
{3ftts.) A
Quin'tole (-tol), re. [It. quinto fifth.]
group of five notes to be played or sung in the time of
:

tine.]

—

four of the same species.

II

'

^^

Qnl-no'a (kwi-no'a), re. The seeds of a kind of goosewort {Chenopodium Quinoa), used in Chili and Peru for
making porridge or cakes also, food thus made.
Quin'0-gen (kwin'o-jen), n.
IQuinine -f- -gen.']
{Chem.) A hypothetical radical of quinine and related
II

;

alkaloids.

Athenian quinquereme.
Quln'que-syl'la-ble

Qul-noid'lne (kwi-noid'In or -en), re.
[Qwtreine -){Med. Chem.) A brownish resinous substance obtained as a by-product in the treatment of cinchona
bark.
It consists of a mixture of several alkaloids.
[Written also chinoidine.]
Quin'0-llne (kwin'o-lln or -len), re. [Quinine
L.
oleum oil
-ine.] {Chem.) A nitrogenous base, CgH^N,
obtained as a pimgent colorless liquid by the distillation
of alkaloids, bones, coal tar, etc.
It is the nucleus of

-Old.']

lable.]

quinology.
Qui-nol'0-gy (-j^), re. [Qwreine -f -logy.] The science which treats of the cultivation of the cinchona, and
of its use in medicine.
Qui'none (kwi'non or kwTn'on), re.
[Quinine
ketoree.j
{Chem.) A crystalline substance, C|,H402 (called
also benzoketone), first obtained by the oxidation of quinic
acid and regarded as a double ketone ; also, by extension,
anyone of the series of which quinone proper is the type.
[Written also chinone, kinone.]
Qul-no'vlC (kwi-no'vTk), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to,
or designating, a crystalline acid obtained from some
varieties of cinchona bark.
[Written also chinovic, and

+

kinovic.]

of five, as in piquet.
2. {3fus.) The interval of a fifth.
Quln'tain (kwTn'tSn ; 48), «. [F. quintaine, LL. qttintana ; cf. W. chu'inian a kind of hymeneal game.] An
[Written
called also quivtel.
object to he tilted at

Qul-no'vln (-vlfn), re. [NL. quina nova the tree Cosmibuena magnijolia, whose bark yields quinovin.] {Chem.)
An amorphous bitter gliiooside derived from cinchona
ind other barks. Called also quinova bitter, and quinova.
[Written also chinovin, and kinovin.]
Qnln-OX'a-Une (kwTn-Sks'a-lin or -len), re. [Quinohne -\- glyo3:ff;.] {Chem.) Any one of a series of complex nitrogenous bases obtained by the union of certain
aniline derivatives with glyoxal or with certain ketones.

;

^ff^ A common form in the Middle Ages was an upright
on the top of which turned a ci-osspiece, having on
one end a broad board, and on the other a sand bag. The
endeavor was to strike the board with the lance while
riding under, and get away without beuig hit by the sand
Shak.
bag. "But a gMire/atn, a mere lifeless block."
post,

Quln-OX'yl (kwrn-Sks'il), n. [Qwtnone -|- oaygen -f{Chem.) The hypothetical radic.nl of certain quinone derivatives related to rliodizonic acid.
-yl.]

;

pity

—

also quintin.]

[Written also chinoxaline.].

Up, tkrn

—

Quin'tal

C-tal),

re.

;

;

;

;

II

and figures, consisting of a main cord, from which hung
at certain distances smaller cords of various colors, each
having a special meaning, as silver, gold, corn, soldiers,
etc.
Single, double, and triple knots were tied in the
smaller cords, representing definite numbers.
It was
chiefly used for arithmetical purposes, and to register
important facts and events. [Written also quipo.] Tylor.
The inyBtcrious science of the quipus
supplied the PeruviiuiH witl\ the means of conimnniciiting [their ideas to one iiuothcr, and of trnnsniittiup: them to future generations. VrcscoU.
.

food,

fo'bt

;

out,

A

[F., fr. Sp. quintal, fr. Ar. qinfar
fr. L. centenarivs consistiug

oU

;

ohalr

;

go

;

sins;,

.

.

Qulr'boll-ly' (kwTr'boi-le'), re.
[OF. euir bovilli.]
Leather softened by boiling so ns to take any required
shape.
Upon drying, it becomes exceedingly hard, and
hence was formerly used for armor. [Obs.] " His jambeux were of quyrboilly."
Chaucer.
Spenser.
Quire (kwir), re. Sec Choir. [Obs.]

Quire,

a weight of 100 lbs., prob.
;

The same

{Bot.)

a.

;

;

;

)

;

&

Same as Pentavalent.
Quln'sy (kwTn'zJ^), re. [Contr. fr. squinancy, F. esquinancie, L. cynanche a sort of sore throat, Gr. Kwayxr]
sore throat, dog quinsy, fr. kvmv dog -j-ayx^'" t" choke
Cf.
cf. also L. synanche sore throat, 6r. avvdyxt'
Hound, Anqee, and Cynanche.] {Med.) An niflammation of the throat, or parts adjacent, especially of the
fauces or tonsils, attended by considerable swelling,
painful and impeded deglutition, and accompanied by
inflammatory fever. It sometimes creates danger of suffocation
called also squinancy, and squinzey.
Quint (kwTnt), re. [F. qv.inte, fr. L. quinlus, quinia,
the fifth, quinque five. See Five.] 1. A set or sequence

(-nervd'),

as Quinquenervbd.
Quin'tu-ple-ribl)ed' (-rlbd'),
)
Quin'zaine (kwln'zan), re. [F., from quinze fifteen,
See Fifteen.] The fifteenth day after a
'L. quindecim.
[Written
feast day, including both in tlie reckoning.
also quinzain.]
(kwinz
kSNz),
[F.]
F.
re.
A
game
at cards
Quinze
in which the object is to make fifteen points.
chwip
(kwip),
[Cf.
quick
flirt
re.
W.
a
or turn,
Quip
chwipio to whip, to move briskly, and E. whip. Cf.
QuiB, Quibble.] A smart, sarcastic turn or jest a taunt
a severe retort a gibe.
Miltot\.
Quips, and cranks, and wanton wiles.
He was full of joke and jest.
But all his merry quips are o'er.
Tentir/soH.
Quip, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Quipped (kwtpt) p. pr. &
to treat with quips.
vb. re. Quipping (-ping).] To taunt
The more he laughs, and does her closely quip. Spenser.
Sir H. Sidney.
Quip, V. i. To scoff to use taunts.
Qul'po (ke'po), re. Same as QuiPU.
Qui'pu (ke'poo), re. ; pi. Quipus (-poos). [Peruv.
quipu a knot.] A contrivance employed by the ancient
Peruvians, Mexicans, etc., as a substitute for writing

+

II

in

tifll,

Qmn'tU-ple-nerved'
syl-

of five syllables.

commissioners appointed for some special object.
F.
See
Qnln-qui'na (kwtn-kwl'na), re. [NL.
Quinine.] Peruvian bark.
Quin-quiv'a-lent (kwTn-kwIv'il-lent), a. [QuinqueSee Valence.] {Chem.)
-J- L. valens, -entis, p. pr.

;

ri;de,

[Quinque- -f

.

&

&

II

organic bodies, especially of certain alkaloids and
related substances
hence, by extension, any one of the
series of alkaloidal bases of which quinoline proper is the
type.
[Written also chinoline.]
Qnl-nol'0-glst (kwI-nSl'o-jIst), n. One who is versed

unite,

re.

:

a pericarp.
Quin'qne-vlr (kwTn'kwe-ver), n. ; pi. E. Quinque[L., fr.
VIES (-verz), L. Quinqueviki (kwTn-kwev'I-ri).
quinque five
{Rom. Antiq.) One of five
vir man.]

many

viae,

(-sil'la-b'l),

Quin'tU-ple (kwtn'tfi-p'l), a. [L. quintus fifth cf F.
quintuple, L. quintuplex. Cf. Quadruple.] MultipUed
five; increased to five times tlie amount ; fivefold.
Quintuple time (Mus.), a time having five beats in a
measure. It is seldom used.
Quin'tU-ple, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Quintupled (-p'ld) ;
[Cf. F. quintuijft. re. Quintupling (-plTng).]
p. p?'.
pier.] To make fivefold, or five times as much or many.

by

Quln'que-Valvo (kwTn'kwe-vSlv), 1 a. [Quinque- -|valve, valvuQuin'que-val'VU-lar (-val'vfi-ler), J
lar : cf. F. quinquivalve.] {Bot.) Having five valves, as

+

+

A word

highest power."
J. A. Symonds.

;

Quin'que-fo^-0-late (-o-iat), a.
{Bot. ) Having five leaflets. Gray.

fr.

1

tlie

Qnln'tes-sen'tial (kwTn'tSs-sgn'shal), a. Of the nature of a quintessence purest. " Quintessential extract
of mediocrity."
<?. Eliot.
[It. quintette, dim. of
re.
Quin-tet'
) (kwin-tef),
quinto
the
fifth,
a
fifth
part,
from L.
Quin-tette' )
quintus the Sith: ct. ¥. quintette. See Quint.] {3fus.)
A composition for five voices or instruments also, the
set of five persons who sing or play five-part music.
Qnin'tlc (kwin'tik), a. [L. quintus fifth, fr. quinque
five.] {Alg.) Of the fifth degree or order.
re. {Alg.)
A quantic of the fifth degree. See Quantic.
Quln'tile (-til), re. [F. quintil aspect, fr. L. quintus
the fifth.] {Astron.) The aspect of planets when separated the fifth part of the zodiac, or 72°.
Sutton.
Quln-tilllon (kwiu-til'yiin), re. [Formed fr. L. quintus the fiith, after the analogy of million : cf F. quintillion.
See Quint.] Accordmg to the French notation,
which is used on the Continent and in America, the cube
of a million, or a unit with eighteen ciphers annexed
according to the EngUsh notation, a number produced
by involving a million to the fifth power, or a unit with
thirty ciphers annexed.
See the Note under Numera-

II

Qninu

raised to

)

Having five cells or loca quinquelocular pericarp.
Quin'que-nerved' (-nervd'), a. [Quinque- {- nerve.]
{Bot.) Having five nerves;
said of a leaf with five
nearly equal nerves or ribs rising from the end of the

[Written also quinnet.']

of things, quintessence pure,

first

Spr;mg from the deep.
Milton,
Quln-tes'sence, v. t. To distil or extract as a quintessence to reduce to a quintessence.
[R.] Stirling.

;

;

—

and called

;

;

:

[Quinque- -\- lobate, -ated : cf F. quinquelob^.] Cut
than halfway into portions, usually somewhat rounded five-lobed as, a quinquelobate leaf or corolla.
Quin'que-lobed' (kwin^kwe-lobd'), a. [Quinque- -\lobe.]
Same as Quinquelobate.
Quin'que-lOC'U-lar (-lok'li-ler), a. [Quinque- -{- locu-

+

air,

fifth

:

:

Quin'que-lo'l)a-ted(-ba-ted),

+

See Quintain.

ancient Greeks recognized four elements,
water, and earth. The Pythagoreans added
it ether, the fifth essence, which they
said flew upward at creation and out of it the stars were
made. The alchemists sometimes considered alcohol, or
the ferment oils, as the fifth essence.
2. Hence An extract from anything, containing its
rarest virtue, or most subtle and essential constituent in
a small quantity pure or concentrated essence.
Let there be light, said God and forthwith light

angle.]

;

Quin'CLue-den'tate (-den'tat),
Quln'que-den'ta-ted (-ta-ted),

re.

^S^ The

quinquedentaXe, five-toothed.

;

Quln'que-an'gled (-an'g'ld), a. [QuinqueHaving five angles quinquangular.

(-tel),

Quin-tes'sence (kwin-tgs'seus), n. [F., fr. L. quinta
essentia fifth essence. See Quint, and Essence.] 1. The
fifth or last and highest essence or power in a natural
body. See Ferment oils, under Ferment. [Obs.]

;

A

kentle.]

A

metric measure of weight, being 100,000 grams,
2.
or 100 kilograms, equal to 220.46 pound? avoirdupois.
Quin'tan (kwln'tan), a. [L. quwiianus, fr. quintals
fifth, quinque five.
See Five.] Occurring as the fifth,
after four others; also, occurring every fifth day, reckoning inclusively ; as, a quintan fever.
n. {Med.) An intermittent fever which returns every fifth day, reckoning
inclusively, or in which the intermission lasts three days.

Quinquagesima Sunday, the Sunday which is the fiftieth
day before Easter, both days being included in the reckoning
called also Shrove Sunday.
Quin-quan'gU-lar (kwIn-kwSn'giS-ler), a. [L. quinquangulus ; quinque five -j- angulus an angle cf. F.
quinquangulaire.] Having five angles or corners.
Quin'Oluar-tic'U-lar (kwTu'kwar-tik'fi-ler), a. [Quinqne- -f- article.] {Theol.) Relating to the five articles or
points as, the quinquariicidar controversy between Armmians and Calvinists. [Obs.]
Bp. Sanderson.
Quin'que- (kwin'kwe-). [L. quinque five. See Five.]

a.
less

.

;

Qnl'noyl

QUIRE

iQk

;

V.

ttien,

i.

quire of such enticing: hirds.

To

tbin

;

sing in concert.

'boN

,-

zli

=x

[R.]

in azure.

S/iak.

Shall,

"

;;

Quire (kwir), n. [OE. guaer, quair, OF. quayer, cayer,
eaier, F. cahier, a book of loose sheets, a quarter of a
quire, LL. quatemus, quatemum., sheets of paper packed
together, properly, four together, fr. L. quatemi four
each, by fours, quatiuortoui. SeeFotiE, and cf. Cahieb.]
collection of twenty-four sheets of paper of the same
one
size and quaUty, unfolded or having a single fold
twentieth of a ream.

A

;

[See Quiee, Chohisteh.]
Quil'ia-ter (kwIrTs-ter), n.
Thomson.
A chorister. See Chorister. [-R.]
[L. quiritatio, fr.
Qulr'l-ta'tlon (kwTr'I-ta'shun), n.
quiritare to raise a plaintive cry, v. freq. fr. queri to
Bp. Hall.
complain.] A crying for help. iPbs.']
Qul'rite (kwl'rlt), n. One of the Quirites.
[L., fr. Cures, a SaQul-ri'tes (kwl-ri'tez), n. pi.
bine town.] (Rom. Antiq.) Roman citizens.
^ff^ After the Sabines and Romans had united themselves into one coiimiunity, under Romulus, the name of
Quirites was taken in addition to that of Bomani, the
Romans calling themselves in a civil capacity Quirites,
while in a political and military capacity they retained
II

Andrews.

Romani.

the name
Quirk (kwerk), n. [Written also querk.'] [Cf. W.
chwiori to turn briskly, or E. queer.'] 1. A sudden turn
a starting from the point or line hence, an artful evasion or subterfuge ; a shift a quibble as, the quirks of
a pettifogger. "Some j«ir4or . . . evasion." Spenser.
We ground the justification of our nonconformity on dark
Barrow.
lubtiltiee and intricate quirks.
2. A fit or turn; a short paroxysm a caprice. [06s.]
" Quirks of joy and grief."
Shak.
3. A smart retort a quibble a shallow conceit.
Shak.
Some odd quirks and remnants of wit.
Pope.
4. An irregular air as, light quirks of music.
6, (Building) A piece of ground taken out of any regular ground plot or floor, so as to make a court, yard,
Gwill.
sometimes written quink.
etc.
6. (Arch.) A small channel, deeply recessed in proportion to its width, used to insulate and give relief to a
convex rounded molding.
(Juirk molding, a bead between two "^T^,
imrks.
Qulrlced (kwerkt), a. Having, or
formed with, a quirk or quirks.
Qulrklsh (kwerklsh), a. Consisting of quirks
resembling
Quirk Molding,
;

;

;

;

;

;

Barrow.

Qulrk'y

Full of quirks

(-y), a.

;

as,

a quirky

Qulrl (kwerl), n. & v. See Queel.
Qulr'pelo (kwer'pel), n. [Tavail Inrippillai.'] (Zool.)
The Indian ferret.
Quirt (kwert), re. A rawhide whip plaited with two
thongs of buffalo hide. [U. S.']
T. Roosevelt.
Qulsh (kwtsh), n. See CnisH.
Quit (kwit), n. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species
of small passerine birds native of tropical America. See
Banana quit, under Banana, and Guitguit.
Quit (kwTt), a. [OE. quite, OF. quite, F. quitte. See
Quit, v., Qotet.] Released from obligation, charge, penfree clear absolved acquitted.
Chaucer.
alty, etc.
The owner of the ox shall be quit.
Ex. xxi. 28.
i^^Thiswoid is sometimes used in the form quits,
colloquially; as, to be quits with one, that is, to have
made mutual satisfaction of demands with him; to be
even with him hence, as an exclamation Quits I we are
even, or on equal terms. " To cry quits with the com;

;

;

:

;

mons in

A vice

Of

their complaints.

Fuller.

&

&

Quit, V. t. limp.
p. p. Quit or Quitted p. pr.
vb. n. QtnTTiNG.]
[OE. quiten, OF. quiter, quitier, cuttier, F. quitter, to acquit, quit, LL. quietare, fr. L. quietare to calm, to quiet, fr. quietus quiet.
See Quiet, a.,
and cf. Quit, a.. Quite, Acquit, Requite.] 1. To set at
rest; to free, as from anything harmful or oppressive;
to relieve ; to clear ; to liberate.
[iJ.]
;

;

;

mount

titles.

Quite (kwit), V. t. & i. See Quit. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Quite (kwit), adv. [P. quitte discharged, free, clear
OF. quitement freely, frankly, entirely. See Quit, a.]
wholly entirely totally perfectly
1, Completely
as, the work is not quite done
the object is quite accomplished ; to be quite mistaken.
cf.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Man

but saved who will. Milton.
be aimed at different ends, and arise

shall not quite be lost,

The same
from

may

actions

quite contrary principles.

Spectator.

2. To a great extent or degree
considerably. " Quiie amusing."

;

very

;

much

very

Macaulay.

He really

The

looks quite concerned.
Lander.
island stretches along the land and is quite close to it.
Jowett CThucyd.).

Qult'ly (kwtt'lj^), adv. Quite. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Qult'rent' (kwlf renV), re. [Quit, a.
rent.']
(Law)
A rent reserved in grants of land, by the payment of
which the tenant is quit from other service. Blackstone.
^ff^ In some of the United States a fee-farm rent is so
termed.
Burrill.
Quits (kwlts), interj. See the Note under Quit, a.
Qult'ta-ble (kwtf ta-b'l), a. Capable of being quitted.
Qult'tal (-tal), n. Return requital quittance. [06*.]
Qult'tance (-tans), n. [OE. quitaunce, OF. quitance,
F. quittance. See Quit, v. t.] 1. Discharge from a debt
or an obligation acquittance.
Omittance is no quittance.
Sliak.
2. Recompense ; return
Shak.
repayment. [06s.]
Qult'tance, v. t. To repay to requite. [06s.] Shak,

+

;

;

;

;

Quitter

(-ter),

1.

re.

One who

quits.

Ainsworth.
A deliverer. [06s.]
Qult'tor (-ter), n. [Perhaps tor quitture.] (Far.) A
chronic abscess, or fistula of the coronet, in a horse's foot,
resulting from inflammation of the tissues investing the
coffin bone.
Quit'ture (-tur 135), re. A discharge an issue. [06s.]
To cleanse the quitture from thy wound. C/tapman.
Qulv'er (kwlv'er), a. [Akin to AS. cwiferlice anxCf. Quaver.] Nimiously cf. OD. kuiven, kuiveren.
ble active.
[06s.] " A little jaifcr fellow. "
Shak.
Qulv'er, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Quivered (-erd) p. pr,
2.

;

;

;

;

&

&

vb. n.

QmvERiNG.]

[Cf.

;

Quavee.]

with slight and tremulous motion
to shudder to shiver.

;

or move
to quake

To shake

to tremble

;

;

Shak.
leaves quiver with the cooUng wind.
the limbs still quivering on the ground. Addison.

The grees

And

left

Qulv'er, re. The act or state of quivering a tremor.
Qulv'er, re. [OF. cuivre, cuevre, coivre, LL. cueurum
fr. OHG. chohhari quiver, receptacle, 6. kocher
quiver akin to AS. cocor, cocur, cocer, D. koker.
Cf. Cocker a high shoe.]
A case or
sheath for arrows to be carried on the person.
;

To quit you

of this fear, you have already looked Death in the
what have you found so terrible in it ?
O'a^'e.

;

2. To release from obligation, accusation, penalty, or
the like ; to absolve ; to acquit.

There

God

may no gold them quyte.

will relent,

and

to requite

MiUon.

quit thee all his debt.

to repay.

;

The

To

martyr qvyte you your meed.
Chaucei\
Enkindle all the sparks of nature

blissful

quit this horrid act.

Before that judge that quits each soul his hire.

Shak.
Fairfax.

To meet the claims upon, or expectations

4.

tained of

;

to conduct

Be

—

enter-

to acquit
used reflexively.
and quit yourselves like men. 1 Sam. iv. 9.
Samson hath quit himself
Like Samson.
Milton.
;

;

strong,

To carry through

to go through to the end. [06s.]
Never worthy prince a day did quit
With greater hazard and with more renown. Daniel.
6. To have done with ; to cease from to stop hence,
to depart from
to leave ; to forsake ; as, to quit work
to quit the place ; to quit jesting.
Such a supei-ficial way of examining is to quit truth for apS-

;

;

;

;

;

pearance.

Locke.

—

To qolt cost, to pay ; to reimburse.
To quit scores, to
snake even ; to clear mutually from demands.
Does not the earth quit scores with all the elements in the
noble fruits that issue from it ?
South.
Syn. To leave relinquish ; resign ; abandon forsake
surrender
discharge
requite.
Quit, LEA\rE.
Leave is a general term, signifying merely an act of departure ; quit implies a going without intention of return,
a final and absolute abandonment.

—

;

—

;

;

Quit, V. i. To go
thing ; to cease.
ale,

;

away to depart

;

senate,

&ia,

;

c&re,

And quiver,

,

Beside him hung his bow
with three-bolted thunder stored.

;

to stop doing a

arm, aek,

He quizzed unmercifully all the men in the room. Thackeray,
2. To peer at to eye suspiciously or mockingly.
;

3. To instruct in or by a quiz. See Quiz,
Quizzing glass, a smaU eyeglass.

Qulv'ered (-erd), a. 1. Furnished with, or
" Like a quivered nymph
with arrows keen."
Milton.
" Whose quills
2. Sheathed, as in a quiver.
Pope.
stand quivered at his eax."
Quiv'er-lng-ly (-er-lng-lj), adv. With quiv
ering motion.
.
Qui' Vive' {k.P Yty'). [P., fr. qui who |J°;"\^dTan"
carrying, a quiver.

II

Vive, pros. subj. of vivre to live.]
The
used like the
challenge of a French sentinel, or patrol
English challenge "Who comes there ? "
To be on the qui vivo, to be on guard to be watchful
and alert, like a sentinel.
Qulz-Ot'lc (kwlks-5t'ik), (z. Like Don Quixote; romantic to extravagance ; absurdly chivalric ; apt to be
Prescott.
deluded. " Feats of quixotic gallantry."
Quix-Ot'Ic-al-ly (-T-kol-l^), adv. In a quixotic way.
Quix'Ot-lsm (kwTks'ot-Tz'm), n. That form of delusion whicli. leads to extravagant and absurd undertakings
or sacrifices in obedience to a morbidly romantic ideal
of duty or honor, as illustrated by the exploits of Don
Quixote in knight-errantry.
Qulx'Ot-ry (-ry), n. Quixotism ; visionary schemes.
Quiz (kwiz), re. [It is said that Daly, the manager of
a Dublin playhouse, laid a wager that a new word of no
meaning should be "the common talk and puzzle of the
In consequence of this the
city in twenty-four hours.
letters quiz were chalked by him on all the walls of
Dublin, with an effect that won the wager. Perhaps,
however, originally a variant of whiz, and formerly the
name of a popular game.] 1. A riddle or obscure question ; an enigma ; a ridiculous hoax,
2. One who quizzes others ; as, he is a great quijs.
-j-

—

;

:

;

final,

^11

;

eve,

event,

€nd, fern,

recent

re.,

lU. S.]

4.

0\az,v.i. To conduct a quiz. See Quiz, re., 4. lU.S.']
Quiz'zer (-zer), n. One who quizzes a quiz,
;

Quiz'zic-al (-zi-kal), a.
Relating to quizzing given
to quizzing ; of the nature of a quiz ; farcical ; sportive.
Quiz'zic-al-ly, adv.
Qulz'zism (-zTz'm), n. The act or habit of quizzing.
Quob (kwob), V. i. [Cf. Quaver.] [Written also
quop and quab.] To throb ; to quiver. [Local
Vulgar^
Quod (kwod), re. [For quad, abbrev. of quadrangles^
A quadrangle or court, as of a prison ; hence, a prison.
ISlang] "Flogged or whipped in ^worf."
T.Hughes,
Quoda,v. Quoth; said. See Quoth. [06s.]
Let be,'* quod he, ** it shall not be."
Chaucer.
Quod'dies (kwSd'diz), re. pi. Herring taken and cured
or smoked near Quoddy Head, Maine, or near the entrance
;

—

&

of

Passamaquoddy Bay.
Quodll-het (-li-bet),

II

[L.,

re.

A nice point

what you

please.]

a subtilty a debatable point.
;
These are your quodlibets, but no learning. F. Fletcher,
2. (Mus.) A medley improvised by several performers.
Quod'Iib-e-ta'rl-an (-llb-e-ta'ri-an), re. One who discusses any subject at pleasure.
Quod'U-bet'ic-al (-ll-bgt'i-kal), a. Not restricted to
a particular subject ; discussed for curiosity or entertainment.
Quod'11-bet'ic-al-ly, adv.
v. t.
Quolf (kwoif or koif), n,
See Coir.
Shak.
Qnoif'lure (kwoif'fur or koif'-), n. See Coiffure.
Quoil (kwoil or koil), re. See Coil. lObs.]
Quoin (kwoin or koin ; 277), re. [See Coin, and cf.
Coigne.]
1. (Arch.) Originally, a solid exterior angle,
as of a building; now, commonly, one of the selected
pieces of material by which
the corner is marked.
I^°* In stone, the quoins
consist of blocks larger than
those used in the rest of the
building, and cut to dimension.
In brickwork, quoins
1.

;

—

&

consist of groups or masses
of brick laid together, and
in a certain imitation of
quoins of stone.

stone Quoins set in Brickwork.

A

wedgelike piece of
wood, metal, or other material, used for various
purposes as (a) (Masoni-y) To support and steady a
stone.
(6) (Gh^n.) To support the breech of a cannon.
(c) (Print.) To wedge or lock up a form within a chase.
(d) (Naut.) To prevent casks from rolling.
Hollow quein. See under Hollow.
Qooln post Canals),
the post of a lock gate which abuts against the wall.
Quoit (kwoit or koit), n. [OE. coite ; cf. OF. cottier
to spur, press, (assumed) LL. coctare, fr. L. coquere, caelum, to cook, burn, vex, harass, E. cook, also W. coeten
a quoit.] 1. (a) A flattened ring-shaped piece of iron,
to be pitched at a fixed object in play hence, any heavy
flat missile used for the same purpose, as a stone, piece
of iron, etc.
Shak,
(6) pi. A game played with quoits.
2. The discus of the ancients. See Discus.
3. A cromlech.
[Prov. Eng.]
J. Morley,
Qnolt, V, i. To throw quoits to play at quoits.
To quoit, to run, and steeds and chariots drive. Druderu
Quoit, V. t. To throw to pitch. [06s. or JJ.] Shak.
Quoke (kwok), o6s. imp. of Quake.
Chaucer,
Qnoll (kwol), re. (Zool.) A marsupial of Australia
(Dasyurus macrurus), about the size of a cat.
Quon'dam (kwon'dam), a. [L., formerly.] Having
been formerly ; former sometime. " This is the quondam king."
Shak.
Quon'dam, re. A person dismissed or ejected from a
position, [i?.] " Make them quondams ; ,
cast them
out of their olfice."
Latimer.
Quook (kwS6k), imp. of Quake. [06s.]
Spenser,
Quop (kw5p), V. i. See Quob.
2.
stone,

;

:

—

(

;

;

;

Milton.

Chaucer.

3. To discharge, as an obligation or duty ; to meet and
satisfy, as a claim or debt ; to make payment for or of

;

;

;

;

face

3. An odd or absurd fellow.
Smart. Thackeray.
4. An exercise, or a course of exercises, cojiducted as
a coaching or as an examination. [Cant, If. S.]
Quiz (kwiz), V. t. limp. & p. p. Quizzed (kwTzd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Quizzing (-zing).] 1. To puzzle to banter to chaff or mock with pretended seriousness of discourse ; to make sport of, as by obscure questions.

+

;

;

tricky

lawyer.

;

n.

:

Quitch' grass' (kwich' gras/). [Properly quick grass,
being probably so called from its vigorous growth, or
from its tenacity of life. See Quick, and cf. Couch grass.]
(Bot.) A perennial grass (A gropyrum repens) liavinglong
running rootstalks, by which it spreads rapidly and pertinaciously, and so becomes a troublesome weed. Also
called couch grass, quack grass, quick grass, ttvitch grass.
See Illustration in Appendix.
Qnlt'nlaim' (kwlfklam'), n.
[Quil, a.
cfatm.]
(Law) A release or relinquishment of a claim a deed
of release
an instrument by which some right, title,
interest, or claim, which one person has, or is supposed
to have, in or to an estate held by himself or another, is
released or relinquished, the grantor generally covenanting only against persons who claim under liimself.
Qult'clalm', v. t. limp, &p.p. Quitclaimed (-klamd');
p. pr. & vb. n. Quitclaiming.] (Law) To release or
relinquish a claim to
to release a claim to by deed,
without covenants of warranty against adverse and para-

—

quirk.

1. (Bot.) Same as QurrcH SEASS.
a taint ; an evil.
;
pick the vicious quitch
blood and custom wholly out of him. Tennyson.

Quitch (kwlch),
2. Figuratively

To

;

;

;

QUOTATION
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QUIRE

of

;;

;;

;

ice,

,

,

Quo'rum (kwo'rfim), re. [L., of whom, gen. pi. of
qui who, akin to E. who. See the Note below.] Such
a number of the officers or members of any body as is
competent bj' law or constitution to transact business
as, a quorum of the House of Representatives ; a constitutional quorum was not present.
11^°" The term arose from the Latin words. Quorum
aliquem vestrum
unum esse volumus (of whom we
wish some one of you to be one), which were used in the
commission formerly issued to justices of the peace in
England, by which commission it was directed that no
business of certain kinds should be done without the
presence of one or more of certain justices specially designated. Justice of the jieace and of the quorum designates a class of justices of the peace in some of the
.

.

.

United States.

Qno'ta (kw^ta), re. [LL., fr. L. quota (sc. pars), fr.
quotus which or what in number, of what number, how
many, f r. quot how many, akin to quis, qui, who cf It.
quota a share. See Who.] A proportional part or share;
the share or proportion assigned to each in a division.
" Quota of troops and money."
Motley.
:

Capable or worthy of be-

Quot'a-ble (kwot'a-b'l), a.
ing quoted

quotable writer a
— Quot'a-bil'1-tya (-bTl'i-ty),
Poe,
;

.

as,

;

quotable sentence.

re.

Quo-ta'tion(kwo-ta'shiin),>j. [From Quote.] 1. The
act of quoting or citing.
2. That which is quoted or cited ; a part of a book
or writing named, repeated, or adduced as evidence or
illustration.
Locke.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, 5dd

;

;

;
;

RACE
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QUOTATIONIST
3- fCom.) The naming or publishing of the current
price of stocks, bonds, or any commodity ; also, the
price named.

B.
for a

set down, as in writing.
most perfidious slave."
;

A

"Se's

[06j.]

daily; especially (Med.), an mtermitteut fever or ague

which returns every day.
Qno'tient (kwo'shent),

one number by another, and showing bov.' often a less
number is contained in a greater thus, the quotient of
;

Cotgrave.
Quot'er (-er), n. One who quotes the words of another.
Quoth (kwoth or kwuth), v. t. [AS. cweSan, imp.
cwaiS, pi. cwsedon; akin to OS. queSan, OHG. quethan,
quedan, Icel. kveda, Goth, qipan. V22. Cf. Bequeath.]
Said ; spoke uttered ;
used only in the first and third
persons in the past tenses, and always followed by its
nominative, the word or words said being the object ; as,
quoth I, quoth he. " Let me not live, quoth he." Shak.
Quoth'a (-a), inierj. [For quoth 'a said he, 'a being
corrupted from he.] Indeed forsooth.

Quo-ta'tlon-ist (kwo-ta'shi3n-Ist), n. One who makes,
IS given to making, quotations.
Hilton.
The narrow intellectuals of quotationists.
Quote (kwot), V. t. {imj}.
p. p. Quoted ; p. pr.
[OF. quoter, F. coier to letter, numvb. n. Quoting.]
ber, to quote, LL. quntare to divide into chapters and
verses, fr. L. quotus.
See Quota.] [Formerly written
also cote.']
1. To cite, as a passage from some author ;
to name, repeat, or adduce, as a passage from an author
or spealier, by way of authority or illustration ; as, to
quote a passage from Homer.
2. To cite a passage from ; to name as the authority
for a statement or an opinion ; as, to quote Shakespeare.
3. {Com.) To name the current price of.
4. To notice ; to observe ; to examine. [06i.] Shak,

or

—

;

&

;

To

affront the blessed Jiillside drabs
mended morals, quutlia, fine

—

"Witli

and thieves

new

lives

ifilton.

n.
[F., fr. L. quoties how
often, how many times, fr. quot how many. See Quota.]
resulting
number
from the division of
1. {Arith.) The

;

»t the beginning, and two apostrophes at the end, of a
passage quoted from an author in his own words.

Anything returning

Quo-tld'l-an (kwS-ttd'I-an), n.

quoted
Shak.

;

;

one as an authority, without adducing his exact words.
Quote (kwot), n. A note upon an author. [Ots.]

two inverted commas placed

&

To

Syn. — To cite name adduce repeat. — Quote, Cite.
To cite was originally to call into court as a witness, etc.,
and hence denotes bringing forward any thing or person
as evidence.
<^uote usuaUy signifies to reproduce another's words it is also used to indicate an appeal to some

\_Obs.'\
4. Quota; share.
piece of hollow type metal, lower than
5. (Print.)
type, and measuring two or more pica ems in length and
breadth, used in the blank spaces at the beginning and
end of chapters, etc.

Quotation marks {Print.),

—

;

I

Mrs. Browning.

Quo-tld'1-an (kwo-tTdt-an), a.
[OE. coiidian, Jj.
quotidianus, fr. quotidie daily quotus how many -f- di^s
day cf. OF. coiidien, F. quotidien. See Quota, Deity.]
Occurring or returning daily as, a quotidian fever.
;

:

twelve divided by four is three.
2. {Higher Alg.) The result of any process inverse to
multiplication.
See the Note under Multeplioation.
Quo-ti'e-ty (kwo-ti'e-ty), n. [L. qvottis of what num>
ber, quot how many.] (Scholastic P/iilos.) The relation
of an object to number.
Krauth-Fleining.
Quo'tum (kwo'tum), n. [NX,., fr. L. quotus of what
number. See Quota.] Part or proportion quota, [i?.]
"A very small quotum."
Max Miiller.
[So called
Quo' war-ran'tO (kwo' wBr-rSn'to).
from the Law L. words quo warranto (by what author,
ity), in the original Latin form of the writ.
See Which,
and "Warrant.] (Law) A writ brought before a proper
tribunal, to inquire by what warrant a person or a corBlack.ttone.
poration acts, or exercises certain powers.
;

II

^W

An information in the nature of a quo warranto ia
now common as a substitute for the writ.
Wharton,
See Koean.

Qu-ran' (ky-ran'), n.

;

R.
n.
The language or dialect
the later Hebrew.
Rab-bln'io-al-ly, adv. in a rabbinical manner after
the manner of the rabbins.
Rab'bln-lsm (rSb'bTn-Tz'm), n. [Cf. F. rabbinisme.']
1. A rabbinic expression or phraseology ; a peculiarity
of the language of the rabbins.
2. The teachings and traditions of the rabbins.
Rab'bln-lSt, n. [Cf. F. rabbiniste.'] One among the
Jews who adhered to the Talmud and the traditions of
the rabbins, in opposition to the Karaites, who rejected
the traditions.
Rab'bln-lte (-it), n. Same as Rabbinist.
Rab'bit (rSb'bit), n. [OE. rabet, akin to OD. robbe,
robbeken.']
(Zo'dl.) Any of the
smaller species of the genus Lepus,
especially the common European
species (iepws cuniculus), which is
often kept as a pet, and has been
introduced into many countries.

R(ar). R, the eighteenth letter of the English alphabet, is a vocal consonant.
It is sometimes called a
semivowel, and a liquid. See Guide to Pronunciation,
is the dog's letter and
§§ 178, 179, and 250-254. "
hurreth in the sound."
B. Jonson.
In words derived from the Greek language the letter h
is generally written after r to represent the aspirated
sound of the Greek p, but does not affect the pronunciation of the English word, as rhapsody, rhetoric.
The English letter derives its form from the Greek
through the Latin, the Greek letter being derived from
the Phoenician, which, it is believed, is ultimately of
Egyptian origin. Etymologically, R is most closely related to I, s, and n; as in bandore, mandoZe; purpZe, L.
purpura E. chapter, F. chapitre, L. capituium ; E. v/ShS,
were ; hare, G. ha.se ; E. order, F. ordre, L. ordo, ordij'.is
E. coffer, cofBn.

;

;

R

;

;

The three Ea, a jocose expression for reading, (w)riting,
and (a)rithmetic, the fundamentals of an education.
Ra (ra), n. A roe a deer. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Ra-. A pi efix, from the Latin re and ad combined,
coming to us through the French and Italian. See Re-,
and Ad-.

—

;

Raash
(Zo'dl.)

Rab

New

[Cf. Ar. ra'ash trembling, tremor.]
electric catfish.
[Written also raasch.]
(rSb), n.
rod or stick used by masons in mix(rasii), n.

A

[See Eabot.] A polishing mateof potter's clay that has failed in baking.
Ra-bate' (ra-baf), V. t. [F. rabatire to beat down
pref. reabattre.
See Abate, and cf. Rebate, v.]
(Falconry) To recover to the fist, as a hawk. \_Obs.']
Rab'a-tine (rab'a^tln), n. [See Rabato.] A collar
or cape. [06s.]
Sir W. Scott.
Ra-ba'tO (ra-ba'to), n. [F. rabat, fr. rabattre. See
Eabate.]
kind of ruff for the neck ; a turned-down
collar; a rebatto.
[OJs.]
Shak.

Rab'at

rial

(rab'St), n.

+

culifs).
Angora rabbit (Zoo?.), a variety of the domestic rabbit
having long, soft fur. —Rabbit burrow, a hole in the earth
made oy rabbits for shelter and habitation. Rabbit fish.
{Zo'dl.) (a) The northern chimera (CAiJ»a?r« rtionstrosa).
(6) Any one of several species of plectognath fishes, as
the bur fish, and puffer. The term is also locally applied
to otlier fishes.
Rabbits' ears.
{Hot.) See Cyclamen.
Rabbit warren, a piece of ground appropriated to the
breeding and preservation of rabbits.
'Wright. — Rock
rabbit. (Zo'dl.) See Daman, and Klipdas. —Welsh rabbit,
a dish (}f which the chief constituents are toasted bread
and toasted clieese, prepared in various ways. The name
is probably a corruption of Welsh rare bit, but perhaps
merely a humorous designation.
Rab'blt-lng, n. The hunting of rabbits. T. Hughes.
Rab'blt-ry (-rf), n. A place where rabbits are kept
especially, a collection of hutches for tame rabbits.
[Etymol. uncertain.] (7ron
Rab'ble (rab'b'l), n.
Manuf.) An iron bar, with the end bent, used in stirring

[See Rabate.] To abate
or diminish.
[Obs.~\^n. Abatement. [06s.]
Rab'bet (rab'bSt), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Rabbeted ; p.
pr. & vb. n. Rabbeting.] [F. raboter to plane, plane
down, rabot a plana pref. re- re- -\- CF. abouter, abater.
Bee Abut, and cf. Rebut.] 1. To cut a rabbet in to
furnish with a rabbet.
2. To unite the edges of, as boards, etc., in a rabbet
v.

t.

&

;

;

joint.

Rab'bet, n.
[See Rabbet, v., and cf. Rebate, n.]
1. (Carp.) A longitudinal channel, groove, or recess
cut out of the edge or face of any body ; especially, one
intended to receive another member, so as to break or
cover the joint, or more easily to hold the members in
place thus, the groove cut for a panel, for a pane of
glass, or for a door, is a rabbet, or rebate.
2. Same as Enbbet joint, below.

iron.

Rab'ble,

v. i.

[Akin to D. rabbelen, Prov. G. rabbeln,

to prattle, to chatter cf. L. rabula a brawling advocate,
a pettifogger, fr. rabere to rave. Cf. Rage.] To spealt
:

Eabbet joint {Carp.), a joint formed by fitting together
rabbeted boards or timbers —called alsora66e<.— Kabbet
piano, a joiner's plane for cutting a rabbet.
Moxon.

&

Scot.']
in a confused manner.
\_Prov. Evg.
Rab'ble, n. [Probably n.Tined from the noise made
by it (see Rabble, v. i.) cf. D. rapnlje r.abble, OF.
tunuiltuous crowd of vulgar,
Prov. F. rnpaille.] 1.

;

Rab'bl (rSb'bi or -bi 277), n. ; pi. Rabbis (-biz or
-Hz) or Rabbies. [L., fr. Gr. pa(3^i, Heb. ra6i my master, from ra6 master, lord, teacher, akin to Ar. ra66.]
Master; lord; teacher;
a Jewish title of respect or
honor for a teacher or doctor of thfe law. " The gravest

(rSb'bTn), n.
[F.]
Rab-bln'lc (rSb-btn'Tk), ) a.

is

Milton.
your Master, even Christ,
Malt, xxiii.

ble

We

will not

rfide,

full,

ftp,

Hm

pity

_

a medley of
confused, incoherent discourse
a cliatter.
The rabble, the lowest class of people, without reference
to an assembly the dregs of the people. " The rabble
Shak.
call him 'lord.'"
;

;

;

Rab'ble,

Of or pertaining to a rabble

a.

suited to, a rabble

Rab'ble,

Milton.

;

Bp. Warburton.

;

v.

food, fo'bt

t.

;

like, or
disorderly; vulgar.
Dryden.
[/?.]
[imp.
p. p. Rabbled (-b'ld) p. pr.

&

out, oil

chair

;

go

;

mouth

withFoxe.

(rab'b'1-mcnt), n.

A tumultuous crowd

;

as

doidal.]
(-d51'6-jy), n. [Gr. paj3So5 rod, stick -^
F. rabdologie.] The method or art of performing arithmetical operations by means of Napier's
bones. See Napier's bones. [Written also rhnbdology.]
Rab'dO-man'cy (rSb'do-mSn's^), n. [Gr. pdfiSoi rod
money.] Divination by means of rods or wands.
-I
Sir T. Browne.
[Written also rhabdomancy .]
Rab'id (rSb'Td), a. [L. rabidus, from rabere to rave.
See Rage, n.] 1. Furious ; raging ; extremely violent.

Rab-dol'0-gy

-logy

cf.

:

The rabid flight
Cliapman.
Of winds that ruin ships.
Extreme, unreasonable, or fanatical in opinion ex-

2.

;

;
as, a rabid socialist.
with the distemper called rabies ;

cessively zealous
3. Affected

mad

a rabid dog or fox.
Of or pertaining to rabies, or hydrophobia;
rabid virus.
Ra-bld'1-ty (ra-bid'i-tj^), n. Rabidness furiousness.
Rab'id-ly (rSb'Td-iy), adv. In a rabid manner with

as,

4. (Med.)
as,

;

;

extreme violence.
Rab'id-ness, ra. The quality or state of being rabid.
Ra'bl-es (ra'bt-ez), n. [L. See Rage, n.] Same
as Hydrophobia (6) canine madness.
Rab'i-net (rSb'i-ngt), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] (Mil.)
A kind of small ordnance formerly in use. [Written
Ainsworth.
also rabanet.]
Daniel.
Ra'bl-OUS (ra'bi-us), a. Fierce. [06s.]
rubber
of
hard
wood used
[F.]
A
n.
(ra'bBt),
Ra'bOt
Knight.
in smoothing marble to be polished.
Ra'ca (ra'ka), a. [Gr. paxa, from Chaldee reka.]
A term of reproach used by the Jews of our Savior's
time, meaning " worthless."
Whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger
II

;

II

Matt.

of the council.

v. 22.

Ra'ca'hOUt' (ra'ki'oo'), n. [P. racahout, probably
Ar. raqaut.] A preparation from acorns used by the
Arabs as a substitute for chocolate, and also as a beverage for invalids.
II

fr.

Rac-COOn'

(rilk-koon'),
[F. raton, proji., a lit-

n.

tle r.at, fr. rat rat,

perhaps

German

of

origin.
See
North
(Zo'dl.)

A

Rat.]

American nocturnal carnivore (Procyon lotor) al-

a^^^^^^^^^H

i

j^^^^^^^^l^^L

In

to
the bears, but
much smaller, and having
a long, full tail, banded
with black and gray. Its
lied

body

is gray, varied with
black and wliite. Called

and mapach.
Raccoon (Proci/on
Raccoon dog {Zoi'il.), the
Raccoon fox (ZoM.), the cacoinixle.

also coon,

tanate.

sing, Igk

;

lotar).

—

Raoe

;

;

to

;

;

;

;

RaVble-rout' (-b'l-rouf), n. A tumultuous crowd
a rabble a noisy throng.
Rab-dold'al (rab-doid'al), a. [Gr. pajSSos a rod -f
-oid -\- -al.] (Anat.) See Sagittal. [Written also rAa6«

;

A

Same

bny your rabbinical fumes.

unite,

a

of licentious deities.

2.
voices

8.

as Rabbi.
[Cf. P. rabbinique.'] Of
Rab-bln'lo-al (-T-kal),
or pertaining to the rab)
bins or rabbis, or pertaining to the opinions, learning, or
language of the rabbins. " Comments staler than rn'6binic."
Lowell.

use,

;

by

Macaulay.

a rabble. " Rude rablemenl." Spenser.
he refused it, the rabblement hooted. Shak.
Rab'ble! (-bier), n. [See 2d Rabble.] (Mech.) A
scraping tool for smoothing metal.

low people

And still,

A

mob

a confused, disorderly throng.
I saw, I say, come out of London, even unto the presence of
Aschain.
the prince, a great rabble of mean and ligtit persons.
Jupiter, Mercury, Bacchus, Venus, Mars, and the whole rab-

noisy people

—

Rab'bln

&

;

;

rabbies."
Be not ye called Rabbi, for one
and all ye are brethren.

Rab'ble-ment
of

or skimming molten iron in the process of puddling.
Rab'ble, V. i. To stir or skim with a rabble, as molten

;

or assault,

;

—

—

;

2. To utter glibly and incoherently
out intelligence. [06s. or Scot.']
[Scot.]
3. To rumple to crumple.

—

a

Rab-bate' (rSb-baf),

Hake.

English Rabbit (Lepus cuni-

mob

bishops' carriages were stopped and the prelates themselves rabbled on their way to the house.
J. R. Green.

Zealand.

bit, under 2d Jack.
The
larger species of Lepus are
commonly called hares. See

made

(-bltng).] 1. To insult,
as, to rabble a curate.

Rabbling
to

;

The

!J^°* The common American rabbit (L. sylvatica) is
similar but smaller.
See
Cottontail, and Jack rab-

The

n.

mob

a

It is remarkably prolific,
and has become a pest in
some parts of Australia and

ing hair with mortar.
_

& vb.

Rab-bln'lc (rSb-btn'Ik),

of the rabbins

(ras), r.

tben, thin

t.

t

To

raze.

boN

;

Sprnser.

[06s.]

zh = z

in azure.

;;
.
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kinds of grapes. It is also obtained from tartaric acid,
with which it is isomeric, and from sugar, gum, etc., by
oxidation. It is a sour white crystalline substance, consisting of a combination of dextrorotatory and levorotatory tartaric acids.
Gregory.
Rac'e-mlf'er-OUB (rSs'J-mif'er-iis'), a. [L. racemi/er
bearing clusters racemiis cluster -f Jerre to bear cf
E. racemifere.'] (Bot.) Bearing racemes, as the currant.
Ra-cem'1-forin (ra-85m'i-f6rm), a. Having the form
of a raceme.
Gray.
Rac'e-mose' (rSs'e-mos'), a. [L. racemosus full of
clusters.]
Resembling a raceme growing in the form
of a raceme
as, {Bot. ) racemose berries or flowers
(Anat.) the racemose glands, in which the cells are
arranged in clusters around a central duct.
Gray.
Rac'e-mous (ras'e-mus or ra-se'- 277), a. [Cf. F.
racemeux.'] See Racemose.
Rac'e-mule (rSs'e-miil), n. (Bot.) A little raceme.
Ra-cem'u-lose' (ra-sem'ii-los'), a. (Bot.) Growing in
very small racemes.
Ra'cer (ra'ser), n. 1. One who, or that which, races,
esp., a race horse.
or contends in a race

hay, grain, etc., supplied to beasts,
(e) A frame on
which articles are deposited for keeping or arranged for
display ; as, a clothes rack ; a bottle rack, etc. (/) (Naut.
A piece or frame of wood, having several sheaves,]
through which the running rigging passes
called also
rack block. Also, a frame to hold shot, (g) (Mining) A
frame or table on which ores are separated or washed.
(h) A frame fitted to a wagon for carrying hay, straw, or
grain on the stalk, or other bulky loads, (i) A distaff.
2. (Mech.) A bar with teeth on its face, or edge, to work
with those of a wheel, pinion, or worm, which is to
drive it or be driven by it.
3. That which is extorted ; exaction. [065.]
Sir E. Sandys.
Mangle rack. (Mach.) See
Rack and Pinion.

RACE
RaC6

[OF. rdiz, L. radix, -ids.

(ras), n.

See Ra-

"A race or two of

A root.

Shak.
ginger."
Eace ginger, ginger in the root, or not pulverized.

dix.]

Race, n. [P. race; of. Pr. & Sp. raza, It. razza; all
from OHG. reiza line, akin to E. write. See Weite.]
a family,
1. The descendants of a common ancestor
tribe, people, or nation, believed or presumed to belong
to the same stock ; a lineage a breed.
Shak.
The whole race of mankind.
Whence the long race of Alban fathers come. Dryden.
H^"" Naturalists and ethnographers divide mankind
;

;

into several distinct varieties, or races. Cuvier refers
all to three, Pritchard enumerates seven, Agassiz
eight, Pickering describes eleven. One of the common
classifications is that of Blumenbach, vrho makes five
races the Caucasian, or white race, to which belong the
greater part of the European nations and those of Western Asia the Mongolian, or yellow race, occupying Tartary, China, Japan, etc. the Ethiojnan, or negro race,
occupying most of Africa (except the north), Australia,
Papua, and other Pacific Islands the American, or red
race, comprising the Indians of North and South America; and tlie Malayan, or brown race, which occupies

them

:

;

;

;

the islands of tlie Indian Archipelago, etc. Many recent
writers classify the Malay and American races as branches
of the Mongohan. See Illustration in Appendix.
2. Company herd breed.
For do bat note a wild and wanton herd,
Or race of youthful and unhandled colts,
Fetching mad bounds.
Shak.
3. (Bot.) A variety of such fixed character that it may
;

;

be propagated by seed.
4. Peculiar flavor, taste, or strength, as of wine ; that
quality, or assemblage of qualities, which indicates origin
or kind, as in wine hence, characteristic flavor ; smack.
" race of heaven."
Shak.
Massinger.
Is it [the wine] of the right race f
;

A

6. Hence, characteristic quality or disposition. [06*.]
Shak.
And now I give my sensual race the rein.
Some .
great race of fancy or judgment. Sir W. Temple.
.

Syn.

.

— Lineage

line

;

family

;

;

house

breed

;

;

off-

progeny issue.
[OE. ras,
Race, n.

spring

res, rees, AS. rses a rush, running
akin to Icel. ras course, race.
V118.] 1. A
progress a course a, movement or progression.
2. Esp., swift progress
rapid course a running.
Tlie flight of many birds is swifter than the race of any
;

;

;

;

;

Bacon.
The act or process of running in competicontest
of speed in any way, as in running, rid; a
ing, driving, skating, rowing, sailing ; in the plural, usually, a meeting for contests in the running of norses ; as,
be ivttended the races.
The race is not to the swift.
Eccl. ix. 11.
I wield the gauntlet, and I run the race.
Pope.
4. Competitive action of any kind, especially when
prolonged ; hence, career ; course of life.
beasts.

3.

Hence

:

tion

My race of glory run, and race of shame.

Milton.

A

5.
strong or rapid current of water, or the channel
or passage for such a current ; a powerful current or
sea, sometimes produced by the meeting of two
tides
as, the Portland Race ; the Race of Alderney.
6. The current of water that turns a water wheel, or
the channel in which it flows ; a mill race.

heavy
;

^S^ The part of the channel above the wheel is sometimes called the headrace, the part below, the iailrace.
7. (Mach.) A channel or guide along which a shuttle is
driven back and forth, as in a loom, sewing machine, etc.
EacB cloth, a cloth worn by horses in racing, having
pockets to hold the weights prescribed.
Race conrse. (a)

—

The path, generally circular or elliptical, over which a race
run. (6) Same as Race jiay, below. — Eace cup, a cup

is

—

Eace glass, a
fiven as a prize to the victor in a race.
ind of field glass.
Race horse, (a) A horse that runs in
competition specifically, a horse bred or kept for running races. (6) A breed of horses remarkable for swiftness
in running, (c) (Zool.) The steamer duck, (d) (Zo'dl.) A
mantis. —Race knife, a cutting tool with a blade that is
hooked at the point, for marking outlines, on boards or
metals, as by a pattern,
used
shipbuilding.
Eace
•addle, a light saddle used in racing. — Eace track.
Same
as Race course (a), above.
Eace way, the canal for the
current that drives a water wheel.

—

;

—

—

m

—

Race, V. i. limp. & p. p. Raced (rast) p. pr. & vb.
Kacino (ra'sTng).] I. To run swiftly to contend in
a race as, the animals raced over the ground the ships
raced from port to port.
2. {Steam Mach. ) To run too fast at times, as a ma;

n.

;

;

;

rine engine or screw, when the screw is lifted out of
water by the action of a heavy sea.
Race, V. t. 1. To cause to contend in a race ; to diive
at high speed ; as, to race horses.
2. To run a race with.
Ra-ce'mate (ra-se'mSt), n. (C/iem.) A salt of race-

mic acid.
Rac'e-ma'tlon (rSs'e-ma'shiin), n. [L. racematio a
gleaning, fr. racemari to glean, racCTnus a ^^,
cluster of grapes. See Raceme.] 1. A cluster
or bunch, as of grapes.
Sir T. Browne.

^
^A

Cultivation or gathering of clusters of ^Vgrapes.
[.R.]
Bp. Burnet,
Ra-ceme' ( ra-sem' ; 277), n. [L. racemus l^&
a. bunch of berries, a cluster of grapes.
See
i^ ,5J
Eaisin.]
{Bot.) A flower cluster with an 0-Mi-}>
slongated axis and many one-flowered lateral ^}Nf
pedicels, as in the currant and chokecherry.
Compound raceme, one having the lower pedi2.

f^

^^/^

cels developed into

Ra-cemed'

secondary racemes.
{Bot.) Arranged

(ra-semd'), a.

in a raceme, or in racemes.

Ra-ce'mlc (ra-se'mtk), a.
[Cf. P. raceSee Raceme.]
(Chem.) Pertaining Raceme,
to, or designating, an acid found in many
mique.

ale,

;

:

;

;

;

;

And bade the nimblest racer seize the prize.
Pope.
2. (Zo'dl.) The common American black snake.
3. (3Iil. ) One of the circular iron or steel rails on which
the chassis of a heavy gun is turned.
Rach, Rache (rSch), n.. [AS. rsecc; akin to Icel.
rakki.'\
(Zo'dl.) A dog that pursued his prej' by scent,
as distinguished from the greyhound.
[06s.]
Ra'Chl-al'gl-a (ra'kT-Sl'jI-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr. paxis
backbone -f- aAyos pain.] (Med.) A painful affection of
the spine ; especially, Pott's disease ; also, foriBerly, lead
II

colic.

&

Ra-chld'l-ail(ra-kTd'iH2n), a. [SeeRACHis.] (Anai.
Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the rachis; spinal ; vertebral.
Same as Rhachidian.
(Bot.) Same as
[NL.]
IIRa-ChUaa (ra-kil'la), n.

Rhaohllla.
(Zo'dl.) Same as
Ra'Chl-O-dont (ra'kt-o-dont), n.
Rhachiodont.
Ra'chis (ra'kts), n. ; pi. E. Rachises (-ez), L. RachII

;

;

senate,

c&re,

&111,

arm, ask,

;

^

IDE3 (rSk'i-dez). [NL.,fr. Gr. paxi9, -lot.] [Written also
rhachis.']
the vertebral column.
X. (Anat.) The spine
;

2. (Bot. & Zo'dl.) Same as Rhachis.
See
[Cf. F. rachitique.
Ra-Chlt'lc (ra-kit'tk), a.
Rachptis.] (Med.) Of or pertaining to rachitis affected
;

by

rachitis

rickety.

;

(ra-ki'tis), n.
[NL., fr. Gr. paxiris (sc.
U Ra-Chi'tiS
voao^), fr. pa-xi-i, -'05, the spine.]
[Written also rhachitis.2
1. (ii/ed. ) Literally , inflammation of the spine, but
commonly applied to the rickets. See Rickets.
2. (Bot.)
disease which produces abortion in the
fruit or seeds.
Henslow.
Ra'Chi-tome (ra'kt-tom), n. [F., fr. Gr. pax'5> -'osi
instrument
the spine -f- rifiveiv to cut.]
dissecting
for
opening tlie spinal canal. [Written also rachiotome.']
Of or pertaining to a race or
Ra'clal (ra'shal), a.
family of men as, the racial complexion.
Ra'cl-ly (ra'sl-iy), adv. In a racy manner.
Ra'cl-neSB (ra'si-nSs), n. The quality of being racy

A

A

;

and

were pera purity always sim-

his [Cobbett's] style

unequaled and inimitable

spicuity,

;

.

.

.

London Times.

raciness often elegant.

Ra'cing

(ra'stng), a.

& n.

from Race,

v.

t.

&

i.

anocypodian.
as Aerack.
hracca neck, hinder part of the head
The
cf. AS. hraca throat, G. rachen throat, E. retch.']
neck and spine of a fore quarter of veal or mutton.
A wreck; destruction.
Rack, n.
[See Wreck.]
lObs., except in a few phrases.]
To
Back and ruin, destruction utter ruin. [Colloq.'\
go to rack, to perish; to Ije destroyed. \_CoUoq.] "All
goes to rack." Fepys.
Rack, n. [Prob. ir. Icel. rek drift, motion, and akin
to reka to drive, and E. wrack, wreck. V282.] Thin,
flying, broken clouds, or ?ny portion of floating vapor in
Shak.
the sky.
The winds in the upper region, which move the clouds above,
Bacon.
which we call the rack,
pass without noise.
And the night rack came rolling up. C. Kingsley.
Rack, V. i. To fly, as vapor or broken clouds.
Racing crab

(.Zooi.),

Rack

(rSk), n.
Rack, n. [AS.

Same

;

—

;

.

.

.

&

&

limp.
p. p. Racked (rSkt) ; p. pr.
[See Rack that which stretches, or
Rock, v.'] To amble fast, causing a rocking or swaying
motion of the body to pace ;
said of a horse. Fuller.
Rack, n. A fast amble.
raqu6
wine squeezed from
vin
V.
t.
[Cf.
OF.
Rack,
the dregs of the grapes.] To draw off from the lees or
sediment, as wine.
It is in common practice to draw wine or beer from the lees
(which we call racking), whereby it will clarify much the

Rack,

vb. n.

V.

i.

Racking.]

—

;

Bacon.

sooner.

Rack

vintage,

under Mangle,

— Eack

n.

wine cleansed and drawn from the

lees.

Cowell.

Rack, n. [Probably f r. D. rek, reSbank, a rack, rekken to stretch akin to G. reck, j-ecibank, a rack, recken
to stretch, Dan. raekke, Sw. r'dcka, Icel. rekja to spread
cf. L. porrigere,
out, Goth, refrakjan to stretch out
Gr. opeyeiv. V115. Cf. Right, a., Ratch.] 1 An instrument or frame used for stretching, extending, retain;

;

—

(.Naut.) See def. 1 (/), above.
Rack lashing, a.
lashing or binding where the rope is tightened, and held
tight by the use of a small stick of wood twisted around.
Eack rail (Railroads), a toothed rack, laid as a rail, to
afford a hold for teeth ou tire driving wheel of a locomotive for climbing steep gradients, as in ascending a
mountain.
Eack saw, a saw having wide teetli.
Eack
stick, the stick used in a rack lashmg.
To be on the
rack, to suffer torture, pliysical or mental.
To live at
rack and manger, to live on the best at another's expense.
[Colloq.]
To put to the rack, to subject to torture ; to
torment.
A fit of the stone puts a king to the rack, and makes him afr
miserable as it does the meanest subject.
Sir W. Temple.

block.

—

—

Rack (rSk), V. t. 1. To extend by the application of
to stretch or strain specifically, to stretch on the
rack or wheel to torture by an engine which strains
the limbs and pulls the joints.
He was racked and miserably tormented.
Foxt.
2. To torment
to affect with extreme
to torture
pain or anguish.
Vaunting aloud but racked with deep despair. Milton,
3. To stretch or strain, in a figurative sense hence,
to harass, or oppress by extortion.
The landlords there shamefully rack their tenants. Spenser,
They [landlords] rack their rents an ace too high. Gascoigne.
Grant that I may never rack a Scripture simile beyond the
force

;

;

;

;

;

;

Fuller.

true intent thereof.

Try what my credit can in Venice do
Shak*
That shall be racked even to the uttermost.
4. (Mining) To wash on a rack, as metals or ore.
5. (Naut.) To bind together, as two ropes, with cross
:

turns of yarn, marline, etc.
To rack one's brains or wits, to exert them to the utmost for the purpose of accomplishing something.
Syn. To torture torment; rend; tear.
Rack'a-bones' (rSk'i-bonz'), n. A very lean animal,
esp. a horse. IColloq. U. <S.]

—

;

Rack'er
2.

A

{rSk'er), n.

1.

One who

horse that has a racking
(rSk'St), n.

A

Each one [of the Indians] has a bat curved like a crosier, and
ending in a racket.
Bancroft*
2. A variety of the game of tennis played with peculiar
Chaucer,
long-handled rackets
chiefly in the plural.
3. A snowshoe formed of cords stretched across a long
;

—

and narrow frame of light wood. ICanada]
4. A broad wooden shoe or patten for a man or horse,
to enable him to step on marshy or soft ground.
Eacket court, a court for playing the game of rackets.
Rack'et, v. t. To strike with, or as with, a racket.
Poor man [is] racketed from one temptation to another. Hewyt*
[Gael, racaid a noise, disturbance.]
Rack'et, n.
din noisy talk or sport.
1. Confused, clattering noise
2. A carouse
any reckless dissipation. ISlang']
vb.
Rack'et, v. i. limp. &p. p. Racketed p. pr.
n. Racketing.]
1. To make a confused noise or racket.
2. To engage in noisy sport to frolic.
Sterne.
3. To carouse or engage in dissipation.
ISlang]
Rack'et-er (-er), n. One who makes, or engages in, a
;

;

;

;

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

Ice,

&

;

racket.

Rack'ett
certain.]

(-St), n.

An

(3Ius.)

[Etymol. unold

wind

in-

strument of the double bassoon
kind, having ventages but not keys.
Rack'et-tall' (-tal'),.n. (Zo'dl.)
Any one of several species of humming birds of the genus Steganura,
having two of the tail feathers very
long and racket-shaped.

Rack'et-taUed' (-taldO, a. (Zo'dl.)
Having long and spatulate, or racketshaped,

tail feathers.

Rack'et-y (-y), a. Making a tumultuous noise.
Rack'ing, n. (Naut.) Spun yarn

who is subjected to paying rack-rent
2. One who exacts rack-rent.

An

^U

racks.

gait.

[P. raquette ; cf. Sp. raqueta.
It. racchetta, which is perhaps for retichelta, and fr. L.
rete a net (cf. Reticule)
or perh. from the Arabic ; cf.
Ar. rdha the palm of the hand (used at first to strike
the ball), and OF. rachette, rasquette, carpus, tarsus.]
thin strip of wood, having
[Written also racquet.'] 1.
the ends brought together, forming a somewhat elliptical hoop, across which a network of catgut or cord is
stretched. It is furnished with a handle, and is used for
catching or striking a ball in tennis and similar games.

Rack'et

rack-rent, as a farm or tenant.

—

which bacon

final,

—

—

instrument for bending a bow. (c) A grate on
(d) A frame or device of various
is laid,
construction for holding, and preventing the waste of,

:

(b)

—

—

(a) An ening, or displaying, something. Specifically
gine of torture, consisting of a large frame, upon which
the body was gradually stretched until, sometimes, the
formerly used judicially for exjoints were dislocated
torting confessions from criminals or suspected persons.
During the troubles of the fifteenth century, p rack was introduced into the Tower, and was occasionally used under the
Macaulay,
plea of political necessity.
;

—

;

pecuUar and piquant flavor.
The general characteristics of
ple,

;

used in racking ropes.

Rack'-rent' (-rgnf),

«•

A

rent

of the full annual value of the tenement, or near it
an excessive or
unreasonably high rent. Blackstone.
Rack'-rent', v. (. To subject to
;

Rack'-rent'er

^dea,

ill

;

old,

(-er), n.

1.

One

Racket-tail

Sbey, drb. 5dd

(.Stega,

nura UnderwoodHi

"

—

;

RACKTAIL
Rack'tail' (rSk'tal'),

An arm

attached

to a swinging notcilied arc or rack, to let off the striking
mechanism of a repeating clock.

Rack'work'

Any mechanism having

(-wflrk'), n.

a

rack, as a rack and pinion.
Chaucer.
Ra'cle (ra'k'l), a. See Rakel. [Ote.]
Chaucer.
Ra'cle-ness, n. See Kakelness. [06.s-.]
(ra'k8N'ter'),
n.
[F.]
A
relater;
a
Ra'con'teur'
II

storyteller.

Ra-coon'da (ra-koon'da),
{Zool.) The coypu.

[From a

n.

II

native name.]

(Eccl.
(ra-ko'vi-fai), 7(. IFrom Racoio.]
of a sect of Socinians or Unitarians in Poland.
(rSk'ket), n.
See Racket.
Ra'cy (ra'sy), a. [Compar. Racier (-sT-er) siiperl.
Raciest.] [From Race a tribe, family.] 1. Having a
strong flavor indicating origin ; of distinct characteristic
rich.
taste ; tasting of the soil hence, fresh

One

)

syllable or sound.

point, or fixed pole, ^bout which it is conceived to revolve.
3. {Astron.) The point in the heavens at which the
apparent paths of shooting stars meet, when traced backward, or whence they appear to radiate.
Ra'di-ant-ly (ra'dt-ant-lj^), adv. In a radiant manner with glittering splendor.
Ra'di-a-ry (-i-ry), n. [Cf. P. radiaire.2 {Zool.)
radiate.
[06s.]
Ra'dl-a'ta (-a'ta), n. pi. [NL., fr. radiatus, p. p.
See Radiate.] {Zool.) An extensive artificial group of
invertebrates, having all the parts arranged radially
around the vertical axis of the body, and the various organs repeated symmetrically in each ray or spheromere.

sels

—

;

Racquet

:

;

;

Arnold.

J/.
is

a Actinia

generally

The rich
the plow

Syn.—

and racy humor of a natural converser

fresh from
Pruf. Wilson.

spirited; lively; smart; piquant.—
Racy, Spicy. Xacy refers primarily to that peculiar flavor which certain wines are supposed to derive from the
soil in

Spicy;

which the grapes were grown

;

call
soil,"

it "smacks of the
or has an uncommon degree of natural freshness and
Spicy, when
distinctiveness of thought .and language.
applied to style, has reference to a spirit and pungency
added by art, seasoning the matter like a condiment.
It does not, like racy, suggest native peculiarity. A spicy
article in a magazine
a spicy retort. Racy in conversation ; a racy remark.

;

The

soil

Cowley.

Rad

(rSd), obs. imp. &p. p. of Read, Rede. Spenser.
Rad'de (rad'Je), obs. imp. of Read, Rede. Chaucer.
Rad'dle (rSd'd'l), n. [Of. G. racier, rddel, sieve, or per-

;

(rad), n.
A raid.
Ra'deau' (ra'do'), n.

—

group of crystals.
3. {Zool.) Belonging to the Radiata.
Ra'di-ate-ly (-at-ly), adv. In a radiate manner; with
radiation or divergence from a center.

Ra'dl-ate-veined' (-vand'), a.
{Bot.) Having the principal veins radiating, or diverging, from the apex
said of such leaves
of the petiole
as those of the grapevine, most macastor-oil
plant.
ples, and the
Ra'dl-at'i-form (-St'I-fSrm), a.
{Bot.) Having the marginal florets
enlarged and radiating but not ligulate, as in the capitula or heads of Radiate-veined Leaf,
Gray.
the cornflower.
Ra'di-a'tlon (-a'shiSn), n. [L. radiatio : cf. F. radia1. The act of radiating, or the state of being ration.'}
diated ; emission and diffusion of rays of light beamy
brightness.
2. The shooting forth of anything from a point or surface, like the diverging rays of light ; as, the radiation
of heat.
Ra'dl-a-tlve (ra'dt-S-tiv), a. Capable of radiating
Tyndall.
acting by radiation.
That which radiates or emits
Ra'dl-a'tor (-a'ter), n.
rays, whether of light or heat ; especially, that part of a
heating apparatus from which the heat is radiated or
diffused
as, a steam radiator.
[F., fr. L. radicalis having
Rad'i-cal (rSd'I-kal), a.
roots, fr. radix, -ids, a root. See Radix.] 1. Of or pertaining to the root ; proceeding directly from the root.
2. Hence
Of or pertaining to the root or origin
reaching to the center, to the foundation, to the ultimate sources, to the principles, or the like original

\_Scot.~\
;

;

;

;

Ra'di-ale

II

(ra'di-a'le),

n. ; pi.

Radialia

(-IT-a)

[NL. See Radial.] 1. (Anat.) The bone or cartilage of
the carpus which articulates with the radius and corresponds to the scaphoid bone in man.
2. pi (Zool.) Radial plates in the calyx of a crinoid.
Ra'dl-al-ly (ra'dT-al-ly), adv. In a radial manner.
Ra'di-an t-an), )i. [From Radius.] (ilfott.) An arc
of a circle which is equal to the radius, or the angle
measured by such an arc.
n.
The quality of being radiRa'dl-ance i-ans),
Ra'dl-an-cy (-on-sy), ) ant brilliancy effulgence
Tivid brightness as, the radiance of the sun.
;

;

;

Girt with onmipotence, with radiance crowned.
Wliat radiancy of glory.

What

Syn,

— Luster

;

light

beyond compare
splendor glare
;

;

;

Milton.

Neale.

!

brilliancy

;

glitter.

:

_Ra'di-ant (-ant), a. [L. radians, -antis, p. pr. of radiare to emit rays or beams, fr. radius ray cf. F. radiant.
See Radius, Ray a divergent line.] 1. Emitting
or proceeding as from a center ; resembling rays ; radiating; radiate.
2. Especially, emitting or darting rays of light or heat
issuing in beams or rays beaming with brightness ; emitting a vivid liglit or splendor ; as, the radiant sun.
:

;
thorough-going unsparing ; extreme as,
radical evils radical reform a radical party.
The most determined exertions of tliat authority, against
Burke.
them, only showed their radical independence.
3. {Bot.) {a) Belonging to, or proceeding from, the
as, radical tubers or hairs,
root of a plant
{b) Proceeding from a rootlike stem, or one which does not rise
above the ground as, the radical leaves of the dandelion and the sidesaddle flower.
4. (Philol.) Relating, or belonging, to the root, or
ultimate source of derivation ; as, a radical verbal form.
5. {Math.) Of or pertaining to a radix or root; as, a
radical quantity ; .a radical sign. See below.
Radical axis of two circles. (Gcnm.) See under Axis.
Radical pitch, the pitcli or tone with which the utterance
Rush.
Radical quantity lAl/;.)^ a
of a syllable begins.
quantity to whicli the ratlical sign is prefixed spccihcally, a quantity which is not a perfect power of the deRadical sign
gree indicated by tlie radical sign a surd.
(originally the letter r, the initial
(Math.), the sign
of radix, root), placed before" any quantity, denoting
{a
that its root is to bo extracted ; thus,
a, or
b).
To indicate any other than the scjuaro root, a corresponding figure is jilaced over the .sign thus, ^J'rf, indicates the third or cube root of a. — Radical stress i^Klocution), force of utterance f.alling on tlu^ initial part, of a

fundamental

;

Giving off rays
said of a bearing as, the
sun radiant ; a crown radiant.
6. {Bot.) Having a raylike appearance, as the large
marginal flowers of certain umbelliferous plants
said
also of the cluster which has such marginal flowers.
Radiant energy (Physics), energy given out or transmitted by radiation, as in the case of light and radiant
heat. — Radiant heat, heat proceeding in right lines, or
directly from the heated body, after the manner of llglit,
(listmction from heat cmuhicted or carried by intervennig media.
Radiant point. (Astron.) See Radiant,
;

;

m

—

—

;

;

A.

Ra'dl-ant, n.

1. (Opi'.)

from which light emanates

use.

A

;

straight line proceeding

unite,

r«de,

full.

;

from a given

Up, Qrn

;

pity

V

V

The luminous point or object
also, a body radiating light

briglitly.

2. {Geora.)

—

V

—

n.,

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mark what radiant state she spreads.
Milton.
3. Beaming with vivacity and happiness as, a radiant
face.
4. {Her.)

—

;

I

;

;

;

[F.] A float a raft.
Three vessels under sail, and one at anchor, above Split
Rock, and behind it the radeau Thunderer.
W. Irving.
Ra'dl-al (ra'dl-al), a. [Cf. F. radial. See Radius.]
(JV«<. Hist. ) Of or pertaining to a radius or ray
consisting of, or like, radii or rays
as, {Bot. ) radial projections; {Zool.) radial vessels or canals; {Anat.) the
radial artery.
Radial symmetry. (Biol. ) See under Symmetry.
II

Starfish.

rays or parts diverging from a center radiated ; as, a
radiate crystal.
2. {Bot.) Having in a capitulum large ray florets which
are unlike the disk florets, as in the aster, daisy, etc.
3. {Zool. ) Belonging to the Radiata.
Ra'dl-ate, n. {Zool. ) One of the Radiata.
Ra'di-a'ted (-a'tSd), a. 1. Emitted, or sent forth, in
rays or direct lines ; as, radiated heat.
2. Formed of, or arranged like, rays or radii ; having
parts or markings diverging, like radii, from a common
center or axis ; as, a radiated structure ; a radiated

;

Rade

d

;

haps E. reed.] 1. A long, flexible stick, rod, or branch,
which is interwoven with others, between upright posts
or stakes, in making a kind of hedge or fence.
called also
2. A hedge or fence made with raddles
raddle hedge.
Todd.
3. An instrument consisting of a wooden bar, with a
row of upright pegs set in it, used by domestic weavers
to keep the warp of a proper width, and prevent tangling
when it is wound upon the beam of the loom.
Rad'dle, v. t. To interweave or twist together.
Raddling or working it up like basket work.
De Foe.
Rad'dle, n. [Cf. Ruddle.] A red pigment used in
marking sheep, and in some mechanical processes rud" A rafWie of rouge.
Thaclteray.
dle.
Rad'dle, v. t To mark or paint with, or as with, rad" Whitened and ?« (/(//erf old women. " Thackeray.
dle.
Rad'dOCk (-duk), n. (Zoii/.) The ruddock. iProv.Eng.']

;

food, fo'ct

;

out,

oil

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Virtues shine more clear
In them [kings], and radiate like the sun at noon. Howell.
2. To proceed in direct lines from a point or surface ;
to issue in rays, as light or heat.
Light ]-adiafes from luminousbodiesdirectly to our eyes. Locke.
Ra'dl-ate, v. t. 1. To emit or send out in direct lines
from a point or points ; as, to radiate heat.
2. To enlighten to illuminate ; to shed lighter brightness on; to irradiate, [i?.]
Ra'dl-ate (-at), a. [L. radiatus, p. p.] 1. Having

;

Rich, raci/ verses, in which we
from which they come, taste, smell, and see.

;

;

and hence we

a style or production racy wlien

Radiata.
b Coral c Gorgonia

J£g^ It includes the ccelenterates and the echinoderms.
Formerly, the group was supposed to be a natural one,
and was considered one of the grand divisions of the animal khigdom.
Ra'dl-ate (ra'dT-at), 7'. i. lijnp. & p. p. Radiated
(-a'ted) p. pr. & vb. n. Radiating.] [L. radiatvs, p. p.
of radiare to furnish with spokes or rays, to radiate, fr.
radius ray. See Radius, Ray a divergent line.] 1. To
emit rays to be radiant to shine.

//. Cotertiige.

correct.

;

Syn. Primitive
funentire.
Radical, Entire. These words are
frequently employed as interchangeable in describing
the
condition
alteration
in
of things. There
some marked
is, however, an obvious difference between them.
A
radical cure, reform, etc., is one which goes to the root
question
and
it
is
entire,
in the sense that,
of the thing
by affecting the root, it affects in an appropriate degree
the entire body nourished by the root but it may not be
entire in the sense of making a change complete in its
nature, as well as in its extent. Hence, we speak of a
radical change a radical improvement radical differences of opinion ; while an entire change, an entire improvement, an entile difference of opinion, might indicate
more than was actually intended. A certain change may
be both radical and entire, in every sense.
Rad'1-cal (r5d'i-k«l), n. 1. {Philol.) (a) A primitive
word ; a radix, root, or simple, underived, uncompounded
word ; an etymon. (J) A primitive letter ; a letter that
belongs to the radix.
The words we at present make use of, and understand only
by common agreement, assume a new air and life in the understanding, wlien you trace them to their radicah, where you
find evQvy word strongly stamped with nature full of energy,
meaning, character, painting, and poetry.
Cleland.
2. {Politics) One who advocates radical changes in
government or social institutions, especially such changes
opposed to
as are intended to level class inequalities ;
;

;

Burns*8 English, though not so racy as his Scotch,

minute ves-

vessels (Anat.),

substance of the tissues.

original; natural; imderived

;

The racr/ wine,
Fope.
Lat- from the mellowing cask restored to light.
Exciting to the mental taste by a strong or
2. Hence
peculiar
distinctive character of thought or language
and piquant fresh and lively.
Our raciest, most idiomatic popular words.

in the

m

A

;

;

— Radical

which originate

damental

II

Ra-OO'vl-an

Hist.
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{Horol.)

n.

;

;;

chair

;

go

;

+

—

conse7'vative.

In politics they [the Independents] were, to use the phrase of
own time, " Rnot-and-Branch men," or, to use tlie kindred
Macauiay.
phrase of our own, liadicaU.
characteristic, essential, and funda3. {Chem.) {a)
mental constituent of any compound
hence, sometimes, an atom.
As a general rule, the metallic atoms are basic radicals, while
the nonmetallic atoms are acid radicals.
J. P. Cooke,
{b) Specifically, a group of two or more atoms, not completely saturated, which are so linked that their union
implies certain properties, and are conveniently regarded
as playing the part of a single ato.ia
a residue
called
also a compound radical.
Cf. Residue.
4. (Alg.) A radical quantity.
See under Radical, a.
An indicated root of a perfect power of the degree indicated
ia not a radical but a rational quantity under a radical form.
Buries Sf Peck (Math. Diet.).
5. (Anal.)
radical vessel.
See under Radical, a.
Rad'1-cal-ism (-Iz'm), n. [Cf. P. radicuUsme.'] The
quality or state of being radical specifically, the doctrines
or principles of radicals in politics or social reform.
Radicalism means root work the uprooting of all falsehoods
and abuses.
F. W. Robertson,
t]ieir

A

;

;

;

—

A

;

;

Rad'1-oal'i-ty (-kSl't-ty), n.
1. Germinal principle
source origination. [0J«.]
Sir T. Browne.
2. Badicalness ; relation to a root in essential nature
;

or principle.

Rad'i-cal-ly (rad'T-kol-ly), adv. 1. In a radical manner at, or from, the origin or root fundamentally as,
a scheme or system radically wrong or defective.
;

;

;

2.

Without derivation

primitively essentially. [iJ.]
These great orbs thus radically bright.
Prior.
;

;

Rad'1-cal-ness, n. Quality or state of being radical.
Rad'1-cant (-kont), a. [L. radicans, p. pr. cf. F. radicant.
See Radicate, a.] {Bot.) Taking root on, or
above, the ground rooting from the stem, as the trumpet creeper and the ivy.
Rad'i-cate (-kat), a. [L. radicatus, p. p. of radicari
to take root, fr. radix.
See Radix.] Radicated.
to become
Rad'i-cate (-kat), v. i. To take root
Evelyn.
rooted.
Rad'1-cate, v. l. \imp. & p. p. Radicated (-ka'tSd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Radicating.] To cause to take root to
plant deeply and firmly to root.
Time should
rather confirm and radicate in us the remembrance of God's goodness.
Barrow.
:

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

Rad'i-ca'ted (-ka'tSd), a. Rooted specifically (a)
{Bot. ) Having roots, or possessing a well-developed root.
(6) {Zool.) Having rootlike organs for attachment.
[Cf. P. radicafion."]
Rad'i-ca'tion (-ka'shtin), n.
1. The process of taking root, or state of being rooted
as, the radication of habits.
2. {Bot.) The disposition of the roots of a plant.
Rad'1-cel (rad'i-sSl), n. [Dim. of radix.} {Bot.)
small branch of a root a rootlet.
[L. radix,
Ra-dic'1-flo'rous (ra-dts'I-flo'riSs), a.
{Bot.) Rhizanthous.
-ids, root -\- flos,floris, a flower.]
Ra-dlc'1-fdrm (ra-dis'T-fSrm), a. (Bot.) Having the
nature or appearance of a radix or root.
Rad'i-cle (rad'I-k'l), n. [L. radicula, dim. of radix,
See Radix.] {Bot.) (a) The
-ids, root cf. F. radicule.
rudimentary stem of a plant which supports the cotyledons in the seed, and
from which the root is developed downward the stem of the embryo the caulirootlet a radicel.
cle.
(6)
Ra-dic'U-lar(ra-dTk'\j-ler),n!. Of or pertaining to roots, or the root of a plant.
radRad'1-CUle (r.Xd'i-kul), n. {Bot.)
;

:

;

A

;

:

;

;

A

;

A

icle.

Ra-dic'tt-lose' (ia-dTk'ij-15s'), «. {Bot.)
Producing numerous radicles, or rootlets

Ra'dl-1 (ra'dl-i),

of Radius.

)).,;>/.

A combining
Ra'dl-0- (r5'di-i5-).
form indicating connection with, or

,,

,.,

,

,,,,,,,,,

'"j';;,'.|^',i„fr;,,i';<Ja't

eie

;

b b Cotylec I'lunnile ;

duns
to, a radius or ray ; specific'' l^ootlots.
ally {Anat.), with the radius of the
forearm ; as, j'(((//o-ulnar, ('(/rfi'o-muscular, j'urfi'o-carpal.

rehUion

;

Ra'dl-o-Uag'el-la'ta (-flSj'ei-lit'ta), n. pi.
[NL.
Sou Radiate, and Flaokllata.]
{Zool.) A group of
Protozoa having both flagella and pseudopodia.
Ra'dl-0-graph (ra'dl-u-gritf), n. [Badlo-nraph.}
{I'hys.) A picture produced by the Rrtntgen rays upon a
sensitive siufacp, photographic or fluorescent, especially
a picture of opaque objects traversed by the rays.

sine, lyjk

II

+

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh

=x

in azure.

—

:

Ra'dl-O-la'rl-a (ra'di-6-la'rT-a), n. pi. [NL. See Ra(Zool.) Order of rhizopods, usually having a siliceous skeleton, or shell, and sometimes radiating spicules.

Ra-dn'll-ferm (ri-duli-fSrm), a. [L. raduto a scraper
Rasplike; as, raduliform teeth.

II

The pseudopodia
project from the

body

like rays. It

(ra'di-o-la'rT-«n),

laria.

Ra-di'0-li (ra-

(-lus).

Radioltts
[NL., dim.

:

A

A

Ra'dl-0-ml-crom'e-ter (-S-mt-krom'e-ter), n.
[Radio- -)- micrometer.']
(Physics) A very sensitive modification or application of the thermopile, used for indicating minute changes of radiant heat, or temperature.
Ra'dl-O-phone (ra'dT-6-fon), n. IRadio- -f- Gr. (fimvri
(Physics)

An

apparatus for the production of

sound by the action of luminous or thermal rays. It is
essentially the same as the photophone.
Ra^dl-oph'0-ny (-5f'o-ni^), n. (Physics) The art or
practice of using the radiophone.

Ra'dl-ous (ra'dt-Qs), a. [L. radiosus.J 1. Consisting of rays, as light, [i?.]
Berkeley.
2. Radiating ; radiant.
[Ofts.]
G. Fletcher.
Rad'ish (rSd'ish), n. [F. radis ; cf. It. radice, Pr. raditz ; all fr. L. radix, -icis, a root, an edible root, especially a radish, akin to E. wort.
See Wokt, and cf.
Eradicate, Race a root, Radix.] (Bot.) The pungent
fleshy root of a well-known cruciferous plant (Raphanus
sativus) ; also, the whole plant.
Radish fly (Zool.), a small two-winged fly (Anthomyia
raphavi) whose larvae burrow in radishes. It resembles
Rat-tailad radish (Bot.). an herb (Raphn^
the onion fly.
nus caudattfs) having a long, slender pod, which is someWild radiBh (Bot.), the jointed charlock.
times eaten.
Ra'dl-U3 (ra'di-iis), n. ; pi. L. Radii (-i) ; E. Radiuses (-us-ez). [L., a staff, rod, spoke of a
y^
wheel, radius, ray.
See Rat a divergent z'
line.]
a
1
1. (Geom.) A right line drawn or (/
extending from the center of a circle to
the periphery ; the semidiameter of a circle or sphere.
2. (Anat.) The preaxial bone of the fore- a Radius (1).
arm, or bracliium, corresponding to the tibia of the hind
limb.
See Illust. of Artiodactyxa.
^^ff" The radius is on the same side of the limb as the
thumb, or pollex, and in man it is so articulated that its
lower end is capable of partial rotation about the ulna.
3. (Bot.) A ray, or outer floret, of the
capitulum of such plants as the sunflower
and the daisy. See Ray, 2.
4. pi. (Zool.) (a) The barbs of a perfect feather,
(h) Radiating organs, or
color-markings, of the radiates.
5. The movable limb of a sextant or
Kn ight. Radius (3).
other angular instrument.
Badins bar (Maeh.), a bar pivoted at one Head of Mariend, about which it swings, and having its gold, showing
other end attached to a piece which it jDisk and elev°
causes to move in a circular arc.
Radius en Badii.
of curvature. See under Curvature.

—
—

^

X
11

—

Ra'di-US vec'tor (vek'tor). 1. (Math.) A straight
line (or the length of such line) connecting any point, as
of a curve, with a fixed point, or pole, round which the
straight line turns, and to which it serves to refer the
successive points of a curve, in a system of polar coordinates.
See Coordinate, n.
II

2. (Astron.) An ideal straight line joining the center
of an attracting body with that of a body describing an
orbit around it, as a line joining the sun and a planet or
comet, or a planet and its satellite.
Ra'dix (ra'diks), n. ; pi. L. Radices (rSd'i-sez), E.
Radixes (ra'diks-iz). [L. radix, -ids, root. See Radish.] 1. (Philol.)
A primitive word, from which spring
other words a radical; a root; an etymon.
2. (Math.) (a) A number or quantity which is arbitrarily made the fundamental number of any system ; a
;

base.

Thus, 10
the radix, or
base, of the com-

is

mon

system of

;

;

,

pi. ;

of L. radius radius cf. L. rndiolus a feeble sunbeam.]
(Zool. ) Tlie barbs of the radii of a feather ; barbules.
[L. rnilins ray -j
lite
Ra'di-0-llJe (ra'di-o-lit), n.
(Paleon.)
hippurite.
cf. F. i-adioli/he.]
Ra'dl-om'e-ter (-5m'e-ter), n. [L. radius radius -fmeter : cf. F. radiomeire.'] 1. {Naut.)
forestaff.
2. {Physics) An instrument designed for measuring
the mechanical effect of radiant energy.
^ff^ It consists of a number of light disks, blackened
on one side, placed at the ends of extended armSjSupported on a pivot in an exhausted glass vessel. When
exposed to rays of light or heat, the arms rotate.

sound.]

;

—

—

sing.

;

;

(Zodl.) Of or
pertaining to the
Radiolaria.
n.
One of the Radio-

n.

;

;

a.

II

&

t.

I

SeePoL-

TCYSTINA.
Ra'di-o4a'ri-an

di'6-li),

[imp. & p. p. Rapped (raft) p. pr.
vb. 7t. Rapping.] [OF. raffer, of German origin cf. G.
,v
'
en
akin
B.
rap
to snatch. See Rap, and cf Rippto
;
%
raff
\ f ^
EAJ'P, Rip to tear.]
To sweep, snatch, draw, or huddle
together ; to take by a promiscuous sweep. [06s.]
Causes and effects which I thus /-o^up together. Careiv.
~~
Raff, n. 1. A promiscuous heap ; a jumble a large
quantity lumber refuse. " Aro/f of errors." Barrow.
2. The sweepings of society ; the rabble
the mob
chiefly used in the compound or duplicate, riffraff.
3. A low fellow ; a churl.
Raff merchant, a dealer in lumber and odd refuse.
[Prov. Eng.}
Raf'fa-el-esque' (r5f'fa-Sl-esk'), a. Raphaelesque.
Radiolana
a Acanthi omett a Mullen
Raf'fi-a(rSf'fi-a),n. (Bot.) A fibrous material used for
with its Pseudopodia expanded b Skeleton of l^odocyrtis Schomhurgki. Both tying plants, said to come from the leaves of a palm tree
of the genus R,aphia.
J. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants).
much enlarged.
(raf), V.

.

includes the polycystines.

-\--form.']

Raff

«

^^^^^^g^
^^^^^^^^

A

—

care,

low.
;
Thackeray.
[P. rafle; Jaire rafle to sweep
stakes, fr. rafler to carry or sweep away, rafter tout to
sweep stakes ; of German origin ; cf G. raffeln to snatch
up, to rake. See Raff, v.] 1.
kind of lottery, in
which several persons pay, in shares, the value of something put up as a stake, and then determine by chance
(as by casting dice) which one of them shall become the
sole possessor.
2.
game of dice in which he who threw three alike
Cotgrave.
won all the stakes. [Obs.]
[imp.
Ral'fle, V. i.
p. p. Raffled (-fid) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Rapflino (-fling).]
To engage in a raffle as,
to raffle for a watch.
Raf'fle, V. t. To dispose of by means of a raffle ;
often followed by off; as, to raffle off a horse.
.

A

A

&

&

;

—

Raf'fler

(raf'fler),

One who

re.

am, arm, ask,

rafSes.

[NL. Named from
Raf-fle'sl-a (rSf-fle'zhl-a), re.
discoverer. Sir S. Rafftes.] (Bot.) A genus of stemless, leafless plants, living parasitically upon the roots
and stems of grapevines in Malaysia. The flowers have a
carrionlike odor, and are very large, in one species (RnJflesia Arnoldi) having a diameter of two or three feet.
Spenser.
Raft (raft), obs. imp. &p. p. of Reave.
Raft, re. [Originally, a rafter, spar, and fr. Icel. raptr
a rafter akin to Dan. raft, Prov. G. raff a rafter, spar ;
cf. OHG: rafo, ravo, a beam, rafter, Icel. raf roof.
Cf.
Rafter, re.] 1. A collection of logs, boards, pieces of
timber, or the like, fastened together, either for their
own collective conveyance on the water, or to serve as a

—

Rag carpet, a carpet of which the weft connarrow strips of cloth sewed together, end to end.
dust, fine particles of ground-up rags, used in

place.

it in

sists of

— Rag

maldug papier-mache and wall papers.

— Rag wheel,

A

(a)

chain wheel a sprocket wheel,
(b) A polishing wheel
of disks of cloth clamped together on a mandrel.
Rag wool, wool obtained by tearing woolen rags into fine

—

;

made

shoddy.

bits;

Rag

[imp. &p. p. Ragged (ragd) p. pr.
(rag), V. i.
re. Ragging (-gtng).]
To become tattered. [Obs.]
Rag, V. t. 1. To break (ore) into lumps for sorting.
2. To cut or dress roughly, as a grindstone.
;

& vb.

Rag'a-bash' (-a-bash'), n. An idle, ragged person.
Rag'a-brash' (-brash'),
Kares. Grose.
Rag'a-muf'fin (-muffin), re.
[Cf. Ragamofin, the
name of a demon in some of the old mysteries.] 1. A
paltry or disreputable fellow a mean wretch.
Dryden.
I

)

;

A

person who wears ragged clothing.
2.
[Colloq.]
3. (Zool.) The long-tailed titmouse.
[Prov. Eng.]
Rage (raj), re. [F., fr. L. rabies, fr. rabere to rave;
cf. Skr. rabh to seize, rabhas violence.
Cf. Rabid,
Rabies, Rave.]

1. Violent excitement ; eager passion
of desire, emotion, or suffering, mastering the will.
"In great rage of pain."
Bacon.
He appeased the rage of hunger with some scraps of broken
meat.
Macaiday.
Convulsed with a rage of grief.
Hawthorne.
2. Especially, anger accompanied with raving ; overmastering wrath ; violent anger ; fury.
Torment, and loud lament, and furious rage. Milton.
[Obs.]
3. A violent or raging wind.
Chaucer.
4. The subject of eager desire that which is sought
after, or prosecuted, with unreasonable or excessive passion ; as, to be all the rage.

extreme vehemence

;

—

Syn.

Anger

vehemence

;

See Anger.
Rage, V. i. [imp.

excitement

;

passion

;

fury.

& p.

Raged

&

(rajd) p. pr.
vb.
[OF. ragier.
See Rage, re.]
re.
Raging (ra'jing).]
1. To be furious with anger
to be exasperated to
fury to be violently agitated with passion. " Whereat
he inly raged."
Milton.
When one so great begins to rage, he 's hunted
p.

;

;

;

Even

to falling.

SliaJc.

II

2.

its

;

support in conveying other things

;

a

float.

A

collection of logs, fallen trees, etc. (such as is
formed in some Western rivers of the United States),
wliich obstructs navigation.
[TJ. 5.]
3. [Perhaps akin to 7-ajr a heap.]
large collection of
[Slang, U. <S.]
people, or things taken indiscriminately.
"
whole raft of folks."
W. D. Howells.
Raft bridge, (a)
bridge whose points of support are
rafts.
(6) A bridge that consists of floating timbers fastened together.
Raft duck. [The name alludes to its
swimming in dense flocks.) (Zool.) (a) The bluebill, or
greater scaup duck ;
called also flock duck. See Scaup.
(b) The redhead.
Raft port (Jfant.), a lar^e, square port
in a vessel's side for loadmg or unloading timber or other
bulky articles ; a timber or lumber port.

2.

A

A

A

—

—

—

t.
[imp. & p. p. Rafted p. pr. & vb. re.
To transport on a raft, or in the form of a
make into a raft as, to raft timber.

Raft, V.
Rafting.]
raft

to

;

;

;

Chaucer.
Raf'te (raf'te), obs. imp. of Reave.
Raft'er (raffer), re. A raftsman.
See
Raft'er, n. [AS. rsefter; akin to E. raft, n.
Raft.]
(Arch.) Originally, any rough and somewhat
heavy piece of timber. Now, commonly, one of the timbers of a roof which are put on sloping, according to the
inclination of the roof.
See Illust. of Queen-post.
[Courtesy] oft is sooner found in lowly sheds,
Milton.
With smoky rafters, than in tapestry halls.
Raft'er, v. t. 1. To make into rafters, as timber.
2. To furnish with rafters, as a house.
3. (Agric.) To plow so as to turn the grass side of
each furrow upon an unplowed ridge to ridge. [Eng.]
Raft'ing, «. The business of making or managing rafts.
Rafts'man (rafts'man), re. ; pL Raftsmen (-men). A
;

man engaged

in rafting.
(raf'ty), a.

[Perhaps akin to G. reif hoar[Prov. Eng.]
rxgja to calumniate, OHG.
ruogen to accuse, G. rugen to censure, AS. wregan, Goth,

Raf'ty

Damp

frost.]

Rag

;

(rag), V.

musty.

[Cf. Icel.

t.

wrohjan to accuse.] To scold or rail at to rate to
Pegge.
[Prov. Eng.']
tease to torment to banter.
Rag, re. [OE. rogge, probably of Scand. origin cf.
Cf.
Icel. rogg a tuft, shagginess, Sw. ragg rough hair.
Rug, re.] 1. A piece of cloth torn off; a tattered piece
;

;

;

;

;

of cloth
a shred a tatter ; a fragment.
Cowls, hoods, and habits, with their wearers, tossed.
;

;

into rngs.

Not havinK otherwise any rag of

A

senate,

worthless

;

A sad, rajflsk, disreputable character.

(rSf'f'l), n.

of their cruelty.

logarithms, and also of the decimal
system of numeration, (b) (Alg.) /"^^-S
r
finite expression, from which a
//Vl/i? CTTTTD
' ^M/vT
series is derived. [7?.] Hiitton.
^
3. (Bo^) The root of a plant.
Radula of Whelk (J3mccimim undatmi).
Rad'U-la (rSd'ii-la), n. ; pi.
Part of a Eadula,
RADIIL.E (-le). [L., a scraper, fr.
radere to scrape,]
(Zool.) The „niiich enlarged,
chitinous ribbon b^ariig the teeth ^oFTeet^f rBhach?"
of mollusks ;
called also lingual
ian or Median Tooth ;
ribbon, and tongue. See Odonto- ss Submedian or Lateral Teeth.
PHORE.
ale,

or a rafi

of, raff,

Raffle

And fluttered

-^^^.^iii

II

Rafft-nose' (raf'fT-nos'), n. [F. raffiner to refine.]
(CAem.) A colorless crystalline slightly sweet substance
obtained from the molasses of the sugar beet.
Raff'lsh (raf'ish), a. Resembling, or having the character

1

EAGGULED

1184

RADIOLARIA
DlOLi.]

;;

;

Milton,
legality to cover the sh.ime
Fuller.

Hence, mean or tattered

2. pi.

attire

;

worn-out dress.

though in rags, will keep me warm. Dryden.
3.
shabby, beggarly fellow a ragamuffin.
The other zealous rag is the compositor. B. Jonson.
Upon the proclamation, they all came in, both tag and rag.

And

virtue,

A

;

Spenser.

A

coarse kind of rock, somewhat ceUular
4. (Geol.)
in texture.
ragged edge.
5. (Metal Working)
[Nautical Slang]
6.
sail, or any piece of canvas.
Lowell.
Our ship was a clipper with every rag set.

A

A

Rag
final,

'^-

an iron pin with barbs on

bolt,

all

j

eve,

evsnt,

its

end, fern,

shank to retain
recent

;

ice,

To be

violent and tumultuous

to be violently

;

driven or agitated to act or move furiously
raging sea or winds.
Why do the heathen rage f
;

as,

;

Ps.

the

L

ii.

The madding wheels
Of brazen

chariots ra^ed

;

dire

was the

noise.

Milton.

3. To ravage ; to prevail without restraint, or with destruction or fatal effect as, the plague raged in Cairo.
4. To toy or act wantonly ; to sport. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Syn.
To storm ; fret chafe fume.
Shak.
Rage, V. t. To enrage. [06*.]
;

—

;

;

Full of rage
Rage'ful
[Obs.] " Rageful eyes."

expressing rage.
Sir P. Sidney.
Ra'ger-y (ra'jer-y), re. Wantonness. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Rag'ged (rSg'gSd), a. [From Rag, re.] 1. Rent or
worn into tatters, or till the texture is broken as, a
ragged coat a ragged sail.
2. Broken with rough edges; having jags; uneven;
rough ; jagged ; as, ragged rocks.
disso3. Hence, harsh and disagreeable to the ear
nant.
Herbert.
[R.] " A ragged noise of Toirth."
4. Wearing tattered clothes as, a ragged fellow,
5. Rough ; shaggy ; rugged.
What shepherd owns those ragged sheep ?
Dryden.
Ragged lady (Bot.), the fennel flower (Nigella Damascena). —Ragged robin (Bot.), a plant of the genus Lychnis (L. Flos-cuculi), cultivated for its handsome flowers,
which have the petals cut into narrow lobes.
Ragged
sailor (Bot.), prince's feather (Polygonum orieniule).
Ragged school, a free school for poor children, where
they are taught and in part fed
a name given at flrst
because they came in their common clothing. [Eng.]
Rag'ged-ly, adv.
Rag'ged-ness, n.
Rag'gle -(rSg'gi), or Rag'gy, a. Ragged; rough.
[Obs.] " A stony and rfff/f/if hill."
Holland.
(-ful), a.

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

II

Ragh'U-van'sa

A celebrated

fa.]
tlie

(riig'u-vun'sa),

Sanskrit

[Skr. Eaguvarnfor its subject

re.

poem having

Raghu dynasty.

Ra'^ng

&

(ra'jing), a.

re.

from Rage,

v.

— Ra'-

i.

glng-ly, adv.

Ra'^OUS
[Obs.]

(ra'jus),

furious

rageful.

— Ra'glous-ness, n. [Obs.]
(r3g'lan),
A loose overcoat with large
— named from Lord Raglan, an English general.

Raglan
sleeves

Raging

a.

;

;

re.

;

(-man), re. / pi. Ragmen (-men). A man
who collects, or deals in, rags.
Rag'man, re.
[See Ragman's roll.] A document
having many names or numerous seals, as a papal bull.

Rag'man

Piers Plowman.

[Obs.]

[For ragman roll a
roll' (-manz rol').
of names, the devil's roll or list ; where ragman
is of Scand. origin ; cf. Icel. ragmenni a craven person,

Rag'man's

long

list

Sw. raggen the devil. Icel. ragmenni is fr. ragr cowardly (another form of argr, akin to AS. earg cowardly,
vile, G. arg bad) -|- menni (in comp.) man, akin to
E. man. See Roll, and cf. Rigmarole.] The rolls of
deeds on parchment in which the Scottish nobility and
gentry subscribed allegiance to Edward I. of England,
A. d. 1296.
[Also written ragman-roll.]
Ra-gout' (ra-gob'), re. [F. ragout, fr. ragouter to restore one's appetite, fr. L. pref. re- read to -f- gustare
to taste, gusttis taste. See Gust relish.] A dish made of
pieces of meat, stewed, and highly seasoned ; as, a ragout of mutton.

+

i

Rag'pick'er (rag'pik'er), re. One who
gets a living by picking up rags and refuse things in the streets.

Ra-guled'

(ra-guld'),

Rag-guled' (rag-),
fret, rub, or E. rag.]

)
)

[Cf. F. ragruer to chafe,

a.

(Her.) Notched in
regular diagonal breaks
said of a line.
or a bearing having such an edge.
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

—

6bey,

6rb,

odd

_
Cross raguled.

(

;

RAGWEED
«

;

(ra'ye),

[NL

pi.

re.

See Raia.] {Zool.) The order of
elasmobranch fishes which includes
the sawfishes, skates, and rays;

—

called also Rajse,

Raid
ing,

and Bajii.

(rad), n.

raid

akin to E. road.

;

Road a way.]

s

;

Marauding: chief

I
his sole delight
raid, the morning fight.

Superior

Jaw

Jaw

i

In

one of
xne Rai£e i.an Eugie
Ray). (M)
forior

ol

\r. Scott.

There are permanent conquests, temporary occupations, and
occasional raids.
H. Spencer.
1^°" A Scottish word which came into common use in
thetJnited States during the Civil War, and was soon
its application.

2. An attack or invasion for the purpose of making
arrests, seizing property, or plundering ; as, a raid of
the police upon a gambling house ; a raid of contractors

;

;

;

A

in ropes, like a

team

Bacon.

is

Water Kail (Rallus

aquaticus).

bilcock,

(X)

;

a rain-tight roof.
Rain'y (-y), a. [AS. regenig.']
wet showery as, rainy weather
;

-

Iloltandin')

—

of

rope

Rain,

.

riide,

75

full,

ap, flrn

;

pity

;

Abounding with rain
a rainy day or season.

;

[Cf. Icel. reip rope. Cf. Rope.]
also, a measure equal to a rod.
[<Sco/.]

;

Rals

(rap),

(ris),

re.

Same

re.

(raz'a-b'l), a.
Capable of being raised.
(raz), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Raised (razd) ; p.
lb. n. Raising.]
[OE. reisen, Icel. reisa, causative of 7'isa to rise.
See Rise, and cf. Rear to raise.]
1. To cause to rise
to bring from a lower to a higher

Rals'a-ble

&

Raise

pr.

&

;

place to lift upward ; to elevate ; to heave
as, to
raise a stone or weight. Hence, figuratively
(a) To bring to a higher condition or situation to elevate in rank, dignity, and the like to increase the value
or estimation of ; to promote to exalt ; to advance ; to
enhance as, to raise from a low estate ; to raise to
office ; to raise the price, and the like.
This gentleman came to be raised to great titles. Clarettdon.
The plate pieces of eight were raised tiiree pence in tlie piece.
Sir n: Temple.
(b) To increase the strength, vigor, or vehemence of
to excite ; to intensify to invigorate to heighten
as,
to raise the pulse ; to raise the voice to raise tlie spirits
or the courage to raise the heat of a furnace.
(c) To elevate in degree according to some scale ; as,
to raise the pitch of the voice
to raise the temperature
of a room.
2. To cause to rise up, or assume an erect position or
posture ; to set up ; to make upright as, to raise a mast
or flagstaff. Hence
(a) To cause to spring up from a recumbent position,
from a state of quiet, or tlie like to awaken to arouse.
They shall not awake, uor be raised out of their sleep.
Job xiv. 12.
;

Gauge,

food,

V.

[imp.

i.

fo~ot

;

&

out,

p. p.

oil

;

;

Rained (rand)

chair

a Funnel-

ellnped Receiver ;
b Receiving Reservoir
c Overflow
Attaclinient.
O/s)

;

go

j

;

p. pr.

&

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

To rouse to action to
war to excite.
He commandeth, and raiset/i

(6)

;

struggle, or

stir

;

up

;

to incite to tumult,

;

the stormy wind.
P.s. cvii. 25.
JEncas . . . employs his pains,
In parts remote, to j-aise the Tuscan swtuiis.
Dryden.

(c)
spirit

To bring up from the lower world
from

tlie

world of

spirits

;

to call up, as a
to recall from death
;

to give life to.
Wliy should it ho thought a thing incredible with you. tlint
God should raise the dead ?
Act's xxvi. 8.
3. To cause to arise, grow up, or come into being or to
appear ; to give rise to
to originate, produce, cause,
effect, or the like.
Hence, specifically
(a) To form by the accumulation of materials or constituent parts to build up ; to erect ; as, to raise a lofty
structure, a wall, a heap of stones.
:

Signal-Service Rain

A

as 2d Reis.

;

—

Sp. rallar to grate,
scrape, molest; perhaps
King Rail (/fn/te cfcjoii.f).
fr. (assumed) LL. radiculare, fr. L.
radere to scrape,
grate. Cf Rally to banter. Rase.]
To use insolent and

;

Ralp

.

—

cf.

A drop of rain.

as,

—

m

Land rail (Zool.), the
corncrake.
Rail, V. i. [F. railler;

re.

Rain'1-ness (-i-ngs), n. The state of being rainy.
Raln'Iess, a. Destitute of rain as, a rainless region.
Raln'-tlght' (-tit'), a. So tight as to exclude rain

—

—

ainianus); and the CaroIma, or sora, rail ( For zona
Carolina). See Sora.

(-droiy),

Rain'fall' (ran'fal'), re. A fall or descent of rain ; the
water, or amount of water, that falls in rain ; as, the
average annual rainfall of a region.
Supplied by the rainfall of the outer ranges of Sinchul and
Singaleleh.
Booker.

—

Australia.
Rain gauge, an instrument of various
forms for measuring the (juaiitity of
a
rain that falls at any given place
given time; a pluviomoter; an ombrometer.
Rain goose {Zool.), tlie
red-throated diver, or loon. [Prov.
Eng.]
Ruin prints (O'eol.), markings on the surfaces of stratified
rocks, presenting an appearance
similar to those made by rain on mud
and sand, and believed to liave bnon
so produced.
Rain quail. {Zool.)
See Quail, re., 1. — Rain water, water
that has fallen from the clouds in rain.

also fresh-water marshy
lien); the lesser cl.apper,
or Virginia, rail {R. Vir-

unite,

Raln'deer'
Rain'drop'

—

Novx

(-bod'), a. Formed with or like a rainbow.
(-der'), «. (^Tos;.) See Reindeer.
lObs.']

Raln'bowed'

—

—

The best known American
species are the clapper rail, or salt-marsh hen {Rallus longirostris, var. crepitans);
the king, or red-breasted,
rail {/!. elegnn.t) (called

ase,

;

—

^S^

and brook runner.

—

pan, and other countries
called also brook trout, mountain trovt, and golden trout.— 'Ra.in'bow wrasse. {Zool.) See
under Weasse.
Supernumerary rainbow, a smaller bow,
usually of red and green colors only, sometimes seen
within the primary or without the secondary rainbow,
and in contact with them.

—

Rain is distinguished from mist by the size of the
drops, which are distinctly visible. When water falls in
very small drops or particles, it is called mist ; and fog
is composed of particles so fine as to be not only individually indistinguishable, but to float or be suspended in
the air. See Fog, and Mist.
Rain band (jlfe/eoro?.), a dark band in the yellow portion
of the solar spectrum near the sodium line, caused by the
presence of watery vapor in the atmosphere, and hence
Rain bird {Zosometimes used in weather predictions.
[Prov.
ol.), the yaffle, or green woodpecker.
Enq.] The name is also applied to various other
birds, as to Savrolhera vetuta of
tlie West Indies.
Rain fowl (Zoi'il.),
tlie channel-bill cuckoo {Scythrojis

rail

Ja-

States,

Rain is water by the heat of the sun divided into very small
parts ascending in the air, till, encountering the cold, it be condensed into clouds, and descends in drops.
Ray.
3Iilton.
Fair days have oft contracted wind and rain.

birds.

the

Eastern

:

;

rater to have a rattling in the

'

introduced

into

—

(ra'ment), n.

fainter

Calif or-

but now
extensively

&

t®^ The common
also

of

;

;

2.

much

mountains
nia,

[Abbrev. fr. arraiment. See
Array.] 1. Clothing in general vesture; garments;
usually singular in form, with a collective sense.
Living, both food and raiment she supplies. Dryden.
Sir P. Sidney.
2. An article of dress.
\_R. or Obs.'\
Spenser.
t;.
Reign. \_Obs.']
Rain (ran), re.
Rain (ran), re. [OE. rein, AS. regen ; akin to OFries.
rein, D. & G. regen, OS. & OHG. regan, Icel., Dan., &
Svv. regn, Goth. rig7i, and prob. to L. rigare to water, to
wet cf Gr. ^pe^eiv to wet, to rain.] Water falling in
drops from the clouds ; the descent of water from the
clouds in drops.

Ral'ment

;

reflections, is

tro\\t{Salmo
irideus), native of the

all

is

two

refractions and

—

;

inclose with rails or a railing.
It ought to be fenced in and railed.
Ayliffe.

of liorses in a cart.

with

etc.,

4.

than the primary bow, and has its colors arranged in the
reverse order from those of the latter.
Lunar rainbow, a fainter arch or rainbow, formed by
the moon.
Marine rainbow, or Sea bow, a similar bow
seen in the spray of waves at sea. — Rainbow trout {Zool.),
a bright-colored

U.S.I

To

To range in a line. [06s.]
They were brought to London all railed

The road, track,

by two

the lands, buildings,
rolling stock, franchises, etc., pertaining to them and
constituting one property; as, a certain railroad has
been put into the hands of a receiver.
2.

—

where such protection is needed.
Kail fence. See under Fence. —Rail guard, (a) A device
attached to the front of a locomotive on each side for
clearing the rail of obstructions. (6) A guard rail. See
under Guard. — Rail Joint {Railroad), a splice connecting
the adjacent ends of rails, in distinction from a chair,
which is merely a seat. The two devices are sometimes
united. Among several hundred varieties, the fish joint
is standard. See Fish joint, under Fish. — Rail train {Iron
& Steel Manuf. ), a train of rolls in a rolling mill, for making rails for railroads from blooms or billets.
Rail, V. t. \imp. & p. p. Railed (raid) p. pr. & vb.

called

[F.] A banterer
Wycherley.
road or way consist;
ing of one or more parallel
Rail'way' (-wa'),
)
series of iron or steel rails, patterned and adjusted to be
tracks for the wheels of vehicles, and suitably supported
on a bed or substructure.
11^°" The modern railroad is a development and adaptation of the older tramway.
re.

A

1.

xvi.

;

arch exhibitmg, in concentric bands, the several colors of
the spectrum, and formed in the part of the hemisphere
opposite to the sun by the refraction and reflection of the
sun's rays in drops of falling rain.
t^^ Besides the ordinary bow, called also primary
rainbow, which is formed by two refractions and one reflection, there is also another often seen exterior to it,
called the secondary rainbow, concentric with the first,
and separated from it by a small interval. It is formed

;

—

A

skittij coot,

;

Rall'leur' (ra'lyer' or ra'yer'),

Ex.

for you.

To bestow in a profuse or abundant manner as, to
rain favors upon a person.
Rain'bow' (-bo'), re. [AS. regenboga, akin to G. regenbogen.
See Rain, and Bow anything bent.] A bow or

re.
1. A barrier made of a rail or of rails.
also, material for making rails.
Rall'ing-ly, adv. With scoffing or insulting language.
Rall'ler-y (ral'ler-J or ral'-; 277), re. [F. raillerie,
fr. railler. See Rail to scoff.]
Pleasantry or slight satire
banter ; jesting language satirical merriment.

2. Rails in general

;

2.

—

cases, etc.
2. {Arch.)
horizontal piece in a frame or paneling.
See Illusl. of Stile.
3. {Railroad)
baV of steel or iron, forming part of
the track on which the wheels roll. It is usually shaped
with reference to vertical strength, and is held in place
by chairs, splices, etc.
4. (Naut.) {a) The stout, narrow plank that forms the
top of the bulwarks. (6) The light, fencelike structures
of wood or metal at the break of the deck, and elsewhere

(Rallus aquaticus)

from heaven

11.

Rall'lng,

—

&

European water

ii.

—

;

game

2 Ret.

—

Fairholt.
cloak or covering a neckerchief for women.
to
Rail, V. i. [Etymol. uncertain.] To flow forth
roll out
to course.
[06*.]
Streams of tears from her fair eyes forth railing. Spenser.
Sw. regel bar, bolt, G. riegel
Rail, n. [Akin to LG.
B rail, bar, or bolt, OHG. rigil, rigel, bar, bolt, and possibly to E. row a line.]
1. A bar of timber or metal,
usually horizontal or nearly so, extending from one post
or support to another, as in fences, balustrades, stair-

fr.

Shak.

;

;

:

;

[F. rale,
Rail, n.
throat J of German
origin, and akin to E.
rattle.
See Rattle,
(Zool.) Any one
«.]
of numerous species
of limicoline birds of
the family Rallidse,
especially those of the
genus Rallus, and of
closely allied genera.
They are prized as

rails

fall

tears rained

the commoner word in England railthe commoner word in the United States.
In the following and similar phrases railroad and
raitway are used interchangeably
Atmospheric railway. Elevated railway, etc. See under
Atmospheric, Elevated, etc.
Cable railway. See Cable
Ferry railway, a submerged track
road, under Cable.
on which an elevated platform runs, for carrying a train
Gravity railway, a railof cars across a water course.
way, in a hilly country, on which the cars run by gravity
down gentle slopes for long distances after having been
hauled up steep inclines to an elevated point by stationary engines.
Railway brake, a brake used in stopping
railway cars or locomotives.
Railway car, a large, heavy
vehicle with flanged wheels fitted for running on a railway. {U. S.] —Railway carriage, a railway passenger car.
[Eng.]
Railway scale, a platform scale bearing a track
which forms part of the line of a railway, for weighing
loaded cars.
Railway slide. See Transfer table, under
Transfer.
Railway spine {Med. ), an abnormal condition
due to severe concussion of the spinal cord, such as occurs in railroad accidents. It is characterized by ataxia
and other disturbances of muscular function, sensory
disorders, pain in the back, impairment of general health,
and cerebral disturbance,
the symptoms often not deUnderground
veloping till some months after the injury.
railroad or railway,
{a) A railroad or railway running
through a tuimel, as beneath the streets of a city. (J)
Formerly, a system of cooperation among certain active
antislavery people in the United States, by which fugitive
slaves were secretly helped to reach Canada. [In the latter sense railroad, and not railway, was used.] " Their
house was a principal entrepot of the underground railroad." W. D. Howells.
Rall'road'ing, re. The construction of a railroad the
business of managing or operating a railroad. IColloq.

;

1.

One who

re.

ing accusation against them.

Railway

on the public treasury. \_Colloq. U. S.]
Raid, V. t. limp. & p. p. Raided p. pr. & vb. re.
Raiding.] To make a raid upon or into as, two regiments raided the border counties.
Raid'er (-er), re. One who engages in a raid. [?/. S.]
Rail (ral), re. [OE. reil, re^el, AS. hrssgel, hrsegl, a
garment akin to OHG. hregil, OFries. hreil.'] An outer

n. Railing.]

(-er),

To

2.

railing

one who scoffs, insults, censures, or reproaches with opprobrious language.
Raiil'lng, a. Expressing reproach insulting.
Angels, wliich are greater in power and might, bring not railRall'er

a jester; a mocker. [iJ.]
Rall'road' (ral'rod'), Ire.

;

extended in

at.

—

as, it rains.

;

The rain it rainetli every day.
Shale.
or drop like water from the clouds
as,
from their eyes.
Rain (ran), v. t. 1. To pour or shower down from
above, like rain from the clouds.
Then said the Lord unto Moses, Behold, I will rain bread

Feltham.

[Obs.
Yr.-]
Rail the seal from off my bond.

II

;

Sir

Rail (ral), V. t. 1. To rail
2. To move or influence by

;

tive

;

Se e

atory incursion an inroad or in
a sudcursion of mounted men
den and rapid invasion by a cavaliy
force a foray.

The moonlight

vb.

Let raillery be without malice or heat.
B. Jonson.
Studies employed on low objects the very naming of them is
sufficient to turn them into raillery.
Addison.

''-

A hostile or pred-

1.

[AS. regnian, akin to G. regnen, Goth.
re. Raining.]
rignjan.
See Rain, re.] 1. To fall in drops from the
used mostly with it for a nominaclouds, as water

reproachful language ; to utter reproaches ; to scoff ;
followed by at or against, formerly by ore.
Shak.
And rail at arts he did not understand.
Dry den.
Lesbia forever on me rails.
Swift.
-

;

/.

reiS a rid

[Icel.

RAISE
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(Bol.) A common AmerRag'weed' (rSg'wed'),
ican composite weed {Ambrosia artemisisefolia) with
finely divided leaves ; hogweed.
Great ragweed, a coarse American herb (Avibrosia irifida), with rough three-lobed opposite leaves.
Rag'WOrk' (-wOrk'), n. (Masonry) A kind of rubblework, lu the United States, any rubblevvork of thin and
small stones.
Rag'wort' (-wCrf), re. {Bot.) A name given to several species of the composite genus Senecio.
^g^ Senecio aureus is the golden ragwort of the United
States S. elegans is the purple ragwort of South Africa.
||Ra'ia(ra'ya),re. [L.,aray. Of. Ray the fish.] {Zool.)
A genua of rays which includes the skates. See Skate.
llRa'lse

;;

—

;

I'

will raise forts ngoinst thee.

Tsa.

xxix.

3.

(b) To bring together ; to collect ; to le\-y to get together or obtain for use or service; as, to raise money,
troops, and tlie like.
" To raise up a rent."
Chaucer.
(c) To cause to grow ; to procure to bo produced.

sins, ink

;

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

;;

bred, or propagated ; to grow ; as, to raise corn, barley,
hops, etc. ; to raise cattle. "He raised sheep." "He
raised wheat where none grew before." Johnson's Did.
In some parts of the United States, notably in the
Southern States, raise is also commonly applied to the
rearing or bringing up of children.
I was raisedj as they say in Virginia, among the mountains

thing, or for stirring up the soil as, to rake a lawn
rake a flower bed.
4. To search through ; to scour ; to ransack.
;

^W

{d) To bring into being ; to produce ; to cause to
often with up.
come forth, or appear ;
I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren,

—

arise,

i)eu<. xviii. 18.

thee.

God vouchsafes to raise another world
From him [Noah], and all his anger to forget.

Milton.

To

give rise to ; to set agoing ; to occasion ; to
start ; to originate ; as, to raise a smile or a blush.
Ex. xxiii. 1.
Thou shalt not raise a false report.
(/ ) To give vent or utterance to ; to utter ; to strike up.
Dryden.
raise
a
cry.
Soon as the prince appears, they
{g) To bring to notice ; to submit for consideration
as, to raise a point of order to raise an objection.
4. To cause to rise, as by the effect of leaven ; to make
light and spongy, as bread.
Miss Liddy can dance a jig, and raise paste. Spectator.
5. (JVaul.) (a) To cause (the land or any other object)
to seem higher by drawing nearer to it ; as, to raise
Sandy Hook light, (i) To let go as in the command.
Raise tacks and sheets, i. e.. Let go tacks and sheets.
6. (Law) To create or constitute ; as, to raise a use,
Burrill.
that is, to create it.
To raise a bWkade (Mil.), to remove or break up a blockade, either by withdrawing the ships or forces employed
in enforcing it, or by driving them away or dispersing
them.
To raise a check, note, bill of exchange, etc. , to
increase fraudulently its nominal value by changing the
writing, figures, or printing in which the sum payable
To raise a siege, to relinquish an attempt
is specified.
to take a place by besieging it, or to cause the attempt
to be relinquished.
To raise steam, to produce steam of
a required pressure.
To raise the wind, to procure ready
money by some temporary expedient. [CoHoq.] To
raise Cain, or To raise the devil, to cause a great disturbance ; to make great trouble. [Slang]
Syn.
To lift ; exalt ; elevate erect ; originate ;
(e)

;

:

rakes the

town

across

;

to find a plot.

;

to

lightly, as a rake does.
Like clouds that rake the mountain summits.

Wordsworth.

6. (Mil. ) To enfilade ; to fire in a direction with the
length of ; in naval engagements, to cannonade, as a ship,
on the stern or head so that the balls range the whole
length of the deck.

To rake up. (a) To collect together, as the fire (live
and cover with ashes. (6) To brmg up to searcli
out and bring to notice again as, to rake up old scandals.

coals),

;

;

Rake

1. To use a rake, as for searching
to scrape ; to search minutely.
for raking in Chaucer for antiquated words. Dryden.

(rak), V.

or for collecting

One

is

attack with raillery, either in good humor and pleasantry, or with slight contempt or satire.
Honeycomb . . rallies me upon a country life. Addison.
Strephon had long confessed his amorous pain,
"Which gay Corinna rallied with disdain.
GaU'
Syn. To banter ridicule; satirize; deride; mock.
Rally (vSl'lf), V. i. To use pleasantry, or satirical
.

Swift.

to pass over quickly

and

Paulding.

of the North.

C&e unto

The statesman

To scrape or scratch

6.

;

RAMENTA
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RAISED

N

;

;;

i.

;

To pass with violence or rapidity ; to scrape along.
Pas could not stay, but over him did rake. Sir P. Sidney.
Rake, re. [Cf. dial. Sw. raka to reach, and E. reach.']
The inclination of anything from a perpendicular direction ; as, the rake of a roof, a staircase, etc. ; especially
{Naut.), the inclination of a mast or funnel, or, in genera], of any part of a vessel not perpendicular to the keel.
Rake, v. i. To incline from a perpendicular direction as, a mast rakes aft.
2.

;

—

;

merriment.
Ral'ly, re.

Good-humored

raillery.

(rSlf ), re. A name sometimes given to the raven.
Ral'Ston-ite (ral'stiin-it), re. [So named after J. G.
Ralston of Norristown, Penn.] (Min.) A fluoride of
alumina and soda occuiring with the Greenland cryolite
in octahedral crystals.
(rSm), re. [AS. ramm, ram; akin to OHG. &
D. ram, Prov. G. ramm, and perh. to Icel. ramr strong.]
1. The male of the sheep and allied animals.
In some
parts of England a ram is
called a tup.
2. (Asiron.) (a) Aries, the
sign of the zodiac which the
sun enters about the 21st of

Ralph

Ram

March, (ft) The constellation
Aries, which does not now, as
formerly, occupy the sign of
the same name.
3. An engine of war used

Raking course (Bricklaying), a course of bricks laid di- for butting or battering. SpeKam.
agonally between the face courses in a thick wall, to cifically (a) In ancient warstrengthen it.
fare, a long beam suspended by slings in a framework,
Rake, re. [OE. rakel rash cf. Icel. reikall wander- and used for battering the walls of cities; a batteringing, unsettled, reika to wander.]
A loose, disorderly, ram. (6) A heavy steel or iron beak attached to the prow
vicious man; a person addicted to lewdness and other of a steam war vessel for piercing or cutting down the
vessel of an enemy also, a vessel carrying such a beak.
scandalous vices a debauchee a rou6.
4. A hydraulic ram.
See under Hydraulic.
An illiterate and frivolous old rake.
Macaulay.
5. The weight which strikes the blow, in a pile driver,
Rake, v. i. 1. [Icel. reika. Cf. Rake a debauchee.]
steam hammer, stamp mill, or the like.
To walk about; to gad or ramble idly. \_Prov. Eng.']
6. The plunger of a hydraulic press.
2. [See Rake a debauchee.] To act the rake to lead
Ram's horn, (a) (Fort.) A low semicircular work situa dissolute, debauched life.
Shenstone.
ated in and commanding a ditch. [Written also ramsTo rake out (Falconry), to fly too far and wide from horn.] Farrow, (ft) (PaTeore.)
An ammonite.
its master while hovering above waiting till the game is
Ram, V. t. limp. & p. p. Rammed (rSmd) p. pr.
sprung
said of the hawk.
Encyc. Brit.
vb. re. RiMMiNo.]
1. To butt or strike against; to
cause produce ; grow ; heighten aggravate excite.
Rake'hell' (rak'hel'), re. [See Rakel.] A lewd, disdrive a ram against or through to thrust or drive with
Raised (razd), a. 1. Lifted up showing above the solute fellow a debauchee ; a rake.
violence to force in to drive together ; to cram as, to
It seldom doth happen, in any way of life, that a sluggard
surroundings as, raised or embossed metal work.
ram an enemy's vessel to ram piles, cartridges, etc.
and
a
rakehell
Barrow.
do
not
together.
go
2. Leavened; made with leaven, or yeast;
used of
[They] rammed me in with foul shirts, and smocks, socks,
Dissolute wild
lewd rak- foul stockings, greasy
bread, cake, etc., as distinguished from that made with
) a.
Rake'hell',
napkins.
Shak.
cream of tartar, soda, etc. See Raise, v, t., 4.
Rake'hell'y (-y), ) ish. [06^.] Spenser. B. Jonson.
2. To fill or compact by pounding or driving.
(ra'kSl),
[OE.
Rake
a
debauchee.]
a.
See
Ra'kel
Raised beach. See under Beach, n.
ditch
A
was
filled with some sound materials, and rammed
Chaucer.
Ra'kel- to make the foundation solid.
[06*.]
Rals'er (raz'er), n. One who, or that which, raises Hasty reckless rash.
Arbuthnot.
Chaucer,
ness, re. [ObSj]
(in various senses of the verb).
Ram'a-dan' (rSm'a-dSn'), re. [Ar. ramad.dn, or
Rak'er (rak'er), n. [See Ist Rake.] 1. One who, or
Ral'sln (ra'z'n), re. [F. raisin grape, raisin, L. raceramazan,
properly, the hot month.]
[Written
also
that
which,
person
who
uses
a
rake,
rakes as (a) A
mus cluster of grapes or berries cf. Gr. paf payo;,
Ramadhan, Ramadzan, and Rhamadan.'] 1. The ninth
berry, grape. Cf. Raceme.] 1. A grape, or a bunch of (ft) A machine for raking grain or hay by horse or other
Mohammedan
month.
grapes. [06s.]
Cotgrave. power, (c) A gun so placed as to rake an enemy's ship.
2. The great annual fast of the Mohammedans, kept
2. (Zool.) See Gill rakers, under 1st Gill.
2. A grape dried in the sun or by artificial heat.
during daylight through the ninth month.
Rak'er-y (-y), re. Debauchery lewdness.
Baisln tree (Bot.), the common red currant bush, whose
Ram'age (rSm'aj 48), re. [F., fr. L. ramus a branch.]
The rakery and intrigues of the lewd town. P. North.
fruit resembles the small raisins of Corinth called cur1. Boughs or branches.
[Ofts.]
Crabb.
rants. [Eng.]
Dr. Friar.
Rake'Shame' (rak'sham'), re. [Cf. Rakehell, Rao2. Warbling of birds in trees.
Drummond.
[Ofts.]
Milton.
Rals'lng (raz'Tng), n. 1. The act of lifting, setting abash.] A vile^ dissolute wretch. [Oft«.]
Ra-mage' (ra^maj'), a. Wild untamed. [Ofti.]
Rake'Stale' (-stal'), re. \_Rake the instrument -f- stale
up, elevating, exalting, producing, or restoring to life.
Ra-ma'gl-OUS (-ma'ji-iSs), a. Wild not tame. [Ofts.]
2. Specifically, the operation or work of setting up the a handle.] The handle of a rake.
Now is he tame that was so ramagious. Remedy of Love.
Chaucer.
That tale is not worth a rakestele.
frame of a building as, to help at a raising. lU. S.J
Ra'mal (ra'mal), a. [L. ramus branch.] Of or per3. The operation of embossing sheet metal, or of formRake,
a
mineral
vein.
Rake'-veta' (-van'), re. See
taining to a ramus, or branch rameal.
ing it into cup-shaped or hoUow articles, by hammering,
Rak'ing (rak'Ing), re. 1. The act or process of using
Ra-ma'ya-na (rS-ma'ya-na), re. [Skr. RamayaTj.a.']
stamping, or spinning.
a rake the going over a space with a rake.
The more ancient of the two great epic poems in SanRaising bee, a bee for raising the frame of a building.
2. A space gone over with a rake also, the work done, skrit. The hero and heroine are Rama and his wife Sita.
See Bee, m., 2. [£71 S.] W. Irving.
Ueiatag hammer, a or the quantity of hay, grain, etc., collected, by going
Ram'berge (rSm'berj), re. [F., fr. rame oar -)- barge
hammer with a rounded face, used in raising sheet metal. once over a space with a rake.
barge.] Formerly, a kind of large war galley.
Raising plate (Carp.), the plate, or longitudinal timber,
Rak'lsh, a. Dissolute ; lewd debauched.
Ram'ble (rSm'b'l), v. i. limp. & p. p. Rambled
on which a roof is raised and rests.
The arduous task of converting a rakish lover. 3facaulay. (-b'ld) p. pr.
[For
vb. re. Rambliho (-blTng).]
Rai'S0n'n6' (ra'zo'nS'), a.
[F. raisonne, p. p. of
Rak'lsh, a. (Naut.) Having a saucy appearance in- rammle, fr. Prov. E. rame to roam. Cf. Roam.] 1. To
raisonner to reason.] Arranged systematically, or acSam. Nav. Encyc. walk, ride, or sail, from place to place, without any decording to classes or subjects as, a catalogue raisonne. dicative of speed and dash.
terminate object in view ; to roam carelessly or irreguRak'ish-ly, adv. In a rakish manner.
See under Cataloque.
Rak'lsh-ness, re. The quality or state of being rakish. larly to rove ; to wander as, to ramble about the city
Ral'vel (ra'vel), re. (IFeaTOrej') A separator. [iScoi.]
to
ramble over the world.
earthenware
kind
of
(ra'koo
wSr').
A
Ra'kU ware'
Raj (raj), re. [See Rajah.] Reign; rule. \_India'\
He that is at liberty to ramble in perfect darkness, what is his
made in Japan, resembling Satsuma ware, but having a
Ra'Ja (ra'j'a or ra'ja), re. Same as Rajah.
liberty better than if driven up and down as a bubble by the
color.
paler
Ra'Jah (ra'ja or ra'ja), re. [Hind, raja, Skr. rajan,
wind ?
Locke.
Rale(ral),re. \V.rale. Cf. Rail the bird.] (Med.)
akin to L. rex, regis. See Regal, a.] A native prince
2. To talk or write in a discursive, aimless way.
or king also, a landholder or person of importance in the An adventitious sound, usually of morbid origin, accom3. To extend or grow at random.
Thomson.
panying the normal respiratory sounds. See Rhonchus.
agricultural districts.
\_India']
Syn.
To rove roam ; wander range stroll.
Ra'Jah-shlp, re. The office or dignity of a rajah.
^S^ Various kinds are distinguished by pathologists
from
place to
quality,
going
moving
as
Ram'ble,
re.
1.
A
or
small
differing
in
intensity,
as
loud
and
Raj' poof (raj' poof), re. [Hind, rdj-put, Skr. rdjaputra king's son.] A Hindoo of the sec- moist, dry, clicking, whistling, and sonorous and in ori- place without any determinate business or object an
Raj'put'
and
pleural.
gin,
tracheal,
pulmonary,
as
excursion
or
stroll
merely
for
recreation.
ond, or royal and military, caste aKshatriya especially,
[It.]
(Mus.)
Ral'len-tan'dO (ral'lgn-tau'do), a.
an inhabitant of the country of Eajpootana, in northern
Coming home, after a short Christmas ramble.
Swift.
'
Slackening
a direction to perform a passage with a
central India.
2. [Cf. Rammel.] (Coal Mining) A bed of shale over
Rake (rak), re. [AS. race ; akin to OD. ralte, D. reek, gradual decrease in time and force ; ritardando.
Raymond.
the seam.
Ralll-ance (rSl'lT-ans), re. [Cf. OP. raliance. See
OHG. rehho, G. rechen, loel. reka a shovel, and to Goth.
Ram'ble! (-bier), re. One who rambles a rover
rikan to heap up, collect, and perhaps to Gr. opeyeiv to Rally to reunite.] The act of rallying.
a wanderer.
Ral'li-er (-er), re. One who rallies.
stretch out, and E. rack to stretch. Cf. Reckon.]
1. An
Ram'bllng (-bllng), a. Roving wandering discurRalline (-ITn), a. (Zodl.) Pertaining to the rails.
implement consisting of a headpiece having teeth, and
sive
as, a rambling fellow, talk, or building.
Rally (rSl'ly), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Rallied (-lid) p.
a long handle at right angles to it,
used for collecting
Ram'bling-ly, adv. In a rambling manner.
[OF. ralier, F. rallier, fr. L.
vb. re. Rallying.]
hay, or other light things which are spread over a large pr.
(-booz), re.
A beverage made of wine, ale
Ram'booze
pref. re- -\- ad -j- ligare to bind. See Ra-, and 1st Ally.]
surface, or for breaking and smoothing the earth.
Blount.
(or milk), sugar, etc.
[06s.]
2. A toothed machine drawn by a horse,
used for To collect, and reduce to order, as troops dispersed or
(rSm-boo'tan), re. [Malay rambutan, fr.
Ram-bu'tan
thrown into confusion to gather again to reunite.
collecting hay or grain a horserake.
rambut hair of the head.] (Bot.) A Malayan fruit proRally, V. i. 1. To come into orderly arrangement
3. [Perhaps a different word.]
(Mining) A fissure or
duced by the tree Nephelium lappaceum, and closely
mineral vein traversing the strata vertically, or nearly to renew order, or united effort, as troops scattered or related to the litchi nut. It is bright red, oval in shape,
put
to flight to assemble to unite.
80
called also rake-vtin.
covered with coarse hairs (whence the name), and conThe Grecians rally, and their powers unite. Dryden. tains a pleasant acid pulp. Called also ramboosian.
Gill rakeo. (Anat.) See under 1st Gill.
Innumerable parts of matter chanced just then to rally toGray.
Rake, v. t. limp.
Ra'me-al (ra'me-al), a. Same as Ramal.
p. p. Raked (rakt) p. pr. &
Tillotson.
Shipley.
Ra'me-an (-an), re. A Eamist.
vb. re. Raking.]
[AS. racian. See 1st Rake.j 1. To gether, and to form themselves into this new world.
collect with a rake
as, to rake hay
2. To collect one's vital powers or forces to regain
Ramed (ramd), a. Having the frames, stem, and
often with up
sternpost adjusted
as, he raked up the fallen leaves.
said of a ship on the stocks.
health or consciousness to recuperate.
2. Hence To collect or draw together with laborious
3. To recover strength after a decline in prices ;
Ram'ee (ram'e), re. (Bot.) See Ramie.
industry; to gather from a wide space; to scrape to- said of the market, stocks, etc.
Ram'e-kln (rSm'e-kTn), re. See Ramequin. [Ofts.]
gether as, to rake together wealth
to rake together
Ram'ent (ram'ent), re. [L. ramenta, pi.] 1. A scrapRal'ly, re. / pi. Rallies (-ITz). 1. The act or process
Bailey,
ing a shaving. [Ofts.]
slanderous tales to rake together the rabble of a town.
of rallying (in any of the senses of that word).
\_Colloq. U. S."]
2. pi. (Bot.) Ramenta.
3. To pass a rake over ; to scrape or scratch with a
2. A political mass meeting.
rake for the purpose of collecting and clearing off someRa-men'ta (ra-mSn'ta), re. pi. [L., scrapings.] (Bot,)
Rally, V. i. [F. railler. See Rail to scoff.] To
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ale,

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

final,

^

;

eve, event,

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, orb, ddd
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Thin brownish chaffy scales upon the leaves or young
shoots of some plants, especially upon the petioles and

" They are come to this
exuberance
extravagance.
height and rampancy of vice."
South.

Ram'en-ta'ceOUS (rSm'Sn-ta'shus),

;

Ramp'ant

Gray.
(Sot.) Covered

leaves of ferns.
a.

;

Ra'me-OUS

[L. rameus,

(ra'me-iSs), a.

from ramus

;

._

—

(-flo'rus),

ant,

.

.

(Bot.) Bearing branches

Ra-mip'a-roUB (ra-mip'a-rus),

a.

;

[L.

branched.
ramus -\- parere

substratum of every permanent

—

&

;

A

;

Ramose.

(ramp), v. i.
limp. & p. p. Ramped (rSmt
vb. re. Ramping.]
[F. ramper to creep,
p. pr.
OF., to climb of German origin cf. G. raffen to snatch,
LG.
D. rapen. See Rap to snatch, and cf. Romp.]
1. To spring
to leap ; to bound ; to rear to prance
to become rampant hence, to frolic to romp.
2. To move by leaps, or as by leaps ; hence, to move
swiftly or with violence.
Their bridles they would champ,
And trampling the fine element would fiercely ramp. Spenser.
3. To climb, as a plant ; to creep up.
With claspers and tendrils, they [plants] catch hold, . and
BO ramping upon trees, they mount up to a great height.
Ray.
Ramp, re. 1. A leap ; a spring ; a hostile advance.

Ram'pler

.

;

Ram'son
(Bot.)

pity

;

to rum-

Ure.

;

;

;

malice of their tongues and hearts.

Burke.

malice; spite;
Syn. —Enmity; hatred; ill vrill
grudge animosity malignity. — Rancok, Enmity. Ennity and rancor both describe hostile feelings but enmity may be generous and open, while rancor implies
personal malice of the worst and most enduring nature,
and is the strongest word in our language to exijresB
;

;

;

;

hostile feelings.

Rancor

will out ; proud prelate, in thy face
Shak.
I see thy fury.
is that degree of malice which preys upon the pos-

Rancor

Cogan.

sessor.

Ran'cor-ons (-Qs), a. [OF. rancuros.] FuU of rancor ; evincing, or caused by, rancor ; deeply malignant
implacably spiteful or malicious ; intensely virulent.
So flamed his eyes with rage and rancorous ire. Spenser,
Ran'COr-OUS-ly, adv. In a rancorous manner.
Rand (rSnd), re. [AS. rand, rond ; akin to D., Dan.,
Sw.,
G. rand, Icel. r'ond, and probably to E. rind.]
1. A border
edge ; margin. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
2. A long, fleshy piece, as of beef, cut from the flank
Beau.
Fl.
or leg a sort of steak. [Obs.]
also, a leveling slip
3. A thin inner sole for a shoe
of leather applied to the sole before attaching the lieel.
Rand, v. i. [See Rant.] To rant to storm. [Obs.]

&

;

&

;

;

.

Ran

(rSn),

re..

;

— called also buckram.

(Bot. )

food,

and raved, and randed, and

;

;

Ran'dom (rSn'dum), n. [OE. randon, OF. randon
force, violence, rapidity, a randon, de randon, violently,
suddenly, rapidly, prob. of German origin cf. G. rand
edge, border, OHG. rant shield, edge of a shield, akin to
violence. [06^.]
E. rand, n. See Rand, re.] 1. Force
For courageously the two kings newly fought with great
E.llall.
rajicZoHi and force.
;

2.

A roving motion

;

course without definite direction

(ra-miSs'k\iI),

re.

[L.

ramusculus.]

small ramus, or branch.

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sIuk,

—

want of direction, rule, or method hazard chance
commonly used in the phrase at random, that is, without
;

;

at hazard.
Counsels, when they fly
At random, sometinu's hit most happily.
Herrick.
O, many a shaft, at random sent,
Fin<ls liinrk the archer little meant
A'r )['. Scott.

a settled point of direction

;

1

3. Distance to which a missile is cast ; range reach
Sir K. Digby.
the random of a rifle ball.
4. (Mining) The direction of a rake-vein.
Raymond.
Ran'dom, a. Going at random or by chance done
or made at hazard, or without settled direction, aim, or
purpose hazarded without previous calculation left to
chiuice; haphazard; ns, a random guess.
;

as,

;

;

;

So sharp a spur
dom.

imp. of Run.

fcfbt

J. Webster.

;

Some rnndojn

A

railed.

Ran'dall grass' (rSu'dnl gras'). (Bot.) The meadow
fescue (Festuca elatior). See mider Grass.
Ran'dan (-dan), «. The product of a second sifting
[Prov. Eng.]
of meal
tlie finest part of the bran.
Ran'dan, re. A boat propelled by three rowers with
four oars, the middle rower pulling two.
Rand'lng (rSnd'Tng), re. 1. (Shoemaking) The act or
process of making and applying rands for shoes.
2. (Mil.) A kind of basket work used in gabions.

;

A

Ran, re. [AS. rare.] Open robbery. [Obs.] Lambarde.
Ran, re. (Naut.) Yarns coiled on a spun-yarn wincli.
;

.

;

European gardens

Jli.^l.)

.

;

[AS. hramsan, pi., akin to G.
re.
cf.
Gr. Kpo/ivov onion.]
rramslok

(-sted),

(Nat.

Shak.

;

or ransack

;

quality or state
excessive action or development

firn

in

Ra-mus'CUle

The

iip,

;

Ran'cid-ly (r5n'sTd-ly), adv. In a rancid manner.
Ran'cid-ness, n. The quality of being rancid.
Ran'cor (rSn'ker), re. [Written also rancour.] [OE.
rancour, OF. rancor, rancur, F. rancune, fr. L. rancor
rancidity, rankness
tropically, an old grudge, rancor,
fr. rancere to be rank or rancid.]
The deepest malignity
or spite deep-seated enmity or malice inveterate haChaucer.
tred. "To stint rarecoar and dissencioun."
It would not be easy to conceive the passion, rancor^ and

ramification.

;

full,

To search

II

In the primitive ages of a rawpafjeous antiquity.
Gait.
Ram-pal'llan (-pSl'yon), re. [Cf. ramp a prostitute,

rude,

lord the cardinal, in his ramshackle

II

;

;

(-z'n),

rams,

Sw.

—

;

unite,

ramming home

yellow-flowered weed
Ram'Sted
so named from a Mr. Ramsted who introduced it into
flax.
Called also Ramsted
Pennsylvania. See Toad
weed.
ramulosus,
fr. ramulus,
[L.
Ram'u-lose' (-iJ-los'), a.
(Nat. Hist.) Having many
dim. of ramiis a branch.]
small branches, or ramuli.
Ram'u-lous (-IBs), a. (Nat. Hist.) Ramulose.
Ram'U-lUS (-Ws), n.; pi. Ramuli (-IT). (Zo'dl.) A
small branch, or branchlet, of corals, hydroids, and similar organisms.
Ra'mus (ril'mBs), re. ; pi. Rami (-mi). (Nat. Hist.)
A branch a projecting part or prominent process a

;

rampant

;

flavor, as of old oil.

A broad-leaved species of garlic (Allium ursinum),

common

[Slang~i

use,

in

Thackeray.

rams,

Dickens.
(ramp'aj 48), n.
[See Ramp, w.]
Violent or riotous behavior ; a state of excitement, passion,
or debauchery; as, to be on the rampage.
\_Prov. or
Low'\
Dickens.
Ramp'age, v. i. To leap or prance about, as an animal to be violent to rage. IProv. or Low']
Ram-pa'geous (rSm-pa'jiis), a. Characterized by violence and passion unruly rampant.
IPi'ov. or ioio]

of being

my

,

Ram'shac-kle, v. t.
mage. [Prov. Eng.]

A

n.

\_Scot.]

;

;

There came

Milton.

[Oi,5.]

A rambler.

re.

a.

coach.

;

A mean wretch.
Ramp'an-cy (rSmp'an-sy),

;

I wept,

the charge in a muzzle-loading firearm.
[Etymol. uncertain.]
Ram'shac-kle (-shSk-k'l), a.
Loose disjointed falling to pieces out of repair.

bold Ascalonite

or rabble.']

&

chemical change or decomposition musty as, rancid
oil or butter.
[Cf. F. ranciditi.]
Ran-cld'1-ty (rSn-sid'T-ty), re.
The quality or state of being rancid a rancid scent or

[Archaic]

Roving; rambling.
Ram'rod' (-rSd'), re. The rod used

;

;

(rSm'pler),

Ram'pler,

2.
highwayman a robber. [Prov. Eng."]
3. A romping woman
a prostitute.
[06«.]
lyyly.
4. [F. rampe.'\
(Arch.) (a) Any sloping member,
other than a purely constructional one, such as a continuous parapet to a staircase, (b)
short bend, slope, or
curve, where a hand rail or cap changes its direction.
5. [F. rampe.']
(Fort.) An Inclined plane serving as
a communication between different interior levels.
Ram-pa'cious (rSm-pa'shiis), a. High-spirited ram-

;

A rampart.

(-pir), n.

;

;

;

Ramp'age

—

The Trojans round the place a rampire cast, ttryden.
Ram'plre, v. t. To fortify with a rampire to form
into a rampire.
Chapman. " Bampired
[Archaic]
walls of gold." B. Browning.

;

&

pageous.

;

—

;

Ram'plre

&

A

&

d^^

;

The

Ramparted

;

;

Fled from his lion ramp.

;

Ram'part, v. t. [imp.
p. pr.
p. p.
vb. re. Ramparting.]
To surround or protect with, or as
with, a rampart or ramparts.
Those grassy hills, those glittering dells,
Coleridge.
Proudly ramparted with rocks.
Rampart gun (Fort.), a cannon or large gun for use on a
rampart and not as a fieldpiece.
Rampe (rSmp), re. [In allusion to its supposed aphrodisiac quahties.
See Ramp.] (5o^) The cuckoopint.
Ram'pler (ram'per), re. See Rampakt. [Obs.]
Ram'pl-on (rSm'pi-iSn), re. [Cf. F. raiponce, Sp. ruiponce, reponche. It. raperonzo, NL. rapuntium, fr. L.
(Bot.)
7'apMrei, rapa, a turnip, rape.
CJt. Rape a plant.]
A plant (Campanula Eapunculus) of the Bellflower family, with a tuberous esculent root
also called ramps.
The name is sometimes given to plants of the
genus Phyteuma, herbs of the BeUflower family, and
to the American evening primrose {(Enothera biennis),
which has run wild in some parts of Europe.

A

.

;

;

Ram'my

;

;

;

;

;

Mahan.
guard. — Ram-

fortification.

Syn.
Bulwark fence security
PAKT, Bulwark.
These words were formerly interchanged but in modern usage a distinction has sprung
up between them. The rampart of a f ortiiied place is the
enceinte or entire main embankment or wall which surrounds it. The term bulwark is now applied to peculiarly
strong outworks which project for the defense of the rampart, or main work. A single bastion is a bulwark. In
using these words figuratively, rampart is properly appliedf to that which protects by wallmg out
bulwark to
that which stands in the forefront of danger, to meet and
repel it. Hence, we speak of a distinguished individual
as the bulwark, not the rampart, of the state. This distinction, however, is often disregarded.

;

;

;

;

A

;

A

;

A

(ra'miis), a.

;

II

one's self pref. re- re- -f- pref. en- (L. in) -f- parer to defend, parry, prepare, L. parare to prepare. See Pake.]
1. That which fortifies and defends from assault ; that
which secures safety a defense or bulwark.
2. (Fort.) A broad embankment of earth round a
place, upon which the parapet is raised.
It forms the

;

A

,•

In a rampant manner.
Ram'part (ram'part), n. [F. rempart, OF. rempar,
fr. remparer to fortify, se remparer to fence or intrench

(Bot.) Producing branches ramigerous.
foUower of Pierre Same,
Ra'nust (ra'mlst), re.
better known as Ramus, a celebrated French scholar,
who was professor of rhetoric and philosophy at Paris in
the reign of Henry II., and opposed the Aristotelians.
line used to get a straight
Ram'Ilne (ram'lln), n.
middle line, as on a spar, or from stem to stern in building a vessel.
Ram'mel (ram'mgl), n. Refuse matter. [Ofts.]
Filled with any rubbish, rammel and broken stones. Holland.
Ram'mer (-mer), ». One who, or that which, rams
or drives.
Specifically : (a) An instrument for driving
anything with force as, a rammer for driving stones or
piles, or for beating the earth to more solidity,
(b) A
rod for forcing down the charge of a gun a ramrod,
(Founding)
(c)
An implement for poimding the sand of
a mold to render it compact.
Ram'mlsh (-mish), a. Like a ram; hence, rank;
lascivious.
"Their savor is so rammJiA."
Chaucer.
Ram'mlsh-ness, n. The quality of being rammish.
(-my), a. Like a ram ; rammish.
Burton.
Ram'ol-les'cence (rSm'ol-les'sens), re. [F. ramoUir
to make soft, to soften pref. re- re- -\- amollir to soften
a (L. ad) -\- mollir to soften, L. mollire, fr. mollis soft.]
softening or mollifying,
[if.]
small West Indian
Ra-moon' (ra-moon'), re. (Bot.)
tree ( Trophis Americana) of the Mulberry family, whose
leaves and twigs are used as fodder for cattle.
Ra-mose' (ra-mos'), a. [L. ramosus, from ramus a
branch.] Branched, as the stem or root of a plant having lateral divisions ; consisting of, or having, branches
full of branches
ramifying branching ; branchy.

to bear.]

;

&

rampant, but
backward.

Ramp'ant-ly, adv.

.

v.

To wrench;

II

regard-

cltaed p?Sie,^SUCh ^"'"P'^^'g"''''"'- Rampant regardant,
as the vault supporting a stairway, or for min g- the ceiling
of a stairway.

To be divided or subdivided, as a main subject.
Ra-mig'er-OUS (ra-mtj'er-us), a. [L. ramus a branch

sour.

t.
[Written also raunch.]
[Cf.
to tear; to sprain; to injure by
violent straining or contortion. [R.] Dryden. "Hasting to raunch the arrow out." Spenser.
tract of land used for
Ranch, re. [See Rancho.]
grazing and the rearing of horses, cattle, or sheep. See
Rancho, 2.
['Western U. S.]
Ran-Che'ro (rSn-cha'ro), re. / pi. Rakchekos (-roz).
herdsman ;
[Sp.]
Western U. S.]
1.
[Mexico
a peasant employed on a ranch or rancho.
2. The owner and occupant of a ranch or rancho.
Ranch'man (rSnch'man), re. pi. Ranchmen (-men).
An owner or occupant of, or laborer on, a ranch a
herdsman. [Western U. S.]
Ran'chO (ran'cho), re. ; pi. Ranchos (-choz). [Sp.,
properly, a mess, mess room. Cf. 2d Ranch.] 1. A rude
hut, as of posts, covered with branches or thatch, where
herdsmen or farm laborers may live or lodge at night.
2.
large grazing farm where horses and cattle are
raised
distinguished from hacienda, a cultivated farm
Bartlett.
or plantation. [Mexico
California]
Ran'cld (ran'sid), a. [L. rancidus, fr. rancere to be
rancid or rank.]
Having a rank smell or taste, from

(ranch),

A

two abutments are

2.

Ramp

Ranch

Wkench.]

vault, or
cradle vault, whose

+

A

Becoming rancid or

—

wagon

ous

prop

1.

round between the legs of a chair.
[L. rancescens, p.
Ran-ces'cent (ran-ses'sent), a.
pr. of rancescere, v. incho. from rancere to be rancid.]

looking

&

&

;

Rampant

Mag-

A

2.

.

,

affinity

a name proposed by Lindley for a

[Etymol. uncertain.]

(rans), re.
[Scot.]

or shore.

Rampant vault
+ —
{Arch.), a continu-

[L. ramus branch
a.
{Bot.) Flowering on the branches.
(rSm'I-fSrm),
[L. ramus branch -|a.
Ram'l-form
-/orm..2
(Bot.) Having the form of a branch.
[imp.
Ram'l-fy (rSm'i-fi), v. t.
p. p. Ramified
[F. rami(-fid) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Ramipyinq (-fi'ing).]
-ficare (in
fier, lAj. ramificare, fr. L. ramus a branch
comp.) to make. See -fy.] To divide into branches or
subdivisions ; as, to ramify an art, subje(;t, scheme.
Ram'l-fy, v. i. 1. To shoot, or divide, into branches
or subdivisions, as the stem of a plant.
When they [asparagus plants]
begin to ramify. Arhuthnot.

Ram'l-flo'rous

,

(Zo'dl.)
genus of
frogs.

common

Having a general

of natural orders, including Ranunculaceae,
uoliacese, Papaveraceae, and others related to them.

Ranee

—

Jtos,floris, flower.]

Ra'mous

Ranal alliance {Bot.),

A

a frog.]

group

Lion Rampant.
„
Rampant^ arch, (a) Anarch which has
one abutment higher than the other, (b) Same as Rampant vault, below.
Rampant gardant {Her.), rampant,
but with the face
turned to the front.

;

215)

;

3. (Her.) Rising with fore paws in
the air as if attacking
said of a
beast of prey, especially a lion
The
right fore leg and right hind leg should
be raised higher than the left.
;

[L.,

re.

(Bot.)
(ra'nal), a.
to ranunculaceous plants.

Taylor.

/.

(ra'na),

Ra'nal

;

—

Ra'na

II

anurous batrachians, including the

to

;

branch, bough.] {Bot.) Ramal.
Raiu'e-quin (ram'e-kin), «. [F.] (Cooier J/) A mixture of cheese, eggs, etc., formed in a mold, or served
on bread. [Written also ramekin.^
Ram'le (ram'e), n. [From Malay.] (Bot.) The grasscloth plant {Bcekmeria nivea) also, its fiber, which is
called also China
very fine and exceedingly strong ;
grass, and rliea.
See Grass-cloth plant, under Geass.
[Cf. F. rare.
(rSm'i-fl-ka'shiin),
Ram'i-fl-ca'tlon
1. The process of branching,
mification. See Ramifi^.]
from
a stem
or the development of branches or offshoots
also, the mode of their arrangement.
2. A small branch or offshoot proceeding from a main
stock or channel ; as, the ramifications of an artery,
vein, or nerve.
3. A division into principal and subordinate classes,
heads, or departments; also, one of the subordinate
parts as, the ram ificaiions of a subject or scheme.
Crabb.
4. The production of branchlike figures.

-ge7'ous.2

ramper

[F., p. pr. of

a.

creep. See Ramp, v.] \. Ramping ; leaping springing
rearing upon the hind legs ; hence, raging furious.
The fierce lion in his kind
Which goeth rampant after his prey.
Gower.
[The] lion . . . rampant shakes his brinded mane. Milton.
2. Ascending ; climbing
rank in
growth ; exuberant.
The rampant stalk is of unusual altitude.

with ramenta.

-|-

(rSmp'ant),

Random
toward
;

and

ho can impart.
so strong

Wordsworth.
a bridle to the ranII.

Spencer.

courses (jl/((.?onrvl, courses of stono of unequal
Random shot, a shot not dirtM'tcd or aimed
any particular object, or a sliot with the muzzle

thickness,

l|}k

trutU.s

to the lazy,

—

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

In azure.

"

;;;

RANDOMLY

1188

—

gun much elevated.
Kandom work (Masonry),
Btonework consisting of stones of unequal sizes fitted together, but not in courses nor always with flat beds.
Ran'dom-ly (ran'dum-ly), adv. In a random manner.
Spenser.
Ran'don (-dun), n. Random. [06s.]
Ran'don, v. i. To go or stray at random. \_Obs.'\
of the

n.
See Reindeer. [^Obs.'\
Same as Rani.
(ra'ne), n.
Ran'force' (rSn'fors'), n. [Cf. F. renforcer.l

Rane'deer' (ran'der'),
II

See

Bailey.

[Obs.']

Rang (rang), imp. of Ring, v.
Range (ranj), V. t. [imp. &

&

t.

Ranged

(ranjd)
p. pr. &vb. n. Ranging (ran'jTng).] [OE. rengen, OF.
rengier, F. ranger, OF. renc row, rank, F. rang ; of German origin. See Rank, n.J X. To set in a row, or in
rows ; to place in a regular line or lines, or in ranks to
dispose in the proper order ; to rank ; as, to range soldiers in line.
Maccabeus ranged his army by bands. 2 Mace. xii. 20.
2. To place (as a single individual) among others in a
usuline, row, or order, as in the ranks of an army ;
ally, reflexively and figuratively, (in the sense) to espouse
B cause, to join a party, etc.
It would be absurd in me to range myself on the side of the
Duke of Bedford and the corresponding society.
Burke.
;

—

Holland.
To separate into parts to sift. \_Obs.']
To dispose in a classified or in systematic order to
arrange regularly
as, to range plants and animals in
genera and species.
5. To rove over or through as, to range the fields.
3.

;

4-

;

;

;

Teach him
6.

To

sail

to

range the ditch, and force the brake.

Gay.

or pass in a direction parallel to or near

range the coast.

as, to

II^°"

Compare the

French ranger une
7. (Biol. )

Range,

v.

two senses

last
c6te.

(5

and

with the

6)

To be native to, or to live in to frequent.
1. To rove at large ; to wander without
;

restraint or direction ; to roam.
Like a ranging spaniel that barks at every bird he

Bui-ion.

sees.

perature ranged through seventy degrees Fahrenheit
the gun ranges three miles the shot ranged four miles.
3. To be placed in order ; to be ranked-; to admit of
arrangement or classification ; to rank.
;

range with humble livers in content.

Shak.

4. To have a certain direction ; to correspond in direction to be or keep in a corresponding line to trend
or run ;
often followed by with ; as, the front of a house
ranges with the street to range along the coast.
Dryden.
Which way the forests range.

—
;

;

;

6. (Biol.) To be native to, or live in, a certain district
or region as, the peba ranges from Texas to Paraguay.
;

;

;

buildings

2 An

;

wander

;

;

;

;

;

;

an order a class.
The next range of beings above him
;

ligences.

3.

The step of a ladder

are the immaterial intelSir M. Hale.

Clarendon.

a rung.

;

A

kitchen grate. [Oi.r.]
He was bid at his first coming to take
4.

down

off the range,

and

let

V Estrange.

the cinders.

5. An extended cooking apparatus of cast iron, set in
brickwork, and affording conveniences for various ways
of cooking also, a kind of cooking stove.
6. A bolting sieve to sift meal.
\_Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
7. A wandering or roving a going to and fro ; an excursion a ramble an expedition.
;

;

;

;

He may

take a range

all

;

ber.
2.

That which separates or arranges ; specifically, a
" The tamis rang'er.
sieve.
[Obs.']
Holland.
3. A dog that beats the ground in search of game.
_4. One of a body of mounted troops, formerly armed
with short muskets, who range over the country, and
often fight on foot.
5. The keeper of a public park or forest formerly, a
sworn officer of a forest, appointed by the Iting's letters
patent, whose business was to walk through the forest,
recover beasts that had strayed beyond its limits, watch
the deer, present trespasses to the next court held for
the forest, etc. [Eng.]
Ran'ger-shlp, n. The oflace of the keeper of a forest
or park. [Eng.]
Ran'gle (rSn'g'l), v. i. To range about in an irregular manner.
[Obs. or Brov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
;

the world over.

South.

8. That which may be ranged over ; place or room
for excursion ; especially, a region of country in which
cattle or sheep may wander and pasture.
9. Extent or space taken in by anything excursive
compass or extent of excursion ; reach ; scope discursive power ; as, the range of one's voice, or authority.
;

[India]
XL. rana a frog.] 1. (Zool.) Of
or pertaining to the frogs and toads.
2. (Anat.) Pertaining to, or designating, a swelling
under the tongue also, pertaining to the region where
the swelling occurs
applied especially to branches of
the lingual artery and lingual vein.
ten also ranee.]

Ra'nlne

Rank

—

[Compar. Ranker (;;er); superl.
Rankest.] ^AS. ranc strong, proud cf. I), rank slender, Dan. rank upright, erect, Prov. G. rank slender,
Icel. rakkr slender, bold.
The meaning seems to have
been influenced by L. rancidus, E. rancid.] 1. Luxuriant in growth of vigorous growth exuberant grown
to immoderate height ; as, rank grass rank weeds.
And, behold, seven ears of corn came up upon one stalk, rank
;

;

;

and good.
2. Raised to a high degree

Gen.

xli. 5.

violent ; extreme ; gross
utter; as, rank heieay. ".Rrtni nonsense. " Hare.
"I
do forgive thy rankest fault." Shak.
3. Causing vigorous growth ; producing luxuriantly
very rich and fertile ; as, rank land.
Mortimer.
4. Strong-scented ; ranoid ; musty as, oil of a ranismell 7'an/c-sinellmg rue.
Spenser.
5. Strong to the taste.
"Divers sea fowls taste rank
of the fish on which they feed."
Boyle.
Shak.
6. Inflamed with venereal appetite.
[Obs.]
;

;

;

;

(Laio),

an excessive and unreasonable mo-

dus. See Modus, 3. —To set (the iron of a plane, etc.)
rank, to set so as to take off a thick shaving.
Moxon.
Rank, OfZt). Rankly ; stoutly; violently. [Obs.]
That rides so rank and bends his lance so fell. Fairfax.
Rank, n. [OE. renk, reng, OF. renc, F. rang, fr.
0H6. hring a circle, a circular row, G. ring. See Ring,
and cf. Range, re.
row or line ; a range an
v.]
1.
order ; a tier ; as, a rank of osiers.
;Many a mountain ni^h
Byron.
Rising in lofty ranks, and loftier still.

&

A

;

A

line of soldiers ranged side by side
See 1st File, 1 (a).
Fierce, fiery warriors fought upon the clouds,
In ranks and squadrons and right form of war.

2. (Mil.)
posed to //e.

— op-

;

Far as creation's ample range extends.
of

Pope.

Hammond's knowledge

A man

filled

Bp.

circle of the arts.

has not enough range of thought.

the

Fell.

Addison.

10. (Biol.) The region within which a plant or animal
naturally lives.
11. (Gun.) (a) The horizontal distance to which a shot
or other projectile is carried,
(b) Sometimes, less properly, the trajectory of a shot or projectile,
(c)
place
nchere shooting, as with cannons or rifles, is practiced.
12. In the public land system of the United States, a
row or line of townships lying between two successive
meridian lines six miles apart.

A

1^°" The meridians included in each great survey are
numbered in order east and west from the "principal
meridian " of that survey, and the townships in the range
are numbered north and south from the " base line,"
which runs east and west as, township No. 6, N., range
;

7,

W., from the

fifth principal

13. (^Naut.) See

meridian.

manent

social class ; an order ; a division ; as, ranks and
orders of men ; the highest and the lowest ranks of men,
or of other intelligent beings.
5. Degree of dignity, eminence, or excellence ; position in civil or social life ; station ; degree ; grade ; as, a
writer of the first rank ; a lawyer of high rank.
Addison.
These all are virtues of a meaner rank.
6. Elevated grade or standing ; high degree high social
position distinction ; eminence ; as, a man of rank.

—

—

—

—

—

senate, c&re,

—

common soldiers as, to reduce a noncommissioned officer to the ranks. —To fill the ranks, to
supply the whole number, or a competent number. — To
take rank of, to have precedence over, or to have the right
of

;

taking a higher place than.
v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Ranked (rSnkt)

Rank,

;

p. pr.

;

;

Ranking

things under general and special heads. /. Watts.
Broome.
Poets were ranked in the class of philosophers.
Heresy is ranked with idolatry and witchcraft. Dr. H. More.
all

3. To take rank of
to outrank.
[U. S.]
Rank, v. i. 1. To be ranged to be set or disposed,
as in a particular degree, class, order, or division.
Shak.
Let that one article rank with the rest.

Am, arm, ask,

2. To have a certain grade or degree of elevation in
the orders of civil or military life ; to have a certain degree of esteem or consideration ; as, he ranks with the
first class of poets
he }-anks high in public estimation.
Rank'er (-er), n. One who ranks, or disposes in
ranks ; one who arranges.
Ran'kle (rSn'k'l), v. i. [imp,
p. p. Rankled
[From
(-k'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Rankling (-kling).]
Rank, a.] 1. To become, or be, rank; to grow rank
;

&

&

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

'6nd,

fern,

recent

left

a rankling

wound

literallj

Howe,

in the hearts of the

Burke.

2. To produce a festering or inflamed effect ; to cause
a sore ;
used literally and figuratively ; as, a splinter
rankles in the flesh the words rankled in his bosom.
Ran'kle (rSn'k'l), v. i. To cause to fester; to make
sore to inflame.
[R.]
Beau.
Fl.
Rankly (rSnk'lJ), adv. With rank or vigorous
growth ; luxuriantly hence, coarsely grossly j as, weeds
grow rankly.
Rank'ness, n. [AS. rancness pride.] The condition
or quality of being rank.
Ran'nel (rSn'uSl), n. A prostitute. [Obs.]
Ran'ny (-ny), re. [L. ardneus mus, a kind of small
mouse.] (.Z'oS/.) The erd shrew. [Scot.]
Ran'sack (-sSk), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Ransacked
(-sSkt) p. pr. & vb. n. Ransacking.]
[OE. ransaken,
Icel. rannsaka to explore, examine; rann a house (akin
to Goth, razn house, AS. rsesn plank, beam) -j- the root
of ssekja to seek, akin to E. seek. See Seek, and cf. Rest
repose.] 1. To search thoroughly; to search everyplace
or part of as, to ransack a house.

—

;

&

;

;

;

&

;

;

To

i-ansack every corner of their

hearts.

South.

to pillage completely.
Their vow is made
To ransack Troy.
violate ; to ravish ; to deflour.
[Obs.]
Rich spoil of ransacked chastity.

Spenser.

2.

To plunder

3.

To

.

.

.

;

Ran'sack, v. i. To make a thorough search.
To ransack in the tas [heap] of bodies dead.
Ran'sack, re. The act of ransacking, or state
ransacked

Shak.

Chaucer.
of being

[R.]

pillage.

;

Even your father's house
Shall not be free from ran.'iack.

J.

Webster.

Ran'SOm

(r5n'sum),n. [OE. raunson,raunsoun, OF.
ranfon, raenfon, raanfon, F. ranfon, fr. L. redemptio,
fr. redimere to redeem.
See Redeem, and cf. Redemption.]
1. The release of a captive, or of captured property, by payment of a consideration ; redemption
as,
prisoners hopeless of ransom.
Dryden.
2. The money or price paid for the redemption of a
prisoner, or for goods captured by an enemy ; payment
for freedom from restraint, penalty, or forfeit.
Thy ransom paid, which man from death redeems. Milton.
His captivity in Austria, and the heavy ransom he paid for his
;

liberty.

Sir J. Davits.

3. (0. Eng, Law) A sum paid-for the pardon of some
great offense and the discharge of the offender ; also, a
fine paid in lieu of corporal punishment.
Blackstone.
Ransom bill (Law), a war contract, valid by the law of
nations, for the ransom of property captured at sea and

conduct into port.

its safe

Ke7it.

[imp. & p. p. Ransomed (-sumd)
Ransojung.] [Cf. F. ranfonner. See
Ransom, «.] 1. To redeem from captivity, servitude,
punishment, or forfeit, by paying a price to buy out of

Ran'som,

&

p. pr.

v.

vb.

t.

re.

;

servitude or penalty to rescue ; to deliver ; as, to ransom
prisoners from an enemy.
2. To exact a ransom for, or a payment on.
[iJ.]
Such lands as he had rule of he 7-ansonied them so grievously,
and would tax the men two or three times in a year.
Berners,
Ran'som-a-l)le (-a-b'l), a. Such as can be ransomed.
;

Ran'som-er

(-er),

Ran'som-less,

One who ransoms or redeems.

re.

Incapable of

a.

being

ransomed;

;

Shak.

&

&

[imp.
p. p. Ranted ; p. pr.
vb. 11. Ranting.]
[OD. ranten, randen, to dote, to be
enraged.] To rave in violent, high-sounding, or extravagant language, without dignity of thought ; to be noisy,
boisterous, and bombastic in talk or declamation ; as, a
ranting preacher.
Look where my ranting host of the Garter comes I ShaJc.
Rant, re. High-sounding language, without importance or dignity of thought ; boisterous, empty declamation ; bombast ; as, the rant of fanatics.
(rSnt), V.

i.

This

man

is a stoical rant, without
or reason of things.

Rant'er

any foundation

A noisy talker

ice,

in the nature of
Atterbury.

a raving declaimer.
2. {Eccl. Hist,) (a) One of a religious sect which
sprung up in 1645;
called also Seekers.
See Seeker.
(I) One of the Primitive Methodists, who seceded from
the Wesleyan Methodists on the ground of their deficiency in fervor and zeal
so called in contempt.
(-er), n.

1.

;

—

;

—

Rant'er-ism(-Tz'm),re. {Eccl. Hist.) The practice or
tenets of the Ranters.
Rant'lng-ly, adv. In a ranting manner.
pole, poll, head.]
Rant'1-pole (-T-pol), n. [Banty

+

wild, romping young person.
[Low]
& A Rant'1-pole,
a.
Wild roving rakish.

vb. n. Ranking.]
1. To place abreast, or in a line.
2. To range in a particular class, order, or division ; to
class ; also, to dispose methodically to place in suitable
classes or order to classify.

;

Range of accommodation ( Ojitics), the distance between
the near point and the far point of distinct vision,
usually measured and designated by the strength of the lens
which if added to the refracting media of the eye would
cause the rays from the near point to appear as if they
carae from the far point.
Eange Andet (Gunnery), an instrument, or apparatus, variously constructed, for ascertaining the distance of an inaccessible object,
used to
determine what elevation must be given to a gun in order
to hit the object; a position finder.
Range ot cable
(Ifaut.), a certain length of slack cable ranged along
the deck preparatory to letting go the anchor.
Range
ale,

Rank and file, (a) (Mil.) The whole body of common
soldiers, including also corporals. In a more extended
sense, it includes sergeants also, excepting the noncommissioned staff, (b) See under 1st File.
The ranks, the

;

Bange of cable, heiow.

This would have

Rant

Shak.
3. Grade of official standing, as in the army, navy, or
nobility ; as, the rank of general ; the rank of admiral.
4. An aggregate of individuals classed together ; a per-

order or grade of

— used

without ransom.

;

The range and compass

to fester ;

people.

(rSnk), a.

;

;

A malady that burns and rankles inward.

(ra'nln), a.

;

to be inflamed

;

figuratively.

Ra'nl (r'a'ne), n. [Hind, rani, Skr. rajnl. See Rajah.] A queen or princess ; the wife of a rajah. [Writ-

;

whole

and

II

Rank modus

stroll.

cf. F. rangee.']
1. A
a row a rank as, a range of
a range of mountains.
aggregate of individuals in one rank or degree

series of things in a line

;

;

2. To have range ; to change or differ within limits
to be capable of projecting, or to admit of being projected, especially as to horizontal distance ; as, the tem-

Syn. — To rove roam ramble
Range, «. [From Range, v. :

[Cf. F. rangement.^

n.

Waterland.
Ran'ger (ran'jer), n. 1. One who ranges a rover
sometimes, one who ranges for plunder a roving rob-

;

i.

And

(ranj'ment),
[Obs.]

;

i.

p. p.

or strong

;

Arrangement.

;

RANUNCULUS

work (Masonry), masonry of squared stones laid in courses
each of which is of even height throughout the length of
the wall — distinguished from broken range work, which
consists ©f squared stones laid in courses not continuously of even height. — To get the range of (an object)
(Gun.), to find the angle at which the piece must be
raised to reach (the object) without carrying beyond.

Range'ment

Ra'nee

EEiiNFOKCE.

;

;

;

;

Marryat.

[Low]

Rant'1-pole, v. i. To act like a rantipole. [Low]
She used to rantipole about the house.
Arhuthnot,
Rant'lsm (-Tz'm), n. {Eccl. Hist.) Ranterism.
Rant'y (-y), a. Wild noisy boisterous.
Ran'U-la (rSn'ii-la), n. [L., a little frog, a little
swelling on the tongue of cattle, dim. of rana a frog.]
(Med.) A cyst formed under the tongue by obstruction
of the duct of the submaxillary gland.
Ra-nun'CU-la'ceoUS (ra-nOn'kii-la'shus), a. [See RaNTiNcuLUs.] (Bot.) Of or pertaining to a natural order
of plants (Eanunculacese), of which the buttercup is the
type, and which includes also the virgin's bower, the
monkshood, larkspur, anemone, meadow rue, and peony.
Ra-nun'cu-lus (ra-nun'kij-lus), n. ; pi. E. Ranunculuses (-5z), L. Ranunculi (-li). [L., a little frog,'a medicinal plant, perhaps crowfoot, dim. of rana a frog cf.
raccare to roar.] (Bot.) A genus of herbs, mostly with
yellow flowers, including crowfoot, buttercups, and the
cultivated ranimculi {B. Asiaticus, B. aconitifolius, etc.)
in which the fiowers are double and of various colors.
;

;

II

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, Odd

RANZ DES VACHES
llRanz' des' Vaohes' (raNs' da' vash'). [F., the
ranks or rows of cows, the name being given from the

when answering the musical

fact that the cattle,

call

From Oxford

I

nephew,

Sir

Edmund

2.
3.

A

trum) had been mixed, but the condition
to be a form of ergotism.

(ra'fe), re.
[NL., fr. Gr. patfi^ a seam or supavreiv to sew or stitch together.] 1. (Anat.)
ridge, furrow, or band of fibers, especially in the
median line ; as, the raphe of the tongue.
2. (Bot.) Same as Rhaphe.
Raph'i-des (rSft-dez), re. pi. [F. raphide.} (Bot.)

See Rhaphides.
Rap'id (rSp'id), a, [L. rapidus, fr. rapere to seize
and carry off, to snatch or hurry away perhaps akin
to Gr. apnd^eiv
cf. F. rapide.
Cf. Harpy, Ravish.]
moving with celerity fast
1. Very swift or quick
as, a rapid stream
a rapid flight a rapid motion.

Bacon,

;

:

guide the rapid wheels. Milton.
2. Advancing with haste or speed ; speedy in progresin quick sequence ; as, rapid growth ; rapid imsion
provement ; rapid recurrence ; rapid succession.
3. Quick in execution ; as, a rapid penman.
Rap'id, re. [Cf, F. rapirfe. See Rapid, n.] The part
of a river where the current moves with great swiftness,
but without actual waterfall or cascade ;
usually in
the plural ; as, the Lachine rapids in the St. Lawrence.
Row, brothers, row, the stream runs fast.
The rapids are near, and the dayligt t 's past. Moore.

;

;

•ave with her consent.
Not to care a rap, to care nothing.

worth nothing.
Ra-pa'ces (r4-pa'sez), n.pl.

Same

worth a rap,

[NL. See Rapacious.]

II

(Zo'dl.)

Mrs. Alexander,

— Not

as Acoipitbes.

Ra-pa'cious (-shfis), a. [L. rapax, -acis, from rapere
and carry oft, to snatch away.
See Rapid.]
1. Given to plunder ; disposed or accustomed to seize
by violence seizing by force. " The downfall of the rapacious and licentious Knights Templar."
Motley.
2. Accustomed to seize food subsisting on prey, or animals seized by violence as, a tiger is a rapacious animal
a rapacious bird.
3. Avaricious
grasping extortionate ; also, greedy
ravenous
voracious
as, rapacious usurers ; a rapato seize

;

;

;

;

;

;

cious appetite.
[Thy Lord] redeem thee quite from Death's rapaciows claim.

Syn. — Greedy; grasping; ravenous;

Milton.

voracious.

— Ra-pa'clous-ly, adv. — Ra-pa'cious-ness,

re.

Ra-pac'i-ty (ra-pSs'I-ti^), re. [L. rapacitas : cf F. rapacite.
See Rapacious.] 1. The quality of being rapacious ; rapaciousness ; ravenousness ; as, the rapacity of
pirates ; the rapacity of wolves.
2. The act or practice of extorting or exacting by oppressive injustice ; exorbitant greediness of gain.
"The
rapacity of some ages."
Sprat.
.

Rap'a-ree' (rSp'a-re'), re. See Rapparee.
(rap), re.
[F. rape a grape stalk.]
1. Fruit, as
grapes, plucked from the cluster.
JRay.
2. The refuse stems and skins of grapes or raisins from
which the must has been expressed in wine making.
3. A filter containing the above refuse, used in clarifying and perfecting malt, vinegar, etc.
Rape wine, a poor, thin wine made from the last dregs

Rape

of pressed grapes.

Rape,

re.

L. rapere.

[Akin to rap to snatch, but confused with
See Rap to snatch.] 1. The act of seizing
violent seizure robbery.

and carrying away by force

And
2.

;

;

ruined orphans of thy rapes complain.

Sandys.

(Law) Sexual connection with a woman without her
See Age of consent, under Consent, re.
That which is snatched away. [Obs.^
Where now are all my hopes ? O, never more

consent.
3.

Shall they revive

I

nor death her

rajies restore.

Sandys.

;

Ra-jpld'I-ty (ra-ptd'I-ty), re.
[L. rapiditas: cf. F.
rapidite.']
The quality or state of being rapid; swiftness celerity ; velocity ; as, the rapidHy of a current
rapidity of speech ; rapidity of growth or improvement.
;

—

Syn. Rapidness ; haste ; speed : celerity ; velocity
swiftness; fleetness; quickness; agility.
Rap'id-ly (rap'Id-ly), adv. In a rapid manner.
Rap'ld-ness, re. Quality of being rapid ; rapidity.
Ra'pi-er (ra'pi-er), n. [F. rapiere, perhaps for raspi'kre, and ultimately of German origin, akin to E. rasp,
v.]
A straight sword, with a narrow and finely pointed
blade, used only for thrusting.
Rapier

flah (Zo'dl.),

Ra'pl-ered

;

;

chariot

—

Addison.

[Perhaps contr. fr. raparee.'] A popular
name for any of the tokens that passed current for a
half-penny in Ireland in the early part of the eighteenth
century any coin of trifling value.
Many counterfeits passed about under the name of raps. Swift.
Tie it [her money] up so tight that you can't touch a rap,

the swordfish.

Wearing a

(-erd), a.

Grew.

[Obs.]

"

rapier.

coated, rapiered figures."

Scarlet-

Lowell.

Ra-pU'U

[It.]
(Jlfire.) Lapilli.
(ra-pil'le), re. pi.
It. rapina ;
(rSp'in), n. [F. rapine ; cf . Pr.
all fr. L. rapina, fr. rapere to seize and carry off by
force. See Rapid, and cf. Raven rapine.]
1. The act
of plundering ; the seizing and carrying away of things
by force ; spoliation ; pillage ; plunder.
Men who were impelled to war quite as much by the desire of
rapine as by the desire of glory.
Macuulay.
Shak.
2. Ravishment ; rape.
[06*.]
II

&

Rap'ine

Sir G. Buck.
Rap'ine, v. t. To plunder.
Rap'i-nous (rSp'T-nus), a. Given to rapine. [06s.]
Rap'page (-paj 48), n. {Founding) The enlargement of a mold caused by rapping the pattern.
Rap'pa-ree' (-pa-re'), n. A wild Irish plunderer, esp.
one of the 17th century
so called from his carrying a
half-pike, called a rapary.
[Written also raparee.]
Rapped (rapt), imp. & p. p. of Rap, to strike.
imp.
&
Rap,
to snatch away.
Rapped,
p. p. of
Rap-pee' (rap-pe'), re. [F. rape, fr. raper to grate, to
rasp. See Rasp, v.'] A pungent kind of snuff made from
the darker and ranker kinds of tobacco leaves.
Rap'pel (rSp'pSl or rap-pgl'), re. [F. Cf. Repeal.]
;

;

—

{3Iil.) The beat of the drum to call soldiers to arms.
Rap'per (rSp'per), n. [From Rap.] 1. One who, or
that which, raps or knocks ; specifically, the knocker of
Sterne.
a door.
2. A forcible oath or lie.
Bp. Parker.
ISlang']
Rap-port' (rSp-porf; F. ra/p8r'), re. [F., fr. rapporter to bring again or back, to refer pref. re- re- -\apporter to bring, L. apportare. Cf. Report.] Relaaccord.
tion ; proportion ; conformity ; correspondence
'Tis obvious what rapport there is between the conceptions
Sir W. Temple.
and languages in every country.
En' rap'port' (aN' ra'pSr') [F.], in accord, harmony,
or sympathy having a mutual, especially a private, understanding in mesmerism, in that relation of sympathy
which permits influence or communication.
Rap-SCal'lion (rSp-skai'yfin), re. [See Rascallion.]
A rascal ; a good-for-nothing fellow. \_CoHoq.'] Howitt.
Rapt (rSpt), imp. Sip. p. of Rap, to snatch away.
Rapt, a. i. Snatched away hurried away or along.
Waters rapt with whirling sway.
Spenser.
2. Transported with love, admiration, delight, etc. ;
Longfellow.
enraptured. " The rap< musician."
3. Wholly absorbed or engrossed, as in work or medi" Rapt in secret studies."
Shnk.
tation.
Rapt, re. [From F. rapt abduction, rape, L. raptiis,
or fr. E.
fr. rapere to seize and carry oif, to transport
rapt, a.
See Rapt, a., and Rapid.] 1. An ecstasy a
Bp. Morion.
trance.
[06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
[06s.]
2. Rapidity.
Rapt, v. t. 1. To transport or ravish. [06s.] Drayton.
[06s.]
Daniel.
2. To carry away by force.
;

;

II

;

;

Movement, as in snatching haste hurry. lObs.^
Rape, V. t. To commit rape upon to ravish.
To rape and ren. See under Rap, v. t.,to snatch.
Rape, V. i. To rob to pillage. [06«.]
Heywood.
Rape, re. [Icel. hreppr village, district; cf. Icel.
4.

;

;

;

;

hreppa to catch,

obtain, AS. hrepian, hreppan, to
touch.] One of six divisions of the county of Sussex,
England, intermediate between a hundred and a shire.
Rape, re. [L. rapa, rapum, akin to Gr. pajruj, p<i<|)u!,
G. rube.'] {Bot.) A name given to a variety or to varieties of a plant of the turnip kind, grown for seeds
and> herbage. The seeds are used for tlie production of
rape oil, and to a limited extent for the food of cage
birds.

(1^°* These plants, with the edible turnip, have been
variously named, but are all now believed to be derived
from the Brassica campestris of Europe, which by some

Ose,

unite,

r\ide,

full,

iip,

<irn

;

pity

;

— said

;

;

;

;

food, fdfet

;

;

out,

oU

;

especially of certain birds.
seizing prey ;
I
said of the legs, claws, etc., of i
insects, birds, and other animals.
(c) Of or pertaining to the Raptores.
See lllust. (/ ) of Aves.
Rap-to'rl-ous (-us), a. [L. raptorius.']
(Zo'dl.) Raptorial.
Rap'tnre (rSp'tiir ; 135), re. [L.
rapere, raptum, to carry off by
Raptores.
force.
See Rapid.] 1.
seizing
Head and Foot of
by violence ; a hurrying along ; raIc^-inea plumbea.
pidity with violence.
[06s.]
That 'gainst a rock, or flat, her keel did dash
With headlong rapture.
Ctiapman,

—

Adapted for

(6)

A

2. The state or condition of being rapt, or carried away
from one's self by agreeable excitement violence of a
;

pleasing passion ; extreme joy or pleasure ecstasy.
Music, when thus applied, raises in the mind of the hearer
great conceptions it strengthens devotion, and advances praise
into rapture.
Addison.
You grow correct that once with rapture writ.
Pope.
A
spasm
fit
3.
a
a syncope ; delirium. [06s.] Shak.
;
;
Syn. Bliss; ecstasy ; transport ; delight; exultation.
;

;

—

Rap'ture,

;

chair

;

go

;

v.

&

ment

to enrapture.

;

vb.

[Poetic]
An enthusiast.

Rap'tur-ist,

re.

Rap'tur-ize

(-iz), v.

Rap'tur-OUB

&

t.

(-tiird

To transport with

Rapturing.]

re.

state of rapture.

ishing

&p. p. Raptured

[imp.

t.

p. pr.

;

&

re.

my

re.

II

;

;

Ascend

Rap'ter
Rap'tor

(rSp'ter),
(rSp'ter),

;

;

To rap and ren, To rap and rend. [Perhaps fr. Icel. hrapa
to hurry and rxna plunder, fr. ran plunder, E. ran.] To
seize and plunder to snatch by violence. Dryden. " [Te]
waste all that ye may rape area rerene. " Chaucer.
AU they could rap and rend and pilfer. Hudibras.
To rap out, to utter with sudden violence, as an oath.

Rap,

fr.

II

Piers Plowman.

A judge who rapped ovt a great oath.

now known

A line,

as the mind or thoughts ;
to transport out of one's self ; to affect with ecstasy or
rapture ; as, rapt into admiration.
I 'm rapt with joy to see my Marcia's tears. Addison.
Rapt into future times, the bard begun.
Pope.
4. To exchange ; to truck.
[Obs.
Loio]

—

is

Ra'phe

ture,

Sir H. Wotton.

To hasten. [Obs.']
To seize and bear away,

or adopts

Raph'a-ny

(rSf'a-ny), re.
[Cf. F. raphanie.'] (Med.)
convulsive disease, attended with ravencus hunger,
not uncommon in Sweden and Germany.
It was so
called because supposed to be caused by eating corn with
which seeds of jointed charlock {Baphanus raphanis-

Chapman.

my

was rapt by

who advocates

Rap£'a-el-ite (-it), re. One
the principles of Raphaelism.

;

to Eedgrove.

—

;

&

chariot.

A raptor. [05s.]
Drayton,
[L. raptor, from rapere to rav.
re.
Rapid.]
A
ravisher
a plunderer. [06s.]
ish.
See
Rap-tO'res (rSp-to'rez), re. pi. [NL. See Raptor.]
(Zo'dl.) Same as Accipitres. Called
also Baptatores.
Rap-tO'rl-al (-rit-al), a. (Zo'dl.)
living upon prey
(a) Rapacious

Rape'ful (rap'ful), a. 1. Violent. [0J«.]
2. Given to the commission of rape.
Byron.
Rap'hll-ly (rSp'ful-15?), adv. Violently. [06s.]
Raph'a-el-esque' (rS£'a-el-Ssk'), a. Like Raphael's
works in Raphael's manner of painting.
Raph'a-el-ism (rSf'a-gl-iz'm), re. The principles of
painting introduced by Raphael, the Italian painter.

;

The whirring

RARITY

—

;

&

1189
—

move towards him in a row, preceded by
those wearing bells.] The name for numerous simple,
but very irregular, melodies of the Swiss mountaineers,
blown on a long tube called the Alpine horn, and sometimes sung.
Rap (rap), re. [Etymol. imcertain.] A lay or skein
Knight.
containing 120 yards of yarn.
Rap, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Rapped (rSpt) p. pr. &vb.
n. Rapping.] [Akin to Sw. rappa to stxike, rapp stroke,
Dan. rap, perhaps of imitative origin.] To strike with
a. quick, sharp blow
to knock ; as, to rap on the door.
Rap, V. t. 1. To strike with a quick blow ; to knock on.
Prior.
With one great peal they rap the door.
2. {Founding) To free (a pattern) in a mold by light
blows on the pattern, so as to facilitate its removal.
Rap, re. A quick, smart blow a knock.
Rap, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Rapped (rSpt), usually written Rapt ; p. pr.
vb. n. Rapping.]
[OE. rapen ; akin
to LG.
D. rapen to snatch, G. niffen, Sw. rappa ; cf.
Dan. rappe sig to make haste, and Icel. hrapa to fall, to
rush, hurry. The word has been confused with L. rapere to seize. Cf. Rape robbery, Raptube, Raff, v.,
Kaup, w.] 1. To snatch away ; to seize and hurry off.
And through the Greeks and Ilians they rapt

;;;

not considered distinct from the wild stock (.B. olera
cea) of the cabbage. See Cole.
Broom rape. [Bot.) See Beoom rape, in the Vocabulary.
Rape cake, the refuse remaining after the oil has
been expressed from the rape seed.
Kape root. Same
as Rape.
Summer rape. (Bot.) See Colza.
is

of their keeper,

&

"

;;

;

[06s.]
J. Spencer.
put, or be put, in a

To

i.

; 135)
excite-

Thomson.

[J?.]

(-us),

Ecstatic

a.

;

transporting

rav.

;

feeling, expressing, or manifesting rapture as,
rapturous joy, pleasure, or delight rapturous applause,
Rap'tur-OUS-ly, adv. In a rapturous manner.
;

;

;

Rare

[Cf. Rather, Rath.]
Early.
Rude mechanicals that rare and late

(rSr), a.

Work

in the market place.

[06s.]

Ctiapmaru

Rare, a. [Compar. Rarer (rSr'er) superl. Rarest.
[Cf. AS. hrer, or E. rare early.
V18.] Nearly raw;
partially cooked ; not thoroughly cooked ; underdone
;

as,

rare beef or mutton.
New-laid eggs, which Baucis' busy care
Turned by a gentle fire, and roasted rare.

Drydeiu

word is in common use in the United States,
but
England its synonym underdone is preferred.
Rare, a. [Compar. Rarer (rSr'er) superl. Rarest.]
[F., fr. L. rarus thin, rare.]
1. Not frequent; seldom
met with or occurring unusual as, a rare event.
2. Of an uncommon nature unusually excellent valuable to a degree seldom found.
Bare work, all filled with terror and delight. Cowley,
Above the rest I judge one beauty rare.
Dryden.
3. Thinly scattered dispersed.
11^°" This

m

;

;

;

;

;

;

Those rare and solitary, these in flocks.
Milton.
4. Characterized by wide separation of parts of loose
texture ; not thick or dense ; thin ; as, a rare atmosphere at high elevations.
Water is nineteen times lighter, and by consequence nineteen times rarer, than gold.
Sir J. Newton.
;

—

Syn.
singular

;

Scarce
infrequent
unusual
uncommon
extraordinary incomparable. — Rare, Scaeck,
;

;

;

;

We call a thing rare when but few examples, specimens,
or instances of it are ever to be met with as, a 7are plant.
We speak of a thing as scarce, which, though usually
;

abundant,

for the time being to be had only in diminished quantities ; as, a bad harvest makes corn scarce.
A perfect union of wit and judgment is one of the i-arest
things in the world.
Burke.
When any particular piece of money grew very scarce, it wai
often recoined by a succeeding emperor.
Addison.
dainty morsel ; a Welsh rabRare'bit (rSr'btt), re.
is

A

See Welsh rabbit, under Rabbit.

bit.

Rar'ee-ShOW' (rSr'e-sho'),re. [Contr. iv.rarily-shoiv.']
A show carried about in a box a peep show.
Pope.
;

Rar'e-fac'tlon (lar'e-fSk'shiSn), re. [Cf. F. rarefacSee Rarefy.] The act or process of rarefying;
the state of being rarefied
opposed to condensation;
as, the rarefaction of air.
Rar'e-li'a-ble (rSr'e-fi'a-b'l), a.
[Cf. F. rar4^a6/e.]
Capable of being rarefied.
Boyle.
Rar'e-ly (rSr'^-fi 277), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Rarefied
(-fid) p. pr.
vb. re. Rarefying (-fi'Ing).]
[F. rarition.

;

—

;

&

;

fier ; L. rams raie -\- -Jlca7-e (in comp.) to make; cf.
See -fy.] To make rare, thin, porous,
L. rarefacere.
or less dense ; to expand or enlarge without adding any
new portion of matter to ;
opposed to condense.
Rar'e-Iy, v. i. To become less dense ; to become thin
and porous. " Earth rare/fs to dew.
Dryden.
Rare'ly (rftr'iy), arff. 1. In a rare manner or degree;
seldom not often as, things rarely seen.
2. Finely ; excellently with rare skill. See 3d Rare, 2.
The person who played so rarely on the flageolet. Sir If. Scotu
The rest of the apartments arc rarely gilcicd. Evelyn.
Rare'neSB, n. The state or quality of being rare.
And let the rarene^ the small gilt coinineiid. Dryden.

—

;

;

;

Rare'ripe' (-rip'), a. [Rare early -|- ripe. Cf. RathEarly ripe; ripe before others, or before the
usual season.
Rare'ripe', re. An early ripening fruit, especially a
kind of freestone peach.
Rar'i-fi-ca'tion (rSr'I-fl-kit'shan), re. See Rarefao.
TioN.
[/i'.]
Am. Chem. Journal.
ripe.]

Rar'i-ty (ntr'T-ty

;

277),

re.

; pi.

Raritik8

ran'tas: cf. P. raretS. See Rare.] 1.
state of being rare
rareness thinness
(contrasted with the density) of gases.

sing, iak

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in

(-tTz).

[L.

The quality or
;

as,

the rarity

azura

;;;
;
;

;

;

uncommon

an

thing

;

a thing

saw three rarilies of different kinds, which pleased me more
Addison.
Shan any other shows in the place.
Ras (ras), re. See 2d Reis.
graze.]
raser
to
Ra'sante' (ra'zaNf), a. [F., p. pr. of
applied to a style of forti{Fort.) Sweeping; grazing;
fication in which the command of the works over each
other, and over the country, is kept very low, in order
that the shot may more effectually sweep or graze the
-^' ^- Scott.
ground before them.
Ras'cal (rSs'kal), n. [OE. rascaille rabble, probably
from an OF. rascaille, F. racaille the rabble, rubbish,
probably akin to F. racier to scrape, (assumed) LL. raSee Rase, t).]
sicnlare, rasicare, fr. L. radere, rasum.
a low, common sort of person
1. One of the rabble
herd
common
the
rabble
the
or creature collectively,
[OJs.]
also, a lean, ill-conditioned beast, esp. a deer.
He smote of the people seventy men, and fifty thousand of
Vyclif (\ Kings [1 Samuel] vi. 19).
the rascal.
Poor men alone ? No, no the noblest deer hath them [horns]
Shak.
as huge as the rascal,
2. A mean, trickish fellow ; abase, dishonest person
a rogue a scoundrel ; a trickster.
For I have sense to serve my turn in store.
Vi'yden.
And he 's a rascal who pretends to more.
Ras'cal, a. Of or pertaining to the common herd or
common people low mean base. *' The rascal many."
Spenser, "The rascaZ people." Shak.
Shak.
While she called me rascal fiddler.
Ras'cal-dom (-diim), re. State of being a rascal ras1

—

II

;

;

;

careless; inconsiderate

Foolhardy. A man is adventurous who incurs risk or
hazard from a love of the arduous and the bold. A man
is rash who does it from the mere impulse of his feelings,

without counting the cost. A man is foolhardy who
throws himself mto danger in disregard or defiance of
the consequences.
Was never known a more adventurous knight. Dryden.
Her rash hand in evil hour
Milton.
to the fruit, she plucked, she eat.
eo foolhardy
expose themselves to vain jeopardy
If they come wounded off, and lame.
Huclibras.
No honor 's got by such a maim.

Forth reaching

To

;

;

of rascals ; rascals, collectively. Emerson.
female rascal. lI£umorous~\
Ras'cal-ess, n.
Ras-cal'l-ty (ras-kai'T-ty), re. ; pi. Rascawties (-ttz).
or
state
1. The quality
of being rascally, or a rascal

cality

domain

;

A

mean

trickishness or dishonesty

;

base fraud.

[06i.]
2. The poorer and lower classes of people.
The chief heads of their clans with their several rascalities.
T. Jackson.

A

(ras-kSl'yiln), n.
[From Rascal.]
[Written also rascalion.']
a rascal trickish or
Like
Ras'cal-ly
often in humorous disdishonest base ; worthless
implication
dishonesty.
of
paragement, without

Ras-cal'Uon

mean wretch.

low,

(rSs'kal-ljr), a.

;

;

Our

rascally porter

;

—

is

fallen fast asleep.

Swift.

& p.

p. Rased (razd) p. pr.
[F. raser, LL. rasare to scrape often,
vb. n. Rasing.]
cf. Skr.
T. freq. fr. L. radere, rasum, to scrape, shave
rad to scratch, gnaw, L. radere to gnaw. Cf. Raze,
Razee, Razok, Rodent.]
1. To rub along the surface

&

Rase

(raz), V.

[imp.

t.

;

;

of

\Ol)Soles.'\
to graze.
he not in the . neighborhood to death ? and might not
which rased his cheek have gone into his head ?

;

Was

.

.

the bullet

South..

Sometimes his feet rased the surface of the water, and at
Beckford.
others the skylight almost flattened his nose.
2.

To

rub or scratch out

Except we

to erase.

{Ohsoles.l
rase the faculty of memory, root and branch, out
;

of our mind.
3.

Fuller.

To

stroy

to overthrow ; to delevel with the ground
to raze. [In this sense raze is generally used.]

;

;

Till Troy were by their brave hands rased.
Chapman.
They would not turn home.
|^^°" This word, rase, may be considered as nearly obsolete graze, erase, and raze, having superseded it.
Easing Iron, a tool for removing old oakum and pitch
from the seams of a vessel.
Syn.
To erase efface obliterate expunge cancel level prostrate overthrow subvert destroy de;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

molish

;

;

;

ruin.

;

Rase,

To be leveled with the ground

V. i.

to suffer overthrow.

[0J«.]

scratcliing out, or erasure.
re.
1.
2.
slight wound
a scratch. \_Obs.'\
way of measuring in
3. (0. Eng. Law)

A

Hooker.

;

A

which the

commodity measured was made even with the top of the
measuring vessel by rasing, or striking off, all that was
above

2.

Burrill.
pull off or

it.

Rash

(rSsh), V.

pluck violently.

To

slash
Rashing

Rash,

re.

;

[For

t.

1.

arace.']

To

\_Obs.']

to hack to cut to slice. [06s.]
helms and riving plates asunder,
Spenser.
;

;

off

[OF. rasche an eruption, scurf, F. rache

(assumed) LL. rasicare to scratch, fr. L. radere,
rasum, to scrape, scratch, shave.
See Rase, and cf.
Rascal.] {Med.) A fine eruption or efflorescence on the
body, with little or no elevation.
Canker rash.
See in the Vocabulary.
Nettle rash.
Bee Urticaria.
Rose rash. See Roseola.
Tooth rash.
Bee Red-gum.

fr.

—
—

—

Rash,

&

[Of. F. ras short-nap cloth, It.
Sp. raso
satin (cf. Rase)
or cf. It. rascia serge, G. rasch, probably fr. Arras in France (cf. Arras).]
inferior kind
of silk, or mixture of silk and worsted.
Donne,
[06«.]
re.

;

An

Rash,

a,

ICompar. Rasher

[Probably of Scand. origin

;

cf.

(-er)

Dan.

;

superl. Rashest.]

&

Sw. rask quick,

&

brisk, rash, Icel. roskr vigorous, brave, akin to D.
6.
rasc/i quick, of uncertain origin.]
1. Sudden in action

quick; hasty.

" Strong

[OJ*.]

as

aconitum or rasA gunShak.

powder."
2. Requiring sudden action pressing
;

I scarce

have leisure

My matter is so rash.

;

urgent. [Ofii.]

to salute you.

Shak.

3. Esp., overhasty in counselor action; precipitate;
resolving or entering on a project or measure without
due deliberation and caution; opposed to prwrferei/ said
of persons ; as, a rash statesman or commander.
4. Uttered or undertaken with too much haste or too
little

6.

reflection

;

as,

So dry as to

rash words rash measures.
out of the ear with handling, as
;

fall

[Prov. Eng."]

corn.

Grose.

Syn. — Precipitate headlong headstrong foolhardy
;

hasty

;

indiscreet

;

ale,

heedless

;

;

[06s.] Foxe.
Rash'er (-er), re. [In sense 1, probably fr. rash, a.,
as being hastily cooked.]
1. A thin slice of bacon.
2. (Zool.)
California rockfish (Sebastichthys minia-

senate, c&re,

;

incautious

Iiaste.

A

tus).

Rash'ful

Rash

(-ful), a.

;

hasty

[06s.]

precipitate.

;

Rashling (-ling), n, A rash person. [06s.]
Rashly, adv. In a rash manner with precipitation.
He that doth anything rashly, must do it willingly for he
;

;

was free

L'Estrange,

to deliberate or not.

The

quality or state of being rash.
Rash'ness, n.
We offend ... by rashness, which is an affirming or denying, before

Syn.

South.
informed ourselves.
prefoolhardiness ; precipitancy
hastiness ; indiscretion ; heedlessness ; incou-

we have

sufficiently

— Temerity

;

;

cipitation ;
sideration ; carelessness.
II

See Temerity.

Ras-kOl'nlk (rSs-kBl'mk),

re.

[Russ. raskolenik''
of the separatists or

schismatic, heretic] (Eccl,) One
dissenters from the established or Greek church in Rus-

[Written also rascolnik.'\

sia.

[NL., fr. L. radere,
IIRa-so'res (ra-zo'rez), n. pi.
See Rase, v. t,] {Zool,) An order
of birds ; the Gallinse.
11^°* Formerly, the word Rasores was used In a wider
sense, so as to include other birds now widely separated

rasum, to scratch.

Ra-SO'rl-al (-rl-al 277),
{Zool.) Of or pertaining
to the Rasores, or gallinaceous birds, as the peacock,
domestic fowl, partridge,
;

a,

and the

quail,

Ra'sour
Razor.

;

am, arm, ask,

Rat (rSt), re. [AS. rset ; akin to D. rai, OHG. raio,
Dan. rotte, Sw.
ratta, G. ratte, raize, OLG. ratla, LG.
Gael, radan. Armor, raz, of unknown
rdtta, F. ral, Ir.
origin. Cf. Raccoon.] 1. (.Z^ooZ. ) One of several species
and allied genera, larof small rodents of the genus
ger than mice, that infest houses, stores, and ships, especially the Norway, or brown, rat {M. decumanus), the
black rat {M. rattus), and tlie roof rat {31. Alexandrinus).

&

&

Mus

These were introduced into America from the Old World.
2. A round and tapering mass of hair, or similar material, used by women to support the puffs and rolls of
their natural hair.
[Local, U. S.]
3. One who deserts his party or associates ; hence, in
the trades, one who works for lower wages than those

prescribed by a trades union.

[Cant]

(J^™ " It so chanced that, not l9ng after the accession
of the house'of Hanover, some of the brown that is, the
German or Norway, rats, were first brought over to this
country (in some timber as is said); and being much
stronger than the black, or, till then, the common, rats,
they
many places quite extirpated the latter. Tlie

m

word (both the noun and the verb

re.

t.

;

—

—

—

—
—

—

scrape, grate, rasp, f r.

—

^r^ga,

^am\„.

.^alk.

-

-r

^MS^aO^

OHG.

incurred the reproach of having ratted, solely
.
.
.
his inability to follow the friends of his early days.
X>e Qxdncey.
2. To catch or kill rats.
Zealand
Ra'ta (ra'ta), re. [Maori.] (Bot.)
forest tree (Metrosideros robusta), also, its hard dark
Coleridge

raspon to scrape together,
to collect, probably akin to
E. rap. Cf Rap to snatch.]
1. To rub or file with a
rasp to rub or grate with
a rough file
as, to rasp

by

wood to make it smooth
to rasp bones to powder.
2. Hence, figuratively :
To grate harshly upon; to

Rat'a-bll'i-ty (lat'a-bTl'i-ty),
of being ratable.

.

A New

;

red wood, used by the Maoris for paddles and war clubs.

;

„

Hasorial Uvc&s.
Birds
,

^^^^

,.„\. Head and Foot: a a of Gallus
r.tv^^A V.,. coarse
..J;
«jr
offend
or
rough
by
janfaM,- 66 of Common Pheastreatment or language ; as, ant cc of Wild Turkey dd
some sounds rasp the ear ; of Ptarmigan.
his insults rasped my temper.
Rasp, re. [OE. raspe, OF. raspe, F. rclpe. See Rasp, v."]
1. A coarse file, on which the cutting prominences are
distinct points raised by the oblique stroke of a sharp
punch, instead of lines raised by a chisel, as on the true
;

;

2. The raspberry. [06s.] " Set sorrel amongst rasps,
Bacon.
and the rasps will be the smaller."
Kasp palm (Bot.), a Brazilian palm tree {Iriartea exorhizcL) which has strong aerial roots like a screw pine.
The roots have a hard, rough surface, and are used by the
natives for graters and rasps, whence the common name.
Ras'pa-tO'rl-um (rSs'pS-to'rT-um), n. [LL.] See
Raspatory.
Rasp'a-tO-ry (rasp'i-to-rj^), re. [LL. raspatorium : cf.
F. raspatoir. See Rasp, v."] A surgeon's rasp. Wiseman.
Rasp'ber-ry (rSz'bSr-rf 277), re. [From E. rasp, in
II

;

allusion to the apparent roughness of the fruit.]
(a) The thimble-shaped fruit of

the

Rubus Idseus and other sim-

ilar

brambles

as,

(Bot.)

the black, the

and the white raspberry.
The shrub bearing this fruit.
(H^" Technically, raspberries
are those brambles in which the

orae

were ratable to

1.
[at]

;

The
re.
Langham.

re.

Rat'a-fl'a (rSt'a-fe'a), re. [F., fr. Malay arak arrack
tafia a spirit distilled from molasses.] A spirituous
liquor flavored with the kernels of cherries, apricots,
peaches, or other fruit, spiced, and sweetened with sugar
a term applied to the liqueurs called noyau, curafoa,

—

[Written also ratifia and rate/ee.]
Ra-tan' (ra-t5n'), n. See Rattan.
Rat'a-ny (rSt'a-nJ), n. (Bot.) Same as Rhatant.
[F.]
The iterative
Ra'ta'plan' (ra/ta'plaN'), re.
sound of beating a drum, or of a galloping horse.
Ratch (rach), re. (Zool. ) Same as Rotche.
Ratch (rSch), re. [See Rack the instrument. Ratchet.]
A ratchet wheel, or notched bar, with which a pawl or
etc.

II

click works.

Ratch'el (-Si), re. Gravelly stone. [Prov. Eng.]
Ratch'et (-St), re. [Properly a diminutive from the
same word as rack : cf F. rochet. See 2d Ratch, Race

{Mach.), a cir-

civet, which is highly prized by the Javanese.
Called
also 3Ialacca weasel, and lesser civet.
Ra'sure (ra'zhiJr ; 135), re. [L. rasura, fr. radere,
rasum., to scrape, to shave. See Rase, r.]
1. The act
of rasing, scraping, or erasing ; erasure ; obliteration.
2.
mark by which a letter, word, or any part of a

A

erased, effaced, or obliterated

;

an

Ayliffe.

6nd, fern,

Camden.

-\-

wheel
cular
having teeth,
usually anguwith
1 a r,
which a recip-

A

event,

silver.

— Rat'a-ble-ness, — Rafa^bly, adv.

;

eve,

two marks of

2. Liable to, or subjected by law to, taxation ; as, ratable estate.
3. Made at a proportionate rate ; as, rataftie payments,

Rasp'y (rasp'y), a. Like a
rasp, or the sound made by a
Raspberries,
rasp grating. R. D. Blackmore.
Rasse (rSs), re. [Cf. Malay rasa taste, sensation.]
{Zool.)
carnivore {Viverricula Malaccensis) allied to
the civet but smaller, native of China and the East
Indies.
It furnishes a perfume resembling that of the

;

state

dle. — Ratchet drill, a portable machine for
working a drill by hand, consisting of a
hand lever carrying at one end a drill
holder which is revolved by means of a
ratchet wheel and pawl, by swinging the
lever back and forth. — Eatchet wheel

Rasp'er(rasp'er),re. One who,
or that which, rasps a scraper.

is

The quality or

the tool by back and forth
movements of the brace han-

tached to the receptacle.

erasure.

re.

Capable of being rated, oi

wheel and pawl for rotating

fruit separates readily from the
core or receptacle, in this differing from the blackberries, in
which the fruit is firmly at-

[06s.]

Twenty

a.

.

(6)

(rSs'pis),

Rat'a-ble (raf a-b'l),
set at a certain value.

the instrument.] 1. A pawl, click, or detent, for hold«
ing or propelling a ratchet wheel, or ratch, etc.
2. A mechanism composed of a ratchet wheel, or ratch,
and pawl. See Ratchet wheel, below, and 2d Ratch.
Ratchet brace {Mech.), a boring brace, having a ratchet

red,

^11

we

;

& vb. n. Rasping.]
[OF. rasper, F. raper, to

final,

as

;

pr.

Ras'piS

first,

;

Chaucer.

[imp.
Rasp (r4sp), V,
&p.p. Rasped (raspt) p.

raspberry.

was

—

like.

(ra'soor),

[06s.]

;

to rat)

have seen, leveled at the converts to the government of
George the First, but has by degrees obtained a wider
meanmg, and come to be applied to any sudden and mercenary change in politics."
Laid Mahon.
Bamboo rat {Zool.), any Indian rodent of the genus
Rhizomys. Beaver rat. Coast rat. (Zool.) See under BeaBlind rat {Zool.), the mole rat. — Cotton
ver, and Coast.
rat {Zool.), a long-haired rat {Sigmodon hlspidus), native
of the Southern United States and Mexico. It makes its
Ground
nest of cotton and is often injurious to the crop.
rat.
See Ground Pig, under Ground. — Hedgehog rat.
See under Hedgehog. — Kangaroo rat(iroSi.), thepotoroo.
Norway rat {Zool.), the common brown rat. See Rat.
Pouched rat. (Zool.) (a) See Pocket Gopher, under
Pocket. (6) Any African rodent of the genus Cncetomys.
—Rat Indians {EthnoD^ji tribe of Indians dwelling near
Fort Ukon, Alaska. They belong to the Athabascan
stock. — Eat mole. {Zool.) See Mole rat, under Mole.
Eat pit, an inclosed space into which rats are put to be
killed by a dog for sport.
Rat snake {Zool.), a large colubrine snake {Plyas mucosus) very common in India and
Ceylon. It enters dwellings, and destroys rats, chickens,
etc. — Spiny rat {Zool.), any South American rodent of the
genus Echinomys.
To smell a rat. See under Smell.
Wood rat {Zool.), any American rat of the genus Neotoma, especially N. Floridana, common in the Southern
United States. Its feet and belly are white.
Rat, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Ratted p. pr. & vb. n.
Ratting.] 1. In English politics, to desert one's party
from interested motives to forsake one's associates for
one's own advantage
in the trades, to work for less
wages, or on other conditions, than those established by
a trades union.

—

in classification.

writing or print,

;

thoughtless

To prepare with

<.

file.

to fall

[Ofo.]

A

Rase,

;

;

Rash(rSsh),i;.

;

;

any yet be

If

;

;

unwary. — Rash, Adventukocs,

;

;

RATCHET

1190

RAS
2. That which is rare
ralued for its scarcity.

;

recent

;

ice,

rocating pawl

engages to
turn the
wheel fora Ratchet Wheel
,.
6 Reciproca^
ting Lever c Click, Pawl, or
Ratchet, for communicating
motion d Pawl, for preventing backward motion.
;,

ward,orasta-

_

tionary pawl jjatchet DrilL
to hold it from
turning backward.
^^=. j^ ^j^g ^^^^ ^^^ ^q^.
ing pawl c slides over the teeth
one direction, but in
returning, draws the wheel with it, while the pawl d
prevents it from turning in the contrary direction.
;

;

m

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

;

;;

RATE
&

6. In some degree
somewhat as, the day is rather
the house is rather damp.
The rather, the more so especially for better reason
;

warm

;

;

You

are come to me in happy time.
The rather for I have some sport in hand.

— Had
Bad

;

price fixed with relation to a standard
cost ; charge as, high or low rates of transportation.
Locke.
They come at dear rates from Japan.
4.
tax or sum assessed by authority on property for
public use, according to its income or value ; esp., in
England, a local tax ; as, parish rates ; town rates.
[06s.]
5. Order arrangement.
Spenser.
Thus sat they all around in seemly rate.
3. Valuation

;

;

;

[L. ratihabitio
Rat'l-ha-hi'tion (-ha-bish'iin), n.
ratus fixed, valid -|- habere to hold.] Confirmation or approbation, as of an act or contract.
[06s.] Jer. Taylor.
[L., fr. reri, ratus, to
Ra'tl-0 (ra'shi-o or ra'sho), n.
reckon, believe, think, judge. See Reason.] 1. {Math.)
The relation which one quantity or magnitude has to another of the same kind. It is expressed by the quotient
of the division of the first by the second ; thus, the ratio

;

Chapman.
[iJ.]
6. Ratification approval.
7. {Horol.) The daily gain or loss in seconds of a
clock or watch that gains or loses time regularly.
8. (JVaut.) (a) The order or class to which a war vessel belongs, determined according to its size, armament,
etc. ; as, first rate, second rate, etc.
(6) The class of a
merchant vessel for marine insurance, determined by its
relative safety as a risk, as Al, A 2, etc.
vb. n.
Rate, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Rated ; p. pr.
Rating.] 1. To set a certain estimate on ; to value at
a certain price or degree.
To rate a man by the nature of his companions is a rule freSouth.
quent indeed, but not infallible.
You seem not high enough your joys to rate. Dryden.
2. To assess for the payment of a rate or tax.
3. To settle the relative scale, rank, position, amount,
value, or quality of ; as, to rate a ship ; to rate a seaman
;

of a to 6 by -|^ or (less
of 3 to 6 is expressed by § or J
commonly) the second term is made the dividend; as,
-.
a
;

&

(J^^ Some writers consider ratio as the quotient itself,
making ratio equivalent to a number.
The term ratio is also sometimes applied to the difference of two quantities" as well as to their quotient, in
which case the former

Ra'tl-OC'1-nate (rSsh'i-os'T-nat), V. i. [L. ratiocinatvs,
p. p. of ratiocinari, fr. ratio reason.
See Ratio.] To
reason, esp. deductively ; to offer reason or argument.
[L. ratiocinatio : cf.
Ra'ti-OC'1-na'tion (-na'shtin), n.
P. ratiocination.] The process of reasoning, or deducing
conclusions from premises deductive reasoning.
[L. ratiocinatiRa'tl-OC'i-na-tive (-os'i-na-tTv), a.
vus.] Characterized by, or addicted to, ratiocination
consisting in the comparison of propositions or facts, and
the deduction of inferences from the comparison ; argumentative as, a ratiocinative process.

;

;

To make an estimate.
Rate'a-We (-a-b'l), a. See Ratable.
2.

Ra'tel

;

[P.]

n.

(ra'tel),

Any

{Zo'dl.)

—

^^^^^^

_
1

;

2.

The

and India.

The Cape
(M.

rate! African or Cape Ratel (llelUvora Cape7is!s).

Cavensis)

and the Indian ratel {M. Indica) are the best known. The
back is gray; the lower parts, face, and tail are black.
They are fond of honey, and rob the nests of wild bees.
Rate'pay'er (-pa'er), n. One who pays rates or taxes.
Rat'er (rat'er), n. One who rates or estimates.

One who

Rat'er, n.

rates or scolds.

(rat'lTsh'), n.
{Zo'dl.) Same as Rat-tail.
(rath), n. [It. rath.J 1.
hill or mound.
IZre-

Raffish'

Rath

Spenser.

A

kind of ancient fortification found in Ireland.
(rath), a.
[AS. hrseS, hrsed, quick, akin to
OHG. hrad, Icel. hraSr.'] Coming before
(
others, or before the usual time; early. \_Obs. or Poetic']
2.

Rath
Rathe

;

Rath'er

ChaiLcer.

by practice criminal.
Spenser.
[Compar. of RATH, a.] Prior

rathe cut off

(rSth'er), a.

—

is

nature.

rfide,

tip,

<lm

;

pity

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Attractive,

A

hunum,

ralinrial, love

Milton.

still.

in itself, although a man does not
the reason of the lawgivers.
Swir't.

law may be reasonable

allow

it,

or does not

know

Yonng,
Ra'tlon-al, n. A rational being.
[L. rationalis, neut.
Ra'tlon-a'le (rSsli'un-ii'le), n.

Shak.
full,

;

;

;

.

finite,

~

Sane sound intelligent reasonable sensiSyn.
judicious.
Rational, Reasonadiscreet
ble wise
ble. Rational has reference to reason as a faculty of
the mind, and is opposed to /rrational as, a rational
being, a rational state of mind, rational views, etc. In
these cases the speculative reason is more particularly
referred to. Reasonable has reference to the exercise of
this faculty for practical purposes, and means, governed
or directed by reason as, reasanuhle desires or plans
a reasonable charge a reasonable prospect of success.
What higher in her society tliou lind'st

;

art itself

;

—

;

ase,

under Formula.

Rational horizon. (j4.s;/-on.) See HoHizON, 2(6). —Rational
quantity (Alq.), one that can be expressed without the
opuse of a radical sign, or in exact parts of unity
Rational sympposed to irrational or radical qtiantiiy.
tom (Med.), one elicited by the statements of the patient
himself and not as the result of a physical examination.

;

The

"See

lae.

;

.

;

—

former. [Ofts.]
Now no man dwelleth at the rather town. Sir J. Mandeville.
Rath'er (rSth'er; 277), adv. [AS. hraSor, compar.
of hraSe, hrasSe, quickly, immediately.
See Rath, a.]
1. Earlier; sooner; before.
[06s.]
Thou Shalt, quod he, be rather false than I. Chaucer.
A good mean to come the rather to* grace.
Foze.
2. More readily or willingly
preferably.
My soul chooseth
death rather than my life. Job vii. 16.
3. On the other hand
to the contrary of what was
said or suggested instead.
Was nothing bettered, but rattier grew worse. Mark v. 26.
4. Of two alternatives conceived of, this by preference
to, or as more likely than, the other
somewhat.
He sought tlironghout the world, but sought in vain.
And nowhere finding, rather feared her slain.
Dryden.
6. More properly ; more correctly speaking.
This is an art
Which does mend nature, change it rather, but
;

.

.

;

Why rise ye up so rathe f
earlier

.

;

etic]

Too

;

;

.

Bring the rathe primrose that forsaken dies.
Milton.
Early ; soon ; betimes. [Obs. or Po) adi'.
)

Reason, and

comparison of the other.
Sir T. North.
2. Having reason, or the faculty of reasoning; endowed with reason or understanding reasoning.
It is our glory and happiness to have a rational nature. Law.
3. Agreeable to reason ; not absurd, preposterous, extravagant, foolish, fanciful, or the like wise judicious
as, rational conduct ; a rational man.
4. (Chem.) Expressing the type, structure, relations,
said of formuand reactions of a compound ; graphic ;

I

Rath,
Rathe,

Coleridge.

cf. Rationale.] 1. Renot physical mental.
Moral philosophy was his chiefest end for the rational, the
natural, and mathematics
were but simple pastimes in

tionnel. See Ratio,
lating to the reason

A

land]

ratiocinative meditativeness of his character.

Ra'tl-OC'i-na-tO-ry (-na-to-ry), a. Ratiocinative. [R.]
Ra'tion (ra'shun or rash'tin), n. [P., fr L. ratio a
reckoning, calculation, relation, reference, LL. ratio ration.
See Ratio.] 1. A fixed daily allowance of provisions assigned to a soldier in the army, or a sailor in
the navy, for his subsistence.
11^°' Officers have several rations, the number varying
according to their rank or the number of their attendants.
2. Hence, a certain portion or fixed amount dealt out
an allowance ; an allotment.
Ra'tion, v. t. To supply with rations, as a regiment.
Ra'tion-al (rSsh'iin-al), a. [L. rationalis: cf. P. ra-

species are
known in Africa

;

•

;

;

food, fdbt

;

out, oil

;

—

Fleming.
sensationalism, and empiricism.
One who
[Ct. P. rationaliste.]
Ra'tion-al-ist, n.
accepts rationalism as a theory or system also, disparagingly, a false reasoner. See Citation under Reasonist.
Belonging to, or in
) a.
Ra'tion-al-ls'tiC (-is'tTk),
accordance with, the
Ra'tion-al-is'tic-al (-tl-kol), |
principles of rationalism.
Ra'tion-al-is'tic-al-ly, adv.
Ra'tion-al'1-ty (-al'I-ty 277), n.; pi. -ties (-tiz). [P.
rationalite, or L. rationalitas.]
The quality or state of
being rational
agreement with reason possession of
reason ; due exercise of reason reasonableness.
When God has made rationality the common portion of mankind, how came it to be thy inclosure ?
Gov. of Tongue.
Well-directed intentions, whose rationalities will never bear
a rigid examination.
Sir T. Browne.
;

—
;

;

;

;

chair

;

go

;

The

Ra'tion-al-i-za'tion (rSsh'un-ol-T-za'shiin), n.
act or process of rationalizing.

To make

rational ; also, to convert to rationalism.
2. To interpret in the manner of a rationalist.
3. To form a rational conception of.
4. {Alg.) To render rational; to free from radical
signs or quantities.
Ra'tion-al-ize, v. i. To use, and rely on, reason in
forming a theory, belief, etc., especially in matters of
religion to accord with the principles of rationalism.

Ra'Uon-al-lze

(rSsh'iin-ol-iz), V.

t.

1.

:

Theodore ... is justly considered the chief rationalizing doctor of antiquity.
J. H. Newman,
Ra'tlon-al-ly, adv. in a rational manner.
Ra'tion-al-ness, n. The quality or state of being rational rationality.
[NL., fr. L. ratis a raft
Ra-ti'tae (ra-tl'te), n. pi.
cf. L. raiitus marked with the figure of a raft.]
{Zo'ol.)
An order of birds in which the wings are small, rudimentary, or absent, and the breastbone is destitute of a keel.
The ostrich, emu, moa, and apteryx are examples.
Rat'i-tate (rSt'i-ttt), a. {Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to
;

II

the Ratitse.
Rat'ite (rStlt), a. {Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to the
Ratit*.
One of the Ratitae.
n.
Rat'lines ) (rSt'lInz), n. pi.
[Of uncertain origin.]
Rat'Iins ) {Naut.) The small
transverse ropes attached to the
shrouds and forming the steps of a
rope ladder. [Written also rat-

—

and

lings,

Rat'on
coon.]

rattlings.]
(rat'on), n.

A small rat.

Totten.
[Cf. Rac-

[06s.]

Piers Plowman.

Ra-tOOn'

(ra-toon'),re.
as Raki'Oon, n.

2.

A rattan cane.

;

carnivore of

^ '^mnaaaMriH^^^^^Bk^tSH

number, quantity, or dethe ratio of representation

as,

;

Compound ratio. Duplicate ratio. Inverse ratio, etc. See
under Compound, Duplicate, etc. — Ratio of a geometrical
progression, the constant quantity by which each term is
multiplied to produce the succeeding one.

;

the genus MelHvora, allied to
the weasels and
the skunks
called also honey badger.
(!^= Several

See under Rule.

2. Hence, fixed relation of

gree ; rate ; proportion
in Congress.

"To ra^e the truce." Chapman.
To rate a chronometer, to ascertain the exact rate of its
gain or loss as compared with true time, so as to make
an allowance or computation dependent thereon.
Syn. To value appraise estimate reckon.
Rate, V. i. 1. To be set or considered in a class to
have rank as, the ship rates as a ship of the line.
;

The name

given to the rule of three in arithmetic.

to rate a pension.
4. To ratify. [OJs.]

;

called arithmetical ratio, the
ratio is sometimes

is

latter, geometrical ratio.

;

—

;

^

:

rationale. See Rational, a.] An explanation or exposition of the principles of some opinion, action, hypothesis,
phenomenon, or tlie like also, the principles themselves.
Ra'tion-al-lsm (rash'un-nl-iz'm), n. [Cf. P. ruiionalisme.] 1. (IVieo/.) Tlie doctrine or system of those who
deduce their religious opinions from reason or the understanding, as distinct from, or opposed to, revelation.
2. {Philos.) The system that makes rational power
opposed to sensualism, or
the ultimate test of truth

;

;

A

&

&

&

vb. n. Ratifying (-fi'ing).]
[F. ratifier, fr.
p. pr.
L. ratus fixed by calculation, firm, valid -)- -ficare (in
comp.) to make. See Rate, n., and -fy.] To approve
and sanction ; to make valid to confirm to establish
to settle ; especially, to give sanction to, as something
done by an agent or servant ; as, to ratify an agreement,
treaty, or contract to ratify a nomination.
It is impossible for the divine power to set a seal to a lie by
South.
ratifying an imposture with such a miracle.

Clarendon.

soon enough.

;

;

•

.

—

;

Sout/i.

.

under Had.

;

and godliness appear above the mfe
merciful.
and pitch of other men's, in that he was so
Calamy.
Many of the horse could not march at that rate, nor come up
.

rather,

».
Rath'ripe' (rath'rip'), a. Rareripe, or early ripe.
[06s. or Prov. Eng.~\
Such who delight in rathripe fruits.
Fuller.
Rat'i-fi-ca'tion (rSf i-fT-ka'shiin), n.
[Cf. P. ratification.'] The act of ratifying tlie state of being ratified
confirmation sanction as, the ratification of a treaty.
One who, or that which,
Rat'i-fi'er (rat'I-fi'er), «.
Shak.
ratifies
a confirmer.
Rat'l-ty (-fi), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Ratified (-fid)

Heretofore the rate and standard of wit was diilerent from

nowadays.

;

A rareripe.

;

it is

rather, or

my

;

this did his holiness

Shak.

Would

rather, prefer to ; prefers to as,
he had, or would, rather go tlian stay. "I had rather
speak five words with
understanding than ten thousand words in an unknown tongue." 1 Cor. xiv. 19. See

;

In

;

for particular cause.

I

what

;

;

;

;

RATTLE
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i.
[Perh. fr. E. rale, v. t., to value
Rate (rat), r. t.
at a certain rate, to estimate, but more prob. f r. Sw. rata
to iind fault, to blame, to despise, to hold cheap cf. Icel.
hrat refuse, hrati rubbish.] To cliide with vehemence
Spenser.
to scold to censure violently.
Shak.
Go, rate thy minions, proud, insulting boy
Conscience is a check to beginners in sin, reclaiming them
JSarroiv.
from it, and rating them for it.
Rate, ». [OF., fr. L. rata (so. pars), fr. ratus reckoned, fixed by calculation, p. p. of reri to reckon, to
1. Established portion or
calculate.
Of. Reason.]
measure ; fixed allowance.
The one right feeble through the evil rate
Of food which in her duress she had found. Spenser.
2. That which is estabUshed as a measure or criterion
degree standard ; rank proportion ratio ; as, a slow
rate of movement; rate of interest is the ratio of the
interest to the principal, per annum.
;

«

;;;;;;

Ra-toon',
toon, v. i.

v.

i.

1.

Same

[06s.] Pepys.
Same as Ra,t-

RatS'bane' (rats'ban'), n. [Eat
-\- bane.]
Rat poison white ar;

senic.

Shrouds and Ratlines.

RatS'baned' (-band'), a. Poisoned by ratsbane.
Rat'— tail' (rSt'tal'), a. Like a rat's tail in form as,
a rat-tail file, which is round, slender, and tapering. See
;

Illust. of File.

Rat'— tail', n. 1. {Far.) pi. An excrescence growing
from the pastern to the middle of the shank of a horse.
2. {Zo'ol.) {a) The California chimsera. See Chimjska.
See Geenadiek, 2.
(6) Any fish of the genus Macrurns.
Rat'-tailed' (-tald'), a. {Zo'ol.) Having a long, tapering tail like that of a rat.
Rat-tailed larva (Zo'ol.), the larva of a fly of the genus
Eristalis. See Eristalis.
Rat-tailed serpent (Zo'ol.), the
fer-de-lance.
Rat-tailed shrew (.^ooZ.), the musk shrew.

—

—

Rat-tan'

(rat-tSn'),

[Malay

?!.

»-o<rt7!.]

[Written also

ratan.]
{Bot.) One of the long slender flexible stems of
several species of palms of the genus Calamus, mostly
East Indian, though some are African and Australian.
They are exceedingly tough, and are used for walking
sticks, wickerwork, chairs and seats of chairs, cords and
cordage, and many other purposes.
Rat-teen' (-ten'), n. [F. ratine.] A thick woolen
stuft' quilled or twilled.
Rat'ten (rat't'n), V. t. [Prov. E. ratten a rat, hence
the verb literally means, to do mischief like a rat.] To
deprive feloniously of the tools used in one's employment (as by breaking or stealing them), for the purpose
of annoying as, to ratten a mechanic who works during
a strike. [Trades-union Cant]
J. HfcCartliy.
Rafter (-ter), n. 1. One who, or that which, rats,
as one who deserts his party.
2. Anything which catclies r.ats esp., a dog trained to
See Terriek.
cateli rats
a rat terrier.
;

;

;

Rat'ti-nef (-tT-ngf),

n.

A

woolen stuff thinner

tlian

ratteen.

Rafting (rSt'ting), n.
of one who rats. See Rat,

1. Tlie
•!'.»'.,

1.

conduct or practices
Sydney Smith.

2. The low sport of setting a dog upon rats confined in
a pit to see how many lie will kill in a given time.

Rat'tle (-t'l), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Rattled (-t'ld) p.
pr.
vb. n. Rattling (-tllng).]
[Akin to D. ralelen,
G. rnsseln, AS. hnvtrle a rattle, in hnrtelwyrt rnttlewort cf. Gr. xpaSaCveiv to swing, wave. Cf. Rail a
bird.]
1. To make a quick succession of sliarp, inharmonious noises, as by the collivsiou of hard ivnd not very
sonorous bodies slvalien together to clatter.
And the rude hail in rattling tempest forms. .-Uldison.
'T was but the wind,

sine, ink

;

&
;

;

Or
;

the car rattling o'er the stony street.

then, thin

;

bON

;

zK

=z

in azure.

TJi/ron.

;;

;

;;;

RAVISSANT
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RATTLE

;;;

:

;

counterscarp of the place. Formerly called demilune,
Rat'tllngB (rSt'tlTngz), n. pi. (Naut.) Ratlines.
To drive or ride briskly, so as to make a clattering
Rat-toon' (rSt-toon'), n. [Sp retono.'\ One of the and half-moon.
we rattled along for a couple of miles. lCoUoq.~\
cane
of
or
shoots
of
sugar
the
second
year's
growth
Rav'el-ing (rSv"l-Tng), n. [Also ravelling.'} 1. The
stems
rapidly
3. To make a clatter with the voice to talk
act of untwisting or of disentangling.
and idly to chatter — with on or away ; as, she rat- from the root, or later. See Plant-cane.
2.

as,

;

;

;

on for an hour. {Colloq.'\
Rat'tle (rat't'l), V. t. 1. To cause to make a rattling
or clattering sound ; as, to rattle a chain.
2. To assail, annoy, or st\iji vvitk a r&tcling noise.
Sound but anotner [drum], and another shall

tled

As loud

as thine rattle the welkin's ear.

Hence, to disconcert to confuse
Judgment to rattle a player in a game.
3.

4.

To

scold

;

Shale.

as, to rattle

;

;

off.
(a) To tell glibly or noisily ; as, io rattle
" She would
(6) To rail at ; to scold.
Arbutknot.
rattle off her servants sharply."
rapid succession of sharp, clattering
1.
Rat'tle, n.
Prior.
sounds ; as, the rattle of a drum.
2. Noisy, rapid talk.

To

rattle

off a story.

sometimes

A

All this ado about the golden age
frivolous conceit.

is

but an empty

and
HakewUl,

rattle

3. An instrument with which a rattling sound is made
especially, a child's toy that rattles when shaken.
The rattles of Isis and the cymbals of Brasilea nearly enough
Sir W. Raleigh.
resemble eaeli other.
Pope.
Pleased with a rattle^ tickled with a straw.

4.

A noisy,

senseless talker

a jabberer.

;

It may seem strange that a man who wrote with so much
Eerspicuity, vivacity, and grace, should have been, whenever
e took a part in conversation, an empty, noisy, blundering

Macaulay.

rattle.

Heylin.
5. A scolding; a sharp rebuke.
[06j.]
6. (Zo'dl.) Any organ of an animal having a structure
adapted to produce a rattling sound.

^W"

rattle of a rattlesnake is composed of
terminal scales, loosened in succession, but

The

hardened
off, and so modified in form as to make a

cast

the
not

series of

7. The noise in the throat produced by the air in
passing through mucus which the lungs are unable to
chiefly observable at the approach of death,
expel ;
when it is called the death rattle. See Rale.
To spring a rattle, to cause it to sound. Yellow rattle
(Bol.), a yellow-flowered herb (Rhinanthus Crista-galU),
the ripe seeds of which rattle in the inflated calyx.
Rat'tle-bOS' (-bSks'), n. 1. A toy that makes a rattling sound
a rattle.
2. {Bot.) (a) An American herb {Crotalaria sagiitalis), the seeds of which, when ripe, rattle in the inflated
pod. (6) Any species of Crotalaria, a genus of yellowflowered herbs, with inflated, many-seeded pods.
Rat'tle-brained' (-brand'), a. Giddy ; rattle-headed.
Rat'Ue-head' (-hSd'), n. An empty, noisy talker.
Rat'tle-head'ed, a. Noisy giddy unsteady.
Rat'tle-mouse' (-mous'), n. A bat. iObs.J PuttenMm.
C. Kingsley.
Rat'tle-pate' (-pat'), n. A rattlehead.
noisy, rattleRat'tle-pat'ed, a. Rattle-headed. "
W. Irving.
pated fellow."
Rat'tler (-tier), n. One who, or that which, rattles.
Rat'tle-snake' (rSt't'l-snak'), n. {Zodl.) Any one of
several species of ven-

—

—

;

;

A

omous American snakes

;

;

;

South (C adamantetts),
are the best known. See
Illust. of Fang.

Ground rattlesnake
(Zodl.), a small rattlethe

Southern

„ ,.,
R^"'""'""

United

^

,r^

,

}

.

„,;„m^«»^,.

ioiv «(- 'ox)
ox).
variety

States, having a small rattle. It has nine large scales on
head.
Kattlesnake fern (S'7(.), a common American

—

its

fern {Botrxjchium Virginianum) having a triangular decompound frond and a long-stalked panic'e of spore cases
Rattlesnake grass
rising from the middle of the frond.
(Bot.), a handsome American graiss (Glyceria
Canadensis) with an ample panicle of rather
large ovate spikelets, each one composed of
imbricated parts and slightly resembling the
rattle of the rattlesnake. Sometimes called
quaking grass.
Rattlesnake plantain. (Bot.)
See under Plantain.— Rattlesnake root (Bot.),
a name given to certain American species of
the composite genus Prenanthes (P. alba and
P. serpentaria), formerly asserted to cure the
bite of the rattlesnake. Called also lion\sfoot,
gall of ttie earth, and tvhite lettuce.
Rattlesnake's master. (Bot.) (a) A species of Agave

—

To make such ravage in a noble soul ?
Syn. — Despoilment devastation desolation

—

—

(Agave Virginica) growing in the Southern
United States, (b) An umbelliferous plant Rattlesnake
(Bryngium yuccijefolium) with large bristlyGrass
irmged linear leaves, (e) A composite plant,
the blazing star (Liatris squarrosa).
Rattiesnake weed
(Bot.), a plant of the composite genus Hieracium (H. venosum) — probably so named from its spotted leaves.
See also Snakeeoot.
Rat'Ue-trap' (-trap'), n. Any machine or vehicle that
does not run smoothly. \_Colloq.'\
A. Trollope.
Rat'tle-weed' (-wed'), n. (Bot.) Any plant of the
genus Astragalus. See Milk vetch.
Rat'tle-WlngS' (-wTngz'), n. (Zodl.) The golden-eye.

—

;

Rat'tle-'wort' (-wfirf ), n.
Same as Rattlebox.
ale,

ica,

Sea raven (Zothe cormo-

ol.),

rant.

Ra'ven, a.
Of the color
of the
ven ;

;

;

spoil

;

;

as,
raven curls

Addison.
;

Raven

ness.

Rav'en (rav''n), n. [OF. ravine impetuosity, violence, F. ravine ravine. See Ravine, Rapine.] [Written
rapacity.
1. Rapine
Ray.
also ravin, and ravine.']
2. Prey plunder food obtained by violence.
Rav'en, v. t. limp. & p. p. Ravened (-'nd) p. pr.
& vb. n. Ravening.] [Written also ravin, and ravine.']

;

;

;

;

1.

SItaJc.
Like rats that ravin down their proper bane.
Rav'en, v. i. To prey with rapacity to be greedy
to show rapacity. [Written also ravin, and ravine.]

Jlacaulay.

despoil ; pillage plunder ; sack ; spoil ; devastate desolate destroy ; waste ; ruin.
Rav'a-ger (-S-jer), n. One who, or that which, ravages or lays waste ; spoiler.
Rave (rav), obs. imp. of RrvE.
Rave, n. [Prov. E. raves, or rathes, a frame laid on
a wagon, for carrying hay, etc.] One of the upper
side pieces of the frame of a wagon body or a sleigh.
Rave (rav), V. i. limp. &p. p. Raved (ravd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Raving.]
[F. rever to rave, to be delirious, to
dream ; perhaps fr. L. rabere to rave, rage, be mad or
furious. Cf. Rage, Reverie.]
1. To wander in mind or
intellect ; to be delirious ; to talk or act irrationally ; to
be wild, furious, or raging, as a madman.
Chaucer,
In our madness evermore we rave.
Have I not cause to rave and beat my breast ? Addison.
The mingled torrent of redcoats and tartans went raving
Macaulay.
down the valley to the gorge of Killiecrankie.

;

;

;

Benjamin

is

1. DeRav'en-ous (rav"n-us), a.
vouring with rapacious eagerness furiously voracious
hungry even to rage ; as, a ravenous wolf or vulture.
2. Eager for prey or gratification ; as, a ravenous ap;

petite or desire.

— Rav'en-ous-ly, acff.— Rav'en-ous-ness, n.

Byron.

Ra'ven' S-dUCk'

to say

A

&

senate,

[AS. hrsetelwyrt.']

(Bot.)

1

by their own perplexities involved,
resolved.

Milton.

investigation or search, as
of a

by picking out

&m, arm, ask,

The humor of ravinto all these
mystical or entangled matters.
Sir W. Temple.

With

A

detached work
with two embankments which make

^11

;

Tennyson.

&

i.
See Ra-ven, v. i.
[F., a place excavated by a tor,
rent, a ravine, f r. ravir to snatch or tear away, L. rapere
cf L. rapina rapine.
See Ravish, and cf. Rapine, RaCotgrave.
ven prey.] 1. A torrent of water. lObs.]
2. A deep and narrow hollow, usually worn by a
mountain
cleft.
stream or torrent of water ; a gorge a
Rav'ing (rav'ing), a. Talking irrationally and wildly as, a raving lunatic.
Rav'ing-ly, adv.
limp.
p. p. Ravished
Rav'ish (rSv'ish), v. t.
[OE. ravissen, F.
(-Ysht) p. pr.
vb. n. Ravishing.]
ravir, fr. L. rapere to snatch or tear away, to ravish.
See Rapacious, Rapid, and -ish.] 1. To seize and carry
away by violence ; to snatch by force.
These hairs which thou dost ravish from my chin
Sltak.
Will quicken, and accuse thee.
This hand shall ravish thy pretended right. Dryden.
2. To transport with joy or delight; to delight to
" Eavished . . . for the joy."
Chaucer.
ecstasy.

i.

.

;

—

;

&

&

;

To have

Cant.

woman) by

iv. 9,

force,

Shak.

transport ; entrance ; enrapture ; delight
deflour ; force.
Rav'ish-er (-er), n. One who ravishes (in any sense).
Rav'ish-ing, a. Rapturous transporting.
Rav'lsh-ing-ly, adv. In a ravishing manner.
See
[F. ravissement.
Rav'ish-ment (-ment), n.
Ravish.]
1. The act of carrying away by force or
against consent ; abduction ; as, the ravishment of children from their parents, of a ward from his guardian, or
Blachslone.
of a wife from her husband.
2. The state of being ravished ; rapture ; transport of
Spenser
delight; ecstasy.
In whose sight all things joy, with ravishment
MinoTU
Attracted by thy beauty still to gaze.
;

;

Ravelin.

A A Bastions

cc Tenailles
;
F Redoubt
e Ravelin
in the Ravelin
gg Covered Way ; h h
ii ReReentering Places of Arms
k-lc Ditch
II Ditch of
doubts in same
mmmm Glacis as Exterior
Ravelin
;

66 Curtain

dd Caponiere

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Side

{

ts

;

;

Capital.

It is raised before the curtain

eve,

&

;

Syn. — To

(-er),

+

ravine, shrieked against his creed.

Rav'ln, Rav'fne, v, t.
Ra-vlne' (ra-ven'), n.

violate

;

final,

;

carnal knowledge of (a
and against her consent ; to rape.

eling

a salient angle.
c&re,

I

3.

lObs.-\

Rav'el-er

[Cf. G. ravens-

(ra'v'nz-diik'), n.

A fine quality of sailcloth. Sam. Nav. Encyc.
Rav'er (rav'er), n. One who raves.
Shak.
Rav'in (rSv''n), a. Ravenous. [06s.]
Food ob[See 2d Ra'ven.]
(rav"n), n.
Rav'ln
raven.
plunder
prey
violence
Rav'lne J tained by
;
" Fowls of rauj/ne."
Chaucer.
Though Nature, red in tooth and claw

tuch.]

Thou hast ravished my heart.

woven pattern.

n. [Also raveller.']
One who ravels.
Ravelin (rSv'ITn 277), n. [F.
cf. Sp. rebellin. It.
revellino, riv ellino ; perhaps fr.
L. re- again
valfemwall.] (Fort.)

;

;

[From 2d Raven.]

Young.
to rave nonsense.
tool,
(Shipbuilding)
(rav'hook), n.
hooked at the end, for enlarging or clearing seams for
the reception of oakum.
Rav'el (rav''l), V. t. limp.
p. p. Raveled (-'Id) or
Ravelled ; p. pr.
vb. n. Raveling or Ravelling.]
[OD. ravelen, t>. rafelen, akin to LG. rebeln, rebbeln,
1. To separate or undo the texture of ; to
reffeln."]
often
take apart ; to untwist ; to unweave or unknit ;
followed by out ; as, to ravel a twist ; to ravel out a
stocking.
Shah.
Sleep, that knits up the raveled eleave of care.
2. To imdo the intricacies of ; to disentangle.
3. To pull apart, as the threads of a texture, and let
them fall into a tangled mass ; hence, to entangle ; to
make intricate ; to involve.
What glory 's due to him that could divide
Such raveled interests ? has the knot untied ? Waller.
The faith of very many men seems a duty so weak and indifferent, is so often untwisted by violence, or raveled and enJer. Taylor.
tangled in weak discourses
Rav'el, V. i. 1. To become untwisted or unwoven
of
intricacy.
to be disentangled ; to be relieved
[Obs."]
2. To fall into perplexity and confusion.
still less

A

dt^"" Ravenala Madagascariensis, the principal species,
an unbranched tree with immense oarDke leaves grow-

—

as,

ravel more,

27.

;

—

the threads

(Bot.)

ing alternately from two sides of the stem. The sheathing bases of the leafstalks collect and retain rain water,
which flows freely when they are pierced with a knife,
whence the plant is called travelers tree.
Rav'en-er (r5v''n-er), n. 1. One who, or that which,
Gower.
ravens or plunders.
2. A bird of prey, as the owl or vulture. lObs.'] Holland.
rapacity
for
plunder
Eagerness
n.
Rav'en-lng,
Jjuke xi. 39.
extortion.
Rav'en-lng, a. Greedily devouring rapacious as,
Rav'en-ing-ly, adv.
ravening wolves.

he raved about her beauty.
The hallowed scene

They

Gen. xlix.

(rSv'e-na'U), n. [Malagasy.]
genus of plants related to the banana.

Spenser.
2. To rush wildly or furiously.
3. To talk with unreasonable enthusiasm or excessive
passion or excitement ;
followed by about, of, or on;

Till,

shall raven as a wolf.

Rav'e-naaa

II

&

To make

HakewilC

To obtain or seize by violence.
2. To devour with great eagerness.

Already Cffisar
Addison.
Has ravaged more than hall the globe.
His lands were daily ravaged, his cattle driven away.

;

;

;

;

;

raven dark-

(^Corvus cor ax).

pillage

;

Syn. — To

ra-

jet

black;

waste ruin.
Rav'age, v. t. limp. & p. p. Ravaged (-ajd) p. pr.
& vb. n. Ravaging (-a-jTng).] [F ravager. See Ravage, K.] To lay waste by force to desolate by violence
to commit havoc or devastation upon ; to spoil ; to plunder to consume.
plunder

3.

and Amerand is noted

Asia,

for its sagacity.

—

mond rattlesnake of the

a thread detached

;

&

dia-

esp. ,

;

Rave'book

hor-

{Caudisona, or
Sistrurus, viiliaria) of

from raucus

—

wildly

United

snake

[L. raucitas,

n.

;

[AS. hrsefn; akin to D. raaf, G.
rabe, OHG. hraban, Icel. hrafn,
Dan. ravn, and perhaps to L. corGr. Kopof. V19.] (Zodl.) A
large black passerine
bird (Corvus corax),
similar to the crow,
but larger. It is native of the northern
parts of Europe,

;

;

;

when shaken.
The
common rattlesnake of
Northern

(ra'sT-ty),

Which others rave of, though they know it not.
Rave, V. t. To utter in madness or frenzy

horny interlocking
joints at the end of the
tail
which make a
sharp rattling sound

States (Crotalus
ridus), and the

raveled out

;

Rau'ci-ty

as,

belonging to the genera Crotalus and Caudisona, or Sistrurus.
They have a series of

the

Ra'ven

is

(ra'v'n), n.

hoarse cf. F. raucite.'] Harshness of sound ; rough utterance hoarseness as, the raucity of a trumpet, or of
the human voice.
Rau'COUS (ra'kiis), a. [L. raaeui.] Hoarse ; harsh
rough; as, a raucous, thick tone. "His voice slightly
raucous." Aytoun.
Rau'COUS-ly, adv.
Shak.
Raught (rat), obs. imp. & p. p. of Reach.
Chaucer.
Raught, obs. imp. & p. p. of Reck.
Spenser.
Raunch (ranch), v. t. See Ranch.
Raun-SOUn' (ran-soon'), n. Ransom. [OJs.] Chaucer.
Ravage (rSv'aj; 48), n. [F., fr. (assumed) L. rapagium, rapaticum, fr. rapfre to carry off by force, to
ravish.
See Rapacious, Ravish.]
Desolation by violence violent ruin or destruction ; devastation havoc ;
waste as, the ravage of a lion the ravages of fire or
tempest ; the ravages of an army, or of time.
Would one think 't were possible for love

loose, hollow joints.

;

2. That which
from a texture.

;

VEslrange.

to rail at.

&

one's

[Colloq.']

;

&

Rat-toon', v. i. [imp.
p. p. Rattooned (-toond')
To
vb. n. Rattooninq.]
[Cf. Sp. retonar.']
p. pr.
sprout or spring up from the root, as sugar cane from
the root of the previous year's planting.
Rau'cld (ra'sld), a. [L. raucus hoarse ; cf. LL. rauLamb.
cidus.} Hoarse raucous.
[J?.]

event,

€nd,

fern,

recent

on the
;

ice,

3.

The

act of ravishing a

woman

;

rape.

Rav'iS-sant (rSv'is-sSnt), a. [F.] (Her.) In a
raised position, as if about to spring on prey.
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

hfjf-

"

—

;
;

;;

RAW
Raw (ra), a. [Compar. Rawer (-er) stiperl. Raw[AS. hreaw ; akin to D. rumiw, LG. rau, G. i-oh,
est.]
;

OHG.

ro, Icel. krdr, Dan. raa, Svv. ra, L. crudus, Gr.
(tpeas flesh, Skr. kravis raw flesh.
V18. Cf. Crude,
Cruel.] 1. Not altered from its natural state ; not prepared by tlie action of heat ; as, raw sienna ; specifically,

not cooked not changed by heat to a state suitable for
eating ; not done as, raw meat.
Unprepared for use or enjoyment imma2. Hence
ture unripe unseasoned inexperienced unpracticed
untried as, raw soldiers a raw recruit.
Approved himself to the raw judgment of the multitude.
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

De

Not worked in due form
touched by art unwrought.
3.

;

;

Quincey.

in the natural state
unSpecifically : (a) Not dis;

1193

REACT

To shine, as with rays.
Mrs. Brownintj.
[F. raie, L. raia,
Cf. Roach.]
(Zo'ol,) (a)
numerous elasmobranch fishes of the order
Raise, including the skates, torpedoes, sawfishes, etc.
(ft) In a restricted sense, any of the broad, flat, narrowtailed species, as the skates and sting rays.
See Skate.
Bishop ray, a yellow-spotted, long-tailed engle ray
iStoasodon narinari) of the Southern United States and
the West Indies.
Butterfly ray, a short-tailed American
sting ray (Pteroplatea Madura), having very broad pectoral fins.
Devil ray. See Sea devil.
Eagle ray, any
large ray of the family Myliobatidiv, or .OJtobatidx, The
common European species (ilyiiobaiis aquila) is called
also wliip ray, and miller,
Electric ray, or Cramp ray,
a torpedo.
Starry ray, a common European skate {Raia
radiata),
Sting ray, any one of numerous species of rays
of the family Trygonidce
having one or more large,

to the second tone of the diatonic scale of C in the American system, to the second tone of any diatonic scale.
Re'ab-sorb' (re'5b-s8rb'), v, t. To absorb again; to
draw in, or imbibe, again what has been effused, extravasated, or thrown off' ; to swallow up again
as, to reabsorb chyle, lymph, etc.
used esp. of fluids.
Re'ab-sorp'tion (-sSrp'shun), re. The act or process of
reabsorbing.
Re'ac-cess' (re'Sk-sSs' or re-5k'ses), re. A second access or approach a return.
Hakewill.
Re'ac-cuse' (re'ak-kuz'), v. t. To accuse again.

Ray,
Ray,

V, i.

re.

Any one

of

—

—

—

;

;

;

II

;

.

—

;

;

;

Reach

(rech), v. i.
To retch.
Reach, re. An effort to vomit.

—

—
—

tilled ; as, »«!« water.
Bacon. (6) Not spun or
[06«.]
twisted; as, raw- silk or cotton. (c) Not mixed or dinot melted and sharp, barbed dorsal
luted
as, raw spirits,
(rf) Not tried
spines on the whiplike
strained ; as, raw tallow, (f ) Not tanned ; as, raw
tail. Called also .^tinyaree,
hides.
(/) Not trimmed, covered, or folded under as,
Ra'yah (ra'ya or ra'the raw edge of a piece of metal or of cloth.
[Ar. ra'iyah a
4. Not covered ; bare. Specifically: (a) Bald. \Ohs.'\ ya), re.
" With skull all raw.'''' Spenser, (ft) Deprived of skin ; herd, a subject, fr. ra'a
to
pasture,
guard.]
A
galled as, a raw sore,
(c) Sore, as if by being galled.
person not a MohammeAnd all his sinews waxen weak and raw
who
dan,
pays
the
capitaThrough long imprisonment.
Spenser.
tion tax.
ITiirkey']
5. Disagreeably damp or cold ; chilly ; bleak ; as, a
Ray' grass' (ra'" A 7'ai« and gusty day
ratt' wind.
Shah,
gras').
[Etymol. of ray
Raw material, material that has not been subjected to is uncertain.] (Bot,)
A
a (specified) process of manufacture as, ore is the raw
material used in smelting leather is the raw material of perennial European grass Sting Ray (Dasj/hatis centrurus),
« Caudal Sting or Spine.
the shoe industry.
Eaw pig, cast iron as it comes from (Lolium perenne);—
called also rye grass, and red darnel.
the smelting furnace.
See Darnel, and
Raw, n. A raw, sore, or galled place ; a sensitive Grass.
spot as, to touch one on the raw.
Italian ray, or ryo, grass. See Darnel, and Grass.
Like savage hackney coachmen, they know where there is a
Ray'less (ra'les), a. Destitute of rays hence, dark
.

;

Reach,

v.

[imp.

t.

Cheyne.
[R.']

&p.p. Reached

(Rauoht,
Reaching.]

(recht)

the old preterit, is obsolete)
pr. Sz vb. re.
J3.
[OE. rechen, AS. rScan, rsecean, to extend, stretch
out akin to D. reiken, G. reichen, and possibly to AS.
rice powerful, rich, E. rteA.
V115-] 1. To extend; to
stretch
to thrust out to put forth, as a limb, a member, something held, or the like.
Her tresses yellow, and long straughten.
Unto her heeles down they raughten.
Rom. of R.
Reach hither thy hand and thrust it into my side. John xx. 27.
Fruit trees, over woody, reached too far
Their pampered boughs.
Milton,
2. Hence, to deliver by stretching out a member, especially the hand
to give with the hand to pass to another to hand over as, to reach one a book.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

He

me

readied

a full cup.

Esd. xiv.

2

39.

;

—

;

;

rair.

;

De

,

Quincey,

RawTjOne' (ra'bon'), a, Rawboned. \_Obs,'] Spenser.
Raw'boned' (-bond'), a. Having little flesh on the
bones

;

Shak,

gaunt.

Raw'head'

n,
A specter mentioned
rawhead and bloodybones.

(ra'hSd'),

frighten children

;

as,

to

Raw'hldo' (ra'hid'), n, A cowhide, or coarse riding
made of untanned (or raw) hide twisted.
Marston,
Raw'lsh, a. Somewhat raw. [J?.]
Raw'ly, adv, 1. In a raw manner unskilKully

whip,

;

without experience.
2. Without proper preparation or provision.
Shak.
Raw'ness, n. The quality or state of being raw.
Ray (ra), V, t, [An aphetic form of array ; cf. BeEAY.] 1. To array. [Oftjt.]
Sir T. More,

;

blind
as, a rayless sky
rayless eyes.
Ray'on (ra'on), re. [F.] Ray; beam. [06«.] Spenser,
Ray'on-nant (ra'5n-nSnt), a. [F.] (Her,) Darting
forth rays, as the sun when it shines out.

not illuminated

;

;

;

[See Race.] A Shakespearean word
(used once) supposed to mean the same as race, a root.
Raze, V, t, [imp.
p, p. Razed (razd) p, pr,
vb, n, Razinq.]
[F. raser, _ See Rase, v, i.l
[Written
also rase,']
to obliterate.
1. To erase ; to efface
Shak.
Razing the characters of your renown.

Raze

(raz),

re.

&

;

&

To subvert from the foundation

to lay level with
the ground ; to overthrow to destroy ; to demolish.
The royal hand that razed unhappy Troy. Dryden.

so as to touch, strike, grasp, or the like as, to reach an
object with the hand, or with a spear.
O patron power,
thy present aid afford,
That I may reach the beast.
Dryden,
4. To strike, hit, or touch with a missile ; as, to reach.
an object with an arrow, a bullet, or a shell.
5. Hence, to extend an action, effort, or influence to ;
to penetrate to to pierce, or cut, as far as.
If these examples of grown men reach not the case of children, let them examine.
Locke*
6. To extend to
to stretch out as far as ; to touch by
virtue of extent ; as, his land reaches the river.
;

.

— To

demolish

;

level

;

prostrate

overthrow

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

an ophiuran.
4. (Physics) (a) A line of light or heat proceeding
from a radiant or reflecting point a single element of
light or heat propagated continuously as, a solar ray ;
a polarized ray. (6) One of the component elements of
the total radiation from a body ; any definite or limited
portion of the spectrum as, the red ray ; the violet ray.
See Ilhist, under Light.
5. Sight perception ; vision
from an old theory
of vision, that sight was something which proceeded
from the eye to the object seen.
fish or

;

;

;

;

;

On

—

four cut down to a frigate.
Totten.
[imp.
Ra-zee', v, t.
p. p. Razeed
(ra-zed') ; p. pr.
vb. re. Razeeing.]
To
cut down to a less number of decks, and
thus to an inferior rate or class, as a ship
hence, to prune or abridge by cutting off
or retrenching parts ; as, to razee a book,

Thy

&

;

or an article.
[OE. rasour, OF.
Ra'zor (ra'zer), n.
rasur, LL. rasor: cf. F, rasoir, LL. rosarium. See Raze, v. t.. Rase, v, <.] 1. A
keen-edged knife of peculiar shape, used in
shaving the hair from the face or the head.
" Take thee a barber's razor,'''' Ezek. v. 1.
2. (Zo'ol,) A tusk of a wild boar.
Razor fish. (Zo'ol,) (a) A small, Mediterranean fish {Coryphmna novacula), prized for
the table. (6) The razor shell.
Razor grass
(Bot.), a West Indian plant (Scleria scinaens), the triangular stem and the leaves of
which are edged with minute sharp teeth.
Razor grinder {Zo'ol.), the European goatsucker.
Razor shell (Zo'ol.), any marine
bivalve shell belonging to Solen and allied
genera, especially Solen, or Ensatella, ensis,
and Americana, which have a long, narrow,
somewhat curved shell, resembling a razor
handle in shape. Called also razor clam,
razor fish, knife handle.
Razor stone.
Same as Novaculite.
Razor strap, or Razor strop, a strap or strop used in sharpening razors.
Ra'zor-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Ready for the R^zor Shell
Shak. (.Solen ensis).
razor fit to be shaved,
[i?.]

—

—

All eyes direct their rays
him, and crowds turn coxcombs as they gaze.

Pope,

6. {Geom.) One of a system of diverging lines passing
through a point, and regarded as extending indefinitely
in both directions.
See Half-rat.

—

Bundle of rays. (Geom,) See Pencil of rays, below.—
Extraordinary ray (.Opt,), that one of the two parts of a
ray divided by double refraction which does not follow
the ordinary law of refraction. —Ordinary ray (Opt,), that
one of the two parts of a ray divided by double refraction
which follows the usual or ordinary law of refraction.
Pencil of rays (G'eom,,), a definite system of rays.
Ray
flower, or Ray floret (Bot,), one of the mar''^>
(Zo'ol.) The
Ra'zor-back' (-bSk'), re.
ginal flowers of the capitulum in such
rorqual.
composite plants as the aster, golden(Zo'ol.)
Having
a
sharp,
Ra'zor-backed' (-bSkf), a.
i'od, daisy, and sunflower. They have an
lean, or thin back
as, a razor-backed hog, perch, etc.
elongated, strap -shaped corolla, while
(Zo'ol.) (a) A species of auk
the corollas of the disk flowers are tubuRa'ZOr-lDlH' (-bil'), re.
lar and five-lobed.
Ray point (Geom,),
(Alca tarda) common in the arctic seas. See Auk, and
the common point of a pencil of rays.
Illust. in Appendix,
(ft) See Cutwater, 3.
Edntgen ray (rent'gSn) (P/iys.), a kind of
Ra'zure (ra'zhiSr ; 135), re. [See Rasure.] 1. The
ray generated in a very highly exhausted
„
act of erasing or effacing, or the state of being effaced
'^'^5' Slower.
vacuum tube by the electrical discharge.
Shak,
See Rasure.
It is capable of passing through many bodies opaque to obliteration.
a change made by erasing.
2. An erasure
light, and producing photographic and fluorescent effects
(pron.
fr.
Ar.
ijhazla
by which means pictures showing tlie internal structure
[F.,
(rii'ze-ii),
n.
RaZ'Zi-a
of opaque objects are made, called radiographs, or .icia- razia in Algeria).]
A plundering and destructive incurgraphs. So called from the diaooverer, W. C. R'ontr/en,
sion; a foray a raid.
X ray, the Riintgen ray
so called by its discoverer
re-, older form (retained before vowels)
(re-).
[L.
Rebecause of its enigmatical character, x being an algered-: cf. F. re-, re-,\ A prefix signifying back, ayninst,
braic symbol for an unknown quantity.
again, anew ; as, rechne, to lean back jycall, to call back
Ray, V, t, [imp, &p, p. Rated (rad) p, pr,
vb. n. recede
remove reclain\, to call out against repugn, to
Raying.] [Cf. OF. raier, raiier, raycr, L. radiare to fight against recognition, a knowing again rejoin, to
irradiate.
See Ray, n., and cf. Radiate.] 1. To mark join again reiterate reassure. Combinations containvvitli long lines
to .streak.
[Oft.!.]
Chancer, ing the prefix re- are readily formed, and are for the
2. [From Ray, re.]
To send forth or shoot out to most part of obvious signification.
cause to shine out ; as, to rny smiles.
[iJ.]
Thomson,
Re (ra). [It.] (Mus?) A syllable applied in solmization

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

use,

unite,

mde,

full,

up,

flrn

;

pity;

food, fo~ot

;

out,

oil;

chair;

go;

sing.

.

.

.

leads to no excess
Milton,

come

to

to

;

to get as far as.

To

;

;

To understand to comprehend. [Obs.']
Do what, sir ? I reach you not.
10. To overreach to deceive. [Obs.']
Reach, V. i, 1. To stretch out the hand.
;

Beau.

Sf

Fl.

South.

;

Goddess humane, reach, then, and freely taste
Milton.
strain after something ; to make efforts.
Reaching above our nature does no good.
Dryden,
3. To extend in dimension, time, amount, action, influence, etc., so as to touch, attain to, or be equal to,
something.
And behold, a ladder set upon the earth, and the top of it
!

To

reached to heaven.
Gen. xxviii. 12.
The new world reaches quite across the torrid zone. Boyle.
4. (Naut,) To sail on the wind, as from one point of
tacking to another, or with the wind nearly abeam.
To reach after or at, to make efforts to attain to or obtain.

He would

be in the posture of the mind reaching after a
Locke,

positive idea of infinity.

Reach, re. 1. The act of stretching or extending extension power of reaching or touching with the person,
;

;

or a limb, or something held or thrown
as, the fruit is
beyond my reach ; to be within reach of cannon shot.
2. The power of stretching out or extending action,
influence, or the like power of attainment or management extent of force or capacity.
Drawn by others who had deeper reaches than themselves to
matters which they least intended.
JJayward,
Be sure yourself and your own reach to know.
Pope,
3. Extent stretch ; expanse ; hence, application influence result scope.
And on the left hand, hell,
With long reach, interposed.
Milton,
I am to pray you not to strain my speech
To grosser issues, nor to larger reach
Than to suspicion.
Shak,
4. An extended portion of laud or water a stretch
a straight portion of a stream or river, as from one turn
a level stretch, as between locks in a canal
to another
an arm of the sea extending up into the land. " The
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

wooded reach,"
The coast ... is very

Tennyson,

river's

5.

An

full of crocks

artifice to obtain

and

reaches,

Jlalland,

an advantage.

The Duke of Piirrna had iinrticuloi" reaches and ends of his
own uiiderhnnd to cross the design.
nucon,
6. The pole or rod which connects the hind axlo with
the forward bolster of a wagon.

;

;

;

;

9.

Reach'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Being within reach.
Reach'er (-or), ». 1. One who reaches.

II

—

arrive at

Before this letter reaches your hands.
Pope.
arrive at by effort of any kind to attain to toto be advanced to.
The best account of the appearances of nature which human
penetration can reach, comes short of its reality.
Cheyne.

8.
gain

—

,

desire

That reaches blame.

To

7.

2.

&

.

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

Syn.

;

point or center, like the radii of a circle as, a star of
Bix rays,
2. (Bat.)
radiating part of a flower or plant the
marginal florets of a compound flower, as an aster or
a sunflower one of the pedicels of an umbel or other
circular flower cluster
radius.
See Radius.
3. (Zo'ol,) (a) One of the radiating spines, or cartilages, supporting the fins of fishes, (ft) One of the spheromeres of a radiate, especially one of the arms of a star-

;

;

2.

To mark, stain, or soil; to streak to defile. [<?fts.] subvert destroy ruin. See Demolish.
" The filth that did it ray,"
Spenser,
Razed (razd), a. Slashed or striped in patterns.
Ray, m. Array ; order arrangement ; dress. [Ofts.] [Obs.~\ " Two Provincial roses on my razed shoes. " Shak.
And spoiling all her gears and goodly ray, Spenser,
Ra-zee' (ra-ze'), re. [F. vaisseau rase, fr. raser to
Ray, re. [OF. rai, F. rais, fr. L. radius a beam or raze, to cut down ships. See Raze, v. t.. Rase, v. <.]
ray, staff, rod, spoke of a wheel.
1. One (Naut. ) An armed ship having her upper deck cut away,
Cf. Radius.]
of a number of lines or parts diverging from a common and thus reduced to the next inferior rate, as a seventy2,

To attain or obtain by stretching forth the hand to
extend some part of the body, or something held by one,
3.

2.

An

exaggeration.

Fuller.

[Oft.w]

Reach'less, a. Being beyond reach lofty.
Unto reachless pitch of praises lii-ht."
lip. Hall.
Re-act' (re-Skf), V. t. To act or perform a second
tiu\o
to do over again
as, to react a play
the same
seoues were reacted at Rome. .
Re-act' (rf-ilkf), V, I. i. To return an impulse or
impression to resist the action of another body by an
opposite force as, every body reacts on the body that
impels it from its natural state.

Ink;

;

!i

;

;

;

;

;

tltcn,

tli

u

;

bow

t

xb =

z in

iizure.

\

2> To act upon each other to exercise a reciprocal or
a reverse effect, as two or more chemical agents to act

Read'a-bll'1-ty (red'a-btl'T-tJ?), n.
ing readable readableness.

in opposition.
Re-ac'Uon (re-Sk'shiin), n. [Cf. F. reaction.^ 1. Any
action in resisting other action or force counter tendency movement in a contrary direction reverse action.
2. {Chem.) The mutual or reciprocal action of chemical agents upon each other, or the action upon such
chemical agents of some form of energy, as heat, light,
or electricity, resulting in a chemical change in one or
more of these agents, vcith the production of new compounds or the manifestation of distinctive characters.
See Blowpipe reaction. Flame reaction, under Blowpipe,

Re'ad-dress' (re'Sd-drSs'), V.
time
often used reflexively.

;

;

and Flame.
3. (3Ied.) An action induced by vital resistance to
some other action; depression or exhaustion of vital

consequent on overexertion or overstimulation
heightened activity and overaction succeeding depresforce

sion or shock.
4. (Mech,) The force which a body subjected to the
action of a force from another body exerts upon the
latter body in the opposite direction.
Reaction is always equal and opposite to action, that is to say,
the actions of two bodies upon each other arc always equal and
Sir I. yewton (3d Law of Motion).
in opposite directions.
5. {Politics) Backward tendency or movement after
revolution, reform, or great progress in any direction.
The new king had, at the very moment at which his fame and
fortune reached the highest point, predicted the coming reac-

Macavlay.
Reaction time (Physiol.), in nerve physiology, the interval between the application of a stimulus to an end organ
called
of sense and the reaction or resulting movement
Reaction wheel (J/ecA.), a water
also physiological time,
wheel driven by the reaction of water, usually one in
which the water, entering it centrally, escapes at its periphery in a direction opposed to that of its motion by
orifices at right angles, or inclined, to its radii.
Re-ac'tlon-a-ry (-S-ry), a. Being, causing, or favoring
reaction ; as, reactionary movements.
Re-ac'tlon-a-ry, n. ; pi. Reactionaeies (-rtz). One
who favors reaction, or seeks to undo political progress
or revolution.
C. Kingsley.
Re-ac'tion-lSt, n. A reactionary.
Re-act'ive (re-Skt'Iv), a. [Cf. p. reactif.'] Having
tending
reaction
of
the
nature of
to
;
power to react
reaction.
Re-act'lve-ly, adv.
Re-act'lve-ness, n.
Read (red), n. Rennet. See 3d Reed. \_Prov. Eng."]
p. p. Read (rid) ; p. pr.
Read (red), v. t. [imp.
vh. n. Reading.] [OE. reden, rseden, AS. rxdan to read,
advise, counsel, fr. rsed advice, coimsel, rsedan (imperf.
reord) to advise, counsel, guess ; akin to D. raden to
advise, G. raten, rathen, Icel. raiSa, Goth, redan (in
comp.), and perh. also to Skr. reidh to succeed. V116Cf. Riddle.] 1. To advise to counsel. [06s.] See Rede.
Therefore, I read thee, get thee to God's word, and thereby

The

state of be-

—

;

He

To address a second

t.

readdressed himself

Boyle.

to her.

+

[Pref. reL. adeptus, p.
p. of adtptsfi to obtain.] To regain ; to recover. [06s.]
regaining recovery
Re'a-dep'tion (-dep'shiin), n.
Bacon.
of something lost.
[06s.]
Read'er (red'er), n. [AS. rsedere.'] 1. One who reads.
Specifically (a) One whose distinctive office is to read

Re'a-dept' (-a-depf),

v.

t.

A

;

:

(6) ( University of Oxford, Eng. )
lectures on scientific subjects. Lyell.
(c) A proof reader,
(d) One who reads manuscripts
offered for publication and advises regarding their merit.
2. One who reads much ; one who is studious.
3.
book containing a selection of extracts for exercises in reading ; an elementary book for practice in a
language ; a reading book.
Lyell.
Read'er-sUp, n. The office of reader.
1. in a ready manner;
Read'1-ly (red'i-lj^), adv.

prayers

a church.

in

One who reads

A

quickly

;

Chaucer.

promptly.

2. Without delay or objection ; without reluctance
willingly; cheerfully.
How readily we wish time spent revoked Cowper.
!

Read'1-ness, n. The state or quality of being ready
preparation promptness aptitude ; willingness,
rhey received the word with all readiness of mind.
Acts xvii.

tion.

;

—

—

—

—

&

&

;

Tyndale.
interpret to explain ; as, to read a riddle.
[0J«.]
tell ; to declare ; to recite.
Brt read how art thou named, and of what kin. Spenser.
4. To go over, as characters or words, and utter aloud,
or recite to one's self inaudibly ; to take in the sense of,
as of language, by interpreting the characters with which
it is expressed ; to peruse ; as, to read a discourse ; to
read the letters of an alphabet ; to read figures ; to read
the notes of music, or to read music ; to read a book.
Chaucer.
Redeth [read ye] the great poet of Itaille.
Chaucer.
Well could he rede a lesson or a story.
6. Hence, to know fully ; to comprehend.
Who is 't can rent/ a woman ?
Shak.
6. To discover or understand by characters, marks,
to learn by observation.
features, etc.
An armed corse did lie.
In whose dead face he read great magnanimity. Spenser.
Those about her
From her shall read the perfect ways of honor. Shak.
7. To make a special study of, as by perusing textbooks ; as, to read theology or law.
To read one's self in, to read aloud the Thirty-nine
required of a
Articles and the Declaration of Assent,
try all doctrine.

2.
3'

To
To

;

;

—

clergyman of the Church
ciates in a new benefice.

England when he

of

first offi-

Read, v. i. 1. To give advice or coimsel. [06s.]
2. To tell
Spenser.
to declare. [06s.]
to peruse, or to go
3. To perform the act of reading
over and utter aloud, the words of a book or other like
;

;

document.
So they read in the book of the law of
gave the sense.
4.
6.

To study by reading
To learn by reading.

;

God

distinctly,

^eh.

he read for the bar.

as,

an Eastern king who put a judge

I have read of

and

viii. 8.

an iniquitous sentence.

Swift.

6. To appear in writing or print ; to be expressed by,
or consist of, certain words or characters ; as, the passage
reads thus in the early manuscripts.
7. To produce a certain effect when read ; as, that
Bentence reads queerly.

To read between the

something different
from what is plainly indicated to detect the real meaning as distinguished from the apparent meaning.
Read, n. [AS. rxd counsel, fr. rsedan to counsel.
See Read, v. t.'] 1. Saying sentence maxim hence,
word advice counsel. See Rede. [06s.]
2. [Read, t;.] Reading.
[Collog.']
Hume.
One newswoman here lets magazines for a penny a read.
lines,

to infer
;

;

;

;

;

;

Fumivall.

&

&

Read
Read

(rSd), imp.
p. p. of Read, v. i.
(rSd), a.
Instructed or knowing
versed in books learned.

Read'a-ble
ble
ing.

;

fit

.

.

.

(red'a-b'l), a.

— Read'a-Ue-ness, n. —
oenatp-

;

am, arm, ask,

;

aptness

;

knack

skill

;

expert-

;

See Facilitt.

cheerfulness.

;

(red'ing), n.
1. The act of one who reads
also, printed or written matter to be read.
of books ; literary scholarship ; as, a man of

extensive reading.
3. A lecture or prelection ; public recital.
The Jews had their weekly readings of the law. Hooker.
4. The way in which anything reads ; force of a word
or passage presented by a documentary authority ; lection

version.

;

Manner of reciting, or acting a part, on the stage ;
[Care(]
of rendering.
An observation read from the scale of a graduated
Instrument ; as, the reading of a barometer.
5.

way

6.

by
Reading of a bill (Legislation), its formal
proper officer, before the House wliich is to consider it.
Read'ing, a. 1. Of or pertaining to the act of reading used in reading.
2. Addicted to reading as, a reading community.
Reading book, a book for teaching reading a reader.
Reading desk, a desk to support a book while reading
esp., a desk used while reading the service in a church.
—Reading glass, a large lens with more or less magnifying
power, attached to a handle, and used in reading, etc.
Reading man, one who reads much hence, in the English
universities, a close, industrious student.— Reading room,
a room appropriated to reading a room provided with
papers, periodicals, and the like, to which persons resort.
Re'ad-Joum' (re'5d-jQrn'), v. t. To adjourn a second
time to adjourn again.
Re'ad-journ'ment (-ment), n. The act of readjouming a second or repeated adjournment
Re'ad-]USt' (-just'), v.t. To adjust or settle again ; to
put in a different order or relation ; to rearrange.
Re'ad-JUSt'er (-er), n. One who, or that wliich, readjusts
in some of the States of the United States, one
who advocates a refunding, and sometimes a partial repudiation, of the State debt without the consent of the
the

recital,

;

;

—

;

7. (Mil.) A word of command, or a position, in the
manual of arms, at which the
piece is cocked and held in
position to execute promptly (
the next command, which is,

aim.
All ready, ready in every
particular; wholly equipped
or prepared. " \1] a.m all redy
at your best."
Chaucer.
Ready money, means of immediate payment ; cash. " 'T is
all the ready money fate can
give." Coit'/ey.
Ready reckoner, a book of tables for facilitating computations, as
of interest, prices, etc.
To
make ready, to make preparation ; to get in readiness.

—

—

—

Syn. —Prompt

;

;

;

A second

Re'ad-Just'ment (-ment), n.

adjustment

new or different adjustment.
Re'ad-mls'slon (-mish'iin), n. The act of admitting
again, or the state of being readmitted ; as, the readmission of fresh air into an exhausted receiver ; the readmission of a student into a seminary.
Re'ad-mlt' (-mif), v. i. To admit again ; to give entrance or access to again.
Whose ear is ever open, and his eye
Milton.
Gracious to readmit the suppliant.
Re'ad-mit'tance (-tans), re. Allowance to enter again ;
a

a second admission.
Re'a-dopt' (re'a-dSpf), v. t. To adopt again. Young.
Re'a-dorn' (-dSm'), v. t. To adorn again or anew.

Re'ad-vance' (re'Sd-vans'), V. i. To advance again.
Re'ad-vert'en-cy (-vert'en-sj^), re. The act of adverting to again, or of reviewing.

Morris.

[iJ.]

ICompar. Beadiee

superl.
Readiest.] [AS. rsede; akin to D. gereed, hereid, G.
hereii, Goth, gar&ids fixed, arranged, and possibly to E.
ride, as meaning originally, prepared for riding. Cf. Array, 1st CuRET.] 1. Prepared for what one is about to
do or experience ; equipped or supplied with what is
needed for some act or event; prepared for immediate
movement or action ; as, the troops are ready to march
read?/ for the journey. " When she redi/ was. " Chaucer.
2. Fitted or arranged for immediate use ; causing no
delay fol lack of being prepared or furnished, " Dinner
(rSd'y), a.

(-i-er)

;

;

was ready."

Fielding.

My oxen and my failings are killed, and all things are ready
come unto the marriage.
3. Prepared in mind or disposition
willing ; free ; inclined disposed.
I am ready not to be bound only, but also

Matt. xxii.

:

4.

not reluctant

;

;

name of the Lord

Jesus.

need

And

be, I
quit.

am

to die at .Jerusalem,
Acts xxi. 13.

ready to forego
Milton.

Not slow or hesitating quick in action or perception of any kind dexterous prompt easy expert
;

;

as,

a ready apprehension

;

;

;

ready wit

;

;

a ready writer or

workman. " iJead;/

in devising expedients. " Macaulay.
Gurth, whose temper was ready, though surly. Sir W. Scott.

final,

gU

;

;

;

—

;

Arbuthnot,

clear old debts.
v. t. To dispose in order.
Read'y-made' (-mad'), a. Made

[06s.] Heywood.
already, or beforehand, in anticipation of need not made to order as,
ready-made clothing ; ready-made jokes.
Read'y-Wlt'ted (-wiftgd), a. Having ready wit.
Re'al-Hrm' (re'Sf-ferm'), v. t. To affirm again.
In. A second
Re'af-finn'aiice (re'Sf-ferm'ans),
affirmation.
Re-al'flr-ma'tlon (re-Sf'fer-ma'shiin),
Re'af-for'est (re'Sf-for'Sst), v. i. To convert again
into a forest, as a region of country.
Re'af-ior'es-ta'tion (-6s-ta'shiin), n. The act or process of converting again into a forest.
Re-a'gent (re-a'jent), re. (Chem.) A substance capable of producing with another a reaction, especially when
employed to detect the presence of other bodies ; a test.
Re-ag'gra-va'tlon (-Sg'gra-va'shtin), n. (B. C. Ch.)
The last monitory, published after three admonitions

Read'y,

;

eve,

event,

Snd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

)

and before the

last excommunication.
(re'a-gre'), V. i.
To agree again.
(rek), re.
[V115. Cf. Wrack seaweed.]

Re'a-gree'

Reak
rush.

" Feeds on reaks and reeds."

[06s.]

Reak,

A

Drant.

[Cf. Icel. hrekkr, or E. wreak Vengeance.]
prank. [06s.] " They play such reais. " Beau.
Fl.
Re'al (re'al), re. [Sp., fr. real royal, L. regalis. See
Regal, and cf. Ree a coin.]
small Spanish silver
coin ; also, a denomination of money of account, formerly the unit of the Spanish monetary system.
n.

&

A

•

A

8^°" A

real of plate (coin) varied in value according t«
its coinage, from 12i down to 10 cents, or
pence sterling. The real vellon, or money of
account, was nearly equal to five cents, or 2J pence sterling. In 1871 the coinage of Spain was assimilated to
that of the Latin Union, of which the franc is the unit.

the time of

from

64 to 5

Re-al' (ra-al'), a. Royal regal kingly. [06s.] " The
blood real of Thebes."
Chaucer.
Re'al (re'al), a. [LL. realis, fr. L. res, rei, a thing:
cf. F. ree^
Cf. Rebus.]
1. Actually being or existing
not fictitious or imaginary as, a description of real life.
Whereat I waked, and found
Before mine eyes all real, as the dream
Had lively shadowed.
Milton.
not artificial, counterfeit, or fac2. True genuine
titious
often opposed to ostensible ; as, the real reason
;

State's creditors.

for the

Ready.

expeditious; speedy; unhesitating;
dexterous apt skillful ; handy ; expert ; facile ; easy
opportune ; fitted ; prepared ; disposed ; willing ; free
cheerful. See Prompt.
Read'y (rSd'j^), adv. In a state of preparation for
immediate action ; so as to need no delay.
We ourselves will go ready armed. Num. xxxii. 17commonly with
Read'y, re. Ready money cash ;
the ; as, he was well supplied with the ready.
\_Slang'\
Lord Strut was not flush in ready, either to go to law, or to

—

;

—

;

;

4.

Addison.
;

r.are,

;

Study

2.

by reading

Such as can be read legiworth reading interestRead'a-bly, adv.
;

;

Read'lng
perusal

If

well read in Longinus.

or suitable to be read

;

i.

;

A poet

;

;

aptitude
dexterity ; ease

;

;

;

11.

Syn. — Facility quickness expedition promptitude
promptness
ness

Read'y

to death for

;

;

;

at hand ; opportune ; con5. Offering itself at once
venient near ; easy. " The readiest way."
Milton.
A sapling pine he wrenched from out the ground.
The readiest weapon that his fury found.
Dryden.
6. On the point about ; on the brink ; near ;
with
a following infinitive.
My heart is ready to crack. Shak.
;

;

;

;

;

;;;
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REACTION

;

:

;;

;;

;

;

;

;

;

real Madeira wine

;

real ginger.

Whose
Hers

perfection far excelled
Milton.

in all real dignity.

3. Relating to things, not to persons.

[06s.]
Many are perfect in men's humors that are not greatly capaBacon.
ble of the real part of business.

Having an assignable arithmetical or numermeaning not imaginary.
(Law) Pertaining to things fixed, permanent, or
immovable, as to lands and tenements as, reai property,
in distinction irom. personal or movable property.
Chattels real (Law), such chattels as are annexed to,
4. (Alg.)

ical value or

;

5.

;

or savor of, the realty, as terms for years of land. See
Real action (Law), an action for the recovChattel.
ery of real property. — Real assets (Law), lands or real
estate in the hands of the heir, chargeable with the
debts of the ancestor. — Real composition (Eccl. Law), an
agreement made between the owner of lands and the
parson or vicar, with consent of the ordinary, that such
lands shall be discharged from payment of tithes, in consequence of other land or recompense given to the par.
Real
son in lieu and satisfaction thereof. Blackstone.
estate or jiroperty, lands, tenements, and hereditaments
freehold interests in landed property property in houses
and land. Kent. Burrill.
Real presence (R. C. CT.), the
actual presence of the body and blood of Christ in the eucharist, or the conversion of the substance of the bread
and wine into the real body and blood of Christ transubstantiation. In other churches there is a belief in a
form of real presence, not however in the sense of tran-

—

—

—

;

;

—

substantiation.
Real serrltnde, called also Predial servitude (Civil Law), a burden imposed upon one estate in favor of another estate of another proprietor. Erskine.
Botivier.
Real,
Syn. Actual; true; genuine; authentic.
Actual. Real represents a thing to be a substantive

—

existence

idea,

—

;

ai

as,
;

a real, not imaginary, occurrence. Actual
old,

obey,

6rb,

6dd

;

;;
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refers to it as acted or performed and, hence, when we
wish to prove a thing real, we often say, "It actually
It has actually been done." Thus its reality is
exists,"
sliown by its actuality. Actual, from this reference to
being acted, has recently received a new signification,
namely, present ; as, tlie actual posture of affairs since
what is now in action, or going on, has, of course, a present existence. An actual fact ; a real sentime?it.
For he that b\it conceives a crime in thought,
Dryden.
Contracts the danger of an actual fault.
Our simple ideas are all real ; all sgree to the reality oi things.

Re'al-ness

;

;

XocA:e.

of being real

;

(re'al-nSs),
reality.

The

re.

quality or condition

;

Re'al-ty (-tf), re. [OF. rialte, LL. regalitas, fr. L.
regalis.
See Regal.] 1. Royalty. [OJ*.]
Chaucer.
2. Loyalty ; faithfulness.
Milton.
[i2.]
Re'al-ty, re. [Contr. from 1st Reality.] 1. Reality.
lObs.-]
Br. H. More.
2. (Law) (a) Immobility, or the fixed, permanent nature of real property as, chattels which savor of the
realty ;
so written in legal language for reality,
(b)
Real estate a piece of real property.
Blackstone.
Ream (rem), n. [AS. ream, akin to G. rahm.}
Cream also, the cream or froth on ale. [iSco^.]
;

—

;

Burton.
Re'al (re'ffil), n. A realist. [i96s.]
Re-al'gar (re-al'ger), n. [F. realgar, Sp. rejalgar, Ar.
rahj al ghar powder oi the mine.] {Min.) Arsenic sulphide, a mineral of a brilliant red color ; red orpiment.
It is aiso an artificial product.
Re'a>.-ism(re'al-iE'm),re. [Ci.V.realisme.] 1. {Philos.) (a) As opposed to nominalism, the doctrine that
genera and species are real things or entities, existing
independently of our conceptions. According to realism
the Hniversal exists ante rem (Plato), or in re {Aristotle).
'b) As opposed to idealism, the doctrine that in sense
perception there is an immediate cognition of the external object, and our knowledge of it is not mediate and
representative.
2. (Art
I4t.) Fidelity to nature or to real life ; representation without idealization, and making no appeal
to the imagination ; adherence to the actual fact.
Re'al-lSt, «. ICl. F. rSaliste.'] 1. (Philos.) One who
believes in realism ; esp., one who maintains that generals, or the terms used to denote the genera and species
of things, represent real existences, and are not mere
names, as maintained by the nominalists.
2. (Art.
Lit.) An artist or writer who aims at realism in his work. See Realism, 2.
Re'al-ls'tic (-is'tik), a.
Of or pertaining to the
realists ; in the ma»ner of the realists ; characterized by

&

&

realism rather than by imagination.
Re'al-is'tlc-al-ly, adv. In a realistic manner.
Re-al'i-ty (re-Sl'I-ty), n. ; pi. Realities (-tiz). [Of.
F. realite, LL. realitas. See 3d Real, and cf. 2d Realty.] 1. The state or quality of being real ; actual being
or existence of anything, in distinction from mere ap-

pearance

;

fact.

A man fancies that he understands a critic, when in reality
he does not comprehend his meaning.
Addison.
2. That which is real ; an actual existence ; that which
is not imagination, fiction, or pretense ; that which has
objective existence, and is not merely an idea.
And to realities yield all her shows.

Milton.

My neck may be an idea to you, but it is a reality to me.
Beattie.

3. [See 1st Realty, 2.] Loyalty ; devotion.
To express our reality to the emperor.
4. (Law) See 2d Realty, 2.

Capable

Re'al-i'za-ble (re'al-i'za-b'l), a.

[06i.]
Fuller.

of being

realized.

Re'al-1-za'tion (-I-za'shun), re. [Cf. F. realisation.}
The act of realizing, or the state of being realized.
Re'al-lze (re'al-Iz), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Realized
(-Izd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Realizing (-i'zing).]
[Cf. F.
realiser.']
1. To make real ; to convert from the imaginary or fictitious into the actual to bring into concrete
existence ; to effectuate ; to accomplish ; as, to realize a
scheme or project.
We realize what Archimedes had only in hypothesis, weighing a single grain against the globe of earth.
Glanvill.
2. To cause to seem real
to impress upon the mind
as actual ; to feel vividly or strongly ; to make one's
own in apprehension or experience.
Many coincidences .
soon begin to appear in them [Greek

&

&

;

;

.

inscriptions]

which

.

realize ancient nistory to us.

Jowett.

We

can not realize it in thought, that the object . . had
really no being at any past moment.
Sir W. Hamilton.
3. To convert into real property ; to make real estate
of ; as, to realize his fortune.
4. To acquire as an actual possession; to obtain as
the result of plans and efforts to gain ; to get ; as, to
realize large profits from a speculation.
Knighthood was not beyond the reach of any man who could
by diligent thrift realize a good estate.
Macaulay.
5. To convert into actual money ; as, to realize assets.
Re'al-Ize, v. i. To convert any kind of property into
money, especially property representing investments, as
shares in stock companies, bonds, etc.
Wary men took the alarm, and began to realize, a word now
first brought into use to express the conversion of ideal property into something real.
W. Irving.
Re'al-I'zer (-i'zer), n. One who realizes.
Coleridge.
(-ztng),
Re'al-l'zlng
a.
Serving to make real, or to
impress on the mind as a reality as, a realizing view
of the danger incurred.
Re'al-i'zlng-ly, adv.
Re'al-lege' (-al-lSj'), v. t. To allege again. Cotgrave.
Re'al-ll'ance (-li'ans), n. A renewed alliance.
.

;

—

Re'-al-iy

v.

(-ll'),

bring together again

t.

[Pref.

;

+

re-

ally, v.

t.]

m

;

(ra'al-le'), adv.
(re'al-ly), adv.

;

Ream,

;

To cream

v. i.

to mantle.
[Scot.}
;
pot which, in the language of the

reamed with excellent claret.
Sir iV. Scott.
Ream, v. t. [Cf. Reim.] To stretch out to draw
out into thongs, threads, or filaments.
Ream, re. [OE. reme, OF. rayme, F. ram^ (cf. Sp.
resma), fr. Ar. rizma a bundle, especially of paper.]
A bundle, package, or quantity of paper, usually consisting of twenty quires or 480 sheets.
Printer's ream, twenty-one and a half quires.
[Eng.]
A common practice is now to count five hundred sheets
to the ream:
Knight.
Ream, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Reamed (remd) p. pr.
vb. n. Reaming.]
[Cf. G. rdumen to remove, to clear
away, fr. raum room. See Room.] To bevel out, as the
mouth of a hole in wood or metal in modern usage, to
enlarge or dress out, as a hole, with a reamer.
Reams (rem), re. Realm. [Obs.}
Chaucer.
Ream'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, reams

&

;

ment with cutting or

member.
Re-an'l-mate (re-Sn'T-mat), V. t. To animate anew
to restore to animation or life ; to infuse new life, vigor,
spirit, or courage into ; to revive ; to reinvigorate ; as, to
reanimate a drowned person to reanimate disheartened troops ; to reanimate languid spirits.
Glanvill.
Re-an'i-ma'tlon (-ma'shiin), re. The act or operation
of reanimating, or the state of being reanimated ; reinvigoration ; revival.
Re'an-nex' (re'Sn-neks'), v. t. To annex again or
anew ; to reunite. " To reannex that duchy."
Bacon.
Re-an'nes-a'tlon (-a'shiin), re. Act of reannexing.
Re-an'swer (re-an'ser), V. t.
i.
To answer in return ; to repay ; to compensate ; to make amends for.
Which in weight to reanswer, his pettiness would bow under.
;

&

S/iah.

&

(rep), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Reaped (rept) ; p.
n. Reaping.]
[OE. repen, AS. ripan to seize,
D. rapen to glean, reap, G. raufen to pluck,
; cf.
Goth, raupjan, or E. ripe.} 1. To cut with a sickle,

& vb.

pr.
reap

scythe, or reaping machine, as grain ; to gather, as a
harvest, by cutting.
When ye reap the harvest of your land, thou shalt not wholly
reap the corners of thy field.
Xeu. xix. 9.
2. To gather ; to obtain ; to receive as a reward or
harvest, or as the fruit of labor or of works
in a good
or a bad sense ; as, to reap a benefit from exertions.
Why do I humble thus myself, and, suing
For peace, reap nothing but repulse and hate ? Milton,
3. To clear of a crop by reaping ; as, to reap a field.
4. To deprive of the beard ; to shave. [B.}
Shak.
Beaping hook, an implement having a hook-shaped blade,

—

used in reaping a sickle
in a specific sense, distinguished from a sickle by a blade keen instead of serrated.
i.
To perform the act or operation of reapReap,
ing to gather a harvest.
They that sow in tears shall reap in joy. Ps. cxxvi. 5.
Reap, re. [Cf. AS. r^p harvest. See Reap, v.} A bundle of grain a handful of grain laid down by the reaper
as it is cut.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.}
Wright.
;

;

'-'.

;

;

Reap'er

(rep'er),

re.

One who

1.

reaps.

ance ; the act or state of appearing again.
Re-ap'pU-ca'tion (re-ap'plT-ka'shiin), re. The act of
reapplying, or the state of being reapplied.
Re'ap-ply' (re'Sp-pli'), v, t, & i. To apply again.
Re'ap-point' (-point'), v, t. To appoint again.

Re'ap-point'ment (-ment), re. The act of reappointing, or the state of being reappointed.
Re'ap-por'tion (-por'shfin), v. t. To apportion again.
Re'ap-por'tion-ment (-ment),

A

re.

second or a new

apportionment.

Re'ap-proach'

(re'Sp-proch'), v.

Early

soon.

;

i.

&

t.

To approach

[Prov. Eng.}

Then why does Cuddy leave his cot so rear f
Gay.
Rear, re. [OF. riere behind, backward, fr. L. retro.
Akkeak.] 1. Tlie back or hindmost part that which

Cf.
is

— opposed to front.
;

behind, or last in order

;

Nipped with the lagging rear of winter's frost. Milton.
2. Specifically, the part of an army or fleet which

comes

last,

or

is

stationed behind the rest.
;

_

;

;

rwde, f^U,

fip,

Hm;

pity;

food,

fo-ot

;

out,

oil;

Milton.

;

One reared

Barrow.
Ld. Lyiton.
to construct as,

to rear her banner.

to set up
to rear one government on
;

;

;

Tennyson.

a font of stone.

To lift and take up. [Obs. or B.}
And having her from Trompart lightly reared.
Upon his courser set the lovely load.
Spenser,
To bring up to maturity, as young to educate to

3.

4.
instruct

;

;

;

to foster

as,

;

to rear offspring.
his youth,

He wants a father to protect
And rear him up to virtue.

Southern,

To breed and raise as, to rear cattle.
To rouse to stir up. [Obs.}
And seeks the tusky boar to rear.
Dryden,
Syn. — To lift elevate erect; raise; build; estab6.
6.

;

;

;

See the Note under Raise, 3 (c).
Rear, v. i. To rise up on the hind legs, as a horse to
become erect.
Rearing bit, a bit designed to prevent a horse from lifting his head when rearmg.
Knight.
Rear'dorse (-dSrs), Rear'dOSS (-dSs), re. A reredos.
Rear'er (rer'er), re. One who, or that which, rears.
Re-ar'gue (re-ar'gu), V. t. To argue anew or again.
Re-ar'gu-ment (-gii-ment), re. An arguing over again,
as of a motion made in court.
[So called because it
Rear'-hOtse' (rer'hSrs'), re.

chair;

;

up when disturbed.] (Zool.) A mantis.
Early. [Obs.}
Beau. & Fl.
Rear'most' (-most'), a. Farthest in the rear last.
Rear'mouse', Rere'mouse' (-mous'), re. [AS. hrere-

rears

Rear'ly, adv.

;

mus ; probably

hreran to agitate,

fr.

Tuhren,lce\. hrsera)

-\-

mUs movi&e.}

(akin to G,
(Zool.) The leather-

winged bat (Vesperiilio murinus).

stir

[Written also reer-

mouse.}

Re'ar-range'

(re'Sr-ranj'), V.

To arrange again

t.

;

to

arrange in a different way.

Re'ar-range'ment (-ment),

The act

re.

of rearran-

ging, or the state of being rearranged.
Rear'ward' (rer'ward'), n. [Bear -f ward.}
troop ; the rear of an army ; a rear guard.

last

used figuratively.

Rear'ward

Re'as-cenfl',

by ascending

^

& adv.

(-werd), a.

Re'as-cend'
climb again.

(re'Ss-send'), V.
v.

The

Also
Shah.
or toward the rear.
.

To ascend

i.

At

To

i.

or

rise,

mount, or

mount again

;

to reach

again.

He mounts aloft, and reascends the skies.
Re'as-cen'sion (-sen'shiin), re. The act of
ing a remounting.
Re'as-ce-Kt' (-sinf), n.

Addison.

reascend-

;

A returning ascent

or ascen-

Cowper.
[OE. resoun, F. raison, fr. L.
ratio (akin to Goth, rapjo number, account, garapjan to
count, G. rede speech, reden to speak), fr. reri, ratiis, to
reckon, believe, think. Cf. Aeeaign, Rate, Ratio, Ration.]
1, A thought or a consideration offered
support of a determination or an opinion
a just ground
for a conclusion or an action that which is offered or
accepted as an explanation
the efficient cause of an
occurrence or a phenomenon a motive for an action or
a determination proof, more or less decisive, for an
opinion or a conclusion
principle ; efficient cause final
cause ground of argument.
I '11 give him reasons for it.
S/tak.
The reason of the motion of the balance in a wheel watch is
by the motion of the next wheel.
Sir M. Bale.
sion

acclirity.
(re'z'n),

;

Rea'son

re.

m

;

;

;

;

;

;

The sun-burned reapers wiping their foreheads. Macaulay.
2. A reaping machine.
Re'ap-par'el (re'Sp-pSr'Sl), v. t. To clothe again.
Re'ap-pear' (re'ap-per'), V. i. To appear again.
Re'ap-pear'ance (-ans), «. A second or new appear-

again or anew.
Rear (rer), adv.

by building

erect

to rear defenses or houses
the ruins of another.

—

;

;

unite,

To

2.

hand

[shall be] the first

lish.

When the fierce foe hung on our broken rear. Milton.
Rear, a. Being behind, or in the hindmost part hindmost as, the rear rank of a company.
S'^°"'^Motley.
Rear admiral, an oflficer in the navy, next in r.ank below
A. Hence, in general, province
region
country
a vice admiral .and above a commodore. See Admiral. —
aomain department ; division ; aB, the realm of fancy.
Rear front (Mil.), the roar rank of a body of troops wlien
Realm'leBB, a. Destitute of a realm.
Keats. faced about and standing in that position. — Rear guard
Use.

Mine

;

/"%

scraping edges, used, f " }
with a twisting motion, v..*
Reamer,
for enlarging a round
hole, as the bore of a cannon, etc.
Re-am'pu-ta'tlon (re-Sm'pu-ta'shun), re. (Surg.) The
second of two amputations performed upon the same

Reap

;

;

an instru-

;

;

;

In adoration at his feet I fell
Submiss he reared me.
It reareth our hearts from vain thoughts.

;

specifically,

—

—

;

;

&

—

—

—

hostess,

To

to compose or form anew. Spenser.
Royally. [OS*.] Chaucer.
Re'al-ly
In a real manner ; with or
_
reality
actually in truth.
Whose anger is really but a short fit of madness. Swift.
Il^°" Really is often used familiarly as a slight corroboration of an opinion or a declaration.
Why, really, sixty-flve is somewhat old.
Yoxmg.
Realm (rSlm), n. [OE. realme, ream, reaume, OF.
Texalme, roialme, F. royaume, fr. (assumed) LL. reqahmen, from L. regalis royal. See Reoal.] 1. A royal
jurisdiction or domain ; a region which is under the dominion of a king a kingdom.
The absolute master of realms on which the sun perpetually

Re'al-ly

;

A huge pewter measuring

the division of an army that marches in the rear of
the main body to protect it
used also figuratively.
Rear hne (Mil.), the line in the rear of an army.
Rear
rank (Mil.), the rank or line of a body of troops which is
in the rear, or last in order.
Rear Bight (Firearms), the
sight nearest the breech.
To bring up the rear, to come
last or behind.
Rear (rer), V. i. To place in the rear to secure the
rear of.
[B.}
Rear, v. t, [imp, & p.j>. Reared (rerd); p. pr. &
vb. n._ Reaking.]
[AS. rseran to raise, rear, elevate,
for rsesan, causative of rlsan to rise.
See Rise, and cf.
Raise.] 1. To raise; to lift up; to cause to rise, be=
come erect, etc. to elevate as, to rear a monolith.
(Mil.),

;

;

This reason did the ancient fathers render,

why

the church

was called " cathohc."
B}'. Pearson.
Virtue and vice are not arbitrary things but there is a natural and eternal reason for that goodness and virtue, and acainst
vice and wickedness
TiUotson.
2. The faculty or capacity of the human mind by which
it is distinguished from the intelligence of the inferior animals the higher as distinguished from the lower cogni'
;

;

five faculties, sense, imagination, and memory, and in
contrast to the feelings and desires. Beason comprises
conception, judgment, reasoning, and the intuitional facSpecifically, it is the intuitional faculty, or the
ulty.
faculty of first truths, as distinguished from the understanding, which is called the discursive or ratiocinalive
faculty.
have no other faculties of perceiving or knowing anything divine or human, but by our five senses and our reason.
P. Browne.
In common and popular discourse, reason denote* tliat power
by which we difitinguish truth from falsehood, and riglit from
wrong, and by which wc are enabled to combine means for the
attainment of particular ends.
Stewart.
Reason is used sometimes to express the whole of those powers which elevate man above the brutes, and constiluto his rational nature, more especially, perhaps, Ins intellectual powers
Bometimos to express the power of deduction or argumentation.
Stewart.
By the pure reason I mean the power by which wo become
posBcased of principles.
Coleridge.
The sense perceives the underatonding, in its own peculiar
operation, conceives
the reason, or rationalized understand-

We

i

i

;

ing,

go; sinK, ink;

comprehends.

then, thin;

Coleridge.

bOH

s

xh = z

in azure.

;; ; ;

8. Due exercise of the reasoning faculty ; accordance
with, or that which is accordant with and ratified by,
the mind rightly exercised ; right intellectual judgment
that
clear and fair deductions from true principles
which is dictated or supported by the common sense of
mankind right conduct ; right propriety justice.
I was promised, on a time,
Spenser.
To have reason for my rhyme.
But law in a free nation Iiath been ever public reason ; the
enacted reason of a parliament, which he denymg to enact,
denies to govern us by that which ought to be our law interMilton.
posing his own private reason, which to us is no law.
The most probable way of bringing France to reason would
oe by the malting an attempt on the Spanish West Indies.
AdtUson.
;

;

;

;

;

Barrow.
proportion.
[06«.]
By reason of, by means of on account of because of.
" Spain is thin sown of people, partly by reason of the
In reason, In all reason,
sterility of the soil." Bacon.
justice with rational ground in a right view.
When nnything is proved by as good arguments as a thing of
that kind is capable of, we ought not, in reason^ to doubt of its
4. {Math.) Ratio

;

;

;

m

—
;

;

Tillotson.

existence.

— It

[Obs.]
it is right.
is reassn, it is reasonable
Yet it were great reason, that those that have children should
Bacon.
have greatest care of future times.
consideration ;
Motiye ; argument ground
Syn.
principle: sake; account; object; purpose; design. See
Motive, Sense.
Rea'son (re'z'n), V. i. limp. &p.p. Reasoned (-z'nd)
See
[Cf. F. raisonner.
p. pr. & vb. n. REASOHrNG.]
Reason, «.] -1. To exercise the rational faculty ; to deduce inferences from premises ; to perform the process
of deduction or of induction ; to ratiocinate ; to reach
conclusions by a systematic comparison of facts.
2. Hence To carry on a process of deduction or of
induction, in order to convince or to confute to formulate and set forth propositions and the inferences from
them to argue.
Stand still, that I may reason with you, before the Lord, of
1 Sam. xii. 7.
all the righteous acts of the Lord.
Shak.
3. To converse ; to compare opinions.
Rea'SOn, v. t. 1. To arrange and present the reasons
foi or against ; to examine or discuss by arguments ; to
debate or discuss ; as, I reasoned the matter with my
;

—

;

;

:

;

;

R

friend.

When

they are clearly discovered, well digested, and well reasoned in every part, there is beauty in such a theory. T. Burnet.
2. To support with reasons, as a request, [i?.] Shak.
3. To persuade by reasoning or argument ; as, to rea«ore one into a belief ; to reason one out of his plan.
Men that will not be reasoned into their eensos. L^Estrange.

—

To overcome or conquer by adducing reasons
; as, to reason down a passion.
To find by logical processes to explain or justify

4.

;

with down
5.

;

by reason or argument -^ usually with out ; as, to reason
out the causes of the librations of the moon.
[OE. resonable,'F. raisonRea'son-a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
%able, fr. L. rationabilis. See Reason, n.]
1. Having
the faculty of reason endued with reason rational as,
a reasonable being.
2. Governed by reason being under the influence of
;

;

;

;

;

reason thinking, speaking, or acting rationally, or according to the dictates of reason agreeable to reason
just rational as, the measure must satisfy all reasona;

;

;

;

men.
By indubitable.certainty,

ble

I mean that which doth not admit
Bp. Wilkins.
Burke.
have no right to what is not reasonable.
3. Not excessive or immoderate ; within due limits
proper ; as, a reasonable demand, amount, price.
Let ... all things be thought upon
That may, with reasonable swiftness, add
More feathers to our wings.
Shak.
Syn. Rational; just; honest equitable fair; suitable ; moderate ; tolerable. See Rational.
Rea'SOn-a-ble, adv. Reasonably ; tolerably. [Ofts.]
I have a reasonable good ear in music.
S/tak.
Quality of being reasonable.
Rea'son-a-ble-ness, n.
odv.
1. In a reasonable manner.
Rea'son-a-bly,
2. Moderately tolerably. " Seasonably perfect in the

of any reasonable cause of doubting.

Men

—

;

;

;

Holder.

language."

Rea'son-er

One who reasons

(-er), n.

or argues

;

as,

dose rea soner ; a, logical reasoner.
Rea'son-lng, n. 1. The act or process of adducing a
reason or reasons manner of presenting one's reasons.
2. That which is offered in argument proofs or reasons when arranged and developed course of argument.
&

fair reasoner; a

;

;

;

His reasoning was sufficiently profound. Jfacaulay.
Syn. Argumentation argument. —Reasoning, Argumentation. Few words are more interchanged than
these and yet, technically, there is a difference between
them. Reasoning is the broader term, including both
deduction and induction. Arrjumenlation denotes simply
the former, and descends from the whole to some included part while reasoning embraces also the latter, and
ascends from the parts to a whole. See Induction. Reasoning is occupied with ideas and their relations argumentation has to do with the forms of logic. A thesis is
set down you attack, I defend it you insist, I reply
you deny, I prove you distinguish, I destroy your distinctions my replies balance or overturn your objections.

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

Such

argumenlation. It supposes that there are two
sides, and that both agree to the same rules- Reasoning,
on the other hand, is often a natural process, by which
we form, from the general analogy of nature, or special
presumptions in the case, conclusions which have greater
or less degrees of force, and which may be strengthened
Or weakened by subsequent experience.
Rea'son-lst, n. A rationalist. [Ofts.]
Such persons are now commonly called **reasonists^' and
'" rationalists, " to distinguish them from true reasoners and
is

rational inquirers.

Waterland.
as, a rea-

Rea'son-less, a, 1. Destitute of reason ;
sonless man or mind.
2. Void of reason ; not warranted or supported
son

;

unreasonable.
This proffer
ale,

is

absurd and reasonless.

senate,

Shak.

by

rea-

Shak.

c^e, &m, arm, ask,

Re'as-Sem'blage
Re'as-sem'ble

Reb'el

(re'Ss-sem'blaj), n.

Rebel,

second time or again.
(-b'l), v.

&

t.

To assemble

i.

;

our claim to respectability in

literature.

li'alsh.

Re'as-ser'Uon (-ser'shiin), n. A second or renewed
same thing.
Re'as-sess'ment (-sSs'ment), n. A renewed or second assessment.
Re'as-sign' (-sin'), v. t. To assign back or again to
transfer back v/hat has been assigned.
Re'as-Sign'ment (-ment), ». The act of reassigning.
assertion of the

&

—

; to
to free from fe' or terror.
They rose with fear,
Dryden.
Till dauDtless Pallas reassured the rest.
..

.

To

.

.

reinsure.

Re'as-snr'er

—

reassures.

(res'tj?), a.

—

II

The

Re'at-tach'ment (-ment), n.

act of reattaching

;

a second attachment.

tare

v.

t.

A

&

&

.

A

A

—

;

to withdraw. [OJi.] Foxe.
v. i. To abate
re.
1. Diminution.
2. {Com.) Deduction; abatement; as, a rebate of interest for immediate payment ; a rebate of importation
Bouvier.
duties.

Re-bate',
Re-bate',

;

[See Rabbet.] 1. {Arch.) A rectangular longitudinal recess or groove, cut in the comer or
edge of any body a rabbet. See Rabbet.
2. A piece of wood hafted into a long stick, and servElmes.
ing to beat out mortar.
3. An iron tool sharpened something like a chisel, and
wood.
for
and
polishing
Elmes.
used
dressing
A kind of hard free4. [Perhaps a different word.]
pavements,
[i?.]
Elmes.
stone used in making
Re-bate', v. t. To cut a rebate in. See Rabbet, v.
Re-bate'ment (-ment), re. [Cf. OF. rabntement, fr. raSame as 3d Rebate.
batre to diminish, F. rabattre.']
Burton.
Re-ba'tO (re-ba'to), n. Same as Raeato.
Re'bec (re'bSk), n. [F., fr. It. ribeca, ribeba, fr. Ar.
rabab a musical instrument of a round form.] 1. {Shis.)
An instrument formerly used which somewhat resembled the violin, having three strings, and being played
Milton.
with a bow. [Written also rebeck.']
Drayton.
He turn'd his rebec to a mournful note.
2. A contemptuous term applied to an old woman.
Chaucer.
[Ofts.]

Re-bate',

re.

;

final,

all

;

;

make war,

fr.

See Bellicose, and

bellum war.

cf.

Revel

to carouse.]
1. To renounce, and resist by force, the
authority of the ruler or government to which one owe»

See Rebellion.

obedience.

The murmur and the churls' rebelling.
Ye have builded you an altar, that ye might rebel
against the Lord.

CJiaucer.

day

this

Josh. xxii. 16.

To be

disobedient to authority ; to assume a hostil©
or insubordinate attitude ; to revolt.
2.

How could my hand rebel against my heart ?
How could your heart rebel against your reason ?
Beb'el-dom

A

(rSb'Sl-dum), n.

Dryden.
region infested by

also, conduct or
Thackeray.
Re-bel'ler (re-b61'ler), re. One who rebels a rebel.
Re-bel'lion (re-bel'yun), n. [F. rebellion, L. rebellio.
See Rebel, v. i. Among the Romans rebellion was originally a revolt or open resistance to their government by
nations that had been subdued in war. It was a renewed
war.] 1. The act of rebelling open and avowed renunciation of the authority of the government to which one
owes obedience, and resistance to its officers and laws,
either by levying war, or by aiding others to do so an
organized uprising of subjects for the purpose of coercing
or overthrowing their lawful ruler or government by

rebels ; rebels, considered collectively
quality characteristic of rebels.

;

eve,

;

;

To

attain again.
Re'at-taln'ment (-ment), n. The act of reattaining.
Re'at-tempt' (-tgmf ; 215), v. t. To attempt again.
Chavcer.
Re'aume (re'am), n. Realm. \Obs.'\
R6'au'mur' (ra'o'mur'), a. Of or pertaining to Ren^
Antoine Ferchault de Reaumur ; conformed to the scale
adopted by Ri5auinur in graduating the thermometer he
invented.
re.
Reaumur thermometer or scale.
51^°' The Reaumur thermometer is so graduated that
0° marks the freezing point and 80° the boiling point of
water. Frequently indicated by R. Cf. Centigrade,
and Fahrenheit. See Illust. of Thermometer.
Reave (rev), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Reaved (revd),
Reft (reft), or Raft (r4ft) (obs.) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Reaving.]
[AS. reafian, from reaf spoil, plunder, clothing,
redfan to break (cf. biredfan to deprive of) ; akin to G.
rauben to rob, Icel. raufa to rob, rjUfa to break, violate,
Goth, bir&ubon to despoil, L. rumpere to break ; cf Skr.
lup to break. VX14. Cf. Bereave, Rob, v. t.. Robe,
Rove, v. i., Rutture.] To take away by violence or by
stealth ; to snatch away ; to rob ; to despoil ; to bereave.
Spenser.
lArchaic} " To reave his lite."
Chaucer.
He golden apples raft of the dragon.
If the wooers reare
By privy stratagem my life at home. Chapman.
Shak.
To reave the orphan of his patrimony.
The heathen caught and r^t him of his tongue. Tennyson.
Reav'er (rev'er), n. One who reaves. l_Archaic\
Re'a-wake' (re'a-wak'), V. i. To awake again.
Re-ban'lsh (re-bSu'ish), v. t. To banish again.
second baptism.
Re-bap'tism (re-bSp'tlz'm), re.
Re-bap'tl-za'tion (-ti-za'slmn), re. [Cf. F. rebaptisaHooker.
tion.']
second baptism. [Oi«.]
Re'bap-tlze' (re'bSp-tiz'), v. t. [Pref. re- -{- baptize:
cf. F. rebapliser, L. rebaptizare.']
To baptize again or a
second time.
Re'bap-tiz'er (-tiz'er), re. One who rebaptizes.
Re-bar'ba-rlze (re-bar'ba-riz), V. t. To reduce again
to barbarism.
Re-bar'ba-ri-za'tion (-ri-za'shun), re.
Germany . . . rebarharized by polemical theology and reSir IV. Hamilton,
hgious wars.
Re-bate' (re-baf ), V. t. [F. rebattre to beat again
pref. re- re- -|- battre to beat, L. batuere to beat, strike.
See Abate.]
1. To beat to obtuseness to deprive of
keenness ; to blunt ; to turn back the point of, as a lance
used for exercise.
Shak.
But doth rebate and blunt his natural edge.
2. To deduct from ; to make a discount from, as interBlount.
est due, or customs duties.
Rebated cress, a cross which has the extremities of the
arms bent back at right angles, as in the fylfot.

Re'at-tain' (-tan'),

—

&

&

;

One who

(-er), n.

[Etymol. uncertain.] Rusty and
\_Obs. ot Prov. Eng.'\
rancid;
applied to salt meat.
Tusser.
Reas'ti-ness (-ti-nSs), re. [ Obs. or Prov. Eng. ]
Re-a'ta (rS-a'ta), n. [Sp.] A lariat.
Re'at-tach' (re'at-tSch'), V. t. To attach again.

Reas'ty

makes war upon them.

(re-bel'), v. i. [imp.
p.p. Rebelled (-bSld')
vb. re. Rebelling.]
[F. rebeller, fr. L. rebelto make war again pref. re- again -\- bellare to

Re-bel'
p. pr.

2. (Law) Same as Reinsubance.
Re'as-sure' (re'a-slmr'), v. i. 1. To assure anew

2.

—

his rulers, the latter

;

;

rebellious

;

—

Re'as-sim'l-late (-sTm'I-lat^, v. t. & i. To assimilate
again.
Re'as-sim'i-la'tion (-la'shun), re.
i.
To associate
Re'as-SO'ci-ate (-so'slu-at), v. t.
again to bring again into close relations.
Re'as-sume' (-sum'), v. t. To assume again or anew
to resume.
Re'as-SUmp'tlon (-siimp'shun), re.
Re'as-sur'ance (re'a-shur'ans), n. 1. Assurance or
JPrynne.
confirmation renewed or repeated.

restore confidence to

t'.]

; as, rebel troops.
Whoso be rebel to my judgment.
Chaucer.
Convict by flight, and rebel to all law.
Milton.
Reb'el, re. [F. rebelle.l One who rebels.
Syn. Revolter ; insurgent. Rebel, Insurgent. Irv
surgent marks an early, and rebel a more advanced, stage
of opposition to government. The former rises up against

;

—

[F. rebelle, fr. L. rebelUs.
See
Pertaining to rebels or rebellion ; acting

(rSb'gl),, a.

v.

in revolt

again.

Re'as-sert' (-serf), v. t. To assert again or anew to
maintain after an omission to do so.
Let us hope ... we may have a body of authors who will reassert

;

REBUKE

1196

REASON

N

;

; ;

event,

gnd, fern, recent

;

Ice,

revolt ; insurrection.
;
No sooner is the standard of rebellion displayed than
desperate principles resort to it.

force

Open

2.

men

of

Ames.

resistance to, or defiance of, lawful authority.

CommlBslon ot rebellion {Eng. Law), a process of conof a defendant,
abolished.
Wharton. Burrill,
Insurrection ; sedition ; revolt ; mutiny ; reSyn.
sistance contumacy. See Insurrection.

—

tempt issued on the nonappearance

now

—
;

(re-hSl'yiie), a.
Engaged in rebellion;
of the nature of rebels or of rebel;
resisting government or lawful authority by force.
" Thy rebellious crew." " Proud rebellious arms." Milton.
Re-bel'llous-ly, adv.
Re-bellious-ness, n.
Re-bel'low (re-bgl1o), V. i. To bellow again ; to repeat or echo a bellow.
The cave rebellowed, and the temple shook.
Dryden.
Re-bit'ing (re-blt'Tng), n. {Etching) The act or
process of deepening worn lines in an etched plate by
submitting it again to the action of acid.
Fairholt,
Re-bloom' (re-bloom'), v. i. To bloom again. Crabbe.
(re-blos'siim),
v.
i.
blossom
again.
Re-blos'som
To
Re-bO'ant (re-bo'ant), a. [L. reboans, p. pr. of reJoare ; pref. re- re- -|- 6oare to cry aloud.] Rebellowing;
resounding loudly. [J?.]
Mrs. Browning.
Re'bo-a'tion (re'bo-a'shun), n. Repetition of a bellow,
[i?.]
Bp. Patrick.
i.
Re-boll' (re-boil'), v. t.
[Pref. re- -f boil : cf. F.
rebouillir.']
1. To boil, or to cause to boil, again.
2. Fig. : To make or to become hot.
[Obs.']
Some of his companions thereat reboyleth. Sir T. ElyoU
Re-bom' (re-b6m'), p. p. Born again.
Re-bound' (re-bound'), v. i [Pref. re- -f- bound : cf.
F. rebondir.] 1. To spring back ; to start back ; to be
sent back or reverberated by elastic force on collision

Re-belliOUS

disposed to rebel

lion

;

—

—

&

with another body as, a rebounding echo.
Bodies which are absolutely hard, or so soft as to be void ot
elasticity, will not rebound from one another.
Sir I. j^ewion.
2. To give back an echo.
[iJ.]
T. Warton,
3. To bound again or repeatedly, as a horse.
Pope,
Eebocndlng lock (Firearms), one in which the hammer
rebounds to half cock after striking the cap or primer.
Re-bound', v. t. To send back to reverberate.
Silenussung; the vales his voice re&ou?ic/. Dryden
Re-bound', n. The act of rebounding resilience.
Flew
back, as from a rock, with swift rebound. Dryden.
Gray.
Re-brace' (re-bras'), V. t. To brace again.
Re-breathe' (re-breth'), v. t. To breathe again.
Re-bU'COUS (re-bu'kiis), a. Rebuking. [Obs.]
Fabyan.
She gave unto him many rebiicous words.
Re-bufl' (re-biJf), n. [It. ribuffo, akin to ribuffare
;

;

;

.

.

.

to repulse

pref. ri- (L. re-)

;

-j-

Cf.

bitffo puff.

Bufp

to

Buffet a blow.] 1. Repercussion, or beating
a quick and sudden resistance.
The strong rebii^ff'oi some tumultuous cloud. Milton.
unexpected repulse defeat re2. Sudden check

strike,

back

;

fusal

;

;

;

repellence

;

;

rejection of solicitation.

&

p. p. Rebuffed (re-buff) p.
Re-bufl', v. t. [imp.
pr.
vb. n. Rebuffing.] To beat back to offer sudden
to repel or repulse violently,
resistance to to check
harshly, or uncourteously.
Re-bulld' (re-bild'), v. t. To build again, as something which has been demolished ; to construct anew ; as,
to rebuild a house, a wall, a wharf, or a city.
Bp. Bull.
Re-build'er (-er), re. One who rebuilds.

&

Re-buk'a-ble
reprehension

Re-bUke'
(-hukf)

;

;

;

;

;

;

(re-buk'a-b'l), a.

Worthy

of rebuke or

Shak.

reprehensible.

(re-b!ik'), V.
vb. n.
p. pr.

&

t.

[imp.

&

Rebuking.]

p. p.

Rebuked

[OF. rebouquier

to dull, blunt, F. reboucher ; perhaps fr. pref. re- re- -|bouche mouth, OF. also bouque, L. bucca cheek ; if so,
the original sense was, to stop the mouth of hence, to
stop, obstruct.]
To check, silence, or put down, with
reproof ; to restrain by expression of disapprobation ; to
;

idea,

Ql

;

old,

obey, orb, 5dd

II

;;;
;

;

EEBUKE
;

;

;

;

Re'ca-pit'U-la'tlon (-la'shun), n.

Re'ca-plt'u-la-tO-ry (-la-t6-rj?), a. Of the nature of
a recapitulation containing recapitulation.
Re-cap'per (re-k5p'per), n. (Firearms) A tool used
for applying a fresh percussion cap or primer to a cartridge shell in reloading it.

;

Re-cap'tlon (re-kSp'shuu), n. (Law) The act of retaking, as of one who has escaped after arrest reprisal
;

the retaking of one's own goods, chattels, wife, or children, without force or violence, from one who has taken
them and who wrongfully detains them.
Blackstone.
Writ of recaption (Law), a writ to recover damages for
him whose goods, being distrained for rent or service,
are distrained asam for the same cause.
Wharton,
Re-cap'tor (-ter), n. One who recaptures ; one who
takes a prize which had been previously taken.
Re-cap'ture (-tiSr 135), n. 1. The act of retaking or
recovering by capture ; especially, the retaking of a
prize or goods from a captor.
2. That which is captured back a prize retaken.
Re-cap'ture, v. t. To capture again ; to retake.

A

;

;

A

gallant, in love with a woman named Sose Hill,
ffl^p"
had7 embroidered on his gown, a rose, a hill, an eye, a
loaf, and a well, signifying. Rose Hill I love well.
pictorial suggestion on a coat of arms of
2. (Her.)
the name of the person to whom it belongs. See Cantitig

;

Re-car'bOU-lze (ro-kar'b8n-iz), V. t. (3fetal.) To restore carbon to as, to recarbonize iron in converting it

A

into steel.

To mark or

He
text

[John Morton] had a
and Tun under it.

indicate

;

Of

to

;

trate his tricks.

and

circularly endeavor to recede

Dryden.
from the
Bentley.

—

draw

desist.

;

Cf. Re[Pref. re- -f- cede.
to grant or yield again to a
territory.
conquered
to recede
[OE. receite., OF. recete, reRe-ceipt' (re-sef), n.
cepte, F. receite, fr. L. recipere, receptum, to receive.
See Receive.] 1. The act of receiving ; reception. " At
the receipt of your letter."
Shak.
2. Reception, as an act of hospitality.
[O""*.]
Thy kind receijit of me.
Chapman.

Re-cede'

cede,

(re-sed'), V.

show

recalci-

J3e Quincey.

Re-cal'ci-trate, v. i. To kick back ; to kick against
hence, to express repugnance or opposition.
;
Re-cal'ci-tra'tion (-tra'shiin), n.
kicking back
again ; opposition repugnance ; refractoriness.
Re-call' (re-kal'), v. t. 1. To call back ; to summon
to return ; as, to recall troops ; to recall an ambassador.
If Henry were recalled to life again.
Shak.

t.

To cede back;

V. 2.]

former possessor

;

his disdain,

;

Like the hollow roar
from the insulted shore.

2. To withdraw a claim or pretension ; to desist ; to
relinquish what had been proposed or asserted; as, to
recede from a demand or proposition.
Syn. To retire ; retreat ; return ; retrograde ; with-

+

To kick against

moved

All bodies

refractory.
i.

tides receding

center.

;

;

:

;

;

Re-cal'ci-trate (-trat), v.

;

Who,

What we

;

+

surrejoinder.

repugnance to to rebuff.
The more heartily did one disdain

as,

;

3. Capability of receiving

anything

It has

A

;

capacity.

become a place of great

4. Place of receiving.

[06*.]

He saw

;

;

;

;

A

Re-call'a-ble

A

A

A

—

Exhausted receiver (Physics), a receiver, as that used
with the air pump, from which the air has been withdrawn a vessel the interior of wliich is a more or less
complete vacuum.
Re-ceiv'er-Ship, n. The state or office of a receiver.
Re-cel'e-brate (re-sgl'e-brat), v. t. To celebrate again,
or anew.
Re-cel'e-bra'tion (-bra'slmn), 7i.
Re'cen-cy (re'sen-sy), n. [LL. recentia, fr. L. recens.
See Recent.] The state or quality of being recent newness new state late origin
lateness in time freshness as, the recency of a transaction, of a wound, etc.

Re-call'ment (-ment), ra. Recall. [JJ.] R.Browning.
Re-cant' (re-kSnf), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Recanted
& vb. n. Recanting.] [L. recantare, recaniatum,

Re-celpt',

pref. re- Te--\- cantare to sing, to sound.
;
See 3d Cant, Chant.] To withdraw or repudiate formally and publicly (opinions formerly expressed) ; to contradict, as a former declaration ; to take back openly to
;
retract ; to recall.
.

.

.

ease

would recant

Vows made in pain, as violent and void
Milton.
Syn. — To retract; recall; revoke; abjure; disown;
I

disavow.

See Renounce.
Re-cant', v. i. To revoke a declaration or proposition to unsay what has been said
to retract ; as, convince me that I am wrong, and I will recant.
Dryden.
Re'can-ta'tlon (re'kSn-ta'shun), n. The act of recanting a declaration that contradicts a former one
that which is thus asserted in contradiction retraction.
The poor man was imprisoned for thid discovery, and forced
to make a public recanlafmn.
Bp. Stillingfleet.
;

taken by the

V.

Re-celv'a-ble
Bills receivable.

;

Ose,

unite,

;

rjide,

Re-ceive'

ap, <im

pity

quality

—

Ca-

[imp.

&

(re-sgus'), v. t.
[L. recensere ; pref. recensere to value, estimate : cf. F. receiiser.']
[i?.]
Bentley.
to revise,
Re-cen'sion (le-sSn'shtin), n. [L. recensio: cf. F.
recension.]
1. The act of reviewing or revising
re-

&

—

God us sent.
Chaucer.
To gain the knowledge of to take into the

;

Hence

food,

:

ftfbt

all in

gree that

;

;

out, oil

;

-|-

;

chair

examination

;

;

Barrow,

enumeration.

2. Specifically, the review of a text (as of an ancient
author) by an editor ; critical revisal and establishment.
3. The result of such a work ; a text established by
critical revision ; an edited version.
Re-cen'sion-ist, n. One who makes recensions ; specifically, a critical editor.
Re'cent (re'seut), a. [L. recens, ~eniis: cf. F. ri1. Of late origin, existence, or occurrence lately
cetit.]
conie not of remote date, antiquated style, or the like ;
not already known, familiar, worn out, trite, etc. ; fresh ;
novel new ; modern ; as, recent news.
;

;

;

The ancients were of opinion, that a considerable portion of
that coimtry [Kjrypt] was rtvrnt, and formed out of the mud
discharged into the neighboring sea by the Nile.
Ji'oodu'ard.
2. (Oeol.) Of or pertaining to the present or existing
epoch as, recent shells.
Re-cen'ter (re-sBn'ter), v. t. [Pref. re- -+ center.]
;

to restore to the center.

Coleridge.

Newly ; lately ; freshly;
(re'sent-iy), adv.
as, advices recenlhj received.
Re'cent-ness, n. Quality or state of being recent.
Re-cep'ta-Cle (re-sBp'tA-k'l), n.
[F. receptacle, L.
reccplaculinii, fr. recepiare, v. iiitens. fr. recipere to
receive. Soe Receive.] 1. That wliich serves, or is used,
Re'cent-ly

p. p. Received

;

Reccyven

;

Re-cense'

again

To review

To center again

See under 6th Bill.
t.

;

;

[Cf. F. recevahle.']
Re-ceiv'a-ble-neSS, n.

(re-6ev'4-b'l), a.

;

2.

;

Chaucer.

The

receivableness.

(le-sev'), v.

;

to summarize.
fyll,

&

p. p. Receipted ; p. pr.
give a receipt for ; as, to

[OF. receveir,
vb. n. Receivino.]
(-sevd')
p. pr.
(- carecevoir, F. recevoir, fr. L. recipere ; pref. re- re
pere to take, seize. See Capable, Heave, a«id cf. Re1. To take, as something
ceipt, Reception, Recipe.]
that is offered, given, coinmitted, sent, paid, or the like
as, to receive money offered in payment of a
to accept
debt ; to receive a gift, a message, or a letter.

recants.

+

to relate in brief

;

pable of being received.

Re'ca-pac'i-tate (re'ka-pSs'it-tat), V. t. To qualify
Rgaui ; to confer capacity on again.
Atlerbury.
Re-ca-plt'U-late (-pTt'u-lat), v. t. [L. recapitulare,
recapifutatiim;i,T6i. re- recopitulum a small head,
chapter, section. See Capitulate.] To repeat, as the
principal points in a discourse, argument, or essay ; to
give a summary of the principal facts, points, or arguof

To

1.

sheriff.

;

ments

&

[imp.

t.

of being receivable

;

One who

;

;

;

;

;

Re-celt' (re-sef), n. Receipt. [06*.]
Re-ceiv'a-bil'i-ty (re-sev'a-bll'l-tj), n.

;

Re-cant'er (re-kSnt'er), n.

—

view
a.

receipt goods delivered by a sheriff.
2. To put a receipt on, as by writing or stamping ; as,
to receipt a bill.
Re-ceipt', v. i. To give a receipt, as for money paid.
Re-ceipt'ment (-mpnt), n. (0. Eng. Law) The receiving or harboring a felon knowingly, alter the commission
Bnrrill.
of a felony.
Re-ceipt'or (-er), n. One who receipts; specifically
(Law), one who receipts for property which has been

to recall, recant

soon

Jilatt. ix. 9.

vb. n. Receipting.]

;

p. pr.

How

;

sitting at the receipt of cus-

amounted to a thousand dollars.
Gross receipts. See under Gross,

Am

A

—

Wilhelm.
Capable of being recalled.

(-a-b'l), a.

Milton.

A

A

;

Re-call', n. 1. A calling back ; a revocation.
'Tis done, and since 'tis done, 't is past recall. Dryden.
2. (Mil.)
call on the trumpet, bugle, or drum, by
which soldiers are recalled from duty, labor, etc.

down.

;

A

;

it

ceived, accepted, or current ; as, the receivedness of an
opinion.
Boyle.
Re-ceiv'er (-er), n. [Cf. F. receveur.] 1. One who
takes or receives in any manner.
2. (Law)
person appointed, ordinarily by a court, to
receive, and hold in trust, money or other property which
is the subject of litigation, pending the suit ; a person
appointed to take charge of the estate and effects of a
corporation, and to do other acts necessary to winding
up its affairs, in certain cases.
Bouvier.
3. One who takes or buys stolen goods from a thief,
knowing them to be stolen.
Blackstone.
vessel connected with an
4. (Chem.) (a)
alembic, a retort, or the like, for receiving and
condensing the product of distillation. (6)
vessel for receiving and containing gases.
5. (Pneumatics) The glass vessel in which Receiver
j,^?'' .
the vacuum is produced, and the objects of
experiment are put, in experiments with an
air pump.
Cf. Bell jab, and see Illust. of
pump.
vessel for receiving the ex6. (Steam Engine) (a)
haust steam from the high-pressure cylinder before it
enters the low-pressure cylinder, in ^-compound engine.
capacious vessel for receiving steam from a distant
(6)
boiler, and supplying it dry to an engine.
7- That portion of a telephonic apparatus, or similar
system, at which the message is received and made audible ;
opposed to transmitter.

5. Hence, a recess ; a retired place.
[06*J
Chapman.
retired receipt together lay."
6.
formulary according to the directions of which
things are to be taken or combined ; a recipe ; as, a
receipt for making sponge cake.
She had a receipt to make white hair black. Sir T. Broume.
7.
writing acknowledging the takmg or receiving of
goods delivered ; an acknowledgment of money paid.
8. That which is received ; that which comes in, in
distinction from what is expended, jiaid out, sent away,
and the like ;
usually In the plural ; as, the receipts

;

we knew

home
2. (Lawn Tennis) To return, or bat back, the ball
when served as, it is your turn to receive.
Re-celV'ed-ness, n. The state or quality of being re-

[06*.]

named Matthew,

if

either not accept

(re-sev'), V. i.
1. To receive visitors ; to be
to receive calls ; as, she receives on Tuesdays.

at

" In a

To revoke to annul by a subsequent act to take
back to withdraw as, to recall words, or a decree.
Passed sentence may not be recalVd.
Shak.
3. To call back to mind
to revive in memory to
recollect to remember as, to recall bygone days.
;

a man,

tom.

would

Re-ceive'

Evelyn.

receipt.

receive,

Life offered, or soon beg to lay

;

2.

;

;

into

;

The plaintiff may answer the rejoinder by a surrejoinder
Blackstoiie.
on whicli the defendant may rebut.
Re-but'ta-ble (-ta-b'l), a. Capable of being rebutted.
Re-but'tal (-but'tal), n. (Law) The giving of evidence on the part of a plaintiff to destroy the effect of
evidence introduced by the defendant in the same suit.
Re-but'ter (-ter), n. (Law) The answer of a defendant in matter of fact to a plaintiff's surrejoinder.
Re-ca'den-cy (re-ka'den-sy), n. A fallmg back or dePfiending a second time
a relapse.
W. 3Iontagu.
Re-cal'cl-trant (re-kSl'sI-trant), a. [L. recalcitrans,
pref. re- recalcip. pr. of reculcitrare to kick back
trare to kick, fr. calx heel. Cf. Inculcate.] Kicking
back recalcitrating ; hence, showing repugnance or opposition

;

;

Perforce rebutted back.
Spenser.
2. (Law) To contradict, meet, or oppose by argument,
plea, or countervailing proof.
Abbott.
Re-but', «. i. 1. To retire; to recoil. [Ofo.] Spenser.
2. (Law) To make, or put in, an answer, as to a plain-

;

—

—

;

;

tiff's

To convert again

t.

4.

;

flesh.

in
Fuller.

&

v.

iObs.-]
Howell.
Re-car'rlage (re-k$r'rTj), n. Act of carrying back.
Walton.
Re-car'ry T-ry), v. t. To carry back.
Re-cast' (re-kisf), v. t. 1. To throw again. Florio.
2. To mold anew ; to cast anew to throw into a new
form or shape to reconstruct as, to recast cannon to
recast an argument or a play.
3. To compute, or cast up, a second time.
Chaucer.
Rec'che (rSk'ke), v. i. To reck. [06*.]
Chaucer.
Rec'che-Ios (-ISs), a. Reckless. [06*.]
Re-cede' (re-sed'), v. i. lijnp. & p. p. Receded p.
pr. & vb. n. Receding.]
[L. recedcre, recessum ; pref.
re- recedere to go, to go along cf. F. redder. See
Cede.] 1. To move back to retreat to withdraw.

More

Re-but' (re-biit'), v. t. \invp.
p. p. Rebutted p.
[OF. rebouter to repulse,
vb. n. Rebutting.]
pr.
drive back pref. re- -\- bouter to push, thrust. See 1st
Butt, Bodtade.] 1. To drive or beat back ; to repulse.
"Who him, rencount'ring fierce, as hawk in flight.

&

(-nt-fl),

JlJark vii.

pots.

5. To admit ; to take in ; to hold ; to contain ; to have
capacity for ; to be able to take in.
The brazen altar that was before the Lord was too little to
receive the burnt offerings.
1 Kings viii. 64.
6. To be affected by something ; to suffer ; to be subjected to as, to receive pleasure or pain ; to receive a
wound or a blow ; to receive damage.
Against his will he can receive no harm.
Milton.
7. To take from a thief, as goods known to be stolen.
8. (Lawn Tennis) To bat back (the ball) when served.
Receiving ship, one on board of which newly recniited
sailors are received, and kept till drafted for service.
Syn. To accept ; take ; allow ; hold retain ; admit.
Receive, Accept. To receive describes simply the act
of taking. To accept denotes the taking with approval,
or for the purposes for which a thing is offered. Thus,
we receive, a letter when it comes to hand we receive
news when it reaches us we accept a present when it is
offered ; we accept an invitation to dine with a friend.

[iJ.]

Re-car'ni-fy

by a rebus.

fair library rebused with

washing of cups, and

;

arms, under Canting.
t.

;

4. To give admittance to ; to permit to enter, as into
one's house, presence, company, and the like ; as, to receive a lodger, visitor, ambassador, messenger, etc.
They kindled a fire, and received us every one. Acts xxviii. 2.

;

To bury again. Ashmole.
(re-bSr'ry), v. t.
Re'bUS (re'biSs), n. ; pi. Rebdses (-5z). [L. rebus by
Cf. 3d
things, abl. pi. of res a thing: cf. F. rebus.
Kbal,] 1.
mode of expressing words and phrases by
pictures of objects whose names resemble those words, or
the syllables of which they are composed enigmatical
representation of words by figures; hence, a peculiar
form of riddle made up of such representations.

V.

as the

pitulates.

Re-bur'y

Re'bUS,

:

;

principal points, facts, or statements, in a preceding discourse, argument, or essay.
Re'ca-plt'U-la'tor (-plt'sS-la'ter), n. One who reca-

;

For thy sake I have suffered rebuke. Jer. xv. 15.
Why bear you these rebukes and answer not ? Shak.
L' Estrange.
[Oft*.]
2. Check; rebuff.
To be without rebuke, to live without giving cause of
reproof or censure ; to be blameless.
of the
Re-buke'lul (-ful), a. Containing rebuke
Re-bUke'lul-lyindj;. [06*.]
nature of rebuke. ['06s.]
Re-buk'er (-buk'er), n. One who rebukes.
Re-buk'lng-ly, adv. By w.iy of rebuke.
Re'bUl-ll'tlon (re'biil-llsh'iin), n. The act of boiling
Sir H. Wotton.
up or effervescing. [iJ.]

—

[LL. recapilulatio

to ; to give admission to to accept, as
an opinion, notion, etc. ; to embrace.
Our hearts receive your warnings.
Shak.
The idea of solidity we receive by our touch.
Locke.
3. To allow, as a custom, tradition, or the like ; to
give credence or acceptance to.
Many other things there be which they have received to hold,

F. recapitulation.'] The act of recapitulating
a
summary, or concise statement or enumeration, of the
cf.

;

;

mind by assent

Re'ca-plt'U-late (re'k4-plt'i5-lat), v. i. To sum up, or
enumerate by heads or topics, what has been previously
said ; to repeat briefly the substance.

reprehend sharply and summarily to chide to reprove
to admouish.
The proud he tamed, the penitent he cheered,
Dryden.
Nor to retmke the rich offender feared.
Syn.
To reprove chide ; check chasten restrain
silence. See Reprove.
Re-buke' (re-biik'), n. 1. A direct and pointed reproof ; a reprimand also, chastisement punishment.

—

RECEPTACLE

1197

;

go

;

not long since

;

for receiving and containing something, as a basket, a
vase, a bag, a reservoir ; a repository.

O
2. (Bot.) (a)

sacred recejitacle of

my joys

I

The apex

Shak.

of the flower stalk, from which
the organs of the flower grow, or into wliich they are

sins, iQk

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh — z

in azure.

o

;

-A^V
inserted.
See Illust. of Floweb,
dilated apex of a pedicel
which serves as a common
support to a head of flowers.
(c) An intercellular
cavity containing oil or
resin or other matters, {d)
"A special branch which
bears the fructification in
many cryptogamous plants.

and Ovabt.

Rec'ep-tac'u-lar

The

d-

;

Re-chase'
rechasser.]

Receptacles (J5o(.). 6 ReceptaPertaining to the recepta- cle of Daudelion, with a lew
Achenes remaining d Recepas,
cle, or growing on it
)

,-

;

chaff or
the receptacular
-r
™
scales in the sunflower.
Rec ' ep - tac ' u - lum

'?'='^?*''?,';'i'"r^l^?'"f°f"/i^''
also a ijeai and two
shownif^

-

.

Air Vesicles.

(-lum), n. ; pi. Receptaccla (-la).
[L.]
(Anat.) A receptacle as, the receptaculum of the chyle.
Rec'ep-ta-ry (rSs'ep-tS-ry), a. Generally or popularly
admitted or received. [Ofo.]
Sir T. Browne.
Rec'ep-ta-ry, n. That which is received. \_Obs.']
"JReceptaries of philosophy."
Sir T. Browns.
Re-cep'ti-bil'l-ty (re-sep'ti-bil'I-ty), n. 1. The quality or state of being receptible ; receivableness.
2.
receptible thing,
[if.]
GlanvUl.
Re-cep'tl-ble (re-s5p'tt-b'l), a. [L. receptibilis.2 Such
as may be received receivable.
Re-cep'tion (-shun), n. [P. reception, L. receplio,
fr. recipere, receptum.
See Receive.] 1. The act of
receiving ; receipt admission ; as, the reception of food
into the stomach ; the reception of a letter ; the reception of sensation or ideas reception of evidence.
2. The state of being received.
3. The act or manner of receiving, esp. of receiving
visitors
entertainment hence, an occasion or ceremony
of receiving guests ; as, a hearty reception ; an elaborate
reception.
;

A

;

;

;

;

;

R

What reception

poem may

a

GoldsmitJi.

find.

4. Acceptance, as of an opinion or doctrine.
Philosophers who have quitted the popular doctrines of their
countries have fallen into as extravagant opinions as even common reception countenanced.
Locke.

A retaking;

5.

a recovery.

Re-cep'tlve (re-sgp'tTv),

Bacon.

\_Obs.']

[Cf. F. receptif. See Rethe quality of receiving
able or ina.

ceive.] Having
clined to take in, absorb, hold, or contain ; receiving or
containing ; as, a receptive mind.
Imaginary space is receptive of all bodies. Glanvill.
;

Re-cep'tlve-ness, n.

A

from

My

rationality.

recess

2.

Eikon

The

In the

may

hath given them confidence that I

quered.

South.
be conBasili/ce.

state of being withdrawn
seclusion ; privacy.
jury they are to consider the evidence.
Sir jr. Hale.
Good verse recess and sohtude requires.
Dryden.
;

recess of the

3. Remission or suspension of business or procedure
intermission, as of a legislative body, court, or school.
The recess of . Parliament lasted six weeks. Macaulay.
4. Part of a room formed by the receding of the wall,
as an alcove, niche, etc.
A bed which stood in a deep recess.
W. Irving.
place of retirement, retreat, secrecy, or seclusion.
6.
Departure from this happy place, our sweet
Hecess, and only consolation left.
Milton.
6. Secret or abstruse part
as, the difficulties and recesses of science.
/. Waits.
7. {Boi.
Zool.) A sinus.
vb.
Re-cess', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Recessed p. pr.
n. Recessing.] To make a recess in as, to recess a wall.
Re-cess', n. [G.] A decree of the imperial diet of
the old German empire.
Brande
C.
Re-cessed' (re-sesf), a. 1. Having a recess or recesses ; as, a recessed arcli or wall.
" Comfortably re2. Withdrawn
secluded.
[iJ.]
cessed from curious impertinents."
Miss Edgeworth.
.

.

A

;

&

&

&

;

;

&

;

EecesBod arch (Arch.), one of a series of arches constructed one within another so as to correspond with
/'
splayed jambs of a doorway, or the like.

Re-ces'slon (re-s§sh'uu),

n.

[L. recessio, fr. rkcedere,

recessum. See Recede.] The act of receding 6r withdrawing, as from a place, a claim, or a demand.
South.

Mercy may

rejoice

upon the

recessions of justice. Jer. Taylor.

Re-ces'sion, n. [Pref. re- -\- cession.'] The act of
ceding back restoration repeated cession as, the recession of conquered territory to its former sovereign.
Re-ces'slon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to recession
or withdrawal.
Kecessional hymn, a hymn sung in a procession returning from the choir to tlie robing room.
Re-ces'sive (re-ses'slv), a. Going back receding.
Re'chab-ite (re'kab-it), ??. {Jeivish Hist.) One of the
descendants of Jonadab, the son of Rechab, all of whom
by his injunction abstained from the use of intoxicating
drinks and even from planting the vine. Jer. xxxv.
2-19.
Also, in modern times, a member of a certain so;

;

II

choice. Hence
of rare quality, elegance, or
attractiveness peculiar and refined in kind.
(rek'les),a.
Reckless. [06i.] P. Plowman.
Rech'less
Re-choose' (re-cho6z'), v. t. To choose again.
[LL. recidivare.
Re-cid'i-vate (re-sid'I-vat), v. i.
See Recidiyods.] To backsUde to fall again. [06«.]

with care

:

;

;

Re-cid'1-va'tion (-va'shiiu), n. [LL. recidivatio.'] A
back a backsliding. [Ofo.]
Hammond.
Re-cld'i-VOUS (re-sTd't-vus), a. [L. recidivus, fr. recipere to fall back.]
Liable to backslide.
lObs.]
Recid'i-vlsin (-viz'm), n.
Re-cid'i-vist (-vTst), n.
Rec'i-pe (rSs'i-pe), n. ; pi. Recipes (-pez). [L., imperative of recipere to take back, take in, receive.
See
Receive.]
formulary or prescription for making some
combination, mixture, or preparation of materials ; a receipt
especially, a prescription for medicine.
Re-clp'1-an'gle (re-slp'l-an'g'l), n. [L. recipere to
take -|- angulus angle.] An instrument with two arms
that are pivoted together at one end, and a graduated
arc,
used by military engineers for measuring and laying off angles of fortifications.
Re-clp'i-ence (re-sTp'i-ens), 1 n. The quality or state
a
of being recipient
Re-cip'i-en-cy (-en-sy),
(
receiving reception ; receptiveness.
-entis,
receiving,
(-ent),
recipiens,
Re-Clp'i-ent
n. [L.
See Rep. pr. of recipere to receive
cf. F. recipient.
ceive.]
A receiver ; the person or thing that receives
one to whom, or that to which, anything is given or communicated specifically, the receiver of a still.
Re-cip'i-ent, a. Receiving ; receptive.
[L. reciprocus ; of unRe-clp'ro-cal (-ro-kol), a.
falling

;

ciety of ab.stainer3 from alcoholic liquors.
Re-clians;e' (re-chanj'), v. t.
i. To change again, or

&

change back.
senate, cars,

am, arm, ask,

—

—

A

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

known origin.] 1. Recurring in vicissitude alternate.
2. Done by each to the other
interchanging or inter;

;

given and received ; due from each to each
;
as, reciprocal love ; reciprocal duties.
Let our reciprocal vows be remembered.
Sfiak.
3. Mutually interchangeable.
These two rules will render a definition reciprocal with the

changed
mutual

;

thing defined.

Watts.

/.

—

4. {Gram.) Reflexive;
applied to pronouns and
verbs, but sometimes limited to such pronouns as express mutual action.
5. {Math.) Used to denote different kinds of mutual
relation often with reference to the substitution of reciprocals for given quantities.
See the Phrases below.
Reciprocal equation (Math.), one which remains unchanged in form when the reciprocal of the unknown
Keciprocal
quantity is substituted for that quantity.
figures (Geom.), two figures of the same kind (as triangles, parallelograms, prisms, etc.), so related that two
sides of the one form the extremes of a proportion of
which the means are the two corresponding sides of the
other in general, two figures so related that the first corresponds
some special way to the second, and the secEeciprocal
ond corresponds in the same way to the first.
proportion (Math), a proportion such that, of four terms
taken in order, the first has to the second the same ratio
which the fourth has to the third, or the first has to the
second the same ratio wliich the reciprocal of the third
has to the reciprocal of the fourth. Thus, 2:5: 20 8
form a reciprocal proportion, because 2 5 ^'^ \. Reciprocal quantities (Math.), any two quantities which produce unity when multiplied together.
Eeciprocal ratio
(Math.), the ratio between the reciprocals of two quantities
as, the reciprocal ratio of 4 to 9 is that of J to j.
Reciprocal terms (Logic), those terms which have the
same signification, and, consequently, are convertible,
and may be used for each other.
;

—

;

m

—

:

:

:

:

—

:

:

—

;

—

—

Syn.— Mutual;

;

;

;

same, the two words are here used interchangeably. The
ebbing and flowing of the tide is a case where the action
is reciprocal, but not mutual.
Re-cip'ro-cal, n. 1. That which is reciprocal to anBacon.
a rccipi'OcaZ to generation.
The quotient arising from dividing
quantity ; thus, J is the reciprocal of 4
is

&

unity by any

the reciprocel ^i a

-f- b.

The reciprocal

of a

fraction is the fraction inverted, or the denominator
divided by the numerator.
The quality or conRe-cip'ro-cal'i-ty (-kSl'I-ty), n.
[i?.]
dition of being reciprocal reciprocalness.
Re-cip'ro-cal-ly (re-sTi/ro-kol-ly), adv. 1. In a reciprocal manner
so that each affects the other, and is
equally affected by it ; interchangeably ; mutually.
These two particles do reciprocally affect each other With the
;

;

same

;

;

One brawny smith the puffing bellows plies.
And draws and blows reciprocating air.
Dryden.
Eeclprocating engine, a steam, air, or gas engine, etc.,
in which the piston moves back and forth
in distinction from a rotary engine, in whicli the piston travels
continuously in one direction in a circular path.
Eeclprocating motion (Mech.), motion alternately backward and
forward, or up and down, as of a piston rod.
;

Bentley.

force.

2. (Math.) In the

t.
To give and return mutually to
to give in return to interchange ; to
Coioper.
[L. reciprocatio :
Re-cip'ro-ca'tlon (-ka'shiin), n.
cf. F. reciprocation.']
1. The act of reciprocating ; interchange of acts a mutual giving and returning as,
the reciprocation of kindnesses.
2. Alternate recurrence or action as, the reciprocation
of the sea in the flow and ebb of tides.
Sir T. Browne.
Rec'i-proc'i-ty (res'I-pros'i-ty), n. [Cf. F. reciprocite.
See Reciprocal.] 1. Mutual action and reaction.
2. Reciprocal advantages, obligations, or rights ; reciprocation.
Reciprocity treaty, or Treaty of reciprocity, a treaty concluded between two countries, conferring equal privileges as regards customs or charges on imports, or in
other respects.

Re-cip'ro-cate,

make return
alternate

;

eve,

event,

v.

;

;

;

;

;

;

— Reciprocation; interchange; mutuality.
[L. reRe-cip'ro-cor'nous (re-sIp'ro-kSr'nus), a.

Syn.

ciprocus returning, reciprocal -|- cornu horn.] {Zool.)
Having horns turning backward and then forward, like
those of a ram. [i?.]
Ash.
Re-Clp'ro-COUS (re-sip'ro-kiis), a. Reciprocal. \_Obs.'\
Rec'i-prok (rgs'I-prSk), a. [F. reciproque, L. reciprocus.~\
Reciprocal.
\_Ohs.]
B. Jonson.
[F. reciproque.]
Rec'i-proque (res'i-prok), a.
n.
Reciprocal.
Bacon.
Re-ci'slon (re-sTzh'iin), n. [L. recisio, fr. recidere,
recisum, to cut off pref. re- re- -f- caedere to cut.] The
act of cutting off.
Sherwood.
Re-clt'al (re-sit'al), n. [From Recite.] 1. The act
of reciting the repetition of the words of another, or of
a document ; rehearsal ; as, the recital of testimony.
2. A telling in detail and due order of the particulars
of anything, as of a law, an adventure, or a series of
events narration.
Addison.
3. That which is recited
a story ; a narration.
4. (Mus. ) A vocal or instrumental performance by one
person
distinguished from concert; as, a song recital;
an organ, piano, or violin recital.
5. (Law) The formal statement, or setting forth, of
some matter of fact in any deed or writing in order to
explain the reasons on which the transaction is founded
the statement of matter in pleading introductory to some

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

Burn.

positive allegation.

Syn.

—

Account

description

rehearsal
recitation
narration
explanation enumeration detail ; narra-

;

;

;

;

;

;

See Account.
Rec'i-ta'tion (rSs'I-ta'shiin), n. [L. recitatio : cf. F.
See Recite.] 1.
The act of reciting; rehearsal repetition of words or sentences.
Hammond.
2. The delivery before an audience of something committed to memory, especially as an elocutionary exhibition
also, that which is so delivered.
3. (Colleges and Schools) The rehearsal of a lesson by
pupils before their instructor.
Rec'i-ta-tive' (rgs'I-ta^tev'), n.
[It. recitativo, or F.
recitatif.
See Recite.] (Mus.) A species of musical
recitation in which the words are delivered in a manner
resembling that of ordinary declamation ; also, a piece
of music intended for such recitation ;
opposed to me-

tive.

recitation.
;

;

—

lisma.
Rec'1-ta-tlve', a. Of or pertaining to recitation ; intended for musical recitation or declamation in the
style or manner of recitative.
Rec'i-ta-tive'ly adv.
[It.] (3fus.) Recitative.
Rec'i-ta-ti'VO (-te'vS), n.
[imp. &p. p. Recited p. pr.
Re-cite' (re-sif), V. t.
vb. n. Reciting.] [F. reciter, fr. L. recitare, recitatum ; pref. re- re- -|- citare to call or name, to cite. See
Cite.]
1. To repeat, as something already prepared,
written down, committed to memory, or the like
to
deliver from a written or printed document, or from
recollection
to rehearse as, to recite the words of an
author, or of a deed or covenant.
2. To tell over
to go over in particulars
to relate
to narrate as, to recite past events to recite the particulars of a voyage.
3. To rehearse, as a lesson to an instructor.
4. (Law) To state in or as a recital.
See Recital, 5.

—

;

,

;

&

;

6nd,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

To rehearse ; narrate relate ; recount ; derecapitulate ; detail ; number count.
Re-cite', V. i. To repeat, pronounce, or rehearse, as
before an audience, something prepared or committed to
memory to rehearse a lesson learned.
Sir W. Temple.
[Obs.]
Re-Clte', n. A recital.
Re-Cit'er (-sifer), n. One who recites also, a book
of extracts for recitation.
Reck (rek), V. i. [imp. p. p. Recked (rgkt) {obs.
imp. Roughte); p. pr.
[AS. reccan,
vb. n. Recking.]
recan, to care for; akin to OS. rokian, OHG. ruochan,
G. geruhen, Icel. rsel-ja, .also to E. recJton, rake an implement.
See Rake, and cf. Reckon.]
1. To make
account of to care for ; to heed ; to regard. [Archaic]
This son of mine not recking danger. Sir JP. Sidney.
scribe

;

;

;

;

;

&

&

;

And may you
Than

&

gll

for

as, to reciprocate favors.

;

manner

of reciprocals.
Alg.), proportional,
Reciprocally proportional (Arith.
asr two variable quantities, so that the one shall have a
constant ratio to the reciprocal of the other.
final,

—

—

Syn.

other thing.

is

[imp. & p. p. Reciphon. Reciprocating.]
[L.
reciprocatus, p. p. of reciprocare. See Reciprocal.] To
move forward and backward alternately to recur in
vicissitude to act interchangeably ; to alternate.

Re-cip'ro-cate (-kat), v. i.
cated (-ka'ted); p. pr. & vb.

II

Reciprocal, Mutual.
alternate.
The distinctive idea of mutual is, that the parties unite
by interchange in the same act as, a mutual covenant
mutual affection, etc. The distinctive idea of reciprocal
is, that one party acts by way of return or response to
something previously done by tlie other party as, a reciprocal kindness ; reciprocal reproaches, etc. Love is
reciprocal when the previous affection of one party has
drawn forth the attachment of the other. To make it
miitual in the strictest sense, the two parties should have
fallen in love at the same time but as the result is the

Corruption
Alg.)
2. {Arith.

;

nateness.

;

;

;

ale,

t.

Re-cheat'
hunt anew.
A
on the horn to call back the hounds when they have lost
track of the game.
Drayton.
Re-cheat', v. i. To blow the recheat.
Re-cher'ch6' (re-shSr'sha'), a. [F.]
Souglit out

The quality

of being receptive.
Rec'ep-tlv'1-ty (res'Sp-tlv'i-ty or re'sep-), n. [Cf. F.
riceptivite.']
1. The state or quality of being receptive.
2. {Kantian Philos.) The power or capacity of receiving impressions, as those of the external senses.
Re-cep'tO-ry (re-sep'to-rj- ; 277), n. [Cf. L. receptorium a place of shelter.] Receptacle. \_Obs.'] Holland.
Re-cess' (re-ses'), n. [L. recessus, fr. recedere, recessum. See Recede.] 1.
withdrawing or retiring ; a
moving back ; retreat ; as, the recess of the tides.
Every degree of ignorance being so far a recess and degradation

+

[Pref. rechase : cf. F.
To chase again to chase or drive back.
(re-chef), n.
[F. requite, fr. reqtteter to
See Request.] {Sporting)
strain given
(re-chas'), V.

;

II

Q

;

;

;

F.

(So/.

Re-cIp'ro-cal-neSS (re-sip'r6-kal-ngs), n. The quality
mutual return alteror condition of being reciprocal

:

Dryden.
To attack again to attack anew.
Re-char'ter (re-char'ter), n. A second charter a reWebster.
newal of a charter.
D.
Re-char'ter, v. t. To charter again or anew to grant
a second or another charter to.

(rgs'-

[Cf.

RECK

&

i. [Pref. re- -\- charge
Re-charge' (re-charj'), V. t.
cf. F. recharger.']
1. To charge or accuse in return.

2.

^pv^ '11^

g^-tSk'u-ler), a.
receptaculaire.']

(6)

;
;

;
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2.

To concern

;

better reck the rede
ever did the adviser.

— used impersonally.
What

idea,

ai

;

old,

recks

obey,

it

them

orb,

?

odd

Bums.

[Poetic]
Milton,

;;:.

;;

Reck
care

(rSk), V.

mind

to

;

;

To make account

i.

— often followed by

;

of.

to take heed
\_Archaic]

transgression
course of life

to

;

Chaucer.
Then reck I not, when I have lost my life.
Shak.
I reck not though I end my life to-day.
vain
desire.
Arnold.
not*
nor
my
M.
she
recks
Of me
Reck'less, a. [AS. recceleds, receleas.J 1. Inattentive to duty ; careless ; neglectful ; indliierent. Chaucer.

6.

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

A

Tennyson.

;

&

\iinp.

t.

—

said of things.
\_Obs.']
to reform ;
time reclaimed, will be venial. Sir E. Hoby.

or contradiction ; to exclaim against anything to contradict ; to take exceptions.
Scripture reclaims, and the whole Catholic church reclaims,
iVaterland.
and Christian ears would not hear it.
At a later period Grote reclaimed strongly against Mill's setting Whately above Hamilton.
Bain.
2. To bring anyone back from evil courses to reform.
They, hardened more by what might most reclaim,

p. p. Reckoned
[OE. rekenen, AS.
vb. n. Reckoning.]
t-'nd) ; p. pr.
,gerecenian to explain akin to D. rekenen to reckon, G.
rec/inen, OHG. rehhanon (cf. Goth, rahnjan), and to E.
the original sense probably
reck, rake an implement
being, to bring together, count together. See Reck, v. /.]
1. To count ; to enumerate ; to number ; also, to compute to calculate.
V.

;

error, in

;

—

Reck'on (rSk"n),

deportment or

To exclaim against to gainsay. [Ofts.]
Fuller.
Syn. — To reform recover restore amend ; correct.
Re-claim' (re-klam'), V. i. 1. To cry out in opposition

;

animal.

To correct

Your
7.

;

;

;

to draw back to correct
to reform.

;
;

It is the intention of Providence, in all the various expresRogers.
sions of his goodness, to reclaim mankind.

2. Rashly negligent ; utterly careless or heedless.
Sir P. Sidney.
It made the king as reckless us them diligent.
Syn. Heedless ; careless mindless ; thoughtless
negligent ; indifferent regardless ; unconcerned ; inattentive remiss rash.
Reckless-ness, n.
Reck'less-Iy, adv.
Keck'llng (-ITng), a. Needing care ; weak ; feeble
weak child or
n.
H. Taylor,
as, a reckling child.

—
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RECK

Grieving to see his glory, . . . took envy.
Milton.
3. To draw back ; to give way. [iJ.
Obs.'] Spenser.
Re-claim', n. The act of reclaiming, or the state of
being reclaimed ; reclamation; recovery. [06s.]
Re-clalm'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. That may be reclaimed.

&

&

;

;

Re-clalm'ant

[Cf. F. reclamani, p. pr.]
cries out against or con-

(-ant), n.

One who reclaims

;

who

one

;

He was reckoned among
For him

I

Luke

the transgressors.

Re-claim'er (-er), n. One who reclaims.
Re-claim'less, a. That can not be reclaimed.
[F. reclamaRec'la-ma'tion (rSk'la-ma'shiin), n.
See Reclaim. ] 1. The act or proction, L. reclamatio.
ess of reclaiming.
2. Representation made in opposition remonstrance.
I would now, on the reclamation both of generosity and of
;

xxii. 37.

reckon not in high estate.

Hawthorne.

To conclude,

—

;

;

&

Syn. — To number; enumerate; compute;

estimate ; value
late, Guess.

;

esteem

;

account

;

repute.

calculate;

See Calcu-

&

Brande
horizontal line.
C.
3. (Surg.) The act or process of removing a cataract,
by applying the needle to its anterior surface, and depressing it into the vitreous humor id such a way that
the front surface of the cataract becomts the upper one
Dunglison.
and its back surface the lower one.
[imp.
Re-cline' (re-klln'), V. t.
p. p. Reclined
[L. reclinare;
(-klind') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Reclining.]
See Incline,
pref. re- re- -|- clinare to lean, incline.
Leak to incline.] To cause or permit to lean, incline,
rest, etc. ; to place in a recumbent position as, to recline

To make an enumeration or computation to engage in numbering or computing. Shak.
2. To come to an accounting to make up accounts
to settle to examine and strike the balance of debt and
Reck'on,

v.

1.

i.

;

;

;

credit to adjust relations of desert or penalty.
*'
Parfay," sayst thou, " sometime he reckon shall.'* Chaucer.
To reckon for, to answer for to pay the account for.
" If they fail in their bounden duty, they shall reckon for
To reckon on or upon, to
Bp. Sanderson.
it one day."
To reckon with, to settle accounts
count or depend on.
used literally or figuratively.
or claims with
After a long time the lord of those servants Cometh, and
Matt. xxv. 19.
leckoneth with them.
^To reckon without one's host, to ignore in a calculation
or arrangement the person whose assent is essential;
hence, to reckon erroneously.
;

—

—

—

;

the head on the hand.

The mother
Dryden.
Reclined her dying head upon his breast.
i.
1. To lean or incline ; as, to recline

ing a reclining posture

On

South.

t.

v.

;

t."]

reclinate.
(re-klin'er), n.

as, to

Hav-

IK Coxe.

call.

Milton.

One who, or that which,

horses hurried Octavius
deal to his reclaiming them.

.

.

.

along,

and were
Dryden.

;

the chase, but also of other animals.
claimed."

"An

;

J. Philips.

converse.

Dryden.

full.

Up, fim

;

pity

;

a

Jer. Taylor.

[Obs.']

A

second coction or

vamping

knowledge confessed or
formal avowal
edgment
avowed notice.
The lives of such saints had, ot the time of their yearly memo;

;

;

rifde,

to reconstruct.

up.
Rec'Og-ni'tlon (rSlt'og-nYsh'Sn), «. [ij. recogniiio:
Tlie act of
See Recognizance.]
cf. F. recognition.
recognizing, or the state of being recognized ; acknowl-

desert, waste, submerged, or the like
as, to reclaim
wild land, overflowed land, etc.
6. To call back to rectitude from moral wandering or

unite,

;

Re-coc'tlon (re-kSk'shiSn), n.

eagle well re-

;

rials,

;

(r£k'8g-n!5s), V.

[L.

t.

Blackstone.
recognoscern.

See Recognizance.] To recognize. [P. & Obs.] Boyle.
[imp. & p. p. Recoiled
Re-coil' (re-koil'), v. i.
(-koild') p. pr. & vb. n. Recoiling.]
[OE. recoilen, F.
reculer, fr. L. pref. re- re- -\~ cuius the fundament.
'The
English word was perhaps influenced in form by accoil.J
1. To start, roll, bound, spring, or fall back to take
a reverse motion ; to be driven or forced backward to
;

;

2. To draw back, as from anything repugnant, distressing, alarming, or the like ; to shrink.
IShak.
3. To turn or go back to withdraw one's self ; to re-

preparation

4. Hence : To reduce to a desired state by discipline,
labor, cultivation, or the like ; to rescue from being wild,

flse,

also recognisor.]

Re-clothe' (re-kloth'), V. t. To clothe again.
Re-Clude' (re-klud'), V. t. [L. recludere to unclose,
open ; pref. re- again, back, un- -f- elaudere to shut.]
Harvey.
To open to unclose. [iJ.]
[F. reclus, L. reclusus, from
Re-Cluse' (re-klus'), a.
recludere, reclusum, to unclose, open, in LL. to shut up.
Shut up sequestered retired from the
See Close.]
world or from public notice ; solitary ; living apart as,
recluse
monk
a
or hermit a recluse life.

vamp up

;

;

;

;

3. To reduce from a wild to a tamed state
to bring
under discipline
said especially of birds trained for

—

Rec'Og-ni'zer (rSk'og-ni'zer), n. One who recog.
a recognizor.
[Written also recogniser.]
Re-COg'ni-ZOr' (re-k5g'nT-z6r' or re-k5n'i-z8r'), n,
(Law) One who enters into a recognizance. [Written

return.

;

call

The headstrong

;

Evil on itself shall back recoil.
Milton.
The solemnity of her demeanor made it impossible . . that
we should recoil into our ordinary spirits.
De Quincey.
.

;

[Obs.]
Re-coll', V.
Re-coil', n.

tire.

solemn recognition

food, fffot

;

out,

in the chui-ch of

oil

;

God.

chair

;

go

Hooker.
;

sinif,

ink

"To

your bowers »'€C0i7."
Spenser.
or go back. [Obs.] Spenser.
A starting or falling back a rebound

To draw

t.

;
1.
as, the recoil of nature, or of the blood.
state or condition of having recoiled.

a shrinking

;

2. The
The recoil from formalism is skepticism. F. W. Robertson.
3. Specifically, the reaction or rebounding of a firearm

when discharged.
Recoil dynamometer (Gunnery), an instrument for measuring the force of the recoil of a firearm.
Recoil eicapement. See the Note under Escapement.
Re-coil'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, recoils.
Re-CCll'lng-ly, adv. In the manner of a recoil.
Re-coil'ment, n. [Cf. F. recule.jnent.] Recoil. [iJ.J.
Re-COln' (re-koin'), v. t. To coin anew or again.
Re-COin'"»ge (-Sj), re. 1. The act of coining anew.
2. That which is coined anew.

—

+

[Pref. recolRe'-COl-Iect' (re'k51-lSkt'), V. I.
To collect again to gather what has been scatas, to re-collect routed troops.
God will one day raise the dead, re-collecting our scattered

lect.]

;

;

call to,

Rec'Og-nize,

Rec'Og-nosce

;

from an element perpet-

;

ually back
Reclining

From human

[imp.

own aUow;

v. i.
(Law) To enter an obligation ol
record before a proper tribunal as, A B recognized in
the sum of twenty dollars. [Written also recognise.]
^W^ In legal usage in the United States the secon(i
syllable is often accented.
Re-COg'ni-Zee' (re-kSg'nT-ze' or re-kon'T-ze'), n.
(Law) The person in whose favor a recognizance is
made. [Written also recognisee.]
Blackstone,

Re-cluse', n. [F. reclus, LL. reclusus. See Recluse,
a.]
1. A person who lives in seclusion from intercourse
with the world, as a hermit or monk specifically, one of
a class of secluded devotees who live in single cells, usually attached to monasteries.
Foxe.
[Obs.l
2. The place where a recluse dwells.
Re-cluse', v. t. To shut up to seclude. [Ofe]
Re-Cluse'ly, adv. In a recluse or solitary manner.
Re-Cluse'ness, n. Quality or state of being recluse.
Re-clU'sion (-klu'zhOn), n. [LL. reclusio : cf. F. reclusion.'\
A state of retirement from the world seclusion.
Re-clu'sive (-siv), a. Affording retirement from so"
Shnk.
Some j'CctesHie and religious life."
ciety.
[LL. reclusorium.1 The
Re-ClU'SO-ry (-so-rj), n.
habitation of a recluse a hermitage.
Re-COCt' (re-kSkf), v. t. [L. recoctus, p. p. of recoquere to cook or boil over again. See Re-, and 4th
Cook.] To boil or cook again lience, to make over; to

—

South,

B. Monro.
;

See Acknowledge.

concede.

[i?.]

flowers.

;

;

;

Chaucer.
back from flight or disorderly action to
for the purpose of subduing or quieting.

To

[P.]

&

;

;

&

customary

Recognition.

&

p. pr.

5. To review to reexamine.
[Obs."]
6. To reconnoiter.
[Obs.]
Syn. — To acknowledge avow confess

In meditation deep, recluse

& p. p. Reclaimed
(-klamd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Reolaiminq.] [F. reclamer, L.
reclamare, reclamatum, to cry out against ; pref. re- re-|- clamare to call or'cry aloud.
See Claim.] 1. To call
back, aa a hawk to the wrist in falconry, by a certain
v.

;

by a testimonial.

;

Re-clalm' (re-klam'),

2.

;

— also

sion of.

A

;

;

,

Re-Clalm' fre-klam'), ?!. <. To claim back; to demand
the return ol as a right; to attempt to recover possestract of land [Holland] snatched
ually reclaiming its prior occupancy.

;

;

2. To avow knowledge of ; to allow that one knows
to consent to admit, hold, or the like ; to admit with a
formal acknowledgment ; as, to recognize an obligation
to recognize a consul.
3. To acknowledge acquaintance with, as by salutation,
bowing, or the like.
4. To show appreciation of ; as, to recognize 8ervice(

(Bot.) Falling or turned

a.

;

used for dead
reckoning in contradistinction to observation. (6) The
position of a ship as determined by calculation.
To be out of her reckoning, to be at a distance from the
place indicated by the reckoning
said of a ship.
;

3.

Which I first gave her.
Shak~
Acknowledgment of a person or thing ; avowal

[imp.
(rek'og-niz), V. I.
p. p. Recogvb. n. Recognizing (-ni'zTng).]
[From Recognizance ; see Cognition, and cf ReconNOITEE.] [Written also reeoj'jiJM.] 1. To know again;
to perceive the identity of, with a person or thing previously known ; to recover or recall knowledge of.
Harte^
Speak, vassal recognize thy sovereign queen.

;

4. {Navigation) (a) The calculation of a ship's position, either from astronomical observations, or from the
record of the courses steered and distances sailed as
shown by compass and log,
in the latter case called
;

A token

Rec'Og-nlze

(Bot.) (a) Bending or curving grada.
from the perpendicular. (6) Recumbent.
dial, a dial whose plane is inclined to the vertical line through its center. Davies & Peck (Math. Did.).
Pope.
Re-close' (re-kloz'), V. t. To close again.

of an outSir P. Sidney.

dead reckoning (see under Dead)

is usually silent.
a symbol a pledge a badge.
That recognizance and pledge of love

recognize)

2.

nized (-nizd)

Re-Clln'ing,

Addison.

—

Coivell.

and the related worda

in this

profession ; recognition.
Re-COg'nl-za'tiOIi (-za'sliiin), n.

reclines.

make

;

benefit nature bestowed.

^^
(except

sat, recline

downy bank, damasked with

Re-cUn'er

Esteem account ; estimation.
You make no further reckoning of it [beauty] than
ward fading

the soft

downward

He quitted London, never to return till the day of a terriblt*
and memorable reckoning had arrived.
Macaulay.
2. The charge or account made by a host at an inn.
A coin would have a nobler use than to pay a reckoning.
3.

See Recline,
leaning ; reclining,

;

Re-cliaed' (re-klind'),

of obligations, liabilities, etc.
to

recumbent position

They

Camden.

Even reckoning makes lasting friends, and the way
reckonings even is to make them often.

impaneled upon assize.
Among lawyers the g

nizes

2. To assume, or to be in, a
recline on a couch.
Re-cllne', a. [L. recHnis.

Reck'on-lng, n. 1. The act of one who reckons,
counts, or computes ; the result of reckoning or counting ; calculation. Specifically : (a) An account of time.
Sandys, (b) Adjustment of claims and accounts ; settle-

ment

reconnaissance, OF. recognoissance, fr. recognoissant, p.
pr. of recognoistre to recognize, F. reconnaiire, fr. L.
recognoscere ; pref. re- re- -|- cognoscere to know. See
Cognizance, Know, andcf. Recognize, Reconnoissance.]
[Written also recog7iisance.] 1. (Laiu) (a) An obligation of record entered into before some court of record
or magistrate duly authorized, with condition to do some
particular act, as to appear at the same or some other
court, to keep the peace, or pay a debt. A recognizance
differs from a bond, being witnessed by the record only,
and not by the party's seal, (b) The verdict of a jury

Re-Cllne', v.
against a wall.

Reck'on-er (-er), n. One who reckons or computes
also, a book of calculations, tables, etc., to assist in reckoning.
Reckoners without their host must reckon twice.

&

&

;

;

;

—

.

Re-clasp' (re-ldasp'), v. i. To clasp or unite again.
Re-clin'ant (re-klin'ant), a. [L. reclinans, p. pr. See
Recline.] Bending or leaning backward.
[L. reclinatus, p. p.]
Rec'll-nate (rekli-nat), a.
(Bot.) Reclined, as a leaf; bent downward, so that the
point, as of a stem or leaf, is lower than the base.
[Cf. F. riclinaiRec'll-na'tlon (rSk'lt-na'shun), n.
son.']
1. The act of leaning or reclining, or the state of
being reclined.
2. (Dialing) The angle which the plane of the dial
makes with a vertical plane which it intersects in a

To charge,

as by an enumeration and balancing
followed by
of chances ; hence, to think ; to suppose
an objective clause as- I reckon he won't try that again.
Colloq. U. S.'\
iProv. Eng.

4.

Landor.

clemency.

justice, trj

Milton.

attribute, or adjudge to one, as having a
certain quality or value.
Faith was reckoned to Abraham for righteousness. Horn. iv. 9.
Without her eccentricities being reckoned to her for a crime.
3.

Blackstone.

Re-cog'ni-to-ry (-to-rj), a. Pertaining to, or connected with, recognition.
Lamb.
The
Rec'Og-ni'za-bil'i-ty (rek'og-nl'za-bTl'i-tJr), n.
quaUty or condition of being recognizable.
Rec'Og-ni'za-ble (rSk'og-ni'za-b'l or re-kfig'nT- 277),
a.
Capable of being recognized. [Written also recognisable.']
Rec'og-ni'za-bly, adv.
Re-COg'nl-zance (re-kog'nl-zans or re-kSnT-), n. [F.

Waterland.

tradicts.

The priest shall reckon to him the money according to the
Lev. xxvii. 18.
years that remain.
I reckoned above two hundred and fifty on the outside of the
Addison.
church.
2. To count as in a number, rank, or series ; to estimate by rank or quality ; to place by estimation ; to
account ; to esteem ; to repute.

[LL.] (Laiv) One of

Re-COg'nl-tor (re-kSg'nl-ter), n.
a jury impaneled on an assize.

tered

;

;

JkirrotP.

dust.

Rec'Ol-lect' (rgk'Bl-lSltt'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Recol[Pff- '«
rb. n. Recollecting.]
p. pr,
collect : cf L. recolligere, recollecliim , to collect.
Cf
Recollet.] 1. To recover or recall the knowledge of ;
to bring back to the mind or memory
to reinembeE.
2. Reflexively, to compose one's self ; to recover selfcommand as, to recollect one's self after a burst of
anger
sometimes, formerly, in the perfect participle.
The Tyrinn queen . . .
Admired his fortunes, more admired the man ;
Then rccollerird stood.
Dryden,
Rec'Ol-lect (rgk'Bl-lSkt), n. [See Recollet.] (Eccl,'}
A friar of the Strict Observance, an order of Franciscans. [Written also i?(CoWc^]
Addis S- Arnold.

lected

+

&

;

.

;

;

—

;

—

;

tfaen,

thin

;

bON

:

zh =

7.

in azure.
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RECOLLECTION
Rec'ol-Iec'tlon (rgk'ol-lSk'shun), n. [Cf. F, recollec1. The act of recollecting, or recalling to the
the operation by which objects are recalled to
;
the memory, or ideas revived in the mind ; reminiscence

tion.^

memory

remembrance.
2. The power of recalling ideas to the mind, or the
period within which things can be recollected remembrance memory as, an event within my recollection.
something called to
3. That which is reccilected
" One of his earhest recollecmind reminiscence.
Macaulay.
tions."
;

;

;

4. The act or practice of collecting or
the mind ; concentration ; self-control. \_Archaic'\
From such an education Charles contract jd habits of gravity
Robertson.
and recollection.
Syn. Reminiscence remembrance. See Memoet.
;

Having the power of
J. Foster.
[F. recoUet,
F. ra'kS'la'), n.
fr. L. recollectus, p. p. of recolligere to gather again, to
gather up NL., to collect one's self, esp. for religious
contemplation.] (Eccl.) Same as Becollect, n.
second
Re-col' 0-ni-za'tion (re-k51'o-nT-za'shiin), n.
or renewed colonization.
Re-COl'O-nlze (re-kol'o-niz), V. t. To colonize again.
CombiRe-com'bl-na'tlon (re-kom'bl-na'shiin), n.
nation a second or additional time.
Re'com-blne' (re'kom-bin'), v. t. To combine again.
comfort :
Re-com'f ort (re-kum'f ert), v. t. [Pref recf. F. reconforter.J
To comfort again ; to console
anew ; to give new strength to.
Bacon.
Gan her recon\fort from so sad affright.
Spenser,
Rec'Ol-Iect'lve (-ISk'tiv), a.

recollecting.

Rec'ol-let (rek'51-lSt

;

;

A

+

.

Without comfort. [0J«.]
a.
(-fer-tiSr ; 135), n.
The act of re-

Re-com'f ort-less,

Re-COm'for-ture
comforting; restoration of comfort.

Shak.

[06s.]

Re'com-menoe' (re'kSm-mens'), V. i. 1. To commence or begin again.
Howell.
[Archaic']
2. To begin anew to be to act again as.
He seems desirous enough cf recommencing courtier. Johnson.
Re'com-mence', v. t. [Pref. re- -j- commence ; cf F.
recom7nencer.'] To commence again or anew.
Re'com-mence'ment (-ment), n. A commencement
;

.

made anew.
Rec'om-mend' (rSk'om-mgnd'), V. t. limp. &p. p.
Kecommended p. pr. & vb. n. Eecommendino.] [Pref.
re- + commend: of. F. recommander.']
1. To commend to the favorable notice of another to commit to
;

;

another's care, confidence, or acceptance, with favoring
representations ; to put in a favorable light before any
one ; to bestow commendation on ; as, he recommended
resting the mind and exercising the body.
Mjecenas recommendedY\r%\\ and Horace to Augustus, whose
Dryden.
praises
. have made him precious to posterity.
2. To make acceptable ; to attract favor to.
A decent boldness ever meets with friends,
Succeeds, and e'en a stranger recommends.
Pope.
.

.

to give in charge ; to commend.
Paul chose Silas and departed, being recommended by the
Acts xv. 40.
brethren unto the grace of God.
3.

To commit

;

Rec'om-mend'a-'ble (-a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. recommanSuitable to be recommerided worthy of praise
commendable.
Glanvill.
Rec'om-mend'a-ble-ness,
n.
Rec'om-mead'a-bly, adv.
Rec'om-men-da'tion (rek'Sm-mgn-da'shttn), n. [Cf.
F. recomnandaiion.'] 1. The act of recommending.
2. That which recommends, or commends to favor
dable.']

;

—

—

Rec'om-pense (rSk'5m-pSns), v. ». To give recomto make amends or requital.
[Obs.]
Rec'om-pense, n. [Cf. F. recompense.'] An equiva-

pense

;

lent returned for anything done, suffered, or given
compensation ; requital ; suitable return.

To me belongeth vengeance, and recompense. Deut. xxxii. Sb.
And every transgression and disobedience received a just
recompense of reward.
Heb. ii. 2.

anything procuring, or tending to procure, a favorable
reception, or to secure acceptance and adoption ; as, he
brought excellent recommendations.
3. The state of being recommended ; esteem,
[i?.]
The burying of the dead . . . hath always been had in an extraordinary recommendation amongst the ancient. Sir T. North.

That which

Rec'om-mend'a-Uve (-mSnd'a-tTv), n.
recommends a recommendation. [OJs.]

;

;

Rec'om-pen'ser

Rec'om-mend'er

Serving to rec-

(-a-tS-r^), a.
;

(-er), n.

;

Officers whose time of service
missioned.

had expired were

to

be recomMarshall.

Re'com-mlt' (-mlf), v. t. To commit again to give
back into keeping specifically, to refer again to a committee as, to recommit a bill to the same committee.
Re'com-mifment (-ment), \n. A second or renewed
Re'com-mit'tal (-tal),
commitment ; a re)
;

;

;

newed reference

to a committee.

Re'com-pact' (-pSkf), v. t. To compact or join anew.
" Recompact my scattered body."
Donne.
Re-com'pen-sa'tlon (re-k5m'p5n-sa'shiin), n.
[Cf.
LL. recompensatio.'] 1. Recompense. [Ofo.]
2. {Scots Law) Used to denote a case where a set-off
pleaded by the defeildant is met by a set-off pleaded by
the

A

;

;

Re'GOm-pose'
(-pozd')

;

[imp.
n.

&

p. p.

Recompensing

(-pgn'aing).]

[F. recompenser, LL. recompensare, fr.
L. pref. re- recompensare to compensate. See CoMBENSATE.] 1. To render an equivalent to, for service,
loss, etc. ; to requite ; to remunerate ; to compensate.
He can not recompense me better.
Shak.
2. To return an equivalent for ; to give compensation
for ; to atone for ; to pay for.
God recompenseth the gift. Robynson CMore's Utopia).

+

To recompense

My rash, but more unfortunate, misdeed. Milton.
3. To give in return ; to pay back ; to pay, as something earned or deserved. [JJ.]
Recompense to no man evil for evil.
Rom. xii. 17.
Syn.

— To

repay

;

requite

;

compensate

;

reward

;

re-

munerate.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

im, arm, ask,

[imp. & p. p. Recomposed
Recomposing.] [Pref. re- -j-

(-poz'), v.
vb. n.

t.

&

p. pr.

compose : cf F. recomposer.] 1. To compose again to
form anew ; to put together again or repeatedly.
The far greater number of the objects presen ted to our obser.

;

vation can only be decomposed, but not actually recomjjosed.
Sir W. Hamilton.

2. To restore to composure ; to quiet
quilize ; as, to recompose the mind.

anew

to tranJer. Taylor.
;

(-poz'er), n.
One who recomposes.
[Cf. F.
Re-com'po-si'tion (re-kom'p6-zTsh'iin), n.
recomposition.] The act of recomposing.
Rec'on-cl'la-ble (rek'on-si'la-b'l), a. [Cf. F. rtconciliable.]
Capable of being reconciled as, reconcilable
adversaries an act reconcilable with previous acts.
The dilferent accounts of the numbers of ships are reconcila-

Re'com-pos'er

;

;

Arbnthnot.

ble.

— Rec'on-cl'la-ble-ness, — Rec'on-ci'la-bly, adv.
re.

&

[imp.
p. p. Reconciled
[F. reconcilier,
vb. n. Reconciling.]
-jconciliare
to bring topref.
rere;
gether, to unite. See Conciliate.] 1. To cause to be
friendly again ; to conciliate anew to restore to friendship ; to bring back to harmony ; to cause to be no longer
at variance ; as, to reconcile persons who have quarreled.
Dryden.
Propitious now and reconciled by prayer.
The church [if defiled] is interdicted till it be reconciled [i. e.,

Rec'on-Clle'
(-Slid')
p. pr.
L. reconciliare

(-sH'), v.

t.

&

;

;

Chaucer.

restored to sanctity] by the bishop.

We pray you

... be ye reconciled

to

God.

2 Cor. v. 20.

To bring

to acquiescence, content, or quiet submisas, to reconcile one's self to afflictions.
;
To make consistent or congruous ; to bring to
followed by with or to.
agreement or suitableness ;
The great men among the ancients understood how to reconcile manual labor with ailairs of state.
Locke.
Some figures monstrous and misshaped appear,
Considered singly, or beheld too near
Which, but proportioned to their light or place.
Due distance reconciles to form and grace.
Pope.
4. To adjust ; to settle ; as, to reconcile differences.
2.
sion
3.

—

;

Syn. — To

pacify

;

reunite
appease.

conciliate

;

;

placate

propitiate

;

;

To become

reconciled.
[Obs.]
Rec'on-Clle'ment (-ment), n. Reconciliation. Milton.
Rec'on-ci'ler (-sl'ler), n. One who reconciles.
Rec'on-cll'l-a'tion (-sil'i-a'shSn), n. [F. reconcilia1. The act of reconciling, or the
tion, L. reconciliatio.]
state of being reconciled ; reconcilement ; restoration to
harmony ; renewal of friendship.

Rec'on-cile',

v. i.

Reconciliation and friendship with
of alL rational and true enjoyment.

God

really

form

cf inconsistency

A clear and

;

the basis
S. Miller.

Reduction to congruence or consistency

;

removal

harmony.

easy reconciliation of those seeming inconsisten-

cies of Scripture.

-D-

Rogers.

Syn. — Reconcilement; reunion; pacification; appeasement propitiation atonement expiation.
;

;

;

Rec'on-cll'1-a-tO-ry (-sil'i-4-to-ry), a. Serving or tendBp. Hall.
ing to reconcile.
Re-con'den-sa'tlon (re-kSn'dSn-sa'shQn), n. The act
or process of recondensing.
Re'con-dense' (re'kon-dSns'), v. t. To condense again.
Rec'on-dlte (rSk'on-dit or re-kSn'dtt; 277), a. [L.
reconditus, p. p. of recondere to put up again, to lay up,
to conceal ; pref. re- re- -j- condere to bring or lay together.
See Abscond.] 1. Hidden from the mental or
intellectual view ; secret ; abstruse ; as, recondite causes
of things.
searching ;
2. Dealing in things abstruse profound
as, recondite studies. ^^ Recondite learning. ' Bp. Horsley.
Re-COn'di-tO-ry (re-k8n'dT-t6-ry), re. [LL. recondi;

;

'

A repository;

torium.]

plaintiff.

Rec'om-pense (rSk'om-pSns), v. t.
Recompensed (-pSnst); p. pr. & vb.

(-siv), a.

a storehouse.

Re'COn-dUCt' (re'kSn-dQkt'),
or again.

"

v.

t.

v.

t.

Ash.

[Obs.]

To conduct back

A guide to reconduct thy steps."

Re'con-firm' (-ferm'),

[Pref. re-

Dryden.

+ confirm

:

cf.

Clarendon.
F. reconfirmer.] To confirm anew.
Re'con-fort' (-f8rt'), v. t. [F. reconforter.] To reChaucer.
comfort to comfort. [Obs.]
Re'con-Join' (re'kon-join'), v. t. To join or conjoin
Boyle.
anew.
;

Re-con'nois-sance
Re-con'nais-sance
reconnoitering

;

1
)

(re-kon'nTs-sans),

re.

[F.

See

The act of
Recognizance.]
examination or survey.

preliminary

Specifically : (a) {Geol.) An examination or survey of a
region in reference to its general geological character.
(b) (Engin.) An examination of a region as to its general natural features, preparatory to a more particular
survey for the purposes of triangulation, or of determining the location of a public work, (c) (Mil.) An examination of a territory, or of an enemy's position, for the

final,

gll

;

eve,

event.

purpose of obtaining information necessary for directing
military operations a preparatory expedition.
ReconnoiBsance In force (Mil.), a demonstration or attack
by a large force of troops for the purpose of discovering
the position and strength of an enemy.
(rSk'Sn-noi'ter), v. i.
Rec'on-nol'ter
[F. reconnoitre, a former spelling of reconRec'on-nol'tre j
noitre.
See Recognize.] 1. To examine with the eye
to make a preliminary examination or survey of esp., to
survey with a view to military or engineering operations.
2. To recognize.
[Obs.]
Sir H. Walpole.
Re-con'quer (re-k5n'ker), v. t. [Pref. re- -f conquer ;
cf. F. reconquerir.]
To conquer again ; to recover by
conquest as, to reconquer a revolted province.
Re-con'quest (-kwest), n. A second conquest.
Re-con'se-orate (-kOu'se-krat), v. t. To consecrate
;

I

;

;

Foxe.

benefits received.

Of the nature

of recompense ; serving to recompense.
Sir T. Browne.
new comRe-com'pi-la'tlon (re-kBm'pI-la'tion), n.
pilation.
Re'com-pile' (re'kBm-pil'), v. t. To compile anew.
Re'com-pile'ment (-ment), n. The act of recompiling new compilation or digest as, a recompilement of
Bacon.
the laws.

2.

commendatory.
Swift.
One who recommends.
(re'kom-mtsh'un), V. t. To commis_ Re'COm-mls'sion
Bion again to give a new commission to.
;

One who recompenses.

(-pSn'ser), n.

Rec'om-pen'sive

;

;

A tliankful recompenser of the

;

Rec'Om-mend'a-tO-ry
recommending

ommend

;

;

;;

RECORD

Syn, — Repayment compensation remuneration
amends satisfaction reward requital.
Rec'om-pense'ment (-pSns'ment), n. Recompense
concentrating
requital.
\_Obs.]
Fabyan.

;

;

—

;

;

£ud, fern, recent

:

ice,

anew

or again.

Re-COn'se-cra'tlon, re. Renewed consecration.
Re'con-sid'er (re'kSn-std'er), v. t. 1. To consider
again as, to reconsider a subject.
2. (Parliamentary Practice) To take up for renewed
consideration, as a motion or a vote which has been previously acted upon.
Re'con-Sid'er-a'tlon ^a'shun), re. The act of reconsidering, or the state of being reconsidered
as, the reconsideration of a vote in a legislative body.
Re-con'so-late (re-kon's6-lat), V. t. To console or
Sir H. 'Wotton.
comfort again. [Obs.]
Re'con-sol'i-date (re'kSn-sBl'I-dat), v. t. To consol;

;

idate

anew

or again.

Re'con-sol'l-da'tlon (-da'shun), re. The act or proceM
the state of being reconsolidated.
Re'con-Struct' (-strilkt'), v. t. To construct again to
rebuild to remodel to form again or anew.
Regiments had been dissolved and reconstructed. Macaulay,
of reconsolidating

;

;

;

;

Re'COn-StniC'tion (-striJk'shiin), re. 1. The act of constructing again the state of being reconstructed.
2. (U. S. Politics) The act or process of reorganizing
the governments of the States which had passed ordinances of secession, and of reestablisliing their constitutional relations to the national government, after the
close of the Civil War.
;

Re'con-struct'ive (-striik'tTv), a. Reconstructing
tending to reconstruct as, a reconsti~uctive policy.
Re'con-tln'u-ance (-tln'i5-ans), re. The act or state
;

of recontinuing.

Re'con-tin'ue (-6), v. t. & i.
Re'con-vene' (re'kSn-ven'),

To continue anew.
i.
To convene or
v. i.
to call or come together again.
Re'con-ven'tlcn (-vSn'shun), re. (Civil Law) A cross
demand ; an action brought by the defendant against the
Burrill. Bouvier,
plaintiff before the same judge.
second conversion.
Re'con-ver'slon (-ver'shfin), n.
Re'con-vert' (-vert'), v. t. To convert again. Milton,
person who has been
Re-con'vert (re-kon'vert), re.
Gladstone.
reconverted.

assemble again

&

;

A

A

(Chem.)
Re'con-vert'1-ble (re'kSn-verfl-b'l), a.
Capable of being reconverted convertible again to the
;

form or condition.
Re'con-vey' (-va'), v. t. 1. To convey back or to the
former place as, to reconvey goods.
2. To transfer back to a former owner; as, to reconvey an estate.
Re'con-vey'ance (-va'ans), re. Act of reconveying.
Re-cop'y (re-kop'y), v. t. To copy again.
Re-cord' (re-kSrd'), V. t. [imp. & p. p. RECORDED;
original

;

p. pr. & vb. re. Recoeding.] [OE. recorden to repeat,
remind, F. recorder, f r. L. recordari to remember pref.
re- re- -f- cor, cordis, the heart or mind.
See Coedial,
;

Heaet.]

To

1.

recall to

mind

;

to recollect

;

to

remem-

to meditate. [Obs.] " I it you recorci. " Chaucer.
repeat to recite ; to sing or play. [Obs.]
They longed to see the day, to hear the lark
Record her hymns, and chant her carols blest. Fair/ax.
3. To preserve the memory of, by committing to writing, to printing, to inscription, or the like ; to make note
of ; to write or enter in a book or on parchment, for the
purpose of preserving authentic evidence of ; to register
to enroll ; as, to record the proceedings of a court ; to
record historical events.
Those things that are recorded of him . . . are written in the

ber

;

2.

To

;

1 Escl. i. 42.
chronicles of the kings.
To record a deed, mortgage, lease, etc., to have a copy of
the same entered in the records of the office designated
by law, for the information of the public.

Re-cord', v. i. 1, To reflect ; to ponder. [Obs.]
Praying all the way, and recording upon the words which h»
Fuller.
before had read.
2.

To

[Obs.]

sing or repeat a tune.

Whether the

birds or she recorded best.

Shak.
W. Browne.

[OF. recort, record, rememRec'ord (rSk'erd), re.
brance, attestation, record. See Recced, t). <.] 1. A writing by which some act or event, or a nvimber of acts or
events, is recorded ; a register as, a record of the acta
of the Hebrew kings ; a record of the variations of temperature during a certain time ; a family record.
2. Especially: (a) An official contemporaneous writing
by which the acts of some public body, or public officer,
are recorded
as, a record of city ordinances ; the records of the receiver of taxes, (b) An authentic official
copy of a document which has been entered in a book,
or deposited in the keeping of some officer designated
;

;

by law.

(e)

An

official

contemporaneous memorandum

stating the proceedings of a court of justice ; a judicial
record, (d) The various legal papers used in a case, together with memoranda of the proceedings of the court ;
as, it is not permissible to allege facts not in the record.
3. Testimony ; witness ; attestation.

John i. 33.
John bare record, saying.
4. That which serves to perpetuate a knowledge of
acts or events ; a monument ; a memorial.
5. That which has been, or might be, recorded; the
known facts in the course, progress, or duration of

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 5rb, 5dd

"

RECORDANCE
To

3.

restore

bring back to

When

The
If

;

—

2.

A prodigal course

of fright, etc.
3. (Law) The obtaining in

Duke of Argyll.

to equities growing out of
from which the prmcipal demand arises,
cross-demands which may oe independent in
Abbott.

Re-COUfse' (re-kors'), n. [F. recours, L. recursus a
running back, return, fr. recurrere, recursiim, to run
back.
See Recuk.] 1. A coursing back, or coursing
again, along the line of a previous coursing renewed
;

course ; return ; retreat ; recurrence.
[06s.] " Swift
recourse of flushing blood."
Spenser.
Unto my first I will have my recourse.
Cltaucer.

;

;

2. Recurrence in difficulty, perplexity, need, or the
access or application for aid ; resort.
;
Thus died this great peer, in a time of great recowr.^e unto
him and dependence upon him.
Sir H. Wotton.
Our last recourse is therefore to our art.
D7-yden.

;

like

;

;

These ripe

70

fruits recreate the nostrils

with their aromatic
Vr. //. More.

L. Addison.
Rec're-ate, v. i. To take recreation.
Rec're-a'tion (-a'shiln), n. [F. 7-Sci-6ation, L. recrea/lo.]
Tlie act of recreating, or the state of being recreated ; refreshment of the strength and spirits after
sport pastime.
toil ; amusement ; diversion

lament
Rogers.

pity

J<'r. Taiilor.

scent.

;

;

;

.

;

firn

;

;

partridge.

David recovered all that the Amalekites had carried away.
1 Sam. XXX. 18.
2. To make good by reparation to make up for to
retrieve ; to repair the loss or injury of as, to recover
lost time,
" Loss of catel may recovered be." Chaucer.

iip,

;

;

;

amuse

to gratify.
Painters, when they work on white grounds, place before
them colors mixed with blue and green, to recreate tlieir eyes,
Dri/tien.
white wearying . . the sight more than any.
St. ,Tohn, who recreated himself with sporting with a tame

Cf. Recuperate.]
-f- a word of unknown origin.
To get or obtain again ; to get renewed possession
to win back ; to regain.

fyll,

;

;

to

re- re-

r^de,

Milton.

;

;

finite,

falje.

;

&

Ose,

LL. recriminatio.] The act of recriminatirig an accusation brought by the accused against the accuser ; a coun;

Re-crlm'l-na-tlve (-na-tiv), a. Recriminatory.
Re-crlm'1-na'tor (-na'ter), n. One who recriminates.
Re-erlm'1-na-tO-ry (-na-t6-r5f), a. [Cf. F. recriminatoire.]
Having the quality of recrimination retorting
accusation recriminating.
Re-cross' (re-kros' 115), v. t. To cross a second time.
Re-cru'den-cy (re-kru'den-sj^), n. Recrudescence.
;

;

;

Re'cru-des'cence (re'kru-dls'sens),
Re'cruHles'cen-cy (-dSs'sen-sJ),

;

;

food,

fo~ot

;

out,

oil

;

1

n.

}

[Cf. F. recrudescence-l

1. The state or condition of being recrudescent.
recrudescence of barbarism may condemn it [land] to chronic
Duke of Argyll.
poverty and waste.

become raw again pref. re- rebecome hard or raw cf. F. recrudesGrowing raw, sore, or painful again.

p. pr. of recrudescere to

;

crudescere to

-|-

1.

cent.']

:

2. Breaking out again after temporary abatement or
suppression ; as, a recrudescent epidemic.
Re-crult' (re-kruf), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Recruited;
[P. recruter, corrupted
vb. n. Recruiting.]
p. pr.
(under influence of recrue recruiting, recruit, from re

&

grow again) from an older recfeier,
properly, to patch, to mend (a garment) pref. re- -)OF. clut piece, piece of cloth cf. Icel. klUlr kerchief,
E. clout.]
1. To repair by fresh suppUes, as anything
wasted ; to remedy lack or deficiency in ; as, food recruits
the flesh ; fresh air and exercise recruit the spirits.
Her cheeks glow the brighter, recruiting their color. Glanvill.
2. Hence, to restore the wasted vigor of ; to renew in
strength or health ; to reinvigorate.
3. To supply with new men, as an army ; to fill up or
make up by enlistment ; as, he recruited two regiments
the army was recruited for a campaign ; also, to muster
M. Arnold.
to enlist ; as, he recruited fifty men.
Re-crult', v. i. 1. To gain new supplies of anything
wasted ; to gain health, flesh, spirits, or the like ; to recuperate ; as, lean cattle recruit in fresh pastures.
2. To gain new supplies of men for military or other
service ; to raise or enlist new soldiers ; to enlist troops.
Re-crult', n. 1. A supply of anything wasted or ex-

croitre, p. p. recru, to

;

hausted

The

;

chair

;

bo

;

bIiik,

a reenforcement.

;

state is to

have recruits

to its strength,

and remedies

to

Burke.

distempers.

its

2. Specifically, a man enlisted for service in the army
a newly enlisted soldier.
Re-crult 'er, n. One who, or that which, recruits.
Re-crult'ment (-ment), n. The act or process of recruiting especially, the enlistment of men for an army.
Re-crys'tal-11-za'tlon (re-krls'tal-lT-za'shiin), n,
Min.) The process of recrystallizing.
(Chem.
;

&

Re-crys'tal-lize (re-kris'tol-liz),

v. i.

& Min.)

To crystallize again.
Rectal (rSk'tal), a. (Anal.) Of

I

;

lapses to

;

Rec're-ant, n. One who yields in combat, and begs for
Blackstone.
a mean-spirited, cowardly wretch.
Shak.
You are all recreants and dastards
Re'-cre-ate' (re/kre-af), V. t. [Pref. re- -f- create.']
To create or form anew.
On opening the campaign of 1776, instead of reijnforcing, it
Marsfiatl.
was necessary to re-create, the army.
Rec're-ate (rSk're-at), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Recreated
recreatus,
Recreating.]
[L.
(-a'tSd) p. pr. & vb. n.
p.
pref. re- rep. of recreare to create anew, to refresh
-\- creare to create.
See Create.] To give fresh life
to reanimate to revive especially, to refresh after
to
wearying toil or anxiety to relieve to cheer to divert

mercy

;

and

;

;

"Who, for so many benefits received.
Turned recreant to God, ingrate and

admittance. [OJj.]
3. Access
Give me recourse to him.
Shak.
Without recourse (Commerce), words sometimes added
to the indorsement of a negotiable instrument to protect
the indorser from liability to the indorsee and subsequent
holders. It is a restricted indorsement.
Re-course', v. i. 1. To return ; to recur. [OJi.]
The flame departing and recoursing.
Foxe.
2. To have recourse
to resort.
{Obs.']
Bp. Racket.
Re-COUrse'ful (-ful), a. Having recurring flow and
ebb moving altemateljr. [OJi.]
Drayton.
Re-cov'er (re-kfiv'er), v. t. [Pref. re- -|- cover : cf.
F. recouvrir.'j ^To cover again.
Sir W. Scott.
Jle-cov'er (re-kiiv'er), v. t. limp.
p.p. Recovered
(-erd) p. pr. & vb. n. Recovering.]
[OE. recoveren,
OF. recovrer, F. recouvrer, from L. recuperare ; pref.

failings

South.
Re-crim'l-nate, v. t. To accuse in return.
[F. recrimination,
Re-crlm'l-na'tlon (-ua'shQn), n.

;

.

Even good men have many
and reeover.

law of a right to

;

Preventive physic
preventeth sickness in the healthy, or
the recourse thereof in the valetudinary.
Sir T. Browne.

;

suit at

Common recovery (Law), a species of common assurance
or mode of conveying lands by matter of record, through
the forms of an action at law, formerly in frequent use,
but now abolished or obsolete, both in England and
Burrill.
Warren.
America.
Rec're-ance (rSk're-ans), n. Recreancy.
Rec're-an-cy (-an-sf), n. The quality or state of
being recreant.
Rec're-ant (-ant), a. [OF., cowardly, fr. recroire, recreire, to forsake, leave, tire, discourage, regard as conquered, LL. recredere se to declare one's self conquered
in combat hence, those are called recrediti or recreanti
who are considered infamous L. pref. re- again, back
hence, origibelieve, to be of opinion
-f- credere to
nally, to disavow one's opinion.
See Creed.] 1. Crying for mercy, as a combatant in the trial by battle
craven. " This recyielding cowardly mean-spirited
Spenser.
reant knight."
2. Apostate
false
unfaithful.

affair

business to recriminate, hoping sufficiently to
clear myself in this matter.
Bp. Stillingjteet.

;

a

something by a verdict and judgment of court.
4. The getting, or gaining, of something not previously
Tusser.
had. [06jt.] "Help be past recotJerj/."
5. In rowing, the act of regaining the proper position
for making a new stroke.

One who recoups. Story.
The act of recouping.

;

my

It is not

2. (Med.') Increased severity of a disease after temDunglison.
porary remission.
Re'cni-des'cent (-sent), a. [L. recrudescens, -entis,

[06s.]

;

used reflex-

;

A

Shak.
Cowper.

whom

;

;

I thus ?

person against
Re-COV'er-ee'
a judgment is obtained in common recovery.
Re-COV'er-er (re-kfiv'er-er), n. One who recovers.
Re-COV'er-Or' (-Sr'), n. (Law) The demandant in a
Wharton.
common recovery after judgment.
Re-COV'er-y (re-kiiv'er-^), n. 1. The act of recovering, regaining, or retaking possession.
2. Restoration from sickness, weakness, faintness, or
restoration from a condition of misfortune,
the like

Shak.

Elizabeth had lost her venture but if she was bold, she
might recoup herself at Philip's cost.
Froude.
Industry is sometimes recouped for a small price by exten-

1.

his, recoverable.

why am

Recovery.
(-ans), n.
(Law) The
(-e'), n.

;

of

but not, like

;

recoverable,

Re-COV'er-ance

;

.

am

— Re-cov'er-a-ble-ness, n.

;

.

;

;

;

+

origm.

To make one's way to come to arrive. [Ofts.]
much ado the Christians recovered to Antioch. Fuller.

If I

" Eecrementitial Auidt." Dunglison.
(6).
Rec're-men-tl'tlous (-tish'Os), a. Of or pertaining
to recrement consisting of recrement or dross. Boyle.
Re-crlm'1-nate (re-krlm'I-nat), V. i. [Pref. re- -<To
criminate: cf. F. recriminer, LL. recriminare.]
return one charge or accusation with another to charge
back fault or crime upon an accuser.
Recrement, 2

ter accusation.
Accusations and recriminations passed backward and forward
Macaulay.
between the contending parties.

2.

"With

;

let-off to

i.

3. (Law) To obtain a judgment ; to succeed in a lawsuit ; as, the plaintiff has recovered in his suit.
Sir T. Malory.
Re-cov'er, n. Recovery. [06s.]
Re-COV'er-a-We (-4-b'l), a. [Cf. F. recouvrable.']
Capable of being recovered or regained capable of being brought back to a former condition, as from sickness, misfortune, etc. ; obtainable from a debtor or possessor ; as, the debt is recoverable ; goods lost or sunk
in the ocean are not recoverable.

I

the very

2 Kings

la like the sun's

:

;

recover of this disease.

(-koop'), V. t.
Re-coup'
[F. recouper ; pref. re- recouper to cut.] 1. {Law) To keep
Re-coupe'
back rightfully (a part), as if by cutting off, so as to diminish a sum due to take off (a part) from damages to
deduct as, where a landlord recouped the rent of premises from damages awarded to the plaintiff for eviction.
2. To get an equivalent or compensation for
as, to
recoup money lost at the gaming table to recoup one's

n.

;

;

+

Re-COUp'er (re-koop'er),

;

—

;

Re-COUp'ment (-ment), n.
Hl^" Recoupment applies

;

;

;

Re'COr-por'1-ll-ca'tlon (re'kSr-pBr'I-fl-ka'shiin), n.
act of investing again with a body ; the state of
Boyle.
being furnished anew with a body, [i?.]
Re-couch' (re-kouch'), v. i. [Pref. re- -j- covch : cf.
F. recoucher.J To retire again to a couch ; to lie down
Sir H. Wotton.
again.
[OJj.]
count.'\
To
Re-count' (re-kounf), v. t. [Pref. recount or reckon again.
Re-count', n. A counting again, as of votes.
Re-count' (re-kounf), v. t. [F. raconter to relate, to
recount ; pref. re- again -f- a (L. ad) -j- center to relate.
See Count, v.] To tell over ; to relate in detail ; to recite ; to tell or narrate the particulars of ; to rehearse ;
to enumerate ; as, to recount one's blessings.
Dryden.
To all his angels, who, with true applause,
Recount his praises.
Milton.

sive custom.

;

;

The

— often

.

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

n.

[L. recrementum
n.
cernere, cretum, to separate, sift cf. F.
1. Superfluous matter separated from that
which is useful ; dross ; scoria ; as, the recrement of ore.
substance
2. (Med.) (a) Excrement.
[06s.] (6)
secreted from the blood and again absorbed by it.
Rec're-men'tal (-mSn'tal), a. Recrementitious.
Rec're-men-tl'tlal (-mSn-tlsh'al), a. [Cf. F. recrSmentitiel.]
(Med.) Of the nature of a recrement. See
-f-

A

to

to obtain in re-

;

See

Rec're-ment (rSk're-ment),

pref. re- rerecrement.']

;

kind of wind instrument resembling the
" Flutes and soft recorder j. " Milton.
Re-COrd'er-Shlp, n. The office of a recorder.
Re-COrd'lng, a. Keeping a record or a register as, a
recording secretary
applied to numerous instruments
with an automatic appliance which makes a record of
their action as, a recording gauge or telegraph.

losses in the share market.
3. To reimburse ; to indemnify
ively and in the passive.

(Law) To gain as a compensation
;

A

;

— Rec're-a'tive-ly, adv. — Rec're-a'tive-ness,

Shak.

Refuge he was

as, re-cre-

;

[Cf. F. ricreatif.

Tending to recreate or refresh ; recreating ; giving new vigor or animation ; reinvigorating
after
labor or pain ; amusing ; diverting.
relief
giving
Bacon.
Let the music of them be recreative.

turn tor injury or debt as, to recover damages in trespass to recover debt and costs in a suit at law to obtain
to by judgment in a court of law as, to recover
lauds in ejectment or common recovery to gain by legal
process as, to recover judgment against a defendant.
Recover arms (Mil. Drill), a command whereby the piece
is brought from the position of
aim " to that of " ready
To regain repossess resume retrieve reSjTi.
cruit ; heal cure.
Re-cov'er (re-kiiv'er), v. i. 1. To regain health after
sickness to grow well to be restored or cured hence,
to regain a former state or condition after misfortune,
often followed by of ox from; as, to realarm, etc. ;
cover from a state of poverty to recover from fright.
Go, inquire of Baal-zebuh, the god of Ekron, whether I shall

[Ofts.]

)

Cities ol

a.

Recreate.]

;

sure enough.

're

title

Central Criminal Court.

[06^.]

we

Creating anew

Rec're-a'tlve (rSk're-a'tlv),

HaU.8.

7.

;

Recital.

forest is not three leagues off

recover that,

new

(-a'ti v), a.

aiive power.

Cowley.
De Foe.

die.

Re-COrd'ance (re-kSrd'ans), m. Remembrance. [Obs.J
Rec'or-da'tion (rgk'Sr-da'shun), n. [L. reeordatio :
See Record, v. t.J Remembrance ;
of. F. recordation.
Shak.
recollection; also, a record.
[0J«.]
Re-COrd'er (re-k6rd'er), n. 1. One who records specifically, a person whose official duty it is to make a record of writings or transactions.
2. The title c£ the chief judicial officer of some cities
and boroughs ; also, of the chief justice of an East Indian
settlement. The Recorder of London is judge of the
Lord Mayor's Court, and one of the commissioners of the

n.

we

Except he could recover one of the

a

;

Re'— cre-a'tlve

5. To rescue ; to deliver.
That they may recover themselves out of the snare of the
devil, who are taken captive by him.
2 Tim. ii. 2ti.
6. To gain by motion or effort; to obtain; to reach;
to come to. lArchaicI

;

Re-COUnt'ment_(-ment),

A forming anew

—

I do hope to recover my late hurt.
I had recovered a Uttle my hrst surprise.

n. [See Re-cebatb.]
creation or formation.

Re'-cre-a'tion (re'kre-a'shtin),

to

;

or body.

—

—

sickness, faintneas, or the like
to cure ; to heal.
;

or health
;

mind

—

;

from

life

Shak.
The wine in my bottle will recover him.
4. To overcome to get the better of,
as a state of

—

3. {3Ius.)
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anything, as in the life of a public man ; as, a politician
with a good or a bad record.
6. That which has been publicly achieved in any kind
of competitive sport as recorded in some authoritative
manner, as the time made by a winning horse in a race.
Court of record (pron, re-kSrd' in Bny.), a court whose
acts and judicial proceedings are written on parchment
Debt of record, a
or in books for a perpetual memorial.
debt which appears to be due by the evidence of a court
Trial by
of record, as upon a judgment or a cognizance.
record, a trial which is had when a matter of record is
pleaded, and the opposite party pleads that there is no
such record. In this case the trial is by inspection of the
record itself, no other evidence being admissible. Blackstone.
To beat, or break, the record ( Sporting), to surpass
any performance of like kind as authoritatively recorded
as, to break the record in a walking match.

flageolet.

;;;;

;

&

t.

(Chem.
Henry.

or pertaining to the

rectum in the region of the rectum.
[F.,
Rec'tan'gle (rgk'tSn'g'l), n.
;

L. rectus right -{- anguhis angle.
See Right, and Angle.] (Geom.) A
four-sided figure having only right anRectangle.
gles
a right-angled parallelogram.
1^°" As the area of a rectangle is expressed by the
product of its two dimensions, the term rectangle is sometimes used for product ; as, the rectangle of a and 6, that
fr.

;

is,

ab.

Rec'tan'gle, a. Rectangular. [JR.]
Hutton.
Rec'tan'gled (-g'ld), a. Rectangular.
[Cf. F. rectanRec-tan'gu-Iar (rgk-tHn'gij-ler), a.
gulairc] Right-angled having one or more angles of
ninety degrees.
Rec-tan'gU-lar-ly (rSk-tSn'gii-ler-iy),
adv.
Rec-tan'gu-lar-ness, n.
Tlie quality or
Rec-tan'gu-lar'1-ty (-IXr'I-ty), n.
;

—

—

condition of being rectangular, or right-angled.
[L. rectus straight.]
Reo'tl- (rSk'tt-).
A combining
form s\f!.miy'mf^ straight ; as, rectilineal, having straight
lines
rcc/inervcd.
Rec'tl-fl'a-ble (r5k'tT-fi'4-b'l), a. 1. Capable of being
rectified
as, a rerlijiahle mistake.

ink

;

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

In azure.

;;

N

;
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RED

2. {Math.) Admitting, as a curve, of the construction
of a straight line equal in length to any definite portion
of the curve.

Rec'tO-vag'l-nal (rgk'to-vSj'I-nol), a.
{Anat.) Of
or pertaining to both the rectum and the vagina.
Rec'tO-ves'i-cal (-v6s'i-kal), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to both the rectum and the bladder.
Rec'tress (rek'trSs), n. A rectoress.
B. Jonson.
Rec'trix (-trlks), n. ; pi. Rectkices (-tri'sez). [L.,

Re'cnr-va'tlon (re'kiir-va'shun), n. The act of recurving, or the state of being recurved ; a bending or
flexure backward.
Re-curve' (re-kflrv'), v. t. To curve in an opposite or
unusual direction to bend back or down.
Re-curved' (re-kflrvd'), a. Curved in an opposite or
uncommon direction bent back as, a bird with a recurved bill flowers with recurved petals.
Re-cur'vi-ros'ter (re-kfir'vl-ros'ter), n. [L. recurvus
bent back -f- rost-mm beak cf. F. recurvirostre.] {Zool.) A bird whose beak bends upward, as the avocet.
Re-cur'vi-ros'tral (-tral), a. [See Recurvibosteb.]
{Zo'ol. ) Having the beak bent upwards.
Re-CUr'vi-ty (re-kQr'vi-ty), re. Recurvation.
Re-Cur'vOUS (-viis), a. [1,. recurvus ; pref re- recvrvus curved.] Recurved.
Derham.

Rec'ti-fi-ca'tion (r5k'ti-fi-ka'shiin), n. [Cf. F. recii1. The act or operation of rectifying; as,
the rectification of an error ; the rectification of spirits.
After the rectification of his views, he was incapable of comVe Quincey.
promise with profounder shapes of error.
2. {Geom.) The determination of a straight hne v?hose
length is equal to a portion of a curve.
Eectiflcation of a globe (Aslron.), its adjustment prepara^
tory to the solution of a proposed problem.

(Chem.) That
Rec'tl-fi-ca'tor (rgk'tT-fi-ka'ter), n.
which rectifies or refines ; esp. , a part of a distilling apparatus in which the more volatile portions are separated
from the less volatile by the process of evaporation and
condensation ; a rectifier.
1. One who, or that
Rec'tl-fl'er (rgk'tT-fi'er), n.
which,

rectifies.

(Naut.) An instrtunent used for
determining and rectifying the variations of the compass
on board ship. (6) (Chem.) A rectificator.
[imp.
Rec'tl-fy (-fi), V. t.
p. p. Rectified (-fid)
p. pr. & vb. n. Rectifying (-fi'ing).] [F. rectifier, LL.
rectificare ; L. rectus right -f- -ficare (in comp.) to make.
See RiQHT, and -FY.] 1. To make or set right to correct from a wrong, erroneous, or false state to amend
as, to rectify errors, mistakes, or abuses
to rectify the
wiil, the judgment, opinions
to rectify disorders.
I meant to rectify my conscience.
Shak.
This was an error of opinion which a conflicting opinion
would have rectified.
Burke.
2. {Chem.) To refine or purify by repeated distillation or sublimation, by which the &a.fs parts of a substance are separated from the grosser
as, to rectify
2. Specifically

:

(a)

&

j

;

;

II

1.
governess a rectoress.
2. {Zo'ol.) One of the quill feathers of the tail of
a bird.
Rec'tum (-tiim), n. [NL. (sc. inteslinum), fr. L. rectus straight. See Right.]
{Anat.) The terminal part
of the large intestine
so named because supposed by
the old anatomists to be straight.
See Illust. under
;

;

To rectify a globe, to adjust it in order to prepare for
the solution of a proposed problem.
Syn. To amend emend: correct; better; mend;
reform redress adjust regulate improve. See Amend.

—

;

;

;

;

;

+

[BectiRec'tl-lln'e-al (-Itn'e-crl), I a.
lineal, linear.']
Straight consistRec'tl-lln'e-ar (-lin'e-er), (
ing of a straight line or lines ; bounded by straight lines
as, a rectilineal angle ; a rectilinear figure or course.
Rec'tl-lin'e-al-ly, adv.
Rec'ti-lin'ear-ly, adv.
Rec'tl-Hn'e-ar'1-ty (-Sr'i-ty), n. The quality or state
of being rectilmear.
Coleridge.
Reo'tl-lln'e-ous (-us), a. RectUinear. [OJi.] Ray.
Rec'ti-nerved' (rek'ti-nervd'), a. [Recti- -\- nerve.]
{Bot. ) Having the veins or nerves straight ;
said of
;

—

—

—

leaves.

Rec'tlon (rek'shun), n. [L. rectio, fr. regere to rule
or govern.] {Gram.) See Govehnbient, b., 7.
Gibbs.
Rec'ti-ros'tral (rek'tT-rSs'tral), a. [Recti- -f rostral.]
{Zo'ol.) Having a straight beak.
Rec'U-se'ri-al (-se'rl-al), a. [Recti- -{- serial.] {Bot.)
Arranged in exactly vertical ranks, as the leaves on stems
of many kinds
opposed to curviserial.
[NL. See Rectum, and
llRec-tl'tlS (rgk-ti'tis), n.
;

—

•

{Med.) Proctitis.
Dunglison.
Rec'tl-tude (rek'ti-tud), n. [L. rectitudo, fr. rectus
right, straight cf. P. recWterfe. SeeRiOHT.] 1. Straightness.
[R.]
Johnson.
2. Rightness of principle or practice ; exact conformity to truth, or to the rules prescribed for moral conduct,
either by divine or human laws ; uprightness of mind
uprightness ; integrity honesty ; justice.
-rris.]

:

;

[R.]
Sir G. C. Lewis,
3. Right judgment.
(Syn.
See Justice.
Rec'tO- (rgk'to-). A combining form indicating connection with, or relation to, the rectum; as, rec^o- vesical.
Rec'tO, n. [Abbrev. fr. LL. breve de recto.
See
EiOHT.] {Law) A writ of right.
Rec'tO, n. [Cf. F. recto.] {Print.) The right-hand
page .— opposed to verso.
Rec'tor (rSk'ter), n. [L., fr. regere, rectum, to lead
straight, to rule cf. F. recteur.
See Regiment, Right.]
[R.]
1. A ruler or governor.
the
supreme
rector
God is
of the world. Sir 3f. Hale.
2. (a) {Ch. of Eng.) A clergyman who has the charge
and cure of a parish, and has the tithes, etc. ; the clergyman of a parish where the tithes are not impropriate.
See the Note under Vicar. Blackstone. {b) {Prot. Epis.
Ch.) A clergyman in charge of a parish.
3. The head master of a public school.
[Scot.]

—

;

:

The

4.

chief elective officer of

France and Scotland

some

universities, as in

sometimes, the head of a colas, the Rector of Exeter College, or of Lincoln
lege
College, at Oxford.
5. {R. C. Ch.) The superior officer or chief of a convent or religious house and among the Jesuits the superior of a house that is a seminary or college.
Reo'tor-al {-a\), a. [Cf. F. rectoral.] Pertaining to
a rector or governor.
Rec'tor-ate (-St), n. [LL. rectoratus : cf F. rectorat.]
The office, rank, or station of a rector ; rectorship.
Rec'tor-eSS, n. 1. A governess ; a rectrix. Drayton.
2. The wife of a rector.
Thackeray.
Rec-tO'rl-al (rSk-to'ri-al), a. Pertaining to a rector
©r a rectory rectoral.
Shipley.
Rec'tor-Ship (rek'ter-shtp), n.
1. Government;
guidance. [Obs.] " The rertorsAip of judgment. " iSAai.
2. The office or rank of a rector
rectorate.
Rec'tO-ry (-t6-ry), n. ; pi. Rectories (-rtz). [Cf. OF.
rectorie or rectorerie, LL. rectoria.]
1. The province of
a rector a parish church, parsonage, or spiritual living,
with all its rights, tithes, and glebes.
2. A rector's mansion a parsonage house.
Rec'tO-U'ter-lne (-ii'ter-Tn or -in), a. (Anai.) Of or
pertaining to both the rectum and the uterus.
;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

;

—

Digestive.
II

Rec'tus

n

(-tiis),

; pi.

gere to keep straight.]
the recti of the eye.

Rec'U-ba'tlon

Recti

(-ti).

[NL.,

A straight

{Anat.)

fr.

L. re-

muscle;

as,

Re-cule'

[L. recubare to lie

(rSk'ii-ba'shiin), n.

1 n.
[F. reculement.] Recoil.
(-ment), J
[Obs.]
Re-cumb' (-kQm'), v. i. [L. recumbere ; pref. re- back
4- cumbere (in comp.), akin to cubare to lie down.] To
lean ; to recline ; to repose. [Obs.]
J. Allen (1761).
Re-cnm'bence (re-kiim'bens), n. The act of leaning,
resting, or reclining-; the state of being recumbent.

(re-kul'),

Re-cule'ment

Re-cum'ben-cy (-ben-sy), re. Recumbence.
Re-CUm'bent (-bent), a. [L. recumbens, -entis,

p. pr.

See Recumb, Incumbent.]
Leaning;
reclining lying as, the recumbent posture of the Romans at their meals. Hence, figuratively Resting inrecumbere.

of

;

active

;

;

idle.

;

:

— Re-cum3>ent-ly, adv.

(re-ku'per-a-b'l), a.

See Recover.]
Re-cu'per-ate (-at),

rable.

v.

&

;

;

&

&

;

If, to avoid succession in eternal existence, they recur to the
*'
punctum stans " of the schools, they will thereby very little
Locke.
help us to a more positive idea of infinite duration.
Eecturing decimal {Math.), a circulating decimal. See
under Decimal.
Eecurring series (Math.), an algebraic
series in which the coefficients of the several terms can
be expressed by means of certain preceding coefficients
and constants in one uniform manner.
Re-cure' (re-kur'), V. t. [Cf. Recover.] 1. To arrive
at ; to reach ; to attain.
Lydgate.
[Obs.]
2. To recover ; to regain ; to repossess.
[Obs.]
When their powers, impaired through labor long.
Spenser.
With due repast, they had recured well.
3. To restore, as from weariness, sickness, or the
like ; to repair.
In western waves his weary wagon did recure. Speriser.

—

4.

To be a cure

for

;

to remedy. [Obs.]
No medicine

Lydgate.
Might avail his sickness to recure.
Cure ; remedy recovery. [Obs.]
But whom he hits, without recure he dies. Fairfax.
Re-cureless, a. Incapable of cure. [Obs.] Bp. Hall.

Re-Ctire', n.

;

Re-cur'rence (re-ktir'rens), ) re. [Cf. F. recurrence.]
The act of recurring,
Re-cur'ren-cy (-ren-sy),
f
or state of being recurrent ; return resort recourse.
I shall insensibly go on from a rare to a frequent recurrence
/ Taylor.
to the dangerous preparations.
Re-cur'rent (-rent), a. [L. reeurrens, -entis, p. pr. of
recurrere : cf. F. recurrent. See Recur.] 1. Returning
from time to time recurring ; as, recurrent pains.
2. {Anat.) Running back toward its origin; as, a recurrent nerve or artery.
;

;

;

Recurrent fever. (Med.) See Relapsing fever, under
Relapsing.
Eecuirent pulae (Physiol.), the pulse beat
which appears (when the radial artery is compressed at
the \vrist) on the distal side of the point of pressure
Kecurthrough the arteries of the palm of the hand.
rent sensibility (Physiol.), the sensibility manifested by
the anterior, or motor, roots of the spinal cord (their
stimulation causing pain) ovring to the presence of sensory fibers from the corresponding sensory or posterior

—

—

;

:

.

The state
of being recusant nonconformity.
Coke.
Re-CU'sant (-zant ; 277), a. [L. recusans, -antis, p.
pr. of recusare to refuse, to object to
pref. re- re- -fcausa a cause, pretext: cf. F. recusant. See Cause,
and cf. Rube.] Obstinate in refusal specifically, in
English history, refusing to acknowledge the supremacy
of the king in the church, or to conform to the established rites of the church ; as, a recusant lord.
It stated him to have placed his son in the household of the
Countess of Derby, a recusant papist.
Sir W. Scott.
(re-ku'zmi-si^ or rgk'u-), n.
;

;

;

1. One who is obstinate in refusal
Re-CU'sant, n.
one standing out stubbornly against general practice or

opinion.

The

last rebellious recusants

among

[L.
(re-kflr'sant), a.
recursans, -antis, p. pr. of recursare to
recurrere.
See
run back, v. freq. of

Re-cur'sant

person who refuses to acknowledge
2. {Eng. Hist. )
the supremacy of the king in matters of religion ; as, a
Roman CathoUc recusant, who acknowledges the supremacy of the pope.
Brande
C.
3. One who refuses communion with the Church of

&

England

;

a nonconformist.

All that are reaisants of holy rites.
Holyday.
Rec'u-sa'tion (rgk'li-za'shiSn), re. [L. recusatio : cf.
F. recusation.] 1. Refusal. [Obs.]
2. {Old Laiv) The act of refusing a judge, or challenging that he shall not try the cause, on account of his
supposed partiality.
Blackstone.

Re-cu'sa-tlve (re-ku'za^tlv),
negative.

—

Jer. Taylor.

to challenge that the judge shall not try the cause.
[Obs.]
Sir K. Digby.
Re-CUS'Sion (re-kiish'un), n. [L. recuiire, recussum,
to beat back pref. re- re- -\- quatere to shake.] The act
of beating or striking back.
Spenser.
Red (rid), obs. imp. &p. p. of Read.
Red, V. t. To put in order ; to make tidy ; also, to
generally
free from entanglement or embarrassment ;
with up ; as, to red up a house. [Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Red, a. [Compar. Redder (-der) superl. Reddest.]
[OE. red, reed, read, AS. read, read; akin to OS. rod,
Sw.
OFries. rdd, D. rood, G. roth, rot. OHG. rot, Dan.
rod, Icel. rauSr, rJoSr, Goth, rauds, W. rhudd, Armor.
ruz, Ir.
Gael, ruadh, L, ruber, rufus, Gr. epuflpot, Skr.
rudhira, rohita ; cf. L. rutilus. V113. Cf Erysipelas,
'

;

—

&

;

&

&

.

Rouge, Rubbio, Ruby, Ruddy, Russet, Rust.]

Re-cur'slon (-shiin), re. [L. recurSee Recur.] The act of recurring

sio.

Boyle.

[Obs.]

Re-CUr'Vate

(re-kfir'vat),

a.

recurvatus, p. p. of recurvare.
{Bot.) Recurved.

Re-cur'vate

(-vat), v.

t.

To bend or curve back

;

to

Pennant.

recurve.
s^SX

Eagle Recursant.

[L.

SeeRE-, and Ccbvate.]

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fem, recent

;

Ice,

Of the

color of blood, or of a tint resembling that color ; of the
hue of that part of the rainbow, or of the solar spectrum,
which is furthest from the violet part. " Fresh flowers,

white and reede."

Chaucer.

Your color, I warrant you, is as red as any rose. Shak.
is a general term. Including many different

^S^^Red

shades or hues, as scarlet, crimson, vermilion, orange red,
and the like.
^^"Red is often used in the formation of self-explaining

compounds

;

as, red-breasted, rec?-cheeked, red-faced, rea-

haired, red-headed, red-skinned, red-tailed, red-topped,
red-whiskered, red-coated.
Red admiral (Zo'ol.), a beautiful butterfly CVanessa Atalanta)

common

in

both

Europe and America.
The front wings are J
crossed by a broad orange red band.
The
/

larva feeds on nettles.
Called also Atalanta butterfly,

fly.
(a)

and

—Rei

A

nettle butterant. (Zo'ol.)

very

siiiall

ant

molest a)
which often infests
(Mijrmica

houses, (b) A larger reddish ant (Formica sanguinea), native of Eu-

r r Wings reversed
to show Markings of Under Side.

Red Admiral,

rope and America. It is one of the slave-making species.
antimony (i/ire.), kermesite. See Kermes mineral
(b), under Kj;ehes.
Ked ash (Bot.), an American tree
(Fraxinus pubescens), smaller than the white ash, and
less valuable for timber. Gray.
Hei bass. (Zo'ol.) See
Redfish (d).
Ked bay(i?oi;.), a tree (Persea Caroliniensis) having the heartwood red, found in swamps in the
Southern United States. —Red birch (Bot.), a species of
birch (Bettila nigra) having reddish brown bark, and comKed blindness. (Med.)
pact, light-colored wood. Gray.
See Daltonism.
Ked book, a book containing the names
of all the persons in the service of the state. [Eng.)
Ked book of the Exchequer, an ancient record in which
are registered the names of all that held lands per baroniam in the time of Henry II. Brnnde & C. Red brass,
an alloy containing eight parts of copper and three of
zinc.
Red bread ( if oo?.), a bright red sponge (Microciona
prolifera), common on oyster shells and stones. [Local,
Red bng. (Zo'ol.) (a) A very small mite which
V. -S.]
in Florida attacks man, and produces great irritation by
its bites, (b) A red hemipterous insect of the genus Pyrrhocoris, especially the European species (P. apterus),
which is bright scarlet and lives in clusters on tree
trunks, (c) See Cotton staiver, under Cotton. — Red cedar. (Bot.) (a) An evergreen North American tree (Juniperus Virginiana) having a fragrant red-colored heartwood. (J) A tree of India and Australia ( Cedrela Toona)

— Ked

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

pecially of an eagle.

return.

Refusing; denying;

a.

[R.]

Re-cuse' (re-kuz'), v. t. [F. recuser, or L. recusare.
See Recusant.] {Law) To refuse or reject, as a judge

—

Recur.]
{Her.) Displayed with the
said esback toward the spectator
;

the European family of
£>e Quincey.

nations.

—

roots.

final,

;

;

A

[Cf. F. recupeSir T. Elyot.
Recoverable.
[imp. & p. p. Recuperated
i.
(-a'tgd) ; p. pr.
[L. recuperavb. re. Recuperating.]
tus, p. p. of recuperare.
See Recover to get again.] To
recover health ; to regain strengtli to convalesce.
Re-cu'per-ate, v. t. To recover ; to regain ; as, to
recuperate the health or strength.
Re-cu'per-a'tlon (-a'shiin), re. [L. recuperatio : cf F.
recuperation.] Recovery, as of anytliing lost, especially
of the health or strength.
1 a.
[L. recuperativus,
Re-CU'per-a-tlve (-a-ttv),
recuperatorius.]
Of
Re-cu'per-a-tO-ry (-a-to-ry), j
or pertaining to recuperation tending to recovery.
Re-cu'per-a'tor (re-ku'per-a'ter), re. [Cf. L. recuperator a recoverer.] {Steel Manuf.) Same as Regenerator.
[imp.
Re-cur' (re-k(ir'), v. i.
p. p. Recurred
(-kQrd') ; p. pr.
[L. recurrere ;
vb. n. Recurring.]
pref. re- re- -|- currere to run.
See Current.] 1. To
come back to return again or repeatedly ; to come again
to mind.
When any word has been used to signify an idea, the old idea
will recur in the mind when the word is heard.
/. Watts.
2. To occur at a stated interval, or according to some
regular rule ; as, the fever will recur to-night.
3. To resort ; to have recourse ; to go for help.

Re-cu'per-a-We

;

Re-CU'san-cy

upon the back.] Recumbence. [Obs.] Sir T. Browne.
Re-cule' (re-kul'), V. i. To recoil. [Obs.] Spenser.

;

spirit of wine.
3. {Com,.) To produce (as factitious gin or brandy) by
redistilling low wines or ardent spirits (whisky, rum,
etc.), flavoring substances, etc., being added.

A

fem. of rector.]

;

R

;;

RECTIFICATION

ficaiion.']

Q

+

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

&rb,

ftdd

;

;

RED

RED-GUM
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having fragrant reddish wood;— called al80<oo>iand<oon
Eed cop- BUKD (-gud) ; p. pr. & v. n. Rbdabocuig, J P^ redarSee under Chalk.
\ree in India. — Eed chalk.
Red coral guere; pref. ted-, re-, reper (Min.), red oxide of copper: cuprite.
arguere to accuse, charge
lZodl-),th& precious coral (Coraltium rubrum). See II- with
cf. P. redarguer.]
To disprove to refute to
(a) The
lusts. of CoKAL and Gokqoniacea. — Eed croas.
confute ; to reprove to convict. [Archaic]
cross of St. George, the national emblem of the English.
How shall I
suffer that God should redargue me at doomsSee Geneva convention, and Ge(6) The Geneva cross.
neva cross, under Geneva. —Red currant. (£ot.) See CuE- day, and the angels reproach my lukewarmness ? Jei'. Taylor.
(Cervus
—
common
Now
this
objection
to the immediate cognition of external obThe
atd^s
(Zo'dl.)
(a)
deer.
Red
HANT.
elaphus), native of the forests of the temperate parts of jects has, as far as I know, been redargued in three difterent
Sir W. Hamilton.
Europe and Asia. It is very similar to the American elk, ways.
Eed duck
or wapiti. (6) The Virginia deer. See Deer.
Red'ar-gu'tlon (rSd'ar-gu'shiin), re. [L. redargutio.]
(Zo'dl.), a European reddish brown duck (FuUgula nyact of redarguing refutation. [^Obs. or R.] Bacon.
The
Red ebony. (Bot.)
roca) — called also ferruginous duck.
Red'ar-gU'tO-ry (-t6-ry), a. Pertaining to, or conSee Grenadillo. — Red empreae (ZooZ.), a butterfly. See
Tortoise shell. Red flr (Hot.), a coniferous tree iPseu- taining, redargution or refutation refutatory. \_R.]
RedTjack' (rSd'hSk'), TO. (.ZoSZ.) The dunlin. iU. S.]
doisuga Douglasii) found from British Columbia to Texas,
Red'bel'ly (-bel'ly), re. (Zo'dl.) The char.
and highly valued for its durable timber. The name is
sometimes given to other coniferous trees, as the Norway
Red'blrd' (-berd'), re. (Zo'dl.) (a) The cardinal bird,
epruce and the American Abies magnifica and A. nobilis. (i) The summer redbird (Piranga rubra).
(c) The
— Red Are. (Pyrotech.) See Blue fire, under Fire. — Red scarlet tanager. See Tanager.
See under Plao. — Red fox (Zo'dl.), the common
flag.
European
(-brSsf),
(Zo'dl.)
(a)
The
re.
1.
RedOireast'
American fox Viilpes fulvus), which is usually reddish
robin.
(J) The American robin.
See Robin, (c) The
color. —Red grouae (Zo'dl.), the Scotch grouse, or ptarmicalled also robin breast,
Red gum, or Red gum-tree knot, or red-breasted snipe
gan. See under Ptarmigan.
TBoL), a name given to eight Australian species of Euca- and robin snipe. See Knot.
lyvius (Eucalyptus amygdalina.resinifera, etc.) which
See Pondpish.
2. (Zo'dl.) The long-eared pondfish.
Red hand
yield a reddish gum resm. See Euoaltptus.
Red'bud' (-bud'), n. (Bot.) A small ornamental legu(Her.), a left hand appaum^, fingers erect, borne on an
minous tree of the American species of the genus Cercis.
escutcheon, being the mark of a baronet of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland — called also See Judas tree, imder Judas.
Red'cap', n. 1. (Zo'dl.) The European goldfinch.
Badge of Ulster. —'Red herring, the common herring dried
2. A specter having long teeth, popularly supposed to
and smoked. Red horae. (Zo'dl.) {a) Any large AmeriJamieson.
can red fresh-water sucker, especially Moxostoma ma- haunt old castles in Scotland. \_Scot.]
crolepidotum and allied species. (6) See the Note under
Red'coat' (-kof ), n. One who wears a red coat speDrumpish.
Red lead. (Chem.) See under Lead, and cifically, a red-coated British soldier.
Minium. — Red-lead ore. (Min.) Same as Crocoite.- Red
Chaucer.
Red'de (-de), obs. imp. of Read, or Rede.
of alu-

—
—

+

:

;

;

;

.

.

.

—

—

;

;

—

;

m

(

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

a solution consisting essentially

h<juor (Dyeing),

Red'den (red'd'n), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Reddened
p. pr. & vb. re. Reddening.] [From Red, a.]
To make red or somewhat red to give a red color to.
Red'dOD) V. i. To grow or become red to blush.

mmium acetate, used as a mordant in the fixation of dye-

on vegetable fiber — so called because used originally for red dyestuffs. Called also red mordant. — Red
Red manmaggot (Zo'dl.), the larva of the wheat midge.
Red man, one
ganeae. (Min.) Same as Khodochrosite.
so called from his color. — Red
of the American Indians
maple (Bot.), a species of maple (Acer rubrum). See MaRed
ple. —Red mite. (Zo'dl.) See Red spider, below.
mulberry (5o^), an American mulberry of a dark purple
color (M01-US rubra).— '&ai mullet (ZodDtthe surmullet.
See Mullet. — Red ocher (Min.), a soft earthy variety of
hematite, of a reddish color.— Red perch (Zo'dl.), the rosefish.
Red phosphorus. (Chem.) See under Phosphorus.
Eed pine (Bot.), an American species of pine (Pinus resinosa); — so named from its reddish bark. —Red precipiRed Republican (European
tate. See under Precipitate.
Politics), originally, one who maintained extreme repubbecause a red liberty cap was
lican doctrines in France,
the badge of the party an extreme radical in social
reform. [(7a«<]
Red ribbon, the ribbon of the Order of
the Bath
England. —Red aandera. (Bot.) See Sanders.
— Red aandstone. (Oeol.) See under Sandstone. Red
scale (Zo'dl.), a scale insect (Aspidiotus aurantii) very injurious to the orange tree in California and Australia.
Red silver (Min.), an ore of silver, of a ruby-red or
reddish black color. It includes proustiie, or light red
silver, and pyrargyriie, or dark red silver. — Red snapper (Zo'dl.), a large fish (Lutjanus aya or Blackfordii)
abundant in the Gulf of Mexico and about the Florida
reefs.
Red anow, snow colored by a microscopic unicellular alga (Protococcus nivalis) which produces large
patches of scarlet on the snows of arctic or mountainous
stuffs

(-d'nd)

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

Red-den'dum (rSd-dSn'diim), re. [Neut. of L. reddendus that must be given back or yielded, gerundive of
reddere. See Reddition.] (Law)
clause in a deed by
which some new thing is reserved out of what had been
granted before ; the clause by which rent is reserved in
Cruise.
a lease.
Red'dlsh (rSd'dlsh), a. Somewhat red ; moderately
red.
n.
Red'dish-ness,
Red-dl'tion (red-dish'un), re. [L. redditio, fr. reddere
to give back, to return : cf. P. reddition. See Render.]
Howell.
1. Restoration ; restitution ; surrender.
[iJ.]
2. Explanation ; representation.
II

A

—

—

m

;

The reddition or

—

reply

tymg u^ documents,

—

1.

re.]

buy, originally, to take,

em

Olr.

cf.

(in comp.), Lith.

Assume, Consume, Exempt, Premium, Prompt,
Ransom.] 1. To purchase back ; to regain possession of
by payment of a stipulated price ; to repurchase.
sell a dwelling house in a walled city, then he may
Lev. xxv. 29.
within a whole year after it is sold.
specifically : (a) (Law) To recall, as an
estate, or to regain, as mortgaged property, by paying
what may be due by force of the mortgage, (b) (Com.)
To regain by performing the obligation or condition
stated ; to discharge the obligation mentioned in, as a
promissory note, bond, or other evidence of debt ; as, to
redeem bank notes with coin.
3. To ransom, liberate, or rescue from captivity or
bondage, or from Jiny obligation or liability to suffer or
to be forfeited, by paying a price or ransom to ransom
to rescue to recover ; as, to redeem a captive, a pledge,

If a

man

redeem
2.

—

it

Hence,

;

;

Re-dact' (re-dSkf ), v. t. [L. redactus, p. p. of redi; pref . red-, re-, again, back -(- agere to put in motion, to drive.] To reduce to form, as literary matter ; to
digest and put in shape (matter for publication) ; to edit.
R6'dac'teur' (ra'dak'ter'), n. [P.] See Redactor.
Re-dac'tion (re-dSk'shfin), n. [F. redaction.'] The
act of redacting ;^work produced by redacting ; a digest.
Re-dac'tor (-ter), n. One who redacts ; one who prepares matter for publication ; an editor.
Carlyle.

and the like.
Redeem Israel, O God, out of all his troubles. Ps. xxv. 22.
The Almighty from the grave
Sandgs.
Hath me redeemed.
4. (Theol.') Hence, to rescue and deliver from the
violated
law.
bondage of sin and the penalties of God's

II

Christ hath redeemed us
made a curse for us.

I will

6.

Up, firn

;

pity

redeem

all this

compensate

;

fully

;

to

fulfill

on Percy's head.

Re-deem'a-bll'l-ty

;

;

food, fdbt

;

out,

oU

;

as,

;

;
;

to
to

Milton.

Shak.

Redeemabloness.
Capable of being reheld under conditions

(-4-bTl'I-ty),

Re-deem'a-ble (-A-b'l), a. 1.
deemed subject to repurchase

18.

Shak.

;

Whicli of ye will be mortal, to redeem
Man's mortal crinio ?
It is n cimnce which does redeem all sorrows.
To redeem the time, to make the best use of it.

;

iii.

of to make amends for
equivalent or offset for ; to atone for
as, to redeem an error.

To pay the penalty

serve as an

;

f^ll,

Cal.

To make good by performing
redeem one's promises.

to

L. pref. re- re- -|dens,
dentis,
a
tooth.
Cf. Rea b Redans c Double Redan.
dented.] [Written sometimes redent and redens.'] 1. (^Fort.) A work
having two parapets whose faces unite so as to form a
salient angle toward the enemy.
2. A step or vertical offset in a wall on uneven ground,
to keep the parts level.

r^Ae,

from the curse of the law, being

6.

OF. redent a double

[P., for

give back ; to return.
Ayliffe,
2. To deliver or liberate a second time or again.
3. To report ; to deliver the answer of. [i2.] " Shall
"
Shak.
I redeliver you e'en so ?
second deliverance.
Re'de-Uv'er-ance (-ans), n.
of
delivering
back.
1. Act
Re'de-liv'er-y (-J), re.
2.
second or new delivery or liberation.
Re'de-mand' (re'de-mind'), V. t. [Pref. re- back,
again -)- demand: cf. F. redemander.'] To demand back;
to demand again.

A

A

Re'de-mand', n. A demanding back; a second or
renewed demand.
Re'de-mlse' (-mlz'), v. t. To demise back ; to convey
or transfer back, as an estate.
Re'de-mlse', re. (Law) The transfer of an estate
back to the person who demised it ; reconveyance as, the
demise and redemise of an estate. See under Demise.
Re-dem'on-Strate (re-dgm'6n-strat or re'de-mSn'strat), V. t.
To demonstrate again, or anew.
;

Every truth of morals must be redemonstrated in the experience or the individual man before he is capable of utilizing it
as a conatituent of character or a guide in action.
Lowell.

Re-demp'tl-ble (re-demp'tl-b'l),

re.

chair

;

go

;

a.

Redeemable.

[P. redemption, L. reRe-demp'tlon (-shiin), re.
demplio. See Redeem, and cf. Ransom.] The act of
redeeming, or the state of being redeemed ; repurchase
ransom ; release ; rescue ; deliverance ; as, the redemption of prisoners taken in war ; the redemption of a ship

and cargo. Specifically (a) (Law) The liberation of an
estate from a mortgage, or the taking back of property
mortgaged, upon performance of the terms or conditions
on which it was conveyed also, the right of redeeming
and reentering upon an estate mortgaged. See Equity
:

;

of redemption, under E(ivrrY. (b) (Com.) Performance
of the obligation stated in a note, bill, bond, or other evidence of debt, by making payment to the holder, (c)
(Theol.) The procuring of God's favor by the sufferings
and death of Christ the ransom or deliverance of sinners from the bondage of sin and the penalties of God's
;

violated law.
In whom we have redemption through his blood.

Re-demp'tion-a-ry

(-a-r^),

One who

re.

is,

Eph. i. 7.
or may

Hakluyt.
redeems him-

[E.]

Re-demp'tlon-er (-er), re. 1. One who
from debt or servitude.
2. Formerly, one who, wishing to emigrate from Europe to America, sold his services for a stipulated time
to pay the expenses of his passage.
Re-demp'tlon-lst, re. (R. C. Ch.) A monk of an order founded in 1197
so called because the order was
especially devoted to the redemption of Christians held
in captivity by the Mohammedans.
Called also Trinita;

—

rian.

Re-demp'tlve (-tlv), a. Serving or tending to reredeeming as, the redemptive work of Christ.

;

Cf.

i/mti.

gere

unite,

n.

;

Almaqra.

(re-d5n'), n.
notching or jagging, as in the
teeth of a saw, fr.

&

;

self, as

&

etc.

—

A

ase,

Cf.

Advice ; counsel sugBurns.
Chaucer.
There was none other remedy ne reed.
2. A word or phrase ; a motto ; a proverb ; a wise saw.
Spenser.
[Obs.] " This rede is rife."
Re-deem' (re-dem'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Redeemed
(-demd') p. pr. & vb. n. Redeeming.] [P. redimer,
L. redimere; pref, red-, re-, re- -|- emere, emptum, to

1. The color of blood, or of that part of
the spectrum farthest from violet, or a tint resembling
these. " Celestial rosy red, love's proper hue." Milton.
2.
red pigment.
3. {European Politics) An abbreviation for Red Republican. See under Red, a. [^Canf]
Dunglison,
4. pi. (Med.) The menses.
Engliah red, a pigment prepared by the Dutch, similar
Hypericum red, a red resinous dyestuff
to Indian red.
extracted from Hypericum.
Indian red. See under In-

Re-dan'

words.

[See Read,
[Obs. or Scot.]

Rede,

gestion.

(r§d), n.

—

as, redditive

;

—

dian, and

;

[F. raideur,iT. raide stiff.]
(rSd'der), n.
Gower.
Rigor; violence. [Obs.]
Rede (red), v. t. [See Read, v. t."] 1. To advise or
counsel.
[Obs. or Scot.]
Chaucer.
I rede that our host here shall begin.
[Obs.]
2. To interpret ; to explain.
Chaucer.
My sweven [dream] rede aright.

hence, official formality and delay.
Red
nnderwlng (Zo'dl.), any species of noctuid moths belonging to Catocala and n . <i^%x„ „ 20
^''
alhed genera. The numerous species are
mostly large and handsomely colored. The under wings
are commonly banded with bright red or orange.
Red
water, a disease in cattle, so called from an appearance
like blood in the rurine.

Red

;

be, redeemed.

Red'dour

—

for

Chapman.

Red'dle (rSd'd'l), re. [From Red cf. G. r'dlhel.
Ruddle.] (Min.) Red chalk. See under Chalk.

regions. —Red aoltenlng (Med.) a form of cerebral Softening in which the affected parts are red,
a condition due
either to infarction or inflammation.
Red spider (Zo'dl.),
a very small web-spinning mite ( Tetranychus telarius) which infests, and often
destroys, plants of various kinds, especially those cultivated in houses and
conservatories. It feeds mostlv on the
under side of the leaves, and causes
them to turn yellow and die. The adult
insects are usually pale red. Called also
red mite.— 'Rei. a(iulrrel(.?oo?.), the chickaree.
Red tape, the tape used in public
offices

application of the comparison.

Red'dl-tlve (rSd'di-tiv), a. [L. reddiiivus.] (Gram.)
Answering to an interrogative or inquiry; conveying a

—

—

;

;

Pope.
Appius reddens at each word you speak.
He no sooner saw that her eye gUstened and her cheek redScott.
obstinacy
was
once
subdued.
Sir
W.
dened than his
at

—

—

;

permitting redemption as, a pledge securing the payment of money is redeemable.
2. Subject to an obligation of redemption; conditioned
upon a promise of redemption ; payable ; due ; a%
bonds, promissory notes, etc., redeemable in gold, orl|
current money, or four months after date.
Re-deem'a-ble-ness (re-dem'a-b'l-nes), n. The qual
redeemability.
ity or state of being redeemable
Re-deem'er (re-dem'er), re. 1. One who redeems.
2. Specifically, the Savior of the world, Jesus Christ.
Rede'leSB (red'16s), a. Without rede or counsel. [Obs.'\
i.
To delibRe'de-lib'er-ate (re'de-lib'er-at), V. t.
erate again to reconsider.
1. To deliver or
Re'de-llv'er (re'de-liv'erj, v. t.

;

—

—

;

deem

;

;

Re-demp'tor-lst (-ter-Tst), re. [P. redemptoriste, fr.
L. redemptor redeemer, from redimere. See Redeem.]
(R. C. Ch.) One of the Congregation of the Most Holy
Redeemer, founded in Naples in 1732 by St. Alphonsus
Maria de Liguori. It was introduced into the United
States in 1832 at Detroit. The Fathers of the Congregation devote themselves to preaching to the neglected,
esp. in missions and retreats, and are forbidden by their
rule to engage in the instruction of youth.
Re-demp'to-ry (-tt-rf), a. Paid for ransom ; serving
" Hector's )'erfemj)<ory price. "
to redeem.
Chapman.
Re-demp'ture (-tiir 135), re. Redemption. [Obs.]
Re-dent'ed (re-dSnt'gd), a. [From OF. redent. See
Redan.] Formed like the teeth of a saw Indented.
Re'de-pos'it (re'de-p5z'it), V. t. To deposit again.
;

;

[Pref. re-+ descend:
cf. F. redescendre.]
To descend again.
Houell.
Red'eye' (rgdl'), re. (Zo'dl.) (a) The rudd. (b) Same
as Redfish (d). (c) Tlie goggle-eye, or fresli-water rock
bass.
[Local, U. S.]

Re'de-scend'

(-sSnd'),

Red'fln' (-fin'),
dace (Minnilus
or

re.

v.

i.

A

(Zo'dl.)

small North American

cornutus,

Notropis

meg alops).
The male,
the

in,

breeding

*

has
brlght red

—^^.i^^BSs;"—^j<«u

season,
fins.

\t!->

-n-

3

^<SJ

Called

^^^^"^ iKotropis megalopi).
an°d'^*fAiner'
Applied also to Notropis ardens, of the Mississippi valley
Red'ilnch' (-finch'), n. (Zodl.) Tlie European linnet.
(Zodl.) (a) Tlie blueback
Red'flsh' (rSd'fish'), «.
salmon of the North P.acific
called also nerka.
See
Blueback (b). (b) Tlie rosefisli. (c) A hivge California
labroid food flsli (Trochocopns pulcher);
called also
fal/iend.
(d) Tlie red bass, red drum, or druiufish.
See
the Note inider Drumpish.
Red'-glim' (-gtSm'), re. [OE. 7red gonndc ; AS. redd
red -f- gmid matter, pus.]
1. (Med') An eruption of
red pimphis upon the face, neck, and arms, in earW
infancy tooth rash stroplmlus.
Good,
2. A name of rust on grain.
See Rust.

sing, igk

;

—

—

;

;

then,

;

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;;;
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RED-HAND
Red'-hand' (rSd'hSnd'),
Red'-hand'ed (-hSnd'Sd),

a.

;

—

;

;

;

II

A

for

women.

4- integrare to

make whole,

integer whole.
Restored to wholeness or a perfect state

Bee Inteoeb.]
renewed.
Re-dln'te-grate (-grat),
;

to renew,

fr.

Bacon.
v.

t.

To make whole again

;

to restore to integrity or soundness.

The English nation seems
grate us again

What could

redinteColeridge.

obliterated.

f

[L. redintegraRe-dln'te-gra'tlon (-gra'shiin), n.
1. Restoration to a whole or sound state
renewDr. H. More.
; renovation.
2. (Chem.) Restoration of a mixed body or matter to
its former nature and state.
\_Archaic']
Coxe.
3. (Psychology) The law that objects which have been
previously combined as parts of a single mental state
tend to recall or suggest one another
adopted by many
philosophers to explain the phenomena of the associatio.2

;

al

;

—

tion of ideas.

Re'di-rect' (re'dT-rSkf ), a. (Law) Applied to the examination of a witness, by the party calling him, after
the cross-examination.
Re'dlS-burse' (re'dls-bflrs'), V. t. To disburse anew
to give, or pay, back.
Spenser.
Re'dls-cov'er (-kQv'er), v. t. To discover again.
Re'dis-pose' (-poz'), v. t. To dispose anew or again
to readjust to rearrange.
A. Baxter.
Re'dls-seize' (-sez'), v. t. (Law) To disseize anew, or
a second time. [Written also redisseise.']
Re'dis-sei'zln (-se'zTn), n. (Law) A disseizin by one
who once before was adjudged to have disseized the
ame person of the same lands, etc. ; also, a writ which
lay in such a case.
Blackstone.
Re'dls-sei'zor (-zSr), n. (Law) One who redisseizes.
Re'dlS-SOlve' (re'diz-z51v'), V. t. To dissolve agam.
;

Re'diS-till' (re'dTs-ttl'), v.

t.

To

distUl again.

Re'dls-train'er (-tran'er), n. One who distrains again.
Re'dis-trib'Ute (-tTVo'iit),_v. t. To distribute again.
Re-dis'trl-bu'tlon (-tri-bu'shun), n.
Re-dis'trict (j-trlkt), v. t. To divide into new districts.
Re-dl'tion (re-dTsh'iin), n. [L. reditio, fr. redire. See
Rbdient.] Act of returning return. \_Obs.~\ Chapman.
Re'di-Vlde' (re'dl-vid'), V. t. To divide anew.
Red'leg' (rgd'lgg'), 1 «. (ZoU.) (a) The redshank.

—

;

Red'legS' (-ISgzO)
Red'-let'ter

I
iP)
(-let/ter), a.

marked by red
Red-letter day, a day

letter

(re-dab''l), v. t.
[Pref. re- -\- double: of.
Cf. Reduplicate.]
To double again or

F. redoubler.
repeatedly ; to increase by continued or repeated additions ; to augment greatly ; to multiply.
So they

Doubly redoubled strokes upon the foe.
Shak.
Re-don'ble, v. i. To become greatly or repeatedly increased ; to be multiplied to be greatly augmented as,
;

;

the noise redoubles.
Re-doubt' (re-douf ), n. [F. redoute, fem., It. ridotto, LL. reductus, literally, a retreat, from L. reductus
drawn back, retired, p. p. of reducere to lead or draw
back cf. F. reduit, also fr. LL. reductus. See Reduce,
and cf. Reduct, REDtnr, Bidotto.]
:

(Fort.)

A

(a)

roughly

small,

and usually a

constructed, fort

;

The tumstone.
Of or pertaining to a red

letters.

—

that is fortunate or auspicious
so called in allusion to the custom of marking holy days,
or saints' days, in the old calendars with red letters.
Red'ly, adv. In a red manner with redness.
Red'mouth' (-mouth'), n. (Zool.) Any one of several species of marine food fishes of the genus Diabasis,
or JJsem,ulon, of the Southern United States, having the
Inside of the mouth bright red.
Called also flannelmouth, and grunt.
Red'ness, n. [AS. reddness. See Bed.] The quality
or state of being red red color.
Red'O-lence (rSd'o-lens), ) n. The quality of being
Red'0-len-cy (-len-sj?),
redolent ; sweetness of
)
scent pleasant odor ; fragrance.
Red'O-lent (-lent), a. [L. redolens, -entis, p. pr. of
redolere to emit a scent, diffuse an odor ; pref. red-, re-,
reolere to emit a smell. See Odob.] Diffusing odor
or fragrance ; spreading sweet scent ; scented ; odorous
" Honey redolent
smelling ;
usually followed by of.
of spring." Dryden.
Red'O-lent-ly, adv.
Gales
redolent of joy and youth.
Qray.
;

;

;

;

+

—

—

.

.

ale,

.

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

A setting

wrong, injury, or oppression
the redress of grievances hence, relief ; remedy repindemnification.
Shak.
aration
A few may complain without reaBon but there is occasion
2.

right, as of

as,

;

;

;

;

for redress

3.

when the cry

One who,

is

Davaiant.

universal.

or that which, gives relief

a redresser.

;

Fair majesty, the refuge and redress
Of those whom fate pursues and wants oppress. Dryden,
Re-dreSS'al (re-drSs'al), n. Redress.
Re-dress'er (-er), n. One who redresses.
Re-dress'1-ble (-I-b'l), a. Such" as may be redressed.
Re-dress'lve (-Tv), a. Tending to redress. Thomson.
Not having redress such as can
Re-dressless, a.
Sherwood.
not be redressed irremediable.
;

;

[Cf. F. redressement.]
Jefferson.
(rSd'rlVand), n. (Zool.) The European

Re-dress'ment (-ment), n.
The act of redressing redress.

or

;

outwork of varying shape, commonly erected for a
temporary purpose,
and without flanking defenses,

tops

Red'-rib'and

red band fish, or fireflame. See Band fish.
(Bot.) A name of several
Red'root' (rgd'robf), n.
plants having red roots, as the New Jersey tea (see under
Tea), the gromwell, the bloodroot, and the Lachnanlhes
tinctoria, an endogenous plant found in sandy swamps

— used

fortifying

in
of

esp.

and

hills

from Bhode Island to Florida.
Red'sear' (rSd'ser'), V. i. To be

passes, and

positions in hostUe territory, (b) In per-

Redoubt (in the foreground),
manent works, an
outwork placed within another outwork. See F and

i in

Ravelin. [Written also redout.]
Re-doubt', v. t. [F. redouter, formerly also spelt redoubter; fr. L. pref. re- re- -\- dubitare to doubt, in LL.,
to fear.
See Doubt.] To stand in dread of to regard
with fear to dread. [i2.]
Re-doubt'a-ble (-i-b'l), a. [F. redoutable, formerly
also spelt redoubtable.]
Formidable ; dread terrible to
foes; as, a redoubtable hero; hence, valiant;
often in
contempt or burlesque. [Written also redoutable.]
Formidable
" Some reRe-dOUbt'ed, a.
dread.
doubted knight."
Spenser.
Lord regent, and redoubted Burgundy.
Shak.
Re-doabt'lng, n. Reverence honor. [Obs.]
In redoutyng of Mars and of his glory.
Chaucer.
Illust. of

;

;

;

—

;

;

Re-dound' (re-dound'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Redounded p. pr. & vb. n. Redoundino.] [F- redonder, L. redundare ; pref. red-, re-, reundare to rise in waves
or surges, fr. unda a wave. See Undulate, and cf. Redundant.] 1. To roll back, as a wave or flood to be
sent or driven back to flow back, as a consequence or
effect ; to conduce
to contribute ; to result.
The evil, soon

+

;

;

;

Driven back, redounded as a flood on those

From whom it sprung.
The honor done to our rehgion

'

Milton.

ultimately redounds to God,
Rogers.
As both
will devour great quantities of paper, there will
no small use redound from them to that manufacture. Addison.
the author of
.

2.

.

redundant

it.
.

To be

in excess ; to remain over
to overflow.

;

and above

to be

;

;

;

;

former is most in use.
Red'pole' (rSd'pol'), n. (Zool.) Same as Redpoll.
Red'poll' (-pol'), K. (Zool.) (a) Anyone of several
species of small northern finches of the genus Acanthis
(formerly .Mgiothus), native of Europe and America.
The adults have the crown red or rosy. The male of the

most common species (A. linarius) has also the breast
and rump rosy. Called also redpoll linnet. See Illust.
under Ldinet. (6) The common European linnet, (e)
The American redpoll warbler (Dendroica palmarum).
Re-draft' (re-draff), v. t. To draft or draw anew.

A

second draft or copy.
Re-draft', n. 1.
2. (Com.)
new bill of exchange which the holder
of a protested bill draws on the drawer or indorsers, in
order to recover the amount of the protested bill with
costs and charges.
Re-draw' (re-dra'), v. t. [imp. Redbew (-dru') ; p. p.
Redrawn (-dran') p.pr. vb. n. Bedbawing.] To draw
again to make a second draft or copy of ; to redraft.
Re-draw', v. i. (Com.) To draw a new bill of exchange, as the holder of a protested biU, on the drawer
or indorsers.
Re-dress' (re-dr5s'), V. t. [Pref. re- -f- dress.] To
dress again.
Re-dress' (re-drSs'), v. t. [F. redresser to straighten
pref. re- re- -|- dresser to raise, arrange.
See Dbess.]
1. To put in order again ; to set right ; to emend ; to
revise.
[B..]
Chaucer.
The common profit could she redress.
In yonder spring of roses intermixed
Milton.
With myrtle, find what to redress till noon.
Your wish that I should redress a certain paper which you
had prepared.
A. Hamilton.

A

&

'\

;

as a wrong to repair, as an injury ; to
to remedy to relieve from.
Those wrongs, those bitter injuries,
Shak.
I doubt not but with honor to redress.
8. To make amends or compensation to ; to relieve of
anything unjust or oppressive to bestow relief upon.
" 'T is thine, O king the afflicted to redress." Dryden.
Byron.
Will Gaul or Muscovite redress ye ?

2. To set right,
make amends for

;

;

;

.

.

;

!

Re-dress', n. 1. The act of redressing ; a making
[B.]
right; reformation; correction; amendment.
Reformation of evil laws is commendable, but for us the more
Hooker.
necessary is a speedy redress of ourselves.
final,

all

;

eve,

event,

when

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

red-hot

Moxon.

Red'Shank' (rSd'shSnk'), n. 1. (Zool.) (a) A common Old World limicoiine bird (Totanus calidris), having the legs and feet pale red. The spotted redshank (T.
fuscus) is larger, and has orange-red legs. Called also
redshanks, redleg, and dee. (b) The fieldfare.
a contemptuous appella2. A bare-legged person ;
tion formerly given to the Scotch Highlanders, in alluSpenser.
sion to their bare legs.
Red'-Short' (-shSrf), a. (Metal.) Hot-short ; brittle
when red-hot; said of certain kinds of iron. Red'-

—

—

short'ness, n.

Red'skln' (-ekin'), n.
North American Indian

A common

— so

;

the skin.
Red'Start'

(-start'), n.

A
European

[Bed

appellation for a
of

from the color

called

+ start

Cooper.
tail.]

(Zool.)

small, handsome

(a)

singing bird
phcenicurus),
(Buticilla
allied to the nightingale

—called also redtail, brantail, fireflirt, firetail. The
black redstart is P. iithys.

The name is also applied European Redstart (RuticiUa
phcenicurus).
to several other species of
Buticilla and allied genera, native of India, (b) An American fly-catching warbler
(Setophaga ruticilla). The
male is black, with large
patches of orange-red on
the sides, wings, and tail.
The female is olive, with
yellow patches.

Red'streak'

For every dram of honey therein found,
A pound of gall doth over it redound.
Spenser.
Re-donnd', n. l. The coming back, as of consequence
or effect ; result return requital.
We give you welcome not without redound
Of use and glory to yourselves ye come.
Tennyson.
2. Reboimd
reverberation. [iJ.]
Codrington.
Red'OW-a (rgd'o-4), n. [F., fr. Bohemian.] A Bohemian dance of two kinds, one in triple time, like a
waltz, the other in two-four time, like a polka. The
;

brittle

to be red-short.

_

;

Re-dln'te-grate (r^S-dtn'te-grSt), a. [L. redintegratus, p. p. of redintegrare to restore ; pref. red-, re-, re-

to renew

Re-don'ble

;;

REDUCE

1204

or adv. Having hands
)
red with blood in the
very act, as if with red or bloody hands
said of a person
taken in the act of homicide ; hence, fresh from the commission of crimn as, he was taken red-hand or red-handed.
Red'head' (-bed'), n. 1. A person having red hair.
2. (Zool.) (a) An American duck {Aythya Americana)
highly esteemed as a game bird. It is closely allied to
the canvasback, but is smaller and its head is brighter
red.
Called also red-headed duck, American poachard,
grayback, and fall duck. See Blust. under Poachaed.
(ft) The red-headed woodpecker.
See Woodpecker.
3. {Bot.) A kind of milkweed (Asclepias Curassavica)
with red flowers. It is used in medicine.
Red'hl-bi'tlon (rSd'hl-blsh'iin), n. [L. redhibitio a
taking back.] {Civil Law) The annulling of a sale, and
the return by the buyer of the article sold, on account
of some defect.
Red-hib'1-tO-ry (rSd-hlb'i-to-i^), a. [L. redhibilori«s.]
(Civil Law) Of or pertaining to redhibition ; as, a
redhibitory action or fault.
Red'hoop' (rSd'hoop'), n. (Zool.) The male of the
European bullfinch. IProv. Eng."]
Red'horn' (-hSru'), n. (Zool.) Any species of a tribe
of butterflies (Fugacia) including the common yellow
Bpecies and the cabbage butterflies. The antennae are
usually red.
Red'-hot' (-hSf), a. Red with heat ; heated to redness ; as, red-hot iron ; red-hot balls. Hence, figuratively,
excited violent ; as, a red-hot radical.
Shak.
Re'dl-a (re'dl-i), n. ; pi. L. Redle (-e), E. Redias
(-4z).
[NL. ; of uncertain origin.] (Zool.) A kind of
larva, or nurse, which is produced within the sporocyst
of certain trematodes by asexual generation. It in turn
produces, in the same way, either another generation of
rediae, or else cercariae within its own body.
Called also
proscolex, and nurse. See Illustration in Appendix.
Re'dl-ent (re'dl-ent), a. [L. rediens, p. pr. of redire
to return ; pref. red- -f- ire to go.] Returning.
[J?.]
Re'dl-gest' (re'dl-jSsf), V. t. To digest, or reduce to
form, a second time.
Kent.
Re'dl-mln'lsh (-mlfn'Ish), v. t. To diminish again.
Red'ln-gOte (rSd'in-got), n. [F., corrupted from E.
riding coat.']
long plain double-breasted outside coat
)

—

;

;

(-strek'), n.

-^u^

-j

1. A kind of apple having the skin streaked with American Redstart (^Setophaga
ruticilla). Male.
red and yellow,
a favorite
English cider apple. Mortimer.
2. Cider pressed from redstreak apples.
Red'tall' (-tal'), n. (Zool.) (a) The red-tailed hawk.

—

(b)

The European

Red'-tailed'

redstart.

(-tald'), a.

Having a red

tail.

Red-tailed hawk (Zool.), a large North American hawk
(Buteo borealis). When adult its tail is chestnut red.
Called also hen hawk, and red-tailed buzzard.

Red'-tape' (-tap'), a. Pertaining to, or characterized
by, official formality. See Bed tape, under Red, a.
Red'-tap'ism (rSd'tap'Iz'm), n. Strict adherence to
J. C. Shairp.
official formalities.
Red'-tap'lst, n. One who is tenacious of a strict adLd. Lytton.
herence to official formalities.
Red'throat' (rgd'throf), n. (Zool.) A small AustraTlie upper
lian singing bird (Phyrrholsemus brunneus).
parts are brown, the center of the throat red.
Red'top/ (-t5p'), n. (Bot.) A kind of grass (Agrosiis
vulgaris) highly valued in the United States for pasturcalled also English grass, and
age and hay for cattle ;
See Illustration in Apin some localities herd's grass.
pendix. The tall redtop is Triodia seslerioides.
to refit or repair.]
radouber
[F.
v.
t.
(re-diib'),
Re-dub'
To refit ; to repair, or make reparation for ; hence, to
repay or requite. [Obs.]
Wyatt.
It shall be good that you redvh that negUgence.
God shall give power to rediib it with some like requital to the
Qrafton.
French.
p. p. Reduced
Re-duce' (re-dris'), V. t. [imp.
[L. revb. n. Beducino (-dii'sing).]
(-diisf) p. pr.
ducere, reductum ; pref. red-, re-, re- -f- ducere to lead.
See Duke, and cf. Bedoubt, n.] 1. To bring or lead
back to any former place or condition. [06s.]
And to his brother's house reduced his wife. Chapman.

—

&

&

;

The sheep must

of necessity be scattered, unless the great

Shepherd of souls oppose, or some of his delegates reduce and
Evelyn.

direct us.

To bring to any inferior state, with respect to rank,
quantity, quality, value, :!tc. ; to diminish ; to lower
to degrade ; to impair as, to reduce a sergeant to the
ranks to reduce a drawing ; to reduce expenses ; to re"An ancient but reduced
duce the intensity of heat.
Sir W. Scott.
family."
Nothing so excellent but a man may fasten upon something
Tillotson,
belonging to it, to reduce it.
Having reduced
Milton.
Their foe to misery beneath their fears.
Hester Prynne was shocked at the condition to which she
Hawthorns.
found the clergyman reduced.
3. To bring to terms ; to humble ; to conquer ; to subdue ; to capture ; as, to reduce a province or a fort.
4. To bring to a certain state or condition by grinding,
2.

size,

;

;

idea,

iU

;

old,

Sbey, drb, 5dd

;

;;

REDUCEMENT
useful

;

me

to

my

Syn. — Superfluous

Milton.

dust.

berant

word).

Red'wing'

winged

redu-

W. Warde.

—

;

;

.

excess.

anything

throws off redundancies.

Addison,

3. (Law) Surplusage inserted in a pleading which may
be rejected by the court without impairing the validity
of what remains.
Re-dun'dant (-dant), a. [L. redundans, -antis, p. pr.
of redundare : cf. F. redondant. See Redound.] 1. Exceeding what is natural or necessary superabundant
exuberant ; as, a redundant quantity of bile or food.

Notwithstanding
hstanding the redundant
;

much

Use,

oil in fishes,

as flesh.

finite,

r^de,

full,

Up,

,

;

plt^

See

Real

the money.]

peele.

The echo

of an echo

(rech'y), a.

;

a repeated or

Smoky

;

reeky

Chaucer.

Arcadian pipe, the pastoral reed
Milton.

Prior.
arrow, as made of a reed.
4. Straw prepared for thatching a roof. {_Prov. Eng.']
B. (Mus.) (n) A small piece of cane or wood attached
to the mouthpiece of certain instruments, and set in
vibration by the breath. In the clarinet It is a single
double, forming
oboe and bassoon
it is
a
u»=»««.. ...
in the """°
.= u^uu.c,
flat
reed '"
""'' reo"
.^..^...k ,.
^'f
tube, (6)
(b) One of the thin pieces of metal,
compressed tube.
3.

they do not ininArbuthnot.
Arbuthnot,

fim

[Pg. real, pi. reis.

Of Hermes.

;

urease fat so

(J^)

;

cf. F. redondance.']
Re-dun'dan-cy (-dan-sy),
f
1. The quality or state of being redundant
superflu-

.

phceniceus).

Chaucer.
Reed, v. & ra. Same as Rede. [Obs."]
Reed, n. The fourth stomach of a ruminant rennet.
[Prov. Eng. or Scot.'\
Reed, n. [AS. hredd ; akin to D. riet, 6. riet, ried,
OHG. hriot, riot.'] 1. (Bot.) A name given to many tall
and coarse grasses or grasslike plants, and their slender,
often jointed, stems, such as the various kinds of bamboo, and especially the common reed of Europe and
North America (Phragmites communis).
2. A musical instrument made of the hollow joint of
some plant ; a rustic or pastoral pipe.

II

.

American Redwing (Agelaius

[See Reeky.]
hence, begrimed with dirt. [Oi«.]
Red.
[06s.]
(red),
a.
Reed

Re-dUC'tlve (-tiv), a. [Cf. F. reductif.'] Tending to
reduce having the power or effect of reducing.
w. A
Sir M. Hale.
reductive agent.
Re-dUC'tlve-ly, adv. By reduction by consequence.
R6'dult' (ra'dwe'), n. [F. See Redoubt, «.] (Fort.)
A central or retired work within any other work.
Re-dun'dance (re-diin'dans), Ira. [L. redundantia:

Labor

—

^S" Several reedings are often
placed together, parallel to each
other, either projecting from, or inserted into, the adjoining surface.
The decoration so produced is then
called, in general, reeding,

Cf.
[Cf. Prov. G. r'dden, raden, raiten.
sieve.]
To riddle ; to sift ; to separate or

Reech'y

An

»"

;
i

;

food, f<ibt

;

a reed

;

;

t.

Re-ech'O, n.
second echo.

curtail-

small convex molding

orate a surface ; also, decoration
by means of reedings ;
the reverse of fluting.

Mortimer.
\Obs. or Prov. Eng.l
(re'b5k'), ra. [D., literally, roebuck.] (Zool.)
[Written also rehboc and rheeboe.']
Re-ech'O (re-5k'o), v. t. To echo back ; to reverberate again ; as, the hills reecho the roar of cannon.
Re-ech'O, v. i. To give echoes ; to return back, or be
reverberated, as an echo ; to resound ; to be resonant.
Pope.
And a loud groan reechoes from the main.

;

(red''n), a.

one
(see niust. (i) of Molding)
of several set close together to dec-

ReetOk'

The

—

;

;

Consisting of a reed or reeds.
Through reeden pipes convey the golden flood. Dryden.

A

See Rei.

Reduction ascending {Arith.), the operation of changing
of a lower mto others of a higher denomination,
as cents to dollars.
Reduction descending {Arith.), the
operation of changing numbers of a higher into others of
a lower denomination, as dollars to cents.

or in excess

(re), n.

tall,

in moist

Re-Sd'1-fy (re-Sd'i-fi), V. t. [Pref. re- -f edify : cf. F.
To edify anew ; to build
reedifier, L. reaedificarc]
Milton.
again after destruction, [i?.]
Reed'lng (red'Ing), n. [From 4th Bebd.] 1. {jirch.)

p a s-

Ree, V.
Riddle a
throw off.

a

(Bot.),

common

Reed1>ack' (-btik'), n. (Zo'ol.) See Rietboo.
Reed'ed, a. 1. Covered with reeds reedy. TuSKT,
2. Formed with channels and ridges like reeds.

European

(Zool.)

Sumirium.

&

;

n

dish branchlets.
Red'WOOd' (-w66d'), n. (Bot.) (a) A gigantic coniferous tree (Sequoia sempervirens) of California, and its
light and durable reddish timber.
See Sequola. (b) An
East Indian dyewood, obtained from Pterocarpus santalinus, Csesalpinia Sappan, and several other trees.
11^^ The redwood of Andaman is Pterocarpus dalbergioiaes ; that of some parts of tropical America, several
species of Erythoxylum ; that of Brazil, the species of

Ree

grass

reed

—

Reed'en

winged blackbird, red-winged troupial, marsh blackbird,
and swamp blackbird.
Red'wfthe' (rgd'with'), n. (Bot.) A West Indian
climbing shrub (Combretum Jacquini) with slender red-

3. (Astron.) (a) The correction of observations for
errors of instruments, etc. (6) The preparation
of the facts and measurements of observations in order
to deduce a general result.
4. The process of making a copy of something, as a
figure, design, or draught, on a smaller scale, preserving
the proper proportions.
Fairkolt.
5. (Logic) The bringing of a syllogism in one of the
BO-called imperfect modes into A mode in the Srst figure.
Metal.) The act, process, or result of re6. (Chem.
ducing ; as, the reduction of iron from its ores ; the reduction of aldehyde from alcohol.
7. (Med.) The operation of restoring a dislocated or
fractured part to its former place.

—Wood

Re-ed'1-ll-oa'tion (re-5d'T-fI-ka'shun), n. [Cf. F. riThe act of reedifying ; the

each wing.
Called also red-

re-

under Beach.

See Reedift.]
Edification.
state of being reedified.

on

known

superabundance

—

itiacus).

un-

with orange,

&

—
—

—

European Redwing (Turdus

serine bird (Agelaius phaeniceus)
of the family Icteridx. The male
is black, with a
c onspic uous
patch of bright
red, bordered

;

;

—

—

babbler.

A North

(b)

—
—

Reedtlrd' (red'berd'), n. (Zo'ol.) (a) The bobolinlt.
One of several small Asiatic singing birds of the
called also reed
genera Schaenicola and Eurycercus ;

thrush,

American

Re-duc'tl-bll'i-ty (re-duk'ti-btl'i-ty), n. The quality
of being reducible ; reducibleness.
Re-dUC'tlon (re-diak'shiSn), n. [F. reduction, L. reductio.
See Reduce.] 1. The act of reducing, or state
of being reduced ; conversion to a given state or condition ; diminution ; conquest ; as, the reduction of a body
to powder ; the reduction of things to order the reduction of the expenses of government ; the reduction of a
rebellious province.
2. {Arith.
Alg.) The act or process of reducing.

2. That which is redundant
Buperfliuous or superabundant.

(-wing'),

—

—

(6)

der wing coverts
are orange red.
Called also red-

sired in the receiver.

ity

Its

iliacus).

—

;

—
—

(Turdus

thrush

—

;

—

Dr. Prior.

Beduction. Milton.

;

;

A

elegant grass (Cinna arundinacea),
woods.

Reduviidse. They live
by sucking the blood of
other insects, and some
species also attack man.
Red'weed' (rSd'wed'),
(Bot. ) The red poppy
n.
(Papaver Rhceas).

Capable of being reduced.
Quality of being reducible.
Re-du'clng (re-du'sing), a. & n. from Reduce.
Reducing furnace (.Metal.), a furnace for reducing ores.
Kedncing pipe fitting, a pipe fitting, as a coupling, an
elbow, a tee, etc., for connecting a large pipe with a
smaller one.
Beducing valve, a device for automatically
maintaining a diminished pressure of steam, air, gas,
etc., in a pipe, or other receiver, which is fed from a
boiler or pipe in which the pressure is higher than is de-

;

the vibrations of which produce the tones of a melodeon,
accordeon, harmonium, or seraphine also attached to
certain sets or registers of pipes in an organ.
frame having parallel flat strips of
6. (Weaving)
metal or reed, between which the warp threads pass, set
in the swinging lathe or batten of a loom for beating up
the weft ; a sley. See Batten.
7. (Mining) A tube containing the train of powder
for igniting the charge in blasting.
8. (Arch.) Same as Reedino.
Free reed (Mus.), a
Egyptian reed (5o<.), the papyrus.
used
reed whose edges do not overlap the wind passage,
in the harmonium, concertina, etc. It is distinguished
from the beating or striking reed of the organ and clariMeadow reed grass (Bot.), the Glycena aquatica, a
net.
tall grass found in wet places.
Reed babbler. See ReedBiKD.
Reed bunting (Zo'oL). (a) A European sparrow
(Emberiza schceniclus) which frequents marshy places ;
called also reed sparrow, ring bunting, (b) Reedling.
Reed canary grass (Bot.), a tall wild grass (Phalaris arundinacea). —Reed grass. (Bot.) (a) The common reed. See
Reed, 1. (6) A plant of the genus Spwganium; bur
reed. See under Bur. —Reed organ (Mus.), an organ in
which the wind acts on a set of free reeds, as the harmoReed pipe (Mus.), a
nium, melodeon, concertina, etc.
Reed sparrow.
pipe of an organ furnished with a reed.
Reed stop (Mus.), a set
(Zool.) See Reed bunting, above.
Eeed warbler.
of pipes in an organ furnished with reeds.
(Zo'ol.) (a) A small European warbler (Acrocephalus
streperus) ;
called also reed wren, (b) Any one of several species of Indian and Australian warblers of the
genera Acrocephalus, Calamoherpe, and Arundinax.
Sea-sand reed (Bot.), a kind
They are excellent singers.
of coarse grass (Ammophila arundinacea). See Beach
grass,

ily

a.

;

[Cf. F. reduplicaact of doubling,

The

genus Reduvius, or fam-

—

;

(-ka'shiin), n.
1.

Red'U-vld (rSd'iJ-vid),
n.
[L. reduvia a hangnail.]
(Zool.) Any hemipterous insect of the

;

Syn. — Diminution decrease abatement
ment subjugation conquest subjection.

3.

or the state of being doubled.
2. (Pros.) A figure in which the first word of a verse
the same as the last word of the preceding verse.
3. (Philol.) The doubling of a stem or syllable (more
or less modified), with the effect of changing the time
expressed, intensifying the meaning, or making the word
more imitative ; also, the syllable thus added ; as, L.
tetvXi ; po^osci.
Re-du'pU-ca-tlve (-ka-ttv), a. [Cf. F. ridupHcatif.']
Double ; formed by reduplication ; reduplicate. /. Watts,

Re-du'cent (re-du'sent), a. [L. reducens, p. pr. of
Tending to reduce.
».
A reducent agent.
Re-du'cer (-ser), n. One who, or that which, reduces.

numbers

t.

is

—

See Reduce, v. t., 6, and To reduce an equation. To
duce an expression, under Reduce, v. t.

v.

See Reduplication,

Re-dU'pU-ca'Uon

—

p. p. of

(-kat),

tion, L. reduplicatio repetition.]

—

Re-duct' (re-diikt'), v. t. [L. reductus,
cere.
See REoncE.] To reduce. [06*.]

.

[Cf. LL. redupUcare."]
1. To redouble ; to multiply ; to repeat.
2. (Gram.) To repeat the first letter or letters of (a

Beduced iron (Chem.), metallic iron obtained through
deoxidation of an oxide of iron by exposure to a current
of hydrogen or other reducing agent. When hydrogen is
used the product is called also iron by hydrogen.
To
redace an equationC^/jr.), to bring the unknown quantity
by itself on one side, and all the known quantities on the
other side, without destroying the equation.
To reduce
an expression (Alg.), to obtain an equivalent expression
of simpler form.
To reduce a square (M'il.), to reform
the line or column from the square.
To diminish lessen ; decrease abate shortSyn.
en ; curtail ; impair ; lower ; subject ; subdue ; subjugate
conquer.

Re-du'cl-ble (-sl-b'l),
Re-dn'cl-ble-neSS, n.

copious.

;

Re-dU'pU-cate

—

Re-duce'ment (rt-dus'ment), n.

;

— said of the aestivation of certain flowers.

etc.

reducere.']

plentiful

;

;

7. (Chem.) To bring to the metallic state by separating from impurities ; hence, in general, to remove oxygen from ; to deoxidize ; to combine with, or to subject
to the action of, hydrogen ; as, ferric iron is reduced to
ferrous iron ; or metals are reduced from their ores ;
opposed to oxidize.
8. (Med.) To restore to its proper place or condition,
as a displaced organ or part ; as, to reduce a dislocation,
a fracture, or a hernia.

;

superabundant; excessive; exu-

;

.

j

;

;

+

;

;

—

overflowing

;

Re-dun'dant-ly (re-dun'dant-iy), adv. In a redundant manner.
duRe-dU'pll-cate (rS-du'pli-kat), a. [Pref. replicate : cf L. reduplicatus. Cf Redouble.] 1. Double
doubled reduplicative repeated.
2. (Bot. ) Valvate with the margins curved outwardly ;

in computation as, to reduce animals or vegetables to a
class or classes to reduce a series of observations in
astronomy to reduce language to rules.
6. (Arith.) (a) To change, as numbers, from one denomination into another without altering their value, or
from one denomination into others of the same value
as, to reduce pounds, shillings, and pence to pence, or
to reduce pence to pounds ; to reduce days and hours to
minutes, or minutes to days and hours. (6) To change
the form of a quantity or expression without altering its
value ; as, to reduce fractions to their lowest terms, to a

denominator,

those paragraphs to be
/. Watts.

retrenched.

6. To bring into a certain order, arrangement, classification, etc. ; to bring under rules or within certain limits
of description, or to conditions and terms adapted to use

common

;

Where an author is redundant, mark

were but right

equal to reduce

REEF

2. Using more words or images than are necessary or
pleonastic.

;

And

;

1205

pounding, kneading, rubbing, etc. as, to reduce a substance to powder, or to a pasty mass to reduce fruit,
wood, or paper rags, to pulp.
It

;

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go ;

{

The nurling on the edge of a
— commonly called milling.
Reedless, a. Destitute of reeds

2.
coin

;

as, reedless

Reeding

(1,

Note).

banks.

Reed'ling (-Itng), n. (Zo'ol.) The European bearded
titmouse (Panurus biarmicus);
called also reed bunting, bearded pinnock, and lesser butcher bird.
^S^ It is orange brown, marked with black, white, and
ydlow on the wings. The male has a tuft of black feathers on each side of the face.
Reed'-mace' (-mas'), n. (Bot.) The cat-tail.

—

Reed'work'

(-wfirk'),

(Mus.)

ra.

A

collective

name

an organ.
Abounding with reeds; covered
Reed'y (-y), a.
Thomson.
with reeds. " Areed^ pool."
2. Having the quality of a reed in tone, that is, harsh
and thin, as some voices.
Reef (ref ), ra. [Akin to D. rif, G. riff, Icel. rif, Dan.
rev ; cf Icel. rifa rift, rent, fissure, rifa to rive, tear.

for the reed stops of

1.

.

1. A chain or range of rocks lying at
or near the surface of the water. See Coral reefs, under

Cf. Rift, Rive.]

Coral.

—

A

large vein of auriferous quartz ;
so
2. (Mining)
called 'in Australia. Hence, any body of rock yielding

valuable ore.
Reef builder (Zo'ol.), any stony coral which contributes
Reef heron
material to the formation of coral reefs.
(Zo'ol.), any heron of the genus Demiegretta; as, the
blue reef heron (D. jugularis) of Australia.

—

Reef, n. [Akin to D. reef, G. reff, Sw. ref ; of. Icel.
rif reef, rifa to fasten together. Cf. Reeve, v. t., Rrv(Naut.) That part of a sail which is taken in or let
et.]
out by means of the reef points, in order to adapt the
size of the sail to the force of the wind.

^W

From the head to the first reef-band, in square
sails, is termed the first reef ; from this to the next is
the second reef ; and so on. In fore-and-aft sails, which
reef on the foot, the first reef is the lowest part.
Tollen.
Close reef, the last reef that can be put in.
Reef bond.
See Reef-band in the Vocabulary.
Reef knot, the knot
which is used in tyhig reef points. See Jllusl. under Knot.
Reef line, a small rope formerly used to reof the courses
by being passed spirally round tlio yard ami tlirougli the
holes ol tlie reef. Totten.
Reef points, pieces of suinll
rope passing tlirough tlie eyelet holes of a roof-band, and
used in reeting tlie sail.
Reef tackle, a tackle bv which
reef
cringles,
the
or rings, of a sail are hauled up to the
yard for reofliip. Tollen.
To take a reef in, to reduce
the size of (a sail) by folding or rolling up a reef, and
lashing it to the spar.
.'. t.
[imp.
>,.
„ow, V.
Reel,
vh.
L""i &p. p. Reefed (rSft) ; p.pr.
FINO.] (i\'(
n. Reepino.]
(Naut.) To reduce the extent of (as a

—

—

—

sinsi IqIi

—

—

—

&

I

then, thin

boN

;

zh = z

In azuiOi

,

;;
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REFERMENT

thicker than the rest of the piece, so as better
to resist the force of the exploding powder.
See Illust.
of Cannon. (6) An additional thickness of canvas, cloth,
or the like, around an eyelet, buttonliole, etc.
Re'en-force'ment (re'en-fors'ment), n. X. The act
of reenforcing, or tlie state of bemg reenforced.
2. That which reenforces
additional force
especially, additional troops or force to augment the strength
of an army, or ships to strengthen a navy or fleet.
i.
To engage a second
Re'en-gage' (-gaj'), v. t.
time or again.
Re'en-gage'ment (-ment), n, A renewed or repeated

[L. refectio : cf. F. riRe-Iec'tlon (re-fgk'shun), re.
See Refect, Fact.] Refreshment after hunfection.
repast
ger or fatigue ; a
a lunch.

engagement.
Re'en-grave' (-grav'), v. t. To engrave anew.
Re'en-Joy' (-joi'), v. i. To enjoy anew.
Pope.
Re' en-joy 'ment (-ment), n. Renewed enjoyment.
Re'en-kin'dle (-kin'd'l), v. t. To enkindle again.
Re'en-lisf (-list'), v. t. & i. To enlist again.
Re'en-list'ment (-ment), n. A renewed enlistment.
Re'en-slave' (-slav'), v. t. To enslave again.
Re-en'ter (re-en'ter), v. t. 1. To enter again.
2. {Engraving) To cut deeper, as engraved lines on a
plate of metal, when the engraving has not been deep
enough, or the plate has become worn in printing.
Re-en'ter, v. i. To enter anew or again.
Reentering angle, an angle of a polygon pointing inward,

when

REEF-BAND
Ball) by rolling or folding a certain portion of it and
Totten.
making it fast to the yard or spar.

To reef the paddles, to move the floats of a paddle
its center so that they will not dip so

wheel toward
deeply.

Reef-band' (ref'band'), n. (Naut.) A piece of canvas
sail to strengthen it in the part where
Totlen.
the eyelet holes for reefing are made.
a
(-er),
n.
X. {Naut.) One who reefs
Reefer
Marryat.
name often given to midshipmen.
cloth.
coat
of
thick
short
jacket
or
close-fitting
2. A
Reefing, n. (Naut.) The process of taking in a reef.
Reefing bowsprit, a bowsprit so rigged that it can easily
be run in, or shortened by sliding inboard, as in cutters.
Reefy (-y), a. FuU of reefs or rocks.
B. Jonson.
Reek (rekj, n. A rick. \_Obs.']
Reek, n. [AS. rec ; akin to OFries. rek, LG. & D. rook,
reykr, and
Icel.
G. ranch,, OHG. rouh, Dan. rog, Sw. rok,
to AS. redcan to reek, smoke, Icel. rjuka, G. riechen to
Vapor steam smoke fume.
smell.]
sewed across a

—

;

;

;

As

;

Shak.

hateful to rae as the reek of a limekiln.

Reek, v. i. [imp. & p. p. Keeked (rekt) p. pr. &
Reekino.] [AS. recan. See Reek vapor.] To
emit vapor, usually that which is warm and moist to
be full of fumes to steam to smoke to exhale.
Few chimneys reeking you sliall espy. Spenser,
;

vb. n.

;

;

;

;

found me laid
In balmy sweat, which with his beams the sun
Milton.
Soon dried, and on the reeking moisture fed.
The coffee rooms reeked with tobacco. Macaulay.
I

[From 2d Reek cf. Reechy.]
smoky foul. Shak.
1. Soiled with smoke or steam
" Eeeky fen."
Sir W. Scott.
2. Emitting reek.
Reel (rel), n. [Gael, righil.'] A lively dance of the

Reek'y

a.

(,-f),

;

;

Highlanders of Scotland

;

also,

;

the music to the dance

;

—

often called Scotch reel.
Virginia reel, the common name throughout the United
States for the old English " country dance," or contraBartlett.
dance {contvedanse).
Reel, n. [AS. hreol : cf. Icel. hrsell a weaver's reed
or sley.] 1. A frame with radial arms, or a kind of
spool, turning on an axis, on which yarn, threads, lines,
or the Uke, are wound as, a log reel, used by seamen
an angler's reel a garden reel.
2. A machine on which yarn is wound and measured
into lays and hanks,
for cotton or linen it is fifty-four
inches in circuit for worsted, thirty inches. McElrath.
3. {Agric.) A device consisting of radial arms with
horizontal slats, connected with a harvesting machine,
for holding the stalks of grain in position to be cut by
;

;

\

—

;

the knives.
Eeel oven, a baker's oven in which bread pans hang
suspended from the arms of a kind of reel revolving on

Kniyht.
a horizontal axis.
Reel, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Reeled (reld) p. pr. &
vb. n. Reeling.]
[Obs.']
1. To roll.
And Sisyphus an huge round stone did reel. Spenser.

which

;

They

reel to

and

fro,

and stagger

like a

drunken man.
Fs. cvii.

27.

He, with heavy fumes oppressed.
Reeled from the palace, and retired to rest.
Pope.
The wagons reeling under the yellow sheaves. Macaulay.
2. To have a whirling sensation ; to be giddy.
In these lengthened vigils his brain often reeled. Hawthorne.
Reel, n. The act or motion of reeling or staggering
Shak.
as, a drunken reel.
Re'e-leof (re'e-l§kt'), v. t. To elect again as, to reelect the former governor.
Re'e-lec'tlon (-lek'shiin), n. Election a second time,
or anew ; as, the reelection of a former chief.
;

Reefer

(rel'er), n.

1.

One who

reels.

—

The grasshopper warbler ;
so called from
[Prov. Eng.'\
Eligible again
caRe-81'l-gi-ble (re-gl'i-ji-b'l), a.
pable of reelection ; as, reeligible to the same office.
2. \Zodl. )

its note.

—

;

Re-el'1-gi-bil'i-ty (re-gl'-T-ji-btl'i-ty), n.
(rem), n.
[Heb.] (Zo'dl.) The Hebrew name
of a horned wild animal, probably the Urus.
(1^°* In King James's Version it is called unicorn ; in

Reem

the Revised Version, wild

Job xxxix. 9.
{Naut.)

ox.

Reem, v. t. [Cf. Ream to make a hole in.]
To open (the seams of a vessel's planking) for

the pur-

pose of calking them.

Beemlng iron (Naut.), an iron chisel for reeming the
seams of planks in calking ships.

&

i.
To put, or go,
Re'em-bark' (re'Sm-bark'), V. t.
on board a vessel again to embark again.
Re-em'bar-ka'tlon (re-em'bar-ka'shun), n. A putting,
or going, on board a vessel again.
Re'em-bod'y (re'em-bod'y), v. t. To embody again.
Re'em-brace' (-bras'J, v. i. To embrace again.
Re'e-merge' (re'e-merj'), V. i. To emerge again.
Re'e-mer'gence (-mer'jens), n. Act of reemerging.
Re'en-act' (re'gn-akf), V. t. To enact again.
Re'en-ac'tlon (-3k'shun), n. The act of reenacting
the state of being reenacted.
Re'en-acf ment (-Skt'ment), n. The enacting or passing of a law a second time the renewal of a law.
Re'en-COUr'age (-kur'aj ;), v. i. To encourage again.
Re'en-dOW' (-dou'), v. t. To endow again.
Re'en-f orce' (-f ors'), v. t. [Pref reenforce : cf F.
renforcer.J To strengthen with new force, assistance,
material, or support as, to reenforce an argument to
reenforce a garment ; especially, to strengthen with additional troops, as an army or a fort, or with additional
ships, as a fleet.
["Written also reinforce.']
Re'en-force', n. [See Reekforce,i;. and cf. Ranpokce,
Reintorce.] Something which reenforces or strengthens.
Specifically
(a) That part of a cannon near the breech
;

;

+

.

;

;

:

senate,

care,

;

&

— Reentering

as a, in the cut.

am, arm, ask,

;

[His] feeble spirit inly felt refection.

polygon,

a polygon having one or more reen/
taring angles.
it-Lfi
Re-en'ter-lng, n. {Calico Print
ing) The process of applying add'
tional colors, by applications of print'-^^^^
ing blocks, to patterns already partly

\

\

;

;

d^^

Sometimes pronounced rSf'gk-to-ry, especially

signifying the eating room in monasteries.
Re-fel' (re-fel'), v. t. [L. refellere ; pref. re- re- -f
falter e to deceive.] To refute to disprove as, to refel
the tricks of a sophister. [Ohs.]
I. Watts,
How he refelled me, and how I replied.
Shak.
(re-fer'),
V. t.
[imp. &p. p. Referred (-ferd')
Re-Ier'
vb. n. Referring.]
[F. referer, L. referre;
p. pr.
pref. re- re- -(-/erre to bear. See Bear to carry.] 1. To
carry or send back. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
2. Hence To send or direct away to send or direct
elsewhere, as for treatment, aid, information, decision,
etc.
to make over, or pass over, to another
as, to refer
a student to an author ; to refer a beggar to an officer
to refer a bUl to a committee
a court refers a matter
of fact to a commissioner for investigation, or refers a
question of law to a superior tribunal.
3. To place in or under by a mental or rational process to assign to, as a class, a cause, a source, a motive,
reason, or ground of explanation as, he referred the phenomena to electrical disturbances.
;

—/

Re'en-throne' (-thron'), t). <. To
enthrone again to replace on a throne.
Re'en-tlirone'ment (-ment), n. A second enthroning.

&

:

;

;

;

;

;

To

refer one's self, to

self; to

make
I

again

The

act of entering

Hooker.

reentry.

;

Reentering pointing or dia reentrant angle.
(-try),
second or new entry as, a
n.
1.
Re-en'try
reentry into public life.
2. {Law) A resuming or retaking possession of what
one has lately foregone;
applied especially to land; the
entry by a lessor upon the premises leased, on failure
of the tenant to pay rent or perform the covenants in
the lease.
Burrill.

Re-en'trant

rected inwards

(-trant), a.

A

;

—

to appeal.

;

to betake one's

;

[Obs.]

me to all things of
To have recourse

refer

'11

Shak.

sense.

1.
to apply to apRe-fer', v. i,
peal ; to betake one's self ; as, to refer to a dictionary.
In suits ... it is good to r^er to some friend of trust. Bacon.

To have relation or reference
the figure refers to a footnote.

2.

;

as,

;

have recourse

application

;

n.

;

;

/

Reentering Polygon.
oReentermg Angle,

colored.

Re-en'trance (re-en'trans),

Spenser.

Those Attic nights, and those refections of the gods. Curran.
Re-fec'tlve (re-fek'tlv), a. Refreshing restoring.
Re-tec'tlve, n. That which refreshes.
Re-fec'tO-ry(-to-r^),re. / pi. Refectories (-rlz). [LL.
refectorium: ci.'E.refectoire. See Refection.] A room
tor refreshment originally, a dining hall in monasteries
or convents.

;

as,

;

;

to relate

;

Of those

;

to point

and opening the

places that refer to the shutting
ab3'ss, I take notice of that in Job.

Burnet.

2ip.

To carry the mind or thought to direct attention
as, the preacher referred to the late election.
4. To direct inquiry for information or a guarantee
of any kind, as in respect to one's integrity, capacity,
pecuniary ability, and the like
as, I referred to his
employer for the truth of his story.
Syn. To allude advert suggest appeal.
Refer,
Allude, Advert. We refer to a thing by specifically. and
distinctly introducing it into our discourse. We allude
to it by introducing it indirectly or indefinitely, as by
something collaterally allied to it. We advert to it by
turning off somewhat abruptly to consider it more at
large. Thus, Macaulay refers to the early condition of
England at the opening of his history he alludes to
these statements from time to time and adverts, in the
progress of his work, to various circumstances of pecul" But to
iar interest, on which for a time he dwells.
do good is . . that that Solomon chiefly refers to in the
text." Sharp. "This, I doubt not, was that artificial
structure here alluded to." T. Burnet.
Now to the universal whole advert;
The earth regard as of that whole a part. Black-more.
Refer-a-ble (rgfer-a-b'l), a. Capable of being referred, or considered in relation to something else ; assignable ; ascribable.
[Written also referrible.]
It is a question among philosophers, whether all the attractions which obtain between bodies are referable to one general
cause.
W. Nicholson.
Ref'er-ee' (-e'), n. One to whom a thing is referred
a person to whom a matter in dispute has been referred,
in order that he may settle it.
3.

;

;

Card of reentry ( Whist), a card that by winning a trick
will bring one the lead at an advanced period of the hand.
V. 1.
To erect again.
Reer'mouse' (rer'mous'), n. (Zool.) See Reaemouse.
To establish
Re'es-tabllsh (re'Ss-tai/lTsh), v. t.
anew to fix or confirm again to restore as, to rees-

Re'e-rect' (re'e-rSkf),

;

;

tablish a covenant

;

;

to reestablish health.

Re'es-tab11sh-er (-er), n. One who establishes again.
Re'es-tab'lish-ment (-ment), n. The act of reestabAddison.
the state of being reestablished.
Re'es-tate' (-tSf), v. t. To reestablish. [OJs.] Waliis.
female
of
the
ruff.
(rev),
(Zool.)
The
re.
Reeve
vb.
Reeve, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Rove (rov) p. pr.
v. <.]
n. Reeving.]
[Cf. D. reven.
See Reep, n.
{Naut. ) To pass, as the end of a rope, through any hole
in a block, thimble, cleat, ringbolt, cringle, or the like.
Reeve, n. [OE. reve, AS. gerefa. Cf. Sheriff.] An
used chiefly in
officer, steward, bailiff, or governor
compounds; as, ahirereeve, now written sheriff; portlishing

;

&

;

;

&

&

—

Piers Plowman.
Re'ex-am'i-aa-ble (re'Sgz-Sm'i-na-b'l), a. Admitting
Story.
being reexamined or reconsidered.
Re'ex-am'1-na'tion (-i-na'shiln), re. A repeated examination. See under Examination.
Re'ex-am'lne (-in^, v. t. To examine anew. Hooker.
Re'gx-change' (re'Sks-chanj'), t). <. To exchange
Chaucer.

reeve, etc.
of

anew

;

to reverse (a previous exchange).

A

renewed exchange a re1.
Re'ex-Cbange', n.
versal of an exchange.
2. {Com.) The expense chargeable on a bill of exchange or draft which has been dishonored in a foreign
;

country, and returned to the country in which it was
Bouvier.
made or indorsed, and then taken up.

The rate of reUxchange is regulated with respect to the drawer,
at the course of exchange between the place where the bill of
exchange was payable, and the place where
exchanges can not be cumulated.

it

was drawn.

Re-

Walsft.

Re'ex-hlb'lt (re'Sgz-Tb'it or -Sks-hib'it),

v.

To

t.

ex-

hibit again.

Re'Sx-pef (re'Sks-pSl'), ". t. To expel again.
A renewed or reRe'ex-pe'ri-ence (-pe'ri-ens), n,
peated experience.
Re'ex-porf (-port'), v. t. To export again, as what
has been imported.
Re-ex'port (re-Sks'port),

—

re.

Any commodity

reex-

ported
chiefly in the plural.
Re-ex'por-ta'tion (-por-ta'shiin), n. The act of reA Smith.
exporting, or of exporting an import.
Re'Sx-pul'Slon (re'eks-pfil'shiin), re. Renewed or reFuller.
peated expulsion.
Reezed (rezd), a. Grown rank rancid rusty. [04s.]
ifarston.
"JJeezed bacon."
Re-fac'tlon (rS-fSk'shan), re. [See Refection.] RecHowell.
ompense atonement retribution. [Obs."]
Re-far' (re-far'), V. i. [Cf. F. refaire to do over again.]
To go over again to repeat. [Obs.l
To him therefore this wonder done refar. Fairfax.
;

.

;

;

;

;

;

.

,

ale,

is

;

;

2. To wind upon a reel, as yarn or thread.
Reel, V. i. [Cf. Sw. ragla. See 2d Reel.] 1. To incline, in walking, from one side to the other
to stagger.

;: ;;

t.
To fashion anew to
Re-fash'ion (re-fash'iln),
MacKnight.
form or mold into shape a second time.
Re-fash'lon-ment (-ment), re. The act of refashioning, or the state of being refashioned. [iJ.] Leigh Hunt.
Re-fas'ten (re-fas"n), V. t. To fasten again.
I',

;

Re-fect' (re-fgkf), t). t. [L. refectus, p. p. of reficere;
make.] To restore after hun-\- facere to
Sir T. Browne.
ger or fatigue to refresh. [Archaic]

pref. re- re-

;

final,

|kU

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

Syn. — Judge arbitrator
Refer-ence (rgfer-ens),
;

;

umpire.

See Judge.

[See Refer.]
1. The
act of referring, or tlie state of being referred ; as, reference to a chart for guidance.
2. That which refers to something a specific direction
of the attention as, a reference in a text-book.
3. Relation; regard; respect.
re.

;

;

Something that hath a reference

to

my

state.

Shak.

4. One who, or that which, is referred to. Specifically
(a) One of whom inquiries can be made as to the integrity, capacity, and the like, of another.
work, or
(6)
a passage in a work, to which one is referred.
5. {Law) {a) The act of submitting a matter in dispute to the judgment of one or more persons for decision.
(J) {Equity) The process of sending any matter,
for inquiry in a cause, to a master or other officer, in
order that he may ascertain facts and report to the court.
6. Appeal. [E.] " Make your full re/erereee. "
Shak.

A

Reference Bible, a Bible in which brief explanations, and
references to parallel passages, are printed in the margin
of the text.

Ref'er-en'da-ry (rgf'er-gn'da-rj^), n. [LL. referendareferendus to be referred, gerundive of referre : cf. F. referendaire. See Refer.] 1. One to whose
decision a cause is referred a referee.
[Obs.]
Bacon.
2 An officer who delivered the royal answer to petitions. " Referendaries, or masters of request." Harmar.
3. Formerly, an officer of state charged with the duty
of procuring and dispatching diplomas and decrees.
Ref'er-en'dum (rgfer-gn'dum), re. [Gerundive fr.
L. referre.
See Refer.] 1. A diplomatic agent's note
asking for instructions from his government concerning
a particular matter or point.
2. The right to approve or reject by popular vote a
measure passed upon by a legislature.
Containing a reference ;
Ref'er-en'tial (-shal), a.
pointing to something out of itself as, notes for referential use.
Ref'er-en'tlal-ly, adv.
Re-fer'ment (re-fer'ment), », The act of referring
rius, St. L.

;

.

II

—

;

Laud,

reference.

idea,

HI

;

51d,

6bey, drb, 5dd

;;

RE-FERMENT
Re'-fer^ment' (re'fer-mSnt'),

V.

&

t.

To ferment, or

t.

;

;

;

&

:

;

;

;

;

Zech.

plane mirrors which it carries,
and differing from the sextant
chiefly in having an entire cir-

xiii. 9.

—

2. To purify from what is gross, coarse, vulgar, inelegant, low, and the like ; to make elegant or excellent ; to
polish ; as, to refine the maimers, the language, the style,
the taste, the intellect, or the moral feelings.

Love

The thoughts, and

— To purify

Syn.

itself clear,

polish

—

Milton.

and, as

when

it

;

Re-flect'ing-ly, adv.
With reflection; also, with
censure ; reproachfully.
Swift.
Re-flec'tlon (re-flgk'shiln), re. [L. reflexio : cf. F.

foul with stains.

Addison.

runs, refines.

See Reflect.]
reflexion.
[Written also reflexion.^
1. The act of reflecting, or turning or sendmg back,
or the state of being reflected.
Specifically : (a) The
return of rays, beams, sound, or the like, from a surface.
See Angle of reflection, below.
The eye sees not itself,
But by reflection, by some other things.
Shak.
(b) The reverting of the mind to that which has already

2. To improve in accuracy, delicacy, or excellence.
Chaucer refined on Boccace, and mended his stories. Dryden.
But let a lord once own the happy lines,

How the wit brightens

To

3.

How

I

the style refines

Pope.

'.

thought or lan-

affect nicety or subtilty in

" He makes another paragraph about our

guage.

ing in controversy."
Re-flned' (-find'),

refin-

Alterhury.

Freed from impurities or

a.

alloy

occupied it
templation

continued consideration ; meditation conhence, also, that operation or power of the
it is conscious of its own acts or states
the capacity for judging rationally, especially in view of
a moral rule or standard.
By reflection, ... I would be understood to mean, that notice
which the mind takes of its own operations, and the manner of
them, by reason whereof there come to be ideas of these opera-

purified ; polished cultured ; delicate ; as, refined gold
refined language refined sentiments.
Refined wits who honored poesy with their pens. Peackam.
;

— Re-fln'ed-ly (re-fin'ed-iy), adv. — Re-fln'ed-ness, n.

Re-flne'ment (re-fin'ment), re. [Cf. F. raffinement.']
1. The act of refining, or the state of being refined
;

as, the refinement of

metals ; refinement of ideas.
bodies are of kin to spirit in subtilty and refinement^
the more diffusive are they.
Morris.
From the civil war to this time, I doubt whether the corrupits

— Purifioation

;

polish

;

politeness

gentility

;

;

2. Shining ; brightness, as of the sun.
[06s.] Shak.
3. That which is produced by reflection. Specifically
(a) An image given back from a reflecting surface
a
reflected coucterpart.
;

;

A

;

;

;

anew.
Re-flame' (re-flam'),

t.

To

V.

fix

again or

anew

to esFuller.
To kindle again into flame.
limp.
p. p. Reflected ;

i.

;

•

&

Re-fleot' (re-flekf), v. t.
p. pr. &vb. n. Replectino.] [L. refiectere, reflexum ;
pref. re- re- -\-flectere to bend or turn.
See Flexible,

and

musing

;

rays of light

Reflexive.]

Toung.
Re-flect', V. i. 1. To throw back light, heat, or the
like ; to return rays or beams.
2. To be sent back ; to rebound as from a surface ; to
revert ; to return,
"Whose virtues will, I hope,
Reflect on Rome, as Titan's rays on earth.
Shak.

;

;

especially, to think in relation to

We can not be said to reflect upon any external object, except
men

are conscious of the operations of their own minds, at
while they are awake, but there are few who refiect
ot make them objects of thought.
keid.

upon them,

much

I

mourned.

Prior.

To

cast reproach ; to cause censure or dishonor.
Errors of wives reflect on husbands still.
Drjlden.
Neither do I ri^ect in the least upon the memory of his late
^
majesty.
5„,j/-(.

Syn.

—

To consider; think; cogitate; meditate; conponder ; muse ; ruminate.
;
Re-flect'ed, a. 1. Thrown back after striking a surface ; as, reflected light, heat, sound, etc.
2. Hence Not one's own ; received from another as,
tis glory was reflected glory.
3. Bent backward or outward ; reflexed.
.

:

flse,

ryde,

full,

ap,

Am

,

pity

of

;

[Cf. F. reRe-flex'i-bU'i-ty (re-fl5ks'i-bTl'I-ty), n.
flexibilite.'] The quality or capability of being reflexible
Sir I. Newton.
as, the reflexibility of the rays of light.
[Cf. F. reflexible.']
Re-flex'i-ble (re-flSks'I-b'l), a.
Capable of being reflected, or thrown back.
The light of the sun consists of rays differently refrangible
;

and reflexible.
Cheyne.
Re-flex'ion (-flek'shiin), re. See Reflection. Chaucer.
The state or condiRe-flex'i-ty (re-fleks'i-ty), re.
tion of being reflected.
[i2.]
Re-flex'ive (-iv), a. 1. [Cf. F. reflexif.] Bending
or turned backward reflective having respect to something past.

(re'flSks

;

/on?^e)/J( rS-flSks'),

Ih. reflexus

?^.

;

Yon gray is

not the morning's eye,
Shak.
'Tis but the pale reflex of Cyntbiii's brow.
On the depths of death there swims
Temtysnn.
The reflex of a human face.
;

food, foV>t

;

out,

oil

;

;

Assurance reflexive can not be a divine fai(-h. Hammond.
2. Implying censure. [OJs.] "What man does not
resent an ugly reflexive word ? "
South.
3. (Giam.) Having for its direct object a pronoun
which refers to the agent or subject as its antecedent ;
said of certain verbs; as, the witness perjured himself;
I bethought myself.
Applied also to pronouns of this
class
reciprocal ; reflective.
Re-flex'ive-ly, adv.
Re-flex'ive-ness, re.
Re-flex'ly, adv. In a reflex manner reflectively.
Bacon.
Re'float (re'flot), n. Reflux ; ebb. [Ois.]

—

—

chair

—

;

;

Re'flo-res'cence (re'flo-rSs'seus), re. (Bot.) A blossoming anew of a plant after it has apparently ceased
blossoming for the season.
Re-flour'ish (re-fliir1sh), v. t. & i. To flourish again.

Re-flow' (re-flo'), V. i. To flow back ; to ebb.
t.
To flower, or cause
Re-flow'er (re-flou'er), v. i.
to flower, again.
Sylvester,
flowRe-fluc'tU-a'tion (re-fltik'tii-a'shBn ; 135), n.
ing back ; refluence.
Ref'lu-ence (rSflii-ens), ) re. The quality of being refluent ; a flowing back.
Ref1u-en-cy (-en-ey),
)
Ref'lu-ent (-ent), a. [L. refluens, p. pr. of refluere to
flow back ; pref. re- reSee Fluent.]
fluere to flow.
Flowing back ; returning ; ebbing.
Cowper.
And refluent through the pass of fear
The battle's tide was poured.
Sir W. Scott.
Reflu-OUS (-us), a. [L. refluus.] Refluent. lObs.}
Re'flUX' (re'fliiks'), a. Returning, or flowing back

&

A

^

reflex

;

as, reflux action.

A

Re'flUX', n. [F. reflux. See Refluent, Flux.|j
flowing back, as the return of a fluid ; ebb ; reaction
as, tlie flux and reflux of the tides.
All from me
Shall with a fierce reflux on me redound.

Milton.

Re-foo'il-late (re-f os'il-lat), v. t. [L. refocillatus, p.
p. of refocillare ; pref. re- re- -|- focillare to revive by

To refresh ; to revive. [06«.]
Aubrey.
Re-foc'U-la'tlon (-la'shiin), n. Restoration of strength
[06s.]
Middleton.
Re-fold' (re-fold'), v. I. To fold again.
Re'fO-ment' (re'fo-ment'), v. t. To foment anew.
Re-for'est-I-Za'tion (re-for'gst-I-za'shtin), n. The act
or process of reforestizing.
Re-for'est-lze (re-fSr'est-iz), V. t. To convert again
into a forest to plant again with trees.
Re-forge' (re-forj'), V. t. [Pref. re- -\- forge : cf. P.
reforger.']
To forge again or anew hence, to fashion or
warmth.]

by refreshment.

;

;

fabricate

anew

to

make

over.

Udall.
reforges.
(re-f6rm'),
L.
Re-form'
d. t. [F. reformer,
reformare ;
pref. re- re- -\- formare to form, from forma form.
See
Form.] To put into a new and improved form or condition ; to restore to a former good state, or bring from
bad to good ; to change from worse to better to amend
to correct ; as, to reform a profligate man ; to reform
;

(re-for'jer),

re.

One who

corrupt manners or morals.
The example alone of a vicious prince will corrupt an age
but that of a good one will not reform it.
Swift.

Syn.

.

—

Re'flex

movement produced by

;

Prior.

a bending back. See Reflect.] 1. Reflection the light
reflected from an illuminated surface to one in shade.

;

unite,

Angle

Reflection.

—

template

involuntary

'
See A'reee jerk, under Knee.
Re-flex' (re-flgks'), V. t. [L. reflexus, p. p. of reflecSee Reflect.] 1. To reflect. [06i.]
Shak.
tere.
to turn back.
2. To bend back
J. Gregory.
Re-flexefl' (re-flSksf), a. Bent backward or outward.

;

go

;

slug,

—To

amend;

repair ; better

Re-form',

;

correct; emend; rectify; mend;
reclaim.
; restore ;
to a good state ; to amend
character or habits ; as, a man of

improve

To return

v. i.

or correct one's own
settled habits of vice will seldom reform.
Re-form', n. [F. reforme.1 Amendment of what is
defective, vicious, corrupt, or depraved; reformation;
as,

reform of elections

;

reform

of

government.

—

Civil service reform.
See under Civil.
Reform acti
(Encj. Politics), acts of Parliament passed in IS32, 1667,
1884, 1883, extending and equalizing popular representation in Parliament.
Reform school, a school established
by a state or city government, for the confinement, instruction, and reformation of juvenile offenders, and of
young persons of idle, vicious, and vagrant habits. [ (S.]

—

Syn. — Reformation

;

so far as that object has been previously perceived, and its
image become part and parcel of our intellectual furniture.
Sir W. Hamilton.

reflected,

qpr

or that which, reflects.
Boyle.
2. {Physics) (a) Something having a polished surface
for reflecting light or heat, as a mirror, a speculum, etc.
(c) A device for reflecting
(6) A reflecting telescope,
sound.
Re'flex (re'flSks), a. [L. reflexus, p. p. of reflectere :
See Reflect.] 1. Directed back atcf. F. reflexe.
tended by reflection ; retroactive ; introspective.
The reflex act of the soul, or the turning of the intellectual
.Sir M. Hale.
eye inward upon its own actions.
2. Produced in reaction, in resistance, or in return.
3. (Physiol.) Of, pertaining to, or produced by, stimulus or excitation without the necessary intervention of
consciousness.
Reflex action (Physiol.), any action performed involuntarily in consequence of an impulse or impression transmitted along atlerent nerves to a nerve center, from
which it is reflected to an efferent nerve, and so calls into
Reflex nerve
action certain muscles, organs, or cells.
(Physiol.), an excito-motory nerve. See Excito-motory.

To throw or turn back the thoughts upon anything
to contemplate.
Specifically: To attend earnestly to
what passes within the mind to attend to the facts or
phenomena of consciousness to use attention or earnest

As I much

Incidence.

reflective

—

3.

4.

Throwing

a reflective mirror.

.

;

Nature is the glass reflecting God,
As by the sea reflected is the sun.

All

[Cf. F.

2. Capable of exercising thought or judgment ; as, rePrior.
flective reason.
His perceptive and reflective faculties . thus acquired a precocious and extraordinary development.
Motley,
3. Addicted to introspective or meditative habits ; as,
a reflective person.
4. {Gram.) Reflexive ; reciprocal.
Re-flect'ive-ly, adv.
Re-tlect'lve-ness, n. " Reflectiveness of manner."
J. C. Shairp.
Re-flect'or (-er), n. [Cf. F. reflecteur.'\ 1. One who,

Fldler.

all times,

a.

1.

An

Patellar reflex.

Re-for'ger

Reflection, 1 (a).
Ipg Angle of

;

as,

as,

P

consideration

stream the sighing bride,
Viewing her charms.

Bodies close together refiect their own color.
Dryden.
2. To give back an image or likeness of to mirror.

;

;

back images

;

thought ; to meditate
moral truth or rules.

cogitation
thinking.
;,

In the

polished metals reflect heat.
mind the reader to refiect his eye on our quotations.

Let me

;

contemplation;

;

riflectif. Cf.

;

reflects

Meditation

Re-flect'ive (re-flSkt'Iv),

;

;

—

rumination

Reflex, ?>.] 1. To bend back to give a backward turn to to throw back especially, to cause to
return after striking upon any surface
as, a mirror
cf.

Syn.

;

I

;

;

Re-fix' (re-f Iks'), V.

Dryden.

the
of a membrane,
(e) Result of meditation
thought or opinion after attentive consideration or contemplation ; especially, thoughts suggested by truth.
Job's reflections on his once i^fiurishing estate did at the same
time aiflict a^d encourage him.
Atterbury.
4. Censure ; reproach cast.
He died and oh may no reflection shed
Prior.
/
Its poisonous venom on the royal dead.
5. {Physiol.) The transference of an excitement from
one nerve fiber to another by means of the nerve cells,
as in reflex action. See Keflex action, under Reflex.
Angle of reflection, the angle which anything, as a ray
of light, on leaving a reflecting surface,
7
»•
Oi
^1
'
^
makes with the perpendicular to the
surface.— Angle of total reflection. {Opt.)
Same as Critical angle, under Critical.
(6)
reflection

;

tablish

the sun in water we can bear.
Yet not the sun, but his reflection, there.
part reflected, or turned back, at an angle

As

ele-

gance cultivation ; civilization.
Re-fln'er (-fln'er), n. One who, or that which, refines.
Re-fln'er-y (-y), n. ; pi. Refineries (-iz). [Cf. F.
raffinerie.']
1. The building and apparatus for refining
or purifying, esp. metals and sugar.
2. A furnace in which cast iron is refined by the action
of a blast on the molten metal.
Re-fit' (re-fif), V. t.
1. To fit or prepare for use
again to repair to restore after damage or decay as,
to refit a garment to refit ships of war.
Macaulay.
2. To fit out or supply a second time.
Re-fit', V. i.
To obtain repairs or supplies as, the
fleet returned to refit.
Re-flt'ment (-ment), re. The act of refitting, or the
state of being refitted.
;

reflection.

South.

2. That which is refined, elaborated, or polished to
excess ; an affected subtilty ; as, refinements of logic.
" The refinements of irregular cunning."
Rogers.

Syn.

Locke.

This delight grows and improves underthoughtand

Swijt.

refinements.

;

tions in the understanding.

The more

tions in our language have not equaled

;

;

mind by which

;

2. (Physiol.)
reflex action.

;

Reflecting Circle.

tached to it, which reflects a ray of light or the image of
a scale ;— called also mirror galvanometer. —Reflecting
goniometer.
See under Goniometeb.
Reflecting telescope. See under Telescope.

refines

heart enlarges.

;

Re-flne', v. i. 1. To
feculent matter.
So the pure, limpid stream^

Works

cle.
Reflecting galvanometer,
a galvanometer in which the
deflections of the needle are
read by means of a mirror at-

ennoble.
become pure ; to be cleared of

clarify

;

from two

light

reflection of

'

silver is refined,

;

;

;

them a3

REFORMATION

Re-flect'ent (re-flSkt'ent), a. [L. reflectens, p. pr. of
See Reflect.] 1. Bending or flying back
reflectei-e.
reflected. " The ray descendent, and the ray reflectent
flying with so great a speed."
Sir K. Digby.
2. Reflecting as, a reflectent body.
Sir K. Digby.
Re-Qect'i-ble (-i-b'l), a. Capable of being reflected,
or thrown back reflexible.
Re-flect'ing, a. 1. Throwing back light, heat, etc.,
as a mirror or other surface.
2. Given to reflection or serious consideration; reflective
contemplative as, a reflecting mind.
Beflecting circle, an astronomical instrument for measuring angles, like the sextant
or Hadley's quadrant, by the

&

;

;;;
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Blackmore.
cause to ferment, again.
Re-fer'rer (re-fer'rer), n. One who refers.
Haliam.
Re-fer'rl-ble (-ri-b'l), a. Referable.
Shak.
Re-flg'ure (re-fig'flr), v. t. To figure again.
*'•
To fill, or become full, again.
Re-Hll' (re-f il'), "• '•
Re-flnd' (re-fInd'), v. t. To find again to get or exSandys.
perience again.
Re-tine' (re-fIn'), V. t. limp. &p. p. Repined (-find')
[Pref. re- -{-fine to make
vb. n. Repinino.]
p. pr.
fine cf. F. raffiner.']
1. To reduce to a fine, unmixed,
to free from
or pure state to free from impurities
dross or alloy ; to separate from extraneous matter to
purify to defecate as, to refine gold or silver to refine
iron to refine wine or sugar.
I will bring the third part through the fire, and will refine
;

;
;;

;

K

;

amendment;

rectification; cor-

See Reformation.

rection.

&

Re-form' (re-f 8rm'), v. t. i. [imp. &p. p. Re-formed
(-fSrmd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Re-forming.]
To give a new
form to ; to form anew ; to take form again, or to take
a new form ; as, to re-form the line after a charge.
Re-form'a-ble (re-iSnu'A-b'l), a.
Capable of being
reformed.
Poxe.
Ref'or-made' (rSf'Br-miid'), n. A reformado. [Obs.]

&

Ref'or-ma'do (-inii'do),
formare. See Reform, v.

«.
[Sp., fr. reformar, L. remonk of a reformed
t.]
1.
order.
[Oft.?.]
Weever.
2. An officer who, in disgrace, is deprived of his command, but retains his rank, and sometimes his pay. [06s.]
Re-form'al-ize (re-fSnu'ol-iz), v. i. To affect reformation to pretend to correctness. [iJ.j
Ref'or-ma'tion (ipr'8r-mii'shan), n. [F. rfformation,
L. reformatio.'}
1. The act of reforming, or the state
of being reformed; change from worse to better; correction or amendment of life, manners, or of .inything

iQk

A

;

;

tlien,

tliin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azuie.

;
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to be deducted from the apparent altitude of a heavenly
body on account of atmospheric refraction, in order to
obtain the true altitude.

Re-fmln'er (re-fran'er), re. One who refrains.
Re-fraln'ment (-ment), re. Act of refraining. [JS.]
Re-frame' (re-fram'), v. t. To frame again or anew.

Angle of refraction (Opt.), the angle which a refracted
ray makes with the perpendicular to the surface separating the two media traversed by the ray.
Conical
refraction (Opt.), the refraction of a ray of light into an
infinite number of rays, forming a hollow cone. This
occurs when a ray of light is passed through crystals of
some substances, under certain circumstances. Conical
refraction is of two kinds external conical refraction, in
which the ray issues from the crystal in the form of a
cone, the vertex of which is at the point of emergence and
internal conical refraction, in which the ray is changed
into the form of a cone on entering the crystal, from
which it issues in the form of a hollow cylinder. This
singular phenomenon was first discovered by Sir W. R.
Hamilton by mathematical reasoning alone, unaided by
experiment.
Differential refraction (Astron.), the change
of the apparent place of one object relative to a second
object near it, due to refraction; also, the correction
required to be made to the observed relative places of
the two bodies.
Double refraction (O^j^.), the refraction

Re-fran'gl-bU'1-ty (ie-fr5n'jl-bll'l-ty), re. [Cf. F. rdThe quality of being refrangible.
Re-fran'gf-ble (-frSn'jI-b'l), a. [Cf. F. rifrangible.
See Refract.] Capable of being refracted, or turned
out of a direct course, in passing from one medium to
another, as rays of light.
Re-fran'gi-ble-nesB, re.
Ref're-na'tlon (rgf're-na'shiin), n.
[L. refrenaiio.
See Refrain, v. t.] The act of restraining. [Obs.]
[imp.
Re-fresh' (re-frSsh'), V. t.
p. p. Refreshed
(-frgshf) p. pr. & vb. re. Eefeeshino.] [OE. refreshen,

EE-FORMATION

N

yicious or corrupt ; as, the reformation of manners
ormation of the age ; reformation of abuses.

ref-

;

Dryden.

Satire lashes vice into reformation.

2. Specifically (Bed. Hist.), the important religious
early in the sixteenth
century, which resulted in the formation of the various
Protestant churches.
Syn. Reform ; amendment ; correction ; rectification.
Refobmation, Reform. Reformation is a more
thorough and comprehensive change than reform. It is
applied to subjects that are more important, and results
in changes whi(;h are more lasting. A reformation involves, and is followed by, many particular reforms.
" The pagan converts mention this great reformation of
those who had been the greatest sinners, with that sudden and surprising change which the Christian religion
made in the lives of the most profligate. " Addison. " A
variety of schemes, founded in visionary and impracticable ideas of reform, were suddenly produced." Pitt.
The act of
Re'-for-ma'tion (re'fSr-ma'shiin), n.
forming anew ; a second forming in order ; as, the reJormation of a column of troops into a hollow square.
Re-fonn'a-tlve (re-form'A-tlv), a. Forming again;
having the quality of renewing form ; reformatory. Good.
Re-form'a-tO-ry (-t6-ry), a. Tending to produce reformation ; reformative.

movement commenced by Luther

—

.

—

Re-lorm'a-to-ry, «• / pi. -wes (-rtz). An institution
for promoting the reformation of offenders.
Magistrates may send juvenile offenders to reformatories instead of to prisons.
Eng. Cyc.

Re-formed' (re-fSrmd'),

a.

Corrected

1.

;

amended

restored to purity or excellence ; said, specifically, of
the whole body of Protestant churches originating in the
Reformation. Also, in a more restricted sense, of those
who separated from Luther on the doctrine of consubstantiation, etc., and carried the Reformation, as they
claimed, to a higher point. The Protestant churches
founded by them in Switzerland, France, Holland, and
part of Germany, were called the Reformed churches.
The town was one of the strongholds of the Reformed faith.
Macaulay.
2. Amended in character and life ; as, a reformed
gambler or drunkard.
3. {Mil.) Retained in service on half or full pay after
the disbandment of the company or troop ;
said of an

—

ofScer.

IJSng.']

Re-foim'er (re-f6rm'er), n.

One who

effects a
reformation or amendment ; one who labors for, or
urges, reform ; as, a reformer of manners, or of abuses.
2. {Eccl. Hist.) One of those who commenced the reformation of religion in the sixteenth century, as Luther,
1.

Melanchthon, Zwingli, and Calvin.
Re-form'lst, n. [Cf. F. reformiste.'] A reformer.
Re-fonn'ly, adv. In the manner of a reform for the
purpose of reform. [Obs.']
Milton.
;

A

fortiRe-lor'tl-fl-ca'tion (re-for'tl-fl-ka'shiin), n.
fying anew, or a second time.
Mitford.
Re-for'tl-fy (re-f6r'tt-fi), v. t. To fortify anew.
Re-fpS'sion (re-f 5sh'un), n. [L. refodere, refossum,
to dig' up again.
See Fosse.] The act of digging up
again.
\Ohs.'\
Bp. Hall.
Re-found' (re-found'), v. t.
[Pref. re- -\- found to
oast
cf. F. refondre.
Cf. Refund.]
1. To found or
cast anew. " Ancient bells refounded."
T. Warton.
2. To found or establish again ; to reestablish.
Re-found', im^. &p. p. of Refind, v. t.
Re-found'er (-er), n. One who refounds.
Re-fract' (re-frSkf), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Refeacted ;
vb. re. Rbfractino.]
[L. refractus, p. p. of rep. pr.
fringere ; pref . re- re- -j- frangere to break : cf. F. refracier.
See Fracture, and cf. Refrain, «.] 1. To bend
sharply and abruptly back ; to break off.
2. To break the natural course of, as rays of light or
heat, when passing from one transparent medium to
another of different denaty ; to cause to deviate from a
direct course by an action distinct from reflection; as,
a dense medium refracts the rays of light as they pass
into it from a rare medium.
Re-fract'a-ble (-4-b'l), a. Capable of being refracted.
Zo'ol.) Bent backward
Re-fract'ed, a.
1. (Bot.
angularly, as if half -broken ; as, a refracted stem or leaf.
2. Tmrned from a direct course by refraction ; as, refracted rays of light.
Re-fract'lng, a. Serving or tending to refract ; as, a refracting me-

"

:

&

&

&

dium.
Refracting angle of a prism {Opt.),
the angle of a triangular prism included between the two sides
through which the refracted beam
passes in the decomposition of
light.

— Refracting

telescope.

viously moved.

abaction out
hito the denser,
perpendicular.

of the rarer
is

medium

made towards
Sir

I.

the

Kewton.

3. (Astron.) (a) The change in
the direction of a ray of light, and,
consequently, in the apparent position of a heavenly body from
which it emanates, arising from its

senate,

—

—

two directions, which produces two distinct
The power of double refraction is possessed by

of light in

images.

A

uniall crystals except those of the isometric system.
axial crystal is said to be optically positive (like quartz),
or optically neoative (like calcite), or to have positive, or
negative, double refraction, according as the optic axis is
the axis of least or greatest elasticity for light ; a biaxial
crystal is similarly designated when the same relation
holds for the acute bisectrix. —Index of refraction. See
under Index.
Refraction circle (OpM, an instrument provided with a graduated circle for the measurement of
Refraction of latitude, longitude, declination,
refraction.
right ascension, etc., the change in the apparent latitude,
longitude, etc., of a heavenly body, due to the effect of
Terrestrial retraction, the change
atmospheric refraction.
in the apparent altitude of a distant point on or near the
earth's surface, as the top of a mountain, arising from
the passage of light from it to the eye through atmospheric strata of varying density.

—

—

—

Re-fract'lve (re-frSkt'iv), a. [Cf. F. rkfractif. See
Serving or having power to refract, or turn
pertaining to refraction as, re;
fractive surfaces ; refractive powers.
Refractive index. (Op<.) See /nrfea:©/ re/r-ac^ion, under
Absolute refractive Index (Opt.), the index of
Index.
refraction of a substance when the ray passes into it from
Relative refractive Index (of two media)
a vacuum.
( Opt.), the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to
the sme of the angle of refraction for a ray passing out of
one of the media into the other.
Re-fract'lve-ness, re. The quality or condition of being refractive.
[RefracRe'frao-tom'e-ter (re'frSk-tSm'e-ter), n.
tion -f- -meter.']
(Opt.) A contrivance for exhibiting
and measuring the refraction of light.
Re-fract'or (re-frSkfer), n. Anything that refracts
specifically
(Opt.) A refracting telescope, in which the
image to be viewed is formed by the refraction of light
in passing through a convex lens.
In a refracRe-frac'tO-rl-ly (re-frSk'to-rt-ly), adv.
tory manner perversely ; obstinately.
quality
or
condition
The
of
Re-frac'tO-ri-ness, re.
being refractory.
fr.
refrinRe-frac'tO-ry (-rjr), a. [L. refractarius,
gere: cf. F. refractaire. See Refract.] 1. Obstinate
contumacious stubborn unmanagein disobedience
able ; as, a refractory child ; a refractory beast.
Raging appetites that are
Shak.
Most disobedient and refractory.
2. Resisting ordinary treatment ; difScult of fusion,
said especially of metals and
reduction, or the like
the like, which do not readily yield to heat, or to the
hammer as, a refractory ore.
Perverse contumacious; unruly; stubborn;
Syn.
obstinate imyielding ; ungovernable unmanageable.
Re-frac'tO-ry, n. 1. A refractory person. Bp. Hall.

Refract.]

from a direct course

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

',

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

Jer. Taylor.
2. Refractoriness. [06^.]
piece of ware covered with a vaporable
3. (Pottery)
flux and placed in a kiln, to communicate a glaze to the

A

Knight.
Re-frac'ture (re-frSk'tiir 135), re. (Surg.) A second
breaking (as of a badly set bone) by the surgeon.
Re-frac'ture, v. t. (Surg.) To break again, as a bone.
[LL. refragabilis,
Ref'ra-ga-ble (rSfra-ga-b'l), a.
Capable of being refuted
fr. L. refragari to oppose.]
refutable. [i2.]— Ref'ta-ga-We-ness, re. [iJ.]— Refra-ga-bU'1-ty (-bli'i-ty), n. [-R.]
Ref'ra-gate (-gat), v. i. [L. refragatus, p. p. of reother articles.

••

;

To oppose.

Glanvill.

[R.]

&

+

;

Refrain thy foot from their path.

Prov.

i.

15.

To abstain from. [Obs.]
Who, requiring a remedy for
2.

A

Refraction.
Glass Vessel

filled

with Water, showing
Refraction of Ray of
Light.
B Section of Vessel,
lower part filled with
Water; si Kay of
Light in straight line ;
sp r Ray of Light refracted
Qq Perpendicular
spQ Angle
rpq
of Incidence
Angle of Refraction.
;

;

;

—

ale.

;

&

passage through the earth's atmosphere
hence distinguished as atmospheric refraction,
or astronomical refraction. (6) The correction which is
;

:

fragor.]

(Opt.)

[F. refraction.'] 1. The act of refracting, or the state of being refracted.
2. The change in the direction
of a ray of light, heat, or the like,
when it enters obliquely a medium of a different density from
that through which it has pre-

—

p. p. Refrained
Re-fraln' (re-fran'), V. i. [imp.
[OE. refreinen,
(-fraud') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Refraining.]
OF. refrener, F. refrener, fr. L. refrenare; influenced
by OF. refraindre to restrain, moderate, fr. LL. refrangere, for L, refringere to break up, break (see Refract).
frenum bridle ; cf.
L. refrenare is fr. pref. re- back
Skr. dhr to hold.] 1. To hold back ; to restrain ; to
keep within prescribed bounds to curb ; to govern.
His reason refraineth not his foul delight or talent. Chaucer.

See under Telescope.
Re-frac'tion (re-frSk'shiln), n.

care,

&m, arm, ask,

;

;

.

his gout, received no other
Sir T. Broume.
counsel than to refrain cold drink.
Re-frain', v. i. To k«ep one's self from action or inabstain.
terference ; to hold aloof ; to forbear ; to
Refrain from these men, and let them alone. Acts v. 38.
They re/rained therefrom [eatmg flesh] some time after.

Sir I. Browne.
forbear ; abstain ; withhold.
Re-fraln', re. [F. refrain, f r. OF. refraindre ; cf. Pr.
refranhs a refrain, refranher to repeat. See Refract,
Refrain, 17. ] The burden of a song; a phrase or verse
which recurs at the end of each of the separate stanzas
or divisions of a poetic composition.

Syn.

— To hold back

;

We hear the wild refrain
final,

^;

eve, event,

Whittier.

6nd, fern, recent;

ice,

frangibilite.]

—

&

;

refreschen, OF. refreschir (cf. OF. rafraischir, rafreschir, F. rafraichir) ; pref. re- re- -f- fres fresh, F. frais.
See Fresh, a.]
1. To make fresh again ; to restore
strength, spirit, animation, or the like, to ; to relieve
from fatigue or depression ; to reinvigorate ; to enliven
anew ; to reanimate ; as, sleep refreshes the body and

the mind.
For they have refreshed

Chaucer,

my spirit and yours.

1 Cor. xvi. 18.

And labor shall refresh itself with hope.
To make as if new to repair to restore.

2.

;

Shak.

;

The rest r^resh the scalv snakes that fold
The shield of Pallas, ana renew their gold. Dryden.
To refresh the memory, to quicken or strengthen it, as

by a reference, review, memorandum, or suggestion.
Syn. — To cool; refrigerate; invigorate; revive;
animate

;

renovate

renew

;

;

restore

recreate

;

;

re-

enliven

cheer.

The

Re-fresh', n.

Re-fresb'er

(-er),

act of refreshing. [Obs.] Daniel.
1. One who, or that which, re-

re.

freshes.
2- (LauA

An extra fee paid to counsel in a case that
has been adjourned from one term to another, or that is
imusually protracted.
Ten guineas a day is the highest refresher which a counsel
London Truth.
can charge.
Re-fresh'fnl (-ful), a. Full of power to refresh refreshing.

— Re-fresh'ful-ly, adv.
Reviving
reanfmating. —
— Re-fresh'lng-ness,

Re-fresh'lng, a.
fresh'lng-ly, adv.

;

;

Re-

re.

[Cf. OF. refreschisse(-ment), n.
1. The act of refreshing,
ment, F. rafraichissement.]
or the state of being refreshed restoration of strength,
spirit, vigor, or liveliness rehef after suffering ; new life
or animation after depression.
2. That which refreshes ; means of restoration or reanimation ; especially, an ai'ticle of food or drink.
Re-fret' (re-frSf), n. [OF. refret, L. refractus, p. p.
Bailey.
See Refrain, re.. Refract.] Refrain. [Obs.]
Re-freyd' (re-f rad'), V. t. [OF. refreidier.] To chill
to cool. [Obs.]
Refreyded by sickness ... or by cold drinks. Chaucer,

Re-fresh'ment

;

;

Ref'rI-ca'tlon (rSf'rT-ka'shun), n. [L. refricare to rub
rubbing up afresh ; a brightening. [Obs.]
A continual refricaiion of the memory. Bp. Hall.
Re-frig'er-ant (re-frij'er-ant), a. [L. refrigerans, p.
pr. of refrigerare : cf. F. refrigerant.
See RefrigerBacon.
ate.] Cooling allaying heat or fever.
to be cool or
That
which
makes
re.
Re-frig'er-ant,
cold specifically, a medicine or an application for allaying fever, or the symptoms of fever ;
used also figuratively.
Blair,
Holland.
re/Wjrerarei to passion."
[imp.
Re-frlg'er-ate (-at), v. t.
p. p. Refrigerated (-a'tSd) ; p. pr.
[L. revb. re. Refrigerating.]
frigeratus, p. p. of refrigerare ; pref. re- re- -{-frigerare
to make cool, f r. fiigus, frigoris, coolness. See Frigid.]
To cause to become cool to make or keep cold or cool.
Re-frig'er-a'tlon (-a'shun), re. [Cf. F. refrigeration,
L. refrigeratio .] The act or process of refrigerating or
cooling, or the state of being cooled.
Re-frig'er-a-tlve (re-f rlj'er-a-ti v), a. [Cf. F. refrigirefrigerant.
ratif] Cooling ; allaying heat.
re.
Crazed brains should come under a refrigerative treatment.
again.]

A

;

—

;

"A

&

&

;

—

A

I.

Taylor.

That which refrigerates
Re-frlg'er-a'tor (-a'ter), n.
or makes cold ; that which keeps cool. Specifically : (a) A
box or room for keeping food or other articles cool, usually by means of ice. (b) An apparatus for rapidly cooling heated liquids or vapors, connected with a still, etc.
Refrigerator car (Railroad), a freight car constructed as
a refrigerator, for the transportation of fresh meats, fish,
etc., in a temperature kept cool by ice.
Re-frlg'er-a-tO-ry (-a-to-rj^), a. [L. refrigeratorius."]
Mitigating heat ; cooling.
[Cf. F. rSRe-frlg'er-a-to-ry, re. ; pi. -ries (-rtz).
frigeratoire.]
That which refrigerates or cools. Specifically: (a) In distillation, a vessel filled with cold
water, surrounding the worm, the vapor in which is
thereby condensed, (b) The chamber, or tank, in which
an ice machine.
Ref'ri-ge'rl-um (ref'rT-je'rt-iim), n. [L.] Cooling
South.
refreshment; refrigeration. [Obs.]
The power posRe-frln'gen-cy (re-frln'jen-sy), re.
sessed by a substance to refract a ray ; as, different subNichol.
stances have different refringencies.
Re-frln'gent (-jent), a. [L. refringens, p. pr. of refringere. See Refract.] Pertaining to, or possessing,
refringency
as, a refringent
refractive ; refracting
prism of spar.
Nichol,
Reft (rSft), imp. &p. p. of Eeate. Bereft.
Beber,
Reft of thy sons, amid thy foes forlorn.
Rom. of R.
Reft, n. A chink ; a rift. See Rift.
Refuge (rSf'iij), re. [F. refuge, L. refugium, fr. refugere to fiee back pref. re- -\-fugere. See FuGirrvE.]
1. Shelter or protection from danger or distress.
Rocks, dens, and caves
But I in none of these
Find place or refuge.
Milton.
We might have a strong consolation, who have fled for refuge
Heb. vi. L*
to lay hold upon the hope set before us.
ice is formed, in
II

;

;

;

1

2. That which shelters or protects

idea, HI;

old,

obey-

orb,

from danger, or

odd;

;;
:;;

;;
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from distress or calamity a stronghold which protects
by its strength, or a sanctuary which secures safety by
sacredness ; a place inaccessible to au enemy.
The high hills are a refuge for the wild goats. Ps. civ. 18.
The Lord also will be a r^uge for the opijressed. Ps. ix. 9.
3> An expedient to secure protection or defense ; a de-

or the state of being refuted ; proof of falsehood or error
the overthrowing of an argument, opinion, testimony,
doctrine, or theory, by argument or countervailing

;

its

Shak.

Light must be supplied, among graceful rouges, by terracing
any story in danger of darkness.
Sir H. Wotton.
Cities of refnge (Jewish Antiq.), certain cities appointed
as places of safe refuge for persons who had committed
homicide without design. Of these there were three on
each side of Jordan. Josh. xx.
Housb of refuge, a charitable institution for giving shelter and protection to the
homeless, destitute, or tempted.
Syn.
Shelter ; asylum ; retreat ; covert.

—

—

Refuge

To

shelter to protect. \_Obs.']
[F. refugie, fr. se refugier
to take refuge. See Refuoe, ».] 1. One who flees to a
ahelter, or place of safety.
2. Especially, one who, in times of persecution or political commotion, flees to a foreign power or country for
safety; as, the French refugees who left France after
the revocation of the edict of Nantes.
Re-ful'gence (re-ful'jens), n. [L. refulgeniia. See
Re-lul'gen-cy (-jen-sy),
Refulgent.] The qual)
ity of being refulgent
brilliancy splendor ; radiance.
Re-lul'gent (re-fni'jent), a. [L. refulgens, p. pr. of
refulgere to flash back, to shine bright pref. re- re/ulgere to shine. See Fulgent.] Casting a bright light
(rSf'uj),

Refu-gee'

^.

?;.

;

(rSf'iS-je'), «•

1

;

;

+

;

radiant ; brilliant ; resplendent shining ; splendid ; as,
refulgent beams.
Re-ful'gent-ly, adv.
So conspicuous and re^fulgent a truth.
Boyle.
;

—

+

Re-fUt'a-tO-ry

:

.

,

.

.

.

sentenced
Estrange.

V

3. To supply again with funds ; to teimburse.
Re-fund'er (-erX n. One who refunds.

Re-fund'ment
that whicli

is

(-ment),

re.

The act of refunding

;

;

—

;

futes.
[Pref. re- -J- gain : cf. F.
to get again ; to recover, as
to reach again.
;
Syn. To recover ; reobtain repossess retrieve.
Re'gal (re'gal), a. [L. regalis, fr. rex, regis, a king.
See Royal, and cf. Rajah, Realm, Regalia.]
Of or
pertaining to a king ; kingly ; royal ; as, regal author" The regal title."
ity, pomp, or sway.
Shak.
He made a scorn of hia 7-egal oath.
Milton.
Syn. Kingly ; royal. See Kingly.
Re'gal, re. [F. regale, It. regale. Cf. Rigoll.] (Mus.)
small portable organ, played with one hand, the bellows
being worked with the other,
used in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.
Re-ga'le (re-ga'le), re. [LL. regale, pi. regalia, fr.
L. regalis: cf. F. regale.
See Regal.]
prerogative
of royalty.
[iJ.]
Johnson.
Re-gale' (re-gal'), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Regaled (-gaW)
p.pr. &vb. n. Regaling.] [F. regaler, Sp. regalar to
regale, to caress, to melt, perhaps fr. L. regelare to thaw
(cf. Gelatin), or cf Sp. gala graceful, pleasing address,
choicest part of a thing (cf. Gala), or most likely from
OF. galer to rejoice, gale pleasure.] To entertain in a
regal or sumptuous manner; to entertain with something that delights ; to gratify ; to refresh ; as, to regale
the taste, the eye, or the ear.
Re-gale', v. i. To feast ; to fare sumptuously.
sumpRe-gale', re. [F. regal. See Regale, v. i.]
tuous repast ; a banquet.
Johnson. Cowper,

Re-gaIn'

(re-gan'), V.

t.

To gain anew

regagner.]

what has escaped or been

—

;

lost

;

;

—

A

—

baked custards were produced as additions

;

to the regale.

B. E. Hale.
act of regaling anyentertainment.

:

;

;

2.

Do they not seek occasion of new quarrels,
On ray refusal, to distress me more ?
Milton.
The right of taking in preference to others the

;

;

choice of taking or refusing option ; as, to give one
the refusal of a farm to have the refusal of an employ;

;

;

ment.
Re-fuse'
p. pr.

&

;

(re-fuz'), V. t. limn. &p.p. Refused (-fuzd')
vb. re. Refusing.]
[F. refuser, either from (as-

Re'gal-ism

sumed) LL. refusare to refuse, v. freq. of L. refundere
to pour back, give back, restore (see Refund to repay),
or fr. L. recusare to decline, refuse (cf Accuse, Ruse),
Influenced by L. refutare to drive back, repel, refute.
Cf. Refute.]
1. To deny, as a request, demand, invitation, or command to decline to do or grant.
That never yet refused your hest.
Chaucer.

prerogative or supremacy.
Re-gal'1-ty (re-gSl'I-ty),
regalis regal, royal.
See
1. Royalty ; sovereignty ;

.

;

To disown. [Obs."] "iJe/ttie thy name."
Shak.
Re-fuse', v. i. To deny compliance ; not to comply.
Too proud to ask, too humble to refuse.
Garth.
tf ye refuse, ... ye shall be devoured with the sword. Isa. i. 20.
Re-fuse', n. Refusal. [06*.]
Fairfax.
Refuse (rSf'iis; 277), re. [F. refus refusal, also, that
which is refused. See Refuse to deny.] That which is
refused or rejected as useless; waste or worthless matter.
4.

Syn. — Dregs sediment ; scum recrement ; dross.
Refuse, a. Refused; rejected; hence, left as un-

'""ly.

;

of

no value

worthless.
vile and r^tise, that they destroyed

;

;

ISam. XV. 9.
Re-fus'er (rS-fuz'er), n. One who refuses or rejects.
Re-fU'sion (re-f5'zhtin), n.
[Pref. re- -f fusion.']
1. New or repeated melting, as of metals.
2. Restoration. " This doctrine of the re/mion of the
"O"!-''
Bp. Warburton.
Ref'ut (rSf'ut), re. \0Y. refuite.1 Refuge. "Thou
iiaven of refut." [06s.]
Chaucer.
Re-Iut'a-Wl'l-ty (re-fuf iUbTlT-ty), n. The quality of
being refutable.
Re-fut'a-ble (re-f iit'4-b'l ; 277), a. [Cf. F. refutable.]
Admitting of being refuted or disproved capable of
being proved false or erroneous.
Re-fut'al (re-fiit'al), re. Act of refuting ; refutation.

fyiU,

ttp,

Orn

;

pity

Regal, and

cf.

Royalty.]

Rom.

xiv.

6.

;

;

;

food, f<^t

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sIiibi

ink

;

;

many

a lady

have eyed with best regard.
Shak.
3. That view of the mind which springs from perception
of value, estimable qualities, or anything that excites adreverence ; affection
miration ; respect ; esteem
as,
often in the plural.
to have a high regard for a person ;
He has rendered himself worthy of their most favorable re-

—

;

;

A. Smith.
Save the long-sought regards of woman, nothing is sweeter
HawthorM.
than those marks of childish preference.
4. State of being regarded, whether favorably or otherwise ; estimation ; repute ; note ; account.
A man of meanest regard amongst them, neither having
wealth or power.
Spenser.
5. Consideration; thought; reflection; heed.
Shak.
Sad pause and deep regard become the sage.
account ; condition.
6. Matter for consideration ;
Shak.
[Obs.] " Reasons full of good regard."
7. Respect ; relation ; reference.
Persuade them to pursue and persevere in virtue, with regard
to themselves
in justice and goodness with regard to their
neighbors and piety toward God.
7. Watts.

gards.

;

;

in regard of was formerly used as
in meaning to on account of, but in modem
usage is often improperly substituted for in respect to, or
O. P. Marsh.
in regard to.
Cliange was thought necessary in regard of the injury the
church did receive by a number of things then in use. Hooker,
In regard of its security, it had a great advantage over the

Jl^^The phrase

eqmvalent

bandboxes.
8. Object of sight

Dickens.

; scene ; view ; aspect,
[ij.]
Throw out our eyes for brave Othello,
Even till we make the main and the aerial blue

An

indistinct regard.

Shak.

9. (0. Eng. Law) Supervision inspection.
At regard of, in consideration of; in comparison with.
[Obs.]
"Bodily penance is but short and little at regard
;

—

Chaucer.
<?/ the pains of hell."
QoMit of regard, a forest court formerly held in England every third year for
the lawing, or expeditation, of dogs, to prevent them
from running after deer
called also survey of dogs.
;

—

Blackstone.

Syn. — Respect
heed

care
reverence.
;

;

consideration ; notice
concern ; estimation ; esteem

Re-gard'a-ble
to be regarded

;

Worthy

(-^-b'l), a.

Re-gard'ant

;

observance
attachment

of regard or notice

[R.]

observable.

;

;

Sir T. Browne.

[F. regardant, fr. regarder.
[yi Titten also reguardant,] 1. Look-

(-ant), a.

See Regard,^. <.]
ing behind looking backward watchfully. ,;

y

^

[He] turns thither his reffarrfani eye. Souihey.
2. (Her.) Looking behind or backward as, a lion regardant.
3. (0. Eng. Law) Annexed to the
land or manor ; as, a villain regardant.
;

Re-gard'er (re-gard'er), n.
1. One
regards.
2. (Eng. Forest Laio) An ofBcer appointed to supervise the forest. Cowell.
Heedful ; attentive ; obserRe-gard'ful (-ful), a.
vant.
Re-gard'fiil-ly, adv.
Let a man he very tender and regardful of every pious motion

who

—

made by the

Spirit of

God

South.

to his heart.

Syn. — Mindful heedful

attentive ; observant.
Re-gard'ing, prep. Concerning respecting.
Re-gard'less, a. 1. Having no regard ; heedless careless ; as, regardless of life, consequences, dignity.
Regardless of the bliss wherein he sat.
Milton.
;

;

;

;

Not regarded; slighted. [JR.]
Syn. — Heedless; negligent; careless;

Spectator,

2.

indifferent;
neglectful.

unconcerned inattentive unobservant
Re-gard'Iess-ly, adv.
Re-gardless-ness, re.
Re-gath'er (re-gSth'er), v. t. To gather again.
Re-gat'ta (re-gSt'ta), n. ; pi. Regattas (-taz). [It. reOriginally, a gondola race in Venice
gatta, regata.]
now, a rowing or sailing race, or a series of such races.
Re'gel (re'ggl), n. {Aslron.) See Rigel.
{Physics) To
Re'ge-late (re'je-lat or rSj'e-), v. i.
freeze together again to undergo regelation, as ice.
(-la'shiSn),
[Pref.
re.
re- -f- L. gelntio
Re'ge-la'tion
;

—

;

—

;

{Physics) The act or process of freezing
a freezing.]
anew, or together, as two pieces of ice.
([!^p"Two pieces of ice at (or even above) 32° Fahrenheit, with moist surfaces, placed in contact, freeze together to a rigid mass. This IS called >'e(7etofion. Faraday.

Re'gence (re'jeus), n. Rule. [Obs.]
Re'gen-cy (re'jen-sy), n. / pi- Regencies

Ilndibras.
(-sIz).

[Cf.

See Regent, a.]
F. regence, LL. regentia.
i. The
office of ruler
rule authority government.
2. Especially, the office, jurisdiction, or dominion of a
regent or vicarious ruler, or of a body of regents ; deputed or vicarious government.
Sir W. Temple.
3. A body of men intrusted with vicarious government
ae, a regency constituted during a king's minority, absence from the kingdom, or other disability.
A council or regenaj consisting of twelve persons. Lowth.
;

;

Re-gen'er-a-cy

;

(re-jSn'er-A-eJ'), n. [See

Regenerate.]

The

state of being regenerated.
Hammond.
(-iit), «.
[L. regcneratvs, p. p. of regenerare to regenerate
pref. re- re- -|- generare to
beget. See Generate.]
1. Reproduced.

Re-gen'er-ate

;

earthly author of my blood.
Whoso youtliful spirit, in nu> reijcnerate.
Doth with a twofold vigor lift n\o up.

The

—

—

(rSffi-ta'shiSn), re. [L. refutatio : cf. F.
rifulation.] The act or process of refuting or disproving.

r^de,

Cardinal Planning.
[LL. regalilas, from L.

Here *8 Beaufort, that regards nor God nor king. Shak.
7. To take into consideration ; to take account of, as
a fact or condition. " Neither regarding that she is my
Shak.
child, nor fearing me as if I were her father."
8. To have relation to, as bearing upon ; to respect
an
argument
does not regard
to relate to ; to touch ; as,
often used impersonally ; as, I agree with
the question ;
you as regards this or that.
Syn. To consider observe ; remark ; heed ; mind
respect esteem ; estimate ; value. See Attend.

Ref U-ta'tlon

unite,

n.

of royal

;

;

-Qse,

[R.]

The doctrine

&

&

;

worthy of acceptance
Everything that was

re.

sovereign jurisdiction.
Spenser.
[Passion] robs reason of her due regatitie.
He came partly in by the sword, and had high courage in all
Bacon.
points of regality.
2. An ensign or badge of royalty.
[Obs.]
Re'gal-ly (re'gal-iy), adv. In a regal or royal manner.
Re-gaid' (re-gard'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Regarded ;
vb. re. Regarding.] [F. regarder ; pref. re- rep. pr.
4- garder to guard, heed, keep.
See Guard, and cf.
Reward,] 1. To keep in view ; to behold ; to look at
to view ; to gaze upon.
Shak.
Your niece regards me with an eye of favor.
[Obs.]
2. Hence, to look or front toward ; to face.
Sandys.
mainland.
regardetk
the
It is a peninsula which
That exceedingly beautiful seat, on the ascent of a hill,
Evelyn.
flanked with wood and regarding the river.
3j To look closely at ; to observe attentively ; to pay
particularly.
attention to ; to notice or remark
If-Hiuch you note him.
You offend him ; . . . feed, and regard him not. Shak.
4. To look upon, as in a certain relation ; to hold as an
opinion ; to consider ; as, to regard abstinence from wine
as a duty ; to regard another as a friend or enemy.
5. To consider and treat ; to have a certain feeling toward ; as, to regard one with favor or dislike.
His associates seem to have regarded him with kindness.
Macaulay.
6. To pay respect to ; to treat as something of peculiar
value, sanctity, or the like ; to care for to esteem.
He that regardeth the day, regardeth it unto the Lord.

2. {Mil.) To throw back, or cause to keep back (as the
center, a wing, or a flank), out of the regular alignment
when troops are about to engage the enemy ; as, to refuse the right wing while the left wing attacks.
3. To decline to accept
to reject ; to deny the request or petition of ; as, to refuse a suitor.
The cunning workman never doth refuse
The meanest tool that he may chanc? to use. Herbert.

;

(re'gal-iz'm),

attentively; to

I

;

Re-gal'er (-gal'er), n. One who regales.
Re-ga'11-a (re-ga'li-4), re. pi. [LL., from L. regalis
regal.
See Regal.] 1. That which belongs to royalty.
Speciflcally
(o) The rights and prerogatives of a king.
(c) Ensigns, symbols,
(6) Royal estates and revenues,
or paraphernalia of royalty.
2. Hence, decorations or insignia of an office or order,
as of Freemasons, Odd Fellows, etc.
3. Sumptuous food
delicacies.
Cotton.
[06^.]
Regalia of a church, the privileges granted to it by
kings ; sometimes, its patrimony.
Brande & 0.
Re-ga1i-a, n. A kind of cigar of large size and superior
quality also, the size in which such cigars are classed.
Re-ga'li-an (-an), a. Pertaining to regalia pertainHallam.
ing to the royal insignia or prerogatives.

Re-fus'a-ble (re-fiiz'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. refutable. See
Refuse.] Capable of being refused admitting of refusal.
Re-lus'al (-al), re. 1. The act of refusing denial of
anything demanded, solicited, or offered for acceptance.

To look

i.

Full

;

Re-gale'ment (-ment), re. The
thing which regales refreshment ;

R9-fur1)lsh
t.
To furbish anew.
Re-fur'nlsh (-nish), v. t. To furnish again.
Re-fur'nlsh-ment (-ment), n. The act of refurnishing, or state of being refurnished.
The refurnishment was in a style richer than before. X. Wallace.

v.

;

;

;

;

Two

also,

;

[L. refutatorius
refuting.
;

Lamb.

[i?.]
(re-ffir'blsh), v.

(r^-gSrd'),

;

;

A

\_Obs.~\

refunded,

a.

Tending to refute

.

;

;

governor, that had pillafjed the people, was
to rejund what he had wrongfully taken.

(ri§-fiit'4-t4-r3?),

F. refutatoire.]

Re-fute' (re-f lit'), V. t. [imp. &,p. p. Refuted p.pr.
& vb. n. Refuting.] [F. refuter, L. refutare to repel,
refute.
Cf. Confute, Refuse to deny.]
To disprove
and overthrow by argument, evidence, or countervailing
proof ; to prove to be false or erroneous to confute
as, to refute arguments
to refute testimony to refute
opinions or theories to refute a disputant.
There were so many witnesses in these two miracles that it is
impossible to r^'ute such multitudes.
Addismi.
Syn.
To confute disprove. See Confute.
Re-fut'er .(-f ut'er), re. One who, or that which, re-

A

;

A

of his blunders seem rather to deserve a flogging than
Slacaulay.

II

Re-fund' (re-f find'), v. i. [Pref. reTo
fund.']
fund again or anew to replace (a fund or loan) by a new
fund ; as, to refund a railroad loan.
Re-fund' (re-f find'), V. t. [L. refundere ; pref. re- re•\-fundere to pour cf. F. refondre, refonder. See Fuse
to melt, and cf Refound to cast again, 1st Refuse.] 1. To
pour back. [i2. & Obs.]
Were the humors of the eye tinctured with any color, they
would refund that color upon the object.
Ray.
2. To give back to repay to restore.

Re-gard'

[Obs.]
to notice.
Shak.
Re-gard', re. [F. regard. See Regard, v. t."] 1. A
look aspect directed to another view gaze.
But her, with stern regard, he thus repelled. Milton.
2. Attention of the mind with a feeling of interest
observation heed notice.

consider
;

Some

a r^'utation.
cf.

Their latest refuge

Was to send him.

REGENERATE

\

proof.

vice or contrivance.

;;
;;
:

Shak.

2. {Theol.) Born anew; become Christian
renovated
in heart
clianged from a natural to a spiritual state.
;

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

;

REGENERATE

N

Re-gen'er-ate (re-jgn'er-at), v. t.
1. To generate or
produce anew to reproduce to give new life, strength,
;

;

or vigor to.

Through all the soil a genial ferment spreads,
Regenerates the plants, and new adorns the meads. Blackmore,
2. (Theol.) To cause to be spiritually born anew; to
cause to become a Christian ; to convert from sin to holiness to implant holy affections in the heart of.
3. Hence, to make a radical change for the better in
the character or condition of ; as, to regenerate society.
Re-gen'er-ate-ness (-St-u5s), n. The quality or state
of being regenerate.
Re-gen'er-a'tion (-a'shiiu), n. [L. regeneratw : cf. F.
rigeneraiion.']
1. The act of regenerating, or the state
of being regenerated.
2. {Theol.) The entering into a new spiritual life;
the act of becoming, or of being made. Christian that
change by which holy affections and purposes are substituted for the opposite motives in the heart.
He saved us by the washing of regeneratio?!^ and renewing of
the Holy Ghost.
TU. iii. 5.
3. (Biol.) The reproduction of a part which has been
removed or destroyed ; re-formation ;
a process especially characteristic of many of the lower animals
as,
the regeneration of lost feelers, limbs, and claws by spiders and crabs.
4. (Physiol.) (a) The reproduction or renewal of tissues, cells, etc., which have been used up and destroyed
by the ordinary processes of life ; as, the continual regeneration of the epithelial cells of the body, or the regeneration of the contractile substance of muscle,
(i) The
union of parts which have been severed, so that they become anatomically and physiologically perfect as, the
regeneration of a nerve.
Re-gen'er-a-tlve (re-jgn'er-a-tiv), a.
Of or pertaining to regeneration ; tending to regenerate
as, regenerative influences.
H. Bushnell.
Begenerative furnace (Metal. ), a furnace having a regenerator in which gas used for fuel, and air for supporting
combustion, are heated a Siemens furnace.
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

Re-gen'er-a-tlve-ly, adv. So as to regenerate.
Re-gen'er-a'tor (-a'ter), n.
1. One who, or that
which, regenerates.
2. (Mech.) A device used in connection with hot-air
engines, gas-burning furnaces, etc., in which the incoming air or gas is heated by being brought into contact with
masses of iron, brick, etc. which have been previously
heated by the outgoing, or escaping, hot air or gas.
Re-gen'er-a-tO-ry (-a-td-ry), a. Having power to renew tending to reproduce regenerating. O. S. Faber.
Re-gen'e-sis (-e-sis), n. New birth ; renewal.
A continued regenesis of dissenting sects. H. Spencer.
,

;

;

Re'gent

[L. regens, -entis, p. pr. of regere to rule cf. F. regent. See Regiment.] 1. Ruling
governing; regnant.
"Some other active regent principle
.
.
which we call the soul."
Sir M. Hale.
2. Exercising vicarious authority.
Milton.
(re'jent), a.
:

.

See under Queen, n.
[F. regent.
Re'gent, n.
See Reoent, (?.]
1. One
who rules or reigns a governor a ruler.
Milton.
2. Especially, one invested with vicarious authority
one who governs a kingdom in the minority, absence, or
disability of the sovereign.
3. One of a governing board
a trustee or overseer a
superintendent a curator as, the regents of the Smithsonian Institution.
4. (Eng. Univ.) A resident master of arts of less than
five years' standing, or a doctor of less than two.
They
were formerly privileged to lecture in the schools.
Regent bird (Zool.), a beautiful Australian bower bird
(Sericuhts meliniis). The male has the head, neck, and
large patches on the wings, bright golden yellow, and the
rest of the plumage deep velvety black
so called in
honor of the Prince of Wales (afterward George IV.), who
was Prince Regent in the reign of George III.
The
Eegents of the University of the State of New York, the
members of a corporate body called the University of
New York. They have a certain supervisory power over
the incorporated institutions for Academic and higher
education in the State.
Re'gent-ess, n. A female regent. [JJ.]
Cotgrave.
Re'gent-ship, n. The office of a regent regency.
Qaeen regent.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

[Pref. re- -fRe-ger'mi-nate (re-jer'mi-nat), V. i.
germinate : cf. L. regerminare.'] To germinate again.

Perennial plants regenninate several years successively. J. Lee.

Re-ger'ml-na'tion

(-na'shtin), n.

[L. regerminatio.J

A germinating

again or anew.
[L. regesta, pi.
Re-gest' (re-jgsf), n.
cf. OF. regestes, pi.
See Registek.] A register. [Ofis.] Milton.
Re-get' (re-gSf), V. t. To get again.
Re'gl-an (re'ji-an), n.
[L. regius regal.]
An up:

holder of kingly authority; a royalist. [06*.]
Fuller.
Reg'1-ble (rij'T-b'l), a. [L. regibilis, from regere to
rule.]
Governable tractable. [06s.]
Reg'i-Ci'dal (rSj'i-si'dal), a.
Pertaining to regicide,
or to one committing it having the nature of, or resem;

;

Bp. Warburton.

bling, regicide.

Reg'i-Clde (rgj'if-sid), n.
[F. regicide ; L. rex, regis,
a king -|- caedere to kill.
Cf. Homicide.]
1. One who
kills or who murders a king; specifically (Eng. Hist.),
one of the judges who condemned Charles I. to death.
2. The killing or the murder of a king.
Re-gild' (re-gild'), v. t. To gild anew.
R^'glme' (ra'zhem'), n. [F. See Regimen.] 1. Mode
or system of rule or management character of government, or of the prevaihng social system.
I dream ... of the new regime which is to come. H. Kingf^ley.
2. {Hydraul.) The condition of a river with respect
to the rate of its flow, as measured by the volume of
water passing different cross sections in a given time,
uniform regime being the condition when the flow is
equal and uniform at all the cross sections.
The ancient regime, or Ancien regime [F.], the former
II

;

ale,

senate, c&re,

am, arm, ask,

;

;

;

;;
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and social system, as distinguished from the
especially, the political and social system existing in France before the Revolution of 1783.

several impressions in a design which is printed in parts,
as in chromolithographic printing, or in the manufacture
of paper hangings.
See Register, v. i., 2.
7. (Mzcs.) (a) The compass of a voice or instrument
a specified portion of the compass of a voice, or a series
of vocal tones of a given compass as, the upper, middle, or lower register; the soprano register; the tenor

political

modern;

Reg'i-men

(rgj'I-men), n.

regimen,

[L.

-inis,

fr.

regere to guide, to rule. See Right, and cf. Regal, Regime, Regiment.]
1. Orderly government; system of
order; admmistration.
Hallam.
2. Any regulation or remedy which is intended to produce beneficial eflects by gradual operation; esp. {Med.),
a systematic course of diet, etc., pursued with a view to
improving or preserving the health, or for the purpose
of attaining some particular effect, as a reduction of
flesh
sometimes used synonymously with hygiene.
3. (Gram.) (a) A syntactical relation between words,
as when one depends on another and is regulated by it in
respect to case or mood government. (&) The word or
words governed.
Reg'i-ment (-ment), n. [F. regiment a regiment of

—

;

;

men, OF.

also

government, L. regimentum government,

regere to guide, rule. See Regimen.] 1. Governmode of ruling
rule
;
authority ; regimen.
[Ofo.] Spenser.
"JJej^tmenZ of health." Bacon.

fr.

ment

;

;

But what are kings, when regiment is gone,
But perfect shadows in a sunshine day ?
dlarlowe.
The law of nature doth now require of necessity some kind
of regiment.

Jiooicer.

A

region or district governed.
2.
[06*.]
Spenser.
3. {3Iil.)
body of men, either horse, foot, or artillery, commanded by a colonel, and consisting of a number of companies, usually ten.

A

t^^ In the British army all the artillery are included
one regiment, which (reversing the usual practice) is
divided into brigades.
Regiment of the line (Mil.), a regiment organized for
general service ;
in distinction from those (as the Life
Guards) whose duties are usually special. [Eng.]
Reg'l-ment (-mgnt), v. t. limp.
p. p. Regimented
p. pr. & vb. n. Regimenting.] To form into a regiment
or into regiments.
Washington.
Reg'i-men'tal (-mgn'tal), a. Belonging to, or concerning, a regiment ; as, regimental officers, clothing.
Regimental school, in the British army, a school for the
instruction of the private soldiers of a regiment, and their
children, in the rudimentary branches of education.
in

—

&

;

Reg'i-men'tal-Iy, adv. In or by a regiment or regiments as, troops classified regimentally.
Reg'l-men'talB (-talz), n. pi. (Mil.) The uniform
worn by the officers and soldiers of a regiment military
dress
formerly used in the singular in the same sense.
Colman.
Re-glm'1-nal (re-jtm'I-nal), a. Of or relating to regimen as, regiminal rules.
Re'gion (re'jiJn), n. [F. region, from L. regio a direction, a boundary line, region, fr. regere to guide, direct.
See Regimen.] 1. One of the grand districts or quarters
into which any space or surface, as of the earth or the
;

;

;

—

;

heavens, is conceived of as divided ; hence, in general,
a portion of space or territory of indefinite extent
country ; province ; district tract.
If thence he 'scape, into whatever world,
Or unknown region.
Milton,
2. Tract, part, or space, lying about and including anything neighborhood ; vicinity ; sphere. " Though the
fork invade the region of my heart."
Shak.
Philip, tetrarch of .
the region of Trachonitis. Luke iii. 1.
3. The upper air ; the sky ; the heavens.
[OJi.]
Anon the dreadful thunder
Doth rend the region.
Shak.
4. The inhabitants of a district.
Matt. iii. 5.
5. Place ; rank station.
[OJs. or JJ.]
He is of too high a region.
Shak.
;

;

.

.

;

Re'gion-al
region

;

(-al), a.

Of or pertaining to a particular

sectional.

Re'gi-OUS (-jT-ils), a. [L. regius royal, fr. rex, regis,
king.] Regal; royal.
[06s.]
Harrington.
Reg'ls-ter (rgj'is-ter), n. [OE. registre, F. registre,
LL. registrum, regestum, L. regesta, p]., fr. regerere, re-

+

gestum, to carry back, to register ; pref. re- regerere
to carry.
See Jest, and cf Regest.] 1. A written account or entry ; an official or formal enumeration, description, or record ; a memorial record ; a list or roll
a schedule.
As you have one eye upon my follies,
turn another into
the register of your own.
Shak.
2. (Com.) (a) A record containing a list and description of the merchant vessels belonging to a port or customs district. (6) A certificate issued by the collector
of customs of a port or district to the owner of a vessel,
containing the description of a vessel, its name, ownerIt is kept on board the
ship, and other material facts.
vessel, to be used as an evidence of nationality or as a
.

.

.

.

muniment

of title.
Cf. Registrar.]
One who
3. [Cf. LL. registrarius.
registers or records a registrar a recorder especially,
a public officer charged with the duty of recording certain transactions or events as, a register of deeds.
4. That which registers or records. Specifically
(a)
(Mech.)
contrivance for automatically noting the performance of a machine or the rapidity of a process. (6)
(Teleg.) The part of a telegraphic apparatus which remachine
cords automatically the message received, (c)
for registering automatically the number of persons passing through a gateway, fares taken, etc. a telltale.
5.
lid, stopper, or sliding plate, in a furnace, stove,
etc., for regulating the admission of air to the fuel;
also, an arrangement containing dampers or shutters, as
in the floor or wall of a room or passage, or in a chimney,
for admitting or excluding heated air, or for regulating
ventilation.
6. (Print. ) (a) The inner part of the mold in which
types are cast. (6) The correspondence of pages, columns, or lines on the opposite or reverse sides of the
sheet,
(c) The correspondence or adjustment of the
;

;

;

;

:

A

A

;

A

final,

all

;

eve, event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

7egister.

11^^ In respect to the vocal tones, the thick register
properly extends below from the P on the lower space of
the treble staff. The thin register extends an octave above
this.
The small register is above the thin. The voice in
the thick register is called the chest voice; in the thin,
the head voice. Falsetto is a kind of voice, of a thin,
slirdl quality, made by using the mechanism of the upper thin register for tones below the proper limit on the
scale.
£, Behnke.
(b) A stop or set of pipes in an organ.
Parish register, a book in which are recorded the births,
baptisms, marriages, deaths, and burials in a parish.
Syn. List catalogue roll record archives chronicle; annals. See List.
Reg'ls-ter (rgj'Is-ter), V. t. [imp. &p.p. Registered
(-terd) p. pr.
vb. n. Registering.] [Cf. F. registrer,
enregistrer, LL. registrare.
See Register, «.] 1. To
enter in a register to record formally and distinctly, as
for future use or service.
2. To enroll to enter in a list.
Such follow him as shall be registered.
3fiHon.
Registered letter, a letter, the address of which is, on
payment of a special fee, registered in the post office and
the transmission and delivery of which are attended to
with particular care.
Reg'ls-ter, v. i. 1. To enroll one's name in a register.
2. (Print.) To correspond in relative position as, two
pages, columns, etc., register when the corresponding
parts fall in the same line, or when line falls exactly
upon line in reverse pages, or (as in chromatic printing)
where the various colors of the design are printed consecutively, and perfect adjustment of parts is necessary.
Reg'ls-ter-lng, a. Recording
applied to instruments having an apparatus which registers as, a registering thermometer. See Recording.
Reg'is-ter-ship, n. The office of a register.
Reg'ls-trant (-trant), n. [L. regisirans, p. pr.] One
who registers ; esp., one who, by virtue of securing an
official registration, obtains a certain right or title of
possession, as to a trade-mark.
Reg'ls-trar (-trar), n. [LL. registrarius, or F. registraire.
See Register.] One who registers a recorder
a keeper of records as, a registrar of births, deaths, and
marriages. See Register, n.,3.
Reg'ls-trar-shlp, n. The office of a registrar.
Reg'is-tra-ry (-tra-ry), n. A registrar. [06*.]
Reg'is-trate (-trat),j). t. To register. [iJ.]
Reg'is-tra'tlon (-tra'shun), n. [LL. registratio, or
F. registration.
See Register, t;.] 1. The act of registering registry enrollment.
2. (3Ius.) The art of selecting and combining the stops

—

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

or registers of an organ.

Reg'ls-try (rgj'is-try), ra. 1. The act of recording or
writing in a register ; enrollment registration.
2. The place where a register is kept.
3. A record ; an account
a register. Sir W. Temple.
Re'gl-us (re'jT-iis), a. [L. regius, from rex, regis, a
king.] Of or pertaining to a king royal.
RegiuB profesBor, an incumbent of a professorship founded by royal bounty, as in an English university.
Re-give' (re-glv'), v. t. To give again to give back.
Re'gle (rgg''l), V. i. [See Reglement.] To rule to
govern. [Obs.'] " To regie their lives."
Fuller.
Re'gle-ment (rSg''l-ment), n. [F. riglement, fr. rSgler, L. regulare. See Regulate.] Regulation.
[06*.]
The reformation and reglement of usury.
Bacon.
Reg'le-men'ta-ry (-le-mSn'ta-rJ?), a.
[F. reglementaire, fr. reglement.']
Regulative. [iJ.]
Reg'let (rgg'lgt), n. [F. reglet, dim. oi regie a rule,
L. regula. See Rule.]
1. (Arch.) A flat, narrow molding, used chiefly to separate the parts or members of
compartments or panels from one another, or doubled,
turned, and interlaced so as to form knots, frets, or other
ornaments. See Blust. (12) of Column.
2. (Print. ) A strip of wood or metal of the height of
a quadrat, used for regulating the space between pages
in a chase, and also for spacing out title-pages and other
open matter. It is graded to different sizes, and is designated by the name of the type that it matches ; as,
nonpareil reglet, pica reglet, and the like.
Reg'ma (rgg'ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr. piiyii-a, -aroj,
fracture, fr. ptiyvvvon, to break.]
(Bot.) A kind of dry fruit, consisting of three or more cells,
each of which at length breaks |
open at the inner angle.
Reg'ma-carp(-karp),M. [Regma -\- Gr. Kapiro! fruit.] (Bot.)
Fifteen -celled Kegma,
Any dry dehiscent fruit.
Reg'nal (rSg'nal), a. [L. re- the Fruit of the Sandgnum reign.] Of or pertaining box Tree.
to the reign of a monarch ; as, regnal years.
Reg'nan-cy (-non-sy), n. The condition or quality of
being regnant sovereignty rule.
Coleridge.
Reg'nant (-n«nt), a. [L. regnans, -antis, p. pr. of
regnare to reign cf. F. regnant. See Reign.] 1. Exercising regal authority ; reigning as, a queen regnant.
2. Having the chief power ; ruling ; predominant
prevalent.
" A traitor to the vices J'e^Koni."
Swift.
Reg'na-tlve (-na-tiv), (7. Ruling; governing. [06*.]
Regne (ran), n. V. See Reign. [06*.] Chaucer.
Re-gorge' (re-g8rj'), V. t. [F. regorger ; re- -f gorger
to gorge. Cf. Regurgitate.]
1. To vomit up ; to eject
from the stomach to throw back.
Hayward.
2. To swallow again
to swallow back.
Drydeu.
Tides at highest mark regorge the Hood.
;

;

II

;

;

;

II

;

;

:

;

&

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

orb,

5dd

"

—

;;;
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forms

yoraciously.
[22.]
Drunk with wine,
fat regorged of buUs and goats.

And

To

;

;

;

graft again.
;

;

;

;

;

;

proprietor.

;

A renewal of a grant ae, the regrant of a monopoly.
Re-grate' (re-graf), V. t. limp. & p. p. Regbatbd
p. pr. & vb. n. Regeating.] [F. regratter, literally, to
scrape again. See Re-, and Geatb, ii. <.] 1. (Masonry)
To remove the outer surface of, as of an old hewn stone,
2.

;

;

;

humbug. [Colloq.']
6. {Bot.& Zo'dl.) Having all the parts of the same kind
alike in size and shape as, a regular flower a regular
;

—

—

—

—

A

—

A

II

;

&

;

;

—

(Physiol.) See

—

A

A

n.
going back ; a
retrogression ; a return.
Herrick.
[JJ.]
Re-greet' (re-gref), v. t. To greet again ; to resalute
to return a salutation to ; to greet.
Shak.
return or exchange of salutation.
Re-greet', n.
Re'gress (re'grSs), n. [L. regressus, ir. regredi, regressus. See Regkede.]
1. The act of passing back
passage back ; return ; retrogression. " The progress
or regress of man.
F. Harrison.
2. The power or liberty of passing baek.
Shak.
Re-gress' (re-gres'), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Regressed
(-grSsf) p. pr.
vb. n. Regressing.]
To go back to
return to a former place or state.
Sir T. Browne.
Re-gres'slon (re-grSsh'Qn), re. [L. regressio : cf. F.
regression."]
The act of passing back or returning ; retrogression ; retrogradation.
Sir T. Browne.
Edge of regression (of a surface) (ffeom.), the line along
which a surface turns back upon Itself ;
called also a
cuspidal edge.
Begresslon point (Oeom.), a cusp.
Re-gress'ive (re-gres'Iv), a.
[Of. F. regressif.1
1. Passing back ; returning.
2. Characterized by retrogression ; retrogressive.
BegresBive metamorpMsm. (a) (Biol.) See Retrogression.

—

;

sea urchin.
7. (Crystallog.) Same as Isometric.
Regular polygon (Oeom.), a plane polygon which is both
equilateral and equiangular.
Regular polyhedron ( Geom.), a polyhedron whose faces are equal regular polygons. There are five regular polyhedrons,
the tetrahedron, the hexahedron, or cube, the octahedron, the
dodecahedron, and the icosahedron.
Regular sales ( Stock
Exchange), sales of stock deliverable on the day after the
transaction.
Regular troops, troops of a standing or permanent army; opposed to militia.
Syn.— Normal; orderly; methodical. See Normal.
Reg'U-lar (reg'iJ-ler), n. [LL. regularis : cf. F. regulier.
See Regular, a.] 1. (iJ. C. Ch.)
member of
any religious order or community who has taken the vows
of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and who has been
solemnly recognized by the church.
Bp. Fitzpatrick.
2. {Mil.)
soldier belonging to a permanent or standing army ;
chiefly used in the plural.
Reg'U-la'rl-a (r§g'ii-la'rl-a), «. pZ. [NL.] (Zool.)
A division of Echini which includes the circular, or regular, sea urchins.
[Cf. F. regularitS.']
Reg'U-lar'i-ty (-ISr'I-tJ^), n.
The condition or quahty of being regular as, regularity
of outline ; the regularity of motion.
Reg'u-lar-lze (rSg'iJ-ler-Iz), V. t. To cause to become
regular ; to regulate. [i2.]
Reg'U-lar-ly, adv. in a regular manner ; in uniform
order methodically ; in due order or time.
Boyle.
Reg'U-lar-ness, re. Regularity.
Reg'U-late (-lat), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Regulated (-la't8d) p. pr.
vb. re. Regulating.]
[L. regulatus, p. p.
of regulare, fr. regula. See Regular.]
1. To adjust by
rule, method, or established mode ; to direct by rule or
restriction ; to subject to governing principles or laws.
The laws which regulate the successions of the seasons.
Macaulay.
The herdsmen near the frontier adjudicated their own dis-

.

&

;

regular clergy, in distinction from the secular clergy.
5. Thorough ; complete ; unmitigated
as, a regular

—

;

;

;

80 as to give it a fresh appearance.
Derham.
2. To offend; to shock.
lObs.2
Re-£^ate', v. t, [P. regratter to regrate provisions
of uncertain origin.] (Eng. Law) To buy in large quantities, as corn, provisions, etc., at a market or fair, with
the intention of selling the same again, in or near the
same place, at a higher price,
a practice which was
formerly treated as a public offense.
Re-grat'er (-er), n. [F.regraitier.l One who regrates.
Re-grat'er-y, n. The act or practice of regrating.
Re-gra'ti-a-tO-ry (re-gra'shi-a-to-r^), n. A returning
or giving of thanks. [06s.]
Skelton.
Re-grat'or (re-grafer), re. One guilty of regrating.
Re-grede' (re-gred'), V. i, [L. regredi to go back.
Cf Regrade, Regress.] To go back ; to retrograde, as
the apsis of a planet's orbit. [JJ.]
Todhunter.

Re-gre'di-ence (re-gre'di-ens),

;

;

;

(6)

;

;

Re-grant' (re-gr4nt'), V. t. To grant back to grant
again or anew.
Ayliffe.
Re-grant', n. 1. The act of granting back to a for-

mer

;

;

;

t.

;

;

Milton.

+

v.

normal

symmetrical as, a regular verse in poetry a regular piece of music a regular verb regular
practice of law or medicine a regular building.
2. Governed by rule or rules
steady or uniform in
course, practice, or occurrence
not subject to unexplained or irrational variation; returning at stated intervals
steadily pursued orderly methodical as, the
regular succession of day and night regular habits.
3. Constituted, selected, or conducted in conformflty
with estabMshed usages, rules, or discipline duly authorized permanently organized
as, a regular meeting
a
regular physician a regular nomination regular troops.
4. Belonging to a monastic order or community
as,

gradi to go.
Re-grade' (re-grad'), V. i. [L. re- reCf. Eegredb.]
To retire to go back. [06s.] W. Males.

Re-graft' (re-graf t'),

REIGN
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To swallow eagerly or

3.

&

;

Katabolism.

and regulated

own police.

Re-gress'Ive-ly, adv.

putes,

Re-gref

2. To put in good order ; as, to regulate the disordered
state of a nation or its finances.
3. To adjust, or maintain, with respect to a desired
rate, degree, or condition ; as, to regulate the temperature of a room, the pressure of steam, the speed of a

In a regressive manner.
(re-grgf), re. [F., fr. regretter. See Regret,
f.]
1. Pain of mind on account of something done or
experienced in the past, with a wish that it had been
different ; a looking back with dissatisfaction or with
longing; grief; sorrow; especially, a mourning on account of the loss of some joy, advantage, or satisfaction.
"
passionate regret at sin."
Dr. H. More.
What man does not remember with regret the firet time he
k-ead Robinson Crusoe ?
Macaulay.
Never any prince expressed a more lively regret for the loss
of a servant.
Clarendon.
From its peaceful bosom [the grave] spring none but fond regrets and tender recollections.
W. Irving.
2. Dislike ; aversion.
[0J«.]
Dr. H. More.

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

Syn.

(reg'ii-la-tiv), a.
1. Tending to reguWhewell.
regulating.
;
2. {Meiaph.) Necessarily assumed by the mind as fundamental to all other knowledge ; furnishing fundamental principles ; as, the regulative principles, or principles
a priori ; the regulative faculty.
Sir W. Hamilton.
These terms are borrowed from Kant, and suggest the thought, allowed by Kant, that possibly these
principles are only true for the human mind, the operations and belief of which they regulate.
Reg'U-la'tor (-la'ter), re. 1. One who, or that which,

^W^

Pope.

In a few hours they [the Israelites] begau to regret their
and to murmur against their leader.
Macaulay,
Recruits who regretted the plow from which they had been
violently taken.
Macaulay.
slavery,

(-ful), a.

repining.

snail

A

Full of regret ; indulging in re-

— Re-gref ful-ly, adv.

Re-grefta-ble
The

regulates.
contrivance for regulating and control2. (Mach.)
ling motion, as (a) The lever or index in a watch, which
controls the effective length of the hairspring, and thus
regulates the vibrations of the balance.
(6) The govvalve for controlling the
ernor of a steam engine, (c)
admission of steam to the steam chest, in a locomotive.
3.
clock, or other timepiece, used as a standard of
correct time. See Astronomical clock (a), under Clock.
4.
member of a volunteer committee which, in default of the lawful authority, undertakes to preserve order and prevent crimes also, sometimes, one of a band
organized for the commission of violent crimes. [U. S.]
A few stood neutral, or declared in favor of the Regulators.
Bancroft.
:

Re-gref lul

(-ta-b'l), a.
Admitting
—Re-gret'ta-t»ly, adv.

Re-grow'

(re-gro'), v.

had power

i.

&

to regrow

Re-growth' (re-groth'),
second or new growth.

t.

them

n.

of,

or deserv-

A

To grow
all

The

A

again.
[horns, tongue, etc.].
A. E. Buckley.

act of regrowing

;

A

a

Darwin.
The regrowlh of limbs which had been cut off. A. B. Buckley.
Re-guard'ant (re-gard'ant), a. (Her.) Same as Regardant.
Re-guer'don (re-ger'diSn), v. t. [Pref. re- reguerdon : cf. OF. reguerdonner.] To reward. [Obs.l Shak.
Re-guer'don, re. A reward. [OSs.]
Shak.
Reg'u-la-We (rSg'ii-ia-b'l), a. Capable of being regu-

,

+

lated.

rule; method; principle; order; pre-

late

;

ing, regret.

—Law;

See Law.
Reg'U-la-tive

;

;

;

cept.

;

grets

;

;

official regulations.

;

or there to fear.

;

;

;

;

Saw nothing to regret,

;

;

;

;

;

+

Bancroft.

order rule govern.
Reg'u-la'tlon (-la'shiin), n. 1. The act of regulating,
or the state of being regulated.
The temper and regulation of our own minds. Macaulay.
2. A rule or order prescribed for management or govenmient ; prescription a regulating principle a governing direction
precept ; law ; as, the regulations of a
society or a school.
Regulation sword, cap, uniform, etc. (Mil.), a sword, cap,
uniform, etc., of the kind or quality prescribed by the
rect

Syn. Grief concern sorrow lamentation repentance penitence self-condemnation. Regret, Remorse,
Compunction, Contrition, Repentance. Regret does not
carry with it the energy of remorse, the sting of co7npunction, the sacredness of contrition, or the practical character of repentance. We even apply the term regret to circumstances over which we have had no control, as the
absence of friends or their loss. When connected with
ourselves, it relates rather to unwise acts than to wrong
or sinful ones.
C. /. Smith.
Re-gref, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Regretted (-tSd) p.
pr. & vb. n. Regretting.] [F. regretter, OF. regreter
L. pref. re- rea word of Teutonic origin cf. Goth.
gretan to weep, Icel. grata. See Greet to lament.] To
experience regret on account of to lose or miss with a
sense of regret to feel sorrow or dissatisfaction on account of (the happening or the loss of something) as, to
regret an error to regret lost opportunities or friends.
Calmly he looked on either life, and here
;

their

machine, etc.
To regulate a watch or clock, to adjust its rate of running so that it will keep approximately standard time.
Syn. To adjust dispose methodize arrange di-

A

;

Reg'U-llne (rSg'iS-lTn), a. [Cf. F. regidin. See Req{Chem. & Metal.) Of or pertaining to regulus.
Reg'U-Uze (-liz), v. t. (Old Chem.) To reduce to
regulus to separate, as a metal from extraneous matter as, to reguUze antimony. [Archaic']
Reg'U-lUB (-IQs), re. pi. E. Requluses (-5z), L. ReoULi (-li). [L., a petty king, prince, dim. of rex, regis, a
king cf. F. regule. See Reqal.] 1. A petty king a
ruler of little power or consequence.
ULUS.]

;

[7J.]

;

Reg'u-Iar

(-ler),

[L. regularis, fr. regula a rule,
fr. regere to guide, to rule
cf. F. rigulier.
See Rule.]
1. Conformed to a rule; agreeable to an established
rule, law, principle, or type, or to established customary
a.

,•

:

Ose,

unite,

rjide,

f^iU,

f;;

ttp,

Om

;

pity

:

;

food, fo~ot

&

Metal.) The button, globule, or mass of
2. (Chem.
metal, in a more or less impure state, which forms in the
crucible
in smelting and reduction of ores.
bottom of the
31^°" The name was introduced by the alchemists, and
the
first instance to antimony.
applied by them in
It
signifies little king ; and from the facility with which antimony alloyed with gold, these empirical philosophers
antimony,
would lead
had great hopes that this metal,
Ure.
them to the discovery of the philosopher's stone.
star of the first magnitude in the con3. (Aslron.)
stellation Leo
called also the Lion's Heart.
Re-gur'gl-tate (re-gfir'ji-tat), V. t. [LL. regurgitare,
regurgitatum ; L. pref. re- re- -|- gurges, -itis, a gulf. Cf.
Regorge.] To throw or pour back, as from a deep or
hollow place ; to pour or throw back in great quantity.
Re-gur'gl-tate, v. i. To be thrown or poured back
to rush or surge back.
The food may regurgitate from the stomach into the esophagus and mouth.
Quain.

A

Re-gur'gi-ta'tlon '(-ta'shQn), «. [Cf. F. regurgitation.]
1. The act of flowing or pouring ijack by the
orifice of entrance ; specifically (Med.), the reversal of

the natural direction in which the current or contents
Quain.
flow through a tube or cavity of the body.
2. The act of swallowing again j reabsorption.
Re'ha-bil'i-tate (re'ha-bil'i-tat), V. t. [imp. & p. p.
REHABiLrrATED (-ta'tgd) p. pr. & vb. re. Rehabilita-

+

out, oil

;

chair

j

go

;

;

ting.]
[Pref. re- rehabilitate : cf . LL. rehabilitare,
F. rehabiliter.] To invest or clothe again with some
right, authority, or dignity ; to restore to a former capacity ; to reinstate ; to qualify again ; to restore, as a
delinquent, to a former right, rank, or privilege lost or
forfeited ;
a term of civil and canon law.
Burke.
Restoring and rehabilitating the party.

—

Re'ha-bU'i-ta'tlon (-ta'shiSn), n. [Cf. LL. rehabiliF. rehabilitation.] The act of rehabilitating, or
the state of being rehabilitated.
Bouvier. Walsh.
Re-hash' (re-hSsh'), V. t. To hash over again to
prepare or use again as, to rehash old arguments.
Re-hash', re. Something hashed over, or made up
tatio,

;

;

from old materials.
Re-hear' (re-her'), V. t. To hear again ; to try a second time as, to rehear a cause in Chancery.
Re-hears'al (re-hers'al), re. The act of rehearsing
;

narration

;
repetition ; specifically, a private recital, performance, or season of practice, in preparation
for a public exhibition or exercise.
Chaucer,
In rehearsal of our Lord's Prayer.
Hooker.
Here 's a marvelous convenient place for our rehearsal. Shak.
Dresfl rehearsal (Theater), a private preparatory performance of a drama, opera, etc., in costume.
Re-hearse' (re-hers'), v. i. [imp. &p.p. Eeheaesed
(-hersf) ; p. pr.
[OE. rehercen,
vb. re. Rehearsing.]
rehersen, OF. reherser, rehercier, to harrow over again
pref. re- reherder to harrow, fr. herce a harrow, F.
herse.
See Hearse.] 1. To repeat, as what has been
already said ; to tell over again ; to recite.
Chaucer.
"When the words were heard which David spake, they rc-

recital

;

&

+

hearsed them before Saul.

To narrate

1

to recount

;

to relate

Sam.

xvii. 31.

to telL
Rehearse the righteous acts of the Lord. Judg. v. 11.
3. To recite or repeat in private for experiment and
improvement, before a public representation ; as, to rehearse a tragedy.
4. To cause to rehearse ; to instruct by rehearsal. [JJ.]
He has been rehearsed by Madame Defarge as to his having
2.

;

;

seen her.

Dickens.

Syn. — To

recite; recapitulate; recount; detail; derelate ; narrate.
Re-hearse', v. i. To recite or repeat something for
" There will vre rehearse."
Shak.
practice.
Re-hears'er (-er), re. One who rehearses.
heat
again.
(re-hef),
V.
i.
1.
To
Re-heaf
2. To revive to cheer ; to cherish. [Obs.] Bom. of B.
L. haRe'hl-Wtion (re'hi-btsh'Qn), re. [Pref. rebere to have.] (Law) The returning of a thing purchased to the seller, on the ground of defect or fraud.
(Law) Of or reRe-hlb'i-tO-ry (re-hib'I-to-ry), a.
lating to rehibition ; as, a rehibitory action.
Re-hIre' (re-hir'), V. t. To hire again.
Re'hy-poth'e-cate (re'ht-pSth'e-kat), V. t. (Law) To
hypothecate again.
Re'hy-poth'e-ca'tlon, re.
Rel (re), re. ; pi. Reis (ra'Is or rez). [Pg. real, pi. reis.
See Real a coin.]
Portuguese money of account, in
value about one tenth of a cent. [Spelt also ree.]
Reichs'rath' (riks'rat'), re. [G.] The parliament of
Austria (exclusive of Hungary, which has its own diet, or
parliament). It consists of an Upper and a Lower House,
or a House of Lords and a House of Representatives.
free city of the
RelChs'Stadf (riks'staf), n. [G.]

scribe

;

tell

;

;

+

A

II

A

II

former German empire.
Relchs'tag' (riks'tag'),

The

Diet, or House
of Representatives, of the German empire, wliich is composed of members elected for a term of three years by
the direct vote of the people. See Bundesrath.
Relt (ref), re. [AS. reaf.] Robbery; spoil. [Obs.]
Rel'gle (re'g'l), re. [F. regie a rule, fr. L. regula. See
Rule.]
hollow cut or channel for guidmg anything;
as, the reigle of a side post for a flood gate.
Carew.
Rel'glB, V. i. To regulate to govern. [OJs.]
[See
Reqlement.]
(-meut),
re.
Rel'gle-ment
Rule;
regulation.
Bacon. Jer. Taylor.
[Obs.]
Reign (ran), re. [OE. regne, OF. reigne, regne, F.
rigne, fr. L. regnum, fr. rex, regis, a king, fr. regere to
guide, rule. See Regal, Regimen.] 1. Royal authority
supreme power ; sovereignty ; rule ; dominion.
He who like a father held his reigti.
Pope.
Saturn's sons received the threefold reign
Of heaven, of ocean, and deep IicU beneath.
Prior.
2. The territory or sphere which is reigned over-,
II

re.

[G.]

A

;

kingdom ; empire

sIuk, iok

;

realm

;

[God] him bereft

;

;

—

;

3,
;

dominion.

tlie

then, thin

;

boN

;

[Oft.?.]

Spenser.

regne that ho had.

The time during which a

Chaucer.

king, queen, or erjperor

xh = z

in azure.

"

;
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EEIGN

N

poseesses the supreme authority
reign of Elizabeth.

;

happened in the

as, it

&

p. p. Reigned (rand)
[OE. regnen, reinen, OF.
p. pr.
regner, F. regner, fr. L. regnare, fr. regnum.
See
Beiqn, n.l^ 1. To possess or exercise sovereign power
or authority ; to exercise government, as a king or
emperor ; to hold supreme power ; to rule.
Chaucer.
"We will not have this man to reign over us. Luke xix. 14.
Shall Banquo's issue ever
Shak.
Reign in this kingdom ?
" Pestilent
2. Hence, to be predominant ; to prevail.
summer."
Bacon.
diseases which commonly reign in
3. To have superior or uncontrolled dominion ; to rule.
Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal body. Rom. vi. 12.
Syn.
To rule ; govern ; direct ; control prevaQ.

Relg^

&

(lan), V. i.
[imp.
vb. n. Eeionino.]

—

;

(ran'er), re.
One who reigns, [i?.]
Re'il-lume' (re'il-lum'), V. t. To light again ; to cause
to shine anew ; torelimie; to reillumine. "Thou must

Relen'er

reillume its spark."
Re'll-lu'ml-nate (-lu'mT-nat), v.
again to reUlumine.
Re'il-lu'ml-na'tion (-na'shiin), n.
of enlightening again.

J. R. Drake.
enlighten

t.

To

The

act or process

;

Re'il-lu'mlne (-lu'mtn),
to reiUume.

anew

v,

To

t.

illumine again or

;

Relin (rem), n. [D. riem, akin to G. riemen ; cf Gr.
strip of oxhide, deprived of hair,
pviia a towing line.]
and rendered pliable,
used for twisting into ropes, etc.
.

A

—

ISoutk Africa']

Simmoiids.

Re'lm-bark' (re'im-bark'), v. t. & i. See Keembakk.
Re'lm-bod'y (-bSd'j^), v. t. & i. [See Reembody.]
To imbody again.
Boyle.
Re'lm-burs'a-ble (re'Im-bfirs'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. remboursable.] Capable of being repaid ; repayable.
A loan has been made of two millions of dollars, reimbursable
in ten years.
A. Hamilton.
(-bfirs'), v. t. [imp. & p.p. Reimbuesed
vb. n. Reimbubsing.]
[Pref. rep. pr.
imburse: cf. F. rembourser.'] 1. To replace in a treasury or purse, as an equivalent for what has been taken,
lost, or expended
to refund to pay back ; to restore
as, to reimburse the expenses of a war.
2. To make restoration or payment of an equivalent
to (a person) to pay back to to indemnify
often reflexive ; as, to reimburse one's self by successful speculation.
Paley.
Re'lm-burse'ment (-bflrs'ment), n. [Cf. F. remboursement.'] The act of reimbursing.
A. Hamilton.
Re'lm-burs'er (-bQrs'er), n. One who reimburses.
Re'lm-plant' (-plSnf), v. t. To implant again.
Re'lm-port' (-port'), v. t.
[Pref. re- -\- import : cf.
F. remporter.'] To import again; to import what has
been exported to bring back.
Young.
Re-lm'por-ta'tlon (re-lm'p6r-ta'shiln), n. The act of
reimporting also, that which is reimported.

Re'lm-burse'

R

(-bflrsf)

&

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Re-lm'por-tune' (-pSr-tiin'), v. t. To importune again.
Re'im-pose' (re'Im-poz'), V. t. To impose anew.
Re'lm-preg'natO (-preg'nat), v. t.
To impregnate
again or anew.
Sir T. Browne.
Re'lm-press' (-pres'), v. t. To impress anew.
Re'im-pres'slon (-prSsh'iin), n. A second or repeated
impression a reprint.
Re'lm-prlnt' (-print'),
;

v.

t.

To imprint again.

Re'lm-pris'on (-priz"n), v. t. To imprison again.
Re'im-prls'on-ment (-ment), n. The act of reimprisoning, or the state of being reimprisoned.
Rein (ran), n. [F. rene, fr. (assumed) LL. retina, fr.
L. retinere to hold back. See Retain.] 1. The strap
of a bridle, fastened to the curb or snaffle on each side,
uy which the rider or driver governs the horse.
Chaucer.
This knight laid hold upon his reyne.
2. Hence, an instrument or means of curbing, restraining, or governing; government; restraint.
"Let their
eyes rove without re j«.
Milton.

To give rein. To give the rein to, to give Ucense to to
leave without restraint.
To take the reins, to take the
guidance or government to assume control.
Rein, V. i. [imp. &p.p. Reined (rand) •,p.pr. & vb. n.
Reining.] 1. To govern or direct with the reins; as,
to rein a horse one way or another.
He mounts and reins his horse.
Chapman.

—

;

;

To

restrain

to control ; to check.
Being once chafed, he can not
Be reined again to temperance.
Shak.
To rein In or rein up, to check the speed of, or cause
to stop, by drawing the reins.

2.

;

Rein, V. i. To be guided by reins. [iJ.]
Re'in-au'gu-rate, v. t. Tt inaugurate anew.

To incite again.
To incorporate
Re'ln-crease' (-kres'), v. t. To increase
Re'in-cur' (-kfir'), v. t. To inRe'in-cite' (-sit'), v. t.
Re'ln-cor'po-rate, v. t.

Shak.

again.
again.

—

French

of

origin.

Re'in-fect' (re'In-fgkf), v. I. [Pref. re- -\- infect : cf.
P. reinfecter.l To infect again.
Re'in-tec'tlouB (-fSk'shus), a. Capable of reinfecting.
Re'in-force' (-tors'), v. t. See Reenforce, v. t.
Re'in-force', n. See Reenfoece, re.
Re'in-force'ment (-ment), re. See Re£nporcembnt.
Re'in-fund' (-f iind'), v. i. [Pref. re- -J- L. infundere
to pour in.] To flow in anew.
Swift.
[Obs.']
To ingratiate
Re'in-gia'tl-ate (-gra'shii-at), v. t.
again or anew.
Herbert.
Sir T.
Re'in-hab'it (-hSb'it), v. t. To inhabit again. Mede.
Reln'Iess (ran'lgs), a. Not having, or not governed
by, reins hence, not checked or restrained.
;

Reins

[F. rein, pi. reins, fr. L. ren, pi.
kidneys ; also, the region of the kidneys

(ranz), n. pi.

renes.'j 1.
the loins.

The

family, found in the
colder parts of both

—

ing.

Milton.
Re'in-spire' (-spit'), v. t. To inspire anew.
Re'in-spir'lt f-spir'it), v. t. To give fresh spirit to.
install : cf. F.
[Pref. re^Re'in-stall' (-stal'), v. t.
reinstaller.']
Milton.
To install again.

+

A renewed

installment.
Re'in-state' (-staf), v. t. To place again in possession,
or in a former state ; to restore to a state from which one
had been removed ; to instate again ; as, to reinstate a
king in the possession of the kingdom.
For the just we have said already that some of them were reinstated in their pristine happiness and felicity.
Glunvill.
Re'ln-State'ment (-ment),«. The act of reinstating ;
the state of being reinstated ; reestablishment.
Re'in-Sta'tlon (-sta'shiin), re. Reinstatement. [E.'\
To instruct anew.
Re'ln-Struct' (-strtikt'), v. t.
Re'in-sui'ance (-shur'ans), n. 1. Insurance a second time or again ; renewed insurance.
2. A contract by which an insurer is insured wholly or
in part against the risk he has incurred in insuring some-

Re'in-stall'ment (-ment), n.

body

else.
See Reassueance.
Re'in-sure' (-shur'), v. t. 1. To insure again after a
former insurance has ceased to renew insurance on.
2. To insure, as life or property, in favor of one who
has taken an insurance risk upon it.
;

The insurer may cause the property insured to be reinsured
Walsh.
by other persons.
Re'in-SUr'er (-shur'er), re. One who gives reinsurance.
Re-in'te-grate (re-In'te-grat), v. t. [Pref. re- -f- integrate.
Cf. Redinteoeate.] To renew with regard to
any state or quality to restore to bring again together
into a whole, as the parts of anything to reestablish
Bacon.
as, to reintegrate a nation.
;

;

;

Re-in'te-gra'tlon (-gra'shiin), re. A renewing, or making whole again. See Redintegration.
Re'in-ter' (re'Tn-ter'), v. t. To inter again.
Re'in-ter'ro-gate (-tSr'ro-gat), v. t. To interrogate
Cotgrave.
again to question repeatedly.
Re'in-throne' (-thron'), v. t. See Reentheone.
Re'ln-thTon'ize (-iz), v. t. To enthrone again. [06i.]
To introduce
Re-in'tro-duce' (re-in'tro-dus'), v. t.
again.
Re-in'tro-duc'tion (-dilk'shun), re.
Re'in-vest' (re'in-vSsf), V. t. To invest again or
anew.
Re'In-ves'tl-gate (-v5s'tT-gat), v. t. To investigate
again.
Re'in-ves'tl-ga'tion (-ga'shiin), re.
;

—

II

Eastern and
Western hemi-

the

spheres, and having

long irregularly
branched antlers,
with the brow tines
palmate.

European Reindeer.

The common European
senate,

species

c&re,

(jR.

tarandus)

is

am, arm, ask,

reissued.

final,

^;

Re-ls'Sue (re-Tsb'ii), v. t. & i. To issue a second time.
Re-ls'sue n. A second or repeated issue.
Reit (ret), re. Sedge seaweed. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.'\
;

A

German cavalry
Rei'ter (ri'ter), re. [G., rider.]
soldier of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Re-it'er-ant (re-Tfer-ant), a. [See Reiterate.] Reiterating.
[jS.]
Mrs. Browning.
II

Re-it'er-ate (-at),

v.

&

[imp.

t.

&

p. p. Reiterated

vb. re. Reiterating.]
(-a'tSd) ; p. pr.
[Pref. re- -\iterate: cf. F. reiterer, LL. reiterare to question again.}

To repeat again and again;

to say or do repeatedly;
sometimes, to repeat.
That with reiterated crimes he might
Heap on himself damnation.
Milton.
You never spoke what did become you less
Than this which to reiterate were sin.
Shak.
Syn. To repeat recapitulate rehearse.
Re-it'er-ate (-at), a. Reiterated repeated. [iJ.]
Re-it'er-a'ted-Iy (-a'tSd-ly), adv. Repeatedly.
;

—

;

;

;

[Cf. F. reiteration.'] The
is reiterated.
word
Re-it'er-a-Uve (re-Tfer-a-ttv), re. 1. {Gram.)
expressing repeated or reiterated action.

Re-it'er-a'tlon (-a'shiin), n.
act of reiterating ; that which

A

A word

2.
other,

formed from another, or used to form an-

by repetition as, dillydally.
Relv'er (rev'er), re. See Reaver.
;

Buskin.
p. p. Rejected p.
Re-Ject' (re-jSkf), V. t. [imp.
pr. & vb. re. Rejecting.] [L. rejectus, p. p. of reicere,
rejicere ; pref. re- re- -f Jacere to throw cf F. rejeter,
formerly also spelt rejecter. See Jet a shooting forth.]
1. To cast from one
to throw away ; to discard.
the Utopians have
Therefore all this exercise of hunting
Kdbynson (More's Utopia).
rejected to their butchers.
Wisdom ix. 4.
Reject me not from among thy children.
2. To refuse to receive or to acknowledge ; to decline
haughtily or harshly ; to repudiate.
Milton.
That golden scepter which thou didst reject.
Because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will aiso reject thee,
Uos. iv. 6.
that thou Shalt be no priest to me.
3. To refuse to grant ; as, to reject a prayer or request.
Syn. To repel ; renounce discard ; rebuff ; refuse ;

&

;

:

.

;

2. The inward impulses ; the affections and passions ;
so called because formerly supposed to have their seat
in the part of the body where the kidneys are.
My reins shall rejoice, when thy Ups speak right things.
Frov, xxiii. 16.
I am he which searcheth the reins and hearts. Rer. ii. 23.
Reins of a vault (Arch.), the parts between the crown
and the spring or abutment, including, and having especial reference to, the loading or filling behind the shell
of the vault. The reins are to a vault nearly what the
haunches are to an arch, and when a vault gives way by
thrusting outward, it is because its reins are not sufficiently filled up.
Re'in-aert' (re'in-serf), v. t. To insert again.
Re'iu-ser'tion (-ser'shfin), n. The act of reinserting.
Re'ln-spect' (-spSktM, v. t. To inspect again.
Re'ln-spec'tion (-spek'shOn), re. The act of reinspect-

II

Formerly written also raindeer,
and ranedeer.'] {Zool.) Any ruminant
[Of the genus Bangi/er, of the Deer

ale,

domesticated in Lftpland. The woodland reindeer or caribou (iJ. caribou) is found in Canada and Maine (see CaeiBOC). The Barren Ground reindeer or caribou {R. Greenlandicus), of smaller size, is found on the shores of the
Arctic Ocean, in both hemispheres.
Reindeer moss (Bot.), a gray branching lichen (Cladonia rangiferina) which forms extensive patches on the
ground va arctic and even in north temperate regions. It
is the principal food of the Lapland reindeer in winter.
Reindeer period (GeoL), a name sometimes given to a part
of the PaleoUthic era when the reindeer was common over
Central Europe.
Re'ln-duce' (re'Tn-dus'), V. t. To induce again.
Rei-nette' (ra-ngf), n. [F. See 1st Rennet.] {Bot.)
A name given to many different kinds of apples, mostly

Re'in-vest'ment (-vest'ment), re. The act of investing anew ; a second or repeated investment.
Re'in-vig'or-ate (-vTg'er-at), v. t. To invigorate anew.
Re'in-VOlVe' (-volv'l, v. t. To involve anew.
Re'is (ra'is or rez), n. [Pg., pi. of real, an ancient
Portuguese coin.] The word is used as a Portuguese
designation of money of account, one hundred reis being
about equal in value to eleven cents.
Reis (ris), re. [Ar. ra'is head, chief, prince.] A common title in the East for a person in authority, especially
the captain of a ship. [Written also rais and ras.']
Reis' Ef-Ien'di (rIs' Sf-fen'dT). [See 2d Reis, and
Effendi.] a title formerly given to one of the chief
Turkish officers of state. He was chancellor of the
empire, etc.
Reiss'ner't mem'brane (rls'nerz mSm'bran).
[Named from E. Reissner, a German anatomist.] {Anat.)
The thin membrane which separates the canal of the
cochlea from the vestibular scala in the internal ear.
Capable of being
Re-iS'SU-a-ble (re-tsh'ii-a-b'l), a.

;

II^°°

REJOINT

—

cur again.
Rein'deer' (ran'der'), n. [Icel.
hreinn reindeer -f- E. deer. Icel.
hreinn is of Lapp or Finnish oricf. Lappish reino pasturage.]
fin

;

;;

eve, event,

find,

fern,

recent;

ice,

.

—

.

.

;

decline.

Re-Ject'a-ble

Capable of being, or that

(-A-b'l), a.

ought to be, rejected.
[NL.,
Re-Jec'ta-men'ta (re-jSk'ta-mSn'ta), n. pi.
See Reject.]
fr. L. rejectare, v. intens. fr. rejicere.
Things thrown out or away especially, things excreted
«/. Fleming.
by a living organism.
Re']ec-ta'ne-OUS (re'jSk-ta'ne-us), a. [L. rejectaneus.1
Not chosen or received; rejected. [Obs."] "Profane,
Barrow.
rejecianeous, and reprobate people."
II

;

One who rejects.
re.
[L. rejectio : cf. F. rSrejecting,
jection.]
Act of
or state of being rejected.
Re'jec-tl'tious (re'jSk-tlsh'iis), a. Implying or reCudworth.
quiring rejection ; rejectable.
Re-]ect'lve (rt-jSkt'Iv), a. Rejecting, or tending to
Re-]eot'er (re-jSkfer), re.
Re-jec'tlon (re-j5k'shiln),

reject.

Re-]ect'ment (-ment),
thrown away.

n.

jected, or

Re-Joice' (re-jois'),
{-joiBf); p. pr.
vb.

V.

&

Act of rejecting ; matter re-:
Eaton.
[imp. & p. p. Rejoiced
Rejoicing (-joi'sTng).] [OE.

i.

re.

rejoissen, OF. resjouir, resjoir, F. rejouir ; pref. re- re\- OF. esjouir, esjoir, F. ijouir, to rejoice pref. es- (L.
ex-) -\- OF. jouir, joir, F. jouir, from L. gaudere to rejoice.
See Jot.] To feel joy to experience gladness in
a high degree to have pleasurable satisfaction to be
" O, rejoice beyond a common joy." Shak.
delighted.
F). xxxi. 7.
I will be glad and rejoice in thy mercy.
Syn. To delight joy; exult; triumph.
Bp.
Peacock.
To
enjoy.
[06s.]
v.
t.
1.
Re-]olce',
2. To give joy to to make joyful; to gladden.
Chaucer.
liberty.
I me r^oysed of my
Prior,
While she, great saint, rejoices heaven.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Were he
mischief

Syn.

it

[Cain] alive,

it

would

what

rejoice his soul to see

had made.

— To please

Arhuthnot.

cheer; exhilarate; delight.
Sir T. Browne,
x'he act of rejoicing.

Re-]olce', n.

;

Re-]oice'mQttt (-ment), re. Rejoicing. [Obs."]
Re-jol'cer (re-joi'ser), n. One who rejoices.
Re-Jol'cing (-sing), re. 1. Joy gladness delight.
We should particularly express our rejoicing by love and charR. NeUon.
ity to our neighbors.
2. The expression of joy or gladness.
The voice of rejoicing and salvation is in the tabernacles ot
;

;

Ps. cxviii. IS.
the righteous.
3. That which causes to rejoice ; occasion of joy.
Thy testimonies have I taken as an heritage forever, for they
Ps. cxix.
are the rejoicing of my heart.

UL

Re-Jol'clng-ly, adv. With joy or exultation.
[imp.
p. p. Rejoined
Re-Join' (re-join'), v. t.
[F. rejoindre;
vb. n. Rejoining.]
(-joind') ; p. ^r.
See Join, and cf Repref. re- re- -|- joindre to join.
separation.
unite
after
again
;
to
join
joinder.] 1. To
2. To come, or go, again into the presence of; to join
the company of again.

&

&

.

Meet and
3.

To

rejoin

state in reply

Re-loin', v. i.
2. {Law) To

1.

;

me, in the pensive

Pope.

grot.

— followed by an object clause.

To answer to a

reply.

answer, as the defendant to the plain-

tiff's replication.

Re-Join'der (-der), n. [FromF. rejoindre, inf., to join
again.
See Rejoin.] 1. An answer to a reply; or, in
general, an answer or reply.
2. (Law) The defendant's answer to the plaintiff's replication.

Syn.

— Reply

Re-]oin'der,

;

answer ;

v. i.

See Reply.

replication.

To make a

rejoinder.

[Archaic"]

Re-joln'dnre (-dSr), n. Act of joining again. [Obs.'\
" Beguiles our lips of all rejoindure " (i. e. kisses). Shak.
,

Re-joint' (re-joinf), v, t,
to joint anew.
2. Specifically {Arch.), to

idea, ill;

old,

1.

To

reunite the joints of

Barrow,
fill

up the

joints of, as stones

&bey, drb, add;

I

;;
;

;;

;

EEJOLT

;; ;

RELENT
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In biiildings when the mortar has been dislodged by age
the action of the weather.
Gwilt.
a reRe-Jolt' (re-jolf), n. A reacting jolt or shock

the relation of experience to knowledge

and

Re-laz'ant (r*-lSks'ant),

the relation of

;

Any

relaxare.^

which is perceiTed or imagined between two or more things, or any comparison which is made by
bound or recoil. [iJ.]
the mind, is a relation.
1. Taylor.
These inward ryolts and recoilings of the mind.
South.
3. Reference respect regard.
Locke.
Re-Jolt', V. i. To jolt or shake again.
been importuned to make some observations on this
Re-Joum' (re-jflm'), V. t. [Cf. P. riajourner. See artI inhave
relation to its agreement with poetry.
Dryden.
Adjousn.] To adjourn; to put off. [Obs.']
Shak.
4. Connection by consanguinity or affinity kinship
Re-Journ'ment (-ment), n. Adjournment. [Oi«.]
relationship
; as, the relation of parents and children.
Re-judgG'' (re-juj'), V. t. To judge again to reexBelations dear, and all the charities
amine to review to call to a new trial and decision.
Of father, son, and brother, first were known.
Milton.
Jiejudge his acts, and dignify disgrace.
Fope.
6. A person connected by consanguinity or affinity a
[Pref.
V.
i.
re(re-ju've-nat),
re--)L.
Re-ju've-nate
relative a kinsman or kinswoman.
juvenis young, youthful.] To render young again.
For me
my relation does not care a rush. Ld. Lytton.
Re-ju've-na'tion (-na'shOn), n. Eejuyenescence.
6. (Law) (a) The carrying back, and giving effect or
Re-ju've-nes'cence (-ngs'sens), n. 1. A renewing of
operation
to,
an
act or proceeding from some previous
youth the state of being or growing young again.
2. (Bot.) A method of cell formation in which the date or time, by a sort of fiction, as if it had happened
or
begun
at
that
time. In such case the act is said to
entire protoplasm of an old cell escapes by rupture of the
cell wall, and then develops a new cell wall. It is seen take effect by relation, (b) The act of a relator at whose
instance
a
suit
is
begun.
Whjxrton. Burrill.
sometimes in the formation of zoospores, etc.
Syn.
Recital rehearsal narration account narRe-Ju've-nes'oen-cy (-sen-sy), n. Rejuvenescence.
detail
description
kindred
kinship
Re-ju've-nes'cent (-sent), a. Becoming, or causing rative tale
consanguinity affinity kinsman kinswoman.
to become, rejuvenated rejuvenating.
Re-la'tion-al (re-la'shiin-al), a. 1. Having relation or
Re-]u've-nize (re-jii've-mz), V. t. To rejuvenate.
kindred; related.
i.
To kindle again.
Re-kin'dle (re-kin'd'l), v. t.
We might be tempted to take these two nations for relational
Rek'ne (rSk'ne), V. t. To reckon. \_Obs.'\ Chaucer.
stems.
Tooke.
(re-lad'),
V. t.
To lade or load again.
Re-lade'
2. Indicating or specifying some relation.
Re-laid' (re-lad'), imp.&p. p. of Relay.
Relational words, as prepositions, auxiliaries, etc. S. Morris.
Re-lals' (re-la'), n. [F. See Relay, n.] (Fort.) A
narrow space between the foot of the rampart and the
relative a relation.
Re-la'tion-lst, n.
[Obs.'\
acarp of the ditch, serving to receive the earth that may
The state of being related by
Re-la'tlon-shlp, n.
crumble off or be washed down, and prevent its falling kindred, affinity, or other alliance.
Mason.
into the ditch.
Wilhelm.
[F. relatif, L. relativus.
Rel'a-tlve (rSl'a-tlv), a.
Re-land' (re-15nd'), v. I.
To land again ; to put on See Relate.] 1. Having relation or reference referland, as that which had been shipped or embarked.
ring ; respecting
standing in connection ; pertaining
To go on shore after having em- as, arguments not relative to the subject.
Re-land', v. i.
barked to land again.
I '11 have grounds
[imp. & p. p. Relapsed
Re-lapse' (re-lips'), v. i.
More relative than this.
Shak.
(-ISpsf) p. pr. & vb. n. Relapsing.]
[L. relapsus, p. p.
2. Arising from relation
resulting from connection
of relabi to slip back, to relapse ; pref. re- re- -)- labi to with,
or reference to, something else not absolute.
fall, slip, slide.
See Lapse.] 1. To slip or slide back,
Every thing sustains both an absolute and a relative capacin a literal sense to turn back. lObs.J
Dryden. ity an absolute, as it is such a thing, endued with sucli a
2. To slide or turn back into a former state or prac- nature and a relative, as it is a part of the universe, and so
stands
in such a relation to the whole.
South.
tice to fall back from some condition attained
generally in a bad sense, as from a state of convalescence or
3. (Gram.) Indicating or expressing relation
referamended condition as, to relapse into a stupor, into ring to an antecedent ; as, a relative pronoun.
vice, or into barbarism
sometimes in a good sense
4. (Mus.) Characterizing or pertaining to chords and
as, to relapse into slumber after being disturbed.
keys, which, by reason of the identity of some of their
That task performed, [preachers] relapse into themselves.
tones, admit of a natural transition from one to the
Cowper. other.
Moore (Encyc. of Music).
3. (Tfteol.) To fall from Christian faith into paganism,
Relative clause ( Gram.), a clause introduced by a relative
heresy, or unbelief to backslide.
pronoun.
Relative term, a term which implies relation
They enter into the justified state, and so continue all along, to, as guardian to ward, master to servant, husband to
sort of connection

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

provision for successive relief. Specifically
(a) A supply of horses placed at stations to be
in readiness to relieve others, so that a traveler may proceed without delay, (b)
supply of hunting dogs or
horses kept in readiness at certain places to relieve the
tired dogs or horses, and to continue the pursuit of the
game if it comes that way. (c) A number of men who
relieve others in carrying on some work.
2. (Elec.) In various forms of telegraphic apparatus,
a magnet which receives the circuit current, and is
caused by it to bring into action the power of a local
battery for performing the work of making the record ;
also, a similar device by which the current in one circuit
is made to open or close another circuit in which a current is passing.
;

:

A

;

&

II

;

Relay battery (Elec), the local battery which is brought
or relay.
Chilian plant
Calceolaria arachnoidea,
used for dyeing crimson.

_

;

mto use by the action of the relay magnet,
Rel'bun (rSl'bun), n. The roots of the

;

;

—

;

;

A

.

successive stages

;

A

;

tion, discontinuance. It. rilascio release, relief, rilasso
relay), fr. OF. relaissier to abandon, release, fr. L. relaxare.
See Relax.] 1.
supply of anything arranged
beforehand for affording relief from time to time, or at

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

maybe

Re-leas'a-ble

(re-les'a-b'l), a.
That
(re-les'), v. t.
[Pref. re-

Re-lease'

;

To

lease again

to grant a

;

;

;

Re-lease'

—

;

;

and

;

—

;

Waterland,

wife.

[For sense 2 cf. F. relaps.
n.
See Re1. A sliding or falling back, especially into a
state, either of body or morals ; backsliding

Re-lapse',
I.APSE,

I).]

by any relation. Specifically : (a) A person connected
by blood or affinity ; strictly, one allied by blood a re" Confining our care
lation a kinsman or kinswoman.
.
to ourselves and reZaKws." Bp.Fell. (b) (Gram.)
A relative pronoun ; a word which relates to, or represents, another word or phrase, called its antecedent ; as,
the relatives "who," "which," "that."
Rel'a-tive-ly, adv. In a relative manner in relation
;

;

again.

.

[06i.]

Re-laps'er (-IXps'er), n. One who relapses. Bp. Hall.
Re-laps'lng, a. Marked by a relapse falling back
tending to return to a former worse state.
Eelapsing fever {Med.), an acute, epidemic, contagious
fever, which prevails also eudemically in Ireland, Russia,
and some other regions. It is marked by one or two remissions of the fever, by articular and muscular pains,
and by the presence, dunngthe paroxysm, of a spir^ bacterium Spirochsite) in the blood. It is not usually fatal.
Called also /amiree /ewr, anArecurring fever.
Re-late' (re-laf), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Related p. pr.
vb. n. Relating.] [F. relater to recount, LL. relatare,
fr. L. relatus, used as p. p. of re/erre.
See Elate, and
cf. Refeb.]
1. To bring back to restore.
[Obs.J
Abate your zealous haste, till morrow next again
Both light of heaven and strength of men relate. Spenser.
2. To refer
to ascribe, as to a source.
[Obs. or i2.]
3. To recount to narrate to tell over.
This heavy act with heavy heart relate.
Shak.
;

;

before you consider

:

" The sev1. One who relates ; a relater.
eral relators of this history."
Fuller.
2. (Law)
private person at whose relation, or in
whose behalf, the attorney-general allows an information
in the nature of a quo warranto to be filed.
female relator.
Re-lat'rlx (-rTks), n.
(Law)
[L.]
Re-lax' (re-lSks'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Relaxed
(-ISksf)
[L. relaxare ;
vb. n. Relaxing.]
p. pr.
pref. re- relaxare to loose, to slacken, from laxus
loose.
See Lax, and cf. Relay, n., Release.]
1. To
make lax or loose ; to make less close, firm, rigid, tense,
or the like ; to slacken to loosen to open as, to relax
a rope or cord ; to relax the muscles or sinews.

To

relate one's self, to

Syn.

ally

;

by connection or kindred.

— To

vent thoughts in words. [R.]
narrate recount rehearse

recite
describe.

tell

;

;

;

;

report detail ;
Re-late', v. i. X. To stand in some relation ; to have
bearing or concern ; to pertain to refer
with io.
All negative or privative words relate to positive ideas. Locke.
2. To make reference ; to take account.
[B.
Obs.J
Reckoning by the years of their own consecration without relating to any imperial account.
Fuller.
Re-lat'ed (-lat'Sd), p. p.
a.
1. Allied by kindred
connected by blood or aUiance, particularly by consanguinity as, persons related in the first or second deeree.
2. Standing in relation or connection as, iiie electric
and magnetic forces are closely related.
3. Narrated ; told.
4. {Mus.) Same as Relative, 4.
Re-lat'ed-ness, n.
The state or condition of being
;

;

;

+

&

;

—

Horror ...

Not served

it

to relax their serried

legislature.

Swift.

;

3. Hence, to relieve from attention or effort to ease
to recreate to divert ; as, amusement relaxes the mind.
4. To relieve from constipation ; to loosen ; to open
as, an aperient relaxes the bowels.
;

;

;

relationship

;

affinity.

;

;

Sm. —

To slacken loosen loose ; remit ; abate ; mitigate ; ease unbend divert.
Re-las', V. i. 1. To become lax, weak, or loose as,
to let one's grasp relax.
His knees relax with toil.
Pope.
2. To abate in severity ; to become less rigorous.

Emerson.

[iJ.]

In others she relaxed again.
And governed with a looser rein.
Prior.
3. To remit attention or effort; to boCome less diligent to unbend ; as, to relax in study.
Re-las', n. Relaxation. [Ofcj.]
Feltham.
Re-las', a. Relaxed ; lax ; hence, remiss ; careless.
Re-lax'a-ble (-A-b'l), a. Capable of being relaxed.

;

finite,

r^ide,

full,

ftp,

;

ftm

;

pity

;

food, fjfot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

One who releases, or sets free.
One by whom a release is given.

&

&

commission or charge. See Legate.] To remove, usuan inferior position to consign to transfer
;

It [the

scholar.

;

send into exile to banish.
Latin language] was relegated Into the study of the
Mibnan.

specifically, to

;

Rel'e-ga'tlon (-ga'shtin), m.
legation.']

The act

[L. relegatio: cf. F. r«of relegating, or the state of being

removal

;

banishment exile.
[imp. & p. p. Relentbd ;
Re-lent' (re-lSnf), V. i.
& vb. n. Relenting.] [F. ralentir, fr. L. pref.
re- re- -(- ff(i to -)- lentus pliant, flexible, slow.
See
Lithe.] 1. To become less rigid or hard to yield to
dissolve; to melt; to deliquesce.
[Obs.]
He stirred the coals till i-elentc gan
relegated

;

;

p. pr.

;

The wax again the fire.
/Salt of tartar] placed in a cellar will

When

opening buds

;

Chaucer
.

.

.

begin to relent.

BoyU

welcome day,

siilute the

And earth, relenting, feels
To become less severe or

the genial ray.

Pope.
2.
intense to become less
hard, harsh, cruel, or the like; to soften in temper; to
become more mild and tender to feel compassion.
Can you
behold

ink

;

;

My sighs and tears, and will

Re-lent',

;

;

ase,

;

;

(-or), n.

ally to

;

;

;

;

;

Re-lat'er (-er), n. One who relates or narrates.
Re-la'tlon (re-la'shGn), n.
[F. relation, L. relatio.
See Relate.] 1. The act of relating or telling; also,
that which is related recital ; account ; narration ; narrative ; as, the relation of historical events.
The poet's relation doth well figure them.
Bacon.
2. The state of being related or of referring what is
apprehended as appertaining to a being or quality, by
considering it in its bearing upon something else ; relative quality or condition the being such and such with
vegard or respect to some other thing connection as,

(-er), n.

(rel'e-gat), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Relegated
(-ga'tSd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Relegating.]
[L. relegatus,
p. p. of relegare ; pref. re- re- -|- legare to send with a

;

&

related

Re-leas'er
Re-leas'or
Rel'e-gate

Milton.

2. To make less severe or rigorous; to abate the
stringency of to remit in respect to strenuousness, earnestness, or effort ; as, to relax discipline ; to relax one's
attention or endeavors.
The statute of mortmain was at several times relaxed by the

&

(-e'), n.
One to whom a release is given.
Re-lease'ment (le-les'ment), n. The act of releasfrom confinement or obligation.
Milton.

Re-leas'ee'

Milton.

files.

;

ing, as

;

relaxed.

;

—

A

;

all his joints

;

—

A

&

6.

A

Relate.]

;

Mark xv.

;

Watts.

;

;

To

in itself,
I.

;

;

4.

it is

it relatively.

Rel'a-tive-ness, n. The state of being relative, or
having relation relativity.
Rel'a-tiv'i-ty (-tiv'i-ty), n. The state of being relative as, the relativity of a subject.
Coleridge.
cf. F. relateur.
[L.
See
Re-lat'or (re-lat'er), n.

;

;

.

or respect to something else ; not absolutely.
Consider the absolute affections of any being as

(

&

—

;

I

it

Coerelative.

Rel'a-tive, n. One who, or that which, relates to, or
considered in its relation to, something else ; a relative object or term ; one of two objects directly connected

I

[OE. relessen, OF.
Relay, n., Relax,
Release to lease again.] 1. To let loose again
free from restraint, confinement, or servitude to

cf.

2. To relieve from something that confines, burdens, or
oppresses, as from pain, trouble, obligation, penalty.
3. (Law) To let go, as a legal claim ; to discharge or
relinquish a right to, as lands or tenements, by conveying to another who has some right or estate in posses-,
sion, as when the person in remainder releases his right
to the tenant in possession ; to quit.
4. To loosen ; to relax ; to remove the obligation of
as, to release an ordinance.
[Obs.]
Hooker.
A sacred vow that none should aye release. Spenser.
Syn. To free liberate loose discharge ; disengage ; extricate ; let go ; quit ; acquit.
Re-lease', n. 1. The act of letting loose or freeing, or
the state of being let loose or freed ; liberation or discharge from restraint of any kind, as from confinement
or bondage. " Who boast'st reZeose from hell. " Milton.
2. Relief from care, pain, or any burden.
3. Discharge from obligation or responsibility, as from
debt, penalty, or claim of any kind
acquittance.
4. (Law)
giving up or relinquishment of some right
or claim ; a conveyance of a man's right in lands or tenements to another who has some estate in possession ; a
quitclaim.
Blackstone.
5. (Steam Engine) The act of opening the exhaust
port to allow the steam to escape.
Lease and release. (Law) See under Lease.
Out of
release, vrithout cessation.
[Obs.]
Chaucer.
Syn. Liberation ; freedom ; discharge. See Death.

is

former bad
the state of having fallen back.
Alas from what high hope to what relapse
Unlooked for are we fallen
Milton.
2. One who has relapsed, or fallen back, into error a
backslider ; specifically, one who, after recanting error,
returns to

Cf.

&p.

[imp.

released.
lease to let.]
to let back.
p. Released (rt-f-

;

soever they desired.

—

;

unless they relapse.

t.

&

lease of

to set
;
give liberty to, or to set at liberty ; to let go.
Now at that feast he released unto them one prisoner, whom-

;

;

(re-les'), v.

new

lest') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Releasing.]
relaissier, to release, to let free. See

;

;

of care-

Macaulay.

&

;

.

"Hours

Re-las'a-tive (re-lSks'a-ti v), a. Having the quality
of relaxing laxative.— n. A relaxant.
B.Jonson.
Re-lay' (re-la'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Relaid (-lad)
vb. n. Relating.]
[Vrei. re--\- lay, v.] To
p. pr.
lay again to lay a second time as, to relay a pavement.
Re-lay' (re-la'), n. [F. relais (cf. OF. relais relaxa-

;

.

amusement.

recreation, diversion, or
less relaxation."

;

;

[L. relaxans, p. pr. of

n.

(Med.) A medicine that relaxes ; a laxative.
Re'las-a'tion (re'iaks-a'shun 277), n. [L. relaxatio :
cf. F. relaxation.']
1. The act or process of relaxing,
or the state of being relaxed ; as, relaxation of the muscles relaxation of a law.
2. Remission from attention and effort indulgence in

master to servant.

;

v.

And
2.
3.
;

1.

t.

To

oftentimes

To soften
To mollify

;
;

then, thin

slacken
lie

would

;

.

.

.

not oiice relait

to abate.

t

Shak.

[Obs.]
Spcmer,

relent his pace.

to dissolve.
[Obs.]
to cause to be less harsh or severe. [Oft*.]
;

boN

;

zh = z

in aaure.

;
;;

;
,;;

;
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RELENT
stay stop delay. [05i.]
Re-lent'
Nor rested till she came without relent
Unto the land of Amazons.
Spenser.
Re-lent1ess, a. Unmoved by appeals foi sympathy
(re-15nt'), n.

N

;

;

or forgiveness ; insensible to the distresses of others
destitute of tenderness ; unrelenting ; unyielding ; unTOtying ; as, a prey to relentless despotism.
For this the avenging power employs his darts,
Dryden.
Thus will persist, relentless in his ire.
.

.

— Re-lent'less-ly,

arfz;.

— Re-lentless-ness, n.

The act or process of ren.
Sir T. Browne.
the state of having relented.

Re-lent'ment (-ment),
'lenting

;

Re-lesse' (re-lSs'), v. t. To release. \_Obs.'] Chaucer.
Re'les-see' (re'les-se'), n. See Releasee.
Re'les-sor' (-sSr'), n. See Releasor.
To let anew, as a house.
Re-let' (re-15t'), v. t.
Rel'e-vance (rSl'e-vans), ) n. 1. The quality or state
Rel'e-van-cy (-van-sj^), J of being relevant perti;

nency

applicability.

;

Its

answer

little

meaning,

little

Foe.

relevancy bore.

Law)

Sufficiency to infer the conclusion.
Rel'e-vant (-vant), a. [F. relevant, p. pr. of relever
to raise again, to relieve. See Relieve.] 1. ReUeving
Pownall.
lending aid or support. [iS.]
2. Bearing upon, or properly applying to, the case in
hand ; pertinent ; applicable.
2. {Scots

Close

and

relevant arguments have very

little

Bions.

Law)

{Scots

3.

hold on the pasSydney Smith.

Sufficient to support the cause.

Rel'e-vant-ly, adv.

(-va'shiin), n. [L. relevatio, fr. relevure.
See Relieve.]
raising or lifting up.
[06«.]
Re-li'a-bil'l-ty (re-l!'a-bll'i-ti^), n. The state or quality of being reliable ; reliableness.
Re-li'a-ble (re-li'a-b'l), a. Suitable or fit to be relied

A

R

;

worthy of dependence or reliance

;

trustworthy. "

A

reliable witness to the truth of the miracles." A. Norton.
The best means, and most reliable pledge, of a higher object.
Coleridge.

According to General Livingston's humorous account, his
village of Elizabethtown was not much more reliable, being peopled in those agitated times by " unknown, unrecommended strangers, guilty-looking Tories, and very knavish
Whigs."
W. Irving.
5^°" Some authors take exception to this word, maini^ainmg that it is unnecessary, and irregular in formation. It is, however, sanctioned by the practice of many
careful writers as a most convenient substitute for the
phrase to be relied upon, and a useful synonym for trustworthy, which is by preference applied to persons, as reliable is to things, such as an account, statement, or the like.
The objection that adjectives derived from neuter verbs
do not admit of a passive sense is met by the citation of
laughable, worthy of being laughed at, from the neuter
verb to laugh ; available, fit or able to be availed of, from
the neuter verb to avail; dispensable, capable of being
lispensed with, from the neuter verb to dispense. Other
examples might be added.
»- Re-U'a-ble-ness, n.
Re-11'a-bly, adv.
Re-11'ance (-ans), n. [From Rely.] 1. The act of
relying, or the condition or quality of being reliant dependence ; confidence ; trust ; repose of mind upon what
is deemed sufficient support or authority.
In reliance on promises which proved to be of very little
value.
Macaulay.

own

—

;

Anything on which to rely dependence ground of
trust as, the boat was a poor reliance.
Eichardson.
2.

;

;

;

Re-Il'ant (-ant), a. Having, or characterized by, reliance confident ; trusting.
Rel'lc (rSl'ik), n, [F. relique, from L. reliquiae, pi.
akin to relinquere to leave behind. See Relinquish.]
[Formerly written also relique.'^
1. That which remains that which is left after loss or decay a remaining portion a remnant.
Chaucer.
Wyclif.
;

;

;

;

The

;

RELIQUIuS:

that which gives succor, aid, or comfort;

person who relieves from performance of duty
by taking the place of another a relay.
4. {Feudal Law) A fine or composition which the heir
of a deceased tenant paid to the lord for the privilege of
taking up the estate, which, on strict feudal principles,
had lapsed or fallen to the lord on the death of the tenant.
5. {Sculp. & Arch.) The projection of a figure above
the ground or plane on which it is formed.
also, the

;

<^W^ Relief is of three kinds, namely, high relief (altoriUevo), low relief, or bas-relief (basso-rilievo), and demirelief {mezzo-rilievo). See these terms in the Vocabulary.
6. {Paint.) The appearance of projection given by
shading, shadow, etc., to any figure.
7. {Fort. ) The height to which works are raised above
Wilhelm.
the bottom of the ditch.
8. {Physical Geog.) The elevations and surface unduGuyet.
lations of a country.
Eelief valve, a valve arranged for relieving pressure of
steam, gas, or liquid an escape valve.
Syn. Alleviation ; mitigation ; aid ; help succor
assistance ; remedy ; redress ; indemnification.
;

—

;

Re-Uef'ful (re-lef'ful), a. Giving relief. [OJ.S.]
Re-llefless, a. Destitute of relief also, remediless.
Re-li'er (re-li'er), n. [From Relt.] One who relies.
Re-liev'a-ble (re-lev'a-b'l)^ o. Capable of being reSir 31. Hale.
lieved fitted to receive relief.
[imp. & p. p. Relieved
Re-lleve' (re-lev'), V. t.
pr.
vb.
n.
Relieving.]
[OE.
releven, F.
(-levd')
&
p.
;

;

;

In a relevant manner.

Rel'e-Va'Uon

on

uneasiness, etc.

relics of lost innocence.

Keble.

relever to raise again, discharge, relieve, fr. L. relevare
to lift up, raise, make light, reUeve ; pref. re- relevare to raise, fr. levis light. See Levity, and cf. Relevant, Relief.] 1. To lift up; to raise again, as one who
Piers Plowman.
has fallen ; to cause to rise. [06«.]
2. To cause to seem to rise ; to put in relief ; to give
prominence or conspicuousness to ; to set off by contrast.
Her taU figure, relieved against the blue sky, seemed almost
Sir W. Scott.
of supernatural height.

+

3.

To

raise

up something in to introduce a contrast
to remove the monotony or sameness of.
;

or variety into

;

The poet must

.

sometimes

. •

with a moral
Addison.

relieve the subject

reflection.

4. To raise or remove, as anything which depresses,
weighs down, or crushes to render less burdensome or
;

Now lend assistance and relieve the poor. Dryden.
6. To release from a post, station, or duty to put another Jn place of, or to take the place of, in the bearing
of any burden, or discharge of any duty.
Shak.
Who hath relieved you ?
7. To ease of any imposition, burden, wrong, or oppression, by judicial or legislative interposition, as by the removal of a grievance, by indemnification for losses, or
the like to right.
Syn. To alleviate ; assuage succor assist aid
mitigate
lighten
help support sustain
ease
diminish remove free remedy redress indemnify.
Re-Ueve'meilt (-ment), n. The act of relieving, or
the state of being relieved relief release. [Archaic"]
Re-llev'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, relieves.
Re-Uev'ing, a. Serving or tending to relieve.
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Believing arch {Arch.), a discharging arch. See under
{Naut.) {a) A temEelleving tackle.
Discharge, v. t.
porary tackle attached to the tiller of a vessel during
gales or an action, in case of accident to the tiller ropes.
(6) A strong tackle from a wharf to a careened vessel, to
prevent her from going over entirely, and to assist in

—

Totten.

Re-Ilct'ed (re-likt'§d), a. [L. relictus, p. p.] {Law)
Left uncovered, as land by recession of water. Bouvier.
Re-liC'tlon (re-lik'shfin), n. [L. relictio a leaving behind.] {Law) A leaving dry ; a recession of the sea or
other water, leaving dry land; land left uncovered by
such recession.
Burrill.
[OE. relef, F. relief, properly,
Re-llel' (re-lef), n.
a lifting up, a standing out. See Relieve, and cf BasEELIEF, RiLiEvo.] 1. The act of relieving, or the state
ot being relieved ; the removal, or partial removal, of any
evil, or of anything oppressive or burdensome, by which
BOme ease is obtained ; succor ; alleviation ; comfort
ease; redress.

and then produced by prudential motives or by dint of habit
but without seriousness there can be no religious principle at
the bottom, no course of conduct from religious motives in a
Paley.
word, there can be no religion.
Religion [was] not, as too often now, used as equivalent for
godliness hut ... it expressed the outer form and embodiment
which the inward spirit of a true or a false devotion assumed.

He sees the dire contagion spread so fast,
That, whero it seizes, all relief i% vain.

2>ryden.

2. Release from a post, or from the performance of
duty, by the intervention of others, by discharge, or by
relay ; as, a relief of a sentry.
For this rehV/much thanks 'tis bitter cold.
Shak.
3. That which removes or lessens evil, pain, discomfort,
;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, ^01, ask,

man

;

the Christian faith

Let us with caution indulge the supposition that morality
can be maintained without religion.
Washington.
Religion will attend you ... as a pleasant and useful companion in every proper place, and every temperate occupation
of life.
Buckminster.
monastic or religious order subject
3. {B. C. Ch.)
to a regulated mode of life ; the religious state ; as, to
enter religion.
Trench.

A

A good man was there of religion.
Chaucer.
4. Strictness or fidelity in conforming to any practice, as if it were an enjoined rule of conduct.
\_B..~\
Those parts of pleading which in ancient times might perhaps
be material, but at this time are become only mere styles and
forms, are still continued with much religion.
Sir M. Hale.
J^"" Religion, as distinguished from theology, is subjective, designating the feelings and acts of men which
relate to God ; while theology is objective, and denotes

those ideas which man entertains respecting the God
whom he worships, especially his systematized views of
God. As distinguished from morality, religion denotes
the influences and motives to human duty which are
found in the character and will of God, while morality
describes the duties to man, to which true religion always influences. As distinguished from piety, religion
is a high sense of moral obligation and spirit of reverence or worship which affect the heart of man with respect to the Deity, while piety, which first expressed
the feelings of a child toward a parent, is used for that
filial sentiment of veneration and love which we owe to
the Father of all. As distinguished from sanctity, religion is the means by which sanctily is achieved, sanctity
denoting primarily that purity of heart and life wliich
results from habitual communion with God, and a sense
of his continual presence.
Natural religloo, a religion based upon the evidences of
a God and his qualities, which is supplied by natural phenomena. See Natural theology, under Nattikai,.
KeUflon of humanity, a name sometimes given to a religion
ounded upon positivism as a philosophical basis.
Revealed religion, that which is based upon direct communication of God's will to mankind especially, the Christian religion, based on the revelations recorded in the
Old and New Testaments.
Re-li'glon-a-ry (re-lij'iin-a-rj^), a. Relating to religion; pious; as, j-eh'jrforeaT'y professions. [06j.]

—
—

;

Re-ll'glon-ism (-iz'm), re. 1. The practice of, or devotion to, religion.
2 Affectation or pretense of religion.
Re-ll'glon-lst, re. One earnestly devoted or attached
to a religion ; a religious zealot.
The chief actors on one side were, and were to be, the Puritan
Palfrey.

religionists.

might be that an Antinomian, a Quaker, or other heterodox
Hawthorne,
was to be scourged out of tne town.
Re-U'glon-Ize (-Iz), v. t. To bring under the influMalloek.
ence of religion. [jR.]
Re-ll'glon-lesB, a. Destitute of religion.
It

religionist,

Re-llg'i-os'1-ty (-lTj'i-os1-ty),

[It. rilievo.'] See Relief, re., 5.
To light or kindle anew.
A person
Re-11'gi'euse' (re-le'zhe'ez'), n. f. ) [F.]
bound by moRe-11'gl'eux' (re-le'zhe'e'), n. m. )
nastic vows ; a nun ; a monk.
Re-U'glon (re-lij'un), re. [F., from L. religio ; cf. religens pious, revering the gods, Gr. dAe'yeiv to heed, have
a care. Cf. Neglect.] 1. The outwiird act or form by
which men indicate their recognition of the existence of
a god or of gods having power over their destiny, to
whom obedience, service, and honor are due ; the feeling
or expression of human love, fear, or awe of some superhuman and overruling power, whether by profession of
belief, by observance of rites and ceremonies, or by the
conduct of life ; a system of faith and worship a manifestation of piety ; as, ethical religions ; monotheistic
religions; natural religion; revealed religion; the religion of the Jews the religion of idol worshipers.

Re-Ue'vo (re-le'vo), n.
Re-Ught' (re-lif), v. t.

;

;

;

;

An

orderly

life so far as

others are able to observe us

is

now

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

My presence.

Milton.

2. Possessing, or conforming to, religion
a religious man, life, behavior, etc.

pious

;

;

godly

as,

Men whose lives
Religious titled

them

the sons of God.

3. Scrupulously faithful or exact

;

Milton.

strict.

Thus, Indianlike,

Religious in my error, I adore
The sun, that looks upon his worshiper.

Shak.

; bound by vows.
Chaucer.
One of them is religious.
Pious godly holy ; devout ; devotional con-

4. Belonging to a religious order

II

II

[h. religiositas : cf.

re.

F. religiosite.2 The quality of being religious religious
feeling or sentiment religiousness.
[iJ.]
M. Arnold.
Re-ll'gious (re-lTj'us), a. [OF. religius, religious, F.
religieux, from L. religiosus.
See Religion.] 1. Of or
pertaining to religion concerned with religion teaching, or setting forth, religion set apart to religion as,
a religious society a religious sect a religious place
religious subjects, books, teachers, houses, wars.
Our law forbids at their religimia rites

Craig.

The fragments, scraps, the bits and greasy relics. Shak.
2. The body from which the soul has departed ; a
corpse ; especially, the body, or some pa,i-t of the body, of
a deceased saint or martyr ;
usually in the plural when
referring to the whole body.
There are very few treasuries of relics in Italy that have not a
tooth or a bone of this saint.
Addison.
Thy relics, Rowe, to this fair urn we trust.
And sacred place by Dryden's awful dust.
Pope.
3. Hence, a memorial ; anything preserved in remembrance ; as, relics of youthful days or friendships.
The pearls were spilt
Some lost, some stolen, some as relics kept. Tennyson.
Rel'lc-ly, adv. In the manner of relics.
[OJs.]
Rel'lct (-ikt), n. [L. relicia, 1. of relictus, p. p. of relinquere to leave behind. See Relinqotsh.] A woman
whose husband is dead ; a widow.
Eli dying without issue, Jacob was obliged by law to marry
Ms relict, and so to raise up seed to his brother Eli.
South.

.

Uf e and duty toward God and
and practice.

;

afflicting ; to alleviate ; to abate ; to mitigate ; to lessen
as, to relieve pain
to relieve the wants of the poor.
5. To free, wholly or partly, from any burden, trial,
evil, distress, or the like ; to give ease, comfort, or consolation to ; to give aid, help, or succor to ; to support,
strengthen, or deliver ; as, to relieve a besieged town.

righting her.

—

;
;

;

Syn.

—

scientious

;

;

;

strict

;

rigid

;

;

exact.

Re-li'glous, re. A person bound by monastic vows, or
sequestered from secular concerns, and devoted to a life
of piety and religion ; a monk or friar ; a nun. Addison.
Re-U'glous-ly, adv. In a religious manner. Drayton.
Re-li'glons-uess, re. The quality of being religious.
Chaucer.
Rel'lk (rSl'ik), re. ReUc. [06«.1
Re-lin'quent (re-lln'kwent), a. [L. relinquens, p. pr.
of relinquere. See Reunquish.] Relinquishing. [i2.]
Re-liil'ciueilt,

One who

re.

Re-lin'C[Uish (-kwlsh),

quished (-kwisht) ip.pr.

v.

relinquishes.
t.

& vb.n.

[iJ.]

&

[imp.
p. p. RelinRelinquishino.] [OP.

relinquir, L. relinquere to leave behind pref. re- re-|- linquere to leave.
See Loan, and cf. Relic, Relict.]
1. To withdraw from ; to leave behind ; to desist
from ; to abandon ; to quit ; as, to relinquish a pursuit.
Hooker,
We ought to relinquish such rites.
They placed Irish tenants upon th ; lands relinquished by the
;

Sir J. Davies.

English.

;

Ti-ench.

Religions, by which are meant the modes of divine worship
proper to difrerent tribes, nations, or communities, and based
on the belief held in common by the members of them sever. .
There is no living religion without something like a
ally.
doctrine. On the other hand, a doctrine, however elaborate, does
C. P. Tiele (JSncyc. Brit.).
not constitute a religion.
means the conscious relation between man and
Religion . .
God, and the expression of that relation in human conduct.
J. Kostlin iSchaff-Uerzog Bncyc).
After the most straitest sect of our religion I Uved a Pharisee.
Acts xxvi. 5.
The image of a brute, adorned
Milton.
With gay religions full of pomp and gold.
.

.

2. To give up ; to renounce a claim to ; to resign ; as,
to relinquish a debt.
Syn. To resign leave ; quit ; forsake ; abandon ; desert ; renounce ; forbear forego. See Resign.
Re-lin'qulsh-er (-er), re. One who relinquishes.
Re-lin'quisb-ment (-ment), n. The act of relinquishing.
Rel'l-qua-ry (rSl'T-kwa-rJ^), re. / pi. -hies (-rizV [LLreliquiarium, reliquiare : cf. F. reliquaire. See Relic.]
A depositary, often a small box or casket, in which relics
are kept.
Chaucer.
Re-lique' (re-lek'), re. [F.] See Relic.
See Relic]
[L.
Re-liq'ul-aB (re-lik'wi-e), n. pi.
1. Remains of the dead ; organic remains ; relics.
2. {Boi.y Same as iNnrvia;.

—

:

;

II

2. Specifically, conformity in faith and life to the precepts inculcated in the Bible, respecting the conduct of

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

end, fSm, recent

;

icti,

idea,

iOl

;

old,

dbey, drb, odd

;

;;;

REMEMBER

RELIQUIAN
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Be-Uq'nl-an (re-lTk'wI-an), a. Of or pertaining to a
reKc or relics of ti.e nature of a relic. [iJ.]
Re-liq'ul-date (re-lTk'wT-dat), V. t. To liquidate
anew to adjust a second time.
Re-lill'ul-da'tion (-da'shiin), n. A second or renewed
A. Hamilton.
liquidation a renewed adjustment.
Rel'lsh (rgl'ieh), V. t. \imp. & p. p. Relished (-Tsht)
p. pr. & vb. n. Relishino.] [OF. relechier to lick or
See
taste anew pref. re- re- -|- lechier to lick, F. lecher.
Lecheb, Lick.] 1. To taste or eat with pleasure to like
the flavor of to partake of with gratification hence, to
enjoy to be pleased with or gratified by to experience

Tre-mad'), imp. &p. p. of Remake.
[imp. &p. p. Remainbd
(re-man'), V. i.
pr.
(-mand') p.
vb. re. Remaining.] [OF. remaindre,
remanoir, L. remanere ; pref. re- re- -f- manere to stay,
remain. See Mansion, and cf. Remainder, Remnant.]
X. To stay behind while others withdraw ; to be left
to be left
after others have been removed or destroyed
after a number or quantity has been subtracted or cut
off ; to be left as not included or comprised.
Gather up the fragments that remain. John vi. 12.
Of whom the greater part remain unto this present, but some

Re-made'
Re-main'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pleasure from

That

as, to relish food.
Shak.
I begin to relish thy advice.
to prize his advantages, and to relish the hon-

;

He knows how
To

give a relish to

to cause to taste agreeably.
Dryden.
taste

;

to give gratification to have a flavor.
Had I been the finder-out of this secret,

Childless thou art

Syn.

relished among my other discredits.
theory, which, how much soever it
invention, hath no foundation in nature.

A

would not have

;

pleasure we have lost while we abstained
this delightful fruit, nor known till now
relish, tasting.

When

liberty

is

;

Macaiday.

bids fair to be
Coivper.

it

;

or to stimulate the appetite

Syn.
liking

— Taste

savor

;

;

a condiment.

flavor

;

" The

;

appetite

;

zest

gusto

;

re.

;

;

To

t.

recall to life

;

to revive.

Which

Re-make'
Re-mand'

;

p. pr.

See Remaindek, re.,3. Blackstone.
(re-mak'), V. t. To make anew.
(re-mand'), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Remanded

&

vb.

;

re.

Remanding.]

remander to send
mandare to

[F.

again, L. remandare ; pref. re- re- -fcommit, order, send word. See Mandate.]
mit ; to send back.

+

To recom-

South.
Remand it to its former place.
Then were they remanded to the cage again. Bunyan.
remanding
the
order
for
Re-mand', re. The act of
recommitment.
remand.
Re-mand'ment (-ment), n. A
Rem'a-nence (rSm'a-nens), ) re. [Cf. OF. remanence,
LL. remanentia, fr. L.
Rem'a-nen-cy (-nen-sy),
)
remanens. See Remanent, a."] The state of being remJer. Taylor.
anent; continuance; permanence. [iJ.]
The remanence of the will in the fallen spirit. Coleridge.
Rem'a-nent (-nent), re. [See Remanent, <z.] That
which remains a remnant a residue.
Rem'a-nent, a. [L. remanens, p. pr. of remanere.
See Remain, and cf. Remnant.] Remaining residual.
-

;

Apt to reluct at the excesses of it [passion].
Walton.
Re-lUC'tance (re-liik'tans), re. [See Reluctant.] The
Re-lUC'tan-cy (-tan-s^),
state or quality of being
)
reluctant repugnance aversion of mind imwillingness
often followed by an infinitive, or by to and a noun,
" Tempering the severformerly sometimes by against.
ity of his looks with a reluctance to the action." Dryden.
He had some reluctance to obey the summons. Sir W. Scott.
Bear witness. Heaven, with what reluciancy
Her helpless innocence I doom to die.
Dryden.
)

;

;

;

Syn. — See Dislike.

;

Re-luc'tant

[L. reluctans, -antis, p, pr. of
reluctari.
See Reluct.] 1. Striving against opposed
in desire unwilling
disinclined ; loth.
Reluctant, but in vain.
Milton.
Eehtctant now I touched the trembfing string.
Tickell.
(-tant), a.

That

hope that is remanent hath
the infancy or growth of the habit.

;

;

Syn. — Averse
;

backward

;

;

granted with
Mitjord.
disinclined
repug;

;

;

;

Repugnance ; re\Ohs.'\
Bacon.
(re-li!m'), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Relumed
(-lumd') ; p. pr.
vb. re. Reluming.]
[OF. returner (cf.
F. rallumer), li. reluminare ; pref. re- re- -f luminare
to light. CI. Reillume.] To rekindle ; to light again.
;

&

Relumed her ancient light, not kindled new.
I know not where is that Promethean heat
That can thy light relume.

;

Shak.

;

Syn. — To observe
— Remark, Observe,

ore,

unite,

rude,

f \^1,

;

:

rely

Milton.

On some fond breast the parting soul relies.
Syn. — To trust; depend; confide; repose.
Use,

a remark is usu.ally suggested by some. i):issiiiLr
occurrence a notice is in most cases .seinetliiiif; rnrsory
and short. This distinction is not alwayH iiiiiiMt.niued as
to remark and obserre, which are often used intcunOiangeably. " Ob.^crving men may form many judgments by
the rules of similitude and proportion." /. Watts. "Ho
tliought

formerly also with in.
;

;

To notice implies still less continuity of attiuitiou. When
we turn from these mental states to the crjircssion of
them in language, we find the same distinction. An nbservntion is properly the result of somewhat prolon^od

;

Go in thy native innocence
On what thou hast of virtue.

—

notice; heed; regard; note; say.
Notice. To obseroc is to keep or
hold a thing distinctly before the mind. To remark is
simply to mark or take note of whatever may conic up.

rest with confidence, as when fully satisfied of the veracity, integrity, or ability of persons, or of the certainty of facts or of evidence ; to have confidence to

— with

Up, tan

Gray.

;

pitj^

,

Re-mas'tl-oa'tion (-ka'shun), n. The act of masticating or chewing again or repeatedly.
Rem1>erge (rSm'berj), re. See Ramberoe.
Rem'blai' (r'aN'bla'), re. [F., fr. remblayer to fill up
an excavation, to embank.] (Fort.
Engin.) Earth or
materials made into a bank after having been excavated.
Rem'ble (rSm'b'l), v. t. [Cf. OF. embler to steal, fr.
L. involare to fly into or at, to carry off.] To remove.
[Prov. Eng.]
Grose. Tennyson.
Chaucer.
Reme.(rem), re. Realm. [Obs.]
Re-mean' (re-men'), V. t. To give meaning to to
explain the meaning of to interpret. [Obs.]
Wyclif.
Re'me-ant (re'me-ant), a. [L. remeans, -aniis, p. pr.
of remeare to go or come back.] Coming back ; returning.
[R.] "Like the renieore^ sun."
C. Kingsley.
Re-meas'ure (re-mgzh'fir; 135), V. t. To measure
again ; to retrace.
Spenser.
II

&

;

;

They followed him

;

fdbd, (<ibt

.

.

.

The way they came, their steps remeasured right. Fair/ax.
Re-mede' (re-med'), re. Remedy. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Re-me'di-a-ble (re-me'dl-a-b'l), a. [L. remediabilis;
F. remediable.] Capable of being remedied or cured.

cf.

— Re-me'di-a-ble-ness, — Re-me'dl-a-bly, adv.
re.

[L. remedialis.] Affording a
Re-me'di-al (-al), a.
remedy; intended for a remedy, or for the removal or
abatement of an evil ; as, remedial treatment.
Statutes are declaratory or remedial.
Blackston&
It is an evil not compensated by any beneficial result it is
not remedial, not conservative.
/, Taylor,
Re-me'di-al-ly, adv. In a remedial manner.
Re-me'di-ate (-at), a. Remedial. [R.]
Shak.
Re-med'i-less (re-mgd'i-lSs or rgm'e-di-lSs 277), a.
1. Not admitting of a remedy ; incapable of being restored or corrected ; incurable ; irreparable ; as, a 7-emeditoi mistake or loss. '' Gh&ina remedilesse."
Spenser.,
Hopeless are all my evils, all remediless.
Milton.
2. Not answering as a remedy ; ineffectual.
[Obs.]
Forced to forego the attempt remediless,
Spenser.
Syn. Incuiable ; cureless ; irremediable ; irrecoverable ; irretrievable ; irreparable desperate.
[Obs.]
Udall.
Re-med'i-less, adv.
Ro-med'lless-ly, adv.
Re-med'i-less-ness, re.
(rSm'e-dy),
Rem'e-dy
re. / pi. Remedies (-diz).
[L.
remedium; pref. re- remederi to heal, to cure cf.
F. remhde remedy, remedier to remedy. See Medical.]
1. That which relieves or cures a disease
any medicine or application which puts an end to disease and restores health ;
with for ; as, a remedy for the gout.
2. That which corrects or counteracts an evil of any
kind ; a corrective a counteractive reparation ; cure ;
followed by /or or against, formerly by to.
What may else be remedy or cure
To evils which our own misdeeds have wrought.
;

;

—

—

;

—

—

+

:

;

—

—

;

;

He

will instruct us.

Milton.

3. {Law) The legal means to recover a right, or to obtain redress for a wrong.
Civil remedy.
See under Civil.
Remedy of the mint
Coinage), a small allowed deviation from the legal stand(
ard of weight and fineness
called also tolerance.
Syn. Cure; restorative; counteraction; reparation;
redress ; relief ; aid ; help ; assistance.

—

;

—

Rem'e-dy,

&

pr.
cf.

vb.

v.

re.

[imp.

t.

—

&

p. p. Remedied (-did)

;

oat,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

;

p.

Remedying.] [L. remediare, remediari:
See Remedy, «.] To apply a remedy

P. remedier.

to ; to relieve ; to cure ; to heal to repair
to correct to counteract.
I will remedy this gear ore long.
;

To take

remark the manner

;

;

&

notice of, or to observe, mentally ; as, to
of a speaker.
3. To express in words or writing, as observed or
often with a substantive
noticed ; to state ; to say
clause ; as, he remarked that it was time to go.
2.

Pope.

;

to depend

Re-mar'ry (re-m5r'ry), V. i. & i. To marry again.
Re-mast' (re-masf), v. t. To furnish with a new
mast or set of masts.
Re-mas'ti-cate (re-mSs'tt-kat), V. i. To chew or masticate again to chew over and over, as the cud.

;

;

;

p. pr.

;

—

marriage.

;

Re-lU'mlne (re-lil'mTn), V. t. [imp. & p. p. ReluMINBD (-mind) p. pr. & vb. n. Relumining.]
[See Relume.] 1. To light anew to rekindle.
Shak.
2. To illuminate again.
Re-ly' (re-li'), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Relied (-lid') p.
pr. & vb. re. Relying.]
[Pref. re- -\- lie to rest.] To

trust

;

&

reluctance.

&

&

(re-m'ark'), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Remarked
vb. re. Remarking.] [F. remarquer ;
pref. re- re- -|- marquer to mark, marque a mark, of German origin, akin to E. mart. See Mark, D. re.] 1. To
mark in a notable manner ; to distinguish clearly to
make noticeable or conspicuous to point out. [06.5.]
Thou art a mar. remarked to taste a mischief. Ford.
Milton.
His manacles remark him there he sits.

Re-mark'

(-m'arkf)

Rel'UC-ta'tlon (rSl'iik-ta'shiin), n.

Re-lume'

Jer. Taylor.

II

;

sistance

degree according to

;

unwilling ; loth
coy. See Aveese.
Re-luc'tant-ly, adv. In a reluctant marmer.
Re-luc'tate (-tat), v. i. [See Reluct.] To struggle
against anything to resist ; to oppose. [Obs.'] " To delude their reluctating cortacieDces."
Dr. H. More.

nant

its

Remanent magnetism {Physics), magnetism which remains in a body that has little coercive force after the
magnetizing force is withdrawn, as soft iron — called
also residual magnetism.
Rem'a-net (-uSt), re. [L., it remains.] {Legal Practice) A case for trial which can not be tried during the
term ; a postponed case. [Eng.]
Re-mark' (re-m'ark'), V. t. [Pref. re- -\- mark.] To
mark again, or a second time to mark anew.

;

2. Proceeding from an unwilling mind
reluctance ; as, reluctant obedience.

little

;

Re-mark'er (-er), re. One who remarks.
Re-mar'riage (re-mSr'rlj), re. A second or repeated

Shak.

word

show repugnance or reluctance.

—

—

as dry as the remainder biscuit

estate is determined.

pref. re- reluctari to struggle, fr.
;
lueta a wrestling.] To strive or struggle against anyto make resistance ; to draw back ; to feel or
;

;

is

After a voyage.

Re-main'der-man (-mSn), n. ; pi. Remaindee-men
(-mgn).
{Law) One who has an estate after a particular

thing

;

the water comes off clear,
Arbuthnot.

;

;

—

;

;

tus, to struggle

till

Dryden.

comment.

to

;

—

—

;

;

remainders of unhappy Troy."

last

marks

Re-mark', re. [Cf. F. remarque.] 1. Act of remarking or attentively noticing ; notice or observation.
The cause, though worth the search, may yet elude
Conjecture and remark, however shrewd.
Cowper.
2. The expression, in speech or writing, of something
remarked or noticed ; the mention of that which is
worthy of attention or notice ; hence, also, a casual observation, comment, or statement as, a pertinent remark.
Syn. Observation ; note ; comment ; annotation.
Re-mark'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [F. remarquable.] Worthy
of being remarked or noticed ; noticeable ; conspicuous
hence, uncommon ; extraordinary.
'T is remarkable, that they
Prior.
Talk most who have the least to say.
There is nothing left remarkable
Shak.
Beneath the visiting moon.
Syn. Observable ; noticeable; extraordinary; unusual rare strange ; wonderful ; notable eminent.
Re-mark'a-bly, adv.
Re-mark'a-ble-ness, re.

—

A

\_Obs.']

Re-load' (re-lod'), V. t. To load again, as a gun.
Re-loan' (re-Ion'), n. A second lending of the same
thing a renewal of a loan.
Re-lo'cate (re-lo'kat), v. t. To locate again.
Re'lO-ca'tion (re'lo-ka'shun), re. 1. A second location.
2. {Roman & Scots Law) Renewal of a lease.
Re-lodge' (re-15j'), v. t. To lodge again.
Re-love' (-liiv'), £. <. To love in return. [Oto.] Boyle.
Re-lU'cent (re-lu'sent), a. [L. relucens, p. pr. of relucere.
shining glitSee Lucent.] Reflecting light
tering glistening ; bright ; luminous splendid.
Gorg:eou8 banners to the sun expand
Their streaming volumes of rehtcent gold.
Glover.
Re-luct' (re-l&kf ), V. i. [L. reluctari, p. p. relucta;

;

2. {Math.) The quantity or sum that is left after subtraction, or after any deduction.
3. {Law) An estate in expectancy, generally in land,
which becomes an estate in possession upon the determination of a particular prior estate, created at the same
time, and by the same instrument ; for example, if land
be conveyed to
for life, and en his death to B, A's life
interest is a particular estate, and B's interest is a remainder, or estate in remainder.
Syn. Balance; rest; residue; remnant; leavings.
Re-maln'der, a. Remaining ; left left over ; refuse.

side of, or around, a tenon,

Re-live', v.

;

this

If these decoctions be repeated
the remainder yields no salt.

{Carp.) The projection or shoulder at the
on a tenoned piece. Knight.
Rel'lsh-a-ble (-a^b'l), a. Capable of being relished
agreeable to the taste gratifying.
Re-live' (re-liv'), v. i. To live again to revive.
Rel'lsh,

;

;

delight.

;

Milton.
;

!

That which is used to impart a flavor specifically,
something taken with food to render it more palatable
4.

;

;

;

;

Pope.

;

I have a relish for moderate praise, because
judicious.

childless remain.

;

;

;

remain of horror has entirely subsided.
Burke.
3. Specif. , in the plural : (a) That which is left of a
the
life
is
gone
relics
a
dead
;
body.
human being after
Old warriors whose adored remains
Pope,
In weeping vaults her hallowed earth contains
{b) The posthumous works or productions, esp. literary
works, of one who is dead ; as, Cecil's Remains.
Re-maln'der (re-man'der), re. [OF. remaindre, inf.
See Remain.] 1. Anything that remains, or is left, after
the separation and removal of a part ; residue ; remnant.

Addison.

A taste for liking appetite fondness.
A relish for whatever was excellent in arts.
;

When

Milton.

gone.

Life grows insipid, and has lost its relish.
2. Savor ; quality ; characteristic tinge.
It preserves some relish of old writing.

— To

dwell

;

;

Much
True

;

;

;

;

form, or condition,

Milton.
The easier conquest now remains thee.
Re-main', n. 1. State of remaining stay. [Obs.]
Which often, since my here remain in England,
Shak.
I've seen him do.
remainder
chiefly
relic
2. That which is left
" The remains of old Rome."
Addison.
in the plural.

and
Woodward.

relish of wit

Rel'lsh, re. 1. A pleasing taste flavor that gratifies
the palate hence, enjoyable quality power of pleasing.

From

Locke.

be proved.

;

Shak.

may

to

in place,

continue
stay
wait ; tarry
rest
soabide last endure.
Re-main', v. t. To await to be left to. [Archaic']

journ

;

it

remains

;

To have a pleasing or appetizing

V. i.

.

;

A savory bit that served to relish wine.
Rel'lsh,

.

or undiminished in quantity ; to abide to stay to endure to last.
Remain a widow at thy father's house. Gen. xxxviii. 31.

Atterbury.

ors which he enjoys.

.

To continue unchanged

2.

Now

3.

1 Cor. xv. 6.

are fallen asleep.

;

;

2.

&

;

;

can not distinguish difficult and noble speculations from
and vulgar ?emorA-i." Collier.
The thing to be
regaraed, in taking notice of a child's miscarriage, is,
what root it springs from. " Locke.
Re-mark' (re-mark'), V. i. To make a remark or retrifling

;

to redress

;

Shak.
V. t.
To melt again.
(re-inSm'ber), v. i.
[wn;;. & p. p. Remembered (-herd) p. pr.
vb. n. Remembkkinq.] [OF.
rcmembrer, L. rcmemorari; pref. re- rememorare
to bring to remembrance, from mcmor mindful.
See

Re-melt' (re-mSlf),

Re-mem'ber

&

;

+

Memory, and cf. Rememorate.] 1. To have (a notion or
idea) come into the mind again, as proviously perceived,
known, or felt to have a renewed apprehension of to
bring to mind again to think of again to recollect as,
I rrinembe.r the fact
he remembers the events of his
ohiUihooil I cannot remember dates.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Wo

lire

Buid to

remember anything, when the idea of it arises
the consciousness that we have had this idea

mind with

in the

before.

BinBi iQk

2.
;

/.

To be capable

thnn, tbin

;

of recalling

bON

;

when required

zh = z

;

in azure.

to

Wittte.

keep

;;
;

REMEMBER
N

mind

1216

to be continually aware or thoughtful of ; to
preserve fresh in the memory ; to attend to to think of
with gratitude, affection, respect, or any other emotion.
Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Ex. xx. 8.
That they may have their wages duly paid 'em,
Shak.
And something over to remember me by.
in

;

;

Remember what

I

warn thee

shun

;

—

Milton.

to taste.

also used reflexively
3. To put in mind
to remind
and impersonally. \_Obs.^ " Remembering them the
Milton.
truth of what they themselves know."
;

;

My friends remembered me of home.
Remember you

Chapman.
Chaucer.

of passed heaviness.

And well thou wost [knowest] if it remember thee. Chaucer.
" As in many cases hereafter
4. To mention.
[Obs.l
to he remembej'ed."
5. To recall to the

Ayliffe.

mind of another, as in the friendly
messages, remember me to him, he wishes to be remembered to you, etc.
Re-memljer (re-mSm'ber), v. i. To exercise or have
the power of memory as, some remember better than
Shak.
others.
Re-mem'ber-a-ble (-A-b'l), a. Capable or worthy of
being remembered.
Re-mem'ber-a-bly, adv.
The whole vale of Keswick is so rememberable. Coleridge.
;

—

Re-mem'ber-er

One who remembers.

(-er), n.

(-brans), n.
[OP. remembrance.]
act of remembering; a holding in mind, or
bringing to mind recollection.
Lest fierce remembrance wake my sudden rage. Milton.
Lest the remembrance of his grief should fail. Addison.
2. The state of being remembered, or held in mind
memory ; recollection.
This, ever grateful, in remembrance bear.
Pope.

The

;

3. Something remembered a person or thing kept in
memory.
Shak.
4. That which serves to keep in or bring to mind a
memorial a token a memento a souvenir a memorandum or note of something to be remembered.
And on his breast a bloody cross he bore,
The dear remembrance of nis dying Lord. Spenser.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Keep this remembrance for thy Julia's sake.
Shak.
Something to be remembered counsel admonition; instruction.
[06i.]
Shak.
6. Power of remembering
reach of personal knowledge period over which one's memory extends.
5.

;

;

;

;

Thee

I have heard relating what was done
Ere my remembrance.
Milton.
Syn. Recollection; reminiscence. See Memoky.
Re-mem'bran-Cer (-bran-ser), n. 1. One who, or
that which, serves to bring to, or keep in, mind ; a memento ; a memorial a reminder.
Premature consolation is but the remembrancer of sorrow.

—

;

Ye

that are the lord's remembrancers.

Tsa. Ixii.

Goldsmith.
6 (Rev. Ver.).

A term

applied in England to several officers, having various functions, their duty originally being to bring
certain matters to the attention of the proper persons at
the proper time. " The remembrancer of the lord treasurer in the exchequer."
Bacon.
2.

Re-mem'O-rate

(-o-rat), v.

of rememorari.
See
by means of memory

;

rememoralus, p. p.
To recall something

[L.

i.

Remember.]
to remember.

Re-mem'O-ra-tive

Bryskett.
lObs.]
n.
[F. rememoration,
recalling by the faculty of mem[Ofo.
i?.]
Bp. Montagu.
(re-mSm'S-ra-tiv), a. Tending or

A

&

serving to remind. [iJ.]
Rem'e-nant (rSm'e-nant), n.

Re-mer'cle

(re-mer's^), V.

1

A remnant.
t.

+

\_Obs.'\

re- re-

)

;

Some other

state of existence of which
ously conscious, and are now reminiscent.

reminding one of

we have been

gation.
2. The

previSir W. Hamilton.

Rem'i-nis'cent (rSm'i-nls'sent), re. One who is addicted to indulging, narrating, or recording reminiscences.
Rem'i-nis-cen'tial (-nis-sen'shol), a. Of or pertaining to reminiscence, or remembrance.
Sir T. Browne.
Rem'1-ped (rSm't-pSd), a. [L. remus oar -\- pes, pedis, foot cf. F. remipede.]
(Zool.) Having feet or legs
that are used as oars ;
said of certain crustaceans and
:

—

insects.

(Zool.) (a) An animal having limbs
like oars, especially one of certain crustaceans,
(b) One
of a group of aquatic beetles having tarsi adapted for

Rem'i-ped,

swimming.

n.

Wateb

See

beetle.

&

\_imp.
R_e-mise' (re-mlz'), V. t.
p. p. Remised
(-mizd') p. pr.
vb. n. Remising.]
[F. remise delivery, surrender, fr. remettre to put back, deliver, L. remittere.
See Remit.] To send, give, or grant back to
release a claim to to resign or surrender by deed ; to
return.
Blackstone.
Re-mlse', n. (Law)
giving or granting back ; surrender return release, as of a claim.
Re-miss' (re-mis'), a. [L. remissus, p. p. of remittere to send back, relax. See Remit.]
Not energetic
or exact in duty or business ; not careful or prompt in
fulfilling engagements ; negligent ; careless
tardy behindhand lagging ; slack ; hence, lacking earnestness
or activity languid slow.
Thou never wast remiss, I bear thee witness. Milton.
These nervous, bold those languid and remiss. Roscommon.
Its motion becomes more languid and rejniss.
Woodward.

&

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pref.

She him remercied as the patron of her

life.

Spenser.

Syn. — Slack
neglectful

dilatory slothful negligent ; careless
inattentive ; heedless thoughtless.

;

;

;

;

;

Re-miss',

To merge

Re-merge'

(re-merj'), V. i.
in the general Soul."

" EeTennyson.

again.

&

Re-meve' (re-mev'), Re-mewe' (re-mii'), V. t.
i.
To remove. [06i.]
Chaucer.
Rem'i-form (rem'i-fSrm), a. [L. remus oar -|- -form.]
Shaped like an oar.
Rem'l-ges (rem'I-jez), n.pl.
II

The act of being remiss;

n.

inefficiency;

Puttenham.
" Bemisses oi laws."
Re-miss'ful (-ful), a. Inclined to remit punishment
lenient; clement.
Drayton.
Re-miS'Si-bll'1-ty (re-mts'sI-bil'T-ty), re. The state
or quality of being remissible.
Jer. Taylor.
Re-mls'Sl-ble (re-mTs'sI-b'l), a. [L. remissibilis : cf
See Remit.] Capable of being remitted
Feltham.

F. remissible.
or forgiven.

Re-mis'sion (re-mTsh'un), n. [F. remission, L. remissio.
See Remit.] 1. The act of remitting, surrendering, resigning, or giving up.
2. Discharge from that which is due relinquishment
of a claim, right, or obligation
pardon of transgression
release from forfeiture, penalty, debt, etc.
This is my blood of the new testament, which is shed for
many for the remission of sins.
Matt. xxvi. 28.
;

;

That

;

plea, therefore,
rejnission.

.

.

.

[L. remex, -igis, an oarsman.]
of the wings of a bird.

sing.

{Zool.)

Milton.

Diminution of intensity abatement relaxation.
(Med. ) A temporary and incomplete subsidence of
;

;

the force or violence of a disease or of pain, as distinguished from intermission, in which the disease completely leaves the patient for a time ; abatement.
[i?.]
Stackhouse.
5. The act of sending back,
6. Act of sending in payment, as money
remittance.
[L. remissivus.
Re-mis'slve (re-mTs'sTv), a.
See
Remit.] Remitting forgiving ; abating.
Bp. Hacket.
Re-miss'ly (re-mis'iy), adv. In a remiss or negligent manner carelessly.
Re-miss'neSB, n. Quality or state of being remiss.
Re-mis'SO-ry (re-mis's6-ry), a. Serving or tending
" A sacrito remit, or to secure remission remissive.
Latimer.
fice expiatory or remissory."
Re-mit' (re-mif), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Remitted;
[L.
remitlere,
remissum,
pr.
vb.
Remitting.]
71.
p.
to send back, to slacken, relax pref. re- re- -|- mittere
to send.
See Mission, and cf. Remise, Remiss.] 1. To
send back to give up ; to surrender to resign.
In this case the law remits him to his ancient and more certain
;

;

&

&

quill feathers

;

;

to return.
Boyle.
Rem'i-gra'tion (rem'T-gra'shiin), n. Migration back
to the place from which one came.
Sir M. Hale.
Re-mind' (re-mind'), V. t. To put (one) in mind of
something to bring to the remembrance of ; to bring to
the notice or consideration of (a person).
When flge itself, which will not be defied, shall begin to arrest,
seize, and remind us of our mortality.
South.
;

;

Re-mind'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, reminds that which serves to awaken remembrance.
Re-mind'ful (-ful), a. Tending or adapted to remind
careful to remind.

Southey.
[F. reminis-

Rem'i-nis'cence (rem'T-nls'sens), n.
cence, L. reminiscentia.]
1. The act or power of recalling past experience
the state of being reminiscent
;

;

memory.

The

other part nf memory, called reminiscence, which is the
retrieving of a thing at present forgot, or but confusedly re-

membered.
I forgive

Blackstone.

right.

In grievous and inhuman crimes, offenders should be remitted

Hayward.

The prisoner was
2.

To

restore.

South.

your want of reminiscence, since

you.

it is

long since I saw
Sir W. Scott.

Dryden.

remitted to the guard.

.

.

4. To send off or away
hence (a) To refer or direct
"Remitting
(one) for information, guidance, help, etc.
:

;

them ... to the works of Galen." Sir T. Elyot. (b)
To submit, refer, or leave (something) for judgment or
decision.
"Whether the counsel be good 1 remit it to
Sir T. Elyot.

the wise readers."
5.
6.

To
To

relax in intensity : to make less violent
So willingly doth God remit his ire.

forgive

Whose

;

to pardon

;

;

recollection

;

;

;

a
a

as, pleasing or painful reminiscences.

Syn. — Remembrance;

See Memory.
Rem'i-nls'cen-cy (-sen-sj), n. Reminiscence. [OAj.]
Rem'l-nis'cent (-sent), a. [L. reminiscens, -entis,'p.
pr. of reminisci to recall to mind, to recollect
pref.
recollection.

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

obtains possession of property under a defective title, to
his rights under some valid title by virtue of which he
might legally have entered into possession only by suit.
Bonvier.
Re-mit'tl-tur (-tt-tiir), n. [L., (it) is remitted.]
(Law) (a)
remission or surrender,
remfHiViw (?omnum being a remission of excess of damages, (b) A sending back, as when a record is remitted by a superior to
II

Milton.

to remove.

soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them.
John XX.

23.

as, to remit
7. To refrain from exacting or enforcing
the performance of an obligation. "The sovereign was
undoubtedly competent to remit penalties." Macaiday.
Syn. To relax release abate relinquish forgive
;

—

pardon

;

;

;

;

;

;

absolve.

To

abate in force or in violence to
grow less intense to become moderated to abate to
relax
as, a fever remits ; the severity of the weather

Re-mit',

"•

i.

1.

;

;

;

;

remits.
2. To send

Addison.
money, as in payment.
Re-mlt'ment (-ment), n. The act of remitting, or the
state of being remitted ; remission.
Disavowing the remitment of Claudius.
Milton.

Re-mit'tal (-tol), n. A remitting a giving up surrender as, the remittal of the first fruits.
Swift.
;

;

;

final,

all

;

eve,

—

A

an inferior court.
Re-mit'tor (-t8r), n.
tance

Wharton.

(Law) One who makes a remit-

a remitter.

;

Re-mix'

(re-mlks'), v.

To mix again

t.

or repeatedly.

Rem'nant (rem'nant), a. [OF. remanant, p. pr. of
remanoir, remaindre. See Remanent, Remain.] Remaining yet left. [iJ.] " Because of the remrea)!/ dregs
;

Fuller.

of his disease.

And
To

quiet dedicate her remnant life
the just duties of an humble wife.

Prior,
n.
[OF. remanant.
See Remnant, a.]
1. That which remains after a part is removed, destroyed, used up, performed, etc.
residue.
Chaucer.

Rem'nant,

;

The remnant that are
The remnant of my

To

A

2.
bit

;

left

of the captivity.
a length

J\^eh.

i.

3.

tale is of

your patience.
small portion a slight trace
tire

;

;

Dryden.
a fragment a little
;

a scrap.

Some odd quirks and remnants of wit.
(Com.) An unsold end of piece goods, as

3.

Shak.
cloth, rib-

bons, carpets, etc.

Syn. — Residue; rest; remains; remainder.
Re-mod'el (re-m5d'gl), V. t. To model or fashion
anew to change the form of.
;

The corporation had been remodeled. Macaulay.
Re-mod'1-fi-oa'tion (-T-iT-ka'shQn), re. The act of remodifying the state of being remodified.
Re-mod'i-fy (re-mSd'T-fi), V. t. To modify again or
;

anew

to reshape.
Ire.
[F.] A kind of
R6'mo'lade' (ra'mS'lad'),
piquant sauce or
R^'mou'lade' (ra'moo'lad'), (
salad dressing resembling mayonnaise.
(re-mold'), v. t. To mold or shape anew
Re-mold'
Re-mould' ) or again to reshape.
Re-mol1ient (re-m5I'yent or -li-ent), a. [L. remolliens, p. pr. of remollire to mollify
cf. F. remoUient.
See MoLLiENT.] MoUifymg softening, [i?.]
(re-mun'e-tl-za'shtin
or -mBn'-),
Re-mon'e-ti-za'tion
re.
The act of remonetizing.
Re-mon'e-tize (-tlz), v. t. To restore to use as money as, to remonetize silver.
Re-mon'strance (-mSn'strans), re. [Cf. OF. remonstrance, F. remontrance.
See Remonstrate.] 1. The
act of remonstrating as (a) A pointing out manifestation; proof; demonstration.
\_Obs.]
would not rather
You may marvel why I
Make rash remonstrance of my hidden power
Than let him be so lost.
Shak.
(b) Earnest presentation of reasons in opposition to
something ; protest expostulation.
2. (R. C. Ch.) Same as Monstrance.
;

II

I

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

.

.

.

;

Re-mon'Strant

(-strant), a. [LL. remonslrans, -antis,
remonstrare : cf. OF. remonstrant, F. remonInclined or tending to remonstrate expostulaurging reasons in opposition to something.

p. pr. of

Irant.]

tory

;

;

Re-mon'Strant,

One who remonstrates

re.

specific-

;

one of the Arminians who remonstrated against the attacks of the Calvinists in 1610, but
were subsequently condemned by the decisions of the
Synod of Dort in 1618. See Aeminian.
Re-mon'strant-ly, adv. In a remonstrant manner.
pi. p. RemonRe-mon'strate (-strat), v. t. [imp.
strated (-stra-ted); 7). pr.
vb. re. Remonstrating.]
[LL. remonstratus, p. p. of remonstrare to remonstrate ;
L. pref. remonstrare to show. See Monster.]
To
point out ; to show clearly ; to make plain or manifest
Jer. Taylor.
hence, to prove ; to demonstrate. [Obs.]

event,

6nd,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

&

&

+

I will remonstrate to

to abate.

;

That which is remembered, or recalled to mind
statement or narration of remembered experience
2.

Re-mit'ter (-ter), n. 1. One who remits. Specifically
(a) One who pardons,
(b) One who makes remittance.
2. (Law) 'The sending or placing back of a person to
a title or right he had before ; the restitution of one who

ally (Eccl. Hist.),

[Obs.]

The archbishop was
remitted to his liberty. Hayward.
3. (Com.) To transmit or send, esp. to a distance, as
money in payment of a demand, account, draft, etc.
as, he remitted the amount by mail.

;

remembrance

;

.

Rem'i-grate (rgm'I-grator re-mi'grat 277), v. i. [L.
See Re-, and Mighate.] To migrate again

remigrare.
to go back

;

Remex (re'mgks).
The

;

;

Remittent fever (Med. ), a fever in which the symptoms
temporarily abate at regular intervals, but do not wholly
cease. See Malarial fever, under Malarial.

II

Will gain thee no
3.
4.

to their prince.
;

Re-mit'tent (re-mTt'tent), a. [L. remittens, p. pr.
Remitting characterized by remiscf. F. remittent.]
sion
having remissions.

[06s.]

failure.

;

merging

sum or thing remitted.
Addison.
Re-mit'tee' (re-mlt'te'), re. (Com.) One to whom a
remittance is sent.

;

;

[F. remercier

OF. mercier to thank, from
See Mercy.] To thank. {Pbs.\

Re-mer'cy
OF. & F. merci.

having remembrance

;

Ti

Re-mlt'tance (re-mlt'tans), re. 1. The act of transmitting money, bills, or the like, esp. to a distant place,
as in satisfaction of a demand, or in discharge of an obli-

;

Re-mem'o-ra'tlon (-ra'shun),
or L. rememoratio.']
ory; remembrance.

ing to mind
something.

;:;

;

REMONSTRATIVE

re- re- -f- a word akin to mens mind, memini I remember. See Mind.] Recalling to mind, or capable of recall-

;

Re-mem'brance
1.

"

;
.;

you the

third door.

B. Jonson.

Re-mon'strate, v. i. To present and urge reasons in
opposition to an act, measure, or any course of proceedings; to expostulate; as, to remonstrate with a person
regarding his habits to remonstrate against proposed
taxation.
It is a proper business of a divine to state cases of conscience,
and to remonstrate against any growing corruptions in practice,
Waterland.
and especially in principles.
;

Syn.

—

Expostulate, Remonstrate.

These words

are commonly interchangeable, the principal difference
being that expostulate is now used especially to signify
remonstrance by a superior or by one in authority. A
son remonstrates against the harshness of a father a
father expostulates with his son on his waywardness.
Sahjects remonstrate with their rulers; sovereigns expostulate mth the parliament or the people.
;

Re'mon-Stra'tion (re'mon-stra'shiin),
remonstration, LL. remonstrntio.]
strating remonstrance.
\_R.]

idea,

ill

;

old,

;

OF.
remon-

[Cf.

of

Todd.

Having the
a.
expressing remonstrance.

Re-mon'Stra-tlve (re-mSn'stra-tlv),
character of a remonstrance

n.

The act

;

obey, orb, odd

I

"

;;
:;

EEMONSTRATOR
Re-mon'Stra-tor (re-mSn'stra-ter),
monstrates a remonstrant.

cease to be ; to take away
hence, to banish ; to destroy ; to put an end to to kill ; as, to remove a disease.
" King Richard thus )e7«ot)e(f.
Shak.
3. To dismiss or discharge from office ; as, the President removed many postmasters.

re-

—

;

applied to a
which bloom more than once
in a season ; the hybrid perpetual roses, of which the
Jacqueminot is a well-known example.
Re-mon'toir' (re-m8N'twar' E. re-mon'tw5f), re.
[F.] (^Horology) See under Escapeuent.

^ff^ See the Note under Remove, v. i.
Re-move' (re-moov'), V. i. To change place in any
manner, or to make a change in place to move or go
from one residence, position, or place to another.

;

II

Rem'O-ra

;

(rem'6-ra), re.
[L.
cf.
F. remora.']
1. Delay ; obstacle ; hindrance.
[06.s.]
Milton.
2. {Zobl, ) Any one of several species of fishes belonging to Echeneis, Eemora, and allied genera. Called
also sucking fish.
II

:

Till

Birnam wood remove

to

Dunsinane,

1 can not taint with fear.

S/iak.

d®^ The verb remove, in some of its applications, is
synonymous with move, but not in all. Thus we do not
apply remove to a mere change of posture, without a
change of place or the seat of a thing. A man moves his
head when he turns it, or his iinger when he bends it, but
he does not remove it. Remove usually or always denotes
a change of place in a body, but we never apply it to a

We

a Remora

regular, continued course or motion.
never say the
wind or water, or a ship, removes at a certain rate by^the
hour ; but we say a ship was removed from one place in a
harbor to another. Alove is a generic term, including the
sense of remove, which is more generally applied to a
change from one station or permanent position, stand, or
seat, to another station.

(.Echeneis naucrates), clinging to a Sand Shark (6)
Drawn from living specimens.

iCarcharias UttoruUs).

11^°"

The

anterior dorsal fin

converted into a large

is

Bucking disk, having two transverse rows of lamellae,
situated on the top of the head. They adhere firmly to
sharks and other large fishes and to vessels by this curious sucker, letting go at will. The pegador, or remora
of sharks {Echeneis naucrates), and tne swordfish remora (Remora brachypiera), are common American species.
3. {Surg.) An instrument formerly in use, intended

Re-move', re. 1. The act of removing ; a removal.
This place should be at once both school and university, not
needing a remove to any other house of scholarship.
Milton.
And drags at each remove a lengthening chain. Goldsmith.
2. The transfer of one's business, or of one's domestic
belongings, from one location or dwelling house to anin the United States usually called a move.
other ;
It is an English proverb that three removes are as bad as a
fire.
J. H. Sewman.
3. The state of being removed.
Locke.
4. That which is removed, as a dish removed from
table to make room for something else.
5. The distance or space through which anything is
removed ; interval ; distance ; stage ; hence, a step or
degree in any scale of gradation ; specifically, a division
in an English public school ; as, the boy went up two re-

—

to retain parts in their places.

JDunglison.
Rem'o-rate (-rat), v. t. [L. remoratus, p. p. of remorari; pref. »e- remorari to delay.] To hinder; to
delay.
\_Obs.'\
Johnson.
Re-mord' (re-m6rd'), V. t. [L. remordere to bite
again, to torment : cf. F. remordre. See Remobse.] To
excite to remorse ; to rebuke.
[_Obs.'\
Skelton.

+

Re-mord', ?;. i. To feel remorse. \_Obs.'] SirT.Elyot.
Re-mord'en-cy (-en-sj), re. Remorse compunction
;

compassion. [06s.]
Killingbeck.
Re-morse' (re-mors'), re. [OE. remors, OF. remors,
F. remords, LL. remorsus, fr. L. remordere, remorsum,
to bite again or back, to torment pref. re- re- -f- mordere to bite. See Mohsel.] 1. The anguish, like gnawing pain, excited by a sense of guilt
compunction of
conscience for a crime committed, or for the sins of one's
past life. "Nero will be tainted with remorse."
Shak.
2. Sympathetic sorrow pity compassion.
Curse on the unpardoning prince, whom tears can draw
To no remorse.
Dryden.
But evermore it seem'd an easier thing

moves

to strike

regret

;

;

in relationship

;

a cousin

as,

once removed.

— Re-mov'ed-nes3 (re-moov'Sd-ngs), n.

Shak.
a remover
of landmarks.
Bacon.
Re-mu'a-ble (re-mu'A-b'l), a. [F.] That may be removed removable. [06s.]
Gower.
Re-mue' (re-mu'), V. t. [F. remuer. See Mew to
molt.] To remove.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
Re-mu'gl-ent (re-mu'jl-ent), a. [L. remugiens, p. pr.
of 7-emugire. See Mugient.J Rebellowing. Dr. H. More.
[See RemuRe-mu'ner-a-ble (re-mu'ner-a-b'l), a.
nerate.] Admitting, or worthy, of remuneration.
Be-mn'ner-a-bll'i-ty (re-mu'ner-a-bil'I-t5f), re.

Re-mov'er

her dead. Tennyson.
grief ; com;

See Compunction.

Re-morsed'

by degrees

4. Distant

anguish

;

Addison.

legislator.

2. Dismissed from office.
3. Distant in location remote. " Something finer than
you could purchase in so removed a dwelling."
Shak.

;

At once without remorse

— Compunction

remove from a

6. {Far.) The act of resetting a horse's shoe.
Swift.
Re-moved' (re-moovd'), a. 1. Changed in place.

;

SjTi.
passion.

last year.

A freeholder is but one

;

;

One who removes

(-er), n.

;

as,

a.

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

&

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

&

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

II

:

;

—

;

.

art, in literature,

.

.

;

—

r^de,

tyll,

77

iip,

Urn

;

pity

;

food, fo~ot

;

out, oil

;

and

in physics,
Ai-nold.

M.

fruits.

Re-nas'cen-cy (-sen-s^), n. State of being renascent.
Re-nas'cent (-sent), a. [L. renascens, p. pr. of renasci
to be born again pref. re- re- -f- nasci to be born. See
Nascent.] 1. Springing or rising again into being be;

;

ing born again, or reproduced.
2. See Benaissant.

Re-nas'ci-ble (-si-b'l), a. [LL. renascibilis, from L.
renasci to be born again.] Capable of being reproduced
able to spring again into being.
Re-nate' (re-naf), a. [L. renatus, p. p. of renasci.]
Born again ; regenerate ; renewed. [06s.] Beau.
Fl.
Re-nav'1-eate (re-nSv'i-gat), v. t. To navigate again.
Re-nay' (re-na'), V. t. [OP. render, P. renier ; L.
pref. re- re- -\- negare to deny.
See Renegade.] To
deny; to disown. [06s.]
[P.]
Ren-con'tre (rgn-kSn'ter ; F. raN'kdN'tr'), re.
Same as Rencounter, re.
Ren-COUn'ter (rSn-koun'ter), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Rencountered (-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Rencountering.] [F.
rencontrer ; pref. »'e- -f- OP. erecore^rer to encounter. See
Encounter.] 1. To meet unexpectedly ; to encounter.
2. To attack hand to hand.
Spenser.
[06s.]
Ren-COUn'ter, v. i. To meet unexpectedly: to encounter in a hostile manner ; to come in collision to
skirmish.
Ren-coun'ter, re. [P. rencontre, from rencontrer to
meet.] X. A meeting of two persons or bodies ; a collision ; especially, a meeting in opposition or contest ; a
combat, action, or engagement.
The justling chiefs in rude rencounter join. Granville.
2.
casual combat or action; a sudden contest or
fight without premeditation, as between individuals or
small parties.
The confederates should . outnumber the enemy in all rencounters and engagements.
Addison.

&

&

;

A

.

.

Syn. — Combat

Rend

fight

;

conflict

;

(rSnd), v.

&p.

[imp.

t.

collision

;

Rent

p.

clash.

;

(rSnt)

;

p. pr,

&

Rending.] [AS. rendan, hrendan ; cf. OFries. renda, randa, Fries, renne to cut, rend, Icel. hrinda to push,
thrust, AS. hrindan ; or cf. Icel. rsena to rob, plunder,
Ir. rannaim to divide, share, part, W. rhanu. Armor.
ranna.] 1. To separate into parts with force or sudden
violence to tear asunder to split to burst
as, powder rends a rock in blasting lightning rends an oak.
The dreadful thunder
Doth rend the region.
Shak,
vb.

re.

;

;

;

;

;

To part or

tear ofl forcibly ; to take away by force.
Dryden.
An empire from its old foundations rent.
I will surely rend the kingdom from thee. 1 Kings xi. 11.
rap and rend. See under Rap, v. t., to snatch.

2.

To

Syn.

— To

fracture

tear

crack

;

Rend,

cbair

;

eo

;

sing,

V. i.

separate

;

;

;

burst

;

break ; rupture

;

lacerate

split.

To be rent or torn

;

to

become parted to
;

Jer. Taylor.

to split.

Rend'er
Ren'der

(-er),

One who rends.
[imp. & p. p. Rendered

[Prom Rend.]

re.

(rSu'der),

V.

t.

&

[P. rendre, LL.
(-derd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Rendering.]
rendere, fr. L. reddere; pref. red-, re-, re- -\- dare to
give.
See Date time, and cf. Reddition, Rent.] 1. To
return ; to pay back ; to restore.
Whose smallest minute lost, no riches render may. Spenser,
2. To inflict, as a retribution to requite.
I will render vengeance to mine enemies. Deut. xxxii. 41.
3. To give up ; to yield ; to surrender.
I *11 make her render up her page to me.
Shak.
4. Hence, to furnish ; to contribute.
Logic rejtders its daily service to wisdom and virtue. I. Watts.
5. To furnish ; to state ; to deliver ; as, to render an
;

account
6.

;

to render judgment.

To cause to be, or to become as, to render a person
safe or more unsafe
to render a fortress secure.
To translate from one language into another as,
;

more
7.

;

;

to render Latin into English.
8. To interpret ; to set forth, represent, or exhibit ; as,
an actor renders his part poorly ; a singer renders a passage of music with great effect ; a painter renders a scene
in a felicitous manner.
He did render him the most unnatural
That lived amongst men.
Shak.
9. To try out or extract (oil, lard, tallow, etc.) from
fatty animal substances as, to render tallow.
10. To plaster, as a wall of masonry, without the use
;

of lath.

Ren'der, v. i. 1. To give an account ; to make explanation or confession. [06s.]
2. {Naut.) To pass; to run;
said of the passage of
a rope through a block, eyelet, etc. as, a rope renders
well, that is, passes freely also, to yield or give way.

—

;

;

Totten.

Ren'der,

:

unite,

Coleridge.

produced such splendid

;

use,

re-

to.

;

;

;

new name

varied.

2. Same as Renaissance.
The Renascence
which in

;

;

;

is

;

;

;

Both

(Anat.)

a.

give a

—

A

;

—

;

To

Ren'axd (reu'erd), re. [F. renard the fox, the name
of the fox in a celebrated epic poem, and of German origin, G. Beinhard, OHG. Beginhart, properly, strong in
counsel ; regin counsel (akin to Goth, ragin) -\- hart
hard. See Hard.]
fox ;
so called in fables or familiar tales, and in poetry.
[Written also reynard."]
Ren'ard-ine (-in), a. Of or pertaining to Renard, the
fox, or the tales in which Renard is mentioned.
Re-nas'cence (re-nSs'sens), n. [See Renascent, and
cf. Renaissance.]
1. The state of being renascent.
Read the Phoenix, and see how the single image of renascence

;

;

;

nal and portal. See Portal.
Re-name' (re-nam'), V. t.

;

Feeling remorse. [OJs.]
1. Full of remorse.
The full tide of remorseful passion had abated. Sir W. Scott.
Compassionate
feeling
2.
tenderly. \_Obs.']
Shak.
3. Exciting pity pitiable.
[06jt.]
Chapman.
Re-morse'ful-ly, adv.
Re-morse'ful-ness, re.
Re-morse'less, a. Being without remorse having
no pity hence, destitute of sensibility cruel insensiRe-mu'ner-ate (-at), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Remuneeable to distress; merciless.
" Bemorseless adversaries." [EBD (-a'tSd) p. pr.
[L. revb. n. Remuneratino.]
South. " With 7-emorseless cruelty." Milton.
muneratus, p. p. of remunerare, remunerari ; pref. 7-«-reUnpitying pitiless relentless unrelenting
Syn.
\- munerare, munerari, to give, present, from munus,
implacable merciless unmerciful savage cruel.
muneris, a gift, present. Cf. Munificent.] To pay an
Re-morse'less-ly, adv.
Re-morse'less-ness, re.
equivalent to for any service, loss, expense, or other sacRe-mote' (re-motp, a. {_Compar. Remoter (-er) su- rifice to recompense to requite as, to remunerate
perl. Remotest.]
[L. remotus, p. p. of removere to re- men for labor.
move. See Remove.] \. Removed to a distance not
Syn. To reward recompense compensate satisfy
near far away distant ;
said in respect to time or to requite repay ; pay reimburse.
place ; as, reinote ages ; remote lands.
Re-mu'ner-a'tlon (-a'shfin), n. [L. remuneratio : cf
Places remote enough are in Bohemia.
Shak, F. remuneration.']
1. The act of remunerating.
Remote from men, with GoTi he passed his days. Parnell.
2. That which is given to remunerate
an equivalent
2. Hence, removed ; not agreeing, according, or be- given, as for services, loss, or sufferings.
Shak.
in various figurative uses.
ing related
Specifically
Syn.
Reward recompense compensation pay
" All these proposi(a) Not agreeing
alien
foreign.
payment
repayment
requital.
; satisfaction
tions, how remote soever from reason." Locke.
(J) Not
Re-mu'ner-a-tive (re-mu'ner-a-tiv), a. [Cf. F. remunearly related not close as, a remote connection or con" Wherever the neratif.'] Affording remuneration as, a remunerative
sanguinity, (c) Separate abstracted.
Remind places itself by any thought, either amongst, or payment for services a remunerative business.
remote from, all bodies." Locke, {d) Not proximate mu'ner-a-tive-ly, adv.— Re-mu'ner-a-tlve-ness, n.
[Cf. F. remuneraRe-mu'ner-a-tO-ry (-to-r^), a.
or acting directly primary; distant. " From the effect
Johnson.
toire.']
Remunerative.
to the remotest cause."
Gi-anville.
(e) Not obvious or
[Pref. re- -\i.
Re-mur'mur (re-mflr'mur), V. t.
striking as, a remote resemblance.
murmur: cf. L. remurmurare.'] To murmur again ; to
3. [Bot.) Separated by intervals greater than usual.
utter back, or reply, in murmurs.
Re-mote'ly, adv.
Re-mote'ness, n.
The trembling trees, in every plain and wood.
Re-mo'tion (re-mo'shiSn), re. [L. remotio. See RePope.
Her fate remurmw to the silver flood.
Move.] 1. The act of removing removal. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Ren (rSn), v. t. & i. See Renne. [06s.]
This remolion of the duke and her
Is practice only.
Chaucer.
stiak.
Ren, n. A run. [06s.]
2. The state of being remote
Ren'a-ble (r8n'4-b'l), a. [OF. resnable.] Reasonable
remoteness. [iJ.]
"Most renable of tongue."
[06s.]
The whitish gleam [of the stars] was the mask conferred by also, loquacious.
the enormity of their remotion.
Piers Plowman.
Chaucer.
J)e Quincey.
Ren'a-bly, adv. [06s.]
Re-mould' (re-mold'), v. t. See Remold.
Re-nais'sance' (F. re-nS'saNs' E. re-nas'snns), re.
A
[F., fr. renaitre to be born again.
Cf. Renascence.]
Re-mount' (re-mounf), v. t. & i. To mount again.
Re-mount', re. The opportunity of, or things neces- new birth, or revival. Specifically (a) The transitional
sary for, remounting ; specifically, a fresh horse, with movement in Europe,' marked by thf revival of classical
his equipments as, to give one a remount.
learning and art in Italy in the 15tli century, and the
Re-mov'a-ble (re-moov'4-b'l), a. Admitting of being similar revival following in other countries. (6) The
removed. ^Ij/Zjife.
style of art which prevailed at this epoch.
Re-mov'a-Wl'l-ty (-4-bTl'I-t^), n.
Re-mov'al (-al), n. The act of removing, or the state
The Renaissance was rather the last stage of the Middle A^es,
emerging from ecclesiastical and feudal despntisin. developing
of being removed.
was original in modiajval ideas by the light of classic arts
Re-move' (re-moov'), V. I. [imp. & P- p. Removed what
and letters.
J. A. Si/innmls {Encyc. Bril.).
(-moovd') p. pr. & vb. re. Removing.] [OP. removoir,
Re-nals'sant (re-nas'sant), a. Of or pertaining to the
remouvoir, li. removere, remotum; pref. re- re-f mo- Renaissance.
vere to move. See Move.] 1. To move away from the
Re'nal (re'nol), a. [L. renalis, fr. rene: the kidneys
position occupied to cause to change place ; to displace
or reins cf. F. renal. See Reins.] {Anal.) Of or peras, to remove a building.
taining
to the kidneys in the region of the kidneys.
Tliou Shalt not remove thy neighbor's landmark. Deut. xix. 14.
Renal calcnlus (Med.), a concretion formed in the excreWhen we had dined, to prevent the ladies' leaving ub, I genpassages of the kidney. — Renal capsules or glands,
tory
erally ordered the table to be remaned.
Oolitsmith.
the suprarenal capsules. See under Capsule.
Renal
2. To cause to leave a person or thing; to cause to casts, Renal colic. (Med.) See under Cast, and CoLio.
(re-m8rst'), a.

Re-morse'ftll (-mSrs'f ul),

Re'nal-por'tal (re'nol-por'tal),

;

Bp. Burnet.

(^or/.) Rising again;

[F.]

(-tant), n.
class of roses

RENDER

1217
One who

re.

;

Re-mon'tant

;;

;
.;

re.

1.

A

surrender.

[06s.]

Shak.

2. A return ; a payniont of rent.
In those early times the king's household was supiwrtod by
specittc renders of corn and other victuals from the tenants of
the deniaiUB.

ink

An

3.
;

Skickslone.

account given

then, thin

;

;

boN

a statement.
;

zli

=x

[06s.]

in azure.

Shak.

;

;;;

RENDERABLE
Ren'der-a-ble (rSn'der-a-b'l),

N

Ren'der-er

(-er), n.

Capable of being

a.

One who

renders.
2. A vessel in which lard or tallow, etc., is rendered.
Ren'der-ing, n. The act of one who renders, or that
which is rendered. Specifically (a) A version ; translaLowth.
tion
as, the rendering of the Hebrew text.
(6) In art, the presentation, expression, or interpretation
of an idea, theme, or part, (c) The act of laying the first
coat of plaster on brickwork or stonework, {d) The coat
of plaster thus laid on. Givilt. (e) The process of trying
out or extracting lard, tallow, etc., from animal fat.
Ren'dez-VOUS (rSn'de-voo or raN'- 277), re. ; pi. Rendezvouses (ren'de-voo'zez). [Bare in the plural.] [F.
rendez-vous, properly, render yourselves, repair to a
place appointed for a meet1.
place. See Render.]
ing, or at which persons customarily meet.
An inn, the free rendezvous of all travelers. Sir W. Scott.
1.

:

;

O

;

A

P

2. Especially, the appointed place for troops, or for
fleet, to assemble ; also, a place for enlist-

the ships of a

ment.
The king appointed

his whole army to be drawn together to
Clwendon.
Marlborough.
Sprat.
3. A meeting by appointment.
Shak.
{Obs.']
4. Retreat refuge.
Ren'dez-vons (rgn'dS-vob or raN'- ; 277), v. i. limp.
rb. n. Rendezp. p. Rendezvoused (-vood) ; p. pr.
vousiNQ (-vob-Ing).] To assemble or meet at a particu-

a rendezvous

at

;

&

&

Q

lar place.

Ren'dez-VOUS,
place

v.

To bring together

t.

at a certain

Echard.
Capable

to cause to be assembled.

;

Rend'i-ble (rgnd'i-b'l),

[From Rend.]

a.

of being rent or torn.

[See Render.] Capable,
or admitthig, of being rendered.
Ren-di'tion (ren-dish'tin), re. [LL. rendere to render: cf. L. redditio. See Render, and cf. Reddition.]
1. The act of rendering ; especially, the act of surrender, as of fugitives from justice, at the claim of a foreign
government ; also, surrender in war.

Ren'di-ble (reu'di-b'l),

a.

men that suffered in cold blood after
Evelyn.
2. Translation ; rendering ; version.
This remlition of the word seems also most naturally to agree
With the genuine meaning of some other words in the same

The rest of these brave
articles of rendition.

Sonth.

verse.

A

kind of dynamite used
S.l
Ren'e-gade (rSn'e-gad), n. [Sp. renegade, LL. renegatits, f r. renegare to deny
L. pref. re- re- -{- negare to

Rend'rock' (rgnd'rSk'), n.

in blasting.

[fA.

;

See Negation, and

deny.

less to principle or party.

One

Runagate.]

cf.

Specifically

An

{a)

:

faith-

apostate

James

of religious faith.
regarded these renegades as the most serviceable
he could empio}'.
Macaulay.
who deserts from a military or naval post ; a de-

jiistly

(6) One
serter.

Arbuihnot. (c) A common vagabond a worthwicked fellow.
Ren'e-ga'dO (reu'e-ga'dS), re. [Sp.] See Renegade.
Ren'e-gat (rgn'e-gat), n. [See Runagate.] A rene;

less or

gade.

Chaucer.

lObs.']

A

Ren'e-ga'tion (ren'e-ga'shiin), n.
"Absolute renegation of Christ."
Re-nege' (re-nej' or re-neg'), v. i.
See Renegade. ] To deny to disown.

denial.

All Europe nigh (all sorts of rights reneged}
Against tlie truth and thee unholy leagued.

Sylvester.

Re-nege', v. i. 1. To deny. \_Obs.'\
2. {Card Playing) To revoke,
[i?.]
Re-nerve' (re-nerv'), v. t. To nerve again

new vigor to
Re-new'

[iJ.]

Milman.
[LL. renegare.
\_Obs.~\
Shak.

;

Shak.
;

to give

to reiuvigorate.

;

(re-nii'),

V.

&

limp.

t.

&

p. p.

;

reniform leaf.
Re-nl'tence (re-ni'tens),
Re-ni'ten-cy (-ten-sy),

1

reuitent

resistance

;

;

.

birds their notes renew.

spiritually

;

Milton.

to regenerate.

Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind. Horn. xii. 2.
Re-neW, v. i. To become new, or as new to grow
;

or begin again.

Re-new'a-bil'1-ty

(-a-bTl'T-ty),

state of being renewable,

Re-new'a-5)le

re.

The quality or

[i?.]

(re-nii'a-b'l), a.

Capable of being re-

newed as, a lease renewable at pleasure.
Re-new'al (-ol), re. The act of renewing,
;

of being renewed

Swift.
or the state

as, the renewal of a treaty.
Re-new'ed-ly, arfw. Again once more. [U. S-l
Re-new'ed-ness, re. The state of being renewed.
Re-new'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, renews.
Re-neye' (re-na'), v. t. [See Renajt.] To deny to
;

;

;

reject

;

to renounce.
\_Obs.~\
For he made every man reneye his law.

Reng
rank

;

(r5ng),re. [See
a row. [pbs.'\

A rung or round

Chaucer.

Rank, re.] 1. A
" In two renges

nest.

2. Persistently opposed.

Ren'ne (ren'ne), v, t. To plunder — only in the
phrase "to rape and renne.'" See mider Rap, v. t., to
;

Chaucer.
Chaucer.
runner.
Chaucer.
[OJi.]
Ren'ner (-ner), re. A
Ren'net (rSn'net), re. [F. rainetle, reinette, perhaps
fr. 7'aine a tree frog, L. rana, because it is spotted like
this kind of frog.
Cf. Ranunculus.]
{Bot.) A name
of many different kinds of apples.
Cf. Reinette.
snatch.

\_Obs.']

Ren'ne,

-)-

-form:

ale,

;

cf.

[L.
P. reniforme.1

cAre,

To

i.

run.

\_Obs.'\

3Iortimer.
Ren'net, re. [AS. rinnan, rennan, to run, cf. gerinnan to curdle, coagulate. Vll- See Run, v.'] The
inner, or mucous, membrane of the fourth stomach of
the calf, or other young ruminant also, an infusion or
preparation of it, used for coagulating milk. [Written
also runnet.~\
;

—

Cheese rennet. {Bot.) See under Cheese.
Rennet i&cmQntiP/iysiol. C//fi/rt.), a ferment, present in rennet and
in variable quantity in the gastric juice of most animals,
wliich has the power of curdling milk. The ferment
presumably acts by changing the casein of milk from a
soluble to an insoluble form.
Rennet stomach (Anal.),
the fourth stomach, or abomasum, of ruminants.

—

Ren'net-ed,

a.

Provided or treated with rennet,

" Pressed milk renneled."
Ren'net-lnK,

Ren'nlng

(Bot.)
(ren'ning), re.
re.

[i?.]

Chapman.

Same

as 1st Rennet.
See 2d Rennet. [OJs.]

Asses* milk is holden for to be thickest,
it instead of renning^ to turn milk.

and therefore they
Holland.

use

Re'no-mee' (ra'no-ma'), re.

[F. renommie.']

Renown.

Chaucer.
p. p. Re-

\_Obs.']

Re-nounce' (re-nouns'), V. t. [imp. &
nounced (-nounsf) p. pr. & vb. re. Renouncing (-noun';

[F. renoncer, L. renuniiare to bring back word,
annouuce, revoke, retract, renounce pref. re- re- -\nuntiare to announce, fr. nuncius, nuntius, a messenger.
See Nuncio, and cf. Renunciation.] 1. To de-

sTng).]

;

to reject or decline f ormaUy ; to refuse to
own or acknowledge as belonging to one to disclaim
as, to renounce a title to land or to a throne.
2. To cast off or reject deliberately ; to disown ; to
dismiss ; to forswear.
This world I do renounce, and in your sights
Shak.
Shake patiently my great affliction off.
clare against

;

3. (Card Playing) To disclaim having a card of (the
suit led) by playing a card of another suit.

To renounce probate (Law), to decline to act as the exMozley & W.
ecutor of a will.

—

Syn. To cast off disavow disown disclaim deny
abjure recant abandon forsake quit forego resign
Renounce, Abjure, Rerelinquish give up ; abdicate.
cant,
To renounce is to make an affirmative declaration of abandonment. To abjure is to renounce with, or
as with, the solemnity of an oath. To recant is to renounce or abjure some proposition previously affirmed
and maintained.
From Thebes my birth I own
. since no disgrace
Dryden.
Can force me to renounce the honor of my race.
;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

.

Either to die the death, or to abjure
Forever the society of man.
Ease would recant
Vows matie in pain, as violent and void.

Re-nounoe',

v.

i.

1.

To make

renunciation.

Shak.
Milton.

[06«.]

Having the

am, arm,

ask,

2. Report of nobleness or exploits praise.
This famous duke of Milan,
Of whom so often I have heard renown.
Shak.
[F. renommer to name
V. t.
(re-noim'),
Re-nown'
again, celebrate, make famous ; pref. re- re- -j- nommer
to name, L. nominare, fr. nomen a name. See Noun.]
To make famous ; to give renown to. [Ofo.]
Chapman,
For joy to hear me so renown his son.
Pope,
The bard whom pilfered pastorals 7-enown.
;

Re-nowned' (re-nound'), a. Famous ; celebrated
for great achievements, for distinguished qualities, or
" Some
for grandeur ; eminent as, a renowned king.
3Iilton.
renowned metropolis with glistering spires."
;

These were the renowned of the congregation. sVum. i. 61.
Syn. Famous; famed; distinguished; noted; eminent celebrated ; remarkable wonderful. See Famous.
Re-nown'ed-ly (re-noun'Sd-ly), adv. With renown.

—

;

;

One who

Re-nown'er (-er), re.
Re-nown'iul (-fyl),

gives renown.

Re-n0wn'l©8S,

fa-

;

Marston.

Without renown

a.

Rens'se-laer-ite

[JJ.]

Having great renown

a.

" Renox-nful Scipio."

mous.

(rens'se-ler-it),

inglorious.

;

{Min.)

re.

A

soft,

compact variety of talc, being an altered pyroxene. It is
often worked in a lathe into inkstands and other articles.

(rgnt), V. i.
To rant. [E. & Obs.] Hudibras.
Rent, imp. &p. p. of Rend.
1. An opening made by
Rent, re. [From Rend.]
rending a break or breach made by force a tear.

Rent

;

;

See what a rent the envious Casca made.

Shak*

2. Figuratively, a schism ; a rupture of harmony ; a
separation as, a rent in the church.
Syn. Fissure breach ; disrupture; rupture; tear;
dilaceratiou ; break fracture.
Chaucer.
Rent, V. t. To tear. See Rekd. [06s.]
;

—

;

;

[F. rente, LL. renta, fr. L. reddiia, fern,
sing, or neut. pi. of reddilus, p. p. of reddere to give back,
pay. See Render.]
1. Income
revenue. See Catel.
" Catel had they enough and rent."
Chaucer.
lObs.]
[Bacchus] a waster was, and all his rent
Gower,
In wine and bordel he dispent.
So bought an annual rent or two,
Pope.
And liv'd, just as you see I do.

Rent,

re.

;

Pay

reward share ; toll. [06s.]
Death, that taketh of high and low his rent. Chaucer,
3. {Law) A certain periodical profit, whether in money,
provisions, chattels, or labor, issuing out of lands and
tenements in payment for the use ; commonly, a certain
2.

;

;

pecuniary sum agreed upon between a tenant and his
landlord, paid ai fixed intervals by the lessee to the lessor, for the use of land or its appendages ; as, rent for a
farm, a house, a park, etc.

Ig^ The term re7it is also popularly applied to compensation for the use of certain personal chattels, as a
piano, a sewing machine, etc.
Forehand rent, rent
Black rent.
See BLACKMAIL, 3.
Rent arrear, rent in
which is paid in advance foregift.
Rent charge (Law),
arrears ; unpaid rent. Blackstone.
a rent reserved on a conveyance of land in fee simple, or
granted out of lands by deed
so called because, by a
covenant or clause in the deed of conveyance, the land is
charged with a distress for the payment of it. Bouvier.
Rent roll, a list or account of rents or income a rental.
Rent seek (Law), a rent reserved by deed, but without
any clause of distress; barren rent. A power of distress
was made incident to rent seek by Statute 4 George II.
c. 28. —Rent service (Eng. Law), rent reserved out of land
held by fealty or other corporeal service —so called from
such service being incident to it. —White rent, a quitrent
when paid in silver
opposed to black rent.
vb. n.
Rent, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Rented ; p. pr.
Renting.] [F. renter. See Rent, re.] 1. To grant the
possession and enjoyment of, for a rent ; to lease ; as,
the owner of an estate or house rents it.
2. To take and hold under an agreement to pay rent
as, the tenant rents an estate of the owner.
To be leased, or let for rent as, an esRent, V, i.
tate rents for five hundred dollars a year.
Rent'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being rented, or suit-

—
—
—

;

—

;

—
—

;

;

;

—
&

&

;

2.

He of my sons who fails to make it good,
By one rebelhous act renounces to my blood. Dryden.
{Law) To decline formally, as an executor or a

person entitled to letters of administration, to take out
probate or letters.
Dryden died without a will, and his widow having renounced,
W. D. Christie.
his son Charles administered on June 10.
Re-nounce', re. {Card Playing) Act of renouncing.

Re-nounce'ment (-ment), n. [Cf. F. renoncement.']
The act of disclaiming or rejecting renunciation. Shak.
Re-noun'cer (re-noun'ser), re. One who renounces.
;

[L. renovatus, p. p. of
(ren'6-vat), v. i.
renovare ; pref. re- re- -\- novare to make new, f r. novus

Ren'O-vate

new.

See New, and

cf.

Renew.]

To make over again

to restore to freshness or vigor to renew.
All nature feels the renovating force

Of winter.
Ren'O-va'tion (-va'shiln),

Thorrmon.

[L.
cf. F. renovaRen'O-va'tor (rSn'o-va'ter), re.
Foster.
teur.]
One who, or that which, renovates.
Re-nov'el (re-nSv'el), v. t. [F. renouveler to renew.]
Chaucer.
To renew to renovate. [06.^.]
Re-nov'el-ance (-ons), re. Renewal. [05.?.] Chaucer.
:

re.

Renown.

[06s.]

glory and renowme of the ancestors.
Rohynson {Morels Utopiaj.

exalted reputation derived from the extensive
praise of great achievements or accomplishments ; fame
celebrity ;
always in a good sense.
Nor enYj we
Thy great renown, nor grudge thy victory. Dryden.
;

—

final,

^U

;

eve,

event,

;

;

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

One who

Rent'er (rSnfer), n.

rents or leases an es-

— usually said of a lessee or tenant.

;

(rln'ter),

V.

[imp.

t.

&

p. p. Rentered

(-terd) p. pr. &vb.n. Rentering.]
[F. rentraire; L.
1- in into, in
pref. re- re
1. To
-f- trahere to draw.]
sew together so that the seam is scarcely visible ; to sew

—

;

re.

;

(re-noum'),

Rent'age (-ij), re. [Cf. OF. rentage.] Rent. [06s.]
Rent'al (-al), re. [LL. rentale, fr. renta. See Rent
income.] 1. A schedule, account, or list of rents, with
the names of the tenants, etc. a rent roll.
2. A sum total of rents ; as, an estate that yields a
rental of ten thousand dollars a year.
llRente (raNt),re. [F. See Rent income.] In France,
interest payable by government on indebtedness
the
bonds, shares, stocks, etc., which represent government
indebtedness.
Ren'ter

[L. renovatio: cf. F.
renovation.']
The act or process of renovating the
Thomson.
state of being renovated or renewed.
There is something inexpressibly pleasing in the annual renoRambler.
vation of the world.

Re-nowme'

able for renting.

tate

;

talked of

277), a.

senate,

v.

cf.

Reniform Leaf.

Ren'1-form (rgn'T-fSrm

+

;

;

Re-nowmed' (re-noumd'), a. Renowned. [Obs.']
Re-nown' (re-noun'), n. [F. renom. See Noun, and
Renown, v.] 1. The state of being much known and

of a ladder. [06^.]

Re-nld ' 1 - (1 - oa'tlon (re-ntd'i-f i-ka'shiin), re.
{Zool.) The act of rebuilding
ft

irritability

E. Darwin.

;

The

Chaucer.

renes kidneys

Sterne.

and

fibers of plants.

;

Chaucer.

fair."
2.

a

niti to struggle or strive cf. F. renitent.^
1. Resisting
pressure or the effect of it acting against impulse by
elastic force. " [Muscles] soft, and yet rereiierei. " Ray.

+

;

To make new

;

[Cf. F. renitence.'] The
state or o[uality of being

Re-nl'tent (-tent), a. [L. renitens, -entis, p. pr. of
renin to strive or struggle against, resist pref. re- re-

;

6. {Theol.)

)

a reniform mineral

reluctance.

;

aud motionless

to the cold

;

;

The

as,
re.

We find a renitency in ourselves to ascribe life

Renewed

vb. n. Renewing.]
[Pref. renew.
; p. pr.
Cf. Renovate.]
1. To make new again
to restore to
freshness, perfection, or vigor to give new life to ; to
rejuvenate ; to reestablish ; to recreate to rebuild.
In such a night
Medea gathered the enchanted herbs
That did renew old .^son.
Shak.
2. Specifically, to substitute for (an old obligation or
right) a new one of the same nature
to continue in
force to make again ; as, to reneto a lease, note, or patent.
3. To begin again ; to recommence.
The last great age . . renews its finished course. Dryden.
4. To repeat ; to go over again.
(-niid')

form or shape of a Sidney

;

from Christianity or from any form
tools that

RENUNCIATION
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rendered.

;;

up with skill and nicety to finedraw.
2. To restore the original design of, by working
warp
said with reference to tapestry.
;

;

—

in

new

Ren'ter-er (-er), re. One who renters.
Ren'tier' (raN'tya'), re. [F. See 5th Rent.] One
who has a fixed income, as from lands, stocks, or the
II

like.

Re-nu'mer-ate (re-nu'mer-at), V. t. [L. remimeratus,
renumerare to count over, count up pref.
numerare to count. See Numerate.] To re-

p. p. of
re- re-

;

+

count.

or -shT-a'shiin
[Cf F. renonciation, L. renuntiatio an annoimceSee Renounce.] 1. The act of renouncing.
2. (Law) Formal declination to take out letters of
administration, or to assume an office, privilege, or right.

Re-nun'ol-a'tion (re-nun'st-a'shun

277),

re.

.

ment.

Syn. — Renouncement; disownment disavowal; disavowment disclaimer rejection abjuration recanta*
tion denial abandonment relinquishment.
;

;

;

;

;

idea,

SI

;

;

;

old,

obey, orb, 5dd

;

;

;

;;;

;

;

;

-j-

"* 'Hi i"'o
reverse.

+ versare,

To

v.

inteus. fr. vertere to

[06*.]

;

Speriser,
Whose shield he bears renverst.
Ren'ver's6' (raN'var'Ren-verse' (rgn-vers'), or
[F. renverse, p. p.] (Her.) Reversed; set with
8a'), a.
the head downward; turned contrary to the natural

;

;

amends

Re-par'el (-§1), n. [Cf. Reapparel.] A change of
a second or different suit. {Obs.] Beau. & Ft.
Rep'ar-tee' (rSp'ar-te'), re. [F. repartie, fr. repariir
to reply, depart again; pref. re- re--\-partir to part,
depart. See Part.] A smart, ready, and witty reply.
Cupid was as bad as he
Prior.
Hear but the youngster's repartee.
Syn.
Retort reply. See Retort.
Rep'ar-tee', v. i. limp. & p. p. Reparteed (-ted')
vb. n. Reparteeing.]
To make smart and
p. pr.

Bacon.
"Not dismissing or rerevoj/tn^ her."
Ren-voy', n. [F. renvoi.'] A sending back. [Obs.]
Re'Ob-tain' (re'ob-tan'), V. t. To obtain again.
Re'Ob-tain'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. That may be reobtained.

[Ofo.]

apparel

Re-OC'CU-py (re-ok'kfi-pl), v. t. To occupy again.
Re-om'e-ter (re-om'e-ter), re. Same as Bheometeb.
Re-O'pen (re-o'p'n), v. i. & i. To open again.
Re'op-pose' (re'op-poz'), v. t. To oppose again.

;

;

—

Re'or-dain' (re'6v-dan'), V. t. [Pref. re- re- -f ordain :
To ordain again, as when tlie first
cf. F. reordonner.']
Bp. Burnet.
ordination is considered defective.
Re-Or'der (re-or'der), V. t. To order a second time.
Re-or'di-na'tlon, re. A second ordination.
Re-or'gan-1-za'tion (-gan-I-za'shiin), n. The act of reorganizing a reorganized existence ; as, reorganization
of the troops.
i.
To organize
Re-or'gan-lze (re-8r'gan-iz), v. t.
again or anew as, to reorganize a society or an army.
Re-0'rl-ent (re-o'ri-ent), a. Rising again. [R.]
Tennyson.
The life reorient out of dust.
Re'0-Stat (re'o-stSt), n. (Physics) See Rheostat.
Re'0-trope (-trop), re. (Physics) See Rheotrope.
Rep (rSp), re. [Prob. a corruption of rib: cf. F. reps.]
A fabric made of silk or wool, or of silk and wool, and
having a transversely corded or ribbed surface.
Rep, a. Formed with a surface closely corded, or
ribbed transversely ;
applied to textile fabrics of silk
or wool ; as, rep silk.
Re-pace' (re-pas'), V. t. To pace again ; to walk over
again in a contrary direction.
Re-pac'1-fy (re-p5s'T-fi), v. i. To pacify again.
Re-pack' (re-pSk'), V. i. To pack a second time or
anew ; as, to repack beef to repack a trunk.
Re-pack'er (-erV re. One who repacks.
Re-pa'gan-lze (re-pa'gon-iz), v. t. To paganize anew ;
to bring back to paganism.
Re-pald' (re-pad'), imp. &p. p. of Repay.
Re-palnt' (re-pant'), V. t. To paint anew or again ; as,
to repaint a house to repaint the ground of a picture.
Re-palr' (re-pSr'), V. i. [OB. repairen, OF. repairter
to return, fr. L. repatriare to return to one's country, to
patria native country, f r.
go home again ; pref. re- re-

;

&

witty replies, [i?.]
Prior.
Re'par-tl'mi-en'tO (ra'p'ar-te'me-in'to), re. [Sp., fr.
repartir to divide.] A partition or distribution, especially of slaves also, an assessment of taxes. W. Irving.
Another, or an
Re'par-ti'tion (re'par-ttsh'un), re.
additional, separation into parts.
Re-pass' (re-pas'), v. t. [Pref. re- -j- pass: cf. F. repasser. Cf. Repaoe.] To pass again ; to pass or travel
over in the opposite direction ; to pass a second time
as, to repass a bridge or a river ; to repass the sea.
Re-pass', v. i. To pass or go back to move back
as, troops passing and repassing before our eyes.
Re-pas'sage (re-p5s'saj ; 48), re. The act of repassing ; passage back.
Hakluyt.
[Cf. F. repassant, p.
Re-pas'sant (re-pSs'sant), a.
pr.]
(Her.) Counterpassant.
Re-past' (re-pasf), n. [OF. repast, F. repas, LL.
repastiis, fr. L. repascere to feed again ; pref. re- re- -jpascere, pasium, to pasture, feed. See Pasture.] 1. The
act of tJiking food.
From dance to sweet repast they turn.
Milton.
2. That which is taken as food ; a meal ; figuratively,
any refreshment. "Sleep., .thy best repaid." Denham.

&

;

;

—

;

Go and

.

—

;

an injury.
Benefits

;

;

amend

2.

mend

2. Condition with respect to soundness, perfectuess,
as, a house in good, or bad, repair ; the book is
;
out of repair.
Re-pair'a-ble (-arb'l), a. Reparable.
Gauden.
Re-palr'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, repairs,

(re-pel'),

pandus bent, crooked.] (Bot. & ZoHaving a slightly undulating margin

state of being repealable.

Rep'a-ra-bil'l-ty (rSp'a-ra-bTl'T-tj^), n.
The quality or state of being reparable.

pealed.

[L. re-

^

—

—

;

;

;

pity

act of repeating

;

repe-

the repeat of a pat-

as,

;

that is, the repetition of the engraved figure on a
;
by which an impression is produced (as in calico
printing, etc.).
3. (Mus.) A mark, or a series of dots, placed before
and after, or often only at the end of, a passage to be repeated in performance.
roller

^-

.

Re-peal'ment (-ment),
ment. [06s.]
Re-peat' (-pet'), v. t.
& vb. re. Repeating.]
re- re;

-j-

L*

•

^

f*
'<

^

•

^)-

.

1^

'

«
r

^

_L.

•1

^

.

-m

-PC

^

.

Repeat.

More than once; again and

Re-peat'ed-ly, adv.
again indefinitely.
;

One who,

or that which, repeats.
(a) A watch with a striking apparatus
which, upon pressure of a spring, will indicate the time,
usually in hours and quarters. (6) A repeating firearm
(c) (Teleg.) An instrument for resending a telegraphic
message automatically at an intermediate point, (d) A
person who votes more than once at an election, [tl. S.]
(e) See Circulating decimal, under Decimal. (/) (Naut.)
A pennant used to indicate that a certain flag in a hoist

Re-peat'er

Specifically

(-er),

re.

:

is duplicated.
Ham. Kav. Encyc.
Re-peat'ing, a. Doing the same thing over again
accomplishing a given result many times in succession ;
as, a repeating firearm
a repeating watch.
Repeating circle. See the Note under Circle, ra., 3.—
Repeating decimal (Arith.), a circulating decimal.
See
under Decimal.
Repeating firearm, a firearm that may
be discharged many times in quick succession especially (o) A form of firearm so constructed that by the
action of the mechanism the charges are successively
introduced from a chamber containing them into the
breech of tlse barrel, and fired. (6) A form in which the
charges are held in, and discharged from, a revolving
chamber at the breech of the barrel. See Revolver, and
Magazine gttn, under Magazine. — Repeating instruments
(Astron. & Siirv.), instruments for observing angles, as a
circle, theodolite, etc., so constructed that the angle may
be measured several times in succession, and on different, but successive and contiguous, portions of the graduated limb, before reading off the aggregate result,
which aggregate, divided by the number of measurements, gives the angle, freed in a measure from errors
of eccentricity and graduation. — Repeating watch. See

of signals

;

—

;

:

Repeater

(a).

[L. repedare to
Rep'e-da'tion (rSp'e-da'shiin), re.
step back
pref. re- re- -\- pes, pedis, foot.]
A stepping
or going back. [06s.]
Dr. H. More.
[imp. & p. p. Repelled
Re-pel' (re-pSl'), v. t.
(-pSld') p. pr. & vb. re. Repelling.]
[L. repellere, repulsum ; pref. re- re- -f- pellere to drive. See Pulse a
beating, and cf. Repulse, Repeal.] 1. To drive back ;
to force to return to check the advance of to repulse
as, to repel an enemy or an assailant.
Hippomedon repelled the hostile tide.
Pope,
They repelled each other strongly, and yet attracted each
;

;

pe.tere

food, lifot

;

;

Macaulay,

other strongly.

;

re.

Recall, as

from banish-

p. Repeated ; p. pr.
[F. ripiter, L. repetere ; pref.
See Petition.]
upon, attack.

[imp.

to fall

out,

oil

To

sault,

;

&p.

chair

;

oppose effectually

resist or

go

;

sing,

as, to

;

repel an as-

an encroachment, or an argument.
[He] gently

Hawthorne.

rejicllcd their entreaties.

Syn. — To repulse resist oppose
Re-pel', V. i. To act with force in
;

;

Re-peal'a-ble (re-pel'A-b'l), a. Capable of being reRe-peal'a-ble-ness, n.
Syn. Revocable; abrogable voidable;' reversible.
Re-peal'er (-or), re. One who repeals one who seeks
a repeal ; specifically, an advocate for the repeal of the
Articles of Union between Great Britain and Ireland.

parabilis: cf. F. reparable.] Capable of
being repaired, restored to a sound or
good state, or made good ; restorable ; as,
Repand Leaf.
a, reparable injury.
Rep'a-ra-bly, adv. In a reparable manner.
Rep'a-ra'tlon (-ra'shiSn), re. [F. reparation, L. reparatio.
See Repair to mend.] 1. The act of renewing,

fkin

The

1.

re.

repeated

is

tern

&

;

— said of leaves.

iip,

[imp.

t.

&

ol.)

f\ill,

That which

2.

repaid.

p. p. Repealed
Repeaung.] [OF. rapeler to

v.

;

;

ntde,

Re-peat' (re-pef),
tition.

reject

;

;

refuse.

opposition to force

impressed to exercise repulsion.
The principle of repulRe-pel'lence (-lens),
) n.
Re-pel'len-cy (-len-sy), ) sion the quality or capac;

;

ity of repelling

repulsion.

;

Re-pel'lent (-le'nt), a. [L. repellens, -enti-s, p. pr.]
Driving back able or tending to repel.
Re-pel'lent, n. 1. That which repels.
2. (3fed.) A remedy to repel from a tumefied part the
fluids which render it tumid.
Dunglison.
3. A kind of waterproof cloth.
Knight.
Re-pel'ler (-ler), re. One who, or that which, repels.
;

Re'pent

(re'pent), a.

[L. repens, -entis, creeping, p.
1. (Bot.) Prostrate and root-

pr. of reprre to creep.]

ing

;

— said of stems.

2. (Zool. )

Same

Gray.

as Reptant.

&

(re-p5nt'), V. i.
[imp.
p. p. Repented ;
vb. n. Repenting.]
[F. se repcnlir ; L. pref.

Re-pent'

;

makes amends.
Re-pair'ment, n. Act of repairing.
Re-pand' (re-pSnd'), a. [L. repandus
oent backward, turned up pref. re- re-

unite,

of repaying ; reJer. Taylor.

—

restores, or

Ose,

The act

re- re- -f- OF. apeler, F.
appeler, to call, L. appellare. See Appeal, and cf. Repel.] 1. To recall ; to summon again, as persons. [06s.]
The banished Bolingbroke repeats himself.
Shak.
And with uplifted arms is sate arrived.
2. To recall, as a deed, will, law, or statute ; to revoke ; to rescind or abrogate by authority, as by act of
the legislature ; as, to repeal a law.
[06s.]
3. To suppress ; to repel.
"Whence Adam soon repealed
Milton.
The doubts that in his heart arose.
Syn. To abolish; revoke; rescind; recall; annul;
abrogate ; cancel ; reverse. See Abolish.
Re-peal', re. 1. Recall, as from exile. [06s.]
The tribunes are no soldiers and their people
Will be as rash in the repeal, as hasty
Shak.
To expel him thenec.
2. Revocation ; abrogation as, the repeal of a statute the repeal of a law or a usage.
The quality or
Re-peal'a-bll'1-ty (-a-bll'I-ty), n.

etc.

a.

—

2.
1.

(-peld') ; p. pr.
vb. re.
call back, F. rappeler ; pref.

recruit.

Rep'a-ra-ble (rSp'a-rab'l),

—

;

The money or other thing

Re-peal'

Re-pair', re. 1. Restoration to a sound or good state
after decay, waste, injury, or partial destruction ; supply of loss ; leparation ; as, materials are collected for
the repair of a church or of a city.
Sunk down and sought repair
Of sleep, wliich instantly fell on me.
Milton.

-j-

;

imbursement.

Shak.
;

;

;

;

;

2. To make amends for, as for an injury, by an equivalent ; to indemnify for ; as, to repair a loss or damage.

renew

are not commonly found
liambler.

;

;

services repayable in kind.
Re-pay'ment (-ment), n.

My

;

. .

remunerate ; satisfy reimburse requite.
Re-pay'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being, or proper
to be, repaid due as, a loan repayable in ten days
pensate

Secret refreshings that repair his strength.
Milton.
Do thou, as thou art wont, repair
heart with gladness.
Wordsiuorth.

recover

.

3. To pay anew, or a second time, as a debt.
Syn. — To refund restore return recompense com-

;

to renew ; to restore ; to mend ; as, to repair a house, a
road, a shoe, or a ship ; to repair a shattered fortune.

;

To repeat one's self, to do or say what one has already
done or said.
To repeat signals, to make the same signals again ; specifically, to communicate, by repeating
them, the signals shown at headquarters.
Syn. To reiterate; iterate; renew; recite; relate;
rehearse ; recapitulate. See Reiterate.

;

which can not be repaid

to increase affection.

Re-palr', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Repaired (-pSrd') p.
pr.
vb. n. Repairing.]
[F. reparer, L. reparare;
pref. re- re- -j- parare to prepare.
See Pake, and cf.
Reparation.] 1. To restore to a sound or good state
after decay, injury, dilapidation, or partial destruction

restore

Milton.

&

2. Place to which one repairs a haunt ; a resort. [iJ.]
There the fierce winds his tender force assail
And beat him downward to his first repair. Dryden.

;

;

Re-past'er (-er), n. One who takes a repast. [06s.]
Re-pas'ture (-pas'tiir ; 135), ». [See Repast.] Food;
entertainment.
[06s.]
Food for his rage, repasture for his den.
Shak.
Re-pa'tri-ate (re-pa'trl-at), V. t. [L. repatriare. See
Repair.]
1st
To restore to one's own country. [iJ.]
Re-pa'tri-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. [Cf. LL. repatriutio
return to one's country.] Restoration to one's country.
Re-pay' (re-pa'), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Repaid (-pad')
vb. n. Repaying.]
[Pref. re- -[-pay : cf. F. rep. pr.
payer.] 1. To pay back; to refund; as, to repay
money borrowed or advanced.
If you repay me not on such a day,
In such a place, such sum or sums.
Shak.
2. To make return or requital for ; to recompense ;
in a good or bad sense ; as, to repay kindness ; to repay

;

retrieve

Shak.
to feast to

repast.

ing of our minds.

+

repair the misery thou dost bear.

me some

;

pater father. See Father, and cf. Repatriate.] 1. To
return.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
I thought
. that he repaire should again.
2. To go to betake one's self ; to resort ; as, to repair
to a sanctuary for safety.
Chaucer.
Go, mount the winds, and to the shades repair.
Pope.
[OF. repaire retreat, asylum, abode.
Re-pair', n.
See Repair to go.] 1. The act of repairing or resorting
to a place.
[iJ.]
Chaucer.
The king sent a proclamation for their repair to their houses.
Clarendon.

'11

z^^

Re-past', V. t. & i. To supply food to
take food. [06s.] " iJepasi them with my blood. " Shak.
He then, also, as before, left arbitrary the dieting and repasi-

;

I

Milton.
2. To make trial of again ; to undergo or encounter
again.
[06s.]
Waller.
3. (Scots Law) To repay or refund (an excess received).

;

;

— To

abolish.

II

;

Syn.

;

Us to

satisfaction.

;

Repairing, or tenda.
ing to repair.
Jer. Taylor.
Re-par'a-tive, n. That which repairs. Sir H. Wotlon.

;

Creation could repeat, yet would be loth

;

Re-par'a-tlve (re-p5r'a-tiv),

Ren-verse'ment (-ment), ». [F.] A reversing. [Oi*.]
Ren-voy' (-voi'), v. t. [F. renvoyer.'] To send back.

&

;

—

tion

position.

&

—

Di-yden.
and make what 7-ejjaration I am able.
Syn.
Restoration; repair; restitution; compensa-

II

.

1. To go over again ; to attempt, do, make, or utter
again ; to iterate to recite as, to repeat an effort, an
" I will repeat our former communiorder, or a poem.
Robynson (lUore's Utopia),
cation."
Not well conceived of God who, though his power

restoring, etc., o* the state of being renewed or repaired
in this
as, the reparation of a bridge or of a highway
Arbulhnot.
sense, repair is oftener used.
2. The act of making amends or giving satisfaction or
compensation for a wrong, injury, etc. ; also, the thing
done or given amends satisfaction indemnity.
I am sensible of tiie scandal I have given by my loose writings,

[Cf. LL.
Re-nun'Cl-a-tO-ry (re-uan'shl-a-to-ry), a.
Pertaining to renunciation containing
or declaring a renunciation as, renunciatory vows.
Ren-verse' (rSu-vers'), v. t. [F. renverser ; L. pref.

Tenunliaiorius.'\

turn.]

REPENT
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re- re-

;

p. pr.

&

re- re- -\-poeuilerc to

me,

or regret, for

make

repent, poen itel nie it repents
1. To feel pain, sorrow,
or omitted to do.

See Penitent.]

I repent.

what one has done

With

pity

;

First she rolonts
of tliat pity then repents.

To change

Dryden,

the mind, or the course of conduct, on
account of regret or dissatisfaction.
Lest, peradventurc. the people repent when they sec war, nnrt
they return to Egypt.
A'.r. xiii. 17.
3. (Theol.) To be sorry for sin as morally evil, and to
seek forgiveness ; to cease to love and practice sin.
Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish. Luke xiii. S.
Re-pent', v. t. 1. To feel pain on account of ; to remember with sorrow.
I do repent it from my very soul.
Shak.

ink

2.

;

tfaen,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

;;;
;

;;

REPENTANCE
2.

—

To

used reflexively.
feel regret or sorrow ;
Dryden.
father has repented him ere now.

My

— used

3. To cause to hare sorrow or regret ;
Bonally. \_Archaic'\ " And it repen/ed the

had made man on the earth."
Re-pent'ance (re-pgnt'ans),

imper-

Lord that he
Gen.

vi. 6.

The

n. [F. repentance.}

act of repenting, or the state of being penitent ; sorrow
for what one has done or omitted to do ; especially, conChaucer.
trition for sin.

worketh repetiiance to salvation. 2 Cor. vii. 10.
Bepentance is a change of mind, or a conversion from sin to
Hammond.
God.
Repentance is the relinquishment of any practice from the
conviction that it has offended God. Sorrow, fear, and anxi-

Godly

fiorrow

ety are properly not parts, but adjuncts, of repentance; yet
they are too closely connected with it to be easily separated.

Bambler.
Contrition; regret; penitence; contriteness

Syn.—

compunction. See Contrition.
Re-pent'ant (-ant), a. [F. repentant.']

1. Penitent

Chaucer.

sorry for sin.
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Re-pine' (re-pin'), V. i. [Pref. re- -\- pine to languish.]
1. To fail; to wane.
[Obs.}
"ttepining courage
yields no foot to foe."
Spenser.
2. To continue pining ; to feel inward discontent which
preys on the spirits ; to indulge in envy or complaint ; to

wrongfully taken or detained), upon giving security ts
try the right to them in a suit at law, and, if that should
be determined against the plaintiff, to return the prop-

murmur.
But Lachesis thereat gan

Spenser.

to repine.

What if the head, the eye, or ear repined
To serve mere engines to the ruling mind

Pope.

?

Vexation mortification. [06*.] Shak.
Re-pin'er (re-pin'er), «. One who repines.
Re-pin'ing-ly, adv. With repining or murmuring.
Rep'kie (rSp'ki), M. [From the native name.] (Zool.)
Any edible sea urchin. [Alaska}
Re-place' (re-plas'), J), t. [Pref. re- -\- place: cf. F.
replacer.}
1. To place again
to restore to a former
Re-pine', n.

;

II

;

place, position, condition, or the like.
The earl
was replaced in his government.
.

.

Bacon.

.

To refund to repay to restore as, to replace a
sum of money borrowed.
3. To supply or substitute an equivalent for as, to
2.

;

;

;

;

Thus

they, in lowhest plight, repentant stood.

Milton.

2. Expressing or showing sorrow for sin ; as, repentant tears ; repentant ashes. "Bepentant sighs and vol-

untary pains." ,
Pope.
Re-pent'ant, n. One who repents, especially one who
repents of sin a penitent.
Re-pent'ant-ly, adv. In a repentant manner.
Re-pent'er (-er), n. One who repents.
Re-pent'lng-ly, adv. With repentance ; penitently.
Re-pentless, a. Unrepentant. [iJ.]
Re-peo'ple (re-pe'p'l), V. t. [Pref re- -\- people : of.
F. repeupler.'] To people anew.
Re'per-cep'tion (re'per-sSp'shiin), n. The act of perceiving again ; a repeated perception of the same object.
No external praise can give me such a glow as my own solitary reperception and ratification of what is fine.
Keats.
Re'per-cuss' (-kiis'), r. A [imp. &p. p. Bepeboossed
(-kiSst') p. pr.
vb. n. Repbecussino.]
[L. repercussus, p. p. of repercutere to drive back ; pref. re- re- -)pereutere. See Peecussion.] To drive or beat back
;

.

&

;

hence, to reflect

to reverberate.
Perceiving all the subjacent country, ... to repercuss such a
light as I could hardly look against.
Evelyn.
;

R&'per-cus'slon (-kush'tin), n.

[L. repercussio

:

of.

F. repercussion.} 1. The act of driving back, or the
state of being driven back ; reflection
reverberation
as, the repercussion of sound.
Ever echoing back in endless repercussion.
Hare.
2. {Mus.) Rapid reiteration of the same sound.
3. (Med.) The subsidence of a timior or eruption by
the action of a repellent.
Dunglison.
4. [Obstetrics) In a vaginal examination, the act of
imparting through the uterine wall with the finger a
shock to the fetus, so that it bounds upward, and falls
back again against the examining finger.
Re'per-cuss'ive (-kus'Iv), a. [Of. F. rSpercussif.}
1. Tending or able to repercuss
having the power of
Bending back ; causing to reverberate.
Ye repe7-cussive rocks repeat the sound. W. Pattison.
" Blood is stanched by astrin2. Repellent.
[Obs.}
gent and repercussive medicines."
Bacon3. Driven back ; rebounding
reverberated. " Rages
loud the repercussive roar."
Thomson.
Bacon.
Re'per-ouss'lve, n. A repellent. lObs.}
Rep'er-ti'tlOUS (rep'er-tlsh'tis), a. [L. reperticius.
Bee Repektoky.] Found ; gained by finding. [Ofo.]
R6'per'tolre' (F. ra'pSr'twar' E. rSp'er-twar), n.
[F. See Repertory.] A list of dramas, operas, pieces,
parts, etc. which a company or a person has rehearsed
and is prepared to perform.
Rep'er-tO-ry (rgp'er-t6-ry), n. [L. repertorium, fr.
reperire to find again pref. re- re- -\- parire, parere, to
bring forth, procure cf. F. repertoire. Cf. Pabent.]
1. A place in which things are disposed in an orderly
xaanner, so that they can be easily found, as the index of
a book, a commonplace book, or the like.
2. A treasury
a magazine ; a storehouse.
3. Same as Repertoire.
Re'pe-rUB'al (re'pe-rjjz'al), n. A second or repeated
;

;

I

;

;

II

,

;

:

;

replace a lost document.
;

;

This duty of right intention does not replace or supersede the
duty of consideration.
WTiewell.
5. To put in a new or different place.

The propriety of the use of replace instead of dissupersede, take the place of, as in the third and
fourth definitions, is often disputed on account of etymological discrepancy ; but the use has been sanctioned
by the practice of careful writers.
Replaced crystal (Crystallog.), a crystal having one or
more planes in the place of its edges or angles.

I^^

place.,

Re-place'a-bil'i-ty (-a-btl'i-ty), n.
or degree of being replaceable.

The

quality, state,

Re-place'a-Ue (re-plas'a-b'l), a. 1. Capable or admitting of being put back into a place.
2. Admitting of having its place supplied by a like
thing or an equivalent as, the lost book is replaceable.
3. (Chem.) Capable of being replaced (by), or of being
exchanged (for) ; as, the hydrogen of acids is replaceable by metals or by basic radicals.
Re-place'ment (-ment), re. 1. The act of replacing.
2. (Crystallog.) The removal of an edge or an angle
by one or more planes.
Re-plait' (re-plaf), v. t. To plait or fold again ; to
fold, as one part over another, again and again.
Re-plant' (re-plSnf), V. t. To plant again.
Re-plant'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. That may be planted again.
Re'plan-ta'tion (re'plSn-ta'shiin), n. The act of planting again a replanting. [iJ.]
Hallywell.
i.
To plead again.
Re-plead' (re-pled'), V. t.
Re-plead'er (-er), n. (Law) A second pleading, or
course of pleadings ; also, the right of pleading again.
Whenever a repleader is granted, the pleadings must begin de
;

;

&

novo.

Blackstone.

Re-plen'ish (re-plen'ish), V. t.
[imp. & p. p. Replenished (-Tsht) p. pr. & vb. n. Replenishing.] [OE.
replenissen, OF. replenir ; L. pref. re- re- -\- plenus full.
See Full, -ish, and cf. Replete.] 1. To fill again after
having been diminished or emptied to stock anew
hence, to fill completely to cause to abound.
Multiply and replenish the earth.
Gen. i. 28.
;

;

;

The waters thus
With

To

2.

Re'pe-ruse' (-ruz'), v. t. To peruse again. Ld. Lytton.
Rep'e-tend' (rSp'e-tgnd'), n. [L. repetendus to be repeated, fr. repetere to repeat.] (Math.) That part of a
circulating decimal which recurs continually, ad infinitum ;
sometimes indicated by a dot over the first and
last figures thus, in the circulating decimal .728328328 -j(otherwise .7283), the repetend is 283.

We smothered
The most replenished sweet work of nature.
Shak.
Re-plen'isb, v. i. To recover former fullness. [Obs.}
The humors will not replenish so soon.
Bacon.
Re-plen'ish-er (-er), n. One who replenishes.

Re-plen'ish-ment (-ment), n. 1. The act of replenishing, or the state of being replenished.
Cowper.
2. That which replenishes ; supply.
Re-plete' (re-plef), a. [L. repletus, p. p. of replere to
fill again, fill up ; pref. re- replere to fill, akin to plenus full cf. F. replet corpulent. See Plenty, Replenish.]
Filled again ; completely fiUed ; full ; charged
abounding. "His words repZe^e with guile."
Milton.
Chaucer.
When he of wine was replet at his feast.
Cowper.
In heads replete with thoughts of other men.

+

:

—

;

Rep'e-tl'tion (rgp'e-tfsh'tiu), n. [L. repetitio : cf. F.
ripHilion. See Repeat.] 1. The act of repeating; a
doing or saying again ; iteration.
I need not be barren of accusations he hath faults, with surplus, to tire in repetition.
Shak.
2. Recital from memory ; rehearsal.
3. (Mus.) The act of repeating, singing, or playing,
the same piece or part a second time ; reiteration of a
note.
4. (Rhet.) Reiteration, or repeating the same word,
or the same sense in different words, for the purpose of
making a deeper impression on the audience.
5. (Astron.
Surv.) The measurement of an angle by
successive observations with a repeating instrument.
Syn. Iteration ; rehearsal. See Tautoloqt.
;

&

—

Rep^e-tl^tlon-al

"

"""

(-al),
'

'

repetition.

)

"),

)

a.

taining, repetition.

[jR.]

containing

"
[?7.

Of the nature of, or con-

S.]

Rs-pet'i-tlve (re-pSfT-tlv), a.

"
X>r. T. Dwight.
Containing repetition

repeating,
[ij.]
[Cf. L. repetUor a
Rep'e-tl'tcr (rgp't-ti'tBr), n.
reclaimer.] (Ger, Univ.) A private instructor.
II

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

Re-plete',

v.

t.

To

fiU completely, or to satiety.

[R.}

Re-plete'ness, n. The state of being replete.
Re-ple'tion (re-ple'shiin), n. [L. repletio a filling up
F. repletion. See Replete.] 1. The state of being
replete
superabundant fullness.
The tree had too much repletion, and was oppressed with its
:

cf.

;

own

sap.

Replecciovn [overeating] ne

made her never sick.

(Med.) Fullness of blood ; plethora.
Re-ple'tive (-tiv), a. [Cf. F. ripUtif.}

Bacon.
Chaucer.

Coxe.

2.

make

replete

;

filling.

— Re-ple'tlve-ly, adv.

Tending to

Re-ple'tO-ry (-t6-ry), a. Repletive. [R.}
[See Replevy.]
Re-plev'i-a-ble (re-plev'I-a-b'l), a.
of being replevied.
[LL.
replevina.
(-In),
re.
See Replevy,
Re-plov'in
and cf. Plevin.] 1. (Law) A personal action which
of
goods
and
chattels
wronglies to recover possession
Originally, it was a remedy
fully taken or detained.
peculiar to cases for wrongful distress, but it may generally now be brought in all cases of wrongful taking or
'
detention.
Bouvier.
2. The writ by which goods and chattels are replevied.
Re-plev'in, v. t. (Law) To replevy.
[OF. replevisable.}
Re-plev'i-sa-ble (-T-sa-b'l), a.
Sir 31. Hale.
Repleviable.
Re-plev'y (-^), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Replevied (-Id)
[OF. replevir, LL. replep. pr. & vb. n. Replevtinq.]
vire.
1. (Law) To take or
See Pledge, Replevin.]
get back, by a writ for that purpose (goods and chattels

(Law) Capable

final,

^1

;

eve,

Eng. Law) To bail.
Re-plev'y (re-plev'y), n. Replevin.
2. (Old

Spense7:

Mozley

&

W.

Rep'11-ca (rgp'll-ka), n. [It. See Reply, v. & n.j
1. (Fine Arts) A copy of a work of art, as of a picture
or statue, made by the maker of the original.
2. (Mus.) Repetition.
Rep'li-cant (rgp'lT-kant), re. One who replies.
Rep'll-cate (ll-kat), v. t. To reply. [Obs.}
II

Repll-cate

(li-kat),

1

Rep'li-ca'ted (-ka'ted),

Folded over or backward

)
;

a.

replicatus, p. p. of

[L.

repUcare.
See Replt.]
folded back upon itself ; as,

a replicate leaf or petal ; a replicate margin of a shell.
Rep'li-ca'tion (-ka'shiin), re. [L. replicatio. See Re1. An answer a reply.
Shak.
Withouten any repplicacioun.
Chaucer.
2. (Law Pleadings) The reply of the plaintiff, in matters of fact, to the defendant's plea.
3. Return or repercussion, as of sound echo.
To hear the replication of your sounds.
Shak.
4. A repetition
a copy.
Farrar.
Syn. Answer response reply; rejoinder.
Re-pli'er (re-pli'er), n. One who replies.
Bacon.
Re'plum (re'pliira), n. [L., doorcase.] (Bot.) The
framework of some pods, as the cress, which remains
after the valves drop off.
Gray.
Re-ply' (re-pli'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Replied (-plld')
vb. re. Replying.]
[OE. replien, OF. replier,
p. pr.
F. repliquer, fr. L. replicare to fold back, make a reply pref. re- replicare to fold. See Ply, and cf.
Replica.] 1. To make a return in words or writing to
respond to answer.
O man, who art thou that repliest against God ? Rom. ix. 20.
2. (Law) To answer a defendant's plea.
3. Figuratively, to do sometliing in return for something done as, to reply to a signal to reply to the fire
ply.]

;

event, £nd. tSiQi

;

—

;

;

II

&

+

;

;

;

;

;

of a battery.

Syn.— To answer;
Re-ply',

V.

To

t.

give

respond; rejoin.
To return for an answer.

me

Lords, vouchsafe
hearing what I shall reply.

Milton.
Shak.

Re-ply', re. ;pl. Replies (-pliz'). [See Reply, v. i., and
cf. Replioa.]
That which is said, written, or done in
answer to what is said, written, or done by another an
answer; a response.
Syn. Answer rejoinder response. Reply, EejoinDEE, Answer. A reply is a distinct response to a formal
question or attack in speech or writing. A rejoinder is a
second reply (a reply to a reply) in a protracted discussion or controversy. The word answer is used in two
senses, namely (1), in the most general sense of a mere
response
as, the answer to a question
or (2), in the
sense of a decisive and satisfactory confutation of an adversary's argument, as when we speak of a triumphant
answer to the speech or accusations of an opponent. Here
the noun correMionds to a frequent use of the verb, as
when we say, " This will answer (i. e., f uUy meet) the end
in view " "It answers the purpose."
Bacon.
Re-ply'er (-er), n. See Replier.
Re-pol'lsh (re-p51'Ish), v. t. To polish again.
Re-pone' (re-pon'), V. t. [L. reponere ; pref. re- re- -)•
ponere to place.] To replace.
R. Baillie.
The act of
Re-pop'U-Ia'tion (re-pSp'ii-la'shiin), re.
repeopling act of furnishing with a population anew.
Re-port' (re-porf), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Repoeted p.
pr. & vb. n. Reporting.] [F. reporter to carry back,
carry (cf. rapporter; see Rapport), L. reportare to bear
or bring back pref. re- re- -|- portare to bear or bring.
See Poet bearing, demeanor.] 1. To refer. [Obs.}
;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

and the air with fowl. Milton.
complete; to perfect. [Obs.}

fish replenished,

finish; to

erty replevied.

;

With Israel, religion replaced morality. 31. Arnold.
4. To take the place of to supply the want of to
fulflU the end or office of.

;

perusal.

;

;

recent

;

ice.

;

;

Baldwin, his son, .
succeeded his father ; so like unto him
that we report the reader to the character of King Almeric, and
will spare the repeating his description.
Fuller,
2. To bring back, as an answer; to announce in return to relate, as what has been discovered by a person
sent to examine, explore, or investigate ; as, a messenger
reports to his employer what he has seen or ascertained ;
the committee reported progress.
There is no man that may reporten all.
Chaucer.
.

.

;

3. To give an account of ; to relate ; to teU ; to circulate publicly, as a story ; as, in the common phrase, it is

reported.

Shak.

It is reported among the heathen, and Gashmu saith it, that
^hou and the Jews think to rebel.
Neh. vi. 64. To give an official account or statement of ; as, a
treasurer reports the receipts and expenditures.
5. To return or repeat, as sound; to echo.
[Obs. or
R.} " A church with windows only from above, that reporteth the voice thirteen times."
Bacon.
6. (Parliamentary Practice) To return or present as
the result of an examination or consideration of any matter officially referred; as, the committee reported the
bill with amendments, or reported a new bill, or reported
the results of an inquiry.
7. To make minutes of, as a speech, or the doings of a
public body ; to write down from the lips of a speaker.
8. To write an account of for publication, as in a newspaper ; as, to report a public celebration or a horse race.
9. To make a statement of the conduct of, especially
in an unfavorable sense ; as, to report a servant to his

employer.
To <)e reported, or To be reported of, to be spoken of to
be mentioned, whether favorably or unfavorably. Acts
xvi. 2.
To report one's self, to betake one's self, as to a
superior or one to whom service is due, and be in readiness to receive orders or do service.
;

—

Syn.— To relate; narrate,- tell; recite; describe.
Re-port' (re-porf), v. i. 1. To make a report, or
response, in respect of a matter inquired of, a duty
enjoined, or information expected; as, the committee
will report at twelve o'clock.
2. To furnish in writing an account of a speech, the
xdea,

til

;

old,

dbey, drb, Sdd

;

;;
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proceedings at a meeting, the particulars of an occurrence, etc., for publication,
3. To present one's self, as to a superior officer, or to
one to whom service is due, and to be in readiness for
orders or to do service ; also, to give information, as of
one*s address, condition, etc. ; as, the officer reported to
the general for duty ; to report weekly by letter.
Re-port' (re-porf), n. [Cf. P. rapport. See Repoet,
Specifically
(a) An
V. <.]
1. That which is reported.
account or statement of the results of examination or
inquiry made by request or direction ; relation. " From
Thetis sent as spies to make report." Waller. (6) A
story or statement circulating by common talk ; a rumor
hen«e, fame ; repute ; reputation.
It was a true report that 1 heard in mine own land of thy acts
1 Kings x. 6.
and of thy wisdom.
Cornelius the centurion, a just man, and ... of good report
Acts x. 22.
among all the nation of the Jews.
(e) Sound ; noise ; as, the report of a pistol or a cannon.
(d) An official statement of facts, verbal or written especially, a statement in writing of proceedings and facts
exhibited by an officer to his superiors ; as, the reports
of the heads of departments to Congress, of a master in
chancery to the court, of committees to a legislative body,
and the like, (e) An account or statement of a judicial
opinion or decision, or of a case argued and determined
in a court of law, chancery, etc. ; also, in the plural, the
volumes containing such reports ; as, Coke's Reports.
(/) A sketch, or a fully written account, of a speech,
debate, or the proceedings of a public meeting, legisla-

reposiorium : cf OF. repositoire.'] A place where things
are or may be reposited, or laid up, for safety or preserLocke.
vation a depository.
Re'pos-sess' (re'p5z-zSs' or -pos-sSs'), v. t. To posPope.
sess again
as, to repossess the land.
To ret>osseBB one's self of (something), to acquire again
(something lost).
Re'pos-ses'slon (re'poz-zSsh'fin or -p5s-sSsh'iSn), n.
The act or the state of possessing again.
Rest quiet.
Re-pO'SUre (re-po'zhfir
135), n.
Marston.
In the reposure of most soft content.
Re-pour' (re-por'), v. t. To pour again.
Re-pous'S^' (re-po6'sa'), a. [F., p. p. of repousser
to thrust back ; pref. re- -^pousser to push. See Push.]
(a) Formed in relief, as a pattern on metal,
(b) Ornamented with patterns in relief made by pressing or
hammering on the reverse side
said of thin metal, or
Repouss6 work.
of a vessel made of thin metal.
n.
RepooBs^ work, ornamentation of metal in relief by
pressing or hammering on the reverse side.
Chaucer.
Re-prefe' (re-pref), n. Reproof. [Obs.']
Rep're-hend' (rSp're-hSnd'), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Repeehended p. pr.
vb. n. Repeehendikq.] X^- I'^prehendere, reprehensum, to hold back, seize, check, blame
pref. re- re- -\- prehendere to lay hold of.
See Prehensile, and cf. Repeisal.]
To reprove or reprimand with
view
of
restraining,
checking,
or
preventing
to make
a
charge of fault against ; to disapprove of ; to chide to
blame to censure.
Chaucer.
Aristippus being reprehended of luxury by one that was not
rich, for that he gave six crowns for a small fish.
Bacon.
Pardon me for reprehending thee.
Shak.
In which satire human vices, ignorance, and errors
are
.

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Evelyn.

.

— Account

severely reprehended.
I nor advise nor reprehend the choice.

; relation ; narration ; detail ; descripnarrative ; story ; rumor ; hearsay.
Re-port'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable or admitting of
being reported.

recital

;

;

Re-port'age (-aj), n. Same as Repoet.
Re-port'er (-er), n. One who reports.

An

bilis : cf.

lObs."]

Specifically

culpable

:

lay at rest

;

image of

sleep

;

;

A

;

Shake

ness

;

also,

;

;

A

sent ideas or things.
7. To bring a sensation of into the mind or sensorium
to cause to be known, felt, or apprehended ; to present.
Among these. Fancy next

—

when abandoned to themselves.
Syn. — Rest; recumbency; reclination; ease;

Her office holds of all external things
Which the five watchful senses represent.
;

She forms imaginations, aery shapes.

;

p. pr.

quiet;

peace.
;

—

;

& vb.

ponere

See Peesentative, 3.
The general capability of knowledge necessarily requires that,
besides the power of evoking out of unconsciousness one portion of our retained knowledge in preference to another, we
possess the faculty' of representing in consciousness what is

tion).

Re-posed' (re-pozd'), a. Composed calm tranquil
Bacon.
Re-pOS'ed-lV (re-poz'Sd-W), adv.
Re-pos'ed-ness, n.
Re-pose'ful (re-poz'ful), a. Full of repose ; quiet.
Re-pos'er (-poz'er), n. One who reposes.
Re-pos'tt (re-p3z'it), v. t. [imp. &p. p. REPOsrrED

—

thus evoked.
or Phantasy.

ness.

{^'1,

RepTe-sent'ant,
ative.

tun

;

pit^^

[Cf.

(-ant), a.

n.

;

;

like-

Donne.
F. reprhentant.] Ap-

representing.

A represent-

[V. representant.]

Sir H. Wotton.

[Obs.]

Rep're-sen-ta'tlon (-zSn-ta'shSn), ». [F. rrprhen1. The net of representing,
lation, Jj. repraesentatio.]
in any sense of the verb.
Specifically
(a) A like2. That which represents.
ness, a picture, or a model ; an, a representation of the

Syn.

food, fo~ot

like,

A

(b)

dramatic

;

A

— Description

show delineation

;

resemblance
Re-pres'en-ta'tion

likeness

;

;

exhibition

;

;

;

portraiture

;

sight.

(re-prSz'Sn-ta'shiSn), n.
[See
Re-peesent.] The act of re-presenting, or the state of
being presented again ; a new presentation ; as, re-presentation of facts previously stated.
Rep're-sen-ta'tion-a-ry (rSp're-z5n-ta'shiin-a-ry), a.

Implying representation

representative.
[R-]
Rep're-sent'a-tive (-zSnt'a-tiv), a. [Cf. F. represen1. Fitted to represent exhibiting a similitude.
2. Bearing the character or power of another
acting for another or others as, a council representative of
the people.
Swift.
3. Conducted by persons chosen to represent, or act as
deputies for, the people as, a representative government.
4. (Nat. Hist.) (a) Serving or fitted to present the
typical
full characters of the type of a group
as, a
representative genus in a family, (b) Similar in general
appearance, structure, and habits, but living in different
;

tatif.]

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
said of certain species and varieties.
5. (Metaph.) Giving, or existing as, a transcript of
originally presentative knowledge ; as, representative ts.cvS.ties; representative knowledge.
See Pee-

regions

what was

sentative, 3, and Repeesent, 8.
[Cf. UL. repraesentativus.]
Rep're-sent'a-tive, n.
1. One who, or that which, represents (anything)
that which exhibits a likeness or similitude.
A statue of Rumor, whispering an idiot in the ear, who was the
Addison.

representative of Credulity.

Difficulty must cumber this doctrine which supposes that the
perfections of God are the representatives to us of whatever we
perceive in the creatures.
Locke.

2. An agent, deputy, or substitute, who supplies the
place of another, or others, being invested with his or
their authority.
3. (Law) One who represents, or stands in the place
of, another.
^W' The executor or administrator is ordinarily held
to DO the representative of a deceased person, and is
sometimes called the legal representative, or the personal representative. The heir is sometimes called the
real representative of his deceased ancestor. The heirs
and executors or administrators of a deceased person are
sometimes compendiously described as his real and perWharton. Burrill.
sonal representatives.
4. A member of the lower or popular house in a State
legislature, or in the national Congress.
[U. S.]
5. (Nat. Hist.) (a) That which presents the full character of the type of a group. (6) A species or variety
which, in any region, takes the place of a similar one in

another region.
Rep're-sent'a-tlve-ly, adv. In a representative manner vicariously.
Rep're-sent'a-tive-neSB, n. The quality or state of
being representative.
;

Dr. Burnet observes, that every thought
consciousness and representativeness.

Rep're-sent'er

(-er), n.

1.

is

attended with
Spectator.

One who shows,

exhibits,

Sir T. Browne.
or describes.
[Obs.]
2. A representative.
Swift.
Rep're-sent'ment (-ment), n. Representation. [Obs.]
[iiei. re- -\- press.] To
Re-press' (re-prSs'), ^. <.
press again.
Re-press' (re-prSs'), u. *. [Pref. re- -\- press: cf. L.
reprimere, repressum. Cf. Repeimand.] 1. To press
back or down effectually ; to crush down or out ; to
quell ; to subdue ; to suppress ; as, to repress sedition
or rebellion ; to repress the first risings of discontent.
2. Hence, to check ; to restrain ; to keep back.
Desire of wine and all delicious drinks, . . .

Thou couldst repress.
Milton.
Syn. — To crush; overpower; subdue; suppress; restrain; quell; curb; check.
Re-press', n. The act of repressing. [Obs.]
Re-press'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, re-

Re-press'1-ble

(-t-b'l), a.

Capable of being repressed.

(re-prSsh'iSn), n.
[Cf. F. repression.]
1. The act of repressing, or state of being repressed ;
as, the repression of evil and evil doers.
2. That which represses ; check ; restraint.
Re-press'lve (re-prSs'Tv), a. [Cf. F. rSpressif, LL.

Re-pres'Sion

Having power, or tending, to repress
repressivus.]
as, repressive acts or measures.
Re-press'lve-ly, adv.

—

Re-prev'a-ble (rS-prev'4-h'l), a. Reprovable. [06.s.]
Re-preve' (re-prev'), v. t. [See Reprieve, v. I.] To
reprove.
[Obs.] " Hepreve hira oihia vice." Chaucer,
Chaucer.
Re-preve', n. Reproof. [Ofr*.]
Re-prlefe' (rS-pref), n. Repreve. [06*.] Chaucer.
Overburi/.
Re-priev'al (ri-prev'nl), n. Reprieve.
[imp. & p. p. Reprieved
Re-prleve' (re-prev'), v. t.
[OE. repreven
(-prevd') p. pr. & rb. 7i. Reprievino.]
to reject, disallow, OF. reprover to blame, reproach, condemn (pres. il reprueve),F. riprouver to disapprove, fr.
L. reprobare to reject, condemn pref. re- re- -\- probare
to try, prove. See Prove, and cf. Reprove, Reprobate.]
X. To delay the punishment of
to suspend the execution of sentence on to give a respite to to respite
;

;

;

as,

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

;

to reprieve a criminal for thirty days.

He

To

2.

reprieves the sinner

from time

to time.

his niolnnoholy,

yet can not secure

bLdk, Igk

i

Hogtrs,

relieve for a time, or temporarily.

Company, though it may ir/irieirn man from
him from his conBcience.

:

;

and the

face, oi figure,

as, a theatrical representation ; a repre(c)
description or statement;
sentation of Hamlet,
as, the representation of an historian, of a witness, or
an advocate, (d) The body of those who act as representatives of a community or society ; as, the representation of a State in Congress, (e) (Insurance Law) Any
collateral statement of fact, made orally or in writing,
by which an estimate of the risk is affected, or either
party is influenced.
3. The state of being represented.

performance

;

Representation

(-ans), n.

[Obs.]

Rep're-sent'ant

[L. reposiloHum,
ftp,

Capable of being rep-

(-4-b'l), a.

pearing or acting for another

Re'po-sl'tlon (re'po-zTsh'Qn), n. [L. repositio.'\ The
act of repositing; a laying up.
Re-pos'i-tor (re-p5z'I-ter), n. (Surg.) An instrument
employed for replacing a displaced organ or part.

r^de,

.'This Representative Faculty is Imagination
Sir Tr. Hamilton.

Rep're-sent'ance

;

unite,

.

resented.
;

Position.] To cause to rest or stay ; to lay away ; to
lodge, as for safety or preservation ; to place
to store.
Others reposit their young in holes.
Derham.

Ose,

.

Rep're-sent'a-ble

n. Repositino.]
[L. repositus, p. p. of reto put back ; pref. re- reSee
-f ponere to put.

Re-poBl-to-ry (rS-p8z't-t6-ry), n.

Milton.

8. (Metaph.) To form or image again in consciousness,
as an object of cognition or apprehension (something
which was originally apprehended by direct presenta-

stand

at rest.

;

6. To serve as a sign or symbol of as, mathematical
symbols represent quantities or relations words repre-

a composed manner or deportment.

3. (Poetic)
rest ; a pause.
4. (Fine Arts) That harmony or moderation which
affords rest for the eye ;
opposed to the scattering
and division of a subject into too many unconnected
parts, and also to anything which is overstrained ; as, a
painting may want repose.
Angle of repose (Physics), tlie inclination of a plane at
which a body placed on the plane would remain at rest,
or if in motion would roll or slide down with uniform velocity ; the angle at which the various kinds of earth vrill

quietness ; tranquillity

Before him bum
Seven lamps, as in a zodiac representing

;

[F. repos.
See Repose, v.I X.
lying
rest ; quiet.
off the golden slumber of repose.
Shak,
2. Rest of mind ; tranquillity ; freedom from uneasi;

to typify.

act the part or character of ; to personate ; as, to represent Harolet.
4. To stand in the place of ; to supply the place, perform the duties, exercise the rights, or receive the share,
of ; to speak and act with authority in behalf of ; to act
the part of (another) ; as, an heir represents his ancestor ; an attorney represents his client in court ; a member of Congress represents his district in Congress.
6. To exhibit to another mind in language ; to show
to give one's own impressions and judgment of ; to bring
before the mind ; to set forth ; sometimes, to give an account of ; to describe.
He represented Rizzio's credit with the queen to be the chief
Robertson.
and only obstacle to his success in that demand.
This bank is thought the greatest load on the Genoese, and
the managers of it have been represented as a second kind of
Addison.
senate.

It is upon these that the soul may repose. I. Taylor.
To lie to be supported as, trap reposing on sand.
—
Syn.
To lie; recline; couch; rest; sleep; settle;

at rest

[Cf. F. reprehensif.]

;

v. i.
l. To lie at rest
to rest.
Within a thicket I reposed.
Chapman.
2. Figuratively, to remain or abide restfully without
anxiety or alarms.

lodge; abide.
Re-pose', n.

a.

The heavenly fires.
Milton.
2. To portray by pictorial or plastic art to delineate
as, to represent a landscape in a picture, a horse in bronze,
and the like.
3. To portray by mimicry or action of any kind to

to cause to be calm or quiet ; to
; as, to repose one's

;

;

.

AM being settled and reposed, the lord archbishop did present
his majesty to the lords and commons.
Fuller.
After the toil of battle to repose
Your wearied virtue.
Milton.
3> To place, have, or rest ; to set ; to intrust.
The king reposeth all his confidence in thee.
Shak.

3.

reprimand. See Admonition.

—

— often reflexive

Re-pose',

;

;

;

;

reproof

Rep're-hen'sive (-hen'slv),

Woodward.

To

2.

Sir P. Sidney.
;

—

;

compose to rest ;
self on a couch.

;

;

Containing reprehension; conveying reproof.
South.
Rep're-hen'sive-ly, adv.
Rep're-hen'SO-ry (-so-ry), a. Containing reproof;
reprehensive as, reprehensory complaint.
Johnson.
Re'— pre-sent' (re'pre-zenf), V. t. To present again
as, to re-present the points of an argument.
RepTe-sent' (rgp'rS-zSnf), V. i. [F. reprhenier, L.
|- praesenrepraesentare, repraesentatum ; pref. re- re
iare to place before, present. See Peesbnt, v. <.] 1. To
present again or anew ; to present by means of sometliing
standing in the place of; to exhibit the counterpart or

&

.

—

Syn.— Censure

;

.

F. reprehensible."] Worthy of reprehension ;
censurable ; blamable.
Rep're-hen'Si-ble-

—

DoruB.

;

behind.

;

;

Re'por-tO'rl-al (re'por-to'rl-al), a. Of or pertaining
to a reporter or reporters as, the reporiorial staff of a
newspaper.
Re-pos'al (re-poz'al), n. [From Repose.] 1. The
act or state of reposing as, the reposal of a trust. Shah.
2. That on which one reposes.
Burton.
[06s.]
Re-pos'ance (-ans), ». Reliance. [OJs.] John Hall.
[imp.
Re-pose' (re-poz'), V. t.
Reposed
p. p.
(-pozd'); p. pr.
vb. n. Reposino.]
[F. reposer ; L.
pref. re- re- -\-pausare to pause.
See Pause, Pose, v.'\
1. To cause to stop or to rest after motion
hence, to
deposit to lay down to lodge ; to reposit. [06i.]
But these thy fortunes let ua straight repose
In this divine cave's bosom.
Chapman.
Pebbles reposed in those cliffs amongst the earth
are left
;

.

RepTe-hen'si-bly, adv.
ness, n.
Rep're-hen'sion (-shiin), n. [L. reprehensio : cf. F.
reprehension.'] Reproof censure blame disapproval.
This Basilius took as though his mistress had given him a
secret reprehension that he had not showed more gratefulness to

officer or

&

.

Dryden.
J. Philips.

Rep're-hend'er (-er), n. One who reprehends.
[L. reprekensiRepTe-hen'sl-ble (;-hSu'sI-b'l), a.

person who makes authorized statements of law proceedings and decisions, or of legislative
debates. (6) One who reports speeches, the proceedings
of public meetings, news, etc., for the newspapers.
Of our tales judge and reportour.
Chaucer.
Re-port'lng-ly, adv. By report or common fame.
(a)

&

;

2. Rapport; relation; connection; reference. \_Obs.']
The corridors worse, having no report to the wings they join

Syn.

—

—

tive body, etc.

tion

;

human

II

;

to.

;;;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh = >

in azure.

Smith.

/

{

;;
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Re-prleve' (re-prev'),

'

re.

A temporary suspension

1.

of the execution of a sentence, especially of a sentence
of death.
The morning Sir John Hotham was to die, a reprieve was sent
Clarendon.
to suspend the execution for three days.
2. Interval of ease or relief ; respite.
All that I ask is but a short reprieve,
Till I forget to love,

and learn

Denham,

to grieve.

[F. reprimande, fr.
L. reprimendus, reprimenda, that is to be checked or suppressed, fr. reprimere to check, repress pref. re- repremere to press. See Press, and cf. Repress.] Severe
or formal reproof ; reprehension, private or public.
Goldsmith gave his landlady a sharp reprimand for lier treat-

Rep'rl-mand (rep'rl-mSnd),

n.

+

;

ment of

Macaiday,

liini.

Rep'rl-mand, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Reprimanded p.
pr. & vb. 77. REPEI^MNDINO.] [Cf. F. reprimander. See
Reprimand, re.] 1. To reprove severely to reprehend;
;

;

to chide for a fault

to censure formally.
Germanicus was severely reprimanded by Tiberius for travelArbuthnot.
ing into Egypt without his permission.
2. To reprove publicly and officially, in execution of a
Bentence ; as, the court ordered him to be reprimanded.
Syn.
To reprove reprehend; chide; rebuke; cenBUre ; blame. See Reprove.
Rep'l'l-mand'er (-mSnd'er), n. One who reprimands.
Re-prlm'er (re-prim'er), re. (Firearms) A machine
or Implement for applying fresh primers to spent cartridge shells, so that the shells can be used again.
Re-prlnt' (re-prlnf), V. t. 1. To print again ; to print
a second or a new edition of.
2. To renew the impression of.
The whole business of our redemption is ... to reprint God's
image upon the soul.
South.
Re'print' (re'prinf), n. A second or a new impression or edition of any printed work ; specifically, the
publication in one country of a work previously published in another.
;

—

;

Re-prlnt'er (re-print'er), n. One who reprints.
Re-pris'al (re-priz'al), re. [F. represaille, It. ripresaglia, rappresaglia, LL. reprensaliae, fr. L. reprehendere, reprehensum.
See Repkehend, Reprise.] 1. The
act of taking from an enemy by way of retaliation or
indemnity.
Debatable ground, on which incursions and reprisals continued to take place.
Macaulay.
2. Anything taken from an enemy in retaliation.
3. The act of retorting on an enemy by inflicting suffering or death on a prisoner taken from him, in retaliation for an act of inhumanity.
Vattel (Trans.).
4. Any act of retaliation.
Waierland.
IiStters of marline and reprisal.
See under Marque.
Re-pilS6' (re-priz'), re. [F. reprise, fr. reprendre, repris, to take back, L. reprekendere. See Reprehend.]
1. A takipg by way of retaliation.
\_Obs.']
Dryden.
2. pi. (Law) Deductions and duties paid yearly out of
a manor and lands, as rent charge, rent seek, pensions,
annuities, and the like. [Written also re^rfees.] Burrill.
3. A ship recaptured from an enemy or from a pirate.
Re-prlse', v. t. [Written also reprize.^ 1. To take
Spenser.
again ; to retake. \_Obs.']
2.

To recompense

;

to pay.

\_Obs.']

[Pref. re- -f
Re-prlS'tln-ate (re-prls'tTn-at), V. t.
To restore to an original state, [i?.] Shedd.
Restoration to
Re-pris'ti-na'tion (-ti-na'shiin), re.

pristine.']

an original

state

Re-prlve'

renewal of purity.

;

(re-prlv'), V.

t,

[JJ.]

[Pref. re-

To take back or away.
Re-prive', v. t. To reprieve.

deprive.]

-\-

E. Browning.
L. privare to
Spenser.

\Obs.'\

Howell.

[06^.]

Re-prize' (-priz'), v. t. See Reprise. [06.5.] Spenser.
Re-prlz'es (-priz'Sz), n. pi. (Law)' See Reprise, «. 2.
,

(re-proch'), V. t. \imp. &p. p. Reproached
vb. n. Reproaching.] [F. reprocher,
p. pr.
OF. reprochier, (assumed) LL. repropiare ; L. pref. reagain, against, back -\- prope near
hence, originally, to
bring near to, throw in one's teeth. Cf. Approach.] 1. To
come back to, or come home to, as a matter of blame
to bring shame or disgrace upon ; to disgrace.
\_Obs.'\
1 thought your marriage fit : else imputatioUj
For that he knew you, might reproach your life. Shak.
2. To attribute blame to ; to allege something disgraceful against ; to charge with a fault ; to censure
severely or contemptuously ; to upbraid.
If ye be reproached for the name of Christ. 1 Peter iv. 14.

Re-proach'

(-prochf)

&

;

;

That this newcomer, Shame,
There sit not, and reproach us as unclean.
Mezentius
with his ardor warmed
His fainting friends, reproached their shameful
.

.

Milton.

.

flight,

Repelled the victors.

Syn. — To upbraid censure
condemn revile vilify.
;

;

Dryden.
;

blame

;

chide

;

rebuke

;

n.
[F. reproche.
See Reproach, d.]
act of reproaching ; censure mingled with contempt; contumelious or opprobrious language toward
any person ; abusive reflections as, severe reproach.
No reproaches even, even when pointed and barbed with the
sharpest wit, appeared to give him pain.
Macaulay.
Give not thine heritage to reproach.
Joel ii. 17.
2.
cause of blame or censure ; shame ; disgrace.
3. An object of blame, censure, scorn, or derision.
Come, and let us build up the wall of Jerusalem, that we be
no more a rp/iroacA.
Neh.]i.l7.
Syn.
Disrepute ; discredit; dishonor; opprobrium;
invective ; contumely
reviling ; abuse
vilification
scurrility ; insolence
insult
scorn contempt ignominy shame ; scandal ; disgrace infamy.

Re-proach',
1.

The

;

A

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

— Opprobrious

—

;

;

These reproachful speeches
That he hath breathed in my dishonor here.
.

ale,

senate,

.

c&re.

.

Shak.

&m, arm, ask,

contumelious

;

shameful

;

abusive

;

;

offeninsolent ; scur;

sive ; insulting contemptuous scornful
rilous disreputable ; discreditable dishonorable ; shameful ; disgraceful ; scandalous ; base ; vile ; infamous.
;

;

;

;

I

— Re

—

- proach ' lul - ly (re - proch 'ful l^), adv.
Reproach'tul-ness, re.
Re-proach'less, a. Being without reproach.
Rep'ro-ba-oy (rgp'ro-ba-sjr), n. Reprobation. [iJ.]
Rep'ro-bance (-bans), re. Reprobation. [06s.] Shak.
Rep'ro-bate (-bat), a. [L. reprobatus, p. p. of reprobare to disapprove, condemn. See Reprieve, Reprove.]
1. Not enduring proof or trial
not of standard purity
-

;

or fineness ; disallowed ; rejected. lObs.J
Reprobate silver shall men call them, because the Lord hath
rejected them.
Jer. vi. 30.
2. Abandoned to punishment ; hence, morally abandoned and lost given up to vice ; depraved.
And strength, and art, are easily outdone
;

By

Milton.

spirits reprobate.

3. Of or pertaining to one who is given up to wickedness; aa, reprobate coa&act. " JJeproia^e desire. " Shak.
Syn.
Abandoned ; vitiated ; depraved
corrupt
wicked profligate ; base ; vile. See Abandoned.

—

;

;

Rep'ro-bate,
i

One morally abandoned and

re.

acknowledge myself for a reprobate, a

the king.

lost.

villain, a traitor to
Sir W. Jialeigh.

Rep'ro-bate (-bat), v. t. limp. & p. p. Reprobated
p. pr. & vb. re. Reprobating.] 1. To disapprove with detestation or marks of extreme dislike to
(-ba'tSd)

;

;

condemn

as

unworthy

to disallow

;

to reject.

;

Such an answer as this is reprobated and disallowed of in law;
I do not believe it, unless the deed appears.
Ayliffe,
Every scheme, every person, recommended by one of them,
Macaulay.
was reprobated by the other.
2. To abandon to punishment without hope of pardon.
Syn.
To condemn reprehend censure disown

—

abandon

;

;

;

The act

of reprobating; the state of
strong disapproval or censure.
The profligate pretenses upon which he was perpetually soliciting an increase of his disgraceful stipend are mentioned
with becoming reprobation.
Jeffrey.
Set a brand of reprobation on clipped poetry and false coin.
Dryden.
2. (Theol.) The predestination of a certain number
of the human race as reprobates, or objects of condemnation and punishment.
Rep'ro-ba'tion-er (-er), «. (Theol.) One who believes
in reprobation.
South.
See Reprobation, 2.
Rep'ro-ba-tive (-ba-tiv), a. Of or pertaining to reprobation expressing reprobation.
Rep'ro-ba'tO-ry (-ba'to-ry), a. Reprobative.
reprobatio.']

1.

being reprobated

;

;

Re'pro-duce'

(re'pro-dus'), V.

I.

To produce

;

;

:

;

\_Obs.-]

An

expression of blame or censure ; especially,
blame expressed to the face censure for a fault ; chiding ; reproach.
Pope.
Those best can bear reproof who merit praise.
Syn. Admonition ; reprehension ; chiding ; reprimand ; rebuke censure blame. See Admonition.
;

—

;

a.

[Cf. F. reprouva-

of reproof or censure.

Jer. Taylor.
; repre-

Re-prov'a-ble (re-proov'a-b'l),
6Ze.]

Worthy

— Blamable;

Syii.
hensible

;

culpable

;

blameworthy; censurable
rebukable.

— Re-prov'a-ble-ness, — Re-prov'a-bly, adv.
re.

Sir P. Sidney.
Re-prov'al (-ol), n. Reproof.
Re-prove' (re-probv'), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Reproved
[F. riprouver.
(-proovd') p. pr. & vb. re. Repeovhtg.]
;

final,

^11;

eve,

event,

What

£nd, fern,

recent;

ice,

thy son

if

Prove ^disobedient, and, reproved, retort,
" Wherefore didst thou beget me ? "
Milton,
express
disapprobation of ; as, to reprove faults.
4. To
He neither reproved the ordinance of John, neitlier plainly
condemned the fastings of other men.
UdalL
Syn. To reprehend ; chide rebuke scold ; blame
censure.
Reprove, Rebuke, Reprimand. These words
all signify the expression of disapprobation.
To reprove
implies greater calmness and self-possession.' To rebuke
implies a more excited and personal feeling.
reproof
may be administered long after the offense is committed,
and is usually intended for the reformation of the offender ; a rebuke is commonly given at the moment of
the vnrong, and is administered by way of punishment
and condemnation. A reprimand proceeds from a person
invested with authority, and is a formal and official act.
A child is reproved for his faults, and rebuked for his impudence, A military officer is reprimanded for neglect
or violation of duty.
Re-prov'er (re-proov'er), re. One who, or that which,
reproves.
Re-prov'lng-ly, adv. In a reproving manner.
Re-prune' 5e-prun'), v. t. To prune again or anew.
Yet soon reprunes her wing to soar anew.
Young,
Rep'-sll'ver (rSp'sil'ver), re.
[See Reap.^j Money
anciently paid by servile tenants to their lord, in lieu of
the customary service of reaping his corn or grain.
Rep'tant (rep'tont), a. [L. reptans, -antis, p. pr. of
reptare, v. intens. from repere to creep. See Reptile.]

—
—

;

;

A

1. (Bot.) Same as Repent.
2. (Zool.) Creeping;
crawling;

worms, etc.
Rep-tan'U-a
II

A

(rSp-tSn'shT-4),

re.

— said
pi.

of

reptiles,

[NL.]

(Zool,)

division of gastropods the Pectinibranchiata.
Rep-ta'tlon (rep-ta'shtin), re. [L. replatio, from rep;

tare

:

cf F. reptation.']

The

(Zool.)

.

act of creeping.

Rep'ta-tO-ry (rSp'ta-to-r5f), a. (Zool.) Creeping.
Rep'tlle (rSp'til 277), a. [F. reptile, L. replilis, fr.
repere, reptum, to creep cf. Lith. reploti; perh. akin
to L. serpere. Cf. Serpent.]
1. Creeping moving on
the belly, or by means of small and short legs.
2. Hence Groveling low ; vulgar as, a reptile race
;

;

;

:

;

;

or crew ; reptile vices.
There is also a false, reptile prudence, the result not of
Burke.
caution, but of fear.
And dislodge their reptile souls
Coleridge.
From the bodies and forms of men.

An

animal that crawls, or

Rep'tlle, re. 1. (Zool.)
its belly, as snakes, or
legs, as lizards, and the like.

by means

moves on

An inadvertent step may

again.

Especially : (a) To bring forward again ; as, to reproduce
a witness ; to reproduce charges ; to reproduce a play.
(b) To cause to exist again.
Those colors are unchangeable, and whenever all those rays
with those their colors are mixed again they reproduce the
same white light as before.
Sir 1. Newton.
(c) To produce again, by generation or the like ; to cause
of
the
same
the existence of (something
class, kind, or
nature as another thing) ; to generate or beget, as offspring ; as, to reproduce a rose ; some animals are reproduced by gemmation, (d) To make an image or other
representation of ; to portray ; to cause to exist in the
memory or imagination ; to make a copy of ; as, to reproduce a person's features in marble, or on canvas to
reproduce a design.
Re'pro-du'cer (-du'ser), re. One who, or that which,
Burke.
reproduces.
[Cf. F. reproducRe'pro-dUC'tlon (-duk'shun), re.
tion.']
1. The act or process of reproducing ; the state
of being reproduced ; specifically (Biol. ), the process by
which plants and animals give rise to offspring.
It^°° There are two distinct methods of reproduction
viz.
asexual reproduction (agamogenesis) and sexual reproduction (gamogenesis). In both cases the new individual is developed from detached portions of the parent
organism. In asexual reproduction (gemmation, fission,
etc.), the detached portions of the organism develop into
new individuals without the intervention of other living
matter. In sexual reproduction, the detached portion,
which is always a single cell, called the female germ cell,
is acted upon by another portion of living matter, the
male germ cell, usually from another organism, and in
the fusion of the two (imprecation) a new cell is formed,
from the development of which arises a new individual.
2. That which is reproduced.
[Cf. F. reproductif.']
Re'pro-duc'tive (-tlv), a.
Tending, or pertaining, to reproduction ; employed in reLyell.
production.
Re'pro-dUC'tO-ry (-tS-ry), a. Reproductive.
Re-proof (re-proof'), re. [OE. reproef. See Proof,
Reprove.] 1. Refutation ; confutation contradiction.
2.

OF. reprover, fr. L. reproba/re. See Reprieve, Refbobate, and cf. Reproof.] 1. To convince. \_Obs.']
When he is come, he will reprove the world of sin, and of
righteousness, and of judgment.
Joliu xvi- 8.
2. To disprove ; to refute.
\_Obs. ]
Heprove my allegation, if you can.
Shak.
3. To chide to the face as blameworthy ; to accuse as
guilty ; to censure.

;

reject.

Rep'ro-bate-ness, n. The state of being reprobate.
Rep'ro-ba'ter ( -ba'ter), re. One who reprobates.
Rep'ro-ba'tion (-ba'shun), re. [F. reprobation, or L.

;

—

reproach

;

Syn.

;
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2. Occasioning or deserving
as, a reproachful life.

base

;

Re-proach'a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
[Cf. F. reprochable.]
1. Deserving reproach
censurable.
2. Opprobrious scurrilous.
Sir T. Elyot.
[Obs."]
Re-proach'a-bie-ness, re.
Re-proach'a-bly, adv.
Re-proach'er (-er), re. One who reproaches.
Re-proach'ful (-ful), a. 1. Expressing or containing
reproach ; upbraiding opprobrious abusive.
;

;

;

crush

of small, short

tlie snail

That crawls at evening in the public path
But he that has humanity, forewarned.
Cowper,
Will tread aside, and let the reptile live.
2. (Zool.) One of the Reptilia, or one of the Amphibia,
(J^°° The amphibians were formerly classed with Reptiha, and are still popularly called reptiles, though much
more closely allied to the fishes.
3. A groveling or very mean person.
[NL.] (Zool.) A
Rep-tU'1-a (rSp-til'i-a), n. pi.
class of air-breathing oviparous vertebrates, usually covered with scales or bony plates. The heart generally
has two auricles and one ventricle. The development of
the young is the same as that of birds.
II^°" It is nearly related in many respects to Aves, or
birds. The principal existing orders are Testudinata or
Chelonia (turtles), Crocodilia, Lacertilia (lizards), Ophidia
(serpents), and Khynchocephala the chief extinct orders
are Dinosauria, Theromorpha, Mosasauria, Pterosauria,
Plesiosauria, Ichthyosauria.
Rep-tll'l-an (-an), a. Belonging to the reptiles.
Reptilian age (Geol.), that part of geological time comprising the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods,
and 'distinguished as that era in which the class of reptiles attained its highest expansion ;
called also the
Secondary or Mesozoic age.
Rep-til'I-an, re. (Zool.) One of the Reptilia a reptile.
Re-pub'llc (re-piib'lik), re. [F. republigue, L. ?•««publica commonwealth
res a thing, an affair -|- publicus, publica, public.
See Real, a., and Public]
£. Jonson,
1. Common weal.
[06s.]
2. A state in which the sovereign power resides in the
whole body of the people, and is exercised by representatives elected by them a commonwealth. Cf. Democracy, 2.
11^°° In some ancient states called republics the sovereign power was exercised by an hereditary aristocracy
or a privileged few, constituting a government now distinctively called an aristocracy. In some there was a
division of authority between an aristocracy and the
whole body of the people except slaves. No existing republic recognizes an exclusive privilege of any class to
govern, or tolerates the institution of slavery.
Republic of letters, the collective body of literary or
learned men.
Re-pub'lic-an (-IT-kan), a. [F. rSpublicain.} 1. 0\
or pertaining to a republic.
The Roman emperors were republican magistrates named by
;

II

;

—

;

;

;

the senate.

Slacaulay.

2. Consonant with the principles of a republic as, republican sentiments or opinions republican manners.
;

;

Republican party. {U. S. Politics) (a) An earlier name
of the Democratic party when it was opposed to the
Federal party. Thomas Jefferson was its great leader.
(6) One of the existing great parties.
It was organized
in 1856 by a combination of voters from other parties foi
the purpose of opposing the extension of slavery, and in
1860 it elected Abraham Lincoln president.

idea,

HI;

old,

5bey, drb, 5dd

;;
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Re-publlc-an (re-publT-kan), n. 1. One who favors
or prefers a republican form of government.
2. ( U. S. Politics) A member of the Republican party.

budding again the state of having budded again.
Re-pulse' (re-pills'), v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Repulsed

The American

3. (Zo'dl.) (a)

cliff

The

swallow.

cillf

swallows build their nests side by side, many together.
(6) A South African weaver bird (Philetssrus socius).
These weaver birds build many nests together, under a
large rooflike shelter, which they make of straw.

A

^^

^'^

B

Re-pul'la-la'tlon

Weaver Bird

B Its Compound

Nest,

(Philetsei-us socius),

much reduced.

&

(-piilst') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Repulsing.]
[L. repulsus, p. p.
of repellere.
See Repel.] 1. To repel to beat or drive
as, to repulse an assaXilt ; to repulse the enemy.
;
Complete to have discovered and repulsed
"Whatever wiles of foe or seeming friend.
Milton.
2. To repel by discourtesy, coldness, or denial to reject
to send away as, to repulse a suitor or a proffer.
Re-pulse', n. [L. repulsa, fr. repellere, repulsum.']
1. The act of repelhng or driving back ; also, the state
of being repelled or driven back.
By fate repelled, and with repulses tired. Denham.
He received in the repulse of Tarquin seven hurts in the
body.
Shak.
2. Figuratively Refusal
denial rejection failure.
Re-pulse'less, a. Not capable of being repulsed.
Re-puls'er (-er), n. One who repulses, or drives back.
Re-pul'slon (re-ptSl'shiin), n. [L. repulsio : cf F. repulsion.']
1. The act of repulsing or repelHng, or the
state of being repulsed or repelled.
2.
feeling of violent offense or disgust repugnance.
3. {Physics) The power, either inherent or due to
some physical action, by which bodies, or the particles
of bodies, are made to recede from each other, or to resist
each other's nearer approach ; as, molecular repulsion ;
electrical repulsion.
Re-pul'Slve (-slv), a. [Cf. F. repulsi/.^ 1. Serving,
or able, to repulse ; repellent ; as, a repulsive force.
Repulsive of his might the weapon stood.
Pope.
2. Cold; forbidding; offensive; a.s, repulsive maimeTs.
;

;

S.]

&

;

;

;

;

If there be many testaments, the last overthrows all the former but the republication of a former will revokes one of a
later date, and establishes the first.
Blackstone.
;

&

{imp.
p. p. Ren. Republishing.]
To
publish anew ; specifically, to publish in one country (a
work first published in another) also, to revive (a will)
by reexecution or codicil.
t.

;

'Subse(iuent to the purchase or contract, the devisor repvh-

;

;

p. p. of repudiare to repudiate, reject, fr. repudium separation, divorce; pref. re- re- -\~ pudere to be ashamed.]
1. To cast off ; to disavow ; to have nothing to do with
to renounce to reject.
Servitude is to be repudiated with greater care. Prynne.

Re-pul'so-ry
sive

;

reputable conduct.
In the article of danger,

Syn.

Stubbornly he did repugn the truth.

;

;

;

I see
reputation is at stake.
security of his reputation or good name.

4.

Bistent

;

irreconcilable

hostile

;

Re-pug'nant-ly, adv.

(-nat), v. t.
[Prom L. repugnare.
To oppose to fight against. [Obs.']
Re-pugn'er (re-pun'er), n. One who repugns.

£^11,

a.p,

arn

;

See

— Credit

made himself

of

no

;

;

Phil.

repiLtation.

ii. 7.

;

;

;

;

Job

?

xvili.

3.

Milton.

—

—

—

;

;

;

sing a requiem and such rest to her

As to peace-parted souls.
Shak.
2. Any grand musical composition, performed in honor
of a deceased person.
3. Best quiet peace.
[06i.]
;

;

Else had I an eternal requiem kept,
And in the arms of peace forever slept.

Sandys.

Re-qul'e-tO-ry (re-kwi'e-to-ry), n. [L. requietorium,
requietum, to rest. See Re-, and Quiesce.]
A sepulcher. [Obs.'\
Weever,
Re'quin (re'kwin), n. [F., fr. requiem a Mass sung
for the dead. See Requiem.] (Zo'dl.) The man-eater,
or white shark {Carcharodon carcharias)
so called on
account of its causing requiems to be sung.
Re-quir'a-ble (re-kwir'a-b'l), a. Capable of being required proper to be required.
Sir M. Hale.
Re-quire' (re-kwir'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Requieed
(-kwird') p. pr. & vb. n. Requiring.]
[OB. requeren,
requiren, OF. requerre, F. requerir ; L. pref. re- re- -\quaerere to ask cf. L. requirere. See Query, and cf.
Bequest, Requisite.] 1. To demand to insist upon
having to claim as by right and authority to exact
as, to require the surrender of property.
f r. requiescere,

—

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

food, fdbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

so

;

I

say to Caesar

What you require of him ?
Shak.
By nature did what was by law required. Dryden,
To demand or exact as indispensable to need.
;

Just gave what life required, and gave no more. Ooldsmith,
The two last [biographies] require to be particularly noticed.
J.

To ask

as a favor

A. Symonds.

to request.
I was ashamed to require of the king a band of soldiers and
horsemen to help us against the enemy in the way. Ezravin. 22.
S.

Syn.
order

;

;

— To claim exact;
demand need.

enjoin; prescribe; direct;

;

;

Re-quire'ment (-ment), n.
demand; requisition.
2. That which is required

command

;

The act of requiring

1.

an imperative or authorian essential condition
something
;

;

needed or necessary a need.
One of those who believe that they can

fill

up every

ment contained in the rule of righteousness.

God gave her the
edge of

its

J.

require-

M. Mason.

and gave her too an instinctive knowlnature and requirements.
Hawthorne,
child,

Re-quir'er (-kwir'er), re. One who requires.
Req'ui-slte (rgk'wl-zit), re. That which is required,
or is necessary something indispensable.
God, on his part, has declared the requisites on ours what we
must do to obtain blessings, is the great business of us all to
;

;

know.

IVake.

Req'ul-site,

a,
[L. requisiius, p. p. of requirere;
quaerere to ask.
See Require.]
Required by the nature of things, or by circumstances so
needful that it can not be dispensed with necessary

pref. re- re-

-)-

;

;

reputed for

;

pity

We should profane the service of the dead

To

Chaucer.

A

Botvell.

r^de,

[Christ]

Syn.

Blackstone.

\_Obs.']

I will both hear and grant you your requests.
Shak.
state of being desired or held in such estimation
3.
as to be sought after or asked for ; demand.
Knowledge and fame were in as great request as wealth among
Sir W. Temple.
us now.
Court of Requests, fa) A local tribunal, sometimes called
Court of Cmuncience, founded by act of Parliament to
facilitate the recovery of sm.all debts from any inhabitant or trader in the district defined by the act
now
mostly abolished, (b) A court of equity for the relief of
such persons as addressed the sovereit^u by supplication
now abolished. It was inferior to the Court of Chancery. [Eng.]
Brandt & C.
Syn. —Asking; solicitation; petition; prayer; supplication entreaty ; suit.

;

unite,

value.

Re-quere' (re-kwer'), V. t. To require. [Obs."]
Re-quest' (re-kwSsf), n. [OE. requeste, OF. requeste,
F. requete, LL. requesta, for requisita, fr. L. requirere,
requisitum, to seek again, ask for. See Require, and cf.
Quest.]
1. The act of asking fOL anything desired
expression of desire or demand ; solicitation ; prayer
petition; entreaty.
I will marry her, sir, at your request.
Shak.
" He gave
2. That which is asked for or requested.
them their request."
Ps. cvi. 15.

Re-pul'lu-late (re-piSl'liS-lat), V. i. [L. repullulare,
repuUulatum. See Pullulate.] To bud again.
Though tares repvllulate, there is wheat still left in the field.
-Ose,

;

;

In a repugnant manner.

Re-pug'nate
Repugn.]

+

;

;

2. Specifically: Good character or reputation; credit
or honor derived from common or public opinion
opposed to disrepute. " Dead stocks, which have been
of repute.''^
F. Beaumont.
Re-put'ed-ly (re-put'gd-Iy), adv. In common opinion
or estimation ; by repute.
Re-pute'less, a. Not having good repute ; disreputable; disgraceful; inglorious.
[jB.]
Shak.

inimical.

;

;

tative

Shak.

He who reigns
in heaven, till then as one secure
Sat on his throne, upheld by old repute.

;

;

Shah.

See Beg.

;

Ames.

Monarch

—

you

Re-quest'er (-er), n. One who requests a petitioner.
Re-qulck'en (re-kwTk''n), v. t. To quicken anew;
to give new life to.
Shak.
Re'qui-em (re'kwi-em 277), n. [Ace. of L. requiei
rest, the first words of the Mass being "Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine," give eternal rest to them,
Lord pref. re- requies quiet. See Quiet, n., and
cf. Requin.]
1. {R. C. Ch.) A Mass said or sung for
the repose of a departed soul.
to reanimate

indispensable.
All truth requisite for

Syn. — Necessary needful
;

;

Shak.

;

life.

Shak.
Re-pute', n.
1. Character reputed or attributed
reputation, whether good or bad ; established opinion
public estimate.

;

;

The
Account

A prince most prudent.

is

—

a man's whole

The king your father was

[His sword] repugnant to command.
Shak.
no breach of a divine law but is more or less repugnant unto the will of the Lawgiver, God himself.
Perkins.
Syn. Opposite opposed adverse contrary ; incon_

There

is

{Law) The character imputed to a person in the
community in which he lives. It is admissible in evidence when he puts his character in issue, or when such

sight

reluctance; unwillingness; dislike;
antipathy hatred
hostility
irreconcQableness ; contrariety; inconsistency. See Dislike.
Re-pug'nant (-nant), a. [F. repugnant, or L. repugnans, -antis, p. pr. of repugnare. See Repugn.] Disposed to fight against ; hostile ; at war with.; being at
variance ; contrary
inconsistent ; refractory ; disobedient; also, distasteful in a high degree; offensive;
usually followed by to, rarely and less properly by with ;
as, all rudeness was repugnant to her nature.
;

I request

2.

;

;

;

;

estimable.

2.

Shak.

"Without rejnupianoj.

;

;

thing, or action repute.
The best evidence of reputation

;

;

Syn. — Aversion

creditable

;

Sir T. North.
1 n.
[F. repugnance, L. reRe-pug'nance (-nans),
Re-pug'nan-cy (-nan-sy), ( pugnantia.'] The state
or condition of being repugnant; opposition; contrariety especially, a strong instinctive antagonism aversion reluctance unwillingness, as of mind, passions,
principles, qualities, and the like.
That which causes us to lose most of our time is the repugnance which we naturally have to labor.
Dryden.
Let the foes quietly cut their throats,
;

;

Rep'U-ta'tion (-ta'shtin), n. [F. reputation, L. reputatio a reckoning, consideration.
See Repute, v. t.']
1. The estimation in which one is held
character in
public opinion
the character attributed to a person,

Capable of being

;

— Respectable

;

;

;

To give my poor host freedom.
Syn. — To ask; solicit; entreat; beseech.

— Rep'u-ta-ble-ness, n. — Rep'u-ta-bly, adv.

repute regard estimation esteem
honor fame. See the Note under Chaeactek.
Re-put'a-Uve-ly (re-piit'a-tTv-ly), adv. By repute.
Re-pute' (re-puf), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Reputed;^.
pr. & vb. n. Reputing.]
[F. reputer, L. repidare to
count over, thuik over pref. re- re- -|- putare to count,
think.
See PuTATrvE.]
To hold in thought to account to estimate to hold to think ; to reckon.
Wherefore are we counted as beasts, and reputed vile in your

Ro-pu'di-a'tor (re-pu'di-a'ter), n. [L., a rejecter,
contemner.] One who repudiates.
Re-pugn' (re-pun'), v. t. [F. repugner, L. repxignare,
repugnaium ; pref. re--\-pugnare to fight. See PdgnaOious.] Tc fight against to oppose; to resist,
[i?.]

;

an enemy
Broome.

as reputable to elude

my

;

Requested ;

;

Shall
it is

as defeat one.

:

refuse to acknowledge or to pay to disclaim
as, the State has repudiated its debts.
Re-pu'dl-a'tion (-a'shun), n. [Of. F. ripudiation, L.
repudiatio.']
The act of repudiating, or the state of being repudiated ; as, the repudiation of a doctrine, a wife,
a debt, etc.
Re-pu'dl-a'tlon-lst, n. One who favors repudiation,
especially of a public debt.

Re-pug'na-ble (re-pug'na-b'l), a.
repugned or resisted. [JS.]

To buy back or

to regain

;

& p. p.

[imp.

t.

n. Requesting.]
[Cf. OF. requester, F. re1. To ask for (something)
to express desire
for to solicit as, to request his presence, or a favor.
2. To address with a request to ask.

;

divorce, put away, or discard, as a wife, or a
one has promised to marry.
His separation from Terentia, whom he repudiated not long
;

t.

Rep'u-ta-ble (rep'6-ta-b'l), a.
[From Repute.]
Having, or worthy of, good repute ; held in esteem honorable praiseworthy ; as, a reputable man or character

To

To

48), v.

;

;

Bolingbroke.

V.

& vb.

p.J>r.

queter.']

;

(re-pflr'clms

by purchase.
Sir M. Hale.
Re-pur'chase, n._ The act of repurchasing.
Re-pu'ri-fy (re-pu'ri-fy), v. t. To purify again.

again

woman
3.

Repul-

[L. repulsorius.1

(-s6-ry), a.

driving back.

;

Re-pur'chase

reputation is otherwise part of the issue of a case.
3. Specifically
Good reputation ; favorable regard
public esteem general credit ; good name.

;

afterward.

;

;

Blackstone.

Re-pub'lish-er (-er),_ra. One who r^ublishes.
Re-pu'di-a-ble (re-pu'dl-a^b'l), a. [See Repudiate.]
Admitting of repudiation fit or proper to be put away.
Re-pu'di-ate (-at), v. t. {imp. & p. p. Repudiated
(-a'tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Repudiating.]
[L. repudialus,

2.

;

— Re-pul'sive-ly, adv.—Re-pvl'aive-neBS, n.

;

lished his will.

;

A

;

Re-pub'llsh (re-piib'Iish), v.
published (-llslit) p. pr. & vb.

;

.

Re-pub'llc-an-Ize (-iz), v. t. [imp.
p. p. ReptibLICANIZED (-iizd) p. pr. & vb. n. Rephblicanizing (-!'zing).]
[Cf. F. republicaniser.']
To change, as a state,
into a republic to convert to republican principles as,
France was republicanized ; to repubUcanize the rising
generation.
D. Ramsay.
Re-pub'll-cate (re-ptSbll-kat), v. t. [Cf. LL. republicare.']
To make public again to republish. [06s.]
Re-pub'11-ca'tlon (re-pub'lT-ka'shun), n. A second
publication, or a new publication of something before
published, as of a former will, of a volume already published, or the like
specifically, the publication in one
country of a work first issued in another ; a reprint.

Re-quest' (re-kwBst'),

act of

back

;

-

{_U.

The

(rJ-pfil'lii-la'shiSn), n.

;

Red republican. See under Bed.
[Cf. F. republicaRe-pub'lic-an-lsm (-iz'm), n.
nisme.'\ 1. A republican form or system of government
the principles or theory of republican government.
2. Attachment to, or political sympathy for, a republican form of government.
Burke.
3. The principles and policy of the Republican party,
80 called.

REQUITAL

;

:

A Kepublioan or Sociable

;

;;
;;;

;;;;

sinsr,

i|xk

— Req'ul-slte-ly,

arfu.

;

men

to

know.

Milton,

indispensable

;

— Req'ui-slte-ness,

essential.

«.

Req'ui-si'tion (rSk'wT-zish'un), «. [Cf. F. requisiii. requisitio a searching.]
1. The act of requiring,
as of right ; a demand or application made as by authorSpecifically : (o) {International Law)
ity.
formal demand made by one state or government upon another for
the surrender or extradition of a fugitive from justice.
Kent. (6) {Law) A notarial demand of a debt. Wharton,
(c) {Mil.)
demand by the invader upon the people of an invaded country for supplies, as of provision,
forage, transportation, etc. Farrow, {d) A formal application by one officer to another for things needed in
the public service ; as, a requisition for clothing, troops,
tion,

A

A

or money.
2. That which is required by authority ; especially, a
quota of supplies or necessaries.
3. A written or formal call an invitation a summons
as, a requisition for a public meeting.
[Eng.l
Req'ui-sl'tion, v. t. 1. To make a requisition on or
for as, to requisition a district for forage ; to requisi;

;

;

tion troops.
2. To present a requisition to ; to summon or request
as, to requixition a person to be a candidate.
[Eng.'\
Req'ul-si'tlon-lst, n. One who makes or signs "a requisition.

Re-quls'l-tive (re-kwTz'T-tIv), a. Expressing or implying demand.
[R,'\
Harris,
One wlio, or that which, makes
Re-quls'1-tlve, n.
requisition
a rcquisitionist.
[i?.]
Re-quls'1-tor (-ter), «. One who makes requisition
esp., one authorized by a requisition to investigate facts.
Re-quls'1-tO-ry (-tS-rJf), a. Sought for; demanded.
;

Summarxi on Du Bartas (KVJl).
Re-qult'a-ble (-kwit'iV-b'l), <r. That may be requited.
Re-qult'al (-«1), n. [From Requite.] Tlie not of requiting also, that wliioh requites return, good or bad,
[•R-]

;

;

tben,

;

thin

;

bON

j

zh = z

in azure.

;;;
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REQUITE
for anything done ; in a good sense, compensation ;
recompense ; as, the requital of services
in a bad
sense, retaliation, retribution, or punishment as, the requital of evil deeds.
No merit their aversion can remove.
Waller.
Nor ill requital can efface their love.
;

;

— Compensation

Syn.

;

recompense

satisfaction ; payment
;
reprisal; punishment.

reward

;

remuneration

;

retribution

;

retaliation

;

Re-qulte' (re-kwif), v. t. limp. & p. p. Reqditbd
& vb. n. Requiting.] [Pref. re- quit.'] To repay in a good sense, to recompense to return (an
equivalent) in good to reward in a bad sense, to retaliate
to return (evil) for evil to punish.
He can requite thee for he knows the charms
Milton.
That call tame on such gentle acts as these.
Thou, hast seen it for thou beholdest miscliief and spite, to
;

+

p. pr.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

p. pr.

Syn.

Ps. x.

with thy hand.

it

—

compensate
punish revenge.

To repay reward pay
;

;

;

recompense
Re-qulte'ment (-ment), n. Requital.

nerate

satisfy

;

;

;

;

;

\_Obs.']

E. Hall.

One who

requites.
[F. arriere-bras.'] {Anc.
Armor) Armor for the upper part of the arm. Fairholt.
Rere'de-main' (-de-man'), n. [F. arrilre back -f- de
of -f- main hand.]
backward stroke. [0J«.]
F. dos back, L.
Rere'dOB (rer'diSs), n. [From rear
dorsum. Cf. Dobsal.] (Arch.) (a)
screen or partition
wall behind an altar,
(b) The back of a fireplace,
(c) The open hearth, upon which fires were lighted, immediately under the louver, in the center of ancient
halls.
[Also spelt reredosse.\
Fairholt.
Rere'flel' (rer'fef), n.
[F. arrilre-fief.
See Reae
hinder, and Fibp.] {Scots Law)
fief held of a superior
feudatory ; a fief held by an under tenant.
Blackstone.
Ro-relgn' (re-ran'), v. i. To reign again.
To reiterate
Re'-re-lt'er-ate (re're-ifer-at), V. t.
many times. [A] ^^ 'M.y re-reiterated vnab." Tennyson.
rearmouse.
Rere'mouse' (rer'mous'), n. (Zo'dl.)
Re'-re-SOlve' (re're-zSlv'), V. t.
i. To resolve again.
Resolves, and re-resolvea. then dies the same.
Young.

Re-C[Ult'er (-kwit'er), n.

Rere'brace'

(rer'bras'), n.

A

A

+

A

A

&

Rere'ward' (rer'ward'), n. [See Reabwabd.] The
tear guard of an army. lObs.J
Res (rez), n. ; pi. Res. [L.] A thing ; the particular thing ; a matter ; a point.
Res gestae [L., things done] (Law), the facts which
form the environment of a litigated issue. Wharton.
Res Judicata [L.] (Law), a thing adjudicated a matter no
longer open to controversy.
Re-sail' (re-sal'), v. t.
i.
To sail again ; also, to sail
back, as to a former port.
Re-sale' (re-sal' or re'sal), n. A sale at second hand,
or at retail ; also, a second sale.
Bacon.
Re-sal'gar (re-s51'ger), n. Realgar. [Oi.?.] Chaucer.
(re'sa-luf),
V.
t.
To
salute
again.
Re'sa-lUte'
Re-saw' (re-sa'), v. t. To saw again ; specifically, to
saw a balk, or a timber, which has already been squared,
into dimension lumber, as joists, boards, etc.

Syn. — To retake

—

II

;

&

Res'cat

(rSs'kSt), V.

t.

To ransom

[Sp. rescatar.l

;

to rescue.
[Obs.]
Howell.
Res'cat, n. [Sp. rescate.'] Ransom release. [Oif.]
(imp. & p. p. Rescinded
Re-SClnd' (re-sind'), v.'t.
p. pr. & vb. n. Rescindino.] [L. rescindere, rescissum ;
|- scindere to cut, split
pref. re- re
cf. F. rescinder.
See Schism.] 1, To cut off ; to abrogate ; to annul.
The blessed Jesus
did sacramentally rescind the impure
relics of Adam and the contraction of evil customs. Jer. Taylor.
2. Specifically, to vacate or make void, as an act, by the
enacting authority or by superior authority to repeal
as, to rescind a law, a resolution, or a vote
to rescind
a decree or a judgment.
to release

;

;

;

—

:

.

.

.

;

;

Syn. — To revoke
reverse

;

repeal

;

abrogate

;

;

annul

;

recall

vacate ; void.

Re-sclnd'a-ble

(-4-b'l), a.

Re-scind'ment (-ment),

Capable of being rescinded.
re.

The

act of rescinding

rescission.

Re-scls'slon (re-slzh'iin), re. [L. rescissio : cf. F. rescision.
See Rescind.] The act of rescinding, abrogating, annulling, or vacating
as, the rescission of a law,
decree, or judgment.
Re-SCls'SO-ry (re-siz'o-rj^ or re-sTs'-), a. [L. rescissorius : cf. F. rescisoire.'] Tending to rescind rescinding.
To pass a general act rescissory (as it was called), annulling
all the Parhaments that had been held since the year 163.3.
;

;

Bp. Burnet.

Res'COUS (rSs'kEis), n. [OE., fr. OF. rescousse, fr.
rescourre, p. p. rescous, to rescue. See Resctte.] 1. Rescue ; deliverance. [06«.]
Chaucer.
2. (Law) See Rescue, 2.
lObs.l
Res'cowe (rSs'kou), v. t. To rescue. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Re-scribe' (re-skrlb'), v. t. [L. rescribere ; pref. re- re-j- scribere to write.
See Soeibe.] 1. To write back ; to

recapture

;

free

;

deliver

;

;

liberate

save.

;

Res'cue (rSs'kfi), re. [From Rescue, v. ; cf. Rescous.]
1. The act of rescuing deliverance from restraint, vi;

olence, or danger

Spur

;

liberation.

to the rescue of the

Shak.

noble Talbot.

(Law)

(a) The forcible retaking, or taking away,
against law, of things lawfully distrained. (6) The forcible liberation of a person from an arrest or imprisonment, (c) The retaking by a party captured of a prize

2.

made by the enemy.

Bouvier.

The

rescue of a prisoner from the court is punished with perpetual imprisonment and forfeiture of goods.
Blackstone,

Rescue grass. [Etymol. uncertain.] (Bot.) A tall grass
(Ceratochloa unioloides) somewhat resembling chess, cultivated for hay and forage in the Southern States.

Res'CUe-Iess, a. Without rescue or release.
Res'CU-er (-kiJ-er), re. One who rescues.
Res'CUS-see' (rSs'kus-se'), re.
(0. Eng. Law) The
party in whose favor a rescue is made.
Crabb.
Res-CUS'SOr (res-kiis's5r), re. [LL.] {0. Eng. Law)
One who makes an unlawful rescue ; a rescuei". Burrill.
Rese (rez), V. i. To shake ; to quake to tremble.
" It made all the gates for to rese."
[Oft«.]
Chaucer.
[Pref. re- -{ search.]
Re-searcll' (re-serch'), v. t.
To search again to examine anew.
;

;

Re-search' (re-serch'), re. [Pref. re- -j- search: cf.
OF. recerche, F. recherche.] Diligent inquiry or examination in seekmg facts or principles laborious or continued search after truth as, researches of human wisdom.
The dearest interests of parties have frequently been staked
;

;

on the

results of the researches of antiquaries.

II

II

— Investigation

Syn.

;

examination

JUacaiday.

Inquiry

;

scru-

;

tiny.

Re-search', v. t. [Pref. re- -\- search : cf. OF. recerchier, F. rechercher.]
To search or examine with continued care ; to seek diligently.

Re-search'er (-er), re. One who researches.
Re-search'ful (-ful), a. Making researches
'

[R.]

tive.

Re-seat' (re-sef),

V.

1.

t,

;

inquisi-

Coleridge.
seat or set again, as on

To

a chair, throne, etc.
Dryden.
2. To put a new seat, or new seats, in
as, to reseat a
theater to reseat a chair or trousers.
[imp. & p. p. Resected;
Re-sect' (re-s5kt'), V. t.
p. pr. & vb. re. Resecting.] [L. resectus, p. p. of resecare to cut off ; pref. re- re- -{- secure to cut.] To cut or
pare off to remove by cutting.
Re-sec'tion (re-sSk'shiln), re.
[L. reseciio : cf. F. rSsection.] J.. The act of cutting or paring off.
Cotgrave.
2. {Surg.) The removal of the articular extremity of a
bone, or of tlie ends of the bones in a false articulation.
Re-se'da (re-se'd4), re. [L., a kind of plant.] 1. {Bot.)
A genus of plants, the type of which is mignonette.
2. A grayish green color, like that of the flowers of
mignonette.
J. Barlow.
Re-seek' (re-sek'), V. i. To seek again.
Re-seize' (re-sez'), V. t. [Pref. re- \- seize: cf. F.
ressaisir.]
1. To seize again, or a second time.
2. To put in possession again to reinstate.
;

;

;

;

And then therein [in his kingdom] reseized was again. Spenser.
3. {Law) To take possession of, as lands and tenements which have been disseized.
The sheriff is commanded to reseize
chattels thereon, and keep the
rival of the justices of assize.

same in

the land and

all the
till the arBlackstone.

his custody

Re-seiz'er (-sez'er), re. 1. One who seizes again.
2. {Eng. Law) The taking of lands into the hands of
the king where a general livery, or oustre le main, was
formerly mis-sued, contrary to the form and order of law.
second seizure ;
Re-sei'ZUre (re-se'zhiir 135), re.
Bacon.
the act of seizing again.
Re-sell' (re-sSl'), V. t. To sell again ; to sell what
has been bought or sold ; to retail.
Re-sem'bla-ble (re-zSm'bla-b'l), a. [See Resemble.]
Gower.
Admitting of being compared ; like. [Obs.]
Re-sem'blance (-blans), re. [Cf. F. ressemblance.
See Resemble.] 1. The quality or state of resembling;
likeness similitude similarity.
One main end of poetry and painting is to please they bear
Vt^den.
a great resemblance to each other.

Ayliffe.

;

;

Howell.

Re'script (re'skript), re. [L. rescriptum : cf. F. reformerly also -spelt rescript. See Rescbibe, v. <.]
1. {Rom. Aniiq.) The answer of an emperor when formally consulted by particular persons on some difficult
scrit,

question hence, an edict or decree.
In their rescripts and other ordinances, the Roman emperors
tpoke in the plural number.
Hare.
2. (iJ. C. Ch.) The official written answer of the pope
npon a question of canon law, or morals.
3. A counterpart.
Bouvier.
Re-scrlp^tion (re-skrTp'shun), re. [L. rescripiio : cf.
P. rescription.
See Resckibe.] A writing back ; the
answering of a letter.
Loveday.
Re-scrlp'tive (-ttv), a. Pertaining to, or answering
the purpose of, a rescript ; hence, deciding ; settling ; determining.
Re-scrlp'tive-ly, adv. By rescript.
Burke.
Res'CU-a-ble (rSs'kiJ-i-b'l), a. That may be rescued.
Res'CUe (rSsfkiS), V. t. [imp.
p. p. RESCUED (-kud)
j

&

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, Sim, ask,

2. That which resembles, or is similar ; a representation ; a likeness.
These sensible things, which religion hath allowed, are reHooker.
semblances formed according to things spiritual.

A

comparison a simile. [Obs.]
3.
[Obs.]
4. Probability ; verisimilitude.
;

Syn. — Likeness
representation

;

similarity

;

;

similitude

;

Chaucer.
Shak.
semblance

image.

and p. pr. fr. ressembler to resemble. See Resemble.] Having or exGower.
[R.]
hibiting resemblance resembling.
Re-sem'ble (re-zSm'b'l), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Resembled (-b'ld) p. pr. & vb. n. Resembling (-bllng).]

Re-sem'blant (-Want),

[F., a.

a.

;

;

+

sembler to seem, resem[F. ressembler ; pref. re- reble, fr. L. similare, simulare, to imitate, fr. similis like,
similar.
See Simhak.] 1. To be like or similar to ; to
bear the similitude of, either in appearance or qualities ;
as,

these brothers resemble each other.
We will resemble vou in that.

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

£nd,

fSm, recent

Shak.
;

Ice,

to compare

;

to represent as like. [OS*.]

;

The

To counterfeit

other ...

bright.

to imitate. [Obs.]
well resemble man's speech."
4. To cause to imitate or be like. [R.]
3.

;

Spenser.

" They can

H.

so

Holland.
Bushnell

Re-sem'bler (re-zgm'bler), re. One who resembles.
Re-sem'bling-ly (-bling-iy), adv.
So as to resemwith resemblance or likeness.
Re-sem'i-nate (-sSm'I-nat), v. t. [L. pref. re- again
seminatus, p. p. of seminare to sow.]
To produce
again by means of seed. [Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
Re-send' (re-sSnd'), v. t. 1. To send again as, to
ble

;

-\-

;

resend a message.
2. To send back as, to resend a gift.
[Obs.]
Shak.
3. {Telegraphy) To send on from an intermediate station by means of a repeater.
Re-sent' (re-zSnf), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Resenii;d
p.- pr. & vb. re. Resenting.]
[F. ressenlir ; L. pref.
re- re- -f- sentire to feel. See Sense.]
1. To be sensible
of to feel ; as (a) In a good sense, to take well to re;

;

;

:

;

ceive with satisfaction.

Which makes
bly resented by

[Obs.]

the tragical ends of noble persons more favoracompassionate readers.
Sir T. Browne.

to consider as an injury
(4) In a bad sense, to take ill
or affront ; to be indignant at.
2. To express or exhibit displeasure or indignation at,
as by words or acts.
The good prince King James . . . bore dishonorably what he
might nave resented safely.
BoUngbroke.
3. To recognize to perceive, especially as if by smelling ;
associated in meaning with sent, the older spelling
of scent to smell.
See Resent, v. i. [Obs.]
This bird of prey resented a worse than earthly savor in the
;

—

;

soul of Saul.

Fuller.

Our King Henry
Re-sent',

the Seventh quickly resented his drift. Fuller.

To

feel resentment.

1.
Swift.
give forth an odor ; to smeU ; to savor.
[Obs.]
judicious prelate will prefer a drop of the sincere milk of
the word before vessels full of traditionary pottage resenting of
the wild gourd of human invention.
Fuller.

2.

v. i.

To

The

Re-Sent'er (-er), re. One who resents. SirH.Wotton.
Re-sent'ful (-ful), a. Inclined to resent easily provoked to anger irritable.
Re-Sent'ful-ly, adv.
Re-sent'i-ment (-T-ment), re. Resentment. [Obs.]
Re-sent'ing-ly, adv. 1. With deep sense or strong
perception.
[Obs.]
Dr. H. More.
2. With a sense of wrong or affront with resentment.
Re-sent'ive (-Tv), a. Resentful. [R.]
Thomson.

—

;

;

;

Re-sent'ment

(-ment),

[F. ressentiment.]

re.

1.

The

act of resenting.
2.

The

something in the mind as a

state of holding

subject of contemplation, or of being inclined to reflect
upon something ; a state of consciousness ; conviction
feeling ; impression.
[Obs.]

He retains vivid resentments of the more
It is a greater wonder that so
resentment of their danger.

many

of

solid morality.

them

die,

Dr. H. More.
with so little
Jer. Taylor.

3. In a good sense, satisfaction gratitude.
[Obs.]
The Council taking notice of the many good services performed by Mr. John Milton,
have thought fit to declare
their resentment and good acceptance of the same.
;

.

.

.

The Council Book (1651).
4. In a bad sense, strong displeasure ; anger ; hostility
provoked by a wrong or injury experienced.
Resentment ... is a deep,
conduct of the offender.

reflective displeasure against the

Cogan.

Syn. — Anger
irritation
grudge indignation choler
fury. — Resentment, Angek.

vexation

;

;

displeasure

;

;

wrath rage
Anger is the broader term,
denoting a keen sense of disapprobation (usually with a
desire to punish) for whatever we feel to be wrong,
whether directed toward ourselves or others. Resentment
is anger excited by a sense of personal injury.
It is, etymologically, that reaction of the mind which we instinctively feel when we think ourselves wronged. Pride and
;

;

;

gall

;

ire

;

;

selfishness are apt to aggravate this feeling until it
changes into a criminal animosity ; and this is now the
signification of the term. Being founded
in a sense of injury, this feeling is hard to be removed
and hence the expressions bitter or implacable resent-

more common
ment.

See Anger.

Anger

is

like

A full-hot horse, who being allowed his way,

A

;

;

write in reply.
2. To write over again.

liken

He did resemble to his lady

;

14.

remu-

—

To

2.

rei-

;

release

;
;

RESERVATION

[OE. rescouen, OF.

Rescuing.]

vb. n.

j- excutere
courre, rescurre, rescorre; L. pref. re- re
to shake or drive out
ex out -j- quatere to shake. See
Quash to crush. Percussion.] To free or deliver from
any confinement, violence, danger, or evil; to liberate
from actual restraint ; to remove or withdraw from a
state of exposure to evil as, to rescue a prisoner from
the enemy ; to rescue seamen from destruction.
Had I been seized by a hungry lion,
I would have been a breakfast to the beast.
Rather than have false Proteus rescue me.
Shak.

;

requite

;

;;

Self-mettle tires him.

Shak.

Can heavenly minds such high resentment show.
Dryden.
Or exercise their spite in human woe ?
Res'er-ate (rSsfer-at), V. t. [L. reseratus, p. p. of reserare to unlock.] To unlock to open. [Obs.] Boyle.
Re-Serv'anoe (re-zerv'ans), re. Reservation. [R.]
;

Res'er-va'tion (rgz'er-va'shiin), re. [Cf. F. reservation, LL. reservatio.
See Reserve.] 1. The act of reserving, or keeping back concealment, or withholding
from disclosure reserve.
A. Smith.
Shak.
With reservation of an hundred knights.
Shak.
Make some resei'vation of your wrongs.
2. Something withheld, either not expressed or disDryden.
closed, or not given up or brought forward.
3. A tract of the public land reserved for some special
[U. S.]
use, as for schools, for the use of Indians, etc.
4. The state of being reserved, or kept in store. Shak.
5. {Law) {a) A clause in an instrument b.y which
some new thing is reserved out of the thing granted, and
Kent.
not in esse before. (J) A proviso.
5!^°° This term is often used in the same sense with
exception, the technical distinction being disregarded.
6. (Eccl.) {a) The portion of the sacramental elements reserved for purposes of devotion and for the
communion of the absent and sick. (6) A term of canon
law, which signifies that the pope reserves to himself
appointment to certain benefices.
Mental reservation, the withholding, or failing to disclose,
something that affects a statement, promise, etc., and
which, if disclosed, would materially change its import.
;

;

idea,

HI

;

old,

Sbey, drb, 8dd

"

;;

;;

RESINATE

RESERVATIVE

1225

Tending to leseive
Re-Berv'a-tlve
or keep ; keeping reserving.
Re-serv'a-tO-ry (-to-ry),n. [LL. reservatorium, fr.
L. reservare. See Resebve, v. t., and cf. Eeservoir.] A
Woodward.
place in which things are reserved or kept.
Re-serve' (re-zerv'), v. t. limp. & p. p. Reserved
[F. reserver, L.
(-zervd') p. pr. & vh, n. Reseevino.]
servare to keep.
reservare, reservatum; pref. re- reSee Serve.] 1. To keep back to retain not to deliver,
make over, or disclose. "I have reserved to myself
Shak.
nothing."
2. Hence, to keep in store for future or special use to
withhold from present use for another purpose or time
Gen. xxvii. 35.
to keep to retain.
Hast thou seen the treasurea of the hail, which I have reserred

Re-Blde' (re-zid'), V. i. lim^. & p. p. Resided; p.
pr.
vb. n. Residing.]
[F. resider, L. residere ; pref.
See Sit.]
1. To dwell perma-f- sedere to sit.
nently or for a considerable time
to have a settled
abode for a time; to abide continuously; to have one's
domicile or home to remain for a long time.
At the moated grange, reside.^ tliis dejected Mariana. Shak.
Dryden.
In no lixed place the happy souls reside.
2. To have a seat or fixed position
to inhere to lie
or be as an attribute or element.
In such like acts, the duty and virtue of contentedness doth
especially reside.
Barrow.
Boyle.
3. To sink
to settle, as sediment.
[OJi.]
Syn. To dwell; inhabit; sojourn; abide; remain;

(re-zerv'4-tlv), a.

&

;

re- re-

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

live

;

use.

The virgins, besides the oil in their lamps, carried likewise a
Tiilotson.
reserve in some other vessel for a continual supply.
3. That which is excepted ; exception.
Each has some darling lust, which pleads for a reserve, Sogers.

;

4. Restraint of freedom in words or actions; backwardness ; caution in personal behavior.
My soul, surprised, and from her sex disjoined,

Funds kept on hand

to

meet

—

liabilities.

reservedness

;

coldness

modesty.
Re-served' (-zervd'),
use, or for an exigency

;

;

restraint

;

shyness

;

coy-

;

1.

Kept

for future or special

as, reserved

troops

a reserved

;

;

seat in a theater.
2. Restrained from freedom in words or actions ; backward, or cautious, in communicating one's thoughts and
feelings ; not free or frank.

To

all

obliging, yet reserved to

ness, n.
Res'er-vee'
thing

is

;

Re-Serv'er (re-zerv'er), n.
Re-serv'lst, n.
diers or militia.

One

A member

One who

whom any-

reserves.
.

The act of resetting.
That which is reset matter set up
;

.

.

.

[Pref. re-

t.

-{-

An ecclesiastic who keeps

—

;

—

Spenser.

re.

The

office

or

&

&

;

;

;

;

—

Lament
up

sign

ourselves to the will of

We

Beau. & Fl.
Re-Slgn', n. Resignation. [Ofij.]
Res'lg-na'tlon (rSz'Ig-na'shiin), n. [F. resignation.
See Resign.] 1. The act of resigning or giving up, as a
claim, possession, office, or the like surrender as, the
resignation of a crown or commission.
2. The state of being resigned or submissive; quiet
or patient submission unresisting acquiescence as, resignation to the will and providence of God.
Syn.— Patience surrender; relinquishment; forsaking
abandonment abdication renunciation submission ; acquiescence endurance. See Patience.
Re-signed' (re-zind'), a. Submissive yielding not
disposed to resist or murmur.
;

;

;

;

;

;

A

mind

firm, yet cautious

;

Sincere, though prudent

;

;

constant, yet resigned.

Pope.

Re-8lgn'ed-ly (r6-zin'Sd-lJ), adv. With submission.
Res'lgn-ee' (r5z'I-ne'), re. One to whom anything is
resigned, or in whose favor a resignation is made.
Re-Slgn'er (re-zin'er), re. One who resigns.

Re-Slgn'ment

(-ment),

re.

The act

of resigning.

Re-sile' (rS-zil'), V. i. limp. & p. p. Resiled (-zild')
p.pr. & vb. n. Resilino.]
[L. resilire to leap or spring
back pref. re- re- -f- salire to leap, spring.
See Salient.] To start back to recoil to recede from a pur;

;

;

pose.

J. Ellis.

Re-Sll'l-ence (re-zTl'I-ens), ) n. 1. The act of resiling, springing back, or
Re-sll'1-en-cy (-en-sj?),
J
rebounding ; as, the resilience of a ball or of sound.
2. {Mech.
Engin. ) The mechanical work required to
strain an elastic body, as a deflected beam, stretched
spring, etc., to the elastic limit
also, the work performed by the body in recovering from such strain.
Re-sll'1-ent (-ent), a. [L. resiliens, p. pr.] Leaping

&

;

back rebounding recoiling.
Res'l-U'tlon (rSz'I-ltsli'iSn), n.
;

;

[F. rSsidti, L. residuum, fr.
reslduus that is left behind, remaining, fr. residere to re-

m^^/fr.ti'H.? exude from trees in combination with es*
sential oils, gums, etc., and in a liquid or seniiliquid state.
They are composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and
are supposed to be formed by the oxidation of the essen-

Res'in

—

re.

tial oils.

resin, are

Copal,

some

gum

ni.astic, guniacum, and colophony or pine
of tliein.
mixed with gum, tliey

When

them will I deliver to the sword. Jer. xv. 9.
If church power had then prevailed over its victims, not a res/. Taylor.
idue of English liberty would have been saved.
2. (Law) That part of a testator's estate which is not
disposed of in his will by particular and special legacies
and devises, and which remains after payment of debts

and gamboge mixed
they form balsams, or oleoresina.
Hlghgate resin (Min.), a fossil resin resembling copal,
occurring in blue cl.ay at Highgate, near London.
Resin
bush (Hot.), a low composite slinib {Eiinu>i>s .•!pi'i'iosissimiis) of South Africa, having smooth pinnately parted
leaves and abounding in resin.
Res'in-a'ceous (-ii'shiis), a. Having the quality of

and

resin

form the

with essential

;

residue of

legacies.

3. (Chem.) That which remains of a molecule after
the removal of a portion of its constituents hence, an
;

;

;

;

—

The

;

;

;

Ayliffe.

;

Re-Ship'per (-per), re. One who reships.
Res'1-ance (rSz'T-ans), re. [LL. reseantia, or OF. relemce.^ Residence; abode. [Oftj.]
Bacon.
Res'l-ant (-ont), a. [OF. reseant, resseant, L. residens.
Bee Resident.] Resident present in a place. [06«.]
In which her kingdom's throne is chiefly resiant. Spenser.
Res'l-ant, n. A resident. [06i.]
Sir T. More.

Tiilotson.

To

;

main behind. See Reside, and cf. Residuum.] 1. That
which remains after a part is taken, separated, removed,
or designated remnant remainder.

*. i.
To engage one's self again for service
a vessel after having been discharged.
Re-shlp'ment (-ment), n. The act of reshipping
»l80, that which is reshipped.

Milton.
in all things re-

?

Resilience,
[ij.]
(rEz'in), re.
[F. 7-Ssi7ie, L. resina ; cf. Qr.
Any
Cf.
Rosin.]
one
class
priTlvy].
of a
of yellowish
brown solid inflammable substances, of vegetable origin,
which are nonconductors of electricity, have a vitreous
fracture, and are soluble in ether, alcohol, and essentia)
oils, but not in water ; specif., pine resin (see Rosin).

Res'1-due (rSz'i-du),

cf

God

;

queathed.

;

not, Eve, but patiently resign

—

Residuary clause (Law), that part of the testator's \v\\\ in
Residuary
of his estate is disposed of.
devisee (Law), the person to whom the residue of real esResiduary legatee (Law), the
tate is devised by a will.
person to whom the residue of personal estate is be-

Re-shlp',

—
—

relinquish ; to abandon.
He soon resigned his former suit.
Spenser.
3. To commit to the care of ; to consign.
[06i.]
Gentlemen of quality have been sent beyond the seas, resigned and concredited to the conduct of such as they call governors.
Evelyn.
Syn. To abdicate; surrender; submit; leave; relinquish; forego quit ; forsake ; abandon ; renounce.— Resign, Relinquish. To resign is to give up, as if breaking
a seal and yielding all it had secured hence, it marks a
formal and deliberate surrender. To relinquish is less
formal, but always implies abandonment and that the
thing given up has been long an object of pursuit, and,
usually, that it has been prized and desired. We resign
what we once held or considered as our own, as an office,
employment, etc.
speak of relinquishing a claim, of
relinquishing some advantage we had sought or enjoyed,
of relinquishing some right, privilege, etc. "Men are
weary with the toil which they bear, but can not find it
in their hearts to relinquish it.'' Steele.
See Abdicate.

2.

—

which the residue

(re-shap'), V. i.
To shape again.
(re-shIp'), v. t.
To ship again ; to put on
board of a vessel a second time ; to send on a second voyage as, to reship bonded merchandise.

;

;

What justly thou hast lost.
What more reasonable, than that we should

—

—

affix

Re-Slgn' (re-zin'), V. t. limp.
p. p. Resigned
(-zind') p. pr.
vb. re. Resigning.]
[F. rSsigner, L.
resignare to unseal, annul, assign, resign pref. re- re- -\signare to seal, stamp. See Sign, and cf. Resignation.]
1. To sign back ; to return by a formal act
to yield
to another ; to surrender
said especially of office or
emolument. Hence, to give up to yield to submit
said of the wishes or will, or of something valued ;
also often used reflexively.
I here resign my government to thee.
Shak.

;

an estate.

Re-shape'

To

[Pref. re- -f sign.]
one's signature to, a second time ; to sign again.

quantity, as -^(a
b).
Re-sld'u-al, n. (Math.) {a) The difference of the results obtained by observation, and by computation from
a formula, (b) The difference between the mean of several observations and any one of them.
Re-sid'u-a-ry {-t-rf), a. [See REsrouE.] Consisting
of residue ; as, residuary matter ; pertaining to the residue, or part remaining ; as, the residuary advantage of

Re-sWp'

siege a seat.]

[OJs.]

;

—

again.

plt^

(re-sej'), V.

To seat again to reinstate.
Re-Slgn' (re-sin'), v. t.

—
—

Re-set'tle (re-sSt't'l), v. t. To settle again.
Swift.
Re-set'tle, v. i. To settle again, or a second time.
Act of settling again, or
state of being settled again ; as, the resettlement of lees.
The resettlement of my discomposed soul.
Norris.

;

.

Re-Blege'

magnetism (Physics), remanent magnetism. See under
Remanent.
Residual product, a by product, as cotton
waste from a cotton mill, coke and coal tar from gas
works, etc.
Residual quantity (Alg.), a binomial quantity
the two parts of which are connected by the negative sign,
as a
6.
Residual root (Alg.), the root of a residual

Re-set'tle-ment (-ment), n.

Up, tun

residentiary, or the frequent visitor of the favored spot,
Coleridge.
will discover that both have been there.

—

again.

full.

;

;

cubic inches. Cf. Supplemental air, under Supplemental.
Residual error. (Mensuration) See Error, 6 (b).
Residual figure (Geom.), the figure which remains after a
Residual
less figure has been taken from a greater one.

Re-set'ter (-ter), re. {Scots Law) One who receives
or conceals, as stolen goods or a criminal.
Re-set'ter (re-sSt'ter), re. One who resets, or sets

rude,

;

;

;

tions are made ; residue.
" I think BO," is the whole residuum
after evaporating
the prodigious pretensions of the zealot demagogue. /. Taylor.

;

Sir W. Scott.

unite,

;

;

Re-Sld'er (re-zid'er), re. One who resides in a place.
Re-Sld'U-al (re-zld'ii-al), a. [See Residue.] Pertaining to a residue remaining after a part is taken.
Residual air (Physiol.), that portion of air contained in
the lungs which can not be expelled even by the most
violent expiratory effort. It amounts to from 75 to 100

;

Use,

—

Res'l-dent-ship (rSz'i-dent-shIp),

.

_

remainder remnant ; balance residremains leavings relics.
Re-sid'u-OUS (re-zid'ii-us), a. [L. residuus.l Remaining residual.
Landor.
Re-sld'U-um (-um), re. [L. See Residue.] That
which is left after any process of separation or purification that which remains after certain specified deduc;

condition of a resident.

Re-set' (re-sSf ), re. [OF. recete, recepte, a receiving.
Cf Receipt.] {Scots Law) The receiving of stolen goods,
or harboring an outlaw.
Jamieson.
Re-set', V. t. {Scots Law) To harbor or secrete to
hide, as stolen goods or a criminal.
We shall see if an English hound is to harbor and reset the

on board

;

residentiary.

1.

Southrons here.

—

a certain residence.
Syn. Inhabitant inhabiter; dweller; sojourner.
The
office or condition of a
n.
Res'1-den'tla-ry-Sblp,

;

2. (Print.^

.

2.

;

(re'sSt), n.

—

Syn. — Rest

uum

;

The

of a reserve force of sol-

^Eng.J

Res'er-VOlr' (rSz'er-vwSr' ; 277), re. [F. reservoir, fr.
LL. reservatorium. See Reseevatoby.] 1. A place
where anything is kept in store ; especially, a place
where water is collected and kept for use when wanted,
as to supply a fountain, a canal, or a city by means of
aqueducts, or to drive a mill wheel, or the like.
2. {Bot.) A small intercellular space, often containing
resin, essential oil, or some other secreted matter.
Receiving reservoir ( Water Works), a principal reservoir
into which an aqueduct or rising main delivers water, and
from which a distributing reservoir draws its supply.
Re-serv'or (re-zerv'8r or r5z'er-v8r'), n. One who reserves a reserver.
Re-set' (re-sSf ), v. t. To set again as, to reset type
to reset copy ; to reset a diamond.

Re'set

;

;

Dryden.

see.

— Re-serv'ed-

or for,
— contrasted withto,reservor.

(rSz'er-ve'), n.

reserved

Walsh.

all.

Nothing reserved or sullen was to
(re-zerv'Sd-iy), adv.

— Re-serv'ed-ly

;

Res'1-dent, n. 1. One who resides or dwells in a place
for some time.
2. A diplomatic representative who resides at a foreign
court
a term usually applied to ministers of a rank
See the Note under
inferior to that of ambassadors.
MiNISTEE, 4.
Res'l-dent-er (-er), re. A resident. iObs. or Colloq."]
Res'l-den'tlal (-dSn'shal), a. 1. Of or pertaining to
a residence or residents as, residential trade.
[iJ.]
2. Residing; residentiary.
Res'1-den'tla-ry (-dSn'sha-r^ ; 277), a. [LL. residentiarius.']
Having residence ; as, a canon residentiary ; a
Dr. H. 3Iore.
residentiary guardian.
Res'l-den'tla-ry, re. 1. One who is resident.

;

a.

;

;

—

;

m^"

;

;

;

Same as Supplemental air, under Supplemental.
Syn. — Reservation retention limitation backwardness
ness

.

Syn. Domiciliation sojourn stay abode home
habitation domicile ; mansion.
Res'l-den-cy (-den-sy), re. 1. Residence. [Oisoles.']
2. A political agency at a native court in British India,
held by an officer styled the Resident
also, a Dutch
commercial colony or province in the East Indies.
Res'1-dent (-dent), a. [F. resident, L. residens, -entis,
p. pr. of residere. See Reside.^ 1. Dwelling, or having
an abode, in a place for a continued length of time residing on one's own estate
opposed to nonresident
as, resident in the city or in the country.
[06i.] "Stable and r«i2. Fixed; stable; certain.
Jer. Taylor.
ident like a rock."
One there still resident as day and night. Davenant.
dwelling

;

;

.

;

In reserve, in keeping for other or future use in store ;
he has large quantities of wheat in reserve ; he has evidence or arguments in reserve.
Eeserve air. (Physiol.)
;

—

5. Subsidence, as of a sediment.
[06j.]
Bacon.
6. That which falls to the bottom of liquors
sediJer. Taylor.
ment ; also, refuse ; residuum. [Oii.]

had balked this
Hawthorne.
scheme.
6. A tractof land reserved, or set apart, for a particular
purpose ; as, the Connecticut Reserve in Ohio, originally
set apart for the school fund of Connecticut; the Clergy
Reserves in Canada, for the support of the clergy.
6. {Mil.) A body of troops in the rear of an army
drawn up for battle, reserved to support the other lines
as occasion may require ; a force or body of troops kept
for an exigency.
7. (Banking)

re.

or group regarded as a portion of a molecule ;—
used as nearly equivalent to radical, but in a more general sense.
The term radical is sometimes restricted to group,";
containing carbon, the term residue being applied to the
others.
4. (Tlieory of Numbers) Any positive or negative number that differs from a given number by a multiple of a
given modulus ; thus, if 7 is the modulus, and 9 the given
number, the numbers
5, 2, IG, 23, etc., are residues.

atom

;

sensitive reserve

as,

domicile.

.

Prior.

behind.

all the sex,

;

[F. residence.
See Resident.] 1. The act or fact of residing, abiding, or dwelling in a place for some continuance of time ; as, the residence of an American in France or Italy for a year.
The confessor had often made considerable residences in Normandy.
Sir M. Hale.
2. The place where one resides ; an abode ; a dwelling
or habitation ; esp., a settled or permanent home or dom" Near the reiiyence of Posthumus.
icile.
Shak.
Johnson took up liis residence in London. Macaulay.
3. {Eng. Eccl. Law) The residing of an incumbent on
opposed to nonresidence.
his benefice
4. The place where anything rests permanently.
But when a king seta himself to bandy against the highest
court and residence of all his regal power, he then,
fights
against his own majesty and kingship.
Milton.

;

and

domiciliate

;

Res'l-dence (rSz'I-dens),

[JJ.]
3. To make an exception of to except.
Re-serve', n. [P. reserve.;] 1. The act of reserving,
or keeping back reservation.
However any one may concur in the general scheme, it is still
Addison.
with certain resei^ves and deviations.
2. That which is reserved, or kept back, as for future

liCft all reserve,

;

—

;

Job xxxviii. 22, 23.
against the time of trouble ?
Seserve your kind looks and language for private hours. Swift.

The clergyman's shy and

;

;

;

;^

food, ttfot

;

out,

oil

;

otaair

;

go

;

;

resins, like nsafetida

resinous.

Res'ln-ate (rBz'In-4t), n.
salts of the resinic acids.

sinK, i«k

;

;

oils,

then, tbln

;

ton

;

{Chem.) Any one of the

zh

=z

in azure.

;

Re-sin'iC (re-zTn'Ik), a. (,Chem.) Pertaining to, or
obtained from, resin ; as, tiie resinic acids.
Res'ln-if'er;Oas (rez'm-Tf'er-iis), a. IResin
-ferous : cf. F. resinifere.']
Yielding resin as, a resiniferous tree or vessel.
Res'ln-l-form (rSz'Tn-i-fSrm), a. \_Resin
-form:
cf. F. resiniforme.']
Having the form of resin.
Res'in-O-e-lec'trio (-o-e-lSk'trik), a. {Elec.) Containing or exhibiting resinous electricity.
Res'ln-Oid (rSz'Tn-oid), a. Somewhat like resin.
Res'in-OUS (-us), a. [L. resinosus : cf F. resineux.
See Resin.] Of or pertaining to resin of the nature of
resin ; resembling or obtained from resin.
Resinoas electricity (Elec), electricity which is excited
by rubbing bodies of the resinous kind. See Negative

+

;

+

.

;

under Negative.
Res'in-OUS-ly, adv. By means, or in the manner, of

electricity,

resin.

Res'in-ous-ness, n. The quality of being resinous.
Res'ln-y {-f), a. Like resin ; resinous.
Res'i-plS'cence (rSs'i-pis'sens), n. [L. resipiscentia,
from resipiscere to recover one's senses cf. F. resipiscence.~\ Wisdom derived from severe experience lience,
repentance,
[i?.]
Bp. Montagu.
Re-Sist' (re-zTsf), v. t. limp. & p. p. Resisted p.
pr. & vb. n. Resisting.] [F. resister, L. resistere, pref.
|- sistere to stand, cause to stand, v. causative
re- re
of stare to stand.
See Stand.] 1. To stand against to
withstand ; to obstruct.
That mortal dint.
Save He who reigns above, none can resist.
MiUon.
2. To strive against to endeavor to counteract, de:

;

;

—

;

;

to act in opposition to ; to oppose.
resisteth the proud.
James iv.
Contrary to hi3 high will

;

God

"Whom we

3. To counteract, as a force, by inertia or reaction.
4. To be distasteful to.
[Ofc.]
Shak.
Syn. — To withstand oppose hinder obstruct coun;

;

;

;

teract check ; thwart baffle ; disappoint.
Re-sist', V. i. To make opposition.
Shak.
Re-slst', n. {Calico Printing)
substance used to
prevent a color or mordant from fixing on those parts to
which it has been applied, either by acting mechanically
in preventing the color, etc., from reaching the cloth, or
chemically in changing the color so as to render it incapable of fixing itself in the fibers. The pastes prepared
for this purpose are called resist pastes.
F. C. Calvert.
;

;

A

(-ans), n.
[F. resistance, LL. resistentia, fr. resistetis, -entis, p. pr.
See Resist.] 1. 'The act
of resisting ; opposition, passive or active.
When King Demetrius saw that ... no resistance was made
against liini, he sent away all his forces.
1 J/acc. xi. 38.

Re-Slst'ance

2. (Physics) The quality of not yielding to force or
external pressure ; that power of a body which acts in
opposition to the impulse or pressure of another, or
which prevents the effect of another power as, the resistance of the air to a body passing through it ; the
resistance of a target to projectiles.
3.
means or method of resisting ; that which resists.
Unfold to us some warlike resistance.
Shak.
4. {Elec.) A certain hindrance or opposition to the
passage of an electrical current or discharge offered by
conducting bodies. It bears an inverse relation to the
conductivity,
good conductors having a small resistance, while poor conductors or insulators have a very
high resistance. The unit of resistance is the ohm.
Resietance box (Elec), a rheostat consisting of a box or
case containing a number of resistance coils of standard
values so arranged that they can be combined in various
ways to afford more or less resistance. Resistance coll
(Elec), a coil of wire introduced into an electric circuit
Solid off least resistance
to increase the resistance.
{Mech.), a solid of such a form as to experience, in moving
a fluid, less resistance than any other solid having the
same base, height, and volume.
;

A

—

—

—

m

Re-Slst'ant (-ant), a. [F. resistant: cf. L. resistens.
See Resist.] Making resistance; resisting.
».
One
who, or that which, resists.
Pp. Pearson.
Re-siSt'er (-er), re. One who resists.
Re-sist'ful (-f ul), a. Making much resistance.
\)eing resistible

The

1.

quality of

resistibleness.

;

The quality of being resistant
The name " body " being the complex
2.

resistance.
idea of extension and
resistibility together in the same subject.
Locke,
Re-slst'1-ble (re-zTst'I-b'l), a.
[Cf. F. resistible.']
Capable of being resisted ; as, a resistible force. Sir 31.
;

—

—

Hale.
Re-slst'1-ble-ness, n.
Re-slst'1-bly, adv.
Making resistance opposing as,
Re-aist'lng, a.
a resisting medium.
Re-sist'lng-ly, adv.
Re-sist'ive (-iv), a. Serving to resist.
B. Jonson.
Re-Slst'less, a. 1. Having no power to resist making no opposition. \_Obs. or i?.]
Spenser.
2. Incapable of being resisted irresistible.
Masters' commands come with a power resistless
To such as owe them absolute subjection.
Milton.
Re-slstless-ly, adv.
Re-slst'less-ness, n.
^Res'O-lU-ble (rSz'o-lii-b'l), a. [L. re.wlubilis : cf. F.
resoluble.
See Resolve, and cf. Resolvable.] Admitting of being resolved
resolvable soluble as, bodies
resoluble by fire. Boyle.
Res'o-lu-ble-ness, n.
Res'O-iute (rSz'o-lut), a. [Cf. F. resolu. The L. resolutus (p. p. of resolvere) means, relaxed, enervated, effeminate. See Resolve, v. t. & t.] 1. Having a decided
purpose determined resolved fixed in a determination ; hence, bold firm ; steady.
;

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

Edward
Ready

to fight

;

is at

hand,
Shak.

therefore be re^ohite.

2. Convinced ; satisfied ; sure.
[OJs.]
3. Resolving, or explaining ; as, the Resolute

Durand.
constant

;

decided fixed steadfast steady
persevering firm bold unshaken.
;

;

;

ale,

;

senate,

;

;

;

care,

is

resolute

.

.

.

:

;

:

;

Holland.

of Mauritania.

6. {Math.) The act or process of solving ; solution ; as,
the resolution of an equation or problem.
brealiing up, disappearance, or termina7. {Med.)
tion, as of a fever, a tumor, or the like.
8. {Mus.) The passing of a dissonant into a consonant
chord by the rising or falling of the note which makes
the discord.

am, arm, ask,

B. Jonson.
10. To relax ; to lay at ease. [06s.]
(Astron.) See Resolution of a
To resolve a nebula.
nebula, under Resolution.
Syn. To solve; analyze; unravel; disentangle.

—

[The sense "to be conRe-solve' (re-z51v'), V. i.
vinced, to determine " comes from the idea of loosening,
breaking up into parts, analyzing, hence, determining.]
1. To be separated into its component parts or distinct
principles to undergo resolution.
to dissolve to become fluid.
2. To melt
When the blood stagnates in any part, it first coagulates, then
resolves, and turns alkaline.
Arbuthnot.
3. To be settled in opinion to be convinced.
[22.]
;

;

4.

—

—

;

;

;

ness

;

purpose

;

See Decision.

resolve.

Res'0-lu'tlon-er (-er), re. One who makes a resolution ; one who joins with others in a declaration or resolution ; specifically, one of a party in the Scottish Church
in the 17th century.
He was sequestrated afterwards as a Resolutioner.
Sir W. Scott.
Res'0-Iu'tlon-iSt, n. One who makes a resolution.
Res'O-lu'tive (rSz'o-lii'tiv), a. [Cf. F. resolutif]
Serving to dissolve or relax. [i2.]
Johnson.
[iJ.]
Res'0-lu-to-ry (rSz'6-lii-to-ry), a. Resolutive.
Re-SOlv'a-bil'1-ty (re-zblv'a-bil'T-ty), re. The quality
or condition of being resolvable ; resolvableness.

Re-SOlv'a-ble

(re-zolv'a-b'l),

a.

[See Resolve, and

cf Resoluble.]
Admitting of being resolved ; admitting separation into constituent parts, or reduction to
first principles ; admitting solution or explanation ; as,
resolvable compounds ; resolvable ideas or difficulties.
Re-SOlV'a-ble-neSS, re. The quality of being resolvable resolvability.
.

;

Re-solve' (re-z51v'), V. i. [imp. &p.p. Resolved
(-zolvd') ; p. pr.
[L. resolvere,
vb. re. Resolving.]
resolutum, to untie, loosen, relax, enfeeble pref. re- resolvere to loosen, dissolve : cf. F. resoudre to resolve.
See Solve, and cf. Resolve, v. i.. Resolute, Resolution.]
1. To separate the component parts of; to reduce to the constituent elements ;
said of compound
substances hence, sometimes, to melt, or dissolve.

&

;

+

—

;

O, that this too too solid flesh would melt.
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew

Shak.

1

Ye immortal souls, who once were men,
And now resolved to elements again.

—

To the resolving whereof we must first know that the Jews
were commanded to divorce an unbelieving Gentile.
Jlilton.
3. To cause to perceive or understand ; to acquaint
to inform ; to convince ; to assure ; to make certain.
Sir, be resolved.
I must and will come. Beau. ^ Fl.
Resolve me, Reason, which of these is worse.
Want with a full, or with an empty purse ?
Pope.
In health, good air, pleasure, riches, I am resolved it can not
Sir W. Raleigh.
be equaled by any region.
We must be resolved how the law can be pure and perspicuous, and yet throw a polluted skirt over these Eleusinian mysMilton.

teries.

To determine or decide in purpose to make ready
mind to fix to settle as, he was resolved by an un-

4.

;

expected event.
5. To express, as an opinion or determination, by resolution and vote ; to declare or decide by a formal vote
followed by a clause ; as, the house resolved (or, it
was resolved by the house) that no money should be appropriated (or, to appropriate no money).
6. To change or convert by resolution or formal vote
used only reflexively as, the house resolved itself into
a committee of the whole.
7. {Math. ) To solve, as a problem, by enumerating the
several thing's to be done, in order to obtain what is required to find the answer to, or the result of. liutton.
8. {Med.) To disperse or scatter ; to discuss, as an
inflammation or a tumor.
9. {Mus.) To let the tones (as of a discord) follow
their several tendencies, resulting in a concord.

—

;

—

finetl,

;

gJil

;

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

rilMi

;

as, to resolve

;

Locke.

especially,

on a better

—

Syn. To determine; decide ; conclude; purpose.
Re-solve', n. 1. The act of resolving or making clear
resolution; solution. "To give a full resolve of that
which is so much controverted."
MiUon.
2. That which has been resolved on or determined;
decisive conclusion ; fixed purpose ; determination also,
legal or official determination ; a legislative declaration
a resolution.
Nor is your firm resolve unknown.
Shak.
Cfesar's approach has summoned us together.
And Rome attends her fate from our resolves. Addison.
Having a fixed pura.
Re-solved' (re-z51vd'), p.p.
usually placed after ita
pose ; determined ; resolute ;
rich.
notm ; as, a man resolved to be
Jer. Taylor.
That makes him a resolved enemy.
;

&

—

am

I

Fielding.

resolved she shall not settle here.

Re-SOlV'ed-ly (re-zolv'ed-ly), adv.
solve or clear

up

difficulties

clearly.

;

1.

So as to

re-

[06s.]

and all the progress, more or less,
Shak.
Resolvedly more leisure shall express.
Grew.
2. Resolutely; decidedly; firmly.
Re-solv'ed-ness, re. Fixedness of purpose; firmness;

Of

that,

resolution.

Re-solv'ent
ing solution

;

(-ent), a.

Dr. H. More.
Having power to resolve caus;

solvent.
[L. resolvens, p. pr. of resolvere
re.

Re-solv'ent,

: cf.

F. resolvant. See Resolve.] 1. That which has the
power of resolving, or causmg solution ; a solvent.
2. (Med.) That which has power to disperse inflammatory or other tumors ; a discutient ; anything which
Coxe.
aids the absorption of effused products.
3. (Math.) An equation upon whose solution the solution of a given problem depends.

Re-solv'er

(re-z81v'er),

1.

re.

That which decomposes,
Boyle.

or dissolves.
2.

That which clears up and removes

difficulties,

and

Bp. Burnet.
makes the mind certain or determined.
3. One who resolves, or forms a firm purpose.
Res'O-nance (rgz'o-nans), n. [Cf. F. resonnance, L.
resonantia an echo.] 1. The act of resounding the
;

quality or state of being resonant.
2. (Acoustics) A prolongation or increase of any sound,
either by reflection, as in a cavern or apartment the walls
of which are not distant enough to return a distinct echo,
or by the production of vibrations in other bodies, as a
sounding-board, or the bodies of musical instruments.
Pulmonary resonance (Med.), the sound heard on percussVocal resonance (Med.), the sound
ing over the lungs.
transmitted to the ear when auscultation is made while
the patient is speaking.

—

Res'O-nan-cy (-non-s^), re. Resonance.
Res'O-nant (-nant), a. [L. reso7ians, p. pr. of resonare
See Resound.] Returnto resound: cf. F. resonnant.
ing, or capable of returning, sound ; fitted to resound
resounding echoing back.
Through every hour of the golden morning, the streets were
resonant with female parties of young and old.
Be Quincey.
Res'0-nant-ly, adv. In a resonant manner.
Anything
which
(Acoustics)
Res'O-na'tor (-na'ter),re.
resounds specifically, a vessel in the form of a cylinder
with
two
aperopen at one end, or a hollow ball of brass
tures, so contrived as to greatly intensify a musical tone
by its resonance. It is used for the study and analysis
;

of
-|-

recent

;

ice,

complex sounds.
Re-sorb' (re-s8rb'), v. t.
sorbere to suck or drink

Now lifted

by the

[L. resorbere ; pref. re- reTo swallow up.
Yomig.
and now resorbed.

in.]

tide,

Re-sorb'ent (-ent), a. [L. resorbens, p. pr. of resorfVodhull.
Swallowing up.
Res-or'cln (rez-8r'sTn), re. [iJesin -)- orcin. So called
because in its higher homologue it resembles orcin.']
(Chern.) A colorless crystalline substance of the phenol
series, obtained by melting certain resins, as galbanum,
asafetida, etc., with caustic potash. It is also produced
artificially and used in making certain dyestuffs, as phthalein, fluorescein, and eosin.
Res'or-cyl'lc (rez'8r-sTl'ik), a. (Chem.) Of, pertainbere.']

ing to, or producing, resorcin

;

Re-SOrp'tion (re-s6rp'shiiu),

;

;

;

;

;

Dryden.

said
2. To reduce to simple or intelligible notions ;
of complex ideas or obscure questions ; to make clear or
certain ; to free from doubt ; to disentangle ; to unravel
to explain ; hence, to clear up, or dispel, as doubt ; as,
" Resolve ray douht."
to resolve a. riddle.
Shak.

in

Let men resolve of that as they please.
To form a purpose to make a decision

to determine after reflection
course of life.

—

or motion into two or more which have different directions, and, taken together, are an equivalent for the
single one;
the opposite of composition of a force.—
ResolntioQ of a nebula {Astron.), the exhibition of it to
the eye by a telescope of such power as to show it to be
composed of small stars.
Syn. Decision ; analysis separation disentanglement ; dissolution ; resolvedness resoluteness ; firmness
constancy; perseverance; steadfastness; fortitude; bold-

;

;

Joint resolution. See under Joint, a.
Eesolntlos of a
force or motion (Mech.), the separation of a single force

;

Doctor

[06s.]

Syn.— Determined

One who

1.

;

—

Re-Slst'l-bU'l-ty (-i-bil'i-ty), n.

n.

hence, a desperado. [06s.]
Shak.
2. Redelivery; repayment.
"Yearly reso[065.]
lutes, deductions, and payments."
Bp. Burnet.
Res'0-lute-ly, adv. In a resolute manner ; with fixed
purpose ; boldly ; firmly steadily ; with perseverance.
Some
facts he examines, some lie resolutely denies. Swift.
Res'0-lute-nesS;_re. The quality of being resolute.
Res'O-lU'tion (-lu'shtin), re. [F. resolution, L. resolutio a loosening, solution.
See Resolve.] 1. Tlie act,
operation, or process of resolving. Specifically (a) Tlie
act of separating a compound into its elements or component parts. (6) The act of analyzing a complex notion, or solving a vexed question or difficult problem.
Tlie unraveling and resolution of the difficulties that are met
with in the execution of the design are the end of an action.
Dryden.
2. The state of being relaxed ; relaxation.
[06s.]
3. The state of being resolved, settled, or determined
firmness ; steadiness constancy ; determination.
Shak.
Be it with resolution then to fight.
4. That which is resolved or determined ; a settled
purpose determination. Specifically A formal expression of the opinion or will of an official body or a public
assembly, adopted by vote ; as, a legislative resolution ;
the resolutions of a public meeting.
5. The state of being resolved or firm in opinion or
thought; conviction; assurance. [06s.]
Little resolution and certainty there is as touching the islands

A

6.

Milton.

resist.

Res'0-lute (rSz'6-lut),

;;

RESORT
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RESINIC

feat, or frustrate

;

;;;;;

as, resorcylic acid.
re.

The act

of resorbingj

the act of absorbing again reabsorption.
Re-sort' (re-zSrf), re. [F.. ressort.'] Active power oi
movement; spring. \_A Gallicism] [06s.]
Some
know the resorts and falls of business that can not
sink into the main of it.
Bacon.
Re-sort', v. i. [imp. &p. p. Resorted; p. pr. & vb.
Resorting.]
re.
[OF. resortir to withdraw, take refuge, F. ressoriir to be in the jurisdiction, LL. resortire :
pref. re- re--f- L. sortiri to draw lots, obtain by lot, from
sors lot.
See Sort. The meaning is first to reobtain (by
lot), then to gain by appeal to a higher court (as a law
term), to appeal, go for protection or refuge.] 1. Togo;
to repaii
to betake one's self.
also,

;

.

.

.

;

Shak,
What men of name resort to him ?
back to revert. [Obs.]
The inheritance of the son never resorted to the mother, or
any of her ancestors.
Sir M. Hate.

2.
to

To

idea,

fall

ill

;

;

old,

obey, 5rb, odd

"

;;;

to apply
advantage.

To have recourse

3.

relief, or

;

to betake one's self

;

to resort to other counsels. Clarendon.

The king thought it time

Re-sort' (re-z8rt'), n. [Cf. F. ressort jurisdiction. See
Eesoet, «.] 1. The act of going to, or making application
a betaking one's self the act of visiting or seeking reoften figuracourse as, a place of popular resort ;
tively
as, to have resort to force.
;

—

;

;

;

;

me

Sliak.
her resort.
a
2. A place to which one betakes himself habitually
place of frequent assembly ; a haunt.
Hilton.
Far from all resort of mirth.
3. That to which one resorts or looks for help ; resource refuge.
Last resort, ultimate means of relief ; also, final tribunal that from which there is no appeal.
Re-SOrt'er (-er), n. One who resorts a frequenter.
Chaucer.
Re-SOUn' (re-zoon'), n. Reason. lObs.J
Chaucer.
t.
To resound. [Ofo.]
Re-SOUn', V. i.

Join with

to forbid liim

;

;

;

;

&

Re-sound' (re-sound'), v. I. & i.
To sound again or anew.
Re-sound' (re-zound'), v. i. [imp.

[Pref. re-

-\-

sound.'\

RESPONDENT

interest. [Obs.] " What^
7. Consideration motive
ever secret respects were likely to move them." Hooker.

ReS'pi-ra'tlon-al (rgs'pl-ra'shun-al), a. Of or peras, respirational difficulties.
Re-spir'a-tive (re-spir'a-tiv or res'pT-rS-tiv), a. Of
or pertaining to respiration as, resjnrative organs,
[Cf. F. respiraieur.']
Res'pi-ra'tor (res'pl-ra'ter), n.
A device of gauze or wire, covering the mouth or nose,
to prevent the inhalation of noxious substances, as dust
or smoke. Being warmed by the breath, it tempers cold
air passing through it, and may also be used for the inhalation of medicated vapors.
Re-spir'a-tO-ry (re-spir'a-to-ry or res'pT-ra-), a.
(Physiol.) Of or pertaining to respiration; serving for
respiration
the respiratory organs
respiratory
as,
nerves the respiratory function respiratory changes.
Kespiratory foods. (Physiol.) See 2d Note under Food,
Respiratory tree (Zo'dl.), the branched internal gill
n., 1.
of certain holothurians.
[imp.
Re-splre' (re-spir'), V. i.
p. p. Respired
(-spird')
vb. n. Respiring.]
[L. respirare,
p. pr.
|- spirare to breathe
respiratum ; pref. re- re
cf. F.
respirer. See Spirit.]
1. To take breath again ; hence,
to take rest or refreshment.
Spenser.
Here leave me to respire.
Milton.
Byron.
From the mountains where I now respire.
2. (Physiol.) To breathe to inhale air into the lungs,
and exhaie it from them, successively, for the purpose
of maintaining the vitality of the blood.
Re-spire', v. t. 1. To breathe in and out to inspire
and expire, as air to breathe.
A native of the land where I respire
Byron.
The clear air for a while.
B. Jonson.
2. To breathe out to exhale.
[J?.]
Res'plte (res'pit), re. [OF. resjnt, F. repit, from L.
respectus respect, regard, delay, in LL., the deferring of
a day. See Respect.] 1. A putting off of that which
was appointed a postponement or delay.
I crave but four days' respite.
Shak.
2. Temporary intermission of labor, or of any process
or operation; interval of rest; pause; delay.
"Without more respiVe.
Chaucer.
Some pause and respite only I require.
Denham.
3. (Law) (a) Temporary suspension of the execution
of a capital offender ; reprieve. (6) The delay of appearance at court granted to a jury beyond the proper term.
Syn. Pause interval stop cessation delay postponement stay reprieve.
vb.
Res'pite, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Respited ; p. pr.
[OF. respiter, LL. respectare. See Res11. Respiting.]
pite, re.] To give or grant a respite to. Specifically: (a)
To delay or postpone ; to put off. (b) To keep back from
execution to reprieve.
Forty days longer we do respite you.
Shak.
(c) To relieve by a pause or interval of rest.
"To respite his day labor with repast."
Milton.
Baxter.
Res'pite-less, a. Without respite.
Re-splen'dence (re-splSn'dens), re. [L. resplenden-

&

.

&

;

.

praise or celebrate with the voice, or the sound
of instruments
to extol with sounds ; to spread the

To

;

fame

of.

The man for wisdom's various arts renowned,
Long exercised in woes, O muse, resound.

Syn.

— To echo

Pope.

reverhrirate sound.
Beaumont.
Re-sound', n. Return of sound ; echo.
Re-source' (re-sors'), n. [F. ressource, fr. OF. ressourdre, resourdre, to spring forth or up again pref.
re- re- -f- sow'^'e to spring forth. See Source.] 1. That
to which one resorts or on which one depends for supply
or support means of overcoming a difficulty ; resort

reecho

;

;

;

;

;

expedient.
Drjjden.

money, or any property that can be converted into supplies available means
or capabilities of any kind.

means

;

funds

;

;

Scotland bv no means escaped the fate ordained for every
country which is connected, but not incorporated, with another
Macaulay.
country of greater resources.
Expedient resort means ; contrivance.
Syn.

—

;

;

Re-SOUrce'ful (-ful), ". Full of resources.
Re-SOUrce'less, a. Destitute of resources.
Re-sourco'less-ness, n. B. Browning.
Re-sow' (re-so'), V. t. To sow again.

Milton.
Private respects must yield.
In respoct, in comparison. [Obs.] Shak.
In respect
of.
(o) In comparison with.
[Obs.]
Shak. (6) As to; in
regard to. [Archaic] " Monsters in respect of their bodies." Bp. Wilkins. " In respect of theseinatters." Jowe/t
{Thucyd.).
In, or With, respect to, in relation to
with
regard to as respects. Tillotson.
To have respect of
persona, to regard persons with partiality or undue bias,
especially on account of friendship, power, wealth, etc.
"It is not good to have respect of persons in judgment."
Prov. xxiv. 23.

—

—

;

Re-spect' (re-spekf), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Respected
& vb. n. Respecting.] [L. respectare, v. intens.

;

p. pr.

from

pref.
respicere, respectum, to look back, respect
re- re- -f- specere, spicere, to look, to view cf F. respecter.
See Spy, and cf. Respite.] 1. To take notice of
to regard with special attention to regard as worthy of
special consideration ; hence, to care for ; to heed.
Shak.
Thou respectest not spilling Edward's blood.
In orchards and gardens, we do not so much respect beauty as
Bacon.
variety of ground for fruits, trees, and herbs.
;

:

.

;

of esteem ; to regard with
Shak.
soul.
honor. " I do rcspee/ thee as
[Obs.]
3. To look toward to front upon or toward.
Palladius adviseth the front of his house should so respect the

;

spects.

A

;

persons, one who regards or judges with partiality.
Of a truth I perceive that God is no respecter q/" persons.
Acts x. 34.
respecter of

;

Re-spect'ful (-ful), a. Marked or
characterized by respect ; as, respectful
Respectant.
deportment.
"With humble joy and with respectful fear.
Prior.
Re-spect'ful-ly, adv.
Re-spect'ful-ness, n.
Re-spect'ing, prep. With regard or relation to regarding concerning as, respecting his conduct there is
but one opinion.
Re-spec'tlon (re-spSk'shun), n. [Cf. LL. respectio.]

—

—

;

;

;

The

act of respecting

;

respect

;

regard.

—

[Obs.]

;

.

To regard to consider to deem. [Obs.']
To whom my father gave this name of Gaspar,
B. Jonson.
And as his own respected liim to death.
To have regard to to have reference to to relate
;

;

;

—

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

Many
5. Relation

;

of the best respect in

reference

;

Rome.

Shak.

regard.

They believed but'one Supreme Deity, which, with respect to
the various benefits men received from him, had several titles.
Tillotson.

6. Particular ; point regarded point of view
this respect ; in any respect ; in all respects.
;

Everything which
in

many

is

;

imperfect, as the world must be acTillotson.

retpecls.

Shak.

Tn one respect I Ml he thy assistant.
u.se.

unite,

as, in

rude,

full,

ap, flrn

;

pity

;

;

;

1

Re-splen'dent

(-dent), a.
[L. resplendens, -entis,
|resplendere to shine brightly
pref. re- re
shine.
See
Splendid.]
Shining with brilsplendere to
liant luster
very bright.
Re-splen'dent-ly, adv.
S^icyiser.
With royal arras and resplendent gold.
p. pr. of

;

Re-splen'dlsh-aal

cries.

Ctcpman.

;

s.:,

Shelton.

Se spell' ;ie-.sr
rte-sperse' (vi
ipergere ; pref.
•' sprinkle
to sc

'

EnfiUfs.
again,

Jer.
T/.

(r.

N

r.

:i>ii-

Tay.'i

re.^per.f').]

The

bio; r.ispirablf-r,

3. To render satisfaction
to be answerable as, the
defendant is held to respond in damages. [U. S.]
Syn. To answer; reply; rejoin. See Reply.
Re-spond', v. t. 1. To answer to reply.
2. To suit or accord with to correspond to.
[J?.]

y or rSs'pi-ra^), n.
or state of being re-

F. rcipircbilile.

;

;

;

n.
— Re-splr'a-ble-nesB,
(rSs'pT-ra'shriu), n.

Res'pi-rr.'tion
v. resj irntion.

cf.

SeeRBsriRS.]

;

For his great deeds rc.yjond his speeches great. Fairfax.
Re-spond', n. 1. An answer ; a response. [B.]
2. (Eccl.) A short anthem sung at intervals during
the reading of a chapter.
3. (Arch.) A half pier or pillar attached to a wall to
support au arch.
Oif. Gloss.
) n.
The act of responding
Re-spond'ence (-ens),
the state of being reRe-spond'en-cy (-en-sj), J
spondent ; an answering.
A. Chalmers.

[L. respiratio :
act of respir-

The

1.

ing or bn athlng again, or catching one's breath.
[Obs.]
2. Belief from toil or suffering ; rest.
Till ^ ic day
Aiipcar of respirnii<,

to the just

And

Milton.
vengeance to tin wu'ked.
Bp. Hall.
3 Interval intermission. [.Obs.]
(Physiol.) The act of respiring or breathing the
act of takir.g in and giving cut air; the aggregate of
tbose 1 rocessea by which oxygen is introduced into the
'system, i.nd carbon dioxide, cr carbonic acid, removed.
15^" Rflipiratiou in the higVi"- animals is divided into
(a) internal re.'<piration, or the X^erchange of oxygen
and carhoi'ic acid between the celh.rif the body and the
I'uid liathinj; them, which iii one serse is a process of
(^' Kxlernal rrspirntimi, a the gaseous interni\tr>tion.
ch lugc taking .place i i the special espiratory organs,
the. mgs. This constitufcCB respivati n proper. Ganuiee.
In lilt, renijiration of pl.-Mita oxyge' is likewise absorbed
«,nd I'avhotiic acid cxlialed, but in j j liglit this process
is obsciired by anotlier process whiih goes on with more
vigor, iu which the plant iiihiilea /.nd absorbs carbonic
;

-:.,.

;

:

acidaiif' fixliftleslree

food,

f o^ot

i

oxygen.

out, oil

;

—

:.

[Cf.
Re-SJ)il'a-bie (,ce-),,nT'n-h'] or rSs'pT-ra-b'l), a.
F- i-.sp'irable.] ouitable for being breathed adapted for
res;)irtti.-'ii.

bril-

;

of ti'rinkling or

lo-spir'a-bU'i-t^

;

Fabyan.

;

respers^^ p. p. of
strew, spimWo'i

.

;

Re-»per'slon
.,''f

:

B'i)/le,

[;?>•

2. Respecti.ble.

'•

Bespwt-

1.

Resplendent

Resplendent.

[Obs.]
Rc-spUt' (re-spllf), V. i. & i. To split again.
Re-spond' (re .^pBnd'l, r. i. [imp. & p. p. Responded ;
p. pr. & vb. n. Rbspomuiko.] [OF. respondre, F. repondre, f r. L. respondere, respoiisxim ; pref. re- re- -\- spanrfere to promise.
See Stonsor.] 1. To say something in
Scturn ; to .answer : to reply ; as, to respond to a question or an argument.
2. To sho>. -,ome effect in return to a force to act iu
responpf
to accord ; to correspond ; to suit.
A new affliction strings a new cord in the heart, which responds to some new note of complaint within the wide scale of
human woe.
Buckminster.
To every theme responds thy various lay. Broome.

;

moving

',-dIsh-,jnt), a.

'
[B. Sz Obs.]
Re-BrIer'dish-r.,g. j.

liant.

;

n.
[E.]
(rS-spgk'tii-ila; 13ri), a.
': ''.]
n resjiectvoi'.': ailm-.Kfi

—

;

—

;

2. Relatively not absolutely. [Obs.] Sir W. Raleigh.
[Obs.]
3. Partially ; with respect to private views.
Shak.
4. AVith respect regardfully.
[Obs.]
Re-spect'less (re-spekt'les), a. Having no respect
without regard regardless.
Rather than again
respectless. their so

;

;

;

Re-spec'tU-OUS

&

I

;

— R3-spcct'l9SS-ness,

;

;

Re-spec'tive-ly, adv. 1. As relating to each ; particularly ; as each belongs to each as each refers to each
in order ; as, let each man respectively perform his duty.
The impressions from the objects or the senses do mingle respectively every one with its kiiid.
Bacon.

Endure,

;

tia.] The quality
Re-splen'den-cy (-den-sy),
\
or state of being resplendent
brilliant luster
vivid
brightness splendor.
Son thou in whom my glory I behold
In full resplendence, heir of till my might.
Milton.
The resplendency of his own almighty goodness. Dr. J. Scott.

respectful regardful.
[Obs.]
5. Rendering respect
With respective shame, rose, took us by the hands. Chapman.
With thy equals familiar, yet respective. Lord Burleigh.
;

;

;

.

;

as,

—

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

the treaty particularly respects our commerce.
As respects, as regards; with regard to; as to. Macaulay.
To respect the person or persons, to favor a person, or
persons, on corrupt grounds; to show partiality. "Ye
«hall not respect persons in judgment." Deut. i. 17.
Syn.
To regard ; esteem ; honor revere venerate.
Re-spect', n. [L. respectus : cf F. respect. See Re1. The act of noticing with
spect, v., and cf. Respite.]
attention the giving particular consideration to hence,
care; caution.
Spenser.
But he it well did ward with wise respect.
2. Esteem regard ; consideration honor.
Seen without awe, and served without respect. Prior.
The same men treat the Lord's Day with as little respect.
R. Nelson.
3. pi. An expression of respect or deference regards
as, to send one's respects to another.
[Obs.]
4. Reputation ; repute.

.

;

;

Without difference or respcction of persons. Tipidale.
Re-spec'tive (re-spek'tiv), a. [Cf. F. respectif, LL.
respectivus.
See Respect.] 1. Noticing with attention
hence, careful wary considerate. [Obs.]
If you look upon the church of England with a respective eye,
refuse this charge.
you can not
Abp. Sandys.
2. Looking toward
having reference to relative, not
absolute as, the respective connections of society.
3. Relating to particular persons or things, each to
each particular own as, they returned to their respective places of abode.
Shak.
4. Fitted to awaken respect.
[Obs.]

iiil

:

;

See

—

;

Sir T. Browne.

south.

knowledged

[F., p. pr. of respecter.

Respect.] {Her.) Placed so as to face
said of animals.
one another
Re-spect'er (-er), m. One who re-

;

;

—

(-ant), a.

—

;

;

Re-spect'ant

&

&

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

To consider worthy

my

5.

;

Syn. Deference; attention; regard; consideration;
estimation. See Deference.
Re-spect'a-bil'1-ty (re-spekt'a-bTl't-ty), n. The state
or quality of being respectable the state or quality which
deserves or commands respect.
Re-spect'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [F. respectable, LL. respectabilis.]
1. Worthy of respect
fitted to awaken
esteem ; deserving regard hence, of good repute not
mean as, a respectable citizen. " The respectable quarter of Sicca."
J. H. Newman.
No government, any more than an individual, will lon^ be
respected, without being truly respectafjle.
Madison.
2. Moderate in degree of excellence or in number
a respectable audience.
as, a respectable performance
Re-spect'a-ble-ness, n.
Re-spect'a-bly, adv.

Bacon.

Re-sown' (re-zoun'), 1). To resound. [Ois.] Chaucer.
Re-speak' (re-spek'), V. t. 1. To speak or utter again.
Shak.
\_Obs. or Poetic]
2. To answer to echo.

to

;

—

;

;

;

—

Burke.

—

4.

taining to respiration

the public good

;

Threat'nings mixed with prayers, his last resource.
2. pi. Pecuniary

2.

;

To

;

;

2.

;

;

p. p. Resounded
[OE. resounen, OF. revb. n. Resounding.]
p. pr.
soner, F. resonner, from L. resonare ; pref. re- ve- -\sonare to sound, sonus sound. See Sound to make a
noise.]
1. To sound loudly ; as, his voice resounded far.
2. To be filled with sound ; to ring ; as, the woods
resound with song.
" Com3. To be echoed ; to be sent back, as sound.
South.
mon fame . re«o«nd.s back to them again."
3IUton.
loudly.
4. To be mentioned much and
6. To echo or reverberate
to be resonant as, the
earth resounded with his praise.
Re-sound', v. t. 1. To throw back, or return, the
sound of ; to echo ; to reverberate.
Pope.
Albion's cliffs resound the rural lay.

;
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RESORT
for help,

—

"

;;

;

j
cliiir

;

go

;

sing,

The aupolical soft trembling voices made
To the instruments divine rej^pondetice meet. Spenser.
Re-Spond'ent (-ent), a. [L. rc-ipondcns, p. pr. of reDisposed or expected to respond answeraccording corresponding.
Wealth respondent to pnymont and contributions. Bacon.

spo7idei'e.]

ing

;

;

;

Re-spond'ent,
sponds.
ically

n.
[Cf. F. rcpondant.]
One
It corresponds in general to defendant.
(a) (Lair) One who answers iii certain

who

reSpecil-

or
proceedings, generally those which are not according to
the course of the common law, as iu equity and admiralty causes, iu petitions for partition, and the like
distinguished from appellant,
(b) One \\ ho maintains a

ink

:

.<iiiits

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

bow

;

zh = z

in azure.

:;

;

RESPONDENTIA
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and whose province it is to refute objecoverthrow arguments
distinguished from op-

thesis in reply,

N

tions, or

;

—

ponent.

I. Watts.

Re'spon-den'tl-a (re'sp5n-dSn'shI-4), n. [NL. See
Respondence.] (Commercial Law) A loan upon goods
laden on board a ship. It differs from bottomry, which
Bouvier.
is a loan on the ship itself.
Re-spon'sal (rt-spSn'sal), a. Answerable. [OJi.]
One
who
Re-Spon'sal, n. [Cf. LL. responsalis.l 1.
Barrow.
\_Obs.']
is answerable or responsible.
Brevint.
2. Response.
[0S«.]
Re-sponse' (re-spSns'), n. [OF. response, respons, F.
riponse, from L. responsum, from respondere. See ReII

spond.]
2.

The act

1.

An answer

of responding.
Specifically
or reply.

(a)

:

Reply to an

objection in formal disputation. J. Watts, (ft) \Eccl.)
The answer of the people or congregation to the priest
or clergyman, in the litany and other parts of divine service,
(c) (R. C. Ch.) A kind of anthem sung after the
lessons of matins and some other parts of the office, (d)
(Mws.)
repetition of the given subject in a fugue by
another part on the fifth above or fourth below. Busby.
Re-sponse'less, a. Giving no response.
Re-spon'sl-bll'1-ty (re-spon'sT-btl'I-tJ), n. ; pi. -ties
(-tiz).
[Of. F. responsabiliti.']
1. The state of being
responsible, accountable, or answerable, as for a trust,
debt, or obligation.
2. That for which anyone is responsible or accountable ; as, the responsibilities of power.
3. Ability to answer in payment ; means of paying.
Re-spon'Si-ble (rt-spSn'sI-b'l), a. [Cf. F. responsable.
See Respond.] 1. Liable to respond ; likely to be
called upon to answer ; accountable ; answerable ; amenable ; as, a guardian is responsible to the court for his
conduct in the office.
2. Able to respond or answer for one's conduct and
obligations trustworthy, financially or otherwise ; as, to
have a responsible man for surety.
3. Involving responsibility ; involving a degree of accountability on the part of the person concerned ; as, a
responsible office.

A

Syn.

— Accountable;

[L. responsio.
See ReRe-spon'slon (-shiin), n.
spond.] \. The act of answering. [Oft*.]
2. ( University of Oxford) The first university examination
called also little go.
See under Little, a.
Re-spon'sive (-sTv), a. [Cf. F. respon^f.'] 1. That
responds ready or inclined to respond.
2. Suited to something else ; correspondent.

—
;

The vocal

Pope.

lay responsive to the strings.

3. Responsible.

— Re-spon'slve-ly,

Jer. Taylor.

[06.S.]

Re'spon-SO'rl-al

atii).

— Re-spon'slve-ness, n.

(re'spSn-so'rI-al), a.

antiphonal.

Responsory

;

H. Newman.
Containing or makJ.

Re-spon'SO-ry

(re-spSn'sS-ri^), a.

Johnson.
[LL. responsorium."] 1. (Eccl.) (a) The answer of the people to the
(ft) A
priest in alternate speaking, in church service,
versicle sung in answer to the priest, or as a refrain.
Which, if I should repeat again, would turn my answers into
Milton.
respoiisories, and beget another liturgy.
2. (Bed.) An antiphonary a response book.
Rest (rgst), V. t. [For arrest.'] To arrest. [Ofti.]
Rest, re. [AS. rest, rasst, rest akin to D. rust, G.
rast, OHG. rasta, Dan. & Sw. rast rest, repose, Icel.
rost the distance between two resting places, a mile, Goth.
rasta a mile, also to Goth, razn house, Icel. rann, and
perhaps to 6. ruhe rest, repose, AS. row, Gr. ipiarj. Cf.
Ransack.] 1. A state of quiet or repose; a cessation
from motion or labor tranquillity as, rest from mental
Chaucer.
exertion ; rest of body or mind.
ing answer

;

answering.

Re-spon'SO-ry, n.

; pi. -eies (-rTz).

;

;

Sleep give thee

disturbs

;

Shak.

all his rest f

freedom from everything which wearies or

2. Hence,

;

; security.
the land had rest fourscore years.

3(ft

.

.

column

rests

Dent.

xii. 9.

A short pause

in reading verse; a caesura,
8. The striking of a balance at regular intervals in a
running account. " An account is said to be taken with
Abbott.
annual or semiannual rests."
[Ofts.]
9.
set or game at tennis.
parts
the
10. (Mus. ) Silence in music or in one of its
name of the character that stands for such silence. They
are named as notes are, whole, half, quarter, etc.

A

;

#=^^^ffii^
Half. Quarters.

Eighth.

Sixteenth.

ale,

senate, cftre,

&

;

on

sleep

;

.

.

6. To lean in confidence to trust ; to rely ; to repose
without anxiety ; as, to rest on a man's promise.
On him I rested, after long debate.
And not without considermg, fixed my fate. Di-yden.
;

To be

to acquiesce.
To rest in Heaven's determination.
Addison.
To rest with, to be in the power of ; to depend upon
as, it rests with him to decide.
Rest, V. t. 1. To lay or place at rest ; to quiet.
7.

satisfied

;

Your piety has paid
All needful rites, to rest my wandering shade.

To

2.

Dryden.

on a support to cause to lean.
Her weary head upon your bosom rest.
Waller.

place, as

;

—

am, arm, ask,

See Res-htute, v.] 1. The act of restoring
anything to its rightful owner, or of making good, or of
giving an equivalent for any loss, damage, or injury;
restitutio.

indemnification

A restitution of ancient rights unto the crown.
He restitution

Spenser.

value makes.

to the

Sandys.

That which is offered or given in return for what
has been lost, injured, or destroyed ; compensation.
2.

The

3. (Physics)

act of returning to, or recovering, a

former state as, the restitution of an elastic body.
4. (Med.) The movement of rotation which usually
occurs in childbirth after the head has been delivered,
and which causes the latter to point towards the side to
which it was directed at the beginning of labor.
;

Syn. — Restoration

tion

compensation

;

Res'tl-tU'tor

One who makes
Rest'lve

;

return

amends

;

indemnification
remuneration.

;

;

(rSs'tt-tiJ'ter), re. [L.
[iJ.]
restitution.

(rSst'Iv), a.

[OF.

:

cf.

F.

F. retif,

restif,

repaTa<

;

restiiuteur.}.

L. re-

fr.

See Rest remainstare to stay back, witlistand, resist.
der, and cf. Restipe.] 1. Unwilling to go on ; obstinate
in refusing to move forward ; stubboiTi ; drawing back.
Restive or resty, drawing back, instead of going forward, as
some horses do.
E. Fhillips (1668).
The people remarked with awe and wonder that the beasts
which were to drag him [Abraham Holmes] to the gallowB
Macautay,
became restive, and went back.
2. Inactive ; sluggish.
[Obs."]
Sir T. Browne.
3. Impatient under coercion, chastisement, or opposition ; refractory.
4. Uneasy ; restless ; averse to standing still fidgetTrench.
ing about ;
applied especially to horses.
Rest'lve-ly, adv.
Rest'lve-nesn, n.
Rest'less, a. [AS,, restleas.] 1. Never resting ; unquiet ; uneasy ; continually moving ; as, a restless child.
;

—

—

—

Milton.
"iJerfZeM revolution day by day."
be at rest or in peace ; averse to
ag^
eager for change ; discontented
restless subjects,
restless schemers ; restless ambition
" Restless at home, and ever prone to range."
Dryden.
3. Deprived of rest or sleep.
Restless he passed the remnants of the night. Dryden.

Chaucer.

Not

2.

satisfied to

repose or quiet ;

;

;

[F. reste, fr. rester to remain, L. restare to
stay back, remain pref. re- re- -)- stare to stand, stay.
See Stand, and cf. Aebest, Restive.] (With the definite
article.)
1. That which is left, or which remains after
the separation of a part, either in fact or in contemplation ; remainder ; residue.
Religion ^ives part of its reward in hand, the present comfort of havmg done our duty, and, for the rest, it offers us the

Rest,

n.

Heaven can

best security that

Tillotson.

give.

2. Those not included in a proposition or description ;
the remainder ; others. "Plato and the rest of the phiBp. Stillingfleet.
losophers."
Armed like the rest, the Trojan prince appears. Dryden.
3. (Com.) A surplus held as a reserved fund by a bank
to equalize its dividends, etc. ; in the Bank of England,
the balance of assets above liabilities. [Eng.']
Syn. Remainder ; overplus ; surplus ; remnant ; residue reserve ; others.
Rest, V. i. [F. rester. See Rest remainder.] To be
left ; to remain ; to continue to be.

—

;

The affairs of men rest
Re-Stag'nant (re-stSg'nant),
Stagnant

pr.]

still

uncertain.

a.
[L.
[Ofti.]

motionless.

;

ShaJc.

restagnans, p.
Boyle.

[L. restagnare to overfiow.]
Wiseman.
To stagnate to cease to flow. iObs.]
Re'stag-na'tlon (-na'shuu), n. [L. restagnatio an
inundation.] Stagnation.
[06«.]
Res'tant (rSs'tant), a. [L. restans,p. pr. of restare
cf. F. restant.
See Rest remainder.] (Bot.) Persistent.
Palfrey.
Re-State' (re-staf ), V. t. To state anew.
Res'tau-rant (rSs't6-r4nt ; 277), n. [P., fr. restaurer.

Re-Stag'nate

(-nat), v.

i.

;

An eating house.

See Restore.]

Res'tau-rate

(rSs'ta-rat), v.

[L. restauratus, p. p.
[Ofts.j
restore.

of restaurare.
'iBo'Slau'ra'tenr'('^''sto'ra''ter'),«. [F.]
0'
-bi-.m. l.oaso or a restauvant.
r:

'

I

(rSs'ta-ra'shtia),
'ra'",,

Gower.

[Obs.']

1. Xo -force back against
'ueir backward course. Shak.
Ut; aa, to resiem a current.
''einf; at rest ; quiet. Shak.

'C.

.,

'

Thekeeper

[LL. restau-

re.

iifraft'ore.T Restoratio.i.

-

i.

"1, fcrouble, etc.

,'.

^tathlcry.

—

"-

;,

:

':

Rest'itt, n.

Rest'UI-negs
ii-i.j

tough roots.

jee.

,

/

Pes'ti-Sonmri.

Shak.

n.
\ European legu-

r: ^

nai,

[Oftj.]

>.]

ar^pe-f -/onn.]
^speoiaUy to sev-i
on '.he dorsal

,a,,

(A nat.) Formed like a ,ope
eral rcpalike bundles or mas'''
-

;

side 01 vhe -rifflalla o'oloi t:ata.

Reat'l-Jy (iSst'i-lJ), a 1v.

4. Passed in unquietness

In a

restj'

manne.

>

[Obs.']

Re

[L. restiiu}iK. See
^i;luc'tlon (re-stti k'shiSn), n.
RK!iTTi;au!.».K
Act of qu;nching or extinguishing. Obs.']
The quality or state of
Vitj;'i-T;e*ia (rSst'I-n!s), n.
[Obs.'j
beitig lesty ; sluggishnesi.
'rh>; snake by >-eahne*s ind Ijrtng still all winter. Bollo '<d.
Rest,
v. I.
a.
n.
from
i.
Rest'lng.
Kerting spore (Sot.), a spore in certain orders of algas
quiescej'S,
retaining
ren.'ains
its
vitality, for long
which
periods of tim"..
C. E. Bessey.
j

&

&

Not

5.

[L. resiUutus, p. v. of
Ees'ti-tllte (r^ .-tut), v. I.
See
rest-tuere; pref. »• 's- -{- slatuere to pi;t, place.

piaffe of

something

Dyer.
a former state. [JJ.]
which i; restorer, or ofleredin

to

res't.
,
;',

t

iub.=.titute.

[iJ.]

ReS'tl-tU'tiOIl (ri\ t-tu'8han), n.
final,

gtU

;

evs,

6> sat,

—

Syn.

sleepless

the patient has had

[F. restiluiion, L.

£nd, fSm,

recex. t

;

Ice,

a.

;

;

(Zo'ol.)

Unquiet;
agitated

;

;

;

— Rest'less-ly, adv. — Restless-ness, n.
Re-Stor'a-ble (re-stor'a-b'l), a. Admitting of being
restored
capable of being reclaimed ; as, restorable
land. Swift.
Re-Btor'a-ble-ness, n.
Barrow,
Re-etor'al (-al), n. Restoration. [Obs.]
Res'tO-ra'tlon (rSs'to-ra'shiin), n. [OE. restauracion,
F. restauration, fr. L. resiauratio. See Restobe.] 1. The
act of restoring or bringing back to a former place, station, or condition the fact of being restored
renewal
reestablishment
as, the restoration of friendship between enemies the restoration of peace after war.
Behold the different climes agree,
;

—

;

;

;

;

Dryden.
Rejoicing in thy restoration.
2. The state of being restored ; recovery of health,
strength, etc. ; as, restoration from sickness.
3. That which is restored or renewed.

The Restoration (.Eng. Hist.), the return of King Charles
II. in 1660, and the reestablishment of monarchy.
Universal restoration (Theol.), the final recovery of all mem
from sin and alienation from God to a state of happiness
universal salvation.

—

Syn. — Recovery^ replacement renewal renovation
redmtegration
reestablishment ; rereinstatement
turn revival restitution reparation.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Res'to-ra'tlon-er (-er), n. A Restorationist.
Res'to-ra'tion-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The belief or doctrines
of the Restorationists.

Res'to-ra'tion-lst,

re.

One who

believes in a tempo-

rary future punishment and a final restoration of all to
the favor and presence of God a Universalist.
Re-Stor'a-tlve (re-stor'a-tiv), a. [Cf. F. restauraiif.'}
Of or pertaining to restoration having power to restore.
Destroys life's enemy.
Hunger, with sweet restorative delight.
Milton.
;

;

Re-Stor'a-tive,

Something which serves to restore

re.

especially, a restorative medicine.
Arbuthnot.
Re-Stor'a-tive-ly, adv._ In a restorative manner.
Res'tO-ra'tor (res'tS-ra'ter), re.
restaurateur.
Re-Stor'a-tO-ry (re-stor'a-t6-ry), a. Restorative. [R.J
Re-Store' (re-stor'), V. t. [Pref. re- -f- store.] To
store again ; as, the goods taken out were re-stored.

A

Re-Store'

(re-stor'), V.

t.

[imp.

&

&

p. p. Restored

(re-stord') ; p. pr.
vb. re. Restoeino.]
[OE. restoren^
OP. restorer, F. restaurer, fr. L. restaurare ; pref. re- reunused
word
an
cf.
Gr.
o-raupos
an
upright pale
-for stake, Skr. sthavara fixed, firm. Cf. Restaurant,
Store.] 1. To bring back to its former state ; to bring
back from a state of ruin, decay, disease, or the like ; to
repair ; to renew ; to recover. " To restore and to build
Jerusalem."
Dan. ix. 26.
Our fortune restored after the severest afflictions. Prior.
And his hand was restored whole as the other. Mark iii. 5.
;

2.

To

or taken

t>. i.
[L. restinguere,
Re-StiE'gUlflll
restinctum ; pref. re- re- -\- siinguere to quench.] T,-*
quench or extingu h. _[Obs.]
B. Fie d.

To

as,

as, a restless chair.
Cowper.
See Geinder, 3.
uneasy: disturbed; disquieted;
unsettled roving wandering.

affording rest

Eeetless thrush.

f.-ii-stVn'gv.rsh),

ReS'tl-tUtB, n.

;

restless night.

;

t.

To

See Restoee.]

Statute.]

Rests.

Rest house, an empty house for the accommodation of
To get, or To Bet
travelers ; a caravansary.
[India]
from
up, one's reit, to have a settled determination ;

—

;

its pedestal.
to slumber ; hence, poetically, to be dead.
Fancy . then retires
Into her private cell when Nature rests.
Milton.

To

6.

t

A

Whole.

:

.

Collins.

rests round about, that the beams should
1 Kings vi. 6.
not be fastened in the walls of the house.
5. (Anc. Armor) A projection from the right side of
lance.
of
the
but
support
the
cuirass,
serving
to
the
Dryden.
Their visors closed, their lances in the rest.
place where one may rest, either temporarily, as
6.
" Halfway
in an inn, or permanently, as in an abode.
J. JS. Newman.
houses and travelers' rests."
Milton.
In dust our final rest, and native home.
Ye are not as yet come to the rest and to the inheritance which

giveth you.

—

;

;

;

;•.

steadying the work.
He made narrowed

God

;

;

&

4. That on which anything rests or leans for support
as, a rest in a lathe, for supporting the cutting tool or

7. (Pros.)

;

;

icn
Judges iii.

3. Sleep ; slumber ; hence, poetically, death.
How sleep the brave who sink to rest.
By all their country's wishes blest.

the Lord your

;

;

peace

And

pause

intermission
stop stay
repose slumber quiet ; ease ; quietness stillness tranquillity peacef Illness
peace.
Rest, Repose. Rest is
a ceasmg from labor or exertion ; repose is a mode of
resting which gives relief and refreshment after toU and
labor. The words are commonly interchangeable.
Rest (rgst), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Rested p. pr.
vb. n. RESTma.]
[AS. restan.
See Rest, n.]
1. To
cease from action or motion, especially from action which
has caused weariness ; to desist from labor or exertion.
God
rested on the seventh day from all his work which
he had made.
Gen. ii. 2.
Six days thou shalt do thy work, and on the seventh day thou
Shalt 7-est.
Ex. xxiii. 12.
2. To be free from whatever wearies or disturbs ; to
be quiet or stiU.
There rest, if any rest can harbor there.
Milton.
3. To lie ; to repose
to recline ; to lean ; as, to rest
on a couch.
4. To stand firm ; to be fixed ; to be supported ; as, a

;

;

— Cessation

Syn.

;

answerable; amenable.

— Re-spon'sl-ble-ness, n. — Re-spon'sl-bly, adv.
;

RESTORE

an old game of cards, when one so expressed his intention
to stand or rest upon his hand. [Obs.]
Shak. Bacon.

;

R

;

.

give or bring back, as that which has been lost,
away ; to bring back to the owner ; to replace.
Now therefore restore the man his wife. Gen. xx. 7.
Loss of Eden, till one greater man
Restore us, and regain the blissful seat.

Milton.

The father banished virtue shall restore. Dryden.
3. To renew to reestablish as, to restore harmony
;

;

among those who are at variance.
4. To give in place of, or as satisfaction for.
He shall restore five oxen for an ox, and four sheep
sneep.

Idea,

£x.

Dl

;

old,

Sbey, 6rb, 5dd;

f»r

S-

xxii. 1,

l<

—

;
:

1229

RETAINER

the benefit of a party granting an estate. The phrase is
also applied to a trust raised by implication for the benefit of a party who advances the purchase money of an
estate, etc. Bouvier,
Reaolting use (Law), a use which,
being limited by the deed, expires or can not vest, and
thence returns to him who raised it. Bouvier.

Jesus Christ the general resurrection of all the dead at
the Day of Judgment.
Nor after resurrection shall he stay
Longer on earth.
Milton.
future state.
3. State of being risen from the dead
In the reswrection they neither marry nor are given in mar-

RESTORE
6-

To make good

to marke

;

amends

for.

if the while I think on thee, dear friendv
All losses are restored^ and sorrows end.

But

Shak,

—

6. (Fine Arts) (a) To bring back from a state of injury
or decay, or from a changed condition as, to restore a
painting, statue, etc. (6) To form a picture or model
of, as of something lost or mutilated ; as, to restore a
ruined building, city, or the like.
Syn.
replace
refund
repay
reinTo return
;

—

state

;

;

rebuild

;

;

reestabflsh

recover heal ; cure.
Re-store' (re-stor'),

;

repair

;

revive

;

Re-SUlt'

Sound

Capable

of

being

hindraHce
;

check

;

limitation

;

;

stop

t.

The

Re-SUmp'tion (re-zump'shiin),

;

;

strive anew.
to rest ; indisposed to

—

Re-sur'gence
again

full,

iip,

dm

;

pity

re.

The act

;

+

of

J, S. Mill.

(-ta'shun), n.
[L. resuscilaiio.']
act of resuscitating, or state of being resuscitated.

Re-SUS'cl-ta'tlon

The

The

subject of resuscitation by his sorceries.

[Slang']
Res'ur-rec'tlon (-rSk'shun), n. [F. resmvection, L.
resiirrectio, fr. resurgere, resurrectum., to rise again ;
risSee Source.] 1.
pref. re- re- -f- surgere to rise.
ing again ; the resumption of vigor.
2. Especially, the rising again from the dead ; the resumption of life by the dead as, the resurrection of
lost).

A

;

;

food, fobt

;

out,

oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

Sir W. Scott.

Re-sus'ci-ta-tlve (-ta-tTv), a. Tending to resuscitate
reviving ; revivifying.
Re-sns'cl-ta'tor (-ta'ter),

[L.] One who, or that
re.
which, resuscitates.
Chaucer.
Ret (ret), V. t. See Abet. [06s.]
Ret, V. i. [Akin to rot.l To prepare for use, as flax,
by separating the fibers from the woody part by a process of soaking, macerating, and other treatment.
XJre.
Re-ta'ble (re-ta'b'l), n. (Bed.) A shelf behind the
altar, for display of lights, vases of flowers, etc.
Re'tail (re'tal), re. [F. retaille piece cut off, shred,
paring, or OF. retail, from retailler. See Retail, ti.]
The sale of commodities in small quantities or parcels ;

— opposed

to wholesale ; sometimes, the sale of commodities at second hand.
Re'tail, a. Done at retail ; engaged in retailing com.
modifies ; as a retail trade ; a retail grocer.
Re-tall' (re-tal'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Retailed (-tald')
vb. re. Retailing.]
[Cf. F. retailler to cut
p. pr.
|- tailler to cut.
again ; pref. re- re
See Retail, n.,
Tailob, and cf. Detail.] 1. To sell in small quantities,
as by the single yard, pound, gallon, etc. ; to sell directly
to the consumer ; as, to retail cloth or groceries.
2. To sell at second hand.
[Obs. or S.]
Pope.
3. To distribute in small portions or at second hand
to tell again or to many (what has been told or done)
to report ; as, to retail slander. " To whom I will retail

&

&

my

—

conquest won."

He

Shak.

wit's peddler, and retails his
wassails.

is

wares

At wakes and

Shak.
Re-tall'er (re-tal'er, co?n?nontyre'tal-er!re U. S. ; 277),
One who retails anything ; as, a retailer of merchandise ; a retailer of gossip.
Re-tail'ment (re-tal'ment), n. The act of retailing.
[imp. &p. p. Retained
Re-taln' (re-tan'), V. t.
(-tand') ; p. pr.
vb. re. Retaining.]
[F. retenir, L. retinere; pref. re- re- -|- tenere to hold, keep. See Tenable, and cf. Rein of a bridle. Retention, Retinue.]
1. To continue to hold ; to keep in possession
not to
lose, part with, or dismiss to restrain from departure, escape, or the like. "Thy shape invisible re/oin." Shak.
Be obedient, and retain

n.

&

;

;

An

Unalterably firm his love entire.
2Iilton.
executor may retain a debt due to him from the testator.
Iilackst07te.

To keep

in pay ; to employ by a preliminary fee
to hire to engage ; as, to retain a counselor.
A Benedictine convent has now retai7ied the most learned
father of their order to write in its defense.
Addiso/i.

2.

paid

;

;

To restrain ; to prevent. [Obs.} Sir W. Temple.
Retaining wall (Arch.
Engrn.), a wall built to keep
of sand or earth, in its
called also retain wall.
place
3.

&

any movable backing, or a bank
;

—

Syn.

rising

;

which was forgotten or

&

&

—To keep

Re-taln',

t'.

;

hold

1.

i.

A somewhat

(-jent), a.

;

(that

a trust raised by implication for
r^ide,

(re-sflr'jens),

;

;

nilolsmi.

unite,

Res'ur-rec'tlon-ist (rSz'ur-rSk'shun-ist), n. One who
from the grave, as for dissection. [Slang"}
To raise from the
Res'ur-rec'tion-lze (-iz), v. i.
dead. [B.J
Southey.
Re'sur-vey' (re'sfir-va'), V. t. To survey again or
anew ; to review.
Shak.
Re-sur'vey (re-sflr'va), n. A second or new survey.
Capable
of
re(re-sus'si-ta-b'l),
a.
Re-SUS'cl-ta-ble
suscitation as, resuscitable plants.
Boyle.
Re-SUS'cl-tant (-tant), «. One who, or that which,
resuscitates. Also used adjectively.
Re-SUS'cl-tate (-tSt), a. [L. resusdtatus, p. p. of resuscitare ; pref. re- resuscitare to raise, rouse. See
SusciTATE.] Restored to life. [iJ.]
Bp. Gardiner.
Re-SUS'cl-tate (-tat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Resuscitated (-ta'tgd) ; p. pr.
To revb. n. Resuscitating.]
vivify ; to revive ; especially, to recover or restore from
apparent death ; as, to resuscitate a drowned person ; to
resuscitate withered plants.
Re-SUS'cl-tate, v. i. To come to life again ; to revive.
These projects, however often slain, always 7-esuscitate.
steals bodies

resurrection.

Sydney Smith.
[i?.]
Res'ur-rect' (rSz'ur-rSkf), v. t. [See Resurrection.]
[Shmg']
to disinter.
1. To take from the grave
2. To reanimate to restore to life to bring to view

stances, consultation, thought, or endeavor.
Pleasure and peace do naturally result from a holy and good

Use,

Rose.

;

restrain.

To belong

languid

;

See Keep.

to pertain.

[Obs.}

relish, 7-etai7ti7ig to bitterness.

To keep; tocontiiuie;
Re-taln'a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
Re-tain'al (-al), n. The
Re-taln'er (-er), n. 1.
2.

dead,

will result in good or in evil.
3. To proceed, spring, or rise, as a consequence, from
facts, arguments, premises, combination of circum-

Eesnltintt trust (Law),

vive ana expand again when moistened. The name is
sometimes also given to the rose of Jericho. See under

[L. resurgens, -entis, p. pr. of
resurgere.
See Resurrection.] Rising again, as from
Coleridge.
the dead.
Re-sur'gent, re. One who rises again, as from the

;

life.

;

Re-snr'gent

;

;

;

;

Milton.

—

IS'otton.

[L. resupinus ; pref.
Re'su-plne' (re'sii-pin'), a.
Lying on
\- supinus bent backward, supine.]
Sir K. Digby.
the back supme hence, careless.
He spake, and, downward swayed, fell resupine,
Cowper.
With his huge neck aslant.
Re'sup-ply' (re'siSp-pli'), V. t. To supply again.

re- re

second subjection.
Re'SUb-lime' (re's!ib-lTm'), v. t. To sublime again.
Newton.
Re-SUb'11-ma'tlon (re-sfib'lT-ma'shQn), «.
Re'SU-da'tlon (re'sii-da'shiin), n.
[L. resudare to
sweat again. See Swdation.] Act of sweating again.
Re-BUlt' (re-ziilf), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Resulted p.
pr. & vb. n. Resulting.] [F. resulter, it. L. resultare,
resultntiim, to spring or leap back, v. intens. fr. resilire.
See Resile.] 1. To leap back to rebound. [Ofo.]
The huge ronnd stone, resulting with a bound.
Pope.
2. To come out, or have an issue
to terminate to
have consequences
followed by in ; as, this measure
;

Sir H.

of the figure.

A

&

reswnp-

;

sluggish ; also, restive. [Obs."]
Burton.
Where the master is too resty or too rich to say his own
re.

[Cf. F.

n.

sumption as, resumptive measures.
Re-SU'pl-nate (re-su'pl-nat), a. [L. resvpinatus, p.
p. of resupinare to bend back. See Resupink.] Inverted
in position
appearing to be upside down or reversed, as
the flowers of the orchis and the leaves of some plants.
Re-SU'pi-na'ted (-na'ted), a. Resupinate.
Re-SU'pl-na'tlon (-na'shiin), n. The state of lying on
the back the state of being resupinate, or reversed.
Our Vitruvius calleth this affection in the eye a resupination

;

Re'sub-Jec'tlon,

.

specie payments, etc.
2. (Eng. Law) The taking again into the king's hands
of such lands or tenements as he had granted to any man
on false suggestions or other error.
Re-sump'tlve (-tiv), a. [Cf. L. resumptivus restorative.]
Taking back; resuming, or tending toward re-

&

prayers.

:

resumptio restoration, recovery, fr. resumere.
See Resume.] 1. The act of resuming; a,s, t\ie resumption of a grant, of delegated powers, of an argmnent, of

;

Disposed

—

tion, L.

;

(rest'y), a.

+

Re-sum'mon (re-sum'mOn), v. t. To summon again.
Re-sum'mons (-munz), n. A second summons.

—

Rest'y

&

&

;

;

exertion

p. pr.

;

The sun, like this, from which our sight we have,
^azed on too long, resumes the light he gave.
Denham.
Perhaps God will ,-esume the blessing he has bestowed ere he
attains the age of manhood.
Sir W. Scott.
2. To enter upon, or take up again.
Reason resumed her place, and Passion fled. D}-yden.
3. To begin again to recommence, as something which
has been interrupted ; as, to resume an argument or discourse.

&

[F. restriction, L.
Re-Stric'tion (re-strik'shun), n.
restrictio.']
1. The act of restricting, or state of being
restricted ; confinement within limits or bounds.
This is to have the same restriction with all other recreations,
that it be made a divertisement.
Gov, of Tongue.
2. That which restricts ; limitation restraint ; as, restrictions on trade.
Re-Stric'tlon-a-ry (-a-ry), a. Restrictive. [K.]
[Cf. F. restrictif.']
Re-Striot'lve (re-strikt'Iv), a.
1. Serving or tending to restrict ; limiting ; as, a restrictive particle ; restrictive laws of trade.
2. Astringent or styptic in effect.
Wiseman.
^Obs.J
Re-strlot'ive-ly, adv.
Re-strlct'lve-ness, n.
[imp.
Re-Strlnge' (re-strinj'), V. t.
p. p. ReSTHINQED (-strinjd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Restringinq
(-strin'jTng).]
[L. resiringere.
See Restrain.]
To
confine ; to contract ; to astringe. [06i.]
Re-Strln'gen-cy (-strln'jcn-sj^), n. Quality or state of
being restringent astringency. [Ofo.]
Sir W. Petty.
[L. restringens, p. pr.
Re-Strln'gent (-jent), a.
Restringing astringent ; styptic.
cf. F. restringent.^
\_Obs.'] ^n.
A restringent medicine. [Obs."] Harvey.

To

C. Kingsley,

(re-ziim'), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Resumed
[L. resumere, revb. n. Resuming.]
sumere to take cf F. rhusumptum ; pref. re- remer. See Assume, Redeem.] 1. To take back.

—

i.

risumi thereof in Br. Landsborough's

little

Re-same'

;

(re-striv'), V.

excellent

book.

;

Re-strive'

Sir M. Hale.
See Resume.] A
an abridgment or

;

30.

Cross of the resurrection, a slender cross with a peimant
Besnrrection plant
floating from the junction of the bars.
(Bot.), a name given to several species of Selaginella (as
.S. convolula and S. lepidojjhylla), flowerless plants which,
when dry, close up so as to resemble a bird's nest, but re-

A

brief recapitulation.

;

&

(Math.)

(-ful))

;

again to fortify anew.
[L. restrictus, p. p. of reRe-Strlct' (re-strikf), a.
stringere.
See Restrain.] Restricted. \_Obs.'\
\_imp.
Re-strict', v. t.
p. p. Restricted p. pr.
To restrain within bounds ; to
vb. n. Restrictino.]
as, to restrict words to a particular
limit ; to confine
meaning to restrict a patient to a certain diet.
Syn. To limit ; bound ; circumscribe ; restrain ; repress; curb; coerce.

—

(b)

Matt. xxii.

The cause or exemplar of a rising from the dead.
Joh7i xi. 25.
I am the resurrection, and the life.

4.

" The

(-zumd')

;

inference

;

Specifically

results.

II

To strengthen

&

That which

resultant force or motion,

mitting of, being resumed.
R6'SU'ni6' (ra'zu'ma'), n. [F.
summing up a condensed statement

and no

restriction.

(re-strgngth''n), v.

conclusion

result.
(-at), n.
[L. resuUatus, p. p.]
Bacon.
resultate of their counsel."
Having results or effects.
<!•
Resultant. [OJi.]
Fuller.
(-tv), a.
Re-sultless, a. Being without result ; as, resultless
investigations.
Re-sum'a-ble (re-zum'4-b'l), a. Capable of, or ad-

curb

;

A

Re-SUlt'ful
Re-SUlt'ive

Macaulay.
2. The state of being restrained.
3. That which restrains, as a law, a prohibition, or
the like ; limitation ; restriction.
3filton.
For one restraint^ lords of the world besides.
;

;

eliminant.

[Oii.]

physical or mental.
restraints of law,

;

Re-SUlt'ate

Re-straln'ment (-ment), n. The act of restraining.
Re-stralnt' (re-stranf), n. [OF. restraincte, fr. resirainct, F. restreint, p. p. of restraindre, restreindre.
See Restrain.] 1. The act or process of restraining, or
of holding back or hindering from motion or action, in
any manner; hindrance of the will, or of any action,

No man was altogether above the
man altogether below its protection.

re-

The resultant of n homogeneous general functions of n variables is that function of their coefficients which, equaled to zero,
expresses in the simplest terms the condition of the possibility
Sylvester.
of their existence.

strains.

Re-strength'en

by the

air

Bacon.

Effect consequence
event. See Effect.

;

Re-sult'ant, n.

An

with restraint.
Hammond.
One who, or that which, re-

Re-Straln'ed-ly, adv.
Re-straln'er (-er), n.

confinement

produced between the string and the

(a) (Mech.)

re-

Sir T. Browne.

controllable.

;

riage.

resilience.

;

Eesultant force or motion (Mech.), a force which is the
result of two or more forces acting conjointly, or a motion which is the result of two or more motions combined.
See Composition of forces, under Composition.

;

;

back

flying

:

Clarendon.

— Repression

A

1.

Re-SUlt'ance (-ans), n. The act of resulting; that
Donne.
which results ; a result.
[L. resultans, p. pr.
cf. F.
Re-sult'ant (-ant), o.
Resulting or issuing from a combination
resultant.'^
existing or following as a result or consequence.

—

Syn.

is

—

Syn.
issue

Trench.
limit ; to confine ; to restrict.
Not only a metaphysical or natural, but a moral, universality
also is to be restrained by a part of the predicate.
/. Watts.
6. To withhold ; to forbear.
Thou 7-estrainest prayer before God.
Job xv. 4.
Syn. To check; hinder; stop: withhold; repress;
curb ; suppress ; coerce ; restrict limit ; confine.
a.

ter-

;

To

(-a-b'l),

;

2. That which results ; the conclusion or end to which
any course or condition of things leads, or which is obtained by any process or operation consequence or effect ; as, the result of a course of action ; the result of a
mathematical operation.
If our proposals once again were heard,
We should compel them to a quick result.
Milton.
3. The decision or determination of a council or deliberative assembly ; a resolve ; a decree.
Then of their session ended they bid cry
With trumpet's regal sound the great result.
Milton.

&

liberty.

coercion

(re-z&lt'), n.

turn or the result of the string.

I

;

ensue

arise ;

;

ra.

&

strained

spring ; rise

;

[Oftjf.]

;

Restoration. [Obs.l Spenser.
Re-Store'ment (-ment), n. Restoration. [06«.]
Re-Stor'er (-er), ra. One who, or that which, restores.
Re-strain' (re-stran'), v. t. limp.
p. p. Resteaihed
(-strand') ; p. pr.
[OE. »•«vb. n. Kestbainlng.]
streinen, F. restreindre, fr. L. restrijigere, reslriclum ;
pref. re- re- -\- stringere to draw, bind, or press together.
See Stkain, v. t., and cf. Resthict.] 1. To draw back
again ; to hold back ; to check ; to hold back from acting, proceeding, or advancing, either by physical or moral
force, or by any interposing obstacle ; to repress or suppress ; to keep down ; to curb.
Restrain in me the cursed thoughts that nature
Shak.
Gives way to in repose
Shak.
\_Obs.'\
2. To draw back tightly, as a rein.
3. To hinder from unlimited enjoyment ; to abridge.
Though they two were committed, at least restrained of their

Re-Btraln'a-ble

;

minate.

;

4.

— To proceed

Syn.

;

;

renew

;,
;;

;:

Boyle.

to remain,

[Obs.} Donne.
Capable of being retained.

act of retaining retention.
One who, or that which, re;

tains.

One who

is retained or kept in service
an attendan adherent a hanger-on.
Hence, a servant, ijot a domestic, but occasionally
attending and wearing his master's livery.
Couell.
4. (Law) (a) The act of a client by which he engages a
lawyer or counselor to manage his cause, (b) The act of
withholding what one lias in his hands by virtue of some
right,
(o) A fee paid to engage a lawyer or counselor
to maintain a cause, or to prevent liis' being employed

2.

ant

siug, Ii|k

;

;

;

3.

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

;;
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3. That which contains something, as a tablet ; a means
[iJ.]
Shak.
of preserving impressions.
4. The act of withholding restraint reserve. Shak.
5. Place of custody or confinement.
6. (Law) The right of withholding a debt, or of retaining property until a debt due to the person claiming the

Ret'l-cnle (rSfl-kul), «. [F. reticule, L. reticulum,
little
dim. of rete a net. Cf. Retina, Reticle.] 1.
bag, originally of network; a woman's workbag, or a
De Quincey,
little bag to be carried in the hand.
system of wires or lines in the focus of a tele2.
scope or other instrument a reticle.
Ke-tic'U-lO'sa (re-tik'ii-lo'sa), re. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
Same as Reticularia.
Re-tic'u-lose' (re-tik'iS-los'), a. Forming a network
characterized by a reticulated structure.
Keticulose rhizopod (Zool.), a rhizopod in which the
pseudopodia blend together and form irregular meshes.

;

;

RETAINMENT
—

called also retainby the opposing party in the case
Bouvier. Blackstone.
ing fee.
6. The act of keeping dependents, or the state of being
Bacon.
in dependence.
;

N

Re-taln'ment (re-tan'ment),
ing

The

n.

act of retain-

Dr. H. More.

retention.

;

Re-take'

(re-tak'), V.

To take or receive

1.

t.

again.
as, to retake

to recapture

;
2. To take from a captor
a ship or prisoners.
Re-tak'er (-tak'er), n. One who takes again what has
Kent.
been taken a recaptor.
Re-tal'1-ate (re-t51'i-at), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Retaliated (-a'tgd) p. pr. Sz. vb. n. Retaliating.] [L. retali;

;

+

;

a
aius, p. p. of retaliare to retaUate ; pref. re- reword akin to talio talion, retaliation. Cf. Talion.] To
return the like for ; to repay or requite by an act of the
Bame kind ; to return evil for (evil). [Now seldom used
except in a bad sense.]
One ambassador sent word to the duke's son that his visit
Sir T. Herbert.
should be retalialed.
It is unlucky to be obHged to retaliate the injuries of authors,
whose works are so soon forgotten that we are in danger of
SwiJ'i.
appearing the first aggressors.
Re-tal'1-ate, v. i. To return like for like ; specifically,
to return evil for evil as, to retaliate upon an enemy.
Re-tal'1-a'tlon (re-tal't-a'shun), n. The act of retaliating, or of returning like for like ; retribution ; now,
specifically, the return of evU for evil ; e. g., an eye for
an eye, a tooth for a tooth.
God
takes "what is done to others as done to himself, and
Calaini/.
by promise obliges himself to fuil retaliation.
;

Q

.

.

-.

Syn. — Requital

reprisal

;

retribution

;

;

punishmgnt.

Re-tal'1-a-tive (-I-a-tlv), a. Same as Retallatoky.
Re-tal'1-a-tO-ry (-t6-ry), a. Tending to, or involving,
retaliation ; retaliative ; as, retaliatory measures.
Re-tard' (re-tard'), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Retarded ; p.
[L. retardare, retardatum ;
pr.
vb. n. Retakding.]
pref. re- re- -\- tardare to make slow, to delay, fr. tardus
slow : cf. F. retarder. See Taedy.] 1. To keep delaying ; to continue to hinder ; to prevent from progress
to render more slow in progress ; to impede ; to hinder j
as, to retard the march of an army ; to retard the motion
of a ship ;
opposed to accelerate.
2. To put off ; to postpone as, to retard the attacks
of old age ; to retard a rupture between nations.
Syn. To impede ; hinder; obstruct ; detain; delay ;
procrastinate ; postpone ; defer.
Re-tard', v. i. To stay back. [Ois.] Sir T. Browne.
Re-tard', n. Retardation ; delay.
Retard, or Age, of the tide, the interval between the
transit of the moon at which a tide originntes and the
appearance of the tide itself. It is found, in general, that
any particular tide is not principally due to the moon's
transit immediately preceding, but to a transit which has
occurred some time before, and which is said to correspond to it. The retard of the tide is thus distinguished

&

R

;

right be duly paid ; a lien.
Erskine. Craig.
Retention cyst (Med.), a cyst produced by obstruction
of a duct leading from a secreting organ and the consequent retention of t)ie natural secretions.
Re-ten'tive (rs-ten'tlv), a. [Cf. F. retentifl Having power to retain ; as, a retentive memory.
Nor airless dungeon, nor strong links of iron.
Can be retentive to the strength of spirit.
Shak.
Re-ten'tive, n. That which retains or confines ; a
[J?.]
Bp. Hall.
Re-ten'tive-ly, adv. In a retentive manner.
The
quality
being
retentive.
of
Re-ten'tive-ness, n.
Re'ten-tiv'i-ty (re'ten-tiv'i-ty), n. The power of retaining retentive force ; as, the reienlivily of a magnet.
[L., a retainer.]
(Zool.) A
Re-ten'tor (-tor), n.
muscle which serves to retain an organ or part in place,
See Ulust. of PHYLACTOL.ffi;MATA.
esp. when retracted.
porus
Re'te-pore (re'te-por), n. [L. rete a net

restraint.

;

II

—

from the lunitidal
Mam. Nav. Encyc.

See under Retardation.

interval.

Re'tar-da'tlon (re'tar-da'shiSn
lio

:

cf.

F. retardation.'^

The

1.

277), n. [L. retardaact of retarding hin;

;

drance the act of delaying as, the retardation of the
opposed to acceleration.
motion of a ship ;

—

;

;

The retardations of our fluent motion. De Quincey.
2. That which retards ; an obstacle ; an obstru«tion.
Hills, sloughs,

and other

terrestrial retardations. Sir

W. Scott.

The keeping back

of an approaching consonant chord by prolonging one or more tones of a previchord which follows
the
intermediate
ous chord into
differing from suspension by resolving upwards instead
of downwards.
4. The extent to which anytliing is retarded ; the
amount of retarding or delay.
3. (Mus.)

;

—

Retardation of the tide, (a) The lunitidal interval, or
the hour angle of the moon at the time of high tide at any
port the interval between the transit of the moon and
the time of high tide next following. (J) The age of the
tide ; the retard of the tide. See under Retabd, n.
Re-tard'a-tlve (re-tard'a-tiv), a. [Cf. I", retardatif]
Tending, or serving, to retard.
Re-tard'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, retards.
;

Re-tard'ment (-ment), n. [Cf. F. retardement.'] The
Cowley.
act of retarding ; retardation.
Retch (rSch or reeh; 277), v. i. [imp.
p. p.
Retched (recht) p. pr.
vb. n. Retching.] [AS. krxcan to clear the throat, hawk, fr. hraca throat akin to G.
rachen, and perhaps to B. rack neck.] To make an effort
to vomit ; to strain, as in vomiting. [Written also reach.2

&

&

;

;

Be-loved Julia, hear

me

still

beseeching

I

Byron.
(Here he grew inarticulate with retching.')
i.
[See Reck.] To care for ; to heed
Retcb, V. t:
Chaucer,
to reck. [Oto.]
Retchless, a. Careless reckless. [06«.] Dryden.
Retchless-ness, n. [ Obs.'\
Retchless-ly, adv.
Re'te (re'te), M. [L., a net.] (Anat.) A net or network ; a plexus ; particularly, a network of blood vessels
or nerves, or a part resembling a network.
Re-te'cious (re-te'shus), a. [L. reie a net.] Resembling network retiform.
Re-tec'tlon (-tSk'shiin), n. [L. retegere, retecium, to
uncover ; pref. re- -f- tegere to cover.] Act of disclosing
or uncovering something concealed. [06^.]
Boyle.
To tell again.
Re-tell' (re-tel'), v. t.
Ret'ene (rgt'en), n. [Gr. prinirri pine resin.] (Chem.)
A white crystalline hydrocarbon, polymeric with benzene.
It is extracted from pine tar, and is also found in certain

&

—

—

Re-tes'ture
or

;

fossil resins.

Re-tent' (re-tSnf), n. [L. retentum, fr. retentus, p. p.
See Retain.] That which is retained.
Hickok.
[L. retentio : cf. F.
Re-ten'tlon (re-ten'shiin), n.
ritention. See Retain.] 1. The act of retaining, or the
Btate of being retained.

The power

of retaining ; retentiveness.

No woman's
So

big, to hold so

ale,

_

Reth'or

of

weaving

R^tepore.

Nat.

size.

Carlyle.

Rhetor.]

(Rom. Aniiq.) A gladiator armed with a net for entangUng his adversary and a trident for despatching him.
Re'ti-a-ry (re'shi-a-ry), re. [See Retiarius.] 1. (ZoAny spider which spins webs to catch its prey.

ol.)

A retiarius.

2.

[Cf. LL. retiarius.']
Re'tl-a-ry, a.
1. Netlike.
This work is in retiary, or hanging textures. Sir T. Browne.
'

2. Constructing or using a web, or net, to catch prey
said of certain spiders.
3. Armed with a net ; hence, skillful to entangle.

—

Scholastic retiary versatility of logic.

Coleridge.

[L. reticentia: cf. F.
reticence.]
1. The quality or state of being reticent, or
keeping silence ; the state of holding one's tongue ; refraining to speak of that which is suggested ; uncommunicativeness.
Tennyson.
Such fine reserve and noble reticence.
2. (Rhet.)
figure by which a person really speaks of
a thing while he makes a show as if he would say nothing
on the subject.
Ret'i-cen-cy (-sen-sy), re. Reticence.
Ret'1-cent (-sent), a. [L. reticens, p. pr. of reticere
to keep silence re- -f- iacere to be silent. See Tacit.]

Ret'l-cence

(rgt'T-sens),

re.

A

;

Inclined to keep sQent ; reserved ; uncommunicative.
Ret'i-Cle (-k'l), n. [See Reticule.] 1. A small net.
2. A reticule. See Reticule, 2. [i.]
[Cf. F. rUiculaire.
Re-tlc'u-lar (re-tik'si-ler), a.
See Reticule.] 1. Having the form of a net, or of network ; formed with interstices ; retiform ; as, reticular
cartilage ; a reticular leaf.
2. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to a reticulum.
Re-tic'U-Ia'rl-a (-la'rl-a), re. pi. [NL. See Reticclak.] (Zool.) An exo,
tensive division of rhizo\\t,V|||(//^
pods in which the pseu^^^ m\\Mll'//y f^^
b
dopodia are more or less
slender and coalesce at
certaiu points, forming
irregular meshes. It includes the shelled Foraminif era, together with
some groups which lack
a true shell.
""P'Viii.'S
Re-tlc'u-la'rl-an (-an),
PolystomeUa
re.
(Zool.) One of the Reticularia. a
strifjillata. with Pseudopodia exReticularia.
panded 6 Laoena, with three
Re-tic'u-lar-ly, adv.
Chambers. Mlich enlarged.
II

;

In a reticular manner.

much

j

senate, c&re,

&m, arm,

Re-tlc'u-Ia'ted
See Reticule.]
having the
form or appearance of a net netted
as, a reticulated structure.
2. Having veins, fibers, or lines
crossing like the threads or fibers of a
network as, a,reticulate leaf a reticulated surface ; a reticulated wing of
(re-tTk'il-lat),

(-la'tgd),

[L. reticulatus.

1.

Resembling network

;

;

;

an

—

—

The quality or state
Re-tlc'U-la'tlon (-la'slmn), n.
of being reticulated, or netlike; that which is reticunetwork ; an organization resembling a net.
The particular net you occupy in the great reticulation.

The

(-la).

[L.,

neuroglia.

Ret'i-form (ret'i-fSrm),
terstices
the eye.

;

a.

Composed

F. retiforme.]

cf.

reticular

netlike

;

;

[L. rete a net -)- -form :
of crossing lines and inas, the retiform coat of

Ret'l-na (rSt'i-na), n. [NL., from L. rete a net. Cf.
Reticule.] (Anat.) The delicate membrane by which
the back part of the globe of the eye is lined, and in
which the fibers of the optic nerve terminate. See Eye.
(1^°° The fibers of the optic nerve and the retinal blood
vessels spread out upon the front surface of the retina,
while the sensory layer (called Jacob's membrane), contaming the rods and cones, is on the back side, next the
choroid coat.

Ret'1-nac'U-lum

(-nSk'iS-liim),

re.

;

pi.

Retinacola

;

worms.

3. (Bot.) A small gland or process to which bodies are
attached as, the glandular retinacula to which the pollinia of orchids are attached, or the hooks which support
the seeds in many acanthaceous plants.
Ret'1-nal (rSt'i-nol), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to
the retina.
Retinal purple (Physio!. Chem.), the visual purple.

[Gr. prjTi'iT) resin -|Re-tln'a-llte (re-ttn'A-lit), re.
(3Iin.) A translucent variety of serpentine, of a
honey yellow or greenish yellow color, having a waxy
-lite.]

resinlike luster.

[Gr.
Ret'ln-as'phalt (rgt'In-as'fillt or -as-falt'), ) re.
Ret'ln-as-phal'tum (rSf In-as-fSl'tum), )
priTCyr)
(Min.) Retinite.
-f- ao-!/)aAT05 asphalt.]
Ret'l-nerved' (rgt'i-nervd'), a. [L. rete a net -f- E.
II

resin

nerve.]

Having reticulated

(Bot.)

veins.

Ret'l-ne'um (rSt'i-ne'tim), n.; pi. Retinea (-a).
[NL. See Retina.] (Zool.) That part of the eye of aa
invertebrate which corresponds in function vrith the
II

retina of a vertebrate.
Re-tln'ic (re-tln'Ik), a. [Gr. priTCvri resin.] (3fin.
Chem.) Of or pertaining to resin; derived from resin;
specifically, designating an acid found in certain fossil
resins and hydrocarbons.
[Gr. pijTiVr) resin : cf. F. riRet'l-nlte (rSt'I-nit), re.
(3Iin.) An inflammable mineral resin, usually
of a yellowish brown color, found in roundish masses,

tinile.]

sometimes with

coal.
Ret'i-lSi'tis (ret'i-nl'tis),

&

re. [NL., fr. NL.
E. retina
(Med.) Inflammation of the retina.
Ret'1-noid (ret'I-noid), a. [Gr. pijTi'j/ij resin -|- -oid.]
Resinlike, or resiuiform; resembling a resin without
being such.
Ret'i-nol (-nol), re. [Gr. p-qrCvr) resin -|- L. o?eum oil.]
(Chem.) A hydrocarbon oil obtained by the distillation
of resin,
used in printers' ink.
Ret'i-noph'O-ra (-nof'o-ra), re./ pi. RETiNOPHORffli
(-re).
[NL., fr. NL.
E. retina -\- Gr. ^epeiv to bear.]
(Zool.) One of a group of two to four united cells which
occupy the axial part of the ocelli, or ommatidia, of the
eyes of invertebrates, and contain the terminal nerve
fibrillae.
See Ulust. under Ommatidium.
Ret'i-noph'o-ral (-ral), a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining
to retinophorae.
Ret'1-nos'co-py (-nSs'ko-py), re, [Retina -\- -scopy."]
(Physiol.) The study of the retina of the eye by means
of the ophthalmoscope.
Ret'i-nue (rgt'I-nu 277), re. [OE. retenue, OF. retenue, fr. retenir to retain, engage, hire. See Retain.]
The body of retainers who follow a prince or other distinguished person a train of attendants ; a suite.
Others of your insolent retinue.
Shak,
What followers, what retinue canst thou gain ? Milton,
To have at one's retinue, to keep or employ as a retainChaucer.
er; to retain. [Obs.]
Re-tin'n-la (re-tTn'u-U), re.; pi. Retinul.e (-le).
E. retina.] (Zo'ol.) One of the
[NL., dim. of NL.
group of pigmented cells which surround the retinophoSee Ulust. under Ommatidium.
rae of invertebrates.
Re-tin'u-late (-lat), a. (Zool.) Having, or character

-\- -ills.]

—

II

&

;

;

&

Ret'i-ped (ret'i-pgd), n. [L. rete a net
P^s, pedis,
a foot: cf. F. retipede.] (Zool.) A bird havhig small
polygonal scales covering the tarsi.
Retirement;
mostly
Re-tir'a-cy (re-tir'a-sy), re.
used in a jocose or burlesque way. [U. S.]
Bartlelt,
What one of our great men used to call dignified retiracy.

—

C.

Carlyle.

£nd, fern, recent;

ice,

A. Bristed.

Ret'1-rade' (ret'T-rad'), re. [F. ; cf. Sp. retirada rekind of retrenchment,
treat.
See Retike.] (Fort.)
as in the body of a bastion, whichimay be disputed inch
by inch after the defenses are dismantled. It usually

A

consists of

;

eve, event,

Reticula

pi.

+

Reticulated glass, ornamental ware
made from glass in which one set of Reticulate Leaf,
white or colored lines seems to meet
Reand interlace with another set in a different plane.
ticulated micrometer, a micrometer for an optical instrument, consisting of a reticule in the focus of an eyepiece.
Reticulated work (Masonry), work constructed with diamond-shaped stones, or square stones placed diagonally.

ask, final, ^11;

;

ized by, retinula;.

;

Sheik.

n.

—

(b)

II

;

insect.

lated

heart

they lack retention.

Re-tlc'u-late

a,

Re-tic'U-lum (-lum),

;

Chancer,
(-6-rTk), n. Rhetoric. [06s.] Chaucer.
Re'tl-a'ri-US (re'shi-a'ri-iis), n. [L., fr. reie a net.]

Reth'0-ryke
II

II

dim. of »'e/e a net.] (Anat.) (a) The second stomach of
ruminants, in which folds of the mucous membrane form
hexagonal cells;
also called the honeycomb stomach,

cis of certain

[Cf. F. rheteur.
See
a careful writer. \_Obs.~\
If a rethor couthe fair endite.

;

;

;

(reth'Sr), n.

A rhetorician

A

II

f-la).
[L., a holdfast, a band. See Retain.] 1. (Anat.)
(a) A connecting band a f rsenum as, the retinacula of
the ileocaecal and ileocolic valves, (b) One of the annular ligaments which hold the tendons close to the bones
at the larger joints, as at the wrist and ankle.
2. (Zool.) One of the retractor muscles of the probos-

(rl-tSks'tiir

re.
The act
formmg again.

135),

A

II

;

II

2>

+

pore.] (Zool.) Any one of
several species of bryozoans
of the genus Retepora. They
form delicate calcareous corals, usually composed of thin
fenestrated fronds.
Re-tex' (re-tSks'), V. t. [L.
retexere, lit., to unweave
pref. re- re- -f- texere to
weave.] To annul, as orders.
Bp. Socket.
[06«.]

—

;

;

Re-tlre'

p.pr.

two

which make a reentering angle.
t.
[imp. &p. p. Retired (-tird')
Retiring.]
[F. retirer; pref. re- re- -\-

faces

(re-tir'), V.

& vb.

idea. £11;

re.

old,

6bey. drb, Sdd:

r

away

He

See Tirade.]

1.

To withdraw

— fiometimris used reflexively.

;

.

.

retired himself, his wife,

.

And

and children

the introduction or removal of th9 substances which are
to be acted upon.
Syn.
Repartee
answer.
Retort, Repabtze. A
retort is a short and pointed reply, turning back on an assailant the arguments, censure, or derision he had thrown
out. A repartee is usually a good-natured return to some
witty or sportive remark.

to take

j

—

into a forest.

Sir P. Sidneupresent all the year,
never doth ?-etire his golden ray. Sir J. Davies.

As v;hen

the sun

is

2. To withdraw from circulation, or from the market
to take up and pay ; as, to retire bonds to retire a note.
3. To cause to retire ; specifically, to designate as no
longer qualified for active service ; to place on the retired
as, to retire a military or naval officer.
list
Re-tire' (re-tlr'), v. i. 1. To go back or return ; to
draw back or away to keep aloof ; to withdraw or retreat,
as from observation ; to go into privacy ; as, to retire to
his home ; to retire from the world, or from notice.
Spenser.
To Una back he cast hi.m to retire.
The mind contracts lierself, and shrinketh in,
Sir J. Bavies.
And to herself she gladly doth retire.
2. To retreat from action or danger ; to withdraw for
safety or pleasure ; as, to retire from battle.
Set ye Uriah in the forefront of the hottest battle, and retire
ye from him, that he may be smitten, and die.
2 Sam. xi. 15.
3. To withdraw from a public station, or from business ; as, having made a large fortune, he retired.

It was, however, necessary to possess
pressive of this intellectual retortion.

2.

;

(-er),

re.

Dryden,

& Naval) (a) The retiring of an army or body
of men from the face of an enemy, or from any ground
occupied to a greater distance from the enemy, or from
an advanced position. (6) The withdrawing of a ship or
fleet from an enemy for the purpose of avoiding an engagement or escaping after defeat, (c) A signal given in
the army or navy, by the beat of a drum or the sounding
of trumpet or bugle, at sunset (when the roll is called),
or for retiring from action.
m^" A retreat is properly an orderly march, in which
circumstance it ditt'ers from a, flight.
4. (Feci.) (a) A special season of solitude and silence
A

period of several
to engage in religious exercises.
(6)
days of withdrawal from society to a religious house for
exclusive occupation in the duties of devotion; as, to

appoint or observe a retreat.

retouches.

(re-tras'), V.

[Pref. re-

t.

-\-

— Retirement

Syn.

trace

F.

cf.

:

Retract.] 1. To trace back, as a
Then if the line ot Turnus you retrace.
Cf.

clusion

;

solitude

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

line.

;

;

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Syn. — Solitude

;

privacy.

;

;

withdrawment

;

;

departure; retreat;

;

See Solitude.

Re-tlr'er (-tir'er), n. One who retires.
Re-tlr'lng, a. 1. Reserved ; shy ; not forward or obtrusive ; as, retiring modesty ; retiring manners.
2. Of or pertaining to retirement ; causing retirement
suited to, or belonging to, retirement.
Retiring board (Mil.), a board of officers who consider
and report upon the alleged incapacity of an officer for
•active service.
Retiring pension, a pension granted to
a public officer on his retirement from office or service.
Ret'l-atene (rSt'i-sten), re. (Ckem.) A white crystalline hydrocarbon produced indirectly from retene.
Ret'l-te'lae (rSt'I-te'le), n. pi.
[NL., fr. rete a net
-\-tela a web.]
(Zo'ol.) A group of spiders wliich spin
irregular webs
called also Retitelarise.
Re-told' (re-told'), imp.
p. p. of Retell.
Re-tor'slon (re-tSr'shun), re. Same as Retortion.
[imp.
Re-tort' (re-tSrf), v. t.
p. p. Retorted
vb. re. Retorting.]
[L. retortus, p. p. of rep. pr.
torquere ; pref re- re- -|- torquere to turn, twist. See
Torsion, and cf. Retort, re., 2.] 1. To bend or curve
back ; as, a retorted line.
Wit'a retorted head, pruned themselves as they floated.

;

;

Re-traot'Ue (-11), a. [Cf. F. retractile.'] (Physiol.)
Capable of retraction capable of being drawn back or
up as, the claws of a cat are retractile.
Re-trac'tlon (re-trak'shiin), re. [Cf. F. retraction, L.
retractio a drawing back, hesitation.] 1. The act of retracting, or drawing back the state of being retracted
;

the retraction of a cat's claws.
2. The act of withdrawing something advanced, stated,
claimed, or done ; declaration of change of opinion ; recantation.
Other men's insatiable desire of revenge hath wholly beguiled
both church and state of the benefit of all my either retractions
or concessions.
Eikon Basilike,

as,

—

&

&

&

;

3. (Physiol.) (a) The act of retracting or shortening
the retraction of a severed muscle the retraction of
a sinew, (b) The state or condition of a part when
drawn back, or towards the center of the body.
Re-tract'ive (re-trSkt'Iv), a. Serving to retract of
the nature of a retraction.
Re-tract'ive-ly, adv.
Re-tract'ive, re. That which retracts, or vrithdraws.
One who, or that which, reRe-tract'or (-er), n.
tracts.
Specifically
(a) In breech-loading firearms, a
device for withdrawing a cartridge shell from the barrel.
(Surg.
An
instrument
for holding apart the edges of
)
(6)
a woimd during amputation, (e) (Surg.) A bandage to
protect the soft parts from injury by the saw during
Zo'ol. )
amputation, (d) (Anat.
A muscle serving to
draw in any organ or part. See Illust. under Phylactoas,

.

As when

;

to reverberate

;

to reflect.

his virtues, shining upon others.
retort that heat again
giver.

Heat them and they
the

return, as an argument, accusation, censure, or
as, to retort the charge of vanity.
with retorted scorn his back he turned.
Milton.
;

And

&

Re-tort', V. i. To return an argument or j. charge
make a severe reply.
Pope.
Re-tort', re. [See Retort, v. t.'] 1. The return of, or
reply to, an argument, charge, censure, incivility, taunt,
or witticism a quick and witty or severe response.
This is called the retort courteous.
Shak.

to

;

"^^

Retort-

bent shape.

finite,

njde,

full,

fip,

Urn

;

pity

back into the original language.
Re-trax'it (re-trilks'it), re. [L., (he) has withdrawn.
See Retract.]
(0. Eng. Law) The withdrawing, or
open renunciation, of a suit in court by the plaintiff, by
Blackston'e.
which he forever lost his right of action.
Re-tread' (re-tr5d'), v. t. & i. To tread again.
II

Re-treat' (re-tref), re. [F. retraite, fr. retrnire to
withdraw, L. retrahere ; pref. re- re- -|- trahere to draw.
See Trace, and cf. Retract, Retrace.] 1. The act of
retiring or withdrawing one's self, especially from what
is dangerous or disagreeable.
In a retreat he outruns any luckcy.
Shak^
;

t.

[L. retributns, p. p. of

All

who have

their

reward on earth,

.

.

,

Naught seeking but the praise of men, here find
Fit retribution, empty as their deeds.
Miltoiu
3. Specifically, reward and punishment, as distributed
at the general judgment.
It is a strong argument for a state of 7'etribiition hereafter^
that in this world virtuous persons are very often unfortunate,
and vicious persons prosperous.
Addison,

Syn. — Repayment

;

requital; recompense;

payment;

Re-trib'U-tlve (re-trib'ii-tiv), ) a. [Cf. LL. retributoi-ius worthy of
Re-trib'U-tO-ry (-trlb'ii-to-rj^), (
retribution.]
Of or pertaining to retribution
of the
involving retribution or repaynature of retribution

especially, to translate

Tubulated Retort.

(re-trib'iit), V.

retaliation.

anew or back.— Re'trans-f or-ma'tion (-f5r-raa'shtSn), re.
Re'trans-late' (re'trSns-laf), V. t. To translate anew

Xubulated retort (Chem.), a retort having a tubulure for

Qse,

Re-trlb'Ute

retribuere to retribute; pref. re--\-tribuere to bestow,
assign, pay.
See Tribute.] To pay back ; to give in
return, as payment, reward, or punishment ; to requite ;
as, to retribtite one for his kindness ; to retribute juist
punishment to a criminal. [06s. or i?.]
Locke.
Re-trib'U-ter (-fi-ter), re. One who makes retribution.
Ret'ri-bu'tlon (rSt'rl-bu'shiin), n. [L. retributio : cf,
F. retribution.] 1. The act of retributing ; repayment.
In good offices and due retributions, we may not be pinching
and niggardly.
Bp. HaU.
2. That which is given in repayment or compensation ;
of,
suitable
to
merits
or
deserts
as
an
action
return
the
commonly, condign punishment for evil or wrong.

Bacon.
Re-traict' (re-traf), re. Retreat. [Ofc.]
Re-trait' (re-traf), re. [It. ritratto, f r. ritrarre to draw
portrait
back, draw, fr. L. retrahere. See Retract.]
[06s.]
a likeness.
Spenser.
Whose fair retrait I in my shield do bear.
Re'trans-form' (re'trSns-fSrm'), V. t. To transform

See Retort,
V. ^]
(Ghem. & the Arts) A vessel in which substances
are subjected to distillation or decomposition by heat. It
Is made of different forms and materials for different
uses, as a bulb of glass with a curved beak to enter a receiver for general chemical operations, or a cylinder or
semicylinder of cast Iron for the
manufacture of gas in gas works.
its

Re-trl'al (re-tri'al), re. A second trial, experiment, or
;
a second judicial trial, as of an accused person.

test

L.a;MATA.

A

2. [F. relorte (cf. Sp. retorta), fr. L. retortus, p. p. of

So named from

;

:

Shah.

first

;

—

Southey.

To throw back

Syn. — Lessening; curtailment; diminution; reduction; abridgment.

;

II

;

pitulation.

;

—

retorquere.

cost to

V Estrange.

That pleasing shade they sought, a soft retreat
From sudden April showers, a shelter from the heat.

;

re.

A place

To

a place of pri-

;

;

of seclusion or privacy a place to which
a private abode. \_Archaic]
This coast fxill of princely retirements foe the sumptuousness
Evelyn.
Of their buildings and nobleness of the plantations.
Caprea had been the retirement of Augustus. Addison.

3.

retires

an asylum.
and spared no

of pleasure,

;

&

one withdraws or retreats

Incivility

A

One who

;

;

;

To

Wharton.

(Fine Arts)

a refuge

;

He built his son a house
make a delicious retreat.

departure
withdrawment seprivacy asylum shelter refuge.
[imp.
p. p. Ketreated ;
Re-treat' (re-tref), V. i.
p. pr. & vb. re. Retreating.] To make a retreat to reHe springs from Inachus of Argive race.
Dryden. tire from any position or place
as, the
to withdraw
2. To go back, in or over (a previous course) to go defeated army retreated from the field.
over again in a reverse direction as, to retrace one's
The rapid currents drive
Towards the retreating sea their furious tide. Milton,
steps to retrace one's proceedings.
3. To trace over again, or renew the outline of, as a
Re-treat'fUl (-ful), o.- Furnishing or serving as a redrawing to draw again.
" Our re/reayu? flood."
Chapman,
treat.
[i2.]
Re-tract' (re-trSkf), V. t. limp. &p. p. Retracted
Re-treat'ment (-ment), re. The act of retreating;
Retracting.]
retracpr,
vb.
[F.
retracter,
L.
Hegira.
re.
the
[if.]
D'Ur/ey,
specifically,
p.
lare, retractatum, to handle again, reconsider, retract,
Re-trench' (re-trSnch'), V. t, [imp. & p. p. Re.
fr. retrahere, retracium, to draw back.
See Retreat.] TRENCHED (-trSnchf) p. pr.
vb. n. Retrenching'
as, the eat
1. To draw back to draw up or shorten
[OF. retrenchier, F. retrancher ; pref. re- re- -f- OF.
can retract its claws to retract a muscle.
trenchier, F. trancher, to cut. See Trench.]
1. To cu*
2. To withdraw
to recall
to disavow
to recant
off
to pare away.
to take back as, to retract an accusation or an assertion.
Thy exuberant parts retrench.
Benham,
I would as freely have retracted this charge of idolatry as I
2. To lessen to abridge ; to curtail as, to retrench
ever made it.
Bp. Stillingjleet.
superfluities or expenses.
3. To take back, as a grant or favor previously beBut this thy glory shall be soon retrenched.
Milton*
stowed to revoke. [Obs.]
Woodward.
Addison,
3. To confine to limit to restrict.
Syn. To recall withdraw rescind revoke unThese figures, ought they then to receive a retrenched interpret
say disavow recant abjure disown.
tation ?
/. Taylor,
Re-tract', v. i. 1. To draw back to draw up as,
4. (Fort.) To furnish with a retrenchment as, to remuscles retract after amputation.
trench bastions.
2. To take back what has been said
to withdraw a
Syn. To lessen diminish curtail abridge.
concession or a declaration.
Re-trench', v. i. To cause or suffer retrenchment
She will, and she will not she grants, denies.
Consents, retracts, advances, and then flies. Granville. specifically, to cut down living expenses as, it is more
reputable
to retrench than to live embarrassed.
Re-tract', n. (Far.) The pricking of a horse's foot
Re-trench'ment (-ment), re. [Cf. F. retranchement.^
in nailing on a shoe.
1.
The
act or process of retrenching as, the re>
Re-tract'a-ble (-4-b'l), a. [Cf. F. retractable.^ Cairenchment of words in a writing.
pable of being retracted retractile.
retrenchment
The
of my expenses will convince you that I
Re-tract'ate (-at), v. t. [L. retractatus, p. p. of remean to replace your fortune as far as I can.
Walpolatractare.
See Retract.] To retract; to recant. [06s.]
(Fort.)
work
constructed within another, to pro2.
A
Re'trac-ta'tlon (re'trSk-ta'shiin), n. [Cf. F. retracThe long the defense of the position when the enemy has
tation, L. retractatio a revision, reconsideration.]
gained possession of the outer work or to protect the
act of retracting what has been said recantation.
defenders till they can retreat or obtain terms for a ca»
Re-tract'i-ble (re-trSkt'I-b'l), a. Retractable.

Re-trace'

reiracer.

[Of. F. retirement.']
1. The act of retiring, or the state of being retired
withdrawal ; seclusion ; as, the retirement of an officer.
O, hleat Metirenient, friend of life's decline. Goldsmith.
Hetirement, rural quiet, friendship, books.
Thomson.

2.

re.

Re-tOUCh'er

Addison,

— Re-tlred1y, adv. — Re-tlred'ness, n.

"

Hamilton.

}V.

partial reworking, as
of a painting, a sculptor's clay model, or the like.

Retired flank (Fort.), a flank bent inward toward the
rear of the work.
Retired Hat (Mil.
Naval), a list of
officers, who, by reason of advanced age or other disability, are relieved from active service, but still receive a
specified amount of pay from the government.

;

term ex-

single

Sir

;

handwork.
Re-touch',

;

seclusion

some

Retaliation.
;

—

2.

(Law)

Re-tort'ive (re-t8rt'iv), a. Containing retort.
Re-toss' (re-tos' 115), v. t. To toss back or again.
Re-touch' (re-tiich'), v. t. [Pref. re- -f touch : cf. F.
retoucher.] 1. To touch again, or rework, in order to
improve to revise as, to retouch a picture or an essay.
2. (Photog.) To correct or change, as a negative, by

4. To recede ; to fall or bend back ; as, the shore of
the sea retires in bays and gulfs.
5. To go to bed ; as, he usually retires early.
Syn. To withdraw; leave; depart; secede; recede;
retreat; retrocede.
Re-tlre', ra.
I. The act of retiring, or the state of being retired; also, a place to which one retires. [06*.]
The battle and the retire of the English succors. Bacon.
[Eve] discover'd soon the place of her retire. Milton.
2. (Mil.) A call sounded on a bugle, announcing to
skirmishers that they are to retire, or fall back.
Re-Ured' (rS-tird'), a. 1. Private secluded j quiet
as, a retired life ; a person of retired habits.
Hawthorne.
A retired part of the peninsula.
2. Withdrawn from active duty or business ; as, a retired officer ; a retired physician.

Re-tlre'ment (re-tir'ment),

See

v. i.]
1. Act of retorting or throwing back
reflection or turning back.
[Written also retorsion.']

;

—

retorts.
[Cf. F. retorsion.

re.

The place to which anyone

2.

vacy or safety

3. (Mil,

One who

Retort,

;

Britannia's public posts retire.

—

;

Re-tort'er (re-t8rt'er), re.
Re-tor'tion (re-t8r'shvin),

;

And from

RETRIEVE
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EETIRE
Wwrtodraw.

;;;

;;
;
;

;;;

food,

fdbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

siiig,

;

;

ment

as, retributive justice ; retributory comforts.
Re-triev'a-ble (re-trev'A-b'l), a. [From Retrieve.]
;

That may be retrieved or recovered; admitting

—

—

of re-

Re-triev'a-ble-ness, re.
Re-triev'a-bly adv.
Re-triev'al (-ol), re. The act of retrieving.
Re-trieve' (re-trev'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Retrieved
(-trevd') p. pr. & vb. re. Retrieving.]
[OE. retreven,
OF. retrovcr to find again, recover (if retroeve he finds
again), F. relrouver; pref. re- re- -j- OF. troi'er to find,
F. trouver.
See Trover.] 1. To find again to recover

trieval.

,

&

;

;

to regain ; to restore from loss or injury as, to retrieve
one's cliaracter ; to retrieve independence.

i^k

;

With late repentance now Ihev would retrieve
The bodies they forsook, and wish to live.
Dryden.
2.

To
;

To

recall

retrieve

then,

;

to bring back.

them from

tliin

;

their cold, trivial conceits.

bON

;

zh

=z

lu azure.

Berkeles^

;;;;

;
;;;

RETRIEVE
To remedy the

3.

N

loss or

evil
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consequences of

;

By

damage.

retrograding

rSt'ro-), adv.

so as to retrograde.
[Cf. L. retrogressvs.] ReH. Spencer.
Burke,
Re'tro-gres'Sion (-grgsh'iin), n. [Cf. F. retrogresSyn. To recover ; regain ; recruit ; repair ; restore. sion. See Retrograde, and cf. Digression.] 1. The
Re-trleve' (re-trev'), V. i. (Sport.) To discover and act of retrograding, or going backward ; retrogradation.
2. (Biol.) Backward development ; a passing from a
bring in game tliat has been killed or wounded as, a dog
naturally inclined to retrieve.
Walsh. higher to a lower state of organization or structure, as
when an animal, approaching maturity, becomes less
Re-trl6ve', n.
1. A seeking again ; a discovery.
B. Jonson. highly organized than would be expected from its earlier
\_Obs.']
an old sport- stages or known relationship. Called also retrograde
2. The recovery of game once sprung ;
Nares. development, and regressive metamorphism.
ing term. \_Obs.'\
Re'trO-gres'Sive (-grgs'sTv), a. [Cf. F. retrogressif.]
Re-trleve'ment^(-ment), n. Retrieval.
1. Tending to retrograde ; going or moving backward
Re-triev'er (-trev'er), n. 1. One who retrieves.
2. (Zo'dl. ) A dog, or a breed of dogs, chiefly employed dechning from a better to a worse state.
2. (Biol.) Passing from a higher to a lower condition ;
to retrieve, or to find and recover game birds that
declming from a more perfect to a less perfect state of
have been killed or wounded.
organization regressive.
Re'tro-gres'slve-ly, adv. In a retrogressive manner.
Re'tro-mln'gen-cy (-mln'jen-sy), n. The quality or
state of being retromingent.
Sir T. Browne.
Re'tro-min'gent (-jent), a. [Pref. retro- -j- L. mingens, p. pr. of mingere to urinate.] Organized so as to
discharge the urine backward.
n. (Zo'dl.) An animal
that discharges its urine backward.
Re'tro-pul'slve (-piil'siv), a. [Pref. retro- -\- L. pellere, pulsum, to impel.]
Driving back ; repelling.
Re-trorse' (re-tr6rs'), a. [L. retrorsus, retroversus ;
retro back -)- vertere, versum, to turn. Cf. Retroveet.]
Bent backward or downward.
Re-trorsely, adv.
Re'tro-spect (re'tro-spSkt or rgt'ro- ; 277), v. i. [L.
retrospicere ; retro back -)- specere, spectum, to look.
See Spy, and cf. Expect.]
To look backward ; hence,
Ro-trlm' (re-trIm'), v. t. To trim again.
to affect or concern what is past.
Ret'rl-ment (r6t'rT-ment),n. \1,. retrimenium.'\ RefIt may be useful to retrospect to an early period. A. Hamilton.
use dregs, [i?.]
looking back on things past ; view
Re'tro-spect, a.
Retro-. [L. retro, adv., backward, back. Cf. Re-.]
or contemplation of the past.
Cowper,
prefix or combining form signifying backward, back
We may introduce a song without retrospect to the old comas, re/roact, to act backward ; retrospect, a looking
edy.
Landor.
back.
Accept

There

is

much

my

my

sorrow, and retrieve

to be

doue

.

.

.

and much

Re'tro-gress

Prior.

fall.

to be retrieved.

trogression.

;

(-grSs), n.

[iJ.]

—

;

—

;

—

Q

—

A

;

A

R

Re'tro-aot' (re'trS-Skt' or rgt'ro-), v. i. [Pref. retro-{ act."] To act backward, or in return to act in opposition
to be retrospective.
Re'tro-ac'tlon (-ak'shiin), n.
[Cf. F. retroaction.']
1. Action returned, or action backward.
2. Operation on something past or preceding.
Re'tro-act'ive (-akt'Iv), a. [Of. F. retroactif.'] Fitted or designed to retroact ; operating by returned action ; affecting what is past ; retrospective.
Beddoes.
Eetroactlve law or statute (Law), one which operates to
make criminal or punishable, or in any way expressly
to affect, acts done prior to the passing of the law.
Re'tro-act'lve-ly, adv. In a retroactive manner.
Re'tro-cede (re'tro-sed or rgt'ro- ; 277), v. t. [Pref.
retrocede cf F. retroceder."] To cede or grant back
as, to relrocede a territory to a former proprietor.
[L. retrocedere ; retro backward,
Re'tro-cede, v. i.
back -)- cedere to go. See Cede.] To go back.
Re'tro-ced'ent (-sed'ent), a. [L. retrocedens, p. pr.]
Bisposed or likely to retrocede ;
said of diseases which
go from one part of the body to another, as the gout.
Re'tro-ces'sion (-sesh'iin), n.
[Cf. F. retrocession.
See Reteocede.] 1. The act of retroceding.
2. The state of being retroceded, or granted back.
3. (3Ied.) Metastasis of an eruption or a tumor from
the surface to the interior of the body.
Re'tro-ohoir (-kwir), w. I'Piei. retrochoir.] (Eccl.
Arch.) Any extension of a church behind the high altar,
as a chapel ; also, in an apsidal church, all the space
beyond the line of the back or eastern face of the altar.
Re'tro-cop'u-lant (-kSp'fi-lant), a. [See RetrocopuIjAtion.]
Copulating backward, or from behind.
Re'tro-COp'U-la'tlon (-la'shiin), n.
[Pref. retro- -f
copulation.] Copulation from behind.
Sir T. Browne.
Re'tro-dUC'tion (-diik'shiin), n.
[L. retroducere, retroductum, to lead or bring back ; retro backward -)- ducere to lead.] A leading or bringing back.
1 a.
Re'tro-flex (-flgks),
[Pref. retro- -f L. fiectere, flexum, to bend, to
Re'tro-tlexed (-flSkst), )
turn.] Reflexed ; bent or turned abruptly backward.
Re'tro-flex'ion (-flgk'shiin), n. The act of refiexing
the state of being retroflexed. Cf. Retroversion.
Re'tro-tract (-frSkt), ) a. [Pref. retroL. fractus,
Re'tro-fract'ed,
p. p. of frangere to break.]
f
(Bot.) Refracted; as, a, retrofract stem.
Re'tro-gen'er-a-tlve (-jen'er-a-tiv), a.
[Pref. retro-j- generative.]
Begetting young by retrocopulation.
Re'tro-gra-da'tlon (-gra-da'shun), n.
[F. retrogradation or L. reirogradatio. See Retrograde.] 1. The
act of retrograding, or moving backward.
2. The state of being retrogrnde ; decline.
Re'tro-grade (re'tro-grad or rgt'ro- ; 277), a. [L. retrogradus, from retrogradi, retrogressus, to retrograde
retro back -j- gradi to step : cf. F. retrograde.
See
;

;

+

:

.

—

+

+

Grade.]
1. (^Astron.) Apparently moving backward,
and contrary to the succession of the signs, that is, from
east to west, as a planet.
Hutton.

And if he
*rograJe.

be in the west side in that condition, then is he reChaucer.

2. Tending or moving backward ; having a backward
jourse ; contrary ; as, a retrograde motion ;
opposed to
progressive. '^ Piogiessive and not retrograde." Bacon.

—

It is most retrograde to our desire.
Shak.
3. Declining from a better to a worse state ; as, a retrograde people ; retrograde ideas, morals, etc.
Bacon.
[imp.
Re'tro-grade, v. i.
p. p. Retrograded

&

&

(-gra'dSd) ; p. pr.
[L. retrovb. n. RetrogeadinoJ
gradare, retrogradi : cf. F. rStrograder.] 1. To go in a
retrograde direction ; to move, or appear to move, backward, as a planet.
2. Hence, to decline from a better to a worse condition, as in morals or intelligence.
ale,

senate, c^re,

&m, arm,

asli^

Re'tro-spec'tlon (-spgk'shvin), n.
The act, or the
faculty, of looking back on things past.
Re'tro-spec'tlve (-spek'ttv), a. [Cf. F. rStrospectif.]
1. Looking backward contemplating things past
opposed to prospective ; as, a retrospective view.
;

The

;

—

with retrospective eye.
Pope.
2. Having reference to what is past ; affecting things
past ; retroactive ; as, a retrospective law.
Inflicting death by a retrosiiective enactment. Macaulay.
Re'tro-spec'tive-ly, adv. By way of retrospect.
Re'tro-vao'cl-na'tlon (-vak'si-na'shBn), re. (Med.)
The inoculation of a cow with human vaccine virus.
Re'tro-ver'sion (-ver'shun), n. [Cf. F. retroversion.
See Retrovert.]
turning or bending backward ; also,
the state of being turned or bent backward ; displacement backwards ; as, retroversion of the uterus.
In retroversion the bending is gradual or curved
in retroflexion it is abrupt or angular.
Re'tro-vert (re'tro-vert or rgt'ro-; 277), v. t. {imp.
p. p. Retrovehted; p. pr.
vb. n. Beteoveeting.]
[Pref. retro- -\- L. vertere, versum, to turn.
Cf. Retrorse.] To turn back.
Re'tro-vert-ed, a. In a state of retroversion.
Re-trude' (re-trud'), v. t. limp.
p. p. Retruded
vb. n. Retruding.]
[L. retrudere ; re- -f- t7~up. pr.
dere to thrust.] To thrust back, [i?.]
Dr. H. More.
Re-truse' (re-trus'), a. [L. retrusus concealed, p. p.
of retrudere.]
Dr. li. More.
Abstruse. [_Obs.]
Re-tru'sion (re-tru'zhiin), n. The act of retruding,
or the state of being retruded.
In virtue of an endless remotion or retrusion of the constitusage,

A

^W

&

&

&

&

;

ent cause.

Coleridge.

Re-try' (re-trl'), V. t. To try (esp. judicially) a second
time as, to retry a case to 7'etry an accused person.
Chaucer.
Rette (ret), V. t. See Aret. [Obs.]
Ret'ter-y (rgt'ter-y), n. A place or establishment
'Ure.
where flax is retted. See Ret.
;

;

Ret'tlng

(-ting), n.

1.

The act or process

of pre-

paring flax for use by soaking, maceration, and kindred
Ure.
processes
also called rotting.
See Ret.
IJre.
2. A place where flax is retted ; a rettery.
retusum
Re-tund' (re-tiind'), v. t. [L. retundere,
pref. re- re- -j- tundere to beat.] To blunt to turn, as
an edge figuratively, to cause to be obtuse or dull as,
to refund confidence.
Bay. Cudworth.
i.
To turn again.
Re-turn' (re-tfim'), V. t.
Re-turn' (re-tQm'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Returned
[OE. returnen,
(-tfimd') p. pr. & vb. n. Returning.]
iourner to turn.
retournen, F. retourner ; pref. re- reSee Turn.] 1. To turn back to go or come again to
the same place or condition. " Return to your father's
Chaucer.
house."
On their embattled ranks the waves return. Milton.
If they ^vtw-ned out of bondage, it must be into a state of
;

—

;

;

;

&

;

+

;

freedom.
Dust thou

Locke.

art, and unto duet shalt thou return.
Gen. iii. 19.
2. To come back, or begin again, after an interval, regular or irregular ; to appear again.
With the year
Seasons return ; but not to me returns
Day, or the sweet approach of even or mom. JUilton.
3. To speak in answer ; to reply ; to respond.
He said, and thus the queen of heaven returned. Pope.
4. To revert ; to pass back into possession.

And Jeroboam said in his heart,
return to the house of David.
5.

To go back

" But to return to

Now

shall the

in thought, narration,

my story."

1

kingdom

Kings

xii. 26.

or argument.
Fielding.

Re-turn', v. t. 1. To bring, carry, send, or turn, back
as, to return a borrowed book, or a hired horse.
Both fled attonce, ne ever back returned eye. Spenser.
2. To repay as, to return borrowed money.
;

final,

^

;

:

;

REUNITE

Re'tro-gra'dlng-ly (re'tr6-gra'dTng-iy or

to repair, as a

:

:

eve, event, £nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

To

give in requital or recompense ; to requite.
The Lord shall return thy wickedness upon thine own head.
1 Kings ii. 44.
4. To give back in reply ; as, to return an answer ; to
return thanks.
5. To retort ; to throw back ; as, to return the lie.
If you are a malicious reader, you return upon me, that I affect to be thought more impartial than I am.
Dryden.
6. To report, or bring back and make known.
And all the people answered together, . . and Moses returned
the words of the people unto the Lord.
Ex. xix, 8.
7. To render, as an account, usually an ofBcial account, to a superior ; to report officially by a Ust or statement as, to return a list of stores, of killed or wounded
to return the result of an election.
8. Hence, to elect according to the official report of
the election officers. [Eng.]
9. To bring or send back to a tribunal, or to an office,
with a certificate of what has been done as, to return a
3.

.

;

;

writ.

10. To convey into

official

custody, or to a general de-

pository.
Instead of a ship, he should levy money, and return the same
to the treasurer for his majesty's use.
Clarendon.
11. (Tennis) To bat (the ball) back over the net.
12. (Card Playing) To lead in response to the lead of
one's partner ; as, to return a trump ; to return a diamond for a club.
To return a lead (Card Playing), to lead the same suit
led by one's partner.

Syn.— To restore;
der

remit

;

requite; repay; recompense; ren-

report.

;

1. The act of returning (incoming back to the same place or condithe return of one long absent ; the return of
the return of the seasons, or of an anniversary.

Re-turn'

(re-tflrn'), n.

transitive), or

tion

as,

;

health

;

At the retui-n of the year the king of Syria will come up
against thee.
1 Kings xx. 22.
Ilis personal return was most required and necessary. 8hak.
2. The act of returning (transitive), or sending back to
the same place or condition ; restitution ; repayment j
requital ; retribution ; as, the return of anything bor
rowed, as a book or money ; a good return in tennis.
You made my liberty your late request
Is no return due from a grateful breast ?
Dryden.
3. That which is returned.
Specifically : (a)
pay-

A

ment

;

a remittance

;

a

requital.
I

Of thrice

An answer

do expect ret\im

three times the value of this bond.

Shoik.

as, a return to one's question,
(c) An
account, or formal report, of an action performed, of a
duty discharged, of facts or statistics, and the like ; as,
election returns ; a return of the amount of goods produced or sold ; especially, in the plural, a set of tabulated statistics prepared for general information, (d) The
profit on, or advantage received from, labor, or an investment, undertaking, adventure, etc.
The fruit from many days of recreation is very little but
from these few hours we spend in prayer, the return is great.
(b)

;

;

Jer. Taylor.

4. (Arch.)

The continuation

in a different direction,

most often at a right angle, of a building, face of a building, or any member, as a molding or mold
applied to
;

—

the shorter in contradistinction to the longer ; thus, a
fagade of sixty feet east and west has a return of twenty

and south.
5. (Law) (a) The rendering back or delivery of a writ,
precept, or execution, to the proper officer or court, (b)
The certificate of an officer stating what he has done in
execution of a writ, precept, etc. indorsed on the document, (c) The sending back of a commission with the
certificate of the commissioners,
(d)
day in bank.
See Return day, below.
Blackstone.
6. (3Iil.
Naval) An official account, report, or statement, rendered to the commander or other superior officer ; as, the return of men fit for duty ; the return of the
number of the sick the return of provisions, etc.
7. pi. (Fort.
Mining) The turnings and windings
of a trench or mine.
Return ball, a ball held by an elastic string so that it returns to the hand from which it is thrown,
used as a
plaything.
Ketnrn bend, a pipe fitting for connecting
the contiguous ends of two nearly parallel pipes lying
alongside or one above another.
Eetum day (Law), the
day when the defendant is to appear in court, and the
sheriff is to return the writ and his proceedings. —Return
flue, in a steam boiler, a flue which conducts flame or gases
of combustion in a direction contrary to their previous
movement in another flue. Return pipe ( Steam Heating),
a pipe by which water of condensation from a heater or
radiator is conveyed back toward the boiler.
Re-tum'a-t>le (re-tfim'a-b'l), a. 1. Capable of, or admitting of, being returned.
2. (iaw) Legally required to be returned, delivered,
given, or rendered ; as, a writ or precept returnable at a
certain day a verdict returnable to the court.
Re-turn'er (-er), n. One who returns.
Re-turn'less, a. Admitting no return.
feet north

,

A

&

;

&

—

—

—

—

;

Re-tuse' (re-tus'), a. [L. retusus, p. p.
See Retund.] (Bot. & Zo'dl.) Having the
end rounded and slightly indented ; as, a
retuse leaf.

Reule

(rul), n.

& V.

Rule.

[Obs.]

Reume

(rum^, re. Realm. [Obs.]
Re-un'lon (re-iin'yGn), n. [Pref. re- -\union : cf. F. reunion.] 1. A second union union formed anew after separation,
;

secession, or discord ; as, a reunion of
parts or particles of matter; a reunimt
of parties or sects.
2. An assembling of persons who have
been separated, as of a family, or the members of a disbanded regiment ; an assembly so composed.
i.
To unite again ; to
Re'U-nlte' (re'iS-nlf ), V. t.
join after separation or variance.
S/iai.

&

idea,

ill

;

old,

3bey, drb, add

;
;

;

Re'll-nit'ed-ly (re'u-nlt'Sd-iy), adv.

In a reunited

re.

;

re.
[See Reeve.] An officer, steward, or gov[Usually written reCTe.] [OJs.] Piers Plowman.
(imp.
p. p. Revealed
Re-veal' (re-vel'), V. t.
[F. reveler, L.
vb. re. Reveallno.]
(-veld') ; p. pr.
revelare, revelatum, to unveil, reveal ; pref. re- re- -jSee Veil.] 1. To make
velare to veil, fr. velum a veil.
known (that which has been concealed or kept secret) ;
to unveil ; to disclose ; to show.
Light was the wound, the prince's care unknown,
Waller.
She might not, would not, yet reveal her own.
2. Specifically, to communicate (that which could not
be known or discovered without divine or supernatural
instruction or agency).
Syn.
To communicate ; disclose ; divulge ; unveil
uncover open ; discover ; impart ; show. See Commukicate.
Reveal, Divulge. To reveal is literally to
lift the veil, and tlius make known what was previously
concealed to divulge is to scatter abroad among the
Seople, or make publicly known. A mystery or hidden
octrine may be revealed ; something long confined to the
knowledge of a few is at length divulged. " Time, which
Locke.
reveals all things, is itself not to be discovered."
" A tragic history of facts divulged." Wordsworth.
Re-veal', re. 1. AreveaUng; a disclosure. [06i.]
2. {Arch.) The side of an opening for a window, doorveay, or the like, between the door frame or window
frame and the outer surface of the wall ; or, v/here the
opening is not filled with a door, etc., the whole thickness of the wall the jamb. [Written also revel.2
Re-veal'a-bll'i-ty (re-vel'a-bil'T-ty), re. The quality
or state of being revealable ; revealableness.
Re-veal'a-ble (re-vel'a-b'l), a. Capable of being re-

Reve,

&

lignant spirit

;

2.

The

disposition to revenge ; a malignant wishing of
who has done us an injury.
Revenge now goes
To lay a complot to betray thy foes.
Shak.
indulgence of revenge tends to make men more savage

evil to

The
and

(-ment),

(re-v5j'e-tat), v.

Re-venge'a-We

That which

3.

(Theol.) (a)

2.

is

is

;

reverberated in a furnace.

[06s.] "i?eSir T. Browne.
verberated into %\3.ss."
to
echo.
resound
To
v.
i.
1.
;
Re-ver'ber-ate,
2. To be driven back ; to be reflected or repelled, as
rays of light to be echoed, as sound.
Re-ver'ber-a'tlon (-a'shiin), re. [Cf. F. reverberation.']
The act of reverberating ; especially, the act of
reflecting light or heat, or reechoing sound ; as, the reverberation of rays from a mirror ; the reverberation of
voices ; the reverberation of heat or flame in a furnace.
3.

Hence, to fuse by reverberated heat.

;

is

The

revealed by

4. Specifically, the last

book of the sacred canon, conJohn the Apocalypse.

taining the prophecies of St.

Re-ver'ber-a-tive (re-ver'ber-i-ttv), a. Of the nature
tending to reverberate reflective.
This r*?rerfierCT^*f(? influence is that which we have intended
/. Taylor.
above, as the influence of the mass upon its centers.
Re-ver'ber-a'tor (-a'ter), re- One who, or that which,
produces reverberation.
Re-ver'ber-a-to-ry (-3A,o-r^),a. Producing reverberation acting by reverberation reverberative.
Reverberatory furnace. See the Note under Furnace.
Re-ver'ber-a-to-ry, n. A reverberatory furnace.
Re-ver'dure (re-vei''d<ir 135), i>. t. To cover again
Ld. Berners.
with verdure.
[imp.
p. p. Revered
Re-vere' (re-ver'), V. t.
revcreri
[L.
Reverinb.]
&
vb.
n.
(-verd')
pr.
p.
|- vereri to fear, perh. akin to E. wary:
pref. re- re
cf. F. reverer.]
To regard with reverence, or profound
respect and aftection, mingled with awe or fear to venerate to reverence to honor in estimation.
Marcus Aurelius, whom lie rather rererct/ as his father than
of reverberation

;

Rev'e-Ia'tor (rSv'e-la'ter), re. [L.] One who makes
a revelation a revealer. [i?.]
Rev'el-er (rgv'gl-er), re. [Written also reveller."] One
;

" Moonshine reveler.'!."
revels.
Shak.
Re-vel'lent (re-vSl'Ient), a.
[L. revellens, p. pr. of
revellere.
See Revel, v. <.] Causing revulsion revulsive.
re.
(Med.) A revulsive medicine.

who

;

—

was she.
[See Roct.]

reveloits

Chaitcer.

&

Rev'el-rout' (r6v'61-rout'), re.
1. Tumultuous festivity revelry. [Obs!]
Rowe.
2. A rabble; a riotous assembly
a mob. [06.s.]
Rev'el-ry (-rj), re. [See Revel, v. i. & n.) The act

;

;

;

of engaging in a revel

;

noisy festivity

And pomp and

;

—

;

revelmg.

;

;

feast

and

Milton.

revelry.

&

Re-ven'Ol-cate (re-vSn'di-kat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Re^'BNDIOATED (-ka'tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Revendioatinq.]

treated as his partner in

Syn.

;

unite,

;

;

;

Companionable and

r^^de,

18

full,

tip,

Am

;

pity

;

;

;

Rev'el-ment (rev'Sl-ment), re. The act of reveling.
Rev'el-ous (-iis), a.
[OF. reveleus.'] Pond of festivity
given to merrymaking or reveling. [06«.]

Ose,

re-

Who, like an arch, reverberates
Shak.
The voice again.
force back to repel from side to side ;

To send or

flame

as,

Fryth. Barnes.

revealed.
act of revealing divine truth. (6)
God to man ; esp., the Bible.
By revelation he made known unto me the mystery, as I wrote
afore in few words.
Eph. iii. 3.

which

;

Shak.

&

&

;

Rev'e-la'tion (-la'shiin), re. [F. revelation, L. revelaSee Reveal.] 1. The act of revealing, disclosing, or
discovering to others what was before unknown to them.
2.

Executing revenge

a.

;

tio.

Xliat

(-jTng),

— Re-ven'glng-ly, adv.

:

[L. revelatus, p. p. of

[OJj.]

;

Bevenue cutter, an armed government vessel employed
to enforce revenue laws, prevent smuggling, etc.
Shak.
Re-verb' (re-verb'), V. t. To echo. [06s.]
Re-verTier-aat (re-ver'ber-ant), a. [L. reverherans,
cf. F. reverberant.
See Reverberate.] Having
p. pr.
the quality of reverberation reverberating.
Re-ver'ber-ate (-at), a. [L. reverberatus, p. p. of reverberare to strike back, repel ; pref. re- re- -f verberare
1. Reto lash, whip, beat, fr. rerber a lash, whip, rod.]
" The reverberate hills."
Shak.
verberant.
[06s.]
2. Driven back, as sound ; reflected. [06s.] Drayton.
Re-ver'ber-ate (-at), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Reverber1. To
ated (-a'tgd) p. pr.
vb. re. Reveebeeating.]
return or send back ; to repel or drive back ; to echo, as
sound ; to reflect, as light or heat.

;

t.

;

;

&

V.

.

Rev'e-nue (rSv'e-nu 277), n. [F. revenu, OF. revenue, fr, revenir to return, L. revenire ; pref. re- re- -)venire to come. See Come.] 1. That which returns, or
comes back, from an investment ; the annual rents,
profits, interest, or issues of any species of property,
real or personal ; income.
Do not anticipate your revenues and live upon air till you
Gray.
know what you are worth.
2. Hence, return ; reward ; as, a revenue of praise.
3. The annual yield of taxes, excise, customs, duties,
rents, etc., which a nation, state, or municipality collects
and receives into the treasury for public use.

[iJ.]

i.

.

To reveal.

;

—

Re-ven'ging

;

Rev'e-late (rSv'e-lat),

;

;

;

—

—

reveals.

A

reueface to reveal.]

Capable of being re-

a.

Warner.
Vengeance revenge. [OJs.]

re.

.

Dry den.
For at dawning to assail ye
Here no bugles sound reveille.
Sir W. Scott.
Rev'el (rSv'Sl), re. (Arch.) See Reveal. [iJ.]
Rev'el, re. [OF. revel rebellion, disorder, feast, sport.
See Revel, v. i.]
feast with loose and noisy jollity
riotous festivity or merrymaking ; a carousal.
This day in mirth and revel to dispend.
Chaucer.
Some men ruin
. their bodies by incessant revels.
Ramhler.
Master of the revels. Bevel master. Same as Lord of
misrule, under Lobd.
Rev'el, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Reveled (-Sid) or Revelled ; p. pr.
vb. n. Reveling or Revelling.]
[OF.
reveler to revolt, rebel, make merry, fr. L. rebellare.
See Rebel.] 1. To feast in a riotous manner to carouse ; to act the bacchanalian ; to make merry.
Shak.
2. To move playfully ; to indulge without restraint.
" Where joy most revels."
Shak.
Re-vel' (re-vel'), V. t. [L. revellere ; re- -)- vellere to
pluck, pull.] To draw back; to retract. [Ofo.] Harvey.

&

(-ans),

(-ful)) a. Full of, or prone to, revenge
malicious revenging wreaking revenge.
If thy reveng^ul heart can not forgive.
Shak.
May my hands .
Never brandish more revengeful steel.
Shak.
Syn. Vindictive ; vengeful resentful malicious.
adv.
Re-venge'ful-ly,
Re-venge'Iul-ness, re.
Marston.
Re-venge'less, a. Unrevenged. [06s.]
Re-venge'ment (-ment), re. Revenge. [0J«.]
He 'U breed revengement and a scourge for me.
Shah.
Re-ven'ger (re-vgn'jer), n. One who revenges. Shak.

" Sound areveiHe."

.

(-a-b'l),

revengeable wrong.

Re-venge'ful

vindictive

Re-veil'le (rS-val'yS in the
[F. reveil,
rSv'a-le' ; 277), n.
;
pref. re- re- -f- pref. es- (L. ex) -j- veiller to awake,
watch, L. vigilare to watch. The English form was prob.
taken by mistake from the French imper. reveillez, 2d
pers. pi. See Vigil.] (Mil.) The beat of drum, or bugle
blast, about break of day, to give notice that it is time
for the soldiers to rise, and for the sentinels to forbear
challenging.

as,

;

Re-venge'ance

To vegetate anew.
U. S. service commonly
fr. reveiller to awake

;

Karnes.

vengeful.

Act of revealing.

re.

one

cruel.

venged

re.

Re-veg'e-tate

;

;

;

Re-veal'ment

—

Certainly, in taking revenge, a man is but even with his enemy ; but in passing it over he is superior.
Bacon.

;

One who, or that which,

—

for maliciously.

vindicate.

;

;

;

(-er), n.

wreak vengeance

to

;

See Avenge.
with upon.
Re-venge', v. i. To take vengeance
" A bird that wUl revenge upon you all." Shak.
[Obs.]
Re-venge', re. 1. The act of revenging vengeance
retaliation a returning of evil for evil.

—

Re-Veal'er

;

Sy n. — To avenge

—

— Re-veal'a-ble-ness,

&

cate, Vengeance, and cf. Revindicate.] 1. To inflict
harm in return for, as an injury, insult, etc. ; to exact
satisfaction for, under a sense of injury to avenge
followed either by the wrong received, or by the person
or thing wronged, as the object, or by the reciprocal
pronoun as direct object, and a preposition before the
wrong done or the wrongdoer.
To revenge the death of our fathers. Ld. Berners.
The gods are just, and will revenge our cause. Dryden.
Come, Antony, and young Octavius, come,
Mevenge yourselves alone on Cassius.
Shak.
2. To inflict injury foi, in a spiteful, wrong, or ma-

A

vealed.

[Li.]

of.

&

'!

&

reclaim; to

Vattel (Trans.).
re.
[F. revendication.'] The act of revendicating. [iJ.] Vattel (Trans.).
Re-venge' (re-vSuj'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Revenged
[OF.
vb. re. Revenging (-vln'jing).]
(-v6njd') ; p. pr.
revengier, F. revancher ; pref. re- re- -j- OF. vengier to
avenge, revenge, F. venger, L. vindicare.
See Vindi-

the restoration

Re-ven'di-ca'tion (re-v6n'di-ka'shiin),

—

ernor.

To

See Revenge.]

[Cf. F. revendiquer.

demand

A second

[i2.]
uniting.
Re-urge' (le-urj'), v. t. To urge again.
Re-vac'cl-nate (re-vSk'ei-nat), V. t. To vaccinate a
Re-Vac'Cl-na'tlon (-na'shiin), re.
gecond time or again.
Rev'a-les'cence (rSv'i-lSs'sens), re. Tlie act of growing well ; the state of being revalescent.
Would this prove that the patient's revalescence had been
Coleridge.
independent of the medicines given him
Rev'a-les'cent (-sent), a. [L. revalescens, -enlis, p.
pr. of revalescere ; pref . re- re- -f- valescere, v. incho. fr.
valere to be well.] Growing well ; recovering strength.
second or
Re-val'U-a'tion (re-vSl'ii-a'shun), re.
new valuation.
Re-vamp' (re-vSmp'), V. t. To vamp again ; hence, to
patch up ; to reconstruct.
Chaucer.
Reve (rev), V. t. To reave. [06i.]

Be'U-nl'tlon (-uTsh'tin),

REVERSE
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BEUNITEDLY
manner.

;;

;

— To venerate

food, fc>bt

;

out,

tlie
;

Addison.

empire.

adore
oil

;

;

;

go

When

discords,

and

and audaciously,

it is

quarrels, and factions, are carried openly
a sign the reverence of government is lost.

Bacon.
(!^°" Formerly, as in Chaucer, reverence denoted "re-

" honor," without awe or fear.
The act of revering a token of respect or venera-

spect,"
2.
tion ;

;

an obeisance.

Make twenty

reverences

upon receiving

.

,

.

about twopence.
Goldsmith.

And

each of them doeth all his diligence
To do UQto the feast reverence.
Chaucer.
3. That which deserves or exacts manifestations of
reverence ; reverend character ; dignity ; state.
I am forced to lay my revo-ence by.
Shak.
person entitled to be revered ;
a title applied
4.
to priests or other ministers with the pronouns his or
Shak.
your; sometimes poetically to a father.
Save your reverence. Saving your reverence, an apologetical phrase for an unseemly expression made in the
Sir reverence, a
presence of a priest or clergyman.
contracted form of Save your reverence.
Such a one as a man may not speak of, without he say, " Sir
Shak.
reverence."
To do reverence, to show reverence or honor ; to perform an act of reverence.
Now lies he there,
Shak.
And none so poor to do him reverence.
Syn.
Awe ; honor ; veneration ; adoration dread.

—

A

—

—

—

—

;

Awe, Reverence, Dread, Veneration.

Reverence is a
strong sentiment of respect and esteem, sometimes mingled slightly with fear as, reverence for the divine law.
Awe is a mixed feeling of sublimity and dread in view of
something great or terrible, sublime or sacred as, awe
at the divine presence. It does not necessarily imply
love. Dread is an anxious fear in view of an impending
Veneration is reverence
evil as, dread of punishment.
in its strongest manifestations. It is the highest emotion
we can exercise toward human beings. Exalted and
noble objects produce reverence ; terrific and threatening
objects awaken dread ; a sense of the divine presence fills
us with awe / a union of wisdom and virtue in one who
is advanced in years inspires us with veneration.
Rev'er-ence, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Reverenced (-enst)
To regard
p. pr. & vb. re. Reverencing (-en-sTng).]
to regard with respect and
or treat with reverence
affection mingled with fear to venerate.
Let . . the wife see that she reverence her husband. Eph. v. 33.
Those that I reverence those I fear, the wise.
Shak.
Rev'er-en-cer (-en-ser), n. One who regards with reverence. " Reverencers of crowned heads."
Swift,
Rev'er-end (-end), a. [F. reverend, L. reverendus, fr.
revcreri.
See Revere.] Worthy of reverence entitled
to respect mingled with fear and ali'ection venerable.
Miltoju
A reverend sire among them came.
They must give good example and reverend deportment in the
;

;

;

;

;

.

;

;

Jer. Taylor.

face of their children.

d^" This word

commonly given

as a title of respect
styled the reverend ; a
dean, the venj reverend ; a bishop, the right reverend; an
archbishop, the most reverend.
Foxe.
Rev'er-end-ly, adv. Reverently. [05s.]
Rev'er-ent (-ent), a. [L. reverens, -entis, p. pr. of
Disposed
to
revere
imrevcreri.
See Revere.]
1.
;
pressed with reverence ; submissive ; humble ; respect"
Tliey . . . prostrate fell
ful ; as, reverent disciples.
3Iilton.
before him reverent."
2. Expressing reverence, veneration, devotion, or submission ; as, reverent words ; reverent behavior.
Joye.
Rev'er en'tlal (-Sn'shal), a. [Cf. F. reverendel. See
Reverence.] Proceeding from, or expressing, reverence;
having a reverent quality reverent; as, reverential tear
orawe. " j'euerenKaZ esteem of things sacred." South.
Rev'er-en'tlal-ly, adv. In a reverential manner.
Rev'er-ent-ly, adv. In a reverent manner; in respectful regard.
to ecclesiastics.

is

A clergyman

is

;

A

Re-ver'er (re-ver'er), re. One who reveres.
Rev'er-le (rSv'er-T or rSv'er-e'; 277), 1 re. ; pi. ReveeIBS (-Tz).
[F.
(
Rev'er-y (rSv'er-jf),
Cf.
reverie, fr. rever to dream, rave, be light-headed.
Rave.] 1.
loose or irregular train of thought occurring in musing or meditation ; deep mussing ; daydream.
" Rapt in nameless 7-everie."
Temiyson.
When ideas float in our mind without any reflection or regard
of the understanding, it is that which the French call revery;
Zocke.
our languiige has scarce a name for it.

A

2. An extravagant conceit of the fancy ; a vision. [JJ.]
There are infinite reverie.'' and numberless eitravngnnciea
Addisoyi.
pass through both [wise and foolish minds].
(re-ver'snl), a. [See Reverse.] Intended
implying reversal. [06s.]
Bp. Burnet.
Re-ver'sal, re. [From Reverse.] 1. The act of rethe causing to move or face in an opposite
versing
direction, or to stand or lie in .an inverted pcsition; as,
the reversal of a rotating wheel the reversal of objects
by a convex lens.
2. A change or overthrowing as, the I'eversal of a judgment, which amounts to an official declaration that it is
false
the reversal of an attainder, or of an outlawry, by
Blackslone.
which the sentence is rendered void.
Re-verse' (re-vers'), o. [OE. revers, OF. re vers, L.
reversus, p. p. of revertere. See Revert.]
1. Turned
having a contrary or opposite direction
backward
hence, opposite or contrary in kind as, the reverse order or method. " A vice reverse unto this."
Gower.
2. Turned upsido down greatly disturbed.
[06s.]
He found the sea diverse
With many a windy storm reverse.
Oower.
3. (Bot. & Zo'ol.) Reversed; as, a rererse shell.
Reverse bearing (Surv.), the bearing of a back station as
observed from the station next in advance.
Roverao

Re-ver'sal

to reverse

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

reverence.

chair

ReV'er-ence (rSv'er-ens), n. [F. reverence, L. reverentia.
See Reverent.] 1. Profound respect and esteeni mingled with fear and affection, as for a holy being
or place ; the disposition to revere ; veneration.
If thou be poor, farewell thy reverence.
Chaucer.
Reverence, which is the synthesis of love and fear. Coleridge.

;

sing,

iQk

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

;

;;

cnive (Railways), a curve like the letter S. formed of two
Reverse fire
curves bending in opposite directions.
Reverse operation {Math.), an
(Mil.), a fire in the rear.
operation the steps of which are taken in a contrary
order to that in which the same or similar steps are taken
in another operation considered as direct ; an operation
in which that is sought which in another operation is
given, and that given which in the other is sought ; as,
finding the length of a pendulum from its time of vibration is the reverse operation to finding the time of
vibration from the length.

—

—

Re-verse' (re-vers'), n. [Cf. P. revers. See Rbvebsb,
a.]
1. That which appears or is presented when anything, as a lance, a line, a course of conduct, etc., is renatural direction.
Sir W. Scott.
2. That wliich is directly opposite or contrary to someChaucer.
thing else ; a contrary an opposite.
verted or turned contrary to

He

did so with the

its

7-everse

of the lance.

;

Fope.
And then mistook reverse of wrong for right.
To make everything the reverse of what they have seen, is
Burke,
quite as easy as to destroy.
of reversing ; complete change ; reversal
hence, total change in circumstances or character ; especially, a change from better to worse ; misfortune ; a
check or defeat ; as, the enemy met with a reverse.
The strange reverse of fate you see ;

The act

3.

I pitied 3'ou, now you may pity me.
a reverse of fortune, Stephen becomes rich.

By
The back

Lamb.
the reverse of a drum or trench
the reverse of a medal or coin, that is, the side opposite
to the obverse.
See Obvekse.
5. A thrust in fencing made with a backward turn of
the hand; a backhanded stroke. [Ofo.]
SJiak.
6. {Surg. ) A turn or fold made in bandaging, by which
the direction of the bandage is changed.
Re-verse', v. t. limp. &p. p. Reveksed (-versf) p.
pr.
vb. n. Reversing.]
[See Reverse, a., and cf. Revert.] 1. To turn back to cause to face in a contrary
direction ; to cause to depart.
And that old dame said many an idle verse.
Out of her daughter's heart fond fancies to reverse. Spenser.
2. To cause to return ; to recall.
[06s.]
4.

Q

Dryden.

side

;

as,

REVISIONARY

3. {Law) The returning of an estate to the grantor or
his heirs, by operation of law, after the grant has termihence, the residue of an estate left in the pro;
prietor or owner thereof, to take effect in possession, by
operation of law, after the termination of a limited or
Kent.
less estate carved out of it and conveyed by him.

p. p. RevxewL
Re-Vlew' (re-vu'), V. t. limp.
vb. re. Reviewing.] [Pref. re- -{- view.
(-vud') ; p. pr.
1. To view or see again ; to look back
Cf. Review, re.]
on.
IS.] " I shall revietv Sicilia."
Shak.
2. To go over and examine critically or deliberately.
Specifically: {a) To reconsider; to revise, as a manuscript before printing it, or a book for a new edition.
(6) To go over with critical examination, in order to dis-

;

And

to his fresh

The ugly view

remembrance did reverse
deformed crimes.

of his

5.

To change

6.

Hence, to overthrow

Speriser.

to subvert.

;

These can divide, and these reverse, the state.
Custom . reverses even the distinctions of good and
.

.

Pope.
evil.

Roffers.

6.

4. Hence, a right to future possession or enjoyment
succession.
Dryden.
For even reversions are all begged before.
5. {Annuities) A payment which is not to be received,
or a benefit which does not begin, until the happening of
some event, as the death of a living person. Brande
C.
6. {Biol.)
return towards some ancestral type or
character ; atavism.

&

A

Reversion of series (Alg.), the act of reverting a series.
See To revert a series, under Revert, v. t.
Re-ver'sion-a-ry (re-ver'shiin-a-ry), a. {Law) Of or
pertaining to a reversion involving a reversion to be
enjoyed in succession, or after the termination of a particular estate
as, a reversionary interest or right.
Re-ver'slon-a-ry, n. {Law) That which is to be received in reversion.
Re-ver'slon-er (-er), re. {Law) One who has a reversion, or who is entitled to lands or tenements, after a
particular estate granted is terminated.
Blackstone.
Re-ver'sls (-sTs), n. [F.] A certain game at cards.
Re-vert' (re-verf), V. t. limp.
p. p. Reverted
vb. re. Revertino.]
[L. revertere, reversum;
p. pr.
pref. re- re- -j- vertere to turn
cf. OF. revertir.
See
Verse, and cf. Reverse.] 1. To turn back, or to the
contrary ; to reverse.
Till happy chance revert the cruel scene.
Prior.
The tumbling stream

{Law) To overthrow by a contrary decision to
void to undo or annul for error as, to revei'se a
;

;

;

judgment, sentence, or decree.
Reverse arms (Mil.), a position of a soldier in which the
piece passes between the right elbow
and the body at an angle of 45", and

held as in the illustration. —To reverse an engine or a machine, to cause
it to perform its revolutions or action
in the opposite direction.
is

Syn.

— To

;

:

.

;

=

To revert a series (Alg. ), to treat a series, as j/
n + 6 a;
+ ex- + etc., where one variable y is expressed in powers
of a second variable x, so as to find therefrom the second
variable x, expressed in a series arranged in powers of y.
Re-vert',

To return

1.

v. i.

;

to

come back.

my arrows

Would have reverted to my bow again.
ShoLk.
2. {Law) To return to the proprietor after the termination of a particular estate granted by him.
3. {Biol. ) To return, wholly or in part, towards some
preexistent form ; to take on the traits or characters of
an ancestral type.
4. {Chem.) To change back, as from a soluble to an
insoluble state or the reverse ; thus, phosphoric acid in
certain fertilizers reverts.
Re-vert', re. One who, or that which, reverts.
An active promoter in making the East Saxons converts, or
rather rererts, to the faith.

Fuller.

Re-vert'ed, a. Turned back reversed. Specifically
{Her.) Bent or curved twice, in opposite directions, or
form of an SRe-vert 'ent (-ent), n. {Med.) A remedy which restores the natural order of the inverted irritative motions
in the animal system.
E. Darwin.
[06s.]
Re-vert'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, re;

in the

Burrill.

The

tide revertive, unattracted, leaves

A yellow waste of idle sands behind.
L. revestire

&

;

pref. re- re-

2. {Laiu) Annulled and the contrary substituted
as, a reversed
;

Reverse Arms.

Reversed positive or negative {Photog.), a picture corresponding with the original in light and shade, but reversed as to right and left.
Abney.
Re-vers'ed-ly (-vers'Sd-lJf), adv. in a reversed way.
Re-verse'less, a. Irreversible. [iJ.]
A. Seward.
Re-verse'ly, adv. In a reverse manner on the other
hand on the opposite.
Bp. Pearson.
Re-vers'er (-vers'er), re. One who reverses.
;

;

Re-vers'1-bll'i-ty (-i-bil'I-ty), n. The quality of being reversible.
Tyndall.
Re-vers'1-ble (re-vers'I-b'l), a. [Cf. F. reversible revertible, reversionary.]
X. Capable of being reversed;
as, a chair or seat having a reversible back ; a reversible
judgment or sentence.
2. Hence, having a pattern or a finished surface on
both sides, so that either may be used ;
said of fabrics.
Reversible lock, a lock that may be applied to a door
opening in either direction, or hinged to either jamb.
Eeversible process. See under Process.
Re-vers'i-bly, adv. In a reversible manner.
Re-vers'ing, a. Serving to effect reversal, as of motion ; capable of being reversed.
Reversing engine, a steam engine having a reversing
fear by means of which it can be made to run in either
irection at will.
Reversing gear (Mrich,), gear for reversing the direction of rotation at will.
Re-ver'slon (re-ver'shiin), n. [F. reversion, L. reversio a turning back.
See Revert.]
1. The act of
returning, or coming back ; return.
[06s.]
After his reversion home, [he] was spoiled, also, of all tha* he
Drought with him.
]*'oxe.

—

—

—

2. That which reverts or returns ; residue.
[06s.]
The small reversion of this great navy which came home
religious eyes as rebcs.

Fuller.

&m, arm, ask,

Same

Thomson.

as Reverie.

[OF.

t.

-\-

revestir, F. revetir,
vestire to clothe, fr. vestis

a garment. See Vestet, and cf. Revet.]
1. To clothe
again ; to cover, as with a robe ; to robe.
Her, nathless,
.
the enchanter
Did thus revest and decked with due habiliments. Spenser.
2. To vest again with possession or oflSce ; as, to revest
a magistrate with authority.
Re-vest', v. i. To take effect or vest again, as a title
to revert to a former owner as, the title or right revests
.

shell.

senate, cfire,

Thomson.

;

Rev'er-y (rev'er-y), n.
Re-vest' (re-vesf), v.

Re-versed' (-versf), a. 1. Turned
side for side, or end for end ; changed
to the contrary ; specifically (Bot.
Zool.), sinistrorse or sinistral ;
as, a reversed, or sinistral, spiral or

ale,

.

To throw back to reflect to reverberate.
See Revert, v, i.
( Chem. ) To change back.

;

might be looked upon by

.

Reverted, plays in undulating ilow.

2.
3.

—

;

judgment or decree.

;

Re-vert'1-ble (-i-b'l), a. Capable of, or admitting of,
reverting or being reverted ; as, a revertible estate.
Re-vert'ive (-tv), a. Reverting, or tending to revert
returning.
Re-vert'lve-ly, adv.

;

;

;

;

&

&

verts.
2. (Law) Reversion.

overturn overset invert
overthrow subvert repeal
annul revoke undo.
Re-verse', v. i. X. To return to
revert.
[06s.]
Spenser.
2. To become or be reversed.
;

;

;

;

So that

totally ; to alter to the opposite.
Beverse the doom of death.
Shak.
She revei-sed the conduct of the celebrated vicar of Bray.
Sir W. Scolt.
4. To turn upside down ; to invert.
A pyramid reversed may stand upon his point if balanced by
admirable skill.
Sir W. Temple.

make

nated

;

&

;;
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REVERSE

N

;

;;
:;

A after

in

.

;

[LL. revestiarium :
cf. F. revestiai7-e.
See Revest.] The apartment, in a
church or temple, where the vestments, etc., are kept
now contracted into vestry.
Re-ves'try (-try), re. Same as Revestiaet. [06s.]
(re-ves'tT-a-rJ-),

re.

—

Re-ves'ture

(re-ves'tfir

;

135), n.

[06s.]

Vesture.

Rich revesture of cloth of gold.

E. Hall.

Re-vet' (re-vef), v. t. limp. & p. p. REVETTED p. pr.
& vb. n. Revetting.] [See Revetment.] {Mil. & Civil
Engineering) To face, as an embankment, with masonry,
wood, or other material.
Re-vet'ment^(-ment), n. [F. revetement the lining of
a ditch, fr. revetir to clothe, L. revestire. See Revest,
{Fort. & Engin.) A facing of wood, stone, or any
V. t.']
other material, to sustain an embankment when it receives a slope steeper than the natural slope
also, a
retaining wall. [Written also revetement (re-vat'maN').]
Re-vi'brate (re-vi'brat), V. i. To vibrate back or in
;

;

return. —Re'Vl-bra'tion (re'vt-bra'shiin), n.
Re-Vlct' (re-vlkf), v. t. [L. reviclus, p. p. of revincere to conquer.] To reconquer.
[06s.]
Bp. Hall.
Re-Vlc'tlon (re-vlk'shuu), re. [From L. revivere, re|- vivere to live.]
victum, to live again ; pref. re- re
Return to life. [06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
Re-vlct'ual (re-vit"l), v. t. To victual again.
Re-vie' (re-vi'), V. t. X. To vie with, or rival, in return.
2. ( Card Playing) To meet a wager on, as on the taking of a trick, with a higher wager.
B. Jonson.
[06s.]
Re-vle', V. i. 1. To exceed an adversary's wager in
card playing. [06s.]
2. To make a retort ; to bandy words.
[06s.]

—

final,

^

;

eve,

cover excellences or defects; hence, to write a critical
notice of as, to review a new novel, (e) To make a
formal or official examination of the state of, as troops,
and the like as, to review a regiment, (d) {Law) To
reexamine judicially as, a higher court may review the
proceedings and judgments of a lower one.
to go over again.
3. To retrace
;

;

;

;

Shall I the long, laborious scene review

event,

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

Popt.

?

To look back ; to make a review.
[F. revue, fr. revu, p. p. of revoir to
see again, L. revidere ; pref. re- re- -|- videre to see. See
View, and cf. Revise.] 1.
second or repeated view
a reexamination a retrospective survey ; a looking over
again ; as, a review of one's studies ; a review of life.
2. An examination with a view to amendment or improvement revision as, an author's review of his works.
critical examination of a publication, with re3.
marks a criticism a critique.
periodical containing critical essays upon matters
4.
of interest, as new productions in literature, art, etc.
5. An inspection, as of troops under arms or of a naval
force, by a high officer, for tlie purpose of ascertaining
the state of discipline, equipments, etc.
6. {Law) The judicial examination of the proceedings
of a lower court by a higlier.
lesson studied or recited for a second time.
7.

Re-VieW,
Re-view',

v. i.

n.

A

;

;

;

A

;

;

A

A

Bill of review (Equity), a bill, in the nature of proceedings in error, filed to procure an examination and alteration or reversal of a final decree which has been duly
signed and enrolled.
Wharton.
Commission of review
(Eng. Eccl. Laiv), a commission formerly granted by the
crown to revise the sentence of the court of delegates.
Reexamination resurvey
Syn.
retrospect
survey; reconsideration; revisal; revise; revision.
Re-vlew'a-ble (-4-b'l), a. Capable of being reviewed.
Southey.
Re-view'al (-»1), n. A review. [iJ.]
Re-Vlew'er (-er), n. One who reviews or reexamines;
an inspector ; one who examines publications critically,
and publishes his opinion upon their merits ; a professional critic of books.
Re-vlg'or-ate (rt-vlg'er-at), a. [LL. revigoratus, p.
Having new
p. of revigorare ; L. re- -)- vigor vigor J
vigor or strength ; invigorated anew, [ic.]
Southey.
Re-vlg'or-ate (-at), v. t. To give new vigor to. [06s.]
i.
Re-vile' (re-vil'), V. t.
limp.
p. p. Reviled
(-vild') ; p. pr.
vb. re. Reviling.]
[Pref. re- -\- OF.
aviler to make vile, depreciate, F. avilir ; a (L. ad) -fvil vile.
See Vile.] To address or abuse with opprobrious and contemptuous language ; to reproach. " And
did not she herself revile me there ? "
Shak,
Who, when he was reviled, reviled not again. 1 Pet. ii. 23.
Syn. To reproach; vilify; upbraid; calunmiate.
[06s.]
Re-vile', re. Reproach ; reviling.
The gracious Judge, without revile, replied. Milton,

—

—

;

;

;

&

&

&

—

Re-vile'ment (-ment), re. The act of reviling also,
contemptuous language reproach abuse.
Spenser,
;

;

;

Re-Vil'er (-vil'er), re. One who reviles. 1 Cor. vi. 10.
Re-vil'ing, re. Reproach abuse vilification.
Neither be ye afraid of their revllwgs.
Isa. li. 7.
Re-Vll'ing, a. Uttering reproaches; containing reproaches.
Re-vil'lng-ly, adv.
Re-vlnce' (re-vTns'), V. t. [See Reviot.] To overcome to refute, as error. [06s.]
Foxe,
Re-Vin'di-cate (re-vln'dl-kat), v. t. [Pref. re- -\- vin;

;

—

;

Cf. Revendicate, Revenge.]
To vindicate
to reclaim to demand and take back. Mitford,
Rev'i-res'cence (rSv'i-rSs'sens), re. [L. revirescens,
A growing
p. pr. of revirescere to grow green again.]
green or fresh again renewal of youth or vigor. [06s.]
Re-vis'a-ble (re-vlz'a-b'l), a. That may be revised.
Re-vls'al (-al), n. [From Revise.] The act of revising, or reviewing and reexamining for correction and
improvement revision as, the revisal of a manuscript

dicate.

again

;

;

;

;

alienation.

Re-ves'tl-a-ry

&

&

;

the revisal of a proof sheet ; the revisal of a treaty.
Re-vise' (re- viz'), V. t. limp.
p. p. Revised (-vizd')
vb. re. Revising.]
[F. reviser, fr. L. revidere,
p. pr.
revisum, to see again pref. re- re- -f- videre, visum, to
see.
See Review, View.] 1. To look at again for the
detection of errors to reexamine ; to review to look
over with care for correction ; as, to revise a writing
to revise a translation.
2. (Print.) To compare (a proof ) with a previous proof
of the same matter, and mark again such errors as have
not been corrected in the type.
3. To review, alter, and amend ; as, to revise statutes;
to revise an agreement to revise a dictionary.
The Revised Version of the Bible, a version prepared in
accordance with a resolution passed, in 1870, by both
houses of the Convocation of the Province of Canterbury,

&

&

;

;

;

;

England. Both English and American revisers were employed on the work. It was first published in a complete
form in 1S85, and is a revised form of the Authorized
Version. See Authorized Version, under Authorized.
Boyle.
Re-vlse', re. 1. A review a revision.
2. {Print.) A second proof sheet; a proof sheet taker
after the first or a subsequent correction.
Re-vis'er (-viz'er), re. One who revises.
Re-vl'sion (re-vTzh'Qn), re. [F. revision, L. revisio.']
reexamination for correction
X. The act of revising
review ; as, the revision of a book or writing, or of »
proof sheet a revision of statutes.
2. That which is made by revising.
Syn. — Reexamination revisal ; revise ; review.
Re-vl'sion-al (-al),
) a.
Of or pertaining to reRe-Vl'Slon-a-ry (-a-rj^), f
vision revisory.
;

;

;

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, ddd

t

"
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REWAKE

(-Tokf) p. pr.
vb. n. Revoking.]
[F. revoquer, L.
revocare ; pref. re- re- -\- vocare to call, fr. vox, vocis,
voice.
See Voice, and cf. Revocate.] 1. To call or
bring back to recall. [06s.]

a surface (called a surface of revolution), and a moving

REVISIT
To

Milton.
Ld. Berners.

vieit again.

Re-vls'lt (re-vTz'It), v. t. 1.
[OJi.]
2. To revise.
Re-vls'it-a'tlon (-a'shun), n. The act of revisiting.
Re-Vl'SO-ry (re-vl'zo-ry), a. Having the power or
Stoi-y.
purpose to revise revising.
Re-vl'tal-lze (re-vi'tal-iz), V. t. To restore vitality
L. S. Beale.
to ; to bring back to life.
Re-vlv'a-ble (re-viv'a-b'l), a. That may be revived.
Re-viv'al (-al),re. [From Revive.] The act of reviv{a) Reing, or the state of being revived. Specifically
newed attention to something, as to letters or literature.
interest
in,
something,
or
of,
performance
Renewed
(6)
(c) Renewed interest in
as the drama and literature,
religion, after indifference and decline ; a period of religious awakening special religious interest, {d) Reaniapplied
mation from a state of languor or depression ;
(e) Renewed purto the health, spirits, and the like,
something,
state
of
suit, or cultivation, or flourishing
as of commerce, arts, agriculture. (/) Renewed prevalence of something, as a practice or a fashion, (g) {Law)
Restoration of force, validity, or effect ; renewal ; as,
the revival of a debt barred by limitation the revival of
a revoked will, etc. (A) (Old Chem.) Revivification, as
of a metal. See Revivification, 2.
:

—

;

Re-vlv'al-lsm (-tz'm), n. The spirit of religious rethe methods of revivalists.
A clergyman or layman who proRe-vlv'al-lst, n.
motes revivals of religion an advocate for religious revivals sometimes, specifically, a clergyman, without a
particular charge, who goes about to promote revivals.
Also used adjeetively.
vivals

;

;

;

Re-vlv'al-lB'tic (-Ts'tTk), a. Pertaining to revivals.
limp.
Re-vlve' (re-vTv'), V. i.
p. p. Revived
(-vlvd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Reviving.]
[F. revivre, L.
revivers; pref. re- revivere to live. See Vivid.]
1. To return to life to recover life or strength ; to live
anew ; to become reanimated or reinvigorated.
Shak.
The Lord heard the voice of Elijah and the soul of the child
1 Kings xvii. 22.
came into him again, and he revived.
2. Hence, to recover from a state of oblivion, obscurity, neglect, or depression ; as, classical learning revived
in the fifteenth century.
3. (Old Chem.) To recover its natural or metallic
state, as a metal.
Re-vlve', v. t. [Cf. F. raviver. See Revive, v. i.]
1. To restore, or bring again to life to reanimate.
Those bodies, by reason of whose mortality we died, shall be
revived.
Bp. Pearson,
2. To raise from coma, languor, depression, or discouragement to bring into action after a suspension.
Those gracious words revive my drooping thoughts. Shak.
Your coming, friends, revives me.
Milton.
3. Hence, to recover from a state of neglect or disuse ;
as, to revive letters or learning.
4. To renew in the mind or memory to bring to recollection; to recall attention to; to reawaken. '^Revive
the libels born to die.
Swift.
The mind has a power in many cases to revive perceptions
which it has once had.
Locke.
5. {Old Chem.) To restore or reduce to its natural
or metallic state as, to revive a metal after calcination.
Re-Ylve'ment (-ment), n. Revival. [iJ.]
Re-vlv'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, revives.

&

&

+

The faint sprite he did revoke again.
To her frail mansion of mortality.

;

& n.

Returning or restorMilton.
Re-ViV'-

—

(-sent), a.
[L. reviviscens, p. pr. of
reviviscere to revive ; pref. re- re- -\- viviscere^ v. incho.
TOwreto
fr.
live.]
Able or disposed to revive ; reviving.

—

;

Revoked
pity

ary agitators.

A

revolutionist.
[iJ.]
Rev'O-lu'tlon-a-ry, n.
Dumfries was a Tory town, and could not tolerate a revolv-

;

—

Prof. Wilson,

tionary.

Rev'0-lu'tlon-er
fecting a revolution

One who

(-er), n.

is

engaged in

ef-

a revolutionist.

Smollett,
state of being in
revolution ; revolutionary doctrines or principles.
One engaged in effecting a
Rev'O-lu'Uon-ist, n.
change of government a favorer of revolution. Burke.
;

Rev'O-lu'Uon-lsm

(-iz'm), n.

The

;

Rev'0-lu'tion-lze (-iz), v. t. limp. & p. p. Revolutionized (-izd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Revolutionizino
(-i'zing).]
To change completely, as by a revolution
as, to revolutionize a government.
Ames.
The gospel
has revolutionized his soul. J. M. Mason.
;

.

.

Re-VOl'U-tlve

.

(re-vBl'Ji-tTv), a.

mind

Inclined to revolve

Feltham.
meditative. [06s.]
Re-VOlv'a-ble (-vSlv'a^b'l), a. That may be revolved.
Re-VOlve' (re-vblv'), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Revolved
[L. revolvere, re(-volvd') ; p. pr. & vb. n. Revolving.]
volutum ; pref. re- revolvere to roll, turn round. See
Voluble, and cf. Revolt, Revolution,] 1. To turn or
to rotate,
roll round on, or as on, an axis, like a wheel

things in the

;

+

— which

;

the more specific word in this sense.
If the earth revolve thus, each house near the equator must
I. Watts.
move a thousand miles an hour.
2. To move in a curved path round a center ; as, the
planets revolve round the sun.
3. To pass in cycles ; as, the centuries revolve.
[i?.]
4. To return ; to pass,
Ayliffe.
Re-VOlve', V. i. 1. To cause to turn, as on an axis.
Then in the east her turn she shines.
Milton.
Revolved on heaven's great axle.
2. Hence, to turn over and over in the mind ; to reflect
repeatedly upon ; to consider all aspects of.
This having heard, straight I again revolved
Milton.
The law and prophets.

—

is

Re-VOlve'ment

;

Re-VOlv'en-cy

[i?.]
(-ment), n. Act of revolving,
(-volv'en-s^), n. The act or state of

revolving; revolution.
Its

Re-VOlv'er

whom

own

lArcJiaic']
revolvcncy upholds the world.

(-er),

One who,

n.

Cowper,
or that which, revolves ; specifically, a
firearm (commonly a pis-

Eevolver.
tol) with several chambers or barrels so arranged
as to revolve on an axis, and be discharged in succession by the same
lock ; a repeater.
Re-VOlV'lng, a. Making a revolution
or revolutions ; rotating ;
used also figuratively of time,
seasons, etc., depending on the revolution of the earth.

—

But grief returns with

the revolving year.

Revolving seasons, fruitless as they pass.

;

Shelley.

;

food,

t<fot

;

out,

oil

;

Re-vulse'

revolution.

chair

;

eo

i

sing,

Cowper.

—

Revolving firearm. See Revolver.
Revolving light, a
light or lamp in a lighthouse so arranged as to appear and
disappear at fixed intervals, either by being turned about
an axis so as to show light only at intervals, or by having
its light occasionally intercepted by a revolving screen.

—

;

;

government

when

;

;

&m

revolt

by the regular recurrence of a measure of Revolute
time, or by a succession of similar events. Margins.
" The short revolution of a day."
Dryden.
4. {Astron.) The motion of anybody, as a planet or
satellite, in a curved line or orbit, until it returns to the
same point again, or to a point relatively the same ;
designated as the annual, anomalistic, nodical, sidereal,
or tropical revolution, according as the point of return
or completion has a fixed relation to the year, the anomaly, the nodes, the stars, or the tropics ; as, the revolution of the earth about the sun ; the revolution of the
moon about the earth.
5!^^ The term is sometimes applied in astronomy to
the motion of a single body, as a planet, about its own
axis, but this motion is usually called rotation.
5. (Oeom.) The motion of a point, line, or surface
about a point or line as its center or axis, in such a manner that a moving point generates a curve, a moving line

repeal reversal as, the revocaan edict, a power, a will, or a license.
Rev'0-ca-tO-iy (r5v'o-ki-to-ry), a. [L. revocaiorius :
cf. F. revocatoire.] Of or pertainmg to revocation
tending to, or Involving, a revocation revoking recalling.
Re-VOlce' (re-vois'), v. t. To refurnish with a voice
to refit, as an organ pipe, so as to restore its tone.

use, finite, rffde, full, Up,

still

Comes thundering back, with dreadful

tion of

p. p.

[Cf. F.
_Rev'0-lU'tlon-a-ry (rSv'o-lu'shiin-a-rJ^), a.
Of or pertaining to a revolution in
;
tending to, or promoting, revolution ; as, a
revolutionary war ; revolutionary measures ; revolution-

revolutionnaire.']

&

Milton.
On my defenseless head.
3. The space measured by the regular re^,^J^i'aam'period
made ijtoUa, with
turn of a revolving body the

;

&

Re-voke' (re-vok'), V. i. {Card Flaying) To fail to
follow suit when holding a card of the suit led, in violation of the rule of the game ; to renege.
Hoyle.
Re-voke', n. {Card Playing) The act of revoking.
She [Sarah Battle] never made a revoke.
Lanib.
Re-VOke'ment (-ment), n. Revocation. [iJ.] Shak.
Re-VOk'er (-vok'er), n. One who revokes.
Re-VOk'lng-ly, adv. By way of revocation.
Re-volt' (re-volf or re-vBlt' ; 277), v. i. limp. &p.
vb. n. Revolting.]
[Cf. F. rep. Revolted ; p. pr.
volter, It. rivoltare. See Revolt, n.} 1. To turn away
to abandon or reject something; specifically, to turn
away, or shrink, with abhorrence.
But this is got by casting pearl to hogs,
That bawl for freedom in their senseless mood,

;

One that saw the people bent for the revocation of Calvin,
gave him notice of their affection.
Hooker.
2. The act by which one, having the right, annuls an
act done, a power or authority given, or a license, gift,

[imp.

:

abolish; recall; repeal; rescind; counterabrogate ; cancel ; reverse. See Abolish.
;

;

—

t.

;

;

Rev'0-ca-bll'l-ty (rSv'6-ka-bil'i-ty), ra.
The quality
of being revocable ; as, the revocability of a law.
Rev'0-ca-ble (rSv'o-ka-b'l), a. [L. revocabilis : cf. F.
rivocable.
See Revoke.] Capable of being revoked;
as, a revocable edict or grant; a revocable covenant.
Rev'0-ca-ble-ness, n.
Rev'o-ca-bly, adv.
Rev'o-cate (-kat), v. t. [L. revocatus, p. p. of revocare.
See Revoke.] To recall ; to call back. \_Obs.']
Rev'O-ca'tlon (-ka'shiin), n. [L. revocaiio: cf. F.
revocation.']
1. The act of calling back, or the state of
being recalled recall.

(re-vok'), v.

Syn. — To

mand annul

3fucaulay.
(!E^~" When used without qualifying terms, the word is
often applied specifically, by way of eminence, to (a) The
English Revolution in 1689, when William of Orange and
Mary became the reigning sovereigns, In place of James
II.
(6) The American Revolution, beginning in 1775, by
which the English colonies, since known as the United
States, secured their independence, (c) The revolution in
France in 1789, commonly called the French Revolution,
the subsequent revolutions in that country being designated by their dates, as the Revolution of 1830, of 1848, etc.

South.

;

Darwin.
Re-Vlv'or (re-vlv'er), n. {Eng. Law) Revival of a
suit which is abated by the death or marriage of any of
the parties,
done by a bill of revivor.
Blackstone.
JS.

Re-voke'

The violence of revolutions is generally proportioned to the
degree of the maladministration which has produced them.

revoking and recollecting within himself former
still apt to inculcate these sad memoirs to his

^ff" A revolute leaf Is coiled downwards, with
the lower surface inside the coll. A leaf with
revolute margins has the edges rolled under, as
in the Andromeda polifolia.
Rev'O-lU'tion (-lu'shun), n. [F. revolution,
L. revolutio. See Revolve.] 1. The act of revolving, or turning round on an axis or a center the motion of a body round a fixed point
or line rotation as, the revolution of a wheel,
of a top, of the earth on its axis, etc.
2. Return to a point before occupied, or to a
point relatively the same a rolling back ; return as, revolution In an ellipse or spiral.
That fear

Rev'l-vis'cent

;

A man, by

passages, will be
conscience.

or downward.

;

;

Spenser.

to revoke.

;

Hath
I blame not.
Chapman.
Rev'o-lute (-liit), a. [L. revolutus, p. p. of revolvere.
See Revolve.] {Bot. & Zool.) Rolled backward

In this age we have a sort of revivisceiice, not, I fear, of the
power, but of a taste for the power, of the early times. Coleridge.

;

sudden rages

strove their

the thrice three year
filled his revoluble orb since our arrival here,

)

or benefit conferred

still

;

5.

Us, then, to

Rev'l-vls'oenoe (rgv'I-vTs'sens), n. The act of reRev'i-vis'cen-cy (-sen-sy),
vlving, or the
)
state of being revived
renewal of life.

—

[She]

To draw back to withdraw. [06s.]
Spenser.
To call back to mind to recollect. [06s.]

4.

;

Some association may revivify it enough to make it flash,
after a long oblivion, into consciousness.
Sir W. Hamilton.
reanimating.

A

Re-volt'er (-er), n. One who revolts.
Re-volt'ing, a. Causing abhorrence mixed with disgust exciting extreme repugnance loathsome as, revolting cruelty.
Re-VOlt'lng-ly, adv.
Rev'o-lu-ble (r6v'o-lii-b'l), a. [L. revoluUlis that
may be rolled back. See Revolve.] Capable of revolving ; rotatory ; revolving. I0bs.~\

;

;

;

;

A

+

[Pref. reviviflcate: cf. L. revivificare, revivificatum.
Cf. Revivify.] To revive to recall or restore to life.
[i2.]
Re-viv'1-fl-ca'tlon (re-viv'i-fl-ka'shiin), n.
[Cf. F.
revivification.}
1. Renewal of life ; restoration of life
the act of recalling, or the state of being recalled, to life.
2. {Old Chem.) The reduction of a metal from a state
of combination to its metallic state.
Re-viv'i-fy (re-vi v'l-fi), v. t. [Cf. F. revivifier, L.
revivificare.
See VrviFr.] To cause to revive.

(re-vlv'ing), a.

;

—

;

Re-Vlv'lng

;

3. To be disgusted, shocked, or grossly offended
hence, to feel nausea ;
with at; as, the stomach revolts
at such food ; his nature revolts at cruelty.
Re-VOlt', V. t. 1. To cause to turn back ; to roll or
drive back ; to put to flight.
[06s.]
Spenser.
2. To do violence to ; to cause to turn away or shrink
with abhorrence ; to shock ; as, to revolt the feelings.
This abominable medley is made rather to revolt young and
ingenuous minds.
Murke.
To derive delight from what inflicts pain on any sentient creature revolted his conscience and offended his reason. J. Morley.
Re-VOlt', n. [F. revolte, It. rivolta, fr. rivolto, p. p.
fr. L. revolvers, revolutum.
See Revolve.] 1. The act
of revolting ; an uprising against legitimate authority
especially, a renunciation of allegiance and subjection to
a government ; rebellion ; as, the revolt of a province of
the Roman empire.
Who first seduced them to that foul revolt t Milton.
2.
revolter.
[06s.] " Ingrate revolts."
Shak.
Syn. Insurrection ; sedition ; rebellion ; mutiny. See
Inshekection.

;

ing to life or vigor
Ing-ly, adv.

A

Spenser.

2. Hence, to annul, by recalling or taking back
to
repeal to rescind ; to cancel to reverse, as anything
granted by a special act; as, to revoke a will, a license,
a grant, a permission, a law, or the like.
Shak.
3. To hold back; to repress
to restrain.
[06s.]

2. Hence, to be faithless ; to desert one party or leader
for another; especially, to renounce allegiance or subjection ; to rise against a government ; to rebel.
Our discontented counties do revolt.
Shak.
Plant those that have revolted in the van.
Shak.

;

t.

;

truth would set them free. Milton.
His clear intelligence revolted from the dominant sophisms of
that time.
J. Morley.

;

v.

surface a solid (called a solid of revolution) as, the revolution of a right-angled triangle about one of its sides
generates a cone ; the revolution of a semicircle about
the diameter generates a sphere.
6.
total or radical change ; as, a revolution In one's
circumstances or way of living.
The ability ... of the great philosopher speedily produced
a complete revolution throughout the department.
Macaulay.
fundamental change in political organ7. {Politics)
ization, or In a government or constitution ; the overthrow or renunciation of one government, and the substitution of another, by the governed.

;

And

;

Re'vl-vU'1-cate (re'vt-vif'i-kat),

&

;

;

;

;;

;;;

(re-vQls'), v. t.
[L. revttlsus, p. p. of repull back with force.
[iJ.]
Cowper.
(re-vul'shiin), n.
[F. rSvulsion, L. revulsio, fr. revellere, revulsiim, to pluck or pull away
pref. re- re- -j- vellere to pull.
Cf. Convulse.]
1.
''
strong pulling or drawing back withdrawal.
Revulsions and pullbacks."
<Si> T. Browne.
2. A sudden re.iction ; a sudden and complete change;
applied to the feelings.
sudden and violent revulsion of feeling, both in the Parlia'
ment and tlie country, followed.
Macaulay.
vellere.']

To

Re-VUl'slon

A

;

—

A

3. (3fed.) The act of tuniing or diverting any disease
from one part of the body to another.
It resembles
derivation, but is usually applied to a more active form
of counter irritation.
Re-vul'slve (-stv), a.
[Cf. P. rSvulsif.]
Causing,
or tending to, revulsion.
Re-vul'slve, «.
That which causes revulsion ; specifically {3fed.), a revulsive remedy or agent.
(ru), n.
[See Row a series.] A row.
[06.!.]
Chaucer. " A rew of sundry colored stones." Chapman,
Re-wake' (re-wak'), V. i.
i.
To wake again.

igk

Rew

&

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

iu azure.

;
;
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Re-ward' (rS-ward'), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Eewaeded ;
[OF. rewarder, another
vb. n. Rewardino.]
p. pr.
form of regarder, of German origin. The original sense
is, to look at, regard, hence, to regard as worthy, give a
To give in return,
reward to. See Waed, Regabd.]
commonly in a good sense ; to
whether good or evil ;
requite to recompense ; to repay ; to compensate.
After the deed that is done, one doom shall reward,
Mercy or no mercy as truth will accord. Piers Plowman.
Thou hast rewarded me good, whereas I have rewarded thee
1 Sam. xxiv. 17.
evil.
I will render vengeance to mine enemies, and will reward them
Beut. xxxii. 41.
that hate me.
God rewards those that have made use of the single talent.

&

—

;

Re-ward'

Hammond.
[See Rewaed, v., and cf.

(re-ward'), n.

Regard respect consideration. [06«.]
Chaucer,
Take reward of thine own value.
2. That which is given in return for good or evil done
or received esp., that which is offered or given in return for some service or attainment, as for excellence
in studies, for the return of something lost, etc. ; recom-

Regard,

».]

1.

;

;

;

pense

requital.

;

flight, seditious angel, to receive

Milton.
Thy merited reward.
Rewardff and punishments do always presuppose something
willingly done well or ill.
Hooker.
3. Hence, the fruit of one's labor or works.
The dead know not anything, neither have they any more a
reward.
Eccl. ix. 6.

4.

(Law) Compensation or remuneration for services;

a sum of money paid or taken for doing, or forbearing to
do,

some

Burrill.

act.

—

Syii.
Recompense ; compensation ; remuneration
; requital
retribution ; punishment.
Re-ward'a-We (-a-b'l), a. Worthy of reward. Reward'a-ble-ness, n.
Re-ward'a-bly, adv.
Re-Ward'er (-er), n. One who rewards.
Re-ward'ful (-ful), a. Yielding reward. [22.]
Re-ward1ess, a. Having, or affording, no reward.
Rewe (ru), V. t. i. To rue. [0J«.]
Chaucer.
Rew'el bone' (ryi'a bon'). [Perh. from F. rouelle,
dim. of roue a wheel, L. rola.'\ An obsolete phrase of disputed meaning,
perhaps, smooth or polished bone.
His saddle was of rewel boon.
Chaucer,
Rew'et (ru'St), re. [See Rouet.J A gunlock. [JJ.]
Rew'Jul frji'ful), a. Rueful. [OJs.]
Chaucer.
Re-win' (re-win'), V. t. To win again, or win back.
The Palatinate was not worth the rewinning.
Fuller.
Rewle (rul), re. v. Rule. [04«.]
Chaucer.
(rum), re. Realm. [OJs.] Piers Plowman.
Re-word' (re-wflrd'), v. t. 1. To repeat in the same
words to reecho. [06i.]
Shah
2. To alter the wording of ; to restate in other words
as, to reword an idea or a passage.
Re-write' (re-rlf), V, t. To write again.
Young,

pay

;

—

—

&

—

&

Rewme
;

Rewth (ruth), re.
Rex (rSks), re. ;
II

To play

Reyn

Ruth.
pi.

Chaucer,

\_Obs.'\

Reoes

(re'jez).

A king.

[L.]

king ; to domineer.
Rain or rein. [06s.]

rex, to play the

(ran),

Rey'nard

re.

(ra'nerd or rSn'erd

;

277),

[Obs.]

Chaucer,

An

re.

tion applied after the manner of a proper
fox.
Same as Renabd.
Reyse (raz), v. t. To raise. [06s.]
Reyse, v. i. [Cf. G. reisen to travel.]
military expedition.
[06s.]

appellato the

name

Chaucer.

To go on a
Chaucer.

Rha-bar'ba-rate (ra-biir'ba-rat), a. [From NL. rhabarbarum, an old name of rhubarb. See RffUBAEB.]
Impregnated or tinctured with rhubarb.
Floyer.
Rha-bar'ba-rin (rTn), or Rha-bar'ba-rlne (-rtn), re.
(Chem.) Chrysophanic acid.
Rhab'dlte (rab'dit), re. [Gr. pa^Sos a rod.] 1. {Zool.)
A minute smooth rodlike or fusiform structure found
the tissues of many Turbellaria.
2. (Zool.) One of the hard parts forming the ovipositor
of insects.
Rhab'dO-C(B'la_(rSb'do-se'la), re. pi,
[NL., fr. Gr.
_
pa^So! a rod -f- kolAos hollow.] (Zool.)
suborder of
Turbellaria including those that have a simple cylindrical, or sacklike, stomach, without an intestine.
in

II

A

t

I

-

-

,/

RHESUS

chitinous axis and the tentacles are borne on a bilobed
lophophore. It is the type of the order Pterobranchia,
or Podostomata.

Rhab'do-sphere

(rSb'do-

A

composed of rhabdoliths.
Rha'chi-al'gi-a (ra'kl-5i'.
jl-i), re.
[NL.] See RachiaIiOIA.

Rha-chld'1-an (ra-kid'T-an),
Of or pertaining to the rhachis ; as, the rhachidian teeth
of a mollusk.
a.

glSs'sa), re. pi. [NL. See Rba0HI3, and Glossa.]
(Zool.)
division of marine gastropods
having a retractile proboscis
and three longitudinal rows of
teeth on the radula. It includes

A

many

,

t

See Illust. in Append.
Rha-Cbil'la (ra-kilOa), re.
Gr. paxis the spine.]

fr.

A

American

branch of infloresRhabdopleura.
cence the zigzag axis on which Part of a Colony with three
the florets are arranged in the Zooids. I Lophophore and
-"-Tentacles
s Stomach
a
spikelets of grasses.
(Bot.)

;

.

Rha'obl-o-dont

;

Intestine

(ra'kY-S-

;

i

o Central Cord;

e A Contracted Zooid ; d
d5nt), a.
[Gr. pax'-^i -los, the
Main Stem.
spine -{- oSovs, obovro^^ a tooth.]
(Zool.) Having gular teeth formed by a peculiar modification of the inferior spines of some of the vertebras, as
certain South African snakes (DasypelHs) which swallow
birds' eggs and use these gular teeth to crush them.
Rha'cllls (rS'kTs), re. / pi. E. Rhachises (-gz), L.
Rhachides (rSk'i-dez). [See Rachis.] [Written also
rachis.~]
1. (Anat.) The spine.
2. (Bot.) (a) The continued stem or midrib of a pinnately compound leaf, as in a rose leaf or a fern. (5) The
principal axis in a raceme, spike, panicle, or corymb.
3. (Zool.) (a) The shaft of a feather. The rhachis of
the after-shaft, or plumule, is called the hyporhachis.
(b) The central cord in the stem of a crinoid.
(c) The
median part of the radula of a mollusk. (d)
central
cord of the ovary of nematodes.
II

Rha-Chl'tis

(r4-ki'tts),

[NL.]

re.

See Rachitis.

Rhad'a-man'thine (rSd'a-mSu'thin), a. Of or pertaining to Rhadamanthus suiting Rhadamanthus ; rigorously just as, a Rhadamanthine judgment.
Rbad'a-man'thUS (-thiis), re. [L., fr. Gr. "PaSifiavflo!.]
(Greek Mythol.) One of the three judges of the
infernal regions figuratively, a strictly just judge.
Rhae'ti-an (re'shi-an or -shan), a.
Rhetian.
re.
Rhse'tic (-tlk), a. [L. Rhaeticus Rhetian.] (Geol.) Pertaining to, or of the same horizon as, certain Mesozoic
strata of the Rhetian Alps. These strata are regarded as
closing the Triassic period.
See the Chart of Geology.
Rhaa'tl-Zite (re'ti-zit), re. [So called from L. Rhaetia,
jRae^M, the Rhetian Alps, where it is found.] (Min.)
variety of the mineral cyanite.
Rham'a-dan' (rSm'a-dan'), re. See Ramadan.
Rham-na'ceous (rSm-na'shiis), a, (Bot.) Of or pertaining to a natural order of shrubs and trees (Rhamnacex, or Rhamnese) of which the buckthorn (Rhamnus)
is the type. It includes also the New Jersey tea, the supple-jack, and one of the plants called lotus (Zizyphus).
Rham'nus (rSm'niis), re. [NL. , from Gr. paixva a
kind of prickly shrub ; cf. L. rhamnos.] (Bot.)
genus
of shrubs and small trees ; buckthorn. The California
Rhamnus Purshianus and the European R. catharticus
are used in medicine. The latter is used for hedges.
Rtaam'pho-rhyn'Chus (ram'fo-rln'kiis), re. [NL.,
fr. Gr. pa/i(^os a beak -f- pu'^X"' snout.]
(Paleon,)
genus of pterodactyls in which the elongated tail supported a leathery expansion at the tip.
;

;

;

&

A

II

II

A

II

A

II

cm

Rham'pho-tbe'ca
[NL.,

(-the'ka),

re.

/ pi.

Rhamphothe-

Gr. pajx^oi a beak -|- Sijio) a case.]
of the bill of birds.
[NL., fr. Gr. pa<#>^ seam, fr.
pdiTTeiv to sew.]
(Bot.) The continuation of the seed
stalk along the side of an anatropous ovule or seed,
forming a ridge or seam. [Written also raphe.'] Gray,
Rhaph'i-des (rSfl-dez), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. pa<^is,
_
pa^i&ot, a needle, F. raphides,] (Bot,) Minute transparent, often needle-shaped, crystals found in the tissues
of plants.
[Written also raphides,]
(-se).

_

fr.

The horny covering

(Zool.)

Rha'phe

(rS'fS),

re.

II

One
a

Otolith

of the Ehabdoccela iMonocelis agilis).

and Eye Spot b Water Tubes c dfh Reproductive
Organs ; e Eggs s Stomach.
s

;

j

Rhab'dO-ooe'lous

(-Ifls), a,

(Zool.) Of or pertaining

to the Rhabdocoela.

Rhab-doid'al f rSb-doid'al), a. See Sagittal.
Rhab'dO-llth (r5b'd6-lith), re. [Gr. pa/36o5 a rod -f
-tith.']
A minute calcareous rodlike structure found
both at the surface and on the bottom of the ocean
supposed by some to be a calcareous alga.
Rhab-flol'o-gy (rSb-dol'S-jy), n. Same as Rabdoloot.
Rhab'dom (rab'dSm), re. [Gr. pd^Siafia a bundle of
rods, fr. pa^5o; a rod.] (Zool.) One of numerous minute rodlike structures formed of two or more cells
;

situated behind the retinulae in the
insects, etc.

compound eyes of
See Illust. under Ommatidium.
(rai/do-mSn'cy), re. Same as Rab-

RhaVdO-man'oy
DOMANOT.

Rhab-doph'O-ra

(rab-dSf'o-ra), re. pi.
[NL., fr. Gr.
to bear.] (Zool.) An extinct division of Hydrozoa which includes the graptolites.
Rhab'do-pleu'ra (rSb'dS-plu'ra). re. [NL., fr. Gr.
_
pdpStK a rod -j- irAewpd the side.] (Zool.)
genus of
marine Bryozoa in wliich the tubular cells have a central
_

II

A rhapsodist.
)

a,

[06s.]
[Gr. pa.^ia&iKO'i cf. F.

;

;

<j>epeLv

;

—

\\

A

ale,

senate,

care,

Urn,

asm, ask,

recite Ariosto.

3.

Carlyle.

One who writes or speaks disconnectedly and with

great excitement or affectation of feeling.
/. Watts.
Rhap'SO-dize (-diz), v, t, [imp, &p, p. Rhapsodized
(-dizd) p. pr.
To utter as a
vb, re. Rhapsodizing.]
rhapsody, or in the manner of a rhapsody
Sterne,
Rhap'so-dlze, v. i. To utter rhapsodies.
Jefferson.

&

;

final,

gU

j

eve,

event,

re.

[Rhap-

Rhapsodies

(-dtz).

;

end, fern,

ostrichlike birds

of

ostrich.

^W^ The common rhea, or
nandou (Rhea Americana),
ranges from Brazil to Patagonia.
Darwin's

rhea

(Pierocnemia

Darwinii), of Patagonia, is
smaller, and has the legs feathered below the knee.
II

Rhe'ae

(re'e),

re.

[NL.]

pi,

(Zool.) A suborder of struthious
birds including the rheas.
Rbee'bOC (re'bSk), n. [D.
reebok roebuck.] (^o5Z.) The Rhea (iSAea ^menca«o).
peele.
[Written also reebok.]
Rhe'ic (re'ik), a. [NL. Rheum rhubarb, Gr. piiov.
See Rhubarb.] (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating,
an acid (commonly called chrysophanic acid) found in
rhubarb (Rheum). [Obsoles.]

Rhe'in (re'In), re. (Chem.) Chrysophanic acid.
Rhein'ber-ry (rin'ber-ry), re. [G. rheinbeere.] (Bot.)
of the berries or drupes of the European buck-

One

thorn

;

also,

the buckthorn

Rhe-mat'ic

itself.

(re-m5t'Ifc), a.

[Gr.

pij/tari/ces of

or for

a verb, fr. priixa, p-^^aros, a sentence. See Rhetoric]
(Gram.) Having a verb for its base; derived from a
verb as, rhemaiic adjectives.
Fitzed. Hall.
Rhe-mat'ic, re. The doctrine of propositions or sen;

tences.

Coleridge.
Rhe'mish (re'mlsh), o. Of or pertaining to Rheims,
or Reims, in France.
Rbemish Testament, the English version of the New Testament used by Roman Catholics. See Douay Bible.
Rhen'ish (rgn'ish), a, [L. Rhenus the Rhine.] Of
or pertaining to the river Rhine ; as, Rhenish wine.
Rhine wine.
re.
[Gr. pelv to flow -fRhe'o-chord (re'o-kSrd), re.
(JElee.) A metallic wire used for reguXop^i) chord.]
lating the resistance of a circuit, or varying the strength
of an electric current, by inserting a greater or less
length of it in the circuit.
Rhe-om'e-ter (re-om'e-ter), re. [Gr. peii' to flow -f
-meter,]
[Written also reometer,] 1. (Physics) An instrument for measuring currents, especially the force or
intensity of electrical currents ; a galvanometer.
2. (Physiol.) An instrument for measuring the velocity of the blood current in the arteries.
Rhe'o-met'ric (re'6-mSt'rik), a. Of or pertaining to
a rheometer or rheometry.
Lardner,

—

Rhe-om'e-try (re-om'e-trj^), re. 1. The measurement
of the force or intensity of currents.
2. (Math.) The calculus ; fluxions.
[R.]
Rhe'O-mo'tor (re'o-mo'ter), re. [Gr. pew to flow
E. motor.] (Elec.) Any apparatus by which an electrical
current is originated. [R.]
Rhe'O-phore (re'o-for), re. [Gr. pelv to flow -j- ^epttv
to carry.] (Elec.) (a)
connecting wire of an electric
or voltaic apparatus, traversed by a current. (6) One
of the poles of a voltaic battery ; an electrode.
Rhe'O-SCOpe (-skop), re. [Gr. peiv to flow
-scope.'^
(Physics) An instrument for detecting the presence or
movement of currents, as of electricity.
Rhe'o-stat (-stSt), re. [Gr. pelv -j- o-raTos standing
still.]
(i'/ec.)
contrivance for adjusting or regulating
the strength of electrical currents, operating usually
by the intercalation of resistances which can be varied at will. Wheatstone.

+

A

+

A

—

:

rhapsodigue.]
Rhap-SOd'io-al (-T-kal), (
Of or
pertaining to rhapsody consisting of rhapsody hence,
confused unconnected.
Rhap-SOd'ic-al-Iy, adv.
Rhap'SO-diSt (rSp's6-dTst), re.
[From Rhapsody.]
1. Anciently, one who recited or composed a rhapsody
especially, one whose profession was to recite the verses
of Homer and other epic poets.
2. Hence, one who recites or sings poems for a livelihood one who makes and repeats verses extempore.
The same populace sit for hours listening to rhapsodists who
;

Rhab'dO-mere (-mer), n. [Rhabdom -f- -mere.'] (ZoOne of the several parts composing a rhabdoro.

ol.)

pa^Sog a rod 4-

Rha-pon'ti-olne (r4-p5n'tl-sin), re. [L. rhaponticum
rhubarb. See Rhubarb.] (Chem.) Chrysophanic acid.
Rhap'SOde (rSp'sod), re. [Gr. pai/«uSos. See Rhapsody.] (Gr.Antiq.) Arhapsodist. [i?.]
Groie.

Rhap'so-der (-so-der), re.
Rhap-SOd'ic (rSp-sod'ik),

/ pi.

the genera Rhea and Pterocnemia. Called also the American

A

II

re.

of

whelks.
II

(rSp'so-dJ?),

New Granada.
Rhe'a (re'a), re. (Bot.) The ramie or grass-cloth plant.
See Grass-cloth plant, under Grass.
Rhe'a, re. [L., a proper name.] (Zool.) Any one of
three species of large South

of the large ornamental

[NL.,

(rSp'so-dS-mSn'sJ^),

Divination by means of verses.

-mancy.l

;

(rSk'l-

Rhach'i-glos'sa

-\-

Rhap'so-dy

—

II

II

Rhap'SO-dO-man'cy
sody

[F. rhapsodie, L. rhapsodia, Gr. pa^liwSia, fr. pai//wS6! 9
rhapsodist; pan-Tew to sew, stitch together, unite -\liSri a song.
See Ode.] 1. A recitation or song of a
rhapsodist ; a portion of an epic poem adapted for recitation, or usually recited, at one time
hence, a division
of the Iliad or the Odyssey ;
called also a book.
2. A disconnected series of sentences or statements
composed under excitement, and without dependence or
natural connection rambling composition. " A rhap^
sody oi v/ordB." Shak. " A rhapsody of tales." Locke.
3. (Mus.) A composition irregular in form, like an improvisation ; as, Liszt's " Hungarian Rhapsodies."
Rhat'a-ny i (rSt'a-ny), re.
[Sp. ratania, rataRa,
Rhat'an-hy ( Peruv. ratafia.] The powerfully astringent root of a half -shrubby Peruvian plant (Krameria
triandra). It is used in medicine and to color port %vine.
[\vritten also ratany.]
bavanilla rhatany, the root of Krameria Ixina, a native

rod -)sphere

sfer), re.
[Gr. pcijSSos a
E. sphere.']
minute

shells, as the miters, murices,
olives, purpuras, volutes, and

Thou retumest
From

;

;

recent

;

ice,

Rhe'o-stat'ic (-stst'lk), a,

Rhe'o-tome

(-tom),

+

n.

[Gr. peic to flow
TdfjLvetv
to cut.]
(Elec) An instrument which periodically or
otherwise interrupts an electric current.
Wheatstone.

,

Rhe'o-trope

(re'S-trop),
[Gr. peif to flow -|- rpe'Treif toturn.] (^Zec.) An instrument for reversing the
direction of an electric current.
[Written also reotrope.]
re.

11

Rhe'sns

(-siSs), re.

[L.

Rhesus, a proper name, Gr.
P^cro5.]

key

;

(Zool.)

the bhunder.

idea,

iU

;

old,

A

mon-

Rhesus.

Female and Young.

6bey, drb, 8dd
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Rhe'tl-an (re'sht-an or -shan), a. [L. STiaetins, Raetius: of. F. r/ietien.J Pertaining to the ancient RliEeti,
or Rhaetians, or to Rhaetia, their country as, the Eheiian
Alps, now the country of Tyrol and the Grisons.
Rhe'tic (re'tili), a. (3fin.) Same as Rh^tic.
Rhe'ti-zite (re'ti-zit), n. (3Im.) Same as Rh^tizite.
Rhe'tor (re'tor), n. [L., fr. Gr. piJTojp.] A rhetori-

in front of the prosencephalon, consisting of the two
olfactory lobes from which the olfactory nerves arise.

IJS^ The term

—

—

of rhetoric.
The understanding is that by "which a man becomes a mere
logician and a mere Hieiorician.
F. W. Robertson.
2.
teacher of rhetoric.
The ancient sophists and rhetoricians, which ever had young
auditors, lived till they were an Imndred years old.
Bacon.

An

orator

;

&

RheU-mat'iO (ru-mSt'Ik),

a.

Rhi'no-Uth
[Rhino-

+

(-lith),

-lite, -lith.)

„
"'

)

;

a.
(-fin),
Rhi-nol'0-phine
(Zool.) Like or pertaining to the

(-moid), a. [Rheumatism -f -otd.]
{Med.) Of or resembling rheum or rheumatism.
Rheum'ic (rum'Tk), a. (Med.) Pertaining to, or characterized by, rheum.

Rhi'no-phore
[Rhino-

See Darlrous diathesis, under Dar-

-\-

Gr.

One

(ri'no-for),
<f)t'peii'

;

of the Rhizopoda.

1^^ The rhizopods
belonging to the Radiolaria and Foraminifera have been of great
geological importance,
especially in the Cretaceous and Tertiary
Chalk

is

mostly made from the

The nunimulites are

to bear.]

See Illust.

GaXledi&lso dorsal tentacles.

the principal ingredient of a limestone
which is of great extent in Europe and
Asia, and is the mate-

Rhizopods,

rial of which some of
Rotalia globulosa : 2 Grammostomum phyllodes ; 3 Frondicularia
the pyramids of Egypt
annularis; 4 Triloculina Josephina ;
are made. The shells
Flabel5 Chrytalirlina gradata
are abundant in deeplina ruyosa 7 NummuUtes numnmsea mud, and are mostlarta.
ly minute, seldom lar
ger than a small grain of sand, except in the ease of the
nummulites, which are sometimes an inch in diameter.
.•

;

[Rhino- -f -plas(Surg.) Of or pertaining to

Rhi'no-plas'tio (ri'no-plSs'tik),

a.

: cf. F. rhinoplasliqne.']
rhinoplasty as, a rhinopUistic operation.

tic

[Gr. pifa a root -f jiepuu
(-rus), a.
(Bot.) Bearing roots.
rl'zo- ; 277), n. (Zool.) One

Rhiz'O-pod (riz'o-pod or

shells of Foramuiifera.

under Pygobranchia, and Opisthobranchia.

;

(Chcm.) A mixture of volatile hydrocarbons
intermediate between gasolene and cymogene.
It is obtained in the purification of crude petroleum, and is used
oil.]

Rhi-ZOp'0-da (rt-zSp'o-dil), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. pi(a
(Zool.) An extensive class of Proton root -j- -poda.]
zoa, including tliosc which have pseudopodia, by means
of which they move about and take their food.
The
principal groups are Lobosa. (or Amoebea), Heliozoa, Radiolaria, and Foraminifera (or Reticularia).
See Proto-

Rhi'no-plas'ty (ri'no-plSs'ty), re.
[Rhino-plasty : cf.
F. rhinoplastie.~\ (Surg^) The
process of forming an artificial

11

+

as a refrigerant.
Rhime (rim), re. See Rhyme. [06«.]
Rhl'nal (n'nol), a. [Gr. pfe, piroj, the nose.] (Anai.)
Of or pertaining to the nose or olfactory organs.
Rhi-nas'ter (rt-nSs'ter), re. [NL., fr. Gr. pi5, pii/ds,
nose -|- auTTJp star.] (Zo'dl.) The borele.

Rhlne(riu),re. [AS.ryne. SeeRuN.] A water course
a ditch. [Written also rean.'\ [Prov. Eng.'] Macaulay.
Rhi'nen-ce-phal'ic (ri'ngn-se-f51'Ik), a. (Anat.) Of
or pertaining to tlie rhinencephalon.

nose, as by bringing down a
piece of integument from the
forehead, and causing it to adhere to the anterior part of the
remains of the nose.
Rhl'no-pome (-pom), re.
[Rhino- -|- Gr. niup-a a lid.]
(Zool.) Any old-world bat of
The
the genus Rhinopoma.

Rhl'nen-ceph'a-lon (-sSfA-iSn), re. / pi. Rhinenoephala (-la). [NL., fr. Gr. pi'9, pii/dt, the nose -f ey(ce'(/)aAo5 the brain.]
(Anat.) The division of the brain

rhinopomes have a long tail Egyptian Rhinopome
(Rhi.
extending beyond the web, and
nuponta microphyltum).
inhabit caves and tombs.

II

;

II

pity

Mangrove.
Rhi-ZOph'O-roUS

periods.

of the

factory organs.

;

Rhi-ZOph'O-ra (-6-ra), re. [NL. See Rhizophorocs.]
A genus of trees including the mangrove. See

to bear.]

re.

two tentaclelike organs on the back of the
head or neck of a nudibranch Rhinolophid (RhinoloThey phus ferruia-equinum).
or tectibranch moUusk.
are usually retractile, and often
transversely furrowed or plicate, and are regarded as ol(Zool.)

llRheu'mi-des (ru'mt-dez), re. pi. [WL. See Rheum.]
(Med.) The class of skin diseases developed by the dartrous diathesis. See under Darteous.
Rheum'y (rum'y), a. Of or pertaining to rheum
abounding in, or causing, rheum ; affected with rheum.
His head and rheumy eyes distill in showers. Dryden.
And tempt the rheumy and unpurged air
To add unto his sickness.
Shak.
Rhig'0-lene (rtg'o-len), re. [Gr. ptyo? cold -f- L. ole-

;

+

(Bot.)

rhinolophids, or horseshoe bats.

TROUS.

Up, tun

+

+

bat.

Rheu'ma-tis'moid

full,

Gr.

A

(

(Med.)

+

—

riide,

fr.

tion in Appendix.
Rhiz'0-dont (rTz'6-dont or ri'zo-), re. [Gr. pifa root
-|- 66oiis, oSoi/Tos, a tooth.] (Zool.) A reptile whose teeth
are rooted in sockets, as the crocodile.
-gen : cf. F.
[Gr. piia. root
Rhiz'0-gen (-jen), a.
rhizogene.']
(Bot.) Producing roots.
(Bot.) One of a proposed class of
Rhiz'O-gen, re.
flowering plants growing on the roots of other plants
and destitute of green foliage.
-aid.]
(Bot.)
Rhl'zoid (ri'zoid), re. [Gr. pt'fa root
rootlike appendage.
Rhi-ZO'ma (rt-zo'ma), re. ; pi. Rhizomata (-ta).
[NL.] (Bot.) Same as Rhizome.
Rm-ZO'ma-tOUS (-tQs), a. (Bot.) Having the nature
or habit of a rhizome or rootstock.
Rhi-zoms' (rt-zom' or ri'zom), re. [Gr. pifm^ia the
mass of roots (of a tree), a stem, race, fr. pifoCi' to make
to root, pass., to take root, fr. pifa a root
cf. F. rhirootstock. See Rootstock.
zome.] (Bot.)
Rhi-zoph'a-ga (ri-z5f'a-ga), re. ;3i. [NL.] (Zool.)
division of marsupials.
The wombat is the type.
[Gr. pifoijxiyos; pifa a
R3li-Z0ph'a-g0US (-gtis), a.
(^ayeii/ to eat.]
Feeding on roots root-eating.
root
II

Inflammatory rheumatism (Med.), acute rheumatism attended with fever, and attacking usually the larger joints,
which become swollen, hot, and very painful.
Rheumatism root. (Bot.) See Twinleaf.
Rheu'ma-tis'mal (-tlz'mal), a. (Med.) Of or pertaining to rheumatism.

unite,

[NL.,

pi.

pifa root -\- KctfiaKri head.] (Zool.) A division of PectosThey
traca including saclike parasites of Crustacea.
adhere by rootlike extensions of the head. See Illustra-

II

Rhi'no-log'ic-al (-loj'T-kal),
a. Of or pertaining to rhmology.
Rhinoceros Bird
(Buceros rhinoceros).
Rhi-nol'o-gist (ri-n6l'6-jist),
re.
One skilled in rhinology.
Rhi-nol'o-gy (-jy), re. [Rhino- -\- -logy.'] The science
which treats of the nose, and of its diseases.
Gr. Aoi^os crest.]
Rhi-nol'o-phid (-fid), n. [Rhino(Zool.) Any species of the genus
Rhinolophus, or family Rhinolophidse, having a horseshoeshaped nasal crest a horseshoe

:

iise,

—

re.

A

(rl'nS-lit),

cavities of the nose.

painful, often multiple, local inflammations, usually
affecting the joints and the muscles, but also extending
sometimes to the deeper organs, as the heart.

um

(-s5f'a-la),

II

A concretion formed within the

by

diathesis.

Rhi'20-ceph'a-la

A

[i?.]

Rhi'no-lite

;

Rheil'ma-tlsm (ru'ma-tTz'm), re. [L. rheumatismus
rheum, Gr. peuju-artcr^o?, fr. pevp-ari^enQaL to have or
Buffer from a flux, fr. pevfia rheum cf. F. rhumatisme.
See 2d Rheum.] (3Ied.) A general disease characterized

Rheumic

__
Rhipipter («.ro.s Spen-

:

eros,

;

;

Indian Rhinoceros.

See Hornbill.
(b)
African beefeater (Buphaga Africann).
It alights on
the back of the rhinoceros in
search of parasitic insects.
Rhi-noG'e-rote (-rot), n. A
rhinoceros. [OS*.] B. Jonson.
Rhi-noc'e-rot'lo (-rot'lk), a.
Of or pertaining to the rhinoc-

;

;

flow-

ai/flos

;

II

An

[Gr. peujaariKos sub-

+

nial herbs.

hornbill.

:

(rt-zSn'thiis),

;

—

a discharge or flux cf. L. rheumaticus, F. rhumatique. See Rheum, Rheumatism.] 1. Derived from,
or having the character of, rheum rheumic. \_Obs.']
2. [Med.) Of or pertaining to rheumatism; as, rheamatie pains or affections affected with rheumatism as,
a rheumatic old man causing rheumatism as, a rheumatic day.
That rheumatic diseases do abound.
Shak.
Rheu-mat'lC, re. One affected with rheumatism.
ject to

[Gr. pii^a root

f±

lack the dermal folds, and the incisor and canine teeth.
The two Malay, or East Indian, two-horned species belong to Ceratorhinus, in which incisor and canine teeth
are present. See Borele, and Keitloa.
Rhinoceros auk (Zool.), an auk of the North Pacific (Cej'orhiini monocera/a) which has a deciduous horn on
top of the bill. —Rhinoceros beetle (Zool.), a very large
beetle of the genus Dynastes, having a horn on the head.
Rhinoceros bird.
(Zoi'il.) (a) A large hornbill (Buceros
rhinoceros), native of the East Indies.
It has a large
hollow hornlike process on the
bill.
Called also rhinoceros

A

n-re-

^'i±lllt't\l±rZ
from a
rootstock, or apparently
cei).
Much enlarged.
from a root.
Rhi'zine (ri'zin), re. [Gr. pC^a root.] (Bot.) A rootlike filament or hair growing from the stems of mosses
or on lichens a rhizoid.
Rhl'zo-car'pous (ri'zo-kar'piis), a. [Gr. pifa root -|KapTTOs fruit.]
(Bot.) Having perennial rootstocks or
bulbs, but annual flowering stems
said of all peren-

teeth,

horns, but

Rheum

a fan -f

pifffe

as Rhipipter.

Rhi-zan'thous

and have two

II

Same

)

a.

African spe-

&

A

;

ol.

cies
belong
to Atelodus,

;

+

Appendix.
Rhi-pip'ter (ri-pTp'tSr), re.
[Gr.
pov wing.] (Zool.) One of the
Rhipiptera, a group of insects
having wings which fold like a
fan a strepsipter.
Rhi-pip'ter-an (-an), re. (Zo-

shield like

a.

;

:

The
two or three

specifically,

A

(Physiol.) Of or per-

II

folds.

an artificial orator without
a declaimer.
3Iacaulay.
Suitable to a master of rhetoric.
"With rhetorician pride."
Blackmore.
[imp.
Rhet'O-rize (ret'o-rlz), v. i.
p. p. RhetoEIZED (-rlzd) p. pr.
vb. re. Rhetorizing (-ri'zing).]
To play the orator.
Cotffrave.
Rhet'O-rize, v. t. To represent by a figure of rhetoric,
or by personification.
3IHton.
Rhe'um (re'um), re. [NL., from L. Eha the river
Volga, on the banks of which it grows. See Rhubarb.]
(Bot. ) A genus of plants.
See Rhubarb.
(rum), re. [OF. reume, rheume, F. rhume a
cold, L. rheuma rheum, from Gr. pivp.a, fr. peii' to
flow, akin to E. stream. See Stream, re., and cf. Hemorrhoids.] {Med.)
serous or mucous discharge, especially one from the eyes or nose.
I have a rheum in mine eyes too.
ShaJc.
Salt rheum. (Med.) See Salt rheum, in the Vocab.
3.

a.

Rhi-pi'do-glos'sa (ri-pi'dS-glos'sa), re. pi. [NL., fr.
pijris a fan
yAwo-CTa a tongue.]
(Zool.)
division
of gastropod mollusks having a large number of long,
divergent, hookhke, lingual teeth in each transverse
row. It includes the scutibranchs. See Illustration in
Gr.

but only one
horn, and the
very thick
skin forms

A

genuine eloquence
Rhet'O-ri'cian,

the

(Rhinoceros
Indicus and
R. S'ondaicus) have incisor and canine

J. V. Shoemaker.
-\- -scope-l

[Rhino-

II

pi's, p(.i/6s,

;

;

-f-

+

I

Daniel.

[Rhino-

taining to rhinoscopy.
Rhi-nos'co-py (rt-nos'ko-py), re. [Rhino-scopy.']
(Physiol.) The examination or study of the soft palate,
posterior nares, etc., by means of a laryngoscopic mirror
introduced into the pharynx.
Rhi'no-the'ca (ri'no-the'ka), n. ; pi. Rhinothec*:
f-se).
[NL., from Gr. pi;, pcu6%, tlie nose \- 6y\Ky\ case.]
(Zool.) The sheath of the upper mandible of a bird.

;

;

;

from Greek

re.

Rhi'no-scop'ic (-skSp'ik),

Rhi'no-ce'ri-al (ri'no-se'rT-al), a. (Zool.) Of or perRhi'no-cer'ic-al (-ser'I-kal),
taining to the rhi(
noceros resembling the rhinoceros, or his horn. Tatler.
Rhi-noc'e-ros (rt-nSs'e-ros), n. [L., fr. Gr. pii/o/cepios, -toTos
pt's, pifds, the nose -f- Kepa9 a horn
cf. F.
rhinoceros. See Horn.] (Zool.) Any pachyderm belonging to the genera Rhinoceros, Atelodus, and several allied
genera of the family Rhinocejotidx, of which several
living, and many extinct, species are known.
They are
large and powerful, and usually have either one or two
stout conical median horns on the snout.
iS^ The Indian, or white, and the Javan rhinoceroses

[L. rhetoricus, Gr.
Rhe-tor'lc-al (re-tor'I-kal), a.
See Rhetoric] Of or pertaining to rhetoric
oratorical as, the
to, or exhibiting, rhetoric
rhetorical art ; a rhetorical treatise ; a rhetorical flourish.
They permit him to leave their poetical taste ungratified, provided tliat he sratities their rhetorical sense.
M. Arnold.
Rhe-tor'lc-al-ly, «</!;.
Rhe-tor'lc-al-ness, re.
See
[L. rhetoricari.
Rhe-tor'i-cate (-T-kat), v. i.
Rhetoric] To play the orator. [Ofo.]
South.
[Cf. F. rhetoricaRhe-tor'i-ca'tlon (-ka'shun), n.
<wre.]
Rhetorical amplification. [06s.]
Waterland.
[Cf. F. rhetoriRhet'O-ri'cian (rSt'6-rIsh'an), n.
cien.'\
1. One well versed in the rules and principles

according

A combining form

Rhi'no-.

re.

small mirror for use in rhinoscopy.

nose, as in rhijioUth, rhitio\ogy.

;

prjTopiKof.

A colorless

much used

II

;

Sweet, silent rhetoric of persuading eyes.

palate,

(rin'ston'), re.
[Cf. G. rheinkiesel Rhine
stone of high luster, made of paste.
as an inexpensive ornament.
Rhi-ni'tiS (rt-ni'tts), re. [NL., fr. Gr. pis, piros, the
nose -|- -ih'i.]
(il/erf.) Inflammation of the nose; esp.,
inflammation of the mucous membrane of the nostrils.
Rhl'no (ri'no), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] Gold and
silver, or money.
'iCant'\
W. Wagstaffe.
As long as the rhi7io lasted.
Jlarryat.
It is

re.

;

and throat.
Rhl'no-scope (ri'no-skop),

Rhine'StOne'

quartz.]

[F. rhetorique, L. rheiorica,
Gr. pr)TopLKrj (sc. 7^x^v)j ^^' pV^opiKos rlietorical, oratorical, tr. prjTojp orator, rhetorician ; perhaps akin to E.
word; cf. e'ipeiv to say.] 1. The art of composition;
especially, elegant composition in prose.
2. Oratory
the art of speaking with propriety, eleLocke.
gance, and force.
3. Hence, artificial eloquence ; fine language or declamation without conviction or earnest feeling.
4. Fig.
The power of persuasion or attraction that
which allures or charms.

Rhet'0-ric (rSt'o-rik),

is

gether.

Hammond.

[Obs.'\

Rhl'nO-SCle-ro'ma (ri'no-skle-ro'ma),

II

scleroma.] (Med.) A rare disease of the skin, characterized by the development of very hard, more or less flattened, prominences, appearing first upon the nose and
subsequently upon the neighboring parts, esp. the lips,

sometimes used for one of the olfactory lobes, the plural being used for the two taken to-

;

cian.

RHIZOSTOME

;

food, foot

;

out, oil

;

zoa.

Rhi-zop'0-dous (-dSs),

a.

(Zool.) Of or pertaining

to the rhizopods.
II

Gr. pi^a a root

cbair

;

go

;

sing,

[NL..

Rhi'ZO-stom'a-ta
-f-

(rT'zo-st5m'ii-ti), n. pi.
crrdjaa, -arot, a mouth.]

(Zool.)

fr.

A

suborder of Medusai which includes very large species
without marginal tentacles, but having large mouth lobes
clo-selv united at the edges.
See Illiisl. in Appendix.
Rhlz'o-stome (rTz'6-stom or ri'zo-), n. (Zo'dl.) One
of the Rhizostomata.

IqU

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

N

,

; ;

;

RHYTHM

EHIZOTAXIS

1238

[NL., fr. Gr. pt'fa
n Rhl'ZO-tas'lS (rl'zS-tSks'is), n.
{Bot.) The arrangement
Tafis arrangement.]
of the roots of plants.
Rhob (rob), n. See 1st Rob.
RhO'data-mo'nl-um (ro'dSm-mo'nl-fim), a. (CAem.)
Pertaining to, derived from, or containing, rhodium and
ammonia ;
said of certain complex compounds.
salt of rhoRhO'da-nate (ro'da-nat), n. (Chem.)
danic acid ; a sulphocyanate. \_Obsoles.~\
[Gr. po&ov the rose.]
Rho-dan'ic (ro-dan'Ik), a.
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid (commonly called sulpkocyanic acid) wliich forms a red color

angled parallelogram like a rhomb, but having only the
opposite sides equal, the length and width
being different.
Rhom'bOid (rSm'boid), a. Same as

be the same, as also the sounds of the
if there be any.

Rhomboidal.

having this correspondence
with each other a couplet a poem containing rhymes.
4. A word answering in sound to another word.
Male rhyme. See
Female rhjrme. See under Female.
Rhyme or reason, sound or sense. — Rhyme
under Male.
royal (Pros.), a stanza of seven decasyllabic verses, of
which the first and third, the second, fourth, and fifth,
and the sixth and seventh rhyme.

aroot

+

—

A

with ferric salts, \_6bsoles.']
[Gr. poBov the
RhO'de-0-re'tin (ro'de-6-re'tin), re.
(Chem.) Same as Convolvulin.
rose
priTcvi] resin.]
[L. Rhodius : cf. F. rhoRho'dl-an (ro'di-an), a.
dien.'] Of or pertaining to Rhodes, an island of the Mediterranean.
n.
A native or inhabitant of Rhodes.
(Chem.) Of or pertaining to
RhO'dic (ro'dik), a.
rhodium containing rhodium.
[NX., fr. Gr. pdSov the
(ro'di-iim),
n.
Rho'dl-um
rose.
So called from the rose-red color of certain of its
solutions.
See Rhododendron.] (Chem.) A rare element of the light platinum group. It is found in platinum ores, and obtained free as a white inert metal which
Symbol Rh. Atomic weight
it is very difBcult to fuse.

+

—

;

Specific gravity 12.

104.1.

Q

:

[Gr. poBC^eiu to be
Rho'di-zon'lc (ro'dt-zouTk), a.
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a
rose-red.]
colorless crystalline substance (called rhodizonic acid,
and carbozylic acid) obtained from potassium carboxide
and from certain quinones.
It forms brilliant red, yel-

low, and purple salts.
[Gr. poSov the
Rho'do-clwo'site (ro'do-kro'sit), n.
rose -j- xP""''? * coloring.]
(3Iin.) Manganese carbona
ate,
rose-red mineral sometimes occurring crystallized,
but generally massive with rhombohedral cleavage like
calcite

;

— called also dialogiie,

RhO'dO-den'dron (ro'do-dSn'dr5n),
rose

literally,

pdSoi/ rose

n.

[L., fr.

-f

Gr.

tree

po^ov

rose -f- SdvSpov tree.
See
Rose.]
(Bot.) A genus of shrubs
or small trees, often having handsome evergreen leaves, and remarkable for the beauty of their

rhomboid and ovate, or oval, in shape.
Rhomb' spar' (rSmb' spar' or r5m').
ety of dolomite.

Rhom'bUS
Rhon'chal

Rhon-Chls'O-nant (rSn-kls'o-nant),

spar, or silicate of

+

bi\\i
Rho-dop'sin (rS-dop'sin), n. [Gr. pdSov rose
(Physiol.) The visual purple. See under ViscAi,.
eye.]

[Gr. po&ov the rose
seaweed with red spores.

RhO'dO-sperm (ro'do-sperm),

re.

a seed.] (Bot.) Any
BJ^" As the name of a snbcla,ss,Bhodospel^ms, or Bhodospermce, is synonymous with Floridce (which see).
Rhomb (romb or rom; 277), re. [L. rhombus, Gr.
pofji^o? rhomb, a spinning top, magic wheel,
fr. pe/jL^eiv to turn or whirl round, perhaps akin to E. wrench: cf. F. rhombe.

1^

Cf. Rhombus, Rhcmb.]
1. (Geom.) An
equilateral parallelogram, or a quadrilateral figure whose sides are equal and the
opposite sides parallel.
The angles may

Rhomb.

be unequal, two being obtuse and two
acute, as in the cut, or the angles may be equal, in which
case it is usually called a square.
2. (Geom.) A rhombohedron.
Fresnel's rhomb (Opt.), a rhomb or oblique parallelopied of crown or St. Gobain glass so cut that a ray of
e;
_ ght entering one of its faces at right angles shall emerge
at right angles at the opposite face, after undergoing
withm the rhomb, at other faces, two reflections. It is
used to produce a ray circularly polarized from a planepolarized ray, or the reverse.
Nichol.
Rhom'bic (rSm'blk), a. 1. Shaped like a rhomb.
2. (Crystallog.) Same as Orthorhombic.
Rhom'bo-ga'nold (rom'bo-ga'noid or -gSn'oid), re.
[Rhomb -f- ganoid.'] Zool.) A ganoid fish having rhombic enameled scales one of the Rhomboganoidei,
Rhom'bo-ga-noi'de-1 (-ga-noi'de-i), n. pi.
[NL.]
(Zo'dl. ) Same as Gikglymodi.
;

II

+

Rhom'bO-gene (r5m'bo-jen), re. [Rhomb
root of
Gr. yCyve<T9aL to be born.] (Zool.) A dicyemid which
produces infusorialike embr3'0s
opposed to nematogene.
See Dictemata. [Written also rhombogen.l
;

—

(-he'dral), a.

(Geom.

&

Crystal-

Related to the rhombohedron
presenting the
form of a rhombohedron, or a form derivable from a
rhombohedron relating to a system of forms including
the rhombohedron and scalenohedron.
Rhombohedral Iron ore. (Min.) See Hematite.
Rhombohedral system {Cry,stanog.), a divisions of the hexagonal system embracing the rhombohedron, scalenohedron,
log.)

;

;

—

etc.

Rhom'bo-hed'rlc (-hSd'rIk),
Rhombohedral.
Rhom'bo-he'dron (-he'drBn),

a.

{Geom.

&

Rhon'chus

II

(ron'kiis),

re.

/ pi.

Rhonchi

(-ki).

Making

re.

:

To

2.

influence

by rh^-me.

Hearken

[L. , a

snoring, a croakmg.]
(Med.) An adventitious whistling
or snoring sound heard on auscultation of the chest when
the air channels are partially obstructed. By some writers the term rhonchus is used as equivalent to rale in its
widest sense. See Rale.
RhO-pal'ic (r6-pSl'Ik), a. [Gr. poToAucds club-shaped
cf. F. rhopalique.]
(Pros.) Applied
fr. piyiraXov a club
to a line or verse in which each successive word has one
than
the
preceding.
more syllable
RhO-pa'li-um (ro-pa'll-am), re. ; pi. Rhopalia (-4).
[NL.] (Zool.) One of the marginal sensory bodies of
medusa belonging to the Discophora.
Rhop'a-lOC'e-ra (rop'a-los'e-ra), re. pi. [NL., from
Gr. ponaKov a

Rhyme

to

a verser,

who may chance
Herbert,

thee to good.

Bp. Hall.
Rhym'er (rim'er), re. One who makes rhymes a versgenerally in contempt a poor poet a poetaster.
ifier
This would make them soon perceive what despicable crea-

Rhyme'Iess,

Destitute of rhyme.

a.

;

—

;

;

;

common rhytners and play writers be.
Rhym'er-y (-f), n. The art or habit

JliUon.

tures our

:

rhymes

II

club -}- Kepas a
horn.] (Zool.) A
division of Lepidoptera including all the but-

rhyming

;

— in contempt.

;

A rhymer

making

of

a maker of poor
Bp. Ball. Byron.
poetry.
rhyme.
Rhym'lc (rim'Ik), a. Pertaining to
Johnson.
Rh3rm'lst, re. A rhymer a rhymester.
Rhyn'chob-del'le-a (rTn'k5b-del'le-a), re. pi. [NL.,

Rhyme'Ster (rim'ster), re.

;

;

II

Gr. puyxos snout -{ j3Se'AAa a leech.] (Zool.) A suborder of leeches including those that have a protractile
proboscis, without jaws. Clepsine is the type.
fr.

They

One of
lum

r (p) overmuch

:

of the Ehopalocera. Ehn Butterfly (Euvanessa, or ( anessa. antinpa). rr \yings
reversed to show matkmgs of under side.

One

F. rhotacisme.'] An oversounding, or a misuse, of the
letter »•/ specifically (PhiloL), the tendency, exhibited
in the Indo-European languages, to change J to r, as
wese to loere.
Rhu'barb (ru'barb), re. [F. rhubarhe, OF. rubarbe,
cf.

rheubarbe,

reobarbe,

reubarbare,

cathartic medicine.

sail

II

c^re,

a.m,

An

arm, ask,

all

;

eve,

Medicinal Rhubarb

{Rheum

officinale').

Much reduced.
-

Turkey rhu-

fr.

Chaucer.

sing,

event<

while

(-liis), a.
(rln'ko-lit), re.

F. rhyncholithe.']

many

[Gr. pvyx"'
(Paleon.)

A

snout,
fossil

(-ngliA),

are found

R h y n-c h o p h'o-r a (rin-

[NL., fr. Gr.
re. pi.
-|- ^ipsiv to car(Zool.)
group of Coleoptera having a snoutlike
head; the snout beetles, curcu- Ehynchonclla (RhynchonelZai«,««cea). Nat. size.
lios, or weevils.
Rhyn'cho-phore (rln'ko-f or), n. (Zool. ) One of the

A

ry.]

—

final,

cf.

puyx°5 snout

oblique-

[Gr. poni-

-Z!7e.-

Rhyn'cho-neiaa

II

He knew

iSoeifij;

An

k5f'o-ra),

continuously on one course,

sumac,

(Zool.)

head.]

fossil.

Gr. poC;.] (Bot.)
A genus of shrubs and small trees. See Sumac.
Rhus'ma (ruz'ma or rus'ma), re. [See Rusma.] A
mixture of caustic lime and orpiment, or tersulphide of
Knight.
arsenic,
used in the depilation of hides.
Rhyme (rim), re. [OE. 1-yme, rime, AS. rim number
akin to OHG. rim number, succession, series, G. reim
rhyme. The modern sense is due to the influence of F.
rime, which is of German origin, and originally the same
word.] [The Old English speUing rime is becoming
again common. See Note under Rime.] 1. An expression of thought in numbers, measure, or verse ; a composition in verse ; a rhymed tale ; poetry ; harmony of
Daniel.
language. "Railing »Aj/mes."
[L.,

pi.

A

—

re.

+

living,

•

Rhynchophora.
II

(rus),

KetjtaKrj

re.

n. [NL., fr. Gr. pvy^os snout.]
(Zool.)
genus of brachiopods
of which some species are still

Milton.
and build the lofty rime.
2. (Pros.) Correspondence of sound In the terminating
words or syllables of two or more verses, one succeeding
another immediately or at no great distance. The words
or syllables so used must not begin with the same consonant, or if one begins with a vowel the other must begin
with a consonant. The vowel sounds and accents must

;

rhomboidal; poix^oi rhomb -fsfSos sliape: cf. F. rhombo'ide.']
(Geom.)

II

Like rhubarb.
[F. rumb, Sp. rumbo, or
rijmb), re.
Pg. rumbo, rumo, probably fr. Gr. pdja/3o! a magic wheel,
a whirling motion, hence applied to a point of the com(Navigation) A line which crosses
pass. See Rhomb.]
called also
successive meridians at a constant angle ;
rhumb line, and loxodromic curve. See LoxoDROJnc.

Rhus

+

(-ko-s5f'a-i4),

cephalopod beak.

A ryme I learned long ago.

[NL.

Gr. pu'yxo? snout

Rhyn'ohO-Ute

a.

To sail on a rhumb, to
following a rhumb line.

Rhyn'cho-ceph'a-la

beak

Monk's rhubarb. (Bot.) See under Monk
barb (Med.), the roots of Rheum Emodi.

Rhn'barb-y (-y),
Rhumb (rum or

;

;

;

[nl., fr.
order
of reptiles having biconcave vertebrae, immovable quad,
rate bones, and many other peculiar osteological charac-,
Hatteria is the only living genus, but numerous
ters.
fossil genera are known, some of which are among the
See Hatteria. Called also Rhynearliest of reptiles.
chocephalia.
Rhyn'cho-coB'la (-sela), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. pu'yxos
snout -f- Koi'Aos hollow.] (Zool.) Same as Nemehtina.
II

— Rhyn'cho-coe'lous

of several large perennial herbs of
the genus Rheum and order Polygonacese.
2. The large and fleshy leafstalks
of Rheum Rhaponticum and other
species of the same genus.
They
are pleasantly acid, and are used
in cookery.
Called a\so pieplant.
3. (3fed.) The root of several
species of Rheum, used much as a

the Rhynchobdellea (Clepsine complanata). a Acetabu.
o Esophagus p Proboscis s s Stomach i Intestine.

;

II

LL. rheubarbarum, for rheum barbarum, Gr. p-fjov (and pa) rhubarb,
from the river Rha (the Volga) on
whose banks it grew. Originally,
therefore, it was the barbarian plant
from the Rha.
Cf. Barbarous,
Rhaponticine.] 1. (.Boi. ) The name

Himself to

eSpa seat, base.]

senate,

[L. rhonchus

Crystal-

(Geom. & Crystallog.) A solid contained
by six rhomboids a parallelopiped.

ale,

man

;

log.)

re.

a.

a snoring -{- sonans, p. pr. of sonare to sound.]
a snorting noise snorting. [iJ.]

&

Rhyme (rim), v. i. [imp. p. p. Rhymed (rimd)
[OE. rimen, rymen, AS. rtvb. n. RHTMiNa.]
p. pr.
to count cf. F. rimer to rhyme. See Rhyme, re.]
" Thou shalt no longer
1. To make rhymes, or verses.
Chaucer.
ryme."
There marched the bard and blockhead, side by side,
Pope,
"Who rliymed for hire, and patronized for pride.
2. To accord in rhyme or sound.
And, if they rhymed and rattled, all was well. Dryden,
Rhyme, v. t. 1. To put into rhyme. Sir T. Wilson.

&

1.

(Med.) Rhonchial.

muring.] (Med.) A vibration of the chest wall that may
be felt by the hand laid upon its surface. It is caused in
the production of rhonchi in the bronchial tubes.

(ro'ta-siz'm), n.
[Gr. paiTOKlieiu
to use the letter

Rhododendron.

+

(rSm'boid),

A vari-

Rhomb,

—

—

Rho'ta-cism

Rho'dO-phane (ro'do-fau), n. [Gr. poiov the rose
^aiVeivtoshow.] (Physiol.) The red pigment contained
in the inner segments of the cones of the retina in animals. See Chromophane.
W. Kuhne.

Rhom'bOid

(Min.)
as

;

differ from other
Lepidoptera in

manganese, a mineral occurring crystallized and in rosered masses. It is often used as an ornamental stone.

-\-

Between

a.

;

having club-

rhomb

Milton.

[iJ.]

Prior.

3. Verses, usually two,
;

Woodward.

Rhon'chl-al (-kT-al), a. (3ted.) Of or pertaining to a
rhonchus produced by rhonchi.
Rhonchial fremitus. [L. fremitus a dull roaring or mur-

shaped antennae.

Gr. p6|a^09

Same

[L.]

(rSm'biis), n.
(ron'kal), a.

Rhod'o-mon-tade' (rSd'o-mSnSee Rodomontade.
Rhod'o-mon-tad'er (er), n. See
RODOMONTADOR.
RhO'don-ite (ro'dSn-it), «. [Gr.
poSo;" the rose.]
(Min.) Manganese

fr.

Rhomboid.

Having, or approachshape of a rhomboid.
Rhom-bold'es (-ez), n. A rhomboid.
Rhom'bOid -O'vate (rBm'boid-o'vat),

ing, the

terflies.

tad'), n.

Rhom'bo-he'dral

[Cf.

F. rhombdidal.~\

flowers; rosebay.

-f- (TTrepixa

'Z2^

(r5m-boid'al), a.

II

RhO-dOC'ri-nite (ro-d5k'rI-mt), n. [Gr.
Kpivov lily.]
(Paleon.) A rose encrinite.
pofiofiecSpoi/,

Rhom-boid'al

final consonanlie,

For rhyme with reason may dispense,
And tjound has right to govern sense.

6nd, fern, recent

v

Ice,

Rhjm-oho'ta

[NL.,

fr.

(rTn-ko'ta),

Gr. pvyx"? snout.]

Same as Hemiptera.

re.

pi.

(Zool.)

[Written also

Rhyncota.']

Rhy'0-lite (ri'S-Ht), re. [Gr. pet./
quartzose
to flow -)- -lite.'} (Min.)
trachyte, an igneous rock often showing a fluidal structure.
Rhy'O-llt'io

A

—

(-ITtTk), a.
re.

Rhy'pa-rog'ra-phy(ri'pa-r8g'ra-f3^),
[Gr. pv77apoypd(f)o'; painting foul or

mean

objects

;

pun-apds filthy, dirty

ypoKJjetv to write, paint.]
art, the painting of genre

+

In ancient
or

still-life

pictures.

Rhy-slm'e-ter (rt-sTm'e-ter), re. [Gr.

Rhynchophore
{Sitophitus gra.

nanus), x 6
flow
-meter."]
An instrument,
acting on tlie principle of Pitot's tube, for measuring
the velocity of a fluid current, the speed of a ship, etc.
Rhythm (rlth'm or rtth'm ; 277j), re. [F. rhythme,
rythme, L. rhythmus, fr. Gr. pvBfio; measured motion,
measure, proportion, fr. peii' to flow.
See Stream.]
1. In the widest sense, a dividing into short portions
by a regular succession of motions, impulses, sounds,
accents, etc., producing an agreeable effect, as in music,
poetry, the dance, or the like.
2. (Mus. ) Movement in musical time, with periodical
recurrence of accent the measured beat or pulse which
marks the character and expression of the music ; symmetry of movement and accent.
Moore (Encyc).
3.
division of lines into short portions by a regular
succession of arses and theses, or percussions and remigsions of voice on words or syllables.
4. The harmonious flow of vocal sounds.

+

puo-is

;

A

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, Sdd

\

;

RHYTHMER
Fuller.

poet.

(-mtk),

1

[Gr.

a.

puflfiiKO!

cf.

:

L.

Rlb'aud
II

(rtb'ad),

A

re.

[06i.]

ribald.

Ri-bau'de-quln (ri-ba'de-kwin),

the food of the inhabitants. In America
on low, moist land, which can
be overflowed.
Ant rice. (Bot.) See under
Ant.
French rice. (Bot.) See
Indian rice, a tall
Amelcoen.
reedlike water grass (Zizania
aquatica), bearing panicles of a
long, slender grain, much used
for food by North American Indians. It is common in shallow
water in the Northern States.
Called also water oat, Ca7iadian
wild rice, etc.
Mountain rice,

P. Plowman.
[F.]

re.

An

1.

engine of war used in the Middle Ages, consisting of a
protected elevated staging on wheels, and armed in front
with pikes. It was (after the 14th century) furnished
with small cannon.
2. A huge bow fixed on the wall of a fortified town for

—

rhyihmicus, F. rhylhRhyth'mlc-al (-mi-ltal), )
mique.J Pertaining to, or of the nature of, rhythm.
casting javelins.
Day and night
Mrs. Browning.
I worked my rhythmic thought.
Rlb'aud-red (rib'ad-red), o. FUthy; obscene; ribEhythmical accent. (Mus.) See Accent, »., 6 (c).
Rlb'aud-r0U3 (-riis),
aid.
)
lObs.J
(-ry), n.
Ribaldry. [Obs.']
Rlb'aud-ry
Spenser.
In
a
rhythmical
manner.
adv.
Rhyth'mlc-al-ly,
Chaucer.
Rlb'aud-y (-y), re. Ribaldry. [06*.]
Rhyth'mlcs (-milts), n. The department of musical
Spenser.
Rlb'auld (-aid), re. A ribald. [Obs.]
science which treats of the length of sounds.
Rlb'band (rib'band), re. A ribbon.
Pope.
Rhyth'mins (-ming), a. Writing- rhythm; verse
(rlb'bSnd'),
re.
[Rib
[Writ"
Rlb'-band'
band.}
Fuller.
moB)i."
making.
-JThe r/iylhming
Rhythmless (rlth'm'lls or rtth'm'-), a. Being with- ten also riband, and 7ibbon.'] {Shipbuilding) A long,
Coleridge. narrow strip of timber bent and bolted longitudinally to
out rliythm.
Rhyth-mom'e-ter (rTth-m5m'e-ter or rith-), n. the ribs of a vessel, to hold them in position, and give
[Rhythm -\- -meter.'] An instrument for marking time rigidity to the framework.
Rib-band lines, oblique longitudinal sections of the hull
in musical movements.
See Metronome.
of a vessel.
Knight.
Rhyth'mus (rtth'miJs), 71. [L.] Rhythm.
Ribbed (rIbd), a. 1. Furnished or formed with ribs
Rhyt'1-na (rlt'i-na), n. (Zool.) See Rytina.
7ibbed cloth.
as, a ribbed cylinder
[Oi.s.]
Rl'al (re'ol), 71. A Spanish coin. See Real.
2. {Mining) Intercalated with slate ;
said of a seam
Chaucer.
[06i.]
Rl-al' (re-al'), a. Royal.
Raymond.
Rl'al (rl'al), n. [From Royal.] A gold coin formerly of coal.
Rlb'blng (rib'bing), re. An assemblage or arrangecurrent in England, of the value of ten shillings sterling
in the reign of Henry VI., and of fifteen shillings in the ment of ribs, as the timberwork for the support of an
reign of Elizabeth.
Brande dk C. arch or coved ceiling, the veins in the leaves of some
[Spelt also 7'yal.2
Rl'ant' (re'aN'), a. [F. 7'ia7ii, p. pr. of ri)-e to laugh, plants, ridges in the fabric of cloth, or the like.
ridere.2
L.
Laughing
laughable ; exciting gayety
Rlb'bon (-biin), re. [OE. riban, OF. riban, F. ruban,
gay merry delightful to the view, as a landscape.
probably of German origin cf D. ringband collar, neck[Written also 7-iband,
In such cases the sublimity must be drawn from the other lace, E. 7'ing circle, and band.]
sources, with a strict caution, however, against anything light
ribband.] 1. A fillet or narrow woven fabric, commonly
Burke. of silk, used for trimming some part of a woman's attire,
and riant.
Rib (rib), 71. [AS. rib, ribb ; akin to D. rib, G. rippe, for badges, and other decorative purposes.
OHG. rippa, rippi, Dan. ribbe, Icel. rif, Russ. J'eftro.]
2. A narrow strip or shred as, a steel or magnesium
X. {Anat.) One of the curved bones attached to the ribbon ; sails torn to 7-ibbons.
vertebral column and supporting the lateral walls of the
3. {Shipbuilding) Same as Rib-band.
thorax.
\_Cant]
London Athenseum.
4. pi. Driving reins.
5. {Her.) A bearing similar to the bend, but only one
5^^ In man there are twelve ribs on each side, of
which the upper seven are directly connected with the eighth as wide.
1

—

somewhat resembling rice.
bunting. (Zool.) Same as
RiCEBiED.
Rice hen (Zool.),
the Florida gallinule.
Rice
mouse (Zool.), a large dark-colored field mouse (Calomyspalustris) of the Southern United
States.
Rice paper, a kind of
thin, delicate paper, brought
from China,
used for painting upon, and for the manufacture of fancy articles. It is
made by cutting the pith of a a Bearded Jiipanese Rice t
large herb (Fatsia papprifera,
6 Beardless American
related to the ginseng) into one
CFlorida) Rice.
roll or sheet, which is flattened
out under pressure. Called also pith paper. —Rice tronpial (Zool.), the bobolink.
Rice water, a drink for invalids made by boiling a small quantity of rice in water.
Rice-water discharge (Med.), a liquid, resembling rice
water in appearance, which is vomited, and discharged
from the bowels, in cholera.
Rice weevil (Zool.), a
small beetle (Calandra, or
Sitophilus, oryzx) which destroys rice, wheat, and Indian corn by eating out the

^

.

—

—

;

attached to the cartilage of the rib above, while the two
lower pairs are free at the ventral ends, and are called
floating ribs. See Thorax.
2. That which resembles a rib in form or use.
Specifically
(a) {Shipbuilding) One of the timbers, or bars
of iron or steel, that branch outward and upward from
the keel, to support the skin or planking, and give shape
and strength to the vessel. (J) {Mack. & Structures)
A ridge, fin, or wing, as on a plate, cylinder, beam, etc.,
to strengthen or stiffen it. (c) One of the rods on which
the cover of an umbrella is extended, {d) A prominent
line or ridge, as in cloth,
(e) A longitudinal strip of
metal uniting the barrel? of a double-barreled gun.
3. {Bot.) (a) The chief nerve, or one oi the chief
nerves, of a leaf. (6) Any longitudinal ridge in a plant.
4. {A7'ch.) {a) In Gothic vaulting, one of the primary
members of the vault. These are strong arches, meeting and crossing one another, dividing the whole space
into triangles, which are then filled by vaulted construction of lighter material. Hence, an imitation of one of
these in wood, plaster, or the like. (6) A projecting
mold, or group of moldings, forming with othsrs a pattern, as on a ceilhig, ornamental door, or the like.
5. {Mining) (a) Solid coal on the side of a gallery
solid ore in a vein.
(6) An elongated pillar of ore or
coal left as a support.
Raymond.
6. A wife;
in allusion to Eve, as made out of Ad-

Ribbon

of the

compressed marine
the genus Ribbon Fish
Cepola, having a

;

Low

Waked by the
Rlb'ald-ish, a.

;

base

lark,

;

mean

;

filthy

;

Rib'bon-man (-mSn),

;

;

that age.

Rib'wort'

use,

unite,

ryde,

fyll,

iip,

in

Totten.

B. Jonson.
j

pity

re.

{Bot.)

A

species of plantain
;

ripple grass, ribwort plantain.
[AS. rice kingdom, dominion. See Rich.]
-rlc (-rTk).
A suflBx signMying dominio7i,jurisdictio7i; as, bishopric,
the district over which a bishop exercises authority.
Rice (ris), n. [F. riz (cf. Pr. ris, It. 7-iso), L. oryza,
Gr. optica, opv^ov, probably from the Persian ; cf. OPers.
Cf.
b7-lzi, akin to Skr. vrlhi; or perh. akin to E. ri/e.
Rye.] {Bot.) A well-known cereal grass (0n/2a saMwa)
and its seed. This plant is extensively cultivated in
warm climates, and the grain forms a large portion of

having stripes

ttm

(-wQrt'J,

j

food, fo"ot

7-ib gi'ass,

j

out,

oU 5

cbalr

;

go

;

;

rich presents.

;

—

;

;

;

;

^^^Rich is sometimes used in the
plaining comijounds
laden, ?-(cA-staiued.

Syn.— Wealthy

;

formation of self-ex-

WcA-fleeced, ri'cA-jeweled,

as,

7'ich-

affluent : opulent
ample copious
abundant plentiful ; fruitful costly ; sumptuous precious; generous; luscious.
Rich, V. t. To enrich. [Obs.]
Gower.
Rlch'es (-Sz), re. pi. [OE. richesse, F. richesse, from
7-iche rich, of German origin.
See Rich, a.] 1. Tliat
which makes one rich ; an abimdance of land, goods,
money, or other property wealth ; opulence ; uflluence.
Jiiches do not consist in having more gold and silver, but in
having more in proportion, than our neighbors.
Locke.
2. Tliat which appears rich, sumptuous, precious, oi
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

[Slang]

{Plantngo lanceolata) with long, narrow, ribbed leaves

— called also

Macaulay.

Rlb'and, n. {Naut.) See Rib-band.
Rlb'and-ed, a. Ribboned.

Chaucer.

All can he play on gittern or ribible.

Rlb'less, a. Having no ribs.
Rlb'roast' (rib'rosf), V. t. To beat soundly.

Rlb'an (-an), n. See Ribbon. \_Obs.'\ Piers Plowman,
Rlb'and (-and), n. See Ribesn.
Riband jasper (Min.), a variety of jasper
of different colors, as red and green.

—

Howe.
Itilton,

Like to rich and various gems.
Milton.
6. Abounding in agreeable or nutritive qualities
especially applied to articles of food or drink which are
high-seasoned or abound in oleaginous ingredients, or
are sweet, luscious, and high-flavored ; as, a rich dish
rich cream or soup ; rich pastry ; rich wine or fruit.
Sauces and rich spices are fetched from India. Baker.
6. Not faint or delicate ; vivid ; as, a 7-ich color.
7. Full of sweet and harmonious sounds ; as, a rich
voice rich music.
8. Abounding in beauty ; gorgeous ; as, a rich landscape ridi scenery.
9. Abounding in humor exciting amusement
entertaining ; as, the scene was a rich one ; a rich incident or
character.
[Colloq.]
Thackeray,

of the

1. A sort of
Rlb'lbe (rib'Tb), n. [See Rebec]
Na7'es.
stringed instrument a rebec. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
[Obs.]
2. An old woman
in contempt.
B. Jonson.
3. A bawd ; a prostitute.
[Obs.]
Rlb'1-ble (rib'i-b'l), re. [See RibibeJ A small threestringed viol ; a rebec.
Moore {Encyc. of Music).

Shnh.

moved astonishment even

fur

kinds.

.

;

;

;

II

shall be glorious

;

Ribbon Society. See Ribbon Society, under Ribbon.
Rib'bon-WOOd' (-wood'), re. {Bot.) A raalvaceous tree
{Hohei'ia populnea) of New Zealand, the bark of which
is used for cordage.
cf. Dan. ribs, and Ar.
Rl'bes (ri'bez), re. [NL.
rlbas a plant with an acid juice.] {Bot.) A genus of
shrubs including gooseberries and currants of many

—

ribaldry of his conversation

A member

n. ; pi. -men.

it

3. Yielding large returns productive or fertile ; fruitful ; as, rich soil or land a rich mine.
4. Composed of valuable or costly materials or ingredients ; procured at great outlay ; highly valued ; precious ; sumptuous ; costly ; as, a «cA dress ; rich silk or

;

Like a ribald.
Bp. Hall.
Rlb'ald-rous (-riis), a. Of a ribald quality. [iJ.]
Rlb'ald-ry (-ry), n. [OE. ribaldrie, ribaudrie, OF.
ribalderie, ribauderie.'] The talk of a ribald ; low, vulgar language; indecency; obscenity; lewdness;
now
chiefly applied to indecent language, but formerly, as by
Chaucer, also to indecent acts or conduct.

The

If life be short,

A

A nemertean.

;

Each minute shall be rich in some great action.
The gorgeous East with richest hand
Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold.

;

obscene.

The busy day,
hath roused the ribald crows.

;

Rlb'bon, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Ribboned (-bund) p.
pr. & vb. re. Ribboning.] To adorn with, or as with, ribbons to mark with stripes resembling ribbons.
Rlb'bon-lsm (-iz'm), re. The principles and practices
of the Ribbonmen.
See Ribbon Society, under Ribbon.

;

a.

(b)

—

;

—

—

tapeworm,

;

Rlb'ald,

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

Shah.

.

(Ho)

—

To rib land, to leave strips of undisturbed ground between the furrows in plowing.
Rlb'ald (rib'old), n. [OE. ribald, riband, F. ribaud,
OF. ribald, ribault, ribaut, LL. ribaldus, of German origin cf. OHG. hripa prostitute. For the ending -aid
cf. E. Herald.]
A low, vulgar, brutal, foul-mouthed
wretch a lewd fellow.
Spenser. Pope.
Ribald was almost a class name in the feudal system.
He
was his patron's parasite, bulldog, and tool. ... It is not to be
wondered at that the word rapidly became a synonym for everything ruffianly and brutal.
Earle.
.

rjoc^i/pieras tenia).

—

were too gross
the obscure grave.

(

;

The rich [person] hath many friends. Prov. xiv. 20.
As a thief, bent to unhoard the cash
Of some 7-ich burgher.
MiUon,
2. Hence, in general, well supplied abounding abundant copious bountiful as, a rich treasury ; a ricft
entertainment a rich crop.

long, slender, tapering tail.
The European species (C.
rubescens) is light red throughout. Called also band flsh.
Ribbon grass (Soi.), a variety of reed canary grass having the leaves striped with green and white
called
also Lady's garters.
See Reed grass, under Reed.
Ribbon seal (Zool.), a North Pacific seal (Histriophoca
faseiata). The adult male is dark brown, conspicuously
banded and striped with yellowish white.
Ribbon snake
(.2'oo2.), a common North American snake (£«tom!a saurita).
It is conspicuously striped with bright yellow and
dark brown.
Ribbon Society, a society in Ireland, founded in the early part of the 19th century in antagonism to
the Orangemen. It afterwards became an organization
of tenant farmers banded together to prevent eviction by
landlords. It took its name from the green ribbon worn
by members as a badge.
Ribbon worm. (Zool.) (a)

&

It [lead]

The

or blade(c) A small

flsh of

—

superl.

;

;

;

hairtail,
fish,

(-er)

;

sometimes over twenty
(6)

Richer

.

is

feet long.

[Compar.

a.

;

genus Tia

which

Olivella.
(rich),

Rich

Richest.]
[OE. riche, AS. rice rich, powerful
akin
to OS. nki, D. rijk, G. reich, OHG. rlhhi, Icel. 7-ikr,
Sw. rik, Dan. rig, Goth, reiks; from a word meaning, ruler, king, probably borrowed from Celtic, and akin
to L. 7-ex, regis, king, regere to guide, rule. V283. See
Right, and cf Derrick, Enrich, Rajah, Riches, Royal.]
1. Having an abundance of material possessions possessed of a large amount of property well supplied with
land, goods, or money
wealthy opulent affluent
opposed to ^oor. " ^icA merchants.
Chaucer.

chypterus, and the
oarfish (Regalecus
Banksii)
of
the
North Atlantic,

&

To ri6 her cerecloth in

genus
compressed, rib-

TrachyjiteiHdx, especially the species

rib.
\_Familiar
Sportive^
How many have we known whose heads have been broken
with their own rib.
Bp. Hall.
Chuck rib, a cut of beef immediately in front of the
middle rib. See Chuck. —Fore ribs, a cut of beef immediately in front of the sirloin.
Middle rib, a cut of beef
between the chuck rib and the fore ribs.
Elb grass.
(Bot.) Same as Ribwort.
Rib, V. t. limp.
p. p. Ribbed (ribd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Ribbing.]
1. To furnish with ribs; to form with
rising lines and channels ; as, to rib cloth.
2. To inclose, as with ribs, and protect ; to shut in.

&

Any elongated,

— called also black

'"

bon-shaped marine
fish of the family

—

—

(Zool.) (a)

flsh.

;

Rlce'blrd' (ris'berd'), re.
{Zool.) (a) The Java sparrow. (6) The bobolink.
Rice'-Shell' (-shel'), n. ^'e%^eeyiKSitophilus oryzay,
^"«'- ^''"^ enlarged,
{Zool.) Any one of nuinerous species of small white polished marine shells of the

§ er Blue.

:

am's

interior
weevil.

6. {Spi7ining) A sliver.
(1^°° The blue ribbon, and The red ribbon, are phrases
often used to designate the British orders of the Garter
and of the Bath, respectively, the badges of which are susended by ribljons of these colors. See Blue ribbon, un-

sternum by cartilages, and are called sternal, or true,
The remaining five pairs are called asternal, or
false, ribs, and of these each of the three upper pairs is

ribs.

—

—

;

;

—

—

II

;

—

Rice

—

;

grows chie^

—

II

;

it

any species of an American
genus (Oryzopsis) of grasses,

II

;

;

RICHES

1239

Rbyth'mer (rtth'mer or nth'-), n. One who writes
[JJ.]
In rhythm, esp. in poetic rhythm or meter.
One now scarce counted a rhythmer^ formerly admitted for a
Rhyth'mic

"

;

the like.

The ridies of heaven's pavement, trodden gold. Milton.
_^^^ Richesse, the older form of this word, was in the
singular number. Tlio form riches, however, is plural in

now come to bo used as a plurnl.
Against the richcsscs of this world shall tlicv hnvo niisoiisc of

appearance, and has

'

poverty.

Vlntiicer.

In one hour

so great riches is

come

nought. Rev. xviii. 17.
And for that richfs where is my deserving f
Shak,
Syn. —Wealth; opulence; affluence; wealthiuess;
richness plenty abundance.

Biug, iak

;

;

;

tlien,

to

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=i

In azure.

"

;

1240

EICHESSE

N

Rlcll'eSBe (rlch'Ss or rl-sh5s'), n. [F. See ElcHES.]
riches.
See the Note under Riches. [06s.]
J
Some man desireth for to have richesse,
Chaucer^

Wealth

The richesse of all heavenly grace.
Spenser,
(rich'iy), adv.
In a rich manner.
Rlch'ness, n. The quality or state of being rich (in
any sense of the adjective).
Rich'weed' (rlch'wed'), n. (Bot.) An herb (Pilea
pumila) of the Nettle family, having a smooth, juicy,
pellucid stem ;
called also clear-weed.
lEicinoleic -jRiC'ln-e'la-id'IC (rts'In-e'la-Id'ik), a.

Richly

—

O

eeuidic.']
{Ckem.] Pertaining to, or designating, an isomeric modification of ricinoleic acid obtained as a white

crystalline solid.

(Cfiem.) The
Rlc'in-e-la'i-dln (ris'Tn-e-la'T-dTn), n.
glycerin salt of ricinelaidic acid, obtained as a white
crystalline waxy substance by treating castor oil with
nitrous acid.
[L. ricinus castor-oil plant.]
Ri-cin'ic (ri-sTn'ik), a.
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or derived from, castor oil ; formerly, designating an acid now called ricinoleic acid.
Ric'i-nlne (rls'i-nln or -nen), n. [L. ricinus castor(Chem.) A bitter white crystalline alkaloid
oil plant.]
extracted from the seeds of the castor-oil plant.
Rlc'ln-0'le-ate (ris'In-o'le-fit), n. (Chem.) A salt of
ricinoleic acid ;
formerly called palmate.
Rlc'ln-Ole-lo (-Ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a fatty acid analogous to oleic acid, obtained
fiom castor oil as an oUy substance, CjHjiOj, with a

—

Q

harsh taste. Formerly written ricinolic.
RlC'ln-Ole-ln (-In), n. [L. ricinus castor-oil plant

-f-

oleum, oil.] (Chem.) The glycerin salt of ricinoleic acid,
occurring as a characteristic constituent of castor oil ;
formerly called palmin.
RlC'l-noI'iC (ris'l-nol'lk), a. (Chem.) Ricinoleic.
Rlc'1-nus (rls'I-niis), n. [L., the castor-oil plant.]
{£ot.)
genus of plants of the Spurge family, containing but one species (S. communis), the castor-oil plant.
The fruit is three-celled, and contains three large seeds
from which castor oil is expressed. See Paima Cheisti.

—

II

A

Rick (rik), n. [OE. reek, rek, AS. hredc a heap ; akin
to hrycce rick, Icel. hraukr."] A stack or pile, as of grain,
straw, or hay, in the open air, usually protected from wet
with thatching.
Golden clusters of beehive ricks, rising at intervals beyond
the hedgerows.

G. Eliut.

Rick, V. t. To heap up in ricks, as hay, etc.
Rlck'er (rlk'er), n. A stout pole for use in making a
rick, or for a spar to a boat.
Rlck'et-lsh (-St-Ish), a. Rickety. [06*.]
Rlck'etS (-ets), n. pi. [Of uncertain origin

Fuller.

but cf.
AS. wrigian to bend, D. wrikken to shake, E. wriggle.']
(Med.) A disease which affects children, and which is
characterized by a bulky head, crooked spine and limbs,
depressed ribs, enlarged and spongy articular epiphyses,
tumid abdomen, and short stature, together with clear
and often premature mental faculties. The essential
oanse of the disease appears to be the nondeposition of
earthy salts in the osteoid tissues. Children afflicted
with this malady stand and walk unsteadily. Called also

;

Thou

n.
1. The act of ridding or
a cleaning up or out.
clean riddance of the corners of thy
Zev. xxiii. 22.
state of being rid or free ; freedom escape.

field.

2.

deliverance

The

" Riddance from

Rid'den

made

of serpentine braid.
(-stand'), n.

Rlck'stand'
on which a rick

is

A

flooring or

framework

Rid'der
Rld'dle
G. reiter, L. cribrum, and to Gr. KpiVeic to distinguish,
separate, and G. rein clean. See Geisis, Certain.] 1. A
sieve with coarse meshes, usually of wire, for separating
coarser materials from finer, as chaff from grain, cinders
from ashes, or gravel from sand.

A

board having a row of pins, set zigzag, between
which wire is drawn to straighten it.
2.

v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Riddled (-d'ld) p. pr.
Riddling (-dling).] 1. To separate, as grain
from the chaff, with a riddle to pass through a riddle
as, to riddle wheat
to riddle coal or gravel.

&

Rid'dle,

;

;

as, rictal bristles.

[L. ringi, rictus, to open
Rlc'ture (-tur ; 135), n.
wide the mouth, to gape.] A gaping. [06«.]
Rlc'tUS (-tiis), n. [L., the aperture of the mouth.]
The gape of the mouth, as of birds; often restricted
to the corners of the mouth.
Rid (rid), imp, &p. p. of Ride, v. i. lArchaio]

—

II

He

rid to the end of the village, where he alighted. Thackeray.
Rid, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Rid or Ridded p. pr,
vb.
n. Ridding.]
[OE. ridden, redden, AS. hreadan to deliver, liberate
akin to J>. & LG. redden, G. reltgn, Dan.
fedde, Sw. radda, and perhaps to Skr. (rath to loosen.]
1. To save to rescue to deliver
with out of. [06«.]
Deliver the poor and needy rid them out of the hand of the

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

wicked.
2. To free

—

Ps. Ixxxii.

4.

to clear ; to disencumber ;
followed by
" Rid all the sea of pirates."
Shak.
of.
I never nWderf myself of an overmastering and brooding sense
of some great calamity traveling toward me.
De Quincey.
;

To drive away
to make away with

to remove by effort or violence
to destroy. [06«.]
;
1 will rid evil beasts out of the land. Zev. xxvi. 6.
Death's men, you have rid this sweet young prince 1 Skak.

3.

To

get over

;

to dispose of ; to dispatch ; to finish.
[2J.]
"Willingness rtds way."
Shak.
Mirth will make us rid ground faster than if thieves were at
DBT tails.
J. Wtbster.
To be rid of, to be free or delivered from.
To get rid
of, to get deliverance from ; to free one's self from.
Rld'a-ble (rid'S-b'l), a.
Suitable for riding ; as, a
ridable horse ; a ridable road.
4.

;

—

ale,

senate,

c&re,

;

vb. n.

;

;

;

To

perforate so as to make like a riddle ; to make
many holes in ; as, a house riddled with shot.
Rid'dle, n. [For riddels, s being misunderstood as
the plural ending ; OE. ridels, redels, AS. rsedels ; akin
to D. raadsel, G. rathsel ; f r. AS. raidan to counsel or advise, also, to guess. V116. Cf. Read.] Something proposed to be solved by guessing or conjecture ; a puzzling
question ; an ambiguous proposition ; an enigma ; hence,
anything ambiguous or puzzling.
To wring from me, and tell to them, my secret,
2.

That solved the riddle which I had proposed.
Milton.
'T was a strange riddle of a lady.
Hudibras.
Rid'dle, V. t. To explain ; to solve to unriddle.
Riddle me this, and guess him if you can.
Dryden.
Rid'dle, V. i. To speak ambiguously or enigmatically.
" Lysander riddles very prettily."
Shak.
Rld'dler (-dler), n. One who riddles (grain, sand, etc.).
Rld'dler, n. One who speaks in, or propounds, riddles.
Speaking in a riddle or ridRld'dling (-dllng), a.
dles; containing a riddle. ^'Riddling triplets." Tennyson.
Rid'dllng-ly, adv.
Ride (rid), v. i. [imp. Rode (rod) (Rid [rid], archaic) p. p. Ridden (rid'd'n) (Rid, archaic) p. pr. & vb.
n. Riding (rid'Ing).]
[AS. ridan ; akin to LG. riden,
D. rijden, G. reiten, OHG. ritan, Icel. rlSa, Sw. rida,
Dan. ride; cf. L. raeda a carriage, which is from a
Celtic word.
Cf. Road.] 1. To be carried on the back
of an animal, as a horse.
To-morrow, when ye riden by the way.
Chaucer,
Let your master ride on before, and do you gallop after him.
;

—

;

;

Swift.

2.

To be borne

a car, and the

in a carriage

like.

;

as,

to ride in a coach, in

See Synonym, below.

The richest inhabitants exhibited their wealth, not by riding
in gilded carriages, but by walking the streets with trains of
servants.
Macaulay.

To be borne on or in a fluid to float to lie.
Men once walked where ships at anchor ride. Dryden.
4. To be supported in motion to rest.
3.

;

;

;

Strong as the axletree

On which heaven rides.
On whose

My practices ride

Shak.
foolish honesty

Shak.

easy!

To manage a horse, as an equestrian.
He rode, he fenced, he moved with graceful ease. Lh-yden.
6. To support a rider, as a horse to move under the
6.

;

as, a horse rides easy or hard, slow or fast.
To ride easy (Naut.), to lie at anchor without violent
pitching or straining at the cables.
To ride hard {Naut.),
to pitch violently.
To ride out. (a) To go upon a military expedition. [Obs.] Chaucer. (6) To ride
the open

saddle

made.
;

;

Hooker.

;

Ric'0-Chet' (rik'6-sha' or rIk'o-shSt' 277), n. [F.]
A rebound or skipping, as of a ball along the ground
when a gun is fired at a low angle of elevation, or of a
flat stone thrown along the surface of water.
Ricochet firing (Mil.), the firing of guns or howitzers,
usually with small charges, at an elevation of only a few
degrees, so as to cause the balls or shells to bound or
skip along the ground.
Rlc'0-chet' (rlk'o-shgf 277), v. t. [imp. & p. p. RicOCHETTED p. pr. & vb. n. Ricochettinq.] To operate
upon by ricochet firing. See Ricochet, n. [if.]
Rio'0-chet', v. i. To skip with a rebound or rebounds,
as a flat stone on the surface of water, or a cannon ball
on the ground. See Ricochet, n.
Rlc'tal (rlk'tal), a. (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the
rictus

adversity."

;

Rlck'et-y (-§t-y), a. 1. Affected with rickets.
2. Feeble in the joints imperfect weak shaky.
Rlck'rack' (-rak'), n. A kind of openwork ed^ng
;

;

all

(-d'n), p, p. of Ride.
(-der), n.
One who, or that which, rids.
(rid'd'l), n.
[OE. ridil, AS. hridder ; akin to

rachHis.
;

;

make

Shalt not

am, arm, ask,

;

—
—
—
[Colloq.]
air.
To ride to hounds, to
near to, the hounds in hunting.
Syn. — Drive. — Ride, Deive. Ride

m

ride behind,

and

originally meant
(and is so used throughout the English Bible) to be carried on horseback or in a vehicle of any kind. At present
in England, drive is the word applied in most cases to
progress in a carriage as, a drive around the park, etc. ;
while ride is appropriated to progress on a horse. Johnson
seems to sanction this distinction by giving "to travel
on horseback " as the leading sense of ride ; though he
adds " to <?ai;eZ in a vehicle '"^as a secondary sense. This
latter use of the word still occurs to some extent ; as,
the queen rides to Parliament in her coach of state ; to
ride
an omnibus.
" Will you ride over or drive f " said Lord Willowby to his
guest, after breakfast that morning.
W. Black.
Ride, V. t, 1. To sit on, so as to be carried ; as, to ride
a horse ; to ride a bicycle.
[They) rend up both rocks and hills, and ride the air
3filion.
In whirlwind.
;

m

2.

To manage

insolently at

wiU

;

to domineer over.

The

nobility could no longer endure to be ridden
cobblers, and brewers.

by

bakers,
Swift.

To convey,

as by riding ; to make or do by riding.
The only men that safe can ride
Mine errands on the Scottish side. Sir W. Scott.
said of bones
4. (Surg.) To overlap (each other)
3.

;

—

or fractured fragments.

To ride a hobby, to have some favorite occupation or
subject of talk.
To rida and tie, to take turn with another in labor and rest
from the expedient adopted by
two persons with one horse, one of whom rides the animal a certain distance, and then ties him for the use of
To ride
the other, who is coming up on foot. Fielding.
down, (a) To ride over to trample down in riding to
overthrow by riding against ; as, to ride down an enemy.
(6) (Naut.) To bear down, as on a halyard when hoisting
To ride out (Naut.), to keep safe afloat during
a sail.
(a storm) while riding at anchor or when hove to on the
open sea ; as, to ride out the gale.
Ride, n. 1. The act of riding ; an excursion on horseback or in a vehicle.
Wright.
2. A saddle horse.
[Prov. Eng."]
road or avenue cut in a wood, or through grounds,
3.
to be used as a place for riding ; a riding.

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

A

final,

j(ll

;

eve,

Invent,

;;
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Rld'dance (rld'dans),
freeing

;

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

Rl-dean' (re-do'), n, [F.] A small mound of earth
ground slightly elevated ; a small ridge.
Rld'en (rld"n), obs. imp. pi. &p. p. of Ride. Chaucer,
Ri'dent (ri'dent), a. [L. ridens, p. pr. of ridere to
Laughing. [-R.]
Thackeray.
Rld'er (rid^er), "• 1- One who, or that which, rides.
2. Formerly, an agent who went out with samples of
goods to obtain orders a commercial traveler. [Eng.]
3. One who breaks or manages a horse.
Shak.
4. An addition or amendment to a manuscript or
other document, which is attached on a separate piece of
paper in legislative practice, an additional clause annexed to a bill while in course of passage something
extra or burdensome that is imposed.
After the third reading, a foolish man stood up to propose a
laugh.]

;

;

;

Macaulay.

rider.

This [question] was a rider which

Mab found

answer.

A.

difficult to
S. Hardy.

5. (Math.) A problem of more than usual difficulty
added to another on an examination paper.
6. [D. rijder.] A Dutch gold coin having the figure
of a man on horseback stamped upon it.
His mcldy money half a dozen riders. J. Fletcher,
7. (^Mining) Rock material in a vein of ore, dividing it.
I

8. (Shipbuilding) An interior rib occasionally fixed in
a ship's hold, reaching from the keelson to the beams of
the lower deck, to strengthen her frame.
Totten,
9. (Naut.) The second tier of casks in a vessel's hold.
10.
small forked weight which straddles the beam
of a balance, along which it can be moved in the manner
of the weight on a steelyard.
robber.
11.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Drummond.

A

A

Rider's bone (Med.), a bony deposit In the muscles of
the upper and innei part of the thigh, due to the pressure
and irritation caused by the saddle in riding.
Having no rider ; as, a riderj/sss
Rld'er-less, a.
horse.
Jff. Kingsley,
(rij),
rigge the back, AS. hrycg ; akm
n.
[OE.
Ridge
to D. rug, G. rUcken, OHG. rucki, hrukki, Icel. hryggr,
Sw. rygg, Dan. ryg. V16. Cf. Rig a ridge.] 1. The
back, or top of the back a crest.
Mudibrat.
2. A range of hills or mountains, or the upper part of
such a range any extended elevation between valleys.
" The frozen ridges of the Alps."
Shak,
;

;

Part

A raised

3.

plow or

left

Milton,

rise in crystal wall, or ridge direct.

ground thrown up by a
between furrows or ditches, or as on the surline or strip, as of

face of metal, cloth, or bone, etc.
4. (Arch.) The intersection of two surfaces forming a
salient angle, especially the angle at the top between the
opposite slopes or sides of a roof or a vault.
5. (Fort.) The highest portion of the glacis proceeding
from the salient angle of the covered way.
Stocgueler,
Ridge, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Ridged (rljd) p. pr.
vb. n. Ridging.]
1. To form a ridge of ; to furnish with
a ridge or ridges ; to make into a ridge or ridges.

&

Bristles

&

;

ranged like those that ridge the back

Of chafed wild boars.
Miltea,
2. To form into ridges with the plow, as land.
" With a forehead ^t'rfg'ec?. " Cowper,
3. To wrinkle.

Rldge'band' (rlj'bSnd'), n. The part of a harness
which passes over the saddle, and supports the shafts of a
cart — called also ridgerope, and ridger,
Hallitvell,
Rldge'bone' (-bon'), n. The backbone. [06s.]
;

Blood

.

.

lying cluttered about the ridgebone.

,

Holland,

Rlog'el (rij'el), re. (Zo'dl.) Same as Ridgelins.
Rldge'let (rlj'Igt), n. A little ridge.
Ridge'ling (-ling), n. [Prov. E. riggilt, riggot, ait
animal half castrated, a sheep having only one testicle
cf. Prov. G. rigel, rig, a barrow hog, rigler a cock half
castrated.] (Zo'dl.) A half-castrated male animal.
Ridge'piece' (-pes'),
sppRtdoppotf
Ridgepole.
Rldge'plate' (-plaf), } "• ^^^
Rldge'pole' (-poF), re. (Arch.) The timber forming
the ridge of a roof, into which the rafters are secured.
Ridge'rope' (-rop'), re. (Naut.) See lAfe line (a), uni

der Life.
(rij'Ing-l^), adv.
So as to form ridges.
Having a ridge or ridges rising in a
(-f), a.
" Lifted on a rWj'!/ wave.
Pope,

Rldg'ing-ly

Rldg'y
ridge.

;

Ridicule.
[Obs.]
Foxe,
Rld'1-CUle (rld'i-kul), n. [F. ridicule, L. ridiculum a
jest, fr. ridiculus.
See Ridiculous.] 1. An object of
sport or laughter ; a laughingstock ; a laughing matter.
[Marlborough) was so miserably ignorant, that his deficiencies
made him the ridicule of his contemporaries.
Buckle,
To the people . . . but a trifle, to the king but aridicule. Foxe.

Rld'i-cle (rid'I-k'l),

re.

2. Remarks concerning a subject or a person designed
to excite laughter with a degree of contempt; wit of
that species which provokes contemptuous laughter;
disparagement by making a person an object of laughter;
banter ;
a term lighter than derision.
We have in great measure restricted the meaning of ridicule,
which would properly extend over the whole region of the
ridiculous,
and we have narrowed it so that
the laughable,
in common usage it mostly corresponds to *' derision," which
Hare,
does indeed involve personal and offensive feelings.
Safe from the bar, the pulpit, and the throne,
Pope,
Yet touched and shamed by ridicule alone.

—

—

—

3. Quality of being ridiculous ; ridiculousness. [Obs.]
Addison.
To see the ridicule of this practice.
Syn. Derision; banter; raillery; burlesque; mockery ; irony ; satire sarcasm ; gibe jeer sneer.
Ridicule, Dekision: Both words imply disapprobation but
ridicule usually signifies good-natured, fun-loving opposition without manifest malice, while derision is commonly bitter and scornful, and sometimes malignant.

—

;

;

;

—

;

&

Rld'1-cule, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Ridiculed (-kiild)
vb. re. Ridiculing.]
To laugh at mockingly or
p. pr.
disparagingly ; to awaken ridicule toward ei respecting.
I 've known the young, who ridiculed his rage. Goldsmith,
Syn. To deride; banter; rally ; burlesque ; mock

&

—

satirize

Idea,

;

•,

lampoon.

iU

;

old,

See Deride.

obey, drb, 5dd

:

"

;

;;;
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Hld'l-CUle (rTdl-kul), a. [F.] Ridiculous. [0J«.]
This acticn . . . became so ridicule,
Aubrey.
Eld'l-CU'ler (-kii'ler), re. One who ridicules.
Rl-diC'U-llze (rt-dik'u-liz), V. t. To make ridiculous ;

the inside of whose barrel is grooved with spiral channels, thus giving the ball a rotary motion and insuring
greater accuracy of fire. As a military firearm it has superseded the musket.
2. pi. (Mil.) A body of soldiers armed with rifles.
strip of wood covered with emery or a similar
3.
material, used for sharpening scythes.

sheets, halyards, clew lines, and the like.
Standing rigging (Naut.), the shrouds and stays.
Rig'glsh (rig'gish), a. Like a rig or wanton. [Obs.]

to ridicule.

Chapman.

\Obs.'\

Rl-diC'U-Ios'i-ty (-15s'I-ty), n.
Tlie quality or state
of being ridiculous; ridiculousness; also, something ridiculous.
\_Archaic\
Bailey.
Rl-dlC'u-lOUS (rt-dik'u-lus), a. [L. ridiculosus, ridiculus, fr. ridere to laugh. Cf. Risible.]
1. Fitted to
excite ridicule ; absurd and laughable ; unworthy of serious consideration ; as, a ridiculous dress or behavior.
Agricola, discerning that those little targets and unwieldy
glaives ill pointed would soon become ridiculous against the
thrust and close, commanded three JBatav*.iQ cohorts ... to
draw up and come to handy strokes.
Milton.

2. Involving or expressing ridicule,
[i?.]
[It] provokes me to ridiculous smiling.
Syn. Ludicrous ; laughable ; risible ; droll

—

absurd

Shak.
;

comical

preposterous. See Ludicrous.
Rl-dlc'u-lous-ly, adv.
Ri-dio'u-lons-ness, re.
Rid'ing (rld'Ing), re. [For thriding, Icel. priSjungr
the third part, fr. priSi third, akin to E. third.
See
Thikd.]
One of the three jurisdictions into which the
county of York, in England, is divided;
formerly under the government of a reeve. They are called the
North, the East, and the West, Riding.
Blackstone.
Rid'ing, a. 1. Employed to travel ; traveling ; as, a
rtdjret; clerk.
"One rirfinjr apparitor."
Ayliffe.
2. Used for riding on ; as, a riding horse.
3. Used for riding, or wlien riding ; devoted to ridfaig ; as, a riding whip ; a riding habit ; a riding day,
Kidlng clerk, (a) A clerk who traveled for a conunercial house.
[Obs. Eng.] (6) One of the " six clerks " formerly attached to the English Court of Chancery.
Riding hood, (a) A hood formerly worn by women when
riding. (6) A kind of cloak with a hood. —Kidlng master,
an instructor in horsemanship.
Eidlng rhyme (Pros.),
the meter of five accents, with couplet rhyme ;
probably so called from the mounted pilgrims described in the
Canterbury Tales. Dr. Guest. —'Riiing school, a school
or place where the art of ridings is taught.
Rid'ing, n. 1. The act or state of one who rides.
festival procession.
2.
\_Obs.'\
When there any riding was in Cheap, Chaucer.
3. Same as Ride, re., 3.
Sir P. Sidney.
4. A district in charge of an excise officer.
[Srejr.]
Ri-dOt'tO (re-dot'to), re. [It., fr, LL. rediictus a retreat.
See Redoubt.] A favorite Italian public entertainment, consisting of music and dancing,
held generally on fast eves.
Brande <Ss C.
There are to be ridottos at guinea tickets.
Walpole.
Rl-dOt'tO, V. i. To hold ridottos. [iJ,] J. G. Cooper.
Rle(ri), re. See Rye. [06i.]
Holland.
Rle grass. (.Bat.) (a) A kind of wild barley (Hordeum
matense). Dr. Prior, (b) Ray grass. Br. Prior.
RIef(ref),re. [See Reave.] Robbery. [Obs. or Scot.l
RiefbOO (ret'bok), re. [D. riet reed
bok buck-j
IZo'dl.) The reedbuck, a
South African antelope

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

A

II

—

+

{Cervicapra arundinacea)

;

— so

called

from

frequenting
dry
places covered
with
high grass or reeds.
Its color is yellowish
brown. Called also inits

A

Ri'fle (ri'f'l), V. i. 1. To groove ; to channel ; especially, to groove internally with spiral channels ; as, to
rifle a gun barrel or a cannon.
2. To whet with a rifle.
See Rifle, re., 3.

disea of Australia. Its general
color is rich velvety brown,
glossed with lilac ; the under
parts are varied with rich olive
green, and the head, throat,
and two middle tail feathers
are brilliant metallic green,
Ri'Qe-man (-mon), re. ; pi.
Riflemen (-men),
{Mil.)
soldier armed with a rifle,
Ri'fler (ri'fler), re. One who
Kiflebird (Ptiloris pararifles ; a robber.
disea). Male.
Ri'fllng (ri'fling), n.
(a)
The act or process of making the grooves in a rifled cannon or gun barrel, (S) The system of grooves in a rifled
gun barrel or cannon.
Shtmt rifling, rifling for cannon, in which one side of
the groove is made deeper than the other, to facilitate
loading with shot having projecUons which enter by the
deeper part of the grooves.

A

Rift (rift), obs. p. p. of Rive.
Spenser.
[Written also reft."] [Dan. rift, fr. rive to
Rift, re.
rend. See Rive.]
1. An opening made by riving or
splitting ; a cleft ; a fissure.
Spenser.
shallow place in a stream ; a ford.
2.
[imp.
Rift, V. t.
Rifted
pr.
vb. re.
p. p.
; p.
Rifting.] To cleave ; to rive ; to split ; as, to rift an
oak or a rock ; to rift the clouds.
Longfellow.
To dwell these rifted rocks between. Wordsworth.

2.

am

rife

a

little

yet.

J.

re.

&

Whose

Rl'ga

youthful grace.
Pope.
to rob ; to pillage.
Piers Plowman.
and throw us that you have about ye
If not, we '11 make you sit and r\fle you,
Shak.
;

and

water.]

or

le'-).

[So called from Riga, a

—

its

See Irrigation.

[Obs.]

{As[Ar. rijl, properly, foot.]
Ri'gel (ri'gSl), re.
fixed star of the first magnitude in the left ifoot
tron. )
[Written also Eegel.]
of the constellation Orion.
Rl-ges'cent (ri-jSs'sent), a. [L. rigescens, p, pr, fr,
rigescere to grow stiff,] Growing stiff or numb.
Rig'ger (rig'ger), re. 1. One who rigs or dresses;
one whose occupation is to fit the rigging of a ship.
[J?.]
cylindrical pulley or drum in machinery.
2.
Dress ; tackle ; especially
Rig'glng (-gTng), re.

A

J. Webster.

1. To raffle.
[06s.]
To commit robbery. [iJ.]

fir' (ri'g4 fer'

Chapman.
Bp. Hall.

A

(Naut.), the ropes, cliains, etc., tliat support the masts
and spars of a vessel, and serve as purchases for adjusting
the sails, etc. See Plust. of Ship and of Sails.
Running rigging (Naut.), all those ropes used in bracing
the yards, making and shortening sail, etc., such as braces,

Ri'Qe, n. [Akin to Dan. rijle, or riffel, the rifle of a
gun, a chamfer (cf. riffel, njfeZbosse, a rifle gun, rifle to
rifle a gun, G, riefeln, riefen, to chamfer, groove), and
B. rive. See RrvE, and cf. Riffle, Rivel.] 1. A gun.
€166,

unite,

r^de, f^U,

ilp,

Arn

;

pity

;

food,

fok^t

;

out, oil

;

is

called right simply without relation to a special

Whately.

4. Fit ; suitable ; proper ; correct ; becoming as, the
right man in the right place ; the right way from London
;

to Oxford.
ac5. Characterized by reality or genuineness ; real
tual; not spurious. " His n'^A^ wife.
Chaucer.
In this battle, .
the Britons never more plainly manifested
Milton,
themselves to be Hght barbarians.
;

.

.

6. According with truth
passing a true judgment
conforming to fact or intent not mistaken or wrong
not erroneous correct as, this is the right faith.
You are right. Justice, and you weigh this well. Sliak,
;

;

;

;

no prospect beyond the grave, the inference is . .
Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die.**
Locke.
;
fortunate.
The lady has been disappointed on the right side. Spectator,
8. Of or pertaining to that side of the body in man on
which the muscular action is usually stronger than on
the other side ;
opposed to left when used in reference
to a part of the body ; as, the right side, hand, arm.
Also applied to the corresponding side of the lower animals.
Became the sovereign's favorite, his right hand. Longfellow.
(1^^ In designating the banks of a river, right and left
are used always with reference to the position of one who
is facing in the direction of the current's flow.
If there be

.

right, "

Most favorable or convenient

7.

—

Well placed, disposed, or adjusted; orderly; well

9.

regulated

correctly done,

;

10. Designed to be placed or worn outward

;

as,

the

chair

;

so

;

At

right angles, so as to form a right angle or right an>
gles, as when one line crosses another perpendicularly.
Right and left, in both or all directions. [Colloq.]
Eight and left coupling (Pipe fitting), a convliag the opposite ends of which are tapped for a right-handed screw
and a left-handed screw, respectively. Eight angle, (a)
The angle formed by one line meeting
another perpendicularly, as the an-

—

—

—

A

gles ABI), BBC.
(b) (Spherics)
spherical angle included between the
axes of two great circles whose planes
are perpendicular to each other.
Eight ascension. See under Ascension. A
Right Center (Politics), those mem-pi^v. Angles,
'^'=°' i,,„i..
bers belonging to the Center in a legis-

—

—

slug:,

C

assembly who have sympathies with the Right on
— Eight cone,
pohtical questions. See Center, re.,
Rigllt cylinder. Right prism, Right pyramid (0e07yi.), a
cono, cylinder, prism, or pyramid, the axis of which is
perpendicular to the base. — Right line. See under Line.
— Right sailing (Naut.). sailing on one of the four cardilative

.5.

nal points, so as to alter a ship's latitude or its longitude, but not both. Ham, Nav, Encyc— Right sphers:
(Astron.
Geog.), a sphere in such a position that the
equator cuts the horizon at right angles in spherical projections, that position of the sphere in which the primitive plane coincides with the plane of the equator.

&

;

|@^ liight is used eUipticaUy for

say

it is

what you-

right,

is right, true.

Syn.
lawful
er ; fit

;
;

"Right," cries his lordship.
Pope.
upright
Straight ; direct ; perpendicular
rightful ; true ; correct ; just ; equitable ; propsuitable ; becoming.

—

;

Rigllt, adv. 1. In a right manner.
directly
hence,
2. In a right or straight line
straightway immediately next as, he stood right before me it went 7-ight to the mark he came right out
he followed right after the guide.
Chaucer^
Unto Dian's temple goeth she right.
Prov. iv. 25.
Let thine eyes look n'ff/i? on.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Piiiht across its track there lay,

Down in

Wolcott.

(Bot.) A species of pine (Pinus stjlveswood, which affords a valuable timber ;
called also Scotch pine, and red or yellow deal. It grows
in all parts of Europe, in the Caucasus, and in Siberia.
Ri-ga'tion (rt-ga'shfin), re. [L. rigatio, fr. rigare to
tris),

sir,

[Obsl
lObs ]

dancing dogs in rigadoons excel,

city in Russia.]

Till time shall rifle every

2.

;

—

;

3. To raffle.
Ri'fle, V. i.

—

and

end.

right side of a piece of cloth.

Holland.

[06s.]

;

&

strip

& Scot.l

That uncertain season before the rigs of Michaelmas were yet
Burke.
well composed.
To run a rig, to play a trick ; to engage in a frolic ; to
unbecoming.
do something strange and
He little dreamt when he set out
Cowper.
Of running such a rig.
Rig, V. i. To play the wanton to act in an unbecoming manner ; to play tricks. " Rigging and rifling all
Chapman.
ways."
Rig, v.t. To make free with; hence, to steal; to
Tusser.
pilfer.
[Obs. or Prov.]
To rig the market (Stock Exchange), to raise or lower
market prices, as by some fraud or trick. [Cant]
Rig'a-doon' (rlg'a-doon'), re. [F, rigodon, rigaudon.]
A gay, lively dance for one couple, said to have been
W. Irving.
borrowed from Provence in France.

[Cf.

;

Stand,

A rafter,

right,

Baccn.

;

;

To

(-er), n.

Shak.

split.

with ordnance.

;

G. riffeln, riefeln, to groove.
Cf. EiFLE a gun.]
(^Mining) A trough or sluice having
cleats, grooves, or steps across the bottom for holding
quicksilver and catching particles of gold when auriferous earth is washed also, one of the cleats, grooves, or
Bteps in such a trough. Also called ripple.
[See Riffle.] A curved file used
RU'flei: (-fler), re.
in carving wood and marble.
Rilf'raff (rifrAf), re, [OE. rif and raf every particle, OF. rif el raf.
Of. Raff, and 1st Rifle.]
Sweepings refuse the lowest order of society.
Beau.
Fl.
[imp.
Ri'fle (ri'f '1), V. t.
p. p. Rifled (-fid) ; p.
pr. & vb. re. Rifling (-fling).] [F. rifler to rifle, sweep
away of uncertain origin. Cf. Raff.] 1. To seize and
bear away by force ; to snatch away ; to carry off.
2.

[Prov. Eng.

belch.

rift

Rig, re, 1, (Naut.) The peculiar fitting in shape, number, aud arrangement of sails and masts, by which different types of vessels are distinguished as, schooner rig,
ship rig, etc. See Illustration in Appendix.
[Colloq.]
2. Dress esp., odd or fanciful clothing.
Rig, re. [Cf. Wriggle.] 1. A romp; a wanton; one
Puller,
given to unbecoming conduct. [Obs.~\
%. A sportive or unbecoming trick a frolic.
Wright.
[Prov. Eng.]
3. A blast of wind.

^-

— Rlle'Iy, adv. — Rife'ness,

;

not apt to

;

;

I

• .

.

;

;

I

;

;

of

re.

To burst open to

1.

;

Rietboc. (^b)
London, inflammations of
Arbuihnot.
the lungs were rife and mortal.
Even now the tumult of loud mirth
Was rife, and perfect in my listening ear.
Milton.
2. Having power active nimble.
[06i.]

What

&

Rig (rig), re. [See Ridge.] A ridge. [Prov. or Scot.']
Rig, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Rigged (rigd) p. pr. & vb. re.
Rigging (-ging).] [Norweg. rigga to bind, particularly,
to wrap round, rig; cf. AS. wrihan to cover.] 1. To
furnish with apparatus or gear to fit with tackling.
2. To dress to equip
to clothe, especially in an odd
or fanciful manner ;
commonly followed by out.
Jack was rigged out in his gold and silver lace. L^ Estrange.
To rig a purchase, to adapt apparatus so as to get a
purchase for moving a weight, as with a lever, tackle,
capstan, etc. — To rig a ship (NauL), to fit the shrouds,
stays, braces, etc., to their respective masts and yards.

rifr munificent

Rif'fle (rif'f '1),

To

Rift'er

and rietbok.
[AS.
Rife (rif), a.
abundant, or Icel.

plague

i.

Timber

nf

Before the

&

Rift, V.

ghalla,

;
akin
to OD. rijf, rijve, abundant.]
1. Prevailing ;
prevalent ; abounding.

of several

__ The largest and best
known species is Ptiloris ijara-

A

Bp. Hall.

[Prov. Eng.]
Rigllt (rit), a. [OE. right, riht, AS. riht; akin to
D. regt, OS.
OHG. reht, G. recht, Dan. ret, Svv. rdtt,
Icel. reltr, Goth, raihts, L. rectus, p. p. of regere to guide,
rule ; cf. Skr. rju straight, right. V115.
Cf. Adroit,
Alert, Correct, Dress, Regular, Rector, Recto, Rectum, Regent, Region, Realm, Rich, Royal, Rule.]
1. Straight
direct ; not crooked ; as, a right line.
" Rigid as any line."
Chaucer.
2. Upright ; erect from a base ; having an upright
axis ; not oblique ; as, right ascension ; a right pyramid
or cone.
3. Conformed to the constitution of man and the will
of God, or to justice and equity ; not deviating from the
true and just; according with truth and duty; just; true.
That which is conformable to the Supreme Rule is absolutely
;

Any one

Ri'fle-bird' (-herd'), re.
(Zo'dl.)
species of beautiful birds of
Australia and New Guinea, of
the genera Ptiloris and Craspidophora, allied to the paradise birds.

"Piggish and unmaidenly."
Rig'gle (rig'g'l), V. i. See Wriggle.
Rig'gle, re. The European lance fish.

&

a trench for sheltering sharpshooters.

Rifle pit (Mil.),

—

3. Exactly

;

Tennyson,

the water, a long reef of gold.

[Obs. or Colloq.]
just.
right now to sing a raven's note

Came he

Shak.
4. According to the law or will of God conforming
to the standard of truth and justice ; righteously ; as, to
live right ; to judge right.
5. According to any rule of art ; correctly.
You with strict discipline instructed right. Roscommon.
?

;

6. According to fact or truth ; actually ; truly ; really
exactly ; as, to tell a story right. " Right at
;
Chaucer.
mine own cost."
CItaucer.
Right aa it were a steed of Lumbardye.

correctly

His wounds so smarted that ho slept right naught. Fairfax.
7. In a great degree
very wholly unqualifiedly
extremely highly as, right humble ; right noble right
valiant.
"He was not n".(7/i< fat."
Chaucer,
;

;

;

;

;

For

;

;

'.vhich I

should be right sorry.
back us are right tit.

[I] return those duties

Tyndale.

Shak.

51^°" In this sense now chiefly prefixed to titles ; as,
ri^t honorable right reverend.
Right honorable, a title given in England to peers and.

ink

;

;

tlien,

tliin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

In azure.

;;
;;

;

RIGHT

M
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peeresses, to the eldest sons and all daughters of such
peers as have rank above viscounts, and to all privy councilors
also, to certain civic officers, as the lord mayor of
Loudon, of York, and of Dubhn.
'^W^ Right is used in composition with other adverbs,
as u-pright, dov/nrig'ht, forthright, etc.
Right along, without cessation
continuously ; as, to
work right along for several hours. [Colloq. U. S.'\
Right away, or Right off, at once straightway ; without
wiU
. shut ourselves up
delay. [Colloq. u. S.] "
D. Webster.
in the office and do the work right off."
Right (rit), n. [AS. riht. See Right, a.] 1. That
which is right or correct. Speciflcally (a) The straight
course adherence to duty ; obedience to lawful authorthe oppoity, divine or human ; freedom from guilt,
site of moral wrong, (b) A true statement ; freedom from
error or falsehood ; adherence to truth or fact.
;

—

;

;

We

O

.

—

;

Your eyes are always
(c)

A

just

err ;
in the right.

that which
;
uprightness; integrity.

judgment or action

proper y justice

;

Prior.
Is

true or

There are two kinds of Christian righteousness ; the one
without us, which we have by imputation the other in us,
;

love to her has borne the faithful knight,
well deserved, had fortune done him right.

Dryden.

2. That to which one has a just claim.
Specifically
(a) That which one has a natural claim to exact.
There are no rights whatever, without corresponding duties.

:

Coleridge.

Q

That which one has a legal or social claim to do or to
legal power
authority as, a sheriff has a right
to arrest a criminal, (c) That which justly belongs to
one that which one has a claim to possess or own the
interest or share which anyone has in a piece of prop;

;

;

;

;

claim interest ; ownership.
;
Born free, he sought his right.
Dryden.
Hast thou not right to all created things ?
Milton.
Men have no right to what is not reasonable. Burke.
(d) Privilege or Immunity granted by authority.
3. The right side ; the side opposite to the left.

erty

;

title

;

Led her

to the Souldan's right.

Spenser.

some legislative bodies of Europe (as in France),
those members collectively who are conservatives or
4. In

See Center,

monarchists.

5.

5. The outward or most finished surface, as of a piece
of cloth, a carpet, etc.

At all rights, at all points; in all respects. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Bill of rights, a list of rights
a paper containing a declaration of rights, or the declaration itself.
See under Bill. —By right, By rights, or By good rights,
rightly ; properly ; correctly.
He should himself use it bg right.
Chaucer.
I should have been a woman bg right.
Shak.
Dlvins right, or Divine right of kings, a name given to
the patriarchal theory of government, especially to the
doctrine that no misconduct and no dispossession can forfeit the right of a monarch or his heirs to the throne, and
to the obedience of the people.
To rights, (a) In a direct line
straight. [B.]
Woodward, (b) At once directly. [Obs. or Colloq.] Swift. —To set to rights. To put
to rights, to put in good order to adjust to regulate, as
what is out of order. -Writ of right (Law), a writ which
lay to recover lands in fee simple, unjustly withheld from
the true owner. Blackstone.
vb. n.
Right, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Righted p. pr.
Righting.] [AS. rihtan. See Right, a.] 1. To bring
or restore to the proper or natural position ; to set upright ; to make right or straight (that which has been
wrong or crooked) to correct.
2. To do justice to to relieve from wrong ; to restore
rights to to assert or regain the rights of as, to right
the oppressed ; to right one's self also, to viudicate.
So just is God, to right the innocent.
Shak.
All experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed
to suffer while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.
JeJTerson.
To right a vessel (Naut.), to restore her to an upright
position after careening.
To right the helm (iVa«i.), to
place it in line with the keel.

—

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

&

4

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Right,

v.

and

To recover the proper or natural con-

1.

i.

dition or position ; to become upright.
2. (Naut.) Hence, to regain an upright position, as a
ship or boat, after careening.
\_Eight, adv. -)Rlght'-a-hOUt' (rit'a^bouf), n.
turning directly about by the right, so
about, adv.]
also, the quarter
as to face in the opposite direction
directly opposite ; as, to turn to the right-about.

charity,

and other ChrisHooker.

Only for the righteousness of Christ imputed to us, and received by faith alone.
Westminster Catechism.

— Uprightness

Syn.
tice

rightfulness

;

Rlght'er

holiness ; godliness equity jusintegrity ; honesty ; faithfulness.

;

(rlfer),

;

;

One who

re.

sets right;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

_

;

;

We fail
Right'-hand'

Sir P. Sidney.

of perfect rightfulness.

1. Situated or being on
right hand than the left ; as, the

(rit'hSnd'), a.

the right nearer the
right-hand side, room, or road.
2. Chiefly relied on almost indispensable.
Mr. Alexander Truncheon, who is their right-hand
;

Isa.

i.

17.

[OE. rightwys, rightwise, AS. rihtwis ; riht right -f- wis wise, having wisdom,
prudent. See Right, a.. Wise, a.] Doing, or according
with, that which is right; yielding to all their due; just;
equitable
especially, free from wrong, guilt, or sin
holy as, a righteous man or act a righteous retribution.
(ri'chiis

277), a.

;

;

;

;

Syn.
ous

;

Fearless in his righteous cause.

—

Upright just godly holy
honest equitable rightful.
;

;

;

;

;

Milton.

uncorrupt virtu;

;

Rlght'eoused (ri'chQst), a. Made righteous. [06s.]
Rlght'eous-ly (-chBs-l^), adv. [AS. rihtwislice.'\ In
a righteous manner as, to judge righteously.
Rlght'eous-ness, re. [AS. rihtwlsnes.} 1. The qiial;

ity or state of being righteous
holiness ; purity ; uprightness; rectitude.
(5^°° Righteousness, as used in Scripture and theology,
in which it chiefly occurs, is nearly equivalent to holiness, comprehending holy principles and affections of
heart, and conformity of life to the divine law.
righteous act, or righteous quality.
2.
All our righteousnesses are as filthy rags. Isa. Ixiv. 6.
;

A

3.

The

acts or conduct of one who is righteous.
keep judgment, and he that doeth right-

Blessed are they that
eousness at all times.

man

in

Addison.

the troop.

Right-hand rope, a rope which is laid up and twisted
with the sun, that is, in the same direction as plain-laid
rope. See Ulust. of Cokdage.
Rlght'-hand'ed, a. 1. Using the right hand habitually, or more easily than the left.
2. Having the same direction or course as the movement of the hands of a watch seen in front
said of
the motion of a revolving object looked at from a given

ale,

senate, cftre,

;

;

;

(ri-jTd'i5-lus), a.
[Dim. from rigid.]
(Bot.) Somewhat rigid or stiff ; as, a rigidulous bristle.
Rlg'let (rig'let), re. (Print.) See Reglet.

Rlg'ma-role (rlg'ma-rol), re. [For ragman roll. See
Ragman's roll.] A succession of confused or nonsienstatements ; foolish talk ; nonsense. \_Colloq.'\
Often one's dear friend talks something which one .scruplek

sical

De

to call rigmarole.

;

Rlg'ma-role,
nonsensical

Rig'Ol

Consisting of rigmarole

a.

foolish.
(rlg'81), re.

Quincey.

frivolous

;

;

[OE. also ringol.

circle; hence, a diadem.

RmaJ A

Cf.

[06s.]

Shak,
A musical
Rlg'Oll (rig'ol), re.
instrument formerly in use, consisting of several sticks
bound together, but separated by beads, and played with
a stick with a ball at its end. ikoore (Encyc. of 3Iu.nc).
Rl'gor (L. ri'gSr E. rig'er), re. [L. See RiooB,
below.] 1. Rigidity stiffness.
2. (Med.) A sense of chilliness, with contraction of
the skin a convulsive shuddering or tremor, as in the
chill preceding a fever.

[Corrupted

fr. regal."]

;

II

—

;

II

Rigor caloris (ka-lo'ris) \L., rigor of heat]

(Physiol.),

a form of rigor mortis induced by heat, as when the musRigor mortis
cle of a mammal is heated to about 50° C.
(mSr'tis) [L., rigor of death], death stiffening the rigidity of the muscles that occurs at death and lasts till decomposition sets in. It is due to the formation of myosin
by the coagulation of the contents of the individual

—

II

;

muscle fibers.
Rlg'or (rtg'Sr),

[OE. rigour, OF. rigour, F.

re.

ri.

direction.
3. (Zool.) Having the whorls rising from left to right
dextral ;
said of spiral shells. See Illust. of Scalaeia.

guevr, from L. rigor, fr. rigere to be stiff.
See Rigid.]
[Written also rigour.'] 1. The becoming stiff or rigid;
the state of being rigid ; rigidity ; stiffness ; hardness.

Right-handed screw, a screw, the threads of which, like
those of a common wood screw, wind spirally in such a
direction that the screw advances away from the observer when turned with a right-handed movement in a

The rest his look
Bound with Gorgonian rigor not to move.
Milton.
2. (Med.) See 1st Rigor, 2.
3. Severity of climate or season ; inclemency
as, the
rigor of the storm ; the rigors of winter.
4. Stiffness of opinion or temper
rugged sternness
hardness ; relentless severity ; hard-heartedness cruelty.
All his rigor is turned to grief and pity.
Denham.
If I shall be condemned
Upon surmises, ... I tell you
'T is rigor and not law.
Shak.
5. Exactness without allowance, deviation, or indulgence ; strictness as, the rigor of criticism ; to execute

—

fixed nut.

Rlght'-hand'ed-ness,

The

state or quality of being
right-handed hence, skill dexterity.
(rit'hart'ed),
Having a right
Rlght'-heart'ed
a.
heart or disposition.
Right'-beart'ed-ness, n.
Sylvester.
Right'less, a. Destitute of right.
Right'-lined' (-lind'), a. Formed by right lines
rectilineal ; as, a right-lined angle.
Right'ly, adv. [AS. rihtlice.} 1. Straightly directly; in front.
Shak.
[Ofo.]
2. According to justice ; according to the divine will or
moral rectitude uprightly as, duty rightly performed.
3. Properly fitly ; suitably appropriately.
re.
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Thou didst not rightly see.
Rlght'-mind'ed (-mind'ed), a. Having a
Right'-mlnd'ed-ness, re.

honest mind.

a law with rigor ; to enforce moral duties witb rigor ;
opposed to lenity.
austerity
voluntary submission
6. Severity of life
;

;

;

;

Eve rightly called. Mother of all mankind.
Milton.
4. According to truth or fact correctly
not erroneously exactly. " I can not rightly say."
Shak.

—

Dryden.
right or

Rlght'ness, re. [AS. rihtnes.] 1. Straightness ; as,
the rightness of a line.
Bacon.
2. The quality or state of being right ; right relation.
The craving for rightyiess with God. J. C. Shairp.
Rlght'-run'ning (rlt'run'ntng), a. Straight ; direct.
Rlght'ward (-werd), adv. Toward the right.
Rightward and leftward rise the rocks.
Southey.
Right' whale' (hwal'). (Zool.) (a) The bowhead,
Arctic, or Greenland whale {Balxna mysiiceius), from

to pain, abstinence, or mortification.
The prince lived in this convent with

and

the rigor

all

aus-

Addison.

terity of a capucliin.

7. Violence ; force fury.
[06s.]
Whose raging j-igor neither steel nor brass could stay. Spenser.
;

Syn.

— Stiffness;

rigidness;

austerity ; sternness

harshness

;

Rlg'or-lsm

severity;
exactness.

inflexibility;
;

strictness

;

(-Iz'm), re.
1. Rigidity in principle or
practice ; strictness
opposed to laxity.
2. Severity, as of style, or the like.
Jefferson.
Rig'Or-lst, re. [Cf. F. rigoriste.] One who is rigorous
sometimes applied to an extreme Jansenist.
[F. rigoureux, LL. rigorosus.
Rig'Or-OUS (-lis), a.
See Rigoe.]
1. Manifesting, exercising, or favoring
rigor ; allowing no abatement or mitigation
scrupulously accurate ; exact ; strict seveee relentless as, a
rigorous officer of justice ; a rigorous execution of law
a rigorous definition or demonstration.
He shall be thrown down the Tarpeian Rock
With rigorous hands.
Shak.
do not connect the scattered phenomena into their rigor^
ous unity.
De Quincey.
;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

We

2. Severe ; intense ; inclement ; as, a rigorous winter.
3. Violent.
"iJijrorotis uproar."
Spenser.
[06s.]

— Rigid

Syn.
austere

Arctic Right

\V..Lv..;

\LS..ena mysticetus).

;

Rlght'Wise', v. t. To make righteous. [06s.]
Rlght'wlse'ly, adv. Righteously. [06s.]
Rlght'Wise'ness, n. Righteousness. [06s.]
Chaucer.
in doom and eke in ryghtwisnesse.
Rlg'ld (rij'Td), a. [L. rigidus, f r. rigere to be stiff or

numb:

1. Firm; stiff; unCf. Rigok.]
F. rigide.
not pliant not flexible.
Upright beams innumerable

cf.

yielding

;

;

Milton.
Of rtgid spears.
infiexible
severe
2. Hence, not lax or indulgent
as, a rigid father or master ; rigid discipline
strict
;

;

;

;

a rigid sentence.
The more rigid order of principles in religion and governHawthorne.
ment.

rigid criticism

Syn. — Stiff
exact

am, arm, ask,

flnal,

;

severe

aU

;

;

;
;

unpliant
austere
;

;

inflexible

;

unyielding ; strict
unmitigated.

stem rigorous

eve, event,

;

6nd, fern,

;

recent

;

stem

;

;

inflexible ; unyielding
strict ; exact.

harsh

;

stiff

;

ice,

;

severe

;

— Rlg'or-ous-ly, adv. — Rlg'or-ous-ness,

whose mouth the best whalebone is obtained. (6) Auy
other whale that produces valuable whalebone, as the
Atlantic, or Biscay, right whale {Balxna cisarctica), and
the Pacific right whale {B. Sieboldii) a bone whale.
Pygmy right whale (Zool.), a small New Zealand whale
(Neohalxna marginaln) which is only about sixteen feet
long.
It produces short, but very elastic and tough,
whalebone.
Right'wlse' (rit'wiz'), a. Righteous. [06s.] Wyclif.

3.

Fs. cvi.

rigor.

Rl-gid'U-lOUS

—

Relieve ^marginal reading, righten] the oppressed.

;

Stiffness

;

;

;

Rlght'eous

Syn. —

;

;

;

Sir H. Wotton.
[05s. or if.]
Bp. Burnet.
rigidness inflexibility.
Rig'id-ly (rij'Id-ly), adv. In a rigid manner stiffly.
Rig'ld-ness, re. The quality or state of being rigid.

elegance.
3. Severity

;

A

To send to the right-about, to cause to turn toward the
opposite point or quarter
hence, of troops, to cause to
turn and retreat. {Colloq.\
Sir W. Scott.
Rlght'-an'gled (-Sn'g'ld), a. Containing a right anas, a right-angled triangle.
gle or right angles
Rlght'en (-'n), v. t. To do justice to. \_Obs.']

—

;

one who

;

;

Rl-gld'1-ty (ri-jTd'T-tj^), re. [L. rigiditas : cf. F. riSee Rigid.] 1. The quality or state of being
rigid ; want of pliability ; the quality of resisting chanpe
of form ; the amount of resistance with which a body opopposed to flexibility, ductility,
poses change of form
malleability, and softness.
appearance
Stiffness
of
or manner ; want of ease or
2.
gidite.

;

does justice or redresses wrong.
Shelton.
Right'ful (-f ul), a.
1. Righteous
upright
just
good
said of persons.
[OJs.]
Chaucer.
2. Consonant to justice just as, a rightful cause.
3. Having the right or just claim according to established laws being or holding by right as, the rightful
heir to a throne or an estate a rightful king.
4. Belonging, held, or possessed by right, cr by just
claim as, a rightful inheritance rightful authority.
Syn. Just lawful true honest equitable proper.
Rlght'iul-ly, adv. According to right or justice.
Rlght'lul-ness, re. 1. The quality or state of being
rightful accordance with right and justice.
2. Moral rectitude righteousness.
[06i.]
Wyclif.

(b)

exact

faith, hope,

tian virtues.

;

Long

And

4. (Theol.) The state of being right with God ; justification ; the work of Christ, which is the ground of justi-

which consisteth of

;;,;

RILY

fication.

.

:

Seldom your opinions

;

re.

RigS'da'ler (rigz'da'ler), n. [Dan. See Rix-DOlLAK.]
Danish coin worth about fifty-four cents. It
was the former unit of value in Denmark.
llRlkS'da'ler (riks'da'ler),re. [Sw. See Rix-dollab.]
A Swedish coin worth about twenty-seven cents. It was
formerly the unit of value in Sweden.
Rig'-Ve'da (rTg'va'da). See Veda.
Rile (ril), V. t. limp. & p. p. Riled (rild) ; p. pr.
[See Ron..] 1. To render turbid or
vb. re. Ruing.]
muddy ; to stir up ; to roil.
to vex.
2. To stir up in feelings ; to make angry
III^="In both senses provincial in England and colloquial in the United States.
Rl-lie'VO (re-lya'vo), re. [It. See Relief.] (Sculp.
Arch.) Same as Relief, re., 5.
Rill (rTl), re. [Cf. LG. rille a small channel or brook,
a furrow, a chamfer, OE. rigol a small brook, F. rigole a
trench or furrow for water, W. rhill a row, rhigol a little
ditch. Vll.]
!• A very small brook ; a streamlet.
2. (Astron.) See Rille.
Prior.
RUl, V. i. To run in a small stream. [iJ.]
(Astron.) One
RlllO (rll), re. [G. rille a furrow.]
of certain narrow, crooked valleys seen, by aid of the telescope, on the surface of the moon.
II

A

II

&

;

&

II

RlU'et (rtl'gt), re. A little rill.
Rl'ly (Tl'lf), a. Roily. IProv. Eng.
idea,

ni

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd

Burton.

&

Colloq. U.

S.'\

;;:

;

RIM
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Rim (rim), n. [AS. rima, reoma, edge ; cf. W. rhim,
rhimp, a rim, edge, boundary, termination, Armor, rim,
Cf. Rind.]
1. The border, edge, or margin of a thing,
usually of something circular or curving as, the rim of

3.

As

To furnish with a rim

wedding ring.
Upon his thumb he had of gold a i^ng.
Chaucer.
The dearest ring in Venice will I give you.
Shak.
3. A circular area in which races are run or other
sports are performed an arena.
Place me. O, place me in the dusty ring.
Where youthful charioteers contend for glory. E. Smith.
4. An inclosed space in which pugilists fight hence,
figuratively, prize fighting.
"The road was an institution, the ring was an institution."
Thackeray.
5. A circular group of persons.

Rim.® (-me). [L.] {Anat.)
A narrow ard elongated aperture ; a cleft; a fissure.
Rl'mau da'han (re'mou da'han). [From the native
Oriental name.] {Zo'ol.) The clouded tiger cat (Felis
marmorata) of Southern Asia and the East Indies.
(ri'ma), n.; pi.

II

;

Rim'base' (rim'bas'), n. (3Iil.) A short cylinder conSee
necting a trunnion with the body of a cannon.
Hiust. of Cannon.
Rime (rim), n. [L. rima-l A rent or long aperture
Sir T. Browne.
a chink ; a fissure ; a crack.
Rime, n. [AS. hrim; akin to D. rijm, Icel. hrlm,
Dan. riim, Svv. rim; cf. D. rijp. Or. reif, OHG. nfo,
hrifo.l White frost ; hoarfrost ; congealed dew or vapor.
The trees were now covered with rime. De Quincey.
Rime, V. i. limp.
p. p. Rimed (rimd) ; p. pr.
To freeze or congeal into hoarfrost.
vb. n. Riming.]
step or round of a
Rime, re. [Etymol. uncertain.]
ladder a rung.
Rime, n. Rhyme. See Rhyme. Coleridge. Landor.
(J^^ This spelling, which is etymologically preferable,
is coming into use again.
t.
To rhyme. See Rhyme.
Rime, V. i.

;

;

And

A

;

&

Rlm'er
Rlm'er,

A

rtmoier. See Rhyme.]
[OJs.]
Breton tongue. Chaucer.
Rlm'mer (rim'mer), n. An implement for cutting,
trimming, or ornamenting the rim of anything, as the

;

;

edges of pies,

etc.

also,

;

first

offices,

Knight.

a reamer.

(rt-mos'), a.
[L. rimosus, fr. rima a chink
F. rimeux.']
1. Full of rimes, fissures, or chinks.
2. {Nat. Hist. ) Having long and nearly parallel clefts
or chinks, like those in the bark of trees.

Rl-mose'

A

got into

it.

Rlng'head' (ring'hed'),

re.

An

(Cloth 3Ianuj.)

in-

strument used for stretching woolen cloth.
Ring'lng, a. & n. from Ring, v.
Einging engine, a simple form of pile driver in which
the monkey is lifted by men puUing on ropes.

Ring'lng-ly, adv. In a ringing manner.
Rlng'lead'er (-led'er), re. 1. The leader of a circle
hence, the leader of a number of persone
acting together the leader of a herd of animals.
A primacy of order, such an one as the ringleader hath in a
dance.
Barrow.
2. Opprobriously, a leader of a body of men engaged
in the violation of law or in an illegal enterprise, as rioters, mutineers, or the like.
The ringleaders were apprehended, tried, fined, and imprisof dancers

;

;

oned.

Macaulay.
Rln'gle-stone' (rtn'g'l-ston' ; 110), re. (Zo'dl.) The
ringed dotterel, or riug plover. IProv. Eng.l
Rlng'Iet (rtng'let), n.
IRing -f -let.'] 1. A small
ring ; a small circle ; specifically, a fairy ring.
_

You

dei7ii-puppets, that

By moonshine do the green sour ringlets make,
Whereof the ewe not bites.
Shak.
2. A curl especially, a curl of hair.
[Her golden tresses] in wanton ringlets waved. Milton.
;

Rlng'man

(-man), n. ; pi. Ringmen (-men).
The
[Ois.]
Ascham.
One in charge of the
f-mas'ter), re.
performances (as of horses) within the ring in a circus.
Rlng'neck' (-nek'), re. 1. {Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of small
plovers of the genus
ring finger.

Rlng'mas'ter

MSgialitis,

having

a

ring around the neck.

obtain contracts, etc.

The ruling ring at Constantinople. E. A. Freeman.
Eing armor, armor composed of rings of metal. See
Ring mail, below, and Chain mail, under Chain. — King

—

blackbird (.Zooi.), the ring ousel.
Ring canal (Zo'dl.), the
circular water tube which surrounds the esophagus of

cf.

is

&

Navigation) An instrument, formerly
used iOr taking the sun's altitude, consisting of a brass
ring suspended by a swivel, with a hole at one side
through which a solar ray entering indicated the altitude
en the graduated inner surface opposite.
8. (Bot.) An elastic band partly or wholly encircling
the spore cases of ferns. See Hlust. of Sporangium.
9. A clique
an exclusive combination of iiersons for
a selfish purpose, as to control the market, distribute

Rlm'ey (rim'y), v. t. [Cf. OF.
To compose in rhyme to versify.
[Lays] rimeyed in their

{Geom.)

7. (Astron.

(rim'er), n.
rhymer ; a versifier.
n.
tool for shaping the rimes of a ladder.

A

hears the Muses in a ring

Aye round about Jove's altar sing.
Milton.
{a) The plane figure included between the
circumferences of two concentric circles. (6) The solid
generated by the revolution of a circle, or other figure,
about an exterior straight line (as an axis) lying in the
same plane as the circle or other figure.
6.

&

&

.

precious material worn on the finger, or attached to the
ear, the nose, or some other part of the person ; as, a

to border.

;

.

A

;

Rimming.]

Rl'ma

&

&

palate. — Eim-flre cartridge. (Mil.) See under C aetkidge.
— Rim lock. See under Loox.
[imp. & p. p. Rimmed (rlmd) p. pr. &
Rim, V.
II

A

crowbar.
2. {3fining)
Simmonds.
{Horse Racing)
(rlng'er), re.
horse that
not entitled to take part in a race, but is fraudulently

Rlng'er

Fuller.

(ring), n.
[AS. hring, hrinc ; akin to Fries.
hring, D.
G. ring, OHG. ring, hring, Icel. hringr,
Dan.
Sw. ring ; cf Russ. krug'. Cf Harangue, Rank
a row. Rink.] 1.
circle, or a circular line, or anything in the form of a circular line or hoop.
2. Specifically, a circular ornament of gold or other

;

vb. n.

or set of bells harmonically tuned.
any in the world.

great and tunable a ring of bells as

Ring

a kettle or basin.
Shak.
\_Obs.']
2. The lower part of the abdomen.
Arch rim (Phonetics), the line between the gums and the

t.

A chime,

RINSER

The ring is black in
summer, but becomes
brown or gray in winter.
The semipalma-

ted plover {^. semipalmata) and the pipSee Dotterel, and
ing plover {j3S. meloRi-mose'ly, adv. In a rimose manner.
per, a sharper who pretends to have found a ring
da) are common North
(dropped by himself), and tries to induce another to buy
Rl-mos'i-ty (rt-mSs'i-ty), n. State of being rimose.
American species.
it
as
valuable,
unit being worthless.
Eing fence. See
Rlm'OUS (rim'iis), a. Rimose.
Fence.
Ring finger, the third finger of the left hand, Called also ring plovRim'ple (rim'p'l), n. [AS. hrympele, or rimpel. See der
or the one next the little finger, on which the riug is er, and ring-necked Eingneck (^JEyialitis semipahnatti.).
Rumple.] A fold or wrinkle. See Rumple.
placed in marriage.
Ring formula (CAem.), a graphic plover.
Rlm'pIe, V. t. & i. limp. &p. p. Rimpled (-p'ld) p. formula in the sliape of a closed ring, as in the case of
2, (^Zo'dl.) The ring-necked duck.
pr. & vb. n. Rimplino (-phng).] To rumple ; to wrinkle. benzene, pyridine, etc.
See Illust. under Benzene.
(Zo'dl.) Having a well
Rilig'-necked' (-nSkf), a.
a.
Abounding
with
rime
frosty.
Ring mail, a kind of mail made of small steel rings sewed defined
Rlm'y (rim'y),
ring of color around the neck.
Ring micrometer.
Rind (rind), re. [AS. rind bark, crust of bread akin upon a garment of leather or of cloth.
Eing-necked
duck
(Zo(Astron.)
Micrometer.
See
Circvlar
micrometer,
under
to OHG rinta, G. rinde, and probably to E. rand, rim ;
Saturn's rings. See Saturn.
King ousel. (Zo'dl.) See ol.), an American scaup
cf. Skr. ram to end, rest.]
The external covering or
Ousel.
Ring parrot (Zo'dl.), any one of several species duck (Aythya collaris).
coat, as of flesh, fruit, trees, etc.
skin
hide bark
head, neck, and
of Old World parrakeets having a red ring around the The
peel shell.
neck, especially Palieornis torquatus, common in India, breast of the adult male
Thou canst not touch the freedom of my mind
and P. Alexanari of Java.
Ring plover. (Zo'dl.) (a) The are black, and a narrow,
With all thy charms, although this corporal rind
ringed dotterel, (b) Any one of several small American but conspicuous, red ring
Thou hast iminanacled.
Milton. plovers having a dark ring around the neck, as the semi- encircles the neck. This
Sweetest nut hath sourest rind.
Shak. paJmated plover (JEgialitis semipalmata).
Ring snake ring is absent in the female. Called also ring(Zo'dl.), a small harmless American snake (J)iadoi>/>is
Rind, V. t. To remove the rind of to bark. [J?.]
Rln'der-pest (rin'der-pgst), re. [G., fr. rind, pi. rin- punctalus) having a white ring around the neck. The neck, ring-necked blackhead,
ringbill,
tnSted
der, cattle -^ pest pest, plague.] A highly contagious back is ash-colored, or sage green, the belly of an orduck, and black jack.
ange red.
Ring stopper. (J\f(ra<.) See under Stopper.
distemper or murrain, affecting neat cattle, and less Eing thrush
The prize ring, the
(Zo'dl.), the ring ousel.
Ring'sall'
(ring'sal'),
commonly sheep and goats
called also cattle plague, rmg in which prize fighters contend prize fighters, colre.
(Naut.) See RingRing necked Duck Male.
Russian cattle plague, and steppe murrain.
lectively.
The ring, (a) The body of sporting men who tail, 2.
Rin'dle (rln'd'l), re. [AS. rynele. VH- See Run.] bet on horse races. [Eng.\ (b) The prize ring.
Ring'straked' (-strakf), a. Ring-streaked.
A small water course or gutter.
Ash.
Ring, V. t. limp. & p. p. Ringed (ringd) p. pr. &
Cattle ringstrakcd, speckled, and spotted. Gen. sxx. 39.
Rlnd'less (rind'lgs), a. Destitute of a rind.
vb. n. Ringing.]
1. To surround with a ring, or as with
Ash.
Ring'-Btreaked'. (iTug'strekf), a. Having circular
Rlnd'y_(-y), a. Having a rind or skin.
Shak.
a ring to encircle. "JJin^r these fingers."
streaks or lines on the body as, ring-streaked goats.
Spenser.
Rine (rm), n. See Rind. lObs.']
2. (Hort.) To make a ring around by cutting away
Milton.
Rlng'tall' (-tal'), re. 1. (Zo'dl.) A bird having a disRlned (rind), a. Having a rind. lObs.l
the bark to girdle as, to ring branches or roots.
tinct band of color across the tail, as the hen harrier.
Rin'for-zan'dO (rTn'fSr-tsan'do), a. [It., fr. rinforthe
fingers,
or
a
3. To fit with a ring or with rings, as
2. (Naut.) A light sail set abaft and beyond the leech
zare to reenforce, strengthen.]
(Mus.) Increasing;
swine's snout.
of a boom-and-gaff sail
strengthening
a direction indicating a sudden incalled also ringsail.
Ring, V. i. {Falconry) To rise in the air spirally.
crease of force (abbreviated rf., rfz.). Cf. Fokzando,
Eingtail boom (iVaa?.), a spar which is rigged on a boom
Rlng'blll' (-bil'), n. (Zool.) The ring-necked scaup
and Sfobzando.
for setting a ringtail.
See Scaup.
duck ;
called also ring-hilled blackhead.
Ring (ring), V. t. limp. Rang (rSng) or Rung (rung)
(Zo'dl.) Having the tail
RIng'-talled' (-tald'), a.
Rmg1)ird' (-berd'), re. {Zo'dl.) The reed bunting. It
p.p. RuKO; p. pr. &vb. re. Ringing.] [AS. hringan; has a collar
Called also ring bunting. crossed by conspicuous bands of color.
of white feathers.
akin to Icel. hringja, Sw. ringa, Dan. ringe, OD. rineyebolt having a ring
An
Rlngt)0lt'
(-bolt'), n.
Eing-tailed
cat (Zo'dl.), the cacomixle.
Blng-talled eagle
ghen,ringkelen. V19.] 1. To cause to sound, especially
(Zo'dl.), a young golden eagle.
through the eye.
by striking, as a metallic body as, to ring a bell.
(Far.) A morbid growth or
Ring'toone' (-bon'), n.
Rlng'tOSS' (-tbs' 115), re. A game in which the object
2. To make (a sound), as by ringing a bell ; to sound.
deposit of bony matter between or on the small pastern is to toss a ring so that it will catch upon an upright
The shard-borne beetle, with his drowsy hums,
J. H. Walsh. stick.
and the great pastern bones.
Hath rung night's yawning peal.
Shak.
(Zo'dl) A European wild
Rlng'dove' (-dfiv'), n.
Rlng'WOrm' (-wfirm'), n. (3fed.) A contagious affec3. To repeat often, loudly, or earnestly.
pigeon (Columba palumbus)
tion of the skin due to the presence of a vegetable paraTo ring a peal, to ring a set of changes on a chime of
having
a
white
crescent
on
each
site,
and forming ring-shaped discolored patches covered
bells. — To ring the changes upon.
See under Change.
with vesicles or powdery scales. It occurs either on the
To ring in or out, to usher, attend on, or celebrate, by side of the neck, whence the
the ringing of bells as, to ring out the old year and ring name. Called also wood pigeon,
body, the face, or the scalp. Different varieties are disin the new. Tennyson.
To ring the bells backward, to and cushat.
tinguished as Tinea circinata. Tinea tonsurans, etc., but
sound the chimes, reversing the common order ; forRinged (rlngd), a. 1. Encirall are caused by the same parasite (a species of Trimerly done as a signal of alarm or danger. Sir W. Scott. cled or marked with, or as with,
chophyton).
Ring, V. i. 1. To sound, as a bell or other sonorous a ring or rings.
Rink (rInk), re. [Scot, renk, rink, rynk, a course, a
body, particularly a metallic one.
2. Wearing a wedding ring
race probably fr. AS. hring a ring. See Ring.] 1. The
"A
Now ringen trompes loud and clarion.
Chaucer. hence, lawfully wedded.
smooth and level extent of ice marked off for the game
Why ring not out the bells ?
Shak. ringed wife."
Tennyson.
of curling.
2. To practice niaking music with beUs.
Holder.
Ringed seal (Zo'dl.), a North
2. All artificial sheet of ice, generally under cover,
3. To sound loud
to resound ; to be filled with a Pacific seal (Phoca fcetida) havused for skating; also, a floor prepared for skating on
ringing or reverberating sound.
ing ringlike spots on the body.
with roller skates, or a building witli such a floor.
Kinged snake (Zo'dl.), a harmWith tweeter notes each rising temple rung.
Pope.
Rlnk'er (-er), re. One who skates at a rink. lCoUoq.'\
less European snake
The hall with harp and carol rang.
Tennyson.
Rlnk'ln^, re. Skating in a rink. ICoUoq.']
(Tropidonotus naMy eais still ring with noise.
Drydcn.
Rinse (rins), v. t. limp.
trix) common in Engp. p. Rins-sd (rtnst); p.
4. To continue to sound or vibrate to resound.
European Ringdove.
pr. & vb. n. Rinsing.] [OE., fr. OF. rlncer, rinser, reinland.
Elnged worm
The assertion is still ringing in our ears.
(Zo'dl.), an annelid.
Burke.
ser, ra'ijirier, F. rivcer; of uncertain origin.]
1. To
B. To be filled with report or talk as, the whole town
Rln'gent (rin'jent), a. [L. ringens, -enlis, wash lightly to ele-inse with a second or'repeated aprings with his fame.
cf.
plication of water after washing.
p. pr. of 7-ingi to open wide the mouth
Ring, n. 1. A sound especially, the sound of vibra{Bot.) Having the lips widely
F. ringenl.J
2. To cleanse by the introduction of water
applied
ting metals as, the ring of a bell.
separated and gaping like an open mouth
esi)ecially to hollow vessels as, to rinse a bottle. " Like
2. Any loud sound the sound of numerous voices ; a
^i^g^'f-l bilabiate corolla.
a glass did break i' the rinsing.^'
^
^^'
Shak.
Corofla'
sound continued, repeated, or reverberated.
Rlng'er (rTng'er), n. 1. Cue who, or that
Rinse, n. The act of rinsing.
The ring of acclamations fresh in his ears.
Rlns'er (rTns'er), re. One who, or that tirhlch, rinses.
Bacon. which, rings especially, one who rings chimes on bells.

— Ring

ecliinoderms.

dotterel, or Ringed dotterel. {Zo'dl.)
Illust. of Pressiroster.
Ring drop-
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RIOT
[OF. riole, of uncertain origin of.
1. Wanton or unrestrained behavior
tumult.
SJiak,
His headstrong riot hath no curb.
2. Excessive and expensive feasting; wild and loose
Rl'Ot (ri'ut), n.

N

OD.

;

revoi, ravotJ]

uproar

;

festivity

revelry.

;

To mature

;

;

as, to

;

When

faith

;

Chaucer,
Venus loveth riot and dispense.
Pope.
The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to-day.
public
disturbance
of
the
tumultuous
3. (Law) The
peace by an unlawful assembly of three or more persons

some private

In the execution of

object.

To run riot, to act wantonly or without restraint.
p. p. Rioted; p. pr. &
Ri'Ot (ri'ut), V. i. [imp.
[OF. rioter ; ct OD. ravotten.} 1. To
v6. TO. RiOTiNO.]
engage in riot to act in an unrestrained or wanton manner to indulge in excess of luxury, feasting, or the like
to revel to run riot to go to excess.

&

;

;

;

;

;

exacts of

wastes in delight,

all,

To Cowley

Rl-pld'0-llte (ri-pid'o-lit), re.
[Gr. pciri's, piTrtSoj, fan
{Min.) A translucent mineral of a green color
and micaceous structure, belonging to the chlorite group
a hydrous silicate of alumina, magnesia, and iron ;
called

—

;

;

Q

;

;

.

.

.

;

—

;

—

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

Clarendon,
debate and rip up their falling out in the ear
Milton,
is neither wise nor comely.

theref
ebellion.

For brethren

;

to

common enemy
4. To saw (wood)

of a

.

.

.

lengthvrise of the grain or fiber.

Ripping clilseK Carp.), a crooked chisel for cleaning out
mortises. Knight.
Sipping Iron. (Shipbuilding) Ssnae
Kipping saw. (Carp.) See Ripsaw.
To
as Ravehook.
tip out, to rap out : to utter hastily and violently ; as, to

—

—

—

j^ojiianoath. [Cfolloq.] See To rap out,niideTHAF,v,i,
Rip, n. 1. A rent made by ripping, esp. by a seam
giving way a tear ; a place torn laceration.
2. [Perh. a corruption of the first syllable of reprobate.]
term applied to a mean, worthless thing or person, as to a scamp, a debauchee, or a prostitute, or a
worn-out horse. [Slang^
3.
body of water made rough by the meeting of
opposing tides or currents.
Rl-pa'rl-an (rl-pa'ri-an), a, [L. riparius, fr. ripa a
bank. See Riveb, and cf. Aeeive.] Of or pertaining to
the bank of a river as, riparian rights.
Rl-pa'rl-OUB (-iis), a, [L. riparius.^ Growing along
the banks of rivers ; riparian.
Ripe (rip), n. [L. ripa,"] The bank of a river. [Obs,']
Ripe (rip), a, [Compar, Ripee (-er) ; superl. Ripest.]
[AS. ripe ; akin to OS. ripi, D. rijp, G, reif, OHG. rlfl;
cf. AS. rip harvest, rlpan to reap. Cf. Reap.] 1. Ready
for reaping or gathering ; having attained perfection
mature ;
said of fruits, seeds, etc. ; as, ripe grain.
So mayst thou live, till, like ripe fruit, thou drop
;

;

A

A

;

—

Into thy mother's lap.
2.

Advanced to the

aB, ripe cheese

;

Milton.

state of fitness for use

;

mellow

;

ripe vrine.

Having attained its full development
perfected; consummate. "J?ipe courage."
3.

He was a scholar, and a ripe and good

;

mature
Chaucer.

one.

Shah,

—

4. Maturated or suppurated ; ready to discharge ;
gaid of sores, tumors, etc.
6. Ready for action or effect ; prepared.
While things were just ripe for a war.
Addison,
I am not ripe to pass sentence on the gravest public bodies.
Burke,
6. Like ripened fruit in ruddiness and plumpness.

Those happy

smilets.

That played on her ripe lip.
Shah,
" Reeling ripe."
Shah.
[Obs.'\
Syn« Mature complete finished. See Matuek.
Ripe, V. z. [AS. rTpi'an.] To ripen to grow ripe. [Obs,"]
Shak.
Ripe, V. t. To mature to ripen. [Obs.'\
Shak.
Rlpe'ly, adv. Maturely at the fit time.
Rlp'en (rip''n), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Ripened (-'nd)
p. pr. & vb. n. RiPENiNO.] 1. To grow ripe to become
mature, as grain, fruit, flowers, and the like as, grapes
ripen in the sun.
2. To approach or come to perfection.
Rlp'en, V. t. 1. To cause to mature ; to make ripe ;
as, the warm days ripened the com.
7. Intoxicated.

—

;

;

;

;

;

A player in the

{Mus. )

See Ripieno.
(Mus.) FUling up; supplementary supernumerary
a term applied to those
instruments which only swell the mass or tutti of an orchestra, but are not obbligato.
[Cf. Rxp a basket, or RipakiRlp'ler (rlp'yer), n.
Rlp'per (-per),
JAN.] (0. £. ioK)) One who brings
fish from the seacoast to markets in inland towns. [Obs.J
But what 's the action we are for now ?
Robbing a ripper of his fish.
Beau.
Fl.
1. In fencing,
Rl-post' (rS-p6st'), n. [F. riposte.']
a return thrust after a parry.
2. A quick and sharp retort a repartee.
J. Morley.
Rlp'per (rip'per), re. 1. One who, or that which,
rips
a ripping tool.
2. A tool for trimming tlie edges of roofing slates.
[Slang]
3. Anything huge, extreme, startling, etc.
;

—

I

S,-

Rlp'ple (-p'l), n. [From Rip, v.] An implement,
with teeth like those of a comb, for removing tlie seeds
and seed vessels from flax, broom com, etc.
Rlp'ple,

V.

1.

t.

To remove the

by means

seeds from (the stalks

;

Rlp'ple, V. i. To fret or dimple, as the surface of
running water to cover with small waves or undula;

as, the breeze rippled the lake.
Rlp'ple, n. 1. The fretting or dimpling of the surlittle curling waves.
face, as of running water
a sound such as is
2. A little wave or undulation
made by little waves as, a ripple of laughter.
Ripple mark, (a)
Ripple grass. (Bot.) See Ribwoet.
The mark produced on sand or mud by a gentle undulatory movement of water. (6) (Geol.) A mark on tlie surface of a rock resembling that left by a receding wave on
a seabeach.
Rlp'ple-marked' (-markf), a. Having ripple marks.
Rlp'plet (-plgt), re. A small ripple.
Rlp'pllng-ly (-pling-ly), adv. In a rippling manner.
Rip'ply (-ply), a. Having ripples as, ripply water
hence, resembling the sound of rippling water as, ripply
Keats.
laughter a ripply cove.
Rlp'rap' (-r£p'), n. [Cf. Rap.] (Masonry) A foundation or sustaining wall of stones thrown together without order, as in deep water or on a soft bottom.
p. p. RiPEAPPED (-rSpf) p.
Rlp'rap', V. i. [imp.
pr. &, vb. re. Ripeapping.] To form a riprap in or upon.
Rlp'saW (-sa/), re. [See Rip, v. t.,i.] (Carp.) A handsaw with coarse teeth which have but a slight set, used
called
for cutting wood in the direction of the fiber
also ripping saw.
word
of
harvest
a
Rlp'tow-el (-tou-51), re. [AS. np
uncertain etymology.] (Feud. Law) A gratuity given to
com.
[Obs.]
tenants after they had reaped their lord's
Rla (.ris or ris), n. [AS. hrls ; akin to D. rijs, G.
reis, OHG. hris.]
A bough or branch ; a twig. [Ofe.]
As white as is the blossom upon the ris. Chaucer.
Rise (riz), V. i. [imp. Rose (roz) p. p. Risen (rTz"n)
vb. n. Rising.]
[AS. rlsan; akin to OS. rip. pr.
san, D. rijzen, OHG. risan to rise, fall, Icel. rlsa, Goth,
urreisare, 6. reise journey.
Cf. Aeise, Raise, Reae, v.]
1. To move from a lower position to a higher ; to as;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

&

;

;

—

+

;

&

cend

;

(a)

—

to mount up.
Specifically
To go upward by walking, climbing,
:

flying, or any
bird rises in the air ; a fish

other voluntary motion ; as, a
rises to the bait.
(b) To ascend or float in a flviid, as gases or vapors in
air, cork in water, and the like.
(c) To move upward under the influence of a projecting force ; as, a bullet rises in the air.
(d) To grow upward ; to attain a certain height ; r,s,
this elm rises to the height of seventy feet.
(e) To reach a higher level by increase of quantity or
bulk ; to swell ; as, a river rises in its bed ; the mercury rises in the thermometer.
(/) To become erect; to assume an upright position
as, to rise from a chair or from a fall.
(g) To leave one's bed ; to arise ; as, to rise early.
He that would thrive, must rise by five. Old Proverb,
to be heaved up ; as, the Alps rise
(h) To tower up
far above the sea.
(i) To slope upward ; as, a path, a line, or a surface
;

A

"
Dryden.
rising ground."
rises in this direction.
(j) To retire to give up a siege.
He, rising with small honor from Gunza, . . . was gone.
;

KnoUes.

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

To swell or puff up in the process of fermentation
to become light, as dough, and the like.
2. To have the aspect or the effect of rising. Specific(k)

ally
(a)
:

;

-

final,

To appear above the horizon,
ftU

;

eve, event,

find,

on the

emerge into sight

;

;

;

;

A scepter shall rise out of Israel.

Jfum. xxiv.

17.

Honor and shame from no condition rise.
Pope.
increase in size, forae, or value ; to proceed toward a climax. Specifically
(a) To increase in power or fury
said of wind or
a storm, and hence, of passion. " High winds .
began
to rise, high passions
anger, hate."
Milton.
(b) To become of higher value
to increase in price.

To

3.

:

—

;

—

—

.

.

;

Bullion

is

risen to six shillings

To become

(c)

mor, and the

To

(d)

larger

;

to swell

like.

increase in intensity

;

;

.

.

.

the ounce.

Locke,
of a boil, tu-

— said

— said of heat.

To become louder, or higher in pitch, as the voice.
(/) To increase in amount; to enlarge; as, his expenses rose beyond his expectations.
(e)

4. In various figurative senses. Specifically
(a) To become excited, opposed, or hostile
to take up arms to rebel.
;
At our heels all hell should rise

war

:

;

—

to go to

;

With

blackest insurrection.

Milton.

No more shall nation against nation rise.
Pope.
To attain to a better social position to be promoted to excel to succeed.
(b)

;

;

;

Some

by

rise

sin,

and some by virtue

Shalt,

fall.

To become more and more

dignified or forcible ; to
increase in interest or power ;
said of style, thought,
or discourse ; as, to rise in force of expression ; to rise
a story rises in interest.
in eloquence
(d) To come to mind to be suggested ; to occur.
A thought rose in me, which often perplexes men of contem(c)

—

;

plative natures.

as the sun,

lern,

moon.

recent;

ice,

Spectator.

To come

(e)

to offer itself.
to the prince's hand to
ancient book.
;

There chanced

;

;

;

;

;

;

of a ripple.

Hence, to scratch or tear.
Holland.
Rlp'ple, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Rippled (-p'ld) p. pr. &
vb. re. RiPPLiNO (-pllng).] [Cf. Rimple, Rumple.] 1. To
become fretted or dimpled on the surface, as water when
agitated or running over a rough bottom to be covered
with small waves or undulations, as a field of grain.
2. To make a sound as of water running gently over a
rough bottom, or the breaking of ripples on the shore.
2.

tions

to

to
forth to appear as, an eruption rises on the skin
the land rises to view to one sailing toward the shore.
(c) To become perceptible to other senses than sight
5
as, a noise rose on the air ; odor rises from the flower.
(d) To have a beginning
to proceed to originate aa,
rivers rise in lakes or springs.

come

;

;

of flax, etc.),

his sun to rise

3Iatt. v. 45.

To become apparent

(J)

;

-|- -lite.']

also clinochlore.
Rl-pl-e'nlst (re-pe-a'ni st), n.
ripieno portion of an orchestra.
Rl-pl-e'no (-a'no), a. [It.]

He maketh

"
stars, and the like.
evil and on the good."

Denham.

scarce did ripeness give.

;

Daniel.
and neglects the taw.
Pope.
No pulse that riots, and no blood that glows.
2. (Law) To disturb the peace to raise an uproar or
edition. See Riot, n., 3.
Johnson.
Rl'Ot, V. t. To spend or pass in riot.
[He] had rioted his life out.
Tennyson.
Rl'ot-er (-er), n. 1. One who riots a reveler a roisterer.
Chaucer.
2. {Law) One who engages in a riot.
See Riot, n., 3.
[OAi.]
Rl'Ot-lse (-Is), n. Excess; tumult; revelry.
His life he led in lawless riotise.
Spenser.
Chaucer.
Rl'ot-our (-oor), n. A rioter. [06i.]
Rl'Ot-OUS (ri'iit-tis), a. [OF. rioteux.l 1. Involving,
er engaging in, riot ; wanton ; unrestrained luxurious.
The younger son
took his journey into a far country, and
there wasted his substance with riotous living.
Luke xv. 13.
2. Partaking of the nature of an unlawful assembly
or its acts seditious tumultuous.
Rl'ot-ou8-ly, adv.
Ri'ot-ous-ness, n.
Rl'Ot-ry (-ry), n. The act or practice of rioting riot.
"Electioneering riotry."
Walpole.
Rip (rip), n. [Cf. Icel. hrip a box or basket perhaps
akin to E. corb. Cf. Ripiee.] A wicker fish basket.
vb.
Rip, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Ripped (ript) p. pr,
n. Ripping.]
[Cf. AS. rypan, also Sw. repa to ripple
flax, D. repelen, G, reffen, riffeln, and E. raff, raffle.
Of. Raff, Ripple of flax.]
1. To divide or separate the
parts of, by cutting or tearing to tear or cut open or
off
to tear off or out by violence as, to rip a garment
by cutting the stitches to rip off the skin of a beast
to rip up a floor
commonly used with up, open, off.
2. To get by, or as by, cutting or tearing.
'11
He rip the fatal secret from her heart. Granville,
3. To tear up for search or disclosure, or for alteration to search to the bottom to discover ; to disclose
usually with up.
Ley ripped up all that had been done from the beginning of
The'
Jiiots in pleasure,

;

;

;

ripeness of judgment.
Time, which made them their fame outlive,

II

Now he

RISIBLE

to fit or prepare to bring to perfecripen the judgment.
and love, which parted from thee never.
Had ripened thy just soul to dwell with God.
Milton.
Rlpe'ness (rip'nes), n. [AS. npness.'] The state or
quality of being ripe maturity completeness perfection as, the ripeness of grain ripeness of manhood
2.
tion

;

;

rise

An
To ascend from

Spenser.

the grave ; to come to life.
But now is Christ i-vien from the dead. 1 Cor. xv. 20.
6. To terminate an official sitting ; to adjourn ; as, the
committee rose after agreeing to the report.
before the House rose. Macaulap.
It was near nine
7. To ascend on a musical scale ; to take a higher
pitch ; as, to rise a tone or semitone.
8. (Print.) To be lifted, or to admit of being lifted,
from the imposing stone without dropping any of the
said of a form.
type ;
6.

.

.

.

—

—

Syn, — To arise mount ascend climb scale. Rise,
Appbeciate. Some in America use the word appreciate
for " rise in value " as, stocks appreciate, money appreciates, etc. This use is not unknown in England, but
it is less common there.
It is undesirable, because risa
sufiiciently expresses the idea, and appreciate has its own
distinctive meaning, which ought not to be confused with
one so entirely diiierent.
Rise (ris or riz 277), n. 1. The act of rising, or the
state of being risen.
2. The distance through which anything rises as, the
the rise of
rise of the thermometer was ten degrees
the river was six feet ; the rise of an arch or of a step.
3. Land which is somewhat higher than the rest as,
[Colloq.]
the house stood on a rise of land.
4. Spring source origin as, the rise of a stream.
All wickedness taketh its rise from the heart. R. .Nelson,
as, the rise of the
5. Appearance above the horizon
Shak,
sun or of a planet.
6. Increase advance augmentation, as of price, value,
rank, property, fame, and the like.
The rise or fall that may happen in his constant revenue by e
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sir W. Te-ple.
Spanish war.
7. Increase of sound ; a swelling of the voice.
Bacon.
The ordinary rises and falls of the voice.
8. Elevation or ascent of the voice ; upward change
of key ; as, a rise of a tone or semitone.
9. The spring of a fish to seize food (as a fly) near the
surface of the water.
a. fromRlSE. "Herrtsen
Ris'en (rTz''n). 1. jp.p.

&

Son and Lord."
2. Obs. imp. pi. of Rise.
Rls'er (riz'er), n. 1. One who

rises

;

as,

Keble.
Chaucer.
an early

riser.

2. (Arch.) (a) The upright piece of a step, from tread
to tread. Henoe : (b) Any small upright face, as of a
seat, platform, veranda, or the like.
shaft excavated from below upward.
3. (Mining)
feed head. See under Feed, re.
4. (Founding)
rush (the plant). [Obs.] Chaucer.
Rlsh (rish), n.
[Cf. F. risibilite.]
re.
(rTz'i-bil'T-ty),
RlS'1-bll'i-ty
The quality of being risible ; as, risibility is peculiar to

A

the

human

A
A

species.

A strong and obvious disposition to risibility

Sir W. Scott

Ris'1-ble (rlz't-b'l), a. [F., fr. L. risibilis, fr. ridere,
risum, to laugh. Cf. Ridicolo'js.] 1. Having the faculty or power of laughing ; disposed to laugh.
Laughing is our business, ... it has been made the definition
Dr- H. More.
of man that he is risible.
2. Exciting laughter ; worthy to be laughed at j
Johnson.
amusing. ".Rmft^e absurdities."
I hope you find nothing risible in my complaisanee.
Sir W, Scott,
3. Used in, or expressing, laughter; a,B,risible muscles.
plural,
Iil^°" Risible is sometimes used as a noun, in the
for the feeling of amusement and for the muscles and
other organs used in laughing, collectively; as, unable
to control one's risibles,
Ludicrous ; laughable; amusing ; ridiculous.
Syn.

—

idea, iU;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd

"

;:;

;;

;;;

RISIBLENESS
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Risible differs from
Risible, Lxjdichous, Ridichlocs.
ludicrous as species from genus ludicrous expressing
risible, that which
wliicli is playful and sportive
may excite laughter. Risible differs from ridiculous, as

of those in the Protestant Episcopal Church who sympathize with this party in the Church of England.
Rlt'U-al-lst (rit'u-al-ist), 71. [Cf. F. ritualiste.'] One
skilled in, or attached to, a ritual ; one wlio advocates or
practices ritualism.
Rlt'U-al-is'tlc (-Ts'tTk), a. Pertaining to, or in accordance with, a ritual adhering to ritualism.
Rit'U-al-ly, adv. By rites, or by a particular rite.
Riv'age (rtv'aj 48), re. [P., fr. L. ripa bank, shore.]
bank, shore, or coast. \_Archaic]
1.
Spenser.
From the green Hvage many a fall

fresh-water gastropods of Paludina, Melontho, and allied
genera. See Pond snail, under Pond.
River tortoiBe
(Zo'dl.), any one of numerous fresh-water tortoises inhabiting rivers, especially those of the genus Trionyx
and allied genera. See Teiontx.
Riv'er (riv'er), V. i. To liawk by the side of a river
[06s.]
to fly liawks at river fowl.
Halliwell.
Riv'ered (-erd), a. Supplied with rivers as, a wellrivered country.
Drayton.
Riv'er-et (-er-gt), re. A rivulet. [06s.]
Riv'er-hOOd (-h66d), n. The quality or state of being
" Useful riDO'Aood."
a river.
H.Miller.
Rlv'er-ling (-ling), re. A rivulet. [R.]
Sylvester.
Rlv'er-Side' (-sid'), re. The side or bank of a river.
Riv'er-y (-J), a. Having many rivers as, a rivery
country.
Drayton.
Riv'et (riv'gt), re. [F., fr. river to rivet; perh. fr.
Icel. rifa to fasten together.
Cf. Reef part of a sail.]
A metallic pin with a head, used for uniting two plates
or pieces of material together, by passing it through
them and then beating or pressing down the point so
that it shall spread out and form a second head ; a pin or
bolt headed or clinched at both ends.
With busy hammers closing rivets up.
Shak.
Rivet Joint, or Riveted Joint, a joint between two or
more pieces secured by rivets.
vb. n.
Riv'et, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Riveted p. pr.
Riveting.] 1. To fasten with a rivet, or with rivets

—

;

that

;

the latter imphes something contemptuous, and

risible

does not.

— Rls'i-ble-ness (riz'I-b'l-nSs), n. — Ris'i-lily, adv.

;

Rls'lng (riz'ing), a. 1. Attaining a higher place ;
appearing
taking, or moving in, an upward direction
above the horizon ; ascending ; as, the rising moon.
distinction;
as, a
power,
or
wealth,
2. Increasing in
rising state a rising character.
Hare.
Among the 7nsing theologians of Germany.
3. Growing ; advancing to adult years and to the
state of active life ; as, the rising generation.
Rls'lng, prep. More than exceeding ; upwards of
Low, lA. iS.]
\_Collog.
as, a horse ruin J six years of age.
Rls'lng, n. 1. The act of one who, or that which,
;

;

A

Of diamond rillets musical.
Tenni/son.
2. (0. Eng. Law)
duty paid to the crown for the
passage of vessels on certain rivers.
Rl'val (ri'val), re. [F. rival (cf. It. rivale), L. rivales
two neighbors having the same brook in common, rivals,
fr. rivalis belonging to a brook, fr. rivus a brook.
Cf.

;

A

;

&

RivDLET, Rite.] 1. A person having a common right
or privilege with another
a partner.
[06«.]
If you do meet Horatio and Marcellus,
The rivals of my watch, bid them make haste.
Shak.
2. One who is in pursuit of the same object as another
one striving to reach or obtain something which another
is attempting to obtain, and whicli one only can possess
a competitor as, rivals in love rivals for a crown.
m^^ " Rivals, in the primary sense of the word, are
those who dwell on the banks of the same stream. But
since, as all experience shows, there is no such fruitful
source of contention as a water right, it would continually happen that these occupants of the opposite banks
would be at strife with one another in regard of the periods during which they severally had a right to the use
And thus rivals
of the stream.
came to be
used of any who were on any grounds in more or less
unfriendly competition with one another."
Trench.
Syn. — Competitor emulator antagonist.

any sense).
Lev. xiii. 10.
That which rises a tumor a boil.
Eising main ( Wa(envorks), the pipe through which water
from an engine is delivered to an elevated reservoir.

rises (in

2.

;

;

;

Risk (risk), n. [F. risque ; cf. It. risco, risico, risthio, Pg. risco, Sp. riesgo, and also Sp. risco a steep
rock; all probably fr. L. resecare to cut off pref. re- rethe word having been probably first
-f- secare to cut
used among sailors. See Section.] 1. Hazard; danger ; peril exposure to loss, injury, or destruction.
;

—

;

;

;

The imminent and constant

Hazard

2. (Com.)

To run a

Ilacaulay.

of loss

liability to loss in property.

;

to incur hazard

risk,

which

risk of asBassination,a risk

has shaken very strong nerves.

;

.

to encounter danger.
exposure.
;

Syn. — Danger hazard peril jeopardy
See Danger.
Risk, V. t. limp. & p. p. Risked (rtskt)
;

;

;

;

;

Risk'y
ardous. "

Risky,

{-f), a.
CMi-!/

A

;

—
—

;

Lowell.

—

;

;

II

;

+

[F., fr. rissoler to fry

;

Macaiilay.

;

haz-

W.Collins.

matter.

Generalizations are always risky.

—

meat

;

sought them.
Milton.
Rlx-a'tlon (riks-a'shun), re. [L. rixari, p. p. rixaius,
to brawl, fr. rji'Q a quarrel.]
brawl or quarrel. [06s.]
Rlx-a'trix (-triks), re. [L.] {Old Eng. Law) A scolding or quarrelsome woman a scold.
Burrill.
Dutch silver coin,
Rix'da'ler (rTks'da'ler), re.

A

II

;

;

;

;

{Cookery)
it is brown.]
small ball of rich minced
meat or fish, covered with
pastry and fried.

till

A

KisBoids.

Rist (rTst), obs. Zd pers. a Cingula acideus, with Anising. pres. of Rise, contracted
mal expanded, b Cingula
arenaria.
from riselh.
Chaucer.
Rlt (rtt), obs. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Ride, contracted
from rideth.
Chaucer.
Rl'tar-dan'do (re'tar-dau'do), a. [It.] (Mus.) ReII

tarding

;

—

;

.

&

;

Rlv'er
Rlv'er

|

.']

:

2. Fig.

;

{

and practices of
in the Church of England, who, in the development of the Oxford movement, so-called, have insisted
upon a return to the use in church services of the symbolic ornaments (altar cloths, eucharistic vestments, candles, etc.) tliat were sanctioned in the second ye.ir of
Edward VI., and never, as tliey maintain, forbidden by
competent authority, althougli generally disused. ScliaffHerzog Ency-c. (6) Also, the principles and practices
principles

tun

;

pity

—

—

—

Zo'61.) (a)

Any

species of

mus.
an
(

puff
is)

—

—

—

food, ftfbt

;

out,

oil

cf.

cockroach.

AS. reohha, D. rog, roch,

{Leuciscus rutilus).
It is
silver-white, with a greenish back.
(6) An Ameri-

can chub {Semotilus
;

the

A

{L

Europc.1

ilLl^iCUS

riHilvs).

bulla.-

(c)

fallfish.

The

redfin, or shiner.
curve or arch cut in the

edge of
2. {A'aut.)
convex
a sail to prevent cluafing, or to secure a better fit.
As sound as a roach [roach perhajis being a corruption
of F. roche a rock], perfectly sound.
1. To cause to arch.
as a horse's mane, so that the part left
stand upright.
Roach'-baoked' (-bXkf), a. Having a back like that
said of a horse -vhose back has a convex
of a roach

Roach, V. t.
2. To cut off,

sh.all

;

—

instead of a concave curve.

[AS. rad a riding, that on which one
(rod), II.
Sec RiiiE, and
rides or travels, a road, fr. rldan to ride.
[06s.]
cf. Raid.]
1. A journey, or stage of a journey.
Shak.
With easy roa<ls he came to Leicester.
2. An inroad
an invasion a laid. [06s.] Spenser.
3.
place where one may ride ; an open way or public
passage for vehicles, persons, and animals a track for
travel, forming .a means of communication between one
city, town, or place, and another.
Tlio most villninous house in all the London road. Shak.
The word is generally applied to highways, and
as a generic term it includes /linhuunj, street, and lane.

Road

;

;

on the nose.
River limpet (/.d'oI.), a
,,,,,,
t
air-breath- l''^«'' ""K <.l»t<mochn:ms perilfresh-water,
niKirii.-).
ing moUusk of the genus
River pirate
Anci/lus, having a limpet-shaped shell.
Elver «nftll (Zo'dl.), any species of
(Zo'ol.), the pike.
;

A

{Zo'dl.)

re.

[OE. roche;

;

adder
having

a spine

re.

A

— River jack IZo'ol.),

African

Clof/io nasicorri

(roch),

G. roche, LG. ruche, Dan.
rokke ray, Sw. rocka, and
E. ray a fish.] 1. {Zoiil.)
(a) A European fresh-water fish of the Carp family

ris)

—

;

iip,

Roach,

;

African wild hogs of the
genus Po/amorh/rrus,
They frequent wet places
along the rivers. (6) The
River horse
capybara.
(Zoiil.),
the hippopota-

those

full,

abundance

;

—

;

rude,

;

—

—

;

unite,

;

—

;

use,

large stream
copious flow
rivers of oil.
;

—

;

The

Roach

blood

—

;

{a.)

;

One who

re.

Kiver chub (Zo'61.), the hornyhead and allied species of
fresh-water fishes.
River crab iZodl.), any species of
fresh-water crabs of the genus TJtelphusa, as T. depressa
apof Southern Europe.
River dragon, a crocodile
plied by Milton to the king of Egypt.
River driver, a
lumberman who drives or conducts lo|;s down rivers.
Bmilett.
'Rivei duck (Zoiil.), any species of duck belonging to Anas, Sjiatula, and allied genera, in which the
hind toe is destitute of a membranous lobe, as in the malRiver god, a
opposed to sea, duck.
lard and pintail ;
deity supposed to preside over a river as its tutelary diElver hog.
vinity.
River herring {Zo'dl.}, an alewife.

II

:

A

:

as, rivers of

;

2. Specifically

re.

;

;

II

(riv'er),
(riv'er),

A

;

Rl'te-nu'tO (re'ta-nu'tS), a.
[It.]
{Mus.) Held
back holding back ritardando.
(rit'Sr-ngl'),
Rlt'or-nelle'
in.
[It.
ritornello,
Rl'tor-nel'lO (re'tSr-nSl'lo),
dim. of ritorno return, fr. ritornare to return cf. F. ritournelle
{Mus.)
{a) A short return or repetition a concluding symphony
to an air, often consisting of the burden of the song. (6) A
short intermediate symphony, or instrumental passage,
in the course of a vocal piece
an interlude.
Rl-trat'tO (re-triit'to), re.
[It.]
A picture. Sterne.
Rlt'U-al (rtt'u-al 135), a. [L. ritualis, fr. ritus a rite
cf. F. rituel.']
Of or pertaining to rites or a ritual as,
ritual service or sacrifices
the ritual law.
Rlt'U-al, re.
[Cf. F. rituel.']
1. A prescribed form
of performing divine service in a particular church or
communion as, the Jewish ritual.
2. Hence, the code of ceremonies observed by an organization as, the ritual of the freemasons.
3. A book containing the rites to be observed.
Rlt'U-al-lsm (-Tz'm), «. [Cf. F. rilualisme.} 1. A
system founded upon a ritual or prescribed form of religious worsliip adherence to, or observance of, a ritual.
II

;

m^"" Most of these pieces are now no longer coined,
but some remain in circulation.
Rlz'zar (rlz'zer), v. t. [Etymol. uncertain.] To dry
in the sun
as, rizzared haddock.
[Scot.']

rives or splits.
[F. riviere a river, LL. riparia
river, bank of a river, fr. L. riparius belonging to a bank
or shore, f r. ripa a bank or shore ; of uncertain origin.
Cf. Arrive, Riparian.]
1.
large stream of water
flowing in a bed or channel and emptying into the ocean,
a sea, a lake, or another stream a stream larger than a
rivulet or brook.
Transparent and sparkling rivers, from which it is delightful
jUacaulay.
to drink as they flow.

;

;

;

;

fl.OO.

Rlx'-dOl'lar (riks'dol'ler), re.
[Sw. riksdaler, or
Dan. rigsdaler, or D. rijksdaalder, or G. reichsthaler,
literally, dollar of the empire or realm, fr. words akin
to E. rich, and dollar.
See Rich, Dollar.]
A name
given to several different silver coins of Denmark, Holland, Sweden,Norway, etc., varying in value from about
30 cents to fl.lO; also, a British coin worth about 36
cents, used in Ceylon and at the Cape of Good Hope. See
Rigsdaler, Riksdaler, and Rixdaler.

;

a direction for slower time ; rallentando.
Rite (rit), re. [L. ritus ; cf Skr. rlti a stream, a running, way, manner, ri to flow: cf. F. rit, rite. Cf. Rivulet.] The act of performing divine or solemn service,
as established by law, precept, or custom a formal act of
religion or other solemn duty a solemn observance ; a
ceremony as, the rites of freemasonry.
He looked with indifference on rites, names, and forms of
«cclesiastical polity.
Macaulay.
Syn. -^ Form ceremony observance ; ordinance.

A

II

worth about

;

;

—

He

;

&

;

n.

(re'sol'),

I

;

[L. ridere, risum, to
Rl-SO'ri-al (rt-so'rt-al), a.
laugh.] Pertaining to, or producing, laughter ; as, the
risorial muscles.
Rl-BOt'tO (re-z5t't6), n. [It.] A kind of pottage.
B. Jonson.
Rlase (ris), obs. imp. of Rise.
Ris'sold (ris'soid), n. [NL. Sissoa, the typical genus
(fr. A. Risso, an Italian naturalist)
-OiVZ.]
(Zobl.) Any
one of very numerous species
of small spiral gastropods of
the genus Missoa, or family
Rissoidse, found both in fresh
and salt water.

IIRls'SOle'

;

;

;

Attended with risk or danger

of iron.

2. To spread out the end or point of, as of a metallic
pin, rod, or bolt, by beating or pressing, so as to form
a sort of head.
3. Hence, to fasten firmly
to make firm, strong, or
immovable as, to rivel friendship or affection.
Rivet and nail me where I stand, ye powers
Congreve.
Thus his confidence was riveted and confirmed. Sir W. Scott.
Riv'et-er (-er), re. One who rivets.
Rlv'et-ing, re. 1. The act of joining with rivets the
act of spreading out and clinching the end, as of a rivet,
by beating or pressing.
2. The whole set of rivets, collectively.
Tomlinson.
Butt riveting, riveting in which tlie ends or edges of
glates form a butt joint, and are fastened together by
eing riveted to a narrow strip which covers the joint.
Chain riveting, riveting in which the rivets, in two or more
rows along the seam, are set one behind the other.
Crossed riveting, riveting in whicli the rivets in one row
are set opposite the spaces between the rivets in the next
row.
Double riveting, in lap riveting, two rows of rivets
along the seam in butt riveting, four rows, two on each
side of the joint.
Lap riveting, riveting in which the
ends or edges of plates overlap and are riveted togetlier.
Ri-vose' (ri-vos'), a. [From L. rivus a brook, channel.]
Marked with sinuate and irregular furrows.
Riv'U-let (riv'ii-let), re. [Earlier rivolet, It. rivoletto,
a dim. fr. rivolo, L. rivulus, dim. of rivus a brook. Cf.
Rival, Rite.] A email stream or brook a streamlet.
By fountain or by shady rivulet

valled p. pr.

Geddes.

[i?.]

&

;

two pieces

as, to rivet

;

Rl'val, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Rivaled (ri'vold) or Ri& vb. re. Rivaling or Rivalling.] 1. To
stand in competition with to strive to gain some object
in opposition to as, to rival one in love.
2. To strive to equal or excel
to emulate.
To rival thunder in its rapid course.
Dryden.
Rl'val, V. i. To be in rivalry. [06s.]
Shak.
Rl'val-ess, re. A female rival. [06s.]
Richardson.
Rl-val'i-ty (rt-vSI'i-ty), re.
[L. rivalitas: cf. F. rivalite.l
1. Rivalry
competition.
[06s.]
2. Equality, as of right or rank.
[06s.]
Shak.
Ri'val-ry (ri'val-ry), n. ; pi. Rivalries (-riz). The
act of rivaling, or the state of being a rival a competi" Keen contention and eager rivalries.''' Jeffrey.
tion.
Syn. Emulation; competition. See Emulation.
Ri'val-shlp, re. Rivalry, [i?.]
B. Jonson.
Rive (riv), v. t. [imp. Rived (rivd) p. p. Rived or
Riven (riv''n) p. pr.
[Icel. rifa,
vb. re. Riving.]
akin to Sw. rifva to pull asunder, burst, tear, Dan. rive
to rake, pluck, tear.
Cf. Reef of land. Rifle a gitn.
Rift, Rivel.] To rend asunder by force to split to
cleave as, to rive timber for rails or shingles.
I shall ryve him through the sides twain.
Chaucer.
The scolding winds have rived the knotty oaks. Shak.
Brutus hath rived my heart.
Sltolc.
Rive, V. i. To be split or rent asunder.
Freestone rives, splits, and breaks in any direction. Woodward.
Rive, re. A place torn a rent a rift. [Pi-ov. Eng.]
Riv'el (rTv''l), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Riveled (-'Id) p.
pr. & vb. re. RrvELiNQ.] [AS. gerifled, gerifiod, gerifod,
wrinkled, geriflian, gerifiun, to wrinkle. See Rifle a
gun, RrvE.] To contract into wrinkles; to shrivel; to
shrink; as, riveled irmt riveled Howeis. [06s.] Pope.
"Riveled parchments." Walpole.
Holland.
Riv'el, re. A wrinkle a rimple. [06s.]
Riv'en (-'n), p. p.
a. from RrvE.

;

(-ful), a.

;

.

.

confederacies of statesmen.

Syn. — To hazard; peril; endanger; jeopard.
Rl8k'er(-er), K. One who risks or hazards. Hudibras.
Rlsk'ful

.

;

Rl'val, a. Having the same pretensions or claims
standing in competition for superiority; as, rival lovers;
rival claims or pretensions.
The strenuous conflicts and alternate victories of two rival

n.

;

'

'

.

.

;

p. pr. &
;
Risking.] [Cf. F. risquer. See Risk, ?j.] 1. To
expose to risk, hazard, or peril to venture as, to risk
goods on board of a ship to risk one's person in battle
to 7'isk one's fame by a publication.
as, to risk a battle.
2. To incur the risk or danger of

-1)6.

;

—

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

m^"

4. [Possibly akin to lool. rc/iV/ the rigging of a ship,
E. ready.] A place where ships may ride at anchor at

iQk

;

then,

tliin

;

boN

;

zlx

=z

in aztire.

;;
;

;:

Bome distance from the shore
the plural

;

as,

a roadstead

;

;

— often

Hampton Roads.

in

Shak.

Now strike your sails, ye jolly mariners,
For we be come unto a quiet 7'ode [road].
Spenser,
On, or Upon, the road, traveling or passing over a road
coming or going ; on the way.
My hat and wig will soon be here.
Cowper.
They are upon Hie road.
Eoad agent, a highwayman, especially on the stage
routes of the unsettled western parts of the United
States;
a humorous euphemism. [Western U. S.]
The highway robber— )'oad agent he is quaintly called.

—

o

—

rtie

— Eoad

Century.

guidebook in respect to roads and distances. — Eoad metal, the broken stone used in macadamizing roads. — Eoad roller, a heavy roller, or combibook, a

nation of rollers, lor making earth, macadam, or concrete
often driven by steam.
roads smooth and compact,
Eoad steamer,
Boad nmner (Zool.), the chaparral cock.
a locomotive engine adapted to running on common
roads.
To go on the road, to engage in the business of a
To take the road, to becommercial traveler. [Colloq.']
To take to the road, to engin or engage in travelmg.
gage in robbery upon the highways.
Syn. — Way ; highway street lane ; pathway ; route
passage; course. Sea Wat.
Road'bed' (rod'bSd'), n. In railroads^ the bed or foundation on which the superstructure (ties, rails, etc.)
rests in common roads, the whole material laid in place

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

travel.

Road'Ster (-ster), n. 1. (Naul.) A clumsy vessel that
works its way from one anchorage to another by means
of the tides.
Ham. Kav. Encyc.
2. A horse that is accustomed to traveling on the high
road, or is suitable for use on ordinary roads.

A sound, swift, well-fed hunter and roadster. Thackeray.
3. A bicycle or tricycle adapted for common roads
rather than for the racing track.
4. One who drives much
a coach driver. \_Eng.'\
5. A hunter who keeps to the roads instead of following the hounds across country.
\_Eng. Slang]
Road'way' (-wa'), n. A road ; especially, the part
traveled by carriages.
Shak.
Roam (rom), V. i. [imp. & p. p. RoAMED (romd)
vb. n. Roaming.] [OE. romen, rumen
cf AS.
p. pr.
arseman to raise, rise, D. ramen to hit, plan, aim, OS.
romon to strive after, OHG. ramen. But the word was
probably influenced by Rome ; cf OP. romier a pilgrim,
originally, a pilgrim going to Rome, It. romeo, Sp. romero. Cf. Ramble.] To go from place to place without
any certain purpose or direction to rove ; to wander.
He roameth to the carpenter's house.
Chaucer.
Shak.
Daphne roaming through a thorny wood.
To wander ; rove ; range ; stroll ; ramble.
Syn.
Roam, V. t. To range or wander over.
And now wild beasts came forth the woods to roam. Milton.
Roam, n. The act of roaming a wandering ; a ramMilton.
ble as, he began his roam o'er hill and dale.
Roam'er (-er), n. One who roams a wanderer.
Roan (ron), a. [F. rouan; cf. Sp. roano, ruano, It.
rovano, roano.] 1. Having a bay, chestnut, brown, or
black color, with gray or white thickly interspersed ;
said of a horse.
Shak.
Give my roan horse a drench.
2. Made of the leather called roan as, roan binding.
Roan antelope (Zo'dl.), a very large South African antelope {Hippotragus equinus). It has long sharp horns and
a stitf bright brown mane. Called also mahnya., equine
antelope, and bastard gemsbok.
Roan, n. 1. The color of a roan horse ; a roan color.

;

;

of ocean.

&

.

;

it is, it is the cannon's opening roar !
Byron.
boisterous outcry or shouting, as in mirth.
Pit, boxes, and galleries were in a constant roar of laughter.
Macaulay.
Roar'er (-er), n, 1. One who, or that which, roars.
Specifically
(a)
riotous fellow ; a roaring boy.
A lady to turn roarer, and break glasses. Massinger.
(b) {Far.) A horse subject to roaring. See RoAmNG, 2.
2. (Zool.) The barn owl.
[Prov, Eng.]
Roar'ing, re. 1.
loud, deep, prolonged sound, as
of a large beast, or of a person in distress, anger, mirth,
etc. , or of a noisy congregation.
2. {Far.) An affection of the windpipe of a horse,
causing a loud, peculiar noise in breathing under exertion
the making of the noise so caused.
See RoAB,
1

—

;

;

;

—

;

A roan horse.
A kind of leather

used for slippers, bookbinding,
etc., made from sheepskin, tanned with sumac and colored to imitate ungrained morocco.
DeColange.
Eoan tree. (Bot.) See Rowan tree.
Roar (ror), V. i. [imp: &p. p. Roabed (rord) p. pr.
& vb. n. RoAKiNG.] [OE. roren, raren, AS. rarian;
akin to G. r'ohren, OHG. reren.
V112.] 1. To cry
with a full, loud, continued sound. Specifically (a) To
bellow, or utter a deep, loud cry, as a lion or other beast.
Roaring bulls he would him make to tame.
Spenser.
;

:

To cry

loudly, as in pain, distress, or anger.
Sole on the barren sands, the suffering chief
Roared out for anguish, and indulged his grief. Dryden.
He scorned to roar under the impressions of a finite anger.

(6)

South.

2. To make a loud, confused sound, as winds, waves,
passing vehicles, a crowd of persons when shouting together, or the like.
The brazen throat of war had ceased to roar. Milton.
How oft I crossed where carts and coaches roar. Gay.
3. To be boisterous
to be disorderly.
It was a mad, roaring time, full of extravagance. Bp. Bmmet.
4. Tolaughoutloudly and continuously; as, the hearers roared at his jokes.
5. To make a loud noise in breathing, as horses hav;

ing a certain disease.

See Roakinq,

2.

—

Eoaring boy, a roaring, noisy fellow ;
a name given, at
the latter end of Queen Elizabeth's reign, to the riotous
fellows who raised disturbances in the street. "Two roaring boys of Rome, that made all split." Beau.
Fl.
Roaring forties (Naut.), a sailor's name for the stormy
fcract of ocean between 40° and 50° north latitude.

&

Roar,

V.

t.

To cry aloud

This

;

last action will

ale,

I

A

A

:

A

;

(rost), V.

&

t.

;

p. pr.

&

[OE. rosten, OF. rostir, F. rotir ; of
origin
cf. OHG. rosten, G. rosten, fr. OHG.
rost, rosta, gridiron, G. rost ; cf. AS. hyrstan to roast.]
1. To cook by exposure to radiant heat before a fire
as, to roast meat on a spit, or in an oven open toward
the fire and having reflecting surfaces within ; also, to
cook in a close oven.
2. To cook by surrounding with hot embers, ashes,
sand, etc. ; as, to roast a potato in ashes.
In eggs boiled and roasted there is scarce difference to be discerned.
Bacon.
3. To dry and parch by exposure to heat; as, to roast
coffee
to roast chestnuts, or peanuts.
4. Hence, to heat to excess to heat violently ; to bum.

German

;

;

;

"Roasted

Shak.
in wrath and fire.'"
5. [Metal.) To dissipate by heat the volatile parts of,
as ores.
Atterbury.
6. To banter severely.
[Colloq.']
Roast, V. i. 1. To cook meat, fish, etc., by heat, as
before the
2.

to proclaim loudly.
roar thy infamy.

senate,

care,

—

Ford,

am, arm, ask,

or in an oven.

fire

He could roast, and seethe, and broil, and fry.
To undergo the process of being roasted.

Chaucer,

;

;

A contrivance for roasting.
A pig, or other article of food fit for roasting.

Roast'ing,

&

a.

from Roast,

re.,

;

The sage Chaldeans robed in white appeared.
Pope,
Such was his power over the expression of his countenance,
that he could in an instant shake off the sternness ol winter, and
robe it in the brightest smiles of spring.
Wirt,

Rob (rob), re. [F. ; cf. Sp. rob, It. rob, robbo, Pg.
The inspissated
robe, arrobe, Ar. rubb, robb, Per. rub.]
juice of ripe fruit, obtained by evaporation of the juice
over a fire till it acquires the consistence of a sirup. It
[Written also
is sometimes mixed with honey or sugar.
rhob, and rohob.]

Rob, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Robbed (rSbd) p. pr. & vb.
Robbing.] [OF. rober, of German origin cf. OHG.
roubon, G. rauben, and OHG. roxib robbing, booty, G.
raub,
yil'l. See Reave, and cf. Robe.] 1. To take
(something) away from by force to strip by stealing to
plunder to pillage ; to steal from.
Who would rob a hermit of his weeds,
Milton.
His few books, or his beads, or maple dish ?
He that is robbed, not wanting what is stolen.
Shak.
Let him not know it, and he s not robbed at all.
;

;

;

;

;

To

Shak.

be executed for robbing a church.

2. {Law) To take the property of (any one) from his
person, or in his presence, feloniously, and against his
will, by violence or by putting him in fear.
3. To deprive of, or withhold from, unjustly or injuriously ; to defraud ; as, to rob one of his rest, or of his
good name ; a tree robs the plants near it of sunlight.
Sliak.
I never robbed the soldiers of their pay.
Rob, V, i. To take that which belongs to another,
without right or permission, esp. by violence.
Shak.
I am accursed to rob in that thief's company.
Rob'and (rob'ond), re. {Naut.) See Ropeeand.
Rob'ber (rSb'her), re. One who robs ; in law, one
who feloniously takes goods or money from the person of
another by violence or by putting him in fear.

Some

—

roving robber calling to his fellows.

Milton.

Thief depredator despoiler plunderer pilSyn.
lager ; rifler brigand freebooter pirate. See TmEE.
Robber era*. iZool.) (a) A purse crab. (6) Any hermit
Robber fly. ( Zo'dl. ) Same as Hornet fly, under
crab.
Robber gull (Zo'dl.), a jager gull.
Hornet.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

(-y), re. ; pi. Robberies (-Iz). [OF. roberie,]
act or practice of robbing theft.
Thieves for their robberi/ have authority
Shak.
When judges steal themselves,
The crime of robbing. See Rob, v. i., 2.
{Law)
2.
from
the:(t,
as it
differs
Robbery,
in
a
strict
sense,
(J^°°
is effected by force or intimidation, whereas theft is committed by stealth, or privately.
Theft depredation spoliation ; despoliation
Syn.
despoilment ; plunder ; pillage rapine ; larceny ; freebooting piracy.
Rob'bin (-bin), re. {Com.) A kind of package in which
pepper and other dry commodities are sometimes exported from the East Indies. The robbin of rice in MalaSimmonds.
bar weighs about 84 pounds.
Rob'bin, n. {Naut.) See Rofeband.

RobTjor-y
1.

The

;

—

;

;

;

;

final,

a^l

'<

^^^'

^vent,

find,

fern,

rec«nt

(rob'de-shSN'br'),

lit.,

dressing gown, or morning gown.
re. ; pi. -men (-mSn).
{Old Statutes of
I
bold, stout robber, or night thief
said to be

A

Eng. )

[F.,

re.

A

Rob'erdS-man (rSb'erdz-man),
Rob'ertS-man (rob'erts-mSn),

1

;

—

Robin Hood.

so called from

Rob'ert (rSb'ert), re. {Bot.) See Herb Robert, under
Heeb.
Rob'ln (rSb'Tn), re. [Properly a pet name for Robert,
originally
meaning, f a
e bright; F., from OHG. Ruodperht ; ruod (in comp.
akin
to AS. hreS glory, fame, Goth.

m

;

hropeigs victorious) -\- beraht
bright.
See Bright, Hob a
clown.] (.ZooZ.) (a) Asmall European singing bird {Erythacus rubecula), having a reddish
breast ;
called also robin redbreast, robinet, and ruddock,
European Robin (Ery{b) An Americah singing bird
tliacus rubecula).
{Merula migratoria), having
the breast chestnut, or dull red. The upper parts are
olive - gray, the

—

and

tail

blackish. Called
also robin red-

and mi-

breast,

gratory thrush,

Any one

of
several species
of Australian
warblers of the
(c)

Petro-

genera

Roasting ear, an ear of Indian com at that stage of development when it is fit to be eaten roasted. — Eoastlng
on which meat is roasted.

re.

Robe'-de-Cham'bre

a chamber gown.]

31 el anadry as, and allied
genera as, the

ica,

v.

jack, a macliine for turning a spit

—

dress, gar-

;

;

head

Roast, re. That which is roasted a piece of meat
which has been roasted, or. is suitable for being roasted.
A fat swan loved he best of any roost [roast]. Chaucer.
To rule the roast, to be at the head of affairs. " The
Shak.
new-made duke that rules the roast."
Roast, a. [For roasted.] Roasted as, roast beef.
Roast'er (-er), re. 1. One who roasts meat.
2.
3.

LL. rauba a gown,

—

Roasting.]

vb. n.

[F., fr.

re.

;

;

II

In a roaring manner.
[imp.
p. p. Roasted

Roar'lng-ly, adv.

Roast

(rob),

originally, booty, plunder. See Rob, v. t., and of.
Rubbish.] 1. An outer garment a dress of a rich, flowing, and elegant style or make ; hence, a dress of state,
raxik, office, or the like.
Through tattered clothes small vices do appear
Robes and furred gowns hide all.
Shak,
2. A skin of an aniinal, especially, a skin of the bison,
dressed with the fur on, and used as a wrap. [U. S.]
Master of the robes, an oflScer of the English royal
household (when the sovereign is a king) whose duty, is
supposed to consist in caring for the royal robes.
Mistress of the robes, a lady who enjoys the highest rank of
the ladies in the service of the English sovereign (when
a queen), and is supposed to have the care of her robes.
Robe (rob), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Robed (robd) p. pr.
& vb. re. Robing.] To invest with a robe or robes; to
dress to array as, fields robed with green.

V, i., 5.

.

;

Robe
ment

;

Arm arm

(d)

;

2.
3.

;

;

Destitute of roads.
(-mak'er), n. One who makes roads.
Road'side' (-sid'), n. Land adjoining a road or highway ; the part of a road or highway that borders the
traveled part. Also used adjectively.
\_Road, 4 -f stead a place.]
Road'stead (-stSd), n.
An anchorage off shore. Same as Road, 4.
Moored in the neighboring roadstead. Longfellow.
a.

Road'mak'er

R

The soimd of roaring. Specifically
(ror), n.
The deep, loud cry of a wUd beast as, the roar of
(J) The cry of one in pain, distress, anger, or the
like, (c) A loud, continuous, and confused sound
as,
the roar of a cannon, of the wind, or the waves the roar

Roar

(a)

a Hon.

;

;

and ready for
Road'Iess,

ROBUST
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ROADBED

;

;

;

ice,

American Robin (.Merula migratoria).

;

scarlet-breasted
robiji {Petroica multicolor).
{d)
atic birds; as, the Indian VoJires.

Any one

of several Asi-

See /rediare

roiire, be-

low.

Beach robin

(Zo'dl.),

— Blue-throated

the robin snipe, or knot. See Knot.
{Zo'dl.)

robin.

See Bluetheoat.

—

— Canada
—

Golden robin (Zo'dl.), the
robin (Zo'dl.), the cedar bird.
Baltimore oriole.
Ground robin (Zo'dl.), the chewink.
Indian robin (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of Asiatic
saxicoline birds of the genera Thamnobia and Pratincola.

—

are mostly black, usually with some white on the
wings.
Magpie robin (Zo'dl.), aa Asiatic singing bird ( Cop'
sychus saularis), having the back, head, neck, and breast
black glossed with blue, the wings black, and the belly
Robia
white.
Ragged robin. (Bot.) See under Ragged.
accentor (Zo'dl.), a small Asiatic singing bird (Accentor
rubeculoides), somewhat resembling the European robin.
Eobin redbreast. (Zo'dl.) (a) The European robin. (J) The
Robin
American robin,
(c) The American bluebird.
snipe. (Zo'dl.) (a) The red-breasted snipe, or dowitcher.
Robin's plan(b) The red-breasted sandpiper, or knot.
Sea robin. (Zo'dl.) (a)
tain. (5oil.) See under Plantain.
Any one of several species of American gurnards of the
genus Prionoius. They are excellent food fishes. Called
also wingfish. The name is also applied to a European
gurnard, (b) The red-breasted merganser, or sheldrake.
[Local, U. /S.]
Water robin (Zo'dl.), aiedataxi (Ruticilla
fuliginosa), native of India.

They

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Rob'1-net

(-T-n5t),

— called also roberd.
2.

and

re.

(6)

A military engine

{Zo'dl.) {a)

1.

The European

The

chaffinch
robin.

formerly used' for throwing darts

stones.

Rob'ing (robing), re. The
room where

Robing room, a
as by judges, etc.

act of putting on a robe.
official

Rob'ln Good'fel'lOW (rSb'in

robes are put on,

A

good'fgl'lo).

cele-

Shak.
brated fairy Puck. See Puck.
Ro-bln'1-a (ro-btn't-a), n. [NL. So called after Jean
Robin, a French herbalist.] {Bot.) A genus of leguminous trees including the common locust of North America {Robinia Pseudaeacia).
Rob'0-rant (rob'o-rant), a. [L. roborans, p. pr. See
{Med.) A strengthre.
RoBORATE.] Strengthening.
ening medicine a tonic.
;

II

—

;

Rob'O-rate (-rat), v. t. [L. roboratus, p. p. of roborare to strengthen, fr. rebur, roboris, strength.] To give
Fuller.
[Obs.]
strength or support to ; to confirm.
[LL. roborafio.] The
Rob'O-ra'tlon (-ra'shfin), re.
Coles,
act of strengthening.
[Obs.]

Ro-bo're-an (ro-bo're-an), \a, '[h.roboreus.] Made
[Obs.]
of oak.
Ro-bO're-ous (ro-bo're-fis),
[L. robustus oaken, hard,
Ro-bUSt' (ro-biist'), a.
strong, f r. rohur strength, a very hard kind of oak cf.
1. Evincing
Skr. rahhas violence
cf. F. rohuste.]
strength
indicating vigorous health strong sinewy ;
muscular vigorous sound as, a robust body robust
youth robust health.
)

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

;

;

;

;;

t

rough rude.
While romp-loving miss
Thomson.
hauled about in gallantry robust.
3. Requiring strength or vigor; as, robust employ-

2> Violent

;

;

Is

Locke.

ment.

Syn.— Strong;

sinewy; sturdy; muscular;
sound. — Robust,
forcetul
hale
hearty
Strong. Robust means, literally, made of oak, and hence
implies great compactness and touglmess of muscle, connected with a thick-set frame and great powers of endurance. Strong denotes the power of exerting great physical force.
The robust man can bear heat or cold, excess
or privation, and toil on through every kind of hardship
the strong man can lift a great weight, can give a heavy
blow, and a hard gripe.
Robust, tough sinews bred to
toil."
Cowper.
Then 'gan the villain wax so fierce and strong,
;

;

lusty;
vigorous

;

;

;

Spenser.
That nothing may sustain his furious force.
Ro-t)US'tlous (ro-biis'chus 106), a. [Cf L. robusteus
of oak.]
W. Irving.
Bobust. [06«. or Humorous']
In Scotland they had handled the bishops in a more robustious
Milton.
manner.
Ro-bus'tlous-ly, a<Z?).
Ro-bus'tious-ness, n.
Ro-bUSt'ly (ro-biist'iy), adv. In a robust manner.
Ro-bUSt'ness, n. The quality or state of being robust.
Roc (rSk), n. [Ar. & Per. rokh or rukh. Cf. Rook
;

—

A

a castle.]
monstrous bird of Arabian mythology,
[Written also rock, and rukh. J
Brande
C.
Roc'am-bOle (rok'am-bol), n. [F.] [Written also
rokambole.] {Bot.)
name of Allium Scorodoprasum
and A. Ascalonicum, two kinds of garlic, the latter of
which is also called shallot.
Roc-cel'llc (rSk-sgl'lIk), a. [F. roccellique, fr. roceelle archil, It.
NL. roccella, fr. It. rocca a rock, because archil grows on rocks.] (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
designating, a dibasic acid of the oxalic series found in
archil {Roccella tinctoria, etc.), and other lichens, and
extracted as a white crystalline substance, C17H32O4.
Roc-cel'lin (-lln), n. (Chem.) A red dyestuff, used
as a substitute for cochineal, archil, etc. It consists of
the sodium salt of a complex azo derivative of naphthol.
Roche (rosh), n. [See Rock.] Rock. [OJj.] Chaucer.
Roche' al'nm (rok' Sl'iim). (Chem.) A kind of alum
occurring in small fragments
so called from Rocca,
in Syria, whence alum is said to have been obtained ;
also called rock alum.
[F. roche rock
E.
Roche'llme' (rosh'lim'), n.
lime.] Lime in the lump after it is burned quicklime.

&

;

—

—

—

borealis).

;

cresa (Bot.),

—

;

shape the rocker of a cradle.
7. (Mach.) Same as Rock shaft.
Eocker arm (Mach. ), an arm borne by a rock shaft.
(Naut.) Shaped like a
Rock'ered (rSk'erd), a.
rocker curved as, a rockered keel.
Rock'er-y (-er-y), n. (Gardening) A mound formed
of fragments of rock, earth, etc., and set with plants.

—

in

—

—

harlequin duck.

—

—

Eock

(Zo'dl.)

e»l.

See Gunnel.

—

;

Rock'et (-§t), n. [P. roquette (cf. Sp. rugueta, It.
cruciferous plant
ruchetta), fr. L. eruca.] (Bot.) (a)
(Eruca saliva) aometiines eaten in Europe as a salad.
See below.
(J) Damewort.
(e) Rocket larkspur.

—

;

—

—

—

&

I

in natural beds.

'

That which resembles a rock in firmness; a de;

The

Sam. xxii. 2.
4. Fig.
Anything which causes a disaster or wreck
resembling the wreck of a vessel upon a rock.
6. (Zodl.) The striped bass.
See under Bass.
JS^This word is frequently used in the formation
of self-explammg compounds as, rocA-bound, roc/f-built,
rocffi-nbbed, roc/c-roofed, and the like.
Eock alum. [Probably so called by confusion with F.
roche a rock.]
Same as Roche aluji.
Rock barnacle
(ZooL), a barnacle (Bnlanus balnnoides) very abundant
on rooks washed by tides.
Rock baas. (Zool.) {a) The
striped bass. See under Bass, (b) The goggle-eye. (c)
The cabriUa. Other species are also locally called rock
bass.
Rook builder (ZooL), any species of animal whose
remains contribute to the formation of rocks, especially
the corals and Foraminifera.
Rock butter (Min.), native
alum mixed with clay and oxide of iron, usually in soft
m.-isses of a yellowish white color, occurring in cavities
and fissures in argillaceous slate.
Rock candy, a form
of candy consisting of crystals of pure sugar which are
jery hard, whence the name. —Rock cavy. (Zo'dl.) See
Moco.
Eock cod. (Zoiil.) (a) A small, often reddish
or brown, variety of the cod found about rocks and
2

To

2.

port

ing stick. The rocket is projected through the
by the force arising from the expansion of
the gases liberated by combustion of the composition.
Rockets are used as projectiles for
various purposes, for signals, and also for pyrotechnic display.
2. A blunt lance head used in the joust.
Congreve rocket, a powerful form of rocket for
use in war, invented by Sir William Congreve.
It may be used either in the field or for bombardment in the former case, it is armed with
shells or case shot; in the latter, with a combustible material inclosed in a metallic case,
which is inextinguishable when kindled, and
scatters its fire on every side.
air

;

[imp. & p. p. Rocketed ;
'RocKETma.] (Sporting) To Section of a.
rise straight up;
said of birds; usually Rocket, showin the present participle or as an adjec- ^"^
f^'
,"'''
tirs.
[Eng.]
Powde? and
An old cock pheasant came rocketing over me. Fuse.
H. R. Haggard.
Rock'et-er (-er), n. (Sporting) A bird, especially a
pheasant, which, being flushed, rises straight in the air
like a rocket.
[Eng.]
Rock'fish' (r5k'fish'), n. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any one of
several California scorpaenoid food fishes of the genus

Rock'et,

j>.

V.

pr.&vb.

i.

n.

—

t^^-^^

;

roll or

as,

sway backward and forward upon a sup-

to rock in a rocking-chair.

Formerly, a light, low, fourwheeled carriage, with standing
top, open at the sides, but having waterproof curtains which
could be let down when occasion required ; now, a somewhat similar, but heavier, carriage, inclosed, except in front,
and having a door at each side.

—

—

—

—

California

Rock'1-ness

Rock'lng,

;

;

out,

oil

;

obair

The

rolling, or

state

back-

and-forth movement used for rocking.
Rocking shaft. (Mach.) See RocK shaft.
Rock'lng-chalr' (-chfir'), n. A chair mounted on
rockers, in which one may rock.
Rock'ing-horse' (-hSrs'), n. The figure of a horea
mounted upon rockers, for cliildren to ride.
Rock'lng-Stone' (-ston'), n. A stone, often of great
size and weight, resting upon another stone, and so exactly poised that it can be rocked, or slightly moved,
;

with but little force.
Rock'less, a. Being without rocks.

Dryden.

Any

apeciea of small

Rock'Iing

(-ling), n.

(Zo'dl.)

marine fishes of the genera Onoi and Rhinonemus (formerly Motella), allied to the cod. They have three or
four barbels.

Rock'rose' (-roz'). n. (Bot.) A name given to any
species of the genus Heliantliemnm, low shrubs or herbs
with yellow flowers, especially the European //. vulgare
tlie

American frostweed,

Rock' Shalt'

rocks a cradle.
waa I, sir, said the

food, fo'bt

Having a swaying,

a.

Canadense.

//.

(shaft').

Rock,

[Cf.

v. i.]

(Much.)

A

shaft that oscillates on its journals, instead of revolving,
levers by means of which it receives
and communicates reciprocating motion, as in the valve
gear of some stoain engines;
called also rooker, rocking shaft, and way shaft.
Rock' stalf (stAf). [Cf. Rock, v. ».] An oscillating
bar in a miinhino, as the lever of the bellows of a forge.

— usually carrying

rocker, who had the honor, some thirty
years since, to attend on your higlmcfjs in your infancy. Fuller.

;

[From Rocky.]

(-I-n5s), n.

or quality of being rocky.

—

Rock'suck'er (-siik'Sr),
Rock'weed' (-wed'), n.

who
It

fish (Sebasttchthys mystinua).

Cretan rockrose, a reh-vted shrub (Cistus Crrticiis), one
of the plants yielding the fragrant gum called ladanitm.

Rock'e-lay (-t-m), Rock'Iay
Rockttway.
See Rokelay. [Scot.]
Rock'er (-er), ». (Zo'dl.) The rock pigeon.
specifically, one
1. One who rocks
Rock'er, n.

—

Rock

Sebastichthys, as the red rockfish (S. ruber). They are
among the most important of Cri.ifornia market fishes.
Called also rock cod, and gan-upa. (b) The striped bass.
See Bass, (c) Any one of several species of Florida and
Bermuda groupers of the genus Epinephulus. (d) An
American fresh-water darter ; the log perch.
(J^" The term is locally applied to various other fishes.

and

(-15), n.

—

J.

J. Philips.

Rock'a-way (rok'4-wa), n.. [Probably from Rockaway beach, where it was used.]

;

pity

rocking town

Supplants their footsteps.

:

;

Named from the resemblance
origin.
in shape to a distaff.
See Rock a distaff.]
1. An artificial firework consisting of a cylindrical case of paper or metal filled with a composition of combustible ingredients, as niter,
charcoal, and sulphur, and fastened to a guidGerman

—

acific coasts
called also sea trout, boregat, bodieron,
i/rtWwsr.
Eock warbler (Zo'dl.), a small Australian
singing bird (Origma rvbricata) which frequents rocky
ravines and water courses ;
called also cataract bird.
Rock wren (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of wrens
of the genua Salpinctes, native of the arid plains of
Lower California and Mexico.
Rock (r(5k), V. t, [imp. &p. p. Rocked (rSkt); p. pr.
vb. n. Rocking.] [AS. roccian ; akin to Dan. rokke to
move, to shake ; cf. Icel. rykkja to pull, move, G. rilcken
to move, push, pull.]
1. To cause to sway backward
and forward, as a body resting on a support beneath
as, to rock a cradle or chair ; to cause to vibrate ; to
cause to reel or totter.
Dryden.
A rising earthquake rocked the ground.
2. To n.ove as in a cradle ; hence, to put to sleep by
rocking; to still; toquiet. " Sleep rocfc thy brain." Shak.
^ff°' Rock differs from shake, as denoting a slower,
leas violent, and more uniform motion, or larger movements. It differs from sviing, which expresses a vibratory motio) ox something suspended.
Rock, V. i. 1. To move or be moved backward and
forward ; to be violently agitated ; to reel ; to totter.

and

.

Om

—

—

Rock, n. [OF. roke, F. roche ; cf Armor. j'oc'A, and
AS. rocc] 1. A large concreted mass of stony material
a large fixed stone or crag. See Stone.
Come one, come all this rock shall fly
From its firm base as soon as I.
Sir W. Scott.
2. (Geol.) Any natural deposit forming a part of the
earth's crust, whether consolidated or not, including

ap,

—

—

ceremonies.
They see no difference between an idler with a hat and national cockade, and an idler in a cowl or in a rochet.
Burke.
2. A frock or outer garment worn in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. lObs.]
Rom. of R.
Roch'et, n. [Probably corrupted fr. F. rouget the red
gurnet, from rouge red. Cf. Rouge.] (_Zodl.) The red
gurnard, or gurnet. See Gurnard.
Roch'lng cask' (rok'Tng kask' or rosh'-). [Probably
from F. roche a rock.] A tank in which alum is crystallized from a solution.
Rock (rSk), n. See Roc.
[OE. rocke; akin to D. rok, rokken, G.
Rock, n.
rocken, OHG. roccho, Dan. rok, Sw. rock. Ice), rokkr.
Cf. Rocket a firework.] A distaff used in spinning; the
Btaff or frame about which flax is arranged, and from
which the thread is drawn in spinning.
Chapman.
Sad Clotho held the rocke, the whiles the thread
By grisly Lachesis was spun with pain,
That cruel Atropos eftsoons undid.
Spenser.

l\f\\,

Dyer's rocket. (Bot.) See Dyer's broom, under Broom.
larkspur (Bot.), an annual plant with showy
Sea rocket
flowers in long racemes (Delphinium Ajacis).
(Bot.), either of two fleshy cruciferous plants (Cakile
maritima and C. Americana) found on the seashore of
Europe and America.
Yellow rocket (Bot.), a common
cruciferous weed with yellow flowers (i(or6«;ea vulgaris).
Rock'et (-St), n. [It. rocchetta, fr. rocca a distaff, of

— Eocket

—

—

taries, in certain religious

my fortress.

Rock Eel (Mursenoides gunnellus).
Eock foat (ZooL), a wild goat, or ibex. — Eock hopper
(Zo'dl.), a penguin of the genus Catarracles.
See under
Penguin. — Eock kangaroo. (Zo'dl.) See Kangaroo, and
Pbtrogale. — Eock lobster (Zo'dl.). s,ny one of several
species of large spinose lobsters of the genera Panvlirus
and Palinurus. They have no large claws. Called also
spiny lobster^ and sea crayfish.
Eock meal (Min.), a light
powdery variety of calcite occurring as an efflorescence.
— Eock milk. {Min.) &e& Agaric mineral, nnAevAakW-C
Rock moaa, a kind of lichen the cudbear. See Cudbear. —
Eock oil. See Petroleum. Rock parrake6t(Zooi.), a small
Australian parrakeet (Euphema petrophila), which nests
in holes among the rocks of high cliffs. Its general color
is yellowish olive green
a frontal band and the outer
edge of the wing quills are deep blue, and the central
tail feathers bluish green.
Rock pigeon (Zo'dl.), the
wild pigeon (Columba livia) of Europe and Asia, from
which the domestic pigeon was derived. See Jllust. under Pigeon. —Rock pipit. (Zool.) See the Note under
Pipit. — Rock plover. (Zo'dl.) (o) The black-bellied, or
whistling, plover, (b) The rock snipe. — Rock ptarmigan
(Zo'dl.), an arctic American ptarmigan (Lngopus rupestris), which in winter is white, with the tail and lores
black. In summer the males are grayish brown, coarsely
vermiculated with black, and have black patches on the
back. — Rock rabbit (ZooL), the hyrax. See Cont, and
Daman.— Eock ruby (Min.), a fine reddish variety of
garnet.
Rock salt (Min.), chloride of sodium (common
salt) occurring iu rocklike masses in mines
mineral
salt salt dug from the earth. In the United States this
name is sometimes given to salt in large crystals, formed
by evaporation from sea water in large basins or cavities.
Eock ami (Zo'dl.), the harbor seal. See Seal.
Rock
shell (ZooL), any species of Murex, Purpura, and allied
genera. — Rock anake (Zo'dl.), anyone of several large
pythons as, the royal rock snake (Python regia) of Africa, and the rock snake of India (P. molurus). Tha
Australian rock- snakes mostly belong to the allied genus Morelia.
Rock snipe (Zo'dl.), the purple sandpiper
(Tringa man'h'ma) ;— called also rock bird, rock plover,
winter snipe. — Rock soap (Min.), a kind of clay having a
smooth, greasy feel, and adhering to the tongue.
Eock
sparrow. (Zo'ol.) (a) Any one of several species of Old
World sparrows of the genus Petronia, as P. stulta, of
Europe, (b) A North American sparrow (Pttceea ruflcew).- Rock tar, petroleum. Rock thrush (Zo'ol.), any
Old World thrush of the genus Moniicola, or Fetrocossyphus; as, the European rock thrush (M. saxatilis), and
the blue rock thrush of India (jl/. ci/nnews), in which the
male is blue throughout.
Eock tripe (Bot.), a kind of
lichen (Umbilicaria Dillenii) growing on rocks in the
northern parts of America, and forming broad, flat, coriaceous, dark fuscous or blackish expansions. It has been
used as food in cases of extremil;y. — Eock trout (Zo'dl.),
any one of several species of marine food fishes of the
fenus Hexagrammus, family Chiridse, native of the North

—

RocheUe, and is called also Seignette's salt.
Roche' mou'ton'n^e' (rosh' moo'to'na').
[F.,
(Geol.) See Sheepback.
Roch'et (riSch'St; 277), n. [F., dim. fr. OHG. rocch
coat, G. rock.] 1. (Eccl.) A. linen garment resembling the
surplice, but with narrower sleeves, also without sleeves,
worn by bishops, and by some other ecclesiastical digni-

;

A

;

II

r^de,

under Cancer. —Rock

;

of

Knlte,

lltust.

—

sheep-shaped rock.]

use,

See

a name of several plants of the cress kind found on rocks,
as Arabis petrssa.A. lyrata, etc.
Eock crystal (Min.),
limpid quartz. See Quartz, and under Crystal.
Rock dove (Zo'dl.), the rock pigeon ;
called also 7'ock
doo.
Rock drill, an implement for drilling holes iu rook
esp., a machine impelled by steam or compressed air, for
drilling holes for blasting, etc.
Eock duck (Zo'ol.), the

;

—

when

A

—

A seaport town in

a support a refuge.
The Lord is my rook, and

2. One of the curving pieces of wood or metal on
which a cradle, chair, etc., rocks.
3. Any implement or machine working with a rocking
motion, as a trough mounted on rockers for separating
gold dust from gravel, etc., by agitation iu water.
4. A play horse on rockers a rocking-horse.
a rocking-chair.
5. A chair mounted on rockers
6. A skate with a curved blade, somewhat resembling

cook. (Zool.)
exoletus).
(b)

—

France.
Eochelle powders. Same as Seidlitz powders.
Rochelle salt (Chem.), the double tartrate of sodium and potassium, a white crystalline substance. It has a cooling,
saline, slightly bitter taste and is employed as a mild purgative. It was discovered by Seignette, an apothecary

;

— Rock

cork (Min.), a variety of asbestus the
fibers of which are loosely interlaced. It resembles cork
in its texture.
Rock crab (Zo'dl.), any one of several
species of large crabs of the genus Cancer, as the two
species of the New England coast (C. irroratus and C.

;

+

3.

California rockfish.

—Rock

;

;

fense

A

European wrasse (Cenlrolabrus

rockling.

—

&

sand, earth, clay, etc.,

(b)

A

(a)

—

A

(rS-shSl'), n.

ledges,

.

—

iEng.]
Ro-chelle'

ROCKWEED
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ROBUSTIOUS

;

go

;

n.

(Zo'dl.)

(Boi.)

A

Any

lamprey.

coarse seaweed

growing on sea-washed rocke, especially Fucus.

aina, iQk

;

tfaen,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

i

EOCKWOOD
ROCk'WOOd'

N

tus

(-wflrk'), n.
1. {Arch.) Stonework in
the surface is left broken and rough.

which
2.

(

A rockery.

Gardening)

Rock'y (-y), a. 1. Full of, or abounding in, rocks;
consisting of rocks ; as, a rocky mountain ; a rocky shore.
2. Like a rock ; as, the rocky orb of a shield. Milton.
un3. Fig. : Not easily impressed or affected ; hard
Shak.
feeling obdurate ; as, a rocky bosom.
Eocky Mountain locust (ZooL), the Western locust, or
Eocky Mountain sheep.
grasshopper. See Grasshoppee.
;

;

—

{Zo'dl.)

See Bighorn.

RO'COa (ro'ko), re. [Cf. F. rocou, roucou, Pg. &
The orange-colored pulp covering the
Braz. urucu.']
seeds of the tropical plant Bixa Orellana, from which
annotto is prepared. See Annotto.
[F. ; of uncertain etymolRo-CO'CO (ro-ko'ko), n.
ogy.] A florid style of ornamentation which prevailed in
Europe in the latter part of the eighteenth century.
Ro-co'co, a. Of or pertaining to the style called rococo like rococo ; florid ; fantastic.
Rod (rSd), n. [The same word as rood. See Rood.]
1. A straight and slender stick ; a wand ; hence, any
Blender bar, as of wood or metal (applied to various pur;

Specifically
(a) An instrument of
figuratively, chastisement.
or correction

poses).

:

punishment

that spareth his rod hateth his son.

Frov.

xiii. 24.

A

kind of scepter, or badge of office ; hence, figura(b)
" The
tively, power ; authority ; tyranny ; oppression.

and bird of peace." Shak. (c) A support for a fisha fish pole. Gay. {d) (3Iach. & Structures) A
in tension, as for sustaining a suspended
weight, or in tension and compression, as for transmitrod,

ing line

;

member used

R

ting reciprocating motion, etc. ; a connecting bar. (e) An
instrument for measuring.
2. A measure of length containing sixteen and a half
called also perch, and pole.
feet ;

—

—

Eods and cones
Black rod.
See in the Vocabulary.
(Anat.), the elongated cells or elements of the sensory
layer of the retina, some of which are cylindrical, others

Bomewhat
Rofl'dy

conical.
a.

Ruddy.

Chaucer.
complexion.
Chaucer.

[06«.]

[See Rud.]
Redness
[OJi.] " His ro(fe was red."
Rode, imp. of Ride.
Chaucer.
Rode, n. See Rood, the cross, [06«.]
Ro'dent (ro'dent), a. [L. rodens, -entis, p. pr. of
rodere to gnaw.
See Rase, v. t., and cf. Bostrdm.]
1. Gnawing; biting; corroding; {Med.) applied to a
destructive variety of cancer or

Rode

(rod), n.

ulcer.
2. {Zool.)

Gnawing.

(a)

(6)

Of

or pertaining to the Rodentia.
(Zool.) One of
Ro'dent, re.
II

(rS-dSn'shi-A),

[NL.
See Rodent, a.]
An order of mammals
having two (rarely four) large
incisor teeth in each jaw, distant
from the molar teeth. The rats, Skull and Jaws

n. pi.
{Zool.)

squirrels, rabbits,

Roe'deer'
der'),

(r^{Min.)
Same as Oolite.
Ro-ga'tlon
(ron.

rogatum, to
ask,
beg, supplicate
cf
¥. rogation. Cf.
:

Abrogate,
Arrogant,
Prorogue.]
Roebuck (Capreolus caprsea).
Male
and Fawn.
1. {Rom. Antiq.)
The demand, by the consuls or tribunes, of a law to be
passed by the people a proposed law or decree.
;

2. {Eccl.) Litany; supplication.
perfecteth the rogations or litanies before in use.

He

Hooker.
Eogatlon days (£ccl.), the three days which immediately precede Ascension Day ;
so called as being days
on which the people, walking
procession, sang litanies
of special supplication.
Eogatlon flower (Bot.), a European species of milkwort (Poly gala vulgaris) ;
so caUed
from its former use for garlands in Rogation week. Dr.
Prior.
Eogatlon week, the second week before Whitsunday, in which the Rogation days occur.

—

II

+

/ae'At
[Gr. pofiov rose
Rod'o-mel (rod'o-mel), re.
Simmonds.
honey.] Juice of roses mixed with honey.
[P. rodomont, It. rodoRod'0-mont (-mSnt), n.
monte, fr. Modornonte, Rodamonte, a boasting hero in
the "Orlando Furioso" of Ariosto, and the "Orlando
Innamorato " of Bojardo properly, one who rolls away
mountains Prov. It. rodare to roll away (fr. L. rota a
wheel) -)- It. monie a mountain, L. mons. See Rotary,
Mount, n.] A vain or blustering boaster a braggart a
;

;

Sir T. Herbert,

braggadocio.

Rod'O-mont, a. Bragging vainly boasting.
[F., fr. It. rodoRod'0-mon-tade' (-m8n-tad'), re.
montata.
See Rodomont, re.]
Vain boasting; empty
;

bluster or vaunting ; rant.
I could show that the rodomontades of Almanzor are neither
so irrational nor impossible.
Dryden.
ter

;

To boast

;

to brag

;

to blus-

to rant.

Rod'0-mon-tad'ist (-tad'ist),
Rod'O-mon-ta'do (-ta'do), re.
Rod'0-mon-ta'dor (-der), re.

Rods'man (rodz'mSn),
One who carries and holds

n.

One who

boasts.

Rodomontade.

A rodomoutadist.

pi. RoDSMEN (-men).
a leveling staff, or rod, in a
re.

/

surveying party.

G. W. Cable.
Ro'dy (ro'dy), a. Ruddy. [OJi.]
Chaucer.
Roe (ro),_ re. [OE. to, AS. rah ; akin to D. ree, G.
reh, Icel. ra, Dan. raa, Sw. ra.]
{Zool.) {a) A roebuck.
See Roebuck. (6) The female of any species of deer.
[For roan, OB. roione, akin to G. rogen,
Roe, re.
0H6. rogan, Icel. hrogn, Dan. rogn, ravn, Sw. rom ; of
uncertain origin
cf. Gr. (cpoKr; pebble, Skr. Qarkara
gravel.]
1. {Zool.) The ova or spawn of fishes and
amphibians, especially when still inclosed in the ovarian
membranes. Sometimes applied, loosely, to the sperm
and to the testes of the male.
2. A mottled appearance of light and shade in wood,
especially in mahoganj'.
RoelJUCk' (ro'biiki), re. [Ut roe
buck.'] {Zool.) k
small European and Asiatic deer {Capreolus caprsea)
having erect, cylindrical, branched antlers, forked at the
summit. This, the smallest European deer, is very nimble
;

+

ale,

senate,

—

Rog'a-tO-ry (r5g'a-to-ry), a. [See Rogation.] Seeking information ; authorized to examine witnesses or
ascertain facts ; as, a rogatory commission.
Woolsey.
Rogue (rog), ». [F. rogue proud, haughty, supercilious ; cf. Icel. hrohir a rook, croaker (cf. Rook a bird), or
Armor, rok, rog, proud, arrogant.] 1. (Eng. Law) A
an

;

sturdy beggar

idle,

;

a vagabond a tramp.
is applied to a
;

(13^ The phrase rogues and vagabonds

large class of wandering, disorderly, or dissolute persons.

They were formerly pimished by being whipped and having the gristle of the right ear bored with a hot iron.
2. A deliberately dishonest person a knave ; a cheat.
The rogue and fool by fits is fair and wise.
Pope.
3. One who is pleasantly mischievous or frolicsome
hence, often used as a term of endearment.
Shak.
Ah, you sweet little rogue, you
4. An elephant that has separated from a herd and
roams about alone, in which state it is very savage.
5. {Mart. ) A worthless plant occurring among seedlings of some choice variety.
Eogues' gallery, a collection of portraits of rogues or
Bogue's
criminals, for the use of the police authorities.
inarch, derisive music performed in driving away a person
under popular indignation or ofiicial sentence, as when
Eogue's yam,
a soldier is drummed out of a regiment.
yam of a different twist and color from the rest, inserted
mto the cordage of the British navy, to identify it it
stolen, or for the purpose of tracing the maker in case of
defect. Different makers are required to use yarns of
!

—

vagabond ; to
; to play the
Spenser.
[Obs.]
give the name or designation of
Cudworth.
rogue to ; to decry. [Obs.]
2. {Hort.) To destroy (plants that do not come up to
a required standard).
RogU'er-y (-er-^), re. 1. The life of a vagrant. [06«.]
2. The practices of a rogue ; knavish tricks cheating
fraud dishonest practices.
'T is no scandal grown,
DiT/den.
For debt and roguery to quit the town.
V.

c&ie,

am, arm, ask,

i.

To wander

play knavish tricks.

Rogue,

V.

t.

X.

To

;

;

Arch tricks mischievousness.
Rogue'sblp (rog'ship), re. The quality or state of
being a rogue. IJocoseJ " Your rogueship." Dryden.
RogU'lsk (rog'ish), a. 1. Vagrant. [Ois.] Spenser.
3.

;

His roguish madness
Allows

;

;

i.

m

—

Rognie,

of a Ro-

Reduced.
beavers belong to this order.
IS^°° The incisor teeth are long, curved, and strongly
enameled on the outside, so as to keep a cutting edge.
They have a persistent pulp and grow continuously.
RO-de'O (ro-da'6), re. [Sp., a going round.] A roundup. See Round-up. IWestem U. S .J
Rodge (rSj), re. {Zool.) The gadwall. {Prov. Eng.l

v.

I

—

ga'shiin),
n.
[L.
rogalio, fr. rogare,

vagrant

ilacaulay,

Roist'er-ly, a. Blustering; violent. [R.]
Roist'er-ly, adv. In a roistering manner. [R.]
Rok'am-1)Ole (r5k'am-bol), re. See Rocambole.
Roke (rok), re. [See Reek.] 1. Mist ; smoke damp
[Prov. Eng.] [Written also roak, rook, and rouk.]
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
2. A vein of ore.
Roke'age (rok'aj), n. [Cf. NocAKE.] Parched Indian
corn, pounded up and mixed
Rok'ee (rok'e),
(
with sugar ;
called also yokeage.
[Local, U. S.]
Rok'e-lay (rSk'e-la), re. [Cf. RoQUELAUEE.] A short
cloak.
[Written also rockelay, rocklay, etc.] [Scot.]
Misty; foggy;
Rok'y (rok'y), a.
[See Roke.]
cloudj'.
[Prov. Eng.]
Ray.
Role (rol), re. [F. See Roll.] A part, or character,
performed by an actor in a drama hence, a part or
function taken or assumed by any one ; as, he has now
taken the role of philanthropist.
Title role, the part, or character, which gives the title
to a play, as the part oi Hamlet in the play of that name.
Roll (rol), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Rolled (rold) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Rolling.]
[OF. roeler, roler, F. rouler, LL.
rotulare, fr. L. rotulus, rotula, a little wheel, dim. of
rota wheel ; akin to G. rad, and to Skr. ralha car, chariot.
1. To cause to
Cf. Control, Roll, n.. Rotary.]
revolve by turning over and over ; to move by turning
on an axis ; to impel forward by causing to turn over
and over on a supporting surface ; as, to roll a wheel, 9
ball, or a barrel.
2. To wrap round on itself to form into a spherical
or cylindrical body by causing to turn over and over;
as, to roll a sheet of paper ; to roll parchment ; to roU
clay or pntty into a ball.
3. To bind or involve by winding, as in a bandage ; t»
often with up ; as, to roll up a parcel.
inwrap ;
4. To drive or impel forward with an easy motion, as
of rolling
as, a river rolls its waters to the ocean.
The ilood of Catholic reaction was rolled over Europe.
J. A. Symonds,
5. To utter copiously, esp. with sounding words; to
often with forth, or out ; as,
utter with a deep sound ;
to roll forth some one's praises ; to roll out sentences.
Who rolVd the psalm to wintry skies. Tennyson
6. To press or level with a roller ; to spread or form
with a roll, roller, or rollers ; as, to roll a field ; to roll
paste ; to roll steel rails, etc.
7. To move, or cause to be moved, upon, or by means
of, rollers or small wheels.
8. To beat with rapid, continuous strokes, as a drum
to sound a roll upon.
9. {Geom.) To apply (one line or surface) to anothei
without slipping ; to bring all the parts of (one line or
surface) into successive contact with another, in such
manner that at every instant the parts that have been in
contact are equal.
10. To turn over in one's mind ; to revolve.
Full oft in heart he rolieth up and down
The beauty of these florins new and bright. Chaucer,
To roll one'a self, to wallow.
To roll the eye, to direct its axis hither and thither in quick succession.
To
roll one's r'l, to utter the letter r with a trill.
[CoUoq,]
Roll, V, i. 1. To move, as a curved object may, along
a surface by rotation without sliding ; to revolve upon
an axis ; to turn over and over ; as, a ball or wheel roll)
on the earth a body rolls on an inclined plane.
And her foot, look you, is fixed upon a spherical stone, which
rolls, and rolls, and rolls.
Shak.
2. To move on wheels; as, the carriage rolls along the
;

Roe'stone'

ston'),

different colors.

dent (a Red Squirrel;.

marmots, and

Rod'0-mon-tade',

(ro'-

(Zool.)

re.

The roebuck.

—

the Rodentia.

Ro-den'U-a

If two roisterers met, they
faces.

(rod),
a.
{Zool.) Filled with
roe.

;

Full of rods or twigs,

(-dj^), a.

Rod'dy,

Roist'er (roist'er), re. See Roisterer.
Roist'er-er (-er), re. A blustering, turhulent fellow.
cocked their hats in each other'!

mountainous country,

Rood

—

;

He

It always prefers a

and graceful.

or high grounds.

wood.

Rock'WOrk'

;

;

ROLL

1248

(Min.) Ligniform asbes-

(r5k'w66d'), n.

also, fossil

;

"

;;;

.

anything.

itself to

Sha/i.

;

&

;

—
;

—

—

—

;

" The

street.

roZh'rej/

Dryden,

chair.

3. To be wound or formed into a cylinder or ball ; as,
the cloth rolls unevenly the snow rolls well.
4. To fall or tumble
with over; as, a stream rolla
over a precipice.
5. To perform a periodical revolution to move onward
as with a revolution as, the rolling year ages roll away.
6. To turn
to move circularly.
And his red eyeballs roll with living fire. Dryden.
7. To move, as waves or billows, with alternate swell

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

2. Resembling, or characteristic of, a rogue; knavish.
3. Pleasantly mischievous ; waggish ; arch.
The most bewitching leer with her eyes, the most roguish
Dryden.
cast.

— Rogu'lsh-ly, adv. — Rogu'lsh-ness,

re.

VEstrange.
RogU'y (rog'y), a. Roguish. [06*.]
RoTlof (ro'hob), re. An inspissated juice. See Rob.
Roi'al

(roi'al), a.

Roil (roQ),

& vb.

V.

i.

Chaucer.
Royal. [Obs.']
[imp. &p. p. Roiled (roild) p. pr.
;

possibly
[Of. OE. roilen to wander
OF. roeler to roll, equiv. to F. rouler. See Roll, v.,
and cf. Rile.] 1. To render turbid by stirring up the
dregs or sediment of as, to roil wine, cider, etc., in
re.

Roiling.]

;

fr.

;

casks or bottles

to roil a spring.
;
2. To disturb, as the temper ; to ruffle the temper of
to rouse the passion of resentment in to perplex.
That his friends should beheve it, was what roiVed him [Judge
;

M. North.
5^^ Provincial in England and colloquial in the United
States. A commoner, but les.s approved, form is rile.
Roil, V. i. 1. To wander to roam. [Ofo.]
Halliwell.
2. To romp.
IProv. Eng.]
Roll'y {-f), a. Turbid as, roily water.
Roln (roin), V. t. See Botne. [05i.]
Roin, re. [F. rogne. See Roynish.] A scab ; a scurf,
or scurfy spot. [Obs.]
Roin'ish, a. See Roynish. [Obs.]
Rollft (roint), interj. See Aeoint.
Rcdst (roist), V. i. See Roister.
Roist'er (roisfer), v. i. [Probably fr. F. rustre boor,
a clown, clownish, fr. L. rtisiicus rustic. See Rustic]
To bluster to swagger to buUy ; to be bold, noisy,
vaunting, or turbulent.
I have a roisiing challenge sent amongst
Shak.
The dull and factious nobles of the Greeks.

Jeffreys] exceedingly.

;

;

;

final,

^

;

;

eve,

event,

Snd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

and depression.
What different sorrows

did within thee

Prior.

roll.

8. To incline first to one side, then to the other to
rock as, there is a great difference in ships about rolling / in a general sense, to be tossed about.
Twice ten tempestuous nights I rolled.
Pope,
9. To turn over, or from side to side, while lying
down to wallow as, a horse rolls.
10. To spread under a roller or rolling-pin; as, the
;

;

;

;

paste rolls well.
11. To beat a drum with strokes so rapid that they
can scarcely be distinguished by the ear.
12. To make a loud or heavy rumbling noise ; as, the

thimder rolls.
To roll about, to gad abroad.

[OJs.]

Man shall not suffer his wife go

roll about.

Chaucer.

Roll, re. [F. role a roll (in sense 3), fr. L. rotulus a
little wheel, LL. a roll, dim. of L. rota a wheel.
See
Roll, !;.,and cf. Role, Rouleau, Roulette.] 1. The
act of rolling, or state of being rolled as, the roll of a
ball
the roll of waves.
a roller.
Specifically
2. That which rolls
(a) A
heavy cylinder used to break clods. Mortimer. (6) One
of a set of revolving cylinders, or rollers, between which
metal is pressed, formed, or smoothed, as in a rolling
mill
as, to pass rails through the rollo.
3. That which is rolled up
as, a roll of fat, of wool,
paper, cloth, etc. Specifically
(a) A document written
on a piece of parchment, paper, or other material which
may be rolled up a scroll.
,

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

The
idea,

SI

;

Busy angels spread
what we say.

lasting roll, recording

old,

obey,

orb,

odd

prior.

; ;;

Hence, an

official

or public document

Roll'lng-pln'' (rol'ing-pln'), n. A cylindrical piece
wood or other material, with which paste or dough
may be rolled out and reduced to a proper thickness.
RoU'way' (-wa'), n. A place prepared for rolling
logs into a stream.

a register

;

of

also, a catalogue ; a list.
of Parliament, the entry ol the petitions, answers,
Sir M. Hale.
transactions in Parliament, are extant.
The roll and list of that army doth remain. Sir J. Uuvies.

a record
The rolls
;

and

kind of pudding made
Roll'y-po'ly (rol'jr-po'ly ), n.
of paste spread with fruit, roUed into a cyUndrical form,
Shaped like a roUy-poly
a.
and boiled or steamed.
short and stout. [Written also roly-poly. ~\
Roll'y-pOOl'y (-pool'y), ». [Etymol. uncertain.]
game in which a ball, rolling into a certain place, wins.
[Written also rouly-pouly.']
RoUy-poly.
a.
Ro'ly-po'ly (ro'ly-po'ly), n.
See Rummage. [04s.]
v.
Rom'age (riim'aj), n.

A

quantity of cloth wound into a cylindrical form ;
cylina roll of carpeting ; a roll of ribbon, (d)
drical twist of tobacco.
bread,
often
biscuit
or
4.
kind of shortened raised
rolled or doubled upon itself.
vessel
from
of
a
5. [Naui.) The oscillating movement
side to side, in a sea way, as distinguished from the alterpitching.
nate rise and fall of bow and stem called
heavy, reverberatory sound as, the roll of can6.

(c)
aa,

A

A

—

A

A

Shak.

Ro-ma'lc (ro-ma'Tk), a. [NGr. 'PM^aiKos cf. F. romaigue. See Roman.] Of or relating to modern Greece,
and especially to its language.— m. The modern Greek
language, now usually called by the Greeks Hellenic or
;

V

Neo-Hellenic.

—

The Greeks at the time of the capture of Constantinople were proud of being 'Puiiaaioi, or Romans. .
Hence the term Romaic was the name given to the popular language. . . . The Greek language is now spoken of
Encyc. Bnt.
as the Hellenic language.

^W^

—

.

cf.

;

Romans

;

man

Old World

carian

birds of the
Coraciadse.

ward

become

ignited.

Ro-

— Roman

Catholic, of, perreligion of that church of

—

—

—

—

—

Indian Roller (,Coracias Indica).

tail blue, green, and black.
broad-billed rollers of India and Africa belong to
the genus Eurystomus, as the oriental roller (£. orientalis\ and the Australian roUer, or dollar bird (E. PaciflThe latter is dark brown on the head and neck,
cus).
sea green on the back, and bright blue on the throat,
base of the tail, and parts of the wings. It has a silverywhite spot on the middle of each wing.
10. {Zool.) Any species of small ground snakes of the
family Torlricidse.
Ground roller (Zool.), any one of several species of Madagascar rollers belonging to Atelomis and allied genera.
They are nocturnal birds, and feed on the ground.
Roller bolt, the bar in a carriage to which the traces are
Roller gin, a cotton
attached
a whiffletree. [Eng.]
igin in which rolls are used for separating tlie seeds from
Roller skate,
Roller mill. See under Mill.
the fiber.
a, skate which has small wheels in the place of the medesigned for use in skating upon a
tallic runner
smooth, hard surface, other than ice.
RoU'ey {-f), n. [Probably fr. roll.'^ A small wagon
Tomlinson.
used for the underground work of a mine.
Rol'Ilc (rSl'lik), V. i. \imp. &p. p. Rollicked (-likt)
[Corrupt, fr. frolic, under
vb. n. Rollicking.]
p. pr.
the influence of roll.'] To move or play in a careless,
swaggering manner, with a frolicsome air to frolic ; to
sport ; commonly in the form rollicking. \Colloq.']
He described his friends as rollicking blades. T. Hook.
RoU'lng (rol'Tng), a. 1. Rotating on an axis, or moving along a surface by rotation turning over and over
as if on an axis or a pivot as, a rolling wheel or ball.
2. Moving on wheels or rollers, or as l£ on wheels or
rollers
as, a rolling chair.
3. Having gradual, rounded undulations of surface
as, a rolling country ; rolling land.
[_U. S.]
Rolling bridge.
See the Note under Dbawbeidoe.
Rolling circle of a paddle wheel, the circle described by
tlie point whose velocity equals the velocity of the ship.
Rolling fire (Mil.), a discharge of firearms by
J. Bourne.
soldiers in line, in quick succession, and in the order in
which they stami. —Rolling friction, that resistance to
motion experienced by one body rolling upon another
which arises from the roughness or other quality of the
surfaces in contact.
Rolling mill, a mill furnished with
heavy rolls, between which heated metal is passed, to

The

Romanic, Romaunt, Eomansch, Romahza.] 1. A
meter
composed
in the Romance dialects, and afterward in prose, such as
the tales of the court of Arthur, and of Amadis of Gaul
hence, any fictitious and wonderful tale a sort of novel,
especially one which treats of surprising adventures usucf.

;

hero or a heroine ; a tale of extravagant
adventures, of love, and the like. '^Romances that been
Chaucer.
royal."
Upon these three columns chivalry, gallantry, and religion
— repose the fictions ol the Middle Ages, especially those known
as romances. These, such as we now know them, and such as
display the characteristics above mentioned, were orieinally
metrical, and chiefly written by nations of the north of France.
Hallam.
2. An adventure, or series of extraordinary events, resembling those narrated in romances ; as, his courtship,
or his life, was a romance.
3. A dreamy, imaginative habit of mind ; a disposition
to ignore what is real ; as, a girl full of romance.
4. The languages, or rather the several dialects, which
were originally forms of popular or vulgar Latin, and
have now developed mto Italian, Spanish, French, etc.
(called the Romanic languages).
a song or
5. {Mus.) A short lyric tale set to music
short instrumental piece in ballad style ; a romanza.
Syn. Fable ; novel fiction ; tale.
Of or relating to the language or
Ro-mance', a.

—

—

—

&

;

;

—

;

;

dialects

p. pr.
tell

Ro-man'cy (-sy), a.
Ro'man-esque' (ro'mon-Ssk'),
;

A ma-

full,

ap,

Orn

;

pity

romanesque;

[F.

«.

—

;

—

'19

[i?.]

1. {Arch.) Somewhat resembling
It. romanesco.]
applied sometimes to the debased style of
the Roman
the later Roman empire, but esp. to the more developed
architecture prev.ailing from the 8th century to the 12th.
fanciful.
2. Of or pertaining to roiimiice or fable
Romanesque Btyle (Arcli.\ that which grew up from the
Konian
architoccopy
attempts of barbarous people to
ture .and applv it to their own i)iirposos. This term is
loosfilv applied to all the styles of Western Europe, from
the fall of the Western Roman Empire to the appearance
of Gothic architecture.
cf.

chine for calendering cloth by pressure between revolving rollers. (6) A printing press with a roller, used in
copperplate printing.
Rolling stock, or Rolling plant,
the locomotives and vehicles of a railway.— Rolling tackle
iJVant.), tack\e used to steady the yards when the ship
j:o11s heavily.
R. H. Dana, Jr.
rjide,

to indulge in extravagant stories.
Walpole.
but apt to romance.

;

Romantic,

—

(n)

romances

Romance.
[imp. &p. p. Romanced (-m^nst')
Romancing (^mSn'sing).] To write or

as

v. i.

vb. n.

Ro-man'cer (ro-m5n'ser), n. One who romances.
Ro-man'ClSt (-sist), Ji. A romancer, [i?.]

—

press,

known

&

A very brave officer,

—

— Boiling

;

Ro-mance',

;

into sheets, rails, etc.

Ro'man-esque' (ro'man-Ssk'), n. Romanesque style.
Ro-man'lc (ro-mau'ik), a. [L. Romajiicus. See Ro-

mance, ?i.] 1. Of or pertaining to Rome or its people.
2. Of or pertaining to any or all of the various languages which, duruQg the Middle Ages, sprung out of the
old Roman, or popular form of Latin, as the Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, French, Provengal, etc.
said
3. Related to the Roman people by descent ;
especially of races and nations speaking any of the Rotongues.
manic
Romanic spelling, spelling by means of the letters of
English — contrasted with
the Roman alphabet, as

—

m

;

foiud,

fobt

;

out,

oil

;

ohair

;

go

;

;

phonetic spelling.

Ro'man-ish (ro'man-itsh), a. Pertaining to Romanism.
Ro'man-ism (-iz'm), n. The tenets of the Church of
Rome the Roman Catholic religion.
Ro'man-ist, «. One who adheres to Romanism.
Ro'man-ize (-iz), v. t. [imp. & p.p. Romanized (-Izd)
1. To Latinize ;
vb. n. Romanizing (-I'zTng).l
p. pr.
Dryden.
[R.']
to fiU with Latin words or idioms.
2. To convert to the Roman Catholic religion.
Ro'man-ize, v. i. 1. To use Latin words and idioms.
" Apishly Romanizing."
Milton.
2. To conform to Roman Catholic opinions, customs,
or modes of speech.
;

&

One who Romanizes.
[Grisons rumansch, ruSee Romance.] The language of
of the Latin.
corruption
the Grisons in Switzerland, a
[Written also Romansh, and Rumonsch.]
Ro'man-i'zer

Ro-mansch'

(-i'zer), n.

(ro-mansh'), n.

monsch, romonsch.

Ro-mant' (ri-mSnt'), n. A romaunt. [Obs.l
Ro-man'tic (ro-mSn'tTk), a. [F. romantique, fr. OF.
romant. See Romance.] 1. Of or pertaining to romance
involving or resembling romance hence, fanciful mara
as, a romantic tale
unreal
extravagant
velous
romantic notion a romantic undertaking.
Can anything in nature be imagined more profane and impious, more absurd, and indeed romantic, than such a persua;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sion

South.

?

Zeal for the good of one's country a party of men have repreAddison.
sented as chimerical and romantic.
2. Entertaining ideas and expectations suited to a

romance as, a romantic person a romantic mind.
3. Of or pertaining to the style of the Christian and
popular literature of the Middle Ages, as opposed to the
;

;

classical antique; of the nature of, or appropriate to,
that style as, the romantic school of poets.
;

4. Characterized by strangeness or variety ; suggestive of adventure ; suited to romance ; wild picturesque
applied to scenery as, a romantic landscape.
fictitious
Sentimental ; fanciful fantastic
Syn.
extravagant ; wild chimerical. See Sentimental.

—

;

;

—

:

;

;

The romantic drama. See under Drama.
Ro-man'tiC-al (-tl-kal), a. Romantic.
Ro-man'tlc-al-ly, adv. In a romantic manner.

Ro-man'ti-Clsm

(-tl-stz'm), n. [Cf. it.

romantidsmo,

F. romantisme, romanticism e."] A fondness for romantic characteristics or peculiarities; specifically, in modapplied
ern literature, an aiming at romantic effects
to the productions qf a school of writers who sought to
opposimethods
in
forms
and
mediaeval
revive certain
tion to the so-called classical style.
He [Lessing] may be said to have begun the revolt from
pseudoKjlassicism in poetry, and to have been thus unconsciously
Lowell.
the founder of romanticism.
Ro-man'ti-ClSt (-stst), n. One who advocates romanJ. R. Seeley.
ticism in modern literature.
Ro-man'tlc-ly (-tik-iy), adv. Romantically, [i?.]
Strype.
Ro-man'tic-nesB (-tTk-nSs), n. The state or quality
Richardson.
fancifulness.
of being romantic wildness ;
Rom'a-uy (r8m'a-njf), n. [Gypsy romano, romani,
1. A gypsy.
adj., gypsy
cf. rom husband.]
;

—

;

;

The language spoken among themselves by the gyp-

2.

ally befalling a

—

—

m

species of fictitious writing, originally

—

;

unite,

as they

;

brown, and the

use,

;

taining to, or adhering to, the
which the pope is the spiritual head as, a Roman CathoRoman cement,
lic priest ; the Roman Catholic Church.
a cement having the property of hardening under water
Roman law. See under
a species of hydraulic cement.
Law.
Roman nose, a nose somewhat aquiline. Roman
ocher, a deep, rich orange color, transparent and durable,
used by artists, lire. —Roman order (Arch.), the composite order. See Composite, a., 2.
Ro'man, n. 1. A native, or permanent resident, of
Rome ; a citizen of Rome, or one upon whom certain
rights and privileges of a Roman citizen were conferred.
in dis2. Roman type, letters, or print, collectively ;
tinction from Italics.
Ro-mance' (r6-m3ns'), n. [OE. romance, romant, romaunt, OF. romanz, romans, romant, roman, F. roman,
romance, fr. LL. Romanice in the Roman language, in the
vulgar tongue, i. e., in the vulgar language which sprang
from Latin, the language of the Romans, and hence applied
to fictitious compositions written in this vulgar tongue; f r.
L. Romanicus Roman, fr. Romanus. See Roman, and

species are brilliantly

it

aqueduct

highly valued by dyers on account of its freedom from
iron. —Roman balance, a form of balance nearly resembUng the modern steelyard. See the Note under Balance, n., 1. —Roman candle, a kind of firework (generally
held in the hand), characterized by the continued emission of a shower of sparks, and the ejection, at intervals,
of brtUiant balls or stars of fire which are thrown up-

denly turning over or
•'
tumbling " in flight.
t^"" Many of the

form

Roman

—

family

;

a

;

—

Tlie name alludes to
their habit of sud-

lars chestnut

fortitude

Of or pertaining to the Roman Catholic rehgion

professing that religion.
said of the letters
3. {Print.) {a) Upright; erect;
or kind of type ordinarily used, as distinguished from
letters,
not in figExpressed
in
Italic characters.
(6)
said of numerals, as disures, as I., IV., i., iv., etc. ;
etc.
tinguished from the Arabic numerals, 1, 4,
Roman alum ( Chem.), a cubical potassium alum formerly
obtained in large quantities from Italian alunite, and

pi-

colored. The common
European species ( Coracias garrula) lias the
hoad, neck, and under
parts light blue varied
with green, the scapu-

Roman

as,

;

art.

2.

—

cies of

.

Ro'man (ro'man),a. \li. Romnnus, fi. Moma Rome:
F. romain. Cf. Romaic, Romance, Romantic] 1. Of
or pertaining to Rome, or the Roman people like or characteristic of Rome, the Roman people, or things done by

—

;

&

&

;

—

;

A

non, or of thunder.
7. The uniform beating of a drum with strokes so rapid
as scarcely to be distinguished by the ear.
Estrange.
[Obs.']
8. Part; office; duty; rSle.
Long roll {Mil.)., a prolonged roll of the drums, as the
troops to
for
the
and
the
enemy,
signal of an attack by
Master of the rolls. See
line.
arrange themselves
under Master. —Roll call, the act, or the time, of callRolls of
ing over a list of names, as among soldiers.
court, of parliament (or of any public body), the parchments or rolls on which the acts and proceedings of that
body are engrossed by the proper officer, and which conTo call the
stitute the records of such public body.
roll, to call off or recite a list or roll of names of persons
belonging to an organization, in order to ascertain who
are present or to obtain responses from those present.
schedule ; catalogue ; register ; invenSyn.
List
tory. See List.
RoU'a-ble (rol'a-b'l), a. Capable of being rolled.
Roll'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, rolls;
especially, a cylinder, sometimes grooved, of wood, stone,
metal, etc., used in husbandry and the arts.
2. A bandage ; a fillet ; properly, a long and broad
bandage used in surgery.
3. {Naut.) One of a series of long, heavy waves which
roll in upon a coast, sometimes in calm weather.
4. A long, belt-formed towel, to be suspended on a
called also roller towel.
rolling cylinder
6. {Print.) A cyhnder coated with a composition
made principally of glue and molasses, with which forms
of type are inked previously to taking an impression from
W. Savage.
them.
6. A long cylinder on which something is rolled up ;
as, the roller of a map.
7. A small wheel, as of a caster, a roller skate, etc.
8. (Zool.) Any insect whose larva rolls up leaves; a
See Tortkix.
leaf roller.
{Zool.) Any one of numerous spe9. [Cf. F. rollier.']

m
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ROLLABLE
(6)

;;
;;

;;;

[Written also Rommany.'}

sies.

Ro-man'za (ro-miin'za), n. [It.] See Romance, 5.
A ro[See Romance.]
Ro-maunt' (r6-mant'), n.
mantic story in verse as, the "Romaunt of the Rose."
II

;

O, hearken, loving hearts
Unto my wild romaunt.

and

bold.
3frs.

Browning.

Rom'ble (riSm'b'l), v. & n. Rumble. [06i.] Chaucer.
Rom-bOW'llne (rSm-bo'lTn), n. [Etjnnol. uncertain.]
{Naut.) Old, condemned canvas, rope, etc., unfit for use
except in chafing gear. [Written also rumbowline.}
Ro'me-lne (ro'me-Tn), n. [F. romiine. So called
after the French mineraloRo'me-lte (ro'm^-It),
(Min.) A mineral of a hyacinth
gist Rome de L'Isle.]
occurring
in square octahedrons.
or honey-yellow color,
It is an antimonate of calcium.
Rome'kln (rom'ktn), n. [Cf. Rummer.] A drinking
Haltiwell.
cup. [Written also romkin.l [Obs.'\
Rome' pen'ny (pen'ny), or Rome' soot' (skBf).
See Peter pence, under Peter.
Rome'ward (-werd), adv. Toward Rome, or toward
the Roman Catholic Church.
Rome'ward, a. Tending or directed toward Rome,
or toward the Roman Catholic Church.
To analyze the crisis in its Anglican rather than in its RomeI

)

ward aspect.

Glmislone.

(rom'Ik), n. A method of notation for all
so called be
spoken sounds, proposed by Mr. Sweet;
cause it is based on the common TJomoJi-letter alphabet.
It is like the palfeotype of Mr. Ellis in the general plan,
but simpler.
Rom'ish (rom'tsh), a. Belonging or relating to Rome,
frequently used in
or to the Roman Catholic Church
a disparaging sense as, the Romish church ; the Romish
religion, ritual, or ceremonies,
South.
Rom'lst, ". A Roman Catholic, [i?.]
Romp (rOmp), )). i. [imp. S.' p. p. RoMrED (rSmt
[A variant of ramp.
215) ;). pr. & vb. n. RowriNQ.]
See Rami' to leap, Rami'ALi.ian.] To play rudely and
boisterously ; to leap and frisk about in play.
Romp, n. 1. A girl who indulges in boisterous play.

sing, iQk

Rom'lc

—

;

—

;

;

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

.

"

;

ROMPING
Rude, boisterous play or

8.

N

frolic

rough sport.

;

(romp'fng). a,

IncliBed to

romp

Thomson.
; indul-

ging in romps.

A little romping girl from boarding school.

W* h^ing^

Romp'lng-ly, adv. In a romping manner.
Romp'ish, a. Given to rude play inclined to romp.
Romp'ish-Iy, adv.
Romp'ish-nesS:
Rom'pn (rom'pu), a. [F. rompu, p. j.. _.
.^
break, L. rumpere. See Ruptuke.] (Her.) Broken, as
an ordinary; cut off, or broken at the top, as a chevron,
;

—

—

hrdf a shed imder which ships are
cf. OS. hrost roof, Goth. hrot. Cf. RoosT.]
1. (Arch.) The cover of any building, including the
roofing (see Roofino) and all the materials and construction necessary to carry and maintain the same upon
the walls or other uprights. In the case of a building
with vaulted ceUings protected by au outer roof, some
writers call the vault the roof, and the outer protection
the roof mash. It is better, however, to consider the
vault as the ceiling only, in cases where it has farther

and prob. to L. rus country (cf. Rural), Ze»d ravanh
wide, free, open, ravan a plain.] 1. Unobstructed space
space which may be occupied by or devoted to any object
compass; extent of place, great or small; as, "there is
not room for a house the table takes up too much room.
Liord, it is done as thou hast commanded, and yet there ia

loel.

Croakee, m., 2 (a). [_Texas]
Ron'dache' (r8N'dash'), n. [F.J {Anc. Armor.)
carried by foot soldiers.
llRqnde (rSNd), n. [F.] {Print.) A kmd of script
in which the heavy strokes are nearly upright, giving
the characters when taken together a round look.
Ron-deau' (ron-do' or ron'do 277), n. [F. See RounII

A circular shield

aa Wall Plate

II

A

A

" The Hondo-ioim. was the earliest and most frequent
definite mold for musical construction."
Grove.
2. (Poetry) See Rondeau, 1.
Ron'dure (ron'dur), n. [Cf. F. rondeur roundness.]
1.

Around; a

2.

Roundness

[06«.]

circle.

;

plumpness.

Rong (runs), ols. imp. &p. p. of Riyo.
Chaucer.
Rong, n. "Rung (of a ladder). [OSj.]
Chaucer.
Ron'geUT' (rSN'zher'), n. [F., fr. ronger to gnaw.]
{Surg.) An instrument for removing smaU rough portions of bone.
Ron'ion 1 (riin'yun), n. [F. rogne scab, mange.]
Ron'yon > mangy or scabby creature.
II

A

Aroint thee, witch

I

" the rump-fed ronyon

cries.

Shdk.

Ron'nt

(ron'ne), obs. imp. pi., and Ron'nen (-nen),
Renne, to run.
Chaucer.
Ront (runt), re. [See Runt.]
runt. [OJs.] Spenser.
Rood (rood), n. [AS. rod a cross ; akin to OS. roda,
D. roede rod, G. ruthe, rule, OHG. ruota. Cf. Rod a
measure.] 1.
representation in sculpture or in painting of the cross with Christ hanging on it.
obs. p. p. of

A

A

^W^

Generally, the Trinity is represented, the Father
as an elderly man fuUy clothed, vrith a nimbus around his
head, and holding the cross on which the Son is represented as crucified, the Holy Spirit descending in the
form of a dove near the Son's head. Figures of the Virgin Mary and of St. John are often placed near the prinWordsworth.
2. A measure of five and a half yards In length ; a
rod a perch a pole. IProv. Eng.]
3. The fourth part of an acre, or forty square rods.
By the rood, by the cross ;
a phrase formerly used in
sweanng. " No, by the rood, not so." Shak.
Rood beam
(Arch.), a beam across the chancel of a church, supporting the rood.
Rood lolt (Arch.), a loft or gallery, in a
church, on which the rood and its appendages were set up
to view.
(?MiW.
Rood screen (Arch.), a, screen, between
the choir and the body of the church, over which the
rood was placed. Fairholt.
Rood tower (Arch.), a tower
at the intersection of the nave and transept of a church
when crowned with a spire it was called also rood steeple.
WeaZe.
Rood tree, the cross. [Obs.] "Died upon
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

the rood tree."

Gower.

Roo'de-bok (ro'de-bok),

;

Struts

;

kh Ridge-

;

—

Rod (roof), V.
limp. & p. p. Roofed (rooft)
& vb. n. Roofing.] 1. To cover with a roof.
t.

;

p.

pr.

[D.

rood red

-|-

boh

senate,

care,

&m, aim, ask,

l,vke siv.

22.

There was no room for them in the inn.
Luke ii. 7.
2. A particular portion of space appropriated for occupancy ; a place to sit, stand, or lie a seat.
If he have but twelve pence in his purse, he will 'give it for
the best room in a playhouse.
Overhury,
When thou art bidden of any man to a wedding, sit not down
in the highest room.
Luke xiv. 8.
3. Especially, space in a building or ship inclosed or
set apart by a partition ; an apartment or chamber.
I found the prince in the next room.
Shak,
4. Place or position in society ; office
rank ; post
station ; also, a place or station once belonging to, or
occupied by, another, and vacated. \_Obs.']
When he heard that Arcneiaus did reign in Judea in the room
of his father Herod.
Matt, ii- 22.
Neither that I look for a higher room in heaven. Tyndale.
Let Bianca take her sister's room.
Shak,
5. Possibility of admission ; ability to admit ; opportunity to act ; fit occasion ; as, to leave room for hope.
There was no prince in the empire who had room for such an
alliance.
Addison.
Room and apace (Shipbuilding), the distance from one
side of a rib to the corresponding side of the next rib i
space being the distance between two ribs, in the clear,
and room the width of a rib.
To give room, to withdraw ; to leave or provide space unoccupied for others to
pass or to be seated.
To make room, to open a space,
way, or passage to remove obstructions to give room.
Make room, and let him stand before our face. Shak,
Syn.
Space ; compass scope ; latitude.
Room (room), v. i. [imp. p, p. Roomed (roomd)
vb. n. Rooming.]
To occupy a room or rooms
p. pr,
to lodge ; as, they arranged to room together.
Room, a. [AS. rum,] Spacious roomy. [Ofo.]
No roomer harbour in the place.
Chaucer,
Room'age (room'aj 48), re. [From Room. Cf. Rummage.] Space; place; room. [Obs.]
Sir H. Wotton.

I have not seen the remains of any Boman buildings that
have not been roofed with vaults or arches.
Addison.

2.

To

inclose in a house

figuratively, to shelter.
Here had we now our country's honor roofed.
Shdk.
Roet'er (-er), re. One who puts on roofs.
Roofing, re. 1. The act of covering with a roof.
2. The materials of which a roof is composed ; materials for a roof.
Gwilt.
3. Hence, the roof itself ; figuratively, shelter. " Fit
roofing ga.ye."
Southey.
4. (Mining) The wedging, as of a horse or car,
against the top of an anderground passage.
Raymond.
Roofless, a. 1. Having no roof ; as, a roofless house.
2. Having no house or ho me
shelterless homeless.
Roof let (-let), re.
sir,all roof, covering, or shelter.
Roof tree' (-tre'), re. Tlie beam in the angle of a roof
;

;

;

A

hence, the roof

Now for me

itself.

the woods

may

wither,

now

me

for

fall.

Roofy (-f), a. Having roofs. [iJ.]
Rook (rS6k), re. Mist fog. See Rokb.
;

the roofiree
Tennyson.

Dryden.
[Ois.]

Rook, V. i. To squat to ruck. \_Obs.']
Shak.
Rook, n. [F. roc (cf Sp. rogue), fr. Per.
Ar. rokh,
or rukh, the rook or castle at chess, also the bird roc (in
this sense perhaps a different word) ; cf. Hind, rath a
war chariot, the castle at chess, Skr. ratha a car, a war
car.
Cf. Roll.]
(Chess) One of the four pieces placed
on the corner squares of the board ; a castle.
Rook, re. [AS. hroc; akin to
OHG. hruoh, ruoh, ruoho, leel.
hrokr, Sw. roka, Dan. raage ; cf.
Goth, hrukjan to crowj 1. (Zo-

&

.

ol.)

A

European h\i&(Corvy.sfru-

gilegus) resembling the crow, but
smaller. It is black, with purple

and

violet reflections.
The base
of the beak and the region around
are covered with a rough, scabrous skin, which in old birds is
whitish. It is gregarious in its
habits.
The name is also applied
Common Rook.
to related Asiatic species.
The rook
should be treated as the farmer's friend. Pennant.
trickish, rapacious fellow ; a cheat ; a sharper.
2.
it

.

.

.

A

Wycherley.

&

V. t. &i.
[imp.
p.p. Rooked (rookt) p.
pr.
vb. n. Rooking.]
To cheat; to defraud by
Milton,
cheating. " A band of rooking officials.

Rook'er-y

(-er-y),

re.

/ pi.

;

Rookeries

(-Tz).

1.

The

breeding place of a colony of rooks; also, the birds
Tennyson.
themselves.
2. A breeding place of other gregarious birds, as of
herons, penguins, etc.
3. The breeding ground of seals, esp. of the fur seals.
4. A dilapidated building with many rooms and occupants a cluster of dilapidated or mean buildings.
;

5.

A brothel.

[Lovi]
[See Roky.] Misty ; gloomy. [Ofo.]
Light thickens, and the crow
Shak.
Makes wing to the rooky wood.
Some make this Shakespearean word mean

Rook'y

(-y

1,

a.

m^^
Room

in rooks."
(room), re. [OB. roum, rum, space, AS. rUm;
akin to OS., OFries.
Icel. rum, D. ruim, G. raum,
OHG. rum, Sw. & Dan. rum, Goth. rUrns, and to AS.
rUm, adj., spacious, D. ruim, Icel. rUTnr, Goth, rums

final,

a^U

&

;

eve,

event,

Snd, fern, recent

;

—

—

;

ioe,

;

—

;

&

&

;

;

Room'er
Room'er
distance

"abounding

n.

buck.] (.^oo?.)Thepallah.
Roofi'y (rood'y), a. Rank in grovrth. [Prov. Eng.l
Rool (roof), n. [OE. rof, AS. hrof top, roof ; akin to
ale,

d d

That which resembles, or corresponds to, the covering or the ceiling of a house as, the roof of a cavern
the roof of the mouth.
The flowery roof
Showered rosea, which the morn repaired.
Milton.
3. (Mining) The surface or bed of rock immediately
overlying a bed of coal or a flat vein.
Bell roof, French roof, etc. (Arch.) See under Bell,
French, etc.
Flat roof. (Arch.) (a) A roof actually horizontal and level, as in some Oriental buildings, (b) A
roof nearly horizontal, constructed of such material as
allows the water to run off freely from a very slight inclination. — Roof plate. (Arch.) See Plate, re., 10.

&

Savior, in thine image seen
Bleeding on that precious rood.

—

;

2.

Rook,

cipal figures.

;

King Post

c

;

;

High-kirtled for the chase, and what was shown
Of maiden rondure, like the rose half-blown.
Lowell.

**

in a Roof.

;

Shah.
[iJ.]

Timbers
Tiebeam

;

del.]

of a bastion.
[OSs.]
2. [F.] (a) Same as Rondeau. (6) Specifically, a particular form of rondeau containing fourteen lines in two
rhymes, the refrain being a repetition of the first and
second lines as the seventh and eighth, and again as the
thirteenth and fourteenth.
E. W. Gosse.
Ron'de-le'ti-a (ron'de-le'sht-a), n. [NL. So named
after William Bondelet, a French naturahst.] (Bat.) A
tropical genus of rubiaceous shrubs which often have
brilliant flowers.
Ron'dle (ron'd'l), n. [Cf. Rondel.] 1. A rondeau.
iObs.}
Spenser.
round mass, plate, or disk; especiaDy (Metal.),
2.
the crust or scale which forms upon the surface of molten
metal in the crucible.
Ron'do (ron'do), n. [It. rondo, fr. F. rondeau. See
Rondeau.] 1. (Mus.)
composition, vocal or instrumental, commonly of a lively, cheerful character, in which
the first strain recurs after each of the other strains.

bb

;

cc Principal Rafters ;// Pole Plate ng Purlin
piece, or Ridgepole
t i Common Rafters.

;

^W^ When the rondeau was called the rondel it was
mostly written in fourteen octosyllabic lines of two
rhymes, as in the rondels of Charles d'Orleans. ... In
the nth century the approved form of the rondeau was a
structure of thirteen verses with a refrain. Encyc. Brit,
2. (Mus.) See Rondo, 1.
Ron'del (ron'del), n.
[Cf. Rondeau, Roundel.]
1. (Fort.) A small round tower erected at the foot

;

room.

;

Ron'chil (rSn'kil), n.
[Cf. Sp. ronquillo slightly
hoarse.] (Zo'dl.) An American marine food fish (Bathymaster signaius) of the North Pacific coast, allied to the
tUefish.
[Written also ronquil.']
Ron'co (ron'ko), ». [Sp. roreco hoarse.] iZo'dl.) ^e&

R

;

;

covering.

a bend, or the like.
Ron'ea-dor' (rbn'ka-dor'), n. [Sp., a snorer, fr. ronCar to snore. So called in allusion to the gruntmg noise
made by them on being taken from the water.] (Zodl.)
Any one of several species of California sciaenoid food
fishes, especially Eoncador Stearnsi, wlueh is an excellent market fish, and the red roucador (Corvina, or
Johnius^ saturnd).

[Written also rondo.'] 1. A species of lyric poetry
so composed as to contain a refrain or repetition which
recurs according to a fixed law, and a limited number of
rhymes recurring also by rule.

W

ROOT

;

Is hauled about in gallantry robust.

Romp'lng

; ;
;;;

;
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D. roef cabin,
built or kept

While romp-loving miss

; ;;

;

A lodger.

[Colloq,]
[See Room, a.] At a greater
Sir J. Harrington.
[Obs.]
(-ful)> fl.
Abounding with room or rooms
roomful house." [P.]
Donne.

(-er),

re.

adv.

(-er),

farther

Room'ful
roomy. " A
Room'ful,

off.

n, ; pi. Roomfuls (-fulz).
As much or
room will hold as, a roomful of men. Swift.
Room'i-ly (-T-ly), adv. Spaciously.
Room'i-ness, re. The quality or state of being roomy ;

many

as a

;

spaciousness

as,

;

Room'less,

a.

the roominess of a hall.
Being without room or rooms. Udall.

Room'mate' (-maf), re. One of two or more occupying the same room or rooms one who shares the occu«
pancy of a room or rooms a chum.
Room'some (-siim), a. Roomy. [Obs.]
Evelyn,
;

;

Roomth(roomth),re. Room space. [Obs,] Drayton.
Roomth'y (-y), a. Roomy spacious. [Ofo.] Fuller.
Room'y (room 'J), a. Having ample room; spacious j
;

;

large

;

as,

a roomy mansion

;

a roomy deck.

Dryden.

&

Roon

(roon), a.
re.
Vermilion red ; red. [P.]
Her face was Uke the lily roon.
J. B. Drake.

Roop

(roop),

See Roup. [Prov, Eng.]
re.
A defamatory forgery or
falsehood published for purposes of political intrigue.
[U. S.]
^W' The word originated in the election canvass of
18447 when such a forgery was published , to the detriment
of James K. Polk, a candidate for President, purporting
to be an extract from the " Travels of Baron Roorbach."
Roo'sa oil' (roo'sa oil'). The East Indian name for
grass oil.
See under Grass.
Roost (rost), re. Roast. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
(roost),
V. t.
Roost
See Roust, v. t.
Roost, re. [AS. hrBst ; akin to OD. roest roost, roesten
to roost, and probably to B. roof. Cf Roof.] 1. The pole
or other support on which fowls rest at night ; a perch.
He clapped his wings upon his roost,
Dryden..
2.
collection of fowls roosting together.
At roost, on a perch or roost ; hence, retired to rest.
Roost, V. i. [imp.
vb. n.
p. p. Roosted ; p. pr,
Roosting.] 1. To sit, rest, or sleep, aa fowls on a pole,
limb of a tree, etc. to perch.
Wordswoi'th,
2. Fig. : To lodge to rest ; to sleep.
O, let me where thy roof my soul hath hid,
0, let me roost and nestle there.
Herbert,
Roost'cook' (-k5k'), re. The male of the domestic
fowl; acock. [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
Roost'er (-er), re. The male of the domestic fowl ; a
cock.
[U. S.]
Nor, when they [the Skinners and Cow Boys] wrung the neck
of a rooster, did they trouble their heads whether he crowed for
Congress or King George.
W. Irving,
Root (root), V. i. [AS. wrotan ; akin to wrot a snout,
trunk, D. wroeten to root, G. russel snout, trunk, proboscis, Icel. rota to root, and perhaps to L. rodere to
gnaw (E. rodent) or to B. root, n.] 1. To turn up the
earth with the snout, as svrine.
2. Hence, to seek for favor or advancement by low
arts or groveling servility to fawn servilely.
Root, V. t. To turn up or to dig out with the snout
as, the swine roots the earth.
Root, re. [Icel. rot (for vrol) ; akin to E. wort, and perhaps to root to turn up the earth. See Wort.] 1. (Bot.)
(a) The undergi-ound portion of a plant, whether a true
root or a tuber, a bulb or a rootstock, as in the potato,
the onion, or the sweet flag, (b) The descending, and
commonly branching, axis of a plant, increasing in
length by growth at its extremity only, not diridsd into

Roor'back

I

Roor'baoll

)

re.

(roor'bSk),

.

A

&

&

;

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, drb, Sdd

;

"

, ;

and without buds, and having for its offices
to fix the plant iu the earth, to supply it with moisture and soluble
matters, aud sometimes to serve as
a reservoir of nutriment for future
growth. A true root, however, may
never reach the ground, but may be
attached to a wall, etc., as in the
ivy, or may hang loosely in the air,
as in some epiphytic orchids.
2. An edible or esculent root, especially of such plants as produce
root, as the beet, carrot, etc.
single
a
as, the root crop.
3. That which resembles a root in
position or function, esp. as a source
of nourishment or support ; that <;,
from which anything proceeds as if
by growth or development ; as, the
root of a tooth, a nail, a cancer, and
the like. Specifically ^a) An ancesRoot.
tor or progenitor
and hence, an aa Crown, or Head
early race a stem.
of Root i b b Rootlets ; c c Fibers.
They were the 7-oots out of which
sprang two distinct people.
Locke,
(6) A primitive form of speech ; one of the earliest
terms employed in language ; a word from which other
words are formed a radix, or radical, (c) The cause or
occasion by which anything is brought about ; the source.
" She herself . . . is roo< of bounty
Chaucer.
Joints, leafless

ROSE

1. A large, stout cord, usually one not less than an
inch in circumference, made of strands twisted or braided
It ditfers from cord, line, and string, only in
its size.
See Cordage.
2. A row or string consisting of a number of things
united, as by braiding, twining, etc. ; as, a rope of onions.
3. pi. The small intestines ; as, the ropes of birds.

brambles, the strawberry, the hawthorn, apples, pears,
service trees, and quinces, (b) Like a rose in shape or
appearance as, a rosaceous corolla.
2. Of a pure purplish pink color.
[See Rosaceous.]
Ro-sac'ic (ro-zSs'ik), a.
(Old
Med. Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid
(called also lithio or uric acid) found in certain red preSee Ukio. [Oii.]
cipitates of urine.
Ro-sal'gar (r6-zSl'ger), n. Realgar. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Ro-sa'Il-a (ro-zii'le-a), n. [Cf. F. rosalie.] (3Ius.)
A form of melody in whicli a phrase or passage is successively repeated, each time a step or half step higher j
a melodic sequence.
Ros-an'l-line (roz-Sn'i-ltn or -len), n. [Pose-\- aniline.] (Chem.) A complex nitrogenous base, CjoHjiN^O,
obtained by oxidizing a mixture of aniline and toluidine,
as a colorless crystalline substance which forms red salts.
These salts are essential components of many of the socalled aniline dyes, asfuchsine, aniline red, etc. By extension, any one of the series of substances derived from,

together.

—

Rope ladder, a ladder made of ropes.
Rope mat, a mat
of cordage, or strands of old rope. — Rope of sand,
something of no cohesion or fiber a feeble union or tie
something not to be relied upon. — Rope pump, a pump in
which a rapidly running endless rope raises water by the
momentum communicated to the water by its adhesion
to the rope. — Rope transmission (Mach.), a method of
transmitting power, as between distant places, by means
of endless ropes running over grooved pulleys. -Rope's
end, a piece of rope especially, one used as a lash in inflicting pimishment. — To give one rope, to give one liberty
or license to let one go at will or unchecked.

made

;

;

Rope (rop), V. i. limp. & p. p. Roped (ropt) ; p. pr.
n. Roping.]
To be formed into rope ; to draw out
or extend into a filament or thread, as by means of any
glutinous or adhesive quality.
Let us not hang like roving icicles
Upon our houses' thatcn.
Shak.

& vb.

;

;

Rope,
cord

is

all kinds of evil.
1 Tim. vi. \OiRev. Ver.).

a root of

(d) {Math.) That factor of a quantity which when multiplied into itself will produce that quantity ; thus, 3 is a
root of 9, because 3 multiplied into itself produces 9 j
3 is the cube root of 27. (e) {3Ius.) The fundamental

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

3.

:

Rorlo figures

—

[L. roridus, fr. ros, roris, dew.]
a.
[J?.]
T. Granger.
Ro-rlf'er-OUS (ro-rifer-iis), a. [L. rorifer ; ros, roris,
dew -j- ferre to bear: cf. F. rorifire.] Generating or
producing dew. [P.]

Ro-rU'lU-ent

[L. ros, roris,

(-lij-ent), a.

dew + .fiuens,

Flowing with dew. [P.]
Hor'qual (rSr'kwal), n. [Norw. rorqualus a whale
with folds.] (Zool.) A very large North Atlantic whalebone whale (Physalus antiquoritm, ov Balienoptera physalus).
It has a dorsal fin, and strong longitudinal folds
on the throat and belly. Called also razorback.
p. pr. oifluere to flow.]

28.

Having taken root; firmly implanted;
"A rooted sorrow. " Shak. Root'-

finite,

Common

of the largest of the whales, sometimes
becoming nearly one lumdred feet long, but it is Miore
slender than the right whales, and is noted for its swiftness. The name is sometimes applied to other related
species of finback wliales.

fip,

ftm

;

pity

a.
[L. rorulentus, from ros,
or abounding in, dew.
[P.]
the surface appearing as if dusty,

Ro'ru-Ient (ro'ni-lent),
roris, dew.]
2. (Zool.)

1.

Full

Having

of,

or covered with fine dew.

Ro'ry (ro'rj), a. [L. ros, roris, dew.] Dewy. [P.]
And shook his wings with rnrt/ May-dew wet. Fairfa.v.
Ro-sa'ceous (rS-zii'shils), a. [L. rosaceus, fr. rosa

;

full,

Rorqual, or Razorback (.Balsenoptera physalus)

l^W It is one

;

r^de,

II

or related to, rosaniline proper.

Ro-sa'ri-an (ro-za'ri-on), «. A cultivator of roses.
Ro'sa-ry (ro'za-ry), n. ; pi. Rosaries (-riz). [LL.
rosarium a string of beads, L. rosarium a place planted
with roses, fr. rosariusoi roses, rosa a rose cf. F. rosaire.
See Rose.]
1. A bed of roses, or place where roses
grow. "Thick rosan'e* of scented thorn."
Tennyson.
2. (P. C. Ch.) A series of prayers (see Note below)
arranged to be recited in order, on beads also, a string
of beads by which the prayers are counted.
His idolized book, and the whole rosary of his prayers. Milton.
(1^°* A rosary consists of fifteen decades. Each decade
contains ten Ave Marias, marked by small beads, preceded
by a Paternoster, marked by a larger bead, and concluded by a Gloria Patri. Five decades make a chaplet,
a tliird part of the rosary.
Bp. Filzpatrick,
3. A chaplet
a garland a series or collection, as of
beautiful thoughts or of literary selections.
Every day propound to yourself a rosai'y or chaplet of good
works to present to God at night.
Jer. Taylor.
4. A coin bearing the figure of a rose, fraudulently
circulated in Ireland in the 13th century for a penny.
Rosary shell (Zool.), any marine gastropod shell of the
genus Monodonta. They are top-shaped, bright-colored,
:

;

;

;

and pearly.
Ros'oid (rSs'sTd),

a. [L. roscidus, fr. ros, roris, dew.]
Containing, or consisting of, dew ; dewy. [P.] Bacon.
R0S'C0e-Ute(r5s'ko-lit), ra. [From an English chemist, H. E. Poscoe -|
lite.]
(Min.) A green micaceous
mineral occurring in minute scales. It is essentially a
silicate of alumina and potash containing vanadium.
Rose (roz), imp. of Rise.
Rose, n. [AS. rose, L. rosa, probably akin to Gr.
poSov, Armor, vard, OPer. vareda ;
and perhaps to E. wort: cf. F.
rose, from the Latin.
Cf. Copperas, Rhododendron.]
1. A
fiower and shrub of any species of
the genus Posa, of which there
are many species, mostly found in
the northern hemisphere.
(5^°° Roses are shrubs with pinnate leaves and usually prickly
stems. The flowers are large, and
in the wild state have five petals
of a color varymg from deep pink
to white, or sometimes yellow, wild Ros"^ (ffosa Caw
By cultivation and hybridizing the
j,-^). Reduced,
number of petals is greatly increased and the natural perfume enhanced. In this way
many distinct classes of roses have been formed, as the
Banksia, Bourbon, Boursalt, China, Noisette, hybrid
perpetual, etc., with multitudes of varieties in nearly

every

class.

2. A knot of ribbon formed like a rose a rose knot
Shak.
a rosette, esp. one worn on a shoe.
3. (Arch.) A rose window.
See Pose window, below.
4. A perforated nozzle, as of a pipe, spout, etc., for
delivering water in fine jets a rosehead also, a strainer
;

;

;

at the foot of a pump.
Jhmglison.
5. (3Ied.) The erysipelas.
6. 'The card of the mariner's compass ; also, a circular
card with radiating lines, used iu other instruments.
7. The color of a rose ; rose-red ; pink.
diamond. See Pose diamond, below.
8.

A

Cabbage rose, China rose, etc.
See under Cabbaoe,
China, etc. — Corn rose. (Bot.) See Corn popim, aad.ex
Corn. — Infantile rose (Med.), a variety of roseola. — Jamaica rose. (Bot.) See under Jamaica. —Rose acacia (Bot.),
alow American leguminous shrub (Robinia hispida) with

handsome

—

clusters of rose-colored blossoms.
Rose aniSame as Rosaniline. Rose apple (Zio/.), the
fruit of the tropical myrtaceous tree Eugenia .iambos.
It is an edible berry an inch or more in diameter, aud is
said to have a very strong roselike perfume.
Rose beetle.
(Zool.) (a)
small yellowish or butf long-

—

line. (C7(p»i.)

—

beetle (Macrodactylus subspinosus),
which eats the leaves of various plants, aud
is often very injurious to rosebushes, anpk"
trees, grapevines, etc. Called also rose buy,
and rose aiafir. (b) The European rose chafer.
Rose bug. (Zool.) Sanw as Hose beetle. Rose
chafer.
Rose burner, a kind of gas-burner
producing a rose-shaped flame.
Rose camphor
(Chem.), a solid odorless substance which sep- Rose Bee1 1 e
(a).
arates from rose oil.
Rose campion. (Bot.)
Nnt. size,
See under Campion.
Rose catarrh (Med.).
rose cold.
Rose chafer. (Zool.) (a) A ouimon European
beetle ((^etovia nurafa) which is
/
,
often very injurious to rosebushes
called also rose beetle,
and ro.se fly. {b) The rose beetle
(a). —Rose cold (Med.), a variety
of hay fever, sometimes attributed to the inhalation of the ef-

legged

a.

^

;

A

—

Destitute of roots.
Roof let (-Igt), n. A radicle ; a little root.
Roof stock' (-st5k'), n. (Bot.) A perennial underground stem, producing leafy stems or
flower stems from year
to year ; a rhizome.
Roofy(-y), a. Full
of
roots ;
as, rooty
ground.
Rootstock of Solomon's Seal.
rk1 n
Spb p„n„:,,_'"FloweringStem ftftScarsol former
Stems c Terminal Bud.
D^.;„
Is
. S'
Rope (rop), n. [AS.
r&p ; akin to D. reep, 6. ret/ ring, hoop, Icel. reip rope,
Bw. rep, Dan. reb, reeb, Goth, skaudaraijo latchet.]
flse,

which appear upon a

Ro'rld (ro'rid),

Root'ed-ness, n.
Roofer (roofer), n. One who, or that which, roots
one that tears up by the roots.
Roof er-y, n. A pile of roots, set with plants, mosses,
etc., and used as an ornamental object in gardening.

Roofless,

(Physics), figures

Dewy; bedewed.

a pileorhiza.

fixed in the heart.

ed-ly, adv.

;

—

Root'cap' (robfkSp/), n. (Bot.) A mass of dead cells
which covers and protects the growing cells at the end
a.

;

polished surface, as glass, when objects which have been
near to, or in contact with, the surface are removed and
the surface breathed upon ;
called also Moser^s images.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Roofed,

the

;

&

;

of a root

deserving

;

p. p. Rooted p. pr.
vb. n. RooTiKQ.]
1. To fix the root to enter the earth,
as roots ; to take root and begin to grow.
In deep grounds the weeds root deeper. Mortimer.
2. To be firmly fixed ; to be established.
If any irreeularity chanced to intervene and to cause misapprehensions, he gave them not leave to root and fasten by concealment.
Bp. Fell.
Root, V. t. 1. To plant and fix deeply in the earth,
or as in the earth ; to implant firmly ; hence, to make
deep or radical to establish ;— used chiefly iu the participle
as, rooted trees or forests ; rooted dislike.
2. To tear up by the root ; to eradicate ; to extirpate ;
^with up, out, or aioay. "I will go root away the
noisome weeds.
Shak.
The Lord rooted them out of their land
and cast them
Deut. xxix.

Tricks

[Old Slang']
Douce.
place where ropes are made.

A

;

;

into another land.

to be hanged.
1.

(-er-y), n.

;

;

;

fit

;

—

&

;

cous or glutinous manner.
Rop'i-ness, n. Quality of being ropy ; viscosity.
Rop'ish, a. Somewhat ropy.
Rop'y i-f), a. Capable of being drawn into a thread,
as a glutinous substance ; stringy viscous tenacious
glutinous as, ropy sirup ropy lees.
RopL'ue-laure (rok'e-lor ; 277), n.
[F.
so called
after Due de Eoquelaure, iu the reign of Louis XIV.]
A cloak reaching about to, or just below, the knees,
worn in the 18th century. [Written also roquelo.]
Ro-quef (ro-ka'), v. t. [Etyraol. uncertain.] (Croquet) To hit, as another's ball, with one's own ball.
Ro-quef, v. i. To hit another's ball with one's own.
Ro'ral (ro'ral), a. [L. ros, roris, dew.] Of or pertaining to dew consisting of dew dewy. [J?.] 31. Green.
Ro-ra'tlon (ro-ra'shiin), n. [L. roratio, fr. rorare to
drop dew, fr. ros dew.] A falling of dew. [E.]
Ro'rlo (ro'rik), a. [L. ros, roris, dew.] Of or pertaining to dew resembling dew dewy.

—

[imp.

—

Rope'walk'er (-er), n. A ropedancer.
Rope'-yarn' (-yiirn'), n. The yarn or thread of any
stuff of which the strands of a rope are made.
Rop'l-ly (rop'i-ly), adv. In a ropy manner in a vis-

—

i.

:

A

•

;

—

(root), V.

Hence

halter ; roguery.
[Obs.]
" Saucy merchant . . . so full of his roper;/. "
Shak.
Rope's'-end' (rops'Snd'), v. t.
To punish with a
rope's end.
Rope'walk' (rop'wak'), n.
long, covered walk, or
a low, level building, where ropes are manufactured.
2.

—

Root

One

Rop'er-y

—

;

bind, fasten, or tie with a rope or

—

—

—

To

rope a bale of goods.

A

m

—

1.

t.

m

tone of any chord

;
the tone from whose harmonies, or
overtones, a chord is composed. Busby. (/) The lowest
" Deep to the roots of hell."
place, position, or part.
Milton. " The roots of the mountains." Southey.
4. (A strol. ) The time from which to reckon in making calculations.
"When a root is of a birth yknowe [known].
Chaucer.
Aerial roots. {Bot. ) {a) Small roots emitted from the stem
of a plant in the open air, which, attaching themselves
to the bark of trees, etc., serve to support the plant. (6)
Large roots growing from the stem, etc., which descend
and establish themselves in the soil. See Must, of ManMultiple primary root (Bot.), a name given to
GKOVE.
the numerous roots emitted from the radicle
many
giants, as the squash.
Primary root (Bot.), the central,
rst-formed, main root, from which the rootlets are given
off.
Root and branch, every part wholly completely
as, to destroy an error root and branch.
Root-and-branch
men, radical reformers
a designation applied to the
English Independents (1641). See Citation under Radical, n., 2.
Root barnacle (Zo'ol.), one of the RhlzocephRoot hair (Bot.), one of the slender, hairlike fibers
ala.
found on the surface of fresh roots. They are prolongat ions of the superficial cells of the root into minute tubes.
Gray.
Root leaf (Bot. ), a radical leaf. See Radioal, n.
i (b).
Root louse (Zool.), any plant louse, or aphid, which
lives on the roots of plants, as the Phylloxera of the grapevine. See Phylloxera.
Root of an equation (Alg.), that
value which, substituted for the unknown quantity in
an equation, satisfies the equation.
Root of a nail
'Anai.), the part of a nail which is covered by the skin.
— Root of a tooth (Anat.), the part of a tooth contained
in the socket and consisting of one or more fangs.
Secondary roots (Bot.), roots emitted from any part of
the plant above the radicle.
To strike root. To take root,
to send forth roots to become fixed in the earth, etc., by
a root hence, in general, to become planted, fixed, or
established to increase and spread as, an opmion takes
root.
"The bended twigs take root." Milton.

V.

as, to

fasten together, as a party of moun2.
tain climbers, with a rope.
3. To partition, separate, or divide oif, by means of a
rope, so as to include or exclude something ; as, to rope
in, or rope off, a plot of ground ; to rope out a crowd.
4. To lasso (a steer, horse).
{Colloq. U. S.^
6. To draw, as with a rope ; to entice ; to inveigle to
decoy; as, to rope
customers or voters. [Slang, U.S.']
6. To prevent from winning (as a horse), by pulling or
curbing.
[Racing Slang, Eng.]
Rope'band' (rop'bSnd'), n. (Naut.) A small piece of
spun yarn or marline, used to fasten the head of the
sail to the spar.
[Written also roband, and robbin.']
Rope'dan'oer (-dan'ser), n. One who dances, walks,
or performs acrobatic feats, on a rope extended through
the air at some height.
Rope'dan'clng, n.
maker of ropes. P. Plowman.
Rop'er (-er), n. 1.
2. One who ropes goods ; a packer.

.

money

;

To connect or

;

love of

;

;

;

;

;
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ROOT

The

—

;

rose.]
1. (Bot.) (a) Of or pertaining to a natural order
of plants (Posnceee) of which the rose is the type.
It
includes also the plums and cherries, meadowsweet.
j

food, Irfbt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

—

—

—

—
—

~

;

—

fluvia of roses.

under Hay.

See
Rose

—

Hay

fever,

color',

the

color of a rose
pink liouoe, a
beautiful hue or appearance
fancied beauty, attractiveness, or

siug, ink

;

tben, thin

Rose

;

;

;

boN

;

zh = b

Chafer (Cetonia
anrata). a Adult Beetle
6 Larva.
;

in

;

;;

N

—

promise.
BMe de Pompadonx, Roue da Barry, names sucRo'se-llte (ro'ze-lit), re. [From the German minercessively given to a delicate rose color used on Sevres por- alogist G. Rose -\- -lite.'] (Min.) A hydrous arseniate of
Bose diamond, a diamond, one side of which is cobalt, occurring in small red crystals, allied to erythrite.
celain.
flat, and the other cut into twenty-four triangular facets
Ro-sel'la (ro-zSl'la), n. [NL., dim. of L. rosa rose.]
in two ranges which form a convex face pomted at the
(Zo'dl.)
beautiful Australian parrakeet (Platycercus
Rose ear. See under Eae.
top. Ci. Brilliant, n.
Reae engine, a ma- eximius) often kept as a cage bird. The head and back
Rose elder (Bot.), the Guelder-rose.
chine, or an appendage to a turning lathe, by which a of the neck are scarlet, the throat is white, the back dark
surface of wood, metal, etc., is engraved with a variety green varied with lighter green, and the breast yellow.
Rose iamUy (Bot.), the Rosacex.
of curved lines. Craig.
Ro-selle' (ro-zgl'), re.
(Pot.) A malvaceous plant
Rose fly (Hibiscus Sabdariffa) cultivated
See Rosaceous.
Rose fevar (Med.), rose cold.
in the East and West
Rose gall i,Zodl.),
(Zo'dl.), a rose beetle, or rose chafer.
Indies for its fleshy calyxes, which are used for making
Rose
any gall found on rosebushes. See Bedeguar.
tarts and jelly and an acid drink.
knot, a ribbon, or other pliable band, plaited so as to reRose'mal'oes (roz'mSl'oz), n. [From the native
Rose lake, Rose madder, a rich
semble a rose a rosette.
cf. Malay rasamala the name of the tree.]
tint prepared from lac and madder precipitated on an name
The
name liquid storax of the East Indian Liquidamearthy basis. Fairholt. —'Roia mallow. (Boi.) (a)
of several malvaceous plants of the genus J/iWscws, with bar orientalis.
Rose
large rose-colored flowers,
(b) The hollyhock.
Rose'ma-ry (roz'ma-ry), re. [OE. rosmaRose noble, an
nail, a nail with a convex, faceted head.
rine, L. rosmarinus ; ros dew (cf. Russ.
ancient English gold coin, stamped with the figure of a
the reign of Edward III., and current rosa, Lith. rasa, Skr. rasa juice) -f- marinus
rose, first struck
at 6s. 8d. Sir W. Scott. —Rose of China. (Bot.) See China marine cf. P. romarin. In English the word
rose (6), under China.
Rose of Jericho (Bot.), a Syrian has been changed as if it meant the rose
cruciferous i)\2mt(Anastalica Hieroc/inntica) which rolls of 3Iary. See Marine.] (Bot.) A labiate
up when dry, and expands again when moistened';
shrub (Rosmarinus officinalis) with narrow
called also resurrection plant. —.Uose of Sharon (fio^), an grayish leaves, growing
native in the southornamental malvaceous shrub (Hibiscus Syriacus). In
the Bible the name is used for some flower not yet iden- ern part of France, Spain, and Italy, also in
Asia
Minor
and
in
China.
It has a fragrant
tified, perhaps a Narcissus, or possibly the great lotus
flower.
Rose oil (Chem.), the yellow essential oil ex- smell, and a warm, pungent, bitterisli taste.
tracted from various species of rose blossoms, and form- It is used in cookery, perfumery, etc., and p
semary.
ing the chief part of attar of roses.
Rose pink, a pig- is an emblem of fidelity or constancy.
ment of a rose color, made by dyeing chalk or whiting
There 'e rosemary, that 's lor remembrance.
S/iak.
with a decoction of Brazil wood and alum also, the color
Marsh rosemary, (a) A little shrub (Andromeda polifoof the pigment.
Rose quartz (Min.), a variety of quartz
which IS rose-red. —Rose rash. (Med.) Same as Roseola. lia) growing in cold swamps and having leaves like those
Rosemary pine,
Rose slug (Zo'dl.), the small green larva of a black of the rosemary, (b) See under Marsh.
sawfly (Selandria rosat). These larvae feed in groups on the loblolly pine. See under Loblolly.
the parenchyma of the leaves of rosebushes, and are often
Ros'en (roz''n), a. Consisting of roses ; rosy. [Ofts.]
abundant and very destructive. —Rose window (Arch.), a
Ro'sen-mul'ler's or'gan (ro'zen-mul'lerz 6r'gan).

—

II

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

m

:

—

—

—

Q

—

—

—

circular window

filled

[So named from its
German anatomist.]

with ornamental tracery.

Called

also

Catherine

—

Roseola.

See

Under

-'

II

the

A

rose [a translation of L.
sub ro.9(7], in secret pri-

m

;

vately
a manner that
forbids disclosure
the
rose being among the
Rose Window.
ancients the symbol of
secrecy, and hung up at entertainments as a token that
nothing there said was to be divulged.
Wars of the
Eoses (Eng. Hist.), feuds between the Houses of York
and Lancaster, the white rose being the badge of the
House of York, and the red rose of the House of Lancaster.
Rose (roz), V. t. 1. To render rose-colored ; to redden to flush. 'iPoelic] " A maid yet rosed over with
the virgin crimson of modesty."
Shak.
;

;

—

—

;

To perfume, as with roses. \_Poeiic']
Tennyson.
Ro'se-al (ro'zS-al), a. [L. roseus, fr. 7-osa a rose.] Resembling a rose in smell or color. lObs.] Sir T. Elyot.
Ro'Se-ate (ro'zt-at), a. [Cf. L. roseus, rosatus, prepared from roses. See RosEAL, Rose.] 1. Full of roses
rosy as, roseate bowers.
2. Resembling arose in color or fragrance esp., tinged
with rose color blooming as, roseate beauty ; her ro2.

;

elevation and often alternately fading and reviving
also, an acute specific disease which is characterized by
an eruption of this character
called also rose rash.

— Ro-se'0-ious

;

seate lips.

Roseate tern (Zo'dl.), an

American and European tern

(Sterna Dougalli) whose breast

is

roseate in the breeding

season.

[Oii.]

(6)
(c)

(roz'ba'), n.

Any shrub

(Bot.)

(a)

The oleander.

genus Rhododendron.
herb (Epilobium spicatum) with showy
of the

An
[U. <S.]
purple flowers, common in Europe and North America
called also great willow herb.
Rose1>Ud' (-bild'), n. The flower of a rose before it
opens, or when but partially open.
Rose'bush' (-bush'), n. The bush or shrub which
bears roses.
Roae'-COl'ored (-kul'erd), a. 1. Having the color of
a pink rose rose-pink of a delicate pink color.
hence, extravagantly fine
2. Uncommonly beautiful
or pleasing alluring as, rose-colored anticipations.
(-kuf),
a.
Cut
flat on the reverse, and
Rose'— cut'
with a convex face formed of triangular facets in rows
precious
diamonds
and
other
stones. See Sose
said of
diamond, under Rose. Cf. Brilliant, n.
Rose'drop', re. 1. A lozenge having a rose flavor.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

2.

A

Simmonds.

kind of earring.

3. (Med.) A ruddy eruption upon the nose caused by
drinking ardent spirits a grog blossom.
Rose'ilnch' (-finch'), n. (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of Asiatic finches of the genera Carpodacus,
and Propasser, and allied genera, in which the male is
more or less colored with rose red.
Rose'flsh' (-fish'), n. (Zo'dl.) A large marine scorpaenoid food fish
;

(Sebastes

mari-

nus) found on the
northern coasts

America.
also
red

Called
perch,

hemdurgan. Norway haddock, and
and

r pink color
pigment called rose

;

;

;

;

;

Ros'er-y (rozlr-y),
vated

;

—

A place where roses are culti-

re.

See Rosaby, 1.
[F. rosette. See Rosette.]

a nursery of roses.

A red
Ro'set (ryzgt), n.
Peacham.
oolor used by painters.
stone found at
Ro-set'ta stone' (r6-zgt't& ston').
Rosetta, in Egypt, bearing a trilingual inscription, by aid
of which, with other inscriptions, a key was obtained to
the hieroglyphics of ancient Egypt.
Brande
C.
Ro-set'ta wood' (w66d'). An East Indian wood of
a reddish orange color, handsomely veined with darker
marks. It is occasionally used for cabinetwork.
Ure.
Ro-sette' (ro-zgf), re. [F., dim. of rose a rose. Cf.
Roset.] 1. An imitation of a rose by means of ribbon
or other material,
used as an ornament or a badge.
2. (Arch.) An ornament in the form of a rose or roundel,
much used in decoration.
3.
red color. See Roset.
rose burner. See under Rose.
4.
5. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any structure having a flowerlike form
especially, the group of five broad ambulacra on the upper side of the spatangoid and clypeastroid sea urchins.
See Illust. of Spicule, and i'ared dollar, under Sand, (b)
flowerlike color marking as, the rosettes on the leopard.
Rose' wa'ter (roz'wa'ter). Water tinctured with
roses by distillation.
Rose'-wa'ter, a. Having the odor of rose water
hence, affectedly nice or delicate ; sentimental. "RoseCarlyle.
water philanthropy."
valuable cabinet wood of
Rose'wood' (-w63d'), re.
dark
red
color,
streaked
variegated
with
black,
a
and
obtained from several tropic^ leguminous trees of the

A

&

—

—

A
A

A

;

A

genera Dalbergia and Machxrium. The finest kind is
Brazil, and is said to be from the Dalbergia nigra.
African rosewood, the wood of the leguminous tree Pterocarpus erinaceus.
Jamaica rosewood, the wood of two
West Indian trees (Amyris halsamifera, and Linociera
ligustrina).
New South Wales rosewood, the wood of
Trichilia glandulosa a tree related to the margosa.

from

—

,

'^^SSM

*'^

^

^^^^feSC"
i"i-jj,«g?*—

also, erroneously,

snapper,

Having

See Rose pink, under Rose.
2. Disposed to clothe everything with roseate hues
hence, sentimental. "JBose-jat'rei piety. "
C. Kingsley.
Ros'er (roz'er), re. A rosier a rosebush. [06i.]
Rose'-red' (roz'rgd'), a. Red as a rose specifically
(Zo'dl.), of a pure purplish red color.
Chaucer.
[See Rose, and Royal.]
Rose'-rl'al (roz'ri'al), re.
A name of several English gold coins struck in different
reigns and having different values a rose noble.
Rose'root' (roz'roof), re. (Bot.) A fleshy-leaved herb
(Rhodiola rosea)
rosewort
so called because the
roots have the odor of roses.
pink.

—

and

Europe

of

—

;

(-liSs), a.

Rose'-plnk' (roz'pTnk'), a. 1.
like that of the rose, or like the

;

;

RoseHbay'

A

prefix (also used adjectively) signifying rose-red; specifically used to designate
certain rose-red compounds (called roseo-cobaliic compounds) of cobalt with ammonia. Cf. Luteo-.
Ro-se'O-la (r6-ze'o-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. rosa a
rose.]
(Med.)
rose-colored efflorescence upon the
skin, occurring in circumscribed patches of little or no

window. Cf. wheel window, under Wheel.—
Sommer rose. (Med.), a va-

roseola.

.J. C. Rosenmiiller, a
(Anat.) The parovarium.

first describer,

Ro'SC-0- (ro'ze-o-). (Chem.)

wheel, and marigold

riety of

—

Ros'l-cru'cian (roz'I-krjj'shan),

-"

Rose'worm'

^9
v<s,-^s'

jn
|U

Rosefish.

bream,

bergylt.

11^°" When full grown it is usually bright rose-red or
orange-red the young are usually mottled with red and
dusky brown.
;

Rose'head' (-hSd'), n. 1. See Rose, n., 4.
2. A many-sided pyramidal head upon a nail
nail with such a head.
Ro'se-ine (ro'ze-tn or -en),

ale,

re.

;

See Magenta.

senate, c&re,

&ia,

also, a

(-wQrm'),

re.

(Zo'dl.)

The larva

of

any

Ros'ied

aim, ask, Snals

^

;

eve, event,

Of or pertaining

Decorated with

(roz'Id), a.
the color of roses.
Ro'sler (ro'zher), re.

roses, or

[F., fr. L. rosarius of roses.
roses, collectively.
[06i.]

with
Cf.

A rosebush
Crowned with a garland of sweet rosier.
Spenser.
Ros'i-ly (roz'i-ly), orfii. In a rosy manner. M. Arnold.
Ros'ln (roz'In), re. [A variant of resin.] The hard,
amber-colored resin left after distilling off the volatile oil
Rosary.]

;

of turpentine

Rosin

an

;

colophony.
obtained from

the resin of the pine tree,
— used by painters and for lubricating
machinery, etc.
oil,

oil

Ros'in, V. t. To rub with rosin, as musicians rub the
of a violin.
Or with the rosined bow torment tlie string.
Gay.
Ros'1-ness (roz'I-nes), re. The quality of being rosy.

bow

Ros'in-weed' (rSz'Tn-wed'), re. (Boi.) (a) The compass plant. See under Compass, (b)
name given in
California to various composite plants which secrete resins or have a resinous smell.
Ros'ln-y (-y), a. Like rosin, or having its qualities.
Ros'land (rSs'land), re. [W. rhos a meadow, a moor
Heathy land ; land full of heather ; moorish
-f- E. land.}
or watery land. [Prov. Eng.]
Ros'ma-rlne' (roz'ma-reu'), re. [OE. See Rosemary.]
1. Dew from the sea sea dew.
[06i.]
That purer brine
And wholesome dew called rosmarine. B. Jonson.
2. Rosemary.
[Obs.]
Spenser. " Biting on anise
seed and rosmarine." Bp. Mall.
Ros'ma-rlne', re. [Norw. rosmar a walrus ; ros a horse
(akin to E. horse) -f- (probably) mar the sea.]
fabulous sea animal which was reported to climb by means
of its teeth to the tops of rocks to feed upon the dew.
And greedy rosmarines with visages deforme. Spenser.

A

;

A

Ro-SOl'lc (ro-z81'ik), a. \_Rose -\- ca.Tholie.'] (Chem.)
Pertaining to, or designating, a complex red dyestuff
(called rosolic acid) which is analogous to rosaniline and
aurin.
It is produced by oxidizing a mixture of phenol
and cresol, as a dark red amorphous mass, C2oHj505,
which forms weak salts with bases, and stable ones with
acids. Called also methyl aurin, and, formerly, corallin.
Ross (rSs ; 115), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] The rough,
scaly matter on the surface of the bark of trees. [_Prov.
Eng.
Local, U. S.']
Ross, V. t. To divest of the ross, or rough, scaly surface as, to ross bark.
[^Local, U. S.'\
Ros'sel (rSs'sgl), re. Light land ; rosland. [Obs. or
Prov. Eng.']
Mortimer.

&

,

Ros'sel-ly (-1J), a. Loose; light. [Obs.'] Mortimer.
(rost), re.
Jamieson.
See Roust. [_Scot.]
Ros'tel (rSs'tSl), re. [L. rostellum, dim. of rostrum 3
beak cf. F. rostelle.] Same as Rostellum.

RoBt
;

Ros-tel'lar (r5s-tgl'ler), a. Pertaining to a rostellum.
RoB'tel-late (rBs'tSl-lSt), a. [NL. rostellatus.] Having a rostellum, or small beak terminating in a beak.
Ros-tel'll-form (r5s-tgl'll-f6rm), a. Having the form
of a rostellum, or small beak.
Ros-tellum (-liSm), re. ; pi. Rostella (-la). [L. See
RosTEL.] A small beaklike process or extension of some
part a small rostrum as, the rostellum of the stigma of
violets, or of the operculum of many mosses the rostellum on the head of a tapeworm.
Ros'ter (r5s'ter), re. [Perhaps a corruption of register ; or cf. roll.]
(Mil.) A register or roll showing the
order in which officers, enlisted men, companies, or regi;

II

;

;

;

ments are called on to serve.
Ros'tra (-tr4), re. pi. See Rostrum,
Ros'tral

(-tral), a.

[L. rostralis, fr.

2.

rostrum a beak

Of or pertaining to the beak or snout of
an animal, or the beak of a ship resembling a rostrum,
esp., the rostra at Rome, or their decorations.
cf F. rostraX.]
.

;

[Monuments] adorned with rostral crowns and naval ornaAddison.

ments.

[L. rostratus, fr. rostrum a
) a.
Ros'trate (rSs'trat),
Ros'tra-ted (-tra-tgd), ) beak. See Rostrum.] 1. Having a process resembling the beak of a bird beaked
;

rostellate.

2.

Furnished or adorned with

beaks

;
as, rostrated galleys.
Ros-trlf'e-ra (rSs-trlfe-ri), n.
[NL. , f r. L. rostrum beak -fferre to bear.] (Zo'dl.) A division
gastropods,
of pectinibranchiate
having the bead prolonged into a
snout which is not retractile.
II

pi.

Ros'tri-form (rSs'trl-fSrm), a.
rostrum a beak -|- -form : cf

one of several species of lepidopterous
insects which feed upon the leaves,
buds, or blossoms of the rose, especially
Cacoecia. rosaceana, which rolls up the
leaves for a nest, and devours both the
leaves and buds.
Rose'wort' (-wfirf ), re. (Bot.) (a)
Roseroot. (b) Any plant nearly related
to the rose.
lAndley.
Ros'l-cru'cian (rSzT-kru'shan), n.
[The name is probably due to a German
thpoiosian, Johann Valentin Andrea, who

a.

to the Rosicruciaus, or their arts.

;

—

1

anonymous pamphlets

called himself a knight of the
Rose Cross (G. Rosenkreuz), using a seal with a St. Andrew's cross and four roses.] One who, in the 17th century and the early part of the 18th, claimed to belong to
a secret society of philosophers deeply versed in the secrets of nature,
the alleged society having existed, it
was stated, several hundred years.
11^°" The Rosicruciaus were also called Brothers of the
Rosy Cross, Rosy-cross Knights, Rosy-cross philosophers,
etc. Among other pretensions, they claimed to be able to
transmute metals, to prolong life, to know what is passing
in distant places, and to discover the most hidden things
by the application of the Cabala and science of numbers.
in

;

A

;;

ROSTRUM

1252

ROSE

;

.

[L.

F. rostriforme.]
of a beak.
II

Ros'tm-lum

Having the form
(-tru-lum),

re.

^BS^'^V^ 3

;

pi. RosTRULA (-la).
[NL., dim. of
L. rostrum a beak.]
little ros- One of the Rostrifeia
trum, or beak, as of an insect.
^,'^F'ZlS'%^"'if'T,
lis). With the animal
\
T,^' -i
/ i .^
ROS'trum (-trum), re./ pi. L. expanded, r Rostrum.

A

Roseworm (Cacacia

rof^acea-

na). a Larva.
& Imago.

Snd, fern, recent

;

ice,

IT

E. Rostrums
(-truniz).
[L., beak, ship's beak, fr. rodere, rosum, to
gnaw. See Rodent.] 1. The beak or head of a ship.

Rostra

idea,

(-tra),

ill

;

old,

obey,

drb,

5dd

;

ROSULATE
(Rom. Anliq.) The Beaks the stage
or platform in the forum where orations, pleadings, funeral harangues, etc., were delivered
so called because, after the Latin war, it was adorned with the beaks
;

—

;

of captured vessels later, applied also to other platforms
erected in Rome for the use of public orators.
3. Hence, a stage for public speaking the pulpit or
platform occupied by an orator or public speaker.
Myself will mount the rostrum in his favor. Addison.
4. (Zool.) (a) Any beaklike prolongation, esp. of the
head of an animal, as the beak of birds, (fc) The beak,
or sucking mouth parts, of Hemiptera.
(e) The snout of
a gastropod moUusk. See Ulust. of Littorina. (d) The
anterior, often spinelike, prolongation of the carapace of
a crustacean, as in the lobster and the prawn.
6. (Bot. ) Same as Rostellum.
6. {Old Chem.) The pipe to convey the distilling
liquor into its receiver in the common alembic. Quincy.
pair of forceps of various kinds, having a
7. (Surg.)
Coxe.
beaklike form. [Obs.l
Ro'SU-late (ro'zii-lat), a. [NL. rosulaius, fr. L. rosa
arose.] {Bot.) Arranged in little roselike clusters;
said of leaves and bracts.
Ros'y (roz'y), a. \_Coinpar. Rosier (-T-er); superl.
Rosiest.] Resembling a rose in color, form, or qualities ;
;

;

A

—

;

red

;

blushing

;

also,

adorned with

roses.

A smile that glowed
Celestial rosy-red, Ibve's proper hue.

3lilton.

While blooming youth and gay delight
Sit on thy rosy cheeks confessed.
Prior.
WW^ Rosy is sometimes used in the formation of selfexplaining compounds as, ro.s2/-bosomed, rosy-colored,
roiy-crowned, ros(/-frngerea, rosj/-tinted.
Rosy cross. See the Note under Rosicrucian, n.
Rot (rot), V. i. (imp. & p. p. Rotted p. p7: & vb.
n. Rotting.] [OE. roiien, AS. rotian ; akin to D. rotten,
Prov. G. roHen, 0H6. rozsen, G. rosten to steep flax,
leel. roina to rot, Sw. ruttna, Dan. raadne, Icel. rotinn
rotten.
V117. Cf. Ret, Rotten.] 1. To undergo a
process cemmon to organic substances by which they
lose the cohesion of their parts and pass through certain chemical changes, giving off usually in some stages
of the process more or less offensive odors to become
decomposed by a natural process to putrefy to decay.
Fixed like a plant on his peculiar spot,
To draw nutrition, propagate, and rot.
Pope.
2. Figuratively To perish slowly to decay to die
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

become corrupt.

to

Four of the

sufferers

were

Macaulay.

left to rot in irons.

Rot, poor bachelor, in your club.

Syn. — To putrefy

;

corrupt

;

decay

;

Thackeray.

spoil.

Bitter rot (Bot.), a disease of apples, caused by the funF. L. Scribner.
Black
rot (Bot. ), a disease of grapevines, attacking the leaves

—

gus Qloeosporium fructigenum.

fruit, caused by the fungus Lsestadia BidwelUi.
F.
L. Scribner.
Dry rot. (Bot.) See under Dry.
Grinder's
(Med.) See under Grinder. —Potato rot. (Bot.) See
under Potato.
White rot (Bot.), a disease of grapes,

—

ROUGEDRAGON

Ro'ta-SCOpe (ro'ta-skop), n.
[L. rota
-scope.
[Same as Gyroscope, 1.]
Ro'tate (-tat), a. [L. rotatus, p. p.
of rotare to turn round like a wheel,
fr. rota wheel.
See Rotary, and cf.
Roue.] Having the parts spreading
out like a wheel wheel-shaped as,
;

a,

wheel

+

,

cilia on the head, which, when
tion, often give an appearance of rapidly re-

;

;

;

;

2. (Bot.)

—

atmosphere.

—

F. rotatoire.

+

Khizopod.
Ro'ta-ry

and

(-rjf),

a.

[L. rota a wheel.

See

Ron,

v.,

Barouche, Rodomontade, Roue, Round, a.. Rower,.]
Turning, as a wheel on its axis pertaining to, or
resembling, the motion of a wheel on its axis rotatory
cf.

;

;

as, rotary

;

motion.

Rotary engine, a steam engine in which the continuous
rotation of the shaft is prodiiced by the direct action of the steam upon rotating devices
which serve as pistons, instead of being derived from a reciprocating motion, as in the
ordinary engine ; a steam turbine
called
also rotatory enqine.
Rotary pump, a pump
in which the fluid is impelled by rotating devices which take the place of reciprocating
buckets or pistons.
Rotary shears, shears,
as for cloth, metal, etc., in which revolving sharp-edged or sharp-cornerod
Section of Double
Wheel Kotnry
wheels do the cutting.
Rotary valve.
**
- --'
'•
-* IGth
Pump of
""h
e
valve acting by continuous or parCentury.
tial rotation, as in the four-way cock.

—

;

—

—

—

See

Ose,

unite,

rjide,

full,

ilp,

Om;

pity;

;

Ro-timd'ate (ro-tiind'at), a. Rounded especially,
rounded at the end or ends, or at the comers.
Ro-tund'1-fO'Il-OUS (-i-fo'lif-iis), a. [L. rotundus round
-\- folium a leaf.]
(Bot.) Having round leaves.
;

A

Ro-tnnd'i-ty
dite.]

—

ness

[L. rotvnditas: cf. F. roton-

(-T-tj?), re.

1. The state or quality of being rotund
sphericity circularity.

round-

;

;

flat

the thick rotundity

o'

the world

Shdk.

1

Hence, completeness entirety roundness.
For the more rotundity of the number and grace of the mat2.

pint).

ter, it

\_Obs.]

Chaucer.

;

;

passeth for a full thousand.
A boldness and rotundity of speech.

Fuller.

Hawthorne,

Ro-tund'nesB, re. Roundness
Ro-tun'dO (ro-tttn'dS), re. See Rotunda.
Ro-tur'er (ro-tur'er), re. A roturier. [Obs.]
;

rotundity.

Hoicell.

Ro'tU'rier' (rS'tu'rya'), re. [F.] A person who is
not of noble birth specif., a freeman who during the
prevalence of feudalism held allodial land.
Rot'y (rSt'J?), t). <. [See Rot.] To make rotten. [Obs.]
Well bet is rotten apple out of hoard,
II

;

Rotche.

to the hurdy-gurdy.
Chaucer.
Well could he sing and play on a rote.
Extracting mistuned dirges from their harps, crowds, and
Sir W. Scott.
rotes.
Rote, re. [Cf. Rut roaring.] The noise produced by
the surf of the sea dashing upon the shore. See Rut.
Rote, re. [OF. rote, F. route, road, path. See Route,
and cf. Rut a furrow, Routine.] A frequent repetition
of forms of speech without attention to the meaning
Swift.
mere repetition ; as, to learn rules by rote.
Till he the first verse could [i'. e., knew] all by rote. Chaucer.
Shak.
Thy love did read by rote, and could not spell.
vb. n.
[imp.
p. p. RoTED p. pr.
Rote, V. t.
S/iak.
Roting.] To learn or repeat by rote. [Ofe.]
Rote, V. i. To go out by rotation or succession to
rotate. [Obs.] Z. Grey.
;

&

;

Smite

Rotch'et (-et), re. (Zo'ol.) The
European red gurnard (Trigla

;

&

;

Ro-tel'la (r'S-tel'la), re.
[NL., dim. of rota wheel
LL. rotella a little
wheel.] (Zo'ol.) Anyone

II

Than that it roty all the remenant.
Rou'ble (roo'b'l), n. A coin. See Ruble.

Chaucer.

See Ruche.
re.
Rouche
Rou'6' (roo'a'), re. [F., properly p. p. of rouer to
break upon the wheel, fr. roue a wheel, L. rota. See
Rotate, Rotary.] One devoted to a life of sensual
pleasure ; a debauchee ; a rake.
Ron'et' (roo'a'), re. [F.] A small wheel formerly
fixed to the pan of firelocks for discharging thein. Crabb.
Rouge (roozh), a. [F., fr. L. riibeits red, akin to rubere to be red, ruber red. See Red.] Red. [R.]
(roosh),

II

II

Rouge et nolr (S' nwar') [F., red and black], a came
at cards in which persons play against the owner of the
b.ink;— so called because the table around which the
players sit has certain compartments colored red and
Boyle.
black, upon which the stakes are deposited.
II

A

red aiuorphous powRouge, re. [F.] 1. (Chetii.)
der consisting of ferric oxide. It is used in polishing
Called
glass, metal, or gems, and as a cosmetic, etc.
also crocus, jeweler'^s rouge, etc.
cosmetic used for giving a red color to the cheeke
2.

cf.

of
R'"<^"'^ ^rtotana suturalis)
^j^^ „ rp^p yjew j 6

;

nat.

Front

View.

tropical seas.
Rot'gut' (rBt'guf), n. 1. Bad small beer. [Slang]
2. Any bad spirituous liquor, especially when adulterated so as to be very deleterious. [Slang]
Roth'er (rSth'er), a. [AS. IiryScr ; cf. D. rund.]
Sliak.
A bovine beast. [Obs.]
n.
(Zo'ol.) 'Boy'me.
Rother beasts, cattle of the bovine genus ; black cattle.
boasts.
'RotheT soil, the dung of rother
Oolding.
[Obs.]

—
—

[OE. See Rudder.] A rudder.
Rother nail, a nail with a very full head, used for fastenirons
of ships — so called by shipwrights.
ing the rudder
n.

;

;

spherical.

.

(rSch), re.
(Zo'ol.)
very small arctic sea bird (Mergulus alle, or A lie alle) common on
both coasts of the Atlantic in winter ;
called also little auk, dovehie, rotch, rotchie, and sea dove.

food, fo'ot

;

;

A rotifer.

Rotche

Roth'er,

re.

Gray.
Burke.
Ro-tund', re. A rotunda. [06^.]
roton
de ;
It.
roionda,
F.
[Cf
Ro-tun'da (ro-tiin'd4), re.
both fr. L. rotundus round. See Rotund, a.] (Arch.)
both
round
on
that
is
A round building especially, one
the outside and inside, like the Pantheon at Rome. Less
round
properly, but very commonly, used for a large
room as, the rotunda of the Capitol at Washington.

Note under Polarization.

species

;

;

;

cf. Rotunda.]
1. Round ; circular
2. Hence, complete ; entire.
3. (Bot.) Orbicular, or nearly so.

sion ; as, rotatory assemblies.
Burke.
3. (Opt.) Producing rotation of the plane of polarization ; as, the rotatory power of bodies on light.
See the

numerous

;

;

and

;

^^<"hA
colored ^.Sl^^d»''nf'^th;
gastropods of the
genus Rotella, native of

treacher-

;

llRot'U-la (rSt'ii-li), re. [L., a little wheel; cf. It.
(Anat.) The patella, or kneepan.
(-ler), a.
[L. rotula, dim. of rota wheel.]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the rotula, or kneepan.
Ro-tund' (ro-tfind'), a. [L. rotundus. See Round,

;

of

v

Rot'u-Iar

II

—

°

r

en-

rotula.]

;

A

defective

;

— Rot'ten-ly, adv. — Rot'ten-ness,

Rotate, Rotary.] 1. Turning as on an axis rotary.
2. Going in a circle following in rotation or succes-

—
Rote (rot), n. [OF. rote, probfirst appearing in whitish pustules on the fruit, caused
by the fungus Coniothyrium diplodiella. F. L. Scribner. ably of German origin cf. MHG.
rotte, OHG. rota, hrota, LL. chrotRo'ta (ro'ta.), n. [L. rota wheel. The name is said ta. Cf. Crowd a kind of violin.]
to allude to the design of the floor of the room in which (Mus.) A kind of guitar, the
the court used to sit, which was that of a wheel. See notes of which were produced
Rotary.] 1. An ecclesiastical court of Rome, called by a small wheel or wheel-like aralso Rota Romana, that takes cognizance of suits by aprangement an instrument similar

peal.
It consists of twelve members.
2. {Eng. Hist.)
short-lived political club established in 1659 by J. Harrington to inculcate the democratic doctrine of election of the principal officers of the
state by ballot, and the annual retirement of a portion
of Parliament.
Ro'ta (ro'ta), n. {Mus.) A species of zither, played
like a guitar, used in the Middle Ages in church music
;
written also rotta.
Ro'ta-Clsm (ro'ta-sTz'm), n. See Rhotacism.
Ro'tal (ro'tal), a.
Relating to wheels or to rotary
motion; rotary. [i2.]
(ro'ta-lit),
Ro'ta-Ute
n.
[L. rote, wheel
-lite.']
(Paleon.) Any fossil foraminifer of the genus Rotalia,
abundant in the chalk formation.
See Illust. under

unsound

;

;

;

;

Siemens.

Same

root.

;

—

Rotative engine, a steam engine in which the reciprocating motion of the piston is transformed into a continuous rotary motion, as by means of a connecting rod,
a working beam and crank, or an oscillating cylinder.
RO-ta'tor (rS-ta't5r), re. [L.] 1. (^reai.) That which
g^ves a rotary or rolling motion, as a muscle which partially rotates or turns some part on its axis.
2. (Metal.) A revolving reverberatory furnace.
Ro'ta-to'rl-a (ro'ta^to'rl-a), n. pi.
[NL.] (Zool.)

A

;

"The
ous; unsafe; as, a rotten plank, bone, stone.
Knolles.
deepness of the rotten way."
Rotten stone
Rotten borough.
See under Borough.
(ilin.), a soft stone, called also Tripoli (from the country
from which it was formerly brouglit), used in all sorts of
finer grinding and polishing in the arts, and for cleaning
metallic substances.
The name is also given to other friable siliceous stones applied to like uses.
Syn. Putrefied putrid decayed carious defective unsound corrupt deceitful treacherous.

;

re.

;

I

_

(rot),

'

;

\

Not firm or trusty

(b)

;

Rote

;

;

;

:

as, rotational velocity.

rot.

A

.,«,(«).

i

rotten apple ; rotten meat, larged.
Hence (a) Offensive to the smell ; fetid ; disgusting.
You common cry of curs whose breath I hate
As reek of the rotten fens.
Shak.

Ro'ta-tlve (ro'ta-ttv), a. [Cf. F. rotatif.] Turning,
as a wheel rotary rotational.
This high rotative velocity of the sun must cause an equato-

(.Z'ooZ.)

Cilia

akin to Sw.

;

Ro-ta'tlon-al (-al), a.
Pertaining to, or resulting
from, rotation of the nature of, or characterized by,

re.

(/f|/rfa^-na

Female; B Male, a Vibrating
b Caudal Appendages
e Stomd Mastax
c Mouth

a.

"
Dan. raorfrfen. See |'=h.' ' O™!;?.;
'?\'?f
'i""
Sctigevous yn
\ erge
p
TT
ii J
Having rotted
t Water
Tiibe
Spermary
putrid
decayed
as, a Contractile Vesicle.
Much

—
—

Ro'ta-tO-ry,

;

"• Rotifera

-1

of rotation.
See Moment of inertia, under Moment.
Rotation in ofice, the practice of changing public
officers at frequent intervals by discharges and substitutions.
Rotation of crops, the practice of cultivating an
orderly succession of different crops on the same land.

[Cf.

rotinn

[Icel.

Moment

a.

as Ro-

D
Rot.]

;

as Rotifera.
Ro'ta-tO-ry (ro'ta-to-rj?),

i

ratten,

revolution.
2. Any return or succession in a series.

;

Same

^7^*Tq**J''°'/'*^'
(Mus.) See Rota.
Rot'ten (rot't'n),

;

rial rise of the solar

spe-

tate.

Ro'ta-ted (ro'ta-tSd), a. Turned round, as a wheel
wheel-shaped rotate.
Ro-ta'tion (ro-ta'shiin), n. [L. rotalio : cf. F. rotation.']
1. The act of rotating or turning, as a wheel or a
solid body on its axis, as distinguished from the progressive motion of a body revolving round another body or
a distant point thus, the daily turning of the earth on its
axis is a rotation ; its annual motion round the sun is a

;

The

volving wheels.

m mo

cies are very numerous
in fresh waters, and are
very diversified in form
and habits.
Ro'ti-form (ro'tt-f 6rm)
a.
[L. rota wheel -{-form.] 1. Wheel-shaped;
as, rotiform appendages.

&

rotation

re.

||Ro-tll'e-ra(r6-tTf'e-r4), re.p?. [NL
wheel -f- /erre to bear.] (Zool) An ^
order of minute worms which usually
have one or two groups of vibrating

a rotate spicule or scale
a rotate
Hotate Corolla.
corolla, i. e., a monopetalous corolla
with a flatfish border, and no tube or a very short one.
Ro'tate (ro'tat), V. i. [imp. &p.p. Rotated (-ta-tSd)
vb. n. Rotating.]
p. pr.
1. To turn, as a wheel,
round an axis ; to revolve.
2. To perform any act, function, or operation in turn
;
to hold office in turn
as, to rotate in office.
Ro'tate, V. t. 1. To cause to turn round or revolve,
as a wheel around an axle.
2. To cause to succeed in turn esp., to cause to succeed some one, or to be succeeded by some one, in office.
" Both, after a brief service, were rotated out
\_Colloq.'\
of office."
Harper's Mag.
also,

[NL. See Rotifeba.]
See Illust. in Appendix.
from L rote a

RO'tl-fer (ro'ti-fer; 277),
(Zo'dl.) One of the Rotifera.

II

Rot, V. t. 1. To make putrid ; to cause to be wholly
or partially decomposed by natural processes ; as, to rot
vegetable fiber.
2. To expose, as flax, to a process of maceration, etc.,
for the purpose of separating the fiber ; to ret.
Rot, n. 1. Process of rotting ; decay ; putrefaction.
2. {Bot.) A disease or decay in fruits, leaves, or wood,
supposed to be caused by minute fungi. See Bitter rot.
Black rot, etc., below.
3. [Cf. G. rotz glanders.] A fatal distemper which
attacks sheep and sometimes other animals. It is due
to the presence of a parasitic worm in the liver or gall
bladder.
See 1st Fluke, 2.
Hie cattle must of rot and murrain die.
Milton.

and

;

1253

2. pi- (Rostra)

blooming

; ;;

out, oil;

chair;

A

or lips. The best is prepared from the dried flowers of
Ure.
the safflower, but it is often made from carniine.
Rouge, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Rouged (roozhd) p. pr.
& vb. n. Rouging (roo'zhing).] To paint the face or
cheoks with rouge.
Rouge, V. t. To tint with rouge as, to rouge the
face or the iihceks.
Rouge'orolx' (-krwli' or -kroi'), n. [F.. literally, red
(llcr.) One of the four pursuivants of "Tl\ '^ngcross.]
liah oollego of arms.
Rouge ' drag on (-dritg'iSn), n. [F., litcniUy, red
dragon.]
(Her.) One of the four purs.iiiv'auti. of the
English college of arms.

go; sing, iQk

;

;

'

;

then, thin:

boN

;

zh = z

in azuix.

^9Si

;

Rough

(riif),

\_Compar. RouQHXB

a.

(-er)

superl.

;

Roughest.] [OE. rou}, rou, row, rugh, ruh, AS. ruh ;
akin to LG. rug, D. ruig, raw, OHG. ruh, G. rauh, ranch ;
VIS. Cf.
of. Lith. raukas wrinkle, rakii to wrinkle.
Ku8, n.] 1. Having inequalitiea, small ridges, or points,
on the surface not smooth or plain as, a rough board
a rough stone rough cloth. Specifically (a) Not level
said of a piece of
having a broken surface ; uneven
"Bough, uneven ways." Shak. (b)
land, or of a road.
said of a gem; as, a rowjA diaNot polished; uncut;
said of
mond, (c) Tossed in waves boisterous high
a sea or other piece of water.
T. Bui-net.
More unequal than the roughest sea.
disorshaggy ragged
{(Tj Marked by coarseness
said of dress, appearance, or the like; as, a
dered;
" Rough
" A visage rough." Dryden.
rough coat.
;

;

;

—

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

satyrs." Milton.
2. Hence, figuratively, lacking refinement, gentleness,
Specifically
(a) Not courteous or kind ;
or polish.
harsh; rude; uncivil; as, a rowpA temper.
Shak.
A fiend, a fury, pitiless and rough.
A surly boatman, rough as waves or winds. Prior.
:

severity or violence ; harsh ; hard ; as,
rough measures or actions.
Milton.
On the rough edge of battle.
Clarendon.
A quicker and rougher remedy.
Kind words prevent a good deal of that perverseness which
rough and imperious usage often produces.
Locke.
(6)

Marked by

(c)

Loud and hoarse

ing

;

offensive to the ear ; harsh ; grat;
as, a rough
of sound, voice, and the like
tone rough numbers. Pope,
{d) Austere ; harsh to
the taste as, rough wine, (e) Tempestuous ; boisterous stormy ; as, rough weather a rough day.
He stayeth his rough wind.
Isa. xxvii. 8.
Time and the hour runs through the roughest day. Shak.

— said

;

;

;

;

;

its darker American variety (Sancti-johanThe latter is often nearly or quite black. The ferruginous roughleg (Archibuteo jerrugineus) inhabits Western North America.
Rough'-legged' (ruflSgd' or -Igg'ggd), a. (Zool.)
Having the legs covered with feathers
said of a bird.
Bough-legged hawk. (Zool.) See Roughleg.
Rough'ly, adv. In a rough manner
unevenly
harshly rudely severely austerely.
Rough'neSB, n. The quality or state of being rough.
Rough'rld'er (riif'rid'er), re. One who breaks horses
especially {Mil.), a noncommissioned officer in the British cavalry, whose duty is to assist the riding master.
Rough'SCUff' (-skiif), re. \_Eough -f- scuff.^ A rough,
coarse fellow collectively, the lowest class of the people
the rabble the riffraff. [_Colloq. U. 5.]

Europe, with
nis).

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Rough'set'ter
rough stonework.

(-sSt'ter),

A

re.

mason who

(-shBd'),

a.

;

the pain or distress

may cause others.

it

Rough'strings'

(-strTngz'), n. pi.

{Carp.) Pieces of

undressed timber put under the steps of a wooden stair
for their support.

Rought

(rat), obs. imp. of Reach.
obs. imp. of Beck, to care.
Chaucer.
Rough'tail' (riSf'tal'), re. {Zool.) Any species of
small ground snakes of the family Uropeltidse ;
so
called from their rough tails.

Ronght,

—

Rough'WOrk'

;

;

;

;

;

Tylor.

Rough, re. 1. Boisterous weather. [OJi.] Fletcher.
2. A rude fellow ; a coarse bully ; a rowdy.
In the rough, in an uuwrouelit or rude condition ; unpolished ; as, a diamond or a sketch in the rough.
Contemplating the people in the rough. Mrs. Browning.
Rough, adv. In a rough manner rudely ; roughly.
Sleeping rough on the trenches, and dying stubbornly in their
;

Boats.

Sir W. Scott.

Rough, V, t. 1. To render rough to roughen.
2. To break in, as a horse, especially for military
;

poses.
3. To cut or make in a hasty, rough manner
out; as, to rough out a carving, a sketch.

purCrabb.

;

— with

Boughln^ rolls, rolls for reducing, in a rough manner, a
bloom of iron to bars.
To roo^h It, to endure hard conditions of living ; to live without ordinary comforts.

—

Rough'cast'

(-kasf),

V.

1.

t.

To form

in its first rudi-

ments, without revision, correction, or polish.
Dryden.
2. To mold without nicety or elegance to form with
;

asperities and inequalities.
3. To plaster with a mixture of lime
pebbles ; as, to roughcast a building.

Rough'cast', n. 1. A rude model
unfinished form of a thing.

;

and

shells or

the rudimentary,

2. A kind of plastering made of lime, with a mixture
of shells or pebbles, used for covering buildings.
Shak.
ROUgh'cast'er (-er), re. One who roughcasts.
(-dra/),
v.
t.
To
draw
or
delineate
rapRough'draw'
Idly and by way of a first sketch.

Rough'dry' (-dri'), v. t. In laundry work, to dry
without smoothing or ironing.
Rough'en (rOf'n), v. t. {imp. &, p. p. Roughened
(-'nd)
vh. n. Roughening.]
[From Rough.]
p. pr.
To make rough.
Rough'en, 11. i. To grow or become rough.
ROUgh'-fOOt'ed (-fSot'ed), a. (Zo'ol.) Feather-footed;
as, a rough-footed dove.
[iJ.]
Sherwood.
Rough'-gralned' (-grand'), c. Having a rough grain
or fiber hence, figuratively, having coarse traits of character not polished brusque.

&

;

;

;

;

{Zo'ol.) The redfin.
1. To hew coarsely, without
roughhew timber.
2. To give the first form or shape to
to form rudely
60 shape approximately and rudely to roughcast.

Rough'head'

Rough'hew'

smoothing

;

(-hgd'), n.
(-hu'), v. t.

as, to

;

;

(-wflrk'), v.

To work over

t.

There

*s

a divinity that shaj>eB our ends,

Rough'hew'er (-hii'er), ».
Rough'hewn' (-hun'), a.
smoothing

;

unfinished

;

Shak.

will.

One who roughhews.
1.

Hewn coarsely

without

not pol-

ished.
2. Of

coarse manners ; rude
uncultivated ; rough-grained. "

A

roughhewn seaman."

A

teenths) uniformly grouped, sung upon one long syllable, as in Handel's oratorios.
Rouleau' (roo'lo'), re. ; pi. F. Rouleaux (F. -Io' ;
E. -loz'), E. Rouleaus (-loz'). [F., a roll, dim. fr. role,
formerly also spelt roulle. See Roll.] A little roll a
roll of coins put up in paper, or something resembling
such a roll.
Rou-lette' (roo-lgf), n. [F., properly, a little wheel
or ball. See Rouleau, Boll.] 1. A game of chance, in
Tv'hich a small ball is made to move round rapidly on a
circle divided off into numbered red and black spaces,
the one on which it stops indicating the result of a
variety of wagers permitted by the game.
2. {Fine Arts) {a) A small toothed wheel used by engravers to roll over a plate in order to produce rows of
dots.
(6) A similar wheel used to roughen the surface
of a plate, as in making alterations in a mezzotint.
3. {Geom.) The curve traced by any point in the plane
of a given curve when the latter rolls, without sliding,
over another fixed curve. See Cycloid, and Epicycloid.
Rou'ly-pouly (rou'ly-pou'ly), re. See Rolly-pooly.
t.
[AS. runian, fr. run a
Roun, Rowil(roun), V. i.
rune, secret, mystery akin to G. raunen to whisper. See
Rune.] To whisper. \_Obs.'\
Gower.
Chaucer.
Another rowned to his fellow low.
II

;

&

Rounoe

[Cf. F. ronce bramble, brier,
thorn, ranche a round, step, rack, or E. round.'\ {Print.)
The handle by which the bed of a hand press, holding
the form of type, etc, is run in under the platen and out

again

(rouns),

re.

— sometimes

applied to the whole apparatus by
moved under the platen.

;

which the form is
Roun'ce-val (roun's4-v51), a. [P. Ronceval, Roneevaux, a town at the foot of the Pyrenees, Sp. Roncesvalles.^
Large ; strong
from the gigantic bones
shown at Roncesvalles, and alleged to be those of old
heroes.
[OJ.?.]
Roun'ce-val, re. A giant ; anything large ; a kind of
;

pea called also marrowfat.
Roun'cy (-sy), n. [OF.
horse

;

a nag.

He

Round
per.

—

\^Obs.']

roncin.']

A common

(round),

v.

&

i.

t.

Chaucer.

[From BouN.]

To whis-

Shak.

Holland.

[Ofts.]

[OF. roond, roont, reond, F. rond, fr. L.
rotundus, fr. rota wheel. See Botaey, and cf. Botund,
Roundel, Rundlet.] 1. Having every portion of the
surface or of the circumference equally distant from
the center spherical circular having a form approaching a spherical or a circular shape orbicular globular
" The big, round tears."
Shak.
as, a round ball.
a.

;

;

;

it.

;

Rough 'tags (-Tngz), n. pi.
Bowen. [Prov. Eng.']
Rough'lsh, a. Somewhat rough.
Rough 'leg' (-leg'), re. {ZoU.)

H^ The

.Arohittuieo

bf f
known species is
i.c.ppus of Northern

senate,

;

;

;

—

Arbuthnot.
;

;

;

;

;

Roughleg (Archibuteo

c&re,

lagoyius).

&m, arm, ask,

;

final,

;

to

;

;

;

;

M.Arnold.
roared assertion."
Sir Toby, I must be round with you.
Shak.
9. Full and smoothly expanded ; not defective or absaid of style, or of authors
rupt finished ; polished ;
with reference to their style. [06j.]
In his satires Horace is quick, round, and pleasant. Peacham.
10. Complete and consistent ; fair ; just ;
applied
to conduct.
Round dealing is the honor of man's nature. Bacon.
At a round rate, rapidly. Dryden.
In round munherB,

—

;

—

—

approximately in even units, tens, hundreds, etc. as, a
bin holding 99 or 101 bushels may be said to hold in round
numbers 100 bushels.
Bound bodies (Geom.), the sphere,
right cone, and right cylinder.
Eoimd clam (Zool.), the
quahog.
Bound dance one which is danced by couples
with a whirling or revolving motion, as the waltz, polka,
etc. — Bound game, a game, as of cards, in which each
plays on his own account.
Bound hand, a style of
penmanship in which the letters are formed in nearly an
upright position, and each separately distinct — distinBound robin. [Perhaps
fuished from running hand.
rond round -t- ruban ribbon.] (a) A written petition,
memorial, remonstrance, protest, etc., the signatures to
which are made in a circle so as not to indicate who
signed first. " No round robins signed by the whole main
deck of the Academy or the Porch." Oe Quincey. (b)
(Zool.) The cigar fish.
Bound shot, a solid spherical projectile for ordnance. — Bound Table, the table about
which sat King Arthur and his knights. See Knights of
the Round Table, under Knight. — Bound tower, one of
certain lofty circular stone towers, tapering from the
base upward, and usually having a conical cap or roof,
which crowns the summit, — found chiefly in Ireland.
They are of great antiquity, and vary in height from
thirty-five to one hundred and thirty feet. —Bound trot,
one in which the horse throws out his feet roundly a
full, brisk, quick trot.
Addison.
Bound turn (Naut.),
one turn of a rope round a timber, a belaying pin, etc.
To bring up with a round turn, to stop abruptly. [Colloq.]
Syn. — Circular spherical globular globose orbicular orbed cylindrical full plump rotund.
Round (round), re. 1. Anything round, as a circle, a
globe, a ring. " The golden round " [the crown]. Shak.
;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

In labyrinth of

many

;

;

;

;

a round self-rolled.

Milton.

A series

of changes or events ending where it began a series of like events recurring In continuance ; a
cycle a periodical revolution ; as, the round of the seasons ; a round of pleasures.
3.
course of action or conduct performed by a number of persons in turn, or one after another, as if seated
in a circle.
Women to cards may be compared : we play
2.

;

;

A

A round or two

which used, we throw away. Granville.
The feast was served the bowl was crowned
To the king's pleasure went the mirthful round. Prior.
4. A series of duties or tasks which must be per.
formed in turn, and then repeated.
The trivial round, the common task.
Kehle.
;

;

;

A circular dance.

6.

Come, knit hands, and heat the ground,
In a

light fantastic round.

That which goes round a whole
round of applause.

6.
as, a

Milton.

circle or

company

7. Rotation, as in office
succession.
Holyday.
8. The step of a ladder; a rundle or rung; also, a
crosspiece wliich joins and braces the legs of a chair.
Dryden,
All the rounds like Jacob's ladder rise.
;

A

9.
course ending where it began a circuit ; a beat
especially, one frequently or regularly traversed ; also,
the act of traversing a circuit ; as, a watchman's round ;
the rounds of the postman.
10. {Mil.) {a)
walk performed by a guard or an
officer round the rampart of a garrison, or among sentinels, to see that the sentinels are faithful and aD things
safe
also, the guard or officer, with his attendants, who
performs this duty ;
usually in the plural. (6)
general discharge of firearms by a body of troops in which
each soldier fires once, (c) Ammunition for discharging
a piece or pieces once ; as, twenty rounds of ammunition
were given out.
11. {Mus.)
short vocal piece, resembling a catch,
in which three or four voices follow each other round in
a species of canon in the unison.
12. The time during which prize fighters or boxera
are in actual contest without an intermission, as prescribed by their rules a bout.
13.
brewer's vessel in which the fermentation ie
;

A

—

A

A

;

A

concluded, the yeast escaping through the bunghole.
14. A vessel filled, as for drinking. [iJ.]
15. An assembly ; a group ; a circle as, a round of
;

Addison.
16. {Naut.) See Roundtop.
17. Same as Round of beef, below.
Gentlemen of the round, (a) Gentlemen soldiers of low
rank who made the rounds. See 10 (a), above. (6) Disbanded soldiers who lived by begging. [Obs.]
Worm-eaten gentlemen of the round, such as have vowed to pit
on the skirts of the city, let your provost and his half dozen of
politicians.

halberdiers do wliat they can.
Bound of beef, the part of the thigh

—

B. Jonson.

below the aitchbone, or between the rump and the leg. See Illust. of
Beef.
Bound steak, a beefsteak cut from the round.
Sculpture in the round, sculpture giving the full form, as
of man statuary, distinguished from relief.
Round, adv. 1. On all sides ; around.
Milton,
Round he throws his baleful eyes.

—

—
;

Not inconsiderable large hence, generous free ;
a round price.
Three thousand ducats 't is a good round sum. Shak.
Round was their pace at first, but slackened soon. Tennyson.
6. Uttered or emitted with a full tone as, a round
voice a round note.
7. {Phonetics) Modified, as a vowel, by contraction of
the lip opening, making the opening more or less round
5.

as,

".

.e,

;

;

fraction.

Any

one of several species of large
liawks of the genus Archibuteo,
having the legs feathered to the
toes.
Called also rough -legged
f'laiok, iuO. lOii'f'.-legged buzzard.

;

Upon the firm opacous globe
Milton.
Of this round world.
2. Having the form of a cylinder ; cylindrical ; as, the
barrel of a musket is round.
3. Having a curved outline or form ; especially, one
like the arc of a circle or an ellipse, or a portion of the
surface of a sphere rotund bulging ; protuberant not
angular or pointed ; as, a round arch ; round hills.
;

;

ing

hackney

The Bishop of Glasgow rounding in his ear, " Ye are not a
wise man," ... he rounded likewise to the bishop, and said,
" Wherefore brought ye me here ?"
Calderwood.

Round,

See Guide

labial.

;

"The

;

[Ote.]
rode upon a rouncy as he could.

" Their round haunches gored."
Shak.
not fractional ap4. Full complete not broken
proximately in even units, tens, hundreds, thousands,
etc.
said of numbers.
Pliny put a round number near the truth, rather than the

(-Ing-in'), n.
The first coat of plaster laid on
brick
also, the process of apply-

fied

labialized

;

;

Outspoken plain and direct imreserved unqualinot mincing as, a round answer ; a round oath.

8.

;

;

Sacon.

Rough 'Ing-ln'

coarsely,

witliout regard to nicety, smoothness, or finish. Moxon.
Rough'wrOUght' (-rat'), a. Wrought in a rough,
unfinished way ; worked over coarsely.
Rouk (rook), V. i. See 5th Ruck, and Roke. [06s.]
smoothly
Roulade' (roo'lad'), re. [F.] {Mus.)
running passage of short notes (as semiquavers, or six-

;

Roughhew them how we

shape rounded
Pronunciation, § 11.
in

'.

II

(/) Hastily or carelessly done wanting finish incomplete
as, a rojigh estimate
a rough draught.
Bough diamond, an uncut diamond hence, colloquially,
a person of intrinsic worth under a rude exterior. — Bough
and ready, (a) Acting with oilhand promptness and efficiency. '"Ihe rough and ready understanaing." Lowell.
(6) Produced offhand. " Some rough and ready theory."

builds

Shod with shoes armed
with points or calks as, a roughshod horse.
To ride roughshod, to pursue a course regardless of

Rough'Shod'

;

ROUND
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ROUGH

N

;

;;

;;

3II

;

eve, event, find, fern,

recent

;

ice,

2. Circularly
in a circular form or manner ; by revolving or reversing one's position ; as, to turn one's
head round ; a wheel turns round.
3. In circumference ; as, a ball is ten inches round.
4. From one side or party to another ; as, to come or
turn round,
that is, to change sides or opinions.
;

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

t

"

; ;;

.;

ROUND

7.

All

Roundly; fully; vigorously.
round, over the whole place

Chaucer.

[06s.]

in every direction.

;

—

AU-round, of general capacity as, an all-round man.
ICollog.]
To bring one round, (a) To cause one to change
his opinions or line of conduct,
(b) To restore one to
health. [Colloq.]
Ronnd (round), prep. On every side of, so as to encompass or encircle around ; about ; as, the people stood
round him ; to go round the city to wind a cable round
a windlass.
The serpent Error twines round human hearts. Cowper.
Eound about, an emphatic form for round or about.
" Moses . . set them [the elders] round about the tabernacle." Num. xi. 24.
To come round, to gain the consent of, or circumvent, (a person) by flattery or decep;

—

;

;

.

—

[Colloq.]

tion.

Round,

V.

[imp.

t.

Rounding.]
;

;

Worms

& p. p.

&

vb. n.
RoDNDED p. pr.
circular, spherical, or cylin-

To make

1.

drical to give a
a silver coin to

;

round or convex figure to as, to round
round the edges of anything.
;

many

which round themselves into balls,
Bacon.
are bred chiefly under logs of timber.
The figures on our modern medals are raised and rounded to
Addison.
a very great perfection.
2. To surround to encircle to encompass.
"with

feet,

The

inclusive verge

They

begin.

.

.

Round'a-bOUt',

n.

1.

commonly with wooden

;

Roun'dure
Roundness
toid

—

Roust

(roun'diir;

135),

[Cf.

n.

(roust), V.

Shak.

A

To rouse

to disturb as, to roust
one out. [Prov. Eng.
Local, TJ. S.]
Roust, n. [Cf. Icel. rosi an estuary.]
strong tide
or current, especially in a narrow channel.
[Written
i.

&

;

;

A

and roost.]
Jamieson.
Roust'a-bOUt' (-a-bouf), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] A
laborer, especially a deck hand, on a river steamboat,
who moves the cargo, loads and unloads wood, and the
like
in an opprobrious sense, a shiftless vagrant who
Uves by chance jobs. [Western U. S.]
also rost,

;

Rout

(rout), V.

to snort

To roar ; to bellow
Chaucer.
[06s. or Scot.]
noise ; clamor ;

[AS. hrUlan.]

i.

to snore loudly.

;

Rout,

A

bellowing a shouting
uproar disturbance tumult.
This new book the whole world makes such a
n.

;

;

;

Shak.

;

7-out

about. Sterne.

"My child, it is not well," I said,
"

Among the

graves to shout

To laugh and play among the dead,
And make this noisy rout."
Trench.
t.
[A variant of root.] To scoop out with a

Rout, V.
gouge or other tool

;
to furrow.
To rout out. (a) To turn up to view, as if by rooting
to discover to find. (6) To turn out by force or compulsion ; as, to rout people out of bed. [Colloq.]
;

Rout,

To search or root

V. i.

in the ground, as a

Edwards.

swine.

[OP. route, LL. rupta, properly, a breaking,
fr. L. ruptus, p. p. of rumpere to break.
See Rupture,
Reave, and cf. Rote repetition of forms,, Route. In
some senses this word has been confused with rout a
bellowing, an uproar.] [Formerly spelled also route.]
1. A troop
a throng a company an assembly especially, a traveling company or throng.
[06s.] " A route
" A great solemn
of ratones [rats]." Piers Plowman.
route." Chaucer.

Rout,

n.

;

;

And

(-shol'derd), a.

a round or circle. \Obs.'\
(Zool.)
(round'wflrm'), n.

;

;

ever he rode the hinderest of the route.

A disorderly and tumultuous crowd

;

a

—

;

;

.

Dispersed in rout, betook them

nema-

worm.
4.

.

.

&

&

.

&

made a
Bacon.

.

.

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

del.

;

A

2. {Mus.') (a)
tune in which a ample strain is often repeated
a simple Escutcheon with
""•=" Roundels.
rural strain which is short and lively.

;

;

in

a

circle.

3. Anything having a round form
a roimdel.
Round'er (-er), n. 1. One who rounds ; one who
conies about frequently or regularly.
2. A tool for making an edge or surface round.
3. pi. An English game somewhat resembling baseball ; also, another English game resembling the game of

;

;

;

;

II

but played with a football.
play rounders, and then we played prisoner's

Now we

Roand'Ush'
use,

base.
Bageltot,

(-fish'),

iinite,

n.

riide,

{Zo6l.)
full,

{a)
iip,

Any
ftrn

ordinary
;

pity

Daniel.

all to fly.

To these glad conquest, murderous rout to those. Pope.
(Law) A disturbance of the peace by persons as-

;

Roundlet, Rundlet.]
{Poetry) See Rondeau, and RoK-

dance

hence,

;

;

.

A

;

the herd of common people.
Spenser.
The endless routs of wretched thralls.
Sha<^,
The ringleader and head of all this rout.
Milton.
Nor do I name of men the common rout.
3. The state of being disorganized and thrown into
confusion ;
said especially of an army defeated, broken
in pieces, and put to flight in disorder or panic also,
the act of defeating and breaking up an army as, the
rout of the enemy was complete.
Thy army,
the rabble

;

Round'e-lay (round'e-la), n. [OF.
rondelet, dim. of rondel. See Roundel,

(6)

Spenser,

mob

—

A

Tennyson.

Chaucer.

A rout of people there assembled were.
2.

&

;

Spenser.

;

—

;

small circular shield, sometimes not
more than a foot in diameter, used by soldiers in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, (b) {Her.) A circular spot a charge in the form of a small
circle,
(c) {Fort.) A bastion of a circular form.

fives,

;

—

;

.

;

fire

sembled together with intent to do a thing which, it
executed, would make them rioters, and actually making
Wharton.
a motion toward the execution thereof.
5. A fashionable assembly, or large evening party.
Landor.
Jamieson. " At routs and dances."
auction.
{_Scot.'\
To put to rout, to defeat and throw into confusion ; to
The roup, that is, the sale of his crops, was over. J. C. Shairp.
overthrow and put to flight.
2. A disease in poultry. See Pip.
vb. n.
Rout, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Routed ; p. pr.
applied to
Rous'ant (rouz'ant), a. {Her.) Rising;
Routing.] To break the ranks of, as troops, and put
a bird in the attitude of rising ; also, sometimes, to a
them to flight in disorder to put to rout.
bird in profile with wings addorsed.
That party
that charged the Scots, so totally routed and
t.
[Perhaps the same defeated
Rouse (rouz or rous), v. i.
Clarendon
their whole army, that they fled.
word as rouse to start up, "buckle to."] (Naut.) To
Syn.
To
defeat
discomfit ; overpower ; overthrow.
;
pull or haul strongly and all together, as upon a rope,
orderly
V.
i.
crowd,
whether
Rout,
To
assemble
in
a
without the assistance of mechanical appliances.
Bacon.
Rouse (rouz), n. [Cf. D. roes drunkenness, Icel. or disorderly to collect in compauy. [06s.]
Chaucer.
In
all
that
Christian[s]
durste
route.
land
no
riiss, Sw. nis, G. rausch, and also E. rouse, v. t., rush,
F. route, OF.
Route (root or rout 277), n. [OF.
V. i.
1. A bumper in honor
Cf. Row a disturbance.]
Shak. rote, fr. L. rupta (sc. via), fr. ruptus, p. p. of rumpere
of a toast or health.
[06s.]
to break
hence, literally, a broken or beaten way or
2. A carousal ; a festival ; a drinking frolic.
path.
See Rout, and cf. Rut a track.] The course or
Fill the cup, and fill the can,
Tennyson.
way which is traveled or passed, or is to be passed ; a
Have a rouse before the morn.
passing a course ; a road or path a march.
Rouse, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Roused (rouzd) p. pr.
vb. n. Rousing.]
[Probably of Scand. origin; cf. Sw.
Wide through the f urzy field their route they take. Gay.
rusa to rush, Dan. ruse, AS. hreosan to fall, rush. Cf.
Rout'er (rout'er), TO. (Carp.) (a) A plane made like
Rush, «.] 1. To cause to start from a covert or lurking a spokeshave, for working the inside edges of circular
place ; as, to rouse a deer or other animal of the chase.
sashes.
(6) A plane with a hooked tool protruding far
Like wild boars late roused out of the brakes. Spenser. below the sole, for smoothing the bottom of a cavity.
Rouse the fleet hart, and cheer the opening hound. Pope.
Routhe (rooth), n. Ruth sorrow. [06s.] Chaucer.
2. To wake from sleep or repose ; as, to rouse one
Rou'tl-na-ry (roo'ti-nS-ry), a. Involving, or pertamearly or suddenly.
ing to, routine ordinary customary, [i?.] Emerson.
3. To excite to lively thought or action from a state
Rou-tlne' (roo-ten'), n. [F., fr. route a path, way,
as, to
of idleness, languor, stupidity, or indifference
1. A round of
road.
See Route, Rote repetition.]
rouse the faculties, passions, or emotions.
business, amusement, or pleasure, daily or frequently
To rotise up a people, the most phlegmatic of any in Christen- pursued especially, a course of business or oftlcial duties
Atterbury..
dom.
regularly or frequently returning.
to stir up ; to agitate.
4. To put in motion
2. Any regular course of action or procedure rigidly
Blustering winds, which all night long
adliered to by the mere force of habit.
Milton.
Had roused the sea.
Rou-tin'lsm (-Tz'm), n. The practice of doing things
[06s.] Spenser. Shak. with undi.srriniiuating, mechanical regularity.
5. To raise to make erect.
Rouse, V. i. 1. To get or start up to rise. [06s.]
Rou-tln'lst, n. One who is habituated to a routine.
Slink.
Night's black agents to their preys do rouse.
Rout'lsh (rout'Ish), a. Uproarious riotous. [06s.]
2. To awake from sleep or repose.
Rout'OUS-ly (rout'tis-iy), adv. (Law) With that vioPope. lation of law called a rout.
Morpheus rouses from his bed.
See 5th Rout, 4.
Roux (riio), n. [F. beurre roux brown butter.]
3. To be excited to thouglit or action from a state of
(Cookery)
thickening,
made
A
of flour, for soups and
indolence or inattention.
Rous'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, rouses. gravies.
or
great.
[Colloq.']
1).
exciting
(rov),
t.
[Perhaps
Rove
fr. or akiu to re«v«.] 1. To
2. Sonietliing very
draw through an eye or aperture.
3. (Brewing) A stirrer in a copper for boiling wort.

circle.

1.

To form into
B. Edwards.

a rousing

&

,

cf

{Agric.)

t.

;

Milton,
as,

;

[Colloq.]

lie.

Rous'lng-ly, adv. In a rousing manner.
Rous-sette' (rob-sSf), n. [F.
so called in allusion
to the color.
See Russet.] 1. (Zo'ol.) A fruit bat, especially tlie large species (Pteropus vulgaris) inhabiting
the islands of the Indian Ocean. It measures about a
yard across the expanded wings.
2. (Zool.) Any small shark of the genus Scyllium;
called also dogfish.
See Dogfish.

Sir P. Sidney.
Round'y (-Jr), a. Round. [06«.]
Roup (roop), V. i. i. [Cf. AS. hropan to cry out,
G. rufen, Goth, hropjan. Cf. Roop.] To cry or shout
Jamieson.
hence, to sell by auction. [Scot.']
Roup, n. 1. An outcry ; hence, a sale of goods by

.

Rondeau, and

'«

Round'worm'

;

(a)

;

;

Locke.

.

:

;

;

Rondure.]

round-shouldered.
Round'ed, a. {Phonetics) Modified by contraction of
the lip opening ; labialized labial. See Guide to Pronunciation, § 11.
Roun'del (roun'dSI), n. [OF. rondel a roundelay, F.
rondel, rondeau, a dim. f r. rond ; for sense 2, cf F. rondelle a round, a round shield.
See Round, a. and cf
Rondel, Roundelay.] 1. {Mus.) A roundelay. " Sung
all the roMMdeZ lustily.
Chaucer.
Come, now a roundel and a fairy song.
Shak.
2. Anything having a round form a round figure a

Specifically

Shak.

comprehen-

;

" Large,

Burke.

;

a rousing

Locke.

—

;

.

— Circularity

Round'-shoul'dered

A
A
A

.

;

begin to feel

;

Sir W. Scott.

;

Round'rldge' (-rij'),
round ridges by plowing.

A

into roundels,

in earnest.
;
detail
in gross

Having power to awaken

1.

Some rousing motions in me.
Very great violent ; astoimding

2.

Addison.

vigorously

;

horizontal wheel or frame,
horses, etc., on which children

The Spaniards, casting themselves
flying march to Calais.

;

;

Milton.

comprehensive.

affirms everything roundly.

(rouz'tng), a.
exciting.

;

I

;

sphericity; globosity; globularity globulamess ; orbicularness cylindricity fuUness
plumpness ; rotundity.

ride ; a merry-go-round.
Smart.
2.
dance performed in a circle.
Goldsmith.
3.
short, close jacket worn by boys, sailors, etc.
4.
state or scene of constant change, or of recurring
labor and vicissitude.
Cowper.
Round'a-bout'ness, n. The quality of being roundabout ; circuitousness.
Round'-arm' (-arm'), a. {Cricket) Applied to the
method of delivering the ball in bowling, by swinging the
arm horizontally.
R. A Proctor.
Round'-backed' (-bSkf), a. Having a round back or

ahoulders

;

Without regard to

Syn.

;

enveloping
sound, roundabout sense."

;

Rons'lng
or excite

;

;

;

—

generally ; as, to give numbers roundly.
In speaking roundly of this period.
//. Morley.
Round'ness, n.
1. The quality or state of being
round in shape as, the roundness of the globe, of the
orb of the sun, of a ball, of a bowl, a column, etc.
2. Fullness ; smoothness of flow ; as, the roundness of
a period ; the roundness of a note , roundness of tone.
3. Openness ; plainness
boldness
positiveness ; as,
the roundness of an assertion.

to wheel about.

We have taken a terrible roundabout road.
2. Encircling

;

sively

Tennyson.
To round to (Naut.), to turn the head of a ship toward
the wind.
going
1. Circuitous
Round'a-bOUt' (-a-bouf), a.
round indirect as, roundabout speech.
;

;

Having the
shoulders stooping or projecting ; round-backed.
Rounds'man (roundz'man), n. ; pi. Roundsmen
(-men).
A patrolrnan ; also, a policeman who acts as an
inspector over the rounds of the patrolmen.
Round'top' (round'tSp'), n. (Naut.) A top; a platform at a masthead ;
so called because formerly round
in shape.
Round'-up' (-up'), n. The act of collecting or gathering together scattered cattle by riding around them
and driving them in. \_Western V. S.'\

.

;

—

;

5.

Tennyson.

\_Poetic]
as a guard.
nightly rounding walk.

To go or turn round

3.

;

4. Completely

;

To go round,

a lockup, watch-house, or station house. [06«.]
2. {Naut.) (a) A cabin or apartment on the after part
of the quarter-deck, having the poop for its roof
sometimes called the coach. (6) A privy near the bow
of the vessel.
3. A house for locomotive engines, built circularly
around a turntable.
Round'lng, a.
Round or nearly round becoming
round roundish.
Round'ing, n. 1. {Naut.) Small rope, or strands of
rope, or spun yam, wound round a rope to keep it from
chafing
called also service.
Totten.
2. {Phonetics) Modifying a speech sound by contraction of the lip opening
labializing labialization.
See
Guide to Pronunciation, § 11.
Round'ish, a. Somewhat round as, a roundish seed
a roundish figure.
Round'ish-nesB, n.
Round'let (-ISt), n. A little circle.
J. Gregory.
Roundly, adv. 1. In a round form or manner.
2. Openly ; boldly ; peremptorily
plumply.
;

—

2.

Round'head' (round'hgd'), n. {Eng. Hist.) A nickname for a Puritan. See Roundheads, The, in the Dictionary of Noted Names in Fiction.
Toone.
Round'head'ed, a. Having a round head or top.
Round'house' (-hous'), n. 1. A constable's prison

with speed.
3. Briskly
Two of the outlaws walked roundly forward.

;

memory may

A

He

;

clear

fish, exclusive of flounders, sole, halibut, and
ottiev flatfishes.
lake whitefish {Coregonus quad(6)
rilateralis), less compressed than the common species.
It is very abundant in British America and Alaska.

;

Of golden metal that must round my brow.
Shak.
3. To bring to fullness or completeness to complete ;
hence, to bring to a fit conclusion.
We are such stuff
As dream's are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.
Shak.
4. To go roimd wholly or in part ; to go about (a corner or point) ; as, to round a corner to round Cape Horn.
5. To make full, smooth, and flowing ; as, to round
periods in writing.
Swift.
To round In (Ifaut.), to haul upon (a rope, esp., the
weather braces).
To round up. (a) (Naut.) To haul up
usually, to haul up the slack of (& rope) through its leading block, or to haul up (a tackle which hangs loose) by
its fall.
Totlen. (b) To collect together (cattle) by riding around them, as on cattle ranches. [Western U. S.]
Round, V. i. 1. To grow round or full hence, to attain to fullness, completeness, or perfection.
The queen your mother rounds apace.
Shak.
So rounds he to a separate mind.

From whence

market

—

;

;

ROVE
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6. By or in a circuit ; by a course longer than the direct course ; back to the starting point.
6. Tlirough a circle, as of friends or houses.
The ioTitations were sent round accordingly. Sir W. Scott.

;;

;

;

food,

tiiot

;

out,

oil

:

chair

;

bo

;

sine Igk

;

tlien,

tliin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

.

ROVE

N

Row'dy -ism

;

;

wool or cotton, and twist slightly before spinning.
Rove (rov), n. 1. A copper washer upon which the
end of a nail is clinched in boat building.
2. A roll or sliver of wool or cotton drawn out and
slightly twisted, preparatory to further process

;

a rov-

ing.

& p.

&

Roved

(rovd) ; p. pr.
akin to E. reave.
vb. n. Roving.] [Cf. D. rooven to rob
See Reave, Rob.] 1. To practice robbery on the seas
to wander about on the seas in piracy. lObs.] HaUuyt.
2. Hence, to wander; to ramble; to range; to go,
move, or pass without certain direction in any manner,
by sailing, walking, riding, flying, or otherwise.
For who has power to walk has power to rove. Arbuthnot.
3. (Archery) To shoot at rovers hence, to shoot at an
angle of elevation, not at point-blank (rovers usually
being beyond the point-blank range).

Rove,

V.

[imp.

i.

p.

Fair Venus' son, that with thy cruel dart
At that good knight so cunningly didst rove. Spenser.

Syn. — To wander
Rove,

roam range ramble
To wander over or through.

1.

;

;

;

;

V.

i.

A

Jiovivg the field, I chanced
goodly tree far'distant to behold.

stroll.

Milton.

2. To plow into ridges by turning the earth of two
rows together.
Rove, n. The act of wandering a ramble.

fvir-

;

In thy nocturnal rove one moioent

Young.

halt.

Eove beetle (Zool.), any one of numerous species of beetles of the family Staphylividse, having
short elytra beneath which the wings are
folded transversely. They are rapid runners,

and seldom

fly.

Rov'er (rov'er), n. [D. roover a robber.
See Rove, v. i.] 1. One who practices robbery on the seas ; a pirate.
Yet Pompey the Great deserveth honor more
justly for scouring the seas, and taking from the
rovers 846 sail of ships.
Holland.

One who wanders about by sea

2.

or

j-

^

Eove Beetle

(StaphyKnus).
a rambler.
^'^^
3. Hence, t, fickle, inconstant person.
{Croquet)
4.
A ball which has passed through all the
hoops and would go out if it hit the stake but is continued in play also, the player of such a ball.
5. {Archery) (a) pi. Casual marks at uncertain distances. Encyc. Brit. (6) A sort of arrow.
[Ofo.]
All sorts, flights, rovers, and butt shafts.
B. Jonson.
Al rovers, at casual marks hence, at random as,
shooting at rovers. See def. 5 (a) above.
Addison.
Bound down on every side with many bands because it shall
not run at rovers.
Robynson (More's Utopia).
Rov'lng, n. 1. The operation of forming the rove,
or slightly twisted sliver or roll of wool or cotton, by
means of a machine for the purpose, called a roving
frame, or roving machine.
2. A roll or sliver of wool or cotton drawn out and
slightly twisted a rove.
See 2d Rove, 2.
Kovlng frame, Eovtag machine, a machine for drawing
and twisting roves and winding them on bobbins for the
spinning machine.
Rov'lng, n. The act of one who roves or wanders.
Rov'ing-ly, adv. In a wandering manner.

land

;

a wanderer

;

;

;

;

;

Rov'lng-ness,

Row

The

n.

state of roving.

&

adv. [See Rodgh.] Rough ; stem ;
"Look he never so rou;."
lObs.l
Chaucer.
n.
[A.bbrev. fr. rouse, n.] A noisy, turbulent
quarrel or disturbance ; a brawl. [_Collog.'\
Byron.
(rou), a.

angry.

Row,

Row (ro), n. [OE. roive, rawe, reioe, AS. raw, rseui ;
T>. rij, G. reihe; cf. Skr. rekha a line,
stroke.] A series of persons or things arranged in a con-

probably akin to

tinued line a line a rank a file as, a row of trees
a row of houses or columns.
And there were windows in three rows. 1 Kings vii. 4.
The bright oeraphim in burning row.
Milton,
Kow cnltmre (Agric), the practice of cultivating crops
in drills.
Row of points ( Cfeom.), the points on a line,
infinite in number, as the points in which a pencil of rays
is intersected by a line.
;

;

;

;

—

Row

(ro), V.

[imp.^Si p. p.

&

Rowed

(rod) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Rowing.]
[AS. rowan; akin to D. roeijen, MHG.
riiejen, Dan. roe, Sw. ro, Icel. roa, L. remus oar, Gr.
eperixov, Skr. aritra.
1. To propel
yfS. Cf. Rdddee.]
with oars, as a boat or vessel, along the surface of water
as, to rotv a boat.
2. To transport in a boat propelled with oars ; as, to
TOW the captain ashore in his barge.
Row, V. i. 1. To use the oar ; as, to row well.
2. To be moved by pars ; as, the boat rows easily.
Row, n. The act of rowing excursion in a rowboat.
Row'a-ble (ro'a-b'I), a. That maybe rowed, or rowed
t.

;

upon. " That long barren fen, once rowable." B. Jonson.

Row'an
Eowan

Rowan

(ro'an), n.

berry, a berry of the

Row'an

tree'

Icel. reynir,

tree.

rowan

tree.'

[Cf. Sw. rdrin, Dan. ronne,
L. ornus.}
{Bot.)
European tree

(tre').

and

A

(Pyrus auciiparia) related to the apple, but with pinnate leaves and flat corymbs of small white flowers followed by little bright red berries. Called also roan tree,
and rnountain ash. The name is also applied to two
American trees of similar habit {Pyrus Americana, and

P. sambueifolia).
Row'boat' (ro'bof),

n.

A

boat designed to be pro-

pelled by oars instead of sails.
Row'dy (rou'dy), n. ; pi. Rowdies (-diz). [From
Rout, or Row a brawl.] One who engages in rows, or
noisy quarrels a ruffianly fellow.
M. Arnold.
Row'dy-dow (-dou), «. Hubbub ; uproar. [Vulgar^
;

Row'dy-dOW'dy
Row'dy-ish,

a.

(-dy), a.

Uproarious.

\_Vulgar~\

Resembling a rowdy in temper or

sonduct ; characteristic of a rowdy.
ale,

senate,

c4re,

am, arm, ask,

(rod), a.

of a

;

;

.

A little

2.

flat

The

;

P

Formed

into a row, or rows having
a row, or rows as, a twelve-rowed ear of com.
Row'el (rou'Sl), n. [OF. roele, rouele, properly, a
little wheel, F. rouelle coUop, slice, LL. rotella a little
wheel, dim. of L. rota a wheel. See Roll, and cf Rota.]
1. The little wheel of a spur, with sharp points.
"With sounding whip, and rowels dyed in Mood. Cowper.

;

;

The conduct

(rou'dj^-iz'm), n.

rowdy.

Rowed

ring or wheel on horses' bits.
foam he bit.

Spenser.

A

3. {Far.)
roll of hair, silk, etc., passed through the
flesh of horses, answering to a seton in human surgery.

& vb.

;

To
of

limp.

t.

insert a rowel, or
a horse).

&

!

Rojr'al-ty (roi'al-ty), re. ; jpl. Royalties (-tlz). [OF.
roialle, royaulte, F. royaute.
See Royal, and cf. Regality.] 1. The state of being royal the condition or
quality of a royal person ; kingship ; kingly office ; sov;

ereignty.
Hoyalty by birth was the sweetest

Roweled (-Sid) or RowRoweling or Rowelling.] {Far.)
p. p.

n.
roll of hair or silk, into (as

way

of majesty.

Holyday.

2. The person of a king or sovereign majesty
the presence of royalty.
For thus his royalty doth speak.
;

An emblem

3.

iron roivels into frothy

Row'el, V.
ELLED p. pr.

;

RUBADUB

1256

To draw out into flakes to card, as wool. Jamieson.
To twist slightly to bring together, as slivers of

2.
3.

;

;;

;

meaning

royalty

of

regalia.

— usually

;

;

Shak.

in the plural,

\Obs.'\

• Wherefore do I assume
These royalties, and not refuse to reign ?
4. Kingliness ; spirit of regal authority.

Milton.

In his royalty of nature
Reigns that which would be fear'd.

the flesh

Mortimer.

Domain

5.
6.

;

as, in

province

Shak.

Sir W. Scott.

sphere.

;

See Rewel bone. \_Obs.']
Row'en
[Cf E. rough, OE. row, roice.']
[Called also rowet, rowett, rowings, roughings.^ 1. A
stubble field left unplowed till late in the autuum, that
it may be cropped by cattle.
Turn your cows, that give milk, into your rowens till snow

That which is due to a sovereign, as a seigniorage
on gold and silver coined at the mint, metals taken from
mines, etc. ; the tax exacted in lieu of such share im-

comes.

other to use the property.
8. Hence {Com.), a duty paid by a manufacturer to
the owner of a patent or a copyright at a certain rate for
each article manufactured or, a percentage paid to the
owner of an article by one who hires the use of it.
Royne (roin), v. t. [F. rogner, OF. rooignier, to clip,
pare, scrape, fr. L. rotundus round. See Rotund.] To J
bite to gnaw.
[Written also roin.'\ [06*.]
Spenser.,
j
Royn'lsh, a. [F. rogneux, from rogne scab, mange,
itch.]
Mangy ; scabby hence, mean paltry trouble- j
some. [Written also roinish.'] [Oi«.] " The royniah \
clown."
Shak.

Row'el bone'

(bon').
(rou'Sn), n.

.

Mortimer.

2. The second growth of grass in a season ; aftermath.
[_Prov. Eng.
Local, U. S.I
Row'er (ro'er), n. One who rows with an oar.
Row'ett (rou'et), n. See Rowen.
(rofSk, colloq. rul'uk), n. [For oarlock ; AS.
arloc, where the second part is akin to G. loch a hole,
lock a fastening.
See Oar, and Look.] {Nuut.)
con-

&

Rowlock

A

trivance or arrangement
serving as a fulcrum for
an oar in rowing. It consists sometimes of a notch
in the gunwale of a boat,
sometimes of a pair of
pins between which the
oar rests on the edge of

E

left uncut.
(roi), n.

„

,

„

,

„

.

[F. roi.']
[06«.]

A king.

Chapman.

[OE.

roial, riall, real, OF. roial,
reial, F. royal, fr. L. regalis, fr. rex, regis, king.
See
Rich, and cf. Regai, Real a coin, Rial.] 1. Kingly

pertaining to the crown or the sovereign ; suitable for a
king or queen ; regal ; as, royal power or prerogative
royal domains ; the royal family ; royal state.
2. Noble ; generous ; magnificent ; princely.
How doth that royal merchant, good Antonio ? Shak.
3. Under the patronage of royalty ; holding a charter
granted by the sovereign ; as, the lioyal Academy of
Arts ; the Royal Society.

—

Battle royaL See under Battle.
Royal bay (Bot.), the
classic laurel {Laurus nobilis).
Royal eagle. iZool.) See
Golden eagle, under Golden.
Royal fern (Bot.), the
handsome fern Osmunda regalis. See Osmund.
Royal
mast (Naut.), the mast next above the topgallant mast
and usually the highest on a square-rigged vessel. The
royal yard and royal sail are attached to the royal mast.
Royal metal, an old name for gold.
Royal palm (Bot.),
a magnificent West Indian palm tree ( Oreoaoxa regia),
lately discovered also in Florida.
Royal pheasant. See
CuKASsow.
Royal purple, an intense violet color, verging toward blue. —Royal tern (Zo'dl.), a large, crested
American tern (Sterna maxima).
'Royal tiger.
(Zool.)
See Tigee.
Royal touch, the touching of a diseased person by the hand of a king, with the view of restoring to

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Roys'ton crow' (rois'tfin
Royston, a town in England.]
under Hooded.

Same

n.

(-er),

aa

[So called from
(Zool.) See Hooded crow,
kro').

re.
[F. roiielei, dim. of roi
Heylin. Bancroft.
lArchaic']
[Prob. for riolish, from riot,
like Scot, roytous for riotous.']
Wild irregular. [06«.]
Rub (rub), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Rubbed (riSbd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Rubbing.]
[Probably of Celtic origin cf. W.
rhwbiaw, Gael, rub.] 1. To subject (a body) to the
action of something moving over its surface with pressure and friction, especially to the action of something
moving back and forth as, to rub the flesh with the
hand ; to rub wood with sandpaper.
It shall be expedient, after that the body is cleansed, to rub
the body with a coarse linen cloth.
Sir T. Elyot.

Roy'te-let

A

king.]

(roi'te-lSt),

little

Roy'tish

king.

(roi'tish), a.

;

&

;

;

and

To move over the
friction

to graze

;

surface of (a body) with pressure
to chafe as, the boat rubs the

;

;

ground.
3. To cause (a body) to move with pressure and friction along a surface ; as, to rub the hand over the body.
Two bones rubbed hard against one another. Arbuthnot.
4. To spread s substance thinly over ; to smear.
The smoothed plank, . . .
New rubbed with balm.
Milton.
6. To scour ; to burnish ; to polish ; to brighten ; to
cleanse ;
often vrith up or over ; as, to rub up silver.
The whole business of our redemption is to rub over the defaced copy of the creation.
South,
6. To hinder ; to cross ; to thwart.
fJJ.]
'Tis the duke's pleasure.
Whose disposition, all the world well knows,
Will not be rubbed nor stopped.
Shak.
To nib down, (a) To clean by rubbing; to comb or
curry ; as, to rub down a horse, (b) To reduce or remove

—

—

by rubbing

mb

as, to rub down the rough points.
;
To
to clean anything by rubbing to separate by friction ; as, to rub <y/ rust.
To rub out, to remove or sejiarate by friction ; to erase ; to obliterate as, to rub out
a mark or letter ; to rub out a stain.
To rub up. (a) To
burnish ; to polish ; to clean, (b) To excite to awaken
to rouse to action ; as, to rub up the memory.

off,

;

—

—

;

;

Rub,

V.

To move along the

1.

i.

surface of a body
as, a wheel rubs against the

with pressure

—

to chafe ; as, to rub upon a sore.
3. To move or pass with difficulty
as, to rub through
woods, as huntsmen ; to ?v/J through the world.
To rub along or on, to go on with difficulty as, they

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

Totten.
gallant sail.
3. {Zool.) One of the upper or distal branches of an
antler, as the third and fourth tynes of the antlers of a

gatepost.
2. To fret

;

to grate

;

;

;

;

manage, with

Rub,

of rubbing
2. That

strict

;

economy,

W. rhwb.

[Cf.

re.

to

rub along.

See Rub,

v. t.]

[

Colloq.]

1.

The act

friction.

which rubs that which tends to hinder or
obstruct motion or progress; hindrance; obstruction;
an impediment especially, a difficulty or obstruction
hard to overcome a pinch.
;

;

stag.

A

4. {&un.)
small mortar.
5. {Mil. ) One of the soldiers of the first regiment of
foot of the British army, formerly called the Royals,
and supposed to be the oldest regular corps in Europe
now called the Royal Scots.
6. An old English coin.
See RiAl,.
petty or powerless king. [iJ.]
Roy'al-et (-et), n.

—

A

There were

at this

time two other royalets, as oniy kings by

his leave.

Fuller.

(-tz'm), n. [Cf. F. royaKsms."] The principles or conduct of royalists.
[Cf. F. royaliste."]
An adherent of a
Roy'al-ist, re.
king (as of Charles I. in England, or of the Bourbons in
France) ; one attached to monarchical government.
Where Ca'ndish fought, the Royalists prevailed. Waller.

Roy'al-ism

Roy'al-i-za'tion (-I-za'shiin),
loyal to a king,

re.

The act

of

making

Saintsbvry.

[i?.]

Shak.
Roy'al-ize (-iz), v. t. To make royal.
Roy'al-ly (roi'al-1^), adv. In a royal or kingly manner like a king as becomes a king.
Dryden.
His body shall be royally interred.
;

;

final,

Roys'ter-er

(rois'ter),

;

;

—

health
formerly extensively practiced, particularly for
the scrofula, or king's evil.
Syn. Kingly; regal; monarchical; imperial: kinglike princely august majestic superb ; splendid illustrious noble magnanimous.
Roy'al, n. 1. Printing and writing papers of particular sizes. See under Papee, n.
2. {Naut.)
small sail immediately above the top;

;

2.

[0J«.]

Royal.

(roi'al), a.

;

Roys'ter

A

Roy

product or profit (as of a mine,
by the owner for permitting an-

Roister, Roisterer.

Roxntiargh (rSks'bflrg ; Scot, roks'biir'ro), n. [From
the third duke of Roxburgh (Scotland), a noted book collector who had his books so bound.]
style of bookbinding in which the back is plain leather, the sides
paper or cloth, the top gilt-edged, but the front and bot-

Roy, a.
Roy'al

A

;

Rowlocks of Vanous Forms,
the gunwale, sometimes
of a single pin passing through the oar, or of a metal
fork or stirrup pivoted in the gimwale and supporting
the oar.
Rown (roun), V. i. & t. See Rotjn. [Oi;?.] Chaucer.
Row'port (ro'port), n. {Naut.) An opening in the
side of small vessels of war, near the surface of the water, to facilitate rowing in calm weather.

tom

;

periality.
7.
share of the
forest, etc.), reserved

sjU

!

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

Every ruh

is

smoothed on our way.

Shak.

To sleep, perchance to dream ay, there 's the rub. Shak.
Upon this rub, the English ambassadors thought fit to demur.
;

Hayward.

One knows not, certainly, what other rubs might have been
ordained for us by a wise Providence.
W. Besant.
3. Inequality of surface, as of the ground in the game
Shak
of bowls unevenness.
4. Something grating to the feelings ; sarcasm ; joke
as, a hard rub.
Fl.
5. Imperfection ; failing ; fault. [Obs.] Beau.
[Obs.]
6. A chance.
Flight shall leave no Greek a nib.
Chapmon.
7- A stone, commonly flat, used to sharpen cutting
tools a whetstone ;
called also rubstone.
Rub Iron, an iron guard on a wagon body, against
which a wheel rubs when cramped too much.
;

&

—

;

The sound of a drum
Rub'a-dub' (rub'a-dfib'),
when continuously beaten hence, a clamorous, repeated
re,.

;

sound

ideaj

;

a clatter.
The ruhadub of the abolition

HI

;

old,

presses.

obey, orb, 6dd

D.

TVebster»

1

:

Rn-ba'tO (roo-ba'to),

a.

Kobbed

[It.]

;

red.] (Chem.) One of several color-producing glucosides found in madder root.
Ru'bi-an'ic (ru'bi-Sn'Ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to,
or derived from, rubian ; specifically, designating an acid
called also ruberythrinic acid.
[06«.]

borrowed.

—

a term
Tempo rubato. [It.] (iI/«.?.) Borrowed time
applied to a style of performance in which some tones are
held longer than their legitimate time, wliile others are
proportionally curtailed.
;

II

RubOiage

(rub'baj

48), n.

1.

A

;

;

;

caoutchouc.
of India rubber.

Ru'bi-cund (-kund), a. [L. rubicundus, fr. rubere to
be red, akin to ruber red.
See Red.] Inclining to
redness ; ruddy red. " His rubicund face." Longfellow.
Ru'bl-cun'dl-ty (-kiin'di-ty), re. [LL. rubicunditas.]
The quality or state of being rubicund ruddiness.
To parade your rubicundity and gray hairs. Walpole.

[_Colloq.'\

Antimony rubber, an elastic durable variety of vulcanized caoutchouc of a red color. It contains antimony
sulphide as an important constituent.
Hard rubber, a
kind of vulcanized caoutchouc which nearly resembles
horn in texture, rigidity, etc. — India rubber, caoutchouc.
See CAotTTCHOuc. — Rubber cloth, cloth covered
with caoutchouc for excluding water or moisture.
Rubber dam (DenHslry), a shield of thin sheet rubber clasped
around a tooth to exclude saliva from the tooth.
Bp. Hall.
Rnb'bldge (-bTj), n. Rubbish. [OJi.]
Rub'blhg, a. & n. from Rub, v.
Rub'blsh (-btsh), n. [OE. robows, robeux, rubble,
originally an Old French plural from an assumed dim. of

;

—

;

Shak.

I

He eaw the town's one half in rubbish lie.
EnbbiBh pulley. Bee Oin block, imder Gin.
Rub'blsh-y

(-jr),

the quality of rubbish

Rub'ble

Dryden.

;

(r\5b'b'l), n.

De

trashy.

;

of

.

masonry in which courses are
the work at certain heights.

Coufsed rubble, rubble

+

See Rubble, 1 and 2.
Rub'ble-work' (-wQrk'), n. Masonry constructed of
f-ston'), n.

and shape.

Relating to, or containing, rubble.
RU-bed'1-nous (ru-bSdl-nOs), a.
[L. rubedo redness, f r. rubere to be red.]
Reddish. [J2.] M. Stuart.
(rvj'be-fa'shent),
Rn'be-fa'cient
a.
[L. rubefaciens,
p. pr. of rubefacere to make red rubere to be red -|- facere to make.] Making red. —re. (Med.) An external
application which produces redness of the skin.
Ru'be-lac'tion (-fSk'shun), n. The act or process of
(-blj^), a.

;

making

red.

Ru'be-let (ru'be-lgt), n. A little ruby.
Herrick.
Ru-bel'la (ru-b51'm), n. [NL., fr. L. rubellus reddish.]
(Med.) An acute specific disease with a dusky
red cutaneous eruption resembling that of measles, but
unattended by catarrhal symptoms;
called also GerII

—

man

—

measles.

Ru-belle' (ru-b51'), re.
color used in enameling.
Ru'bel-llte (ru'bSl-lit),
ot ruber red.]
(Min.) A
in color from a pale rose

A

[L. rubellus reddish.]

+

II

Lyell.

size

Grew.

Ru-blg'i-nose' (ru-blj'T-nos'), j a. [L. rubiginosus,
fr. rubigo, robigo,
Ru-big'i-nous (ru'-bTj'i-nus), j
rust: cf. F rtibigineux.'] (5o<.) Having the appearance
or color of iron rust ; rusty-looking.
Rn-bl'gO (ru-b!'g6), n. [L. rubigo, robigo, rust of
metals, rust, blight.] (Bot.) Same as Rust, n., 2.
Rn'bin (ru'bin), re. [Cf. LL. rubinus, It. rubino. See
Spenser.
Ruby.] A ruby. [Obs.]
Ru'bl-OUS (iTi'bl-iis), o. [L. rubeus, fr. rubere to be
Shak.
red.
See Rouoe.] Red ; ruddy. [Ois.]
Gr. pijri'i/i)
Ru'bi-re'tin (ni'bT-re'tln), n. [ijujran
resin.]
(Chem.) One of the red dye products extracted
from madder root, and probably identical with ruberythrinic acid.
Rn'ble (ru'b'l), n. [Russ. ruble.'] The unit of monetary value in Russia.
It is divided into 100 copecks, and
in the gold coin of the realm (as in the five and ten ruble
pieces) is worth about 77 cents. The silver ruble is a
coin worth about 60 cents. [Written also rouble.]
Ru'brlc (ru'brik), re. [OE. rubriche, OF. rubriche,
F. rubrique (cf. It. rubrica), fr. L. rubrica red earth
for coloring, red chalk, the title of a law (because written in red), fr. ruber red. See Red.] That part of any
work in the early manuscripts and typography which
was colored red, to distinguish it from other portions.
Hence, specifically : (a) A titlepage, or part of it, especially that giving the date and place of printing ; also, the
initial letters, etc., when printed in red. (b) (Law books)
The title of a statute ;
so called as being anciently
written in red letters. Bell, (c) (Liturgies) The directions and rules for the conduct of service, formerly
written or printed in red ; hence, also, an ecclesiastical
or episcopal injunction ;
usually in the plural.
All the clergy in England solemnly pledge themselves to obHook,
serve the rubrics.

4. pi. The whole of the bran of wheat before it is
sorted into pollard, bran, etc. [Prov. Eng.'] Simmonds.

Rub'bly

facere to

;

;

unsquared stones that are irregular in

-f-

[Cf. F. rubifi-

Howell.
The act of making red.
-form.']
Runti-form (ru'bt-f6rm), a. [L. ruber red
Having the nature or quality of red as, the rubiform
rays of the sun. [JJ.]
.Sir I. Newton.
Ru'bl-ly (-fl), V. t. [Cf. F. rubefxer. See Rubific] To
redden, [i?.] " Waters rubifying."
Chaucer.

;

Rub'ble-Stone'

[L. rtiber red

cation.2

Quincey.

See RnBBisH.] 1. Water-worn or rough
broken stones, broken bricks, etc., used in coarse masonry, or to fill up between the facing courses of walls.
Inside [the wall] there was rubble or mortar. Joweit (Thucyd.).
2. Rough stone as it comes from the quarry also, a
quarryman's term for the upper fragmentary and decomposed portion of a mass of stone brash.
Brande & C.
3. (Geol.) A mass or stratum of fragments of rock
lying under the alluvium, and derived from the neigh-

off

85.2.

Ru-bil'ic (ru-blflk), a.

dim. of robe.

formed by levebng

red

TVeale.

[L. rubellus reddish, dim.
variety of tourmaline varying
red to a deep ruby, and conn.

—

taining lithium.

Ru-be'0-la (ru-be'o-la), n. [NL., fr. L. ruber red.]
(Med.) (a) The measles, (b) Rubella.
Ru'ber-y-thrln'lc (ru'ber-T-thrin'Ik), a. [L. ruber
red -f- enjthrin.'] (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating,
an acid extracted from madder root. It is a yellow crys-

(d) Hence, that which is established or settled, as by
Cowper.
authority ; a thing definitely settled or fixed.
Nay, as a duty, it had no place or rubric in human concepDe Quincey.
tions before Christianity.

from which alizarin is obtained.
Ru-bes'cence (ru-bSs'sens), n. The quality or state
of being rubescent ; a reddening ; a flush.
Ru-bes'cent (-sent), a. [L. rubescens, -ends, p. pr. of
rubescere to grow red, v. incho. from rubere to be red
cf. F. rubescent.
See Ruby.] Growing or becoming
red tending to redness.
Ru'bl-a'ceous (ru'bl-a'shiSs), a. [L. ruhia madder,
ir. rubeus rei.']
(Bot.) Of or pertaining to a very large
natural order of plants (liitbiacese) named after the mad-

bricate,

II

Ru'brlc,

talline substance

Up, ftm

;

pity

To adorn with red
)

1.

a.

with, red

j

to redden

;

;

genus of rosa.

(-biz).

Ruby of arsenic. Ruby of stilphuT (Chem.), a glassy substance of a red color and a variable comporition, but always consisting chiefly of the disulphide of arsenic ;

—

—

called also rwjj/ iM/»A!<r.
Ruby of zinc (J/ire.), zinc sulthe mineral zinc blende or sphalerite.
Ruby
;
silver {Min.), red silver.
See under Red.

—

phide

Ru'by, a. Ruby-colored red as, ruby lips.
Ru'by, V. i. limp. &p. p. Rubied (ru'bid) p. pr. &
Rubying.] To make red to redden. IB.] Pope.
Ru'by-tall' (-tal'), re. (Zo'dl.) A European gold wasp
(Chrysis ignita) which has the under side of the abdomen bright red, and the other parts deep bluish green,
with a metallic luster. The larva is parasitic in the nests
;

;

;

stood rubric on the walls
plnistered posts, with claps, in capitals ?

;

and unchangeable form.

A

system

.

to be classed

Foxe.
according to which the thoughts of men were
Hare.
and rubricated forever after.
.

.

Ru-brl'clan (ru-brTsh'Au),
Ru'brl-clst (rn'brI-sTst),

)

One skilled in, or
tenaciously adhering to,

re.

)

the rubric or rubrics.
Ru-brlc'1-ty (ru-brTs'T-tJ), n.

Rub'Stone' (rBb'ston'), n.
rubbing a whetstone a rub.
;

food, fdbt

A

Redness. \_R.]
stone for scouring or

;

;

out, oil

;

chair

:

go

;

;

other

of

ing the tail, or
lower part of the
body, bright red.

Ru'by-throat'
re. (ZoAny one of
numerous s p e(-throf),

cies of humming
birds belonging to Trochi^

Calypte,

lus,

Stellula,

and allies, in which the
male has on the throat a

patch of red
feathers having metallic
reflections ; esp.,the common humming bird of
the Eastern United States
(Trochilus colubris).
Ru'by-wood' (-wd5d'),
brilliant

re.

Red sandalwood.

Common

Rubythroat iTrochiluss
a Male 6 Female ;

colubris).

See

;

«)

c Nest.

under Sandalwood.
Rn-cer'vlne (ru-ser'vin), a. [NL. Bucervus, the genus, f r. NL. BuBa, a certain genus of deer
Cervus.] (Zo'ol.)
(Malay rusa deer)

+

Of, like, or pertaining to, a deer of the

swamp

the

which includes

genus Bucervus,

deer of India.

Ruche

(robsh),

re.

[!b.

ruche ruche,

OF. rusche a beehive, which was
formerly made of the bark of trees cf.
W. rhisg, rhisgl, bark, Gael, rusg bark,
Antrmd.] 1. A plaited, quilled, or goffered RucervineBrow
a
.,
ler.
i
J
i
1.1.
strip of lace, net, ribbon, or other mateTyne 6 Trcsrial,
used in place of collars or cuffs,
tvne ;'c Royal
Tyne.
and as a trimming for women's dresses
and bonnets. [Written also rouche.]
2. A pile of arched tiles, used to catch and retain,
oyster spawn.
Ruch'lng, n. A ruche, or ruches collectively.
Rnck(rak), re. A roc. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng.] Drayton.
Ruck, V. t. & i. [imp. & p. p. Rucked (rifkt) p. pr.
vb. re. Rucking.]
[Icel. hrukkast to wrinkle, hrukka
wrinkle, fold.]
To draw into wrinkles or unsightly
Smart.
folds to crease
as, to ruck up a carpet.
Ruck, re. [Icel. hrukka. Cf. Ruck, v. t.] A wrinkle
or crease in a piece of cloth, or in needlework.
Ruck, V. i. [Cf. Dan. ruge to brood, to hatch.]
To cower to huddle together to squat to sit, as a hen
Gower. South.
on eggs. lObs. or Prov. Eng.]
beehive,

;

-^

i.

—

j

;

&

;

;

;

Ruck,
Eng.
2.

;

;

The sheep

[Cf. Rick.]

re.

Chaucer.

that rouketh in the fold.

1.

A

heap

;

a rick.

sing;,

[Prov.

& Scot.]

The common

sort,

whether persons or things

;

as,

the ruck in a horse race.

The
Ruc-ta'tlon
to belch

:

cf.

ICollog.]
ruck in society as a whole.

(riSk-ta'shtin),

F. nictation.]
(riik'shun), n.

Loruf. Sat. JJev.

[L. ructatio, f r. ructare
of belching wind.

re.

The act

An

uproar; a quarrel; a
[Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
[AS. rndu, akin to re&d red. V113.
See Red, and cf. Ruddy.] 1. Redness ; blusli. [Obs.]
2. Ruddle red ocher.
3. (Zo'ol.) The rudd.
Rud, V. t. To make red. [Obs.]
Spenser.
Rudd (rtld), re. [See RuD, n.] (Zo'ol.) A fresh-water
European fish of the Carp
family (Leucisciis enjthrophthalmus). It is about the
size and shape of the roaoli,
N ^r'^'f*'S>'>~^J.'".''V',' ;/ 'iS^
but it has the dorsal flu farther back, a stouter body,
and red irises. Called also
redeye, rond, fxnscale, and
shnllou.
A blue variety is
Hiul.l.
calh'd azvrine, or blue roach.
Rud'der (rtid'der), »i. A riddle or sieve. [Prov. ling.'}

Ruc'tion

noisy outbreak.

Pope.

"Bu2. Of or pertaining to the rubric or rubrics.
C. Kingsley.
brical eccentricities."
Ru'brl-Cate (ru'brT-kSt), a. [L. rubricatns, p. p. of
rubricare to color red. See Rubeio, /».] Marked with
Spelman.
red.
Ru'bll-cate (-kat), v. t. To mark or distinguish with
red to arrange as in a rubric ; to establish in a settled

;

t'6. re.

to ru-

Johnson.
Colored in, or marked
placed in rubrics.

[i?.]

Or

,

full,

t.

What though my name

der (Rubia tinctoria), and including about three hundred
and seventy genera and over four thousand species.
Among them are the coffee tree, the trees yielding Peruvian bark and quinine, the madder, the quaker ladies,
and the trees bearing the edible fruits called genipap and
Sierr Leone peach, besides many plants noted for the
beauty or the fragrance of their blossoms.
Ru'bl-a-Cln (ru'bT-a-sIn), re. [L. rubia madder, fr.
rubeus red.]
(Chem.) A substance found in madder
root, and probably identical with ruberythrinic acid.
RuTjl-an (ru'bT-an), n. [L. rubia madder, fr. rubeus

unite, T\)de,

V.

Ru'brlc (ru'brtk),
Ru'bric-al (-bri-kol),

;

Gse,

; pi.

re.

A

ol.)

make.] Making red as, rubific rays.
Ru'bl-fl-ea'Uon (ri^'bT-fl-ka'shiin), re.

[From an assumed Old French

boring rock.

A

(Bot.)

Rubies

[F. rubis (cf.
Pr. robi), LL. rubinus, robinus, fr. L. rubeus red, reddish, akin to ruber.
See Rouge, Red.]
1. (Min.)
precious stone of a carmine red color, sometimes verging
to violet, or Intermediate between carmine and hyacinth
red.
It is a red crystallized variety of corundum.
11^°° Besides the true or Oriental ruby above defined,
there are the balas ruby, or ruby spinel, a red variety of
spinel, and the rock ruby, a red variety of garnet.
Oi rubies, sapphires, and of pearles white,
Chaucer.
2. The color of a ruby ; carmine red ; a red tint.
The natural ruby of your cheeks.
Shak.
3. That which has the color of the ruby, as red wine.
Hence, a red blain or carbuncle.
4. (Pn'rei.) See A&atb, re., 2.
[Eng.]
5. (Zo'ol.) Any species of South American humming
bii'ds of the genus Clytolsema.
The males have a rubycolored throat or breast.

Atomic weight,

;

Of or pertaining to rubbish

a.

[L.]

(rn'biis), n.

(rvi'by),

and of bees.
Ru'by-tailed'
(-tald'), a. Hav-

;

;

offal

Ru'by

Rn-bid'lo (ru-bid'ik), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining
to rubidium
containing rubidium.
RuHbl-dlne (ru'bT-dtn or -den), re. (Chem.) A nitrogenous base homologous with pyridine, obtained from coal
tar as an oily liquid, C^HjyN also, any one of the group
of metameric compounds of which rubidine is the type.
Rn-bld'l-um (ru-bld'i-iim), re. [NL., fr. L. rubidus
red, fr. rubere to be red.
So called from two dark red
spectroscopic lines by means of which it was discovered
in the lepidolite from Rozena, Moravia.
See Rubicund.]
(Chem.) A rare metallic element.
It occurs quite
widely, but in small quantities, and always combined.
It is isolated as a soft yellowish white metal, analogous
to potassium in most of its properties.
Symbol Rb.
;

robe, probably in the sense of trash; cf. It. robaccia
trash, roba stuS, goods, wares, robe. Thus, etymologically rubbish is the pi. of rubble.
See Robk, and cf.
Rubble.] Waste or rejected matter; anything worthless
valueless stuff
trash ; especially, fragments of
building materials or fallen buildings ; ruins ; debris.

What rvbbish and what

Ru'bns

II

ceous plants, including the raspberry and blackberry.

;

—

;

Chaucer.

A

"A

made

[Obs.']

a.

—

;

An

ribible.

[F.]
Colored a prevailing red, bay, sorrel, or black, with flecks of white or gray
especially on the flanks ;
said of horses.
Smart.
RuHjl-celle (-sel), re. [Cf. F. rubacelle, rubicelle, fr.
L. rubeus red, reddish.]
(Min.)
variety of ruby of a
yellowish red color, from Brazil.
small river
Ru'bi-can (ru'bi-kon), re. (Anc. Geog.)
which separated Italy from Cisalpine Gaul, the province
allotted to Julius Caesar.
11^°" By leading an army across this river, contrary to
the prohibition of the civil government at Rome, Caesar
precipitated the civil war which resulted in the death of
Fompey and the overthrow of the senate hence, the
phrase to pass or cross the Rubicon signifies to take the
decisive step by which one is committed to a hazardous
enterprise from which there is no retreat.

One who,

A

3. India rubber
4.
OTershoe

A

Ru'bl-ble (ru'bl-b'l), re.
Ru'bi-can (ru'bi-kan),

Rubbish.

[0J«.]
or that which,
Specifically ; (a) An instrument or thing used in
rubs.
rubbing, polishing, or cleaning. (6) A coarse file, or the
whetstone ; a, rubstone. (d)
rough part of a file, (c)
Ad eraser, usually made of caoutchouc, (e) The cushion
of an electrical machine.
(/) One who performs massage, especially in a Turkish bath,
(g) Something that
chafes or annoys ; hence, something that grates on the
Thackeray.
feelings ; a sarcasm ; a rub.
2. In some games, as whist, the odd game, as the
between
the
third or the fifth, when there is a tie
players as, to play the rubber ; also, a contest determined by the winning of two out of threa games as, to
rubber of
play a rubber of whist. Beaconsfield.
cribbage." Dickens.
;

Rub'iier (rub'ber), n.

RUDDER

1257

EUBATO
II

,

ink

Rud (riid),

re.

;

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azuie.

"

;;
;

RUDDER

N

Rnfl'der (riSd'der),

[OE. rother, AS. roSer a pad-

n.

;

See

ror, Dan. roer, ror.
V8.
Eow to propel with an oar,
cf.

Rother.]

and

RUFFLE

severe
of the weather, of storms, and the like ;
as, the rude winter.
[Clouds] pushed with winds, i-ude in their shock. Milton.
The rude agitation [of water] breaks it into foam. Boyle.

Ru-elle' (ru-el'), n. [F. ruelle a narrow street, a lane,
rue a street.]
private circle or assembly at
a private house ; a circle.
[OJs.]
Dryden.
Ru-fes'cent (ru-fes'sent), a. XL. rufescens, p. pr. of
rufescere to become reddish, fr. rufus red cf. F. rufescent.']
Reddish ; tinged with red.
Ruli (riif), n. [F. ronfle ; cf. It. ronfa, Pg. rvja,
(Card Playing) (a) A game similar to whist, and
rifa.']
the predecessor of it. Nares. (b) The act of trumping,
especially when one has no card of the suit led.

—

—

—

Q

Rudder fish. (Zo'dl.)
ia] The pilot fish.
(b) The amber fish
(

Seriola

which

is bluish, having six broad black
bands,
(c) A plain
greenish black

;

;

—

8

b]^,,^

Rudder Fish {Leirus perciformis).
applied to other fishes which

barrel flsh. The name is also
follow vessels.
Rudder pendants (iVaw^), ropes connected
with the rudder chains.
[Naut.) The upper end of
Rud'der-head' (-hgd'),
the rudderpost, to which the tiller is attached.
Rud'der-hole' (-hoi'), n. (Naut.) The hole in the deck
irough which the rudderpost passes.
Rud'der-less, a. Without a rudder.
Rud'der-post' (-post'), n. (Naut.) The shank of a
jdder, liaving the blade at one end and the attachments
5r operating it at the other.
Rud'der-StOCk' (-stok'), n. (Natit.) The main part or
lade of the rudder, which is connected by hinges, or the
ik«, with the sternpost of a vessel.
Rud'died (rud'did), a. Made ruddy or red.
Rud'dl-ly (-di-ly), adv. In a ruddy manner. Byron.
Rad'dl-ness, n. The quality or state of being ruddy
13, the ruddiness of the cheeks or the sky.
Rud'dle (rud'd'I), V. i. To raddle or twist. \_Obs.'\
Holland.
Rud'dle, n. A riddle or sieve. \_Obs.']
Rud'dle, n. [See Rtjd cf. Reddle.] (Min.) A species
red ocher.
of red earth colored by iron sesquioxide
Rud'dle, V. t. To mark with ruddle to raddle to
Thackeray.
rouge. "Their rudfrted cheeks."

—

«

;

;

;

;

A fair sheep newly ruddled.

Lady M. W. Montagu.
Rud'dock (rud'duk), n. [AS. rudduc ; cf. W. rhuddog
the redbreast. V113. See Run, n.] [Written also raddock.'] 1. (.^ooZ.) The European robm. "The tame r«dChaucer.
dock and the coward kite."
probably because the
2. A piece of gold money;
Called
reddened
by
copper
alloy.
gold of coins was often
[06i.]
also red ruddock, and golden ruddock.

—

Great pieces of gold,

.

.

.

red ruddocl:^.

Florio.

\Compar. Rdddiee (-di-er)

(-dy), a.

superl.

;

[AS. rudig. See Rdd, n.] 1. Of a red
color ; red, or reddish ; as, a ruddy sky ; a ruddy flame.
Milton.
They were more ruddy in body than rubies. Lam. iv. 7.
2. Of a lively flesh color, or the color of the human
Dryden.
skin in high health as, ruddy cheeks or lips.
Ruddy duck (Zodl.), an American duck (Erismatura mbida) having a broad bill
and a wedge-shaped tail n
composed of stiff, sharp

Ruddiest.]

;

adult

top of the head, nape,
wings, and tail, and
white on the cheeks.
The female and young -^^

my

speech.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

— Rude'ly (rud'ly), adv. — Rude'ness,
Ru'den-ture

(ru'dSn-tlSr

;

135), n.

n.
[F., fr. L.

rudens

(Arch.) Cabling.

a rope.]

See Cabling.
Gwilt.
a.
[L. ruderarius, fr. rudus, ruderis, stones crushed and mixed with lime, old
rubbish.] Of or pertaining to' rubbish.
[OJs.] Bailey.
Rudes'by (rudz'by), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] An
uncivil, turbulent fellow.
[06s.]
Shak.

Ru'de-ra-ry (ru'de-rS-ry),

^K^

male are dull brown

;

;

;

.

.

.

:

;

;

especially of material things
'^Mude was the cloth."

;

as,

—

rude workmanship.
Chaucer.

Rude and unpolished stones. Bp. Stillingjieet.
The heaven-born child
All meanly wrapt in the rude manger lies.
Milton.
(6) Of untaught manners; unpolished; of low rank uncivil
clownish ignorant
raw
unskillful
said of
persons, or of conduct, skill, and the like. " Mine ancestors were rude.
Chaucer.
He was but rude in the profession of arms. Sir H. Wott&n.
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.
Gray.
(c) Violent tumultuous boisterous inclement harsh
;

;

;

;

ale,

cf.

:

F. rudiment.

See

That which is unformed or undeveloped the
which lies at the bottom of any development

1.

;

an unfinished beginning.
But I will bring thee where thou soon shalt quit
Those 7^idimeyits. and see before thine eyes
The monarchies of the earth.
Milton.
The single leaf is the rudiment of beauty in landscape.
/.

Taylor.

Hence, an element or first principle of any art or
science a beginning of any knowledge a first step.
2.

;

;

This boy

is

Shak.

his great warfare.

Milton.

(Biol.) An imperfect organ or part, or one which
never fully developed.
Ru'dl-ment, v. t. To furnish with first principles or
rules to instruct in the rudiments.
Gayton.
Ru'di-men'tal (-men'tal), a. Rudimentary. Addison.
3.

is

;

Ru'dl-men'ta-ry (-ta-ry), a. [Cf. F. rtcdimenlaire.^
1. Of or pertaining to rudiments; consisting in first
principles elementary ; initial ; as, rudimental essays.
2. (Biol. ) Very imperfectly developed ; in an early
stage of development ; embryonic.
Foote.
Rud'ish (nid'Tsh), a. Somewhat rude.
[NL., fr. L. rudis
Ru-dis'tes (ru-dis'tez), n. pi.
;

rough.] (Paleon.) An extinct order or suborder of bivalve mollusks characteristic of the Cretaceous period
called also Eudista.
See Illusl. under Hippueite.
Ru'dl-ty (ru'di-ty), n. [L. ruditas ignorance, fr. rudis rude, illiterate.]
Rudeness ignorance, [i?.]
Rud'mas-day' (rood'mas-da'), n. [See Rood, Mass,
Day.]
(R. C. Ch.) Either of the feasts of the Holy
Cross, occurring on May 3 and September 14, annually.
Ru-dolph'lne (ru-dSU'in), a. Pertaining to, or designating, a set of astronomical tables computed by Kepler, and founded on the observations of Tycho Bralie

—

;

— so named from Rudolph

II.,

emperor of Germany.

Rue

(ru), n.
[F. rue, L. ruta, akin to Gr. pvTrj ; cf.
rUde.j
1. (Bot.)
perennial suffrutescent plant

AS.
A
(Ruta graveolens), having a strong, heavy odor and a
bitter taste
herb of grace. It is used in medicine.
Then purged with euphrasy and rue
Milton.
The visual nerve, for he had much to see.
They [the exorcists] are to try the devil by holy water, incense, sulphur, rue, which from thence, as we suppose, came to
;

Jer. Taylor.

be called herb of grace.

disappointment grief regret.
Rue anemone, a pretty
See under Goat.
springtime flower (Tholictrum anemonoides) common in
the LTnited States.
Wall rue, a little fern (Asplenium.
Ruta-muraria) common on walls in Europe.
vb. n.
Rue, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Rued (rud) p. pr.
Ruing.] [OE. rewen, reouwen, to grieve, make sorry,
AS. hre6wan ; akin to OS. hrewan, D. rouwen, OHG.
hriuwan, G. reuen, Icel. hryggr grieved, hrygS sorrow.
V18. Cf. Ruth.] 1. To lament to regret extremely
Chaucer.
to grieve for or over.
Chapman.
I wept to see, and rued it from my heart.
2. Fig.

Bitterness

:

;

;

;

—

Goat's rue.

senate,

&

;

;

;

care,

—

;

;

;

am, arm, ask,

;

Thy will
Milton.
Chose freely what it now so justly rues.
To cause to grieve to afflict. \_Obs.'\ " God wot,
Chaucer.
rue/A me."
3. To repent of, and withdraw from, as a bargain to
2.

it

;

;

get released from.

Rue,

V.

1.

i.

[Prov. Bng.'\

To have compassion.

[Oiw.]

Chaucer.
God so wisly
e., truly] on my soul rue.
Which stirred men's hearts to rue upon them. Ridley.
2, To feel sorrow and regret to repent.
Work by counsel and thou shalt not rue. Chaucer.
Tennyson.
Old year, we '11 dearly rue for you.
Rue, n. [AS. hredw. See Rue, v. <.] Sorrow re[;'.

;

;

pentance.

Shak.

[Oii.]

Rue'fUl (ru'f ul), a. 1. Causing one to rue or lament
woeful mournful sorrowful.
" Rueful faces."
Cowper.
2. Expressing sorrow.
Dryden.
He sighed, and cast a rueful eye.
;

Two

rueful figures, with long black cloaks.

Ru'ell bone'
final,

Ruff,
Ruff,

all

;

(ru'51 bon').

eve,

event,

See

Sir W. Scott.

n.

Rewel

end, fern,

V.

i.

re.

bone.

recent

[06j.]
;

ice,

'

I

& t. (Card Playing) To trump.
[Of uncertain origin cf. Icel. rUfinn rough J
:

imcombed, Pr. ruf rude, rough,

Sp. rufo frizzed, cri»p,|

curled, G. raufen to pluck, fight, rupfen to pluck, pull,j
E. rough.
V18. Cf. Rdpple to wrinkle.] 1. A muslinl
or linen collar plaited, crimped, or fluted, worn formerly!
by both sexes, now only by women and children.
Here to-morrow with his best ru^'on.
Shak.
His gravity is much lessened since the late proclamation came
out against ruffs; .
they were come to that height of excaes
herein, that twenty shillings were used to be paid for starching
of a ruff.
lioweff.
.

.

2. Something formed with plaits or flutings, like the
collar of this name.
I reared this flower .
Soft on the paper ruff its leaves I spread.
Pope.
;

.

.

An exhibition of pride or haughtiness.
How many princes ... in the ruff of all their
3.

glory, have
been taken dow-i from tlie head of a conquering army to the
wheel of the victor's chariot
Estrange.
4. Wanton or tumultuous procedure or conduct. [06«.]

V

I

To

ruffle

it

out in a riotous

Latimer.

ruff.

5. (Mil.) A low, vibrating beat of a drum, not so loud
as a roll ; a ruffle.
collar on a shaft or other piece to pre6. (3fach.)
vent endwise motion. See Illusl. of Collar.
set of lengthened or otherwise modified
7. (Zodl.)
feathers round, or on, the neck of a bird.
limicoline bird of Europe and Asia
8. (Zodl.) (a)
(Pavoncella, or Philomachus, pugnax) allied to the
The males
sandpipers.

A

A

A

ile
feathers, variable in
their colors, on the neck,

and yellowish naked tubercles on the face.
They are
polygamous, and are noted
for their pugnacity in the
breeding season. The feis called
reeve, or
rheeve.
(b)
variety of

male

A
Buff {'Pavoncella pugnax).
the domestic pigeon, hav- a Male ; 6 Female, or Reeve.
ing a ruff on its neck.
Ruff, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Ruffed (ruft) ; p. pr. St
vb. n. Ruffing.]
1. To ruffle
Spenser.
to disorder.
2. (Mil.) To beat with the ruff or ruffle, as a drum.
3. (Haioking) To hit, as the prey, without fixing it.
(ruf), re.
[O^. ruffe.'] (.^ooZ.) A small freshRuff
Ruffe j water European perch (Acerina vulgaris)
called also pope, blacktail, and stone, or striped, perch.
Ruffed (riift), a. Furnished with a ruff.
Ruffed grouse (Zo'dl.), a North American grouse (Bonasa
umbellus) common in the wooded districts of
the Northern United States. The male has a
ruff of brown or black feathers on each side
of the neck, and is noted for the loud drumming sound he makes during the breeding
season.
Called also tippet grouse, partridge, birch partridge, jmeasant, drummer, and white-flesher.
Ruffed lemur
(Zo'dl.), a species of lemur (Lemur varius) having a conspicuous ruff on
the sides of the head. Its color is
varied with black and white.
Called also ruffed maucaco.
Ruf'flan (ruf'yan or riif'fT-

&

;

)

—

—

[F. rufien, OF.
277), re.
;
ruffien, ruffian, pimp, libertine, rake ; cf. Pr.
Sp. ru-

an

&

fian, It. ruffiano ; all per-

haps of German or Dutch
origin
cf. G. raufen to
;

pluck, scuffle, fight, OD.
Buffed Grouse {Sonata
Cf. Rufroffen to pander.
umbellus).
fle to grow turbulent.]
pimp; a pander; also, a paramour. [Obs.]
1.
He [her husband] is no sooner abroad than she is instantly at
home, reveling with her ruffians.
Bp. Reynolds.
2. A boisterous, cruel, brutal fellow ; a desperate
feUow ready for murderous or cruel deeds ; a cutthroat.
Shak.
Wilt thou on thy deathbed play the ruffian f
Ruffian, a. Brutal ; cruel ; savagely boisterous

A

murderous
Ruffian,
;

tumult.

as, ruffian rage.
v.

i.

To play the

ruffian

to rage

;

;

to raise

Shak.

[R.]

Ruffians, collectively ; a body
ruffianage." Sir F. Palgrave
Having the qualities or manners of

Ruffian-age (-Sj), n.
" The vilest
of ruffians.

Ruffian-ish,
a ruffian

;

a.
ruffianly.

Ruffian-ism
fian

;

(-Tz'm), n.
ruffianly qualities.

Action or conduct of a ruf

Ruf fian-lilie' (-lik'), a. Ruffianly.
Ruffian-ly, a. Like a ruffian bold

Fulke.

in crimes ; charviolent brutal.
fian-ons (-tis), a. Ruffianly. [Obs.] Chapman.
Ruffin (-fin), a. [See Ruffian.] Disordered. [Obs.]
;

acteristic of a ruffian

;

;

Ruf

His

;

— Rue'ful-ly, adv. — Rne'ful-ness,

1

;

during the breeding season
have a large ruff of erect-

forest-born,

And hath been tutored in the rudiments
Of many desperate studies.
There he shall first lay down the rudiments
Of

A

ruelle, fr.

Sl!ak.

;

mixed with blackish on
^ Ruaay Duck. Male.
the back; grayish below. CaDed also dunbird, dundiver, ruddy diver, stifftail, spinetail, hardhead, sleepy duck, fool duck, spoonbill, etc. —Ruddy plover (Zodl.), the sanderling.
Sir W. Scott.
Rud'dy, V. t. To make ruddy, [i?.]
Rude (rud), a. \_Compar. Ruder (-er) superl. Rudest.] [F., fr. L. rwdii.] 1. Characterized by roughness
unpolished raw lacking delicacy or refinement coarse.
Such gardening tools as art, yet rude,
had formed. Milton.
2. Hence, specifically (a) Unformed by taste or skill
not nicely finished not smoothed or polished
said

;

I in

—

male is rich brovmish
red on the back, sides,
and neck, black on the

;

—

Rude.]

^

',

The

Eude am

Unblemished by my rude translation.
Dryden.
Syn. Impertinent rough; uneven; shapeless; unfashioned rugged artless unpolished uncouth inelegant rustic coarse vulgar clownish raw unskillful
untaught illiterate ignorant uncivil impolite
saucy impudent insolent surly currish churlish
brutal uncivilized barbarous savage violent fierce
tumultuous turbulent impetuous boisterous harsh
inclement severe. See Impertinent.

principle

rus perciformis)
called &\sohlackrudder fish, logflsh, and

feathers.

;

—

;

dis unwrought, ignorant, rude

^ ni
—^w^fmm
'fl^^^?'

fish {Lei-

Rud'dy

;

;

Ru'des-heim'er (ru'dgs-him'er), n. A German wine
made near Rudesheim, on the Rhine.
Ru'dl-ment (ru'dt-ment), re. [L. rudimenium, fr. ru-

zonal a),

American

;

;

;

;

—

—

fierce
(d) Barbarous
bloody impetuous
said of
war, conflict, and the like as, the rude shock of armies.
(e) Not flnished or complete
inelegant lacking chasteness or elegance not in good taste unsatisfactory in
mode of treatment
said of literature, language, style,
and the like. " The rude Irish books."
Spenser.
;

{Naut.) The me-

1.

chanical appliance by means of (i^
which a vessel is guided or steered
when in motion. It is a broad and
flat blade made of wood or iron,
with a long shank, and is fastened a Tiller b Rudder.
in an upright position, usually by
one edge, to the sternpost of the vessel in such a way
that it can be turned from side to side in the water by
means of a tiller, wheel, or other attachment.
2. Fig. : That which resembles a rudder as a guide or
governor ; that which guides or governs the course.
Hudihras.
For rhyme the ruaaer is of verses.
Balance rudder (Naut), a rudder pivoted near the midcommon on sharpies. Drop
dle instead of at the edge,
rudder (Nmit.), a rudder extending below the keel so as to
Rudder chain (Naut.), one
be more effective in steermg.
of the loose chains or ropes which fasten the rudder to
the quarters to prevent its loss in case it gets unshipped,
and for operating it in case the tiller or the wheel is
broken.— Rudder coat {Nnvt.), a covering of tarred canvas
used to prevent water from entering the rudderhole.

;

1258

— said

;

akin to D. roer rudder, oar,
G. ruder, OHG. ruodar, Sw. roder,
dle

;

;;;
;

Ruffle

&

ruffin

raiment

all

was stained with blood.

& p. p.

I.

[imp.

vb.
p. pr.
plaited collar,
to wrinkle.]
tract into puckers, plaits, or folds

idea,

ill

Spenser.

Ruffled (-fid);
re. Ruffling
(-fiing).]
[From Ruff a
a drum beat, a tumult cf OD. ruyffele'i
1. To make into a ruff
to draw or corn-

(ruf'f'l), v.

;

old,

obey,

orb,

:

.

;

;

to wrinkle.

odd

"

;;

To furnish with rufiSes as, to ruffle a
To roughen or disturb the surface
hy agitation or commotion.
;

8. Violent

shirt.

of

;

to

make manners,

flnsven

The
boaom

fantastic levelries
of the Nile.

.

.

.

that so often niffied the placid
/. Taylor.

Drydm.
She smoothed the raffled seas.
4. To erect in a ruff, as feathers.
[The swan) ruffles her pure cold plume. Tennyson.
6. (iVA7.) To beat with tlie ruff or ruffle, as a drum.
6. To discompose ; to agitate ; to disturb.
These ruffle the tranquillity of the mind. Sir W. Hamilton.
But, ever after, the small violence done
Rankled in him and ruffled all his heart. Tennyson.
throw
into disorder or confusion.
7. To
Where

best

ffudibrca.
the ruffled foe infest.
8. To throw together in a disorderly manner. [J?.]
Chapman.
I ruffled up fallen leaves in heap.
To mfle the feathers of, to excite the resentment of

M irritate.

i.
;

1.

To grow

2.

Do
To become disordered
On his right shoulder his

[i?.]
rougli, boisterous, or turbulent,
The night comes on, and the bleak winds
Shak.
sorely ruffle.

to play loosely

;

mane

thick

;

reclined,

;

;

or shaggy garment

Rug'gy

a bully

;

Assaults,
of rufflers.

Rug'-head'ed

own

deeming he had been a

bear,

The

Syn,
throw

spoil

A

;

to teav.

[_Scot.]

llRu'ga (ru'ga),«.
wrinkle

a fold

Rug^

/jo/.

(-je).

;

x

it

The

;

errors of

subversion

;

1. (a) A straight strip of wood, metal, or the like,
which serves as a guide in drawing a straight line a
(b) A measuring instrument consisting of a graduated bar of wood, ivory, metal, or the like, which is
usually marked so as to show inches and fractions of ar
inch, and jointed so that it may be folded compactly.
;

A judicious

;

use,

;

unite,

;

nide,

full.

;

;

;

Though he

his

Yet

ndn

shall

it

;

;

Rule,

brother

in a

I

to be-

lives in
all

;

Shak.
Burton.

;

Shak.

pomp and

ndnnte.

;

;

;

food, tibi

;

out,

oil

;

& vb.
See

control the will

one that ruleth well his
house, having his children in subjection.
1 Tim. iii. 2, 4.
;

.

.

.

Ruled surface (Geom.], any surface that may be described by a straight hue moving according to a given
called also a scroll.
law
;

Milton.

ruiuou.^.

chair

;

go

;

siag,

—

Rule, V. i. 1. To have power or command to exersupreme authority
often followed by over.
By me princes rule, and nobles.
Prov. viii. 16

cise

state,
J. Webster.

—

After a night of storm so

;

To

1.

;

perilous rock

Ru'ln-a'tlon (-a'shOn), n. [LL. rtiinatio.] The act
of ruining, or the state of being ruined.
Ru'ln-er (-er), n. One wlio, or that which, ruins.
Ru'in-1-form (-T-f6rni), a. [Rttin -{- -form : cf. F.
ruiniforme .] Having the appearance of ruins, or of the
said of certain minerals.
ruina of houses
[L. ruinosus : cf. F. ruineux.
Ru'in-OUS (-us), a.
1. Causing, or tending to cause, ruin ; deSee Ruin.]
as, a ruinoux project.
structive baneful pernicious
;

OF.
Regulate.]

—

;

Edward

(ruld) p. pr.
riuler, ruiler, L. regulare.

2. To control or direct by influence, counsel, or persuasion ; to guide ;
used chiefly in the passive.
I think she will be railed
In all respects by me.
Shak.
3. To establish or settle by, or as by, a rule ; to fix by
universal or general consent, or by common practice.
That 's a ruled case with the schoolmen. Atterbttrn.
4. (Law) To require or command by rule ; to give as
a direction or order of court.
5. To mark with lines made witli a pen, pencil, etc.^
guided by a rule or ruler ; to print or mark with lines
by means of a rule or other contrivance effecting a similar result
as, to rule a sheet of paper or a blank book.

Spenser.
on them to ruinate.
[Obs.]
to tumble.
fall
Involved
in
[L. ruinatus, p. p.]

mansion here

;

Ruled

;

ruined.

My

;

& p. p.

A bishop then must be blameless

own

Locke.

To

v. i.

(-St), a.

;

[imp.

;

;

Ru'ln-ate

t.

and actions of to exercise authority or dominion over
to govern
to manage.
Chaucer,

itself

Ru'ln-ate,
ruin

V.

n. RuLiKfl.]
[Cf.
Rule, n., and cf.

;

Threatening

;

;

;

house of polished marble build,
Sandys.
like the moth's frail cell.

To cause to fall to cast down.
On the other side they saw that

2.

,•

—

;

Milton.
thee raised, I ruin all my foes.
eyes of other people are the eyes that ruin us, Franklin.
men
seated,
By the fireside there are old
Longfellow.
Seeing ruined cities in the ashes.

;

— said of looks,
pity

See under Composing.

rule.

knuckle joint having shoulders that abut wlien the connected pieces come in line with each other, and tlms permit folding in one direction only. —Rule of three (Ariih.),
that rule which directs, when three terms ai. e given, how
to find a fourth, which shall have the same ratio to the
third term as the second has to the first proportion. See
Pkoportion, 5 (b). — Rule of thumb, any rude process or
operation, like that of using the thumb as a rule in measuring hence, judgment and practical experience as distinguished from scientific knowledge.
Syn. — Regulation law; precept; maxim; guide;
canon order method direction control government ;
sway; empire.

Shak.

ndn.

'11

not i-uinate my father's house.
Ruinating thereby the health of their bodies.

—

;

A composing

—

;

I will

—

Up, funn

(b)

As a rule, as a general thing ; in the main ; usually
as, he behaves well, as a rule.
Board rule. Caliber rule,
etc.
Rule Joint, a
See under Boakd, Caliber, etc.

;

;

5. Stormy; turbulent; tempestuous; rude.
Milton.
6. Rough to the ear
harsh
grating
said of
sound, style, and the like.
Through the harsh cadence of a rugged line. Dryden.

Sour surly frowning wrinkled
" Sleek o'er your rui/jreii looks.

work,

lar

Ru'ln-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being ruined.
[LL. ruinatus, p. p. of ruinare
Ru'ln-ate (-at), v. t.
to subvert to
to ruin. See Ruin.] 1. To demolish
destroy to reduce to poverty to ruin.

;

7.
etc.

South.

thin plate of metal (usually brass)
of the same height as the type, and used for printing
lines, as between columns on the same page, or in tabu-

;

If we are idle, and
shall ruin the faster.

;

;

use his eye, but he will trust only to

A

8. (Print.) (a)

;

;

artist will

his rule.

are the ruin of business. Bacon.
dbvmfall ; perdition fall ; over;
defeat ; bane ; pest mischief.

we

;

;

prescribed for per-

ruler,

disturb the industrious in their business,

;

;

;

Wharton,

A determinate method

;

;

as,
(ru'gat), a.

;

Pope.

to the rule.

young men

— Destruction

;

;

;

xiii. 17.

forming any operation and producing a certain result
as, a rule for extracting.the cube root.
6. (Gram.) A general principle concerning the formation or use of words, or a concise statement thereof
thus, it is a rule in English, that s or es, added to a noun
in the singular number, forms the plural of that noun
but " man " forms its plural " men," and is an exception

;

Ru'in, V. i. To fall to ruins to go to ruin
come decayed or dilapidated to perish. [J2.]

to plunder to
Sir W. Scott.
[L.] (Nat. Hist.)

;

govern-

Heb.

suit.

5. (Math.)

Eu-

Vesicular
dotheca.

By

the rugsi of the stomach.
Ru'gate
[L. rugatus, p. p. of rugare to
wrinkle, fr. ruga a wrinkle.] Having alternate ridges
and depressions wrinkled.
Dana.
Rug'ged (rug'ged), a. [See Ruo, n.] 1. Full of asperities on the surface
broken into sharp or irregular
points, or otherwise uneven ; not smooth rough
as, a
t'ugged mountain
a rugged road.
The rugged bark of some broad elm.
Milton.
2. Not neat or regular
uneven.
His well-proportioned beard made ro\igh and rugged. Shah.
3. Rough with bristles or hair ; shaggy. " The ragged
Russian bear."
^liak.
4. Harsh
hard
crabbed ; austere
said of temper, character, and the like, or of persons.
Neither melt nor endear him, but leave him as hard, rugged,
and unconcerned as ever.
South.
;

a

;

Inner Wall

;

;

;

;

4. (Law) An order regulating the practice of the
courts, or an order made between parties to an action or

;

ru-

Shak.

;

empire authority control.
Obey them that have the nde over you.

;

His stern rule the groaning land obeyed.

;

B. Jonson.
;

[L. ru,quality

This mortal house I

Rag gown, a gown made of rug, or of coarse, shaggy
pull roughly or liastily

of the Rugosa.
Section
of Cyathophylturn,
c Septa
d Tabulce
e

;

A

To

The
sway

One

;

Holinshed.

t.

;

This uncivil rule ; she shall know of it.
act of ruling administration of law

3.

;

.

—

Rug, V.

Shak.

;

ment

;

A

cloth.

of things.

against the rule of nature.

;

Ru'in, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Ruined (ru'ind) p. pr. &
See
n. Ruining.]
[Cf. F. ruiner, LL. ruinare.
Rotn, «.] To bring to ruin to cause to fall to pieces
and decay to make to perish to bring to destruction
to bring to poverty or bankruptcy ; to impair seriously
to damage essentially to overthrow.

piece of thick, nappy fabric, commonly made of
used for various purposes, as for covering and
wool,
ornamenting part of a bare floor, for hanging in a doorway as a portiere, for protecting a portion of carpet,
for a wrap to protect the legs from cold, etc.
3.
rough, woolly, or shaggy dog.
2.

is

;

vb.

would fain have

baited him.

Uniform or established course

;

state of being decayed, or of having become
as, to be in ruins ; to go to ruin.
;
5. That which promotes injury, decay, or destruction.

They spin the choicest rug in Ireland. A friend of mine
repaired to Paris Garden clad in one of these Waterford rugs.
.

'T

The

4.

for garments.

.

(a)

:

Systematic method or practice
as, my rule is to
rine at six o'clock,
(c) Ordinary course of procedure
usual way common state or condition of things as, it
i( a rule to which there are many exceptions,
(d) Conduct in general behavior. [Obs.]

ruined or worthless

;

.

Hence

2.

;

Rul'ter-hood (ruf'ter-hS5d), n. [Cf. Ruff a plaited
{Falconry) A kind of hood for a hawk.
Rug (rSg), n. [Cf. Sw. rugg entangled hair, ruggig
rugged, shaggy, probably akin to E. rough. See Rodgh,
a.]
1. A kind of coarse, heavy frieze, formerly used

mastiffs,

In - 0U8-

;

(b)

;

collar.]

The

— Ru

;

!

+

acZt;.

'

;

;

Ru'ti-O'pln (-o'pin), n. [L. rufus reddish -\- opianic]
(Chem.) A yellowish red crystalline substance related to
anthracene, and obtained from opianic acid.
-oZ.]
(Chem.)
Ru'fol (ru'fol), n. [L. r?</MS reddish
A phenol derivative of anthracene obtained as a white
crystalline substance, which on oxidation produces a red
dyestuff related to anthraquinone.
Ru'fOUS (ru'fiis), a. [L. rufus.'] Reddish ; of a yellowish red or brownish red color ; tawny.
Ruft (riift), n. (i>/e(i.) Eructation belching. [Obs.]

perni-

;

mischievous.

;

;

for use destruction
overthrow ; as, the ruin of a ship or an army the ruin
the ruin of health or
of a constitution or a government
" jRum seize thee, ruthless king "
Gray.
hopes.
3. That which is fallen down and become worthless
from injury or decay ; as, his mind is a ruin ; especially,
in the plural, the remains of a destroyed, dilapidated, or
desolate house, fortress, city, or the like.
The Veian and the Gabian towers shall fall,
And one promiscuous ruin cover all
Nor, after length of years, a stone betray
The place where once the very ruins lay.
Addison.
The labor of a day will not build up a virtuous habit on the
Buckminster.
ruins of an old and vicious character.

;

wasteful

;

n.

;

tirely defeats its object, or unfits

That which ruffles specifically, a sewing machine
attachment for making ruffles.
Ru'fl-gal'Uo (ru'fi-gSl'lik), a. iEufio^in -\- gallic.']
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid which is
obtained from gallic acid as a brown or red crystalline
substance, and is related to rufiopin and anthracene.

baneful

;

Isa.xvii.i.

demolished

;

lation
a prescription ; a precept ; as, the rules of various societies ; the rules governing a school ; a rule of
etiquette or propriety ; the rules of cricket.
We profess to have embraced a religion which contains the
Tillotson.
most exact rules for the government of our lives.

;

doors by that crew

.

Shak.

SomeRu'gU-lOSe' (r^'giS-los'), a.
what rugose.
[So called
Rntam'korff'S coll' (robm'kSrfs koil').
from its inventor, Euhmkorff, a German physicist.]
(Elec.) See Induction coil, under Inddction.
[OE. ruine, F. ruine, fr. L. ruina,
Ru'in (ru'in), n.
fr. ruere, rutum, to fall with violence, to rush or tumble
down.] 1. The act of falling or tumbling down fall.
\_Obs.] " His ruin startled the other steeds." Chapman.
2. Such a change of anything as destroys it, or en-

[iJ.]

decayed

;

;

Rug'ln (-in), n. A nappy cloth. [,Obs.] Wiseman.
Ru'gine (ru'jen), ?». [F.] (Surg.) An instrument

(ru-gSs'I-tJ?), n.

an

;

\_Obs.]

;

a swag-

.

(-hSd'Sd), a.

as,

to be the
of Madagascar.
[_Obs.]
Rul'a-ble (rul'a-b'l), a. That may be ruled subject,
Bacon.
to rule accordant or conformable to rule.
Rule (rul), n. [OE. reule, riule, OF. riule, reule, F.
rigle, fr. L. regula a ruler, rule, model, fr. regere, rectum, to lead straight, to direct. See Right, a., and cf.
Regulab.] 1. That which is prescribed or laid down as
a guide for conduct or action a governing direction for
a specific purpose an authoritative enactment a regu-

[OJi.]

Those rough rug-headed kerns.

The
gositas : cf. F. rugositS.]
or state of being rugose.
[Cf. F.
Rn'gons (ru'gus), a.
gueux.] Wrinkled rugose.

Milton.

2.

shock-lieaded.

;

same as the extinct Epiornis

Beau. & Fl.
" With
Chaucer.
Having shaggy hair

rough.

;

ruggy, ashy hairs."

Ru-gOS'1-ty

a ruffian.

;

not murders, done at his

if

Rugged

(-gy), a.

dilapidated

Rukh (rook), n. [See Roo.] 1. The roc.
2. (Zo'dl.) A large bird, supposed by some

Wearing a coarse gown

(-gound'), a.
made of rug.

destructive

;

ness,

used for wrapping, blanketing, etc.

Rug'-gowned'

;

shall be a rutnows heap.

.

.

— Ru'in-OUB-ly (r^'in-iis-ly),

—

and horehound.

;

gerer

;

cious

;

;

;

—

ruffling.
ruffles ;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

wrinkles specifically (Bot. ), having the
veinlets sunken and the spaces between
them elevated, as the leaves of the sage

;

Having no ruffle.
n.
The act of
1. One who

;

;

;

.

— Dilapidated

Syn.

;

;

[L. rugosus,
Ru-gose' (ru-gos'), a.
ruga a wrinkle.] Wrinkled full of

;

a.

;

;

fr.

;

Ruffle-less,

Behold, Damascus
;

;

ruined

;

edifice, bridge, or wall in a ruinous state.
3. Composed of, or consisting in, ruins.

uneven wrinkled oragged coarse
rude harsh hard crabbed severe austere surly
sour
frowning violent boisterous tumultuous turbulent stormy tempestuous inclement.
Rug'ged-ly (riig'ged-iy), adv.
Rug'ged-ness, n.
Rug'ging (-ging), re. A coarse kind of woolen cloth,
;

by ruin

2. Characterized

conduct,

of

health, phy-

TH0PHYI.L0ID.

&

Ruf Ue-ment (-ment),
Ruf fler (ruf'fler), n.

;

including numerous species, many
of them of large size.
They are characteristic of the Paleozoic formations.
The radiating septa, ^vhen present, are
usually in multiples of four. See Cta-

to flutter.

;

;

— said
— said of

II

Dryden.
and dances in the wind.
to jar to be in contention ; hence,
to put on airs to swagger.
Bacon.
They would ruffle with jurors.
Gallants who ruffled in silk and embroidery. Sir W. Scott.
[See Ruffle, v. i.
1. That which
«.]
Ruf'ile, n.
speciiicaUy, a strip of lace, cambric, or other
is ruffled
fine cloth, plaited or gathered on one edge or in the
middle, and used as a trimming a frill.
disturbance
2. A state of being ruffled or disturbed
agitation ; commotion as, to put the mind in a ruffle.
3. {Mil.) A. low, vibrating beat of a drum, not so loud
H. L. Scott.
called also ruff.
as a roll
4. (Zo'dl. ) The connected series of large egg capsules,
or obthecse, of any one of several species of American
marine gastropods of the genus Fulgur. See Ootheca.
Ruftte of a boot, the top turned down, and scalloped or
HalliweU.
plaited.
;

— Rough

Syn.

;

als,

Ruffles at speed,

To be rough

3.

boisterous

;

for scraping the periosteum from bones ; a raspatory.
To ^crape or
Ru'gine, v. t. [F. ruginer to scrape.]
rasp, as a bone ; to scale.
[iJ.]
(ru-go'sa),
n.
pi.
[NL.
Ru-gO'sa
(Paleon.) An extinct tribe of fossil cor-

[Perhaps of different origin
from ruffle to wrinkle cf. OD. roffelen, roffen, to panCf. Euffian.]
a pimp.
Dan.
LG.
ruffer
der,
raffeln,
(riif'f'l), V.

rude

;

etc.

9. Vigorous ; robust ; hardy
sique, etc.
IColloq. U. S.]

He might

Ruffle

RULE-MONGER
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RUFFLE
2.
3.

;;;

;;

;

—

;

We subdue and rule over all other creatures.
2.

court

(Law) To lay down and
;

Ray.

settle a rule or order of
to enter a rule.
;
Biirrill.
Bouvier.

to decide an incidental point

3. (Com.) To keep within a (certain) range for a time
to be in general, or as a rule as, prices ruled lower yesterday than the day before.
Ruie'less, o. Destitute of nde lawless.
Spettser.
Rule'-mon'ger (-man'ger), >i. A stickler for rules
;

;

;

a slave of rules.

IqIi:

;

then, tliln

[1!.]

;

boN

JItire.

;

zh

=z

in azure.

:;

!

RULER

N

;

;

A prince and ruler of the land.

Shak.

2. A straight or curved strip of wood, metal, etc., with
a smooth edge, used for guiding a pen or pencil in drawing lines. Cf.,RcLE, n., 7 (a).
Parallel ruler. See under Parallel.
Rul'ing, a. X. Predominant chief reigning controlling as, a ruling passion a ruling sovereign.
2. Used in marking or engraving lines as, a ruling
machine or pen.
;

;

— Predominant

Syn.
guiding

governing

;

controlling
chief
;
prevailing ; prevalent.

;

who

of one

directing

;

;

The act

ruled lines.
2. (Law) A decision or rule of a judge or a court,
especially an oral decision, as in excluding evidence.
Rul'ing-ly, adv. In a ruling manner so as to rule.
Rul'll-Chles (riil'Ii-chTz), n. pi. [Cf. D. rolletje a litChopped meat stuffed into small bags of tripe.
tle roll.]
They are cut in slices and fried. ILocal, New Yorkl
Rnl'ing;, n.

1.

rules

;

;

Rul'y

[From Rule.]

(rul'y), a.

— opposed to unruly.

Orderly

easily re-

;

Gascoigne.
(rum), re. [Probably shortened from Prov. E.
riirnbullion a great tumult, formerly applied in the island
strained;

Rum

[Ofe.]

A

Q

of Barbadoes to an intoxicating liquor.]
kind of intoxicating liquor distilled from cane juice, or from the
scummings of the boiled juice, or from treacle or molasses, or from the lees of former distillations. Also, sometimes used colloquially as a generic or a collective name
for intoxicating liquor.

—

Enm

bud, a grog blossom.
[Colloq.']
Eom ebrub, a
drink composed of rum, water, sugar, and lime juice or
lemon juice, with some flavoring extract.

Rum,

H

[Formerly rome, a slang word for good;
possibly of Gypsy origin cf. Gypsy rom a husband, a
gypsy.] Old-fashioned queer odd ; as, a rum idea a
a.

;

;

;

rum

fellow.

Rum,

;

[Slang']

A queer

re.

parson.

or odd person or thing

;

Dickens.
a country

[Slavg, Obs.']

Stvifi.

Rum'ble (rSm'b'l), V. i. [OE. romblen, akin to D.
rommelen, 6. rumpeln., Dan. rumle ; cf. Icel. rymja to
roar.]
1. To make a low, heavy, continued sound
as,
the thunder rumbles at a distance.
In the mean while the skies 'gan rumble sore.
Surrey.
The people cried and rombled up and down. Chaucer.
;

To murmur to ripple.
To rumble gently down with murmur soft. Spenser.
Rum'ble, n. \. A noisy report rumor. [0&«.]
2.

;

:

Delighting ever in rumble that

is new.
Chaucer.
heavy, continuous sound like that made by
heavy wagons or the reverberation of thunder; a confused noise as, the rumble of a railroad train.
Clamor and rumble, and ringing ann clatter. Tennyson.
Merged in the rumble of awakening day. H. James.
3. A seat for servants, behind the body of a carriage.
Kit, well wrapped,
was in the rumble behind. Dickens.

A low,

2.

;

.

.

.

4. A rotating cask or box in which small articles are
6moothed.or polished by friction against each other.
Rumljle, V. t. To cause to pass through a rumble, or
shaking machine. See Rtimble, re., 4.
Rum^iller (-bier), re. One who, or that which, rum-

Rum'bllng

(-blTng), a.

Rum'bllng-ly, adv.

&

re.

from Rumble,

»•. i.

EOMBOWLINE.

Ru'men

(ru'mgn), re. [L. rumen, -inis, the throat.]
1. {Anat.) The first stomach of ruminants; the
paunch ; the fardingbag. See Ulust. below.
2. The cud of a ruminant.
Ru'ml-cln (ru'mt-sTn), re. (Chem..) A yellow crystal_
line substance found in the root of yellow dock {Sumez
crispus) and identical with chrysophanic acid.
Ru'ml-nal (ru'ml-nal), a. [L. ruminalis.] (Zool.)
Ruminant ruminating. [iJ.]
;

ruminans, -aniis, p. pr.
of. P. ruminant.
See Ruminate.] {Zool.) Chewing the
cud characterized by chewing again what has been swallowed of or pertaining to the Ruminantia.
Ru'ml-nant, re. (Zool.) A ruminant animal; one of
the Ruminantia.
Ru'ml-jian'ti-a (-n5n'shT-a),
n. pi.
[Nl.] (.^ooL) A division
of Artiodactyla having four stomachs. This division includes the
[L.

;

;

II

camels, deer, antelopes, goats,
sheep, neat cattle, and allies.

first

stomach

()•).

It afterwards
(n),

where

it

moistened, and formed into pellets which the animal has the pow- 5;»n„„„T, „* . tj,,™,^.^*
er of bringing back to
^V° Pa?nehro?ESmen*,
_ ticulum
to be chewed agam, after which
Ke
it is swallowed into the third stomManynlies, Omasum,
ach (to), whence it passes to the
or Psalterium
s Renfourth (s), where it is finally dinet Stomach, or AbIS

themUh

.

.

;

omasum
p Begaining of Intestine
o
Ru'ml-nant-ly (ru'mi-nant-lj), End of Esophagus &
In a ruminant manner by Esophageal Groove.
ruminating, or chewing the cud.
Ru'ml-nate (-nat), v. i.
[imp. &p. p. Ruminated
(-na'ted) p. pr. & vb. re. Ruminating.] [L. ruminatus,
of
ruminari,
ruminare, fr. rumen, -inis, throat,
p. p.
gested.

;

;

;

adv.

;

;

akin to ruciare to
epeoyeo-flai,

AS.

belch, erugere

roccettan.']

chew again what has been
lowed.

1.

ale,

to belch out, Gr.

To chew the cud; to
chewed and swal-

slightly

" Cattle free to ramirea^e."

senate,

care,

med-

Cowper.

What
Is ruminated, plotted,

Ru'ml-nate (ru'ml-nat),
Ru'mi-na'ted (-na'tgd),

)

I

and
a.

)

Wordsworth.

am, arm, ask,

Cromwell in 1648 of those who opposed his purposes. It
was dissolved by Cromwell in 1653, but twice revived for
brief sessions, ending finally in 1659.
The Ramp abolished the House of Lords, the army abolished
the Rump, and by this army of saints Cromwell governed. Swift.
— Bump steak, a beefsteak from the rump.
Goldsmith.
Rump'er (riimp'er), re. A member or a supporter of
the

know
set

down.

Shak.

Having a hard
albumen penetrated by
(Bot.)

irregular channels filled with softer matter, as the nutmeg and the seeds of the North American papaw.
Ru'ml-na'tlon (-na'shiin), re. [L. ruminatio : cf. F.
rumination.']
X. The act or process of ruminating, or
chewing the cud ; the habit of chewing the cud.
Rumination is given to animals to enable them at once to lay
up a great store of food, and afterward to chew it.
Arbuthnot.
2. The state of being disposed to ruminate or jjonder
deliberate meditation or reflection.
Retiring f uU of rumination sad.
Thomson.
;

(Physiol.) The regurgitation of food from the
stomach after it has been swallowed,
occasionally
observed as a morbid phenomenon in man.
Ru'mi-na-tive (ru'mt-na-tiv), a. Inclined to, or engaged in, rumination or meditation.
Ru'ml-na'tor (-nS'ter), n. [L.] One who ruminates
or muses a meditator.
Rum'kin (riim'kin), re. [Cf. Rummer, and seo -kin.]
popular or jocular name for a drinking vessel. [Obs.]
3.

;

A

Rum'mage (-milj 48), n. [For roomage, fr. room ;
hence originally, a making room, a packing away closely.
See Room.] 1. (Naut.) A place or room for the stowage
;

of cargo in a ship ; also, the act of stowing cargo the
pulling and moving about of packages incident to close
stowage ;
formerly written romage. [Obs.]
2. A searching carefully by looking into every comer,
and by turning things over.
He has made such a general rummage and reform in the ofUce
of matrimony.
Walpole.
Bnnunage sale, a clearance sale of unclaimed goods in a
public store, or of odds and ends which have accumulated
a shop.
Simmonds.
;

—

m

Rum'mage,

&

v.

[imp.

t.

& p. p.

Rummaoed

(-majd)

Rummaging (-mS-jing).] 1. (Naut.)
in, as a ship, for the cargo; to move
about, as packages, ballast, etc., so as to permit close
p. pr.

vb.

re.

To make room

—

stowage to stow closely to pack
formerly written
roomage, and romage. [Obs.]
They might bring away a great deal more than they do, if
;

;

;

they would take pain in the romaging.

Hakluyt.

To search or examine thoroughly by looking

2.

;

.

.

Duck Lane.

Swift.

[His house] was haunted with a jolly ghost, that
rummaged like a rat.
Tennyson.
.

.

.

.

.

Rum^ma-ger

(-ma-jer), n.

1.

One who rummages.

A person on

—

roomager, and romager. [Obs.]
The master must provide a perfect mariner, called a romager,
to range and bestow all merchandise.
Hakluyt.
Rum'mer (-mer), re. [D. roemer, romer, akin to G.
romer, Sw. remmare ; perhaps properly, Roman.] A
large and tall glass, or drinking cup. [Obs.] J. Philips.
Rum'my (-mf), a. Of or pertaining to rum; characteristic of rum
as, a rummy flavor.
Rum'my, re. ; pi. Rummies (-miz). One who drinks
rum an habitually intemperate person. [Low]
Rum'my, a. [See Rum, a.] Strange odd. [Slang]
;

;

;

A

Rum'ney

[Obs.]
sort of Spanish wine.
(-nf), n.
(ru'mer), re.
[F. rumeur, L. rumor; cf.
rumiflcare, rumitare, to rumor, Skr. ru to cry.] [Written also rumour.] X.
flying or popular report ; the
common talk ; hence, public fame ; notoriety.
This rumor of him went forth throughout all Judea, and
Luke vii. 17.
throughout all the region round about.
Shak.
Great is the rumor of this dreadful knight.
2. A current story passing from one person to another,
in this
without any known authority for its truth ;
sense often personified.
Rumor next, and Chance,
And Tumult, and Confusion, all embroiled. Milton.
Shak.
3.
prolonged, indistinct noise. [Obs.]
Ru'mor, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Rumored (ra'merd); p.
rumor
to
tell.
pr.
vb. re. Rumoring.]
To report by
;
'T was rumored
My father 'scaped from out the citadel.
Dryden.

Ru'mor

A

—

Rn'mOT-er

(-er),

re.

A teller

of

news

;

especially, one

who spreads false reports.
Ru'mor-OUS (-iis), a. [Cf. OF. rumoreux.

Shak.
It.

rumo-

roso, romoroso.]
1. Of or pertaining to a rumor
of
Sir H. Wotton.
the nature of rumors. [Obs.]
Bale.
2. Famous ; notorious.
[Obs.]
[Obs. or Poetic]
Drayton.
3. Murmuring.
;

Rump

(rump), re. [OE. rumpe ; akin to D. romp
trunk, body, LG. rump, G. rumpf, Dan. rumpe rump,
Icel. rumpr, Sw. rumpa rump, tail.]
1. The end of the
backbone of an animal, with the parts adjacent ; the
buttock or buttocks.
2. Among butchers, the piece of beef between the sirloin and the aitchbone piece.
See Dlusi. of Beef.
3. Fig.
The hind or tail end a fag-end a remnant.
Rimip Parliament, or The Knmp {Eng. Hist.), the remnant of the Long Parliament after th« expulsion by
:

final,

all

;

;

eve,

event,

;

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

Parliament.

Rum'ple
(-p'ld)

(riim'p'l), v.
vb. n.

&

p. pr.

;

J, Disraeli.

word of unrump, pam-

"TherMTO^-/ed ronyon."

pered."

i.

&

i.

Shak.

[imp.

Rumpling

&p.

Rumpled

p.

[Cf. rim-

(-plTng).]

ple, and D. rimpelen to wrinkle, rompelig rough, uneven, G. rilmpfen to wrinkle, MHG. rilmphen, 0H6.
rimpfan, Gr. pifx^os the crooked beak of birds of prey,
piii^errBai to roam.]
To make uneven to form into
irregular inequalities
to wrinkle to crumple as, to
rumple an apron or a cravat.
They would not give a dog's ear of (heir most rumpled and
;

;

;

;

ragged Scotch paper for twenty of your fairest assignats. Burke.
Rum'ple, re.
fold or plait ; a wrinkle.
Dryden.

A

Rum'pled

Wrinkled

(-pl'd), a.

Rumpless

;

crumpled.

Pope.

Destitute of a rump.
Carlyle.
;
noise and con-

(riJmp'lSs), a.

Rum'ply (rilm'plj^), a. Rumpled.
Rum'pns (-piis), re. A disturbance
fusion

a quarrel.

;

Rum'sell'er

[Colloq.]

(-sSl'er),

One who

re.

sells

rum

one

;

who

deals in intoxicating liquors ; especially, one who
sells spirituous beverages at retail.
Run (run), V. i. [imp. Ran (rSn) or Run ; p. p. Run ;
vb. re. Running.] [OE. rinnen, rennen (imp. ran,
p. pr.
p. p. runnen, ronnen), AS. rinnan to flow (imp. ran, p.
p. gerunnen), and iernan, irnan, to run (imp. orn, arn^
earn, p. p. urnen) akin to D. rvvven, rennen, OS.
OHG. rinnan, G. rinnen, rennen, Icel. renna, rinna, Sw.
rinna, r'dnna, Dan. rinde, rende, Goth, rinnan, and perh.
to L. oriri to rise, Gr. opvvvat to stir up, rouse, Skr. f
(cf. Okioin), or perh. to L. rivus brook (cf. Rival).
Vll- Cf. Ember, a.. Rennet.] X. To move, proceed,
advance, pass, go, come, etc., swiftly, smoothly, or with
quick action ;
said of things animate or inanimate.
Hence, to flow, glide, or roll onward, as a stream, a snake,
a wagon, etc. ; to move by quicker action than in walking, as a person, a horse, a dog.
Specifically :
2. Of voluntary or personal action (a) To go swiftly ;
to pass at a swift pace ; to hasten.
*'Ha, ha, the fox I " and after him they ran. Chaucer.
(b) To flee, as from fear or danger.
As from a bear a man would run for life.
Shak.

&

&

;

—

—

:

(c)

To

into

every comer, and turning over or removing goods or
other things to examine, as a book, carefully, turning
over leaf after leaf.
He
searcheth his pockets, and taketh his keys, and so
rummageth all his closets and trunks.
Howell.
What schoolboy of us has not rummaged his Greek dictionary
in vain for a satisfactory account
M. Arnold.
Rum'mage, v. i. To search a place narrowly.
I have often rummaged for old books in Little Britain and
.

Rump

Rump'—fed' (-f§d'), a. A Shakespearean
certain meaning. Perhaps " fattened in the

—

&

mastication, enters the

first

passes into the second

to

;

A

1^°* The vegetable food, after
the

muse

't

;

In a rumbling manner.
\Obs.'\
Sir W. Scott.
re.
(Kaut.) Same as

(-nant), a.

to

shipboard whose business was
to take charge of stowing the cargo
formerly written

Rum'bO (rum'bo), re. Grog.
Rum-bOWllne (rum-bolTn),

Ru'mi-nant

;

Apart from the hope of the gospel, who is there that ruminates
on the feUcity of heaven
J. Taylor.
Ru'ml-nate (ru'mi-nat), V. t. 1. To chew over again.
2. Fig. : To meditate or ponder over ; to muse on.
Mad with desire, she T^minates her sin.
Dry den.

2. (Naut. )

bles.

II

:

;

;

RUN

To think again and again
2. Fig.
itate ; to ponder ; to reflect.

;

;;;

;

;
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Rnl'er (ml'er), n. 1. One who rules one who exercises sway or authority
a governor.
And he made him ruler over all the land. Gen. xli. 43.

;

.

steal off

;

to depart secretly.

My conscience will serve me to run from this Jew.

Shak.

(d) To contend in a race ; hence, to enter into a contest
to become a candidate ; as, to run for Congress.
;

Know ye not that they which run „n a race run all, but one
receiveth the prize ? So run, that ye may obtain. 1 Cor. ix. 24.
(e) To pass from one state or condition to another
to
come into a certain condition
often with in or into ;
as, to run into evil practices to run in debt.
;

;

—

;

Have I not cause to rave and beat
heart with grief and run distracted ?
(f)

my

breast, to rend

my

Addison.

To exert continuous

through

life;

to run

activity ; to proceed ; as, to run
in a circle,
(g) To pass or go

quickly in thought or conversation ; as, to run from one
subject to another.
Virgil, in his first Georgic, has run into a set of precepts for*
eign to his subject.

To

Addisor,.

to continue to think or speak about
something
with on. (i) To make numerous drafts
or demands for payment, as upon a bank ;
with an.
(J) To creep, as serpents.
3. Of involuntary motion
(a) To flow, as a liquid j
to ascend or descend ; to course ; as, rivers run to the
sea; sap runs up in the spring; her blood ran cold.
(b) To proceed along a surface ; to extend ; to spread.
The fire ran along upon the ground.
.Ex. ix. 23.
(c) To become fluid ; to melt
to fuse.
As wax dissolves, as ice begins to run.
Addison.
Sussex iron ores run freely in the fire.
Woodward.
(d) To turn, as a wheel to revolve on an axis or pivot
as, a wheel runs swiftly rovmd.
(e) To travel ; to mak^
progress ; to be moved by mechanical means to go
as, the steamboat runs regularly to Albany ; the train
runs to Chicago. (/) To extend ; to reach ; as, the
road runs from Philadelphia to New York the memory
of man runneth not to the contrary.
She saw with joy the line immortal run.
Each sire impressed, and glaring in his son.
Pope.
to ply
(g) To go back and forth from place to place
as, the stage runs between the hotel and the station.
(h) To make progress ; to proceed ; to pass.
As fast as our time runs, we should be very glad in most part
Addison,
of our lives that it raw much faster.
(i) To continue in operation; to be kept in action or
motion ; as, this engine runs night and day ; the mill
runs six days in the week.
When we desire anything, our minds run wholly on the good
circumstances of it when it is obtained, our minds run wholly
on the bad ones.
Swift,
(j) To have a course or direction ; as, a line runs east
and west.
Where the generally allowed practice runs counter to it. Locke.
Little is the wisdom, where the flight
Shak.
So runs against all reason.
(h)

discuss
;

—

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

(k)

To be

The
king."

in form thus, as a combination of words.
king's ordinary style runneth, " Our sovereign lord the
Bp. Sanderson.

(I) To be popularly known
to be generally received.
Men gave them their own names, by which they run a great
while in Rome.
Sir W. Temple.
Neither was he ignorant what report ran of himself. Knolles,
;

idea,

HI

;

old,

Sbey, 6rb, 5dd

"

;;

RUN
as,

;

ground

;

To tend, as to an effect or consequence ; to incline.
A man's nature ru/is either to herbs or weeds. Bacon.
Temperate ciimates run into moderate governments. Swi/t.
(o) To spread and blend together ; to unite ; as, colors
run in washing.
In the middle of a rainbow the coIoih are . . . distinguished,
/. Watts.
but near the borders they run into one another.
(p) To have a legal course to be attached ; to continue
in force, effect, or operation ; to follow ; to go in company ; as, certain covenants run with the land.
Customs run only upon our goods imported or exported, and
that but once for all whereas interest runs as well upon our
Sir J. Child.
ships aa goods, and must be yearly paid.
as,
(g) To continue without falling due ; to hold good
a note has thirty days to run. (r) To discharge pus or
other matter ; as, an ulcer runs, (s) To be played on
the stage a number of successive days or nights ; as, the
piece ran for six months, (t) {Naut.) To sail before the
wind, in distinction from reaching or sailing closehauled

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

— said of vessels.

;

4. Specifically, of a horse To move rapidly in a gait
in which each leg acts in turn as a propeller and a supporter, and in which for an instant all the Umbs are gath:

—

athletic competition.

—
—

—

— nm
—

—
—

;

;

.

.

currency

long continuance,

if

.

.

.

;

will

soon run out.

And had

her stock been less, no doubt
She must have long ago run out.

Dryden.
— To nm over, (a) To overflow as, a cup runs over, or
the liquor runs over, (ft) To go over, examine, or rehearse cursorily, (c) To ride or drive over as, to
over a child.
To run riot, to go to excess.
To run
through, (a) To go through hastily as, to run through
a book, (ft) To spend wastefuUy as, to run through an
estate.
To run to seed, to expend or exhaust vitality
in producing seed, as a plant figuratively and colloquially, to cease growing to lose vital force as the body or
mind.
To run up, to rise : to swell to grow to increase as, accounts of goods credited run up very fast.
But these, having been untrimmed for many years, had run
up into great bushes, or rather dwarf trees.
Sir W. Scott.
To rtm with, (a) To be drenched with, so that streams
flow as, the streets ran with blood, (ft) To flow while
charged with some foreign substance. "Its rivers ran
with gold."
J.H.Newman.
Run (run), V. t. 1. To cause to run (in the various
senses oi Run, v. i.) as, to run a liorse to run a stage
to run a machine to run a rope through a block.
2. To pursue in thought
to carry in contemplation.
To run the world back to its first original.
South.
I would gladly understand the formation of a soul, and nm
It up to its '^ punctum saliens."
Collier.
3. To cause to enter to thrust
as, to run a sword
into or through the body to run a nail into the foot.
You run your head into the lion's mouth. Sir W. Scott.
Having run his fingers through his hair.
Dickens.
4. To drive or force ; to cause, or permit, to be driven.
They ran the ship aground.
Ads xxvii. 41.
A talkative person runs himself upon great inconveniences by
;

—

;

nm

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

.

10. To encounter or incur, as a danger or risk

use,

nnlte,

rude,

full,

ap, firn

;

Runlet
stream

Irving,

go by the run (Nnut,), to loosen and let run
freely, as lines ; to let fall without restraint, as a sail.
Run, a. 1. Melted, or made from molten material;
cast in a mold as, run butter ; run iron or lead.
[Colloth]
2. Smuggled ; as, run goods.
let

ICol-

Bun
;

as,

to

pity

Bteel,

malleable Iron castings.

;

food,

Runlet,

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

bIuk,

;

-f

-let.}

n.

Run'nel

Same

(-nSl), n.

A little

run or

a brook.

as Rundlet.

[From Run.

j

lailet

that has cast in
Loirelt,

.

"

A

stoup of sack,
Sir W. Scott.
Cf Rindle.] A riv.

ulet or small brook.

Bubbling runnels joined the sound.

By

way

the very sides of the

.

.

.

Colltns.

there ore slow runiieh, in

which one can see the minnows swimming.

Run'ner

(riin'ner), n.

[From Run.]

Masson.

1.

One who,

or tliat whicli, runs a racer.
[_Slang, Eng,}
2. A deceetive.
;

3.
4.
5.

A
A

messenger.
smuggler. ICollog,']

One employed

to solicit

Dickrri.t,

Swift,

R. jyorlh.
patronage, as for a steam-

boat, liotel, shop, etc.
[Caiit, U. S.]
6. (Bot.) A slender trailing branch wliiou takes root
at the joints or end
and there forms .
»,^"'t(>k1^?Dii-')
"^
new plants, as in

the strawberry and
the common cinque-

Raymond.
fo'ot

IRun

(rtinlSt), n.

a streamlet

or a runlet of canary."

Miss Edgpworlh
See under Mallea-

ble.

;

trace out to its marshy source every
its tiny pitclierf ul with the rest.

;

to sup-

;

To

;

ir.

— To

;

;

;

starts the inferior of the brute animals,
the long run.

Burns never dreamed of looking down on others aa beneath
him, merely because he was conscious of his own vast auporiorJ'rqf'. nil.wn.
ity to tht; coiuiiiuH run of men.
His whole appearance was something out of the common run.

;

;

;

li'oli>olt:

as, to

;

;

;

.

To go through or accomplish by running
to run a certain career.
9. To cause to stand as a candidate for office
port for office; as, to run some one for Congress.

;

(ru'ner), n.

;

—

;

8.

a stone bearing a runic inscription.
A bard, or learned man, among
Sir W. Temple.
Rung (rfing), imp. & p. p. of Ring.
Rung, n. [OB. range, AS. hrung a staff, rod, pole
akin to G. runge a short, thick piece of iron or wood,
OD. ronghe a prop, support, Icel. rong a rib in a ship,
Goth. Iirugga a staff.] 1. (Shipbuilding) A floor timber
in a ship.
2. One of the rounds of a ladder.
3. One of the stakes of a cart a spar
a heavy staff.
4. (Mach.) One of the radial handles projecting from
the rim of a steering wheel
also, one of the plus or
trundles of a lantern wheel.
Rung'head' (-hSd'), n. (Shipbuilding) The upper end
of a floor timber in a ship.
Ru'nlc (ru'nTk), a. Of or pertaining to a rune, to
runes, or to the Norsemen as, runic verses runic letters runic names runic rhyme.
Runic staff. See Clog almanac, under Clog. —Runic
wand, a willow wand bearing runes, formerly thought to
have been used by the heathen tribes of Northern Europe
in magical ceremonies.
stone,

Ru'ner

;

Swift.

run a race

Rune

;

j

.

Old Norse poetry expressed in runes.
Runes were upon his tongue,
As on the warrior's sword.
Longfellow.

the ancient Goths.

but he surpasses
J- H, Newman,
Home run. (fl) A running or returning toward home, or
Cf. Home
start
was
made.
from
which
the
to the point
The run, or
stretch, (ft) (Baseball) See under Home.
The common run, etc., ordinary persons the generality
or average of people or things also, that which ordinarily occurs ordinary current, course, or kind.
I saw nothing else that is superior to the common run of parks.

;

—

2. pi.

or set of millstones.

;

[Man]

;

;

A pair

them in

own or others' secrets.
Hay.
Others, accustomed to retired speculations, run natural philos-

goods.

in general.

m^^

.

16.

blabbing out nia

;

OHG.

run,

The Norsemen had a peculiar alphabet, consisting
of sixteen letters, or characters, called rimes, the origin
of which is lost in the remotest antiquity. The signification of the word rune (mystery) seems to allude to t)ie
fact that originally only a few were acquainted with the
use of these marks, and that they were mostly applied
to secret tricks, witchcrafts, and enchantments. But
the runes were also used in communication by writing.

At the long run, now, commonly. In the long run, in or
during the whole process or course of things taken together in the final result in the end finally.

ophy into metaphysical notions.
Locke.
5. To fuse
to shape to mold to cast ; as, to run
bullets, and the like.
The purest gold must be run and washed.
Felton.
6. To cause to be drawn to mark out ; to indicate to
determine as, to run a line.
7. To cause to pass, or evade, official restrictions
to
smuggle
said of contraband or dutiable goods.
Heavy impositions
are a strong temptation of runninff
;

Icel.

;

;

;

;

(rijn), n.

Northern Europe

6. Continued repetition on the stage ;
said of a play
have a run of a hundred successive nights.
canting, mawkish play . . had an immense run.
Macaulay.

;

;

[Written also rmilet.']
[AS. rv,n a rune, a secret, a mystery;
& Goth. rUna a secret, secret
colloquy, G. & Dan. rune rune, and probably to Gr.
epcvvav to search for. Cf. RouN to whisper.] 1. A letter, or character, belonging to the written language of
the ancient Norsemen, or Scandinavians
in a wider
sense, applied to the letters of the ancient nations cf

Rune

akin to

—

;

;

about 14^ gallons.

;

;

—

A

;

;

aged without economy

1.

[Ofts.]

A small barrel of no certain dimensions. It
contain from 3 to 20 gallons, but it usually holds

may

7. A continuing urgent demand ; especially, a pressure on a bank or treasury for payment of its notes.
8. A range or extent of ground for feeding stock
as,
Howitt.
a sheep run.
9. (Naut.) (a) The aftermost part of a vessel's hull
where it narrows toward the stern, under the quarter,
(ft) The distance sailed by a ship ; as, a good run ; a run
of fifty miles,
(c) A voyage ; as, a run to China.
10. A pleasure excursion ; atrip. [_Colloq.'\
Dickens,
I think of giving her a run in London.
11. (Mining) The horizontal distance to which a drift
may be carried, either by license of the proprietor of a
mine or by the nature of the formation also, the direction which a vein of ore or other substance takes.
12. (Mus.) A roulade, or series of running tones.
13. (Mil.) The greatest degree of swiftness in marching.
It is executed upon the same principles as the double-quick, but with greater speed.
14. The act of migrating, or ascending a river to
spawn ;
said of fish ; also, an assemblage or school of
fishes which migrate, or ascend a river for the purpose
of spawning.
15. In baseball, a complete circuit of the bases made
by a player, which enables him to score one ; in cricket,
a passing from one wicket to the other, by which one
point is scored as, a player made three runs ; the side
went out with two Irandred runs.
The "runs" are made from wicket to wicktt. the batsmen
R. A. Proctor.
interchanging ends at each run.

;

;

into legs." Hammond, (e) To expatiate as, /o rure o«<
into beautiful digressions, id) To be wasted or exhausted
to become poor to become extinct ; as, an estate man-

Eng.}

Duppa.

Rund'Iet (rfind'lSt), n. [Dim. of OF. rondele a little
fr. rond round.
See Round, and cf. Roundlet,

—

A

\_Prov.

Cf. Rondle.]

[E. rou7id.

Runlet.]

as, to

;

(riin'd'l), n.

Runciuate Leat.

circle.

tun,

detached papers to have a general run, or
Addison,
not diversified with humor.

;

A

wheel.

popularity.

;

a runlet.
Halliwell.

;

RuNDLE.]

Holland.
Something which rotates about an axis, as a wheel,
or the drum of a capstan. " An axis or cylinder having
a rundle about it."
Bp. Wilkins.
4. (Mack.) One of the pins or trundles of a lantern

.

;

[Cf.

a step of a ladder ; a rung.

;

A ball.

2.
3.

It is impossible for

;

—

Run'dle
round

;

6. State of being current

as, their

a small stream

\_Prov. Eng.']
Run'del, n.

;

;

See under Mad.
To run on. (a) To be continued
accounts had run on for a year or two without
a settlement, (ft) To talk incessantly, (c) To continue a
course, (d) To press with jokes or ridicule to abuse with
sarcasms to bear hard on. (e) (Print.) To be continued
in the same lines, without making a break or beginning
a new paragraph.
To run out. (o) To come to an end
to expire as, the lease runs out at Michaelmas, (ft) To
extend to spread. " Insectile animals
run all out
on.

Run'del (riin'del), n. [Cf. Rin-,
A moat with water in it;

DLE.]
also,

;

;

A

weed

with the lobes pointing downwards,
as the leaf of the dandelion.

;

;

a runaway marriage.

as,

[L. runcatio, fr. j-un(riin-ka'shiiu), n.
weeding. [Ofts.]
Evelyn.
out.]
Runch (rfinch), n. (Bol.) The wild radish. Dr. Prior.
[L.
runcinatus,
Run'ci-nate (riin'sl-nat), a.
p. p. of
runcinare to plane off, fr. runcina a plane.] (Bot.) Pinnately cut

;

;

;

Run-ca'tion

;

—

—

during flight

;

—

Accomplished by running away or elopement, oi

ca»'e to

;

:

;

;

horse.

2.

—

—

;

;

way

—

—

;

Hare.

?

;

;

;

;

has not been a ruuagati; from duty

Thou runaway, thou coward, art thou fled ?
Shak.
The act of running away, esp. of a horse or team j
as, there was a runaway yesterday.
Run'a-way', a, 1. Running away fleeing from danger, duty, restraint, etc. ; as, runaway soldiers a runa-

—

;

Ab things run, according to the usual order, conditions,
quality, etc. ; on the average without selection or specification.
To let run (Naut.), to allow to pass or move
freely ; to slacken or loosen.
To run after, to pursue or
follow ; to search for ; to endeavor to find or obtain as,
to run after similes.
Locke.
To run away, to flee ; to
escape ; to elope ; to run without control or guidance.
To run away with, (a) To convey away liurriedly to accompany in escape or elopement. (4) To drag rapidly and
with violence as, a horse runs away with a carriage.
To run down, (a) To cease to work or operate on account
of the exhaustion of the motive power
said of clocks,
watches, etc. (ft) To decline in condition ; as, to run
down in health. To run down a coast, to sail along it.
To run for an o£&ce, to stand as a candidate for an office.
To run in or Into, (a) To enter to step in. (ft)
To come in collision with. To
in trust, to run in
debt ; to get credit.
[Obs.]
To run in wlti. (o) To
close to comply ; to agree with. [R.]
T. Baker,
(ft)
(Nuut.) To make toward to near to sail close to as, to
run in tvith the land.
To run mad. To run mad after or

;

2.

—

—

—

Who

—

;

rew-

Run'a-way' (riin'a^wa'), n. 1. One who, or that
which, flees from danger, duty, restraint, etc. a fugitive.

;

ered in the air under the body.
Siillman (The Horse in Motion).
5. (.Athletics) To move rapidly by springing steps so
that there is an instant in each step when neither foot
touches the ground
so distinguished from walking in

;

;

;

;

[F. renegal, Prov.

n.

LL. renegalus ; confused with E. run and gate a
See Renegade.] A fugitive
a vagabond
an
apostate a renegade. See Renegade.
Bunyan.
Wretched runagates froni the jail. De Qubicey.
way.

—

;

(riin'a-gat),

gat,

;

;

;

;

Bacon.

;

;

Run'a-gate

the chances,

11. To put at hazard to venture to risk.
He would himself be in the Highlands to receive them, and
run his fortune with them.
Clarendon.
12. To discharge to emit to give forth copiously
to be bathed with as, the pipe or faucet runs hot water.
At the base of Pompey's statua.
Which all the while ran blood, great Ctesar fell. Shak.
13. To be charged with, or to contain much of, while
flowing as, the rivers ran blood.
14. To conduct to manage to carry on as, to run
a factory or a hotel. [_Colloq. U. S.]
15. To tease with sarcasms and ridicule. \_Colloq.'\
16. To sew, as a seam, by passing the needle through
material in a continuous line, generally taking a series of
stitches on the needle at the same time.
17. To migrate or move in schools
said of fish
esp., to ascend a river in order to spawn.
To run a blocliade, to get to, or away from, a blockaded
port in safety. —To run down, (a) (Hunting) To chase till
the object pursued is captured or exhausted; as, ^o run
down a stag, (ft) (Naut.) To run against and sink, as a
vessel, (c) To crush to overthrow to overbear. "Religion is run down by the license of these times." Berkeley,
(d) To disparage
to traduce. F. W. Newman.
To run hard, (a) To press in competition as, to run one
hard in a race, (ft) To urge or press importunately, (c)
To banter severely. To run into the ground, to carry to
an absurd extreme to overdo. \ Slang, U. S.]
To run
off, to cause to flow away, as a charge of molten metal
from a furnace.
To run on (Print.), to carry on or continue, as the type for a new sentence, without making a
break or commencing a new paragraph. — To run out.
(a) To thrust or push out
to extend, (ft) To waste to
exhaust as, to run out aa estate, (c) (Baseball) To put
out while running between two bases. To run the chances,
or one's chances, to encounter all the risks of a certain
course.
To run through, to transfix to pierce, as with
a sword. " [He] was run through the body by the man
who had asked his advice." Addison. To run up. (a)
To thrust up, as anything long and slender. (6) To
increase to enlarge by additions, as an account, (c) To
erect hastily, as a building.
Run (rQu), n. 1. The act of running as, a long run;
a good nin ; a quick run ; to go on the run.
2. A small stream ; a brook
a creek.
3. That which runs or flows in the course of a certain
operation, or during a certain time as, a run of must in
wine making the first run of sap in a maple orchard.
4. A course a series
that which continues in a certain course or series
as, a run of good or bad luck.
They who made their arrangements in the first run of misadventure
put a seal on their calamities.
Burke.

cause turnips to run to leaves.
JUortimer.

(n)

—

RmnSTER

run the risk of losing one's life. See To run
below. " He j-UKMett two dangers.

boys and girls

rapidly.

If the riclinees of the

;
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(m) To have growth or development
run up

;.

Ink

„'
a Runner of Strawberry.
...
n„
"
7. The rotating
stone of a sot of millstones.
8. (Anul.) A ropo rove through a block and used tc
increase the mechauical power of n tackle.
Totten,

;

ttien,

thin

;

boN

\

zh = z

in azure.

"

; ;

;

EUNNET
One
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on which a sled or sleigh slides
also, the part or blade of a skate which slides on the ice.
10. [Founding) {a) A horizontal channel in a mold,
through which the metal flows to the cavity formed by
the pattern also, the waste metal left in such a channel.
(6) A trough or channel for leading molten metal from
3 furnace to a ladle, mold, or pig bed.
11. The movable piece to whjeh the ribs of an umbrella
9.

N

of the pieces

;

O

are attached.
12. (Zool.) A food fish {Blagatis pinnulatus) of Florcalled also skipjack, shoeida and the West Indies
maker, and yellowtail. The name alludes to its rapid
successive leaps from the water.
13. [Zool.) Any cursorial bird.
14. (Mech.) (n) A movable slab or rubber used in grindtool on which
ing or polishing a surface of stone.
(6)
lensef. are fastened in a group, for polishing or grinding.
Run'net (riin'nSt), n. See Eennet.
Run'ning (-ning), a. 1. Moving or advancing by run(a) Having a running
ning. Specifically, of a horse
gait
not a trotter or pacer. (6) Trained and kept for
Law.
running races ; as, a running horse.
2. Successive ; one following the other without break
said of periods of time as, to be
or intervention ;
away two days running ; to sow land two years running.
3. Flowing easy ; cursive ; as, a running hand.
4. Continuous ; keeping along step by step ; as, he
runstated the facts with a running explanation.
Milton.
ning conquest."
What are art and science if not a running commentary on
Nature ?
Hare.

—

;

A

;

"A

(Boi) Extending by a slender climbing or trailing
as, a running vine.
6. [Med.) Discharging pus as, s. running sore.
Running block {Mech.), a block in an arrangement of
pulleys which rises or sinks with the weight which is
raised or lowered.
Eunning board, a narrow platform
extending along the side of a locomotive. — Eunning bowsprit. (Naut.) Same as Reefing hoiosprit.
Eunning days
{.Com.), the consecutive days occupied on a voyage under
a (carter party, including Sundaysand not limited to the
tvoi king days.
Simmonds.
Eunning fight, fighting befnc-en pursuers and pursued. — Eunning fire, a constant
<irR of musketry or cannon. — Eunning gear, the wheels
-iid axles of a vehicle, and their attachments, in distinc'ou from the body all the working parts of a locomotive
or other machine, in distinction from the framework.
F.annlng hand, a style of rapid writing in which the letf.ers are usually slanted and the words formed without
— distinguished from round hand. Eunli ting the pen
jc g part {Naut.), that part of a rope that is hauled upon,
'" distinction from the siandiny part. — Eunning rigi- .g [Nau:.), that part of a ship's rigging or ropes which
in distinction from standr ises through blocks, etc.
i.iij rigging. — Eunning title {Print.), the title of a book or
c.v.ipter continued from page to page on the uppermargin.
Bun'nlug, n. 1. The act of one who, or of that which,
"ras as, the running was slow.
2. That which runs or flows the quantity of a liquid
which flows in a certain time or during a certain operation
as, the first running of a still.
3. The discharge from an ulcer or other sore.
At long running, in the long run. [06*.] Jer. Taylor.
Run'ning-ly, adv. In a running manner.
Run'nlon (riJn'yiin), re. See Eonion.
Ru-nol'o-gy (ru-n51'o-jy), n. [Rune
-logy.']
The
science of runes.
Ru-nol'0-glst (-jist), re.
5.

stem

Ru-pic'0-llne (ru-pik'6{Zool.) Rock-inhab-

Wiseman.
Rup'tU-a-ry (riip'tii-a-iy

apertion."

[Cf. ROTUEIER.] Rupicola (/Tupicoic. u«<aK(ia),
of noble blood
a
Cock of the Rock,
a roturier. [iJ.]
The exclusion of tlie French rwp/waries ("roturiers," for history must find a word for this class when it spealcs of other
nations) from the order of nobility.
Chenevix.

—

—

—

'

—

;

—

;

'

;

—

n.

One not

;

;

Rup'ture (riip'tiir 135), re. [L. ruptura, fr. rumruptum to break cf. F. rupture. See Reave, and
Rout a defeat.] 1. The act of breaking apart, or
;

pere,

:

cf.

the state of being broken asunder as, the
rupture of the skin the rupture of a vessel or fiber
the rupture of a lutestring.
Arbuthnot.
Hatch from the egg, that soon.
separating

;

Bursting with kindly rupture, forth disclosed
Their callow young.
Milton.
2. Breach of peace or concord between individuals;
open hostility or war between nations ; interruption of
friendly relations ; as, the parties came to a rupture.

3.
4.

;

+

—

Run'round' (run'round'),
IColloq.

Runt

n.

A

felon or whitlow.

U. S.]
re.

;

;

—

—

;

;

^W^ The valuation

;

of the rupee of sixteen annas, the

standard coin of India, by the United States Treasury department, varies from time to time with the price of silver. In 1889 it was rated at about thirty-two cents.
Ru'pel-la-ry (ru'pa-la-ri^), a. [From L. rupes a rock.]
Rocky. \_Obs.'\ " This nsyeHary nidary.
Evelyn.
Ru'pert'S drop' (ru'perts drSp'). A kind of glass
drop with a long tail, made by dropping melted glass
into water. It is remarkable for bursting into fragments
when the surface is scratched or the tail broken
so
called from Prince Rupert, nephew of Charles I., by
whom they were first brought to England. Called also
MuperVs ball, and glass tear.
Ru'pi-a (ru'pl-a), re. [NL., fr. G. puTros filth, dirt.]
(Med.) An eruption upon the skin, consisting of vesicles
with inflamed base and filled with serous, purulent, or
bloody fluid, which dries up, forming a blackish crust.
Ru'pi-al (ru'pT-al), a. Of or pertaining to rupia.
Ru-plc'O-ia (ru-pik'o-la), re. [NL., fr. L. rupes, gen.
rupis, a rock -|- colere to inhabit.]
(Zool.) A genus of
beautiful South American passerine birds, including the
cock of the rock.
The species are remarkable for having an elevated
Son-shaped crest of feathers on the head, and for the
;

—

II

II

^W

ale,

disincline

Napoleon from a rupS. Everett.

See Heenia.

A bursting open, as of a steam boiler, in a less sudden manner than by explosion. See Explosion.
Modulus of rupture. (Bngin.) See imder Modulus.
Syn. — Fracture breach; break; burst; disruption;
dissolution. See Fbactuee.
Rup'ture, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Ruptured (-turd) p.
pr. & vb. re. RuPTUEiNO.] 1. To part by violence to
break to burst as, to rupture a blood vessel.
2. To produce a hernia in.
Rup'ture, v. i. To suffer a breach or disruption.
Rup'tured (-tiird 135), a. {3fed.) Having a rupture,
;

;

;

;

;

;

or hernia.

Rup'ture-WOrt' (-trCr-wflrf 135), n. (Bot.) (a) Same
as BuESTWOET. (6) A West Indian plant (.<itte»7iare<Aera
;

polygonoides) somewhat resembling burstwort.

senate,

care,

am.

firm,

asfe,

pr.&vb.

n. Rushing.] [OE. mschen ; cf. AS. hryscan t»
noise, D. ruischen to rustle, G. rauschen, MHG.
ruschen to rush, to rustle, LG. rusken, OSw. ruska, Icel.
& Sw. rtiska to shake, Dan. ruske to shake, and E
rouse.] 1. To move forward with impetuosity, violence!
and tumultuous rapidity or haste as, armies rush tt
battle waters rush down a precipice.

make a

;

;

Like to an entered tide, they all rush by.
Shak.
2. To enter into something with undue haste and eagerness, or without due deliberation and preparation;
as, to rush into business or speculation.
They
never think it to be a part of religion to rush into
.

Rush,

the country

;

rustic

;

as,

Here
^ie brings

is

rural scenes
a rural fellow

you

;

a rural prospect.

;

.

.

.

Shak.

figs.

2. Of or pertaining to agriculture ; as, rural economy.
Rural deanery
Rural dean. (Eccl. ) See under Dean.
{Eccl.), the state, office, or residence, of a rural dean.
Rural
refers to the
Syn. Rustic.
Rueal, Rustic.
country itself as, niral scenes, prospects, delights, etc.
Rustic refers to the character, condition, taste, etc., of
the original inhabitants of the country, who were generally uncultivated and rude as, rustic manners a rustic
dress ; a rustic bridge ; rustic architecture, etc.
We turn
To where the silver Thames first rural grows. Thomson.
Lay bashf ulness, that rustic virtue, by
To manly confidence thy thoughts apply. Dryden.
[NL.]
{Zool.) The
IIRU-raaes (ru-ra'lez), n. pi.
gossamer-winged butterflies ; a family of small butterflies, including the hairstreaks, violets, and theclas.
Ru'ral-lsm (ru'ral-iz'm), re. 1. The quality or state
of being rural ; ruralness.
2. A rural idiom or expression.
Ru'ral-lst, n. One who leads a rural life. Coventry.
Ru-ral'1-ty (ru-rnt-ty), re. / pi. -TIES (-tiz). [Cf. LL.
Turalitas.']
1. The quality or state of being rural.
" Lesdy ruralities."
Carlyle.
2. A rural place.
[imp. &p. p. Ruralized
Ru'ral-lze (ru'ral-Tz), V. t.
To render
(-izd) p. pr. &'i)6. n. Ruralizino (-I'zlng).]
rural ; to give a rural appearance to.
To become rural; to go into the
Ru'ral-ize, v. i.

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

country to rusticate.
Rn'ral-ly, adv. In a rural manner as in the country.
Ru'ral-ness, re. The quality or state of being rurah
;

;

Ru-rlO'0-liSt {ru-rik'o-lTst), n. [L. ruricola; rus,
ruris, the country '+ colere to inhabit.] An inhabitant
of the country.

Bailey.

[iJ.]

Ru'ri-dec'a-nal (ru'rt-dek^a-nai), a. [L. rus, ruris,
the country
decanus the chief of ten. See Dean.] Of
or pertaining to a rural dean as, a ruridecanal district
the ruridecanal intellect, [i?.]
Rn-rig'e-nOUS (ru-rij'e-nus), a. [L. rurigena; rus,
ruris, the country -f genere, gignere, to bring forth,
Bom in the country. [Oi-s.]
pass., to be bom.]
Ruse (toz), re. [F., fr. OF. reiiser, rehuser, to turn
pref.
aside, to shuffle, retreat, fr. L. recusare to refuse
re- again
causa cause. See Cause, and cf. Rbousaht.]
An artifice trick stratagem wile fraud deceit.
Ruse de guerre (ruz'de gSr') [F.], a stratagem of war.
Rush (rush), re. [OB. rusche, rische, resche, AS. risce,
akin to LG. rusk, risch, D. & G. rusch; all probably fr.
L. ruscum butcher's broom akin to Goth, raus reed, G.
1. {Bot.) A name given to many aquatic or
rohr.]
marsh-growing endogenous plants with soft, slender
stems, as the species of Juncus and Scirpus.
1^°" Some species are used in bottoming chairs and
plaiting mats, and the pith is used in some places for
wicks to lamps and rushlights.
2. The merest trifie a straw.
John Bull's friendship is not worth a rush. Arbtithnot.
Bog rush. See under Boa. — Club rush, any rush of the
genus Scirpus. —Flowering rush. See under Flowering.
Nut rush, (a) Any plant of the genus Scleria, rushlike

+

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

;

—

final,

aU

5

eve, event,

6nd, fern, recent;

ice,

1.

V. t.

and

ministers.

Sprat,

To push or urge forward with impetu-

osity or violence ; to hurry forward.
2. To recite (a lesson) or pass (an examination) without an error. [College Cant, U. S.]
moving forward with rapidity and
Rush, re. 1.
force or eagerness ; a violent motion or course ; as, a
rush of troops ; a rush of winds ; a rush of water.
A gentleman of his train spurred up his horse, and, with a
violent rush, severed him from the duke.
Sir H. Wotton.
2. Great activity with pressure ; as, a ruih of business.
[Colloq.]
3.
perfect recitation.
[College Cant, U. S."]
4. {Football) (a)
rusher ; as, the center i^ush, whose
place is in the center of the rush line ; the end rush. (6)
The act of running with the ball.
Bunt rush {Football), a combined rush by main strength,
Rush line {Football), the line composed of rushers.
kind of rural festival
Rush'-bear'Ing (-bSr'Ing), n.
held at the dedication of a church, when the parishioners
brought rushes to strew the church. [Eng.]
Nares.
buUymg and violent
Rush'bUCkler (-biik'kler), re.

A

A

A

—

A

A

person

(ru'ral), a.
[F., fr. L. ruralis, fr. rus, ruris,
the country." Cf. Boom space, Rustic] 1. Of or pertaining to the country, as distinguished from a city or
town ; living in the country ; suitable for, or resembling,

.

.

the office of princes

;

Ru'ral

;

[Written also rant."] [Scot, runt an
old cow, an old, withered woman, a hardened stem or
stalk, the trunk of a tree
cf. D. rund a bullock, an ox
or cow, G. rind. Cf. Rothee, a.] 1. {Zool.) Any animal which is unusually small, as compared with others
of its kind
applied particularly to domestic animals.
2. {Zool.) A variety of domestic pigeon, related to the
barb and carrier.
3. A dwarf; also, a mean, despicable, boorish person
used opprobriously.
Before I buy a bargain of such runts.
I '11 buy a college tor bears, and live among *em. Beau. 5r Fl.
4. The dead stump of a tree also, the stem of a plant.
Halliwell.
[_Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Neither young poles nor old ymnts are durable. Holland'..
Runt'y (-y), a. Like a runt diminutive mean.
Run'way' (rilu'wa'), ri. 1. The channel of a stream.
2. The beaten path made by deer or other animals in
passing to and from their feeding grounds.
Ru-pee' (ru-pe'), re. [Hind. rUpiyah, ir. Skr. rUpya
silver, coined silver or gold, handsome.]
A silver coin,
and money of account, in the East Indies.
(riint),

would

(Med.) Hernia.

;

;

;

;

He knew that policy
ture with his family.

—

—

;

plebeian

—

—

re.

A

135),

plants with hard nutlike fruits. (6) A name for sfiveral
species of Cyperus having tuberous roots.
Rush broom,
an Australian leguminous plant ( Viminaria denudata),
having long, slender branches. Also, the Spanish broom.
See under Spanish.
Rush candle. See under Candle. —
Rush grass, any grass of the genus Vilfa, grasses with wiry
stems and one-flowered spikelets.
Rush toad {Zool.),
Scouring rush. {£ot.) Same as Dutcn
the natterjack.
rush, under Dutch. — Spike rush, any rushlike plant of
the genus Eleocharis, in which the flowers grow in dense
Sweet rush, a sweet-scented grass of Arabia,
spikes.
etc. {Andropogon schcenanthus), used in Oriental medical
practice. —Wood rush, any plant of the genus Luzula,
which differs in some technical characters from Juncus.
Rush (riish), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Rushed (riisht) ; p.

—

[L. ruptio, fr. rumpere, ruptum, to break.]
breaking
or bursting open ; breach
" By ruption or
rupture.

;

;

mostly some

iting.

:

;

is

lin), a.

;

—

EUSSIA

beautiful color of their plumage, which
delicate shade of yellow or
orange.

Rup'tlon (rQp'shun),

;
:

;

;;

a braggart ; a swashbuckler. [Obs.]
That flock of stout, bragging rushbucklers.
Jiobymon (More's Utopia),

Rushed (r&sht)^ a. Abounding or covered with rushes
Rush'er
Rush'er,
dances.

One who

(riish'er), n.

rushes.

Whitlock.

One who strewed rushes on the

re.

floor at

B. Jonson.

[Obs.]

Rush'i-ness (-T-nSs), n. [From Rushy.] The quality
or state of abounding with rushes.
Rush'ing-ly, adv. In a rushing manner.
Rush'light' (-lit'), re. A rush candle, or its light;
hence, a small, feeble light.

Rush'like'

(-lik'), a.

Rush'y (-J), a. 1.
Made of rushes.

Resembling a rush weak.
Abounding with rushes.
;

2.

My rushy couch and frugal fare.

Goldsmith,

Ru'sine (ru'sln), a. [NL. rusa, the name of the genus,
Malay rusa deer.] {Zool.) Of, like, or pertaining to, a
deer of the genus Rusa, which includes the sambur deer
{Rusa Aristotelis) of India.
Eusine antler {Zool.), an antler with the brow
tyne simple, and the beam forked at the tip.

Rusk (riisk), re. [Sp. rosea de mar sea
rusks, a kind of biscuit, rosea properly meankind of light, soft
ing, a screw, spiral.]
1.
bread made with yeast and eggs, often toasted
or crisped in an oven ; or, a kmd of sweetened

A

biscuit.

A

kind of light, hard cake or bread, Basine Antler,
2.
as for stores.
Smart, a Brow Tyne
3. Bread or cake which has been made
6Tres-tynei
brown and crisp, and afterwards grated, e Boyal Tyne.
or pulverized in a mortar.
Rus'ma (ruz'ma), n. [Corrupt, from Turk, khyrysma
a paste used as a depilatory, fr. Gr. xp'ffA"" ^^ unguent
cf. F. rusma.]
depilatory made of orpiment and quicklime, and used by the Turks. See Rhusma.
Russian, or the
Russ (rus 0)- rus), n. sing. pi. 1.
Russians.
[Rare, except in poetry.]
2. The language of the Russians.
Russ, a. Of or pertaining to the Russians.
Rus'set (riis'sgt), a. [F. rousset, dim. of rotix red,
L. 'russus (for rudtus, rudhius), akin to E. red. See
Red, and cf. Roussettb.] 1. Of a reddish brown color,
or (by some called) z, red gray of the color composed
of blue, red, and yellow in equal strength, but unequal
proportions, namely, two parts of red to one each of
blue and yellow ; also, of a yellowish brown color.
Shak,
The morn, in russet mantle clad.
Dryden.
Our summer such a russet livery wears.

A

&

A

;

[R.]
Shak.
2. Coarse; homespun; rustic.
russet color ; a pigment of a russet
Rus'set, re. 1.
color.
2. Cloth or clothing of a russet color.
so called because often of a
country dress ;
3.
Dryden.
russet color.
4.
apple, or a pear, of a russet color ; as, the English rzisset, and the Boxbury russet.
Rus'set-ing, re. See Russet, n., 2 and 4.
Rus'set-y (-j), a. Of a russet color ; russet.

A

—

A

An

Rus'Sla (rush'a or ru'sha),
and Asia.

re.

A country of

Europe

Russia iron, a kind of sheet iron made
BtisBla leather, s
having a lustrous blue-black surface.
soft kind of leather, made originally in Russia but now

—

idea, ill;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd

in Russia,

;;
;

EUSSIAN
elsewhere, having a peculiar odor from being impregnated
with an oil obtained from birch bark. It is much used
on account of its not being subject to
Russia matting,
mold, and being proof against insects.
mattiuK manufactured in Russia from the inner bark of
the linden ( Tilia Europssa).
Rus'slan (rush'an or ru'shon ; 277), a. Of or pertaining to Russia, its inhabitants, or language, —n. A
native or inhabitant of Russia ; the language of Russia.
Snsiian bath. See under Bath.
Rus'slan-ize (-12), v. l. To make Russian, or more
or less like the Russians as, to Russianize the Poles.
\_Russia, -jRns'si-fi-ca'tion (rfis'sl-f I-ka'shiin), n.
See -FY.] The act or
L. -ficare (in comp.) to make.
process of Russifying, or the state of being Russified.
(rUs'sT-fi), V.

t.

Rus-soph'i-llst

The town is again beginning to be
beauty sees an end of her banishment.

Gr,

{^Russia, -\c/nAeii/

)

:

—

Russian policy and aggrandizement.
Rus-SOph'1-Usm
(-llz'm), n,
[Chiefly newspaper words.]

Rus'SO-phobe

(riSs'so-fob),
Rns-soph'0-bist (-s5f'o-bist),

who dreads Russia

1

•iio^tlv

(

+

\_Russ\a.

re.

to fear.]

Gr.

One

[Words some-

or Russian influence.

times found in the newspapers.]

Rus'SO-pho'bi-a

(riis's6-fo'bI-a),

re.

Morbid dread of

Russia or of Russian influence.
Rust (riist), n. [AS. rust; akin to D.
rosi, Icel. rySS ;

red.

— named

See Red.]

V113.

roest, G. & Sw.
from its color, and akin to E.
1. (CAem.) The reddish yel-

low coating formed on iron when exposed to moist air,
consisting of ferric oxide or hydroxide hence, by extension, any metallic film of corrosion.
2. (Bot.) A minute mold or fungus forming reddish or
rusty spots on the leaves and stems of cereal and other
;

grasses {Trichobasis Rtibigo-vera), now usually believed
to be a form or condition of the corn mildew {Puccinia
As rust, it has solitary reddish spores ; as
corn mildew, the spores are double and blackish.

^p^ Hust

is

also applied to

many

other minute fungi

;

;

;

(Zo'dl.

;

),

unadorned unaffected.
Pope.
any moth belonging to Agrotis and
;

Ru'tate

Ruth
hrygS.']

;

2.
tress

full,

iip,

flm

;

pity

—

re.
(Chem.) A salt of rutic acid.
[From Rue, v. : cf Icel. hryggtS,
Sorrow for the misery of another; pity;
[Poeticl " They weep for »-re<A. " Chaucer.

(ru'tat),

1.

as, rutic acid,

.

.

Ru'tin

A

(ru'tin),

(Chem.)

TO.

glucoside resembling, but dis-

tinct from, quercitrin.
Rutin is
found in the leaves of the rue

(Ruta

graveolens) and
other
and obtained as a bitter
crystalline
substance
which yields quercitin on decomplants,

yellow
position.

a

Rut'ter (rilt'ter), n. [D. ruiter
Cf. Ruttiee.]
A horse-

rider.

man

or trooper.

(J

Such a regiment of rutte}
Never defied men braver.

Rut'ter, n.

[From Rut.]

Rut'ter-kin (-kin),

— a word of contempt.
Rut'ti-er
See Route.]

That which

An old crafty fo
[Obs.]

re.

(riit'ti-er),

'etuinota

Nat. size.

[Obs.]

[F routier,

re.

.

ti

,

:

t,i

.>

Ipr.

yvt.
;.,./;,':.

road.

A chart of a course, esp. at sca. [Obs J
Rut'tish (-ttsh), a. Inclined to rut; lustful; libidinous salacious. Shak.
Rut'tl$h-ness. n.
Rut'tle, n. A rattling sound in the throat ariaiiig

—

;

from diflBculty of breathing
Rut'ty (-tf), a. Ruttish

;

;

a rattle.

[Ohs.]

lustful.

Rut'ty, a. Full of ruts as, a rutty roau.
Rut'ty, a. [See Root.] Rooty. \_Obs.]
Spenser.
Ru'ty-lene (ru'ti-len), re. (Chem.) A liquid hydro,
carbon, CjoHij, of the acetylene series. It is produced
;

artificially.

Piers Plowman.
gentle ruth.
for her tender youth.

Spenser,

That which causes pity or compassion; misery;
a pitiful sight. [Obs.']

dis-

;

had been hard this ruth for to see.
Cliaucer.
With wretched miseries and woeful iitth.
Spender.
Ru-then'lC (ru-thEn'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to,
or containing, ruthenium ; specifically, designating tiiose
compounds in which it has a higher valence as contrasted

with ruthenious compounds.
Ru-the'nl-OUS (ru-the'nl-tls),
;

food, fo^t

;

Ry'al (rt'al or re-iil'), n. Royal. [Obs.]
Chaucer,
Ry'al (ri'ffl), re. See Rial, an old English coin.
Ry'der (ri'der), re. 1. A clause added to a document
a rider. See Rider. [Obs.]
2. [D. rijder, properly, a rider.] A gold coin of Zealand [Netherlands] equal to 14 florins, about $5.60.
Rye (ri), re. [OE. rie, reie, AS. ryge ; akin to Icel.
rugr, Sw. }-Sg, Dan. rug, D. rogge, OHG. roceo, roggo, G.
roeken, roggen, Lith. i-ugei, Russ. roje, and perh. to Gr,
opufa rice. Cf. Rice.] 1. (Bot.) A grain yielded by
a hardy cereal grass (Secale cereale), closely allied to
wheat also, the plant itself. Rye constitutes a large
portion of the breadstuff' used by man.
2. A disease in a hawk.
Ainsworth.
Rye grass, Italian rye grass. (Bot.) See under Grabs.
See also Rat grass, and Darnel. —Wild rye (Bot.), any
plant of the genus Elymus, tall grasses with much the
appearance of rye.
;

Rynd (rind or rind), n. [Etyniol. uncertain.] A piece
of iron crossing the hole in the upper millstone by which
the stone is supported on the spindle.
Hind, ra'iyat, the same word
Ry'ot (rl'St), n. [Ar.
as ra'iyah, a subject, tenant, peasant. See Rayah.]
peasant or cultivator of the soil. [India]
The Indian ryot ond the Egyptian fellah work for less pay
than any other laborers in tlie world.
Tlw jVafton.

&

A

.

It

—

r^de,

—

To stir up

;

Inlte,

.

—

Both for her noble blood, and

;

Ose,

Hawthorne.

" Have ruth of the poor."

inelegant; unplain ; unadorned

;

—

;

Ru'tl-Iate (-lat), V. i. [L. rutilare, rutilatum.] To
shine ; to emit rays of light.
[Obs.]
Ure.
Ru'tlle (ru'til), re. [L. rutilus red, inclining to golden
yellow.] (Min.) A mineral usually of a reddish brown
color, and brilliant metallic adamantine luster, occurring
in tetragonal crystals.
In composition it is titanium
dioxide, like octahedrite and brookite.
Ru-tU'1-an (ru-tll'i-an), re.
(Zo'nl.) Any species of
lamellicorn beetles belonging to
Rutila and allied genera, as the
spotted grapevine beetle (Pelidnota punctata).

truce.

schooners that bring firewood from the British

(ruth), n.

tenderness.

taught awkward
rough coarse
simple artless honest. See Rueal.
Rus'tlc, re. 1. An inhabitant of the country, especially one who is rude, coarse, or dull
a clown.
Hence to your fields, you rustica 1 hence, away. Pope.
2. A rural person having a natural simplicity of character or manners an artless, unaffected person. [_Poetic]
Ru3'tlG-al (-tt-kal), «. Rustic. " RiL-iticnl society."
'.'Thackeray.
Rus'tlc-al-ly, adv.
Rus'tlc-al-ness, re.
;

Pope,

(Chem.) Per-

:

Shak.

;

Rural: rude; unpolished;
;

and long-continued

;

houses, or furniture for summer houses, etc.,
luade of rough hmbs of trees fancifully arranged.
;

Rutaceous.]

[Cf.

a.

Ru'tl-lant (-ti-lant), a. [L. rutilans, p. pr. of rutilare
to have a reddish glow, fr. rutilus red cf. F, rutilant.]
Having a reddish glow shining.
Parchments
colored with this ndilant mixture. Evelyn.

Idler.

One who, or that which,

;

jummer

;

little

;

—

—

1.

;

genera.

Syn.

re.

;

to corrode

Their larvae are called cuiiuorms. See
Cutworm.
Rustic work, (a) (Arch.) Cut stone facing
which has the joints worked with grooves or channels,
the face of each block projecting beyond the joint, so that
the joints are very conspicuous. (6) (Arch. & Woodivorh)
allied

(rus'ler),

;

;

artless

pitiless.

;

;

;

moth

perception of the course of time.

all

Resembling, or covered with a substance
resembling, rust affected with rust ; rubiginous.
Rut (rut), n. [F. rut, OF. ruit, L. rugitus a roaring,
fr. rugire to roar
so called from the noise made by
deer in rutting time.] 1. (Physiol.) Sexual desire or
oestrus of deer, cattle, and various other mammals heat
also, the period during which the oestrus exists.
2. Roaring, as of waves breaking upon the shore rote.
See Rote.
Rut, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Rutted ; p. pr. & vb. n.
Rutting.] To have a strong sexual impulse at the reproductive period
said of deer, cattle, etc.
Rut, V, t. To cover in copulation.
Dryden.
Rut, n. [Variant of route.'] A track worn by a wheel
or by habitual passage of anything a groove in which
anything runs. Also used figuratively.
Rut, V. t. To make a rut or ruts in
chiefly used as
a past participle or a participial adj. as, a rutted road.
Ru'ta-ba'ga (ru'ta-ba'ga), re. (Bot.) A kind of turnip
commonly with a large and long or ovoid yellowish root
a Swedish turnip. See Turnip.
Ru-ta'ceous (ru-ta'shiis), a. [L. rutaceus, from rate
rue.
See Rue the plant.] (Bot.) Of or pertaining to
plants of a natural order (Rutacex) of which the rue is
the type, and which includes also the orange, lemon,
dittany, and buchu.

;

Rustic

1

7. (Bot.)

:

;

.

;

The rusty
provinces.

;

rustic dress.
4. Simple

cruel

taining to, or obtained from, rue (Ruta)
now commonly called capric acid.

;

:

;

Rust'1-ly (rtisfi-iy), adv. In a rusty state.
Rust'1-ness, re. The quality or state of being rusty.
Rus'tle (rus''l), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Rustled (-'Id)
[AS. hristlan to
p. pr. & vb. n. Rustling (-ling).]
rustle or cf Sw. rusta to stir, make a riot, or E. rush, v.]
1. To make a quick succession of small sounds, like
the rubbing or moving of silk cloth or dry leaves.
He is coming I hear his straw rustle,
Shak.
Prouder than rustling in unpaid-for silk.
Shak.
2. To stir about energetically to strive to succeed
to bustle about.
[Slang, Western U. iS.]
Rus'tle, V. t. To cause to rustle as, the wind rustles
the leaves.
Rus'tle, re. A quick succession or confusion of small
sounds, like those made by shaking leaves or straw, by
rubbing silk, or the like ; a rustling.
"When the noise of a torrent, the rmtle of a wood, the song of
birds, or the play of Iambs, had power to fill the attention, and

3. Discolored and rancid ; reasty as, rusty bacon.
4. Surly ; morose ; crusty ; sullen.
[Obs. or Prov.
" Rusty v/oida."
Eng.~\
Piers Plowman.
" Rusty blood."
5. Rust-colored; dark.
Spenser.
6. Discolored ; stained ; not cleanly kept ; filthy.

with rust
Keep up your bright swords, for the dew wUl rust them. ShaJc.
2. Fig.
To impair by time and inactivity. Johnson.
Rust'ful (-ful), a. Full of rust resembling rust
causing rust; rusty. " Rustful Bloth."
Quarles.
Rus'tlc (riis'tik), a. [L. rusticus, fr. rus, ruris, the
eountf^ cf. F. rustique. See Rubal.] 1. Of or pertaining to the country rural ; as, the rustic gods of
" Rustic lays."
antiquity.
Milton.
And many a holy text around she strews.
That teach the 7-vstic morn list to die.
Gray.
She had a rustic^ woodland air.
Wordsworth.
awkward ; rough ; unpolished ; as, rustic
2. Rude
manners. " A rustic muse."
Spenser.
plain simple as, a rustic entertainment
3. Coarse
;

rustically.

[Hector,] in this dull
Is rusty grown.

:

1. To cause to contract rust
to affect with rust of any kind.

manner
Chapman.

(rust'lgs), a.
Free from rust.
(rust'y), a. [AS. rustig.'] [Compar. RusTiZE
(-i-er) ; superl. Rustiest.]
1. Covered or affected with
rust ; as, a I'usty knife or sword ; rusty wheat.
2. Impaired by inaction, disuse, or neglei ,.

;

t.

Ru'tiG (ru'tik),

Rust'y

Dryden.

;

— Ruth'less-ly, adv. — Ruth'less-ness, n

Rust'less

2. To be affected with the parasitic fungus called
rust also, to acquire a rusty appearance, as plants.
To degenerate in idleness ; to become dull or
3. Fig.
impaired by inaction.
Must I rust in Egypt ? never more
Appear in arms, and be the chief of Greece ? Dryden.

Having no ruth

a.

Their rage the hostile bands restrain,
All but the 7~uthless monarch of the main.

rustic

;

;

Rust, V,

In a

(rtis'tlk-ljr), ctdv.

animal that can care for itseU in any circumstances also, an alert, energetic, driving person.
[Slang, Western U. S."]

t

rust.

Ruthless,

Causing sorrow,

(c)

—

;

Rus'tlc-ly

A bovine

V. i.
limp.
p. p. Rusted ; p. Much
Jjfinl^led'
enlarged.
vb. n. R0STINQ.]
[AS. rustian.l
to be or become oxidized.
1. To contract rust
Chavcer.
If gold rusie, what shall iron do ?

:

;

tender, (b) Full of sorrow ; woeful,
Ruth'IUl-ly, adv.

Shak.

;

rustles.
2.

;

Our armors now may

I

Rus'tler

^^^

&

;

;

suspend

;

&

Idler.

;

infest vegetation, such as the species of Ustilago,
Oredo, and Lecythea.
That
which resembles rust in appearance or effects.
3.
Specifically
{a) A composition used in making a rust
joint.
See Rust joint, below. (6) Foul matter arising
from degeneration as, rust on salted meat, (c) Con'osive or injurious accretion or influence.
Sacred truths cleared from all rust and dross of human mixtures.
Bikon BaaiUke.
Rust is used in the formation of compounds of
obvious meaning as, rwri-colored, )-wrf-consumed, rusteaten, and the like.
Rust Joint, a joint made between surfaces
of iron by filling the space between them
with a wet mixture of cast-iron borings,
sal ammoniac, and sulphur, which by oxidation becomes hard, and impervious to
steam, water, etc. —Rust mite (Zo'dl.), a
minute mite {Phytoplus oleivorus) which,
by puncturing the rind, causes the rust- Rust Mite.
colored patches on oranges.
a Dorsal View

Rust,

and the rusticated

;

winch

pr.

full,

trasted with ruthenic compounds.
Ru-the'ni-um (ru-the'ni-iim), n. [NL. So named
from the Ruthenian's, a Little Russian people, as coming
from Russia, the metal having been found in the Ural
mountains.] (Chem.) A rare element of the light platinum group, found associated with platinum ores, and
isolated as a hard, brittle steel-gray metal which is very
infusible.
Symbol Ru. Atomic weight 103.5. Specific
gravity 12.26. See Platinum metals, under Platinum.
Ruth'ful (ruth'ful), a. FuU of ruth as (a) Pitiful;

Rus'ti-ca'ted (riis'tT-ka'tgd), a. (Arch.) Resembling
rustic work.
See Rustic work (a), under Rustic.
Rus'tl-ca'tion (rus'ti-ka'shtin), re. [L. rusticatio.']
1. The act of rusticating, or the state of being rusticated
specifically, the punishment of a student for
some offense, by compelling him to leave the institution
for a time.
2. (Arch.) Rustic work.
RU3-tlo'l-ty (riis-tis'l-tjr), re.
[L. rustieitas: cf. F.
rusticitS.]
The quality or state of being rustic; rustic
manners rudeness simplicity artlessness.
The sweetness and rU5?ic(7»/ of a pastoral can not be so well
expressed in any other tongue as in the Greek, when rightly
mixed and qualified with the Doric dialect.
Addison.
The Saxons were refined from their rusticity. Sir W. Scott.

;

gramitiis).

to, or containing, ruthenium; specifically, designating
those compounds in which it has a lower valence as con-

;

to love cf.
who, not being a Russian, favors

One

F. russophile.~\

n.

I

(riis-sSf'i-lIst),

&

;

[Cf. F. russifier. See -jnr.]
conquered tribes.

as, to Russify
Rus'ao-phlle (rus'ao-fll),
;

&

Rus'tl-cate (riis'tl-kat), v. i. [imp.
p. p. EitstiCATED (-ka'tgd) p. pr.
vb. n. Rusticating.]
[L.
rusticatus, p. p. of rusticari to rusticate.
See Rustic]
To go into or reside in the country ; to ruralize. Pope.
Rus'tl-cate, v. t. To require or compel to reside in
the country ; to banish or send away temporarily ; to
impose rustication on.

—

;

Rus'sl-fy

RYTINA
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in bookbinding,

To Russianize

;

;
;;;

out, oil

;

a.

(Chem.) Pertaining

chair

;

go

;

Ry-poph'a-gOUS

(ri-p5f'a-gus), a. [Gr. puTroj filth -)to eat.]
(Zo'dl.) Eating, or subsisting on, filth.
branch. [Obs.]
Chaucer,
Rys (ris or ris), n.
Chaucer,
Rysh (rish), n. Rush, a plant. [Obs.]
Ry-Slm'e-ter (rt-sTm'e-ter), n. See Rhvsimeter.
Ryth (rith), ?),. [Cf. AS. war brook.] A ford. [Obs."]
Ryt'l-na (rtt't-nA), n. [NL., fr. Gr. pvrk a wrinkle.]
(Zo'dl.) A genus of large edentulous sirenians, allied to
the dugong and manatee, including but one species (R.
SIrlleri)
called also Stcller^s sea cow.
[Written also
Rliytina.]
It is now extinct, but wns formerly abundant nt
Bohring'.s Island, near Behring's Straits, It was twentyfive feet or more in Ipngth, with a thick, blackish, naked
skin. The last were killed in 17GS for tlieir oil and flesh.

<f>aye'iv

sing, Igk

A

II

;

—

WW"

;

then,

thin

;

bON

:

zli

;:=

z In azure.

;
;

,
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s

N

S.
the nineteenth letter of the English alphabet,
a consonant, and is often called a sibilant, in allusion to its hissing sound. It has two principal sounds
one a mere hissing, as in sack, this; the other a vocal
hissing (the same as that of z), as in is, wise. Besides
these it sometimes has the sounds of sh and sh, as in sure,
measure. It generally has its hissing sound at the beginning of words, but in the middle and at the end of
words its sound is determined by usage. In a few words
With the letter h it forms
it is silent, as in isle, debris.
the digraph sh. See Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 255-261.
Both the form and the name of the letter S are deriyed from the Latin, which got the letter through the
The ultimate origin is
Greek from the Phoenician.
Egyptian.
S is etymologically most nearly related to
c, z, t, and r ; as, in ice, OE. is ; E. hence, OE. hennes ;
E. raie, raze
eraje, razor
tha<, G. das/ E. reason, F.
raison, L. ra^io E. was, were ; chair, chaise (see C, Z,

S(Sa),
is

P

a

;

;

;

T, and E).

[OE. -es, AS. -as.'\ The suffix used to form the
plural of most words as in roads, elfs, sides, accounts.
2. [OE. -s, for older -tt, AS. -*.]
The suffix used to
form the third person singular indicative of English
1.

-S.

;

verbs

;

as in falls, tells, sends.
adverbial suffix as in towards, needs, always,

An

3.

;

— originally the genitive, possessive, ending.

See -'s.
used to form the
possessive singular of nouns as, boy's ; man's.
A contraction for is or (colloquially) for has. " My
'S.
Shak.
heart's subdued."
Sa'adh (sa'ad), n. See Sadh.

[OE.

-'s.

-es,

AS.

The

-es.]

suffix

;

which the Israelites were commanded to suffer their
and vineyards to rest, or lie without tillage.

Sab'ba-tlsm (sSl/ba-tTz'm), n. [L. sabbatismus, Gr.
(ra/3;3aTitr;ads, fr. aa/S^aTifeif to keep the Sabbath
cf. F.
sabbatisme.
See Sabbath.] Intermission of labor, as
upon the Sabbath ; rest.
Dr. H. 3Iore.
Sab'ba-ton (sSiyba-tSn), n. [Cf. Sp. zapaton a large
shoe, P. sabot a wooden shoe.]
round-toed, armed
covering for the feet, worn during a part of the sixteenth
century in both military and civil dress.
n.
Sa-be'an (sa-be'an), a.
Same as Sabian.

A

&
n.

Same

as Sabianism.

Sa-bel'la (sS^bSl'la), n.

II

fr.

L.

sabulum gravel.]

A

genus of tubicolons annelids ha\ing a circle of plumose gills around

§!^f
i^™ (sa'ba-iz'm),
/-^/i''-'-'''°\^' 1
Sa'Da-lSm
^aTbal (sa'bSl), ra. (Bot.)

»

)

A

genus of palm trees including the palmetto of the Southern United States.
Sab'a-Oth (s5b'a-8th or sa-ba'oth 277), n. pi. [Heb.
tseba'Sth, pi. of tsaba' an army or host, fr. tsaba' to go
forth to war.] 1. Armies
hosts.
[Used twice in the
English Bible, in the phrase "the Lord of Sabaoth."]
;

;

2. Incorrectly, the Sabbath.
Sab'bat (sSb'bSt), n. [See Sabbath.] In mediaeval
demonology, the nocturnal assembly in which demons
and sorcerers were thought to celebrate their orgies.
[L. SabbataSab'ba-ta'rl-an (s5b'b4-ta'rT-nn), n.
rius : of. F. sabbataire.
See Sabbath.]
1. One who
regards and keeps the seventh day of the week as holy,
agreeably to the letter of the fourth commandment in

the Decalogue.

(J^^ There were Christians

in the early
certain Christians, esp.

church who
the Seventh-

held this opinion, and
day Baptists, hold it now.
2. A strict observer of the Sabbath.
Sab'ba-ta'rl-an, a. Of or pertaining to the Sabbath,
or the tenets of Sabbatarians.
Sab'ba-ta'rl-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The tenets of Sabbatarians.
Bp. Ward (WIS).
Sab'bath (sSVbath), n. [OE. sabat, sabbat, F. sabbat,
L. sabbatuni, Gr. a-a^^aTov, fr. Heb. shabbath, fr. shabath to rest from labor. Cf. Sabbat.] 1. A season or
day of rest one day in seven appointed for rest or worship, the observance of which was enjoined upon the
Jews in the Decalogue, and has been continued by the
Christian church with a transference of the day observed
from the last to the first day of the week, which is called
also Lord's Day.
Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. Ex. xx. 8.
2. The seventh year, observed among the Israelites as
one of rest and festival.
Lev. xxv. 4.
3. Fig.
A time of rest or repose intermission of
pain, effort, sorrow, or the like.
;

;

:

Peaceful sleep out the sabbath of the tomb.
Pope.
Sabbath breaker, one who violates the law of the SabSabbath breaking, the violation of the law of the
bath.
Sabbath-day's journey, a distance of about a
Sabbath.
mile, which, under Rabbinical law, the Jews were allowed
to travel on the Sabbath.

—

—

Syn. — Sabbath, Sunday. Sabbath is not strictly synonymous with Sunday. Sabbath denotes the instituSunday is the name of the first day of the week.
The Sabbath of the Jews is on Saturday, and the /So6-

tion

;

ia/A of most Christians on Sunday. In New England, the
first day of the week has been called " the Sabbath,'' to
mark it as holy time ; Sunday is the word more commonly used, at present, in all parts of the United States,
as it is in England. " So if we will be the children of our
heavenl-y Father, we must be careful to keep the Christian Sabbath day, which is the Sunday."
Homilies.
Sab'bath-IeSS, a. Without Sabbath, or intermission
of labor ; hence, without respite or rest.
Bacon.
Sab-bat'lc (sSb-b5t'Tk), 1 a. [Gr. aa^Panito? cf. F.
sabbatiqtie.']
Of or perSab-bat'lc-al (-t-kol),
)
taining to the Sabbath ; resembling the Sabbath ; enjoying or bringing an intermission of labor.
Sabbatical year (Jewish Antiq.), every seventh year, in
:

ale,

senate,

care,

am, axm, ask,

;

—

;

[F. sabre, G. sabel ; of uncer(sS'ber), n.
tain origin ; cf. Hung, sz&blya, Pol. szabla,

Russ. sabla, and L. Gr. ^aj36s crooked, curved.]
A sword with a broad and heavy blade, thick at
the back, and usually more or less curved like a
scimiter ; a cavalry sword.
Saber fish, or Sabre fish (Zool.), the cutlass fish.
Sa'ber, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Sabeked (-terd)
rb. n.
or Sabred (-herd) ; j. pr.
Sa'bre, )
Saberino or Sabhing (-bring).] [Cf. F. sabrer.'\
To strike, cut, or kUl with a saber; to cut
down, as with a saber.
You send troops to saber and bayonet us into sub-

The curlew.

;

;

;

II

for shipbuilding.

Sa'blne (sa'bin), a. [L. Sabinus.'] Of or pertaining to
One of the
».
the ancient Sabines, a people of Italy.
Sabine people.
herba,
fr. SaSabina
fr.
L.
[F.,
(sabTn),
n.
Sab'Uie
(Bot.) See Savin.
bini the Sabines.
Cf. Savin.]
zibeline
sable
(in
F.
sai^e,
[OF.
Sa'ble (sa'b'l), n.
sense 4), LL. sabellum ; cf. D. sabel, Dan. sabel, zobel,
sdbole.l
(Zool.)
fr.
Russ.
1.
Sw. sabel, sobel, G. zobel ; all
A carnivorous animal of the Weasel family (Mustela zibellina) native of the northern latitudes of Europe,
Asia, and America, —noted for its fine, soft, and valua-

—

ble fur.

;

—

;

;

all in

black the shady sky. O. Fletcher.

A

kind /
Sa'bot' (sa/bo'), n. [F.] 1.
of wooden shoe worn by the peasantry
in France, Belgium, Sweden, and some
other European countries.
2. {Mil.)
thick, circular disk of
wood, to which the cartridge bag and
projectile are attached, in fixed ammunition for cannon ; also, a piece of soft
Sabot (2).
metal attached to a projectile to „ g^bot for Round
take the groove of the rifling.
Shot or Shell
b
Sa' bo' tlfere (sa' bS ' tySr'), n. Outline of Shot.: e
II

[FJ A kind of freezer for ices.
Sa'bre (sa'ber), n. & v.

Groove

Cartridge
tached.

Set

a longer head and ears.
Its fur consists of a soft
under wool, with a dense
coat of hair, overtopped
by another still longer.
It varies greatly in color
and quality according to
American Sable.
the locality and the season of the year. The
autumn and
taken
are
furs
darkest and most valuable
winter in the colder parts of Siberia, Russia, and British
North America.
ffl^^ The American sable, or marten, was formerly
considered a distinct species (Musteln Americana), but it
differs very little from the Asiatic sable, and is now considered only a geographical variety.
2. The fur of the sable.
generally
3. A mourning garment; a funeral robe;
Young.
" Sables wove by destiny."
in the plural.

m

—

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

to

which

Bag

is at.

Saber.
Sa'bre-tasche' (-tSsh'), n. [F. sabretache, Q. sabeltasche; saieZ saber -J- /ascAe a pocket.] {Mil.)
A leather case or pocket worn by cavalry at
the left side, suspended from the sword belt.
Campbell {Did. Mil. Sci.).
II

work

Cauljeild

A

wflrk').
vafor quilts, table cov-

& S. {Diet,

of Needlework).

Sab'U-lose' (sSb'u-los'), a. [L. sabulosus,
trom. sabulum, sabulo, B&ni.'] {Bot.) Growing
in sandy places.
Sab'u-los'1-ty (-ISst-ty), n. The quaUty
of being sabulous sandiness grittiness.
Sab'U-lous (-liSs), a. [L. sabulosus.'] Sandy ; gritty.
Sac (sak), n. {Ethnol.) See Sags.
Sac, n. [See Sake, Soc] (0. Eng. Law) The privilege formerly enjoyed by the lord of a manor, of holding
courts, trying causes, and imposing fines.
Cowell.
Sac (sSk), n. [F., fr. L. saccus a sack. See Sack a
bag.]
1. See 2d Sack.
2. {Biol.)
cavity, bag, or receptacle, usually containing fluid, and either closed, or opening into another
cavity or to the exterior ; a sack.
kind of fresh-waSac'a-lalt (sSk'i-lat), n. {Zool.)
ter bass ; the crappie.
[Southern U. 5.]
;

A

A

Sa'Car (sa'ker), n. See Sakee.
[P.]
{Man.) A sudden,
Sac-cade' (sSk-kad'), n.
violent check of a horse by drawing or twitching the
reins on a sudden and with one pull.
Sao'cate (sSk'kSt), a. [NL. saccatus, fr. L. saccus a
sack, bag.]
1. (Biol.) Having the form of a sack or
pouch furnished with a sack or pouch, as a petal.
2. {Zool.) Of or pertaining to the (Saccate, a suborder of ctenophores having two pouches into which the
long tentacles can be retracted.
Sac'cha-rate (sSk'ka^rSt), «. {Chem.) {a) A salt ol
saccharic acid. (6) In a wider sense, a compound of
saccharose, or any similar carbohydrate, with such bases
as the oxides of calcium, barium, or lead a sucrate.
Sac-Ohar'lo (BSk-kSr'Ik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining
;

;

obtained from, saccharine substances; specifically,
designating an acid obtained, as a white amorphous
gummy mass, by the oxidation of mannite, glucose, suto, or

crose, etc.

Sac'Cha-rU'er-ons (sSk'ki-rlfer-iis), a. [L. saccharon sugar -f- -ferous.l Producing sugar ; as, sacchariferous canes.
Sac-ohar'1-fy (sSk-kSrt-fi), v. t. [imp.
p. p. SacCHABiriED (-fid) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Sacchaeittinq (-fi'ing).]
[L. saccharon sugar -f- -fy: cf. P. saccharifler.}
To convert into, or to impregnate with, sugar.
Sac'Cha-rilla (sSk'ka-rilla), n. A kind of muslin.
Sac'Cha-rim'e-ter (-rtm'e-ter), n. [L. saccharon su,
gar
-meter." cf. P. saccTiarimitre.']
An instrument
for ascertaining the quantity of saccharine matter in any
solution, as the juice of a plant, or brewers' and distillers' worts.
[Written also saccharometer.J

&

&

!ll^°" The sable resembles the marten, but has

reni
event,

Sable (Her.).

;

;

ia'bre-bUl'
Sa'bl-an (sa'bl-au), a. [L. Sabaeus.l [Writ- Saber.
ten also Sabean, and Sabseanism.~\ 1. Of or pertaining to Saba In Arabia, celebrated for producing aromatic plants.
2. Relating to the religion of Saba, or to the worship
of the heavenly bodies.
Sa'bl-an, n. An adherent of the Sabian religion a
worshiper of the heavenly bodies. [Written also Sabtean, and Sabean.!
Sa'bi-an-lsm (-tz'm), n. The doctrine of the Sabians
the Sabian religion ; that species of idolatry
which consists in worshiping the sun, moon, and stars
heliolatry.
[Written also Sabseani3m.'\
Sab'l-cn (sSb'I-koo), n. The very hard wood of a
leguminous West Indian tree {Lysiloma Sabicu), valued

eve,

Young.
large South

Sa-brl'na work' (sa-bri'na

Burke.

mission.

;

a,

African antelope (Hippotragus niger).
Both sexes have long, sharp horns. The adult male is
black the female is dark chestnut above, white beneathSable iron, a superior quality of Russia iron
so
called because originally stamped with the figure of a
sable.
Sable monse (.Zoo?.), the lemming.

riety of appliqu6

&

all

Sable antelope (Zool.),

ers, etc.

I

final,

I

;

;

(-^oS^O

of

— used

A

(Jiccl.)

}(''"')' "•

;

II

one person in the Godhead, and

I

black

Night, sahle goddess from her ebon throne,
In i-ayless majesty, now stretches forth
Her leaden scepter o'er a slumbering world.

Sabled

that the Son and the Holy Spirit
are only different powers, operations, or offices of the one God the
Father.

(

Of the color
;

Sa'ble, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Sabled (sa'b'ld) p. pr.
Sabling (-blTng).] To render sable or dark to
drape darkly or in black.

A

Sa'ber
Sa'bre

See Sabianism.

a.

& rb. n.

the head.
Sa-bel'li-an (sa-b61'll-an), a.
Pertaining to the doctrines or tenets of Sabellius. See Sabellian, n.
Sa-bel'U-an, n. (Eccl. Hist.)
follower of Sabellius, a presbyter
of Ptolemais in the third century,
who maintained that there is but

bel'lold, n.

Same as Sabian.
Same as Sabianism.

(sa'b'l),

—

^ati'c.
J»!> "^a-haB'an (sa-be'an), a.

& n.

Sa'ble

the sable's fur ; dark
chiefly in poetry.

—

[NL.

(Zo'ol.)

A

Sa-ij>.~'an-iBIIl (-iz'm), n.

other.

:

Sa'be-lsm (sa'be-Tz'm),

by ver-

tical

(-iz'm). "Isabella (5. 77itcro;;/i(Aa?.
,^^*r^®l',"'^'*^?*
The doctrmes or tenets of m a). A Branchiie
and Front End of
SabeUius. See Sabellian, n.
Ocelli
c
Body
e
Sa-beiaoid (sa-bgl'loid), a. ISa- Collar.
B Caudal Segbella -\--oid.'\ {Zool.) Like, or rements of the same
lated to, the genus Sabella.
Sa- e Anus.

(Ethnol.) Same as Bushmen.
(san), n. pi.
Sab'a-dll'la (sSb'a-dll'la), n. [Sp. cebadilla.'] (Bot.)
Mexican liliaceous plant (Schcenocaulon officinale)
It
also, its seeds, which contain the alkaloid veratrine.
was ijriEorly used in medicine as an emetic and pur-

Saan

—

represented
4. {Her.) The tincture black;
and horizontal lines crossing each

fields

+

1^°° The common saccharim.eter of the brewer is an
hydrometer adapted by its scale to point out the proportion of saccharine matter in a solution of any specific

The polarizing .mccharimeler of the chemist is
a complex optical apparatus, in which polarized light is'
transmitted through the saccharine solution, and the proportion of sugar indicated by the relative deviation of the
plane of polarization.
gravity.

Sac'cha-rl-met'rlc-al (-rt-mgt'rT-kal), a. Of or per;
obtained by saccharimetry.

taining to saccharimetry

idea,

ill

;

old.

obey, drb, add

••

;

SACCHARIMETRY
Sach'el

Sa'chem

II

Sa-cl'e-ty (sa-si'e-ty), n.

Bacon.
[Oft*.]
dry (cf. Sp. seco. It.
secco"), from L. siccus dry, harsh ; perhaps akin to Gr.
lo-p^i/os, Skr. sikata sand, Ir. sesc dry, W. hysp.
Cf. Desiccate.] A name formerly given to various dry Spanish
vrines.
" Sherris sack " [i. e., sherry].
Shak.
Sack poaset, a posset made of sack, milk, and some
other ingredients.
Sack, n. [OE. sak, sek, AS. sacc, sxcc, L. saccus, Gr.
traKKOi, from Heb. sak; cf. F. sac, from the Latin.
Cf.
Sao, Satchel, Sack to plunder.] 1. A bag for holding
and carrying goods of any kina a receptacle made of
some kind of pliable material, as cloth, leather, and the
like ; a large pouch.
2. A measure of varying capacity, according to local
usage and the substance. The American sack of salt is
215 pounds the sack of wheat, two bushels. McElrath.
3. [Perhaps a different word.] Originally, a loosely
hanging garment for women, worn like a cloak about
the shoulders, and serving us a decorative appendage
to the gown ; now, an outer garment with sleeves, worn
by women ; as, a dressing sack. [Written also sacque.]
4. A sack coat a kind of coat worn by men, and extending from top to bottom without a cross seam.
5. {Biol.) See 2d Sac, 2.
Sack bearer. (Zool.) See Basket worm, waiei Basket.
Sack tree (Bot.), an East Indian

Sack

of saccharine.
Sac'cha-rlne (sSk'kA-rtn or -rin), a. [F. saccharin,
f r. L. saccharon sugar, Gr. <raK\ap, adK^api, o-axxopoi/,
Skr. farkara,
Cf. Suoab.]
Of or pertaining to sugar;
having the qualities of sugar ; producing sugar ; sweet
as, a saccharine taste ; saccharine matter.
trade name
Sac'cha-rlne (-rin or -ren), n. {Chem.)
for benzoic sulphinide.
[Written also saccharin.']
Sac'cha-rln'lc (-rlu'Ik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining

A

specifically, designating

a complex acid not known in the free state but well
in its salts, which are obtained by boiling dextrose and levulose (invert sugar) with milk of lime.
Sac'cha-rlze (sSk'ki-riz), v. t. [imp. & p. p. SacchaEizBD (-rlzd) p. pr. & vb. n. Sacchakizino (-ri'zlng).]
To convert into, or to impregnate with, sugar.
) a.
Sac'cha-rold (-roid),
[L. saccharon sugar
Sac'cha-rold'al (-roid'al), (
-f -oid : cf. F. saccharoide.']
Resembling sugar, as in taste, appearance, con-

known

A

II

A

;

—

tree {Antiaris saceidora), which
is cut into lengths, and made
into sacks by turning the bark
inside out, and leaving a slice
of the wood for a bottom.
To
give the sack to or get the sack,
to discharge, or be discharged,
from employment ; to jilt, or be
jilted.
[Slang]

A

A

{Chem.)

salt

+

Sac'Cha-rous

Sack,
sack

[Written also sacculmic."]
{Chem.) An amorphous huminlike substance resembling sacchulmic acid, and produced .,ogether with it.
Sac-cu'er-ouB (sak-sTf'er-iis), a. [L. saccus a sack -|•ferous.~\
{Biol.) Bearing a sac.
Sac'cl-form (sSk'si-f8rm), a.
[L. saccus a sack -\-Jorm.']
{Biol.) Having the general form of a sac.
Sao'CO-glOB'sa (sSk'ko-glSs'sa), n. pi, [NL., fr. L.
saccus a sack -|- Gr. •/kuKjaa a tongue.] {Zo'61.) Same as
Pellibranchiata.
Sac'ca-lar (s3k'ku-ler), a. Like a sac ; sacciform.
Sac'cu-la'ted (-la'tSd), a. Furnished with little sacs.
Saccule (-kul), n. [L. sacculus, dim. of saccus sack.]
A little sac specifically, the sacculus of the ear.
Sac'cu-lo-cochle-ar (-kfi-lo-kok'le-er), a. {Anat.)
Pertaining to the sacculus and cochlea of the ear.
Sac'cu-lo-U-trlc'U-lar (-ia-trTk'iS-ler), a.
{Anal.)
Pertaining to the sacculus and utriculus of the ear.
Sac'cu-lus (sSk'kfi-lus), n. ; pi. Sacculi (-li). [L.,
little sack.]
{Anat.) A little sac esp., apart of the membranous labyrinth of the ear. See the Note under Ear.
Sac'cus (sSk'kSs), n. ; pi. Sacoi (-si). [L., a sack.]

V.

Prescott.

&

t.

;

&

—

;

Sandys.
Thus with sackcloth I invest my woe.
Sack'clothed' (-klSthf), a. Clothed in sackcloth.
Sack'er (-er), re. One who sacks ; one who takes part
in the storm and pillage of a town.
Sack'ful (-ful), re. / pi, Saokptjis (-fulz). As much
as a sack will hold.
Chapman.
Sack'ful, a. Bent on plunder. [Ofti.]
[AS. sseccing, from ssecc sack, bag.]
Sack'lng, n.
Stout, coarse cloth of which sacks, bags, etc., are made.
Sack'less, a. [AS. saclehs; sacu contention -f (e(J«
Quiet
peaceable ; harmless ; innoloose, free from.]
cent.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
Sack'-winged' (-wtngd'), a. {Zodl.) Having a peculiar pouch developed near the front edge of the wing
said of certain bats of the genus Saccopteryx.
SacCLUe (s5k), n. [Formed after the analogy of the
French. See 2d Sack.] Same as 2d Sack, 3.
Sa'cral (sii'kr«l), a. {Anat.) 01 or pertaining to the
sacrum in the region of the sacrum.
Sac'ra-ment (sak'r4-ment), n. [L. sacramentum an
oath, a sacred thing, a mystery, a sacrament, fr. sacrare

;

II

;

II

A sac.

[L.,

dim. of sacrum a sacred place.] {a) {Bom. Antiq.) An
unroofed space consecrated to a divinity, (ft) (Eccl.)
small monumental chapel in a church.
Shipley.
SaCer-dO'tal (sSs/er-do'tal), a. [L. sacerdoialis, fr.
sacerdos, -otis, a priest, fr. sacer holy, sacred cf. F. sacerdotal.l Of or pertaining to priests, or to the order of
priests relating to the priesthood
; priestly ; as, sacer-

;

A

—

:

;

sacerdotal functions.

;

The ascendency

of the sacerdotal order was long the ascendency which naturally and properly belongs to intellectual su-

Macaulay.

cf. F. sacrement.
to declare as sacred, sacer sacred
See Sacred.] 1. The oath of allegiance taken by Roman soldiers ; hence, a sacred ceieniony used to impress
an obligation ; a solemn oath-taking an oath. [06.s,]
I '11 take the sacrament on *t.
Shak.
:

Sac'er-do'tal-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The system, style, spiror_ character, of a priesthood, or sacerdotal order;
devotion to the interests of the sacerdotal order.
SaCer-dO'tal-Iy, adv. in a sacerdotal manner.

it,

finitei

n}de,

80

f^ll,

ap,

ftm

;

pity

Laud.

[Oftjf.]

Sac'ra-men'tal (-mSn'tal), a. [L. sacramentalis : cf
F. sacramental, sacramentel.] 1. Of or pertaining to a
sacrament or the sacraments ; of the nature of a sacra>
ment ; sacredly or solemnly binding ; as, sacramental
rites or elements.
2. Bound by a sacrament.
The sacramental host of God's elect.
Cowper.
Sac'ra-men'tal, n. That which relates to a sacrament.
Bp. Morton.
Sac'ra-men'tal-lsm (-Tz'm), re. The doctrine and use
of sacraments; attachment of excessive importance to
sacraments.

One who holds the

re.

doctrine

body and blood
Shipley.

Sac'ra-men'tal-ly, adv. In a sacramental manner.
Sac'ra-men-ta'rl-an (-mSn-ta'rt-an), n. [LL. sacramentarius: cf. F. sacramentaire.] 1. {Eccl.) A name
given in the sixteenth century to those German reformers who rejected both the Roman and the Lutheran doctrine of the holy eucharist.
Shipley
2. One who holds extreme opinions regarding the
efficacy of sacraments.

1. Of or pertain; sacramental.
's'
to the Sacramentarians.
Sac'ra-men'ta-ry, n. ; pi. -hies (-rlz). [LL. sacramentarium: cf. F. sacrameniaire.'] 1. An ancient book
of the Roman Catholic Church, written by Pope Gelasius, and revised, corrected, and abridged by St. Gregory, in which were contained the rites for Mass, the
sacraments, the dedication of churches, and other ceremonies. There are several ancient books of the same
kind in France and Germany.
2. Same as Sacramentarian, re., 1.

;

II

Qse>

;

;

'A.

Of or pertaining

to the Sacramentarians.

Sac'ra-men'ta-ry (-m6n'ta-ry), a.
ing to a sacrament or the sacraments
2.

^

Of or pertaining

Papists, Anabaptists, and Sacrantentaries. Jer. Taylor.
Sac'ra-ment-lze (sSk'ri-ment-iz), v. i. To administer

the sacraments. [iJ.]
Both to preach and sacramentize.

Fuller.

;

n.

penority.

—

;

It resembles

;

"JS^AhXle

[imp.
p. p. Sacked (sSkt) p. pr.
vb. n. Sacking.]
tSse Sack pillage.] To plunder or
pillage, as a tovra or city ; to devastate to ravage.
The Romans lay under the apprehensions of seeing their city
Addison.
sacked by a barbarous enemy.
Sack'age (sSk'aj ; 48), n. The act of taking by storm
M. Roscoe.
and pillaging sack, [if.]
Sack'but (-biit), re. [F. saquebute, OF. saqueboute a
sackbut, earlier, a sort of hook attached to the end of a
lance used by foot soldiers to unhorse cavalrymen ; prop,
meaning, pull and push; fr. saquier, sachier, to pull,
draw (perhaps originally, to put into a bag or take out from
a bag see Sack a bag) -|- bouter to push (see Bdtt to
thrust^. The name was given to the musical instrument
from its being lengthened and shortened.] {Mus.) A
brass wind instrument, like a bass trumpet, so contrived
that it can be lengthened or shortened according to the
tone required ;
said to be the same as the trombone.
[Written also sagbut.]
Moore {Eneyc. of Music).
^W^ The sackbut of the Scriptures is supposed to have
been a stringed instrument.
Sack'cloth' (-kl5th' ; 115), re. Linen or cotton cloth
such as sacks are made of ; coarse cloth anciently, a
cioth or garment worn in mourning, distress, mortification, or penitence.
Gird you with sackcloth, and mourn before Abner. 2 Sam. iii. 31.

+

dotal dignity

;

—

IColloq.]

Sack,

Sac-chul'mlc (-mik), a.
[SaccAarine
ulmic.1
{Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an acid obtained as a dark amorphous substance by the long-continued boiling of sucrose with very dilute sulphuric acid.

(-14).

eucharist the Lord's Supper.
Sacrament, Eucharist.
Syn.
Protestants apply
the term sacrament to baptism and the Lord's Support
especially the latter. The R. Cath. and Greek churches
have five other sacraments, viz., confirmation, penance,
holy orders, matrimony, and extreme unction. As sacrament denotes an oath or vow, the word has been applied
by way of emphasis to the Lord's Supper, where the most
sacred vows are renewed by the Christian in commemorating the death of his Redeemer. Eucharist denotes the
giving of thanks; and this term also has been applied to
the same ordinance, as expressing the grateful remembrance of Christ's sufferings and death. " Some receive
the sacrament as a means to procure great graces and
blessings others as an eucharist and an office of thanksgiving for what they have received."
Jer. Taylor.
Sac'ra-ment (sSk'rA-ment), v. t. To bind by an oath.

Sac'ra-men-ta'ri-an, a. 1. Of or pertaining to a sacrament, or to the sacraments sacramental.

To bear or

to sex or age.

sacchulmic acid.

Saoella

Sack Bearers.
and „ T™„n.„ „f t,,^ „».„ .„^

Z. Wallace.

—

—

n. ; pi.

To put in a
sack com.

as, to

3. {Theol.) One of the solemn religious ordinances
enjoined by Christ, the head of the Christian church, to
be observed by his followers ; hence, specifically, the

SaCra-men'tal-lSt,

Sack, re. [F. sac plunder, pillage, originally, a pack,
packet, booty packed up, fr. L. saccus. See Sack a bag.]
The pillage or plunder, as of a town or city ; the storm
and plunder of a town ; devastation ; ravage.
The town was stormed, and delivered up to sack, by which
phrase is to be understood the perpetration of all those outrages
which the ruthless code of war allowed, in that age, on the persons and property of the defenseless inhabitants, without regard

II

Sa-cel'lum (sa-sSl'Wm),

;

Jer. Taylor*

their portion of sorrows.

Tre°S
carry in a sack 6 Larva ; c Larva and
upon the back or the shoulders. Sack of another Species.
2.

Saccharine.
Sac'cba-rum (-rum), n. [NL. See Saccharine.]
(Bot.) A genus of tall tropical grasses including the
sugar cane.
Sac'cho-lac'tate (s5k'ko-15k'tat), n. [See SacchoLAOTic] {Chem.) A salt of saccholactic acid;
formerly called also saccholate. [Ofo.] See Mucate.
Sac'cho-lac'tic (-tik), a. [L. saccharon sugar -(- lac,
lactis, milk.] {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating,
an acid now called mucic acid; saccholic. \_Obs.'\
Sac-chol'ic (sSk-k51'ik), a. Saccholactic. [06s.]
Sac-chul'mate (sSk-kul'mfit), n. {Chem.) A salt of

(Biol.)

1.

t.

crimson.

(-riis), a.

humic acid.
Sac-chul'mln (-mln),

V.

to bag

;

Bolsters sacked in cloth, blue

2. The pledge or token of an oath or solemn covenant;
a sacred thing ; a mystery. [Ofti.]
God sometimes sent a light of fire, and pillar of a cloud. . .
and the sacrament of a rainbow, to guide his people through

of the real objective presence of Christ's
in the holy eucharist.

—

of saccharonic acid.
Sac'Cba-rone (sak'k&-ron),re. [Saccharin
lactone.]
{Chem.) {a)
white crystalline substance, CgHjOe, obtained by the oxidation of saccharin, and regarded as the
lactone of saccharonic acid. (6) An oily liquid, C6Hjq02,
obtained by the reduction of saccharin.
Sac'cha-ron'lc (-rSn'Ik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining
to, or derived from, saccharone ; specifically, designating
an unstable acid which is obtained from saccharone (a)
by hydration, and forms a well-known series of salts.
Sac'cha-rose' (sSk'ka^ros'), n. {Chem.) Cane sugar ;
sucrose ; also, in general, any one of the group of which
saccharose, or sucrose proper, is the type. See SucsosE.

A

Satiety.

seek, F. sec

;

sistency, or composition ; as, saccharoidal limestone.
saccharimeter.
Sac'cha-rom'e-ter (-rSm'e-ter), n.
Sac'cha-ro-my'ces (-ro-mi'sez), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
<T6.K-)(a.(>ov sugar
{Biol.)
iii.uKT)s, -rjTOS, a fungus.]
geuus of budding fungi, the various species of which
have the power, to a greater or less extent, of splitting
up sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid. They are the
active agents in producing the fermentation of wine,
beer, etc. Saccharomyces cerevisix is the yeast of sedimentary beer. Also called Torula.
Sac'cha-ro-my-ce'tes (-mt-se'tez), ». pi. {Biol.)
family of fungi consisting of the one genus Saccharo-

myces.
Sac'cha-ro-nate (sSk'ki-ro-nat), n.

[OB.

(sSk), n.

;

;

II

juris-

n.

A

A salt

^

See Saqamore.

The government or

Dr. T. Dwight,
Office or condition of a sachem.
Sa'Chet' {asJ&ht.'), n. [F., dim. of sac. See Sao.]
scent bag, or perfume cushion, to be laid among handkerchiefs, garments, etc., to perfume them.

Sa'chem-shlp,

—

;

(sa'chem),
;
a sagamore.

(-diim), n.
diction of a sachem.

(Chem.) A bitter white crystalline substance
obtained from the saccharinates and regarded as the lactone of saccharinic acid ;
so called because formerly
tapposed to be isomeric with cane sugar (saccharose).
Sac'cha-rl-nate (-rl-nat), n. {Chem.) (a) A »alt of

from, saccharin

A small bag. See Satorbl.
n. A chief of a tribe of thb

Sa'chem-dom

sugar.]

to, or derived

(sSch'Sl), n.

American Indians

by the employment of polarizing apparatus.
Sac'Ctaa-rln (sak'k4-ilu), n. [F., from L. saccharon

pecially

(b)

SACRED
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The act,
8a0'0ha-rim'e-try (BSk'ka-rTm'J-trj?), n.
process, or method of determiuiDg the amount and kind
of sugar present in sirup, molasses, and the like, es-

saccharinic acid,

,
.
;

;

;

;

food,

fo~ot

:

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

II

Sa-cra'rl-um (sa-kra'ri-um),

re. ;
pi. -ria (-ri-a).
of family chapel in the
devoted to a special divinity.

[L., fr. sacer sacred.]

A sort

1.

houses of the Romans,
2. The ad3rtum of a temple.
Gwilt.
3. In a Christian church, the sanctuary.
Sa'crate (sa'krat), V. t. [L. sacratus, p. p. of sacrare. See Sacred.] To consecrate.
[06s.]
Sa-cra'tion (sa-kra'shun), re. Consecration. [06^.]
Sa'cre (sa'ker), re. See Saker.
Sa'cre, v. t. [F. sacrer. See Sacred.] To consecrate to make sacred. [06s.]
Holland.
Sa'cred (sa'krSd), a. [Originally p. p. of OE. sacren
to consecrate, F. sacrer, fr. L. sacrare, fr. sacer sacred,
holy, cursed. Cf. Consecrate, Execrate, Saint, Sexton.] 1. Set apart by solemn religious ceremony ; especially, in a good sense, made holy
set apart to religious use ; consecrated not profane or common ; as, a
sacred place a sacred day sacred service.
2. Relating to religion, or to the services of religion
not secular ; religious as, sacred liistory.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Smit with the love of sacred song.
JfiUon.
3. Designated or exalted by a divine sanction ; possessing the highest title to obedience, honor, reverence, or
veneration ; entitled to extreme reverence ; venerable.
Such neighbor nearness to our sacred [royal] blood
Should nothing privilege him.
Shak.
Poet and saint to thee alone were given,
The two most sacred names of eartli an 1 heaven. Cowley.
4. Hence, not to be profaned or violated ; inviolable.
Secrets of marriage still are sacred held.
Dryden.
5- Consecrated ; dedicated ; devoted
with to.
A temple, sao'cd to the queen of love.
Dryden.
;

—

6. Solemnly devoted, in a bad sense, as to evil, vengeance, curse, or the like ; accursed ; baleful. [Archaic]
But, to destruction sacred and devote.
Milton.
Society of the Sacred Heart (.R. C. C6.\ a religious order of women, fomided in Franco in ISlHl, and approved
in 1826.
It was introduced into America in 1S17.
Tl\e
members of the order dovoto themselves to the higher
branches of female education.
Sacred baboon, (^oii/.l
See Hamaduvas. —Sacred bean (llol.), a seed of the Oriental lotus (jVWxmftrt s/iecio.w ov A'cliiniltiiiin specios-um\ a
plnnt resembling a water lily also, the plant itself. See
Lotus.
Sacred beetle. {Zool.) See Scarab.
Sacrod
canon. See Canon, «., 3.
Sacred fish (/Cool.), any one ot
nunierous species of fre.sli-water African fishes of the
family Mormyrida: Several largo species inhabit the

sing. Ink

—

:

—

;

then, tliin

—

;

boN

;

zb = z

—

in azur3,

1

^

"

"

Nile and were considered sacred by the accient Egyp.
t

i

an

8

especially,

;

Mormyrus

—

chus.

Sacred ibis.

See Ibis.
monkey.

-—
^.

^^

^<,^^^

— Sacred
(Zo'dl.)

__
""

-

oxyrhiiji-

^^ \.r

Any

Asiatic monliey
of tiie gerius fieinnoregarded as

^_,^ -±'"

sacred by the Hin- Sacred Fish (Monnpriis oxt/rhynchus).
doos; especially, the
See
(b) The sacred baboon.
entellus. See Entellus.
Hamadetas. (c) The bhuuder, or rhesus monkey.— Sacred
place Civil Law), the place where a deceased person is
(

uaried.

—

Syn. Holy; divine; hallowed; consecrated; dedicated devoted religious venerable reverend.
Sa'cred-ness, n.
Sa'cred-ly (sa'krgd-ly), adv.

—

;

;

;

Sa-crlf'ic (sa-krTf'ik),

)

Sa-crU'lc-al (-T-kal),
ployed in sacrifice, [i?.]

)

;

—

a.

[L. sacrificus, sacrificaSee Sacrifice.] EraUs.

Johnson.
Capable of being
Sir T. Browne.

Sa-crlt'ic-a-ble (sa-krlf'i-ka^b'l), o.
[JJ.]
offered in sacrifice.
Sa-crU'lc-ant (-i-kant), n. [L. sacrificans, p. pr.
See Sacrifice.] One who offers a sacrifice, [i?.]
[L.]
A sacriSac'ri-fl-ca'tor (sSk'rT-fT-ka'ter), re.
ficer

who

one

;

offers a sacrifice,

Sir T. Browne.

[i?.]

[Of. F. saSa-crlf'lC-a-tO-ry (sa-krTf'i-ka-t4-ry), a.
Sherwood.
Offering sacrifice,
[i?.]
criflcaloire.']
[OE. sacrifise, sacriSac'rl-fica (sak'rT-fiz 277), re.
fice, F. sacrifice, fr. L. sacrificium ; sneer sacred +/«1. The offering
cere to make. See Sacked, and Fact.]
of anything to God, or to a god ; consecratory rite.
Great pomp, and sacrifice, and praises loud.
Milton.
To Dagon.
2. Anything consecrated and offered to God, or to a
divinity an immolated victim, or an offering of any kind,
laid upon an altar, or otherwise presented in the way of
religious thanksgiving, atonement, or conciliation.
Moloch, horrid king, besmeared with blood
;

;

Of human

Milton.

sacrifice.

My

life, if

my

thou preserv'st

Thy sacrifice

life.

.^^o.
having two gables and one ridge;
in places where a different form is more common as, a tower surmounted by a
saddle roof. Called also saddleback roof.
Saddle shell.
(Zool.), any thin plicated bivalve shell of the genera
Placuna and Anomia; so called from its shape. Called
also saddle

;

;

A

See Burnt offering, under Burnt.—
iacriflce hit (Baseball), in batting, a hit of such a kind
L lat the batter loses his chance of tallying, but enables
one or more who are on bases to get home or gain a base.
Sac'rl-flce (sXk'rl-flz 277), v. t.
limp. & p. p. SacRIFI02D (-flzd) p. pr. & vb. n. Saceificlnq (-fJ'Etng).]

Bnmt

aacriflce.

;

;

[From

Sacrifice, n.
sacer sacred, holy

F. sacrifier, L. sacrificare ;
-ficare (only in comp.) to make.
See -FY.] 1. To make an offering of; to consecrate or
present to a divinity by way of expiation or propitiation,
or as a token of acknowledgment or thanksgiving to immolate on the altar of God, in order to atone for sin,
to procure favor, or to express thankfulness ; as, to sacrifice an ox or a sheep.
Milton.
Oft sacrificing bullock, lamb, or kid.
2. Hence, to destroy, surrender, or suffer to be lost,
for the sake of obtaining something ; to give up in favor
of a higher or more imperative object or duty ; to devote, with loss or suffering.
cf

:

+

.

;

Condemned to sacrifice his childish years
Prior.
To babbling ignorance, and to empty fears.
for the sake of
The Baronet had sacrificed a large sum
making this boy his heir.
O. Eliot.
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Johnson.
3. To destroy to kill.
4. To sell at a price less than the cost or the actual
value.
[Tradesmen's Cant]
Sac'rl-flce, v. i. To make offerings to God, or to a
deity, of things consumed on the altar ; to offer sacrifice.
O teacher, some great mischief hath befallen
;

To

that

meek man, who

well had sacrificed,

Milton.

Sac'rl-fl'cer (-fl'zer), re. One who sacrifices.
Of or pertaining to sacriSac'rl-fl'clal (-fish'al), a.
fice or sacrifices
consisting in sacrifice ; performing
sacrifice.
" Sacrificial rites."
Jer. Taylor.
Sac'rl-lege (sSk'ri-lgj), re. [F. sacrilige, L. sacrilegium, from sacrilegus that steals, properly, gathers or
picks up, sacred things sacer sacred
legere to gather,
pick up. See Sacred, and Legend.] The sin or crime
of violating or profaning sacred things the alienating to
laymen, or to common purposes, what has been appropriated or consecrated to religious persons or uses.
And the hid treasures in her sacred tomb
;

+

;

;

With

sacrilege to dig.
Families raised upon the ruins of churches,
with the spoils of sacrilege.

Spenser.

and enriched
South.

[From Saceileoe: cf.
Sac'rl-le'glous (-le'jiSs), a.
L. sacrilegus.] Violating sacred tilings polluted with
sacrilege
involving sacrilege profane ; impious.
Above the reach of sacrilegious hands.
Pope.
Sao'rl-le'glous-ly, adv.
Sac'rl-le'glous-ness, re.
Sao'rl-le'gist (-le'jTst), re. One guilty of sacrilege.
Sa'cring (sa'kring), a. & re. from Sacre.
Sacrlng bell. See Sanctus bell, under Sanotus.
Sa'orlst (sa'krtst), re. [LL. sacrista. See Sacristan.]
A sacristan ; also, a person retained in a cathedral to
copy out music for the choir, and take care of the books.
Sac'rls-tan (sSk'rts-tan), re.
[F. sacristain, LL.
sacrista, fr. L. sacer. See Sacred, and cf. Sexton.] An
oflScer of the church who has the care of the utensils or
movables, and of the church in general a sexton.
SaCris-ty (-t^), n. ; pi. Sacristies (-tiz). [F. sacristie,
LL. sacristia, fr. L. sacer. See Sacred.] An apartment
in a church where the sacred utensils, vestments, etc.,
are kept ; a vestry.
;

;

;

—

—

;

ale,

;

inviolable.

Dr. H. More.

[J?.]

Sa'cro-SCl-at'lc (s5'kro-si-at'ltk), a.
(Anat.) Of or
pertaining to both the sacrum and the hip as, the sacrosciatic foramina formed by the sacrosciatic ligaments
which connect the sacrum and the hip bone.
Sa'cro-ver'te-bral (-ver'te-bral), a.
(Anat.) Of or
pertauiing to the sacrum and that part of the vertebral
column immediately anterior to it ; as, the sacrovertebral angle.
Sa'crum (sa'kriim), re. ; pi. Sacra (-kra). [N L. , fr.
L. sacer sacred, os sacrum the lowest bone of the spine.]
(Anat.) That part of the vertebral column which is directly connected with, or forms a part of, the pelvis.
It may consist of a single vertebra or of several
more or less consolidated. In man it forms the dorsal,
or posterior, wall of the pelvis, and consists of five
united vertebrae, which diminish in size very rapidly to
the posterior extremity, which bears the coccyx.
Sacs (saks), re. pi. ; sing. Sac (sak). (Bthnol.) A
tribe of Indians, which, together with the Foxes, formerly occupied the region about Green Bay, "Wisconsin.

senate, c&re,

II

^W

[Written also Sauks.]
Sad (s5d), a. \_Compar. Sadder (-der) superl. Saddest.] [OE. sad sated, tired, satisfied, firm, steadfast,
AS. ssed satisfied, sated akin to D. sat, OS. sad, G. salt,
OHG. sat, Icel. saSr, saddr, Goth, saps, Lith. sotus, L.
.sat, satis, enough, satiir sated, Gr.
ajxcvai to satiate,
dSrji/ enough.
Of. Assets, Sate, Satiate, Satisfy, Satire.]
1. Sated; satisfied; weary; tired.
\_Obs.]
;

;

roof (Arch.), a roof

— said of such a roof wheu used
;

&m, arm, ask,

—

—

'

&

p. pr.

;

&

[imp.
(sSd'd'l), v. t.
p. p. Saddled
vb. n. Saddling (-dlTng).]
[AS. sade-

Sad'dle
(-d'ld)
lian.]
riding.

To put a saddle upon to equip (a beast) for
"Saddle my horse."
Shah.
Abraham rose up early,
and saddled his ass. Gen. xxii. 3,
2. Hence To fix as a charge or burden upon to load',
as, to saddle a town with the expense of
to encumber
bridges and highways.
Sad'dle-back' (-bSk'), a. Same as Saddle-backed.
I.

;

. .

.

:

;

;

Saddleback roof. (Arch.) See Saddle roof, under Saddle.

Sad'dle-back', re. 1. Anything saddle-backed esp.,
ridge having a concave outline at the top.
2. (Zool.) (a) The harp seal.
(6) The great blackbacked gull (Larus marinus)
(c) The larva of a bombycid \
;

a

hill or

moth

(Bmpretia stimulea)
which has a large, bright
green, saddle-shaped patch of
color on the back.
Sad'dle-backed' (-bSkf),
a.
1. Having the outline of
the upper part concave like
the seat of a saddle.
2. Haying a low back and Saddleback (ir;m;,r,!/;a s(im«high neck, as a horse.
lea), a Larva
b Imago.
Sad'dle-bags' (-bSgz'), re.
pi. Bags, usually of leather, united bj' straps or a band,
formerly much used by horseback riders to carry small
articles, one bag hanging on each side.
Sad'dle-bOW' (-bo'), n. [AS. sadelboga.] The bow
or arch in the front part of a saddle, or the pieces which
form the front.
Sad'dle-cloth' (-klSth' 115), re. A cloth under a saddle, and extending out behind
a housing.
Sad'dled (-d'ld), a. (Zo'dl.) Having a broad patch
of color across the back, like a saddle saddle-backed.
;

Yet of that art they can not waxen sad.
For unto them it is a bitter sweet.
Chaucer.
2. Heavy weighty ; ponderous
close ; hard. [Obs.,
except in a few phrases ; as, sad bread.]
His hand, more sad than lump of lead.
Spenser.
Clialky lands are naturally cold and sad.
Mortimer.
Dull
3.
grave; dark; somber;
said of colors. " Sadcolored clothes.
Walton.
Wood, or wade, is used by the dyers to lay the foundation of
all sad colors.
Mortimer.
4. Serious ; grave ; sober ; steadfast not light or friv" Ripe and sad courage.
olous.
\_Obs.]
Chaucer.
Lady Catharine, a sad and religious woman.
Bacon.
Which treaty was wisely handled by sad and discrete counsel of both parties.
Ld. Bemers.
5. Affected with grief or unhappiness ; cast down with
affliction ; downcast ; gloomy
mournful.
First were we sad, fearing you would not come ;
Now sadder, that you come so unprovided.
Shak.
The angelic guards ascended, mute and sad. 3fitton.
calamitous ; causing sorrow as, a sad
6. AiHictive
accident a sad misfortune.
7. Hence, bad ;
naughty ; troublesome ; wicked.
ICollog.] "Sad tipsy fellows, both of them." I. Taylor.
Sad is sometimes used in the formation of selfexplaining compounds; as, OTd-colored, sad-eyei, sadhearted, sacf-looking, and the like.
Sad bread, heavy bread. [Scot.
Local, U. S.] Bartlett.
Syn.— Sorrowful; mournful; gloomy; dejected; depressed ; cheerless ; downcast ; sedate ; serious grave
grievous afflictive calamitous.
Sad, V. t. To make sorrowful to sadden. [Obs.]
How it sadded the minister's spirits
H. Peters.
Sad'da (sSd'da), n. [Per. sad-dar the hundred
gates or ways ; sad a hundred -(- dar door, way.]
A
work in the Persian tongue, being a summary of the
Zend-Avesta, or sacred books.
[imp.
Sad'den (sSd'd'n), v. t.
p. p. Saddened
To make sad.
(-d'nd)
vb. re. Saddeninq.]
p. pr.
Specifically
(a) To render heavy or cohesive.
[Obs.]
Marl is binding, and saddening of land is the great prejudice
Mortimer,
it doth to clay lands.
(b) To make dull- or sad-colored, as cloth, (c) To make
grave or serious to make melancholy or sorrowful.
Pope.
Her gloomy presence saddens all the scene.
Sad'den, v. i. To become, or be made, sad. Tennyson.
Sad'der (-der), re. Same as Sadda.
Sad'dle (sSd'd'l), re. [OE. sadel, AS. sadol ; akin to
D. zadel, G. sattel, OHG. satal, satul, Icel. s'dSidl, Dan.
Sw. sadel ; cf Buss, siedlo ; all perh. ultimately from
usually made
the root of E. sit.] \. A seat for a rider,
of leather, padded to span comfortably a horse's back,
furnished with stirrups for the rider's feet to rest in,
and fastened in place with a girth ; also, a S2at for the
rider on a bicycle or tricycle.
2. A padded part of a harness which is worn on a
horse's back, being fastened in place with a girth. It
serves various purposes, as to keep the breeching in
place, carry guides for the reins, etc.
3. A piece of meat containing a part of the backbone
of an animal with the ribs on each side as, a saddle of
mutton, of venison, etc.
4. (Naut.) A block of wood, usually fastened to some
spar, and shaped to receive the end of another spar.
5. (Mach.) A part, as a flange, which is hollowed out
to fit upon a convex surface and serve as a means of attachment or support.
;

;

—

;

Addison.
3. Destruction or surrender of anything for the sake
of something else devotion of some desirable object in
behalf of a higher object, or to a claim deemed more
pressing ; hence, also, the thing so devoted or given
up as, the sacrifice of interest to pleasure, or of pleasure to interest.
4.
sale at a price less than the cost or the actual
value.
[Tradesmen's Cant]
shall be.

1

Sa'cro- (saTiro-). {Anat.) A combining form denoting
connection with, or relation to, the sacrum, as in sacroooccygeal, iac/o-iliac, sacrosciatic.
Sac'ro-sanct (sak'ro-sSnkt), a. [L. sacrosanctus.]

;

piihecus.,

;

SAFE

Sacred

"•'

Ui)

"

;
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SACREDLY

N

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sad'dler

;

;

;

;

!

II

&

&

;

:

A

harp

Sad'dler-y (-5^),
dles and harnesses

One who makes

1.

saddles.

seal.

The materials

for making sadthe articles usually offered for sale
1.

re.
;

in a saddler's shop.
2. The trade or employment of a saddler.

Sad'dle-shaped' (sSd'd'l-shapf ), a. Shaped like a.
saddle.
Specifically
(a) (Bot.) Bent down at the sides,
so as to give the upper part a rounded form.
Henslow.
(b) (Geol.) Bent on each side of a mountain or ridge,
without being broken at top ;
said of strata.
Sad'dle-tree' (-tre'), re. The frame of a saddle.
:

—

For saddletree scarce reached had he,
His journey to begin.

^W

&

(-dler), n.

2. (Zo'dl.)

Cowper,

Sad'du-ca'lc (sSd'ii-ka'ik 135), a. Pertaining to, or
like, the Sadducees
as, Sadducaic reasonings.
Sad'du-cee (sSd'ii-se)^ re. [L. Sadducaei, pl.,_ Gr.
SaSSouxaioi, Heb. Tsadduklm ;
so called from Tsadok,
the founder of the sect.] One of a sect among the ancient Jews, who denied the resurrection, a future state,
and the existence of angels.
Sad'dU-ce'an (-se'an), a.
The tenets of the
Sad'dU-cee'lsm (-se'Tz'm), re.
Sadducees,
Sad'dU-ClSin (-sTz'm),
Sad'du-clze (-siz), v. i. [imp. &. p. p. Saddccized
;

;

—

—

1

(

&

vb. re. SADDtroiziNG (-sl'zing).]
To
p. pr.
adopt the principles of the Sadducees.
Atferbury.
Sadh (sad), re. [Skr. sddhu perfect, pure.] A member of a monotheistic sect of Hindoos. Sadhs resemble
the Quakers in many respects. Balfour (Cyc. of India).
(-sizd)

;

[Probably sad heavy
Sad'l'ron (sad'i'fim), re.
An iron for smoothing clothes ; a flatiron.
SaA'ly, adv. 1. Wearily; heavily; firmly. [Obs.]

+

iron.]

;

&

.

—

;

6.

(Zo'dl.)

The

clitellus of

an earthworm.

7. (Arch.) The threshold of a door, when a separate
so called because it
piece from the floor or landing
spans and covers the joint between two floors.
Saddle bar (Arch.), one of the small iron bars to which
the lead panels of a glazed window are secured. Oxf.
Gloss.
Saddle gall (Far.), a sore or gall upon a horse's
Saddle girth, a band passing
back, made by the saddle.
its
round the body of a horse to hold the saddle
place.
Saddle horse, a horse suitable or
^~
Sad1
trained for riding with a saddle.
1 1
die Joint, in sheet-metal roofing, a joint
\
i l_
formed by bending up the edge of a
sheet and folding it downward over the „ , ,, ,
Jomt.
^"ddle
turned-up edge of the next sheet.— Saddle
;

—

—

—

—

m

—

.

.

final,

gU

;

eve,

event, 6nd,

fern,

recent

;

In go the spears full sadly in

To

thee sadly, shepherd, without blame
neglect, we lost her as we came.

Milton-

He

3. Grievously deeply sorrowfully ; miserably. "
Dryden.
sadly suffers in their grief."
Sad'ness, re. 1. Heaviness; firmness. [Obs.]
[Obs.]
2. Seriousness ; gravity ; discretion.
;

;

Her sadness and her

Chaucer.

benignity.

3. Quality of being sad, or unhappy
rowfulness dejection.

gloominess

;

sor-

;

;

Dim
That time

sadness did not spare
Miltan-

celestial visages.

Syn. — Sorrow; heaviness; dejection. See Grief.
Sadr (sad'r), re. (Bot.) A plant of the genus Zizyphus (Z. lotus) — so caUed by the Arabs of Barbary,
who use its berries for food. See Lotus (b).
II

;

II

Saeng'er-fest (sSng'er-fgst),

festival of singers

;

a

German

re.

[G. s'dngerfest.]

A

singing festival.

[Compaq. Safer

superl. Safest.]
[OE. sauf, F. sauf, fr. L. salvus, akin to salus health,
welfare, safety. Cf. Salute, Salvation, Sage a plant.
Save, Salvo an exception.] 1. Free from harm, injury,
or risk
untouched or unthreatened by danger or injury unharmed ; unhurt secure whole as, safe from
" And ye
disease
safe from storms safe from foes.
dwelled safe,"
1 Sam. xii. 11.

Safe

(saf), a.

(-er)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

They escaped all safe to land. Acts xxvii. 44.
Milton.
Fstablished in a safe, unenvied throne.
2. Conferring safety
securing from harm not exposing to danger confining securely to be relied upon not
dangerous as, a safe harbor ; a safe bridge, etc. " The
Shak.
man of safe discretion.
;

;

;

;

;

;

The King of heaven hath doomed
Milton,
This place our dungeon, not our 5a/e retreat.

.

ice,

tell

Or our

Chaucer-

arest.

[Obs.]

2, Seriously; soberly; gravely.

idea,

Oil

;

old,

&bey, drb, odd

^

—

;;;;;

.

SAFE
harm

3. Incapable of doing

secure care or custody

;

;

a ditcli he bides.

Shak.

—

—

A place
A strong

for keeping things in safety.
and fireproof receptacle (as a
Specifically
(a)
movable chest of steel, etc., or a closet or vault of brickwork) for containing money, valuable papers, or the like.
ventilated or refrigerated chest or closet for se(6)
curing provisions from noxious animals or insects.
Safe, w. <. To render safe ; to make right. [Ofc.] Shak.
Safe'-COn'dUCt (-kon'dukt), n. iSafe -\- conduct : cf.
F. saiif-conduit.']
Tliat which gives a safe passage
either {a) a convoy or guard to protect a person in an enemy's coimtry or a foreign country, or (b) a writing, pass,
or warrant of security, given to a person to enable him
Shak.
to travel with safety.
(saf), n.
:

Saffron (sSf'frun; 277), a. Having the color of the
stigmas of saffron flowers deep orange-yeUow
as, a
saffron face a saff'ron streamer.
;

;

To safe-conduct

Thy
2.
3.

To conduct

t.

1.
;

Spenser.

his love.

Granville.

A convoy or guard to protect a traveler or property.
A pass a passport a safe-conduct.
Shak.
;

;

Safe'guard', v. t. To guard ; to protect. [iJ.] Shak.
keep.']
The
Safe'-keep'lng (-kep'Ing), n. ISa/e
act of keeping or preserving in safety from injury or
from escape ; care ; custody.
Safe'ly, adv. In a safe manner ; without danger, injury, loss, or evil consequences.
Safe'ness, n. The quality or state of being safe
freedom from hazard, danger, harm, or loss ; safety
security ; as, the safeness of an experiment, of a journey, or of a possession.
(Laiv) A surety for the
Safe'-pledge' (-pISj'),
appearance of a person at a given time.
Bracton.
Safe'ty (-ty), re. [Cf. F. sauvete.] 1. The condition
or state of being safe ; freedom from danger or hazard
exemption from hurt, injury, or loss.

+

i.
[imp. & p. p. Sagged (sSgd) p. pr.
Sagging (-ging).] [Akin to Sw. sacka to settle,
sink down, LG. sacken, D. zakken.
Cf. Sink, v. i.]
1. To sink, in the middle, by its weight or under applied pressure, below a horizontal line or plane as, a
line or cable supported by its ends sags, though tightly
drawn; the floor of a room sags; hence, to lean, give
way, or settle from a vertical position; as, a building
may sag one way or another ; a door sags on its hinges.

2. Fig. : To lose firmness or elasticity
to
to sink
droop ; to flag ; to bend ; to yield, as the mind or spirits,
under the pressure of care, trouble, doubt, or the like ;
to be unsettled or unbalanced. [JJ.]
;

Into the heaven of heavens I have presumed,
earthly guest. .
With like safety guided down.
Return me to my native element.
Milton.

The mind

.

That

—

.

him

to safety

!;

Ft.

.

popular historical or religious tale of olden time.
And then the blue-eyed Norseman told

—

from a

of the
grouse.

sage

— Sage

green, of a dull

grayish green
color, like the
leaves of gar-

den sage.

Sage grouse
a very

(Zo'61.),

large Amer-

grouse

ican

(Cenirocercus Sage Coc\^ (Centrocercusurophasianus). Male.
urophasianus),
native of the dry sagebrush plains of Westem North
America. Called also cock of the plains. The male is
called sage cock, and the female sage hen.
Sage hare, or
Sage rabbit (Zo'ol.), a species of hare (Lepus Nuttalli, or
artemisia) which inhabits the arid regions of Westem
North America and lives among sagebrush. By recent
writers it is considered to be merely a variety of the common cottontail, or wood rabbit. Sage hen (Zo'ol.), the
female of the sage grouse.
Sage sparrow (Zo'ol.), a small

—

—

—

sparrow (Amphispiza Belli,
var. JVevadensis) which inhabits tlie dry plains of the
Rocky Mountain region, liv

—

ing among sagebrush.
Sage
thrasher (Zo'ol.), a singing bird
(Oroscopies montanus) which
inhabits the sagebrush plains

—

of Western North America.
Sage willow (Bot.), a species of
willow (Salix tristis) forming
a low bush with nearly sessile
grayish green leaves.

Sage

^

Sage Sparrow.

[Oompar. Sagee

(saj), a.

(sa'jer)

;

superl. Sa-

[F., fr. L. sapius (only in nesapius unwise, foolsapere to be wise , perhaps akin to E. sap. Cf.
Savor, Sapient, Insipid."!
1. Having nice discernment
and powers of judging prudent ; grave ; sagacious.

GEST.]

ish), fr.

;

All you sage Counselors, hence 1
Stiak,
2. Proceeding from wisdom ; well judged ; shrewd
well adapted to the purpose.
Commanders, who, cloaking their fear under show of soift
advice, counseled the general to retreat.
Milton,

3. Grave; serious; solemn, [i?.] [Great bards] "in
sage and solemn tunes have sung."
Milton.
Wise; sagacious; sapient; grave; prudent;
Syn.

—

judicious.
re.

;

And guides the Eastern

Milton.

sages.

;

;

;

;

;

.

—

;

;

d

—

;

;

—

;

;

Safety Valve.
;

b Valve

c

Guide
down.
e

;

;

;

Sag'a-thy (sSg'a-thy), n. [P. sngatis: cf. Sp. sagatl,
A mixed woven fabric of silk and cotton, or silk

sayetto also, a light woolen fabric.
Sage (saj), n. [OE. sauge, P. sauge, L. .<!iilvio, from
snlvus saved, in allusion to its reputed henling virtues.
See Safe.] {Bot.) {a) A suffruticoso labiate plant {Salvia officinalis) with grayish green foliage, much used in
flavoring meats, etc. The name is often extended to tho
whole genus, of which many species are cultivated for

(-friin ; 277), re.
[OE. saffran, F. safran
zaffero.no, Sp. azafrnn, Pg. ar,afrao ; all fr. Ar.
Per. za'faran.] 1. (Bot.)
bulbous iridaceous plant
It.

A

{Crocus sativns) having blue flowers with large yeUow
stigmas.
See Crocus.
2. The aromatic, pungent, dried stigmas, usually with
;

pity

—

saeti.]

Saffron

ap, flm

;

:

and wool

full,

;

II

of the safflower.

r^de,

II

—

;

;

finite,

;

;

Lever d Fulcrum
Weight for holding Valve
;

;

;

food, fribt

;

;

out, oil

5

chair

;

go

;

sing,

Sngitta (S. clegnns).

a Head and

Fins d Caudal Fins
ductive Organs.
;

Sag'U-tal
sagittal.]

an arrow

iQk

;

,

;

Longfellow.

old.

J

1

A wise man

a man of gravity and wisdom ;
especially, a man venerable for years, and of sound judgment and prudence a grave philosopher.
At his birth a star,
Unseen before in heaven, proclaims him come,

Sage,

;

boiler,

Use,

eral sense, the
specific name

;

/
a vessel in
which the pressure
than that of the atmosphere, to prevent collapse.
Saf'flow (sSf'flo), re. {Bot.) The safflower. [Obs.]
Saf'flOW'er (-flou'er), re. [F. safleur, saflor, for snfran, influenced by fleur flower.
See Saffron, and
Flower.] 1. {Bot.) An annual composite plant {Carthamus linctorius), the flowers of which are used as a
dyestuff and in making rouge bastard, or false, sf-fifron.
2. The dried flowers of the Carthamus tinctorius.
3. A dyestuff from these flowers. See Safrandj (6).
OU of oafHower, a purgative oil expressed from the seeds

&

.

—

—

is less

cf.

cock (Zo'61.), the male of the

—

—

or

air to

days of

;

.

—

other vessel,
when the pressure
becomes too great
for safety ;
also,
sometimes, a similar valve opening
inward to admit

— Sage

;,

;

;

etc.,

more gen-

;

;

pleasant fumes or violent eifervescence.
Safety valve, a valve which is held shut by a spring or

automatically
to
permit the escape
of steam, or confined gas, water,

grouse

in a

;

—

weight and opens

added to the milk.
sage

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

The sagebrush.

(6)

Meadow sage (Bot.), a blue-flowered species of Salvia
(S. pratensis) growing in meadows in Europe.
Sage
cheese, cheese flavored with sage, and colored green by
the juice of leaves of spinach and other plants which are

{Bot.) A low irregular
Sage'1>rush' (-brush'), re.
shrub {Artemisia iridentata), of the order Coinpositse,
Sa-ga'ciOUS (sa-ga'shiis), a. [L. sagax, sagacis, akin
covering vast tracts of the dry alkaline regions of the
to sagire to perceive quickly or keenly, and probably to
American plains ;
called also sagebush, and wild sage.
B. seek. See Seek, and cf. Presage.] 1. Of quick sense
Sage'Iy, adv. In a sage manner wisely.
perceptions ; keen-scented skilled in following a trail.
Sa-gene' (sa-jen'), n. [Russ. sajene.] A Russian
Milton.
Sagacious of his quarry from so far.
measure of length equal to about seven English feet.
2. Hence, of quick intellectual perceptions of keen
Sage'ness (saj'nSs), re. The quality or state of being
penetration and judgment; discerning and judicious; sage wisdom sagacity prudence gravity. A scham.
knowing far-sighted shrewd sage wise ; as, a sagaSag'e-nite (sSj'e-nit), re. [F. sagenite, fr. L. sagena
cious man ; a sagacious remark.
a large net. See Seine.] (Min.) Acicular rutile occurInstinct
makes them, many times, saga£i*us above our ring in reticulated forms imbedded in quartz.
apprehension.
Dr. H. More.
Sag'e-nit'lo (sSj'e-nlt'Ik), a. (Min.) Resembling
Only sagacious heads light on these observations, and reduce
applied to quartz when containing acicular
them into general propositions.
Locke. sagenite;
crystals of other minerals, most commonly rutile, also
Syn. See Shrewd.
tourmaline, actinolite, and the like.
Sa-ga'cious-ly, adv.
Sa-ga'cious-ness, re.
Sag'ger (sSg'ger), «. [See Seqgae.] 1. A pot or
Sa-gac'1-ty (sa-gas'i-ty), re. [L. sagacitas. See Sa- case of fire clay, in which fine stoneware is inclosed while
gacious.] The quality of being sagacious quickness or
baking in the kiln a seggar.
acuteness of sense perceptions keenness of discernment
2. The clay of which such pots or cases are made.
or penetration with soundness of judgment shrewdness.
Sag'glng (-ging), re. A bending or sinking between
Some [brutes] show that nice sagacity of smell. Cowper. the ends of a thing, in consequence of its oi\'n, or an imNatural sagacity improved by generous education. V. Knox, posed, weight an arching downward in the middle, as
Syn. Penetration shrewdness judiciousness. Sa- of a ship after straining. Cf. Hogging.
gacity, Penetration. Penetration enables us to enter
Sag'1-nate (sSj'I-nat), v. t. [L. saginatus, p. p. of
into the depths of an abstruse subject, to detect motives,
saginare to fat, fr. sagina stuffing.] To make fat to
plans, etc. Sagacity adds to penetration a keen, pracCowper.
pamper, [if.] " Many a OTf/mo/ed boar."
tical judgment, which enables one to guard against the
Sag'l-na'tion (-na'shun), re. \\j. saglnatio.'] The act
designs of others, and to turn everything to the best
Topsell.
[i?.]
of fattening or pampering,
possible advantage.
Sa-git'ta (s4-jit'ta), n. [L.,an arrow.] 1. {Astron.)
Sag'a-more (sag'a-mor), re. 1. [Cf. Sachem.] The
A small constellation north of Aquila the Arrow.
head of a tribe among the American Indians a chief
[i?.]
Gwilt.
2. (Arch.) The keystone of an arch,
generally used as synonymous with sachein, but some writ3. (Geom.) The distance froiu'a point in a curve to
ers distinguish between them, making the sachem a chief
an
arc
the cliord also, the versed sine of
so called
of the first rank, and a sagamore one of the second rank.
" Be it sagamore, sachem, or powwow."
Longfellow. from its resemblance to an arrow resting on the bow
2. A juice used in medicine.
\Obs.]
Johnson. and string. [Obs.]
4. {Ajiat.) The larger of the two otoliths, or oar bones,
Sag'a-pen (sSg'a-pen), re. Sagapenum.
Sag'a-pe'num (-pe'num), re. [L. sagapenon, saco- found in most fishes.
5. {Zo'ol.) A genus of transparent, free-swimming
penium, Gr. craydTrqvou cf. F. sagapin, gomme sagapin, sagapenum, Ar. sikbinoj. Per. sakblnah, sikbJnah.] m.trine worms having lateral and caudal fins, and capable
of
swimming rapidly. It is the type of tho class Chajtog(dfed.) A fetid gum resin obtained from a species of
Ferula. It has been used in hysteria, etc., but is now Hatha.
seldom met with.
U. S. Disp.

A saga of the

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

Sfiak.

Sag, V. t. To cause to bend or give way to load.
Sag, re. State of sinking or bending sagging.
Sa'ga (sa'ga), n.; pi. Sagas (-gaz). [Icel., akin to
E. saw a saying. See Sat, and cf. Saw.] A Scandinavian legend, or heroic or mythic tradition, among the
Norsemen and kindred people ; a northern European

and return.
Shak.
4. {Football) Same as Safety touchdown, below.
Safety arch [Arch.), a discharging arch. See under DisORAKGE, V. i.
Safety belt, a belt made of some buoyant
material, or which is capable of being inflated, so as to enable a person to float in water a life preserver.
Safety
buoy, a buoy to enable a person to float in water a safety
belt. — Safety ca^e (Mach.), a cage for an elevator or mine
lift, having apphances to prevent it from dropping if the
liftmg rope should break.
Safety lamp. {Mining) See
under Lamp.
Safety match, a match which can
be ignited only on a surface specially prepared
for the purpose.
Safety pin, a pin made in the
form of a clasp, with a guard covering its point
so that it will not prick the wearer. — Safety plug.
See Fusible plug, uiider Fusible.
Safety switch.
SeeSwiTCH.
Safety touchdown (Football), the act
or result of a player's touching to the ground behind his own goal line a ball which received its
last impulse from a man on his own side
distinguished from touchback.
See Touchdown.
Safety tube (Ohem.), a tube to prevent explosion,
or to control delivery of gases by an automatic valvular connection with the outer o , , ^ y,
*
air especially, a bent funnel tube with bulbs
-fy c; " i^
for adding those reagents which produce un- S' Vl, °™Sie
Deliver

the heart I bear.

;

I

1

sway by, and

Shall never sag with doubt nor shake with fear.

;

might put a thousand sorrows off.
And credit thy repentance
Beau.
Preservation
3.
from escape ; close custody.
Imprison iiim,

I

;

3. To loiter in walking
to idle along ; to drag or
droop heavily.
To sag to leeward (Naut.), to make much leeway by
reason of the wind, sea, or current to drift to leeward
said of a vessel.
Totten.

Freedom from whatever exposes one to danger or
liability to cause danger or harm safeness
hence,
the quality of making safe or secure, or of giving confidence, justifying trust, insuring against harm or loss, etc.
Would there were any safety in thy sex.
2.

;

;

;

;

from

(s5g), V.

& vb. n.

Up led by thee.
.

sage.

;

Sag

«

An

—

Spanish red, China lake, and carthamin. {c) An orange-red dyestuli prepared from certain nitro compounds
of cresol, and used as a substitute for tlie safflower dye.
Saf ra-nine (-nin or -nen), n. [So called because used
as a substitute for safranin.] {Chem.) An orange-red
nitrogenous dyestuff produced artificially by oxidizing
certain aniline derivatives, and used in dyeing silk and
wool also, any one of the series of which safranine
proper is the type.
also

Shak.

protection.

t.

;

[_Safe -{ guard : cf. T. sauveor that which, defends or protects

sword, the safeguard of thy brother's throne.

v.

;

(-gard'), n.

One who,

To

give color and flavor to, as by
means of saffron ; to spice. [Obs.]
And in Latyn I speak a wordes few.
To saff'ron with my predication.
Chaucer.
Saffron-y (-y), a. Having a color somewhat like saffron yellowish.
Lord (1630).
Saf'ra-aln (saf'ra-nTn), n.
(Cheni.) (a) An orangered dyestuff extracted from the saft'ron. [i?.] (6) A red
dyestuff extracted from the safflower, and formerly used
in dyemg wool, silk, and cotton pink and scarlet
called

to give safe-conduct to. [Poetic']
He him by all the bonds of love besought

Safe'guard'
garde.]
defense

V.

;

;

Saffron,

'

Safe'-COn-dUCt' (saf'kon-diSkt'),

—
—

;

A

safely

ornament, as the scarlet sage, and Mexican red and blue

'

Safe hit (Baseball), a hit which enables the batter to get
to first base even if no error is made by the other side.
Syn. Secure ; unendangered ; sure.

Safe

SAGITTAL

part of the stile, of the Crocus sativus. Saffron
used
in cookery, and in coloring confectionery, liquors, varnishes, etc., and was formerly much used in medicine.
3. An orange or deep yellow color, like that of the
stigmas of the Crocus sativus.
Bastard saffron. Dyer's saffron. (Bot.) See Safflower.
Meadow satEron (Bot.), a bulbous plant (Colcliickwin uutumnale] of Europe, resembling saffron.
Salfron wood
(Bot.), the yellowish wood oi a South African tree (£teodendron croceum) also, the tree itself.
SaSron yellow,
a shade of yeUow like that obtained from the stigmas of
the true saffron (Crocus sativus).

in

as, the prisoner is safe.
But Banquo 's safe ?

my good lord, safe in

Ay,
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no longer dangerous

;

,

j

e

Ovorics

Cephalic SctiB be Lateral
./' Opening of Male Repro:

;

[L. sagitla an arrow : of. P.
Of or pertaining to an arrow; resembling
furnished with .in arrowlike appendage.
(sJtj'Tt-tnl), a.

1.

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

i

\
.1

;;

;

N

SAGITTARIUS
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2. {Anat.) (a) Of or pertaining to the sagittal suture ;
Sn the region of the sagittal suture ; rabdoidal ; as, the
sagittal furrow, or groove, on the inner surface of the
roof of the skull, (b) In the mesial plane mesial ; as,
a sagittal section of an animal.
Sagittal suture {Anat.), the suture between the two pacalled aiso rabdoidal
rietal bones in the top of the skull ;
suture, and interparietal suture.
[L., literally, an
Sag'lt-ta'ri-US (sSj'It-ta'ri-us), n.
archer, fr. Sagittarius belonging to an arrow, fr. sagitta
an arrow.] (Astron.) (a) The ninth of the twelve signs
of the zodiac, which the sun enters about November 22,
zodimarked thus [^] in almanacs ; the Archer. (6)

fore-and-aft sail is triangular,
in line with the keel.
or quadrilateral with the after leech longer than the
fore leech. Square saUs are quadrilateral, but not necessarily square. See Phrases under Foue, a., and Square,
a. ; also, Babk, Bbio, Sohooneb, Ship, Stay.

;

A

A

Fore-and-aft Sail : a Peak, or Head b After Leech c Clew;
e Luff, or Fore Leech
Nock. B Triangular
a Head, or Peak ; b Leech c Clew ; d Tack e Luff.
C Square Sail a Head ; b Foot ; c c Leeches d d Headearing Cringles; ee Clews; /Second Keef-band (the First
Reef-band is above) 1 1 Outer Leech Lines ; 2 2 Inner Leech
Lines 3 3 3 S Buntlines.
;

d Tack
Sail

—

;

;

:

;

/

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

— Mariner

Syn.

;

seaman

;

seafarer.

An

excellent marine food fish

the

of

Southern United

—

States;
called also
porgy, squirrel fish, yeltowtail, and salt-water
bream, (b)
species of
grunt (Orthopristis, or

A

Portland sago, a kind of sago prepared from the corms
of tliecuckoopint(jlr;em. mac!(to<um).
Sago palm. (Bot.)
(a)
palm tree w li i c h
yields sago. (6) A species
of GjcasXCycas revoluta).
^Sago spleen (Med.),
|H\i|,
a morbid condition of
the spleen, produced by
amyloid degeneration of
the organ, in wliich a
wross section sliows scattered gray translucent
bodies looking like grains
of sago.

—

A

Sa-gOin' (sa-goin'), n.
£F. sagouin (formed from
ehe pative South Ameri{Zool.) A
CiUi name).]
_

Pomadasys, chrysopterus), an excellent food
fish c o lu m o n on ciio

— called

marmoset;

Sa'gum
Saoa

; pi.

sagum,

[L.

(-ga).

sagus;

Gr

cf.

Cf Sat a kind

crdyos.

.

5fJ"ge-l .^(-Ro™-

of

/»«?•)

Ss^go

military cloak of the

Koman soldiers.

FeLlmiMetroxvlonRumpkii).

Very much reduced.

Sa'gus
of

Sa'gy

(sa'giSs), n.
[NL.
palms from which sago

See Sago.]
is

(Bot.)

A

obtained.

seasoned with sage.
Sa'hlb (saOieb),
Sa'heb (-heb), n. [At. fahib
master, lord, fem. fahibah.'i A respectful title or appellation given to Europeans of rank,
llndia]
Salll-bah (sa'he-ba), n. [See Sahib.] A lady mis(sa'jy), a.

Full of sage

II

;

II

;

II

\_India']

Sa-bld'lc (sa-hTd'ik), a. Same as Thebaic.
Sah'llte (sa'lit), n. (Min.) See Salite.

Sa-hUi' (sa-hwe'), n. (Zool.) A marmoset.
Sa'l (sa'e), n. [Cf. Pg. sahi.'] {Zool.) See Capuchin, 3 (a).
Sal'bling (sI'blTng), n. [Dial. G.] (Zom.) A European mountain trout {Salvelinus alpinus) ;
called also
II

II

—

II

Bavarian charr.
Sa'lc (sa'Tk), n. [F. sdique,^ Turk, shdika.} (JSfaut.)
ketch very common in the Levant, which has
sail nor mizzen topsail.
Said (sgd), imp. &p. p. of Say.
Said, a.
Before-mentioned
already spoken of or
specified aforesaid ;
used chiefly in legal style.

A kind of

neither topgallant

—

;

;

Sails of a Ship.

;

Sal'ga (sa'ga), n. [Russ. saika.] (Zool.) An antelope {Saiga Tartariea) native of the plains of Siberia
Russia.
The male has erect annulated
horns, and tufts of long hair beneath the eyes and ears.
Sal'kyr (sa'ker), n. {Mil.) Same as Sakee. [Ofc.]
Sail (sal), re.
[OE. seil, AS. segel, segl; akin to D.
seil, OHG. Segal, G. & Sw. segel, Icel. segl, Dan. seil.
1. An extent of canvas or other fabric by
-V153.]
means of which the wind is made serviceable as a power
for propelling vessels through the water.
Behoves him now both sail and oar.
Milton.
2. Anything resembling a sail, or regarded as a sail.
3. A wing ; a van.
[Poeft'c]
Like an eagle soaring
To weather his broad sails.
Spenser.
4. The extended surface of the arm of a windmill.
5. A sailing vessel ; a vessel of any kind a craft.
iS^ In this sense, the plural has usually the same
form as the singular as, twenty sail were in sight.
6. A passage by a sailing vessel; a journey or excursion upon the water.
I^^ Sails are of two general kinds, fore-and-aft sails,
tead square sails. Square sails are always bent to yards,
with their foot lying across the line of the vessel. Foreand-aft sails are set upon stays or gaffs with their foot
II

cAre,

am, axm, ask,

/

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

burton {Naui.), a purchase for hoisting sails aloft
Sail fluke (Zool.), the whiff.
Sail hook,
a small hook used in making sails, to hold the seams
square.
Sail loft, a loft or room where sails are cut out
and made.
Sail room (Naut.), a room in a vessel where
Sail yard (Naut.), the
sails are stowed when not in use.
Shoulderyard or spar on which a sail is extended.
of-mutton sail (Naut.), a triangular sail of peculiar form.
It is chiefly used to set on a boat's mast.
To crowd sail.
(Naut.) See under Crowd.
To loose sails (iVawt), to unfurl or spread sails.
To make sail (Naul.), to extend an
additional quantity of sail.
To set a ia.il (Naut.), to extend or spread a sail to the wind.
To set sail (Naut.), to
unfurl or spread the sails ; hence, to begin a voyage.
To shorten sail (Naut.), to reduce the extent of sail, or
take in a part.
To strike sail(i\^a«^), to lower the sails
suddenly, as in saluting, or in sudden gusts of wind
hence, to acknowledge inferiority ; to abate pretension.
Under sail, having the sails spread.
Sail (sal), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Sailed (said) p. pr.
vb. n. Sailing.] [AS. segelian, seglian. See Sail, ra.]
1. To be impelled or driven forward by the action of
wind upon sails, as a ship on water ; to be impelled on a
body of water by the action of steam or other power.
2. To move through or on the water ; to swim, as a
fish or a water fowl.
3. To be conveyed in a vessel on water ; to pass by
water ; as, they sailed from London to Canton.
4. To set sail ; to begin a voyage.
5. To move smoothly through the air ; to glide through
the air without apparent exertion, as a bird.
As is a winged messenger of heaven, . . .
When he bestrides the lazy pacing clouds.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

;

Shak.
And sails upon the bosom of the air.
V. i.
1. To pass or move upon, as in a ship, by
of sails ; hence, to move or journey upon (the
water) by means of steam or other force.

Sail,

means

A thousand ships were manned to sail the sea.
2.

To

Dryden.

through ; to glide or move smoothly through.

fly

Sublime she

sails

Pope.
and mounts the winged gales.
3. To direct or manage the motion of, as a vessel as,

The

aerial space,

;

Totten.
to sail one's own ship.
Sail'a-ble (sal'a-b'l), a. Capable of being sailed over
river.
navigable ; as, a sailable
Sall'boat', n, A boat propelled by a sail or sails.
Sall'clOth' (-klSth'), n. Duck or canvas used in making sails.
Sir P. Sidney.
Sall'er (-er), n. 1. A sailor. [iJ.]
with qualifying words
2. A ship or other vessel ;
descriptive of speed or manner of sailing as, a heavy

—

;

sailer ;

n.

a fast

sailer.
(-fish'),

Sail'fish'
{Zool.) (a)

banner

or spikefish
{Histiopho-

final,

a^

;

Sanctity, Sanctum, Sanctus.] 1. A person sanctified
a holy or godly person one eminent lor piety and virtue
any true Christian, as being redeemed and consecrated
to God.
;

Them
2.

that are sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to be saints.
1 Cor. i. 2.
of the blessed in heaven.

One

Then shall thy saints, unmixed, and from the impure
Far separate, circling thy holy mount,
Milton.
Unfeigned hallelujahs to thee sing.
3. {Ecd.) One canonized by the church. [Abbrev. S<.]
Saint Andrew's cross, (a) A cross shaped like the letter
X. See Itlust. 4, under Cross, (b) (Bot.) A low North
American shrub (Ascyrum Crux-Andrese), the petals of
which have the form of a Saint Andrew's cross. Oray.
Saint Anthony's cross, a T-shaped cross. See Illust. 6, unpopuder Cross.
Saint Anthony's fire, the erysipelas
larly so called because it was supposed to have been cured
by the intercession of Saint Anthony. Saint Anthony's
n\it(Bot.), the ^TOxmAmxt (Buniumftexuosum)
so called
because swine feed on it, and St. Anthony was once a
swineherd. Dr. Prior.
Saint Anthony's turnip (Bot.), the
bulbous crowfoot, a favorite food of swine. I)r. Prior.
Saint Barnaby's thistle (Bot.), a kind of knapweed (Cenlaurea solstitialis) flowering on St. Barnabas's Day, June
11th. Dr. Prior.
Sa,mt Bernard (.Z'oo?.), a breed of large,
handsome dogs celebrated for strength and sagacity, formerly bred chiefly at the Hospice of St. Bernard in Switzerland, but now common in Europe and America. Tliere
are two races, the smooth-haired and the rough-haired.
See Tllust. under Dog.
Saint Catharine's flower (Bot. ),
the plant love-in-a-mist. See under Love.
Saint Cuthbert's beads (Paleon.), the fossil joints of crinoid stems.
Saint Dabeoc's heath (Bot.), a heatherlike plant (Menziesia
cserulea), named from an Irish saint.
Saint Distafi's Day.
See under Distaff. — Saint Elmo's fire, a luminous, flamelike appearance, sometimes seen in dark, tempestuous
nights, at some prominent point on a ship, particularly
at the masthead and the yardarms. It has also been observed on land, and is due to the discharge of electricity
from elevated or pointed objects. A single flame is called
a Helena, or a Corposant ; a double, or twin, fiame is
called a Castor and Pollux, or a double Corposant. It
takes its name from St. Elmo, the patron saint of sailors.
Saint George's cross (//er.), a Greek cross gules upon a
field argent, the field being represented by a narrow fimbriation in the ensign, or union jack, of Great Britain.
Saint George's ensign, a red cross on a wliite field with a
union jack in the upper corner next the mast. It is the
distinguishing badge of ships of the royal navy of EngBrande & C.
land ;
called also the white ensign.
Saint George's flag, a smaller flag resembling the ensign,
used as the sign of the
but witliout the union jack ;
presence and command of an admiral. \Eng.'\ Brande &
C. — Saint Gobaui glass (C/iem.), a fine variety of soda-lime
plate glass, so called from St. Gobain in France, where it
was manufactured.
Saint Ignatius's beau (Bot.), the seed
of a tree of the Phllippine&(-S<rj/cAreos Ignalia), of properties similar to the nux vomica.
Saint James's shell
(Zool.), a pecten (Vola Jacobxus) worn by pilgrims to the
Holy Land. See Illust. under Scallop. Saint James'swort (Bot.), a kind of ragwort (Senecio Jacobsea).
Saint
John's bread. (Bot.) See Carob.
Saint Jolm's-wort(5o/.),
any plant of the genus Hypericum, most species of which
Saint
have yellow flowers
called also John''s-wort.
Leger, the name of a race for three-year-old horses run
instiannually in September at Doncaster, England
tuted in 1776 by Col. St. Leger.
Saint Martin's herb (Bot.),
a small tropical American violaceous plant (Sauvagesia
erecta). It is very mucilaginous and is used in medicine. —
Saint Martin's sTumner, a season of mild, damp weathei

—

—

quill- gailflsh (a) (.Histiophorus Americamis).

^'^^>

event, end, fem, recent

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

or liver,

The

»

(sant), re.
[F., fr. L. sanctus sacred, properly
sancire to render sacred by a religious act, to
appoint as sacred
akin to sacer sacred. Cf. Sacred,

Saint

p. p. of

;

rus).{b)The
shark, (c)
back.

;

—

The

fish,

basking,

;

—

—

;

ale, senate,

;

;

;

;

and Eastern

;

.

b .Tib c Fore Topmast Staysail d Fore Course,
or Foresail e Fore Topsail ;
Fore Topgallant Sail g Fore
Royal h Fore Skysail i i Fore Royal Studding Sails jj Fore
Topgallant Studding Sails k Fore Topmast Studding Sail /
Main Course, or Mainsail
Main TJopsail n Main Topgallant Sail o Main Royal ; p Main Skysail q a Main Royal
Studding Sails rr Main Tojigallant Studding Sails s Main
Topmast Studding Sail t Slizzen Course, or Crossjack ii
Mizzen Topsail ; v Mizzen Topgallant Sail w Mizzen Royal
X Mizzen Skysail; y Spanker, partly brailed in (the corresponding sails on the other masts are the Fore Trysail and
Main Trysail) 1 1 1 Clew Garnets 2 2 2 Clew Lines 3
Throat Brail of Spanker : 4 Middle Brail 5 Foot Brail.
l^" In modern ships tvro sails ("Upper Topsail" and
" Lower Topsail "), each having an independent yard and
rigging, often take the place of the Topsail.

a Flying Jib

—

also

—

II

Sail

(sa'giim),

southern coasts of the Sailor's Choice {a) (Diplodus rhom.
United States
called
boidcs).
also hogfish, and pigfish.
Drayton.
Sail'y (-y), a. Like a sail. [iJ.]
Saim (sam), n. [OF. sain, LL. saginum., fr. L. sagina
[_Scot.
SiProv.
Eng.]
a fattening.] Lard; grease.
Sai-mlr' (sai-mer'), re. {Zool. ) The squirrel monkey.
Sain (san), obs. p. p. of Say, for sayen. Said. Shak.
Sain, V. t. [Cf. Saint, Sane.] To sanctify to bless
[i2.]
Sir W. Scott.
so as to protect from evil influence.
Sain'foin (san'foin 277), re. [F., fr. sain wholesome
or perh.
(L. sanus; see Sane) -{-foin hay (L. fosnum)
f r. saint sacred (L. sanctus ; see Saint) -{- foin hay.]
{Bot.) (a) A leguminous plant {Onobrychis saliva) cul[Written also saintfoin.'}
(b) A
tivated for fodder.
kind of tick trefoil {Desmodium Canadense). iCanadaJ
;

for bending.

sagouin,

tress.

;

Sailor's choice. (Zool.) (a)

aiso, as starch, for stiffening textile fabrics.
It is prepared from tlie stems of several East Indian and Malayan palm trees, but chiefly from the Metroxylon Sagu;
also from several cycadaceous plants {Cycas revoluta,
2amia integri/olia, etc.).

II

—

rhomboides)

found in certain Turbellaria.
Sa'gO (sa'go), n. [Malay, sagu.'] A dry granulated
starch imported from the East Indies, mucli used for
making puddings and as an article of diet for the sick

genus

;

(Diplodus, or Lagodon,

Sag'lt-ta'ted (-ta'tSd), a. Sagittal ; sagittate.
[See Sagitta, and
Sag'lt-to-cyst (sSj'it-to-sTst), n.
Cyst.]
(Zool.) A defensive cell containing a minute
rodlike structure which may be expelled. Such cells are

The

;

;

ward.

II

;

(

A

71.

Sall'lng (sal'Ing), n. 1. The act of one who, or that
which, sails tlie motion of a vessel on water, impelled
by wind or steam the act of starting on a voyage.
2. {Naut.) The art of managing a vessel seamanship
navigation as, globular sailing ; oblique sailing.
^W° For the several methods of sailing, see under Circular, Globular, Oblique, Parallel, etc.
Sailing master U. S. Navy), formerly, a warrant officer,
ranliing next below a Keutenant, whose duties were to
navigate the vessel, and under the direction of the executive officer to attend to the stowage of tlie licld, to tije
cables, rigging, etc. The grade was merged in that of
master in 1862.
Sail'less (sal'lSs), a. Destitute of sails.
Pollok.
Sail'mak'er (-mak'er), n. One whose occupation is
to make or repair sails.
Sall'lliak'ing, n.
Sail'or (-er), re. One who follows the business of navigating ships or other vessels one who understands tl'e
practical management of ships one of the crew of a vessel
a mariner ; a common seaman.
;

—

Q

;;

SAINT

II

acal constellation, represented on maps and globes as a
centaur shooting an arrow.
[See SAoiTTAEins.]
Sag'it-ta-ry (saj'it-ta-ri^), n.
1. {Myth.) A centaur ; a fabulous being, half man, half
Shak.
horse, armed with a bow and quiver.
so called from having a
2. The Arsenal in Venice ;
Shak.
figure of an archer over the door.
Pertaining to, or
[L. Sagittarius.']
Sag'lt-ta-ry, a.
Sir T. Browne.
resembling, an arrow.
Sag'it-tate (-tat), a. [NL.
sagillatus, fr. L. sagitta an arrow.] Shaped like an arrowhead ; triangular, witli the two
basal angles prolonged downSagittate Leaf,

;

;

ice,

idea,

HI

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd

;

—
—

"

;;
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SAINT
frequently prevailing during late autumn in England and
so called from St. Marthe Mediterranean countries
It corresponds
tin's festival, occurring on November 11.
to the Indian summer in America. Shak\ Whitiier.
Ilhisl.
Saint Patrick's cross. See
4, under Ckoss. — Saint
Patrick's Day, tlie 17th of March, anniversary of the death
(about 466) of St. Patrick, the apostle and patron saint of
Saint Peter's fish. {Zo'ul.) See John Dory, unIreland.
Saint Peter's-wort (Bot.), a name of several
der John.
plants, as Jli/pericum Ascyron, H. quadranguluvi, Ascyrum sia7is, etc. Saint Peter's wreath (BoL), a shrubby
kind of Spir;ea (S. hypericifjoUa), having long, slender
branches covered with clusters of small white blossoms
in spring.
Saint's bell. See Sancius bell, under Sanctus.
so called from the
Saint Vitus's dance (Jfe/.), chorea;
supposed cures wrought on intercession to this saint.
Saint (sant), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Sainted p. pr. &
vb. n. Sainting.]
To make a saint of to enroll among
the saints by an official act, as of the pope to canonize
to give the title or reputation of a saint to (some one).
A larffo hospital, erected by a shoemaker who has been beatiAddison.
fied, though never sainlal.
To saint it, to act as a saint, or with a show of piety.
Pope.
Wliether tlie charmer sinner it or saint it.
Shak.
Saint, V. i. To act or live as a saint. [iJ.]
Salnt'dom (-diim), n. The state or character of a
saint.
[-R.]
Tennyson.
1. Consecrated
sacred holy pious.
Salnt'ed, a.
" A most sainted king."
Shak.
Milton.
Amongst the enthroned gods on sainted seats.
2. Entered into heaven
a euphemism for dead.
Bp. Fisher.
Salnt'ess, n. A female saint. [iJ.]
Salnt'hood (-hS6d), re. 1. The state of being a saint
the condition of a saint.
Walpole.
2. The order, or united body, of saints saints, considered collectively.
It was supposed he felt no call to any expedition that might
endanger the reign of the military .sainthood.
Sir W. Scott.
Saint'lsh, a. Somewhat saintlike
used ironically.
Salnt'lsm (-tz'm), n. The character or quality of
saints also, hypocritical pretense of holiness.
Wood.
Salnt'like' (-lik'), a. Resembling a saint suiting a
saint becoming a saint saintly.
;

—

have large

—

Sa'kl (sa'ke),

Sal

II

—

—

rina [L.] (OW CAem.), common salt, or sodium chloride.
Sal Cyrenaicus.
[NL.] (Old Chem.) See Sal ammoniac,
Sal de duobns, Sal dupUcatum [NL.] (Old Chem.),
above.

—

;

—

Dryden.

+

I

is

for the sake of

;

H. James.

quality or con-

Duke of Argyll.

—

;

;

;

—

;

A

the common bumet (Poterium
Sanguisorba), sometimes eaten as a salad in Italy.
Sal'ade (-ad), re. A helmet. See Sallet.
Sal'ad-ing (-ad-tng), re. Vegetables for salad.
Sal'se-ra'tus (-e-rti'tus), re. See Saleratcs.
Sal'a-gane (s51'a-gan), re. [From the Chinese name.]
{Zool.) The esculent swallow.
See under Esculent.
Sal'al-ber'ry (sai'SI-bSr'ry), re. [Probably of American Indian origin.] {Bot.) The edible fruit of t\\e Gaiiltheria Shallon, an ericaceous shrub found from California northwards.
The berries are about the size of a
common grape and of a dark purple color.

viii. 21.

Milton.

;

The

him.

to

The

;

11^^ The 'S of the possessive case preceding sake is
sometimes omitted for euphony as, for goodness salce.
conscience safe."
1 Cor. x. 28.
often used with a possessive plural.
sokes." Shak.

—

Salad

for the sake
Sir W. Hamilton.

"For

exciseman

Prof. IVilson.

I. Watts.
Leaves eaten raw are termed salad.
dish composed of chopped meat or fish, esp.
chicken or lobster, mixed with lettuce or other vegetables, and seasoned with oil, vinegar, mustard, and other
condiments as, chicken salad ; lobster salad.

2.

man, and not man

is

to the

A

Will he draw out,

Knowledge

salaam

or perform a salam.

;

;

of knowledge.

To make

as Salam.

Sal'ad (sSl'ad), re. [F. salade, Olt. salata. It. insalata, fr. salare to salt, fr. L. sal salt.
See Salt, and cf.
Slaw.] 1.
preparation of vegetables, as lettuce, celery, water cress, onions, etc., usually dressed with salt,
vinegar, oil, and spice, and eaten for giving a relish to
other food ; as, lettuce salad; tomato salad, etc.

;

Oen.

v. i.

—

;

finite to infinite ?

Same

re.

have salaamed and kowtowed

;

;

For anger's sake,

(sa-lam'),

Sal'a-ble (-b'l), a. [From Sale.] Capable of being
sold
fit to be sold
finding a ready market.
Sal'able-ness, re.
Sal'a-Wy, adv.
Sa-la'clOUS (sa-la'shus), a. [L. salax, -ads, fond of
leaping, lustful, fr. satire to leap.
See Salient.] Having a propensity to venery
lustful
lecherous. Dryden.
Sa-la'clous-ness, re.
Sa-la'cious-ly, adv.
Sa-lac'1-ty (sa-lSs'I-ty), re. [L. salacitas : cf. F. salacite.] Strong propensity to venery lust lecherousness.

[OE. sake cause, also, lawsuit, fault,
a cause or suit at law alcin to D. zaak
cause, thing, ailair, 6. sache thing, cause in law, OHG.
sahha, Icel. sok, Sw. sak, Dan. sag, Goth, sakjo strife,
AS. sacan to contend, strive, Goth, sakan, Icel. saka to
contend, strive, blame, OHG. sahhan, MHG. sachen to
contend, strive, defend one's right, accuse, charge in a
lawsuit, and also to E. seek.
Of. Seek.] Final cause
end purpose of obtaining cause motive reason
interest concern account
regard or respect
used
chiefly in such phrases as, for the sake of, for his sake,
for man's sake, for mercy's sake, and the like as, to
commit crime for the sake of gain to go abroad for the
sake of one's health.
Moved with wrath and shame and ladies' sake. Spenser.
I will not again curse the ground any more for man's sake.

—

;

—

—

Sal'a-l)ll'i-ty (sal'a-bil'T-ty), re.
salableness.
;

re.

;

—

—

dition of being salable

Sapajou.

;

Sa-laam'

Sa-laam',

;

;

—

Finally, Josiah might Iiave made his
just as he was folding up that letter.

—

;

;

;

—

II

—

;

vitriol,

—

Salnt'-Sl-mo'nl-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The principles,
doctrines, or practice of the Saint-Simonians
called
also Saint-Simonism.
Saith (sSth), 3d pers. sing.pres. of Say. [Archaic]
Salthe (sath), n. [Gael, saoidhean.'] (Zool.) The
pollock, or coalfish ;
called also sillock.
[8001.]
Sal'va (saT'va or si'va), n. [Skr. gaiva devoted to
Siva.] One of an important religious sect in India which
regards Siva with peculiar veneration.
Sal'vism (-vTz'm), n. The worship of Siva.
Sa-]ene' (sa-jen'), re. Same as Sagene.
Sa'jou (sa'joo F. sa'zhoo'), n. [F.] {Zool.) Same as

;

—

—

&

;

—

or ferrous sulphate —the alchemical name
of iron being Mars.
Sal microcosmicum. [NL.] (ORl
Chem.) See Microcosmic salt, under Miceocosmic.
Sal
plumbi [NL.] (Old Chem.), sugar of lead. —Sal pmnella.
(Old Chem.) See Prunella sail, under 1st Prunella. —Sal
Saturnl [NL.] (Old Chem.), sugar of lead, or lead acetate
tlie alchemical name of lead being Sotiirn.
Sal sedativus [NL.] (Old Chem.), sedative salt, or boric acid.
Sal Selgnette [F. seignette, sel de seignette] (Chem.), Rochelle salt.
Sal soda (Chem.), sodium carbonate.
See
under Sodium.
Sal vitriol! [NL.] (Old Chem.), white
vitriol; zinc sulphate. —Sal volatile.
[NL.] (a) (Chem.)
See Sal ammoniac, above, (b) Spirits of ammonia.

green

Salnt-Ol'O-glSt (sant-Sl'o-jTst), n. [Saint
-logy
-ist.']
(yAeoZ.) One who writes the lives of saints,
[i?.]
Saint'Ship, n. The character or qualities of a saint.
Salnt'-Si-mo'nl-an (-st-mo'nT-an), n. A follower of
the Comit de St. Simon, who died in 1825, and who maintained that the principle of property held in common,
and the just division of the fruits of common labor
among the members of society, are the true remedy for
the social evils which exist.
Brande
C.

;

—

—

re.

strife,

—

alkaline.
Sal dlureticus [NL.l (OW J/erf. C/iem.), potassium acetate.
Sal enixum
[NL.] (Old Med. Chem.),
acid potassium sulphate.
Sal gemmae [NL.] (Old Min.),
common salt occurring native.
Sal Jovis [NL.] (Old
Chem.), salt of tin, or stannic chloride
the alchemical
name of tin being Jove. S&\ Martis [NL.] (Old Chem.),

;

(sak),

—

potassium sulphate
so called because erroneously
supposed to be composed of two salts, one acid and one

Quality of being saintly.
ICompar. Saintlieb (-li-er) ; superl.
Saint'ly, a.
Saintliest.] Like a saint becoming a holy person.
So dear to Heaven is saintly chastity.
Milton.

Sake

an impure potassium

—

;

AS. sacu

sal,

carbonate obtamed from the ashes of wormwood (Artemisia Absinthium).
Sa.\ acetosellce [NL.] (Old Chem.),
salt of sorrel.— Sal alembroth. (Old Chem.) See AlemBROTH.
Sal ammoniac (Chem.), ammonium chloride,
NH4CI, a white crystalline volatile substance having a
sharp salty taste, obtained from gas works, from nitrogenous matter, etc. It is largely employed as a source
of ammonia, as a reagent, and as an expectorant in bronchitis.
So called because originally made from the soot
from camel's dung at the temple of Jupiter Amman in
Africa. GaWei ai&o muriate of umvionia.
Sal cathartiCU8 [NL.] (Old Med. C/iem.), Epsom salts. — Sal culina-

—

;

[Hind,

re.

&

—

+

(sal),

Sal abslnthli [NL.] {Old Chem.),

;

(-IT-nSs),

ti,

ciple.

;

Salntll-ness

[Skr.]

re.

plural sa/res

"For both our

&

Sa'ker (sa'ker), re. [F. sacre (c£. It. sagro, Sp.
Pg. sacre), eitlier fr. L. sacer sacred, holy, as a translation of Gr. ie'paf falcon, from Upo'; lioly, or more probably from Ar. ^aqr hawk.]
[Written also sacar, sacre.]
1. {Zool.) (a) A falcon {Falco sacer) native of Southern Europe and Asia, closely resembling the lanner.
jy°" The female is called chargh, and the male charghela, or sakeret.
(t) The peregrine falcon.
[Prov. Eng.]
2. {Mil.) A small piece of artillery.
Wilhelm.
On the bastions were planted culverins and sakers. Macaulay.
The culverins and safcrs showing their deadly muzzles over
the rampart.
Hawthorne.
Sa'ker-et (sa'ker-5t), re. [F. saeret. See Saker.]
{Zool.) The male of the saker («).
Sa'kl (sa'kt), n. [Cf. F.
Pg. saki; probably from
the native name.] {Zool.) Any one of several species of
South American monkeys of the genus Pithecia. They

bnmet

(Bot.),

Sa-lam' (sa-lam'), re. [Ar. salam peace, safety.]
salutation or compliment of ceremony in the East by
word or act an obeisance, performed by bowing very
low and placing the right palm on the forehead. [^Written also salaam.]
Sal'a-man'der (sSl'a-mJtn'der), «.. [F. salamandre,
cf. Per. samander,
L. salamandra, Gr. tyaKa^dv&pa
samandel.] 1. {Zool.) Any one of numerous species of
II

A

;

;

&

Gse,

unite,

r^}de,

full,

fip,

am

;

pity

Spotted Salamander (Amblystoma punctatum).
;

iobi, ftfbt

;

out,

oil

;

They

scales.

Skr. fdla.] .{Bot.) An East In- White-headed Saki (PrtAecia leucocepitala). ()^)
dian timber tree {Shorea robusta), much used for building purposes.
It is of a light
brown color, close-grained, heavy, and durable. [Written
also saul.]
Sal (sal), re. [L. See Salt.] (CAerei.
PAarrei.) Salt.

;

Glossed over only with a saintlike show.

salamanders have, like lizards, an elongated
feet, and a long tail, but are destitute of
are true Amphibia, related to the frogs.
Formerly, it was a superstition tliat tlie salamander
could hve in fire without harm, and even extinguish it
by the natural coldness of its body.
I have maintained that salamander of yours with fire any
time this two and thirty years.
Shak.
Whereas it is commonly said that salamander extm^ni^heih
fire, we have found by experience that on hot coals, it dieth immediately.
Sir T. Browne.
2. {Zool.) The pouched gopher {Geomys tuza) of the
Southern United States.
3. A culinary utensil of metal with a plate or disk
body, four

The divine

{Hind. Myth.)

or less terrestrial in their habits.

^^^ The

energy, personified as the wife
of a deity (Brahma, Vishnu,
Siva, etc.); tlie female prin-

;

;

more

alcoIt Is

Japan.

made from rice.
Sak'tl (siik'te),

;

;

The

re.

drink of

holic

;

;

Urodela, belonging to Salamandra, Amblystoma, Pleth^
odon, and various allied genera, especially those that are

not pr&

backed, or hand-drinking, saki
(P. chiropoles), are among the
best-known.

;

;

is

J^^The

—

;

which

hensile.

—

—

tail

black saki (Piihecia
satanas), the white-headed (P.
leucocephala), and the red-

—

—

SALIC

and a long hairy

ears,

;

chair

;

go

;

(}{)

whicli is heated, and held over pastry, etc., to brown it.
Halliioell.
4.
large poker.
[Prov. Eng.]
5. {Metal.) Solidified material in a furnace hearth.
Giant salamander.
(Zool.) See under Giant.
Salamander's hair or wool (Min.), a species of asbestus or mineral flax. [Obs.] Bacon.

A

—

Sal'a-man-dri'na (s51'a-mSn-drI'na), re. pi. [NL.]
A suborder of Urodela, comprising salamanders.
Sal'a-man'drine (-man'drln), a. Of, pertaining to,
Addison.
or resembling, a salamander enduring fire.
Sal'a-man'droid (-droid), a. [Salamander -\- -aid.]
{Zool.) Like or pertaining to the salamanders.
Sal'a-man-droi'de-a (-droi'de-a), re. pi. [NL.] {Zool.) A division of Ampliibia including the salamanders
and allied groups the Urodela.
Sal'am-Stone' (sSl'am-ston' or sa-lam'-), re. {3Iin.)
A kind of blue sapphire brouglit from Ceylon.
Dana.
Sa-Ian'ga-na (sa-15n'ga-na), re. The salagane.
paid
Sal'a-ried (sSl'a^rid), a. Receiving a salary
by a salary having a salary attached as, a salaried
II

{Zool.)

;

II

;

;

;

;

a salaried oifice.
Sal'a-ry (sSl'a^ry), a. [L. salarius.] Saline. [Obs.]
Sal'a-ry (sSl'a-ry), re. / pi. Salaries (-riz). [F. so,laire, L. solarium, originally, salt money, the money
given to the Roman soldiers for salt, which was a part
of their pay, fr. salarius belonging to salt, fr. sal salt.
See Salt.] The recompense or consideration paid, or
stipulated to be paid, to a person at regular intervals for
services fixed regular wages, as by the year, quarter, or
montli stipend hire.
This is hire and salary, not re^'enge.
Shtxk.
(H^^ Recompense for services paid at, or reckoned by,
short intervals, as a day or week, is usually called wages'.
Syn.
Stipend pay ; wages hire allowance.
[imp. &p. p. Salaried (-rTd) p. pf.
Sal'a-ry, ". t.
& vb. re. Salaeying (-ri-Tng).] To pay, or agree to pay,
a salary to to attach a salary to as, to salary a clerk
to salary a position.
Spenser.
Sale (sal), re. See 1st Sallow. [Obs.]
Sale, re. [Icel. sola, sal, akin to E. sell. See Sell,
V. t.]
1. The act of selling; the transfer of property,
or a contract to transfer the ownership of property, from
one person to another for a valuable consideration, or
for a price in money.
2. Opportunity of selling demand
market.
officer

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

They

;

have ready sale for them.
Spenser.
3. Public disposal to the highest bidder, or exposure of
goods in market auction.
Sir W. Temple.
Bill of sale.
See under Bill.
Of sale. On sale. For
sale, to be bought or sold
offered to purchasers in the
market.
To set to sale, to offer for sale to put up for
purchase ; to make merchandise of. [Obs.]
Milton.
shall

;

—

—

;

;

;

Sale'a-Me (-a-b'l), a., Sala'a-bly, adv.,
Salable, Salably, etc.
Sal'eb (sSl'gb), re. {Med.) See Salep.

See

etc.

Roughness or
re.
Feliham.
Sal'e-brous (s51'e-brus), a. [L. salebrosus, fr. salebra
a rugged road, fr. saKre to leap.] Rough; rugged. [Obs.]
Sal'ep (sSl'Sp), re. [Ar. sahleb, perhaps a corruption
of an Arabic word for fox, one Ar. name of the orchis
Sal'e-bros'1-ty (sSl'e-brSs'T-ty),
ruggedness. [06^.1

signifying literally, fox's testicles cf. F. salep.] [Written also saleb, Salop, and saloop.] The dried tubers of
various species of Orchis, and Enlophia. It is used to
make a nutritious beverage by treating the powdered
preparation with hot water.
U. S. Disp.
so
Sal'e-ra'tUS (sSl'e-ra'ttis), re. [NL. sal aeratus
called because it is a source of fixed air (carbon dioxide).
Chem.)
Ai;rated
See Sal, and Aerated.] {Old
salt; a
white crystalline substance h.aving an alkaline taste and
reaction, consisting of sodium bicarbonate (see under
Sodium). It is largely used in cooking, with sour milk
(lactic acid) or cream of tartar as a substitute for yeast.
It is also an ingredient of most baking powders, and is
used in the preparation of effervescing drinks.
Sales'man (salz'mnn), re. ; pi. Salesmen (-men).
One who sells anything; one whose
[Sale -\- man.]
occupation is to sell goods or merchandise.
:

;

Sales'wom'an

(salz'wooin'ifn), «.

,•

pi.

—

Saleswomen

(-wim'Sn). A woman whose occupation is to sell goods
or merchandise.
Sale'WOrk' (sal'wfirk'), «. Work or things made for
liencc, work done carelessly or slightingly.
sale
Shak.
;

Sa'll-an

"

Denoting a tribe of Franks
theni.selves early in tlie fourtli century on

(sii'''-"")!

who ostablislied

the river Sala [now Yssel]
Sa'li-ant (sii'lT-nnt), a.

;

Salic.

—

re.

A

Salian Frank.

{Her.) Same as Salijsnt.
Sal'l-aunce (sitl'I-fliis), re. [See Sally.] Salience ; on" So fierce sn/mHrefc
slaught.
[Obs.]
Spenser.
Sal'ic (sitl'ilc), a. [F. salitpie, fr. the Salian Franks,
who, in the fiftli century, formed a body of laws called
in Latin leges Sallctc.]
Of or pertaining to the Saliau
Fi'anks, or to the Salic law so colled.
[Also saligiic]
Salic law.
(a) A code of laws formed bv the Salian
Franks in the fifth century. By one provision of this
code women were excluded from "tho inheritance of landed property, (b) Specifically, in modern times, a law

sins, igk

j

then, thin

;

bON

;

2I1

=z

in axuie.

;;

N
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supposed to be a special application of the above-mentioned provision, in accordance with which males alone
can inherit the throne. Tliis law has obtained in France,
and at times in other countries of Europe, as Spain.

See Salt.] 1. Consisting of salt, or containing salt ; as,
saline particles saline substances a saline cathartic.
2. Of the quality of salt ; salty as, a saline taste.
Sa'line (sa'lin or sa^lIn' ; '111), re. [Cf. F. saline. See
Saline, a.~] A salt spring ; a place where salt water is
collected in the earth.
Sal'ine (sai'In), re. l. (Chem.)
crude potash obtained from beet-root residues and other similar sources.
[Written also salin.1
2, (Med. Chem.)
metallic salt ; esp., a salt of potassium, sodium, lithium, or magnesium, used in medicine.
Sa-Une'ness (sa-lin'nSs), re. The quality or state of

A

white crystalline substance.
(.Chem.) The
-yl.2
Sal'I-cyl (-sil), n. ISalicin
hypothetical radical of salicylic acid and of certain re-

+

lated compounds.
aldehyde.'}
ISalicyHc
Sal'l-cyl'al (-sil'Sl), n.
(Chem.) A thin, fragrant, colorless oil, HO.C^H4.CHO,
found in the flowers of meadow sweet (Spiriea), and also
obtained by oxidation of salicin, saligenin, etc. It reddens on exposure. Called also salicylol, salicylic aldehyde, and formerly salicylous, or spiroylous, acid.
Sal'i-cyl'ate (-at), 7i. (Chem.) A salt of salicylic acid.
(Chem.) Pertaining to, deSal'i-cyl'ic (-sTl'Ik), a.
rived from, or designating, an acid formerly obtained by

+

Q

fusing salicin with potassium hydroxide, and now made
in large quantities from phenol (carbolic acid) by the
action of carbon dioxide on heated sodium phenolate. It
It is used as an antiis a white crystalline substance.
septic, and in its salts in the treatment of rheumatism.
Called also hydroxybenzoic acid.
Sal'l-oyl'ide (sSl'I-sTl'Id or -id), re. \_Salicyl\c
anhydride.] (Chem.) A white crystalline substance obtained by dehydration of salicylic acid.
(Chem.) A compound of saliSal'l-cyl'ite (-Jt), re.
cylal
named after the analogy of a salt.
ISalicyUc -\- L. o^eum oil.]
Sal'l-cyl'Ol (-51), re.
(Chem.) Same as Salictlal.
Sa-lic'y-IOUS (sa-lls'l-liis or sSl'i-sil'us), a. (Chem.)
Pertaining to, or designating, a substance formerly called
salicylous acid, and now salicylal.
[Obs.']
Sa'll-ence (sa'lT-ens), n. [See Sament.] 1. The quality or condition of being salient ; a leaping ; a springing

;

;

;

A

A

being salt saltness.
Sal'1-niI'er-OUS (sSl'i-nTf'er-us), a.
ISaline -\- -/erous.']
Same as Salifekous.
Sa-lln'1-torm (sa-lInT-form), a. Having the form or
the quaUties of a salt, especially of coimnon salt.
Carpenter.
Sa-Iin'i-ty (-ty), «. Salineness.
SaH-nom'e-ter (s51'i-n6m'e-ter), re. ISdline -\- -me;

ter.]

A salimeter.

Sa-Un'OUS

(sa-Un'fis), a.
Saline.
[_Obs.]
sa-lek'), a.
[F.] Salic.

Shak.

Sal'lque (sSl'ik or

She f ulmined out her scorn of laws

saliqve.

I'ennyson,

re.
The quality or condition
Addison.
[imp.
p. p. Sallied (-lid)
p. pr. & vb. re. Sallying.] [F. sailUr, fr. L. salire to
leap, spring, akin to Gr. aAAeo-flai cf Skr. sf to go, to
flow.
Cf. Salient, Assail, Assault, Exult, Insult,
Saltation, Saltike.] To leap or rush out to burst
iorth to issue suddenly, as a body of troops from a forto make a sally.
tified place to attack besiegers
They break the truce, and sallij out by night. Dryden.
The foe retires, — she heads the sallying host.
Byron.
Sal'ly, re. ; pi. Sallies (-ITz). [F. saillie, fr. saillir.
See Sally, v.] 1. A leaping forth ; a darting a spring.
2. A rushing or bursting forth
a quick issue a sudden eruption specifically, an issuing of troops from a
place besieged to attack the besiegers a sortie.
Sallies were made by the Spaniards, but they were beaten in

SallOW-neSB

(sSl'lo-nSs),

of being sallow.

Sal'ly

(sSl'iy), v.

&

i.

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

with

loss.
Bacon.
3. An excursion from the usual track ; range ; digression; deviation.
Every one shall know a country better that makes often sallies into it, and traverses it up and down, than he that . .
goes
still round in the same track.
Locke.
4. A flight of fancy, liveliness, wit, or the like; a
flashing forth of a quick and active mind.
The unaffected mirth with which she enjoyed his sallies.
.

Sal'i-re'tln (sSl'I-re'tin), «. ISaligenin -f- Gr. pijTit/r)
resm.] (Chem.) A yellow amorphous resinoid substance
obtained by the action of dilute acids on saligenin.
Sir W. Scott.
Sal'iS-bu'ri-a (sai'Is-bu'rT-a), re. [Named after R.
5. Transgression of the limits of soberness or steadiA. Salisbury, an English botanist.] (Sot.) The ginkgo
levity
wild
gayety
frolic
ness
act
of
escapade.
tree (Ginkgo hiloba, or Salisburia adiantifolia).
[L. saliius, p. p. of salire to The excursion was esteemed but a sally of youth. Sir H. Wotion.
Sal'lte (sSl'It), V. t.
Sally port, (a) (Fort.) A postern gate, or a passage unTo season with salt to salt. [Ois.]
salt, fr. sal salt.]
Sa'Ute (sa'lit), re. [So called from Sala, a town in derground, from the inner to the outer works, to afford
egress for troops in a sortie. (6) (Naval) A large
Sweden.] (Min.) A massive lamellar variety of pyrox- free
port on each quarter of a fireshi^, for the escape of the
[Written also sahlite.]
ene, of a dingy green color.
men into boats when the train is hred a large port in an
Sa-li'va (sa-li'va), re. [L. cf. Gr. cri'aAoi'.] (Physiol.) old-fashioned three-decker or a large modem ironclad.
The secretion from the salivary glands.
Sally Lunn' (liiu'). [From a woman, Sally Jyunn,
(1^°" In man the saliva Is a more or less turbid and who is said to have first made the cakes, and sold them in
slightly viscid fluid, generally of an alkaline reaction, the streets of Bath, Eng.] A tea cake slightly sweetand is secreted by the parotid, submaxillary, and sub- ened, and raised with yeast, baked in the
form of biscuits
lingual glands. In the mouth the saliva is mixed with
the secretion from the buccal glands. The secretions or in a thin loaf, and eaten hot with butter.
Sal'ly-man (-mSn), re. (Zodl.) The velella
called
from the individual salivary glands have their owii speforward an assaulting.
2. The quality or state of projecting, or being pro- cial characteristics, and these are not the same in all ani- also saleeman.
saliva, i. e., saliva
mals.
In
man
and
many
animals
mixed
(sam),
re.
Psalm.
[Obs."]
Piers
Salm
Plowman.
jected projection protrusion.
Sir W. Hamilton.
composed of the secretions of all three of the salivary
Sal'ma-gUU'dl (sSl'ma-gun'dt), re. [F. salmigondis,
Sa'U-en-cy (-Sn-sJ ), n. Quality of being salient hence, glands, is an important digestive fluid on account of the
of uncertain origin perhaps from L. salgama condita,
" A fatal lack of poetic saliency."
vigor.
J. Morley. presence of the peculiar enzyme, ptyalin.
pi. salgama pickles -f- condita preserved (see Condite) ;
Sa'11-ent (-ent), a.
[L. saliens, -entis, p. pr. of salire
Sa-li'val (-vol 277), a. Salivary.
or from the Countess Salmagondi, lady of honor to Maria
to leap cf. F. .millant. See Sally, re. & v. t.] 1. MovSal'1-vant (sSl'T-vant), a. [L. salivans, p. pr. of sali- de Medici, who is said to have invented it or cf It.
ing by leaps or springs
leaping bounding jumping.
vare.
See
Salivate.]
Producing
salivation.
salame salt meat, and F. salmis a ragout.] 1. A mixture
" Frogs and salient animals."
Sir T. Browne.
Sal'1-vant, re. That which produces salivation.
of chopped meat and pickled herring, with oil, vinegar,
2. Shooting out or up
springing ; projecting.
[L, salivarius slimy, pepper, and onions.
Sal'1-va-ry (sSl'I-va-ry), a.
Johnson.
He had in himself a salient, living spring of generous and clammy: cf. F. salivaire.] (Physiol.) Of or pertaining
2. Hence, a mixture of various ingredients^; an olio
Burke.
manly action.
to saliva producing or carrying saliva as, the salivary or medley
a potpourri a miscellany.
W. Irving.
3. Hence, figuratively, forcing itself on the attention
ferment the salivary glands the salivary ducts, etc.
Sal'ml (eal'me), re. (Cookery) Same as Salmis.
prominent; conspicuous; noticeable.
[imp. & p. p. Salivated
Sal'i-vate (-vat), v. t.
Sal'ml-ac (sSl'mT-Sk), re. [Cf. F. salmiac, G. salgeneral
compreHe [Granville] had neither salient traits, nor
(-va'tSd) p. pr. & vb. re. Salivating.]
[L. salivatus, miak.] (Old Chem.) Sal ammoniac.
See vmder Sal.
Bancroft.
hensiveness of mind.
See Saliva.] To produce
p. p. of salivare to salivate.
Sal'mis' (s^l'me'), re. [F.] (Cookery) A ragout of
4. (Math. &Fort.) Projecting outwardly as, a salient an abnormal flow of saliva in to produce salivation or partly roasted game stewed with sauce,
wine, bread, and
angle
opposed to reentering. See Ulusl. of Bastion. ptyalism in, as by the use of mercury.
condiments suited to provoke appetite.
5. (Her.) Represented in a leaping
Sal'l-va'tion (-va'shiin), re. [L. salivatio; cf. F. saSalm'on (s5m'5n), re. / pi. Salmons (-iinz) or (collectposition as, a lion salient.
livation.]
(Physiol.) The act or process of salivating; ively) Salmon.
[OE. saumoun, salmon, F. saumon, fr.
Salient angle. See Salient, a., 4.
an excessive secretion of saliva, often accompanied with L. salmo, salmonis, perhaps from salire to leap. Cf.
Salient polygon (Geom.), a polygon all
soreness of the mouth and gums ptyalism.
Sally, v.] 1. (Zodl.) Any one of several species of fishes
of whose angles are salient.
Salient
51^°° It may be induced by direct chemical or mechan- of the genus Salmo and allied genera. The common
polyhedron (©eom.), a polyhedron all of
ical stimulation, as in vigorous mastication of some tastesalmon (Salmo salar) of Northern Europe and Eastern
whose solid angles are saUent.
less substance like rubber, or indirectly by some agent North America, and the California salmon, or quinnat,
which affects the whole system, as mercury compounds.
Sall-ent, re. (Fori.) A salient angle
are the most important species. They are extensively
or part a projection.
Sa-ll'VOUS (sa-li'viis), a. [L. salivosus: cf. F. sali- preserved for food. See Quihnat.
Sa1i-ent-ly, adv. In a salient manveux.] Pertaining to saliva; of the nature of saliva.
ner.
Sails (saliks), re. / jciZ. Salices (s4-li'sez). [L., the
Sa-llf'er-OUS (si-lTfer-iSs), a. [L. sal salt -f- -ferous.'} wUlow.] (Bot.) (a) A genus of trees or shrubs includProducing, or impregnated with, salt.
ing the willow, osier, and the like, growing usually in
SaJlferons rocks (Geol.), the New Red Sandstone system
wet grounds, (b) A tree or shrub of any kind of willow.
of some geologists
so called because, in Europe, this
SS'len-ders (s51'len-derz), re. pi. [F. solandres, soformation contains beds of salt. The saliferous beds of landre.'] (Far.) An eruption on the hind leg of a horse.
New York State belong largely to the Salina period of [Written also sellanders, and sellenders.']
the Upper Silurian. See the Chart of Geology.
On the inside of the hock, or a little below it, as well as at the
Common Salmon iSalmo salar).
[Cf. F. salifiable. See
Sal'1-fi'a-ble (sai'I-fl'a-bl), a.
bend of the knee, there is occasionally a scurfy eruption called
Salify.] (Chem.) Capable of neutralizing an acid to " maUenders " in the fore leg, and " sallenders " in the hind leg.
The salmons ascend rivers and penetrate to their
B^p"
Youatt.
form a salt
said of bases thus, ammonia is salifiable.
head streams to spawn. They are remarkably strong
Sal'let (sSl'lSt), re. [F. salade, Sp. celada, or It. ce- fishes, and will even leap over considerable falls which
SaM-fl-Ca'tlon (-fl-ka'shiin), re. [Cf. F. salification.']
(Chem.) The act, process, or result of salifying; the lata, fr. L. (cassis) caelata, fr. caelare,
lie in the way of their progress.
The common salmon
So
caelatum, to engrave in relief.
has been known to grow to the weight of seventy-five
state of being salified.
pounds more generally it is from fifteen to twenty-five
called from the figures engraved upon
[imp. &p. p. Saluted (-fTd)
Sal'l-fy (sSl'i-fi), V. t.
pounds. Young salmon are called parr, peal, small, and
p. pr. & vb. re. Salifyino (-fl'ing).] [F. salifier ; from it.] A light kind of helmet, with or
griUe. Among the true salmons are Black salmon, or
See without a visor, introduced during the
L. sal salt
-ficare (only in comp.) to make.
Lake salmon, the namaycush. — Dog salmon, a salmon of
-FY.] (Chem.) (a) To combine or impregnate with a salt.
15th century. [Written also salade.']
Western North America (Oncorhynchus Ae^d).
Humpto convert into a salt
as, to
(6) To form a salt with
Then he must have a sallet wherewith his
backed salmon, a Pacific-coast salmon (Oncorhynchus gorLatimer.
head may be saved.
salify a base or an acid.
buscha).
King salmon, the quinnat.
Landlocked salmon,
a variety of the common salmon (var. Sebago), long conSa-Ug'e-nln (sa-llj'e-ntn), re. [fi'aZicin
-gen.']
Salad.
Sal'let, Sal 'let -ing, re.
fined in certain lakes in consequence of obstructions
(Chem.) A phenol alcohol obtained, by the decomposi- [Obs.]
Shak
that prevented it from returning to the sea. This last is
tion of salicin, as a white crystalline substance
called
Salli-ance (-IT-ans), re. Salience. [Obs.]
called also dwarf salmon.
also hydroxy-bemyl alcohol.
Sallow (sSl'lo), re. [OE. salwe, AS. sealh; akin to
Among fishes of other families which are locally and
Sal'1-got (sSl'T-got), re. [F.] (So/.) The water chest- OHG. salaha, G. salweide, Icel. selja, L. salix, Ir. sail,
erroneously called salmon are the pike perch, called
nut (Trapa nutans).
1. The
saileach, Gael, seileach, W. helyg, Gr. eXiK?;.]
jack .salmon J the spotted, or southern, squeteague the
Tennyson. cabrilla, called kelp salmon; young pollock, called sea
Sal-im'e-ter (sal-Im'e-ter), re. [L. sal salt -\- -meter.'] willow willow twigs. [Poetic]
An instrument for measuring the amount of salt present
Fawkes. salmon ; and the California yellowtail.
And bend the pliant sallow to a shield.
in any given solution.
[Written also salometer.]
2. A reddish yellow or orange color, like tlie flesh ot
The sallow knows the basketmaker*6 thumb. Emerson.
Sal-im'e-try (-try), re. The art or process of measuthe salmon.
2. (Bot.) A name given to certain species of willow,
ing the amount of salt in a substance.
Salmon beriy- (Bot.), a large red raspberry glowing from
flexible shoots, as
have
which
do
not
especially
those
Sa-li'na (sa-ll'na), re. [Cf. L. salinae, pi., salt works,
Alaska to California, the fruit of the Rubus N^itkanus.
from sal salt. See Salinb, o.] 1. A salt marsh, or salt Salix caprea, S. cinerea, etc.
Salmon killer (Zodl.), a stickleback (Gasterosieus cataSallow thorn (Bot.), a European thorny shrub (Hipvo- phractus) of Western North America and Northern Asia.
pond, inclosed from the sea.
phae rho/nmoides) much like an Elaeagnus. The yellow
Salmon ladder, Salmon stair.
See Fisli ladder, under
2. Salt works.
making
jelly,
and
the
sometimes
used
for
are
Fish.
Salmon peel, a young salmon. — Salmon pipe, a
Sa-li'na pe'ri-od (pe'rT-iid). [So called from Salina, berries
plant affords a yellow dye.
Salmon
certain device for catching salmon. Crabb.
a town in New York.] (Geol.) The period in which the
ft'w«a).
Sal'lOW, a. [Conipar. Sallowee (-er) superl. Sal- trout. (Zonl.) (a) The European sea trout (/Sato; o smaller
American Upper Silurian sy.stem, containing the brineIt resembles the salmon, but is smaller, and has
sabiw,
OHG.
salo,
Icel.
akin
D.
salu;
to
[AS.
lowest.]
producing rocks of central New York, was formed. See
and more numerous scales, (b) The American namaycush.
soZr yellow.] Having a yellowish color of a pale, sickly (c) A name that is also applied locally to the adult black
the Chart of Geology.
sallow skin.
Shak. spotted trout (Salmo purpuratus), and to the steel head
Sal'l-na'tion (sal't-na'shun), re. The act of washing color, tinged with yellow as, a
and other large trout of the Pacific coast.
Sal'lOW, V. t. To tinge with saUowness. [Poetic']
with salt water. [E. & Obs.']
Greenhill.
Lowed.
July breathes hot, sallows the crispy fields.
Salm'on, a. Of a reddish yellow or orange color, like
Sa'llae (sa'lin or siAm' 277), a. [F. salin, fr. L.
Dickens. that of the flesh of the salmon.
sal salt
cf. L. salinae salt works, salinum saltcellar.
SailOW-ish, a. Somewhat sallow.
II

;

;

;

+

;

;

—

;

R

SALMON

SALICACEOUS

Sal'i-ca'ceous (sSl'i-ka'shus), a. [L. salix, -icis, the
willow.] Belonging or relating to the willow.
[L. saliz, -icis, a willow:
Sal'1-cin (sSl'i-sTn), n.
gluSee Sallow the tree.] {Chem.)
cf. F. salicine.
coside found in the bark and leaves of several species of
willow (Saliz) and poplar, and extracted as a bitter
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ale,

senate, cftre,

am, arm, ask,

final,

gU

;

eve, event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

idea,

iU

;

old,

6bey,

5rb,

6dd

j

I

)

SALMONET
Salm'on-et

(sSm'fin-St),

A salmon of small size

;

[Cf.

n.

Samlet.]

[Salmon -{- -oid.'\
(Zool.) Like, or pertaining to, the Salmonidx, a family
of fishes including the trout and salmon.
n. Any fish
of the family Salmonidx.
Sal'O-gen (sal'6-jSn), ra. [h. sal taXt -\- -gen.l (Chem.)
a.

—

A halogen.
Sal'Ol

lObs.']

[(Salicylic

(siJl'ol), n.

+

-0?.]

(CAem.)

poor relations.

A white

His fashion

crystalline substance consisting of phenol salicylate.
Sa-lom'e-ter (s4-lom'e-ter), n. See Salimetek.

him

An apartfor the reception of company ; hence, in the plufashionable
society.
ral, fashionable parties ; circles of
Sa-lOOn' (sa-loou'), n. [F. salon (cf. It. salone), fr. F.
salle a large room, a hall, of German or Dutch origin ;
cf. OHG. sal house, hall, G. saal ; akin to AS. ssl, sele,
D. saal, Icel. salt; Goth, saljan to dwell, and probably
to L. solum ground. Cf. Sole of the foot, Son, ground,
eartli.]
1.
spacious and elegant apartment for the
reception of company or for works of art ; a hall of reception, esp. a hall for public entertainments or amusements a large public room or parlor ; as, the saloon of
II

saloons in wliich the

first

balls.

magnates of the realm
Macaulay.
;

Double.— Epsom

[0J«.] — Permanent salt, a salt which
undergoes no change on exposure to tlie air. — Proto salt
(Chem.), a salt derived from a protoxide base or analogous compound.
Rochelle salt. See under Rochelle.
— Salt of amber (Old Chem.), succmic acid. — Salt of colcothar (Old Chem.), green vitriol, or sulphate of iron.
— Salt of hartshorn. (Old Chem.) (a) Sal ammoniac, or

—

:

dance. [iJ.]
Sal-ta'tion (sSl-ta'shiJn), n. [L. saltatio : cf. F. saltation.J
1. A leaping or jumping.
Continued his saltation without pause. Sir W. Scott.
2. Beating or palpitation ; as, the saltation of the
great artery.
3. (Biol.) An abrupt and marked variation in the condition or appearance of a species a sudden modification
which may give rise to new races.
;

We greatly suspect that

nature does make considerable jumps
in the way of variation now and then, and that these saltations
give rise to some of the gaps which appear to exist in the series
HuxUy.
of known forms.

[NL.] (Zool.)
Sal'ta-tO'ri-a (sSl'ta-to'rI-a), n. pi.
division of Orthoptera including grasshoppers, locusts,
crickets.
1. Relating to leaping ; salSal'ta-tO'ri-al (-a\), a.
tatory as, saltatorial exercises.
2. (Zool.) (a) Same as Saltatoeious.
(6) Of or pertaining to the Saltatoria.
II

A

and

;

chloride,
Cf.
(b) Ammonium carbonate.
Spirit of hartshorn, under Hartshorn.
Salt of lemons.
(Chem.) See Salt of sor>-el, below.
Salt of Saturn (Old
Chem.), sugar of lead; lead acetate;
the alchemical
name of lead being Saturn. Salt of Selgnette. Same as
Rochelle salt. —Salt of soda (Old Chem.), sodium carbonate.
Salt of sorrel (Old Chem.), acid potassium oxalate, or potassium guadroxalate, used as a solvent for ink
stains
so called because found in the sorrel, or Oxalis.
Also sometimes inaccurately called salt of lemon.
Salt
of tartar ( Old Chem.), potassium carbonate ;
so called
because formerly made by heating cream of tartar, or
Salt of Venus (Old Chem.),
Eotassium tartrate. [Obs.]
lue vitriol ; copper sulphate
the alchemical name of
copper being Venus.
Salt of wisdom. See Alembboth.
Sesqul salt
Sedative salt (Old Med. Chem.), boric acid.
(Chem.), a salt derived from a sesquioxide base or anal-

ammonium

—
—
—

—

;

(^-OAsalpa.

—
—

Sal'pi-con (sSl'pT-kSn), n. [F. salpicon, Sp. salpicon.J Chopped meat, bread, etc., used to stuff legs of
veal or other joints stuffing farce.
[Ofc.]
Bacon.
Sal'pin-gl'tis (sSl'ptn-ii'tis), n. [NL.
See Salpinx, and -iTis.] (Sled.) Inflammation of the salpinx.
Sal'pins (sal'pinks), n. [NL., from Gr. craAjriyf,
-tyyos, a trumpet.] (Old Anat.) The Eustachian tube, or
the FaJlopian tube.
Sal'sa-fy (sSl'sa-f^), n. (Bot.) See Salsify.

—

—

;

II

;

—

;

;

Saltatory evolution (Biol.), a theory of evolution wWch
holds that the transmutation of species is not always
gradual, but that there may come sudden and marked
Saltatory spasm (1/erf.), an
variations. See Saltation.
affection in which pressure of the foot on a floor causes
the patient to spring into the air, so as to make repeated
/. Ross.
involuntary motions of hopping and jumping.

—

—

—

— Spirit

Sal'ta-to'ri-ous (-iSs), a. Capable of leaping ; formed
for leaping ; saltatory as, a sallatorious insect or leg.
See
[L. saltatorius.
Sal'ta-tO-ry (s51'ta-t6-i-y), a.
Saltant, and cf. Saltire.] Leaping or dancing having
the power of, or used in, leaping or dancing.

—

—

SalfbUSh' (salt'bushO, n. (Bot.) An Australian plant
(Atriplex numniularia) of the Goosef oot family.
mixture of salt, coarse meal,
Salt'cat' (-kSf), n.
lime, etc., attractive to pigeons.
Salt'cel-lar (salfsSl-ler), n. [OE. saltsaler ; salt
F. saliere saltcellar, from L. sal salt. See Salt, and cf.
Salahy.] Formerly a large vessel, now a small vessel of
glass or other material, used for holding salt on the table.
Salt'er (-er), n. One who makes, sells, or applies
salt ; one who salts meat or fish,
Salt'em (-em), n. A building or place where salt is
made by boiling or by evaporation salt works.
Salt'fOOt' (-f65t'), n. A large saltcellar formerly placed
near the center of the table. The superior guests were
seated above the saltfoot.
Shak.
Salt'-green' (-gren'), a. Sea-green in color.
Salt'ie (-T), n. (Zool.) The European dab.
Sal'tier (sSl'ter), n. See Saltire.

(Chem.) See under
Spirit.
Sulpho salt (Chem.), a salt analogous to an oxy
salt, but containing sulphur in place of oxygen.
Salt (salt), a. {Compar. Salter (-er) superl. SaltEST.] [AS. seali, salt. See Salt, m.] 1. Of or relating to
salt
abounding in, or containing, salt prepared or preserved with, or tasting of, salt sjilted as, salt beef ; salt
Chaucer.
water. " Salt teaxa."
2. Overflowed with, or growing in, salt water as, a

ogous compound.

II

—

of salt.

A

+

;

Sal'sa-men-ta'rl-OUS (-men-ta'ri-us), a. [L. salsamentarius, fr. salsamenlum brine, pickled fish, fr. salsus

;

salted, p. p. of satire to salt.] Salt ; salted ; saline. [iJ.]
Salse (sals), n. [F.]
mud volcano, the water of

A

which

and

;

salt

—

:

A

A

food, (b)
marine fish. —Salt garden, an arrangement
for the natural evaporation of sea water for the production of salt, employing large shallow basms excavated
near the seashore.
Salt gauge, an instrument used to
Salt horse,
test the strength of brine ; a salimeter.
salted beef. [Slang]
Salt junk, hard salt beef for use at
Salt marsh, grass
sea. [Slang]
Salt lick. See Lick, m.
Salt-marsh
land subject to the overflow of salt water.
caterpillar (Zool.), an American bombycid moth (Spilosoma acnea) which is very destructive to the salt-marsh
grasses and to other crops. Called also woolly bear. See

.

— Salt-marsh

—

;

^W

unite,

r^ide,

full,

tip,

;

Saltinihancos, quacksalvers,

Salt'lng (salt'ing),

—

yetsnlt

tliey

—

—

ordinaries.

Sal'tlre-wlse'(-wlz'),(7*'. (Hn:) In
the manner of a saltire ;
said especially of the blazoning of a shield divided
by two lines drawn in the direction of
a bend and a bend sinister, and crossing
at the center.

—

Salt'ish (snlt'Tah), a. Somewhat
adv.
Salt'ish-ness, n.

—

(Zonl.) See Bluefish.

Salt, r.
Salting.]
;

food,

[imp.

t.

To

1.

fo"^t

;

&

Salt'less, a.
Salt'ly, adv.

&

p. p. Salted

vb. n.
; p. pr.
sprinkle, impregnate, or season with

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

T. Broi-:ne.

of sprinkling, im-

salt.

2. A salt marsh.
Sal'tlre (sSl'ter), «. [F. sautoir, fr. LL. saltatoriutn
a sort of stirrup, fr. L. saltatoritis saltatory. See Salt-Vtoey, Sally, v.] (Her.)''
A St. Andrew's cross, or cross in the
form of mi X)
o'"> oi the honorable

;

Hut

The act

pregnating, or furnishing, with

H.'a(er blinds them notso much
Sliak.
can sec a sort of traitors here.
Salt-water tailor.
Salt-water sailor, an ocean mariner.

And

and charlatans. Sir

1.

n.

of the Snlti-

gmim (Attus). xl

santinbanco.}

;

13.

pity

—

One

:

salt pl.-.ins of the Caspian
region and in Siberia. —Salt water, water impregnated
with salt, as that of the ocean and of certain seas and
lakes sometimes, also, tears.
Aline eyes are full of tears, I can not see

;

flrn

+

upon -j- banco a bench.] A mountebank a quack. [Obs.'] fWritten also

arnentemn) growing in the

:

use,

—

—

—

Except in case of ammonium salts, accurately
speaking, it is the acid radical which unites with the base
or basic radical, with the elimination of hydrogen, of
water, or of analogous compounds as side products. In
the case of diacid and triacid bases, and of dibasic and
tnbasic acids, the mutual neutralization may vary in defree, producing respectively basic, neutral, or acid salts.
ee Plirases below,
7. Fig.
Tliat which preserves from corruption or
error ; that which purifies ; a corrective an antiseptic
also, an allowance or deduction ; as, his statements must
be taken with a grain of salt.
Matt. v.

;

A

+

composite

—

SeeSALTl-

IISal'ti-gra'daB(s51'ti-gra'de),7!.p/. [NL.
(^ooZ.)
tribe of spiders including those which lie in wait and leap
upon their prey ; the leaping spiders.
[L.
Sal'ti-grade (s31'tT-grad), a.
gradi to walk, go : cf.
saltus a leap
(Zool.) Having feet
F. saltigrade."]
or legs formed for leaping.
Sal'tl-grade, n. (Zool.) One of the
Saltigradse, a tribe of spiders which
leap to seize their prey.
Sal'tim-ban'co (sSl'tlm-bSnlto), n.
[It., literally, one who leaps or mounts
iji in,
upon a bench ; saltare to leap

GEADE.]

under Woolly.

also, a shallow basin in the
salt by evaporation
groiind where'salt water is evaporated by the heat of the
Salt pit, a pit whore salt is
sun. (b) pi. Salt works.
Salt rising, a kind of yeast in which
obtained or made.
common salt is a principal ingredient. [U. .f.] Salt
raker, one who collects salt in natur.al salt ponds, or inSalt sedative (Chem.), lioracic
closures from the sea.
Salt
acid.
[Ohf.]
Salt spring, a spiing of salt wati'v.
tree (Bot.), a small legnininous tree (lltillnnnlrndrou

6. (Chem.) The neutral compound formed by the
union of an acid and a base thus, sulphuric acid and
form the salt sulphate of iron or green vitriol.

are the salt of the earth.

JFboH'(/6e(7»',

fleabane (Hot.), a strong-scented

making

iron

Yo

—

herb (Pluchea camphorata) with rayless purplish heads,
growing in salt marshes. — Salt-marsh hen (Zool.), the
See under Rail. — Salt-marsh terrapin
clapper rail.
(Zool.), tile diamond-back. — Salt mine, amine where rock
salt is obtained. — Salt pan. (a) A large pan used for

—

;

—

—

under Moth, Pupa, and

jrZ?w5<.

;

;

—
—

—

;

A

—

—

&

.

Shak.

;

—

saltness, from salsus salted, salt
cf. F. salsugineux.']
(Bot.) Growing in brackish places or in salt marshes.
(salt),
n.
[AS.
sealt;
akin to OS.
Salt
OFries. salt,
Dan. salt, L. sal, Gr. oiA.;,
D. zout, G. salz, Icel., Sw.,
Kuss. sole. It.
Gael, salann, W. halen, of unknown
origin.
Cf. Sal, Salad, Salaby, Saline, Sauce, SauSAUE.] 1. The chloride of sodium, a substance used for
seasoning food, for the preservation of meat, etc. It is
found native in the earth, and is also produced, by evaporation and crystallization, from sea water and other
water impregnated with saline particles.
2. Hence, flavor ; taste ; savor ; smack ; seasoning.
Though we are justices and doctors and churchmen
we have some salt of our youth in us.
Shak.
3. Hence, also, piquancy ; wit ; sense ; as, Attic salt.
4.
dish for salt at table a saltcellar.
I out and bought some things among others, a dozen of silver salts.
Pepys.
saUor
usually qualified by old. [_Colloq.li
6.
Around the door are generally to be seen, laughing and gossiping, clusters of old sdlts.
IJawtkoi-ne.
.

;

:

Shak.
Salt block, an
Salt acid ( Chem.), hydrochloric acid.
apparatus for evaporating brine a salt factory. Knight.
Salt bottom, a flat piece of ground covered with saline
Bartlett.
Salt cake
efflorescences.
U. S.]
[ Western
(Chem.), the white caked mass, consisting of sodium sulphate, whicll is obtained as the product of the first stage
in the manufacture of soda, according to Leblanc's process.
Salt fish, (a) Salted fish, especially cod, haddock,
and similar fishes that have been salted and dried for

.

&

salt grass.

;

Bitter ; sharp ; pungent.
I have a salt and sorry rheum offends me.
4. Fig. : Salacious ; lecherous ; lustful.

11

&

marsh

3. Pig.

acidity both salt and acid.
[JJ.]
Sal'SO'da (sal'so'da), n. See Sal soda, under Sal.
Sal'SO-la (sal'so-la), n. [NL., fr. L. salsus salt, because they contain alkaline salts.]
(Bot.) A genus of
plants including the glasswort. See Glasswoet.
Sal-SU'gl-nouS (sSl-su'jT-niis), a. [L. salsugo, -ginis,
;

;

;

;

often impregnated with salts, whence the name.
Sal'sl-Iy (sEfl'si-fy; 277), n. [F. salsifis.^ (Bot.)
See Oyster plant (a), under Oyster.
Sal'SO-ac'id (sal'so-Ss'id), a. [L. salsus salted, salt
-\- acidus acid.]
Having a taste compounded of saltness
is

—

II

alogous compound.

Sal'pa (sSl'pa), n. ; pi. L. Salp^ (-p5), E. Salpas
{-paz).
[NL. cf. L. salpa a kind of stockfish.] (Zool.)
A genus of transparent, tubular, free-swimming oceanic
tunicates found abundantly in all the warmer latitudes.
See Illustration in Appendix.
B^*" Bach species exists in two distinct forms, one of
which lives solitary, and produces, by budding from an
internal organ, a series of the other kind. These are
united together, side by side, so as to form a chain, or
cluster, often of large size. Each of the individuals composing the chain carries a single egg, which develops into
the solitary kind.

;

Il

—

II

(sSlt), n.

.

—

—

;

the brine begins to salt.

;

—

—

deposit salt as a saline solution

Sally, 1'.] 1. Leaping; jumping; dancing.
2. (Her.) In a leaping position
springing forward
applied especially to the squirrel, weasel, and rat, also to
the cat, greyhound, monkey, etc.
Sal'ta-rel'la (sal'ta-rel'la), n. See Saltarello.
[It., fr. L. saltare to jump.]
Sal'ta-rel'lO (-16), n.
A popular Italian dance in quick 3-4 or 6-8 time, running
mo.stly in triplets, but with a hop step at the beginning
of each measure.
See Taeantella.
Sal'tate (sal'tat), v. i. [See Saltant.] To leap or

Seeinthe Vocabulary.— Essential

salts.

—

juices.

To

i.

[L. saltus, fr. salire to leap.] The act
of leaping or jumping ; a leap.
B. Jonson.
[Ofo.]
Sal'tant (sSl'tant), a. [L. saltans, p. pr. of saltare to
sautant.
See
dance, v. inteiis. fr. salire to leap : cf F.

(Old Chem.), a salt obtained by crystallizing plant
Ethereal salt. (Chem.) See under Ethereal.
Glauber's salt or salts. See in Vocabulary.
Haloid salt
(Chem.), a simple salt of a halogen acid, as sodium cliloMicrocosmic salt. (Chem.) See under Mickocosmic.
ride.
Neutral salt. (Chem.) (a) A salt in which the acid and
base (in theory) exactly neutralize each other, (b) A salt
which gives a neutral reaction.
Oxy salt (Chem.), a
salt derived from an oxygen acid. —Per salt (Old Chem.),
a salt supposed to be derived from a peroxide base or ansalt

(salt), V.

Salt

—

;

;

as,

(b) An alkaline salt.
Binary salt (Old Chem.), a salt of
the oxy type conveniently regarded as composed of two
ingredients (analogously to a haloid salt), viz., a metal
and an acid radical. —Double salt (Chem.), a salt regarded
as formed by the union of two distinct salts, as common alum, potassium aluminium sulphate. See under

2. Popularly, a public room for specific uses esp., a
barroom or grogshop as, a drinking saloon ; an eating
saloon ; a dancing saloon.
We hear of no hells, or low music halls, or low dancing saloons [at Athens].
J. P. Mahaffij.
Sa-lOOp' (sa-loop'), n. An aromatic drink prepared
from sassafras bark and other ingredients, at one time
much used in London. J. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants).
Saloop bush (Bot.), an Australian shrub (Rhagodia hasfata) of the Goosef oot family, used for fodder.
Salp (salp), n. (Zo'ol.) Any species of Salpa, or of
the family Salpidae.

laTsSr^M-

A

'

;

gave banquets and

(a)

Salt

salt.

;

a steamboat.
.

(Chem.)

salt.

;

is beneath
B. Jonson.
salt derived from an acid

never drinks below the

;

A

The gilden

He

;

—

which has several replaceable hydrogen atoms which are
only partially exchanged for metallic atoms or basic radicals as, acid potassium sulphate is an acid salt. (6) A
salt, whatever its constitution, which merely gives an
acid reaction thus, copper sulphate, which is composed
of a strong acid united with a weak base, is an acid sal in
this sense, though theoretically it is a neutral salt. —Alkaline salt (C'/iem.), a salt which gives an alkaline reaction, as sodium carbonate. — Amphid salt iOld Chem.), a
salt of the oxy type, formerly regarded as composed of
two oxides, an aoid and a basic oxide. [Obsolescent] —
Basic salt. (Chem.) (a) A salt which contains more of the
basic constituent than is required to neutralize the acid.

ment

.

is

salt
salt

See Saltfoot.
not to take knowledge of him that

in clothes.

— Acid

Sa-lom'e-try (-try), n. SaUmetry.
Sa'lon' (sa'16N'), » [F. See Saloon.]

.

;
to preserve with salt or in brine ; to supply with
as, to salt fish, beef, or pork ; to salt cattle.
2. To fill ^ith salt between the timbers and planks, as
a ship, for the preservation of the timber.
To salt a mine, to artfully deposit minerals in a mine
in order to deceive purchasers regarding its value. [ Can i]
To salt away. To salt down, to prepare with, or pad; in,
hence, collosalt for preserving, as meat, eggs, etc.
quially, to save, lay up, or invest safely, as money.

8. pi. Any mineral salt used as an aperient or cathartic,
especially Epsom salts, Eochelle salt, or Glauber's salt.
9. pi. Marshes flooded by the tide.
[Prov. Eng.']
Above the salt. Below the salt, phrases which have survived the old custom, in the houses of people of rank, of
placing a large saltcellar near the middle of a long table,
the places above whicli were assigned to the guests of
distinction, and those below to dependents, inferiors, and

(Zo'ol.)

a samlet.

Sal'mon-Old (s51'm5n-oid),

SALTMOUTH

1271

sine. Ink

Destitute of salt

With

;

then,

thin

;

;

taste of salt
n.
A

Salt'mouth' (-mouth'),

bow

:

salt.

Saltire.

— Solt'teh-ly,

insipid.
in a salt manner.
wide-mouthed bottle
;

zh = x

in ar.ure

;;

N

SALTNESS

1272

SAMITE

with glass stopper for holding chemicals, especially crys-

Naval) To honor, as some day, person, or
3. {Mil.
nation, by a discharge of cannon or small arms, by dipping colors, by cheers, etc.
4. To promote the welfare and safety of ; to benefit to
gratify. [OJi.] _^' If this saZ«(e my blood a jot. "
Shak.
Sa-lute' (sa-luf), n. [Cf. F. salut. See Salute, v.]
r. The act of saluting, or expressing kind wishes or
respect salutation ; greeting.
2.
sign, token, or ceremony, expressing good will,
compliment, or respect, as a kiss, a bow, etc. Tennyson.
3. {3Iil.
Naval)
token of respect or honor for
some distinguished or official personage, for a foreign
vessel or flag, or for some festival or event, as by presenting arms, by a discharge of cannon, volleys of small
arms, dipping the colors or the topsails, etc.

Sal'Vl-a (sJa'vT-a), re. [L., sage.] (So/.) A genus 0!
plants including the sage. See Sage.
Sal-vii'Ic (sai-vitf'ik), a. [L. salvificus saving salvus saved, safe -{-facere to make.] Tending to save or
secure safety. [06s.]
Sal'vo (sal'vo), n. ; pi. Salvos (-voz). [L. salvo jure,
literally, the right being reserved.
See Safe.] An exception ; a reservation ; an excuse.
They admit many salvos, cautions, and reservations.
Eikon Basilikc.
Sal'vo, n. [F. salve a discharge of heavy cannon, a
volley, L. salve hail, imperat. of salvere to be well, akin
to salvus well. See Safe.]
1. {Mil.) A concentrated
fi.re from pieces of artillery, as in endeavoring to make a

tallized salts.

Salt'ness (salfnSs), n. The quality or state of being
salt, or impregnated with salt
salt taste as, the saltness
;

;

of sea water.

Salt'pe'ter
Salt'pe'tre

(-pe'ter), n.
[P. salpetre, NL. sal petrae, literally, rock salt, or stone salt

)

— so called because
I

it exudes from rocks or waUs.
See
Salt, and Pethify.] {Chem.) Potassium nitrate niter
a white crystalline substance, KNO3, having a cooling
saline taste, obtained by leaching from certain soils in
which it is produced by the process of nitrification (see
Nitrification, 2). It is a strong oxidizer, is the chief
constituent of gunpowder, and is also used as an antiseptic in curing meat, and in medicine as a diuretic,
;

O

;

;

!

diaphoretic,

and

;

refrigerant.

(Chem.), sodium nitrate (distinguished
from potassium nitrate, or true saltpeter), a white crystalline substance, NaNOs, liaving a cooling, saline, slightly
bitter taste.
It is obtained by leaching the soil of the
rainless districts of Chili and Peru. It is deliquescent
Chili

saltjjeter

in gunpowder, but is employed in the
production of nitric acid. Called also cubic niter.
Saltpeter acid Cliem.), nitric acid
sometimes so called because made from saltpeter.

and cannot be used

—

—

;

(

&

;

;

A

&

A

Sa-lut'er (-lut'er), n. One who salutes.
Sal'U-tii'er-OUS (sSFfi-tTfer-us), a.
[L. salutifer;
salus, -litis, health -\-ferre to bring.]
Bringing health
healthy salutary beneficial as, salutiferous air. [i?.]
Innumerable powers, all of them salutiferous.
Cudwortli.
Syn.
Healthful healthy salutary salubrious.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Sal'U-tlf'er-OUS-ly, adv. Salutarily,
[i?.]
Sal'ya-bil'1-ty (sSl'va^bil'I-ty), n.
The quality or
condition of being salvable salvableness. [i?.]
In the Latin scheme of redemptioUj salvabiUtu was not possi-

II

;

break in a fortification a volley.
2. A salute paid by a simultaneous, or nearly simultaneous, firing of a number of cannon.
Sal'vor (-ver), n. [See Salvation, Save.] (Law)
One who assists
saving a sliip or goods at sea, without
being under special obligation to do so.
Wheaton.
Sam (sSm), adv. [AS. same. See Same, a.] To;

m

gether.

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

.

;

ableness to

preservation of healtli salubriousness
healtlifulness ; as, the salubrity of the
" A sweet, dry smell of
G, W. Cable,

tlie

wholesomeness

;

;

a country, or a climate.

air, of

salubrity.'"

Sa-Iue'

(sa-lu'), V.

[F. saluer.

t.

To

See Salute.]

[06s.]

salute.

There was no " good day *' and no saUujng. Chancer.
Sal'u-ta-ry (s51'u-ta-ry), a. [L. salutaris, from salus,
utis, liealtli, safety cf. F. saluiaire.
See Salubrious.]
1. Wholesome
healthful promoting health as, salutary exercise.
2. Promotive of, or contributing to, some beneficial
purpose beneficial advantageous as, a salutary design.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Syn. Wholesome healthful; salubrious; beneficial;
useful advantageous ; profitable.
Sal'u-ta-rl-ly (-rT-ly), (rfw.
Sal'u-ta-ri-ness, re.
Sal'U-ta'tlon (-ta'shiin), n. [L. salutatio : cf. F. salutation.
See Salute.] The act of saluting, or paying
respecter reverence, by the customary words or actions
the act of greeting, or expressing good ivill or courtesy ;
also, that which is uttered or done in saluting or greeting.
In all public meetings or private addresses, use those forms of
salutation, reverence, and decency usual amongst the most sober
;

;

—

—

;

persons.

Syn.

—

Greeting
salute
Greeting, Salute. Greeting

—

Jer. Taiilor.

address.
Salutation,
is the general word for all
manner of expressions of recognition, agreeable or otherwise, made when persons meet or communicate with each
other. A greeting may be hearty and loving, chilling and
offensive, or merely formal, as in the openmg sentence
of legal documents. Salutation more definitely implies
a wishing well, and is used of expressions at parting as
well as at meeting. It is used especially of uttered expressions of good will. Salute, while formerly and sometimes still used in the sense of either greeting or salutation, is now used specifically to denote a conventional
demonstration not expressed in words. The guests received a greeting which relieved their embarrassment,
offered their salutations in well-chosen terms, and when
they retired, as when they entered, made a deferential
;

;

talute.

Woe unto you, Pharisees for ye love the uppermost seats in
the synagogues, and greetings in the markets.
Luke xi. 43.
I

When Elisabeth heard the salutation of Mary, the babe leaped
in her

womb.

I shall

Zuke

not trouble

i.

41.

my reader with the first salutes oi our three
Addison.

friends.

Sa-lu'ta-tO'ri-an (sa-lii'ta-to'ri-an), n.

The student

ble outside the

communion

of the visible organization.

A.

Sal'va-ble

(sSl'va-b'l), a.

salvus safe. Of. Savable.]
admitting of salvation. Dr.
ness, n.
Sal'va-bly, adv.

—

V. G. Allen.

[L. salvare to save, from
Capable of being saved

— Sal'va-ble-

S, More.

[F. salvage, OF. salver to
save, F. sauver, fr. L. salvare. See Save.]
1. The act
of saving a vessel, goods, or life, from perils of the sea.

Sal'vage

(-vaj

48), n.

;

Salvage of life from a British ship, or a foreign shin in British
waters, ranks before salvage of goods.
Encyc. Brit.

2. {Maritime Law) {a) The compensation allowed to
persons who voluntarily assist in saving a ship or her
cargo from peril. (6) That part of the property that
survives the peril and is saved.
Kent. Abbott.
Spenser.
Savage. [06s.]
Sal'vage, a.
n.
Sal-va'tlon (s51-va'shiin), n. [OE. salvacioun, sauvacion, F. salvation, fr. L. salvatio, fr. salvare to save.
See Save. ] 1. The act of saving preservation or deliverance from destruction, danger, or great calamity.
2. {Theol.) The redemption of man from the bondage
of sin and hability to eternal death, and the conferring
on him of everlasting happiness.
Milton.
To earn salvation for the sons of men.
Godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation. 2 Cor. vii. 10.

&

;

that which saves.
Fear ye not stand still, and see the salvation of the Lord,
which he will show to you to-day.
Ex. xiv. 13.
Salvation Army, an organization for prosecuting the
work of Christian evangelization, especially among the
degraded populations of cities. It is virtually a new sect
founded in London in 1861 by William Booth. The evangelists, male and female, have military titles according
to rank, that of the chief being "General." They wear
a uniform, and in their phraseology and mode of work
adopt a quasi military style.

Saving power

3.

;

;

An

evangelist, a member, or a reSal-va'tion-lst, n.
cruit, of the Salvation Army.
Sal'va-tO-ry (sSl'va-to-ry), n. [LL. salvatorium, fr.

A place where things

salvare to save.]
a repository. [i2.]

are preserved

Sir

M.

;

Hale.

Sal've (-ve), interj. [L., hail, God save you, imperat.
Hail
of salvere to be well.
Cf. Salvo a volley.]
Sal've (sSl've or sSlv), V. t. To say "Salve " to ; to
greet ; to salute.
[06s.]
II

By this that stranger knight in
And goodly salved them.

presence came.
Spenser.

[AS. seal/ ointment ; akin to
277), re.
zalve, zalf, G. salbe, OHG. salba, Dan.
salve, Sw. salfva, Goth, salbon to anoint, and probably
to Gr. (Hesychius) 6A.7ros oil, lAi^os butter, Skr. sarpis
clarified butter.
V155, 291.] 1. An adhesive composition or substance to be applied to wounds or sores ; a
Clutucer,
healing ointment.
soothing remedy or antidote.
2.

Salve (sav
LG. salwe, D.

;

A

we may

Counsel or consolation
Salve to thy sores.

bring.
Milton.

Salve bug (Zo'dl.), a large, stout isopod
crustacean {.^ga psora), parasitic on the
halibut and codfish,
used by fishermen
in the preparation of a salve. It becomes

who pronounces the salutatory oration at the annual Commencement or like exercises of a college, — an honor heal by applications or medicaments to
commonly assigned to that member of the graduating cure by remedial treatment; to apply
class who ranks second in scholar.ship.
[C. S.]
Shak.
salve to
as, to salve a wound.
Sa-lU'ta-tO-rl-ly (sa-K'ta^to-rt-ly), adv.
to
By way of
to remedy
to cure
2. To heal
Bug
salutation.
make good to soothe, as with an oint- Salve
(jEga psora).
;

;

;

;

;

;

Sa-lu'ta-tO-ry (-ry), a.
[L. salutatorius.
See Salute.] Containing or expressing salutations ; speaking
a welcome greeting
applied especially to the oration
which introduces the exercises of the Commencements,
or similar public exhibitions, in American colleges.
1. A place for saluting or greetSa-lU'ta-tO-ry, n.
ing
a vestibule ; a porch.
[06s.]
Milton,
2. {American Colleges) The salutatory oration.
Sa-lute' (sa-luf), V. t. limp.
p. p. Saluted ; p.
pr.
vb. re. Saluting.]
[L. salutare, salutatum, from
salus, -utis, health, safety.
1. To
See Salubrious.]
address, as with expressions of kind wishes and courtesy
to greet ; to hail.
I salute you with this kingly title.
Shak,
2. Hence, to give a sign of good will to compliment
by an act or ceremony, as a kiss, a bow, etc.
You have the prettiest tip of a finger,
I must take the
Addison,
freedom to salute it.
;

;

—

;

&

&

;

;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

Jim,

arm, ask,

ment, especially by some device, trick, or
quibble

;

Nat. size.

But Ebranck salved both
With noble deeds.

&

Spenser.

[See Salvage.] To save, as a
ship or goods, from the perils of the sea. IRecenf]
Salv'er (sav'er), n. One who salves, or uses salve as
a remedy ; hence, a quacksalver, or quack. [06s.]
salvor. Skeat.
Sal'ver (sal'verl, n. [Cf. Salvage.]
Sal'ver (sSl'ver), n. [Sp. salva pregustation, the
fr. salsalver,
served,
viands
before
they
are
tasting of
var to save, to taste, to prove the food or drink of notray
or
waiter
A
bles, from L. srfi;are to save. See Save.]
on which anything is presented.
with
Tubular,
a
Sal'ver-Shaped' (-shapt/), a. {Bot.)
spreading border. See Htpocratekimoephous.

Salve

(salv), V.

t.

i.

A

final,

s^d

;

eve,

event.

Snil,

fern,

Sa-mar'i-tan (sa-m5r'ISamaritanus."]

[L.

— n.

A native
or inhabitant of Samaria also,
the language of Samaria.
in Palestine.

a Double Samara of Mountaiu
Maple
h Wing°*
Sa-ma'rI-um(sa.ma'rT-iSm),
S?1,''HL°pL®°''"^''*
^VhiteLlm.
re.
[NL., fr. E. samarskite.]
{Chem.) A rare metallic element of doubtful identity.
51^°° Samarium was discovered, by means of spectrum
analysis, in certain minerals (samarskite, cerite, etc.), in
which it is associated with other elements of the earthy
group. It has been confounded with the doubtful elements decipium, philipimnn, etc., and is possibly a complex mixture of elements not as yet clearly identified.
Symbol Sm. Provisional atomic weight 150.2.
;

recent

;

ice,

;

.

+

Sam'a-roid (sSm'a^roid 277), a. ISamara
-oid.l
Resembling a samara, or winged seed vessel.
Sa-mar'ra (sa-m^r'ra), n. See Simar.
Sa-mar'skite (sa-mar'skit), a. [After Samarski, a
;

{Bot. )

Russian.] {Min.) A rare mineral having a velvet-black
color and submetallic luster. It is a niobate of uranium,
iron, and the yttrium and cerium metals.
Sam'bo (sSmOjo), n, [Sp. zambo, sambo."] A collo.
quial or humorous appellation for a negro ; sometimes,
the offspring of a black person and a mulatto ; a zambo.
Sam'bOO (sSm'boo), n^ {Zo'dl.) Same as Sambur.
Sam-bu'cus (sSm-bu'kus), re. [L., an elder tree.]
{Bot.) A genus of shrubs and trees ; the elder.
Sam'buke (sSm'btik), re. [L. sambuca, Gr. o-a/i/3uKj|.]
{Mas.) An ancient stringed instrument used by tlic
Greeks, tlie particular construction of wliich is unknown.
Sam'bur (sam'biir), re. IW.-ai. sambar, sabar.] {Zo'dl.)
II

An

East Indian deer {Rusa Aristotelis) having a mane
neck. Its antlers have but three prongs. Called
also gerow. The name is applied to other species of the
genus Rusa, as the Bomean sambur {R. eqxiina).
Same (sam), a. [AS. same, adv. akin to OS. sama,
samo, adv., OHG. sam, a., sama, adv., Icel. samr, a.,
Sw. samme, sanima, Dan. samme, Goth, sama, Russ.
samuii, Gr. 6^0;, Skr. sama, Gr. o/uoio; like, L. simul
at the same time, simiiis like, and E. some, a., -some.
V191. Cf. Anomalous, Assemble, Homeopathy, Homily, Seem, v. i.. Semi-, Similar, Some.]
1. Not different
or other ; not another or others identical ; unchanged.
Thou art the same, and thy years shall have no end. Ps. cii. 27.
2. Of like kind, species, sort, dimensions, or the like
not differing in character or in the quality or qualities
compared corresponding not discordant similar like.

on

its

;

;

;

;

The

;

ethereal vigor

is

in all the same.

;

Drt/den.

3. Just mentioned, or just about to be mentioned.
What ye know, the same do I know.
Job xiii. 2.
Do but think how well the same he spends.
Who spends his blood his country to relieve. Daniel,

commonly preceded by

fhe, this, or that,
the citations above.
followed by as or with.
Bees like the same odors as we do,
Lubbock.
[He] held the same political opinions with his illustrious friend.
Macuulay.
Same'll-ness (-li-nSs), re. Sameness, 2. [i?.] Bayne.
Same'ness, re.
1. The state of being the same
identity absence of difference near resemblance correspondence ; similarity as, a sameness of person, of
manner, of sound, of appearance, and the like. "A
sameness of the terms."
Bp. Horsley.
is

m

it is

*

;

;

;

;

Hence, want of variety

Syn.

their infamies

h

Of or pertaining to Samaria,

2.

to gloss over.

MS^jH
^Kam

U|||k
wMllk

SiMAR.
tan), a.

In a comparative use

&

&

;

1

andis often used substantively as

about two inches in length.
Salve, V. t. limp.
p. p. Salved
[AS.
vb. re. Salving.]
(savd) p. pr.
sealfian to anoint. See Salve, re.] 1. To

Spenser.

[L. samara, sa-

A

{Bot.)
dry, indehiscent, usually one-seeded, winged fruit,
as that of the ash, maple, and
elm ; a key or key fruit.
Sam'are (sSm'Sr), n. See

^W^ Same

—

sSm'a-rd,), n.

mera, the seed of the elm.]

;

Salt'pe'trous (-pe'triis), a. [Cf. F. salpelreux.'] Pertaining to saltpeter, or partaking of its qualities impregnated with saltpeter. [Oft*.]
Salt' rheum' (salt' rum'). (Med.) A popular name,
esp. in the United States, for various cutaneous eruptions,
particularly for those of eczema. See Eczema.
Salt'wort' (-wfirf), re. (Bot.) A name given to several plants which grow on the seashore, as the Batis
maritima, and the glasswort. See Glasswort.
Black saltwort, the sea milkwort.
Salt'y (-y), a. Somewhat salt saltish.
Sa-lu'bri-ous (sa-lu'brT-Qs), a. [L. salubris, or saluber, It. solus liealth
akin to salvus safe, sound, well.
See Safe.] Favorable to health; healtliful; promoting
health as, salubrious air, water, or climate.
Syn.
Healthful wholesome healthy salutary.
Sa-Iu'brl-ous-ly, arft).
Sa-lu'brl-ous-ness, n.
Sa-lU'bri-ty (-ty), n. [L. salubritas : cf F. salubrite.
See Saldekious.] The quality of being salubrious favor-

" All in that city sum,"

[06s.]

Sa-ma'ra (s4-ma'ra or

— Identity

;

;

tedious monotony.
; oneness.
[06s.]
[L. Samius."]
Of or per-

Identicalness

Sa-mette' (sa-mSf),

re.

See Samite.

Sa'mi-an (sa'mT-an), a.
taining to the island of Samos.
Fill high the cup with Samian wine.
Byron.
Samlaii earth, a species of clay from Samos, formerly
used in medicine as an astringent.

Sa'ml-an, re. A native or inhabitant of Samos.
[Turk, sam-yeli ; Ar.
Sa'mi-el (sa'mT-el 277), re.
yel wind. Cf Simoom.] A hot and
destructive wind that sometimes blows, in Turkey, from
the desert. It is identical with the simoom of Arabia
and the kamsin of Syria.
Sa'mi-ot (-St), a. & re. [Cf. F. samioie.'] Samian.
Sa'mite (sa'mit), n. [OF. samit, LL. samitum, ea>
amitum, from LGr. eJajiiTos, fdnrjros, woven with six
;

samm poison -|- Turk,

idea,

01

;

old,

.

Sbey, drb, 5dd

;

;

;;;;
;;
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SAND

SanCtl-fl-Ca'tlOn (sSnk'tT-fT-ka'shfin), n. [L. sanc1. The act of sancti: cf. F. sanctijication.']
the state of being sanctified or
fying or making holy
made holy esp. (Theol.), the act of God's grace by which
the affections of men are purified, or alienated from sin
and the world, and exalted to a supreme love to God
also, the state of being thus purified or sanctified.
God hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation through
sanctijication of the Spirit and belief of the truth. 2 Thess. ii. 13.
2. The act of consecrating, or of setting apart for a
sacred purpose consecration.
Bp. Burnet.
Sanc'tl-fled (sSnk'tT-fid), a. Made holy also, made
to liave the air of sanctity
sanctimonious.

worship, (d) A sacred and inviolable asylum; a place
shelter refuge ; protection.
of refuge and protection
These laws, whoever made them, bestowed on temples the

SAMLET
+

M'tos a thread. See Six, and cf.
threads ; 6r. If six
A species of silk stuff, or taffeta, generally
Dimity.]
Tennyson.
interwoven with gold.
Spenser.
In silken samite she was light arrayed.
parr.
The
SAliMONET.]
[Cf.
n.
(sSm'lgt),
Samlet
Sam'ml-er (sam'mT-er), n. A machine for pressing
Knight.
in
tanning.
skins
the water from
Sa-mo'an (s4-mo'an), a. Of or pertaining to the Samoan Islands (formerly called Navigators' Islands) in the
An inn.
South Pacific Ocean, or their inhabitants.
habitant of the Samoan Islands.
[Russ. samovar'.'] A
Sa'mo-var (sS'mo-var), n.
metal urn used in Russia for making tea. It is filled
with water, which is heated by charcoa,' placed in a pipe,
with chimney attached, which passes through the urn.

—

II

(sSm'oi-edz'), n. pi. ; sing.

Sam'oy-edes'

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sanc'ti-fi'er (-fi'er), n. One who sanctifies, or makes
specifically, the Holy Spirit.
;
Sanc'U-fy (-fi), v. l. \imp. p. p. Sanctified (-fid)
vb. n. Sanctitying (-fi'Tng).]
[F. sanctifier,
p. pr.
L. sanciijicare ; sanctus holy -f- -ficare (in comp.) to
make.
See Saint, and -fy.]
1. To make sacred or
holy ; to set apart to a holy or religious use to consecrate by appropriate rites ; to hallow.

holy

Samoyede

which occupies a portion

Northern Russia and

of

a part of Siberia.
Samp (sSmp), n. [From American Indian sapac,
saupac, made soft, or thinned.] An article of food consisting of maize broken or bruised, which is cooked by
coarse hominy.
boiling, and usually eaten with milk
Sam'pan (sSm'pan), n. (Natet.) A Chinese boat
from twelve to fifteen feet long, covered with a house,
and sometimes used as a permanent habitation on the
inland waters. [Written also sanpan.]
Sam'phire (sSm'fir or sSm'fer 277), n. [F. I'herbe
de Saint Pierre. See Saint, and Petbel.] (Bot.) (a)
A fleshy, suffrutescent, umbelliferous European plant
(Crithmum maritimum). It grows among rocks and
on cliffs along the seacoast, and is used for pickles.
Hangs one that gathers samp/iire, dreadful trade Shak.
(b) The species of glasswort (Salicornia herbacea)
called in England marsh samphire, (c) A seashore shrub
(Borrichia arhorescens) of the West Indies.
Golden samphire. See under Golden,
Sam'ple (s$m'p'l), n. [OE. sample, asaumple, OF.
essample, example, fr. L. exemplum. See Example, and

;

God

II

Ensample, Samplek.] 1. Example pattern.
Spenser. " A sanipZe to the youngest. " Shak.
Thus he concludes, and every hardy knight
cf.

—

;

Sanc'ti-fy'lng-ly (-fi'Ing-ly), adv. In a maimer or
degree tending to sanctify or make holy.
Sanc-tU'O-ftuent (sSnk-tTl'o-kwent), a. [L. sanctus
holy -\- loquens, p. pr. of loqui to speak.] Discoursing
on heavenly or holy things, or in a holy manner.
Sanc'tl-mo'nl-al (sSnk'ti-mo'ni-al), a. [Cf LL. sanctimonialis.]
Sanctimonious. [Oto.]
Sanc'ti-mo'lll-Oua(-iis),a. [See Sanctimony.] 1. PosShak.
sessing sanctimony holy sacred saintly.
2. Making a show of sanctity
affecting saintliness
hypocritically devout or pious.
Like the sanctimonious
pirate. " Shak.
Sanc'Sanc'tl-mo'ni-ous-ly, adv.
ti-mo'nl-ous-ness, n.
Sanc'tl-mo-ny (sSnk'tl-mo-ny), n. [L. sanciimonia,
fr. sanctus lioly
cf. OF. sanctimonie.
See Saint.] Holiness devoutness
scrupulous austerity sanctity es;

II

|

(Naut.)

—

sanable.
n.
[L. sanaiio.
See Sanaact of healing or curing.
[06s.]
Wiseman.
San'a-tive (sSn'4-ttv), a. [LL. sanativ}ts.'] Having
the power to cure or heal ; curative ; healing ; tending
to heal ; sanatory.
San'a-tlve-ness, re.

—

Sanatory and sanitary should not be confounded.
Sanatory signifies conducive to health, while sanitary has
to health.

San'be-ni'to (san'bS-ne'tS), n. [Sp. & Pg. sambefrom L. saccus sack -|- benedictus blessed.]
1. Anciently, a sackcloth coat worn by penitents on
being reconciled to the church.
2. A garment or cap, or sometimes both, painted with
flames, figures, etc., and worn by persons who had been
examined by the Inquisition and were brought forth for
punishment at the auto-da-f6.
Sance'-beU' (sSns'bSl'), 1 n. See Sanctus bell, under
Sanc'te bell' (sSnk'te), (
Sanctus.
II

pity

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

[L, sanctifica-

;

—

:

;

;

lObs.] Barrow.

arn

;

—

;

nito, contr.

iip,

;

;

<^^

f^ll,

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

r^ide.

;

;

Sanatory ordinances for the protection of public health, such
as quarantine, fever hospitals, draining, etc.
De Quincey.

unite,

—

;

(-to'rl-iim), n.
[NL. See Sanatory.]
establishment for the treatment of the sick ; a resort
for invalids.
See Sanitarium.
[LL. sanatorius, fr. L. saSan'a-tO-ry (-to-rj), a.
nare to heal.
See Sanable.]
Conducive to health
tending to cure ; healing curative sanative.

Use,

(

;

;

San'a-tO'rl-um

t.

.

;

An

1>.

.

;

The

sanctify.

.

—

Sa-na'tlon (s4-na'shiin),

To

—

—

—

;

Sanc'tl-fl-cate (sSnk'tf-fT-kat),

;

—

—

Syn. — Remediable curable healable.
San'a-ble-ness, n. The quality of being

tus, p. p. of sanctificare.']

—

—

pS^™

the more general meaning of pertaining

—

;

The

;

;

—

;

quality or state of being sanable sanable- ""
ness ; curableness.
[L. sanabilis, fr. sanare to
San'a-ble (sSn'a-b'l), a.
heal, fr. sanus sound, healthy.
See Sane.] Capable of
being healed or cured ; susceptible of remedy.

ble.]

—

—

resting on the

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

(san'a-btl'I-t5f), n.

A

Shak.
[i?.]
single particle of such stone,
2.
3. The sand in the hourglass hence, a moment or
interval of time ; the term or extent of one's life.
The sands are numbered that make up my life. Shak.
4. pi. Tracts of land consisting of sand, like the deserts of Arabia and Africa ; also, extensive tracts of sand
exposed by the ebb of the tide. " The Libyan sands."
Milton. ''The sands o' 'Dee." C. Kingsley.
[Slang]
5. Courage ; pluck ; grit.

;

keelson, and supporting a beam of the n
deck also, a temporary or movable pillar ip^
carrying a leading block or puUey for vari- i
cus purposes. Brande
u.
(o) In deep- \
well boring, the post which supports the
walking beam of the apparatus.

San'a-bU'1-ty

Woodward.

pebbles.

—

thrice
liquor distilled

A strong post

&

—

(sSm's'n), n. An Israelite of Bible record
(see Judges xiii.), distinguished for his great strength;
hence, a man of extraordinary physical strength.
(a)

—

:

Sam'son

post,

—

Sanctus bell, a small bell usually suspended in a bell
cot at the apex of the nave roof, over the chancel arch,
in mediaeval churches, but a hand beU is now often used ;
so called because rung at the singing of thp Sanctus, at
the conclusion of the ordinary of the Mass, and again at
the elevation of the host. Called also Mass bell, sacring
bell, saints' bell, sance-bell, sancte bell.
Sand (s5nd), re. [AS. sand; akin to D. zand, G. sand,
Sw. sand, 6r. a^iaflo!.]
OHG. sani, Icel. sandr, Dan.
1. Fine particles of stone, esp. of siliceous stone, but
comminuted
stone in the form of
not reduced to dust ;
loose grains, which are not coherent when wet.
That finer matter, called sand, is no other than very small

—

by the Chinese from the yeasty liquor in which boiled
rice has fermented under pressure.
S. W. Williams.

SamBon

II

;

[Chinese san-shao

A spirituous

fired.]

;

—

;

;

W

(-shoo), n.

A sacred

;

;

)

Dryden.
[L., p. p. of sancire to conplace ; hence, a place of retreat a
room reserved for personal use ; as, an editor's sanctum,
Sanctum sanctorum [L.], the Holy of Holies ; the most
holy place, as in the Jewish temple.
[L. sanctus, p. p. of sancire.']
Sanc'tUS (-tus), re.
1. (Eccl.) A part of the Mass, or, in Protestant
communion
service, of which the
churches, a part of the
first words in Latin are Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus [Holy,
called also Tersanctus.
holy, holy] ;
2. {Mus.) An anthem composed for these words.
secrate.]

;

a collection of
needlework patterns, as letters, borders, etc., to be used
as samples, or to display the skill of the worker.
Susie dear, bring.y6ur sampler and Mrs. Schumann will show
you bothered over.
E. E. Hale.
you how to make uiat

Sam'shOO
Sam'shu

common destiny.
Sanc'tum (sSnk'tum), n.

escaped the

:

;

II

;

;

' '

;

especially,

;

;

—

example.

a specimen

;

Milton,

The admirable works of painting were made fuel for the
but some relics of it took sanctuary under ground, and

fire

;

teas, wools, cloths.
(-pier), n.
[See Examplek,

pattern

;

Sand badger (Zo'ol.), the Japanese badger (Meles ankuSand bag. (a) A bag filled with sand or earth, used
ma).
for various purposes, as in fortification, for ballast, etc.
(J) A long bag filled with sand, used as a club by assassins.
Sand ball, soap mixed mtli sand, made into a ball for
Sand bath. («) (Chem.) A vessel of
use at the toilet.
hot sand in a laboratory, in which vessels that are to
be heated are partially immersed. (6) A bath in which
Sand bed, a thick
the body is immersed in hot sand.
layer of sand, whether deposited naturally or artificially
specifically, a thick layer of sand into which molten metal
Sand birds
is run in casting, or from a reducing furnace.
(Zo'ol.), a collective name for numerous species of limicoiine birds, such as the sandpipers, plovers, tattlers, and
Sand blast, a
called also shore birds.
many others
pecially, outward or artificial saintliness
assumed or process of engraving and cutting glass and other hard
pretended holiness ; hypocritical devoutness.
substances by driving sand against them by a steam jet
Her pretense is a pilgrimage
which holy undertaking or otherwise also, the apparatus used in the process.
Sand box. (a) A box with a perforated top or cover, for
Sltak.
with most austere sanctimony she accomplished.
sprinkling paper with sand, (b) A box carried on locoSanc'tlon (sSnk'shQn), re. [L. sanctio, from sancire, motives, from which sand runs on the rails in front of the
sanctum, to render sacred or inviolable, to fix unaltera- driving wheel, to prevent slipping.
Sand-box tree (Bot.),
bly cf. F. sanction. See Saint.] 1. Solemn or cere- a tropical American tree (Hura creintans). Its fruit is a
which, when comcapsule
woody
many-celled
depressed
monious ratification ; an official act of a superior by
which he ratifies and gives validity to the act of some pletely dry, bursts with a loud report and scatters the
Sand bug Zo'ol. ), an Amerseeds. See Illust. of Regma.
other person or body establishment or furtherance of
ican anomuran crustacean (Hippa talpoidea) which buranything by giving authority to it confirmation appro- rows in sandy seabeaches. It is often used as bait by
bation.
Sand canal
fishermen.
See Illust. under Anomura.
The strictest professors of reason have added the santtion of (Zo'ol.), a tubular vessel having a calcareous coating, and
/. Watts.
their testimony.
connecting the oral ambulacral ring with the madreporic
Sand
in function.
2. Anything done or said to enforce the wiU, law, or tubercle. It appears to be excretory
Sand collar.
cock (Zo'oL), the redshank. [Prov. Eng.]
authority of another ; as, legal sanctions.
(Zo'ol.) Same as -Sarerfsaweer, below. —Sand crab. (Zo'ol.)
Sand
Syn.
Ratification authorization authority coun- (a) The lady crab. (6) A land crab, or ocypodian.
tenance support.
crack (Far.), a crack extenduig downward from the coronet, in the wall of a horse's hoof, which often causes lameSanc'tlon, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Sanctioned (-shiind)
ness.
Sand cricket (Zo'ol.), any one of several species of
p. pr. &vb. re. Sanctioning.] To give sanction to; to large terrestrial crickets of the genus Stenophehnatus
ratify to confirm ; to approve.
and allied genera, native of the sandy plains of the WestWould have counseled, or even sanctioned, such perilous ex- ern United States. —Sand cuBk (Zo'ol.), any ophidioid fisli.
periments.
De Quincey. See 77fe.s<. under Ophidioid.
Sand dab (Zo'ol.), a small
American flounder (Limanda feriii ginea) —cMed also
Syn. To ratify ; confirm; authorize; countenance.
rusty dab. The name is also applied locally to other alSanc'tlon-a-ry (-a-ri^), a. Of, pertaining to, or giv- lied species.
Sand darter (Zool ), a small etheostomoid
ing, sanction.
[!B.]
fish of the Ohio valley (Ammociypla pellucida) —Sand
Sanc'tl-tude (-tt-tud), re. [L. sanctiiudo.l Holiness
dollar (Zo'ol.), any one of several species of small flat cirsacredness sanctity, [i?.]
Milton. cular sea urchins, which live
Sanc'ti-ty (-tj^), re. ; pi. Sanctities (-tlfz). [L. sanc- on sandy bottoms, especially
or Echinarachnius parma of the
titas, from sanctus holy.
state
See Saint.] 1. The
American coast. — Sand drift,
quality of being sacred or holy holiness
saintliness
drifting sand also, a mound
moral purity godliness.
or bank of drifted sand.
To sanctity she made no pretense, and, indeed, narrowly Sand eel. (.^oo?.) (a) Alant.or
escaped the imputation of irreligion.
Macaulay. launce. (6) A slender Pacific
2. Sacredness; solemnity; inviolability; religious bind- Ocean fish of the genus Gonobarbels
rhynchus,
having
ing force as, the sanctity of an oath.
Sand flag,
about the mouth.
3. A saint or holy being,
[i?.]
sandstone which splits up into
About hiiTi all the 5a?ic(i(('es of heaven.
Milton.
flagstones.
Sand flea. (Zo'ol,)
Syn.
Holiness; godliness; piety; devotion; good- (a) Any species of flea which
ness purity religiousness sacredness solemnity. See inhabits, or breeds in, sandy Sand Dollar (Ednnaiachmus
paima)
places, especially the comthe Note under Religion.
dog flea, (b) The chigoe.
To shelter by mon
Sanc'tU-a-rize (sSnk'tii-a-riz), v. t.
(c) Any leaping amphipod crustacean
a beach flea, or
means of a sanctuary or sacred privileges. [Oii.] Shak. orchestian. See Beach jlea, mider Beach.
Sand flood,
Sanc'tu-a-ry (-ii-ry ), re. / pi. Sanctuaries {-tiz). [OE. a vast body of sand borne along by the wind, .lames
seintuarie, OF. saintuaire, F. .mnctuaire, fr. Jj. sanctna- Hrucf, — Stmi fluke.
(Zo'ol.) (a) The sandnecker.
(b)
The
smooth
dab
European
(Pleurovcctes
sacred
microcrplialvs)
rium, from sanctus sacrid, holy. See Saint.] A
Sand
place
a consecrated spot a holy and inviolable site. — called also kill, marysvle, smear dab, totrn dab.
Hence, specifically {a) The most retired part of the fly (Zo'ol.), any one of several species of small dipterous
flies of the genus Sinniliinii, abounding on sandy shores,
temple at Jerusalem, called the Holy of Holies, in wliich especially Simtilium nociridii
of the United Stntes.
was kept the ark of the covenant, and into which no They are very troublesome on account of their biting
person was permitted to enter except the liigh priest, habits.
Called also no-.'^er-uin, jmnky, and iiiidi/c.
and he only once a year, to intercede for the people
Sand gall, (dcnl.) See Satid jii/ir, below.
Sand grass
(Bot.), any species of grass which grows in sand
also, the
also, the most sacred part of the tabernacle
espetemple at Jerusalem. (6) {Arch.) The most sacred part cially, a tufted grass [Triplasi.'; j>tirpn)-ea) with numerous boarded joints, and acidnwl-shaped leaves, growing on
of any religious b\iilding, esp. thiA part of a Christian
the Athuitic coast. — Sand grouse (Xoij/.), anyone of ninnv
church in which the altar is placed, (c) A liouse conse- species of Old World
birds belonging to the suborder
crated to the worship of God a place wliere divine serv- Pteroclates, and resembling both grouse and pigeons.
ice is performed
a church, temple, or other place of Called also rnrk groii.'se, rock pificon, and aatina. They

Exemplae.]
Sam'pler
one who
1. One who makes up samples for inspection
examines samples, or by samples as, a wool sampler.

A

;

privilege of sanctuary,

.

;

2.

xvii. 17.

;

;

;

sample sugar,

John

efficient as

;

Woodward.
See Specimen.
Sam'ple, v. t. 1. To make or show something simiBp. Hall.
lar to
to match. [OJs.]
as, to
2. To take or to test a sample or samples of

— Specimen

ii. 3.

sanctified

the means of holiness to render productive of holiness or^iety.
A means which his mercy hath sanctified so to me as to make
Eikon Basilike.
me repent of that unjust act.
4. To impart or impute sacredness, venerableness, inviolability, title to reverence and respect, or the like, to
to secure from violation to give sanction to.
The holy man, amazed at what he^^w.
Made haste to sanctify the bliss by mw.
Dryden.
Truth guards the poet, sanctifies the line.
Pope.

His sample followed.
part of anything presented for inspection, or
shown as evidence of the quality of the whole ; a specimen ; as, goods are often purchased by samples.
I design this but for a sample of what I hope more fully to

Syn.

.

To make

3.

A

discuss.

.

.

;

Fairfax.

2.

Gen.

it.

;

[OJs.]

;

sanctified

Sanctify tliem through thy truth.

;

;

and

blessed the seventh day

Aaron and liifi garments. Lev. viii. 30.
2. To make free from sin to cleanse from moral corruption and pollution to purify.
Moses

;

I

&

&

ignorant and degraded Turanian

An

(Ethnol.)

(-ed').

tribe

tificatio

;

;

food, toUti

;

out,

ell

;

obalr

;

go

;

Sing,

Igk

;

then,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

In azure.

;

N

mostly belong to the genus Plerocles, as the common
Indian species (P. exusius). Tlie large sand grouse (P.
arenarius), tlie painted sand grouse (P. fasciatus), and
tlie pmtail sand grouse {P. alchata) are also found in
Sand liUl, a hill of
India. See/rtws^. under Ptebocletes.

— Sand-hill

sand; a dune.

—

American

crane
— Sand hopper (Zodl.), a
— Sand hornet {Zodl.), a sand
(Zodl.), tlie

brown crane (Grus Mexicana).
beach

an orchestiau.

flea;

—

Sand lark. (ZooDia) Asai-A\\\a.r'^(Alaudalaraynative of India. (6) A small sandpiper, or plover, as
tlie riiigneck, tlie sanderling, and the common European
oandpipsr. (c) The Australian red-capped dotterel (j£g>called also red-necked iitover.
alophHus rujicapiltus)
Sand launce {Zoo!.), a lant, or launce. —Sand lizard
(Zodl.), a common European lizard (Lacerta ugilis).
Sand mole {ZoSand martin {Zobl.), the bauk swallow.
Sand monitor (Zodl.), a large Egypol.), the coast rat.
tian lizard (Monitor areiiarius) which inhabits dry locaUSand mouse (Zodl), the duuhn. [Prov. Eng.]
ties.
Sand partridge
Sand myrtle. (Bui.) See under Myrtle.
(Zodl.), either of two small Asiatic partridges of the genus Aianiopenlij;. The wings are long and the tarsus is
spurless. One species (A. Heeji) inhabits Palestine and
Arabia. The other species (A.Bonhami), inhabiting Central Asia, is called also seesee partridge, and leehoo.
Sand picture, a picture made by putting sand of different
colors on an adhesive surface.— Sand pike. (Zodl.)(a)'i\\&
Sand pillar, a sand storm
sauger. (6) The lizard fish.
which takes the form of a whirling pillar in its progi'ess in
desert tracts like those of the Sahara and Mongolia.
Sand pipe (Geol. ), a tubular cavity, from a few inches to
several feet in depth, occurring especially in calcareous
called
rocks, and often filled with gravel, sand, etc.
Sand pride {Zodl.), a small British lamalso •<imd gall.
prey now considered to be the young of larger species
Sand pump, in artesian well
called also sand prey.
boring, a long, slender oucket with a valve at the bottom
for raising sand from the well. —Sand rat {Zodl.), the
Sand rock, a rock made of cemented
pocket gopher.
sand.
Sand runner iToy/.), the turnstone.
Sand saucer
(Zodl.), the mass of egg capsules, or oothecae, of any

wasp.
tal),

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

moUusk

and
the

of the genus Natica
allied genera.
It has
of a bottomless

shape

saucer, and

coated with

is

s

;

—

—

—

:

—

merous species

hymenop-

of

Pompilidx and Sphewhich dig burrows in
sand.
The female provisions

families
gidve,

&

t.

&

nea).

and ropes of sandal.
Sandalwood. "Fans
Tennyson.

Sails of silk

Longfellow.

San'dal, n. [F. sandale, L. sandalium, Gr. <ra.vSd\i,oi', dim. of advSaKov, probably from Per. sandal.'\
(a) A kind of shoe consisting of a
sole strapped to the foot
a protection for the foot, covering its lower
surface, but not its upper. (6) A
One form of Sandals,
kind of slipper, (c) An overshoe
showing method of
with parallel openings across the
fastening.
;

instep.

Ssn'daled (sSn'dcld), a.
The measured footfalls of
2.

Made

1.

Wearing

A

and brown sandpiper
{Calidris arenaria)
very common on sandy
beaches in America,

and Asia.
also curwillet,

his sandaled feet.

San-dal'i-form (san-dal'I-fSrm), a. ISandal
Shaped like a sandal or slipper.

+ -form.}

(Boi.)

San'dal-WOOd' (sSn'dal-wood'),

n.

[F. sandal, san-

both ultimately
;
Skr. candana. Cf. Sanders.] {Boi.) (a) The highly
perfumed yellowi-sh heartwood of an East Indian and
Polynesian tree (Santahira albvm), and of several other
trees of the same genus, as the Hawaiian Santalvm Freycine/ianum and S. pyrularium, the Australian S. lalifolium, etc. The name is extended to several other kinds of
fragrant wood. (6) Any tree of the genus Santalum, or
a tree which yields sanriaUvood. (c) The red wood of a

!^l,iv, Ar. fandal, or 6r. o-dcraAov

senate, care,

fr.

am, axm, ask,

A

of sandstone according to theh' composition ; as, granitic,
argillaceous, micaceous, etc.
Flexible sandstone (Min.), the finer-grained variety of
itacolumite, which on account of the scales of mica in the
lamination is ciuite flexible.
Red sandstone, a name given
to two extensive series of British rocks in which red sand-

—

stones predominate, one below, and the other above, the
coal measures. These were formerly known as the Old
and the New Red Sandstone respectively, and the former
name is still retained for the group preceding the Coal
and referred to the Devonian age, but the term New Red
Sandstone is now little used, some of the strata being regarded as Permian and the remainder as Triassic. See
the Chart of Geology.
Sand'wicll (-wTch ; 277), re. [Named from the Earl ol
Sandwich.} Two pieces of bread and butter with a thin
slice of meat, cheese, or the like, between them.
Sand'wicll, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Sandwiched (-wTcht) ;
p.pr.
vb. re. Sandwiching.] To make into a sandwich
also, figuratively, to insert between portions of something dissimilar; to form of alternate parts or things,
or alternating layers of a different nature ; to interlard.

&

Sanfi'worm' (-wfirm'), re. (Zodl.) (a) Any one of
numerous species of annelids wliich burrow in the sand
of the seashore, (b) Any species of annelids of the genus
Sabellaria. They construct firm tubes of agglutinated
sand on rocks and shells, and are sometimes destructive
to oysters, (c) The chigoe, a species of flea.
Sand'wort' (-wflrf), n. (Bot.) Any plant of the genus
Aretiaria, low, tufted herbs (order Caryophyllacese).
Sand'y (-y), a. [Compar. Sandier (-i-er) ; superl.
Sandiest.] [AS. sandig.} 1. Consisting of, abounding
with, or resembling, sand
full of sand ; covered or
sprinkled with sand ; as, a sandy desert, road, or soil.
2. Of the color of sand of a light yellowish red color
;

as,

sandy

hair.

San'dyx (sSn'dTks), re. [L.]
Sane (san), a. [L. sanus ; cf.

See Sandix.
Gr. <roo5, awt, safe,
sound. Cf Sound, a.} 1. Being in a healthy condition
said of the mind.
not deranged ; acting rationally ;
possessiug a rational mind ; hav2. Mentally sound
ing the mental faculties in such condition as to be able
to anticipate and judge of the effect of one's actions in
said of persons.
an ordinary manner ;
Syn.— Sound; healthy; underanged; unbroken.
Sane'ness, re. The state of being sane ; sanity.
II

Sanderling (Calidris areTiaria).

now

applied only to
th^ red sandalwood. See xmder Sandalwood.
See SaundbesSan'ders-blue' (san'derz-blu'), n.
BLUE.
San'de-ver (san'de-ver), n. See Sandiver. [Obs.}
Sand'fish' (sSnd'fish'), re. (Zodl.) A small marine
fish of the Pacific coast of North America (TricAodora trichodon) which buries itself in the sand.
Sand'glass' (-glas'), re. An instrument for measuring time by the running of sand. See Hoceglass.
Sand'hill'er (-htl'er), re. A nickname ^ven to any
" poor white " living in the pine woods which cover the
sandy hills in Georgia and South Carolina. [U. S.}
Sand'1-ness (-I-nSs), re. The quaUty or state of being
sandy, or of being of a sandy color.
Sand'ish, a. Approaching the nature of sand loose
Evelyn.
not compact. [OJs.]
San'dl-ver (sSn'di-ver), re. [Perh. fr. OF. sain grease,
fat -{- de oi -\- verre glass (cf. Saim), or fr. F. sel de
verre sandiver.] A whitish substance which is cast up,
as a scum, from the materials of glass in fusion, and,
called also glass
floating on the top, is skimmed off
[Formerly written also sandever.}
gall.
San'dlx (-diks), re. [L. sandix, sandyx, vermilion,
or a color like vermilion, Gr. o-wSif, advSv^.} A kind of
minium, or red lead, made by calcining carbonate of
[Written also sanlead, but inferior to true minium.
;

;

—

\_Obs.}

(-nek'er), n.

(Zodl.)

A European floun-

—

called also rough
der (Nippoglossoides limandoides)
dab, long fluke, sand fluke, and sand sucker.
Sand'pa'per (-pa'per), re. Paper covered on one side
used for smoothing and pohshwith sand glued fast,
;

—

ing.

Sand'pa'per, v. t. To smooth or polish with sandpaper as, to sandpaper a door.
Sand'pi'per (-pi'per), re. 1. (.^oot.) Any one of nu;

merous species of small limicoline game birds belonging
to Tringa, Actodromas, Ereunetes, and various allied
genera of the family Tringidse.
m^^ The most important North American species are
the pectoral sandpiper (Tringa maculata), called also
brownback, grass snipe, and jacksnipe ; the red-hacked,
or black-breasted, sandpiper, or dunlin (T.
alpina) the purple sandpiper (T. w.aritima ; the red-breasted sandpiper, or knot
(T. canuius) the semipahnated sandpiper

—

.

;

—

Sang

(sang), imp. of Sikg.
(.ZoS^)
) re.

The Abyssinian ox (Bo«,
or Bibos, Africanus), noted for
horns. It has a hump on its back.
San'ga-ree' (s5n'ga-re'), re. [Sp. sangria, lit., bleedWine and water
ing, from sangre blood, L. sanguis.}
sweetened and spiced,
a favorite West Indian drink.
Sang'-froid' (saN'frwa'), re. [F., cold blood.] Freedom from agitation or excitement of mind ; coolness in
trying circumstances ; indifference calmness.
Burke.
San'gl-ac (sSn'ji-Sk), re. See Sanjak.
San'graal' (sSn'gral'), ) re. [See Saint, and Grail.]
See Holy Grail, under
San'gre-al (sSn'gre-ol), J

San'ga (sSn'ga),
San'gn (sSn'gii),
II

the great length of

(

its

—

II

;

Grail.
[L. sanguis
San-gulf'er-ous (sSn-gwTfer-Ss), a.
h\ooA -\- -ferous.} (Physiol.) Conveying blood as, sanguiferous vessels, i. e., the arteries, veins, capillaries.
San'gUi-fl-ca'tion (sSn'gwT-fl-ka'shun), re. [Cf. F.
sanguification. See Sanguity.] (Physiol.) The production of blood the conversion of the products of digestion
into blood hematosis.
San'gui-fi'er (san'gwi-fi'er), re. A producer of blood,
[L. sanguis
San-guil'lu-ous ~(sSn-gwif'iii-iis), a.
blood -\- fluere to flow.] Flowing or running with blood.
San'gui-fy (san'gwi-fi), v. t. [L. sanguis blood -|-fy : cf F. sanguifier.} To produce blood from.
San-guig'e-nous (sSn-gwTj'e-niis), a. [L. sanguis
-)- -genous.}
Producing blood as, sanguigenous food.
San'gul-na'ceous (-gwi-na'shus), n. Of a blood-red
;

;

;

.

;

color

;

sanguine.

San'gui-na'ri-a (s5n'gwT-na'ri-a),
Sanguinary, a. & re.] 1. (Bot.) A
genus of plants of the Poppy family
ffi^^ Sanguinaria Canadensis, or
bloodroot, is the only species. It has
a perennial rootstock, which sends up
a few roundish lobed leaves and soli
tary white blossoms in early spring
See Bloodeoot.
II

Tryn gites subrnflcollis), and the Bartramian sandpiper, or upland plover. See under
Upland. Among the

The rootstock of the bloodroot,
medicine as an emetic, etc
San'gui-na-ri-ly (san'gwT-ut riIn a sanguinary manner
ly), adv.
San'gui-na-ri-ness, re. The qual
ity or state of being sanguinary.
San'gui-na-ry (-ry), a. [L. san
guinarius, fr. sanguis blood of. F
sanguinaire.}
1. Attended with
much bloodshed bloody murder
ous as, a sanguinary war, contest,

European species are

or battle.

;

;

(Ereunetes pusillus)
the spotted sandpiper,
or teeter-tail (Aciilis
the bulT;

breasted sandpiper

Longfellow.

Sand'plt' (sSud'pif), re. A pit or excavation from
which sand is or has been taken.
Russian fish {ImcioSan'dre (sSn'der), re. (Zodl.)
perca sandre) which yields a valuable oil, called sandre
the
preparation
of
caviai'e.
oil, used in
Sand'stone' (sand'stou'), re. (Geol.) A rock made of
sand more or less firmly united. Common or siliceous
sandstone consists maiidy of quartz sand.
Ig^^ Different names are appUed to the various kinds

;

sand lark, stint, and
ruddy plover.
San'ders (-derz), n.
[See Sandal.] An old
name of sandalwood,

macnlaria)
sandals.

like a sandal.

ale,

;

Sand'neck'er
icJineumo-

.

»

+

there were sand in them.

Wasp (Sphex

3. To bury (oysters) beneath drifting sand or mud.
4. To mix with sand for purposes of fraud ; as, to sand
sugar.
ICoUog.'i
San'dal (san'dal), n. Same as Sendal.

San'dal,

—

Sand'man' (sSnd'mSn'), re. A mythical person who
makes children sleepy, so that they rub their eyes as if

or cover with sand.
Sand
2. To drive upon the sand.
Burton.
[06*.]

of sandal."

—

or Saunders, and rubywood.
San'da-rach ) (s5n'da-rak), n. [L. sandaraca, Gr.
San'da-rac ) aavSapano).} 1. (Jl/j'n.) Realgar; red
sulphide of arsenic. [Archaic~\
2. (Bol. Chem.) A white or yellow resin obtained from
a Barbary tree (Callitris quadrivalvis or Thuya arliculata), and pulverized for pounce;
probably so called
from a resemblance to the mineral.
Sand'bag'ger (sSnd'bag'ger), n. An assaulter whose
weapon is a sand bag. See Sand bag, under Sand.
Sand'-blind' (-blind'), a. [For sam blind half blind
Having defectAS. sam- half (akin to semi-)
blind.']
Shak.
ive sight ; dim-sighted ; purblind.
Sand'ed, a.
1. Covered or sprinkled with sand;
Thomson.
sandy; barren.
2. Marked with small spots ; variegated with spots
Shak.
speckled of a sandy color, as a hound.
[I'rov. Eng.}
3. Short-sighted.
San'de-zna'ni-an (san'de-ma'nT-an), n. {Eccl. Hist.)
follower of Robert Sandeman, a Scotch sectary of the
eighteenth century. See Glassite.
San'de-ma'ni-au-ism (-iz'm), re. The faith or sysA. Fuller.
tem of tlie Sandemanians.
San'der-llng (sSn'der-ling), n. {Sand -f- -lirhg. So
called because it obtains its food by searching the moist
sands of the seashore.]
(Zodl.) A small gray

dyx.}

[imp.

vb.
p. p. Sanded p. pr.
n. Sanding.] 1. To sprinkle
;

—

II

the nest with insects or spiders
which she paralyzes by stinging, and which serve as food
for her young.
(sSnd), V.

False sandalwood, the fragrant wood of several trees not
of the genus tantalum, as Ximenia Americana, MyoKed sandalwood, a heavj;,
poruiii tenuifolium of Tahiti.
dark red dyewood, being the heartwood of two leguminous trees of India (Plerocarpus santalinus, and Adenanthera pavonina) ;
called also red sanderswood, Sanders

;

terous insects belonging to the

Sand

Russia for dyeing leather

{Ehamnus Dahuricus).

Called

an amphipod crustacean (Lep- Sand Saucer or E^g Capsules
idactylis arenarias), which
of Lunaiia lieros.
burrows in the sandy seabeaches of Europe and America -Sand shark (Zoy/.), an
American sliark ^Oilontaspi.^ litlonilis) found on tlie
sandy coasts of the Eastern United States; — called also
uraij sharlc, and dogjish shai-k.
See Illust. under RemORA. — Sand skink (Zodl.), any one of several species
of Old "World lizards belonging to the genus Seps;
as, the ocellated sand slcink (Heps ocellatus) of Southern
Europe. —Sand skipper (Zodl.), a beach flea, or orchestiau. —Sand smelt (/foo/.), a silverside. — Sand snake. {Zool.) (a) Any one of several species of harmless burrowing
snakes of the genus Eryx, native of Southern Europe,
Africa, and Asia, especially E. jaculus of India and E.
Johnii, used by snake charmers,
(b) Any innocuous
South African snake of the genus Psammophis, especially P. sihilans. — Sand snipe (Zobl.), the sandpiper. —
Sand star (Zodl.), an ophiurioid starfish living on sandy
sea bottoms a brittle star.
Sand storm, a cloud of sand
driven violently by the wind.
Sand sucker, the sandnecker.
Sand swallow (Zodl.), the bank swallow. See
under Bank. — Sand tube, a tube made of sand. Especially (a) A tube of vitrified sand, produced by a stroke
of lightning; a fulgurite. (6) (Zodl.) Any tube made of
cemented sand, (c) (Zodl.) In starfishes, a tube having
calcareous particles in its walls, which connects the oral
water tube with the madreporic plate. — Sand viper. (Zodl.)
Sand wasp (Zodl.), any one of nuSee HoGNOSE snake.
;

kind of buckthorn, used

in

Europe,

fine sand —called also sand
collar.
Sa,-ai screw {Zodl.),

—

SANGUINARY
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SAND

(

the dunlin, the knot,
tlie rutf, the sanderling, .and the common
sandpiper (Actitis, or

all

;

eve,

See

2.

:

;

;

We may not propagate religion by wars
Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis macularid).

;

final,

[NL.

re.

vised in

;

Tringoides, hypoleimis), called also fiddler, peeper,
pleeps, weet-ioeet, and summer .itiipe. Some of the small
plovers and tattlers are also caUed sandiripers.
2. (Zodl.) A small lamprey eel the pride.

Curlew sandpiper.
S"e under Stilt.

;
;

;

;

;

See under Curlew.

— Stilt sandpiper.

event, find, fern,

recent

;

ice,

or b.y sfinguiiiarj/ persecutions to foice
CODscienCGS.
Bacon.

2. Bloodthirsty

Sanguinaria.

cruel ; eager to shed blood.
Ptissinn
makes us brutal and sawr;u!«a?-i/. Broomo,
Syn. Bloody murderous ; bloodthirsty cruel.
.

—

.

;

.

;

;

San'gui-na-ry, re. [L. herba sanguinaria an herl
that stanches blood cf. P. sanguinaire. See Sanguinary, a.} (Bot.) (a) The yarrow, (b) The Sanguinaria
:

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey, drb, odd

;;

;

SANGUINE
a ragged fellow

San'gulne (eSn'gwtn), o. [F. sanguin, L. sanguineus, fr. sanguis blood. Cf. Sanouineous.] 1. Having
the color of blood red.
Chaucer.
Of his complexion he was sanguine.
Like to that sanguine flower inscribed with woe. Milton.
2. Characterized by abundance and active circulation
of blood as, a sanguine bodily temperament,
ardent as, a sanguine temper.
3. Warm
4. Anticipating the best not desponding confident

—

;

;

3. (Mill.) Bloodstone.
See the Note under Crayon, 1.
4. Red crayon.
San'gulne, v. t. To stain with blood ; to impart the
color of blood to to ensanguine.
San'gulne-less, a. Destitute of blood ; pale. [iJ.]

In a sanguine manner.
can not speculate quite so sanguineJy as he does. Burke.
San'gulne-ness, n. The quaUty of being sanguine.
San-guln'e-OUS (sSn-gwTn'e-us), a. [L. sanguineus.
See Sanguine.] 1. Abounding with blood ; sanguine.
constituting
2. Of or pertaining to blood ; bloody
Sir T. Browne.
blood.
Keats.
3. Blood-red ; crimson.
San-guln'1-ty (-I-tJ), n. The quality of being sanguine ; sanguineness. t-'^.]
Swift.
San'gul-nlv'0-rous (sSn'gwI-ntv'S-rils), a. [L. sanguis -\- vorare to devourj Subsisting on blood.
San-guln'O-len-cy (san-gwTn'S-len-sy), n. The state
of being sanguinolent, or bloody.
San-guin'0-lent (-lent), a. [L. sanguinolentus, from
sanguis blood cf. F. sanguinolent.'^ Tinged or mingled
with blood ; bloody as, sanguinolent sputa.
[L. sanguisuga;
San'gul-SUge (sSn'gwI-suj), n.
\Zo'6l.)
bloodsanguis blood -{- sugere to suck.]
Bucker, or leech.

San'guine-ly, adv.
I

;

;

II

A

—

;

-)-

II

San'tO-nln'lc (-nln'Ik),

II

;

;

;

from sanus sound,

2.
3.

The sapwood, or alburnum,

A

simpleton

;

:

Sa-pid'1-ty (64-pTd'i-ty), re. [Cf. F. sapidite.] The
quality or state of being sapid ; taste ; savor ; savoriness.
Whether one kind of sajndity is more effective than another.
M. S. Lamson.

—

San'scrit (san'skrtt), n. See Sanskrit.
Sans'-CU'lottO' (F. saN'ku'lfit' E. sSnz'kiS-lQt'), n.
without breeclies.] 1. A follow without breeches
;

[F.,

;

;

food^

foot

j

out,

oil

;

Sa'pl-ence
See Sapient.]

pience.

Cowper.

wisdom; sageness; knowledge.

Woman, if I might sit beside your feet,
And glean your scattered sapience.

Tennyson.

Sa'pi-ent (-ent), a. [L. sapiens, -entis, p. pr. of sapere to taste, to have sense, to know. See Sage, a.]
Wise ; sage discerning
often in irony or contempt.
Where the sapient king
Held dalliance with his fair Egyptian spouse. 21iJton.
Syn. — Sage sagacious knowing vrise discerning.
Sa'pl-en'tlal (-Sn'shal), a. [L. sapientialis.] Having
or affording wisdom.
Sa'pl-en'tial-ly, adv.
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

The sapiential books
Sa'pl-en'tious
Sa'pl-ent-lze,

of the Old [Testament]. Jer. Taylor.

(-shiSs), a.

v.

t.

Sapiential.
[06«.]
sapient. [iJ.] Coleridge.

To make

In a sapient manner.
(Bot.) Of or
Sap'ln-da'ceous (siSp'in-da'shfis), a.
pertaining to an order of trees and shrubs (Sapindacese),
including the (typical) genus Sapindus, the maples, the
margosa, and about seventy other genera.
Sa-pln'dUB (s4-pln'dus), n. [NL., fr. L. sapo soap
-|- Indicus Indian.]
(Bot.) A genus of tropical and subtropical trees with pinnate leaves and pnuieled flowers.
The fruits of some species are used instead of soap, and
their round black seeds are made into necklaces.
Sap'less (sSp'lSs), a. 1. Destitute of sap not juicy.
2. Fig. : Dry ; old husky ; withered ; spiritless. " A
Sa'pl-ent-ly (sa'pT-ent-ly), adv.

II

;

somewhat

womanhood."

sapless

Now sapless on the verge of death he stands.
Sap'Ung (-ling), re. A young tree.
Sap'o-du'ia

Loioell.
Drijden.

Shak.

[Sp. znpote, sapotillo,
Cf. Safota.] (Bot.)
tall, evergreen, tropical American tree (AchnisSapola);
also, its edible fruit, tlie sapodilla plum.
[Written also
supndiHo, sappndillo, snpjindilla, and zupotiUa.']
(siJp'S-dTI'la),

re.

A

zapotillo, 'M.exican cochif-capiotl.

—

chair

relish of the
Jer. Taylor.

[L. sapientia: cf. F. saThe, quaUty of being sapient

;

Sapodilla plum (Bot.), the fruit of Achras Sapota. It Ib
tlio size of an oroiuary quince, having a rough, brittle, dull brown rind, the flesh beinp of a dirty yellowish

about

white color, very

soft,

and

deliciou.sly sweot.

also nasclierry. It is eatable only when
spotted, and is much used in desserts.

—

II

sapidity.

;

and

(sa'pl-ens), n.

of a tree.

Rhamnus caiharor buckthorn. It is used espeSap
by water-color artists.
rot, the dry rot.
See under Dry.
Sap Backer (Zo'dl.), any one of several
species of small American woodpeckers of the genus Sphijrnpicus,
especially the yellow-bellied woodpecker (S. varius) of tlie Eastern
United States. They are so named
because they puncture the bark of
trees and feed upon the sap. The
name is loosely applied to other
woodpeckers.
Sap tube (Hot.), a
vessel that convoys sap.
Sap, V. t. [imp. ifc p. p. Sapped
(sSpt) ; p. pr. & vb. re. Sapping.]
[F. saper (cf. Sp. sapar, It. aippare), fr. sape a sort of scyfclie, LL.
1. To
siippa a sort of mattock.]
subvert by digging or wearing

Quality of being sapid

Sap'ld-ness, n.

When

the Israelites fancied the sapidness
fleshpots, they longed to taste and to return.

;

cially

—

pity

—

Any

ticus,

A

;

(Chem.) Of or pertaining

a.

ripe berries of the

II

fiirn

wood'

A

a saphead a milksop. [Slangl
Sap baU (Bot.), any large fungus of the genus Pols^orus. See Polyporus. — Sap green, a dull light green pigment prepared from the juice of the

;

iip,

prehensile tails.
Some of the
species are called also capuchins.
The bonnet sapajou (C subcristatus), the golden-handed sapajou
(C. chrysopus), and the whitethroated sapajou (C. hypoleucus)
are well known species. See Capuchin.
(sa-p5n'
Sa-pan'
weSd'). \M.a\3.y sapang.^ (Bot.) Yellow-breasted Sana^
dyewood yielded by C^salpMa
C^'^'^J^ZLT
Sappan, a thorny leguiainous tree
It is the
of Southern Asia and the neighboring islands.
[Written also sappan wood.']
original Brazil wood.
Sap'iUl (sSp'ful), a. Abounding in sap ; sappy.
Sapliead' (-hid'), re. A weak-minded, stupid fellow j
a milksop. [Low]
[Gr. <Ta(j>iQs manifest.]
Sa-phe'nOUS (sa-fe'niis), a.
applied to the two principal
(Anat.) (a) Manifest;
(V) Of, persuperficial veins of the lower limb of man.
taining to, or in the region of, the saphenous veins ; as,
the saphenous nerves ; the saphenous opening, an opening in the broad fascia of the thigh through which the
internal saphenous veui passes.
Sap'id (sSp'Id), a. [L. sapidus, fr. sapere to taste cf.
F. sapide. See Sapient, Savor.] Having the power of
affecting the organs of taste ; possessing savor, or flavor.
Camels, to make the water sapid, do raise the mud with their
Sir T. Browne.
feet.

or circulating fluid essential to nutrition.
11^°' The ascending is the crude sap, the assimilation
of which takes place in the leaves, when it becomes the
elaborated sap suited to the growth of the plant.

H. Hartshorne.

full,

Any one of several species of
South American monkeys of the
genus Cebus, having long and

ol.)

Cf. Sapid, Sapient.]
1. The juice of plants of
any kind, especially the ascending and descending juices

healthy. See Sane.] The condition or quality of being
sane ; soundness or health of body or mind, especially of
the mind saneness.
San'jak (sSn'jSk^, n. [Turk, sanjag.^ A district or
a subdivision of a vilayet.
{^Turkey}
Sank (sSnk), imp. of Sink.
Sank'ha (sSnk'hA), re. [Skr. gankha a shell.] A
chank sliell ( Turbinella pyrum) ; also, a shell bracelet or
necklace made in India from the chank shell.
Sankh'ya (sank'ya), n.
Hindoo system of philosophy which refers all things to soul and a rootless
germ called prakriti, consisting of three elements, goodness, passion, and darkness.
Wfiitworth.
San'nop (sSn'uSp), n. Same as Sannup.
Bancroft.
San'nup (-ntip), n.
male Indian ; a brave
correlative of sgjiaw.
San'ny (sSu'ny), n. The sandpiper. IProv. Eng.']
Sans (saN; E. sitnz), prep. [F., from L. sine without.]
Witliout ; deprived or destitute of. Rarely used
as an English word.
" Sans fail."
Chaucer.
Sana teeth, Sana eyes, suns taste, sans everything. Shak.

rude,

jou, sajou, Braz. sajuassu.1 (Zo-

thick.

sanitation has advanced during the last half cen-

unite,

Sap'a-dillo (sSp'a-dTl'lS), re. See Sapodilla.
Sap'a-jO (sSp'a-jo), re. (Zo'dl.) The_sapajou.
Sap'a-]oa (sSp'a-joo; F. sa'pa'zhob'), re. [F. sapa-

;

San'l-ta'tlon (-ta'shiin), n. The act of rendering sanitary ; the science of sanitary conditions ; the preservation of health ; the use of sanitary measures ; hygiene.

Gse,

;

Tatler

—

genus Hyalinceda, «specially H. tubicola of Europe,
which inhabits a transparent movable tube resembling a
quill in color and texture.
Sap (s5p), re, [AS. sxp ; akin to OHG. saf, G. saft,
possibly akin to L. saIcel. safi ; of uncertain origin
pere to taste, to be wise, sapa must or new wine boiled

:

II

—

used specifically to designate an acid not
in the free state, but obtained in its salts.
marine annelid of the
Sa'O (sa'o), re. (Zo'dl.)

to santonin

known

on by sapping.

fore the parapet is made.
Sap roller (Mil.), a large gabion, six or seven feet long, filled with fascines, which the
sapper sometimes rolls along before him for protection
from the fire of an enemy.

:

ninic acid.

assaults are carried

Sap fagot (Mil.), a fascine about three feet long, used,
in sapping, to close the crevices between the gabions be-

;

;

;

a.

to

(Mil.) A narrow ditch or trench made from
Sap,
the foremost parallel toward the glacis or covert way of
a besieged place by digging under cover of gabions, etc.

A

(Chem.) Of, pertaining
to, or designating, an acid (distinct from santoninic acid)
obtained from santonin as a white crystalline substance.
[L. heria santonica, a
San'tO-nln (sSn't6-nTn), re.
kind of plant, fr. Santoni a people of Aquitania cf. Gr.
aavToviov cf. P. santonine.^ (Chem.) A white crystalline substance having a bitter taste, extracted from the
buds of levant wormseed and used as an anthelmintic.
It occasions a peculiar temporary color blindness, causing objects to appear as if seen through a yellow glass.
San'tO-nln'ate (-ntn'at), re. (Chem.) A salt of santo-

;

A

See Sandalwood.]

;

Both

to weaken.
Tennyson.

;

To proceed by mining, or by secretly
execute saps.
W. P. Craighill.

i.

re.

tonic acid.

;

II

Sap

(s5p), V.

undermining

II

San-ton'lc (sSn-ton'Ik),

to destroy the founda-

;

2. (Mil.) To pierce with saps.
3. To make unstable or infirm to unsettle
King out the grief that saps the mind.

San'ton (sSu'ton), n. [Sp. santon, augmented fr.
santo holy, L. sanctus.'] A Turkish saint ; a kind of dervish, regarded by the people as a saint ; also, a hermit.
salt of sanSan'tO-nate (sSn't6-nat), re. (Chem.)

;

[L. sanitas,

[NL.

re.

Islands. See Sandalwood.
San'tees' (sSn'tez'), re. pi.; sing. Santee (-te').
(Ethnol.) One of the seven confederated tribes of Indians belonging to the Sioux, or Dakotas.
San'ter (sSu'ter), D. i. See Saunter.

;

re.

(-liim),

cific

II

(sSn'I-tJ^),

San'ta-lum

A genus of trees with entire opposite leaves and
small apetalous fiowers. There are less than a dozen
species, occurring from India to Australia and the Pa-

—

San'l-ty

—

(Bot.)

II

tury.

with piper-

crystalline dyestuff, which is called also santalin.
San'ta-lln (s5n'ta-lTn), re. \Ci.¥. santaline.'] (Chem.)
Santalic acid.
See Santalic.

) n.
[Heb. sanhedrin, fr.
avv
Gr. crvviSpiOv
eSpa a seat, fr. e^eaSai to sit. See Sit.] {Jewish Antiq.) The great coimcil of the Jews, which consisted of seventy members, to whom the high priest was
added. It had jurisdiction of religious matters.
San'he-drlst (-drfst), n. A member of the Sanhedrin.
Schaeffer (Lange's Com.).
[Skr. samhita, properly,
San1ll-ta (s5n'hT-ta), n.
combination.] A collection of Vedic hymns, songs, or
verses, forming the first part of each Veda.
San'1-Cle (sin'l-k'l), n. [F., from Li. sanare to heal.]
{Bot.) Any plant of the umbelliferous genuB Sanicula,
reputed to have healing powers.
San'1-dlne (s$n'T-dTn), n. [Gr. erai'iy, -I'Sot, a board.
Bo called in allusion to the tabular crystals.] (Min.) A
variety of orthoclase feldspar common in certain eruptive rocks, as trachyte;
called also glassy feldspar.
Sa'ni-es (sa'nl-ez), n. [L.] (Med.) A thin, serous
fluid commonly discharged from ulcers or foul wounds.
Sa'nl-OUS (-iis), a. [L. saniosus, fr. sanies: cf. F.
sanieux.']
1. (Med.) Pertaining to sanies, or partaking
of its nature and appearance thin and serous, with a
Blight bloody tinge
as, the sanious matter of an ulcer.
2. (Med.) Discharging sanies as, a iararoMi ulcer.
San'1-ta'rl-an (sSn'I-ta'rt-an), a. Of or pertaining to
health, or the laws of health sanitary.
San'1-ta'rl-an, n. An advocate of sanitary measures
one especially interested or versed in sanitary measures.
San'1-ta-rlst (sSn'I-ta-rtst), n. A sanitarian.
San'1-ta'ri-um (-ta'ri-iim), n. [NL. See Sanitary.]
A health station or retreat a sanatorium. " A sanitarium for troops."
L. Oliphant.
San'1-ta-ry (sSn'I-tfi-rj^), a. [L. sanitas health cf.
F. sanitaire.
Sse Sanity.] Of or pertaining to health
designed to secure or preserve health relating to the
preservation or restoration of health hygienic as, sanitary regulations.
See the Note under Sanatory.
Sanitary CommlBslan. See under Commission.

San'he-dlln (sSn'he-drTn),

How much

Without

It is extracted

;

See Vampike.

;

[F.]

piperonaZ.] (Chem.)
+isomeric

San'ta-Ia'ceous (-ta-la'shus), a. (Bot.) Of or pertaining to a natural order of plants (Santalacese), of which
the genus Santalum is the type, and which includes the
buffalo nut and a few other North American plants, and
many peculiar plants of the southern hemisphere.
San-tal'lc (sSn-tSl'ik), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining to,
or obtained from, sandalwood (Santalum)
used specifically to designate an acid obtained as a resinous or red

A

)

(sSn'tSl), n. [SareZalum

colorless crystalline substance,
onal, but having weak acid properties.

San-gulv'o-rous (sSn-gwTv'o-riSs), a. [L. sanguis
blood -\- vorare to devour.] (Zo'dl.) Subsisting upon
blood
said of certain blood-sucking bats and other

San'he-drlm (sSn'he-drTm),

adv.

(saN'soo'se'),

;

from sandalwood.

;

with

Sans'-SOU'cl'
free and easy.

San'tal

:

;

;

all descended, is a most important assistance in determming their history and relations.
Cf. Prakrit, and Veda.
San'skrlt, a. Of or pertaining to Sanskrit written
as, a Sanskrit dictionary or inscription.
in Sanskrit
San-Skrlt'lc (sSn-skrtt'ik), a. Sanskrit.
San'skrlt-lst, re. One versed in Sanskrit.

care

undermine

to

;

safe their dwellings were, for sapped by floods,
Their houses fell upon their household gods.
Bryden.

;

guage from which they are

;

animals.

;

;

;

to mine

Nor

Pertaining to,
revolutionary

Sans'-CU-lot'tlsm (-ttz'm),

Extreme republican

;

;

radical

;

;

tion of.

;

a.

Carlyle.
».
[F. sans-culottisme.']
principles the principles or practice of the sans-cidoltes.
San'Skrit (san'skrTt), re. [Skr. Samskrta the Sanskrit
language, literally, the perfect, polished, or classical
language, fr. samskrta prepared, wrought, made, excellent, perfect
sam together (akin to E. same) -\- krla
made. See Same, Create.] [Written also Sanscrit.l
The ancient language of the Hindoos, long since obsolete
in vernacular use, but preserved to the present day as
the literary and sacred dialect of India. It is nearly allied to the Persian, and to the principal languages of
Europe, classical and modern, and by its more perfect
preservation of the roots and forms of the primitive lan-

;

as,

;

away

;

or involving, sans-culottism
Jacobinical.

;

;

;

first

;

sanguine of success.
Syn. Warm ardent lively confident hopeful.
Spenser.
San'gulne, n. 1. Blood color red.
[06s.]
2. Anything of a blood-red color, as cloth.
Chaucer.
In sanguine and in pes he clad was all.

hope

— a name of reproach given in the

a Jacobin.
Sans'-CU-lOt'tlC (sSnz'kii-lBt'tTk),

revolutionist

;

full of

;

French revolution to the extreme republican party, who
rejected breeches as an emblem peculiar to the upper
classes or aristocracy, and adopted pantaloons.
2. Hence, an extreme or radical repubhcan a violent

;

;

SAPONACEOUS
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it

Called
begins to be

+

Sa-pog'e-nln (sA-p5j'c-nTn), n. [Sn^ionin
-gen -\(Chem.) A white crystalline substance obtained
by the decomposition of saponin.
Sap'o-na'ceous (sitp'S-im'shtis), a. [L. sapo, -onis,
soap, of Teutonic origin, and aJtin to E. soaj'. See Soap.]
-»«.]

Ri'sombling soap

liuvuig the qualities of soap
soapy.
(J^g^ Saiwiiaceoiis bodies are compounds of iin acid
in reality a kind of salt.

Suckc
cus varius).'

;

go

j

siiij;,

;

;

and a base, and are

ink

;

tlien,

tliin

;

bON

;

zli

=z

In azure.

;

; ;
;

N
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Sap'O-nao'l-ty (saj/o-nSs'i-ty), n.
The quality or
state of being saponaceous.
Sap'O-na-ry (s5p'o-na-ry), a. Saponaceous.
Boyle.
Sa-pon'i-fi'a-ble (sa-pon'i-fi'a-b'l), a.
Capable of
conversion into soap ; as, a saponiflable substance.

2. Hence, young ; not firm weak feeble.
When he had passed this weak and sappy age. Hayward.
3. Weak in intellect.
[Loic~\
4. (Bot.) Abounding in sap ; resembling, or consisting
largely of, sapwood.
Sap'py (sap'py), a. [Written also sapy.] [Cf. L.
sapere to taste.] Musty ; tainted. [06«.]
Sa-proph'a-gan (sa-prof 'a-gan), re. [Gr. o-oirpos rotten -\- ^ayeiv to eat: cf. F. saprophage.'] (Zool.) One
of a tribe of beetles which feed upon decaying animal
and vegetable substances ; a carrion beetle.
Sa-proph'a-gOUS (-gtis), a. (Zool.) Feeding on carrion.
Sap'ro-phyte (s5p'ro-fit), re. [Gr. cra7rpd9 rotten -f
(^VTov a plant.]
(Bot.) Any plant growing on decayed
animal or vegetable matter, as most fungi and some
flowering plants with no green color, as the Indian pipe.

Sa-poa'i-fl-ca'tion (sa-pon'i-f I-ka'shiin), n.
[Of. F.
saponification.
See Saponify.] Ttie act, process, or
result, of soap making ; conversion into soap ; specifically ( Chem. ), the decomposition of fats and other ethereal salts by alkalies ; as, the saponification of ethyl
acetate.

Sa-pon'i-fi'er (sa-pSn'T-fl'er), n. (Chem.) That which
any reagent used to cause saponification.
Sa-pon'1-fy (-fi), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Saponified (-fid)
[L. sapo, -onis,
pr.
vb. n. Saponifying (-fl'ing).]
p.
soap -f- -fy; cf. F. sapoyiifier.'] To convert into soap,
as tallow or any fat; hence (Chem.), to subject to any
similar process, as that which ethereal salts undergo in
decomposition ; as, to saponify ethyl acetate.
Sap'0-nin (sSp'o-ntn), n. [L. sapo, -onis, soap cf.
F. sapo7iine.1 {Chem.) A poisonous glucoside found in
many plants, as in the root of soapwort (Saponaria), in
the bark of soap bark (Quillaia), etc. It is extracted as
a white amorphous powder, which occasions a soapy
lather in solution, and produces a local anaesthesia. Formerly called also siruthiin, quillaiin, senegin, polygalic
acid, etc.
By extension, any one of a group of related
bodies of which saponin proper is the type.
Sap'O-nite (-nit), n. [Sw. saponit, fr. L. sapo, -onis,
soap.] (Min.)
hydrous silicate of magnesia and alumina. It occurs in soft, soapy, amorphous masses, filling
veins in serpentine and cavities in trap rock.
Sap'0-nul (sap'o-nul), n. [F. saponule, fr. L. sapo,
-onis, soap.]
(Old Chem.) A soapy mixture obtained by
treating an essential oil with an alkali ; hence, any simisaponifies

;

&

:

A

compound

lar

nule.']

of

an essential

[Written also sapo-

oil.

\_Obs.']

Sa'por

(sa'pSr), n.
[L.
See Savoe.] Power of affecting the organs of taste ; savor ; flavor ; taste.
There is some sapor in all aliments. Sir T. Browne.
II

+

Sap'O-rlf'Ic (sSp'o-rlf'ik), a.
[L. sapor taste
facere to make.] Having the power to produce the sensation of taste ; producing taste, flavor, or relish.
Sap'0-ros'l-ty (-rSs'I-ty), re. The quality of a body
by which it excites the sensation of taste.
Sap'O-rous (s5p'o-rus), a. [L. saporus that relishes
well, savory, fr. sapor taste.]
Having flavor or taste
yielding a taste.
[J?.]
Bailey.
Sa-po'ta (sa-po'ta), n. [NL., from Sp. sapote, zapote.
See Sapodilla.] (Bot.) The sapodilla.
Sap'O-ta'ceOUS (sSp'o-ta'shus), a. (Bot.) Of or pertaining to a natnral order (Sapotacese) of (mostly tropical) trees and shrubs, including the star apple, the Lucuma, or natural marmalade tree, the gutta-percha tree
(Isonandra), and the Indian mahwa, as well as the sapodilla, or sapota, after which the order is named.
;

8

Sap-pan' wood' (sSp-pSn' wood')- Sapan wood.
Sap'pare (sap'pSr), re. [F. sappare;
so called by

—

Saussure.]

(i)/m. ) Kyanite.
[Written also sa/ipar.]
(sSp'per), re. [Cf. F. sapeur.'] One who saps
specifically (Mil.), one who is employed in working at
saps, building and repairing fortifications, and the like.
Sai/phlc (sSf'Tk), a. [L. Sapphicus, Gr. 2a7rc^iK05, fr.

Sap'per

;

'S,a.T!<l>oi Sappho.]
1. 01 or pertaining to Sappho, the
Grecian poetess as, Sapphic odes Sapphic verse.
2. (Pros.) Belonging to, or in the manner of, Sappho
said of a certain kind of verse reputed to have been
invented by Sappho, consisting of five feet, of which the
first, fourth, and fifth are trochees, the second is a spondee, and the third a dactyl.
Sap'phlc, re. (Pros.) A Sapphic verse.
Sap'phlre (sSf'ir or -er; 277), n. [OE. saphir, F.
;

;

—

saphir, L. sapphirus, Gr. <Ta.7r<j)ei.pB;, of Oriental origin
cf. Heb. sapplr.]
1. (Min.) Native alumina or aluminium sesquioxide, AI2O3 corundum ; esp., the blue transparent variety of corundum, highly prized as a gem.
;

Of rubies, sapphires, and of pearles white. Chaticer.
(E^^ Sapphire occurs in hexagonal crystals and also in
granular and massive forms. The name sapphire is usually restricted to the blue crystals, while the bright red
crystals are called Oriental rubies (see under Ruby), the
amethystine variety Oriental amethyst (see under Amethyst), and the dull massive varieties corundum (a name
which IS also used as a general term to include all varieties).
See COBUNDDM.
2. The color of the gem
bright blue.
3. (Zool. ) Any humming bird of the genus Sylocharis, native of South America.
The throat and breast are
usually bright blue.
;

Star sapphire, or Aaterlated eapphire (Min.), a kind of
sapphire which exhibits asterism.

Sap'phlre, a.
Of cr resembling sapphire ; sapphir" The sapphire blaze."
blue.
Gray.
Sap'phlr-lne (saf'er-in), a.
Resembling sapphire;
made of sapphire having the color, or any quality, of
sapphire.
"^'appAi'riree degree of hardness."
Boyle.
Sap'phO (saf'o), re. [See Sapphic.] (Zool.) Any one
ine

;

;

several

of

brilliant

species

of

South Ameri-

humming birds of
the genus Sappho, having very bright-colored
deeply forked tails
called
can

;

Sap'pl-nes3

py

The quality
;

;

Sap'ro-phyt'lc (-flt'Ik), a. Feeding or growing upon
decaying animal or vegetable matter pertaining to a
saprophyte or the saprophytes.
Sap'sa-gO (sSp'sa^go), re. [G. schabzieger ; schaben
to shave, to scrape
zieger a sort of whey.] A kind of
Swiss cheese, of a greenish color, flavored with melilot.
Sap'skull' (-skul'), re. A saphead. [Lowl
Sap'U-ca'ia (sSp'u-ka'ya Pg. sa'p68-ka'ya), re. [Pg.
sapucaya.'] (Bot.) A Brazilian tree.
See Lecythis, and
Monkey-pot. [Written also sapucaya."]
Sapncaia not (Bot.), the seed of the sapucaia
called
also paradise nut.
Sap'WOOd' (sSp'woSd'), n. (Bot.) The alburnum, or
part of the wood of any exogenous tree next to the bark,
being that portion of the tree through which the sap
flows most freely
distinguished from heartwood.
Sar'a-ba-lte (sar'a-ba-it), n. [LL. Sarabditae, pi.]
(Eccl. Hist.) One of certain vagrant or heretical Oriental
monks in the early church.
Sar'a-band (-bSnd), re. [F. sarabande, Sp. zarabanda,
fr. Per. serbend a song].
A slow Spanish dance of Saracenic origin, to an air in triple time also, the air itself.
She has brought us the newest saraband from the court of
Queen Mab.
Sir W. Scott.
Sar'a-cen (-sen), n. [L. Saracenus, perhaps fr. Ar.
sharqi, pi. sharqim. Oriental, Eastern, fr. sharaqa to
rise, said of the sun
cf. F. sarrasin.
Cf. Sakcenet,
Saheasin, Sirocco.] Anciently, an Arab later, a Mussulman in the Middle Ages, the common term among
Christians in Europe for a Mohammedan hostile to the
;

+

;

;

;

—

—

;

:

;

;

crusaders.
Saracens' consonnd (Bot.), a kind of ragwort (Senecio
Saracenicus), anciently used to heal wounds.
Of or pertaining to the
Sar'a-cen'ic (-sen'ik),
) a.
Saracens
as, Saracenic
Sar'a-cen'ic-al (-i-kal), j
^^
architecture.
Saracenic music."
Sir W. Scott.
;

(Arch.) See Saeeasin.
Sar'a-Sln (sar'a-sTn), re.
Sa'ras-Wa'tl (sa'ras--wa'te), re. [Skr. Sarasvati."]
(Hind. Myth.) The sakti or wife of Brahma; the Hindoo
goddess of learning, music, and poetry.
Sar'casm (sar'kaz'm), n. [F. sarcasme, L. sarcasII

rmus, Gr. (rapxacrjU-o?, from <rapKafecv to tear flesh like
dogs, to bite the lips in rage, to speak bitterly, to sneer,
fr. o-ap^, orap/cos, flesh.]
keen, reproachful expression a satirical remark uttered with some degree of

A

;

scorn or contempt

The sarcasms of

;

a taunt

Syn. — Satire
Sar-cas'mous

;

;

a gibe

;

a cutting

jest.

who imagine our

art to be a matSir J. Reynolds.
irony; ridicule; taunt; gibe.
(sar-kSs'mils), a.
Sarcastic.
[Obs.]

those critics

ter of inspiration.

" Sarcasmous scandal."

Hudibras.

Sar-cas'tlo (-kas'tik), 1 a. Expressing, or expressed
by, sarcasm characterized
Sar-cas'tlc-al (-tT-kal), )
by, or of the nature of, sarcasm given to the use of sar;

;

casm

bitterly satirical ; scornfully severe ; taunting.
a fierce and sarcastic reprehension would this have
drawn from the friendship of the world
South.
Sar-cas'tio-al-ly, adv. In a sarcastic manner.
Sar'cel (sar'sgl), re. [OF. cercel, F. cerceau, L. circellus, dim. of circulus.
See Circle.] One of the outer
pinions or feathers of the wing of a bird, esp. of a hawk.
;

What

1

Sar'celed (-s51d), a. (Her.) Cut through the middle.
Sar'ceUe' (sar'sSl'), n. [F., fr. L. querquedula.']
The old squaw, or long-tailed duck.
Sarce'net (sars'nSt), n. [OF. sarcenet; cf. LL. saracenicum cloth made by Saracens. See Saeacen.] A
species of fine thin silk fabric, used for linings, etc.
II

(Zool.)

[Written also sarsenet.]
Shak.
Thou green sarcenet flap for a sore eye.
Sar'cln (sar'sTn), n. Same as Hypoxanthin.
Sar-Ci'na (sar-sl'na), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <ropK«'09 of
flesh, fr. <rapf, o-ap/cd?, flesh. J (Biol.) A genus of bacteria
found in various organic fluids, especially in those of the
stomach, associated with certain diseases. The individual organisms undergo division along two perpendicular
II

partitions, so that multiplication takes place in two directions, giving groups of four cubical cells.
Also used

adjectively

;

as,

a sarcina micrococcus a sarcina group.
;

Sarcina form (Biol.), the tetrad form seen in the division of a dumb - bell group of micrococci into four
applied particularly to bacteria. See Miceococcds.
Sar'Cle (sar'k'l), V. i. [F. sarcler to weed, fr. L. sarculare to hoe, fr. sarculum hoe.] To weed, or clear of
Ainsworth.
weeds, with a hoe. [Obs.]
combining form from Gr. crap^,
Sar'CO- (sar'ko-).
(rapKos, flesh ; as, rarcophagous, flesh-eating ; sarcology.
Sar-COb'a-SlS (sar-kSb'a-sis), re. ; pi. Saeoobases
(-sez).
[NL., fr. Gr. aS-p^, o-apKos, flesh -f- j3aa-is base.]
(Bot.)
fruit consisting of many dry indehiscent cells,
;

—

A

—

also fireiail.
re.

SARD

;

II

(sSp'pT-nes),
of being sap-

A

Sap'po-dil'la (sSp'pS-dil're.
(Bot.) See Sapodilla.
Sap'py (sap'py), a. [CornSappho (.Sappho sparpar. Sappiek (-pi-er) ; superl.
ganura).
Sappiest.]
[From 1st Sap.]
1. Abounding with sap ; full of sap juicy succulent.

la),

;

ale,

senate,

care,

;

am, arm, ask,

F. sarcocarpe.]

final.

9,11

;

eve,

n.

(Bot.)

event,

Sar'CO-Cele (sarTio-sel), re.
[Gr. aap/coxTjA)) ; trapi,
(TopKos, flesh -\- Krjkri tumor
cf. F. sarcocele.]
(Med.)
solid tumor of the testicle.
Sar'co-COl (sar'ko-k8I), n. [L. sarcocolla, from Gr.
Sar'CO-COlla (-kSl'la), ( a-apKOKoWa crapf , aapKo's,
flesh
KoAAa glue cf. P. sarcocolle.]
resin
:

Any

1

;

+

A gum

:

—

obtained from certain shrubs of Africa (Pensea),
formerly thought to cause healing of wounds and ulcers.

Sar'COde (sar'kod),
flesh
plied

+ etSos

form.

n.
[Gr. a-apKioSri? fleshy ; trapf
Cf. Saecoid.]
(Biol.)
name ap-

A

by Dujardin In 1835 to the gelatinous material
forming the bodies of the lowest animals protoplasm.
Sar'co-dentl (sar'k6-derm), re.
[NL. sarcoderma.
Sar'co-der'ma (-der'ma), ) See Saeco-, and Derm.]
(Bot. ) (a) A fleshy covering of a seed, lying between the
external and internal integuments, (b) A sarcocarp.
Sar-cod'lC (sar-k8d1k or -ko'dik), a. (Biol.) Of or
;

1

II

pertaining to sarcode.
Sar'coid(sar'koid), o.

[Gr. o-ap/toeiS^t. See Saecode.]
Resembling flesh, or muscle ; composed of sarcode.
Sai'co-lac'tlo (sar'ko-lSk'tTk), a. [Sarcolactic]
(Physiol. Chem. ) Relating to muscle and milk as, sg.rcolactic acid.
See Lactic acid, under Lactic.
Sar'CO-Iem'ma (-Igm'ma), re.
[NL., from Gr. aap^,
aapKOi, flesh -)- \4fifia rind, skin.] (Anat.) The very
thin transparent and apparently homogeneous sheath
which incloses a striated muscular fiber ; the myolemma.
Sar'CO-line (sar'ko-Un), a. [Gr. (rdp(, capicds, flesh.]
(Min.) Flesh-colored.
Sar'co-log'ic (siir'ko-lSj'Tk), 1 a. Of or pertaining to
Sar'co-log'ic-al (-IBj'I-kal), )
sarcology.
Sar-col'o-gy (sar-k51'o-jy), re. [Sarco-logy : cf.
F. sarcologie.] That part of anatomy which treats of
the soft parts. It includes myology, angiology, neurology, and splanchnology.
Sar-co'ma (sar-ko'ma), n. ;pl. L. Saecomata (-kBm'a-ta or -ko'ma-ta), E. Saecomas (-ko'maz).
[NL., from
Gr. a-apKufjia, from crapf, o-apKos, flesh.] (Sled.) A tumor of fleshy consistence
formerly applied to many
varieties of tumor, now restricted to a variety of malignant growth made up of cells resembling those of fetal
development without any proper intercellular substance.
Sar-COm'a-tOUS (-kSm'a-tiis or -ko'ma-tiis), a. (Med.)
Of or pertaining to sarcoma ; resembling sarcoma.
Sar-coph'a-ga (sar-k5f'JUg4), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
See Sarcophagus.] (Zool.)
suborder of carnivorous
and insectivorous marsupials including the dasyures and
the opossums.
Sar-coph'a-ga, n. [NL., fern. sing. See SaeoophaGus.] (Zool. ) A genus of Diptera, including the flesh flies.
Sar-COph'a-gan (-gan), n. 1. (Zool.) Any animal
which eats flesh, especially any carnivorous marsupial.
2. (Zool.) Any fly of the genus Sarcophaga.
Sar-coph'a-gOUS (-gils), a. (Zool.) Feeding on flesh;
flesh-eating ; carnivorous.
Sar-coph'a-gus (-giSs), re. ; pi. L. Sarcophagi (-ji),
E. Saecophaguses (-giis-gz).
[L., fr. Gr. aapKo^ayoi,
properly, eating flesh ; <7-dp|, o-apKos, flesh
(/layeii/ to
eat.
Cf. Saecasm.]
1.
species of limestone used
among the Greeks for making coffins, which was so
called because it consumed within a few weeks the flesh
of bodies deposited in it.
It is otherwise called lapis
Assius, or Assian stone, and is said to have been found
at Assos, a city of Lycia.
Holland.
2. A coffin or chest-shaped tomb of the kind of stone
described above ; hence, any stone coffin.
stone shaped like a sarcophagus and placed by a
3.
grave as a memorial.
Sar-coph'a-gy (-if), n. [Gr. <rapKo4>a.yia. See SabCOPHAGUS.] The practice of eating flesh.
Sar'co-phlle (sar'kS-fn), n. [Sarco- -f Gr. .^lAos a
lover.] (Zool.) A flesh-eating animal, especially any
one of the carnivorous marsupials.
Sar-cop'tes (sar-k8p'tez), n. [NL., from Gr. adpf,
(rapKos, flesh -\-_ KoirreLv to cut.]
(Zool.) A genus of
parasitic mites including the itch mites.
Sar-cop'tid (-tld), n. (Zool.) Any species of the
genus Sarcoptes and related genera of
mites, comprising the itch mites and
mange mites.
a. Of or pertaining to the
itch mites.
(Biol. )

+
;

+

II

;

—

II

A

II

+

A

A

II

—

II

Sar'co-rham'phl (sar'ko-rSm'fl),

n.

[NL., fr. Gr. <rap|, (TapKot, flesh -fbeak.] (Zool.) A division of raptorial birds comprising the vultures,
Sar'CO-sep'tUin (-sSp'tiim), n. ; pi.
Saecosepta (-ta).
\Sareo- -\- septum.] Sarcoptid (5<3r(Zool.) One of the mesenteries of an an- S^'tf « scal,ei\
^"'='> enlarged.
thozoan.
Sar'CO-Sln (sar'ko-sTn), re. (Physiol. Chem.) A crystalline nitrogenous substance, formed in the decomposition of creatin (one of the constituents of muscle tissue).
Chemically, it is methyl glycocoll.
Sar-CO'sIs(sar-ko'sTs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-apKwo-ts, fr.
trap j, o-apKos, flesh.] (Med.) (a) Abnormal formation of
flesh, (b) Sarcoma.
Sar-COt'ic (-kot'ik), a. [Gr. aapKiarmo? cf. F. sareotique.]
(Med.) Producing or promoting the growth of
flesh.
[iJ.]
[i?.]^re. A sarcotic medicine.
pi.

pa/i(|)os

II

II

:

Sar'cOUS

(sar'kiSs),

—

[Gr.

a.

erapf,

trapKos,

flesh.]

6nd, fern, recent

idea,

certain rhizopods.

Sar'CO-carp (-karp),

<!^^ This term has also been used to denote any fruit
which is fleshy throughout.
M. T. Masters.

[Sarco--]-GT. xapiroi fruit:
The fleshy part of a stone

the mallows.
Sar'CO-blast (sar'ko-blSst), re. [8arco--\- -blast.] (ZoA minute yellowish body present in the interior of

style, as in
ol.)

cf.

CAEP.

(Anat.) Fleshy;
applied to the minute structural elements, called sarcous elements, or sarcous disks,-oi which
striated muscular flber is composed.
Sar'CU-la'tlon (sar'ku-la'shiJn), n. [L. sarculatio.
See Sarcle.] A weeding, as with a hoe or a rake.
Sard (sard), n. [L. sarda, Gr. crdpSiov, or o-op8ios (sc.
Ai'flos), i. e., Sardian stone, fr. 2ap6tos Sardian, SipSeis
Sardes, the capital of Lydia cf. F. sarde. Cf. Saedius.]

which contain but few seeds and cohere about a common

juiciness.

between the skin, or epicarp, and the
stone, or endocarp, as in a peach.
See Illust. of Emx)-

fruit, situated

;

ice,

:

HI

;

old,

6bey, &rb, 5dd

'4

;,

SARDACHATE
'^Min. )

A

rarlety of carnelian, of a rich reddish yellow-

See

er brownish red color.

tlie

Sar'da-Chate (sar'da-kSt), n. [L. sardachales cf. F.
See Sakd, and Aoate.] (Min.) A variety
sardachate.
of agate containing sard.
See Saedine a
SaT'dan (-dan), I n. [It. sardella.
fish.]
(.Z'ooZ.)
sardine. \_Obs.'\
Sar'del (-dSl), )
precious stone. See Sakdius.
Sar'del, n.
Sai'dlne (sar'den or sar-den' 277), n. [F. sardine
(cf. Sp. sardina, sarda, It.
sardina, sardella), it. sardina, sarda ;
cf. 6r. (rap5^m), a-apSa ; so
called from
European Sardine (Clupea pilchardus).
the island of
Sardinia, Gr. XapSii.'} {Zo'61.) Any one of several small
species of herring which are commonly preserved in olive
oil for food, especially the pilchard, or European sardine
{Clupea pilchardus). The California sardine {Clupea
sagax) is similar. The American sardines of the Atlantic
coast are mostly the young of the common herring and
of the menhaden.
Sar'dlne (-din or -din 277), n. See Sardius.
Sar-dln'1-an (sar-din'I-an), a. [L. Sardinianus.] Of
or pertaining to the island, kingdom, or people of Sardinia.
n.
A native or inhabitant of Sardinia.
[L. sardius, lapis sardinus.
Sar'dl-US (sar'dt-us), n.
Or. crapSwo^ Aiflos, a-dpSiov.
See Sakd.] A precious
atone, probably a carnelian, one of which was set in
Aaron's breastplate.
Bx. xxviii. 17.
Sar'dOin (sar'doin), n. [Cf. F. sardoitie.'^ (Min.)
Sard carnelian.
Sar-dO'nl-an (sar-do'ni-on), a. [Cf. F. sardonien.']
" "With Sarrfoniaw smile. '• Spenser.
fiardonic.
[06.?.]
Sar-don'lc (-don'Ik), a. [F. sardonique, L. sardonius, Gr. aapSdvio?, trap^ofto?, perhaps fr. craipetf to grin
like a dog, or from a certain plant of <S<i)'rfjn?a, Gr. SapSu,
which was said to screw up the face of the eater.]
Forced ; unnatural insincere ; hence, derisive, mocking,
malignant, or bitterly sarcastic
applied only to a
laugh, smile, or some facial semblance of gayety.
"Where strnined, sardonic smiles are glozing still,
And grief is forced to laugh against her will. Sir H. TVotton.
The scornful, ferocious, sardonic grin of a bloody ruffian.
:

A

&

3,U00 days, or a little short of 10 years.
Brande
C.
Sar'plar (sar'pler), re. [Cf. LL. sarplare. See SarPt-IER.]
large bale or package of wool, containing
eighty tods, or 2,240 pounds, in weight. \^Eng.']
Sar'plier (sar'pler), re. [F. serpilliere ; cf. Pr. sarpeIheira, LL. serpelleria, serpleria, Catalan sarpallera, Sp.
arpillera.']
coarse cloth made of hemp, and used for
packing goods, etc. ["Written also sarpelere.] Tyrwhitt.
Sar'po (sar'po), re. [Corruption of Sp. sapo a toad.]
(Zool.) A large toadfish of the Southern United States
and the Gulf of Mexico (Batrachus tau, var. pardus).

;

A

A

II

—

(sars), re.
[F. sas, OF. saas, LL. setatium, fr.
stiff hair.]
fine sieve ; a scarce.
[Ofti.]
v. t.
To sift through a sarse. [Ofts.]
[Etymol. uncertain ; perhaps
Sar'sen (sar'sSn), ?t.

Sardonic grin or laugh, an old medical term for a spasaffection of the muscles, of the face, giving it an
appearance of laughter.
Sar-don'lc, a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling, a kind
cf linen made at Colchis.
Sar'dO-nyx (sar'do-niks), n. [L., fr. Gr. <rapS6wi.
See Sakd, and Onyx.] (Min.)
variety of onyx consisting of sard and white chalcedony in alternate layers.
Sa'ree (sa're), n. [Hind, sari.'] The principal garment of a Hindoo woman. It consists of a long piece of
cloth, which is wrapped round the middle of the body, a
portion being arranged to hang down in front, and the remainder passed across the bosom over the left shoulder.
Sar-gas'SO (sar-gas's6), n. [Sp. sargaso seaweed.]
(£ot. ) The gulf weed.
See under Gulp.
Sargasso Sea, a large tract of the North Atlantic Ocean
where sargasso in great abundance floats on the surface.
Sar-gas'SUm (-sum), n. [NL.] (Bol.)
genus of
algse including the gulf weed.
Sar'gO (sar'go), n. [Sp. sargo, h. sargus a kind of
fish.]
(Zool.) Aiy one of several species of sparoid fishes
belonging to Sargus, Pomadasys, and related genera ;
called also sar, and saragu.
Sa'rl (sa're), re. Same as

—

and Druid stone. lEng.l
Sarse'net (sars'net), n. See- Sarcenet.
Sart (sart), re. An assart, or clearing. [Ofts.] Bailey.
1. Of
Sar-tO'ri-al (sar-to'rt-al), a. [See Sartorius.]

A

or pertaining to a tailor or his work.
Cur legs skulked under the table as free from sartorial im2. (Anat.)
II

serh; Sw. sdi-k.'] A shirt. IScot.l
Sark, V. t. (Carp.) To cover
with sarking, or thin boards.

—

;

[Gr.
(Physiol.
re.

Sark'lng

Sarigue

A

(Didelphys opos-

Thin boards for sheathing, as sum). Female and young.
above the rafters, and under the
shingles or slates, and for similar purposes.
[Mongolian sarlyk.l (Zool.)
Sar'lac (sar'lSk), re.
Sar'lyk (-ITk),
The yak.
|
Sar-ma'tlan (sar-ma'shan), 1 a. [L. Sarmaticus.'] Of
Sar-mat'lc (sar-mSt'Tk),
or pertaining to Sar)
)

matia, or its inhabitants, the ancestors of the Russians
and the Poles.
Sar'ment (sar'mSnt), n. [L. sarinenium a twig, fr.
sarpere to cut off, to trim : cf. F. sarment.'] (Bot.) A
prostrate filiform stem or runner, as of the strawberry.

Sas'sa-hy (sa3'sa-b5^),
Sas'sa-bye (-sa-bi),
re.

See Runner.

a.

[L.

(

Sas'sa-fras (-frSs), n.
[F. sassafras (cf. It. sassassafras, Sp.
Sasin, or Indian Antelope.
sasafras, salsnfras, salsifrax, snlsifragia, saxifragia), fr. L. saxifraga saxifrage.
See Saxifrage.] (Bot.) An American tree of tlie Laurel
family (Siissvfras officinale) also, the bark of the roots,

'

I

;

which has an aromatic

(sar-mSn'tiSs),

Sarmentose.

siiidU

and

taste.

Australian saBBafras, a lofty tree (Doryophora Sassafras)

nfde,

fall,

ap,

Om

;

pit$'

:

of Florence.

Sas'so-rol (sSs's6-r51),
Sas'so-rol'la (-rBl'la),

;

food,

fc^t;

out,

oil;

re.

)
)

(Zool.) The rock pigeon.
See under Pigeon.

bark').
(Bot.) The bark of a
"West African leguminous tree (Erythrophloeum Guineense, used by the natives as an ordeal poison, and also
medicinally ;
called also mancona bark.
Sas'tra (sas'tra), n. Same as Shaster.
Sat (sSt), imp. of Sit. ["Written also sate.']
Sa'tan (saltan ; sSt'an, obs. ), re. [Heb. sdtan an adversary, fr. satan to be adverse, to persecute cf Gr,
Xardv, SaToi/as, L. Satan, Satanas.] The grand adversary of man ; the Devil, or Prince of darkness ; the chief
of the fallen angels ; the archfiend.
I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven. Luke x. 18.

Sas'sy bark'

(sSs'si^

—

II

:

.

Sa-tan'ic (sa-tSn'ik), ) a. [Cf. F. satanique, Gr. 2aSa-tan'lC-al (-T-kal), f ravixos.] Of or pertaining to
Satan having the qualities of Satan resembling Satan
extremely malicious or wicked devilish infernal. " /Satanic strength. " " Satanic bost."
Milton.
Detest the slander which, with a Satanic smile, exults over
the character it has ruined.
L>r. T. Dwight
;

;

;

;

;

— Sa-tan'ic-al-ly, adv. — Sa-tan'ic-al-ness,

re.

Sa'tan-ism (sa'tan-Tz'm), re. The evil and malicious
disposition of Satan ; a diabolical spirit.
[iJ.]
re.
A very wicked person,
Sa'tan-oph'a-ny (sa'ton-of'a-n^), re.

Sa'tan-ist,

Granger.

[i?.]

[Satan -\- Gr.
incarnation of Satan a being
possessed by a demon. [jR.]
0. A. Brownson.
Satch'el (sSch'gl), re. [OF. sachel, fr. L. saccellus,
dim. of saecus. See Sack a bag.] A little sack or bag
for carrying papers, books, or small articles of wearing
apparel ; a hand bag. [Spelled also sachel.]
The whining schoolboy with his satchel.
Shak.
vb. n.
Sate (sat), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Sated p. pr.
Sating.] [Probably shortened fr. satiate : cf. L. satur
full. See Satiate.] To satisfy the desire or appetite of
to satiate ; to glut ; to surfeit.
Crowds of wanderers sated with the business and pleasure

An

^aCvecrSai. to appear.]

;

&

;

of great

JUacautay.

cities.

rarely sat), imp. of Sit.
But sate an equal guest at every board.
Lowell.
Sat-een' (sat-en'), n. [Cf. Satin.] A kind of dress
goods made of cotton or woolen, with a glossy surface
resembling satin.

Sate

(s5t

;

(satISs), a.

Insatiahle.

Young.

[i?.]

[F., fr. L. satelles, -His, an
Sat'el-lite (sSt'gl-lit), n.
attendant.] 1. An attendant attached to a prince or
other powerful person ; hence, an obsequious dependent.
" The satellites of power."
/. Disraeli.
2. {Astron.)
secondary planet which revolves about
another planet ; as, the moon is a satellite of the earth.
See Solar system, under Solar.

A

Satellite

moth

handsome European noctuid

(Zool.), a

moth (Seopelosoma satellitia).
accompanySat'el-Ute, a. (Anat.) Situated near
ing ; as, the satellite veins, those which accompany the
;

arteries.

Pertaining

Sat'el-ll'tlOUS (-lish'iJs), a.

to, or

con-

Cheyne.
See Satan.]
Chaucer.
Wyclif.

sisting of, satellites,
[i?.]
Sath'a-nas (sSth'a-nSs), n. [L. Saianas.

Satan. [06s.]
Sa'tl-ate (sa'shT-fit ; 48), a. [L. saiiatus, p. p. of saiiare to satisfy, from sat, satis, enough.
See Sad, a.,
and cf . Sate.] Filled to satiety ; glutted ; sated ;
f ollowed by Mitt or o/. "/SoO'aie of applause."
Pope.
Sa'tl-ate (-at), v. I. [imp. &p. p. Satlited (-a'tSd)
vb. re. Satiating.]
1. To satisfy the appetite
p. pr.
or desire of ; to feed to the full to furnish enjoyment
to, to the extent of desire
to sate ; as, to satiate appe-

—

&

;

;

tite
I

or sense.
These [smells] rather woo the sense than

may

yet survive the malice of
my blood.

satiate

it.

Bacon.
they

my enemies, although

Eikon Basitike.

should DC sa(/a/e(i with

2. To fill heyond natural desire to gratify to repleto glut.
tion or loathing ; to surfeit
[Obs.]
Sir I. ^'eurlon.
3. To saturate.
,Syn.— To satisfy; sate; suffice; cloy; gorge; overSatiate, Satisfy, Content. These
fill; surfeit; glut.
words differ principally in degree. To cuiilcnt is to make
contented, even though every desire or apiietite is not
fully griitified. To salis,fy_ is to appease fully the lonjjings of desire. To satiate is to fill so completely that it
is not possible to receive or enjoy more ; hence, to overfill; to cause disgust in.
Content with science in the vale of peace.
Pope.
His whole felicity is endless strife
;

;

—

1

A large African

safrasso,

I

unite,

(Zool.)

,

antelope (Alcelaphus lunula), similar to the hartbeest, but having its horns
regularly curved.

Sar'men-ta'ceous (sar'mSn-ta'shiSs), a. {Bot.) Bearing
sarments, or runners, as the strawberry.
Sar'men-tose' (sar'mSn-tos' or sar-m6n'tos),
sarmento.ius : cf. F. saitnenteux.
See Sarment.] (Bot.) (a) Long
and filiform, and almost naked,
ing only leaves at the
II
here it strikes root; as,
ntose stem. (6) Bearing
o.-n.
is; sarmentaceous.

Qse,

&

&

trapf o-op/cos, flesh.]
Chem.) Same as Hypoxanthin,
(sark'Ing), n.
[Froni Saek shirt.] (Carp.)

(li'it.)

—

—

;

Sateless

—

[F.,

small South
American opossum (Didelphys
opossum), having four white
spots on the face.
Sark (sark), re. [AS. serce,
syrce, a shirt; akin to Icel.

<»•

L. sartor a patcher,

A

A

Sat 'Uen'tOUB

fr.

liturgy,
Sa'rum use' (sa'riSm iis'). (Ch. of Eng.)
or use, put forth about 1087 by St. Osmund, bishop of
Sarum, based on Anglo-Saxon and Norman customs.
Sash (s5sh), re. [Pers. shast a sort of girdle.] A scarf
or band worn about the waist, over the shoulder, or
otherwise ; a belt ; a girdle,
worn by women and children as an ornament ; also worn as a badge of distinction by military officers, members of societies, etc.
BurJce.
Sash, V. t. To adorn with a sash or scarf.
Sash, n. [F. chassis a frame, sash, fr. chasse a shrine,
reliquary, frame, L.capOT. SeeCASEabox.] 1. Theframing in which the panes of glass are set in a glazed window
or door, including the narrow bars between the panes.
2. In a sawmill, the rectangular frame in which the
saw is strained and by which it is carried up and down
with a reciprocating motion ;
also called gate.
in disFrench sash, a casement swinging on hinges
tinction from a vertical sash, sliding up and down.
Sash, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Sashed (sSsht) ; p. pr.
vb, re. Sashing.]
To furnish with a sash or sashes ; as,
to sash a door or a window.
collection
Sash'er-y (-er-J), re. [From 1st Sash.]
[iJ.]
of sashes ; ornamentation by means of sashes.
Carlyle.
Distinguished by their saslieries and insignia^
Sash'OOn (-oon), re. [Etymology uncertain.^
of pad worn on the leg under the boot. \Obs,
Sa'Sin (sa'sTn), re. (Zool.) The Indian antelope (Antilope bezoartica, or
cervicapra), noted for its beauty and
swiftness. It has long, spiral, divergent
horns.

from Braz. garigueia, fariguei-

,

[NL.,

—

—

in sitting.

—

Sar'kln (sar'ktn),

«.

(-iis),

sartum, to patch, mend.] (Anat.) A
muscle of the thigh, called the tailor''s muscle, which
arises from the hip bone and is inserted just below the
knee. So named because its contraction was supposed
to produce the position of the legs assu-med by the tailor

II

(Zool.)

Of or pertaining to the sartorius muscle.

Sar-tO'ri-US

tailor, fr. sarcire,

A

ra.']

Lowell.

pertinences as those of the noblest savages.

II

re.

A

for saracen stone, i.e., a heathen or pagan stone or monument.]
One of the large sandstone blocks scattered
over the English chalk downs ;
called also sarsen stone,

II

—

the Ameri-

Sarse,

modic

(sa-reg'),

A
;

Sarse

L. seta a

Burlce.

II

So named
genus of

[NL.

(Bot.)
in bogs

;

;

Sasee.
Sa-rlgue'

re.

can pitcher plant.
51^°" They have hollow pitcher-shaped or tubular
leaves, aiid solitary flowers with an umbrella-shaped
Sarracenia purpurea., the sidesaddle flower, is
style.
common at the North <S. jiava, rubra, Drummondii
varioluris, and psittacina are Southern species. All are
insectivorous, catching and drowning insects in their curious leaves.
See Illust. of Sidesaddle flower, under
Sidesaddle.
Sar'ra-sin ) (sSr'ra^sTn), n. [F. sarrasine, LL. saracina. See Saracen.]
(Fort.) A portSar'ra-slne )
cullis, or herse.
[Written also sarasin.^
Sai'sa (sar'sa), n. Sarsaparilla. [Written also sarza.']
[Sp. zarzaparrilla
Sar'sa-pa-rll1a (-pa-ril'la), n.
zarza a bramble (perhaps fr. Bisc. zartzia) -\- parra a
vine, or Parillo, a physician said to have discovered it.]
(Bot.) (a) Any plant of several tropical American species of Smilax. (ft) The bitter mucilaginous roots of such
plants, used in medicine and in sirups for soda, etc.
m^p" The name is also applied to many other plants
ana their roots, especially to the Aralia nudicaulis, the
wild sarsaparilla of the United States.
Sar'sa-pa-ril'lln (-lln), n. See Pablllin.

—

II

Sar'ra-ce'nl-a (sSr'ra-se'nT-a),

Quebec]
American perennial herbs growing
after a Dr. Sarrazin of

;

;

SATIETY
with aromatic bark and leaves.
Chilian saBBafras, an
aromatic tree iLaurelia sempervirens).
New Zealand
sassafras, a similar tree {Laurelia Novx Zelandise).
Sassafras nnt.
Swamp sassafras,
See Pichurim bean.
the sweet bay {Magnolia glauca). See Magnolla.
[See Sarse a sieve.]
Sas'sa-nage (sSs'sa-nSj), re.
Stones left after sifting.
Smart.
(sSs'si^ra'ra),
n.
[Perh.
a corruption of
Sas'sa-ra'ra
certiorari, the name of a writ.]
A word used to emphasize a statement.
[06s.]
Out she shall pack, with a sassarara.
Goldsmith.
Sasse (sSs), re. [D. sas, it. ¥. sas the basin of a waterfall.]
A sluice or lock, as in a river, to make it more
navigable.
[06.S.]
Pepys.
Sas'sen-ach(s5s's5n-5k),re. \_Ga,e\. sasunnach.'] A Saxon an Englishman ; aLowlander. \_Celtic'\ Sir W. Scott.
[From Sasso, a town
Sas'SO-lin (sSs'so-lIn),
) re.
in Italy cf. F. sassolin.]
Sas'so-llne (-Itn or len), )
(Min.) Native boric acid, found in saline incrustations
on the borders of hot springs near Sasso, in the territory

re.

II

A

;
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[W. sarn a causeway, paving.] A
Sam
pavement or stepping-stone. ^Prov. Eng.\
Johnson.
Sa'rong (sa'rSng), re. [Malay sarung.^ A sort of
petticoat worn by both sexes in Java and the Malay
Archipelago.
Balfour (Cyc. of India).
Sa'ros (sa'ros), n. [NL., fr. Gr. crapo!.] (Asiron.) A
Chaldean astronomical period or cycle, the length of
which has been variously estimated from 3,600 years to
(sarn),

Note under Chalcedony.

;;

'

chair;

go;

slnic

:

No peace, no sati.it'action, crowns his life.
He may be satiated, but not satisfied.

Btaumont.
Aonis.
Sa'tl-a'tlon (-R'shiin), «. Satiety.
[L. satietas, from satis, sat,
Sa-tl'e-ty (sA-ti'S-t^y), «.
enough cf. F. satif-li;.] The state of beiiic aafintod or
'~
glutted; fullness ol gratification, either
lbo:i|>)ii''
of any sensual desire fullness beyond dctjire
an i

ink;

:

;

then, thin;

bON

:

;

zh = z

in nztm-

;;;;;
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SAUCE

to the extent of claims or deserts ; to give
what is due to ; as, to satisfy a creditor.
3. To answer or discharge, as a claim, debt, legal demand, or the like to give compensation for to pay off
to requite
as, to satisfy a claim or an execution.
4. To free from doubt, suspense, or uncertainty; to
give assurance to to set at rest the mind of ; to convince ; as, to satisfy one's self by inquiry.
The standing evidences of the truth of the gospel are in them-

next in magnitude to Jupiter, but more remote froia
the sun. Its diameter is seventy thousand miles, itsmean distance from the sim nearly eight hundred and
eighty miUions of miles, and its year, or periodical revolution round the sun, nearly twenty-nine years and a
half.
It is surrounded by a remarkable system of rings,
and has eight satellites.
3. (^icAem.) The metal lead.
[Archaic~\
Sat'ur-na'li-a (sat'ur-na'li-a), re. pi. [L. See Saturn.] 1. (Rom. Antiq.) The festival of Saturn, celebrated in December, originally during one day, but afterward during seven days, as a period of unrestrained
license and merriment for all classes, extending even to

SATIN

N

of gratification which excites wearisoiueness or loathing
repletion satiation.
lu all pleasures there is satiety.
Hakeioill.
But thy words, with grace divine
Imbued, bring to their sweetness no satiety. Milton.
Syn. Repletion ; satiation ; surfeit ; cloyment.
Safin (satTn), n. [F. satin (cf. Pg. seiim), fr. It.
teiino, from seta silk, L. saeta, seta, a, thick, stilt hair, a
bristle
or possibly ultimately of Chinese origin ; cf.
silk cloth, of a
Chin, sz-tiin, sz-twan. Cf. Sateen.]
thick, close texture, and overshot woof, which has a
glossy surface.
Chaucer.
Cloths of gold and satins rich of hue.
;

—

;

A

To pay

2.

;

;

;

;

selves

most firm,

Syn.

— To

and

solid,

satiate

;

See Satiate.
Sat'is-ty (sSt'Is-fi),

satisfying.

sate

;

Atterbury.

content

;

gratify

compen-

;

sate.

To

give satisfaction to
afford gratification to leave nothing to be desired.
2. To make payment or atonement ; to atone. 3Iilton.
Sat'lS-ly'ing-ly (-fi'Tng-ly), adv. So as to satisfy;
v.

1.

i.

;

;

Denmark satin, a kind of lastmg a stout worsted stuff,
woven with a satin twill, used for women's shoes. — Pariners' satin.
See under Farmer. — Satin bird (ZooL), an
Australian bower bird. Called also satin gi-ackie.—Sa,tin
Satin spar. {Min.) (a) A
flower. (Bot.) See Honesty, 4.
;

P

—
having a pearly luster.
— Satin sparrow i.Zodl.),

fine fibrous variety of calcite,
similar variety of gypsum.

A

(6)

the

shining flycatcher (Myiagra nitida) of Tasmania and AustraUa. The upper surface of the male is rich blackish
Satin atone, satin spar.
green with a metallic luster.
[F., fr. satin.
See Satin.]
Sat'1-net' (sSt'I-net'), n.
thin
kind
of
satin.
1. A
2. A kind of cloth made of cotton warp and woolen

—

used chiefly for trousers.

filling,

(Bot.) The hard,
Sat'ln-WOOd' (sat'In-wood'), n.
lemon-colored, fragrant wood of an East Indian tree
(Chlorozylon Swieteiiia). It takes a lustrous finish, and
is used in cabinetwork.
The name is also given to the
wood of a species of prickly ash {Xanthoxylum Caribxum) growing in Florida and the West Indies.
Sat'In-y (-y), a. Like or composed of satin ; glossy
as, to have a satiny appearance
a satiny texture.
Sa'tion (sa'shiin), n. [L. saiio, fr. severe, satum, to
BOW.] A sowing or planting. [06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
Sat'ire (safir; in Eng. often safer 277), n. [L. satira, satiira, fr. satura (sc. lanx) a dish filled with va'
rious kinds of fruits, food composed of various ingredients, a mixture, a medley, f r. satur full of food, sated, f r.
sat, sntis, enough
cf. F. satire.
See Sate, Sad, a., and
cf. Satorate.]
1. A composition, generally poetical,
holding up vice or folly to reprobation ; a keen or severe
exposure of what in public or private morals deserves
rebuke ; an invective poem ; as, the Satires of Juvenal.
2. Keenness and severity of remark
caustic exposure to reprobation ; trenchant wit ; sarcasm.
Syn. Lampoon sarcasm ; irony ; ridicule ; pasquinade ; burlesque mt ; humor.
;

;

R

;

;

8

—

;

;

[L. satiricus: cf. F. satiSa-tlr'lc (sa-tir'ik), 1 a.
rique."]
1. Of or pertaining
Sa-tir'lc-al (-T-kal), )
to satire ; of the nature of satire ; as, a satiric style.
2. Censorious
severe in language sarcastic ; insult;

;

"jSaWricaZ rogue."
Syn.
Cutting caustic poignant
ical bitter reproachful abusive.

Shak.

ing.

—

;

;

;

sarcastic

;

Sat'lr-lst (s5t'er-tst), n.
satirizes

;

iron-

;

The mighty satirist, who

n.

[Cf. F. satiriste.'}

who

especially, one

One who

writes satire.

. had spread terror through the
ranKs.
Macaulay.
[imp.
Sat'ir-ize (-iz), v. t.
p. p. Satirized (-Izd)
vb. n. SATmiziNG (-i'zing).]
[Cf. F. satiriser.']
p. pr.
To make the object of satire to attack with satire to
censure with keenness or severe sarcasm.
It is as hard to satirize well a man of distinguished vices, as
.

&

&

;

;

;

man of distinguished virtues.

Swift.

[OE. satisfaeSat'iS-fac'tlon (sSt'is-fSk'shiin), n.
doun, F. satisfaction, fr. L. satisfactio, fr. satisfacere to
satisfy.
See Satisfy.] 1. The act of satisfying, or the
state of being satisfied ; gratification of desire ; contentment in possession and enjojmient ; repose of mind resulting from compliance with its desires or demands.
The mind having a power to suspend the execution and satisany of its desires.
Locke2. Settlement of a claim, due, or demand ; payment
indemnification adequate compensation.

faction of

;

We shall make full satisfaction.

Shak.

That which

3.

satisfies or gratifies ; atonement.
Die he, or justice must unless for him
Some other, able, and as willing, pay
The rigid satisfaction, death for death.
Milton.
Contentment ; content ; gratification pleas;

Syn.
ure
tion

—

;

;

compensation amends
atonement.
;

indemnification

;

remunera-

;

(-tiv), a.
Satisfactory.
[OJs.]
Satisfactive discernment of faith. Sir T. Browne.
[Cf. F. satisfactoire.l
Sat'lS-fac'tO-ry (-tS-ry), a.
1. Giving or producing satisfaction ; yielding content
especially, relieving the mind from doubt or uncertainty,
and enabUng it to rest with confidence ; sufficient as, a
satisfactory account or explanation.
2. Making amends, indemnification, or recompense ;
causing to cease from claims and to rest content compensating atoning as, to make satisfactory compensation, or a satisfactory apology.
A most wise and sufficient means of redemption and salvation,
by the satisfactory and meritorious death and obedience of the
incarnate Son of God, Jesus CJirist.
73;). Sanderson.
;

;

— Sat'is-fac'to-rl-ly
ness,

(-rl-iy),

adv.

—

(-fJ'a-b'l), a.

Sat'ls-fi'er (-er), n.

.

:

hence, a petty autocrat despot.
Sa'trap-al (sa'trSp-al or sSt'ra-pal), a. Of or pertaining to a satrap, or a satrapy.
Sa'trap-ess (sa'- or sSt'-), re. A female satrap.
Sa-trap'lC-al (sa-trSp'I-kal), a. Satrapal. [J?.]
Sa'trap-y (sa'trap-y or sSt'ra-py; 277), n.; pi. Satrapies (-Tz).
[L. satrapia, satrapea, Gr. trarpaneCa:
The government or jurisdiction of a
cf. F. satrapie.']
satrap a principality.
3Iilton.
Sat-SU'ma ware' (sat-soo'ma wSr'). (Fine Arts) A
kind of ornamental hard-glazed pottery made at Satsuma
in Kiu-siu, one of the Japanese islands.
Sat'U-ra-ble (s5f <i-ra-b'l 135), a. [L. saturabilis :
cf. F. saturable'^
Capable of being saturated admitting of saturation.
Sat'U-ra-bil'l-ty (-bil'i-tj), n.
Sat'U-rant (-rant), a. [L. saturans, p. pr. See Saturate.] Impregnating to the full saturating.
Sat'U-rant, n. 1. (Chem.) A substance used to neutralize or saturate the affinity of another substance.
2. (Med.) An antacid, as magnesia, used to correct
acidity of the stomach.
Sat'U-rate (-rat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Saturated (-ra'tSd) p. pr.
[L. saturatus, p. p.
vb. n. Saturating.]
of saturare to saturate, fr. satur full of food, sated. See
Satire.] 1. To cause to become completely penetrated,
impregnated, or soaked to fill fully to sate.
Innumerable flocks and herds covered that vast expanse of
emerald meadow saturated with the moisture of the Atlantic.
Macaulay.
Fill and saturate each kind
Emerson.
With good according to its mind.
2. (Chem.) To satisfy the affinity of; to cause to become inert by chemical combination with all that it can
hold as, to saturate phosphorus with chlorine.
Sat'U-rate (-rat), p. a. [L. saturatus, p. p.] Filled
to repletion saturated ; soaked.
Cowper,
Dries his feathers saturate with dew.
The sand beneath our feet is saturate
;

;

—

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

With blood of martyrs.

Longfellow.

Sat'U-ra'ted (-ra'tgd), a. 1. Filled to repletion ; holding by absorption, or in solution, all that is possible ; as,
saturated garments ; a saturated solution of salt.

(Chem.) Haying its affinity satisfied combined with
can hold
said of certain atoms, radicals, or compounds ; thus, methane is a saturated compound. Contrasted with unsaturated.
d^"" A saturated compound may exchange certain ingredients for others, but can not take on more vrithout
such excliange.
Saturated color (Optics), a color not diluted with white
a pure unmixed color, like those of the spectrum.
2.

all it

;

;

—

;

Sat'U-ra'tlon (-ra'shiin), n. [L. saturalio : cf F. sa1. The act of saturating, ^i- the state of being
saturated complete penetration or impregnation.
2. (Chem.) The act, process, or result of saturating a
substance, or of combining it to its fullest extent.
3. (Optics) Freedom from mixture or dilution with
white purity
said of colors.
(3^= The degree of saturation of a color is its relative
.

iuration.2

;

;

;

—

from admixture with white.
One who, or that
[L.]
Sat'U-ra'tor (-ra'ter), n.

purity, or freedom

which, saturates.
Sat'ur-flay (sSt'tir-da 48), n. [OE. Saterday, AS.
Sxterdseg, Sseterndseg, Sseternesdxg, literally, Saturn's
day, fr. L. Saturnus Saturn
AS. dasg day cf. L. dies
Saturni.'}
The seventh or last day of the week the day
following Friday and preceding Sunday.
Sa-tu'rl-ty (sa-tii'ri-tj^), re. [L. saturitas, fr. satur
The state of being saturated fullfull of food, sated.]

+

;

;

;

Warner.

ness of supply.

Sat'um

[Obs.']
(sat'iirn), n.

[L.

Saturnus,

literally,

the

sower, fr. serere, satum, to sow. See Season.] 1. (Roman
Myth.) One of the elder and principal deities, the son
of Coelus and Terra (Heaven and Earth), and the father
The corresponding Greek divinity was Kpoof Jupiter.
1/05, later Xpdi/os, Time.

That may be

One who

satisfied.

satisfies.

&

&

+

•

;

.

:

;

:

|

|

II

|

—

|

|

(Astron.)

Sat'urn-i-cen'tric (sSfiirn-i-sSn'trTk), a.

Appearing as if seen from the center of the planet Saturn relating or referred to Saturn as a center.
Sat'ur-nine (sat'iSr-nin), a.
[L. Saturnus the god
Saturn, also, the planet Saturn cf. F. saturnin of or per;

:

taining to lead (Saturn, in old chemistry, meaning lead),
saturnlen saturnine, saturnian. See Saturn.] 1.
under, or influenced by, the planet Saturn.
2. Heavy ; grave
gloomy ; dull ;
the opposite of
mercurial ; as, a saturnine person or temper.
Addison.
3. (Old Chem.) Of or pertaining to lead; characterized by, or resembling, lead, which was formerly called
Saturn. [Archaic']

Bom

—

;

Saturnine colic (Med.), lead colic.

Sat'ur-nlsm (-ntz'm), ?j.
Sat'ur-nist (-nist),

re.

Plumbism.
Quain.person of a dull, grave,

(Jlfed.)

A

gloomy temperament.
Sa'tyr (sa'ter 277), n.

W. Browne.

[L. satyrus, Gr. <raTvpos cf.
;
^.satyreJ] 1. (CtoM. Jl/yiA.) A sylvan deity or demigod,
represented as part man and part goat, and characterized
by riotous merriment and lasciviousness.
:

Kough Satyrs danced and Fauns, with cloven heel.
From the glad sound would not be absent long.
Milton.
;

2. (Zool.) Any one of
longing to the fanuly

Nymphalidse.

Their

many

species of butterflies be-

,

colors are commonly
brown and gray, often
with ocelli on the

wings.

also

Called

meadow browns.
3. (.ZooZ.)

The orang-

outang.
Sat'y-rl'a-sis (sSfII

i-ri'a-sis), n.

[L., fr.
o-arupiaais.
See

Gr.

One

of

the Satyrs

(.Cercyoni»

alope).
Satyr.]
r r Wings reversed to
Immoderate
show markings of the under
venereal appetite
in
side.
the male.
Quain.
Sa-tyr'Ic (sa-tir'ik),
[L. satyricus, Gr. aarvptSa-tyr'io-al (-I-kai),
KO!.] Of or pertaining to satyrs burlesque as, satyric tragedy.
P. Cyc.
Sa-tyr'i-on (-I-Sn), re. [L.,fr. Gr. o-a-n/pioi'.] (Bot.)
Any one of several kinds of orchids. [Obs.]
Sau'ba ant' (sa'ba anf). (Zo'ol.) A South American ant (CEcodonia cephalotes) remarkable for having two large kinds
of workers besides the ordinary ones,
and for the immense size of its formicaries.
The sauba ant cuts off leaves
1

;

;

II

of plants

and

carries

them

into its sub-

terranean nests, and thus often does
great damage by defoliating trees and
cultivated plants.

Sauce (sas), re.

[F., fr.

OF.

sausse,

„

LL.

salsa, properly, salt pickle, fr. L. ,
^
.
.
salsus salted, salt, p. p. of satire to
*"' o m e"whTt enl
salt, fr. sal salt.
See Salt, and cf. larged.
Saucer,
Souse pickle, Souse to
composition of condiments and appetiplunge.] 1.
zing ingredients eaten with food as a relish ; especially,
a dressing for meat or fish or for puddings ; as, mint
sauce ; sweet sauce, etc. " Poignant sauce."
Chaucer.
High sauces and rich spices are fetched from the Indies.
Sir S. Baker.
,

A

Sat'is-lac'to-ri-

Sat'lS-£y (-fi), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Satisfied (-fid)
vb. n. Satisfyino (-fi'Tng).]
[OF. satisfier ; L.
p. pr.
jiis enough
-ficare (in comp.) to make
cf. P. saiisfaire, L. satisfacere.
See Sad, a., and Fact.] 1. In
general, to fill up the measure of a want of (a person or
a, thing) ; h»T-co, to gratify fully the desire of ; to make
i.r
conteiit
oply to the full, or so far as to give contejitment \'<'!.-. ,vhat is sought or wished for.
Death shall . . . with us two
i'\' ,'o -ced to satisfy his ravenous maw.
Milton.

SaturnaUa.

Sa-tur'ni-an (sa-tOr'nT-an), a.
[L.
Saturnius.1
(Roman Myth.) Of or pertaining to Saturn, whoseagj or reign, from the mildness and wisdom of his government, is called the golden age.
2. Hence Besembling the golden age ; distinguished
for peacefulness, happiness, contentment.
Augustus, born to bring Satumian times.
Pope.
3. (Astron.) Of or pertaining to the planet Saturn as,
the Satumian year.
Satumian verse (Pros.), a meter employed by early Roman satirists, consisting of three iambics and an extrs
syllable followed by three trochees, as in the line
The queen wSs in thS kitch 6n eating bread 5nd
hongy.
Sa-tur'ni-an, re. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species
of large handsome moths belonging to jSa^iO'rej'a and allied
genera. The luna moth, polyphemus, and promethea, are
examples. They belong to the Siiworm family, and
some are raised for their sUk. See Polyphemus.

;

n.

Sat'is-fi'a-We

:

Sa'trap (sa'trSp or sSt'rSp 277)^ n. [L. satrapes,
Gr. crarponnii, fr. OPers. khshatrapavan ruler
cf F.
satrape.] The governor of a province in ancient Persia

;

;

2. Hence
A period or occasion of general license, in
which the passions or vices have riotous indulgence.
Sat'ur-na'U-an (-an), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the

2. Of unrestrained and intemperate jollity riotously
merry; dissolute. "<Sa<urreaZia» amusement." Burke.

;

Sat'ls-lac'Uve

the slaves.

Evelyn.
Chaucer.

;

;

recompense

;

sativus, fr. serere, satum, to

[JL.

Sown propagated by seed. [OJ*.]
Sa'Ue (sa't'l), v. t. & i. To settle. [Obs.l

sow.]

.

Whig

to praise well a

satisfactorily.
Sa'tive (sa'tiv), a.

;

;

— Sa-tlr'lc-al-ly, atZu.— Sa-tlr'lc-al-ness,
;

;

;;

2.

;

Eng.

Any garden

&

vegetables eaten with meat.

[Prov.

Colloq. U. 5.]
Forby. Bartlett.
Roots, herbs, vine fruits, and salad flowers
they dish up
various ways, and find them very delicious sauce to their meats,
both roasted and boiled, fresh and salt.
Beverly.
.

.

.

.

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&ra,

arm, ask,

3.

Saturn iAstron.).
2. (Astron.)

final,

all;

One

eve,

event,

dnd, fern, recent;

Stewed or preserved

a relish

of the planets of the solar system.

ice,

;

as,

fruit eaten with oth"" foe ' ts
apple sauce, cranberry sauce, etc.
[C. 6'.]
Mrs. Lincoln (Cook Book).

" Stewed apple sauce."
idea, ill;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

—
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Halliwell.
ILow}
4. Sauciness; impertinence.
Bei-ve one the same sauce, to retaliate in the same
kind. [ Vulgar]

pi.
[NL., from Gr. o-aCpo? a
Sau'rl-a (sa'rT-a),
lizard.]
(Zo'ol.)
division of Reptilia formerly established to include the Lacertilia, Crocodilia, Dinosauria,
and other groups. By some writers the name is restricted
to the Lacertilia.
Sau'rl-an (-an), a. (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to, or
of the nature of, the Sauria.
n.
One of the Sauria.
Sau'rl-Old (sa'rT-oid), o. (Zo'ol.) Same as Sauroid.
Sau'ro-ba-tra'chi-a (sa/ro-ba-tra'kT-a), re. pi. [NL.

A

Sauce (sas), V. ^ \Cf. "P. saucer.'] [imp. & p. p. Sauced
p.pK ifei^ft. «. Sadcino (sa'sTng).] 1. To accompany with something intended to give a higher relish
with appetizing condiments to season to flasupply
to
(sast);

II

;

See Saurla, and Batrachia.]

;

application to.

SaU-rog'na-thOUS

[/?.]

Earth, yield me roots
Who seeks for better of thee, sauce liis palate
With thy most operant poison
;

to

;

To make poignant to give zest, flavor, or
to set off to vary and render attractive.
;

Then

fell

she to sauce her desires with threatenings.
Sir r. Sidney,
meat was sauced with thy upbraidings. Shak.

I

'11

to be

;

sauroid

A

soft crayon for
[F.] (Fine Arts)
use in stump drawing or in shading with the stump.
Sance'-a-lone' (sas'a-lon'), n. [Etymol. uncertain.]
[Boi. ) Jack-by-the-h'edge.
See under Jack.
Sauce'box' (-bSks'), «. [See Sauce, and Saucy.]
aaucy, impudent person especially, a pert child.
II

Sance

(sos), n.

The

as in

fish.

+

many dinosaurs.
known land

Sance'pan' (-pSu'), n. A small pan with a handle,
a stewpan.
in which sauce is prepared over a fire
See
[F. sauciire, from sauce.
Sau'cer (sa'ser), re.
Sauce.] 1. A small pan or vessel in which sauce was set
Bacon.
on a table. [Ofts.]
2. A small dish, commonly deeper than a plate, in
which a cup is set at table.
Specific3. Something resembling a saucer in shape.
ally: (a) Aflat, shallow caisson for raising sunken ships.
of
capstan.
shallow
socket
the
pivot
a
A
for
(6)
Sau'ci-ly (sa'st-iy), adv. In a saucy manner impuAddison.
dently with impertinent boldness.
Sau'ci-ness, ra. The quality or state of being saucy
of
contempt
impertinent
boldness
;
that which is saucy
superiors impudence.
Shak.
Your sauciness will jest tipon my love.
Syn.
Impudence ; impertinence; rudeness; insolence. See Impudence.
Sau'ClS'son' (so'se'sSN'), 1 n. lF.,{T.saucissesausage.
See Sausage.]
Sau'cisse' (so'ses'),
J
1. (Mining or Gun.) A long and slender pipe or bag,
made of cloth well pitched, or of leather, filled with
powder, and used to communicate fire to mines, cais;

like, as they are in
It includes the largest

of

animals, belonging to Brontosaurus,
Camarasaurus, and allied genera.
See lUnstration in Appendix.

tines ; p Maxillopalatines ; t Pterygoids.

V

Woodpecker.
Vomer I Pala;

l[Sau-rop'sl-da (sa-rop'si-da), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
(raCpos a lizard -\- oxj/i.; appearance.] (Zo'ol.)
comprehensive group of vertebrates, comprising the reptiles and
birds.

A

Sau-rop'te-ryg'1-a (sa-rop'te-rij'i-a), re. pi. [NL.,
Gr. aavpoi a lizard -|-' Trrepul, -uyos, a wing.] (Paleon.) Same as Plesiosaueia.
Sau-ru'rae (sa-ru're), n.pl. [NL., fr. Gr. cravpos a
lizard -f- oupa a tail.] (Paleon.) An extinct order of
birds having a long vertebrated tail with quills along
each side of it. Archaeopteryx is the type. See Arch^II

fr.

;

II

;

;

;

OPTERYX, and Odontornithes.
Sau'ry (sa'ry), n ; pi. Sauries

;

(-riz).
[Etymol. uncertain.]
(Zo'ol.) A slender marine fish (Scomberesox
saurus) of Europe and America. It has long, thin, beaklike jaws. Called also billfish, gowdnook, gawnook, skipper, skipjack, skopsier, lizard fish, and Egypt herring.

—

II

II

sons, bomb chests, etc.
2. (Fort.)
fascine of

A

Sau'cy

more

tiian ordinary length.
(-si-er) ; superl.

; 48), n.
[F. saucisse, LL. salcitia,
See Sauce.] 1. An article of food
consisting of meat (esp. pork) minced and highly seasoned, and inclosed in a cylindrical case or skin usually
made of the prepared Intestine of some animal.
'WilJielm.
2.
saucisson. See Saucisson.

Sau'sage (sa'sSj
salsicia, it. salsa.

Sauciest.] "'[From Sauce.]
1. Showing impertinent
boldness or pertness ; transgressing the rules of decorum ; treating superiors with contempt ; impudent ; insolent ; as, a saucy fellow.

Am I not protector, saucy priest ?

A

Shak.

Sau'se-flem (sa'se-flem), a. [OF. saus salt (L. salflemme phlegm.] Having a red, pimpled face.

2. Expressive of, or characterized by, impudence ; im; as, a saucy eye ; saucy looks.
We then have done you bold and saucy wrongs. Shak.
Syn. Impudent ; insolent ; impertinent ; rude.

sus) 4-

pertinent

So called from M.
Saussure.']
(Miri.)
tough, compact mineral, of a
white, greenish, or grayish color. It is near zoisite In
composition, and in part, at least, has been produced by
the alteration of feldspar.

—

A

+
—

Safe.

a.

Sanf, conj, &prep.

Saut, Saute (sat), re. An assault. [Obs.']
C. Owen.
Sau't^' (so'ta'), p. p. of Sauter.
Sau'ter' (so'tS'), v. t. [F., properly, to jump.] To
fry lightly and quickly, as meat, by turning or tossing it
over frequently in a hot pan greased with a little fat.
Sau'ter (sa'ter), re. Psalter. [Obs.] Piers Plowman.
Sau'te-rel'ie' (so'te-rSl'), re. [F.] An instrument used
by masons and others to trace and form angles.
Sau'teme' (so'tarn'), re. [F.] A white wine made

Chaucer.

lObs."]

Save; except.

"Sauf

lObs."]

I myself."

II

Chaucer.

II

Chatwer.
Saufly, adv. ^ Safely. [OJs.]
Sau'ger (sa'ger), n. (Zo'ol.) An American fresh-water

—

fisli (Slizostedion Canadense)
called also gray
pike, blue pike, hornfish, land pike, sand pike,pickering,

food

;

and pickerel.

Saugh, Sauh

Chaucer.
(sa), obs. imp. sing, of See.
(saks), n. pi.
(Elhnol.) Same as Sacs.

Sauks
Saul

in the district of Sauterne, France.
Sau'trie (sa'trT), re. Psaltery. [Obs.]
Sau've-garde' (so've-giird'), re. [F.]

Soul.
n.
[06.5.]
(Bot.) Same as Sal, the tree.

(sal)',

Saul, re.
Sau'lle

(sa'li),
"

ra.

A

[Scot.-]

Sav'a-ble

A

Saun'ders (a'an'derz),_re. See Sakders.
Saun'ders-blue' (-blu'), re. [Corrupted

fr. F. cendres bleiies blue ashes.] A kind of color prepared from
calcined lapis lazuli ; ultramarine ; also, a blue prepared
from carbonate of copper. [Written also sanders-blue.]
Saun'ter (san'ter), V. i. limp.
p. p. Sauntered
(-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Saunterinq.]
[Written also
santer.] [Probably f r. F. s^aventurer to adventure (one's
self), through a shortened form s'auntrer.
See Adventure, re.
v."]
To wander or walk about idly and in a
leisurely or lazy manner to lounge to stroll ; to loiter.
One could lie under elm trees in a lawn, or sawn^er in meadows
by the side of a stream.
Masson.
Syn. To loiter; linger; stroll; wander.
Saun'ter, n.
sauntering, or a sauntering pluce.
That wheel of fops, that saunter of the town. Young.

&

Salva-

savage

life

;

savage manners.

;

What nation, since the commencement of the Christian era,
ever rose from savage to civilized without Chrietionity ?
Jl.

—

;

One who

saunters.
Saur (sar), re. [Contracted from Gael, salachar filth,
nastiness, fr. solach nasty, fr. sal filth, refuse.]
Soil;
3irt; dirty water; urine from a cowhouse. [Prov.Eng.]
Sau'rel (sa'rSl), n. (ZoU.) Any carangoid fish of the
genus Trachurus, especially T. trachurus, or T. saurus,
of Europe and America, and T. picturatus of California.
Called also .'skipjack, and horse mackerel.

Use, unite, r^de,

fiill,

Up, ftm

;

pitj^

D.

Griffin.

4. Characterized by cruelty ; bnrbarou.s ; fierce ; ferobrutal as, a savage spirit.
cious inhuman
Ferocious wild uncultiv.ated untamed unSyn.
taught tmcivilized unpolished ; rude brutish brutal
fleroo
pitiheathenish: liarbarous cruel; inl\uman
less merciless ; unmerciful ; atrocious. See Ferocious.
Sav'age, re. 1. A human being in his native state of
rudeness ; one who is untaught, uncivilized, or without
cultivation of mind or manners.
2. A man of extreme, unfeeling, brutal cruelty ; a
barbarian.

A

re.

Cf.

;

&

(-er),

[From Save.

(sav'a-b'l), a.

BLE.] Capable of, or admitting of, being saved.
In the person prayed for there ought to be the great disposiJer. Taylor.
tion of being in a savable condition.
Sav'a-ble-ness, re. Capability of being saved.
Sa-va'cl-oun' (sa-va'st-oon'), re. Salvation. [Obs.]
Sav'age (sSv'aj ; 48), a. [F. sauvage, OF. salvage, fr.
L. silvaticus belonging to a wood, wild, fr. silva a wood.
See Silvan, and cf. Syl vatic] 1. Of or pertaining to
the forest remote from human abodes and cultivation
in a state of nature ; wild ; as, a savage wilderness.
2. Wild ; untamed ; uncultivated ; as, savage beasts.
Dryden.
Cornels, and savage berries of the wood.
3. Uncivilized ; untaught ; unpolished ; rude ; as,

II

Sann'ter-er

The

monitor.

hired mourner at a funeral.
Sir W. Scott.

;

Chaucer.
(Zo'ol.)

II

Sault (E. 800 ; F. so), re. [OF., F. said, fr. L. sallus.
Bee Salt a leap.]
rapid in some rivers ; as, the Sault
Ste. Marie.
[_U. S.]
Bartlett.

&

Chaucer.

[Written also sawceflem.]
Saus'sur-lte (sas'sur-It), re. [F.

\_Obs.]

Sauer'kraut' (sourTcrouf), n. [G., fr. sauer sour
kraut herb, cabbage.] Cabbage cut fine and allowed to
ferment in a brine made of its own juice with salt,
a

German dish.
Sauf (saf),

—

II

A

;

&

&

Thou

hast

.

.

;

.

quitted all to save

A world from utter loss.

Milton.

2. (Theol.) Specifically, to deliver from sin and its
penalty ; to rescue from a state of condemnation and
spiritual death, and bring into a state of spiritual life.
Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners. 1 Tim. i. 15.
3. To keep from being spent or lost to secure from
waste or expenditure ; to lay up ; to reserve.
Now save a nation, and now save a groat.
Pope.
4. To rescue from something undesirable or hurtful
to prevent from doing something to spare.
I '11 save you
That labor, sir. All *s now done.
Shak.
To
5.
hinder from doing, suffering, or happening to
obviate the necessity of to prevent to spare.
Will you not speak to save a lady's blush ? J)>-yden.
6. To hold possession or use of to escape loss of.
Just saving the tide, and putting in a stock of merit. Swift.
To save appearances, to preserve a decent outside to
avoid exposure of a discreditable state of things.
;

Saury.

[Compar, Saucieb

(sa'sy), a.

—

—

of herbivorous dmosaurs having the
feet of a saurian type, instead of bird' Saurognathous
Skull

;

A

—

II

Saucebox, go, meddle with your lady's fan,
A. Brewer.
And prate not here 1

(Zo'ol.) The tarpum.
Sav'a-nil'la (sSv'a-nTl'Ia), re.
[Local, U. S.]
Sa-van'na (sa-vSn'na), re. [Of American Indian origin
cf. Sp. sabana, F. savane.]
tract of level land
covered with the vegetable growth usually found in a
damp soil and warm climate, as grass or reeds, but
destitute of trees.
[Spelt also savannah.]
Savannahs are clear pieces of land without woods. Dampier.
Savanna flower (Bot.), a West Indian name for several
Saclimbing apocyneous plants of the genus Echites.
vanna sparrow {Zo'ol.), an American sparrow (Ammodramus sandwichensis or Passerculus savanna) of which several varieties are found on grassy plains from Alaska to
the Eastern United States.
Savanna wattle (Bot.), a
name of two West Indian trees of the genus Citharexylum.
Sa'vant' (sa'vaN'), re.; pi. Savants (F. sa'vaN';
E. sa'v'anz'). [F., fr. savoir to know, L. sapere. See
Sage, a.]
man of learning one versed in literature
or science ; a person eminent for acquirements.
Save (sav or sav), re. [See Sage the herb.] The
herb sage, or salvia. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Save (sav), V. t. [imp. p. p. Saved (savd) p. pr.
vb. re. Savins.]
[OE. saven, sauven, salven, OF. salver, sauver, P. sauver, L. salvare, fr. salvus saved, safe.
See Safe, a.] 1. To make safe ; to procure the safety
of ; to preserve from injury, destruction, or evil of any
kind ; to rescue from impending danger ; as, to save a
house from the flames.
God save all this fair company.
Chaucer.
He cried, saying. Lord, save me. Matt. ziv. 30.
;

Sau-rop'0-da (s!v-r6p'6-da), n.
pi.
[NL., fr. Gr. o-aCpos a lizard
-poda.] (Paleon.) An extinct order

A

wildest savagej-y, the vilest stroke,
or staring rage

;

(sa'roid), a.

Sau'rold-ich'nite(sa'roid-Tk'nit),
re.
[See Sauroid, and Ic'hnite.] (Pa,lean.) The fossil track of a saurian.

Shak.

sauce her with bitter words.

lateral halves,

48), V.

Presented to the tears of soft remorse.
Shak.
3. Wild growth, as of plants.
Shak.
Sav'a-gism (-a-jlz'm), n. The state of being savage
the state of rude, uncivilized men, or of men in their native wildness and rudeness.

[Gr. o-aOpos
a lizard -|
oid; cf. Gr. aavpoei.i-%
lizardlike.]
(Zo'ol.) (a) Like or pertaining to the saurians.
(b) Resembling a saurian superficially ; as, a

sayest his

4. To treat with bitter, pert, or tart language
Impudent or saucy to. \_Colloq. or Lmo']

two

Sau'roid

;

That ever wall-eyed wrath

the woodpeckers (Pici).

interest

;

Thou

[Gr. aavpoi a

-j- yvctflos

sisting of

Shak.

!

3.

The Urodela.

(Zo'ol.)

(sa-rSg'na-thiis), a.

the jaw.]
(Zo'ol.)
Having the bones of the palate arranged as in saurians, the vomer con-

lizard

(sSv'aj

Its

—

;

;

vor.
to
2. To cause to relish anything, as if with a sauce
tickle or gratify, as the palate ; to please ; to stimulate
as
if
with
sauce
to
or
dress,
mingle,
;
hence, to cover,

make an

t.
To make savage. [iJ.]
bloodhounds, savaged by a cross of wolf. Soulhey.
Sav'age-ly, adv. In a savage manner.
SaV'age-ness, re. The state or quality of Deing savage.
Wolves and bears, they say.
Casting their savageness aside have done
Like offices of pity.
Shak.
[F. sauvagerie.}
Sav'age-ry (sSv'Sj-ry ; 277), re.
The
state
of
being
savage
savageness
1.
;
;
savagism.
A like work of primeval savagery.
C. Kingsley.
2. An act of cruelty ; barbarity.

Sav'age

re.

II

To

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

food, f<K>t

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing:,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Syn.
reserve

— To preserve
;

Save,

;

rescue

;

deliver

;

protect

;

spare

;

prevent.
V.

i.

To avoid unnecessary expense

or expendi-

; to prevent waste ; to be economical.
Brass ordnance saveth in the quantity of the material. Bacon,
Save, prep, or conJ. [F. sauf, properly adj., safe.
See Safe, a.] Except ; excepting ; not including ; leaving out ; deducting ; reserving ; saving.
Five times received I forty stripes save one. 2 Cor. xi. 24.

ture

Syn. — See Except.
Save, conj.
Save'a-ble

Except

;

unless.

(-a-b'l), a.
See Savable.
Anything which
Save'-all' (-al'), re. [Save -\- all.]
saves fragments, or prevents waste or loss. Specifically
(a) A device in a candlestick to hold the ends of candles,
so that they may be burned, (b) (Naiit.) A small sail
sometimes set under the foot of another sail, to catch the
wind that would pass mider it. Totten. (c) A trough
to prevent waste in a paper-making machine.
Sav'e-loy (sSv'e-loi), re. [F. cervelas. It. cervellata,
fr. cervello brain, L. cerebellum, dim. t>f cerebrum brain.
See Cerebral.] A kind of dried sausage.
McElrath.
Chaucer.
Save'ly (sav'iy), adv. Safely. [Obs.]
:

Save'ment
Sav'er

The act of
One who saves.

(sav'ment), n.

(sav'er), n.

saving.

[OJs.]

Sav'ln, Sav'lne (sSv'in), re. [OE. saveine, AS. saCf. Sabine.]
[Written
finse, saviiie, L. sabina herba.
(Bot.) (a) A coniferous shrub (.Juniperus
also sabine.]
Sabina) of Western Asia, occasionally found also in the
northern parts of the United States and in British America.
It is a compact bush, witli dark-colored foliage, and
produces small berries h.aving a glaucous bloom. Its bitter, acrid tops are sometimes used in medicine for gout,
amenorrhoHi, etc. (b) Tlie North American red cedar
(Ji/niperus Virginiana).

Sav'lng

(siiv'Ing), a.
1. Preserving ; rescuing.
lie is the saving strength of his anointed. }'s. xxviii. 8.
2. Avoiding unnecessary expense or waste
frugat;
not lavish or wasteful ; economical ; as, a saving cook.
3. Bringing back in returns or in receipts the sum
expended incurring no loss, though not gainful ; as, a
.laving bargain ; the ship has nuide a saving voyage.
4. Making reservation or exception a."!, a sat'ire (7 clause.
(t^^ Saving is often used with a noun to form a compound adjective ; as, labor-.s'rti'i«!7, liie-.iaving, etc.

igk

;

;

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

:

zh

=z

in azuro.

^''

;;;

'

N

;

SAVING

1280

Sav'lngr (sav^'/ng), prep, or conj. ; but properly a
With the exception of ; except ; excepting
•participle.
''Saving your reverence."
also, without disrespect to.

on the edge, which remove successive portions of the
material by cutting and tearing.
111^°" Saw is frequently used adjectively, or as the first
part of a compound.
Band saw. Crosscut saw, etc. See under Band, Crosscut, etc. — Circular saw, a disk of steel with saw teeth
upon its periphery, and revolved on an arbor. -- Saw
__.^
-if^y'HMi|ii
B
bench, a bench or table

Shah. " Saving your Tpreaence."
None of us put off our clothes, saving
off for

Bums.
that every one put

them

Sfeh. iv. 23.

washing.

in the etone a new name written,
eth saving he that receiveth it.

And

which no man knowJiev.

ii.

17.

Sav'lng, n. 1. Something kept from being expended
or lost ; that which is saved or laid up ; as, the savings
of years of economy.
2. Exception ; reservation.
Contend not with those that are too strong for
Trith

a saving

to honesty.

us, but still
L' Estrange.

Savings bank, a bank in which savings or earnings are
deposited and put at interest.
Sav'lng-ly, adv. 1. In a saving manner ; with frugality or parsimony.
2. So as to be finally saved from eternal death.
Savingly bom of water and the Spirit. Waterland.
Sav'lng-ness, n. 1. The quality of being saving
carefulness not to expend money uselessly ; frugality
Mrs. H. H. Jackson.
parsimony.
Johnson.
2. Tendency to promote salvation.
Sav'lor (sav'yer), n. [OE. saveour, OF. salveor, F.
sauveur, fr. L. salvator, fr. salvare to save. See Save,
[Written also saviour
1. One who saves, prev.l
serves, or delivers from destruction or danger.
2. Specifically: The (or our, your, etc.) Savior, he
who brings salvation to men ; Jesus Christ, the Redeemer.
female savior. [Written also savSav'lor-ess, n.
ioiiress.']
[iJ.]
£p. Hall.
Sa'vor (sa'ver), n. [OE. savour, savor, savur, OP.
savor, savour, F. saveur, fr. L. sapor, fr. sapere to taste,
savor. See Sage, a., and cf. Sapid, Insipid, Sapor.]
[Written also savour.}
1. That property of a thing
which affects the organs of taste or smell ; taste and
odor ; flavor ; relish ; scent ; as, the savor of an orange
or a rose ; an ill savor.
;

~\

A

I smell sweet savors

and I

feel soft things.

Sliak.

—

—

—
—

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

This savors not much of distraction.
I have rejected everything that savors of party.

By sight,

of taste.

Shak.
Addison.

[06s.]

hearing, smelling, tasting or savoring,

and

feeling.

Chaucer.

Sa'vor, V. t. 1. To perceive by the smell or the taste
B. Jonson.
hence, to perceive ; to note.
[05«.]
2. To have the flavor or quality of ; to indicate the
presence of. [i?.]
That cuts us off from hope, and savors only
Milton.
Rancor and pride, impatience and despite.
3. To taste or smell with pleasure
{JR.']
relish to like ; to favor.

;

to delight in

;

;

;

ciation of solder.
Soft sawder, seductive praise

;

flattery; blarney. [Slang]

Saw'dust' (sa'diist'), n. Dust or small fragments
wood (or of stoiie, etc.) made by the cutting of a saw.
Saw'er (sa'er), n. One who saws a sawyer.

of

;

Saw'flsh'" (sa'f ish'), n. (.Zo'ol.) Anyone of several
species of elasinobranch fishes of the genus Pristis.
They have a sharklike form, but are more nearly allied
to the rays. The flattened and much elongated snout has
a row of stout toothlike structures inserted alOng each
edge, forming a sawlike organ with which it mutilates or
kiUs its prey.

;

;

The chewing

Had ta'en their supper

flocks

on the savory herb.

Milton.

[F. savoree ; cf. It. santoreg{Bot.) An aromatic labiate
gia, salureja, L. satureia."]
plant (Satureia hortensis), much used in cooking;
also
[Written also savoury.']
called summer savory.
Sa-VOy' (sJUvoi'), n. [F. chou de Savoie cabbage of
variety of the common cabbage {BrasSavoy.] (Bot.)
sica oleracea major), having
curled leaves,
much cultivated for winter use.
Sav'oy-ard' (sav'oi-ard'
or sa-voi'ard), n. [P.] A
native or inhabitant of Sa-

Sa'VO-ry (sa'vo-ry), n.

—

A

—

voy.

Saw
Saw,

n.

imp. of See.
[OE. sawe, AS.

Savoy Cabbage.

wgu ;

{Zo'ol.)
hymenopterous in(sa'fli'), n.

.

;

;

;

;

senate,

care,

am,

numerous

A

—

A

Saw'neb'

Saw'

A merganser.

(sa'neb'), n.

pal-met'to.

[Prov. Eng.]

See under Palmetto.

An instrument used to set or
(sa'sef), n.
turn the teeth of a saw a little sidewise, that they may
make a kerf somewhat wider than the thickness of the
called also saw-wrest.
blade, to prevent friction
Saw'tOOth.' (sa'tooth'), n. (Zo'ol.) An arctic seal (ioSaw'-set'

—

;

bodon carcinophoga), having the
called also crabmolars serrated

—

Saw'-tOOthed' (sa'toothf), a.
Having a tooth or teeth like those
of a saw serrate.
;

Saw'try

(sa'try), n.

A psaltery.

Spenser.

owl {Nyctale AcadiiM), destitute of
ear tufts and having feathered toes
called also Acadian owl.

arni;

Cf.

3. {Zo'ol.) The bowfin.
[Local, U. S.]
Sax (sSks), n. [AS. seax a knife.] A kind of chopping instrument for trimming the edges of roofing slates.
Sax'a-tlle (saks'a-til), a. [L. saxatilis, fr. saxum a
rock cf. P. saxatile.] Of or pertaining to rocks living
among rocks as, a saxatile. plant.
Sas'horn' (saks'hSrn'), n. {3Ius.) A name given to a
numerous family of brass wind instruments with valves,
invented by Antoine Adolphe Joseph Sax (known a.
;

;

Adolphe Sax),

Belgium and

of

Paris,

and much used

in

military bands and in orchestras.

Sax'l-ca'va (-T-ka'va), n. ; pi. E. Saxicavas
L. SAXICAV.E (-ve).
[NL. See SaxiCAVons.] {Zo'ol.) Any species of marine bivalve shells of the genus Saxicava. Some of the species are noted

(-v4z),

power of boring holes in limestone and similar rocks.
Sax'l-ca'vld (-vid), a. (Zodl.) Of
or pertaining to the saxicavas.
n. A
for their

^

saxicava.

saxum
Sax'l-ca'vous
rock -{- cavare to make hollow, fr. cavus hollow cf. P. saxicave.] {Zo'ol.')
Boring, or hollowing out, rocks
said
of certain mollusks which live in
holes which they burrow in rocks. See
niust. of LlTHODOMUS.
Sax-lc'0-line (sSks-Tk'o-lIn), a. [L.
saxum a rock -|- colere to inhabit.]
(-vQs), a.

[L.

:

;

—

{Zo'ol.) Stone-inhabiting ; pertaining
to, or having the characteristics of, the

stonechats.

Sax-lc'0-lOUB

(-lus), a.

[See Saxic-

{Bot.) Growing on rocks.
Sax-U'ra-ga (saks-TfrsUga)^ ».

OLINE.]
II

[L.,

A

saxifrage.
See Saxifrage.] (Bot.)
exogenous polypetalous
of
plants, embracing about one hundred Saxicava (Saxicava
and eighty species. See Saxifrage.
arctica)
i IncurSax'1-fra-ga'ceOUS (sSks/I-fri-ga'- rent Tube, and «
Excurrent Tub^
shBs), a.
(Bot.) Of or pertaining to
^""^
a natural order of pla.nts {Saxifraga- °* ^'''^™' -^
cex) of which saxifrage is the type. The order includes
also the alum root, the hydrangeas, the mock orange,
currants and gooseberries, and many other plants.
Sax-U'ra-gant (saks-Tf'ra-gant), a. [See Saxifrage.]
Breaking or destroying stones ; saxtfragous. [R.]
n.
That which breaks or destroys stones. [P.]
Sax'l-frage (sSks'I-fraj ; 48), n. [L. saxifraga, from
;

—

saxifragus stone-breaking ; saxum rock -f- frangere to
break cf. P. saxifrage. See Fkacture, and cf. Sassafras, Saxon.] (Bot.) Any plant of the genus Saxifraga,
mostly perennial herbs growing in crevices of rocks in
:

mountainous regions.
Burnet saxifrage, a European umbelliferous plant (Pirn,
pinella Saxifraga).— Goliea saxifrage, a low half-succulent herb (Chrysosplenium opposilifohum) growing in rivulets in Europe ; also, C. Americanum, common in the
United States. See also under Golden.
Meadow saxi-

—

Pepper saxifrage.

See under

Meadow.

Sax-lf'ra-gous (sSks-Tfra-giSs), a. [L. saxifragus:
F. saxifrage. See Saxifrage.]
Dissolving stone,
especially dissolving stone in the bladder.
Sax'on (saks'un or -'n), n. [L. Saxo, pi. Saxones, from
the Saxon national name ; cf. AS. pi. Seaxe, Seaxan,
fr. seax a knife, a short sword, a dagger (akin to OHG.
sa?is, and perhaps to L. saxum rock, stone, knives being
originally made of stone) ; and cf G. Sachse, pi. Sachsen,
Cf. Saxifrage.]
1. (a) One of a nation or people
who formerly dwelt in the northern part of Germany,
and who, with other Teutonic tribes, invaded and conquered England in the fifth and sixth centuries, (b)
Also used in the sense of Anglo-Saxon, (c)
native or

most of the
Saw'-VTiest' (sa'rgsf),

rated leaves of

ask, finol,

aU

;

eve,

event,

2.

The language

of the

;

—

Saxophone.
HORN, and Tube.] (Mus.) A powerful
instrument of brass, curved somewhat like the Bomaa
buccina, or tuba.

ShW-whet

species.
See Saw-set.
n.

find,

A

modem

Saxony.
Saxons Anglo-Saxon.
Old Saxon, the Saxon of the continent of Europe in the
old form of the language, as shown particularly in the
"Heliand," a metrical narration of the gospel history
preserved in manuscripts of the 9th century.
Sax'on, a. {a) Of or pertaining to the Saxons, their
country, or their language, (b) Anglo-Saxon, (c) Of or
pertaining to Saxony or its inhabitants.
Saxon blue (Dyeing), a deep blue liquid
used in dyeing, and obtained by dissolving indigo in concentrated sulphuric
Saxon green (Dyeacid. Brande & C
ing), a green color produced by dyeing
with yellow upon a ground of Saxon blue.
Sax-on'lC (eaks-on'tk), a. Relating to
the Saxons or Anglo-Saxons.
Sax'on-ism (saks'un-Tz'm or sSks"n-),
n. An idiom of the Saxon or Anglo-Saxon
T. Warton.
language.
One versed in the
Sax'on-ist, n.
Saxon language.
Sax'on-lte (-it), n. (Min.) See 3founinhabitant of

A

—

Saw'-wort' (sa'wQrf ),?«. {Bot.)
Any plant of the composite genus
Serratula; — so named from the ser-

.

tain soap, imder Mountain.
Sax'o-phone (saks'o-f on), n. [A. A. J.
Sax, the inventor (see Saxhorn) -\- Gr.
(#>a>ri; tone.]
wind instrument
(Mus.)
of brass, containing a reed, and partaking of the qualities both of a brass instrument and of a clarinet.
[See SaxSax'-tU'ba (-tii'ba), n.

Dryden.

[Obs.]

Shak.

Saw, n. [OE. satve, AS. sage ; akin to D. zaag, G.
sage, OHG. sega, saga, Dan. sav, Sw. sag, Icel. s'og, L.
secare to cut, seciiris ax, secula sickle. Cf. Scythe, Sickle, Section, Sedge.] An instrument for cutting or dividing substances, as wood, iron, etc., consisting of a
thin blade, or plate, of steel, with a series of sharp teeth
ale,

of

species of
sects belonging to the family
The female
Tenthredinidse.
usually has an ovipositor containing a pair of sawlike organs
with which she makes incisions
in the leaves or stems of plants
in which to lay the eggs. The
Fir Tree Sawfly (_Lophylarvse resemble those of Lepirus abietis).
doptera.
kind of rack, shaped like
Saw'horse' (sarhSrs'), n.
a double St. Andrew's cross, on which sticks of wood are
called also buck, and sawhuek.
laid for sawing by hand ;
mill for sawing, especially
Saw'mJU' (sa'mil'), n.
one for sawing timber or lumber.

Saw' — whet' (sa'hwef), n.
{Zo'ol.) A small Borth American

His weapons holy saws of sacred writ.
[_Obs.]
3. Dictate ; command ; decree.
[Love] rules the creatures by his powerful saw.

Any one

eating seal.

akin to secgan to say. See Sat, v.!., and cf Saga.]
Something said speech discourse. [Obs.] " To
Chaucer.
hearken all his sawe."
2. A saying
a proverb a maxim.
His champions are the prophets and apostles,
1.

Ventral side.

Sawfish (Pristis pectinatus).

Saw'fly'

;

(sa),

-yer, as In lawyer,

-j-

cf.

;

or of taste insipid.
Sa'VOr-ly, a. Savory. [OJs.]
Sa'vor-ly, adv. In a savory manner. [Obs."] Barrow.
Sa'Vor-OUS (-iis), a. [Cf. F. savoureux, OF. saveros,
L. saporosus. Cf. Saporous, and see Savoe, n.] HavRom. of R.
ing a savor savory. lObs.2
Sa'vor-y (-J-), a. [From Savor.] Pleasing to the or[Written
gans of taste or smell.
also savoury.1

[Saw

;

frage, or

to

Shah.
Sa'VOr-1-ly (-i-ly), adv. In a savory manner.
Sa'VOr-i-ness, n. The quality of being savory.
Sa'VOr-less, a. Having no savor ; destitute of smell

(sa'ySr), n.

genus

well.
cut, as a

To
saw as, the saw or mill saws fast.
To be cut with a saw as, the timber saws smoothly.
Sa-war'ra nut' (sa-war'ra niif). See Souari nut.
SawTjel'ly (sa'bgl'ly), n. The alewife. [Local, U. S.]
SaWbUl' (sa'iJTlO, «. The merganser. [Prov. JSng.]
Saw'bones' (sa'bonz'), n. A nickname for a surgeon.
SawTjUCk' (sa'''bilk'), n. A sav/horse.
Saw'ce-flem '(sa'se-flSm), a. See Sauseflem. [Obs.]
Saw'der (sa'deir), n. A corrupt spelling and pronun2.
3.

;

—

;

;

man saws

;

To use the sense

;

;

;

3.

;

;

;

Sa'vor, V, i. [imp. & p. p. Savored (-verd) p. pr.
& vb. n. Savorikg.] [Cf. OF. savorer, P. savourer. See
Savoe, m.] [Written also savour.'} 1. To have a parwith of.
ticular smell or taste
2. To partake of the quality or nature to indicate the
with of.
presence or influence ; to smack ;

;

—

—
—

;

[i?.]

;

—

—

a

Saw'yor

Sawer.] 1. One whose occupation is to saw timber Into
planks or boards, or to saw wood for fuel a sawer.
2. A tree which has fallen into a stream so that its
branches project above the surface, rising and falling
with a rocking or swaying motion in the current. [U. S'i

:

—

the table.
Saw file, a
three-cornered file, such as
is used for sharpening saw
teeth.
Saw frame, the
frame or sash in a sawmill,
in which the saw, or gang Cir ulur Saw and Saw Bench.
of saws, is held.— Saw gate,
a saw frame.— Saw gin, the form of cotton gin invented
by Eli Whitney, in which the cotton fibers are drawn, by
the teeth of a set of revolving circular saws, through a
wire grating which is too fine for the seeds to pass. — Saw
grass (Bot.), any one of certain cyperaceous plants having
the edges of the leaves set with minute sharp teeth, especially the Cladium Uariscus of Europe, and the Cladium ejfusum of the Southern United States. Cf. Razor
grass, under Razor.
Saw log, a log of suitable size for
sawing into lumber.
Saw mandrel, a mandrel on which
a circular saw is fastened for running.
Saw pit, a pit
over which timber is sawed by two men, one standing
below the timber and the other above. Mortimer.
Saw
sharpener (Zo'ol.), the great titmouse;
so named from
its harsh call note.
[Prov. ^no.]
Saw whetter (Zo'ol.),
the marsh titmouse (Parus palusiris)
so named from
its call note.
[Prov. Eng.]
Scroll saw, a ribbon of steel
with saw teeth upon one edge, stretched in a frame, and
adapted for sawing curved outlines also, a machine in
which such a saw is worked by foot or power.
Saw (sa), V. t. [imp. Sawed (sad) p. p. ^awed or
Sawn (san) p. pr. & vb. n. Sawing'.'] 1. To cut with a
saw to separate with a saw as, to saw timber or marble.
2. To form by cutting with a saw
as, to saw boards
or planks, that is, to saw logs or timber into boards or
planks to saw shingles to saw out a panel.
3. Also used figuratively as, to saw the air.
Saw, V. i. X. To use a saw to practice sawing as,

power to scent, or trace by scent,
" Beyond my savor.''^
Herbert.
Pleasure
delight
attractiveness.
\_Obs.'\
4.
;
She shall uo savor have therein but lite. Chaucer.
Syn. Taste ; flavor ; relish ; odor ; scent smell.
3. Sense of smell

|iMiil||iliii|iiii

with a flat top for sawing,
especially with a circular
saw wliich projects above

;

2. Hence, specific flavor or quality ; characteristic
property ; distinctive temper, tinge, taint, and the like.
Why is not my lite a continual joy, and the savor of heaven
Baxter.
perpetually upon my spirit ?

SAX-TUBA

fem, recent

j

Ice,

idea,

m

;

old,

5bey, 5rb, 6dd;

;

SCALE

SAY
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Chaucer.
Stay (bS), obs. imp. of See. Saw.
[Aphetic form of assay."] 1. Trial by
SflJT (sa), re.
sample ; assay ; sample ; specimen smack. lObs.]
It those principal worlcs of God ... be but certain tastes and

found on the European coasts, and more abundantly
about New Zealand, where it is called /ros^AsA and considered an excellent food fish.
Scab'bard (skjfl/berd). V. t. To put in a scabbard.
ScaVbard plane' (skSb'berd plan'). See Scaleboard
plane, under Scaleboakd.
Scab'bed (skSb'bed or skSbd), a. 1. Abounding with
diseased with scabs.
scabs
Mean paltry vile worthless.
2. Fig.
Bacon.
Scab'bed-ness (.skab'bgd-nes), re. Scabbiness.
Scab'bi-ly (skab'bl-ly), adv. In a scabby manner.
Scab'bi-neSB, n. The quality or state of being scabby.
Scab'ble (-b'l), v. t. See ScAPPLE.
Scab'by (-by), a. [Compar. Scabbier (-bi-er) superl.

;

Hooker.
Skak.

were, of that final benefit.
Thy tongue Bome say of breeding breathes.
2. Tried quality ; temper ; proof. [06s.]
He found a sword of better say.

says, as

it

Spenser.

;

[Ofc.]
3. Essay; trial; attempt.
B. Joiison.
To give a say at, to attempt.
B. Jonson.
Say, V. t. To try ; to assay. [06s.]
[OE. saie, F. sale, fr. L. saga, equlv. to saSay, n.
gum, sagus, a coarse woolen mantle ; of. Gr. o-ayos. See
Saoum.] 1. A kind of silk or satin. [06s.]
Shak.
Thou say, thou serge, nay, thou buckram lord
[06s.]
2. A delicate kind of serge, or woolen cloth.
Spenser.
His garment neither was of silk nor say.
[imp. & p. p. Said (sSd), contracted
Say, V. t.
from sayed ; p. pr. & vb. re. Sayino.]
[OE. seggen,
seyen, siggen, sayen, sayn, AS. secgan ; akin to OS. seggian, D. eeggen, LG. seggen, OHG. sagen^ G. sagen, Icel.
segja, Sw. saga, Dan. sige, Lith. sakyti; cf. OL. insece
tell, relate, Gr. et'i/en-e (for ei'-treTre), ecrTrere.
Cf. SAGA,
Saw a saying.] 1. To utter or express in words to tell
to speak to declare as, he said many wise things.
Arise, and say how thou earnest here.
Shak.
2. To repeat to rehearse to recite
to pronounce
as, to say a lesson.
Of my instruction hast thou nothing bated
In what thou hadst to say 1
ShaJc.
After which shall be said or sung the following hymn.

:

1. Affected with scabs ; full of scabs.
2. Diseased with the scab, or mange mangy. Swift.
Sca'bi-es (ska'bT-ez), re. [L.] (Med.) The itch.
Sca'bl-ons (-iis), a. [L. scabiosus, from scabies the
Consisting of scabs; rough;
scab: cf. F. scabieuz]
;

II

leprous ; as, scabious eruptions.
Arbuthnot.
;
Sca'bl-OUS, re. [Cf. F. scabieuse. See Scabious, a.]
(Bot.) Any plant of the genus Scabiosa, several of the
species of which are common in Europe. They resemble the Compositse, and have similar heads of flowers,
but the anthers are not connected.
daisylike
Sweet scabious, (a) Mourning bride. (6)
plant {Erigeron annuum) having a stout branching stem.
itchy

;

;

;

£/c.

A

A

fragScab'Ung (skSb'ling), n. [See Scapple.]
ment or chip of stone. [Written also scabline.]
(ska-brSd'I-ty),
re.
[L.
scabredo,
fr.
soaSca-bred'l-ty
[06s.] Burton.
ber rough.] Roughness; ruggedness.
[L. scabrosus, fr. scaber
Sca'brous (ska'brtis), a.
rough : cf. F. scabreux.] 1. Rough to the touch, like
a file ; having small raised dots, scales, or points ; scabby

;

of Com. Prayer.

3. To announce as a decision or opinion ; to state positively ; to assert ; hence, to form an opinion upon ; to be
sure about ; to be determined in mind as to.

But what

it is,

hard

is

To mention or suggest

scurfy

Scad

;

Say,
answer

V.
;

you have

To speak

i.

to reply,
said but whether wisely or no,
,•

to

;

pean
less

make

the

the forest judge.
Shak.

The

On

who

assays.

;

re.

;

ISay sample

-|-

Milton.

apho-

;

man.']

One

A

&

II

A

A

A

A

Sca-la'dO (-WAo),
Fairfax.
Sca'lar (ska'ler), re. (Math.) In the quaternion analya quantity that has magnitude, but not direction
distinguished from a vector, which has both magnitude

A
A

&

j

sis,

and

&

II

Soabbing.] To become covered with a scab as,
the wound scabbed over.
Scab'bard (skSb'berd), re.
[OE. scaubert, scauberk,
OF. escaubers, escauberz, pi., scabbards, probably of German or Scand. origin ; cf. Icel. skalpr scabbard, and G.
bergen to conceal. Cf. Haubebk.] The case in which
the blade of a
sword, dagger,
re.

;

;

a

Sca-la'ri-a (ski-la'rT-a),

re.

[L.,

flight

of steps.]

: cf. F. scalariforme.]
1. Resembling a ladder in form or appearance
having transverse bars or markings like
the rounds of a ladder ; as, the scalari-

-form

»cahhard

Scabtard

flsh

(ZoM.), a
"

cells and scalariform pits in some plants.
2. (Zo'ol.) Like or pertaining to a scalaria.

colored taenioid fish (Lepidopus cnudntvs, or nrgyreus).

Ose,

unite,

r^jde,

81

fyll,

ftp,

arn

;

pity

;

food, fo"ot

;

bum

Mine own

Do scald like molten

tears

Shak.

lead.

Here the blue flames of scalding brimstone fall. Cowley.
2. To expose to a boiling or violent heat over a fire, or
in hot water or other liquor
as, to scald milk or meat.
Scald, re. A burn, or injury to the skin or flesh, by
some hot liquid, or by steam.
Scald, a. [For sculled. See Scall.] 1. Affected
with the scab ; scabby.
Shak.
2. Scurvy paltry as, scald rhymers.
[06s.] Shak.
Scald
Scald crow (Zo'ol.), the hooded crow. [Ireland]
head (Med.), a name popularly given to sevei al diseases of
the scalp characterized by pustules (the dried discliarge
of which forms scales) and by falling out of the hair.
Spenser.
Scald, re. Scurf on the head. See Scall.
Scald (skSld or skald 277), re. [Icel. skald.] One
of the ancient Scandinavian poets and historiographers
a reciter and singer of heroic poems, eulogies, etc., among
the Norsemen more rarely, a bard of any of the ancient
Teutonic tribes. ["Written also skald.]
A war song such as was of yoro chanted on the field of battle
by the scalds of the yet heathen Saxons.
Sir W. Scott.
Scald'er (-er), re. A Scandinavian poet a scald.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Scald'fish'(skald'flsh'),re. [Scald, a,. -Sf- fish.] (Zo'ol.)
laterna, or Psetia arnoglossa) ;
called also megrim, and smooth sole.
Scald'lc (skSld'ik or skald'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to the scalds of the Norsemen ; as, scaldic poetry.
Scale (skal), re. [AS. scale; perhaps influenced by the
kindred Icel. skal balance, dish, akin also to D. schaal
a scale, bowl, shell, G. schale, OHG. scala, Dan. skaal
drinking cup, bowl, dish, and perh. to E. scale of a fish.
Cf. Scale of a fish, Skull the brain case.]
1. The dish
of a balance; hence, the balance itself; an instrument
chiefly
or machine for weighing as, to turn the scale ;
used in the plural when applied to the whole instrument
or apparatus for weighing. Also used figuratively.
Long time in even scale
Milton.
The battle hung.
The scales are turned her kindness weighs no more
Waller.
Now than my vows.
2. pi. (Astron.) The sign or constellation Libra.

A European flounder (Arnoglossus

—

—

out,

See under Platform.
V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Scaled (skald) p. pr.
Scaling.] To weigh or measure according to a
scale ; to measure ; also, to grade or vary according to a
scale or system.
Shak.
Scaling his present bearing with his past.
To scale, or scale down, a debt, wages, etc., to reduce a
debt, etc., according to a fixed ratio or scale. [ U. S.]
[Cf. AS. scealu, scalu, a shell, parings
Scale, re.
Sw.
akin to D. schaal, G. schale, OHG. scala, Dan.
skal a shell, Dan. skixl a fish scale, Goth, skalja tile, and
E. shale, shell, and perhaps also to scale of a balance
but perhaps rather fr. OP. escale, escaile, F. ecaille scale
of a fish, and ecale shell of beans, pease, eggs, nuts, of
German origin, and akin to Goth, skalja, G. schale. See
Shale.]
1. (Anat.) One of the small, thin, membranous, bony or horny pieces which form the covering of
many fishes and reptiles, and some mammals, belonging
to the dermal part of the skeleton, or dermoskeleton.
See Cycloid, Ctenoid, and Ganoid.
Fish that, with their fins and shining scales.
Milton.
Glide under the green wave.
2. Hence, any layer or leaf of metal or other material,
resembling in size and tliinness the scale of a fish ; as, a
scale of iron, of bone, etc.
3. (Zo'ol.) One of the small scalelike structures covering parts of some invertebrates, as those on the wings
of Lepidoptera and on the body of Tliysanura ; the elytra of certain annelids. See Lepidoptera.
(See below.)
4. (Zo'ol.) A scale insect.
5. (Bot.) A small appendage like a rudimentary leaf,
resembling the scales of a fish in form, and often in arrangement ; as, the scale of a bud, of a pine cone, and
the like. The name is also given to the chaff" on the

oU

;

chair

j

go

&

Scale,

vb.

&

;

re.

&

stems of ferns.
6. The thin metallic side plate of the handle of a
pocketknife. See Illusl. of Pocketknite.
7. An incrustation deposited on the inside of a vessel
in which water is heated, as a steam boiler.
8. (Metal.) The thin oxide which forms en the surface
of iron forgings. It consists essentially of the mngnetio
oxide, FcsO^. Also, Pj similar coating upon other metals.
Ganoid scale.
Covering scale (2oo/.), a hydrophyllium.

—

—

Scale armor {Mil.), armor
See under Ganoid.
of small metallic scales overlapping, and fastened
Scale beetle (Xo'dl.'), the tiger
UDon leather or cloth.
beetle.
Scale carp {Zo'ol.), a carp having nornml scales.
— Scale insect {Zo'ol.), any one of numerous species of
(Zo'ol.)

made

—

—

form

"

&

—

;

long, compressed, silver-

&

small liemipterous insects belongiiif; to the family Coccid:r,
in
which the females, when
adult, become more or less
scaleliko in form.
They are
found upon the leaves andtwigs
of various trce.s and shrubs, and
often do great damage to fruit
trees. See Orange scide, under
Orange.
Scale moss (/W.), any
leafy-stemmed moss of the order
Hepaticir ;
so called from the
small imbricated soalolike leaves
of most of the spopios. See HePATICA, 2, and .Iunoehmannia.

scalare,

^'^1'L 'It'*'''
sheathe
that famous blade.
Fairfax.

;

[Sla7ig, U. S.]
Bartlett.
[Spelt also scaHawajf.]
p. p. Scalded ; p. pr.
Scald (skald), V. t. [imp.
[OF. eschalder, eschauder, escauder,
vb. n. Scalding.]
F. echauder, it. L. excaldare ; ex -\- caldus, calidus, warm,
witli hot liqhot. See Ex-, and Caldron.]
1. To
uid or steam ; to pain or injure by contact with, or immersion in, any hot fluid ; as, to scald the hand.

—

Sca-lar'1-form (sk.Vlilr'I-f8rm), a. [L.
scalaria, staircase, ladder -)-

sheath.

—

direction.

(Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous species of
marine gastropods of the genus Scalaria,
or family ScalariSi&, having elongated
spiral
turreted shells, with rounded
whorls, usually crossed by ribs or varices.
The color is generally white or pale.
Called also ladder shell, and luenlletrap.
See Ptenoglossa, and Wentletrap.

;

kept

Sir P. Sidney.

An accumulation

A

—

etc., is

Pardon, gentles all,
unraised spirits that have dared

A

Bacon.

Resembling a ladder; formed
Sir T. Browne.
Scal'a-wag (skal'a-wSg), re. A scamp a scapegrace.

Platform scale.

of adherent, partly fused
material forming a shelf, or dome-shaped obstruction,
above the tuyeres in a blast furnace.
Scaffold, V. t. To furnish or uphold with a scaffold.
Shak.
scaffold.
Scaffold-age (-aj), n.
[E.]
Scaf'fold-ing, re.
scaffold ; a supporting frame1.
work ; as, the scaffolding of the body.
Pope.
2. Materials for building scaffolds.
Scagl'la (skSl'ya), re. [It. scaglia a scale, a shell, a
chip of marble.] (Min.)
reddish variety of limestone.
Scagl-io'la (skSl-yo'la), re. [It. scagliuola, dim. of
scaglia.
See Scaglia.] An imitation of any veined and
ornamental stone, as marble, formed by a substratum
of finely ground gypsum mixed with glue, the surface of
which, while soft, is variegated with splinters of marble,
spar, granite, etc., and subsequently colored and polished.
Scala (skala), n. ; pi. Scal^e (-le). [L., a ladder.]
1. (Surg. )
machine formerly employed for reducing
dislocations of the humerus.
2. (Anal.)
term applied to any one of the three
canals of the cochlea.
Scal'a-ble (skal'a-b'l), a. Capable of being scaled.
Sca-lade' (ska-lad'), ( n. (Mil.) See Escalade.

(sa'm4s'ter), re.
master of assay ; one
Who tries or proves.
" Great saymaster of
[06s.]
state."
B. Jonson.
Saynd (sand), o6s. p.p. of Senge, to singe. Chaucer.
'SblOOd (zblud), inlerj. An abbreviation of God''s
blood ;
used as an oath. [06s.]
Shak.
Scab (skSb), re. [OE. soab, scabbe, shabbe ; cf. AS.
scas6, sceabb, scebb, Dan.
Sw. skab, and also L. scabies,
fr. scabere to scratch, akin to E. shave.
See Shave, and
cf. Sbab, Shabby.]
1. An incrustation over a sore,
wound, vesicle, or pustule, formed by the drying up of
the discharge from the diseased part.
2. The itch in man ; also, the scurvy. [OoWog. or 06s.]
3. The mange, esp. when it appears on sheep. Chaucer.
disease of potatoes producing pits in their sur4.
face, caused by a minute fungus {Tuburcinia Scabies).
6. (Founding)
slight irregular protuberance which
defaces the surface of a casting, caused by the breaking
away of a part of the wall of the mold.
6.
mean, dirty, paltry fellow. [Low']
Shak.
nickname for a workman who engages for lower
7.
wages than are fixed by the trades unions ; also, for one
who takes the place of a workman on a strike. [Cant]
Soab, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Scabbed (skSbd) ; p. pr.
vb.

flat,

[L. sealaris, fr. scalae, pi.,

a.

scala, staircase, ladder.]
with steps. [06s.]

;

this

3. (Metal.)

A

Say'maS'ter

Trachurus saurus).

;

;

;

^

also big-eyed scad.
See GoG[Scot.]
(d) The cigar fish, or

nation.

Syn. — Declaration speech adage maxim
rism apothegm saw proverb byword.
;

g ^^

—

unworthy scaffold to bring forth
So great an object.
Shak.
2. Specifically, a stage or elevated platform for the
execution of a criminal as, to die on the scaffold.
That a scaffold of execution should grow a scaffold of coro-

Many are
;

;

A

A

(sa'man),
[06s.]

ap-

is

Sca1a-ry (ska1A-ry),

;

&

Mr. Curran was something much better than a sayer of smart
saymgs.
Jeffrey.
Sa-yette' (sa-yStQ, n. [F. Cf. Say a kind of serge.]
mixed stuff, called also sagathy. See Sagatht.
Say'lng (sa'ing), n. That which is said ; a declaration ; a statement, especially a proverbial one ; an aphorism ; a proverb.

;

and

coast,

re.
[OF. eschafault, eschafaut,
escafaut, escadafaut, F. echafaud ; probably originally
the same word as E.
F. catafalque, It. cutafalco. See
Catapaique.]
temporary structure of timber,
1.
boards, etc., for various purposes, as for supporting workmen and materials in building, for exhibiting a spectacle
upon, for holding the spectators at a show, etc.

That strange palmer's boding say,
That fell so ominous and drear
Full on the object of his fear.
Sir W. Scott.
(sa'er), n.
One who says ; an utterer.

the saijings of the wise.
ancient and in modern books enrolled.

(Zo'ol.)

round robin.
Scaffold (skSf'fold),

L'Estiange.

Say'man

&1i.sgadan aheri'mg.]

The goggler
called
gler. (c) The friar skate.

;

_

[if.]

common on
American.

(6)

Say, n. [From Sat, v. t. ; cf. Saw a saying.] A
speech; something said; an expression of opinion; a
current story a maxim or proverb. [^Archaic or CoHoq.J
He no sooner said out his say, but up rises a cunning snap.

In

[Gael.

re.

plied also to several allied species.

this argument we shall soon have said ; for what concerns
us to hear a husband divulge his household privacies ? Milton.

Say'er

unmusical,

;

goid fish (Trachurus saurus) abundant on the Euro-

To
it

(skSd),

The name
let

Harsh

A small caran-

(a)

;

to express an opinion

;

:

Di-yden.
His verse is scabrous and hobbling.
Sca'brous-neSS, re. The quality of being scabrous.
Scab'wort' (scSb'wflrf), re. (Bot.) Elecampane.

—

—

Arbuthnot.

scaly.

;

2. Fig.

Milton.

to say.

as an estimate, hypothesis, or
approximation; hence, to suppose;
in the imperative,
followed sometimes by the subjunctive as, he had, say
fifty thousand dollars ; the fox had run, say ten miles.
Say, for nonpayment that the debt should double,
Is twenty hundred kisses such a trouble ?
Shak.
It Is said, or They say, it is commonly reported
it is
rumored ; people assert or maintain. That is to say, that
is ; in other words ; otherwise.
4.

;

Scabbiest.]

;

;

;

;

;

I

;

;;

;

;

sing,

ink

;

then,

thin

;

boN

;

Scale

Insect

(Mytilaspit

Orange
a Male 6 Young
Female c Mature Scale.
citricola) of the

Tree,

i

;

All

zh = z

much
in

enlarged.

azuw.
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SCALE

N

(Zool.) Having
Scale'- winged' (skal'wingd'), a.
ScSlO (skal), V. i. 1. To strip or clear of scale or
scales ; as, to scale a fish ; to scale the inside of a boiler. the wings covered %vith small scalelike structures, as the
2. To take oS. in thin layers or scales, as tartar from Lepidoptera ; scaly-winged.
Scal'1-neSS (skal'i-nes), n. The state of being scaly
the teeth ; to pare off, as a surface. " If all the mountains were scaled, and the earth made even." T. Burnet. roughness.
Prov. Eng.']
Scal'lng (skal'ing), a. 1. Adapted for removing
[Scot.
3. To scatter to spread.
4. (Gun.) To clean, as the inside of a cannon, by the scales, as from a fish ; as, a scaling knife ; adapted for
Totten. removing scale, as from the interior of a steam boiler ;
explosion of a small quantity of powder.
Scale, V. i. 1. To separate and come off in thin lay- as, a scaling hammer, bar, etc.
2. Serving at an aid in clambering ; as, a, scaling ladder,
ers or laminae ; as, some sandstone scales by exposure.
Those that cast their shell are the lobster and crab the old used in assaulting a fortified place.
Bkins are found, but the old shells never so it is Ukely that they
Scal-lo'la (skai-yo'la), n. Same as Scaoliola.
Bacon.
scale off.
Scall (skal), n. [Icel. skalli a bald head. Cf. Scald,
Prov. Eng.']
[Scot.
2. To separate ; to scatter.
a.]
scurf or scabby disease, especially of the scalp.
Scale, n. [L. scalae, pi., scala, staircase, ladder ; akin
It is a dry scalt, even a leprosy upon the head. Lev. xiii. 30.
1.
to scandere to climb. See Soak cf. Escalade.]
Shak.
Scall, a. Scabby; scurfy. [Obs.]
ladder ; a series of steps ; a means of ascending. [Obs.'}
Scalled (skald), a. Scabby; scurfy; scall. [Obs.]
2. Hence, anything graduated, especially when em" With scalled brows black."
Chaucer.
ployed as a measure or rule, or marked by lines at reguScalled head. (Med.) See Scald head, under Scald, a.
lar intervals. Specifically : (a) A mathematical instruScalllon (skSl'yiln), re. [OF. escalone, eschaloingne,
ment, consisting of a slip of wood, ivory, or metal, with
one or more sets of spaces graduated and numbered on L. caepa Ascalonia onion of Ascalon ; caepa onion -)Ascalonius of Ascalon, fr. Ascalo Ascalon, a town in Palits surface, for measuring or laying off distances, etc..
kind of small onion
See Gdhteb's estine. Cf. Shallot.] 1. (.Bo<.)
as in drawing, plotting, and the like.
(Allium Ascalonicum), native of Palestine ; the eschalot,
SCALE. (6)
series of spaces marked by lines, and representing proportionately larger distances ; as, a scale of or shallot.
basis
2. Any onion which does not "bottom out," but remiles, yards, feet, etc., for a map or plan, (c)
for a numeral system ; as, the decimal scale ; the binary mains with a thick stem like a leek.
Amer. Cyc.
scale, etc.
[OF. escalope a shell,
Scal'lop (skCl'lOp; 277), re.
(d) (Mus.) The graduated series of all the
tones, ascending or descending, from the keynote to its probably of German or Dutch
octave ;
called also the gamut. It may be repeated origin, and akin to £. scale of a
through any number of octaves. See Chromatic scale. fish; cf. D. schelp shell. See

&

;

;

i

&

A

A

;

A

A

A

—

Diatonic scale. Major scale, and Minor scale, under ChroUATic, Diatonic, Majok, and Minoe.
3. Gradation ; succession of ascending and descending
steps and degrees progressive series scheme of comparative rank or order as, a scale of being.
There is a certain scale of duties
which for want of studying in right order, all the world is in confusion.
Milton.
4. Relative dimensions, without difference in proportion of parts size or degree of the parts or components
in any complex thing, compared with other like things
especially, the relative proportion of the linear dimensions of the parts of a drawing, map, model, etc., to the
dimensions of the corresponding parts of the object that
is represented
as, a map on a scale of an inch to a mile.
Scale of chorda, a graduated scale on which are given
the lengths of the chords of arcs from 0° to 90° in a circle
of given radius,
used in measuring given angles and in
plotting angles of given numbers of degrees.
Scale, V. t. [Cf. It. scalare, fr. L. scalae, scala. See
Scale a ladder.] To climb by a ladder, or as if by a ladder to ascend by steps or by climbing to clamber up
as, to scale the wall of a fort.
Spenser.
Oft have I scaled the craggy oak.
Seale, v. i. To leaJ up by steps to ascend. [Obs.'\
Satan from hence, now on the lower stair,
That scaled by steps of gold to heaven-gate,
Jlilton.
Looks down with wonder.
Scale'baok' (-bSV), re. (Zool.) Any one of numerous
species of marine annelids of the family Polynoidse, and
allies, which have two rows of scales, or elytra, along
the back. See Ulust. imder Caa;T0P0DA.
Soalelieam' (-bemO, n. 1. The lever or beam of a
balance the lever of
a platform scale, to
which the poise for
weighing is applied.
2. A weighing apparatus with a sliding weight, resemblmg a steelyard.
;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Scale'board'

Scalebeam,

2.

(s k 5 1'b o r d'
com^
monly skSVerd), n. [3d scale
board.'}
1. (Print.) A
thin slip of wood used to justify a page. [Obs.'] Crabb.
2. A thin veneer or leaf of wood used for covering the
surface of articles of furniture, and the like.
Scaleboard plane, a plane for cutting from a board a
;

+

wide shaving forming a scaleboard.

Scaled (skald), a. 1. Covered with scales, or scalelike structures ;
said of a fish, a reptile, a moth, etc.
2. Without scales, or with the scales removed; as,
scaled herring.
3. (Zo'ol.) Having feathers which in form, color, or arrangement somewhat resemble scales ; as, the scaled dove.
Scaled dove (Zool.), any American dove of the genus
Scardafella. Its colored feather tips resemble scales.

—

Scale'less (skal'lSs), a. Destitute of scales.
Sca-lene' (ska-len'l, a. [L. scalenus, Gr. o-icaArji/ds
cf. F. scaline.]
1. (Geom.) (a) Having the
Bides and angles imequal
said of a triangle.
Having
the
axis
inclined to the base, as a
(6)
;

:

—

ribs.

Sca-lene', n. (Geom.) A triangle having its sides and
angles unequal
Sca-le'no-he'dral (ska-le'nfi-he'dral), a.
( Crystallog.) Of or pertaining to a scalenohedron.
Sca-le'no-he'dron (-drSn), n. [6r. o-ztoAr;v6s uneven-|- e'Spa seat, base.] (Crystallog.)
A pjrramidal form imder the rhombohedral
system, inclosed by twelve faces, each a scalene triangle.
Scal'er (skal'er), n. One who, or that
which, scales ; specifically, a dentist's instru- Scalenoinent for removing tartar from the teeth.
hedron.
ale,

senate, c4re,

&m.,

Scale of a

Esoalop.]

ico/Zojt).]

1. (Zool.)

numerous

species of

[Written also

Any one

of

and

cf.

fish,

marine bivalve mollusks of the
genus Pecteu and allied genera

Z

'

fan shell. See Pecten, 2.
(E^^ The common edible

scallop of the Eastern United
States is Pecten irradians ; the large sea scallop, also
used as food, is P. Clintonius, or tenuicostatus.
2. One of a series of segments of circles joined at their
extremities, forming a border like the edge or surface of
a scallop shell.
3. One of the shells of a scallop ; also, a dish resembling a scallop shell.
Scal'lop, V. t.
[imp. &p. p. Scalloped (-lupt) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Scalloping.]
1. To mark or cut the edge
or border of into segments of circles, like the edge or
surface of a scallop shell. See Scallop, n., 2.
2. (Cookery) To bake in scallop shells or dishes; to
prepare with crumbs of bread or cracker, and bake.

&

See Scalloped oysters, below.

Scalloped (-liipt), a. 1. Furnished with a scallop
made or done with or in a scaUop.
2. Having the edge or border cut or marked with seg;

ments

of circles.
See Scallop, re., 2.
3. (Cookery) Baked in a scallop ; cooked

with crumbs.
opened oysters baked in
a deep dish with alternate layers of bread or cracker
crumbs, seasoned with pepper, nutmeg, and butter. This
Scalloped oysters (Cookery),

was at

first

done in scallop

shells.

Scal'Iop-er (-er), re. One who fishes for scallops.
Soal'lop-lng, re. Fishing for scallops.
Scalp (skSlp), n. [Cf. Scallop.] A bed of oysters
or mussels.
[Scot.]
Scalp, re. [Perhaps akin to D. schelp shell. Cf. Scallop.] 1. That part of the integument of the head which
is usually covered with hair.
By the bare scalp of Eobin Hood's fat friar.
Shak.
This fellow were a king for our wild faction
2. A part of the skin of the head, with the hair atIndian
tached, cut or torn off from an enemy by the
warriors of North America, as a token of victory.
3Iacaulay.
3. Fig.
The top ; the summit.
Scalp lock, a long tult of hair left on the crown of the
head by the warriors of some tribes of American Indians.
Scalp, V. t. [imp.&p. p. Scalped (skSlpt) p. pr.
vb. re. Scalping.]
1. To deprive of the scalp to cut or
tear the scalp from the head of.
2. (Surg.) To remove the skin of.
We must scalp the whole lid [of the eye]. J. S. Wells.
3. (Mfilling) To brush the hairs or fuzz from, as wheat
Knight.
grains, in the process of high milling.
Scalp, V. i. To make a smaU, quick profit by slight
fluctuations of the market ;
said of brokers who oper[Cant]
ate in this way on their own account.
Scal'pel (skSl'pSl), re. [L. scalpellum, dim. of sealprum a laiife, akm to scalpere to cut, carve, scrape cf.
F. scalpel.] (Surg.) A small knife with a thin, keen
blade,
used by surgeons, and in dissecting.
!

:

&

;

arm, ask,

—

:

—

One form
Scalp'er (skSlp'er),

re.

of Scalpel.

1.

One who,

or that which,

scalps.
2. (Surg. ) Same as Scalping iron, under Scalping.
broker who, dealing on his own account, tries to
3.
get a small and quick profit from slight fluctuations of

A

the market. [Cant]
4. A person who buys and
railroad tickets.
[Cant]
final,

^

;

eve,

sells

Scalp'lng (skSlp'ing),

a.

&

from Scalp.

re.

Scalping iron (Surg.), an instrument used in scraping
foul and carious bones ; a raspatory.
Scalping knife, a
knife used by North American Indians in scalping.

—

Scal'pri-lorm (skSl'pri-f8rm),

+

a.

scalprum

[L.

chis-

el, knife
-/oj-OT.]
(Anat.) Shaped like a chisel; as,
the scalpriform incisors of rodents.
Scal'y (skal'J), a.
1. Covered or abounding with
scales as, a jca/i/ fish.
"<ScaZy crocodile."
Milton.
;

2. Resembling scales, laminae, or layers.
3. Mean ; low ; as, a scaly fellow.
[Loxv]
4. (Boi.) Composed of scales lying over each other;
as, a scaly bulb ; covered with scales ; as, a scaly stem.

Scaly ant-eater (Zool.), the pangolin.

Scal'y-wlnged' (-wTngd'), a. (Zool.) Scale-winged.
Scam'ble (skSm'b'l), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Scambled
p. pr. & vb. n. Soamblinq.] [Cf. OD. schampelen to deviate, to slip, schampen to go away, escape, slip,
and E. scamper, shamble.] 1. To move awkwardly to
be shuffling, irregular, or unsteady to sprawl to shamble. " Some scambling shifts." Br. H. More, " A fine
(-b'ld)

;

;

;

;

old hall, but a scambling house." Evelyn.
2. To move about pushing and jostling to be rude and
turbulent; to scramble. "The scambling and unquiet
time did push it out of . . . question."
Shak.
Mortimer
Scam'ble, v. t. To mangle. [Obs.]
Scam'bler (sk3m'bler), re. 1. One who scambles.
2. A bold intruder upon the hospitality of others a
;

;

mealtime

[Scot.]

visitor.

Scam'bUng-ly

In a scambling manwith bold intrusiveness.

(-blTng-lj^), adv.

with turbulence and noise
Scam'ell (skim'a), or Scam'mel, re. (Zool.) The
female bar-tailed godwit. [Prov. Eng.]
^ff" Whether this is the scamel mentioned by Shakespeare [" Tempest," ii. 2] is not known.
Sca-millus (ska-mll'lQs), re. ; pi. Scamilii (-li),
[L., originally, a little bench, dim. of scamnum bench,
stool.]
(Arch.) A sort of second plinth or block, below
the bases of Ionic and Corinthian columns, generally
without moldings, and of smaller size horizontally than
ner

;

;

II

of the family Pectinidx. The
shell is usually radially ribbed,
^
and the edge is therefore often j, „ , f""^ ^
undulated in a characteristic ®'='^°P SSSle"
maimer.
The large adductor
muscle of some of the species is much used as food.
One species ( Vola Jacobseus) occurs on the coast of Palestine, and its shell was formerly worn by pilgrims as a
mark that they had been to the Holy Land. Called also

;

cone.
2. (Anat.) (a) Designating several triangular muscles called scalene muscles,
(b) Of or
pertaining to the scalene muscles.
Scalene muscles (Anat.), a group of muscies,
usually three on each side In man, extending
from the cervical vertebrae to the first and

second

;;;

;

the unused parts of

event, £ud, fern, recent

the pedestal.

Scam-mo'nl-ate (skSm-mo'nT-at), a.
Made from
scammony as, a scammoniate aperient.
Scam'mo-ny (skSm'mS-ny), re. [F. scammonie, L.
;

scammonia, scammonea, Gr. trKOfjiiJiiavia.] 1. (Bot.) A
species of bindweed or Convolvulus (C. Scammonia).
2. An inspissated sap obtained from the root of the
Convolvulus Scammonia, of a blackish gray color, a nauseous smell like that of old cheese, and a somewhat acrid
It is used in medicine as a cathartic.
(skSmp), n. [OF. escamper to run away, to
one's escape. Originally, one who runs away, a
fugitive, a vagabond.
See Scampeb.]
rascal ; a swindler a rogue.
De Quincey.
Scamp, V. t. [Cf. Scaup, re., or Soaut, a., and
Skimp.] To perform in a hasty, neglectful, or imperfect
maimer ; to do superficially. \Collog.]
taste.

Scamp

make

A

;

A workman

is

ice,

work when he does it in a
Wedgwood.

his

manner.

Much of the scamping and dawdling complained of is that of
men in establishments of good repute.
T. Hughes.

A

Soam'pa-vl'a (skam'pa-ve'3,), n. [It.]
long, low
galley used by the Neapolitans and Sicilians in the
early part of the nineteenth century.
Scam'per (skSm'per), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Scampeeed
(-perd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Scampeeing.]
[OF. escamper
to escape, to save one's self ; L. ex from -|- campus the
field (sc. of battle).
See Camp, and cf. Decamp, Scamp,
re.. Shamble, v. t.]
To run with speed ; to run or move
in a quick, hurried manner ; to hasten away. Macaulay.
The lady, however, . . . could not help scampering about the
room after a mouse.
S. Sharpe.
II

war

&

Scam'per, re. A scampering a hasty flight.
Tyndall.
Scam'per-er (-er), re. One who scampers.
Scamp'isll (skSmp'Tsh), a. Of or like a scamp ; knavish ; as, scampish conduct.
Scan (skSn), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Scanned (skSnd)
;

&

vb. re. Scanning.]
[L. scandere, scansum, to
p. pr.
climb, to scan, akin to Skr. skand to spring, leap : cf. F.
scander. Cf. Ascend, Descend, Scale a ladder.] 1. To
mount by steps ; to go through with step by step. [Obs.]

Nor stayed

till

she the highest stage had scand.

Spenser.

2. Specifically (Pros.), to go through with, as a verse,
marking and distinguishing the feet of which it is composed ; to show, in reading, the metrical structure of ; to
recite metrically.
3. To go over and examine point by point ; to examine
with care ; to look closely at or into ; to scrutinize.
The actions of men in high stations are all conspicuous, and
Atterbury.
liable to be scanned and sifted.

Scan'dal (skSn'dal), re. [F. scandale, fr. L. scanda^
lum, Gr. (TKav&aXov, a snare laid for an enemy, a stumbling block, offense, scandal : cf. OE. scandle, OF. escandle.
See Slander.] 1. Offense caused or experienced
reproach or reprobation called forth by what is regarded
as wrong, criminal, heinous, or flagrant ; opprobrium or
disgrace.
O, what a scandal is it to our crown,
Shak.
That two such noble peers as ye should jar I
[I] have brought scandal
To Israel, diffidence of God, and doubt
Milton.
In feeble hearts.
2. Reproachful aspersion ; opprobrious censure ; de«
famatory talk, uttered heedlessly or maliciously.
You must not put another scandal on him.
Shak.
My known virtue is from scandal free.
Ttryden.
3. (Equity) Anything alleged in pleading which is impertinent, and is reproachful to any person, or which
derogates from the dignity of the court, or is contrary
to good manners.
Daniell.

Syn. — Defamation detraction slander
opprobrium reproach shame disgrace.
;

;

;

scamp

said to

superficial, dishonest

idea,

ill

;

;

;

old,

;

dbey, drb, ddd

;

;

calumny

;;;
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Scan'dal (skSn'dal),
to delame

;

to asperse

;

V.

t.

To

1.

to traduce

1 do fawn on mea
after scandal them.

And
2. To scandalize to offend.
Syn. — To defame traduce

;

treat opprobriously
to slander,
[ii.]

Scan'tle

;

;

&

;

icandaliser, L. scandalizare, from Gr. o-xai'SaAifeii'.]
1. To ofiEeud the feelings or the conscience of (a person)
by some action which is considered immoral or criminal
to bring shame, disgrace, or reproach upon.
I demand who they are whom we scandalize by using harmHooker.
lesa things.
The congregation looked on in silence, the better class scandaiized, and the lower orders, some laughing, others backing
ihe soldier or the minister, as their fancy dictated. Sir W. Scott.
2. To reproach ; to libel ; to defame ; to slander.
To tell his tale might be interpreted into scandalizing the orSir

W.

ful

(6)

was scandalously unbecoming the

digSwift.

II

Scantiest.] [From Scant, a.] 1. Wanting amplitude
or extent ; narrow ; small ; not abundant.
His dominions were very narrow and scanty.
Locke,
Now scantier limits the proud arch confine.
Pope,
2. Somewhat less than is needed ; insufficient ; scant
as, a scanty supply of words ; a scanty supply of bread.
3. Sparing ; niggardly ; parsimonious.
In illustrating a point of difficulty^ be not too scanty of words.

5^°* Scandent plants may climb either by twining, as
the hop, or by twisted leafstalks, as the clematis, or by
tendrils, as the passion flower, or by rootlets, as the ivy.
[NL.
See Scandium.]
Scan'dl-a (skSn'di-a), n.
{Chem.) A chemical earth, the oxide of scandium.
a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining to scanderived from, or containing, scandium.
Scan'dl-na'vl-an (skSn'dl-na'vI-an), a. Of or pertaining to Scandinavia, that is, Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark.
n. A native or inhabitant of Scandinavia.
Scan'dl-nm (skSn'dl-ilm), n. [NL. So called because found in Scandinavian minerals.]
{Chem.) A
rare metallic element of the boron group, whose existence was predicted under the provisional name ekaboron by means of the periodic law, and subsequently discovered by spectrum analysis in certain rare Scandinavian
minerals (euxenite and gadolinite). It has not yet been

Scan'dlc (-dik),

/.

SjTi. Scant; narrow; small; poor; deficient; meager;
scarce ; chary sparing ; parsimonious ; penurious ; nig;

gardly; grudging.

^

Scape (skap), n,

scandere,

Out of

Of

;

;

—

;

to straiten ; to treat illiberally ; to stint ; as, to scant one in provisions ; to scant
ourselves in the use of necessaries.
Where a man hath a great living laid together and where he
U scanted.
Bacon.
I am scanted in the pleasure of dwelling on your actions.
bryden.
2. To cut short ; to make small, narrow, or scanty
to curtaiL
"/Scan/ not my cups."
Shak.
Scant, V. i. To fail, or become less ; to scantle as,
the wind scants.
Scant, adv. In a scant manner ; with difficulty
scarcely ; hardly. [OJi.]
Bacon.
So weak that he was scant able to go down the stairs. Fuller.
Scant, n'. Scantness ; scarcity. [iS.]
T. Carew.
Scant'1-ly (-T-iy), adv. In a scanty manner; not
fully ; not plentifully ; sparingly ; parsimoniously.
His mind was very scantily stored with materials. Macaulay.
Scant'l-ness, n. Quality or condition of being scanty.
Scan'tle (skSn't'l), v. i. [Dhn. of scant, v.T To be
deficient ; to falL
[06s.]
Drayton.
;

Chaucer.

re.

Scaph'lsm (skSflz'm), n.
An ancient mode of punishing

[Gr.

a trough.]
criminals among the Persians, by confining the victim in a trough, with his head
and limbs smeared with honey or the like, and exposed to
the sun and to insects until he died.
Scaph'lte (-it), n. [L. scapha a boat, fr. Gr. o-icdu^ir) a
boat, anything dug or scooped out, fr.
{Paleon.) Any fosdKaiTTeiv to dig.]
sil
cephalopod shell of the genus
Scaphites, belonging to the Ammonite
family and having a chambered boatshaped shell. Scaphites are found in
the Cretaceous formation.

;

ffxac^i;

Scaph ' O - ce - phal ' Ic (skSfo-se-

Scaphite (Sca;)Ai(«

kquuHs). 'Ro(^rea<.) Of, pertaining to,
duccd.
ot affected with, scaphocephaly.
Scaph'0-ceph'a-ly (-sSfi-iy), n. [Gr. o-ica.^)) a boat
{Anat.) A deformed condition of the
-J- Ktc^oA^ head.]
fai'Ik),

;

food,

rt.

fo~bt

II

A class of

marine

cephalate MoUusca having
a tubular shell open at
both ends, a pointed or
spadelike foot for burrowing, and many long,
slender, prehensile oral
tentacles. It includes Dentalium, or the tooth shells, „
,
„
,
„
and other simUar shells. ^I^.^J'^f^^^lZf'''-?"'^'
hum agile). ^ root c lentaCalled also Prosopocephcles, or Cirri
m Mantle
ala, and Solenoconcha.
Front End of Shell.
,

,

;

;

;

out,

oil

;

oliair

;

Sca'pl-fonn (ska'pTf6rm 277), a. {Bot.) Resembling a scape, or flower stem.
Scap'O-llte (skSp'6-lit), n. [Gr. cKano^ a staff, or L.
scapus a stem, stalk -|
lite: cf. F. scapolite,]
(Min.)
A grayish white mineral occurring in tetragonal crystals
and in cleavable masses. It is essentially a silicate of
alumina and soda.
^W^ The scapolite group includes scapolite proper, or
wemerite, also meionite, dipyre, etc.
Soap'pie (skSp'p'l), V. t. [Cf. OF. eskapeler, eschapier, to cut, hew, LL. scapellare. Cf. Soaeble.] (a) To
work roughly, or shape without finishing, as stone before
;

leaving the quarry. (6) To dress in any way short of
Gwilt.
fine tooling or rubbing, as stone.
Scap'u-la (skSp'fi-la), n. ; pi. L. Scapul.s; (-le), E.
Scapulas (-laz). [L.] 1. (Anat.) The principal bono
of the shoulder girdle in mammals ; the shoulder blade.
2. {Zo'dl.) One of the plates from which the arms of a
crinoid arise.
Scap'U-lar (-ler), a. [Cf. F. scapularre. Cf. ScapuLABY.] Of or pertaining to the scapula or the shoulder.

—

Scap'U-lar, n. {Zo'dl,) One of a special group of
feathers which arise from each of the scapular regions
and lie along the sides of the back.
Scap'U-lar (skap'ii-lerj, 1 n, [F. scapulaire, LL. scaScaVu-la-ry (-n-la-ry), j pularium, scapulare, fr. L.
scapula shoulder blade.]
1. {E. C. Ch.) (a) A loose
sleeveless vestment falling in front and behind, worn by
certain religious orders and devout persons. (6) The
name given to two pieces of cloth worn under the ordinary garb and over the shoulders as an act of devotion.

Addis

;

:

;

pity

(.Plantago).

we may scape.

Same as Escapement, 3.
Scape'-Wheel' (-hwel'), n. {Horol.) The wheel in
an escapement (as of a clock or a watch) into the teeth
of which the pallets play.
Sca-phan'der (sk4-f5n'der), n. [Gr. o-/ta<^os, aKa^ij,
anything hollowed -\- avrip, av&poi, a man cf. F. scaphandre.] The case, or impermeable apparel, in which
a diver can work while under water.

Be somewhat scanter of your maiden presence. Shak.
Syn. See under Scanty.
Scant, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Scanted p. pr. & vb. n.

;

a Scape of Plantain

;

Ridley.

+

—

feathers arise.

+

(skSnt), a.
ICompar. Scanter (-er) ; superl.
[Icel. sTcamt, neuter of skamr, skammr,
skamta to dole out, to portion.] 1. Not full,
large, or plentiful scarcely sufficient ; less than is wanted
for the purpose scanty ; meager ; not enough ; as, a scant
allowance of provisions or water ; a scant pattern of cloth
for a garment.

;

Scapnlar arch (Anat,), the pectoral arch.
See under
Scapular region, or Scapnlar tract (Zo'dl.), a
definite longitudinal area over the shoulder and along
each side of the back of a bird, from which the scapular

4. Loose act of vice or lewdness.
[Obs,"]
Shak,
Scape'gal'lOWS (-gSl'liSs), n. One who has narrowly
escaped the gallows for liis crimes. [Colloq.l Dickens.
goat,']
Scape'goat' (-got'), n, [Scape (for escape)
1. {Jewish Antiq.) A goat upon whose head were symbolically placed the sins of the people, after which he was
suffered to escape into the wilderness.
Lev. xvi. 10.
2. Hence, a person or thing that is made to bear
blame for others.
Tennyson.
Scape'grace' (-gras'), n. A graceless, unprincipled
person one who is wild and reckless.
Beaconsfield.
ScapeleSS, a, {Bot,) Destitute of a scape.
Scape'ment (-ment), n. [See Scape, v.. Escapement.]

cf.

Qm

&

;

+

;

—

;

Pectoral.

Milton,

Scant

tip,

Gr.

&

this prison help that

;

SoANTEST.]

fviU,

cf.

2. Means of escape ; evasion.
{Obs,]
Donne.
3. A freak a slip a fault ; an escapade.
[06i.]
Not pardoning so much as the scapes of error and ignorance.

;

rude,

;

.

woodpeckers, parrots, cuckoos, and trogons.
See Jllust. mider Aves.
(Zodl.) (a) Capable of
Scan-SO'rl-al (-rl-al), a.
climbing ; as, the woodpecker is a scansorial bird
adapted for climbing as, a scansorial foot. (6) Of or
pertaining to the Scansores. See Illust. under Aves.
Scansorial tall (Zool.), a tail in which the feathers are
stiff and sharp at the tip, as in the woodpeckers.

uiiite,

[L. scapus shaft, stem, stalk

F. scape. Cf. Scep-

A

1. An escape.
\_Obs.'\
I spake of most disastrous chances,
. .
hairbreadth scapes in the imminent, deadly breach. Shak.

Scape,

IB^" The toes are in pairs, two before and two behind,
by which they are enabled to cling to, and climb upon,

use,

[Bot.)

vb, n. Scapp. pr,
[Aphetic form of escape.'] To
ing.]
escape. \_Obs. or Poetic^
Milton.

trees, as the

limit

1.

Scaped (skapt)

II

To

cf.

:

peduncle rising
from the ground or from a subterranean stem, as in the stemless violets,
the bloodroot, and the like.
2. {Zool.) The long basal joint of
the antennse of an insect.
3. (Arch.) {a) The shaft of a column. (6) The apophyge of a shaft.
Scape, V. t. & i. limp.
p. p.

scansum, to climb. See Scan.] (Pros.) The act of scanning ; distinguishing the metrical feet of a verse by emphasis, pauses, or othermse.
Scan-SO'res (skSn-so'rez), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. scandere, scansum, to climb.] {Zo'dl.) An artificial group of
birds formerly regarded as an order. They are distributed among several orders by modem ornithologists.

1.

a staii

<r/cajros

ter.]

isolated.

ScANTiNO.]

Watts,

—

;

skull, in which the vault is narrow, elongated, and mora
or less boat-shaped.
Scaph'o-ce'rite (skSfo-se'rit), n. [Gr. vko^ boat
-|-B. cerite.] {Zo'dl.) Aflattened plate or scale attached
to the second joint of the antenna of many Crustacea.
Sca-phog'na-ttaite (ska-fSg'na-thit), n. [Gr. o-Kcufnj
boat -)- yvaSos jaw.] {Zo'dl.) A thin leaflike appendage
(the exopodite) of the second maxilla of decapod crustaceans. It serves as a pumping organ to draw the water
through the gill cavity.
Scaph'old (skaf'oid 277), a. [Gr. vKafri a boat
(Anat.) Kesemblmg a boat in
-oid : cf. F. scaphdide.]
form boat-shaped.
n. The scaphoid bone.
Scaphoid bone, (a) One of the carpal bones, which articulates with the radius; the radiale.
(6) One of the
tarsal bones the navicular bone. See under Navicular.
luScaph'O-lu'nar (sk5f'6-lii'ner), a. [Scaphoii
nar.] {Anat.) Of or pertaining to the scaphoid and lunar
bones of the carpus.
n. The scapholimar bone.
Scapholunar bone, a bone formed by the coalescence of
the scaphoid and lunar in the carpus of camivora.
Sca-phop'0-da (ska-f5p'6-da), n. pi. [NL., from Gr.
(rKa.<j>r) a boat -|- -poda.]

{Zool.)

;

—

His sermon was scant, in all, a quarter of an hour.
2. Sparing ; parsimonious ; chary.

Milton,
;

A
A

disposition to impute immorality or wrong.
Shun their fault, who, scandalously nice.
Pope.
Will needs mistake an author into vice.

;

years.

;

;

With a

fr.

many

a little bit not much. [06j.]
Reducing them to narrow scantlings, Jer. Taylor,
piece of timber sawed or cut of a small size, as

3. The dimensions of a piece of timber with regard
to its breadth and thickness hence, the measure or dimensions of anything.
4.
rough draught ; a rude sketch or outline.
frame for casks to lie upon ; a trestle.
5.
Knight.
Scantly, adv. 1. In a scant manner ; not fully or
sufficiently ; narrowly ; penuriously.
Dryden.
2. Scarcely ; hardly ; barely.
Scanthj they durst their feeble eyes dispread
Upon that town.
Fairfax.
We hold a tourney here to-morrow morn,
And there is scantly time for half the work. Tennyson.
Scant'ness, n. The quality or condition of being
scant narrowness ; smallness ; insufficiency ; scantiness.
" Scantness of outward tilings."
Barrow.
Scant'y (-y), a. ICompar. Scantier (-i-er) ; superl.

;

Symbol Sc. Atomic weight 44.
Scan'sion (skSn'shiin), n. [L. scansio,

:

A small quantity
A

Quality of being scandalous.
Scan'da-lum mas-na'tum (skSn'da-liim m5g-na'tSm). [L., scandal of magnates.] {Law) A defamatory
speech or writing published to the injury of a person of
dignity
usually abbreviated scan. mag.
Scan'dent (skSu'dent), a. [L. scandens, -eniis, p. pr.
of scandere to climb.] Climbing.

short

;

2.
for studs, rails, etc.

Scan'dal-OUS-ness, n.

dium

Jer. Taylor,

[0J«.]

ferring to be baptized so

Scott.

;

;

scanty.

;

bringing shame or infamy opprobrious ; as, a scandalous crime or vice.
3. Defamatory ; libelous ; as, a scandalous story.
1. In a manner to give ofScan'dal-ous-ly, adv.
fense ; shamefully.
His discourse at table
nity of his station.

;

;

(->is), a.

2. Disgraceful to reputation

2.

small

;

Scant'Ung, re. [Cf. OF. eschantillon, F. ichantillon,
a sample, pattern, example. In some senses confused
with scant insufficient. See Scantle, v. t.'] 1. A fragment a bit a little piece. Specifically (a) A piece or
quantity cut for a special purpose a sample. [Obs.']
Such as exceed not this scantling ; — to be solace to the sovereign and harmless to the people.
Bacon.
A pretty scantling of his knowledge may be taken by his de-

1. Giv[Cf. F. scandaleux.1
ing offense to the conscience or moral feelings ; exciting
reprobation ; calling out condemnation.
Nothing scandalous or offensive unto any. Hooker,

Scan'dal-OUS

cantel, chantel,

;

All their pay
Must your discretion scan<^; keep it back. J. Webster.
Scant'let (skant'lgt), ra. [OF. eschanielet cofoer.'] A
small pattern a small quantity. [0J«.]
Sir M. Hale.
Scantling (-ling), a. [See Scant, a.] Not plenti-

;

der.

-\-

.

;

;

;

[OF. esc^nteler, esckanteler,

t.

pref es- (L. ez)

side, piece.
;

Bp. Story.

lObs.']

;

Confused with E. scant. See CanTLB.] To scant to be niggard of to divide into small
pieces to cut short or down. [Ofo.]

comer,

Shak.

;

(skSn't'l), v.

to break into cantles

and hug them hard

;

;

SCAR

1283

reproach slander calumniate asperse vilify disgrace.
Scan'dal-lze (-iz), v. t. \imp. & p. p. Scandalized
[F.
(-izd); p. pr.
vb. n. Scandalizing (-i'zing).]
;

—

;

;

go

;

siuE, igk

& Arnold.

2. {Surg.) A bandage passing over the shoulder to support it, or to retain another bandage in place.
Scap'u-Ia-ry, a. Same as Scapular, a.

Scap'U-la-ry n. {Zo'dl, ) Same as 2d and 3d Scapulae.
Scap'U-let (-ISt), n. [Dim. of scapida.] {Zo'dl.) K
secondary mouth fold developed at the base of each of
the armlike lobes of the manubrium of many rliizostom»
medusae. See Illustration in Appendix.
Scap'U-lO— (-16-). A combining form used in anatomy
to indicate connection with, or relation to, the scapula or
the shoulder ; as, the scapulo-cl&viculaT articulation, the
articulation between the scapula and clavicle.
Sca'pus (ska'piis), n. [L.] See 1st Scape.
Scar (skar), n, [OF. escare, F. eschare an eschar, a
dry slough (cf. It. & Sp. escara), L. eschara, fr. Gr.
eayapa hearth, fireplace, scab, eschar. Cf. Esohae.]
1. A mark in the skin or flesh of an animal, made by
a wound or ulcer, and remaining after the wound or ulcer is healed a cicatrix a mark left by a previous injury a blemish a disfigurement.
This earth had the beauty of youth, . . . and not a wrinkle,
,

II

;

;

;

;

scar, or fracture

on

all its

body.

T. Burnet,

A mark

left upon a stem or branch by the
or frond, or upon a seed by the separation of its support. See Plust. under Axillary.
Scar, V. t. [imp, &p, p. Scarred (skiird) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Scarring.]
To mark with a scar or scars.
Yet I'll not shed her blood :
Nor scar that whiter skin of hers tlun snow.
Shak.
His cheeks were deeply scarred.
Maoouiay,

2. {Bmt.)

fall of

a leaf,

leaflet,

&

Scar, V. i. To form a scar.
Scar, M. [Scot, scar, scaur, Icel. iker a skerry, an
isolated rock in the sea
akin to Dan. ikiter, Sw. skiir.
Cf. Skerry.]
An isolated or protruding rock ; a steep,
rocky eminence a bare place on the side of a mouutam
or steep bank of earth.
[Written also scaur.']
O sweet and far, from c/iff and scar.
The horns of Elflnuil fiiiiitly blowing. Tennyson,
Soar, n. [L. scams, a kind of fish, Gr. o-Kopo?.] {ZoSl.)
A marine food fish, the sonrua, or parrot flsli.
;

;

;

ttien,

thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in

;;.

;

N

) n.
[L. scarabaeus : cf. P. searabee.'}
{Zool.) Any one of
)
of lamellicorn beetles of the genus
Scardbseus, or family Scarabseidss, especially the sacred,

etc.

Scar'a-bee'

a scarf

(-a-be'),

or Egyptian, species {Scarabseus

and

S.

+

tumbledung, and many similar
mellicorn beetles.
Soar'a-bold, n.
aboid beetle.

(Zool.)

piece.

;

;

;

Scarce (skSrs), a. ICompar. Scarcer (skSr'eer)
[OE. scars, OP. escars, eschars, LL.
superl. Scarcest.]
scarps^is, excarpsus, for L. excerptus, p. p. of excerpere to
pick out, and hence to contract, to shorten ; ex (see Ex-)
See Carpet, and cf. Excerf.] 1. Not plen-f- carpere.
tiful or abundant ; in small quantity in proportion to the
demand ; not easily to be procured ; rare ; uncormnon.

now in England, and

therefore
Locke.

Niger on a medallion well

Addison.
with of.
2. Scantily supplied (with) ; deficient (in) ;
Milton.
region scarce of prey."
[06*.]
[06i.]
3. Sparing j frugal ; parsimonious ; stingy.
Chaucer.
"Too scarce ne too sparing."
preserved.

—

"A

To make

decamp ; to depart. [Slang\
infrequent deficient. See Rare.
adv. 1. With difficulty ; hardly ; scantly
barely ; but just.

one's self scarce, to

Syn. — Rare
Scarce,

)

Scarcely,

)

;

;

With a scarce

The

Slowly she

He had

sails,

and

scarcely finished,

been seat for

Milton.

well-lighted flame.
eldest scarcely five year was of age.

my ransom.

Chaucer.

'

Dryden.

scarcely stems the tides.

when

who had

the laborer arrived

^7. Ii-ving.

Chaucer.
[06s.]
2. Frugally; penuriously.
Engin.) An offset
Scarce'ment (-ment), n. {Arch.
where a wall or bank of earth, etc., retreats, leaving a
shelf or footing.
) n.
The quality or condition
Scarce'ness (-nSs^,
of being scarce ; smallness
Scar'cl-ty (skSr'si-tj^), )
of quantity in proportion to the wants or demands ; deficiency; lack of plenty; short supply; penury; as, a
scarcity of grain ; a great scarcity of beauties. Chaucer,
^scarcity of snow would raise a mutiny at Naples. Addison.
Praise .
owes its value to its scarcity. Rambler.
The value of an advantage is enhanced by its scarceness.

&

.

.

Collier.

Syn.— Deficiency
rareness

Scard
Scare

;

rarity

;

;

want; penury; dearth;

lack;

iof requency.

(skard), n.
(skSr), v. t.

A shard or fragment. [06i.]
[imp. & p. p. Scared (skSrd)

p.
pr.
vb. n. Soaring.]
[OE. skerren, skeren, Icel.
skirra to bar, prevent, skirrash to shun, shrink from or
fr. OE. skerre, adj., scared, Icel. skjarr; both perhaps
akin to E. sheer to turn.] To frighten to strike with
Budden fear to alarm.
The noise of thy crossbow

&

;

;

;

;

Will scare the herd, and so my shoot is lost.
Shak.
To scare away, to drive away by frightening.
To scare
np, to find by search, as if by beating for game. [Slang]

—

Syn. — To alarm frighten
;

;

startle

;

affright

Scarl-fi'er (-fi'er), n. 1. One who scarifies.
2. (Surg.) The instrument used for scarifying.
3. (Agric.) An implement for stirring and loosening
the soil, without bringing up a fresh surface.
You have your scarifiers to make the ground clean. Souihey.
Scar'1-fy (-fi), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Scarified (-fid)
[F. scarifier, L.
vb. n. Scariftihq (-fl'ing).]
p. pr.
scarificare, scarifare, fr. Gr. o-xopK^ao-flat to scratch up,
fr. o-K:api(J)os a pointed Instrument.]
1. To scratch or cut
the skii of ; esp. (Med.), to make small incisions in, by
means of a lancet or scarificator, so as to draw blood
from the smaller vessels without opening a large vein.
2. (Agric.) To stir the surface soil of, as a field.
Sca'rl-OSe' (ska'ri-os'), ) a. [F. scarieux, NL. scariosus.
Cf. Scary.] (Boi.)
Sca'rl-ous (ska'rT-us), j
Gray.
Thin, dry, membranous, and not green.
Scar'la-ti'na (skar'la-te'na), n. [NL. : cf. F. scarlatine.
Scar'laSee Scarlet.] (Med.) Scarlet fever.
tl'nal (-nal), a.
Soar-lat'i-nous (skar-lSt'i-niis or

&

skar'la-te'nus), a.
Scar'less (skar'lBs), a. Free from scar. Drummond.
Scarlet (-ISt), n. [OE. scarlat, scarlet, OP. escarlate,
Pg. escarF. Scarlate (cf. Pr. escarlat, escarlata, Sp.
lata. It. scarlatio, LL. scarlatum), from Per. sakirlat."]

&

—

1. A deep bright red tinged with orange or yellow,
of many tints and shades a vivid or bright red color.
2. Cloth of a scarlet color.
All her household are clothed with scarlet. Prov. xxxi. 21.
Scar'let, a. Of the color called scarlet as, a scarlet
cloth or thread.
Scarlet admiral (Zool.), the red admiral. See under
Red.— Scarlet bean (£o<.), a kind of bean (PAaseoZu.t mziZScarlet
/i;/?orMS) having scarlet flowers; scarlet runner.
fever (Med.), a contagious febrile disease characterized
by inflammation of the fauces and a scarlet rash, appearing usually on the second day, and ending in desquamation about the sixth or seventh day.— Scarlet fish (Zool.),
so called from its red color. See
the telescope fish;
Scarlet ibis. (Zool.) See under Ibis.
under Telescope.
Scarlet maple (Bot.), the red maple. See Maple.— Scarlet mite (Zool.), any one of numerous species of bright
red carnivorous mites found among grass and moss, es;

;

—

——

Thombidium holosericexim and
The young are parasitic upon spiders and
pecially

;

—

crows or other birds from cornfields; hence, anything
terrifying without danger.

Scam

A scarecrow set to frighten fools away.

Dryden.

rags and tatters.

—

—

—

m ruddy flakes of wrath.
A slight contest
(-maj), \n.

Is scarleted

Scar'mage
Scar'moge

A person clad in

allied species.
insects.
Scar-

a species of 02k.(Qiiercus coccinea)ot the
United States
so called from the scarlet color of its
Scarlet runner (Bot.), the scarlet bean.
leaves in autumn.
Scarlet tanager. (Zool.) Bee imder Tanager.
Scarlet, v. t. To dye or tinge with scarlet. [JJ.]
The ashy paleness of my cheek

^care, n. Fright ; esp., sudden fright produced by a
trifling cause, or originating in mistake.
[Collog.']
Scare'orow' (-kro'), n. 1. Anything set up to frighten

2.

—

—

terrify.

;

(Anat.) See Epidermis.

[L. scarifiScar'1-fi-ca'tion (skar'I-fl-ka'shvin), n.
caiio: cf. E. scarification.'] The act of scarifying.
[Cf. F. scarifiScar'1-fi-ca'tor (skSr'i-f i-ka'ter), n.
cateur.2
(Surg.) An instrument, principally used in
cupping, containing several lancets moved simultaneously by a spring, for making slight incisions.

let oak(Bo<.),

(-m6j),

mish.

j

Such cruel game
(skarn), n.

Cf. Sheark.]

Scam

Dung.

eye hath seen such scarecrows.
through Coventry, that 's flat.

1

'11

not

i

hardly.

[Obs. or

—

A

a

See Skirmish.

my scarmoges disarms.

Harm

damage
injury ; hurt
waste
misfortune.
[Written also scathe.']
But she was somedeal deaf, and that was skafhe. Chaucer.
;

;

;

;

Great mercy, sure, for to enlarge a thrall,
Whose freedom shall thee turn to greatest scath. Spenser,
Wherein Rome hath done you any scath,
Let him make treble satisfaction.
Shak,

Scathe (skatb
Scath (skath

277),

;

[imp.

i,

1

& p.

;

;

;

—

;

;

Soft quiet, gentle love, and endless joy.

To cause

2.

to separate in different directions

dung beetle.

march with them

;

;

Prior.
;

to re-

duce from a close or compact to a loose or broken order

;

to dissipate

to disperse.

;

Scatter and disperse the giddy Goths.

3. Hence, to frustrate, disappoint,
to scatter hopes, plans, or the like.

Shak.

and overthrow ;

as,

Syn. —To disperse ; dissipate; spread; strew.
To be dispersed or dissipated ; to disScat'ter, v, i.
perse or separate ; as, clouds scatter after a storm.
Scat'ter-braln' (-bran/), n. A giddy or thoughtless
person ; one incapable of concentration or attention.
[Written also scatter-brains.]
Scat'ter-brained' (-brand'), a. Giddy ; thoughtless.
dissipated
Scat'tered (-terd), a.
1. Dispersed
;

sprinkled, or loosely spread.
2. (Bot.) Irregular in position ; having no regular order ; as, scattered
leaves.

—

Scat'tered-ly, adv,

nesB, n.
Scat'ter-good'

One who wastes

;

—

Scat'tered-

(slriit'ter-geod'),

n.

a spendthrift.
Going or falling

in

Soat'ter-lng, a.

scattering votes.

skarn; akin to AS. scearn.
Bay.
[Obs. or Frov. Eng.}

&

;

;

skir-

[Obs.-]

Spenser.

p. Scathed

(skathd or skStht) p. pr.
277),
Scathing (skath'Tng or skath'-).] [Icel. skaSa;
akin to AS. sceaSan, sceScSan, Dan. skade, Sw. skada,
D. & G. schaden, OHG. scadSn, Goth. skapjan.J To do
harm to ; to injure to damage to waste to destroy.
As when heaven's fire
Hath scathed the forest oaks or mountain pines. Milton,
Strokes of calamity that scathe and scorch the soul. W. Irving,
Scath'ful (skSth'ful), a. Harmful ; doing damage
pernicious. Shak.
Scath'ful-ness, n.
jB. L. Stevenson.
Scath'leSB, a. Unharmed.
He, too, ... is to be dismissed scathless. Sir W. Scott.
Scath'ly, a. Injurious; scathful. [Obs.]
Scat'ter (skat'ter), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Scattbbeb
(-terd) ; p, pr, & vb. n. Scattering.]
[OE. scateren.
See Shatter.] 1. To strew about to sprinkle around ;
to throw down loosely
to deposit, or place here and
there, esp. in an open or sparse order.
And some are scattered all the floor about. Chaucer.
Why should my muse enlarge on Libyan swains.
Their scattered cottages, and ample plains ?
IJryden,
Teach the glad hours to scatter, as they fly,
vb. n.

various directions ; not united or aggregated ; divided among many ; as,

Soa'rold (ska'roid), a. [Scarus -f -oid.] (Zool.) Of
Shak. or pertaining to the Scaridse, a family of marine fishes
including the parrot fishes.
[Prov. Eng."]
3. (Zo'ol.) The black tern.
Scarp (skarp), n. [OP. escharpe. See 2d Scarp.]
Scare'flre' (-fir'), n. 1. An alarm of fire.
[Obs.'\
(Her.) A band in the same position as the bend sinis[06i.]
2. A fire causing alarm.
Fuller.
ter,
but only half as broad as the latter.
Scarf (skarf),n. [Icel. sfar/n] A cormorant. [Scot.\
Scarp, n. [Aphetic form of Escarp.] 1. (Fort.) The
Scarf, n. ; pi. Scarfs, rarely Scarves (skarvz). [Cf
slope
of the ditch nearest the parapet the escarp.
OF. escharpe a pilgrim's scrip, or wallet (hanging about
2. A steep descent or declivity.
the neck), E. echarpe sash, scarf ; probably from OHG.
Scarp, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Scarped (skarpt) p. pr.
scharpe pocket; also (from the French) Dan. skiserf,
Sw. skarp, Prov. G. scharfe, LG. scherf, G. scharpe; & vb. n. Scarping.] To cut down perpendicularly, or
and also AS. scearf a fragment possibly akin to E. nearly so as, to scarp the face of a ditch or a rock.
Tennyson.
From scarped cUff and quarried stone.
scrip a wallet.
Cf. Soarp a scarf.]
An article of dress
of a light and decorative character, worn loosely over
Sweep ruins from the scarped mountain. Emerson.
the shoulders or about the neck or the waist a light
Scar'ring (skai'ring), n. A scar a mark.
shawl or handkerchief for the neck; also, a cravat; a
We find upon the limestone rocks the scarrings of the ancient
neckcloth.
Tyndall.
glacier which brought the bowlder here.
Put on your hood and scarf.
Swift.
Scar'ry (-ry), a. Bearing scars or marks of wounds.
With care about the banners, scarves, and staves. R. Browning.
[See 4th Scab.] Like a scar, or rocky
Scar'ry, a.
Holinshed.
Scarf, v.t. [imp. & p. p. Scarfed (skarft) p. pr. eminence containing scars.
& vb. n. SoABrma.] 1. To throw on loosely to put on
Sca'rus (ska'riis), n. [L. See Scab a kind of flsh.]
like a scarf.
" My sea-gown scarfed about me." Shak. (Zool.) A Mediterranean food fish (Sparisoma scarus)
2. To dress with a scarf, or as with a scarf
to cover of excellent quality and highly valued by the Romans
with a loose wrapping.
Shak.
called also parrot fish.
Scarf, V. t. [Sw. skarfva to eke out, to join together,
Sca'ry (ska'rjr), n. [Prov. E. scare scraggy.] Bar[Prov. Eng."]
sTcarf a seam, joint ; cf. Dan. skarre to joint, to unite ren land having only a thin coat of grass.
timber, Icel. skara to clinch the planks of a boat, G.
Scar'y (skSr'y), a. [From SoABB.] 1. Subject to
Whittier.
seharben to chop, to cut small.] (a) To form a scarf on sudden alarm. [Collog. U. S."]
the end or edge of, as for a joint in timber, metal rods.
[Colloq. XT. /S.]
2. Causing fright alarming.

No

;

llobynson (ilore's Utopia),

Ford.

[Icel.

bee (Zool.), a

Scarcely

—

See under Weld.
Scarf'skin' (skarf'sktn'), n.

—

(skaslj), adv.

Go away ; begone ; away ;
(skSt), interj.
chiefly used in driving off a cat.
Scat, I n. [Icel. skatlr.'] Tribute. [iJ.] " Seizing
scatt and treasure."
Scatt, )
Longfellow.
shower of rain. [Prov. Eng.]
Scat, n.
'Pl^right.
Scatch (skSch), n. [P. escache.]
kind of bit for
called also scatchmouth. Bailey.
the bridle of a horse ;
Scatch'es (-§z), n. pi. [OP. eschaces, F. echasses, fr.
D. schaats a high-heeled shoe, a skate. See Skate, for
the foot.] Stilts. [Prov. Eng.']
Scate (skat), n. See Skate, for the foot.
Scat'e-brous (skSt'e-briis), a. [L. scatebra a gushing
up of water, from scalere to bubble, gush.] Abounding
with springs. [Obs.']
Scath (skSth; 277), n. [Icel. skaSi ; akin to Dan.
skade, Sw. skada, AS. sceaSa, scaSa, foe, injurer, OS.
skaSo, D. schade harm, injury, OHG. scado, G. schade,
schaden; cf. Gr. ao-KTjS^s unharmed. Cf. Scathe, v."]
Scat

A

—

scaramuccia, originally the name of a celebrated
comedian cf. It. scaramuccia, scaramuccio, F.
A personage
Cf. Skikmish.]
escarmouche, skirmish.
in the old Italian comedy (derived from Spain) characterized by great boastfulness and poltroonery hence, a
person of like characteristics a buffoon.

scarcest of all is a Pescennius

J

Various Modes of Scarfing
Timbers.
overlapping and
bolting or locking together the ends of two pieces of timber that are halved,
notched, or cut away so that they will fit each other
and form a lengthened beam of the same size at the
junction as elsewhere. (6) A joint formed by welding,
riveting, or brazing together the overlapping scarfed
ends, or edges, of metal rods, sheets, etc.
Scarf weld.

cio,

The

S

A scarf joint.
(a) A joint

(6)

Scasely
Collog.']

h

i

made by

la-

A scar-

You tell him silver is scarcer
risen one fifth in value.

I

Scarf Joint,

Scar'a-monch' (skSr'4-mouch'),
n. [F. scaramouche. It. scaramucItalian

two pieces of timber or metal, by

Scarf (skarf), n. (a)
In a piece which is to
be united to another by
a scarf joint, the part of
the end or edge that is
tapered off, rabbeted, or
notched so as to be thinner than the rest of the

Egypliorum).

Scar'a-bas'US (skar'i-be'iis),
[L.] (Zool.) Same as Scabab.
Scar'a-boid (skar'a-boid), a.
[Scarab
-o«.] (Zool.) Of or
pertaining to the family Scarabseidx, an extensive group which
Includes the Egyptian scarab, the
II

».

8

(5) To unite, as
joint.

Scar'ab (skSr'ab),

numerous species

sacer,

SCAUP
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SCARAB

;;

;

;;

Act of strewing
Scat'ter-lng, n.
something scattered.
;
South.
Scat'ter-lng-ly, adv.
In a scatter- Scattered Leaves,
ing manner ; dispersedly.
-ling.] One who
Scat'ter-llng (-ling), «. [Scatter
has no fixed habitation or residence ; a vagabond. [Obs.'i
" Foreign scatlerlings.^'
Spenser,
Sca-tu'rl-ent (ska-tu'rT-ent), a. [L. scaturiens, p. pr.
of scaturire to gush out, from scalere to bubble, gush.]
Gushing forth ; full to overflowing ; effusive. [R.]
A pen so scaturi£nt and unretentive. Sir W. Scott,
about

+

Scat'U-rig'1-nous (skSf ll-rijl-niis), a. [L. scaturifr. scaturigo gushing water.
See Scatueient.]

ginosus,

Abounding with

Scanp

springs.
[Obs."]
(skap), n.
See Scalp a

bed of oysters or mus-

A bed or stratum of shellfish
A scaup duck. See below.

sels.]

1.
2. (Zo'ol.)

;

scalp.

[Scot.]

;

;

;

:

nearctica), called also
broadbill, bluebill,
blackhead, flock duck,
flockingfowl, and raft
duck ; the lesser scaup
(A. affinis),
called also little blueriver broadbill,
bill,
and shuffler ; the tuf t-

duck

II

;

—

;

cd^re,

The adult males are, in large part, black.
The three North American species are the
greater scaup duck (Aythya marila, var.

;

;

senate,

any one of several species of northducks of the genus Aythya, or Fulignla,

(Zool.),,

em

;

;

ale,

Scaup duck

&m, arm, ask,

final,

^11

;

eve,

event,

end,

fSrn,

recent

;

ice,

ed, or ring-necked,
scaup duck (A. collaris),

Greater Scaup

Duck (Aythya marila).

called

also

black jack, ringneck,
ringbill, ringbiU shuf-

fler, etc.

idea,

See Ulust, of Ring-necked duck, under Binu-

Ql

;

old,

obey, drb, Sdd

.

;

;;

Kecked. The common European scaup, or mussel, duck
(A. mania), closely resembles the American variety.
Scanp'er (skap'er), n. [Cf. Soalpee.] A tool with
used by engravers to clear away
a semicircular edge,
Fairholt.
the spaces between the lines of an engraving.
bank or rock a scar.
precipitous
Scaur (skar), n.

A

spective.

Scav'enge

;

(-Snj), v.

t.

To

cleanse, as streets,

&

from

Methinks

C. Kingsley.

[OE. seavager an offi(skSv'en-jer), n.
cer with various duties, originally attending to scavage,
perfr. OE.
E. scavage. Sei Scavage, Show, i».]
son whose employment is to clean the streets of a city,

A

;

a
Holland.
(Mus.) (a) \
scene in an opera. (J) An accompanied dramatic recitative, interspersed with passages of melody, or followed
Rcckstro.
by a full aria.
Sce-na'rl-0 (sha-na'rt-o), n. [It.] A preliminary
sketch of the plot, or main incidents, of an opera.
Scen'a-ry (sen'd-ry), n. [Cf. L. scaenarius belonging
to the stage.]
Scenery.
Bryden.
[06*.]
Scene (sen), n. [L. scaena, scena, Gr. <r(0)yij a covered place, a tent, a stage.] X. The structure on which
a spectacle or play is exhibited the part of a theater in
which the acting is done, with its adjuncts and decoraII

[Ois.]

re.

[It.]

W.Browne.

II

doubt,
See Skeptic]
(TKe'i/rw

Among their
of

II

Hume,

to consider cf. G. skepsis.
Skepticism skeptical philosophy, [i?.]
products were the system of Locke, the scepsis
fr. aiceiTTeaBai,

:

;

J. Martineau.

the critical philosophy of Kant.

Scep'ter (eSp'ter), n. [F. sceptre, L. sceplrum, from
Gr. (TKfjirTpov a staff to lean upon, a
Scep'tre )
scepter ; probably akin to E. shaft. See Shaft, and
cf. ScAFE a stem, shaft.]
1. A staff or baton borne
by a sovereign, as a ceremonial badge or emblem of
authority a royal mace.
)

;

;

And the king held out to

the stage.
2. The decorations and fittings of a stage, representing the place in which the action is supposed to go on
one of the slides, or other devices, used to give an appearance of reality to the action of a play ; as, to paint
scenes ; to shift the scenes ; to go behind the scenes.
3. So much of a play as passes without change of locality or time, or important change of character
hence,
a subdivision of an act ; a separate portion of a play,
subordinate to the act, but differently determined in different plays ; as, an act of four scenes.
My dismal scene I needs must act alone.
Shak.
-4. The place, time, circumstance, etc., in wliich anything occurs, or in which the action of a story, play, or
the like, is laid ; surroundings amid which anything is set
before the imagination ; place of occurrence, exhibition,
or action. "In Troy, there lies the scene."
Shak.
The world is a vast scene of strife. J. 3f. Mason.
6. An assemblage of objects presented to the view at
once ; a series of actions and events exhibited in their
connection ; a spectacle a show ; an exhibition ; a view.
Through what new scenes and changes must we pass Addison.
6. A landscape, or part of a landscape scenery.
A sylvan scene with various greens was drawn,
Shades on the sides, and in the midst a lawn.
Dryden.
7. An exhibition of passionate or strong feeling before
others ; often, an artificial or affected action, or course of
action, done for eSect ; a theatrical display.
Probably no lover of scenes would have had very long to wait
for some explosions between parties, both equally ready to take
tions

"A icereyii/ nosegay."

Of quick or keen smeU.
The scentful osprey by the rock had fished. W. Browne.
Scent'lng-ly (-Ing-ly), adv. By scent, [i?.] Fuller.
Scentless, a. Having no scent.
The scentless and the scented rose.
Cowper,
Scep'Sls (sSp'sis or skep'sis), n. [NL., from Gr.

A mummy;

[See Skeleton.]

Arguments

;

;

—

SPICtTLE.

Scep'ter-less,
Scep'tre-less,

)

(

Having no scepter

a.

thority

powerless

;

;

;

as,

sufficient to support

without aua scepterless

king.

and demonstrate a whole
J. Edwards.

his

whole scheme of

life.

Jlacaulaif.

A

plan or theory of something to be done a dea project as, to form a scheme.
The stoical sc7)cme of supplying our wants by lopping off our

2.
sign

;

;

;

our feet when we want shoes. Swift.
mathematical diagram an outline.

desires, is like cutting off

3.

Any

lineal or

;

To draw an exact scheme

of Constantinople, or a map of
France.
South,
4. (Astrol.)
representation of the aspects of the
celestial bodies for any moment or at a given event.
blue silk case, from which was drawn a scheme of nativity.
Sir W. Scott.

A

A

—

Syn. Plan ; project ; design ; contrivance purpose ;
Scheme, Plan.
Scheme and plan are
device
plot.
subordinate to design : they propose modes of carrying
our designs into effect. Scheme is the least definite of
the two, and lies more in speculation. A plan is drawn
out into details with a view to being carried into effect.
As schemes are speculative, they often prove visionary
hence the opprobrious use of the words schemer and
scheming. Plans, being more practical, are more frequently carried into effect.
He forms the well-concerted scheme of mischief
'T is fixed, 't is done, and both are doomed to death. Howe.
Artists and plans relieved my solemn hours
I founded palaces, and planted bowers.
Prior,

—

;

;

;

;

&

Scheme, v. t. [imp. p. p. Schemed (skemd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Scheming.]
To make a scheme of ; to plan
to design to project ; to plot.
That wickedness which schemed, and executed, his destruc;

O. Stuart.

tion.

Scheme, v. i. To form a scheme or schemes.
Scheme'ful (-ful), a. Full of schemes or plans.
Schem'er (skem'er), re. One who forms schemes
projector

;

esp., a plotter

;

Schemers and confederates in
intriguing.

A schemer,

n.

a

Pdley.

guilt.

—

Schem'ist,

Schene

;

an intriguer.

Schem'lng, a. Given to forming schemes
Schem'ing-ly, adv.

;

;

.

The Revolution came and changed

&

;

.

&

Esther the golden scepter that

was in his hand.
£stlier v. 2.
2. Hence, royal or imperial power or authority
sovereignty as, to assume the scepter.
The scepter shall not depart from Judab, nor a lawgiver
Gen. xlix. 10.
from between his feet, until Shiloh come.
Scep'ter, 1 v. t. [imp.
p. p. Scepteeed (-terd)
or Sceptked (-terd) p. pr. & vb. re.
Scep'tre, y
Scepterinq (-ter-ing) or Scepteing (-tring).] To
endow with the scepter, or emblem of authority to
invest with royal authority.
To Britain's queen the sceptered suppliant bends. TickeU.
*'
Scep'ter-ellate (-51'lat), a. (Zodl.) Having
said j^ form of
a straight shaft with whorls of spines
Scepter.
of certain sponge spicules. See Ulust. under

;

.

scheme of moral philosophy.

;

ous.
2.

Atterbury,

nity.

hence, course of pursuit ; track of discovery.
He gained the observations of innumerable ages, and traveled
Sir W. 7'emple.
upon the same scent into Ethiopia.
3. The power of smelling ; the sense of smell as, a
hound of nice scent ; to divert the scent.
I. Watts.
Scent'ful (-ful)i «• !• ^"U of scent or odor ; odor-

A

E. se'na),

;

;

A

;

Sche'ma-tism (ske'ma-tlz'm), n. [Cf. F. scMma.
tisme (cf. L. schematismos florid speech), fr. Gr. axni'-''-See Scheme.] 1. (.4sTia-|uds, fr. rrx'ip.aTiiei.v to form.
Irol.) Combination of the aspects of heavenly bodies.
2. Particular form or disposition of a thing ; an exhibition in outline of any systematic arrangement, [i?.]
Sche'ma-tlst (ske'ma-tist), n. One given to forming
schemes a projector ; a schemer.
Swift.
Sche'ma-tize (-tiz), v. i. [Cf. F. schematiser, Gr.
To
form
a
scheme
schemes.
or
o'xWT'f^"'-]
Scheme (skem), n. [L. schema a rhetorical figure,
a shape, figure, manner, Gr. axriii^a., o-xw^to!, form,
shape, outline, plan, fr. ax^^v, exew, to have or hold, to
hold out, sustain, check, stop ; cf. Skr. sah to be victorious, to endure, to hold out, AS. sige victory, G. sieg. Cf
Epoch, Hectio, School.] 1. A combination of things
connected and adjusted by design ; a system.
The appearance and outward scheme of things. Locke,
Such a scheme of things as shall at once take in time and eteiv

;

;

;

II

sha'n4

Stiak.

air.

Thunderbolts ... do scent strongly of brimstone. Holland.

—

(It.

morning

To hunt animals by means of the sense of smell.
Scent, re. 1. That which, issuing from a body, affects
the olfactory organs of animals odor smell as, the
scent of an orange, or of a rose the scent of musk.
With lavish hand diffuses scents ambrosial.
Prior.
2. Specifically, the odor left by an animal on the
ground in passing over it as, dogs find or lose the scent ;

—

Sce'na

the

2.

carrion, or anytbiag injurious to health.
Scavenger beetle (Zo'ol.), any beetle wliich feeds on deScavenger
caying substances, as the carrion beetle.
crab (.Zool.), any crab which feeds on dead animals, as
Scavenger's daughter [corrupt, of Skevthe spider crab.
ington's daughter], an instrument of torture mvented by
Sir W. Skevington, which so compressed the body as to
force the blood to flow from the nostrils, and sometimes
from the hands and feet. Am. Cyc.
Sca'zon (ska'zSn), n. [L., fr. Gr. OKa^iov, ii. crxd^eiv
choliamb.
to limp.] (Lat. Pros.)
Scel'er-at (sgl'er-5t), n. [F. scelerat, from L. sceleratus, p. p. of scelerare to pollute, from scelus, sceleris, a
Cheyne.
crime.]
villain ; a criminal.
[Ofo.]
Sce-les'tlc (se-lSs'ttk), a. [L. sceleslus, from scelus
wickedness.^ Evil; wicked; atrocious. [OJi.] "SeeFeltham.
lestic villainies."

Soel'et (skSl'St), n.

I scent

&

;

;

by scraping or sweeping, and carrying off the filth. The
name is also applied to any animal which devours refuse,

skeleton.

in per-

2. To imbue or fill with odor to perfume.
Balm from a silver box distilled around,
Shall all bedew the roots, and scejit the sacred ground. Dryden.
Scent, V. i. 1. To have a smell. \_Obs.']

Scav'en-ger

&

drawn

re.

;

to inspect.

filth.

;

[L. scaenographia,
Gr. iTKy\voypa<^ia aKyivrj scene, stage -|- ypdcjieiv to write
cf. F. scenographie.~\
The art or act of representing a
body on a perspective plane ; also, a representation or
description of a body, in all its dimensions, as it appears
Greenhill.
to the eye.
Scent (sSnt), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Scented p. pr.
vb. re. Scenting.]
[Originally sent, fr. F. sentir to feel,
to smell.
See Sense.] 1. To perceive by the olfactory
organs ; to smell ; as, to scent game, as a hound does.

48), n.

;

to scenograpiiy

— Scen'0-graph'lc-al-ly, adv.

Sce-nog'ra-phy (se-nog'rA-fy ),

[LL. scavagium, fr. AS.
See Show.] (O. Eng.
Law) A toll or duty formerly exacted of merchant
strangers by mayors, sheriffs, etc. , for goods shown or
Cowell.
offered for sale within their precincts.
at,

Of or pertaining

<^i/to5.]

—

Scav'age "(skav'aj

SCHISM
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SCAUPER

sceiwian to look

;;.

;;

[i?.]

;

artful

Waterland.

[L. schoenus, Gr. <rxotvo; a rush,
a reed, a land measure : cf. P. schhie-l (Antig.) An
Egyptian or Persian measure of length, varying from
thirty-two to sixty stadia.
Schenk'lieer' (shSnk'ber'), re. [G. schenkbier; schenken to pour out -f- bier beer ;
so called because put on
draught soon after it is made.] A mild German beer.

(sken), n.

—

Scher'bet (sher'bet), re. See Sherbet.
Scep'tlc (skgp'tTk), Scep'tic-al, Scep'ti-clsm, etc.
See Skeptic, Skeptical, Skepticism, etc.
Scher'U (shgr'If or shgr-ef), re. See Sherip.
Of or pertaining to a scepScher-zan'dO (sker-tsan'd6), adv. [It.] (Mus.) In
Scep'tral (sep'tral), a.
ter like a scepter.
a playful or sportive manner.
Scher'ZO (sker'tso), re. [It.] (il/t/s.) A playful,
Seem (sern), v. t. To discern to perceive. [Obs.'\
humorous movement, commonly in 3-4 measure, which
Scbade (shad), re. Shade shadow. [Ois.]
^S^ English words now beginning with sh, like shade, often takes the place of the old minuet and trio in a
were formerly often spelled with a c between the ,s and h ; sonata or a symphony.
as, schake ; schame ; schape ; schort, etc.
Sehe'sls (ske'sls),ra. [NL., fr. Gr. oT^eVi!, fr. a-xf'iv,
^
Schah (sha), re. See Shah.
exeiv, to have or hold.
See Scheme.] 1. General state
[Gr. (rxcSlcKTiia an or disposition of the body or mind, or of one thing with
Sche'dl-asm (ske'dt-az'm), n.
extempore, fr. ax^Scd^eiv to do offhand, trxeStos sudden, regard to other things habitude. [06s.]
Norris.
offense, and careless of giving it.
De Quincey. fr. (TxeSov near.] Cursory writing on a loose sheet, [i?.]
2. {Ehet.) A figure of speech whereby the mental habitude of an adversary or opponent is feigned for the purSched'ule (sked'irl in England commonly shSd'iil
Behind the scenes, behind the scenery of a theater out
of the view of the audience, but in sight of the actors, 277), re.
pose of arguing against him.
[F. cedule, formerly also spelt schedule, L.
Crabb.
machinery, etc. hence, conversant with the hidden mo- schedula, dim. of scheda, scida, a strip of papyrus bark,
Schet'lo (skSt'ik), 1 a. [Cf. Gr. (rxertKo't holding
tives and agencies of what appears to public view.
a leaf of paper ; akin to (or perh. from) Gr. o"xe'5i) a tabback.] Of or pertaining to
Schet'ic-al (-T-kal), )
Scene, v. t. To exhibit as a scene ; to make a scene let, leaf, and to L. scindere to cleave, Gr. irxiCeiv. See the habit of the body constitutional. [06s.] Cudxcorth.
of to display.
\_Obs.']
Abp. Sancrojt. Schism, and cf. Cedule.] A written or printed scroll or
[Short for Schiedam
Schle-dam' (ske-dSm'), n.
sheet of paper a document especially, a formal list or schnapps.'] Holland gin made at Schiedam in the NethScene'ful (-ful), a. Having much scenery. [iJ.]
Scene'man (-man), n. ; pi. Scenemen (-mSu). The inventory a list or catalogue annexed to a larger docu- erlands.
man who manages tlie movable scenes in a theater.
ment, as to a will, a lease, a statute, etc.
Schll'ler (shTl'ler), re. [G., play of colors.] (Miti.)
Scen'er-y (sen'er-y ), re.
1. Assemblage of scenes
The peculiar bronzelike luster observed in certain minSyn. Catalogue list inventory. See List.
the paintings and hangings representing the scenes of a
erals, as hypersthene, schiller spar, etc.
It is due to the
Sched'ule, v. t. To form into, or place in, a schedule.
play the disposition and arrangement of the scenes in
minute inclusions in parallel position, and
Scheele's' green' (shelz' gren'). [See ScHEELiTE.] presence of
which the action of a play, poem, etc., is laid ; represenis sometimes of secondary origin.
(Chem.) See under Green.
tation of place of action or occurrence.
Schiller epar (Min.), an altered variety of enstatite, exScheel'ln (shel'Tn), re. (CTe?re.) Scheelium. [Obs.1
2. Sum of scenes or views ; general aspect, as regards
Soheel'lte (shel'Tt), re. [From C. W. Scheele, a Swed- hibiting, in certain positions, a bronzelike luster.
variety and beauty or the reverse, in a landscape comish chemist.]
(3/in.) Calcium tungstate, a mineral of
Schll'ler-1-za'tion (-T-za'shBn), n. (ifin.) The act or
bination of natural views, as woods, hills, etc.
a white or pale yellowish color and of the tetragonal process of producing schiller in a mineral mass.
Never need an American look beyond his own country for system of cryst.allizntion.
(shTl'lTng), n.
Schll'llng
[G.
See Shilling.] Any
tbo sublime and beautiful of natural scenery.
W. Irving.
Schee'11-um (she'lT-um), re. [NL. From C. W. Scheele, one of several small German and Dutch coins, worth
Scene'shlft'er (sen'shTft'er), n. One who moves the who discovered it.] (CAejn.) The metal tungsten. [06s.] from about one and a half cents to
about five cents.
scenes in a theater a eceneman.
Schelk (shek or shak), re. See Sheik.
Schln'dy-le'Sls (skTn'dT-le'sTs), n. [NL., from Gr.
Ssen'lc (sSn'Ik or sen'Tk 277), ) a.
[L. scaenieus,
Schel'ly (shSl'lJ), re. (Zodl.) The powan. [Proi;. crXii'SiiAijcris asplitting into fragments.] (Anat.) A form
Scen'ic-al (-T-kal),
scenicus, Gr. (r/crj- EngJ
(
of articulation in which ono bone Is received into a
WK05 cf. F. scinique. See Scene.] Of or pertaining to
Sche'ma (ske'md), «. / pi. Schemata (-til), E. Sche- groove or slit in another.
scenery of the nature of scenery theatrical.
MA3 (-m4z). [G. See Scheme.] {Kantian Pkilos.) An
Schlr'rhus (skTr'rtis), n. See Soirrhus.
All these situations communicate a scenical animation to the
outline or image universally applicable to a general conSchism (siz'tn), n. [OE. scisnte, OF. cisme, scisnig,
wild romance, i£ treated dromatically.
De Quincey. ception, under which it is likely to be presented to the F. schisnte, L. schisma, Gr. crxiVna, fr.
axiieiv to split;
Scen'O-graph (sSn'o-graf or sen'o-), n. [See Soenog- mind as, five dots in a line are a schema of the number akin to L. scindere, Skr. c/iid, and prob. to E. shed, v. t.
EAPHY.] A perspective representation or general view five a preceding and succeeding event are a schema of (which see)
cf. Rescind, Schedule, Zest.]
Division or
of an object.
cause and effect.
separation; specifically (Ercl.), permanent division or
Scen'o-graph'lo (-grSflk), la.
[Of. F. scSnograSohe-mat'lc (skS-mitt'Tk), a. [Cf. Gr. (ryij/uaTiito! separation in the Christian clmrch ; breach of unity
Scen'O-graph'lc-al (-T-kol),
pMque, Gr. tTKrivaypa- pretended.] Of or pertaining to a scheme or a schema.
among people of the same religious faitli ; tlio offense
II

;

II

1

;

;

;

II

;

II

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

.•

II

;

;

;

;

;

(

ase,

finite,

n}de,

full,

up, Orn

;

pity

j

food, fffot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

ink

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=::

z

in azure.

;

SCHISMA
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of seeking to produce division in a church without

N

justi-

fiable cause.
Set bounds to our passions by reason, to our errors by truth,
and to our schisms by charity.
Eikon BasiliJce.
Greek schism (Heel.), the separation of the Greek and
Roman churches.
Great schism, or Western schism
(Eccl.), a schism in the Roman church in the latter part
of the 14th century, on account of rival claimants to the
papal throne.
Schism act (.Law), an act of the English

—

—

Parliament requiring all teachers to conform to the Established Church,
passed in 1714, repealed in 1719.
Schls'ina (skiz'ma), n. [L., a split, separation, Gr.
cf. F. sehisma.
See ScmsM.] (Anc. Mus.) An
axCciJ-ointerval equal to half a conama.
Schis-mat'ic (siz-mSt'Ik so nearly all orihoepists),

—

II

'

;

[L. schismaticus, Gr.

a,

o^io-ynartKos

:

P. schuma-

cf.

Of or pertaining to schism; implying schism;
partaking of the nature of schism ; tending to scliism
tique.']

;

as,

schismatic opinions or proposals.

Schls-mat'lC (slz-mSt'lk 277), n. One who creates
or takes part in schism ; one who separates from an established church or religious communion on account of
a difference of opinion. " Xhey were popularly classed
together as canting schismaiies."
Maeaulay.
Syn. — Heretic; partisan. See Heketic.
SclllS-mat'lc-al (-mStl-kal), a. Same as ScmsmATic.
ScMs-mat'ic-al-ly, adv.
Schls-mai'lc-al-ness, n.
Schls'ma-tlze (sIz'mA-tlz), v. i. \imp. & p. p. ScHisMATizBD (-tizd) p. pr. & vb. n. SomsMATiziNO (-ti'zlng).]
[Cf. F. schismatiser.']
To take part in schism
to make a breach of communion in the church.
Schlsmless (slz'mlSs), a. Free from schism.
Schist (shTst), n. [Gr. o-xio-rds divided, divisible, fr.
;

—

—

a

;

to divide
cf. F. schiste.
See Schism.] (Geol.)
crystalline rook having a foliated structure (see
Foliation) and hence admitting of ready division into
slabs or slates.
The common kinds are miea schist, and
hornblendic schist, consisting chiefly of quartz vrith mica
or hornblende and often feldspar.
Schls-ta'ceous (shTs-ta'shiis), a. Of a slate color.

<rx,Cieiv

:

Any

Sclllst'lc (shlst'Ik), a.
Schistose.
Schls-tose' (shis-tos' ; 277), ) a.
[Cf. F. schisteux."]
Schlst'ous (shTsf as),
(G=eoZ.) Of or pertain)
ing to schist having the structure of a schist.
Schls-tOS'l-ty (shls-tSs'I-ty), n. [Cf. F. schistosite.']
(Geol.) The quality or state of being schistose.
Scmz'O- (sklz'6-). [Gr. crvifeij/ to split, cleave.]
combining form denoting division or cleavage; as,
JcAizogenesis, reproduction by fission or cell division.
Schlz'O-carp (sklz'o-kSrp), n. \_SchizoGr. /capTrot
fruit.]
(Bot.)
dry fruit which splits at maturity into
several closed one-seeded portions.
SchlZ'O-COele (-se'le), n. [SchizoGr. xotAos
;

A

+

A

+

II

(Anat.) See ENTER0C<EiiE.
Schiz'O-cCB'lons (-se'lQs), a.
(Zo'dl.) Pertaining to,
or of the nature of, a schizocoele.
Scblz^o-gen'e-sls (-jSn'e-sis), n. \Schizo- -\- genesis.^
hollow.]

{Biol.)

Reproduction by

fission.

SCHOOLMASTER

Thoracostraca in which each of the thoracic legs has a
long fringed upper branch (exopodite) for swimming.
Schlz'o-rhl'nal (skTz'o-ri'nol), a. (Schizorhinal.J
1. (Anat.) Having the nasal bones separate.

+

Having

2. (Zool.)
the
anterior nostrils prolonged
backward in the form of a
sUt.

SchUoh (shllk), re. [6.;
akin to LG. slick mud, D.
II

slijk,

MHG.

The

finer portion of a

(Larus marinus).

Schnel^e'ri-an (shnt-de'rT-an), a. (Anat.) Discovered or described by C. V. Schneider, a German anatomist of the seventeenth century.
Schneiderlan membrane, the mucous membrane which
lines the nasal chambers the pituitary membrane.
Scho-har'le grit' (skS-har'I grit'). (Geol.) The formation belonging to the middle of the three subdivisions
of the Comiferous period in the American Devonian system
so called from Schoharie, in New York, where it
occurs.
See the Chart of Geoloot.
Schol'ar (skM'er), m. [OE. scaler, AS. scdlere, fr. L.
scholaris belonging to a school, fr. schola a school.
See
School.] 1. One who attends a school ; one who learns
of a teacher
one vmder the tuition of a preceptor a
pupil ; a disciple ; a learner ; a student.
I am no breeching scholar in the schools.
Shak.
2. One engaged in the pursuits of learning a learned
person one versed in any branch, or in many branches,
of knowledge
a person of high literary or scientific attainments a savant.
Shak. Locke.
3. A man of books.
Bacon.
4. In English universities, an undergraduate who belongs to the foundation of a college, and receives support
in part from its revenues.
Syn. Pupil learner ; disciple.
Scholah, Pupil.
Scholar refers to the instruction, and pupil to the care
and government, of a teacher. A scholar is one who is
under instruction ; a pupil is one who is under the immediate and personal care of an instructor hence we speak
of a bright scholar, and an obedient pupil.
SchO-Iar'l-ty (sko-lSrl-ty), n. [OF. scholariti, or LL.
scholaritas.']
Scholarship. [06«.]
B. Jonson.
Schorar-Ilke' (sk51'er-lik'), a. Scholarly.
Bacon.
Schol'ar-ly, a. Like a scholar, or learned person
showing the qualities of a scholar ; as, a scholarly essay
or critique.
adv. In a scholarly manner.
Sohol'ar-shlp, n. 1. The character and qualities of
a scholar attainments in science or literature erudi;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

Haeckel.

Schlz'Og-nath (skiz'Sg-nSth),

tion

;

learning.

;

A

n.

man of my master's
2. Literary education.
[iJ.]

[See ScHizoGNAnions.] (Zool.) Any
bird with a schizognathous palate.

.

Any other house

Schi-zog'na-theB (ski - zSg ' na [NL.] {Zodl.) The schizognathous birds.

.

.

Pope.

great scholarship.

of scholarship.

Milton,

II

Maintenance for a scholar; a foundation for the
support of a student.
T. Warton.
Syn. —Learning; erudition; knowledge.
3.

the), n. pi.

Schl-zog'na-thlsm (-thlz'm),

The condition
schizognathous palate.
{Zodl.)

n.

having a

of

Scm-zog'na-thous
[ScMzo-

-j-

(-na-thSs), a.
Gr. yvdSoi the jaw.] (Zo-

Having the maxUlo-palatine bones
separate from each other and from
the vomer, which is pointed in front,
as in the gulls, snipes, grouse, and
many other birds.
Schizognathous PalSohlz'o-my-ce'tes (sklz'S-mt-

ate of Capercailzie.
[NL., fr. Gr. <rx,(i^<-v V Vomer ; I Palatine
p MaxilloM"'«1S,-i)to!, a fungus.]
; t PteryJp-*?n\+group of vegetable micro- palatines
(Hiol.)
gold.
organisms which are devoid of «ihlorophyll and multiply by fission, as bacteria, micrococci, etc.
Schlz'o-ne-mer'te-a (-ne-mer'te-a,), n. pi. [NL. See
ScHizo-, and Nemebtes.] (Zool.)
group of nemerteans comprising those
having a deep slit along each side of
II

se'tez), n. pi.

;

A

II

A

the head.

See Illust. in Appendix.
Schlz'o-pel'mous (-pgl'mus), a.

(skTz'6-fit), n.
aplant.] (Biol.)
One of a class of vegetable organisms,
in the classification of Cohn, which in.
eludes all of the inferior forms that Schizopelmoua Foot.
/ Hallux, or Hind
multiply by fission, whether they
Toei //
IV
contain chlorophyll or not.
Second to Fourth
Somz'o-poa (skTz'fe-pSd ; 277), n. Toes ; aa Flexor
of the Hallux ; 66
{Zodl.) One of the Schizopoda. Also
Flexor of the Toes.

m

;

277),

ScU-zop'o-dOUS (ski-zbp'6-dus),
or the Schizopoda.

)
J

spirit of the old scholasticism

Of or pertain-

a.

ing to a schizopod,

Atov a scholium
maker of schoMa

No

.

.

.

, . .

spumed

and slow induction.

Scho^-a (sko1T-4), n. pi.
Schdi-ast (sko'li-5st), n.

(JyuToi/

used adjectively.
Schiz'o-pod (skTz'o-p3d

&

vestigation

Schlz'o-phyte

+ Gr.

;

scholastic learning.
Sir K. Digby.
2. Of or pertaining to the schoolmen and divines of
the Middle Ages (see Schoolman) ; as, scholastic divinity
or theology ; scholastic philosophy.
Locke.
3. Hence, characterized by excessive subtilty, or
needlessly minute subdivisions ; pedantic ; formal.
SchO-las'tlo, n. 1. One who adheres to the method
or subtilties of the schools.
Milton.
2. (R. C. Ch.) See the Note under Jesitit.
Scholastic.
Scho-las'tlo-al (-tl-kal), a.
n.
Scho-las'tlc-al-ly, adv. In a scholastic manner.
SchO-las'tl-clsm (-tT-siz'm), n. The method or subtilties of the schools of philosophy ; scholastic formality
scholastic doctrines or philosophy.

The

+

\_SchvsoGr. ire'Ajna the sole of the
foot.]
{Zool.) Having the two flexor
tendons of the toes entirely separate,
and the flexor hallucis going to the
first toe only.

[Schizo-

Scho-las'tlc (sko-15s'tTk), a. [L. scholasticus, Gr.
o-xoAao-Tucds, fr. (TxoAdifcii/ to have leisure, to give leckeep a school, from o-yoA^ leisure, a lecture, a
school: cf. P. scholastique, scolastique. See School.]
Pertaining
1.
to, or suiting, a scholar, a school, or
schools ; scholarlike ; as, scholastic manners or pride

tures, to

ol.)

:

;

cf.

laborious inJ. P. Smith.

See Scholium.

A

a commentator or annotator.

quotations from Talmudists and schoUasts .
effect of his grave and temperate discourses.

.

.

ever

Macavlay.

SchO'U-as'tlc (-Ss'tlk),

a.

Of or pertaining to a schoSwift.

or his pursuits.

SchO'll-aze (sko'lT-az), V. i. [Cf. Gr. crxoAtafeif .] To
write scholia. \_Obs.'\
3Iilton.
Schol'ic-al (skSl'I-kal). a. [L. scholicus, Gr. o-xoAiko's,
fr. o-xoA-^.
Hales.
See School.] Scholastic. [Ofo.]
Schoai-on (sko'li-on), n. [NL.] A scholium.
A judgment which follows immediately from another is
sometimes called a corollary, or consectary.
One which
illustrates the science where it appears, but is not an integral
part of it, is a schoUon.
Abp. Thomson (Laws of Thought).
Scholi-UOl (-um), n. ; pi. L. Scholia (-a), E. Scholiums (-iimz). [NL.,fr. Gr. o-xdAiov, fr. <rxoA^. See School.]
1. A marginal annotation ; an explanatory remark or
comment specifically, an explanatory comment on the
text of a classic author by an early grammarian.
2. A remark or observation subjoined to a demonstration or a train of reasoning.
Booker.
SchOly (sko'ly), n. A scholium. [06*.]
II

.

.

.

;

Schizopoda (Mysis mixta),

x

2

llSchl-ZOp'o-da
Schizo-, and

(skt-z5p'o-da), n. pi. [NL.
-poda.] (Zool.)
division of shrimplike

A

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

final,

g,ll

;

eve,

event,,

\_Obs.']

School

&

To write

t.

scholia

;

to anno-

_

[For shoal a crowd; prob. confused with school for learning.] A shoal a multitude;
as, a school of fish.
School, n. [OE. scole, AS. scolu, L. schola, Gr. ctvoA^
leisure, that in which leisure is employed, disputation,
lecture, a school, probably from the same root as a-xniia,
the original sense being perhaps, a stopping, a resting. See
Scheme.] 1. A place for learned intercourse and instruction an institution for learning an educational establishment; a place for acquiring knowledge and mental
training as, the school of the prophets.
(skool), n.

;

;

find,

fern,

Disputing daily in the school of one Tyrannus. Acts xix. 9.
place of primary instruction an establishment
2.
for the instruction of children ; as, a primary school ; a
common school ; a grammar school.
As he sat in the school at his primer.
Chaucer.
3.
session of an institution of instruction.
How now, Sir Hugh I No school to-day ?
Shak.
4. One of the seminaries for teaching logic, metaphysics, and_ theology, which were formed in the Middle Ages,
and which were characterized by academical disputations
and subtilties of reasoning.
At Cambridge the philosophy of Descartes was still dominant
in the schools.
Maeaulay.
5. The room or hall in English imiversities where the
examinations for degrees and honors are held.
6. An assemblage of scholars ; those who attend upon
instruction in a school of any kind ; a body of pupils.
What is the great community of Christians, but one of the
innumerable scJiools in the vast plan which God has instituted
for the education of various intelligences ?
Buckminster.
7. The disciples or followers of a teacher ; those who
hold a common doctrine, or accept the same teachings
a sect or denomination in philosophy, theology, science,

A

;

A

medicine, politics, etc.
Let no man be less confident

recent

;

ice,

by reason of

in his faith . .
difference in the several schools of Christians.

any

.

Jer. Taylor.

The canons, precepts, or body of opinion or practice, sanctioned by the authority of a particular class or
age as, he was a gentleman of the old school.
8-

;

His face pale but striking, though not handsome after the
A. S. Hardy.
9. Figuratively, 3ny means of knowledge or discipline ;
as, the school of experience.
Boarding school. Common school, District school, Normal
school, etc.
Seeunder Boarding, Common, District, etc.
High school, a free public school nearest the rank of a
college. [K S.]
School board, a corporation established
by law in every borough or parish in England, and elected
by the burgesses or ratepayers, with the duty of providing public school accommodation for all children
their
district.
School committee, School board, an elected committee of citizens having charge and care of the public
schools in any district, town, or city, and responsible
control of the money appropnated for school purposes.
School days, the period in which youth are sent
[ f. S.]
to school.
School district, a division of a town or city foi
establishing and conducting schools. [U. S.]
Sunday
school, or Sabbath school, a school held on Sunday for
study of the Bible and for religious instruction ; the
pupils, or the teachers and pupils, of such a school, colschools.

—

—

m

—

—

—

—

lectively.

&

V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Schooled (skoold) ; p.pr.
1. To train in an institution of
to educate at a school ; to teach.
He 's gentle, never schooled, and yet learned.
ShaJc.
2. To tutor; to chide and admonish; to reprove; to
subject to systematic discipline ; to train.
It now remains for you to school your child,
And ask why God's Anointed be reviled.
Drydtm.
The mother, while loving her child with the intensity of a

&

School,

vb. n. Schooling.]

learning

;

had schooled herself to hope for
than the waywardness of an April breeze.
sole affection,

School'book' C-bdok'),

n.

other return

little

Hawthorne.

A book used in schools for

learning lessons.

School'boy'
a school.

School'dame'
School'er-y
schooling.

A boy belonging to, or attend(-dam'), n. A schoolmistress.

(-boi'), n.

ing,

Something taught

(-er-y), n.

precepts
Spenser.

;

[06s.]

One bred

School'fel'low (-fSllo), n.
school an associate in school.

same

at the

;

School'glrl' (-gerl'), n.
tending, a school.

A

girl

belonging

to,

or at-

School'house' (-hous'), n. A house appropriated for
the use of a school or schools, or for instruction.
tuition
School'ing, n. 1. Instruction in school
education in an institution of learning act of teaching.
2. Discipline
reproof reprimand as, he gave his
son a good schooling.
Sir W. Scott.
3. Compensation for instruction ; price or reward paid
to an instructor for teaching pupils.
[See School a shoal.] (Zool.) ColSchool'ing, a.
lecting or running in schools or shoals.
Schooling species like the herring and menhaden. G. B. Goodt,
Schcol'ma'am (-mam' or -mSm'), n. A schoolmistress.
iCollog. V. S.I
Shak.
School'mald' (-mad'), n. A schoolgirl.
School'man (-man), n. ; pi. Schoolmen (-men). One
versed in the niceties of academical disputation or of
school divinity.
^W^ The schoolmen were philosophers and divines of
the Middle Ages, esp. from the 11th century to the
Reformation, who spent much time on points of nice
and abstract speculation. They were so called because
they taught in the mediaeval universities and schools of
;

;

;

[Gr. o-xoAwo-t^!, fr. crxoF. scoliaste.
See Scholium.]

marred the

liast,

tate.

(sko'ljf), V. i.

;

crushed ore, as of gold, lead, or tin, separated by the
water in certain wet processes. [Written also slich, slick.}
Sctamel'ze (shmgl'tse), n. [G. schmelz, schmelzglas.}
A kind of glass of a red or ruby color, made in Bohemia.
Schnapps (G. shnaps ; E. shnSps), n. [G., a dram
of spirits.]
Holland gin. III. S.]

;

SchO'ly

;

Beak of

Sohizorhinal

(Metal.)

sllch.']

;;

;

;

;

;

divinity.

School'mas'ter (-mas'ter), n.
and teaches a school

sides over
school.

1.
;

The man who

pre-

a male teacher of a

Let the soldier be abroad if he will he can do nothing in this
There is another personage abroad, — a person less impos;

age.
ing,

— in the

master

is

eyes of some, perhaps, insignificant.

idea,

The

scftoo?.

abroad; and I trust to him, armed with his primer,

against the soldier in lull military array.

iU

;

old,

obey, 6rb,

odd

Brougham,

I

"

;;

;
;

SCHOOLMATE
2.

One who, or that which,

1287

disciplines

The law was our schoolmaster,

to bring

and

ub unto Christ.
iii.

24.

SchOOi'mate' (skool'maf ), n, A pupil who attends
the same school as another.
School'mis'tress (-mls'trSs), n. A woman who governs and teaches a school a female school-teacher.
SchOOl'room' (-room'), n. A room in which pupils
;

are taught.

A

vessel employed as a
SchOOl'-Shlp' (-shTp'), n.
nautical training school, in which naval apprentices receive their education at the expense of the state, and are
trained for service as sailors. Also, a vessel used as a
reform school to which boys are committed by the courts
to be disciplined, and instructed as mariners.
SchOOl'-teach'er (-tech'er), n. One who teaches or
instructs a school.
SchOOl'-teach'lng, n.
School'ward (-werd), adv. Toward school. Chaucer.
Schoon'er (skoon'er), re. [See the Note below. Cf.
Shun.] {Naut.) Originally, a small, sharp-built vessel,
with two masts and fore-and-aft rig. Sometimes it carried square topsails on one or both masts and was called
a topsail schooner. About 1840, longer vessels with three
masts, fore-and-aft rigged, came into use, and since that
time vessels with four masts and even with six masts, so
rigged, are built.
Schooners with more than two masts
are designated three - masted schooners, four - masted
schooners, etc. See Illnistration in Appendix.

.

the discovery of general truths or the operation of general laws ; knowledge classified and made available in
work, life, or the search for truth ; comprehensive, profound, or philosophical knowledge.
All this new science that men lere [teach]. Chaucer.
Science is ... a complement of cognitions, having, in point
of form, the character of logical perfection, and in point of
matter, the character of real truth.
Sir W. Hamilton.

Schwelt'zer-ka'se

—

either ultimate principles, or facts as explained by
principles or laws thus arranged in natural order. The
term literature sometimes denotes all compositions not
embraced under science, but is usually confined to the
^rt is that which debelles-lettres.
[See Literature.]
pends on practice and skill in performance. " In science,
scimus ut sciamus ; in art, scimus ut producanius. And,
therefore, science and art may be said to be investigations
of truth ; but one, science, inquires for the sake of knowledge ; the other, art, for the sake of production and
hence science is more concerned with the higher truths,
art with the lower and science never is engaged, as ai-t
And the most perfect state
is, in productive application.
of science, therefore, will be the most high and accurate
inquiry ; the perfection of art will be the most apt and
efiicient system of rules ; art always throwing itself into
Karslake.
the form of rules.
Scl'ence, v. t. To cause to become versed in science
Francis.
[i?.]
to make skilled ; to instruct,
Scl'ent (si'ent), a. [L. sciens, -entis, p. pr.] KnowCockeram.
ing; skillful.
[065.]
[L.]
(Law) KnowScl-en'ter (st-en'ter), adv.
Bouvier.
ingly ; willfully.
Sci-en'tlal (-shal), a. [LL. scientialis, fr. L. seientia.]
Milton.
[iJ.]
Pertaining to, or producing, science.
[F. scientifique; L.
Scl'en-tll'iC (si'gn-tlflk), a.
1. Of or pertainseientia science -j- facere to make.]
ing to science used in science as, scientific principles
scientific observations.
scientific apparatus
2. Agreeing with, or depending on, the rules or principles of science as, a scientific classification ; a scientific
arrangement of fossils.
3. Having a knowledge of science, or of a science
evincing science or systematic knowledge as, a scien;

Chinese abacus.

n,

;

[G. schwei-

Gruy^re cheese.

Schwenk'feld'er (shvSnk'fSlt'er), ) re. A member of
Schwenk'feld'1-an (-felt'I-an),
a religious sect
)
founded by Kaspar von Schwenkfeld, a Silesian reformer
who disagreed with Luther, especially on the deification
of the body of Christ.
[L. scisena a kind of fish
Scl-ae'nold (st-e'noid), a.
(fr. Gr. tjKiaiva) -\- -aid.]
(Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to
the Scisenidse, a family of marine fishes which includes
the meagre, the squeteague, and the kingfish.

;

Sci'a-graph(si'a-grat),re. [See Sciagraphy.] I.I^Arch.)
old term for a vertical section of a building ;
called
sciagraphy. See Vertical section, under Section.
2. (Phys.) A radiograph.
[WritteD also skiagraph.^
Sci'a-graph'lc-al (si'a-gr5f1-kal), a. [Cf. F. sciagraphique, Gr. o-Kiaypac/nxos.] Pertaining to sciagraphy.
Scl'a-graph'lc-al-ly, adv.
Scl-ag'ra-phy (si-Sg'ra-f^), re. [Gr. a-Kiayparjiia, fr.
(TKiaypiijioi drawing in light and shade
o-Kid a shadow
-\- ypd(j>ei.v to delineate, describe
cf. F. sciagraphie.']
1. The art or science of projecting or delineating shad»ows as they fall in nature.
Cfwilt.
2. {Arch.) Same as Sciagraph.

—

An

:

fim

;

pity

reasoner

;

a scietitific argument.

:

(a)
(b)

method employed in exact science
Careful and abundant observation
Generalization of the results into

Laws " and statements.

Scientific.
In a scientific
Sci'en-til'lo-al-ly, adv.
principles
of science.
cording to the rules or

Locke.

Scl'en-tlf'ic-al (-T-knl), a.

It is easier to

manner

believe than to be scifntijicalli/ instructed,

;

ac-

Locke.

re.
One learned in science a
one devoted to scientific study;
IPeccnf]
51^°" Twenty years ago I ventured to propose one [a
name for the class of men who give their lives to scientific study] which has been slowly finding its way to general adoption and the word scientist, though scarcely
euphonious, has gradually assumed its place in our voB. A. Gould {Address, ISlii)).
cabulary.
[L., fr. scire licet you may
Scll'1-oet (sTl'I-sSt), adv.

Soi'en-tlst (si'en-tTst),

;

scientific investigator;

a savant.

sciatic pains.
;
Scl-at'lc, re.
[Cf. F. sciatique.']
(Med.) Sciatica.
Scl-_ari-oa (-t-ka), re.
[NL.]
(Med.) Neuralgia of
the sciatic nerve, an affection cliaracterized by paroxysmal attacks of pain in the buttock, back of the thigh, or
in the leg or foot, following the course of the branches
of the sciatic nerve. The name is also popularly applied

tip,

scientific

method, the

formulated "

;

full,

a,

;

as scientijic in the structure of his sentences. Lftndor.

and consisting of
and experiment,

nerve

r^de,

is

Scientific

See Sciomacht.

;

unite,

chemist

Bossiiet

~

use,

;

;

&

&

;

As
its

the electrical globe only scintillates
cushion.

when rubbed

against
Sir W. Scott.

To

sparkle, as the fixed stars.
Scln'til-la'tlon (-la'shiin), re.
[L. scintillatio : cf. F.
scintillation.]
1. The act of scintillating.
spark or flash emitted in scintillating.
2.
These scintillatimis are . the inflammable effluences discharged from the bodies collided.
Sir T. Browne.
2.

A

.

.

Scin'tll-lOUS (sTn'til-lus), a. Scintillant. [iJ.]
[JJ.]
Scin'tll-lOUS-ly, adv. In a scintillant manner.
Scl-og'ra-phy (si-5g'ra-fy), re. See Sciagraphy.
Scl'0-lism (si'o-liz'm), n. [See Sciolist.] The knowledge of a sciolist superficial knowledge.
[L. sciolus.
See ScioLous.]
Scl'o-list (si'o-list), re.
One who knows many things superficially ; a pretender
to science ; a smatterer.
These passages in that book were enough to humble the presumption of our modern sciolists, if their pride were not as
;

Sir W. Temple.

great as their ignorance.

A master were

lauded and

shent.

sciolists

B. Broioning.

Scl'O-liS'tlc (-lls'tik), a. Of or pertaining to sciolism,
; partaking of sciolism ; resembling a sciolist.
[L. sciolus, dim. of scius
Scl'0-lOUS (si'o-liis), a.
knowing, fr. scire to know. See Science.] Knowing
superficially or imperfectly.
Howell.
Scl-Om'a-Chy (st-5m'a-ky), n. [Gr. cricia^ia^^io, <rKioo-Kio a shadow -|- p-axt battle
cf. F. sciomachie,
jiiaxia
sciamachie.]
fighting with a shadow a mock contest
an imaginary or futile combat. [Written also sciamachy."]
Coicley.
Sci'O-man'cy (si'o-mSn'sj?), re. [Gr. aKia a shadow

or a sciolist

:

;

A

;

+ -mancy

Divination
: cf. F. sciomancie, sciamancie.]
of shadows.
(si'iSn), re.
[OF. cion, F. scion, probably from
scier to saw, fr. L. secare to cut. Cf. Section.] 1. (Bot.)
(a)
shoot or sprout of a plant ; a sucker. (J) A piece
[Formerly
of a slender branch or twig cut for grafting.
written also cion, and cyan.]
2. Hence, a descendant
an heir ; as, a scion of a
royal stock.
Scl-Op'tic (st-5p'tTk), a. [Gr. o-kcij shadow -1- oTmitds
belonging to sight cf. F. scioptique. See Optic] (Opt.)
Of or pertaining to an optical arrangement for forming
images in a darkened room, usually called scioptic ball.

by means
Sci'on

A

;

:

:

tific

Scl'a-ther'lc (si'a-thSr'Ik), 1 a.
[Gr. (TKiaOripiKoi, fr.
Scl'a-ther'lc-al (-T-kal),
o-Kiaeiipas a sundial
|
VKia. a shadow -|- flrjpai/ to hunt, to catch.]
Belonging
to a sundial.
[Obs.}
Sir T. Browne.
Scl'3L-tll6r'i<ial-ly, adv.
[Obs.'i
J. Gregory.
Scl-at'ic (si-St'ik), a.
[P. sciatique, LL. scioticus,
from L. ischiadicus, Gr. ia-x'-o.Si.Kot.
See Ischiadic]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the hip in the region of, or
affecting, the hip ; ischial
ischiatic
as, the sciatic
;

;

;

;

(st-Sm'a-ki^), n.

II

;

—

Scl-am'a-chy

II

;

;

—

A

II

.also

into boxes.

a.
[L. scincus a kind of lizard
Gr. o-Ki'y/tos) -)- -oid. Cf. Skikk.] (Zool.) Of or pertaining to the family Scincidse, or skinks.
re.
A scincoidian.
[NL.] (Zool.)
Scln-COi'de-a (sTn-koi'de-a), n. pi.
tribe of liz'ards including the skinks.
See Skink.
Scln-COid'i-an (sin-koid'I-an), n. (Zool.) Any one of
numerous species of lizards of the family Scincidse, or
tribe Scincoidea. The tongue is not extensile. The body
and tail are covered vrith overlapping scales, and the
toes are margined.
See lllust. under Skink.
Scin'lph (sTn'If ), re. [L. scinifes, cinifes, or ciniphes,
pi., Gr. o'Kj't'^.]
Some kind of stinging or biting insect,
as a flea, a gnat, a sandfly, or the like.
Ex. viii. 17 (Douay version).
Sclnk (skink), re. (Zool.) A skink.
Scink (skink), re. A slunk calf. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng."]
Scln-tU'la (sln-til'la), n. [L.] A spark ; the least
particle an iota
a tittle.
P. North.
Scln'til-lant (sin'tTl-lant), a. [L. scintillans, p. pr.
of scintiUare to sparkle. See Scintillate.] Emitting
sparks, or fine igneous particles sparkling.
31. Green.
Scln'tU-late (-lat), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Scintillated
(-la'ted) p. pr.
vb. n. Scintillating.]
[L. scintillare, scintillatum, from scintilla a spark.
Cf. Stencil.]
1. To emit sparks, or fine igneous particles.

is

[So called

made

Scln'COid (sTn'koid),

;

;

y

(fr.

—

Comparative, and Inductive.
Syn. — Literature art knowledge. — Science, LitEEATUKE, Art. Science is literally knowledge, but more
usually denotes a systematic and orderly arrangement of
knowledge. In a more distinctive sense, science embraces
those branches of knowledge of which the subject-matter

It contains iron, nickel,
iron.

(shvlts'er-ka'ze), n.

are

of facts, events, or phenomena, as explained,
for, or produced, by means of powers, causes,
Pure science is the knowledge of these powers,

from Theodor Schwann, a German anatomist of the 19th
century.] {Anat.) The neurilemma.
Schwann's' white' sub'stance (hwif sfib'stans).
{Anat.) The substance of the medullary sheath.
II

—

accounted

and phosphorus, and is found only in meteoric
Schrode (skrod), n. See Sceod.

Schwan'pan' (shwan'pan'),

;

knowledge

schorly granite.

serhase Swiss cheese.]

)

4. Any branch or department of systematized knowledge considered as a distinct field of investigation or object of study ; as, the science of astronomy, of chemistry,
or of mind.
(5^°' The ancients reckoned seven sciences, namely,
grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, music, geometry,
and astronomy
the first three being included in the
Trivium, the remaining four in the Quadrivium.
Good sense, which only is the gift of Heaven,
And though no science, fairly worth the seven.
Pope.
5. Art, skill, or expertness, regarded as the result of
knowledge of laws and principles.
His science, coolness, and greai strength. G. A. Lawrence.
^^T" Science is applied or pure. Applied science is a

[F. schottish, scholisch,
Schot'tiSh
) (shSt'tesh), n.
Schot'tlSChe I from G. schottisch Scottish, Scotch.]
A Scotch round dance in 2-4 time, similar to the polka,
only slower also, the music for such a dance
not to
be confounded with the Ecossaise.
SchreinieTS-lte (shrl'berz-it), n. [Named after Carl
von Schreibers, of Vienna.] (ifin.) A mineral occur-

— often abbrevi-

j

mitarra, Sp. cimitarra ; fr. Biscayan
Scim'l-tar
cimetarra with a sharp edge
or corrupted from Per.
shimsKr.] 1. A saber with a much curved blade having the edge on the convex
side,
in use among Mohammedans, esp. the Arabs and
Persians. [Written also cim,.-v.i.,.icc..
eter, and scymetar.]
2. A long-handled billhook.
See Billhook.
Scimiter pods (.Bot), the immense curved woody pods
of a leguminous woody climbing plant {Entnda scandens)
growing in tropical India and America. They contain
hard round flatfish seeds two inches in diameter, which

—

or laws.
causes, or laws, considered apart, or as pure from all
applications.
Both these terms have a similar and special signification when applied to the science of quantity
as, the applied and pure mathematics.
Exact science is
knowledge so systematized that prediction and verification, by measurement, experiment, observation, etc., are
possible.
The mathematical and physical sciences are
called the exact sciences.
Comparative sciences. Inductive Bcieoces.
See under

videlicet

;

ss.

A

Voltaire hardly left a single corner of the field entirely unexplored in science, poetry, history, philosophy.
J. Morley.

—

namely

;

(Chem.)
Scll'la-in (sil'la-In), n.
glucoside extracted from squill (Scilla) as a light porous substance.
ScU'li-tln (sil'lt-tin), re. [Cf. F. scilliti7ie.'\ (Chem.)
A bitter principle extracted from the bulbs of the squill
(Scilla), and probably consisting of a complex mixture of
several substances.
Sclm'1-ter I (sTm'T-ter), re. [F. cimeterre, cf. It. sci-

physical science.

:

(shvanz' sheth').

ated to sc, or

knowledge when it relates to the
physical world and its phenomena, the nature, constitution, and forces of matter, the qualities and functions of
living tissues, etc. ;
called also natural science, and

;

To wit

know.]

3. Especially, such

;

Schwann's' sheath'

Hammond.

to pass.

Accumulated and established knowledge, which
has been systematized and formulated with reference to

:

ring in steel-gray flexible folia.

come

2.

its name from the following trivial circumstance
When
the vessel went off the stocks into the water, a bystander
cried out, " O, how she scoons ! " Robinson replied, " A
"
scooner let her be
and, from that time, vessels thus
masted and rigged have gone by this name. The word
scoon is popularly used in some parts of New England to
denote the act of making stones skip along the surface of
water. The Scottish scon means the same thing. Both
words are probably allied to the Icel. shunda, skynda, to
make haste, hurry, AS. scunian to avoid, shun, Prov. E.
scun. In the New England records, the word appears
to have been originally written scooner. Babson, in his
"History of Gloucester," gives the following extract
from a letter written in that place Sept. 25, 1721, by Dr.
Moses Prince, brother of the Rev. Thomas Prince, the
" This gentleman (Captain
annalist of New England
Robinson) was first contriver of schooners, and built the
£xst of that sort about eight years since."
Sctaoon'er, n. [D.] A large goblet or drinking glass,
used for lager beer or ale. [U. S.'\
Schorl (3h8rl), re, [G. schorl; cf. Sw. skorl.'] (3Im.)
Black tourmaline. [Written also shorl.^
Schor-Ia'ceoUB (shSr-la'shiSs), a. Partaking of the
nature and character of schorl ; resembhng schorl.
SchOrl'OUS (shSrl'us), a. Shorlaceous.
Schorl'y {-f), a. Pertaining to, or containing, schorl

;

.

Shakespeare's deep and accurate science in mental philosophy.
Coleridge.

(]^°" The first schooner ever constructed is said to have
been built in Gloucester, Massachusetts, about the year
1713, by a Captain Andrew Robinson, and to have received

;

.

necessity on anything to

—

as,

SCIOUS

to various painful affections of the hip and the parts adjoining it.
See Ischiadic passion, under Ischiadic.
Sci-at'lc-al (st-5t'I-kal), a. (Anat.) Sciatic.
Scl-at'ic-al-ly, adv. With, or, by means of, sciatica.
Solb'bO-leth (shlb'b6-lgth), re. Shibboleth. [Ote.]
Scl'ence (si'ens), n.
[F., fr. L. seientia, fr. sciens,
•entis, p. pr. of scire to know.
Cf. Consciekck, Conscious, Nice.]
1. Knowledge ; knowledge of principles
and causes ; ascertained truth or facts.
If we conceive God's sight or science, before the creation, to
be extended to all and every part of the world, seeing everything as it is,
his science or sight from all eternity lays no

directs.
Gal.

'

;

;

;

food, fc»bt

;

out,

oil

;

cbalr

;

go

;

sing,

Scloptlc ball (Opt.), the lens of a camera obscura mounted in a wooden ball which fits a socket in a window shutter so as to be readily turned, like tlie ej'e, to different

parts of the landscape.

Scl-op'tl-con (-tt-kSn),

re.

.

[NL.

See Scioptic]

A

kind of magic lantern.
Scl-op'tlcs (-tiks), re. The art or process of exhibiting
luminous images, esi)ecially those of external objects, in
a darkened room, by arrangements of lenses or mirrors.
Sci-op'trlo (-trili), (I. (Opt.) Scioptic.
Of or pertaining to the
Scl'Ot (she'St or sT'5t), a.
island Scio (Chio or Chios).
r, A native or inliabitnnt
of Scio.
[Written also Chiol.]
[Cf. L. sciothericon a
Scl'o-ther'lc (si'S-thSr'ik), <t.
sundial. See Sciatheric] Of or pertaining to a sundial.
Sciotherlc telescope (Dialing), an instrument consisting
of a horizontal dial, with a teleseopti attached to it, used
for determining the time, whether of day or night.

—

Sci'OUS (si'ils), a.
knowledge. " Brutes

ink

;

then, thin

;

[L. scius.]
having
Knowing
maybe and are.tciOH.f." Coleridge.

bON

;

;

zh = z

in azure.

N

O

SCOMBEROID

SCIRE FACIAS

1288

[L., do you cause
llScl're fa'cl-as (si're fa'shl-Ss).
to know.] {Law) A judicial writ, founded upon some
record, and requiring tlie party proceeded against to show
cause why the party bringing it should not have advantage of such record, or (as in the case of scire facias to
repeal letters patent) why the record should not be anWharton. Bouvier.
nulled or vacated.
Sclr'rhold (skTr'roid), a. [Scirrhus -\- -oid.'\ KesemDunglison.
bling scirrhus.
(Med.) A morbid
Scir-rllOS'1-ty (sklr-rSs'i-ty), n.
induration, as of a gland state of being scirrhous.

iyuyi; a leading or training.] Severe
<rKAijpo5 hard
Bp. Macket.
discipline.
lObs.]
Scle-re'ma (skle-re'm4), n. [NL., fr. Gr. <TKkrjp6i
hard.] (Med.) Induration of the cellular tissue.
Sclerema of adults. See ScLEBODEEMA.
Sclerema neonatorum (ne'o-na-to'rOm) [NL., of the newborn], an affection characterized by a peculiar hardening and rigidity of the cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues in the
newly bom. It is usually fatal. Called also skinbound

;

Scll'rhOUS (skir'riis), a. [NL. scirrhosus.} (Med.)
Proceeding from scirrhus ; of the nature of scirrhus
indurated ; knotty ; as, scirrhous affections sciiThous
[Written also skirrhous.']
disease.
Scbr'rhus (-rus), n.; pi. L. Scibkhi (-ri), E. ScmSHasES (-rus-Sz).] [NL., from L. scirros, Gr. axtppos,
;

o-Kipoi, fr. o-Kippds, erxipos,

rated organ or part

(Med.) (a)

hard.]

especially,

;

An

indu-

an indurated gland.

A cancerous tumor which

hard, translucent, of a gray or bluish color, and emits a creaking
sound when incised. [Sometimes incorrectly written
schirrus ; written also skirrhus.l
[L. sciscitatio, fr.
Scls'cl-ta'tlon (sts'sT-ta'shiin), n.
scisdtari to inquire, from sciscere to seek to know, v.
incho. from scire to know.] The act of inquiring ; inBp. Hall.
quiry ; demand. [0J.9.]
Seise (siz), V. i. [L. scindere, scissum, to cut, split.]
To cut ; to penetrate. [06s.]
The wicked steel seised deep in his right side. Fair/ax.
Scls'sel (sis'sSl), n. [Cf. ScissiLE.] 1. The clippings
of metals made in various mechanical operations.
2. The slips or plates of metal out of which circular
blanks have been cut for the purpose of coinage.
[L. scindere, scissum, to
Scls'si-ble (sts'sT-b'l), a.
split.] Capable of being cut or divided by a sharp instru(b)

[Obs.']

ment. [J?.]
Scis'sU (sis'sil), n.

is

Bacon.

;

Scls'slon

(sTzh'iin), n.
[L. scissio, fr. scindere, scisto cut, to split cf. P. scission.1 The act of divid-

disease.

Scle-ren'chy-ma (-rgnTsT-ma), n. [NL., from Gr.
-enchymMaaiaparenchym.a.l 1. (Bot.)
Vegetable tissue composed of short cells with thickened
or hardened walls, as in nutshells and the gritty parts of
(TKkripo'; ha,rd -\-

See Soleeotic.

a pear.

8^^

By recent German writers and their English
translators, this term is used for liber cells.
Goodale.
2. (Zool.) The hard calcareous deposit in the tissues
of Anthozoa, constituting the stony corals.
Scler'en-Chym'a-tOUS (skler'Sn-kTm'a-tiis or skle'rSn-), a.
(Bot.
Zool.) Pertaining to, or composed of,

&

sclereuchyma.

Scle-ren'chyme (sklt-rSnldm),

n.

Sclerenchyma.

[NL., fr. Gr. crxAr)Scle-rl'a-SlS (skle-ri'a-sis), n.
(Med.) (a)
morbid induration of the edge
of the eyelid.
Induration
of
any
part, including
(6)
II

A

ptatris.]

scleroderma.
Scle'rlte (skle'rit), n. (Zool.) A hard chitinous or
calcareous process or corpuscle, especially a spicule of
the Alcyonaria.
[NL.] See Sclebotitis.
Scle-ri'tls (skle-ri'tTs), n.
[Gr.
Scler'O-baBe (sklSr'6-bas or skle'r6-bas), n.
(Zool.) The calcareous
/Sao-ts base.]
o-xAijpds hard
or hornlike coral forming the central stem or axis of
called also foot secremost compound alcyonarians
tion. See Illust. under Gobgoniacea, and Ccenenchtma.
a.
(-ba'sTk),
Scler'o-ba'slc
Scler'O-derm (sMSr'o-derm or skle'ro- 277), n. [Gr.
o-KAijpos hard -\- Sepiia. skin cf F. scleroderme.] (a) (Zool.) One of a tribe of plectognath fishes (Sclerodermi)
having the skin covered with hard scales, or plates, as
the cowfish and the trunkfish. (ft) One of the Sclerodermata. (c) Hardened, or bony, integument of various
animals.
Scler'o-der'ma (-der'ma), n. [NL.] (Med.) A disease of adults, characterized by a diffuse rigidity and
hardness of the skin.
Scler'0-der'ma-ta (-ta), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.) The
stony corals the Madreporaria.
Scler'O-der'mlC (-der'mTk), 1 a. (Zool.) (a) Having
the integument, or
Scler'o-der'mous (-mus),
)
skin, hard, or covered with hard plates,
(ft) Of or pertaining to the Sclerodermata.
(Zool.) (a) The hard inScler'O-der'mite (-mit), re.
tegument of Crustacea. (6) Sclerenchyma.
Scler'O-gen (sklSr'o-jen or skle'ro-), re. [Gr. cr/cArjpds
hard -\- -gen.'] (Bot.) The thickening matter of woody
II

+

;

—

—

+

:

(Biol.) Reproduction by filsion.
Scis'sor (sTz'zer), v. t. To cut with scissors or
shears to prepare with the aid of scissors. Slassinger.
Scls'sors (-zerz), n. pi. [OE. sisotires, OF. cisoires
(cf. F. ciseaux), probably fr. LL. cisorium a cutting instrument, fr. L. caedere to cut.
Cf. Chisel, Concise.
The modern spelling is due to a mistaken derivation
from L. scissor one who cleaves or divides, fr. scindere,
scissum, to cut, split.] A cutting instrument resembling
shears, but smaller, consisting of two cutting blades with
handles, movable on a pin in the center, by which they
are held together. Often called a pair of scissors. [For;

and scissors.']
the European goatsucker.

cisors, eizars,
(Zool.).,

.

II

scissiparite.J

grinder

||

'

:

ing with an instrument having a sharp edge.
Wiseman.
[L. scissus (p.
SclS'Sl-par'l-ty (sts'si-pSr'I-ty), «.
scindere
to
split)
parere
to
of
bring
forth
cf. F.
p.

ScisBors

—

:

:

merly written also

II

;

See Soissel.

Scls'slle (-sTl), a. [L. scissilis, fr. scindere, scissum,
to cut, to split cf. F. scissile. See Schism.] Capable
of being cut smoothly scissible.
[iJ.]
Arbulhnoi.

sum,

-)-

[Prov. Eng.]

II

;

cells

;

A

em

Scls'sors-talled' (-zerz-tald'), a,
(Zool.) Having the outer tail feathers much the longest, the others decreasing regularly to the median

lignin.

[Gr. axKripos
Scle-rog'e-noUS (skle-r5j'e-nas), a.
bard -{- -genous.] (Anat.) Making or secreting a hard
substance becoming hard.
;

[Gr. a/cAijpoeiSijs o-KAijpds
Scle'rold (skle'roid), a.
-(- eXSo^ form.]
(Bot.) Having a hard texture, as

Scis'SUre

(sTzh'iSr), n.

[L. scis-

sura, from scindere, scissurn, to
cut, split.]
A longitudinal opening in a body, made by cutting

a cleft a fissure. Hammond.
Sclt'a-mln'e-ous ( s 1 1 ' a [NL277), a.
seitamineosus, fr. Scitamineae, fr. L. scitamentum a
;

Scissorstail.

mln'e-us;

delicacy, dainty.]
(Bot.)
Of or pertaining to a natural order of plants (Scitamineas), mostly tropical herbs, including the ginger, Indian shot, banana, and the plants producing turmeric

and arrowroot.
Scl'U-rlne (si'u-rTn

[Cf. F. sciurien.
277), a.
See
(Zool.) Of or pertaining to the Squirrel famrodent of the Squirrel family.
Scl^U-roid (-roid), a. [Sciurus -f -otd.] (Bot.) Resembling the tail of a squirrel ;
generally said of
branches which are close and dense, or of spikes of grass
like barley.
Sci'U-ro-mor'pha (si/fi-ro-mSr'fa), n. pi. [NL., fr.
L. sciurus squirrel -f Gr. iJ.op<i)iq form.] (Zool.) A tribe
of rodents containing the squirrels and allied animals,
such as the gophers, woodchucks, beavers, and others.
Scl-U'rUB (st-u'rus), n. [L., a squirrel, Gr. aKiovSee Sqcierel.] (Zool.) A genus of rodents compos.
prising the common squirrels.
Sclaun'dre (sklan'der), n. Slander. [OJi.] Chaucer.
Sclav (sklav or sklav), Sclave, n. Same as Slav.
Solav'lc (sklSvTk or skla'vik), a. Same as Slavic.
Sclav'lsm (sklav'iz'm or skKv'iz'm), n. Same as
Slavism.
ScIa-VO'nl-an (skla-vo'm-an), a.
n.
Same as Sla;

SciUEUS.]

ily.

— n.

hard

A

—

Scle-ro'ma (skle-ro'ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-kAtjpos
hard -{ -oma.] (3fed.) Induration of the tissues. See
Scleeema, Scleeodeema, and Solekosis.
Scle-rom'e-ter (-rom'e-ter), re. [Gr. (tkAtipo's hard -f
-meter.] An instrument for determining with accuracy
II

the degree of hardness of a mineral.
Scle-rosed' (-rosf), a. Affected with sclerosis.
Scle-ro'sis (skle-ro'sts), re. [NL., fr. Gr. (TKAijpiueris,
fr. ctkAtjpos hard.]
1. (Med.) Induration; hardening;
especially, that form of induration produced in an organ
by increase of its interstitial connective tissue.
2. (Bot.) Hardening of the cell wall by lignification.

II

II

&

vonian.

Cerebro-splnal Bcleiosla (Med.), an affection in which
patches of hardening, produced by increase of the neuroglia and atrophy of the true nerve tissue, are found
scattered throughout the brain and spinal cord. It is
associated with complete or partial paralysis, a peculiar
jerking tremor of the muscles, headache, and vertigo,
and is usually fatal. Called also multiple, disseminated,
or insular, sclerosis.
Scle'ro-skel'e-ton (skle'ro-skel'e-tun), n. [Gr. (T/cAt)pds hard -f- E. skeleton.] (Anat.) That part of the skeleton which is developed in tendons, ligaments, and aponeuroses.
re.
Scle-ro'tal (skle-rytal), a. (Anat.) Sclerotic.
The optic capsule ; the sclerotic coat of the eye. Owen.
[Gr. a-Kkripo^ hard : cf. F.
Scle-rot'ic (-rSt'tk), a.
applied essclerotigue.]
1. Hard
firm indurated ;
pecially in anatomy to the firm outer coat of the eyeball, which is often cartilaginous and sometimes bony.
2. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the sclerotic coat of

—

;

—

;

;

the eye

sclerotical.

3. (3fed.) Affected with sclerosis
Sclerotic

parenchyma

(Bot.),

;

sclerosed.

sclerenchyma.

By some

writers a distinction is made, sclerotic j)arenchyma being
applied to tissue composed of cells with the walls hardened but not thickened, and sclerenchyma to tissue
composed of cells with the walls both hardened and thickened.
(Anat.) The
[Cf. F. sclerotigue.]
Scle-rot'lc, re.
sclerotic coat of the eye.
See Illust. of Ete (d).
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating,
Scle-rot'ic, a.
an acid obtained from ergot or the sclerotium of a fun-

gus growing on rye.

;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, £rm, ask,

+

—

;

;

Scob'by

(skob'by),

The

re.

chaffinch.

\^Prov.

Eng.]

Scob'i-form (skob'i-f8rm), a. [L. scobs, or scobis,
sawdust, scrapings -j- -form : cf. F. scobi/orme.] Having the form of, or resembling, savrdust or raspings.
Scobs (sk5bz), re. sing. & pi. [L. scobs, or scobis,
fr. scabere to scrape.]
1. Raspings of ivory, hartshorn,
metals, or other hard substance.
Chambers.
2. The dross of metals.
ScofI (skSf 115), n.
[OE. scof; akin to OFries.
schof, OHG. scoph, Icel. skaup, and perh. to E. shove.]
1. Derision
ridicule mockery derisive or mocking
expression of scom, contempt, or reproach.
With scoff's, and scorns, and contumelious taunts. Shak.
;

;

;

;

An object of scorn, mockery, or derision.
The scoff of withered age and beardless youth. Cowper,
[imp.
Scolf, V. i.
p. p. Scoffed (sk5ft 115) ; p.
[Cf. Dan. skuffe to deceive, depr.
vb. re. Scoffing.]
lude, Icel. skopa to scoff, OD. schoppen. See Scoff, n,]
To show insolent ridicule or mockery ; to manifest contempt by derisive acts or language ;
often with at.
Truth from his lips prevailed with double sway,
And fools who came to scoff, remained to pray. Goldsmith.
God's better gift they scoff ai and refuse.
Cowper.
To sneer ; mock gibe ; jeer. See Snzeb.
Syn.
To
treat
or
address
with
V.
t.
derision
to asScoff,
;
sail scornfully ; to mock at.
To scq^ religion is ridiculously proud and immodest. Olanvill.
2.

&

&

;

—

—

;

Scoffer

(-er),

One who scoffs.
The act of scofiing

re.

Scoff'er-y (-y), re.
duct ; mockery.
Scoff'ing-ly, adv.

2 Pet.
;

iii.

3.

scofilng con-

Holinshed.

In a scoffing manner.
Broome.
Poke (Phytolacca decandra).
See Scoley. [Oftj.]
Scold (skold), V. i. limp. & p. p. Scolded p. pr.
[Akin to D. schelden, G. schellen,
vb. re. Scolding.]
OHG. sceltan, Dan. skielde.] To find fault or rail with
rude clamor to brawl to utter harsh, rude, boisterous
rebuke to chide sharply or coarsely
often with at ;
as, to scold at a servant.
Pardon me, lords, 'tis the first time that ever
I was forced to scold.
Shak.
Scold, V. t. To chide with rudeness and clamor ; to
rate also, to rebuke or reprove with severity.
Scold, re. 1. One who scolds, or makes a practice of
scolding esp., a rude, clamorous woman a shrew.
She is an irksome, brawling scold.
Shak.
2. A scolding a brawl.
Scold'er (-er), re. 1. One who scolds.

Scoke

(skok),

(Bot.)

re.

Sco-lay' (sko-la'),

V. i.

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

The oyster catcher;
so called from
The old squaw. [Local, U. S.]
from
Scold,
v.
Scold'ing, a. & re.
Scolding bridle, an iron frame. See Beane, n., 2.
2. (Zo'ol.)

(a)

its shrill cries.

(6)

In a scolding manner.
School. [Obs.]
(skol), re.
Chaucer.
Sco-le'Ci-da (sko-le'sl-da or -Igs'I-da), n. pi. [NL.
See Scolex.] (.2^ooZ. ) Same as Helminthes.
[Gr.
Scol'e-Cite (skbl'e-sit or skyie- ; 277)j n.
(Min.)
zeolitic
o-kwAijI, -rjKos, a worm, earthworm.]
mineral occurring in delicate radiating groups of white
crystals.
It is a hydrous silicate of adumina and lime.
Called also lime mesotype.

Scole
II

A

II

[NL.
re. pi.
as Scoleoida.

Sco-le'co-mor'pha (sko-le'ko-m6r'fd),

See ScoLEX, -moephous.]

(Zo'ol.)

Same

Sco'les (sko'leks), n. ; pi. Scoleces (sko-le'sez).
[NL., from Gr. o-icuArjj worm, grub.] (Zo'ol.) (a) The
embryo produced directly from the egg in a metagenetic
II

series, especially
sitic

worm. See

the larva of a tapeworm or other paraEchinococcds (6) One of the

Illust. of

Scolecida.
[Cf. OF. escoler to teach. See
(sko-la'), V. i.
To go to school ; to study. [Ofts.] Chaucer.
[NL., fr. Gr. o-xoAuit
Scc'lt-O'SiS (sko'lT-o'sis), n.
crooked.] (Med.) A lateral curvature of the spine.
Scol'i-thUS (skol'i-thus or sko'li J, re. [NL., fr. Gr.
o-KioAr;^ a worm -|- Ai'6o9 a stone.]
(Paleon.) A tubular
structure found in Potsdam sandstone, and believed to
be the fossil burrow of a marine worm.

Soo-ley'

School.]
II

II

&

See Scallop.
V.
Scol'Iop (skSnOp), re.
Scol'o-pa'cine (sk31'6-pa'sin), a. [L. scolopax a snipe,
or
pertaining to the ScoloGr. o-KoAdrra^.] (Zo'ol.) Of
pacidse, or Snipe family.
Scol'o-pen'dra (skSl'S-pSn'dra), n. [L., a kind of
multiped, fr. Gr. o-KoAdjrei/8pa.]
1.
(Zo'ol.) A genus of venomous myriapods including the
centipeds.
See Centiped.
- 2. A sea fish. [R.] Spenser.
Scol'o-pen'drine (-drin), a.
(Zo'ol.) Like or pertaining to
the Scolopendra.
Scol'y-tid (skSlT-tTd), n.
[Gr. arKoKvTTTCiv to cut short.]
(Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous
Scolopendra. Nat. size.
species of small bark-boring
beetles of the genus Scolytus Head and Anterior Segments,
a Antenna b
and allied
Also used
II

;

genera.

c c'
Maxillary Palpus
d LabiPoison Fangs
um e First Pair of Legs.
;

Scle-rot'ic-al (-T-kol), a. (Anat.) Sclerotic.
Scler'O-tl'tiS (sklSr'o-tl'tis), re. [NL. See Sclekotio,
and -iTis.] (Med.) Inflammation of the sclerotic coat.
II

Scle-ro'tl-um (skle-ro'shi-iIm), n. ; pi. Scleeotia
[NL., fr. Gr. <TK\yip6i hard.] 1. (Bot'A A hardened
body formed by certain fungi, as by the Claviceps purpurea, which produces ergot.
II

Scla-von'lc (sHa-v5n1k), a. Same as Slavonic.
Sclen'der (sklen'der), a. Slender. [Ofo.] Chaucer.
ScIer'a-gO'gy (skler'&-gS'jf), n. [6r. (TKk-qpaywyia

Scler'O-tome (skl6r'o-t6m or skle'ro-tom), n.
[Gr.
a/cAr)p6s hard
Tefiveiv to cut.]
(Anat.) One of the
bony, cartilaginous, or membranous partitions which separate the myotomes.
Scler'O-tom'ic (-tSm'Ik), a.
[Gr. cncAijpos.]
Scle'rOUS (skle'rus), a.
(Anat.)
Hard indurated sclerotic.
Scoat (skot), V. t. To prop ; to scotch. \_Prov. Eng.]

Soold'ing-ly, adv.

nutshells.

II

ones.

resting stage of a Plasmo-

dium.

;

;

Scls'sors-blll' f-bTl'),-m.
(Zool.) See Skimmee.
Scls'sors-tail' (sTz'zerz-tal'), n. (Zool.)
tyrant flycatcher (Milvulus forficatus) of the SouthUnited States and Mexico, which has a
deeply forked tail. It is light gray above,
white beneath, salmon on the flanks,
and fiery red at the base of the crown
feathers.

The mature or

2. (Zool.)

(•&).

final,

gll

;

eve,

event,

end, fSm,

recent

;

!ce,

adjectively.
II

;

Scom'ber (skom'ber),

re.

;

[L., a mackerel, Gr. o-KO/x/Spot.]
Zo'ol.)
genus of acanthopterygious fishes

A

cludes the

common

Scom'ber-Oid
(Zo'ol.)

idea,

a.

&

Same

as Scombboid.

iU

old,

;

which

in-

mackerel.

(-old),

«.

[Cf. F. scomb^roide.]

obey, drb, Bdd

SCOMBRIFORMES
Scom'brl-lor'mes (3kSm'brT-f8r'mez), n. pi.

II

A

(Zo'dl.)

the operation of laws which man must always fail to discern
the reasons of.
/. Taylor.
Excuse me if I have given too much scojie to the reflections
whicli have arisen in my mind.
Burke.
An intellectual cultivation of no moderate depth or scope.

[NL.]

division of fishes including tlie mackerels,

and allied fishes.
Scom'brold (skSm'broid),

tunnies,

+ -oid-l
^

[Scomier

a.

n.
(Zo'dl. ) Like or pertaining to the Mackerel family.
fish of the family Scombridx, of which the mackerel

3.

the type.

is

Scom'Ush (skSm'fish

or skQm'-),

&

t.

t;.

&

To

i.

4. Length

\_Scot.
Prov. Eng.']
to smother.
v.
Discomfit. [06«.]
Scom'fit (skiim'fit), n.
(skSm), n. [L. scomma a taunt, jeer, scofif,
bufGr. a-Kuififia, fr. <7(«oirT6H' to mock, BCoS at.] 1.
Estrange.
foon.
lObs.J
flout; a jeer ; a gibe; a taunt. [OJs.] Fotherby.
2.
Sconce (skSns), n. [D. schans, OD. schantse, perhaps
from OF. esconse a hiding place, akin to esconser to hide,
L. absconsus, p. p. of abscondere. See Abscond, and cf
fortification, or
Ensconce, Sconce a candlestick.] 1.
work for defense ; a fort.

focate or

stifle

;

&

Scomm

Sco'pe-Une (sko'pe-Un), a. (Zo'dl.) Scopeloid.
(-loid), a.
[NL. Scopelus, typical genus

or fortress of his raising was ever
have been forced, or yielded up, or quitted.

2.

a headland) -{-oid.'i (Zo'dl.
Like or pertaining to fishes of
the genus Scopelus,
or
family

either to
Milton.

A

The head

:

the skuU

;

also, brains

;

famUy

Shak.

lade or dip out.

&

;

See

;

;

Scatter a little mungy straw or fern amongst your seedlings,
Mortimer.
to prevent the roots from scorching.

So

As

The

scope of

pitj^

re.

;

orfw.

parching or shriveling with

— Scorch'lng-ness, n.

hence, in pi., a large number.

;

Amongst

three or four score hogsheads.

&

Let us

[AS. scor twenty, fr. sceran, scieran,
or rather tlie kindred Icel. skor
;

Had scored

M. Arnold.
2. Especially, to mark with significant lines or notches, for indicating or keeping account of something
as,
to score a tally.
3. To mark or signify by lines or notches to keep
record or account of to set down to record to charge.
Madam, I know when.
Instead of five, you scored me ten.
Swift.
Nor need I tallies thy dear love to score.
Shak.
4. To engrave, as upon a shield,
[if.]
Spenser.
5. To make a score of, as points, runs, etc., in a game.
6. (Mus.) To write down in proper order and arrangement as, to score an overture for an orchestra. See
;

;

;

;

;

9.

To mark with parallel lines or scratches;
the rocks of New England and the Western States
were scored in the drift epoch.
Scor'er (skor'er), re. One who, or that which, scores.
Sco'ri-a (sko'n-a), ra./ pi. Scoria (-e). [L., fr. Gr.
(jKwpia, fr. o-Kwp dung, ordure.]
1. The recrement of
metals in fusion, or the slag rejected after the reduction
II

of metallic ores ; dross.
2. Cellular slaggy lava ; volcanic cinders.
ScO'ri-ac (-ak), a. Scoriaceous.
E. A. Poe.
Sco'ri-a'ceous (sko'ri-a'shus), a. [Cf. F. scoriac&.'^
Of or pertaining to scoria ; like scoria or the recrement
of metals ; partaking of the nature of scoria.
Sco'rie (sko'rT), re. (Zo'dl.) The young of any gull.
[Written also scaurie.] [Prov. Eng.]
Sco'rl-fi-ca'tion (sko'rT-fi-ka'shiin), re. [Cf. F. scarification. See Scorify.] (Chem.) The act, process, or result of scorifying, or reducing to a slag ; hence, the separation from earthy matter by means of a slag ; as, the
scorificalion of ores.
Sco'rl-fl'er (sko'rt-fi'er), re. (Chem.)
One who, or that which, scorifies
;

specifically, a small flat bowl-shaped
cup used in the first heating in assayScorifier.
ing, to remove the earth and gangue,
and to concentrate the gold and silver in a lead button.
Sco'ri-form (sko'rT-f8rm), a. In the form of scoria.

&

Sco'ri-fy (-fi), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Scorified (-fid) ; p.
vb. re. Scorifying (-fl'ing).] [(Scoria -|- -fv.- cf. F.
pr.
(Chem.) To reduce to scoria or slag specifscarifier.]
ically, in assaying, to fuse so as to separate tlie i;angue

&

and earthy material, with borax, lead, soda, etc., thus
leaving the gold and silver in a lead button hence, to
separate from, or by means of, a slag.
Sir T. Browne.
Sco'ri-ous (-us), a. Scoriaceous.
Scorn (skSrn), n. [OE. scorn, scam, scharn, OF. es;

carn, escharn, eschar, of German origin
mockery, skernon to mock; but cf. also

cf.

1.

Scorn at

first

makes

after love the more.

And wandered backward as
To wait an txson to be born.

2.

;

He
fobd, tditt

;

parted well, and paid his score.

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

—

;

—

;
dishonor ; mockery.
V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Scorned (skornd) ; p. pr,
Scorning.]
[OE. scornen, scanten, schornen,
OF. escarnir, eschaiiiir. See Scorn, re.] 1. To hold in
extreme contempt to reject as unworthy of regard ; to

spite

;

slight

&

Scorn,
vb.

re.

;

;

to

contemn

;

to disdain.

smrn thy meat 't would choke mc.
Shak,
This my^long sufferance, and nijj day of icrnce,
""'"
.--.--,
... never
Those who neglect
and .sconi shall
Milton.
er taste.
las'
We jicoiii what is iu itself contemptible or disgraceful.
I

bill

;

'

Shak.
;

Emerson,

An

;

hence, indebtedness.

;

Shah,

in scorn.

act or expression of extreme contempt.
Every sullen frown and bitter scorn
But fanned the fuel that too fast did burn. Dryden.
3. An object of extreme disdain, contempt, or derision.
Thou makest us a reproach to our neighbors, a scorn and a
derision to them that are round about lis.
i's. xliv. 13.
To think scorn, to regard as worthy of scorn or contempt to disdain. " He Ihouijht sconi to lay bauds on
Mordecai alone." Esther iii. 6.
To laugh to scorn, to
deride to make a mock of to ridicule as coutfiiiptible.
Syn. Contempt; disdain: derision; contumely; de2.

despise

account of dues

sAcj-n

;

;

score

;

OHG.

OF. escorner to
Extreme and lofty contempt haughty disregard that disdain which springs from the opinion of the
utter meanness and unwortliiness of an object.
mock.]

for the purpose of account.
Whereas, before, our forefatlicrs hod no other books but the
and the tally, thou hast caused printing to be used. Shak.

;

account or reckoning

Shak.

backs.
tangled wilderness
her white right hand.
scoi-e their

A briar in that

iSr

An

Shak,

—

incision, twenty, akin to Dan. skure a notch, Sw. skSrn.
notch or incision ; especially, one tliat
See Shear.] 1.
lience, a mark, or line, made
is made .is a tally mark

A

Shak.

;

(slior),

to shear, cut, divide

laws

Op, fim

Hawthorne.

— Scorch'lng-ly,

Score

;

Hndib}'ax

At length tlie queen took upon herself to grant patents of monopoly by scores.
Macaulay.
5. A distance of twenty yards;
a term used in ancient archery and gunnery.
Halliwell.
6. A weight of twenty pounds.
\_Prov. Eng.']
7. The number of points gained by the contestants, or
either of them, in any game, as in cards or cricket.
8. A line drawn ; a groove or furrow.
9. (Mus.) The original and entire draught, or its
transcript, of a composition, with the parts for all the
different instruments or voices written on staves one
above another, so that they can be read at a glance ;
so
called from the bar, which, in its early use, was drawn
through all the parts.
Moore (Encyc. of Music).
In score (Mus.), having all the parts arranged and placed
in juxtaposition.
Smart. — To quit scores, to settle or
balance accounts ; to render an equivalent ; to make compensation.
Does not tlie earth quit scores with all the elements in the
noble fruits that issue from it ?
South.
Score (skor), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Scored (skord) ; p.
pr.
vb. re. Scoring.] 1. To mark with lines, scratches,
or notches ; to cut notches or furrows in ; to notch
to scratch ; to furrow
as, to score timber for hewing j
to score the back with a lash.

;

pleading against man's outhority, is to
overthipw such laws and constitutions in the church. Hooker.
2. Koom or opportunity for free outlook or aim ; space
for action ; amplitude of opportunity ; free course or
vent ; liberty ; range of view, intent, or action.
Qivo him lino and tcope.
.Ihak.
In the fate and fortunes of the human race, scope is given to
fyll,

burnt.

Scorch'lngf, a. Burning

all their

Use, unite, r^de,

laid his long forefinger on the scarlet letter, which forthto scorch into Hester's breast, as if it liad been red

heat.

mine own,

to enforce or qualify the
to your soul seems good.

To burn or be

He
hot.

;

;

2.

with seemed

;

as

liehalf.

score.

;

;

;

;

is

Milton.

tresses fair.

to
2. To affect painfully with heat, or as with heat
dry up with heat to affect as by heat.
Lashed by mad rage, and scorched by brutal fires. Prior.
3. To burn to destroy by, or as by, fire.
Power was given unto him to scorch men with fire. JRer. xvi. 8.
The fire that scorches me to deatli.
Dryden.
Scorch, V. i. 1. To be burnt on the surface to be
parched to be dried up.

way) ; as in microscope, telescope, altiscope, anemoscope.
Scope (skop), re. [It. scopo, L. scopos a mark, aim,
Gr. <rK07ro9 a watcher, mark, aim akin to aKeirreaBaL,
oKovelv, to view, and perh. to E. spy.
Cf. Skeptic,
Bishop.] 1. That at which one aims the tiling or end
to which the mind directs its view that which is purposed to be reached or accomplished ; hence, ultimate
design, aim, or purpose
intention
drift
object.
" Shooting wide, do miss tlie marked scope.'"
Spenser.
Your scope

drouth or singed air

Never scorch thy

Scope.] A combining form usually signifying an instrument for viewing (with the eye) or observing (in any

;

&

Summer

&

a watcher, spy.

;

as,

+

2. {Zo'dl. ) The avocet ;
up the mud to obtain food.
Scoot (skoot), V. i. To walk fast; to go quickly;
to run hastily away. [Colloq.
Humorous, U. S.l
Sco'pa-rln (sko'pa-rln), re. (Chem.) A yellow gelatinous or crystalline substance found in broom {Cytisus
scoparius) accompanying sparteine.
Sco'pate (sko'pat), a. [L. scopae, scopa, a broom.]
{Zo'dl.) Having the surface closely covered with hairs,

sake

;

;

—

&

;

that which, scoops.
so called because it scoops

;

many more

7. (Geol.)

[imj}.
(skSrch), v. t.
p. p. Scokched
[OE. scorchen,
(skSrcht) p. pr.
vb. n. Scokchinq. ]
probably akin to scorcnen ; cf. Norw. skrokken shrunk
up, skrekka, skrdkka, to shrink, to become wrinkled up,
dial. Sw. skrakkla to wrinkle (see Shkug) ; but perhaps
influenced by OF. escorchier to strip the bark from, to
flay, to skin, F. Scorcher, LL. excorticare ; L. ex from
cortex, -ids, bark (cf. Cork) ; because the skin falls
off when scorched.]
1. To burn superficially ; to parch,
or shrivel, the surface of, by heat ; to subject to so much
heat as changes color and texture without consuming
as, to scorch linen.

One who, or

cial score or tally

Score, n.,

;

Scorch

Arbutlmol.

(TKOTros-

L.

II

;

;

[Gr.

(-laz),

:

;

;

like a bruish.
-scope (-skop).

[Obs.']

I

;

—

numerous

;

;

1.

o-/ci6i^

;

;

(-er), n.

Gr.

Scop'U-ll-ped (skop'ii-li-pSd), Scopulas of a Spider
[L. sco^Ktoe, pi., a little broom
(Salticus).
b Lower
scopae a broom) -\- pes, pec Side View,
Side
with Claws and Hairs
dis, foot.]
(Zo'dl.) Any species
Much
of the Foot.
of bee which has on the hind
enlarged.
legs a brush of hairs used for
collecting pollen, as the hive bees and bumblebees.
Scop'U-lOUS (-ii-lvSs), a. [L. scopulosus, fr. scopulus
a rock, Gr. cTKOTreAos.] Full of rocks rocky. [06s.]
SC0I't>Ute (skSr'biit), re. [LL. scorbutus: cf. F. scorPurchas.
but.
See Scukvy, re.] _ Scurvy. lObs.]
[Cf. F. scorbulique.']
Scor-bU'tlc (skSr-bu'tTk), a.
(il/e(i.) Of or pertaining
Scor-bU'tiC-al (-ti-kal),
)
disto scurvy of the nature of, or resembling, scurvy
scorbutic
eased with scurvy
as, a scorbutic person
complaints or symptoms.
Scor-bu'tic-al-ly, adv.
Scor-bu'tus (-tiis), re. [LL. See Scorbute.] (iled.)
Scurvy.
Scorce (skSrs), re. Barter. [Obs.] See Scokse.

;

Scoop'er

Any

(f r.

;

motive

;

done on the same

lately

You act your kindness in Cydaria's scoi'e. Dryden.
The number twenty, as being marked off by a spe-

4.

Bp. Hall.
oul').
[NL. scops, fr.
(Zo'dl.)
one of

of a bee.

;

pint.

To

t.']

re.

.

;

&

the

—

;

&

v.

II

;

—

Scoop,

Scop'U-la (skop'ia-lA), re. ; pi. E. ScoPULAS
Scopuia; (-le). [L. scapulae, pi.,
(Zo'dl.) (a) A
a little broom.]
peculiar brushlike organ found
on the foot of spiders and used in
the construction of the web. (b)
A special tuft of hairs on the leg

;

;

[From

t.

[06s.]

Scop'tlo-al-ly, adv.

limp.
p. p. Sconced (skSnst) p. pr.
vb. n. Sconcing.]
1. To shut up in a sconce
to imprison ; to insconce.
lObs.J
Immure him, sconce him, barricade him in 't. Marston.
2. To mulct ; to fine.
[06i.]
Milton.
Scon'cheon (skon'chiiu), ra. (Arch.) A squinch.
Scone (skon), re. A cake, thinner than a bannock,
made of wheat or barley or oat meal. [Written variously, scon, skone, skon, etc.]
IScot.]
Burns.
Scoop (skoop), ra. [OE. scope, of Scand. origin cf Svv.
skopa, akin to D. schop a shovel, G-. schuppe, and also
to E. shove. See Shovel.] 1. A large ladle a vessel
with a long handle, used for dipping liquids ; a utensil
for bailing boats.
2. A deep shovel, or any similar implement for digging out and dipping or shoveling up anything as, a flour
scoop ; the scoop of a dredging machine.
3. [Surg.) A spoon-shaped instrument, used in extracting certain substances or foreign bodies.
4. A place hollowed out ; a basinlike cavity
a hollow.
Some had lain in the scoop of the rock. J. R. Drake.
5. A sweep ; a stroke ; a swoop.
6. The act of scooping, or taking with a scoop or ladle
a motion with a scoop, as in dipping or shoveling.
Bcoop net, a kind of hand net, used in fishing also, a
net for sweeping the bottom of a river.
Scoop wheel,
a wheel for raismg water, having scoops or buckets attached to its circumference a tympanum.
Scoop, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Scooped (skoopt) p. pr.
vb. n. Scooping.] [OE. scopen. See Scoop, ra.]
1. To
take out or up with, or as with, a scoop to lade out.
He scooped the water from the crystal flood. Dryden.
2. To empty by lading as, to scoop a well dry.
3. To make hollow, as a scoop or dish to excavate ;
to dig out to form by digging or excavation.
Those carbuncles the Indians will scoop, so as to hold above a

&

Any fish of

(Zo'dl.)

re.

species of small owls of the genus Scops having ear
tufts like those of the horned owls, especially the European scops owl (Scops giu), and the American screech
owl (S. asio).
[Gr. oKunrTiKoi, from
) a.
Scop'tlc (skSp'tik),
(TKiinTeiv to mock, to
Scop'tlc-al (skSp'ti-kal), )
scoff at.]
Jesting ; jeering ; scoflang. iObs.] South.

\Prov. Eng.}
t.

V.

Scops' owl' (skops'
the little horned owl.]

A

reason

left tlie trade, as

Have

;

Scop'pet (skSp'pet),

A

v.

—

Scopelidse.

LIPED.

A

Sconce,

Myctophum,

Jlulleri).

;

A

6.
poll tax ; a mulct or fine.
Johnson.
6. [OF. esconse a dark lantern, properly, a hiding
place. See Etyraol. above.]
protection for a light ; a
lantern or cased support for a candle ; hence, a fixed
hanging or projecting candlestick.
Tapers put into lanterns or sconces of several-colored, oiled
paper, that the wind might not annoy them.
hvelyn.
Golden sconces hang not on the walls.
Dryden.
7. Hence, the circular tube, with a brim, in a candlestick, into which the candle is inserted.
8. {Arch.)
squinch.
fragment of a floe of ice.
9.
Kane.
10. [Perhaps a different word.]
fixed seat or shelf.

A

(Scopelus, or

+

sense

;

the sconce with a dirty shovel.

;

But

—

Scopeloid

Sco-plf'er-ous (sko-pTfer-tis), a. [L. scopae, scopa
(Zo'dl.) Bearing a tuft of bruslUike hairs.
-f- -feroiis.^
ScO'pi-form (skypi-fSrm), a. [L. scopae, scopa, a
broom
-form.']
Having the form of a broom or besom.
" Zeolite, steUiform or scopiform."
Kirwan.
[L. scopae, scopa, a
ScO'pl-ped (-pgd
277), ra.
broom -I- pes, pedis, a foot.] (Zo'dl.) Same as Scopu-

[CoHog.]

To knock him about

many
oceanic

most of
which are phosphorescent.

.

discretion.

which

includes
fishes,

for protection and shelter ; a stall.
. . must raise
a sconce by the highway and sell
Beau. S( Ft.
piece of armor for the head ; headpiece ; helmet.
Shak.
I must get a sconce for my head.

4. Pig.

Scopelidse,

small

A hut

One that
ivitches.
3.

known

Gr. (TKOTreAos

(fr.

A

No seance

;

area.

first

Sco'pe-loid

A

U

A

"The scopes of land
lObs."]
adventurers."
Sir J. Davies.
extent ; sweep ; as, scope of cable.

Extended

granted to the

suf-

Account

3.

Hawthorne.

Any

[Scomber)

SCORN

1289

sins, ink

C.
;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azuie.

./.

Smith,

1290

SCOUT

Scorse (skSrs or skors) re. [Cf It. scorsa a course,
and E. discourse.'] Barter exchange trade. [06s.]
And recompensed them with a better scorse. Spenser.
Scorse, v.^ [Written also icoarae, and scoss.] 1. To

re.
[L.] {Med.) Scotomy.
re.
[NL. scotomia, from Gr.
aKorovvto
darken, fr. <rKOTos darkCTKOTw/xa dizziness, fr.
ness cf. F. scotomie.] 1. Dizziness with dimness ol
sight.
[06s.]
Massinger.
2. {Med.) Obscuration of the field of vision due to the
appearance of a dark spot before the eye.
Sco'tO-SCOpe (sko'to-skop or skBt'o-), re. [Gr. itkoto!
darkness -J
scope.] An instrument that discloses objects in the dark or in a faint light.
[06s.]
Pepys.
Scots (skBts), a, [For older Scottis Scottish. See
Scottish.] Of or pertaining to the Scotch
Scotch
Scottish as, Scots law a pound Scots (Is. 8d.).
Scots'man (-man), n. See Scotchman.
Scot'ter-lng (skot'ter-ing), re. The burning of a wad
of pease straw at the end of harvest.
[Prov. Eng.]
Scot'ti-Cism (-ti-sTz'm), n. An idiom, or mode of expression, peculiar to Scotland or Scotchmen.
That, in short, in which the Scotticism of Scotsmen most

SCORN

N

2. To treat with extreme contempt to make tiie object of insult ; to mock ; to scoff at ; to deride.
;

His fellow, that lay by his bed's side,
Gan for to laugh, and scorned him full fast. Chaucer.
Shak.
To taunt and scorn you thus opprobriously.
Syn.— To contemn; despise; disdain. See Contemn.
Scoin (skSrn), v. i. To scoff to mock ; to show contumely, derision, or reproach ; to act disdainfully.
He said mine eyes were black and my hair black,
Shak,
And, now I am remembered, scorned e.t me.
Scorn'er (-er), n. One who scorns ; a despiser ; a contemner ; specifically, a scoffer at religion. " Great scornSpenser.
ersol death."
Surely he scorneth the scomers : but he giveth grace unto the
;

Prov.

lowly.

iii.

34.

Scorn'ful (-ful), a. 1. Full of scorn or contempt;
contemptuous disdainful.
Prior.
Scornful of winter's frost and summer's sun.
Shak.
Dart not scon\ful glances from those eyes.
[06s.]
2. Treated with scorn exciting scorn.
Shak.
The scornful mark of every open eye.
SyTi. — Contemptuous; disdainful; contumelious; re;

;

proachful; insolent.
Scorn'fnl-ly, adv.

—

—

Scorn'ful-ness, n.
Deserving scorn ; paltry. [Ois.]
(-y), a.
so called
Scor'0-dite (sk5r'6-dit), n. [G. scorodit ;
in allusion to its smell under the blowpipe, from Gr.
CTKopoSov garlic] (Min.') A leek-green or brownish minIt is a hydrous
eral occurring In orthorhombic crystals.
arseniateof iron. [Written also skorodite.J
Soor-pae'nold (skSr-pe'noid), a. [NL. Scorpaena, a
typical genus (see Scorphne) -)- -oid.'\ (ZoSl.) Of or pertaining to the family Scorpsenidse, which includes the
Bcorpene, the rosefish, the California rockfishes, and
many other food fishes. [Written also scorpjenfc?.] See
niust. under Rookpisb.
Scor'pene (skSr'pen), n. [F. scorpene, fr. L. scorpaemarine food
na a kind of fish, Gr. o-Kopiraiva.] (Zool.)
fish of the genus Scorpsena, as the European hogfish {S.
scrofa), and the California species (5. guttata).
Scor'per (skSr'per), n. Same as Soaupbb.
Scor'pl-0 (sk8r'pT-o), n. ; pi. Soorpionbs

Scorn'y

Q

—

A

II

A

scorpion.
[L.]
1. (Zool.)
2. (Astron.) (a) The eighth sign of the zodiac,

(-5'nez).

(6) A constellation of the zodiac containing
the bright star Antares. It is drawn on the
celestial globe in the figure of a scorpion.
[NL.]
Scor'pl-0'de-a (-o'de-4), n. pi.
{Zool.) Same as Scorpiones.
Scor'pi-old (sk8r'pi-oid), a. [Gr. o-Kopfftoo-Kopirioi
eiSiJ!
Scor'pl-Old'al (-oid'al),
)
elfios form.]
a scorpion
1. Like a scorpion.
2. (Bot.) Having the inflorescence curved
or circinate at the end, like a scorpion's tail.
Scor'pl-on (sk8r'pi-un), re. [F., fr. L. Scorpio, scorpius, Gr. o-KopTTt'o?, perhaps akin
to E. sharp.] 1. {Zool.) Any
one of numerous species of pulmonate arachnids of the order
Scorpiones, having a suctorial
mouth, large claw-bearing palpi,
and a caudal sting.
(1^°" Scorpions have a flattened body, and a long, slender
post -abdomen formed of six
movable segments, the last of
which termmates in a curved
II

1

;

+

venomous

sting:.

The venom

causes great pain, but is unattended either with redness or
swelling, except in the axillary
or ingumal glands, when an extremity is affected. It is seldom
ever destructive of life. Scorpions are found widely dispersed
the warm climates of both
the Old and New Worlds.
2. {Zool.) The pine or gray
lizard {Sceloporus undulatus).
ILocal, U. S.]
3. {Zool.) The scorpene.
painful scourge.
4. {Script.)
My father hath chastised you

;

;

barter or exchange. [06i.]
Spenser.
2. To chase.
Spenser.
[06*.]
Scorse, v. i. To deal for the purchase of anything
to practice barter.
[06s.]
B. Jonson.
Scor'ta-tO-ry (skSr'ta-to-rj^), a. [L. scortator a fornicator, from scortari to fornicate, scortum a prostitute.]
Pertaining to lewdness or fornication ; lewd.
name for a horse. [06s.] Chaucer.
Soot (skSt), re.
Scot, n. [Cf. L. Scoii, pi., AS. Scotta, pi. Scottas,
Sceottas.] A native or inhabitant of Scotland
a Scotsman, or Scotchman.
Soot, re. [Icel. skot; or OF. escot, F. Scot, LL. scottum,
scotum, from a kindred German word ; akin to AS. scot,
and E. shot, shoot; cf. AS. scedtan to shoot, to contribute.
See Shoot, and cf. Shot.] A portion of money assessed
or paid a tax or contribution a mulct a fine ; a shot.
Scot and lot, formerly, a parish assessment laid on subjects according to their ability. [£reg.] Cowell. Now, a
phrase for obligations of every kind regarded collectively.
Experienced men of the world know very well that it is best
to pay sent and lot as they go along.
Emerson.
ale.] (0. Eng. Law) The
Scot'al (-al), ) re. [Scot
Scot'ale (-al), f keeping of an alehouse by the officer
of a forest, and drawing people to spend their money for
liquor, for fear of his displeasure.
Scotch (skoch), a. [Cf. Scottish.] Of or pertaining
to Scotland, its language, or its inhabitants ; Scottish.
Scotch ToToom (Bot.), the Cytisus scoparius. See Broom.
Scotch dipper, or Scotch duck (Zool.), the bufflehead ;
called also Scotch leal, and Scotchman.— Scotch fiddle, the
itch. \Loic]
Sir W. Scott. — Scotch mist, a coarse, dense
mist, like fine rain.
Scotch nightingale (Zool.), the sedge
warbler. [Prov. Eng.]
Scotch pebble. See under Peb-

A

;

;

+

—

—

—

—

—

—Scotch

pine.
(Bot.) See Riga fir.
Scotch thistle
a species of thistle (Onopordon acanthium)
so
its being the national emblem of the Scotch.
1. Tlie dialect or dialects of English
Scotch, n.
spoken by the people of Scotland.
2. Collectively, the people of Scotland.
Scotch, V. t. limp.
p. p. Scotched (skScht) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Scotching.]
[Cf. Prov. B. scote a prop, and
Walloon ascot a prop, ascoter to prop, F. accoter, also
Armor. sJcoas the shoulder, skoaeia to shoulder up, to
prop, to support, W. ysgwydd a shoulder, ysgwyddo to
shoulder. Cf. Scoat.] [Written also scoatch, scoat.]
To shoulder up ; to prop or block with a wedge, chock,
etc., as a wheel, to prevent its rolling or slipping.
Scotch, re. A chock, wedge, prop, or other support,
to prevent slipping ; as, a scotch for a wheel or a log on
inclined ground.
Scotch, V. t. [Probably the same word as scutch ; cf.
Norw. skoka, skoko, a swingle for flax ; perhaps akin to
E. shake.] To cut superficially ; to wound to score.
We have scotched the snake, not killed it.
Shak,
Scotched collops (Cookery), a dish made of pieces of beef
or veal cut thin, or minced, beaten flat, and stewed with
onion and other condiments
called also Scotch collops.
[Written also seoteht collops.)
Scotch, re. A slight cut or incision ; a score. Walton.
Scotch'-hop'per (-hSp'per), re. Hopscotch.
Scotching, n. {Masonry) Dressing stone with a pick
or pointed instrument.
Scotch'man (-man), re. ; pi. Scotchmen (-men). 1. A
native or inhabitant of Scotland ; a Scot ; a Scotsman.
2. {Naut.) A piece of wood or stiff hide placed over
shrouds and other rigging to prevent chafe by the running gear.
Ham. Nov. Encyc.
Sco'ter (sko'ter), n. [Cf. Prov. E. scote to plow up.]

ble.

(Bot.),

;

called

from

—

&

;

—

:

{Zool.) Anyone of sever^
species of northern sea
ducks of the genus Oide-

mia.

m

lt^°'The European scoters are Oidemia nigra,
called also black duck,
black diver, surf duck ;
and the velvet, or double,
scoter (0. fusca).
common American species
American Black Scoter,
are the velvet, or whitewinged, scoter ( 0. Deglandi), called also velvet duck, whitewing, bull coot, white-winged coot ; the black scoter ( 0.
Americana), called also black coot, butterbill, coppernose ; and the surf scoter, or surf duck (0. perspiciUata),
called also boldpate, skunkhead, horsehead, patchhead,
pishaug, and spectacled coot. These birds are collectively
called also coots. The females and young are called gray

A

The

citanus),

under

side,

a

Falcers b Palpi, or Chec First Pair of Legs;
p Pecten, or Comb; 1 Stigmata, or Openings of the
Lung Cavities s Sting.
;

lae

!

with whips, but I will chastise you
1 Kings xii. 11.
with scorpions.
5. {Astron.)
sign and constellation.
See Scorpio.
6. {Aniig.) An ancient military engine for hurling
stones and other missiles.

A

;

—

Book scorpion. (Zool.) See under Book.
False scorpion.
(Zool.) See under False, and Book scorpion.
Scorpion
bug, or Water scorpion. (Zool.) See Nepa.
Scorpion fly
(Zool.), a neuropterous insect of the genus Panorpa. See
Panorpid.
Scorpion grass (Bot.), a plant ol the genus
Myosotis.
M. pahistris is the forget-me-not.
Scorpion
senna (Bot.), a yellow-flowered leguminous shrub (Coronilla Emerui) having a slender joined pod, like a scorpion's
tail.
The leaves are said to yield a dye like indigo, and
to be used sometimes to adulterate senna.
Scorpion
shell (Zool.), any shell of the genus Pteroceras.
See
Pteroceras.
Scorpion spiders (Zool.), any one of the
Pedipalpi.
Scorpion's ta,jl (5o<.), any plant of the leguminous genus Scorpiurus, herbs with a circinately coiled

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pod
also called caterpillar. — Scorpion's thorn (Bot. ), a
thorny leguminous plant ( Genista Scorpius) of Southern
;

—

Europe.
The Scorpion's Heart (AstronT), the star Antares
the constellation Scorpio.
Scor'pl-O'nes (-o'nez), n. pi. [NL.] {Zool.) A division of arachnids comprising the scorpions.
Scor'pl-0-nid'e-a (sk8r'pi-6-nid'e-a), re. pi. [NL.]
(Zool.) Same as Scorpiones.
Scor'pi-on-wort' (skSr'pi-iin-wfirt'), re. {Bot.) A leguminous plant {Ornithopus scorpioides) of Southern
Europe, having slender curved pods.

m

II

II

ales,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

coots,

and brown

coots.

Free from payment of
Scot'-free' (skot'fre'), a.
scot untaxed hence, unhurt clear safe.
Do as much for this purpose, and thou shalt pass scot-free.
Sir UK Scott.
Than young Hay escaped scot-free to Holland, A. Lang.
Scoth (skSth), i). t To clothe or cover up. [06s.]
Sco'tl-a (sko'shi-a), re. [L., fr. Gr. vKorCa darkness,
a sunken molding in the base
of a pillar, so called from the
;

;

;

;

II

r

r

'

dark shadow

it

from

casts,

darkness.]

{Arch.)

A concave molding

used espe-

o-KOTOs

Scotia.

cially in classical architecture.

ScO'ti-a, n.

O

;

;

;

intimately consists,

is

the habit of emphasis.

Masson.

To cause to become

Scot'ti-cize (-siz), v. t.
Scotch ; to make Scottish.

like the

[P.]

Scot'tish (-tish), a. [From Scot a Scotchman: of.
AS. Scyttisc, and E. Scotch, a., Scots, a.] Of or pertaining to the inhabitants of Scotland, their country, or
their language
as, Scottish industry or economy ; a
Scottish chief a Scottish dialect.
Scoun'drel (skoun'drgl), re. [Probably from Prov. E.
& Scotch scunner, scouner, to loathe, to disgust, akin to
AS. scunian to shun. See Shun.] A mean, worthless fellow a rascal a villain a man without honor or virtue.
Go, if your ancient, but ignoble blood
Has crept through scoundrels ever since the flood. Pope,
Scoun'drel, a. Low base mean unprincipled.
Scoun'drel-dom (-dSm), re. The domain or sphere of
scoundrels scoundrels, collectively the state, ideas, or
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

practices of scoundrels.
Carlyle.
Scoun'drel-lsm (-tz'm), re. The practices or conduct
of a scoundrel ; baseness rascality.
Cotgrave.
Scour (skour), V. t. [imp. &p. p. ScotiEBD (skourdVj
vb. n. Scotteing.]
[Akin to LG. sohuren, D,
p. pr.
schuren, schueren, G. scheuem, Dan. skure, Sw. skura;
all possibly fr. LL. escurare, fr. L. ex -\- curare to take
care. Cf. Cure.] 1. To rub hard with something rough,
as sand or Bristol brick, especially for the purpose of
cleaning ; to clean by friction ; to make clean or bright
to cleanse from grease, dirt, etc., as articles of dress,
2. To purge ; as, to scour a horse.
3. To remove by rubbing or cleansing ; to sweep along
or off ; to carry away or remove, as by a current of water
often with off or away.
[I will] stain my favors in a bloody mask.
Which, washed away, shall scour my shame with it. Shak,
;

&

—

4. [Perhaps a different word ; cf OF. escorre, escourre,
both fr. L. excurrere to run forth. Cf. BxTo pass swiftly over to brush along ; to
traverse or search thoroughly ; as, to scour the coast.
Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain.
Pope,
Scouring barrel, a tumbling barrel.
See under Tumbling.
Scouring cinder (Metal.), a basic slag, which attacks the lining of a shaft furnace. Raymond.
Scouring
rush.
(Bot.) See Dutch rush, under Dutch.
Sooorlng
stock ( Woolen Manuf.), a kind of fulling milL
.

It. scorrere,

ctTESiON.]

;

—

Scour,

—
—

V.

i.

1.

To clean anything by

rubbing.

Shak.

To cleanse anything.

2.

Warm

water is softer t*an cold, for it scoureth better. Bacon.
3. To be purged freely ; to have a diarrhoea.
4. To run swiftly ; to rove or range in pursuit or search
of something ; to scamper.
So four fierce coursers, starting to the race.
Scour through the plain, and lengthen every pace. Dryden.
Scour, n. Diarrhoea or dysentery among cattle.
Scour'age (-aj ; 48), re. Refuse water after scouring.
Sconr'er (-3r), re. 1. One who, or that which, scours.
2.
rover or footpad ; a prowling robber.
In those days of highwaymen and scourers. Macaulay,
Scourge (skflrj), n, [F. escourgee, fr. L. excoriata
(sc. scutica) a stripped off (lash or whip), f r. excoriare to
strip, to skin.
See Excorute.] 1.
lash ; a strap or
cord especially, a lash used to inflict pain or punishment
an instrument of punishment pr discipline ; a whip.
Up to coach then goes
The observed maid, takes both the scourge and reins.

Scotland-

[L.]
Scotia !

my

dear,

all

;

eve,

[Poetic]

my native soil

Bums.

re.

event,

Chapman,
2. Hence, a means of inflicting punishment, vengeance,
or suffering ; an infliction or affliction ; a punishment.
Sharp scourges of adversity.
Chaucer,
What scourge for perjury
Can this dark monarchy afford false Clarence ? Shak,

6nd,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

&

v, t,
[imp,
p. p. Sooueqed (skflrjd);
re. Scourging (skur'jing).]
[From Scouhoe,
escorgier.]
1. To whip severely ; to lash.
Is it lawful ^or you to scourge a . . . Roman ? Acts xxii. 25.
2. To punish with severity ; to chastise ; to afflict, as
for sins or faults, and with the purpose of correction.
the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeih every
son whom he receiveth.
/feft. xii. 6.
3. To harass or afflict severely.
To scourge and impoverish the people. Brougham.

Scourge,

p. pr.

re.

.•

cf.

& vb.
OF.

Whom

Scour'ger
ishes

{Eccl. Hist.) A follower of
Erigena), a Franciscan scholastic
of the 9th century, who maintained certain doctrines in
philosophy and theology, in opposition to the Thomists,
or followers of Thomas Aquinas.
Scot'o-graph (skot'S-graf), re. [Gr. o-kotos darkness
-\-_-$raph.]
An instrument for writing in the dark, or
Maunder.
without seeing.

Soo'tist (sko'tist),

A

;

See niust. of Moldiho.

Duns Scotus (Johannes

final,

:

A

if

Scorpion (Androctonus oc-

II

Scot'O-my {skWt-mf),

;

;

&

which the sun enters about the twenty-third
day of October, marked thus [THJ in almanacs.

.

,

Sco-tO'ma (sk6-to'ma),

(skfir'jer),

re.

One who scourges

one who afflicts severely.
The West must own the scourger of the

or pun-

;

world.

Byron.

Scourse (skors), v. t. See ScoBSE. [06s.]
Scouse (skous), n. {Naut.) A sailor's dish. Bread
scotise contains no meat
lohscouse contains meat, etc.
See LoBscousE.
Ham. Nav. Encyc.
(skout),
Scout
n. [Icel. skUia a small craft or cutter.]
;

A

swift sailing boat.
[06s.]
So we took a scout, very much pleased with the
conversation of the passengers.

Scout,
ject.]

idea,

A

manner and
Pepys.

skUta to jut out. Cf. Scour to reprojecting rock.
Wright.
[Prov, Eng.]

n.

iU

;

[Icel.

old,

Sbey,

6rb,

odd

i
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Scout (skout), V. I. [Icel. skuta a taunt ; cf. Icel.
3kuta to jut out, skota to shove, skjoia to shoot, to shove.
See Shoot.] To reject with contempt, as something absurd ; to treat with ridicule ; to flout ; as, to scout an idea
Shak.
or an apology. " Flout 'em and scout 'em."
Scout, n. [OF. escoute scout, spy, fr. escotiter, escolier, to listen, to hear, F. ecouter, fr. L. auscullare, to
See Auscultation.]
hear with attention, to listen to.
es1. A person sent out to gain and bring in tidings
pecially, one employed in war to gain information of the
enemy.
an
condition
of
movemeDts and

Scram'ble (skrSm'b'l), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Scram(-b'ld)
vb. n. Scrambling (-bling).]
p. pr.
[Freq. of Prov. E. scramb to rake together with the
hands, or of scramp to snatch at.
Cf. Scrabble.]
1. To clamber with hands and knees
to scrabble ; as,
to scramble up a cliff to scramble over the rocks.
2. To struggle eagerly with others for something
thrown upon the ground to go down upon all fours to
seize something
to catch rudely at what is desired.
Of other care they little reckoning make,

;

Scouts each coast light-armed scour,
quarter, to descry the distant foe.

Mifton.

Each

—

2. A college student's or undergraduate's servant
so called in Oxford, England; at Cambridge called a
gyp; and at Dublin, a skip. ICanf]
3. {Cricket) A fielder in a game for practice.
ICollog.}
4. The act of scouting or reconnoitering.
Cowpei:
While the rat is on the scout.
;

—

—

SjTi.
Scout, Spy.
In a military sense a scojit is a
soldier w'ho does duty in his proper uniform, however
hazardous his adventure.
spy is one who in disguise
penetrates the enemies' lines, or lurks near them, to obtain information.
vb. n.
Scout, V. I. {imp.
p. p. Scouted p. pr.
Scouting. ] 1. To observe, watch, or look for, as a scout
to follow for the purpose of observation, as a scout.

A

&

&

;

Take more men,

And s^out him

Beau. Sf FJ.
to reconnoi-

round.

Scov'el

flat-

(skould)
vb. n. Scowling.]
[Akin to Dan. skule ; cf.
p. pr.
Icel. skolla to skulk, LG. sckulen to hide one's self, D.
sc/milen, G. schielen to squint, Dan. skele, Sw. skela,
Cf. Skulk.]
AS. sceolh squinting.
1. To wrinkle the
brows, as in frovming or displeasure ; to put on a frowning look to look sour, sullen, severe, or angry.
She scowled and frowned with froward countenance. Spenser.
;

&

Hence, to look gloomy, dark, or threatening
" The scowling heavens."
Thomson.
Scowl, V. t. 1. To look at or repel with a scowl or a

;

;

;

.

.

Scrag whale (Zo'dl.), a North Atlantic whalebone whale
(Agaphelus gibbosus).
By some it is considered the
young of the right whale.
Scrag'ged (-gSd), a. 1. Rough with irregular points,
or a broken surface scraggy as, a scragged backbone.
2. Lean and rough
scraggy.
Scrag'ged-neSB, n. Quality or state of being scragged.
Scrag'gl-ly (-gT-!y), adv. In a scraggy manner.
Scrag'Kl-ness, n.
The quality or state of being
;

;

(-gj^),

[Compar. Scraggier

a.
1.

Rough with

" A scraggy rock."
Lean and rough scragged.
neck."
scragged.
2.

;

Scrag'ly,

a.

;

" His sinewy, scraggy
Sir

W.

:

Scott.

See Scraggy.

Scrag'-necked' (-nSkf),
use,

(-gi-er)

irregular points;
J. Philips.

linite,

a.

rude,

Having a scraggy neck.
full,

tip,

am

;

pity

;

food,

foot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

bo

;

sing,

.

.

;

—

—

—

;

.scraggedness.

;

Scrag'gy

fuperl. Scraggiest.]

.

—

;

v. i.

;

4.

;

[U.S.]
1. To use the claws or nails in tearing
.

like the

;

;

SCT:iggy

Scratch,

;

;

;

;

—

;

Thackeray.
Halliwell.

.

or in digging ; to make scratches.
Dull, tame things, .
. that will neither bite nor scratch.
Dr. M. More.
2. {Billiards) To score, not by skillful play but by
some fortunate chance of the game. [Cant, U. <S.]
Scratch, n. 1. A break in the surface of a thing
made by scratching, or by rubbing with anything pointed
or rough a slight wound, mark, furrow, or incision.
The coarse file
makes deep scratches in the work. Moxon,
These nails with scratches shall deform my breast. Prior.
God forbid a shallow scratch should drfve
Shak.
The Prince of Wales from such a field as this.
2. {Pugilistic Matches) A line across the prize ring,
up to which boxers are brought when they join fight
hence, test, trial, or proof of courage as, to bring to
the scratch ; to cou-ie \yp to the scratch. [Cnre^] Grose.
3. pi. {Far.) Minute, but tender and troublesome, excoriations, covered with scabs, upon the heels of horses
which have been used where it is very wet or muddy.
Law (Partner's Veler. Adviser),
4. A kind of wig covering only a portion of the head.
5. {Billiards) A shot which scores by chance and not
[Cant, U. S.]
as iutended by the player; a fluke.
Scratch cradle. See Cratch cradle, under Cratch.
Scratch grass (Bot.), a climbing knotweed (Po/;/<707iuni
sa^ittatum) with a square stem beset with fine recurved
Same as
prickles along the angles.
Scratch wig.
Thackeray.
Scratch, 4, above.
Scratch, a. Made, done, or happening by chance
arranged with little or no preparation determined by
circumstances ; haphazard as, a scratch team ; a scratch
crew for a boat race a scratch shot in billiards. [S/nre^r]
Scratch race, one without restrictions regarding the
entrance of competitors also, one for which the competitors are chosen by lot.
Scratch'baok' (-bSk'), n. A toy which imitates the
used by drawing it across the
sound of tearing cloth,
back of unsuspecting i)ersons. [Eng.]
ScratCh'brush' (-brush'), n. A stiff wire brush for
cleaning iron castings and other metal.
Scratch' coat' (kof). Tlie first coat in plastering;^
See Pricking-up.
called also scralchwork.
Scratch'er (-er^, re. One who, or tliat which, scratches;

;

.

Scratched

:

To

;

p. p.

ticket in its entirety.

;

often folacquire avariciously and save penuriously
lowed by together or up ; as, to scrape money together.
The prelatical party complained that, to swell a number the
nonconformists did not choose, but scrape, subscribers. Fuller.
4. To express disapprobation of, as a play, or to silence,
as a speaker, by drawing the feet back and forth upon
3Iacaulay.
the floor
usually with down.
To scrape acquaintance, to seek acquaintance otherwise
Farquhar.
than by an introduction.
He tried to scrape acquaintance with her, but failed iffnominiously.
G. W. Cable.
Scrape, v. i. 1. To rub over the surface of anything
with something which roughens or removes it, or which
smooths or cleans it to rub harshly and noisily along.
as,
2. To occupy one's self with getting laboriously
he scraped and saved until he became rich. " [Spend]
Shak.
their scraping fathers' gold."
3. To play awkwardly and inharmoniously on a violin
or like instrument.
4. To draw back the right foot along the ground or
floor when making a bow.
Scrape, re. 1. The act of scraping also, the effect
of scraping, as a scratch, or a harsh sound ; as, a noisy
scrape on the floor a scrape of a pen.
2. A drawing back of the right foot when bowing
also, a bow made witli that accompaniment. If. Spencer.
3. A disagreeable and embarrnssing predicament out
of which one can not get vrithout undergoing, as it were,
a painful rubbing or scraping ; a perplexity a difficulty.
The too eager pursuit of this his old enemy through thick and
Bp. Warburton.
thin has led him into many of these scra/ien.
Scrape'pen'ny (-pSn'ny), n. One who gathers and
hoards money in trifling sums a miser.
Scrap'er (-er), n. 1. An instrument with which any(a) An instrument by
thing is scrapH. Specifically
which the soles of shoes are cleaned from mud and
the like, by drawing then\ across it. (A) An instrument
drawn by oxen or horses, used for scraping up earth in

&

[imp.

t.

;

—

;

xxvi.

(skrSch), v.

[Obs."]

Small sand-colored stones, so hard as to scratch glass. Grew.
Be mindful, when invention fails.
To scratch your head, and bite your nails.
Swift.
"Scratch
2. To write or draw hastily or awkwardly.
out a pamphlet."
Swift.
3. To cancel by drawing one or more lines through, as
the name of a candidate upon a ballot, or of a horse in a
list ; hence, to erase ; to efface ;
often mth out.
4. To dig or excavate with the claws ; as, some animals
scratch holes, in which they burrow.
To scratch a ticket, to cancel one or more names of
candidates on a party ballot to refuse to vote the party

—

Ji^zek.

to search.

;

;

and make her

;

;

collect by, or as by, a process of scraping ; to
gather in small portions by laborious effort ; hence, to

;

A rawboned person. \_Low']
A ragged, stunted tree or branch.

Scratch

To rake

i.

p. pr. & vb. n. Scratching.] [OE. cracchen
(perhaps influenced by OE. scratten to scratch) cf OHG.
chrazzon, G. kratzen, OD. kraisen, kretsen, D. krassen,
Sw. kratsa to scrape, kratta to rake, to scratch, Dan.
kradse to scratch, to scrape, Icel. krota to engrave. Cf.
Grate to rub.] 1. To rub aud tear or mark the surface
of with something sharp or ragged to scrape, roughen,
or wound slightly by drawing something pointed or rough
across, as the claws, the nails, a pin, or the like.

above).

3.

To

Cf. Scratch.]

[Obs.j

V.

fskrScht)

&

I will also scrape her dust from her,
top of a rock.

[OE. scratten.

t.

Burton.
Mir. for Mag.
re.
[Cf. AS. scritta an hermaphrodite, Ir. scrut
a scrub, a low, mean person, Gael, sgrut, sgruit, an old,
shriveled personj An hermaphrodite. [Obs."] Skinner.

&

;

(skrSt), V.

Scrat,
Scrat,

;

;

2.
3.

Scrat

;

scratch.

—

;

.

;

;

;

;

ver.

Scram'bler (skrSm'bler), re. 1. One who scrambles
one who climbs on all fours.
2. A greedy and unceremonious contestant.
Scram'bling (-bling), a. Confused and irregular;
awkward ; scambling.
Scram'bling-ly, adv.
A huge old scrambling bedroom. Sir ir. Scott.

;

&

;

Scrap'py

Locke.

tracts cut

;

Mary Cowden Clarke.
Consisting of scraps ; fragmen(-py), a.
lacking unity or consistency as, a scrappy lecture.
Thackeray.
A dreadfully scrappy dinner.

in scraps.

;

Scrap'book' (-b65k'), n. A blank book in which exfrom books and papers may be pasted and kept.
Scrape (skrap), v. t. [imp. &p,p. Scraped (skrapt)
p. pr. &, vb. n. Scraping.] [Icel. skrapa ; akin to Sw.
skrapa, Dan. skrabe, D. schrapen, schrabben, G. schrappen, and prob. to E. sharp.'] 1. To rub over the surface
of (something) with a sharp or rough instrument to rub
over with something that roughens by removing portions
of the surface to grate harshly over to abrade to make
even, or bring to a required condition or form, by moving the sharp edge of an instrument breadthwise over the
surface with pressure, cutting away excesses and superfluous parts to make smooth or clean as, to scrape a bone
with a knife to scrape a metal plate to an even surface.
2. To remove by rubbing or scraping (in the sense

;

.

tary

;

—

;

—

in

the expression of displeasure, suUenness, or
discontent in the countenance ; an angry frown.
With solemn phiz, and critic scowl.
Lloyd.
2. Hence, gloom dark or threatening aspect. Burns.
A ruddy storm, whose scowl
Made heaven's radiant face look foul. Crashaw.
ScOWl'lng-ly, adv. In a scowling manner.
Scrab'bed eggs' (skrSb'bSd ggz'). [Cf. Scramble.]
A Lenten dish, composed of eggs boiled hard, chopped,
and seasoned with butter, salt, and pepper.
Halliivell.
Scrabllle (skrSb'b'l), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Scrabbled (-b'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Scrabbling (-bling).]
[Freq. of scrape. Cf. Scramble, Scrawl, v. t.'] 1. To
scrape, paw, or scratch with the hands to proceed by
clawing with the hands and feet ; to scramble ; as, to
scrabble up a cliff or a tree.
Now after a while Little-faith came to himself, and getting up
tnade shift to scrabble on his way.
Bunyan.
2. To make irregular, crooked, or unmeaning marks
to scribble ; to scrawl.
David
scrabbled on the doors of the gate. 1 Sam. xxi. 13.
Scral)1)le, v. t. To mark with irregular lines or letters ; to scribble
as, to scrabble paper.
Scrabllle, n. The act of scrabbling ; a moving upon
the hands and knees a scramble also, a scribble.
Scra'ber (skra'ber), n. [Cf. Scrabble.] {Zo'ol.) (a)
The Manx shearwater. (6) Tlie black guillemot.
Scral'Ue (skrSf'f'l), v. i.
[See Scramble: cf. OD.
schraeffelen to scrape.] To scramble or struggle to wrangle also, to be industrious.
[Prov. Eng.']
Halliwell.
Scrag (skrSg), n. [Cf. dial. Sw. skraka a great dry
tree, a long, lean man, Gael, sgreagnch dry, shriveled,
rocky. See Shrink, and cf. ScR0G,SHRAG,n.]
1. Something thin, lean, or rough ; a bony piece ; especially, a
bony neckpiece of meat ; hence, humorously or in contempt, the neck.
Lady MacScrew, who
serves up a scrag of mutton on sil.

scramble.

;

Milton.

&

;

Scrap'lng, a. Resembling the act of, or the effect produced by, one who, or that which, scrapes as, a scraping
noise a scraping miser.
Scrap'lng-ly, adv.
Scrap'pl-ly (skrSp'pI-iy), adv. In a scrappy manner;

;

— Scrap

;

frowning

;

ings of the street.

Scrap forcings, forgings made from wrought iron scrap.
iron,
(rt) Cuttmgs and waste pieces of wrought
iron from which bar iron or f orgings can be made
called
also icroughi-iron scrap, (ft) Fragments of cast iron or
defective castings suitable for remelting in the foundry
called also foundry scrap, or cast scrap.

2.

to lower.

To express by a scowl as, to scowl defiance.
Scowl, n. 1. The wrinkling of the brows or face

;

ring the yolks and whites together while cooking.
Scram'ble, n. 1. The act of scrambling, climbing on
all fours, or clambering.
2. The act of jostling and pushing for something desired
eager and unceremonious struggle for what is
thrown or held out as, a scramble for office.
Scarcity [of money] enhances its price, and increases the

—

;

2.

:

Than how to scramble at the shearer's feast.
Milton.
Scram'ble (skrSm'b'l), v. t. 1. To collect by scramas, to scramble up wealth.
Marlowe.
2. To prepare (eggs) as a dish for the table, by stir-

;

roads, digging cellars, canals, etc.

instrument having two or three sharp

tympan sheet and thus produce the impression.
Specifically
2. One who scrapes.
{a) One who plays
awkwardly on a violin. (6) One who acquires avariciously and saves penuriously.
Scrap'lng (skrap'ing), re. 1. The act of scraping;
the act or process of making even, or reducing to the
proper form, by means of a scraper.
2. Something scraped off that which is separated from
a substance, or is collected by scraping as, the scrap-

;

bling

An

{Naut.)

the

;

;

bottomed boat, having broad, square ends.

frown.

;

&

;

Scow, V. t. To transport in a scow.
Scowl (skoul), V. i. [imp. & p. p. ScowLED

(c)

sides or edges, for cleaning the planks, masts, or decks
of a ship,
(d) {Lithography) In the printing press,
a board, or blade, the edge of which is made to rub over

;

[OF. escouve, escouvette, broom,
ysgubell, dim. of ysgub a broom.]

W.

cf.

making or repairing

;

&

(skiiv"l), n.

A mop for sweeping ovens a malkin.
Scow (skou), n. [D. schoutv.'] (JVatd.) A large

&

&

;

Scranch (skranch), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Scranched
vb. n. Scranching.]
(skrancht) ; p. pr.
[Cf. D.
schransen to eat greedily, G. schramen. Cf. Crunch,
Scrunch.] To grind with the teeth, and with a crackling
sound ; to craiuich. [Prov. Eng.
Colloq. U. S.^
Scrank'y (skrank'y), a. Thin lean. [Scot.^
Scran'nel (skran'ngl), a. [Cf. Scrawny.] Slight
thin; lean; poor.
[Obs.'\
Grate on their scrannel pipes of wretched straw. Milton.
Scran'ny (-ny), a. [See Scrannel.] Thin; lean;
meager scrawny ; scrannel. [Prov. Eng.
Scot.^
Scrap (skrSp), n. [OE. scrappe, fr. Icel. skrap trifle,
cracking. See Scrape, i;. <.]
1. Something scraped off
hence, a small piece
a bit ; a fragment a detached,
incomplete portion.
I have no materials
not a scrap. De Quincey.
2. Specifically, a fragment of something written or
printed ; a brief excei-pt ; an unconnected extract.
3. pi. The crisp substance that remains after trying
out animal fat ; as, pork sa-aps.
4. pi. Same as Scrap iron, below.

2. To pass over or through, as a scout ;
ter ; as, to scout a country.
Scout, V. i. To go on the business of scouting, or
watching the motions of an enemy ; to act as a scout.
With obscure wing
Scout far and "wide into the realm of night.
Jlilton.

L. scopae, or

bled

any rasorial bird.
ScratCh'lng-ly, adv. With the action of scratching.

specifically {Zo'ol.),

Scratch'weed'
Scratch'work'
Scratch'y (-y)'

(-wed'),

re.

{Bot.) Cleavers.

See Scratch coat.
Characterized by scratches.
scratli
a turf, sgrailh a turf,
Scraw (skra), n. [Ir.
green sod ak'iii to Gael, sgralh, sgroih, the outer skin
of anything, a turf, a greensod.] A turf. [Oi.s'.j Swift.
Scrawl (skral), v. i. See Crawl. [Ohs.] Lntimer.
Scrawl, r. /!' [imp.
p. p. Scrawled (skrald) p.
2yr.
vb. n. Scrawling.]
[Probably corrupted from
(-wfli-k'), n.
"•

;

&

&

;

scrabble.] To draw or mark awkwardly and irregularly
to write hastily and carelessly ; to scratch ; to scribble
as, to scrawl a letter.
His njune, scrawled by himself.
Macatday.

ink

;

v. i.
To write unskillfuUy and inelegantly.
TluMiRh with a golden pen you scrawl.
Swi/^

Scrawl,

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

SCRAWL

N
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Unskillful or inelegant writing
that which is unskillfuUy or inelegantly written.
The left hand will make such a scrawl, that it will not be
(skral), n.

legible.

Arbulhnot.

You bid me write no more than a scrawl to you. Gray.
Scrawl'er (-er), n. One who scrawls a hasty, awkward writer.
;

Scraw'ny
thin

(skra'ny), a.

rawboned

bony

Meager;

scranny.
Scray (skra), n. [Cf. W. ysgrden, ysgraell, a sea
swallow, Armor. sTcrav.'] (Zool.) A tern; the sea swallow.
[Prow. Eng.'] [Written also scraye.']
Sore'a-We (skre'a-b'l), a. [L. screare to hawk, spit
out.]
Capable of being spit out. [Oii.]
Bailey.
Screak (skrek), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Sckeaked (skrekt)
p. pr. & vb. n. ScKEAKiNO.] [Cf. Icel. skraskja to screech.
Cf. Creak, v., Screech.]
To utter suddenly a sharp,
shrill sound ; to screech ; to creak, as a door or wheel.
Screak, n. A creaking; a screech; a shriek. Bp. Bull.
Scream (skrem), V. i. \i7n.p.
p. p. Screamed
(skremd) p. pr.
vb. n. Screaming.]
[Icel. skrxma
to scare, terrify ; akin to Sw. skr'dma, Dan. skrsemme.
Cf. Screech.]
To cry out with a shrill voice ; to utter a
sudden, sharp outcry, or shrill, loud cry, as in fright or
extreme pain ; to shriek ; to screech.
I heard the owl scream and the crickets cry.
Shak.
And scream thyself as none e'er screamed before. Pope.
Scream, n. A sharp, shrill cry, uttered suddenly, as
" Screams of
in terror or in pain ; a shriek ; a screech.
horror."
Pope.
Scream'er (-er), n. (ZoSl.) Any one of three species
of South American birds constituting
the family Anhimidx, and the suborder Palamedex.
They have two
spines on each wing, and the head
is either crested or horned.
They are
;

;

;

&

&

;

Gl

Scbamnel.]

[Cf.

easily tamed, and
then serve as guardians for other
poultry. The crest-

ed

screamers,
belong

or
to

chajas,

the genus Chauna.

The -horned
screamer, or kamichi, is

Palamedea

Scream'lng,
1. Uttering

screams

SCRIBE
picture, is

thrown by a

etc.

A long,

coarse riddle or sieve, sometimes a revolving perforated cylinder, used
to separate the coarser from the finer parts,
as of coal, sand, gravel, and the hke.
Screen (skren), v. t. \imp.
p. p.
Screened (skrend) ; p. pr. vb. n. Sceeenma.] 1. To provide with a shelter or
(4) for
means of concealment ; to separate or cut Screen
Gravel, etc.
off from inconvenience, inj\iry, or danger
to shelter ; to protect ; to protect by hiding ; to conceal
as, fruits screened from cold winds by a forest or a hill.
They were encouraged and screened by some who were in
high commands.
Macaulay.
4.

&

&

genus Pandanus, of which there are about fifty species,
natives of tropical lands from Africa to Polynesia; —
named from the spiral arrangement of the pineapple-like

—

leaves.
Screw plate, a device for cutting threads on
small screws, consisting of a thin steel plate having a
series of perforations with internal screws forming dies. —
Screw press, a press in which pressure is exerted by means
of a screw.
Screw propeller, a screw or spiral bladed
wheel, used

—

2. To pass, as coal, gravel, ashes, etc. , through a screen
in order to separate the coarse from the fine, or the

worthless from the valuable

Screen'ings

;

to

(-Tngz), «. pi.

der,

sift.

The refuse

left

after

spiral One form

Screw (skru), n. [OE. scrue, OF. escroue, escroe,
female screw, F. ecrou, L. scrobis a ditch, trench, in LL.,
the hole made by swine in rooting cf. D. schroef a
screw, G. schraube, Icel. skru/a.] 1. A cylinder, or a
cylindrical perforation, having a continuous rib, called the thread, winding
round it spirally at a constant inclination, so as to leave a continuous spiral
groove between one turn and the next,
used chiefly for producing, when
revolved, motion or pressure in the
;

—

direction of its axis, by the sliding of
the threads of the cylinder in the
grooves between the threads of the
perforation adapted to it, the former
being distinguished as the external,
or male screw, or, more usually, the Screw, a External
screiv; the\a,tter as tbe internal, or /eor Male Screw;
& Internal or Female screw, or, more usually, the nut.
male Screw.
ffr^ss=3 1111
1
(ES^ ihe screw, as a mechanical shown in Section
power, is a modification of the inclined
plane, and may be regarded as a right-angled triangle
wrapped round a cylinder, the hypotenuse of the triangle marking the spiral thread of the screw, its base
equaling the circumference of the cylinder, and its
height the pitch of the thread.

a kind of nail with a spiral thread and
a head with a nick to receive the end of the screw-driver.
Screws are much used to hold together pieces of wood
or to fasten something
caUed also wood screws, and
sci'ew nails.
See also Screw bolt, below.
3. Anything shaped or acting like a screw
esp., a
form of wheel for propelling steam vessels. It is placed
at the stern, and furnished with blades having helicoidal
surfaces to act against the water in the maimer of a
screw. See Screw propeller, below.
4. A steam vessel propelled by a screw instead of
wheels ; a screw steamer ; a propeller.
5. An extortioner ; a sharp bargainer a skinflint a
niggard.
Thackeray.
6. An instructor who examines with great or unnecessary severity ; also, a searching or strict examination of
a student by an instructor. [Cant, American Colleges']
7. A small packet of tobacco.
[Slang]
Maykew.
8. An unsound or worn-out horse, useful as a hack,
and commonly of good appearance.
Ld. Lytton.
9. {Math.) A straight line in space with which a definite linear magnitude termed the pitch is associated (cf
5th Pitch, 10 (ft)). It is used to express the displacement of a rigid body, which may always be made to
consist of a rotation about an axis combined witli a

;

shriek-

21
Ha vine the
nature of a scream

;

Crested Screamer (Chauna c^at-arm).
like

;

a scream

;

shrill

;

sharp.

The

fearful matrons raise a screaming cry.
Dryden.
Scree (skre), n.
pebble; a stone; also, a heap of
stones or rocky debris. \_Prov. Eng.']
Souihey.

A

Screech

(skrech),

v. i.

limp.

&

p. p. Screeched

(skrecht) ; p.pr.&vb. n. Screechino.] [Also formerly,
scritch, OE. skriken, skrichen, schriken, of Scand. origin
cf. Icel. skrsekja to shriek, to screech, skrikja to titter,

Sw. skrika to shriek, Dan. skrige ; also Gael, sgreach,
sgreuch, W. ysgi-ec/iio, Skr. k/iarj to creak. Cf. Shriek,
v., Scream, v.]
To utter a harsh, shrill cry ; to make a
sharp outcry, as in terror or acute pain ; to scream ; to
" The screech owl, screeching loud."
shriek.
Shak.
harsh, shrill cry, as of one in acute
Screecb, n.
pain or in fright ; a shriek ; a scream.

A

—

Screech bird, or Screech thrash (Zobl.), the fieldfare
so
called from its harsh cry before rain.— Screech hawk (ZooL), the European goatsucker
so called from its note.
[Prov. Eng.]
Screech owl. (Zool.) (a)
small American
owl (Scops asio), either gray or
reddish in color. (J) The European bam owl. The name is applied also to other species.
;

;

—

Screech'ers

—

A

{Zo-

(-erz), n. pi.

The picarian birds, as distinguished from the singing birds,
Screech'y (-y), a. Like a
screech shrill and harsh.
Screed (skred), n. [Prov. E.,
ol.)

A

.

A

;

Screen

(skren), n.
[OE. scren, OF. escrein, eseran,
F. ecran, of uncertain origin; cf. G. schirm a screen,
OHG. scirm, scerm, a protection, shield, or G. schragen
a trestle, a stack of wood, or 6. schranne a railing.]
1. Anything that separates or cuts off inconvenience,
injury, or danger ; that which shelters or conceals from
view ; a shield or protection ; as, a fire screen.

Tourleavy screens throw down.
Some ambitious men seem as screens to princes
of danger and envy.

Shak.
in matters

Bacon.

A

2. (Arch.)
dwarf wall or partition carried up to a certain height for separation and protection, as in a church,
to separate the aisle from the choir, or the like.
surface, as that afforded by a curtain, sheet, wall,
3.

A

senate,

c&re,

;

translation parallel to that axis.

10. {Zo'ol.) An amphipod crustacean; as, the skeleton screw {Caprella). See Sand screw, under Sand.
Archimedes screw, Compound screw, Foot screw, etc. See
under Archimedes, Compound, Foot, etc. A screw loose,
something out of order, so that vrork is not done smoothH. Martineau.
ly as, there is a screw loose somewhere.
Endless, or Perpetual, screw, a screw used to give motion
to a toothed wheel by the action of its threads between
the teeth of the wheel
Lag screw.
called also a worm.
See under Lag.
Micrometer screw, a screw with fine
threads, used for the measurement of very small spaces.
Right and left screw, a screw having threads upon the
Screw
opposite ends which wind in opposite directions.
alley.
Screw bean. (Bot.)
See Shaft alley, under Shaft.
(a) The curious spirally coiled pod of a leguminous tree
(Prosopis pubescens) growing from Texas to California.
It is used for fodder, and ground into meal by the In-

—

;

;

—

—

—

for the coat, applied to the wall
at intervals of four or five feet, as
a guide. (6)
wooden straightedge used to lay across the plaster
screed, as a limit for the thickness
of the coat.
fragment; a portion; a ,_
2.
„
.
„ ,
American Screech Owl.
Bhred.
IScot.]
Screed, n.
[See 1st Screed.
For sense 2 cf. also
Gael, sgread an outcry.] 1.
breach or rent ; a breaking forth into a loud, shrill sound ; as, martial screeds.
2. An harangue ; a long tirade on any subject.
The old carl gae them a screed of doctrine ye mi^ht have
heard him a mile down the wind.
Sir W. Scott.

ale,

;

—

a shred, the border of a cap. See
Bhred.] 1. (Arch.) (a) A strip of
plaster of the thickness proposed

A

;

—

;

—

&m, arm, ask,

—

—

dians, (ft) The tree itself.
Its heavy hard wood is
used for fuel, for fencing,
and for railroad ties.
Screw bolt, a bolt hay-

—

g
a screw thread on its
.
,
shank, in distinction from a key bolt.
Screw box, a device, resembling a die, for cutting the
thread on a wooden screw.

mg

^^^^_

„

-r.

See 1st Bolt,

3.

—

genus Turritella and

under

—
—

—

Screw (skru), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Screwed (skrud)
p. pr. & vb. n. Screwing.] 1. To turn, as a screw to
apply a screw to
to press, fasten, or make firm, by
means of a screw or screws ; as, to screw a lock on a
;

;

door ; to screiv a press.
2.

eve,

event,

to squeeze ; to press, as by screws.
your courage to the sticking place.

Shah,

3.
extortion upon to oppress by
unreasonable or extortionate exactions.
Our country landlords, by unmeasurable screwing and racking their tenants, have already reduced the miserable people to
a worse condition than the peasants in France.
Swift.
4. To twist to distort as, to screw his visage.
He sa-eived his face into a hardened smile.
Dryden,
5. To examine rigidly, as a student to subject to a
severe examination. [Cant, American Colleges]
To screw out, to press out to extort.
To screw up, to
force to bring by violent pressure. JJowell.
To screw
In, to force in by turning or twisting.
Screw, V. i. 1. To use violent means in making exactions to be oppressive or exacting.
Howitt.
2. To turn one's self uneasily with a twisting motion
as, he screws about in his chair.
Screw'-cut'tlng (-kuf ting), a. Adapted for forming a screw by cutting as, a screw-cutting lathe.
Screw' -driv'er (-driv'er), n. A tool for turning
screws so as to drive them into their place. It has a
thin end which enters the nick in the head of the screw.
Screw'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, screws.
Screw'lng, a.
n, from Screw, v. t.
Screwing machine. See Screw machine, under Screw.
Scrib'a-Me (skrlb'a^b'l), a. [See Scribe.] Capable
of being vn-itten, or of being written upon.
[/?.]
Scrl-ba'tiOUB (skrt-ba'shiis), a. [See Scribe.I Skillful in, or fond of, writing.
Barrow,
[Obs.]
Sciibliet (skrib'bet), n. A painter's pencil.
Scrib'ble (-b'l), v. t.
(Woolen
[Cf. Scrabble.]
Manuf.) To card coarsely; to run through the scribbling machine.
[imp.
Scrib'ble, v. t.
p. p. Scribbled (-b'ld)
vb. n. Scribbling (-bllug).]
[From Scribe.]
p. pr.
1. To write hastily or carelessly, without regard to
correctness or elegance as, to scribble a letter.
2. To fill or cover with careless or worthless writing.
Scrib'ble, v. i. To write without care, elegance, or
value ; to scrawl.
:

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

&

&

&

;

If Mcevius scribble in Apollo's spite.
Pope,
Scrib'ble, n. Hasty or careless writing ; a writing of
little value ; a scrawl ; as, a hasty scribble.
Boyle.
Neither did I but vacant seasons spend
In this my scribble.
Bunyan.

Scrib'ble-ment (-ment), n.

A scribble.

[J?.]

Foster.

One who scribbles a petty
Scrib'bler (-bier), n.
author ; a writer of no reputation a literary hack.
;

dine. Granville,

—

I

1

Scribe (skrib), n. [L. scriba, fr. scribere to write
Gr. aKOLpKfioi a splinter, pencil, style (for writing),
E. scarify. Cf. Ascribe, Descbibb, Script, Scrivener,
Scrdtoiee.]
1. One who writes
a draughtsman ; a
writer for another ; especially, an official or public writer ; an amanuensis or secretary a notary ; a copyist.
2. (Jewish Hist.) A writer and doctor of the law one
skilled in the law and traditions one who read and explained the law to the people.
;

making screws
and other turned pieces from

;

;

scj-ew

And we '11 not fail.
Hence To practice

cf.

;

cessively, for

^R

force

But

ye pert scribblimj folks
Goldsmith.
Scrib'bling, n. The act of writing hastily or idly.
Scrib'bling-ly, adv. In a scribbling manner.

manufacture of wood screws,
A machine tool resem(ft)
bling a lathe, having a number of cutting tools that can be
caused to act on the work suc-

final,

To

Ye newspaper witlings

;

metal rods. — Screw nine (Bot. ),
any plant of the endogenous

—

;

;

Screw jack.
Same as Jackscrew.— Screw key, a wrench
for turning a screw or nut a
spanner wrench.
Screw machine,
(a) One of a series
of machines employed in the

—

;

—

opened or closed by a screw.
Screw worm (Zo'ol.), the
larva of an American ^y (C'ompsomyia macellaria), allied
to the blowflies, which sometimes deposits its eggs in
the nostrils, or about wounds, in man and other animals,
with fatal results. — Screw wrench, (a) A wrench for
turning a screw, (ft) A wrench with an adjustable jaw
that is moved by a screw. — To put the screw, or screws,
on, to use pressure upon, as for the purpose of extortion
to coerce. — To put under the screw or screws, to subject
to pressure to force. — Wood screw, a metal screw with
a sharp thread of coarse pitch, adapted to holding fast
in wood. See Illust. of Wood screw, under Wood.
is

A scribbling machine.
Scrib'bling (-blTng), n. [See 1st Scribble.] The act
or process of carding coarsely.
Scribbling siachlne, the machine used for the first carding of wool or other fiber
called also scribbler,
Scrib'bling, a. Writing hastily or poorly.

—

Spiral.

—
—

allied genera.
See TuEErrKiLA.
Screw
steamer, a steamship propelled by a screw.
Screw
thread, the spiral rib which forms a screw.
Screw stone
(.Paleon.), the fossil stem of an encrinite.
Screw tree
(Bot.), any plant of the genus Helicteres, consisting of
about thirty species of tropical shrubs, with simple leaves
and spirally twisted, five-celled capsules
also called
twisted-horn, and twisty. Screw valve, a stop valve which

Scrib'bler, n.

—

—

;

bladed Screw Propeller,

ciaUy of the

The scribbler, pinched with hunger, writes to

—

gear,

neller (s) in position

espe-

;

Screw dock. See under Dock.
Screw engine, a marine engine for driving a screw propeller.
Screw gear. See Spiral

of Screw Propeller,
a Section of
Stern of Steam Vessel, showing Screw Pro.
6 Rear View of Three-

gastropod
shell,

screening sand, coal, ashes, etc.

2. Specifically,

eornula.
a.

upon which an image, as a
magic lantern, solar microscope,
etc.,

;

Screw Pine.

£nd, fern,

recent

;

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey. drb, 5dd
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SCRIBE
{imp.
(skrib), v. t.
n. SciUBiNQ.] 1.
[Ofo.]
to inscribe.

Scribe
p-pr.

upon

& vb.

& p.
To

p. Scribed (skribd)
write, engrave, or mark

Spenser.
2. {Carp.) To cut (anything) in such away as to fit
closely to a somewliat irregular surface, as a baseboard
to a floor which is out of level, a board to the curves of
so called because the worka molding, or the like
man marks, or scribes, with the compasses the line that
he afterwards cuts.
3. To score or mark with compasses or a scribing iron.
Scribing Iron, an iron-pointed instrument for scribing,
or marking, casks and logs.
Scribe, v. i. To make a mark.
;

;

—

"With the separated points of a pair of spring dividers scribe
around the edge of the templet.
A. M. Mayer.

Scrib'er (skrib'er), n.
A sharp-pointed tool, used
by joiners for drawing lines on stuff a marking awl.
Scrlb'ism (-Iz'm), n. The character and opinions of
a Jewish scribe in the time of Christ. F. W. Soberison.
Scrld (skrid), n. A screed a shred a fragment. [JJ.]
Scrig'gle (skrig'g'l), v. i. To wriggle. [Prov. Eng.}
Scrim (skrim), n. 1. A kind of light cotton or Imen
fabric, often woven in openwork patterns,
used for
curtains, etc.
called also India scrim.
2. pi. Thin canvas glued on the inside of panels to
prevent shrinking, checking, etc.
Scrl'mer (skrl'mer), n.
[F. escrimeur.
See Skirmish.] A fencing master.
[Ofo.]
Shak.
Scrim'mage (skrim'maj 48), n. [A corruption of
skirmish. ^^ Soie scrymmis/ie." Ld. Bemers.'] [Written also scrummage.'} 1. Formerly, a skirmish now, a
general row or confused fight or struggle.
2. (Football) The struggle in the rush lines after the
ball is put in play.
Scrimp (skrimp), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Scrimped
(skrimt 215) p. pr. & vb. n. Scrimping.] [Cf. Dan.
tkrumpe, G. schrumpfen, D. krimpen.
Cf. Shrimp,
;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

Shrink.]
To make too small or short ; to limit or
straiten ; to put on short allowance to scant ; to contract to shorten ; as, to scrimp the pattern of a coat.
Scrimp, a. Short ; scanty ; curtailed.
Scrimp, n.
pinching miser ; a niggard. [U. <?.]
;

;

A

&

Scrimp'ing, a.
n. from Scrimp, v. t.
Scrimping bar, a device used in connection with a calico
printing machine for stretching the fabric breadthwise
so that it may be smooth for printing.
Knight.
Scrlmp'lng-ly, adv. In a scrimping manner.
Scrlmp'ness, n. The state of being scrimp.
Scrlmp'tlon (-shun), n. A small portion ; a pittance
a little bit. [Prov. Fng.-\
Malliwell.
Scrlm'Shaw^ (skrim'sha'), V. t. To ornament, as
shells, ivory, etc., by engraving, and (usually) rubbing
pigments into the incised lines. \_Sailors' cant, U. S.}
Scrim'shaW, n. A shell, a whale's tooth, or the like,
that is scrimshawed. \_Sailors'' cant, U. S.]
Serine (skrin), n. [L. scrinium a case for books, letters, etc.
cf. OF. escrin, F. ecrin.
See Shrine.] A
chest, bookcase, or other place, where writings or curiosities are deposited
a shrine. [OJs.]
But laid them up in his immortal serine.
Spenser.
Scringe (ekrinj), V. i.
[imp.
p. p. Scrinqed
(skrinjd); p. pr.
vb. n. Soringinq (skrin'jing).]
[Cf. Cringe.]
To cringe. [Prov. Eng.
Local, U. S.}
Scrip (skrtp), n. [OE. scrippe, probably of Scand.
origin cf . Icel.
OSw. skreppa, and also LL. scrippum,
OF. esquerpe, escrepe, F. echarpe scarf.
Cf. Scrap,
Scarp a piece of dress.]
A small bag ; a wallet a
satchel.
[Archaic]
Chaucer.
And in requital ope his leathern scrip.
Milton.
Scrip, n. [From script.^ 1. A small writing, certificate, or schedule ; a piece of paper containing a writing.
Call them generally, man by man, according to the scrip. Shak.
Bills of exchange can not pay our debts abroad, till scrips of
paper can be made current coin.
Locke.
2. A preliminary certificate of a subscription to the
capital of a bank, railroad, or other company, or for
a share of other joint property, or a. loan, stating the
amount of the subscription and the date of the payment
of the installments ; as, insurance scrip, consol scrip,
etc.
When all the installments are paid, the scrip is exchanged for a bond or share certificate.
3. Paper fractional currency.
[Collog. U. S.}
Scrlp'page (-paj ; 48), n. The contents of a scrip, or
wallet. [Ofts.J
Shak.
Script (skript), n. [OE. scrit, L. scriptum something
written, fr. scribere, scriptum, to write cf. OF. escnpt,
escrit, F. ^crit.
See Scribe, and cf. Scrip a writing.]
1. A writing; a written document.
[Obs."] Chaucer.
2. {Print.) Type made in imitation of handwriting.

a. (Bot.)

Of or pertaining to a very large natural order of gamopetalous plants (Scrophulariacese, or Scrophularineie),
usually having irregular didynamous flowers and a twoI have put it in scripture and in remembrance.
Chaucer. celled pod. The order includes the mullein, foxglove,
Then the Lord of Manny read the scripture on the tomb, the snapdragon, figwort, painted cup, yellow rattle, and
which was in Latin.
Ld. Bemers. some exotic trees, as the Paulownia.
2. The books of the Old and the New Testament, or
Scro'tal (skro'tal), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to
of either of them
the Bible
used by way of emi- the scrotum as, scrotal hernia.
nence or distinction, and chiefly in the plural.
Scro'tl-form (-tT-f8rm), a. [L. scrotum scrotum -JThere is not any action which a man ought to do, or to for- -form.} Purse-shaped ; pouch-shaped.
bear, but the Scripture will give him a clear precept or prohibiScro'tO-cele (-tS-sel), re.
[Scrotum
Gr. k^Aij a
tion for it.
South.
tumor cf. F. scrotoceie.} (Med.) A rupture or hernia
Compared with the knowledge which the Scriptures contain, in the scrotum scrotal hernia.
every other subject of human inquiry is vanity.
JBuckmitister.
Scro'tum (skro'tiim), re. [L.] (Anat.) The bag or
3. A passage from the Bible
a text.
pouch which contains the testicles ; the cod.
The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose.
Shak.
Scrouge (skrouj), V. t. [Etymol. uncertain.] To
Hanging by the twined thread of one doubtful Scripture.
crowd to squeeze. [Prov. Eng.
Collog. U. S.}
Milton,
Screw (skro or skrou), re. [See Escrow, Scroll.]
Scrlp-tU'rl-an (-tu'ri-an), n. A Scripturist. [Obs.}
1. A scroll.
[Obs.}
Palsgrave.
Scrip'tur-lst (skrip'tiir-ist; 135), re. One who is
2. A clipping from skins a currier's cuttings.
strongly attached to, or versed in, the Scriptures, or who
(skroil), m.
Scroyle
[Cf. OF. escrouoelle a kind of
endeavors to regulate his life by them.
vermin, escrouelles, pi., scrofula, F. ec7-ovelles, fr. (asThe Puritan was a Scripturist, — a Scripturist with all his sumed) LL. scrofellae, for L. scrofulae. See Scrofula,
heart, if as yet with imperfect intelligence ... he cherislied
and cf. Crpels.] A mean fellow a wretch. [Obs.} Shak.
the scheme of looking to the Word of God as his sole and universal directory.
Scrub (skriib), v. i. [imp. p. p. Scrubbed (skriibd)
Palfrey.
vb. re. Scrubbing.]
[OE. scrobben, probably of
p. pr.
Scrlt (skrit), n. [See Script.] Writing; document
Dutch
or Scand. origin cf. Dan. skivbbe, Sw. skrubba,
" Of every scrit and bond."
scroll.
[Obs.']
Chaucer.
D.
schrobben,
LG.
schrubben.}
To rub hard to wash
Scrltcb (skrich), n. A screech, [i?.]
with rubbing usually, to rub with a wet brush, or with
Perhaps it is the owlet's sci-itch.
Coleridge.
something coarse or rough, for the purpose of cleaning
Scrlve'ner (skriv'ner or skriv''n-er), n. [From older or brightening as, to scrub a floor, a doorplate.
;
scrivein, OP. escrivain, F. eo'ivain, LL. scribanus, from
Scrub, V. i. To rub anything hard, especially with a
L. scribere to write. See Scribe.]
1. A professional
wet brush to scour hence, to be diligent and penuriwriter one whose occupation is to draw contracts or
ous as, to scrub hard for a living.
prepare writings.
Shale.
Scrub, re. 1. One who labors hard and lives meanly;
The writer better scrivener than clerk.
Fuller.
a mean fellow. " A sorry scrM J.
Bunyan.
2. One whose business is to place money at interest
We should go there in as proper a manner as possible not
a broker. [Obs.}
Dry den. altogether like the scrubs about us.
Goldsmith.
3. A writing master.
[Prov. Eng.}
Halliwell.
2. Something small and mean.
Scrivener's palsy. See Writer''s cramp, under Writer.
3. A worn-out brush.
Ainsworth.
4. A thicket or jungle, often specified by the name of
(skro-blk'iJ-la),
pi.
Scro-bic'U-la
re. ;
Schobicul^
(-le).
[NL. See Sorobiculate.]
(Zool.) One of the the prevailing plant ; as, oak scrub, palmetto scrub, etc.
5. (Stock Breeding) One of the common live stock of
smooth areas surrounding the tubercles of a sea urchin.
Scro-blC'U-lar C-ler), a.
(Zodl.) Pertaining to, or a region of no particular breed or not of pure breed,
esp.
when inferior in size, etc. [U. S.}
surrounding, scrobiculaa as, scrobicular tubercles.
Scrub bird (Zool.), an Australian passerine bird of the
Scro-blC'U-late (-u-lat),
1 a.
[L. scrobiculus, dim.
famOy
Atrichorniihidse, as Atrichia clumosa ;
called
of scrobis a ditch or
Scro-blc'U-la'teil (-la'tgd), )
Serab oak (5o<.), the popular name of
trench.] (Bot.) Having numerous small, shallow de- also brush bird.
several dwarfish species of oak. The scrub oak of New
pressions or hollows ; pitted.
England and the Middle States is Quercus ilicifolia, a
Scrod (skrod), 1 re. A young codfish, especially when scraggy shrub; that of the Southern States is a small
cut open on the back and dressed. tree ( Q. Catesbsei) ; that of the Rocky Mountain region is
Scrode (skrod), J
[Written also escrod.} [Local, U. S.}
Q. undulata, var. Gambelii.
Scrub robin (Zool.), an AusScred'dled ware' (skrod'd'ld wSr')- Mottled pot- tralian singmg bird of the genus Brymodes.
tery made from scraps of differently colored clays.
Scrub, a. Mean ; dirty contemptible ; scrubby.
Scrof'U-Ia (skr5f'u-la), n. [L. scrofulae, fr. scrofa a
How solitary, how scrub, does this town look Walpolp.
breeding sow, because swine were supposed to be subject
No little scrub joint shall come on m j board.
Sw(/'t.
to such a complaint, or by a fanciful comparison of the
Scrub game, a game, as of ball, by unpracticed players.
Scrub race, a race between scrubs, or between untrained
glandular swellings to little pigs; perhaps akin to Gr.
ypo/iK^as an old sow: cf. F. scrofules.
Cf. Scrotle.] animals or contestants.
(Med.) A constitutional disease, generally hereditary,
Scrub'bed (-bgd), a. Dwarfed or stunted scrubby.
especially manifested by chronic enlargement and cheesy
ScrubTjer (-ber), re. 1. One who, or that which,
degeneration of the lymphatic glands, particularly those scrubs esp. , a brush used in scrubbing.
2. (Gas Manuf.) A gas washer. See under Gas.
of the neck, and marked by a tendency to the development of chronic intractable infiammations of the skin,
Scrub'board' (-bord') , re. A baseboard a mopboard.
mucous membrane, bones, joints, and other parts, and
Scrub'by (-by), a. [Compar. Scrubbier (-bi-er);
by a diminution in the power of resistance to disease or superl. Scrubbiest.] Of the nature of scrub small and
mean
stunted in growth ; as, a scrubby cur. " Dense,
injury and in the capacity for recovery. Scrofula is now
;
Luke of Argyll,
generally held to be tuberculous in character, and may scrubby woods."
Scrub'Stone' (-ston'), re. A species of calciferous
develop into general or local tuberculosis (consumption).
Scrof'u-llde (-ltd or -lid), re. (Med.) Any affection sandstone. [Prov. Eng.}
Scruff (skriif), re. [See Scurf.] Scurf. [Obs.}
of the skin dependent on scrofula.
Scruff, re. [Cf. Scuff.] The nape of the neck the
Scrof'U-lOUS (-Ills), a. [Cf. F. scrofuleux.} 1. Pertaining to scrofula, or partaking of its nature as, scrof- loose outside skin, as of the back of the neck.
Scrum'mage (skrum'maj ; 48), re. See Scrimmage.
ulous tumors ; a scrofulous habit of body.
Scrump'tious (skriimp'shiis), a. Nice particular
2. Diseased or affected with scrofula.
fastidious
excellent ; fine. [Slang}
Scrofulous persons can never bo duly nourished. ArbutJinot.
Scrunch (skriinch), v. i. i. [Cf. Scbanch, Crunch.]
Scrol'u-lous-ly, adv.
Scrof 'u-lous-ness, re.
To
scranch
to crunch.
Dickens.
Scrog (skrog), re. [Cf. ScRAG, or Gael, sgrogag anyScru'ple (skru'p'l), re. [L. scrupulus a small sharp
thing shriveled, from sgrog to compress, shrivel.] A
or pointed stone, the twenty-fourth part of an ounce, a
stunted shrub, bush, or branch. [Prov. Eng.
Scot.}
scruple, uneasiness, doubt, dim. of scrupus a rough or
Scrog'gy (-gy ), a. Abounding in scrog also, twisted
sharp stone, anxiety, uneasiness
perh. akin to Gr.
stunted.
Ilalliwell.
[Prov. Eng. & Scot.}
o-Kv'pos the chippings of stone, ^vpov a razor, Skr. kshura
Scroll (skrol), re.
[A dim. of OE. scroue, scrowe cf.
F. scrupule.}
1. A weight of twenty grains
the
(whence E. escrow), OF. escroe, escroue, F. ecrou enthird part of a dram.
try in the jail book, LL. scroa scroll, probably of Teu2. Hence, a very small quantity ; a particle.
tonic origin
cf. OD. schroode a strip, shred, slip of
I will not bate thee a scruple.
S/iak.
paper, akin to E. shred.
Cf. Shred, Escrow.]
1. A
3. Hesitation as to action from the diflficulty of deterroll of paper or parchment ; a writing formed into a roll
mining
what
right
or
expedient
is
;
unwillingness,
doubt,
a schedule a list.
The heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll. Isa. xxxiv. 4. or hesitation proceeding from motives of conscience.
He was made miserable by the conflict between his tastes and
Here is the scroll of every man's name.
Shak.
;
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Scroph'n-la'rl-a'ceOUS (skrBffi-la'rT-a'shus),

Scrlp'tnre (skrip'tiJr ; 135), n. [L. scriptura, fr. scribere, scriptum, to write cf. OF. escripture., escriture, F.
ecriture. See Scribe.] 1. Anything written ; a writing
a document ; an inscription.

;

;

&

SCRUPULIZE
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;

;

;

;

;
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;
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;

;

3. (Law) An original instrument or document,
4. Written characters style of writing.
Scrip-tO'rl-um (skrip-to'rl-ilm), n. ; pi. Scriptoria
{-&) [LL. See Sckiptory.] In an abbey or monastery,
the room set apart for writing or copying manuscripts
in general, a room devoted to writing.
Writing rooms, or scriptoria, wliere the chief works of Latin
literature .
were copied and illuminated.
J. R. Qreen.
Scrlp'tO-ry (skrlp'tS-ry), a. [L. scriptorius, fr. scribere, scriptum, to write.]
Of or pertaining to writing
expressed in writing; used in writing; as, scriptory
wills
a scriptory reed.
[R.]
Swift.
.

3. A mark or flourish added to a person's signature,
intended to represent a seal, and in some States allowed
as a substitute for a seal.
[U.S.}
Burrill.
4. (GeoTO.) Same as Sfetc SMr/ace.
See under Skew.
—
Linen ecroU. (Arch.) See under Linen.
Scroll chuck
(Mach.), an adjustable chuck, applicable to a lattie spindle, for centering and holding work, in which the jaws
are adjusted and tightened simultaneously by turning a
disk having in its face a spiral groove wliioh is entered
by teeth on tlie backs of the jaws. — Scroll saw. See
under Saw.
Scrolled (skrold), a. Formed like a scroll contained
adorned with scrolls as, .scrolled work.
in a scroll
[NL.
So
Scroph'n-la'rl-a (skrQfiS-la'rr-a), n.
called because it was reputed to be a remedy for scrofof
coarse
genus
herbs
having
small
ula.}
(Bot.) A
flow-

;

;

full.

Up, arn

;

pity

To make
tives

Roman

Scrip'tur-al (skrlp'tiir-al ; 135), a. Contained in the
Scriptures according to the Scriptures, or sacred oracles
biblical ; as, a scriptural doctrine.
Scrlp'tur-al-lsm (-iz'm), n. The quality or state of
being scriptural ; literal adherence to the Scriptures.
Scrlp'tur-al-lst, n. One who adheres literally to the
Scriptures.
Scrlp'tur-al-ly, adv. In a scriptural manner.
Scrtp'tur-al-ness, n. Quality of being scriptural.

r^de,

of undulations giving

cymes

ers in panicled
;

food,

ftfbt

;

;

figwort.

out, oil

;

chair

;

co

;

from conscientious moLocke.

&

We

;

are often over-precise, scrupling to say or do those things

which lawfully we may.

Men

I'uller.

scruple at the lawfulness of a set

form of divine worSouth.

ship.

Scru'ple,

V.

1.

t.

To regard with

tate at
to question.
Others long before them
etics than of gentiles.

suspicion

;

to hesi-

;

.

.

.

scrupled more the books of herMilton.

To

excite scruples in ; to cause to scruple.
[K.]
l,ettrrs which did still scruple many of them. E. Summons.

2.

;

;

scruple, to hesitate

to scruple.

&

;

II

;

Scru'ple, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Scrupled (-p'ld) p. pr.
vb. n. Soruplivq (-plTng).]
To be reluctant or to
hesitate, as regards an action, on account of considerations of conscience or expedience.

pattern.

;

unite,

An ornament formed

off spirals or sprays, usually suggestive of plant form.
architectural ornament is largely of some scroll

.

use,

Macaulatj.

his scruples.

2. (Arch.)

;

Scru'pler (-pier), n. One who scruples.
Scru'pu-Ust (-pii-llst), n. A scrupler. [Obs.]
Scru'pu-lize (-liz), v. t. To perplex with scruples
to regard witli scruples.
[Obs.}
Bp. Montagu.

sing, iQk

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

j

zh

—z

In azure.
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SCUPPER

(sktif'f '!), V. i. limp. &p.p. Scuffled (-fid)
vb. n. Scuffling (-fling).]
[Freq. of scuff,
Sw. skuffa to push, shove, skuff a push, Dan.
skuffe a drawer, a shovel, and E. skujfle, shove.
See
Shove, and cf. Shuffle.] 1. To strive or struggle with
a close grapple to wrestle in a rough fashion.
2. Hence, to strive or contend tumultuously to struggle confusedly or at haphazard.
A gallant man had rather fight to great disadvantage in the

the art of producing figures and groups, whether in pla»
tic or hard materials.
2. Carved work modeled of, or cut upon, wood, stone,
metal, etc.
There, too, in living sculpture, might be seen
The mad affection of the Cretan queen.
Dryden.

SCRUPULOSITY
[L. scrupuSoru'pU-lOS'l-ty (skru'pu-15s'i-ty), n.
The quality or state of being scrupulous
doubtfulness respecting decision or action caution or tenderness arising from the fear of doing wrong
or offending nice regard to exactness and propriety

lositas.J

doubt

;

;

;

;

;

precision.
;

H. More.
Careful, even to ecmpvlosity, ... to keep their Sabbath. South.
Sorn'pn-lonB (skru'pu-lQs), a. [L. scrupulosus: cf.
F. serupuleux.'] 1. Full of scruples ; inclined to scruple
nicely doubtful ; hesitating to determine or to act,
from a fear of offending or of doing wrong.
Abusing their liberty, to the offense of their weak brethren
Hooker.
which were scrupulous.
£>r.

cautious ; exact ; nice ; as, scrupulous abstinence from labor ; scrupulous performance of duties.
to
making
objections ; captious. [_Obs.']
Given
3.
Equality of two domestic powers
Shak.
Breed scrupulous faction.
[Ofts.]
4. Liable to be doubted ; doubtful ; nice.
The justice of that cause ought to be evident ; not obscure,
Bacon.
not scn^^w/ous.
Sjm. Cautious; careful; conscientious; hesitating.
Scni'pa-lous-ness, n.
Scru'pu-lons-ly, adv.
Scru'ta-ble (skrjj'ta-b'l), a. Discoverable by scrutiny,
Dr. H. More.
inquiry, or critical examination.
[-R.]
Soru-ta'tlon (akru-ta'shun), n. [h. scrutatio.'] Search;
Borutiny. [06i.]
2. Careful

;

—

—

Scm-ta'tor (-t5r), re. [L.] One who scrutinizes ; a
close examiner or inquirer.
Ayliffe.
scrutinizer specifScm'tl-neer' (skru'ti-uer'), n.
ically, au examiner of votes, as at an election.
Scru'tl-nize (skrji'tl-niz), v. t. {imp.
p. p. ScEUTlKizED (-nizd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. ScRUTiNiziNa(-ni'zIng).]
[From ScEDTiNT.] To examine closely ; to inspect or
observe with critical attention ; to regard narrowly ; as,
to scrutinize the measures of administration ; to scrutinize the conduct or motives of individuals.
Whose votes they were obliged to scrutinize. Ayliffe.
Those pronounced him youngest who scrutinized his face the
Closest.
G. W. Cable.
II

A

;

&

&

Scm'tl-Blze, V. i. To make scrutiny.
Scru'U-nl'zer (-ni'zer), n. One who scrutinizes.
Scm'ti-nOUS (-nils), a. Closely examining, or inquiring careful strict.
Soru'ti-nOUS-ly, adv.
Soni'tl-ny (-ny), n. [L. scrulinium, fr. scrutari to
search carefully, originally, to search even to the rags,
fr. scruia trash, trumpery
perhaps akin to E. shred
cf. AB. serudnian to make scrutiny.]
1. Close examination ; minute inspection ; critical observation.
They that have designed exactness and deep scrutiny have
Sir M. Hale.
taken some one part of nature.
Thenceforth I thought thee worth my nearer view

—

;

;

;

And narrower scrutiny.

Milton.

2> (Anc. Church) An examination of catechumens, in
the last week of Lent, who were to receive baptism on
Easter Day.
3. (Canon Law) A ticket, or little pai>er billet, on
which a vote is written.
4. (Parliamentary Practice) An examination by a
committee of the votes given at an election, for the purBrande & C.
pose of correcting the poll.
Scru'tl-ny, v. t. To scrutinize. \_Obs.']
Soru-tolre' (skru-twar'), n. [OF. escritoire. See EsOEiToms.] Au escritoire a writing desk.
Scmze (skrjiz), V. t. [Cf. ExoBUCiATE.] To squeeze,
compress, crush, or bruise. [Ohs. or Low\
Spenser.
Spenser.
Scry (skri), V. t. To descry. [0J«.]
Scry, n. [From Scet, «;.] A flock of wild fowl.
Scry, n. [OE. ascrie, fr. ascrien to cry out, fr. OF.
escrier, F. s^ecrier.
See Ex-, and Cet.] A cry or shout.
[_Obs.']
Ld. Bemers.
Scud (skiid), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Scudded p. pr. &
vb. n. Scudding.]
[Dan. skyde to shoot, shove, push,
akin to skud shot, gunshot, a shoot, young bough, and
to E. shoot.
V159. See Shoot.] 1. To move swiftly
especially, to move eis if driven forward by something.
The first nautilus that scudded upon the glassy surface of
;

;

warm

/. Taylor.
primeval oceans.
The wind was high the vast white clouds scudded over the
blue heaven.
Bear.onsjield.
;

2. (Naut.) To be driven swiftly, or to run, before a
gale, with little or no sail spread.

Scud,
Scud,

V.

t.

n.

To pass over quickly.
1. The act of scudding

Shenstone.
a driving along ; a
[iJ.]

;

rushing with precipitation.
2. Loose, vapory clouds driven swiftly by the wind.
Borne on the scud of the sea.
Longfellow.
The scud was flying fast above us, throwing a veil over the
moon.
Sir S. Baker.
3. A slight, sudden shower.
[Prov. Eng.']
Wright.
4. (Zo'ol.) A small flight of larks, or other birds, less
than a flock. [Prov. Eng.']

Any swimming amphipod

5. (Zo'ol.)

See the Note under Cloud.
i.
[Freq. of scud: cf. Scuttle to
to hurry; to scuttle.
[It., a crown,
; pi. ScuDi (-de).
a dollar, a shield, fr. L. scutum a shield.
Cf. Scute.]
(Com,.) (a) A silver coin, and money of account, used in
Italy and Sicily, varying in value, in different parts, but
worth about 4 shillings sterling, or about 96 cents also, a
gold coin worth about the same. (J) A gold coin of Rome,
worth 64 shillings 11 pence sterling, or about $15.70.
Scuff (skiif), n. [Cf. D. schofi shoulder, Goth, skufl
hair of the head. Cf. Sceufp.] The back part of the
neck the scrtiff. \_Prov. Eng.]
Ld. Ijytton.
Scuff, V. i. limp. & p. p. Scuffed (skiif t) p. pr.
yb. n. Scuffing.] [See Scuffle.]
To walk without lifting the feet; to proceed with a scraping or dragging

Scud'dle

(-d'l), V.

To run hastily
Sou'dO (skoo'do), n.

;

;

;

;

movement

&

cf.

;

;

&

to shuiBe.

ale,

senate,

care,

;

an orderly way, than scuj^e with au undisciplined
Eikou Jiasilike.
Scuf'fle, re. 1. A rough, haphazard struggle, or trial
of strength ; a disorderly wrestling at close quarters.
2. Hence, a confused contest a tumultuous struggle
for superiority ; a fight.
The dog leaps upon the serpent, and tears it to pieces but in
the scuffle the cradle happened to be overturned.
VEstrange.
3. A child's pinafore or bib.
[Prov. Eng.]
4. A garden hoe.
HaUiwell.
IProv. Eng.]
in
rabble.
field,

;

;

Scaf'Qer

An

2.

am, arm, ask,

(skuf'fler), ».

l.

One who

agricultural implement

scuffles.
resembling a scarifier,

but usually

lighter.
(skfig), V. i.

[Cf Dan. skygge to darken, a shade,
Scug
Sw. skugga to shade, a shade, Icel. skyggja to shade,
skuggi a shade.] To hide. IProv. Eng.]
HaUiwell.
Soug, n. A place of shelter the declivity of a hill.
[Prov. Eng.']
HaUiwell.
Sculk (skulk), Sonlll'er (-er). See Skulk, Skuleeb.
Scull (sktU), n. (^na^) The skull. lObs.]
.

;

Scull, re. [See 1st School.] A shoal of fish. Milton.
Soull, re. [Of uncertain origin ; cf Icel. skola to wash.]
1. (Naut.) (a) A boat; a cockboat.
See Scullee.
(b") One of a pair of short oars worked by one person.
(c) A single oar used at the stem in propelling a boat.
2. (Zo'ol.) The common skua gull.
IProv. Eng.]
Scull, V. t. limp. &p. p. Sculled (skiild) p. pr.
(Naut.) To impel (a boat) with a pair
vb. re. Sculling.]
of sculls, or with a single scull or oar worked over the
stern obliquely from side to side.
Sonll, V. i. To impel a boat with a scuU or sculls.
Scull'er (-Sr), re. 1. A boat rowed by one man with
two sculls, or short oars. [i2.]
Dryden.
.

2. Op.e

who

sculls.

;

2. Hence, refuse

Scullion

;

metal

Gauden.

;
filth ; offal.
[06*.]
(skijl'yiin), n. (Bot.)
scallion.

A

[OF. escouillon (Cot.) a dishclout, apparently for escouvillon, P. icouvillon a swab cf also
OF. souillon a servant employed for base oflSces. Cf.
ScovKL.]
A servant who cleans pots and kettles, and
does other menial services in the kitchen.
The meanest scullum that followed his camp. South.
Soul1ion-ly, a. Like a scullion; base. lObs.] Milton.
Sculp (skiilp), V. t. [See Sculptoe.] To sculpture
to carve to engrave.
Sandys.
lObs. or Humorous]
Soul'pln (skiU'pIn), n. [Writ
ten also skulpin.]
re.

;

.

Any

(a)

Sculptured tortoise (Zo'ol.),
tortoise {iilypteinsculpta).
The
shell is marked with

strong
Sculp

American Sculpin (Acanthocottus

scorjiius,

Grcenlandicus).

var.

(J^)

armed with several sharp spines, and a
broad mouth. They are generally mottled with yellow,
brown, and black. Several species are found on the Atlantic coasts of Europe and America.
(6) A large cottoid
market fish of California (Scorpsenichthys marmoratus)
callei also bighead,cabezon, scorpion, salpa. (c) The
dragonet, or yellow sculpin, of

—

;

Calliony-

[Of Scand. origin cf. Dan. & Sw.
skum, Icel. skum, LG. schum, D. schuim, OHG. scum,
G. schaum ; probably from a root meaning, to cover.
V158. Cf. Hide skin, Meeeschaum, Skim, v.. Sky.]
1. The extraneous matter or impurities which rise to
the surface of liquids in boiling or fermentation, oi
which form on the surface by other means also, the
scoria of metals in a molten state dross.
Spenser.
Some to remove the scum as it did rise.
2. Refuse recrement anything vile or worthless.
The great and innocent are insulted by the scum and refuse oX

Scum

Deep - water sculthe sea raven.
Sculp'tile (akiilp'-

;

;

;

;

;

Addisori,

the people.

[imp. & p. p. Scummed (skiSmd) p. pr.
v. t.
Scumming (skiSm'mtng).] 1. To take the scum
to clear off the impure matter from the surface

Scum,

of

;

;

re.
;

to skim.

You that scum the molten lead. Dryden Sr Lee.
To sweep or range over the surface of. [Obs.]
Wandering up and down without certain seat, they lived by
Milton.
scumming those seas and shores as pirates.
Scum, v. i. To form a scum to become covered with
scum. Also used figuratively.
Life, and the interest of life, have stagnated and scummed over.
2.

A. K. H. Boyd.

Scum'fter (skiSm'ber),

v.

[Cf.

i.

To

Discumeee.]

Massinger.
lObs. or Prov. Eng.]
Scumnber, re. Dung. ^Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Scum'ble (-b'l), v. t. [imp. &j>. p. Scumbled (-b'ld);
[Freq. of scum,
vb. re. Scumbling (-bling).]
p. pr.
V158.] (Fine Arts) To cover lightly, as a painting,
or a drawing, with a thin wash of opaque color, or with
color-crayon dust rubbed on with the stump, or to make
any simUar additions to the work, so as to produce a
softened effect.
Scum'bllng (skiim'blTng), re. 1. (Fine Arts) (a) A
mode of obtaining a softened effect, in painting and
drawing, by the application of a thin layer of opaque
color to the surface of a painting, or a part of the surface, which is too bright in color, or which requires harmonizing, (b) In crayon drawing, the use of the stump.
2. The color so laid on. Also used figuratively.
Shining above the brown scumbling of leafless orchards.
void excrement.

&

L. Wallace.

Scum'mer (-mer),
Scum'mer,
Scum'mer,

re.
re.

Toscumber. [Obs.] Holland,
i). i.
Excrement scumber. [Ofts.]
[Cf. OF. escumoire, F. ecumoire. See
;

An

Scum, and cf. Skimmee.]
scum a skimmer.
(b)

;

(-mtng),

re.

instrument for taking

That which

is

The
scummed
(o)

off

— used chiefly in the plural.

act of taking ofl
off

;

skimmings

Covered with scum ; of the na»
Sir P. Sidney,
ture of scum.
Scun'ner (skun'ner), V. t. [Cf. Shun.] To cause to
loathe, or feel disgust at.
IScot. & Prov. Eng.]
Scun'ner, v. i. To have a feeling of loathing or dis;
gust
hence, to have dislike, prejudice, or reluctance.
C. Kingsley.
[Scot. & Prov. Eng.]
Scun'ner, re. A feeling of disgust or loathing 9
as, to take a scunner
strong prejudice ; abhorrence
Carlyld
against some one. [Scot. & Prov. Eng.]
Scup (skup), re. I'D. schop.] A swing. lLocal,U. S.'^
Soup, re. [Contr. fr. American Indian mishcup, fr.
(-mi^), a.

;

;

;

rops),

[L. sculp- Yellow Sculpin (CalHonymw

Sculpcarving

See

re.

(Zo'ol.) A marine
sparoid food fish
(Stenotomus chrysops, or S. argy-

is

pin,

a.

(sktSm),

thick-scaled.]

JUMIM'Si

The name

also applied to other
related
California
species.

toe.]
[Obs.]

Sculptured Tortoise,

to, sculpture.

misfie-kuppi large,

lyra).

til),

esque'*

-

a.

Scum'my

ing a large head

^W^

tur

'

After the
of sculpture
resembling, or relating
(-8sk'),

scum,

hav-

(

grooves and

manner

scum

A

mus

common North American

a,

ridges which resemble
sculptured figures.

Scum'ming

ous species of
marine cottoid fishes of
the genus
Coitus, or
c antho-

Europe

to engrave.

;

one of numer-

cottus,

;

wood
mys

;

(Zo'ol.)

to carve

;

;

Scul'ler-y (sku".'ler-3?), n. ; pi. Sculleeies (-Tz).
[Probably originally, a place for washing dishes, and for
swillery, fr. OE. swilen to wash, AS. swilian (see Swill
to wash, to drink), but influenced either by Icel. skola,
skyla, Dan. skylle, or by OF. escuelier a place for keeping dishes, fr. escuele a dish, F. ecuelle, fr. L. scutella a
salver, waiter (cf. Scuttle a basket)
or perhaps the
English word is immediately from the OF. escuelier ; of.
OE. squyllare a dishwasher.]
A
place
where dishes,
1.
kettles, and other culinary utensils, are cleaned and kept
also, a room attached to the kitchen, where the coarse
work is done ; a back kitchen.

SCUl'Uon,

Sculp'ture (skiilp'tur; 135), v. t.
limp. & p. p.
Sculptured (-turd) p. pr. & vb. re. Sculpturing.] To
form with the chisel on, in, or from, wood, stone, oi

vb.
& &
from

;

tilis.

crustacean.

Storm scud.

hurry.]
II

i.

;

The first sacrilege is looked on with horror but when they
have made the breach, their scrupulosity soon retires.

—

Scuffle

p. pr.

V.

Formed by

;

graven

;

lyra).

as, sculptile

(X)

images.

Sir T. Browne.
[L. sculptor, ii. sculpere, sculpSculp'tor (-ter), re.
tum, to carve cf. scalpere to cut, carve, scratch, and
;

Gr. yku^etv to carve cf. P. seulpteur.] 1. One who
sculptures ; one whose occupation is to carve statues, or
works of sculpture.
2. Hence, an artist who designs works of sculpture,
his first studies and his finished model being usually in a
plastic material, from which model the marble is cut, or
the bronze is cast.

common on'

the Atlantic coast
the United
of
States. It appears
bright silvery when
Northern Scup (Stenotomus chrysops).
swimming in the
CM)
daytime, but shows
broad blackish transverse bands at night and when deadi
Called a\soporgee, paugy,porgy, scuppaug.

:

Sculp'tress (-trSs), n. A female sculptor.
Sculp'tur-al (skiilp'tur-al 135), a. Of or pertaining
;

G. Eliot.
[L. sculptura : cf.
135), re.
hewing
or
cutting,
of
carving,
art
P. sculpture.] 1.
wood, stone, metal, etc., into statues, ornaments, etc., or
things
hence.
or
other
;
into figures, as of men, beasts,
to sculpture.

Sculp'ture

(skOlp'tiir

;

The

final,

g,!!

'>

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ioe,

I!^°" The same names are also applied to a closely
aUied Southern species (Stenotomus Gardeni).
Scup'paug (-pag), re. [Contr. fr. Amer. Indian misJv
cuppauog, pi. of mishcup.] (Zo'ol.) See 2d Scup.

[OF. escopir, escupir, to spiti
Scnp'per (-per), re.
conspuere to spit upon
perhaps for escospir, L. ex
(Naut.) An
Cf. Spit, v.J
pref. con- -f- spuere to spit.
opening cut through the waterway and bulwarks of a
overboard
flow
water
falling
on
deck
may
that
ship, so
called also scupper hole.
Scupper hose (Naut.), a pipe of leather, canvas, etc., attached to the mouth of the scuppers, on the outside of a
Tolten.
vessel, to prevent the water from entering.

+

i

—

idea,

ill

j

old,

obey,

drb,

add
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SCUPPERNONG

1. Buckler-shaped; round, or
Scapper nail {Naut.), a nail with a very broad head, for from scutum a shield.]
eecuiiog the edge of the hose to the scupper. —Scupper nearly round.
Tolten.
plug (Naut.), a plug to stop a scupper.
2. (Zool.) Protected or covered by
[Probably of bony or horny plates, or large scales.
Seup'per-nong (skup'per-uSng), re.
American Indian origin.] (Bot.) An American grape,
Scutch (skiich), v. t. [imp.
p. p.
a form of Vilis vidpina, found in the Southern Atlantic Scutched (skucht)
vb. re.
p. pr.
States, and often cultivated.
ScuTCHiNO.]
[See Scotch to cut slightScur (sliflr), V. i. [Cf. ScouB to run.] To pnove has- ly.] 1. To beat or whip ; to drub. [Old
Halliwell. or P>ov. Eng.
\_Obs. or Prov. Eng.^]
tily ; to scour.
Scot.}
Scurf (skflrf), re. [AS. scurf, sceorf, or from Seand.
2. To separate the woody fiber from ^5,"'?*1„^,^,''^ °*
Hudrocotyie urn,
1
ischurft,
G.
ci. Sw. skorf, Dan. skurv, Icel. skurfur, D.
ax, hemp, etc.)bybeatmg; toswmgle.
hplintn.
schorf; all akin to AS. scurf, and to AS. sceorfan to
3. To loosen and dress the fiber of
scrape, to gnaw, G. scMlrfen to scrape, and probably also (cotton o>' silk) by beating ; to free (fibrous substances)
1. Thin dry scales or scabs from dust by beating and blowing.
to E. scrape. Cf. Scukvy.]
upon the body ; especially, thin scales exfoliated from the
Scutching machine, a machine used to scutch cotton,
cuticle, particularly of the scalp ; dandruff.
called also baiting machine.
silk, or flax ;
2. Hence, the foul remains of anything adherent.
wooden instrument used in scutchScutch, re. 1.
Dryden,
committed
crime.
The scur/ia worn away of each
ing flax and hemp.
2. The woody fiber of flax the refuse of scutched flax.
3. Anything like flakes or scales adhering to a surface.
" The smoke of the burning scutch."
Cuthbert Bede.
There stood a hill not far, whose grisly top
Belched fire and rolling smoke j the rest entire
Scutch'eon (-iin), re. [Aphetic form of escuicheon.l
Milton.
Shone with a glossy scurf.
an emblazoned shield.
Bacon.
1. An escutcheon
The corpse lay in state, with all the pomp of scutcheons^ wax
4. (Bot. ) Muiute membranous scales on the surface of
Macaulay.
Gray. hghts, black hangings, and mutes.
ome leaves, as in the goosefoot.
2. A small plate of metal, as the shield around a keyScurff (skflrf), n. The bull trout. [_Prov. Eng.}
ScurM-ness, re. 1. Quality or state of being scurfy. hole. See Escutcheon, 4.
Scutch'eoned (-&nd), a. Emblazoned on or as a shield.
2. {Bot.) Scurf.
Lowell.
Scutcheoned panes in cloisters old.
Scurfy (-J), a. [Compar. Scurfiek (-t-er) ; superl.
with
ScuRPiEST.] Having or producing scurf ; covered
Scutch'er (-er), n. 1. One who scutches.
scurf ; resembling scurf.
2. An implement or machine for scutching hemp, flax,
Scur'rl-er (skitr'rl-er), re. One who scurries.
or cotton, etc. a scutch ; a scutching machine.
Scur'rlle (skiir'rTl), a. [L. scurrilis, it. scurra a bufScutch' grass' (gr4s'). (Bot.) A kind of pasture
foon, jester : cf. F. scurrUe."] Such as befits a buffoon frass (Cynodon Dactylon).
See Bermuda geass
also
or vulgar jester ; grossly opprobrious or lewdly jocose in
llustration in Appendix.
language ; scurrilous ; as, scurrile taunts.
Scute (skijt), re. [L. scuiam a shield,
The wretched affectation of scun-ile laughter. Cowley. a buckler. See Scudo.] 1. A small shield.
A scurrile or obscene jest will better advance you at the court [Obs.'\
Skelton.
Sir W. Scott.
of Charles than your father's ancient name.
2. An old French gold coin of the value
[L. scurrilitas : cf. of 3s. 4d. sterling, or about 80 cents.
Scur-rll'My (skBr-ril'I-tJ^), re.
F. scurrUiiS.] 1. The quality or state of being scurrile
3. (Zool.) A bony scale of a reptile or
or scurrilous ; mean, vile, or obscene jocularity.
fish ; a large homy scale on the leg of a
f.JJ^f "educe"
Your reasons . . have been sharp and sententious, pleasant bird, or on the belly of a snake.
Shak.
without scw-rility.
Scu-tel'la (sk\i-t51'la), re. pi. See Scutsllum.
scurrilous
gross
or
That
which
is
scurrile
or
ob2.
;
Scu-tel'la, re.; pi. Scutelle (-le). [NL., fem. dim.
scene language ; low buffoonery ; vulgar abuse.
(Zool.) See Scutellum, re., 2.
of L. sctdum.l
Interrupting prayers and sermons with clamor and scurrility.
Scu'tel-late (sku'tSl-lat), a. [L. scutella a dish, salMacaulay.
ver.
Cf. Scuttle a basScu'tel-la'ted (-IS'tSd),
(
Syn.
Scurrilousness ; abuse ; insolence ; vulgarity
ket.] 1. (Zool.) Formed like a plate or salindecency.
ver ; composed of platelike surfaces ; as, the
[See Scuebile.] scutellated bone of a sturgeon.
Scur'rll-ous (skiSr'rll-Qs), a.
Woodward.
1. Using the low and indecent language of the meaner
2. [See Scutellum.] (Zool.) Having the
sort of people, or such as only the license of buffoons tarsi covered with broad transverse scales,
can warrant ; as, a scurrilous fellow.
or scutella ;
said of certain birds.
2. Containing low indecency or abuse ; mean ; foul
Scu'tel-la'tion (-la'shun), re. (Zool.) The
vile ; obscenely jocular ; as, scurrilous language.
entire covering, or mode of arrangement, of
The absurd and scurrilous sermon which had very unwisely scales, as on the legs and feet of a bird.
Macaulay.
been honored with impeachment.
Scu-tel'U-form (skii-tgl'lI-fSrm), a. [L.
Srn. Opprobrious ; abusive ; reproachful ; insult- scutella a dish -j- -form.'] 1. Scutellate.
ing insolent ; offensive ; gross ; vile vulgar ; low ; foul
2. (Bot.) Having the form of a scutellum.

&

;

&
i\ui

&

•

i.

—

A

;

;

[OF. escoutille, F. ecouiUle:
Scut'tle (skiSt't'l), re.
cf. Sp. escotilla; probably akin to Sp. escotar to cut a
thing so as to make it fit, to hollow a garment about
the neck, perhaps originally, to cut a bosom-shaped piece
cf. D. school lap, bosom, 6.
out, and of Teutonic origin
Cf. Sheet
schoss, Goth, skauts the hem of a garment.
an expanse.] 1. A small opening in an outside wall or
covering, furnished with a lid. Specifically: (a) (Naut.)
A small opening or hatchway in the deck of a ship, large
enough to admit a man, and with a lid for covering it
also, a like hole in the side or bottom of a ship.
(6) An
opening in the roof of a house, with a lid.
2. The lid or door which covers or closes an opening
in a roof, wall, or the like.
Scuttle butt, or Scuttle cask (Naut.), a butt or cask with
a large hole in it, used to contain the fresh water for
Totlen.
daily use in a ship.
p. p. Scuttled (-t'ld) p. pr.
Scut'tle, V. t. [imp.
1. To cut a hole or holes
vb. 11. Scuttling (-tlTng).]
through the bottom, deck, or sides of (as of a ship), for
any purpose.
2. To sink by maldng holes through the bottom of
;

'

.

II

II

!

—

—

—

;

;

foul-mouthed

;

indecent

scurrile

;

;

mean.

^ Scur'rll-ouB-ly, adv. — Scur'rll-ous-nesB,
{Zo'dl.)

Scur'rlt (skiir'rit), re.
mmuia). [Prov. Eng."]

Scur'ry

(sktir'ry), v.

ten away or along ; to
rabbit scurried away.

i.

Scu-tel'li-plau'tar

To

[Cf. Scur, Skire.]

move

[L.
(Zool.)
a.

re.

The lesser tern (Sterna

rapidly

;

to hurry

tarsvis

the

II

;

;

;

(skut),

II

re.

a foot cf. F. scutipede.'] (Zool.) Having the anterior surface of the tarsus covered witli scutella, or
transverse scales, in the form of incomplete bands termisaid of certain birds.
nating at a groove on each side ;
Sout'tle (skQt't'I), re. [AS. scutel a dish, platter cf
Icel. skutill ; both fr. L. scutella, dim. of sculra, scuta,
a dish or platter; cf. scutum a shield. Cf. Skillet.]
1. A broad, shallow basket.
2. A wide-mouthed vessel for holding coal a coal hod.
Scut'tle, V. i. [For scuddle, fr. scud.'] To run with
dis,

;

;

Ose,

unite,

[L. scutaius

ry^de,

fitll,

:

to bustle to scuddle.
to hurry
With the first dawn of day, old Janet was scuttling about the
Sir W. Scott.
house to wake the baron.
Spectator.
Scut'tle, re. A quick pace ; a short run.

affected precipitation

Cttssans.

armed with a

shield,

Up, Urn

pity

;

:

—

II

(-tat), a.

+
+

;

A

good example of these scutal monstrosities.

[NL.

Scu'ti-form (skii'tT-f6rm), a. [L. scutum shield
-form : cf. F. scutiforme.'] Shield-shaped scutate.
Scu'ti-ger (-jer), re. [NL., fr. L. scutum sliield
gerere to bear.] (Zool.) Any species of chilopod myriapods of the genus Scutigera. They sometimes enter
buildings and prey upon insects.
Scu'tl-ped (-p5d), a. [L. scutum, a shield -|- pes, pe-

Scu'ta(sku'ti), re.pZ. See Scutum.
Scu'tage (sku'taj 48), re. [LL. scutagium, from L.
icu*um a shield.] (Eng. Hist.) Shield money; commutation of servic* for a sum of money. See Esouage.
Scu'tal (sku'tol), a. Of or pertaining to a shield.

A

pi.

;

—

[Cf. Icel. skott a fox's tail.
V1B9.]
(Zool.) The tail of a hare, or of a deer, or other animal
whose tail is short, esp. when carried erect ; hence, sometimes, the animal itself. " He ran like a scut." Skelton.
How the Indian hare came to have a long tail, whereas that
part in others attains no higher than a scut.
Sir T. Browne.
My doe with the black scut.
Shak.

Sou'tate

(-a'ta,), re.

Scu'ti-bran'Chl-ate (-kT-at), a. (ZoU.) Having the
gills protected by a shieldlike shell
of or pertaining to
re.
One of the Scutibranchiata.
the Scutibranchiata.
Scu-tll'er-ous (skfi-tTfer-fis), a. [L. scutum shield
-|- -ferous."]
Carrying a shield or buckler.

+ grass ; or cf. Icel. skarfakaX
kind of cress (Cochlearia officithe seacoast of Northern Europe
It is a remedy for the scurvy, and
has proved a valuable food to arctic explorers. The name
is given also to other allied species of plants.
Scut

Scu'tl-bran'chl-a'ta

Carinaria, etc.

[Scurvy

(Bot.)
nalis) growing along
and in arctic regions.

[NL.,

^^

soldiers.

scurvy grass.]

(-la).

See Scutum, and Bhanchia.] (Zool.) An order of gastropod
Mollusca having a heart with two am-icles and one ventricle.
The shell may be either spiral or shieldlike.
It is now usually regarded as including only the
EKpidoglossa and the Docoglossa. When originally established, it included a heterogeneous group of moUusks
having shieldlike shells, such as Haliotis, Fissurella,
II

;

Scurvy grass.

Scutella

(-li3m), re.; pi.

.

II

Scur'vy, re. [Probably from the same source as scorbut influenced by scurf, scurfy, scurvy, adj. cf.
D. scheurbuik scurvy, G. scharbock, LL. scorbutus. Cf.
Scobbute.]
(Med.) A disease characterized by livid
spots, especially about the thighs and legs, due to extravasation of blood, and by spongy gums, and bleeding
from almost all the mucous membranes. It is accompanied by paleness, languor, depression, and general debility.
It is occasioned by confinement, innutritions food,
and hard labor, but especially by lack of fresh vegetable
food, or confinement for a long time to a limited range
of food, which is incapable of repairing the waste of the
system. It was formerly prevalent among sailors and
bute,

— said of certain birds.

,,

foot.]
^°Tarsu8*of
front,
a Catbird.
of the
s Scutella.

^

;

;

;

Scu-tel'Ium

.

neut. dim. of L. scutum a shield.]
1. (Bot.) A rounded
apothecium having an elevated rim formed of the proper
thallus, the fructification of certain lichens.
2. (Zool.) (a) The third of the four pieces forming
the upper part of a thoracic segment of an insect. It
follows the scutum, and is followed by the small postscutellum ; a scutella. See Thorax. (J) One of the transverse scales on the tarsi and toes of birds ; a scutella.
(Zool.) ScutiScu'tl-branch (sku'ti-brSnk), a.
branchiate.
re.
One of the Scutibranchiata.
Scu'tl-bran'chi-a (-brSn'kl-a), re. pi. [NL.] (Zool.) Same as Scutibranchiata.
(Zool.) One of the
Scu'tl-brau'Chi-an (-an), re.
Scutibranchiata.

Scur'ry, re. Act of scurrying; hurried movement.
Scur'vl-ly (skflr'vT-iy), adv. In a scurvy manner.
Scur'Vl-ness (skflr'vt-ngs), re. The quality or state
of being scurvy vileuess meanness.
Scurvy (skflr'vy), a. [Compar. Scurvier (-vi-er);
[From Scurf ; cf. Scurvy, re.]
superl. Scurviest.]
scabby
1. Covered or affected with scurf or scabs
scurfy specifically, diseased with the scurvy. " Whatsoever man ... be scurvy or scabbed." Lev. xxl. 18, 20.
"A
contemptible.
2. VQe ; mean
low ; vulgar
icurvy trick."
Ld. Lytton.
That scw^y custom of taking tobacco.
Swift.
Shak.
[He] spoke such scurvy and provoking terms.
;

+ pla7ita

a shield

Having broad scutella on the
and small scales on the posterior side,

has-

as,

;

scutellus

(skii-tel'lT-plSn'ter),

;

food, f<^t

;

out,

;

;

;

oU

;

chair

;

go

;

;

as, to scuttle aiship.

(sku'tilm), re. ; pi. Scuta (-ta).
(Bom. Antiq.) An oblong shield made
wickerwork covered with leathcarried
er, with sometimes an iron rim
chiefly by the heavy-armed infantry.
2. (0. Eng. Law) A penthouse or awn-

Scu'tum

II

1.

of boards or

;

ing.

[Obs.']

3. (Zool.) (a)

;

;

&

&

The second and

—

Burrill.
largest of

the four parts forming the upper surface of
a thoracic segment of an insect. It is preceded by the prescutum and followed by the
scutellum. See the Illust. imder Thorax.
(b) One of the two lower valves of the operOf,e~f omi "of
culum of a barnacle.
Scutum (1)
[NL.,fr.
Scyb'a-la (slb'4-la), re. jD?.
6r. (TKv^a>,ov dung.] (Med.) Hardened masses of feces.
Scye (si), re. Arm scye, a cutter's term for the armhole
or part of the armhole of the waist of a garment. [CantX
Scyle (sil), V. t. [AS. scylan to withdraw or remove.]
To hide to secrete ; to conceal. [Obs.']
Scyl'Ia (sil'14), re. A dangerous rock on the Italian
coast opposite the whirlpool Charybdis on the coast of
Sicily,
both personified in classical literature as ravenous monsters. The passage between them was formerly
considered perilous ; hence, the saying " Between Scyila
and Charybdis," signifying a great peril on either hand.
Scyl-lx'a (sil-le'a), re. [NL. See Scylla.] (Zool.)
A genus of oceanic nudibranchiate moUusks having the small branched
gills situated on the upper
side of four fleshy lateral
lobes, and on the median
caudal crest.
„ ,,
„ „
Scyllsea
(S. Edwardsu).
„,_=, T
'
1
J)
c
and
form
In color
these moUusks closely imitate the fronds of sargassum
and other floating seaweeds among which they live.
Scyl-la'ri-an (-la'ri-an), re. (Zo'dl.) One of a family
(Scyllaridx) of macruran Crustacea, remarkable for the depressed
form of the body, and the
broad, flat antennae. Also

_

II

;

—

II

^^

used adjectively.
Scyl'llte

(sil'Ut),

re.

A white cryssubstance of a
sweetish taste, resem(Chem.)
talline

bling inosite and metameric with dextrose. It
is extracted
from the
kidney of the dogfish (of
the genus Scyllium), the

shark, and the skate.

tertre"''see"sc™!'" Scyllarian (ft„c,,s P«-o,„0. Oi)
Soy'pha (si'fa), re. ;pl. Scyphae (-fe). [NL.] (Bot.)
II

See ScYPHUs, 2

(b).

Scy'phl-form
-form.]
II

(si'ft-fSrm),
(Bot.) Cup-shaped.

Scy-phls'to-ma

a,

[L. scyphus a

(si-fis'to-msl),

re,

cup

-)-

SCYPHISTOM-

/ pi.

ATA

(si'fl-stSm'a-ta), Scyphistom«
(si-fis'to-me). [NL.,fr. Gr. o-ku(()os
cTofio the mouth.] (Zo'dl.)
The young attached larva of Discophora in the stage when it resembles a hydroid, or actiuian.
Scy ' pho - bran ' chl - 1 (si'f 6brSn'ki-i), n. pi.
[NL., from Gr.

a cup

+

II

a cup -\- ^pdyxiov a gill.]
An order of fishes including Scyphistoma of Jelly,
the blennioid and gobioid fishes, and fish (Cyauea arctica).
Bud
''
other related families.
e. ^".^y

o-KUf/jos

(Zo'dl.)

:

Scy'pho-me-du'saB
du'se), n. pi.

[NL.,

fr.

Mouth

(sl'fo-me-

Gr.

o-<ai((>os

cup

-)-

;

NL. medusa.]

Same as Aceaspeda, or Discophoea.
Scy-phoph'0-rl (st-fSf'S-ri), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
a cup -J- ^epeti/ to bear.] (Zo'dl.) An order of
fresli-wnter fishes inhabiting tropical Africa.
They have
rudimentary electrical organs on each side of the tail.
(Zo'dl.)
II

a-Kv(j>oi

n.; pi. Scyphi (-fi). [L., a cup,
A kind of large drinking cup,
by poor folk.
2. (Bot.) (a) The cup of a narcissus, or a similar appendage to the corolla in other flowers, (b) A cupshaped stem or podetium in lichens. Also called scypha.
Sen Jlliist. of Cladoniu pvridata, under Lichen.
Scythe (sitii), «• [OE. sit/ie, AS. sWe, sig»e; akin
to Icel. .n'piVr a sickle, LG. segd, segfd, seed, si- id, OHG.
segnnsQ sickle, scythe, G. -wtisc scythe, and to E. sato a
cutting instrument. See Saw.] [Written also sitbc, and

Scy'phUS

Gr.

o-/fv<()09.]

(sI'liSs),

1.

(Antii/.)

— used by Greeks and Romans, esp.

sing, Igk

;

tben, thin

;

boN

i.

ch = z

in azure.

N
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instrument for mowing grass, grain, or
sylke.']
the like, by hand, composed of a long, curving blade,
with a sharp edge, made fast to t. long handle, called a
snath, which is bent into a form convenient for use.
The sharp-edged scythe shears up the spiring grass. Drayton.
Whatever thing
Milton.
The scythe of Time mows down.
2. {Antiq.) A scythe-shaped blade attached to ancient

Sea' ar'row (se' 5r'r6). (Zodl.) A squid of the geaus
Ommastrephes. See Squid.
Sea' bank' (se' bSnk'). 1. The seashore.
Shak.
2. A bank or mole to defend against the sea.
Sea'-bar' (se'biir'), n. (Zodl.) A tern.
Sea' bar'row (se' bgr'ro). (Zodl.) A sea purse.
Sea' bass' (se' has'). (Zodl.) (a) A large marine

was found floating in the Indian Ocean before the tre*
was known, and called sea cocoanut, and double cocoanut.

food fish (Serranus,
or Centropristis,

pass.

1.

An

war chariots.
Scythe (sith),

To cut with a scythe ; to cut off
t.
\_Obs.']
to mow.
Shak.
Time had not scythed all that youth begun.
with scythes, as a chariot.
Armed
Scythed (sithd), c.
Chariots scythedy
Glover.
On thundering axles rolled.

as with a scythe

v.

;

Scythe'man (sith'man), n. ; pi. Sotthemen (-men).
Macaulay.
One who uses a scythe a mower.
;

Soythe'stone'

A

n.

(-ston'),

stone for sharpening

a wlietstone.
Soythe'whet' (-hwgf), n.

scythes

;

{Zodl.) Wilson's thrush ;
so called from its note. \_Local, U. 5.]
(sith'I-an),
a.
Of
or pertaining to Soythia
Scyth'l-an
(a name given to the northern part of Asia, and Europe
adjoining to Asia), or its language or inhabitants.

—

Scythian lamb.

(Bot.)

See Barometz.

A

Q

native or inhabitant of Scythia ;
Scyth'1-an, n. 1.
specifically (Ethnol.), one of a Slavonic race which in
early times occupied Eastern Europe.
2. The language of the Scythians.
II

Scy'tO-der'ma-ta (si'to-der'ma-ta),

Gr. (tkOtos a hide

+ Sepfna

a skin.]

n. pi.

[NL.,

fr.

(Zodl.)

Same

as

HOLOTHURIOIDEA.
Spenser.
Sdain (sdan), V. & n. Disdain. [Ofts.]
'Sdeath (sdSth), interj. [Corrupted fr. God^s death.']

An exclamation expressive of impatience or anger.
Sdelgn

(sdan),

Shak.

To

disdain.
\_Obs.']
But either sdeigns with other to partake.
V.

t.

Sea (se), n. [OE. see,
OHG. seo, G. see, OFries.

AS.

sse ;

Dan.

Spenser.

akin to D. see, OS.

&

Sw. sj'o, Icel. sxr,
Goth, saiws, and perhaps to L. saevus fierce, savage.

V151 *]

.se,

so,

One

of the larger bodies of salt water, less
than an ocean, found on the earth's surface ; a body of
salt water of second rank, generally forming part of, or
connecting with, an ocean or a larger sea ; as, the Mediterranean Sea ; the Sea of Marmora ; the North Sea ;

8

!•

the Caribbean Sea.
2. An inland body of water, esp. if large or if salt or
brackish ; as, the Caspian Sea ; the Sea of Aral sometimes, a small fresh-water lake as, the Sea of Galilee.
3. The ocean the whole body of the salt water which
covers a large part of the globe.
;

;

;

I marvel

The

how

the fishes live in the sea.
Ambiguous between sea and land
river horse and scaly crocodile.

Shak.
Milton.

4. The swell of the ocean or other body of water in a
high wind motion or agitation of the water's surface
also, a single wave
a billow as, there was a high sea
after the storm ; the vessel shipped a sea.
5. (Jewish Antiq.) A great brazen laverin the temple
at Jerusalem
so called from its size.
He made a molten sea of ten cubits from brim to brim, round
in compass, and five cubits the height thereof.
2 Chron. iv. 2.
Anything resembling the sea in vastness as,
6. Fig.
a sea of glory.
Shak.
All the space
was one sea of heads. Macaulay.
^^^ Sea is often used in the composition of words of
obvious signification as, sea - bathed, sea - beaten, seabound, «ea-bred, sen -circled, senlike, sea -nursed, seatossed, sea-walled, sea-worn, and the like. It is also used
either adjectively or in combination with substantives as,
;

;

;

;

—

:

;

.

.

.

;

;

sea bird, sea-bird, or seabird, sea acorn, or sea-acorn.
At sea, upon the ocean ; away from land ; figuratively,
without landmarks for guidance ; lost at the mercy of
circumstances. " To say the old man was at sea would
be too feeble an expression. " O. W. Cable.
At full sea,
at the height of flood tide hence, at the height. " But
now God's mercy was at full sea." Jer. Taylor. Beyond
seas, or Beyond the sea or the seas {Law), out of the state,
territory, realm, or country. Wliarton.
Half seas over,
half drunk. [Colloq.] Spectator.
Heavy sea, a sea in
which the waves run high.
Long sea, a sea characterized
by the uniform and steady motion of long and extensive
waves.
Short sea, a sea in which the waves are short,
broken, and irregular, so as to produce a tumbling or
lerking motion.
To go to sea, to adopt the calling or oc;

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

cupation of a

sailor.

Sea' a'corn

(se'

which

abounds on
the Atlantic coast of
the United
States.

It

more or

An

(Zodl.)

acorn barnacle

less varied

with small

Sea Bass

white

;

under 4th Drao.
Sea' a-nem'O-ne

(se' a-n5m'o-ne).

numerous

species of softbodied Anthozoa, belonging to
the order Actinaria; an ac-

(Zodl.)

—

Any one

<5??«^ v'^'TT^..-,

—

A

A

;

Sea'bord' (se'bord'), n. & a. See Seaboard.
Sea'-bor'der-ing (se'bSr'der-tng), a. Bordering on
Drayton.
the sea ; situated beside the sea.
Sea'-born' (se'bSrn'), a. 1. Bom of the sea produced
"
by the sea.
Neptune and his sea-born niece." Waller.
;

Born at sea.
Sea'bound' (se'bound'), a. Bounded by the sea.
Sea' bow' (se' bo'). See Marine rainboiv, under
2.

Rainbow.
Sea' boy' (se' boi'). A boy employed on shipboard.
Sea' breach' (se' brech'). A breaking or overflow of
L^ Estrange.
a bank or a dike by the sea.
Sea' bream' (se' brem'). (Zodl.) Any one of several
species of sparoid fishes, especially the common European species (Pagellus centrodontus), the Spanish (P.
Oweni), and the black nea bream (Cantharus lineatus)
called also old wife.
Sea' brief (se' bref). Same as Sea letter.
Sea' bug' (se' bilg'). (Zodl.) A chiton.
Sea'-bullt' (se'bTlf), a. Built at, in, or by the sea.
Sea' but'ter-liy (bfif ter-fU'). (Zodl.) A pteropod.
(Bot.) See Sea
48).
Sea' cab'bage (se' kSb'baj

—

;

under Kale.
Sea' calf (se' kaf), (Zodl.) The common seal.
Sea' ca-na'ry (se' ka-na'ry). [So called from a v/his(Zodl.) The beluga, or
tling sound which it makes.]
white \vh3.\e.
Sea' cap'taln (se' kSp'ttn). The captain of a vessel
that sails upon the sea.
Sea' card' (se' kard'). Mariner's card, or compass.
(Zodl.) (a) The wolf
Sea' cat'fish' (se' kSt'flsh').
fish.
Sea' cat' (se' kSf ).
(6). Any maf
rine siluroid fish, as ^lurichihys marinus, and Arinus
Many
felis, of the eastern coast of the United States.
species are found on the coasts of Central and South
America.
Sea' chart' (se' chart'). A chart or map on which
kale,

)

delineated.

11^°° Tliey have the oral disk
surrounded by one or more circles of simple tapering tentacles, which are often very numerous, and when expanded
somewhat resemble the petals
of flowers, with colors varied
and often very beautiful.
Sea' ape' (se' ap'). (Zodl.)

(a) The thrasher shark. (6)
'The sea otter.
Sea' ap'ple (se' Sp'p'l).
(Bot.) The fruit of a West

Sea Anemone (.Metridium
dianthus) of Europe and
America. (Ji)

Indian palm (Maniearia Plukenetii), often found floating in the sea.
A. Grisebach.
ale,

senate,

A

(Bot.)
fleshy
Sea' Chick'weed'
plant (Arenaria peploides) growing in large tufts in the
sands of the northern Atlantic seacoast ;
called also
sea sandwort, and sea purslane.
Sea' clam' (se' klam'). (Zodl.) Any one of the large
bivalve moUusks found on the open seacoast, especially
those of the family Mactridx, as the common American
called also
species (Mactra, or Spisula, solidissima)

chTk'wed').

—

;

—

beach clam, and surf clam.
a name
Sea' coail' (se' kol'). Coal brought by sea
by which mineral coal was formerly designated in the
south of England, in distinction from charcoal, which
was brought by land.
Sea-coal facing (.Founding), facing consisting of pulverized bituminous coal.
;

tinian.

c&re,

&m.,

arm, ask,

large

which

is

Sea' cole'wort' (se' kol'wart'). (Bot.) Sea cabbage.
Sea' com'pass (se' kiim'pas). The marmer's comSee under Compass.
Sea' coot' (se' koot'V (Zodl.) A scoter duck.
Sea' com' (se' k6rn'). (Zodl.) A yellow cylindrical
mass of egg capsules of certain species of whelks (Buccinum), which resembles an ear of maize.
Sea' cow' (se' kou'). (Zodl.) (a) The manatee, (b)
The dugoug. (e) The walrus.
Sea' craw'flsh' (se' kra'flsh'). (Zodl.) Any crustaSea' cray'fish' (se'kra'flsh'). )
cean of the genus
Palinurus and

—

the European
spiny lobster (P.

which
is much used as
an article of food.
See Lobster.
vulgaris),

Sea'

crow''

(&W kro'). (Zodl.)
(a) The chough.

[Ireland]

The
(c)

^11

;

eve,

event,

dnd, fern,

recent

;

icei

(b)

cormorant.

The black-

headed

pewit,

Sea Crawfish iPalinurus

and other guUs.

vulgaris),

The skua.
(e) The razorbill. [Orkney Islands]
(/) The coot.
Sea'^ cu'cum-ber (se' ku'-

(d)

ktim-ber).
(Zodl.) Any large
holothurian, especially one of
those belonging to the genus
Pentacto, or Cucumaria, as the

common American and European
species (P. frondosa).

Sea' dace'

(se' das').

The European
Sea'
dll).

(Bot.)

(Zodl.)

sea perch.

daf'fo-dU

(se'

dSf'fo-

A European amaryl-

lidaceous plant
maritimuTti).

(Pancratium

Sea' dev'U (se' dSv"l). (Zo(a) Any very large ray, esany species of the
genus Manta or Cepluiloptera, Sea Cucumber (P«n(ac<a
^'^°'' ''*"-^'
some of which become more than
twenty feet across and weigh several tons
See also Ox
ray,
under
Ox. (b) Any
ol.)

pecially

large
lopod,
large
pus,
giant

cepha^
as a
Octoor
a
squid

i

(Architeuthis).

See

Devilfish.
(c) The angler.

Sea' dog' Sea Devil ^ Mania, ot Cephalopteia hiro^tiis)
Under Side of Head showing Gill Openings
dog').

(se'

!)

c Gills, enlarged.
1. (Zodl.)
(a) The dogfish,
(b) The common seal.
2. An old sailor a salt.
[Colloq.]
Sea' dot'ter-el (se' dSt'tSr-Sl). (Zodl.) The tumstone.
(Zodl.) The little auk, or
Sea' dove' (se' duv').
rotche. See Dlust. of Eotche.
dragonet,
Sea' drag'on (se' drSg'un). (Zodl.) (a)
or sculpin.
(b) Tlie pegasus.
;

A

Sea' drake' (se' drak'). (Zodl.) The pewit gull.
Sea' duck' (se' duk'). (Zodl.) Any one of numerous
species of ducks which frequent the seacoasts and feed
mainly on fishes and moUusks. The scoters, eiders, old
squaw, and ruddy duck are examples. They may be dis
tinguished by the lobate hind toe.
Sea' ea'gle (se' e'g'l). 1. (Zodl.) Any one of several
species of fish-eating eagles of the genus Haliseetus and
allied genera, as the North Pacific sea eagle (U. pelagicus), which has white shoulders, head, rump, and tail
the European white-tailed eagle (H. albicilla) and the

•

;

Indian white-tailed sea eagle, or fishing eagle (Polioaetus
ichthyaetus). The bald eagle and the osprey are also
sometimes classed as sea eagles.
2. (Zodl.) The eagle ray.
See under Rat.
Sea'-ear' (se'er'), n. (Zodl.) Any species of earshaped sheUs of the genus Haliotis. See Abalone.
Sea' eel' (se' el'). (Zodl.) The conger eel.
sea urchin.
Sea' egg' (se' eg'). (Zodl.)

A

Sea' el'e-phant (se' Sl'e-fant). (.ZoSZ.) A very large
(Macrorhinus proboscideus) of the Antarctic seas,
much hunted for its oil. It sometimes attains a length
of thirty feet, and is remarkable for the prolongation of
the nose of the adult male into an erectile elastic proboscis, about a foot in length. Another species of smaller
size (M. angustirostris) occurs on the coast of Lower
seal

California, but is

Sea'COast' (se'kosf), n. The shore or border of the
land adjacent to the sea or ocean. Also used adjectively.
Sea' cob' (se' kbb'). (Zodl.) The black-backed gull.
Sea' cock' (se' k5k'). 1. In a steamship, a cock or
valve close to the vessel's side, for closing a pipe which
communicates with the sea.
2. (Zodl.) (a) The black-bellied plover. (6) A gurnard, as the European red gurnard (Trigla pini).
Sea' co'coa (se' ko'ko). (Bot.) A magnificent palm
(Lodoicea Sechellarum) found only in the Seychelles
Islands.
The fruit is an immense two-lobed nut. It
final,

kul'an-der).

allied genera, as

(o).

spots and blotches. Called also, locally, blue bass, black
sea bass, blackfish, bluefish, and black perch,
(b) A California food fish (Cynoscion nobile);
called also white
sea bass, and sea salmon.
Sea' bat' (se' bSf ). (Zodl.) See Batfish (a).
beach lying along the
Sea'beach' (se'bech'), n.
" The bleak seabeach."
Lonp^ellow.
sea.
Sea' bean' (se' ben'). (^Bot.) Same as Florida, bean.
Sea' bear' (se' bSr'). (Zodl.) (a) Any fur seal. See
under Fur. (6^ The white bear.
(Bot.) A green seaweed
Sea'beard' (se'berd'), n.
(Cladophora rupestris) growing in dense tufts.
Sea' beast' (se' besf). (Zodl.) Any large marine
mammal, as a seal, walrus, or cetacean.
Sea' bird' (se' herd'). (Zodl.) Any swimming bird
frequenting the sea ; a sea fowl.
Sea' blite' (se' blit'). (Bot.) A plant (Suxda maritima) of the Goosefoot family, growing in salt marshes.
jellyfish.
Sea'-blub'ber (se'blub'ber), n. (Zodl.)
Sea'board' (se'bord'), n. [Sea -\- board, F. bord
side.]
Ld. Berners.
The seashore ; seacoast.
Sea'board', a. Bordering upon, or being near, the
sea seaside ; seacoast ; as, a seaboard town.
Sea'board', adv. Toward the sea. [i?.]
Sea' boat' (se' bot'). [AS. siebat.] 1. A boat or vessel adapted to the open sea ; hence, a vessel considered
with reference to her power of resisting a storm, or
maintaining herself in a heavy sea ; as, a good sea boat.
2. (Zodl.) A chiton.

(se'

Sea' ad'der (se' ad'der). (Zodl.) (a) The European
fifteen-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus spinachia)
called also Msmoi'e. (b) The European tanglefish, or pipefish (Syngnathus acus).
Sea' an'chor (se' Sn'ker). (Naut.) See Drag sail,

A
of

(se'

I

dark bluish,
with black bands, and

is

the lines of the shore, islands, shoals, harbors, etc., are

a'kum).

{^Balanus).

of

rius)

(Bot.)

(Agarum Turneri), the frond
punctured with many little holes.

Sea' COl'an-der
blackish seaweed

now nearly

Sea Elephant

idea,

ill

;

old,

extinct.

(J/, proboscideus).

obey, drb, 5dd
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{Zodl.) Any gorgonian
Sea' Ian'
branches in a fanlike form, especially
and the
of
Florida
Gorgonia flabellum
(se' fSn').

[OE. sele, AS. seolh; akin to OHG.
selah, Dan. ssel, Sw. sj'dl, Icel. iefr.]
{Zo'61.) Any
aquatic carnivorous mammal of the families Phocidx

which

Seal

(sel), n.

Ogmorhinus

several species of spotted seals, especially
leptonyx, and

and Otariidx.

West Indies.
Sea'far'er (se'fSr'er), n. [_Sea -\One who follows the sea as a
business ; a mariner ; a sailor.
Sea'far'ing, a. Following the busi- fc3/J
ness of a mariner j as, a seafaring &'iyfi
Jare.']

man.
Sea' leath'er

*OiJfr^

plumelike form.
Sea' fen'nel (se' fSn'nS).
Samphire.

Sea' fern' (se' fern')-

in a

branches like a fern.
Sea' flght' (se' fit'),
at sea a naval battle.

\*J
Sea Fan ( Gorgonia
ment.

FragNat. size.

Common

Any gorgonian which

An engagement between ships

fir' (se' fer'),

miniature

(Zodl.)

A

sertularian hydroid,
like a

Harp seal. Monk seal, and Fur seal, under Eaeed,
Hakp, Monk, and Fur. Seals are much hunted for their
skins and fur, and also for their oil, which in some species

fir tree.

Sea' llow'er

{Zo'61.)

(se' flou'er).

or any related anthozoan.
Sea' foam' (se' fom').

Foam

1.

Meerschaum;

A

seal.

sea anemone,

is

of sea water.

— called also

very abundant.
Harbor seal

/rott.
Sea' fowl' (se' foul'). (Zodl.) Any bird which habitually frequents the sea, as an auk, gannet, gull, tern, or
petrel ; also, all such birds, collectively.
Sea' fox' (se' f5k3'). {Zodl.) The thrasher shark.
2. (il/m.)

Seal (Phoca vit-ulina).

the hooded seal {Cystophora cristata), and the ringed seal
(Phoea foetida), are northern species. See also Eared

which branches

abietina,

j>ea

(Zo'6l.),

the

common

both the North Atlantic and the
Ocean, and often ascends rivers:— called also marbled
sea calf, sea

Seal, n. [OE. seel, OF. seel, F. sceau, fr. L. sigillum
a little figure or image, a seal, dim. of signum a mark,
Sea' froth' (se' frSth' ; 115). See Sea foam, 2.
sign, figure, or image.
See Sion, m., and cf. Sigil.]
(se'gaf),
A
long,
rolling
n.
swell of the
Sea'-gate' 1
1. An engraved or inscribed stamp, used for making an
Ham. Nav. Encyc.
Sea'— gait' ) sea.
impression
in
wax
or
other
soft substance, to be attached
Sea' gauge' (se' gaj'). See under GAtroE, n.
Sea' gher'kln (se' gei'klu), or Sea' gir'kln (ger'- to a document, or otherwise used by way of authentication
or
security.
kln). {Zo'61.) Any small holotburian resembling in form
2. Wax, wafer, or other tenacious substance, set to an
a gherkin.
Sea' gJn'ger (se' jtn'jer). {Zodl.) A hydroid coral instrument, and impressed or stamped with a seal as,
of the genus Millepora, especially M. alcicomis, of the to give a deed under hand and seal.
Till thou canst rail the seal from off my bond
West Indies and Florida. So called because it stings the
Thou but offend'st thy lungs to speak so loud. Shak.
tongue like ginger. See Illust. under Millepore.
3. That which seals or fastens esp. the wax or wafer
Sea' glr'dles (se' ger'd'lz). {Bot.) A kind of kelp
placed on a letter or other closed paper, etc., to fasten it.
(Laminaria digitata) with palmately cleft fronds;
4. That which confirms, ratifies, or makes stable
called also sea wand, seaware, and tangle.
Sea'glrt' (se'gerf), a. Surrounded by the water of that which authenticates that which secures assurance.
Milton.
the sea or ocean as, a seagirt isle.
Milton. " Under the seal of silence."
Like a red seal is the setting sun
Sea' god' (se' gSd'). A marine deity; a fabulous
On the good and the evil men have done. Longfellow.
being supposed to live in, or have dominion over, the
sea, or some particular sea or part of the sea, as Neptune.
5. An arrangement for preventing the entrance or
Sea' god'dess (-dSs). A goddess supposed to live in return of gas or air into a pipe, by which the open end
of the pipe dips beneath the surface of water or other
or reign over the sea, or some part of the sea.
Sea'go'ing (se'gS'tng), a. Going upon the sea es- liquid, or a deep bend or sag in the pipe is filled with
iiecially, sailing upon the deep sea
used in distinction the liquid a draintrap.
from coasting or river, as applied to vessels.
Privy seal. See under
Great seal. See under Great.
Sea' goose' (se' goes'). {Zo'61.) A phalarope.
Seal lock, a lock in which the keyhole is covPrivy, a.
Sea' gown' (se' goun'). A gown or frock with short ered by a seal in such a way that the lock can not be
sleeves, formerly worn by mariners.
Shak. opened without rupturing the seal. — Seal manual. See
Seal ring, a ring having a seal enSea' grape' (se' grap/). 1. {Bot.) (a) The gulf weed. under Manual, a.
graved on it, or ornamented with a device resembling a
See under Gulf. (6) A shrubby plant ( Coccoloba uviShak.
seal a signet ring.
fera) growing on the sandy shores of tropical America,
Seal, V. t. limp.
p. p. Sealed (seld) p. pr. & vb.
somewhat resembling the grapevine.
2. pi. {Zo'6l.) The clusters of gelatinous egg capsules n. Sealing.] [OE. selen; cf. OF. seeler, seieler, F. sceller, LL. sigillare.
See Seal a stamp.] 1. To set or
of a squid {Loligo).
066 Thrasiter

;

;

—

,

;

;

Sea'

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

&

a seal to hence, to authenticate ; to confirm ; to
ratify ; to establish ; as, to seal a deed.
Skak.
And with my hand I seal my true hearths love.
2. To mark with a stamp, as an evidence of standard
exactness, legal size, or merchantable quality ; as, to
seal weights and measures ; to seal silverware.
3. To fasten with a seal; to attach together with a
wafer, wax, or other substance causing adhesion ; as, to
seal a letter.
4. Hence, to shut close ; to keep close ; to make fast
to keep secure or secret.
Seal up your lips, and give no words but *' mum." Skak.
6. To fix, as a piece of iron in a wall, with cement,
Gwilt.
plaster, or the like.
6. To close by means of a seal ; as, to seal a drainpipe
with water. See 2d Seal, 5.
7. Among the Mormons, to confirm or set apart as a
second or additional wife. [_Vtak, U. 5.]
. . she is
If a man once married desires a second helpmate
sealed to him under the solemn sanction of the church.
U. Stansbury.
affix

Sea' grass' (se'gras'). {Bot.)
fielgrass.

Sea' green' (se' gren'). The
green color of sea water.
Sea'-green', a. Of a beautiful bluish green color, like sea
water on soundings.
Sea' gud'geon (se' gHi'iin).
(Zo'61.)
The European black
goby {Gobius niger).
Sea' gull' (se' gul'). (Zodl.)
Any gull living on the seacoast.
Se'ah (se'a), n. A Jewish Sea Grapes (2), or Egg
dry measure containing one
Cases of Loligo.
third of an ephah.
Sea' hare' (se' h^r'). {Zo'61.) Any tectibranchiarte
moUusk of the genus Aplysia. See Aplysia.
Sea' hawk' (se' hak'). {Zo'61.) A jager gull.
Sea' heath' (se' heth'). {Bot.) A low perennial plant
(Frankenia Ixvis) resembling heath, growing along the
seashore in Europe.
Sea' hedge'hog'(se'hSj'hog'). {Zo'6l.) A sea urchin.
Sea' hen' (se' hSn'). {Zo'61.) The common guillemot
applied also to various other sea birds.
Sea' hog' (se' hSg'). {Zo'6l.) The porpoise.
Sea' hol'ly (se' hSl'lJ^). {Bot.) An evergreen seashore plant {Erijngium maritimum). See Ebtngtom.
Sea' holm' (se' liom'). A small uninhabited island.
Sea' holm'. (Bot.) Sea holly.
Sea' horse' (se' hors'). 1. A fabulous creature, half
horse and half fish, represented in classic mythology as
driven by sea gods or ridden by the Nereids. It is also
depicted in heraldry. See Hippocampus.
2. {Zo'61.) (a) The walrus.
(6) Any fish of the genus
Hippocampus.
II

Seal,

word

is

(Eumelopias Stelleri)
found from California
to Japan
and the
;

black, or California,
(Zalophus
sea lion

Califomianus), which
on the
rocks near San Fran-

82

full,
*

ap, fiin

;

pity

cisco.

Sea'

loach'

(se'

(Zo'6l.)

The

loch').

(Zo'6l.)

The common

yellow body.

food,

f o~ot

;

California Sea Lion {Zalophus
Californianvs).

three-bearded rockling, See KocKLiNG.
Sea' louse' (se' lous'). {Zo'6l.) Any one of numerous species of isopod crustaceans of Cymothoa, Idvoneca, and allied genera, mostly parasites on fishes.
Seam (sem), n. [See Saim.] Grease ; tallow ; lard.
Shak. Dryden.
[_Obs. or Prov. Eng."]
Seam. n. [OE. seem, seam, AS. seam; akin to D.
zoom, OHG. soum, G. saum, LG. sooni, Icel. saumr, Sw.
Dan. s'6m, and E. sew. V156. See Sew to fasten with
thread.] 1. The fold or line formed by sewing together
two pieces of cloth or leather.
2. Hence, a line of junction ; a joint ; a suture, as on
a ship, a floor, or other structure the line of union, or
joint, of two boards, planks, metal plates, etc.

&

;

Precepts should be so finely wrought together
coarse seam may discover where they join.

.

.

.

that

no

Addison,

& Mining) A thin

layer or stratum ; a narrow vein between two thicker strata as, a seam of coal.
4. A line or depression left by a cut or wound ; a scar
3. (Geol.

;

a

cicatrix.

Seam blast, a blast made by putting the powder into
seams or cracks of rocks. — Seam lace, a lace used by car*
riage makers to cover seams and edges — called also
seaming lace. —Si2im preaser. (Agric.) (a) A. heavy ro^lev
to press down newly plowed furrows. (6) A tailor's sadiron for pressing seams. Knight. — Seam set, a set for
flattening the seams of metal sheets, leather work, etc.
;

;

;

to unite.

;

To mark with something resembling a seam

2.
line

&

v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Seamed (semd) p. pr.
Seaming.] 1. To form a seam upon or of to join

Seam,
vb. n.

by sewing together

;

to

to scar.

;

Seamed

o'er

with wounds which his

own saber gave.

Pope.

3. To make the appearance of a seam in, as in knitting
a stocking hence, to knit with a certain stitch, like that
in such knitting.
Seam, v. i. To become ridgy to crack open.
;

Later their

lips

began

to

parch and seav}.

L. Wallace.

[AS. se&m, LL. sauma, L. sagma a packsaddle, fr. Gr. a-ayixa. See SuMPTER.] A denomination
of weight or measure. Specifically (a) The quantity of
eight bushels of grain. "A seam oi oats." P. Plowman,
(b) The quantity of 120 pounds of glass.
[Eng.l

Seam,

n.

:

(se' ISm'pry).

color, like the fur of the fur seal after it is dyed.
Sea' legs' (se' 18gz'). Legs able to maintain their
possessor upright in stormy weather at sea, that is, ability to stand or %valk steadily on deck when a vessel is rollTotten.
ing or pitching in a rough sea. [Sailors' CantJ
Sea' lem'on (se' ISm'tin). (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of nudibranchiate mollusics of the genus
Doris and allied genera, having a smooth, thick, convex

;

common

is

Sea'-mald' (se'mad'), ra. 1. The mermaid.
2. A sea nympb.
Sea'-mall' (se'mSl'), n. [Sea -|- (perhaps) ^fall Mal-

;

Sea' leop'ard

nide,

A

;

Sea' lan'gnage (se' ISn'gwfij). The peculiar language or phraseology of seamen sailor's cant.
Sea' lark' (se' lark'). {Zo'6l.) (a) The rock pipit
(Anthus obseurus). (b) Any one of several small sandpipers and plovers, as the ringed plover, the turnstone,
the dunlin, and the sanderling.
Sea' lav'en-der (se' ISv'Sn-der). (Bot.) See Marsh
rosemary, under Maksh.
Sea' law'yer (se' la'yer). (Zo'ol.) The gray snapper. See under Snapper.
Seal'-brown' (sel'broun'), a. Of a rich dark brown

supposed

IScotch']

Seal'ing wax' (sel'Ing wSks'). A compound of the
resinous materials, pigments, etc., used as a material for
seals, as for letters, documents, etc.
(Zool ) Any one of several
Sea' li'on (se' li'iin)
large species of seals of the family
Otariidse, native of the Pacific
Ocean, especially the southern
sea lion (Otaria Jubata) of the
South American coast
the northern sea lion

Shak.

feet long.

Sea' lam'prey

See the Note under Vikino.

"

To

[OJs.]

lamprey.

A

unite,

i.

or a seal.

Sea' la'ces (se' la'sSz). (Bot.) A kind of seaweed
(Chorda Filum) having blackish cordlike fronds, often

Sea' hnl'ver (se' htil'ver). {Bot.) Sea holly.
Sea'-lS'land (se'iland), a. Of or pertaining to certain islands along the coast of South Carolina and Georgia ; as, sea-island cotton, a superior cotton of long fiber
produced on those islands.
Sea' Jel'ly (se' jSlly). {Zo'6l.)
medusa, or jellyfish.
Seak (sek), n. Soap prepared for use in milling cloth.
Sea' kale' (se' kal'). (Bot.) See under Kale.
Sea' king' (se' king'). One of the leaders among the
Norsemen who passed their lives in roving the seas in
search of plunder and adventures ; a Norse pirate chief.
use,

V.

affix one's seal,

I will seal unto this bond.

many

(Zo'6l.) Aaenl.
(selk), SelCh, n.
(Zo'6l.)
crinoid.
lil'y (se' Itl'y).

;

.

—

B^"" In a passage of Dryden's, the
to refer to the hippopotamus.

;

of

;

Sealgh

;

;

especially,

Sea' lev'el (se' ISv'Sl). The level of the surface
any surface on the same level with the sea.

vitidina).
North Pacific

seal, native seal, river seal, bay seal, land seal,
cat, sea dog, dotard, ranger, selchie, tangfish.

;

used as food.

(Phoea

It inhabits

seals

business of capturing seals.
Sea' let'ter (se' ISf ter). (Mar. Law) The customary certificate of national character which neutral merchant vessels are bound to carry in time of war ; a passBurrill.
port for a vessel and cargo.
Sea' let'tuce (se' ISt'tTs). (Bot.) The green papery
fronds of several seaweeds of the genus Ulva, sometimes

the sea
seal

leptonyx').

an officer whose
duty it is to seal writs or instruments, to stamp weights
and measures, or the like.
Seal'er, n.
A mariner or a vessel engaged in the

Seals inhabit seacoasts, and are found principally
in'tEe higher latitudes of both hemispheres. There are
numerous species, bearing such popular names as sea
lion, sea leopard, sea bear, or ursine seal, fur seal, and
sea elephant. The bearded seal (Erigjiaikus barbatus),

;

Sea'

especially Sertularia

One who

(sel'er), n.

Jlabellum).

(Bot.)

{Zo'61.)

Sea Leopard COgmoihinus

Seal'er

^m]

(se' fgth'er). {Zodl.)

Any gorgonian which branches

(se' ISp'erd).

out, oil ;

(Zo'61.)

chair

;

Any one

so

;

sine,

of

Mary ; hence, Prov. E. mally a hare.]
the mev!.

ly, for

gull

;

(Zo'6l.)

A

Sea'man (se'mSn), n. ; pi. Seamen (-m6n). A merman the male of the mermaid, [iJ.] " Not to mention
;

mermaids or

Locke.

seamen.''''

(se'mon), n. ; pi. Seamen (-men). [AS, sxma?).] One whose occupation is to assist in the management of ships at sea ; a mariner a sailor ; applied both
to officers and common mariners, but especiiUly to the
latter.
Opposed to landman, or land.tinan.

Sea'man

;

—

Able seaman, a sailor who is practically conversant with
the duties of common seaimuiship. — Ordinary seaman.
See Ordinary.

all

Sea'man-llke'

(-lik'), a.

Having or showing the

skill

of a practical soa.nan.
n.
Tho skill of a good seaman
art, or skill in the art, of working a ship.
mitn'tls).
(sS'
(Zo'61.)
squilln.
man'tla
Sea'

iQk

Sea'man-shlp,

A

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

the

SEA MARGE

N

Sea' marge'
ea

Land which borders on the

(ee' mSrj').

the seashore.

:

You

Shak.

are near the sea

marge of a land teeming with

life.

J, Burroughs,

Sea'mark' (se'mark'), n. Any elevated object on
land which serves as a guide to mariners; a beacon;
a landmark visible from the sea, as a hi'j, a tree, a
Shak,
Sea' mat' (se' mSf). (Zool.) Any bryozoan of the
genus Flustra or allied genera which form frondlike

steeple, or the like.

corals.

ma')- (Zodl.) The sea mew.
(Falconry) Out of condition ; not
in good condition
said of a hawk.
Sea'-mell' (se'raSl^, n. (Zodl.) The sea mew.
(se' mu').
{Zodl.) A gull; the mew.
Sea'
geographical mile.
See
Sea' mile' (se' mil').

maw'

Sea'

Seamed

(se'

(semd.), a,
;

—

mew

A

Mile.
Sea' mllk'wort' (se' mllk'wflrt'). (Bot.) A low,
fleshy perennial herb {Olaux mariiima) found along
northern seashores.

Seam'lng

(sem'ing), n.
forming a seam or joint.
2. (Fishing) The cord
or rope at the margin of
a seine, to which the
meshes of the net are attached.

The

1.

act or process of

Seamless,

With-

a.

out a seam.
Christ's seamless coat, all
of a piece.
Jer. Taylor.

Sea' monk'
munk'). (Zodl.)

tionality

seal,

mon'ster

Sea'

Sea Moss {BiceUaria cUiata).

DO Ooecia

p

;

V V VibraculEB

;

Pedicellaria ;
z Zocecium.

chiate annelid, belonging to jlpArodite and allied genera, having
long, slender, hairlike setae on
the sides. (6) The dunlin.
Seam'ster (sem'ster), n, [See

One who sews

Seamstkess.]
well, or

whose occupation

is

to

\Obs.'\

Seam'StreS9(sem'strg3; 277),

[From older seamster, propSee
erly fern., AS. sedmestre.

Sea'-pen'

;

Sea' mud' (se' miSd'). A rich
slimy deposit in salt marshes and
along the seashore, sometimes
called also
used as a manure ;
sea ooze.
(sem'y),
a.
Having
Seam'y
a seam; containing seams, or
its fair,

as well as

its

aculeata).

seamy,

Sums.

side.

A

A

jellyfish,

(sSn'na-kl), n.

or medusa.

[Gael. seanachaidh,'\

bard among the Highlanders of Scotland, who preserved and repeated the traditions of the tribes also, a
genealogist.
[Written also sert;

nachy.']

[^Scot.']

(Zodl.)

Any

large

[Frov. Eng.']

homy

egg case

Sea' pye/ (se' pi'). (Zodl,)
See 1st Sea pie.
Soa' py'ot (se' pi'ut). (Zool,) See 1st Sea pie.

Sea' quail'

(se' kwal').

The turnstoue.
Sea'quake' (se'kwak'),

(Zodl. )

A quakmg of

\

;

;

v.

—

;

t,

"Shak.

&

;

;

;

Sea Orange.

An aquatic

The discipline of war, being a discipline in destruction of
a discipline in callousness. Whatever sympathies exist
H. Sijencer.
are seared,

life, is

carnivore

;

;

;

;

;

search out truth.
Syn. To explore; examine; scrutinize; seek; investigate ; pry into ; inquire.
Search, v. i. To seek ; to look for something ; to
make inquiry, exploration, or examination ; to hunt.
Once more search with me.
Shak,
It sufficeth that they have once with care sifted the matter,
as, to

—

and searched

into all the particulars.
Locke.
Search, n, [Cf. OF. cerche. See Search, v. <.] The
act of seeking or looking for something ; quest ; inquiry
pursuit for finding something examination.
;

Thus the orb he roamed
With narrow search, and with inspection deep
Considered every creature.

Nor did

my

;

Ocean.

espe-

Sear, n. [F. serve a grasp, pressing, fr. L. sera. See
Sehry.] The catch in a gunlock by which the hammer
held cocked or half cocked.

by the

Chinese. It is
allied to the com-

is

mon otter, but is larger, vrith

Sear spring, the spring which causes the sear to catch
in the notches by which the hammer is held.

more decidedly webbed.
a gigantic kelp of the Pacific
(Nereocystis Lutkeana), See Nereocystis.

Sea-otter'B cabbage (Bot.),

care,

am, arm,

Milton,

my search of liberty begin
black hairs were changed upon

A pirate.

Sea' rat' (se' rSf ). 1.
2. (Zodl,) The chimaera.

ask, final,

g,ll

;

eve,

event,

my chin.

Dryden,
Eight of search (Mar. Law), the right of the lawfully
commissioned cruisers of belligerent nations to examine
and search private merchant vessels on the high seas, for
the enemy's property or for articles contraband of war.
Search warrant (Law), a warrant legally issued, authorizing an examination or search of a house, or other
place, for goods stolen, secreted, or concealed.
Syn.
Scrutiny; examination; exploration; investi*
gation ; research ; inquiry ; quest ; pursuit.
Till

—

—

Search'a-hle (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being searched,
Search'a-ble-ness, n. Quality of being searchable.
[Cf. OF. cercheor inspector.]
Search'er (-er), n,
One who, or that which, searches or examines ; a seeker
an inquirer an examiner a trier.
Specifically
(a)
Formerly, an officer in London appointed to examine the
bodies of the dead, and report the cause of death. Graunt,
(b) An officer of the customs whose business it is to
search ships, merchandise, luggage, etc. (c) An inspector
of leather.
[Prov, Eng,'] (S) (Gun.) An instrument
for examining the bore of a cannon, to detect cavities.
(e) An implement for sampling butter; a butter trier.
(/) (Med.) An instrument for feeling after calculi in
;

:

a.

Exploring thoroughly

[iJ.]

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

scrutinizing

penetrating ; trying ; as, a searching discourse ; a searching e^ye. "Piercing, ^earcAinjr, biting, cold." Dickens.
Search'lng-ly, adv,
Search'lng-ness, n.
Search'Iess, a. Impossible to be searched ; inscrutable impenetrable.
Sear'clOth' (ser'klBth' ; 115), n. Cerecloth. Mortimer,
Sear'cloth', v, t. To cover, as a sore, with cerecloth.
Seared (serd), a. Scorched ; cauterized hence, figuratively, insensible ; not susceptible to moral influences.
A seared conscience and a remorseless heart. Macaulay.
Sear'ed-ness (ser'gd-nSs), n. The state of being
seared or callous ; insensibility.
Bp. Hall.
Sea' reed' (se' red'). (Bot.) The sea-sand reed. See

—

—

;

;

under Reed.
Sea' risk' (se' risk'). Risk of injury, destruction, or
loss by the sea, or while at sea.
Sea' rob'ber (se' rob'ber). A pirate ; a sea rover.
Sea' rob'ln (se' robTn). See imder Robin, and Illustration in Appendix.
Sea' rock'et (se' rSk'gt). {Bot.) See under Rocket.
Sea' room' (se' room'). (Naut.) Room or space at
sea for a vessel to maneuver, drive, or scud, without peril
of running ashore or aground.
Totten.
Sea' rOT'er (se' rov'er). One that cruises or roves
the sea for plunder
a sea robber ; a pirate also, a
;

S^"" Sear is allied to scorch in signification but it is
applied primarily to animal flesh, and has special reference to the effect of heat in making the surface hard.
Scorch is applied to flesh, cloth, or any other substance,
and has no reference to the effect of hardness.
" Cherish veins of
To sear np, to close by searing.
Sir W, Temple.
good humor, and sear up those of lU."

Its fur is highly

v. 39.

Enough is left besides to search and know.
Milton,
3. To examine or explore by feeling with an instrument to probe as, to search a wound.
4. To examine ; to try to put to the test.
To search out, to seek till found to find by seeking

Search'lng,

vb.
[imp, &p, p. Seared (serd) p, pr,
[OE. seeren, AS. searian. See Sear, a.]
Shak.
1. To wither
to dry up.
2. To bum (the surface of) to dryness and hardness
to cauterize ; to expose to a degree of heat such as
changes the color or the hardness and texture of the
surface ; to scorch to make callous ; as, to sear the skin
or flesh. Also used figuratively.
Rowe.
I 'm seared with burning steel.
It was in vain that the amiable divine tried to give salutary
Macaulay,
pain to that seared conscience.

{Enhydris I utris, or marina)
found in the
North Pa-

senate,

John

They are come to search the house.
Shak.
Search me, O God, and Icnow my heart. Bs. cxxxix. 23.
2. To inquire after ; to look for to seek.
I will both search my sheep, and seek them out. Ezek. xxxiv. 11.

the bladder, etc.

Sear, Sere (ser), a.
OE. Sea Purse. A 'Egg of
seer, AS. sear (assumed) fr.
Skate {Raia)
B Skate
cut open, snowing two
se&rian to wither; akin to D.
nearl.v mature eggs (aa)
zoor dry, LG. soar, OHG. soren
in their natural position.
to wither, Gr. aiieiv to parch,
to dry, Skr. fush (for sush) to dry, to wither, Zend
hush to dry. V152. Cf. Austere, Sorrel, a.] Dry
withered no longer green
applied to leaves. Milton.
X have lived long enough my way of life
Sear,

A

ale,

;

Scriptures."

n,

the sea.

n. Searing.]

eles are bright red.
Sea'-orb' (se'SrV), n, (Zodl.)
globeflsh.
Sea' ot'ter (se' St'ter) (ZooU)

Ocean

^«

Is fall'n into the sear, tne yellow leaf.

(se' iin'yfin).
officinal squill.
See

Sea' ooze' (se' 6oz'). Same
as Sea mud.
Mortimer.
Sea' or'ange
5r'6nj).
(se'
{Zodl.) A large American holothurian (Lophothuria Fabricii)
having a bright orange convex
body covered with finely granulated scales. Its expanded tenta/-

feet

A

;

Squill.

cially

(Zodl,) (a)

starfish.

,

Sea' on'ion
The

pentagonal

Sea' pink' (se'plnk'). (Bot.) See Thrift.
Sea' plov'er (se' pluv'er). The black-bellied plover.
Sea' poach'er (se' poeh'er). ) , „.., ™,^ , .^
ly^^«^^""^-^
Sea' pok'er (se'_pok'er).
|
Sea' pool'(se' pool'). A pool of salt water. Spenser,
Sea' pop'py (se' pSp'py). (Bot,) The horn poppy.
See under Horn.
Sea' por'CU-plne (se' pSr'kii-pin). (Zodl.) Any fish
of the genus Diodon, and allied genera, whose body is
covered with spines. See Illust, under Diodon.
Sea' pork' (se' pork').
(Zodl.) An American compound ascidian (Amoroscium stellaium) which forms
large whitish masses resembling salt pork.
Sea'port' (se'porf ), n, A port on the seashore, or
one accessible for seagoing vessels. Also used adjectively as, a seaport town.

Sir W. Scott,

(sen), n.
seine.
See Seine. [Prov. Eng.']
(si'aNs'), n,
[r., fr. L. sedens, -entis,
See Sit.]
p. pr. of seder e to sit.
session, as of some
public body ; especially, a meeting of spiritualists to receive spirit communications, so called.
Sea' nee'dle (se' ne'd'l). (Zodl.) See Garfish (a).
(se' nSt't'l).

A

pTn'kdSsh'Un).

LANE.
Sea Mouse (.Aphrodite

S6'ance'

Sea' net'tle
Sean'na-Chie

(b)

(se'

&

;

A

Sean

—

The merluce.

Sea' purslane (se' pGrs'(Bot,) See imder Ptms-

" Many a seamy scar."

showing them.
Everything has

searce, or sieve.
[Ois.]
Holland,
(serch), v, t. \imp,&p. p. Searched (sercht)
lib, n.
Searching.]
[OE. serchen, cerchen,
OF. cerchier, F. chercher, L. circare to go about, fr. L.
circum, circa, around. See Circle.] 1. To look over or
through, for the purpose of finding something ; to examine to explore ; as, to search the city. "Search the

Search

p, pr,

lan).

—

cific

—

Sea' purse' (se' pflrs'). (Zodl.) The
of a skate, and of certain

business of a seamstress.

A

2.

_____

^'HHIH^^^-!_^W2«MI^HB 3

dace,
(b) The cunner.
(c) The sea bass, (d) The name is
Sea Peach.
applied also to other species of fishes,
Sea' pheas'ant (fSz'ant). (Zodl.) The pintail duck.
Sea' pie' (se' pi'). (Zodl.) The oyster catcher, a
limicoline bird of the genus Hsematopus.
Sea' pie'. A dish of crust or pastry and meat or fish',
etc., cooked together in alternate layers,
a common
food of sailors ; as, a three-decker sea pie.
picture representing a scene
Sea'plece' (se'pes'), n.
at sea ; a marine picture.
Addison.
Sea' pi'et (se' pJ'St), (Zodl.) See 1st Sea pie.
(Zodl.) (a)
Sea' pig' (se' pig')porpoise or dolphin,
(b) A dugong.
Sea' pl'geon (se' pTj'un). The common guillemot.
Sea' pike/ (se' pik').
(Zodl.) (a) The garfish, (b)
large serranoid food fish (Cenlropomus undecimalis)
found on both coasts of America ;
called also robalo.

holothurian.

;

valued,

Aji^ricanus'),

(b) The cormorant.
Searce (sers), n. [See Sarse.] A fine sieve. [OJs.l
Searce, i;. <. To sift ; to bolt. [0J«.]
3fortimer.
Sear'cer (ser'ser), n, 1. One who sifts or bolts. [Obs.]

^i

(Zodl.)

(se'pSn'), n,

Sea'poy (se'poy), n. See Sepot.
Sea' pud'dlng (se' pud'diug).

A woman whose occupais sewing
a needlewoman.
Seam'stress-7 (-J), n. The

tic coasts.

Sea Kaven {Hemitripterus

also sea

Seam.]
tion

An American

cottoid fish (Hemitripterus Americanus) aUied to the sculpms,
found on the northern Atlan-

A beautiful Ameri-

;

n.

(Zodl,) (a)

(se' ra'v'n).

See Passport.

(Zodl.)

Sea' perch' (se' perch'). (Zool,) (a) The European bass (Roccus, or Labrax, lupus)
called

sea purse,

(se'

branched marine bryozoan resembling moss.
Sea' mouse' (se' mous'). (Zodl.) (a) A dorsibran-

{Bot.)

(se' pech').

Sea' pln'CUSh'lon

Any

(Zodl.)

115).

A

a sea letter or passport.

A pennatula.

(e)

See
under Monk.

mBn'ster).
(Zodl.) Any
large sea animal.
Sea' moss' (se' mSs';

il

;

Sea' peach'

can ascidian (Cynthia, or Halocynlhia, pyri/ormis) having the
size, form, velvety surface, and
color of a ripe peach.
Sea' pear' (se' pSr'). (Zodl.)
A pedunculated ascidian of the
genus Boltonia.

A

(se'

Sea' ra'ven

A

A

gether.

sew.

A

A

by bending them
and pinching them toplates

s

Sea' owl' (se' oul'). (Zoo?.) The lumpfish.
starfish.
Sea' pad' (se' pSd'). (Zodl,)
Sea' par'rot (se' pSr'rut). (Zodl.) The puffin.
Sea' par'trldge (se' par'trTj). (Zodl.) The gilthead
{Crenilabrus melops), a fish of the British coasts.
document carried by neuSea' pass' (se' pas').
tral merchant vessels in time of war, to show their na-

—

Seaming machine, a ma^
chine for uniting the
edges of sheet - metal

Monk

SEASCAPE
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;

piratical vessel.

Sea'— rov'ing, a. Cruising at random on the ocean.
Sea' salm'on (se' sSm'un). (Zodl.) (a) A young pollock. (6) The spotted squeteague. (c) See Sea bass (b).
Sea' salt' (se' salt'). Common salt, obtained from
sea water by evaporation.
Sea' sand'pi'per (se' sand'pi'per). (Zodl,) The puiy
ple sandpiper.

Sea' sand'wort' (-wfirf ). (Boi,) See Sea chickweed.
Sea' sau'rl-an (se' sa'ri-an). (Zodl.) Any marine
saurian ; esp. (Paleon.), the large extinct species of Mosasaurus. Ichthyosaurus, Plesiosaurus, and related genera.
Sea'scape (se'skap), n. [Cf. Landscape.] A picture
representing a scene at sea. [Jocose]
Thackeray.
idea,

ill

;

old,

Obey, orb, 6dd

j

SEA SCORPION
Sea' scor'pl-on (se' skSr'pi-iin). {Zoiil.) (a) A European sculpin {Cottus scorpius) having the head armed
with short spines, (ft) The scorpene.
Sea' SCnri' (se'skurf). (2odl.) Any bryozoan which
forms rounded or
irregular patches ^^9^^f,^^^^fi,
of coral

Sea'son

ser'pent

ser'pent).

Any

{Zo'ol.)

1.

marine ani- Sea Scurf {Hipiwthoa h>/alina). A Enmal of unknown t'^e Colony B Some of the Cells
more enlarged.
nature, often reported to have been seen at sea, but never yet captured.
t^^Many accounts of sea serpents are imaginary or
fictitious others are greatly exaggerated and distorted by
incompetent observers but a number have been given by
competent and trustworthy persons, which indicate that
several diverse animals have been called sea serpents.
Among these are, apparently, several large snakelike
fishes, as the oar fish, or ribbon fish (Regalecus), and huge
conger eels. Other accounts probably refer to the giant
squids (.Architeutkis). Some of the best accounts seem
to describe a marine saurian, like the fossil Mosasauri,
which were large serpentlike creatures with paddles.
;

Sea'shell' (se'shSl'), n.

(ZoSl.)

The

shell of

thing
2.
it

"

Any one

of

And Jesus
and the

He

Bacon.
Macaulay.
3. That part of a thing on which a person sits as, the
seat of a chair or saddle ; the seat of a pair of pantaloons.
4. A sitting ; a right to sit ; regular or appropriate
place of sitting ; as, a seat in a church ; a seat for the
season in the opera house.
5. Posture, or way of sitting, on horseback.
She had so good a seat and hand she might be trusted with
any mount.
G. Eliot.
6. (Mach.) A part or surface on which another part
or surface rests ; as, a valve seat.
;

erate size, but some
species become eight or
ten feet long and four
inches broad.

Yellow-Bellied Sea Snake

Sea' snipe' (se'
(Pelamys bicolor).
(Zool.) (a)
sandpiper, as the knot and dunlin. (6) The beUows fish.
Sea'son (se'z'n), n. [OE. sesoun, V. saison, properly,
the sowing time, fr. L. satio a sowing, a planting, fr. severe, Saturn, to sow, plant; akin to B. sow, v., to scatter, as seed.] 1. One of the divisions of the year, marked
by alterations in the length of day and night, or by distinct conditions of temperature, moisture, etc., caused
mainly by the relative position of the earth with respect
to the sun. In the north temperate zone, four seasons,
namely, spring, summer, autumn, and winter, are generally recognized.
Some parts of the world have three
seasons,
the dry, the rainy, and the cold ; other parts
have but two,
the dry and the rainy.
The several seasons of the year in their beauty. Addison.
2. Hence, a period of time, especially as regards its
fitness for anything contemplated or done ; a suitable or
convenient time ; proper conjuncture ; as, the season for
planting ; the season for rest.
The season, prime for sweetest seents and airs. Milton.
period of time not very long ; a while ; a time.
3.
Thou Shalt be blind, not seeing the sun for a season.
Acts xiii. 11.
That which gives relish ; seasoning. [Ofti.]
You lack the season of all natures, sleep.
Shak.
In season, in good time, or sufficiently early for the
purpose.
Out of season, beyond or out of the proper
lime, or the usual or appointed time.
Sea'son, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Seasoned (-z'nd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Seasoning.]
1. To render suitable or appropriate ; to prepare ; to fit.

A

Seat

3.

to

unite,

r^de,

full,

fip,

pity

to plant with inhabitants

;

fro.

Milton.

as, to seat

W.

[Ofts.]
;

^

;

(Bot.)

(se' tang').

a

Stith.

to seat a chair.
Spenser.
[Obs."]
kind of seaweed;

A

;

Sea'
seamen a nautical word or phrase.
Drayton.
Sea' thief (se' thef). A pirate.
Sea' thongs' (se' thSngz' 115). (Bot.) A kind of
blackish seaweed (Himanthalia lorea) found on the
;

;

northern coasts of the Atlantic. It has a thonglike
forking process rising from a top-shaped base.
Seat'lng (set'ing), n. 1. The act of providing with a
seat or seats as, the seating of an audience.
also, the material for
2. The act of making seats
making seats as, cane seating.
Sea' titling (.se' tTt'lTng). (Zool.) The rock pipit.
;

;

;

Seatless

Having no

(set'lSs), a.

Sea' toad'
toadfish.

(c)

Sea' trout'

The

seat.

(Zool.) (a)

(se' tod').

A

sculpin.

(6)

A

angler.

(Zool.) (a)

(se' trout').

Any one

of sev-

eral species of true tronts which descend rivers and enter the sea after spawning, as the European bull trout
and salmon trout, and the eastern American spotted
trout.
(6) The common squetengue, and the spotted
California fish of the family Chiridm,
squeteague. (c)
called also
especially Hexagrammus decagrnmmus ;
spotted rock trout.
See Hock trout, under Rock, (d)

A

—

A

;

food,

1

siif,

Green Sea Urchin {Strongylocentrotvs
Drobachiensis). (^)

A

Halliwell.

\_Prov. Eng.']

Seav'y, a. Overgrown with rushes. [Prov. Eng.']
Sea' wall' (se' wal'). [AS. sseweall.'] A wall, or
embankment, to resist encroachments of the sea.
Sea'-walled' (ee'wald'), a. Surrounded, bounded,
Shak.
or protected by the sea, as if by a wall.
Sea'wan (se'wan), ) n. The name used by the Algonquin
Indians
(-want),
for
the
shell
Sea'want
)
beads which passed among the Indians as money.
11^°' Seawan was of two kinds wampum., white, and
suckanhock, black or purple, — the former having half
:

the value of the latter.

wampum

terms seawan and

Sea' wand'

Sea'ward

Many

writers, however, use the
indiscriminately.
Bartlett.

(Bot.) See Sea girdles.
Directed or situated toward

wond').

(se'

(se'werd), a.

Donne.

the sea.

Two

still

clouds

.

.

frosted fleece.

,

sparkled on their seawarrf edges like a
O. TT. Cable.

Drayton.
Sea'ward, adv. Toward the sea.
Sea'ware' (se'wSr'), n. [Cf. AS. sxwar seaweed.]
Seaweed; esp., coarse seaweed. See Wake, and
Sea oigdles.
Sea'weed' (se'wed'), n. 1. Popularly, any plant or
(Bot.)

plants growing in the sea.
2 (Bot.) Any marine plant of the class Algse, as kelp,
dulse, Eucus, Ulva, etc.

Sea' whip'

(se'

A

(Zool.)

hwlp').

gorgonian hav-

ing a simple stem.
(Zool.) (a) The scaup
(se' wij'un).
(6) The pintaU duck.
Sea'Wife' (se'wif), n. ; pi. Sea WIVES (-wlvz'). (Zool.)
A European wrasse (Labrus vetula).
(Zo'61.) A gorgonian
Sea' willow (se' wTl'16).
coral with long fiexible branches.
Sea' wing' (wing'). (Zodl.) A wing shell (Avicula).
Sea' With'Wind' (se' wTth'wind'). (Bot.) k'kmi.ot
bindweed (Convolvulus Soldanella) growing on the seacoast of Europe.
Sea' wolf' (se' w681f'). (Zool.) (a) The woU fish. (6)

Sea' wld'geon

duck.

The European

sea perch,

The sea elephant,

(c)

(d)

A

sea lion.

Sea' wood'COCk'

(se'

(Zool.)

wdod'kBk').

The bar-

tailed godwit.

Sea' wood' louse' (Ions'). (Zool.) A sea slater.
Sea' WOrm'WOOd' (se' wOrm'wood'). (Bot.) A European species of wormwood (Artemisia maritima) growing by the sea.
Sea'wor'thl-ness (se'wQr'thT-nSs), n. The state or
quality of being seaworthy, or able to resist the ordinary
violence of wind and weather.
Kent,
Sea'wor'thy (-thy), a. Eit for a voyage worthy of
being trusted to transport a cargo with safety as, a seaworthy ship.
Sea' wrack' (ee' rSk'). (Bot.) See Wkack.
Se-ba'ceous (se-bil'shus), o. [NL. sebaceus, from L.
;

;

sebum

(Physiol.) Pertaining to, or setallow, grease.]
creting, fat ; composed of fat having the appearance of
fat ; as, the sebaceous secretions of some plants, or the
sebaceous humor of animals.
;

y To their nests of sedge and sea tang. Longfellow.
tOTm' (se' term'). A term used specifically by

Holland.
;

;

Sea' tang'
tang tangle.

Shale.

firn

settle

To put a seat or bottom in as,
Seat, V. i. To rest to lie down.

Jer. 7'aj/for.

ase,

or the seats of ; to give a sitting
or persons in a church.

6.

Who

[iJ.]

50

country.

;

to impregnate.

To assign a seat to,
as, to seat a church,
To fix ; to set firm.

From their foundations, loosening to and
They plucked the seated hills.
5.

for any use by time or habit ; to habituate
to accustom ; to inure ; to ripen ; to mature ; as, to season one to a climate.
3. Hence, to prepare by drying or hardening, or removal of natural juices ; as, to season timber.
4. To fit for taste ; to render palatable ; to give zest
or relish to to spice ; as, to season food.
6. Hence, to fit for enjoyment; to render agreeable.
You season still with sports your serious hours. Drytlen.
The proper use of wit is to season conversation. Tillotson.
6. To qualify by admixture ; to moderate ; to temper.
" When mercy seasons justice."
Shak.
"
7. To imbue ; to tinge or taint.
by his tutor
being seasoned with the love of the truth."
Fuller.
Season their younger years with prudent and pious principles.
;

;

4.

fit

To copulate with

Arbuthnot.

to occupy a post, site, situation, or the
like ; to station ; to establish ; to fix ; to settle.
Shak.
Thus high ... is King Richard seated.
They had seated themselves in New Guiana. Sir W. Raleigh.

&

8.

&

warm debate.
2. To cause

—

ani-season£d for his passage.

thepinworm.
;

4

is fit

(Zool.),

&

—

Be

worm

vb. n.
Seat, V, t. [imp.
p. p. Seated ; p. pr.
Seatins.] 1. To place on a seat ; to cause to sit down
as, to seat one's self.
The guests were no sooner seated but they entered into a

A

To

dwellest, even where Satan's seat is. Hev. li. 13.
that builds a fair house upon an ill seat committeth him-

A seat of plenty, content, and tranquillity,

fishes,

Dan.

Sw.

rush.

changers,

self to prison.

and are mostly of mod-

2.

money

Where thou

especially in the
parts of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

&

overthrew the tables of the

.

;

warmer

—

.

Matt. xxi. 12.
them that sold doves.
2. The place occupied by anything, or where any person or thmg is situated, resides, or abides a site ; an
abode, a station; a post; a situation.

sea,

snip').

,

[Cf.

Icel. sef.'\

seats of

e

1

Seave (sev),

;

family Hydrophidx,
having a fiattened tail
and living entirely in the

They feed upon

Knight.

under Tunicata.
Sea' Star' (star'). (Zool.) A starfish, or brittle star.
(Zool.) A surgeon fish.
Sea' sur'geon (se' sfir'jiin).
Sea' swallow (se' swol'16).
1. (Zool.) (a) The
common tern. (6) The storm petrel, (c) The gannet.
2. (Her.) See Cornish chough, under Chough.
Seat (set), re. [OE. sefe, Icel. sseti ; akin to Sw. sate,
Dan. ssede, MH6. seize, AS. set, sell, and E. sit. y/ldi.
See Sit, and cf. Settle, ra.] 1. The place or thing upon
which one sits hence, anything made to be sat in or
upon, as a chair, bench, stool, saddle, or the like.

many

o V a b

spines which
are often long
and sharp.

siv,

Illust.

A

m

n.

set

Sea'SOn-leSS, a.
Sea' spi'der (se' spi'der). (Zool.) (a) Any maioid
crab ; a spider crab. See Maioid, and Spider crab, under Spider, (ft) Any pycnogonid.
Sea' S^iulrt' (se' skwert'). (Zool.) An ascidian. See

small fish of
Sea' snail' (se'snSl'). {Zool.) (a)
It lives
the genus Liparis, having a ventral sucker.
among stones and seaweeds. (6) Any small creeping
marine gastropod, as the species of Littorina, Natica, etc.
{Zool.)

which dough is

Without succession of the seasons.

pitching or rolling of a vessel.
Sea'slde' (se'sid'), n. The land bordering on, or adjacent to, the sea ; the seashore. Also used adjectively.
Sea' Slat'er (se' slafer). (Zo'dl.) Any isopod crustacean of the genus Ligia.
{Zodl.) (o) A holothurian.
Sea' slug' (se' sliSg').

Sea' snake' (se' snak').
species of venomous
aquatic snakes of the

Addison.

Seasoning tub (Bakery), a trough in
to rise.

The coast

A nudibranch moUusk.

dry and austere a nature, that
the public without frequent season^

down with

ings.

Parsons.
water and low-water marks.
Sea'slck' (se'sTk'), a. Affected with seasickness.
characterpeculiar
sickness,
Sea'Slck'ness, n. The
ized by nausea and prostration, which is caused by the

(6)

When living
ered with

a condiment.

;

Any one of numer-

(se' flr'chin). (Zool.)

they are cov-

Political speculations are of so

they will not go

any ma-

of the sea
the land that lies adjacent to the sea or ocean.
2. (Law) All the ground between the ordinary high1.

salt, spices, etc.

A breeze, gale, or mist from
Ham. Nav. Bncyc.
Sea' tur'tle (se' tfir't'l). (Zool.) (a) Any one of
several very large species of chelonians having the feet
converted into paddles, as the green turtle, hawkbill,

of the order
Echinoidea.

added to any species of food, to give

a higher relish, as

See Tkiton.
(se' tfirn').

the sea.

Sea' ur'Ohin

3. Hence, something added to enhance enjoyment or
relieve dullness ; as, wit is the seasoning of conversation.

moUusk.

Sea'shore' (se'shor'), n.

is

genus Triton.
Sea' turn'

echinoderms

seasoned.

is

That which

A

and expanding stem and a pinnate frond, sometimes
twenty feet long.
2. (Zool.) Ally large marine univalve shell of the

ous species of

Sea'son-er (-er), n. One who, or that which, seasons, or gives a relish ; a seasoning.
Sea'son-lng, n. 1. The act or process by which any-

;

called
California sciasnoid fish (Cynoscion noftih's)
'
also white sea bass.
1. (Bot.)
great
Sea' trum'pet (se' trfim'pSt).
blackish seaweed of the Southern Ocean, having a hollow

loggerhead, and leatherback. They inhabit aU warm
seas,
(ft) The sea pigeon, or guillemot.
Sea' U'nl-COm (u'ni-k6rn). (Zool.) The narwhal.

Seasonal dimorphism (Zoo?.), the condition of having two
distinct varieties wliich appear at different seasons, as
certain species of butterflies in which the spring brood
differs from the summer or autumnal brood.

;

rine

&

South.
Sea'son-age (-aj), n. A seasoning. [06^.]
Sea'son-al (-a\), a. Of or pertaining to the seasons.

A

{Zoijl.)

;

— Sea'son-a-ble-ness, n. — Sea'son-a-bly, adv.

marine snake. See
Sea snake.
2.
large

;—

To become mature to grow

1.

i.

;

on stones,

Sea'

(se'z'n), v.

for use ; to become adapted to a climate.
2. To become dry and hard, by the escape of the natural juices, or by being penetrated with other substance ;
as, timber seasons in the sim.
3. To give token to sav oi;.
Fl.
Beau.
[Obs.']
Sea'SOn-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. iSCcurring in good time, in
due season, or in proper time for the purpose ; suitable to the season ; opportune ; timely ; as, a seasonable
supply of rain.
Mercy is seasonable in the time of affliction. Eccius. xxxv. 20.
fit

seaweeds, etc.
(se'

SEBESTEN
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fo'bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

j

go

;

sine,

Sebaceous cyst (Med.), a cyst formed by distention of a
sebaceous gland, due to obstruction of its excretory duct.
— SebaceooB glands (,-li)n/.), small subcutaneous gl.inds,
usually connected with hair follicles. They secrete an
oily semifluid matter, composed in great part of fat,
which softens and lubricates the hair and skin.

Se-bac'ic (sf-bSs'ik), a. [L. sebum tallow : cf. Fo
sebacique.2
(Chem.) Of or pertaining to fat; derived
from, or resembling, fat; specifically, designating an
acid (formerly called also sebic, and pyroleic, acid), obtained by the distillation or saponification of certain oils
(.as castor oil) as a white crystalline substance.
Se'bat (se'bSt)_, n. [Heb. shfbdt.'] The eleventh
month of the ancient Hebrew year, approximately cor-

W. Smith (Bibl. l)ict.).
Se'bate (se'bi^t), «. (Chem.) A oait of sebncic acid.
Se-bes'ten (sf-bBs'tSn), «. [Ar. sebeslan the tree;
cf. Sp. sebesten.']
(Bot.) The nnicilaginous drupaceous
fruit of two East Indian trees (Cordia My.ra, and C. latifolia), sometimes used medicinally in pectoral diseases.

responding with February.

tS^

In the West Indies the
Cnnlia Sebestana.

name

is

given to the aim

ilar fruit of

Igk

;

then, tlUn

;

bON

;

asli

=

z

in azure.

N
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a.
See Sebacic. [06«.]
Se-blf'er-OUS (se-bif er-Qs), a. [L. sebum tallow
-/erous.']
1. {Bot.) Producing vegetable tallow.
2. {Physiol. ) Pi*oducing fat ; sebaceous as, the sebiferous, or sebaceous, glands.
Se-bip'a-rous (se-bip'a-rfis), a. [L. sebum tallow -jparere to bring forth.] (Physiol.) Sameas SEBiPEEons.
Seb'or-rhe'a (sSiySr-re'a), n. [NL., fr. L. sebum
tallow
6r. peij/to flow.] (Med.) A morbidly increased
discharge of sebaceous matter upon the skin ; stearrhea.
Se-ca'le (se-ka'le), n. [L., a kind of grain.] (Bot.)
A genus of cereal grasses including rye.
Se'can-cy (se'kau-sj?), re. [See Secant.] A cutting ; an intersection ; as, the point of secaney of one
Peck (Math. Did.).
Davies
line by another.
[J?.]

3. Being of the same kind as another that has preceded another, like a prototype as, a second Cato a
second Troy a second deluge.

Se'blc (se'blk),

+

;

;

II

+

II

&

Se'cant (se^kSnt),

P

[L. secans, -antis, p. pr. of se-

a.

cure to out. See Section.] Cutting ; dividing into two
parts ; as, a secant line.
Se'cant, n. [Gi.F. secanie. See Secant, a.] 1. (Geom.)
A line that cuts another ; especially, a straight line cutting a curve in two or more points.
right line drawn from the center of a
2. (Trig.)
circle through one end of a circular arc, and temuDated
by a tangent drawn from the other end ; the number expressing the ratio of this line to the radius of the circle.
See Trigonometrical function, under Function.
Sec'CO (sak'kS), a. [It.] Dry.
Seoco painting, or Fainting In secco, painting on dry
plaster, as distinguished txomfi-esco painting, which is on
wet or fresh plaster.
Se-cede' (se-sed'), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Seceded ; p.
vb. n. Secedinq.]
[L. secedere, secessum ; pref.
pr.
cedere to go, move. See Cede.] To withdraw
se- aside
from fellowship, communion, or association : to separate
one's sell by a solemn act ; to draw off ; to retire ; especially, to withdraw from a political or religious body.
Se-ced'er (se-sed'er), n. 1. One who secedes.
2. (Eccl. Hist.) One of a numerous body of Presbyterians in Scotland who seceded from the communion of
the Established Church, about the year 1733, and formed
the Secession Church, so called.
[imp.
Se-cern' (s6-sem'), v. t.
p. p. Secebned
[t. secernere.
(-sernd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Seoeknino.]
See Seceete.] 1. To separate to distinguish.
Averroes secerns a sense of titillation, and a sense of hunger
and thirst.
Sir W. Hamilton,
2. (Physiol.) To secrete; as, mucus secerned in the
nose.
Arbuthnot.
Se-cem'ent (-ent), a. [L. secemens, p. pr.] (Physiol.)
Secreting secretory.

;

;

A Daniel,

;

still

say

I,

a second Daniel

—

—

—

—
—

;

—

—

—

Sec'ond (sSk'iind), re. 1. One who, or that which,
follows, or comes after ; one next and inferior in place,
time, rank, importance, excellence, or power.

A

Man

An
2.

Young.
follows or attends another for his support

and aid

a backer ; an assistant
;
acts as another's aid in a duel.

;

specifically,

Being sure enough of seconds after the

first

&

+

&

&

;

;

Se-cem'ent,

re.

1.

That which promotes

secretion.

2. (Anat.) A vessel in, or by means of, which the
process of secretion takes place ; a secreting vessel.
Se-cem'ment (-ment), n. (Physiol.) The act or
process of secreting.
So-cess' (se-s5s'), re. [L. secessvs. See Secede.] Retirement retreat ; secession. [OJs.]
Dr. H. More.
Se-ces'slon (se-sSsh'iin), re. [L. secessio : cf. F. secession.
See Secede.] 1. The act of seceding ; separation from fellowship or association with others, as in a
religious or political organization ; vrithdrawal.
2. (U.S. Hist.) The withdrawal of a State from the
national Union.
Secession Chnrcli (in Scotland). See Seoedeb.
Se-ces'slon-ism (-Iz'm), re. The doctrine or policy of
Becession ; the tenets of secessionists.
Se-ces'sion-lst, re. 1. One who upholds secession.
2. (U. S. Hist.) One who holds to the belief that a
State has the right to separate from the Union at its wUl.
i.
Chaucer.
Seche (sech), v. t.
To seek. [06«.]
Se'cbl-um (se'kT-fim), re. [NL. : cf. F. sichion; perhaps formed fr. Gr. a-Uvos cucumber.] (Bot.) The edible
fruit of a West Indian plant (Sechium edule) of the
Gourd family. It is soft, pear-shaped, and about four
inches long, and contains a single large seed. The root
of the plant resembles a yam, and is used for food.
Seek (sSk), a. [F. sec, properly, dry, L. siccus.l
Barren unprofitable. See Bent seek, under Rent.
Seck'el (sek"l), re. (Bot.) A small reddish brown
sweet and juicy pear. It originated on a farm near
Philadelphia, afterwards owned by a Mr. Seckel.
Se'cle (se'k'l), re. [L. saeculum : cf. F. siicle. See
Seculab.] a century. [Obs.'\
Hammond.
Se-clude' (se-klud'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Secluded
vb. re. Secluding.]
[L. secludere, seclusum ;
p. pr.
pref. se- aside -\- claudere to shut.
See Close, v. <.]
1. To shut up apart from others ; to withdraw into, or
place in, solitude ; to separate from society or intercourse
;

&

;

&

&

;

with others.
Let Eastern tyrants from the light of heaven
Seclude their

bosom

To shut

Thomson.

slaves.

or keep out to exclude. [Obs.2 Evelyn.
2.
Se-clud'ed-ly, adv.
Se-clud'ed-ness, re.
Se-clu'slon (se-klu'zhun), re.
[See Seclude.] The
act of secluding, or the state of being secluded ; separation from society or connection ; a withdrawing ; privacy
as, to live in seclusion.
O blest seclusion from a jarring world, which he, thus occupied, enjoys 1
Cowper.
Syn. Solitude ; separation ; withdrawment ; retirement ; privacy. See Solitudb.
Se-clu'sive (-slv), a. Tending to seclude ; keeping
in seclusion ; secluding ; sequestering.
Sec'ond (sSk'iind), a.
[F., fr. £. secundus second,
properly, following, fr. sequi to follow. See Sue to follow, and cf. Secund.]
1. Immediately following the
first
next to the first in order of place or time ; hence,
occurring again another ; other.
And he slept and dreamed the second time. Gen. xU. o.
_2. Next to the first in value, power, excellence, dignity, or rank ; secondary subordinate inferior.

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

May the day when we become
•

.

.

be the day

the second people
of our utter extirpation.

ale,

senate,

care,

upon earth
Landor.

am, arm, ask,

one

Aid

assistance

help.
;
[Obs.J
Give second, and my love

;

J. Fletcher.

4. pi. An article of merchandise of a grade inferior
to the best ; esp. , a coarse or inferior kind of flour.
5. [F. seconde.
See Second, a.] The sixtieth part of
a minute of time or of a minute of space, that is, the
second regular subdivision of the hour or the degree ; as,
sound moves about 1,140 English feet in a second ; five
minutes and ten seconds north of this place.
6. In the duodecimal system of mensuration, the
twelfth part of an inch or prime ; a line. See Inch, and
7.

re.,

8.

(3Ius. ) (a)

The

interval

between any tone and the

tone which is represented on the degree of the staff next
above it. (b) The second part in a concerted piece
often popularly applied to the alto.
Second hand, the hand which marks the seconds on the
dial of a watch or a clock.
vb.
Sec'ond, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Seconded p. pr.
re. Seconding.]
[Cf. F. seconder, L. secundare, from secundus.
See Second, c]
1. To follow in the next
place to succeed to alternate.
[J?.]
In the method of nature, a low valley is immediately seconded
with an ambitious hill.
Fuller.
Sin is seconded with sin.
South.
2. To follow or attend for the purpose of assisting to
support to back to act as the second of to assist to
forward to encourage.
We have supplies to second our attempt.
ShaJ:.
In human works though labored on with pain,
A thousand movements scarce one purpose gain
In God's, one single can its end produce,
Yet serves to second too some other use.
Pope.
3. Specifically, to support, as a motion or proposal,
by adding one's voice to that of the mover or proposer.
Sec'ond-a-ri-ly (sSk'tind-a-ri-ly), adv. 1. In a secondary manner or degree.
2. Secondly in the second place.
[Obs."]
God hath set some in the church, first apostles, secondarily
;

—

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

obtain the primary or best evidence.
Secondary (ever
(Med.), a fever coming on in a disease after the subsidence of the fever with which the disease began, as the
fever which attends the outbreak of the eruption in smallSecondary hemorrhage {Med.), hemorrhage occurpox.
ring from a wounded blood vessel at some considerable
time after the original bleeding has ceased.
Second{Astron.)
ary planet.
See the Note under Planet.
Secondary qualities, those qualities of bodies which are
not inseparable from them as such, but are dependent
for their development and intensity on the organism of
the percipient, such as color, taste, odor, etc.
Secondary
quills or remigea {Zool.), the quill feathers arising from
the forearm of a bird and forming a row continuous with
the primaries
called also secondaries.
See Illust. of
Bied. —Secondary rocks or strata {GeoD, those lying between the Primary, or Paleozoic, and Tertiary (see Pri-

—

—

1

Cor. xii. 28.

re.
The state of being secondary.
sweet sense of secondariness to the object of
Mrs. Ohphant.

Sec'ond-a-rl-ness,
Full of a
her love.

girl's

Sec'ond-a-ry (-rf), a. [Cf. F. secondaire, L. secundarius. See Second, a.]
1. Succeeding next in order
to the first ; of second place, origin, rank, etc. ; not primary ; subordinate ; not of the first order or rate.
Wheresoever there is moral right on the one hand, no secondary right can discharge it,
Estrange.
Two are the radical diiferences the secondary differences
Bacon.
are as four.

V

;

2. Acting by deputation or delegated authority ; as,
work of secondary hands.
3. (Chem.) Possessing some quality, or having been
subjected to some operation (as substitution), in the second degree ; as, a secondary salt, a secondary amine, etc.
Cf. Peimaby.
4. (Min.) Subsequent in origin;— said of minerals
produced by alteration or deposition subsequent to the
formation of the original rock mass ; also of characters
of minerals (as secondary cleavage, etc.) developed by
pressure or other causes.
5. (Zool.) Pertaining to the second joint of the wing
of a bird.
6. (Med.) (a) Dependent or consequent upon another
disease as, Bright's disease is often secondary to scarlet
fever.
(6) Occurring in the second stage of a disease
as, the secondary symptoms of syphilis.

the

;

—

—

—
—

&

—

—

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

—

—

rocks, imder Pbimaet)
later restricted to strata
of the Mesozoic age, and at present but little used.
Secondary syphilia (Med.), the second stage of syphilis, including the period from the first development of consti;

—

tutional symptoms to the time when the bones and the
internal organs become involved.
Secondary tint, any
subdued tmt, as gray.
Secondary union ( Surg. ), the
rmion of wounds after suppuration union by the second
intention.
Syn. Second; second-rate; subordinate; inferior.
Sec'ond-a-ry (sek'tind-a-rj), re. ; pi. Secondaeies
(-riz).
1. One who occupies a subordinate, inferior, or
auxiliary place ; a delegate or deputy ; one who is second
or next to the chief officer as, the secondary, or imdersheriff of the city of London.
Old Escalus ... is thy secondary.
Shak.
2. (Astron.) (a)
secondary circle, (b)
satellite.
3. (Zool. ) A secondary quill.
Sec'ond-cIasB' (-Mas'), a. Of the rank or degree
below the best or the highest ; inferior ; second-rate ; as,
a second-class house ; a second-class passage.

—
;

—

;

recent

;

ice,

A

A

Sec'ond-er (-er), n. One who seconds or supports
what another attempts, affirms, moves, or proposes as,
the seconder of an enterprise or of a motion.
;

Second-hand' (-h2nd'), a.
mary received from another.

Not

1.

original or pri

;

They have but a secondhand or implicit knowledge. Locke.
2. Not new already or previously possessed or used
by another as, a secondhand book, garment.
At second hand. See Hand, re., 10.
;

;

Sec'ond-ly, adv. in the second place.
It.
sa-kon'do), n.
Se-con'do (se-kon'do
(Mus. ) The second part in a concerted piece.
Sec'ond-rate' (sSk'find-raf ), a. Of the second

[It.]

;

II

size,

rank, quality, or value ; as, a second-rate ship ; second'
rate cloth a second-rate champion.
Dryden.
Sec'ond-slght' (-slf), re. The power of discerning
what is not visible to the physical eye, or of foreseeing
future events, esp. such as are of a disastrous kind ; the
capacity of a seer ; prophetic vision.
He was seized with a fit of second-sight. Addison.
;

Nor

And

less availed his optic sleight.
Scottish gift of second-sight.

Sec'ond-slght'ed,
sight,

Trumbull

Having the power of second

a.

Addison.

[i?.]

Se'cre (se'kre or se-kre'), a.
Secret
faithful to a secret.
[06i.]
To be holden stable and secre.

;

secretive
Chaucer.

Chaucer.
Se'cre, re. A secret. [Obs.1
Se'cre-cy (se'kre-sjr), re. ; pi. Seceecies (-siz). [From
Secret.] 1. The state or quality of being hidden ; as, hia
movements were detected in spite of their secrecy.
The Lady Anne,
Whom the king hath in secrecy long married.
Shak.
2. That which is concealed ; a secret.
Shak.
[B.I
" The pensive
3. Seclusion ; privacy ; retirement.
secrecy of desert cell."
Milton.
4. The quality of being secretive ; fidelity to a secret
forbearance of disclosure or discovery.
It is not with public as with private prayer in this, rather
secrecy is commanded than outward show.
Hooker.
Se'cre-ly (se'kre-ly), adv. Secretly. [Obs."] Chaucer.
Se'cre-ness, re. Secrecy ; privacy. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Se'cret (se'krgt), a. [F. secret (cf. Sp.
Pg. secreto.
;

&

It.

secreto, segreto), fr. L. secretus, p. p. of secernere to

put apart, to separate. See Cebtain, and cf. Seceetk,
Seceen.] 1. Hidden
concealed as, secret treasure
secret plans a secret vow.
Shak.
The secret things belong unto the Lord our God but those
things which are revealed belong unto us.
Deut. xxix. 29.
2. Withdrawn from general intercourse or notice
in retirement or secrecy
secluded.
;

;

;

;

;

There, secret in her sapphire cell.
with the Nais wont to dwell.

—

Secondary accent. See the Note under Accent, re., 1.
Secondary age. (Oeol.) The Mesozoic age, or age before
the Tertiary. See Mesozoic, and Note under Age, re., 8.
Secondary alcohol ( Chem.\ any one of a series of alcohols which contain the radical CH.OH united with two
hydrocarbon radicals. On oxidation the secondary alcohols form ketones. —Secondary amputation (Surg.), an
amputation for injury, performed after the constitutional
effects of the injury have subsided.
Secondary axis ( Opt. ),
any line which passes through the optical center of a lens
but not through the centers of curvature, or, in the case
of a mirror, which passes through the center of curvature
Secondary
but not through the center of the mirror.
battery.
(Elec.) See under Batteet, re., 4.
Secondary
circle iGeom.
Astron.), a great circle that passes through
the poles of another great circle and is therefore perpendicular to its plane.
Secondary circuit. Secondary coil(£Zec.),
a circuit or coil in which a current is produced by the induction of a current in a neighboring circuit or coil caDed
the primary circuit or coil.
Secondary color, a color

—

—

;

prophets, thirdly teachers.

—

—

Is everlasting thine.

Prime,

in equal pro.
Secondary coverts {Zool.), the longer coverts
portions.
which overlie the basal part of the secondary quills of a
Secondary crystal (J/ire.),
bird. See Ulust. under Bied.
a crystal derived from one of the primary forms.
Secondary current {Elec), a momentary current induced in a
closed circuit by a current of electricity passmg through
the same or a contiguous circuit at the beginning and also
at the end of the passage of the primary current.
Secondary evidence, that which is aomitted upon failure to

who mary

onset.

SirH. Wotton.
3.

formed by mixing any two primary colors

;

angel's second, nor his second long.

One who

(I

&

Shak.

I

Second Adventist. See Adventist.
Second consin, the
child of a cousin.
Second-cut file. See under File.
Second distance {Art), that part of a picture between the
foreground and the background
called also middle
ground, or middle distance. [R.}
Second estate (Eng.),
the House of Peers.
Second girl, a female house-servant
who does the lighter work, as chamber work or waiting
on table.
Second intention.
See under Intention.
Second story. Second floor, in America, the second range of
rooms from the street level. This, in England, is caUed
the first floor, the one beneath being the ground floor.
Second thought or thoughts, consideration of a matter
following a first impulse or impression ; reconsideration.
On second ttioxights, gentlemen, I don't wish you had known
him.
Dickens.

—

1

SECRET

SEBIC

He

Fenton.

3. Faithful to a secret ; not inclined to divulge or
betray confidence ; secretive. [R.']
Secret Romans, that have spoke the word,

And
4. Separate

will not palter.

Shak.

distinct.
[Obs.']
other divine hypostases superior thereunto,
which were perfectly secret from matter.
CufI worth.
;

They suppose two

—

Syn.
Hidden ; concealed ; secluded retired unseen unknown ; private ; obscure recondite ; latent
covert ; clandestine ; privy. See Hidden.
Se'cret, re. [F. secret (cf Pr. secret, Sp.
Pg. secreto.
It. secreto, segreto), from L. secretum.
See Secret, a.]
1. Something studiously concealed ; a thing kept from
general knowledge what is not revealed, or not to be
;

;

;

;

&

.

;

revealed.
To tell our
of others

idea,

is

ill

own

secrets is often folly

;

to

treachery.
;

old,

communicate those
Hambler.

obey, drb, 6dd

2. A thing not discovered
plained a mystery.

what

;

is

unknown

Sect (sSkt), n. [F. secte, L. secta, fr. sequi to follow
often confused with L. secare, sectum, to cut. See SvE
to follow, and cf. Sept, Suit, n.]
Those following a
particular leader or authority, or attached to a certain
opinion a company or set having a common belief or
allegiance distinct from others in religion, the believers in a particular creed, or upholders of a particular
practice ; especially, in modern times, a party dissenting
from an established church a denomination in philosophy, the disciples of a particular master a school ; in
society and the state, an order, rank, class, or party.

or unex-

;

;

All secrets of the deep, all nature's works.
Milton.
3. pi. The parts which modesty and propriety require
to be concealed ; the genital organs.

In secret, in a private place in privacy or secrecy
a state or place not seen privately.
;

;

;

;

in

;

Bread eaten in

SECULARIZATION

1301

SECRET

Prov.

secret is pleasant.

ix. 17.

Se'cret (se'krSt), V. <. To keep secret. [06s.] Bacon.
Se'cret-age (-aj 48), n. [F.] A process in which
mercury, or some of its salts, is employed to impart the
Ure.
property of felting to certain kinds of furs.

;

He bearetli the sign of poverty,
that sect our Savior saved all mankind. Piers Plowman.
As of the sect of wliich that he was born,
He kept his lay, to which that he was sworn. Chaucer,
cursed sect of that detestable and false prophet Mo-

And in

Of or pertaining

Sec're-ta'ri-al (s8k're-ta'rT-al), a.
to a secretary ; befitting a secretary.

[iJ.]

Secretai'ial, diplomatic, or other oiUcial training.

;

;

;

The
hammed.
As concerning this sec( [Christians], we know

Carlijie.

Sec're-ta'rl-at (-St), ) n. [F. secretariat.'^ The ofthe place
fice of a secretary
Sec're-ta'rl-ate (-at), j
where a secretary transacts business, keeps records, etc.
;

Fabyan.
that everywhere

spoken against.

it is

Acts xxviii.

22.

Sec'tant (sSk'tant), n. [L. secare, sectum, to cut.]
of the portions of space bounded by the three coordinate planes. Specif. (Crystallog.), one of the parts
of a crystal into which it is divided by the axial planes.
Sec-ta'rl-an (sSk-ta'rT-an), a. Pertaining to a sect,
or to sects ; peculiar to a sect ; bigotedly attached to
the tenets and interests of a denomination ; as, sectarian
principles or prejudices.
Sec-ta'rl-an, n. One of a sect a member or adherent
of a special school, denomination, or religious or philosophical party one of a party in religion which has separated itself from an established church, or which holds
tenets different from those of the prevailing denomination in a state.
iSyn.
See Heeetic.
Sec-ta'rl-an-ism (-Iz'm), n. The quality or character
of a sectarian ; devotion to the interests of a party excess of partisan or denominational zeal ; adherence to a
separate church organization.
Sec-ta'rl-an-ize (-iz), v. t. To imbue with sectarian
feelings to subject to the control of a sect.
Sec'ta-rism (sek'ta-riz'm), n. Sectarianism. [06«.]
T. Warton.
Sec'ta-tlst (-rtst), n. A sectary. [iJ.]

Sec're-ta-ry (sek're-tS-ry), n. ; pi. Secretaries (-riz).
[F. secretaire (cf. Pr. secretari, Sp.
Pg. secreiario, It.
secretario, segretario), LL. secretarius, originally, a confidant, one intrusted with secrets, from L. secretum a
secret.
See Secret, a. &«.] 1. One who keeps, or is
intrusted with, secrets.
[iJ.]
2.
person employed to write orders, letters, dispatches, public or private papers, records, and the like ;
an official scribe, amanuensis, or writer one who attends

One

&

A

to correspondence, and transacts other business, for an
association, a public body, or an individual.
That which is most of all profitable is acquaintance with the
secretaries^ and employed men of ambassadors.
Bacon.

—

;

net or advisory council of the chief executive as, the
secretary of state, who conducts the correspondence and
attends to the relations of a government with foreign
courts the secretary of the treasury, who manages the
department of finance the secretary of war, etc.
4. A piece of furniture, with conveniences for writing
and for the arrangement of papers an escritoire.
;

;

;

;

;

The

Sec'ta-ry (-ry), n. ; pi. Sectaries (-riz). [F. sectaire.
See Sect.]
A sectarian ; a member or adherent of
a sect a follower or disciple of some particular teacher
in philosophy or religion ; one who separates from an
established church a dissenter.
I never knew that time in England when men of truest reliMilton.
gion were not counted sectaries.
Sec-ta'tor (sEk-ta'ter), n. [L., fr. sectari, v. intens.
fr. sequi to follow.
See Sde to follow.] A follower a
disciple; an adherent to a sect. [06s.] Sir W. Raleigh.
Sec'tile (sSk'til), a. [L. sectiUs, fr. secare, sectum,
to cut
cf. F. sectile.
See Section.] Capable of being
cut specifically {Min. ), capable of being severed by the
knife with a smooth cut ;
said of minerals.
The state or quality of
Sec-tll'i-ty (sek-til'i-tj), n.
being sectile.
Sec'tion (sek'shiin), n. [L. sectio, fr. secare, sectum,
to cut akin to E. saw a cutting instrument cf. F. section.
See Saw, and cf. Scion, Dissect, Insect, Secant,
Segment.] 1. The act of cutting, or separation by cutting ; as, the section of bodies.
2. A part separated from something ; a division ; a
portion ; a slice. Specifically
(a) A distinct part or portion of a book or writing
a subdivision of a chapter ; the division of a law or
other writing a paragraph an article hence, the character §, often used to denote such a division.
It is hardly possible to give a distinct view of his several arguLocke.
ments in distinct sections.
(6) A distinct part of a country or people, community,
class, or the like ; a part of a territory separated by geographical lines, or of a people considered as distinct.
The extreme section of one class consists of bigoted dotards,
the extreme section of the other consists of shallow and reckless

sec-

;

Secretary bird.
[So
called in allusion to
the tufts of feathers at
the back of its head,
which were fancifully
thought to resemble

;

pens stuck behind the
ear.]

(Zool.)

A

;

large

long-legged raptorial
bird (Gypogeranus ser-

:

pentarius), native of
South Africa, but now
naturalized in the West
countries.

It

has a powerful hooked Secretary Bird attacking a Cobra.
beak, a crest of long
feathers, and a long tail. It feeds upon reptiles of various kinds, and is much prized on account of its habit of
killing and devouring snakes of all kinds. Called also

— See the Note under Clerk, n.,

:

;

serpent eater.

Syn.

—

;

Indies and some other
tropical

4.

:

Sec're-ta-ry-shlp, n. The office, or the term of office,
of a secretary.
Se-crete' (se-kref), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Secreted
vb. n. Secreting.]
[L. secreius separated, sep. pr.
cret, hidden, p. p. of secernere.
See Secret, and cf.
Discrete, Discreet.] 1. To deposit in a place of hiding to hide ; to conceal ; as, to secrete stolen goods
to secrete one's self.
2. {Physiol.) To separate from the blood and elaborate by the process of secretion to elaborate and emit
as a secretion. See Secretion.
"Why one set of cells should secrete bile, another urea, and so
on, we do not know.
Carpenter.
Syn.
To conceal ; hide. See Conceal.

&

&

;

;

;

;

.

which material is separated from the blood through the
agency of the cells of the various glands and elaborated
by the cells into new substances so as to form the various secretions, as the saliva, bile, and other digestive
fluids.
The process varies in the different glands, and
hence are formed the various secretions.

A

substance or fluid secreted, or elaborated and emitted, as the gastric juice.
Se'cret-ist (se'kret-Tst), n. A dealer in secrets. [06s.]
Se'cre-ti'tious (se'kre-tlsh'iis), a. Parted by animal
secretion as, secretitious humors.
Floyer.
Se-cret'lve (se-kret'Tv), a. Tending to secrete, or to
;

;

a secretive disposition.
Se-cret'lve-ness, n. 1. The quality of being secretive ; disposition or tendency to conceal.
2. {Phren.) The faculty or propensity which impels
•
to reserve, secrecy, or concealment.
Se'cret-ly (se'krSt-iy), adv. In a secret manner.
Se'cret-ness, n. 1. The state or quality of being
secret, hid, or concealed.
2. Secretiveness
concealment.
Donne.
Se^cre'tO-mo'tO-ry (se-kre'to-mo'to-rj), a. (Physiol.)
Causing secretion
said of nerves which go to glands
and influence secretion.
Se-cre^tO-ry (se-kre'to-r^ or se'kre-to-rjr
277), a.
[_Gi.V. secretoire. See Secrete.] (PA)/«o;.) Secreting;
performing, or connected with, the office of secretion
secernent as, secretory vessels, nerves. —n.
secretory
vessel ; a secernent.
Sect (sSkt), n. [L. secare, sectum, to cut.] A cutting ; a scion.
[064-.]
Shak.
as,

;

(8^™ In mechanical drawing, as in
these Illustrations of a cannon, a loncjitudinal section (n) usually represents
the object as cut through its center
lengthwise and vertically a o'oss or
transver.te .vction (6), as cut crosswise
and vertically and a horizontal section
(c), as cut through its center horizonOhlirnic sect ion s Mv m.ade at
tally.
various angles. In architecture, a irrficiil seel ion is a dr.iwing showing the Sections of a Can'"""
(" ' ertiinterior, tlie tliickness of the walls,
'""'• " J^''.'!"
etc., as if made on a vertical plane
verse
c Horipassed througli a building.
zontal.)
Angular sections {Math.), a branch of
analysis whicli treats of tlie relations of sines, tangents,
etc., of arcM to tlie sines, tangents, etc., of their multiples
Conic section. (Wcojh.) See under
or of their parts, f/f.]
Section liner (Drawing), an instrument to aid in
CoNio.
;

;

;

;

—

;

use,

unite,

rude,

full,

iip,

tirn

;

;

A

;

;

pity

Macaulaij.

One

—

Any

;

;

of the portions, of one square mile each, into
of the United States are divided
one thirty-sixth part of a township. These sections are
subdivided into quarter sections for sale under the homestead and preemption laws.
3. (Geom.) The figure made up of all the points common to a superficies and a solid which meet, or to two
superficies which meet, or to two lines which meet. In
the first case the section is a superficies, in the second a
line, and in the third a point.
4. {Nat. Hist.)
division of a genus; a group of
species separated by some distinction from others of the
same genus ;
often indicated by the sign §.
5. {Mus.) A part of a musical period, composed of one
or more phrases. See Phrase.
6. The description or representation of anything as it
would appear if cut through by any intersecting plane
depiction of what is beyond a plane passing through, or
supposed to pass through, an object, as a building, a
machine, a succession of strata profile.
(c)

;

keep secret or private

;

which the public lands

Se-cre'tion (se-kre'shun), n. [L. secretio : cf F. si1. The act of secreting or concealing
as, the
secretion of dutiable goods.
2. (Physiol.) The act of secreting; the process by

3. (Physiol.)

—

empirics.

—

cretion.']

—

—

—

;

food,

f&bt

;

out,

oil

;

cliair

;

go

;

sins,

ink

—

;

;

;

All sectional interests, or party feelings,
after yield to schemes of ambition.

it is

hoped, will hereStori/.

2. Consisting of sections, or capable of being divided
into sections as, a sectional steam boiler.
Sec'tion-al-ism (-tz'm), ». A disproportionate regard for the interests peculiar to a section of the country ;
local patriotism, as distinguished from national. [U. iS.]
Sec'tion-al'1-ty (-Sl'T-ty), re. The state or quality of
being sectional sectionalism.
Sec'tion-al-ize (-al-Iz), v. t. To divide according to
geographical sections or local interests. [ZZ. <?.]
;

;

The
ties.

principal results of the struggle were to sectionalize parNicofaij Sf Hay (Life of Lincoln),

Sec'tlon-al-ly, adv.
Sec'tion-lze (-iz), v.

;

3. An officer of state whose business is to superintend
and manage the affairs of a particular department of
government, and who is usually a member of the cabi-

5. (Zool.)
retary bird.

—

;

;

—

used in
series of equidistant parallel lines,
Thin section, a section or slice,
representing sections.
as of a mineral, animal, or vegetable substance, thin
enough to be transparent, and used for study under the
microscope.
Syn. Part; portion division. Section, Part. The
English more commonly apply the word section to a part
or portion of a body of men as, a section of the clergy, a
small section of the Whigs, etc. In the United States this
use is less common, but another use, unknown or but
little known in England, is very frequent, as in the phrases
" the eastern section of our country," etc., the same sense
being also given to the adjective sectional ; as, sectional
feelmgs, interests, etc.
Sec'tlon-al (s6k'shun-al), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a
section or distinct part of a larger body or territory local.

drawing a

Sect'lsm (sSkt'iz'm),
Sect'ist, n.

In a sectional manner.
t.

To form

into sections,

Devotion to a sect,
to a sect a sectary,

n.

One devoted

[i?.]
[i?.]

[it.]

;

Seot'l-un'cle (sSkt'i-iin'k'l), re. A little er petty sect.
" Some new sect or serfmree/e."
J. Martineau.
Sec'tor (sek'ter), re. [L. , properly , a cutter, fr. secare,
sectum, to cut: cf. F. secteur. See Section.]
1. (Geom.) A part of a circle
comprehended between two radii and the
included arc.
2. A mathematical instrument, consisting of two rulers connected at one end by
a joint, each arm marked with several
ach Sector.
scales, as of equal parts, chords, sines,
tangents, etc., one scale of each kind on each arm, and
.all on lines radiating from the common center of motion.
The sector is used for plotting, etc., to any scale.
3. An astronomical instrument, the limb of which embraces a small portion only of a circle, used for measuring differences of declination too great for the compass
of a micrometer.
When it is used for measuring zenith
distances of stars, it is called a zenith sector.
Dip sector, an instrument used for measuring the dip of
the liorizon.
Sector of a sphere, or Spherical sector, the
solid generated by the revolution of the sector of a circle
[2?.]

—

its radii, or, more rarely, about any straight
line dravra in the plane of the sector through its vertex.

about one of

Sec'tor-al

Of or pertaining to a sector

{-al), a.

;

as,

a

sectoral circle.

{Anat.) Adapted for
Sec-tO'll-al (sek-to'rT-al), a.
cutting, —re. A sectorial, or carnassial, tooth.
[OE. secular, seculer, L.
Sec'U-lar (sgk'lj-ler), a.
saecularis, fr. saeculum a race, generation, age, the times,
the world ; perhaps akin to E. so^ll : cf. F. seculier.']
1. Coming or observed once in an age or a century.
The secular year was kept but once a century. Addison.
2. Pertaining to an age, or the progress of ages, or to
a long period of time accomplished in a long progress of
time as, secular inequality the secular refrigeration of
the globe.
3. Of or pertaining to this present world, or to things
not spiritual or holy ; relating to temporal as distinguished from eternal interests not immediately or primarily respecting the soul, but the body worldly.
;

;

;

;

;

New

foes arise,

Threatening to bind our souls with secular chains. Milton,
4. {Eecl,) Not regular ; not bound by monastic vows
or rules ; not confined to a monastery, or subject to the
rules of a religious community as, a secular priest.
He tried to enforce a stricter discipline and greater regard
for morals, both in the religious orders and the secular clergy.
;

Prescott.

lay ; not clerical.
speak of folk in secH/ar estate.
Chaucer,
Secular equation i.Asiron.), the algebraic or numerical
expression of the magnitude of the inequalities in a
planet's motion that remain after the inequalities of a
short period have been allowed for.
Secular games
(Rom. Antiq.), g.anies celebrated, at long but irregular
intervals, for three days and nights, with sacrifices, theatrical sliovvs, combats, sports, and the like.
Secular
music, any music or songs not adapted to sacred uses.
Secular hymn or poem, a hymn or poem composed for tlie
secular games, or sung or rehearsed at those games.
Sec'U-lar, re. 1. (A>('/.) A secular ecclesiastic, or one
not bound by monasiiic rules.
Burke.
2. {Eccl.) A churcli official whose functions are confined to the vocal department of the choir.
Busby.
3. A layman, as distinguished from a clergyman.
Sec'U-lar-ism (-tz'm), n. 1. The state or quality of
being secular ; a secular spirit secularity.
2. Tlie tenets or principles of the secularists.
One who theoretically rejects every
Sec'U-lar-ist, n.
form of religious faith, and every kind of religious worsliip, and accepts only the facts and influences which are
derived from the present life
also, one who believes
that education and otlicr matters of civil policy should
be managed without the introduction of a religious ele5.

Belonging to the laity

;

I

—

—

—

;

;

ment.
[Cf. F. sScularitf, LL.
Sec'U-lar'1-ty (-mr'I-ty), «.
Supreme attention to the things of the
life
worldliness.
A sfcularity of character which makes Christianity and it«

saeciilarilds.']

present

;

principal rtoctriiu's distustefnl or unintelligible.

/.

Taylor.

Sec'U-lar-1-Za'tlon (sSk'iS-ler-T-za'shtinI, n.
[Cf! F.
sicularisation,']
Tlio act of rendering secular, or the
state of being rendered secular
conversion from regular
;

;

tiieu,

thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

iu azure.

.
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SECULARIZE

N

or monastic to secular ; conversion from religious to lay
or secular possession and uses ; as, the secularization of
church property.
[imp.
Sec'a-lar-ize (sSk'fi-ler-Iz), v. t.
p. p. Secvb. re. Seoulakizing (-i'zTug).]
ULAKizED (-izd) p. pr.
[Cf F. seculariser.'] 1. To convert from regular or monastic into secular ; as, to secularize a priest or a monk.
2. To convert from spiritual to secular or common
nse ; as, to secularize a church, or church property.
At the Reformation the abbey was secularized. W. Coxe.
Bp. Horsley.
3. To make worldly or imspiritual.
Sec'U-lar-ly, adv. In a secular or worldly manner.
The quality or state of being
Sec'U-lar-ness, n.
secular ; worldliness ; worldly-minded-

assurance

(J)

Se'cund (seTcund

dus following the course or current of
wind or water. See Second, a.] (Bot.)
Arranged on one side only, as flowers
or leaves on a stalk.
Gray.
[L.
Se-cnn'date (se-kiin'dat), v. t.
secundatus, p. p. of secundare to direct

To make

favorably.]

prosperous.

Grows

risk

[iJ.]

.

.

firm security.
Shak.
alleged that we should have no security for our

.

Swift.

2. That which secures or makes safe
protection
guard defense. Specifically (a) Something given, de;

:

;

Se-CUn'dO-gen'l-ture (se-kiin'do-jSn'i-tSr
135), n.
secundus second -j- geniiura a begetting, generation.]
right of inheritance belonging to a second son
a
;

;

property or possession so inherited.
The kingdom of Naples
was constituted a secundo-geniture of Spam.
Bancroft.
Se-cur'a-ble (-kvJr'A-b'l), a. That may be secured.
Se-CUre' (se-kur'), a. [L. securus ; pref. se- without
•\- cura care.
See Cube care, and cf. Stjee, a.] 1. Free
from fear, care, or anxiety easy in mind ; not feeling
.

;

confident.

thou, secure of soul, unbent with woes.

incautious

;

careless

;

Dryden.

— in

a bad

Macaulay.
sense.
3. Confident in opinion ; not entertaining, or not having reason to entertain, doubt ; certain ; sure ;
commonly with of ; as, secure of a welcome.
Confidence then bore thee on, secure
Either to meet no danger, or to find

—

Matter of glorious

trial.

Milton.

—

applied to persons
4. Not exposed to danger safe
and things, and followed by against oi /rem. "Secure
from fortune's blows."
Dryden.
Syn. — Safe undisturbed easy sure certain as;

;

;

sured

;

;

confident

;

careless

;

;

heedless

;

;

;

inattentive.

&

Se-CUre', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Secured (se-k!ird') ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Securing. ]
1. To make safe ; to relieve
from apprehensions of, or exposure to, danger ; to

&

guard

;

—

;

It secures its possessor of eternal happiness.

T. Dick.

to close or confine effectually

;

;

;

;

to acquire certainly

;

as,

to secure an estate.

Secure arms (Mil.), a command and a position in the
manual of arms, used in wet weather,
the object being to guard the firearm
from becoming wet. The piece is
turned with the barrel to the front
and grasped by the right hand at the
lower band, the muzzle is dropped to
the front, and the piece held with the
guard under the right arm, the hand
supported against the hip, and the

thumb on the rammer.

named from Sedan,
was

borne on poles

in

Now

by

Sedan.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

n.
[L. sedatio."]

(se-da'shiin), n.

calming, or the state of being calm.

The

[Cf. P. sHatif."]

(sSd'^-tiv), a.

act of
Coles.

[iJ.]

Tending

to calm, moderate, or tranquiUze ; specifically {Med.),
allaying irritability and irritation ; assuaging pain.
S«d'a-tlve, n. (Med.) A remedy which allays irritability and irritation, and irritative activity or pain.
Se'dent (se'dent), a. [L. sedens, -entis, p. pr. of sedere to sit. See Sn.] Sitting; inactive; quiet, [i?.]
Sed'en-ta-rl-Iy (sgd'gn-ta-rl-lj?), adv. in. a sedentary

maimer.
Quality of being sedentary.
[L. sedentarius, fr.
a.
sedentaire.
See Sedent.]
1. AcF.
customed to sit much or long ; as, a sedentary man.
^^
Bp. Warburion.
Sedentary, scholastic sophists."
2. Characterized by, or requiring, much sitting ; as, a

.

;

Se-COre'neBS, n. The condition or
quality of being secure ; exemption
Secure Arms.
from fear ; want of vigilance ; security.
Se-cnr'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, secures.
Sec'U-rlf 'e-ra (sSk'ii-rlf 'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. , from L.
securis an ax -{-ferre to bear.] (Zool.) The Serrifera.
Se-CU'ri-form (se-ku'ri-f8rm), a.
[L. securis an ax
or hatchet
-form : cf. F. securiforme.^ {Nat. Hist.)
Having the form of an ax or hatchet.
Se-CU'rl-palp (-p51p), n. [L. securis ax, hatchet
E.
palp.']
(Zool?) One of a family of beetles having the
maxillary palpi terminating in a hatchet-shaped joint.
Se-OU'rl-ty (-ty), n. ; pi. Secueities (-tiz). [L. securitas: cf. F. securUL
See Sectee, and cf. Surety.]
1. The condition or quality of being secure ; secureness.
Specifically: (a) Freedom from' apprehension.
II

+

+

senate,

sedentary employment

;

a sedentary

life.

3. Inactive
quil.

;

motionless sluggish ; hence, calm tranMilton.
sedentary eaxth."
from its passions, is of a re;

;

"The

[iJ.]

The

soul, considered abstractly

Spectator.

miss, sedentary nature.

4. Caused by long sitting. [06s.] " Sedentary mmibMilton.
ness."
5. (Zool.) Remaining in one place, especially when
firmly attached to some object ; as, the oyster is a sedentary moUusk ; the barnacles are sedentary crustaceans.
Sedentary spider (Zool.), one of a tribe of spiders which
rest motionless until their prey is caught in their web.
Se-de'nmt (se-de'riint), n. [L., they sat, fr. sedere
sitting, as of a court or other body.
to sit.]
'T is pity we have not Burns's own account of that lone seII

A

Prof. Wilson.

cAre,

Acta of fledenmt (Scots Law), ordinances of the Court
of Session for the ordering of processes and expediting
Bell.
of justice.
Sedge (sSj), n. [OE. segge, AS. secg ; akin to LG.
segge;
probably named from its bladelike appearance,
and akin to L. secare to cut, E. saw a cutting instrument ; cf. It. seisg, W. hesg. Cf. Hassock, Saw the instrument.] 1. (Bot.) Any plant of the genus Carex,
perennial, endogenous, innutritions herbs, often growing
in dense tufts in marshy places. They have triangular
jointless stems, a spiked infiorescence, and long grasslike
leaves which are usually rough on the margins and midrib. There are several hundred species.
(1^°° The name is sometimes given to any other plant
of the order Cyperacess, which includes Carex, Cyperus,
Scirpus, and many other genera of rushlike plants.
2. (Zool.) A flock of herons.
Sedge hen (.^oo/.), theclapperrail. See under 5th Rail.
Sedge warbler (Zool.), a small European singing bird
(Acrocephalus phragmitis). It often builds its nest among
reeds
called also sedge bird, sedge wren, night warbler, and Scotch nightingale.
Sedged (sSjd), a. Made or composed of sedge.
With your sedged crowns and ever-harmless looks. Shak.
Sedg'y (sSj'j^), a. Overgrown with sedge.
Shak.
On the gentle Severn's sedgy bank.

ftm,

arm, ask,

—

;

final,

—

^11

;

eve,

;

.

event,

emulations,
Gal. v. 19, 20.

.

.

riot

An

inciter or

;

rebellion

promoter of
Bp. Hall.

[L. seditiosus : cf. P.
Se-dl'tiOUS (se-dTsh'us), a.
1. Of or pertaining to sedition ; partaking of
the nature of, or tending to excite, sedition ; as, sediliout
behavior ; seditious strife ; seditious words.
2. Disposed to arouse, or take part in, violent opposition to lawful authority turbulent ; factious ; guilty of

Snd, fern,

sedition

;

as, seditious citizens.

— Se-dl'tlous-ly, adv. — Se-dl'tlons-ness, n.
Sed'lltz (sSd'lits), a. Same as Seidlitz.
[imp.
_Se-dllce' (se-diis'), V. t.
2- p. Seduced (sSvb. n. Seducing (-du'sing).]
dust') p. pr.
[L. sediicere, seductum ; pref. se- aside -\- ducere to lead.
See
Duke.] 1. To draw aside from the path of rectitude
and duty in any manner ; to entice to evil ; to lead
astray ; to tempt and lead to iniquity ; to corrupt.
For me, the gold of France did not seduce.
Shak,
2. Specifically, to induce to surrender chastity ; to debauch by means of solicitation.
Syn. To allure; entice; tempt; attract; mislead;
decoy ; inveigle. See Allure.
Se-dace'ment (-ment), n. 1. The act of seducing.
2. The means employed to seduce, as flattery, promises,
deception, etc. arts of enticing or corrupting.
Pope,
Se-dU'cer (se-dii'ser), n. One who, or that which, seduces ; specifically, one who prevails over the chastity of
a woman by enticements and persuasions.
He whose firm faith no reason could remove,
Will melt before that soft seducer, love.
Dryden,
Se-du'ci-ble (-sT-b'l), a. Capable of being seduced;
corruptible.

&

&

;

—

;

Se-du'clng (-sing), a. Seductive. "Thy sweet seducing charms." Cowper.
Se-dn'clng-ly, adv.
Se-dUC'tlon (se-diik'shun), n. [L. seductio: of. P.
seduction. See Seduce.] 1. The act of seducing enticement to wrong doing ; specifically, the offense of inducing a woman to consent to unlawful sexual intercourse, by enticements which overcome her scruples;
the wrong or crime of persuading a woman to surrender

—

;

Any education that confined itself to sedentary pursuits was
essentially imperfect.
Beaconsfield.

—

Milton.

n.
The act
protection.
[iJ.]
Society condemns the securement in all
caees of p(
perpetual
protection by means of
_
perpetual imprisonment.
C.A.Ives.

Se-core'ment (-ment),

ale,

cf.

:

uproar

;

calm tranquil secomposed staid as, a
;

— Se-dately, adv. — Se-date'ness,

sit

;

seditieux.']

;

;

sedere to

tumult

;

sedition.

serious.

Sed'a-Uve

— Insurrection

See Insurrection.
Se-dl'tlon-a-ry (-t,-if), n.

;

Se-da'Uon

the works of the flesh are manifest,

strife, seditions, heresies.

revolt.

not passionate or giddy
sedate soul, mind, or temper.
Disputation carries away the mind from that calm and sedate
temper which is so necessary to contemplate truth.
/. IVatts.
Whatsoever we feel and know
Wordsworth.
Too sedate for outward show.
Syn. — Settled composed; calm; quiet; tranquil;
stUl
serene unruffled
imdisturbed contemplative
;

tion, F. sedition, fr. L. sedilio, originally, a going aside;
hence, an insurrectionary separation; pref. se-, sed-,
aside -\- itio a going, fr. ire, itum, to go. Cf. Issue.]
1. The raising of commotion in a state, not amounting
to instfrrection conduct tending to treason, but without
an overt act ; excitement of discontent against the gov.

Syn.

Called

;

;

;

wrath,

;

sober

;

The cockle of rebellion, insolence, sedition.
Shak,
Noisy demagogues who had been accused of sedition. Macaulai/.
2. Dissension ; division ; schism.
[Ofti.]

first

also sedan chair.
Se-date' (se-daf), a. [L.
sedatus, p. p. of sedare, sedatum, to allay, calm, causative
of sedere to sit.
See Sit.]
Undisturbed by passion or caprice

rene

Sed'i-men'tal (-mSn'tal), a. Sedimentary.
Sed'i-men'ta-ry (-ta-ry), a. [Cf. F. sedimeniaire.]
to sediment formed by sediment cOB"
taining matter that has subsided.
Sedimentary rocks. (Geol.) See Aqueous rocks, xmdet
Aqueous.
Sed'i-men-ta'tion (-mgn-ta'shUn), n. The act of de.
positing a sediment specWically (Geol.), the deposition
of the material of which sedimentary rocks are formed.
Se-di'tion (se-dish'iin), n. [OE. sedicioun, OF. sedi-

Of or pertaining

or of resistance to lawful authority.
In soothing them, we nourish 'gainst our senate

— usually

two men.

are formed.

emment,

time of King Charles I.] A
portable chair or covered
vehicle for carrying a single

person,

II

;

;

[Said

derunt.

In a secure
Se-cnre'ly, adv.
;
without fear or apprehension ; without danger ; safely.
His daring foe
. securely him defied.

maimer

of securing

(se-dSn'), n.
it

;

;

made, and whence it was introduced into England in the

to

render incapable of getting loose or escaping as, to secure a prisoner ; to secure a door, or the hatches of a ship.
4. To get possession of to make one's self secure of ;

.

defense guard ; shelter safety
;
assurance ; carelessness ; confidence
baiL

Sed'en-ta-ry (sgd'Sn-tS-rJ),

Dryden.
2. To put beyond hazard of losing or of not receiving
to make certain ; to assure ; to insure ;
frequently with
against or from, rarely with of ; as, to secure a creditor
against loss ; to secure a debt by a mortgage.
fast

;

;

Sed'en-ta-rl-ness, n.

to protect.

I spread a cloud before the victor's sight,
Sustained the vanciuished, and secured his flight.

To make

ease

;

pledge

France, where

[L.

;

certain the fulfillment of

— Protection
;

Se-dan'
to be

—

But
2. Overconfident

make

One who becomes surety

Syn.

usually united to form the testa, or outer seed coat.
When they remain distmct the secundine becomes the
mesosperm, as in the castor bean.
The afterbirth, or placenta
2. [Cf. F. secondines.']
generally used in the plural.
and membranes

;

SJiak.

trade.

surety

B^^ In the ripened seed the primine and secundine are

suspicion or distrust

in power.

Macaulay.
for another, or engages
himself for the performance of another's obligation.
3. An evidence of debt or of property, aa a bond, a
certificate of stock, etc. ; as, government securities.

calyculata.

.

and

safety.

From
Some

certainty

.

in substance

;

Give up yourself merely to chance and hazard,

(J)

(sSk'iin-din ; 277), n.
[Cf. F. secondine.']
1. (Bot.) The sec- Secund Raceme
"f , Cassandra
ond coat, or integument, of an ovule,

3.

and great

strong

Freedom from

;

Sec'UH-dlne

;

are too remiss,

word.

[jR.]

lying within the primine.

we

Whilst Boliugbroke, through our security^
(c)

Sec'nn-da'tlon (sBk'iSn-da'shan), n.
Prosperity.

Scott.

;

;

lord, that

Se-dll'1-a (se-dtl'I-a), n. pi. ; sing. Sedile (-dile).
(Arch.) Seats in the chancel of a
[L. sedile a seat.]
officiating clergy during
intervals of service.
Hook.
[F, sediment, L. sedi.
Sed'i-meni (sSd'I-ment), n.
mentum, a settling, fr. sedere to sit, to settle. See Sit.]
1. The matter which subsides to the bottom, from
water or any other liquid ; settlings ; lees ; dregs.
2. (Geol.) The material of which sedimentary rocks

church near the altar for the

an obligation, the performance of a contract, the payment of a debt, or the like ; surety pledge.
Those who lent him money lent it on no security but his bare

[L. secun-

277), a.

;

hence,

Which marks security to please.
Sir W.
Hence, carelessness negligence heedlessness.

posited, or pledged, to

ness.

;

;

He means, my

.

A

confidence of power or safety
;
certainty.
His trembling hand had lost the ease,

anxiety, or care

&

&

;

SEE

recent

;

ice,

her chastity.
2. That which seduces, or is adapted to seduce
of leading astray as, the seductions of wealth.

;

means

;

Se-duc'tlve (-tlv), a. Tending to lead astray apt to
mislead by flattering appearances tempting alluring
;

;

;

as, a seductive offer.

This may enable us to understand how seductive is the influence of example.
Sir W. Hamilton.
Se-duc'tlve-ly, adv. In a seductive manner.
woman who seduces.
Se-duc'tress (-trea), n,
Se-du'U-ty (se-dii'll-ty), n. [L. sedulitas. See SeduLOUS.] The quality or state of being sedulous ; diligent
and assiduous application ; constant attention ; unremitting industry ; sedulousness.

A

The
all

industrious bee,
the winter.

by his

sedulity in

summer, lives

in

honey

Feltham.

Sed'U-lOUB (sSd'ii-liis ; 135), a. [L. sedulus, perhaps
from sedere to sit, and so akin to E. sit.] Diligent in application or pursuit; constant, steady, and persevermg
in business, or in endeavors to effect an object steadily
;

assiduous ; as, the sedulous bee.
sound of words in prayer, without the affection of the heart, and a sedulous application of the proper
means that may naturally lead us to such an end ?
Estrange,
Syn.'
Assiduous diligent ; industrious laborious
unremitting untiring unwearied ; persevering.
Sed'u-lous-ly, acft'.
Sed'u-lous-ness, re.
Se'dum (se'dum), n. [NL., fr. L. sedere to sit ;
so called in allusion to the manner in which the plants
attach themselves to rocks and walls.] (Bot.) A genus
of plants, mostly perennial, having succulent leaves and
cymose flowers ; orpine stonecrop.
Gray.
industrious

What

;

signifies the

U

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

II

;

See (se), n. [OE. se, see, OF. se, sed, sied, fr. L. sedes a seat, or the kindred sedere to sit. See Srr, and cf.
Siege.]
1. A seat ; a site ; a place where sovereign
power is exercised. [06s.]
Chaucer,
Jove laughed on Venus from his sovereign see. Spenser,
2. Specificallj ; (a) The seat of episcopal power ; a
diocese the jurisdiction of a bishop ; as, the see of New
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey,

6rb,

Sdd

SEEMLINESS

SEE
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(6) The seat of an archbishop ; a province or jurisdiction of an archbishop; as, an archiepiscopal see.
(c) The seat, place, or office of the pope, or Roman pon(d) The pope or his court at
tiff ; as, the papal see.
Kome ; as, to appeal to the see of Kome.

to any number collectively, and admits of the plursd
form, though rarely used in the plural.
6. Race ; generation ; birth.
Waller.
Of mortal seed they were not held.
Seed bag (Artesian well), a packing to prevent percolation of water down the bore hole. It consists of a bag encircling the tubing and filled with flax seed, wliich swells
when wet and fills the space between the tubing and the
sides of the hole.
Seed bud (Bot.), the germ or rudiment
of the plant in the embryo state ; the ovule.
Seed coat
(Bot.), the covering of a seed.
Seed com, or Seed grain
(Bot.), com or grain for seed. —Seed down (So<. ), the soft
hairs on certain seeds, as cotton seed.
Seed drill. See
6th Dkill, 2 (a).— Seed eater (Zo'ol.), any finch of the genera Sporophila, and Crithagra. They feed mainly on
seeds.
Seed gall (Zool.), any gall which resembles a
seed, formed on the leaves of various plants, usually
by some species of Phylloxera. Seed leaf (Bot.), a cotyledon.
Seed lobe (Bot.), a cotyledon a seed leaf.
Seed
oil, oil expressed from the seeds of plants.
Seed oyster,
a young oyster, especially when of a size suitable for
transplantation to a new locaUty.
Seed pearl, a small
pearl of little value.
Seed plat, or Seed plot, the ground
on which seeds are sown, to produce plants for transplanting a nursery.
Seed stalk (Bot.), the stalk of an
ovule or seed; afunicle.
Seed tick (Zool.), one of several species of ticks resembUng seeds in form and color.
Seed vessel (Bot. ), that part of a plant which contains the
seeds; a pericarp.
Seed weevil (Zool.), any one of numerous small weevils, especially those of
the genus Apion, winch live in the seeds
Seed wool, cotton wool
of various plants.
not yet cleansed of its seeds.
[Southern

York.

See under Apostolic
See (se), V. t. [imp. Saw (sa) p. p. Seen (sen)
p. pr. & vb. n. Seeino.] [OB. seen, sen, seon, AS. sedn ;
akin to OFries. sia, t>. zien, OS. & OHG. sehan, G.
sehen, Icel. sja, Sw. se, Dan. see, Goth, saihwan, and
probaily to L. sequi to follow (and so originally meaning,
to follow with the eyes), 6r. ineiT9ai,, Skr. sac. Of.
SwHT, Sue to follow.] 1. To perceive by the eye to
have knowledge of the existence and apparent qualities
of by the organs of sight ; to behold to descry to view.
I will now turn aside, and see this great sight. Ex. iii. 3.
2. To perceive by mental vision to form an idea or
conception of to note with the mind to observe to
discern to distinguish ; to understand ; to comprehend
Apostolic see.

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

to ascertain.
Go, I pray thee,

see

whether

it

be well with thy brethren.

Gen. xxxvii.
JesuB saw that he answered discreetly. Mark xii.

Who
To

3.

watch

;

'8

14.

so gross

him

out,

and therefore did not care

;

a

Many

;

Many sagacious persons will find us out,
all

our

,

seedy, shabby, or worn out
exhaustion. {Colloq.'\

What is

Tillotson.

Seed'less,

—

men, world.

See

with horn powder
and the wall of the hoof.

;

i.

Seek

principle of production.

I seek
Waller.

2.

6. Progeny ; offsii.ir,'- oliiMri:n
descendants; as,
the seed of Abrahan
tlio seed of David.
Il^~ In this sense Uti word is applied to one person, or

3.

;

;

rode,

fyll,

dp, flm

;

pity

;

Sick.

;

V.

t.

[imp.

Sought

at
;

;

my

To

Gen. xxxvii.

inquire for

;

to ask for

;

to solicit

;

16, 16.

food, fc>^t

out,

oil

;

close, as the eyes ; to blind.
Come, seeling night,
Scarf up the tender eye of pitiful day.
Shak.
Cold death, with a violent fate, his sable eyes did seel.

Hence, to shut or

Sandys.
storm. [06sJ
Seel'ing, )
Seel, n. [AS. sxl, from siel good, prosperous. See
1. Good fortune
favorable opportunity pros" So have I seel,"
Chaucer,
perity.
[06s.]
[Prov. Eng.]
2. Time; season; as, hay see/.
Seel'i-ly (sel'I-l^, adv. In a silly manner. [06s.]
Spenser.
Seel'y {-f), a. See SiLLT. [06s.]
Seem (sem), v. i. [imp. p. p. Seemed (semd) p.
pr.
vb. n. Seeming.]
[OE. semen to seem, to become, befit, AS. seman to satisfy, pacify akin to Icel,
ssema to honor, to bear with, conform to, ssemr becoming, fit, soma to beseem, to befit, sama to beseem, semja
to arrange, settle, put right, Goth, samjan to please,
and to E. same. The sense is probably due to the adj.
seemly. V191. See Same, a., and cf. Seemly.] To
appear, or to appear to be to have a show or semblance
to present an appearance to look to strike one's apprehension or fancy as being to be taken as. " It now
seemed probable."
Macaulay.
Thou picture of what thou seem'st.
Shak.
All seemed well pleased all seemed, but were not all. Milton,
There is a way which seemeth right unto a man but the end
Prov. xiv. 12.
thereof are the ways of death.
It seems, it appears it is understood as true it is said.
A prince of Italy, it seems, entertained his mistress on a great
;

otaalr

;

go

s

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Addison.

lake.

—

—

Syn. To appear look. Seem, Appear. To appear
has reference to a thing's being presented to our view
as, the sun appears ; to seem is connected with the idea
of semblance, and usually implies an inference of our
mind as to the probability of a thing's being so as, a
storm seems to be coming. "The story appears to be
true," means that the facts, as presented, go to show its
truth; "the story seems to be true," means that it has
the semblance of being so, and we infer that it is true.
"His first and principal care being to appear unto his
Eeople such as he would have them be, and to be such as
e appeared." Sir P. Sidney.
;

;

Ham. Ay, madam,
Queen.

it is

common.
If

it

be.

Why seems it so particular with thee ?

madam Nay it is I know not "seems." Shak.
Spenser.
Seem, v. t. To befit to beseem. [06s.]
Seem'er (-er), n. One who seems one who carries

JIam.

*5ce?ns,

I

,

;

;

;

or assumes an appearance or semblance.

Hence shall we see,
If power change purpose, what our seemers be.
Shak.
Seem'lng, a. Having a semblance, whether with or
without reality; apparent; specious; befitting; as, seeming friendsliip seeming truth.
My lord, you have lost a friend indeed;
And I dare swear you borrow not tluit face
Of scemintj sorrow, it is sure your own.
Shak.
Seem'lng, n. 1. Appearance ; show semblance fair
appearance speciousness.
;

;

;

;

These keep
Seeming and savor

the winter long.

Shak.

judgment. [06s.]
Notliing more clear unto their seeming.

Chaucer

2. Apprehension

all

;

Hooker.

His persuasive words, inipregned

With reason, to her seeming.
Seem'lng-ly, adv. In appearance
blance

;

Milton.

in show
ostensibly.
This the father secminghj complied with.

apparently

Seem'lng-ness,
Seem'leSB,

n.

Semblance

Unseemly.

a.

;

;

in

sem-

;

;

plausibility.

[06s.]

Addison.

appcaranoe
Sir K. Digiy.
Speiser.

fair

Seem'U-ly (-IT-iy), adv. In a seemly manner. [06s.]
Seem'U-neSB, n. The quality or state of being aeenily

;

;

Bacon.

fond hopes. like seeled doves for want of
they end their flight with falling.

:

till

Silly.]

to beseech.

Luke xi. IC,
Others, tempting him, sought of liim a sign.
to strive after ; to aim
to acquire or gain
as, to seek wealth or fame ; to seek one's life.

To try

;

Chapman.

&

;

brethren.

fall

mount

Chaucer.

[Obs.]

& p. p.

—

;

;

unite,

;

vb.
(s^t) p. pr.
[OE. seken, AS. secan, secean; akin to
n. Seekino.]
OS. sokian, LG. soken, D. zoeken, OHG. suohhnn, G.
suchen, Icel. stekja, Sw. soka, Dan. soge, Goth. sOkjan,
and E. sake. Cf. Beseech, Ransack, Sagacious, Sake,
Soc] 1. To go in search of ; to look for to search for
to try to find.
The man asked him, saying. What seekest thou ? And he said,

;

Qae,

(sek), a.

Seek,

;

Praise of great acts he ocatters as a seed.
Which may the like in coming ages breed.

;

;

11.

seed proper has an outer and an inner coat,
and^within these the kernel or nucleus. The kernel is
either the embryo alone, or the embryo inclosed in the
albumen, which is the material for the nourishment of
the developing embryo. The scar on a seed, left where
the stem parted from it, is called the hilum, and the
closed orifice of the ovule, the micropyle.
2. {Physiol.) The generative fluid of the male ; semen
sperm
not used in the plural.
3. That from which anything springs
first principle
original source as, the seeds of virtue or vice.

—

Goldsmith.

which a caviformed between the laminae

ciple).

grass, the herb yieldthe fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose

Gen.

is

See'ing (se'ing), conj. (but originally a present partiIn view of the fact (that) considering taking
inasmuch as ; since because
into account (that)
followed by a dependent clause ; as, he did well, seeing
that he was so young.
Wherefore come ye to me, seeing ye hate me ? Gen. x.wi. 2'.

Let the earth bring forth

&

Seel, V. i. [Cf. LG. sielen to lead off water, F. siller
to run ahead, to make headway, E. sile, v. t.] To incline to one side ; to lean ; to roll, as a ship at sea.
Sir W. Raleigh.
[(96s.]
Seel (sel), ) n. The rolling or agitation of a ship in a

;

that practice the law.
Seedy toe, an affection of a horse's foot, in
filled

—

&

;

;

ty

A

kind of
(sek'no-fflr'ther), n.
formerly
choice winter apple, having a subacid taste ;
called go-no-Jurther.
Seek'-sor'row (-sor'ro), n. One who contrives to
Sir P. Sidney.
[Archaic']
give himself vexation.
p. x>- Seeled (seld) p. pr.
Seel (sel), V. t. [imp.
Ciller,
fr.
oil an eyelash,
[F. siller,
vb. n. Seeling.]
L. cilium.']
1. {Falconry) To close the eyes of (a hawk
or other bird) by drawing through the lids threads

Seek'— no-fur'ther

—

;

in itself.

The

;

;

;

Anatropous

B^" The

4.

1.

;

"I

viii. 22.

[Compar. Seedier (-i-er) superl.
Abounding with seeds bearing seeds

a.

(-5^),

having run to seeds.
2. Having a peculiar flavor supposed to be derived
said of cerfrom the weeds growing among the vines
tain kinds of French brandy.
exhausted spiritless ; also,
3. Old and worn out
poor and miserable looking shabbily clothed shabby
looking as, he looked seedy ; a seedy coat. [Colloq.}
Little Flaniffan here ... is a little seedy, as we say among us

thistle seed.

;

Seedsmen (-men).

Gen.

Seed'y
Seediest.]

o?evenaciyx,as weUas fl!^r^:i?^AxL^^:
the seed proper as, parsmp seed; h Hilum r Raphe,

;

n. ; pi.

;

cease.

pericarp,

is

_

(sedz'man),

Bullokar,

start sect of Seekers.

;

A

one who sows or scatters seed.
The seedsman
Shak.
Upon the slime and ooze scatters his grain.
2. A person who deals in seeds.
Seed'tlme' (-tim'), n. [AS. S3edtlma.'\ The season
proper for sowing.
While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold
and heat, and summer and winter, and day and niglit, shall not

;

seed

A sower

1.

an apple seed; a currant see(/. iareed.°BSameinVM^
By germination it produces a new ticS Section c Cotyleplant.
(6) Any small seedlike dons, and ca Cauhcle
fruit, though it may consist of a ('^ese two constituting

ing seed, and

Without seed or seeds.
a.
plant reared
(-ling), n.
{Bot.)

Seeds'man

Sow

;

See the Note

lac.

)

a«,

said.

J. o. Blackie.

A species of

[AS. ssedle&p ; ssed seed -f
Seedlip' (-lip'), ) n.
le&p basket.] A vessel in which
Seed'lop' (-15p'),
a sower carries the seed to be scattered. [Prov. Eng.l
Seed'man (-man), n. See Seedsman.
Shak.
Seed'ness, n. Seedtime. [06s.]

A

And God

(-15k'), n.

buds, or the like.

—

of

G. Eliot.
a plain proof that

is

from the
seed, as distinguished from one propagated by layers,

Seedling

B^"

to scatter seed, and cf. Colza.]
1. (Bot.) (a)
ripened ovule,
consisting of an embryo with one
or more integuments, or coverings; ^g^^'^j

;

called seediness, after a debauch,

nature has been outraged.

—

seed

quality or state of being
a state of wretchedness or

The

(-I-nSs), n.

Chaucer.

his soul unrest.

17th century, in Great Britain, who professed to be seeking the true church, ministry, and sacraments.
A skeptic [is] ever seeking and never finds, like our new up-

;

plants seed.

attentive ; to take care ; to give heed ;
generally with to; as, to see to the house.
*See that ye fall not out by the way.
Gen. xlv. 24.
I^p" Let me see. Let us see, are used to express consideration, or to Introduce the particular consideration of a
subject, or some scheme or calculation.
Cassio 's a proper man, let me see now,
To get his place.
Shak.
See is sometimes used in the imperative for look,
OToehold. " See, see J upon the banks of Boyne he
stands."
Halifax.
To see abont a thing, to pay attention to it ; to consider
it.
To see on, to look at. [Obs.] "She was full more
blissful on to see."
Chaucer.
To see to. (a) To look at
to behold ; to view. iObs.) " An altar by Jordan, a great
altar to see to." Josh. xxii. 10. (6) To take care about
to look after ; as, to see to a fire.
Seed (sed), n. ; pi. Seed or Seeds (sedz), [OE. seed,
sed, AS. seed, f r. sawan to sow ;
^^^
akin to D. zaad seed, G. saat, /r^J^
Icel. saS, sxSi, Goth, manase/'s

—

Upon a man and do

Seek'er (-er), n. 1. One who seeks; that which is
used in seeking or searching.
2. {Eccl.) One of a small heterogeneous sect of the

J. Reading.

vrith seedlike decorations.

Seed'-lac'
under Lao.

fine pretensions.

To seek

2.

A sable mantle seeded with waking eyes. J5. Jonson.
To seed down, to sow with grass seed.
Seedliox' (-bSks'), n. {Bot.) (a) A capsule. (6) A
plant {Ludwigia alternifolia) which has somewhat cubical or box-shaped capsules.
Seed'cake' (-kak'), n. A sweet cake or cooky conTusser.
taining aromatic seeds, as caraway.
Seed'COd' (-kSd'), n. A seedlip. [Prov. Eng.'\
Seed'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, sows or

John ix. 39.
and see through

To be

3.

;

[06s.]

;

.

Seed'i-ness

;

up to persecute.

Lander.

&

ment

—

;

;

interests have grown up, and seeded,
their roots in the crevices of many

&

Whereas I was blind, now I see.
John ix. 25.
To have intellectual apprehension
to perceive
to know to vmderstand
to discern
often followed by a preposition, as through, or into.
For judgment I am come into this world, that they which see
not might see ; and that they which see might be made blind.
;

;

—

Fools climb to

[imp.
p. p. Seeded p. Seed Weevil
Seed, V. t.
pr.
vb. n. SEEDisa.']
1 To sprinkle with iffatmid
seed ; to plant seeds in ; to sow ; as, to seed
Indigo, x 5
a field.
2. To cover thinly with something scattered ; to orna-

—

;

;

better light,

wrongs.

—

;

Seek (sek), V. i. To make search or inquiry to endeavor to make discovery.
Seek ye out of the book of the Lord, and read. Tsa. xxxiv. 16.
To seek, needing to seek or search hence, unprepared.
" Unpracticed, unprepared, and still to seek." Milton.
[Ois.]
To seek after, to make pursuit of to attempt to
find or take. — To seek for, to endeavor to find. — To seek
to, to apply to
to resort to to court. [OJs.l "All the
earth sought to Solomon, to hear his wisdom.'^ 1 Kingsx.
24. — To seek upon, to make strict inquiry after
to follow

and twisted

—

to ; to go to ; to resort to.
Amos v. 5.
Seek not Bethel, nor enter into Gilgal.
Since great Ulysses sought the Phrygian plains.
Pope.

which were fastened over the head.

seed.

;

:

S.]

2.

Sam. xv. 35.
6. To fall in with ; to meet or associate with ; to have
intercourse or communication with ; hence, to have
knowledge or experience of ; as, to see military service.
Make us glad according to the days wherein thou hast afflicted us, and the years wherein we have seen evil.
Ps. xc. 15.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, if a man keep my saying, he
hall never see death.
John viu. 51.
Improvement in wisdom and prudence by seeing men. Locke.
6. To accompany in person ; to escort to wait upon ;
as, to see one home ; to see one aboard the cars.
God you (him, or me, etc.) see, God keep you (him, me,
etc.) in his sight ; God protect you.
Chaucer.
[Obs.\
To see (anythmg) out, to see (it) to the end ; to be present
at, or attend, to the end.
To see stars, to see flashes of
light, like stars ;
sometimes the result of concussion of
the head. [Colloq.']
To see (one) through, to help, watch,
or guard (one) to the end of a course or an undertaking.
See, V. i. 1. To have the power of sight, or of perceiving by the proper organs ; to possess or employ the
sense of vision ; as, he sees distinctly.
1

2. Figuratively

—

Seed (sed), V. i. 1. To sow seed.
To shed the seed.
Mortimer.
3. To grow to maturity, and to produce

;

—

—

—

for

Addison.
;

death.

—

—
—

—

To have an Interview with especially, to make a
call upon to visit as, to go to see a friend.
And Samuel came no more to see Saul until the day of liis
4.

—

—

:

;

34.

Shak.
That seeth not this palpable device ?
follow with the eyes, or as with the eyes ; to
Shak.
to regard attentively ; to look after.

1 had a mind to see
contradicting him.

—

—

;

;

—

To try to reach or come

4.

comeliness

sing, ink

;

;

propriety.

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zb

=z

In azure.

N

SEEMLY

1304

SEIZE

(eem'li^), a.
[Compar, Seemlieb (-IT-er)
superl. Seemliest.] [Icel. sxmiligr, fr. ssemr becoming,

cut off from a figure by a line or
plane especially, that part of a circle contained between a chord and an arc of that fe^-^ ^
circle, or so much of the circle as is cut otf
by the chord ; as, the segment acb in the

sodium bicarbonate mixed with two drachms of Rochelle
salt (tartrate of potassium and sodium) and the other contains thirty-five grains of tartaric acid.
The powders
are mixed in water, and drunk while effervescing, as a
mild cathartic — so called from the resemblance to the
natural water of Seidlitz. Called also Rochelle powders.
— Seidlitz water, a natural water from Seidlitz, containing
magnesium, sodium, calcium, and potassium sulphates,
with calcium carbonate and a little magnesium cmoride.
It is used as an aperient.

Seemly

akin to samr same, E. same ; the sense being propsame or like, hence, fitting. See Seem, v. i.]
Suited to the object, occasion, purpose, or character
suitable ; fit ; becoming
comely decorous.
Chaucer.
He had a seemly nose.
fit

;

erly, the

;

;

;

I am a woman, lacking wit
Shak.
To make a seemly answer to such persons.
Suspense of judgment and exercise of charity were safer and
seemUer for Christian men than the hot pursuit of these contro-

Hooker.

versies.

Syn. — Becoming: fit; suitable; proper; appropriate;
congruous meet decent decorous.
Seem'ly (sem'lj), adv. [Compar. Seemlier superl.
Seemliest.] In a decent or suitable manner becomingly.
Suddenly a man before him stood,
;

;

;

;

;

Not

but seemlier clad,
or court or palace bred.

rustic as before,

As one in city
Seem'ly-hed (-h5d),

Ulilton.

n.
[See -hood.] Comely or decent appearance. \_Obs.'\
Rom. of R. Spenser.
Seen (sen), p. p. of See.
a.
Versed
skilled
accomplished. [06*.]
Seen,
Well seen in every science that mote be.
Spenser.
Noble Boyle, not less in nature seen.
Than his great brother read in states and men. Dryden.
Seep (sep), or Slpe (sip), v. i. [AS. sipan to distill.]
To run or soak through fine pores and interstices to
;

;

;

oozB.

&

IScot.

U.

S.'i

up through the sidewalks. G. W. Cable.
or Sip'age, n. Water that has seeped
or oozed througli a porous soil. IScot.
U. <S.]
applied to land
Seep'y (-y), or Sip'y, a. Oozy
tinder cultivation that is not well drained.
Ray.
Seer (ser), a. Sore painful. IProv. Eng."]
A ddison.
Se'er (se'er), n. One who sees.
Seer (ser), n. [From See.] A person who foresees
Milton.
events a prophet.
Seer'ess, n. A female seer ; a prophetess.
Seer'ilsh' (-fish'), n. (Zodl.) A scombroid food fish
"Water seeps

Seep'age

(-aj),

&

—

;

;

;

of Madeira {Cybium Commersonii).
Seer'hand (ser'hSnd), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] A
kind of muslin of a texture between nainsook and mull.
Seer'Shlp, n. The office or quality of a seer.
Seer'SUCk'er (-suk'er), n. A light fabric, originally
made in the East Indies, of silk and linen, usually having alternating stripes, and a slightly craped or puckered
surface also, a cotton fabric of similar appearance.
Seer'wood' (-wood'), n.
[See Sbab.] Dry wood.
[Written also searu'ood.^ [Ofo.]
Dryden.
See'saW (se'sa'), n. [Probably a reduplication of
saw, to express tlie alternate motion to and fro, as
;

in the act of
1.

A

play

sawing.]
among cliil-

dren in which they are

Seesaw.

and fact.
Whist) Same as Ckosseuff.
i.

[imp.

&

p. p.

Seesawed

(-sad')

;

p.

pr. & vb. n. Seesawing.] To move with a reciprocating
motion to move backward and forward, or upward and
downward.
See'saw', v. t. To cause to move backward and for;

ward

in seesaw fashion.

Ld. Lytton.
He seesaws himself to and fro.
See'saw', a. Moving up and down, or to and fro
having a reciprocating motion.
Chaucer.
Seet (set), obs. imp. of Sit. Sate sat.
Chaucer.
Seeth (seth), obs. imp. of Seethe.
Seethe (se1A), v. t. [imp. Seethed (sethd) (Sod
(sSd), obs.) p. p. Seethed, Sodden (s8d'd'n) p. pr. &
[OE. selhen, AS. seoSan; akin to D.
vb. n. Seething.]
zieden, OHG. siodan, G. sieden, Icel. sjoSa, Sw. sjuda,
Dan. syde, Goth, saups a burnt offering. Cf. Sod, k.,
Sodden, Suds.] To decoct or prepare for food in hot
liquid to boil as, to seethe flesh.
[Written also seeth.l
Set on the great pot, and seethe pottage for the sons of the
;

\

;

;

;

2 Kings iv. 38.

prophets.

v. i.
To be in a state of ebullition or violent
1 Sam. ii. 13.
;
to boU.
;
long Pointe, round which the Mississippi used to whirl, and
teethe^ and foam.
Q, W* Cable.

Seethe,

commotion to be hot

A

(-er), n.
A pot for boiling things ; a boiler.
Like burnished gold the httle seether shone. Dryden.

Seeth'er

Seg

[See Sedge.]

(Bot.) 1. Sedge. [Ote.]
species of Iris.
Prior.
Seg, n. [Probably from the root of L. secare to cut.]
castrated bull.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.l
Halliwell.
Se-gar' (se-garQ, re. See Cigab.
Seg'gar (seg'ger), n. [Prov. E. saggard a Beggar,
seggard a sort of riding surtout, contr. fr. safeguard.'^
case or holder made of fire clay, in which fine pottery is
inclosed while baking in the kiln. [Written also saggar,
tagger, and segger.']
lire.
Segge (sSg), n. (Zodl.) The hedge sparrow. [Prov.
Eng.}
Halliwell.
Seg'ment (sSg'ment), n, [L. segmentum, fr. secare
to cut, cut off cf. P. segment. See Saw a cutting instrument.] 1. One of the parts into which any body
naturally separates or is divided ; a part divided or cut
oS ; a section ; a portion ; as, a segment of an orange ; a
segment of a compound or divided leaf.

2.

(sSg), n.

The gladen, and other

A

&

A

:

ale,

^^

illustration.
3. {3Iach.) (a)
piece in the form of
the sector of a circle, or part of a ring ; as, ^^j
Segment
the segment of a sectional fly wheel or fly- of a Circle.
wheel rim. (b)
segment gear.
(Biol.)
4.
(a) One of the cells or divisions formed by
segmentation, as in egg cleavage or in fissiparous cell
formation, (b) One of the divisions, rings, or joints into

A

;

A

which many animal bodies are divided
metamere a somatome.

a somite

;

;

Seigh

(sa), obs. imp._sing. of See.
Saw.
Chaucer.
Seign-eu'ri-al (seu-u'ri-ol), a. [F., fr. seigneur. See
1. Of or pertaining to the lord of a manor
Sir W. Temple.
2. Vested with large powers independent.
Seign'ior (sen'yer), n. [OF. seignor, F. seigneur, cf.

Seigniok.]
manorial.

a

;

;

Segment gear, a piece for receiving or communicating
reciprocating motion from or to a cogwheel, consisting
of a sector of a circular gear, or ring, having cogs on the
periphery, or face.
Segment of a line, the part of a line
contained between two points on it.— Segment of a sphere,
the part of a sphere cut off by a plane, or included be-

—

It.

signore, Sp. seiior

elder.
2.

from an objective case

of

of L. senior

the lord of a manor.
X. A lord
honor or of address in the South of Eu-

See Seniok.]

A title

;

rope, corresponding to Sir or

Mr.

in English.

Grand Seignior, the sultan of Turkey.
segment. (Acoustics)
Selgn'ior-age (-aj 48), n. [F. seigneuriage, OF.
See Loop, »., 5.
seignorage.}
1. Something claimed or taken by virSeg'ment (sSg'mSnt), v. i. (Biol.) To divide or sepa- tue of sovereign prerogative specifically, a charge or
rate into parts in growth to undergo segmentation, or toll deducted from bullion brought to a mint to be
cleavage, as in the segmentation of the ovum.
coined; the difference between the cost of a mass of
Seg-men'tal (sgg-mEn'tal), a. 1. Relating to, or bullion and the value as money of the pieces coined
being, a segment.
from it.
2. (Anat. & Zodl.) (a) Of or pertaining to the segIf government, however, throws the expense of coinage, as is
ments of animals ; as, a segmental duct segmental pa- reasonable,
upon the holders, by making a charge to cover the
pillae,
(b) Of or pertaining to the segmental organs.
expense (whicil is done by giving back rather less in coin than
"
Segmental duct (,Anat.), the primitive duct of the em- lias been received in bullion, and is called levying a seigniorbryonic excretory organs which gives rise to the Wolffian age"), the coin will rise to the extent of the seipniora^e above
the value of the bullion.
J. S. Mill.
duct and ureter the pronephric duct.
Segmental organs.
(a) (Anat.) The embryonic excretory organs of verte2. A share of the receipts of a business taken in paybrates, consisting primarily of the segmental tubes and ment for the use of a right, as a copyright or a patent.
segmental ducts, ib) {Zodl.) The tubular excretory orSeign'ior-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to a seignior
gans, a pair of which often occur
'^ Kingly oi seignioral pationage."
seigneurial.
Burke.
in each of several segments in anSelgn'ior-al-ty (-tf), n. The territory or authority
nelids. They serve as renal orMilman.
of a seignior, or lord.
gans, and often, also, as oviducts
and sperm ducts. See Must, unSeign-io'ri-al (sen-yo'ri-al), a. Same as Seigneueial.
der Sipuncclacea.
Segmental
Seig^'ior-ize (sen'yer-Iz), v. t. To lord it over. [06i. J
tubes {Anat.), the tubes which
Fairfax.
As proud as he that seigyiiorizeth hell.
primarily open into the segmenSelgn'ior-y (-J), re. / pi. -ies (-Tz). [OE. seignorie,
tal duct, some of which become
the urinary tubules of the adult. Segmental Organs of an OF. seignorie,F. seigneurie ; cf. It. signoria.} 1. The
Annelid, a a External
Seg'men-ta'tlon (sSg'mSn- Orifices b c Tubular power or authority of a lord dominion.
portion; o FunnelO'Neal never had any seigniory over that country but what
ta'shiSn), re. The act or process of
shape d Internal Ori- by encroachment he got upon the English.
Spenser.
dividing into segments
speciffice.
ically (Biol.), a self -division into
2 The territory over which a lord holds jurisdiction
segments as a result of growth cell cleavage ; cell mul- a manor. [Written also seigneury, and seignory.}
tiplication endogenous cell formation.
Seine (sen or san), re. [F. seine, or AS. segene, both
Segmentation cavity (Biol.), the cavity formed by the fr. L. sagena, Gr. o-ayTJi/Tj.] (Fishing) A large net, one
arrangement of the cells in segmentation or cleavage of edge of wliich is provided with sinkers, and the other
the ovum the cavity of the blastosphere. In the gas- with floats. It hangs vertically in the water, and when
trula stage, the segmentation cavity in which the mesoits ends are brought together or drawn ashore incloses
blast is formed lies between the entoblast and ectoblast.
See niust. of Invagination. Segmentation nucleus Biol.), the fish.
Seine boat, a boat specially constructed to carry and
the body formed by fusion of the male and female pronucleus in an impregnated ovum. See the Note under pay out a seme.
Pronucleus,
Segmentation of the ovum, or Egg cleavage
Sein'er (-er), re. One who fishes with a ^eine.
(Biol.), the process by
Sein'ing, re. Fishing with a seine.
which the embryos of all
Seint (sant), n. [See Cinotube.] A girdle. [Obs-I
the liigher plants and ani"
Girt
Chaucer.
with a seitit of silk."
mals are derived from the
Chaucer.
Seint, re. A saint. [Obs.}
germ cell. In the simplest
135),re.
Sanctuary.
[Obs.]
case, that of small ova des(san'tij-a-r^
Sein'tU-a-ry
titute of food yolk, the
Seir'Iish' (ser'flsh'), re. (Zodl.) Same as Seeefish.
a
b
C
ovum or egg divides into Segmentation of a Centroleci-j- E.
(si'ro-spor),
[Gr.
creipa
a
cord
re.
Sei'ro-spore
two similar halves or segthal Ovum,
abc Three spore.} (Bot.) One of several spores arranged in a chain,
ments (blastomeres), each
Stages of Division.
as in certain algae of the genus CaUithamnion:
of these again divides into
Spenser,
Seise (sez), V. t. See Seize.
two, and so on, thus giving rise to a mass of cells (mulberry mass, or morula), all equal and similar, from the
W^' This is the common spelling in the law phrase ii>
growth and development of which the future animal is be seised of (an estate).
to be formed. This constitutes regular segmentation.
Spenser.
Sei'sin (se'ziu), re. See Seizin.
Quite frequently, however, the equality and regularity
Seis'mic (sis'mik>, 1 a. [Gr. o-eitTjuos an earthquake,
of cleavage is interfered with by the presence of food
shake.]
Of or
(sTs'mal),
from
a-cCeiv
to
segmentation.
)
See
Seis'mal
yolk, from which results unequal
Holoblastic, IIeboblastic, Alecithal, Centboleci- pertaining to an earthquake caused by an earthquake.
Segmentation sphere
thal, Ectolecithal, and Ovum.
Seismic vertical, the point upon the earth's surface verSee Mobula.
(Biol.), the blastosphere, or morula.
tically over the center of effort or focal point whence the
Seg'ment-ed (-mSut-ed), a. Divided into segments earthquake's impulse proceeds, or the vertical line connecting these two points.
or joints articulated.
Seg'ni-tude (seg'ni-tud), ) n. [L. segnitas, fr. segnis
Seis'mo-graph (-mo-graf), re. [Gr. o-et<rM05 an earthSlug- quake -f- -graph.} (Physics) An apparatus for registerslow, sluggish.]
Seg'nl-ty (seg'ni-ty),
(
gishness dullness; inactivity. [Obs.'\
ing the shocks and undulatory motions of earthquakes.
Se'gno (sau'yo), n. [It. See Sign.] (Mus.) A sign.
Seis'mo-graph'ic (-grSf'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
See Al segno, and Dal segno.
a seismograph indicated by a seismograph.

tween two parallel planes. — Ventral

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

(

;

thus aseesaw between
Sir W. Hamilton.

is

the hypothesis

v.

;

—

justed for this play.
3. A vibratory or reciprocating motion.
He has been arguing in a circle; there
(

A part

—

and move alternately up
and down.
2. A plank or board ad-

See'saw',

(Geom.)

;

^
~

seated upon the opposite
ends of a plank which is
balanced in the middle,

4.

2.

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

—

;

;

;

II

;

A

liliaceous plant (Ca?oeAorSe'gO (se'go), re. (Bot.)
tus Nuttallii) of Western North America, and its edible
bulb ;
so called by the Ute Indians and the Mormons.
Seg're-gate (seg're-gat), a. [L. segregatus, p. p. of
grex, gregis, a
segregare to separate ; pref. se- aside
1. Separate ; select.
flock or herd. See Gbegakious.]
2. (Bot.) Separated from others of the same kind.
p. p. Segbegated
Seg're-gate (-gat), v. t. [imp.
To separate
(-ga'ted) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Segbegating.]
from otliers ; to set apart.

—

+

&

&

They

are still segregated, Christians
odious designations.

from

Christians, under
/ Taylor.

Seg're-gate, v. i. (Geol.) To separate from a mass,
and collect together about centers or along lines of fracture, as in the process of crystallization or solidification.
Seg're-ga'tion (-ga'shun), n. [L. segregatio : cf E. se.

gregation.'}

1.

The

act of segregating, or the state of
separation from others a parting.

being segregated
2. (Geol.) Separation from a mass, and gathering about
centers or into cavities at hand through cohesive attraction or the crystallizing process.
Seiches (sash), re. tpZ. [F.] (GeoZ.) Local oscillations
in level observed in the case of some lakes, as Lake Geneva.
Seid (sed; 277), re. [Ar. «e?/!d prince.] A descendant of
Mohammed through his daughter Eatima and nephew All.
Seid'litZ (sSdIits), a. Of or pertaining to Seidlitz, a
[Written also Sedlitz.}
village in Bohemia.
;

;

II

Seidlitz powders, effervescing salts, consisting of two
separate powders, one of which contains forty grains of

final,

all

;

eve,

event, dnd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Seis-mog'ra-phy (sis-m5g'ra-fy), re. 1. A writing
about, or a description of, earthquakes.
2. The art of registering the shocks and undulatory
->
movements of earthquakes.
Seis'mo-log'ic-al (sis'm6-loj'i-kal), a. Of or pertaining to seismology.
Seis'mo-log'ic-al-ly, adv.
Seis-mol'o-gy (-m51'o-jy), re. [Gr. o-etcrjixos an earthquake -j- -logy.} The science of earthquakes.
Seis-mom'e-ter (sis-mom'e-ter), re. [Gr. aeiaixos an
earthquake -j- -meter.} (Physics) An instrument for
measuring the direction, duration, and force of earthquakes and like concussions.
Seis'mo-met'ric (sis'mo-met'rTk), a. Of or pertaining to seismometry, or a seismometer ; as, seismometric
instruments ; seismometric measurements.

—

Seis-mom'e-try (sis-mom'e-trjr), re. The mensuration
of such phenomena of earthquakes as can be expressed
in numbers, or by their relation to the coordinates of
space.
[Gr. o-eKT/tiot an
Seis'mo-SCOpe (sis'mo-skop), re.
earthquake
-scope.}
(Physics)
seismometer.
(se'i-ty),
n.
[L.
Something
se
one's
self.]
Se'i-ty
peculiar to one's self.
[R.}
Tatler.

+

&

A

Seiz'a-ble (sez'a-b'l), a.
Seize (sez), v. t. [imp,

That may be

&

seized.

p. p. Seized (sezd)

;

p. pr.

vb. n. Seizing.]
[OE. seisen, saisen, OF. seisir, saisir, F. saisir, of Teutonic origin, and akin to E. set. The

meaning
idea,

properly, to set, put, place, hence, to put in
See Set, v. t..} 1. To fall or rush upon.

is

possession
ill

of.

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

I

SEIZEE

1305

SELF-AFFAIRS

suddenly and lay hold of to gripe or grasp suddenly
to reach and grasp.
For by uo means the high bank he could seize. Spenser.
Seek you to seize and gripe into your hands
The royalties and rights of banished tleretord ? Shak.
2. To take possession of by force.
At last they seize
Milton.
The scepter, and regard not David*s sons.
to take sudden hold of
to
3. To invade suddenly
come upon suddenly as, a fever seizes a patient.
Fope.
Hope and doubt alternate seize her soul.
4. {Law) To take possession of by virtue of a war-

seldon, seldum, fr. seld rare akin to OFries. sielden, D.
zelden, G. selten, OHG. seltan, Icel. sjaldan, Dan. sielden, Sw. s'dllan, Goth, sildaleiks marvelous.] Rarely;
not often ; not frequently.
Wisdom and youth are seldom joined in one. Hooker.

respect to the earth.
"Accurate selenography, or description of the moon."
Sir T. Browne.
Sel'e-no'nl-um (sel'e-no'ni-iim), n.
[Selenixxm
sulphoretum.] (Chem.) A hypothetical radical of sele-

rant or other legal authority ; as, the sheritf seised the
debtor's goods.
6. To fasten ; to fix.
lObs.J
As when a bear hath seized her cruel claws
Spenser.
Upon the carcass of some beast too weak.
6. To grasp with the mind ; to comprehend fully and
distinctly
as, to seize an idea.
7. {Naut.) To bind or fasten together with a lashing
as, to seize ropes.
of small stuff, as yarn or marline
(]^°" This word, by writers on law, is commonly written seise, in the phrase to be seised of (an estate), as also,
in composition, disseise, disseisin.
To be seized of, to have possession, or right of possession as, A B was seized and possessed of the manor of
Dale. " Whom age might see seized of what youth made
prize." Chapman.
To seize on or upon, to fall on and
grasp to take hold on ; to take possession of suddenly

[L. selectus, p. p. of seligere to
Se-lect' (se-lekf), a.
select
pref. se- aside -|- legere to gather.
See Legend.]
Taken from a number by preference picked out as
more valuable or excellent than others of special value
or excellence ; nicely chosen ; selected choice.
A few select spirits had separated from the crowd, and formed
Jlacaitlay.
a fit audience round a far greater teacher.
Se-lect', V. i. limp. & p. p. Selected p. pr. &vb.n.
Selecting.] To choose and take from a number ; to
take by preference from among others to pick out to
" One
cull
as, to select the best authors for perusal.
peculiar nation to select."
3Iilton.

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

The

A

Sel'e-nate (sel'e-nat), n. (Chem.) A salt of selenic
formerly called also seleniate.
Sel'en-hy'dric (-en-lu'drfk), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, hydrogen selenide, HjSe, regarded
as an acid analogous to sulphydric acid.
[Cf. F. silenigue.} {Chem.)
Se-Ien'ic (se-15n'ik), a.
Of or pertaining to selenium ; derived from, or containing, selenium
specifically, designating those compounds
in which the element has a higher valence as contrasted
with selenious compounds.
Sel'6-nlde (sSl'e-nId or -nid), re. {Chem,.) A binary
compound of selenium, or a compound regarded as
binary as, ethyl selenide.
[Selenium -\Sel'e-nif'er-ous (sel'e-mfer-iis), a.
Containing, or impregnated with, selenium;
-ferous.}
acid

possession.

Sei'zure (se'zhiir; 135), re. 1. The act of seizing, or
sudden and violent grasp or
the state of being seized
gripe
a taking into possession ; as, the seizure of a
thief, a property, a throne, etc.
2. Retention within one's grasp or power ; hold possession ownership.
Make o'er thy honor by a deed of trust,
And give me seizure of the mighty wealth. Dryden.
a
3. That which is seized, or taken possession of
thing laid hold of, or possessed.
[F. seant, p. pr. of seoir to
(se'jant), a.
Se'jant
{Her.)
sit, h. sedere.^
Se'Jeant )
;

;

;

;

Sitting, as a lion or ^ther beast.

as, seleniferous pyrites.
Se-le'ni-0— (se-le'ni-o-).

S^ant rampant, sitting with the foreWright.
Se-Joln' (se-join'), v. t. [L. sejungere ; pref . se- aside -\-jungere to join.
r-.See Join.] To separate. [06s.]
feet lifted up.

Chaucer.

the moon. So called from a fancied resemblance in luster or appearance to the moon.] {Min.) A
variety of gypsum, occurring in transparent crystals or
crystalline masses.
{Min. ) Of or pertaining
) a.
Sel'e-nit'ic (-ni t'Tk),
to selenite ; resembling or
Sel'e-nit'ic-al (-T-kol), )
containing selenite.
Se-le'lU-um (se-le'nT-iSm), n. [NL., from Gr. treAjjiT)
the moon. So called because of its chemical analogy to
tellurium (from L. tellus tlie earth), being, as it were, a

from

II

See Illustration, in Appendix.
Se-la'chi-1 (-i), re. pi.
[NL., fr. Gr. trcAaxos a fish
having cartilages instead of bones.]
{Zo'ol.) An order
of elasmobranchs including the sharks and rays the Pla-

lacliii.
II

;

giostomi.
Called also Selacha, Selacke, and Selackoidei.
Sel'a-ChOl'de-1 (sel'a-koi'de-3), re. pi.
[NL.
See
Selachii, and -oiD.] {Zodl.) Same as Selachii.
SeVa-chOS'tO-ml (-kSs'to-mi), re. pi. [NL. See Selachii, and Stoma.]
{Zodl.) A division of ganoid
fishes which includes the paddlefish, in which the mouth
is armed with small teeth.
Sel'a-gi-nel'la (-jT-nSl'la), re.
[NL., fr. L. selago,
-inis, a kind of plant.]
{Bot.) A genus of cryptogamous plants resembliag Lycopodia, but producing two
kinds of spores; also, any plant of this genus. Many
species are cultivated in conservatories.
Se'lah (se'la), re. [Heb. seldh.] {Script.) A word of
doubtful meaning, occurring frequently in the Psalms
by some, supposed to signify silence or a, pause in the
musical performance of the song.
Beyond the fact that Selali is a musical term, we know absolutely nothing about it.
Br. W. Smith (Bill. Diet.).

A

(Chem.)

it.]

nonmetaUic element

of

the sulphur group, and analogous to sulphur in its compounds. It is found in small quantities with sulphur and
some sulphur ores, and obtained in the free state as a
dark reddish powder or crystalline mass, or as a d.ark
metallic-looking substance. It exhibits under the action
of light a remarkable variation in electric conductivity,
and is used in certain electric apparatus. Symbol Se.

II

II

Atomic weight

78.9.
Sel'e-nl'U-ret (sSl'e-ni'ii-rgt or se-len'ii-rSt

(Chem.)

A

selenide.

;

277),

re.

;

[Gr. ae\r)vr\
Se-le'no-cen'tric (se-le'nij-sSn'trTk), a.
the moon -\- E. centric.} (Astron.) As seen or estimated
from the center of the moon witli.the moon centr.al.
Se-le'no-graph (se-le'nft-graf), re. A picture or deline.ation of the moon's surface, or of any part of it.
;

[AS. .selcUS, seldcUS ; scid
See Uncouth.] Rarely known una.

Sel'e-nog'ra-pher (sSl'e-uBg'ni-fer), n. One skilled
Wright.
Sel'e-no-graph'ic (sSI't-nft-grJtf'Tk 277), \a. [ C f
(-gntf'T-kal),
P. s&USel'e-no-graph'i-cal
nographiquc.} Of or pertaining to splenography.
Sel'e-nog'ra-phlSt (sSl'e-nSg'nV-flst), re. A selenog-

;

in .selenography.

wondered much at his so selcnuth case. Spenser.
Seld (sSId), a.
[See Seldom.]
Rare
uncommon
unusual.
[06s.]
Chaucer. Spen.ier.
Seld, adv. Rarely seldom. [06,v.]
Chaucer.
Sel'den (-den), adv. Seldom. [06s.]
Chaucer.
[She]

;

i

;

+

Sel'e-nog'ra-phy (-if), n. [Gr. treKfivrj the moon
-graphy. } The science that treats of the physical features
corresponding to physical geography in
of the moon ;

(-diim), adv.
[U.siially, conipnr. MouE sel(mor')
superl. Most seldom (most')
but sometimes also, SELD0MER,(-Sr), Seldomest.]
[AS. seldan.

—

;

full,

up, Grn

;

man

the

;

;

self

may

be the worst fellow to converse with in the

world.

The

Pope.
self,

the

I, is

recognized in every act of intelligence as the

subject to which that act belongs. It is I that perceive, I tliat
imagine, I that remember, I that attend, I that compare, I that
feel, I that will, I that am conscious.
Sir W. Hamilton.

pity

2. Hence, personal interest, or love of private interest
selfishness as, self is his whole aim.
3. Personification
embodiment. [Poetic}
;

;

;

She was beauty's self.
Thomson.
united to certain personal pronouns and
pronominal adjectives to express emphasis or distinction.
Thus, for emphasis I myself will write I will examine

^W^

Self

is

:

;

for myself ; thou thyself shalt go ; thou shalt see for thyself; you yourself shall write you shall see for yourself ;
he himself sha,\l write he shall examine for himself; she
herself shall write; she shall examine for herself; the
child itself shall be carried it shall be present itself. It is
also used reflexively as, I abhor myself; thou enrichest
thyself; he loves himself; she admires herself ; it pleases
itself; we value ourselves; ye hurry yourselves ; they
see themselves. Himself, herself, themselves, are used in
" Jesus
tlie nominative case, as well as in the objective.
himself baptized not, but his disciples."
John iv. 2.
;

;

;

;

B^P^ Self is used in the formation of innumerable compounds, usually of obvious signification, in most of which
denotes either the agent or the object; of the action expressed by the word with which it is joined, or the person
in behalf of whom it is performed, or the person or thing
to, for, or towards whom or wliich a quality, attribute,
or feeling expressed by the following word belongs, is
directed, or is exerted, or from which it proceeds or it
denotes the subject of, or object affected by, such action,
quality, attribute, feeling, or the like; as, se//- abandoning, se//- abnegation, se//-abhorring, se//- absorbed,
it

;

se//-accusing, se//-adjusting, se//-balanced, se//-boasting,
se//-canceled, se//-combating, se//-commendation, selfcondemned, se//-couflict, se//-conquest, se//-constituted,
se//-consumed, se//-contempt, se//-controlled, se//-deceiving, se//-denying, se//- destroyed, se//-disclosure, selfdisplay, se//-dommion, .se//-doomed, se//- elected, se//evolved, se//-exalting, se//-excusing, se//-exile, self-ied,
se//-fulftllment, se//-governed, se//- harming, se//-helpless, .s-e//- humiliation, se//- idolized, se// - mtlieted, selfimprovement, se//-instruction, se//-invited, se//-judging,
se//-justification, se//-loathing, se//-loving, se//-maintenance, se//- mastered, se// - nourishment, se// - perfect,
se//- perpetuation, se//-pleasing, se//-praising, se//-preserving, .se//-questioned, se//-relying, se//- restraining,
se//-revelation, se//-ruined, se//-satisfaction, se//-support,
se//-sustained, se//-sustaining, se//-tormentmg, se//-troubling, se//- trust, se//- tuition, se//- upbraiding, se//-valuing, se//-worshiping, and many others.

Hmnbled by conSell'-a-based' (self'a-basf), a.
sciousness of inferiority, unwortliiiiess, guilt, or shame.
Selt'-a-base'ment (-bas'ment), re.
1. Degradation
of one's self by one's owai act.
2. Humiliation or abasement proceeding from consciousness of inferiority, guilt, or shame.
Self— a-bas'ing, a. Lowering or humbling one's self.
Self'-ab-hor'rence (-Sb-hSr'rens), re. Abhorrence of
one's self.
Self '-ab'ne-ga'tion (-Sb'ne-ga'shQu), n Self-denial
self-renunciation self-sacrifice.
Self'-a-buse'(-a-bus'), re. 1. The abuse of one's own
self, powers, or faculties.
2. Self-deception ; delusion.
[06s.]
Shak.
.

;

Masturbation

3.

;

onanism

self-pollution.

;

Self'-ac-CUSed' (-ak-kuzd'), a. Accused by one's self
"Die se//-aec»se(f."
or by one's conscience.
Conper.
Self'-act'lng (-Skt'ing), a. Acting of or by one's self
or by itself
said especially of a machine or mechanism
which is made to perform of or for itself wliat is usually
;

—

done by human agency

automatic as, a self-acting feed
apparatus a self-acting nuile a .self-acting press.
Self— ac'tion (-Sk'shiSn), n. Action by, or originating
in,

;

;

;

one's self or

itself.

Acting of one's self or of
(-tTv), a.
acting witliout depending on other agents.
The quality or
Self'-ac-tiv'i-ty (-iik-tTv'I-ty), re.
state of being self-active ; self-action.
Self'-ad-Just'ing (-itd-jrist'Ing), a. (Sfach.) Capable
of assuming a desired position or condition with relation
to otlier parts, inider varying circumstances, withovit requiring to bo adjusted by liaiid
said of a piece in

SeU'-ac'tlve

itself

;

;

—

machinery.
bearing {Shafting, a bearing which is
Rtipported in such a manner that it may tip to accommod.ate flexure or ilisplacemcnt of the shaft.
Self-acynstlng

Self'-ad'ml-Ta'tion (-itd'mt-ra'shrin),

raplier.

SeVdom

rude,

;

;

;

;

consciousness

reflective

viewed by his own cognition as the subject of all his
mental phenomena, the agent in his own activities, the
subject of his own feelings, and the possessor of capacities and character
a person as a distinct individual a
being regarded as having personality. " Those who liked
their real se^TCS.
Addison.

;

[06s.]

Sel'e-nl'U-ret'ed (-ii-rSt'ed), a. (Chem.) Combined
with selenium as in a selenide as, selcniureted hydro[Written also seleiviuretted.'] [Obsoles.}
gen.

;

rare -f- cuS known.
usual ; strange. [06s.]

aeKrjvr)

companion to

II

unite,

combining form

A

CapaBp. Pearson.

[See Sejoin.]

[06s.]
Chaucer.
Selios (se'kSs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. otjkos a pen, a sacred inclosure, a slirine.] {At'ch.) A place in a pagan
temple in which the images of the deities were inclosed.
Se-la'chl-an (se-la'ki-an), re. {Zodl.) One of the Se-

ase,

A

;

Lion Sejant.

&

dom

{Chem.)

(also used adjectively) denoting the presence of selenium
or its compounds; as, setereio-phosphate, a phosphate
having selenium in place of all, or a part, of the oxygen.
Se-le'nl-OUS (-iis), «. [Cf. F. selenieux.} (Chem.)
Of, pertaining to, or containing, selenium specifically,
designating those compounds in which the element has a
lower valence as contrasted with selenic compounds.
(Chem.)
salt of selenious
Sel'e-nite (sel'S-nit), n.
acid.
[L. selenites, Gr. o-eArji'tn)? (sc. Ai'flos),
Sel'e-nite, re.

.

Sel'COUth (sSl'kooth),

—

;

i

(se-jiJn'jT-b'l), a.

;

;

;

Se-Jun'gl-ble

own

object of his

A man's

;

;

ble of being disjoined.
[06s.]
Seke (sek), a. Sick. [06s.]
i.
To seek.
Seke (seki, V. t.

;

pound se//same] "On these sey hills." Sir W. Raleigh.
To shoot another arrow that self way
Which you did shoot the first.
Shak.
At that sc'f/' moment enters Palamon.
Dryden.
Sell, re. / pi. Selves (sSlvz). 1. The individual as the

.

;

;

Se-]unc'tlon (-junk'shiin), n. [L.
sejunctio.
See Sejoin.] The act of
disjoining, or the state -of being dis[06s.]
joined.
Bp. Pearson.

.

+

—

;

;

;

^W

.

.

grasp clutch snatch apprehend
take capture.
One who, or that which, seizes.
(sez'er),
n.
Seiz'er
Sei'Zln (se'zin), 7». [^.saisine. See Seize.] \. {Law)
Possession possession of an estate of freehold. It may
be either in deed or in law ; the former when there is
actual possession, the latter when there is a right to
such possession by construction of law. In some of the
United States seizin means merely ownership. Burrill.
[06s.]
2. The act of taking possession.
Sir M. Hale.
property.
3. The thing possessed
Commonly spelt by writers on law seisin.
livery of seizin. {JSng. Law) See Note under Liveky, 1.
1. The act of taking or graspSeiz'ing (sez'Ing), re.
ing suddenly.
2. (Naut.) {a) The operation of fastening together or
lashing.
(6) The cord or lashing used for such fastening.
Sel'zor (se'zer), n. {Law) One who seizes, or takes
;

pious chief

hundred youths from all his train selects. Dryden.
[i?.]
Se-lect'ed-ly, adv. With care and selection,
[L. selectio : cf F. seSe-lec'tlon (se-lek'shfin), n.
lection.}
1. The act of selecting, or the state of being
selected choice, by preference.
2. That which is selected ; a collection of things
chosen as, a choice selection of books.
Natural selection. (Biol.) See under Natubal.
Se-lect'lve (-ISkt'iv), a. Selecting tending to select.
This selective providence of the Almighty.
Bp. Hull.
Se-lect'man (-man), n. ; pi. Selectmen (-mgn). One
of a board of town officers chosen annually in the New
England States to transact the general public business of
the town, and have a kind of executive authority. The
number is usually from three to seven in each town.
The system of delegated town action was then, perhaps, the
same whiclx was defined in an " order made in 1635 by the inhabitants of Charlestown at a full meeting for the government
of the town, by selectmen;" the name jiresently extended
throughout New England to municipal governors.
Falfrey.
Se-lect'neSS, re. The quality or state of being select.
Se-lect'or (-er), re. [L.] One who selects.

;

;

;

;

;

forcibly.

;

Drayton.
Rarely
Shak.

;

—

— To catch

+ shown.}

;

;

;

[Seld

;

;

arrest

[06s.]

Seld'ShOWn' (-shonO, a.
shown or exhibited. [06s.]

;

Syn.

;

A suppressed

seen.

;

and

(sSl'diim), a.
Rare infrequent. [^Archaicl
and seMom anger."
Jer. Taylor.
Hooker.
Sel'dom-ness, re. Rareness.
[AS. seldsiene.l
Seldom
Seld'seen' (sSld'sen'), a.

Sel'dom
"

+

nium, analogous to sulphonium. [iJ.]
Sel'e-nol'0-gy (-nol'o-gj'), re. [Gr. o-eA^iTjthe raoon
That branch of astronomy which treats of the
-logy.}
moon.
Sel'e-no-log'i-cal (-no-18j'i-kal), a.
Sell (sglf), a. [AS. self, seolf, sylf ; akin to OS. self,
OFries. self, D. zelf, G. selb, selber, selbst, Dan. selv, Sw.
sjelf, Icel. sjdlfr, Goth, silba.
Cf. Selvage.]
Same
particular; very; identical.
[06s., except in the com-

;

food, itfot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing.

of one's self.
Sell'-al-lalrs' (-Sf-ffirz'), n. pi.
one's private business.
[0/«.]

Ink

;

tlien,

tliin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

n.

One's

Admiration

own

affairs;

Shak.
in azure.
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SELF-AFFRIGHTED

N

a.
Frightened at
Shak.
by one's self.
Self'-ag-gran'dlze-ment (-5g-grSn'dTz-ment or -Sg'grSu-diz'ment), n. The aggrandizement of one's self.

Sell'-af-fright'ed (sSU'Sf-frifgd),

or

Self'-an-ni'lll-la'ted (-an-ni'M-la'tSd), a. Armlhilated by one's seU.
Self'-an-Ill'Ill-la'tlon (-la'shfin), n. Annihilation by
Addison.
one's own acts ; annihilation of one's desires.
Self'-ap-plause' (-Sp-plaz'), n. Applause of one's seU.
Applying
or by
to
Sell'-ap-ply'ing (-pli'i'ng), a.
one's self.
SeU'-ap-prov'Ing (-proov'Ing), a. Approving one's
own action or character by one's own judgment.
One self-approving hour whole years outweighs
Pope.
Of stupid starers and of loud huzzas.
a.
Asserting one's
or one's own rights or claims hence, putting one's
forward in a confident or assuming manner.
Sell'-as-ser'Uon (-ser'shun), n. The act of asserting
one's self, or one's own rights or claims the quality of
being self-asserting.
Disposed to self-asSell'-as-sert'lve (-serttv), a.

SeU'-as-sert'lng (-Ss-sertTng),

self,

;

self

;

sertion

;

self-asserting.

Sell'-as-sumed' (-sumd'),
act, or

SeU'-as-sured'
self

;

Assumed by

a.

one's

own

without authority.

self-reliant

Assured by or

(-a^shurd'), a.

of one's

complacent.

;

Exiled voluntarily.
a.
Begotten by one's

Selt'-ban'lshed (-bSn'ifsht), a>
Sell'-be-gOt'ten (-be-got't'n),

or one's own powers.
Sell'-born' (-bSm'), a. Born or produced by one's self.
Centered in itself,
Sell'-oen'tered (-sSu'terd), a.
SeU'— cen'tred ) or in one's self.
There hangs the ball of earth and water mixt,
Self-centered and unmoved.
Dryden.

self,

1

Centering in one's

Self'-oen'ter-lng (-ter-Tng),

Self-cen'trlng

) a.
(-tring),
self.
)
(-sSn-tra'shiin), n.

SeU'-cen-tra'tlon

The quality or

state of being self -centered.

Sell'-Char'l-ty (-chSrT-ti^), n. Self-love. [OJs.] Shak.
color not mixed or
Sell'-col'or (sSU'kai'er), n.

A

—

Being of a single color
applied to flowers, animals, and textile fabrics.
Self '-com-mand' (-kSm-mand'), re. Control over one's
own feelings, temper, etc. self-control.
SeU'-OOm-mifne' (-mun'), n. ^elf-communion. [J2.]
ImSelf'-COm-mu'nl-ca-Uve (-mu'nt-ka-tlv), a.
parting or commnnicating by its own powers.
(-erd), a.

;

;

Self'-com-mun'lon (-mun'yiin),
one's self

;

thoughts about one's

SeU'-com-pIa'cen-cy

re.

Communion

vrith

self.

The quality

(-pla'sen-s^), n.

of being self-complacent.

Sell'-oom-pla'cent

J. Poster.

(-sent),

Satisfied

a.

own

with one's

character, capacity, and doings self-satisfied.
Sell'—con-celt' (-kBn-sef), n. Conceit of one's self
overweening opinion of one's powers or endowments.
;

ftn

Syn. — See Egotism.
Self— con-celt'ed, a. Having an overweening opinion
of one's own powers, attainments, or merits vain conceited.

— Self'-con-celt'ed-ness, n.

;

;

Sell'—con-cern' (-sern'), n. Concern for one's self.
Sell'-COn'dem-na'Uon (-kSn'dgm-na'shiin), n. Condemnation of one's self by one's own judgment.
SeU'-con'fl-dence (-kSn'ft-dens), re. The quality or
state of being self-confident

A

;

Beaconsjield.

SeU'-COn'fl-dent (-dent), a. Confident of one's own
strength or powers ; relying on one's own judgment or
abUity ; self-reliant.
Self'-COn'Q-deilt-ly, adv.

—

{Geom.) Having
the two things that are conjugate parts of the same fig-

SeU'-COn'JU-gate (-kSn'ju-gat),

a.

as, self-conjugate triangles.

;

a.

Convicted
acts.

The act of conSell'-COn-Vic'tlon (-vlk'shiSn), re.
victing one's self, or the state of being self-convicted.
Sell'-cre-at'ed (-kre-at'Sd), a. Created by one's self
not formed or constituted by another.
Self'-curtuie (-kul'tur 135), re. Culture, training,
or education of one's self by one's own efforts.
Self—de-ceit' (-de-sef), n. The act of deceiving one's
self, or the state of being self-deceived
self-deception.
Self'-de-ceived' (-sevd'), a. Deceived or misled respecting one's self by one's own mistake or error.
Selt'-de-cep'tlon (-sSp'shiin), n. SeK-deceit.
Sell'-de-fence' (-fgns'), n. See Self-defense.
The act of defending
SeU'-de-fense' (-fSns'), n.
one's own person, property, or reputation.
;

—

In self-defense (Law), in protection of self,
it being
permitted in law to a party on whom a grave wrong is
attempted to resist the wrong, even at the peril of the
life of the assailant.
Wlmrton.
(-fSn'sIv), a.
Defending, or tendown person, property, or reputation.
Sell'-deg'ra-da'tlon (-dgg'ra-da'shiin), re.
The act
of degrading one's self, or the state of being so degraded.
Sell'— de-la'tion (-de-la'shiin), re. Accusation of one's

SeU'-de-len'sive

ing to defend, one's

[iJ.]

self.

Milman.

_

Self'-de-lU'siOn (-lu'zhfin), n. The act of deluding
one's self, or the state of being thus deluded.
SeU'-de-nl'al (-ni'al), n. The denial of one's self;
forbearing to gratify one's own desires ; self-sacrifice.
Sell'-de-ny'lng (-ni'ing), a. Refusing to gratify one's
self ; self-sacrificing.
Sell'-de-ny'ing-ly, adv.
Self'-de-pend'ent (-pgnd'ent), a. Dependent on one's

—

self

self -depending

;

self-reliant.

;

Self '-de-pend'ing, a. Depending on one's self.
Self'-de-praved' (-pravd'), a. Corrupted or depraved

by one's

self.
Milton.
Sell'-de-Stroy'er (-de-stroi'er), n. One who destroys
himself a suicide.
Self'-de-Struc'tlon (-de-strOk'shiSn), re. The destruction of one's self self-murder ; suicide.
Milton.
SeU'-de-Struc'tlve (-tl v), a. Destroying, or tending
;

to destroy, one's self or itself

suicidal.

;

Self'-de-ter'ml-na'tion (-de-ter'mi-na'shiin), re. Determination by one's own self; or, determination of one's
acts or states without the necessitating force of motives
applied to the voluntary power or activity.
Self'-de-ter'niin-lng (-mTn-Tng), a. Capable of selfdetermination as, the self-determining power of will.
Self'-de-vlsed' (-de-vizd'), a. Devised by one's self.
Self'-de-vot'ed (-de-vofgd), a. Devoted in person,
or by one's own wiU.
Hawthorne.

—

;

Self'-de-vote'ment (-ment), n. Self-devotion. [iJ.]
Self'-de-VO'Uon (-vo'shun), n. The act of devoting
one's self, or the state of being self-devoted ; willingness
to sacrifice one's own advantage or happiness for the
sake of others ; self-sacrifice.
Self'-de-vour'ing (-vour'ing), a. Devouring one's
self or itself.
Denham.
Self'-dif-fu'slve (-dlf-fu'slv), a. Having power to
diffuse itself ; diffusing itself.
Norris.
Correction or
Self'-dls'cl-pllne (-dis'sI-plTn), n.
government of one's self for the sake of improvement.
Self'-dis-trust' (-dis-triisf ), re. Want of confidence
in one's self ; diffidence.
Self'-ed'U-ca'ted (-Sd'fi-ka'ted 135), a. Educated
efforts, without instruction, or without pecuniary assistance from others.
Self'-e-lect'lve (-e-lSk'tiv), a. Having the right of
electing one's self, or, as a body, of electing its own
;

members.
Self'-en-]oy'ment

Enjoyment of
(-gn-joi'ment), n.
self-satisfaction.
The
holding
(-gs-tem'),
n.
a good
Self'-es-teem'
opinion of one's self ; self-complacency.
one's self

;

Self'-COn'SClOUS (-shus), a. 1. Conscious of one's
acts or states as belonging to, or originating in, one's
" My self-conscious woTth."
self.
Dryden.
2. Conscious of one's self as an object of the observation of others ; as, the speaker was too self-conscious.
Self'-con'sclous-ness, n. The quality or state of
being self-conscious.
Sell'-COn-Bld'er-lng (-kSn-sId'er-tng), a. Considering in one's own mind ; deliberating.
Pope.
SeU'-con-slst'en-cy (-sls'ten-sj^), re. The quality or
state of being self-consistent.
Consistent with one's
Self'-COn-slSt'ent (-tent), a.
self or with itself
not deviating from the ordinary
standard by which the conduct is guided ; logically consistent throughout
having each part consistent with

Self'-es'tl-ma'tlon (-gs'tt-ma'shSn), n. The act of
estimating one's seK ; self-esteem.
SeU'-ev'I-dence (-gv'i-dens), re. The quality or state
Locke.
of being self-evident.
Self'-ev'l-dent (-dent), o. Evident without proof or
reasoning ; producing certainty or conviction upon a
bare presentation to the mind ; as, a self-evident proposition or truth.
Self'-ev'I-dent-ly, adv.
Self'— ev'O-lu'tlon (-o-lS'shun), «. Evolution of one's
self ; development by inherent quality or power.
Self'-ex'al-ta'Uon (-ggz'al-ta'shiin), re. The act of
exalting one's self, or the state of being so exalted.

the rest.

nature as well as good.

;

;

Self'-con-sum'lng (-silmlng),

a.

Consuming one's

eelf or itself.

Self'-oon-talned' (-tand'), a.
reserved uncommunicative

trol

;

one's self.
2. (Mach.)

;

Having

1.
;

Having

self-con-

wholly engrossed in

the essential working parts connected by a bedplate or framework, or contained in a
case, etc., so that the mutual relations of the parts do not
depend upon fastenings outside of the machine itself.
Self-contained steam engine, (a) A steam engine having
both bearings for the crank shaft attached to the frame
of the engine. (J) A steam engine and boiler combined
and fastened together a portable steam engine.
;

Self'-con'tra-dlO'tlon (-kSn'tra-dTk'shun), re.
The
act of contradicting one's self or itself ; repugnancy in
conceptions or in terms ; a proposition consisting of two
members, one of which contradicts the other ; as, to be
and not to be at the same time is a self-contradiction.
Sell'-con'tra-dlct'O-ry (-dtk'tS-rJ), a.
Contradicts
ing one's self or itself.
Sell'-COn-troV (-kSn-trol'), n. Control of one's self
restraint exercised over one's self ; self-command.
ale,

—

One who
Self'-es-am'i-nant (-ggz-am'i-nant), re.
examines himself one given to self-examination.
The humiliated self-examinant feels that there is evil in our
;

Coleridge.

Self'-ex-aiU'l-na'tlon (-na'shiin),

re.

An examination

into one's own state, conduct, and motives, particularly
in regard to religious feelings and duties.

Self'-es-lst'ence (-ggz-fst'ens), re. Inherent existexistence possessed by virtue of a being's own
ence
nature, and independent of any other being or cause
Blackmore.
an attribute peculiar to God.
Self—ex-lst'ent (-ent), a. Existing of or by himself,
as, God is
independent of any other being or cause
the only self-existent being.
Self'-ex-plaln'ing (-gks-planing), a. Explaining itself
capable of being understood vrithout explanation.
Self'-ex-po'sure (-p^zhur 135), re. The act of exposing one's self the state of being so exposed.
;

all

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

of governing one's self, or the state of being governed

by one's self self-control self-command.
2. Hence, government of a community, state, or nation
by the joint action of the mass of people constituting
such a civil body also, the state of being so governed
democratic government democracy.
;

;

;

;

the great principle of popular representation and administration,
the system that lets in alT to
participate in the counsels tliat are to assign the good or evil to
all,
that we may owe what we are and what we hope to be.
It is to self-gover-nment,

—

—

;

by one's own

self-reliance.

feehng of self-conjidence which supported and sustained

him.

ure

(sglfkSn-vIkt'Sd),

Self'-con-vlct'ed

by one's own consciousness, knowledge, avowal, or

;

variegated.

Self— col'ored

SELF-LUMINOUS

—

;

—

;

;

;

{Bot.)
Self'-fer'tl-U-2Sa'tlon (-fer'tt-lit-za'shiin), re.
The fertilization of a flower by poUen from the same
flower and without outer aid autogamy.
Self-fer'tl-llzed (-fer'tl-lizd), a. (.Bot.) Fertilized
by pollen from the same flower.
Self'-glCrl-ons (-glo'rT-iis), a. Springing from vainDryden.
glory or vanity ; vain boastful.
Self— gOV'ern-ment (-gfiv'em-ment), n. 1. The act
;

;

final,

gJl

;

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

Ice,

V. Webster.

Self'-grat'u-la'Uon
Gratulation of one's

(sglf'grSt'ii-la'shun

;

135),

re.

self.

A

(Bot.)
Self*'-heal' (sglf'hel'), re.
blue-flowered labiate plant {Brunella vulgaris) ; the healall.
Self-heal'ing (-hel'ing), a. Having the power or
property of healing itself.
Self-help' (sglf'hglp'), re. The act of aiding one's
self, vpithout depending on the aid of others.
Self-hom'1-clde (-hom'I-sid), n. The act of killing
one's self ; suicide.
HakewiU,
Selfhood (sgU'hSod), re. Existence as a separate self,
or independent person ; conscious personality ; individuality.
Bil. Sacra,
Self '-Ig'no-rance (-Tg'no-rans), re. Ignorance of one's
own character, powers, and limitations.
Self'-lg'no-rant (-rant), a. Ignorant of one's seU.
Self'-im-part'ing (-Tm-parf ing), a. Imparting by
one's own, or by its own, powers and will.
Norris.
Self'-lm-por'tance (-im-p8r'tans), re. An exaggerated estimate of one's own importance or merit, esp.
as manifested by the conduct or manners ; self-conceit.
Self'-lm-por'tant (-tant), a. Having or manifesting
an exaggerated idea of one's own importance or merit.

Self-lm-posed'
one's self

as,

;

Voluntarily taken on

(-pozd'), a.

self-imposed tasks.

Self-im-pos'ture

(-pSs'tlir

practiced on one's self

;

n.

;
135),
self-deceit.

Imposture

South.
IndignaBaxter.
Indulgence of
the opposite

Self-in'dlg-na'tion (-In'dig-na'shBn), n.

own

tion at one's

character or actions.

Self'-in-dul'gence

(-In-dfil'jens),

re.

one's appetites, desires, or inclinations
of self-restraint, and self-denial.

Self'-ln-dul'gent

;

—

Indulging one's appe-

(-jent), a.

tites, desires, etc., freely.

Self-in'ter-est (-In'ter-gst), n.
interest or advantage of one's self.

Private interest

Particularly concerned
Self'-in'ter-est-ed, a.
one's own interest or happiness.

;

the
for

Self'-in'vo-lu'tion (-In'vo-lu'shiSn), re.
Involution
in one's self hence, abstraction of thought ; reverie.
Selfish (sgHlsh), a. 1. Caring supremely or unduly
for one's self ; regarding one's own comfort, advantage,
etc., in disregard, or at the expense, of those of others.
They judge of things according to their own private appetites
;

and

Cudivorth.

selfish passions.

In that throng of selfsh hearts untrue.

Keble,

2. (Ethics) Believing or teaching that the chief
tives of human action are derived from love of self.

mo-

Hobbes and the selfish school of philosophers. Fleming.
Self'lsh-ly, adv. In a selfish manner; with regard
to private interest only or chiefly.
Self'lsh-ness, re. The quality or state of being selfish ; exclusive regard to one's own interest or happiness
that supreme self-love or self-preference which leads a
person to direct his purposes to the advancement of his
own interest, power, or happiness, without regarding
those of others.
5e;^sftness,
a vice utterly at variance with the happiness of
him who harbors it, and, as such, condemned by self-love.
Sir J. Mackintosh,

—

Syn. — See Selp-lovb.
Selfism (-Iz'm), re. Concentration

on one's

self

of one's interests

Emerson.

self-love ; selfishness.
selfish person.
[iJ.]

;

A

I. Taylor.
Self'-Jus'tl-fl'er (-jus'tl-fi'er), re. One who excuses
or justifies himself.
J. M, Mason.
Self-kln'dled (-ktn'dl'd), a. Kindled of itself, or
without extraneous aid or power.
Dryden.
Self-know'ing (-no'ing), a, 1. Knowing one's seU,
or one's own character, powers, and limitations.
2. Knowing of itself, without help from another.
Self'-knowl'edge (-nSl'gj), n. Knowledge of one's
self, or of one's own character, powers, limitations, etc.
Selfless, a. Having no regard to self ; unselfish.

Selfist,

1.0

re.

now, what hearts have men

As high

as

I

they never mount
Tennyson,

woman in her selfless mood.

Selfless-ness,

Quality or state of being selfless.
Self -life' (-lif), re. Life for one's self ; living solely
or chiefly for one's own pleasure or good.
Self—love' (-liiV), re. The love of one's self desire
of personal happiness ; tendency to seek one's own benefit or advantage.
Shak.
re.

;

Self-love, the spring of motion, acts the soul.

Syn.
term

— Selfishness. — Self-love,

Selfishness.

Pope,

The

used in a twofold sense 1. It denoten
that longing for good or for well-being which actuates th(>
breasts of all, entering into and characterizing every
special desire.
In this sense it has no moral quality,
being, from the nature of the case, neither good nor evil.
2. It is applied to a voluntary regard for the gratification of special desires. In tms sense it is morally good
or bad according as these desires are conformed to duty
or opposed to it.
Selfishness is always volimtary and
always wrong, being that regard to our own interests,
gratification, etc., which is sought or indulged at the expense, and to the injury, of others. " So long as self-love
does not degenerate into selfishness, it is quite compatible with true benevolence." Fleming. " Not only is the
phrase self-love used as synonymous with the desire of
happiness, but it is often confounded with the word selfishness, which certainly, in strict propriety, denotes s
very different disposition of mind. " Stewart.
Self'-lu'ml-noUB (-lii'mT-nus), a. Possessing in itself the property of emitting light.
Sir D. Brewster.
self-love is

idea,

ill

;

old,

:

Sbey, 6rb, odd

5-

SELF-MADE
(sSlf'mad'), a.
Made by one's self.
Self-made man, a man who haa risen from poverty or obby means of his own talents or energies.

iSell'-made'

Self-sat'ls-Ued

Seir-met'tle

(-mSt't'l), n.

own temper.

Self-sat'is-lying

SeU'-mo'tlon (-mo'shtin), n. Motion given by inherent power, without external Impulse spontaneous or
voluntary motion.
Cheyne.
Matter is not indued with self-motion.
Sell'-moved' (-mobvd'), a. Moved by inherent power,
without the aid of external impulse.
Moving by inherent
Self'-mov'ing (-moov'Iug), a.
power, without the aid of external impulse.
;

A

ft

A

neglecting

As self-neglecting.

I

Shak.

,

re.

'

;

ing pain on one's self

Self-trusf

;

;

SeU'-pres'er-va'Uon (-prgz'er-vS'shfin), n. The preservation of one's self from destruction or injury.
Sell'-prop'a-ga'tlng (-prSp'a-ga'tTng), a.
Propagating by one's self or by itself.
Sell'-reg'ls-ter-lng (-rSj'is-ter-Tng), a. Registering
itself ;
said of any instrument so contrived as to record
its own indications of phenomena, whether continuously
or at stated times, as at the maxima and minima of variations as, a self-registering anemometer or barometer.
Regulated by
Self'-reg'U-la'ted (-rgg'fi-la'tSd), a.
one's self or by itseK.
Self'-reg'U-la-tlve (-la-tiv), a. Tending or serving
to regulate one's self or itself.
Whewell.
Self'-re-U'ance (-re-ll'ans), n.
Reliance on one's
own powers or judgment self-trust.
Sell'-re-li'ant (-ant), a.
Reliant upon one's self
trusting to one's ovm powers or judgment.
Sell'-re-nun'Cl-a'tlon (-re-niin'si-a'shiin or -shT-a'shiin), n.
The act of renouncing, or setting aside, one's
own wishes, claims, etc. self-sacrifice.
Sell'-re-pel'len-cy (-re-pSl'len-sJi^), n. The quality or
state of being self-repelling.
Sell'-re-pel'llng (-ITng), a. Made up of parts, as
molecules or atoms, which mutually repel each other
as, gases are self-repelling.
Self'-rep'e-U'Uon (-rSp'e-tish'iin), n. Repetition of
one's self or of one's acts ; the saying or doing what
one has already said or done.
Self'-re-proach' (-re-proch'), n. The act of reproaching one's self censure by one's own conscience.
SeU'-re-proached' (-re-prochf), a. Reproached by
one's own conscience or judgment.
Self'-re-proach'ing (-proch'Ing), a.
Reproaching
one's self.
Self'-re-proach'ing-ly, adv.
Self '-re-proof (-re-proof), n. The act of reproving
one's self ; censure of one's conduct by one's own judg-

A
A

A

;

A

;

;

—

the poor.

I

the other

Brougham.

;

A

Self-rlght'eous

(-rl'chus),

a.

own esteem pharisaic.
Self-rlghf eous-ness, n.
The
bemg self-righteous Pharisaism.

Righteous in one's
quality or state of

;

)

Yielding up one's

sacrificing one's self.
;
a.
same] Pre[Self, a.
cisely the same; the very same
identical.
Ilia servant was healed in the selfsame hour.
Halt. viii. 13.

taining

+

_

ase,

unite,

r«de,

f iiU,

ilp,

The

tirn

;

free carbonic acid.

Sec Selters water.
{SeltzeT water -)- the
A gazogene.

re.

root of Gr. yiyveaOai to be born.]

Sel'vage
Sel'vedge

qual-

pity

much

Selt'zer wa'ter (sSIt'ser).
Selt'zo-gene (sSlt'so-jen),

;

Self-saMs-lac'Uon (-sSt'Is-fSk'shiin), n.
ity or state of being self-satisfied.

.

lenders.
Sel'len-ders (sSl'len-dSrz),
Chaucer.
Sell'er (sgl'iSr), n. One who sells.
Sel'ters wa'ter (sgl'terz wa'ter). A mineral water
from Sellers, in the district of Nassau, Germany, con-

:

tion.
a.

;

;

Self-sac'rl-floe (-sSk'rT-flz), n. The act of sacrificmg one's self, or one's interest, for others self-devoSelf-Bao'rl-fl'clng (-fi'zing),

m

.

reverent reTennyson.

;

own mterest, feelings, etc.
Selfsame' (sglfsam'),

Matt. xix. 21.
Shak.

—

;

self.

my land.

;

;

;

sell all

;

regard for one's character laudable self-esteem.
Sell'-re-Stralned' (-strand'), a. Restrained by one's
self or itself
restrained by one's own power or will.
Self-re-Stralnf (-re-stranf), re. Restraint over one's
self-control self-command.
Self-rev'er-ence (-r6v'er-ens), n.

go

;

Self-re-pul'slve (-re-piil'sTv), a. Self-repelling.
Self -re-spect' (-re-spgkf), n. Respect for one's self

spect for one's

'11

its

;

self

I

which one commodity is given for another
selling the consideration is usually money, or
representative in current notes.
2. To make a matter of bargain and sale of to accept
a price or reward for, as for a breach of duty, trust, or
the like ; to betray.
You would have sold your king to slaughter.
Shak.
3. To impose upon ; to trick to deceive
to make a
fool of to cheat.
Dickens.
\_Slang']
To Bell one's life dearly, to cause much loss to those wlio
take one's life, as by killing a number of one's assailants.
To sell (anything) out, to dispose of it wholly or entirely
as, he had sold out his corn, or his interest in a business.
1. To practice selling commodities.
Sell, V. i.
I will buy with you, sell with you ;
. but I will not eat with
Slwk.
you.
2. To be sold as, com sells at a good price.
To sell out, to sell one's whole stock in trade or one's
entire interest in a property or a business.
[C0W07.]
Sell, re. An imposition; a cheat; a hoax.
Sel'lan-ders (sgl'lan-derz), 1 re. p/. (i<'rt)-.) See Salwhereas

own

inconsistent.

;

is correlative to buy, as one party buys what
sells. It is distinguished usuSiUy from exchange

or barter^ in

Reproved by one's

sense of guilt.
Self-re-prov'lng (-probv'Tng), a. Reproving one's
self
reproving by consciousness of guilt.
Self -re-prov'ing-ly, adv. In a self-reproving way.
Self -re-pug'nant (-re-piig'nant) a. SeU-contradict;

am changed

(1^°" Sell

ment.

ory

&

;

;

food,

(sgl'vgj), n.

j

t<fot

\_Seff

proper edge

)

;

out,

oil

;

;

cf.

-\-

edge, i. e., its own
selfegge.] 1. Tlie

OD.

chair

;

go

;

sing,

-}- -logy.']

The doctrine

sion of thought or reasoning
thought by signs.

of signs as the expresthe science of indicating
Smart.

;

+

Sem'a-trope (sSm'a-trop),

[Gr. afifia sign
re.
rpeto turn.] An instrument for signaling by reflecting
the rays of the sun in different directions.
Knight.
[F., from sembler to
Sem'l>la-t)le (sgm'bla-b'l), a.
seem, resemble, L. similare, simulare. See Simulate.]
Like similar ; resembling. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Sem'bla-ble, n. Likeness representation. [06s.]
SemTjla-bly, adv. In like manner. [06s.]
Shak.
Sem'blance (-Mans), re. [F. See Semblable, a.]
1. Seeming ; appearance ; show ; figure ; form.
Their semblance kind, and mild their gestures were. Fairfax.
2. Likeness resemblance, actual or apparent ; similitude ; as, the semblance of worth semblaiice of virtue.

;

A

;

conscience or one's

;

Sem'a-phor'lo-al-ly, adv. By means of a
semaphore.
„
,
,
Se-maph'O-rlSt (se-mSf'S-rlst), re. One
Semaphore,
who manages or operates a semaphore.
Sem'a-tol'0-gy (sgm'a-tol'6-jy), re. [Gr. oTJ/ia, trqiia-

self-

Sel-]uk'i-an (sel-jiJk'T-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Seljuk, a Tartar chief who embraced Mohammedanism,
and began the subjection of Western Asia to that faith
and rule ; of or pertaining to the dynasty founded by
him, or the empire maintained by his descendants from
the loth to the 13th century.
J. IT. Newman.
member of the family of Seljuk;
Sel-]uk'i-an, n.
an adherent of that family, or subject of its government
(pi.) the dynasty of Turkish sultans sprung from Seljuk.
Sell (sel), re. Self. lObs. or Scot.j
B. Jonson.
sill.
Chaucer.
Sell, re.
lObs.J
cell ; a house.
Chaucer.
Sell, re.
[06j.]
[F. selle, L. sella, akin to sedere to sit. See
Sell, n.
Sit.]
saddle for a horse. [06s.]
1.
He left his lofty steed with golden sell.
Spenser.
2.
throne or lofty seat. [Obs.']
Fairfax.
\imp. &p.p. Sold (sold) p.pr.
vb. re.
Sell, V. t.
Selling.] [OE. sellen, sillen, AS. sellan, syllan, to give,
to deliver ; akin to OS. sellian, OFries. sella, OHG. sellen, Icel. selja to hand over, to sell, Sw. salja to sell,
Dan. sxlge, Goth, saljan to offer a sacrifice; all from
a noun akin to E. sale. Cf. Sale.]
1. To transfer to
another for an equivalent ; to give up for a valuable consideration to dispose of in return for something, especially for money.
If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to

;

own

semaphoSem'a-phor'ic-al (-T-kal),
)
Of or pertaining to a semaphore, or
semaphores telegraphic.

TTtiv

;

;

;

A

—

—

+

Tos, sign

A

hank

rique.']

L- unus one.]

Sylvester.
SeU'-vIeW (sglf'vu'), n.
view of one's self specifically, carefuliess or regard for one's own interests.
Self -will' (-wTl'), n. [AS. selfwill.-] One's own
will, esp. when opposed to that of others ; obstinacy.
Self-willed' (-wild'), a. Governed by one's own
will ; not yielding to the wishes of others ; obstinate.
Sir W. Scott.
Self-Wllled'ness, n. Obstinacy.
Self-wor'shlp (-wfir'shTp), n. The idolizing of one's
self ; immoderate self-conceit.
Self-wrong' (-r5ng' ; 115), n. Wrong done by a per•
son to himself.
Shak.
Sel'lon (sgl'yiin), re. [OF. seillon a measure of land,
F. sillon a ridge, furrow, LL. selio a measure of land.]
short piece of land in arable ridges and furrows, of
uncertain quantity ; also, a ridge of land lying between
two furrows. {_Obs. or Prov. Eng.'\

;

a.

self;

skein or

A

\_Obs.']

;

Self'-pOS-ses'slon (-p5z-z8sh'iin or -pSs-sSsh'un), n.
of one's powers
calmness
self-command presence of mind composure.
Self-praise' (sSlf'praz'), n. Praise of one's self.

Self-re-proved' (-re-probvd'),

+

Self-uned' (-und'), a. [E. self
One with itself separate from others.

selvage.

A

Sem'a-phore (sSm'a-for), n. [Gr. a-rj/Jia a
sign -f- ^epsLv to bear: cf. F. semajihoj'C.J
signal telegraph ; an apparatus for giving signals by the disposition of lanterns, flags, oscillating arms, etc.
Sem'a-phor'lc (sem'a-fSr'ik), ) a. [Cf. F.

self.

Faith in one's

n.

(Naut.)

re.

and Medusa.

reliance.

The self-positing of the molecules.
H. Watt$.
Self'-pos-sessed' (-poz-z5st' or -pSs-sSst'), a. Composed or tranquil in mind, manner, etc. undisturbed.

;

pain inflicted on one's

;

(-trust'),

(sgl'va-je'),

,

Suspicious or dis-

(-pish'tis), a.

Sel'va-gee'

II

A

;

}

Chaucer. Wyclif.
Se'ly (se'lj^), a. SiUy. [06s.]
Se-mae'O-Stom'a-ta (se-rae'6-stSm'&-ta), n. pi.
[NL. f r. Gr. cnjfiai'a a military standard
o-to/xo, -otoi,
mouth.] {Zool.) A division of Discophora having large
free mouth lobes.
It includes Aurelia, and Pelagia.
Called also Semeostoma. See Ulust. under Discophoba,

Neglect of friends can never be proved rational till we prove
the person using it omnipotent and self-sufficient, and such as
can never need any mortal assistance.
South.
2. Having an overweening confidence in one's own
"
abilities or worth
hence, haughty
overbearing.
rash and iey-'"'i??cie«< manner.
I. Watts.
(-suf-fi'zTng),
a.
Sufficing
for
one's
SeU'-SUf-fi'oing
self or for itself, without needing external aid ; self-sufficient.
J. C. Shairp.
Self-suf-fl'clng-ness, n.
Self-SUS-pend'ed (-siis-pend'gd), a. Suspended by
one's self or by itself ; balanced.
Southey.

Self-SUS-pl'cious

Sell'-pOS'lt-lng, a. The act of disposing or arranging one's self or itself.

;

quality

Self-SUl-fl'Clent (-f Ish'ent), a. 1. SuflScient for one's
self without external aid or cooperation.

trustful of one's self.
Baxter.
Self-taughf (-taf ), a. Taught by one's own efforts.
Self-tor-ment'or (-tSr-mgnt'er), re. One who torments himself.
Self-tor'turo (-tSr'tiir ; 135), n. The act of inflict-

Self'-par'tl-al'l-ty (-par'shi-Sl'i-tJ^ or -piir-shSl'I-t5f),
That partiality to himself by which a man overrates
own worth when compared with others.
Karnes.
Self-per-plexed' (-per-plSksf), a.
Perplexed by
doubts originating in one's own mind.
Sell'-pos'lt-ed (-pSz'It-Sd), a. Disposed or arranged
by an action originating in one's self or in itself.
These molecular blocks of salt are self-posited. TyndalL

The possession

The

S6lf-SUf-fi'cien-cy(-suf-fish'«n-sy), n.
or state of being self-sufficient.

Having a

(^^I'^^J^), a.

iel'vedged

of rope yarns wound round with yarns or marline,
used for stoppers, straps, etc.
Chaucer.
Selve (selv), a. Self ; same. [OJi.]
Selves (selvz), re., pi. of Self.

;

;

n.
his

'

,

—

Self'-O-pln'loned (-yiJnd), a. Having a high opinion
opinionated conceited.
South.
Sell'-O-rig'l-na'tlng (-o-rlj'I-na'tlng), a. Beginning
with, or springing from, one's self.
of one's self

(sglfsek'er), n.
One who seeks only
own interest, advantage, or pleasure.
Seeking one's own interest or
Self'-seek'lng, a.
happiness; selfish.
Arbuthnot.
Self-seek'ing, n. The act or habit of seeking one's
own interest or happiness selfishness.
Shak.
Self-slaugh'ter (-sla'ter), re. Suicide.

his

;

Selfishness.
Sir P. Sidney.
[OJs.]
Marston.
Self-one' (-wun'), a. Secret. [OJi.]
Opinion, especially
Self'-O-pin'ion (-o-pin'yun), n.
high opinion, of one's self ; an overweening estimate of
one's self or of one's own opinion.
Collier.

Sell'ness,

I

Giving satisfaction

a.

SeU'-seek'er

Shak.

SeU'-mur'der (-mflr'der), n. Suicide.
suicide.
Sell'-mur'der-er (-er), n.
Self'-neg-lect'lng (-nSg-lekt'Ing), n.
of one's self, or of one's own interests.
Self-love, my liege, is not so vile a sin

edge of cloth which is woven in such a manner as to prevent raveling.
2. The edge plate of a lock, through which the bolt
Knight.
passes.
3. {Mining) A layer of clay or decomposed rock along
Raymond.
the wall of a vein. See Gouoe, n. 4.

with

Satisfied

a.

self-complacent.

;

(-fl'Ing),

to one's self.

Inborn mettle or courage

\_Obs.']

(sglfsSt'is-fid),

one's self or one's actions

flcurity

one's

SEMENIFEROUS
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;

Only semblances or imitations of

Sem'blant

(-blant), a.

[F.

shells.

semUant,

p. pr.]

Woodward.
1. Like
;

resembling.

[06s.]
Prior.
2. Seeming, rather than real apparent. [JJ.] Carlyle.
Sem'blant, re. [F.] l. Show ; appearance figure
semblance. [06s.]
Spenser.
His flatterers made semblant of weeping. Chancer.
2. The face.
[06s.]
Wyclif {Luke xji.iv. 5).
Sem'bla-tive (-bla-tTv), a. Resembling. [06s.]
And all is semblative a woman's part.
Shak.
Sem'ble (sgm'b'l), v. i. [F. sembler. See Semblable, a.]
1. To imitate ; to make a representation or
likeness.
lObs.]
Where sembling art may carve the fair effect.
Prior.
2. {Law) It seems ;
chiefly used impersonally in reports and judgments to express an opinion in reference
to the law on some point not necessary to be decided,
and not intended to be definitely settled in the cause.
Sem'ble, a. Like ; resembling. [06s.] T. Hudson.
Sem'bllng (sem'bling), n. [Cf. Assemble.] {Zool.)
The practice of attracting the males of Lepidoptera or
other insects by exposing the female confined in a cage.
It is often adopted by collectors in order to procure specimens of rare species.
Se-m6' (se-ma'), a. [F. seme, fr. semer to sow.]
{Her. ) Sprinkled or sown
said of a field, or a charge,
when strewed or covered with small charges.
Se'mel-og'ra-phy (se'mt-og'ra-fy), or Se'ml-og'raphy (se'ml-), re. [Gr. arjfi.e'iov sign -|- -graphy.] {Med.)
A description of the signs of disease.
Se'mei-o-log'ic-al (-o-l8j'I-kal), or Se'ml-o-log'lcOf or pertaiumg to the science of signs, or the
al, a.
systematic use of signs ; as, a semeiological classification
of the signs or symptoms of disease
a semeiological
arrangement of signs used as signals.
Se;;mei-ol'o-gy (-Sl'o-jj?), or Se'mi-ol'o-gy, re. [Gr.
The science or art of
<rr]ixeiov a mark, a sign -f- -logy.']
signs.
Specifically: (a) {Med.) The science of the signs
or symptoms of disease symptomatology.
(6) The art
of using signs in signaling.
Se'mel-Ot'Io (-ot'Ik), or Se'mi-Ofic, a. [Gr. (nw-eiwTiKO!, fr. tn\ixeiov a mark, a sign.] 1. Relating to signs
or indications pertaining to the laugu.age of signs, or to
language generally as indicating thought.
2. (Med.) Of or pertaining to the signs or symptoms
of diseases.
Se'mei-Ot'lCS (-Tks), or Se'ml-Ot'ics, n. Semeiology.
Sem'e-le (sgm'e-le), n. [L., fr. Gr. 2<:>eA.,.] {Gr.
Myth.) A daughter of Cadmus, and by Zeus mother of
;

;

—

my"
II

;

—

;

;

;

Bacchus.

Se'men (se'mSu), n.; pi. Semina (sgm'I-nA). [L.,
of serere, salum, to sow.
See Sow to scatter seed.]
1. (Bot.) The seed of plants.
2. {Physiol.) The seed or fecundating fluid of male
animals sperm.
It is a white or whitish viscid fluid
secreted by the testes, characterized by the presence of
sperniatozoids to which it owes its generative power.
Semen contra, or Semeft cln» or cynis, a strong, aromatic, bitter drug, imported from Aleppo and Barlmry,
said to consist of the loaves, peduncles, and uiiexjiandca
flowers of various species of Artemi.sia ; wormscoif.
II

from the root

;

Sem'e-nlf er-ous

(sgm'S-nTf'er-Bs), a.

(Biol.) Seini-

niforous.

ink

;

Mien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.
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SEMESTER

N

Se-mos'ter (sJ-mSs'ter), n. [G., from L. semestris
half-yearly ; sex six
mensis a month.]
period of six
mouths ; especially, a term in a college or university

+

A

SEMI-PELAGIAN

Sem'l-cy-lln'driC (sEm'i-sMTn'drTk),
Sem'1-cy-lin'dric-al (-dri-kal),

|

Sem'i-de-lS'tlC-al (-de-Is'ti-kal), a.

Half deistical;

)

Half cylin-

a.

drical.

which divides the year into two terms.

bordering on deism.

Sem'i- (sem'i-). [L. semi-; akin to Gr. ^fii-, Skr.
AS. sam-, and prob. to E. same, from the division
into two parts of the same size. Cf. Hemi-, Sandblind.]
A prefix signifying half, and sometimes partly or im-

Sem'i-dem'l-qua'ver (-dgml-kwa'ver), re. {3tus.) A
demisemiquaver a thirty-second note.
Sem'i-de-tached' (-de-tSchf), o.
Halt detached;

sarnie,

jemttranspar-

perfectly ; as, ienjzannual, half yearly;
ent, imperfectly transparent.

^F" The prefix semi is joined to another word either
With the hyphen or without it. In this book the hyphen
IB omitted except before a capital letter as, iCTOtacid,
;

eemiaquatic, semi-Ariau, semiaxis, semtcalcareous.
Sem'l-ac'ld (-Ss'Id'), a. Sliglitly acid ; subacid.
Sem'i-a-cid'i-lled (-a^sid'I-fld), a. HaK acidified.
Sem'l-ad-her'ent (-her'ent), a. Adherent part way.
(Bot.)
Seni'l-am-ples'l-caul (-Sm-pleks'I-kal), a.
Partially amplexicaul embracing the stem half round,
as a leaf.
Sem'l-an'glo (-an'g'l), n. {Geom.) The half of a
given, or measuring, angle.
Sem'i-an'nu-al (-Sn'u-al), a. Halt-yearly.
Sem'1-an'nu-al-ly, adv. Every half year.
Sem'1-an'nu-lar (-)er), a. Having the figure of a half
Grew.
circle
forming a semicircle.
Sem'1-A'ri-an (-a'ri-an), n. [See Arian.] (Eccl.
Hist.) A member of a branch of the Arians which did
not acknowledge the Son to be consubstantial with the
Father, that is, of the same substance, but admitted him
to be of a like substance with the Father, not by nature,
but by a peculiar privilege.
Sein'l-A'rl-an,a. Of or pertaining to Semi-Arianisra.
;

;

Sem'1-A'rl-an-ism

(-Tz'm), n.

The doctrines or ten-

ets of tlie Semi-Arians.

Sem'i-ax'ls (-Sks'Is), n. (Geom.) One half of the
axis of an ellipse or other figure.
Half barbaSem'i-bar-toa'rl-an (-bar-ba'ri-an), a.
n.
One partly civilized.
rous; partially civilized.
Sem'l-bar-bar'io (-bSr'Ik), a. Half barbarous or uncivilized ; as, seinibarbaric display.
Sem'i-toarta-rism (-bar'ba-rtz'm), n. The quality
or state of being half barbarous or uncivilized.

—

Sem'l-bar'ba-rous

Half barbarous.

(-rus), a.

Sem'l-ftreve' (sSm'I-brev'), n.
breve : cf . F. semi[Pref semi-

I

breve, It. semibreve.'] [Formerly
yiritten semibref] {Mus.) A note
SemibreveB.
of half the time or duration of
now usually called
the breve
a whole note. It is the longest note in general use.
semibreve. [-R.]
Sem'l-brlel' (-bref), n. (3Ius.)
bull issued by
Sem'1-bUll' (-bul'),»- (-K. C. Ch.)
a pope in the period between his election and coronation.
Half or parSem'I-Cal-ca're-OUS (-kSl-ka're-iis), a.
as, a semicalcareous plant.
tially calcareous
Sem'1-cal-clned' (-kSl-sInd' or -kSl'sTnd), a. Half
;

—

A

A

;

as, semicalcined iron.
Sem'l-cas'trate (-kSs'trat), v. t. To deprive of one
testicle.
Sem'1-cas-tra'tlon (-kSs-tra'shQn), n.
Sem'l-cen-ten'al-al (-sen-t5n'nT-al), a. Of or pertaining to half of a century, or a period of fifty years
as, a seynicentennial commemoration.
Sem'i-cen-ten'ni-al, n. A fiftieth anniversary.
Sem'l-Cha-Ot'lc (-ka-ot'Tk), a. Partially chaotic.
Sem'l-ChO'rus (-ko'riis), n. {Mus.) A half chorus; a
passage to be sung by a selected portion of the voices, as
the female voices only, in contrast with the full choir.
Sem'l-Chrls'tlail-ized (-krls'chan-izd), a. Half

calcined

partly distinct or separate.

Semidetached houee, one of two tenements under a single roof, but separated by a party wall. [Sng.]

Sem'l-di-am'e-ter (-dt-Sm'e-ter), re. {Math.) Half of
a diameter a right line, or the length of a right line,
drawn from the center of a circle, a sphere, or other
curved figure, to its circumference or periphery ; a radius.
Sem'i-di'a-pa'son (-di'a-pa'zBn or -son), n. (Mus.)
An imperfect octave.
Sem'1-di'a-pen'te (-pen'te), n. (Mus.) An imperfect
or diminished fifth.
Busby.
Sem'i-di'a-pha-ne'1-ty (-di'a-fa-ne'i-tj^), n.
Halt or
imperfect transparency translucency. [2?.]
Boyle.
Sem'i-dl-aph'a-nous (-di-5f'a-nus), a. Half or imperfectly transparent translucent.
Woodward.
Sem'i-di'a-tes'sa-ron (-di'a-tgs'sa-rBn), re.
(3Ius.)
An imperfect or diminished fourth. [iJ.]
Sem'i-dl'tone' (-di'ton'), n. [Pref. semi- -f ditone :
cf. It. semiditono. Cf. Hemiditohe.] (Gr. Mus.) A lesser
third, having its terms as C to 5 ; a hemiditone.
[iJ.]
Sem'1-di-ur'nal (-dt-flr'nal), a. 1. Pertaining to, or
accomplished in, half a day, or twelve hours ; occurring
twice every day.
2. Pertaining to, or traversed in, six hours, or in half
the time between the rising and setting of a heavenly
body ; as, a semidiurnal arc.
roof or ceiling
Sem'1-dome' (-dom'), n. (Arch.)
covering a semicircular room or recess, or one of nearly
that shape, as the apse of a church, a niche, or the like.
It is approximately the quarter of a hollow sphere.
;

'

;

;

A

Sem'l-dOU'ble (-dub'U), re. (Eccl.) An office or feast
celebrated with less solemnity than the double ones.
See Double, re., 8.
Sem'l-dou'ble, a. (Bot.) Having the outermost stamens converted into petals, while the inner ones remain
perfect ;
said of a flower.
Sem'i-fa'ble (-f a'b'l), n. That which is part fable and
part truth a mixture of trutb and fable.
De Quincey.

—

;

+

.

S. Miller.

;

;

—

Sem'l-flexed' (-flSksV), a. Half bent.
Sem'l-Jlo'ret (-flo'rgt)", n. (Bot.) See Sejoflosccle.
Sem'l-flos'cu-lar (-flos'kii Icr), a. Semifiosculous.
Sem'l-flos'cule (-flSs'kul), re. (Bot.) A floscule, or
floret, with its corolla prolonged into a strap-shaped
petal

semifluid substance.
half form; an imSem'1-form' (sem'I-fSrm'), n.
perfect form.
Sem'l-tormed' (sSm'i-fSrmd'), a. Half formed ; imperfectly formed ; as, semiformed crystals.
Sem'i-glU'tin (-glU'tin), n. (Physiol. Chem.) A peptonelike body, insoluble in alcohol, formed by boiling collagen or gelatin for a long time in water. Memicollin, a
like body, is also formed at the same time, and differs
from semiglutin by being partly soluble in alcohol.
Sem'i-Us-tor'i-cal (-his-tBr'i-kal), a. Half or partly
Sir G. C. Lewis.
historical.
Sem'i-hO'ral (-h^ral), a. Half-hourly.

A

Sem'l-in'du-ra'ted (-in'du-ra'tSd), a.
indurated or hardened.

Imperfectly

Sem'l-la-pid'i-fied (-14-pid'i-fid), a.

Imperfectly

Christianized.

Sem'l-Cir'cle (sSml-ser'k'l), re. 1. (a) The half of a
circle ; the part of a circle bounded by its diameter and
semicircumference.
half of its circumference. (6)
body in the form of half of a circle, or half of a
2.

A

A

circumference.
3. An instrument for measuring angles.
Shah.
Sem'l-cir'cled (-k'ld), a. Semicircular.
Sem'1-clr'cu-lar (-kfi-ler), a. Having the form of

Addison.
half of a circle.
Semicircular canalB (Anat.), certain canals of the inner
See under Ear.
Sem'I-cir-cum'fer-ence (-ser-kum'fer-ens), n.

ear.

Half

of a circumference.
Sem'i-clrque (s§m'i-serk), n.
or opening among trees or hills.

A semicircular hollow
Wordsworth.
Sem'l-CO'lon (-ko'15n), n. The punctuation mark [;]
indicating a separation between parts or members of a
sentence more distinct than that marked by a comma.
Sem'l-COl'umn (-kbl'iim), n. A half column a col-

— called also semifloret.

;

Sem'l-flOB'cn-lOUB (-flos'kiS-ias), a. (Bot.) Having
the florets ligulate, as in the dandelion.
Sem'l-flu'id (-flu'id), a. Imperfectly fluid, —n. A

all

changed into stone.
Sem'l-lens' (-ISnz'),

Kirwan.
n.

(Opt.)

The

half of a lens di-

vided along a plane passing through its axis.
Sem'I-len-tiC'U-lar (-len-tik'ii-ler), a. Half lenticuimperfectly resembling a lens. Kirwan.
lar or convex
Sem'I-lig'ne-OUS (-ITg'ne-iSs), a. Half or partially
ligneous, as a stem partly woody and partly herbaceous.
Sem'l-llCL'Uid (-ITk'wId), a. Half liquid semifluid.
;

;

Sem'i-ll-quld'i-ty (-It-kwid'T-t^), n. The quality or
state of being semiliquid ; partial liquidity.
Half logical; partly
Sem'l-log'ic-al (-loj'T-kal), a.
Whately.
logical ;
said of fallacies.
Sem'l-lor (sem'i-18r), re. [Cf. G. similar, semilor.J
See Similok.
yellowish alloy of copper and zinc.
Sem'i-lU'nar (-lu'ner), a. Shaped like a half moon.

—

A

Semilunar bone (Anai.), a bone of the carpus the lunar.
Semilunar, or Sigmoid, valves lAnat.), the
See Lunar, n.
valves at the beginning of the aorta and of the pulmonary
artery which prevent the blood from flowing back into
the ventricle.
umn bisected longitudinally, or along its axis.
Sem'l-OO-lum'nar (sem'I-ko-liim'ner), a. Like a
Sem'l-lu'nar, re. (AnatA The semilunar bone.
Bemicolumn flat on one side and round on the other
Sem'i-lu'na-ry (-iu'na^ry), a. Semilunar.
imperfectly columnar.
Sem'i-lu'nate (-nat), a. Semilunar.
Sem'l-com-pact' (-kom-p5kf ), a. Half compact imSem'1-lune' (-iun'), re. (Geom.) The half of a lune.
perfectly indurated.
Sem'l-met'al (-met'al or -'1), n. (Chem.) An element
Sem'l-COn'SClous (-kSn'shQs), a. Half conscious
possessing metallic properties in an inferior degree and
De Quincey. not malleable, as arsenic, antimony, bismuth, molybdeimperfectly conscious.
Sem'i-cope' (s§m'T-kop'), re. A short cope, or an in- num, uranium, etc. [0J«.]
Chaucer.
ferior kind of cope.
[Ote.]
Sem'1-me-tal'lic (-me-tSllifk), a. (Chem.) Of or perHalf crus- taining to a semimetal possessing metallic properties
Sem'l-crus-ta'ceous (-kriSs-ta'shQs), a.
taceous partially crustaceous.
resembling metal.
in an inferior degree
Coming or made
Sem'1-crys'tal-line (-kris'tal-lin or -lln), a. (Min.)
Sem'i-month'ly (-miinth'ly), a.
Half crystalline
said of certain eruptive rocks com- twice in a month as, a semimonthly magazine
a semiamorphous
matter.
posed partly of crystalline, partly of
monthly payment.
Something done or made every
n.
adv. In a
Sem'l-CUlJlo-al (-ku'bi-kal), a. (Math.) Of or per- half month esp. a semimonthly periodical.
taining to the square root of the cube of a quantity.
semimonthly manner at intervals of half a month.
Sem'I-mute' (sgm'i-mut'), a. Having the faculty of
Semicublcal parabola, a curve in which the ordinates are
proportional to the square roots of the cubes of the ab- speech but imperfectly developed or partially lost.
scissas.
Sem'l-mute' (sem'i-muf), n. A semimute person.
[L. seminalis, fr. semen,
[LL., fr. L. semi half
Sem'l-nal (s5m'i-nal), a.
Sem'I-CB'bl-'Um (-bi-um), ) n.
-\cask.]
A
seminis,
seed, akin to serere to sow cf. F. siminal. See
cupa
tub,
(-pi-um),
)
Sem'l-CU'pl-um
half bath, or one that covers only the lower extremities Sow to scatter seed.] 1. Pertaining to, containing, or
consisting of, seed or semen as, the seminal fluid.
and the hips a sitz-bath a half bath, or hip bath.
:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

,

;

:

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm,

ask,

final,

3,11

!

eve,

event,

Snd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

2. Contained in seed ; holding the relation of seed,
source, or first principle ; holding the first place in a
series of developed results or consequents ; germinal
radical ; primary ; original ; as, seminal principles of
generation seminal virtue.
;

The idea of God is, beyond all question or comparison, the
one great iteminal principle.
Hare.
Seminal leaf {Bot.). a seed leaf, or cotyledon.
Seminal
receptacle. {.Zo'dl.) Same as SPERMATHECA.

—

Sem'l-nal (sem'i-nal), n.

A seed.

[OJi.]

Sir T. Browne.
Sem'I-nal'l-ty (s5m'I-nSl'i-ty), n.
The quality or
state of being seniinsl.
Sir T. Browne.
Sem'i-na'rl-an (sgm'i-na'rT-an), n. [Cf. F. seminaI
Sem'1-na-tlst (sgm'I-na-rlst),
riste.']
A member
J
of, or one educated in, a seminary
specifically, an ecclesiastic educated for the priesthood in a seminary.
Sem'l-na-ry (sgm'T-na-r^), re./ pi. Seminaries (-riz).
[L. seminarium, fr. seminarius belonging to seed, fr.
semen, seminis, Seed.
See Seminal.]
1. A piece of
ground where seed is sown for producing plants for transplantation a nursery a seed plat. [06s.]
Mortimer.
But if you draw them [^seedlingB] only for the thinning of
your seminary, prick them into some empty beds.
Evelyn.
;

;

;

2. Hence, the place or original stock whence anything
brought or produced. lObs.']
Woodward.
place of education, as a school of a high grade,
3.
an academy, college, or university.
4. Seminal state.
Sir T. Browne.
[06*.]
5. Fig.: A seed bed; a source.
[06s.]
Hm-vey.
Roman Catholic priest educated in a foreign sem6.
Jer. Taylor.
inary a seminarist.
[06.S.]
Sem'l-na-ry, a. [L. seminarius."] Belonging to seed
seminal.
[J?.]
Sem'1-nate (-nat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Seminatbd
(-na'ted); p. pr.
[L. seminatus,
vb. n. Seminating.]
seminis,
seed.] To
p. p. of seminare to sow, fr. semen,
Waterhouse.
sow to spread ; to propagate, [i?.]
Sem'i-na'tlon (-na'shiin), n. [L. seminatio: cf. F.
semination.']
1. The act of sowing or spreading,
[i?.]
Martyn.
2. (Bot.) Natural dispersion of seeds.
Sem'lned (sgm'ind), a. [See Semen.] Thickly covB. Jonson.
ered or sown, as with seeds. [06s/]
[L. semen,
Sem'I-nit'er-OUS (sem'i-nTfer-us), a.
seminis, seed-)- -ferous.] (Biol.) Seed-bearing; producing seed ; pertaining to, or connected with, the formation of semen ; as, seminiferous cells or vesicles.
[L. semen, seminis, seed
Sem'l-nlf'lC (-t-nif'Tk), 1 a.
Sem'1-nll'lc-al (-i-kal), ) -f/aceretomake.] (Biol.)
the
male generative prodForming or producing seed, or
uct of animals or of plants.
Sem'l-nl-fl-ca'tlon (sgm'i-ni-fT-ka'shiSn or sgm-Tn'I-),
Propagation from seed, [i?.]
Sir M. Hale,
n.
believer in the
Sem'1-nist (sgm'I-nTst), n. (Biol.)
old theory that the newly created being is formed by
the admixture of the seed of the male with the supposed
seed of the female.
Sem'l-noles (sSm'T-nolz), n. pi.; sing. Seminole (-nol).
(Ethnol.)
tribe of Indians who formerly occupied
Florida, where some of them still remain. They belonged to the Creek Confederation.
Sem'l-nose' (-nos'), n. [L. semen seed -)- glucose.]
(Chem.)
carbohydrate of the glucose group found in
the thickened endosperm of certain seeds, and extracted
as a yellow sirup having a sweetish-bitter taste.
Sem'i-nude' (-nud'), a. Partially nude half naked.
Sem'l-nymph' (sgm'i-nlmf), n. (Zodl.) The pupa
of insects which undergo only a slight change in passing
to the imago state.
Sem'1-OC-ca'sion-al-ly (sgm'T-ok-ka'zhiin-al-lJr), adv.
Once in a while ; on rare occasions. [Colloq. U. S.]
is

A

A
;

&

&

;

A

A

A

;

Sem'l-oWi'cial

some

(-Bf-fTsh'al), a.

Half

authority or importance

official

— Sem'1-of-fl'cial-ly, adv.

statement.

;

having
a semiofficial

official

as,

;

Se'ml-og'ra-phy (se'mi-og'ra-f5;), Se'ml-ol'o-gy (-51'o-jy)> Se'ml-O-log'ic-al (-6-loj'i-kal).
Same as SemeiOGEAPHT, SeMEIOLOGY, SEMEIOLOalOAl.
Sem'1-O-pa'cOUS (sgmt-o-pa'kiJs), a. Semiopaque.
Sem'l-o'pal (-o'pol), n. (Min.) A variety of opal not
possessing opalescence.

Sem'1-O-paque' (-o-pak'),

Half opaque

a.

;

only half

transparent.

Having the
Sem'1-or-blc'u-lar (-8r-bTk'ii-ler), a.
shape of a half orb or sphere.
Se'ml-Ot'ic (se'mT-ot'Tk), a. Same as Semeiotio.
Se'mi-ot'ics (-Iks), re. Same as Semeiotics.
Sem'l-O'val (sem'i-o'val), a. Half oval.
Sem'l-o'vate (-vSt), a. Half ovate.
Sem'I-ox'y-gen-a'ted (-oks'I-jen-a'ted), a. Combined
Kirwan.
with oxygen only in part.
Sem'l-pa'gan (-pa'gan), a. Halt pagan.
Sem'I-pal'mate (-pSl'mat), \a. (.ZoiiZ.) Having the
anterior
Sem'l-pal'ma-ted (-ma-ted), (
toes joined only part way down with a web
half-webbed as, a semipalmate bird or foot.
See Ulust. k under Aves.
Sem'l-pa-rab'O-la (-pa-rab'6-la), n. (Geom.) One branch of a parabola, being terminated at the principal vertex of the curve.
;

[L. semipes,
n.
pref. semi- half -f- pes, pedis, a

Sem'1-ped (sgm'i-pgd),
semipedis
foot.]

;

(Pros.)

A half foot in poetry.

Se-mip'e-dal (se-mip'e-dal

;

277), a.

(Pros.) Con-

taining a half foot.

Sem'l-Pe-la'gl-an (s5m'i-pe-la'jT-an),n. (Eccl. Hist.)
A follower of John Cassianus, a French monk (died about
448), who modified the doctrines of Pelagius, by denying
human merit, and maintaining the necessity of the Spirit's influences, while, on the other hand, he rejected the
Augustinian doctrines of election, the inability of man to
do good, and the certain perseverance of the saints.
Sem'i-Pe-la'gl-an, a. Of or pertaining to the SemiPelagians, or their tenets.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, odd

SEMI-PELAGIANISM
Sem'1-Pe-la'gl-an-lsm (s5m'i-pe-ia'jt-an-Tz'm),

Sem'l-week'ly (sSm'T-weklJ'), a. Coming, or made,
or done, once every half week ; as, a semiweekly newspaper a semiweekly trip.
re.
That which comes or
happens once every half week, esp. a semiweekly periodical.
adv. At intervals of half a week each.
Sem'O-lel'la (sgm'o-lSl'la), re. [It.] See Semolina.
Sem'O-li'na (-le'na), re. [It. semolino, from semola
bran, L. simila the finest wheat flour. Cf. Semot7LE,
SiMNEL.] The fine, hard parts of wheat, rounded by the
attrition of the mUlstones,
used in cookery.
Sem'o-ll'no (-le'no), re. [It.] Same as Semolina.

re.

The

doctrines or tenets of the Semi-Pelagians.
Sem'i-pel-lu'cld (-pSl-lu'sid), a. Half clear, or imperfectly transparent as, a semipellucid gem.
Sem'i-pel'lU-cid'i-ty (-pSl'lii-sid'i-ty), n. The quality or state of being imperfectly transparent.
Sem'l-pen'ni-fonn (-pSn'nl-fSrm), a. (Anat.) Half
or partially peimiform ; as, a semipenniform muscle.
Sem'i-per'ma-nent, a. Half or partly permanent.
Sem'1-per-spic'u-ous (-per-spik'ii-as),
Half transparent imperfectly clear
a.

—

II

(se-mool'), re.
[F.] Same as Semolina.
Sem'per-vl'rent (sSm'per-vI'rent), a. [L. semper always -j- virens, p. pr. of virere to be green.] Always

jTs'ti-ka'tSd), a.
{Old Chem.) PartiaUy
impregnated with phlogiston.

fresh

Sem'l-pre'clouB (-prSsh'ua), a.
as, semipreSemlpupa of a Bee. a
cious stones or metals.
Head b Prothorax
c M e s thorax
d
Sem'l-prool' (-proof), n. Half
Metathorax / Proproof evidence from the testimony
podium g First Abof a single witness. [OJjt.] Bailey.
dominal Segment o
Sem'l-pu'pa (-pu'pa), n. (ZoOvipository
w Ruol.) The young of an insect in a
dimentary Wings.
stage between the larva and pupa.
Sem'l-qnad'rate (-kwSd'rat), Ire. (Astrol.) An aspect
of the planets when
Sem'i-quar'tUe (-kwar'til), j
distant from each other the half of a quadrant, or fortyHutton.
five degrees, or one sign and a half.
Sem'i-qua'ver (-kwa'ver), n. (Mus.) A note of half
the duration of the quaver
now _^
usually called a sixteenth note.
V Jt
is
l^^~
Sem'l-quin'tile (-kwtn'ttl), re. [-((\) g Jl^zigrz
(Astrol.) An aspect of the planets
^J
when distant from each other half of
Semiquavers.
the quintile, or thirty-six degrees.
Sem'l-rec'on-dlte (-rek'5n-dit or -re-kon'dtt), a. (Zool.) Half hidden or half covered
said of the head of
an insect when half covered by the shield of the thorax.
Sem'1-rlng' (-ring'), re. (Anat.) One of the incomplete rings of the upper part of the bronchial tubes of
most birds. The semirings form an essential part of the
syrinx, or musical organ, of singing birds.
Sem'i-sav'age (-sSv'aj), a. Half savage.
Sem'l-sav'age, re. One who is half savage.
Sem'l-Sax'on (-sSks'iin or -'n), a. Half Saxon
specifically applied to the language intermediate between
Saxon and English, belonging to the period 1150-1250.
Sem'l-sex'tile (-s5ks'til), re. (Astrol.) An aspect of
the planets when they are distant from each other the
twelfth part of a circle, or thirty degrees.
Hutton.
Sem'l-SOl'ld (-sol'id), a. Partially solid.
Sem'1-SOUn (-soon), re. A half sound a low tone.
[Obs.J " Soft he cougheth with a semisoun." Chaucer.
a.
Having the figure of
Sem'l-spher'lc (-sfgr'ik),
a half sphere. Kirwan.
Sem'l-spher'lc-al (-T-kal), (
Sem'i-sphe-TOld'al (-sfe-roid'al), a. Formed like a
;

;

Sem'pl-ter'nal (sSm'pt-ter'nal), a. [L. sempiternus,
semper always:, cf. F. sempiternel.~\ 1. Of neverending duration everlasting endless ; having beginning, but no end.
Sir M. Hale.
2. Without beginning or end eternal.
Blackmore.

;

fr.

;

;

;

;

—

;

Puddled

re.
re.

; pi.

steel.

Semite

A fascicle of a spatangoid

Sem'l-tan'gent

(-tSn'jent),

;

An

:

legislative authority.

The senate was thus the medium through which all affairs of
the whole government had to pass.
Dr. W.Smith.

[L., a

One belonging

Sen'a-tor
F. senateur,

The duke and

+

an impropriety in the use of this word,
See Tone. /. S. Dwighi.
Sem'l-ton'ic (-tSn'ik), a. Of or pertaining to a semiis

now preferred.

consisting of a semitone, or of semitones.
;

Sem'l-trans-par'ent

(-cnt), a.

Imper-

re.

Half or imperfectly

transparent.

Sem'i-ver-tlc'U-lata

(-ver-txs'Tl-Iat),

a.

Partially

[L. semivivus."]

Only half

alive.

;

(sSm'T-vIf), a.

I have not sent these prophets, yet they ran. Jer, xxiii. 21.
neither come I of myI proceeded forth and came from God

Piers Plowman.

[Obs.']

i

Sem'l-vlt're-OUS

but he sent me.

,/o/ra viii.

)'>.

(-vTt're-iJs), a.
Partially vitreous.
Sem'1-vit'rl-fl-ca'tion (-vTt'rT-fT-ka'shiin), re. 1. The
quality or state of being semivitrified.

self,

A substance imperfectly vitrified.
Sem'1-vlt'rl-fled (-vTt'rt-f!d), a. Half or imperfectly
partially converted into glass.
;
Sem'l-vo'cal (-vo'kal), a. (Phon.) Of or pertaining
to a semivowel ; half vocal ; imperfectly sounding.

2. To give motion to to cause to be borne or carried
to procure the going, transmission, or delivery of as, to
send a message.

Servants, sent on messages, stay out
the message requires.

2.

rijde,

full,

up, firn

;

pity

Swift.

;

He

O

Sem^-VOW'el (-vou'Sl), re. (Phon.) (a) A sound intermediate between a vowel and a consonant, or partaking of the nature of both, as in the English w and y.
(b) The sign or letter representing such a sound.
unite,

somewhat longer than

;

vitrified

Qse,

;

;

;

;

•

lished royal courts of justice, held by the officers called bailiffa,
or sejieschals, who acted as the king's lieutenants in his domains.
Jiallam.

Sen'es-chal-Ship,

sent letters
send out thy light
.

.

.

Esther viii.
them lead me.

by posts on horseback.

and thy truth

:

let

10.

I's. xlili. 3.

to cast to throw ; to Imrl ; as,
to send a ball, an arrow, or the like.
to bestow ; to inflict j
4. To cause to be or to happen
3.

To emit

;

to impel

;

;

;

;

food, io'ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sins,

The

re.

office,

dignity, or jurisdic-

tion of a seneschal.

Senge
t.
To singe. [06i.]
Chaucer.
Sen'green (sen'gren), re.
[AS. singrene, properly,
evergreen, f r. sin (in composition) always -(- grene green
akin to OHG. sin- ever, L. semper.] (Bot.) The houseleek.
Se'nlle (se'nll), a. [L. senilis, from senex, gen. senis,
old, an old man : cf. F. wnWe.
See Senior.] Of or pertaining to old age ; proceeding from, or characteristic of,
old age ; affected with the infirmities of old age ; as, senile weakness. " SeK?7e maturity of judgment. " Boyle.
(senj), v.

Senile gangrene (Med.), a form of gangrene occurring
particularly in old people, and caused usually by insufficient blood supply due to degeneration of the walls of the
smaller arteries.

Se-nll'i-ty (se-nTl'T-ty), re.
[Cf. F. seniliti.']
The
quality or state of being senile ; old age.
Sen'lor (sen'yer ; 277), a. [L. senior, compar. of senex, gen. senis, old. See Sir.]
1. More advanced than
another in age; prior in age; elder; hence, more advanced in dignity, rank, or office ; superior as, senior
member ; senior counsel.
2. Belonging to the final year of the regular course in
American colleges, or in professional schools.
Sen'lor, re. 1. A person who is older than another
;

one more advanced
2.

One

in life.

older in office, or whose entrance upon office
of another ; one prior in grade.

was anterior to that
3.

An

aged person au elder.
Each village senior unused

Jhyden,

;

And

;

;

verticiUate.

Sem'l-vU

;

Sen'e-ga (sen'e-ga), re. (Med.) Seneca root.
Sen'e-gal (-gal), re. Gum Senegal. See under GttM.
Sen'e-gln (-jin), re. (Med. Chem.) A substance extracted from the rootstock of the Polygala Senega (Seneca root), and probably identical with polygalic acid.
Se-nes'cence (se-nSs'sens), re. [See Senescent.] The
state of growing old decay by time.
Se-nes'cent (-sent), a. [L. senescens, p. pr. of senescere to grow old, incho. fr. senere to be old.] Growing
" The night was
old decaying with the lapse of time.
" "With too senescent air."
senescent." Poe.
Lowell.
Sen'es-Chal (sSn'g-shal formerly sgn'gs-kal), re.
[OF. seneschal, LL. seniscalcus, of Teutonic origin cf,
Goth, sineigs old, skalks servant, OHG. scalch, AS.
scealc. Cf. Senior, Marshal.] An ofiicer in the houses
of princes and dignitaries, in the Middle Ages, who had
the superintendence of feasts and domestic ceremonies
a steward. Sometimes the seneschal had the dispensing
of justice, and was given high military commands.
Then marshaled feast
Served up in hall with sewers and seneschals.
Slilton,
Philip Augustus, by a famous ordinance in 1190, first estab-

;

transmitting light in a slight degree.

Sem'i-trans-par'en-cy (-trSns-par'en-sJ),
fect or partial transparency.

Skak.

[L. seSe-na'tUS-COn-SUlt' (se-na'tus-kon-siilt'), re.
natus consultum.] A decree of the Roman senate.
Send (send), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Sent (sSnt) p. pr.
& vb. re. Sending.] [AS. sendan ; akin to OS. sendian,
D. zenden, G. senden, OHG. senlen, Icel. senda, Sw. s'dnda, Dan. sende, Goth, sandjan, and to Goth. «'«/> a time
(properly, a going), gasinpa companion, OHG. sind journey, AS. siS, Icel. sinni a walk, journey, a time, W. hynt
a way, journey, Olr. set. Cf. Sense.] 1. To cause to go
in any manner to dispatch to commission or direct to
go as, to send a messenger.

Sem'l-tran'sept (-trSn'sept), re. (Arch.) The half of
a transept as, the north semitransept of a church.
Sem'l-trans-lu'cent (sSm'T-trans-Iu'sent), a. Slightly
;

senators of Venice greet you.

A

applied to the smaller intervals of the diatonic scale.

clear

A

^S"

Sem'1-tlsm (sSm'i-tTz'm), re. A Semitic idiom ; a
word of Semitic origin. [Written also Shemitism.']
Sem'1-tone (sSm'i-ton), re. [Pref. semitone.
Cf.
Hemitonb.] (Mus.) Half atone;
the name commonly

;

[OE. senatour, OF. senatour,
(-a-ter), re.
L. senator."]
1.
member of a senate.

fr.

In the United States, each State sends two senators for a term of six years to the national Congress.
2. (0. Eng. Law)
member of the king's council a
Burrill.
king's councilor.
[F. sinatorial, or
Sen'a-tO'll-al (sen'a-to'rT-al), a.
L. senatorius.]
1. Of or pertaining to a senator, or a
senate ; becoming to a senator, or a senate ; as, senatorial
duties ; senatorial dignity.
2. Entitled to elect a senator, or by senators ; as, the
senatorial districts of a State. \_U. S.]
Sen'a-to'ri-al-ly, adv. In a senatorial manner.
Sen'a-tO'rl-an (-an), a. Senatorial. [-R.] De Quincey.
Sen'a-to'ri-ous (-us), a. Senatorial. lObs.]
Sen'a-tor-ship (sSn'a-ter-shTp), re. The office or digCarew.
nity of a senator.

Semitic languages, a name used to designate a group
of Asiatic and African languages, some living and some
dead, namely: Hebrew and Phoenician, Aramaic, Assyrian, Arabic, Ethiopic (Geez and Amharic).
Encyc. Brit.

tone

less

—

;

tS^ There

numerous branch

of a legislature
in various countries, as in France, in the United States, in
most of the separate States of the United States, and in
some Swiss cantons, (c) In general, a legislative body ; a
state councU ; the legislative department of a government.
2. The governing body of the Universities of Cambridge and London. \_Eng.1
3. In some American colleges, a council of elected
students, presided over by the president of the college,
to which are referred cases of discipline and matters of
general concern affecting the students. \U. 5.]
Senate chamber, a room where a senate meets when it
transacts business.
Senate house, a house where a senate
meets when it transacts business.

^

Bjna half step is

The upper and

(b)

sea urchin.

—

Dr. H. More.
;

(Anc. Rom.) A body of elders appointed or elected from
among the nobles of the nation, and having supreme

{Geom.) The tangent

re.

II

pound.

[OE. senat, F. senat, fr. L.
48), re.
senatus, fr. senex, gen. senis, old, an old man. See Senior, SiK.]
1.
assembly or council having the highest
deliberative and legislative functions. Specifically (a)

to the Semitic race.
Also used adjectively. [Written also Shemite.']
Sem'1-te-rete' (-i-te-ref ), a. {Nat. Hist.) Half terete.
(Med.) Having the
Sem'l-ter'tlan (-ter'shan), a.
characteristics of both a tertian and a quotidian intermittent.
re.
An intermittent combining the characteristics of a tertian and a quotidian.
Sem-lt'lC (sSm-it'tk), a. Of or pertaining to Shem or
his descendants belonging to that division of the Caucasian race which includes the Arabs, Jews, and related
races.
[Written also Shemitic.']
(-it), re.

Roman

taining six.

of half an arc.

Sem'lte

Se-ne'cl-0 (se-ne'shT-o), re. [L., groundsel, lit., an
old man. So called in allusion to the hoary appearance
of the pappus.]
(Bot.) A very large genus of composite
plants including the groundsel and the golden ragwort.
Se-nec'tl-tude (se-nek'ti-tud), re. [L. senectus aged,
old age, senex old.]
"Senectilude,
Old age.
[i?.]
weary of its toils."
H. Miller.

A

Japanese coin, worth about four fifths
Sen (sen), re.
of a cent.
Sen, adv., prep., &conj. [See Since.] Since. \_Obs.']
Sen'a-ry (sen'a-rj), a. [L. senarius, fr. seni six each,
fr. sex six.
See Six.]
Of six belonging to six ; con-

iU. 5.]
(-te).

—

II

lent to one twenty-fourth part of a

—

Seneca grass {Bot.), holy grass.
See under Holt.
Seneca oil, petroleum or naphtha.
Seneca root, or Seneca
snakeroot (Bot.), the rootstock of an American species of
milkwort (Polygala Senegal having an aromatic but bitter
taste. It is often used medicinally as an expectorant and
diuretic, and, in large doses, as an emetic and cathartic.
[Written also Senega root, and Seneka root.]

Swift.

half spheroid.
(-stel'),

A

Semp'StresS-y (-y), n. Seamstressy.
Sem'Ster (sSm'ster), re. A seamster. [06i.]
Se-mun'Cl-a (se-mun'shi-a), re. [L., fr. semi half
-|- uncia ounce.]
(Pom. Antiq.) A Roman coin equiva-

;

{Zool.)

Shak,
Send'er (sSnd'er), re. One who sends.
Sen'e-cas (s6n'e-kaz), re. pi. ; sing. Seneca (-ka).
(Ethnol.)
tribe of Indians who formerly inhabited a
part of Western New York. This tribe was the most
numerous and most warlike of the Five Nations.

a.

;

)

Sem'l-ta (sSm'I-ta),

&

Always ; throughout as, sempre piano, always soft.
Semp'Ster (semp'ster), re. A seamster. [Obs.]
Semp'Stress (semp'strgs), re. A seamstress.
Two hundred sempstresses were employed to make me shirts.

Sen'ate (sSn'at

rain

Send (sSnd), V. i. 1. To dispatch an agent or messenger to convey a message, or to do an errand.
See ye how this son of a murderer hath sent to take away mj
head ?
2 Kiitgs vl. Si.
2. (Naut.) To pitch; as, the ship sends forward so
violently as to endanger her masts.
Totten.
To Bend for, to request or require by message to come
or be brought.
Send, re. (Naut.) The impulse of a wave by which a
vessel is carried bodily.
[Written also scend.]
W. C.
Russell.
" The send ot the sea."
Longfellow.
Sen'dal (sen'dal), re. [OF. cendal (cf. Pr.
Sp. cendal, It. zendale), LL. cendalum, Gr. aivStav a fine Indian
cloth.] A light thin stuff of silk. [Written also cendal,
and sandal.]
Chaucer.
Wore she not a veil of twisted sendal embroidered with sil.
ver ?
Sir W. Scott.

Sempiternal. [OJi.]
Sem'pi-ter'nl-ty (-ter'ni-ty), «. [L. sempitemitas.']
Future duration without end ; the relation or state of
being sempiternal.
Sir 31. Hale.
Sem'pre (sSm'pra), adv. [It., fr. L. semper."] (Mus.)

—

20.

on the just and on the unjust. Matt. v. 45.
God send your mission may bring back peace. Sir W. Scott,

;

—

Deut. xxviii.

And sendeth

;

Sem'pi-terne (sem'pt-tern),

^^^

s—

II

Smart.

[i?.]

II

;

;

Som'i-steel'

evergreen,

;

Somewhat precious;

path.]

;

Sem'per-vlve (sem'per-viv), re. [L. semperviva, sempervivum^ fr. sempervivus ever-living semper always
-|- OTt)i4« living.]
(Bot.) The houseleek.
Sem'per-vi'vnin (-vi'viim), re. (Bot.) A genus of
fleshy-leaved plants, of which the houseleek (Sempervivum tectorum) is the commonest species.

Sem'l-plume' (sSm'i-plum'), re. (Zool.)
A feather which has a plumelike web, with
the shaft of an ordinary feather.

;

Se-moule'

II

!

buke.

II

;

;

tion.

—

semipellucid.
Sem ' i-phlo-gis'tl-ca 'ted (s6m'i-flo.

—

sometimes followed by a dependent proposi.
" God send him well "
Shak.
The Lord shall send upon thee cursing, vexation, and re-

to grant

—

;

;

;

SENNA
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to BCon,

speak the lovely caravan.

Emerson.

4. One in the fourth or final year of his collegiate
originally called senior
course at an American college
sophister ; also, one in the last year of the course at a
professional school or nt a seminai-y.
Son-lor'1-ty (sen-y5r'l-tj), re. The quality or state of
being senior.
Sen'lor-lze (sen'yer-iz), v. i. To exercise authority ;
to rule to lord it.
[7?.]
Fairfax,
Sen'ior-y (-J), re. Seniority. [Obs.]
Shak.
(s6u'ni\),
Sen'na
«.
[Cf. It. * Sp. sena, Pg. saie, F.
.wur ; all fr. Ar. .lann or sena.] 1. (Med.) The leaves of
several legtiniinoiis jilants of the genus Cassia (C (iculifolia, C. aiigiistifolia, etc.).
They constitute a valuable
but nauseous cathartic medicine.
2. (Bot.) Tho plants themselves, native to the East,

iQk

;

—

;

;

tben, thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

In azure.
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SENSITIVE

2. Perception by the sensory organs of the body ; sensation ; sensibility ; feeling.
In a living creature, though never so great, the sense and the
affects of any one part of the body instantly make a transcursion through the whole.
Bacon.

sense, reason, or imderstanding ; as, sensibla
sensible resistance.
Air is sensible to the touch by its motion.
Arbuthnot.
The disgrace was more sensible than the pain. Sir W. Temple.
Any very seTisible eif ect upon the prices of things. A. Smith.
2. Having the capacity of receiving impressions from
external objects capable of perceiving by the instrumentality of the proper organs liable to be affected
physicaUy or mentally ; impressible.

SENNACHY

N

now cultivated largely in the south of Europe and
in the West Indies.
Wild senna
Bladder senna. (Bot.) See under Bladder.
(Bot.), the Cassia Harilandica, growing in the United
States, the leaves of which are used medicinally, like those
of the officinal senna.
Sen'na-chy (sen'na^ky), n. See Seannachib.
Sen'net (-net), n. [Properly, a sign given for the entrance or exit of actors, from OF. sinet, signet, dim. of
signal call on a trumpet or corsigne.
See Signet.]
net for entrance or exit on the stage. [Ofe.]
Sen'net, re. (Zodl.) The barracuda.
Sen'nlght (sSn'nlt), re. [Contr. fr. sevenniglit.'] The
space of seven nights and days ; a week. [Written also
but

—

A

Shak. Tennyson.
knit.'\
1. (Naut.)
ISeven
cord or fabric formed by plaiting together rope
yarns or other small stuff.
2. Plaited straw or palm leaves for making hats.
Se-noc'U-lar (se-n5k'u-ler), a. [L. seni six each (fr.
lArchaic]
Sen'nit (sSn'nit), re.

se'nnighl.']

+

A braided

sex six) -{-oculus eye-l Having six eyes, [i?.] Derham.
Se-no'nl-an (se-no'nT-on), a. [F. senonien, from the
{Geol.) In European
district of Senonais, in France.]
geology, a name given to the middle division of the
tipper Cretaceous formation.
Se-&or' (sa-nyor'), ». [Sp. Cf. Senior.] A Spanish title of courtesy corresponding to the English Mr. or
II

Sir ; also, a gentleman.
Se-no'ra (sa-ny6'r4), re. [Sp.] A Spanish title of
courtesy given to a lady Mrs. Madam also, a lady.
Se'no-rl'ta (sS'nyo-re'ta), re. [Sp.] A Spanish title
of courtesy given to a young lady ; Miss also, a young
II

;

;

;

II

;

lady.

Sens

[06«.] Spenser.

(sSns), adv. [See Since.] Since.

Sen'sate (sSn'sat), v. t. limp. & p. p. Sensated (.-sat8d); p.yc. & i;6. re. Sensatino.] [See Sensated.] To
feel or apprehend more or less distinctly through a sense,
or the senses as, to sensale light, or an odor.
As those of the one are sensated by the ear, so those of the
;

other are by the eye.
li. Hooke.
) a.
[L. sensaius gifted with
Sen'sate (sSn'sat),
intelligent,
fr.
se7isus
(s§n'sa-tgd),
)
sense,
Sen'sa-ted
sense. See Sense.] Felt or apprehended through a sense,
Baxter.
or the senses, [i?.]
Sen-sa'tlon (sSn-sa'shtin), n. [Cf. F. sensation. See

S

Sensate.] 1. (Physiol.) An impression, or the consciousness of an impression, made upon the central
nervous organ, through the medium of a sensory or afferent nerve or one of the organs of sense ;( a feeling,
or state of consciousness, whether agreeable or disagreeable, produced either by an external object (stimulus),
or by some change in the internal state of the body.
Perception is only a special kind of knowledge, and sensation
Knowledge and feeling, perception
a special kind of feeling.
and sensation, though always coexistent, are always in the in.

.

.

Sir W. Hamilton.

verse ratio of each other.

A purely

spiritual or psychical affection ; agreeable
or disagreeable feelings occasioned by objects that are

2.

not corporeal or material.
3.

A

causes

state of excited interest or feeling, or that

which

it.

The sensation caused by the appearance of that work is still
Brongliam.
remembered by many.
Percei>tion. — Sensation, Peeception. The disSyn.
tinction between these words, when used in mental philosophy, may be thus stated if I simply smell a rose, I
have a sensation ; if I refer that smell to the external object which occasioned it, I have a perception. Thus, the
former is mere feeling, without the idea of an object the
latter is the mind's apprehension of some external object
" Sensation properly exas occasioning that feeling.
presses that change in the state of the mind which is proimpression
upon
an
organ of sense (of which
duced by an
change we can conceive the mind to be conscious, without any knowledge of external objects). Perception, on
the other hand, expresses the knoioledcje or the intimations we obtain by means of our sensations concerning
the qualities of matter, and consequently involves, in
every instance, the notion of externality, or outness,
which it is necessary to exclude in order to seize the precise import of the word sensation." Fleming.
Sen-Sa'tlon-al i-al), a. 1. Of or pertaining to sensa-

—

:

;

tion ; as, sensational nerves.
2. Of or pertaining to sensationalism, or the doctrine
that sensation is the sole origin of knovifledge.
3. Suited or intended to excite temporarily great interest or emotion ; melodramatic ; emotional as, sensational plays or novels ; sensational preaching sensational
journalism ; a sensational report.
Sen-sa'tion-al-lsm (-Tz'm), re. 1. [Metaph.) The doctrine held by Condillac, and by some ascribed to Locke,
that our ideas originate solely in sensation, and consist
of sensations transformed sensualism
opposed to intuitionalism, and rationalism.
2. The practice or methods of sensational writing or
speaking ; as, the sensationalism of a novel.
1. (Metaph.) An advocate of,
Sen-sa'tion-al-ist, re.
or believer in, philosophical sensationalism.
2. One who practices sensational writing or speaking.
Sense (sens), re. [L. sensus, from seniire, sensum, to
perceive, to feel, from the same root as E. send ; cf.
OHG. sin sense, mind, sinnan to go, to journey, G. sinnen to meditate, to think cf F. sens. For the change
of meaning cf. See, v. t. See Send, and cf. Assent, Consent, Scent, v. t.. Sentence, Sentient.] 1. (Physiol.)
A faculty, possessed by animals, of perceiving esiernal objects by means of impressions made upon certain organs
(sensory or sense organs) of the body, or of perceiving
changes in the condition of the body as, the senses of
sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch.
See 3fuscular
sense, under Mcsculak, and Temperature sense, under
;

;

;

:

;

—

.

;

Tempeeatuhe.
Let fancy

Lethe steep.
still my
What surmounts the reach
sense in

Of human

The
ale,

care,

Shah.

ftm,

Keble.

arm, ask,

;

;

;

Would your cambric were sensible as your finger.
Hence Liable to impression from without

;

;

;

;

He raves

words are loose
As heaps of sand, and scattering wide from
;

sense.

Bryden.

That which is felt »r is held as a sentiment, view,
or opinion judgment notion opinion.
5.

;

;

I speak

my

;

private but impartial sense

With freedom.
The municipal council of

Roscommon.
the city

had ceased

speak the
JIucaulay.

to

lense of the citizens.

Meaning import signification as, the true sense
words or phrases the sense of a remark.

6.
of

;

;

;

;

So they read in the book in the law of (7od distinctly, and
gave the sense.
Neti. viii. 8.
I think *t was in another sense,
Shak.
7. Moral perception or appreciation.
Some are so hardened in wickedness as to have no sense of
L'Estrange.
the most friendly offices.
8. (Geom.) One of two opposite directions in which a
line, surface, or volume, may be supposed to be described
by the motion of a point, line, or surface.
Common sense, according to Sir W. Hamilton : (a) " The
complement of those cognitions or convictions which we
receive from nature, which all men possess in common,
and by which they test the truth of knowledge and the
morality of actions." (J) "The faculty of first principles." These two are the philosophical significations.
(c) " Such ordinary complement of intelligence, that, if a
person be deficient therein, he is accounted mad or foolish." (d) When the substantive is emphasized " Native
practical intelligence, natural prudence, mother wit, tact
behavior, acuteness in the observation of character, in
contrast to habits of acquired learning orof specvdation."
Moral sense. See under Moral, a. — The Inner, or Internal, sense, capacity of the mind to be aware of its own
states consciousness ; reflection. " This source of ideas
every man has wholly in himself, and though it be not
sense, as having nothing to do with external objects, yet it
:

m
—

;

is

very like

it,

and might properly enough be called

—

inter-

nal sense." Locke.
Sense capsule (Anat.), one of the
cartilaginous or bony cavities which inclose, more or less
completely, the organs of smell, sight, and hearing.
Sense organ (Physiol.), a specially irritable mechanism
by which some one natural force or form of energy is enabled to excite sensory nerves ; as the eye, ear, an end
bulb or tactile corpuscle, etc.
Sense organale (Anat.),
one of the modified epithelial cells in or near which the
fibers of the sensory nerves terminate.
Syn. Understanding ; reason.— Sense, UndeestandING, Reason. Some philosophers have given a technical
signification to these terms, which may here be stated.
Sense is the mind's acting in the direct cognition either
of material objects or of its own mental states. In the
first case it is called the outer, in the second the inner,
sense.
Understanding is the logical faculty, i. e., the
power of apprehending imder general conceptions, or the
power of classifying, arranging, and making deductions.
Reason is the power of apprehending those first or fundamental truths or principles which are the conditions of all
real and scientific knowledgje, and which control the mind
in all its processes of investigation and deduction. These
distinctions are given, not as established, but simply because they often occur in writers of the present day.

—

—

—

&

Sense (sens), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Sensed (sSnst)
p.pr.
To perceive by the senses ; to
vb. re. Sensing.]
recognize.
[Obs. or Colloq.1
Is he sure that objects are not otherwise sensed by others than
GlanviU.
they are by him ?

&

Full of sense, meaning, or reason
reasonable judicious. [iJ.] " Sensejful B]>eech." Spenser.
" Men, otherwise senseful and ingenious."
Norris.
Senseless, a. Destitute of, deficient in, or contrary
to, sense
without sensibility or feeling ; unconscious
stupid ; foolish ; unwise ; unreasonable.
You blocks, you stones, you worse than senseless things. Sliak.

Sense'fnl

(-ful), a.

;

;

;

The ears are senseless that should give ns hearing. Shak.
The senseless grave feels not your pious sorrows. Rowe.
Swift.
They were a senseless, stupid race.
They would repent this their senseless perverseness when it
would be too

3.

:

affected

Clarendon.

late.

— Senseaess-ly, adv. — Senseless-ness,

re.

Sen'sl-bil'i-ty (sSn'sT-bTl'i-tJ-), re. ; pi. SENSiBLLiriEs
[Cf. F. sensibilite, LL. sensibilitas.'] 1. (Physiol.)
The quality or state of being sensible, or capable of sensation capacity to feel or perceive.
2. The capacity of emotion or feeling, as distinguished
from the intellect and the will peculiar susceptibility of
impression, pleasurable or painful ; delicacy of feeling
quick emotion or sympathy as, sensibility to pleasure
or pain sensibility to shame or praise exquisite sensibility
often used in the plural. "Sensibilities so
Coivper.
fine
(-tiz).

also, readily moved or affected
as, a sensible thermometer.
;
wondrous .sere stiie."
sitive

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

to have a heart full of sensibility.

Burke.

His sensibiUiies seem rather to have been those of patriotism
Marshall.
than of wounded pride.
3. Experience of sensations actual feeling.
Burke.
This adds greatly to my sensibility.
4. That quality of an instrument which makes it indicate very slight changes of condition delicacy ; as, the
sensibility of a balance, or of a thermometer.
;

;

— Taste

;

susceptibility

;

feeling.

See Taste.

Sen'Si-ble (s5n'sT-b'l), a. [F., fr. L. sensibilis, fr.
sensus sense.] 1. Capable of being perceived by the
senses ; apprehensible through the bodily organs hence,
making an impression
also, perceptible to the mind
;

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

sen-

by natural agents
" With affection
Shak.

;

;

;

ligent

;

understanding

;

wise.

Now a sensible man, by and by a fool.
Shak.
Sensible note or tone (Mus. ), the major seventh note of
scale
so called because, being but a half step be-

any

;

—

low the octave, or key tone, and naturally leading up to
it makes the ear sensible of its approaching sound.
Called also the leading tone. — Sensible horizon. See Ho-

that,

rizon, n.,

Syn.

We

2 (a).

— Intelligent

;

—

wise.

Sensible, Intelligent.

man sensible whose judgments and conduct
marked and governed by sound judgment or good
common sense. We call one intelligent who is quick and
call a

are

clear in his understanding, i. e., who discriminates readily and nicely in respect to difficult and important distinctions. The sphere of the sensible man lies in matters
of practical concern of the intelligent man, in subjects
of intellectual interest.
"I have been tired with accounts from sensible men, furnished \vith matters of
fact which have happened within their own knowledge.
"
Addison.
Trace out the numerous footsteps ... of a
most wise and intelligent architect throughout all this
Woodward.
stupendous fabric."
;

Sen'sl-ble

(s5n'sT-b'l), n.

2.

That which impresses

Sensation

1.

" Our temper changed
[-R.]
move the sensible of pain."

.

.

sensibility.
re-

;

which must needs

.

Milton,

on the senses; any-

itself

thing perceptible.

common and

Aristotle distinguished sensibles into

proper.

Krauth-Fleming,

That which has

sensibility ; a sensitive being. [iJ.]
Thi* melancholy extends itself not to men only, but even to
vegetals and sensibles.
Burton.
3.

Sen'sl-ble-ness, re. 1. The quality or state of being
sensible ; sensibility ; appreciation
capacity of perception ; susceptibility.
"The sensibleness of the eye."
Sharp. " Sensibleness anisoTiow ioT sin." Hammond.
The sensiblejtess of the divine presence. HallywelU
2. Intelligence
reasonableness good sense.
Sen'si-bly, adv. 1. In a sensible manner ; so as to be
perceptible to the senses or to the mind ; appreciably
with perception ; susceptibly ; sensitively.
What remains past cure,
MiltOTU
Bear not too sensibly.
2. With intelligence or good sense ; judiciously.
Sen'sl-fa'clent (sSn'sI-fa'shent), a. [L. sensus sense
-|-/oce)e to make.] Converting info sensation. Huxley.
Sen-sU'er-ous (sSn-sIfer-tis), a. [L. sensifer ; sensus sense -\-ferre to bear.] Exciting sensation ; conveying sensation.
Huxley.
Sen-sU'ic (-Ik), a. [L. sensificus ; sensus sense
facere to make.] Exciting sensation.
Sen-sIi'i-oa-tO-ry (-T-ka-t6-ry), a. Susceptible of, or
converting into, sensation ; as, the sensificatory part of a
;

;

;

+

Huxley.
Sen-sig'e-nous (sen-sij'e-niSs), a. [L. sensus sense
Huxley.
-genoiis.']
Causing or exciting sensation.

nervous system.
-|-

&

3.
Sens'ism (sens'iz'm), n. Same as Sensualism, 2
Sens'lst, re. One who, in philosophy, holds to sensism.
Sen'si-tive (sSn'sI-tiv), a. [F. sensiUf. See Sense.]
1. Having sense or feeling ; possessing or exhibiting
the capacity of receiving impressions from external objects
as, a sensitive soul.
2. Having quick and acute sensibility, either to the
action of external objects, or to impressions upon the
mind and feelings ; highly susceptible ; easily and acutely
;

affected.

She was

too sensitive to abuse

and calumny. Macaulay,

Having a capacity of being easily afsensitive
as, a sensitive thermometer
(Chem. & Photog.) Readily affected or

3. (a) (Mech.)

fected or
scales,

moved
(b)

;

;

changed by certain appropriate agents

;

as, silver chlo-

when in contact with certain organic
substances, is extremely sensitive to actinic rays.
[iJ.]
4. Serving to affect the senses ; sensible.
ride or bromide,

A sensitive love of some sensitive objects.

!

The true lawgiver ought

Shak.
easily

4. Perceiving or having perception, either by the
senses or the mind cognizant perceiving so clearly as
to be convinced ; satisfied ; persuaded.
He [man] can not think at any time, waking or sleeping,
without being seyisible of it.
Locke,
They are now sensible it would have been better to comply
than to refuse.
Addison.
5. Having moral perception capable of being affected
by moral good or evil.
6. Possessing or containing sense or reason
gifted
with, or characterized by, good or common sense ; intel-

;

;

;

having nice perception or acute feeling

;

delicate

his

;

soaring soul from rest.

seniite,

;

High disdain from sense of injured merit.
Milton.
4. Sound perception and reasoning correct judgment
good mental capacity understanding also, that which
" He
is sound, true, or reasonable
rational meaning.
speaks serese.
Shak.

Syn.
Milton.

sense I shall delineate.
The traitor 5i?"se recalls

3. Perception through the intellect ; apprehension ;
recognition
understanding ; discernment ; appreciation.
This Basilius, having the quick sense of a lover. Sir P. Sidney.

upon the

heat

Hammond.

5. Of or pertaining to sensation ; depending on sensation ; as, sensitive motions sensitive muscular motions
;

excited by irritation.

JS.

Darwin,

Sensitive fern (Bot.), an American fern (Onoclea sensibilis), the leaves of which, when plucked, show a slight
tendency to fold together.
Sensitive flame (Physics), a
gas fiame so arranged that under a suitable adjustment
of pressure it is exceedingly sensitive to sounds, being
caused to roar, flare, or become suddenly shortened or
extinguished, by slight soimds of the proper pitch.
Sensitive joint vetch (Bot.), an annual leguminous herb
Sensi(JSschynomene hispida), with sensitive foliage.
tive paper, paper prepared for phot:ographic purposes by
Sensibeing rendered sensitive to the effect of light.
tive plant. (Bot. ) (a)
leguminous plant (Mimosa pudica,
or M. sensitiva, and other allied species), the leaves

—

—

—
—

A

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

odd

j
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of which close at the slightest touch.
(6) Any plant
Bhowiug motions after irritation, as the sensitive brier
(Schrankia) of the Southern States, two common American species of Cassia ( C. nictitans, and C. Chamxcrista),
a, kind of sorrel (Ozalis sensiliva), etc.
Sen'sl-tiveSen'si-Uve-ly (sen'sl-tiv-iy), adv.

Highly susceptible to influence through the senses.
Sen'su-ousSen'su-ous-ly (sSn'shu-us-ly), adv.
ness, re.

metaphysicians) sentiment as synonymous with feeling a use
Stewart.
of the word quite unprecedented in our tongue.
Less of sentiment than sense.
Tennyson,

—

—

Sent

—

—

2.

(sgnt), V.

ness, n.
Sen'sl-tlv'1-ty (-tTv'T-ty), n. The quality or state of
used chiefly in science and the arts
being sensitive ;
as, the sensitiviiy of iodized silver.
Sensitivity and emotivity liave also been used as the scientific
Hickok.
term for the cap.acity of feeling.
Sen'sl-tize (sen'sT-tlz), v. t. {Phoiog.) To render seuacted
on
by
the
aceitive, or susceptible of being easily
tinic rays of the sun
as, sensitized paper or plate.
that
Sen'si-ti'zer (-tt'zer), n. (Photog.) An agent

;

The

That by them

^W

:

Sen'tence, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Sentenced (-tenst)
p. pr. & vb. re. Sentencing (-ten-sing).] 1. To pass or
pronounce judgment upon
to condemn to
to doom
punishment to prescribe the punishment of.

Sen'so-ry (sSn'so-r^), n. ; pi. Sensories (-riz). (PhysSame as Sensorium.
Sen'so-ry, a. (Physiol.) Of or pertaining to the sensorium or sensation; a,3, sensory impulses;— especially
applied to those nerves and nerve fibers which convey

;

;

;

:

;

;

A

;

3.

Devoted to the pleasures of sense and

;

Nature herself is sentenced in your doom. Dryden.
2. To decree or announce as a sentence. [06s.] Shak.
Feltham.
3. To utter sententiously.
[OJi.]
Sen'ten-cer (-ten-ser), re. One who pronounces a
sentence or condemnation.
Sen-ten'tial (sSn-t§n'shal), a. 1. Comprising sentences ; as, a sentential translation.
Abp. Newcome.
as,
2. Of or pertaining to a sentence, or full period
sentential
a
pause.
Sen-ten'tlal-ly, adv. In a sentential manner.
sentenSen-ten'U-a-liSt (sSn-ten'shl-a-rTst), re.
tiary.
Barnas Sears (lAfe of Inither).
Sen-ten'tl-a-ry (-r^), re. [LL. sententiarius.} One
who read lectures, or commented, on the Sentences of
Peter Lombard, Bishop of Paris (1159-1160), a school

to a nerve center impulses resulting in sensation ; also
sometimes loosely employed in the sense of afferent, to
indicate nerve fibers which convey impressions of any
kind to a nerve center.
Sen'su-al (sen'shu-al 138), a. [L. sensualis, from
sensus sense
cf. F. sensuel.']
1. Pertaining to, consisting in, or affecting, the senses, or bodily organs of
perception relating to, or concerning, the body, in distinction from the spirit.
Pleasing and seTisual rites and ceremonies.
Bacon.
Far as creation s ample range extends,
The scale of sensual, mental powers ascends.
Pope.
2. Hence, not spiritual or intellectual carnal ; fleshly
pertaining to, or consisting in, the gratification of the
senses, or the indulgence of appetite ; worldly.
These be they who separate themselves, sensual, having not

Jude

—

.

iol.)

.

his

divine.

JR.

Henry.

Sen-ten'tl-OS'i-ty (sgu-tSn'sht-Bs'i-ty), re. The quality
Sir T. Browne.
or state of being sententious.
[Obs.l
Sen-ten'tious (sSn-t5n'shus), a. [L. sententiosus : cf
F. seniencienx.'] 1. Abounding with sentences, axioms,
and maxims ; full of meaning terse and energetic in
expression pithy ; as, a sententious style or discourse ;
sententious truth.
How he apes his sire,
Addison.
Ambitiously sententious

19.

that good

Hooker.
appetite;

;

;
voluptuous ; lewd ; libidinous.
small part of vhtue consists in abstaimng from that wherein sensual men place their felicity.
Atterhury.

luxurious

;

No

.'

4. Pertaining or peculiar to the philosophical doctrine
of sensualism.
Sen'su-al-ism (-Tz'm), re.
[Cf. F. sensualisme.J
1. The condition or character of one who is sensual
subjection to sensual feelings and appetite ; sensuality.
2. (Philos.) The doctrine that all our ideas, or the
operations of the understanding, not only originate in
sensation, but are transformed sensations, copies or relics of sensations
sensationalism ; sensism.
3. (Ethics) The regarding of the gratification of the
senses as the highest good.
Krauih-Fleming.
Sen'SU-al-iSt, n. [Cf. F. sens^ialiste.'] 1. One who
one given to the indulgence of the appetites
is sensual
or senses as the means of happiness.
2. One who holds to the doctrine of sensualism.
Sen'SU-al-is'tiC (-is'tTk), a. \. Sensual.
2. Adopting or teaching the doctrines of sensualism.
Sen'SU-al'i-ty (-ai'I-ty), n. [Cf. F. sensualitS, L.
aensualitas sensibility, capacity for sensation.] The
quality or state of being sensual ; devotedness to the
gratification of the bodily appetites free indulgence in
carnal or sensual pleasures ; luxuriousness ; voluptuous-

2. Comprising or representing sentences; sentential.
Grew.
[Obs.l " Sententious marina."

— Sen-ten'tlous-ly, adv. — Sen-ten'tlous-ness,

Sen'ter-y (sen'ter-5r), re. A sentry. [OJs.] Milton.
Holland.
Sen'teur (-ter), re. [F.] Scent. [Obs.']
re.
[See SenSen'ti-ence (sen'shi-ens or -shens),
tient.
Sen-shen-sj),
Sen'U-en-cy (-shT-en-sJ^ or
1

)

tence.] The quality or state of being sentient ; esp.,
G. H. Lewes.
the quality or state of having sensation.
An example of harmonious action between the intelligence and
Earle.
the sentiency of the mind.
Sen'ti-ent (sen'shi-ent or -shent ; 277), a. [L. sentiens, -entis, p. pr. of sentire to discern or perceive by
the senses. See Sense.] Having a faculty, or faculties,
of sensation and perception.
Specif. (Physiol.), especially sensitive
as, the sentient extremities of nerves,
which terminate in the various organs or tissues.
Sen'ti-ent, «. .One who has the faculty of perception a sentient being.
Sen'tS-ent-ly, adv. In a sentient or perceptive way.
Sen'ti-ment (sen'tT-ment), re. [OE. sentement, OF.
sentement, F. sentiment, fr. L. sentire to perceive by the
senses and the mind, to feel, to think. See Sentient, a.]
1. A thought prompted by passion or feeling a state
feeling toward or reof mind in view of some subject
disposition prompting
specting some person or thing
to action or expression.
The word sentiment, agreeably to the use made of it by our

;

;

;

;

;

ness; lewdness.

Those pampered animals

That rage in savage sensuality.
Shak.
They avoid dress, lest they should have affections tainted by
any sensuality.
Addison.
Sen'su-al-i-za'tlon (-nl-T-za'shun), n.
The act of
sensualizing, or the state of being sensualized.
Sen'su-al-ize (sSn'shu-al-iz),?). /. [imp. &p. p. Sensualized (-izd) p. pr. &,vb. n. SENSUALXZiNa (-i'zTng).]
To make sensual to subject to the love of sensual
pleasure to debase by carnal gratifications to carnalize

;

;

;

best English writers, expresses, in my own opinion very happily, those complex determinations of the mind which result
from the cooperation of our rational powers and of our moral

;

;

;

as,

By

Stewart.
to council or the assembly came,
Pope.
"With equal souls and se7}tinients the same.
2. Hence, generally, a decision of the mind formed by

feeUngs.

Alike

;

sensualized by pleasure.

Pope.

the neglect of prayer, the thoughts are seiuualised.
r.

Sen'su-al-ly, adv.
Sen'SU-al-aess, re.

H. Skinner.

opinion ; notion
deliberation or reasoning ; thoupfht
judgment as, to express one's sentiments on a subject.
perception
of external
Sentiments of philosophers about the
;

In a sensual manner.
;

;

rnde,

full,

Sentiment, as here and elsewhere employed by Reid in the
meaning of opinion (sententia), is not to be imitated.
Sir }i\ Hamilton.

A

sentence, or jJassage, considered as the expression
3.
of a thought ; a maxim ; a saying a toast.
4. Sensibility feeling ; tender susceptibility.

;

up, firn

;

pity

Jieid.

objects.

;

unite,

;

;

Sensuality fleshliness.
Sen'SU-lsm (-Tz'm), n. Sensualism.
Sen'su-os'l-ty (-5.s'T-ty), n. The quality or state of
being sensuous sensuousness. [JJ.]
Sen'su-OUS (sSn'shu-iis), a. 1. Of or pertaining to
the senses, or sensible objects addressing the senses
suggesting pictures or images of sense.
To this poetry would be made precedent, as being less subtle
and tine, but more simple, sensuous, and passionate.
Milton.

use,

re.

;

;

Mr.
;

Hume sometimes employs (after the manner of the

f«>bd,

ftfot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

French

sine,

—

Thought opinion notion sensibility feelSyn.
Sentiment, (Opinion, Feeling. An opinion is an
intellectual judgment in respect to any and every kind
of truth. Feeling describes those affections of pleasure
and pain which spring from the exercise of our sentient
and emotional powers. Sentiment (particularly in the
plural) lies between them, denoting settled opinions or
principles in regard to subjects which interest the feelings strongly, and are presented more or less constantly
in practical life. Hence, it is more appropriate to speak
of our religious sentiments than opinions, unless we mean
to exclude all reference to our feelings. The word sentiment, in the singular, leans ordinarily more to the side
of feeling, and denotes a refined sensibility on subjects
affecting the heart. " On questions of feeling, taste, observation, or report, we define our sentiments. On questions of science, argument, or metaphysical abstraction,
we define our opinions. The sentiments of the heart.
The opinions of the mind. .
There is more of instinct
in sentiment, and more of definition in opinion. The admiration of a work of art which results from first impressions is classed with our sentiments ; and, when we have
accounted to ourselves for the approbation, it is classed

—

ing.

;

;

.

;

;

.

owt opinions." W.Taylor.
Sen'ti-men'tal (sSn'tT-mSn'tal), a. [Cf. F. sentiment
1. Having, expressing, or containing a sentiment
or sentiments
abounding with moral reflections containing a moral reflection ; didactic. [Obsoles.]
vfitii

tal.]

;

;

Nay, ev'n each moral sentimental stroke,

Where not the character, but poet, spoke.
He lopped, as foreign to his chaste design.
Nor spared a useless, though a golden line. Whitehead.
2. Inclined to sentiment having an excess of senti-

A

—

are such as prefer .
is most divine.

upon

Atterhury,
;

combination of words which is com5. (Gram.)
plete as expressing a thought, and in writing is marked at
the close by a period, or full point. See Proposition, 4.
Sentences are simple or compound. A simple sentence consists of one subject and one finite verb; as,
"The Lord reigns." A compound sentence contains two
or more subjects and finite verbs, as in this verse
Pope.
He fills, he bounds, connects, and equals all.
Dark sentence, a saying not easily explained.
A king . . understanding dark sentences. Dan. viii. 23.

cerebro-spinal axis, and are respectively concerned in
sensation and volition.
Dunglison.

men

sentence

;

or special sensations.

before whatsoever

we may pass

A philosophical or theological

;

Sen-SO'rl-VO-U'tlon-al (sen-so'rI-vo-lTsh'iin-al), a.
(Pftysiol.) Concerned both in sensation and volition;
applied to those nerve fibers which pass to and from the

IS sefisuat

a

opinion a dogma ; as.
Summary of the Sentences ; Book of the Sentences.
3. (Law) In civil and admiralty law, the judgment of
a court pronounced in a cause in criminal and ecclesiastical courts, a judgment passed on a criminal by a
court or judge condemnation pronounced by a judicial
tribunal ; doom. In common law, the term is exclusively
used to denote the judgment in criminal cases.
Received the sentence of the law.
Shak.
4. A short saying, usually containing moral instrucBroome.
tion ; a maxim ; an axiom ; a saw.
(b)

;

greatest part of

[.Luther's works]

;

Milton.

doctrines.

;

The

;

My sentence is for open war.

;

which

;

Milton.

See Sensory.
Sens'ive (sSns'iv), a. Having sense or sensibility
Sir P. Sidney.
sensitive.
[Oi.5.]_
Sen'SOr (seu'ser), a. Sensory ; as, the sensor nerves.
Sen-so'ri-al (sSn-so'ri-al), a. [C£. r. sensorial. See
Sensoriom.] Of or pertaining to the sensorium as, sensorial faculties, motions, powers.
A. Tucker.
Sen-so'ri-um (-iSm), n. ; pi. E. Sensoriums (-umz),
[L., fr. senlire, senstim, to discern or
L. Sensoria (-a).
perceive by the senses.] (Physiol.) The seat of sensation the nervous center or centers to which impressions
from the external world must be conveyed before they
can be perceived the place where external impressions
are localized, and transformed into sensations, prior to
being reflected to other parts of the organism ; hence,
the whole nervous system, when animated, so far as it

the Spirit.

[Obs.J
Spenser.

re.

Tales of best sentence and most solace.
Chaucer.
discourse itself, voluble enough, and full of sentence.
;

should be poured on the middle of the sheet.
fViUis 4- Clements (The Platinotype).

common

&

2. (a) An opinion
a determination
a decision
judgment, especially one of an unfavorable nature.

Sen'sl-tO-ry (-to-ry), n.

susceptible of

v.

mind, to

sensitizes.

is

See Scent,

sentientia,

;

sensitizer

re.

Sen'tence (sSn'tens), ?». [F., from L. sententia, for
from sentire to discern by the senses and the
feel, to think.
See Sense, n., and cf. Sentience.] 1. Sense meaning significance.
[06«.]

—

The

&

Sent, obs. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Send, for sendeth.
Sent, imp. & p. p. of Send.

!

;

ment or

indulging the sensibilities for their
;
artificially or affectedly tender ;
often in a

sensibility

own sake

;

—

reproachful sense.

A

mind

rather prone to overwrought feeling
Whately.
and exaggerated tenderness.

sentimental

is

3. Addressed or pleasing to the emotions only, usually
to the weaker and the unregulated emotions.
Syn. Romantic. Sentimental, Romantic. Sentimental usually describes an error or excess of the sensibilities romantic, a vice of the imagination. The votary
of the former gives indulgence to his sensibilities for the
mere luxury of their excitement the votary of the latter
allows his imagination to rove for the pleasure of creating
scenes of ideal enjoyment. ' Perhaps there is no less danger in works called sentimental. They attack the heart
more successfully, because more cautiously." V. Knox.
" I can not but look on an inditferency of mind, as to the
good or evil things of this life, as a mere romantic fancy
of such who would be thought to be much wiser thaa
they ever were, or could be.'' Bp. Stillingfleet.
[Cf. F. sentiment
Sen'ti-men'tal-ism (-Tz'm), re.
talisme.'] The quality of being sentimental ; the character or behavior of a sentimentalist sentimentality.
Sen'tl-men'tal-lBt, re. [Cf. F. sentimeyitaliste.] One
who has, or affects, sentiment or fine feeling.
Sen'ti-men-tal'i-ty (-mSn-tal'T-ty), re. [Cf. F. seniimentalite.~\ The quality or state of being sentimental.
Sen'ti-men'tal-lze (-mSn'tal-iz), v. t. To regard in
a sentimental manner ; as, to sentimentalize a subject.
Sen'tl-men'tal-lze, v. i. To think or act in a sentimental manner, or like a sentimentalist ; to affect exquisite sensibility.
C. Kingsley.
Sen'ti-men'tal-ly, adv. In a sentimental manner.
Sen'tlne (sSn'tTn), n. [L. sentina bilge water, hold of
a ship, dregs cf . F. sentine. ]
place for dregs and
[Obs."]
dirt ; a sink ; a sewer.
Latimer.
[F. sentinelle (cf.
Sen'ti-nel (s5n'tT-nel ; 92-94), re.
It. sentinella)
probably originally, a little path, the sentinel's beat, and a dim. of a word meaning, path ; cf. F,
sente path, L. semita ; and OF. sentine, sentele, senteret,
diminutive words. Cf. Sentry.] 1. One who watches
or guards specifically (Mil.), a soldier set to guard an
army, camp, or other place, from surprise, to observe the
approach of danger, and give notice of it ; a sentry.
The sentinels who paced the ramparts. Macaulay.

—

—

;

;

'

;

A

:

;

;

2.

Watch

guard.

;

" That princes do keep

[Obs,]

due sentinel."

Bacon.

A

marine crab (Podophthalmtis vigil) native
3. (Zool.)
of the Indian Ocean, remarkable for the great length of
its eyestalks ;
called also sentinel crab.
[imp.
Sen'ti-nel, v. t.
p. p. Sentineled (-neld) or
Sentinelled p. pr.
vb. n. Sentinellnq or Sentinelling.]
1. To watch over like a sentinel.
"1o sentinel

—

&

&

;

Sir W. Scott.

enchanted land." [i?.]
2. To furnish with a sentinel
of a sentinel or sentinels.

to place under the guard

;

Sen'ti-sec'tion (sen'tl-sSk'shiSn), n. [L. sentire to
Painful vivisection
feel -f- E. section.}
opposed to
callisection.
B. G. Wilder.
Sen'try (-trj), n. ; pi. Sentries (-trTz). [Probably
;

—

from OF. senteret a little path cf. F. sentier path, and
OF. sente. See Sentinel.] 1. (il/i7.) A soldier placed
on guard a sentinel.
2. Guard watch, as by a sentinel.
;

;

;

and death, ond death's half-brother, sleep.
Dryden.
Sentry box, a small house or box to cover a sentinel at
his post, and shelter him from the weather.
llSen'Za (E. sSn'zd; It. sun'tsa), prep. [It.] (Sflis.)
Without as, senza stromenti, without instruments.
Se'pal (se'p«l or sSp'irl), n. [NL.
,':ep(ilum, formed in imitation of
NL. petal II in, petal, to denote one
of the divisions of tlio calyx
cf.
F. ."iepale.]
(Bot.) A leaf or division of the calyx.
Here

toils,

Forms

terrible to view, their sentry keep.

;

:

f-W^ When the calyx consists of
it is said to bo monosepalous; whim of two parts, it is
said to be disepaloits : when of a
but one part,

variable and indefinite number of
it is said to be polysepaloiis ;

sss

Sepals,

parts,

ink

;

then,

thin

;

hon

;

zh = z

in azure.

N

when of

several parts united,
sepalous.

it ia

ge^paled (se'pald or sBp'ald),

more

or

properly called gamo-

Having one

(Bot.)

a.

sepals.

Sep'al-lne (sgp'ol-in or -in), a. (Boi.) Relating to, or
having the nature of, sepals.
Gr. 6l8o!
[Sepat
Se-pal'0-dy (se-pSl'o-dy), n.
form.] {Bot.) The metamorphosis of other floral organs
into sepals or sepaloid bodies.
-oid.] (£o<.) Like
Sep'al-Oia (sSp'al-oid), a. [Sepal
a sepal, or a division of a calyx.
Sep'al-OUB (-us), a. (Boi.) Having, or relating to,
sepals
used mostly in composition. See under Sepal.
Quality of
Sep'a-ra-bll'1-ty (s5p'a-ra-bTl'i-ty), n.
being separable or divisible divisibility separableness.
Sep'a-ra-ble (sep'a-ra-b'l), a. [L. separabilis : of. F.
Capable of being separated, disjoined, disusiparable.']
as, the separable parts of plants
nited, or divided
from the substance in which they
separable
qualities not
Sep'a-ra-Wy, adv.
exist.
Sep'a-ra-ble-ness, n.

+

+

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

Trials permit me not to doubt of the separableness of a yellow
£o!/le.
tincture from gold.

Sep'a-rate (s5p'a-rat), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Separated
[L. separaius,
vb. n. Separatinq.]
(-ra'tgd) p. pr.
p. p. of separare to separate; pref. se- aside +^arare

&

;

make

to

1.

To
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ready, prepare. See Pabade, and cf. Sever.]
disunite ; to divide ; to disconnect ; to sever ; to

Se'phen

(se'fBn),

re.

(Zool.)

A large sting ray of the

genus Trygon, especially T. sephen of the Indian Ocean
Sea. The skin is an article of commerce.
Se'pi-a (se'pl-a), n. ; pi. E. Sepias (-az), L. Seple (-e).
fr.
Gr.
<rqma
the cuttlefish, or squid.]
1. (Zool.)
[L.,
(a) The common European cuttlefish,
(b) A genus comBimilar
speprising the common cuttlefish and numerous
cies.
See lllust. under Cuttlefish.
2. A pigment prepared from the ink, or black secreTreated with caustic
tion, of the sepia, or cuttlefish.
potash, it has a rich brown color and this mixed with a
red forms Roman sepia. Cf. India ink, under India.
Sepia drawing or picture, a drawing in monochrome,
made in sepia alone, or in sepia with other brown pigments.
Se'pl-a, a. Of a dark brown color, with a little red in
its composition
also, made of, or done in, sepia.
Se'pic (se'pTk or sep'Tk), a. Of or pertaining to sepia;

and the Red

;

[L.
See SEPTinr.
Sep-ten'trl-O (sEp-tgn'trt-6), re.
TKiON.] (Astron.) The constellation Ursa Major.
Sep-ten'tri-on (-iin), n. [L. septentrio the northern
regions, the north, fr. septentriones the seven stars near
the north pole, called Charles's Wain, or the Great Bear,
also those called the Little Bear ; properly, the seven
trio, orig., a plow ox c*. F.
plow oxen ; septem seven
septentrion.] The north or northern regions.
Sna/e.
II

+

:

Both East and West, South and Septentrioun.

Chaucer.

[L. septenirith
Sep-ten'trl-on (sSp-tgn'trT-un), 1 a.
nalis : cf F. sepSep-ten'trl-on-al (-iin-al),
J
Of or pertaining to the north; northern.
tentrional.]
" From cold septentrion blasts."
Milton.
.

Sep-ten'trl-on-al'1-ty (-ai'I-t^), re. Northerliness.
Sep-ten'trl-on-al-ly (-al-iy), adv. Northerly.
Sep-ten'trl-on-ate (-at), v. i. To tend or point toward
;
Sir T. Browne.
the north ; to north.
(sgp-tgf), re. [From L. septem seven, like
Sep-tet'
done in sepia ; as, a sepic drawing.
j
duet,
from
L.
duo.]
A set of seven
1.
Sep-tette'
)
Sep'l-da'ceOUS (sep'i-da'shfis or se'pi-), a. (Zool.)
Like or pertaining to the cuttlefishes of the genus Sepia. persons or objects as, a septet of singers.
composition
2.
(3Ius.)
musical
for
seven instm*
A
Sep'l-ment (s5p'i-ment), n. [L. sepimenium, saepicalled also septuor.
menlum, from sepire, saepire, to hedge in.] Something ments or seven voices ;
(sgpt'foil),
[F.
sept
seven
(L.
septem)
re.
Sept'foil
Bailey.
that separates ; a hedge ; a fence. [iJ.]
1. (Bot.) A European
[Sepia -\- -lite.'] (Min.) E. /oiZleaf: ci. h. septifolium.]
Se'pi- 0-llte' (se'pT-o-lif), re.
herb,
the
tormentU.
See
Tohmentil.
Meerschaum. See Meerschaum.
2. 'Arch.) An ornamental foliation having seven
[Sepia -{- Gr. ba-riov a
Se'pi-O-Stare' (-stSr'), re.
bone.] (Zool.) The bone or shell of a cuttlefish. See lobes. Cf CiNQUEFOiL, QuARTERFoiL, and Trefoil.
3.
(Eccl. Art) A typical figure, consisting of seven
lllust. under Cuttlefish.
equal segments of a circle, used to denote the gifts of
Se-pon' (se-pon'), n. See Supawn. [Local, U. S.]
Ghost, the seven sacraments as recognized by
Holy
the
Se-pose' (se-poz'), V. t. [L. pref. se- aside -|- E. pose.]
Donne. the Roman Catholic Church, etc. [R.]
To set apart. [Obs.]
(sgp'tT-).
[L. septem seven.] A combining
Sep'tlSe-pos'it (se-p6z'It), v. t. [L. sepositus, p. p. of sepoform meaning seven ; as, septiioiious, seven-leaved ; septU
nere to set aside.] To set aside ; to give up. [06i.]
seven-sided.
lateral,
Sep'O-si'Uon (sSp'o-zTsh'un), n. [h. seposilio.'] The
Sep'tic (sgp'tik), a. [Septi- -f -ic] (Math.) Of the
act of setting aside, or of giving up. [Obs.'] Jer. Taylor.
seventh degree or order. —re. (Alg.) A quantic of the
Se'poy (se'poi), n. [Per. sipahi, fr. sipah an army.
seventh degree.
soldier
in
employed
as
a
of
India
Spahi.]
a
native
Cf.
1 o.
[L. septicus, Gr. otjtttikos, fr.
Sep'tic (sgp'tTk),
the service of a European power, esp. of Great Britain ;
crqnetv to make putrid
cf. F.
Sep'tlC-al (-tl-kal), J
an Oriental soldier disciplined in the European manner.
septigue.]
Having
power
to promote putrefaction.
Sep-pu'kn (sSp-po6'kob), n. Same as Hara-kiri.
Sep'tic, re. A substance that promotes putrefaction.
Seppuku, or hara-kiri, also eame into vogue. W. E. Grijffls.
[NL., from Gr.
Sep'tl-caB'mi-a (sEp'tT-se'mT-a), re.
Sep'Sln (sSp'sTn), n. [Gr. <rr\<fiK putrefaction.] (Phys- oTjTTTtKos putrefactive -f aX/ia blood.] (Med.) A poisoned
iol. Chem.) A soluble poison (ptomaine) present in putrid
condition of the blood produced by the absorption into it
blood.
It is also formed in the putrefaction of proteid of septic or putrescent material ; blood poisoning.
It ia
matter in general.
marked by chills, fever, prostration, and inflammation of
[NL., fr. Gr. ot)i/<i! putrefac- the different serous membranes and of the lungs, kidSep'sis (sgp'sTs), n.
tion.] (Med.) The poisoning of the system by the intro- neys, and other organs.
duction of putrescent material into the blood.
In a septic man<
Sep'tic-al-ly (slp'ti-kal-iy), adv.
Sept (sept), re. [A corruption of sect, n.] A clan, ner ; in a manner tending to promote putrefaction.
tribe, or family, proceeding from a common progenitor
(sgp'tT-si'dal),
[Septum
a.
L. caedere
Sep'tl-cl'dal
used especially of the ancient clans in Ireland.
to cut : cf. P. septicide.] (Bot.) Dividing the
at
once
to
be
bapillustration,
asked
partitions;
The chief, struck by the
said of a method of dehiscence
S. Lover.
tized, and all his sept followed his example.
in which a pod splits through the partitions
Sep-tae'ml-a (sgp-te'ml-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr. otj^-tos and is divided into its component carpels.
putrid -[- al/xa blood.] (Med.) Septicaemia.
Sep-tlc'1-ty (sgp-tis'i-ty), n. [See Septic]
Sep'tal (sep'tol), a. Of or pertaining to a septum or Tendency to putrefaction ; septic quality.
septa, as of a coral or a shell.
[L.
Sep'ti-fa'rl-OUS (sgp'tl-fa'rl-us), a.
Sep'tane (-tan), re. [L. septem seven.] (Chem.) See septifariam sevenfold. Cf. Bifarious.] (Bot.)
;

—

+

.

part in any manner.
Dnjden.
the fine gold I separate the alloy.
Separate thyseU, I pray thee, from me. Oen. xiii. 9.
shall separate us from the love of Christ ? Mom. viii. 35.

From

Who

2. To come between ; to keep apart by occupying the
space between ; to lie between ; as, the Mediterranean
Sea separates Europe and Africa.
3. To set apart ; to select from among others, as for a
special use or service.
Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work whercunto I
Acts xiii. 2.
have called them.
Separated flowers (Bol. ), flowers which have stamens and
6i-ay.
pistils in separate flowers ; diclinous flowers.
Sep'a-rate, v. i. To part ; to become disunited ; to
be disconnected to withdraw from one another ; as, the
family separated.
Sep'a-rate (-rat), p. a. [L. separatus, p. p.] 1. Divided from another or others disjoined ; disconnected ;
separated ;
said of things once connected.
Him that was separate from his brethren. 6en. xlix. 26.
2. Unconnected ; not united or associated ; distinct
said of things that have not been connected.
For such an high priest became us, who is holy, harmless,
Heh. vii. 26.
undefiled, separate from sinners.
3. Disunited from the body ; disembodied ; as, a separate spirit ; the separate state of souls.
Separate estate (Law), an estate limited to a married
woman independent of her husband. Separate maintenance (Laiv), an allowance made to a wife by her husband
under deed of separation.
Sep'a-rate-ness, n.
Sep'a-rate-ly, adv.
Sep'a-rat'io-al (-rSt'T-kal), a. Of or pertaining to separatism in religion schismatical. [i?.] Dr. T. Dwight.
Designed or emSep'a-ra'tlng (sSp'a-ra'ting), a.
ployed to separate.
Separating funnel (Chem.), a funnel, often globe-shaped,
provided with a stopcock for the separate drawing off of
immiscible liquids of different specific gravities.
Sep'a-ra'tion (-ra'shiin), n. [L. separatio : cf. F. separation.^ The act of separating, or the state of being
separated, or separate. Specifically (o) Chemical analysis,
(e) (Steam Boilers) The operation of
(b) Divorce,
removing water from steam.
Judicial separation (Law), a form of divorce
a separation of man and wife which has the eflfect of making each
;

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

legal purposes but without ability
marriage.
Mozley
W.

a single person for
to contract a

new

all

&

[Cf. F. separa-

Sep'a-ra-tlsm (sgp'a-ra^tlz'm), n.

The character or act of a separatist
withdraw from a church; the practice

tisme.']

to

drawing.
Sep'a-ra-tlst

who withdraws

;

disposition
of so with-

(-tist), n.
[Cf. F. separatiste.']
or separates himself ; especially, one

One

who

withdraws from a church to which he has belonged a
seceder from an established church ; a dissenter ; a non;

conformist

a sectary.
;
on divines who should preach in any meeting of
uparatists.
Macaiday.
Sep'a-ra-tls'tlC (-tTs'tTk), a. Of or pertaining to separatists
characterizing separatists ; schismatical.
Sep'a-ra-tive (sep'a-rS-tTv), a.
[L. separativus."]
Causing, or tending to cause, separation. " Separative
virtue of extreme cold."
Boyle.
Sep'a-ra'tor (-ra'ter), n.
[L.]
One who, or that
which, separates. Specifically
(o) (Steam Boilers) A
device for depriving steam of particles of water mixed
with it. (6) {Mining) An apparatus for sorting pulverized ores into grades, or separating them from gangue.
(c) ( Weaving) An instrument used for spreading apart
the threads of the warp in the loom, etc.
Sep'a-ra-tO-ry (-ra-to-ry), a
Separative.
Cheyne.
Sep'a-ra-tO-ry, n. [Cf. F. separatoire.'] 1. (Chem.)
An apparatus used in separating, as a separating funnel.
2. (Surg.) A surgical instrument for separating the
pericranium from the cranium.
[06.s.]
Sep'a-ra'trls (-ra'trtks), n. ; pi. L. -trices (-ra-tri'sez), B. -TRixES (-ra'triks-ez).
[L., she that separates.]
(Arith.) The decimal point; the dot placed at the left
of a decimal fraction, to separate it from the whole

Heavy

;

a schismatic

fines

;

:

number which

follows. The term is
applied to other marks of separation.
Se-pawn' (se-pan'), n. See Supawn.

Sep'e-U-bls
lire to bury.]

Sep'e-U'tlon

it

(sep'e-lT-b'l), a.

alCi

[Local, U. S.]

[L. sepelibilis, fr. sepe-

Admitting of burial.
(-ITsh'iin), n.

sometimes also

Burial.

senate, c&re,

[06.s.]

[06«.]

a.m,

Bailey.

Bp. Hall.

arm, ask,

:

II

II

II

+

—

—

II

Heptane.

Turned

[i2.]

Sep'tan'gle (-tSn'g'l), re. [Sept\- -(- angle.'] (Geom.)
a heptagon, [i?.]
figure which has seven angles
Sep-tan'gU-lar (sep-tSn'gli-ler), a. Heptagonal.
(-ta'ri-iim),
re.
(-&).
Sep-ta'ri-um
; pi. Septaria
[NL., fr. L. septum, saeptum, an inclosure, a partition,

A

;

in seven different ways.
Sep-tU'er-OUS (sSp-tTfer-us), a. [Septum
\--Jerous: cf. F. septifire.] (Bot.) Bearing a
partition
said of the valves of a capsule.
;

(Geol.) A flattened confr. sepire, saepii'C, to inclose.]
cretionary nodule, usually of limestone, intersected within by cracks which are often filled with calcite, barite,
Dana.
or other minerals.
Sep'tate (sgp'tat), a. [L. septum, saeptum, partition.]
Divided by a partition or partitions ; having septa ; as, a
septate pod or shell.
Sep-tem'ber (sep-tSm'ber), re. [L., fr. septem seven,
as being the seventh month of the Roman year, which
began with March : cf. F. septembre. See Seven.] The
ninth month of the year, containing thirty days.
Septembrist.
Carlyle.
Sep-tem'ber-er (-er), n.
An
[F. septembriste.]
Sep-tem'brist (-brTst), n.
agent in the massacres in Paris, committed in patriotic
frenzy, on the 22d of September, 1792.

A

Sep-tem'flU-OUS (-flu-iis),a. [L. septemfluus; septem
Beven -\- fluere to flow.]
Flowing sevenfold; divided
Fuller.
into seven streams or currents.
[B."^
Sep-tem'par-tite (-par-tit or sep'tem-par'tit), a. [L.
septem seven
E. partite.] Divided nearly to the base
into seven parts
as, a septempartite leaf.
Sep-tem'trl-oun (-trl-oon), re. Septentrion. [Obs.]
E. Septemvirs
(sgp-tem'ver),
re. ; pi.
Sep-tem'vlr
(-verz), L. Septemvibi (-vi-rl). [L. septemviri, pi. ; septem
Hist.)
One of a
(Rom.
seven
viri, pi. of vir man.]
board of seven men associated in some office.

+

;

II

+

Sep-tem'^-rate

(-vl-rfit),

re.

[L. se.ptemviratus.]

The

office of septemvir
a government by septemvirs.
Sep'ten-a-ry (sgp'tgn-a-rj), a. [L. septenarius, from
septeni seven each, septem seven : cf. F. septenaire. See
Seven.] 1. Consisting of, or relating to, seven; as, a
/. Watts.
septenary number.
2. Lasting seven years ; continuing seven years. " SepFuller.
tenary penance."
Sep'ten-a-ry, n. The number seven. [R.] Holinshed.
(Bot.)
seven
each.]
septeni
(-at),
a.
[L.
Sep'ten-ate
Having parts in sevens ; heptamerous.
septennat.]
A
[F.
Sep-ten'naie (.sgp-tgu'nSt), n.
_
period of seven years ; as, the septennate during which
ofiice.
the President of the French Republic holds
Sep-ten'nl-al (sep-tgn'nt-ol), a. [L. septennium a peannus year. See
riod of seven years septem seven
Seven, and Annual.] 1. Lasting or continuing seven
years ; as, septennial parliaments.
2. Happening or returning once in every seven years
as, septennial elections in England.
Sep-ten'nl-al-ly, adv. Once in seven years.
Drayton.
Sep-ten'trl-al (-trT-al), o.. SeptLntrional.
;

;

final,

^11

;

evu.

even^ end,

+

fern,

recent

.-

>ce,

—

Sep-til'er-OUS, a.

II

-|-

A CapsuU

[Gr. otjjttos putrefled

Conveying putrid poison

-ferous.]

as,

;

l^g "t^f i^^^
the virulence of septiferous matter.
Dehiscence.
Sep-tlf'Iu-ous (-Iti-tis), a. [Cf. Septemfluous.] Flowing in seven streams; septemfluous.
L. foliSep'tl-foll-ous (sgp'ti-f o'lT-us), a. [Septium leaf.] (Bot.) Having seven leaves.
-form.]
Sep'ti-fonn (sgp ' tt - f8rm), a. [Septum
Having the form of a septum.
Sep-tlf'ra-gal (sgp-tif 'ra^gal), a. [Septum -\- L. fraru
g'ere, /rcfctem, to break.]
(Bot.) Breaking from the partitions ;
said of a method of dehiscence in
which the valves of a pod break away from
the partitions, and these remain attached to
the common axis.
Sep'tl-lat'er-al (sgp'ti-lSfer-al), a. [Sep-

+
+

—

lateral.]
Having
septilateral figure.
ti- -f-

Sep-tll'Uon

seven sides

;

as,

a

(sep-tTl'yiIn),re. [T^.septilion,

formed

fr. L. septem seven, in imitation of
million.]
According to the French method
of numeration (which is followed also in the
United States), the number expressed by a

A

Capsule

0P«°,ipg by
unit with twenty-four ciphers annexed. Ac- Dehiscence
cording to the English method, the number
expressed by a unit with forty-two ciphers annexed. See

Numeration.
Sep'tl-mole (sgp'tT-mol), re. [L. septem seven.] (Mus.')
A group of seven notes to be played in the time of four
or

six.

Sep-tin'su-lar (s5p-tTn'su-ler),

a.

[Septi-

-f-

insular.]

Consisting of seven islands ; as, the septinsular republic
of the Ionian Isles.
Sep'ti-syl'la-ble (sep'tT-sTl'la-b'l), re. [Septi- -f syllable.]
A, word of seven syllables.
Sep-tO'lc (sSp-to'ik), a. [L. septem seven.] {Chem.)
See Heptoio. [R.]
Sep'tO-max'Il-la-ry (sgp'to-maks'il-lS-rJ?), a. (Anal.)
Of or pertaining to the nasal septum and the maxilla
situated in the region of these parts, ^n. A small bone
between the nasal septum and the maxilla in many reptiles and amphibians.
perSep'tu-a-ge-na'ri-an (sgp'tii-a^je-na'rT-an), re.
son who is seventy years of age ; a septuagenary.
[L. septuaSep'tU-ag'e-na-iy (sep'tiJ-aj'e-na-rj^), a.
genarius, fr. septuageni seventy each ; akin to septuaginta seventy, septem seven. See Seven.] Consisting
of seventy also, seventy years oid.
A septuagere.

A

^

;

narian.
II

Sep'tn-a-ges'1-ma (sSp'tii-a-jgs'i-ma),

idea,

ill

-,

old,

obey, drb, 6dd

re.

[NL.,

fr.

I*

I

SEPTUAGESIMAL
septuagesimus the seventieth,
cause

cf F. sequelle a following.
.

—

;

it is

;

;

Coleridge.

A morbid phenomenon left as the result of
a disease resulting from another.
Se'quence (se'kwens), re. [F. sequence, L. sequentia,
fr. sequens.
See Sequent.] 1. The state of being sequent ; succession ; order of following arrangement.
How art thou a king
But by fair sequence and succession ?
Shak.
Sequence and series of the seasons of the year. Bacon.
2. That which follows or succeeds as an effect ; sequel ; consequence ; result.
The inevitable sequences of sin and punishment. Bp. Hall.
3. (Philos.) Simple succession, or the coming after in
time, without asserting or implying causative energy as,
the reactions of chemical agents may be conceived as
{Med.)

(c)

a disease

Dr. W. Smith (Bib. Diet.).
Septnaglnt chronology, the chronology founded upon the
dates of the Septuagmt, which makes 1500 years more
from the creation to Abraham than the Hebrew Bible.
Sep'tn-a-ry (-a-ry), n. [L. septem seven.] Something composed of seven ; a week. [iJ.]
Ash.

;

;

Hav-

septum.'] {Bot.)

Wharton, (d) (Internal. Law) The seizure of the property of an individual for the use of the state particularly applied to the seizure, by a belligerent power, of
Burrill.
debts due from its subjects to the enemy.
2. The state of being separated or set aside ; separation ; retirement ; seclusion from society.
Since Henry Monmouth first began to reign, . .
Shak.
Tills loathsome sequestration have I had.
Boyle.
[Obs.]
3. Disunion ; disjunction.
se'kwSs-),
re.
[L.,
(sek'wSs-tra'ter
or
Seq'ues-tra'tor
one that hinders or impedes.] (Law) (a) One who sepossession
of
it
for
a
questers property, or takes the
time, to satisfy a demand out of its rents or profits.
(b) One to whom the keeping of sequestered property is

:

,

fr.

;

II

seventy (or rather of seventy-two) translators.
J^^' The causes which produced it [the Septuagint] the
number and names of the translators, the times at which
different portions were translated, are all uncertain. The
only point in which all agree is that Alexandria was the
birthplace of the version. On one other point there is a
near agreement, namely, as to tune, that the version was
made, or at least commenced, in the time of the early
Ptolemies, in the first half of the third century b. c.

[Dim.

;

;

—

(-ISt), a.

;

!

;

Sep'tn-late

commissioners to take and hold a defendant's property,
and receive the rents and profits thereof, until he clears
himself of a contempt or performs a decree of the court.
(c) (Eccl. Law) A kind of execution for a rent, as in the
case of a beneficed clerk, of the profits of a benefice, till
he shall have satisfied some debt established by decree
the gathering up of the fruits of a benefice during a vacancy, for the use of the next incumbent the disposing
of the goods, by the ordinary, of one who is dead, whose
Craig.
Tomlins.
estate no man will meddle with.

See Sue to follow.] 1. That
which follows a succeeding part continuation as, the
sequel of a man's adventures or history.
O, let me say no more
Gather the sequel by that went before.
Shak.
2. Consequence ; event ; effect ; result as, let the sun
cease, fail, or swerve, and the sequel would be ruin.
3. Conclusion; inference.
[iJ.]
Whitgifl.
Se-que'la (se-kwe'la), n. ; pi. Sequel.^ (-le). [L.,
a follower, a result, from sequi to follow.] One who, or
that which, follows. Specitically (a) An adherent, or
a band or sect of adherents. "Coleridge and his sequela."
G. P. Marsh. (6) That which follows as the logical result of reasoning ; inference ; conclusion
suggestion.
Sequela, or thoughts suggested by the preceding aphorisms.

septuaginta seventy.]

fr.

third Sunday before Lent;
so called beabout seventy days before Easter.
Sep'tU-a-ges'l-mal (sep'tu-4-j5s'i-mal), a. Consisting of seventy days, years, etc. reclioned by seventies.
Our abridged and septiiagesimal age. Sir T. Browne.
[From L. septuaSep'tU-a-glnt (sSp'tiS-a-jTnt), n.
seventy.]
A Greek version of the Old Testament
ginta
so called because it was believed to be the work of

The

(Eccl.)

SERAPHIM
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ing imperfect or spurious septa.
I Sep'tU-luin (-lum), n. ; pi. Septula (-la). [NL., dim.
(Anat.) A little
of L. septum septum.]
e
^
septum a division between small cav- s
;

committed.
(se-kwes'tri5m), re. / pi. Sequestra
n Se-ques'trum
[NL. See Sequester.] (Med.) A portion of
(-tra).
dead bone which becomes separated from the sound
portion, as in necrosis.

;

ities

or parts.

Sep'tum

(-tum), n.;pl. Septa (-ta).
saeplum, an inclosure,
[L. septum,
hedge, fence, fr. sepire, saepire, to hedge
wall separating two
in, inclose.]
1.
cavities ; a partition ; as, the nasal sepII

merely invariable

4. (3Ius.) (a) Any succession of chords (or harmonic
phrase) rising or falling by the regular diatonic degrees
in the same scale ; a succession of similar harmonic
steps.
melodic phrase or passage successively re(6)
peated one tone higher ; a rosalia.
5. (iJ. C. Ch.) A hymn introduced in the Mass on
certain festival days, and recited or sung immediately
before the gospel, and after the gradual or introit, whence
the name.
Bp. Fitzputrick.
Originally the sequence was called a Prose, because its early
form was rhythmical prose.
Shipley.
6. (Card Playing) (a) ( Whist) Three or more cards of
the same suit in immediately consecutive order of value
as, ace, king, and queen ; or knave, ten, nine, and eight.
(6) (Poker) All five cards, of a hand, in consecutive order
as to value, but not necessarily of the same suit ; when
of one suit, it is called a sequence flush.
Se'quent (sS'kwent), a. [L. sequens, -eniis, p. pr. of
sequi to follow. See Sue to follow.] 1. Following ; succeeding ; in continuance.

A

A

tum.

A

partition that separates ^''P'"™si,S^'"^"
2. (Bot.)
s«s3 septa.
the cells of a fruit.
3. (Zool.) (a) One of the radial calcareous plates of

a coral.

One

(6)

of the transverse
partitions
dividing
the shell of a molor
lusk,
of a rhizopod, into several

transverse partitions dividing the

an

annelid.

What

(s5p'-

Sep'tu-or

2. Following as

A

e7rTa7rAo09

(sgp'tu-p'l), a.

F. septuple.

cf.

:

[LL. septuplus
Cf.

cf.

;

Gr.

Double, Quadkuple.]

ing in order.

&

is fair outxxiii. 27.

Sep'ul-cher 1 (sSp'Ul-ker formerly often se-piU'ker),
[imp. & p. p. Sepulchered
Sep'ul-Chre f v. t.
or Sepulchred (-kerd) p. pr. & vb. n. SepulHEKiNo (-ker-ing) or Sepulchring (-krlng).] To bury
;

(-i-.crd)
<

;

entomb

obscurely sepulchered.
And so sepulchered in such pomp dost lie
That kings for such a tomb would wish to die. Milton.
Se-pul'CllTal (se-piil'kral), a. [L. sepulcralis: cf.
F. sepuleral.'] 1. Of or pertaining to burial, to the
grave, or to monuments erected to the memory of the
dead ; as, a sepulchral stone ; a sepulchral inscription.
Z: Uimaturally low and grave ; hollow in tone ;
said
of sound, especially of the voice.
This exaggerated dulling of the voice . . . giving what is
commonly called a sepulchral tone.
H. Sweet.
Sep'ul-ture (sSp'til-tfir ; 135), n. [F. sepulture, L.
tepultura, it. sepelire, sepultum, to bury.] 1. The act of
dei»)siting the dead body of a, human being in the grave
burial; interment.
to inter

;

to

;

as,

—

A

Where we may royal sepulture prepare.
sepulcher; a grave ; a place of burial.

2.
Dr.inkenness that

Se-qua'Clous

—

versation.

Se-ques'ter,

To

and

liat/.

logical sequence; logically
consecutive in development or

;

pity

p. pr.

&vb.

n. Seqdestr.4Ting.]

To

sequester.
re.

&

F. sequestration.']
1. (a) (Civil
Com,. Law) The act of separating, or setting aside, a thing
in controversy from the possession of both the parties
that contend for it, to be delivered to the one adjudged
entitled to it. It may be voluntary or involuntary,
(b)
(Chancery) A prerogative process empowering certain

:

ap, ftrn

;

Seq'ues-tra'tlon (sBk'wSs-tra'sliun or se'kwBs-),

;

fyll,

(as

;

[L. sequcstratio

ity 01 state of being sequacious sequaciousness. Bacon.
Sb'qnel (se'kwSl), n. [L. sequela, fr. sequi to follow

88

Hilton.

(Law) To renounce

trated

Se qua'clous-nsss, ». Quality of being sequacious.
Ha quac'l-ty(ae-kwSs'T-t3^),«. \\j. sequacitas.'] Qual-

rude,

Bacon.
[OJs.]

and Utopian

;

;

unite,

to retire.

;

;

Tlie scheme of pantheistic omniscience so prevalent among
the '-quacious thinkers of the day.
Sir W. Hamilton.
'ii. on was not an extensive or discursive thinker, as ShakeQpcu' was for the motions of his mind were slow, solemn,
and -ipmcinus, like those of the planets.
Lie Qiiincey.

use,

To withdraw

;

Having or observing
;

1.

;

the horrible sepulture of man's reason.
Chaucer.
(se-kwa'shtis), a.
[L. sequax, -acis, fr.
See Sue to follow.] 1. Inclined to fol-

seQwocioifs.

i.

a widow may) any concern
with the estate of her husband.
Se-ques'ter, n. 1. Sequestration separation, [i?.]
2. (Law) A person with whom two or more contending parties deposit the subject matter of the controversy one who mediates between two parties a mediator
Bouvier.
an umpire or referee.
3. (Med.) Same as Sequestrum.
Se-ques'tered (-terd), a. Retired secluded. " SeCowper.
questered scenes."
Gray.
Along the cool, sequestered vale of life.
Se-ques'tra-ble (-trft-b'l), a. Capable of being sesequestration.
questered subject or liable to
Se-ques'tral (-tral), a, (Med.) Of or pertaining to a
Quain.
sequestrum.
Se-ques'trate (-trat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Seques2.

itqui to follow.
following ; attendant.
;
Trees uprooted left their place,
Sequacious of the lyre.
Dri/den.
2. Hence, ductile ; malleable ; pliant ; manageable.
In the greater bodies the forge was easy, the matter being
3.

ti.

sequester out of the world into Atlantic

politics.

Drijden.

is

consistent and rigorous
raneition of thought.

—

4. To cause to retire or withdraw into obscurity ; to
seclude ; to withdraw ;
often used reflexively.
When men most sequester themselves from action. Hooker.
A love and desire to sequester a man's self for a higher con-

low a leader

ductile

Se-ragl'iO (se-r51'yo or se-ral'yo),
[It. serraglio, originally, an inn.
closure of palisades, afterwards also,
a palace, seraglio (by confusion with fPer. serai a palace, an entirely differ- !=_
ent word), fr. serrare to shut, fr. LL. hi^
serra a bar for fastening doors, L. Lsfe^
.sera.
See Seeet, Series.]
1. An
inclosure ; a place of separation.
[Obs.]
I went to the Ghetto, where the Jews
dwell as in a suburb, by themselves. I
passed by the piazza judea, where their
seraglio begins.
Evelyn.

;

The stony entrance of this sepulcher.
Skak,
The first day of the week Cometh Mary Magdalene early,
when it was yet dark, unto the sepulcher.
John xs. 1.
whited sepalcber. Fig. : Any person who
wardly but unclean or vile within. See Matt,

Shak.

Shak.

sequeslrer, L. sequestrare to give up for safe keeping,
from sequester a depositary or trustee in whose hands
the thing contested was placed until the dispute was settled.
Cf. Sequestrate.]
1. (Law) To separate from
the owner for a time ; to take from parties in controversy
and put into the possession of an indifferent person ; to
seize or take possession of, as property belonging to another, and hold it till the profits have paid the demand
for which it is taken, or till the owner has performed
the decree of court, or clears himself of contempt ; in
international law, to confiscate.
Formerly the goods of a defendant in chancery were, in the
last resort, sequestered and detained to enforce the decrees of
the court. And now the profits of a benefice are sequestered to
Blackstone.
pay the debts of ecclesiastics.
2. To cause (one) to submit to the process of sequestration ; to deprive (one) of one's estate, property, etc.
It was his tailor and his cook, his fine fashions and his French
South.
ragouts, which sequestered him.
3. To set apart ; to put aside ; to remove ; to separate
from other things.
Bacon.
I had wholly sequestered my civil affairs.

(sgp'ul-ker), n.
[OE. sepulcre, OF. sepulcre, F. sepulcre, fr. L. sepulcrum,
)
septdchrum,, fr. sepelire to bury.] The place in which
the dead body of a human being is interred, or a place
set apart for that purpose ; a grave ; a tomb.
1

A

was sequent

;

Se-quen'tlal (se-kwen'sh»l), a. Succeeding or followSe-quen'tlal-ly, adv.
Se-ques'ter (se-kwSs'ter), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Sequestered (-terd) p. pr. & vb. n. Sequestering.] [F.

much ; mvdtiplied by seven ; sevenfold.
Sep'tu-ple, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Septupled (-p'ld)
vb. n. Septupling (-pllng).]
To multiply by
p. pr.
seven ; to make sevenfold.
Sir J. Herschel.
Sep'Ul-cher
Sep'ul-Chie

Se-quoi'ene (-en), re. (Chem.) A
hydrocarbon (C,3Hi(,) obtained in
white fluorescent crystals, in the
distillation products of the needles
of the California " big tree " (Sequoia gigantea).

;

Seven times as

&

to this

Thou knowest already.
an effect consequent.
Se'quent, re. 1. A follower, [i?.]
2. That which follows as a result a sequence.

Septa of a Coral CEusmiUa).

tfi-3r;135), n. [F.]
(3Ius.)
septet.

Sep'tU-ple

A

;

chambers.
See IIunder Nactiins. (c) One of the
lust.

body cavity of

Se'quln (se'kwln), re. [P. sequin. It. zecchino, from
zecca the mint, fr. Ar. sekkah, sikkah, a die, a stamp.
Cf. Zechin.]
An old gold coin of Italy and Turkey.
It was first struck at Venice about the end of the 13th
century, and afterward in the other Italian cities, and
by the Levant trade was introduced into Turkey. It ia
worth about 9s. 3d. sterling, or about $2.25. The dif[Written also
ferent kinds vary somewhat in value.
chequin, and zequin.]
[NL. So called by Dr.
Se-quoi'a (se-kwoi'a), n.
Endlicher in honor of Sequoyah, the
Clierokee Indian %vho invented letters for his people.] (Bot.)
genus
of coniferous trees, consisting of two
species, Sequoia gigantea, the "big
tree " of California, and S. sempervi7-ens,the redwood, both of vifhich
attain an immense height.

sequeyices.

j

food, £<»^t

;

:

cf.

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

einu,

f^

2. The palace of the Grand Seignior,
or Turkish sultan, at Constantinople,
inhabited by the sultan himself, and
all the oflScers and dependents of his
court. In it are also kept the females
of the harem.
3. A harem ; a place for keeping
wives or concubines ; sometimes,
loosely, a place of licentious pleasure a house of debauchery.
Se-ra'l (s5-ra'e), re.
[Per. serai,
{Sequoia git
or sarai, a palace, a king's court, a Sequoia
nantea), with large
seraglio, an inn. Cf. Caravansary.]
Pines and Firs in
A palace ; a seraglio ; also, in the the background.
This one is "The
East, a place for the accommodaBeauty of the Fortion of travelers ; a caravansary, or
est," said to be 32i
rest house.
feet high.
Ser'al-bu'men (s5r'5l-bu'mgn or
ser'-), n.
(Physiol. Chem.) Serum albumin.
Se-rang' (se-r5ug'), re. [Per. «(7rAo7i(7 a commander.]
The boatswain of a Lascar or East Indian crew.
Se-ra'pe(sa-ra'ptt),«. [Sp. Amer. «iro;;e.] A blanket or shawl worn as an outer garment by the Spanish
Americans, as in Mexico.
Ser'aph (sSr'of), n. ; pi. E. Seraphs (-nfs), Heb. Seraphim (-a-fim). [Heb. seraphim, pi.] One of an order
of celestial beings, each having three pairs of wings.
In
ecclesiastical art and in poetry, a seraph is represented
as one of a class of angels.
Isa. vi. 2.
As full, as perfect, in vile man that mourns.
As the rapt seraph that adoies and burns.
Pope.
Seraph moth (Zo'61.), any one of numerous species of
geometrid moths of the genus Lobophora, having the hind
wings deeply bilobed, so that they seem to Iiave si.\ wings.
Se-raph'ic (se-rSflk), ) a. [Cf. F. seraphique.] Of
Se-raph'lc-al (-T-kol), )
or pertaining to a seraph
becoming, or suitable to, a seraph ; angelic sublime ;
pure; refined. "(SerojoA/c arms and trophies." 3Iilton.
"Seraphica I fervor." Jer. Taylor.
Se-raph'lc-al-ly,
odj).
Se-raph'lc-al-ness, re.
Se-raph'l-clsm (^I-sTz'm),7f. The character, quality,
or state of a seraph seraphicalness. [R.]
Cudworili.
Ser'a-ptalm (sSr'A-flm), «.
The Hebrew plural of
;

II

II

II

;

—

—

;

Seraph.

Cf. Cherubim.

Igp" The double plural form seraphims
King Jimies version of the

used, as in the

and

2

iuk

;

is

sometimes

Bible, Isa.

6.

tlien,

thin

;

boN

j

zh = z

in azure.

vi,

N

Ser'a-phi'na (sSr'a-fe'na), n. [NL.] A seraphine.
Ser'a-phlne (sSr'a-feu), n. [From Sbeaph.] {Mus.)
instrument whose sounding parts are reeds, consisting of a tliin tongue of brass playing freely through a
It has a case, like a piano, and is played
Blot in a plate.
by means of a similar keyboard, the bellows being worked
by the foot. The melodeon is a portable variety of this

Serfage

instrument.
[L., fr. Gr. 2apair«, Se'paP Se-ra'plS (se-ra'pTs), n.
irts.]
(Myth.) An Egyptian deity, at first a symbol of
the Nile, and so of fertility ; later, one of the divinities
of the lower world.
His worship was introduced into

Greece and Rome.
Se-ras'kler (ae-rSster), n. [Turk., fr. Per. ser head,
chief -f- Ar. ^asker an army.] A general or commander
of land forces in the Turkish empire; especially, the
commander-in-chief or minister of war.

The

(-at), n.

oflBce

or authority of a

Beraskier.

Ser-bo'nl-an (ser-byui-an), a. Relating to the lake
of Serbonis in Egypt, which by reason of the sand blowing into it had a deceptive appearance of being solid
laud, but was a bog.
A Eulf profound as that Serboman bog
.

.

.

Where armies whole have sunk.

Milton,

withered. Same as Seae.
But with its sound it shook the sails
Coleridge.
That were so thin and sere.
Sere, n. [F. *erre.] Claw; talon. [06i.] Chapman.
Se-rein' (se-rSN'), n. [F. Cf. Seeenade, m.] (il/eteorol.) A mist, or very fine rain, v/hich sometimes falls
Tyndall.
from a clear sky a few moments after sunset.
Ser'e-nade' (sSr'e-nad'), n. [F. serenade, It. serenata, probably fr. L. serenus serene (cf. Seeene), misunderstood as a derivative fr. L. serus late. Cf. Soieee.]
(Mus.) (a) Music sung or performed in the open air
at night;
usually applied to musical eutertainments
given in the open air at night, especially by gentlemen,
in a spirit of gallantry, under the windows of ladies.
(6) A piece of music suitable to be performed at such
times.
Ser'e-nade', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Serenaded ; p. pr.
vb. n. Serenading.]
To entertain with a serenade.
Ser'e-nade', v. i. To perform a serenade.
Ser'e-nad'er (-nad'er), n. One who serenades.
Ser'e-na'ta (sSr'e-na'ta or -ua'ta), ) n. [It. serenata.
See Serenade.]
Ser'e-nate (sSr'e-nSt),
)
{Mus.) A piece of vocal music, especially one on an
amorous subject ; a serenade.

Sere

Dry

(ser), a.

;

II

—

&

&

Or

To

m

serenata was given

Milton.

many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark uniathomed caves of ocean
Full

Gray.

bear.

Calm

placid ; imdisturbed ; unruffled ; as, a se;
Milton.
rene aspect ; a serene soul.
15^°" In several countries of Europe, Serene is given as
a title to princes and the members of their families ; as.
His Serene Highness.
Drop serene. (Med.) See Amaurosis.
Milton.
Se-rene', n. 1. Serenity clearness ; calmness. [Po" The serene of heaven."
Southey.
etic}
.
2.

;

To their master is denied
To
2.

Young.

[F. serein evening dew or damp.
See Serein.]
" Some serene blast
[Obs."]
air ; night chill.

Evening

B. Jonson.

Se-rene',

v.

t.

[L. serenare."]

To make

;

Phoebus shone serenely bright.
2. With unruffled temper ; coolly ; calmly.

Pope.

setting

Se-rene'ness, n. Serenity.
Se-ren'i-tude (se-r5n'i-tud),

Prior.

Feltham.
re.

and

Servant.]

cf.

Both

[Written also Serjeant.

spell-

ings are authorized. In England Serjeant is usually preferred, except for military officers. In the United States
sergeant is common for civil officers also.] 1. Formerly,
in England, an officer nearly answering to the more modbailiff of the hundred
also, an officer whose duty
was to attend on the king, and on the lord high steward
traitors
in court, to arrest
and other offenders. He is
now called sergeant-at-arms, and two of these officers, by
allowance of the sovereign, attend on the houses of Parliament (one for each house) to execute their commands,
and another attends the Court of Chancery.
The sergeants of the town of Rome them sought. Chaucer.
The magistrates sent the Serjeants, saying, Let those men go.

ern

;

Acts xvi.

This fell sergeant. Death,
Is strict in his arrest.

35.

Shak.

2. (Mil.) In a company, battery, or troop, a noncommissioned officer next in rank above a corporal, whose
duty is to instruct recruits in discipline, to form the
ranks, etc.

11^^ In the United States service, besides the sergeants
belonging to the companies there are, in each regiment,
a sergeant major, who is the chief noncommissioned officer, and has important duties as the assistant to the adjutant a quartermaster sergeant, who assists the quartermaster ; a color sergeant, who carries the colors and a
;

;

commissary sergeant, who assists in the care and distribution of the stores. Ordnance sergeants have charge of
the ammunition at military posts.
3. (Law) A lawyer of the highest rank, answering to
the doctor of the civil law ;
called also Serjeant at law.
Blackstone.
[Eng.l
4. A title sometimes given to the servants of the
sovereign
as, sergeant surgeon, that is, a servant, or
attendant, surgeon. \Eng.'\

—

5. (Zool.)

The

cobia.

sergeant.

Drill

(Mil.)

See under Drill.

— Sergeant-at-

anns, an officer of a legislative body, or of a deliberative
or judicial assembly, who executes commands in preserving order and arresting offenders. See Sergeant, 1.
Sergeant major, (a) (Mil.) See the Note under def. 2,
above. (J) (.Z'ooZ.) The cow pilot.
Ser'geant-cy (sf), re. Same as Seegeancy.

Serenity.

[_Obs.']

Se-ren'1-ty (-ty), n. [L. serenitas : cf. F. serenite.']
1. The quality or state of being serene ; clearness and
calmness ; quietness ; stillness ; peace.
A general peace and serenity newly succeeded a general trouble.
Sir W. Temple.
2. Calmness of mind ; evenness of temper ; undisturbed state ; coolness ; composure.
I can not see how any men should ever transgress those moral
rules with confidence and serenity.
Locke.
^S^ Serenity is given as a title to the members of
cemJn princely families in Europe ; as. Your Serenity.

See
CCf. OF. sergenterie.']
Ser'geant-ry (-r/)' "
Sergeanty. [J?.] [Written also serjeantry.']
sergeant.
of
a
Ser'geant-ship, re. The office
Ser'geant-y (-y), re. [Cf. OP. sergentie, LL. sergentia.
(Eng. Law) Tenure of lands of the
See Sergeant.]
crown by an honorary kind of service not due to any
[Written also serjeanty."]
lord, but to the king only.
Grand sergeanty, a particular kind of tenure by which
the tenant was bound to do some special honorary service to the king in person, as to carry his banner, his
Blackstone.
Cowell.
Tomlins.
sword, or the like.
Petit sergeanty. See under Petit.
pertaining
to a series
1. Of or
Se'rl-al (se'rl-ol), a.
consisting of a series appearing in successive parts or

—

" Classifica; as, a serial work or publication.
H.Spencer.
tion . . . may be more or less seWaZ."
Gray.
2. (Bot.) Of or pertaining to rows.
Serial
Serial homology. (Biol.) See under Homology.

numbers

—

See under Symmetry.
A publication appearing in a series or
Se'ri-al, re.
succession of parts a tale, or other writing, published
in successive numbers of a periodical.
(Biol.)

;

Se'ri-al'i-ty (-Sl'i-ty), n. The quality or state of sucH. Spencer.
cession in a series; sequence.
In a series, or regular order in a
Se'rl-al-ly, adv.
serial manner; as, arranged 5eWa% ; published ieWaHi/.
Se'ri-ate (se'rl-at), a. Arranged in a series or sucSe'rl-ate-ly, adv.
cession ; pertaining to a series.
Se'rl-a'tlm (-a'tlm), adv. [NL.] In regular order;
one after the other severally.
Se'ri-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. (Chem.) Arrangement or
position in a series.
Se-rl'ceons (se-rish'iis), a. [L. serious silken, sericum Seric stuff, silk, fr. Serious belonging to the Seres,
Gr. S^pes, a people of Eastern Asia, the modern Chinese, celebrated for their silken fabrics. Cf. Sile, Serge
a woolen stuff.] 1. Of or pertaining to silk; consisting
of sUk silky.
2. (Bot.) Covered vrith very soft hairs pressed close
to the surface ; as, a sericeous leaf.
3. (Zool.) Having a sUklike luster, usually due to fine,
;

—

;

;

Serf (serf), n. [F., fr. L. servus servant, slave; akin
to servare to protect, preserve, observe, and perhaps
originally, a client, a man under one's protection.
Cf.
Serve, v. i.]
servant or slave employed in husbandry,
and in some countries attached to the soil and transferred with it, as formerly in Russia.
In England, at least from the rei2:n of Henry 11., one only,
and that the inferior species [of villeins], existed.
But by
the customs of France and Germany, persons in this abject
state seem to have been called serfs, and distinguished from
villeins, who were only bound to fixed payments and duties in
respect of their lord, though, as it seems, without any legal redress if injured by him.
JJallam.
Syn. Serf, Slave. A slave is the absolute property
of his master, and may be sold in any way. A serf, according to the strict sense of the term, is one bound to
work on a certain estate, and thus attached to the soil,
and sold with it into the service of whoever purchases
the land.

A

.

.

.

—

ale,

senate, care,

am, arm, ask,

A large

South American bird (Dicholophus, or Cariama,

cristata) related to the cranes. It is often
domesticated. Called also qariama.
Se'lies (se'rez or se'ri-ez ; 277), re. [L.
series, f r. serere, sertum, to join or bind together cf. Gr. elpeiv to
fasten, Skr. sarit thread.
;

Cf Assert, Desert a
.

Exert,

itude,

Seraglio.]

number

sol-

Insert,

A

1.

of

things or events
standing or succeeding in order,

and connected
by a like relasequence
;
order ; course
a succession of
tion

;

things;

a
se-

as,

continuous
ries of

calam-

Seriema.
itous events.
During some years his life was a series of triumphs. Macuulav.
2. (Biol.) Any comprehensive group of animals or
plants including several subordinate related groups.

d^^ Sometimes a series includes several classes sometimes only orders or families in other cases only species.
3. (Math.) An indefinite number of terms succeeding
one another, each of which is derived from one or more
of the preceding by a fixed law, called the law of the
series as, an arithmetical series ; a geometrical series.
Ser'ln (sSr'Tn), n. [F. serin.'] (Zool.) A European
finch (Serimis horlulanus) closely related to the canary.
Ser'ine (sSr'in or -en), re. [L. ien'cas silken.] (Chem.y
A white crystalline nitrogenous substance obtained by
the action of dilute sulphuric acid on silk gelatin.
Se'rl-O-COm'lC (se'ri-6-k8m'Ik), ) a. Having a mixture of seriousSe'rl-0-com'ic-al (-i-kal),
)
ness and sport serious and comical.
Se'ri-ous (se'rT-iSs), a. [L. serius : cf. F. serieux,IJL.
seriosus.']
1. Grave in manner or disposition earnest
thoughtful solemn not light, gay, or volatile.
He is always serious, yet there is about his manner a graceMacaulay.
ful ease.
2. Really intending what is said; being in earnest;
not jesting or deceiving.
Beaeonsfield.
weighty not trifling ; grave.
3. Important
The holy Scriptures bring to our ears the most seWows things
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Young.

in the world.

4. Hence, giving rise to apprehension ; attended with
danger ; as, a serious injury.
Grave solemn earnest ; sedate important
Syn.
weighty. See Grave.
Se'rl-ous-ness, re.
Se'rl-ous-ly, adv.
Ser'lph (ser'If ), re. (Tyjpe Founding) See Ceriph.
Ser'jeant (sar'jent or ser'-), Ser']eant-cy, etc. See
Sergeant, Sergeantcy, etc.
Serjeant-at-arms.
See Sergeant-at-arms, under Sergeant.
Ser-mOC'1-na'tlon (ser-mSs'I-na'shiin), n. [L. sermocinatio.
See Sermon.] The making of speeches or ser-

—

;

;

— —

symmetry.

serene.

Heaven and earth, as if contending, vie
Thomson.
To raise his being, and serene his soul.
Se-rene1y, adv. 1. In a serene manner clearly.

Now

state

;

share their sweet serene.

me."

Serfdom (-dJim), n. The

stuff, fr. L. serica, f. or neut. pi. of serious silken.
See
Sericeous, Silk.] A woolen twilled stuff, much used as
material for clothing for both sexes.
Silk Berge, a twilled silk fabric used mostly by tailors
for lining parts of gentlemen's coats.
Serge, n. [F. cierge.2 A large wax candle used in
the ceremonies of various churches.
Ser'gean-oy (sar'jen-sy or ser'-), n. ; pi. Sekoeancies
(-siz).
[Cf. Serqeanty.]
The office of a sergeant ; sergeautship. [Written also serjeancy.']
Ser'geant (sar'jent or ser'- ; 277), re. [F. sergent, fr.
L. serviens, -entis, p. pr. of servire to serve. See Serve,

by Italian compos-

the time of Handel, and by Handel himself, to a
cantata of a pastoral or dramatic character, to a secular ode, etc. ; also by Mozart and others to an orchestral
composition, in several movements, midway between
the suite of an earlier period and the modem symphony.
Orove.
Se-rene' (se-ren'), a. [L. serenus ; cf. serescere to grow
dry, Gr. cr«'pii'09 hot, scorching.] 1. Bright ; clear ; unobscured ; as, a serene sky.
Fope.
The moon serene in glory mounts the sky.
ers

48),

;

Serfhood (-h65d). Serf ism (-iz'm), n. Serfage.
Serge (serj), re. [F. serge, sarge, originally, a silken

;

serenate, which the starved lover singe
his proud fair.

[3^ The name

(serf 'aj

or condition of a serf.

A wind

Se-ras'kler-ate

SEROLIN
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;

—

mons; sermonizing.

Peacham.
[06*.]
(ser-m8s'i-na'ter), n.
[L.]
One
ITowell.
who makes sermons or speeches. [06s.]
Ser'mou (ser'mtin), n. [OE. sermoun, sermun, F.
sermon, fr. L. sermo, -onis, a speaking, discourse, probably fr. serere, sertum, to join, connect ; hence, a conSee Series.]
1.
discourse or adnected speech.
dress ; a talk ; a vmting ; as, the sermons of Chaucer.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
2. Specifically, a discourse delivered in public, usually
by a clergyman, for the purpose of religious instruction,
and grounded on some text or passage of Scripture.
This our life exempt from public haunts
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks.
Shak.
Sermons in stones and good in everything.
His preaching much, but more his practice, wrought.
l>r:/f-:en.
living sermon of the truths he taught.
3. Hence, a serious address a lecture on onc'f conduct or duty; an exhortation or reproof; a homily;
often in a depreciatory sense.
Ser'mon, v. i. [Cf. OP. sermoner, F. sermonnc- to
lecture one.]
To speak ; to discourse ; to compose or
MoUnshe.d.
deliver a sermon.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
What needeth it to sermcn of it more ?
Ser-moc'i-na'tor

A

A

—

;

Ser'mon, v.
mon. [06s.]
2.

To

tutor

t.

1.

To

discourse to or of, as in a serSpenser.

to lecture.

;

Shak.

IPoetic']

B.Jonso/i.
Ser'mon-eer' (-er'), ra. Asermonizer.
Ser'mon-er (ser'miin-er), n. A preacher a scruion
;

Thack:.'i:y.
[Derogative ot Jocose']
(-§t'), re.
A short sermon. [Writt/en als'j
sermonette.]
Ser-mon'lc (ser-mSn'ik), 1 a. Like, or apprcpriiU o
grave and
to, a sermon
Ser-mon'ic-al (-I-kal),
)
"Conversation ... satirical or sfrmor;didactic,
[i?.]
'V.Knox.
'^ Sermonical style."
ic." Prof Wilson.
izer.

Ser'mon-et'

;

.

Ser'mon-ing
discourse

(ser'miin-ing), re. The act of discoursinstruction preaching. [06s.] Cluiucer,

close hairs.

ing

Ser'i-cin (ser'i-sTn), «. [L. seWcas sUken.] (Chem.)
A gelatinous nitrogenous material extracted from crude
called
silk and other similar fiber by boiling water ;

Ser'mon-ish, a. Resembling a sermon. [K.l
Ser'mon-lst, n. See Sermonizer.
Ser'mon-lze (-iz), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Sermonwbiv
i. To
(-izd)
p. pr. & vb. re. Sermonizing (-I'zing).]
compose or write a sermon or sermons to preach

—

also silk gelatin.
[L. serious silken.] (Min.)
Ser'i-Cite (serT-sit), re.
kind of muscovite occurring in silky scales having a
fibrous structure. It is characteristic of sericite schist.
[See SeriSer'ic-te'ri-um (ser'Tk-te'rT-iim), re.
ceous.] (Zool.)
silk gland, as in the silkworms.

A

II

A

Ser'l-cul'tnre (sSr'i-kiil'tiir), re. [See Sericeous, and
Culture.] The raising of sUkworms.

Se'rle (se're),
II

re.

[Cf. F. sirie.}

Ser'1-e'ma (ser'I-a'ma,),

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

re.

Series.

[OJi.]

[Native name.] (Zool.)

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

;

;

;

;

2.

To

inculcate rigid rules.

[JR.]

Chest- /;•''.

Ser'mon-lze, v. t. To preach or discourse to to
or influence by means of a sermon or of sermons.
;

Which of us

shall sing or sermonize the other fast asler

;

ti

''J!
-t

-c^
•

:

(-i'zer), n.
One who sermonizes.
Ser'0-lin (sSr'6-lIn or ser'-), n. [Serum -j- L. olcnra
(Physiol. Chem.) (a) A peculiar fatty Bubttsnce

Ser'mon-i'zer
oil.]

idea,

ai

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd
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Ser'pen-tl'nous (ser'pSn-tT'nus), a. Relating to, or
serpentine as, a rock serpentinous in character.
Ser'pent-lze (ser'pent-iz), V. i. To turn or bend like
a serpent, first in one direction and then in the opposite
[-R.]
to meander to wind to serpentine.
The river runs before the door, and serpentizes more than you

See Series.] To crowd; to press together.
only in the form serried, p. p. or a.]
Ser'tU-la'ri-a (ser'tt!-la'ri-a), re. [NL., dim. fr. L.
(Zool.) A genus of delicate branching
serta a garland.]
hydroids having small sessile hydrothecae along the sides
of the branches.
Ser'tu-la'rl-an (-an), re. (Zool.) Any species of Sertularia, or of Sertularidse, a family of
hydroids having branched chitinous
stems and simple sessile hydrothecae.
Also used adjectively.
Se'rum (se'riim), n. [L., akin to
Gr. opds, Skr. scira curd.] (Physiol.)
(a) The watery portion of certain animal fluids, as blood, milk, etc. (6)
A thin watery fluid, containing more
or less albumin, secreted by the serous
membranes of the body, such as the
pericardium and peritoneum.
Blood serum, the pale yellowish fluid
which exudes from the clot formed in
the coagulation of the blood the liquid portion of the blood, after removal
of the blood corpuscles and the fibrin.
Muscle serum, the thin watery fluid
which separates from the muscles after
coagulation of the muscle plasma the
watery portion of the plasma. See
Muscle plasma, under Plasma. —Serum albumin (Physiol. Cheni.), an al- Sertularian (Serbuminous body, closely related to egg
tidaria pumilii),
albumin, present in nearly all serous
Nat. size.
fluids; esp., the albumin of blood
serum.
Serum globulin (Physiol. Chem.), paiaglobulin.
Serum of milk (Physiol. Chem.), the whey, or fluid portion
of milk, remaining after removal of the casein and fat.
Serv'a-ble (serv'a-b'l), a. [See Serve.] 1. Capable
of being served.
Capable oi being preserved. [22.]
2. [L. servabilis.]
Serv'age (-aj ; 48)j n. [Cf. F. servage.] Serfage
slavery servitude.
[Obs.']
Chaucer.

SERON
found in the blood, probably a mixture of fats, cholesterin, etc. (J) A body found in fecal matter and thought
to be formed in the intestines from the cholesterin of the
bile

like,

— called also slercorin, and stercolin.

;

;

Se-ron' (se-roon' 277), n. [Sp. seron a kind of hamper or pannier, aug. of sera
Se-roon' (se-roon'),
(
a large pannier or basket.] Same as Ceroon.
expressing
This
word
as
a quantity or weight has
|I^='
nodefinite signification.
McElrath.
Se'rose' (se'ros')', a. Serous. \_Obs.'] Dr. H. More.
Se-ros'1-ty (se-ros'i-ty), n. [Cf. F. serosiie. See SeEOCS.] 1. The quality or state of being serous.
2. (Physiol.) A thin watery animal fluid, as synovial
I

;

is

can conceive.
2.

—

;

II

See Sekum.]
(Physiol.) (a) Thin; watery; like serum; as, the «e™««
fluids.
(6) Of or pertaining to serum; as, the serous
glands, membranes, layers. See Serum.
Serous membrane. (Anat.) See under Membrane.

II

Serpulas

a

[L.,

(-laz).

See Serpent.]

snake.

little

(Zool.)

Any one

Ser'ow (sgr'o),
Sur'row (silr'ro),
II

A place

II

F. sereux.

[Cf.

a.

(se'riis),

Walpole.

(-rj?), re.
1. A winding like a serpent's.
inhabited or infested by serpents.
Ser'pent-tongued^ (-ttSngd'), a. (Zool.) Having a
forked tongue, like a serpent.
Ser'pet (ser'pgt), re. [L. sirpus, scirpus, a rush, bulAinsworth.
rush.] A basket.
\_Obs.~\
Ser-pette' (ser-p5t'), re. [F.] A pruning knife with
Knight.
a curved blade.
[Cf. F. serpigiSer-plg'i-nOUS (ser-pTj'T-nus), a.
neux.~\
(Med.) Creeping
said of lesions which heal
over one portion while continuing to advance at another.
Ser-pl'gO (ser-pi'go ; 277), re. [LL., fr. L. serpere
to creep.] (Med.) A dry, scaly eruption on the skin;
especially, a ringworm.
Ser'po-let (ser'po-lgt), re. [F.] (Boi.) Wild thyme.
Sei'pu-la (ser'pii-la), n. ; pi. L. Sebpol.e (-le), E.

Ser'pent-ry

customary with alUed species.

Se'rOUS

;

;

fluid and pericardial fluid.
Ser'0-tlne (sSr'o-tln or -tin), n. [F. seroiine, fr. L.
(Zool.) The Euserotinus that comes or happens late.]
ropean long-eared bat {Vesperugo serotinus).
Se-rot'l-nous (se-r5t'T-niis), a. [L. serotinus, fr. serus
late.]
(Biol.) Appearing or blossoming later in the sea-

son than

;

The

{Zool.)

Sei'pens (ser'pgnz),

n.

See Serpent.]

[L.

of numerous species
of tubicolous annelids of the genus Serpula a,ni allied genera of

thar.

(As-

the family Serpulidse. They secrete a calcareous tube, which is

A constellation represented as a serpent held by
Serpentarius.
Ser'pent (-pent), n. [F., fr. L. serpens, -entis (sc.
heslia), fr. serpens, p. pr. of serpere to creep ; akin to
Gr. epTreiv, Skr. sarp, and perhaps to L. repere, E.
reptile. Cf. Herpes.] 1. (.Zoo/. ) Any reptile of the order
Ophidia a snake, especially a large snake. See Illust.

iron.)

;

III^P"The serpents are mostly long and slender, and

w

move partly by bending the body into undulations or
and pressing them against objects, and partly by

folds

t S
AO I t

using the free edges of their ventral scales to cling to

rough surfaces. Many species glide swiftly over the
ground, some burrow in the earth, others live in trees.
A few are entirely aquatic, and swim rapidly. See
Ophidia, and Fans.

'

A

Ser-pu'U-an (ser-pu'lT-an),
{Zool.) A serpula.
Ser-pu'U-dan (-ll-donV
Ser'pu-Ute (ser'pu-llt), re. A fossil serpula shell.
Serr (ser), v. t. [F. serrer. See Serry.] To crowd,
press, or drive together.
[06s.]
Bacon.
Ser-ra'nold (sgr-ra'noid), re. [NL. Serranus, a typ(Zool.) Any fish
ical genus (fr. L. serra a saw) -\- -oid.']
of the family Serranidse, which includes the striped
bass, the black sea bass, and many other food fishes.
a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining to the Serranidx.
a. [L. serratus, fr. serra a saw
Ser'rate (sgr'rSt),
perhaps akin to secure to cut,
Ser'ra-ted (-ra-tgd), )
E. satw a cutting instrument. Cf. Sierra.] 1. Notched
on the edge, like a saw.
2. (Bot.) Beset with teeth pointing forwards or upwards ; as, serrate leaves.
Doubly serrate, having small serratures upon

military bands, and sometimes introduced into the orchestra ;
so
called from its form.
Pharaoh's serpent (C'hem.), mercuric sulphocyanate, a combustible

—

Serpent (Mus.).
white substance which in burning
gives off a poisonous vapor and leaves a peculiar brovm
voluminous residue which is expelled in a serpentine
form. It is employed as a scientific toy.
Serpent encumber (Bot.), the long, slender, serpeutme fruit of the
cucurbitaceous plant Trichosanihes colubrina ; also, the
plant itself.
Serpent eagle (Zool.), any one of several
species of raptorial birds of the genera Circaetus and
Spilornis, which prey on serpents. They inhabit Africa,
Southern Europe, and India. The European serpent

—

—

)

—

—

eagle is Circaetus Gallicus.
Serpent eater. (Zool.) (a)
The secretary bird. (6) An Asiatic antelope ; the markhoor.
Serpent fish (Zool.), a fish ( Cepola rubescens) with
a long, thin, compressed body, and aband of red running
lengthwise. —Serpent star (Zool.), an ophiuran ; a brittle
star.
Serpent's tongue (Paleon.), the fossil tooth of a
shark ;
so called from its resemblance to a tongue with
its root.
Serpent withe (Bot.), a West Indian climbing
plant (Aristolochia odoratissima).
Tree serpent (Zool.),
any species of African serpents belonging to the family

the large ones, as the leaves of the elm.
Serrate-ciliate, having fine hairs, like the eyesaid of a leaf.
lashes, on the serratures ;
Serrate-dentate, having the serratures toothed.
Ser-ra'tlon (-ra'shiin), re. 1. Condition of
being serrate formation in the shape of a saw.
2. One of the teeth in a serrate or serrulate
margin.

—

;

—

v.

[imp.

i.

about;

& p.

To wind

to meander.

p. Serpented

;

like a serpent

;

"The

[J?.]

Thames."
Ser'pent,

«.

To wind

i^.

;

p. pr.

[i?.]

+

&

Evelyn.

A

Ser'pen-ta'rl-a (ser'pgn-ta'rT-a), n. [L. (sc. herba),
serpens serpent.] (Med.) The fibrous aromatic root
of the Virginia snakeroot (Aristolochia Serpentaria).
Ser'pen-ta'rl-ns (-ils), n. [NL., fr. L. serpens &etpent.] (Astron.) A constellation on the equator, lying
between Scorpio and Hercules
called also Ophiuchus.
Ser-pen'ti-form (ser-pSn'tt-fSrm), a. [L. serpens a
serpent
Having the form of a serpent.
-form.']
Ser'pen-tlg'e-nous (ser'pgn-tTj'e-niis), a. [L. serpens,
-entis, a serpent
-genous: cf. L. serpentigena.] Bred
of a serpent.
(ser'pSn-tIn),
Ser'pen-tlne
a.
[L. serpentinus : cf. F.
serpentin.]
Resembling a serpent ; having the shape or
qualities of a serpent
subtle
winding or turning one
way and the other, like a moving serpent ; anfractuous
meandering ; sinuous zigzag ; as, serpentine braid.
Thy shape
II

fr.

Covered with

fine silky down.
cornu horn.]
Ser'ri-corn (-kSru), a. [L. .^erra saw
(Zool.) Having serrated antennae.
(Zool.) Any one of a
Ser'rl-COrn, re.
numerous tribe of beetles (Serricornia).
The joints of the antennse are prominent,
thus producing a serrate appearance. See

—

+

+

;

Illust.

;

(sgr'rTd),

compact

;

a.

dense

Nor seemed

it

to relax their sernerf

A

II

ROSTRES.

Ser'rous

;

jagged.

by the

The red-breasted

[Obs,]

;

pitjp'

little

mergiinser.
)

—

tmx

a

;

;

&

re.

fip,

[L.,

[L. semila a little saw,
Ser'ru-late (sSr'ru-lSt), ) a.
dim. of «en-aasaw.] Finely
Ser'ru-la'ted (-lil'tgd),
serrate liaving very minute teetli.
Ser'ru-la'tlon (-la'shSn), re. 1. The state of being
Wright.
notched minutely, like a fine saw.
2. One of tlio teetli in a serrulate margin.
Ser'ry (sSr'rJ'), v. t, [imp. & p. p. Serried (-rtd) p.
[F. seiner, LL. serrare, serare,
pr.
vb. n. Sbiirying.]
from L. sera a bar, bolt ; akin to screrc to join or biud

Ser'pen-tlne, v. i. To serpentize. [iJ.]
Lyttleton.
Ser'pen-tlne-ly, adv. In a serpentine manner.
Ser'pen-tln'1-an (ser'pSn-tln'T-an), re. (Eccl.) See
2d Ophite.
Ser'pen-tln-lze (ser'pgn-tTn-iz), v. t. (Min.) To convert (a magnesian silicate) into serpentine.
Ser'pen-

full,

Like the
Sir T. Browne.
saw.] (Zool.)

[L. serra a saw.]

(sgr'rus), a.

teeth of a saw

alteration of other minerals, especially of chrysolite.
2. (Ordnance) A kind of ancient cannon.

rude,

Milton. Serricorn (Zw-

Ser-rll'e-ra (sgr-rTfe-ra), n. pi. [NL., f4«%XrSed'
L. serra saw -f-/e'"'"e to bear.] (Zool.)
division of Hymenoptera comprising the sawflies.
Ser'rl-ros'tres (sSr'rT-ros'trez), n.j^l. [NL., fr. L.
serra a3,vi -\- rostrum beak.] (Zool.) Same as LamelliII

Ser'ru-la (sgr'ru-la), ».

unite,

files.

;

food, tfUtt

;

out,

oil

;

obair

;

go

;

An

(Zool.)

tawny,

with

black

spots on the body
and rings of black

on the

tail.

Ser'val-lne (-in),
(Zool.) Related
to, or resembling, the serval.

Serval.

a.

Serv'ant
servant,

a.

(serv'ant), re.
[OE. servant, servaunt, F.
p. pr. of servir to serve, L. servire.
See
cf. Sergeant.]
1. One who serves, or does

&

Serve, and

on compulsion a person who is
employed by another for menial ofiices, or for other labor, and is subject to his command a person who labors
or exerts himself for the benefit of another, his master
" A yearly hired
or employer a subordinate helper.
services, voluntarily or

;

;

;

servant."

Lev. xxv. 53.

Men

in office have begun to tliink themselves mere agents and
servants of the appointing power, and not agents of tlie government or the country.
D. Webster.

One in a state of subjection or bondage.
Thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt.

Dewt. v. 15.
;
a gallant. [Obs.]
time a serraw\t was I one.
Ctiaucer.
Servant of servants, one debased to the lowest condition
of servitude.
Your humble servant, or Your obedient servant, phrases of civility often used iu closing a letter.
Our betters tell us they are our humble servants, but understand us to be their slaves.
Swift.
3.

A professed lover or suitor
In

my

—

Serv'ant, v. t. To subject. [Obs.]
Serv'ant-ess, n. A maidservant. [Obs.]
Serv'ant-ry (-r^), n. A body of servants

Skak.
;

sing:,

Wyclif.
servants,

collectively.
[P.]
Serve (serv), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Served (servd) p.
pr. &vb. n. Serving.]
[OE. serven, servien, OF.
F.
servir, fr. L. servire ; akin to servus a servant or slave,

&

;

&

servare to protect, preserve, observe cf. Zend har to
protect, haurva protecting.
Cf. Conserve, Desert
merit. Dessert, Observe, Serf, Sergeant.] 1. To work
for to labor in behalf of to exert one's self continuously or statedly for the benefit of to do service for to
be in the employment of, as au inferior, domestic, serf,
slave, hired assistant, official helper, etc. ; specifically,
in a religious sense, to obey and worship.
God is my witness, whom I serve with my spirit. Rom. i. 9.
and said, 1 will serve thee seven years
Jflcob loved Rachel
for Hachel tliy younger daughter.
Oen. xxix. 18.
No man can serve two masters.
Matt. vi. 24.
Had I but served my God with half the zeal
I served my king, he woxild not in mine ago
Have left me naked to nunc enemies.
Shak.
2. To be subordinate to; to act a secondary part under to appear as the inferior of ; to minister to.
Hodics briglit and greater should not serve
;

;

;

fr.

oil-green color.

tln'l-za'tlon (-tTn'T-za'shiSn),

[See Serbt.]
pressed to;

gether.

;

largely produced

[Cf. F. serval.]

re.

;

Like his, and color serjientine.
Milton.
Ser'pen-tlne, n. [Cf. (for sense 1) F. serpentine,
(for sense 2) serpenlin.']
\. (Min.) A mineral or rock
consisting chiefly of the hydrous silicate of magnesia. It
is usually of an obscure green color, often with a spotted
or mottled appearance resembling a serpent's skin.
Precious, or noble, serpentine is translucent and of a rich

use,

+

under Antenna.

Ser'rled

Crowded

;

jiy. Serpentine has been

(ser'val),

serval) of moderate size.
It has
rather long legs and
a tail of moderate
length. Its color is
lis

;

II

;

—

African wild cat (Ee-

2.

Ser-ra'ti-ros'tral (-tT-r5s'tral), a. [Serrate
rostral.] (Zool.) Having a toothed bill, like
that of a toucan.
[NL.] (Zool.)
Ser-ra'tor (ser-ra't5r), re.
The ivory gull (Larus eburneus).
Ser'ra-ture (sgr'ra^tiir ; 135), n. [L. serratura a sawing, fr. serrare to saw.] 1.
notching, like that between
Martyn.
the teeth of a saw, in the edge of anything.
2. One of the teeth in a serrated edge
a serration.
Sericeous.]
[See
Ser'rl-ca'ted (sgr'rT-ka'tgd), a.

to crook
serpenling of the
Evelyn.

to encircle,

;

<^ff^ In a legal sense, stewards, factors, bailiffs, and
other agents, are servants for the time they are employed
in such character, as they act in subordination to others.
So any person may be legally the servant of another, in
whose business, and under whose order, direction, and
control, he is acting for the time being.
Chitty.

—

—

Dendrophidx.
Ser'pent,

;

—

;

usually irregularly contorted, but is sometimes spirally
coiled.
The worm has a wreath of plumelike and often
bright-colored gills around its head, and usually an operculum to close the aperture of its tube when it retracts.

A

vb. n. Serpentino.]

II

Ser'val

Serpula and Tubes. Nat. size. B Cephalic AppQuda^es ot -Hydroides dianthus ; o Operculum.

A

—
—

^^

4 »k "V
^ ^

A

Serpulas.

2. Fig.
subtle, treacherous, malicious person.
3.
species of firework having a serpentine motion as
it passes through the air or along the ground.
4. (Astron.) The constellation Serpens.
6. (Mus.)
bass wind instrument, of a loud and
coarse tone, formerly much used in

—

[Now perhaps

—

under Ophidia.

:

together.

;

;

;

The

less not bright.
Milton.
suitor to ; to profess love to.
[Obs.]
To sen^e a lady in liia bcste wise.
Chancer,
4. To wait upon to supply the wants of to attend ;
specifically, to wait upon at table
to attend at meals
to supply with food
as, to sei've customers in ft shop.
Others, namperod in their shameless pride,
Are served in plate and in their chariots ride.
Dri/dcn.
5. Hence, to bring forward, arrange, deal, or distribute,

li}k

3.

To be

;

;

;

;

;

then, thin

;

t)ON

;

zh = z

in azure.
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SERVE

N

as a portion of anything, especially of food prepared for
eating
often with up ; formerly with in.
Bid them cover the table, serve in the meat, and we will come

—

;

Shak.

In to dinner.
Some part he roasts, then serves

up so dressed. Drydeii.
6. To perform the duties belonging to, or required in
or for hence, to be of use to to benefit as, a curate
may serve two churches ; to serve one's country.
7. To contribute or conduce to ; to promote ; to be
;

into

it

to satisfy

;

as, to serve one's turn.

;

charge

function

official

;

hence, specifically, military

;

;

;

sufficient for

Turn

it

some advantage, by observing where

another end.

can serve

it

Taylor.

>/«'••

8. To answer or be (in the place of something) to ; as,
a sofa serves one for a seat and a couch.
9. To treat ; to behave one's self to ; to requite ; to
act toward ; as, he served me very ill.
10. To work ; to operate ; as, to serve the guns.
11. {Law) (a) To bring to notice, deliver, or execute,
either actually or constructively, in such manner as the
law requires; as, to serve a summons.
(J) To make
legal service upon (a person named in a writ, summons,
etc.)
as, to serve a witness with a subpoena.
12. To pass or spend, as time, esp. time of punish-

SESQUISALT

religious rites appropriate to any event or ceremonial
as, a burial service.
The outward service of ancient religion, the rites, ceremonies,
and ceremonial vestments of the old law.
Coleridge.
4. Hence, a musical composition for use in churches.
5. Duty performed in, or appropriate to, any office or

or naval duty

When

; performance of the duties of a soldier.
he coraeth to experience of service abroad ... he mak-

eth a worthy soldier.

Spenser.

6. Useful office
advantage conferred
that which
promotes interest or happiness benefit avail.
The stork's plea, when taken in a net, was the service she did
in picking up venomous creatures.
Estrange.
7. Profession of respect
acknowledgment of duty
owed. "Pray, do my service to his majesty."
Shak.
8. The act and manner of bringing food to the persons
;

;

;

;

V

;

who eat it ; order of dishes at table ; also, a set or number of vessels ordinarily used at table ; as, the service
was tardy and awkward ; a service of plate or glass.
There was no extraordinary service seen on the board.
Hakewill.

;

ment

to serve a term in prison.
13. To copulate with ; to cover ; as, a horse serves a
mare ;
said of the male.
14. {Tennis) To lead off in delivering (the ball).
15. {Naut.) To wind spun yarn, or the like, tightly
around (a rope or cable, etc.) so as to protect it from
chafing or from the weather. See under Sekviko.
;

as,

—

To Berve an attachment or a writ of attachment (Law), to
levy it on the person or goods by seizure, or to seize.
To serve an execntlon {Law)., to levy it on lands, goods,
or person, by seizure or taking possession.
To serve an
office, to discharge a public duty.
To serve a process
(Law), in general, to read it, so as to give due notice to
the party concerned, or to leave an attested copy with
him or his attorney, or at his usual place of abode.
To
serve a warrant, to read it, and seize the person against
whom it is issued. To serve a writ (Law), to read it to
the defendant, or to leave an attested copy at his usual
place of abode.
To serve one out, to retaUate upon to

—

—

—

—

R

—

—

C Kingsley. —
;

requite. "I'U serve you out for this."
To serve one right, to treat, or cause to befall one, according to his deserts ;
used commonly of ill deserts
as, it serves the scoundrel right.
To serve one's self of,
to avail one's self of ; to make use of. [A Gallicism]
I will serve myself of this concession. Chillingworih.
To serve out, to distribute ; as, to serve out rations.
To serve the time or the hour, to regulate one's actions by
the requirements of the time instead of by one's duty

—

S

—

—

—

to be a timeserver.

[OJs.]

herein we serve the time, because thereby we
either hold or seek preferment.
Hooker,

They think

Syn. — To
aid ; help

Serve

obey

assist

;

;

minister to

benefit

;

(serv), v.

1.

i.

;

subserve

;

promote

;

succor.

To be a servant or a

slave

;

to

be employed in labor or other business for another to
be in subjection or bondage to render menial service.
The Lord shall give thee rest
. from the hard bondage
wherein thou wast made to serve.
Isa. xiv. li.
2. To perform domestic offices ; to be occupied with
household affairs ; to prepare and dish up food, etc.
But Martha
said, Lord, dost thou not care that my sister
hath left me to serve alone ?
Luke x. 4Q.
to do duty ; to discharge the re3. To be in service
quirements of an office or employment. Specifically, to
act in the public service, as a soldier, seaman, etc.
Many
who had before been great commanders, but now
;

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

served as private gentlemen without pay.

To be

4.
Buit

Knolles.

to answer a purpose ; to suffice ; to
to be convenient or favorable.
This little brand will serve to light your fire. Dryden.
As occasion serves, this noble queen
And prince shall follow with a fresh supply.
SkaJc

;

of use

B. (Tennis)

Server

To

;

lead off in delivering the ball.

(-er), n.

One who

1.

serves.

A tray for

dishes ; a salver.
Randolph.
Ser'vl-an (ser'vi-an), a. Of or pertaining to Servia,
kingdom
of
Southern
Europe,
—n.
naHve
or ina
2.

A

habitant of Servia.
Serv'Ice(serv'is),«.,orServ'Ice tree'(tre'). [Properly, the tree which bears serves, OE. serves, pi., service
berries, AS. syr/e service tree ; akin to L. sorbus.^
{Boi.)
A name given to several trees and shrubs of the genus
Pyrus, as Pyrus domestica and P. torminalis of Europe,
the various species of mountain ash or rowan tree, and
the American shad bush (see Shad bush, under Shad).

They have

clusters of small, edible, applelike berries.
Service berry (Bot.), the fruit of any kind of service
tree. In British America the name is especially applied
to that of the several species or varieties of the shad

bush (Amelanchier).

9. (Law) The act of bringing to notice, either actually
or constructively, in such manner as is prescribed by law
as, the service of a subpoena or an attachment.
10. (Naut.) The materials used for serving a rope,
etc., as spun yarn, small lines, etc.
11. (Tennis) The act of serving the ball.
12. Act of serving or covering. See Sebve, v. t., 13.
Service book, a prayer book or missal.
Service line
(Tenins), a line parallel to the net, and at a distance of 21
Service of a writ, process, etc. (Law), perfeet from it.
sonal delivery or communication of the writ or process,
etc. , to the party to be affected by it, so as to subject him
to its operation ; the reading of it to the person to whom
notice is intended to be given, or tlie leaving of an attested copy with the person or his attorney, or at his
usual place of abode.
Service of an attachment (Law),
the seizing of the person or goods according to the direction.
Service of an execution .(Law), the levying of it
upon the goods, estate, or person of the defendant.
Service pipe, a pipe connecting mains with a dwelling, as
in gas pipes, and the like. Tomlinson.
To accept service.
(Law) See under Accept.
To see service (Mil.), to do
duty in the presence of the enemy, or in actual war.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Serv'lce-a-ble (serv'Is-a-b'l), a. 1. Doing service
promoting happiness, interest, advantage, or any good
useful to any end adapted to any good end or use bene" Serviceable to religion and learnficial ; advantageous.
" Serviceable tools." Macaulay.
ing." Alterbury.
;

I

know

;

Shak.

thee well, a serviceable villain.

2. Prepared for rendering service ; capable of, or fit
performance of duty ; hence, active ; diligent.
Courteous he was, lowly, and servysdble. Chaucer.
Bright-harnessed angels sit in order serviceable. Milton.
Seeing her so sweet and serviceable.
Tennyson.

for, the

— Serv'lce-a-We-ness, — Serv'lce-a-bly, adv.
re.

Fairfax.
Serv'lce-age (-aj), n. Servitude. [06j.]
Serv'1-ent (-i-ent), a. [L. serviens, -entis, p. pr. See
Dyer.
Seeve.] Subordinate. lObs. except in law.]
Servient tenement or estate (Law), that on which the
burden of a servitude or an easement is imposed. Cf.
Gale & Whately.
Dominant estate, under Dominant.
[F.] A table napkin.
Ser'vlette' (sSr'vySf), n.
Serv'lle (serv'il ; 277), a. [L. servilis, fr. servus a
servant or slave : cf. F. servile. See Seeve.] 1. Of or
pertaining to a servant or slave ; befitting a servant or a
slave ; proceeding from dependence ; hence, meanly submissive ; slavish mean ; cringing ; fawning ; as, servile
flattery ; servile fear ; servile obedience.
TJiomson.
She must bend the servile knee.
Fearing dying pays death servile breath.
Shak.
2. Held in subjection ; dependent ; enslaved.
Even fortune rules no more, O servile land !
Pope.
3. (Crram.) (a) Not belonging to the original root;
as, a servile letter.
(6) Not itself sounded, but serving
to lengthen the precedinf vowel, as e in tune.
Serv'lle, re. (Gram.) An element which forms no
part of the original root ;
opposed to radical.
Serv'Ue-ly, adv. in a servile manner ; slavishly.
Serv'lle-neSS, n. Quality of being servile ; servility.
II

;

—

The

[Cf. F. servilite.2
Ser-Vll'1-ty (ser-vTl'I-ty), n.
quality or state of being servile servileness.
To be a queen in bondage is more vile
;

Than
Serv'ing, a.

is

Shak.

a slave in base servility.

& n.

from Seeve.

Serving board (Naut.), a flat piece of wood used in serving ropes.
Serving maid, a female
servant a maidservant.
Serving mal-

—

—

;

a wooden instrument
maUet, used
Serving man, a

let (Naut.),

shaped

male servant, or attend-

Serv'lce, re.
[OE. servise, OF. servise, service, F.
from L. servitium. See Seeve.] 1. The act of
serving the occupation of a servant ; the performance
of labor for the benefit of another, or at another's command ; attendance of an inferior, hired helper, slave, etc.,
on a superior, employer, master, or the like; also, spir" O God . . . whose service is
itual obedience and love.
perfect freedom."
Bk. of Com. Prayer.
service,

ant; a

manservant.

Serving stuff (Naut.), small
lines for serving ropes.

Madam,
Which

God

I entreat true peace of you,

I will purchase with

requires no man's service

terms.
2.

duteous

Shak.

service.

Tillotson.

The deed

of one who serves labor performed for
duty done or required office.
have served him from the hour of my nativity,
and

another
I

my

upon hard and unreasonable
;

;

;

.

Save nothing at his hands for my service but blows.
This poem was the last piece of service I did for

King

Charles.

To go on the forlorn hope is a service of peril;
aertake it if it be not also a service of honor ?
3. Office of devotion

;

official religious

ale, senate^ c&re.

my'

who

.

.

Shak.
master.

Dryden.
will un-

Macaulay,

duty performed

&m, arm, ask,

(serv'it),

re.

[It. servita.'i (R. C. Ch.)
One of the order of the
Religious Servants of the
Holy Virgin, founded in
Florence in 1233.
Serv'1-tor (serv'i-ter), o._Serviu|^MaUct
"*'"
°

[L.,

re.

serve

:

cf.

1.

One

who

acts

servire to
serviteur.^
who serves ; a
fr.

F.

h The same
in
'" usein the process of Worming,
Parceling, and Serving.

The

servitor.

final,

all

;

;

;

re.

;

eve,

event,

.

cf.

F,

.

.

—

—

A

—

+

;

form in man.
Ses'a-moid,

re. (Anat.) A sesamoid bone or cartilage.
Ses'a-mold'al-(-moid'al), a. (Anat.) Sesamoid.
Ses'ban (sSs'bSn), re. [F^, fr. Ar. saisabdn, seiseban,
a kind of tree, fr. Per. sisaban seed of cinquefoil.] (Bot.)
leguminous shrub (Sesbania aculeata) which furnishes
a fiber used for making ropes.
II!^°"The name is applied also to the similar plant,
Sesoania Mgyptiaca, and other species of the same genus.

A

Ses'qul- (sgs'kwT-). [L., one half more, one and a
(Chem.) A combining form (also used adjectively)
denoting that three atoms or equivalents of the substance
to the name of which it is prefixed are combined with two
of some other element or radical as, sesquihrovaiie, sesgaicarbonate, sesquichloiide, sesquioxide.
^^^ Sesquidupli- is sometimes, but rarely, used in thfc
same maimer to denote the proportions of two and a tui^L
^^^^
to one, or rather oiflve to two.
Ses'qui-al'ter (sgs'kwT-Sl'ter), a. Sesquialteral.
n. [NL. sesquialtera.] (Mus.)
Ses'qul-al'ter,
Ses'qui-al'ter-a (-a), ) A stop on the organ, containing several ranks of pipes which reenforce some of the
high harmonics of the ground tone, and make the sound
II

half.]

;

)

more

brilliant.

Ses'qul-al'ter-al (-a\), \ a. [L. sesguialier once and
a half
sesquialter
Ses'qui-al'ter-ate (-at),
other cf. F. sesquialtere.] Once and a half times as
great as another ; having the ratio of ove and a half to one.
Sesquialteral ratio (Math.), the ratio of one and a half to
one thus, 9 and 6 are in a sesquialteral ratio.
Ses'qui-al'ter-OUS (-tis), a. Sesquialteral.
[Sesquibasic."]
Ses'qui-ba'sio (-ba'sik), a.
(Chem.) Containing, or acting as, a base in the proportions of a sesqui compound.
Ses'qul-dU'pll-cate (-du'pli-ktt), a. ISesqui- -f- duplicate.] Twice and a half as great (as another thing)
having the ratio of two and a half to one.
SesquidnpUcate ratio (Math.), the ratio of two and a half
to one, or one in which the greater term contains the
lesser twice and a half, as that of 50 to 20.
oxide.']
Ses'qul-ox'lde (-oks'id or -id), n. [Sesqui(Chem.) An oxide containing three atoms of oxygen
with two atoms (or radicals) of some other substance ;
thus, alumina, AljOg, is a sesquioxide.
[SesSes-quip'e-dal (ses-kwTp'e-dal 277),
) a.
qui- -fSes'qui-pe-da'11-an (sSs'kwi-pe-da'lI-an), (
pedal : cf . F. sesquipedal, L. sesquipedalis. ] Measuring
or containing a foot and a half ; as, a sesquipedalian pygmy
sometimes humorously applied to long words.
1 re.
SesquipeSes'qul-pe-dall-an-ism (-12'm),
daUty.
Ses-quip'e-dal-lSin (-kwIp'e-dal-Tsm, )
Ses'qui-pe-dal'1-ty (sSs'kwi-pe-dSl'I-t^), re. 1. The
quality or condition of being sesquipedal.
Sterne,
2. The use of sesquipedalian words ; style characterized by the use of long words sesquipedalism.
ISesquiSes-qulp'U-oate (sSs-kwTp'lT-kat ; 277), a.
-\- plicate.]
(Math.) Subduplicate of the triplicate ;
a
term applied to ratios ; thus, a and a' are in the sesquiplicate ratio of 6 and 6', when a is to a' as the square
root of the cube of b is to the square root of the cube of
j/s.
63
6', or a
0/
|

+

;

:

;

+

;

servant
an attendant one
under another a follower or adherent.
Shak.
Your trusty and most vahant servitor.
2. (Univ. of Oxford, Eng.) An imdergraduate, partly
supported by the college funds, whose duty it formerly
was to wait at table. A servitor corresponded to a ^zar
in Cambridge and Dublin universities.
Serv'l-tor-shlp,

servUudo:

;

;

Serv'lle

[L.

+

like a

—

ropes.

Serv'i-tude (serv'I-tud), n.

1. The state of voluntary or compulsory
subjection to a master; the condition of being bound
to service ; the condition of a slave ; slavery ; bondage
hence, a state of slavish dependence.
You would have sold your king to slaughter,
His princes and his peers to servitude.
Shak.
A splendid servitude ;
for he that rises up early, and goes
to bed late, only to receive addresses, is really as much abridged
in his freedom as he that watts to present one.
South*
2, Servants, collectively.
[06«.]
After him a cumbrous train
Of herds and flocks, and numerous servitude.
Milton.
3. (Law) A right whereby one thing is subject to
another thing or person for use or convenience, contrary
to the common right.
dj^^ The object of a servitude is either to suffer something to be done by another, or to omit to do something,
with respect to a thing. The easements of the English
correspond in some respects with the servitudes of the
Roman law. Both terms are used by common law writers, and often indiscriminately. The former, however,
rather indicates the- right enjoyed, and the latter the burden imposed.
Ayliffe. Erskine. E. Washburn.
Penal servitude. See under Penal.
Personal servitude
(Law), that which arises when the use of a thing is granted
as a real right to a particular individual other than the
proprietor.
Predial servitude (Law), that which one estate owes to another estate. When it relates to lands,
vineyards, gardens, or the like, it is called rural ; when
it relates to houses and buildings, it is called urban.
Serv'i-ture (-tur), n. Servants, collectively. lObs.J
- Serv'i-tute (-tiic), re. [L. servitus.] Servitude. [_Obs.]
Se'rye (se'ry), Ji.
series.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Ses'a-me (s6s'a-me), n. [L. sesamum, sesama, Gr.
<rfi<7aixov,a-q(Tait.r): ci. ¥. sesame.]
(Bot.) Either of two
annual herbaceous plants of the genus Sesamum (S. Indicum, and S. orientate), from the seeds of which an oil
is expressed ; also, the small obovate, flatfish seeds o£
these plants, sometimes used as food. See Benne.
Open Sesame, the magical command which opened the
door of the robbers' den in the Arabian Nights' tale ot
" The Forty Thieves ; " hence, a magical password.
Sesame grass. (Bot.) Same as Gama geass.
Ses'a-mold (ses'a-moid), a. [Gr. oTjcra^aioeiS^s like
sesame ; crrj<Taij.ov sesame
etfios form : cf . F. sesamo'ide.]
1. Resembling in shape the seeds of sesame.
2. (Anat.) Of or pertaming to the sesamoid bones or
cartilages sesamoidal.
Sesamoid bones. Sesamoid cartilages (Anat.), small bones
or cartilages formed in tendons, like the patella and pisi-

servitude.']

office,

rank, or condition of a
Boswell.

6nd, fern,

recent

;

Ice,

—

;

—

;

:

:

V

:

y

The periodic times of the planets are in the sesguiplicate ratio
of their mean distances.
SzrL Newton.
Ses'qnl-salt
idea,

ill

,-

(sSs'kwT-salt),

old,

n.

[Sesgui-

Sbey, drb, add

salt."}

SET

SESQUISULPHIDE
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A salt derived from a sesquioxide base, or made
the proportions of a sesqui compound.
Ses'qui-sui'phide (ses'kwi-siil'f id or -fid), ra. [Sesqui -\- sulphide.~\ (Chem.) A sulphide, analogous to a sesquioxide, containing three atoms of sulphur to two of the
formerly called also sesquisulphuret
other ingredient

4. To fix firmly ; to make fast, permanent, or stable
to render motionless ; to give an unchanging place, form,
or condition to. Specifically
(a) To cause to stop or stick to obstruct to fasten to
a spot hence, to occasion difficulty to ; to embarrass ;

(CAeJit.)

up on

;

:

—

to set a coach in the mud.
They show how hard they are set in this particular. Addison.
(6) To fix beforehand ; to determine ; hence, to make
unyielding or obstinate ; to render stiff, unpliant, or
rigid ; as, to set one's countenance.
His eyes were set by reason of his age. 1 Kings xiv. 4.
On these three objects his heart was set. Macaulay.
as,

orpiment, AS2S3, is arsenic sesquisulphide.
Sesquitertian.
Ses'qui-ter'tial (-ter'shal), a.
ISesgui- -f- L. 'erSes'q.ul-ter'tlail (-ter'shan), I a.
nanus belonging to
Ses'C[Ul-ter'tlan-al (-shiin-al), )
(3Iath.)
Having
third.
Cf.
Tektian.]
the ratio of
the
one and one third to one (as 4:3).
\_Sesqui- -\- tone.']
Ses'Qtul-tone (sgs'kwi-ton), n.
(Mus.) A minor third, or interval of three semitones.
Sess (ses), V. t. [Aphetic form of assess. See Assess,
Cess.] To lay a tax upon to assess.
[Oto.]
Sess, re. A tax ; an assessment. See Cess. [OJx.]
Ses'sa (sSs'sa), interj. Hurry ; run. [06s.] Shak.
Ses'slle (sSs'sTl), a. [L. sessilis low, dwarf, from sedere, sessum, to sit cf. F. sessile.]
1. Attached without any sensible projecting support.
2. {Bot.) Resting directly upon
the main stem or branch, without
a petiole or footstalk ; as, a sessile
leaf or blossom.
3. (^ooL) PermMiently attached;
said of the gonophores of certain
hydroids which never become detached.
Ses'slle-eyed' (-id'), a. (Zodl.)
Having eyes >vhich are not elevated
on a stalk ;
opposed to stalk-eyed.
Sessile Leaves.
Sessile-eyed Crnstacea, the Arthrostraca.
[L. sessio, fr. sedere, sessum,
Ses'slon (sSsh'iin), n.
See Sit.] 1. The act of sitting,
to sit: cf. F. session.
or the state of being seated. ^Archaic]
So much his ascension into heaven and his session at the right
Hooker.
hand of God do import.
But Vivien, gathering somewhat of his mood, . .
Leaped from her session on his lap, and stood. Tennyson.
2. The actual sitting of a court, council, legislature,
etc., or the actual assembly of the members of such a
body, for the transaction of business.
Shak.
It 's fit this royal session do proceed.
3. Hence, also, the time, period, or term during which

Make

;

;

Macaulay.
|I^°* Sessions, in some of the States, is particularly used
as a title for a court of justices, held for granting licenses
to innkeepers, etc., and for laying out highways, and the
like ; it is also the title of several courts of criminal jurisdiction in England and the United States.
Church session, the lowest court in the Presbyterian
Church, composed of the pastor and a body of elders
elected by the members of a particular church, and having the care of matters pertaining to the religious interests of that church, as the admission and dismission of
Court of Session, the supreme
members, discipline, etc.
Quarter sessions.
(Eng. Law)
civil court of Scotland.
Sessions of the peace, sittings held
See under Quaeteb.
by justices of the peace. [Eng.]
Ses'slon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to a session or

;

;

as, to set aside part of one's
(6) To set apart ; to reserve
income, (e) (Law) See under Aside.
To a#t at defiance,
to defy. —To set at ease, to quiet to tranquilize ; as, to
set the heart at ease.
To set at naught, to undervalue
to contemn ; to despise. " Ye have set at naught all my
counsel." Prov. i. 25. —To set a trap, snare, or gin, to
put it in a proper condition or position to catch prey
hence, to lay a piau to deceive and draw another into one's
power.
To set at work, or To set to work, (a) To cause to
enter on work or action, or to direct how to enter on work.
used reflexively.
To set before.
(b) To apply one's self ;
(a) To bring out to view before to exhibit. (6) To propose
for choice to to offer to.
To set by. (a) To set apart or
on one side to reject, (b) To attach the value of (anything)to. "I.se<notastraw6i/thydreamings. " Chaucer.
To set by the compass, to observe and note the bearing
To set case, to suppose
or situation of by the compass.
to assume. Ci. Put case, under Pvt, v. t. [Obs.] Chaucer.
To set down, {a) To enter in writing to register.
Some rules were to be set down for the government of the
Clarendon.
army.
to ordain.
(b) To fix ; to establish
This law we may name eternal, being that order which God
.
hath set down with himself, for himself to do all things by.

—

—

;

rude,

full.

;

;

pity

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

The Venetian admiral had a fleet of sixty galleys, sri fnrth
Knolles.
by the Venetians.
To set forward, (a) To cause to advance, (ft) To proTo set free, to release from confinement, imprisjnote.
To set
onment, or bondage to liberate to onumcipate.
Ohs.\
to give a start to.
in, to put in the way to begin
If you please to atsist and set me in, I will recollect myself.

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

Matt. x. ;!5.
Colendije.

Up, tim

;

—

;

;

unite,

—

(c)

;

Gse,

.

Hooker.
To humiliate. To set eyes on, to see to behold to
To set fire to, or To set on fire, to
fasten the eyes on.
communicate fire to; fig., to infiame to cnkindlo tlie
passions of; to irritate. —To set flying (Knut.), to liook
to halyards, sheets, etc., instead of extending with rings
said of a sail. —To set forth, (a)
or the like on a stay
To manifest to offer or present to view to oxliibit to
display, (i) To publish to promulg.ite to make aiipoar.
Waller, (e) To send out ; to prepare and send. [Obs.]

to

;

him thinking.

;

;

.

;

sets

—

—

put to fix as, to set a house on a stone foundation to
set a book on a shelf
to set a dish on a; table to set a
chest or trunk on its bottom or on end.
I do set my bow in the cloud.
Oen. ix. 13.
2. Hence, to attach or affix (something) to something
else, or in or upon a certain place.
Set your affection on things above.
Col. iii. 2.
The Lord set a mark upon Cain.
Gen. iv. 15.
3. To make to assume a specified place, condition, or
occupation to put in a certain condition or state (described by the accompanying words) to cause to be.
The Lord thy God will tet thee on high. Deut. xxviii. 1.
I am come to set a man at variance against his father, and the

Every incident

—

;

;

|

Collier.

;

food, f<^t

;

oot, oil

—To

Cor. xi.

1

to become curdled as by the action of renTo set much, or little, by, to care much,
net. See 4 (e).
To set of, to value ; to set by. [Obs.] " I
or little, for.
Chaucer.
To set off.
set not an haw 0/ his proverbs."

To cause

(6)

it

—
—

~

To separate from a whole

;
to assign to a particular
to portion off ; as, to set off a portion of an estate, (b) To adorn ; to decorate ; to embellish.
se(o^ the worst faces with the best airs. Addison,
They
To set off against,
(e) To give a fiattering description of.
to place against as an equivalent as, to set off one man's
To set on or upon, (a) To
services against another's.
"
Thou, traitor, hast set on thy wife
incite to instigate.
totliis." Shak. (b) To employ, as in a task. " Set on
thy wife to observe." Shak. (c) To fix upon ; to attach
strongly to as, to set one's heart or affections on some
object.
See definition 2, above.
To set one's cap for.
See under Cap, n.
To set one's self against, to place one's
To set one's
self in a state of enmity or opposition to.
To set on foot, to
teeth, to press them together tightly.
set going to put in motion to start.
To set out. (o) To
assign to allot to mark off to limit as /o set out the
share of each proprietor or heir of an estate to set out
the widow's thirds. (6) To publish, as a proclamation.
\Obs.] (c) To adorn; to embellish.
An ugly woman, in a rich habit set out with jewels, nothing
Dryden*
can become.

(a)

purpose

.

;

.

.

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

—
—

;

;

;

,

;

To raise, equip, and send forth ; to furnish. [R.]
The Venetians 'pretend they could set out, in case of great
Addisoru
necessity, thirty men-of-war.
(d)

(e)

Tashow

(f)

To show to prove.

;

recommend

to display ; to

to set

;

how
cite

;

" Those very reasons

[R.]

;

off.

Atterbury.

I could set out that best side of Luther.

heinous his sin was." Atterbury.
To set over,
to state at large.

out

set

(Law) To reTo appoint or
or commander.

(g)

—

(a)

constitute as supervisor, inspector, ruler,
To aet right, to
to transfer to convey.
(b) To assign
correct; to put in order. —To set sail. (Naut.) See unTo set store by, to consider valuable.
To
der Sail, n.
set the fashion, to determine what shall be the fashion
To aet the teeth on edge, to affect
to establish the mode.
the teeth with a disagreeable sensation, as when acids are
To set the watch (Naut.),
brought in contact with them.
to place the starboard or port watch on duty.
To set to,
to attach to to affix to.
He . . hath set to his seal that
God is true." John iii. 33. To set up. (a) To erect to
raise ; to elevate ; as, to set up a buildmg, or a machine ;
(J) Hence, to exalt
to
to set up a post, a wall, a pillar.
set up the throne of David
I will
put in power.
over Israel." 2 Sam. iii. 10. (e) To begin, as a new institution to institute to establish to found as, to set up
a manufactory to set up a school, (d) To enable to commence a new business as, to set up a son in trade, (e) To
place in view ; as, to set tip a mark, (f) To raise to utter

—

;

;

—

—

^

—

—

—

;

—

.

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

loudly

;

up the

as, to set

voice.

Dryden.
such a note as she shall hear.
to propose as truth or for reception as,
(g) To advance
T. Burnet, (h) To
to set up a new opinion or doctrine.
raise from depression, or to a sufficient fortune as, this
good fortune quite set him up. (i) To intoxicate. [Slang]
(Print.) To put in type as, to set up copy to arrange
(J)
in words, lines, etc., ready for printing as, to set up type.
To set up the rigging (Naut.), to make it taut by means
of tackles. R. H. Dana, Jr.
I

'11

set itp

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Syn.

— See Put.

i.
1. To pass below the horizon ; to go
to decline ; to sink out of sight to come to an end.
Shak.
Ere the weary sun set in the west.
Thus this century sets with little mirth, and the next is likely
Puller.
to arise with more mourning.
2. To fit music to words.
Shak.
[06s.]
3. To place plants or shoots in the ground ; to plant.
" To sow dry, and set wet."
Old Proverb.
4. To be fixed for growth ; to strike root ; to begin to
germinate or form as, cuttings set well ; the fruit has set
well (i. e., not blasted in the blossom).
to be fastened.
5. To become fixed or rigid
A gathering and serring of the spirits togetlier to resist, makBacon.
eth the teeth to set hard one against another.
to concrete to solidify.
6. To congeal
That fluid substance in a few minutes begins to set. Boyle.
to
7. To have a certain direction in motion ; to fiow
move on ; to tend ; as, the current sets to the north ; the
tide sets to the windward.
8. To begin to move ; to go out or forth ; to start;
now followed by out.
The king is set from London.
Shak.
said of a dog
9. To indicate the position of game ;
to
hunt
game
by
the
sets
well
also,
aid
of a
as, the dog

Set

down

(sSt), V.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

&

daughter against her mother.

;

—

Ses'tlne (sgs'ttn), re. See Sextain.
[F.] A sestet.
Ses'tU-or (sSs't\i-or), n.
p. p. Set; p. pr. & vb. n.
Set (sSt), V. t. [imp.
Betting.]
[OE. setten, AS. settan ; akin to OS. settian,
OFries. setta, D. setten, OHG. sezzer>, G. setzen, Icel.
ietja, Sw. sdtta, Dan. ssette, Goth, satjan ; causative from
the root of E. sit.
V154. See Sit, and cf. Seize.]
1. To cause to sit
to make to assume a specified po;

—

;

A

to place

;

;

Setting aside all other considerations, I will endeavor to know
Tillotson.
the truth, and yield to that.

—

;

;

;

sestertium was equivalent to one thousand

;

—

;

—

—

sesterces, equal to £8 17s. Id. sterling, or about $43, before the reign of Augustus. After his reign its value was
about £7 163. 3d. sterling. The sesterce was originally
coined only in silver, but later both in sQver and brass.
[It. sestetto, it. sesto
Ses-tet' (ses-tSf or sSs'tSt), n.
fAxth, h. sextus, ir. sex six.]
1. {3Ius.) A piece of music
composed for six voices or six instruments ; a sextet ;
[Written also sestett, sestette.]
called also sestuor.
2. {Poet.) The last six lines of a sonnet.
[It.]
(Mus.)
sestet.
Ses-tet'tO (sgs-tSt'tS), re.

to give site or place to

;

;

:

set in order, to adjust or arrange ; to reduce to
"The rest will I set in order vfhen I come."
34.
set milk,
(a) To expose it in open
dishes in order that the cream may rise to the surface.

method.

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

.

;

;

13. To suit to become as, it sets him ill. [Scot.]
14. (Print.) To compose; to arrange in words, lines,
as, to set type ; to set a page.
To set abroach. See Abkoach. [Obs.] Shak. —I0 Bet
against, to oppose to set in comparison with, or to oppose to, as an equivalent in exchange as, to set one thing
To
against another.
To set agoing, to cause to move.
set apart, to separate to a particular use
to separate
To set a saw, to bend each
from the rest to reserve.
tooth a little, every alternate one being bent to one side,
and the intermediate ones to the other side, so that the
opening made by the saw may be a little wider than the
thickness of the back, to prevent the saw from sticking.
To set aside, (a) To leave out of account to pass by
to omit to neglect to reject to annul.
etc.

A

;

—

learned.

[Prov. E. suss hogwash,
Sess'pOoV (sSs'pool'), n.
toss a dirty mess, a puddle
E. pool a puddle ; cf Gael.
tos a coarse mess.] Same as Cesspool.
Ses'terce (sSs'ters), n. [L. sestertius (sc. nummus),
semis half -f tertius third
fr. sestertius two and a half
(Rom. Antiq.)
Roman coin or decf. F. sesterce.]
nomination of money. In value the fourth part of a denarius, and originally containing two asses and a half,
after)f ard four asses,
equal to about two pence sterling, or four cents.

sition or attitude

—

;

—
—

II

;

;

;

;

sessions.

^W^ The

—

7. To fit with music ; to adapt, as words to notes j to
prepare for singing.
Set thy own songs, and sing them to thy lute. Dt^den.
8. To determine to appoint to assign to fix as, to
set a time for a meeting ; to set a price on a horse.
9. To adorn with something infixed or affixed ; to stud
to variegate with objects placed here and there.
High on their heads, with jewels richly set.
Each lady wore a radiant coronet.
Dryden.
Pastoral dales thin set with modern farms. Wordsworth.
10. To value to rate
with a^
Be you contented, wearing now the garland,
To have a son set your decrees at naught.
Shak.
I do not set my life at a pin's fee.
Shak.
11. To point out the seat or position of, as birds, or
other game
said of hunting dogs.
12. To establish as a rule to furnish to prescribe
to assign ; as, to set an example to set lessons to be
;

— To

;

;

at the be-

;

to plant

(J) To extend and bring into position ; to spread ; as,
to set the sails of a ship.
(c) To give a pitch to, as a tune ; to start by fixing the
Fielding.
keynote ; as, to set a psalm.
(d) To reduce from a dislocated or fractured state ; to
replace ; as, to set a broken bone.
(e) To make to agree with some standard ; as, to set a
watch or a clock.
(/) (Masonry) To lower into place and fix solidly, as
the blocks of cut stone in a structure.
6. To stake at play
to wager ; to risk.
I have set my life upon a cast,
And I will stand the hazard of the die.
Shak.

session of a judicial court is

+

;

fix,

:

opened with a speech from the throne, and

—

or a tree

Tennyson.

;

court, council, legislature, etc., meets daily for business ; or, the space of time between the first meeting and
the prorogation or adjournment ; thus, a session of Par-

meet

flint.

;

a

that the convocation should
ginning of the next session of Parliament.

as a

;

.

was resolved

my face

;

—

It

set

as a precious stone, in a border of metal
to place in a setting hence, to place in or amid something
which serves as a setting as, to set glass in a sash.
And him too rich a jewel to be set
In vulgar metal for a vulgar use.
Dryden.
(e) To render stiff or solid
especially, to convert into
curd to curdle ; as, to set milk i<St cheese.
5. To put into a desired position or condition ; to adjust ; to regulate ; to adapt. Specifically
(a) To put in order in a particular manner ; to prepare ; as, to set (that is, to hone) a razor ; to set a saw.
Chaucer.
Tables for to sette, and beddes make.

—

The

To

(d)

:

is

ray heart as a millstone,

(c) To fix in the ground, as a post
as, to set pear trees in an orchard.

;

closed by prorogation.
called a term.

;

;

;

KB,

liament

—

;

chair

;

go

;

setter.

—

10. To apply one's self ; to midertake earnestly ;
followed by out.
If he sets industriously and sincerely to perform the commands of Christ, he can have no ground of doubting but it shall

now

Hammond.
prove successful to him.
11. To fit or suit one to sit as, the coat sets well.
but
improperly,
for
sit.]
[Colloquially used,
51^°" The use of the verb set for sit in such expressions
as, the hen iasetting on thirteen egcs; a setting hen, etc.,
although colloquially common, ana sometimes tolerated
in serious writing, is not to be approved.
To set forward,
To set about, to commence to begin.
To
to move or march to begin to march to advance.
To set in. (a) To begin
set forth, to begin a journey.
to enter upon a particular state as, winter set in early.
ill) To settle one's self: to become established.
"When
the we.ather wasiei ra to be very bad." Addison. (0) To
tlow toward the shore
said of the tide.
To set off.
(a) To enter upon a journey; to start,
(b) (Tijpog.) To
deface or soil the next sheet
said of the ink oii a freshly
printed slieet, when anotlier sheet comes in contact with
it before it lias had time to dry.
To set on or upon, (a)
To begin, as a journey or enterprise ; to set about.
lie that would seriously set ii/ion the seorcli of truth. Locke.
(b) To assault ; to make an attack.
Bacon.
Cnssio hfttli hero been set on in the dark.
Shak,
To set out, to begin a journey or course as, to set out
for Loudon, or from London ; lo set out in business ; to

slnsi iQk

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

:

;

—

—

;

—

—

—
;

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

In azure.

N

—

To set to, to apply one's
set out in life or the world.
self to.
To set up. (a) To begin business or a scheme
of life ; as, to set up in trade ; to set up for one's self.

—

To profess openly

(6)

make

to

;

pretensions.

Those men who set up for morality without regard to religion,
Hwif't.
are generally but virtuous in part.

Fixed in position immovable

Set
a

as,

(sSt), a.
1.
set line ; a set

SETTLEMENT
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SET

;

;

rigid

countenance.

2. Firm ; unchanging ; obstinate ; as, set opinions or
prejudices.
a
as, a set discourse
3. Regular ; imlform ; formal
" The set phrase of peace."
Shak.
set battle.
4. Established prescribed ; as, set forms of prayer.
adapted.
6. Adjusted ; arranged ; formed
hammer the head of which is not
Set hammer, (a)
;

;

;

;

A

upon the handle, but may be reversed.
Knight, (b) A hammer with a concave face which forms
a die for shaping anything, as the end of a bolt, rivet,
etc. — Set line, a line to which a number of baited hoolss
are attaclied, and which, supported by floats and properly secured, may be left unguarded during the absence
of the fisherman. — Set nut, a jam nut or lock nut. See
under NcT. — Set screw (ilach.), a screw, sometimes
cupped or pointed at one end, and screwed through one
part, as of a machine, tiglitly upon another part, to prevent the one from slipping upon the other. — Set speech,
tightly fastened

a speech carefully prepared before it is delivered in
public ; a formal or methodical speech.
Set, n. 1. The act of setting, as of the sun or other
heavenly body ; descent ; hence, the close ; termination.
" Looking at the set of day."
Tennyson.
The weary Bun hath made a golden set.
Shak.
2. That which is set, placed, or fixed. Specifically
(a) A young plant for growth ; as, a set of white thorn,
(i) That which is staked ; a wager a venture ; a stake ;
hence, a game at venture. [Ofc. or JR.']
We will in France, by God's grace, play a set
:

—

;

Shall strike his father's crown into the hazard. Shak.
Dryden.
That was hut civil war, an equal set.
(Mech.) Permanent change of figure in consequence of excessive strain, as from compression, tension,
bending, twisting, etc. as, the set of a spring.
(d) {Mech. ) A kind of punch used for bending, indenting, or giving shape to, metal
as, a saw set.
(e) (Pile ^Driving) A piece placed temporarily upon
the head of a pile when the latter cannot be reached by
the weight, or hammer, ejfcept by means of such an intervening piece. [Often incorrectly written sett."]
(/) {Carp.) A short steel spike used for driving the
head of a nail below the surface.
3. [Perhaps due to confusion with sect, sept.] A number of tilings of the same kind, ordinarily used or classed
together a collection of articles which naturally complement each other, and usually go together an assortment a suit as, a set of chairs, of china, of surgical
[In this
or mathematical instruments, of books, etc.
sense, sometimes incorrectly written sett.]
4. A number of persons associated by custom, office,
common opinion, quality, or the like ; a division a
Tennyson.
group a clique. " Others of our set."
(c)

;

;

See Cetewale. [OJi.]
In plastering, a particularly
Knight.
Set'foil' (-foil'), n.
See Septfoil,
conj.
See Smoz. lObs.]
Seth'en (sSth'en), adv.
Seth'ic (sgth'ik), a. See Sothic.
Se-tU'er-OUS (se-tlfer-iis), a. [L. seta a bristle -f
-ferous.]
Producing, or having one or more, bristles.
[Seta -f -form: cf. F.
^Se'ti-form (se'tT-f6rm), a.

Set'e-wale (s5f e-wal),
Set'-fair'

;

;

;

;

This

of nations connected

falls into different divisions, or sets,

under particular religions.
5. Direction or course

;

as,

R. P. Ward.
the set of the wind, or of a

current.
6. In dancing, the number of persons necessary to execute a quadrille also, the series of figures or move;

ments executed.

The

deflection of a tooth, or of the teeth, of a saw,
which causes the saw to cut a kerf, or make an opening,
wider than the blade.
young oyster when first attached. (6) Col8. (a)
lectively, the crop of young oysters in any locality.
series of as many games as may be nec9. (Tennis)
essary to enable one side to win six. If at the end of the
tenth game the score is a tie, the set is usually called a
deuce set, and decided by an application of the rules for
playing off deuce in a game. See Deuce.
10. (Type Founding) That dimension of the body of
a type called by printers the width.
7.

A

A

Dead set. (a) The act of a setter dog when it discovers
pointing it out.
the game, and remains intently fixed
(b) A iixed or stationary condition arising from obstacle
or hindrance a deadlock as, to be at a dead set. (c) A
concerted scheme to defraud by gaming a determined
onset. — To make a dead set, to make a determined onset,

setij'orme.]

Having the form or structure of

setae.

Se'tl-ger (se'ti-jer or sgt'I-jer), n.
[NL. See SETiGEitous.] (2'ooZ. ) An annelid having setae ; a chaetopod.
Se-tlg'er-OUS (se-tij'er-us), a. [Seta
-gerous.] Covered with bristles ; having or bearing a seta or setse ; setiferous ; as, 'setigerous glands a setigerous
segment of an annelid ; specifically (Boi.),
tipped with a bristle.
Se'tlm (se'tim), n. See Shittim.
L. parere to
Se-tlp'a-rons (se-tTp'4-rus), a. [Seta
produce.] (Zool.) Producing setae ;
said of the organs
from which the setae of annelids arise.
L.
Se'tl-reme (se'tT-rem or sgt'i- 277), n. \_Seta
remus an oar.] (Zool.) A swimming leg (of an insect)
having a fringe of hairs on the margin.
Set'ness (sSt'nSs), n. The quality or state of being
set formality
obstinacy.
"The starched setness of a
sententious writer.
£. Masters.
[Set
1. That which
Set'-OfI' (-Sf ; 115), n.
off.]
is set off against another thing ; an offset.
I do not contemplate such a heroine as a set-oj^ to the many
sins imputed to me as committed against woman.
D. Jerrold.
2. That which is used to improve the appearance of
anything ; a decoration an ornament.
3. (Law) A counterclaim
a cross debt or demand
a distinct claim filed or set up by the defendant against
the plaintiff's demand.
^W^ Set-off differs from recoupment, as the latter generally grows out of the same matter or contract with the
plaintiff's claim, while the former grows out of distinct
matter, and does not of itself deny the justice of the

+

;

—

+

;

;

;

+

;

;

plaintiff's

demand.

Offset is

;

sometimes improperly used

for the legal term set-off. See Recoupment.
4. (Arch.) Same as Offset, n., 4.
5. (Print.) See Offset, 7.

Syn.

Offset.
Offset originally denoted
that which branches off or projects, as a shoot from a
tree, but the term has long been used in America in the
sense of set-off. This use is beginning to obtain in England though Macaulay uses set-off, and so, perhaps, do a
majority of English writers.
;

[F. seton (cf. It. setone), from L.
(se't'n), n.
few
seta a tliick, stiff hair, a bristle.] (3fed. &Far.)
silk threads or horsehairs, or a strip of linen or the like,
introduced beneath the skin by a knife or needle, so as
to form an issue ; also, the issue so formed.
Se-tose' (se-tos'), 1 a. [L. setosus, saetosus, from seta,
saeta, bristle', cf. F. seteux.]
Se'tous (se'tiis), )
Thickly set witli bristles or bristly hairs
display, as of plate, equipage,
Set'OUt' (sgt'ouf), n.
Dickens.
etc.
that which is displayed. [Colloq.]
Set'-Stltched' (-stlchf), a. Stitched according to a
formal pattern.
old set-stitched chair, valanced,
Sterne.
and fringed with party-colored worsted bobs."
Sett (sgt)^ n. See Set, n., 2 (e) and 3.
Set-tee' (sSt-te'), n. [From Set cf. Settle a seat.]
long seat vrith a back,
made to accommodate several
persons at once.
vessel with
Set-tee', n. [F. scetie, scitie.] (Naut.)
a very long, sharp prow, carrying two or three masts
with lateen sails,
used in the Mediterranean. [Written also setee.]
Set'ter (sSt'ter), n. 1. One who, or that which, sets
used mostly in composition with a noun, as typesetter /
or in combination with an adverb, as a setter on (or
inciter), a setter up, a setter forth.
2. (Zool.)
hunting dog of a special breed originally

Se'ton

A

A

;

"An

;

—

A

The

act of marking the position of game, as a settel
hunting with a setter.
Boyle.

also,

;

Something set in, or inserted.
Thou shalt set in it settings of stones. Ex. xxviii. 17.
4. That in which something, as a gem, is set as, the
3.

;

gold setting of a jeweled pin.
Setting coat (Arch.), the finishing or last coat of plasterSetting dog, a setter. See Seting on walls or ceihngs.
Sotting pole, a pole, often iron-pointed, used
tee, n., 2.
for pushing boats along in shallow water.
Setting mle,

A

—

—

A

derived from

m

(Print.)

—

Se'ta

(se'ti),

n.; pi.

;

AS. setl ;
Set'tle
a
akin to OHG. sezzal, G. sessel, Goth, sitls, and E. sit.
V154. See Sit.] 1. A seat of any kind. [Obs.]
" Upon the settle of his majesty."
Hampole,
2. A bench ; especially, a bench with a high back.
3. A place made lower than the rest ; a wide step or
platform lower than some other part.
And from the bottom upon the ground, even to the lower settfe,
shall be two cubits, and the breadth one cubit.
Ezek. xliii. 14.
Settle bed, a bed convertible into a seat. [Eng.]
[imp.
Set'tle, V. t.
p. p. Settled (-t'ld) ; p. pr.
y6. «. Settling (-tling).] [OE.setlen,A&.setlan. V164.
See Settle, n. In senses 7, 8, and 9 perhaps confused
with OE. sahtlen to reconcile, AS. snhtlian, fr. saht reconciliation, sacan to contend, dispute. Cf. Sake.] 1. To
place in a fixed or permanent condition to make firm,
steady, or stable ; to establish ; to fix ; esp., to establish
in life ; to fix in business, in a home, or the like.
And he settled his countenance stedfastly upon him, until h«
was ashamed.
2 Kings viii. 11 (^Rev. Kcr.).
The father thouglit the time drew on
Of settling in the world his only son.
Dryd&u
2. To establish in the pastoral office to ordain or install as pastor or rector of a church, society, or parish
as, to settle a minister.
[U. S.]
3. To cause to be no longer in a disturbed condition
to render quiet to still to calm to compose.
God settled then the huge whale-bearing lake. Chapman,
Hoping that sleep might settle his brains. Bunyan,
4. To clear of dregs and impurities by causing them
to sink ; to render pure or clear ;
said of a liquid ; as,
to settle coffee, or the grounds of coffee.
5. To restore or bring to a smooth, dry, or passable
condition
said of the ground, of roads, and the like
as, clear weather settles the roads.
6. To cause to sink ; to lower ; to depress ; hence,
also, to render close or compact ; as, to settle the contents of a barrel or bag by shaking it.
7. To determine, as something which is exposed to
doubt or question ; to free from uncertainty or wavering to make sure, firm, or constant ; to establish ; to
compose ; to quiet ; as, to settle the mind when agitated
to settle questions of law ; to settle the succession to a
throne ; to settle an allowance.
It will settle the wavering, and confirm the doubtful.
Swift,

:

F. setaci.]
1. Set with, or consisting of, bristles
bristly ; as, a stiff, setaceous tail.
2. Bristlelike in form or texture ; as, a setaceous feather ; a setaceous leaf.
Set'back' (sgt'b5k')> n. 1. (Arch.) Offset, n., 4.
2.
backset; a countercurrent an eddy. [U.S.]
3.
backset ; a check ; a repulse a reverse ; a relapse.
iColloq. U. S.]
Set'bolt' (-bolt'), n. (Shipbuilding) 1. An iron pin,
Craig.
or bolt, for fitting planks closely together.
bolt used for forcing another bolt out of its hole.
2.
of
a
person
by
humbling
Set'dOWn' (-doun'), n. The
act or words, especially by a retort or a reproof ; the retort or the reproof which has such effect.
;

;

A

Set-ee'

(sSt-e'), n.

Set'en (sSf en),

obs.

ale,

(Naut.) See 2d Settee.
imp. pi. of Sit. Sat.

senate,

c&re,

&m,

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

To adjust, as something in discussion ; to make up
compose ; to pacify ; as, to settle a quarrel.
9. To adjust, as accounts; to liquidate; to balance;
as, to settle an account.
10. Hence, to pay ; as, to settle a bill. [Collog.] Abbott.
11. To plant with inhabitants ; to colonize to people
as, the French first settled Canada ; the Puritans settled
8.

to

;

New

England

;

Plymouth was

settled in 1620.

To settle on or upon, to confer upon by permanent
grant to assure to. " I
have settled upon him a good
annuity." Addison.
To settle the land (Naut.), to cause
it to sink, or appear lower, by receding from it.
Syn.— To fix establish regulate arrange compose
adjust determine decide.
;

—

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

Set'tle, V. i.
1. To become fixed or permanent ; to
become stationary to establish one's self or itself ; to
assume a lasting form, condition, direction, or the like,
in place of a temporary or changing state.
The wind came about and settled in the west. Bacon,
Chyle . . . runs through all the intermediate colors until it
settles in an intense red.
Arbuthnot,
2. To fix one's residence ; to establish a dwelling place
home
or
as, the Saxons who settled in Britain.
;
3. To enter into the married state, or the state of a
;

As people marry now and

To be

4.

established in an

Prior,

settle.

employment or profession

5. To become firm, dry, and hard, as the ground after
the effects of rain or frost have disappeared ; as, the
roads settled late in the spring.
6. To become clear after being turbid or obscure ; to
clarify by depositing matter held in suspension ; as, the

(-te).

the slender spines of a crustacean, the hairUke processes
of a protozoan, the bristles or stiff hairs on the leaves
o± some plants, or the pedicel of the capsule of a moss.
2. (Zool.) (a) One of the movable chitinous spines or
hooks of an annelid. They usually arise in clusters from
muscular capsules, and are used in locomotion and for
defense. They are very diverse in form, (b) One of the
spinelike feathers at the base of the bill of certain birds.
Se-ta'ceOUB (se-ta'shus), a. [L. seta a bristle cf.

A
A

seat,

setel, setil,

as, to settle in the practice of law.

See Pair.

group.

&etm

[OE.

(sgt't'l), n.

householder.

[L. seta, saeta, a
bristle.]
1. (Biol.) Any slender, more or less rigid,
bristlelike organ or part ; as the hairs of a caterpillar,
II

—

A composing rule.

;

literally or figuratively.
Collection ; series
Syn.

—

—

;

—

— Set-off,

;

;

does

&

;

;

2.

n.

«.

(-fSr'),

good troweled surface.

weather settled; wine

A goveinment,

English Setter.

settles

by standing.

on such occasions,

settles.

originally they indicated it by sitting or crouching.
Tliere are several distinct varieties of setters ; as,
the Irish, or red, setter ; the Gordon setter, which is usually red or tan varied with black and the English setter,
which is variously colored, but usually white and tawny
red, with or without black.
Shak.
3. One who hunts victims for sharpers.
4. One who adapts words to music in composition.
with off. [Obs.]
5. An adornment ; a decoration;

d^^

;

—

They come

as

.

.

.

setters off of

thy graces.

Whitlock.

A

Ure.
shallow seggar for porcelain.
6. (Pottery)
Set'ter, v.t. To cut the dewlap (of a cow or an ox), and
[Prov. Eng.]
to insert a seton, so as to cause an issue.
(Bot.) The bear's-foot
Set'ter-WOrt' (-wUrf), n.
(Helleborus fcetidus) ;
so called because the root was
used in settering, or inserting setons into the dewlaps of
Called also pegroots.
Dr. Prior.
cattle.
Set'ting (-ting), n. 1. The act of one who, or that
which, sets ; as, the setting of type, or of gems ; the setting of the sun the setting (hardening) of moist plaster
of Paris ; the setting (set) of a current.

—

7.

To sink

to the

bottom

;

is always thick before it
Addison.
to fall to the bottom, a«

dregs of a liquid, or the sediment of a reservoir.
8. To sink gradually to a lower level ; to subside, a>
the foundation of a house, etc.
9. To become calm ; to cease from agitation.
Till the fury of his highness settle.

Come

not before him.
;

;

;

:

£lrm,

ask, ftnnl,

\t\\ ;

eve,

event,

£nd, fern, recent

;

Ice,

—

ordination or installation as pastor.
Every man Uving has a design in his head upon wealth,
power, or settlement in the world.
Estrange.

V

;

Chaucer,

Shak.

10. To adjust differences or accounts to come to an
agreement as, he has settled with his creditors.
11. To make a jointure for a wife.
He sighs with most success that settles well.
Oartk.
Set'tled-ness (set't'ld-ngs), n. The quality or state
of being settled
confirmed state.
[R.]
Bp. Hall,
Set'tle-ment (-t'l-ment), n. 1. The act of settling,
or the state of being settled.
Specifically
(a) Establishment in life, in business, condition, etc.

(b)

The

idea,

ill

act of peopling, or state of being peopled
;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

;

act
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SEWELLEL

2. Constituting or being one of seventeen equal parts
which anything is divided.
Sev'en-teenth' (s§v''n-tenth'), n. 1. The next in order after the sixteenth one coming after sixteen others.
2. The quotient of a unit divided by seventeen one of
seventeen equal parts or divisions of one whole.
3. {3Ius.) An interval of two octaves and a third.
Sev'entb (s6v''nth), a. [From Seven cf. AS. seofoSa.']
coming after six
1. Next in order after the sixth

Sev'er-al-lze (sSv'er-al-iz), ti. <. To distinguish. [06s.]
Sev'er-al-ly, adv. Separately ; distinctly ; apart from
others ; individually.
There must be an auditor to check and revise each severally
De Quincey.
by itself.
Sev'er-al-ty (-ty), n. A state of separation from the
rest, or from all others ; a holding by individual right.
Forests which had never been owned in severaltij. Bancroft,
Estate In severalty (Law), an estate which the tenant
holds in his own right, without being joined in interest
distinguished from joint tenwitli-any other person ;
Blackstone.
ancy, coparcenary, and common.
(-ans),
The act of severing, or the
n.
1.
Sev'er-ance
state of being severed ; partition ; separation. Milman.
2. {Law) The act of dividing ; the singling or severing of two or more that join, or are joined, in one writ
the putting iu several or separate pleas or answers by
two or more disjointly ; the destruction of the unity of
Bouvier.
interest in a joint estate.

SETTLER
colonization
occupation by
of planting, as a colony
Battlers as, the settlement of a new country.
(c) The act or process of adjusting or determining
composure of doubts or differences pacification liquidation of accounts ; arrangement adjustment; ecs, settlement of a controversy, of accounts, etc.
(d) Bestowal, or giving possession, under legal sanction the act of giving or conferring anything in a formal
;

;

into

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

and permanent manner.

;

My flocks, my fields, my woods, my pastures take.
With

settlement as

good as law can make.

others.
On the seventh day, God ended his work which he had made
and he rested on the seventh day from oil his work which he

Dryclen.

of

other relatives
granting it.

;

had made,
(Jeji. ii. 2.
2. Constituting or being one of seven equal parts into
which anything is divided as, the seventh part.
Seventh day, the seventh day of the week Saturday.
— Seventh-day Baptists. See under Baptist.
Sev'enth, n. 1. One next in order after the sixth
one coming after six others.
2. The quotient of a unit divided by seven
one of
seven equal parts into which anything is divided,
3. {Mus.) (a) An interval embracing seven diab
tonic degrees of the scale.
5'-S>f^S(b) A chord whicli includes
Seventh, 3 (fi).
the interval of a seventh
whether major, minor, or diminished.
Sev'en-thir'tles (s5v"n-ther'tiz), n. pi.
A name
given to three several issues of United States Treasury
notes, made during the Civil War, in denominations of
$50 and over, bearing interest at the rate of seven and
three tenths (thirty hundredths) per cent annually.
Within a few years they were all redeemed or funded.
Sev'enth-ly (sSv''nth-ly), adv. In the seventh place.
Sev'en-tl-eth (sSv''n-ti-Sth), a. [AS. hund-seo/ontigoSa.']
as, a
X. Next in order after the sixty-ninth
man in the seventieth year of his age.
2. Constituting or being one of seventy equal parts.
1. One next in order after the
Sev'en-ti-eOl, re.

jointure granted to a wife, or the act of

;

;

2. That which settles, or is settled, established, or
Specifically
fixed.
sediment lees ;
{a) Matter that subsides ; settlings
dregs.
[Obs.J
Mortimer,
Fuller's earth left a thick settlement.
:

—

;

;

A

;

colony newly established
a place or region
(6)
newly settled as, settlements in the West.
is
bestowed
formally
and permanently
(c) That which
the sum secured to a person ; especially, a jointure made
to a woman at her marriage ; also, in the United States,
a sum of money or other property formerly granted to a
pastor in addition to his salary.
3. {Arch.) {a) The gradual sinking of a building,
whether by the yielding of the ground under the f oimdation, or by the compression of the joints or the material.
(6) pi. Fractures or dislocations caused by settlement.
;

4. {Law) A settled place of abode residence a right
growing out of residence ; legal residence or establishof a person in a particular parish or town, which
entitles him to maintenance if a pauper, and subjects
the parish or town to his support. Blackstone. Bouvier.
Act of settlement {Eng. Hist.), the statute of 12 and 13
William III., by which the crown was limited to the present reigning house (the house of Hanover).
Blackstone.
1. One who settles, becomes
Set'tler (sSt'tler), n.
;

;

ment

;

sixty-ninth.
2. The quotient of a unit divided
seventy equal parts or fractions.

fixed, established, etc.

one of

sediment.
3Iilton.
Settling day, a day for settling accounts, as in the stock
market.
Set'-tC (sSt'too'), n. A contest in boxing, in an argument, or the like. IColloq.J
Halliwell.
Set'U-la (sgt'u-Ia), n. ; pi. Setitl.e (-le). [L. setula,
saetula, dim. of seta, saeta, bristle.] A small, short hair
or bristle ; a small seta.
Set'Ule (-61), n. [See Setula.] A setula.
Set'U-l0S6' (-u-los'), a. Having small bristles or setse.
Set'wall' (-wal'), ra. [Cf. Cetewale.] (5o^) A plant
formerly valued for its restorative qualities (Valeriana
officinalis, or V. Pyrenaica).
[06s.]
[Written also
setwal.l
Chaucer.
;

;

&

&

;

II

among

;

Matt.

the just.

xiii. 49.

To cut

or break open or apart ; to divide into parts
to cut through ; to disjoin ; as, to sever the arm or leg.
Milton.
Our state can not be severed ; we are one.
2.

3. To keep distinct or apart ; to except ; to exempt.
I will sever in that day the land of Goshen, in which my people dwell, that no swarms of flies shall be there.
Ex. viii. 22.

[OE. seven, seoven, seo/en, AS.
seofon, seofan, seofen; akin to D. seven, OS., Goth., &
OHG. sibun, G. sieben, Icel. sjau, sj'o, Sw. sju, Dan. syv,
Lith. septyni, Russ. seme, W. saith, Gael, seachd, Ir.
seacht, L. sepiem, Gr. eirra, Skr. saptan.
V305. Cf.
Hebdomad, Heptaoon, September.] One more than six
six and one added as, seven days make one week.
Seven sciences. See the Note under Scienoe, »., 4. —
Seven stars {Astron.), the Pleiades.
Seven wonders of
the world. See under Wondebs. — Seven-year a^ple (Bat. ),
a rubiaceous shrub (Geniva clusiifolia) growing in the
a.

4. {Law) To disunite ; to disconnect ; to terminate ; as,
Blackstone.
to sever an estate in joint tenancy.
Sev'er, v. i. 1. To suffer disjunction ; to be parted
or rent asunder to be separated ; to part ; to separate.
;

Shak.

;

2.

—

West

The Lord
tle

They claimed
Sev'er-a-ble

Came sevens and pairs.
Milton.
A symbol representing seven units, as 7, or vii.
Sev'en-f old' (-fold'), a. Repeated seven times having seven thicknesses
increased to seven times the size
oramovmt. " Sevenfold rage."
Milton.
Sev'en-fold', adv. Seven times as much or as often.
Whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on him
;

;

iv. 15.

;

Sey'en-shOOt'er

(-slioot'er), n.

;

A firearm, esp. a pis-

The

.

.

Ose,

unite,

r^ide,

fyll,

am

;

pity

out,

;

chair

;

jjo

;

rigorous

;

Se-ver'i-ty (se-vgr'I-ty),_re. / pi. Severities (-ttz).
: cf. F. sevh'ite.^
The quality or state of

—

:

;

severity of discipline or government severity of penal" Strict age, and sour setJen'/?/.
Milton.
ties.
(6) The quality or power of distressing or paining ex.
treme degree ; extremity ; intensity ; inclemency as,
the severity of pain or anguish ; the severity of cold oi
heat ; the severity of the winter.
(c) Harshness ; cruel treatment ; sharpness of punish<
ment ; as, severity practiced on prisoners of war.
rigorousness ; strictness ; as, the se((?) Exactness ;
verity of a test.
Dryden.
Confining myself to the severity of truth.
;

;

;

(sev'er-y), re. [Prob. corrupted fr. ciborium.
{Arch.) A bay or compartment of a vaulted
[Written also civery.^
Sev'o-ca'tion (sev'o-ka'shiSn), n. [L. sevocare, sevocatum, to call aside.] A calling aside. [OJs.]
Sfe'vres blue' (sa'vr' blu'). A very light blue.
Porcelain manufactured at
Sfe'vres ware' (wSr').
Sevres, France, especially iu the national factory situated

an

Sev'er-y

Oxf. Gloss.']

ceiling.

there.

Sew
Juice

;

[OE. See Sewer household officer.]
a seasoned dish ; a delicacy. [06s.] Gower,

(su), n.

gravy

;

I will not

Sew,

tell

Chaucer.

of their strange sewes.

[See Sue to follow.] To follow ; to purChaucer. Spenser.
[06s.]
Sew (so), V. t. [imp. Sewed (sod) ; p. p. Sewed,
rarely Sewn (son) p. pr.
vb. re. Sewing.]
[OE. sewen, sou-en, AS. sidwian, siwian ; akin to OHG. siuumn,
Icel. syja, Sw. sy, Dan. sye, Goth, siujan, Lith. siziti,
Russ. shite, L. suere, Gr. Ka<r-irOeiv, Skr. sir. V166.
Cf. Seam a suture. Suture.] 1. To unite or fasten together by stitches, as with a needle and thread.
No man also seweth a piece of new cloth on an old garment.
V.

t.

sue; to sue.

&

;

Mark

To close or stop by sewing
sew up a rip.
2.

;

— often with vp

ii.

21,

; as,

t»

To inclose by sewing — sometimes with up ; as, to
sew money in a bag.
Sew, V. i. To practice sewing to work with needle
3.

;

;

and thread.

Sew

See Sewer a drain.] To
drain, as a pond, for taking the fish.
[06s.]
Tusser.
Sew'age (su'Sj 4S), n. 1. The contents of a sewer
or drain refuse liquids or matter carried off by sewers.
2. Sewerage, 2.
Sewe (su), V. i. To perform the duties of a sewer.
Sec 3(i Sewer_^ [06.5.]
[Etymol. uncertain.] A scareSew'el (au'Sl), re.
crow, generally made of feathers tied to a string, hung up
to prevent deer from breaking into a place.
Halliwell.
Se-wel'Iel (se-wjii'i6i), n.
[Of American' Indian origin,]
{Zo'dl.) A peculiar gregarious
burrowing rodent {Ilapludon HO^I^^I^^Hf^'iV
(su), V.

[V151

t.

6.

;

;

ShaJc.

oil

;

[L. severitas

;

;

;

being severe. Specifically
{a) Gravity or austerity ; extreme strictness rigor
harshness ; as, the severity of a reprimand or a reproof

their several for heathen nations, their several for

foot

critical

;

— Se-vere'ly, adv. — Se-vere'ness, n.

Bp. Hall.
food,

;

severe cold.

;

Hooker.
the people of their own nation.
In several, in a state of separation. [It.] " Wliere pasTusser.
tures in several be.
Sev'er-al'I-ty (-Sl'T-tJ), n. ; pi. Sevebalities (-tTz).
Each particular taken singly ; distinction. [Ofc.]

;

;

exact

;

Several of them neither rose from any conspicuous family,
Atl<lisnn.
left any behind them.
An inclosed or separate place inclosure. [06i.]

They had

;

austere; stern; morose; rigid;
exact rigorous ; hard ; rough harsh censorious ; tart
acrimonious ; sarcastic satirical ; cutting ; biting ; keen
bitter ; cruel. See Strict.

more than two, but not very

3.

.

ilp,

severals.

endured

Syn. — Strict; grave;

nor

;

:

.

;

;

;

anguish, torture

a severe test.

as,

many.

objects.
2. A symbol denoting seventeen units, as 17, or xvii.
Sev'en-teenth' (-tenth'), a.
[From Seventeen cf.
AS. seofontedSa, seofonteogeSa."] 1. Next in order after
the sixteenth ; coming after sixteen others.
In
the seventeenth day of the month
. were all the
fountains of the great deep broken up.
Oen. vii. 11.
.

;

(-al), a.

2. Persons or objects,

—

5. Difficult to be

.

;

;

;

Jtohf/nsnn (Mare's Utopia).

seven barrels or chambers for cartridges, or one
capable of firing seven shots without reloading. [Collog.']
_Sev'en-teen' (-ten'), a. [OE. seventene, AS. seofontyne, i. e., seven-ten. Cf. Seventy.] One more than sixteen ten and seven added as, seventeen years.
Sev'en-teen', re. 1. The number greater by one than
sixteen the sum of ten and seven seventeen units or

;

;

Macaulap.
Mai
Capable of being severed.

Sev'er-al, n. 1. Each particular taken singly
item; a detail; an individual. [06«.]
There was not time enough to hear .

Waller.

I

;

tol, with

;

;

;

.

sedate;

strict in judgment, discipline, or government
harsh not mild or indulgent rigorous as, severe critiMilton.
cism «e»ere punishment. "Custody severe."
ShaJc.
Come you are too severe a moraler.
Let your zeal, if it must be expressed in anger, be always
Jer. Taylor.
more severe against thyself than against others.
3. Rigidly methodical, or adherent to rule or principle exactly conformed to a standard ; not allowing or
employing unnecessary ornament, amplification, etc.
" Restrained by
strict
said of style, argument, etc.
Jer. Taylor.
reason and severe principles."
The Latin, a most severe and compendious language. Dryden.
extreme
4. Sharp
afflictive
distressing ; violent

present when the event took place.
Sev'er-al, adv. By itself severally. [OJs.]
Every kind of thing is laid up several in barns or storehouses.

&

.

;

the right of severing in their challenge,
(-a,-b'l), a.

.

;

Very

2.

2. Diverse ; different ; various.
Spenser.
Habits and faculties, several, and to be distinguished. Bacon.
Dryden.
Four several armies to the field are led.
3. Consisting of a number more than two, but not
very many divers ; sundry ; as, several persons were

Seven'nlght (sSn'nit or -nit 277), n. A week ; any
period of seven consecutive days and nights. See Sennight.
Sev'en-score' (sSv"n-skor'), n.
a.
Seven times
twenty, that is, a hundred and forty.
The old Countess of Desmond . lived sevenscore years. Bacon.
.

;

Encyc. Diet.
[OF., fr. LL. separalis, fr. L. separ
separate, different. See Sever, Separate.] 1. Separate;
distinct; particular; single.
Each several ship a victory did gain.
Dryden.
Each might his several province well command.
Pope.
Would all but stoop to what they understand.
Sev'er-al

2.

Oen.

:

severe.]
1. Serious in feeling or manner;
grave austere not light, lively, or cheerful.
Your looks must alter, as your subject does,
From kind to fierce, from wanton to severe.

separation or distinction ; to distinguish.
between the cattle of Israel and the catEx. ix. 4.

(Bat.),

tevenfold.

;

shall sever

of Egypt.

—

Indies
also, its edible fruit.
Seven-year vine
a tropical climbing plant (Ipomcea tv.berosa) related to the morning-glory.
Sev'en, n. 1. The number greater by one than six
seven units or objects.
Of every beast, and bird, and insect small,
;

To make a

Be-vet6' (se-ver'), a. [Compar. Severer (-er) su[L. severus; perhaps akin to Gr.
Severest.]
awe, <TetJ.v6<; revered, holy, solemn, Goth, swikns
innocent, chaste cf F. sivere. Cf Assevebate, Perperl.

<7e';3as

as, severe pain,

seventy units or objects.
2. A symbol representing seventy units, as 70, or Ixx.
The Seventy, the translators of the Greek version of the
Old Testament called the Septuagint. See Septuaoint.
Sev'en-ty-four' (-for'), n. {Naut.) A naval vessel
carrying seventy-four guns.
Sev'an-up' (-up'), n. The game of cards called also
all fours, and old sledge.
[U. S.']
Sev'er (sSv'er), ;;. t. [imp.
p. p. Seveked (-erd)
vb. re. Severing.] [OF. sevrer, severer, to sepp. pr.
arate, F. sevrer to wean, fr. L. separare. See Separate,
and cif. Several.] 1. To separate, as one from another
to cut off from something
to divide
to part in any
way, especially by violence, as by cutting, rending, etc.
as, to sever the head from the body.
The angels shall come forth, and sever the wicked from

seven times ten

A

Sev'en (s5v"n),

;

;

;

dregs

by seventy

Sev'en-ty {-tf), a. [AS. hnnd-seofontig. See Seven,
and Ten, and cf. Seventeen, Sixty.] Seven times ten
one more than sixty-nine.
Sev'en-ty, n. ; pi. Seventies (-tiz). 1. The sum of

2. Especially, one who establishes himself in a new
region or a colony ; a colonist ; a planter ; as, the first
settlers of New England.
3. That which settles or finishes hence, a blow, etc.,
which settles or decides a contest. \_Colloq.~\
vessel, as a tub, in which something, as pulver4.
ized ore suspended in a liquid, is allowed to settle.
Set'tllng (-tll'ng), n. 1. The act of one who, or that
which, settles ; the act of establishing one's self, of colonizing, subsiding, adjusting, etc.
2. pi. That which settles at the bottom of a liquid
;

-W

f

;

lees

—

;

{Law) A disposition of property for the benefit
some person or persons, usually through the medium
trustees, and for the benefit of a wife, children, or

(e)

of

siiiB,

iok

native of the coast region of the Northwestern

riifiis),

^^^^^^^^Bkl'

United States. It somewhat resembles a nniskrat or marmot.
;

then,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

Sowellol.

=i

in azure.

Ses'.l-8yl-lab'lc (s6ks'i-sTl-iab'ik), a.

but has only a rudimentary tail. Its head is broad,
its eyes are small; and its fur is brownish above, gray

assewer, and asseour, OF.
asseour, F. asseoir to seat, to set, L. assidere to sit by
ad
sedere to sit (cf. Sit); or cf. OE. sew pottage,
sauce, boiled meat, AS. seaw juice, Skr. su to press out.]
Formerly, an upper servant, or household officer, who
set on and removed the dishes at a feast, and who also
brought water for the hands of the guests.

OE.

+

Then

Sew'er-age

(-aj

48), n.

;

1.

:

A

;

Chapman.

The construction of a

between objects,

is

sewed with the needle.

—

form meaning

six ; as, .sea;digitism

;

—

-\

4.A
^
(-ta-ry),
n. ;
/

.

p(. SEXTARIES(-riz). [L.
sextarius the sixth part of
a measure, weight, etc..
f
f
ir. sexius
sixtn, sex six.J
{Rom. Antiq.) A.na.Qcieut,
Roman liquid and dry
measure, about equal
to
^

•*->.

;

-1

,'.

t
an -c,
Enghsh pmt.
Sex'ta-ry (seks'ta^rj),

this distinction.

;

A sac-

—

One form of Sextant, a Telescope for viewing the Images of
tijg' s^„ through, and reffected
from, the Horizon Glass 6 Index
or Large Mirror on upper end of
;

Alidade ;c Back Shades or
Screens of colored class (/ Hon^on Glass, one half transparent
and one half mirror; c Fore
Shades or Screens of colored
glass /Handle attached to back
;

;

Frame; q Lower part of Alla^^e ^jth Vernier h Graduated
Arc or Limb i Jlicroscope for
of

;

;

n.

sexagenarius,

n.
sacristan. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Sex'tlc (-tik), a. [L. sextus sbMi.] {Math.) Of the
sixth degree or order,
quantie of the
{Alg.)

II

—

;

"

—

—

agenary scale.
Sex'a-ges'1-mal, n. A sexagesimal fraction.
Sex'an'gle (seks'an'g'l), n. [L. sexangulus sexangular sex six -|- angulus angle cf F. sexangle.
Cf. Hexangular.] (Geom.) A hexagon. [i2.]
Iltdton.
Sex'an'gled (seks'an'g'ld), a. [Cf. F. sexangulaire.}
Sex-an'gU-lar (-Sn'gu-ler), ) Having six angles hex:

.

l

;

agonal.

Dry den.

[iJ.]

Sex-an'gu-lar-ly, adv. Hexagonally. [R.]
Sex-av'a-lent (-5v'a-lent), a. See Sexivalent. [i?.]
Sex-dig'it-ism (-dtj'it-Iz'm), re. [Sex- -f digit.'] The
state of having six fingers on a hand, or six toes on a foot.
Sex-dig'it-lst, n.
One who has six fingers on a hand,
or six toes on a foot.
Sexed (sekst), a. Belonging to sex having sex distinctively male or female
as, the sexed condition.
Sex'e-na-ry (seks'e-na-ry), a. Proceeding by sixes
sextuple
applied especially to a system of arithmetical
computation in which the base is six.
Sex-en'nl-al (seks-Sn'nT-oI), a. [L. sexennium a period of six years, sexennis of six years sex six -\- annus
a year._ See Six, and Annual.] Lasting six years, or
happening once in six years,
n.
A sexennial event.
Sex-en'nl-al-ly, adv. Once in six years.
Sex'lid (sgks'(Td), a. \_Sex- -f- root of L. findere to
;

;

;

;

—

;

_

;

—

)

Sex'1-fld (-i-£id),
Six-cleft

;

as,

)

split:

cf.

F.

sexfide.l

(Bot.)

a sexfid calyx or nectary.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

[F. sexiil, fr. L. sextus the sixth,
{Astrol.) Measured by sixty
Six.]
degrees; fixed or indicated by a distance o£ sixty deGlanvill.
grees.
{Astrol.) The as[Cf. F. aspect sextil.]
Sex'tile, n.
pect or position of two planets when distant from each
other sixty degrees, or two signs. This position is

marked thus

Hutton.

*.

:

[Formed (in imitation
(seks-til'yfin), n.
of million) fr. L. sextus sixth, sex six cf. F. sextilion.]
Sex-tll'Uon

;

According to the French method of numeration (which
is followed also in the United States), the number expressed by a unit with twenty -one ciphers annexed.
According to the English method, a million raised to the
sixth power, or the number expressed by a unit with
thirty-six ciphers annexed.
See Numeration.
Sex'tO (seks'to), n. ; pi. Sextos (-toz). [L. sextus
sixth.]
A book consisting of sheets each of which is
folded into six leaves.
[L. sextusSex'tO-dec'i-mo (s5ks'to-dSs'T-mo), a.
decimus the sixteenth sextus the sixth (fr. sex six)
decimus the tenth, from decern ten. See -mo.] Having
sixteen leaves to a sheet ; of, or equal to, the size of one
fold of a sheet of printing paper when folded so as to
make sixteen leaves, or thirty-two pages as, a sexto-

+

;

;

decimo volume.

A
Sextodecimos (-moz).
book composed of sheets each of which is folded into
Sex'to-dec'i-mo, n.

; pi.

hence, indicating, more or less definitely,
usually written 16mo, or 16°.
a size of a book
SeX'tO-let (seks'to-lSt), re. {Mus.) A double triplet
a group of six equal notes played in the time of four.
Sex'ton (seks'tun), n. [OE. sexlein, contr. fr. sacrisAn under officer of a church, whose business is
tan.]
to take care of the church building and the vessels, vestments, etc., belonging to the church, to attend on the
officiating clergyman, and to perform other duties pertaining to the church, such as to dig graves, ring the
sixteen leaves

;

;

—

bell, etc.
(Zo'ol.), a burying beetle.
Sex'ton-eSS, n. A female sexton a sexton's wife.
Sex'ton-ry (-ry), n. Sextonship. [Obs.] Ld. Berners.
Swijt.
Sex'ton-Slllp, n. The office of a sexton.
Sex'try (-try), re. See Sacristy. [Obs.]
Sex'tU-ple (-tu-p'l), a. [Formed (in imitation of
quadruple) fr. L. sextus sixth cf. F. sextuple.] 1. Six
times as much sixfold.

Sexton beetle

;

:

;

am, arm, ask,

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

gnd, fern,

—

;

&

&

;

In a shabby manner.
Shab'bi-ly
Shab'bi-ness, n. The quality or state of being shabby.
Shab'ble (-b'l), ShaHble, n. [Cf. D. sabel, and G.
s'dbel.]
A kind of crooked sword or hanger. [Scot.l^
Shab'by (-by), a. [Compar. Shabbier (-bi-er)
superl. Shabbiest.]
[See Shab, n.. Scabby, and Scab.]
poor mean ragged.
1. Torn or worn to rags
Macaulay.
Wearing shabby coats and dirty shirts.
2. Clothed with ragged, much worn, or soiled gar"
Swift.
shabby."
ments.
The dean was so
as, shabby treatment.
3. Mean
paltry despicable
"
Clarendon.
'Very shabby fellows."
_
(-bl-ly), adv.

;

recent

;

ice,

;

;

;

;

Sir W. Scott.
Sex'a-ges'i-ma (sSks'a-jes'T-ma), n. [L., fem. of
sexagesimus sixtieth, fr. sexaginta sixty.] (Eccl.) The
second Sunday before Lent
so called as being about
the sixtieth day before Easter.
(-mol),
a.
[Cf. F. sexagesimal.'}
Sex'a-ges'i-mal
Pertaining to, or founded on, the number sixty.
Sexagesimal fractions or numbers {Arith. & Alg.), those
fractions whose denominators are some power of sixty as,
gV' TeVo"' "2 T'eVo'o ' ''^'^^'^ *'^° astronomical fractions, because formerly there were no others used in
astronomical calculations.
Sexagesimal, or Sexagenary,
arithmetic, the method of computmg by the sexagenary
scale, or by sixties.
Sexagesimal scale (Math.), the sex-

—

II

;

A

^w.

Something composed of sixty

;

TET.

Sex'tUe (-til), a.
from sex six. See

parts or divisions.
2. A sexagenarian.

;

(Mus.) See Ses-

n.

sixth degree.

—

1.

)

)

A

Sex'teyn (sgks'tan),

:

n.

reading the Vernier,

Sex-tet' (seks-tgf or sgks'tet),
Sex-tet'tO (seks-tSt'to),

sexageni sixty each, akin to sexaginta
cf. F. sexagenaire.
sixty, sex six
See Six.] Pertaining
to, or designating, the number sixty ; proceeding by sixties ; sixty years old.
Sexagenary arithmetic. See under Sexagesimal.
Sexagenary, or Sexagesimal, scale {Math.), a scale of numbers
in which the modulus is sixty. It is used in treating the
divisions of the circle.

Sex-ag'e-na-ry,

[T^OTSextonry.]
[Obs.]

risty.

fr.

—

II

The sex, the female sex women, in general.
Sex'a-ge-na'rl-an (sSks'a-je-na'ri-an), n. [See Sexagenary.] A person who is sixty years old.
Sex-ag'e-na-ry (seks-Sj'e-na-ry orsSks'a-je-), a. [L.
;

;

;

portable.

c<..»r*«
Sex'ta-ry

—

A

Box sextant, a small sextant inclosed in a cylindrical case to make it

more

—

II

stellation Sextans.

se.rennial.

;

;

II

circle.
See Quadrant.
3. {Astro7i.) The con-

[L. sexus: cf. F. sexe.\
1. The distinguishS62E, ».
ing pecuUarity of male or female in both animals and
plants ; the physical diiference between male and female
the assemblage of properties or qualities by which male
is distinguished from female.
2. One of the two divisions of organic beings formed
on the distinction of male and female.
3. (Bot.) (a) The capability in plants of fertUizing or
of being fertilized
as, staminate and pistillate flowers
are of opposite sexes. (6) One of the groups founded on

;

;

&

with a nicer graduation,
telescopic sight, and its
arc the sixth, and sometimes the third, part of a

Sewing horae {Harness mahing), a clamp, operated by
the foot, for holding pieces of leather wliile being sewed.
Sewing machine, a machme for sewing or stitching.
Sewing presa, or Sewing table (Bookbinding), a fixture
or table having a frame in which are held the cords to
which the back edges of folded sheets are sewed to form
a book.
Sew'Ster (-ster), n. A seamstress. [06s.] B. Jonson.
Sex- (sSks-). [L. sex six. See Six.] A combining

—

— used

esp. at sea, for ascertaining the latitude and longitude. It is constructed
on the same optical principle as Hadley's quadrant, but usually of metal,

sews.

That which

(Bom.

Anliq.) A
2. (Astron.) A constellation on the equator south of
Leo the Sextant.
Sex'tant (-tant), n. [L. sextans, -antis, the sixth part
See Six.] 1. {Math.)
of an as, fr. sextus sixth, sex six.
The sixth part of a circle.
2. An instrument for measuring angular distances

the i^ewer

;

2.

;

(-tSnz), ». [L. See Sextant.] 1.
Roman coin, the sixth part of an as.

Sex'tans

II

Bewer or sewers.
the
2. The system of sewers in a city, town, etc.
general drainage of a city or town by means of sewers.
3. The material collected in, and discharged by, sewers.
[In this sense sewage is preferable and common.]
Sew'in (su'Tn), ». (Zodl.) Same as Sewen.
Sew'ing (so'Iug), n. 1. The act or occupation of one

who

+

—

;

2. {Mus.) Divisible by six; having six beats; as, iea>
tuple measure.
SeX'U-al (sSks'u-al or sEk'shu-al ; 135), a. [L. sexvrOf or pertaining to
cf. F. sexuel.]
alis, it. sexus sex
sex, or the sexes ; distinguishing sex ; peculiar to the distinction and office of male or female ; relating to the
distinctive genital organs of the sexes proceeding from,
as, sexual characteristics
sexual
or based upon, sex
sexual desire
intercourse, connection, or commerce
sexual diseases ; sexual generation.
Sexual dimorphism (Biol.), the condition of having one
of the sexes existing in two forms, or varieties, differing
in color, size, etc., as in many species of butterilies which
Sexual method (Bot.), a
have two kmds of females.
method of classification proposed by Linnseus, founded
mainly on dilferences in number and position of the stamens and pistils of plants.
Sexual selection (Biol.), the
selective preference of one sex for certain characteristics
in the other, such as bright colors, musical notes, etc.
also, the selection which results from certain individuals
of one sex having more opportunities of pairing with
the other sex, on account of greater activity, strength,
courage, etc. applied likewise to that kind of evolution
which results from such sexual preferences. Darwin.
In these cases, therefore, natural selection seems to have acted
A. R. Wallace.
independently of sexual selection.
Sex'u-al-ist, re. {Bot.) One who classifies plants by
the sexual method of Linnseus.
Sex'u-al'i-ty (-51'i-ty), n. The quality or state of
lAndley.
being distinguished by sex.
Sex'U-al-lze (-ol-iz), v. t. To attribute sex to.
Sex'U-al-ly, adv. in a sexual manner or relation.
2d pers. pi. of
Sey (sa), Seyh (sa), obs. imp. sing.
Chaucer.
See.
Seye (sa), Seyen (sa'en), obs. imp. pi. &p. p. of See.
Chaucer.
Senge,
to
singe.
(sand),
obs.
of
Seynd
p.p.
girdle.
See 1st Seint. [Obs.]
Seynt (sant), «.
s/orzando,
Sfor-zan'do (stSr-tsan'do), 1 a. [It.
p.
pr., and s/orzato, p.
Sfor-za'tO (sf6r-tsa'to),
I
(Mus.) Forcing or forced;
p. of sforzare to force.]
a direction placed over a note, to signify that it must be
marked fz
executed with peculiar emphasis and force
(an abbreviation of forzando), sf, sjz, or >.
SfU-ma'tO (sfoo-ma'to), a. [It.] (Paint.) Having
vague outlines, and colors and shades so mingled as to
said of a painting.
give a misty appearance
Sgraf-fl'tO(sgraf-fe'to),a. [It.] (Po?:re<.) Scratched ;
said of decorative painting of a certain style, in which
a white overlaid surface is cut or scratched through, so
as to form the design from a dark ground imderneath.
Shab (shSb), re. [OE. shabbe, AS. scxb. See Scab,]
The itch in animals also, a scab. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Shab, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Shabbed (shSbd) ; p. pr.
tjj. n. Shabbing.]
[See Scab, 3.] To play mean tricks
to act shabbily.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Shab, v. t. To scratch to rub. [Obs.] Farquhar.
'Wood.
Shab'bed (shab'bSd), a. Shabby. [Obs.]
:

F. sexloculaire.] {Bot.) Having six cells for seeds;
six-celled ; as, a sexlocular pericarp.
Sex'ly (seks'ly), a. Pertaining to sex. \B..]
Should I ascribe any of these things unto myself or my seoiity
Qtxeen Elizabeth.
weakness, I were not worthy to live.
radiate.]
[SexSex-ra'di-ate (seks-ra'dT-it), a.
{Zo'ol.) Having six rays ;
said of certain sponge spicules.
See Illust. of Spicule.
Sext (sekst), n. [L. sexta, fem. of sextus sixth, fr. sex
six: ci.'S.sexte.] {R.C.Ch.) {a) The office for the sixth
canonical hour, being a part of the Breviary, {b) The
sixth book of the decretals, added by Pope Boniface VIII.
Sex'tain (sSks'tan), n. [L. sextus sixth, fr. sex six
stanza of six lines a sestine.
{Pros.)
cf. It. sestina.]

runs off. Cf. Ewee, Aquabium.]
A drain or passage to carry off water and filth under
ground a subterraneous channel, particularly in cities.

Poured water from a great and golden ewer,
That from their hands to a silver caldron ran.

of six syllables.

cf.

vi-ater

[Cf.

word

sylla-

-\-

Sex-lv'a-lent (seks-Tv'a-lent), a. \_Sex- -\- L. valens,
See Valence.] {Chem.) Hexavaleut. [iJ.]
Sexless (sSks'les), a. Having no sex.
Sex'loc'U-lar (seks'lok'u-ler), a. \_Sex- -\- locular:

+

n.

A

ble.]

syllab-

-\-

Emerson.
\_Sex-

p. pr.

;

Sew'er,

iSez-

ic] Having six syllables.
Sex'i-syl'la-We (seks'i-sTl'la-b'l), n.

It constitutes the family Haplodontidse.
beneath.
Called also boomer, showVl, and montitain beaver,
Sew'en (sii'Sn), n. (Zool. ) A British trout usually regarded as a variety (var. Cambricus) of the salmon trout.
Sew'er (so'er), n. 1. One who sews, or stitches.
2. {Zool.) A small tortricid moth whose larva sews
together the edges of a leaf by means of silk as, the
apple-leaf sewer {Phoxopieris nubeculana).
Sew'er (sii'er ; 277), n. [OF. sewiere, seuwiere, ultia derivative of aqua water ; cf
mately fr. L. ex out
OF. essevour a drain, essever, esseuwer, essiaver, to cause
LL. exaquatormm a channel
flow,
to flow, to drain, to

through which
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SEWEN

[Turk, tshaprak, whence
(shSb'rSk), n.
F. chabraque, G. schabracke.] (Mil.) The saddlecloth
or housing of a cavalry horse.
Shack (shak), v. i. [Prov. E., to shake, to shed. See
Shake.] 1. To shed or fall, as corn or grain at harvest.
II

Shab'rack

[Prov. Eng.]
Grose.
2. To feed in stubble, or upon waste corn. [Prov. Eng.]
[Prov. Eng.]
3. To wander as a vagabond or a tramp.
Shack, re. [Cf. Scot, shag refuse of barley or oats.]
also, nuts
1. The grain left after harvest or gleaning
which have fallen to the ground.
[Prov. Eng.]
[Prov. Eng.]
2. Liberty of winter pasturage.
3. A shiftless fellow ; a low, itinerant beggar a vagabond a tramp. [Prov. Eng. & Colloq. U. S.] Forby.
All the poor old shacks about the town found a friend in
Deacon Marble.
II. W. Beecher.
Common of shack (Eng. Law), the right of persons occupying lands lying together in the same common field to
turn out their cattle to range in it after harvest. Cornell.
Shack'a-to-ry (-a-to-rj), n. A hound. [Obs.]
Shac'kle (shak'k'l), n. stubble. [Prov. Eng.] Pegge.
Shac'kle, n. [Generally used in the plural.] [OE.
schal;l;yll, schakle, AS. scaciU, sceacul, a shackle, fr. seacan to shake ; cf. D. schakel a link of a chain, a mesh,
Icel. sk'okull the pole of a cart.
See Shake.] 1. Something which confines the legs or arms so as to prevent
their free motion ; specifically, a ring or band inclosing
the ankle or wrist, and fastened to a similar shackle on
the other leg or arm, or to something else, by a chain or
a strap a gyve ; a fetter.
His shackles empty left himself escaped clean. Spenser.
2. Hence, that which checks or prevents free action.
South.
His very will seems to be in bonds and shackles.
3. A fetterlike band worn as an ornament.
Most of the men and women
had all earrings made of
gold, and gold shackles about their legs and arms.
Danipier.
4. A link or loop, as in a chain, fitted with a movable
bolt, so that the parts can be separated, or the loop removed ; a clevis.
called also
5. A link for connecting railroad cars ;
drawlink, draglink, etc.
The
hinged
6.
and curved bar of a padlock, by which
it is hung to the staple.
Knight.
Shackle joint (Anal. ), a joint formed by a bony ring passing through a hole in a bone, as at the bases of spmes in
;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

—

some

fishes.

idea,

ill

;

old,

Obey, orb, 5dd

SHACKLE
Shac'kle
(-k'ld)

(shSk'k'l), v.

p.pr.

;

[imp.

t.

& vb.n. Shackling.]

&

p. p. Shackled

1.

To

tie

or confine

the limbs of, so as to prevent free motion to bind with
shackles to fetter ; to chain.
To lead him shackled, and exposed to scorn
Of gathering crowds, the Britons' boasted chief. J. Fhilips.
2. Figuratively To bind or confine so as to prevent or
embarrass action to impede to cumber.
Shackled by her devotion to the king, she seldom could pur;

;

:

;

;

Walpole.
8ue that object.
3. To join by a link or chain, as railroad cars. [f7. S-l
Shackle bar, the coupling betvreen a locomotive and its
tender. [(/. .S.]
Shackle bolt, a shackle. Sir W. Scott.

—

A

Shackaock'
Shaokly, a.

(shSk'lSk'), n.
sort of shackle. [06i.]
Shaky ; rickety. \Colloq. U. <?.]
Sbad (shSd), n. sing. pi. [AS. sceadda a land of
Gael, sgadan a
fish, akin to Prov. G. schade ; cf. Ir.
herring, W. ysgadan herrings ; all perhaps akin to E.
(Zool.) Any one of several species of food
ihate a fish.]
The American species
fishes of the Herring family.

&
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7. (Painting, Drawing, etc.) The darker portion of a
picture a less illuminated part. See Def 1, above.
8. Degree or variation of color, as darker or lighter,
stronger or paler ; as, a delicate shade of pink.
White, red, yellow, blue, with their several degrees, or shades
and mixtures, as green, come only in by the eyes.
Lodke.
9.
minute difference or variation, as of thought,
belief, expression, etc.
also, the quality or degree of
anything which is distinguished from others similar by
slight differences ; as, the shades of meaning in synonyms.
New shades and combinations of thought. De Quincey.
Every shade of religious and political opinion has its own
headquarters.
Macaulay.
The Shades, the Nether World ; the supposed abode of
souls after leaving the body.
Sbade (shad), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Shaded ; p. pr.
vb. n. Shading.] 1. To shelter or screen by intercepting
the rays of light ; to keep off illumination from. Milton.
I went to crop the sylvan scenes.
And shade our altars witii their leafy greens. Dryden.
2. To shelter; to cover from injury; to protect; to
screen ; to hide ; as, to shade one's eyes.
Ere in our own house I do shade my head.
Shak.
3. To obscure ; to dim the brightness of.

(Clupea sapidissima), which is abundant on the Atlantic
coast and ascends the larger rivers in spring to spawn,
The European allice shad,
18 an important market fish.
or alose (C. alosa), and the twaite shad (C. finta), are
important
species.
[Written
less
also chad.'}

^

The

full blaze of thy

—

;

—
—

—

—

Shad'blrd' (-herd'), n. {Zool.) (a) The American, or
Wilson's, snipe. See under Snipe. So called because it
appears at the same time as the shad, (b) The common
European sandpiper. [Prov. Eng.']
Shadd (shSd), Jt, {3Iining) Roimded stones containing tin ore, lying at the surface of the ground, and indi-

The shady

decumana) and

tree {Citrus

which is a large speorange
called also
forbidden fruit, and pompelmous.
Shade (shad), n. [OE.
schade, shadewe, schadewe,
AS. sceadu, scead ; akin to
OS. skado, D. schaduw, OHG.
tcato (gen.
scatawes), G.
schatien, Goth, skadus, Ir.
& Gael, sgath, and probably
its fruit,

cies of

;

—

V162.

^g^

its

shadow, we have reference to

its

The

form

—

rjfde,

full,

ilp,

<irn

:

and

liis branches, his bowls, his knops, and his flowers, shall be
of the same.
Ex. xxv. 31,

pity

(e) The handle or
etc., as a hammer,

helve of certain tools, instruments,
a whip, etc. (/) A pole, especially a
Maypole. [Obs.'\ Stow, (g) (Arch.) The body of a column the cylindrical pillar between the capital and base
(see niust. of Column).
Also, the part of a chimney
above the roof.
Also, the spire of a steeple.
[Obs. or
iJ.] Gwili.
(h) A column, an obelisk, or other spireshaped or columnar monument.
;

Bid time and nature gently spare

The shaft we raise to thee.
Emerson.
(Weaving) A rod at the end of a heddle. (f) (3Iach.)
A solid or hollow cylinder or bar, having one or more
journals on which it rests and revolves, and intended to
carry one or more wheels or other revolving parts and to
transmit power or motion as, the shaft of a steam engine.
See Illust. of Countershaft.
4. (Zo'ol.) A humming bird (Thamnastura corn) having two of the tail feathers next to the middle ones very
long in the male
called also corn humming bird.
(i)

;

;

fy

To attend

A

jestic,

of the conception

;

;

fo^ot

;

—

A

"i

A

7.

The chamber

of a blast furnace.

Line shaft (Mach.), a main shaft of considerable length,
in a shop or factory, usually heaving a number of pulleys
by which machines are driveii, commonly by means of
countershafts ;
called also line, or main /i»<'.— Shaft
alley {JVaul.), a passage extending from the engine room
to the stern, and containing the propeller shaft.
Shaft
fiirnace iMi-tal.), a furnace, in the form of a chimney,
which is charged at the top and tapped at the bottom.

—

—

color
2.

food,

;

(il/i«i«(;)
5. [Cf. G. schacht.
well-like excavation
in the earth, perpendicular or nearly so, made for reaching and raising ore, for raising water, etc.
long passage for the admission or outlet of air
6.
an air shaft.

Ft.

'^f

a

Supreme

Deity.

Tylor.

causing shade or shadow. "/S/mttoM')/ verdure." Fenton.
This shadowy desert, unfrequented woods.
Shak.

Dryden.
;

Beau,

Shad'ow-lsh, a. Shadowy; vague. [Obs.'\ Hooker.
Shad'OW-less, a. Having no shadow.
Shad'OW-y (-j), a. 1. Full of shade or shadows

;

V. Knox.

;

?

n.
1. Shade, or gradation of light and
shading.
Feltham.
faint representation an adumbration.
There are ... in savage thooloffy fthnilowings, quaint or ma-

IPoetic"]

the shades of departed heroes.
Swift as thought the flitting shade
Thro' air his momentary journey made.

sad

Shad'ow-ing,

Envy will merit, as its shade, pursue.
Pope.
6. The soul after its separation from the body ;
so
called because the ancients supposed it to be perceptible
to the sight, though not to the touch ; a spirit a ghost

have been attacked with

,

That which resembles in some degree the stem oi
handle of an arrow or a spear a long, slender part, especially when cylindrical. Specifically
(a) (Bot.) The
trunk, stem, or stalk of a plant,
(b) (Zo'ol.) The stem
or midrib of a feather. See Ulusl. of Feather, (c) The
pole, or tongue, of a vehicle ; also, a thill,
(d) The
part of a candlestick which supports its branches.
Thou Shalt make a candlestick of pure gold ... his shaft,

ShaJc.

being shadowy.

J. Fhilips.

of literary pursuits
the shqfts of ridicule.

3.

we shadow

as closely as a shadow ; to follow and
watch closely, especially in a secret or unobserved manner ; as, a detective shadows a criminal.
Shad'OW-1-neSS (-i-nSs), n. The quality or state of
7.

;

enades of vegetables.

;

Why

;

unite,

Some kinds
all

;

I must not see the face I love thus shadowed.

;

use,

;

And the thunder.
red lightning and impetuous rage.
Perhaps hath spent his shafts.
Milton.

Winged with

;

-

;

't

to shelter from danger ; to shroud.
Shadowing their right under your wings of war. Shak.
4. To mark with gradations of light or color to shade.
5. To represent faintly or imperfectly ; to adumbrate
hence, to represent typically.
Augustus is shadowed in the person of .^neas. Dryden.
6> To cloud ; to darken ; to cast a gloom over.
Shak.
The shadowed livery of the burnished sun.

obscure place ; a spot not exposed to light
hence, a secluded retreat.
.;
Let us seek out some desolate shade, and there
Weep our sad bosoms empty.
Shak.
4. That which intercepts, or shelters from, light or
the direct rays of the sun hence, also, that which protects from heat or currents of air a screen protection
shelter cover ; as, a lamp shade.
The Lord is thy shade upon thy right hand. Ps. cxxi. 6.
Sleep under a fresh tree's shade.
Shak.
Let the arched knife well sharpened now assail the spreading

as,

2. The long handle of a spear or similar weapon;
hence, the weapon itself ; (Fig.) anything regarded as
a shaft to be thrown or darted as, shafts of light.

;

before him thereby shall
numbers of our host.

bear

To protect

3.

An

Shadow.

&

;

;

And

—

6.

—

Let every soldier hew him down a bough.

2. Darkness; obscurity;
often in the plural.
The shades of night were falling fast. Longfellow.
3.

To hobble
Shaf'fle (shSf'f'l), V. i. [See Shuffle.]
or limp ; to shufiie. [Obs. or Prov. Eng."}
A hobbler; one who limps; a
Shaf'fler (-fler), n.
shufBer.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.^
Sha'fl-ite (sha'f i-it), n. A member of one of the four
sects of the Sunnites, or Orthodox Mohammedans ;
so
called from its founder, Mohammed al-Shafe'i.
(shaft),
re.
[OE. shaft, schaft, AS. sceaft;
Shaft
akin to D. schacht, OHG. scaft, G. schaft, Dan.
Sw.
skaft handle, haft, Icel. skapt, and probably to L. seapus, Gr. o-KaTTOt, a-K-qiTTpov, a staff. Probably originally,
a shaven or smoothed rod. Cf. -Scape, Sceptek, Shave.]
1. The slender, smooth stem of an arrow ; hence, an
arrow.
His sleep, his meat, his drink, is him bereft.
That lean he wax, and dry as is a shaft.
Chaucer.
A shaft hath three principal parts, the stele [stale], the feathers, and the head.
Ascham.

;

Shade differs from shadow as it implies no particular form or definite limit ; whereas a shadoto represents
in form the object which intercepts the light. When we
speak of the shade of a tree, we have no reference to its
form ; but when we speak of measuring a pyramid or

—

[Slany]

cent.

&

;

;

;

" Hence,

a phantom.

xl. 22.

Dryden,

;

Nares.
must not have my board pestered with shadows
That under other men's protection break in
Mctssinger.
Without invitement.
Shadow of death, darkness or gloom like that caused by
Ps. xxiii. 4.
the presence or the impending of death.
Shad'OW, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Shadowed (-6d); p.
pr.
vb. n. Shadowing.]
[OE. schadowen, AS. sceadwian. See Shadow, m.] 1. To cut off light from to
put in shade to shade ; to throw a shadow upon to
overspread with obscurity.
The warlike elf much wondered at this tree,
So fair and great, that shadoiccd all tlie ground. Spenser.
[iJ.]
2. To conceal to hide to screen.

;

by

;

Job

;

I

hut.]
1. Comparative obscurity owing to interception
Shaddock Tree.
or interruption of the rays
of light
partial darkness caused by the intervention
of something between the space contemplated and the
source of light.

other object
and extent.

a shade

;

shadow.

;

;

a ghost

;

their

dubious or corrupt.
London Sat. Rev.
Shady characters, disreputable, criminal. London Spectator.
On the shady side of, on the thither side of as, on the
shady side of fifty that is, more than fifty. [Colloq.']
To keep shady, to stay in concealment also, to be reti-

[A Latinisml

(TKOTOs darkness.
Cf. Shadow, Shed a

to Gr.

A spirit

6.

him with

;

horrible shadow ! "
[Obs."]
Shak.
7. An imperfect and faint representation ; adumbration ; indistinct image ; dim bodying forth ; hence, mystical representation ; type.
The law having a shadow of good things to come. Heb. x. 1.
[Types] and shadows of that destined seed.
Milton.
" No variableness,
8. A small degree ; a shade.
neither shadow of turning."
James i. 17.
9. An uninvited guest coming with one who is invited.

brought this fruit from
the East Indies.] (_Bot.) A

trees cover

"A

A

first

causing shade.

to be seen or known equivocal
[Colloq.]
.sAady business."

A shaded place

;

;

2. Sheltered from the glare of light or sultry heat.
Cast it also that you may have rooms shady for summer and
Bacon.
warm for winter.
3. Of or pertaining to shade or darkness hence, unfit

Milton.

protection ; security.
; shelter ;
In secret shadow from the sunny ray,
On a sweet bed of lilies softly laid.
Spenser.
reflected image, as in a mirror or in water. Shak.
4.
5. That which follows or attends a person or thing
like a shadow
an inseparable companion hence, an
obsequious follower.
Sin and her shadow Death.
Milton.

cating a vein.
Raymond.
Shad'de (shSd'de), obs. imp. of Shed.
Chaucer.
Shad'dock (shSd'dfik), n. [Said to be so called from
a Captain Shaddoclc, who

Milton.

shadowy honor.

And Amaryllis fills the shady groves.

A

3.

as,

;

overspread with shade

shad'st

II

;

—

Shad'1-ness, n. Quality or state of being shady.
Shad'lng, n. 1. Act or process of making a shade.
2. That filling up which represents the effect of more
or less darkness, expressing rotundity, projection, etc.,
in a picture or a drawing.
Sha-dOOf (sha-doof), n. [Ar. shadUf]
machine,
resembling a well sweep, used in Egypt for raising water
from the Nile for irrigation.
Shad'OW (shSd'6), n. [Originally the same word as
shade. V162. See Shade.] 1. Shade within defined
limits ; obscurity or deprivation of light, apparent on a
surface, and representing the form of the body which
intercepts the rays of light ; as, the shadow of a man, of
a tree, or of a tower. See the Note under Shade, »., 1.
2. Darkness ; shade ; obscurity.
Night's sable shadows from the ocean rise. Denkam.

—

unreal

Sha'drach (sha'drSk), n. (Metal.) A mass of iron on
which the operation of smelting has failed of its intended
effect ;
so called from Shadrach, one of the three Hebrews who came forth unharmed from the fiery furnace
of Nebuchadnezzar.
(See Dan. iii. 26, 27.)
Shad'-splr'it (shSd'spTr'Tt), n. See Shadbird (a).
Shad'-wait'er (-wafer), n. (Zo'ol.) A lake whitefish; the round fish.
See Rocndfish.
Shad'y (shad'y), a. [Compar. Shadier (-T-er) sv^
perl. Shadiest.]
1. Abounding in shade or shades

;

—

;

Milton has brought into his poems two actors of a shadowy
fictitious nature, in the persons of Sin and Death. Addison.

;

loosely applied, also, to several other
fishes, as the gizzard shad (see under Gizzakd), called
also mxid shad, white-eyed shad, and wintei- shad.
Hardheaded, or Yellow-tailed, shad, the menhaden.
Hickory, or Tailor, shad, the mattowacca.
Long-boned
ihad, one of several species of important food fishes of
the Bermudas and the West Indies, of the genus Gerres.
Shad bnsh (Bot.), a name given to the North American
brubs or small trees of the rosaceous genus Amelanchier
{A. Canadensis, and A. alnifolia). Their white racemose
blossoms 9pen in April or May, when the' shad appear,
and the edible berries (pomes) ripen in June or July,
whence they are called Junebemes. The plant is also
called service tree, and Juneben-y.
Sb&i frog, an American spotted frog (Rana halecina)
so called because it
usually appears at the time when the shad begin to run
In the rivers.
Trout shad, the squeteague.
White shad,
the common shad.

Milton.

and

Shade'ful (-ful), a. Pull of shade shady.
Sbade'less, a. Being without shade not shaded.
Shad'er (shad'er), n. One who, or that which, shades.
Shad'1-ly (-i-ly), adv. In a shady manner.

is

.

sets off the face of things.

6. Unsubstantial

[The goddess! in her person cunningly did shade
That part of Justice which is Equity.
Spenser.

The name

" The sfiadLongfellow.

dim.

4. Faintly representative ; hence, typical.
From shadowy types to truth, from flesh to spirit.

4. To paint in obscure colors ; to darken.
5. To mark with gradations of light or color.
6. To present a shadow or image of ; to shadow forth
to represent. [Obs.']

'

;

;

.

.

&

beams.

gloomy

;

Not brightly luminous faintly light.
with more pleasing light,
The moon
Shadowy

;

Thou

obscure

;

pa.at."

3.

A

&

&

Hence, dark

2.

owy

.

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sine,

Shaft'ed, n. 1. Furnished with a shaft, or with shafts;
a shifted arch.
2. (//<•(.) Having a shaft;
applied to a spear when
the head and the shaft are of dilTooiil. tinctures.
Shaft'lng, n. (Mach.) Shafts, (.•oUoctivoly
a system of connected shafts for coiuiuunicatiug motion.
Shalt'man (-mnu), )n. [AS. sceaftmund.] A measShaft'ment (-meut), ( ure of about six inches. [Obs.}

iijk

as,

—

;

;

tlien,

tliin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

N

Shag

(shSg),

[AS. sceacga a bush of hair

re.

akin to

;

Icel. skegg the beard, Sw. skagg, Dan. skjssg. Cf . Shock
of hair.] 1. Coarse hair or nap ; rough, woolly hair.

Gay.
True Witney broadcloth, with its shag unshorn.
2. A kind of cloth haTing a long, coarse nap.
3. (,Com.) A kind of prepared tobacco cut fine.
4. {Zo'dl.) Any species of cormorant.
Shak.
Shag, a. Hairy ; shaggy.
p. p. Shagoed (shSgd) p. pr.
Shag. V. i. limp.
To make hairy or shaggy hence,
vb. n. Shaqoihq.]
to make rough.
Shag the green zone that bounds the boreal skies. J. Barlow.
Shag'hark' (-bark'), n. (Bot.) (a) A rough-barked
Called
species of hickory (Caryo aZ Jo); also, its nut.
See Hickoet.
(6) The West ludian
also shellbark.
Pithecolobium micradenium, a leguminous tree with a
red coiled-up pod.

&

&
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SHAG

;

;

Shage1)ush' (shaj'bush'), n. A sackbut. [06s.]
Shag'ged (shSg'ggd), a. Shaggy rough. Milton.
Shag'ged-ness, n. Dr. H. More.
Shag'gl-ness (-gt-nSs), n. The quality or state

—

Shake (shak), n. 1. The act or result of shaking
a vacillating or wavering motion a rapid motion one
way and the other a trembling, quaking, or shivering
;

;

agitation.

The great soldier's honor was composed
Of thicker stuif, which could endure a shake.
Our

salutations

were very hearty on both

many kind shakes of
2.

by

the hand.

Addison.

caused

being dried too suddenly.

Ghwilt.

A

fissure in rock or earth.
3.
rapid alternation of a
4. (Mus.)
Shake, 4.
principal tone with another represented
on the next degree of the staff above or below it ; a trill.
5. (Naut.) One of the staves of a hogshead or barrel
Totten.
taken apart.
Knight.
6.
shook of staves and headings.
so called from the nod7. (Zo'dl. ) The redshank
ding of its head while on the groimd. [Prov. Eng.']

A

A

;

—

No great shakes, of no great importance. [Slang] Byron.— Ihe shakes, the fever and ague. [Colloq. U. S.]
Shake'down' (shSk'doun'), re. A temporary substibeing shaggy roughness shaggedness.
tute for a bed, as one made on the floor or on chairs
Shag'gy (-gy). <! ICompar. Shaggiee (-gl-er)
perhaps originally from the shaking down of straw for
[From Shag, re.] 1. Rough with this purpose.
tuperl. Shaggiest.]
Sir W. Scott.
;

;

of

;

;

long hair or wool.

Shake'fork' (shak'fSrk'),

Dnjilen.
About his shoulders hangs the shaggy skin.
Milton.
2. Bough ; rugged jaggy.
[A rill] that winds unseen beneath the shaggy fell. Keble.
Shag'-halred' (-hSrd'), a. Having shaggy hair. Shak.
Shag'-rag' (-rSg'), re. The unkempt and ragged part
B. Browning.
iColloq. or Slang]
of the community.
;

Sha-green' (sha-gren'), v. t. To chagrin. [06s.]
Sha-green', re. [F. chagrin, It. zigrino, fr. Turk.
saghri the back of a horse or other beast of burden,
shagreen. Cf. Chagein.] 1. A kind of untanned leather
prepared in Russia and the East, from the skins of horses,
asses, and camels, and grained so as to be covered with
small round granulations. This characteristic surface is
produced by pressing small seeds into the grain or hair
side when moist, and afterward, when dry, scraping off
the roughness left between them, and then, by soaking,
causing the portions of the skin which had been compressed or indented by the seeds to swell up into relief.
It is used for covering small cases and boxes.
2. The skin of various small sharks and other fishes
when having small, rough, bony scales. The dogfishes of
the genus Scyllium furnish a large part of that used in
the arts.
Sha-green' (sha-gren'), 1 a. 1. Made or covered
with the leather called
Sha-greened' (-grend'), )
T. Hook.
shagreen. "A sAojreere case of lancets."
scales or points like
Covered
with
rough
2. (Zo'dl.)
those on shagreen.
Shah (sha), n. [Per. shah a king, sovereign, prince.
The title of the suCf. Checkmate, Chess, Pasha.]
preme ruler in certain Eastern countries, especially
[Written also schah.~\
Shah Nameh. [Per., Book of Kings.] A celebrated
historical poem written by Firdousi, being the most anBrande & C.
cient in the modem Persian language.
Persia.

II

Sha-hln' (sha-hen'), re. [Ar. shah'm.'] (Zo'dl.) A
and swift Asiatic falcon (Falco peregrinator) highly

large

valued in falconry.

Shalk

See Sheik.
Shall (shal), V. i. [Cf. AS. sceolh squinting, Icel.
tkjalgr wry, oblique, Dan. skele to squint.] To walk side(shak),

re.

L'BJstrange.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Shake (shak), obs. p. p. of Shake.
Shake, v. t. [imp. Shook (sh55k) p. p. Shaken
(shak"n), (Shook, obs.) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Shaking.] [OE.
shaken, schaken, AS. scacan, sceacan ; akin to Icel.
8w. skaka, OS. skakan to depart, to flee.
V161. Cf.
Shock, v."] 1. To cause to move with quick or violent
vibrations ; to move rapidly one way and the other ; to
make to tremble or shiver ; to agitate.
As a -fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a
mighty wind.
Rev. vi. 13.
Ascend my chariot ; guide the rapid wheels
That shake heaven's Basis.
Milton.
2. Fig. : To move from firmness ; to weaken the stawaver
impair
the
resolution
bility of ; to cause to
;
to
of.
When hh doctrines grew too strong to be shook by his enemies,
Atterhury.
they persecuted his reputation.

wise.

;

&

&

a pitchfork.

Shak'en

[06s.]
(shak''n), a.

a shaken bough.
2. Cracked or checked

1.

A fork for shaking

n.

Caused to shake

;

—

hay

;

agitated

as,

Nor

the

is

;

See Shake, n.,

split.

wood shaken or

2.

Barrow.

twisted.

by a shock.

3. Impaired, as

Shak'er (-er), re. 1. A person or thing that shakes,
means of which something is shaken.
2. One of a religious sect who do not marry, popularly so called from the movements of the members in
or by

dancing, which forms a part of their worship.
|i^°" The sect originated in England in 1747, and came
to the United States in 1774, under the leadershij) of
Mother Ann Lee. The Shakers are sometimes nicknamed Shaking Quakers, but they differ from the Quakers
They style themselves the
in doctrine and practice.
" United Society of Believers in Christ's Second Appearing." The sect is now confined to the United States.
JP. J. Selby.
3. (Zo'dl.) A variety of pigeon.
Shak'er-ess, re. A female Shaker.
Shak'er-lsm (-iz'm), re. Doctrines of the Shakers.
Shake-spear'e-an (shak-sper'e-an), a. Of, pertaining to, or in the style of, Shakespeare or his works.
[Written also Shakespearian, Shakspearean, Shakspearian, Shaksperean, Shaksperian, etc.]
Shak'1-ness (shak'I-nes), re. Quahty of being shaky.
Shak'ingS (-Tngz), n. pi. (Naut.) Deck sweepings,
Ham. Nav. Encyc.
refuse of cordage, canvas, etc.
Shak'O (shSk'o), re. [Hung, csakd : cf. F. shako,
or
headdress.
military
cap
schako.']
A kind of

Shak'y (shak'^), a. ICompar. Shakier (-T-er) su1. Shaking or trembling ; as, a shaky
perl. Shakiest.]
Thackeray.
spot in a marsh a shaky hand.
2. Full of shakes or cracks cracked ; as, shaky timGwilt.
ber.
unsound as, a shaky
3. Easily shaken ; tottering
constitution shaky business credit. [Collog.']
Shale (shal), re. [AS. scealu, scalu. See Scale, and
" The
shell or husk ; a cod or pod.
1.
cf. Shell.]
Chapman.
green shales of a bean."
fine-grained
sedimentary
schale.']
(Geol.)
2. [G.
rock of a thin, laminated, and often friable, structure.
;

;

;

;

;

;

See under Bitumtnous.
Shale, V. t. To take off the shell or coat of to shell.
Life, in its upper grades, was bursting its shell, or was shaling
Bituminous shale.

;

off its

husk.

/•

Taylor.

Shall (shSl), V. i. & auxiliary, [imp. Should (shood).]
[OE. shal, schal, imp. sholde, scholde, AS. seal, sceal, I

am

obliged, imp. scolde, sceolde, inf. sculan; akin to
OS. skulan, pres. skal, imp. skolda, D. zullen, pres. zal,
imp. zoude, zou, OHG. solan, scolan, pres. seal, sol, imp.
scolta, solta, G. sollen, pres. soil, imp. sollte, Icel. skuhi,
pres. skal, imp. skyldi, Sw. skola, pres. skall, imp. skulle,
Dan. skulle, pres. skal, imp. skulde, Goth, skulan, pres.
skal, imp. skulda, and to AS. scyld guilt, G. schuld guilt,
[Shall is
fault, debt, and perhaps to L. scelus crime.]
defective, having no infinitive, imperative, or participle.]
1.

To owe

;

to be under obligation for.

" By

[06s.]

Court of Love.
the faith I shall to God."
[06s.] " Me athinketh [I
2. To bo obliged ; must.
Chaucer.
am sorry] that I shall rehearse it her."
3. As an auxiliary, shall indicates a duty or necessity
to shake a note in music.
4. To move or remove by agitating to throw off by a whose obligation is derived from the person speaking
jolting or vibrating motion
to rid one's self of ;
gen- as, you shall go ; he shall go that is, I order or promise
erally with an adverb, as off, out, etc. ; as, to shake fruit your going. It thus ordinarily expresses, in the second
and third persons, a command, a threat, or a promise.
down from a tree.
Shake oS the golden slumber of repose.
Shak. If the auxiliary be emphasized, the command is made
more imperative, the promise or threat more positive
'Tie v;ur fast intent
To shake all cares and business from our age.
Shak. and sure. It is also employed in the language of prophecy ; as, " the day shall come when . . ," since a promI could scarcely shake him out of my company. Bunyan.
To shake a cask (Naut.), to knock a cask to pieces and ise or threat and an authoritative prophecy nearly coIn shall with tlie first person,
pack the staves.
To shake hands, to perform the cus- incide in significance.
tomary act of civility by clasping and moving hands, the necessity of the action is sometimes implied as reas an expression of greeting, farewell, good will, agree- siding elsewhere than in the speaker ; as, I shall suffer
ment, etc. —To shake out a raetCNnut.), to untie the reef we shall see ; and there is always a less distinct and
points and spread more canvas.— To shake the bells. See
positive assertion of his volition than is indicated by
under Bell.
To shake the sails (Naut.), to luff up in the
" I shall go " implies nearly a simple futurity
ivill.
wind, causing the sails to shiver. Ham. Nav. Encyc.
more exactly, a foretelling or an expectation of my
Shake, v. i. To be agitated with a waving or vibra- going, in which, naturally enough, a certain degree of
tory motion ; to tremble to shiver ; to quake to totter.
plan or intention may be included emphasize the shall,
Under his burning wheels
and the event is described as certain to occur, and tlie
The steadfast empyrean shook throughout,
meaning to our emphatic
All but the throne itself of God.
Milton. expression approximates in
" I will go." In a question, the relation of speaker and
What danger ? Who 's that that shakes behind there ?
Beau. t( Ft. source of obligation is of course transferred to the per" (answer, " I shall
Shaking piece, a name given by butchers to the piece of son addressed; as, "Shall you go?
" i. e., " Do you require or
beef cut from the under side of the neck. See Must, of go ") ; " Shall he go ?
promise his going?" (answer, "He s/iall go.") The

—

;

.

—

—

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

;

eschalot.

Shallow

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

dnd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

[Compar. Shallower

(shSl'lo), a.

(-er);

superl. Shallowest.]
[OE. schalowe, probably originally, sloping or shelving ; cf Icel. skjalgr wry, squinting,
AS. sceolh, D.
G. scheel, OHG. scelah. Cf. Shelve to
slope. Shoal shallow.] 1. Not deep ; having little depth
" jSAffHou) brooks, and rivers wide. "
shoal.
Milton.
2. Not deep in tone.
[JJ.]
The sound perfecter and not so shallow and jarring. Bacon.
.

&

3- Not intellectually deep ; not profound ; not penetrating deeply ; simple ; not wise or knowing ignorant
superficial ; as, a shallow mind ; shallow learning.
The King was neither so shallow, nor so ill advertised, as not
to perceive the intention of the French king.
Bacon,
Deep versed in books, and shallow in himself. Miltoju
;

Shallow,

A

place in a body of water where the
a shoal a flat ; a shelf.
not heard in the channel, but upon shallow!
of gravel.
Bacon,
Dashed on the shallows of the moving sand. Dryden,

water

is

1.

re.

not deep

A swift stream

;

;

is

The rudd. [Prov. Eng.}
Sir T. Browne,
Shal'low, v.t. To make shallow.
Shal'lOW, V. i. To become shallow, as water.
Shal'lOW-bod'led (-bod'Td), a. (Naut.) Having a
moderate depth of hold
said of a vessel.
Shal'low-brained' (-brand'), a. Weak in intellect;
2. (Zo'dl.)

;

foolish

—

empty-headed.

;

Shal'low-heart'ed (-harf 5d),

South.
Incapable of deep
Tennyson.

a.

feeling.

A

equal fear that my firm faith and love
Can by his fraud be shaken or seduced.
Milton.
3. (Mus.) To give a tremulous tone to; to triU; as,

;

;

A

Thy

;

;

;

Herbert.

sides, consisting of

A fissure or crack in timber,

its

is transferred to either second or third
person in such phrases as " You say, or think, you shalt
go " " He says, or thinks, he shall go." After a conditional conjunction (as i/, whether) shall is used in ali
persons to express futurity simply as, if I, you, or he
shall say they are right. Should is everywhere used in
the same connection and the same senses as shall, as its
imperfect. It also expresses duty or moral obligation ;
In the early
as, he should do it whether he will or not.
English, and hence in our English Bible, shall is the auxiliary mainly used, in all the persons, to express simple
futurity.
(Cf. Will, v. t.) Shall may be used elliptically
thus, with an adverb or other word expressive of
motion go may be omitted. " He to England shall along
with you."
Shak.
<S^^ Shall and will are often confounded by Inaccurate
speakers and writers. Say: I shall be glad to see you.
Shall I do this ? Shall I help you ? (not Will I do this ?)
See Will.
Shal'li (shSl'lT), re. See Challis.
Shal'lon (shSl'lon), re. (Bot.) An evergreen shrub
(Gaultlieria Shallon) of Northwest America; also, its
fruit.
See Salal-berry.
Shal-loon' (shSl-loon'), n. [F. chalon, from Chalons,
in France, where it was first made.] A thin, loosely
woven, twilled worsted stuff.
In blue shalloon shall Hannibal be clad.
Swift.
Shallop (shSl'lup), n. [F. chaloupe, probably from
Cf. Sloop.]
(N^aut.) A hoa.t.
'D. sloep.
[She] thrust the shallop from the floating strand. Spenser.
^^^ The term shallop is applied to boats of all sizes,
from a light canoe up to a large boat with masts and sails.
Shal-lot' (sh51-15t'), re. [OF. eschalote (for escalone),
F. echalole. See Scallion, and cf. Eschalot.] (Bot.)
A small kind of onion (Allium Ascalonicum) growing in
clusters, and ready for gathering in spring a scallion, or

same relation

In a shallow manner.

Shal'low-ly, adv.
Shal'low-ness, re.

Quality or state of being shallow.
Shallow-brained.
(Naut.) Having a
a.
flush deck, or with only a moderate depression amidships
said of a vessel.
Knolles,
Shalm (sham), re. See Shawm. [05s.]
Shalt (shSit), 2d per. sing, of Shall.
Shal'y (shal'y), a. Resembling shale in structure.
Sham (sham), re. [Originally the same word as shame,
hence, a disgrace, a trick. See Shame, re.] 1. That which
deceives expectation
any trick, fraud, or device that
deludes and disappoints ; a make-believe delusion imposture ; humbug.
mere sAam." Bp. Stillingfleet.
Addison.
Believe who will the solemn sham, not I.
2. A false front, or removable ornamental covering.
Pillow sham, a covering to be laid on a pillow.
Sham, a. False counterfeit ; pretended ; feigned
unreal ; as, a sham fight.
They scorned the sham independence proffered to them by

Shallow-pat'ed (-pat'ed), a.
Shal'lOW-waist'ed (-wast'gd),
;

—

;

;

;

"A

;

the Athenians.

Sham,

Jowett (Thucyd.j,

,

[imp.

& p. p.

Shammed (shSmd)

pr.
; p.
re. Shamming.]
1. To trick ; to cheat ; to deceive
or delude with false pretenses.
Fooled and shammed into a conviction. L' Estrange,
[iJ.]
2. To obtrude by fraud or imposition.
We must have a care that we do not . . sham fallncies upon
L' Estrange.
the world for current reason.
.3. To assume the manner and character of; to imitate to ape ; to feign.
To sham Abram or Abraham, to feign sickness ; to ma-

&

V.

t.

vb.

.

;

linger.

Hence a malingerer

is

called, in sailors' cant,

Sham Abram, or Sham Abraham.
Sham, V. i. To make false pretenses
feign

;

to deceive

;

a

to

to impose.
Wondering
whether those who lectured him were such
;

.

.

.

fools as they professed to be, or

were only shamming. Macaiday.

Sha'ma (sha'ma), re. [Hind, shdma.l (Zo'dl.) A
saxicoHne singing bird (Kittacincla macroura) of India,
noted for the sweetness and power of its song. In confinement it imitates the notes of other birds and various
animals with accuracy. Its head, neck, back, breast,
and tail are glossy black, the rump white, the under
parts chestnut.
Sha'man (sha'man ; 277), re. [From the native name.]
A priest of Shamanism ; a vrizard among the Shamanists.
II

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

;

I

SHAMANIC
Sha-man'lC (sha-mSn'tk),

a.

(Tungusic, Mongol, and Turkish), and which still surviTes in various parts of Northern Asia. The Shaman, or
wizard priest, deals with good as well as with evil spirits,
Eneyc. Brit.
especially the good spirits of ancestors.
Sha'man-lst, »• An adherent of Shamanism.
schamel
a
bench,
stool,
Sbam'ble (shSm'b'l), n, [OE.
AS. scamel, sceamol, a bench, form, stool, fr. L. scamel1. (^Mining)
lum, dim. of scamnum a bench, stool.]
One of a succession of niches or platforms, one above
another, to hold ore which is thrown successively from
platform to platform, and thus raised to a higher level.
2> pL
place where butcher's meat is sold.

A

As summer

fliej

Skak.

are in the shambles.

A place for slaughtering animals for meat.
To make

Shak.

a shambles of the parliament house.

Sham'lJle, v. i. [imp. & p. p. Shambled (-b'ld) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Shambling (-bllng).]
[Cf. OD. schampelen
to slip, schampen to slip away, escape. Cf. Scamble,
Scamper.] To walk awkwardly and unsteadily, as if the
knees were weak ; to shufBe along.
Sham'bllng (-bllng), a. Characterized by an awkward, irregular pace ; as, a shambling trot ; shambling

&

derision

;

Shank

6.

do shame

or put out of countenance ; diffident bashful modest.
Tour shamefaced virtue shunned the people's praise. Dryden.
11^°" Shamefaced was once shamefast, shamefacedness
was sham.efaslness, like steadfast and steadfastness ; but
the ordinary manifestations of shame being by the face,
have brought it to its present orthography.
Trench.
Shame'laced'ly, adv.
Shame'faced'ness, n.
Shame'fast (-fast), a. [AS. scamfsest.]
Modest;
shamefaced.
Shame ' f asMy, adv. Shame ' fast-

1.

Bringing shame or disgrace

Disgraceful

;

reproachful

;

indecent

;

;

;

;

Shan'ny (shan'nj?), re. / pi. Shannies (-nlz). [Ety(Zo'ol.) The European smooth blenny
(Blennius pholis).
It is olive-green witli irregular
black spots, and without appendages on the head.
Shan't (shant). A contraction of sAnZi
Shan'ty (shSn'ty), «. Jaunty; showy.

unbe-

Shan'ty,

2. Indicating

;

;

indecent

;

— Shame'less-ly, adv. — Shame'less-ness, n.
a.

Sham'er (sham'er), n. One
makes ashamed.
Ose,

unite,

r^ide,

fijU,

Beau.
fip,

<irn

;

fr. Ir.

mean dwelling

;

Shameless.
Shak.
who, or that which, dis-

graces, or

small,

;

as,

Shame'-proof' (-proof),

[Colloq.']

[Prov.Eng.]

;

want

of modesty, or sensibility to disa shameless picture or poem.
I
§y"'r-'-^?",'?^'°,*! ""blushing; audacious; immodest;
indecent; indelicate.

grace

no/.

[Said to bo

(-tiz).

;

a.
[AS. scamleds.]
1. Destitute of
wanting modesty brazen-faced
insensible to
disgrace. " Such shameless bards we have."
Pope.
Shame enough to shame thee, wert thou not shameless. Shak.
;

Shanties

-\-

Shame'less,
;

pi.

n.

A
a
tig a house.]
scan old
;
rough, slight building for temporary use a liut.
Shan'ty, v. i. To inhabit a shanty. 5. ir. Hammond.
Shap'a-ble (sliap'a-b'l), a. 1. That may be shaped.
[R.] "Round and jAn^nWc." De Foe.
2. Shapely.
Shape (shiip), V. t. [imp. Shaped (slmpt) p. p.
Shaped or Siiapen (shap"n) p. pr. & vb. n. Shaving.]
[OE. shapen, '!chape)i, AS. sceapian. Tlie p. p. .?A(/pf»
is from tlio stroug verb, AS. scirppan, scyppan, sceppan,
See Shape, re.] 1. To form or create
p. p. sceapen.
to
especially, to mold or make into a particular form
give proper form or figure to.
I was ahajien in iniquity.
Ps. li. 5.
Grace shaped her limbs, and beauty dcck&i hor face. Prior.

;

— Shame'lnUy, adv. — Shame'f ul-ness, n.

sliame

;

(-ber'), n.

mol. uncertain.]

coming degradmg scandalous ignominious infamous.
;

Shape'ly,

See Sohenebeer.
Shanked (shankt), a. Having a shank.
Shank'er (shank'er), re. (Bled.) See Chancre.

Shanklieer'

;

—

(Zo'ol.)

& Fl.
pity

;

food,

fd'ot

;

out,

oil

:

cbair

;

go

;

sIiik,

[Compar. Shapelier

a.

(-li-er)

superl.

;

Shapeliest.] 1. 'Well-formed ; having a regular shape
comely; symmetrical.
T. Warlon,
Waste sandy valleys, once perplexed with thorn,
Pope.
The spiry fir and shapely box adorn.
Where the shapely column stood.
Cotcper,
2. Fit; suitable.
[06s.]
Shaply for to be an alderman.
Chaucer.
Shap'er (-er), re. 1. One who shapes ; as, the shaper

re.

—

injurious to reputation disgraceful.
His naval preparations were not more surprising than his
quick and shameful retreat.
Arbuthnot.
2. Exciting the feeling of shame in others ; indecent
as, a shameful picture ; a shameful sight.
Spenser.

Syn.

—

breed

Shank, v. i. To fall off, as a leaf, flower, or capsule,
on account of disease affecting the supporting footstalk
Darwin.
usually followed by off.

See Shamefaced.

(-ful), a.

tall

—

Shamefast she was in maiden sham^aslness. Chaucer.
[Conscience] is a blushing shamefast spirit.
Shak.
Modest apparel with sham^astness. X Tim. ii. 9 (Hev. Ver.).

Shame'ful

and

—

'

See Chank.

Shank painter (Naut.), a short rope or chain which
holds the shank of an anchor against tlie side of a vessel
when it is secured for a voyage. To ride shank's mare,
to go on foot ; to walk.

—

lArchaicJ

A large

—

;

—

ness, n.

,

;

;

;

—

j o
°°-

&

To think of what a noble strain you are.
Shak.
Shame'faced' (-fast'), a. [For shamefast; AS. scamSee Shame, re., and Fast firm.] Easily confused
fsest.

—

;

;

G. schenkel thigh, shank, schinken ham, OHG. scincha
shank, Dan.
Sw. shank.
Cf. Skink, u.]
V161.
1. The part of the leg from the knee to the foot ; the
shin ; the shin bone also, the whole leg.
His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
Shak.
For his shrunk shank.
2. Hence, that part of an instrument, tool, or other
thing, which connects the acting part with a handle or
other part, by which it is held or moved. Specifically :
(a) That part of a key which is between the bow and the
part which enters the wards of the lock. (6) The middle part of an anchor, or that part wiiich is between the
ring and the arms. See lllust. of Anchok. (e) That part
of a hoe, rake, knife, or the like, by which it is secured
to a handle,
(d) A loop forming an eye to a button.
3. (Arch.) The space between two channels of the
Gwilt.
Doric triglyph.
4. (Founding) A large ladle for molten metal, fitted
with long bars for. handling it.
5. (Print.) The body of a type.
6. (Shoemaking) The part of the sole beneath the instep connecting the broader front part with the heel.
7. (Zo'ol.) A wading bird with long legs ; as, the
green-legged shank, ox knot ; the yellow shank, or tattler
called also shanks.
8. pi. Flat-nosed pliers, used by opticians for nipping
off the edges of pieces of glass to make them round.

See Shame,

;

(Zo'ol.)

Shak.

[iJ.]

a thing as determining its external appearance outward
aspect ; make ; figure ; form ; guise as, the shape of
a tree ; the shape of the head ; an elegant shape.
He beat me grievously, in the shape of a woman. Shak,
2. That which has form or figure ; a figure ; an appearance ; a being.
Before the gates there sat,
Milton,
On either side, a formidable shape.
3. A model ; a pattern ; a mold.
4. Form of embodiment, as in words; form, as of
thought or conception; concrete embodiment or examHilton.
ple, as of some quality.
[Obs.]
5. Dress for disguise ; guise.
Look better on this virgin, and consider
This Persian shape laid by, and she appearing
Massinger,
In a Greekish dress.
6. (Iron Manuf.) (a) A rolled or hammered piece, as
a bar, beam, angle iron, etc., having a cross section different from merchant bar. (ft) A piece which has been
roughly forged nearly to the form it will receive when
completely forged or fitted.
To take shape, to assume a definite form.
Shape'IesB, a. Destitute of shape or regular form;
wanting symmetry of dimensions ; misshapen ;
opposed to shapely.
Shape'less-ness, re.
The shapeless rock, or hanging precipice.
Pope,
Shape'li-neSS (-IT-nBs), n. The quality or state of
being shapely.

&

(-Iii'), re.

shape

re.
[OE. shap, schap, AS. sceap in gesceap creation, creature, fr. the root of scieppan, scyppan, sceppan, to shape, to do, to effect ; akin to OS. giskeppian,
OFries. skeppa, D. scheppen, G. schaffen, OHG. scaffan,
scepfen, skeffen, Icel. skapa, skepja, Dan. skabe, skaffe,
Sw. skapa, skaffa, Goth, gsiskapjan, and perhaps to E.
shave, v. Cf. -sho'.]
1. Character or construction ot

[OE. shanke, schanke, schonke, AS. scanca, sceanca, sconca, sceonca; akin to D. schonk a bone,

;

I

nr

— To

Shape,

seamrog, seamar,

[Ir.

^^Me

is

(shSnk), n.

Shank,

—

Ps. xiv.

(sham'rSk), n.

Shang'hai'

.

[AS. scamian, sceamian.
Shame,
n.] To be ashamed to feel shame.
[iJ.]

formable.

One who shampoos.

(-er), n.

Chaueer,

point to point.

(Mach.) Same as Shaper.
prepare; to make ready. [Obs.\

Chancer.
I will early shape me therefor.
(shap), V. i. To suit ; to be adjusted or con-

Shape

&

of domestic fowl.

;

v. i.

to supply the place of the astringent (tannin,
like) ordinarily used in tanning.
Sham-poo' (shSm-pob'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Shampooed (-pood') ; p. pr.
vb. re. Shampooing.]
[Hind.
champna to press, to squeeze.] [Written also cham1. To press or Imead the whole surface of the
poo.l
body of (a person), and at the same time to stretch the
limbs and joints, in connection with the hot bath.
2. To wash thoroughly and rub the head of (a person),
with the fingers, using either soap, or a soapy preparation, for the more thorough cleansing.
Sham-poo', n. The act of shampooing.

&

&

To mock at to deride. [Obs. or JJ.]
Ye have shamed the counsel of the poor.

From

Shaping machine.

it

Shak,

Shapes faults that are not.
to prepare ; to plan ; to arrange.
;
When shapen was all this conspiracy.

one's self, to

alum, or the

&

Prior,

my jealousy

To design

[See

».

,'
^?,,
r.?
Clover
c Black
given to the
»'^<=°"^white clover (Trifolium repens), and the black medic (Medicago lupulina).
Shan'dry-dan (shSn'dry-dSn), re. A jocosely depreciative name for a vehicle.
[Ireland]
Shan'dy-gaff (shSn'di-gSf ), re. A mixture of strong
beer and ginger beer. [Eng.]
Shang'hal' (shSng'W), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Shanghaied (-hid') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Shanghaiing.] To intoxicate and ship (a person) as a sailor while in this condition.
[Written also shanghae.J [Slang, U. S.]

And every woe a tear can claim
Bxcept an erring sister's shame.
Byron.
3. The cause or reason of shame ; that which brings
reproach, and degrades a person in the estimation of
others; disgrace.
O Caesar, what a wounding shame is this I
Shak.
Guides who are the shame of religion.
South.
4. The parts wliich modesty requires to be covered
the private parts.
Isa. xlvii. 3.
For shame you should be ashamed ; shame on you
To pnt to shame, to cause to feel shame ; to huiniliate
to disgrace. "Let them be driven backward and put
to shame that wish me evil."
Ps. xl. 14.
Shame, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Shamed (shamd) ; p. pr.
& vb. n. Shamino.] 1. To make ashamed to excite in
(a person) a consciousness of guilt or impropriety, or of
conduct derogatory to reputation ; to put to shame.
Were there but one righteous man in the world, he would .
thame the world, and not the world him.
South.
2. To cover with reproach or ignominy ; to dishonor ;
to disgrace.
And with foul cowardice his carcass shame. Spenser.
3.

Sha-moy'ing (sha-moi'Tng or sh5m'my-ing),

I acquire,

;

;

4.

Shammy.] A process used in preparing certain kinds of
which consists in frizzing the skin, and working

leather,
oil into

manners

Oft

See Shammy.

re.

51^=" The original plant
of wood „,
,
sorrel (Ozaiis AcetoseVa) ; but ^T'^?^*

igno-

!

or sha-moi'),

was probably a kind

Te have borne the shame of the heathen. Hzek. xxxvi. 6.
Honor and shame from no condition rise.
Pope.

I

i^^^^^^

f

their eyes, their

And shape my foolishness to their desire.
To image to conceive to body forth.

3.

the Irish. The
legend is that St. Patrick once
plucked a leaf of it for use
in illustrating the doctrine of
the Trinity.

contempt.

;

Sham'oy

Charmed by

emblem by

Shak.
;

;

;

Dryden.
f

;

A

now the name

dishonor

2. To adapt to a purpose ; to regulate ; to adjust ; to
direct as, to shape the course of a vessel.
To the stream, when neither friends, nor force,
Nor speed nor art avail, he shapes his course. Denham.

an imJohnson.

chamois a chamois, shammy

leather.
See Chamois.] 1. (Zo'ol.) The chamois.
2.
soft, pliant leather, prepared originally from the
skin of the chamois, but now made also from the sliin of
the sheep, goat, kid, deer, and calf.
See SaAMonNG.
[Written also chamois, shamoy, and shamois.']

Sham'rock

;

Hide, for shame,
Romans, your grandsires' images,
That blush at their degenerate progeny.
Have you no modesty, no maiden shame

[F.

re.

white clover, white
honeysuckle
akin to Gael.
(Bot.) A trifoliseamrag.l
ate plant used as a national

&

;

(-my),

trefoil,

Shamntlllng, n. An awkward, irregular gait.
Shame (sham), n. [OE. shame, schame, AS. scamu,
sceamu; akin to OS.
OHG. scama, G. scham, Icel.
skomm, skamm, Sw. & Dan. skam, D. & G. schande,
Goth, skanda shame, skaman sik to be ashamed perhaps from a root skam meaning to cover, and akin to the
root ikam) of G. hemd shirt, E. chemise. Cf. Sham.]
1. A painful sensation excited by a consciousness of
guilt or impropriety, or of having done something which
injures reputation, or of the exposure of that which nar
ture or modesty prompts us to conceal.

Reproach incurred or suffered

Sham'my

Sham-pOO'er

legs.

miny

One who shams

(shSm'mer), n.

postor.

Sha'man-ism (sha'mSn-Tz'm), n. The type of religion
wliich once prevailed among all the Ural-Altaic peoples

2.

Sham'mer

Of or pertaining to

Sbamanism.

3. pi.

SHARE

1323

of one's fortunes.
The secret of those old shapers died with them.

LoweU,

2. That which shapes ; a machine for giving a particular form or outline to an object. Specifically (a) (3Ietal
Working)
kind of planer in which the tool, instead of
:

A

the work, receives a reciprocating motion, usually from
a crank. (6) (IVood Working) A machine with a verti.
cally revolving cutter projecting above a flat table top,
for cutting irregular outlines, moldings, etc.

Sha'poo

Shard

(sh'a'pob), n.

(Zo'ol.)

The

obrial.

A

plant ; chard. [Obs.] Dryden.
[AS. sceard, properly a p. p. from the
root of sceran to shear, to cut ; akin to D. schaard a
fragment, G. scharte a notch, Icel. skarS. See Sheab,
and cf. Sherd.] [Written also sheard, and sherd.] 1. A
piece or fragment of an earthen vessel, or of a like
brittle substance, as the shell of an egg or a snail. Shak.

Shard,

(shard), n,
re.

The

precious dish

Broke into shards of beauty on the board. E. Arnold,
The hard wing case of a beetle.
They are his shards, and he their beetle.
Shak.
[Obs.]
3. A gap in a fence.
Stanyhurst.
4. A boundary a division.
[Obs. & i?.]
Spenser.
Shard'-bome' (-bom'), a. Borne on shards or scaly
wing cases. " The shard-borne beetle."
Shak,
Shard'ed. a. (Zo'ol.) Having elytra, as a beetle.
Shard'y (-y), a. Having, or consisting of, shards.
Share (shSr), n. [OE. schar, AS. scear ; akin to OHG.
scaro, G. schar, pSugschar, and E. shear, v. See Shear.]
1. The part (usually an iron or steel plate) of a plow
wliich cuts the ground at tlie bottom of a furrow ; a
plowshare.
2. The part which opens tlie ground for the reception
of the seed, in a machine for sowing seed.
Knight,
Share, re. [OE. schare, AS. scearii, scam, fr. sceran to
shear, cut. See Shear, v.'\ 1. A certain quantity a portion a part a division as, a small share of prudence.
2. Especially, the part allotted or belonging to one,
of any property or interest owned by a lumiber a portion among others an apportioned lot an allotment a
" My share of fame."
dividend.
Dryden,
3. Hence, one of a certain number of equal portions
into which any property or invested capital is divided
as, a ship owned in ten shares.
4. The pubes the sharebone.
[Obs.]
Holland.
To go shares, to partake to be equally concerned.
Shore and share alike, in equal sliarcs.
Share, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Shared (shfird) p. pr.
vb. n. Sharing.]
1. To part among two or more; to
2. (Zo'ol.)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

distribute in portions to divide.
Suppose I share my fortune equally between

&

;

a stranger.

i^k

;

tlien,

my children and
£u>(/t.

tliin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

SHARE

N

1324

2. To partake of, use, or experience, with others ; to
to take and possess in common ; as,
;
to share a shelter with another.
Milton.
"While avarice and rapine share the land.
[_Obs.'\
3. To cut ; to shear ; to cleave ; to divide.
Dr;/den.
The shared visage hangs on equal sides.
Share (shSr), v. i. To have part ; to receive a portion
to partake, enjoy, or suffer with others.
A right of inheritance gave every one a title to share in the
Locke.
goods of his father.
Sharelieam' (-hem'), «• The part of the plow to
which the share is attached.
SharelJOne' (-bon'), n. {Anat.) The pubic bone.
broker who deals in
Share'bro'ker (-bro'ker), n.
railway or other shares and securities.
Share'hold'er (-hold'er), n. One who holds or owns
a share or shares in a joint fund or property.
Shat'er (shSr'er), n. One who shares ; a participator
a partaker ; also, a divider ; a distributer.
composite plant
Share'wort' (-wfirf), n. (Bot.)
(Aster Tripolium) growing along the seacoast of Europe.
Shark (shark), n. [Of uncertain origin ; perhaps
through OF. fr. L. carcharus a kind of dogfish, 6r.
KapxapCa?, SO called from its sharp teeth, fr. Kapxapo^
having sharp or jagged teeth ; or perhaps named from
i.)
cf. Com. sca7'ceas.2
its rapacity (cf. Shaek, v. t.
1. (Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous species of elasmobranch fishes of the order Plagiostomi, found in all seas.

have a portion of

;

'

A

A

&

Very trying to the

6.

vere

SHAVE

J

painful

feelings piercing ; keen ; sedistressing ; as, sharp pain, weather ; a

;

sharp and frosty

;

air.

Sharp misery had worn him to the bones.
Shak.
The morning sharp and clear.
Cowper.
In sharpest perils faithful proved.
Keble.
6. Cutting in language or import ; biting ; sarcastic
cruel ; harsh
rigorous ; severe ; as, a sharp rebuke.

they

origina-

ted.

\_Local,

tinct ideas.

Watts.

I.

8. Eager in pursuit

;

keen in quest
impatient for
a sharp appetite.
;

gratification ; keen ; as,
9. Fierce; ardent; fiery; violent;
sharp contest of battle."

impetuous. "In
Milton.

A sharp assault already is begun.

Dryden.

10. Keenly or unduly attentive to one's own interest
close and exact in dealing ; shrewd ; as, a sharp dealer
sharp
a
customer.
The necessity of being so sharp and exacting.
Swift.
11. Composed of hard, angular grains gritty
as,
sharp sand.
Moxon.
12. Steep precipitous abrupt
as, a sharp ascent
or descent a sharp turn or curve.
13. {Phonetics) Uttered in a whisper, or with the
breath alone, without voice, as certain consonants, such
as p, k, t, f ; surd
nonvocal aspirated.
^S^^Sharp is often used in the formation of self-explaining compounds
as, sharp-comereA, sAarjj-edged,
sharp-^omted, sAaj'p-tasted, jAarp-visaged, etc.
Sharp practice, the getting of an advantage, or the attempt to do so, by a tricky expedient. To brace sharp,
or To sharp up (Naut.), to turn the yards to the most
oblique. position possible, that the ship may lie well up
to the wind.
Syn. Keen; acute; piercing; penetrating quick
sagacious discernhig shrewd witty ingenious sour
acid
tart pungent acrid severe
poignant biting
acrimonious sarcastic cutting bitter painful aiDictive ; violent ; harsh fierce ardent fiery.
Sharp (sharp), adv. 1. To a point or edge piercingly eagerly; sharply.
31. Arnold.
The head [of a spear] f uU sharjy yground. CJiaucer.
;

;

;

;

;

—

b

The

—

shark,
forty feet or more, and the latter sLxty feet or more, in
length. Most of them are harmless to man, but some are
exceedingly voracious. The man-eating sharks mostly
belong to the genera Carcharhinus, Carcharodon, and related genera.
They have several rows of large sharp
teeth with serrated edges, as the great white shark ( Carcharodon carcharias, or Rondeleii) of tropical seas, and
the great blue shark ( Carcharh inus glmtcus) of all tropical

and temperate

seas.

The former sometimes becomes

thirty-six feet long, and is the most voracious and dangerous species known. The rare man-eating shark of the

United States coast ( Charcarodon Atwoodi) is thought by
some to be a variety, or the young, of C carcharias.
The dusky shark ( Carcharhinus obscurus), and the smaller

blue shark (C. caudatiis), both common species on the
coast of the United States, are of moderate size and not
dangerous. They feed on shellfish and bottom fishes.
2. A rapacious, artful person ; a sharper.
ICollog.']
3. Trickery ; fraud ; petty rapine ; as, to live upon the
shark.
South.
lObs.}
Basking shark. Liver shark, Norse shark. Oil shark. Sand
•bark. Tiger shark, etc. See tmder Basking, Liver, etc.
See also Dogfish, Houndfish, Notidanian, and Tope.
Gray shark, the sand shark.
Hammer-headed shark. See
Hammerhead. Port Jaekson shark. See Cesteaciont.
Shark barrow, the eggcase of a shark ; a sea purse.
Shark ray.
Same as Angel fish (a), under Angel.
Thrasher shark, or Thresher shark, a large, voracious
shark. See Thrasher.
Whale shark, a huge, harmless
shark (Rhinodon typicus) of the Indian Ocean. It becomes sixty feet or more in length, but has very small

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

teeth.

Shark,

v. t.
[Of uncertain origin ; perhaps fr. shark,
perhaps related to E. shear (as hearken to hear),
originally meaning, to clip off. Of. Shirk.] To pick
or gather indiscriminately or covertly. [06s.] Shak.
Shark, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Sharked (shiirkt) p. pr.
vb. n. Sharking.]
1. To play the petty thief ; to

n., or

and

&

&

;

practice fraud or trickery ; to swindle.
Neither sharks for a cup or a reckoning. Bp. Earle.
2 To live by shifts and stratagems.
Beau.
Fl.
Shark'er (-er), n. One who lives by sharking.
Shark'ing, n. Petty rapine ; trick ; also, seeking a
livelihood by shifts and dishonest devices.
Shar'ock (shSr'ok), n. An East Indian coin of the
value of 12i pence sterling, or about 25 cents.
Sharp (sharp), a. \_Compar. Sharper (-er) ; superl.
Sharpest.] [OE. sharp, scharp, scarp, AS. scearp; akin
to OS. skarp, LG. scharp, D. scherp, G. scharf, Dan.
Sw. skarp, Icel. skarpr. Cf. Escarp, Scrape, Scorpion.]
1. Having a very thui edge or fine point ; of a nature
to cut or pierce easily ; not blunt or dull ; keen.
He dies upon my scimeter's sharp point.
Shah.
2. Terminating in a point or edge ; not obtuse or
rounded ; somewhat pointed or edged ; peaked or ridged
as, a sharp hill
sharp features.
3. Affecting the senses as if pointed or cutting, keen,
penetrating, acute : to the taste or smell, pungent, acid,
Eour, as ammonia has a sharp taste and odor ; to the hearing, piercing, shrill, as a sharp sound or voice ; to the
eye, instantaneously brilliant, dazzling, as a sharp flash.
4. {Mus.) (a) High in pitch ; acute ; as, a sharp note
or tone, (b) Raised a semitone in pitch ; as, C sharp
# ), which is a half step, or semitone, higher than C.
iC
c) So high as to be out of tune, or above true pitch
Opas, the tone is sharp ; that instrument is sharp.
posed in all these senses to flat.

&

.

&

;

ale,

senate,

c4re,

&m, arm, ask,

U.S.-]

;

;

obscurus).

place on the
coast of Connecticut where

;

;

Man-eating Shark {Carcharodon carcharias).

sharp, flat-bot-

sharpthe

Shaip as he merits but the sword forbear. Dryden.
7. Of keen perception
quick to discern or distinguish ; having nice discrimination ; acute penetrating
sagacious ; clever ; as, a sharp eye ; shayp sight, hearing,
or Judgment.
Nothing makes men sharper . . . than want. Addison.
Many other things belong to the material world, wherein the
sharpest philosophers have never yet arrived at clear and dis-

;

Some sharks, as the basking shark and the whale
grow to an enormous .size, the former becoming

A long,

after

ies,

;

'

Haven

;

;

(Naui.)

n.

They are often
called Fair

" That sharp look.
Tennyson.
To that place the sharp Athenian law
Can not pursue us.
Shak.
Be thy words severe,

;

a The Dusky Shark (Carchaihmus

Sharp'le (sharp'i),
boat, with
one or two masts
carrying a triangular sail. ^

tomed

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

You bite
2. Precisely

sharp.

;

so sharp at reasons.

exactly

;

as,

we

Shak.

shall start at ten o'clock

\_Colloq.']

Look sharp, attend ; be alert. [Colloq.l
Sharp, n. 1. A sharp tool or weapon. [Obs.']
If butchers had but the manners to ^o to sharps, gentlemen
would be contented with a rubber at cufts.
Collier.
2. (3Ius.) (a) The character [JJ] used to indicate
that the note before which it is placed is to be raised a
half step, or semitone, in pitch. (J) A sharp tone or
note. Shak.
3. A portion of a stream where the water runs very
rapidly.
\_Prov. Eng.J
C. Kingsley.
4. A sewing needle having a very slender point
a
needle of the most pointed of the three grades, blunts,
;

betweens, and sharps.
5. pi. Same as Middlinss, 1.
6. An expert.
ISlang']
Sharp, V. t, [imp.
p. p. Sharped (sharpt) ; p. pr.
Spenser.
vb. n. Sharping.]
1. To sharpen.
[Ofc.]
2. (Mus.) To raise above the proper pitch ; to elevate
the tone of ; especially, to raise a half step, or semitone,
above the natural tone.
Sharp, V. i. 1. To play tricks in bargaining ; to act
L'Estrange.
the sharper.
2. (3Ius.) To sing above the proper pitch.
Sharp'-CUt' (-kiif ), a. Cut sharply or definitely, or
so as to make a clear, well-defined impression, as the
lines of an engraved plate, and the like ; clear-cut
hence, having great distinctness ; well-defined clear.
Sharp'en (sharp''n), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Sharpened
[See Sharp, a.]
(-'lid) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Sharpening.]
To make sharp. Specifically : (a) To give a keen edge
or fine point to ; to make sharper ; as, to sharpen an
ax, or the teeth of a saw. (b) To render more quick or
acute in perception ; to make more ready or ingenious.
The air . sharpened his visual ray

&

&

;

&

&

.

He

.

To objects distant tar.
that wrestles with us strengthens our nerves

Milton.

and sharpBurke.

ens our skill.

(c)

To make more eager

;

as, to

sharpen men's desires.

Epicurean cooks
Shak.
Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite.
(d) To make more pungent and intense ; as, to sharpen a
pain or disease, (e) To make biting, sarcastic, or severe.
".SAarpere each word." B.Smith. (/) To render more
shrill or piercing.
Inclosures not only preserve sound, but increase and sharpen

Bacon,

it.

tart or acid ; to make sour ; as, the
rays of the sun sha'rpen vinegar, (h) (Mus.) To raise, as
a sound, by means of a sharp ; to apply a sharp to.
Sharp'en, v. i. To grow or become sharp.
person who bargains closely
Sharp'er (-er), n.
especially, one who cheats in bargains a swindler ; also,
(g)

To make more

A

Sharp'ling
(sharp'lTng),

stickleback.
[Prov. Eng.]
In a sharp manner keenly acutely.
Sharp'ly,
They are more sharply to be chastised and reformed than the
;

rude

Spenser.

Tlie soldiers

—

Syn. Swindler
See Swindler.
final,

all

;

;

own

L'Estrange.
cheat; deceiver; trickster; rogue.

eve, event,

kind.

recent

;

ice,

eye

assailed

Hayward,

with wants.

when you would

see sharply. Bacon,

Sharp'ness, n. [AS. scearpness."] The quality or
condition of being sharp keenness ; acuteness.
Sharp'saw' (-sa'), w. (Zool.) The great titmouse ;
so called from its harsh call notes. \_Prov. Eng."]
Sharp'-set' (-sSf), a. Eager in appetite or desire of
gratification
affected by keen hunger ; ravenous ; as,
an eagle or a lion sharp-set.
The town is sharp-set on new plays.
J*ope,

—

;

;

Sharp'shoot'er (-shoof er), n. One skilled in shooting at an object with exactness ; a good marksman.
Sharp'shoot'lng, n. A shooting with great precision
and effect ; hence, a keen contest of wit or argument.
Sharp'-sight'ed (-sit'Sd), a. Having quick or acute

—

—

used literally and figuratively.
Sharp'-slght'ed-ness, n.
Sharp'tall' (-tal'), n. (Zool.) (a) The pintaU duck.
sight

;

The

(b)

pintail grouse, or prairie chicken.
(-wlt'tBd), a. Having

Sharp'-Wit'ted

an acute or

nicely discerning mind.
Shash (shSsh), n. [See Sa.sh.] 1. The scarf of a
turban. [Ois.]
Fuller.
2.
sash.
[06i.]
Shas'ter (shSs'ter or shas'terV 1 n. [Skr. gastra an
order or comShas'tra (shSs'tra or slias'tra), )
mand, a sacred book, fr. fas to order, instruct, govern.
Cf. Sastra.]
treatise for authoritative instruction
among the Hindoos ; a book of institutes ; especially, a
treatise explaining the Vedas.
[Written also sastra."]
•

A

II

II

a

(shath'mSnt), n. A shaftment. [Scot.}
(shSt'ter), v. t.
[imp,
p, p. Shattered
[OE. schateren,
vb. n. Shattering.]
p. pr.
scaleren, to scatter, to dash, AS. scateran; cf. D. schateren to crack, to make a great noise, OD. schetteren to
scatter, to burst, to crack.
Cf. Scatter.]
1. To break
at once into many pieces; to dash, burst, or part violently into fragments ; to rend into splinters ; as, an
explosion shatters a rock or a bomb ; too much steam

Shath'mont

Shat'ter

(-terd)

an oak is shattered by lightning.
monarchy was shattered to pieces, and divided amongst

shatters a boiler

A

&

&

;

;

revolted subjects.

Locke^
2. To disorder ; to derange to render unsound ; as,
to be shattered in intellect; his constitution was shattered ; his hopes were shattered.
;

A man of a loose, volatile, and shuttered humor,
3.

To

scatter about.

i^orris^

[Obs.]

Shatter your leaves before the mellowing year. Milton^
Shat'ter, v. i. To be broken into fragments ; to fall
or crumble to pieces by any force applied.
Some fragile bodies break but where the force is some shatter and fly in many places.
Bacon,
Shat'ter, n.
A fragment of anything shattered;
used chiefly or solely in the phrase into shatters ; as, to
break a glass into shatters.
Swift.
;

—

Disordered orwandering in intellect;
J, Goodman.
Shat'ter-y (-jf ), a. Easily breaking into pieces ; not
compact loose of texture brittle as, shattery spar.
Chaucer.
Shave (shav), obs. p. p. of Shave.
Chaucer,
His beard was shave as nigh as ever he can.
Shave, v. t, [imp. Shaved (shavd) p. p. Shaved
or Shaven (shav"n) p, pr,
vb, n, Shavinq.]
[OE.
shaven, schaven, AS. scafan, sceafan ; akin to D. schaven, G. schaben, OHG. scaban, Icel. ska/a, Sw. ska/va,
Dan. skave, Goth, skaban, Russ. kopate to dig, Gr.
o-Ka?rT6ij/, and probably to L. scabere to scratch, to
scrape.
Cf. Scab, Shaft, Shape.]
1. To cut or pare
off from the surface of a body \nVa a razor or other
edged instrument; to cut off closely, as with a razor,'
as, to shave the beard.
2. To make bare or smooth by cutting off closely the
surface, or surface covering, of
especially, to remove
the hair from with a razor or other sharp instrument
to take off the beard or hair of as, to shave the face
or the crown of the head he shaved himself.
Shak,
I '11 shave your crown for this.
is seen
The laborer with the bending scythe is
Shaving the surface of the waving green.
Oay,
3. To cut off thin slices from to cut in thin slices.

Shat'ter-bralned' (-brand'),
Shat'ter-pat'ed (-pat'ed),

hence, heedless

;

a.

)

J

wild.

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

Plants bruised or shaven in leaf or root.
Bacon,
4. To skim along or near the surface of; to pass
close to, or touch lightly, in passing.

Now shaves with level wing the deep.
To

strip

;

to plunder

To shave a

;

idea,

ill

;

legal rate allows.

old,

Milton,

to fleece. [Collog.]
a discount ^eater than
deduct in discounting it

note, to buy it at
the legal rate of interest, or to

more than the
£nd, fern

were sharply

You contract your

5.

Sharpers, as pikes, prey upon their

;

Irish.

;

a cheating gamester.

A

(Zool.)

n.

[Cant,

dbey, drb, Sdd

tj.

S.\

Sheaf

Shave (shav), v. i. To use a razor for removing the
beard to cut closely hence, to be hard and severe in
a bargain ; to practice extortion to cheat.
Shave (shav), n. [AS. sca/a, sceaj'a, a sort of knife.
Wright.
Bee Shave, v. <.] 1. A thin slice a shaving.
2. A cutting of the beard the operation of shaving.
3. (a) An exorbitant discount on a note. l_Cant, U. S.'\
(6) A premium paid for an extension of the time of delivery or payment, or for the right to vary a stock conN. Biddle.
\Cant, U. S.']
tract in any particular.
4. A hand tool consisting of a sharp blade vpith a
handle at each end a drawing knife a spokeshave.
5. The act of passing very near to, so as almost to
graze as, the bullet missed by a close shave. \_Colloq.']
Shave_gra8s {Bot.), the scouring rush. See the Note
Shave hook, a tool for scrapmg
under Equisetum.
metals, consisting of a sharp-edged triangular steel plate
attached to a shank and handle.
Shave'Ung (-ling), n. A man shaved hence, a monk,
used in contempt.
or other religious
I am no longer a shaveling than while my frock 18 on my back.
Sir W. Scott.
1. One who shaves ; one whose
Shav'er (shav'er),
occupation is to shave-

the like

;

;

(shef), V.

They

Sheal

;

;

A boy

Eng.

;

a lad

;

KnoUes.

Gaillard he

was

as goldfinch in the shaw.

;

Sheard

&

;

Their (thSl or thar) or Theirs (thSrz or tharz) obj.
Them (thSm).] [OE. she, sche, scheo, scho, AS. se6, fem.
of the definite article, originally a demonstrative pronoun cf. OS. siu, D. zij, G. sie, OHG. siu, si, si, Icel.
;

;

sU, sjd, Goth, si she, so, fem. article, Russ. siia, fem.,
this, Gr. 17, fem. article, Skr. sd, syd.
The possessive
her or hers, and the objective her, are from a different
root.
See Her.] 1. This or that female ; the woman
understood or referred to the animal of the female sex,
or object personified as feminine, which was spoken of.
She loved her children best in every wise.
Chaucer.
Then Sarah denied, . . , lor she was afraid. Qen. xviii. 15.
woman; a female; used substantively.
2.
[JJ.]
Lady, you are the cruelest she alive.
Shak.
;

—

^^^She is used in composition with nouns of common
gender, for female, to denote an animal of the female
sex as, a she-beav ; a she-cat.

Specifically

rjide,

full,

An

instrument consisting of two blades,

—

A

pair
Specifically («)
shears.
of wings. [06s.] Spenser.
(6)
An apparatus for raising heavy
weights, and especially for step:

ping and unstepping the lower
masts of ships. It consists of

two or more spars or

;

make

ftm

;

pity

;

food, fo'bt

white.
(sheth), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Sheathed
[Written also
pr.
vb.
Sheathing.]
n.
p.
;
sheath.]
1. To put into a sheath, case, or scabbard ; to
inclose or cover with, or as with, a sheath or case.
The leopard . keeps the claws of his fore feet turned up
Grew,
from the ground, and sheathed in the skin of his toes.
*T is in my breast she sheatJies her dagger now. Dryden,

Sheathe

out, oil

;

&

&

(shethd)

.

.

Shak,
2. To fit or furnish, as vrith a sheath.
3. To case or cover with sometliing which protects, as
thin boards, sheets of metal, and the like ; as, to sheathe
a ship with copper.
4. To obtund or blunt, as acrimonious substances, or
Arbuthnot.
sharp particles. [P.]
To sheathe the sword, to make peace.
Sheathed (shethd), a. 1. Provided with, or inclosed
in, a sheath.
2. {Bot.) Invested by a sheath, or cylindrical membranaceous tube, which is the base of the leaf,
as the stalk or culm in grasses ; vaginate.
Sheath'er (sheth'er), ». One who sheathes.
Sheath'fish' (sheth'f ish'), re. {Zool.) Same
as Sheatfish.
a. from
Sheath'ing (shetii'ing), p. pr.
Inclosing with a sheath as, the
Sheathe.
sheathing leaves of grasses ; the shealhi7)g

&

;

stipules of

many polygonaceous

plants.

That which sheathes.
Sheath'ing, n.
Specifically
(n) The casing or covering of a
ship's bottom and sides ; the materials for
:

such

covering ; as, copper sheathing.
(b)
{Arch.) The first covering of boards on the
outside wall of a frame house or on a timber
roof; also, the uiateriiil used for covering; ceiling boards in general.
Sheath'less (sheth'lSs), a. Without a sheath or cast)
for covering unsheathed.
;

Sheath'-wlnged'
wing

Sheath'y

^^ ^

chair

;

go

(-wTngd'), a.

(sheth'j?),

a.

sheath or case.
'

'

j

'

{Zo'ol.)

Having

ely-

cases, aa a beetle.

'

'^

'

^

;

webbed. The plumage of both species is

tra, or

sheers.]

Op,

—

—

Sheathbill QChioms aJba).

pieces of

timber, fastened together near
the top, steadied by a guy or
guys, and furnished with the
necessary tackle. [Written also

sheaf wheat.

unite,

{a)

;

—

ase,

:

—

The reaper fills his greedy hands,
binds the golden sheaves in brittle bands. Dryden.
collection of things bound together a bundle
specifically, a bundle of arrows sufficient to fill a quiver,
or the allowance of each archer,
usually twenty-four.
The sheaf ot arrows shook and rattled in the case. Dryden.
;

—

[Obs.]

and cut the sylph in twain. Pope,
{b) A similar instrument the blades of which are extenused for shearing sheep or
sions of a curved spring,
a blade, or a set of
skins,
(c) A shearing machine
blades, working against a resisting edge.
2. Anything in the form of

And

to

:

shears.

Fate urged the shears,

A

;

One who

edges, connected by a pivot, and
used
working on both sides of the material to be cut,
for cutting cloth and other substances.

Shead'ing (shed'ing), n. [From AS. scddan, sce&dan,
to separate, divide. See Shed, v. I.'] A tithing, or division, in the Isle of Man, in which there is a coroner, or
chief constable. The island is divided into six sheadings.
Sheaf (shef), n. {Mech.) A sheave. [J?.]
Sheaf, n. ; pi. Sheaves (shevz).
[OE. sheef, shef,
schef, AS. sceaf ; akin to D. schoof, OHG. scoub, G.
schaub, Icel. skauf a fox's brush, and E. shove. See
Shove.] 1.
quantity of the stalks and ears of wheat,
rye, or other grain, bound together ; a bundle of grain
or straw.

into a sheaf

See Shard.

re.

1.

commonly with bevel

;

To gather and bind

(sher'er), n.

Like a lamb dumb before his shearer. Acts viii. 32.
[Scot.]
Jamieson.
2. A reap3r.
Shear'lng, n. 1. The act or operation of clipping
with shears or a shearing machine, as the wool from
sheep, or the nap from cloth.
2. The product of the act or operation of clipping with
shears or a shearing machine ; as, the whole shearing of
a flock ; the shearings from cloth.
Youatt,
3. Same as Shearling.
4. The act or operation of reaping.
[Scot.]
5. The act or operation of dividing with shears ; as,
the shearing of metal plates.
6. The process of preparing shear steel ; tilting.
7. {Mining) The process of making a vertical side cutting in working into a face of coal.
Shearing machine, (a) A machine with blades, or rotary
disks, for dividing plates or bars of metal, (b) A machine
for shearing cloth.
Shear'ling (-ling), n. A sheep but once sheared.
Shear'man (-man), re. ; pi. Shearmen (-men). One
whose occupation is to shear cloth.
Shearn (shem), n. [AS. scearn. Cf. Soarn.] Dimg
Holland.
excrement. [Obs.] [Written also shern.]
Shears (sherz), re. pi. [Formerly used also in the singular.
See Shear, «., 1.] 1. A cutting instrument.

A

as, to

A

scabbard.
The dead knight's sword out of his sheath he drew. Spenser,
2. Any sheathlike covering, organ, or part. Specifically
(a) {Bot.) The base of a leaf when sheathing or
investing a stem or branch, as in grasses.
(6) {Zo'ol.)
One of the elytra of an insect.
Mednllary sheath.
(Anat.) See under Medullary.
Primitive sheath. (Anat.) See Neurilemma.
Sheath knife,
a knife with a fixed blade, carried in a sheath.
Sheath ol
Schwann. (Anat.) See Schwann's sheath.
Sheath'hilP (-bTl'), n. {Zo'dl.) Either one of two species of birds somposing the genus Chianis,
'
family Chionidse, native of the islands of
the Antarctic seas.
Sl^i^They are related to the
fulls and the plovers,
ut more n e a r 1 y to
the latter. The base
of the bill is covered
with a saddle-shaped
horny sheath, and the
toes are only slightly

—

(sherd or sherd),

Shear'er

(sha'nez'), n. pi. ; sing. Shawnee (-ne').
{Ethnol.)
tribe of North American Indians who occupied Western -New York and part of Ohio, but were
driven away and widely dispersed by the Iroquois.
chaise. \_Prov. Eng.
Shay (sha), n.
Local, TJ. S.I
She (she), pron. [^sing. nam. She; pass. Her (her)
or Hees (herz) ; obj. Her pi. nom. They (tha) pass.

I.

Sheath (sheth), n. [OE. schethe, AS. scieS, scedS,
sceS ; akin to OS. sketSia, D. scheede, G. scheide, OHG,.
sceida, Sw. skida, Dan. skede, Icel. skei&ir, pi., and to
E. shed, V. t., originally meaning, to separate, to part.
case for the reception of a sword,
See Shed.] 1.
hunting knife, or other long and slender instrument ; a

forces,

See Skimmer.

Shaw'nees'

V.

Siluroid.

name

Youatt.

from applied

—

Shawm

Sheaf,

the

A

Thackeray.
t.
To wrap in a shawl.
(sham), n. [OE. shalmie, OF. chalemie ; cf
F. chalumeau shawm, chaunie haulm, stalk ; all fr. L.
calamus a reed, reed pipe. See Haulm, and cf. CaldMET.] {Mus.) A wind instrument of music, formerly in
use, supposed to have resembled either the clarinet or the
hautboy in form. [Written also shalm,, shaum,.^ Otway.
Even from the shrillest shaum unto the cornamute. Drayton.

into sheaves

action, resulting

... at the

;

—

—

;

An

;

tangential stress.
4. [Mech.)
strain, or change of shape, of an elastic
body, consisting of an extension in one direction, an
equal compression in a perpendicular direction, with an
unchanged magnitude in the third direction.
Shear blade, one of the blades of shears or a shearing
machine.
Shear hulk. See under Hulk.
Shear steel, a
steel suitable for shears, scythes, and other cutting instruments, prepared from fagots of blistered steel by repeated heating, rolling, and tilting, to increase its malleability and fineness of texture.
Shear, v. i. 1. To deviate. See Sheer.
2. {Engin.) To become more or less completely divided, as a body under the action of forces, by the sliding of
two contiguous parts relatively to each other in a direction parallel to their plane of contact.
(Zo'dl.) The black skimmer.
Shear'blll' (-bll'), n.

mere goat.
Shawl, V.

Any

—

which tends to cause two contiguous parts of a body to
slide relatively to each other in a direction parallel to
their plane of contact ;
also called sheai'ing stress, and

or oblong cloth of wool, cotton, silk, or other
textile or netted fabric, used, especially by women, as a
loose covering for the neck and shoulders.
India shawl, a kind of rich shawl made in India from
the wool of the Cashmere goat. It is woven in pieces,
which are sewed together.
Shawl goat (.Zooi.), the Cash-

2.

—

3. {Engin.)

A square

A

;

;

&

;

.

.

/liter the second shearing, he is a tvfo-shear ram
expiration of another year, he is a three-sAear ram
always taking its date Irom the time of shearing.

2. pi. The leaves and tops of vegetables, as of potaJamieson.
toes, turnips, etc.
[Scot]
Shaw'fOVirl' (-foul'), n. [Scot, schaw, shaw, show -\The representation or image of a fowl made by
fowl.']
fowlers to shoot at.
Johnson.
Hind, shdl : cf. P. chale.']
Shawl (shal), n. [Per.

A

;

.

:

Chaucer.
Howiti.

merry green woods.

the

;

.

Burns.

The green shaws.

;

;

;

& Scot.l

&

;

;

a little fellow. lColloq.~i " These
Salmagundi.
unlucky little shavers."
As I have mentioned at the door to this young shaver, I am
king.
name
of
the
Dickens.
chase
in
the
on a
5. (3Iech.) A tool or machine for shaving.
A note ahaver, a person who buys notes at a discount
greater than the legal rate of interest. [Cant, U. S.]
Shav'lng, n. 1. The act of one who, or that which,
shaves j specifically, the act of cutting off the beard
with a razor.
2. That which is shaved off; a thin slice or strip
pared off with a shave, a knife, a plane, or other cutting
Chaucer.
instrument. " Shaving of silver."
Shaving bruah, a brush used in lathering the face preparatory to shaving it.
Shaw (sha), n. [OE. schawe, schaje, thicket, grove,
AS. scaga ; akin to Dan. skov, Sw. skog, Icel. skogr.']
1. A thicket ; a small wood or grove.
\_Obs. or Prov.
4.

+

—

;

An

Swift.

;

;

;

;

One who is close in bargains a sharper.
One who fleeces a piDager a plunderer.
By these shavers the Turks were stripped.

Shak.

(-?), a.

;

—

2.
3.

3. (Mach.) The bedpiece of a machine tool, upon
which a table or slide rest is secured as, the shears of a
lathe or planer. See Illust. under Lathe.
;

must sheaf and bind.

(shel), n.

;

;

—

and bind cut grain, or

collect

sheaves.

that reap

Rotary shears. See under Eotary.
Pertaining to, or consisting of, a
resembling a sheaf.
{Zo'ol.) {a) The common
Shear'tail' (sher'taP), n,
Same as Sheelino. [_Scol.2
tern.
(6) Any one of several species of humming birds
Sheal, V. t. To put under a sheal or shelter. {_Scot.'] of the genus Thaumastura having a long forked tail.
Sheal, V. t. [See Shell.] To take the husks or pods
water ; cf. G.
Shear'wa'ter (-wa'ter), re. [Shear
off from
to shell to empty of its contents, as a husk or
wasserscherer ;
so called from its runJamieson.
a pod. [Obs. or Prov. Eng. & Scot.^
ning lightly along the surface of the
Shak.
That 's a shealed peascod.
water.] {Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous
Sheal, n. A shell or pod. [_Obs. or Prov. Eng."}
species of long-winged oceanic birds of
Sheal'ing, re. The outer husk, pod, or shell, as of oats,
the genus Pufflnus and
pease, etc.
sheal shell.
[06s. or Prov. Eng.
Scot.']
related genera. They are
Sheal'lng, n. Same as Sheeling. [<Sco<.]
allied to the petrels, but
Shear (sher), v. i, [imp. Sheared (sherd) or Shore
are larger.
(shor) p. p. Sheared or Shorn (shorn) p. pr. & vb. n.
The Manx
Shearing.] [OE. sheren, scheren, to shear, cut, shave,
shearwaAS. sceran, scieran, scyraii ; akin to D. & G. scheren,
ter (P.
Icel. skera, Dan. skixre, Gr. Keipav.
Cf. Jeer, Score,
g I 0'
Shard, Share, Sheer to turn aside.] 1. To cut, clip, or
rum), the
sever anything from with shears or a like instrument
dusky shearas, to shear sheep
to shear cloth.
water {P.
Cory's Shearwater {Puffinus borealis).
8!^°° It is especially applied to the cutting of wool from
obscurus)y
sheep or their skins, and the nap from cloth.
and the greater shearwater (P. m,ajor), are weU-knowu
2. To separate or sever with shears or a similar instru- species of the North Atlantic.
See Hagdon.
ment to cut off to clip (something) from a surface as,
Sheat'flsh' (shet'f Ish'), re. [Cf dial. G. sc/ieid, schaid,
to shear a fleece.
schaiden.]
{Zo'ol.) A European siluroid fish {Silurus
Before the golden tresses
were shorn away.
Shak. glanis) allied
[Scot.']
3. To reap, as grain.
Jamieson. to the cat4. Fig.
To deprive of property to fleece.
fishes.
It is
5. {ilech.) To produce a change of shape in by a the
largest
shear.
See Shear, n., 4.
fresh-water
Shear, re. [AS. sceara. See Shear, v. t.] 1. A pair fish of Euof shears
now always used in the plural, but formerly rope, someSee Shears.
also in the singular.
times becomOn his head came razor none, nor shear.
Chaucer. ing six feet
Short of the wool, and naked from the shear. Dryden. or more in
See
used in designating the age of sheep. length.
2. A shearing
Sheatfish (^Silurus giants').

Sheaf'y

sheaf or sheaves

;

;

;

To

i.

make

to

;

;

;

SHEA TREE
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SHAVE

Forming or resembling a
Sir T. Browne.

She'a tree' (she'A tre'). {Bot.) An African sapota.
ceous tree {Bassia, or Bulyrospermum, Parkii), from

bUik, Ink

;

tben, thin

;

bON

j

zh = z

in azure.

SHEAVE

N
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the seeds of which a substance resembling butter
tained the African butter tree.

is

ob-

[Alsin to OD. schljve orb, disk,
wheel, D. schijf, G. scheibe, Icel. sklj'a a shaving, slice ;
wheel
Cf. SmPT, v., Shive.]
cf. 6r. a-K-inav a staff.
having a groove in the rim for a rope to work in, and set
in a block, mast, or the like ; the wheel of a pulley.

(shev),

re.

A

Sheave hole, a channel cut in a mast, yard,
other timber, in which to fix a sheave.

rail,

or

[See Sheaf of straw.] To gather and
bind into a sheaf or sheaves hence, to collect. Ashmole.
Sheaved (shevd), a. Made of straw. [OJj.] Shak.
Sheb'an-der (shSb'an-der), re. [Per. shahbandar .']
A harbor master, or ruler of a port, in the East Indies.

Sheave,

v.

t.

;

[Written also shebunder.']

A

joicosely
(she-bSng'), re. [Cf. Shebeen.]
depreciative name for a dwelling or shop. [Slang, U. <?.]
[Of Irish origin ; cf. Ir.
She-been' (shf-ben'), n.
low public house ; especially, a place
seapa a shop.]
where spirits and other excisable liquors are illegally
and privately sold. [IrelandP^

She-bang'

A

See Shekinah.
Sheckla-ton (shgk'la-tSn), «. [Cf. Ciclatodn.] a
kind of gilt leather. See Checklaton. \_Obs.'] Spenser.
Shed (shSd), re. [The same word as shade. See
Selade.] a slight or temporary structure built to shade
or shelter something a structure usually open in front
an outbuilding ; a hut ; as, a wagon shed ; a wood shed.

She-Chi'nah

(-ki'na), n.

;

The

Aletes born in lowly shed.

first

Fairfax.

Sheds of reeds which summer's heat repel.

Sandys.

&

vb. re.
Shed, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Shed p. pr.
Shedding.] [OE. scheden, schaeden, to pour, to part,
AS. scadan, sceadan, to part, to separate akin to OS.
skeSan, OFries. sketha, G. scheiden, OHG. sceidan, Goth.
tkaidan, and probably to Lith. skedii I part, separate, L.
;

;

R

seindere to cleave, to split, Gr. cryifeii/, Skr. chid, and
perh. also to L. caedere to cut. VlB9. Cf Chisel, Concise, Schism, Sheading, Sheath, Shide.] 1. To separate
Robert of Brunne.
to divide. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.~\
2. To part with ; to throw off or give forth from one's
self ; to emit
to diffuse to cause to emanate or flow
to pour forth or out ; to spill ; as, the sun sheds light
Bhe shed tears ; the clouds shed rain.
.

;

;

Did Romeo's hand shed Tybalt's blood ?
Twice seven consenting years have shed
Their utmost bounty on thy head.

Shok.

Wordsworth.

3. To let fall ; to throw off, as a natural covering of
hair, feathers, shell to cast ; as, fowls shed their feathers ; serpents shed their skins ; trees shed leaves.
4. To cause to flow off without penetrating as, a tight
roof, or a covering of oiled cloth, sheds water.
6. To sprinkle ; to intersperse ; to cover. [J?.] " Her
;

;

hair

.

6.

.

(

is

.

«Aed with gray."

Sheep (shep), re. sing. &pl. [OE. shep, scheep, AS.
seep, sceap ; akin to OFries. skip, LG.
D. schaap, G.
schuf, OHG. scaf, Skr. chaga goat.
V295. Cf. Shepherd.] 1. {Zool.) Any one of several species of ruminants of the genus Ovis, native of the higher moimtains
of both hemispheres, but most numerous in Asia.

&

;

Sheave

B. Jonson.

Weaving) To divide, as the warp threads, so as to

tonu a shed, or passageway, for the shuttle.
Shed, V. i. 1. To fall in drops to pour. [OJs.]
Such a rain down from the welkin shadde. Chaucer.
2. To let fall the parts, as seeds or fruit to throw

.Il^°°The domestic sheep (Ovis

;

off a covering or envelope.

White

oats are apt to shed

most as they

lie,

and black as they
jifortimer.

Shed,

n.

1.

A

parting; a separation; a division.

{Obs. or Prov. Eng.J

then likewise.

—

the shed of newjavelin came up
Sir T. North.

2. The act of shedding or spilling ;
used only in
position, as in \>\oodished.
divides,
3. That which parts,
or sheds ;
used in
position, as in viaXershed.

—

com-

cated in prehistoric ages, and many distinct breeds have
been produced as the merinos, celebrated for their fine
wool ; the Cretan sheep, noted for their long horns ; the
fat-tailed, or Turldsh, sheep, remarkable for the size and
fatness of the tail, which often has to be supported on
trucks the Southdowus, in which the horns are lacking ; and an Asiatic breed which always has four horns.
2. A weak, bashful, silly fellow.
Ainsworth.
3. pi. Pig. : The people of God, as being under the
government and protection of Christ, the great Shepherd.
Eocky mountain sheep. (Zool.) See Biqhohn.
Maned
sheep. (Zool.) See Aoitdad.
Sheep hot (Zool.), the
larva of the sheep botfly. See OEstrus.
Sheep dog
(Zool.), 3. shepherd dog, or collie.
Sheep laurel iBot.),
a small North Ailierican shrub {Kalinia anyustifolia)
with deep rose-colored fiowers in corymbs.
Sheep pest
(Hot.), an Australian plant (Acsena ovina) related to the
burnet. The fruit is covered with barbed spines, by
which it adheres to the wool of sheep.
Sheep ran, an
extensive tract of country where sheep range and graze.
Sheep's board (iSo<.), acichoraceousherb (£7>-osj)enn?(m
Dalechampii) of Southern Europe ;
so called from the
conspicuous pappus of the acheues.
Sheep's bit (Bot.), a
European herb (Jasione montuna) having much the appearance of scabious.
Sheep pox (Med. ), a contagious
disease of sheep, characterized by the development of
vesicles or pocks upon the skin.
Sheep scabious. (Bot.)
Same as Sheep's bit.
Sheep shears, shears in which the
blades form the two ends of a steel bow, by the elasticity
of which they open as often as pressed together by the
hand in cutting
so called because used to cut off the
wool of sheep.
Sheep sorrel (Bot.), a perennial herb
;

;

;

—

in this state.
(-ding), re.
1. The act of shedding, separating, or casting oif or out as, the shedding of blood.
2. That which is shed, or cast off. [iJ.] Wordsworth.
Sheel'fa (shel'fa), Shil'fa (shTl'fa), n. (Zool.) The
so named from its call note.
[Prov. Eng.'\
chaffinch
Sheel'lng (shel'ing), re. [Icel. skjol a shelter, a cover
Sw. skjul."]
akin to Dan.
hut or small cottage in an
exposed or a retired place (as on a mountain or at the
seaside) such as is used by shepherds, fishermen, sportsmen, etc. ; a summer cottage also, a shed. [Writtten
also sheel, shealing, shelling, shieling, etc.]
[Scot.'\
Sheel'y (shel'y), n. (Zool.) Same as Sheelfa.
(shen),
a.
[OE.
schene,
AS.
sciene, scene,
Sheen
scyne, splendid, beautiful akin to OFries. skene, skone,
OS. sconi, D. schoon, G. schon, OHG. sconi, Goth.
skauns, and E. show ; the original meaning being probably, visible, worth seeing.
It is not akin to E. shine.
See Show, v. <.] Bright; glittering; radiant; fair;
showy; sheeny. [B., except in poetry.]

Shed'dlng

;

—

&

A

;

;

This holy maiden, that is so bright and sheen.
Up rose each warrior bold and brave,
Glistening in filed steel and armor sheen.

To shine

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
;

(Rwmex

growing

Acetosella)

naturally on poor, dry, gravelly
soil.
Its leaves have a pleasant
acid taste like sorrel.
Sheep'swool (Zool.), the highest grade
of Florida commercial sponges
(Spongia equina, variety gocsypina).
Sheep tick (Zool.), a
wingless parasitic insect (Melophagus ovinus) belonging to
the Diptera. It fixes its proboscis in the skin of the sheep and
sucks the blood, leaving a swelling. Called also sheep pest, and
sheep louse.
Sheep walk, a
pasture for sheep a sheep run.
Wild sheep. (Zool.) See ArGALI, MOUFLON, and OOKIAL.

Sheep'-Shear'ing (-ing),

shears,

A

feast at the time of sheep-shearing.
2.
Shak,
Sheep'skin' (-skin'), re. 1. The skin of a sheep or,
leather prepared from it.
2. A diploma ;
so called because usually written or
printed on parchment prepared from the skin of the
sheep.
[College Cunt]
Sheep'split' (-splif ), re.
split of a sheepskin
one
of the thin sections made by splitting a sheepskin with a
cutting knife or machine.
Sheep'y (-y), a. Resembling sheep sheepish.
;

—

A

;

;

Testament of Love.
[OE. schere, skere, pure, bright,
Icel. skserr ; akin to skirr, AS. sc'ir, OS. sklri, MHG.
schir, G. schier, Dan. skser, Sw. sk'dr, Goth, skeirs clear,
and E. shine. V157. See Shine, v. i.] 1. Bright;
clear; pure; unmixed. "Meerale."
Sliak.
Thou sheer, immaculate, and silver fountain.
Shak.

Sheer

(slier),

a.

—

2. Very thin or transparent ;
applied to fabrics ; as,
sheer muslin.
3. Being only what it seems to be ; obvious ; simple
mere; downright; as, i'Aeer folly ; sAeer nonsense.
sheer impossibility.
Be Quincey.
It is not a slieer advantage to have several strings to one's bow.

"A

M.
4. Straight

up and down

;

A sheer precipice of

Ai-nold.

vertical ; perpendicular.
a thousand feet. J. D. Hooker.
It

Nine roods of s?(eer

was at least
WordswortJu

ascent.

Sheer, adv. Clean quite at once. [Obs.] Milton,
Sheer, v. t. [See Shear.] To shear. [Obs.] Brxjden,
Sheer, v. i. [imp. & p. p. Sheered (sherd) p. pr.
vb. n. Sheering.]
[D. schereii to shear, cut, withdraw,
;

;

&

warp. See Shear.] To decline or deviate from the line
of the proper course to turn aside to swerve as, a
ship sheers from her course a horse sheers at a bicycle.
To sheer off, to turn or move aside to a distance to
move away. To sheer up, to approach obliquely.
Sheer, n. 1. (Naut.) (a) The longitudinal upward
curvature of the deck, gunwale, and lines of a vessel, aa
when viewed from the side, (b) The position of a vessel
riding at single anchor and swinging clear of it.
2. A turn or change in a course.
Give the canoe a sheer and get nearer to the shore. Cooper.
3. pi. Shears.
See Shear.
Sheer batten (Shipbuilding), a long strip of wood to
guide the carpenters in following the sheer plan.
Sheer
boom, a boom slanting across a stream to direct floating
logs to one side.
Sheer hulk.
See Shear hulk, under
Hulk. —Sheer plan, or Sheer draught (Shipbuilding), a
projection of the lines of a vessel on a vertical longitudinal plane passing through the middle line of the vessel.
Sheer pole (Naut.), an iron rod lashed to the shrouds
just above the dead-eyes and parallel to the ratlines.
Sheer strake (Shipbuilding), the strake under the gunwale on the top side. Totten.
To break sheer (Naut.),
to deviate from sheer, and risk fouling the anchor.
Sheer'ly (-If), adv. At once absolutely.
[Obs.]
Sheer'wa'ter (-wa'ter), n. (Zool.) The shearwater.
Sheet (shet), re. [OE. shete, schete, AS. sceie, scyte,
fr. scedt a projecting corner, a fold in a garment (akin to
D. school sheet, bosom, lap, G. schoss bosom, lap, flap of
a coat, Icel. skaut, Goth, skauts the hem of a garment)
originally, that which shoots out, from the root of AS.
sceStan to shoot. V159- See Shoot, v. i.] 1. In general, a large, broad piece of anything thin, as paper, cloth,
etc. a broad, thin portion of any substance an expanded
superficies.
Specifically
(a) A broad piece of cloth,
usually linen or cotton, used for wrapping the body or
for a covering especially, one used as an article of bedding next to the body.
He fell into a trance, and saw heaven opened, and a certain
vessel descending unto him, os it had been a great stteet knit at
;

;

;

;

—

—

x 2
a Young (Pupa).

;

Sheep Tick,

Sheep'back' (-bSk'), n. (Geol.) A rounded knoll of
produced by glarock resembling the back of a sheep,
usually in
cial action.
Called also roche moutonnee ;

—

—

the plural.
(Bot.)

(-bSr'ry), n.

One who

re.

Act of shearing sheep.

1.

re.

;

—

Sheep'ber'ry

Sheep'-Shear'ei (shep'sher'er),
or cuts off the wool from, sheep.

;

—

—

to various other fishes, as the butterfish, the fresh-water
drumfish, the parrot fish, the porgy, and the moonfish.

—

—

The

edible fruit of

a small North American tree of the genus Viburnum
(V. Lentago), having white flowers in flat cymes; also,
the tree itself. Called also nannyberry.
Sheep'blte' (-bif), v. i. To bite or nibble like a sheep
Shak.
hence, to practice petty thefts. [06s.]
Sheep'blt'er (-bit'er), n. One who practices petty
Shak.
thefts.
[Obs.']
There are political sheepbiters as well as pastoral ;^ betrayers
VEstrange.
of public trusts as well as of private.

Sheep'COt' (-kof), 1 re. A small inclosure for sheep ;
a pen a fold.
Sheep'COte' (-kof), )
Sheep'-faced' (-fast'), a. Over-bashful sheepish.
(-fold'),
n.
A fold or pen for sheep a
Sheep'fold'
place where sheep are collected or confined.
Sheep'-head'ed (-hgd'ed), a. Silly ; sunple-minded
Taylor (1C30).
stupid.
;

A

hook fastened to a pole,
Sheep'hook' (-hSSk'), n.
by which shepherds lay hold on the legs or necks of their
Bryden.
sheep ; a shepherd's crook.
[Obs.]
Sheep'lSh, a. \. Of or pertaining to sheep.
over-modest ; meanly or
2. Like a sheep ; bashful
foolishly diflBdent ; timorous to excess.
"Wanting change of company, he will, when he comes abroad,
;

Locke.

be a sheepish or conceited creature.

— Sheep'ish-ly, adv. — Sheep'ish-ness,

re.

Sheep'mas'ter (-mas'ter), ». A
sheep also, an owner of sheep.
Sheep'rack' (-rSk'), re. (Zo'dl.) The starling.
A modest, diffident
Sheep's'-eye' (sheps'i'), n.
commonly in the plural.
look a loving glance
eye, as they call
languishing
the
I saw her just now give him
keeper or feeder of
2 Kings iii. 4.

;

;

it

;

;

... of old called the

—

Wycherley.

sheep' s-eye.

A

printer's tool consisting
Sheep'sMoot' (-foot'), re.
of a metal bar formed into a hammer head at one end
used as a lever and hammer.
and a claw at the other,

—

Sheep'shank'

(shep'-

shSnk'), re. (Naut.) A
hitch by which a rope

—

—

—

—

—
;

sheepshank.

shortened.

Sheeps'head' (sheps'hSd'),

n.

[So called because
of the fancied

resemblance of
its

Chaucer.

head and

front

Fair/ax.

senate,

am, arm, ask,

to
of

A
.;^^

^^^

flnol,

a^'

i

^''^6,

event,

large
and valuable sparoid food

fish (A rchosargus, or Diplodus,
probaiocephalus)

Sheepshead.

Tennyson.
care,

teeth
those

ja sheep.]
fj^Zool.)

;

" A sheeny summer morn.

;

;

:

;

the four corners.
Acts x. 10, 11.
If I do die before thee, prithee, shroud me
In one of those same sheets.
Shak.
broad piece of paper, whether folded or unfolded,
(b)
whether blank or written or printed upon ; hence, a
letter
a newspaper, etc.
single signature of a
(c)
book or a pamphlet ; in pi., the book itself.
To this the following sTieets are intended for a full and distinct
answer.
Waterland.

A

A

;

A broad, thinly expanded portion of metal or other
substance ; as, a sheet of copper, of glass, or the like a
a leaf, (e) A broad expanse of water, or the like.
;
" The two beautiful sheets of water." Macaulay. (/) A
sail.
Bryden. (g) ( Geol. ) An extensive bed of an eruptive rock intruded between, or overlying, other strata.
2. [AS. sce&ta.
See the Etymology above.] (Naut.)
(a) A rope or chain which regulates the angle of adjustment of a sail in relation to the vpind ;
usually attached
to the lower comer of a sail, or to a yard or a boom,
(b)
pi. The space in the forward or the after part of a boat
where there are no rowers as, fore sheets ; stern sheets.
(1^°° Sheet is often used adjectively, or in combination,
to denote that the substance to the name of which it is
prefixed is in the form of sheets, or thin plates or leaves
as, sheet brass, or sheet-hisisa ; sheet glass, or sheet-gliBS ;
sheet gold, or sheet-gold sheet iron, or sheet-iron, etc.
A sheet in the wind, half drunk. [Sailors' Slang]
Both sheets in the wind, very drunk.
[Sailors' Slang]
In sheets, lying fiat or expanded not folded, or folded
but not bound
said especially of printed sheets.
Sheet bend (Naut.), a bend or hitch used for temporarily
fastening a rope to the bight of another rope or to an
eye.— Sheet lightning. Sheet piling, etc. See under Lightning, Piling, etc.
vb. n.
Sheet, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Sheeted ; p. pr.
Sheeting.] 1. To furnish with a sheet or sheets ; to
(d)

;

plate

—

maybe temporarily

to glisten. [Poetic]
This town.
That, sheening far, celestial seems to be.
Byron.
Sheen, n. Brightness ; splendor ; glitter. " Throned
in celestial sAeere.
Milton.
Mrs. Browning.
Sheen'ly, adv. Brightly. [iJ.]
Sheen'y (-y), a. Bright; shining; radiant; sheen.

ale,

—

—

;

;

;

v. i.

—

—

;

com-

4. ( Weaving) The passageway between the threads of
the warp through wluch the shuttle is thrown, having
a sloping top and bottom made by raising and lowering
the alternate threads.
1. One who, or that which,
Shed'der (-der), n.
Bheds as, a shedder of blood a shedder of tears.
2. {Zo'dl.) A crab in the act of casting its shell, or
immediately afterwards while still soft
applied especially to the edible crabs, which are most prized while

Sheen,

in

found on the Atlantic coast of the United States. It
often weighs from ten to twelve pounds.
m^"" The name is also locally, in a loose way, applied

'

They say also that the manner of making
wedded wives' hair with the iron head of a

;

much

aries) varies

size, in the length and texture of its wool, the form and
size of its horns, thelength of its tail, etc. It was domesti-

;

Btand.

SHEET

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

;

—

;

—

—
—

;

&

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

&

j

SHEET ANCHOR

Shell (shSl), n. [OE. shelle, schelle, AS. scell, scyll
altin to D. schel, Icel. skel, Goth, skulja a tile, and E.
hard
skill.
Cf. Scale of flshes, Shale, Skill.]
1.

trrap in, or cover with, a sheet, or as with a sheet.
sheeted dead." " When snow the pasture iAee^s." Shak.
2. To expand, as a sheet.
The star shot flew from the welkin blue,
As it tell from the sheeted sky.
J. R. Drake.
To sheet home {Naut.), to haul upon a sheet until the
sail is as flat, and the clew as near the wind, as possible.

A

outside covering, as of a fruit or an animal. Specifically
(a) The covering, or outside part, of a nut ; as, a hazelnut shell. (6)
pod. (c) Tlie hard covering of an egg.
:

A

Think him

as a serpent's egg,

,

And kill him in the shell.

Sbeet' an'chor (shef Sn'ker). [OE. scheten to shoot,
AS. scedlan ; cf. OE. shoot anchor. See Shoot, v. /.]
X. {Naut.) A large anchor stowed on shores outside
called also waist anchor. See
the waist of a vessel
the Note under Anchor.
2. Anything regarded as a sure support or dependence
in danger the best hope or refuge.
Sheet' ca'ble (ka'b'l). {Naut.) The cable belonging
to tlie slieet anchor.
Sheet' Chain' (chan'). {Naut.) A chain sheet cable.
Sheet'Iul (-ful), n. ; pi. Sheetfiils (-fulz). Enough
to fill a sheet as much as a sheet can hold.
Sheet'lng, n. 1. Cotton or linen cloth suitable for
bed sheets. It is sometimes made of double width.
2. {Hydraul. Engin.) A lining of planks or boards
(rarely of metal) for protecting an embankment.
3. The act or process of forming into sheets, or flat
;
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Shak.

The

state of being covered and protected ; protety
security.
;
Who into shelter takes their tender bloom.
Young.
Shelter tent, a small tent made of pieces of cotton duck
arranged to button together. In field service the soldiers
carry the pieces.

3.
tion

Syn. —Asylum; refuge

retreat covert; sanctuary;
security.
; defense
[imp. & p. p. Shelteeed
Shel'ter (shSl'ter), v. t.
1. To be a shel(-terd) ; p. pr. & vb. n. Sheltekikg.]
ter for ; to provide with a shelter to cover from injury

protection

;

;

;

(d) (Zool.) The hard calcareous or chitinous external
covering of moUusks, crustaceans, and some other inver;
tebrates. In some moUusks, as the cuttlefishes, it is
or annoyance ; to shield ; to protect.
internal, or concealed by the mantle. Also, the hard
Those ruins skeltered once his sacred head. Dryden.
covering of some vertebrates, as the armadillo, the torYou have no convents ... in which such persons may be retoise, and the like, (e) (Zool.) Hence, by extension, any ceived and sheltered.
Southey.
mollusk having such a covering.
2. To screen or cover from notice ; to disguise.
2. (Mil.)
hollow projectile, of various
In vain I strove to check my growing flame.
shapes, adapted for a mortar or a cannon, and
Prior,
Or shelter passion under friendship's name.
containing an explosive substance, ignited
used re3. To betake to cover, or to a safe place ;
with a fuse or by percussion, by means of
flexively.
which the projectile is burst and its fragThey s/ieltered themselves under a rock. Abp. Abbot,
ments scattered. See Bomb.
Shel'ter, v. i. To take shelter.
3. The case which holds the powder, or
oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat,
There
charge of powder and shot, used with breechMilton.
Shelters in cool.
loading small arms.
Shel'ter-less, a. Destitute of shelter or protection.
4. Any slight hollow structure ; a frameshelterless
lies.
Now sad and
perhaps she
Eowe.
work, or exterior structure, regarded as not Section of
Shel'ter-y (-f), a. Affording shelter. [J?.]
one Form
complete or filled in ; as, the shell of a house,
Shel'tle (-ti), Shel'ty (-tj?), n. A Shetland pony.
of Percus5.
coarse kind of cofiin ; also, a thin insion Shell
Shelve (shSlv), v. t. 1. To furnish with shelves ; as,
terior coffin inclosed in a more substantial
for Rifled
to shelve a closet or a Ubrary.
Knight.
one.
Cannon.
2.
To place on a shelf. Hence To lay on the shelf
6. An instrument of music, as a lyre,
the
to put aside ; to dismiss from service to put off indefifirst lyre having been made, it is said, by drawing strings
nitely as, to shelve an officer ; to shelve a claim.
over a tortoise shell.
Shelve, v. i. [imp. &p. p. Shelved (shSlvd) ; p. pr.
When Jubal struck the chorded shell.
Dryden.
[Perhaps originally from the same
vb. n. Shelving.]
7. An engraved copper roller used in print works.
source as shalloiv, but influenced by shelf a ledge, a plat8. pi. The husks of cacao seeds, a decoction of which form.]
To incline gradually ; to be sloping ; as, the botis often used as a substitute for chocolate, cocoa, etc.
tom iAeZi'es from the shore.
9. (Naut.) The outer frame or case of a block within
Sloping gradually ; inclining ; as, g
Shelv'ing, a.
which the sheaves revolve.
shelving shove. Shak. " Shelving arches."
Addison.
10. A light boat the frame of which is covered with
Shelv'ing, n. 1. The act of fitting up shelves ; as,
thin wood or with paper ; as, a racing shell.
the job of shelving a closet.
Message shell, a bombshell inside of which papers may
2. The act of laying on a shelf, or on the shelf ; putShell bit, a tool ting off or aside
be put, in order to convey messages.
as, the shelving of a claim.
shaped like a gouge, used with a brace in boring wood.
3. Material for shelves
shelves, collectively.
Shell button,
(a) A button made of
See Bit, n., 3.
Sloping gradually ; shelving.
a.
ShelV'y
(-f),
hollow button made of two pieces, as of
shell,
(o)
"The shore was ahelvy and shallow.
Shak.
metal, one for the front and the other for the back,
Shell cameo, a cameo
Shem'ite (shSmlt), n. A descendant of Shem.
often covered with cloth, silk, etc.
Shell flower. (Bot.) Same
cut in shell instead of stone.
1 a.
Of or pertaining te
Shem-it'ic (shSm-it'Ik),
Shell gland. (Zool.) (a) A glandular
as TcKTLEHEAD.
Shem'l-tish (sh6m'T-tish), ) Shem, the son of Noah,
organ in which the rudimentary shell is formed in em- or his descendants. See Semitic.
bryonic moUusks. (J) A glandular organ which secretes
Shem'i-tlsm (-tiz'm), n. See Semitism.
the eggshells of various worms, Crustacea, moUusks, etc.
Shend (shSnd), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Shent (shSnt)
Shell gim, a cannon suitable for throwing shells.
Shell
[AS. scendan to disgrace,
vb. n. Shending.]
p. pr.
Shell jacket, an unIbis (Zool.), the openbill of India.
dress military jacket.
Shell IJme, lime made by burning bring to shame, from sceand, second, disgrace, dishonor,
the shells of sheUfish.
Shell marl (Min.), a kind of marl
shame ; akin to G. schande, Goth, skanda. See Shame,
characterized by an abundance of shells, or fragments of re.] 1. To injure, mar, spoil, or harm. [Ob;.] " Loss
shells.
Shell meat, food consisting of shellfish, or testa- of time shendeth us."
Chaucer,
ceous moUusks. Fuller. Shell moand. See under Mound.
1 fear my body will be shent.
Dryden.
Shell of a boiler, the exterior of a steam boiler, forming
2. To blame, reproach, or revUe ; to degrade, disgrace,
a case to contain the water and steam, often inclosing also
[Archaic]
flues and the furnace the barrel of a cylindrical, or loco- or put to shame.
B. Browning.
motive, boiler.
Shell road, a road of which the surface
The famous name of knighthood foully sherid. Spenser.
Shell sand,
or bed is made of shells, as oyster shells.
She passed the rest as Cynthia doth shend
minute fragments of shells constituting a considerable
The lesser stars.
Spenser,
part of the seabeach in some places.
Shend'ful (-ful), a. Destructive ; ruinous ; disgrace[imp.
p. p. Shelled (shSld) ; p. pr.
Shell, V. t.
ful.
[Obs.]—ShenA'lv.l-ly,adv. [Obs.]
Fabyan.
vb. n. Shelling.]
1. To strip or break off the shell of;
Shend'snlp, n. Harm ruin ; also, reproach ; disto take out of the sheU, pod, etc. ; as, to shell nuts or grace. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
I)ease ; to shell oysters.
Shent (shent), obs. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Shend, for
2. To separate the kernels of (an ear of Indian com, shendeth.
Chaucer.
wheat, oats, etc.) from the cob, ear, or husk.
Chaucer.
Shent, V. t. To shend. [Obs.]
3. To throw sheUs or bombs upon or into ; to bom[Heb. sheol.] The place of deShe'ol (she'ol), re.
bard ; as, to shell a town.
parted spirits ; Hades ; also, the grave.
To shell out, to distribute freely ; to bring out or pay, For thou wilt not leave my soul to sheol. Ps. xvi. 10 {Rev. Ver.),
as money. [Colloq.]
stable ; a shippen.
[Obs.]
Shep'en (shSp'en), re.
Shell, V. i. 1. To fall off, as a shell, crust, etc.
The shepne brenning with ihe blacke smoke. Chaucer^
2. To cast the shell, or exterior covering ; to faU out
[OE. schepherde, schepShep'herd (shgp'erd), re.
of the pod or husk ; as, nuts sfiell in falUng.
hirde, AS. sceaphyrde ; sce&p sheey -|- hyrde, hirde,
3. To be disengaged from the ear or husk ; as, wheat heorde, a herd, a guardian.
See Sheep, and Hekd.]
or rye shells in reaping.
1. A man employed in tending, feeding, and guarding
[Shell
lac a resinous
Shell'-lac' 1 (shgl'lak'), n,
sheep, esp. a flock grazing at large.
substance ; cf. D. schellak, G. schelShel'laC
)
2. The pastor of a church ; one charged with the rehlack.]
See the Note under 2d Lac.
gious guidance of others.
Shell'ap'ple (-Sp'p'l), n. (Zool.) See Sjieldaele.
Shepherd
bird (Zool.), the crested screamer.
See
Shell'bark' (-bark'), n. (JBot.) A species of hickory Screamer.
Shepherd dog (Zool.), a breed of dogs used
(Carya alba) whose outer bark is loose and peeling; a largely for the herding and care of sheep. There are sevshagbark ; also, its nut.
eral kmds, as the collie, or Scotch shepherd dop, and the
English shepherd dog. Called also shcji/iinVs dog.
Shelled (sheld), a. (Zool.) Having a shell.
Shepherd god, a name of Pan. Keats.
Shepherd kings,
Shell'er (shSl'er), n. One who, or that which, shells
the chiefs of a uomad-ic people who invaded Egypt from
as, an oyster shelter ; a corn shelter.
the East in the traditional period, and conquered it, at
(Zo/il.) Any aquatic animal
Shell'flsh' (-fish'), n.
least
part. They were exi>eUed after about five hunwhose external covering consists of a shell, either testa- dred in
years, and attemiits have been made to connect
ceous, as in oysters, clams, and other moUusks, or crus- their expulsion with the- narrative in the book of Exodus.
taceous, as in lobsters and crabs.
Shepherd's club {Bot.). the common mullein. Sec MulSimmonds. lein.
Shepherd's crook, a long staff' having the end
Shell'lngr, n. Groats ; hulled oats.
used by shepherds.
J. Burroughs. curved so as to form a largo hook,
Shell'-leSS, a. Having no sheU.
Shepherd's needle U>ot.), the lady's comb.
Shepherd's
Capable of resisting bombs
Shell'proof (-proof), a.
plaid, a kind of woolon cloth of a checkered black and
or other shells ; bombproof.
white pattern. — Shepherd spider (Zool.). n daddy longShell'work' (-wQrk'), n. Work composed of shells, legs, or liarvestnian.
Shepherd's pouch, or Shephord'a
Cotgrnve. purse (Bot.), an annual orucitorous plant (Ciijtsrlld Jlursaor adorned with them.
Shell'y (-y), a. Abounding with shells ; consisting of p(tston.';) bearing small white flowers and xiouchliko pods.
Prior. See Illust. of Sihcle.
sheUs, or of a shell. "The »V(p//y shore."
Shepherd's rod, or Shepherd's
Shak. staff (Bot.), the small teasel.
Shrinks backward in his shtlly cave.

—

;

A

—

;

;
also, material made into sheets.
Shellt (shek ; Ar. shak), n. _ [Ar. sheikh, shaykh, a
venerable old man, a chief, fr. shakha to grow or be old.]
The head of an Arab family, or of a clan or a tribe ; also,
She chief magistrate of an Arab village. The name is
also applied to Mohammedan ecclesiastics of a high grade.
[Written also scheik, shark, sheikh.']

pieces
II

A

—

:

;

SeeSHEEL..a.

ihlll'if;,'M-

;

shagal to
Shell'el (shgk'U ; 277), n. [Heb. shegel,
weigh.] 1. An ancient weight and coin used by the
Jews and by other nations of the same stock.
t^p" A common estimate makes the shekel equal in
weight to about 130 grains for gold, 224 grains for silver,
and 450 grains for copper, and the approximate values of
the coins are (gold) $5.00, (silver) 60 cents, and (copper
half shekel), one and one haU' cents.
fr.

&

A jocose term for money.
She-kl'nah (she-ki'na; 277), n. [Heb. Talmud shefr. shdkan to inhabit.]
The visible majesty of the
2. pi.

—

kindh,

Divine Presence, especially when resting or dwelling
between the cherubim on the mercy seat, in the Tabernacle, or in the Temple of Solomon
a term used in the
Targums and by the later Jews, and adopted by Christians.
[Written also Shechinah.]
Dr. W. Smith {Bib. Diet.).
Sheld (shSld), a. [OE.,fr. sheld a shield, probably in
See Shield.]
allusion to the ornamentation of shields.
Variegated spotted speckled piebald. [Prov. Eng.]
n.
[Perhaps for sheld dapple.
Sheld'a-fle (-a-f '1),
{Zool.) A
Cf. Sheldrake.]
Sheld'a-ple (-p'l), )
chaf&nch. [Written also sheldapple, and shellapple.']
(Zool.) The common shelSheld'fowl' (-foul')i
;

;

;

A

—

»

—

[_Prov. Eng.']

the

—

European

and Asiatic spe^cies
ta,

form and

in
habit, but breeds
in burrows.

!t^=Ithasthe

head and neck

^W

+

—

lated Asiatic species.

Any one

of the

American mergansers.

[Sheld variegated

(-diik'), n.

+

duck.]

[Written also shellduck.]
Shelves (shSIvz). [OE. shelfe,
schelfe, AS. scyl/e ; akin to G. schelfe, leel. skjalf.
In
senses 2 & 3, perhaps a different word(cf. Shelve, v. i.).]
1. (Arcti.) A flat tablet or ledge of any material set
horizontally at a distance from the floor, to hold objects
of use or ornament.
2. A sand bank in the sea, or a rock, or ledge of rocks,
tendering the water shallow, and dangerous to ships.
On the tawny sands and shelves.
Milton.
(Zool.) Tlie sheldrake.

Shelf

(shSlf), n. ; pi.

—

;

to dismiss

;

ma

vmnecessary or use-

to discard,

2. Full of strata of rock,

The

tillable fields are in

much ado
use,

\_bbs.]

unite,

2.

some places ... so shelfy that the
Curew.

to fasten its root.

r^de,

f\»U,

lip,

Orn

;

pity

OE.

scheltrun, shillroun,
Shel'ter (shSl'ter), re.
scheltrome, scheldtrome, a guard, squadron, AS. scildiruscild
shield -\- truma a
a troop of men with shields
band of men. See Shield, n.] 1. That which covers
or defends from injury or annoyance ; a protection ; a
screen.
The sick and weak the healing plant shall aid.
From storms a slielter. and from heat u shade. Pope.
[Cf.

Shell'y (-J), a.
1. Abounding in shelves; full of
dangerous shallows. " A shelfy coast."
Dryden.
corn hath

—

—

A

less

—

—

On the secret sfielves with fury cast.
Dri/den.
stratum lying in a very even manner
3. (Mining)
projecting
layer of rock.
a
4. (Naut.) A piece of timber running the whole length
of a vessel inside the timberheads.
D. Kemp.
lay on the shelf, to lay aside as

—

—

flat,

To

—

—

I^^

The name is also loosely applied to other ducks,
as the canvasback, and the shoveler.
Shel'duck'

&

A

freenish black, the breast, sides, and forward part of the
ack brown, the shoulders and middle of belly black,
the speculum green, and the bill and frontal knob bright
red. Called also shelduck, shellduck, sheldfoiol, skeelduck, bergander, burrow duck, and links goose.
The Australian sheldrake (Tadorna radjd) has
the head, neck, breast, flanks, and wing coverts wliite,
the upper part of the back and a band on the breast deep
chestnut, and the back and tail black. The chestnut
Bheldrake of Australia (Casarca tadornoides) is varied
with black and chestnut, and has a dark green head and
neck. The ruddy sheldrake, or Braminy duck ( O. rutila),
and the white-wmged slieldrake (C. leucopiera), axe re2.

—

;

which somewhat
resembles a goose

Sheldrake {Tadorna Bellonii).

;

&

{T. cornuor tadorna),

&

&

—

—

allied genera, especially

—

—

—
—

Shel'drake' (shel'drak'), n. ISheld
\- drake.] 1. {Zool.) Any one of several species of large Old World ducks of
the genus Tadorna and

—

—

—

—

;

drake.

;

—

I

;

—

;

;

One who

protects ; a guardian a defender.
TIlou [God] hast been a shelter for me. Pa.

food, teTot

S: p. p. Shepherded ; n. pr,
vb. n. Shepherding.]
To tend as a sheiihora ; to
guard, herd, lead, or drive, as a sliepherd. [Poetic]

&

;

ont,

oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

v.

t.

[imp.

White, ilcecy clouds

Sheplunted by
Shep'herd-ess, n.

.

.

.

the slow, unwilling wind.

A woman who

hence, a rural lass.
She put herself into the garb of n shepherdess.

Sir P. Sidney.

(-Az).

sing, Igk

Sltclhy.

tends sheep;

Shep-her'dl-a (sh8p-her'dT-A), n. ; pi. Shepherdias
[NL. So called from John Shepherd, an English

;

Ixi. 3.

Shep'herd,

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.
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SHEPHERDISH

N

{Bot.) A genus of shrubs having silvery
botanist.]
scurfy leaves, and belonging to the same family as Elaeagnus ; also, any plant of this genus. See Buffalo berry,

imder Buffalo.
SbepOierd-lsh (shep'erd-ish), a. Resembling a shepSir P. Sidney.
herd suiting a shepherd pastoral.
;

;

(-Tz'm), n. Pastoral life or occupation.

Sheplierd-ism

Shep'herd-llng (-ling), n. A little shepherd.
Shep'herd-ly (-ly). «• Kesembling, or becoming

to,

shepherd; pastoral; rustic, [fi.]
Shep'Ster (-ster), n. A seamstress.
[Ar. sherbet, shorbei,
Sher'bet (sher'bet; 277), n.
sharbat, properly, one drink or sip, a draught, beverage,
Cf. Sokbet, Sirup, Sheub a
from shariba to drink.
1.

A

common

refreshing drink,

—

formerly iu general use in war, for the
protection of the body. See Buckleb,
Now put your shields before your hearts and fight,
With nearts more proof than shields.
Shak.

on the arm,

2. Anything which protects or defends ; defense
"
shelter ; protection.
council is
shield," Shak.
3. Figuratively, one who protects or defends.
Fear not, Abram I am thy shield, and thy exceeding great
reward.
Qen. xv. 1.

My

my

;

a
Jer. Taylor.
[OJs.] Caxion.

drink.]

SHILLING

4. {Bot.) In lichens, a hardened cup or disk surrounded
by a rim and containing the fructification, or asci.
5. {Her.) The escutcheon or field on which are placed

the bearings in coats of arms.

Cf Lozencje.

See Ulust.

.

of Escutcheon.

in the East,

of the juice of some fruit, diluted, sweetened, and
flavored in various ways ; as, orange sherbet; lemon sherbet; raspberry sherbet, etc.
flavored water ice.
2.
preparation of bicarbonate of soda, tartaric acid,
3.
sugar, etc., variously flavored, for making an effervescing
called also sherbet powder.
drink ;
fragment ;
now used only in
Sherd (slierd), n.
composition, as in potsherd.
See Sbabd.
The thigh
which all in sherds it drove. Chapman.
Sher'eef (shgr'ef or shgr-ef), 1 n. [Ar. sherlf noble, holy, n., a
Sher'lf (shSr'if or shgr-ef), J
prince ]
member of an Arab princely family descended from Mohammed through his son-in-law All and
daughter Fatima. The Grand Shereef is the governor of

made

A
A

—

—

A

.

.

.

II

il

A

Mecca.
Sher'i-at (shgr'T-3t), n. [Turk, sherl 'at.'] The sacred law of the Turkish empire.
Sher'Uf (shgr'if ), n. [OE. shereve, AS. scir-gerefa ;
See Shike, and Reeve,
scir a shire -)- gei-efa a reeve.
and cf. Shrievalty.] The chief officer of a shire or
county, to whom is intrusted the execution of the laws,
the serving of judicial writs and processes, and the presII

8

ervation of the peace.
81^°* In England, sheriffs are appointed by the king.
In the United States, sheriffs are elected by the legislature or by the citizens, or appointed and commissioned
by the executive of the State. The office of sheriff in
England is judicial and ministerial. In the United States,
The sheriff, by himself or his
it IS mainly ministerial.
deputies, executes civil and criminal process throughout
the county, has charge of the jail and prisoners, attends
courts, and keeps the peace. His judicial authority is
generally confined to ascertaining damages on writs of
mquiry and the like. Sheriff, in Scotland, called sheriff
depute, is properly a judge, having also certain ministerial powers.
Sheriff clerk ia the clerk of the Sheriff's
Court
Scotland. Sheriffs Court in London is a tribunal having cognizance of certain personal actions in that
Wharton. Tomlins. Erskine.
city.
Sher'iH-al-ty (-al-tj^), Sher'Uf-dom (-dum), Sher'lifry (-ry), Sher'ifl-ship (-ship), Sher'Ifl-wick (-wTk), n.
The office or jurisdiction of sheriff. See Shrievalty.
(sliern), n.
See Sheabn. [06i.]
Sherry. [_Obs.'\
Shak.
Slier'rlS (shgr'rts), n.
Sher'ry (shSr'rJr), n. [So called from Xeres, a Spanish town near Cadiz, x in Spanish having been formerly
pronounced like sh in EngUsh.] A Spanish Ught-colored
dry wine, made in Andalusia. As prepared for commerce
It is colored a straw color or a deep amber by mixing
with it cheap wine boiled down.
Sherry cobbler, a beverage prepared with sherry wine,
water, lemon or orange, sugar, ice, etc., and usually
imbibed through a straw or a glass tube.
[Cf. Sp. zarwSher'ry-val'lles (-val'llz), n. pi.
guelles wide breeches or overalls.] Trousers or overalls
of thick cloth or leather, buttoned on the outside of each
leg, and generally worn to protect other trousers when
\_Local, U. S."]
Bartlett.
riding on horseback.

m

Shem

&

[imp. Shet (Obs. Shette
i.
Shet (shgt), V. t.
vb. n. Shetting.]
(shgt or shgt'te)) p. p. Shet ; p.pr.
Chaucer.
To shut. lObs. or Prov. Eng.']
Chaucer.
i.
To shoot. [OJs.]
Shete (shet), v. t.
Sheth (shgth), re. The part of a plow which projects
downward beneath the beam, for holding the share and
other working parts ;
also called standard, or post.
Shetland pt/ny (shgt'land po'ny). One of a small,
hardy breed of horses, with long mane and tail, which
originated in the Shetland Islands ; a sheltie.
i.
See Show.
(sho, formerly shu), v. t.
Shew, n. Show. [Obs. except in shewbread.']
Shew'bread^ (sho'bred'). See Showbbead.

&

;

&

—

&

Shew

Shew'el (shu'gl), n.
Shew'er (sho'er), «.

A scarecrow.

Trench.
See Showbb.

\_Obs.']

One who shews.

o Norman

;

A

ites

from the GUeadites.

The Ephraimites, not being
word sibboleih. See

able to pronounce sh, called the

Judges

xii.

Without reprieve, adjudged to death.
For want of well pronouncing shibboleth.
Also in an extended sense.

The th, with

its

twofold value,

is

.

.

A

&

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

&

Shield (sheld), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Shielded p. pr.
vb. n. Shieldino.] [AS. scildan, scyldan. See Shield, re.]
;

To cover

with, or as with, a shield to cover from
danger ; to defend ; to protect from assault or injury.
Shouts of applause ran rineing through the field.
Dn/den.
To see the son the vanquisned father shield.
Shak.
A woman's shape doth shield thee.
2. To ward off ; to keep off or out.
They brought with them their usual weeds, fit to shield the
Spense?:
cold to which they had been inured.
3. To avert, as a misfortune ; hence, as a supplicatory
exclamation, forbid ! [Obs.2
Chaucer.
God shield that it should so befall.
Shak.
God shield I should disturb devotion I
Shleld'-hear'or (sheld'bSr'er), n. 1. One who, or
that which, carries a sliield.
2. {Zo'ol.) Any small moth of the genus Aspidisca,
whose larva makes a shieldlike covering for itself out of
bits of leaves.
Shleld'drake' (-drak'), n. {Zool.) A sheldrake.
Shleld'leSB, a. Destitute of a shield, or of protection.
Shleld'less-ness, n.
ghleld'less-ly, adv.
{Zo'ol.) Any species of small
Shleld'tall' (-tal'), n.
burrowing snakes of the family Uropeltidie, native of
Ceylon and Southern Asia. They have a small mouth
;

—

—

which can not be dilated.
Shlel'lng (shel'ing), n. A hut or shelter for shepherds or fishers.
See Sheeling. [Scot.']
Shut (shift), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Shifted p. pr. &
[OE. shiften, schiften, to divide,
vb. n. Shifting.]
change, remove, AS. sciftan to divide akin to LG. &
D. schiften to divide, distinguish, part, Icel. skipta to
divide, to part, to shift, to change, Dan. skifte, Sw.
skifta, and probably to Icel. sktfa to cut into slices, as
n., a slice, and to E. shive, sheave, n., shiver, n.]
1. To
;

;

divide

[Obs.']
to apportion.
which God of his bounty would shift

to distribute

;

To

;

Crowns two of flowers well
2.

To change the place

of

;

to

Chaucer.

smelling.

move

or remove from

one place to another as, to shift a burden from one
shoulder to another to shift the blame.
;

;

Hastily he schifte him[self|. JPiers Plovmtan.
Pare saffron between the two St. Mary's days,
Tusser.
Or set or go shift it that knowest the ways.
3. To change the position of ; to alter the bearings of
sails.
or
to turn ; as, to shift the helm
Carrying the oar loose, [they] shift it hither and thither at
Sir W. Haleigh.
pleasure.
4. To exchange for another of the same class to remove and to put some similar thing iu its place ; to
change ; as, to shift the clothes ; to shift the scenes.
Shak.
I would advise you to shift a shirt.
;

5.

To change

the

clothing

of;

— used

reflexively.

[Obs.]

and . • . not to have
;
Shak.
6. To put off or out of the way by some expedient.
Shak.
"I shifted him. a,vra,y."
To shift off, to delay; to defer; to put off; to lay
aside. —To shift the scene, to change the locality or the
surroundings, as iu a play or a story.

As it were, to ride day and night
patience to shift me.

Milton.

Bums.
Shlel (shel), n. A sheeling. [iScoi.]
[OE. sheld, scheld, AS. scield,
Shield (sheld), n.
tcild, sceld, scyld; akin to OS. scild, OFries. skeld, D. &
G. schild, OHG. scilt, Icel. skfoldr, Sw. sk'old, Dan.
skiold, Goth, skildus; of uncertain origin.
Cf. Sheldrake.] 1. A broad piece of defensive armor, carried

A

Shield fern (Bot.), any fern of the genus Aspidium, in
which the fructifications are covered with shield-shaped
indusia;— called a\s,o wood fern. See Tllust. of Indusium.

1.

Shift the scene for half an hour i
place are in thy power.

Time and
Shift, V.

i.

To

1.

Some this, some

divide

to distribute.

that, as that

him

Swift.

[Obs.]
Chaucer.

liketh shift.

To make a change or changes to change position
move to veer to substitute one thing for another

2.

to

;

;

;

— used in the various senses of the transitive verb.
;

;

The

Here
3.

pose

sixth age shifts
Shak.
Into the lean and slippered pantaloon.
the Baillie shifted and fidgeted about in his seat.
Sir W. Scott.

resort to expedients for accomplishing a purto contrive ; to manage.

To
;

Men in

distress will look to themselves, and leave their comL^ Estrange.
panions to shift as well as they can.
4. To practice indirect or evasive methods.
witty, yet
exceeding
AU those schoolmen, though they were

final,

%iX

;

eve, event,

5.

—

The act

1.

of shifting.

Specifically:

(a)

The

act of

putting one thing in the place of another, or of changing
the place of a thing ; change ; substitution.
My going to Oxford was not merely for shift of air.
SirM. Wotton.
(6) A turning from one thing to another ; hence, an expedient tried in difficulty ; often, an evasion ; a trick ; a
fraud.
"Reduced to pitiable iAi/Zs."
Macaulay.
I '11 find a thousand shifts to get away.
Shak.
Little souls on little shifts rely.
Dryden.
2. Something frequently shifted ; especiaBy, a woman's
under-garment ; a chemise.
3. The change of one set of workmen for another;
hence, a spell, or turn, of work ; also, a set of workmen
who work in turn with other sets ; as, a night shift.
4. In building, the extent, or arrangement, of the
overlapping of plank, brick, stones, etc. , that are placed
in courses so as to break joints.
breaking off and dislocation of a seam;
5. {Mining)

A

b c Fanciful Variations.

A

the shibboleth of foreignEarle.

2. Hence, the criterion, test, or watchword of a party
a party cry or pet phrase.
Shlde (shid), n. [OE. shide^ schide, AS. sdde ; akin
to OHG. sclt, G. scheit, Icel. skiS, and E. shed, v. t.] A
thin board ; a biUet of wood ; a splinter.
IProv. Eng.'}
Shle (shi), V. t. See Shy, to throw.
Shied (shid), imp. &p.p. of Shy.

;

Tunneling)
6. {Mining
framework used to protect workmen in making an adit underground, and capa^
ble of being pushed along as the excavation progresses.
spot resembling, or having the form of, a shield.
7.
" Bespotted as with shields of red and black." Spenser.
coin, the old French crown, or ecu, having on
8.
one side the figure of a shield. [06i.]
Chaucer.

Shewn

(shon), p. p. of Shew.
Shl'ah (she'a 277), n. Same as Shiite.
Shlb1)0-leth (shtb'bo-lgth), n. [Heb. shibboleth an
word which was
«ar of com, or a stream, a flood.] 1.
made the criterion by which to distinguish the Ephraim-

Shield

&

s/i{ft, than to resolve by their
Sir W. Raleigh.
{Naut. ) To shp to one side of a ship, so as to destroy the equilibrium ;
said of ballast or cargo ; as, the
cargo shifted.
Shift (shift), «. [Cf. Icel. skipti. See Shift, v. t.]

better teach all their followers to
distinctions.

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

a

fault.

A

6. {M%is.)
change of the position of the hand on the
finger board, in playing the violin.
To make shift, to contrive or manage in an exigency.
" I shall make shift to go witliout him."
Shah,
[They] made a shift to keep their own in Ireland. Milttm.

Shlft'a-hle (-a-b'l), a. Admitting of being shifted.
Shlf t'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, shifts
one who plays tricks or practices artifice a cozener.
'T was such a shifter that, if truth were known.
Death was half glad when he had got him down. Milton,
2. {Naut.) An assistant to the ship's cook in washing,
;

steeping, and shifting the salt provisions.
3. {Mach.) (a) An arrangement for shifting a belt
sidewise from one pulley to another.
(6) {Knitting
Mach. ) A wire for changing a loop from one needle to
another, as in narrowing, etc.
Shlft'1-neSB, re. The quality or state of being shifty.
Diplomatic shiftiness and political versatility. J. A. Symonds.
Shlft'lng, a. 1. Changing in place, position, or direction varying ; variable fickle ; as, shifting winds ; shifting opinions or principles.
2- Adapted or used for shifting anything.
;

;

Shifting backstays {Naut.), temporary stays that have
Shifting
to be let go whenever the vessel tacks or jibes.

which

ballast, ballast

—
one side of
— Shifting center.a

may be moved from

vessel to another as safety requires.
See Metacenter.
Shifting locomotive.
engine, under Switch.

—

See Switching

Shlft'ing-ly, adv. In a shifting manner.
Shlft'less, a. Destitute of expedients, or not using
successful expedients ; characterized by failure, especially
by failure to provide for one's own support, through negligence or incapacity ; hence, lazy improvident ; thriftless
as, a shiftless fellow ; shiftless management.
Shlftless-ly, adv.
Shlftless-ness, n.
Shlft'y (-y), a. Full of, or ready with, shifts fertile
in expedients or contrivances.
'Wright.
Shifty and thrifty as old Greek or modern Scot, there were
few things he could not invent, and perhaps nothing he could

—

;

—

;

;

not endure.

C. Kingsley.

Shl'lte (she'it), Shl'ah (-4), n. [Ar. shVai a follower
of the sect of All, fr. shVat, shVah, a multitude following one another in pursuit of the same object, the sect of
Ali, fr. sha'a to follow.]
member of that branch of
the Mohammedans to which the Persians belong. They
reject the first three caliphs, and consider Ali as being
the first and only rightfid successor of Mohammed.
They do not acknowledge the Sunna, or body of traditions respecting Mohammed, as any part of the law, and
on these accounts are treated as heretics by the Sun-

A

orthodox Mohammedans.
Shl-ka'ree (shl-ka're), re. [Hind.] A sportsman
esp., a native hunter.
[India]
Shl-ka'rl )
Shlll (shilf ), n. [Ci.G.schilfseige.] Straw. [Obs.]
Shlll (shil), V. t. To sheU. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
[Cf. Sheal.] To put under cover
to
Shlll, V. t.

nites, or

1

II

;

[Prov. Eng.}
Brockett.
An oaken sapling or
Shll-la'lah ) (shil-lala), n.
cudgel ; any cudgel
so called from
Shll-lelah )
Shillelagh, a place in Ireland of that name famous for
its oaks.
[Irish]
[Written also shillaly, and shillely.']
Shll'llng (shilling), n. [OE. shilling, schilling, AS.
scilling ; akin to D. schelling, OS.
OHG. scilling, G.
schilling, Sw.
Dan. skilling, Icel. skillingr, Goth, skilliggs, and perh. to OHG. scellan to sound, G. schallen.]
1. A silver coin, and money of account, of Great Britaiu
and its dependencies, equal to twelve pence, or the twentieth part of a pound, equivalent to about twenty-four
cents of the United States currency.
2. In the United States, a denomination of money,
differing in value in different States. It is not now legally
recognized.
^W^ Many of the States while colonies had issued bills
of credit which had depreciated ia different degrees in
the different colonies. Thus, in New England currency
(used also iu Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana,
IlUnois, Missouri, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida),
after the adoption of the decimal system, the pound in
paper money was worth only $3,333, and the shilling 16S
sheal.

;

—

&

&

in New Tork currency (also in North
and Michigan), the pound was worth
and the shilling 12i cts., or 8s. to$l; in Pennsylvania currency (also in New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland), the pound was worth $2.70, and the shilling 13J
cts., or 7s. 6d. to $1; and in Georgia currency (also in
South Carolina), the pound was worth $4.20f and the

or 6s. to f 1
Carolina, Ohio,

cts.,

;

$2.50,

,

shilling 21^ cts., or 4s. 8d. to $1.
In many parts of the
country . . . the reckoning by shillings and pence is not

yet entirely abandoned.
Am. Cyc.
3. The Spanish real, of the value of one eighth of a
idea,

ill

;

old,

5bey,

drb,

Sdd
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SHILL-I-SHALL-I

— formerly so called in New York and

dollar, or 12 J cents ;
some other States.

Shine

See Note under 2.
York shlUtag. Same as Shillinq, 3.
ShUl'-I-shall'-I (shill-shal'i), 1 adv.
[A redupliShil'ly-Shal'ly (shil'i-shSl'I), j cation of shall /.]
In an irresolute, undecided, or hesitating manner.
I am somewhat dainty in making a resolution, because when
I make it, I keep it I don't stand shili^Ishall-l then; if I say 't,

Shln'er
(o)

do 't.
Shil'ly-shal'ly,

To

hesitate ; to act in an irresolute manner lieuce, to occupy one's self with triiies.
Shil'ly-shal'ly, n. Irresolution ; hesitation ; also,
v. i.

;

occupation with trifles.
She lost not one of her forty-flve minutes in picking and
Be Qumcey.
choosing, — no shiUtj-shalhj in Kate.
ShllOh (shi'lo), n. [Heb. sh'ilSh, literally, quiet,
rest, fr. shalah to rest.] {Script.) A word used by Jacob
on his deathbed, and interpreted variously, as " the Messiah," or as the city "Shiloh," or as "Rest."
Shily (shi'ly), adv. See Shyly.
Shim (slum), re. 1. A kind of shallow plow used in
tillage to bre<ak the ground, and clear it of weeds.
2. (Mach.) A tliiu piece of metal placed between two
parts to make a fit.
Shlm'mer (-mer), v. i. limp. & p. p. Shimmered
(-merd) p. pr.
vb. n. Shimmebing.]
[OE. schimeren,
AS. scimerian ; akin to sclmian, sclman, to glitter, D.
schemeren, G. sehimmern, Dan. skimre, Sw. skimra, AS.
seima a light, briglitness, Icel. skima, Goth, skeima a
torch, a lantern, and E. shine. VIST- See Shine, v. t.]
To shine with a tremulous or intermittent light to shine
faintly to gleam ; to glisten to glimmer.

&

;

;

The skimmeinng glimpses of a stream.
Tenni/son.
Shlm'mer, n. A faint, tremulous light ; a gleaming

.

;

a glimmer.

Two silver lamps, fed with perfumed oil, dii^used ... a trembhng twilight-seeming shimmer through the quiet apartment.
Sir ir.Scolt.

Shlm'mer-lng, n. A gleam or glimmering. " A litChaucer.
tle shimmering of alight."

Shlm'my

A chemise.

(-m^), n.

(shin), n.
[OE. shine, schine, AS. scina; akin
to D. scheen, OHG. scina, G. schiene, schienhein, Dan.
simraebeen, Sw. skenhen. Cf. Chine.] 1. The front
part of the leg below the knee ; the front edge of the
shin bone ; the lower part of the leg ; the shank. " On
his shin."
Chaucer.
2. {Railroad)
fish plate for rails.
Knight.

A

vb.

re.

like,

by embracing

it

& p. p.

who
2.

—

To climb

(a pole, etc.)

by shinning up.

\_Slang']

Sh&'dle (shTn'd'l), re.
alio, a slate for roofing.
Shln'dle,

v. t.

[See 2d Shingle.]

A shingle

;

Holland.

\_Obs.']

To cover or roof with

shindies.

[<96s.]

Shln'dy (-dj-),

re. ; pi. Shindies (-diz).
[Etymol. unShinney, Shinty.] 1. An uproar or disa spree a row ; a riot. [Slang'\ Thackeray.
2. Hockey; shinney.
Bartlett.
3. A fancy or liking.
[Local, U. S."]
Bartlett.
Shine (shin), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Shone (shon or shSn
vb. n. Shining.]
277) (archaic Shined (shind)) p. pr.
[OB. shinen, schinen, AS. soman ; akin to D. schijnen,
OFries. skina, OS.
OHG. soman, G. scheinen, Icel.
skina, Sw. skina, Dan. skinne, Goth, skeinan, and perh.
to Gr. (TKia. shadow. V157. Cf. Sheer pure, and Shimmer.] 1. To emit rays of light ; to give light ; to beam
with steady radiance ; to exhibit brightness or splendor
as, the sun shines by day ; the moon shines by night.
Hyperion's quickening fire doth shine.
Shak.
God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath
ehined in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the

certain

cf.

;

turbance

;

God

in the face of Jesus Christ.

2 Cor. iv.

Up,

Qm

;

mill,

6 Binnacle

;

2 Tiller

;

.*:

of a Ship.

Starboard Side

3 Grating

;

Roundhouse or

I

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

s

;

Outline of Ship, showing Spars and Rigging.

iron.

a mill or forge

;

Fore Royal Stay ; 2 Flying Jib Stay ; 3 Fore Topgallant Stay >
Stay 5 Fore Topmast Stays : 6 Fore Stays ; 7 Fore Tacks i
8 Flying Martingale 9 Martingale Stay, shackled to Dolphin
Striker; 10 Jib Guys; 11 Jumper Guys; 12 Back Ropes; 13 Bobstays ; 14 Flying Jib Boom ; 15 Flying Jib Footropes 16 Jib
Boom; 17 Jib Footropes ; 18 Bowsprit; 19 Fore Truck; 20 Fore
Royal Mast ; 21 Fore Royal Lift ; 22 Fore Royal Yard ; 23 Fore
Royal Backstays; 24 Fore Royal Braces; 25 Fore Topgallant
Mast and Rigging ; 26 Fore Topgallant Lift ; 27 Fore Topgallant Yard 28 Fore Topgallant Backstays ; 29 Fore Topgalhint
Braces 30 Fore Topmast "and Ringing ; 31 Fore Topsail Lift
32 Fore Topsail Yard
.33 Fore Topsail Footropes ; 34 Fore
Topsail Braces ; 35 Fore Yard ; 30 Fore Brace ; 37 Fore Lift
38 Fore Gaff ; 39 Fore Trysail Vangs 40 Fore Topmast Studding-sail Boom ; 41 Foremast and Rigfring 42 Fore Topmast
Backstays ; 4;^ Fore Sheets ; 44 Main Truck and Pennant ; 45
Main Royal Mast and Backstay; 'l^ .Main Roval Stay; 47 Alain
Royal Lift ; 48 Main Royal Yard 49 iUaiii Royal ISraces 50

1

4 Jib

;

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

ef-

lustrous brilliant glittering ; splendid ; illustrious.
Shining, Brilliant, Sparkling. Shining describes the steady emission of a strong light, or the steadyreflection of light from a clear or polished surface. Brilliant denotes a shining of great brightness, but with
gleams or flashes. Sparkling implies a fitful, intense
shining from radiant points or sparks, by which the eye
is dazzled.
The same distinctions obtain when these epithets are figuratively applied. A man of shining talents
if they flash
is made conspicuous by possessing them
upon the mind with a peculiarly striking effect, we call
them brilliant ; if his brilliancy is marked by great vivacity and occasional intensity, he is sparkling.
True paradise . . . inclosed with shining rock. Milton.
Some in a brilliant buckle bind her waist,
Gaji.
Some round her neck a circling light diRplay.
His sparkling blade about his head he blest. Spenser.
Shln'ing, re. Emission or reflection of light.
J. Spence.
Shln'ing-neSS, re. Brightness.
Shln'ney (shin'ny), re. [Cf. Shindy.] The game of
hockey
so called because of the liability of the players
Halliwell.
to receive blows on the shin.
Shin'plas'ter (-pl.is'tSr), re. Formerly, a jocose term
for a banlc note greatly depreciated in value ; als.), for
paper money of a denomination less than a dollar. [U. S."]
[Chin, shin god -\- too way,
1 re.
Shln'tO (shin'to),
doctrine.]
One of the two
Shln'to-lsm (-Tz'm), (
in .Tapau.
Its essence
belief
great systems of religious
[Writis ancestor worship, and sacrifice to dead heroes.
ten also Sintu, and Sintuism.']
;

;

—

Syn. — Glistening; bright; radiant; resplendent;
fulgent

;

;

;

;

;

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Qiii

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

i

:

ropes

;

95 Crnssjnck Lift
96 Orossjack Braces ; 9( Mizzenmast and Rip:(;iiig
98 Mizzen
^^A
iMlzzcn Stav;
Stav ; 99 Spanl
Spanker GalT lOO
,,,. ng
Peak Malvards ; 101 S]ian'
S]ianker ""
Vangs; "102 Spanker Boom 103
Spanker Boom Topping
oppiiig 1Lift ; 104 Jacob's Ladder, or Stern
Ladiler ; 105 Spanker Sheet ; 106 Cutwater i 107 Starboard
Bow; ms Starboard Beam i 109 Water Liuoi 110 Starboard

—

food, {<^t

;

Main Topgallant Mast and Ringing 51 Main Topgallant
53 Main Topjjallanl
52 Main Topgallant Backstays
Yard 54 Main Topgallant Stay 55 Main Topgallant Braces i
6iA Main Topmast and Rigging
57 Topsail Lift 58 Topsail
Yard 59 Topsail Footropes 60 Topsail Braces 61 Topmast
Stays 62 Main Topgallant Studdine-snil Boom 03 Main Topmast Backstay; 64 Main Yard 65 IVIain Footropes
Main*
mast and Rigging 67 Main Lift i^ Main Broces 69 Main
Tacks 70 iSlain Sheets 71 Main Trysail Gaff 72 Main Try.
sail Vangs 73 Main Stays 74 Rlizzcn Truck
75 Mizzen Royal Mast and Rigping; 76 Mizzen Royal Stoy; 77 Mizzen Koyal
Lift 78 Mizzen Royal Yard 79 ISIizzen Royal Braces SO Afizzen Topgallant Mast and Rigging
81 IVIizzen Topgallant
Lift 82 Alizzen Topgallant Backstays S3 Mizzen Topgallant
Braces 84 Mizzen Topgallant Yard 85 Mizzen Topgallant
Stav ^6 Mizzen Topmast and Rigging 87 Mizzen Topmast
Sta/; 88 Mizzen Topsail Lif t 89 Jlizzen Topmast Backstays
90 .Mizzen Topsail Braces 91 Mizzen Topsail Yard
92 Aliz.
zen Topsail Footropes; 93 Crossiack Yord; m Crossjack Foot
Lift

;

;

:

;

;

;

6.

pity

;

4 Wheel 5 Wheel Chains I
7 Mizzenmast
8 Skylight 9 Capstan
10 Mainmast 11 Pumps 12 Galley or Caboose 1.3 Main Hatchway i
14 Windlass
15 Foremast
16 Fore Hatchway j 17 Bitts
18
Bowsprit 19 Head Rail 20 Boomkins 21 Catheads on Port
Bow and Starboajd Bow ; 22 Fore Chains 23 Mein Chainsc
24 Mizzen Chains 25 Stern.

Deck House

One

1.

;

[Slang, U. S.]

full.

Port or Larboard Side

.

;

r|ide,

Deck Plan
I

distinguished
2. Splendid ; illustrious
brilliant
conspicuous as, a shining example of charity.
polished
3. Having the surface smooth and
said of
leaves, the surfaces of shells, etc.

to cause to shine by reflected
hunting, to shine the eyes of a deer at night
;
by throwing a light on them. [U. S.']
Bartlett.
Shine, re. 1. The quality or state of shining ; brightness ; luster ; gloss ; polish ; sheen.
Now sits not girt with taper's holy shim:.
Hilton.
Fair opening to eome court's propitious shine.
Pope.
The distant shine of the celestial city. Hawthorne.
2. Sunshine ; fair weather.
Be It fair or foul, or rain or shine.
Dryden.
3. A liking for a person ; a fancy. [Slang, U. S.]
4. Caper ; antic ; row.
[Slang]

unite,

^

;

;

as, in

use,

re.

;

;

play pranks.

.

A machine for shingling pud-

where puddled iron is shingled.
Shln'gly (-gly), a. Abounding with shingle, or gravel.
Shln'hop'ple (shTn'hop'p'l), re. The hobblebush.
Shln'ing (shln'Tng), a. 1. Emitting light, esp. in a
continuous manner
radiant as, shining lamps also,
bright by the reflection of light
as, shining armor.
"Fish . . with their fins and «Az'rejre£f scales. " Milton.

_

Bhlnes, to

.

shingles.

— Shingling

;

To cut up

(-gler),

.

her bravery on, and tackle trim,
Milton.
and streamers waving.
Longfellow.
Thou, too, sail on, O Ship of State I
2. Specifically, a vessel furnished with a bowsprit and
three masts (a mainmast, a foremast, and a mizzenmast),
each of which is composed of a lower mast, a topmast,
and a topgallant mast, and square-rigged on all masts.
See Illustration in Appendix.
all

Sails filled,

Shingling hammer, a ponderous

Few are qualified to shine in company but it is in most men's
power to be agreeable.
Swijft.
To make, or cause, the face to shine upon, to be propitious to to be gracious to.
Num. vi. '25.
Shine, If. ^ 1. To cause to shine, as a light.
[OJs.]
He [God] doth not rain wealth, nor shine honor and virtues,
upon men equally.
Bacon.

To make bright

Like a stately ship

With

.

used in shingling puddled

Let thine eyes shine forth in their full luster. Denham.
2. To be bright by reflection of light ; to gleam ; to
be glossy ; as, to shine like polished silver.
" So proud
3. To be effulgent in splendor or beauty.
she shined in her princely state."
Spenser.
Once brightest shined this child of heat and air.
Pope.
4. To be eminent, conspicuous, or distinguished ; to
exhibit brilliant intellectual powers ; as, to shine in
courts ; to shine in conversation.

2.
light

.

hammer moved by machinery,

&

&

glory of

&

ties by hammering and squeezing,
in the production of wrought iron.

;

;

office, dignity, profession, or art ; as in lordsAtp, f riendship, oXvAiiceWorship, steward^Aip, horseman.sAip.
SSllp (ship), re. [kS>. scipe.'] Pay; reward. [Obs.]
In withholding or abridging of the ship or the hire or the
wages of servants.
Chancer.
Ship, re. [OE. ship, schip, AS. .scip ; akin to OFries.
skip, OS. scip, D. schip, G. schiff, OHG. scif, Dan. skib,
Sw. skepp, Icel.
Goth, skip ; of unknown origin. Cf.
Equip, Skipi', Skipper.] 1. Any large seagoing vessel.

A

Bartlett.

-S.]

V. t.

;

Shln'gles (-g'lz), re. [OF. cengle a girth, F. sangle, fr. L. crregulum a girdle, f r. cingere to gird.
Cf. Cincture, Cingle, SurcinOLE.] {Med.)
kind of herpes
{Herpes zoster) which spreads
half way around the body like a
girdle, and is usually attended
with violent neuralgic pain.
Shln'gling (-gllng), re. 1. The
act of covering with shingles
shingles, collectively ; a covering
made of shingles.
2. {Metal.) The process of expelling scoriae and other impuri-

;

without help of steps, spurs, or the like ;
used with
as, to shin up a mast.
ISlang']
2. To run about borrowing money hastily and temporarily, as for the payment of one's notes at the bank.

Shin,

;

Shin'y

dled iron.

Shinned (shTnd) p. pr. &
To climb a mast, tree, rope, or the
alternately with the arms and legs,

up;

[Slang, U.

Scotch game resembling hockey also, the club used
game.
Jamieson.
(shin'J), a. [Compar. Shinier (-I-er)
superl.
Shiniest.] Bright; luminous; clear; unclouded.
Like distant thunder on a shiny day.
Dryden.
-ship (-ship). [OE. -schipe, AS. -scipe; akin to OFries.
skipe, OLG. -skepi, D. -schap, OHG. -scaf, G. -schajt.
Cf. Shape, re., and Landscape.] A suffix denoting state,
in tlie

&

Shln'gler

—

Shin bone (Anat.), the tibia.
Shin leaf (Bot.), a perennial ericaceous herb (Pyrola elliptica) with a cluster of
radical leaves and a raceme of greenish white flowers.
V. i.
limp.
Shinnino.] 1.

A

:

&

lCollog.'\

Shin

Shin,

( j)

—

;

;

A luminary.

Shin-

$penser,

That which shines. Specifically
A bright piece of money. [Slang']

re.

fishes, belonging to Notropis,
or Minnilus, and allied genera; as the redfin {Notropis .---^
megalops), and the golden
shiner {Jfotemigonus chryso- i-^'
leucus) of the Eastern United
States ; also loosely applied to
various other silvery fishes, as Golden Shiner (Mtemigonus
chrysoleucus).
tlie dollar fish, or horsefish,
menhaden, moonflsh, sailor's choice, and the sparada.
{d) {Zodl.) The common Lepisma, or furniture bug.
Blunt-nosed shiner {Zodl.), the silver moonfish.
Shi'ness (shi'nSs), re. See Shyness.
Shln'gle (shin'g'l), re. [Prob. from Norw. singl, singling, coarse gravel, small round stones.] {Geol.) Round,
water-worn, and loose gravel and pebbles, or a collection
of roundish stones, such as are common on the seashore
and elsewhere.
Shln'gle, re. [OE. shingle, shindle, fr. L. scindula,
scandula ; cf. scindere to cleave, to split, E. shed, v. t.,
Gr. uxivSaKixo^, o'xu'SaAa^io!, sliingle, axa^eiv to slit.]
1. A piece of wood sawed or rived thin and small, with
one end thinner than the other,
used in covering buildings, especially roofs, the thick ends of one row overlapping the thin ends of the row below.
where there is a very poor cathedral
I reached St. Asaph,
church covered with shingles or tiles.
Jiat/.
2. A sign for an office or a shop ; as, to hang out one's
shingle.
[Jocose, U. S.]
Shingle oak (Bot.), a kind of oak (Qtiercus imbricaria)
used in the Western States for making shingles.
Shin'gle, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Shingled (-g'ld) ; p.
pr.
rb. re. Shingling (-gling).]
1. To cover with
shingles ; as, to shingle a roof.
They shingle their houses with it.
Evelyn.
2. To cut, as hair, so that the ends are evenly exposed
all over the head, as shingles on a roof.
Shin'gle, V. t. To subject to
the process of shingling, as a mass
of iron from the puddling furnace.

Congreve.

'11

v. j.]

[06*.]

(shin'er),

Has she the shiners, d' ye think ?
Foote.
(c) {Zool.) Any one of numerous species of small freshwater American eyprinoid

;

I

See Shine,

[AS. scln.

(shin), a.

ing; sheen.

SHIP
Shin'tO-lSt (shIn'to-Tst), re. An adherent of Shintoism,
Shin'ty (-ty), re. [Cf. Gael, sinteag a skip, a bound.]

;

;

:

'

Qnarter

;

111

^

;

;

Rudder.

3. A dish or utensil (originally fashioned like the hull
of a ship) used to hold incense.
[Ofo.]
Tyiuiale.

Armed »hlp, a private ship taken into the service of the
government in tune of war, and armed and pciuipped like
a ship of war. [Ung.] Brandc & C. — General ship. See

ink

;

tlien,

tliln

;

bON

;

zli

=z

in azure.
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SHIP

N

under Gekeral. — Ship biscuit, hard biscuit prepared for
use on shipboard — called also ship bread. See HabdTACK. — Ship boy, a boy who serves m a ship. " Seal up
;

—

the ship boy's eyes." Shak.
Ship breaker, one who
Ship
breaks up vessels when unfit for further use.
broker, a mercantile agent employed in buying and selling ships, procuring cargoes, etc. and generally in transacting the business of a ship or ships when in port.
Ship canal, a canal suitable for the passage of seagoing vessels.
Ship carpenter, a carpenter who works
at shipbuilding a shipwright.
Ship chandler, one who
deals in cordage, canvas, and other furniture of vessels.
— Ship chandlery, the commodities in which a ship chanShip
dler deals also, the business of a ship chandler.
fever (Med. ), a form of typhus fever
called also piUrid,
jail, or hospital, fever.
Ship Joiner, a joiner who works
upon ships. Ship letter, a letter conveyed by a ship not
a mail packet.
Ship money {Eng. Hist.), an imposition
formerly charged on the ports, towns, cities, boroughs,
and counties, of England, lor providing and furnishing
certain ships for the king's service. The attempt made
by Charles I. to revive and enforce this tax was resisted by John Hampden, and was one of the causes which
led to the death of Charles. It was finally abolished.
Ship of the line. See under Line. — Ship pendulum, a
pendulum hung amidsliips to show the extent of the rolling and pitching of a vessel.
Ship railway, (a) An inclined railway with a cradlelike car by means of which a
ship may be drawn out of water, as for repairs. (6) A railway arranged for the transportation of vessels overland
between two water courses or harbors.
Ship's company,
the crew of a ship or other vessel. —Ship's days, the days
allowed a vessel for loading or unloadmg.
Ship's husband. See under Husband.
Ship's papers (Mar. Law),
papers with which a vessel is required by law to be provided, and the production of whicli may be required on
certain occasions. Among these papers are the register,
passport or sea letter, charter party, bills of lading, invoice, log book, muster roll, bill of health, etc. Bouvier.
Kent.
To take ship, to embark in a ship or other vessel.
Ship (ship), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Shipped (shTpt) p.
pr. & vb. n. Shipping.] 1. To put on board of a ship, or
vessel of any kind, for transportation to send by water.
The timber was
shipped in the bay of Attalia, from
Whence it was by sea transported to Pelusium.
KnoUes.

—

,

—

—

—

;

:

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

;

;

.

.

.

2. By extension, in commercial usage, to commit to
any conveyance for transportation to a distance as, to
ihip freight by raUroad.
3. Hence, to send away ; to get rid of.
[Colloq.']

+

A

—

A person whose

ShlpHbUlId'er (-blld'er), n.

occupa-

tion is to construct ships and other vessels ; a naval architect ; a shipwright.
Shlp'bulld'lng, n. Naval architecture ; the art of constructing ships and other vessels.
Shlp'ful (-ful), re. ; pi- Shu-fuls (-fulz). As much or
SB many as a ship will hold ; enough to fill a ship.

Shlp'hold'er (-hold'er), re. A shipowner.
Gray.
Shlp'less, a. Destitute of ships.
Shlp'let (ship'let), re. A little ship. [iJ.] Holinshed.
Ship'load' (-lod'), n. The load, or cargo, of a ship.
Shlp'man (-mSn), re. ; pi. Shipmen (-men). A seaman,
or sailor. [^Obs. ot Poetic']
Chaucer. M. Browning.
About midnight the shipmen deemed that they drew near to
Bome country.
Acts xxvii. 27.
Shipman's card, the mariner's compass. [Obs.]
Shak.

Shlp'mas'ter (-mas'ter), n. The captain, master, or
of a ship.
Jonah i. 6.
Shlp'mate' (-mat'), re. One who serves on board of
the same ship with another a fellow sailor.

commander

;

Shlp'ment

(-ment),

1.

re.

The

act or process of ship-

he was engaged in the shipment of coal for
London an active shipment of wheat from the West.
2. That which is shipped.
The question is, whether the share of M. in the skipme?it is exping

;

as,
;

empted from condemnation by reason of

his neutral domicile.
Story.

Shlp'own'er (-on'er), n. Owner
Shlp'pen (-pen), re. [AS. scypen.

of a ship or ships.
Cf. Shop, Shepen.]

A stable

;

a cowhouse.

[06*. or Prov. Eng.]

SMp'per (-per), re. [See Ship, re., and cf. Skipper.]
One who sends goods from one place to another not in
the same city or town, esp. one who sends goods by water.
Shlp'plng (-ping), a. 1. Relating to ships, their ownership, transfer, or employment ; as, shipping concerns.
2. Relating to, or concerned in, the forwarding of
goods ; aa, a shipping clerk.
Shlp'ping, re. 1. The act of one who, or of that which,
ships ; as, the shipping of flour to Liverpool.
2. The collective body of ships in one place, or belonging
to one port, country, etc. ; vessels, generally ; tonnage.
3. Navigation. "GoiBend'em. good shipping." Shak.
Shipping articles, articles of agreement between the
captain of a vessel and the seamen on board, in respect to
the amount of wages, length of time for which they are
shipped, etc. Bouvier.
To take shipping, to embark ; to
take ship. [Obs.] John vi.2i. Shak.

—

Shlp'pon (-pun), ».
Eng.]

A

cowhouse ; a shippen.

l^Prov.

Bessy would either do fieldwork, or attend to the cows, the
Qhippon, or churn, or make cheese.
Dickens,

Shlp'-rigged' (-rigd'), a. {Naut.) Rigged like a ship,
is, having three masts, each with square sails.
Shlp'shape' (-shap'), a. Arranged in a manner befitting a ship hence, trim tidy ; orderly.
Even then she expressed her scorn for the lubberly executloner^s modeof tying a knot, and did it herself in a shipshape
that

;

;

Orthodox manner.
De Quincey.
Keep everything shipshape, for 1 must go. Tennyson.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

pi.

A tree that furnished the precious \rood of

shittim.]

which tlie ark, tables, altars,
(shlp'wflrm'), n. {Zool.) Any long, slen- boards, etc., of the Jewish tabernaworm-shaped bivalve mollusk of Teredo and allied cle were made
now believed to
genera. The shipworms burrow in wood, and are destruc- have been the wood of the Acacia
tive to wooden ships, piles of wharves, etc.
See Teredo. Seyal, which is hard, fine grained,
Shlp'wreck' (-rSk'), n. 1. The breaking in pieces, or and yellowish brown in color.
shattering, of a ship or other vessel by being cast ashore
Shit'tlm (shit'tim), Shit'tlm
or driven against rocks, shoals, etc., by the violence of wood', n. The-wood of the shitthe winds and waves.
tah tree.
2. A ship wrecked or destroyed upon the water, or the
Shit'tle (shit't'l), n. [See:
parts of such a ship ; wreckage.
Dryden. Shuttle.] A shuttle. [Obs.]

SMp'WOrm'

der,

;

3. Fig. : Destruction ; ruin ; irretrievable loss.
Holding faith and a good conscience, which some having put

away concerning faith have made
It was upon an Indian bill that
Shlp'wreck',

1 Tim.

shipwreclc.

i.

19.

the late ministry had made
J. Morley.

shipwreck.

&

—

Chapman.

A

Shit'tle-ness, n. InstabiUty;
inconstancy. [Obs.]

where ships are

&

v.

t.

&

;

;

built or repaired.

Shl-raz' (she-raz' or she'raz), n. A kind of Persian
wine
so called from the place whence it is brought.
;

—

Shire (shir or sher ZIT ; as suffix in Eng. -sher, in
the U. S. -shir or -sher), re.
[AS. scire, seir, a division,
province, county. Cf. Sheeipp.] 1.
portion of Great
Britain originally under the supervision of an earl ; a
territorial division, usually identical with a county, but
sometimes limited to a smaller district ; as, WiltsAtre,
;

A

Yorkshire, RichmondsAiVe, HallamsAire.
An indefinite number of these hundreds make up a county or
shire.

2.

Blackstone.

A division of

townships

;

a State, embracing several contiguous
a county. [U. IS.]

^W^

Shire is commonly added to the specific designation of a county as a part of its name as, YorksAire instead of York shire, or the shire of York Berkshire
instead of Berks shire. Such expressions as (he county
of Yorkshire, which in a strict sense are tautological,
are used in England. In the United States the composite
word is sometimes the only name of a county as, Berkshire county, as it is called in Massachusetts, instead of
Berks county, as in Pennsylvania.
The Tyne, Tees, Humber, Wash, Yare, Stour, and Thames
separate the counties of Northumberland, Durham, Yorks7«Ve,
.

;

;

;

Encyc. Brit.

Lincolns/iire, etc.

shire.
See under Knioht. — Shire clerk,
a county court
also, an under sheriff.
mote (Old Eng. Law), the county court;

Knight of the

an

officer of

[Eng.]

— Sbiie

;

sheriil's turn,

or court.

[Obs.]

Blackstone.

Cowell.

—

Shire reeve (Old Eng. Law), the reeve, or baihff, of a shire
a sheriff. Burrill.
Shire town, the capital town of a
county a county town.
Shire wick, a county a sliire.

—

;

—

;

Holland.

[Obs.]

&

Shirk (sherk), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Shirked (sherkt)
vb. re. Shirking.]
[Probably the same word as
p. pr.
shark. See Shark, v. t.]
1. To procure by petty fraud
and trickery ; to obtain by mean solicitation.
You that never heard the call of any vocation, .
that shii-k
living from others, but time from yourselves.
Bp. Rainbow.
2. To avoid ; to escape ; to neglect ;
implying unfaithfulness or fraud ; as, to shirk duty.

&

.

_

.

—

The usual makeshift by which they

Twig

of Shittah Tree
{Acacia Seyal).

The vain shittlenesse of an unconstant head.
Baret.
Shive (shiv), re. [See Sheave, n.] 1. A slice as, a
shive of bread.
[Obs. or Prov. EngT]
Shak.
2. A thin piece or fragment
specifically, one of the
scales or pieces of the woody part of flax removed by the
;

;

operation of breaking.

A thin,

3.
bottle

cork used for stopping a wide-mouthed
a thin wooden bung for casks.
n.
[OE. schivere, fr. shive ; cf. G.

flat

also,

;

Shlv'er (shTv'er),

schiefer a splinter, slate, OHG. scivero a splinter, Dan.
Sw. skifer a slate.
See Shive, and cf. Skewee.]
1. One of the small pieces, or splinters, into which a
brittle thing is broken by sudden violence ;
generally
used in the plural. "All to .sAiwer.? dashed."
Slilion.
thin slice; a shive. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
2.
shiver of their own loaf."
Fuller.
Of your soft bread, not but a shiver.
Chaucer.
3. (Geol.)
variety of blue slate.
4. (Naut.)
sheave or small wheel in a pulley.
small wedge, as for fastening the bolt of a win5.
dow shutter.
6. A spindle.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Shlv'er, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Shiteeed (-erd) ; p. pr,
vb. n. Shiveeing.]
[OE. schiveren, scheveren; cf.
OD. scheveren. See Shivee a fragment.] To break
into many small pieces, or splinters ; to shatter ; to dash
to pieces by a blow ; as, to shiver a glass goblet.

—

A

"A

A
A

A

&

&

All the ground
With shivered armor strown.
Milton,
Shlv'er, v. i. To separate suddenly into many small
pieces or parts to be shattered.
There shiver shafts upon shields thick.
Chaucer.
;

The

natural world, should gravity once cease,
stantly shiver into millions of atoms.

.

.

"would in-

.

Woodward,
Shlv'er, v. i. [OE. chiveren, cheveren; of uncertain
origin.
This word seems to have been confused with
shiver to shatter.] To tremble ; to vibrate J to quiver
to shake, as from cold or fear.
Prometheus is laid
On icy Caucasus to shiver.
Swift,
The man that shivered on the brink of sin.
Thus steeled and hardened, ventures boldly in. Creech,
Shlv'er, v. t. (Naut,) To cause to shake or tremble,
as a sail, by steering close to the wind.
Shiv'er, n. The act of shivering or trembling.
Shiv'er-lng-ly, adv. In a shivering manner.
Shlv'er-spar' (-spar'), n.
[Cf. G. schiefer-spath.]
(Min.) A variety of calclte, so called from its slaty
structure

— called also slate spar.

;

Shlv'er-y (-f), a.
2. Easily broken ;

Shoad

try to shirk difficulties.

Hare,

"^^

Shit'tle, a. Wavering; unsettled ; Inconstant. [Obs.] Holland.
Shlt'tle-cock' (-k8k'), re.
shuttlecock.
[Obs.]

[imp.
p. p. Shipwreoked
(-rgkf) p. pr.
vb. re. Shipwrecking.]
1. To destroy,
as a ship at sea, by running ashore or on rocks or sandbanks, or by the force of wind and waves in a tempest.
Shipwrecking storms and direful thunders break. Shak.
2. To cause to experience shipwreck, as sailors or passengers. Hence, to cause to suflier some disaster or loss
to destroy or ruin, as if by shipwreck ; to wreck as, to
shipwreck a business.
Addison.
Shlp'wrlght' (-rlf), n. One whose occupation is to
construct ships ; a builder of ships or other vessels.
Shlp'yard' (-yard'), re. A yard, place, or inclosure

;

4. To engage or secure for service on board of a ship
as, to ship seamen.
6. To receive on board ship ; as, to ship a sea.
6. To put in its place ; as, to ship the tiller or rudder.
Sblp, V. i. 1. To engage to serve on board of a vessel ; as, to ship on a man-of-war.
2. To embark on a ship.
Wyclif {Acts xxviii. 11).
board. See Boaed,
Shlp'board' (-bord'), n. IShip
ship's side ; hence, by extension, a ship ;
n., 8.]
found chiefly in adverbial phrases ; as, on shipboard ; a
shipboard.

SHOAT
In a shipshape or

Sblp'shape' (shYp'shap'), adv.
seamanlike manner.

(shod),

re.

1. Tremulous ; shivering. Mallei.
brittle ; shattery.
[Cf. G. schuit rubbish.] (Mining)

A train of vein material mixed with rubbish fragments
of ore which have become separated by the action of
water or the weather, and serve to direct in the discovery
of mines.
[Written also shade.]
Shoad'lng, n, (Mining) The tracing of veins of metal
by shoads. [Written also shading.]
Pryce.
Shoal (shol), n. [AS. scolu, sceolu, a company, multitude, crowd, akin to OS. skola ; probably originally, a
division, and akin to Icel. skilja to part, divide.
See
Skill, and cf. School of fishes.] A great multitude assembled a crowd a throng
said especially of fish
" Great shoals of people."
as, a shoal of bass.
Bacon.
;

Shirk, V. i. 1. To live by shifts and fraud to shark.
To evade an obligation to avoid the performance
of duty, as by running away.
Byron.
One of the cities shirked from the league.
Shirk, n. One who lives by shifts and tricks one
who avoids the performance of duty or labor.
Macaulay.
Shlrk'er (-er), n. One who shirks.
Shlrk'y (-y), a. Disposed to shirk. [Colloq.'}
Halliwell.
Shlrl (sherl), a. Shrill. [Prov. Eng.]
Shlrl, re. (Min.) See Schorl.
Shlr'ley (sher'li^), n. (Zool.) The bullfinch.
Shirr (sher), n. (Sewing) A series of close parallel
runnings which are drawn up so as to make the material
between them set full by gatherings
called also shirring, and gauging.
Shirred (sherd), a. 1. (Sewing) Made or gathered
;

2.

;

;

;

—

into a shirr ; as, a shirred bonnet.
2. (Cookery) Broken into an earthen dish and baked
over the fire ;
said of eggs.
Shirt (shert), n. [OE. schirie, sherte, schurfe ; akin
to Icel. skyria, Dan. skiorte, Sw. skjorta, Dan. skiort a
petticoat, D. schorl a petticoat, an apron, G. schurz,
schurze, an apron ; all probably from the root of E.
short, as being originally a short garment.
See Short,
and cf. Skirt.]
loose under-garment for the upper
part of the body, made of cotton, linen, or other material ;
formerly used of the under-garment of either sex,
now commonly restricted to that worn by men and boys.
Several persons in December had nothing over their shoulAddison.
ders but their shirts.

—

A

—

Bp. Fisher.
She had her shirts and girdles of hair.
vb. re.
i.
[imp.
Shirt, V. i.
p. p. Shieted p. pr.
as with a
shirt,
or
Shirting.] To cover or clothe with a

&

&

;

&

Dryden.

shirt.

Cloth, specifically cotton cloth, suitShlrt'ing, n.
able for making shirts.
Shlrt'less, a. Not having or wearing a shirt. Pope.

— Shlrtless-ness,
Shlst

(shist),

n.

Shls-tose' (shTs-tos').

Shlt'tah (shTfti), Shlt'tah tree', n.
final,

^

;

eve,

event, end,

fern,

[Heb. shittah,

recent

;

ice,

;

—

Beneath, a shoal of silver fishes glides.

Shoal,

&

V,

[imp.

i.

& p. p.

Waller.

Shoaled (shold)

p. pr.

;

vb. n. Shoaling.]
To assemble in a multitude ; to
throng ; as, the fishes shoaled about the place. Chapman.
Shoal, a. [Cf Shallow ; or cf G. scholle a clod, glebe,
.

OHG.

.

akin to E. shoal a multitude.]

scollo, scolla, prob.

Having little depth shallow ; as, shoal water.
Shoal, n. 1. A place where the water of a
;

river,

pond,

etc., is

shallow

;

sea, lake,.

a shallow.

The depth

of your pond should be six feet ; and on the sides
some shoals for the fish to lay their spawn.
Mortimer.
Wolsey, that once trod the ways of glory.
And sounded all the depths and shoals of honor. Shak*

A

sandbank or bar which makes the water shoal.
The god himself with ready trident stands.
And opes the deep, and spreads the moving sands,
Then heaves them off the shoals.
Dryden.
Shoal, V. i. To become shallow as, the color of the
water shows where it shoals.
Shoal, V. t. To cause to become more shallow to come
to a more shallow part of as, a ship shoals her water by
advancing into that which is less deep.
Marryat.
Shoal'1-ness (-T-n5s), n.
The quality or state of
being shoaly little depth of water shallowness.
"A
Shoal'ing, a.
Becoming shallow gradually.
2.

;

;

;

;

;

iAooKrejr estuary.

Shoal'y

I/yell,

Pull of shoals, or shallow places.
(-f), a.
Dryden.
tossing vessel sailed on shoaly ground.

The

See Schist,

Schistose.

;

;

Shoar
Shoat
idea,

(shor), re.
(shot), n.

ill

;

old,

A prop. See 3d Shore.
A young hog. Same as Shote.
Obey, drb, 5dd

;

SHOCK
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SHOOTING

Shock (sh5k), n. [OE. schokke; cf. OD. scheche, G.
Sthock a heap, quantity, threescore, MHG. schoc, Sw.
skocie, Dan. ikok, and also G. hocke a heap of hay, Lith.
pile or assemblage of sheaves of grain, as
1.
kugis.']
wheat, rye, or the like, set up in a field, the sheaves
varying in number from twelve to sixteen ; a stook.
Tusser^
And cause it on shocks to be by and by set.
Behind the master walks, builds up the shock's. Thomson.
2. [G. schock.'] (Com.) A lot consisting of sixty pieces
•—a term applied in some Baltic ports to loose goods.
Shock, V. t. To collect, or make up, into a shock or
dhocks ; to stook ; as, to shock rye.
Shock, V. i. To be occupied with making shocks.

hoof of an animal to defend it from injury. (6) A band
of iron or steel, or a slip of wood, fasl^^ned to the bottom
of the runner of a sleigh, or any vehicle which slides on
the snow, (c) A drag, or sliding piece of wood or iron,
placed imder the wheel of a loaded vehicle, to retard its
motion in going down a hUl. (d) The part of a railroad
car brake which presses upon the wheel to retard its motion, (e) (Arch.) A trough-shaped or spout-shaped member, put at the bottom of the water leader coming from
the eaves gutter, so as to throw the water off from the
building. (/) (Milling) The trough or spout for conveying the grain from the hopper to the eye of the millstone, (g) An inclined trough in an ore-orushing mill.
(h) An iron socket or plate to take the thrust of a strut

[imp.
t.
p. p. Shot (shSt) ; p.
Shooting.
The old participle Shotten is
obsolete. See Shotten.] [OE. sholien, schotien, AS. scO'
tian, V. i., fr. sceoian; akin to D. schieten, G. schiessen,
OHG. sciozan, Icel. skjota, Sw. skjuta, Dan. skyde ; cf.
Skr. skund to jump.
V169. Cf. Scot a contribution,
Scout to reject, Scud, Scuttle, v. i.. Shot, Sheet, Shut,
Shuttle, Skittish, Skittles.] 1. To let fly, or cause to
be driven, with force, as an arrow or a bullet ;
followed
by a word denoting the missile, as an object.
If you please
To shoot an arrow that self way.
ShaJk,
2. To discharge, causing a missile to be driven forth
followed by a word denoting the weapon or instrument,
as an object
often with off; as, to shoot a gun.
The two ends of a bow, shot off, fly from one another. Boyle.
3. To strike with anything shot ; to hit with a missile
often, to kill or wound with a firearm ;
followed by a
word denoting the person or thing hit, as an object.
When Roger shot the hawk hovering over his master's dove
house.
A. Tucker.
4. To send out or forth, especially with a rapid or sudden motion ; to cast with the hand ; to hurl ; to discharge ; to emit.
An honest weaver as ever shot shuttle. Beau, fy Ft.
A pit into which the dead carts had nightly shot corpses by

A

Reap well, scatter not, gather clean that is shorn,
Tusser.
Bind fast, shock apace.
Shock, n. [Cf. D. schok a bounce, jolt, or leap, OHG.
scoc a swing, MHG. schoc, Icel. skykkjun tremulously, F.

or rafter,

—

^W^

—

—

Shoe

states.

&

Shock, V. t. limp. &p. p. Shocked (shSkt) p. pr.
[OE. schokken ; cf. D. schokken, F.
choguer, Sp. chocar. V161. Cf. Chuck to strike, Joo,
Shake, Shook a striking, Shoo, n.
v.'\
1. To give a
shock to ; to cause to shake or waver ; hence, to strike
against suddenly ; to encounter with violence.
Come the three corners of the world in arms.

&

Beak.
Shoe'black' (-blSk'), re. One who polishes shoes.
1. A curved piece of
Shoe'horn'
1 (-h6rn'), n.
polished hom, wood, or metal
Shoe'lng-horn' )
used to facilitate the entrance of the foot into a shoe.
2. Figuratively : (a) Anything by which a transaction

And we shall shock them.

Shdk.
I shall never forget the force with which he shocked De Vipont.
Sir W. Scott.

2. To strike with surprise, terror, horror, or disgust
to cause to recoil ; as, his violence shocked his associates.
Advise him not to shock a father's will.
Dryden.
Shock, V. i. To meet with a shock ; to meet in vio"
lent encounter.
They saw the moment approach when
the two parties would shock together."
De Quincey.
Shock, n. [Cf. Shao.] 1. (Zo'dl.) A dog with long
hair or shag ;
called also shockdog.
2. A thick mass of bushy hair ; as, a head covered
with a shock of sandy hair.
Shock, a. Bushy ; shaggy ; as, shock hair.
His red shock peruke . . . was laid aside. Sir W. Scott.
Shock'dog' C-dSg'), n. (Zool.) See 7th Shock, 1.

;

Addison.
Destitute of shoes.
<z.
(-mak'er), re. 1. One whose occupation
to make shoes and boots.
2. (Zool.) (a) The threadfish. (b) The runner, 12.
Shoe'mak'ing, n. The business of a shoemaker.
Sho'er (shoo'er), n. One who fits shoes to the feet
one who furnishes or puts on shoes ; as, a shoer of horses.
Shog (ahog), re. [See Shock a striking.] A shock
a jog ; a violent concussion or impulse. \_R. or Scot.']
Shog, V. ^. To shake to shock. [E. or Scot,']
Shog, V. i. [Cf. W. ysgogi to wag, to stir. Cf. Jos.]
Beau.
Fl.
To jog ; to move on. [E. or Scot.]
Shog'gle (-g'l), V. t. [See Shoo, Joogle.] To joggle.
Pegge.
{Obs. or Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Sho'gun (sho'goon), re. [Chin, tsiang Tdun commander
in chief.]
title originally conferred by the Mikado on
the military governor of the eastern provinces of Japan.
By gradual usurpation of power the Shoguns (known to
foreigners as Tycoons) became finally the virtual rulers
of Japan.
The title was abolished in 1867. [Written
variously, Shiogun, Shiogoon, etc.]
Sho-gun'ate (aho-goon'at^, re. The office or dignity
of a Shogun.
[Written also Siogoonaie.]
(Bot.) See Sola.
(sho'la), re.
plank fixed beneath an object, as
Shole (shol), re.
beneath the rudder of a vessel, to protect it from injury a plank on the ground under the end of a shore or
Shoe'legtS,

Shoe'mak'er

&

&

Shock'lng, a. Causing to shake or tremble, as by a
blow ; especially, causing to recoil with horror or disgust
extremely offensive or ^sgusting.
The grossest and most shocking villainies.
Seeker.
Shock'lng-ness, ».
Shock'lng-ly, adv.
Shoe.
Shod (shSd), imp. & p. p. of
Shod'dy (-dy), n. [Perhaps fr. Shed, v- t. ; as meaning originally, waste stuff shed or thrown off.] 1. A
fibrous material obtained by " deviling," or tearing into
fibers, refuse woolen goods, old stockings, rags, druggets,

A

—

Shda

See Munqo.
inferior quality

made

of,

or containing

shoddy.

shoddy goods furnished as
in
late Civil War in the United States
gave wide currency to the word, and it came to be applied
of

the like.
Shole,

See Shoal. [Obs.]
(shi5nd), re. [AS. sceond. Cf. Shend.] Harm
Chaucer,
shame. [06s.]
Shone (shon or shSn 277), imp. & p. p. of Shine.
Shoo (shoo), inierj. [Cf. G. scheuchen to scare, drive
an expression used in frightaway.] Begone away
ening away animals, especially fowls.
Sho'oi (sho'oi), re. (Zo'ol.) The Richardson's skua

up a

;

factitious pride.

Compton Reade.

[Prov. Eng.]

;

of heating.
Shoe (shoo), re. ; pi. Shoes (shooz), formerly Shoon
(shoon), 710W provincial. [OE. sho, scho, AS. scoh, scedh ;
akin to OFi'ies. sko, OS. skoh, D. schoe, schoen, G. schuh,
OHG. scuoh, Icel. skor, Dan.
Sw. sko, Goth, skohs ; of
unknown origin.] 1.
covering for the human foot,
usually made of leather, having a thick and somewhat
stiff sole and a lighter top.
It differs from a boot in not
extending so far up the leg.
Your hose should be ungartered, . . your sSoe untied. S/in<%
Spare none but such as go in clouted shoon.
Shak.
2. Anything resembling a shoe in form, position, or
nae. Specifically : (a)
plate or rim of iron nailed to the

&

A

A

pity

(shdSk), imp.

;

— so

called

from

its

cry.

& obs.

;

.

;

—

or poet. p. p. of Shake.
Shook, re. [Cf. Shock a bundle of sheaves.] (Com.)
[a) A set of staves and headings sufficient in number for
one hogshead, cask, barrel, or the like, trimmed, and
bound together in compact form. (6) A set of boards
(c) The parts of a piece of house furfor a sugar box.
niture, as a bedstead, packed together.
Shook, V. t. To pack, as staves, in a shook.
Shoon (shoon), n.,pl. of Shoe. [Archaic] Chaucer.
They shook the snc-V from hats and shooti. Emerson.
Shoop (shop), obs. imp. of Shape. Shaped. Chaucer.
Shoot (slioot), re. [F. chute. See Chute. Confused
with shoot to let fly.] An inclined plane, either artificial or natural, down which timber, coal, etc., are
caused to slide ; also, a narrow passage, either natural
or artiflcial, in a stream, where the water rushes rapidly
esp., a channel, having a swift current, connecting the
ends of a bend in the stream, so as to shorten the course.
[Written also chute, and shute.] [U. S.]
To take a shoot, to pass through a shoot instead of tlio
main channel ; to take the most direct course. [17. S.]

Shook

The top of the head the head. [06s.] Chaucer.
Shode, Shod'lng. See Shoad, Shoadinq.
Sho'der (sho'der), re. A package of gold beater's
skins in which gold leaf is subjected to the second process

Am

;

(Stercorarius parasiticus)

(-Tz'm), re. The quality or state of being
\CoUoq.'\ See theNote under Shoddy, n.
(shod),
[AS. scade, fr. sceddan. See Shed,
n.
Shode
V. A]
1. The parting of the hair on the head.
[06«.]
Full straight and even lay his jolly shode. Chaucer.

Shod'dy-lsm

Use, unite, rude, fyll, ap,

;

;

;

shoddy.

2.

re.

Shonde

disgrace

thoddy aristocracy.
to bolster

A

;

to persons who pretend to a higher position in society
than that to which their breeding or worth entitles them.
Shod'dy, a. Made wholly or in part of shoddy ; containing shoddy ; as, shoddy cloth ; shoddy blankets
hence, colloquially, not genuine ; sham ; pretentious ; as,

Shoddy inventions designed

;

t

food,

f<fi>t

;

out. oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sinfc,

—

—

JIacau'cay.

scores.

5.

To push or thrust forward

— often with out;

as,

They shoot out

;

to project

;

to protrude

a plant shoots out a bud.

the

lip,

they shake the head.

Ps. xxii.

7.

Beware the secret snake that shoots a sting.
Dryden.
To plane straight to fit by planing.

6. (Carp.)

;

pieces of

with a paring

wood

that are shot, that

is,

planed or else pared

Moxon,

chisel.

To

pass rapidly through, over, or under ; as, to
shoot a rapid or a bridge ; to shoot a sand bar.
She . , . shoots the Stygian sound.
Dryden.
8. To variegate as if by sprinkling or intermingling
to color in spots or patches.
The tangled water courses slept,
Shot over with purple, and green, and yellow. Tennyson.
To he shot of, to be discharged, cleared, or rid of.
[Colloq.] "Are you not glad to be shot of him ? "
7.

Sir W. Scott.
Shoot, V. i. 1. To cause an engine or weapon to discharge a missile
said of a person or an agent ; as, they
shot at a target he shoots better than he rides.
;

—

;

The

archers have

.

.

.

—

shot at him.

Gen. xlix. 23.

2. To discharge a missile
said of an engine or instrument as, the gun shoots well.
3. To be shot or propelled forcibly
said of a missile
to be emitted or driven to move or extend swiftly,
;

;

;

—

;

;

propelled ; as, a shooting star.
There shot a streaming lamp along the sky. Dryden.
4. To penetrate, as a missile ; to dart with a piercing
sensation ; as, shooting pains.
Thy words shoot through my heart.
Addison.
as

if

To

a quick, darting pain to throb in pain.
These preachers make
His head to shoot and ach«.
Herbert,
to bud to sprout.
6. To germinate

6.

feel

;

;

;

Onions, as they hang, will shoot forth.
Bacon.
But the wild olive shoots, and shades the ungrateful plain.

;

of hair.

of,

;

(b)

it is

Shock'-head' (-hSd'), a. Shock-headed. Tennyson.
Shock'-head'ed, a. Having a thick and bushy head

A fabric of

—

a medium
by way of contempt. SpecAnything which draws on or allures; an inducement, [iow]
Beau. & Ft.

is facilitated

tator,

—

^W The great quantity
army supplies the

—

Two

&

[imp.
t.
p. p. Shod (shSd) ; p. pr.
Shoeino.] [AS. scoian, sceoian. See Shoe, n.]
1. To furnish with a shoe or shoes ; to put a shoe or
shoes on ; as, to shoe a horse, a sled, an anchor.
2. To protect or ornament with something which
serves the purpose of a shoe ; to tip.
The sharp and small end of the bilhard stick, which is shod
with brass or silver.
Evelyn.
ShoensUl' (-bJCF), re. (Zool.) A large African wading
bird (Balseniceps rex) allied to the storks and herons,
and remarkable for its enormous broad swollen bill. It
inhabits the valley of the White Nile. See Illust. (I) of
(shoo), V.

re.

n.

—

ers in leather.

& vb.

&

(shoot), V.

& vb.

—

—

vb. n. Shookino.]

a large amount

;

—

;

etc.
2.

is

;

—

—

Shoe

often used adjectively, or in composition
as, shoe buckle, or jAoe-buckle
shoe latchet, or
.sAoe-latchet ; shoe leather, or «/ioe-leather ; shoe string,
«Aoe-3tring, or shoestring.
Shoe of an anchor. (Naut.) (a) A small block of wood,
convex on the back, with a hole to receive the point of
the anchor fluke,
used to prevent the anchor from tearing the planks of the. vessel when raised or lowered, (b)
A oroad, triangular piece of plank placed upon the fluke
to give it a better hold in soft ground.
Shoe block
(Naut.), a block with two sheaves, one above the other,
and at right angles to each other.
Shoe bolt, a bolt with
a flaring head, for fastening shoes on sleigh runners.
Shoe pac, a kmd of moccasin. See Pac.
Shoe stone,
a sharpening stone used by shoemakers and other work-

;

;

(i)

A

choc a shock, collision, a dashing or striking against, Sp.
Cf. Shook to shake.]
cheque. It. ciocco a log. V161.
1. A quivering or shaking which is the effect of a blow,
collision, or violent impulse ; a blow, impact, or collision ; a concussion a sudden violent impulse or onset.
These strong, unshaken mounds resist the shocks
Blachmore,
Of tides and seas tempestuous.
He stood the shock of a whole host of foea. Addison.
2> A sudden agitation of the mind or feelings ; a sensation of pleasure or pain caused by something unexpected
or overpowering ; also, a sudden agitating or overpowering event. "A iAocA; of pleasure."
Talfourd.
3. (Med. ) A sudden depression of the vital forces of the
entire body, or of a part of it, marking some profound impression produced upon the nervous system, as by severe
injury, overpowering emotion, or the like.
4. (Elec.) The sudden convulsion or contraction of the
muscles, with the feeling of a concussion, caused by the
discharge, through the animal system, of electricity from
a charged body.
Syn. Concussion, Shock. Both words signify a sudden violent shaking caused by impact or collision but
concussion is restricted in use to matter, while shock is

used also of mental

An

iron socket to protect the point of a
wooden pile, (j) (Mach.)
plate, or notched piece, interposed between a movmg part and the statiouary part
on which it bears, to take the wear and afford means of
adjustment ;
called also slipper, and gib.

^

Shoot

pr.

Dryden.

To grow

to advance ; as, to shoot up rapidly.
shot in years he seemed.
Spenser.
Delightful task to rear the tender thought,
To teach the young idea how to shoot.
Thomson.
8. To change form suddenly ; especially, to solidify.
If the menstruum be overcharged, metals will shoot into crystals.
Bacon.
7.

;

Well

I

9. To protrude ; to jut ; to project to extend ; as, the
land shoots into a promontory.
There shot up against the dark sky, tall, gaunt, stra^ling
;

houses.

Dickens,

10. (Naut.) To move ahead by force of momentum,
when the helm is put hard alee.
To shoot ahead, to pass or move quickly forward to

as a sailing vessel

;

outstrip others.

The

act of shooting ; the discharge of a
missile ; a shot ; as, the shoot of a shuttle.
The Turkish bow givcth a very forcible shoot.
Bacon,
One underneath his horse to get a shoot doth stalk. Drayton,
2. A young branch or growth.
Superfluous branches and shoots of this second spring. Evelyn,
3. A rush of water ; a rapid.
4. (Min.) A vein of ore running in the same general
direction as the lode.
Knighi.
5. ( Weaving) A weft thread shot through the shed by
the shuttle ; a pick.
6. [Peril, a different word.]
shoat ; a young hog.
ShOOt'er (-er), re. 1. One who shoots, as an archer
or a gunner.
2. That which shoots. Specifically: (o) A firearm; as,
a,&\e-shooler. [Colloq. U.S.] (6) A shooting star. [R.\
Shoot'lng, n. 1. The act of one who, or that which,
shoots ; as, the shooting of an archery club ; the shooting
of rays of light.
2. A wounding or killing with a firearm ; specifically
(Sporting), tlie killing of game ; as, a week of shooting.
3. A sensation of darting pain ; as, a shooting in cue's
head.
Shoot'lng, a. Of or pertaining to shooting ; for shooting darting.

Shoot,

re.

1.

A

;

Shooting board (.loinery), a fixture used in planing ot
shooting tho edge of a board, bv im'ans of which the
plane is guided and the board held true.
Shooting box,
a small house in tho country for uso in the shooting season.
Pj'of. H'i7,?o».
Shooting gallery, a raugo, uenally
covered, with targets for practice with firoiirms.
Shooting iron, a fironrui.
[Slang, U. -S.|
Shooting star, (d)
(.-istrnti.) A stnrlike, luminous meteor, that, appearing

igk

—

—

—

;

then,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = s

in azure.

—
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suddenly, darts quickly across some portion of the sky,
and then as suddenly disappears, leaving sometimes, for
a few seconds, a luminous train, called also falling star.
Shooting stars are small cosmical bodies which encounter the earth in its annual revolution, and which become
visible by coming with planetary velocity into the upper
regions of the atmosphere. At certain periods, as on the
13th of November and 10th of August, they appear for
a few hours in great numbers, apparently diverging from
some point in the heavens, such displays being known as
meteoric showers, or star showers. These bodies, before
encountering the earth, were moving in orbits closely
aDied to the orbits of comets. See Leonids, Perseids.
(b) (Bot.) The American cowslip (Dodecatheon Meadia).
See under Cowslip.
Shooting stick (Pj'mi/.), a tapering
piece of wood or iron, used by printers to drive up the
quoins In tlie chase.
Hansard.
ShOOt'y (shoofy), a. Sprouting or coming up freely
and regularly. [Prow. Eng.']
Grose.
Shop (shop), obs. imp. of Shape. Shaped. Chaucer.
Shop, n. [OE. shoppe, schoppe, AS. sceoppa a treasury, a storehouse, stall, booth
akin to scypen a shed,
LG-. schup a shed, G. schoppen, schuppen, a shed, a coachhouse, OHG. scopf."] X. A building or an apartment in
which goods, wares, drugs, etc., are sold by retail.

—

—

;

From
Wandering, and

shop to shop

with unfolded

littering

silks

The polished counter.
Cowper,
building in which mechanics or artisans work
as, a shoe shop ; a car shop.
2.

A

A tailor called me in his shop.

Shak.

^W^ Shop is often used adjectively or in composition
oaTshop rent, or .sAop-rent shop thief, or shop-thiet shop
window, or shop-wiadow, etc.
;

;

;

To smell of the shop, to indicate too distinctively one's
occupation or profession.
To talk shop, to make one's
business the topic of social conversation ; also, to use
the phrases peculiar to one's employment. IColloq.]
Syn. Store warehouse. See Store.
Shop, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Shopped (shSpt) p. pr. &
vb. n. Shoppino.]
To visit shops for the purpose of purchasing goods.
He was engaged with his mother and some ladies to go shop-

—

—

;

&

;

ping.

Byron.

Shop1)Oard'

A bench

or board on which
work is perf csrmed ; a workbench.
South.
Shop'toook' (-b56k'), n.
book In which a tradesman keeps his accounts.
Locke.
(-bord'), n.

A

Shop'boy' (-boi'), n. A boy employed In a shop.
Chaucer.
ShO'pen (sho'p'n), obs. p. p. of Shape.
Shop'glrl' (shSp'gerl'), n. A girl employed in a shop.
Shop'keep^er (-kep'er), n. A trader who sells goods
in a shop, or by retail
in distinction from one who
;

—

by wholesale.

Addison.
Shop'Illt'er (-ITft'er), n.
[Shop
See Lift to
lift.
steal.]
One who steals anything in a shop, or takes
goods privately from a shop one who, under pretense
of buying goods, takes occasion to steal.
Shop'llft'lng, n. Larceny committed in a shop the
stealing of anything from a shop.
B. Jonson.
Shop'llke', a. Suiting a shop ; vulgar.

sells

+

;

;

Shop'mald' (-mad'),

Shop'man
shopkeeper

;

n.

A shopgirl.

(-man), n.; pi. Shopmen (-men).

1.

A

Dryden.

a retailer.

One who serves in a shop a salesman.
One who works in a shop or a factory.
Shop'per (-per^, n. One who shops.
Shop'plsh (-pish), a. Having the appearance or
2.
3.

;

ities of

qual-

a shopkeeper, or shopman.

Shop'py

Abounding with shops.

IColloq.}
2. Of or pertaining to shops, or one's own shop or business ; as, shoppy talk. [Colloq.^
Mrs. Gaskell.
Shop'shliV (-shift'), n. The trick of a shopkeeper
(-py), o. 1.

deception.

B. Jonson.

\_Obs.']

Shop'walk'er (-wak'er), n. One who walks about In
a shop as an overseer' and director. Cf. Floorwalker.
Shop'wom'an (-w65m'an), n. ; pi. Shopwomen (-wim'Sn). A woman employed in a shop.
Shop'worn' (-worn'), a. Somewhat worn or damaged by having been kept for a time in a shop.
Shor'age (shor'aj 48), n. Duty paid for goods
brought on shore.
Crabb.
;

Shore

(shor), imp. of Shear.
sewer. \_Obs. or Prov.
Shore, n.
[OE. schore; aldu to
Shore, n.
schoor, OD. schoore, Icel. skorSa,

A

Chaucer.

Eng.J
LG. schore, D.

and perhaps to B. shear, as being
a piece cut off.] A prop, as a timber, placed as a brace or support
against the side of a building or

other structure ; a prop placed beneath anything, as a beam, to prevent it from sinking or sagging,
B& ta cu;.,—
-?
bhip on *k„c.
the Stocks, aupr-t¥T 'Ai.
1
4;Written
also .sAoan]
ported by Shores.
[imp.
Shore, v. t.
p. p.
Shored (shord) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Shoring.] [OE. schoren.
See Shore a prop.] To support by a shore or shores
to prop ;
usually wltli up ; as, to shore up a building.
Shore, n. [OB. schore, AS. score, probably fr. seieran, and so meaning properly, that which is shorn off,
edge akin to OD. schoore, schoor. See Shear, v. t.']
The coast or land adjacent to a large body of water, as
an ocean, lake, or large river.
i

T.

&
&

—

;

Shak.

Is

Spenser.

—

In shore,
shore.
See
Shore birds (Zool.), a collective name for the
various limlcoline birda found on the seashore.
Shore
crab (Zool.), any crab found on the beaches, or between
tides, especially any one of various species of grapsoid

under On.

—

—

crabs, as Heterograpsus nudus of California. —Shore lark
{Zool.), a small American lark (Otocoris alpestris) found
jn winter, both on the seacoast and on the
estern plains.
Its upper parts are varied with dark brown and light

W

ale,

senate,

c&re,

SHORTWING

has a yellow throat, yellow
black crescent on its breast, a
black streak below each eye,
and two small black erect-

ile

It

ear tufts.

horned

lark.

loral streaks, a

—Called alt

Shore plover
a large-

(.Zool.),

(Esacus magniroslris). It hves
on the seashore,

;

&m, arm, ask,

Shore Lark, Male.

(shor), v. t.
To set on shore. [OJs.]
Shak.
Shore^less, a. Having no shore or coast ; of Indefinite
or unlimited extent ; as, a shoreless ocean.
Young.
Shore'llng (-ling), n. See Shorling.
Shor'er (shor'er), n. One who, or that which, shores
or props a prop ; a shore.
Shore'ward (-werd), adv. Toward the shore.
Shor'ing, n. 1. Tlie act of supporting or strengthening with a prop or shore.
system of props props, collectively.
2.
Shorl (shorl), n., Shor-la'ceous (shSr-la'shQs), a.
;

A

;

(Min.) See Schorl, Schoklaceous.
Shor'llng (shSrlTng), n. 1. The skin of a sheep after
the fleece is shorn off, as distinct from the mortling, or
skin taken from the dead sheep; also, a sheep of the
first year's shearing
a shearling. [Prov. Eng.'}
2. A person who is shorn ; a shaveling hence, in contempt, a priest. [Obs.}
Halliwell.
Shorn (shorn), p. p. of Shear.
;

;

(shSrt), a.
[Compar. Shorter (-er) ; superl.
[OE. short, schorl, AS. scort, sceort ; akin
to OHG. scurz, Icel. skorta to be short of, to lack, and
perhaps to E. shear, v. t. Cf. Shirt.]
1. Not long;
having brief length or linear extension ; as, a short distance a short piece of timber ; a short flight.
The bed is shorter than that a man can stretch himself on it.

Short

Shortest.]

;

Isa. xsviii. 20.

Not extended

in time ; having very limited dura;
; as, short breath.
The life so short, the craft so long to learn. Chaucer.
To short absence I could yield.
Jlilton.
3. Limited in quantity ; inadequate ; insufficient
scanty as, a short supply of provisions, or of water.
4. Insufficiently provided
inadequately supplied
scantily furnished ; lacking ; not coming up to a reasonable, or the ordinary, standard ;
usually with of as,
to be short of money.

not protracted

;

;

;

—

r

We shall be s^or( in our provision.
Shak.
5. Deficient ; defective ; Imperfect ; not coming up,
as to a measure or standard ; as, an account which Is
short of the truth.
6. Not distant in time ; near at hand.
Marinell was sore offended
That his departure thence should be so short. Spenser.
He commanded those who were appointed to attend him to
be ready by a short day.
Clarendon.
7. Limited in intellectual power or grasp ; not comprehensive ; narrow ; not tenacious, as memory.
Their own short understandings reach
No farther than the present.
Rowe,
8. Less Important, efficacious, or powerful ; not equal
or equivalent ; less (than) ;
with of.
Hardly anything short of an invasion could rouse them again
Landor.
to war.
9. Abrupt ; brief ; pointed ; petulant ; as, he gave a
short answer to the question.
10. {Cookery) Breaking or crumbling readily in the
mouth ; crisp as, short pastry.
11. {Metal) Brittle.
Metals that are brittle when hot are called hotshort ; as, cast iron may be hot-short, owing to the presence of phosphorus. Those that are brittle when cold
are called cold-short ; as, cast iron may be cold-short, on
account of the presence of sulphur.

—

;

^W

12. {Stock Exchange) Engaging or engaged to deliver
Is not possessed
as, short contracts to be short of
stock. See The shorts, under Short, n., and To sell short,
under Short, adv.
^^T' In mercantile transactions, a note or bill is sometimes made payable at short sight, that is, in a little time
after being presented to the payer.
13. {Phon.) Not prolonged, or relatively less prolonged, in utterance ;
opposed to long, and applied to
vowels or to syllables. In English, the long and short
of the same letter are not, in most cases, the long and
short of the same sound thus, the i In ill is the short
sound, not of i in isle, but of ee in eel, and the e in pet is
the short sound of a in pate, etc. See Quantity, and
Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 22, 30.
<S^^ Short is much used with participles to form
numerous self-explaining compounds as, short-armed,

what

;

;

—

;

;

short-hilled, short-hodied, short-angered, short-haired,
shoi-t-mecied, short-sleeved, short-tailed, short-winged,

short-wooled, etc.

At short notice, in a brief time promptly. — Short rib
(Anat.), one of the false ribs. — Short suit (Whist), any
suit having only three cards, or less than three. R. A.

— To

come short. To cut short. To fall short, etc.
See under Come, Cut, etc.
Short, n. 1. A summary account.
The short and the long is, our play is preferred. Shak.
2. pi. The part of mlUed grain sifted out which is
next finer than the bran.
Halliwell.
The first remove above bran is skcyrts.
3. pi. Short, inferior hemp.
4. pi. Breeches; shortclothes.

^

;

eve,

;

;

;

(

Shore

final,

—

;

the rock pipit (,Anthus obs cuTUS),
[Prov. Eng.]

Proctor.

;

;

—

crustaceans, etc.
Shore teetan(^ooZ.),

2.
tion

—

In short, in few words in brief briefly.
The long
and the short, the whole
a brief summing up.
The
shorts ( Slock Exchange), those who are unsupplied with
stocks which they have contracted to deliver.
Short (shSrt), adv. In a short manner briefly limitedly
abruptly
quickly
as, to stop short in one's
course to turn short.
He was taken up very short, and adjudged corrigible for such
presumptuous language.
UoweU.
To sell short Slock Exchange), to sell, for future delivery, what the party selling does not own, but hopes
to buy at a lower rate.
;

plover

and feeds on

syllable, or vowel.

;

Aus-

billed
tralian

A short sound,

5. {Phonetics)

If we compare the nearest conventional sftorts and longs in
English, as in " bit " and " beat," " not " and *' naught, we
find that the short vowels are generally wide, tlie long narrow,
besides being generally diphthongic as well. Hence, onginally
sliort vowels can be lengthened and yet kept quite distinct from
the original longs.
//. Sxceet.

;

Michael Cassio,
Lieutenant to the warlike Moor Othello,

come on shore.
The fruitful shore of muddy Nile.
near the shore. Marryat.
On

brown.

event,

[Slang}

Dickens.

€nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

To

shorten.
[Obs.}
[Obs.}
or
extent
of defiShort'age (-aj ; 48), n.
ciency, as determined by some requirement or standard
as, a shortage in money accounts.
1. Having short
Short'-breathed' (-brgthV), a.
breath, or quick respiration.
2. Having short life.

Short,
Short,

V.

[AS. sceortian.}

t.

To

V. i.

f«il

to decrease.

;

Amount

Short'cake' (-kak'), n. An unsweetened breakfast
cake shortened with butter or lard, roUed thin, and
baked.
Short' clr'cilit (ser'kTt). {Elec.) A circuit closed or
made continuous so that a current may pass, especially
such a circuit having a low resistance.
Short'-cir'OUit, v. t. {Elec.) To join, as the electrodes of a battery or dynamo, by a conducting wire,
especially by one of low resistance, so that a current

may

pass.

Short'clothes' (-klothz' or -kloz'), n. Coverings for
the legs of men or boys, consisting of trousers which
worn with long stockings.
reach only to the knees,
Short'com'ing (-kiim'ing), n. The act of failing, or
coming short ; as : (a) The failure of a crop, or the like.
(6) Neglect of, or failure in, performance of duty.
Short'-dat'ed (-daf Sd), a. Having little time to run
Sandys.
from the date. " Thy short-dated life."
p. p. Shortened
Short'en (sh8rt''n), v. t. [imp.
[See Short, a.]
(-'nd) p. pr.
vb. n. Shortening.]
1. To make short or shorter In measure, extent, or
time ; as, to shorten distance ; to shorten a road ; to
shorten days of calamity.
2. To reduce or diminish in amount, quantity, or extent to lessen ; to abridge to curtail ; to contract ; as,
to shorten work, an allowance of food, etc.
Here, where the subject is so fruitf ul, I am iAorfened by my
Dryden.
chain.
with of.
3. To make deficient (as to) ; to deprive ;
Spoiled of his nose, and shoj-tened of his ears. Dryden,

—

&

&

;

;

;

—

4. To make short or friable, as pastry,
lard, pot liquor, or the like.

with butter,

—

To shorten a rope (Naut.), to take in the slack of it.
To shorten sail (Naut.), to reduce sail by taking it in.
Short'en, v. i. To become short or shorter as, the
day shortens in northern latitudes from June to December a metallic rod shortens by cold.
Short'en-er (-er), n. One who, or that which, shortens.
Short'en-ing, n. 1. The act of making or becoming
;

;

short or shorter.
2.

(

Cookery) That which renders pastry short or

fria-

ble, as butter, lard, etc.

A

compendious and rapid

Short'hand' (-hSnd'), n.
of writing by substituting characters, abbreviations, or symbols, for letters, words, etc. ; short writ-

method
ing

;

stenography.

Short'-hand'ed,

See

Illust.

a.

Short

under Phonography.
of,

or lacking the regulai

number of, servants or helpers.
Shorfhead' (-hSd'), n. A sucking whale less than
one year old — so called by sailors.
Shorfhorn' (-hSrn'), n. One of a breed of large,
heavy domestic cattle having short horns. The breed
was developed in England.
Short'—joint'ed (-joint'ed), a. Having short intervals
;

between the

—

joints
said of a plant or an animal, espea horse whose pastern is too short.
Short'-lived' (-llvd'), a. Not living or lasting long
being of short continuance
as, a short-lived race ol
;

cially of

;

beings

short-lived pleasure

;

short-lived passion.

;

Short'ly, adv. [AS. sceorilice.} 1. In a short or
brief time or manner soon quickly.
Chaucer.
Shak.
I shall grow jealous of you shortly.
Clarendon,
The armies came shortly in view of each other.
2. In few words; briefly; abruptly; curtly; as, to express ideas more shortly in verse than in prose.
Short'ness, n. The quality or state of being short
want of reach or extension brevity ; deficiency as,
the shortness of a journey the shortness of the days in
winter the shortness of an essay ; the shortness of the
memory; a shortness oi'proyiaions; shortness of breath.
Short'sight'ed (-sit'ed), a. 1. Not able to see far ;
nearsighted myopic. See Myopic, and Myopia.
2. Fig.
Not able to look far into futurity unable to
understand things deep of limited Intellect.
heedless.
3. Having little regard for the future
Short'sight'ed-ness, n.
Short'sight'ed-ly, ocZv.
Addison,
shortsightedness.
Cunning is a kind of
Short'-spo'ken (-spo/k'n), a. Speaking in a quick or
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

—

;

[Collog.}
short manner; hence, gruff; curt.
Short'Stop' (-stop'), n. {Baseball) The player stationed in the field between the second and third bases.
Short'-waist'ed (-wast'gd), a. Having a short waist.
Short'-Wind'ed (-wind'ed), a. Affected with shortness of breath having a quick, difficult respiration, as
May.
dyspnoic and asthmatic persons.
Short'wlng' (-wTng'), n. (Zool.) Any one of several
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

it is most easy to carry a heavy
burden
often used in the jjlural.
Then by main force pulled up, and on his shoulders bore
Milton.
The gates of Azza.
;

Short'-wit'ted (shSrt'wif tSd), a. Having little wit
having scanty intellect or judgment.

name

her length of hair. Dryden.
support.
;
In thy s/iouff/e/' do I build my seat.
Shak.
4. That which resembles a human shoulder, as any
protuberance or projection from the body of a thing.
The northwestern shoulder of the mountain. Sir }V. Scott.
5. The upper joint of the fore leg and adjacent parts of
an animal, dressed for market ; as, a shoulder of mutton.
6. (Port.) The angle of a bastion included between the
face and flank. See Jllust. of Bastion.
7. An abrupt projection which forms an abutment on
an object, or limits motion, etc., as the projection around
a tenon at the end of a piece of timber, the part of the
top of a type which projects beyond the base of the
raised character, etc.
Shoulder belt, a belt that passes across the shoulder.
Shoulder blade (Anal.), the flat bone of the shoulder, to
which the humerus is articulated the scapula.
Shoulder block (Naut.), a block with a projection, or
shoulder, near the upper end, so that it can rest
against a spar without jamming the rope.
Shoulder clapper, one who claps another on the
shoulder, or who uses great familiarity. [Obs.~
Shoulder girdle.
(Anat.) See Pectora,
<S7»i/:.
Shoulder knot, an orgirdle, under Pectoral.
namental knot of ribbon or lace worn on the
shoulder ; a kind of epaulet or braided ornament
Shoulderworn as part of a military uniform.
of-mutton sail (Naut.), a triangular sail carried c),„y,j„
so called from its shape.
on a boat's mast
^i™.?
Shoulder slip, dislocation of the shoulder, or of
Shoulder strap, a strap worn on
the humerus. Swift.
or over the shoulder. Specifically (Mil.
Naval), a narrow strap worn on the shoulder of a commissioned officer,
indicating, by a suitable device, the rank he holds in the
service. See Illust. in App.
Shoulder Strap of Lieutenant
Shoul'der (shol'der), V. t.
General in the United States
3. Eig.

applied especiaUy to the Snakes, the

is

most northern of the tribes.
Shot (shot), imp. &p. p. of Shoot.

Shot, a. Woven in such a way as to produce an effect
of variegation, of changeable tints, or of being figured
See Shoot, v. t., 8.
as, skot silks.
Shot, n. [AS. scot, sceot, f r. sceStan to shoot akm
to D. schot, Icel. skoi. y/lSd. See Scot a share. Shoot,
;

and

t.,

ti.

Shot a shooting.]

cf.

a reckoning

;

A share

or proportion

Chapman.
where all sharers be.
welcome to a place till some certain s/;o(
tiliak.
be paid and the hostess say " Welcome."
Shot, n. ; pi. Shot or Shots (shSts). [OE. .<hoi, schot,
shoot,
G.
shot,
D.
schot
a
akin
to
AS. gesceot a missile
schuss, geschoss a missile, Icel. skot a throwing, a javeShot
cf.
and
lin, and E. shoot, v. t.
V159. See Shoot,
a share.] 1. The act of shooting discharge of a firearm
or other weapon which throws a missile.
He caused twenty shot of his greatest cannon to be made at
.

.

:

her shoulders

fell

That which supports or sustains

shots are

—

;

2. A missile weapon, particularly a ball or bullet specifically, whatever is discharged as a projectile from
firearms or cannon by the force of an explosive.
^ff^ Shot used in war is of various kinds, classified
according to the material of which it is composed, into
lead, wroiKjhl-iron, and cast-iron according to form, into
spherical and oblong according to structure and modes
of operation, into solid, holloxc, and case. See Bar shot.
Chain shot, etc., under Bar, Chain, etc.
3. Small globular masses of lead, of various sizes,
used chiefly for killing game as, bird shot ; bucksAo^.
4. The flight of a missile, or the distance which it is,
or can be, thrown as, the vessel was distant more than
a cannon shot.
one who practices shooting as, an
5. A marksman
;

—

;

&

[imp.

(-derd)

;

—

game

is

(-bord'),

1.

re.

or money to reach certain marks also, the game itself.
Called also shujffleboard, shoveboard, shovegraat, shovel;

penny.
2. A game played on board ship in which the aim is to
shove or drive with a cue wooden disks into divisions
called also shuffleboard.
chalked on the deck
ShOV'el-er (-er), re. [Also shoveller.} 1. One wko,
or that which, shovels.
2. (Zool.) A river duck {Spatula clypeata), native of Europe and America.
It has a large bill, broadest
towards the tip. The male is
;

—

handsomely

va-

riegated with
green, blue,

To push

1.

shoveler.

A

board on which
played, by pushing or driving pieces of metal

ShOV'el-board'
a

The

(Zool.)

(-bil'), m.

Shov'el-hill'

pit.

[Prov. Eng."]

(,Zool.) ShoYeler.

re.

brown,

black,

and white on the
body the head
;

jostle.

Shot garland {NauD, a wooden frame to contain shot,
secured to the coammgs and ledges round the hatchways
Shot gauge, an instrument for measuring the
of a ship.
Shot hole, a hole made
diameter of round shot. Totten.
by a shot or bullet discharged. Shot locker (Naut.), a
strongly framed compartment in the hold of a vessel, for
contammg shot. —Shot of a cable (Naut.), the splicing of
two or more cables together, or the whole length of the
Shot prop (Naut.), a wooden prop
cables thus united.
covered with tarred hemp, to stop a hole made by the
Shot tower, a lofty
shot of an enemy in a ship's side.

Around her numberless the rab- shoulder Strap

—

—

the earth would shoulder from her seat. Spenser.

SAo«Wer?nTekch

—
—

other,

ing for a view.

Navy.

;

Shoul'dered (shol'derd),
;

— used

Shoul'der-shot'ten

Shout,

—

V.

1.

t.

To

;

Right Shoulder

Arms.

utter with a shout

sometimes with ozU ; as, to shout, or to shout
to cry;
out, a man's name.
Bp. Hall.
2. To treat with shouts or clamor.
loud burst of voice or voices a veheShout, n.
ment and sudden outcry, especially of a multitude expressing joy, triumph, exultation, or animated courage.
The Rhodians, seeing the enemy turn their backs, gave a great

A

One who

(-er), n.

(shuv),

(i.

."

;

;

they should have come last week ; it I should go I
should think you could go. " You have done that you
thould be sorry for."
Shak.
Sy|i.
See Ought.
;

—

manner

Shoul'der (sliSl'der), n. [OE. shulder, shuldre, sehulder, AS. sculdor ; akin to D. schouder, G. schulter, OHG.
scultarra, Dan. skuldcr, Sw. skuldra.]
1. (Anat.) The
jouit, or the region of the joint, by wliich the fore limb
is connected with the body or with the shoulder girdle
the projection formed by the bones and muscles about

;

to jostle.
Milton.
And shore away the worthy bidden guest.
He used to shove and elbow liis fellow servants. Arlnillmot.
Shove, V. i. 1. To push or drive forward to move
;

;

onward by pushing or

;

that joint.

To move

off

;

and muscles connected with the shoulder
that part of the
;

food,

ioTol

;

out,

oil

;

;

;

to

make known

as, to

;

3. Specifically, to make known the way to (a person)
hence, to direct to guide to usher ; to conduct as, to
show a person into a parlor to ,'ihoiv one to the door.
4. To make aiiparent or clear, as by evidence, testimony, or reasoning to prove to explain also, to manifest
to evince as, to show the truth of a statement
to sliow the causes of an event.
I '11 show my duty by my timely cnre.
Drtiden,
;

;

;

;

;

5.

;

;

;

;

To bestow

;

to confer

;

to afford

;

go

;

;

as, to shore favor.

mercy unto thousands of them that love mc. Ex. xx.G.
To show forth, to manifest to publish to proclaim.
To show his paces, to exhibit the gait, speed, or the like
.Slid espe^ually of a horse.
To show off, to exhibit
Sheirin'i

;

—

—

;

—

— To

;

show up, to exjiose. [Colloq.]
Show, V. i. [Written also .<!heu:} 1. To exhibit or
manifest one's self or itself to appear to look to be
in appearance
to seem.

ostcMitatiously.

;

sine, ink

;

;

—

chair

;

show one's designs.

SJiew them the way wherein they must walk. Ex. xviii. 20.
If it please my father to do thee evil, then I will $heu' it thee,
and send thee awny.
1 Sam. xx. IS.

;

jostling.

or along by an act of pushing, as with an
sometimes with oj)'.
oar or a pole used by one in a boat
He grasped the oar,
Received his guests on board, and slioved from shore. Garth.
2.

viii. 4.

skill or art

;

to reveal

shouts.

;

Matt.

priest.

from whence to raise
and what can heaven sliow more ? Milton.
2. To exhibit to the mental view to tell to disclose
Magnificence

t.

&

&

—

;

thy way, shew thyself to the

Nor want we

Knolles.

[imp. & p. p. Shoved (shiSvd)
[OE. shaven, AS. scofian,
vb. n. Shoving.]
p. pr.
fr: scUfnn; akin to OFries. skUva, D. schuiven, G. schieben, OHG. scioban, Icel. skufa, sky/a, Sw. skuffa,
Dan. sknff'e, Goth, aiskiuban to put away, cast away cf.
Skr. ksh'ubh to become agitated, to quake, Lith. skubrus
quick, .ikubinti to hasten. VISO. Cf. Sheaf a bundle
1. To drive along by the
of stalks. Scoop, Scuffle.]
direct and continuous application of strength to push
especially, to push (a body) so as to make it move along
the surface of another body ; as, to shave a boat on the
water ; to shove a table across the floor.
2. To push along, aside, or away, in a careless or rude

Shove

;

;

;

Go

;

shout in derision.

Shout'er

;

&

sometimes written shew, shewed, shewn, shewing.} [OE.
schowen, shewen, schewen, shawen, AS. sce&wian, to
look, see, view; akin to OS. scawon, OFries. iAntojo, D.
schouwen, OHG. scouwon, G. schauoi, Dan. skue, Sw.
skSda, Icel. skoHa, Goth. nsskaicja7i to waken, skuggwa
a mirror, Icel. skuggi shade, shadow, L. cavere to be on
one's guard, Gr. Koelv to mark, perceive, hear, Skr. kavi
wise. Cf. Caution, Scavenger, Sheen.] 1. To exhibit or
present to view to place in sight to display
the thing
exhibited being the object, and often with an indirect object denoting the person or thing seeing or beholding
as, to show a house show your colors shopkeepers show
customers goods (show goods to customers).

to de-

;

(-nozd'), a.

;

Shak.
at,

—

{Zool.) Having a broad,
flat nose
as, the shovel-nosed duck, or shoveler.
Chaucer.
Shov'en (shuv"n), obs. p. p. of Shove.
Shovr (sho), V. i. [imp. Showed (shod) p. p. Showm
(shon) or Showed ; p. pr.
It is
vb. re. Showing.

Shov'el-nosed'

:

to utter shouts at
ride or revile with shouts.

;

;

;

also white sturgeon.

(-der-shot't'n), a.

for ?

To shout

;

pity

a

;

A

up, firn

as,

;

Shote (shot), n. [AS. sceSta a darting fish, a trout,
1. (Zool.) A fish resemsceStan. See Shoot, v. t.}
Carew.
\_Obs. or Prov. Eng.J
bling the trout.
young hog ; a shoat.
2. [Perh. a different word.]
Shot'-free' (shSt'fre')) <z- Not to be injured by shot
Feltham.
shot-proof.
[Ofo.]
Shot'-free', a. Free from charge or expense ; henoe,
Shak.
unpunished ; scot-free. [Ofo.]
Shot'gun' (-giin'), n. A light, smooth-bored gun, often
double-barreled, especially designed for firing small shot
at short range, and killing small game.
Shot'— proof' (-proof), a. Impenetrable by shot.
Shots (shSts), n. pi. The refuse of cattle taken from
Halliwell.
a drove. [Prov. Eng.}
Shot'ted (shot'ted), a. 1. Loaded vrith shot.
2. (3Ied.) Having a shot attached ; as, a shotted suture.
[Properly p. p. of shoot ; AS.
Shot'ten (shot't'n), a.
icoten, sceoien, p. p. of scedlun.}
1. Having ejected the
spawn as, a shollen herring.
Shak.
2. Shot out of its socket dislocated, as a bone.
Shough (sh5k), re. {Zool.) A shockdog.
Fl.
Beau.
ShOUgh (shoo), inlerj. See Shoo.
Should (shood), imp. of Shall. [OE. sholde, shulde,
scholde, schulde, AS. scolde, sceolde. See Shall.]
Used
as an auxiliary verb, to express a conditional or contingent act or state, or as a supposition of an actual
fact
also, to express moral obligation (see Shall) e. g.

j

;

Chaucer.

Sprained in the shoulder, as a horse. Shak.
Shout (shout), V. i. [imp. & p. p.
Shouted p.pr. & vb. n. Shouting.] [OE.
shouten, of unknown origin perhaps akin
to shoot; cf. Icel. skUta, skUti, a taunt.]
To utter a sudden and loud outcry, as in
joy, triumph, or exultation, or to attract
attention, to animate soldiers, etc.
Shouting of the men and women eke. Chaucer.
They shouted thrice what was the last cry

fr.

full,

ShOV'el-nose' (-uoz'), re. (^Zodl.) (a) The common
sand shark. See under Sand. (6) A small California
shark {Heptranchias maculaliis), which is taken for its
oil. (c) A Pacific Ocean shark (Hexanchus corinus). (d) A
ganoid fish of the Sturgeon family (Scaphirhynchus platyrhynchus) of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers
called

" He was short-

shouldered."

;

also bonnet shark.

Having

a.

in composition

broad-sAouMered man.

;

rude,

much

;

shoulders

Male.

Shov'el-ful (-ful), re. ; pi. Shovelfuls (-fulz). As
as a shovel will hold enough to fill a shovel.
ShOV'el-head' (-hgd'), re. (Zool.) A shark (Sphryna
tiburio) allied to the hammerhead, and native of the
warmer parts of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans ;-^ called

;

;

unite,

of Vice Ad*" "^^ United States

"'''='1

crowdHowe.

;

—

the upper part of the back

Called also broadbill, spoonbill,
shovelbill, and maiden duck.
The Australian shoveler,
or shovel-nosed duck (S. rhynchotis), is a similar species.
Shoveler (Spatula clypeata).

2. To take upon the shoulder or shoulders as, to shoulder a basket hence, to assume the burden or responsito shoulder a debt.
bility of
as, to shoulder blame
As if Hercules
Or burly Atlas shouldered up their state. Marston.
Bight shoulder arms (Mil.), a position in the Manual of
Arms in which the piece is placed on the
right shoulder, with the lock plate up, and
the muzzle elevated and inclined to the
left, and held as in the illustration.

tower for making shot, by dropping from its summit
melted lead in slender streams. The lead forms spherical drops which cool in the descent, and are received in
water or other liquid. — Shot window, a window projecting from the wall. Ritson, quoted by Halliwell, explains
and Wodrow deit as a window that opens and shuts
scribes it as a window of shutters made of timber and a
few inches of glass above them.
Shot, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Shotted p. pr. & vb. re.
Totten.
Shotting.] To load with shot, as a gun.
Shot'— clog' (-klbg'), n. A person tolerated only because he pays the shot, or reckoning, for the rest of the
company, otherwise a mere clog on them. lOld Slang}
Thou common shot-clog, gull of all companies. Chapman.

;

and neck are
dark green.

As they

—

use,

(-erd),

Army.

&

Shot bolt, a belt having a pouch or compartment for carShot cartridge, a cartridge containing powrying shot.
der and small shot, forming a charge for a shotgun. —

flesh

Shov'el-ard

—

p. p. Shouldered
vb. n.
p. pr.

;

Shouldering.]

excellent shot.

;

;

or thrust with the shoulder
to push with violenee; to

;

;

;

earth into a heap, or into a cart, or out of a
2. To gather up as with a shovel.

&

;

The

Shovel hat, a broad-brimmed hat, turned up at the
and projecting in front like a shovel, — worn by
some clergy of the Enghsh Church. [C'oHog.] — Shovel
spur (Zool.), a flat, horny process on the tarsus of some
toads, — used in burrowing. — Steam shovel, a machine
with a scoop or scoops, operated by a steam engine, for
excavating earth, as in making railway cuttings.
[imp. & p. p. Shoveled (-'Id) or
Shov'el, V. t.
Shovelled p. pr. & vb. n. Shoveling or Shovelling.]
as, to shovel
1. To take up and throw with a shovel
sides,

—

;

2.
joint

sceafl; akin to D. schoffel, G. schau/el, OHG.
scUvala, Dan. skavl, Sw. skofvel, skyffel, and to E. shove.
V160. See Shove, v. <.] An implement consisting of
a broad scoop, or more or less hollow blade, with a handle, used for lifting and throwing earth, coal, grain, or
other loose substances.

—

;

.

scofl,

—

Clarendon.

the king's army.

.

Chaucer.
Shove, obs. p. p. of Shove.
Shovelioard' (shuv'bord'), Shove'groat' (-graf or
Shovelboard.
same
as
n.
The
-grot'),
ShOV'el (shiiv"l), re. [OE. shovele, schovele, AS.

—

;

.

Syn. — See Thrust.

—

;

.

The act of shoving ; a forcible push,
re.
and then gave the boat another shove. Swift,

(shiiv),

I rested

—

a scot.

Here no

A man is never

—

Adown

;

Shor'y (shor'J), a. Lying near the shore. [06s.]
ShO-sho'nes (sho-sho'nez), 71. pi.; sing. Shoshone
(Ethnol.) A linguistic family or stock of North
(-ne).
American Indians, comprising many tribes, winch extends
from Montana and Idaho into Mexico. In a restricted
sense the

Shove

human frame on which

species of small wrenlike Asiatic birds having short
wings and a short tail. They belong to Bruchypteryx,
Callene, and allied genera.

not wise

SHOW
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SHORT-WITTED

Just such she slimes before a rising storm.
All round n hedge upshoots, and shows
At distance like a little wood.

;

tben,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

Drydtn.

Tmnyson.

SHOW

N

To have a

2.
unfit

;

to

certain appearance, as well or
suit ; to appear.

ill, fit

Show

or

become or
off,

to

make a show

;

Shak.

to display one's self.

[Formerly written also shew.'] 1. The
act of showing, or bringing to view exposure to sight
(sho), n.

;

exhibition.
2. That

which is shown, or brought to view that
arranged to be seen ; a spectacle an exhibia traveling show ; a cattle show.
Bacon.
As for triumphB, masks, feasts, and such shows.
3. Proud or ostentatious display ; parade pomp.
Young.
I envy none their pageantry and show.
4. Semblance likeness appearance.
He through the midst unmarked,

which
tion

;

is

;

as,

;

;

;

;

^n. A

British army.

Shrapnel shell {Gunnery), a projectile for a
cannon, consisting of a shell filled with bullets and a small bursting charge to scatter
them at any given point while in flight. See
the Note under Case shot.
Shred (shrgd), n. [OE. shrede, schrede,
AS. scredde ; akin to OD. schroode, G. schrot
a piece cut off, Icel. skrjoSr a shred, and to
E. shroud. Cf. Screed, Scroll, Scrutiny.] Q
1, A long, narrow piece cut or tern off;
a strip. " Shreds of tanned leather." Bacon.
2. In general, a fragment ; a piece ; a parI

&

Shak.
p. p. Shred or

Shrieks, clamors,

Shriek

.

A

.

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—
—

;

.

;

—

;

;

;

—

.

.

.

—

murmurs,

(.Zooi.) (a)

—
—

;

;

—

;

;

cUir.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

off.

;

;

;

;

;

;

lObs.-]

Shrag, V. i. To trim, as trees to lop. [Obs.']
Shrag'ger (-ger), n. One who lops one who trims
;

;

[Obs.]
Huloet.
Shram (shram), V. t. [Cf. Sheink.] To cause to
shrink or shrivel with cold to benumb. \_Prov. Eng.]
Shrank (shrSnk), imp. of Shrink.
Shrap (shrSp), )n. [Cf. Scrap, and Scrape.]
Shrape (shrap), ( place baited with chaff to entice
birds.
[Written also icrop.] [06s.]
Bp. Bedell.
Shrap'nel (shrSp'ngl), a. Applied as an appellation
to a kind of shell invented by Gen. H. Shrapnel of the
trees.

;

A

ale,

—

—

;

;

senate,

c4re,

&m,

^m,

ask,

— Shrew'lsh-ly, adv. — Shrew'lsh-ness, n.
Shrew'mouse'
cially,

(-mous'), n.

(Zodl.)

A

shrew

espe-

;

the erd shrew.

[imp. &p. p. Sheieked (shrekt)
[OE. schriken, originally
p.pr.
vb. n. Shrieking.]
the same word as E. screech. See Screech, and cf.
Screak.] To utter a loud, sharp, shrill sound or cry, as
do some birds and beasts ; to scream, as in a sudden fright,
in horror or anguish.
Shak.
It was the owl that shrieked.
At this she shrieked aloud ; the mournful train
Dryden.
Echoed her grief.

Shriek

(shrek), V.

i.

&

final,

gU

;

eve, event, £nd, fein,

Moore.

fill

recent

;

Ice,

the frighted town.

The screech owl.

Sheieve, n., Sherifp.] The office, or
tion, of a sheriff ; sheriffalty.
It

was ordained by 28 Edward

(6)

Dryden,
swift;

The

sphere of jurisdic-

that the people shall have
election of sheriff in every shire where the shrievalty is not of
inheritance.
Blackstone.

Shrieve

(shrev), n.

A

Sheriff.]

sheriff.

I.

[Contr.
[Obs.]

from OE.

shereve.

See
Shak.

Shrieve, v. t. To shrive to question. [Obs.] " She
gan him soft to shrieve."
Spenser.
Shrllt (shrift), n. [OE. shrift, schrift, AS. scrifi, fr.
sen/an to shrive. See Sheive.] 1. The act of shriving.
;

In shrift and preaching is my diligence.
Chaucer.
2. Confession made to a priest, and the absolution
consequent upon it.
Chaucer.
Have you got leave to go to shrift to-day ?
Shak.
Therefore, my lord, address you to your shrift.
And be yourself for you must die this instant. Rowe,
Shrift father, a priest to whom confession is made.
Sbright (shrit), obs. imp. Sip. p. of Shkiek.
She cried alway and shright.
Chaucer,
Shrlght, re.
[See Sheiek.]
A shriek shrieking.
[Obs.] Spenser.
" All iioaxse tor shright."
Chaucer.
Shrike (shrik), n. [Akiii' to Icel. skrikja a shrieker,
the shrike, and E. shriek; cf. AS. scfic a
thrush. See Sheiek, 1). i.] (Zodl.) Any one
;

;

numerous species of oscinine birds of the
family Laniidse, having a strong hooked bill,
toothed at the tip. Most shrikes
are insectivorous, but the common
European gray shrike (Lanius
excubitor),
the
great
northern shrike (L. bo-

of

and
several
others, kill mice, small
birds, etc., and often impale them on thorns, and
are, on that accoimt,
called also butcher birds.
realis),

;

—

Spenser,

name

Shrlek'er (-er), re. One who utters a shriek.
Shrlev'al (shrev'al), a. Of or pertaining to a sheriff,
Shrlev'al-ty (-t^), re. [Contr. from sheriffalty. See

form of

;

;

owl.

— so called from its cry.

;

.

to

pain, or the like.

li
I;;
°'

[imp.
Shred, V. t.
Shrapnel
Shell for
Shredded (shrSd'dSd) p. pr. &vb. n. ShredRifled
Milion.
Of lowest order, passed.
ding.]
[OE. shreden, schreden, AS. screaCannon.
dian; akin to OD. schrooden, OHG. scrotan,
deceitful appearance pretense.
6. False semblance
which devour widows' houses, G. schroten. See Shred, re.] 1. To cut or tear into small
Beware of the scribes,
and for a shew make long prayers.
Luke xx. 46, 47. pieces, particularly narrow and long pieces, as of cloth
6. (Med.) A discharge, from the vagina, of mucus or leather.
Chaucer.
2. To lop to prune to trim.
streaked with blood, occurring a short time before labor.
[Obs.]
Shred'COCk' (-kSk'), n. (Zodl.) The fieldfare; —so
7. (Mining) A pale blue flame, at the top of a candle
flame, indicating the presence of fire damp.
Raymond. called from its harsh cry before rain. [Prov. Eng.]
Shred'ding (-ding), n. 1. The act of cutting or tearSbow bill, a broad sheet containing an advertisement
in large letters.
Show box, a box containing some object ing into shreds.
Show card, an
of curiosity carried rotmd as a show.
2. That which is cut or torn off
a piece.
Hooker.
advertising placard also, a card for displaying samples.
Shred'dy (-dy), a. Consisting of shreds.
Show case, a glazed case, box, or cabinet for displaying
Shredless, a. Having no shreds without a shred.
and protecting shopkeepers' wares, articles on exhibition
And those which waved are shredless dust ere now. Byron.
in museums, etc.
Show glass, a glass which displays
Shrew (shru), a. [OE. shreuie, schrewe. Cf Shrewd.]
Show of hands, a raising of hands to
objects a mirror.
indicate judgment as, the vote was taken by a show of Wicked malicious.
[Obs.]
Chaucer.
Show stone, a piece of glass or crystal supposed
hands.
Shrew, n. [See Sheew, a.] 1. Originally, a brawling,
to have the property of exliibitmg images of persons or turbulent, vexatious person of either sex, but now rethings not present, indicating in that way future events.
stricted in use to females a brawler ; a scold.
Show'bread' (-brSd'), n. (Jewish Antig.) Bread of
A man
grudgeth that shrews [i. e., bad men] have prosexhibition ; loaves to set before God
the term used in perity, or else that good men have adversity.
ChauceY.
translating the various phrases used in the Hebrew and
A man had got a shrew to his wife, and there could be no
Greek to designate the loaves of bread which the priest quiet in the house for her.
L'Estrange.
of the week placed before the Lord on the golden table
2. [AS. scre&wa ;
so called because supposed to be
in the sanctuary. They were made of fine flour unleav- venomous.] (Zodl.) Any small
ened, and were changed every Sabbath. The loaves, insectivore of the genus Sorex
twelve in number, represented the twelve tribes of Israel. and several allied genera of
They were to be eaten by the priests only, and in the the family Sorecidx. In form
Mark ii. 26. and color they resemble mice,
Holy Place. [Written also shewbread.']
ShOW'er (sho'er), n. 1. One who shows or exhibits. but they have a longer and
2. That which shows ; a mirror.
Wyclif. more pointed nose. Some of „
[06«.]
,
, „,
,„
ShOW'er (shou^r), n. [OE. shorn; sehour, AS. seUr; them are the smallest of all
^"''^l^?y%„^^rS'"'"
akin to D. schoer, G. schauer, OHG. scUr, Icel. skur, Sw. mammals.
skur, Goth, skura loindis a storm of wind of uncertain
11^°° The common European species are the house
origin.]
1. A fall of rain or hail of short Juration
shrew ( Crocidura arajieas), and the erd shrew (Sorex vulsometimes, but rarely, a like fall of snow.
garis) (see under Erd). In the United States several
In drought or else showers.
Chaucer. species of Sorex and Blarina are common, as the broadOr wet the thirsty earth with falling :howers. Mitton. nosed shrew (S. vlatyrhinus). Cooper's shrew (;S. Cooperi), and the short-tailed, or mole, shrew (Blarina
2. That which resembles a shower in falling or passbrevicauda). The American water, or marsh, shrew (.Neoing through the air copiously and rapidly.
sorex palustris), with fringed feet, is less common. The
With showers of stones he drives them far away. Pope. common European water shrews are Crossopus fodiens,
and the oared shrew (see under Oared).
3. A copious supply bestowed,
[i?.]
Earth shrew, any shrewlike burrowing animal of the
He and myself
family
Centetidx, as the tendrac.
Elephant ehrew.
Have travail'd in the great shower of your gifts. Shak.
Shower bath, a bath in which water is showered from Jumping shrew. Mole shrew. See under Elephant, Jumping,
etc.
Musk shrew. See Desman. River shrew, an
above, and sometimes from the sides also.
aquatic West African insectivore (Potamogale velox) reShOW'er, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Showeeed (-erd) p.pr. sembling a weasel in form and size, but having a large
& vb. n. Showeeing.] 1. To water with a shower to fiattened and crested tail adapted for rapid swimming.
wet copiously with rain.
It feeds on fishes.
Shrew mole, a common large North
Lest it again dissolve and shower the earth.
Milton. American mole (Scalops
2. To bestow liberally; to distribute or scatter in aquaiicus). Its fine, soft
fur is gray with iridesabundance to rain.
Shak. cent purple tints.
Caesar's favor.
That showers down greatness on his friends. Addison.
Shrew, v. t.
[See
ShOW'er, v. i. To rain in showers to fall, as in a Sheew, a., and cf. BeShower or showers.
Shak. SHEEw.] To beshrew
^'"s^i*^
Show'er-ful (-ful)j a. Full of showers.
Tennyson.
^"^^ ''<"' (^^°'°^'
Show'er-1-ness (-i-nSs), n. Quality of being showery. *L"!lfmyself/'
"'"J-"""^Shrewd (shrud), a. [Compar. Shrewder (-er) suShOW'er-less, a. Rainless free from showers.
Show'er-y (-y), a. 1. Raining in showers ; abound- perl. Shrewdest.] [Originally the p. p. of shrew, v. t.]
1. Inclining to shrew
disposing to curse or scold
ing with frequent showers of rain.
mischievous
2. Of or pertaining to a shower or showers. " Colors hence, vicious malicious evil wicked
of the jAotoen/ arch."
Milton. vexatious; rough; unfair; shrewish. [Obs.] Chaucer.
[Egypt] hath many shrewd havens, because of the great rocks
Show'1-ly (sho'I-l^), adv. In a showy manner
that ben strong and dangerous to pass by.
Sir J. Mandeville.
pompously ; with parade.
Every of this happy number
ShOW'1-ness, n. The quality or state of being showy
That have endured shreiod days and nights with us. Shak.
pompousness great parade ostentation.
2. Artful wily cunning arch.
ShOW'lng, n. 1. Appearance display exhibition.
These women are shrewd tempters with their tongues. Shak.
2. Presentation of facts statement.
J. S. Mill.
3. Able or clever in practical affairs
sharp in busiShow'isb, a. Showy ; ostentatious.
Swift.
Show'man (-mon), n. ; pi. Showmen (-men). One ness astute sharp-witted sagacious keen as, a
shrewd observer ; a shrewd design a shrewd reply.
who exhibits a show a proprietor of a show.
Shown (shon), p. p^oi Show.
Professing to despise the ill opinion of mankind creates a
Seeker.
Show'room' (sho'room'), ra. 1. A room or apartment shrewd suspicion that we have deserved it.
where a show is exhibited.
Syn. Keen critical subtle artful astute sagaSheewd, Saga2. A room where merchandise is exposed for sale, or cious ; discerning acute penetrating.
cious. One who is shrewd ia keen to detect errors, to
where samples are displayed.
disguises, to foresee and guard against the selfShOW'y (sho'5^), a. [Compar. Showieb (-t-er) superl. penetrate
less
dignity than
ishness of others. Shrewd is a word of
Showiest.] Making a show attracting attention ; pre- sagacious, which implies a comprehensive as well as pensenting a marked appearance ostentatious gay gaudy. etrating mind, whereas shrewd does not.
A present of everything that was rich and showy. Addison.
Shrewd'ness, n.
Shrewd'ly, adv.
Syn. Splendid ; gay gaudy gorgeous fine magShrew'ish (shru'Ish), a. Having the qualities of a
nificent ; grand stately sumptuous pompous.
shrew ; having a scolding disposition froward ; peevish.
Shrag (shrSg), n. [Of. Scbag.I A twig of a tree cut
My wife is shrewish when I keep not hours. Shak.
;

;

Shriek, re. A sharp, shrill outcry or scream ; a shrill,
wild cry such as is caused by sudden or extreme terror,

'

ticle.

Shriek (shrek), V. t. To utter sharply and shrilly
utter in or with a shriek or shrieks.
On top whereof aye dwelt the ghostly owl,
Shrieking
rieking his
1
baleful note.
She shrieked
-ked Ins
his
To the dark woods.

''v^

In show plebeian angel militant

Q

shrapnel shell; shrapnel shells,

collectively.

My lord of York, it better showed with you.
To show

SHRIMP
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^^^ "°<^«'' BuTGHER.
1[I^°" The ant shrikes,
or bush shrikes, are
clamatonal birds of the family Formicaridee. The cuckoo
shrikes of the East Indies and Australia are Oscines of
the family Campephagidsi. The droneo shrikes of the
same regions belong to the related family Dicruridx.
Loggerhead Shrike aanius Ludovicianus).

See Dhongo.

—

Crow shrike. See vmder Crow.
Shrike thmsh. (a)
one of several species of Asiatic timaline birds of
the genera Thamnocalaphiis, Oampsorhynchus, and allies.
(6) Any one of several species of shrikelike Australian singing birds of the genus Colluricincla.
Shrike tit.
(a) Any one of several Australian birds of the genus FaU
cunculus, having a strong toothed bill and sharp claws.
They creep over the bark of trees, Uke titmice, in search
of msects. (6) Any one of several species of small Asi.
atic birds belonging to Allotrius, Pteruthius, Cutia, Leioptila, and allied genera, related to the true tits. Called
also hill tit.
Swallow shrike. See under Swallow.

Any

—

—

Slirlll (shrTl), a.

[Compar. Shriller

(-er); superl.

Sheillest.] [OE. ehril, schril ; akin to LG. schrell, G.
See Sheill, v. i.] Acute ; sharp ; piercing
having or emitting a sharp, piercing tone or sound ;,—
said of a sound, or of that which produces a sound.
Hear the shrill whistle which doth order give
To sounds confused.
Shak.
Let winds be shrill, let waves roll high.
Byron.
Shrill, re. A shrill sound.
[Obs.]
Spenser.
Shrill, V. i.
[imp.
p. p. Shrilled (shrTld) p. pr.
vb. re. Shrilling.]
[OE. schrillen, akin to G. schril-

schrill.

&

&

;

len ; cf. AS. scralletan to resound loudly, Icel. skrdlta
to jolt, Sw. skralla to shrill, Norw. skryla, skrsela. Cf.
Skirl.]
To utter an acute, piercing sound; to sound
with a sharp, shrill tone ; to become shrill.
Break we our pipes, that shrilled as loud as lark. Spenser.
No sounds were heard but of the shrilling cock. Goldsmith.
His voice shrilled with passion.
X. Wallace.
Shrill, V. t. To utter or express in a shrill tone
to
cause to make a shrill sound.
;

How poor Andromache shrills her dolors forth. Shak.
Shrill'-gorged' (-gSrjd'), a. Having a throat which
produces a shrill note. [P.]
Shak.
Shrill'ness, re. The quality or state of being shrill.
ShrUl'-tongned' (-tiingd'), a. Having a shrill voice.
" When shrill-tongued Fulvia scolds."
Shak.
Shril'ly, adv. In a shrill manner; acutely; with a
sharp sound or voice.
Shrilly, a. Somewhat shriU. [Poetic] Sir W.Scott.
Some kept up a shrilly mellow sound.
Keats^
Shrimp (shrimp), V. t. [Cf. AS. scrimman to dry
up, wither, MHG. schrimpfen to shrink, G. schrumpfen, Dan. skrumpe, skrumpes, Dan. & Sw. skrumpen
shriveled.
Cf. Scrimp, Shrink, Sheivel.] To contract;
to shrink.

[Obs.]

Shrimp, n. [OE. shrimp;
shriveled appearance.

Any one

of
belonging to

idea, iU

;

—

probably so named from its
See Sheimp, v.] 1. (Zodl.) (a)

numerous species of macruran Crustacea
Crangon and various allied genera, having a
old. obey,

drb,

Sdd ;

I

I
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a leaf shrivels in the hot sun ; the skin shrivels with
often with up.
age
Shrlv'el (shriv"l), v. t. To cause to shrivel or contract ; to cause to shrink into corrugations.
Shrlv'en (shrTv^'n),^. p. of Shrive.

Specifically (a) Dross or refuse of metals.
[Obs.] (fi)
Light, dry wood, or stuff used for fuel.
[Prov. Eng.]
Shrug (shriig), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Shrugged (shriigd)
vb. re. Shrugging (-ging).]
[Probably akin to
p. pr.
shrink, p. p. shrunk ; cf. Dan. skrugge, skrukke, to stoop,
skrukka,
skruga,
to
crouch.]
To draw up or
dial. Sw.
contract (the shoulders), especially by way of expressing
dislike, dread, doubt, or the like.
He shrugs his shoulders when you talk of securities. Addison.

SHRIMPER
Blender body and long legs. Many of
food. The larger kinds are called
also prawns. See lllust. of DecapODA. (ft) In a more general sense,
any species of the macruran tribe
Caridea, or any species of the order Schizopoda, having a similar
form, (c) In a loose sense, any
small crustacean, including some
amphipods and even certain entomostracans ; as, the fairy shrimp,
and brine shrimp.
See under
Faikt, and Bkine.
2. Figuratively, a little wrinkled
man ; a dwarf ; in contempt.
This weak and writhled shrimp. SJiak.
Opoasum shrimp. (Zo'dl.) See under Opossum.
Specter shrimp, or
Skeleton shrimp (ifooZ.), any slender
amphipod crustacean of the genus
Caprella and allied genera.
See

them

are used as

as,

;

Shriv'er (shrJv'er), n. One who shrives ; a confessor.
Spenser.
Shriv'lng, n. Shrift confession.
Shroff (shrof), n. [At. sarraf.l A banker, or changer
of money.
[East Indies']
Shro^'age (-aj 48), re. The examination of coins, and
the separation of the good from the debased.
[East
;

;

Shrood

( Crangon vulgaris).

3.

Byron.

the sacred shrine to guard.

;

;

&

—

;

;

by mixture of

V. t.
[imp. & p. p. Shrouded p. pr. & vb.
Shrouding.]
See Shroud, re.]
[Cf. AS. scrydan.
To cover with a shroud ; especially, to inclose in a
winding sheet to dress for the grave.

Shroud,

Spenser,
ashes, will shrink

1.

Bacon.
Against this fire do I shrink up.
Shak.
parchment in consuming fire. Dryden.
All the boards did shrink.
Coleridge.
2. To withdraw or retire, as from danger ; to decline
action from fear ; to recoil, as in fear, horror, or distress.
What happier natures shrink at with affright.
The hard inhabitant contends is right.
Pope.
They assisted us against the Thebans when you shrank from
the task.
Jowett (Thucyd.).
3. To express fear, horror, or pain by contracting the
body, or part of it ; to shudder ; to quake. [iJ.] Shak.
Shrink, v. t. 1. To cause to contract or shrink ; as,
to shrink flannel by immersing it in boiling water.
2. To draw back; to withdraw.
[0J«.]
The Libyc Hammou shrinks his horn.
Milton.
To shrink on (Mach.), to fix (one piece Ci- part) firmly
around (another) by natural contraction in cooling, as a
tire on a wheel, or a hoop upon a cannon, which is made
slightly smaller than the part it is to fit, and expanded
by heat till it can be slipped into place.
Shrink, n. The act of shrinking ; shrinkage ; contraction ; also, recoil ; withdrawal.
Yet almost wish, with sudden shrink.
That I had less to praise.
Leigh Hunt.
Shrlnk'age (-aj ; 48), n. 1. The act of shrinkmg ; a
contraction into less bulk or measurement.
2. The amount of such contraction ; the bulk or dimension lost by shrinking, as of grain, castings, etc.
3. Decrease in value ; depreciation.
\_Colloq.']
Shrlnk'er (-er), n. One who shrinks ; one who with-

;

The ancient Egyptian mummies were shrouded in a
of folds of linen besmeared with gums.

;

Shroud'y (-y), a. Affording shelter.
Shrove (shrov), imp. of Shrive.

or
p.

p. p. Shriven (shri v''n) or Shrived ;
pr.
vb. n. Shriving.]
[OE. shriven, sehriven, AS.
scrifan to shrive, to impose penance or punishment
akin to OEries. skriva to impose punishment; cf. OS.
hiskriban to be troubled.
Cf. Shrift, Shrovetide.]
1. To hear or receive the confession of ; to administer
confession and absolution to ;
said of a priest as the
agent.
That they should slirive their parishioners. Piers Plowman.
Doubtless he shrives this woman, .
Else ne'er could he so long protract his speech. Shak.
Till my guilty soul be shriven.
Longfellom.
2. To confess, and receive absolution ;
used reflex-

Shrov'lng,

n.

The

Milton.

—

festivity of Shrovetide.

Shrow (shro), TO. A shrew.
Shrowd (shroud), V. i. See

[Obs.]

Shak.

[Obs."]

Shrood. [Prov. Eng.]
(shrvib), re. [Ar. shirb, shurb, a drink, beverage,
Cf. Sirup, Sherbet.]
A liquor
shariba to drink.
composed of vegetable acid, especially lemon juice, and
sugar, with spirit to preserve it.
Sliruh, re. [OE. schrob, AS. scrob, scrobb ; akin to
Norw. sh-ubba the dwarf cornel tree.] (Bot.) A woody
plant of less size than a tree, and usually with several
stems from the same root.
Shrub, v,^. To lop to prune. [Obs.] Anderson (1575).

Shrub

—

.

[22.]

—

Shrove TuesShrove Sunday, Quinquagesima Sunday.
day, the Tuesday following Quinquagesima Sunday, and
preceding the first day of Lent, or Ash Wednesday. It
was formerly customary in England, on this day, for the
people to confess their sins to their parish priests, after
which they dined on pancakes, or fritters, and the occasion became one of merriment. The bell rung on this day
is popularly called Pancake Bell, and the day itself Pancake Tuesday. P. Cyc.
Shrove, v. i. To join in the festivities of Shrovetide
hence, to make merry. [Obs.]
J. Fletcher.
Shrove'tlde' (-tid'), n. [From shrive to take a con-\The days
tide.]
fession (OB. imp. shrof, AS. scraf)
immediately preceding Ash Wednesday, especially the
period between the evening before Quinquagesima Sunday and the morning of Ash Wednesday.

Johnson.

;

;

Shroud'lng, «. The shrouds. See Shroud, n., 7.
Shroud'-laid' (-lad'), a. Composed of four strands,
said of
and laid right-handed with a heart, or center
rope. See lllust. under Cordage.
Shroud'less, a. Without a shroud.

;

&

To

;

from Shrink.
Shrinking head (Founding), a body of molten metal
connected with a mold for the purpose of supplying
metal to compensate for the shrinkage of the casting —
called also sinking head, and riser.
Shrlnk'lns-ly, adv. In a shrinking manner.
(shrlvd)

number

Bacon.
cover, as with a shroud to protect completely
to cover so as to conceal ; to hide to veil.
One of these trees, with all his young ones, may shroud four
hundred horsemen.
Sir W. Raleigh.
Some tempest rise.
And blow out all the stars that hght the skies,
To shroud my shame.
Dryden.
Shroud, V. i. To take shelter or harbor. [Obs.1
if your stray attendance be yet lodged,
Or shroud within these limits.
Milton.
Shroud, V. t. To lop. See Shrood. [Prov. Eng.]
or
Provided
with
a
shroud
shrouds.
a.
Shroud'ed,
Shrouded gear (Mach.), a cogwheel or pinion having
flanges which form closed ends to the spaces between
the teeth and thus strengthen the teeth by tying them
together.
2.

n.

(shrlv'al-tj?), n.
Shrievalty.
(shrlv), v. t.
[imp. Shrived

;

n.

And shrink like

Shrlv'al-ty

A covered

—

;

;

That

Shak.

in his iArowrf.
which covers or shelters like a shroud.

;

; akin to OD. schrincken, and
probably to Sw. shrynka a wrinkle, skrynkla to wrinkle,
to rumple, and E. shrimp, n. & v., scrimp. Cf. Shrimp.]
1. To wrinkle, bend, or curl
to shrivel
hence, to
contract into a less extent or compass
to gather together to become compacted.
And on a broken reed he still did stay
His feeble steps, which shrunk when hard thereon he lay.

schrinken, AS. scrincan

Shrive
Shrove (shrov)

[Written also

Jura answers through her misty shroud.
Byron.
place used as a retreat or shelter, as a
cave or den ; also, a vault or crypt. [Obs.]
The shroud to which he won
His fair-eyed oxen.
Chapman.
A vault, or shroud, as under a church.
Withals.
5. The branching top of a tree ; foliage.
[R.]
The Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon, with fair branches and
with a shadowing shroud.
Ezek. xxxi. 3.
6. pi. (Naui.) A set of ropes serving as stays to support the masts. The lower shrouds are secured to the
sides of vessels by heavy iron bolts and are passed around
the head of the lower masts.
7. (Mach.) One of the two annular plates at the periphery of a water wheel, which form the sides of the
buckets a shroud plate.
Bowsprit shrouds (Naut.), ropes extending from the
head of the bowsprit to the sides of the vessel.
Futtock
shrouds (Naut.), iron rods connecting the topmast rigging
with the lower rigging, passing over the edge of the top.
Shroud plate, (a) (Naut.) An iron plate extending from
the dead-eyes to the ship's side. Ham. Nav. Encyc. (b)
(Mach.) A shroud. See def. 7, above.
4.

A

draws from danger.
Shrlnk'lng, a. &

Shroud.]

" A dead man

Common Shrimp

3.
place or object hallowed from its history or associations ; as, a shrine of art.
Shrine, v. t. To enshrine to place reverently, as in
a shrine. " Shrined in his sanctuary."
3Iilton.
Shrink (shrink), V. i. \imp. Shrank (shrSnk) or
Shrunk (shrunk) p. p. Shrunk or Shrunken (shrank''n),
but the latter is now seldom used except as a participial
adjective ; p. pr.
vb. n. Shrinkino.]
[OE. shrinken,

I have not found that water,
or draw into less room.

[Cf.

;

net dragged over the fishing ground.
Slulmp'er (shrTmp'er), n. One who fishes for shrimps.
Shrine (shriu), n. [OE. schrin, AS. serin, from L.
scrinium, a case, chest, box.] 1. A case, box, or receptacle, especially one in which are deposited sacred relics,
as the bones of a saint.
2. Any sacred place, as an altar, tomb, or the like.

Too weak

t.

To trim ; to lop. [Prov. Eng.]
Shroud (shroud), n. [OE. shroud, shrud, schrud,
AS. scrud a garment, clothing ; akin to Icel. skruS the
shrouds of a ship, furniture of a church, a kind of stuff,
Sw. skrud dress, attire, and E. shred.
See Shred, and
cf. Shrood.]
1. That which clothes, covers, conceals,
Piers Plowman.
or protects a garment.
Swaddled, as new born, in sable shrouds.
Sandys.
2. Especially, the dress for the dead ; a winding sheet.

under L^modipoda.— Shrimp

catcher (Zo'dl.), the little tern (Ster-

(shrood), V.

shroud, and shrowd.]

—

lllust.

fr.

.

—

ively.

;

Get you

church and shrive yourself. Beau. Ir Fl.
receive confessions, as a priest ; to
administer confession and absolution.
Spenser.
Shrlv'el (shriv''l), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Shriveled
(-'Id) or Shrivelled
pr.
vb.
Shriveling
n.
or
p.
;
Shrivelling.]
[Probably akin to shrimp, shrink; cf.
dial. AS. screpa to pine away, Norw. skrypa to waste,
skryp, skryv, transitory, frail, Sw. skroplig feeble, Dan.
skr'dbelig, Icel. skrjupr brittle, frail.]
To draw, or be
drawn, into wrinkles ; to shrink, and form corrugations

Shrive,

V.

to the

i.

Shrub'ber-y

To

&

Ose, unite, ryde,

1.

tip,

Qm

;

pity

A
A

(-ber-y), re. /
collection of shrubs.

pi.

Shrubberies

(-Iz).

Macaulay.
place where shrubs are planted.
Shrub'bl-ness (-bt-nSs), re. Quality of being shrubby.

2.

&

full,

:

&

Shrug, V. i. To raise or draw up the shoulders, as
expressing dislike, dread, doubt, or the like.

Indies]

—

na minuta). — Shrimp net, a dredge
net fixed upon a pole, or a sweep

—

Shrub'by

(-by), a.

[Compnr. Shrubbier

(-bt-er)

1. Full of shrubs.
superl. Shkudbiest.]
2. Of tlie nature of a shrub ; resembling a shrub.
" Shrubby browse."
J. Philips.
Hi/roti.
Shrub'less, a. Having no shrubs.
Shruff (shriif), n. [Of. Sorupf, Sourp.] Rubbish.
;

food,

ftfbt

;

out, oil ;

cbair

;

go

;

ui

They

grin, they shrug,
they snarl, they snatch, they hug.

They bow,
Swift.
drawing up of the shoulders,
Shrug, re.
a motion
usually expressing dislike, dread, or doubt.
The Spaniards talk in dialogues
Of heads and shoulders, nods and shrugs. Hudibras.

—

A

&

Shrunk'en

(shriink"n), p. p.
a. from Shrink.
re.
shock of grain. [Prov. Eng.]
[Perhaps akin to G. schote a husk, pod,
shell.]
1. A shell, husk, or pod especially, the outer
covering of such nuts as the hickory nut, butternut, peanut, and chestnut.
2. The shell of an oyster or clam.
[U. S.]
Shuck, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Shucked (shukt) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Shucking.] To deprive of the shucks or husks
as, to shuck walnuts, Indian corn, oysters, etc.
Shuck'er (-er), re. One who shucks oysters or clams.
Shud'der (shiid'der), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Shuddered
(-derd) p. pr.
vb. re. Shuddering.]
[OE. shoderen,
schuderen ; akin to LG. schvddern, D. schudden to shake,
OS. skuddian, G. schaudern to shudder, schiMeln to
shake, schulien to pour, to shed, OHG. scutten, scuten, to
shake.] To tremble or shake with fear, horror, or aversion
to shiver with cold ; to quake. ' ' With shuddering horror pale."
Milton.
The shuddering tenant of the frigid zone. Goldsmith.
Shud'der, re. The act of shuddering, as with fear. Shak.
Shud'der-ing-ly, adv. In a shuddering manner.
Shude (shud), re. The husks and other refuse of rice
mills, used to adulterate oil cake, or liiiseed cake.
[imp.
Shuffle (shiif'f'l), V. i.
p. p. Shuffled
(-fid) ; p. pr.
[Originally
vb. re. Shutfling (-fling).]
the same word as scuffle, and properly a freq. of shove.
See Shove, and Scuffle.] 1. To shove one way and the
other ; to push from one to another ; as, to shuffle money
from hand to hand.
2. To mix by pushing or shoving ; to confuse
to
throw into disorder especially, to change the relative
positions of, as of the cards in a pack.
A man may shuffle cards or rattle dice from noon to midnight,
without tracing a new idea in his mind.
Rambler.
3. To remove or introduce by artificial confusion.

Shuck

A

(shiik),

Shuck,

re.

;

&

&

&

&

;

;

&

&

;

;

It was contrived
that were seized.

by your enemies, and shuffled

into the papers

Dryden.
to rid one's self of.
To
together in haste to make up or form
in confusion or with fraudulent disorder ; as, he shuffled
up a peace.
Shuffle, V. i. 1. To change the relative position of
cards in a pack ; as, to shuffle and cut.
2. To change one's position to shift ground ; to evade
questions ; to resort to equivocation ; to prevaricate.
I myself, , , , hiding mine honor in my necessity, am fain to
shuffle.
Shak.
3. To use arts or expedients ; to make shift.
Your life, good master.
Must shuffle for itself.
Shak.
4. To move in a slovenly, dragging manner ; to drag
or scrape the feet in walking or dancing.
The aged creature came
Shuffling along with ivory-headed wand.
Keats.
Syn. To equivocate; prevaricate; quibble; cavil;
shift sophisticate juggle.
Shuffle, re. 1. The act of shuffling ; a mixing confusedly ; a slovenly, dragging motion.
The unguided agitation and rude shuffles of matter. Bentley,
2. A trick ; an artifice ; an evasion.
The gifts of nature are beyond all shams and shuffles.

To

push

shuffle off, to
shuffle up, to throw

off

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

L' Estrange.

Shuffle-board' (-bord'), n. See Shovelboard.
Shuffle-cap' (-kSp'), re. A play performed by shaking money in a hat or a cap. [P.]
Arbuihnot.
(shiiffler), re.
1. One who shuflies.
2. i^Zool.) Either one of the three common American

Shuffler

scaup ducks.

See Scaup duck, under Scaup.

Shuffle-wing'

(-f'l-wlng'),

re.

(Zool.)

The hedge

[Prov. Eng.]

sparrow.

1. Moving with a dragging,
scraping step. "
shuffling nag."
Slink.
2. Evasive ; as, a shuffling excuse.
T. Burnet.
Shuffling-ly, adv. "in a shuffling manner.
Shug (sliiig), v. i. [Cf. Shrug.] 1. To ^Tithe the
body so as to produce friction against one's clothes, as

Shuffling

(-fling), a.

A

do those who have the

itch.
[Proi\ Eng.]
Halliwell.
2. Hence, to crawl ; to sneak. [Obs.]
There I '11 shug in and get a noble countenance.
Ford.
Shu'mac (shu'mSk), re. (Bot.) Sumac.
Shun (shiSn), V. f. [imp. p. p. Shunned (shRnd) p.
pr. &vh. n. Shunning.] [OE. shunien, schunicn, schanien, AS. scunian, sceoninn ; cf. D. schuinen to slope,
sclmin oblique, sloping, Icel. skunda, skynda, to hasten.
Cf. Schooner, Scoundrel, Shunt.]
To' avoid; to keep
clear of ; to get out of the way of ; to escape from ; to
eschew ; as, to shun rocks, shoals, vice.
I am pure from the blond of all men. For 1 have not shunned
to declare unto you all the counsel of God.
Acif xx. 26, 27.
Scarcity and want shall shun you.
Shak.

&

Syn.— See
Shunless,
avoidable.

sing, ink

Shunt
;

;

Avoid.

Not to be shunned
" Shunless destiny."

a.

[P.]

(shilnt), V.

tben, thin

;

t.

[imp.

bON

;

& p.

zli

=z

p.

;

unShak.

inevitable

Shuntbd

in azure.

;

;

p. pr.

SHUNT
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n. Shunting.] [Prov. E., to move from, to put off,
OB. shunten^ schunten, schounten ; cf. D. schuinte a
skunda to hasten. Cf. Smra.] 1. To
shun to move from. [_Obs. or Prov. Sng.J
2. To cause to move suddenly; to give a sudden
Ash.
start to to shove.
lObs. or Prov. Eng.'\
3. To turn off to one side ; especially, to turn off, as a
train or a car upon a side track to switch off to shift.

shuttles with different colored threads, which are passed
back and fortli in a certain order, according to the patShuttle race, a sort of shelf
tern of the cloth woven.
in a loom, beneath the warp, along which the shuttle
passes ; a channel or guide along which the shuttle passes
Shuttle shell (Zo'dl.), any
in a sewing machine.
one of numerous species of marine gastropods of
the genus Volva, or Radius, having a smooth,
spindle-shaped shell prolonged into a channel at
each end.

&vb.

fr.

slant, slope, Icel.
;

;

;

;

T. Bughes.
For shunting your late partner on to me.
4. {Elec.) To provide with a shunt ; as, to shunt a
galvanometer.

aside ; to turn off.
Shunt
Shunt, «. [Cf. D. schuinte slant, slope, declivity.
A turning off to a side
(Eailroad)
See Shunt, v. <.] 1.
or short track, that the principal track may be left free.
circuit
joining two points in
conducting
2. (Elec.)
a conductor, or the terminals of a galvanometer or dynamo, so as to form a parallel or derived circuit through
Which a portion of the current may pass, for the purpose
(shiint), v.

To go

i.

—

—

Shut'tle (shiift'l), V. i. To move backwards
and forwards, like a shuttle.
had to fly far and wide, shuttling athwart the big Bawherever his calls and pauses had to be.
Carlyle.
ShUt'tle-COCk' (-kok'), n. A cork stuck with
feathers, which is to be struck by a

I

bel,

battledoor in play

A

of regulating the
3.

amount passing

in the

main

circuit.

of the studs on a projectile
to the shallow sides of the grooves in its

of Shuttle-

Shunt dynamo (Elec), a dynamo in which the field ciris connected with the main circuit so as to form a
Bhunt to the latter, thus employing a portion of the curSImnt
rent from the armature to maintain the field.
gun, a firearm having shunt rifling. See under Rifling.
Shunt'er (-er), n. (Railroad) A person employed to
shunt cars from one track to another.
Shut (shiit), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Shut p. pr. & vb.
[OE. shutten, schutten, shetten, schitten,
n. Shotting.']
AS. scytian to shut or lock up (akin to D. schutten, G.
schiltzen to protect), properly, to fasten with a bolt or
bar shot across, fr. AS. sceStan to shoot. V159. See
Shoot.] X. To close so as to hinder ingress or egress
as, to shut a door or a gate to shut one's eyes or mouth.
2. To forbid entrance into
to prohibit to bar as,
to shut the ports of a country by a blockade.
Shall that be shut to man which to the beast
Milton.
Is open ?
3. To preclude ; to exclude ; to bar out. " Shut from
Dryden.
every shore."
4. To fold together to close over, as the fingers to
close by bringing the parts together
as, to shut the
hand to shut a book.

cock.

cuit

;

;

;

;

;

;

to confine. " The Lord
shut him in." Gen. vii. 16. (6) To cover or intercept the
view of ; as, one point shuts in another.
To shut ofE.
(a) To exclude, (o) To prevent the passage of, as steam
through a pipe, or water through a flume, by closing a
cock, valve, or gate.
To shut out, to preclude from entering ; to deny admission to to exclude ; as, to shut out
rain by a tight roof.
To shut together, to unite ; to close,
To shut up. (a) To
especially to close by welding.
close ; to make fast the entrances into as, to shut up a
house. (6) To obstruct. " Dangerous rocks shut up the
passage." Sir W. Raleigh, (c) To inclose; to confine;
to imprison ; to fasten in ; as, to shut up a prisoner.
Before faith came, we were kept under the law, shut up unto
the faith which should afterwards be revealed.
Gal. iii. 23.
(d) To end ; to terminate ; to conclude.
"When the scene of life is shut up, the slave will be above his
master if he has acted better.
Collier.
(e) To unite, as two pieces of metal by welding.
(/) To
cause to become silent by authority, argument, or force.
Shut, V. i. To close itself ; to become closed ; as,
the door shuts; it shuts hard.
To shut up, to cease speaking. [Colloq.]
T. Hugha.
Shut, a. 1. Closed or fastened ; as, a shut door.
2. Rid clear ; free ; as, to get shut of a person. [Now
dialectical or local, Eng.
U. <S.]
L^Estrange.
3. (Phon.) (a) Formed by complete closure of the
mouth passage, and vrith the nose passage remaining
closed ; stopped, as are the mute consonants, p, t, k,
H. Sweet, (b) Cut off sharply and
b, d, and hard g.
abruptly by a following consonant in the same syllable,
as the English short vowels, S, e, 1, S,-u, always are.
Shut, n. 1. The act or time of shutting ; close ; as,
the shut of a door.
Just then returned at shut of evening flowers. Milton.
2. A door or cover ; a shutter. [OJ.?.] Sir I. Newton.
3. The line or place where two pieces of metal are
united by welding.
Cold shut, the imperfection in a casting caused by the
flowing of liquid metal upon partially chilled metal also,
the imperfect weld in a forging caused by the inadequate
heat of one surface under working.
Shute (shut), n. Same as Chute, or Shoot.
Shut'ter (shiifter), re. 1. One who shuts or closes.
2. A movable cover or screen for a window, designed to
shut out the light, to obstruct the view, or to be of some
strength as a defense ; a blind.
3. A removable cover, or a gate, for closing an aperture of any kind, as for closing the passageway for molten iron from a ladle.

To shut

in.

(a)

To

inclose

;

—

—
—

;

—

;

;

&

;

Shut'tered

(-terd), a.

Furnished with shutters.

n.
[Also shiltle, OE. schitel, sCytyl,
acheiyl ; cf OB. schitel a bolt of a door, AS. scyttels ; all
from AS. sceotan to shoot ; akin to Dan. skyttel, skyite,
shuttle, dial. Sw. skyttel, skottel.
V159. See Shoot,
and cf. SHITT1.E, Skittles.] 1. An instrument used in
weaving for passing or shooting the thread of the woof
tiom one side of the cloth to the other between the
threads of the warp.
Like shuttUs through the loom, so swiftly glide
feathered hours.
Sandys.

Shut'tle

(-t'l),

.

My

The

sliding thread holder in a sewing machine,
which carries the lower thread through a loop of the up-

2.

per thread, to
3.

make

[iJ.]

Shuttle box ( Weaving), a case at the end of a shuttle race,
to receive the shuttle after it has passed the thread of
also, one of a set of compartments containing

the warp

;

ale,

senate,

c^e, &m, arm, ask,

volva).

See Schwan-pan.
(-er)

or

Shyer

;

superl.

.

I am very shy of using corrosive liquors in the preparation of
medicines.
Boyle.
Princes are, by wisdom of state, somewhat shy of their successors.
Sir H. Wotton.
To fight shy. See under Fight, v. i.

Shy,

v.

[imp.

i.

& p. p.

Shied (shid)

;

p. pr.

& vb. n.

Shying.]
[From Shy, a.] To start suddenly aside
through fright or suspicion
said especially of horses.
Shy, V. t. To throw sidewise with a jerk to filng
as, to shy a stone
to shy a slipper.
T. Hughes.
Shy, n. 1. A sudden start aside, as by a horse.
2. A side throw a throw a fling.
Thackeray.
If Lord Brougham gets a stone in his hand, he must, it seems,

—

;

;

;

;

;

have a shy

Funck.
somebody.
Shy'ly, adv. In a shy or timid manner ; not familiarly ; with reserve.
[Written also shily.']
Shy'ness, n. The quality or state of being shy.
at

[Written also

shiness."]

Frequency in heavenly contemplation is particularly important to prevent a shyness between God and thy soul.
Baxter.

Syn. — Bashfulness reserve; coyness;
;

timidity; dif-

See Bashfulness.

fidence.

Shy'Ster

(shi'ster),

11.

[Perh. from G. scheisse ex-

A

crement.]
trickish knave
one who carries on any
business, especially legal business, in a mean and dishonest way. [Slang, If. S."]
SI (se). [It.] (3Itis.) A syllable applied, in solmization, to the note B
more recently, to the seventh tone
of any major diatonic scale.
It was added to Guide's
scale by Le Maire about the end of the 17th century.
Sl-a'ga (se-a'ga), 7J. (Zool.) The ahu, or jairou.
Sl-al'O-gOgue (si-51'6-g6g), n. [Gr. (rioKov eaUva -|aywyds leading, from Hyeiv to lead : cf. F. sialagogue.']
(Med. ) An agent which promotes the flow of saliva.
Sl'a-mang' (si'a-mSng'), n. [Mala.ysiamang.l (Zool.)
gibbon (Hylobates syndactylus), native of Sumatra. It has the second and third toes partially united by
;

;

II

II

A

a web.
Sl'a-mese' (si'a-mez' or -mes'),

a.
Of or pertaining
to Siam, its native people, or their language.
native or inhabitant
pi.
1.
Sl'a-mese', n. sing.
of Siam ; pi., the people of Siam.
2. sing. The language of the Siamese.
Sib (sTb), re. [AS. sibb alliance, gesib a relative.
V289, See Gossip.] A blood relation. [06s.] Nash.
Sib, a. Related by blood ; akin. [Obs. or Prov.
Eng.
Scot.1
Sir W. Scott.
Chaucer,
Your kindred is but . little sib to you.
[He] is no fairy born, ne sib at all
Spenser.
To elfs, but sprung of seed terrestrial.

&

A

&

.

.

SlbHiens (sTl/bgnz), re. [Btymol. imcertain.] (Med.)
contagious disease, endemic in Scotland, resembling
the yaws. It is marked by ulceration of the throat and
nose and by pustules and soft fungous excrescences upon
the surface of the body. In the Orkneys the name is

A

applied to the itch.
[Written also sivvens.']
Sl-be'rl-an (st-be'rT-an), a. [From Siberia, Buss. Sihire.']
Of or pertaining to Siberia, a region comprising
all northern Asia and belonging to Russia ; as, a Siberian
native or inhabitant of Siberia.
winter.
re.
See Crab
Siberian crab (Bot.), the Siberian crab apple.
apple, under Crab.
Siberian dog (Zool.), one of a large
breed of dogs having erect ears and the hair of the body
and tail very long. It is distinguished for endurance of
fatigue when used for the purpose of draught.
Siberian
pea tree (Bot.), a small leguminous tree (Caraoana arborescens) with yellow flowers. It is a native of Siberia.
Sib'i-lance (stVi-lans), ) re. The quality or state of

—

A

—

—

being sibilant sibilation.
SiVi-lan-cy (-lan-sy), )
Milton would not have avoided them for their sibilancJ/, he who
;

verses that hiss like Medusa's head in wrath. Lowell.
Slb'1-lant (-lant), a. [L. sibilans, -antis, p. pr. of sibilare to hiss : cf. P. sUnlant.] Making a hissing sound
uttered with a hissing sound hissing as, s, z, sh, and zh,
A sibilant letter.
are sibilant elementary sounds.
re.
.

.

.

;

final,

^

;

eve, event,

To pronounce with
mark with

i.

Sib'i-la'tlon (-la'shiin), re.
[L. sibilatio.'\ Utterance
with a hissing sound also, the soimd itself a hiss.
He, with a long, low sibilation, stared. Tennyson.
Slb'i-la-tO-ry (sTb'i-la-to-ry), a. Hissing sibilant.
Slb'1-lous (-Ills), a. [L. sibilus.'] Having a hissing
sound; hissing; sibilant, [i?.]
Pennant,
Sib'yl (sTb'il), re. [lu. Sibylla, Gr. aCfivWa.} 1. (Class.
Antiq.) A woman supposed to be endowed with a spirit
of prophecy.
IJ^^ The number of the sibyls is variously stated by
different authors but the opinion of Varro, that there
were ten, is generally adopted. They dwelt in various
parts of Persia, Greece, and Italy.
2. A female fortune teller a pythoness a prophetess.
" An old highland sibyl."
Sir W. Scott.
Sib'yl-lst, re.
One who believes in a sibyl or the
sibylline prophecies.
Cudworth.
Sib'yl-llne (sTb'iI-lTn 277), a. [L. sibyllinus.'] Pertaining to the sibyls uttered, written, or composed by
sibyls like the productions of sibyls.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

wrote

a lock stitch.

A shutter, as for a channel for molten metal.

^^Tiu

Back and forth, like the movement of a shuttle,

.

&

t.

;

adv.

Shiest or Shyest.] [OE. schey, skey, sceouh, AS. scedh ;
akin to Dan. sky, Sw. skygg, D. schuw, MHG. schiech, G.
scheu, OHG. sciuhen to be or make timid. Cf. Eschew.]
1. Easily frightened ; timid ; as, a shy bird.
The horses of the army
. were no longer shy, but would
come up to my very feet without starting.
Swift.
2. Reserved ; coy ; disinclined to familiar approach.
"What makes you so shy, my good friend ? There *s nobody
loves you better than I.
Arhuthnot.
The embarrassed look of shy distress
And maidenly shamefacedness.
Wordsworth.
3. Cautious wary ; suspicious.

;

;

Shuttle Shell
(-wiz'),

Shwan'-pan (shwan'pan), n.
Shy (shi), a. [_Compar. Shier

—

;

;

See Shuttlecock.
Shut'tle-wise'

One form

discharge from a shunt gun.

V.

;

To send or
ShUt'tle-COCk, v. t.
toss to and fro
as, to
to bandy
shuttlecock words.
Thackeray.
Shut'tle-cork' (-kork'), n.
;

Sib'i-Iate (slbT-lat),

a hissing sound, like that of the letter « / to
a character indicatiug such pronunciation.

;

the play

also,

;

itself.

(Gunnery) The shifting

from the deep

SICKEN

^

;

6nd, fem, recent

;

ice,

Sibylline books,
(a) (Rom. Antiq.) Books or documents
of prophecies in verse concerning the fate of the Roman
empire, said to have been purchased by Tarquin the
Proud from a sibyl, (b) Certain Jewish and early Christian writings purporting to have been prophetic and of
sibylline origin. They date from 100 B. c. to A. D. 500.

Sic (sTk), a. Such. [Scot.']
Sic (sTk), adv. [L.] Thus.
word is sometimes inserted in a quotation
[sicj, to call attention to the fact that some remarkable
II

^S^ This

or inaccurate expression, misspelling, or the like, is Uterally reproduced.
Slc'a-more (sik'a-mor), re. (Bot.) See Sycamoee.
Sicca (-ka), re. [Ar. sikka.] A seal ; a coining die
used adjeetively to designate the silver currency ot
the Mogul emperors, or the Indian rupee of 192 grains.

—

II

Sicca rupee, an Bast Indian coin, valued nominally at
about two shillings sterling, or fifty cents.
Slc'cate (-kat), V. t. [L. siccatus, p. p. of siccare to

dry, fr. siccus dry.] To dry.
[iJ.]
SiC-ca'tlon (slk-ka'shiin), re. [L. siccaiio."] The act
Bailey.
or process of drying, [i?.]
Slc'ca-tlve (sTk'ka-tiv), a. [L. siccativus."] Drying ;
causing to dry.
re.
That which promotes drying.
Slc-clf'lc (sTk-sif'ik), a. [L. sicdficus; siccus dry-Jfacere to make. See -fy.] Causing dryness.
Slc'cl-ty (sik'sT-ty), re. [L. siccitas, fr. siccus dry.}
Dryness ; aridity ; destitution of moisture. [Obs.']
The siccity and dryness of its flesh. Sir T. Browne.
Sice (siz or sis), re. [F. six, fr. L. sex six. See Six.]

^

The number

six at dice.

Sl'cer (si'ser or sik'er), re. [L. sicera. See Cider.]
strong drink ; cider. [Obs."]
Chaucer.
Spenser.
Slch (sTch), a. Such. [Obs. or Colloq.']
Sl-cU'1-an (si-sTl'I-an or -yan), a. Of or pertaining to
Sicily or its inhabitants.
Sicilian vespers, the great massacre of the French in
SicUy, in the year 1282, on the evening of Easter Monday, at the hour of vespers.
A native or inhabitant of Sicily.
Sl-cil'i-an, re.
Sl-cl'11-a'no (se-che'le-a'no ; E. sT-sTl'i-a'n$), re.
[It., Sicilian.]
A Sicilian dance, resembling the pastorale, set to a rather slow and graceful melody in 12-8 or
6-8 measure ; also, the music to the dance.
Sl'cl'lienne' (se'se'lySn' ; E. sT-sTl'i-Sn'), re. [F.,
fem. of sicilien Sicilian.] A kind of rich poplin.
Sick (sik), a. \_Compar. Sicker (-er) superl. Sickest.]
[OE. sek, sik, ill, AS. se6c ; akin to OS. siok, seoc,
OFries. siak, D. ziek, G. siech, OHG. sioh, Icel. sjUkr,
Sw. sjuk, Dan. syg, Goth, siuks ill, siukan to be ill.]
1. Affected with disease of any kind
ill ; indisposed
not in health. See the Synonym under Illness.
Simon's wife's mother lay sick of a fever. Mark i. 30.
Behold them that are sick with famine. Jerr. xiv. 18.
2. Affected with, or attended by, nausea ; inclined to
vomit ; as, sick at the stomach ; a sick headache.
3. Having a strong dislike; disgusted; surfeited;
with of ; as, to be sick of flattery.
He was not so sick of his master as of his work. L' Estrange.
4. Corrupted ; imperfect ; impaired ; weakened.
So great is his antipathy against episcopacy, that, if a seraphim himself should be a bishop, he would either find or make
some sick feathers in his wings.
Fuller.
Sick bay (Naut.), an apartment in a vessel, used as the
ship's hospital.
Sick bed, the bed upon which a person
lies sick.
Sick berth, an apartment for the sick in a ship
of war.
Sick headache (Med.), a variety of headache attended with disorder of the stomach and nausea. Sick
list, a list containing the names of the sick.
Sick room,
a room in which a person lies sick, or to which he is confined by sickness. [These terms, sick bed, sick berth, etc.,
are also written both hyphened and solid.]
Syn. Diseased ill ; disordered distempered; indisposed ; weak ; ailing feeble ; morbid.
Chaucer.
Sick, re. Sickness. [06.S.]
Shak.
Sick, V. i. To faU sick ; to sicken. [Ofe.]
Sick'-bralned' (-brand'), a. Disordered in the brain.
Slck'en (sTk''n), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Sickened (-'nd)
vb. n. Sickening.] 1. To make sick ; to disease.
p. pr.

A

II

II

;

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

;

;

;

&

2.

Raise this to strength, and sicken that to death. Prior.
; to nauseate ; to disgust ; as, to

To make qualmish

sicken the stomach.
3. To impair ; to weaken.

Slck'en,

v.

i.

l.

[Obs.]
sick to

To become

The judges that
sickened

2.

upon

To be

it

sat upon the jail,
and died.

filled

ated

;

and

Shak.

fall into disease.
those that attended,

Bacon.
to be disgusted or nausewith abhorrence or aversion ; to be

to disgust

;

to be filled
;
surfeited or satiated.

Mine eyes did
idea,

ill

;

old^ obey,

sicken at the sight.

drb,

odd

Shak.
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SIDESADDLE

the longer edges as distinguished from the shorter edges,
called ends; a bounding line of a geometrical figure;
as, the side of a field, of a square or triangle, of a river,
of a road, etc.
2. One of the surfaces which define or limit a solid,
especially (when there is a difEerence in length), one of
the longer surfaces a part (as a wall of a room) connecting the extremities of tlie top and bottom ; as, the
side of a box, a plank, a lens, a prism, etc.
3. Any outer portion of a thing considered apart from,
and yet in relation to, the rest as, the upper side of a
sphere ; also, any part or position viewed as opposite to
or contrasted with another ; as, this or that side.
Looking round on every side beheld

Sldelione' (sid'bon'), n. {Far.) A morbid growth or
deposit of bony matter behind and at the sides of the
J. H. 'Walsh.
coronet and coffin bone of a horse.

SICKENING
3-

To become

4.

To become weak

The

disgusting or tedious.
to decay

;

and

All pleasures sicken^

to languish.

;

Fope.

all glories sink.

Causing sickness specausing surfeit or disgust; nauseating.
Sick'en-

Slck'en-ing (3Tk"n-ing),
cif.,

Qoldsmith.

toiliug pleasure sickens into pain.

<i.

;

—

;

Ing-ly, adv.

{Mining) To
percolate, trickle, or ooze, as water through a crack.
[Also written sigger, zigger, and sighyr.'] [_Prov. Bng.']
Sick'er, Slk'er, a. [OB. siker; cf. OS. sikur, LG.
seker, D. zeker, Dan. sikkei; OHG. sihhur, G. sicker;
all fr. L. secuTus.
See Secure, Sure.] Sure; certain;
Bums.
irusty.
[_Obs. or Prov. Eng. & Scot.']
Slck'er (sTk'er),

When

[AS. sicerian.2

v. i.

he

is

good name.

siker of his

A pathless desert.

Surely ; certainly,
Believe this as siker as your creed.

Sick'er, Slk'er, adv.

[fibs.']

;

Chaucer.

;

Spetiser.
thou warnest well.
Slck'er-ly, Slk'er-ly, adv. Surely ; securely. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
But sikerly, withouten any fable.
Slck'er-ness, Slk'er-ness, n. The quality or state
of being sicker, or certain.
Chaucer. Spenser.
[Obs.]
Slck'lsh, a. 1. Somewhat sick or diseased.
2. Somewhat sickening
as, a sickish taste.
Slck'lsh-ly, adv.
Sick'ish-ness, n.
Sic'kle (sik'k'l), n. [OE. sikel, AS. sicol; akin to D.
fikkel, G. sichel, OHG. smhila, Dan. segel, segl, L. secula,
fr. secare to cut ; or perhaps from L. secula.
See Saw
a cutting instrument.] 1.
reaping instrument consisttug of a steel blade curved into the
form of a hook, and having a handle fitted on a tang. The sickle has one side
of the blade notched, so as always to sharpen
with a serrated edge. Cf. Reaping hook, under

—

slope or declivity, as of a hill, considered as opposed to another slope over the ridge.
Along the side of yon small hill.
Milton.
position of a person or party regarded as opposed to another person or party, whether as a rival or a
foe ; a body of advocates or partisans ; a party ; hence,
the interest or cause which one maintains against another ; a doctrine or view opposed to another.
God on our side, doubt not of victory.
Shak.
.
same side in politics.
We have not always been of the

A

.

Landor.

8. Fig.

—

Called also the sickle-billed
(b) A curlew,
(c) A
the genus Epimachus
and allied genera.

hummer,

Furnished

as,

sick

(-IT-er)

superl.
at;

;

4.

;

Kehle,
;

as,

Syn. — Diseased
healthless weak

infirm weakly ; unhealthy
languid ; faint.
; feeble
;
Slck'ly, adv. In a sick manner or condition ; ill.
My people sickly [with ill will] beareth our marriage. Chaucer.
Sickly, V. t. To make sick or sickly
with over,
and probably only in the past participle. [iJ.]
Sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought.
Shak.
Sentiments sicklied over
with that cloying heaviness into
which unvaried sweetness is too apt to subside.
Jejfrey.
;

ailing

;

;

.

.

—

;

disease

malady.

ilp,

flin

;

pity

German literature transformed, siderealized, as we see it in
Goethe, reckons 'Winckelmann among its initiators. W. Faier,
Sl-de're-OUS (-iis), a. [L. sidereus.] Sidereal. [06s.]
[L. siderilis loadstone,
Sld'er-ite (sid'er-it ; 277), n.
Gr. a-iSripCrqi, cri6r;piTi5, of iron, from fft'Srjpos iron.]
1. {3Iin.) (a) Carbonate of iron, an important ore of
iron occurring generally in cleavable masses, but also in
rhombohedral crystals. It is of a light yellowish brown
color.
Called also sparry iron, spathic iron. (6) A me(c) An indigoteorite consisting solely of metalUc iron,
blue variety of quartz,
(d) Formerly, magnetic iron
ore, or loadstone.
2. (Bot.) Any plant of tiie genus Siderilis ; ironwort.
Of or pertaining
Sid'er-O-graph'lc (-o-grSf'ik), ) a.
to siderography;
Sid'er-o-graph'ic-al (-i-kal), (
executed by engraved plates of steel ; as, siderographic
art ; siderographic impressions.
One skilled in
Sld'er-og'ra-phlst (-5g'ra-ftst), n.
siderography.
[Gr. o-i'STjpo! iron -\Sld'er-og'ra-phy (-f^), n.
-graphy.] The art or practice of steel engraving especially, the process, invented by Perkins, of multiplying
facsimiles of an engraved steel plate by first rolling over
it, when hardened, a soft steel cylinder, and then rolling
the cylinder, when hardened, over a soft steel plate,
which thus becomes a facsimile of the original. The
process has been superseded by eleclrotypy.
[Gr. o-iSrjpos iron -jSld'er-0-llte (sTd'er-6-lit), n.
-lite.] A kind of meteorite.
See under Meteorite.
[Gr. o-iSrjpos iron
Sid'er-0-man'cy (-mSn'sJ), n.
-mancy.] Divination by burning straws on red-hot iron,
and noting the manner of their burning.
Craig.
Sld'er-o-scope (sid'er-6-skop ; 277), n. [Gr. o-i'STjpos
iron -|- -scope^
An instrument for detecting small
quantities of iron in any substance by means of a very

—

—

;

+

delicate combination of mnpnetic needles.
Sid'e-ro'slS (siid'e-ro'sis), )i. [NL., fr. Gr. <7i'8r)pos
(Med.) A sort of pneumonia occurring in iron
workers, produced bj^ the inhalation of particles of iron.
[L. sidus, sideris, a
Sld'er-O-Stat (sTd'er-6-stSt), n.
star -)- Gr. CTTarot st.anding, fixed, fr. ia^rdvat to place.]
{Astron.y An appar.atus consisting essentially of a mirror moved by clockwork
so as to throw the rays of the sun or a
star in a fixed direction ;
a more general term for liHiostat.
II

iron.]

—

SiJensei:

II

re.

At

food,

fo^ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

j

Hilton.

sing, iok

A genus

of tropical sapo-

taceous trees noted for their very hard

wood

;

A

sad-

women,

dle for

with

.

iroiuvood.

Side'sad'dle (sid'sSd'd'l), «.
botli feet

in which the rider sit.s
on one side of the animal

mounted.
Sidoaaddle flower (Bot.), a plant with

hollow leave^
flowers

tt

That
;

stately sidehonnl, by the wine,
fragrant smell diffused.

Sld'e-rox'y-lon (.sTd'e-rCks'i-lBn),
[NL., fr. Gr. criS\]poi; iron -f ^vXov

wood.] {Bot.)

A

.

full,

Sl-de're-al-lze (-iz), v. t. To elevate to the stars, or
to the region of the stars ; to etherealize.

;

Balfour {Cyc. of India).
Soft; pulpy.
Whs. or Prov.

ri}de,

See under Clock,
day, month, year.
time as reckoned by sidereal

Sidereal time,

point.

[_Ohs.]
Clarendon.
2. To suit to pair ; to match.
3. {Shipbuilding) To work (a timber or rib) to a certain thickness by trinnning the sides.
4. To furnisli with a siding ; as, to side a house.
piece of dining-room furSlde'boaxd' (-bord'), n.
niture having compartments and shelves for keeping or
displaying articles of table service.

[AS. side; akin to D. zijde, G. .leite,
OHG.
slSa, Dan. side, Sw. sida ; cf AS. sid
large, spacious, Icel. slSr long, hanging.]
1. The margin, edge, verge, or border of a surface ; especially (when
the thing spoken of is somewhat oblong in shape), one of
unite,

clock,

—

days, or, taking the sidereal day as the unit, the time
elapsed since a transit of the vernal equinox, reckoned in
parts of a sidereal day. This is, strictly, apparent sidereal time, mean sidereal time being reckoned from the
transit, not of the true, but of the mean, equinoctial

—

—

His blind eye that sided Paridell.

Eng.]
Side

flse,

Sidereal
etc.

Day,

;

A

(std'dS), a.

.

sidereal astronomy.
2. (Ast7-on.) Measured by the apparent motion of the
stars ; designated, marked out, or accompanied, by a return to the same position in respect to the stars ; as, the
sidereal revolution of a planet ; a sidereal day.

—

;

II

(sid), n.
slla, Icel,

—

;

Sl'da (si'da), n. [NL., fr. 6r. o-i'Si? a kind of plant.]
{Bot.)
genus of malvaceous plants common in the tropics.
All the species are mucilaginous, and some have
tough ligneous fibers which are used as a substitute for

Sld'dOW

;

;

;

;

See Illness.

A

flax.

;

to a side, or the

;

Si'cle (si'k'l), n.
[F., fr. L. siclus, Heb, sheqel.
See
Shekel.]
shekel.
lObs.]
The holy mother brought five sides and a pair of .turtledoves
to redeem the Lamb of God.
Jer. Taylor.

hemp and

(sid'er), n.
One who takes a side.
(si'der), n.
Cider.
lObs.]
Sid'er-al (std'er-al ; 277), a. [L. sideralis. See Sidereal.] 1. Relating to the stars.
2. (Astral.) Affecting unfavorably by the supposed influence of the stars baleful. " Sideral blast." Milton.
[L. sideratus, p. p. of sideSid'er-a'ted (-a'tSd), a.
rari to be blasted by a constellation, fr. sidus, sideris, a
[Obs.]
constellation.] Planet-struck ; blasted.
Sld'er-a'tlon (-a'shun), n. [L. sideratio.] The state
of being siderated, or planet-struck esp., blast in plants
also, a sudden and apparently causeless stroke of disease,
Bay.
[Obs.]
as in apoplexy or paralysis.
[L. sidereus, from sidus,
Sl-de're-al (st-de're-ol), a.
sideris, a constellation, a star.
Cf Sideral, Consider,
Desire.]
1. Relating to the stars ; starry ; astral as,

Sid'er
Si'der

—

.

;

of an opening in a wall, as of a door or window.

—

Slck'ness, n. [AS. sedcness.] 1. The quality or state
of being sick or diseased ; illness ; disease or malady.
I do lament the sickness of tlie king.
Shak.
Trust not too much your now resistless charms ;
Those, age or sickness soon or late disarms.
Pope.
2. Nausea ; qualmishness ; as, sickness of stomach.

Syn. — Illness

;

—

;

;

;

;

The bashful virgin's sidelong looks of love. Goldsmith.
Slde'plece' (-pes'), n. (Joinery) The jamb, or cheek,

—

a sickly

sickly sentimentality.

;

Of or pertaining

—

;

Nor torrid summer's sickly smile.
Tending to produce nausea sickening

and others up-

;

chain, one of two safety ciiains connecting a tenSide cut, a canal
der with a locomotive, at the sides.
or road branching out from the main one. [U. S.]
Side dish, one of the dishes subordinate to the main
—
course.
Side glance, a glance or brief look to one side.
Side hook (Cnrp.), a notched piece of wood for clampSide lever, a working a board to something, as a bench.
ing beam of a side-lever engine. — Side - lever engine, a
marine steam engine having a working beam on each
side of the cylinder, near the bottom of the engine, communicating motion to a crank tliat is above them.
Side
pipe (Steam Engine), a steam or exhaust pipe connecting
the upper and lower steam chests of the cylinder of a
beam engine. Side plane, a ^ilane in vifhich the cutting
edge- of the iron is at the side of the stock. —Side posts
(Carp.), posts in a truss, usually placed in pairs, eacli post
set at the same distance from the middle of the truss, for
supporting the princip.al rafters, hanging the tiebeam,
etc.
Side rod. in) One of the rods which connect the
piston-rod crosshead witli the side levers, in a side-lever
Side
engine,
(b) See Parallel rod, under Parallel.
screw (Firearms), one of the screws by which the look is
secured to the side of a firearm stock. — Side table, a
table placed either against the wall or aside from the
principal table. —Side tool (Mach.), a cutting tool, used
in a lathe or planer, having the cutting edge at the side
instead of at the pohit. — Side wind, a wind from one side
Wright.
hence, an indirect attack, or indirect means.
Side, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Sided p. pr. & vb. n. SidlObs.]
Bacon.
ing.]
1. To lean on one side.
2. To embrace the opinions of one party, or «ngage in
to take
its interest, in opposition to another party
sides as, to side with the ministerial party.
Pope.
All side in parties, and begin the attack.
Side, V. t. 1. To be or stand at the side of to be on
the side toward. [06s.]

This physic but prolongs thy sickly days.
Shak.
2. Producing, or tending to, disease ; as, a sickly autumn ; a sickly climate.
Cowper.
3. Appearing as if sick ; weak
languid pale.
The moon grows sickly at the sight of day.
Dryden.

emell

1.

(sid), a.

;

— Side

a sickly body.

;

—

;

disposed to illness

;

sideling,

Swift.

;

—

Bickly.

ICompar. Sicklier

some

;

—

—

;

.

'

[AS. sicolwyrt.]
SlC'kle-WOrt' (sik'k'l-wfirf), n.
{Bot.) (a) A plant of the genus Coronilla (C. scorpioides)
so named from Its curved pods. (6) The healall {Brunella vulgaris).
Slck'Ued (sTk'lTd), a. Made sickly. See Sickly, v.
Slck'll-ness (-IT-nSs), n. The quaUty or state of being

Somewhat

.

.

;

3. [AS. sid.
Cf. Side, n.] Long • large ; extensfve.
Shak.
lObs. or Scot.]
His gown had side sleeves down to mid leg. Laneham.
Side action, in breech-loading firearms, a mechanism
for operating the breech block, which is moved by a
Side arms, weapons worn at
lever that turns sidewise.
the side, as sword, bayonet, pistols, etc.
Side ax, an ax
of which the handle is bent to one side.
Side-bar rule
(Eng. Law), a rule authorized by the courts to be granted
by their officers as a matter of course, without formal application being made to them in open court
so called
because anciently moved for by the attorneys at side
bar, that is, informally. Burrill.
Side box, a box or inclosed seat on the side of a theater.
Cowper.
To insure a side^box station at half price.

One who uses a sickle ; a sicklea reaper.
Slck'less (sTklSs), a. Free from sickness. [iJ.]
Give me long breath, young beds, and sickJess ease. Marston.

1.

up maps

nailed

down.
;

side.

;

;

(-ly), a.

—

Slde'llng, a. Inclining to one side directed toward
one side sloping ; inclined as, sideling ground.
Slde'long' (-ISng' 115), adv. [See Sideling, adv.]
obliquely in the direction of the side.
1. Laterally
2. On the side ; as, to lay a thing «'deZon(7. [See SideEvelyn.
ling, adv.]
Slde'long', a. Lateral; oblique; not being directly
in front as, a sidelong glance.

—

;

Slc'kler (-kler), n.

Slck'ly

—

of,

being on the side, or toward the side lateral.
One mighty squadron with a side wind sped.
Dryden.
oblique ; collateral
incidental
2. Hence, indirect
as, a side issue
a side view or remark.
The law hath no side respect to their persons. Hooker.

sides

Sic'kle-man (sikTs'l-mSn), n.
Sicklebill (Eutoxeres
One who
pi. SiCKLEMEN (-mSn).
aquila).
uses a sickle ; a reaper.
You sunburned sicklemen, of August weary.
Shak.

BiOKLiEST.]

the bright side of poverty.
close at hand ; near to.
Exterior

as,

—

Side

of

tended with disease

A fellow
side

(Fort.) See Exterior, and //ferf. of Ravelin.
Interior
side (Fort.), tlie line drawn from the center of one bastion to that of the next, or the line of the curtain produced to the two oblique radii in front. H. L. Scott.
Side by side, close together and abreast in company or
along with.
To choose sides, to select those who shall
compete, as in a game, on either side.
To take sides, to
attach one's self to, or give assistance to, one of two
opposing sides or parties.

bill.

;

By mother's side thy father.
Milton.
Aspect or part regarded as contrasted with

:

;

and South America. They
have a long and strongly curved

man

line of descent traced

some other
By the side

tral

a.

Fope.

through one parent as
distinguished from that traced through another.
To sit upon thy father David's throne,

tion Leo. See Tllust. of Leo.
Sickle pod (Bot.), a kind of rock cress (Arabis Sickle.
Canadensis) having very long curved pods.
(Zo'ol.) (a) Any one of three
Slc'kle-blll' (-bll'), n.
species of humming birds of the
genus Eutoxeres, native of Cen-

Slclcled (-k'ld),
with a sickle.

.

Sets the passions on the side of truth.

A

7.

Reap.
"When corn has once felt the sickle^ it has no more
benefit from the sunshine.
South'.
2. (Astron.) A group of stars in the constella-

bird

The

6.

;

;

;

A

6.

sides

as, one-sided ; many-sided.

;

of the halves of the body, of an animal or
man, on either side of the mesial plane or that which
pertains to such a half as, a side of beef ; a side of sole
leather,
{b) The right or left part of the wall or trunk
of the body ; as, a pain in the side.
One of the soldiers with a spear pierced hie side. John xix. 34.

Sicker^ "Willye,

—

Milton.

One

4. {a)

;

The side or slope of a hill
Side'hill' (sTd'hTl'), n.
[_U. S.]
sloping ground a descent.
[OE. sideling, fr. side side.
Slde'llng (-ling), adv.
Sidelong ; on
See Side, and cf. Sidelono, Headlong.]
the side ; laterally ; also, obliquely ; askew.

;

Chaucer.

Having (such or so many)

Sld'efl (sid'ed), a.

used in composition

;

-

-

and

curiously

shaped

called also huntsman's cup.

See SaRRAOENIA.
;

tlien,

tliin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

s,-,,„«„jji'
^('^.^

li-i™.,

.?.f,^r„^'7^

,,\!!1„\
pwea).

In azure.
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SIDESMAN
(sldz'mSn), n. ; pi. Sidesmen (sIdz'mSn).
Milton.
a partisan.
assistant to the churchwarden ; a questman.
sides,
as
taking
Slde'-tak'ing (sid'tak'ing), n.
Bp. Hall.
vrith a party, sect, or faction.
at
passengers
walk for foot
Slde'walk' (-wak'), n.
the side of a street' or road ; a foot pavement, [f/. aS.]
sidewise.
Side'ways' (-waz'), adv. Toward the side ;
second refraction made sideways. Sir I. Newton.
His beard, a good palm's length, at least, .
Longfellow.
Shot sideways, like a swallow's wings.

Sldes'man
1,

A party man

2.

An

;

A

A

A

.

Side'- Wheel' (-whel'). <'• Having a paddle wheel on
as, a side-wheel
said of steam vessels
each side

—

;

;

Slde'wlnd'er (-wind'er), n. 1. {Zo'dl.) See Somed,
rattler, under Hokned.
2. A heavy swinging blow from the side, which disables an adversary. \Slang^
Slde'wlse' (-wiz'), adv. On or toward one side
laterally

;

sideways.
I

saw them mask

their awful glance

meek in gossamer

Sidewise

Emerson.

lids.

Attaching one's self to a party.
2. A side track, as of a railroad a turnout.
of the outside wall of a frame
The
covering
(Carp.)
3.
house, whether made of weatherboards, vertical boarding with cleats, shingles, or the like.
4. (Shipbuilding) The thickness of a rib or timber,
measured, at right angles with its side, across the curved
edge as, a timber having a siding of ten inches.
[imp. & p. p. Sidled (-d'ld)
Sl'dle (si'd'l), V. i.
[From Side.] To
vb. n. SiDLiNO (-dlTng).]
p. pr.
go or move with one side foremost to move sidewise
Swift.
as, to sidle through a crowd or narrow opening.
then sidled close to the astonished girl. Sir W. Scott.
He
Siege (sej), n. [OE. sege, OF. siege, F. sihge a seat,
a siege of. It. seggia, seggio, sedio, a seat, asseggio, assedio, a siege, F. assieger to besiege. It. & LL. assediare,
L. obsidium a siege, besieging all ultimately fr. L. sedere to sit. See Sit, and cf. See, re.] 1. A seat especially, a royal seat
a throne. [06s.] " Upon the very
Shah.
siege of justice."

Sid'lng (sid'ing), n.

1.

;

;

&

;

.

.

.

;

SU'fle-ment (sif 'f 'l-meut), re. [F., a whistling or hissThe act of whistling or hissing a whistling sound
[06s.]
A. Brewer.
SU'i-let (sTf'i-lgt), n. [Cf. F. sifilet."] (Zool.) The
six-shafted bird of paradise. See Paradise bird, under

ing.]

j

sibilation,

Paradise.

3.

To examine
Sifting

.

Tennyson.
And
[06s.]
2. Hence, place or situation ; seat.
I traitorous eyes, come out of your shameless siege forever.
[Painter {Palace of Pleasure).

Ah

3.

Bank

grade

;

;

station

;

1 fetch

estimation.

\_Obs.']

;

place for the purpose of compelling the garrison to surrender ; the surrounding or investing of a place by an
army, and approaching it by passages and advanced works,
which cover the besiegers from the enemy's fire. See the

Note under Blockade.
6. Hence, a continued attempt to gain possession.
Love stood the siege, and would not yield his breast. Dryden.
7. The floor of a glass-furnace.
Knight.
8. A workman's bench.

—

Siege gun, a heaxTf gun for siege operations.
Siege train,
artillery adapted for attacldng fortified places.

Siege,

V.

t.

To

He sighed

3.

To

deeply in his spirit.
Mark viii. 12.
make a sound like sighing.
And the coming wind did roar more loud.
And the sails did sigh like sedge.
Coleridge.
The winter winds are wearily sighing. Tennyson,

;

to beset.

Burnt sienna, sienna made of a much redder color by
the action of fire.
Eaw sienna, sienna in its natural
state, of a transparent yellowish brown color.
Of or pertaining
Sl'en-nese' (si'Sn-nez' or -nes'), a
to Sienna, a city of Italy.
Si-er'ra (se-er'r4), re. [Sp., properly, a saw, fr. L.
serra a saw. See Serrate.] A ridge of mountains and
craggy rocks, with a serrated or irregular outline ; as,
the Sierra Nevada.

—

II

The wild sierra overhead.

Sigh,
2.

V.

To

3.

t.

1. To exhale (the breath) in sighs.
Never man sighed truer breath.

A

—

II

the French.

Sle'va (se'va), re. (Bot.) A small variety of the lima
bean (Pkaseolus lunatus).
Sieve (siv), re. [OE. sive, AS. slfe; akin to D. eeef,
G. sieb. V151a. Cf.
Sift.]
1. A utensil for separating the
finer and coarser parts of a pulverized or
granulated substance from each other.
It consists of a vessel, usually shallow,
with the bottom perforated, or made of One form of
hair, wire, or the like, woven in meshes.
Sieve.
" In a sieve thrown and sifted." Chaucer,
2. A kind of coarse basket.
Simmonds,
Sieve cells (Bot.), cribriform cells. See under Ceibbisib,

FORM.
Sl'fac (se'fSk), n. (Zool.) The white indris of Madagascar. It is regarded by the natives as sacred.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

Shak.

utter eighs over ; to lament or mourn over.
Ages to come, and men unborn,
Prior.
Shall bless her name, and sigh her fate.
express by sighs ; to utter in or with sighs.

To

They
The

.

.

gentle swain

.

Shak.

sighed forth proverbs.

Hoole.
back her grief.
Sigh, re. [OE. sigh; cf. OE. sik. See Sigh, v. i.] 1. A
deep and prolonged audible inspiration or respiration of
air, as when fatigued or grieved ; the act of sighing.
Shak.
I could drive the boat with my siglis.
2. Figuratively, a manifestation of grief ; a lament.
.

.

.

With

sighs

Sigh'—born'

(si'bSm'),

" Sigh-born thoughts."
De Quincey.
Slgh'er (si'er), re. One who sighs.
grieving lamenting.
Uttering sighs
Slgh'ing, a.
" Sighing millions. " Cowper.
Slgh'ing-ly, adv.
Sight (sit), n. [OE. sight, si^t, siht, AS. siht, gesiht,
gesihS, gesiehS, gesyhS ; akin to D. gezicht, G. sicht,
gesicht, Dan. sigte, Sw. sigt, from the root of E. see. See
;

The

act of seeing perception of objects
by the eye ; view ; as, to gain sight of land.
Acts i. 9.
A cloud received him out of their sight.
2. The power of seeing ; the faculty of -vision, or of
perceiving objects by the instrumentality of the eyes.
Thv sight is young,
And thou shalt read when mine begin to dazzle. Shak.
Milton.
O loss of siglit, of thee I most complain !

The

3.
ity ;

1.

<.]

—

—
—

—

—

;

state of admitting unobstructed vision

;

visibil-

;

&

;

—

sighted, qaicii-sighted, shar^sighted, and the like.
Sight'ful (-ful), a. Easily or clearly seen ; distinctly

Testament of Love,
[06s.]
The state of being sightful perSir P. Sidney.
hole for looking through
Sight'-hole' (-hoi'), n.
SfiaJe,
a peephole. "Stop all S!(7A^/(oto."
re. from Sight, v. t.
Sight'ing, a.
Sighting shot, a shot made to ascertain whether the
sights of a firearm are properly adjusted ; a trial shot.
1. Wanting sight ; without sight
Sightless, a.
•risible

perspicuous.

;

Slght'lul-ness, n.

;

[Obs.]

spicuity.

A

&

blind.

2.

Of all who blindly creep or sightless soar.
That can not be seen ; invisible. [06s.]
The sightless couriers of the air.

3. Offensive or unpleasing to
sightless stains.
[R.]

Hidden
Sight'-see'ing

Moses

said, I will
is

now turn

and see

aside

Ex.

They never saw a sight
5.

this great sight,

not burnt.

The instrument

of seeing

;

why
ni. 3.

Spenser.

so fair.

the eye.

Why cloud they not their sights ?

ShaJc.

;

;

seen,

and by which their direction

is settled

or ascer-

tained ; as, the sight of a quadrant.
Their eyes of fire sparkling through sights of steel. Shak.
9. A small piece of metal, fixed or movable, on the
breech, muzzle, center, or trunnion of a gun, or on the
breech and the muzzle of a rifle, pistol, etc., by means
Farrow.
of which the eye is guided in aiming.
10. In a drawing, picture, etc., that part of the surframe
within
the
or
face, as of paper or canvas, which is
the border or margin. In a frame or the like, the open
space, the opening.
11. A great number, quantity, or sum ; as, a sight of

money.

^W

[Now

colloquial']

Sight in this last sense was formerly employed in
Latimer.
the best usage. " si^Ai of lawyers."
Gower.
A wonder sight of flowers.
final,

A

^11

;

eve,

event,

6ni, fem,

as,

in their

own

Lowell.

sightproof\i\i&\\.

sight,

A

Busby.

[i?.]

[L. sigillum.

Sig'il (sij'il), re.
seal ; a signature.

See Seal a stamp.]

Dryden,

Of talismans and

sigils

knew

Pope.

the power.

[L., from sigillum a
Sig'il-la'ri-a (-la'ri-a), n.pl.
See Sigil.] (Bom. Antig.) Little images or figures of earthenware exposed for sale, or given as presents, on the last two days of the BatumaUa ; hence, the
last two, or the sixth and seventh, days of the Saturnalia.
[NL., fem. sing. fr. L. sigillum a
Sig'U-la'ri-a, re.
II

seal.

II

A

seal.]
(Paleon.)
genus
of fossil trees principally

found in the coal formation
so named from the seal-

—

like leaf scars in vertical
rows on the surface.
Sig'il-la'rld (-la'rid), re.
(Paleon.) One of an extinct

family of cryptogamous
including the genus

trees,

[L. sigillatus
little

adorned with

images.] Decorated by
of stamps ;
said of

—

pottery.

a Sigillaria
,.

,

culata.

b Sigillaria reti.

Much

reduced.

Sig'U-la-tive (sTj'il-Utiv), a.
[L. sigillum a seal : cf. OF. sigillatif.l Fit to
seal ; belonging to a seal ; composed of wax.
[iJ.]
Si-gil'lum (si-jTl'liim), re. ; pi. Siqjlla. (-la). [L.]
II

6. Inspection examination as, a letter intended for
the sight of only one person.
7. Mental view; opinion; judgment as, in their sijf/i<
Wake.
it was harmless.
That which is highly esteemed among men is abomination in
Lnke xvi. 15.
the sight of God.
8. A small aperture through which objects are to be
;

;

Shak,

;

means

the bush

Shak,

unsightly

(-se'ing), a. Engaged in, or given to,
eager for novelties or curiosities.
Sight'-see'ing, re. The act of seeing sights ; eagerness for novelties or curiosities.
Sight'-se'er (-se'er), re. One given to seeing sights
or noted things, or eager for novelties or curiosities.
Sight'-shot' (-sliof ), re. Distance to which the sight
Cowley.
can reach or be thrown. [iJ.]
Sights'man (sits'mSn), re. ; pi. Sightsmbn (-m6n).
(Mus. ) One who reads or performs music readily at first

seeing sights

seeing.

;

;

Sight'll-ness (-It-ngs), re. The state of being sightly
comeliness ; conspicuousness.
Sight'ly (sifly),a. 1. Pleasing to the sight ; comely.
" Many brave, sightly horses."
VJSstrange,
2. Open to sight; conspicuous; as, a house stands in
a sightly place.
Slght'proof (-proof), a. Undiscoverable to sight.

Sigillaria and its allies.
Sig'll-la'ted (-la'tSd), a.

;

the eye

Pope,

— Sight'less-ly, adv. — Sight'less-ness, n.

open view ; region which the eye at one time surveys space through which the power of vision extends
as, an object within sight.
4. A spectacle
a view ; a show something worth
;

&

;

mournful.

Sorrowful;

a.

Milton.

[B.l

See, v.

At Bight, as soon as seen, or presented to sight ; as, s
draft payable at sight ; to read Greek at sight ; to shoot
a person at sight.— Ttont sight (Firearms), the sight
Open sight. (Firearms) (a) A front
nearest the muzzle.
sight through which the object aimed at may be seen, in
distinction from one that hides the object. (6) A rear
sight having an open notch instead of an aperture.
Peep sight. Rear sight.
See under Peep, and Rear.
Sight draft, an order, or bill of exchange, directing the
payment of money at sight.
To take sight, to take aim
to look for the purpose of directing a piece of artillery,
or the like.
Syn.
Vision ; view ; show ; spectacle
representation ; exhibition.
Sight (sit), V. t. {imp.
p. p. Sighted; p. pr.
vb. re. Sighting.]
1. To get sight of; to see; as, to
sight land ; to sight a wreck.
Kane,
2. To look at through a sight ; to see accurately ; as,
to sight an object, as a star.
3. To apply sights to ; to adjust the sights of also, to
give the proper elevation and direction to by means of a
sight as, to sight a rifle or a cannon.
Sight, V. i. (Mil.) To take aim by a sight.
Slght'ed, a. Having sight, or seeing, in a particular
manner ;
used in composition ; as, long-sighted, short-

their sighs the air

Frequenting, sent from hearts contrite.

Whittier.

[Sp., probably fr. L. sessillSl-es'ta (se-gs'ta), n.
tare to sit much or long, v. freq. of sedere, sessum, to
See Sit.]
short sleep taken about the middle of
eit.
the day, or after dinner ; a midday nap.
Sleur (syer), re. [F., abbrev. from seigneur. Cf.
MoNsmnR, Seignior.] Sir ;
a title of respect used by

OHG.

the United States.

—

[JJ.]

See Syenitic.
Si'e-nlt'lc (-nit'Ik^ a.
Si-en'na (si-eu'na), re. [It. terra di Siena, fr. Siena
in Italy.] (Chem.) Clay that is colored red or brown
by the oxides of iron or manganese, and used as a pigment. It is used either in the raw state or burnt.

eift,

^Sr" An extraordinary pronimciation of this word as
sithis still heard in England and among the illiterate in

;

besiege

Through all the dangers that can siege
The life of man.
Byron.
Slege'work' (-wflrk'), re. A temporary fort or parallel where siege guns are mounted.
Sie'mens-Mar'tln proc'ess (se'mSnz-mar'tln prSs'8s).
See Open-hearth process, etc., under Open.
Sl'e-nite (sl'e-mt), n. (Min.) See Syenite.

&

;

.

my life and being

Shak.
From men of royal siege.
4. Passage of excrements stool; fecal matter. [06s.]
The siege of this mooncalf.
Shak.
6. The sitting of an army around or before a fortified

Milton.

thee, sift thee.

—

Spenser.
.

;

Bift out,

A stately siege of sovereign majesty,

.

minutely to scrutinize.
the very utmost sentence and syllable. Hooker.
Opportunity I here have had
critically or

To try

;

thereon sat a woman gorgeous gay.
hall there stood a vacant chair
Merlin called it " The siege perilous."

&

Let him but narrowly sift his ideas.
7. Taylor.
to search out with care, as if by sifting.
1. One who, or that which, sifts.
Sift'er (sTffer), re.
2. (Zool.) Any lamellirostral bird, as a duck or goose ;
so called because it sifts or strains its food from the
water and mud by means of the lamellae of the beak.
Sig (sig), n. [Akin to AS. sigan to fall. VlSla.
See Sink, v. i.] Urine. [Prov. Eng."]
(Surg.)
Si-gaul'tl-an (sT-gal'sM-an or sT-gol'-), a.
Pertaining to Sigault, a French physician. See Symphyseotomy.
Sig'ger (sig'ger), «;. i. Same as Sicker. \_Prov. Eng.']
Sigh (si), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Sighed (sid) p. pr.
[OE. sighen, si^en ; cf also OB. siken,
vb. re. Sighing.]
AS. sicare, and OE. sighten, si^ten, sihten, AS. siccettan ;
all, perhaps, of imitative origin.]
1. To inhale a larger
quantity of air than usual, and immediately expel it ; to
make a deep single audible respiration, especially as the
result or involuntary expression of fatigue, exhaustion,
grief, sorrow, or the like.
2. Hence, to lament ; to grieve.

To

;

And

&

[imp.
vb.
Sift (sift), V. t.
p. p. Sitted ; p. pr.
Sifting.] [AS. si/tore, from s«/e sieve. -VlBla. See
Sieve.] 1. To separate with a sieve, as the fine part of
a substance from the coarse ; as, to si/t meal or flour ;
to sift powder ; to sift sand or lime.
2. To separate or part as if with a sieve.
When yellow sands are sifted from below.
The glittering billows give a golden show.
Dryden.

re.

;

In our great

SIGMOIDALLY

recent

;

ice,

&

A

Old Eng. Law)
seal.
Sig'la (sTgIa), re. pi. [L.] The signs, abbreriations, letters, or characters standing for words, shorthand, etc., in ancient manuscripts, or on coins, medals,
W. Savage.
etc.
Slg'ma (-ma), re. ; pi. Sigmas (-m^z). [L., from Gr.
o-i'y/xa, -OT05.]
The Greek letter 2, <7, or s (English S,
or sj. It originally had the form of the English C.

(Bom.
II

II

Slg'mo-dont (-mo-dSnt), re. [Gr. crCyiia sigma (2) -\(Zool.) Any one of a tribe
65wT05, a tooth.]
(Sigmodontes) of rodents which includes all the indigenous rats and mice of America. So called from the form
of the ridges of enamel on the crowns of the worn molars.
Also used adjectively.
o6ov't,

[Gr. (Tly^l.oel^'; ; aCyiia
Slg'moid (sTg'moid),
) a,
sigma
etSos form, likeSig-mold'al (-moid'al), (
ness: cf. V. sigmoide.2 Curved in two directions, like
the letter S, or the Greek s.
Sigmoid flexure (Anal.), the last curve of the colon hefore it terminates in the rectum. See Illusl. under Digestive.
Sigmoid valves. (Anat.) See Semilunar valves,

+

—

under Semilunar.
Sig-mold'al-ly, adv.
idea,

ill

;

old,

In a sigmoidal manner.

obey, drb, 5dd

Sign (sin), V. i. 1. To be a sign or omen. [06s.] SJiak.
2. To make a sign or signal ; to communicate directions or intelligence by signs.
3. To write one's name, esp. as a token of assent, responsibility, or obligation.
Slgn'a-bie (sin'a-b'l), a. Suitable to be signed ; requiring signature ; as, a legal document signable by a
particular person.
Sig'nal (sTg'nal), n. [F., fr. IJj. signale, fr. L. signum. See Sign, n.] 1.
sign made for the purpose of
giving notice to a person of some occurrence, command,
or danger ; also, a sign, event, or watchword, which has
been agreed upon as the occasion of concerted action.

sign (sin), n. [F. signe, L. signum ; cf. AS. segen,
Cf.
segn, a sign, standard, banner, also fr. L. signum.
Ensign, Resign, Seal a stamp. Signal, Signet.] That
by which anything is made known or represented ; that
which furnishes eyidence ; a mark ; a token ; an indicaremarkable event,
tion ; a proof. Specifically : (a)
considered by the ancients as indicating the will of some

A

deity ; a prodigy ; an omen. (J) An event considered
by the Jews as indicating the divine vpill, or as manifesting an interposition of the divine power for some special

A

a miracle ; a wonder.
Through mighty sigm and wonders, by the power of the
Jiom. xv. 19.
God.

end

;

Spirit of

It shall come to pass, if they will not believe thee, neither
hearken to the voice of the first siffn, that they will believe the
Ex. iv. 8.
voice of the latter sign.

(c)

;

monument.
What time

the

;

devoured two hundred and

fire

they became a sign.

fifty

men, and

^"m-

xxvi.

Z>e Foe.

;

;

Lvkei.62.

—

they are made known by signals publicly displayed.
Signal station, the place where a signal is displayed
specifically, an observation office of the signal service.
Syn. — Eminent remarkable memorable extraor;

;

;

&

Slg'nal-lze (sig'nal-iz), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Signalized (-izd) p. pr.
vb. n. Signalizing (-T'zing).] [From
Signal, a.] 1. To make signal or eminent to render

&

J

;

distinguished from what

8^°" The signs are reckoned from the point of intersection of the ecliptic and equator at the vernal equinox,
and are named, respectively, Aries {'^), Taurus (y),
Gemini (n), Cancer (23), Leo (fl)) Virgo (ITP), Libra

is

common

It is this passion which drives
use of signalizing themselves.

2.

;

;

;

;

;

and images.
The natural and

tures,

souls

.

.

.

/•

indelible signature of God, which human
Bentley.
are supposed to be stamped with.

1924.

manual

an autograph.
An outward mark by which internal
characteristics were supposed to be indicated.
Some plants bear a very evident signature of their nature and
;

3. (Physiol.)

-Dr.

use.

p. pr.

nian (from segn,

r\.), or OF. seignier, F. signer, to mark,
to sign (in sense 3), fr. L. signare to mark, set a mark
upon, from signum. See Sign, «.] 1. To represent by a
sign to make known in a typical or emblematic manner,
in distinction from speech ; to signify.
;

to

make
to

his retreat.

Sir W. Scott.

mark

vrith a sign.
receive this child into the congregation of Christ's flock,
and do sign him with the sign of the cross. Bk. of Com. Prayer.
3. To affix a signature to
to ratify by hand or seal
to subscribe in one's own handwriting.
;

We

Med.)

—

;

nalures.

;

Hg^

And let him sign it.
Shah.
To assign or convey formally
used with away.
To mark to make distinguishable.
Shak.
;

—

;

fise,

unite, r^ide,

fyil'i

tip,

flm

;

pity

A

;

—

—

;

food, fo^ot

Slg'net-ed, a. Stamped or marked with a signet.
Slg'nl-fer (sig'nT-fer), a. [L. from «(7«M7n sign -jferre to bear.] Bearing signs. [Ois.] " The signi/er
sphere, or zodiac."
Holland.
,

[L. significanSlg-nU'1-cance (sTg-nTf'i-kans), ) n.
Slg-nll'1-can-cy (-nif'i-kan-sj), | iia.J 1. The quality or state of being significant.
2. That which is signified
meaning ; import ; as, thfe
significance of a nod, of a motion of the hand, or of a
;

word
3.

or expression.

Importance

;

out,

oil

;

diair

;

go

;

sinB,

moment weight

;

;

;

consequence.

With this brain I must work, in order to give significancy and
value to the few facts which I possess.
J}e Quincey.
Slg-nif'1-oant (-kant), a. [L. significans, -antis, p.
pr. of significare.
See Signify.] 1. Fitted or designed
to signify or make known something ; having a meaning ; standing as a sign or token ; expressive or suggestive ; as, a significant word or sound ; a significant look.
It was well said of Plotinus, that the stars were significant,
but not efficient.
Sir W. Raleigh,
2. Deserving to be considered ; important ; momentous ; as, a significant event.
Significant figures (Arith.), the figures which remain to
any number, or decimal fraction, after the ciphers at the
right or left are canceled. Thus, the significant figures of
25,000, or of .0025, are 25.
Slg-nlf'i-cant, n.
That which has significance ; a
sign ; a token ; a symbol.
Wordsworth.
In dumb significants proclaim your thoughts.
Shak.
adv.
In
a
significant
manner.
Slg-nU'l-cant-ly,
Slg-nll'1-cate (-kat), n. [L. signiflcatus, p. p. of sigSee SiGNDPY.] (Logic) One of several things
nificare.
signified by a common term.
Whately.
Sig'nl-Il-ca'tlon (sTg'nT-fi-ka'shiin), n. [F. signification, L. significatio.'] 1. The act of signifying ; a making known by signs or other means.
A signification of being pleased.
Landor,
All speaking or signification of one's mind implies an act or
address of one man to another.
South.

2. That which is signified or made known ; that meaning which a sign, character, or token is intended to
convey ; as, the signification of words.
Slg-nU'i-ca-tlve (sig-nifi-ka-tTv), a. [L. signifiedtivus : cf. F. significati/.']
1. Betokening or representing by an external sign.
The holy symbols or signs are not barely significative.
Brerewood.
2. Having signification or meaning ; expressive of a
meaning or purpose ; significant.
Neither in the degrees of kindred they were destitute of significative words.
Camden.
Slg-nii'1-ca-tlve-ly, adv.
Slg-nlf' 1-ca-tlve-ness, n.
Slg'ni-fi-ca'tor (sTg'ni-f i-ka'ter or sTg-nif '!-), n. [Cf,
F. significateur.J One who, or that which, signifies.
In tliis diagram there was one signtficator which pressed remarkably upon our astrologer's attention.
Sir W. Scott.
Slg-nlf'1-ca-tO-ry (sTg-nTfl-ka-tS-ry), a. [L. signifi-

—

—

catorius.']

— n.

Significant.

That which

is siguificatory.

[L., (he^ has
Slg'ni-fi-ca'vlt (slg'nT-fi-ka'vit), n.
perf. ind. of significare to signify.]
(Eng.
Eccl. Law) Formerly, a writ issuing out of chancery,
upon certificate given by the ordinary, of a man's standing excommunicate by the space of forty days, for the
laying him up in prison till he submit himself to the
authority of the church.
Crabb.
[imp.
Slg'ni-fy (sTg'ni-fi), V. t.
p. p. Signified
(-fid)
pr.
Signifying
(-fi'Tiig).]
[F.
signivb. n.
p.
fier, L. significare ; sigmim a sign -)- -ficare (in comp.) to
make. See Sign, n., and -FV.] 1. To show by a sign;
to communicate by any conventional token, as words,
gestures, signals, or the like ; to announce
to make
known ; to declare ; to express ; as, he signified his desire to be present.
I 'II to the king
ond signify to him
Tliat thus I have rcsign'd my clmrge to you.
Shak.
The government should signify to tlio Protestants of Ireland
that want of silver is not to be remedied.
Swi/t.
2. To mean ; to import to denote ; to betoken.
Ho bade her tell him what it signified.
Chaucer,
II

signified,

;

&

&

;

;

;

A
Told by an

idiot, full of
SignH'iiing notliing.

lE^"" SignU'v
fies nothing, ib

tale

sound and fury,

Shak

ia often used impersonally; as, it signidoes not signify, that is, it is of no im-

portance.

Syn. — To express; manifest; declare; utter;
mate betoken denote imply mean.
;

Star signatures (as A*, 1*) are tlie same characters, with the addition of asterisks, used on the first
pages of ollcuts, as in 12nio sheets.
7. (Pharm.) Tliat part of a prescription whicli contains the directions to the patient. It is usually prefaced

Inquire the Jew's house out, give him this deed,

4.
6.

H. More.

A

resemblance between the external
characters of a disease and those of some physical agent,
for instance, that existing between the red skin of scarsupposed to indicate this
let fever and a red cloth
agent in the treatment of the disease.
5. (Mus.) The designation of the key (when not C
major, or its relative, A minor) by means of one or more
sharps or flats at the beginning of the staff, immediately
after the clef, affecting all notes of the same letter
throughout the piece or movement. Each minor key has
the same signature as its relative major.
6. (Print.) (a) A lettor or figure placed at the bottom
of the first page of each sheet of a book or pamphlet, as
a direction to the binder in arranging and folding the
(b) The printed sheet so marked, or tlie form
sheets,
from which it is printed as, to reprint one or more sig4. (Old

;

Browne

Watts.

2. Especially, the name of any person, written with
his own hand, employed to signify that the writing which
precedes accords with his wishes or intentions ; a sign

vb. n. Signing.]
[OE. seinen to bless, originally, to
make the sign of the cross over ; in this sense fr. AS:, seg-

I signed to

a

&

;

To make a sign upon

as,

LL. signatura), from L. signare, signasegnatura, Sp.
turn.
See Sign, v. <.] 1. A sign, stamp, or mark impressed, as by a seal.
The brain, being well furnished with various traces, signa-

—

2.

see in

;

Common Prayer.

;

;

;

—

[imp. &.p. p. Signed (sind)

of a signal

;

Sign manua.1. (a) {Eng. Law) The royal signature superscribed at the top of bills of grants and letters patent,
which are then sealed with the privy signet or great seal,
as the case may be, to complete their validity. (6) The
signature of one's name in one's own handwriting.
Craig. Tomlins.
Wharton.
Syn. Token ; mark ; note ; symptom ; indication
signal
symbol ; type omen j prognostic ; presage ;
manifestation. See Emblem.
t.

ways we

Sir T. Browne.
Sign given marking. [Obs.']
[L. signatorius.']
Sfg'na-tO-ry (sTg'na-to-ri^), a.
1. Relating to a seal ; used in sealing. [Obs.} Bailey.
2. Signing joining or sharing in a signature as, signatory powers.
Slg'na-tO-ry, n. ; pi. -eies (-riz). A signer one who
signs or subscribes as, a conference of signatories.
[F. (cf. It. signatura,
135), n.
Slg'na-ture (-tlir

;

(sin), V.

to distinguish.
Burke.

To commimicate with by means

V. <.]

;

Sign

;

to all the

;

;

&

men

ship signalizes its consort.
3. To indicate the existence, presence, or fact of, by a
signal ; as, to signalize the arrival of a steamer.
Slg'nal-ly, adv. In a signal manner eminently.
Sig'nal-man (-man), n.; pi. -MEN (-mgn). A man
whose business is to manage or display signals ; especially, one employed in setting the signals by which railroad trains are run or warned.
Slg'nal-ment (-ment), n. The act of signaling, or of
signalizing ; hence, description by peculiar, appropriate,
Mrs. Browning.
or characteristic marks.
Slg'nate (-nat), a. [L. signatus, p. p. See Sign, v. <.]
(Zool.) Having definite color markings.
Sig-na'tlon (sTg-nafshiin), n. [L. signatio. See Sign,

Scorpio (ni), Sagittarius (J), Capricornus (1^),
Aquarius (~), Fisces C^). These names were originally the names of the constellations occupying severally
the divisions of the zodiac, by which they are still retained but, in consequence of the precession of the equinoxes, the signs have, in process of time, become separated about 30 degrees from these constellations, and
each of the latter now lies in the sign next in advance,
or to the east of the one which bears its name, as the
constellation Aries in the sign Taurus, etc.
{k) (Alg.) A character indicating the relation of quantities, or an operation performed upon them
as, the
sign -\- (plus) the sign
(minus) the sign of division
—, and the like, (l) {Med.) An objective evidenoe of
disease that is, one appreciable by some one other than
the patient.
^W^ The terms symptom and sign are often used synonymously but they may be discriminated. A sign
diiiers from a symptom in that the latter is perceived
only by the patient himself. The term sign is often
further restricted to the purely local evidences of disease afforded by direct examination of the organs involved, as distinguished from those evidences of general
disturbance afforded by observation of the temperature,
pulse, etc. In this sense it is often called physical sign,
(m) (Mus.) Any character, as a flat, sharp, dot, etc. (re)
(Theol.) That which, being external, stands for, or signifies, something internal or spiritual
a term used in
the Church of England in speaking of an ordinance considered with reference to that which it represents.
An outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace.
(ii),

;

&

;

A

Bk. of

;

;

1. To communicate by signals ; as, to signal orders.
2. To notify by a signal or signals ; to make a signal
or signals to ; as, to signal a fleet to anchor. 31. Arnold.
Slg'nal-lst, n. One who makes signals; one who
communicates intelligence by means of signals.
Slg-nal'1-ty (sTg-nSl'I-ty), n. The quality or state of
being signal or remarkable. \_Obs.'\
Sir T. Browne.

(h)
military emblem carried on a banner or a standard.
Milton, (i)
lettered board, or other conspicuous notice,
placed upon or before a building, room, shop, or office to
advertise the business there transacted, or the name of
the person or firm carrying it on ; a publicly displayed
token or notice.
The shops were, therefore, distinguished by painted signs,
which gave a gay and grotesque aspect to the streets. Macaulay.
{j) {Astron.) The twelfth part of the ecliptic or zodiac.

t^^ See the Table of Ahbitraky Signs, p.

;

dinary notable conspicuous.
[imp. & p. p. Signaled (-nald) or SigSig'nal, V. t.
nalled p. pr.
vb. n. Signaling or Signalling.]

word by
word and thus the signs are to be distinguished from
the manual alphabet, by which words are spelled on the
tion, or the rendering, of written language,

;

;

;

how he would have him called.

—

;

;

Hence, one of the gestures of pantomime, or of a
language of signs such as those used by the North American Indians, or those used by the deaf and dumb.
||g^~* Educators of the deaf distinguish between naturai signs, which serve for communicating ideas, and
methodical, or systematic, signs, adapted for the dicta-

;

;

;

:

(,g)

A

.

[From signal, n.
cf.
F. signale.}
Slg'aal, a.
1. Noticeable
distinguished from what is ordinary
eminent remarkable memorable as, a signal exploit
a signal service a signal act of benevolence.
As signal now in low. dejected state
As erst in highest, behold him where he lies.
Milton.
2. Of or pertaining to signals, or the use of signals in
conveying information as, a signal flag or officer.
The signal service, a bureau of the government (in the
United States connected with the War Department) organized to collect from the whole country simultaneous
reports of local meteorological conditions, upon comparison of which at the central office, predictions concerning
the weather are telegraphed to various sections, where

Saint George of Merry England, the sign of victory. Spenser.
(e) A word or a character regarded as the outward manifestation of thought ; as, words are the signs of ideas.
(/) A motion, an action, or a gesture by which a thought
is expressed, or a command or a wish made known.
his father,

.

10.

(d) Any symbol or emblem which prefigures, typifies, or
represents, an idea ; a type ; hence, sometimes, a picture.
The holy symbols, or signs, are not barely significative ; but
what they represent Is as certainly delivered to us as the symBrereioood.
bols themselves.

They
' made signs to

A token

.

or Sig. (an abbreviation for the Latin signa, imperative of signare to sign or mark).
Slg'na-ture (sig'na-tlSr 135), v. t. To mark with, or
as with, a signature or signatures.
Slg'na-tur'lst (-tiir'ist), n. One who holds to the
doctrine of signatures impressed upon objects, indica[Oii.]
Sir T. Browne.
tive of character or qualities.
board, placed on or beSlgn1)0ard' (sin'bord'), n.
fore a shop, office, etc., on which some notice is given,
as the name of a firm, of a business, or the like.
Sign'er (-er), n. One who signs or subscribes hii
name as, a memorial with a hundred signers.
Slg'net (sTg'ngt), n. [OF. signet a signet, F., a bookmark, dim. of signe. See Sign, n., and cf. Sennet.]
seal
especially, in England, the seal used by the sovereign in sealing private letters and grants that pass by
bill under the sign manual ;
called also privy signet.
I had my father's signet in my purse.
Shak.
Signet ring, a ring containing a signet, or private seal.
Writer to the signet ( Scots Law), a judicial officer who
prepares warrants, writs, etc. originally, a clerk in the
office of the secretary of state.
;

Milton.

an indication ; a foreshadowing ; a sign.
;
The weary sun
Shak.
Gives signal of a goodly day to-morrow.
There was not the least signal of the calamity to be seen.

2.

;

S

by

A

All obeyed
The wonted signal and superior voice
Of this great potentate.

Something serving to indicate the existence, or prememory, of a thing a token a memorial a

serve the
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SIGN

;

;

inti.

;

Slgn'lor (sen'yi5r), n.
Sir
Mr.
Tlie English form
and pronunciation for the Italian Signor and the Spanish
;

Serwr.
Slgn'lor-lze (-iz), v. t. [See Skigniorize.]
cise dominion over
to lord it over.
[Obs.']

ink

To

;

;

tlion,

thin

;

bON

;

zli

=z

in azure.

exer-

Shetloti,

Slgn'lor-lze (sen'yer-iz), v. i. To exercise dominion
to seigniorize. [Ofc.]
Hewyt.
Slgn'lor-shlp, n. State or position of a signior.
n.
Same
as
Seioniokt.
Sign'lor-y (-f ),

Sl-gnor' (se-nyor'), Sl-gno're (se-nyo'ra), n. [It.
See Seioniok.] Sir ; Mr.
a title of address or respect
the Italians. Before a noun the form is Signer.
Madam ; Mrs.
[It.]
Sl-gno'ra (se-nyo'ra), n.
a title of address or respect among the Italians.
a title
Sl'gno-ri'na (se'nyo-re'na), «. [It.] Miss;
of address among the Italians.
Slgn'post' (siu'posf), n. A post on which a sign
hangs, or on which papers are placed to give public
II

—

II

;

among

;

II

—

—

II

notice of anything.
Slk(sTk), la. Such.

Sike
Sike
such as

is

[AS.

usually dry in
[See Sick.]

V.

To

i.

Cf. SiG.]

sle.

Slice, n.

Sike,

See Such.

[OJj.]

"SikefanSpenser.

weren foolerie."

cies

(sik), (
(sik), n.

sigh.

A

A gutter

;

a stream,

IProv. Eng. & Scot.~\
[Prov. Eng.']

summer.

sick person.

lObs.'i

&

tury.

&

V.
Short for Ensilage.
Sl'Iage (si'laj), n.
Slle (sil), V. t. [Akin to Sw. sila to strain,

off water.

VlBla.

A

;

2. Forbearance from, or absence of, speech ; taciturnity; muteness.
3. Secrecy ; as, these things were transacted in silence.
The administration itself keeps a profound silence. D. Webster,

The cessation of rage, agitation, or tumult; calmquiet ; as, the elements were reduced to silence.
;
6. Absence of mention ; oblivion.
And what most merits fame, in silence hid. Milton.

4.

ness

— used elliptically for

Be

silent ;
keep silence.

let

Shak.
Sl'lence, v. t. {imp.
p. p. Silenced (sllenst) p.
pr.
1. To compel to
vb. n. Silencing (-len-slng).]
Bilence ; to cause to be still ; to still ; to hush.

&

&

;

Silence that dreadful bell

;

— so

;

;

A

of silicic acid.

^W^ In mineralogical chemistry the silicates include
the unisilicates or orthosilicates, salts of ortliosilicic acid
the bisilicates or metasiiicates, salts of metasilicic acid
the polysilicates or acid silicates, salts of the polysilicic
acids; the basic silicates or subsilicates, in wliich the
equivalent of base is greater than would be required to
neutralize the acid and the hydrous silicates, including
the zeolites and many hydrated decomposition products.
Sll'l-ca'ted (-ka'tSd), a. (Chem.) Combined or impregnated with silicon or silica ; as, silicated hydrogen

;

it

;

;

silicated rocks.

See

A

interj.
there be silence, or

[F.

object filled in with a black color a p/ofiile portrait in black, such as a shadow
appears to be.
Sil'hou-ette', v. i. To represent by a
silhouette to project upon a background,
Silhouette.
so as to be like a silhouette.
lEecent]
A flock of roosting vultures silhouetted on the sky. The Century.
[NL., from L. silex, silicis, a
Sll'i-ca (sil'I-ka), n.
flint.] (CAem.) Silicon dioxide, SiOj. It constitutes ordinary quartz (also opal and tridymite), and is artificially
prepared as a very fiae, white, tasteless, inodorous powder.
[Cf. F. silicate.]
Sil'1-cate (-kat), n.
{Chem.)
salt

sil sieve,

\_Prov,Eng.']
8n.T.] To strain, as fresh milk.
Slle, V. i. To drop ; to flow ; to fall. \_Prov. Eng.]
sieve with fine meshes. [^Prov. Eng.]
1.
Sile, n.
HaUiivell.
\_Prov. Eng.]
2. Filth ; sediment.
[Icel. sUd herring ; akin to Sw. sill, Dan.
Slle, n.
young
iild.
Cf. Sill the young of a herring.] (Zo'dl.)
Pennant.
or small herring. lEng.]
Sl'lence (sllens), re. lF.,fT.'L.silentium. See Silent.]
1. The state of being silent ; entire absence of sound
or noise ; absolute stillness.
I saw and heard for such a numerous host
Fled not in silence through the frighted deep. Milton.

Silence,

Sll'hon-ettef (sTl'6o-St' or sTl'68-5t'), n.
called from Etienne de Silhouette, a
French minister of finance in 1759,
whose diversion it was to make such portraits on the walls of his apartments.]
A representation of the outlines of an

frights the isle.

Shak.

Silicated soap,

To put

to rest ; to quiet.
This would silence all further opposition. Clarendon.
These would have silenced their scruples.
Rogers.
3. To restrain from the exercise of any function, privilege of inttructiou, or the like, especially from the act
of preaching as, to silence a minister of the gospel.
The Rev. Thomas Hooker of Chelmsford, in Essex, was
silenced for nonconformity.
B. Triunbull.
4. To cause to cease firing, as by a vigorous cannonade
as, to silence the batteries of an enemy.
[NL., fr. L. Silenus, the atSl-le'ne (st-le'ne), n.
tendant of Bacchus.] {Bot.) A genusof caryophyllaceous
plants, usually covered with a viscid secretion by which
insects are caught ; catchfly.
;

Bon

(si'Ient), a.

[L. silens, -entis, p. pr. of silere

to be silent; akin to Goth.

sound or noise

;

absolutely

a.na.-silan.]

still

;

Not speaking

'

1.

Free from

perfectly quiet.

How silent is this town

Shak.

I

indisposed to talk
speechless
mute ; taciturn ; not loquacious ; not talkative.
Ulysses, adds he, was the most eloquent and most silent of
men.
Broome.
This new-created world, whereof in hell
2.

Fame

is

;

not

•,

silent.

Jfilton.

3. Keeping at rest inactive calm undisturbed as,
Parnell. Sir W. Raleigh.
the wind is silent.
4. (Pron. ) Not pronounced having no sound ; quiescent as, e is silent in " fable."
[JJ.]
5. Having no effect ; not operating inefficient.
silent, virtueless, and dead.
Sir W. Raleigh.
Causes
Silent partner. See Dormant partner, under Dormant.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

—

Mute ; taciturn ; dumb ; speechless ; quiet
See Mute, and Tacitdbn.
re.
That which is silent ; a time of silence.
" The «Vere< of the night."
Shak.

Syn.
stUl.

.

Sl'lent,
[i?.]

[L. silentiarius:
Si-len'ti-a-ry (st-lgn'shl-a-rj^), re.
F. silenciaire. See Silence.] One appointed to keep
silence and order in court ; also, one sworn not to divulge
secrets of state.
Sl-len'tlous (-shus), a. [L. sileniiosus : cf. F. sileneieux.] Habitually silent taciturn ; reticent.
[P.]
Sl'lent-ly (si'lent-iy), adv. In a silent manner.
State of being silent ; silence.
Sl'Ient-ness, re
Sl-le'nus (st-le'niis), re.
[L. Silenus the tutor and
attendant of Bacchus.] (Zo'dl.) See Wandeboo.
Sl-le'si-a (sT-le'shi-a or -sha), re.
kind of linen
1.
cloth, originally made in Silesia, a province of Prussia.
twilled cotton fabric, used for dress linings.
2.
Sl-le'sl-an (-sht-an or -shan), a. Of or pertaining to
Silesia.
re.
native or inhabitant of Silesia.
Si'lex (si'leks), n. [L., a flint, a pebblestone.] (Min.)
Silica, SiOj, as found in nature, constituting quartz, and
most sands and sandstones. See Silica, and Silicic.
cf.

;

A

A

—

A

ale,

senate,

A

care,

&m.,

arm, ask,

Sl-Ug'i-nose' (sT-lTj'i-nos'), a. [L. siligineus, fr. siliand very white wheat.] Made of fine
wheat. [Obs.]
Bailey,
n, from Sile to strain.
[Obs,
Sil'lng (sil'ing), a.
or Prov. Eng.]
suing dish, a colander. [Obs. or Prov, Eng.]
go, -inis, fine

&

Sil'1-qua (sTl'i-kwa), «. / pi. SiLiQua: (-kwe).
[L.
See SiLiQDE.] 1. (Bot.) Same as Silique.
2. A weight of four grains a carat ;
a term used

by

—

jewelers, and refiners of gold.

SU'lQLUe (sTl'ik or si-lek' 277), n. [L. siliqua a pod
or husk, a very small weight or measure:
cf. F. silique.] (Bot.) An oblong or elongated
seed vessel, consisting of two valves with a
dissepiment between, and opening by sutures
at either margin. The seeds are attached to
both edges of the dissepiment, alternately
upon each side of it.
Sll'i-qul-fomi (sTl'i-kwi-fSrm), a, [Silique -{- -form : cf. F. siliquiforme.] (Bot.)
Having the form of a silique.
SlM-quo'sa (-kwo'sa), re. pi. [NL. See
SiLiQUOSE.]
(Bot.) A Linnaean order of
plants including those which bear siliques.
[NL. siliSll'l-quose' (sil'I-kwos'), 1 a.
quosus: cf.
Sil'l-quous (sil'i-kwus), )
P. siliqueuz.] (Bot.) Bearing siliques; as,
siliquose plants ; pertaining to, or resem;

Sil'i-ca-tl-za'tlon (-kS-tl-za'shiln), n.
Silicification.
[NL.] {Zobl.) Same
Si-lic'e-a (si-lis'e-a), n. pi.
as Silicoidea.
Si-Il'ceous (si-lTsh'iis), a. [L. siliceus, it. silex, sUiII

Of or pertaining to silica

eji, aflint.]

;

containing

silica,

its nature.
[Written also silicious.]
[L. silex, silicis, a flint: cf.
Si-llC'lC (sT-lTs'ik), a.
F. silicique.] {Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or
resembling, silica ; specifically, designating compounds
of silicon ; as, silicic acid.

or partaking of

Silicic acid (.Chem.), an amorphous gelatinous substance, Si(HO)», very unstable and easily dried to silica,
but forming many stable salts ;
called also orthosilicic,
or normal silicic, acid.

—

Sl-Uc'1-cal-ca're-OUS (si-lIs'I-kSl-ka're-fis or sil'i-si-),
Consisting of silica and calcareous matter.
(Chem.) A binary
Sll'1-Clde (sil'i-sTd or -sid), n.
compoimd of silicon, or one regarded as binary, [i?.]
Hydrogen slllclde (Chem.), a colorless, spontaneously
inflammable gas, SiH4, produced artificially from silicon,
and analogous to methane ;
called also silico-methane,
silicon hydride, and formerly siliciureted hydrogen.
[L. silex, silicis, a
Sll'l-Clf'er-OUS (-sTfer-us), a.
flint -j- -ferous.]
Producing silica ; united with silica.
Si-llc'1-fl-ca'tlon (si-lis'i-f I-ka'shiln), re. [See SiLiciFT.] {Chem.) The act or process of combining or impregnating with silicon or silica ; the state of being so
combined or impregnated as, the silicification of wood.
{Chem.) Combined or
Sl-llc'1-fled (sT-lTs'i-fTd), a.
impregnated with silicon or silica, especially the latter
a.

—

Sl-lic'i-ly
vb.

[imp.

(-fi), V. t.

p. 'pr.
a flint

&

re.

Selichting

&

(-fi'ing).]

[L. silex, silicis,

{Chem.) To convert
-fy: cf. F. silicifier.]
into, or to impregnate with, silica, or with the com-

pounds of silicon.
The specimens found

Say.
. . . are completely silicijied.
of agate, chalcedony,
crystalline quartz.
To become converted into silica, or

The
may take the form
^Whornstone,
or
silica

Sl-Uc'i-fy, V.

i.

to be impregnated with silica.
II

Sil'i-cl-ol'de-a (sil'i-si-oi'de-a),

re.

Same

^Z. (Zool.)

See Siliceous.
a.
[NL.
Sil'l-Cl-spon'gi-ae (sil'T-si-sp5n'ji-e), n. pi.
{Zool.) Same as Silicoidea.
SiHcified.
lObs.]
Sl-llc'it-ed (si-lls'i-ted), a.
Si-liC'i-um (si-lls'i-uni ; 277), re. See Silicon.

S141'cious (sT-lTsh'us),
II

See Silex, and Sponge.]

or si-lish'-), a.
(si-lis'i-ii-rgfed
[WT'Men also siliciuretted.] {Old. Chem.) Combined or
impregnated with silicon. \_Obsoles.]
Sl-Uc'l-U-ret'ed

(Chem.) Hydrogen

Siliciureted hydrogen.
silicide.
[Obs.]

A

A

Containing, or composed

of,

;

,

,

silicofluoric acid.

SU'l-coi'de-a

,-'-

'

'

(-koi'de-a), re. pi.
[NL. See Silex, and

those that have the One of the Silicoidea (IWcAostemma

skeleton composed

mainly of siliceous

h&nisphsericam).
a Side view;
b Some of the Spicules, much en-

fibers or spicules.

larged.

eve,

3.

material.

That which resembles

silk, as

wound

Raw

silk, silk as it is
it is manufactured.

the filiform styles of

—

off from the cocoons, and
Silk cotton, a cottony sub-

before
stance enveloping the seeds of the silk-cotton tree.
Silk-cotton tree (Bot.), a name for several tropical trees of
the genera Bombax and Eriodendron, and belonging to
the order Bombacex. The trees grow to an immense
size, and have their seeds enveloped in a cottony substance, which is used for stuffing cushions, but can not be
spun.
Silk flower. (Bot. ) (a) The silk tree. (6) A similar iYee(,Calliandra trinervia) otV&vu.
Silk toviKZo'dl.),
a breed of domestic fowls having silky plumage.
Silk
gland (Zool.), a gland which secretes the material of silk,
as in a spider or a silkworm : a sericterium.
Silk gown,
the distinctive robe of a barrister who has been appointed king's or queen's counsel; hence, the counsel
himself. Such a one has precedence over mere barristers,
who wear stuff gowns. [Eng.] Siai. grass (Bot.), a kind
of grass (Slipa comata) of the Western United States,

—

—

—

—

—

—

The name is also sometimes given to various species of the genera Agave and
Fwcca.
Silk moth (Zoo?.), the
adult moth of any silkworm.
Silk shag, a
See Silkworm.
coarse, roup:h-woven silk, like
plush, but with a stiffer nap.
Silk spider (Zoo?.), alarge spider (Nephila plumipes), native
of the Southern United States,
remarkable for the large quantity of strong silk it produces
and for the great disparity in
Silk
the sizes of the sexes.
thrower. Silk throwster, one who
which has very long silky awns.

—

—

twists or spins silk, and prepares it for weaving. Brande
Silk tree (Bot.). an Asiatic leguminous tree (Albizzia
Julibrissin) with finely bipinnate leaves, and large flat pods
so called because of the abun- Silk Spider, a Male, nat.
dant long silky stamens cf its size 6 Female, reduced.
blossoms. Also called .Ji'ttyfowe?-.
Silk vessel.
(Zool.) Same as Silk gland, above.—

—

i

—

a climbing plant (PenpZoco Gra:ca) of
the Milkweed family, having a sUky tuft on the seeds. It
is native in Southern Europe.
Silk'en (silk"n), a. [AS. seolcen, seolocen.] 1. Of
or pertaining to silk ; made of, or resembling, silk ; as,
silken cloth ; a silken veiL
2. Pig. : Soft
delicate ; tender ; smooth ; as, sHken
Shak.
language. " Silken terms precise."
" A . . . silken wanton." Shak.
3. Dressed in silk.
Dyer.
Silk'en, V. t. To render silken or silkUke.
Silk'i-ness (-i-nSs), re. 1. The quality or state of
being silky or silken ; softness and smoothness.
2. Fig. : Effeminacy ; weakness.
B. Jonson,
[P.]
SUk'man (-man), n. ; pi. Silkmen (-mSn). A dealer
in silks ; a silk mercer.
Shak,
Virginia silk (Bot.),

;

(Zool.) An extensive order of Porifera,
which includes

-OID.]

;

named

& C—

and
compounds

SilicoflQoric acid (Chem.), a compound of
hydrofluoric acid and silicon fluoride, known only in
watery solution. It is produced by the action of silicon
fluoride on water, and is regarded as an acid, H2SiFo, and
the type and origin of the silicofluorides.
(Chem.) A
Sll'l-CO-flu'or-ide (-flii'or-Td or -id), re.
fluosilicate ; a salt of

^11

Sekge a woolen stuff.] 1. The fine, soft thread produced
by various species of caterpillars in forming the cocoons
within which the worm is inclosed during the pupa statei
especially that produced by the larvae of Bombyx mori.
2. Hence, thread spun, or cloth woven, from the above-

—

silicon

fluorine especially, denoting the
called silicofiuorides.

final,

&

—

Sil'1-cle (sil'i-k'l), ra.
[L. silicula, dim.
of siliqua a pod or husk: cf. F. silicule.]
{Bot.)
seed vessel resembling a silique, but
about as broad as it is long. See Silique.
combining
Sll'l-CO- (-ko-).
{Chem.)
form (also used adjectively) denoting the
presence of silicon or its compounds ; as,
silicoheazoic, «Kcofluoride, etc.
Sil'1-co-flu-or'lc (-flii-Sr'ik), a. {Chem.)

II

; as, siliquose capsules.
Silk (silk), n. [OE. silk, selk, AS. seolc, seoloc ; akin
to Icel. silki, Sw.
Dan. silke; prob. through Slavic
from an Oriental source ; cf. Lith. szilkai, Kuss. sheik',
and also L. sericum Seric stuff', silk. Cf. Seeiceous,

bling, siliques

p. p. Silicified (-fid)

-|-

flint,

II

the female flower of maize.

wood.

as, silicified

as Silicoidea.

See Bon Silene, in the Vocabulary.

SilJne.

Silent

A

II

;

a hard soap containing silicate of soda.

;

2.

A

Sll'I-C0n(sTl'I-k6u),re. [See Silica.] (CAem.)
nonmetallic element analogous to carbon. It always occurs
combmed in nature, and is artificially obtained in the free
state, usually as a dark brown amorphous powder, or as a
dark crystalline substance with a metallic luster. Its oxide i^silica, or common quartz, and in this form, or as silicates, it is, next to oxygen, the most abundant element of
the earth's crust. Silicon is characteristically the element
of the mineral kingdom, as carbon is of the organic world.
Symbol Si. Atomic weight 28. Called also silicium.
Sil'1-CO-tung'stlo (sTl'i-ko-tiing'stTk), a. (Chem.) Of,
pertaining to, or designating, any one of a series of
double acids of silicon and tungsten, knovni in the free
state, and also in their salts (called silicotungstates).
Sl-Uc'U-la (sT-lik'u-la), n. [L.] (Bot.)
silicle.
(Bot.)
silicle.
Sil'I-cule (sTl'T-kul), re.
Sl-liC'U-lose' (sT-lTk'u-los'), a.
[NL. siliculosus, fr.
L. silicula : cf. F. silicvleux. See Silicle.] 1. (Bot.)
Bearing silicles ; pertaining to, or resembling, silicles.
2. Full of, or consisting of, husks ; husky.
\_Obs.]

:

That for his wife weepeth and siJcetk sore. Chaucer.
Chaucer.
Sike, n. A sigh. [06i.]
adv., Slk'er-ly, adv., Sik'erSik'er (sik'eiO, a.
ness, n., etc. See 2d Sickek, Sickeely, etc. lObs.]
Sikhs (seks), n. pi. ; sing. Sikh (sek). [Hind. Sikh,
properly, a disciple.] A religious sect noted for warlike
traits, founded in the Punjab at the end of the 15th cen-

6. sielen to draw away or lead

SILKMAN
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^vent,

€nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

SILKNESS
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Sllk'neSS (sTlk'ngs), n. Silkiness. lObs."] B. Jonson.
Silk'weed' (-wed'), re. (Boi.) Any plant of the genera
Asclepias and Acerules whose seed vessels contain a

Si-lure' (st-lur' or si-), re. [L. silurus a sort of river
Gr. (TiAoupos: cf. F. silure.'] (Zool.) A fish of the
a siluroid.
Si-lu'ri-ab (st-lii'rT-an), a. [From L. Silures, a people
who anciently inhabited a part of England and Wales.]
(Geol.) Of or pertaining to the country of the ancient
Silures ;
a term applied to the earliest of the Paleozoic eras, and also to the strata of the era, because most
plainly developed in that country.
The Silurian formation, so named by Mtirchison,
is divided into the Upper Hilurian and Lower Silunan.
The lower part of the Lower Silurian, with some underlying beds, is now separated under the name Cumbrian, first
given by Sedgwick. Recently the term Ordovician has
been proposed for the Lower Silurian, leaving the original word to apply only to the Upper Silurian.

long, silky

down

milkweed.

;

Silk'worm' (-wQrm'), »,
The larva of any one of
numerous species of bombycid moths, which spins
a large amount of strong

[AS. seolcioyrm.']

{Zool.)

SILVERSIDES
costly, (c) Giving a clear, ringing
(b) Precious
" Silver voices." Spenser, (d)
soft and clear.
;

fish,

genus Silurus, as the sheatfish

silver fir (Bot.), the balsam fir.
See under
Lit.), the latter part (A. d.
the classical period of Latinity,
the time of
writers of inferior purity of language, as compared with
those of the previous golden age, so-called.
Silver-bell
tree (Bot.), an American shrub or small tree (Halesia
tetraptera) with white bell-shaped flowers in clusters
or racemes; the snowdrop tree.
Silver bush (Bot.), a
shrubby leguminous plant (AnthylUs Barba-Jovis) of
Southern Europe, having silvery foliage.
Silver chub
(Zool.), the fallflsh.
Silver eel. (Zool.) (a) The cutlass
fish.
(6) A pale variety of the common eel.
Silver flr
(Bot.), a coniferous tree (Abies pectinata) found in
mountainous districts in the middle and south of Europe, where it often grows to the height of 100 or 150
feet.
It yields Burgundy pitch and Strasburg turpen-

American

Balsam. —Silver age (Roman

(5^^ The common spe{Borabyx mori) feeds Silkwoiiii {,Boynbyx mnri). a
on the leaves of the white
Larva ; & Pupa c Adult Femulberry tree. It is namale d Adult Male.
tive of China, but has long
been introduced into other countries of Asia and Europe,
and is reared on a large scale. In America it is reared
only to a small extent. The Ailanthus silkworm {Philosamia cynthia) is a much larger species, of considerable
importance, which has been introduced mto Europe and
America from China. The most useful American species
is the Polyphemus.
See Polyphemus.
Pernyi ellkworm, the larva of the Pernyi moth.
See
Peenyi moth.
Silkworm gut, a substance prepared from
the contents of the silk glands of silkworms and used in
making lines for angling. See Gut.
Silkworm rot, a
disease of silkworms muscardine.
[Compar. Silkier (-i-er); superl.
Sllk'y (-f), a.
Silkiest.] 1. Of or pertaining to silk ; made of, or resembling, silk ; silken ; silklike ; as, a silky luster.
cies

;

;

—

—

—

aycush.
Silver

[OE. sille, sylle, AS. syl, syll ; akin to
Sill (sil), 11.
G. schwelle, OHG. sivelli, Icel. syll., svill, Sw. syll, Dan.
syld, Goth, gasuljan to lay a foundation, to found.]
The basis or foundation of a thing ; especially, a horizontal piece, as a timber, which forms the lower member of a frame, or supports a structure ; as, the sills
of a house, of a bridge, of a loom, and the like. Hence
{a) The timber or stone at the foot of a door the threshold.
(6) The timber or stone on which a window frame
stands or, the lowest piece in a window frame, (e) The
floor of a gallery or passage in a mine,
(d)
piece of
timber across the bottom of a canal lock for the gates to
shut against.

A

Naked

B

Sil'U-roi'de-l (sTl'i5-roi'de-I), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
An order of fishes, the Nematognathi.
Si-lu'nis (si-lu'riis), re. [L. See Silure.] (Zool.)
genus of large malacopterygious fishes of the order
Siluroidei. They inhabit the inland waters of Europe
and Asia.
Sil'va (sil'va), n. ; pi. E. Silvas (-vaz), L. Silvae
(-ve).
[L., properly, a wood, forest.]
[Written also
sylva."]
(Bot.) (a) The forest trees of a region or
country, considered collectively. (6)
description or
history of the forest trees of a country.
Sil'van. (-van), a. [L. silva, less correctly st/lva, a
wood or grove, perh. akin to Gr. uAt; cf. L. Silvanus
Silvanus the god of woods : cf. F. sylvain silvan. Cf.
Savage.] Of or pertaining to woods composed of woods
or groves ; woody. [Written also sylvan.^
Betwixt two rows of rocks, a silvan scene
Appears above, and groves forever green.
Dryden.
II

A

A

Sill course (Arch.), a horizontal course of stone, terra
cotta, or the like, built into a wall at the level of one or
sills, these sills often forming part of it.

more window

A

[Cf. 4th Sile.]
Sill, n.
young herring. lEng.l
Sil'la-bUb (sTl'la-bub), n. [Cf. sile to strain, and bub
liquor, also Prov. E. sillybauk.']
dish made by mixing
wine or cider with milk, and thus forming a soft curd
also, sweetened cream, flavored with wine and beaten to
a stiff froth. [Written also syllabub.']
Siiaer (sTl'ler), re. Silver. iScot.}
Sil'11-ly (sTl'lt-ly), adv.
[From Silly.] In a silly
manner; foolishly.
Dryden.
Sil'11-man-ite (-mon-it), re. [After Benjamin Silliman,

a forest, Sp.

(Min.) Same as Fibrolite.

[OE. seely, sely, AS. saslig, gesselig, happy,
good, fr. sasl, sel, goodj happy, stsl good fortune, happiness; akin to OS. salig, a., good, happy, D. zalig
blessed, G. selig, OHG. salig, Icel. ssell, Sw. sail, Dan.
salig, Goth, sels good, kind, and perh. also to L. sollus
whole, entire, Gr. oAo?, Skr. sarva. Cf. Seel, re.]
1. Happy ; fortunate
blessed.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
2. Harmless; innocent; inoffensive.
\_Obs.']
"This
silly, innocent Custance."
Chaucer.
IiiEST.]

Spenser.

A silly, innocent hare murdered of a dog.
Weak;

helpless;

frail.

[06;;.]

After long storms

.

.

.

With which my silly bark was tossed sore.
The silly buckets on the deck.
4. Rustic
plain
simple humble. [06s.]

A

fourth man, in a silly habit.
All that did their silly thoughts so busy keep.
6.

mind

Weak

in intellect

Shak.

foolish

;

witless

Milton.

;

simple

;

;

—

;

;

tongued, silver-vrhite.

;

—

_Sll'ly-llOW (-hou), re.
[Prov. E. silly-hew ; cf. AS.
sxlig happy, good, and huje a cap, hood. See Silly, a.]
A caul. See Caul, n., 3. \Obs. or Prov. Eng. 8001.]
Sl'lO (si'16), n.
[F.]
pit or vat for packing away
green fodder for winter use so as to exclude air and
outside moisture. See Ensilage.
Silt (sTlt), re.
[OE. sille gravel, fr. .lilen to drain, E.
sile ; probably of Scand. origin
cf. Sw. silo, prob. akin
to AS. sedn to filter, slgan to fall, sink, cause to sink, G.
sfiihen to .strain, to filter, OHG. sihcv, Icel. sia, Skr. sic
to pour; cf. Gr. iKjuas moisture. Cf. SiG, Sile.]
Mud or
fine earth deposited from running or standing water.
Silt, V. t.
[imp.
vb. re. Siltp. p. Silted p. pr.
ing.] To choke, fill, or obstruct with silt or mud.
Silt, 11. i.
To flow through crevices to percolate.
Sllt'y (-3?), a. Full of silt resembling silt.

&

r^ide,

full,

up, ftrn

;

pity

(Chem.) See under German.

—Horn

—

—

Gray

silver.

(Min.) Bee

silver.

silver; as, .nViicr leaf a silver c\ip.
Specifically
2. Resembling silver.

;

;

A

splendent

;

white. " Silver hair."
Others, on silvfr lakes and
Thoir downy breast.

:

(a) Bright

Sll'vem
of silver.

food, fo"ot

;

out,

oil

;

;

rivers,

chair

;

Isa. vii. 23.

[AS. seolfren, .lylfren.]

(-verii), a.

Common

re-

bathed

go

sitverlings.

is

silvcni

:

silence

Made

Wyclij' (.icts xix. 24).
golden.
Old Proverb.

is

Sil'ver-sldes' (-ver-sidz'), re. (Zool.) Any one of several species of small fishes of the family Atherijridm,
having a silvery stripe along each side of tiie body. The
common species of the American ('oast (3Ienidia nolata)
is very abundant.
Called also silrcrside, sand smelt,
friar, tailor, and tinker.

Milton.

;

thousand

at a

[At'chaic]

Speech

Shak.

;

thousand vines

Sll'ver-ly, adv. Like silver in appearance or in sound.
Let me wipe off this honorable dew.
Thiit silverly doth progress on tliy checks.
Sfiak.

;

&

;

dnlte,

&

a.

Cerargyrite. —King's silver. (<). Eiiy. /.aw) See Postpine. — Red silver, or Ruby silver. (Min.) See Proustite,
and Pyrargyrite. — Silver beater, one who heats silver
into silver leaf or silver foil. —Silver glance, or Vitreous
(Min.) See Argentite.
silver.
1. Of or pertaining to silver; made of
Sil'ver, a.

;

fise,

silver.

(Min.) See Preiesleeenite.

&

Having no silver hence, without
Sil'ver-less, a.
impecunious.
Piers Plowman.
Sil'ver-ling, n. A small silver coin. [06s.]

money

A black

man

;

;

;

;

crystalline substance, Ag-O.iNHil-,, obtained
by dissolving silver oxide in aqua ammonia. Wlien
dry it explodes violently on the slightest percussion.
fulminate, a white crystalline substance,
(6) Silver
Ag»C..N..O.>, obtained by adding alcohol to a solution of
Ger-,
silvefnitrate. When dry it is violently explosive.
(a)

;

&

;

Black silver (Min.), stephanite —called also brilile silrer
Fulminating silver. (.Chem.)
ore, or brittle silver <ilance.

;

A

See Silver,

L. JTallace,

A

bright, s?7?'e)'-buskined, silver-coateH, srlver-iooteA, .«7ver-haived, silver-headed, silver-raantXed, silrer-plnted,
silver-sUppered, .nlver-sowndiag, silver-studded, silrer-

as,

Gay.
[i?.]

+

;

destitute of ordinary strength of

;

acquire a silvery color,

A

(!^= Silver is used in the formation of many comas, .siVror-armed, silverpounds of obvious meaning

a silly woman.
6. Proceeding from want of understanding or common
judgment ; characterized by weakness or folly unwise
absurd ; stupid ; as, silly conduct ; a silly question.
Simple brainless witless ; shallow foolish
Syn.
unwise indiscreet. See Simple.
;

To

i.

eastern sky began to silver and shine.

(Zool.) An Old World finch
Sil'ver-bill' (-bil'), re.
of the genus Munia, as the 31. ilalabarica of India, and
31. cantons of Africa.
Sil'ver-boom' (-boom'), re. [D. eilver silver
600m.
tree.]
(Bot.) See Leucadendron.
(Zool.)
small North AmerSil'ver-fin' (-fin'), «.
ican fresh-water cyprinoid fish (Kotropis Whipplei).
Sil'ver-flsh' (-fish'), re. (Zool.) (a) Thetarpum. (6)
white variety of the goldfish.
Sil'ver-gray' (-gra'), a. Having a gray color with
a silvery luster as, silver-gray hair.
Sil'ver-i-ness (-i-nSs), n. The state of being silvery.
Sil'ver-lng, n. (3Ieial.) The art or process of covering metals, wood, paper, glass, etc., with a thin film of
metallic silver, or a substance resembling silver
also,
the film so laid on ; as, the silvering of a glass speculum.
[iinp.
(-iz),
v.
t.
Silverized
Sil'ver-ize
(-izd)
p. p.
vb. n. SiLVERiziNG.]
To cover with silver.
p. pr.

2. Coin made of silver ; silver money.
3. Anything having the luster or appearance of silver.
4. The color of silver.

Coleridge.

;

;

;

Spenser.

Pope.

deep.

Sil'ver-back' (-bak'), re. (Zool.) The knot.
Sil'ver-ber'ry (-bSr'rJ), re.
(Bot.) A tree or shrub
(Elseagnus argentea) with silvery foliage and fruit. Gray,

I^^ Silver was known under the name of luna to the
ancients and also to the alchemists. Some of its compounds, as the halogen salts, are remarkable for the effect of light upon them, and are used in photography.

Robynson (^More^s Utopia).
3.

And smiling calmness silvered o*er the
To make hoary, or white, like silver.

The

A

;

&

Sil'ver, v.

(Chem.) Same as Sylvate.
[OE. silver, selver, seolver, AS.

re.

—

—

His head was silvered o'er with age.

Sil'ver (sll'ver), re.
seolfor, siolfur, siolufr, silofr, sylofr ; akin to OS. silubar, OPries. selover, D. silver, LG. sulver, OHG. silabar, silbar, G. silber, Icel. silfr, Sw. sil/ver, Dan. solv,
Goth, silubr, Russ. serebro, Lith. sidabras ; of unknown
origin.]
soft white metallic element,
1. (Chem.)
sonorous, ductile, very malleable, and capable of a high
degree of polish. It is found native, and also combined
with sulphur, arsenic, antimony, chlorine, etc., in the
minerals argentite, proustite, pyrargyrite, cerargyrite,
Silver is one of the "noble " metals, so-caUed, not
etc.
being easily oxidized, and is used for coin, jewelry, plate,
and a great variety of articles. Symbol Ag (Argentum).
Atomic weight 107.7. Specific gravity 10.5.

raised in the middle of a wide ditch, to defend it. Crabb.
[Compar. Silliek (-IT-er) ; superl. SiLSil'ly, a.

to withstand.

3.

Vast woodland plains of South

selva."}

America,
Sil'vate (-vSy,

re.
The quality or state of being silly.
Slllock (sil'luk), n. {Zool.) The pollock, or coalfish.
SU'lon (sil'lBn), re. [F., a furrow.] (Fort.) A work

—

&

Sil'van, re. (Old Chem.) See Sylvanium. [Obs.]
Sil'van-ite (-it), re. (3Iin.) See Sylvanite.
Sil'vas (sil'vaz) or Sel'vas (sSl'vaz), n.pl. [L. silva

Sil'li-ness,

—
—

Sil'ver (sTl'ver), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Silvered (-verd)
vb. n. Silvering.] 1. To cover with silver ; to
p. pr.
give a silvery appearance to by applying a metal of a
silvery color ; as, to silver a pin ; to silver a glass mirror
plate with an amalgam of tin and mercury.
2. To polish like silver ; to impart a brightness to, like
that of silver.

;

;

him

;

;

A

—

—

A

shaft or thill of a carriage.

—

—

—

Siluroid (Aspredo, or Platysfacvs, octocirrhis).
Loricated Siluroid {Loricaria setigera).

II

;

silly virgin strove

2.

—

;

The

— Silver moonflsh. (Zool.) See Moonpish (6).
(Zool.), a lepisma. — Silver owl (Zool.), the
— Silver perch (Zool.), the mademoiselle,

moth

Silver pheasant (Zool.), any one of several species of
beautiful crested and long-tailed Asiatic pheasants, of the
genus Euplocamus. They have the tail and more or less
of the upper parts silvery white. The most common species (E. nycthemerus) is native of China.
Silver plate,
domestic utensils made of silver.
Silver plover (Zool.),
the knot.
Silver salmon (Zool.), a salmon (OncorhvU'
chns kisvtch) native of both coasts of the North Pacific.
It ascends all the American rivers as far south
as the Sacramento. Called also kisutch, ivhitefsh, and
uhite salmon.
Silver shell (Zool.), a marine bivalve of
the genus Anomia. See Anomia.
Silver steel, an alloy
of steel with a very small proportion of silver.
Silver
stick, a title given to the field oflicer of the Life Guards
when on duty at the palace. [Eng.] Thackeray. Silver
tree (Bot.), a South African tree (Leucadendron argentevm) with long, silvery, silky leaves.
Silver trout.
(Zool.) See Trout.
Silver wedding. See under Wedding. —Silver whiting (Zool.), a marine sciaenoid food
fish (Afenticirrus littoralis) native of the Southern United
States
called also surf whiting.
Silver witch (Zool.),
a lepisma.

:

an American mineralogist.]

—

barn owl.

;

The

—

—

as a leaf sericeous.
Silky oak (Bot.), a lofty Australian tree (.Grevillea robiista) with silky tomentose lobed or incised leaves.
It
furnishes a valuable timber.

[Cf. Thill.]

—

;

;

re.

—

—

A

Hence, soft and smooth as, silky wine.
Covered with soft hairs pressed close to the surface,

Eng.J

—

a variety of the

—

Sill,
\_Prov.

—

Silver foil, foil made of silver.
Silver fox (Zool.),
common fox ( Vidpes vulpes, variety argenteus) found in the northern parts of Asia, Europe,
and America. Its fur is nearly black, with silvery tips,
and is highly valued. Called also black fox, and silvergray fox.
Silver gar. (Zool.) See Billpish (a).
Silver
grain (Bot.), the lines or narrow plates of cellular tissue
which pass from the pith to the bark of an exogenous
stem the medullary rays. In the wood of the oak they
are much larger tlian in that of the beech, maple, pine,
cherry, etc.
Silver grebe (Zool.), the red-throated
diver. See Illust. under Diver.
Silver hake (Zodl.),the
American whiting. Silver leaf, leaves or sheets made of
silver beaten very thin.
Silver lunge (Zool.), the namtine.

;

2.
3.

—

—

Sl-lu'rl-an, «. The Silurian age.
Si-lu'rl-dan (-dan), re. {Zool.) Any fish of the family
Siluridse or of the order Siluroidei.
Sl-lU'roid (-roid), a. [Silurus -f- -oid.} {Zool.) Belonging to the Siluroidei, or Nematognathi, an order of
fishes including numerous species, among which are the
American catfishes and numerous allied fresh-water
species of the Old World, as tlie sheatfish (Silurus
glanis) of Europe.
re.
siluroid fish.

—

—

—

my

in constructing its
cocoon before changing
to a pupa.

sound
Sweet;

Spenser.

14-180) of

—

silk

Silver slumber."

'^

gentle; peaceful.

;

sing, ink

Silversides (Menidia votntii).

slIversldoB (Zool.), a, small fresh-water North
American fish (Liibadesthes sicculus) related to the marine silvorsides.

Brook

;

tlien,

tliin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

In azure.
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SIMPLY

Sll'VOr-Smlth' (sTl'vSr-smTth'), n. One whose occupation is to manufacture utensils, ornaments, etc., of silver ; a worker in silver.
Sil'ver-spot' (-spot'), n. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of butterflies of
the genus Argynnis and allied genera, having silvery
spots on the under side of
the wings.
See Illust. under Apheodite.

Slm'l-tar (sTm'i-ter), re. See Scimiter.
limp. & p. p. Simmered
Sim'mer (slm'mer), V. i.
p. pr. & vb. n. Simmering.] [Prov. E. also
;
simper ;
an onomatopoetic word.] To boil gently, or
with a gentle hissing to begin to boil.
I simmer as liquor
doth on the fire before it beginneth to
*

11. (Chem.) Not capable of being decomposed into
anything more simple or ultimate by any means at preselementary thus, atoms are regarded as
ent known
simple bodies. Cf. Ultimate, a.
<^^ A simple body is one that has not as yet been
decomposed. There are indications that many of our
simple elements are still compound bodies, though their
actual decomposition into anything simpler may never
be accomplished.
12. (Min.) Homogeneous.
13. (Zool.) Consisting of a single individual or zooid
opposed to compound.
as, a simple ascidian

Sil'ver-ware'

(-wSr'),ra.

Dishes, vases, ornaments,
utensils of
various
ebrts, made of silver.

and

Sll'ver-weed' (-wed'), ra.

SUverspot (.Speyeria idalia).
r Win^s reversed to show Markings of

A

Under

Side.

perennial, rosaceoas herb (Potentiila Anserina) having the leaves
{Bot.)

sil-

very white beneath.
Sil'ver-y (-y), a. 1. Resembling, or having the luster
of, silver
grayish white and lustrous ; of a mild luster
;

bright.
All the enameled race, whose silvery wing
"Waves to the tepid zephyrs of the spring.

Pope.

2. Besprinkled or covered with silver.
3. Having the clear, musical tone of silver ; soft
clear in sound ; as, silvery voices ; a silvery laugh.

and

(-merd)

—

;

Palsgrave.

boil.

Slm'mer,

v,

t.

To cause to

liquid heated almost

cook in

boil gently ; to
or just to the boiling point.

Sim'nel (-nel), re. [OF. simenel cake or bread of
wheat flour, LL. simenellus wheat bread, fr. L. simila
the finest wheat flour. Cf. Semolina.] 1. A kind of
cake made of fine flour a cracknel. [06s.]
Not common bread, but vastel bread, or simnels. Fuller.
2. A kind of rich plum cake, eaten especially on MidLent Sunday. \_Eng.2
Herrick.
Sl-mo'nl-ac (sI-mo'ni-5k), n, \liL. simoniacus. See
Simony ] One who practices simony, or who buys or
sells preferment in the church.
Ayliffe.
Slm'0-ni'a-oal (slm'o-ni'a-kol), a. Of or pertaining
to simony; guilty of simony; consisting of simony.
;

—

Slm'o-ni'a-cal-ly, adv.

The

flagitious profligacy of their lives, and the simoniacal
by which they grasped at the popedom.
J. S. Harford.
Sl-mo'nl-al (sl-mo'ni-al), a. Simoniacal. [06*.]
Si-mo'ni-an (sT-mo'ni-an or SI- 277), ra. [See Sim-

arts

;

Silvery Iron (Melal.), a peculiar light-gray fine-grained
cast iron, usually obtained from clay iron ore.

Sll'vl-CUl'ture (sll'vi-kiil'tiir
135), n.
See Sylviodltuee.
Sl'ma (si'mA), n. (Arch.) A cyma.

[Cf. F. sil-

Sim'a-gre (slm'4-ger),

A grimace.

;

viculture.']

n.

[F. simagree.']

Dryden.

[OJjt.]

[F. simarre.
See Chimere.]
woman's long dress or robe also, a light covering ; a
scarf.
[Written also cimar, cymar, samare, sijnare.~\
Sl'marre' (se'mar'). [F.] See Simak. Sir W. Scott.
Slm'blOt (sim'blSt), n. [F. simbleau.} The harness

A

Sl-mar' (sT-mar'),

n.

;

II

of a drawloom.

Sim'l-a (sim'I-4), n.
[L., an ape ; cf. simus flatnosed, snub-nosed, Gr. <7i;aos.] (Zobl.) A Linnaean genus
of Quadrumana which included the types of numerous
II

genera.
By modern writers it is usually restricted to the genus which includes the orang-outang.
Sim'l-al (-al), a. (Zool.) Simian apelike.
Slm'l-an (-an), a. [L. simia an ape.] (Zool.) Of or
pertaining to the family Simiadse, which, in its widest
sense, includes all the Old World apes and monkeys
also, apelike.
Any Old World monkey or ape.
n.
Sim'l-lar (-ler), a. [F. similaire, fr. L. similis like,

modern

;

—

See Same, a., and cf. Simulate.] 1. Exactly
corresponding resembling in all respects ; precisely like.
2. Nearly corresponding resembling in many respects
somewhat like having a general likeness.
Boyle.
3. Homogeneous uniform.
[iJ.]
Similar flgwes (Georti.), figures which differ from each
other only in magnitude, being made up of the same numSimilar rectilineal
ber of like parts similarly situated.
flgures, such as have their several angles respectively
equal, each to each, and their sides about the equal angles proportional.
Similar solids, such as are contained
by the same number of similar planes, similarly situated,
and having like inclination to one another.
Slm'l-lar, ra. That which is similar to, or resembles,
something else, as in quality, form, etc.
[Cf. F.
Slm'l-lar'l-ty (-ISr'i-ty), n. ; pi. -TIES (-tiz).
similarite.']
The quality or state of being similar ; likeness resemblance as, a similarity of features.
Hardly is there a similarity detected between two or three
Sir W. Hamilton.
facts, than men hasten to extend it to all.
Slm'l-lar-ly (sim'i-ler-ljr), adv. In a similar manner.
Slm'i-lar-y i-f), a. Similar. [Ois.]
fiimilar.

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

Rhyming cadences

Soi:th.

In similaiive or instrumental relation to a pa. pple, [past participle], as almond-leaved, -scented, etc.
New English Did.

Slm'l-le (sTm'i-le), re. / >?. Similes (-lez). [L., from
See Sihilae.] (Rhet.) A word or phrase by
is likened, in one or more of its aspects,
to something else ; a similitude ; a poetical or imaginative comparison.
A good awif t simile, but something currish.
Shak.

similis.

which anything

re.
[L., in like manner.]
of the form by which either
party, in pleading, accepts the issue tendered by his opponent ;
called sometimes a joinder in issue.
Si-mil'1-tUde (-tud), re. [F. similitude, L. similitudo,
from similis similar. See Similak.] 1. The quality or
state of being similar or like ; resemblance ; likeness
similarity ; as, similitude of substance.
Chaucer.
Let us make now man in our image, man
In our similitude.
Milton.
If fate some future bard shall join
In sad similitude of griefs to mine.
Pope.

Sl-mll'i-ter (sT-mTl'I-ter),

{Law) The technical name

—

2. The act of likening, or that which likens, one thing
; fanciful or imaginative comparison ; a simile.
TasBo, in his similitudes, never departed from the woods ; that
is, all hiB comparisons were taken from the country.
Dryden.

to another

That which is like or similar; a representation,
semblance, or copy a facsimile.
Man should wed his similitude.
Chaucer.
3.

;

Sl-mll'l-tU'dl-na-ry (-tu'dt-na-i^), a.
Involving or
expressing similitude. [065.]
Coke.
(sim'i-llz),
Slm'i-lize
v. t.
To liken ; to compare as,
Lowell.
to similize a person, thing, or act.
SIm'1-lor (^16r), re. [F., fr. L. similis similar -J- F. or
gold, L. aurum.
An alloy of copper and
Cf. Semiloe.]
zinc, resembling brass, but of a golden color.
Ure.
Smi'i-OUS (sTml-us), a. [L. simia an ape.] (Zool.)
Of or pertaining to the Simiaa ; monkeylike.
That strange simious, schoolboy passion of giving pain to
others.
Sydney Smith.
;

ale,

of the followers of Simon Magus
also, an
of certain heretical sects in the early Christian
;

adherent
church.
Milton.
Sl-mo'nl-OUS (-us), a. Simoniacal. [06s.]
Slm'0-nlst (sTm'6-nist), re. One who practices simony.
Slm'O-ny (-ny), re. [F. simonie, LL. simonia, fr. Simon Magus, who wished to purchase the power of conferring the Holy Spirit. Acts viii.] The crime of buying or selling ecclesiastical preferment; tlie corrupt
presentation of any one to an ecclesiastical beneflce for
money or reward.
Piers Plowman.
[Ar. samum, fr. samma
\ re.
Sl-moon' (si-mo6n'), )
to poison. Cf. Samiel.] A
hot, dry, suffocating, dust-laden wind, that blows occa^
sionally in Arabia, Syria, and the neighboring countries,
generated by the extreme heat of the parched deserts or

Sl-moom' (si-moom'),

sandy

plains.

(si'mus), a.
[L. simus, 6r. triiio?.'] Having
a very flat or snub nose, with the end turned up.
(Zool.)
Slm'pal (sim'pi), re.
[Malay simpei.']
long-tailed monkey (Semnopithecus melalophus) native
of Sumatra.
It has a crest of black hair.
The forehead
and cheeks are fawn color, the upper parts tawny and
red, the under parts white.
Called also black-crested

Si'mous

A

monkey, and

sinpse.

&

V. i.
[im,p.
p. p. Simpered
vb. re. Sdiperino.]
[Cf. Norw. semper
p. pr.
fine, smart, dial. Dan. semper, simper, affected, coy,
prudish, OSw. semper one who affectedly refrains from
eating, Sw. sipp finical, prim, LG. sipp.}
1. To smile
in a Billy, affected, or conceited manner.
Shak.
Behold yond simpering dame.
With a made countenance about her mouth, between siinpering and smiling.
Sir P. Sidney.
2. To glimmer ; to twinkle. [06«.]
Yet can I mark how stars above
Herbert.
Simper and shine.
constrained, self-conscious smile ; an
Sim'per, n.
affected, silly smile ; a smirk.
Pope.
The conscious simper, and the jealous leer.
Slm'per-er (-er), re. One who simpers. Sir W. Scott.

Sim'per (sim'per),

(-perd)

&

;

A

A simperer that a court affords.

T. Nevile.

Slm'per-lng, a. & re. from SiMPEE, V.
Slm'per-lng-ly, adv. In a simpering manner.
Slm'ple (-p'l), a. \Compar. Simplee (-pier) superl.
;

of similary words.

Slm'1-la-tlve (-la-tlv), a. Implying or indicating likeness or resemblance. iB.']

II

One

ony.]

senate,

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

[F., fr. L. simplus, or simplex, gen. simplifirst part of the Latin words is probably akin

Simplest.]
cis.

The

to E. same, and the sense, one, one and the same ; cf.
L. semel once, singuli one to each, single. Cf. Single,
a.. Same, a., and for the last part of the word cf. Double,
Complex.] 1. Single ; not complex ; not infolded or entangled ; uncombined ; not compounded ; not blended
with something else ; not complicated ; as, a simple substance ; a simple idea ; a simple sound ; a simple machine
a simple problem ; simple tasks.
" Simple
2. Plain ; unadorned ; as, simple dress.
truth." Spenser. " His si'm/iZe story." Burns.
3. Mere ; not other than ; being only.
whose simple touch
A medicine
Shak.
Is powerful to araise King Pepin.
4. Not given to artifice, stratagem, or duplicity undesigning ; sincere ; true.
Full many fine men go upon my score, as simple as I stand
Marston.
here, and I trust them.
Byron.
Must thou trust Tradition's simple tongue ?
Emerson.
To be simple is to be great.
5. Artless in manner ; unaffected ; unconstrained
natural ; inartificial ; straightforward.
Young.
In simple manners all the secret lies.
intelligible
not abstruse or enig6. Direct ; clear
matical ; as, a simple statement simple language.
7. Weak in intellect ; not wise or sagacious ; of but
moderate understanding or attainments ; hence, foolish
Shak.
siUy.
"You have siwip/e wits."
The simple believeth every word ; but the prudent man.look.

.

.

;

;

;

;

Prov. xiv.

eth well to his going.

15.

without much variety plain as, a
simple diet ; a simple way of living.
Thy simple fare and all thy plain delights. Cowper,
9. Humble lowly undistinguished.
A simple husbandman in garments gray. Spenser,
Clergy and laity, male and female, gentle and simple, made
Fuller,
the fuel of the same fire.
10. (Boi.) Without subdivisions ; entire as, a simple
stem a simple leaf.
8.

Not luxurious

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

^U

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

—

Simple contract (Law), any contract, whether verbal or
written, which is not of record or under seal. J. W.
Smith. Chilly.
Simple equation (Alg.), an equation containing but one unknown quantity, and that quantity
only in the first degree.
Simple eye (Zool.), an eye having a single lens
opposed to compound eye.
Simple
interest.
See under Interest.
Simple larceny. (Law)
See under Larceny.
Simple obligation (Rom. Law), an
obligation which does not depend for its execution upon
any event provided for by the parties, or is not to become void on the happening of any such event. Burrill.
Syn. Single uncompounded ; unmingled unmixed
mere uncombined elementary plain ; artless ; sincere harmless undesigning frank ; open unaffected

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

inartificial
;

;

;

;

low

—

—

—

;

;

unadorned

unwise.

;

credulous

;

— Simple, Silly.

;

silly

One who

;

foolish

is

simple

—

shal-

;

is sin-

cere, unaffected, and inexperienced in duplicity,
hence
liable to be duped.
silly person is one who is ignorant
or weak and also self-confident hence, one who shows in
speech and act a lack of good sense. Simplicity is incompatible with duplicity, artfulness, or vanity, vphile silliness is consistent with all three. Simplicity denotes lack
of knowledge or of guile ; silliness denotes want of judgment or right purpose, a defect of character as well as
of education.
I am a simple woman, much too weak
To oppose your cunnmg.
Shak.
He is the companion of the silliest people in their most silly
pleasure he is ready for every impertinent entertainment and

A

;

;

Law,

diversion.

Slm'ple (sTm'p'l), re. [F. See Simple, a.] 1. Something not mixed or compounded. " Compounded of many
Shak.
A medicinal plant ; so called because each
vegetable was supposed to possess its particular virtue,
and therefore to constitute a simple remedy.
What virtue is in this remedy lies in the naked siinple itself
as it comes over from the Indies.
Sir W, Temple.
3. ( Weaving) (a) A drawloom.
(5) A part of the apparatus for raising the heddles of a drawloom.
4. (R. C. Ch.) A feast which is not a double or a
semidouble.
Slm'ple, V. i. To gather simples, or medicinal plants.
As simpling on the flowery hills she [Circe] strayed. Garth.
Slm'ple—heart'ed (-hart'gd), a. Sincere ; ingenuous ;
si7nples."
2. (Med.)

—

.

Sir W. Scott,

guileless.

Slm'ple-iplnd'ed (-mind'gd), a. Artless; guileless;
simple-hearted undesigning ; unsuspecting ; devoid of
duplicity. Blackstone.
Slm'ple-mind'ed-ness, re.
Sim'ple-ness, re. The quality or state of being sim;

—

simplicity.
Shak.
Slm'pler (sim'pler), re. One who collects simples, or
medicinal plants ; a herbalist ; a simplist.

ple

;

Simpler'B Joy.

Slm'pleSB
ness.

(Bot.) Vervain.

(-pl5s),

re.

[F. simplesse."} Simplicity

;

silli-

Spenser.

lObs."]

Slm'ple-ton (sim'p'l-tun),

[Cf. F. simplet. It.
semplicione.l
person of weak intellect ; a silly person.
Slm-pU'clan (sim-plish'an), re. [Cf. OF. simplicien.^
One who is simple. [06s.]
Arnway.
Slm-plic'1-ty (sim-plis'i-t^), re. [F. simplicite, L.
simplicitas.
See Simple.]
1. The quality or state of
re.

A

being simple, unmixed, or imcompounded as, the simplicity of metals or of earths.
2. The quality or state of being not complex, or of
consisting of few parts ; as, the simplicity of a machine.
3. Artlessness of mind freedom from cunning or duplicity ; lack of acuteness and sagacity.
Marquis Dorset, a man, for his harmlesB simplicity neither
;

;

much regarded.
Mayward.
In wit a man simplicity a child.
Pope.
Freedom from artificial ornament, pretentious

misliked nor

;

4.

style, or luxury ; plainness ; as, simplicity of dress, ol
style, or of language ; simplicity of diet ; simplicity of
life.

5. Freedom from subtlety or abstruseness ; clearness
the simplicity of a doctrine ; the simplicity of an
explanation or a demonstration.
as,

6. Weakness of intellect ; silliness ; folly.
How long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity f and the
scorners delignt in their scorning ?
Prov. i. 22.
[Cf. F.
Sim'pll-fi-oa'tlon (sTm'pli-ft-ka'shlin), re.
simplification.!
The act of simplifying.
A. Smith.
[imp.
Slm'pli-fy (sim'pli-fl), V. t.
p. p. Simpli-

fied

(-fid)

;

p. pr.

& vb.

&

ra.

Simplifyino

(-fi'ing).]

[Cf

LL.

See Simple, and -fy.]
simplificare.
To make simple ; to make less complex ; to make clear
by giving the explanation for to show an easier or
shorter process for doing or making.
The 'collection of duties is drawn to a point, and so far simplified.
A, Hamilton.
It is important, in scientific pursuits, to be cautious in simplifying our deductions.
W. Nicholson.
Sim'pUst (-plist), re. One skilled in simples, or medicinal plants ; a simpler.
Sir T. Browne.
Slm-plls'tlc (sim-plis'tik), a.
Of or pertaining to
simples, or a simplist.
Wilkinson.
[iJ.]
Slm'pli-ty (sim'pli-t^), re. Simplicity. [05s.]
P. simplifier,

;

Slm'plo-ce (-pl6-se), re. (Gram.) See Symploce.
Sim'ply (-pli^), adv. 1. In a simple manner or state
considered in or by itself; without addition; alone;
merely

solely ; barely.
;
[They] make that now good or evil, , . • which otherwise of
were not simply the one or the other.
Hooker.
Simply the thing I am

itself

;

final,

;

;

idea,

iU

;

Shall

make me

old,

6bey,

Shak*,

live.

arb.

Odd
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without art or subtlety.
;
Subverting worldly strong and worldly wise

2. Plainly

By simply meek.
Weakly foolishly.

3.

I

Slni'II-la'cbre

)

II

A

—

;

ammonia

Shak.

&

a.

:

decomposition.
Si-na'pis (sT-na'pTs), re. [L.] {Bot.) A disused
generic najne for mustard ;
now called Brassica.
Sln'a-pis'in (siu'a-pts'in), n. {Chem.) A substance
extracted from mustard seed and probably identical with
sinalbin.
lObs.}
Sin'a-plsm (sin'a-pTz'm), n. [L. sinapismus, Gr.
(Tivairia-fio';, the use of a mustard blister, fr. aivaTrC^eiv
to apply a mustard blister, fr. o-iVaTrt mustard.] {3Ied.)
A plaster or poultice composed principally of powdered
mustard seed, or containing the volatile oil of mustard
seed. It is a powerful irritant.
Sln'a-po-le'ic (-p6-le'ik), a.
ISinapis -f oleic.}
{Chem.) Of or pertaining to mustard oil specifically,
designating an acid of the oleic acid series said to occur

&

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

;

monstrative and article. See That.] 1. From a definite
past time until now as, he went a month ago, and I
have not seen him since.
We since become the slaves to one man^s lust. B. Jonson.
2. In the time past, counting backward from the present before this or now ; ago.
How many ages since has Virgil writ ? Roscommon.
About two years since, it so fell out, that he was brought to a

Sill that his lord was twenty year of age.
Chaucer.
Sin, n. [OE. sinne, AS. synn, syn ; akin to D. zonde,
OS. sundia, OHG. sunta, G. siinde, Icel., Dan., & Sw.
synd, L. sons, sontis, guilty, perhaps originally from the
p. pr. of the verb signifying, to be, and meaning, the one
who it is. Cf. Authentic, Sooth.] 1. Transgression of
the law of God disobedience of the divine command
any violation of God's wUl, either in purpose or conduct
moral dbficiency in the character iniquity as, sins of
omission and sins of commission.
Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin. John viii. 34.
Sin is the transgression of the law.
1 John iii. 4.
I think 't no sin
To cozen him that would unjustly win.
Shak.

;

;

;

2.

An

offense, in general

3.

3.

A sin offering
He

hath made

;

's

a crying

a sacrifice for

him

to

An embodiment

of sin

;

Thy
Thou

a

who knew no

scarlet sin,

sin.
21.

a very wicked persoa. [iJ.]
ambition,
this bewailing land

robbed

Of noble Buckingham.
Shak.
is used in the formation of some compound
of obvious signification ; as, sire-born, si?i-brea, sireoppressed, sire-polluted, and the like.

Syn.

Actual Bin, Canonical sins, Original sin. Venial sin. See
under Actual, Canonical, etc.
Deadly, or Mortal, sins
(R. C. Ch.), willful and deliberate transgressions, which
take away divine grace ;
in distinction from venial sins.
The severe deadly sins are pride, covetousness, lust, wrath,
gluttony, envy, and sloth.
Sin eater, a man who (according to a former practice in England) for a small gratuity ate a piece of bread laid on the chest of a dead person, whereby he was supposed to have taken the sins of
the dead person upon himself.
Sin offering, a sacrifice
for sin ; something offered as an expiation for sin.
Iniquity ; wickedness wrong. See Crime.
Syn.

—

&

Sin, V. i. limp. &p. p. Sinned (sTnd) ; p. pr.
vb. n.
Sinning.]
[OE. sinnen, singen, sinegen, AS. syngian.
See Sin, re.] 1. To depart voluntarily from the path of
duty prescribed by God to man; to violate the divine
law in any particular, by actual transgression or by the
neglect or nonobservance of its injunctions to violate
any known rule of duty ;
often followed by against.
Against thee, thee only, have I sinned.
Ps. li. 4.
All have sinned, and come short of the glory of God. Rom. iii. 23.
2. To violate human rights, law, or propriety ; to com-

Of order,

r^de,

full,

fip,

^;

lirn

perfect

;

;

unhurt

uninjured.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

Pope.

pity

A

length of a perpendicular drawn from
_
~ _gj^^^ ^j
one extremity of an arc of a circle to g.
the diameter drawn through the other the' Arc ab and of
extremity. (6) The perpendicular it- the Angle acd; db
Versed Sine.
self.
See Sine of an angle, below.
Artificial sines, logarithms of the natural sines, or loga^
Natural
rithmic sines.
Curve of sines. See Sinusoid.
sines, the decimals expressing the values of the sines, the
radius being unity.
Sine of an angle, in a circle whose
radius is unity, the sine of the arc tliat measures the
angle in a right-angled triangle, the side opposite the
given angle divided by the hypotenuse. See Trigonometrical function, under Function.
Versed sine, that
part of the diameter between the sine and the arc.
Sl'ne (si'ne), ^re;). [L.] Without.
Sl'ne-cu'ral (-ku'ral), a. Of or pertaining to a sinecure ; being in the nature of a sinecure.
cura care,
Sl'ne-cure (-kur), re. [L. sine without
LL., a cure. See Cure.] 1. An ecclesiastical benefice
without the care of souls.
Ayliffe.
2. Any office or position which requires or involves
little or no responsibility, labor, or active service.
A lucrative sinecure in the Excise. * Macaulay.
.

—

—

—

;

—

II

+

Si'ne-cure, v. t. To put or place in a sinecure.
Si'ne-CU-rism (-kiS-riz'm), re. The state of having a
sinecure.
re.
One who has a sinecure.
[OE. sinewe, senewe, AS. sinu,
seonu ; akin to D. zenuvi, OHG. senawa, G. sehne, Icel.
sin, Sw. sena, Dan. sene; cf. Skr. snava.
V290.]
1. {Anat.) A tendon or tendinous tissue. See Tendon.
[iJ.]
Sir J. Davies.
2. Muscle nerve.
3. Fig.
That which supplies strength or power.
The portion and sineiu of her fortune, her marriage dowry.

Si'ne-CU-rlst

Sln'ew

(-kiJ-rTst),

(sTn'ii),

re.

;

:

The bodies of men, munition,
called the sinews of war.

and money, may

Shak.
be

justly

Sir W. Raleigh.

Money alone

is often called the sinews of war.
V. t.
limp. & p. p. Sinewed (-iid) p. pr.
Sinewing.] 'To knit together, or make strong
Shak.
with, or as with, sinews.

(J^°"

vb.

&

;

re.

Wretches, now stuck up for long tortures . . . might, if properly
Goldsmith.
treated, serve to sineiv the state in time of danger.

Sin'ewed

Z. Furnished with sinews

(-ild), a.

;

as,

a

strong-sinewed youth.
2. Fig.

:

Equipped

;

strengthened.

When he sees
Shak.
Ourselves well sinewed to our defense.
Sln'ew-1-ness (-T-ngs), re. Quality of being sinewy.
Holinshed.
Sin'e'er-lsh, a. Sinewy.
lObs.}

Sln'eiv-less, a.
strength or vigor.

Having no sinews ; hence, having no

Holinshed.
Sln'ew-DUS (-vis), a. Sinewy. [Obs.}
Sin'ew-shrunk' (-shrunk'), a. {Far.) Having the
sinews under the belly shrunk by excessive fatigue.
Sln'ew-y (-y), a. 1. Pertaining to, consisting of, or
resembling, a sinew or sinews.
Donne.
The sinewy thread my brain lets fall.
Well braced with, or as if with, sinews; nervous;
vigorous strong firm tough as, the .linewy Ajax.
2.

;

;

;

:

mind sincerely ; to love virtue .sincerely.
Beau.
Ft.
Sln-cere'ness, re. Same as Sincerity.
Sln-cer'l-ty (sin-sSr'I-tj^), re. [L. sinceritas: cf. F.
The quality or state of being sincere; honsinch-ite.}
esty of mind or intention ; freedom from simulation,
hypocrisy, disguise, or false pretense ; sincereness.

Shak.

;

Whole

;

1 a.
[From Mount Sinai.} Of
Sl'na-lt'lO (si'na-It'Ik), |
or pertaining to Mount Sinai ; given or made at Mount Sinai ; as, the Sinaitic law.
Slnaltlc manuBcrlpt, a fourth century Greek manuscript

unite,

;

—

Shak.
Imploring pardon.
Since truth and constancy are vain,
Since neither love, nor sense of pain.
Nor force of reason, can persuade,
Granville.
Then let example be obeyed.
Because ; for ; as ; inasmuch as ; considering.

—

Sl-na'lc (st-ua'Ik),

Qse,

;

Sln-cere'ly, '"i". In a sincere manner. Specifically:
Milton, (b) Honestly un{a) Purely ; without alloy.
feignedly ; without dissiuuilation ; as, to speak one's

;

sins against the eternal cause.

;

4. Honest ; free from hypocrisy or dissimulation ; as,
a sincere friend ; a sincere person.
Tlie more sincere you are, the better it will fare with you at
Watcrland.
the great day of account.
Honest unfeigned unvarnished ; real true
Syn.
unaffected inartificial frank upright. See Hearty.

;

to transgress.
I am a man
More sinned against than sinning.
Who but wishes to invert the laws

—

;

;

to trespass

;

lObs.}
Dryden.
The inviolable body stood sincere.
f
having a
to
be
appears
;
3. Being in reality what it
character which corresponds with the appearance not
falsely assumed ; genuine ; true ; real ; as, a sincere
desire for knowledge ; a sincere contempt for meanness.
A sincere intention of pleasing God in all our actions. Law.
2.

—

;

—

;

+

A man whose

words

.

;

.

.

were so close and sinewy.

Hare.

;

—

mit an offense

;

.

—

—

Shak.

See Because.
ICompar. Sinceeer (-er)
Sin-cere' (sin-ser'), a.
superl. Sinoekest.]
[L. sincerus, of uncertain origin
the first part perhaps akin to sin- in singuli{see Single),
and the second to cernere to separate (cf Discern) cf.
F. sincere.} X. Pure ; unmixed unadulterated.
There is no sincere acid in any animal juice. Arbutlinot.
Dryden.
A joy which never was sincere till now.

1^^ Sin

words

—

lay all night in the windmill in

field ?

;

sin.

be sin for us,

2 Cor. V.

4.

;

George's

; to tighten the sinch
or girth of (a saddle) ; as, to sinch up a saddle. [ Western U. S.}
Sln-cip'1-tal (sTn-sip'i-tal), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to the sinciput being in the region of the sinciput.
[L., half a head
semi
Sln'ci-put (sln'sT-piit), re.
half
caput the head.] 1. {Anal.) The fore part of the
head.
2. {Zool.) The part of the head of a bird between the
base of the bill and the vertex.
Sln'don (sin'diin), re. [L., a kind of fine Indian cotton stuff, Gr. cLvSiiiv.} 1.
wrapper. [OJs.] " Wrapped
in sindores of linen.
Bacon.
2. {Surg.) A small rag or pledget introduced into the
Dunglison.
hole in the cranium made by a trephine.
Sine (sin), n. [LL. sinus a sine, L.
sinus bosom, used in translating the
Ar. jaib, properly, bosom, but probably read by mistake (the consonants
iv__La
14
being the same) for an original jiba I
sine, from Skr. jlva bowstring, chord
of an arc, sine.]
{Trig.) {a) The

Sln'ew,

lObs.}

;

Pope.

sin.

or that.

Since, prep. From the time of ; in or during the time
after
usually with
subsequent to subsequently to
a past event or time for the object.
The Lord hath blessed thee, since my coming. Gen. xxx. 30.
I have a model by which he may build a nobler poem than
Dryden.
any extant since the ancients.
Since, conJ. Seeing that because considering
formerly followed by that.
Since that my penitence comes after all.

Milton.

a violation of propriety

;

When

Do you remember since we
St.

a sin against good manners.

as,

;

I grant that poetry

Sir P. Sidney.

great lady's house.

;

Enthralled

misdemeanor

—

called also diallyl urea.
Sln'ca-line (sln'ka-ltn or -len), re. [So called because
obtained by the action of aliffiies on sireapine.] {Chem.)
Choline.
[Written also sitikaline.}
Since (sins), adv. [For sins, contr. fr. OE. sithens,
sithenes, formed by an adverbial ending (cf. Besides)
from OE. sithen, also shortened into sithe, sin, AS. siSSSan, syoSan, seoSSan, afterward, then, since, after
properly, after that fr. siS after, later, adv. and prep,
(originally a comparative adv., akin to OS. siS afterward, since, OHG. sld, G. seit since, Goth, seipus late,
ni fianaseiT's no longer) -|- Son instrumental of the de-

ne-ous-ness, n.

to foul, exorbitant desires.

oil.

Sl-nap'O-llne (sT-nSp'6-lTn or -len), n. ISinapis -\- L.
oleum oil.] {Chem.) A nitrogenous base, CO.(NH.C3H5)2,
related to urea, extracted from mustard oil, and also
produced artificially, as a white crystalline substance

Simnltaneoas equations (Alg.), two or more equations in
which the values of the unknown quantities entering them
are the same at the same time in both or in all.
Slm'Ul-ty (sim'iSl-ty), n. [L. simultas a hostile encounter, grudge, originally, a (hostile) coming together,
fr. simul together
cf. OF. simulte.']
Private grudge or
quarrel as, domestic simulties. [06^.]
B. Jonson.
Sin (sin), adv., prep., & conj. Old form of SmcE.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng. & Scot.}

By sin

mustard

in

—

;

—

II

—

—

— called also allyl melamine.

;

Tyndale.

False ; specious ; counterfeit. [iJ.
Shak.
"Thou siniaZar man of virtue."
Obs.']
[L. simulatus, p. p. of simulare
(-ISt),
a.
Slm'U-late
to simulate ; akin to simul at the same time, together,
similis like.
See Similar, and cf. Dissemble, SemBale.
blance.] Feigned; pretended.
Slm'U-late (-lat), v. t. limp. Sip. p. Simulated (-la'To assume the mere
tSd) p. pr.
vb. n. Simulating.]
appearance of, without the reality ; to assume the signs
or indications of, falsely ; to counterfeit ; to feign.
The Puritans, even in the depths of the dungeons to which
flhe had sent them, prayed, and with no simulated fervor, that
JIacaulay.
Bhe might be kept from the dagger of the assassin.
Slm'U-la'tion (-la'shfin), n. [F. simulation, L. simulatio.']
The act of simulating, or assuming an appearance which is feigned, or not true;
distinguished I'rom
dissimulation, which disguises or conceals what is true.
Syn.
Counterfeiting feint ; pretense.
Slm'U-la'tor (sTm'u-la'ter), n. [L.] One who simulates, or feigns.
De Quincey.
Simulated, or capable
Slm'U-la-tO-ry (-14-to-ry), a.
Bp. Hall.
of being simulated.
Sl'mul-ta-ne'1-ty (si'mul-ta-ne't-t^), n. The quality
or state of being simultaneous ; simultaueousness.
Si'mul-ta'ne-OUS (-ta'ne-us ; 277), a. [LL. simultim
at the same time, fr. L. simul. See Simulate.] Existing, happening, or done, at the same time ; as, simultaneous events.
Si'mul-ta'ne-ous-ly, adv.
Sl'mul-ta'-

Slm'U-lar,

;

Sln'a-pate (-pat), n. (Chem.) A salt of sinapic acid.
Sin'a-plc (sin'a-pTk), a. {Chem.) Of or pertaining to
sinapine specifically, designating an acid (CjiHjjOj) related to gallic acid, and obtained by the decomposition
of sinapine, as a white crystalline substance.
Sln'a-pine (sTn'a-pin or -pen), re. [L. sinapi, sinapis, mustard, Gr. rriva-n-L cf. F. sinapine.} {Chem.) An
alkaloid occurring in the seeds of mustard.
It is extracted, in combination with sulphocyanic acid, as a
white crystalline substance, having a hot, bitter taste.
When sinapine is isolated it is unstable and undergoes

to say, simulars,

is

IWestern U.S.}
Slnch, V. I. To gird with a sinch

;

[Smapis -f- melaSlu-am'ine (sln-am'In or -en), re.
mine.} {Chem.) A bitter white crystalline nitrogenous
substance, obtained indirectly from oil of mustard and

;

\_Obs.']
feits something ; a pretender.
Christ calleth the Pharisees hypocrites, that
and painted sepulchers.

called also Codex Sinaitieus.
Sin-al'bln (sin-al'bin), re. [From L. SiKapis -f- alba.}
(Chem.)
glucoside f ound in the seeds of white mustard
(Brassica alba, formerly Sinapis alba), and extracted as
a wliite crystalline substance.

A

(sim'u-la'ker), n. [Cf. F. simulacre.]
See Simulacrum. [06s.]
Slm'U-Ia'cnuu (-la'krQm), n. ; pi. Simulacra (-kra).
likeness ; a semblance a mock
See Simulate.]
[L.
now usually in a derogatory sense.
appearance a sham ;
Beneath it nothing but a great simulacrum. Thackeray.
Slm'U-lar (sTm'fl-ler), re. [Cf. L. s-imulator, F. simulateur.
See Simulate.] One who pretends to be what
he is not ; one who, or that which, simulates or counter-

Slm'U-la'cher

Slnch (sinch), re.
of leather, canvas,

,

Milton.

Johnson.

;

SING
[See Cinch.] A saddle girth made
woven horsehair, or woven grass.

of the Bible, discovered at Mount Sinai (the greater part
of it in 1859) by Tischendorf a German Biblical critic —

I protest, in the sincerity of love.

Sincerity
;

food, fdbt

is

;

;

chair

:

go

;

sinful

men

;

laden with iniquity.

— Sln'ful-ly, adv. — Sln'ful-ness,

Isa.

i.

4.

re.

Sing (sing), V. i. limp. Sung (sung) or Sang (s5ng)
vb. n. Singing.]
[AS. singan ;
p. p. Sung p. pr.
akin to D. zingen, OS.
OHG. .singan, G. singen, Icel.
syngja, Sw. sjunga, Dan. synge, Got\\. siggwan, and perhaps to E. sny, v. t., or cf. Gr. hfj-^ri voice. Cf. Singe,
Song.] 1. To utter sounds with musical inflections or
melodious modulations of voice, as fancy may dictate, or
according to the notes of a song or tune, or of a given
part (as alto, tenor, etc.) in a chorus or concerted piece.
The noise of them that sing do 1 hear. Ex. xxxii. 18.
2. To utter sweet melodious sounds, as birds do.
On every bough the briddes heard I sing. Chaucer.
Singing birds, in silver cages hung.
Dryden.
3. To make a small, shrill sound
as, the air sings in
passing through a crevice.
O'er his head the flying spear
Sang innocent, and spent its force in uir.
Pope.
4. To tell or relate something in numbers or verse ; to
celebrate something in poetry.
Milton.

&

;

lok

&

;

Bid her

Of human hope by

A"iio.r.

bIiik,

Piers Plowman.

sinful thoughts.

;

Ah sinful nation, a people

Sliak.

a duty no less plain than important.

out, oil

Sin'ful (sin'ful), a. [AS. synfidl.} Tainted with, or
full of, sin ; wicked ; iniquitous ; criminal
unholy j as,

;

tben. tliin

;

boN

;

.

.

.

siiiff

cross event destroyed.

zli

=z

In azure.

Prior,

1

N

6>

To cry out

;

to complain.

They should sing

if

[06s.]
that they were bent.

Chaucer.

(sing), V. t.
1. To utter with musical inflections
or modulations of voice.
And they sing the song of Moses, the servant of God, and the
Rev. xv. 3.
song of the Lamb.
And in the darkness sing your carol of high praise. Kehle.

Sing

2. To celebrate in song ; to give praises to in verse to
relate or rehearse in numbers, verse, or poetry. Milton.
Di-yden.
Arms and the man I sing.
The last, the happiest British king,
Addison.
"Whom thou shalt paint or I shall sing.
;

To

3.

by singing ;

influence

to lull

by singing

as, to

;

sing a child to sleep.
on, with singing.
I heard them singing home the bride. Longfellow.
p. p. SmoBD (siujd) p.
Singe (sinj), V. t. limp.
[OE. sengen, AS.
vb. n. SiNOEiNG (slnj'ing).]
pr.
sengan in hesengan {akin to D. zengen, G. sengen), originally, to cause to sing, fr. AS. singan to sing, in allusion
to the singing or hissing sound often produced when a
See SiNO.]
substance is singed, or slightly burned.
1. To burn slightly or superficially ; to burn the surface of ; to burn the ends or outside of ; as, to singe the
hair or the skin.
You sulphurous and thought-executing fires, . . .
Shak.
Singe my white head I
I singed the toes of an ape through a burning glass.
X' Estrange.
2. {a) To remove the nap of (cloth), by passing it rapidly over a red-hot bar, or over a flame, preliminary to
dyeing it.
(b) To remove the hair or down from (a
plucked chicken or the like) by passing it over a flame.
burning of the surface ; a slight bum.
Singe, re.
Sin'ger (sin'jer), ra. [E"rom Singe.] One who, or that
which, singes. Specifically (a) One employed to singe
machine for singeing cloth.
cloth.
(6)
Sing'er (sing'er), re. [From Smo.] One who sings
especially, one whose profession is to sing.
songstress.
\_Obs.']
Wyclif.
Slng'er-ess, n.
a. [Skr. SirhSln'gha-lese' (sin'ga^lez' or -les'), re.
hala Ceylon.] (Ethnol.) Same as Cingalese.
re. from Sing, v.
Sing'lng (sing'ing), a.
Singing bird. (Zo'61.) (a) Popularly, any bird that sings
a song bird. (J) Specifically, any one of the Oscines.
Singing book, a book containing music for singing a book
Singing falcon or hawk. (Zo'dl.) See Chanting
of tunes.
Singing fish (Zo'dl.), a Califorfalcon, under Chanting.
Singing flame
nia toadfish {Porichthys porosissimus).
(Acoustics), a flame, as of hydrogen or coal gas, burning
within a tube and so adjusted as to set the air within tlie
tube in vibration, causing sound. The apparatus is called
also chemical harmonicon.
Singing master, a man who
teaches vocal music.
Stn^ln^ school, a school in which
persons are instructed in smgmg.
Sing'lng-ly, adv. With sounds like singing with a
kind of tune ; in a singing tone.
G. North (1,575).
Sln'gle (sTn'g'l), a. [L. singulus, a dim. from the
OF. sengle, fr. L. ^reroot in simplex simple ; cf. OE.
gulus. See Simple, and cf. Singular.] 1. One only, as
distinguished from more than one ; consisting of one
alone ; individual ; separate ; as, a single star.
No single man is bom with a right of controlling the opinions
of all the rest.
Pope.
2. Alone ; having no companion.
Who single hast maintained.
Against revolted multitudes, the cause

To accompany, or attend

4.

&

;

&

P

Q

A

:

A

;

A

&

&

SINISTEOUS

gleaned grain. IProv. Eng. & Scot."]
{Lawn Tennis) A game with but one player on
each side ^—usually in the plural.
B. {Baseball) A hit by a batter which enables him to
reach first base only.

(Gram.) The singular number, or the number denoting one person or thing a wordin the singular number.

—

A handful of

3.
4.

;

a.
Having simplicespecially (ilfacA.), acting or exerting force
during strokes in one direction only ;
said of a recipro-

—

—

—

—

;

&

or truth.
3> Hence, unmarried

Milton.

; as, a single man or woman.
lives, and dies in single blessedness.
ShakDryden.
Single chose to hve, and shunned to wed.

;

—

pump,

cating engine,

etc.

Sln'gle-breast'ed (-brest'Sd), a. Lapping over the
breast only far enough to permit of buttoning, and having
buttons on one edge only as, a single-breasted coat.
Sln'gle— foot'' (-foot'), re. An irregular gait of a horse
;

— called also single-footed pace.

;

See Single,

v. i.

Single-foot is an irregular iiace, rather rare, distinguished by
the posterior extremities moving in the order of a fast walk, and

the anterior extremities in that of a slow trot.
Stillman (The Horse in Motion').
a. Having but one hand,
also, alone ; unassisted.
;
Sln'gle-heart'ed (-hart'ed), a. Having an honest

Sln'gle-hand'ed (-hSnd'Sd),

workman

or one

—

free from duplicity.
Sln'gle-heart'ed-ly, adv.
Sln'gle-mlnd'ed (-mind'ed), a. Having a single pur-

heart

;

pose hence, artless ; guileless ; single-hearted.
Sln'gle-ness, re.
1. The quality or state of being
single, or separate from all others
the opposite of doubleness, complication, or multiplicity.
2. Freedom from duplicity, or secondary and selfish
ends purity of mind or purpose ; simplicity ; sincerity
;

;

;

purpose ; singleness of heart.
(-g'lz), re. pi.
See Single, re., 2.
Sln'gle-Stlck' (sTn'g'l-stIk'), re. (a) In England and
Scotland, a cudgel used in fencing or fighting a backsword, (b) The game played with singlesticks, in which
he who first brings blood from his adversary's head is
pronounced victor backsword cudgeling.
Sln'glet (-gist), re. An unlined or undyed waistcoat
a single garment
opposed to doublet. [Prov. Eng.']
Sln'gle-ton (sin'g'l-tiin), re. In certain games at cards,
as whist, a single card of any suit held at the deal by a
player ; as, to lead a singleton.
as, singleness of

Sin'gles

;

;

;

;

—

Sln'gle-bee' (-tre'), n. [Cf. Swingleteee.] The pivoted or swinging bar to which the traces of a harnessed
horse are fixed ; a whiffletree.
(!l^°° When two horses draw abreast, a singletree is fixed
at each end of another crosspiece, called the doubletree.

Sln'gly (sin'g!^), adv. 1. Individually particularly
severally ; as, to make men singly and personally good.
2. Only ; by one's self ; alone.
Shak.
Look thee, 't is so I Thou st?j^?y honest man.
;

3.

Without partners, companions, or associates;

gle-handed

6. Uncompounded ; pure unmixed.
Simple ideas are opposed to complex, and single to compound.

;

simply.

;

sin-

Pope.

Johnson.

[JJ.]

Milton.
peculiarly.
[06*.]
Slng'-Slng' (sing'sing'), re. (Zo'dl.) The kob.
Slng'BOng' (-song' ; 115), n. 1. Bad singing or poetry.
2.
drawling or monotonous tone, as of a badly exe5. Singularly

;

A

cuted song.
Slng'song',
Slng'SOng',

a.
V.

Drawling

;

monotonous.

To write poor

i.

poetry.

WaUs.

/.

Not

deceitful or artful ; honest sincere.
I speak it with a single heart.
Skak.
8. Simple ; not wise ; weak ; silly. [Oii.]
He utters such single matter in so inf antly a voice. Beau. Sf Ft.
Single ale, beer, or drink, small ale, etc., as contrasted
with double ale, etc., which is stronger. [Obs.] Nares.
Single bill (Law), a written engagement, generally under seal, for the payment of money, without a penalty.
Burrill.
Single court (Lawn Tennis), a court laid out for
only two players.
Single-cut file. See the Note under
4th File.
Single entry. See under Bookkeeping.
Sin§le file.
See under 1st File.
Single flower (Bot.), a
ower with but one set of petals, as a wild rose.
Single
knot. See lllust. under Knot.
Single whip (Naut.), a
single rope running through a fixed block.
Sln'gle, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Singled (-g'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Singling (-glTng).]
1. To select, as an individual person or thing, from among a number ; to choose
out from others ; to separate.
Dogs who hereby can single out their master in the dark. Bacon.
His blood she faintly screamed, her mind
Still singling one from all mankind.
Moore.
2. To sequester; to withdraw; to retire.
[OSi.]
An agent singling itself from consorts.
Hooker.
3. To take alone, or one by one.
Men . . . commendable when they are singled. Hooker.
Sln'gle, V. i.
To take the irregular gait called single-foot ;
said of a horse.
See Single-foot.
Many very fleet horses, when overdriven, adopt a disagreeable
gait, wnich seems to be a cross between a pace and a trot, in
which the two legs of one side are raised almost, but not quite,
simultaneously. Such horses are said to single, or to be single;

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

&

6

I

—

tooted,

Sln'gle,

w.

A unit

one

S. Clark.

to score a single.
2. pi. The reeled filaments of silk, twisted without
doubling to give them firmness.
re.

1.

ale,

;

senate,

;

as,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

A

Barrow.
(-ISr'I-t^),
n.; pi. Singularities
singularitas : cf. F. singularity.']
1. The
quaUty or state of being singular; some character oi
quality of a thing by which it is distinguished from all,
or from most, others ; peculiarity.
Pliny addeth this singidarity to that soil, that the second
year the very falling down of the seeds yieldeth corn.
Sir W. Baleigh.
I took notice of this little figure for the singularity of the in.
strument.
Addison.
2. Anything singular, rare, or curious.

Sin'gu-lar'1-ty

Have we

Wyclif.
Slng'Ster (-ster), n. A songstress. [06i.]
Sln'gU-Iar (sln'gti-ler), a. [OE. singuler, F. singu-

L. singularius, singularis, fr. singulus single.
See Single, a.] 1. Separate or apart from others sin-

lier, fr.

No

Bacon.

[06s.]

And God forbid that all a company

Catholicism

;

Holinshed.

single ; individual.
determinate thing, is
The idea which represents one
called a singular idea, whether simple, complex, or compound.
itself

;

.

.

.

/

n'atts.

4. (Law) Each ; individual ; as, to convey several parcels of land, all and singular.
5. {Gram.) Denoting one person or thing ; as, the singular number ;
opposed to dual and plural.
6. Standing by itself ; out of the ordinary course ; un-

—

usual

;

uncommon

;

strange ; as, a singular phenomenon.
So singular a sadness

Denham.
7. Distinguished as existing in a very high degree
eminent extraordinary exceptional
rarely equaled
as, a man of singular gravity or attainments.
8. Departing from general usage or expectations odd
often implying disapproval or censure.
whimsical

Must have a cause as strange

as the effect.

;

;

;

;

—

;

None seconded,
Or singular and

His zeal
as out of season judged.
rash,

To be singular in anything that
disparagement, but a praise.

is

wise and worthy,

Milton.
not a

is

Tillotson.

9. Being alone ; belongmg to, or being, that of which
there is but one ; unique.
These busts of the emperors and empresses are all very scarce,
Addison.
and some of them almost singular in their kind.
Singular point In a curve (Math.), a point at which the
curve possesses some peculiar properties not possessed
by other points of the curve, as a cusp point, or a multiSlngniar proposition (Logic), a proposition
ple point.
having as its subject a singular term, or a common term
limited to an individual by means of a singular sign.
Singular succession ( Civil Law), division among
Whately.
individual successors, as distinguished from tmiversal

—

—

succession, by which an estate descended in intestacy^ to

—

Singular term (Logic), a term which
the heirs in mass.
represents or stands for a single individual.

Syn. — Unexampled; unprecedented; eminent;

traordinary remarkable uncommon rare
peculiar ; strange odd eccentric fantastic.
;

;

;

Sln'gU-lar,
lar.

final,

re.

;

;

1.

sbll

;

;

An individual instance

;

Dr.
eve,

event,

ex-

unusual

;

[06s.]
find,

fern,

.

.

.

ever took upon

him this name

must be understood
Jewish nation.
[06s.]

Bp. Pearson,
Jer, Taylor.
make singular

legal singularity of the

4. Celibacy.

of singu.
Hooker,

in opposition to the

Sln'gu-lar-ize (sln'giS-ler-iz), v. t. To
or single ; to distinguish, [i?.]
Sln'gU-lar-ly, adv. 1. In a singular manner ; in a
manner, or to a degree, not common to others ; extraoiv
dinarily ; as, to be singularly exact in one's statements
singularly considerate of others. "Singularly hand-

Milman,

some."

2. Strangely ; oddly ; as, to behave singularly.
3. So as to express one, or the singular number.
Sln'gult (sTn'giilt), re. [L. singultus.'] A sigh or sobbing ; also, a hiccough. [06s.] Spenser.
W. Browne,
Sln-gul'tous (sin-gul'tus), a. (3Ied,) Kelating to,
Dunglison.
or affected with, hiccough.
Sln-gul'tus (-tiis), n. [L.] (Med.) Hiccough.
Sin'1-cal (sin'T-kal or sin'-; 277), a. [From Sine.]
{Trig.) Of or pertaining to a sine; employing, or founded
upon, sines ; as, a sinical quadrant.
[From NL. Sinapis nU
Sln'l-grln (sTn'I-grln), n,
glucoside found in the seeds of blach
(Chem.)
gra.]
mustard (Brassica nigra, formerly Sinapis nigra). It
resembles sinalbin, and consists of a potassium salt of
II

A

myronic

acid.

[Accented on the
Sln'ls-ter (sTn'Ts-ter
277), a,
middle syllable by the older poets, as Shakespeare, Mil[L. sinister : cf. F. sinistre.] 1. On the
ton, Dryden.]
opposed
left hand, or the side of the left hand; left
to dexter, or right. " Here on his sinister cheek." Shak.
;

—

My mother's blood
Runs on the dexter cheek, and this sinister
okdk.
Bounds in my father's.
1^°' In heraldry the sinister side of an escutcheon is
the side which would be on the left of the bearer of the
shield, and opposite the right hand of the beholder.
disastrous; injurious,
inauspicious;
2. Unlucky;
evil — the left being usually regarded as the unlucky
as, s'inister infiuences.
All the several ills that visit earth.
Brought forth by night, with a sinister birth. B. Jons^n.
3. Wrong, as springing from indirection or obliquity
perverse dishonest ; corrupt ; as, sinister aims.
;

i

;

He

and

Bacon,
Nimble and
scorns to undermine another's interest hy a.ny sinister ov
sinister tricks

a particuJS.

recent

More.
;

ice,

shifts.

Sovth,

inferior arts.

Chaucer.
Should rue a singular man's folly.
[06s.]
2. Engaged in by only one on a side single.
To try the matter thus together in a singular combat.

by

Rome

bishop of

larity [universal bishop].

;

3. {Logic) Existing

Your gallery
much content

passed through, not without

In many singularities.
Shak.
3. Possession of a particular or exclusive privilege,
prerogative, or distinction.

side

Tennyson.

gle; distinct.

[L.

(-tiz).

;

[iJ.]

;

7.

;

Sln'gll-lar-ist (sin'gu-ler-ist), re. One who allects
[06s.]
clownish singulaiist, or nonconformist to ordinary usage.

singularity.

;

attack another singly.
to decide their doom.

as, to

;

At omber singly
4. Honestly sincerely

Grows,

4. Not doubled, twisted together, or combined with
others ; as, a single thread ; a single strand of a rope.
5. Performed by one person, or one on each side ; as,
5 single combat.
These shifts refuted, answer thy appellant, . .
Who now defies thee thrice to single fight.
MUton.

2.

Sin'gle-act'ing (sin'g'l-akt'ing),

ity of action

;

—

1
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He read in their looks
ularly toward himself.

.

. .

sinister Intentions directed particSir W. Scott.

4. Indicative of lurking evil or harm ; boding covert
danger as, a sinister countenance.
Bar sinister. (Her.) See under Bae, n. — Sinister aspect
(Astrol. ), an appearance of two planets happening according to the succession of the signs, as Saturn in Aries, and
Mars in the same degree of Gemini. Sinister base, Slniater chief. See under Escutcheon.
Sln'ls-ter-hand'ed (-hSnd'gd), a. Left-handed;
;

—

hence, unlucky.

Lovelace,
[06s.]
Wood.
Sin'is-ter-ly, adv. In a sinister manner.
Sln'is-trad (-trSd), adv. [L. sinistra the left hand -fad to.] {Anat.
Zo'dl.) Toward the left side; sinis-

&

trally.

Sln'is-tral (-tral), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the left
inclining to the left ; sinistrous ;
opposed to dextral,
2. {Zo'dl.) Having the whorls
of the spire revolving or rising to
the left reversed ;
said of certain spiral shells.
Sln'Is-tral'i-ty (-trai't-tj^), n."
The quality or state of being sin-

—

—

;

Sln'lS-tral-ly (sin'is-tral-ly),
adv. Toward the left ; in a sinistral manner.
J, Le Conte.
Sin'is-trln (sin'Ts-trm), re. [L.
sinister left.]

(Chem.)

A

muci-

laginous carbohydrate, resembling
achroodextrin, extracted from
squill as a colorless amorphous
substance ;
so called because it
is levorotatory.
Sln'is-tror'sal (sin'Ts-trSr'-

—

sal), a. [L. sinistrorsus, sinistra^
versus, turned toward the left
side ; sinister left -f- vertere, vortere, versura, vorsum, to turn.]
sinistral Shell of i^'Mfffur
Rising spirally from right to left
perversva.
(of the spectator) ; sinistrorse.
Sln'ls-trorse' (sin'is-trSrs'), a, [See Sinisthoksal.]
Turning to the left (of the spectator) in the ascending
line ;
the opposite of dextrorse. See Dextkoese.
Sln'ls-trous (-triis), a. [See Sikistek.] 1. Being on

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd
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SIPHONOBRANCHIATE

a red earth or ooher found in Sinope, a town in Paphlagonia, on the Black Sea, Gr. o-ii'iottk.] (3Iin.) A brickred ferruginous clay used by the ancients for red paint.
Sln'0-ple (sin'o-p'l), n. (Min.) Ferruginous quartz,
of a blood-red or brownish red color, sometimes with a
tinge of yellow.
Sln'0-ple, n. [F., fr. LL. sinopis. See Sinople a mineral.]
{Her.) The tincture vert green.
Fl.
Slnciue (sink), n. See Cinque. [Obs.] Beau.

unequal length, by which a liquid can be transferred to
a lower level, as from one vessel to another, over an intermediate elevation, by
the action of the pressure of the atmosphere in forcing the Uquid up the sliorter
branch of the pipe immersed in it, while
the continued excess of weight of the
liquid in the longer branch (when once
The a Siphon,
filled) causes a continuous flow.
flow takes place only when the discharthrough which
ging extremity of the pipe is lower than water is flowing
the
the higher liquid surface, and when no Dish from
6.
part of the pipe is higher above the surface than the same liquid will rise by atmospheric pressure that is, about 33 feet for water, and 30 inches for
mercury, near the sea level.
2. (Zodl.) (a) One of the tubes or folds of the mantle
border of a bivalve or gastropod moUusk by which water
is conducted into the gill cavity.
See Illust. under Mya,
and Lamellibranchiata. (b) The anterior prolongation
of the margin of any gastropod shell for the protection
of the soft siphon, (c) The tubular organ chrough which
water is ejected from the gill cavity of a cephalopod. It
serves as a locomotive organ, by guiding and confining
the jet of water. Called also siphuncle. See Illust. under LoLiGO, and Dibranchiata. (d) The siphuncle of a
cephalopod shell, (e) The sucking proboscis of certain
parasitic insects and crustaceans.
(/) A sproutlike prolongation in front of the mouth of many gepliyreans.
(g) A tubular organ connected both with the esophagus
and the intestine of certain sea urchins and annelids.
3. A siphon bottle.
Inverted siphon, a tube bent like a siphon, but having
the branches turned upward specifically (Hydraulic Engineering), a pipe for conducting water beneath a depressed place, as from one hill to another across an intervening valley, following the depression of the ground.
Siphon barometer. See under Bakometek.— Siphon bottle,
a DOttle for holding aerated water, which is driven out
through a bent tube in the neck by the gas within the
called also
bottle when a valve in the tube is opened
gazogene, and siphoid.
Siphon condenser, a condenser
for a steam engine, in which the vacuum is maintained
by the downward fiow of water through a vertical pipe of
great height.
Siphon cup, a cup with a siphon attached
tor carrying ofif any liquid in it specifically (Mach.), an
oil cup in which oil is carried over the edge of a tube
a
cotton wick, and so reaches the surface to be lubricated.
Siphon gauge. See under Gauge.
Siphon pump, a jet
pump. See under Jet, re.

SINISTROUSLY
" Sinissinistral.
Sir T. Browne.

inclined to the left

the

;
left side ;
irons gravity."
2. Wrong; absurd; perverse.
A knave or fool can do no harm, even by the moat ainistt-ous
Bentley.
and absurd choice.
Sln'lS-ttOUS-ly (stn'Is-trQs-13^), adv. 1. In a sinistrous manner ; perversely ; wrongly unluckily.
2. With a tendency to use the left hand.
;

and divers

Many,

in their infancy, are sinistrousli/ disposed,
^ucontinue all their life left-handed.

Sink

(sink), V.

[imp.

i.

Sunk

2'.

or (Sank

(siink),

—

Browne.

now used as adj.);
(sink)); p.p. Sunk {obs. Spnken,
vb. n. Sinking.] [OE. sinken, AS. sincan ; akin
p. pr.
to D. zinken, OS. sincan, OHG. sinchan, G. sinken, Icel.
sokkva, Dan. synke, Sw. sjunka, Goth, sigqan, and probably to E. silt. Cf. Silt.] 1. To fall by, or as by, the
force of gravity ; to descend lower and lower ; to decline
gradually ; to subside ; as, a stone sinks in water ; waves
rise and sink; the sun sinks in the west.
Ps. Ixix. 2.
I sink in deep mire.
2. To enter deeply to fall or retire beneath or below
surface
penetrate.
the
to
;
The stone sunk into his forehead. 1 Sam. xvii. 49.

&

;

Hence, to enter so as to make an abiding impres-

3.

sion

;

to enter completely.
Let these sayings sink down into your ears.

To be overwhelmed or depressed

Luke

;

;

I think our country sinks beneath the yoke.

Shak.

He sunk down in liis chariot.

ix. 24.

Let not the

iire

2 Kings

sink or slacken.

Mortimer.

6. To decrease in volume, as a river to subside to
become diminished in volume or in apparent height.
The Alps and Pyreneans sink before him. Addison.
Syn. — To fall subside ; drop droop lower decline
decay decrease ; lessen.
Sink, V. t. 1. To cause to sink ; to put under water
to immerse or submerge in a fluid as, to sink a ship.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

[The Athenians]

fell

upon the wings and sank a single

ship.

Joicett (Thucyd.).
2. Figuratively : To cause to decline : to depress ; to
degrade hence, to ruin drretrievably ; to destroy, as by
drowning ; as, to sink one's reputation.
I raise or sink, imprison or set free.
Prior.
If I have a conscience, let it sirtk me.
Sftak.
Thy cruel and unnatural lust of power
Has sunk thy father more than all his years.
Howe.
;

3. To make (a depression) by digging, delving, or cutting, etc. ; as, to sink a pit or a well to sink a die.
4. To bring low ; to reduce in quantity ; to waste.
;

5.

You sunk the river with repeated draughts.
To conceal and appropriate. [SlangJ

Addison.

To keep out

;

—

—

—

& n.

a.

from Sink.

—

See under Fund.
Sinking head (Founding), a riser from which the mold is fed as the casting
shrinks. See Risek, n.,4.
Sinking pump, a pump which
can be lowered in a weU or a mine shaft as the level of
the water sinks.
Sln'Iess (sln'lSs), a. Free from sin. Piers Plowman.
Slnless-ly, adv.
Sln'less-ness, n.
Sln'ner (-ner), re. One who has sinned especially,
one who has sinned without repenting ; hence, a persistent and incorrigible transgressor ; one condemned by the
Sinking fund.

—

—

—

;

law of God.
Sln'ner,

v. i.

To

act as a sinner.

Whether the charmer sinner it
Sln'ner-ess, n.

Sln'net

;

—

;

(-to), or Sln'tu (-too), Sln'to-lsm (-Tz'm),
See Shinto, etc.
Sln'tOC (sIn'tSk), n. A kind of spice
used in the East Indies, consisting of the bark
of a species of Cinnamomum. [Written also

Sin'to

Sin'to-lst.
II

sindoc.]

Sln'U-ate

[L. sinuatus, p. p.

(sln'fl-at), a.

sinus a bend.]

fr.

Having the margin alternately curved inward
and outward; having rounded lobes separated by rounded sinuses sinuous wavy.
;

Sln'U-ate

(-at), v. i.

;

& p.

(imp.

p. SiNU-

ATBD (-a'tSd); p. pr. & vb. n. SrNUATiNO.]
To bend or curve in and out to wind to turn
to be sinuous.
Woodward.
;

;

Sln'U-a'ted (-a'tgd^, a. Same as Sinuate.
[L. sinuatio.]
Sln'U-a'tlon (-a'shun), re.
or bending in and out.
Sln'u-ose' (slu'u-os'), a. Sinuous.

;

A

winding

—

Loudon.

Sln'U-OS'1-ty^ (-5s'i-ty), re. ; pi. Sinuosities (-tiz).
[Cf. F. sinuosite.]
1. Quality or state of being sinuous.
2. A bend, or a series of bends and turns ; a winding,
or a series of windings ; a wave line ; a curve.
A line of coast certainly amounting, with its sinuosities, to
more than 700 miles.
Sydney Smith.
Sln'U-OUS (sTn'ii-iis), a. [L. sinuosus, fr. sinus a bent
surface, a curve : cf. F. sinueux.
See Sinus.] Bending
in and out ; of a serpentine or undulating form ; winding ; crooked.
Sln'U-OUS-ly, adv.
Streaking the ground with sinuous trace.
Milton.
Gardens bright with sinuous rills.
Coleridge.

;

Sl'phon (sI'fSn), V. t. (Chem.) To convey, or draw
by means of a siphon, as a liquid from one vessel to
another at a lower level.
Sl'phon-age (-aj), n. The action of a
siphon.
Sl'phon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining
to a siphon resembling a siphon.
Slphonal stomach (Zodl.), a stomach
which is tubular and bent back upon itSiphon arid (Siself, like a siphon, as in the salmon.
phonaria sipho). m MusSl'pho-na'rld (si'fo-na'rld), re. (Zodl.)
cular Scar s
Any one of numerous species of limpet- R
e s p i rashaped pulmonate gastropods of the genus
tory Smus.
Siphonaria. They cling to rocks between
high and low water marks and have both lunglike organs
and gills.
Sl'pho-na'rld, a.
;

it.

Pope.

[Obs."]

Sln'o-Iog'lc-al (sm'S-lSj'I-kal), a.
[See Sinologue.]
Relating to the Chinese language or literature.
Sl-nol'O-glst (si-n51'o-iist), n. A sinologue.
Sln'o-logue (sin'o-lSg), n. [From L. Sinae, an Oriental people mentioned by Ptolemy, or Ar. Sin China or
the Chinese -f- Gr. Adyos discourse ; formed like theologue: cf. F. sinologue.] A student of Chinese; one
versbd in the Chinese language, literature, and history,
Sl-nol'0-gy (sT-n51'o-jy),re. [Gi.'P. sinologie.] That
branch of systemized knowledge which treats of the
Chinese, their language, literature, etc.
Sln'0-per (stn'S-per), n. (Min.) Sinople.
Sl-no'pl-a (sT-no'pT-A), n. A red pigment made from
Sl-no'plB (sT-no'pIs), )
sinopite.
Sln'0-plte (stn'6-pit), n. [F., fr. L. sinopis (sc. terra).
I

unite,

r^de,

85

full,

tip,

—

—

Sl'pho-na'ta (si'f S-na'ta),
tribe of bivalve mollusks
in which the posterior mantle border is prolonged into
II

noaua (ve-no'siis). [L., venous dilatation.] (Anai.) (a) The
main part of the cavity of the right auricle of the heart in
the higher vertebrates. (J) In the lower vertebrates, a
distinct chamber of the heart formed by the union of the
large systemic veins and opening into the auricle.

Called
See

A sip is

of this

De

abstract pliilosophy.

Quinccy.

re.
See Seepage. [Scot.&U.S.]
See Seep. [Scot. & U. S.]
Slph'l-US (sYf'MIs), re. (Med.) Syphili.s.
Sl'phold (si'foid), n. [L. sipho a siphon -f- -oid : cf.
F. vaae sip/wide.] A siphon bottle. See under Siphon, re.
Sl'phon (-fSu), re. [F. sip/ion, L. .lipho, -onis, fr. Gr.
aCifiiav a siplion, tube, pipe.]
1. A device, consisting of
a pipe or tube bent so as to form two branches or legs of

SIp'age (sip'aj
Slpe (sip), V. i.

tun; pity; food,

fo"ot

;

;

48),

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

(a),

and
One

of the Siphonata (jl/ac(ra, or
Mtdiyiia. taieraiii),

with Si-

phons and Foot expanded. Nat.

size.

II

II

trees, the principal source of caoutchouc.
Sl-pho'nl-a'ta (-a'ta), n. pi. [NL.] (Zodl.) Same

as Siphonata.

Sl-phon'lc (st-f5n'ik), a. Of or pertaining to a siphon.
Sl-phon'i-fer (-i-fer), n. [NL., fr. L. sipho, -onis, siIjear.]
(Zodl.) Any ceplialopod having

phon +/en-6 to

a siphonate shell.
Si'phon-U'er-OUS

;

.•.•//>

2

American

;

One

K

Sl'phon-et (si'f5n-5t), n. (Zodl.) One of the two dorsal tubular organs on the hinder part of the abdomen of
aphids. They give exit to the honeydew. See Illust.
under Aphis.
Sl-pho'nl-a (st-fo'ni-a), re. [NL.] (Bot.) kfovmet
name for a euphorbiaceous geuus (Hevea) of South

;

Will bathe the drooping spirits in delight
Beyond the bliss of dreams.
Milton.
all tliat the public ever care to take from reservoirs of

(Zodl.)

also Sipfiomata.

Siphon,

siphon or siphons.
2. (Zodl.) Belonging to the Siphonata.

&

;

[NL.]

^ Si'phon-ate (si'fSnat), a.
1. Having a

;

;

^i.

QUAHAUQ.

;

;

re.

two tubes or siphons.

=

;

See Sennit.

;

;

;

—

off,

;

;

m

—

Sl'nu-pal'U-ate (si'nii-pSl'lT-at), a. (Zodl.) Having a
See under Sinus.
Sl'nus (si'niis), n. ; pi. L. Sinus, E. Scjuses (-Sz).
[L., a bent surface, a curve, the folds or bosom of a garment, etc., a bay. Cf. Sine, «.] 1. An opening ; a hollow a bending.
2. A bay of the sea ; a recess in the shore.
3. {Anat.
Zodl.) A cavity
a depression. Specifically
(a) A cavity in a bone or other part, either closed
or with a narrow opening. (6) A dilated vessel or canal.
4. {3Ied.) A narrow, elongated cavity, in which pus is
collected an elongated abscess with only a small orifice.
5. (Bot.) A depression between adjoining lobes.
(t^°°A sinus may be rounded, as in the leaf of the white
oak, or acute, as in that of the red maple.
Pallial slnuB.
(Zodl.) See under Pallial.
Sinus ve-

Sl'nus-old (si'niis-oid), re. [Sinus -J- -oid.] {Geom.)
The curve whose ordinates are proportional
to the sines of the abscissas, the equation of
the curve being y
Sinusoid.
a sin X. It is also called
a; Abscissa
y Ordinate.
the curve of sines.
Sl'nus-Old'al (-oid'al), a. {Geom.) Of or pertaining
to a sinusoid like a sinusoid.
Slo'goon (sho'goon), re. See Shogun.
SlO-gOOn'ate (sh6-goon'at), n. See Shogunate.
S\o\ls.{mb),n. sing. &pl. (Ethnol.) See Dakotas.
Sip (sip), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Sipped (sipt) p. pr.
vb. re. Sipping.]
[OE. sippen ; akin to OD. sippen, and
AS. sUpan to sip, suck up, drink. See Sup, v. t.] 1. To
drink or imbibe in small quantities especially, to take
in with the lips in small quantities, as a liquid
as, to
" Every herb that sips the dew."
sip tea.
Milton.
2. To draw into the mouth to suck up as, a bee sips
nectar from the flowers.
3. To taste the liquor of to drink out of.
[Poetic]
They skim the floods, and sip the purple flowers. Dryden.
Sip, V. i. To drink a small quantity to take a fluid
with the lips ; to take a sip or sips of something.
[She] raised it to her mouth with sober grace
Then, sipping, offered to the next in pluce.
Dryden.
Sip, re. 1. The act of sipping the takmg of a liquid
with the lips.
2. A small draught taken with the lips a sliglit taste.

—

—

pallial sinus.

&

;

—

—

;

[Humorous']
or saint

A woman who sins.

(-nSt), n.

Ose,

—

:

of sight

to suppress ; to ignore.
A courtly willingness to sink obnoxious truths. Eobertson.
7. To reduce or extinguish by pajrment ; as, to ^nk
the national debt.
Sink, n. 1. A drain to carry off filthy water ; ajakes.
2. A shallow box or vessel of wood, stone, iron, or
other material, connected with a drain, and used for receiving filthy water, etc., as in a kitchen.
3. A hole or low place in land or rock, where waters
sink and are lost ;
called also sink hole.
\U. iS.]
Sink hole, (a) The opening to a sink drain, (b) A cesspool, (c) Same as Sink, n., 3.
Slnk'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, sinks.
Specifically: (a) A weight on something, as on a fish
line, to sink it.
(6) In knitting machines, one of the
thin plates, blades, or other devices, that depress the
between
loops upon or
the needles.
Dividing sinker, in knitting machines, a sinker between
two jack sinkers and acting alternately ivith them.
Jack sinker. See under Jack, n.
Sinker bar.
(a) In
knitting machines, a bar to which one set of the sinkers is
attached. (6) In deep well boring, a heavy bar forming a
connection between the lifting rope and the boring tools,
above the jars.

Slnk'lng,

—

;

If sent with ready money to buy anything, and you happen
to be out of pocket, sink the money, and take up the goods on
account.
Swift.

0.

&

n.

of sinuare to wind, bend,
ix. 44.

to fall slowly, as
to the ground, from weakness or from an overburden ; to
fail in strength ; to decline ; to decay
to decrease.
4.

;

(Zool.) Same as Banxeinq.
Sin'ter(sin'ter),«. [G. Cf. Cindek.] (i)/m.) Dross,
as of iron ; the scale which flies from iron when hammered ;
applied as a name to various minerals.
Calcareous sinter, a loose banded variety of calcite
formed by deposition from lime-bearing waters ; calcareous tufa ; travertine.
Ceraunian sinter, fulgurite.
SiUceouB sinter, a light cellular or fibrous opal especially,
geyserite (see Getseeite). It has often a pearly luster,
and is then called pearl sinter,

Slns'rlng (sins'rTng),

(si'f5n-Tf'er-iSs), a.

[Siphon

+ -/er.

(^Zodl.) Siphon-bearing, as the shell of the nautious.]
lus and other ceph.alopods.
Sl-pho'ni-um (si-fo'nT-iim), re. ; pi. Siphonia (-4).
[NL., from Gr. a-KJiiovioi', dim. of <ri<j)a)v. See Siphon.]
(Anat.)
bony tube which, in some birds, coiuiects the
tympanum with the air chambers of tlie articular piece
of the mandible.
II

A

Sl'phO-no-bran'Clll-a'ta (si'fS-iio-briin'kT-a'tA), n.
[NL. See Siphon, and BranCHiA.]
(Zodl.) A
tribe of gastropods
having the mantle
border, on one or
^.r
botli
sides,
One of the Sipro-<6=£3- t
AJ
phonobranchiata
longed in the torm^-^^.l^^
(Ctnthiop^i^ Knurof a spout througli \/
sonii). aSpirci sSiphou.
whicli water enters
the gill cavity. The shell itself is not always siphouostoniatotis iu this group.
Sl'phO-no-bran'Chl-ate (-brJtn'kT-at), a. (Zodl.) Having a siphon, or siphons, to eoiivcy water to tlie gills
II

pi.

ink

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

SIPHONOGLYPHE

N

—

belonging or pertaining to the Siphonobrancliiata.
n.
One of the Siphonobranchiata.
[Siphon
Sl'phO-nog'ly-phe (sPfo-nSgll-fe), n.
Gr. y\v<t>ei.v to engrave.] (Zool.) A gonidium.
Sl'phO-noph'0-ra (si'f6-nof'6-ra), ». pi. [NL., fr.
Gr. tjC^fiiav a siphon -|- <}>epeiv to bear.] (Zo'dl.) An order
of pelagic Hydrozoa including species which form complex free-swimming communities composed of numerous
zooids of various knids, some of which act as floats or as
swimming organs, others as feeding or nutritive zooids,
and others as reproductive zooids. See Ulust. imder
Physama, and Porpita.

+

II
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SIST

Cf. Sbigniob, Senate, Seneschal, Senios, SeiJob, Signob,
SiEE, SraEAH.]
man of social authority and dig1.
nity; a lord; a master; a gentleman;
in this sense
usually spelled sire.
[06i.]
He waB crowned lord and sire.
Goiver.
In the election of a sir so rare.
Shak.
title prefixed to the Christian name of a knight
2.

Sl-ren'lc-al (st-rSn'I-kal), a. Like, or appropriate to,
a siren ; fascinating
deceptive.

A

—

A

or a baronet.
Sir Horace Vere, his brother, was the principal in the active
part.
£acon.
3. An English rendering of the Latin JDominus, the
academical title of a bachelor of arts ;
formerly colloquially, and sometimes contemptuously, applied to the
clergy.
Nares.
Instead of a faithful and painful teacher, they hire a Sir
John, which hath better skill
playing at tables, or in keeping
of a garden, than in God's word.
Latimer.
4. A respectful title, used in addressing a man, without being prefixed to his name ;
used especially in
speaking to elders or superiors ; sometimes, also, used in
the way of emphatic formality. "What's that to you,
"
sir f
Sheridan.
Anciently, this title was often used when a person
was addressed as a man holding a certain office, or following a certain business. " Sir man of law." " Sir
parish priest."
Chaucer.

—

m

One

—

of the Siphonophora (Agah

a Float;

65 Nectocalyces; c Stem ; dd Covering Scales, or Hydrophylliai // Feeding and Sexual Zooids and Tasters: e e
Tentaclee and Tentacular Knobs.

Sl'pho-noph'0-ran (-ran), a. (Zo'dl.) Belonging to
the Siphonophora.
n.
One of the Siphonophora.
Sl-phon'0-phore (st-fSn'S-for), n. (Zo'dl.) One of the
Siphonophora.
Sl'phO-nop'o-da (si'fo-nSp'S-da), n. pi. [NL.
Siphon, and -poda.] (Zo'dl.)

—

^W

See under Eevekence,

Sir reverence.

n.

II

A division

Scaphopoda including those in which the
foot terminates in a circular

&

disk.

Sl'pho-no-stoiii'a-ta(si'fo-no-stom'a-ta), re.^?. [NL. One of the Siphonopoda {Siphonoclentafium).
c Oral
See Siphon, and Stoma.]
Cirri
/ Foot p Peduncle
(Zo'dl.) (a)
tribe of paraof Foot.
II

A

;

;

copepod Crustacea including a large number of species that are parasites of
fishes, as the lerneans.
They have a mouth adapted to
suck blood, (b) An artificial division of gastropods including those that have siphonostomatous shells.

sitic

Sl'pho-no-stom'a-tous (-tiis), a. (Zo'dl.) (a) Having
the front edge of the aperture of the shell
prolonged in the shape of a channel for the
protection of the siphon
said of certain
gastropods. (6) Pertaining to the Siphonostomata.
Sl'pho-nos'tome (si'fo-nSs'tom or sifSn'o-stom), n.
[Gr. aijimv a siphon -f-

—

tnofia mouth.]
(Zo'dl.) (a) Any parasitic
entomostracan of the tribe Siphonostomata.
(ft) A siphonostomatous shell.
Sl'pho-rhl'nal (si'fo-ri'nal), a. iSiphon
-)- rhinal.']
(Zo'dl.) Having tubular nostrils,

A siphorhinal bird.

Shell (Sipho pygwith the

Tjweiis')

Sl'phun'cle (si'fun'k'l), re. [L. si- Animal expandphunculus, sipunculus, dim. of sipho.
ed, s Siphon, parSee Siphon.] (Zo'dl.) The tube which tially inclosed iu
runs through the partitions of cham- the Canal; t Tentacle and Eye
bered cephalopod shells.
/ Foot V Verge.
Sl'phun'cled (-k'ld), a.
(Zo'dl.)
Nat. size.
Having a siphuncle siphunculated.
Sl-phun'cu-lar (st-ffin'ku-ler), a. (Zo'dl.) Of or per;

;

;

taining to the siphuncle.
Sl-phun'CU-la'ted (-la'tgd), a. (Zo'dl.) Having a siphuncle.
Huxley.
Slp'ld (sipld), a. [See Insipid, Sapid.] Having a
taste or flavor ; Savory; sapid.
[06s.]
Cockeram.

Slp'per
Slp'pet

One who

(-per), n.
(-pSt), n.

sips.

[See Sip, Sop.]

A

BmaU, thin piece of toasted bread soaked
or the like

&

A

A

Pain and

distress, sickness and ire,
that angry sire.
of her palace senators.

And melancholy
Be
2.

Horn, of i?.

A title of respect formerly used in speaking to elders

and superiors, but now only in addressing a sovereign.
3. A father the head of a family the husband.
Jankin that was our sire [i. e., husband].
Chaucer.

And raise his issue, like a loving sire.
Shak,
a maker an author an originator.

A creator

;

;

;

[He] was the sire of an immortal strain.
Shelley.
applied especially to
5. The male parent of a beast ;
horses ; as, the horse had a good sire.
^S^ Sire is often used in composition ; as in grandsire, grandfather ; great-grand«Ve, great-grandfather.
vb.
Sire, V. t.
limp.
p. p. Siked (sird) p. pr.
n. Siring.]
To beget; to procreate; used of beasts,

small sop

;

a

in milk, broth,

a small piece of toasted or fried bread cut
into some special shape and used for garnishing.
Your sweet sippets in widows' houses.
Milton.
Slp'ple (sip'p'l), V. i. [Freq. of «>.] To sip often.
\Obs. or ScoW]
Slp'pllng (-plTng), a. Sipping often. [Ofo.] " Taken
after a sippKng sort."
Holland.
Si-pun'CU-la'Ce-a (st-piin'kii-^a'she-4), n. pi. [NL.,
from Sipunculus^ the typical genus. See Siphuncle.]
(Zo'dl.) A suborder of Gephyrea, including tiiose which
have the body unarmed and the intestine opening ante;

II

&

and

—

&

;

especially of stallions.

[NL., from Gr. creipijSwi' a
The larval form of any salamander while
external
it still has
giUs ; especially, one of those which,
like the axolotl (Amblysioma Mexicanum), sometimes
lay eggs while in this larval state, but which under more
favorable conditions lose their giUs and become normal
salamanders. See also Axolotl.
Sl'ren (si'rBn), re. [L., fr. Gr. treip^i' cf. F. sirene.'\
or, ac1. (Class. 3Iyth.) One of three sea nymphs,
cording to some writers, of two,
said to frequent an
island near the coast of Italy, and to sing with such
sweetness that they lured mariners to destruction.
Next where the sirens dwell you plow the seas
Their song is death, and makes destruction please. Pope.
Shak.
2. An enticing, dangerous woman.
3. Something which is insidious or deceptive.
W. Irving.
Consumption is a siren.
Shak.
4. A mermaid.
[06s.]
6. (Zo'dl.) Any long, slender amphibian of the genus
Siren or family Sirenidm, destitute of hind legs and
pelvis, and having permanent external gills as well as
lungs. They inhabit the swamps, lagoons, and ditches of

Sl-re'don (st-re'd5n), n.

siren.]

(Zo'dl.)

—

:

—

two

feet long.
6. [F. sirine, properly,

a siren in sense 1.] (Acoustics) An instrument for producing musical tones and for
ascertaining the number of sound waves or vibrations
per second which produce a note of a given pitch. The
sounds are produced by a perforated rotating disk or
disks.
A form with two disks operated by steam or
highly compressed air is used for sounding an alarm to
[Written also sirene, and syren.']
vessels in a fog.
Sl'ren, a. Of or pertaining to a siren bewitching,

riorly.

;

fascinating alluring ; as, a siren song.
Sl-rene' (st-ren' or Sl'ren), re. See Sieen, 6.
Sl-re'nl-a (st-re'ni-a), re. pi. [NL.] (Zo'dl.) Aja. order of
large aquatic herbivorous mammals, including the manatee, dugong, rytina, and several fossil genera.
like a siren

One of the Sipunculacea (Pkascolosoma Gouldii). A Side
View while expanded m Oral Tentacles s Opening of
a Segmental Organ x Anus. B Tentacles of the same,
;

;

;

enlarged.

Sl-pnn'cn-Iold (-loid), a. [NL. Sipunculus, the typical genus -f- -oi(Z.]
(Zo'dl.) Pertaining to the Sipunculoidea.
n.
One of the Sipunculoidea.
Sl-pun'CU-lol'de-a (-loi'de-a), n. jpZ. [NL.] (Zo'dl.)
(a) Same as Gephyeea.
(J) In a restricted sense, same
as Sipunculacea.
SI' quls' (si' kwTs'). [L., if any one (the first words
of the notice in Latin).] (Ch. of Eng.) A notification
by a candidate for orders of his intention to inquire
whether^any impediment may be alleged against him.
Slr(ser),re. [OE. sire, F. sire, contr. from the nomina^
tlve L. senior an elder, elderly person, compar. of senex,
senis, an aged person ; akin to Gr. ei/os old, Skr. sana, Goth.
smeigs old, sinista eldest, Ir.
Gael, scan old, W. hen.

;

One of the

Sirenia.

Skeleton and Outline of Manatee.

II

&

ale,

senate, c&re,

&m. arm,

A

Slr'i-US (sir'i-us), re.
[L., fr. Gr. Sei'pios, properly
scorching.] (Astron.) The Dog Star. See DoQ Stae.
Sir'keer (ser'ker), re. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of Asiatic cuckoos of the genus Taccocua, as the
Bengal sirkeer (T. sirkee).
Slr'loln' (ser'loin'), re. [A corruption of surloin. Not
so called because this cut of beef was once jocosely
knighted (dubbed Sir Loin) by an English king, as according to a popular story.] A loin of beef, or a part of
a loin. [Written also su7-loin.'}
Slr'name' (-nam'), n. See Suenamb.
Sl'roc (si'rSk), re. See SiEocco. [Poetic'] Emerson.
Sl-roc'co (si-r5k'ko), re. / pi. Sieoccos (-koz). [It. sirocco, scirocco, Ar. shorug, fr. sharg the rising of the
sun, the east, fr. sharaqa to rise as the sun.
Cf. SaeaAn oppressive, relaxing wind from the Libyan
OEN.]
deserts, chiefly experienced in Italy, Malta, and Sicily.

Sir'rah (sir'r4 ; 277), n. [Probably from Icel. sira,
F. sire. See Sm.]
term of address implying inferiority and used in anger, contempt, reproach, or disrespectful familiarity, addressed to a man or boy, but sometimes
In soliloquies often preceded by ah. Not
to a woman.
used in the plural. " A.h, sirrah mistress." Beau.
Fl.

A

fr.

&

Go, sirrah, to

Slrt (sert),

Shak.

A quicksand.

[See Syrt.]

re.

Slr'up (sir'up

my cell.

[06*.]

Syr'up, re.
[F. sirop (cf. It.
siroppo, Sp. jarabe, jarope, LL. siruppus, syrupus), fr.
Ar. sharab a drink, wine, coffee, sirup. Cf. Sherbet.]
1. A thick and viscid liquid made from the juice of
fruits, herbs, etc., boiled with sugar.
2. A thick and viscid saccharine solution of superior
quality (as sugarhouse sirup or molasses, maple sirup) ;
specifically, in pharmacy and often in cookery, a saturated solution of sugar and water (simple sirup), or such
a solution flavored or medicated.
;

277),

Lucent sirups tinct with cinnamon.
Mixing sirup. See the Note under Dextrose.

Keait.

Slr'updd (-iipt), Syr'uped. a. Moistened, covered, or
sweetened with sirup, or sweet juice.
Slr'up-y (->ip-y), Syr'up-y, a. Like sirup, or partaking of its qualities.
Mortimer.
Slr'vente' (ser'vaNt'), re. [F. sirvente, fr. Pr. sirventes, sirventesc, originally, the poem of, or concerning, a
sirvent, fr. sirvent, properly, serving, n., one who serves
(e. g., as a soldier), fr. servir to serve, L. servire.]
peculiar species of poetry, for the most part devoted to
moral and religious topics, and commonly satirical,
often used by the troubadours of the Middle Ages.
colloquial abbreviation of Sister.
Sis (sTs), re.
Sis (sis), re. Six. See Sise. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Si-sal' grass' (sT-sal' gras'). ) The prepared fiber ot
II

A

A

the Agave America'
Si-sal' hemp' (hSmp/).
J
na, or American aloe, used for cordage ;
so called from
Sisal, a port in Yucatan.
See Sisal hemp, under Hemp.
Sls'CO-wet (sTs'ko-wgt), re. [Of American Indian origin.]
(Zo'M.) A large, fat variety of the namaycush
found in Lake Superior ;
called also siskawet, siskiwit.
Sise (siz), re. [From Assize.] An assize. [06s.]
Sise (siz or sis), n. [See Sice.] Six; the highest
number on a die ; the cast of six in throwing dice.

—

—

In the

new casting of

a die,

when

on the

top, sise must
Fuller.

[Cf. G. ziesel.

Cf. Zizel.]

ace

is

needs be at the bottom.

Sls'el (sis'61 or ziz'a),
(Zo'dl.)

The

re.

suslik.

Si'ser (si'ser), re. Cider. See Sicee. [06s.] Chaucer.
Sis'e-ra-ra fsis'e-ra-ra). Ire. A hard blow. [Prov.
Sls'e-ra-ry (sls'e-ra-ry), )
Eng.]
Halliwell.
Sls'kin (sTs'kTn), n. [Dan. sisgen ; cf. Sw. siska, G.
zeisig, D. sijsje; of Slav, origin ; cf. Pol. czyz.] (Zo'dl.)
(a) A small green and yellow
European finch (Spinus spinus, or Carduelis spinus) ;
called also aberdevine.
(6) The American pinefinch
(S. pinus) ;
called also
pine siskin. See Pinepinch.
(5^°° The name is applied
also to several other related
European Siskin (Spinas
species found in Asia and
sjjtnus).

—

—

(}£)

South America.

Siskin green, a delicate

shade of yellowish green, as in

the mineral torbernite.

Sis'kl-wit (-kt-wit),

(Zo'dl.)

re.

Sls'mo-graph (sis'mS-graf ),

re.

The

siscowet.

See Seismograph.

Sis-mom'e-ter (sis-m5m'e-ter), n. See Seismometeb.
Slss (sis), V. i. [Of imitative origin ; cf. D. sissen, G.
zischen.] To make a hissing sound
as, a fiatiron hot
enough to siss when touched with a wet finger. \_Colloq.
TJ. S. ; Local, Eng.]
;

Slss, re. A hissing noise. \Colloq. U. S.]
Sls-soo' (sis-soo' or sis'soo), n. [Hind. stsS.] (Bot.)
legiuninous tree (Dalbergia Sissoo) of the northern
parts of India ; also, the dark brown compact and durable
timber obtained from it. It is used in shipbuilding and
for gun carriages, railway ties, etc.
Siist (sist), V. t.
[L. sistere to bring to a stand, to
stop.]
1. (Scots Law) To stay, as judicial proceedings
to delay or suspend to stop.
2. To cause to take a place, as at the bar of a court
hence, to cite to summon to bring into court. [Scot.']
Some, however, have preposterously sisted nature as the first

A

II

_

To use the enticements

v. i.

;

II

;

—

a couple of sirenical rascals shall enchant ye. Marston.

Sl'ren-lze (si'r6n-Iz),

;

the Southern United States. The more common species
(Siren laceriina) is dull lead-gray in color, and becomes

's

of a siren to act as a siren ; to fascinate.
[L., fr. Gr. o-etpiWis, fr.
Sl-ri'a-sls (si-ri'a-sls), re.
creiptos the Dog Star, properly, scorching.] (i/ed.) (a)
sunstroke. (6) The act of exposing to a sun bath. [06i.7
Cf. Insolation.

;

;

—

Sl'pho-rhln'l-an (-rln'I-an), n. (Zo- SiphonostomatouB
)

+

A

A

4.

as the petrels.
ol.

(sT-r5s'ker), n.
See Sekaskieb.
(-at), n.
See Seeaskieeate.
Slr-bo'lll-an (ser-bo'ni-an), a. See Seeeonian.
Sir-car' (ser-kar'), n.
[Hind.
Per. sarkar a superintendent, overseer, chief ; Per. sar the head
kar action, work.]
Hindoo
1.
clerk or accountant. \_India']
district or province ; a circar.
2.
[/nrffa]
3. The government; the supreme authority of the
state.
\_India]
Slr-dar' (-dar'), n. [Hind.
Per. sardar a chief,
general; sar the head, top -)- <far holding, possessmg.]
native chief in Hindostan ; a headman.
3falcom.
Sire (sir), n. [F. sire, originally, an older person. See
Sm.] i.
lord, master, or other person in authority.
See SiB. lObs.2

Sl-ras'kler-ate

of

;

Sl-ras1der

;

Here

The hind limbs are either rudimentary or wanting, and the front ones are changed to paddles. They
have homy plates on the front part of the jaws, and
usually flat-crowned molar teeth. The stomach is com(8^='

plex and the intestine long, as in other herbivorous mammals. See Cetacea (6).
Sl-re'nl-an (-an), n. (Zo'dl.) Any species of Sirenia.

ask, final, gll;

eve, event,

£nd, fern, recent;

ice,

;

;

;

or generative principle.

idea, ill;

old,

Sbey, drb, ddd

Sir ff. Hamilton.

SlSt (sifst), n. {Scots Law) A stay or suspension of proBurrill.
ceedings ; an order for a stay of proceedings.
Sls'ter (sis'ter), re. [OE. sister, fr. Icel. systir ; also
susler, from AS. sweostor, sweoster, sumster ; akin to
OFries. swester, suster, LG. siister, suster, D. zuster, OS.
OHG. swestar, G. schwester, Icel. systir, Sw. syster,
Dan. soster, Goth, swistar, lath. «e«i, Russ. sestra, Pol.
1. A
nostra, L. wror, Skr. ^asr. V298. Cf. Cousin.]
female who has the same parents with another person, or
latter
case,
she
is
more
In
the
only.
who has one of them
definitely called a half sister. The correlative of brother.
Skak.
1 am the sister of one Claudio.
2. A woman who is closely allied to, or associated
with, another person, as in the same faith, society, order,
James ii. 15.
or community.
3. One of the same kind, or of the same condition
Pope.
generally used adjectively ; as, sister fruits.
Sister block (jfaut.), a tackle block haying two sheaves,
hooks
fitted
hooks,
a
pair
of
one above the other.
Sister
togetlier, the shank of one forming a'
mousing for the other
called also

&

;

—

—

match hook.
mercy.

;

— Sister

—

of charity, Sister of

See under Charity,

(R. C. Ch.)

and Mebcy.
Sis'ter,

v.

To be

t.

sister \o

Shak.

[Sister -j-hood.2 1. The state or relation of being a sister ; the office or duty of a sister.
She
. abhorr*d
Her proper blood, and left to do the part
Of sisterhood, to do that of a wife. JJaniel.
2. A society of sisters ; a society of
women united in one faith or order ;

The

fair

young flowers

.

To sit at, to rest under to be subject to. [06s.] "A
farmer can not husband his ground so well if he sit at a
great rent." Bacon. — To sit at meat or at table, to be
at table for eating. — To sit down, (a) To place one's self
on.a chair or other seat us, to sit down whentired. (6) To
;

Bryant.

Shak.

[06s.]
;

the wife of one's brother sometimes, the wife of one's
husband's or wife's brother.
;

Sls'ter-ly, a. Like a sister becoming a sister ; affectionate as, sisterly kindness ; sisterly remorse.
Shak.
Sls'tine (sis'tin or -ten), a. [It. sistino.l Of or pertaining to Pope Sixtus.
Slstlne chapel, a chapel in the Vatican at Rome, built by
Pope Sixtus IV., and decorated with frescoes by Michael
Angelo and others.

(c)

To

;

re.

^Z.

;

;

3. Relative position

—

immovable.

;

'T

To

is

good,

;

office
condition case plight. See State.
Si'tUS (si'tiis), re. [L., situation.] (Soi. ) The method
in which the parts of a plant are
arranged also, the position of
the parts.
Henslow.

left

A

;

11

properly, kind, gracious.] (Hindoo Myth. ) One of the triad of
Hindoo gods. He is the avenger
or destroyer, and in modern
worship symbolizes the reproductive power of nature.
Sl'van (si'vSu or sTv'Sn),
[Heb. sivan.]
n.
The third
month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year
supposed to cor;

SlV'a-the'rl-um (sTv'a-the'rT-iSm),
E. Siva -\- Gr. Bripiov a beast, an aniII

extinct ruminants
found in the Tertiary
formation of India,
snout was prolonged in
the form of a proboscis.
The male had four horns,
the

Latimer.
Chaucer.

Sisyphus

;

It is still used in Nubia.
(sTs'i-fe'an), a. Relating to

incessantly recurring

phean labors.
Sls'y-phus

as, Sisy-

;

;

;

.

;

;

—

.

Jer. xvii. 11.

;

as, to sit in Congress.
;
10. To hold a session ; to be in session for official
business;
said of legislative assemblies, courts, etc.;
aa, the court sits in January ; the aldermen sit to-night.

2. Placed

—

unite,

nide,

lull,

ilp,

fim

;

pity

)

[LL. siluatus, from

o.

st-

)

;

in that quarter ?
Sir TF. Scott.
seat as a member of an official

body

fise,

135),

iuare to place, fr. L. srtits
1. Having a site, situation,
See Site.]
situation, site.
being in a relative position permanently
or location
fixed ; placed ; located ; as, a town situated, or situate,
on a hill or on the seashore.

Sehten.

wind

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

residing.
Pleasure situate in

Situate is now
are well authorized.

d^^

;

food, fo'ot

;

out,

:

;

Sixteenth note

note

;

(Mus.), the sixteenth part of a

hill

idiair

;

go

;

whole

a semiquaver.

1. The
Slx'teenth', re.
of a unit divided by sixteen
sixteen equal parts of one whole.
He.
t)
2. The next in order .after the fifSixteenth Notes,
teeiith the sixth after the tenth.
3. (Mus.) An interval comprising two octaves and a
;

;

Moore (Encyc. of Music).

second.

(sTksth), a.
[From Six
next in
1. First after the fifth

Sixth

3fiUon.
and dale.
less used than situated, but both

oil

;

after tlie fifteenth.
2. Constituting or being one of sixteen equal parts
into which anything is divided.

.

Sif U-ate (sTt'ii-at
Slf U-a'ted (-a'tSd),

;

Sits the

;

Macaulay.

sitting closed in great agitation.

amuses her [the female] with his songs
The male bird .
Addison.
during the whole time of her sitting.
Sitting room, an apartment where the members of a
dravring-room,
distinguished
from
a
family usually sit, as
parlor, chamber, or kitchen.

8. To have position, as at the point blown from
to
hold a relative position ; to have direction.
Like a good miller that knows how to grind, which way soever

To occupy a place or

;

A

;

wmd sits.

;

6. The time during which one sits while doing something, as reading a book, playing a game, etc.
For the understandins of any one of St. Paul's Epistles I read
Locke.
it all through at one sitting.
brooding over eggs for hatching, as by fowls.
6.

;

9.

Six times re[AS. sixfeald.']
Slx'lold' (-fold'), a.
peated six times as much or as many.
six feet tall.
who
is
Six'-Ioot'er (-fooVer), re. One
[Colloq: U. S.-)
(-sez).
An EngSlx'pence f-pens), n. ; pi. Sixpences
lish silver coin of the value of six pennies half a shilling, or about twelve cents.
Sis'pen'ny (-pgn'ny), a. Of the value of, or costing,
sixpence as, a sixpenny loaf.
Six
[Six -f score, n.]
re.
Siz'score' (-skor'), a.
times twenty one hundred and twenty.
Six'-shOOt'er (-shoot'er), n. A pistol or other firearm which can be fired six times without reloading;
[Colloq, U. S.]
especially, a six-chambered revolver.
[AS. sixtene, sixlyne. See Six,
Six'teen' (-ten'), a.
and Ten, and cf. Sixty.] Six and ten consisting of six
and ten fifteen and one more.
Six'teen', re. 1. The number greater by a unit than
fifteen the sum of ten and six sixteen units or objects.
2. A symbol representing sixteen units, as 16, or xvi.
Six-teen'mo (sTks-ten'mo), re. ; pi. Sixteenmos (-moz).
See Sextodecimo.
[From Sixteen cf.
Slx'teenth' (sTks'tenth'), a.
AS. sixleoSa.'j
1. Sixth after the tenth ; next in order

;

The

;

—

To be at six ahd seven or at sixes and sevens, to be in
disorder.
Bacon. Shak. Swift.

;

;

;

—

;

;

.

Six Nations (EthnoL), a confederation of North American Indians formed by the union of the Tuscaroras and
the Five Nations.
Six points circle. (Geom.) See Nine
points circle, under Nine.
Six, re. 1. The number greater by a unit than five
the sum of three and three ; six units or objects.
2. A sjTnbol representing six units, as 6, vi., or VI.

;

—

&

Ir. se,
Goth, saihs, Lith. szeszi, Russ. sheste, Gael.
W. chwech, L. sex, Gr. ef. Per. shesh, Skr. shash. V304.
Cf. Hexagon, Hexameter, Samite, Senaet, Sextant,
Sice.]
One more than five ; twice three ; as, six yards.

;

Possess, Reside, Sanhedkim, Seance, Seat, re..
Sedate, 4th Sell, Siege, Session, Set, v. t., Sizae, Size,
Sttbsidt.]
1. To rest upon the haunches, or the lower
extremity of the trunk of the body
said of human beings, and sometimes of other animals
as, to sit on a
sofa, on a chair, or on the groimd.
And he came and took the book out of the right hand of him
that sate upon the seat.
Bible (1551) {Rev. v. 7).
I pray you, jest, sir, as you sit at dinner.
Shah.
2. To perch to rest with tbe feet drawn up, as birds
do on a branch, pole, etc.
3. To remain in a state of repose to rest ; to abide
to rest in any position or condition.
And Moses said to . the children of Reuben, Shall your
brethren go to war, and shall ye sit here ?
JVum. xxxii. 6.
Like a demigod here sit 1 in the sky.
Shak.
lie,
rest,
or
4. To
bear to press or weigh
with ore ;
as, a weight or burden sits lightly upon him.
The calamity sits heavy on us.
Jer. Taylor.
6. To be adjusted
to fit ; as, a coat sits well or ill.
This new and gorgeous garment, majesty.
Sits not so easy on me as you think.
Shak.
6. To suit one well or ill, as an act to become ; to befit;
used impersonally. [06s.]
Chaucer.
7. To cover and warm eggs for hatching, as a fowl
to brood to incubate.
As the partridge sitteth on eggs, and hatcheth them not.

To sim-

sex,

[Written also sitiology.~\
[NL., fr. Gr. o-tros
Sl'tO-pholli-a (si'to-fo'bT-a), re.
food -|- 0oj3os fear.] (Med.) Aversion to food refusal to
take nourishment. [Written also sitiophvbia.J
Sit'ten (sTt't'n), o6s. p. p. of Sit, for sat.
Sit'ter (-ter), n. 1. One who sits esp., one who sits
for a portrait or a bust.
2. A bird that sits or incubates.
[NL. sitta the nuthatch, from Gr.
Slt'tlne (-tin), a.
o-iTTT).]
(Zool.) Of or pertaining to the family Sittidse,
or nuthatches.
Sifting (sTt'ting), a. Being in the state, or the position, of one who, or that which, sits.
Sifting, re. 1. The state or act of one who sits the
posture of one who occupies a seat.
2. A seat, or the space occupied by or allotted for a person, in a church, theater, etc. as, the hall has 800 sittings.
3. The act or time of sitting, as to a portrait painter,
photographer, etc.
4. The actual presence or meeting of any body of men
in their seats, clothed with authority to transact business a session as, a sitting of the judges of the King's
Bench, or of a commission.

otis.

i.

Sl'win (se'wTn), re. (Zool.) Same as Sewen.
Sis (siks), a. [AS. six, seox, siex ; akin to OFries. sex,
D. zes, OS. & OHG. sehs, G. seeks, Icel., Sw., & Dan.

&
&

&

(-er), V.

(Bled.) See Siebens.

re.

;

;

pair being

„\' SkuU of Sivathcrium (Sroafftertum
cin/NrnnJ
(siv'venz),
SlV vans /•„r„/„x
giganteum) much reduced,

afterwards. See 1st Sith.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Fortune was first friend and sithen foe.
conj. Since. See Sith, and
Sith'ence ) (-ens), adv.
Piers Plowman.
Sithen. [06s.]
Sith'ens )
[06s.]
conj.
See Sithen.
Slth'then (-then), adv.
Chaucer.
Siththen that the world began.
[Gr. o-tro; food -\- -logy.']
Sl-tOl'0-gy (st-tol'o-jy), re.
A treatise on the regulation of the diet ; dietetics.

re.

A

the

Slv'er

;

[L. Sisyphus
Slstrum.
Sisyphus, fr. Gr. 2iot;c|>os.] (Class. Myth.)
king of Corinth, son of ^olus, famed for his cunning.
He was killed by Theseus, and in the lower world was
condemned by Pluto to roU to the top of a hill a huge
stone, which constantly rolled back again, making his
task incessant.
Sit (sit), o6s. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Sit, for sitteth.
[imp. Sat (s$t) (Satb (sat, rarely sat), arSit, V. i.
ehaic) p. p. Sat (Sitten (sTt't'n), o6s.); p. pr.
vb.
n. Sitting.] [OE. sitten, AS. sittan ; akin to OS. sittian,
OFries. sitta, D. zitten, G. sitzen, OHG. sizzen, Icel.
sitja, Sw. sitta, Dan. sidde, Goth, sitan, Russ. sidiete,
L. sedere, Gr. 'i^eirdai., Skr. sad. V154. Cf. Assess,
Assize, Cathedkal, Chaik, Dissident^ Excise, Insidi(sis'i-fus),

posterior

and branched. It
was allied to the antelopes,
but very much larger than
any existing species.

large

Sith (sTth), ) re. [AS. siS a path, way, time, occaTime. [06s.]
Chaucer.
sion.]
Slthe (sitSi), J
And humbly thanked him a thousand sithes. Spenser.
[Cf. Sigh.]
To sigh. [A spelling
Slthe (sith), V. i.
of a corrupt and provincial pronunciation.]
Milton.
Slthe (sith), re. A scythe. [06s.]
[06s.]
Sithe, V. t. To cut with a scythe to scythe.
T. Warton.
Slthed (sithd), a. Scythed. [06s.]
Slthe'man (slth'mSn), n. A mower. [Ofts.] Marston.
Slth'en (sith'en), adv. & conj. [See Since.] Since

Isis.

Sls'y-phe'an

[NL., from

re.

(Paleon.) A
genus of very large
mal.]

station-

II

the worship of

Siva (from Eschenburg).

of June.

&

Sith thou art rightful judge.

—

respond nearly with our month

A

We need not fear them, sith Christ is with us.

Chaucer.

Sls'tnun (sis'triim), re. [L., fr. Gr. trsl(TTpov, from (761611/ to shake].
(Mus.) An instrument consisting of a thin metal frame,
through which passed a number of metal
rods, and furnished with a handle by which
it was shaken and made to rattle.
It was
peculiarly Egyptian, and used especially in

II

Emerson.

them.

;

bathes in a sitting posture also,
a bath so taken ; a hip bath.
Si'va (se'va), re. [Skr. Civa,

and back,

crossed the sea

where you

;

;

callosity with inflamed edges,
under the saddle.
conj.
[See Since. ] Since
Sith (si th), prep. , adv. ,
afterwards ; seeing that. [06s.]

(Far.)
Slt'fast', re.
on the Ijack of a horse,

;

;

Sitz' bath' (sits' bath'). [G.
sitzbad.]
tub in which one

[iS.]

when you have

find the sitfast acres

j

;

II

;

Fixed

;

;

a situation in a store

place

.

[Sit -^ fast.}

I

I

Permanent position or employment place office
a situation under government.
Syn, — State; position; seat; site; station; post;
4.

as,

;

Slt'fast' (sit'fasf ), a.

;

;

or relation at a moment of action which excites interest,
as of persons in a dramatic scene.
There's a. situation for you there's an heroic group Sheridaiu

;

ary

and tranquillity. Rogers.
circumstances temporary state

of the greatest ease

;

;

—

[06s.]

Sisters.

settle

—

;

(-trgn),

A situation

as, the enemy sat down before the town.
to fix a permanent abode. Spenser, (d) To
rest; to cease as satisfied. " Here we can not S!7 dowre,
but still proceed in our search." Rogers. —To sit for a
fellowship, to offer one's self for examination with a view
to obtaining a fellowship.
[Eng. Univ.]
To sit out.
(a) To be without engagement or employment.
[06s.]
£p. Sanderson. (6) To outstay.
To sit under, to be
under the instruction or ministrations of as, to sit under
a preacher ; to sit under good preaching.
To sit up, to
rise from, or refrain from, a recumbent posture or from
sleep to sit with the body upright as, to sit up late at
night also, to watch ; as, to sit up with a sick person. " He
that was dead sat up, and began to speak."
Luke vii. 15.
Sit (sit), V, t. 1. To sit upon ; to keep one's seat
upon ; as, he sits a horse well.
Hardly the muse can sit the headstrong horse. Prior.
2. To cause to be seated or in a sitting posture ; to
furnish a seat to ;
used reflexively.
They sat them down to weep.
Milton.
Sit you down, father ; rest you.
Shak.
to become.
3. To suit (well or ill)
[06s. or JJ.]
[L. situs, fr. sinere, situm, to let, p. p.
Site (sit), n.
situs placed, lying, situate
cf. F. site.
Cf Position.]
1. The place where anything is fixed
situation local
position ; as, the site of a city or of a house.
Chaucer.
2. A place fitted or chosen for any certain permanent
use or occupation ; as, a site for a church.
3. The posture or position of a thing.
[iJ.]
The semblance of a lover fixed
Thomson.
In melancholy site.
Slt'ed (sit'Sd), a. Having a site ; situated. [06s.]
[The garden] sited was in fruitful soil.
Chaucer.

begin a siege

;

Sls'ter-ln-laW (-m-la'), re. ; pi. SisTEES-iN-LAw
(sis'terz-).
The sister of one's husband or wife also,

Sls'tren

2. Position, as regards the conditions and circumstances of the case.

;

:

a ^
^°°^^-

_.
*'*'^"'

... a beauteous ststerfiood.

Contiguous.

Sls'ter-lng, a.

11. To take a position for the purpose of having some
made, as a picture or

artistic representation of one's self
a bust ; as, to sit to a painter.

;

" A m/erAood of holy nuns. " Shak.

sisters, collectively.

Landor,
Slf U-ate (sit'u-at), V. t. To place. [JJ.]
[LL. situatio : cf. P. siiuaSlt'U-a'tion (-a'shiin), re.
tion.~\ 1. Manner in which an object is placed ; location,
esp. as related to something else ; position ; locality ;
site ; as, a house in a pleasant situation.

—

to re-

\

semble closely. [06s.]
Sls'ter-hood (-hood), n.

.

SIXTH
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SIST

:

cf.

AS. sixth,

siexia.']

order after the fifth.
2. Constituting or being one of six equal parts into
which anytliiug is divided.

Sing, i^k

;

;

tben, thin

;

l)ON

;

xb

=z

in azure.
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SIXTH

N

Sixth (siksth), n. 1. The quotient of a unit divided
by six one of six equal parts which form a whole.
2. The next in order after the fifth.
3. (3Ius.) The interval embracing six diatonic degrees
;

of the scale.
Bacon.
Slxth'ly, adv. In the sixth place.
[AS. sixiiogoSa, sixiiSlx'tl-eth (siks'ti-eth), a.
goSa.']
1. Next in order after the fifty-ninth.
2. Constituting or being one of sixty equal parts into

which anything

is divided.
1. The quotient of a unit divided by
Slx'tl-eth, n.
sixty ; one of sixty equal parts forming a whole.
2. The next in order after the fifty-ninth ; the tenth
after the fiftieth.
[AS. siexHg ; akin to G. sechzig,
Six'ty (-ty), a.
Goth, saihs tigjus. See Six, Ten, and cf. Sixteen.] Six
times ten fifty-nine and one more ; threescore.
1. The sum of six
Slx'ty, n. ; pi. Sixties (-tiz).
times ten sixty units or objects.
2. A symbol representing sixty units, as 60, Ix., or LX.
SIx'ty-f ourth' (-forth'), a. Constituting or being one
of sixty-four equal parts
into which a thing is divided.
;

;

SlZ'y

Skag (skag), re. {Naut.) An additional piece fastened
to the keel of a boat to prevent lateral motion. See Skeo.
Skaln (skan), re. See Skein. [06j.]
Drayton.
Skaln, re. See Skean.
Skalns'mate' (skanz'maf), re. [Perhaps originally, a
companion in winding thread (see Skein), or a companion in arms, from slcain a sword (see Skean).] A messmate; a companion. [06i.]
Scurvy knave

A

;

A

See 4th Size, 2.
Sl'zar-shlp, n. The position or standing of a sizar.
Size (siz), re. [See Sice, and Sise.] Six.
Size (siz), re. [Olt. sisa glue used by painters, short-

visions.

fr. assisa, fr. assidere, p. p. assise, to make to sit,
to seat, to place, L. assidere to sit down ; ad -\- sidere to
sit down, akin to sedere to sit.
See Sit, v. i., and cf. Assize, Size bulk.]
1. A thin, weak glue used in various
trades, as in painting, bookbinding, paper making, etc.
2. Any viscous substance, as gilder's varnish.
vb. n.
Size, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Sized (sizd) ; p. pr.
Sizing.] To cover with size
to prepare with size.
[Abbrev. from assize. See Assize, and cf.
Size, re.
Size glue.]
1. A settled quantity or allowance.
See
Assize. [06s.] " To scant ray sizes."
Shak.
2. {Univ. of Cambridge, Eng.) An allowance of food
and drink from the buttery, aside from the regular dinner at commons ;
corresponding to battel at Oxford.
3. Extent of superficies or volume ; bulk
bigness
magnitude as, the size of a tree or of a mast the size
of a ship or of a rock.
4. Figurative bulk condition as to rank, ability, character, etc. ; as, the office demands a man of larger size.
Men of a less size and quality.
L' Estrange.
The middUng or lower size of people.
Swift.
6. A conventional relative measure of dimension, as
for shoes, gloves, and other articles made up for sale.
6. An instrument consisting of a number of perforated
gauges fastened together at one end by a rivet,
used
for ascertaining the size of pearls.
Knight.
Size roll, a small piece of parchment added to a roll.
Size stick, a measuring stick used by shoemakers for ascertaining the size of the foot.
Syn.
Dimension ; bigness ; largeness ; greatness

ened

&

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

magnitude.
Size, V. t.
1. To fix the standard of.
"To size
weights and measures." [J?.]
Bacon.
2. To adjust or arrange according to size or bulk.
Specifically: (a) (Mil.) To take the height of men, in order to place them in the ranks according to their stature.
(6) (3Iining) To sift, as pieces of ore or metal, in order
to separate the finer from the coarser parts.
3. To swell ; to increase the bulk of.
Beau. <Sc Ft.
4. (Mech.) To bring or adjust anything exactly to a
required dimension, as by cutting.
To size up, to estimate or ascertain the character and
ability of. See 4th Size, 4. [Slang, U. S.]
We had to size up our fellow legislators. The Century.
Size, V. i. 1. To take greater size ; to increase in size.
Our desires give them fashion, and so,
As they wax lesser, fall, as they size, grow.
Donne.
2. {Univ. of Cambridge, Eng.) To order food or drink
from the buttery hence, to enter a score, as upon the
buttery book.
Sized (sizd), a. 1. Adjusted according to size.
2. Having a particular size or magnitude ;
chiefly
used in compounds as, \a,rge-sized ; common-si'sed.
Si'zel (si'zel), n. Same as Scissel, 2.
Slz'er (siz'er), re. 1. See Sizae.
2. (Mech.) {a) An instrument or contrivance to size
articles, or to determine their size by a standard, or to
separate and distribute them according to size. (6) An
instrument or tool for bringing anything to an exact size.
(siz'i-ngs), re. The quality or state of being
_ Slz'1-ness
;

—

;

viscousness.

2.

re.

1.

Act of covering or treating with

A weak glue used in various trades

;

size.

size.

Slz'lng, re. 1. The act of sorting with respect to size.
2. The act of bringing anything to a certain size.
3. {Univ. of Cambridge, Eng.) Food and drink ordered from the buttery by a student.
ale,

senate,

c4re,

&m, arm, ask,

flirt-gills

I

;

am none of

skald),

;

runner with a frame shaped
fit the sole of a shoe,
One form of
made to be fastened under the
foot, and used for moving rapidly on ice.
to

Skate.

and as they sweep,
skates, a thousand different ways,
lu circling poise, swift as the winds, along,
The then gay land is maddened all to joy.
Thomson.
Batavia rushes forth

;

On sounding

See under Rolleb.
[imp. & p. p. Skated

Roller skate.
V. i.

Skate,

[Icel.

re.

&

vb. re.
; p. pr.
skates.
; cf . Prov. G. schaiten, meer-

To move on

Skatino.]

skata

schatten, L. squatus, squatina, and
E. shad.] {Zool.)
Any one of numerous species of
large, flat elasmobranch fishes of

;

{Zool.) {a) The
oyster catcher.

Skel'et

(skel'et),

Skel'e-tal

sheldrake.

(6)

The

A skeleton.

re.

See Scelet.
Pertaining to the skeleton.

(-e-tal), a.

+

Skel'e-tog'e-nouB (-toj'e-nus), a. [Skeleton
-geForming or producing parts of the skeleton.
Skel'e-tol'0-gy (-tSl'o-jy), re.
[Skeleton
-logy.']
Tliat part of anatomy which treats of the skeleton also,
a treatise on the skeleton.
Skel'e-ton (skSl'e-tiin), re. [NL., fr. Gr. nKiKerov (sc.
(TM/aa) a dried body, a mummy, fr. o-KeAerds dried up,
parched, a-KeWeiv to dry, dry up, parch.] 1. (Anat.)
(a) The bony and carti-

+

;

laginous framework
which supports the soft
parts of a vertebrate animal. [See Illust. of the
Human Skeleton, in Appendix.] (6) The more
or less firm or hardened
framework of an invertebrate animal.
13^ In a vrider
sense, the skeleton
includes the whole
connective -tissue
framework with the

,

C
r"

The framework

gj^eietons (with Outline of Soft Parts)
a Perch ; 6 Elephant,

support the rest, but without the appendages.

fin.

)oth or

Barn-door

Skat'er (skat'er), n.
1. One
skates.
2. {Zool.) Any one of numerous species of hemipterous insects
belonging to Gerris, Pyrrhocoris,
Prostemma, and allied genera.
They have long legs, and run rapidly over the surface of the water,
as if skating.
Ska'tol (ska'tol), re. [Gr. o-kmp,
{Physiol.
o-KttTos, dung-)- -ol.]
Chem.)
constituent of human Skater (Gerris palufaeces formed in the small intesdum). (%)
tines as a product of the putrefaction of albuminous matter.
It is also found in reduced indigo. Chemically it is methyl indol, C9H9N.
Skayles (skalz), re. [V159.] Skittles. [Obs.]
Skean (sken), re. [Ir. sgiun; akin to Gael, sgian, W.
ysgien a large knife, a scimiter.] A knife or short dagger, esp. that in use among the Highlanders of Scotland.
[Variously spelt.] "His sieare, or pistol."
Spenser.
Ske-dad'dle (ske-dad'd'l), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Skedaddled (-d'ld) p. pr.
vb. re. Skedaddling (-dling).]
[Of uncertain etymology.] To betake one's self to flight,
as if in a panic
to fiee to run away. [Slang, U. S.]
Skee (ske), re. [Dan. ski ; Icel. skic! a billet of wood.
See Skid.]
long strip of wood, curved upwards in
front, used on the foot for sliding.
Skeed (sked), re. See Skid.
shalSkeel (skel), re. [Icel. skjola a pail, bucket.]
low wooden vessel for holding milk or cream. [Prov.
Grose.
Eng.
Scot.]
Skeel'duck' (-diik'), )re. [See Sheldrake.] {Zool.)
Skeel'gOOse' (-goes'), ) The common European shel-

who

A

&

&

;

;

;

A

A

&

[Prov. Eng.]

Skeet (sket), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] {Naut.) A
scoop with a long handle, used to wash the sides of a
vessel, and formerly to wet the sails or deck.
Skeg (skgg), re. [Prov. E., also a stump of a branch,
a wooden peg cf. Icel. skogr a wood, Sw. skog. Cf.
Holland.
Shaw.] 1. A sort of wild plum. [Obs.]
Farm. Encyc.
2. pi. A kind of oats.
;

eve,

common European

nous.]

(i)

—

;

;

;

of anythmg;
the
principal parts that

or barn-door, skate (R. Ixvis) is also a large species, often
becoming three or four feet across. The common spiny
skate (R. erinacea) is much smaller.
Skate's egg. See Sea purse.
Skate sucker, any marine
leech of the genus Pontobdella, parasitic on skates.

aU

—

:

by a

small caudal

final,

;

;

thin or lean person,

The pectoral fins,
ite {Eaia Itevis).
which are large
and broad and united to the sides of the body and head,
give a somewhat rhombic form to these fishes. The skin
is more or less spinose.
^ff^ Some of the species are used for food, as the
European blue or gray skate {Raia batis), which sometimes weighs nearly 200 pounds. The American smooth,

drake.

ecagne, probably of Celtic origin cf. Ir. sgainne, Gael.
sgeinnidh thread, small twine or perhaps the English
word is immediately from Celtic] 1. A quantity of
yarn, thread, or the hke, put up together, after it is
taken from the reel,
usually tied in a sort of knot.
B^"" A skein of cotton yarn is formed by eighty turns
of the thread round a fifty-four inch reel.
2. ( Wagon Making) A metallic strengthening band or
thimble on the wooden arm of an axle.
Knight.
Skein, re. {Zool.) A flight of wild fowl (wild geese or
the like).
[Prov. Eng.]
Skeine (sken), n. See Skean.
Skel'der (skSl'der), v. t. & i. [Etymol. uncertain.]
To deceive to cheat to trick. [Obs.]
B. Jonson.
Skel'der, re. A vagrant a cheat. [Obs.] B. Jonson.
Skel 'drake' (skgl'drak'), or Skiel'drake' (skel'-), n.

integument and its
appendages.
See
Endoskeleton, and
Exoskeleton.
2. Hence, figuratively
(a) A very

the genus Raia,
having a long,
slender taU, ter-

minated

after part of the keel of a vessel, to
attached.

is

Skeg'ger (skeg'ger), n. {Zool.) The parr.
Walton.
Skein (skan), re. [OE. skeyne, OF. escaigne, V.

Shak.

See Scath. [Scot.]
re.
See 5th Scald.
"See Scaldic.
Max Miiller.

re.

;

Skate,

which the rudder

his

To scale to mount. [Obs.]
I). <.
[From the root of scare.] Wild;
(skar), la.
Skare (skSr), ) timid shy. [Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
Skait (skart), re. [Cf. ScAEP a cormorant.] {Zool.)
The shag. [Prov. Eng.]
Skate (skat), re. [Ti.schaats.
Cf. ScATCHES.] A metallic

;

;

of his

Skar

(j^f They formerly waited on the table at meals but
done away with. They were probably so called
from being thus employed in distributmg the size, or pro-

Slz'lng,

am none

skainsmates.

this is

eizy

I

1

The

3. {Naut.)

viscous

\_Prov. Eng.']

Skald'lc (-ik), a.
Skall (skal or skal),

Slz'a-ble (siz'a-b'l), a. 1. Of considerable size or
bulk. "
«"2aWe volume.
Bp. Hurd.
2. Being of reasonable or suitable size ; as, sizable
timber sizable bulk.
Arbuthnot.
Sl'zar (si'zer), re. One of a body of students in the
universities of Cambridge (Eng.) and Dublin, who, having passed a certain examination, are exempted from
paying college fees and charges.
sizar corresponded
to a servitor at Oxford.
The sizar paid nothing for food and tuition, and very little
for lodging.
Macaulay.

;

A rbuthnoi.

;

;

Sixty-fourth Notes.

Sizelike

;

Skalth (skath),
Skald (skSld or

;

Size.]

as, sizy blood.

;

SlZ'Zle (sTz'z'l), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Sizzled (-z'ld)
p. pr. & vb. n. SizzLiNO (-zling).] [See Siss.] To make
a hissing sound to fry, or to dry and shrivel up, with a
hissing sound.
IProv, Eng. & Colloq. U. S.']
Forby.
SlZ'Zle, re. A hissing sound, as of something frying
over a fire. [Prov. Eng, & Colloq. U. S.]
SlZ'Zling (-zlTng), a. & re. from Sizzle.
Skad'dle (skSd'd'l), re. [Dim. of scath.'\ Hurt damage.
\Obs. or Prov. Eng."]
Bay.
Skad'dle, a. Hurtful. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng.l
Ray.
Skad'don (-dun), re. {Zo'dl.) The larva of a bee.

Sixty-fourth note (Mus.),

the sixty-fourth part of
a whole note
a hemidemi-semiquaver.

[From 2d

(siz'j^), a.

glutinous

SKEPTIC

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Sir M. Hale.
The great skeleton of the world.
outline of a literary production, espea sermon.
Skel'e-ton, a. Consisting of, or resembling, a skeleton; consisting merely of the framework or outlines;
having only certain leading features of anything ; as, a
(c)

The heads and

cially of

sermon ; a skeleton crystal.
Skeleton bill, a bill or draft made out in blank as to the
or payee, but signed by the acceptor. [E7ig.]
Skeleton key, a key with nearly the whole substance of
the web filed away, to adapt it to avoid the wards of a
lock a master key
used for opening locks to which it
has not been especially fitted.
Skeleton leaf, a leaf from
skeleton

—

amount
;

;

—

—

which the pulpy part has been removed by chemical

means, the fibrous part alone remaining. — Skeleton proof,
a proof of a print or engraving, with the inscription outlined in hair strokes only, such proofs being taken before
the engraving is finished.
Skeleton regiment, a regiment
which has its complement of officers, but in which there
are few enlisted men.
Skeleton shrimp (Zo'dl.), a smaU
crustacean of the genus Cain-ella. See Illust. under LvEModipoda.
[imp. & p. p. SkeletonSkel'e-ton-lze (-iz), v. t.
ized (-izd) p. pr. & vb. n. Skeletonizing (^i'zTng).] To
prepare a skeleton of also, to reduce, as a leaf, to its
skeleton.
Pop. Sci. Monthly.

—

—

;

;

Skel'e-ton-i'zer (-i'zer), n. {Zo'dl.) Any small moth
whose larva eats the parenchyma of leaves, leaving the
skeleton as, the apple-leaf skeletonizer.
Skel'lum (skel'lum), re. [Dan. schelm, fr. G. schelm.']
A scoundrel. [Obs. or Scot.]
Pfpys. Burns.
;

Skel'ly

(-ly), V. i.
[Cf. Dan. skele, Sw. skela.]
To
[Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
Sir W. Scott.
Skel'ly, re. A squint. [Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
Skelp (skelp), re. [Cf. Prov. E. skelp to kick severely,
to move rapidly Gael, sgealp, n., a slap with the palm
of the hand, v., to strike with the palm of the hand.]
1. A blow
a smart stroke. [Prov. Eng.] Brockett.
2. A squall
also, a heavy fall of rain.
[Scot.]
Skelp, V. I. To strike to slap. [Scot.]
C. Eeade.
Skelp, re. A wrought-iron plate from which a gun
barrel or pipe is made by bending and welding the edges
together, and drawing the thick tube thus formed.
Skel'ter (skel'ter), V. i. [Cf. Helter-skelter.] To
run off helter-skelter ; to hurry to scurry
with away

squint.

;

;

;

;

;

or

;

—

[Colloq.]
A.E.Wallace.
(sken), V. i. To squint.
[Prov. Eng.']
Skene-<.sken), re. See Skean.
C. Kingsley.
Skep (skep), re. [Icel. skeppa a measure, bushel cf.
Gael, sgeap a basket, a beehive.]
1. A coarse round
farm basket. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Tusser.
2. A beehive.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Skep'tlc (-tik), re. [Gr. o-KETTTiicdf thoughtful, reflective, fr. (TKeTTTea-Bai to look carefully or about, to view,
consider: cf. L. seepticus, F. scepiique.
See Scope.]
[Written also sceptic] 1. One who is yet undecided as
to what is true one who is looking or inquiring for what
is true ; an inquirer after facts or reasons.
off.

Sken

;

&

&

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

drb,

ddd

i
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SKIMMER

Bridge, n.
Skew curve ( Geom. ), a curve of double curvature, or a twisted curve.
See Plane curve, under
Curve.
Skew gearing, or Skew bevel gearing (Mach.),
toothed gearing, generally resembling
bevel gearing, for connecting two shafts
that are neither parallel nor intersecting,
and in which the teeth slant across the
faces of the gears.
Skew surface ( Oeom. ),
a ruled surface such that in general two
successive generating straight lines do not
intersect a warped surface ; as, the helicoid is a skew surface.
Skew Bymmetrical
determinant (Alg.), a determinant in which
the elements in each column of the matrix are equal to the
elements of the corresponding row of the matrix with the
signs changed, as in (1), below.

readiness of performance. Dexterity, when applied to
the body, is more mechanical, and refers to habitual ease
of execution. Adroitness involves the same image with
dexterity, and differs from it as implying a general facility of movement (especially in avoidance of danger or in
escaping from a difficulty). The same distinctions apply
to the figurative sense of the words. A man is skillful in

SKEPTIC
2. (Melaph.) A doubter as to whether any fact or
truth can be certainly known ; a universal doubter a
Pyrrhonist hence, in modern usage, occasionally, a person who questions whether any truth or fact can be established on philosophical grounds sometimes, a critical
inquirer, in opposition to a dogmatist.
;

;

;

All this criticism [of Hume] proceeds upon the erroneoua hypothesis that he was a dogmatist. He was a skeptic ; tliat is, he
accepted the principles asserted by the prevailinfj dogmatism
and only showed that such and such conclusions were, on these
principles, inevitable.
Sir W. Hamilton.
;

A

person who doubts the existence and
God, or the truth of revelation one who
disbelieves the divine origin of the Christian religion.
Suffer not your faith to be shaken by the sophistries of skep3. (T/ieol.)
perfections of

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

als.

R. Hall.

— Skep'tlc-al-ly, adv. — Skep'tlc-al-ness, n.

Skep'tl-clsm (-tT-stz'm), n.
[Cf. F. sceptidsme.']
[Written also scepticism.'] 1. An undecided, inquiring
state of mind doubt ; uncertainty.
That momentary amazement, and irresolution, and confusion,
which is the result of skepticism.
Hume.
2. {Metaph.) The doctrine that no fact or principle
can be certainly known ; the tenet that all knowledge is
uncertain
Pyrrhonism universal doubt the position
that no fact or truth, however worthy of confidence, can
be established on philosophical grounds critical investigation or inquiry, as opposed to the positive assumption
or assertion of certain principles.
3. {Theol.) A doubting of the truth of revelation, or a
denial of the divine origin of the Christian religion, or of
the being, perfections, or truth of God.
Let no
secret skepticism lead any one to doubt whether
;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

this blessed prospect will be realized.

Skep'tl-Cize

(-sTz),

doubt of everything.

v. i.
[JJ.]

5. Miller.

To doubt;

to pretend to

To skepticize, where no one else will
hesitate.
Sker'ry (skSr'ry), n. ; pi. Skerries (-rlz).
.

origin

;

cf

.

Icel. sker,

A rocky isle

bank.]

;

Sw.

sk'dr,

.

.

Dan.

an insulated rock.

Shaftesbury.

[Of Scand.
Cf.

skiser.

Scab a

[Scot.']

Sketch

(skgch), n.
[D. schets, fr. It. schizzo a sketch,
a splash (whence also F. esquisse ; cf Esqcissb) ; cf . It.
achizzare to splash, to sketch.] An outline or general
delineation of anything; a first rough or incomplete
draught or plan of any design; especially, in the fine
arts, such a representation of an object or scene as serves
the artist's purpose by recording its chief features ; also,
a preliminary study for an original work.

Syn.

— Outline

draught plan design.
— Sketch, Outline,delineation
Delineation. An outline gives only
;

;

:

;

&

;

;

depict.

;

;

left in the

rough.

J. s.

Skew
skef,

(skii), adv.
Icel. skeifr, G.

[Cf. D. scheef,
schief, also E.

Awry obliquely askew.
Skew, a. Turned or twisted
;

Dan.
shy,

Harford.

skisev, Sw.
v. i.]

;

obliquely

;

skewed

;

to one side

situated

— chiefly used in technical phrases.
;

mg

6.

Syn.
tude

—

use,

unite,

r^-de,

fyll,

Gp, tan

;

pity

Any

more
;

;

A

army. [Written also skilligolee, skillygalee, etc.]
Skll'llng (-ling), re. [Cf. Sheehng.] A bay of a
also, a slight addition to a cottage.
[Prov. Eng.]
Skll'llng, n. [Sw. & Dan. See Shilling.] A money
of account in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and North

bam

;

Germany, and also a coin. It had various values, from
three fourths of a cent in Norway to more than two
cents in Liibeck.
Sklll'-less, a. Wanting skill.
Shak.
Skills (skilts), re. pi. A kind of large, coarse, short
trousers formerly worn.
[Local, U. S.]
Bartlett.
Skll'ty (skil'ty), re. The water rail. [Prov. Eng.]
Skim (skim), V. t. [imp. p. p. Skimmed (skimd)
vb. re. Skimming.]
p. pr.
[Cf Sw. skymma to darken.

&

&

.

See Scum.] 1. To clear (a liquid) from scum
or substance floating or lying thereon, by means of a
utensil that passes just beneath the surface ; as, to skim

V158.
milk

;

to skim broth.

To take off by skimming
To pass near the surface

as, to skim cream.
of
to brush the surface
to glide swiftly along the surface of.
Homer describes Mercury as flinging himself from the top of
Olympus, and skimming the surface of the ocean.
Hazlitt.
4. Fig. To read or examine superficially and rapidly,
in order to cull the principal facts or thoughts ; as, to
skim a book or a newspaper.
Skim, V. i. 1. To pass lightly to glide along in an
even, smooth course ; to glide along near the surface.
Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain.
Flies o'er tlie unbending corn, and skiyns along the main. Pope.
2. To hasten along with superficial attention.
They skim over a science in a very superficial survey. /. Wattt.
3. To put on the finishing coat of plaster.
Skim, a. Contraction of Skimming and Skimmed.

2.
3.

of

;

:

;

&

;

—

Skim

coat, the final or finishing coat of plaster.
Skim
a colter for paring off the surface of land. —Skim
milk from which the cream has
;
been taken.
Skim, re. Scum ; refuse. [P.]
Bryskett.
Sklm'back' (skim'bSk'), re. (Zo'61.) The quillback.
colter,

milk,

;

skimmed milk

[Local, U. S.]
Sklm'ble-scam'ble (skTm'b'l-skSm'b'l), a.
plication of scamble.]
Rambling ; disorderly
nected. ICollog.]
Such a deal of skimble-scamble stuff.

Sklm'1-try

(-I-trJ-),

re.

Skim'mer

(-mer),

re.

skims

skill

imparts.

particular art.
skiH,

— Dexterity
—

and
;

[Obs.]

adroitness

;

expertness

;

art

Hooker.
apti;

Skill, Dexterity, Adroitness. Skill is
ability.
familiar Kiiowieuge
intelligent, ueiiumig
inteiiiguuii,
denoting luuiiiiai
knowledge uiiiDeu
united ro
to

food, fo~ot

;

oat, oil

;

chair

j

go

;

sing:,

unconShak.

See Skimmington.

;

1. One who, or that which,
esp., a utensil with which liq-

having the
lower mandible
compressed and

much longer

Keble.

in another kind of learning unskill-

[A redu;

uids are skimmed.
2. (2o'6l.) Any species of longwinged marine birds of the
genus Rhynchops, allied to
the terns, but

;

patience her sweet

;

;

;

Learned in one
ful.

—

;

;

4. Display of art ; exercise of ability ; contrivance
address.
[Obs.]
Richard ... by a thousand princely skills, gathering so much
corn as if he meant not to return.
Fuller.

A

;

Skil'11-ga-lee' (skll'lT-ga-lg'), re.
kind of thin,
or oatmeal porridge, served out to prisoners
and paupers in England also, a drink made of oatmeal,
sugar, and water, sometimes used in the English navy or

—

Where

arch, an oblique arch. See under OBLf(SuE.
Skew
back.
{Civil Engin.) (a) The course of masonry, the
stone, or the iron plate, having an inclined face, which
forms the abutment for the
voussoif s of a segmental arch.
{b)
plate, cap, or shoe, havan inclined face to receive
the nut of a diagonal brace,
rod, or the end of an inclined
strut, in a truss or frame.
a h Skew Backs.
Skew bridge.
uiiugu.
uiium
See
ocu under

v. 16.

skilled; dexterous; adept ; masterly
cunning.
Sklll'ful-ly, adv.
Sklll'Iul-ness, n.

clever

;

weak broth

;

—

Skew

—

;

;

Amos

Syn. — Expert;

adroit

;

;

—

as are skillful of lamentations to wailing.

;

;

&

a.

;

—

;

;

;

;

&

&

—

culinary purposes, as for stewing meat.
Sklll'ful (skil'fiil), a. [Written also skilful.] 1. Discerning ; reasonable ; judicious ; cunning. [Obs.] " Of
skill/id judgment.
Chaucer.
2. Possessed of, or displaying, skill ; knowing and
ready expert ; well-versed ; able in management ; as, a
skillful mechanic ;
often followed by at, in, or of; as,
skillful at the organ ; skillful in drawing.
And they shall call the husbandman to mourning, and such

;

;

;

;

;

;

landscapes.

[Obs.]

Sir W. Scott.
It skills not talking of it.
Skilled (skild), a. Having familiar knowledge united
with readiness and dexterity in its application; familoften followed
iarly acquainted with expert skillful
by in ; as, a person skilled in drawing or geometry.
Skillet (skil'lgt), n. [OF. escuellette, dim. of escxielle a porringer, F. ecuelle, fr. L. scutella, dim. of scutra,
scuta, a dish. Cf. Scuttle a basket.] A small vessel of
iron, copper, or other metal, with a handle, used for

;

;

SketCh'bOOk', n. A book of sketches or for sketches.
Sketch'er (-er), re. One who sketches.
Sketch'i-ly (-l-ly), adv. In a sketchy or incomplete
manner. " &'efcAz72/ descriptive.
Bartlett.
Sketch'1-ness, n.
The quality or state of being
sketchy lack of finish incompleteness.
Sketch'y (-f), a. Containing only an outline or rough
form being in the manner of a sketch incomplete.
The execution is sketchy throughout the head, in particular,

skill

—

&

Ideas of.
;

(2)

;

;

t.
To know ; to understand.
the arts of expressing our mind.

v.

Barrow.
Skill, V. i. 1. To be knowing ; to have understanding ; to be dexterous in performance. [Obs.]
Herbert.
I can not skill of these thy ways.
2. To make a difference; to signify; to matter;
Spenser.
used impersonally.
What skills it, if a bag of stones or gold
Herbert.
About thy neck do di-own thee ?

This requires that the numbers in the diagonal from
the upper left to lower right corner be zeros. A like determinant in which the numbers in the diagonal are not
zeros is a skew determinant, as in (2), above.
Skew (skii), n. (Arch.) A stone at the foot of the
slope of a gable, the offset of a buttress, or the like, cut
with a sloping surface and with a check to receive the
coping stones and retain them in place.
Skew, V. i. [imp. &p.p. Skewed (skud) p. pr. &
vb. n. Skewing.]
1. To walk obliquely ; to go sidling
to lie or move obliquely.
Child, you must walk straight, without skewing. L' Estrange.
2. To start aside ; to shy, as a horse.
[Prov. Eng.']
3. To look obliquely to squint ; hence, to look slightingly or suspiciously.
Beau.
Fl.
Skew, V. t. [See Skew, adv.] 1. To shape or form
in an oblique way ; to cause to take an oblique position.
2. To throw or Ixurl obliquely.
Skew'baW (-bald'), a. Marked with spots and
patches of white and some color other than black
usually distinguished from piebald, in which the colors are
properly white and black. Said of horses.
Skew'er (sku'er), n. [Probably of Scand. origin cf.
Sw. & Dan. skifer a slate. Cf. Shiver a fragment.] A
pin of wood or metal for fastening meat to a spit, or for
keeping it in form while roasting.
Meat well stuck with skewers to make it look round. Swift.
Skew'er, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Skewered (-erd) p.
pr. & vb. n. Skewering.] To fasten with skewers.
Skid (skid), re. [Icel. 5^5 a billet of wood. SeeSniDE.]
[Written also skeed.] 1. A shoe or clog, as of iron, attached to a chain, and placed under the wheel of a wagon
to prevent its turning when descending a steep hill a
drag a skidpan also, by extension, a hook attached to
a chain, and used for the same purpose.
2. A piece of timber used as a support, or to receive
pressure.
Specifically: (a) pi. (Naut.) Large fenders
hung over a vessel's side to protect it in handling a cargo.
Totten.
(6) One of a pair of timbers or bars, usually arranged so as to form an inclined plane, as from a wagon
to a door, along which anything is moved by sliding or
rolling,
(c) One of a pair of horizontal rails or timbers
for supporting anything, as a boat, a barrel, etc.
Skid, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Skidded (-dSd) p. pr. &
vb. n. Skiddino.] 1. To protect or support with a skid
or skids ; also, to cause to move on skids.
2. To check with a skid, as wagon wheels.
Dickens.
Skld'daw' (-da'), re. (ZoSl.) The black guillemot.
[Prov. Eng.]
Skld'pan' (-pSn'), re. See Skid, n., 1. [Eng.]
Skied (skid), imp. &p. p. of Sky, v. t.
(skl'j^), a.
Shelley.
See Sktey.
Skill (skif), re. [F. esquif, fr. OHG. sUf, G. schiff.
See Ship.] A small, light boat.
The pilot of some small night-foundered skiff. Milton.
Sklfl caterpillar (Zo'dl.), the larva of a moth (Limacodes
scapha)
so called from its peculiar shape.
Skill, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Skipped (skift) p. pr.
vb. re. Skipping.]
To navigate in a skiff. [E.]
Skll'Qlng (skif'fling), re. (Quarrying) Kough dressing by knocking off knobs or projections knobbing.
Skll'der (skil'der), V. i. To beg to pUfer to skelder.
[Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
Sir W. Scott.
SkU'lul (-ful), a. See Skillpul.
Skill (skil), re. [Icel. skii a distinction, discernment
akin to skilja to separate, divide, distinguish, Sw. skilja,
Dan. skille to separate, skiel reason, right, justice, Sw.
skiil reason, Lith. skelti to cleave.
Cf. Shell, Shoal, a
multitude.] 1. Discrimination ; judgment propriety
reason; cause. [Obs.] Shak. "As it was skill and
right." Chaucer.
For great skill is, he prove that he wrought.
Chaucer.
[For with good reason he should test what he created.)
2. Knowledge ; understanding.
[Obsoles.]
That by his fellowship he color might
Both hia estate and love from skill at any wight. Spenser.
Milton.
Nor want we skill or art.
3. The familiar knowledge of any art or science, united
with readiness and dexterity in execution or performance,
or in the application of the art or science to practical
purposes power to discern and execute ability to perceive and perform expertness
aptitude ; as, the skill
of a mathematician, physician, surgeon, mechanic, etc.
Phocion, ... by his great wisdom and skill at negotiations,
diverted Alexander from the conquest of Athens.
Swift.
;

;

Syn. — To delineate design draught
Sketch, V. i. To make sketches, as of

To

SWey

the bounding lines of some scene or picture. A sketch
fills up the outline in part, griving broad touches, by
which an imperfect idea may be conveyed. A delineation goes further, carrying out the more striking features
of the picture, and going so much into detail as to furnish
a clear conception of the whole. Figuratively, we may
speak of the outlines of a plan, of a work, of a project,
etc., which serve as a basis on which the subordinate parts
are formed, or of sketches of countries, characters, manners, etc., which give us a general idea of the tilings described.
Crabb.
Sketch, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Sketched (skScht) p.
pr.
vb. n. Sketching.] [Cf. D. schetsen, It. schizzare.
See Sketch, re.] 1. To dra%v the outline or chief features of ; to make a rough draught of.
2. To plan or describe by giving the principal points or

&

5

3-5

&

.

Skill (skTl),

2-3
-2

(1)

—

ifl

—

:

S. Clarke.

tics.

5^^ This word and its derivatives are often written
with c instead of k in the first syllable,
sceptic, sceptical, scepticism, etc.
Dr. Johnson, struck with the extraordinary irregularity of giving c its hard sound before
e, altered the spelling, and his example has been followed
by most of the lexicographers who have succeeded him:
yet the iirevalent practice among English writers and
printers is in favor of the other mode. In the United
States this practice is reversed, a large and increasing
majority of educated persons preferring the orthography
which is most in accordance with etymology and analogy.
Syn. Infidel unbeliever doubter. See Infidel.
Skep'tlc (skSp'tik), ) a. [Written also sceptic, scepSkep'tlC-al (-ti-kal), ) tical.} 1. Of or pertaining to
a skeptic or skepticism characterized by skepticism
hesitating to admit the certainty of doctrines or principles doubting of everything.
2. {Theol.) Doubting or denying the truth of revelation, or the sacred Scriptures.
The skeptical system subverts the whole foundation of mor-

any employment when he understands both its theory
and its practice. He is dexterous when he maneuvers
with great lightness and success. He is adroit in the use
of quick, sudden, and well-directed movements of the
body or the mind, so as to effect the object he has in view.

American Skimmer {Rhimchops nigra).
birds

fly

than the upper

one.

These

rapidly along the surface of the water, with the

lower mandible immersed, thus skimming out small
fishes.
The American species (iJ. nigra) is common on
the southern coasts of the United States. Called also
scissorsbiU, and shearbill.
3. (Zool.) Any one of several large bivalve shells,
sometimes used for skimming milk, as the sea olams,

and large Hcaiiops.
tuiu
scallops.

iQk

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

Sktan'mer-ton (skTm'mer-tun), n. See Skdiminoton.
Skim'tnlng (-mmg^, n. 1. The act of one who skims.
2. That wliich is skimmed from the surface of a liquid
—chiefly used in the plural ; as, the skimmings of broth.
SMm'inlng-ly, adv. In a skimming manner.
Sklrn'mlng-ton (skim'mYng-tfln), n. [Etymol. uncertain.
Perhaps the name of some notorious scold.] A
word employed in the phrase, To ride Skimmington;
that is, to ride on a horse with a woman, but behind her,
facing backward, carrying a distaff, and accompanied by
a procession of jeering neighbors making mock music
a cavalcade in ridicule of a henpecked man. The custom was in Togue in parts of England.
Skimp (sktmp), V. i. limp. &p.p. Skimped (skimt)
p. pr. & vb. n. Skimping.] [Cf. Skinch, Scamp, v. /.]
iProv.
1. To slight; to do carelessly; to scamp.
Eng. & Colloq. U. S.']
;

2.

To make

to scant; to

insufficient allowance for;

&
&

Colloq. U. S.'\
IProv. Eng.
V. i.
To save ; to be parsimonious or nig[Prov. Eng.
Colloq. U. -S.]
Colloq. U. S."]
Skimp, a. Scanty. \_Prov. Eng.
Skin (skin), n. [Icel. skinn; akin to Sw. skinn, Dan.
skind, AS. scinn, G. schinden to skin.] 1. i^Anat.) The
external membranous integument of an animal.

scrimp.

Sktmp,

gardly.

&

11^^ In man, and the vertebrates generally, the skin
consists of two layers, an outer nonseusitive and nonvascular epidermis, cuticle, or scarfskin, composed of cells
which are constantly growing and multiplying in the
deeper, and being thrown off in the superficial, layers
and an inner, sensitive, and vascular dermis, cutis, corium, or true skin, composed mostly of coimective tissue.
2. The hide of an animal, separated from the body,
whether green, dry, or tanned; especially, that of a
small animal, as a calf, sheep, or goat.
3. A vessel made of skin, used for holding liquids.
Tennyson.
See Bottle, 1. "SAins of wine."
4. The bark or husk of a plant or fruit the exterior
coat of fruits and plants.
5. (Naut.) (a) That part of a sail, when furled, which
remains on the outside and covers the whole. Totten.
(Jb) The covering, as of planking or iron plates, outside
the framing, forming the sides and bottom of a vessel

Skinless
thin skin

the shell ; also, a lining inside the framing.
Skin friction, Skin reoistance (Naut. ), the friction, or resistance, caused by the tendency of water to adhere to
the immersed surface (skin) of a vessel. —Skin graft
(Surg.), a small portion of skin used in the process of
grafting. See Graft, v. t., 2.
Skin moth (Zool.), any
msect which destroys the prepared skins of animals,
especially the larva of Dermestes and Anthrenus.
Skin
of the teeth, nothing, or next to nothing ; the least possible hold or advantage. Job xix. 20.
Skin wool, wool
taken from dead sheep.
Skin, V. t. [imp.
p, p. Skinned (skind) p. pr.
vb. n. Skinning.]
1. To strip off the skin or hide of to
flay ; to peel ; as, to skin an animal.
2. To cover with skin, or as with skin ; hence, to cover superficially.
It will but skin and film the ulcerous place.
Sliak.
3. To strip of money or property to cheat.
ISlang^
Skin, V. i. X. To become covered with skin as, a
wound skins over.
2. To produce, in recitation, examination, etc., the
work of another for one's own, or to use in such exercise cribs, memoranda, etc., which are prohibited.
[College Cant, U. S.]
Skln'bound' (-bound'), a. Having the skin adhering
closely and rigidly to the flesh ; hidebound.

—

—

—

&

&

;

;

;

;

(Med.) See Sclerema neonatorum,

dlseaBo.

vmder Sclebema.

&

Skinch (skinch), v. t. i. [imp. Si p. p. Skinched
(skTncht); p. pr.
vb. n. Skinching.]
[Cf. Scant.]
give scant measure ; to squeeze or pinch in order
to effect a saving.
[Prov. Eng.
Colloq. TJ. S.'\
Skln'-deep' (skin'dep'), a. Not deeper than the
skin ; hence, superficial.
Lowell.
Skln'fllnt' (-flinf), n. [Skin -\- flint.'] A penurious
person ; a miser ; a niggard.
Sir W. Scott.

&

To

&

Skln'ful (-ful), n.
a skin can hold.

Skink
ten also

;

(skTuk), n.

pi. Skinfuls (-fulz).

As much

[L. scincus, Gr. o-KiyKos.]

as

[Writ-

nvraier-

skin, or a very

A

basket. See Skep.
Skip (skip), n. [See Skep.] 1.
Scot.]
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.
2.
basket on wheels, used in cotton factories.
3. (Mining) An iron bucket, which slides between
guides, for hoisting mineral and rock.
4. (Sugar Manuf.) A charge of sirup in the pans.
beehive ; a skep.
6.
Skip, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Skipped (skTpt) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Skipping.]
[OE. skippen, of uncertain origin ; cf.
Icel. skopa to run, skoppa to spin like a top, OSw.
dial. Sw. skimmpa to run, skumpa, skompa, to hop,
skip ; or Ir. sgiob to snatch, Gael, sgiab to start or move
suddenly, to snatch, W. ysgipio to snatch.] 1. To leap
lightly ; to move in leaps and bounds ;
commonly implying a sportive spirit.
The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to-day,
Pope.
Had he thy reason, would he skip and play ?
So she drew her mother away skipping, dancing, and frisking
Hawthorne.
fantastically.

&

A
A

&

&
&

—

2. Fig. : To leave matters unnoticed, as in reading,
speaking, or writing ; to pass by, or overlook, portions
of a thing ;
often followed by over.
Sldp, V. t. 1. To leap lightly over ; as, to skip the

—

rope.
2.

miss

To pass over or by without
as, to skip

;

a line in reading

They who have a mind

;

notice ; to omit
to skip a lesson.

these two
Bp. Burnet.

chapters.

3.

To cause

Skip, n.

to skip

1.

[Colloq.]

as, to skip a stone.

;

to

;

may skip

to see the issue

A light leap or bound.

The act of passing over an interval from one thing
to another an omission of a part.
3. (Mus.) A passage from one sound to another by
Busby.
more than a degree at once.
[Slang] Swift.—
Skip kennel, a lackey; a footboy.
;

Skip mackerel.

See Bluefish,

(Zo'ol.)

1.

(-jSk'), n.

An

A

name given

A

A

—

;

A

A

A small round box for keeping records. [Obs.]
Skip'plng-ly (-plng-lj?), adv. In a skipping manner
2.

by

skips, or light leaps.
i.
Slllrl (skerl), V. t.

&

[Of Scand. origin, and originally
the same word as E. shrill.] To utter in a shrill tone
[Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
to scream.
Skirl, re. A shrill cry or sound. [Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
Skirl'COCk' (-kok'), n. (Zo'ol.) The missel thrush
so called from its harsh alarm note. [Prov. Eng.]
Sklrl'crake' (-krak'), re. The tumstone. [Prov. Eng.]
Sklrl'lng, re. A shrill cry or sound a crying shrilly
Sir W. Scott.
Scot.]
a skirl.
[Prov. Eng.
;

—

;

name used

harm-

Common Skink
in the

CScincus

warmer parts

officinalis').

of all the conti-

nents.

skink (Scincus

officinal

officinalis) inhabits

the sandy plains of South Africa. It was beUeved by the
ancients to be a specific for various diseases. A common
Blender species (Seps tridactylus) of Southern Europe
was formerly believed to produce fatal diseases in cattle
by mere contact. The American sidnks include numerous species of the genus Bumeces, as the blue-tailed
skink (E. fasciaius) of the Eastern tJnited States. The
ground skink, or ground lizard ( Oligosoma laterale) inhabits the Southern United States.

Skink, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Skinked (skinkt) p. pr.
n. Skinking.] [Icel. sicenkja; akin to Sw. skanka,
Dan. skienke, AS. scencan, D. & G. schenken. AS. scentan is usually derived from sceonc, sceanc, shank, a hollow bone being supposed to have been used to draw off
liquor from a cask. V161. See Shank, and cf. NuNomoN.] To draw or serve, as drink. [Obs.]
Bacchus the wine them skinketk all about. Chaucer.
Such wine as Ganymede doth skink to Jove. Shirley.
Skink, V. i. To serve or draw liquor. [Obs.']
Skink, ra. Drink also, pottage. [Obs.']
Bacon.
Sklnk'er (-er), n. One who serves liquor a tapster.
;

& vb.

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

;

;

;

A

4.
6.

;

petticoat.

The diaphragm, or

midriff, in animals. Dunglison,
[imp.
vb. n.
p. p. Skirted ; p. pr.
To cover with a skirt to surround.
Skirted his loins and thighs with downy gold.
Milton.
2. To border ; to form the border or edge of ; to run
along the edge of ; as, the plain was skirted by rows ot
trees.
"When sundown sAirii the moor." Tennyson.
Skirt, V. i. To be on the border ; to live near the
border, or extremity.
Savages . who skirt along our western frontiers. S. S. Smit/u
Sklrt'lng, re. 1. (Arch.) A skirting board. [P.]
2. Skirts, taken collectively ; material for skirts.
Skirting board, the board running around a room on the
wall next the floor ; baseboard.
Skit (skTt), V. t. [Prov. E. skit to slide, as adj., hasty,
precipitate, of Scand. origin, and akin to E. shoot, v. t.
cf. Icel. skyti, skytja, skytta, a marksman, shooter, skjota
to shoot, skUta a taunt. V169. See Shoot.] To cast
reflections on ; to asperse. [Prov. Eng.
Scot.] Grose.
Skit, re. 1. A reflection ; a jeer or gibe ; a sally ; a
Tooke.
brief satire
a squib.
A similar vein of satire upon the emptiness of writers is jgiven
in his " Tritical Essay upon the Faculties of the Human Mind ;"
but that is a mere sktt compared with this strange performance.

Skirt, V.
Skirting.]

.

&

&

t.

1.

;

.

&

;

Leslie Stephen..

re.

(Zo'ol.)

A

;

air his cold eyes softiiirs. J. H. Ewing.

small trout or salmon;

—

[Prov. Eng.]
p. p. SkieSklr'mlsh (sker'mish), v. i. [imp.
[OE.
vb. re. Skirmishing.]
MisHED (-misht) ; p. pr.
skirmishen, scarmishen, OF. escremir, eskermir, to
fence, fight, F. escrimer, of German origin ; cf. OHG.
scirmen to protect, defend, G. schirmen, OHG. scirm,
scerm, protection, shield, G. schirm; perhaps akin to
Cf. Scaramouch, Scrimmage.]
Gr. (TKtpov a sunshade.
To fight slightly or in small parties ; to engage in a skirmish or skirmishes ; to act as skirmishers.
Sklr'mlsh, re. [OE. scarmishe, scrymishe. See Skirmish, V. i.] 1. A slight fight in war ; a light or desultory combat between detachments from armies, or between detached and smaU bodies of troops.
loosely.

&

&

2.

A

A wanton girl ; a light wench. [Obs.]
Sklt'tish (-tish), a. [See Skit, v. i.] 1. Easily frightened
timorous
shy untrustworthy as, a skittish
" A restiff, iKrtisA jade."
L'Estrange.
colt.
2. Wanton
restive
freakish volatile ; changeable ;
" Skittish Fortune's hall."
Shak.
fickle.
Sklt'tlsh-ly, adv.
Skit'tish-ness, re.
skittles.
(-t'l),
the
game
of
a.
Pertaining to
Sklt'tle
Skittle alley, an alley or court in which the game of
skittles is played.
Skittle ball, a disk or flattish ball of
wood for throwing at the pins in the game of skittles.
Sklt'tle-dog' (-dSgO, re. (Zo'ol.) The piked dogfish.
Skit'tles (-t'lz), re. pi. [Of Scand. origm. V159.
See Shoot, v. t., and cf. Shuttle, Skit, v. t.] An English game resembling ninepins, but played by throwing
wooden disks, instead of rolling balls, at the pins.
Sklt'ty (-ty), re. [Cf. Skittish.] (Zo'ol.) A rail; as,
the water rail (called also skitty cock, and skitty coof)
the spotted crake (Porzana manietta), and the moor
hen. [Prov. Eng.]
Skive (skiv), re. [Cf. Icel. skifa a shaving, slice, E.
shive,_ sheave.]
The iron lap used by diamond polishers
in finishing the facets of the gem.
Skive (skiv), v. t. To pare or shave off the rough or
2.

;

;

;

—

—

thick parts of (hides or leather).

Ski'ver (ski'vSr), re.
[Cf. Skewer, Shivee a fragment.] 1. An uiferior quality of leather, made of spUt
sheepskin, tanned by immersion in sumac, and dyed. It
is used for hat linings, pocketbooks, bookbinding, etc.
2. The cutting tool or machine used in splitting leather
or skins, as sheepskins.
Slll'vlng (-vitng), re. 1. The act of paring or splitting
leather or skins.
2. A piece made in paring or splitting leather
cifically, the part from the inner, or flesh, side.

[Cf. Scite, Sctjert.]

To ramble

;

;

;

final,

gll

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

veil.
[Ct. G. schleier.]
[06*.]
To shelter ; to cover. [Obs.]

Skout (skout), re. (Zo'ol.) A guillemot.
SkO'witZ (sko'wits), re. [Nisqually (American Indian)
The silver salmon.
(skren), n.
V.
See Screen. [Obs.]
Skrlke (skrik), v. i.
To shriek. [Obs.J Chaucer.
t.
Skrike, re. (Zo'dl.) The missel thrush. [Prov. Eng.]

name.]

(Zo'ol.)

&
&

Skreen

Skrim'mage (skrim'maj 48), re. See Scrimmage.
Skrimp (skrlmp), V. t. See Scrimp.
;

Skringe

(skrlnj), v.

Skrlte

(skrit),

re.

Sku'a

(sku'a),

re.

skua

See Scringe.

i.

(Zo'ol.)

The

[Icel. skUfr,

[Prov. Eng.]

skrike.

skumr.]

(Zo'ol.)

An^

guU;

jager
,

—

especially, the Megalestris
called also boatswain.

Skue (skil), a. & re.
Skulk (skulk), V. i.

See Skew.
[imp.
p. p.
(skiilkt) p.

&

Skulked

&

pr.

ing.]

vb.

;

re.

Skulk-

[Of Scand.

ori-

gin cf Dan. skulke to
spare or save one's self,
to play the truant, Sw.
skolka to be at leisure,
to shirk, Icel. skolla.
Cf. ScowL.] To hide,
or get out of the way,
;

:

t.

spe-

Skol'e-cite (skSl'e-sit or sko'le-), Skol'e-zlte (-zit),
(Min.) See Scolecite.
re.
Skonce (skons), re. See Sconce.
Skop'ster (skop'ster), re. The saury. [Prov. Eng.]
Skor'o-dlte (skor'S-dit), re. (Min.) See Scorodite.

pi. (Mil.) Soldiers deployed in loose order, to
cover the front or flanks of an advancing army or a

Shak.
over in order to clear to scour. [Archaic]
Sklrr, V. i. To scour ; to scud to run. [Archaic]
Eng."]
[Prov.
Skirr, re. (Zo'ol.) A. tein.
SMr'ret (skir'ret 277), re. [A corrupted form equivalent to sap'arwori.] (Bot.) An umbelliferoHS plant (Siwm,
or Pimpinella, Sisarum). It is a native of Asia, but has

;

A

Sklayre (skiar),re.
Sklere (skier), v. t.

slight contest.

marching column.
Skirr (sker), V.

;

—

Shdk.
They never meet but there 's a skirmish o£ wit.
Sklr'mlsh-er (-er), re. One who skirmishes. Specifically

;

;

;

[Obs.] Ford.
1. An upstart.
elater; a snap bug, or snapping beetle.
to several kinds of fish, as
the common bluefish, the alewife, the bonito, the butterfish, the cutlass fish, the jurel, the leather jacket, the
runner, the saurel, the saury, the threadfish, etc.
shallow sailboat with a rectihnear or
4. (Naut.)
V-shaped cross section.
Sklp'per (-per), n. 1. One who, or that which, skips.
Shak.
young, thoughtless person.
2.
3. (Zo'dl.) The saury (Scomberesox saurus).
Cheese.
4. The cheese maggot.
See Cheese fly, under
5. (Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous species of small butterflies of the family Hesperiadse ;
so called from their peculiar
short, jerking flight.
Sklp'per, n. [D. schipper. See
Shippek, and Ship.] 1. (Naut.) The
master of a fishing or small trading
vessel hence, the master, or captain, of any vessel.
ship boy. [Obs.] Congreve.
2.
Yellow-spot Skipper
Sklp'pet (-pgt), re. [Cf. Icel.
(Pontes Peckivs).
skip, E. skipper. See Ship.] 1.
Nat. size.
small boat ; a skiff. [Obs.]
Spenser.
A little skippet floating did appear.

SMp'Jack'

2. (Zo'ol.)
3. (Zo'ol.)

Sklrl'lng,

family
Scincidse, common

been long cultivated in Europe for its edible clustered
tuberous roots, which are very sweet.
Sklr'rhus (skir'riis), re. (Med.) See Scibrhus.
Skirt (skert), re. [OE. skyrt, of Scand. origin cf.
Icel. skyrta a shirt, Sw. sk'ort a skirt, skjorta a shirt.
See Shirt.] 1. The lower and loose part of a coat,
dress, or other like garment ; the part below the waist
as, the skirt of a coat, a dress, or a mantle.
2. A loose edging to any part of a dress.
[05s.]
A narrow lace, or a small skirt of ruffled linen, which runs
along the upper part of the stays before, and crosses the breast,
being a part of the tucker, is called the modesty piece. Addison.
extreme part of anything,
3. Border edge margin
" Here in the skirts of the forest."
ShcSc,

2.

ened,

of regularly
scaled
less lizards of

t^^ The

1.

When the skirling of the pipes cleft the

ous species

the

Having no

One who

skins.
2. One who deals in skins, pelts, or hides.
Skln'nl-neSS (-nT-nes), n. Quality of being skinny.
Skln'ny (-n^), a. Consisting, or chiefly consisting, of
skin ; wanting flesh. " Her skinny lips."
S/iak.
He holds him with a skinny hand.
Coleridge.
(-ner), n.

&

scink."]

{Zool.) Any
one of

(sklnISs), a.
as, skinless fruit.

;

Skln'ner

;

Sklntottnd

SKULK
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.

Skua (Meqalestns skucC)
in a sneaking manner to lie close, or to move in a furtive way to lurk.
" Want skulks in holes and crevices."
W. C. Bryant
Discovered and defeated of your prey.
You skulked behind the fence, and sneaked away. Dryden.
Skulk, re. [Cf. Icel. skollr, skolli, a fox, and E. skulk,
;

;

V. i.]

idea,

A number of foxes together.
ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 5dd

'Wright,

SKULK

on exhibition) near the top
In a skulking manner.
[See School a multitude.]

SkuIk'inE-ly, adv.

Skull

(skfil), n.

A school,

company, or shoal.

A

[OJi.]
knavish skull of boys and

girls

did pelt at him.

fishes enter in great flotes

and

skulls.

B^^ In many fishes the skull is almost wholly cartilagmous, but in the higher vertebrates it is more or less
completely ossified, several bones are developed in the
face, and the cranium is made up, wholly or partially, of
bony plates arranged in three segments, the frontal, parietal, and occipital, and usually closely united in the

;

azure

Skye' ter'ri-er
Sky'ey (ski'y),

Sublime on the towers of

my

Lightning,

Sky'-hlgh'
Sky'lsh,

a.

lofty; ethereal.

The head or brain ; the

9.

A
A

seat of intelligence ; mind.
Skulls that can not teach, and will not leam. Cowper.
covering for the head ; a skullcap.
[06s.
.E.]
Let me put on my sk-ull first.
£eau. l( Fl.
sort of oar.
See Scull.

&

symbol of death. See Ceosseones.
Skull'cap' (-kSp'), n. 1. A cap which fits the head
closely also, formerly, a headpiece of iron sewed inside
of a cap for protection.
2. {Bat.) Any plant of the labiate genus Scutellaria,
the calyx of whose flower appears, when inverted, like a
helmet with the visor raised.
3. (Zool.) The Lophiomys.
Mad-dog skullcap (Bot.), an American herb (Scutellaria
lateriflora) formerly prescribed as a cure for hydrophobia.
Skull'fish' (-fish'), n. A whaler's name for a whale
more than two years old.
Skul'pin (skiU'pin), n. (Zool.) See Soulpin.
Skum (skiJm), n. v. See Scum.
Skull and crosabones, a

;

&

Skunk (skunk), re. [Contr. from the Abenaki (American Indian) seganku."] (Zool.) Any one of several species of American musteline carnivores
of the genus 3Iephitis and allied genera.
They have two glands near the
anus, secreting an extremely fetid
which the animal

liquid,

means

pleasure as a

at

ejects
of defense.

111^°^ GThe common species of the
Eastern United States (Mephitis meis black with more or less
white on the body and tail. The spotted skunk (Spilogale putorius), native
of tlie Southwestern United States and Mexico, is
smaller than the common
skunk, and is variously
marked with black and

phitica)

white.

Skunk

Skunk blackbird (Zool.), the bobolink — so called because
Skunk (^Mephitis mephitica').
the male, in the breeding
season, Is black and white, like a skunk. —Skunk cabbage
(Bot.), an American aroid herb (Symplocarpus fixtidus)
having a reddish hornlike spathe in earliest spring, followed by a cluster of large cabbagelike leaves. It exhales
a disagreeable odor. Also called swamp cabbage.— Skunk
porpoise.
(Zool.) See under Poepoise.
Skunk, V. t. In games of chance and skill To defeat
(an opponent) (as in cards) so that he fails to gain a
bird,

;

:

point, or (in checkers) to get a king.
[^Colloq. U. §.]
Skunk'bUl' (-biF), re. (Zool.) The surf duck.
Sknnk'head' (-hgd'), re. (Zool.) (a) The surf duck.
duck (Camptolaimus Labradorius) which former(6)
ly inhabited the Atlantic coast of New England. It is
now supposed to be extinct. Called also Labrador duck,

A

and pied duck.
Skunk'ish, a. Like the skunk, especially in odor.
Skunk'top' (-tSp/), «• (Zodl.) The surf duck.

Skunk'weed'
Skur'ry

(-wed'),

(skiir'ry),

re.

re.

(Bot.)

& v.

Skunk cabbage.

See Scueet.

Skute

(skut), re.
[Icel. skuta ; akin to Sw. shuta,
Dan. skude, D. schuit, LG. schiite, and E. shoot, v. t.]
boat a small vessel. [06^.]
Sir R. Williams.
Skut'ter-ud-lte (skut'ter-u-dit), re.
[Prom Skutterud, in Norway, whence it is obtained.] (Min.)
mineral of a bright metallic luster and tin-white to pale
lead-gray color. It consists of arsenic and cobalt.
Sky (ski), re. ; pi. Skies (skiz). [OE. skie a cloud,
Icel. sky ; akin to Sw.
Dan. sky ; cf AS. scua, scuwa,
shadow, Icel. skuggi ; probably from the same root as E.
wum. V158. See Scum, and cf. Hide skin, Obscueb.]
1.
cloud.
\Ohs.'\

A

;

A

&

.

A

[A wind] that blew so hideously and high,
That it ne lefte not a sky
In all the welkin long and broad.
Chaucer.
2. Hence, a shadow.
[Obs.']
She passeth as it were a sky.
Gower.
3. The apparent arch, or vault, of heaven, which in a
clear day is of a blue color ; the heavens ; the firmament ; sometimes in the plural.

—

The Norweyan banners flout the sky.
Shak.
4. The weather the climate.
Thou werf better in thy grave than to answer with thy un;

covered body this extremity of the skies.
Shak.
^S'' Sky is often used adjectively or in the formation
of self-explaining compounds
as, sky color, skylight,
sky-aspirmz, sky-horn, siy-pointing, sky-rooted, etc.
Sky blue, an azure color. —Sky scraper (Naut.), a skysail of a triangular form.
Totten.
Under open aky, out
of doors.
Under open sky sAoreA.'''' Milton.
;

—

Sky,

V.

t.

limp.

pr.&vb.n. Skyino
ale,

& p.

p. Skied (skid) or

Skted p.

To hang

(a picture

(ski'Ing).]

1.

senate,

c&re,

;

am, arm, ask,

;

Thackeray.

Whence

&

5.

They will not of that firste purpose slack. Chaucer,
to make less
t.
1. To render slack
) V.
Slack,
tense or firm as, to slack a rope to
Slack'en, )
Wyclif (Acts xxvii. 40).
slacken a bandage.
Shak.
[Obs.}
2. To neglect; to be remiss in.

—

;

;

See

Illust.

under Sail.

Slab,

;

also,

;

with

;

He slabbered me over, from cheek to cheek, with his great
tongue.
Arbitthnot.
2. To spill liquid upon ; to smear carelessly to spill,
as liquid food or drink, in careless eating or drinking.
The milk pan and cream pot so slabbered and tost
That butter is wanting and cheese is half lost.
Tusser.
;

re.

Spittle

;

saliva

;

slaver.

[See 1st Slab.] (Mach.) (a)
(6) A slabbing machine.
Slab'ber-er (slSb'ber-er or slSb'-), re. One who slabbers, or drools ; hence, an idiot.
Slab'ber-y (-y), a. Like, or covered with, slabber or
slab ; slippery ; sloppy.
Slab'bl-ness (slSl/bl-nSs), re. Quality of being slabby.
Slab'blng (-blng), a. [See 1st Slab.] Adapted for
forming slabs, or for dressing flat surfaces.
Slabbing machine, a milling machine.
\_Compar. Slabbiee (-bi-er); suSlab'by (-by), a.
perl. Slabbiest.]
[See Slab, a.] 1. Thick ; viscous.
They present you with a cup, and you must drink of a slabby

Slab'ber (sKb'ber),

re.

A saw for cutting slabs from logs.

Selden.

stuff.

2. Sloppy

slimy

;

;

Gay.

See Sloppy.

miry.

Slab'-Sid'ed (-sld'Sd), a. Having flat sides; hence,
or long and lank. \_Colloq. U. S.}
Slack (slSk), n. [Cf Slag.] Small coal also, coal
dust culm.
Raymond.
Slack, re. [Icel. slakki a slope on a mountain edge.]
A valley, or small, shallow dell. IProv. Eng.} Grose.
Slack, a. ICompar. Slackee (-er) superl. Slackest.]
[OE. slak, AS. sleac ; akin to OS. slak, OHG. slah, Prov.
G. schlack, Icel. slakr, Sw. slak ; cf. Skr. sxj to let loose,
not tense not hard
to throw.
Cf. Slake.]
1. Lax
drawn not firmly extended as, a slack rope.
2. Weak not holding fast ; as, a slack hand. Milton.
backward not using due diligence or
3. Remiss
care
not earnest or eager as, slack in duty or service.
The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some men

tail,

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

count slackness.
2 Pet. iii. 9.
4. Not violent, rapid, or pressing ; slow ; moderate
"
easy ; as, business is slack.
With slack pace." Chancer.
about sunset, hoisting sail with a 5/aci southwest,
Csesar
3Iilfoyi.
at midnight was becalmed.
Slack In stays (Naut.), slow in going about, as a ship.
Slack water, the time when the tide runs slowly, or
the water is at rest or the interval between tlie flux and
Slack-water navigation, navigation in
reflux of the tide.
a stream the depth of which lias been increased, and the
current diminished, by a dam or dams.
Syn. Loose ; relaxed ; weak ; remiss ; backward
abated ; diminished inactive ; slow tardy ; dull.
.

.

.

—

;

—

—

;

;

final,

^

;

eve,

;

eveot,

£nd, fern, recent

;

&

&

spittle.

Slab'ber,

The quality or

re.

—

&

slaberen; akin to LG.
D. slabbern, G. schlabbern, LG.
D. slabben, G. schlabben, Icel. slafra. Cf. Slavee,
Slobbee, Slubbee.]
To let saliva or some liquid fall
from the mouth carelessly, like a child or an idiot; to
drivel ; to drool.
[Written also slaver, and slobber.'}
Slab'ber, v. t. l. To wet and foul with spittle, or as
if

(slad),

;

;

;

In a slack manner.

Trench.
state of being slack.^
[AS. slsed.} 1. A little dell or valley a flat piece of low, moist ground. [Obs.} Drayton,
2. The sole of a plow.
Slag (slSg), re. [Sw. slagg, or LG. slacke, whence
G. schlacke ; originally, perhaps, the splinters struck off
from the metal by hammering. See Slay, v. t.} X. The
dross, or recrement, of a metal ; also, vitrified cinders.
2. The scoria of a volcano.
Slag furnace, or Slag hearth (Metal.), a furnace, or
hearth, for extracting lead from slags or poor ore.
Slag wool, mineral wool. See under Mineeal.
Slag'£7 (-gf )) <"• Of or pertaining to slag ; resembling slag ; as, slaggy cobalt.
Slale (sla), n. [See Sley.] A weaver's reed a sley.
Slake (slak), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Slaked (slakt) j
vb. re. Slaking.]
[OE. slaken to render slack,
p. pr.
to slake, AS. sleacian, ir. sleac slack. See Slack, v.
a.]
1. To allay ; to quench ; to extinguish ; as, to slake
" And sZaie the heavenly fire.
thirst.
Spenser.
Shak.
It could not slake mine ire nor ease my heart.
2. To mix with water, so that a true chemical combination shall take place ; to slack ; as, to slake lime.
Slake, V. i. 1. To go out ; to become extinct. " His
Sir T. Browne.
flame did slake."
Shak,
2. To abate ; to become less decided.
[R.}
" When the
3. To slacken ; to become relaxed.
body 's strongest sinews stoA-e. " [R.}
Sir J. Davies,
4. To become mixed with water, so that a true chemical combination takes place ; as, the lime slakes.
Slake trough, a trough containing water in which a
blacksmith cools a forging or a tool.

Slack'ly, adv.
Slack'ness, re.

& Ir. slaib mud, mire left on a
and E. iZo^ puddle.] Thick viscous. {Obs.'\
Make the gruel thick and slab.
Shak.
That which is slimy or viscous moist earth

&

To

Slade

[Cf. Gael.

re.

5.

A

a puddle. [06s.]
Evelyn.
Slab'ber (slob'ber or slSb'- 277), v. i. [imp. &p.p.
Slabbeeed (-berd) p. pr. & vb. n. Slabbeeing.] [OE.
;

South.
Milton.
Well pleased, they slack their course.
cause to become less intense ; to mitigate ; to

To respite, or deceive, or slack the pain
Milton.
Of this ill mansion.
Air-slacked Ume, lime slacked by exposure to the air,
in consequence of the absorption of carbon dioxide and
water, by which it is converted into carbonate of lime
and hydrate of lime.
spongy, semivitrified
Slack'en (-'n), re. (Metal.)
substance which miners or smelters mix with the ores of
metals to prevent their fusion. [Written also slakin.}

Slab line (Naut.), a line or small rope by which seamen
haul up the foot of the mainsail or foresail.
Totten.

mud

pace.

abate ; to ease.

;

a.

;

With such delay

sky.
Slab (slSb), re. [OE. slabbe, of uncertain origin perhaps originally meaning, a smooth piece, and akin to
slope, Icel. sleipr slippery, and E. slip, v. i.]
1. A
thin piece of anything, especially of marble or other
stone, having plane surfaces.
Gwilt.
2. An outside piece taken from a log or timber in
sawing it into boards, planks, etc.
3. (Zool.) The wryneck.
IProv. Eng.']
4. (Naut.) The slack part of a sail.

Slab,

;

;

;

Toward the

riverstrand,

To

;

A

& adv.

;

Dryden.
Slack not the good presage.
deprive of cohesion by combining chemically
to slake as, to slack lime.
4. To cause to become less eager to repress ; to make
slow or less rapid to retard ; as, to slacken pursuit to
Chaucer.
slacken industry. " Rancor for to rf«cfc.
I should be grieved, young prince, to think my presence
Unbent your thoughts, and slackened 'em to arms. Addison.
In this business of growing rich, poor men should slack their
3.

with water

A

(-werd), a.

;

;

dicularly like a skylark, but it lacks the song of a true
The Missouri skylark is a pipit (Anthus Spraguei)
Western United States, resembling the skylark in
habit and song.
Sky'Iark'lng, n. The act of running about the rigging of a vessel in sport ; hence, frolicking ; scuffling
sporting; carousing. ICollog.^
window placed in the roof of
Sky'Iight' (-lit'), re.
a building, in the ceiling of a room, or in the deck of a
ship, for the admission of light from above.
rocket that ascends high
Sky'rock'et (-rSk'gt), re.
and burns as it flies ; a species of fireworks.
(ski'sal;
seamen
skVs'l),n. (Naut.) The
Sky'sail
by

next above the royal.

To

rent of water slackens.
6. To languish to fail ; to flag.
[Obs.}
7. To end ; to cease ; to desist ; to slake.
That through your death your lineage should slack. Chaucer.

Shak.

[J?.]

these raging fires

Will slacken, if his breath stir not their flames. Milton.
lose rapidity ; to become more slow as, a cur-

Shelley.

pilot, sits.

lark.
of the

Sky'ward

;

;

my skyey bowers,

Skylark' (-lark'), re. (Zool.) A lark that mounts
and sings as it flies, especially the common species
(Alauda arvensis) found in Europe and in some parts of
Asia, and celebrated for its melodious song
called
also sky laverock.
See under Laek.
J!^^ The Australian skylark (Cincloramphus cantillans) is a pipit which has the habit of ascending perpen-

sail set

;

;

adv.
a.
Very high. IColloq.}
Like the sky, or approaching the sky

(-hi'),

)

;

;

;

(-'n),

;

(Zool.) See Teekiee.
ethereal being in

(ski' ter'ri-er).

a.
Like the sky
" Skyey regions."

the sky.

dried hops.

Slackened (-'nd)'; p. pr. & vb. re.
Slacking, Slackening.] [See Slack, a.} 1. To become
slack to be made less tense, firm, or rigid to decrease
in tension as, a wet cord slackens in dry weather.
to be negligent.
2. To be remiss or backward
3. To lose cohesion or solidity by a chemical combination with water to slake as, lime slacks.
to become less violent.
4- To abate

a sky-blue stone.

as,
(skid), a.
;

as, slack

;

;

Having the blue color of
Wordsworth.
Skyed
Surrounded by sky. IPoetic & iJ.]
" The skyed mountain."
Thomson.

the sky

Slackly

(slSk), adv.

Slack, re. The part of anything that hangs loose, having no strain upon it as, the slack of a rope or of a sail.
Slack (sl5k), ) V. i. [imp. & p. p. Slacked (slSkt),

Slack'en

;

adult.

4.

Slack

can not be

it

ICollog.'i
Sky'-Wue' (ski'blu'), a.

.

2.

where

of a wall,

well seen. IColloq.l
Brother Academicians who ski^d his pictures. The Century.
2. To throw towards the sky ; as, to sky a ball at
cricket.

Warner.
Holland.
Skull, n. [OE. skulle, senile, scolle ; akin to Scot.
slcull, skoll, a bowl, Sw. skalle skull, skal a shell, and E.
Cf Scale of
scale ; cf. G-. hirnscAafe, Dan. hiemesiaZ.
a balance.] 1. (Anat.) The skeleton of the head of a vertebrate animal, including the brain case, or cranium, and
the bones and cartilages of the face and mouth. See Hlusts. of Cabnivoka, of Facial angles under Facial, and
of Skeleton, in Appendix.

These
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ice,

&

Slake'less, a. Not capable of being slaked.
Slak'in (slSk'Tn), re. (Metal.) Slacken.
Slam (slSm), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Slammed (slSmd) ;
p. pr. & vb. re. Slamming.] [Of Scand. origin cf. Icel.
slamra, slambra, slxma, Norw. slemba, slemma, dial.
Sw. sl'dmma.} 1. To shut with force and a loud noise
to bang as, he slammed the door.
2. To put in or on some place with force and loud
noise
usually with down ; as, to slam a trunk down
on the pavement.
3. To strike with some implement with force hence,
to beat or cuff. [P7-ov. Eng.}
to slaughter.
[Prov. Eng.}
4. To strike down
5- To defeat (opponents at cards) by winning all the
tricks of a deal or a hand.
Hoyle,
To slam to, to shut or close with a slam. " He slammed
W. D. Hoicells.
to the door.''
Slam, V. i. To come or swing against something, or
to shut, with sudden force so as to produce a shock and
noise as, a door or shutter slams.
Slam, re. 1. The act of one who, or that which, slams.
2. The shook and noise produced in slamming.
The slam and the scowl were lost upon Sam. Dickens,
3. (Card Playing) Winning all the tricks of a deal.
The
4.
refuse of alum works.
[Prov. Eng.}
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Slam'-bang'
with

.1

(-bSug'), adv.
With great violence;
sliuuniing or b.anging noise.
[Colloq.}

Slam'kln (slitm'kTn),
Slam'mer-kln (-mer-ktn),

[Cf. G. scMampe,
n.
(
schl amp, dim. sc?tliimpbe slovenly in one's dress.]
A slut; a slatternly woman. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.}
Slan'der (slSn'der), n. [OB. sclaundre, OF. esclandre, escandle, escandre, F. esclandre, fr. L. sca7idalunt^

chen

;

idea,

schlampen to

Ql

;

old,

(

d.ingle, to

6bey, drb,

5dd
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Gr. axavSaKov a snare, stumbling block, offense, scandal ; probably originally, the spring of a trap, and akin
to Skr. skand to spring, leap.
See Scan, and of. Scandal.] 1.
false tale or report maliciously uttered, tending to injure the reputation of another the malicious
utterance of defamatory reports the dissemination of
malicious tales or suggestions to the injury of another.
"Whether we speak evil of a man to his face or behind his
back the former way, indeed, seems to be the most generous,
but yet is a great fault, and that which we call " reviling " the
latter is more mean and base, and that which we properly call

A

;

;

;

;

" slander,"

or " backbiting."
[We] make the careful magistrate
The mark of slander.

Tillotson.

B. Jonson.

Slap'per

n

(slSp'per),

One who, or that which,

1.

slaps,

Anything monstrous a whopper. [Slang] Grose.
Slap'per (slSp'per), a. Very large ; monstrous big.
Slap'ping (-ping), j
[Slang]
Slash (slSsh), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Slashed (slSsht)
p. pr. & vb. n. Slashing.] [OE. slaschen, of uncertain
origin cf. OF. esclachier to break, escleehier, esclichier,
to break, and B. slate, slice, slit, v. t.]
1. To cut by
striking violently and at random ; to cut in long slits.
2. To lash ; to ply the whip to.
[P.]
King.
3. To crack or snap, as a whip.
[P.]
Dr. H. More.
Slash, V. i. To strike violently and at random, esp.
with an edged instrument to lay about one indiscriminately with blows ; to cut hastily and carelessly.
Hewing and slashing at their idle shades.
SpeTiser.
Slash, n. 1. A long cut a cut made at random.
2. A large slit in the material of any garment, made to
show the lining through the openings.
3 [Cf Slasht.] pi. Swampy or wet lands overgrown
;

I

;

;

reproach dishonor opprobrium.
Shak,
Thou slander of thy mother's heavy womb.
3. {Law) Formerly, defamation generally, whether
oral or written ; in modern usage, defamation by words
spoken utterance of false, malicious, and defamatory
words, tending to the damage and derogation of another
calumny. See the Note under Defamation.
Burrill.
Bartlett.
Slan'der (slSn'der), v. t. \imp. & p. p. Slandered with bushes. [Local, U. S.]
Slashed (slSsht), a. 1. Marked or cut with a slash
(-derd) p. pr. & vb. n. Slandering.]
to
1. To defame
injure by maliciously uttering a false report ; to tarnish or slashes deeply gashed especially, having long, naror impair the reputation of by false tales maliciously row openings, as a sleeve or other part of a garment, to
show rich lining or under vesture.
told or propagated
to calumniate.
2. Disgrace

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

;

;

;

;

O, do not slander him, for he

To bring

2.

To
.

discredit or

is

shame upon by one's

;

belie

;

scandalize

reproach.

;

Shak.

ma-

vilify;

See Asperse.
slanders a defamer

Slan'der-er (-er), n. One who
a calumniator.
Jer. Taylor.
Slan'der-OUS (-iis), a. 1. Given or disposed to slander; uttering slander. " Slanderous tongue."
Shak.
2. Embodying or containing slander ; calumnious as,
;

;

;

slanderous words, speeches, or reports.
Slan'der-ous-ly, adv.
Slan'der-ous-ness, n.
Slang (slang), imp. of Slino. Slung. [^Archaic]
Slang, n. Any long, narrow piece of land a promontory. \_Local, Eng.']
Holland.
Slang, n. [Cf. Sling.] A fetter worn on the leg by

—

—

;

;

;

=

;

sailors, etc.

Slang, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Slanged (slSngd) p. pr.
& vb. n. Slanging.] To address with slang or ribaldry ;
to insult with vulgar language. \_Collog.2
Every gentleman abused by a cabman or slanged by a bargee
was bound there and then to take off his coat and'challenge
;

him to fisticuffs.
Slang'i-ness (-T-n5s),
Slan'gous (slSn'gus),

London

Spectator.

Quality of being slangy.
Slangy. [iJ.]
John Bee.
Slang'-Whang'er (slang'hwKng'er), n. \_Slang -jWhang to beat.] One who uses abusive slang ; a ranting
partisan.
[Colloq. or Kumorous~\
W. Irving.
Slang'y (slSng'y), a. Of or pertaining to slang of
the nature of slang ; disposed to use slang. [Written
also slangey."]
Slanb (slSnk), imp. p. p. of Slink.
Slant (slant), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Slanted ; p. pr.
vb. n. Slanting.]
[OE. slenten to slope, slide cf. Sw.
slinia to slide.] To be turned or inclined from a right
Hne or a level ; to lie obliquely ; to slope.
On the side of yonder slanting hill.
Dodsley.
Slant, V. t. To turn from a direct line ; to give an
oblique or sloping direction to ; as, to slant a line.
Slant, n. 1. A slanting direction or plane a slope
as, it lies on a slant.
2. An oblique reflection or gibe ; a sarcastic remark.
Slant of wind, a local variation of the wind from its general direction.
n.

a.

;

&

;

&

;

;

See Slant, v. t.] Inclined from a direct line, whether horizontal or perpendicular sloping ; oblique. " The slant lightning." Milton.
Slant'ing, a. Oblique ; sloping.
Slant'lng-ly, adv.
Slant'wise' (-wiz'), l adv. In an inclined direction ;
Slant'ly,
obliquely ; slopingly.
(
Slap (slSp), n. [OE. slappe; akin to LG. slappe, G.
tchlappe ; probably of imitative origin.] A blow, esp.
one given with the open hand, or with something broad.
Slap, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Slapped (slSpt) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Slapping.] To strike with the open hand, or with
something broad.
Slap, adv. [Cf. LG. slap, G. schlapp. See Slap, b.]
With a sudden and violent blow hence, quickly instantly; directly.
\_Colloq.'\
"The railroad cars drive
slap into the midst of the city."
Thackeray.
Slap'dash' (-dSsh'), adv. [Slap -f dash.'] 1. In a
a.

Sw. slant.

[Cf. dial.

—

;

&

&

;

;

bold, careless manner ; at random.
[Colloq.']
2. With a slap; aU at once; slap.
[Colloq.']
Prior.
Slap'dash^ v. t. To apply, or apply something to, in
a hasty, careless, or rough manner ; to roughcast ; as,
to slapdash mortar or paint on a wall, or to slapdash a
wall.
[Colloq.]
Halliwell.
Slape (slap), a. [Icel. sleipr slippery ; akin to E. slip.]
Slippery; smooth; crafty; hypocritical. [Prov. Eng.]
Slape ale, plain ale, as opposed to medicated or mixed
ale.
[Prov. Eng.]

Slape'face' (-fas'), n. A soft-spoken, crafty hypo[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
Slap'Jaok' (slap'jak'), n. A flat batter cake cooked
on a griddle ; a flapjack a griddlecake. [Local, V. S.]
crite.

;

ale,

senate,

&

&

How

did

you

kill

care,

am, arm, as^,

him ?
Marston.

SlailtXed his brains out.

To split; to crack. [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
To set on to incite. See 3d Slate. [Prov. Eng.]
Slatch (slSch), n. [See Slack.] (Naut.) (a) The
2.
3.

;

period of a transitory breeze. (6) An interval of fair
weather, (c) The loose or slack part of a rope ; slack.
Slate (slat), n. [OE. slat, sclat, OF. esclat a shiver, splinter, F. eclat, fr. OF. esclater to shiver, to chip,
F. eclater, fr. OHG. sleizen to tear, slit, split, f r. sllzan
to slit, G. schleissen. See Slit, v. t., and cf. ]6clat.]
1. (Min.) An argillaceous rock which readily splits
into thin plates ; argillite ; argillaceous schist.
2. Any rock or stone having a slaty structure.
3. A prepared piece of such stone. Especially (a) A
thin, flat piece, for roofing or covering houses, etc.
(J)
A tablet for writing upon.
4. An artificial material, resembling slate, and used
for the above purposes.
5.
thin plate of any material ; a flake. [Obs.]
6. {Politics) A list of candidates, prepared for nomination or for election ; a list of candidates, or a programme
of action, devised beforehand. [Cant, U. S.]
Bartlett.
:

A

Adhesive elate (Min.), a kind of slate of a greenish gray
which absorbs water rapidly, and adheres to the
tongue whence the name. — Aluminous elate, or Alum elate
(Min.), a land of slate containing sulphate of alumina,
used in the manufacture of alum.
Bituminous slate
(Min.), a soft species of sectile clay slate, impregnated
with bitumen.
Hornblende slate (Min.), a slaty rock,
consisting essentially of hornblende and feldspar, useful
for flagging on account of its toughness.
Slate ax or
axe, a mattock with an ax end, used in shaping slates for
roofs, and making holes in them for the nails.— Slate clay
(GeoL), an indurated clay, forming one of the alternating
beds of the coal measuresj consisting of an infusible comEound of alumina and silica, and often used for making
re bricks. Tomlinson.
Slate globe, a globe the surface
of which is made of an artificial slateUke material.— Slate
pencil, a pencil of slate, or of soapstone, used for writing
on a slate.
Slate rocks (Min.), rocks which split into thin
laminae, not necessarily parallel to the stratification
foliated rocks.
Slate spar (Min. ), a variety of calcite of
silvery white luster and of a slaty structure.
Transparent slate, a plate of translucent material, as ground glass,
upon which a copy of a picture, placed beneath it, can be
color,

;

& —

;

Slant,

—

or bar of wood or metal ; as, the slats of a window blind.
Slat, V. t. [imp.
vb. n.
p. p. Slatted ; p. pr.
Slatting.]
[OE. slatten; cf. Icel. sletta to slap, to
dab.] 1. To slap ; to strike ; to beat ; to throw down
violently.
[Prov. Eng.
Colloq. U. S.]

;

slengja kjeften (literally, to sling the jaw) to use abusive
language, to use slang, slengjeord (prd
word) an insulting word, a new word that has no just reason for being.]
Low, vulgar, unauthorized language ; a popular but unauthorized word, phrase, or mode of expression ; also, the
jargon of some particular calling or class in society low
popular cant ; as, the slang of the theater, of college, of

jr. Scott.

2. (Bot.) Divided into many narrow parts or segments
by sharp incisions laciniate.
Slash'er (slSsh'er), n. (Textile Manuf.) A machine
for applying size to warp yams.
Slash' pine' (slSsh' pin'). (Bot.) A kind of pine tree
(Pinus Cubensis) found in Southern Florida and the
West Indies
so called because it grows in " slashes."
Slash'y {-f), a. [Cf. Sw. slaska to dabble in water.
Cf. Slush.]
Wet and dirty slushy. [Prov. Eng.]
Slat (sl5t), n. [Cf. Slot a bar.] A thin, narrow strip

a convict. lEng.l
Slang, n. [Said to be of Gypsy origin but probably
from Scand., and akin to E. sling; cf. Norw. sleng a
slinging, an invention, device, slejigja to sling, to cast,

&

with scarlet cuffs and slashed sleeves.
Sir

acts.

Tax not so bad a voice
slander music any more than once.

Syn. — To asperse; defame; calumniate;

lign

A gray jerkin,

Shak.

kind.

Slat'tern (slat'tern), v. t. To consume carelessly or
with away. [R.] Chesterfield.
wastef ully to waste
The quality or state
Slat'tern-li-ness (-IT-nes), n.
of being slatternly slovenliness ; untidiness.
Resembling a slattern; sluttish;
Slat'tern-ly, a.
adv. In a slatternly manner.
negligent dirty.
Slat'ter-pouch' (-ter-pouch'), n. A dance or game
playedby boys, requiring active exercise. [Obs.] Gayton.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

made by tracing.

&

&

vb. n.
Slate, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Slated ; p. pr.
Slating.] 1. To cover with slate, or with a substance
resembling slate ; as, to slate a roof ; to slate a globe.
2. To register (as on a slate and subject to revision),
for an appointment.
[Polit. Cant]
Slate, V. i. [Cf. AS. slxting a privilege of huntuag.]
To set a dog upon to bait ; to slat. See 2d Slat, 3.
Pay.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
[Written also slete.]
Slate'-OOl'or (-kiil'er). A dark bluish gray color.
Slate'-gray' (-gra'), a. Of a dark gray, like slate.
Slat'er (slat'er), n. One who lays slates, or whose
occupation is to slate buildings.
Slat'er, n. (Zo'dl.) Any terrestrial isopod crustacean
of the genus Porcellio and allied genera ; a sow bug.
Slat'lng, n. 1. The act of covering with slate, slates,
or a substance resembling slate the work of a slater.
2. Slates, collectively ; also, material for slating.
Slatt (slSt), n. [See Slat a strip of board.] A .slab
Knight.
of stone used as a veneer for coarse masonry.
[E. slat to throw or dash
Slat'ter (slSt'ter), v. i.
about.]
To be careless, negligent, or awkward, esp.
with regard to dress and neatness ; to be wasteful. Ray.
Slat'tern (-tern), n. A woman who is negligent of
her dress or house ; one who is not neat and nice.
Slat'tern, a. Resembling a slattern ; sluttish ; slat;

&

—

;

;

2.
2

;

^

;

Slat'Ung

Slate, collectively.

(-ttng), n.

Slat'ting, n. The violent shaking or flapping of anything hanging loose in the wind, as of a sail, when being
hauled down.
Slat'y (slat'y), a. [From Slate.] Resembling slate
having the nature, appearance, or properties, of slate
composed of thin parallel plates, capable of being separated by splitting ; as, a slaty color or texture.
Slaty cleavage (Min.), cleavage, as of rocks, into thin
leaves or plates, like those of slate —applied especially to
those cases in which the planes of cleavage are not parallel to the planes of stratification.
It is now believed to
be caused by the compression which the strata have
undergone.
Slaty gneiss (Min.), a variety of gneiss in
which the scales of mica or crystals of hornblende, which
are usually minute, form thin laminse, rendering the rock
;

—

easily cleavable.

[OE. slautir, slaughter,
Slaugh'ter (sla'ter), n.
slaghter, Icel. slat7''alam flesh, modified by OE. slaught,
slaht, slaughter, fr. AS. sleaht a stroke, blow ; both from
the root of E. slay. See Slay, v. i.,and cf. Onslaught.]
The act of killing. Specifically : (a) The extensive, violent, bloody, or wanton destruction of life ; carnage.
On war and mutual slaughter bent.
Milton,
(J) The act of killing cattle or other beasts for market.

Syn. — Carnage massacre butchery murder havoc.
Slaugh'ter, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Slaughtered (-terd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Slaughtering.] 1. To visit with great
;

;

finol,

" The itaHerre
^11

;

eve,

Gay.

air.

event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

;

destruction of

life ; to kill ; to slay in battle.
is surprised ; your wife and babes
Savagely slaughtered.
Shak.
2. To butcher ; to kill for the market, as beasts.
Slaugh'ter-er (-er), n. One who slaughters.
house where beasts
Slaugh'ter-house' (-hous'), n.
are butchered for the market.
Slaugh'ter-man (-man), n. ; pi. Slaughtermen
(-men). One employed in slauglitering.
Shak.

Your castle

A

Slaugh'ter-ous
Shak.

(-us),

Destructive; murderous.

a.

— Slaugh'ter-ous-ly, adv.

31. Arnold.

Slav (slav or sl5v), n. ;
word originally meaning,

pi. Slavs (slavz or slSvz). [A
intelligible, and used to con-

trast the people so called with foreigners who spoke
languages unintelligible to the Slavs ; akin to OSIav.
slovo a word, slava fame, Skr. pra to hear. Cf. Loud.]
(Ethnol.) One of a race of people occupying a large part
of Eastern and Northern Europe, including the Russians,
Bulgarians, Roumanians, Servo-Croats, Slovenes, Poles,
Czechs, Wends or Sorbs, Slovaks, etc.
[Written also
Slave, and Sclav.]
(slav
or
slSv
n.
See
Slav.
Slave
277),
;
Slave (slav), n. [Cf. F. esclave, D. slaaf, Dan. slave,
sclave, Sw. slaf, all fr. G. sklave, MHG. also slave, from
the national name of the Slavonians, or Sclavonians (in
LL. Slavi or Sclavi), who were frequently made slaves by
the Germans. See Slav.] 1.
person who is held in
bondage to another ; one who is whoUy subject to the
will of another ; one who is held as a chattel one who
has no freedom of action, but whose person and servicea
are wholly under the control of another.

A

;

Art thou our slave,
drudge ?
Milton,
the power of resistance ; one who
surrenders himself to any power whatever ; as, a slave
to passion, to lust, to strong drink, to ambition.
3. A drudge
one who labors like a slave.
Shak.
4. An abject person a wretch.
Slave ant (Zo'ol.), any species of ants which is captured
and enslaved by another species, especially Formica fusca
of Europe and America, wliich is commonly enslaved by
Formica sanguinea. Slave catcher, one who attempted
to catch and bring back a fugitive slave to his master.
Slave coast, part of the western coast of Africa to which
slaves were brought to be sold to foreigners.
Slave
driver, one who superintends slaves at their work hence,
figuratively, a cruel taskmaster.
Slave hunt,
(a) A
search after persons in order to reduce them to slavery.
Barth. (b) A search after fugitive slaves, often conducted
with bloodhounds.
Slave ship, a vessel employed in the
slave trade or used for transporting slaves a slaver.
Slave trade, the business of dealing in slaves, especially
of buying them for transportation from their homes to be
sold elsewhere.
Slave trader, one who trafllcs in slaves.
Syn. — Bond servant bondman bondslave captive
henchman vassal dependent drudge. See Serf.
Slave, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Slaved (slavd) p. pr.
vb. n. Slaving.] To drudge ; to toil ; to labor as a slave.
Marston.
Slave, V. t. To enslave.

Our captive,

2.

One who has

at the public mill our

lost

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

&

;

Slave'born' (-b8rn'), a. Bom in slavery.
Slave'hold'er (-hold'er), n. One who holds slaves.
Slave'hold'lng, a. Holding persons in slavery.
Slave-oc'ra-cy (slav-5k'ra-si^), n. See Slavooraot.
Slav'er (slav'er), n. X. A vessel engaged in the slave

trade

;

A

2.
slaves

a slave ship.
person engaged

;

in the purchase and
a slave merchant, or slave trader.
The slaver^s hand was on the latch.

He seemed

Bale

of

Longfellow.

in haste to go.

;

ternly.

1

SLAVERER

&

[imp.
p. p. Slavered (-erd)
p. pr. &j;6.m. Slavering.] [Gt. Icel. slafra. See Slabber.]
1. To suffer spittle, etc., to run from the mouth.

Slav'er

(slav'er), v.

i.

ShaJc2. To be besmeared with saliva.
Slav'er, v. t. To smear with saliva issuing from the
to defile with drivel to slabber.
Slav'er, n. Saliva driveling from the mouth.
Of all mad creatures, if the learned are right,
Pop^
It is the slaver kills, and not the bite.

mouth

;

;

Slav'er-er
idea,

ill

;

(-er), n.

old,

A driveler

;

an

obey. 6rb, 5dd

idiot.
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SLEIGHT

i.
[imp. &p. p. Sledged (slSjd)
Sledge (sl5j), V. i.
vb. re. Slbdginq.]
To travel or convey in a
p. pr.
sledge or sledges.
Howitt.
[AS. slecge, from slean to strike, beat.
Sledge, re.
See Slay, v. <.]
usually
wielded
large, heavy hammer,
with both hands ;
called also sledge hammer.
With his heavy sledge he can it beat.
Spenser.

Sleep'ish (slep'Ish), a. Disposed to sleep; sleepy;
drowsy.
Your sleepish, and more than sleepish, security. Ford.
Sleep'less, a. 1. Having no sleep wakeful.

SLAVERING
SlaVer-ing

(slSv'er-Tng), a.

— Slav'er-lng-ly, adv.

saliva.

Drooling

defiling with

;

Slav'er-y (slav'er-5r), n. ; pi. SLAVEEIE3 (-iz).
X. The condition of a slave ; the state of
entire subjection of one person to the will of another.
Disguise thyself as thou wilt, still, slavery, said I, still thou
Sterne.
art a Bitter draught
I wish, from my soul, that the legislature of this state [Virginia] could see the policy of a gradual abolition of slavery. It
Washington.
might prevent much future mischief.
2.
condition of subjection or submission characterized by lacli of freedom of action or of will.
Lever.
The vulgar slaveries rich men submit to.

2d Slave.]

A

—

I

Slee

1.

a slavery that no legislation can aboMsh,— the slavery
G. W. Cable.

is

;

;

;

L. labi to glide, slide, labare to totter. Cf. Lapse.] i.

Chaucer.
organs of sense ; to slumber.
Milton.
Watching at the head of these that sleep.
2. Figuratively: (o) To be careless, inattentive, or
unconcerned not to be vigilant to live thoughtlessly.

We sleep over our happiness.

1 Thess. iv. 14.

;

;

;

;

;

murder slaughter butcher.
One who slays a killer a murn.
;

;

life.

See Sleazy.

;

;

Chaucer.

\_Obs.']

(slev), re.
[Cf. Dan. sl'&if, a knot loop, Sw.
G. schleife a knob, sliding knot, and E. slip, v. i.]
(a) The knotted or entangled part of silk or thread.
(6)
called also sleave silk.
Silk not yet twisted ; floss ;
Shak.
Sleep that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care.
Sleave, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Sleaved (slevd) p. pr.
To separate, as threads; to divide,
vb. re. Sleavino.]
a weaver's term.
as a collection of threads ; to sley ;
Sleaved (slevd), a. Raw ; not spun or wrought ; as,
Holinshed.
sleaved thread or silk.
Slea'zl-ness (sle'zi-nSs), n. Quality of being sleazy.
[Cf. G. schleissig worn out,
Slea'zy (sle'zy), a.
threadbare, from schleissen to slit, split, decay, or B.
leasy.'] Wanting firmness of texture or substance; thin ;
[Spelt also slazy."]
flimsy ; as, sleazy silk or muslin.
Sled (sled), re. [Akin to D. slede, G. schlitten, OHG.
slito, Icel. sleSi, Sw. slade, Dan. slxde, and E. slide, v.
See Slide, and cf. Sledge a vehicle. Sleigh.] 1. A vehicle on runners, used for conveying loads over the snow
or ice ;
in England called sledge.
small, light vehicle with'runners, used, mostly by
2.
young persons, for sliding on snow or ice.
vb. re.
Sled, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Sledded ; p. pr.
Sledding.] To convey or transport on a sled as, to sled
wood or timber.
Sled'ding (-ding), re. 1. The act of transporting or
riding on a sled.
2. The state of the snow which admits of the running
of sleds ; as, the sledding is good.
Sledge (slSj), re. [Perhaps from sleds, pi. of sled,
See
confused with sledge a hammer.
Sled, m.] 1. A strong vehicle vrith low
runners or low wheels ; or one without
wheels or runners, made of plank slightly
turned up at one end, used for transporting loads upon the snow, ice, or bare

—

O sleep, thou

Shak.
relaxation of the muscles,
and the absence of voluntary activity for any rational
object or purpose. The pulse is slower, the respiratory
movements fewer in number but more profound, and
there is less blood in the cerebral vessels. It is susceptible of greater or less intensity or completeness in its control of the powers.
Sleep of plants (Sot.), a state of plants, usually at night,
when their leaflets approach each other, and the flowers
close and droop, or are covered by the folded leaves.
Syn. Slumber ; repose ; rest nap ; doze ; drowse.
plant
Sleep'-at-noon' (slep'St-noon'), re. (Sot.)
{Tragopogon pratensis) which closes its flowers at midDr. Prior.
day ; a kind of goat's beard.

&

;

—

;

A

Sleep'-Charged'

—

Sleep'er

(-er),

(-charjd'),

re.

1.

<z.

One who

Heavy with

sleep.

sleeps; a slumberer;

hence, a drone, or lazy person.
2. That which lies dormant, as a law. [Obs.] Bacon.
[Colloq. U. S.]
3.
sleeping car.
4. (Zool.) An animal that hibernates, as the bear.
large fresh-water gobioid fish (Eleo5. {Zo'ol.) (a)
See under Nuhse.
tris dormairix).
(b) A nurse shark.
Sleep'er, re. [Cf. Norw. sleip a sleeper (a timber), as
Something lying in
adj., slippery, smooth. See Slape.]
a reclining posture or position. Specifically
(a) One of the pieces of timber, stone, or iron, on or
near the level of the ground, for the support of some
superstructure, to steady framework, to keep in place
the rails of a railway, etc. ; a stringpiece.
(6) One of the joists, or roughly shaped timbers, laid
directly upon the ground, to receive the flooring of the
grovmd story. [U. S.]
(c) {Naut.) One of the knees which connect the transoms to the after timbers on the ship's quarter.
(d) (Naut.) The lowest, or bottom, tier of casks.
Sleep'ful (-ful), a. Strongly inclined to sleep ; very

A

&

&

ape of death.

^S^ Sleep is attended by a

—

A

;

—

:

a sled.
hurdle on
which, formerly,
2.

;

—

Sleave

ground

—

followed by a
Sleep, V. t. 1. To be slumbering in
cognate object as, to sleep a dreamless sleep. Tennyson.
2. To give sleep to
to furnish with accommodations
Blackw. Mag.
for sleeping to lodge.
[iJ.]
To Bleep away, to spend in sleep as, to sleep away precious time.
To sleep off, to become free from by sleep
as, to sleep off drunkenness or fatigue.
Sleep, re. [AS. sl^p ; akin to OFries. slep, OS. slap, D.
slaap, OHG. slaf, G. schlaf, Goth, sleps. See Sleep, v. «.]
A natural and healthy, but temporary and periodical,
suspension of the functions of the organs of sense, as well
as of those of the voluntary and rational soul that state
of the animal in which there is a lessened acuteness of
sensory perception, a confusion of ideas, and a loss of
mental control, followed by a more or less unconscious
Chaucer.
state.
"A man that waketh of his iZeep."

slejf,

A

;

;

;

slay.

bring with him.

To

be, or appear to be, in repose ; to be quiet to be
unemployed, unused, or unagitated ; to rest to lie dormant as, a question sleeps for the present ; the law sleeps.
How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bankl Shak.
(e)

&

Sla'zy (sla'zjr), a.
Sle (sle), v. t. To

Atterbury.

;

&

a destroyer of

;

;

to lie in the grave.
(6) To be dead
Them also which sleep in Jesus will God

Wyclif (Acts x-vi. 27).
Slay (sla), v. t. [imp. Slew (slii) ; p. p. Slain (slau)
[OE. slan, slxn, sleen,_slee,
vb. n. Slatino.]
p. pr.
AS. sledn to strike, beat, slay ; akin to OFries. sla, D.
OHG. slahan, G. schlagen, Icel. sla, Dan.
slaan, OS.
slaae, Sw. sl&, Goth, slahan; perhaps akin to L. laceCf.
rare to tear to pieces, Gr. AaKiV^tv, E. lacerate.
SLAnoHTEB, Sledge a hammer, Slet.] To put to death
with a weapon, or by violence ; hence, to kill to put an
end to ; to destroy.
Chaucer.
With this sword then will I slay you both.
I will slay the last of them with the sword. Amos ix. 1.
*11
basilisk.
Shak.
the
I
slay more gazers than

;

;

A

traitors were
drawn to the

—

Sleep'lul-ness, re.
Sleep'i-ly (-i-l^), adv. In a sleepy manner drowsily.
Sleep'1-ness, re. The quality or state of being sleepy.
re. from Sleep.
Sleep'ing, a.
Sleeping car, a railway car or carriage, arranged with
Sleeping partner
apartments and berths for sleeping.
Sleep(Com.), a dormant partner. See under Doumant.
tag table (Mining), a stationary inclined platform on
which pulverized ore is washed ; a kind of huddle.

sleepy.

;

execu[Eng.^

place

of

tion.

&

Sir W. Scott.
3.

A

sleigh.

—

^WA—

cards

Laplander's Sledge.
at
- called also old sledge, and all
fours.

game

4.'

;

use,

unite,

rude,

To

take rest by a suspension of the voluntary exercise of the
powers of the body and mind, and an apathy of the

p. p. of Slee, to slay.
"With a sword drawn out he would have slaw himself.

derer

Shak.

;

(-en), obs.

;

Milton.

smoothly.
The quality or state of being sleek
;

Sleek'neSS, re.
smoothness and glossiness of surface.
Sleek'y (-J), a. 1. Of a sleek, or smooth, and glossy
appearance.
Thomson.
sly.
2. Fawning and deceitful
[ScoL]
imp.
Sleep.
(slep),
06.?.
of
Slept.
Chaucer.
Sleep
Sleep, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Slept (slgpt) p. pr. &
slsepan;
vb. n. Sleeping.]
[OE. slepen, AS.
akin to
OFries. slepa, OS. sldpan, D. slapen, OHG. sldfan, G.
schlafen, Goth, slepan, and G. schlaff slack, loose, and

cooked or uncooked.

(-er),

In a sleek manner

Sleek'ly, adv.

+

Slay'er

hence,

full,

ap, firn

;

pity

;

food, fo'ot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

,-

—

eo

;

;

2. Having no rest
sleepless bay."

siiiE,

" Biscay's
Byron.

perpetually agitated.

;

— Sleep'less-ly, adv. — Sleepless-ness,

re.

Sleep'mark'en (-mark'en), re. {Zo'dl.) See 1st Hag, 4,
Sleep'wak'er (-wak'er), n. One in a state of magnetic or mesmeric sleep.
Sleep'wak'ing, re. The state of one mesmerized, or
in a partial and morbid sleep.
Sleep'walk'er (-wak'er), n. One who walks in his
sleep

;

a somnambulist.

Sleep'walk'ing, re. Walking in one's sleep.
[Compar. Sleepier (-T-er)
Sleep'y (-$'), a.

Dryden.

her skin, so faultless was her make.

sleek

;

Chaucer.

Sleeking her soft alluring locks.
Gentle, my lord, sleek o'er your rugged looks.

A

;

smooth

;

+

;

superl.

;

—

Syn. — To kill

;

as, sleek hair.

vb.

;

Slaw, Slaw'en

Chaucer.
;

Sleek, n. That which makes smooth varnish. [iJ.]
Sleek, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Sleeked (slekt) p. pr. &
re. Sleeking.]
To make even and smooth to render smooth, soft, and glossy to smooth over.

—

—

[Obs.']
(-er)

Not rough or harsh.
Those rugged names to our like mouths grow sleek. Milton.
Sleek, adv. With ease and dexterity. [Low]

Slavonic.
re.
(slSv'Ik or slav'ik ; 277), a.
of allied languages spoken by the Slavs.
slaves
to
pertaining
or
Of
(slav'ish),
a.
Slav'ish
Buch as becomes or befits a slave ; servile excessively
laborious ; as, a slavish life ; a slavish dependence on the
Slav'lsh-ness, re.
great.
Slav'ish-ly, adv.
Slav'lsm (slav'iz'm or slavTz'm), re. The common
feeling and interest of the Slavonic race.
-cracy, as
Slav-oc'ra-cy (slav-ok'ra-sj^), re. {Slave
in deraocracy.'l The persons or interest formerly representing slavery politically, or wielding political power
for the preservation or advancement of slavery. \XJ. 5.]
Sla-VO'ni-an (sla-vo'nT-an), ) a. 1. Of or pertaining
to Slavonia, or its inSla-von'lc (sla-vSn'ik),
)
habitants.
2. Of or pertaining to the Slavs, or their language.
native or inhabitant of Slavonia
Sla-VO'ni-an, re.
etlmologically, a Slav.
Gr.
Slav'o-phJl (slav'6-f il or sl5v'o-J, \ n. \_Slavic
loving.]
(^t'Aos
Slav'o-phUe (slav'6-fil or slSv'o-), )
One, not being a Slav, who is interested in the development and prosperity of that race.
Slaw (sla), re. [D. sla, contr. fr. salads, OD. salaet,
salad.
See'SAiAD.] Sliced cabbage served as a salad,

Slavic
The group

slay.

2.

;

;

;

;

So

The holding of slaves.
Syn. — Bondage servitude ; inthrallment enslavement captivity bond service ; vassalage.
Slav'ey (slav'y), re. A maidservant. \_Colloq. & Jocose
Eng.-]

To

[Compar. Sleeker

Having an even, smooth surface

glossy

3.

;

[See Slay.]

t.

(slek), a.

Sleekest.]
[OE. slik; akin to Icel. slikr, and OE.
sliken to glide, slide, G. schleichen, OHG. sllhhan, D.
slik, slijk, mud, slime, and E. slink.
Cf. Slick, Slink.]

C

There

(sle), V.

Sleek

A

of caste.

&

&

[See

superl.

;

Sleepiest.]
[AS. slsepig. See Sleep, re.] 1. Drowsy;
Shak.
inclined to, or overcome by, sleep.
Dryden.
She waked her sleepy crew.
2. Tending to induce sleep soporiferous ; somniferChaucer.
ous as, a sleepy drink or potion.
Shak.
3. Dull ; lazy ; heavy ; sluggish.
business
'T is not sleepy
;
Shak.
But must be looked to speedily and strongly.
4. Characterized by an absence of watchfulness j as,
sleepy security.
Sleepy duck (.Z'ooZ.), the ruddy duck.
sleepy person.
Sleep'y-head' (-hSd'), re. 1.
To bed, to bed, says Sleepyhead. Mother Goose.
2. (Zo'dl.) The ruddy duck.
;

;

A

Chaucer.
Sle'er (sle'er), re. A slayer. [Obs."]
Sleet (slet), re. (Gun.) The part of a mortar extending from the chamber to the trunnions.
Sleet, re. [OE. sleet ; akin to MHG. sloz, sloze, hailstone, G. schlosse; of uncertain origin.] Hail or snow,
mingled with rain, usually falling, or driven by the wind,
in fine particles.

&

&

vb. n.
[imp.
p. p. Sleeted p. pr.
To snow or hail with a mixture of rain.
or
(sleeh), re.
[Cf. Slush, Slutch.]
[Scot.'}
slime, such as that at the bottom of rivers.
SIeet'1-ness (slet'I-nes), re. The state of bemg sleety.
Sleet'y (-f), a. Of or pertaining to sleet ; characterized by sleet ; as, a sleety storm sleety weather.
Sleeve (slev), re. See Sleave, untwisted thread.
Sleeve, re. [OE. sleeve, sieve, AS. slefe, slyfe; akin
to slefan to put on, to clothe cf OD. sloove the turning
up of anything, slooven to turn up one's sleeves, sieve a
sleeve, G. schlaube a husk, pod.]
1. The part of a garment which covers the arm ; as, the sleeve of a coat or

Sleet, V.
Sleeting.]

i.

;

Mud

Sleetch

;

.

;

Chaucer*
channel of water. [R.]
The Celtic Sea, called oftentimes the Sleeve. Drayton.
3. (Mach.) (a) A tubular part made to cover, sustain,
or steady another part, or to form a connection between
two parts, (b) A long bushing or thimble, as in the
nave of a wheel, (c) A short piece of pipe used for covering a joint, or forming a joint between the ends of two
a gown.

A narrow

2.

other pipes.
Sleeve button, a detachable button to fasten the wristSleeve links, two bars or buttons linked toTo laugh
gether, and used to fasten a cutf or wristband.
in the sleeve, to laugh privately or unperceived, especially
while apparently preserving a grave or serious demeanor
toward the person or persons laughed at ; that is, perhaps,
originally, by hiding the face in the wide sleeves of former
times.
To pin, or hang, on the sleeve of, to be, or make,

band or cuff.

—

—

—

dependent upon.
Sleeve, v. t. [imp.

&

p. p. Sleeved (slevd) ; p. pr.
To furnish with sleeves; to put
to sleeve a coat.
Sleeved (slevd), a. Having sleeves ; furnished with
sleeves
often in composition ; as, long-sleeved.
Sleeve'fish' (slev'fTsh'), re. (Zo'ol.) A squid.
Sleeve'hand' (-hand'), re. The part of a sleeve nearest the hand ; a cuff or wristband.
[Obs.]
Shak.

&

vb.

re.

Sleeving.]

sleeves into
;

;

as,

—

Sleeve'less, a. [AS. slefieds.] 1. Having no sleeves.
2. Wanting a cover, pretext, or palliation ; unreasonShak.
profitless
bootless useless.
[Obs.]
The vexation of a sleeveless errand. £p. Warbwtoii.
Sleld (slad), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Sleided p. pr.
vb. re. Sleiding.]
[See Slet.] To sley, or prepare for
Shak.
use in the weaver's sley, or slaie.
Chaucer.
Sleigh (sla or sli), a. Sly. [Obs.]
LG. slede, slee, Icel. sleSi.
Sleigh (sla), re. [Cf. D.
See Sled.] A vehicle moved on runners, and used for
transporting
persons or goods on
snow or ice
in
able

;

;

;

&

;

&

&

;

—

England commonly
called a sledge.
Sleigh bell, a small
bell attached either

to a

horse when

drawing a sleigh,
or to the sleigh
self ; especially,

it-

a
globular bell with a

loose ball which
plays inside instead
of a clapper.

Sleigh'ing,
2.

The

re.

state of

SU-igli.

The act
the snow or
1.

of riding in a sleigh.
ice which admits of run-

ning sleighs.

Sleight (slit), 71. [OE. sleighte, sleihte, sleithe, Icel.
slxgS for slcsgS) slyness, cunning, f v. slwgr (for skvgr)
sly,
cunning. See Sly.] 1. Cunning; craft; nrttul
practice. [Obs.] " His sleight and his covin."
Chaucer.
2. An artful trick
sly artifice
a feat so dexterous
that the manner of performance escapes observation.
The world hnth many subtle ulcights.
Zatitncr.
3. Dexterous practice
Chaucer.
dexterity
skill.
" The juggler's sleight. "
Iludibras.
Sleight of hand, 1legerdemain prestidigitation.

ink

(

;

;

;

;

;

;

then,

thin

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.
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SLEIGHTFUL
Slelght'fnl (slit'ful), a. Cunning dexterous. lObs."]
Sleight'1-ly (-i-ly), adv. Cunningly. [Obs.'] Huloet.
Huloet.
Slelght'y (-y), a. Cunning; sly. \_Obs.']
Slen'der (slen'der), a. \_Compar. Slenderer (-er)
[OE. slendre, sclendre, fr. OD.
superl. Slenderest.]
slinder thin, slender, perhaps through a French form
perh. akin to E.
cf. OD. slinderen, slidderen, to creep
slide.']
1. Small or narrow in proportion to the length or
the height not thick slim as, a slender stem or stalk
Chaucer.
of a plant. " A sZenrfer, choleric man.
;

;

;

;

;

down

She, as a veil

to the slender waist,

;

a slender

;

;

;

constitution.

Mighty hearts

Pope.

are held in slender chains.

They have inferred much from slender premises. J. H. Newman.
J. Byrne.
The slender utterance of the consonants.
slight
as, a
inconsiderable
3. Moderate ; trivial
;

man

A
the

;

;

of slender intelligence.

him

slender degree of patience will enable
the pathos.

enjoy both

to

Sir W. Scott.

humor and

pitiful ; as, slender
4. Small ; inadequate ; meager
means of support ; a slender pittance.
Fuller.
Frequent begging makes slejider alms.
;

6- Spare

abstemious

;

;

frugal

;

as,

a slender diet.

The good

To

grace

my

Ostorius often deigned
slender table with his presence.

Fhilips.

—

the opposite
a thin tone;
of broad ; as, the slender vowels long e and i,
Slen'der-ness, n.
Slen'der-ly, adv.
See Slant. [Obs.J
V.
Slent (slSnt), re.
Chaucer.
Slep (slep), obs. imp. of Sleep. Slept.
Sle-pez' (sle-pgts'), ra. [Russ. sliepets'.'] (Zool.) A
burrowing rodent (Spalax typhlus), native of Russia and
Asia Minor. It has the general appearance of a mole,
and is destitute of eyes. Called also n^ole rat.
Slept (slept), imp.
p. p. of Sleep.
,
Sleuth (sliith), n. [Icel. sloS. See Slot a track.]
The track of man or beast as followed by the scent.
Halliwell.
[Scot.]
[See Sleuth, and cf.
Sleuth'hound' (-hound'), n.
Slothound.] (Zo'Sl.) A hound that tracks animals by
the scent ; specifically, a bloodhound. [Spelt variously
slouthhound, sluthhound, etc.]
Slew (slu), imp. of Slat.
Slew, V. t. _ See Slue.
Slewed (slud), a. Somewhat drunk. [Slang"]
Slewth (sluth), n. Sloth; idleness. \_Obs.] Chaucer.
Sley (sla), n. [AS. slse, fr. slean to strike. See Slat,
[Spelt also slaie.]
V. i.]
1. A weaver's reed.
Knight.
2. A guideway in a knitting machine.
Sley, V. t. To separate or part the threads of, and
arrange them in a reed
a term used by weavers. See
Sleave, and Sleid.
Holland.
Slibnber (sltb'ber), a. Slippery. \_Obs.]
Slice (slis), n. [OE. slice, sclice, OF. esclice, from es6. (Phon.) Uttered

—

&

vi^ith

—

&

;

—

break to pieces, of German origin
slit, tear, G. schleissen to slit.
thin, broad piece cut off ; as, a
1.
slice of bacon ; a slice of cheese ; a slice of bread.
2. That which is thiu and broad, like a slice. Specificsalver,
ally : (a)
broad, thin piece of plaster. (6)
knife with a thin, broad
platter, or tray.
[Obs.] (c)
spatula
for
blade for taking up or serving fish also, a
plate of iron
spreading anything, as paint or ink. (d)
with a handle, forming a kind of chisel, or a spadelike
clicier, esclichier, to
cf.

OHG.

sllzan to split,

See Slit,

v.

A

t.]

A

A

A

;

A

implement, variously proportioned, and used for various
purposes, as for stripping the planking from a vessel's
side, for cutting blubber from a whale, or for stirring a
fire of coals
a slice bar; a peel; a fire shovel. [Cant]
(e) (Shipbuilding) One of the wedges by which the
cradle and the ship are lifted clear of the building blocks
to prepare for launching. (/) (Printing) A removable
sliding bottom to a galley.
Slice bar, a kind of fire iron resembling a poker, with
a broad, flat end, for stirring a fire of coals, and clearing
a slice.
it and the grate bars from clinkers, ashes, etc.
[imp. &p. p. Sliced (slist) p.pr. & vb.
Slice, V. t.
;

;

;

1. To cut into thin pieces, or to
n. Slicing (sli'sing).]
cut off a thin, broad piece from.
2. To cut into parts ; to divide.
3. To clear by means of a slice bar, as a fire or the
grate bars of a furnace.

SU'cer (sli'ser), re. One who, or that which, slices
specifically, the circular saw of the lapidary.
Slich (slTch), Slick (silk), n. (Metal.) See Schlich.
Slick (silk), a. [See Sleek.] Sleek ; smooth. " Both
Chapman.
slick and dainty."
Slick,

V.

with sweet

t.

To make

sleek or smooth.

"Slicked

all

Chapman.

oil.

re.
(Joinery) A wide paring chisel.
Sllck'en (-«n), a. Sleek smooth. [Prov. Eng.J
Slick'ens (-enz), re. [Cf. Slice, n.] (Mining) The
pulverized matter from a quartz mill, or the lighter soil

Slick,

;

of hydraulic mines.

SUck'en-sldes'

[Local, U. S.]
(-en-sldz'),

re.

1.

The smooth,

surface on another.
2. A variety of galena found in Derbyshire, England.
Sllck'er (-er), re. That which makes smooth or sleek.
Specifically
(a) A kind of burnisher for leather,
(b)
(Founding) A curved tool for smoothing the surfaces of
a mold after the withdrawal of the pattern.
Sllck'er, re. A waterproof coat. [Western U. S.]
Slick'ing, n. 1. The act or process of smoothing.
2. pi. (Min.) Narrow veins of ore.
Sllck'ness, n. The state or quality of being slick
:

p. p. of Slide.

alCi

senate,

c&re,

;

&

;

That on which anything moves by sliding. Specific(a) An inclined plane on wliich heavy bodies slide
by the force of gravity, esp. one constructed on a mountain side for conveying logs by sliding them down. (6) A
surface of ice or snow on which children slide for amuse3.
ally

:

ment.
4. That which operates by sliding. Specifically (a)
cover which opens or closes an aperture by sliding
over it. (b) (Mach.) A moving piece which is guided
by a part or parts along which it slides, (c) A clasp or
brooch for a belt, or the like.
5. A plate or slip of glass on which is a picture or
delineation to be exhibited by means of- a magic lantern,
stereopticon, or the like a plate on which is an object
to be examined with a microscope.
6. The descent of a mass of earth, rock, or snow down
a hiU or mountain side as, a land slide, or a snow slide ;
also, the track of bare rock left by a land slide.
7. (Geol.) A small dislocation in beds of rock along a
:

A

;

;

line of fissure.
8. (3fus. ) (a)

Dana.

A

grace consisting of two or more small
notes moving by conjoint degrees, and leading to a principal note either above or below,
(b) An apparatus in
the trumpet and trombone by which the sounding tube
is lengthened and shortened so as to produce the tones
between the fundamental and its harmonics.
9. (Phonetics) A sound which, by a gradual change in
the position of the vocal organs, passes imperceptibly
into another sound.
10. (Steam Engine) (a) Same as Guide bar, under

Guide,

(b)

A

slide valve.

box [Steam Engine), a steam chest. See under
Steam.
Slide lathe, an engine lathe. See under Lathe.
— Slide raiL a transfer table. See under Transfer. —
Slide rest ( Tu7^n ing lathes), a contrivance for holding, moving, and guiding, the cutting tool, made to slide on ways
or guides by screws or otherwise, and having compound
motion.
Slide rule, a mathematical instrument consisting of two parts, one of which slides upon the other, for
the mechanical performance of addition and subtraction,
Slide

—

—

and, by means of logarithmic scales, of multiplication and
division.
Slide valve, (o) Any valve which opens and
closes a passageway by sliding over a port, (ft) A particular kind of sliding valve, often used in steam engines
for admitting steam to the piston and releasing it, alternately, having a cuplike cavity in its face, through which

—

the exhaust

steam
passes
It is situated
the steam chest,

m

and moved by
the valve gear
It
is
s o
etimes called a

m

D valve, —
name which

&m, arm, ask.

pump, a form of rotary pump.
Slid'ing (slid'ing), a. 1. That slides or slips
moving smoothly.

Slider

ing

;

glid^

;

2. Slippery

;

[Obs.]

elusory.

That sliding science hath me made so bare. Chaucer,
Sliding friction (Mech.), the resistance one body meets
with in sliding along the surface of another, as distinSliding gunter (.Nmit.),
guished from rolling friction.
a topmast arranged with metallic fittings so as to be
Sliding keel
hoisted and lowered by means of halyards.
(Naut.), a movable keel, similar to a centerboard.
Slid(Mech.) See the Note under Pair, n., 7.
ing pair.

—

—

—
—

—

Sliding rule. Same as Slide rule, under Slide, n.
Slidscale for raising or lowering imposts in
ing scale, (a)
proportion to the fall or rise of prices, {b)
variable
scale of wages or of prices, (e)
slide rule.
Sliding
ways {Naut. ), the timber guides used in launching a vessel.

A

A

A

—

+

-meter.']
Sli-dom'e-ter (slt-dSm'e-ter), n. [Slide
An instrument for indicating and recording shocks to
railway cars occasioned by sudden stopping.
Spenser.
Slight (slit), n. Sleight.
Slight, V. t. [Cf. D. slechten to level, to demolish.]
to demolish.
1. To overthrow
[Obs.]
Clarendon.
2. To make even or level.
[06s.]
Hexham.
;

To throw

heedlessly.
[Obs.]
The rogue slighted me into the river.

3.

Slight

(slit),

[Compar. Slighter

a.

(-er)

Shak.
superl.

;

Slightest.] [OE. sli^t, sleght, probably from OD. slicht,
sleclit, simple, plain, D. slecht; akin to OFries. sliuht, G.
schlecht, schlicht, OHG. sleht smooth, simple, Icel. slettr
smootli, Sw. sl'dt, Goth, slaihts; of uncertain origin.]
1. Not decidedly marked ; not forcible ; inconsideraunimportant
insignificant ; not severe ; weak
ble
applied in a great variety of circumstances;
gentle;
as, a slight (i. e., feeble) effort ; a slight (i. e., perishable)
structure ; a slight (i. e., not deep) impression ; a slig/U
(i. e., not convincing) argument
a slight (i. e., not thorough) examination slight (i. e. , not severe) pain, and the
" At one slight 'bound."
Milton.
like.
Slight is the subject, but not so the praise.
Pope.
Some firmly embrace doctrines upon slight grounds. Locke.
2. Not stout or heavy slender.
His own figure, which was formerly so slight. Sir TV. Scott.
3. Foolish ; silly weak in intellect.
Hudibras.
vb. n.
Slight, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Slighted ; p. pr.
Slighting.]
To disregard, as of little value and unworthy of notice ; to make light of ; as, to slight the divine commands.
Milton.
The wretch who slights the bounty of the skies. Cowper.
;

—

;

;

;

;

used

as

the

is

—

—

Syn.
To neglect ; disregard
disdain
scorn.
Slight, Neglect. To slight is stronger than to neglect.
We may neglect a duty or person from inconsiderateness,
or from being over-occupied in other concerns. To slight
is always a positive and intentional act, resulting from
feelings of dislike or contempt. We ought to put a kind
construction on what appears neglect on the part of a
friend but when he slights us, it is obvious that he is our
friend no longer.
;

;

;

Beware
If they transgress

.

.

.

and

lest the like befall . . .
slight tliat sole command.

Milton.

my long-sufferance,

and my day of grace,
Those who neglect and scorn shall never taste.
Milton,
Slight, n. The act of slighting ; the manifestation of
a moderate degree of contempt, as by neglect or oversight
neglect ; indignity.
Syn. Neglect disregard inattention contempt
disdain ; scorn ; disgrace indignity ; disparagement.
Slight, adv. Slightly. [Obs. or Poetic]
This

;

—

;

;

;

;

Think not so slight of glory.
Milton.
Slight'en (sllf'n), v. t. To slight. [Obs.] B. Jonson.
Slight'er (-er), re. One who slights.
Slight'ful (-fill), a. See Sleightful. [Obs.']
Slight'ing, a. Characterized by neglect or disregard.
Slight'ing-ly, adv. In a slighting manner.
Slight'ly, adv. 1. In a slight manner.
2. Slightingly; negligently.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Slight'ness, n. The quality or state of being slight
slenderness ; feebleness
superficiality also, formerly,
negligence indifference disregard.
Echard.
Sllght'y (-y), a. Slight. [Obs.]
Slik (silk), a. [See Such.] Such. [Obs. or Scot.]
Used
Northern
dialect.
by
Chaucer
as
of
the
^W°
Slik'en-sides', re. Same as Slickensides.
South.
Sli'ly (sli'ly), adv. See Sltlt.
;

;

;

;

[Compar. Slimmer (-mer)

(slim), a.

;

superl.

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

Grose.

tree.
Slide

Slime

Valve

b the

,

^,

event, find, fern,

[OE. slim, AS. slim ; akin to D.
slijm, G. schleim, MHG. slim, OHG. slimen to make
smooth, Icel. slim slime, Dan. sliim; cf. L. limare to
file, polish, levis smooth, 6r. Aeios
or cf. L. limns mud.]
1. Soft, moist earth or clay, having an adhesive qual-

recent

;

ice,

(slim),

re.

;

ity

;

viscous

mud.

As it [Nihis] ebbs, the seedsman
the slime and ooze scatters his grain.
Shak.
mucilaginous or glutinous substance any substance of a dirty nature, that is moist, soft, and adhesive.
3. (Script.) Bitumen.
[Archaic]
Slime had
oume
nau xney
they lor
Gen. xl. 3.
for mortar.

Upon

2.

board. [Obs.]
Slld'er (slid'er), a.

eve,

;

;

;

illus

;

;

;

;

;

steam chest, receiving its supply from the pipe », and
containing the slide valve «, which is shown as admitting
steam to one end of the cylinder through the port e, and
opening communication between the exhaust passage /
and the port c, for the release of steam from the opposite end of the cylinder.
Slide'groat (-graf or -grot'), re. The game of shovel-

all

—

awry of uncertain origin. The meaning of the
English word seems to have been influenced by slender.']
1. Worthless bad.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
2. Weak slight
unsubstantial poor as, a slim argument. " That was a slim excuse."
Barrow.
3. Of small diameter or thickness in proportion to the
height or length
a slim
slender
as, a slim person

which plays the

p;

To slight off, to treat slightingly to drive off to remove, [i?.]
To slight over, to run over in haste to
perform superficially to treat carelessly as, to slight
over a theme. " They will but slight it over.^'
Bacon.

lique,

^
a ^

tration, a is the
cylinder of a
steam engine, in

piston

&

Slim

a semicylindrical pipe

finol,

(Pseudemys r»«

Slimmest.]
[Formerly, bad, worthless, wpak, slight,
awry, f r. D. slim ; akin to G. schlimm, MHG. slimp ob-

a

also applied to

In

2. (Zool.) The red-bellied terrapin
[Local, U. S.]
gosa).

;

See Sliddee. [Obs.] Chaucer.
1. One who, or that which, slides; espeSlid'er, n.
machine.
or iiid,uiiiiic.
instrument ui
part ox
of an lusLiumeiit
ciauy, a siiaing
cially,
sliding parr

Bmoothness; sleekness.
Slid (slid), imp. &p. p. of Slide.
(-d'n),

Dryden.

Slld'der, Slid'der-ly, SUd'der-y (-y), a. [AS. sUdor.
Slippery.
v. i.]
[Obs.]
To a drunk man the way is slidder,
Chaucer.
(slid),
V. i.
[imp. Slid (slid) p. p. Slidden
Slide
(slid'd'n), Slid ; p. pr.
vb. re. Sliding (slid'ing).]
[OE. sliden, AS. slidan ; akin to MHG. sliten, also to
AS. slidor slippery, E. sled, Lith. slidus slippery. Cf.
Sled.] 1. To move along the surface of any body by slipping, or without walking or rolling to slip ; to glide
as, snow slides down the mountain's side.
2. Especially, to move over snow or ice with a smooth,
uninterrupted motion, as on a sled moving by the force
of gravity, or on the feet.
They bathe in summer, and in winter slide. Waller.
3. To pass inadvertently.
Beware thou slide not by it. Ecclus. xxviii. 26.
4. To pass along smoothly or unobservedly ; to move
onward
gently
without friction or hindrance as, a ship
or boat slides through the water.
Ages shall slide away without perceiving. Dryden.
Parts answering parts shall slide into a whole.
Pope.
6. To slip when walking or standing ; to fall.
Their foot shall slide in due time. Deut. xxxii. 35.
6. (Mus.) To pass from one note to another with no
perceptible cessation of sound.
7. To pass out of one's thought as not being of any
consequence. [Obs. or Colloq.]
With good hope let he sorrow slide.
Chaucer.
With a calm carelessness letting everything slide. Sir P. Sidney.
Slide, V. t. 1. To cause to slide ; to tlirust along ; as,
to slide one piece of timber along another.
2. To pass or put imperceptibly ; to slip ; as, to slide
in a word to vary the sense of a question.
Slide, re. [AS. slide.] \. The act of sliding; as, a
slide on the ice.
2. Smooth, even passage or progress.
A better slide into their business.
Bacon.

See Slide,

sliding valve.
stri-

ated, or partially polished surfaces of a fissure or seam,
supposed to have been produced by the sliding of one

SUd'den

See Slide,

;

Milton.
Her unadorned golden tresses wore.
2. Weak feeble not strong slight as, slender hope

H

SLIME

SUd'der (slTd'der), v. i. [AS. sliderian.
To slide vrith interruption. [Obs.]
V. i.]

Any

idea,

iU

;

;

old,

Sbey,

6rb,

odd

;

4. pi. (.Mining) Jlud containing metallic ore, obtained
Pryoe.
Id the preparatory (ireasiug.
6. (Physiol.) A mucuslikp substance which exudes
1'
Goldsmith.
from the bodies of i' ^u'ji
i'
.— Slime pit, a pit for
Slime eel. (ZooL)
the collection of slime or bitumen.
Slime (slim), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Slimed (slimd) p.
Tennyson.
pr. & vb. re. Slimino.] To smear with slime.
SUm'l-ly (slim'i-iy), adv. In a slimy manner.
being
quality
or
state
of
slimy.
SUm'1-nesS, «. The
Sllm'ly (sltm'lj?), adv. In a state of slimness in a
'>>:.•

;

;

manner

slenderly.
The quality or state of being slim.
Sllm'sy (-zj), a. Flimsy ; frail. ICollog. U. S.J
Sllm'y (slim'^), a. \_Compdr. Slimiee (-i-er) superl.
Slimiest.] Of or pertaining to slime ; resembling slime
of the nature of slime viscous ; glutinous also, covered
or daubed with slime ; yielding, or abounding in, slime.

slim

;

Sllm'ness, n.

See Slyness.

[OE. slinge; akin to OD. slinge, D.
slinger, OHG. slinga; cf. OF. eslingue, of German origin.
See Slino, v. <.] 1. An instrument for throwing
stones or other missiles, consisting of a short strap with
two strings fastened to its ends, or with a string fastened
to one end and a light stick to the other. The missile
being lodged in a hole in the strap, the ends of the string
are taken in the hand, and the whole whirled rapidly
round until, by loosing one end, the missile is let fly with

The girUsh slip of a

:

A

wi?ifsS

pe nded
chines, etc., the objects transported being
Barrel
slung, or suspended by a chain attached to the
axletree.
Sling dog, one of a pair of iron hooks used as
part of a sling. See def . 3 (6) above.

—

&

;

;

The

A

—

Thin ; lean. \_Scot.'\
Slink, n. 1. The young of a beast brought forth
prematurely, esp. a calf brought forth before its time.
2. A thievish fellow a sneak. \_Prov. Eng. & Scot.^
SUnk'y (-f), a. Thin lank. IProv. Eng. & U. S.']
Slip (slip), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Slipped (slTpt) p.
pr. & vb. n. Slippino.] [OE. slippen; akin to LG. &
D. slippen, MHG. slipfen (cf. Dan. slippe, Sw. sKppa,
Icel. sleppa), and fr. OE. slipen, AS. sllpan (in comp.),
;

;

;

A

;

6.

To

There

Thrice the flitting shadow slipped away.
err ; to fall into error or fault.
is

one that slippetk in

his speech,

heart.

Ecclus. xix.

To let Blip, to loose
to allow to escape.

from the

use,

unite,

slip or noose, as

let slip

n^de,

full,

up, (tin

Sliak.

;

pity

;

To

sneak. [Prov. Eng.]

split, cleave,

[Obs.]

AS. sltfan.]
Holland,

&

They

'11

;

to cut or rend lengthwise

sliver thee like a turnip.

Sir

;

to

Shak.
W. Scott,
a sharp,

SUv'er, re. 1. A long piece cut or rent off ;
slender fragment a splinter.
2. A strand, or slender roll, of cotton or other fiber in
a loose, untwisted state, produced by a carding machine
and ready for the roving or slubbing which precedes spin;

ning.
3. pi. Bait made of pieces of small fish.
Cf. KibBLiNGS.
[Local, U. S.]
Bartlett.
Sloak'an (slok'an), re. (Bot.) A species of seaweed.
[Spelled also slowcawn.] See 3d Laver.
layer of earth between
Sloam (slom), n. (Mining)
coal seams.
narrow piece of
Sloat (slot), ». [See Slot a bar.]
timber wliich holds together large pieces ; a slat ; as, tha
sloats of a cart.

A

A

Slob'ber (slSb'ber), v. t. & i. See Slabber.
Slob'ber, re. 1. See Slabber.
[Prov. Eng.]
2. (Zo'ol.) A jellyfish.

iipenser.

Shak.
Wearing slippers.
(-perd), a.
SUp'per-i-ly (-per-T-ly), adv. In a slippery manner.
SUp'per-l-ness, re. Tlie quality of being slippery.
Sllp'per-ness, re. Slipperineas. [Obs.]
SUp'per-wort' (-wQrf), n. (Bot.) See Calceolaria.
Sllp'per-y (-J'), a. [See Slipper, a.] 1. Having the
allowing or causing
quality opposite to adhesiveness
anything to slip or move smootlily, rapidly, and easily
upon the surface smootli ; glib as, oily substances
render things slippery.

tempt persons to embark in a mining enterprise.
Sloe (slo), re. [OE. slo, AS. sla ; akin to D. slee, G.
sc/ile/ie, OHG. sleha, Dan. slaaen, Sw. slun, perhaps
originally, that which blunts the teeth, or sets them on
edge (cf. Slow) cf. Lith. slywa a plum, Russ. «/i«a.]
(Bot.) A small, bitter, wild European plum, the fruit ol
the blackthorn ( Prunus spino.in) also, the tree itself.
Slo'gan (slo'gon), re. [Gael, sluagh-ghairm, i. e., an
army cry sluagh army -f- gairm a "call, calling.] The

I

trustless state of earthly things,

and

A

food,

foot

;

out,

;

oil

;

chair

;

;

slipper hope

;

a hound

the dogs of war.

into very small pieces
slit ; as, to sliver wood.

—

;

Cry, " Havoc," and

;

&

One who, or that which, slips.
shoe, which may b6 slipped on with

SUp'pered

16.

[Cf. Slip.]

[OE. sliven to

[imp.
277), v. t.
p. p.
Slivered (-erd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Slivering.]
[Sea
Slive, v. (.] To cut or divide into long, thin pieces, or

1.

Of mortal men.

but not from his

t.

i.

;

—

O

Dryden.

V.

;

A

—

Prior.

give his partner fairer play.

Sllve,

(sliv), V.

3. pi. (1'et.) Salivation.
Slob'ber-er (-er), n. 1. One who slabbers.
slovenly farmer ; a jobbing tailor. [Prov. Eng.^
2.
Shak.
Slob'ber-y (-f), a. Wet ; sloppy, as land.
Slock (slSIc), 1 V. t. To quench to allay to slake.
See Slake. [Obs. or Scot.]
Slock'en (-'n), (
n. from Slock.
Slock'lng, a.

;

—

Milton.

life.

—

To cut to split to separate.
SUv'er (sliv'Sr or sli'ver

2.
kind of light
ease, and worn in undress ; a slipshoe.
kind of apron or pinafore for children.
3.
4.
kind of brake or shoe for a wagon wheel.
piece, usually a plate, applied to a slid5. (Mach. )
ing piece, to receive wear and afford a means of adjustment
also called shoe, and gib.
Slipper animalcule (Zo'ol.), a ciliated infusorian of the
Slipper flower. (Bot.) Slipperwort.
genusPajvoMcrfum.
Slipper limpet, or Slipper shell (Zo'ol.), a boat shell.
SUp'per, a. [AS. slipur.] Slippery. [Obs.]

A
A

the thin-spun

—

SUve

;

amount of slipping.
SUp'per (-per), re.

akin to G. schleifen to slide, glide, drag, whet, OHG. sllJan to slide, glide, make smooth, Icel. slipa to whet
cf. also AS. slUpan, Goth. sUupan, OS. slopian, OHG.
sliofan, G. schliefen, schliipfen, which seem to come
from a somewhat different root form. Cf. Slope, re.]
1. To move along the surface of a thing without bounding, rolling, or stepping ; to slide
to glide.
2. To slide ; to lose one's footing or one's hold ; not to
tread firmly ; as, it is necessary to walk carefully lest the
foot should slip.
3. To move or fly (out of place) ; to shoot
often
with out, off, etc. ; as, a bone may slip out of its place.
4. To depart, withdraw, enter, appear, intrude, or escape as if by sliding ; to go or come in a quiet, furtive
manner ; as, some errors slipped into the work.
Thus one tradesman slips away,

slits

&

—

2.

To

And

[AS. slite.] Along cut; a narrow opening;
re.
a slit in the ear.
(Anat.) See Gill opening, under GujL.
Gill slit.
SUth'er (slith'er), v. i. [Cf. G. schlittern, LG. schliddern. See Slide.] To slide ; to glide. [Prov. Eng.]
SUt'-Shell' (slit'shel'), re. (Zo'ol.) Any species ol
Pleurotomaria, a genus of beautiful, pearly, spiral gastropod shells having a deep slit in the outer lip. Many
fossil species are known, and a few living ones are found
in deep water in tropical seas.
Sllt'ter (-ter), re. One who, or that which, slits.
re. from Slit.
Slit'tlng (-ting), a.
Slitting file.
See Illust. (i) of File.
SUtthig mill, (a)
A mill where iron bars or plates are slit into narrow strips,
as nail rods, and the like, (b) A machine used by lapidaries for slicing stones, usually by means of a revolving
disk, called a slicer, supplied with diamond powder.
Slitting roller, one of a pair of rollers furnished with ribs
entering between similar ribs in the other roller, and
cutting like shears,
used in slitting metals.
Silt,

as,

—

—

;

A

A

—

3Iilion.

There were some few who slank obliquely from them as they
passed.
Landor.
2. To miscarry ;
said of female beasts.
said of female
Slink, V. t. To cast prematurely ;
beasts ; as, a cow that slinks her calf.
Slink, a. 1. Produced prematurely ; as, a slink calf.

&

;

A

;

guilty serpent.

Shak.
and slaah. [Collog.]
Silt (slit), obs. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Slide. Chaucer.
[imp. &p. p. Slit or Slitted (sllfSilt (slit), V. t.
[OE. slitten, fr. sliten,
tSd) p. pr.
vb. n. Slitting.]
AS. slltan to tear ; akin to D. slijten to wear out, G.
schleissen to slit, split, OHG. sllzan to split, tear, wear
out, Icel. sllta to break, tear, wear out, Sw. sliia, Dan.
slide.
1. To cut lengthCf. ifecLAT, Slate, re., Slice.]
wise ; to cut into long pieces or strips ; as, to slit iron
bars into nail rods ; to slit leather into straps.
2. To cut or make a long fissure in or upon ; as, to slit
the ear or the nose.
3. To cut ; to sever ; to divide.
[Obs.]

Knight.
18. (Engin.) The motion of the center of resistance
of the float of a paddle wheel, or the blade of an oar,
through the water horizontally, or the difference between a vessel's actual speed and the speed which she
would have if the propelling instrument acted upon a
solid ; also, the velocity, relatively to still water, of the
backward current of water produced by the propeller.
19. (Zo'ol.)
fish, the sole.
fielder stationed on the off side and
20. (Cricket)
to the rear of the batsman. There are usually two of
them, called respectively short slip, and long slip.
To give one the slip, to slip away from one to elude
one.
Slip dock.
See under Dock. —Slip link (Mach.), a
connecting link so arranged as to allow some play of the
Slip rope (Naut.), a rope by
parts, to avoid concussion.
which a cable is secured preparatory to sUpping. Totten.
Slip stopper (Naut.), an arrangement for letting go the
anchor suddenly.
Sllp'board' (-bord'), n. A board sliding in grooves.
Slip'COat' cheese' (-kof chez'). A rich variety of
Halliwell.
new cheese, resembling butter, but white.
SUpes ;(sllps), re. ^Z. [Cf. Slip, i).] Sledge runners on
which a slsip is dragged in a mine.
SUp'knot' (slTp'nof), n. A knot which slips along
the rope or line around which it is made.
SUp'-on' (-5n'), re. A kind of overcoat worn upon the
shoulders in the manner of a cloak. [Scot.]
SUp'page (-paj ; 48), re. The act of slipping ; also, the

&

;

;

slish

tinuity.

;

Shak.
Halliwell,
Milton.

Sllp'Strlng' (-string'), re. One who has shaken off
Cotgrave,
a prodigal. [Obs.]
SUp'thrlft' (-thrift'), n. A spendthrift. [Obs.]
Sllsh (slTsh), re. [A corruption of slash.] A cut ; as,

restraint

A
A

;

A slipper.

re.

SUp'skln' (-skin'), a. Evasive. [Obs.]
Slip'slop'(-sl5p'), re. [A reduplication of «Zop.] Weak,
poor, or flat liquor ; weak, profitless discourse or writing.

A

V. t.
\imp. Slung (sliing). Archaic Slanq
vi. n. Slinging.]
[AS.
p. p. Slunq p. pr.
slingan ; akin to D. slingeren, G. schlingen, to wind, to
twist, to creep, OHG. slingan to wind, to twist, to move
to and fro, Icel. slyngva, slongva, to sling, Sw. slunga,
Dan. slynge, Lith. slinkti to creep.] 1. To throw with
a sling. " Every one could sling stones at an hairbreadth,
and not miss."
Judg. xx. 16.
Addison.
2. To throw ; to hurl to cast
3. To hang so as to swing
as, to sling a pack.
4. (Naut.) To pass a rope round, as a cask, gun, etc.,
preparatory to attaching a hoisting or lowering tackle.
Sling, n. [Cf. G. schlingen to swallow.] A drink
composed of spirit (usually gin) and water sweetened.
Sling'er (-er), re. One who slings, or uses a sling.
Slink (slink), V. i. \i7np. Slunk (slunk). Archaic
Slank (slSnk) p.p. Slunk ; p. pr.
vb. n. Slinking.]
[AS. slincan ; probably akin to G. schleichen, E. sleek.
See Sleek, a.] 1. To creep away meanly to steal away
to sneak. " To slink away and hide."
Tale of Beryn.
Back to the thicket slunk
;

Slip'shoe' (-shoo'),

A

—

Sling,

loose style of writing.
Thy wit shall ne'er go slipshod.

a strip ; as, a slip of paper.
Moonlit slips of silver cloud.
Tennyson.

—

A

a

slippery

;

thin slip of a girl, like a new moon
Sure to be rounded into beauty soon.
Longfellow.
5. A leash or string by which a dog is held ;
so
called from its being made in such a manner as to slip,
or become loose, by relaxation of the hand.
We stalked over the extensive plains with Killbuck and Lena
in the slips^ in search of deer.
Sir S. Baker.
6. An escape ; a secret or unexpected desertion ; as,
Shak.
to give one the slip.
portion of the columns of a newspaper
7. (Print.)
or other work struck off by itself ; a proof from a column of type when set up and in the galley.
8. Any covering easily slipped on. Specifically (a)
child's pinafore,
loose garment worn by a woman, (b)
(d)
(c) An outside covering or case ; as, a pillow slip,
The slip or sheath of a sword, and the like. [iJ.]
9. A counterfeit piece of money, being brass covered
Shak.
with silver. [Obs.]
10. Matter found in troughs of grindstones after the
Sir W. Petty.
grinding of edge tools. [Prov. Eng.']
11. Potters' clay in a very liquid state, used for the
decoration of ceramic ware, and also as a cement for
handles and other applied parts.
12.
particular quantity of yarn. [Prov. Eng.]
13. An inclined plane on which a vessel is built, or
upon which it is hauled for repair.
14. An opening or space for vessels to lie in, between
wharves or in a dock ; as. Peck slip. [U. S.']
narrow passage between buildings. [Eng.]
15.
16.
long seat or narrow pew in churches, often
without a door. [U. S.]
dislocation of a lead, destroying con17. (Mining)

A

(slSng)

S/tak.

R. Browning.

Sicilian bride.

as,

;

A

centrifugal force.
2. The act or motion of hurling as with a sling; a
throw ; figuratively, a stroke.
Shak.
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.
At one sling
Milton.
Of thy victorious arm, well-pleasing Son.
3.
contrivance for sustaining anything by suspension ; as : (a)
kind of hanging bandage put
around the neck, in which a wounded arm or
hand is supported. (J) A loop of rope, or a
rope or chain with hooks, for suspending a
barrel, bale, or other heavy object, in hoisting or lowering, (c)
strap attached to a
firearm, for suspending it from the shoulder.
\d) (Naut.) A band of rope or iron for securchiefly in the plural.
ing a yard to a mast ;
Sling cart, a kind of cart used to transport
cannon and their carriages, large stones, ma-

A slender piece

;

Cowley,

state.

—

;

4.

human

easily held

The

—

A native slip to us from foreign seeds.

slippery tops of

liable or apt to slip away.
;
god will try to loose his hold.
Dryden,
Shak.
4. Liable to slip ; not standing firm.
5. Unstable ; changeable ; mutable ; uncertain ; inconstant; fickle. "The siippert/ state of kings." Denham,
^Estrange,
6. Uncertain in effect.
Shak.
7. Wanton ; unchaste ; loose in morals.
Slippery elm. (Bot.) (a) An American tree ( Ulmus fulva)
with a mucilaginous and slightly aromatic inner bark
which is sometimes used medicinally also, the inner
bark itself. (6) A malvaceous shrub (Fremontia Californica) ;
so called on the Pacific coast.
Slip'pi-ness (slTp'pT-nes), re. Slipperiness. [R.]
" Tlie slippiness of the way."
Sir W. Scott,
Sllp'py (-py), a. [AS. slipeg.] Slippery.
Sllp'shod' (-shSdO, a. 1. Wearing shoes or slippers
down at the heel.
The shivering urchin bending as he goes,
Cowper,
With slipshod heels.
2. Figuratively: Carelessindress,manners, style, etc.;
slovenly ; shuffling ; as, slipshod manners ; a slipshod or

Not

3.

;

;

(slTng), n.

A

The

[AS. sHpe, slip.']
1. The act of slipping;
as, a slip on the ice.
2. An unintentional error or fault ; a false step.
This good man's slip mended his pace to martyrdom. Fuller.
3. A twig separated from the main stock a cutting
a scion ; hence, a descendant ; as, a slip from a vine.

Coleridge.

the slimy sea.

(sli'nSs), n.

;

Slip, n.

Slimy things did crawl with legs

Sll'ness

t.

To slip a cable. (Naut.) See under Cable. — To slip off,
to take off quickly a,a, to slip off a coat.
To slip on, to
put on in haste or loosely ; as, to slip on a gown or coat.

;

Sling

(slip), V.
;
to slide

;

;

;

2. Not affording firm ground for confidence
slippery promise.

1. To cause to move smoothly and
to convey gently or secretly.
He tried to slip a powder into her drink. Arbuthnot.
2. To omit ; to lose by negligence.
And slip no advantage
That may secure you.
B. Jonson.
3. To cut slips from ; to cut ; to take off ; to make a
as, to slip a piece of cloth or paper.
slip or slips of
The branches also may be $lipped and planted. Mortimer.
4. To let loose in pursuit of game, as a greyhound.
Lucentio slipped me like his greyhound.
Skak.
6. To cause to slip or slide off, or out of place ; as, a
slips
his
bridle
a
dog
slips
his
collar.
horse
6. To bring forth (young) prematurely to slink.

Slip

quickly

;

;

Upon
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SLIME

go

;

sing,

;

&

Slocking stone, a rich piece of ore displayed in order to

ink

;

;

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

N

war
land

cry, or gathering word, of a Highland clan in ScotSir W. Scott.
hence, any rallying cry.
;
(slog'gy), a.
Sluggish.
[06«.]
Chaucer.
Somnolence that is sloggy slumbering.

SlOg'gy

(Sot.) See
(slok), re.
(sloo), or Slue (slu), n.

Sloke
SlOO

Sloakan.
;

a run or wet

See 2d Slough, 2.
Sloom (sloom), re. Slumber. [Prov. Eng.']
Sloom'y (-y), a. Sluggish ; slow. \_Prov. Eng."]
Sloop (sloop), re. [D. sloep, of uncertain origin. Cf.
Shallop.] (iVawt) A vessel having
one mast and a fore-and-aft rig, consisting of a hoom-and-gaff mainsail,

and

The

gaff topsail.

;

;

;

Bradypodidse,

W«L\

and the suborder Tardigrada. They have long
exserted limbs and long
prehensile claws. Both
jaws are furnished with

'

family

Sloop.
See Cutter, and
Illustration in Appendix.
Sloop of war, formerly, a vessel of war rigged either as a
ship, brig, or schooner, and mounting from ten to thirtytwo guns now, any war vessel larger than a gunboat,
and carrying guns on one deck only.
Slop (sl5p), n. [OE. sloppe a pool akin to AS. sloppe,
alyppe, the sloppy droppings of a cow cf AS. slupan to
slip, and B. slip, v. i.
Cf. Cowslip.]
1. Water or other
liquid carelessly spilled or thrown about, as upon a table
or a floor ; a puddle a soiled spot.
2. Mean and weak drink or liquid food
usually
in the plural.
3. pi. Dirty water water in which anything has been
washed or rinsed water from wash-bowls, etc.
Slop basin, or Slop bowl, a basin or bowl for holding
Blops, especially for receiving the rinsingsof tea or coffee
cups at the table.
Slop molding {Brickmaking), a process
of manufacture in which tlie brick is carried to the drying groujid in a wet mold instead of on a pallet.
Slop, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Slopped (sl5pt) p. pr. &
vb. re. Slopping.]
1. To cause to overflow, as a liquid,
by the motion of the vessel containing it to spUl.
2. To spill liquid upon to soil with a liquid spilled.
Slop, V. i. To overflow or be spilled, as a liquid, by the
motion of the vessel containing it
often with over.
Slop, re. [AS. slop a frock or over-garment, fr. slupan
to slip, to slide ; akin to Icel. sloppr a thin garment cf.
OHG. slouf & garment. Cf. Slip, v. i.] 1. Any kind of
outer garment made of Unen or cotton, as a night dress,
or a smock frock. \phs.'\
Halliwell.
2. A loose lower garment
chiefly
loose breeches
"
used in the plural.
A pair of slops." Sir P. Sidney.
There 'a a French salutation to your French stop. Skak.
3. pi. Ready-made clothes also, among seamen, clothing, bedding, and other furnishings.
Slope (slop), re. [Formed (like abode fr. abide) from
OE. slipen. See Slip, v. i'.] 1. An oblique direction;
a line or direction inclining from a horizontal line or
direction
also, sometimes, an inclination, as of one
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

forms an angle with the

;

sluggishness

la-

;

teeth

Illust.

(see

of

Edentata), and the ears _
and tail are rudimentary. 2
They inhabit South and
Central America
and
Mexico.

B^"

Two-toed Sloth (Cholojius Hoff-

The three -toed

manni).

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

The sloping land recedes into

Cowper.
quality or state of

sloths belong to the gen-

which several species
have been described. They have three toes on each foot.
The best-knovra species are the collared sloth {Bradypus
tridactylus), and the ai (.Arctopithecus ai). The two-toed
sloths, constituting the genus Cholopus, have two toes
on each fore foot and three on each hind foot. The bestknown is the unau Cholopus didactylus) of South America.
See Unau. Another species (C ^oiTmarereO inhabits
Central America.
era

Bradypus and Arctopithecus,

of

(

Various large extinct terrestrial edentates, such as

Megatherium and Mylodon, are often

called sloths.
Sloth
Anstrallan, or Native, sloth (Zool.), the koala.
Sloth bear (Zool.), a
animalcule (Zool.), a tardigrade.
black or brown long-

—

—

haired bear (Melursus
ursinus, or labiatus),
native of India and Ceylon ;
called also as-

(Zobl.),

Sloth,

V.

i.

lObs.}

idle.

active

;

sluggish

He also that
great waster.

is

;

;

indolent

slothful in his

work

;

is

idle.

brother to him that

Frov.

is

a

xviii. 9.

Slot'hound' (slot'hound'), re. [See Slot a track, and
Sledthhound.] (Zobl.) See Sleuthhound.
Slot'ted (slot'ted), a. Having a slot.

cf.

The

Slot'ting (-ting), n.

;

; superl.
Sloppiest.] [From Slop.] Wet, so as to spatter easily
wet, as with something slopped over ; muddy ; plashy
as, a sloppy place, walk, road.
Slop'sell'er (-sSl'er), re. One who sells slops, or readymade clothes. See 4th Slop, 3.
shop where slops, or readySlop'shop' (-shop'), «.
made clothes, are sold.
Slop'work' (-wflrk'), n. The manufacture of slops, or
cheap ready-made clothing ; also, such clothing ; hence,
hasty, slovenly work of any kind.
No slopwork ever dropped from his [Carlyle's] pen. Fronde.

A

Slop'y

Slosh

(slop'y), a.
Sloping ; inclined.
(slosh), Slosh'y (-^).
See Slush,

Slushy.
[LG.
D. slot a lock, from a verb
meaning to close, to shut, D. sluiten ; akin to G. schliessen, OHG. sliozan, OFries. sluta, and probably to L.
clandere. Cf. Close, Sluice.] 1. A broad, flat, wooden
bar ; a slat or sloat.

Slot

(slot),

re.

ale,

&

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

&

i.
[imp.
Slouching.]
in a clumsy,
Slouch, V. t. To cause
the side as, to slouch the

Slouch,

& vb.

2.

V.

re.

To walk

act or process of

making

;

p. p. Slouched (sloucht) p.
1. To droop, as the head.
lazy manner. [_Colloq.}
to hang down ; to depress at
;

hat.

Hanging down at the side; limp;
Slouch'lng, a.
drooping without firmness or shapeliness ; moving in an
ungainly manner.
;

SlOUCh'y

Slouching. [Colloq.}
Chaucer.
Slow. [Obs.}
[OE. slogh, slough, AS. sloh a holschlucken
low place ; cf. MHG. sliich an abyss, gullet, G.
Ir. sloe a pit, pool, ditch, Ir.
to swallow; also Gael.
1. A
slug to swallow, Gr. Avfetv to hiccough, to sob.]
place of deep mud or mire ; a hole full of mire. Chaucer.

Slough
Slough

(-y), a.
(slou), a.
(slou), n.

&

He 's

Milton.

here stuck in a slough.

2. X_Pronoun£ed sloo.]

A wet

channel or inlet from a

place ; a swale ; a side
[In this sense local or

river.
also spelt sloo, and slue.}

provincial ;
Slough grass (Bot.), a name in the Mississippi valley for
called also drop
grasses of the genus Muhlenbergia ;

—

and nimble Will.
Slough, obs. imp. of Siee, to

Chaucer.
slay.
Slew.
[OE. slugh, slouh; cf. MHG. sluch
leather
skin,
a
bag
schlauch
a
the skin of a serpent, G.
(sliif),

re.

The skin, commonly the cast-off skin, of
a serpent or of some similar animal.
2. {3Ied.) The dead mass separating from a foul sore
the dead part which separates from the living tissues in
or bottle.]

1.

V. i.
[imp. &p. p. Sloughed (slHft) p. pr.
Sloughing.]
(Med.) To form a slough to
separate in the form of dead matter from the living
often used vrith off, or away; as, a sloughing
tissues
ulcer the dead tissues slough off slowly.

Slough,
vb.

;

_

—

;

Slough,

final,

aU

growth of arts and sciences.

Heavy

7.

in wit

not

;

prompt, or spirited

alert,

To cast off to discard as refuse.
V. t.
New tint the plumage of the birds.
Emerson.
And slough decay from grazing herds.
;

;

eve,

wea-

;

Dickens. Thackeray.
%^^ Slow is often used in the formation of compounds
for the most part self -explaining ; as, .s/ojo-gaited, slowpaced, i/oM'-sighted, iiotw-winged, and the liSe.
Slow coach, a slow person. See def. 7, above. [Colloq.]
Slow lemur, or Slow loria (Zobl.), an East Indian nocturnal lemurine animal (Nycticebus tardigradus) about the
so called from its slow and delibersize of a small cat ;
It has very large round eyes and is
ate movements.
Slow match.
without a tail. Called also bashful Billy.
See under Match.
Dilatory
late ; lingering ; tardy ; sluggish
Syn.
Slow, Tardy, Dilatory. Slow is the
dull inactive.
wider term, denoting either a want of rapid motion or inertness of intellect. Dilatory signifies a proneness to defer, a habit of delaying the performance of what we know
must be done. Tardy denotes the habit of being behindhand ; as, tardy in making up one's accoimts.
Slow, adv. Slowly.
Let him have time to mark how slaw time goes
Shak.
In time of sorrow.
[Colloq.}

risome; dull.

—

;

& p.

p. Slowed (slod)

event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

&

p. pr.
speed
Skak.
often with up ; as, the
Slow, V. i. To go slower
train slowed up before crossing the bridge.
Bxim. of B,
Slow, re. A moth. [06s.]
Slow'back' (-bSk'), re. A lubber; an idle fellow; a
Dr. Favour.
loiterer.
[Old Slang}
Chaucer.
Slowh (slo), o6s. imp. of Slee, to slay.
SlOwOlOUnd' (slo'hound'), re. A sleuthhound. [B.}
moderately
slow
manner
;
; not
SlOW'ly, adv. In a
rapidly not early not rashly ; not readily tardily.
being
slow.
SlOW'ness, re. The quality or state of
Slows (sloz), re. (Med.) Milk sickness.
Slow'-Wit'ted (slo'wit'tSd), a. DuU of apprehension not possessing quick intelligence.
Slow'worm' (slo'wflrm'), re. [AS. slawyrm ; the first
part is probably akin to sledn to strike, the reptile being
supposed to be very poisonous.
See Slay, v. t., and
Worm.] (Zobl.) A lacertilian reptile ; the blindworm.
SlUb (slub), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] A roll of wool
slightly twisted ; a rove ;
called also stubbing.
Slub, V. t. [imp,
p. p. Slubbed (sliibd) p. pr.
vb. re. Slubbing.]
To draw out and twist slightly

Slow,

V.

[imp.

t.

;

vb. re. Slowing.]
To render slow; to slacken the
of ; to retard ; to delay ; as, to slow a steamer.
;

;

—

;

;

;

&

—

;

;

—&

said of slivers of wool.

Slub'ber (-ber), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Slubbered (-herd)
[Cf. Dan. slubbre to swalvb. re. Slubbering.]
p. pr.
low, to sup up, D. slobberen to lap, to slabber. Cf. Slabber.] 1. To do lazily, imperfectly, or coarsely.

&

Slubber not business for

To daub

my sake.

Shak,

to stain ; to cover carelessly.
hath been more . . • slvbbered with aphorisming pedantry than the art of poUcy.
Muton,
Z.

is

no

;

art that

'

Slub'ber, re. A slubbing machine.
[Slubber
Slub'ber-de-gul'Uon (-de-gSl'yiin), n.
Prov. E. jiMHiore a wretch.] A mean, dirty wretch. [Low}
Slub'ber-lng-ly, adv. In a slovenly, or a hurried and
imperfect, manner.
[Low}
Drayton.

+

Slub'bing

&

n. from Slub.
or Slubbing machine, the machine

(-bing), a.

by

which slubs are formed.

;

re.

;

;

;

Slubbing billy,

mortification.

&

;

These changes in the heavens, though slow, produced
Milton.
Like change on sea and land, sidereal blast.
Not ready not prompt or quick ; dilatory ; slugof
tongue.
and
slow
as, slow of speech,
gish
Fixed on defense, the Trojans are not slow
To guard their shore from an expected foe. Dryden.
4. Not hasty ; not precipitate ; acting with deliberation ; tardy ; inactive.
He that is slow to wrath is of great understanding. Frov. xiv. 29.
5. Behind in time; indicating a time earlier than the
true time ; as, the clock or watch is slow.
6. Not advancing or improving rapidly; as, the slow

There

seed,

Slough

;

;

;

labiatus).

— Sloth'ful-ly, adv. — Sloth'ful-ness, n.

pr.

;

—

Sloth Bear (Ursus. or Melwsus,

a.
in-

lazy

Fuller.
SlOV'en-nesS, re. Slovenliness. [Obs.}
Shak.
SlOV'en-ry (-ry), n. Slovenliness. [Obs.}
Slow (slo), obs. imp. of Slee, to slay. Slew. Chaucer.
(-er)
superl.
SlowSlow (slo), a. [Compar. Slower
est.]
[OE. slow, slaw, AS. slaio ; akin to OS. sleu
dull,
blunt,
blunt, dull, D. sleeuto, slee, sour, OHG. sleo
Cf. Sloe, and
Icel. sljor, slser, Dan. slbv, S\v. slo.
Sloth.] 1. Moving a short space in a relatively long
time not swift not quick in motion ; not rapid moda slow motion.
erate
deliberate ; as, a slow stream
2. Not happening in a short time gradual late.

—

a loris.
To be
Gower.

Sloth'ful (-ful),
Addicted to sloth ;

lacking neatness and
;
order ; evincing negligence ; as, slovenly dress.
Slov'en-ly, adv. In a slovenly manner.

—

tamed and can be taught
many tricks. — Sloth
monkey

A slovenly, lazy fellow, lolling at his ease. V Estrange.
2. Characteristic of a sloven

—

—

wail, labiated bear, and
jun gle bear. It is easily

the clouds.

Slop'pl-ness (slop'pi-n5s), n. The
being sloppy muddiness.
Slop'py (-py), a. [Compar. Sloppieb (-pT-er)

—

The quality or state of
Slov'en-ll-ness (-li-n6s), re.
being slovenly.
1. Having the habits of a sloven
Slov'en-ly, a.
negligent of neatness and order, especially in dress.

3.

Slouch (slouch), re. [Cf. Icel. slokr a slouching fellow, and E. slack, slug, a lazy fellow.] 1. A hanging
down of the head ; a drooping attitude ; a limp appearance ; an ungainly, clownish gait ; a sidewise depression
or hanging down, as of a hat brim.
[Colloq.}
2. An awkward, heavy, clovfnish fellow.
Slouch hat, a soft, limp hat of imstiffened cloth or felt.

Bacon.
A bank not steep, but gently slope.
Milton.
Slope, adv. In a sloping manner. [06s.]
Slope, V. i. \inip. & p. p. Sloped (slopt) p. pr. &
vh.n. Sloping.] To form with a slope to give an oblique
or slanting direction to to direct obliquely to incline ;
to slant as, to slope the ground in a garden to slope a
piece of cloth in cutting a garment.
Slope, V. i. 1. To take an oblique direction ; to be at
an angle with the plane of the horizon to incline ; as,
the ground slopes.
[Slang'}
to disappear suddenly.
2. To depart
Slope'ness, re. State of being slope. Sir H. Wotton.
Slope'wlse' (-wiz'), adv. Obliquely. {Obs.} Carew.
Slop'ing, a. Inclining or inclined from the plane of
the horizon, or from a horizontal or other right line
Slop'ing-ly, adv.
oblique declivous ; slanting.

;

;

The buildings covered the summit and slope of a hill. Macaulay.
Under the slopes of Pisgah. Deut. iv. 49 (Jiev. Ver.).

;

A

;

slots, or mortises.

considered as descending, is a declivity
considered as ascending, an acclivity.
Slope of a plane ( Geom.), the direction of the plane as,
parallel planes have the same slope.
Slope, a. Sloping. "Down the iZope lulls." Milton.

Slov'en (sliSv'en or sluv''n; 277), re. [D. sto/ careless,
man
negligent, a sloven ; akin to LG. sluf slovenly.]
the
or boy habitually negligent of neatness and order
correlative term to slattern, or slut.
Pope.
He became a confirmed sloven.
31acaulay.

;

plane of the horizon.

^^^ A slope,

living flesh.

;

.

;

Slongh'ing(siaf'Tiit'),n. (Zool.; The act of casting off
shell, as do insects and crustaceans ; ecdysis.
Slough'y (slou'y), a. Full of sloughs ; miry.
SlOUgh'y (sliif'y), a. Resembling, or of the nature
of, a slough, or the dead matter which separates from

the skin or

;

[They] change their course to pleasure, ease, and sloth. Milton.
Sloth, like rust, consumes faster than labor wears. Franklin.
3. (Zobl.) Any one of several species of arboreal edentates constituting the
,,

a centerboard.

line or surface to another.
2. Any ground whose surface

;

2. Disinclination to action or labor
ziness; idleness.

typical sloop has a fixed bowsprit,
topmast, and standing rigging,
while those of a cutter are capable
of being readily shifted. The sloop
usually carries a centerboard, and
depends for stability upon breadth
of beam rather than depth of keel.
The two types have rapidly approximated since 1880. One radical distinction is that a sloop may carry

;

[Prov. Eng.}
2. A bolt or bar for fastening a door.
3. A narrow depression, perforation, or aperture esp.,
one for the reception of a piece fitting or sliding in it.
Slot (slot), V. t. [See Slot a bar.] To shut with violence to slam as, to slot a door. [06s. or Prov. Eng.}
[Cf. Icel. sloS, and E. sleuth.}
The track of
Slot, re.
Milton.
a deer hence, a track of anj' kind.
As a bloodhound follows the slot of a hurt deer. Sir W. Scott.
Sloth (sloth [115] or sloth; 277), re. [OE. slouthe,
sleuthe, AS. slsewS, fr. slaw slow. See Slow.] 1. Slowness tardiness.
These cardinals trifle with me I abhor
Shak.
This dilatory sloth and tricks of Rome.
;

A slough

place.

jibs, staysail,

SLUDGE
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SLOGGY

Sludge

mud

;

(sluj),

re.

[Cf. Slush.]

1.

Mud

Mortimer.

slush.

;

mire soft
Tennyson,
;

2. Small floating pieces of ice, or masses of saturated
snow.
Kane.
3. (Mining) See Slime, i.
Sludge hole, the hand-hole, or manhole, in a steam
boiler, by means of which sediment can be removed.

idea,

HI

;

old,

Sbey, 6rb, odd

SMACKING

SLUDGER
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Slndg'er (slSj'er), n. A bucket for removing mud
from a bored hole a sand pump.
Sludg'y^(-y), a. Miry slushy.
Slue (slu), V. L \imp. & p. p. Slued (slud) p. pr. &

as, to
2. To wet copiously, as by opening a sluice
Howitt.
sluice meadows.
He dried his neck and face, which he had been sluicing with
De Quincey.
cold water.

4. The refuse grease and fat collected in cooking,
especially on shipboard.
mixture of white lead and lime, with
5. {3Iach.)
which the bright parts of machines, such as the connecting rods of steamboats, are painted to be preserved from
oxidation.
p. p. Slushed (slusht)
Slush (slush), V. t. [imp.
vb. re. Slushing.]
1. To smear with slush or
p. pr.
grease as, to slush a mast.
2. To paint with a mixture of white lead and lime.
SlUSh'y (-y), a. Abounding iu slush characterized
by soft mud or half -melted snow; as, the streets are
dark, drizzling, slushy
slushy ; the snow is slushy. "

;

;

;

A

;

[Prov. E. slew to turn round,
vb. n. Sluing (slu'ing).]
Scot, to lean or incline to a side ; of. Icel. snua to turn,
bend.] [Written also iZew.] 1. (iVaM<. ) To turn about
a fixed point, usually the center or axis, as a spar or piece
used also of any heavy body.
of timber ; to turn ;

—

through a sluice

—

;

—

And

cf.

He

;

;

Piers Plowman.

to doze.

that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep.
Ps. cxxi.

4.

Why

Nat. size.

smooth, soft larva of a sawily or moth
which creeps like a moUusk as, the pear slug ; rose slug.

;

A

Halliwell.
ship that sails slowly. lObs.J
5.
His rendezvous for his fleet, and for all slugs to come to,
I'epys.
ehould be between Calais and Dover.
6. [Perhaps a different word.] An irregularly shaped
piece of metal, used as a missile for a gim.
thick strip of metal less than type high,
7. {Print.)
used in
and as long as the width of a column or a page,
spacing out pages and to separate display lines, etc.

A

;

—

moUusk. (6)
Slugworm.

To move slowly

V. i.

;

to

lie idle.

Spenser.
To slug in sloth and sensual delight.
Milton.
Slug, V. t. To make sluggish. \_Obs.']
Slug, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Slugged (sliigd) p. pr. &
vb. re. Slugging (-ging).]
1. To load with a slug or

;

;

slugs

;

as, to

Slnm'brous
Slum'mlng,

slug a gun.

Slump

[Cant or Slang']
2. To strike heavily.
Slug, V. i. To become reduced in diameter, or changed
in shape, by passing from a larger to a smaller part of
the bore of the barrel ;
said of a bullet when fired from
a gun, pistol, or other firearm.
(-a-bSd'),
One who indulges in lying
re.
SlUg'a-bed'
a sluggard.

[iJ.]

Slump,

vi. 6.

Slug'ger

(-ger),

One who

re.

they

Chaucer.

Slug'glsh

strikes

heavy blows

;

move

;

—

;

;

:

.

sluices of sensibility.

3.

opens the
/.

Taylor.

The stream flowing through a

flood g.ate.
4. {Mining)

A

long

box

;

or

trough through which water flows,
used for washing auriferous

—

earth.
Sluice gate,
sluice.

the sliding gate of a

Sluice Gate.

&

&

Sluice, V. t. [inip.
p. p. Sluiced (slust) p. pr.
vb. re. Sluicing (slu'sing).]
1. To emit by, or as by,
flood gates.
[Ji.]
Milton.

use,

unite,

rnde,

;

full,

iip,

Hm

;

pity

;

;

food,

fobt

;

A

&

;

;

character or quality.
All sects,

all ages,

smack of

;

cbair

;

go

;

Shak.

this vice.

To kiss with a close compression of the lips, so as
make a sound when they separate to kiss with a

3.

to

;

sharp noise to buss.
4. To make a noise by the separation of the lips after
tasting anything.
Smack, v. t. 1. To kiss with a sharp noise ; to buss.
2. To open, as the lips, with .an inarticulate sound
made by a quick compression and separation of the parts
of the mouth
to make a noise with, as the lips, by separating them in the act of kissing or after tasting.
;

;

Drinking

off the

effable relish.

cup, and smacking his lips with an air of inSir W. Scott,

To make a sharp noise by striking to crack as, to
smack a whip. " She smacks the silken thong." i'oung.
Smack'lng, re. A sharp, quick noise a smack.
3.

;

;

;

Like the faint smackiiig of an after

out, oil

Latimer,

Dryden.

smaka, Dan. smage. See 2d Smack, re.] 1. To have a
smack to be tinctured with any particular taste.
2. To have or exhibit indications of the presence of any

for lubricotion.
;

this world.

A

—

;

;

Harte.
.

smack of

a taste.

;

Aloud

;

;

felt the

A small quantity

&

;

;

;

;

A

m

;

passage for water, fitted with a valve or gate,
as in a mill stream, for stopping or regulating the flow
also, a water gate or flood gate.
2. Hence, an opening or channel through which anything flows ; a source of supply.
Each sluice of affluent fortune opened

See Cunning.
Spenser.

wily.

kiss ; a buss. "
clamorous mtaci." Shak.
quick, sharp noise, as of the lips when suddenly
separated, or of a whip.
5.
quick, smart blow ; a slap.
Johnson.
Smack, adv. As if with a smack or slap. [Colloq.]
Smack, v. i. [imp. p. p. Smacked (smSkt) p. pr.
vb. re. Smacking.] [OE. smaken to taste, have a taste,
from the noun ; cf. AS. smeccan to taste ; akin to D.
smaken, G. schmecken, OHG. smecchen to taste, smacchen to have a taste (aud, derived from the same source,
G. schmatzen to smack the lips, to kiss with a sharp noise,
MHG. smalzen, smackezen), Icel. smakka to taste, Sw.
3.
4.

;

artificial

;

I^obynson (Jlore's Utopia).

They
2.

;

which has the general appearance of a slug, as do those
of certain moths belonging to Limacodes and allied genera, and thos^ of certain sawflies.
Sluice (slus), re. [OF. escluse, P. ecluse, LL. exclusa,
sclusa, from L. excludere, exclusum, to shut out
cf. D.
sluis sluice, from the Old French,
See Exclude.] 1. An

.

subtile

sly,

;

;

Slugs (slugz), re. pi. {Mining) Half-roasted ore.
Slug'worm' (sliig'wGrm'), re. {Zodl.) Any caterpillar

This home familiarity

Bartlett.

&

&

—

soon.

—

;

;

boggy

;

Spenser.

as,

;

;

;

;

which unawares
Barrow.

Slung shot, a metal ball of small size, with a string attached, used by rufiiaus for striking.
Slunk (sliink), imp. &p. p. of Slink.
p. p. Slurred (slQrd) p.
Slur (slQr),~i;. t. [imp.
[Cf. OE. sloor mud,
pr.
vb. re. Slurring (-ring).]
clay, Icel. slora, sloSra, to trail or drag one's self along,
D. sleuren, sloren, to train, to drag, to do negligently aud
slovenly, D. sloor, sloerie, a sluttish girl.] 1. To soil to
Cudworth.
sully ; to contaminate
to disgrace.
Tennyson.
2. To disparage ; to traduce.
3. To cover over; to disguise; to conceal; to pass over
lightly or with little notice.
With periods, points, and tropes, he slurs his crimes. Dryden.
[P.]
4. To cheat, as by sliding a die to trick.
Hudibras.
To slur men of what they fought for.
5. To pronounce indistinctly ; as, to slur syllables.
6. {Mus.) To sing or perform in a smooth, gliding
style
to connect smoothly in perfor ing, as several
Busby.
notes or tones.
7. {Print.) To blur or double, as an impression from
type to mackle.
Slur, re. 1. A mark or stain hence, a slight reproach
or disgrace a stigma a reproachful intimation an inSouth.
nuendo. " Gaining to his name a lasting s/«(r."
2. A trick played upon a person an imposition. [P.]
-^ or y^*^^], connect3. {Mus.) A mark, thus ["^
ing notes that are to be sung to the same syllable, or
made in one continued breath of a wind instrument, or
with one stroke of a bow a tie a sign of legato.
4. In knitting machines, a contrivance for depressing
the sinkers successively by passing over them.
Slurred (slQrd), o. (Mus.) Marked with a slur ; performed iu a smooth, gliding style, like notes marked
with a slur.
Slush (slush), re. [Cf. Sw. slaska to paddle in water,
[Written also slosh.] 1. Soft mud.
slask wet, filth.]
halt-melted snow.
2. A mixture of snow aud water
3. A soft mixture of grease and other materials, used

And the sluggish Ittnd slumbers in utter neglect. Longfelhw.
4. Characteristic of a sluggard dull ; stupid ; tame ;
" So sluggish a conceit."
simple.
[iJ.]
Milton.
Syn. Inert idle ; lazy ; slothful indolent dronish
Blow ; dull ; drowsy ; inactive. See Inert.
Slug'glsh-ly, adv.
Slug'glsh-ness, n.
Chaucer.
Slug'gy (-gf), a. Sluggish. lObs.]
Slug'— horn' (-hSrn'), n. An erroneous form of the
Scotch word slughorne, or sloggorne, meaning slogan.

—

into

slump.

miry place. [Scot.]
Slump'y {-f), a. Easily broken through
marshy; swampy. [Prov. Eng. & Colloq. U.S.]
Slung (siting), imp. &p. p. of Sling.

Woodward.

itself.

may

walk on a bottomless quag,

into a soft,

(-gish), a.

3. Having no power to move one's self or itself ; inert.
Matter, being impotent, sluggish, and inactive, hath no power
to stir or

latter

subtle

;

Slump, re. 1. A boggy place. [Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
2. The noise made by anything falling into a hole, or

a prizefighter. [Cant or Slang]
1. Habitually idle and lazy;
slothful ; dull ; inactive ; as, a sluggish man.
2. Slow ; having little motion ; as, a sluggish stream.
hence, a boxer

;

,

The

;

Sly, adv. Slyly. [06s. or Poetic]
Sly'bOOtS' (-boots'), re. A humorous appellation for
cunning, or waggish person.
Goldsmith.
Slyboots was cursedly cunning to hide 'em.
Sly'ly, adv. In a sly manner shrewdly ; craftily.
Chaucer.
Honestly and slyly he it spent.
Sly'ness, re. The quality or state of being sly.
Slype (slip), n. [Cf. D. sluipen to sneak.] {Arch.)
A narrow passage between two buildings, as between the
[Eng.]
transept and chapter house of a monastery.
Smack (smSk), re. [D. smak ; akin to LG. smack,
smak, Dan. smakke, G. schmacke, F. semaque.] (Naut.)
A small sailing vessel, commonly rigged as a sloop, used
chiefly in the coasting and fishing trade.
Smack, re. [OE. smak, AS. smsec taste, savor akin
to D. smaak, G. geschmack, OHG. smac ; cf. Lith. sma^MS pleasant. Cf. Smack, w.i.]
1. Taste or fiavor, esp.
a slight taste or flavor savor tincture as, a smack of
bitter in the medicine. Also used figuratively.
So quickly they have taken a smack in eovetousness.

a

person.

;

rotten sluggardy.

;

of the

;

.

&

;

is

.

and subtle craftiness.
kingdom I possess.

sly wiles

—

bargain

;

.

Dryden.
Slug'gard, a. Sluggish lazy.
Slug'gard-ize (-iz), v. t. To make lazy. [iJ.] Shak.
Slug'gard-y (-f), re. [OB. sloggardye.1 The state
Gower.
of being a sluggard sluggishness sloth.
Idleness

;

title

named from its craftiness.
Syn. — Cunning crafty

[Scot.]

Lump also Sw. slumpa to
To lump to throw into a mass.
[Cf.

i.

These different groups
are exclusively slumped together
Sir W. Hamilton.
under that sense.
V.
i.
[imp.
Slump,
p. p. Slumped (slumt 215) p.
pr. & vb. re. Slumping.]
[Scot, slump a dull noise produced by something falling into a hole, a marsh, a
swamp.] To fall or sink suddenly through or in, when
walking on a surface, as on thawing snow or ice, partly
frozen ground, a bog, etc. not strong enough to bear the

+

;

V.

for the lump.]

;

Prov.

re.

Chaucer.
Keats.

Visiting slums.
[Of. D. slomp a mass, heap, Dan.
E. slump, v. t.] The gross amount

;

"Fie, you slugabed!" Shak.
-ard.] A person haSlug'gard (-gerd), re. [_Slug
bitually lazy, idle, and inactive a drone.
Go to the ant, thou sluggard ; consider her ways, and be wise.
;

(slump),

slump a quantity, and
the mass the lump.

—

abed

vb. n.

my

by, artful and dexterous
a sly trick.
Envy works in a sly and imperceptible manner. /. Watts.
[06s.]
4. Light or delicate ; slight ; thin.
By the sly, or On the sly, in a sly or secret manner.
[Colloq.] "Gazed on Hetty's charms by the sly."
G.
Eliot.
Sly goose (Zodl.), the common sheldrake;
so

secrecy

Hawthorne.

Slumberous.

(-brils), a.

For

The

Done with, and marked

3.

;

His quiet aud almost slumberous countenance.
Slum'ber-y (-y), a. Sleepy. [06s.]

;

Whom graver age
And long experience hath made wise and sly. Fairfax.
2. Artfully cunning ; secretly mischievous ; wily.

;

;

[06s.]

—

;

;

Slug,

.

;

Slum'ber-er (-er), re. One who slumbers a sleeper.
Slum'ber-ing-ly, adv. In a slumbering manner.
Slum'ber-less, a. Without slumber sleepless.
Slum'bpr-OUS (-iis), a. 1. Inviting slumber sopo•' Pensive in the slumberous shade."
riferous.
Pope.
drowsy.
2. Being in the repose of slumber sleepy

A

—

—

;

;

—

;

in a state of negligence, sloth, supineness, or
"
slurnbers Pope ? "
inactivity.
Young.
Wotton.
Slum'ber, v. t. 1. To lay to sleep. [J?.]
to stupefy.
2. To stun
[06s.]
Spenser.
Slum'ber, re. Sleep especially, light sleep ; sleep
that is not deep or sound repose.
He at last fell into a sluniber, and thence into a fast sleep,
which detained him in that place until it was almost night.
jiunyan.
Fast asleep ? It is no matter ;
Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of slmtther.
Shak.
Dryden.
Rest to my soul, and slumber to my eyea.

Any

Sea slug. (Zodl.) (a) Any nudibranch
holothurian.
Slug caterpillar. Same as

;

To be

2.

agrestis).

;

;

&

lightly

Slug (Limax

re.
[OE. slutte; cf. OD. slodde a slut,
a heavy, loglike fellow, slota to droop.] 1. An
untidy woman a slattern.
Sluts are good enough to make a sloven's porridge. Old Proverb.
2. A servant girl a drudge.
[06s.]
Our little girl Susan is a most admirable slut, and pleases us
Fepys.
mightily, doing more service than both the others.
3. A female dog
a bitch.
Slutch(sluch), re. [Cf. Sludge.] Slush. [Prov. Eng.]
Pennant.
Slutch'y (-y), a. Slushy. [Prov. Eng.]
Sluth'hound' (sluth'hound'), re. Sleuthhound.
Slut'ter-y (sliSt'ter-y), re. The qualities and practices
Drayton.
of a slut
sluttishness ; slatternliness.
SlUt'tish (-tish), a. Like a slut; untidy ; indecently
negligent of cleanliness ; disorderly ; as, a sluttish woman.
Why is thy lord so sluttish, I thee pray. Chaucer,
An air of liberal, though sluttish, plenty, indicated the wealthy
Sir W. Scott.
farmer.
Slut'tlsh-ness, re.
Slut'tlsh-ly, adv.
Sly (sli), a. [Com par. Slier (-er) or Slyer; superl.
Sliest or Slyest.] [OE. sli, slegh, sleih, Icel. slsegr, for
slaegr; akin to Sw.slug, Dan. slu, LG. slou, 6. schlau;
and probably to E. slay, v. t. cf G. \eischlagen sly. See
Slay, v. t., and cf. Sleight.] 1. Dexterous in performing an action, so as to escape notice nimble ; skillful
in a good sense.
cautious ; shrewd knowing ;
Be ye sly as serpents, and simple as doves. Wyctif (3fatt. x. 16).

Slut (smt),

Icel. slottr

A

—

;

;

Blackw. Mag.

day."

Dryden.

sluicy rain.

(sliim), re. [Cf . Slump, «.] 1.
foul back street
city, especially one filled with a poor, dirty, de-

of a

D. slak, slek, a snail.] 1. A drone a slow, lazy fellow
Shak.
a sluggard.
Bacon.
an obstruction. [Obs.J
2. A hindrance
terrestrial
3. {Zodl. ) Any one of numerous species of
pulmonate mollusks belonging to Limax and several related genera, in which the shell is either small and concealed in the mantle, or altogether wanting. They are
closely allied to the land snails.

4. [Zool.)

whole sheets descend of

;

A

graded, and often vicious population any low neighborhood or dark retreat ;
usually in the plural ; as, Westminster slums are haunts for thieves.
Dickens.
2. pi. {^fining) Same as Slimes.
(sliSm'ber),
i.
[jimp.
Slumbered
V.
Slum'ber
& p. p.
(-berd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Slumbering.]
[OE. slombren,
slumberen, slumeren, AS. slumerian, fr. sluma slumber
akin to D. sluimeren to slumber, MHG. slummern,
slumen, G. schlummern, Dan. slumre, Sw. slumra, Goth.
slawan to be silent.] 1. To sleep ; especially, to sleep

sad, E. slack, slouch,

LG. slukk low-spirited,

oft

;

;

Slum

Slue, re. See Slough, 2. \_Locar\
Slug (sliig), n. [OE. slugge slothful, sluggen to be

&

&

An artificial channel into
specificaUy, a trough constructed over the bed of a stream, so that logs, lumber,
or rubbish can be floated down to some convenient place
of delivery.
Slul'cy (slu'sy), a. Falling copiously or in streams,
as from a sluice.
Sluice'way' (slus'wa'), ™.
which water is let by a sluice

Slue, V. i. To turn about ; to turn from the course
to slip or slide and turn from an expected or desired
often followed by round.
course ;

;

;

a stream of water running
as, to sluice earth or gold dust in
in,

mining.

often used
2. In general, to turn about ; to twist ;
{CoUoq-l
reflexively and followed by round.
They laughed, and sUicd themselves round. Dickens.

slothful

To wash with, or

3.

sinet icl^

i

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

kiss.

in azuie.

Dryden.

SMACKING
Smack'lng (smSk'Ing),
sound

;

lience, brisk

;

as,

Making a sharp, brisk

a.

a smacking breeze.

\_Compar. Smallek (-er) superl.
Smallest.] [OE. smal, AS. smsel; akin to D. smal
narrow, OS. & OHG. smal small, G. schmal narrow,
Dan. & Sw. smal, Goth, smals small, Icel. smali small
eattle, sheep, or goats; cf. Gr. ixriXov a sheep or goat.]
1. Having little size, compared with other things of
the same kind ; little in quantity or degree diminutiTe
not large or extended in dimensions not great not
much ; inconsiderable as, a small man a small river.
To compare
Milton.
Great things with small.
feeble in influence or
2. Being of slight consequence
importance unimportant trivial insignificant as, a
small fault a small business.
3. Evincing little worth or ability not large-minded
sometimes, in reproach, paltry mean.

Small

(amal), a.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

A true delineation of

the smallest

man

is

capable of interest-

ing the (greatest man.

Carlyle,

4. Not prolonged in duration not extended in time
S/iak.
short ; as, after a small space.
slender ; fine gentle ; soft ; not loud. " A
5. Weak
1 Kings xix. 12.
gtUl, small voice."
Great and small, of all ranks or degrees
used especially of persons. "''Ris^aeats, rjreat and small." Chaucer.— Sm&W arms, muskets, rifles, pistols, etc., in distinction from cannon.
Small beer. See under Beeb.
Small coal, (a) Little coals of wood formerly used to light
fires. Gay. (ft) Coal about the size of a hazelnut, separated
from the coarser parts by screening. Small craft (Naut.),
Small
a vessel, or vessels in general, of a small size.
Small band, a certain size of
fruits.
See under Fruit.
See under Paper.
Small hours.
See under
Saper.
Small letter (Prhit.), a lower-case letter. See
[otTR.
LowEE-CASE, and Capital letter, under Capital, a.
Small
flece, a Scotch coin worth about 2}d. sterling, or about
Small register. See the Note under 1st Resisi cents.
Small stuff (Naut.), spun yarn, marline, and the
TER, 7.
smallest kinds of rope. R. H. Dana, Jr.
Small talk,
light or trifling conversation
chitchat.
Small wares
(JCom.), various small textile articles, as tapes, braid,
fringe, and the like. J/' Culloch.
Small, adv. 1. In or to small extent, quantity, or
degree; little; slightly. [Ofts.] "I wept but small."
Chaucer. "It smaK avails my mood." Shak.
2. Not loudly ; faintly ; timidly.
\_Obs. or Humorous']
You may speak as small as you wUl.
Sfiak.
Small, n. 1. The small or slender part of a thing
as, the small of the leg or of the back.
[_Collog.']
2. pi. Smallclothes.
Hood. Dickens.
3. pi. Same as Little go.
See under Little, a.
Small, V. 2. To make httle or less. [Ofti.]
F. ache smallage.
Small'age (-aj ; 48), n. \_Small
See AcH parsley.] (Boi.) A biennial umbelliferous plant
{Apium graveolens) native of the seacoasts of Europe
and Asia. When deprived of its acrid and even poisonous
properties by cultivation, it becomes celery.
;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

;

+

Small'lsb, a.
Small'ness, n.

A

man's garment for
See Breeches.
Somewhat small.
G. W. Cable.

Small'dotheB' (-cloths'), n.
the hips and thighs ; breeches.

pi.

The quality or

state of being small.

+

pox, pocks.]
Small'pox' (-poks' 277), n. ISmall
A contagious, constitutional, febrile disease
characterized by a peculiar pustular eruption ; variola.
The cutaneous eruption is at first a collection of papules
which become vesicles (first flat, subsequently umbiUcated) and then pustules, and finally thick crusts which
slough after a certain time, often leaving a pit, or scar.
Smalls (smalz), n. pi. See Small, n., 2, 3.
;

{Med.)

Small'SWOrd'

2. Severe, pungent pain of mind pungent grief ; as,
the smart of affliction.
To stand 'twixt us and our deserved smart.
Milton.
Counsel mitigates the greatest smart.
Spetiser.
3. A fellow who affects smartness, briskness, and vivacity ; a dandy.
ISlang]
Fielding.
4. Smart money (see below).
ICant]
Smart (smart), a. [_Compar. Smarter (-er) superl.
Smartest. [OE. smerte. See Smart, v. i.] 1. Causing
a smart ; pungent ; pricking ; as, a smart stroke or taste.
How smart a lash that speech doth give my conscience. Shak.

(smal'sord'), n.

A light sword used

for

thrusting only ; especially, the sword worn by civilians
of rank in the eighteenth century.
Smal'ly (smal'ly), adv. In a small quantity or degree ; with minuteness. [S.]
Ascham.
Smalt (smalt), n. [It. smalto, LL. smaltum ; of Teutonic origin ; cf. OHG. smalz grease, butter, G. schmalz
grease, OHG. smelzan to melt, G. schmelzen.
See
Smelt, v. t., and cf. Amel, Enamel.] A deep blue pigment or coloring material used in various arts. It is a
vitreous substance made of cobalt, potash, and calcined
quartz fused, and reduced to a powder.
Smalt'-blue' (-blu'), a. Deep blue, like smalt.
Smalt'lne (-in), ) re. [See Smalt.] {Min.) A tinwhite or gray mineral of metallic
Smalt'lte (-it), j
It is an arsenide of cobalt, nickel, and iron.
luster.
Called also speiskobalt.
Smar'agd (smar'agd), n. [L. smaragdus. See Emerald.] The emerald. [Ofts.]
Bale.
[L. smaragdinus,
Sma-rag'dlne (sma-rSg'din), a.
Gr. (jij-apaySwo^.] Of or pertaining to emerald resembling emerald ; of an emerald green.
[Cf. P. smaragdite;
Sma-rag'dite (-dit), n.
so
called from its emerald - green color.
See Smaeaqd.]
(Min. ) A green foliated kind of amphibole, observed in
eclogite and some varieties of gabbro.
Smart (smart), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Smarted ; p. pr.
[OE. smarten, AS. smeortan ; akin
vb. n. Smarting.]
to D. smarten, smerten, G. schmerzen, OHG. smerzan,
Dan. smerte, Sw. smarta, D. smart, smert, a pain, G.
schmerz, OHG. smerzo, .and probably to L. mordere to
bite cf. Gr. crficpSi/os, afj.ep&a.Xeo's, terrible, fearful, Skr.
mrd to rub, crush. Cf. Moesel.] 1. To feel a lively,
pungent local pain ;
said of some part of the body as
the seat of irritation ; as, my finger smarts ; these wounds
smart.
Chaucer. Shak.
2. To feel a pungent pain of mind ; to feel sharp pain
or grief; to suffer; to feel the sting of evil.
No creature smarts so little as a fool.
Pope.
He that is surety for a stranger shall smart for it. Prov. xi. 15.
Smart, v. t. To cause a smart in.
goad that . .
smarts the &esh."
T.Adams.
Smart, n. [OE. smerte. See Smart, v. i.] 1. Quick,
pungent, lively pain ; a pricking local pain, as the pain
from puncture by nettles. "In pain's imart." Chaucer,
;

—

&

;

—

"A

ale,

senate,

care,

;

2. Keen ; severe ; poignant ; as, smart pain.
3. Vigorous; sharp; severe.
"Smart skirmishes, in

which many

Clarendon.

fell."

4. Accomplishing, or able to accomplish, results quickly; active; sharp; clever.
[^Colloq.]
" The stars shine
5. Efficient ; vigorous ; brilliant.

Dryden.

smarter."

Marked by acuteness

6.

gestion or reply
smart saying.

;

vivacious

or shrewdness quick in sugwitty ; as, a smart reply ; a
;
;

Who, for the poor renown of being smart,
Would leave a sting within a brother's heart

A sentence or two,

.

.

7. Pretentious ;
8. Brisk ; fresh

which

.

showy

;

I

thought very smart.

spruce

;

as,

?

Yowig.
Addison.

a smart gown.

;

—

men, entitling them to smart money. [Eng.] Brande&C.
Syn. — Pungent poignant sharp tart acute quick
lively
brisk witty clever
keen dashy showy. —
Smart, Clever.
Smart has been much used in New
England to describe a person who is intelligent, vigorous,
and active as, a smart young fellow a smart workman,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

etc., coinciding very nearly with the English sense of
clever.
The nearest approach to this in England is in
such expressions as, he was smart (pungent or witty) ui
his reply, etc. ; but smart and smartness, when applied
to persons, more commonly refer to dress ; as, a smart
appearance ; a smart gown, etc.

Smart'en (smarfn),

— usually with «p.

v.

t.

To make smart or spruce

IColloq.]
She had to go and smarten herself up somewhat.

Smart'weed' (-wed'), n. (Bot.) An acrid plant of
the genus Polygonum (P. Hydropiper), which produces
if

applied where the skin

is

tender.

Smash

(smiish), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Smashed (smSsht)
vb. n. Smashing.]
[Cf. Sw. smisk a blow,
stroke, smiska to strike, dial. Sw. smaske to kiss with a
noise, and E. smack a loud kiss, a slap.]
To break in

&

pieces by violence ; to dash to pieces to crush.
Here everything is broken and smashed to pieces. Burke.
Smash, v. i. To break up, or go to pieces suddenly,
as the result of collision or pressure.
breaking or dashing to pieces ; utSmash, n. 1.
ter destruction ; wreck.
\_Colloq.']
2. Hence, bankruptcy.
Smash'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which,
smashes or breaks things to pieces.
[Slang]
2. Anything very large or extraordinary.
[Cant, Eng.]
3. One who passes counterfeit coin.
;

A

(smach), re. [OE. smach, smak. ' See Smack
Taste ; tincture ; smack. [Obs.]
Thy life hath had some smatch of honor in it. SJiak.
Banister (1578).
Smatch, v. i. To smack. [Ofts.]
Smat'ter (smSt'ter), v. i. [OE. smateren to make a
noise cf. Sw. smattra to clatter, to crackle, G. schmettern to dash, crash, to warble, quaver.] 1. To talk suto chatter.
perficially or ignorantly ; to babble
Swift.
Of state affairs you can not smatter.
2. To have a slight taste, or a slight, superficial knowledge, of anything to smack.

Smatch

taste.]

;

;

;

v. t.
1. To talk superficially about.
gain a slight taste of ; to acquire a slight, superChaucer.
ficial knowledge of ; to smack.
Smat'ter, n. Superficial knowledge ; a smattering.
Smat'ter-er (-er), n. One who has only a slight, su-

Smat'ter,
2.

Smear'y
hesive

(Zodl.)

a,

if

rubbed

Having the color mark,
the smeared dagger

as,

;

obliniia).

Tending to smear or

(smer'y), a.

soil

ad-

;

Powe.

viscous.

;

(.ZooL) The smew. [Pyov. Eng.]
Smec'tite (smek'tit), n. [G. smectit, fr. Gr. er/irjKTK
a kind of fuller's earth, fr. o-ji^x^"' to wipe off.] (Min.)
A hydrous silicate of alumina, of a greenish color, which,
in certain states of humidity, appears transparent and
almost gelatinous.
Smee (sme), re. [Cf. Smew.] (Zodl.) (a) The pintail

Smeath(smeth),n.

The widgeon, (c) The poachard. (d) The
[Prov. Eng.]
(smeth), v. t. [Etymol. uncertain.] To
smoke to blacken with smoke to rub with soot. [Ofts.]
(smeth),
v. t.
Smeeth
[OE. smeSen, AS. smeSian.
See Smooth.] To smooth. [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
Smeg'ma (smeg'ma), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <7/u.^yMa soap,
fr. <7-ja^;(eii' to wash off.] (Physiol.) The matter secreted
by any of the sebaceous glands. Specifically (a) The
soapy substance covering the skin of newborn infants,
(ft) The cheesy, sebaceous matter which collects between
the glans penis and the foreskin.
Smeg-mat'lc (smgg-mSt'ik), a. Being of the nature
of soap
soapy cleansing detersive.
Smeiir (smer), re. A salt glaze on pottery, made by
adding common salt to an earthenware glaze.
Smell (smgl), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Smelled (sm61d).
Smelt (smelt) p. pr. & vb. re. Smelling.] [OE. smellen, smillen, smuUen ; cf. LG. smellen, smelen, smolen,
schmelen, to smoke, to reek, D. smeulen to smolder,
and E. smolder. Cf. Smell, n.] 1. To perceive by the
olfactory nerves, or organs of smell to have a sensation
of, excited through the nasal organs when affected by
the appropriate materials or qualities to obtain the
scent of as, to smell a rose to smell perfumes.
2. To detect or perceive, as if by the sense of smell
to scent out;
often with omZ. "I^meHadevice." Shak.
Shak.
Can you smell him out by that ?
duck,

(b)

smew.

Smeeth
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

To

knowledge a sciolist.
Smat'ter-lng, re. A slight, superficial knowledge of
something; sciolism.
I had a great desire, not able to attain to a superficial skill in
Burton.
any, to have some sjiiatteriuq in all.
Smear (smer), v.t. [imp. & p. ^.Smeared (smerd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Smearing.] [OE. smeren, smerien, AS.
smierwan, smyrwan, fr. smeoru fat, grease akin to D.
smeren, OHG. smirwen, G. schmieren, Icel. smyrja to
anoint. See Smear, re.]
1. To overspread with anything unctuous, viscous, or adhesive; to daub; as, to
smear anything with oil. "Smear the sleepy grooms
with blood."
Shak.
2. To soil in any way to contaminate to pollute to
stain morally as, to be smeared with infamy.
Shak.
Smear, re. [OE. sm,ere, AS. smeoru fat, grease akin
to D. smeer, G. schmeer, OHG. smero, Icel. smjor, Sw.
Dan. smor butter, Goth, smairpr fatness,, smarna
dung cf. Lith. smarsas fat. Cf. Smirch.] 1. A fat,
Johnson.
oily substance
ointment.
2. Hence, a spot made by, or as by, an unctuous or
adhesive substance a blot or blotch a daub a stain.

perficial

3.

To

give heed to.

[Obs.]

From that time forward I began to smell the Word of God,
Latimer.
and forsook the school doctors.
To smell a rat, to have a sense of something wrong, not
clearly evident to have reason for suspicion. [Colloq.^
To smell out, to find out by sagacity. [Collog..\
;

—

Smell, v. i. 1. To affect the olfactory nerves to
have an odor or scent
often followed by of; as, to
smell of smoke, or of musk.
2. To have a particular tincture or smack of any quality ; to savor
as, a report smells of calumny.
Praises in an enemy are superfluous, or smell of craft. Milton.
3. To exercise the sense of smell.
Ex. xxx. 38.
Shak.
4. To exercise sagacity.
Smell, n. [OE. smel, smil, smul, smeol. See Smell,
V. t.]
(Physiol.) 1. The sense or faculty by which certain qualities of bodies are perceived through the instru;

W. Black.

Smar'tle (smar't'l), ti. i. To waste away. IProv.Eng.]
Smart'ly (smartly), adv. In a smart manner.
Smart'ness, n. The quality or state of being smart.

p. pr.

(smerd),

defined, as

ill

moth {Apatela

;

;

smarting

ings

;

a smart breeze.
Smart money, (a) Money paid by a person to buy himself off from some unpleasant engagement or some painful situation. (6) (Mil.) Money allowed to soldiers or
sailors, in the English service, for wounds and injuries received ; also, a sum paid by a recruit, previous to being
sworn in, to procure his release from service, (e) (Low)
Vindictive or exemplary damages damages beyond a full
compensation for the actual injury done. Burrill. GreenSmart ticket, a certificate given to wounded sealeaf.
as,

;

;

;

—

;

mentality of the olfactory nerves. See Sense.
2. The quality of any thing or substance, or emanatiou therefrom, which affects the olfactory organs ; odor
scent ; fragrance ; perfume ; as, the smell of mint.
3lilton.
Breathing the smell of field and grove.
That which, above all others, yields the sweetest smell in the
air, is the violet.
Bacon.
Syn. Scent ; odor ; perfume ; fragrance.
Smell'er (-er), re. 1. One who smells, or perceives
by the sense of smell ; one who gives out a smell.

—

2. The nose.
[Pugilists' Slang]
Smell'-feast' (-fesf), n. 1. One who is apt to find
and frequent good tables ; a parasite a sponger.
South.
The epicure and the smell-feast.
2. A feast at which the guests are supposed to feed
upon the odors only of the viands.
Smell'lng, re. l. The act of one who smells.
2. The sense by which odors are perceived the sense
;

;

Locke.

of smell.

Smelling bottle, a small bottle filled with something
suited to stimulate the sense of smell, or to remove faintness, as spirits of ammonia.
Smell'-less, a. Destitute of smell ; having no odor.
Beau. Sf Fl.
Daisies smell-less, yet most quaint.
Smelt (smelt), imp.
p. p. of Smell.
Smelt, n. [AS. smelt, smylt; akin to Dan. smelt.]
1. (Zodl.) Any one of numerous species of small silvery salmonoid fishes of the genus Osmerus and allied
genera, which ascend rivers to spawn, and sometimes become landlocked in lakes. They are esteemed as food,
and have a peculiar odor and taste.

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

Slow broke the
All

But

damp and rolling vapor, with no
in its place a

Smear' dab'

;

;

;

.

am, arm, ask,

Smeared

;

;

—

SMELT
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moving smear

(dSb').

mom.
Alexander Smith.
fluke (6).

The sand

[Prov. Eng.]
final,

gU

;

eve,

event,

«nd, fern,

The most important

species are the European
smelt (Osmerus epertans) (called also eperlan, sparling,
and svirling), the Eastern American smelt (0. mordax),
the California smelt (0. ihalichthys), and the surf smelt

(Bypomesus oUdus). The name is loosely applied to various other small fishes, as the lant, the California tomcod,
the spawn eater, the silverside.
2. Fig.
A gull a simpleton. [Obs.] Beau. Fl.
Sand smelt (Zodl.), the silverside.
Smelt, V. t. [imp.
vb. n.
p.p. Smelted ; p. pr.
Smelting.] [Of foreign origin cf. Sw. sm'dlta, D. smelten, Dan. smelie, Icel. smelta, G. schmelzen, OHG. smelzan, smelzen ; probably akin to Gr. iiiX&eiv. Cf Enamel, Melt, Mute, v. i.. Smalt.] (Metal.) To melt or fuse,
as ore, for the purpose of separating and refining the
:

&

;

&

&

;

sun.

of light.

(Zodl.)

Eastern American Smelt (.Osmerus mordax).

_^

recent

;

ice,

.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

Bdd

s

SMELTER
metal

hence, to reduce

;

to refine

;

;

to flux or scorify

Smirch

j

One who, or that which,

n.

smelts.

Smelt'er-y {-f), n. A house or place for smelting.
Smelt'ie (smelt'i), n. A fish, the bib. \_Prov. Eng.']
Smelt'ing, a. & n. from Smelt.
Smelting furnace (Metal.), a furnace in which ores are
smelted or reduced.
Smerk (smerk), n. & v. See Smirk.

Smerk

(smerk),

Smart

a.

)

jaunty

;

spruce.

;

See

Smew

—

crest ;
also smee,

called

bride, all

[Local, U. S.}
Smlck'er (smtk'i.
[Akin to
8w. stnickra to flat-

;

Dan. smigre,
European Smew (jilergus albellus).
and perhaps to G.
schmeicheln, and E. smile. Cf. Smicker, a.] To look
amorously or wantonly to smirk.
Smlck'er, a. [AS. smlcere tasteful, trim. See Smick\_Obs.']
BR, r.] Amorous; wanton; gay; spruce.
Amorous glance or inclination.
Smick'er-lng, n.
" A smickering to our young lady."
Dryden.
\Obs.']
[Dim. of smock.^^ A woman's
Smick'et (-§t), n.
under-garment a smock. [^Obs.OT Prov. Eng.'] Johnson.
Ford.
SrsaaiS.ly, adv.
Smugly; finically. [Ofci.]
Smid'dy (smid'dj), n. [See Smithy.] A smithy.
iProv. Eng. & Scot.']
Smlit (smTft), n. A match for firing a charge of powter,

the other also.

And David

Matt.
.

.

.

it, and smote
Sam. xvii. 49.
to use as an instrument in

1

.

(Chem.) See Pariliin.

Smith

Craggs and Child,

;

Pope.

—

;

;

2.

To

;

to smile a

welcome to

affect in a certain

And

smile.

[-K.]

n.

—

Sweet intercourse
Of looks and smiles ; for smiles from reason flow. Milton.
2. A somewhat similar expression of countenance, indicative of satisfaction combined with malevolent feelings, as contempt, scorn, etc. ; as, a scornful smile.
3. Favor ; countenance ; propitiousness ; as, the smiles
of Providence. "The imtVe of heaven."
Shak.
4. Gay or joyous appearance ; as, the smiles of spring.

D. C. as, the Smithsonian Institution Smithsonian
re.
The Smithsonian Institution.
Reports.
Smlth'son-lte (smTth'siin-it), re. [See Smithsonlan.]
(Min.) Native zinc carbonate. It generally occurs in
stalactitic, reniform, or botryoidal shapes, of a white to
gray, green, or brown color. See Note under Calamine.
Smlth'y (-f), n. [AS. smiSSe, fr. smiS ; akin to D.
smidse, smids, OHG. smitta, G. schmiede, Icel. smiSja.
See Smith, re.] The workshop of a smith, esp. a blacksmith a smithery a stithy. [Written also smiddy.]
Under a spreading chestnut tree
;

The brightness of their [the flowers'] smile was gone. Bryant.
Smile'less (smll'lSs), a. Not having a smile.
Smll'er (smil'er), n. One who smiles.
Tennyson.
Smil'et (-St), n. A Uttle smile. [iJ.]
Those happy smilets
That played on her ripe lip.
Shak.
Smll'lng-ly, adv. In a smiling manner.
Shak.
Smil'lng-nsSS, n. Quality or state of being smiling.
despair a smilingness assume.

See

Smltt

.

.

Ose,

v.

Illust.
t.

r^de,

full,

Up,

dm

;

pity

re.

village smithy stands.

[Cf. G. schmitz

a

Lonqt'elloxu.

stain, .•:chmUzen

;

food, fo'ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

Chapman.

his true person, talked with him.

the old

Lord Lafeu.

Shak.

I began to smoke that they were a parcel ot
Addison.

4. To ridicule to the face
to quiz. [Old Slang]
5. To inhale and puff out the smoke of, as tobacco to
burn or use in smoking as, to smoke a pipe or a cigiir.
6. To subject to the operation of smoke, for the puroften with out; as,
pose of annoying or driving out;
to smoke a woodchuck out of his burrow.
Smoke'-dry' (-dri'), v. t. To dry by or in smoke.
SmokO'hOUse' (-hous'), re. A building where meat or
fish is cured by subjecting it to a dense smoke.
;

;

;

—

Smoke'Jack'

(-j5k'),

re.

A

contrivance for turning a

by means of a fly
or wheel moved by the
current of ascending air
in a chimney.
spit

Smoke'less, a. Makno smoke.
"Smokeless towers."
Pope.

ing or having

Smok'er (smok'er),
1. One who dries
or preserves by smoke.
re.

2.

One who smokes

tobacco or the like.
3. A smoking car or
compartment. [U. S.]

&

under Collembola.

[From the

.

unite,

(smlt),

to besmear. See Smite, v. t.] Fine clay or ocher made
up into baUs, used for marking sheep. [Eng.] Woodward.
Smit'ten (smTt't'n), p. p. of Smite.
Smlt'tle (-t'l), V. t. [Freq. fr. OE. smitten to befoul.
See Smite, v. t.] To infect. [Prov. Eng.]
Wriqht.
Smlt'tle, n. Infection. [Prov. Eng.]
Smlt'tle (smit't'l), ) a. Infectious; catch hig. [Scot.
Eng.]
If.
Kingsleii.
Prov.
(-tlTsh),
Smit'tlish
I
Smock (sm5k), re. [AS. smocc ; akin to OHG. smoccho, Icel. smokkr, and from the root of AS. smUgan to
creep, akin to G. schmiegen to cling to, press close, MHG.
smiegen, Icel. smjuga to creep through, to put on a

root of smear.'] To
smear with something which stains, or makes dirty ; to
smutch ; to begrime ; to soil ; to sully.
I'll
with a kind of umber 5mircA my face.
Shak.

(smerch),

;

The

Byron.

—

Smirch

Upon that ...
mummers.

;

—

;

Sml'lo-don (smi'16-don), n.
[Gr. er/it'\r) a carving
knife -J- bSov^, oSoi'Tot, tooth.] (Paleon.) An extinct genus
of saber-toothed tigers. See Machjerodus.
Smllt (smilt), V. i. To melt. [Obs.]
Mortimer.
Smln-thu'rld (smTn-thu'rld), n. [Gr. <rniif9os a mouse
-+- oupa tail.]
(Zool.) Any one of numerous small species of springtails, of the family Sminihuridse,
usually
found on flowers.

I alone

Smoked

He was first smoked by

;

;

And made

preservation.
2. To fill or scent with smoke ; hence, to fill with incense ; to perfume. '' Smoking the temfle." Chaucer,
3. To smell out ; to hunt out ; to find out ; to detect.

;

;

;

[Cf.

;

;

;

Young.

Dan. smiil, Sw. smil. See Smile, v. i.]
1. The act of smiling a peculiar change or brightening of the face, which expresses pleasure, moderate joy,
mirth, approbation, or kindness
opposed to frown.

Smile,

;

Fragments atoms flinders. [Prov. Eng.]
Tennyson.
Smash the bottle to smitkers.
Fragments
Smlth'er-eens' (smith'er-enz'), re. pi.
W. Black.
atoms smithers. [Collog.]
Smith'er-y (smTth'er-y), n. ; pi. -lES (-Tz). 1. The
workshop of a smith a smithy or stithy.
smithing.
2. Work done by a smith
The din of all his smithery may some time or other possibly
Burke.
wake this noble duke.
Smlth'ing, re. The act or art of working or forging
Moxon.
metals, as iron, into any desired shape.
Smith-SO'nl-an (-so'nT-an), a. Of or pertaining to
the Englishman J. L. M. Smithsan, or to the national
institution of learning which he endowed at Washington,

visitors.

way with a

sharply smile prevailing folly dead.

'

;

2. pi.

;

consent

(smith), n.

Isa. 1. 6.
back to the smiters.
[AS. smiS ; akin to D. smid, G.

Eng.]

4. To be propitious or favorable to favor to countenance
often with ore / as, to smile on one's labors.
Smile, V. t. 1. To express by a smile as, to smile
;

&

;

J^ope.

desert smiled.
the wild.

—

;

;

3. To look gay and joyous ; to have an appearance suited
to excite joy as, smiling spring ; smiling plenty.

The

my

;

sneer.

And paradise was opened in

—

To

schmied, OHG. smid, Icel. smiSr, Dan. & Sw. smed,
Goth, smipa (in comp.) cf. Gr. <rjniAi) a sort of knife,
1. One who forges with the
(r/iivuTt a hoe, mattock.]
hammer one who works in metals as, a b\a,c^smith,
Piers Plowman.
goldsmith, silversmith, and the like.
Nor yet the smith hath learned to form a sword. Tate.
2. One who makes or effects anything. [P.] Dry den.
Smith, V. i. [AS. smiSian. See Smith, n.] To beat
Chaucer.
[Obs.]
into shape to forge.
What smith that any [weapon] smitheth. Piers Plowman.
or
occupation
of a
(-kraff),
The
art
re.
Smlth'craft'
Sir 'W. Raleigh.
smith; smithing. [R.]
fine
rain.
[Prov.
Light,
Smlth'er (smith'er), n. 1.

When last I saw thy young blue eyes, they smiled. Byroii.
To express slight contempt by a look implying sarI said to

the smoke, etc., from the furnace is collected before
Smoke sail (Naut.), a small
going out at the chimney.
sail in the lee of the galley stovepipe, to prevent the
smoke from annoying people on deck.— Smoke tree (Bot.\
a shrub (Rhus Cotinus) in which the flowers are mostly
abortive and the panicles transformed into tangles of
plumose pedicels looking like wreaths of smoke.
To end
in smoke, to be burned hence, to be destroyed or ruined
figuratively, to come to nothing.
Syn. — Fume reek ; vapor.
Smoke, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Smoked (smokt) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Smoking.]
[AS. smocian ; akin to D. smoken,
G. schmauchen, Dan. smoge. See Smoke, re.]
1. To
emit smoke ; to throw off volatile matter in the form of
vapor or exhalation ; to reek.
Hard by a cottage chimney smokes.
Milton.
2. Hence, to burn ; to be kindled ; to rage.
The anger of the Lord and his jealousy shall smote against
that man.
Deut. xxix. 20r
3. To raise a dust or smoke by rapid motion.
Proud of his steeds, he smokes along the field. Dryden*
4. To draw into the mouth the smoke of tobacco burning in a pipe or in the form of a cigar, cigarette, etc.
to habitually use tobacco in this manner.
6. To suffer severely to be punished.
Some of you shall smoke for it in Rome.
Shak,
Smoke, V. t. 1. To apply smoke to to hang in
smoke ; to disinfect, to cure, etc., by smoke ; as, to smoki
or fumigate infected clothing ; to smoke beef or hams for

;

2.

'T was what

—

—

;

I gave

;

Who praised my modesty, and smiled.

—

—

;

hears merry tales and
tmiles not.
Shak.
Fope.
She smiled to see the doughty hero slain.

casm or pity; to

;

;

;

He

.

;

ing, ireioAe-dried, «!reoAe-stained, etc.
Smoke arch, the smoke box of a locomotive.
Smoke
ball {Mil.), a ball or case containing a composition which,
when it burns, sends forth thick smoke.
Smoke black,
lampblack. [OJs.]
Smoke board, a board suspended before a fireplace to prevent the smoke from coming out
into the room.
Smoke box, a chamber in a boiler, where

Smite, v.i. To strike; to collide; to beat. [Archaic]
The heart melteth, and the knees smite together. Nah. ii. 10.
Smite, n. The act of smiting a blow.
SmlVei' (smlfer), n. One who smites.

&

.

a smock

That which resembles smoke a vapor ; a mist.
Anything unsubstantial, as idle talk.
Shak.
The act of smoking, esp. of smoking tobacco as,
to have a smoke. [Colloq.]
(5^°" Smoke is sometimes joined with other words,
forming self-explaining compounds as, ireioAe-consum2.
3.

.

afflict

in,

4.

—
—

A

but frown.

To

provide with, or clothe

&

strike or affect with passion, as love or fear.
The charms that smite the simple heart.
Fope.
Smit with the love of sister arts we came.
Fope.
To smite off, to cut off.
To smite out, to knock out,
as a tooth. Exod. xxi. 27.
To smite with the tongue,
Jer. xviii. 18.
to reproach or upbraid to revile. [Obs.]
7.

A

He doth nothing

.

To

t.

;

to chasten ; to punish.
Let us not mistake God's goodness, nor imagine, because he
smites us, that we are forsaken by him.
Wake.
6.

(smi'laks), n.
[L., bindweed, Gr. aiiika^.]
(Bot.) (a)
genus of perennial climbing plants, usually
with a prickly woody stem ; green brier, or cat brier. The
rootstocks of certain species are the source of the medicine called sarsaparilla.
delicate trailing plant
(6)
(Myrsiphyllum asparagoides) much used for decoration.
It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Smile (smil), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Smiled (smild)
vb. n. Smilino.]
[OE. smilen ; akin to Dan.
p. pr.
smile, Sw. smila, MHG. smielen, smieren, L. mirari to
wonder at, Skr. smi to smile ; and probably to E. smicker.
V173. Cf. Admire, Marvel, Smirk.] 1. To express amusement, pleasure, moderate joy, or love and
kindness, by the features of the face to laugh silently.

&

Smock,

V.

or a smock frock.
Tennyson.
Smock'— faced' (-fast'), a. Having a feminine countenance or complexion smooth-faced ; girlish. Fenton.
Smock' frock' (frok'). A coarse frock, or shirt, worn
over the other dress, as by farm laborers.
Macaulay.
Chaucer.
Smock'less, a. Wanting a smock.
Smok'a-ble (smok'a-b'l), a. Capable of being smoked
suitable or ready to be smoked ; as, smokable tobacco.
Smoke (smok), re. [AS. smoca, fr. smedi an to smoke
akin to LG.
D. smook smoke, Dan. sm'og, G. schmauch,
and perh. to Gr. triJ-vx^tv to bum in a smoldering fire
cf. Lith. smaugti to choke.]
1. The visible exhalation,
vapor, or substance that escapes, or is expelled, from a
burning body, especially from burning vegetable matter,
as wood, coal, peat, or the like.
11^°" The gases of hydrocarbons, raised to a red heat
or tliereabouts, without a mixture of air enough to produce combustion, disengage their carbon in a fine powder,
forming smoke. The disengaged carbon when deposited
on solid bodies is soot.

;

der, as in blasting ; a fuse.
Spenser.
Smight (smit), V. i. To smite. [OJs.]
Smil'a-cln (smil'a-sin or smila-), ti. [Cf. F. smila-

See Sshlax.]

—

2. To cause to strike ;
striking or hurling.
Prophesy, and smite thine hands together. Ezek. xxi. 14.
smote the javelin into the wall. 1 Sam. xix. 10.
Saul
3. To destroy the life of by beating, or by weapons of
any kind ; to slay by a blow ; to kiU as, to smite one
with the sword, or with an arrow or other instrument.
4. To put to rout in battle ; to overthrow by war.
5. To blast; to destroy the life or vigor of, as by a
stroke or by some visitation.
The flax and the barley was smitten.
Ex. ix. 31.

;

Smllas

v. 39.

took thence a stone, and slang

the Philistine in his forehead.

;

;

;

;

smirk and blush, had just entered.

;

A blouse

;

;

&

er), V.

eine.

smile

;

smee duck, white
merganser, and
white nun. (6) The
hooded merganser.

;

In her smock, with head and foot all bare. Chaucer.
a smock frock.
Carlyle.
Smock (smok), a. Of or pertaining to a smock resembling a smock hence, of or pertaining to a woman.
Smock mill, a windmill of which only the cap turns round
to meet the wind, in distinction from a post mill, whose
whole building turns on a post.
Smock race, a race run
by women for the prize of a smock. [Prov. £ng.]
2.

;

A forced or affected

re.

&

which has

a white

garment which has a hole to put the head through;
Cf. Smug, Smuggle.]
cf. Lith. smukti to gUde.
1. A
woman's under-garment a shift a chemise.

a dirty stain.

a simper.
Sir W. Scott.
Smirk, a. Nice ; smart ; spruce ; affected ; simper" So smirk, so smooth."
ing.
Spenser.
Smirk'ing-ly, adv. With smirking ; with a smirk.
Smlrk'y (-y), a. Smirk ; smirking.
Spenser.
Smlt (smlt), rare imp. &p. p. of Smite.
Smit with the beauty of so fair a scene.
Cowper.
Chaucer.
Smlt, obs. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Smite.
(smlt),
V.
t.
[imp.
Smite
Smote (smot), rarely Smit
(smit) ; p. p. Smitten (smJt't'n), rarely Smit, or Smote
vb. re. Smitino (smit'ing).]
p. pr.
[AS. smltan
to smite, to soil, pollute
akin to OFries. smiia to
smite, LG. smiten, D. smijten, G. schmeissen, OHG. sm%zan to smear, stroke, OSw.
dial. Sw. smiia to smite,
Dan. smide to throw, Goth, h'lsmeitan, gsismeitan, to
anoint, besmear ; cf. Skr. med to be fat. The original
sense seems to have bejn, to daub on, to smear.
Cf.
Smut.] 1. To strike ; to inflict a blow upon with the
hand, or with any instrument held in the hand, or with a
missile throv,'n by the hand
as, to smite with the fist,
with a rod, sword, spear, or stone.
Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him

The

Smibk, a. lObs.]
(-y),
)
Spenser,
So smerk. so smooth, hia pricked ears.
Smer'lln (smer'lln), ra. (Zool.) AsmaUloach
(smu),
[Perhaps for ice-mew.l (Zool.) (a)
small European
merfranser {Mergus
albellus)

;

;

Smirk,

Smerk'y

A

A smvitch

(smerch), n.

Smirk (smerk), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Smirked (smerkt)
p.pr. & vb. n. Smirking.] [OE. smirken, AS. smercian,
smearcian ; cf. MHG. smieren, smielen, to smile. See
Smile, v. i.] To smile in an affected or conceited manner to smile with affected complaisance to simper.

as, to smelt tin.

Smelt'er (smSlfer),

SMOKESTACK

1359

slug, i^k

Smoke's tack'
A

(-stik'), n.
chimney
esp., a pipe serving as

a chimney, as the pipe

which carries

smoke
;

off

Smokejack.

the

of a locomotive, the funnel of a

then,

thin

;

1)on

;

zh = z

steam

vessel, etc.

in azure.

N

SMOKILY

1360

SNAILFISH

Smok'l-ly (smok'T-lJ?), adv. In a smoky manner.
Smok'l-ness, n. The quality or state of being smoky.
Smok'lng, a. & n. fiom Smoke.
Smoking bean (Bot.), the long pod of the catalpa, or Indian-bean tree, often smoked by boys as a substitute for

Smooth'-Chlnned' (smooth'cMnd'), a.
Having a
smooth chin beardless.
Drayton.
Smooth'en (-'n), v. t. To make smooth. [06s.]
Smooth'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, smooths.
Smooth'lng, a. & n. fr. Smooth, v.
Smoothing iron, an iron instrument with a polished face,
for smoothing clothes a sadiron a flatiron. — Smoothing
plane, a short, finely set plane, for smoothing and finishing work.
Smoothly, adv. In a smooth manner.
Smooth'ness, n. Quality or state of being smooth.
Smooth'-spo'ken (-spo'k'n), a. Speaking smoothly

[imp. & p. p. Smutted p. pr.
t.
Smutting.] 1. To stain or mark with smut; to
coal,
soot, or other dirty substance.
blacken with
2. To taint with mildew, as grain.
Baeon.
to sully or taint to tarnish.
3. To blacken
4. To clear of smut as, to smut grain for the mill.
Smut, V. i. 1. To gather smut to be converted into
smut to become smutted.
Mortimer,

— Smoking

cigars.

a railway car or carriage reserved
who smoke tobacco.
\_Compar. Smokier (-I-er) superl.

car,

for the use of passengers

Smok'y

(-f), a.
1. Emitting

;

smoke, esp. in large quantities
fumid as, smohy fires.
as, a
2. Having the appearance or nature of smoke
Shak.
smoky tog. " Unlustrous as the .swioA-i/ light. "
3. Filled with smoke, or with a vapor resembling
smoke thick as, a smoky atmosphere.
4. Subject to be filled with smoke from chimneys or
Smokiest.]

manner

or in an offensive

;

;

;

;

;

plausible

fireplaces
as, a smoky house.
5. Tarnished with smoke ; noisome with smoke ; as,
smoky rafters ; smoky cells.
Foote.
[06s.]
6. Suspicious ; open to suspicion.
Smoky quartz (Min.), a variety of quartz crystal of a
pale to dark smoky-brown color. See Qdabtz.

tongue

;

G.

Prov.
1.

smelen, D. smeulen.

smolen,

To burn and smoke without flame

;

Cf.

Smell.]

away

;

;

;

Smoke; smother. [06..]
iSSlu'der,}"The smolder stops our nose with stench.
Smol'der-lng,
Smoul'der-lng,

Being

)<i.

Gascoigne.

II

II

;

;

smothery. [06s.]
flaming fire ymixt with smoldry smoke.

A

)

(smolt), n.

three years old,

when

A

(Zool.)

has acquired

it

Spenser.

young salmon two or
its silvery color.

Smooch (smooch or smouch), v. t. See Smutch.
Smoor (smoor), V. t. [AS. smorian ; akin to D. &
LGr. smoren, G. schmoren to stew.
Cf. Smother.]
To
suffocate or smother.

[Written also smore.^ [06s. or
Sir T. More. Burns.

& Scot.']

Prov. Eng.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The only smooth

poet of those times.

Milton.

Waller was smooth ; but Dryden taught to join
The varying verse, the full-resounding line.

Pope.

When sage Minerva rose.

smooth-tongued.

t.

Having a smooth

a.

To smother. See Smooe.
and some were smored.

(sm8r-ts'an'd6),

Smor-za'tO (sm6r-ts'a'to),
and softer dying away
;

[06s.]

Du Bartas.

[It.]
{Mus.)
Growing gradually

a.

)

)

morendo.

;

(smo'ter-llch), a.

[Cf.

Smut.] Dirty
Chaucer.

_Smoth'er (smuth'er), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Smothered
(-erd) p. pr.
vb. n. Smothering.]
[OE. smorlheren ;
akin to E. smoor. See Smoor.] 1. To destroy the life
of by suffocation ; to deprive of the air necessary for
life ; to cover up closely so as to prevent breathing
to
suffocate ; as, to smother a child.
affect
suffocation
stifle
2. To
as by
to
to deprive of
air by a thick covering, as of ashes, of smoke, or the

&

;

;

;

like ; as, to smother a fire.
3. Hence, to repress the action of;

public view ; to suppress
one's displeasure.

;

to conceal

;

to cover from
as, to smother

Smoth'er, v. i. 1. To be suffocated or stifled.
2. To burn slowly, without sufficient air
to smolder.
Smoth'er, n. [OE. smorther. See Smother, v. i.]
;

smoke ; thick dust.
state of suppression.
[06s.]

X.

Stifling

2.

A

Not

Shak.

to

fly (Zool.),

Smoth'er-y (-y), a- Tending to smother stifling.
Smouch (smooch or smouch), v. t. [Akin to smack.]
To kiss closely. lObs.]
P. Stttbbes.
Smouch, V. i. [See Smutch.] To smutch to soil
as, to smouch the face.
;

;

Smouch,

Smudge

A dark soil or stain

n.

Smoul'der
Smoul'dry

(smol'der), V.

i.

a smutch.
See Smolder.
;

(-dry), a.
See Smoldrt.
(smiij), n. [Cf. Dan. smuds

smut, E. smutch,
Grose.
combustibles partially ignited and
burning slowly, placed on the windward side of a house,
tent, or the like, in order, by the thick smoke, to keep
Bartlett.
off mosquitoes or other insects.
[{7. S.]
a
3. That which is smeared upon anything a stain
blot a smutch a smear.
Smudged
(smfijd)
pr.
Smudge, v. t. [imp. &p. p.
p.
vb. n. Smudging.] 1. To stifle or smother with smoke
to smoke by means of a smudge.
to blacken with
2. To smear
to smutch
to soil
smoke.
01 smoke.]

1.
of

A heap

2.

A suffocating smoke.
damp

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

The quality or state
(smiJi'I-nSs), n.
of being smudged, soiled, or blurred.
C. A. Young.
(smug), a. [Of Scand. or Low German origin ;
Smudg'i-ness

Smug

cf. LG. smuck, G. schmuck, Dan. smuk, OSw. smuck,
smock, and E. smock, smuggle; cf. G. schmuck orna6>
ment. See Smock.] Studiously neat or nice, especially
This smooth discourse and mild behavior oft
ic dress spruce ; affectedly precise smooth and prim.
Conceal a traitor.
Addison.
They be so smug and smooth. Eohynson {More*s Utopia).
6. {3fech. & Physics) Causing no resistance to a body
The smug and scanty draperies of his style.
De Quincey.
sliding along its surface frictionless.
A young, smug, handsome holiness has no fellow. Beau. Sf Fl.
5^°" Smooth is often used in the formation of self(smugd)
V.
t.
Smugged
[imp.
p. pr.
Smug,
&
p.
p.
explaining compounds
as,
smoott- bodied, smoothbrowed, smoott-combed, smoott-faced, smooW-finished, & vb. n. Smuggihq.] To make smug, or spruce. [06s.]
SOTOott-gliding, smoott-grained, smoo<A-leaved, smooth- Thus said, he smugged his beard, and stroked up fair. Drayton.
Bliding, smoort-speaking, smoo^A-woven, and the like.
Smug'gle (-g'l), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Smuggled
Syn.
Even; plain; level; flat; polished; glossy;
[Of Low
(-g'ld)
p. pr. & vb. n. Smuggling (-gllng).]
Bleek soft ; bland mud soothing voluble flattering
German
or Scand. origin; cf. LG. smuggeln, D. smokadulatory; deceptive.
to introkelen,
smyga
G.
schmuggeln,
smugle,
Sw.
Dan.
Smooth, adv. Smoothly.
Chaucer.
sniuiSmooth runs the water where the brook is deep. ShaJc. duce or convey secretly, Dan. i smug secretly, D.
gen to eat in secret, AS. smUgan to creep. See Smock.]
Smooth, n, 1. The act of making smooth a stroke
1. To import or export secretly, contrary to the law
which smooths.
Thackeray. to
import or export without paying the duties imposed
2. That which is smooth the smooth part of anything.
by law as, to smuggle lace.
" The smooth of his neck."
Gen. xxvii. 16.
2. Fig.
To convey or introduce clandestinely.
Smooth, V. t. limp. & p. p. Smoothed (smoothd)
Smug'gle, V. i. To import or export in violation of
p. pr. & vb. n. Smoothing.] [OE. smoihen, smethen,
the customs laws.
AS. smeSian; cf. LG. smoden. See Smooth, a.] To
Smug'gler (smiig'gler), n. 1. One who smuggles.
make smooth to make even on the surface by any
2. A vessel employed in smuggling.
means as, to smooth a board with a plane to smooth
Gay.
Smugly, adv. In a smug manner. [B.]
cloth with an iron. Specifically
Smug'ness, n. The quality or state of being smug.
(a) To free from obstruction to make easy.
(smiit), n.
[Akin to Sw. smuts, Dan. smuds,
Smut
Thou, Abelard the last sad ofiice pay,
And smooth my passage to the realms of day. Pope. MHG. smus, G. schmutz, D. smet a spot or stain, smoddig, smodsig, smodderig, dirty, smodderen to smut and
to make flowing.
(6) To free from harshness
probably to E. smite. See Smite, v. t., and cf. Smitt,
In their motions harmony divine
Smutch.] 1. Foul matter, like soot or coal dust; also,
So smooths her charming tones that God's own ear
a spot or soil made by such matter.
Listens deUghted.
Milton.
2. (Mining) Bad, soft coal, containing much earthy
(c) To palliate
to gloze as, to smooth over a fault.
matter, found in the immediate locality of faults.
To
(d)
give a smooth or calm appearance to.
3. (Bot. ) An affection of cereal grains producing a
Each perturbation smoothed with outward calm. Milton.
swelling which is at length resolved into a powdery sooty
(e) To ease
to regulate.
Dryden. mass. It is caused by parasitic fungi of the genus UsSmooth, V. i. To flatter to use blandishment.
tilago.
Ustilago segetum, or U. Carbo, is the commonest
Because I can not flatter and speak fair.
kind that of Indian com is Ustilago maydis.
Smile in men's faces, smooth, deceive and cog. Shdk,
4. Obscene language ribaldry obscenity.
Sm00th1)0re' (-bor'), a. (Gun.) Having a bore of
He does not stand upon decency
but will talk smut,
perfectly smooth surface
Addison.
distinguished from rijfled. though a priest and his mother be in the room.
—n. A smoothbore firearm.
Smnt mill, a machine for cleansing grain from smut.

From her sweet Ups smooth elocution flows.
Bland ; mild ; soothing ; flattering.

Gay.

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

_

;

;

:

;

;

:

—

;

;

1

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

—

senate,

;

.

care,

am, arm, ask,

final,

a^

;

eve,

event,

.

;

;

;

;

;

2.

To

give off

smut

to crock.

;

Smutch

(smQch), re. [Prob. for smuts. See Smut, re.]
a dirty spot.
B. Jonson.
Smutch, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Smutched (smiicht) ; p.
vb. n. Smutching.] To blacken with smoke, soot,
pr.
or coal. [Written also smooch.]
B. Jonson.
Smutch'in (-In), n. Snuff. [06s.]
Howell.

A stain

;

&

Smut'ty (smiit'ty), a. [Compar. Smuttier (-tl-er)
superl. Smuttiest.]
1. Soiled with smut ; smutted.
2. Tainted with mildew
as, smutty com.
3. Obscene not modest or pure ; as, a smutty saying.
The smutty joke, ridiculously lewd.
Smollett,
;

;

(-tl-ly),

adv.

.

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

— Smut'ti-ness,

re.

(smer'nT-5t), a.
Of or pertaining to
Smyrna, —n.
native or inhabitant of Smyrna.
Snack (snSk), ra. [See Snatch, v. t.] 1.
share;
a part or portion ;
obsolete, except in the coUoqui^
phrase, to go snacks, i.e., to share.
At last he whispers, " Do, and we go STiacks.^*
Pope.
2. A slight, hasty repast.
[Colloq.]

Smjrr'ni-Ot

A

A

—

Snack'et (-Bt), n. See Snecket. [Prov. Eng.]
Snac'Ot (sn5k'5t), n. [Said to be corrupted fr. NL.
syngnathus, fr. Gr. cruV together -\- yva.9o? jaw, because
the jaws can be only slightly separated.] (Zool.) A pipefish of the genus Syngnathus.
See Pipefish.
Snal'fle (snaf'f'l), re. [D. snavel a beak, bill, snout
akin to G. schnabel, OHG. snabul, D. sneb, snebbe,
OFries. snavel mouth, Dan.
Sw. snabel beak, bill,
Lith. snapas, and to E. snap, v. See Snap, and cf. Neb.]
A kind of bridle bit, having a joint in the part to be
placed in the mouth, and rings and cheek pieces at the
ends, but having no curb
called also snaffle bit.
Snaffle, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Snateled (-fid) p. pr.
& vb. re. Snaffling (-fling).] To put a snaffle in the
mouth of to subject to the snaffle to bridle.
Snag (snSg), re. [Prov. E., n., a lump on a tree where a
branch has been cut off v., to cut off the twigs and small
branches from a tree, of Celtic origin cf. Gael, snaigh,
snaidh, to cut down, to prune, to sharpen, p. p. snaighte,
snaidhte, cut off, lopped, Ir. snaigh a hewing, cutting.]
1. A stump or base of a branch that has been lopped
off a short branch, or a sharp or rough branch a Imot
a protuberance.
The coat of arms
Now on a naked snag in triumph borne.
Dryderu
2. A tooth projecting beyond the rest ; contemptuously, a broken or decayed tooth.
Prior.
3. A tree, or a branch of a tree, fixed in the bottom
of a river or other navigable water, and rising nearly
or quite to the surface, by which boats are sometimes
pierced and sunk. [XJ. S.]
4. (Zool.) One of the secondary branches of an antler.
Snag boat, a steamboat fitted with apparatus for removing snags and other obstructions in navigable streams.
Snag tooth. Same as Snag, 2.
[ f. S.\

&

;

keep their suspicions in smother.
Bacon.
an aphid.
Smoth'er-1-ness (-T-n5s), n. The quality or state of
being smothery.
Smoth'er-ing-ly, adv. In a smothering manner.

Smother

&

;

vb. n.

— Smut'ti-ly

(smot), imp. (and rare p. p.) of Smite.

[06s.]

foul.

Smooth

(smooth), a.
[Compar. Smoother (-er)
superl. Smoothest.]
[OE. smothe, smeihe., AS. smeSe,
smaeSe, w^ere e, oe, come from an older o ; cf. LG. smode,
smoe, smodig ; of uncertain origin.] 1. Having an even
surface, or a surface so even that no roughness or points
can be perceived by the touch not rough as, smooth
glass
smooth porcelain.
Chaucer.
The outlines must be smooth, imperceptible to the touch, and
even, without eminences or cavities.
Dryden.
2. Evenly spread or arranged
sleek as, smooth hair.
3. Gently flowing
moving equably not ruffled or
obstructed as, a smooth stream.
4. Flowing or uttered without check, obstruction, or
hesitation not harsh voluble even fluent.

;

(-tiingd'),
flattering.

blood,

Smor-zan'do

Smo'ter-Uch

in a state of suppressed

I

Smolt

v.

Smote

;

Smol'der-lng-ness )(smol'der-ing-n5s), n. The
Smoul'der-lng-ness
state of smoldering.
(smol'drj?), a. Smoldering suffocating
Smol'dry

SmOUl'dry

(smor),

fainter

Some

)

;

Some dying vomit

quiet but not dead.
evil chance
Will make the smoldering scandal break and blaze. Tennyson.
activity

j

plausible

;

to waste

by a slow and suppressed combustion.
The smoldering dust did round about him emoke. Spenser.
2. To exist in a state of suppressed or smothered activity to burn inwardly
as, a smoldering feud.
To smother to suffocate to
Smol'der, ) v. t.
Smoul'der, J choke. [06s.] Holinshed. Palsgrave.
;

;

Smore

;

Smol'der 1 (smol'der), t^. t. [im/). &p.^. Smoldeeed
Smoul'der ) (-derd) or Smouldered p. pr. & vb. n.
Smoldebing or Smodldekino.] [OE. smolderen; cf.

flattering

;

Smooth'-tongued'

;

;

;

Smut

(smiit), V.

&

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

How thy snag teeth stand orderly.
Like stakes which strut by the water side.
J. Cotgrave.
Snag, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Snagged (snSgd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Snagging (-glng).]
1. To cut the snags or
branches from, as the stem of a tree ; to hew roughly.
[Pi-ov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
2. To injure or destroy, as a steamboat or other vessel, by a snag, or projecting part of a sunken tree. \U. S-l
Snag'ged (-gSd), a. Full of snags ; snaggy.
Snag'gy (-gy), a. 1. Full of snags ; full of short,
rough branches or sharp points ; abounding with knots.
" Upon a snaggy oak."
Spenser.
2. Snappish cross ; ill-tempered.
[Prov. Eng.]
Snail (snal), re.
[OE. snaile, AS. snxgel, snegel,
snxgl; akin to G. schnecke, OHG. snecko, Dan. snegl,
Icel. snigill.]
1. (Zool.) (a)
Any one of numerous species
of terrestrial air-breathing gastropods belonging to the genus
Helix and many allied genera
of the ta,mi\y Melicidx.
They
(^Macrocyclis conare abimdant in nearly all parts Snail
cava).
of the world except the arctic
regions, and feed almost entirely on vegetation a land
snail.
(6) Any gastropod having a general resemblance
to the true snsiils, including fresh -water and marine

&

&

;

.

;

species.
See Pond snail, under Pond, and Sea snail.
2. Hence, a drone ; a slow-moving person or thing.
3. (Mech.)
spiral cam, or a flat piece of metal of
spirally curved outline, used for giving motion to, or
changing the position of, another part, as the hammer
tail of a striking clock.
4.
tortoise ; in ancient warfare, a movable roof or

A

A

shed to protect besiegers a testudo. [06s.]
They had also all manner of gynes [engines]
;

. .
that needtaking or sieging of castle or of city, as snails, that
was naught else but hollow pavises and targets, under the which
men, when they fought, were heled [protected], ... as the
snail is in his house therefore they cleped them snails.

ful

.

is [in]

;

Vegetius (Trans.).

The pod

5. (Bot.)

of the snail clover.

Ear snail. Edible snail, Pond snail, etc. See under Ear,
Edible, etc. —Snail borer (Zool.), a boring univalve mollusk; a drill.— Snail clover (Bot.), a cloverlike plant
(Medicago scutellata, also, il. Heliz);—BO named from
called
its pods, which resemble the shells of snails
also snail trefoil, snail medic, and beehive.
Snail flower
(Bot.), a leguminous plant (Phaseohts Caracalla) having
the keel of the corolla spirally coiled like a snail shell.
Snail BheU(.2ro5Z.), the shell of a snail. —Snail trefoil. (Bot.)
See Snail clover, above.
Snall'fish' (-fish'), re. (Zo'ol.) See Sea snail (a).

—

;

—

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey, drb, 5dd
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SNAIL-LIKE
Snall'-lllce' (snalllk'), a. Like or suiting a snail
as, snail-like progress.
Snail'— like', adv. In the manner of a snail ; slowly.
Snail'— paced' (-past'), a. Slow-moving, like a snail.
Shak.
Bid the snail-paced Ajax arm for shame.

rubra) which has very fragrant red blossoms,

'Snails (snalz), interj. God's nails, or His nails, that
is, the nails witli wliich the Savior was fastened to the

snakes

—

as

Gorgon shield.
Milton.
[imp. & p. p. Snapped (snapt) p.
pr.
vb. n. Snappino.]
[LG. or D. snappen to snap up,
to snatch ; akin to G. schnappen, MH6. snaben, Dan.
snappe, and to D. snavel beak, bill. Cf Neb, Snaffle, re.]
1. To break at once ; to break short, as substances
that are brittle.
Breaks the doors open, ^naps the locks.
Prior.
2. To strike, to hit, or to shut, with a sharp sound.
3. To bite or seize suddenly, especially with the teeth.
He, by playing too often at the mouth of death, has been
snapped 'by it aXXoL&t.
South.
4. To break upon suddenly with sharp, angry words
to treat snappishly ;
usually with up.
Granville.
5. To crack ; to cause to make a sharp, cracking noise
as, to snap a whip.
MacMorlan snapped his fingers repeatedly. Sir W. Scott.
6. To project with a snap.
To snap back (Football), to roll the ball back with the
foot
done only by the center rush, who thus delivers
the ball to the quarter back on his own side when both
To snap off. (a) To break sudsides are ranged in line.
denly, (b) To bite off suddenly.
Snap, V. i. 1. To break short, or at once to part
asunder suddenly as, a mast snaps ; a needle snaps.
But this weapon will snap short, unfaithful to the hand that
employs it.
Burke.
2. To give forth, or produce, a sharp, cracking noise
to crack ; as, blazing firewood snaps.
3. To make an effort to bite ; to aim to seize with the
teeth to catch eagerly (at anything) ;
often with at ;
as, a dog snaps at a passenger ; a fish snaps at the bait.
4. To utter sharp, harsh, angry words;
often with
at ; as, to snap at a child.
5. To miss fire ; as, the gun snapped.
Snap, re. [Cf. D. snap a snatching. See Snap, v. t.'\
\. A sudden breaking or rupture of any substance.
2. A sudden, eager bite ; a sudden seizing, or effort to
seize, as with the teeth.
3. A sudden, sharp motion or blow, as with the finger
sprung from the thumb, or the thumb from the finger.
4. A sharp, abrupt sound, as that made by the crack
of a whip as, the snap of the trigger of a gun.

—

—

—

—

;

,

I

Asiatic species (A. melanogaster) is native of Southern
Asia and the East Indies. Two
other species inhabit Africa
and Australia respectively.

And alike
As having

The wryneck.
The band fish.

9. (Zo'dl.)
;

formerly

;

If thou retire, the

3.

Snare drum, the smaller common military drum, as
distinguished from the bass drum ;
so called because
(in order to render it more resonant) it has stretched
across its lower head a catgut string or strings.

—

&

Tlie

Senega; button snakeroot is Liatris, also
white snakeroot is JSupatorium ageratoides.
is also applied to some others besides these.
la

p. pr. & vb. re. Snarling.] [Etymol. uncertain.] To
form raised work upon the outer surface of (thin metal
ware) by the repercussion of a snarling iron upon the

A snap beetle.

inner surface.

Snarl, v. t. [From Snare, v. t.'] 1. To entangle ; to
complicate to involve in knots as, to snarl a skein of
thread. " Her sreaWed hair."
Spenser.
2. To embarrass ; to insnare.
[The] question that they would have snarled him with. Latimer.
knot or complication of hair, thread, or
Snarl, n.
the like, difficult to disentangle ; entanglement ; hence,
intricate complication embarrassing difficulty.
Snarl, v. i. [From Snar.] 1. To growl, as an angry
or surly dog to gnarl to utter grumbling sounds. " An
angry cur snarls while he feeds."
Dryden
Lee.
2. To speak crossly ; to talk in rude, surly terms.
It is malicious and unmanly to snarl at the little lapses of a
pen, from which Virgil himself stands not exempted. Dryden.
;

;

;

rude,

86

full,

ilp,

flrn

;

pity

Snarl'ing,

;

food,

fo~bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sins,

;

;

re.

& n.

a.

from Snarl,

v.

Snarling Iron, a tool with a long beak, used in the process of snarling. Wlieu one end is held in a vise, and the
shank is struck witli a hammer, the repercussion of the
other end, or beak, within the article worked upon gives
the requisite blow for producing raised work. See Ist

Snarl.

[Prom Snare.] Kesembling, or
entangling insidious.
Spiders in the vault their snary webs have spread. Dryden.
Snast (snitst), n. [Cf. Snite, v. Z.] The snuft", or
burnt wick, of a candle. [Ote.]
Bacon.
[imp.
Snatch (suSoh), r. t.
p. p. SnatchSd
(snitcht) p. pr.
vb. re. Snatching.]
[OE. snacchen,
snecchen; altin to D. snakken to gasp, to long (for),
to desire.
Cf. Snack, «., Sneok.]
1. 'Jo take or seize
hastily, abruptly, or witliout permission or ceremony ;
as, to snatch a loaf or a kiss.
When half our knowlodgo wo must snatch, not take. Pope.
2. To seize and transport away ; to rap.
"Snatch me

Snar'y

(snSr'y), «.

consisting of, snares

;

;

&

&

;

Thomson.

to lieaven."

;

(Plmnieria

re.

(-er),

Sl'S^tly enlarged.

;

climbing plant (Strychnos colubrina) having a bitter
taste, and supposed to be a remedy for the bite of
the hooded serpent, (b) An East Indian climbing shrub
(Ovhioxylon serpentinum) wliicli has the roots and stems
twisted so as to resemble serpents, (c) Same as Trumslirub

1. (Bot.)

The

act of snarling a growl ; a surly or
an angry contention.
One who snarls ; a surly, growling
Snarl'er
animal ; a grumbling, quarrelsome fellow.
Snarl'er, n. One who makes use of a snarling iron.

Snarl,

peevish expression

Any

plant of the scrophulariaceous genus Antirrhinum, especially the cultivated A. majus, whose sliowy
flowers are fancifully likened to the face of a dragon.
(b) A West Indian herb (Ruellia tuberosa) with curiously
shaped blue flowers.
2. A play in which raisins are snatched from a vessel
containing burning brandy, and eaten also, that wliieh
See Flapdbagon.
Swift.
is so eaten.
Snape (snap), v. t. (Shipbuilding) To bevel the end
against
inclined
surface.
an
timber
to
fit
of a
Snap'hance' (snSp'lians'), re.. [D. snaphaan a gun,
See Snap, and
originally, the snapping cock of a gun.
Hen.] 1. A spring lock for discliarging a firearm also,
[Oft,?.]
tlie firearm to which it is attaclied.
[0?;*.]
2. A trifling or second-rate thing or person.
Snap'head' (-hSd'), n. A hemispherical or rounded
head to a rivet or bolt also, a swaging tool with a cavity
in its face for forming such a rounded head.
Snap'per (-per), 7i. 1. One who, or that which,
snaps as, a snapper up of trifles ; the snapper of a
whip.
2. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of large sparoid
food flslies of the genus Lutjanus, abundant on the
(a)

;

&

—

Snap'drag'on (-drSg'iSn), n.

—

American

;

—

—

tropical

;

—

without deliberation.
Snap lock, a lock
shutting with a catch or snap.— Snap rlv
eting, riveting in which the rivets have
snapheads formed by a die or swaging
tool.
Snap shot, a quick offhand shot. Snap Beetle (Ad'>'>'<'<:'" )•
without deliberately taking aim.
J['P''S\"'

Snake' S'-head' (anaks'hgd'), re. (Bot.) The Guineahen flower
so called in England because its spotted
petals resemble tlie scales of a snake's head.
Dr. Prior.
Snake's-head iris (Bot.), an iridaceous plant (Hermodactylus tiiberosu.i) of the Mediterranean region. Tlie flowers slightly resemble a serpent's open mouth.
Snake'Stone' (snak'ston'), re.
1.
A kind of hone
slate or whetstone obtained in Scotland.
(Paleon.)
2.
An ammonite
so called from its form,
which resembles that of a coiled snake.
Snake' S'-tongue' (snaks'tiing'), re. (Bot.) Same as
Adder's-tongue.
Snake'weed' (snak'wed'), re. (Bot.) (n) A kind of
knotweed (Polygonum Bistorta). (b) The Virginia snakeroot.
See Snakeroot.
Snake'WOOd' (-wood'), n. (Bot.) (a) An East Indian
;

;

;

A

from around the sand mold. — Snap judg
ment, a judgment formed on the instant

Eryngium
The name

mournful crocodile

With sorrow snares relenting passengers.
Shak.
Snar'er (-er), n. One who lays snares, or entraps.
Snarl (snUrl), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Snarled (snarld);

B. Jonson.

flask
called also snapping
(Molding), a flask for small work, having
its sides separable and held together by
latches, so that the flask may be removed

Virginia snakeroot is Aristolochia Serpeniaria; black snakeroot is Sanicula, esp. S. Marilandica,
also Cimicifuga raceniosa ; Seneca snakeroot is Poly ga-

;

;

—

beetle. — Snap

B^^ The

&

Snare, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Snared (snSrd) p. pr.
vb. n. Snaring.]
To catch with a snare ; to insnare
to entangle hence, to bring into unexpected evil, perplexity, or danger.
Lest that too heavenly form , , , snare them. Jlilton.

—

2. (Bot.) (a) The turtlehead.
(6) The Guinea -hen
flower.
See Snake's-head, and imder Guinea.
Snake'neck' (-nSk'), n. (Zo'dl.) The snakebird, 1.
(Bot.) Any ong of several
Snake'root' (-roof), re.
plants of different genera and species, most of which are
(or were formerly) reputed to be efficacious as remedies
for the bites of serpents ; also, the roots of any of these.

Dauphin, well appointed.

Stands with the snares of war to tangle thee.
Shak.
string stretched across the lower head

The gut or

of a drum.
4. (Med.) An instrument, consisting usually of a wire
loop or noose, for removing tumors, etc., by avulsion.

;

used on American
r a i 1 ro a d s. It was
sometimes so bent
Snakefish, or Lizard Fish (Synodus
by the passage of a
myops).
train as to slip over
a wheel and pierce the bottom of a car.

unite,

A

10. A thin, crisp cake, usually small, and flavored with
ginger
used chiefly in the plural.
11. Briskness ; vigor ; energy decision. \_Colloq.'\
12. Any circumstance out of which money may be
made or an advantage gained. 'iSlang']
Snap back (Football), the act of snapping back the ball.
Snap beetle, or Snap bug (Zo'dl.), any beetle of the family Elateridie, which, when laid on its
back, is able to leap to a considerable
height by means of a thoracic spring

loose, bent-up end of
one of the strap rails,

&

;

;

(Zo'dl.) (a)

South.

re.

;

severe interval or spell ;
applied to the
Lowell.
weather as, a cold snap.
8. A small catch or fastening held or closed by means
of a spring, or one which closes with a snapping sound,
as the catch of a bracelet, necklace, clasp of a book, etc.

Snake'head'
(-hSd'), n. 1. A

Gse,

—

G.schnapp-

[06«.]

(-wed'),

&

a nimble fellow.

skilled in every liberal science,
certain snaps of all.

A knapsack.

(Bol.) See Impatiens.
OD. snarren, Gr.
V. i.
[Akin to LG.
schnarren, and E. snore. See Snore, and cf. Snarl to
growl.] To snarl.
Spenser.
[OJs.]
Snare (sn3r), re. [AS. snear a cord, a string akin to
D. snoer, G. schnur, OHG. snuor a cord, snarahha a
noose, Dan. snare, Sw.
Icel. snara, Goth, snorjo a basket and probably also to E. needle.
See Needle, and
cf. Snarl to entangle.]
contrivance, often con1.
sisting of a noose of cord, or the like, by which a bird or
other animal may be entangled and caught a trap ; a gin.
2. Hence, anything by which one is entangled and
brought into trouble.

;

A sudden

[Cf. S%v. snapps'dck,

(-s5k'), n.

Snap'weed'
Snar (snar),

;

7.

eager to bite

;

—

sack.2

—

He 's

;

apt to speak angrily or testily
peevish.
;
The taunting address of a snappish misanthrope. Jeffrey.
Snap'pish-ly, adv.
Snap'plsh-ness, ».
Snap'py (-py), a. Snappish. ICollog.']

Snap'saok'

A greedy fellow.
VEstrange.
That which is, or may be, snapped up something
off, seized, or obtained by a single quick movement ; hence, a bite, morsel, or fragment a scrap.

lizard fish.

A

—

bitten

The

(d)

a snappish cur.
2. Sharp in reply
easily provoked ; tart

ser-

as,

—

5.
6.

;

»,
,/-^t. ? ,i
(CMycira
Turtle
Snapping ti

Snap'pish (-pTsh), a.
1. Apt to snap at persons or things

;

and tropical America — called
also darter, and water turkey.

„

under Alligator.

—

;

habit

its

seizing its
prey by a snap of its jaws,
Called also mud turtle.
ib) See Alligator snapper,
of

;

;

called

so

from

;

—

PETwooD.

United States;

—

;

&

;

—

;

—

2. (Zo'dl.)

&

Snapping beetle. (Zo'dl.) See Snap beetle, under Snap,
Snapping turtle. (Zo'dl.) (o)A large and voracious aquatic turtle ( Vhelydra serpentina) common in the fresli
waters of the

—

—

(snak'fifsh'),ra.

abundant species. The name is loosely applied to various
other fishes, as the bluefish, the rosefish, tlie red grouper,
etc.
See Rosefish.
3. (Zo'dl.) A snapping turtle ; as, the alligator snapper,
4. (Zo'dl.) The green woodpecker, or yaffle.
5. (Zo'dl.) A snap beetle.
Snap'ping (snap'ping), a.
re. from Snap, v.

;

—

rails,

;

—

—

—

or flat

.s7iaA-y-headed,

V. t.

.

snake (Zo'dl.), a common European colubrine snake (IVopidonoius natrix).
Snake eater. (Zo'dl.) («) The markhoor.
Snake fence, a worm
(b) The secretary bird.
fence (which see). [ U. S.]
Snake fly (Zo'dl.), any one of
several species of neuropterous insects of the genus Rhaphidia ;
so called because of their large head and elonSnake gourd (Bot.), a cucurfated neck and prothorax.
itaceous plant (Trichosanthes anguina) having the fruit
shorter and less snakelike than that of the serpent cucumber.
Snake killer. (Zo'dl.) (a) The secretary bird.
(b) The chaparral cock.
Snake moss (Bot.), the common
club moss (Lycopodium clavatum). See Lycopodium.
Snake nut (Bot.), the fruit of a sapindaceous tree (Ophiocaryon paradoxum) of Guiana, tlie embryo of which resembles a snake coiled up.
Tree snake (Zo'dl.), anyone
of numerous species of colubrine snakes which habitually
live in trees, especially those of the genus Dendrophis
and allied genera.
Snake, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Snaked (snakt) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Snakino.] 1. To drag or draw, as a snake from
hole;
of
ten
with
Bartlett.
a
ou<.
\_Colloq. U. S.~\
2. (Naut.) To wind round spirally, as a large rope
with a smaller, or with cord, the small rope lying in the
spaces between the strands of the large one to worm.
Snake, v. i. To crawl like a snake.
Snake'bird' (-herd'), n. [So named from its
snakeUke neck.] (Zo'dl.) 1. Any one of four
species of aquatic birds of the genus Anhinga
or Plotus. They are allied to the gannets and
cormorants, but have very long, slender, flexible necks, and sharp bills.
J^P* The American species (Anhinga, or Plotus, anhinga) inhabits
the Southern United States

(6)

(snSp),

&

See under Blind,
snake, Kock snake, Water snake, etc.
Gakter, etc. Fetich snake (Zo'dl.), a large African snake
Kinged
(Python Seb^) used by the natives as a fetich.

(.Anhinga anhinga).

;

;

That

Snap

the larger number European Ringed Snake {Tropidonotus natrix). (,%)
are harmless to man.
Blind snake, Garter snake. Green snake. King snake. Milk

The

;

;

much

Snake'lish'

L. Wallace.

life.

cunning insinuating deceitful.
So to the coast of Jordan he directs
His easy steps, girded with snaky wiles.
Milton.
3. Covered with serpents ; having serpents
as, a
snaky rod or wand.
Dryden.

11^°' Snakes are abundant
in all warm countries, and

American Snakebird

;

;

2. Sly

;

&

;

;

pearance of snaky

uncertain origin.] {Zo'ol.)
Any species of the order
Ophidia ; an ophidian
a
serpent, whether harmless
or venomous. See Ophidia,
and Serpent.

—

Same

(e)

qualities or char-

Snak'y

&

—

Having the

a.

snake snaky.
1. Of or pertaining to a snake or
(-y), a.
resembling a snake serpentine winding.
The red light playing upon its gilt and carving gave it an ap-

acteristics of a

an ancient form of oath, corresponding to 'Od'«
cross
Fl.
bodikins (dim. of body, i. e., God's dear body). Beau.
Snake (snak), n. [AS. snaca ; akin to LG. snake,
schnake, Icel. snUkr, snokr,
Dan. snog, Sw. snok ; of
;

Letterwood.
Snak'ish (snak'Tsh),

southern coasts of the United States and on both coasts
of tropical America.
(I[|^°° The red snapper (Lutjanus aya, or Blackfordi) and
the gray, or mangrove, snapper (L. griseus) are large and

Syn.

—To twitch;

Snatch,
ly

ink

;

;

v.

to catch

tlien,

i.
;

—

pluck; grab; catch; grasp; gripe.
To attempt to seize something suddenoften with at ; as, to snatch at a rope.

thin

;

boN

;

zh =: z

in azure.

N

(suSch), n.
1. A hasty catching or seizing;
a catching at, or attempt to seize, suddenly.
period
of
vigorous action as, a snatch at
short
2. A
Tusser.
weeding after a shower.
Bp. Wilkins.
They move by fits and snatches.
3. A small piece, fragment, or quantity; a broken
part ; a scrap.
We have often little snatches of sunshine. Spectator.
Shak.
I^ave me your snatches^ and yield me a direct answer.
Snatch block (NauL), a kind of block with an opening
in one side to receive the bight of a rope.
Snatch'er (-er), n. One who snatches,
or takes abruptly.
By snatching;
Snatch'lng-ly, adv.
abruptly.
Snath (snSthJ, re. [Cf. AS. sniSan to
The
cut, to mow, snsed a bite, bit, snip.]
handle of a scythe ; a snead. [Variously Snatch Block,
written in England snead, sneed, sneath,
sneeth, snathe, etc. ; in Scotland written sned.l
Snathe (snath), v. t. [Cf. Icel. sneiSa to cut into
slices, snlcSa to cut ; akin to AS. hesnsedan, snlSan, 6.
schneiden, OHG. snldan, Goth, sneipan to cut, to reap,
and E. snath, snithe.'] To lop; to prune. \_Prov. Eng.']
chip a
Snat'toch (snSt'tiik), n. [See Snathe.]
Gaylon.
\_Prov. Eng.'y
slice.
Burns.
Snaw (sna), n. Snow. \_Obs. or Scot.']
Snead (sued), n. [See Snath.] 1. A snath.
[^Prov. Eng.]
2. A line or cord ; a string.
p. p. Sneaked (snekt)
Sneak (snek), v. i. [imp.
[OE. snilcen, AS. snican to
vi. n. Sneaking.]
p. pr.
creep akin to Dan. snige sig ; cf . Icel. snlkja to hanker
after.]
1. To creep or steal (away or about) privately ;
to come or go meanly, as a person afraid or ashamed to
be seen ; as, to sneak away from company.
You skulked behind the fence, and sneaked away. Dryden.
2. To act in a stealthy and cowardly manner ; to behave with meanness and servility ; to crouch.
Sneak, v. t. To liide, esp. in a mean or cowardly man" [Slander] sneaks its head."
ner.
[OJi.]
Wake.

Snatch

a grab

;

;

A

;

&

&

;

A mean,

sneaking fellow.
A set of simpletons and superstitious sneaks. Olanvill.
2. {Cricket) A ball bowled so as to roll along the
ground;
called also jruft.
ICant]
B. A. Proctor.
Sneak'-cup' (-kup'), n. One who sneaks from his
Shak.
cups; one who balks his glass. [06i.]

Sneak,

n.

1.

—

1. One who sneaks.
\_Prov. Eng.]
vessel of drink.
sneaker of five gallons.

Sneak'er
2.

A

Lamb.

(-er), n.

A

Spectator.

Sneak'1-ness (-I-nSs), re. The quality of being sneaky.
Sneak'lng, a. Marked by cowardly concealment
mean
deficient in openness and courage ; underhand
crouching.
Sneak'ing-ly, adv.
Sneak'lng-ness, re.
SneakS'by (sneks'by), re. A paltry fellow ; a sneak.
Barrow.
iPbs.] " Such a bashful «ieais6)/.
Sneak'y (snek'j?), a. Like a sneak sneaking.
Sneap (snep), v. t. [Cf. Icel. sneypa to dishonor, disgrace, chide, but also E. snip, and snub.]
1. To check
Bp. Hall.
to reprimand to rebuke to chide. \_Obs.]
;

—

—

;

;

;

;

2.

To nip

;

to blast ; to blight. \_Obs.]
Biron is like an envious, sneaping frost.

Sneap,

;

A reprimand

Shak.

a rebuke.

[Obs.]
My lord, I will not undergo this sneap without reply. Shak.
(sneth),
(sneth),
re.
See Snath.
Sneath
Sneathe
Sneb (sn6b), V. t. [See Snib.] To reprimand ; to
"
[Obs.]
sneap.
Scold and ineft the good oak." jSpereser.
Sneck (snek), V. t. [See Snatch.] To fasten by a
latch ; to latch, as a door.
\_Scoi,
Prov. Eng.]
«.

;

&

Sneck up, be silent ; shut up ; hold your peace. Shak.
Prov. Eng.]
Sneck, re. A door latch. [Scot.
Burns.
Sneck band, a latchstring.
Sneck drawer, a
latch lifter ; a bolt drawer ; hence, a sly person ; a cozener ; a cheat ;
called also sneckdraw.
Sneck drawing,
lifting the latch.
Sneok'et (-et), n. A door latch, or sneck. [Prov. Eng.]
Sned (snSd), V. t. To lop; to snathe. [Prov. Eng.]
Sned (snSd), Sneed (sned), re. See Snath.
Sneer (sner), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Sneeeed (snerd)
vb. re. SNEERtNa.]
[OE. sneren, Dan. snserre to
p. pr.
snarl or grin (like a dog) cf. Prov. E. sneer to grin, sner
to snort, snert to sneer at.
See Snoee, v. i.]
1. To
show contempt by turning up the nose, or by a particular

&

—
—

—

&

&

;

facial expression.

2.

To

insinuate contempt by a covert expression

;

to

speak derisively.
I could be content to be a little sneered at.

Pope.

To show mirth awkwardly. [E.]
Toiler.
Syn. — To scoff; gibe; jeer. — Snbek, Scopp, Jekb.
The verb to sneer implies to cast contempt mdirectly or by
covert expressions. To jeer is stronger, and denotes the
use of severe sarcastic reflections. To scoff is stronger
atill, implying the use of insolent mockery and derision.
And sneers as learnedly as they,
3.

Like females o'er tbeir morning
Midas, exposed to all their ^'eers,

Had lost his art, and kept

Swift.

tea.

Swift.

fop, with learning at defiance,
Scoffs at the pedant and the science.

Sneer,

v.

Oay.

To utter with a grimace or contemptuto utter with a sneer ; to say sneeringly
lies at a person.
Congreve.

l.

t.

ous expression

;

fulsome

A

"
ship of fools," he sneered.
Tennyson.
treat with sneers ; to affect or move by sneers.
Nor sneered nor bribed from virtue into shame. Savage.
Sneer, «. 1. The act of sneering.
2.
smile, grin, or contortion of the face, indicative
of contempt ; an indirect expression or insinuation of
2.

To

A

contempt.

"

Who can refute

a sneer f "

Sneo/er (-§r), re. One who sneers.
Sneer'hU (-ful), a. Given to sneering.
Sneer'lng-ly, adv.
ale,

Paley.
[Obs.]

In a sneering manner.
senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

&

Sneeze

[imp.
(snez), v. i.
p. p. Sneezed (enezd)
[OE. snesen; of uncertain
vb. re. Sneezing.]
D. snuse to sniff', E. neese, and AS. fneosan.]
To emit air, chiefly through the nose, audibly and violently, by a kind of involuntary convulsive force, occasioned by irritation of the inner membrane of the nose.

&

p. pr.

origin

cf.

;

Not to be sneezed at, not to be despised or contemned
not to be treated lightly. [Colloq.] " He had to do with
old women wiio were not to be sneezed at." Prof. Wilson.

Sneeze,

A

«.

sudden and violent ejection of

air

with an audible sound, chiefly through the nose.

Sneeze'weed'
which

(Bot.)

said to cause sneezing.
(-wd6d'), re.

is

Sneeze'wood'
South African

tree.

A

yellow-flowered
autumnale) the odor of

(-wed'), n.

composite plant {Helenium

(Bot.)

The wood

of a

See Neishodt.

Sneeze'wort' (-wflrf ), re. (Bot.) A European herbaceous plant (Achillea Ptarmica) allied to the yarrow,
having a strong, pungent smell.
Sneez'ing, re. (Physiol.) The act of violently forcing
out through the nasal passages while the cavity of the
is shut off from the pharynx by the approximation of tlie soft palate and the base of the tongue.
SneU(snSl), a. [AS. snell ; akin to D. snel, G. schnell,
OHG. snel, Icel. snjallr valiant.] Active brisk nimble quick
sharp.
[Archaic or Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
air

mouth

;

;

;

;

That horny-handed, snei^ peremptory little man. Dr. J. Brown.
Snell, n. A short line of horsehair, gut, etc., by
which a fishhook is attached to a longer line.
Snet (snSt), n. [Cf. 6. schnitt that which is cut, fr.
schneiden to cut, E. snath.] The fat of a deer. [Obs.
or Prov. Eng.]
Snet, V. t. [See Snot.] To clear of mucus to blow.
[Obs.]
Holland.
"SreeKiresr his nose."
Snew (snii), V. i. To snow to abound. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
It snewed in his house of meat and drink.
Snlb (snTb), V. t. [OE. snibben; cf. Dan. snibbe, and
E. snub, V. t.] To check to sneap to sneb. [Obs.]
Him would he snib sharply for the nones. Chaucer.
Marston.
Snlb, re. A reprimand a snub. [Obs.]
Snlok (snik), n. [Prov. B. snick a notch cf. Icel.
snikka to nick, cut.] 1. A small cut or mark.
2. (Cricket) A slight hit or tip of the ball, often imin;

;

;

;

;

;

tentional.
Knight.
3. (Fiber)
knot or irregularity in yarn.
4. (Furriery)
snip or cut, as in the hair of a beast.

A

A

Snick and snee [cf. D. snee, snede, a cut], a combat
Wiseman.
with knives. [Obs.]
Snlok, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Snicked (snikt) p. pr. &

at once with shears or scissors ; to clip off suddenly;
to nip ; hence, to break off ; to snatch away.
Curbed and snipped in my younger years by fear of my pa^
ents from those vicious excrescences to which that age was
subject.

The
stores,

.

Fuller.

captain seldom ordered anything out of the ship's
but I snipped some of it for my own share. Be Foe.
.

.

A

single cut, as with shears or
Snip (snip), n. 1.
scissors
a cUp.
Shak.
small
shred
a
bit
2.
cut off.
Wiseman,
;
share; a snack. [Obs."]
3.
Estrange.
"
tailor.
[Slang]
4.
Nares. C. Kingsley.
5- Small hand shears for cutting sheet metah
Snipe (snip), re. [OE. snipe ; akin to D. snep, snip,
;

A
A
A

V

LG.

sneppe, snippe,
G. schnepfe, Icel. snlpa (in eomp.), Dan.
sneppe, Sw. snappa a
sandpiper, and possibly to E. snap. See

_
'

Snap, Snaffle.]
1. (Zool.) Any one
of numerous species
of limicoline
birds of the family
Scolopacidae, having a
long, slender, nearly American, or Wilson's, Snipe (GaJ'"""9° delicata).
straight beak.

game

^W^ The common, or whole, snipe ( Gallinago coelestis)
great, or double, snipe (G. major), are the most
important European species. The Wilson's snipe (O.
delicata) (sometimes erroneously called English snipe)
and the gray snipe, or dowitcher (Macrorhamphus griseus), are well-known American species.
2. A fool ; a blockhead.
[B.]
Shak.
Half snipe, the dunlin the jacksnipe. — Jack snipe. See
Jacksnipe.
Quail snipe. See under Quail.
Robin snipe,
the knot.
Sea snipe. See in the vocabulary. — Shore
snipe, any sandpiper.
Snipe hawk, the marsh harrier.
[Prov. Eng.] — Stone snipe, the tattler. — Summer snipe,
the dunlin the green and the common European sandpipers.
Winter snipe. See Rock snipe, under Rock.
Woodcock snipe, the great snipe.
1. A plane for cutting deep
Snlpe'bill' (-bll'), re.
grooves in moldings.
2. A bolt by which the body of a cart is fastened to
the axle. [Local, U. S.]
Snlpe'flBh' (-fish'), re. (Zool.) (a) The bellows flsh.
(b) A long, slender deep-sea fish (Nemichthys scolopaceus) with a slender beak.
andthe

;

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

;

To cut slightly to strike, or strike
H. Kingsley.
as by cutting.
2. (Cricket) To hit (a ball) lightly.
B. A. Proctor.
Scot.]
V. t.
See Sneck. [Prov. Eng.
Snick, re.

vb. n. Snicking.] 1.

;

off,

&

&

Snick up, shut up; sEenced. See jSneciap, under Sneck.
Give him money, George, and let him go snick up. Beau. Sf Fl.
p. p. Snickeeed
Snlck'er (suTk'er), v. i. [imp.
[Cf. D. snikken to
(-erd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Snickeeino.]
1. To laugh
sob, to sigh.]
[Written also snigger.]
slyly
to laugh in one's sleeve.
2. To laugh with audible catches of voice, as when
persons attempt to suppress loud laughter.
Snlck'er, re. A half suppressed, broken laugh. [Written also snigger.]
Snide (snid), a. Tricky; deceptive; contemptible;
[Slang]
as, a snide lawyer ; snide goods.
[imp.
p. p. Sniffed (sntft) or
Snllf (snif ), V. i.
[OE. sneven ; akin
Snift ; p. pr.
vb. n. Sniffing.]
to snivel, snuff; cf. Dan. snive to sniff. See Snufp, v. t.]
sometimes
To draw air audibly up the nose to snuff
done as a gesture of suspicion, offense, or contempt.
So ye grow squeamish, gods, and sniff sX heaven. M. Arnold.

&

&

;

&

&

;

Snltf, v.

the nose
2.

To

1.

t.

To draw

;

—

in with the breath through

as, to sniff the air of the country.
perceive as by sniflSng ; to snuff ; to scent

;

;

to

smell as, to sniff danger.
Snltf, re. The act of sniffing ; perception by sniffing ;
that which is taken by sniffing ; as, a sniff_ of air.
Snltf 'Ing, re. (Physiol.) A rapid inspiratory act, in
which the mouth is kept shut and the air drawn in
through the nose.
Sniffle (sniff '1), V. i. [Freq. of sniff. See Snivel.]
To snuffle, as one does with a catarrh. [Prov. Eng.]
p. p. Snifted ; p. pr.
Snlft (snift), V. i. [imp.
[From Sniff.] 1. To snort. [Obs.]
vb. n. Sniftinq.]
" Resentment expressed by sni/ting."
Johnson.
2. To sniff; to snuff ; to smell.
It now appears that they were still sriifiing and hankering
Landor.
after their old quarters.
Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.]
1. A moment.
Snift, n.
Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.]
2. Slight snow ; sleet.
re. from Snift.
Sniffing, a.
;

&

opening into the atmosphere from the cylinder or condenser of a steam engine,
to allow the escape of air when the piston makes a
stroke
so called from the noise made by its action.
Snig (snig), V. t. [See Snick a small cut.] To chop
[Prov. Eng.]
off; to cut,
Snig, V. i. [See Sneak.] To sneak. [Prov. Eng.]
smaU eel. [Prov.
Snig, \n. [Cf. Sneak.] (Zool.)
Snifting valve, a small valve

—

A

Snigg,
Snlg'ger
(

Thackeray.
See Snickee.
i.
Dickens.
See Snickee.
[imp.
p. p. Sniggled (-g'ld)
Snig
a kind
[See
(-gling).]
Sniggling
pr.
vb.
re.
p.
of eel.] To fish for eels by thrustmg the baited hook
Walton.
hiding
places.
into their holes or
Snlg'gle, V. i. To catch, as an eel, by sniggling
Ft.
Beau.
hence, to hook ; to insnare.
p. p. Snipped (snTpt) ; p.
Snip (snip), V. t. [imp.
to
G.
[D. snippen; akin
pr.
vb. n. Snipfino.]
schnippen.] To cut off the nip or neb of, or to cut off
(snlg'ger), V.

&

(-g'l), V. i.

&

&

&

final,

gll

»

eve,

cant fellow.

event,

[Colloq.]

Snip'pet (snTp'pSt),

To
Snlp'pet-y
pety facts."

&

end, f6rn, recent;

ice,

A small part or piece.

re.

be cut into snippett and shreds.

(-y), a.

F. Harrison.

petty. "SnipLondon Spectator.
[Reduplication of snap.]

Ridiculously small

;

Snlp'-snap' (-snSp'J, re.
with quick replies. [iJ.]
Pope.
Snlp'-snap', a. Quick short ; sharp smart. Shak.
Snip'y (snip'j^), a. Like a snipe.
Carew.
Snite (suit), re. A snipe. [Obs. or Scot.]

A tart dialogue

;

;

t.
[Icel. snyta.
See Snout.] To blow, as
to snuff, as a candle.
[Obs. or Scot.]
) a.
[AS. snlSan to cut.
See
Snathe.]
Sharp ; piercing ; cut)
ting ;
applied to the wind.
[Prov. Eng.]
Sniv'el (sniv"l), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Sniveled (-'Id)
or Snitelled ; p. pr.
vb. re. SNiVELmo or Snivellino.]
[OE. snivelen, snevelen, snuvelen, freq. of sneven. See
Sniff, and cf. Snuffie.]
1. To run at the nose ; to

Snite,
the nose

V.

;

Snithe (snith),
Snith'y (snith'J),

—

&

&

make a snuffling noise.
2. To cry or whine with

snuffling, as children

;

to cry

weakly or whiningly.
Put a stop to thy
[AS. snojel.

sniveling ditty.

Sir W. Scott.

Cf. Snivel, v. i.] Mucus
snot.
One
[Written also sniveller.]
Sniv'el-er (-er), n.
who snivels, esp. one who snivels habitually.
sniveling
nose
Sniv'el-y (-f), a. Running at the
;
pitiful whining.
Snob (sn5b), re. [Icel. snapr a dolt, impostor, charlatan.
Cf. Snub.]
1.
vulgar person who affects to be
better, richer, or more fashionable, than he really is ; a
vulgar upstart ; one who apes his superiors. Thackeray.
Essentially vulgar, a snob, ~~ a gilded snob, but none the less
asno5.
R. O. White.

Sniv'el,

re.

from the nose

;

;

A

A

townsman. [Cant]
2. (Eng. Univ.)
3.
joumeyman shoemaker. [Prov. Eng.] HalKwell.

A

A

workman who accepts lower than the usual
wages, or who refuses to strike when his fellows do a,
4.

;

a Imobstick.
Those who work for lower wages during a

rat

Eng.]

Snlg'ger, m.

Snlg'gle

Snipefish {Nemi^hthys scolopaceus).

Snlp'pack (snlp'pSk), n. [Cf. Snipe.] (Zool.) The
common snipe. [Prov. Eng.]
Snlp'per (-per), re. One who snips.
Snlp'per-snap'per (-snSp'per), n. A small, insignifl.

&

&

;

his ears.

The

as, to sneer

SNOBBISM

1362

SNATCH

;

strike are called

De Quincey.
men who stand out being " nobs.
SnobTjer-y (-ber-y), re. The quality of being snob-

snobs, the

bish

snobbishness.
;
Snob'blsh (-blsh), a. Of or pertaining to a snob;
characteristic of, or befitting, a snob ; vulgarly pretentious.
Snob'blsh-ly, adv.
Snob'bish-ness, n.
Vulgar affectation or ostentation ; mean admiration of mean things ; conduct or manners of a snob.
Snob'bism (-blz'm), re. Snobbery.

—

idea,

ill;

old.

obey, orb, 6dd

n

1363

SNUFF

Russ. snieg\ Ir.
Gael, sneachd, W. nyf, L. nix, nivis,
Gr. ace. vi^a, also AS. sniwan to snow, G. schneien,
OHG. sniwan, Lith. snigti, L. ningit it snows, Gr. ri'c^et,
Zend snizh to snow ; cf. Skr. snih to be wet or sticky.

SnOW'cap' (sno'kSp'), re. (Zo'dl.) Avery small hum*
ming bird (Microchxra albocoro-

SNOBBY
&

SnoVby (snBb'bj^), o. Snobbish. [iJ.] E.B.Ramsay.
[Jocose']
Thackeray.
SnoblJJlKi n. A little snob.

+

-cracy,
ISnob
Snob-OC'ra-cy (snob-5k'ra-sy), n.
as in aristocracy, mobocracy.'] Snobs, collectively. IHy-

& Eecenf]

hrid

V172.] 1. Watery
particles congealed
into white or transparent crystals or
fiakes in the air, and
falling to the earth,

C. Kingsley.

A

[See Skood.]
fillet ; a headband
(snSd), ».
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.}
[Scot, snod to prune, put in order.]
Snod, a.

Snod

a snood.

Trimmed

smooth

;

&

{Prov. Eng.

neat

;

trim

;

;

sly

;

cunning

;

demure.

Scot.1

Snoff (sn5f 115), n. [Cf. Sncpf.] (Mining) A short
Maymond.
candle end used for igniting a fuse.
[AS. snod. Cf. Snake.] 1. The
fillet which binds the hair of a young unmarried woman,
and is emblematic of her maiden character. [Scot.l
And Beldom was a snood amid
Such wild, luxuriant ringlete hid. Sir W. Scott.

Snood

(snood),

re.

ten used to

— called

also ravallia,

and

robalo.

(6)

The

cobia.

;

& Sw. snus snufE.i A
(imp. & p. p. Snoozed (snoozd) p. pr.
Snooze, v.
& vb. n. SNOozma.] To doze to drowse to take a short
nap to slumber. [CoHog.]
limp. & p. p. Snored (snord) p.
Snore (snor), v.
pr. & vb. n. Snoring.] [OE. snoren, AS. snora a snoring
;

;

;

;

—

;

akin to LG. snoren, snorken, snurken, to snore, D. snorken, G. schnarchen to snore, schnarren to rattle, MHG.
marren, Sw. snarka to snore, Icel. snarka to sputter,
fizzle. Cf Snarl to growl. Sneer, Snort. See Snoeinq.]
To breathe with a rough, hoarse, nasal voice in sleep.
Snore, n. A harsh nasal noise made in sleep.

(

.

Snor'er (snor'er), n. One who snores.
Snor'lns, n. (Physiol.) The act of respiring through
the open mouth so that the currents of inspired and expired air cause a vibration of the uvula and soft palate,
thus giving rise to a sound more or less harsh.
It is
usually involuntary, but may be produced voluntarily.
Snort (snSrt), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Snorted p. pr. &
vb. n. Snorting.]
[OE. snorten ; akin to snoren. See
Snore.] 1. To force the air with violence through the
nose, so as to make a noise, as do high-spirited horses in
prancing and play.
Fairfax.
" llae snorting citizeas.'" Shak.
2. To snore.
[JJ.]

varied
snow goose (C. coirulescens)
vrith grayish brown and bluish gray,
with the wing quiUs black and
the head and upper part of the
neck white. Called also white
head, lohite-headed goose, and
bald brant.
Snow leopard (Zoline,
ol.), the ounce.
the lowest limit of perpetual
snow. In the Alps this is at
an altitude of 9,000 feet, in the
Andes, at the equator, 16,000
feet.
Snow mouse (Zo'dl.), a
European vole (^)-t)!cota niva- gno^ Q^g^g (^chen hyper.
Its) which inhabits the Alps and
borea).
Snow
other high mountains.
pheasant (Zo'dl. ), any one of several species of large, handsome gallinaceous birds of the genus Tetraogallus, native
The Himalayan snow
of the lofty mountains of Asia.
pheasant (T. Himalayensis) is the best -known species.
Snow partridge.
Called also snow cock, and snow chukor.
Snow pigeon (Zo'dl.), a
(Zo'dl.) See under Partridge.
pigeon ( Columba leuconoia) native of the Himalaya mountams. Its back, neck, and rump are white, the top of the
head and the ear coverts are black. —Snow plant (Bot.),
a fleshy parasitic herb ( Barcodes sanguinea) growing in
the coniferous forests of California. It is all of a bright
red color, and is fabled to grow from the snow, through
which it sometimes shoots up.
Snow (sno), V. i, [imp. p. p. Snowed (snod) ; p.
To fall in or as snow; chiefly
pr.
vb. re. Snowing.]
used impersonally ; as, it snows ; it snowed yesterday.
Snow, V. t. To scatter like snow ; to cover with, or as
Donne. Shak.
with, snow.
is

—

;

—

in snorting.

Snort,
;

V.

To expel through the

t.

nostrils with a

to utter with a snort.

Snort'er

Keats.

1. One who snorts.
The wheatear;
so called from

(-er), n.

2. (Zo'ol.)

—

its

cry.

Snot

(snot), n.
[AS. snoi; akin to D. snot, LG.
motte, Dan. snot, and to E. snout. See Snout.] 1. Mucus secreted in, or discharged from, the nose, [iouj]
2.
mean, insignificant fellow. [Lovf]
Snot, V. t. To blow, wipe, or clear, as the nose.
[From Snot.] To snivel ; to
Snot'ter (-ter), v. i.

A

ory or whine. [Prov. Eng.']
Grose.
Snot'ter, n. [Etymol. uncertain.] (Naut.) A rope
going over a yardarm, used to bend a tripping line to, in
ending down topgallant and royal yards in vessels of
war ; also, the short line supporting the heel of the sprit
in a small boat.
Snot'ter-y (-y), n. Filth ; abomination. [Obs."]

Snot'ty

(-ty), a.

— Snot'ti-ly

the motiery of our slimy time.

Foul with snot

(-ti-iy), adv.

;

hence,

Snow'ball'

;

dirty.

Snow'ber'ry

—

Snow'blrd

any one of many species of bee-

a nozzle or
Snout'y

Resem-

n.

r^de,

(a)

An

arctic finch

full,

up, tun

;

pity

—

Affected with blindness

a.

— Snow'-bllnd'ness, n.

(-boimd'), a.

Enveloped

or conWhittier.

in,

fined by, snow.

Snow'-broth'

(-brSth'

;

food,

fdbt

;

out, oil

115),

;

mixed, or snow just melted

;

;

Snow and water

TO.

very cold liquor.
olialr

;

go

;

Shak.
sintE,

1.

to.

un-

I

—

Snow'sho'er
shoes

;

(-shoo'er), to. One who travels on snowin using snowshoes.
W. G. Beers.

an expert

Snow'Shoe'ing, re. Traveling on snowshoes.
Snow'sllp' (-slip'), re. A large mass or avalanche o£
snow which slips down the side of a mountain, etc.
Snow'Storm' (-stSrm'), re. A storm with falling snow.
Snow'-white' (-hwif), a. White as snow very
white. " Snow-white and rose-red."
Chaucer.
Snow'y (-f), a. 1. White likF snow. " So shows
Shak.
a snowy dove trooping with crows."
2. Abounding with snow covered with snow. " The
Hilton.
snowy top of cold Olympus."
3. Fig. : Pure ; unblemished ; unstained ; spotless.
;

;

There did he

lose his

snowy innocence. J. Hall

(1646).

Snowy heron (Zo'dl.), a white heron, or egret (Ardea candidissima), found in the Southern United States, and
Snowy
called also plume bird.
southward to Chili
lemming (Zo'dl.), the collared lemming (Cuniculus torquaSnowy owl (Zo'dl.), a
tus), which turns white in winter.
large arctic owl (Nyclea Scandiaca, or N. nivea) common all over
the northern parts of the United
States and Europe in winter time.
;

—

—

—

plumage is sometimes nearly
pure white, but it is usually
more or less marked with blackIts

Called also white owl.
plover (Zo'dl.), a small
plover (A,gialitis nivosa) of the
western parts of the United
States and Mexico. It is light
gray above, with the under parts
and portions of the head wlute. '
Snub (sntib), V. i. [Cf. D.
snuiven to snort, to pant, G.
schnauben, MHG. snUben, Prov.
G. schnupfen, to sob, and E.
To sob with consnuff, V. t.]
Snowy Owl (Kyctea
vulsions.
Bailey.
[_Ols.]
nivea).
Snub, V. t. [imp.
p. p.
Snubbed (sniibd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Snubbing.]
[Cf. Icel.
snubba to snub, chide, Sw. snubba, Icel. smihbSttr
snubbed, nipped, and E. snib.] 1. To clip or break off
the end of ; to check or stunt the growth of ; to nip.
2. To check, stop, or rebuke, with a tart, sarcastic
reply or remark ; to reprimand to check.
J. Foster.
3. To treat with contempt or neglect, as a forwaid or
pretentious person to slight designedly.
To snub a cable or rope (Naut.), to check it suddenly
ish spots.

— Snowy

&

&

;

;

in

running out.
TO.

1.

Totten.

Aknot; a protuberance

;

a snag. [06s.]

A check or rebuke

;

;

nii^alis).

fare.

Snow'-bound'

(-flak'),

[A club] with ragged snubs and knotty grain. Spenser.
an intended slight. J. Foster.
Snub nose, a short or flat nose.— Snub post, or Snnbblni;
post (Naut.), a post on a dock or shore, around which a
rope is thrown to check the motion of a vessel.
Snnb'-nosed' (-nozd'), a. Having a short, flat nose,
as, the snub-nosed eel.
slightly turned up
Snub-noBod cachalot (Zo'dl,), the pygmy sperm whale.

Snowbird (Plectrophenax

[Prov. Eng.]
Snow'-blind' (-blind'),
by the brilliancy of snow.

tree,

A flake,

or
small filmy mass, of snow.
2. (Zo'dl.) See Snowbird, 1.
Snowdrop.
3. (Bot.) A name given to several bulbous plants of the genus Leucoium (L. vernum, sestivum,
etc.) resembling the snowdrop, but having all the perianth leaves of equal size.
Snow'fleck' (-flSk'), re. (Zo'dl.) See Snowbird, 1.
Snowl (snoul), re. (Zo'dl.) The hooded merganser,
[Local, U. S.]
Snow'Iess (sno'lSs), a. Destitute of snow.
An implement operating
1 (-plou'), re.
Snow'plow'
like a plow, but on a larger scale,
SnOW'plOUgh'
for clearing away the snow from roads, railways, etc.
Sno W'Shed' (-shSd' ) , re. A shelter to protect from snow,
esp. a long roof over an exposed part of a railroad.
Snow'Shoe' (-shoo'), re. A slight frame of wood three
or four feet long and about one
third as wide, with thongs or
cords stretched across it, and __J^^^^|^^Su
~*=i»ife^M
having a support and holder for
the foot ;
used by persons for
walking on soft snow.

2.

;

square-rigged vessel, differing
from a brig only in that she has a trysail mast close abaft
the mainmast, on which a large trysail is hoisted.
Snow, n. [OE. snow, snaw, AS. snaw ; akin to D.
sneeuw, OB. & OHG. snSo, 6. schnee, Icel. snser, snjor,
mjar, Sw. sno, Dan. inee, Goth, snaiws, Lith. sn'egas.
unite,

of several

(b) Any finch of the
flake, snowfleck, and snowflight.
genus Junco which appears in flocks in winter time, especially J. hyemalis in the Eastern United States
See Junco. (c) The fieldcalled also blue snowbird.

Otway.

[LG. snaue,
or D. snaauw, from LG. snau
a snout, a beak.] (Naui.) A Snout Beetle (Rhyncheenus
strobi).
X 2

Use,

A name

See Silver-bell

tree.
a.

Snow'flake'

Snub,

chestnut and brovm. Called
also snoiv bunting, snow-

bling a beast's snout.
The nose was ugly, long, and big,
Broad tunii snouty like a pig.

Snow (sno),

(Zo'dl.)

(-herd), n.

flocks during snowstorms.
It is partially white, but
is variously marked with

point.
a.

(Bot.)

(-bSr'ry), n.

;

phanes^ nivalis) common,
in winter, both in Europe
and the United States, and
often appearing in large

—

(-jf),

round mass of snow

Snowdrop
der Silver,

(Plectropkevax, or Pleclro-

having an elongated snout
belonging to the tribe
a weevil.
Snout moth (Zo'nl.), any pyraUd moth. See Pykalid.
Snout, V. t. To furnish with
;

A

;

tles

and

1.

shrubs with white berries as, the Symphoricnrpus racemosus of the Northern United States, and the Chiococca racemosa of Florida and tropical America.
Creeping snowberry. (Bot.) See under Creeping.

—

Shynchophora

n.

Snow'ball', v. t. [imp. & p. p. Snowballed (-bald')
p. pr. & vb. n. Snowballing.] To pelt with snowballs
to throw snowballs at.
Snow'ball', v. i. To throw snowballs.

;

(Zo'dl.),

(-bal'),

—

pressed or rolled together, or anything resembling such
a mass.
2. (Bot.) The Guelder-rose.
Snowball tree (Bot.), the Guelder-rose.

Marston.

mean

— Snot'tl-ness, n.

&

&

Snout (snout), re. [OE. snoute, probably of Scand. or
Low German origin cf. LG. smite, D. snuit, G. schnauze,
Bw. snut, snyte, Dan. snude, Icel. snyta to blow the nose
probably akin to E. snuff, v. t. Cf. Snite, Snot, Snuff.]
1. The long, projecting nose of a beast, as of swine.
2. The nose of a man ;
in contempt.
Hudibras.
3. The nozzle of a pipe, hose, etc.
4. {Zo'dl.) (a) The anterior prolongation of the head
of a gastropod ;
called also rostrum,. (6) The anterior
prolongation of the head of weevils and allied beetles.
Snout beetle

—

—

[Prov. Eng.J

To purge

—Snow

—

To laugh out loudly. {Colloq-I
Halliwell.
Snort, re. The act of snorting; the sound produced
3.

snort

for its beauty.

;

;

i.

Crystals.

—

cf. Dan.
[Scot, snooze to sleep
[Colloq.'}
short sleep ; a nap.

i.

Snow

The field of snow with the eagle of black therein. Cliartcer.
Bed snow. See under Red.
Snow bunting. (Zo'dl.) See Snowbird,!.—
Snow cock (irooZ.),the snow pheasant. — Snow
flea (Zo'dl.), a small black leaping podurau
(Achorutes nivicola) often found in winter
on the snow in vast numbers. — Snow flood,
a flood from melted snow. — Snow flower
Snow fly, or Snow
(Bot.), the fringe tree.
insect (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of
neuropterous insects of the genus Boreus.
The male has rudimentary wings the female is wingless. These insects sometimes
appear creeping and leaping on the snow
ingreatnuinbers. — Snow gnat (.^oo/.), any Snow Gnat
wingless dipterous insect of the genus CAi- (Chionea valga). Enlarged.
onea found running on snow in winter.
Snow goose (Zo'dl.), any one of several speThe commou
cies of arctic geese of the genus Chen.
snow goose Chen hyperborea), common in the
Western United States in wmter, is white,
with the tips of the wings black and the legs
and bill red. Called also white bi ant, waveu,
and Texas goose. The blue, or blue-wmged,

(c)

n,

of-

form

fiakes.

A

albocoronata).
;

:

marine food fish {Centropomus undecimalis) found
both on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of tropical Amer-

Snowcap (Microchmra

a.

Having the top capped or covered with snow as, snoW'
cofiped mountains.
Snow'drllt' (sno'driff), n. A bank of drifted snow.
Snow'drop' (sno'drop'), n. (Bot.) A bulbous plant
(Galanthus nivalis) bearing wliite flowers,
which often appear while the snow is on
the ground. It is cultivated in gardens

capped, snow-cla,d, snow-cold, snow-crownei, snow-cruBt,
snow-fed, snow-haired, ireo?«like, snow-iaa,atled, snownodding, snow-WTOught, and the like.
2. Fig. Something white like snow, as the white color
(argent) in heraldry ; something which falls in, or as in,

like

;

Snow'-oapped' (sn^kSpf ),

compounds, most of
which are of obvious
meaning; as, snow-

A

The garfish.
Snooze (snooz),

is

and bronzy luster. The name

applied also to Microchxra
parviroslris of Central America,
which is similar in color.
is

'

^^^ Snow

short line (often of horsehair) connecting a fish2.
ing line with the hook ; a snell ; a leader.
Snood, V. t. To bind or braid up, as the hair, with a
gnood. \_Scot.']
Wearing or having a snood. "The
Snood'ed, a.
Whittier,
snooded daughter."
Snook (snook), V. i. [Prov. E. snook to search out,
to follow by the scent ; cf. Sw. snoka to lurk, LG. snoggen, snuckem, snokern, to snuffle, to smell about, to
search for.] To lurk ; to lie in ambush. [OJi.]
large perchSnook, n. [D. snoek.] (Zo'ol.) (a)

ica

ple

exhibiting a great
variety of very beautiful and perfect
forms.

;

nata) native of New Grenada.
5^= The feathers of the top of
the head are white and shinmg,
the body blue black with a pur-

Snudge

(snuj), r.

i.

[Cf. Snug.]

To lie snug or

[Obs.]

quiet.

Herbert.

Snudge, re. A miser a sneaking fellow. [06*.]
Snuff (sntif), n. [Cf. G. schnnppe candle snuff, schmtppen to snuff a candle (see SNurp, v. t., to sniff, to snuff
;

a candle), or cf. Snub, 1'. t.] Tlie part of a candle wick
charred by the flame, wliether burning or not.
If the burning siynfl' hainions to get out of tlie Bnuffere. you
have a chnncp that it may tall into a dish of Koup.
Swift,
Snuff, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Snuffed (snBft) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Snuffing.] [OE. snvffen. See Snuff of a caudla,

ink

&

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azuie.

SOBER
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SNUFF
take

6. The case being such therefore ; on this account
on these terms
for this reason
used both as an
adverb and a conjunction.

Snulf (sniif), V. i. [Akin to D. snuffen, 6. schnupfen, schnuppen, to snuff, schnupjen a cold in the head,

and

snifE.]
To crop the snuff of, as a candle
oS the euaof the snuff of.
To annfl out, to extinguish by snuffing.

Smupf to

;

to

sehnuppen to snuff (air), also, to snuff (a candle). Cf.
Snot, Snout, Sitob, v. i.] 1. To draw in, or to inhale,
forcibly through the nose to sniff.
;

He snuffs the wind, his heels the sand excite. Dryden.
2. To perceive by the nose to scent to smell.
Snnlf, V. i. 1. To inhale air through the nose with

SnoS dipping.
uses snuff

See Dipping, n.,

by inhaling

it

— Snuff taker, one
—To take
Shak. — Up to snuff,

;

;

Snuff 'er (snOfer), n. 1. One who snuffs.
2. (Zo'61. ) The common porpoise.
Snuffers (-erz), n. pi. An instrument for cropping
and holding the snuff of a candle.
In a snuffing manner.

Snuff'lng-ly, adv.

&p.

p. Snuffled
Snuf'fle (sniSf'f'l), V. i. [imp.
vb. n. Snueplino (-fling).]
[Preq. of
(-fid); p. pr.
snuff, V. i. ; akin to LG. snuffeln, G. schnuffeln, D.
snvffelen, Dan. snovle. Cf. Snitplk.] To speak through
the nose ; to breathe through the nose when it is obBtructed, so as to make a broken sound.
One clad in purple
Eats, and recites some lamentable rhyme . . .
Snuffling at nose, and croaking in his throat. Dryden.
Snul'fle, n. 1. The act of snuffling ; a sound made
by the air passing through the nose when obstructed.
This dread sovereign. Breath, in its passage, gave a snort or

&

Coleridge.

tmiffle.

2. An affected nasal twang ; hence, cant ; hypocrisy.
3. pi. Obstruction of the nose by mucus ; nasal catarrh of infants or children. \_Coltoq.'\
Snuf'fler (-fler), n. One who snuffles ; one who uses
cant.
Snuff'y (-3?), a. 1. Soiled with snuff.
2. Sulky; angry; vexed.
[06s. or Sco^.] Jamieson.
Snug (sniig), a. ICompar. Snuogek (-ger) ; superl.
Snuggest (-gest).] [Prov. E. snug tight, handsome
cf. Icel. sn'dggr smooth, ODan. snog neat, Sw. snygg.'\
1. Close and warm ; as, an infant lies snug.
2. Close ; concealed ; not exposed to notice.
Lie snug, and hear what critics say.
Stoift.
3. Compact, convenient, and comfortable
farm, house, or property.

Snug,
Snug,
vb. n.

(Mack.) Same as Luo,

n.
V.

[imp.

i.

&p.

Snugging (-gtng).]

mudge;

;

aa,

a inug

n., 3.

p. Snugged (sniigd) p. pr. &
To lie close ; to snuggle to
;

— often with up, or together;

;

as,

a child snugs

up

to its mother.
Goldsmith.
Snug, V, t. 1. To place snugly. [iB.]
2. To rub, as twine or rope, so as to make it smooth

tali

improve the

finish.

Snug'ger-y (-ger-J), re.
oozy place.

Snug'gle

&

Snuggeeies

; pi.

(-Iz).

[Collog.^
(-g'l), V.

i.

& p. p.

[imp.

Snuggling

A snug,
Dickens.

Snuggled (-g'ld)

;

[Freq. of snug.}
so as to get a close place
to lie close for comfort ; to cuddle ; to nestle.
Snugly, adv. In a snug manner ; closely ; safely.
Snug'ness, n. The quality or state of being snug.
Sny (sni), n. [Cf. Icel. snua to turn.] An upward
bend in a piece of timber ; the sheer of a vessel.
curved plank, placed edgewise,
Sny'lng, n. (Naut.)
R. H. Dana, Jr.
to work in the bows of a vessel.
So (so), adv. [OB. so, sa, swa, AS. swa ; akin to
OHG. so, G. so, Icel. sva,
©Fries, sa, so, D. zoo, OS.
svB, svo, so, Sw. sd, Dan. saa, Goth, swa so, swe as ; cf.
Li. suus one's own, Skr. sva one's ovrn, one's self.
Vi92.
1. In that manCf. As, Custom, Ethic, Idiom. Such.]
ner or degree as indicated (in any way), or as implied,
or as supposed to be known.
Why is his chariot so long in coming ? Judges v. 28.
2. In like manner or degree ; in the same way ; thus
used correlatively,
for like reason ; with equal reason ;
following as, to denote comparison or resemblance
p. pr.

vb. n.

(-gling).]

To move one way and the other

A

&

;

—

sometimes, also, following inasmuch as.
As awar should be undertaken upon ajust motive, soa prince
OQght to consider the condition he is in.
Swift.
3. In such manner; to such degree;— used correlatively with as or that following as, he was so fortunate
;

as to escape.
1 viewed in my mind, so far as I was able, the beginning and
progress of a rising world.
T. Burnet.
He is very much in Sir Roger's esteem, so that he lives in the
family rather as a relation than dependent.
Addison.
4. Very ; in a high degree ; that is, in such a degree
as can not well be expressed ; as, he is .lo good ; he

planned so wisely.
5. In the same manner
as has been stated or suggested in this or that condition or state under these
circumstances in this way
with reflex reference to
something just asserted or implied ; used also with the
verb to be, as a predicate.
Use him [your tutor] with great respect yourself, and cause
ell yonr family to do so too.
Locke.
It ooncems every man, with the greatest seriousness, to inTillotson.
(Xuh'e int9 those matters, whether they be so or not.
He is Sir Robert's son, and ao art thou.
Shak.
;

;

;

;

—

;

'

ale,

senate,

cAre,

am, arm, ask,

;

my

7. It is well let it be as
used to express assent.

it is,

;

or let

it

come

to pass

;

—

And when 't is writ, for my sake read it over.
And if it please you, so ; if not, why, so.
Shak.
is Percy
if your father will do me any honor, so
if

There

;

;

him kill the next Percy himself.
Shak.
8. Well the fact being as stated ;
used as an expletive ; as, so the work is done, is it ?
9. Is it thus ? do you mean what you say ?
with an
upward tone ; as, do you say he refuses ? So? [Collog.}
10. About the number, time, or quantity specified
thereabouts ; more or less ; as, I will spend a week or so
in the country ; I have read only a page or so.
not, let

—

;

—

A week or so will probably reconcile us.

^^^ See the Note

5.

to be angry or offended.
not likely to be imposed upon knowing acute. [Slang]
SnulI'lJOS' (-bBks'), n. A small box for carrying snuff
about the person.

—

in his own image an intellectual creature,
so capable of dominion.
Locke.
Here, then, exchange we mutually forgiveness
So may the guilt of all
broken vows.
perjuries to thee, be all forgotten.
Rowe.

My

through the nose.

It In snuff,

;

God makes him

;

;

Dryden.
violence or with noise, as do dogs and horses.
2. To turn up the nose and inhale air, as an expression
of contempt ; hence, to take offense.
Do the enemies of the church rage and snuff? Bp. Hall.
Snulf, n. 1. The act of snuffing ; perception by snuffing ; a sniff.
2. Pulverized tobacco, etc., prepared to be taken into
the nose ; also, the amount taken at once.
3. Kesentment, displeasure, or contempt, expressed by
a snuffing of the nose. [06i.]

who

;

;

So

.

.

Gay.

under III, adv.

now commonly used as a demonstraof as when it is the purpose to emphasize

So

as.

.

tive correlative

is

the equality or comparison suggested, esp. in negative
assertions, and questions implying a negative answer. By
Shakespeare and others so ... as was much used where
as ... as IB now common. See the Note under As, 1.
So do, as thou hast said.
Gen. xviii. 5.
Aa a flower of the field, so he fiourisheth. Ps. ciii. 15.
Had women been so strong 05 men.
Shak.
No country sufiered so much as England. Macaulay.
So far, to that point or extent; in that particular.
" The song was moral, and so far was right." Cowper.
So far forth, as far ; to such a degree. Shak. Bacon.
So forth, further in the same or similar manner more of
the same or a similar kind. See And so forth, under And.

—

—
—

;

— So,

well, well. "So, so, it works; now, mistress,
Dryden. Also, moderately or tolerably
sit you fast."
well passably ; as, he succeeded but so so. " His leg is
So that, to the end that in order
but so io." Shak.
that ; with the effect or result that.
So then, thus then
so,

—

;

it is

;

So

the consequence is.
conj.
Provided that on condition that

therefore
(so),

case that

;

—

;

;

in

if.

Though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon
the earth, so truth be in the field, we do injuriously, by licensMilton.
ing and prohibiting, to misdoubt her strength.
So, interj. Be as you are ; stand still ; stop ; that will
a word used esp. to cows ; also
do ; right as you aie ;

—

used by

Soak

&p. p. Soaked (sokt)

p. pr.
[OE. soken, AS. socian to soak,
vb. re. Soaking.]
suck.
See
Suck.]
To
cause
sUgan,
to
1.
steep, fr. sucan,
or suffer to lie in a fluid till the substance has imbibed
liquid
macerate
in
water
or
other
what it can contain ; to
to steep, as for the purpose of softening or freshening
as, to soak cloth ; to soak bread ; to soak salt meat, salt
fish, or the like.
2. To drench ; to wet thoroughly.
Their land shall be soaked with blood. Isa. xxiv. 7.
3. To draw in by the pores, or through small passages
as, a sponge soaks up water ; the skin soaks in moisture.
4. To make (its way) by entering pores or interstices
often with through.
The rivulet beneath soaked its way obscurely tlirough wreaths
Sir W. Scott.
of snow.
5. Fig.: To absorb; to drain. [Obs."] Sir H. Wotlon.
SoaK, V. i. 1. To lie steeping in water or other liquid ; to become saturated ; as, let the cloth lie and soak.
2. To enter (into something) by pores or interstices
as, water soaks into the earth or other porous matter.
[Slang}
3. To drink intemperately or gluttonously.
Soak'age (-aj ; 48), re. The act of soaking, or the
state of being soaked ; also, the quantity that enters or
issues by soaking.
Soak'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, soaks.
Sovih.
[Slang}
2. A hard drinker.
Soak'lng, a. Wetting thoroughly ; drenching ; as, a
soaking rain.
Soak'ing-ly, adv.
Soak'y (-y), a. Full of moisture ; wet ; soppy.
Soal (sol), re. 1. The sole of a shoe. [Obs. or iJ.]
[Obs.}
2. (Zool.) See Sole, the fish.
Soal, n. [AS. sol mire. Cf. Sully.] A dirty pond.
Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.}
Soam (som), re. A chain by which a leading horse
Knight.
draws a plow.
Soap (scp), n. [OE. sope, AS. sape; akin to D. zeep,
G. seife, OHG. seifa, Icel. sapa, Sw. sclpa, Dan. sxbe,
and perhaps to AS. sipan to drip, MHG. sifen, and L.
sebum tallow. Cf. Saponaceous.] A substance which
dissolves in water, thus forming a lather, and is used as
a cleansing agent. Soap is produced by combining fats
or oils with alkalies or alkaline earths, usually by boiling,
and consists of salts of sodium, potassium, etc., with the
fatty acids (oleic, stearic, palmitic, etc.). See the Note
below, and cf. Saponification. By extension, any compound of similar composition or properties, whether used
as a cleansing agent or not.
ffi^" In general, soaps are of two classes, Jiard and soft.
Calcium, magnesium, lead, etc., form soaps, but they are
insoluble and useless.
The purifying action of soap depends upon the fact that it is
decomposed by a large quantitv of water into free alkali and an

&

[imp.

t.

;

;

—

—

insoluble acid

salt.

The

of these takes

first

away

the fatty dirt

forms the soap lather which envelops the greasy matter and thus tends to remove it.

on washing, and the

latter

Roscoe t( Schorlemmer.
a fine-grained hard soap, white or mottled,
Marseilles,OT Veoil
and
called
also
olive
soda
made of
Hard soap, any one of a great variety of
netian, soap.
soaps, of different ingredients and color, which are hard
and compact. All solid soaps are of this class.— Lead aoap,
an insoluble, white, pliable soap made by saponifying an
used externally in medioil (olive oil) with lead oxide ;
Marine
cine. Called also lead plastir, diachylon, etc.
Castile aoap,

—

;

—

—

final,

gll

;

which

etc.,

—

mechanically in

assists

Resin soap, a yellow soap containthe removal of dirt.
used in bleaching.
Silicated soap, a cheap
ing resin,
soap containing water glass (sodium silicate).
Soap bark.
Soap bubble, a hollow irides{Bot. ) See (Joillaia baek.
cent globe, formed by blowing a film of soap suds from a
pipe: figuratively, something attractive, but extremely
unsubstantial.
This soap bubble of the metaphysicians. J. C. Shairp.
Soap cerate, a cerate formed of soap, olive oil, white
wax, and the subacetate of lead, sometimes used as an
application to allay inflammation.
Soap fat, the refuse
fat of kitchens, slaughter houses, etc., used in making
soap.
Soap Unlment (Med.), a liniment containing soap,
camphor, and alcohol.
Soap nut, the hard kernel or seed
of the fruit of the soapberry tree,— used for making beads,
buttons, etc.
Soap plant (Bot.), one of several plants used
in the place of soap, as the CMorogalum. pomeridianum,
a California plant, the bulb of which, when stripped of
its husk and rubbed on wet clothes, makes a thick lather,
and smells not unlike new brown soap. It is called also
soap apple, soap bulb, and soap weed.
Soap tree. {Bot.)
Same as Soapbeeey tree. Soda soap, a soap containing
a sodium salt. The soda soaps are all hard soaps.— Soft
soap, a soap of a gray or brownish yellow color, and of a
slimy, jellylike consistency, made from potash or the lye
from wood ashes. It is strongly alkaline and often contains glycerin, and is used in scouring wood, in cleansing
linen, in dyeliouses, etc. Figuratively, flattery
wheedling blarney. [ Colloq.]
Toilet soap, hard soap for the
toilet, usually colored and perfumed.
Soap (sop), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Soaped (sopt) ; p.
pr.
vb. re. Soaping.] 1. To rub or wash over with soap,
[Slang}
2. To flatter ; to wheedle.
Soap'ber'ry tree' (sopT^Sr/rl trSQ. (Bol.) Any tree
of the genus Sapindus, esp. Sapindus saponaria, the
fleshy part of whose fruit is used instead of soap in washing linen
also called soap tree.
Soap'flsh' (-fish'), n. (Zool.) Any serranoid fish of
the genus Rhypticus ;
so called from the soapy feeling

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

&

&

—

;

—

Quality or state of being soapy.
Soap'l-neSB
Soap'root' (-roof), re. {Bot.) A perennial herb {Gypsophila Struthium) the root of which is used in Spain as
a substitute for soap.
(-T-nSs), n.

See Steatite, and Talc.
Soap'stone' (-stSn'), n.
Soap'snds' (-siidz'), n. pi. Suds made with soap.
Soap'WOrt' (-vrflrf ), re. {Bot.) A common plant {Saponaria officinalis) of the Pink family
so called because its bruised leaves, when agitated in water, produce
a lather like that from soap. Called also Bouncing Bet.
[Compar. Soapier (-I-er) superl.
Soap'y (-y), a.
Soapiest.] 1. Resembling soap having the qualities of,
or feeling like, soap soft and smooth.
2. Smeared with soap covered with soap.
;

sailors.

(sok), V.

—

powdered pumice,

of its skin.

;

;

—
—

Fills of soap {Med.), pills conSee under Marine.
Fota.sh soap, any soap made
taining soap and opium.
with potash, esp. the soft soaps, and a hard soap made
Pnmice soap, any hard
from potash and castor oil.
soap charged with a gritty powder, as silica, alumina,

Boap.

eve,

event,

—

6nd, fem, recent

;

ice,

—

;

;

;

;

i.
[imp. & p. p. Soared (sord) p. pr.
Soaring.] [F. s^essorer to soar, essorer to dry
(by exposing to the air), fr. L. ex out -|- aura the air, a
breeze akin to 6r. aupa.] 1. To fly aloft, as a bird
to mount upward on wings, or as on wings.
Chaucer.
When soars Gaul's vulture with his wings unfurled. Byron.
2. Fig.
To rise in thought, spirits, or imagination to
be exalted in mood.
Where the deep transported mind may soar.
Jifilton^
Valor soars above
What the world calls misfortune.
Addison.
Soar, n. The act of soaring ; upward flight.
This apparent soar of the hooded falcon.
Coleridge.
Soar, a. See 3d Soee. [Obs.}
brown.
a.
See
Soee,
reddish
Soar,
Soar falcon. {Zool.) See Sore falcon, under Soee.
Soar'lng, a.
n. from Soar.
Soar'ing-Iy, adv.
So-a've (s6-a'va), a. [It.] (Mus.) Sweet.
[It.]
{Mus.)
So-a've-men'te (-man'ta), adv.
Sweetly.
Sob (s8b), V. t. [See Sop.] To soak. [06s.] Mortimer.
Sob, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Sobbed (sobd) p. pr. & vb.
re. Sobbing.]
[OE. sobben ; akin to AS. seSfian, siSfian,
to complain, bewail, sedfung, sidfung, sobbing, lamen-

Soar

& vb.

(sor), V.

;

re.

;

;

:

—

&

II

II

;

tation cf. OHG. sUfton, suftjon, to sigh, MHG. sixiften,
siufzen, G. seiifzen, MHG. svft a sigh, properly, a drawing in of breath, from sUfen to drink, (JHG. sujfan. Cf.
Sup.] To sigh with a sudden heaving of the breast, or
with a kind of convulsive motion to sigh with tears,
and with a convulsive drawing in of the breath.
Sobbing is the same thing [as sighing], stronger. Bacon.
She sighed, she sobbed, and, furious with despair,
She rent her garments, and she tore her hair.
Vryden.
Sob, re. 1. The act of sobbing ; a convulsive sigh, or
inspiration of the breath, as in sorrow.
Break, heart, or choke with softs my hated breath. Dryden.
2. Any sorrowful cry or sound.
The tremulous sob of the complaining owl. Wordswortfu
series of short, convulsive inSob'bing (-blng), re.
spirations, the glottis being suddenly closed so that little
or no air enters into the lungs.
Sober (so'ber), a. [Compar. Soberer (-er) superl.
Soberest.]
[OE. sobre, F. sobre, from L. sobrius, probably from a prefix so- expressing separation -f- ebriun
drunken. Cf. Ebeiett.]
1. Temperate in the use of
spirituous liquors habitually temperate ; as, a, sober man.
;

;

A

;

;

That we may hereafter live a godly, righteous, and sober life,
glory of Thy holy name.
Bk, of Com. Prayer.
2. Not intoxicated or excited by spirituous liquors ; as,
the sot may at times be sober.
3. Not mad or insane
not wild, visionary, or heated
with passion exercising cool, dispassionate reason selfto the

;

;

;

controlled

self-possessed.
There was not a sober person to be had

and

;

;

all

was tempestuonfl
Dryden.

blustering.

No soiie?- man would put himself into danger for the applause
of escaping without breaking his neck.
Dryden.
idea,

ill

;

51d,

obey, 6rb, 8dd

Not proceeding from, or attended with, passion

4.

;

;

Twilisht gray

—

Syn.

Miltoti.
Had in her sober livery all things clad.
abstinent
abstemious
Grave temperate
;

;

;

;

colcool
regular ; steady ; calm ; quiet
;
staid
dispassionate ; ummpassioned sedate

moderate
lected ;
serious

;

;

;

;

solemn somber. See Grave.
SO'ber (so'ber), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Sobebed (so'berd)
p-pr, & vb. n. SoBEEiHo.] To make sober.
;

;

Pope.
And drinking largely sobers ua again.
often with down.
v. i.
To become sober
;

—

Vance gradually sobered down.

&

i.
To sober.
So'ber-lze (-iz), v. t.
In a sober manner
SoTier-ly, adv.
COoUy calmly gravely seriously.
;

Ld. Lylton.
Crabbe.
[-K.]
;

temperately

iObs.J
S(>T)er-ly, a. Grave serious ; solemn ; sad.
Chaucer.
[He] looked hollow and thereto soberly.
So'ber—mind'ed (-mind'ed), a. Having a disposition
So'ber-inilld'ed-Iiess, n.
or temper habitually sober.
So'ber-ness, n. The quality or state of being sober.
Sob'o-les (sBl/o-lez), re. [L., a shoot.] (Bot.) (a)

the blaclifish.— The

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

to society

[i?.]
2. Connection ; participation ; partnership,
The meanest of the people, and such as have the least society
Jer. Taylor.
with the acts and crimes of kings.
3.
number of persons associated for any temporary
or permanent object ; an association for mutual or joiut
usefulness, pleasure, or profit ; a social imiou ; a partnership ; as, a missionary society.
4. The persons, collectively considered, who live in
any region or at any period any community of individuals who are united together by a common bond of
nearness or intercourse those who recognize each other
as associates, friends, and acquaintances.
5. Specifically, the more cultivated portion of any
community in its social relations and influences those
who mutually give and receive formal entertainments.

A

;

;

South.

;

3. Ready to converse ; inclined to talk with others
not taciturn or reserved.
4. Atfording opportunities for conversation ; characterized by much conversation ; as, a sociable party.
5. No longer hostile ; friendly.
[05.S.]
Beau. Je Ft.
Sociable bird, or Sociable weaver (Zool.), a weaver bird
which builds composite nests. See Republican, re., 3 (6).
Syn. — Social ; companionable conversible friendly

—

Society verses fa transSociety of Jesus. See jEsnrr.
lation of F. vers de societe], the lightest kind of lyrical
poetry verses for the amusement of polite society.
;

So-Oin'i-an (s6-sTn'i-an),
Socinus, or the Socinians.

accessible.

So'cla-ble,
1. A gathering of people for social
purposes ; an informal party or reception ; as, a church
lociable.
[Colloq. U. S.']
2. A carriage having two double seats facing each
other, and a box for the driver.
3Kss Edgeworth.
So'Cla-ble-ness, re. The quality of being sociable.
So'cla-bly, adv. in a sociable manner.
So'clal (so'shal), a. [L. socialis, from socius a companion ; akin to sequi to follow : cf. F. social. See Sue
to follow.] 1. Of or pertaining to society ; relating to
men living in society, or to the public as an aggregate
body ; as, social interests or concerns ; social pleasures
social benefits ; social happiness ; social duties.
"Social
phenomena."
J. S. Mill.
fi^ll,

iip,

ftrn

;

pity

a.

Of or pertaining to

So-Cln'1-an, re. One of the followers of Socinus ; a believer in Socinianism.
So-cin'i-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n. {Eccl. Hist.) The tenets
or doctrines of Faustus Socinus, an Italian theologian of
the sixteenth century, who denied the Trinity, the deity
of Christ, the personality of the Devil, the native and
total depravity of man, the vicarious atonement, and the
His theory was, that
eternity of future punishment.
Christ was a man divinely commissioned, who had no ex-

;

re.

r\ide,

Lamb.

of societarian reformation.

:

;

unite,

;

;

So-Cl'e-ta-ry (so-si'e-ta-r^), a. Societarian. [iJ.]
So-Ci'e-ty (s6-si'e-ty), n. ; pi. Societies (-tiz). [L.
See Sosocietas, fr. socius a companion
cf. F. societe.
cial.]
1. The relationship of men to one another when
associated in any way ; companionship ; fellowship ; comMilton.
pany. " Her loved society."
There is society where none intrudes
Byron.
By the deep sea, and music in its roar.

;

Qse,

;

social.

;

The all-sweeping besom

A

;

r Esopha-

;

As for you. Dr. Reynolds, and your sociates. Fuller.
So'cl-ate (-at), V. i. To associate. [Ois.] Shelford.
So-cl'e-ta'rl-an (s6-si'e-ta'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining

;

communicative

Gill

Stomach / Intesu Anus v Genital

s

;

tine

socialism.
So'Clal-iS'tlc, )
[Cf. F. socialite, L.
SO'cl-al'i-ty (so'shi-al't-ty), n.
The quality of being social ; socialness.
To
render social.
(so'shal-iz),
V.
t.
1.
SO'clal-lze
2. To subject to, or regulate by, socialism.
manner
; sociably.
SO'clal-ly, adv. In a social
SO'clal-ness, n. The quality or state of being social.
So'cl-ate (so'shT-at), a. [L. sociatus, p. p. of sociare
to associate, fr. socius companion.] Associated. [Obs.'\
[06s.]
So'cl-ate, n. An associate.

ship in which the mill stands. [Eng. J
Soc and sac < 0. Eng. Law), the full right of administering justice in a manor or lordship.
Soc'age (-aj ; 48), re. [From Soc ; cf. LL. socagium.J
(O. Eng. Law) A tenure of lands and tenements by a certain or determinate service ; a tenure distinct from chivalry or knight's service, in which the obligations were
uncertain. The service must be certain, in order to be
denominated socage, as to hold by fealty and twenty
shillings rent.
[Written also soccage.']
J^^ Socage is of two kinds : free socage, where the
services are not only certain, but honorable and villein
socage, where the services, though certain, are of a baser
nature.
Blackstone.
Soc'a-ger (-a-jer), n. (0. Eng. Law)
tenant by
socage ; a socman.
Sy-called' (so'kald'), a. So named ; called by such a
name (but perhaps called thus with doubtful propriety).
So'cla-bU'1-ty (eo'sha-btl'I-ti^), n.
[Cf. F. sociabiliie.}
The quality of being sociable sociableness.
So'cla-ble (syshi-b'l ; 277), a. [F., fr. L. sociabilis,
b. sociare to associate, fr. socius a companion. See Social.]
1. Capable of being, or fit to be, united in one
body or company ; associable. [iJ.]
They are sociable parts united into one body. Hooker.
2. Inclined to, or adapted for, society ready to unite
with others ; fond of companions ; social.
Society is no comfort to one not sociable.
Shak.
What can be more uneasy to this sociable creature than the

;

;

I

;

gus

socialitas.'i

;

familiar

united; c Mouth; d
Cloacal Orifice / Atri-

um

So'cial-lst, n. [Cf. F. soeialiste.'] One who advocates
or practices the doctrines of socialism.
Pertaining to, or of the nature of,
So'cial-ist,
) a.

;

;

Social Ascidian (Perophora
virtdis). b Stolon by
which several Zooids are

We

;

?

con-

certainly want a true history of socialism, meaning by
that a history of every systematic attempt to provide a new
p". Harrison.
social existence for the mass of the workers.

.

dry, pensive retirements of solitude

;

social reconstruction, and iu France to those also of St. Simon
and Fourier. . . . The word, however, is used with a great variety of meaning, . . . even by economists and learned critics.
The general tendency is to regard as socialistic any interference
imdertaken by society on behalf of the poor, . . . radical social
reform which disturbs the present system of private property.
. .
.
The tendency of the present socialism is more ana more to
Encyc. Brit.
ally itself with the most advanced democracy.

;

;

;

;

communicative

just and equitable distribution
Duct.
of property and labor. In popular usage, the term is often employed to indicate any lawless, revolutionary social scheme.
See Commpnism, FouRiERisM, Saint-Simonianism, forms of socialism.
[Socialism'] was first applied in England to Owen's theory of

Blackstone.

freedom from enthusiasm, inordinate pascalmness coolness
overheated imagination
seriousness as, the sobriety of riper years.
Mirth makes them not mad,
Denham,
Nor sobriety sad.
Syn.
Soberness
temperance abstinence
abstemiousness moderation regularity steadiness calmness coolness
sober-mindedness
sedateness
staidness gravity seriousness solemnity.
[F. sobriquet, OF.
So'brl'quet' (sS'bre'ka'), n.
loubzbriquet, soubriquet, a chuck under the chin, hence,
an affront, a nickname of uncertain origin ; cf It. sottobecco a chuck under the chin.] An assumed name a fanciful epithet or appellation ; a nickname. [Sometimes less
correctly written soubriquet.'\
Soc (s5k), n. [AS. soc the power of holding court,
sway, domain, properly, the right of investigating or seeking akin to E. sake, seek.
See Sake, Seek, and cf. Sac,
and Soke.] [Written also iocft, and ioie.] X. (0. Eng.
Law) (a) The lord's power or privilege of holding a court
in a district, as in a manor or lordship jurisdiction of
causes, and the limits of that jurisdiction.
(6) Liberty
or privilege of tenants excused from customary burdens.
2. An exclusive privilege formerly claimed by miUers
of grinding all the corn used within the manor or towngravity

;

So'cial-ism (so'shal-Iz'm), n,
A theory
[Cf. F. socialisme.l
or system of social reform which
contemplates a complete reconstruction of society, with a more

2. Habitual

sion, or

;

famUiar

vivial; festive.

.

a relative duty.

social evil,

—

A

was conceived by the Virgin Mary
imitation of Adam's sin, and
the imitation and adoption of
virtue
that
the
Christ's
Bible was to be interpreted
by human reason and that its language was metaplioristence before he
tliat

that

human sin was tiie
human salvation was
;

;

and not to be taken literally.
So-cln'1-an-lze (-iz), «;. t. [imp.
p. p. Socinianvb. n. Sociniahizino (-i'zing).] To
IZBD (-izd) p. pr.
ical,

;

food, itfoi

&

&

;

;

out, oil

;

cause to

conform to Socinianism; to regulate by, or

imbue with, the principles of Socinianism.
So'd-O-log'lc (so'shi-6-16j'ik), a. Of or pertaining
)

to sociology, or soSo'cl-o-log'ic-al (-T-kal),
)
cial science.
So'Ci-O-lOg'io-al-ly, adv.
So'cl-ol'o-gist (-51'o-jist), n. One who treats of, or
J. S. Mill.
devotes himself to, the study of sociology.
So'ol-ol'O-gy (so'shT-51'o-jj^), n. [L. socius a com-logy^ That branchof philosophy which treats
panion
of the constitution, phenomena, and development of huH. Spencer.
man society ; social science.
Sock (s5k), n. [F. soc, LL. soccus, perhaps of Celtic

—

+

Edin. Encyc.
origin.]
A plowshare.
Sock, n. [OE. sock, AS. socc, fr. L. soccus a kind of
low-heeled, light shoe. Cf. Socket.] 1. The shoe worn
used
by actors of comedy in ancient Greece and Rome,
as a symbol of comedy, or the comic drama, as distinthe
buskin.
symbolized
by
guished from tragedy, which is
Great Fletcher never treads in buskin here.
Dryden.
Nor greater Jonson dares in socks appear.
2. A knit or woven covering for the foot and lower
leg ; a stocking with a short leg.
Simmonds.
3. A warm inner sole for a shoe.
Sock-dol'a-ger (s5k-d51'a-jer), re. [A corruption of
doxology.2 [Written also sockdolager.^ 1. That which
finishes or ends a matter ; a settler ; a poser, as a heavy
blow, a conclusive answer, and the like.
[Slang, U. S.]

—

prostitution.
Syn. Sociable ; companionconversible
able
friendly

Bhoot running along under ground, forming new plants
at short distances.
(6) A sucker, as of a tree or shrub.
Sob'O-lll'er-OUS (-lif 'er-iis), a. [L. soboles-i--ferous.}
(£ot.) Producing soboles.
See Ulusl. of Houseleek.
So-brl'e-ty (so-bri'e-tj^), n. [L. sobrietas : cf F. sobritti.
See Sober.] 1. Habitual soberness or temperance
as to the use of spirituous liquors ; as, a mau of sobriety.
is

Social science, the science of
that relates to the social condition, the relations and institutions which are involved in
man's existence and his wellbeing as a member of an organized community sociology. It
concerns itself with questions
of the public health, education,
labor, punishment of crime,
reformation of criminals, and
the like.
Social whale {Zool.),

—

;

Public sobriety

—

4. (Bot.) Naturally growing in groups or masses;
said of many individual plants of tlie same species.
5. {Zool.) (a) Living in communities consisting of
males, females, and neuters, as do ants and most bees.
(J) Forming compound groups or colonies by budding
from basal processes or stolons
as, the social ascidians.

;

;

;

;

companionable

all

There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,

So'ber,

Ready or disposed to mix in friendly converse;
sociable ; as, a social person.
;
3. Consisting in union or mutual intercourse.
Best with thyself accompanied, seek'st not
Social communication.
Milton.

2.

a man in his sober senses.
as, sober judgment
;
5. Serious or subdued in demeanor, habit, appearance,
or color ; solemn ; grave sedate.
Prior.
What parts gay France from soher Spain ?
See her soher over a sampler, or gay over a jointed baby. Pope.

calm

SODA
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chair

;

fco

;

slug, ink

A

2. (Angling)
combination of two hooks which
close upon each other, by means of a spring, as soon as
the fish bites. [U. S.]
Sock'et (sBk'St), re. [OE. soket, a dim. through OF.
fr. L. soccus.
See 3ocK p covering for the foot.] 1. An
opening into which anything is fitted any hollow thing
or place which receives and holds something else ; as,
the sockets of the teeth.
His eyeballs in their hollow sockets sink. Dryden.
2. Especially, the hollow tube or place in which a candle is' fixed in tlie candlestick.
And in the sockets oily bubbles dance.
Dryden.
Socket bolt (Mach.), a bolt that passes through a thimble that is placed betvi-een the parts connected by the
bolt.
Socket chisel. Same as Framing chisel. See under Framing.
Socket pipe, a pipe with an expansion at
one end to receive the end of a connecting pipe.
Socket
pole, a pole armed with iron fixed on by means of a socket, and used to propel boats, etc. [U. S.]
Socket wrench,
a wrench consisting of a socket at the end of a shank or
rod, for turning a nut, bolthead, etc., in a narrow or deep
recess.
Sawkins.
Sock'et-8d (-6d), a. Having a socket.
Fl.
Sook'leBS, a. Destitute of socks or shoes. B.
a.
Wet
;
soaky.
[Prov.
Eng.'}
Sock'y (-f),
So'Cle (so'k'l or s5k''l ; 277), n. [F., fr. L. socculus,
dim. of soccus. See Sock a covering for the foot. Cf.
plain block or plinth forming a
Zocco.] (Arch.) (a)
low pedestal ; any base ; especially, the base of a statue,
column, or the like. See Plinth, (b)
plain face or
plinth at the lower part of a wall.
Oxf. Gloss.
Soc'mau (sSk'mln), re.; pi. Socmen (-mgn). [See
Socage.] (0. Eng. Law) One who holds lands or tenements by socage ; a socager.
Cowell.
Soc'man-iy (-rj), n. (0. E. Law) Tenure by socage.
Soc'ome (-om), n. [AS. socen, socn, searching, or the
right of searching, the lord's court. See Soc] (0. Eng.
Law)
custom of tenants to grind corn at the lord's
mill.
Cowell.
SOC'O-trlne (sSk'S-trTn), a. Of or pertaining to Socotra, an island in the Indian Ocean, on the east coast of
Africa.
re.
A native or inhabitant of Socotra.
So-crat'lc (siS-krSt'ik), 1 a. [L. Socraticus, Gr. 2«)/cpariKos.] Of or pertaining
So-crat'ic-al (-i-kal),
(
to Socrates, the Grecian sage and teacher (b. c. 469-399),
or to liis manner of teaching and philosophizing.
(1^°° The Socratic method of reasoning and instruction
was by a series of questions leading the one to whom
they were addressed to perceive and admit what was
true or false in doctrine, or right or wrong in conduct.
So-crat'ic-al-ly, adv. In the Socratic method.
Soc'ra-tism (sok'ra-tlz'm), re. The philosophy or tie
method of Socrates.
disciple
Soc'ra-tist (-tist), re. [Gr. SuKpaTio-njs.]
or follower of Socrates.
Sod (s5d), re. (Zo'ol.) The rock dove. [Prov. Eng.}
Sod, obs. imp. of Seethe.
Sod, re. [Akin to LG. sode, D. zode, OD. sode, soode,
OPries. satha, and E. seethe. So named from its sodden
state in wet weather.
See Seethe.] That stratum of
the surface of the soil which is filled with the roots of
grass, or any portion of that surface
turf ; sward.
She there shall dress a sweeter sod
Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.
Collina,
;

—

—

—

—

&

A

A

A

—

A

;

&

&

vb. n.
p. p. Sodded
p, pr.
to turf.
[It., soda, in Olt., ashes used in
n,
L. solida, fern, of solidus solid solida
having probably been a name of glasswort. See SouD.]
oxide or hydroxide. (6) Popularly,
Sodium
(a)
(Chem.)

Sod,

V.

SoDDiNe.l

[imp.

t,

;

To cover with sod

;

So'da (so'di),
making glass, fr.

;

sodium carbonate or bicarbonate.
Caustic soda, sodium hydroxide. — Cooklne

soda, sodium
[Colloq.]
Bel soda.
See ji>odium carboSoda alum {Min.), a mineral connate, under Sodium.
sisting of the hydrous sulphate of alumina and soda.
Soda ash, crude sodium carbonate ;
so called because
formerly obtained from the ashes of sea plants and certain other plants, as &a\t\\orHS<dsnla). See under Sodium. —Soda fountain, an apparatus for drawing soda
water, fitted with delivery tube, faucets, etc. —Soda lye,
a lye consistiue essentially of a solution of sodium hy-

bicarbonate.

—

—

—

— Soda niter. See NiTRAsalts, salts hiiving sodium for the bnso
spesodium sulphate or Glauber's s.alts. — Soda
waste, the waste material, consisting chisfiy of caloiuiu
hydroxide and sulphide, which accumulateB as a useless
residue or side product in the ordinary Leblane process
of soda mauufncturc — called also utknli waste. — Soda
water, originally, n beverage consisting of a weak solution of sodium bicarbonate, with some acid to cause
droxide, used in soap making.
tine.

—Soda

;

cifically,

;

;

ttien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

N
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SOKE

effervescence ; now, in common usa^e, a beverage conBisting of water highly charged with carbon dioxide
(carbonic acid). Fruit sirups, cream, etc., are usually
added to give flavor. See Carbonic acid, under Caebonic.
WaaWng soda, sodium carbonate. [CoUoq.]

3. Hence, agreeable to feel, taste, or inhale ; not irritating to the tissues ; as, a soft liniment ; soft wines.
"The io/<, delicious air."
Milton.
4. Not harsh or offensive to the sight ; not glaring
pleasing to the eye ; not exciting by intensity of color
or violent contrast ; as, soft hues or tints.
The sun, shining upon the upper part of the clouds, .
made
the softest lights imaginable.
Sir T. Browne.
5. Not harsh or rough in sound ; gentle and pleasing
to the ear ; flowing ; as, soft whispers of music.
Her voice was ever soft.
Gentle, and low,
an excellent thing in woman. Shak.
Soft were my numbers
who could take offense f Fope.
6. Easily yielding ; susceptible to influence ; flexible ;
gentle ; kind.

Soft'lsb (s5iflsh),a. Somewhat soft. DeWUt Clinton,
soft, effeminate person ; a voSoft'ling (-ling), re.
luptuary. [£.]
£p. fVoolton,
Soft'ly, adv. In a soft manner.
Soft'ner (sSf'ner), re. See Softener.
Soft'ness (soft'ngs ; 115), re. [AS. softness, s^nyss.'\
opposed to hard7ies3,
The quality or state of being soft ;
and used in the various specific senses of the adjective.
(sSlt'shgl'),
1
a.
Having
Soft'-shell'
a soft or fragile

—

So-da'lc (so-da'ik),

Pertaining

a.

" Sodaic powders."

soda.

to,

or containing,
lire.

+

.

F. sodaSo'da-llte (so'da-lit), n. {Soda
(Min.) A mineral of a white to blue or gray color,
also
massive.
It
occurring commonly in dodecahedrons,
-lite : cf.

lithe.J
is

a

alumina and soda with some chlorine.

silicate of

So-dal'1-ty (s6-dSl'i-ty), n.; pi.

Sodalities

(-tiz).

A

fellowship
1.
[L. sodalitas, fr. sodalis a comrade.]
or fraternity ; a brotherhood.
2. (iJ. C. Ch.) Specifically, a lay association for devotion or for charitable purposes.

Sod-am'lde (sod-5m'id or

-id), n.

{Chem.)

A

green-

NaNHj, obtained by
passing ammonia over heated sodium.
Sod'den (sSd'd'n), a. Ip. p. of Seethe.] Boiled
ish or reddish crystalline substance,

seethed; also, soaked; heavy with moisture; saturated;
sodden bread sodden fields.
as, sodden beef
Sod'den, v. i. To be seethed to become sodden.
Sod'den, v. i. To soak to make heavy with water.
Sod'den-'Wlt'ted (-wif tSd), a. Heavy ; dull. Shah.
Sod'dy (-dy), a. [From Sod.] Consisting of sod
Cotgrave.
covered with sod turfy.
See Soldee.
v. i.
Sod'er (-er), n.
SCdlc (so'dtk), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining to sodium containing sodium.

—

;

would to God my heart were flint, like Edward's
Or Edward's soft and pitiful, Uke mine.
Shak.
The meek or soft shall inherit the earth.
Tyndate.
7. Expressing gentleness, tenderness, or the like
mild J conciliatory ; courteous kind as, soft eyes.
A soft answer turneth away wrath. Frov. xv. 1.
1

;

;

&

;

So'dl-O- (so'di-o-). (Chem.) A combining form (also
used adjectively) denoting the presence of sodium or one
of its compounds.
So'dl-um (-um), re. [NL., fr. E. soda.'\ (Chem.) A
common metallic element of the alkali group, in nature
always occurring combined, as in common salt, in albite,
etc. It is isolated as a soft, waxy, white, unstable metal,
BO readily oxidized that it combines violently with water,
and to be preserved must be kept under petroleum or
some similar liquid. Sodium is used combined in many
salts, in the free state as a reducer, and as a means of
obtaining other metals (as magnesium and aluminium) is
an important commercial product. Symbol Na (Natrium).
Atomic weight 23. Specific gravity 0.97.
Sodium amalgam, an aUoy of sodium and mercury, usually produced as a gray metallic crystalline substance,
Sowhich is used as a reducing agent, and otherwise.
dium 'bicarbonate, a white crystalline substance, HNaCOs,
with a slight alkaline taste resembling that of sodium carbonate. It is found in many mineral springs and also
produced arttflciaUy. It is used in cookery, in baking
powders, and as a source of carbonic acid gas (carbon
dioxide) for soda water. Called also cooking soda, saleratus, and technically, acid sodium carbonate, primary
sodium carbonate, sodium dicarbonate, etc. Sodium carbonate, a white crystalline substance, Na2CO3-10H.2O,
having a cooling alkaline taste, found in the ashes of

—

8

—

many plants, and produced artificially in large quantities
from common salt. It is used in making soap, glass, pa§er, etc., and as an alkaline agent in many chemical inustries. Called also sal soda, washing soda, or soda.
Cf Sodium bicarbonate, above, and Teona. — Sodium chlocommon, or table, salt, NaCl. — Sodium hydroxide,
a white opaque brittle solid, NaOH, having a fibrous
structure, produced by the action of quicklime, or of
calcium hydrate (mUk of lime), on sodium carbonate. It
is a strong alkali, and is used in the manufacture of soap,
in making wood pulp for paper, etc. Called also sodnjm
hydrate, and caustic soda. By extension, a solution of
sodium hydroxide.
Sod'om-lte (sSd'ilm-it), n. 1. An inhabitant of Sodom.
2. One guilty of sodomy.
.

ride,

Sod'om-lt'lc-al (-Tt'i-kal), a. Pertaining to, or of the
nature of, sodomy.
Sod'om-lt'ic-al-ly, adv.
Sod'om-y (sSd'ttm-y), n. [From Sodom, a country
mentioned in the Bible cf. F. sodoraie.'] Carnal copulation in a manner against nature buggery. Gen. xix. 5.
Soe (so), re. [Scot, sae, say, saye ; cf Icel. sar a large
cask, Sw. sa a tub.] A large wooden vessel for holding
Br. H. More.
water; a cowl. \pbs. or Prov. Eng.'\
So-ev'er (so-5v'er). A word compounded of so and
ever, used in composition with who, what, where, when,
how, etc., and indicating any out of all possible or supposable persons, things, places, times, ways, etc. It is
sometimes used separate from the pronoim or adverb.
For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much
Luke xii. 48.
required.
What great thing soever a man proposed to do in his life, he
should think of acnieving it by fifty.
Sir JV. Temple.

—

:

;

.

So'fa (so'fa),

re.

; pi.

Sofas

saffa to dispose in order
seat, usually

:

cf.

(-faz).

F. sofa,

[Ar. soffah,

from

A long

It. sofh,.']

with a cushioned bottom, back, and ends

— much used as a comfortable piece of furniture.

;

Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round. Cowper.
Sofa bed, a sofa so contrived that it may be extended
called also sofa bedstead.
to form a bed
;

Soffit

—

(sSf'fIt), n.

[It. soffitta, soffitto, fr. soffiggere

to hide, properly, to fix or fasten under, L. suffigere to
fasten beneath or below ; sub under, beneath -f- figere
to fix, fasten cf. F. soffiie.']
(Arch.) The under side of
the subordinate parts and members of buildings, such as
staireases, entablatures, archways, cornices, or the like.
See niust. of Lintel.
So'fl (syfl), re. ; pi. SoFis (-f iz). Same as Sufi.
So'flsm (so'f iz'm), re. Same as Sufism.
:

Soft (sSft 115), a. {Compar. Softee (-er) superl.
[OE. softe, AS. softe, properly adv. of sefie,
akin to OS. safto, adv., D. eacht, OHG. samfto, adv.,
semfti, adj., G. sanft, LG. sacht ; of uncertain origin.]
1. Easily yielding to pressure easily impressed, molded, or cut not firm in resisting impressible yielding
also, malleable
opposed to hard ; as, a soft bed ; a
$ofi peach ; soft earth ; soft wood or metal.
2. Not rough, rugged, or harsh to the touch smooth
delicate ; fine ; as, soft silk ; a soft skin.
They that wear soft clothing are in kings' houses. Matt. xi. 8.
;

;

Softest.]

adj.

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

;

A face with gladness overspread.
Soft smiles, by

;

;

—

Soft'-Shelled' (-sheld'),

human

kindness bred.

Wordsworth.

shell.

j

—
—

Soft-shell clam (Zo'dl.), the long clain. See Mta.
Soft,
shelled crab. (.^00?.) See the Note under Crab, 1.
Softshelled turtle. (Zo'dl.) Same as Soft tortoise, under Soft.

Soft'-spo'ken

Speakmg softly; havhence, mild ; affable.
re.
The quality or state of
wetness.

(-spo'k'n), a.

ing a mild or gentle voice

;

Sog'gl-ness (s5g'gT-n6s),

;

;

;

.

A

being soggy

soddenness

;

;

Sog'gy (s5g'g3?), a. ICompar. SooGiER (-gT-er) superl. Soggiest.]
[Cf. Icel. sdggr damp, wet, or E.
soak."]
Filled with water; soft with moisture; sodden;
soaked ; wet as, soggy land or timber.
a word used in callSo-hO' (so-ho'), interj. Ho ;
ing from a distant place a sportsman's halloo.
Shak.
Soi'-dl'sant' (swa'ds'zau'), a. [F.] Calling himself ; self-styled ; pretended ; would-be.
Soil (soil), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Soiled (soild) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Soiling.]
[OF. saoler, saotder, to satiate, F.
souler, L. satullare, fr. satuUus, dim. of satur sated. See
Satibe.] To feed, as cattle or horses, in the barn or an
inclosure, with fresh grass or green food cut for them,
instead of sending them out to pasture ; hence (such food
having the effect of purging them), to purge by feeding
on green food ; as, to soil a horse.
[OE. soile, F. sol, fr. L. solum bottom, soil
Soil, re.
but the word has probably been influenced in form by
Cf. Saloon, Soil a miry place, Solb
soil a miry place.
of the foot.]
1. The upper stratum of the earth
the
;

;

—

;

8. Effeminate ; not courageous or manly ; weak.
A longing after sensual pleasures is a dissolution of the spirit
of a man, and makes it loose, soft, and wandering. Jer. Taylor.
9. Gentle in action or motion ; easy.
On her soft axle, while she paces even,
And bears thee soft with the smooth air along. Milton.

Weak

10.

in character

impressible.

;

The

deceiver soon found this soft place of Adam's. Glanvill.
11. Somewhat weak in intellect. \_Colloq.']
He made soft fellows stark noddies, and such as were foolish
quite mad.
Burton.

12. Quiet ; undisturbed ; peaceful ; as, soft slumbers.
13. Having, or consisting of, a gentle curve or curves
not angular or abrupt ; as, soft outlines.
14. Not tinged with mineral salts ; adapted to decompose soap ; as, soft water is the best for washing.
IB. (Phonetics) (a) Applied to a palatal, a sibilant, or a
dental consonant (as g in gem, c in cent, etc.) as distinguished from a guttural mute (as g in 50, c in cone, etc.)
- opposed to hard, (b) Belonging to the class of sonant
elements as distinguished from the surd, and considered as involving less force in utterance ; as, 6, d, g, z, v,
etc., in contrast with^, t, k, s,f, etc.
Soft clam (ZooL), the common or long clam (Mya arenaria). See Mya.
Soft coal, bituminous coal, as distinguished from anthracite, or hard, coal.— Soft crab {Zo'dl.),
Soft dorsal
any crab which has recently shed its shell.
(.Zo'dl.), the posterior part of the dorsal fin of fishes when
supported by soft rays.
Soft grass. (Bot.) See Velvet
QEASS.
Soft money, paper money, as distinguished from
Soft mute. (Phocoin, or hard money. [CoIIoq. U. S.}
Soft palate. See the Note under
netics) See Media.
Palate.
Soft ray (Zo'dl.), a fin ray which is articulated
Soft soap.
and usually branched.
See under Soap.
Soft-tack, leavened bread, as distinguished from hardtack, or ship bread
Soft tortoise {Zo'dl.), any river tortoise of the genus Trionyx. See Teionyx.
Soft (sSft), n. A soft or foolish person ; an idiot.
G. Eliot.
iColloq.^
Soft, adv. Softly ; without roughness or harshness
Chaucer.
gently ; quietly,
Spenser.
A knight soft riding toward them.
Soft, interj. Be quiet ; hold ; stop ; not so fast.
Shak.
Soft, you ; a word or two before you go.
Sof'ta (s5f't4), re. [Corruption of Per. sokhtah one
who burns, is ardent or zealous.] Any one attached to
a Mohammedan mosque, esp. a student of the higher
branches of theology in a mosque school. [Written also

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

mold, or that compound substance which furnishes nutriment to plants, or which is particularly adapted to
support and nourish them.
2.

;

&

:

palliate

—

—

to represent as less enormous

;

;

as, to

Land

country.
I thus leave thee, Paradise
Thee, native soil ?

Dung

To compose

Pope.

(g) To make less glaring ; to tone down ; as, to soften
the coloring of a picture.
(h) To make tender ; to make effeminate ; to enervate;
as, troops softened by luxury.
(i) To make less harsh or grating, or of a quality the
opposite as, to soften the voice.
Soften, V. i. To become soft or softened, or less rude,
harsh, severe, or obdurate.
Sof'ten-er (-er), re. One who, or that which, softens.
;

also, less properly, softner.']

&

re.

from Soften,

orrhage or inflammation.

Three

varieties, distinguished

by their color and representing different stages of the
morbid process, are known respectively as red, yellow,
and white, softening.
Soft'-finned' (sSffftnd'), a. (Zo'dl.) Having the fin
rays cartilaginous or flexible ; without spines

Soft'-head'ed (-hed'Sd), a.
Sott'~heart'ed (-hart'Sd), a.

Weak

;

— said of

Syn, — Tofoul;
spatter
;

—

;

all

;

3filton.

dirty

dirt;

begrime

;

besmear daub bedaub
;

;

;

;

stain

;

bemire; be-

;

tarnish

eve,

event,

;

sully

poUute.

Soil, V.

To become

i.

soiled;

as, light

colors soU

sooner than dark ones.
[See Son. to make dirty. Son. a miry place.]
Soil, re.
That which soils or pollutes a soiled place spot ; stain.
Dryden.
A lady's honor
will not bear a soil.
;

;

.

.

.

Soll'l-ness(-i-ngs),re. Stain; foulness.
Soil'less, a. Destitute of soil or mold.

[iJ.]

Bacon.

[OP. soillure, F. souUlure. See
Shak.
pollution.

Soil'ure (-ur), re.
Soil to make dirty.]

Stain

;

fearing rust or soilure, fashioned for
case of silk.

it

Tennyson

Fuller.
Soll'y (-f), a. Dirty ; soiled. [Obs."]
Sol'r6e' (swa/ra'), re.
[F., fr. soir evening, fr. L.
serus late, serum late time. Cf Serenade.] An evening
party
distinguished from levee, and matinie.
(Bot.) An Asiatic legumiSo'Ja (so'ja or so'ya), re.
nous herb (Glycine Soja) the seeds of which are used in
preparing the sauce called soy.
So'Joum (so'jfim or so-jflrn' 277), v. i. [imp. &p.
vb. n. Sojouenikg.J
p. Sojourned (-jfirnd)
p. pr.
[OE. sojornen, sojournen, OF. sojorner, sejorner, F. sejourner, f r. L. sub under, about -j- diurnus belonging to
the day. See Journal, Diurnal.] To dwell for a time
to dwell or live in a place as a temporary resident or as
a stranger, not considering the place as a permanent
habitation to delay to tarry.
Abram went down into Egypt to sojourn there. Gen. xii. liX
Home he goeth, he might not longer sojourn. Chaucer.
II

;

.

—

;

&

;

;

;

end, fem, recent

soldiers first assembled at Newcastle, and there sojourned
Hayward.
[Cf. OF. sujurn, sujur, sejor, F. sk^
So'Jonrn, re.
jour.
See Sojourn, ;;. t.]
A temporary residence, as
that of a traveler in a foreign land.

three days.
_

Though long detained
In that obscure sojourn.

So'jonm-er

(-er),

re.

;

ice,

One who

re.
The act or
So'journ-ment (-ment), re.

1

Ckron. xxix.lA.

state of one

who sojonma.

that of a stranger or a traveler,

Soke
idea,

(sok),

HI

;

re.

old,

1.

Mittotu

sojourns.

We are strangers before thee, and sojourners.
So'journ-lng,

in intellect.

Having softness or ten-

derness of heart ; susceptible of pity or other kindly afSoft'-heart'ed-ness, re.
gentle ; meek.
final,

thus leave

;

The

v.

Softening of the brain, or Cerebral softening (Med.), a
localized softening of the brain substance, due to hem-

fection

;

Soil, re. [OF. soil, souil, F. souille, from OF. soillier,
F. souiller. See Soil to make dirty.] A marshy or miry
place to which a hunted boar resorts for refuge ; hence,
a wet place, stream, or tract of water, sought for Ijy other
game, as deer.
As deer, being stuck, fly through many soils.
Marston.
Yet still the shaft sticks fast.
To take soil, to run into the mire or water ; hence, to
take refuge or shelter.
O, sir, have you taken soil here ? It is well a man may reach
you after three hours' running.
B. Jonson.
[OE. soilen, OF. soillier, F. souiller, (asSoil, V. I.
sumed) LL. suculare, fr. L. sucula a little pig, dim. of
sus a swine. See Sow, re.] 1. To make dirty or unclean on the surface ; to foul ; to dirty ; to defile ; as, to
soil a garment with dust.
Our wonted ornaments now soiled and stained. Milton.
2. To stain or mar, as with infamy or disgrace ; to tarnish ; to sully.
Shak.

;

To make calm and

a.

faeces

Men . . . soil their ground, not that they love the dirt, but
that they expect a crop.
South.

A

to mitigate ; to assuage.
Music can soften pain to ease.

[Written
Soften-lng,

;

Then

placid.
Pope.
All that cheers or softens life.
(/) To make less harsh, less rude, less offensive, or
less violent, or to render of an opposite quality.
He bore his great commission in his look,
But tempered awe, and softened all he spoke. Dryden.
(e)

?

compost manure ; as, night soil.
Improve land by dung and other sort of soils. Mortimer,
Soil pipe, a pipe or drain for carrying off night soil.
Soil, V. t. To enrich with soil or muck ; to manure.
3.

soften a fault.
(d)

;

Must

&

[imp.
p. p. Softened
115), v. t.
To make soft or
vb. re. Softening.]
(-'nd) ; p. pr.
more soft. Specifically
said of matter.
(a) To render less hard ;
Gay.
Their arrow's point they soften in the flame.
(h) To mollify ; to make less fierce or intractable.
Diffidence conciliates the proud, and softens the severe.
liambler.

Soften (sBf'n

To

&

&

defile

Sophia.']

(c)

II

Temporary residence, as
[i?.]

(Eng. Law) See Soc.

Sbey, 6rb, 6dd

SOKEMAN

SOLE
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focus upon a screen in a dark
box.

2. One of the small territorial divisions into which
liincolnshire, England, is divided.
StdEe'man (sok'mSn), n. See Socman.
Soke'man-ry (-r^), n. See Socmanky.
toll.
See
Sok'en (sok''n), n, [Cf. Socome.] 1.

room or

in a

darkened

Solar Microscope fixed In an outer Wall or Shutter, a Knob
for turning the Mirror ; 6 Screw for inclining the Mirror ;
m. Mirror for reflecting the Sun's Light through the Lenses ;
2 Principal Condensing Lens at outer End of the smaller Tube
o Second Condensing Lens, moved by Thumbscrew c ; n
Two Metal Plates holding the Object at the Focus of the
Lenses / Tube containing the Objective Lens, movable by
Thumbscrew d; e Screen through which the Rays pass to form
Magnified Image on a Screen in the darkened Room.

A

;

A

A

;

A

— Solar

—

—

comets

—

m

meteoroids, the matter that furnishes
the
and the rings of Saturn. The satellites
that revolve about the major planets are twenty in number, of which the Earth has one (see Moon), Mars two,
Jupiter four, Saturn eight, Uranus four, and Neptune
one. The asteroids, between Mars and Jupiter, thus far
discovered (1890), number about three hundred, the first
four of which were found near the beginning of the century, and are called Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta.
The principal elements of the major planets, and of the
comets seen at more than one perihelion passage, are
exhibited in the following tables :
also, the
zodiacal light,

—

&

—

;

—

—

— Majok

I.

Planets.

Mean
Distance-

Name.

Symbol.

that of the
Earth be-

Diameter

Period in

Daja.

a

•30

Miles.

ing Unity.

®

Sun
Mercury
Venus
.

V
?

Earth

Mars

<?

/

.

'.3871

6

5.2028 4,332.58 .0482 1
9.5388 10,759.22 .0561 2
19.1834 30,686.82 .0464
30.0544 60,181.11 .0090 1

19
30

.7233

1.0000
1.5237

.

Asteroids
Jupiter .

h

Saturn

W.or^

'87!97 .2056 7

.

%

.

S,orI3 Uranus

.

Neptune
II.

— Periodic
.

Yeara.

Sol'a-nlne ^s51'a-nTn or sola-nen), n. [L. solanum
nightshade.] (Chem.) A poisonous alialoidal glucoside
extracted from the berries of common nightshade (Solanum nigrum), and of bittersweet, and from potato
sprouts, as a white crystalline substance having an acrid,
burning taste
called also solania, and solanina.
So-la'no (so-la'no), n. [Sp., fr. L. solanus (sc. ventus), from sol the sun.]
A hot, oppressive wind which
sometimes blows in the Mediterranean, particularly on
the eastern coast of Spain.
Sol'a-noid (sSl'a^noid), a. ISolanum
-oid."] (Med.)
Eesembling a potato
said of a kind of cancer.

860,000
3,000
224.70 .0068 3 24
7,700
365.26 .0168
7,918
686.98 .0933 1 51
4,200

.

.

bitter taste.

;

—

—

Sol'ace, V. t.
limp.
p. p. Solaced (-ast ; 48) ; p.
[OF. solacier, soulapr.
vb. n. Solacing (-a-sing).]
cier, F. solacier, LL. solatiare.
See Solace, n.] 1. To
cheer in grief or under calamity ; to comfort ; to relieve
in affliction, solitude, or discomfort ; to console ;
applied to persons ; as, to solace one with the hope of future
reward.
2. To allay ; to assuage ; to soothe ; as, to solace grief.
Syn. To comfort ; assuage ; allay. See Comfokt.
Sol'ace, V. i. To take comfort ; to be cheered. Shah.
Sol'ace-ment (-ment), n. The act of solacing, or the
state of being solaced ; also, that which solaces.
[iJ.]
So-la'cious (s6-la'shiis), a. [Cf. OF. solacieux.'] Affording solace ; as, a salacious voice. [06«.]
Bale.
Sol'a-na'CeOUS (sol'a-na'shtis or so'la-na'shus ; 277),
(Boi.) Of or pertaining to plants of the natural oro.
der Solanacese, of which the nightshade (Solanum) is
the type. The order includes also the tobacco, ground
cherry, tomato, eggplant, red pepper, and many more.
So'land (so'land), re. (Zool.) A solan goose.
So-Ian'der (s6-lan'der), n. See Sallenders.
Solan goose' (so'lan goes'). [Icel. siila ; akin to
Norw. sula.'] {Zool.) The common gannet.
SO-la'nl-a (so-la'ni-a), n. [NL.] (Chem.) Solanine.
So-lan'1-cine (so-lSn'I-sIn or -sen), n.
[See SolasiNB.] {Chem.) An alkaloid produced by the action of
hydrochloric acid on solanidine, as a tasteless yellow
crystalline substance.
[See Solanine.]
So-lan'l-dlne (-din or -den), n.
(Chem.) An alkaloid produced by the decomposition of
solanine, as a white crystalline substance having a harsh

&

—

month. See under Month.
Solar oil, a paraffin
used as an illuminant and lubricant.
Solar phosphorl
(Physics), certain substances, as the diamond, sulphide
of barium (Bolognese or Bologna phosphorus), calcium
sulphide, etc., which become phosphorescent, and shine
in the dark, after exposure to sunlight or other intense
Solar plexus {Anat.), a nervous plexus situated in
light.
the dorsal and anterior part of the abdomen, consisting of several sympathetic ganglia with connecting and
radiating nerve fibers ;
so called
allusion to the radiating nerve fibers.
Solar spots. See Sun spots, under
Sun.
Solar system (Asti'on.), the sun, with the group
of celestial bodies which, held by its attraction, revolve
round it. The system comprises the major planets, with
their satellites ; the minor planets, or asteroids, and the
oil

46
47

86,000
70,500
31,700
34,500

Comets.

Greatest
Distance

Leaat
Distance

from Sun.

from Sun.

Inolina.
tion of
Orbit.

Perihelion

3.31
5.21

Brorsen's
Tempel-Swift's

—

Winnecke's
Tempel's (2d)

II

Blela's (2d).
D' Arrest's .

Faye's

+

.

.

.

.
.

.

5.46
5.51
5.81
6.51
6.63
6.69
7.57
13.76
71.48
72.63
76.37

4.10
4.6?
5.61
5.16
5.58
4.90
6.20
5.77
5.97
10.46
33.67

0.342
1.345
0.590
1.073
0.883
2.073
0.801
1.326
1.738
1.025
0.775
1.200
0.589

12 54
12 45

Passage.

29 23
5 24
14 27
10 50
12 34
15 42
11 20
55 14
74 3
44 34
162 15

1885.2
1883.9
1879.2
1886.3
1886.7
1885.7
1852.7
1884.0
1881.1
1885.7
1884.1
1887.8
1885.9

Tuttle's . . .
Pons-Brooks's.
nightshade.] (Bot.) Olbers' . . .
33.62
A genus of plants comprehending the potato (S. tubero- Halley's . . .
35.41
sum), the eggplant (S. melongena), and several hundred
Solar telegraph, a telegraph for signaling by flashes of
other species ; nightshade.
Solar time. See Apparent time, unSolar (so'ler), n. [OE. soler, AS. solere, L. solari- reflected sunlight.
um, from sol the sun. See Solae, a.] A loft or upper der Time.
So-la'rl-um (s4-la'rT-vim), n. ; pi. Solaria (-It). [L.
chamber ; a garret room. [06^.] [Written also soler,
aolere, sollar.']
Oxf. Gloss. See Solar, re.] 1. An apartment freely exposed to the
sun ; anciently, an apartment or inclosure on the roof of
[L. Solaris, fr. sol the sun; akin to AS.
So'la!, a.
a house ; in modern times, an apartment in a hospital,
sol, Icel. sSl, Goth, sauil, Lith. saule, W. haul, Ir. sul,
Skr. svar, and perhaps to E. sun : cf. F. solaire. Cf. used as a resort for convalescents.
2. (Zool.) Any one of several species a
Pabasol, Sun.] 1. Of or pertaining to the sun , proceedof handsome marine
ing from the sun ; as, the solar system
,
solar light
spiral shells of the gesolar rays ; .'iolar influence. See Solar system, below.
Si^^S*».
J.
2. (Astrol.) Born under the predominant influence of nus Solarium and allied genera. The shell
the sun. [06*.]
And proud beside, as solar people are.
Dryden. is conical, and usually
3. Measured by the progress or revolution of the sun has a large, deep umbilicus exposing the Solarium (S. perspectijmm). a Basal
in the ecliptic ; as, the solar year.
View 6 Side View.
4. Produced by the action of the sun, or peculiarly upper whorls. Called
also perspective shell,
affected by its influence.
(so'ler-T-za'shQn),
(Photog.) InSo'lar-1-za'tlon
re.
Th6y denominate some herbs solar, and some lunar. Bacon.
of a photographic picture caused by exposing it for
Solar cycle.
See under Cycle. —Solar day. See Day, jury
time
to
the
sun's
light
long
a
in
the
camera
burntoo
;
Solar engine, an engine in which the energy of solar
2.
neat is used to produce motion, as in evaporatnig water ing excessive insolation.
for a steam engine, or expanding air for an air engine.
(so'ler-iz),
V,
t.
[imp,
So'Iar-ize
&p. p. Solarized
Solar nowers (Bot.), flowers which open and shut daily (-izd); p. pr.
vb, n. Solarizing (-i'zing).]
(Photog.)
at certam hours.
Solar lamp, an argand lamp.
Solar To Injure by too long exposure to the light of the sun in
microflcope, a microscope consisting essentially, first, of a
camera
;
to burn.
the
mirror for reflecting a beam of suiUight tlirough the tube,
So'lar-lze, v. i. (Photog,) To become injured by unwhich sometimes is fixed in a window shutter secondly,
of a condenser, or large lens, for converging the beam due or too long exposure to the sun's rays in the camera.
upon the object and, thirdly, of a small lens, or magniSo'la-ry (so'li-rj), a. Solar. [06s.] Sir T. Broume.
ner, for throwing an enlarged image of the object at its
Sol'as (sBl'Ss or eft-lSs'), ». Solaoo. [06j.] Chaucer.
;

So-la'num

—

(so-la'niim), n.

[L.,

—

—

II

;

i

—

;

—

—

&

—

;

;

use,

unite,

rifde,

fyll,

ftp,

Grn

;

pity

;

food,

kTot

;

out, ott ;

ehair

;

go

;

sing,

igk

Sou.] Salary;
Spenser.

(sBl'dan), n.

;

;

—

1. To unite (metallic surfaces or edges) by the intervention of a more fusible metal or metallic alloy applied when melted ; to join by means of metallic cement.
2. To mend ; to patch up. " To solder up a broken
cause."
Hooker.
Sol'der-er (-er), n. One who solders.
re. from Solder, v. t.
Sol'der-lng, a.
Soldering iron, Soldering tool, an Instrument for solder,
ing, consisting of a bit or bolt of copper having a pointed
or wedge-shaped end, and furnished with a handle.
[OE. souldier, soudiour,
Sol'dler (sol'jer; 106), n,
souder, OF. soldier, soldoier, soldeier, sodoier, soudoier,
soudier, f r. L. solidus a piece of money (hence applied to
the pay of a soldier), fr. solidus solid. See Solid, and
cf. Sold, ra.]
1. One who is engaged in military service
as an officer or a private ; one who serves In an army
one of an organized body of combatants.
I am a soldier and unapt to weep.
Stiak.
re.]

&

2. Especially, a private in military service, as distinguished from an officer.
It were meet that any one, before he came to be a captain,
should have been a soldier,
Spenser.

A

brave warrior ; a man of military experience
3.
skill, or a man of distinguished
valor ;
used by way of emphasis
iv
or distinction.
Shak. >i
4. (.ZooZ.) The red or cuckoo gurnard (Trigla pini). [Prov. Eng.]
5. (Zool.) One of the asexual
polymorphic forms of white ants,
or termites, in which the head and
jaws are very large and strong. The
soldiers serve to defend the nest.

and

^

—

^H

See Termite.
Soldier beetle (.^00?.), an American Q„,j,-„,T,„ .,
t"^.
beetle (Chauliognathus^°^^^^,?\^}\ta^
J^otn enlarged.
Americanus) whose larva feeds
upon other insects, such as the plum curculio.
Soldier
bug (Zool.), any hemipterous insect of the genus Podisus and
allied genera, as the spined soldier bug (Podisus spinosus). These
bugs suck the blood of ^ther in-

carabld

—

sects.

Encke's
Tempel's

cf.

[OE. soudan, F. soudan, from
Milton.
the Arabic. See Sultan.] A sultan. [Ofo.]
Sol'da-nel (-da-nel), it. (Bot.) A plant of the genua
Soldanella, low Alpine herbs of the Primrose family.
Sol'dan-rle (-dan-rt), re. The country ruled by a sotdan, or sultan. [Poet,]
Sir W. Scott.
Sol'der (sod'er or sol'der 277), re. [Formerly soder;
F. soudure, OF. soudeure, fr. OF. & F. souder to solder,
L. solidare to fasten, to make solid. See Solid, and cf.
Sawder.] A metal or metallic alloy used when melted
for uniting adjaceut metallic edges or surfaces a metallic
cement. Hence, anything which unites or cements.
Hard solder, a solder which fuses only at a red heat, as
one composed of zinc and copper, or sil'sr and copper,
etc.
Soft solder, a solder fusible at comparatively low
temperatures; as, plumbers' solder, consisting of two
parts lead and one part tin, is a soft solder.
Sol'der, v. t. [imp. &p.p. Soldered (-erd); p. pr.
& vb. n. Soldering.] [Formerly soder. See Soldbb,

Sol'dan

—

II

ra.|

&

p. p. of Sell.
Sold (sold), imp.
Sold, re. [F. solde. See Soldier, and
military pay. [Oiw.]

[06i.]
Great soken had this miller, out of doubt. Chaucer.
2. A district held by socage.
So'ko (so'ko), n. (Zool.) An African anthropoid ape,
supposed to be a vapety of the chimpanzee.
Sol (sbl), n. [L.] 1. The sun.
so called from its brilliancy,
2. (Alchem.) Gold;
Chaucer,
oolor, and value.
syllable apSol (sol; 277), n. [It.] (Mus.) (a)
plied in solmization to the note G, or to the fifth tone of
any diatonic scale. (6) The tone itself.
sou.
Sol (s51), n. [See Sou.] 1.
silver and gold coin of Peru. The silver sol is the
2.
unit of value, and is worth about 68 cents.
So'la (so'la), a. [L., fem. of solus.'i See Sours.
leguminous plant
Sola, n. [Native name.] (jBo<.)
{Mschynomene aspera) growing in moist places in
Southern India and the East Indies. Its pithlike stem
[Writis used for making hats, swimmmg-jackets, etc.
ten also solah, shola.']
[OF. solas, soulaz, L. solaSol'ace (sSl'as ; 48), n.
dum, solatium, fr. solari to comfort, console. Cf. Console, V. <.]
1. Comfort in grief ; alleviation of grief or
anxiety ; also, that which refieves in distress ; that which
cheers or consoles ; relief.
Chaucer.
In business of mirth and of solace.
The proper solaces of age are not music and compliments, but
Rambler.
Wisdom and devotion.
2. Best ; relaxation ; ease. [Obs."]
Chaucer.
To make his steed some solace.
Syn. Comfort ; consolation ; alleviation ; relief.
2.

II

See Solace,

for injured feelings.

A

Soo, ».,

[L.

So-la'ti-nm (so-la'shl-iim), n.

II

Anything which alleviates or compensates for suffering or
loss; a compensation; esp., an additional allowance, aa

lilSi'l

—

Soldier

crab (Zool.)

(a)

The hermit crab, (b) The fiddler
crab.— Soldier flsh (Zool), abrightcolored etheostomoid fish (Etheostoma cceruleum) found in the

—

Mississippi River ;
called also
blue darter, imdrainbow darter.
Soldier fly (Zool.),

—

any one

of nu-

merous species of small dipterous
flies of the genus Stratyomys and

(*
<^
^
5
a Soldier Bug (flaraoc^oj-

ductus).

T)

Proboscis,

Enlarged,
genera.
They are often
bright green, with a metallic luster, and are ornamented
on the sides of the back with markings of yellow, like
epaulets or shoulder straps.
Soldier moth (Zool.), a
large geometrid moth (Euschema militaris), having the
wings bright yellow with bluish black lines and spots.
Soldier orchis (Bot.), a kind of orchis ( OrcAts militaris).
allied

—

—

To

serve as a soldier.
2. To make a pretense of doing something, or of performing any task. [Colloq. V, S,'\
In this sense the vulgar pronunciation (so'jer) is
jocosely preserved.
It needs an opora glass to diecover whether the leaders are
pulling, or only soldiering.
C. D. Warner.
Sol'dler-ess, n. A female soldier. [06s.]
Sol'dler-lng, n. 1. The act of serving as a soldier;
the state of being a soldier ; the occupation of a soldier.
2. The act of feigning to work. See the Note under
Soldier, v. i., 2. [Colloq. U. S.I
Sol'dler-llke' (-Kk'), a. Like a soldier ; soldierly.
Sol'dler-ly, a. Like or becoming a real soldier ; brave
martial; heroic; honorable; soldierlike. "Soldierly diaclpline."
Sir P. Sidney.
Military qualities or state; marSol'dler-shlp, n.
Sol'dler, v,

1.

i,

^W

behavior becoming a soldier, [i?.]
ShaJc.
Sol'dler-wood' (-wood'), n, (Bot.) A showy leguminous plant (Galliandra purpurea) of the West Indies.
The flowers have long tassels of purple stamens.
Sol'dier-y (-f), n, 1. A body of soldiers; soldiers,
collectively ; the military.
tial skill

;

A camp of faithful soldiery,
iKUan.
2. Military service.
[Obs.'\
Sir P. Sidney.
Sol'do (s*l'd4), n. ; pi. Soldi (sftl'dS).
[It.
See
Sou.] A small Italian com worth a sou or a cent ; the
twentieth part of a lira.
Sole (sol), n. [F. sole, L. solea ;
so named from its
II

—

;

tben,

tliin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

shape. See Sole of the foot.]
of several species of flatfishes of the genus Solea
and allied genera of the
family Soleidx, especially

Any

{ZoSl.) (a)

flat

the

"""
.

.— >.

\

A

a valuable food fish. (6)
of several AmerCommon European Sole
iSolea vulgaris).
ican flounders somewhat
resembling the true sole in
sole {Lepidopsetta biCalifornia
quality,
as
the
form or
lineata), the long-finned sole {Glyptocephalus zachirus),
other
species.
and
Lemon, or French, sole (ZooL), a European species of
sole (Solea pegusa). —Smooth sole (Zool.), the megrim.
Sole (sol), re. [AS. sole, fr. L. solea (or rather an assumed L. sola), akin to solum ground, soil, sole of the
Cf. Exile, Saloon, Son. earth, Solb the fish.]
foot.
1. The bottom of the foot; hence, also, rarely, the
is

Any one

itself.

rest for the sole of her foot.

—

—

.

Sole king.

Milton.

2. {Law) Single ; unmarried ; as, a feme sole.
Corporation sole. See the Note under Coeporation.
Syn. Single ; individual ; only ; alone ; solitary.
Sol'e-cism (sM'e-sIz'm), n. [F. solecisme, L. soloe-

—

o-oAoiKicrjn<S5, fr.

aoKomi^eiv to speak or write

incorrectly, fr. aoKoiKOi speaking incorrectly, from the
corruption of the Attic dialect among the Athenian colonists of SoAot in Cilicia.]
1. An impropriety or incongruity of language in the combination of words or parts
of a sentence ; esp., deviation from the idiom of a language or from the rules of syntax.
barbarism may be in one word ; a solecism must be of more.
Johnson.

A

2. Any inconsistency, unfitness, absurdity, or impropriety, as in deeds or manners.
Cfflsar, by dismissing his guards and retaining his power, committed a dangerous solecism in politics.
C. Middleton.
The idea of having committed the slightest solecism in politeness was agony to him.
Sir W. Scott.

Syn. — Barbarism impropriety
;

;

absurdity.

[Gr. <toAoikio-t^s.]

Sol'e-clst (-sist), n.

commits a solecism.

One who
Blackwall.

Sol'e-cls'tlo (-sTs'tlk), a. Solecistioal.
Sol'e-CiS'tlc-al (-tl-kal), a. Pertaining to, or involv" He thought it made the
ing, a solecism ; incorrect.

language solecistioal and absurd."
Blackwall.
Sol'e-cls'tic-al-ly, adv. In a solecistic manner.
Sol'e-cize (sSl'e-siz), v. i. [Gr. troAouctfen'.] To commit a solecism. [iJ.]
Dr. H. More.
Solely (solly), adv. Singly alone ; only without
another as, to rest a cause solely on one argument ; to
;

;

;

rely solely on one's own strength.
Sol'emn (sSl'em), a. [OE. solempne, OF. solempne,
L. solemnis, solennis, sollemnis, sollennis; sollus all, entire -)- annus a year ; properly, that takes place every
year ;
Cf
used especially of religious solemnities.
Billt, Annual.]
1. Marked with religious rites and
pomps ; enjoined by, or connected with, religion ; sacred.

—

His holy

and solemn feasts profaned.
Milton.
image was advanced, and a solemn sup-

rites

this

A ceremony adapted to impress with awe.
The forms and solemnities of the last judgment. Atterbury.
Ceremoniousness
impressiveness
seriousness

2.

3.

;

plication observed every year.

Jip. Stillingfieet.

2. Pertaining to a festival ; festive ; festal.
[06s.]
this io;e»m day.
Chaucer.
\_ArclMic'\
3. Stately ; ceremonious ; grand.
His feast so solemn and so rich.
Chaucer.
To-night we hold a solemn supper.
Shak.

" On

4. Fitted to awaken or express serious reflections
marked by seriousness; serious; grave; devout; as, a
solemn promise ; solemn earnestness.
Nor wanting power to mitigate and swage
"With solemn touches troubled thoughts.
Milton.
There reigned a solemn silence over all.
Spenser.

;

grave earnestness

;

; formal dignity
gravity.
With much glory and great solemnity. Chaucer.
The stateliness and gravity of the Spaniards shows itself in
;

the solemnity of their language.
Addison.
These promises were often made with great solemnity and

conhrmed with an oath.
4. Hence, affected gravity or seriousness.
Solemnity

's

J.

Edwards.

a cover for a sot.

Young.

5. Solemn state or feeling ; awe or reverence ; also,
that which produces such a feeling ; as, the solemnity of
an audience ; the solemnity of Westminster Abbey.
6. {Law)
solemn or formal observance ; proceeding
according to due form ; the formality which is necessary
to render a thing done valid.
So-lem'nl-zate (-zat), v. t. To solemnize ; as, to solemnizate matrimony. [-R.]
Bp, Burnet.
Sol'em-nl-za'tion (sQl'Sm-nl-za'shiin), n.
[Cf. F.
solcTnnisation, solennisation.']
The act of solemnizing ;
celebration ; as, the solemnization of a marriage.
Sol'em-nlze (sBKSm-niz), v. t. lijnp.
p. p. Solemnized (-uizd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Solemnizino (-ni'zing).]
[Cf. F. solemniser, sollenniser.']
1. To perform with
solemn or ritual ceremonies, or according to legal forms.
Baptism to be administered in one place, and marriage solem-

A

&

&

Hooker,

nized in another.

To

2.

&

&

The worship of

;

Geii. viii. 9.

Hast wandered through the world now long a day.
Spenser.
Yet ceasest not thy weary soles to lead.
2. The bottom of a shoe or boot, or the piece of leather
which constitutes the bottom.
The •* caliga ** was a military shoe, with a very thick sole, tied
Arbuthnot.
above the instep.
3. The bottom or lower part of anything, or that on
Specifically: (a)
which anything rests in standing.
called
(Agric.) The bottom of the body of a plow;
also slade; also, the bottom of a furrow,
(i) (Far.)
The horny substance under a horse's foot, which protects the more tender parts,
(c) (Fort.) The bottom of
an embrasure, {d) {Naut.) A piece of timber attached
to the lower part of the rudder, to make it even with
the false keel. Totien. (e) {Mining) The seat or bottom of a mine ;
applied to horizontal veins or lodes.
Sole leather, thick, strong leather, used for making the
soles of boots and shoes, and for other purposes.
vb.
Sole, V. t, [imp.
p. p. Soled (sold) ; p. pr.
n. Soling.] To furnish with a sole ; as, to sole a shoe.
Sole, a. [L. solus, or OF. sol, F. seul (fr. L. solus)
cf. L. sollus whole, entire. Cf. Desolate, Solemn, Solo,
Sullen.] 1. Being or acting without another ; single ;
Shak.
individual ; only. " Tho sole son of my queen."
He, be sure . . first and last will reign

cismus, Gr.

(so-lSm'nT-ty), n. ; pi. Solemnities
[L. solemniias, solenniias : cf. F. solennite, solemnite, OF. also sollempnile.'] 1.
rite or ceremony
performed with religious reverence ; reUgious or ritual
ceremony ; as, the solemnity of a funeral, a sacrament.
Great was the cause our old solemnities
From no blind zeal or tond tradition rise,
But saved from death, our Argives yearly pay
These grateful honors to the god of day.
Fope.

So-lem'nl-ty

(-tiz).

oiaB{Soleavulgaris).i'wl\ich

The dove found no

Sol'em-neSS (s51'Sm-nes), n. See Solemnness.
Some think he wanted solemness. Sir H. Wotton.

one
-_

'

common European s\>e-

foot
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SOLE

dignify or honor by ceremonies ; to celebrate.
Their choice nobility and flower .
.

Met from

.

Milton.

all parts to solemnize this feast.

3. To make grave, serious, and reverential.
Wordsworth was solemnized and elevated by this his first look
on Yarrow.
J. C. Shaiip.
Every IsraeUte .
orose, solemnized his face, looked towards
Jerusalem . . and prayed.
L. Wallace.
Sol'em-nlze, n. Solemnization. [i2.]
.

.

.

Though

spoused, yet wanting wedlock's solemnize. Spenser,
(-ni'zer), n.
One who solemnizes.
Sol'emn-ly (sSl'Sm-lJ), adv. In a solemn manner ;
with gravity ; seriously ; formally.

Sol'em-ni'zer

There in deaf murmurs solemnly are wise. Dryden.
I do solemnly assure the reader.
Swift.
n. The state or quality of being solemn
solemnity ; impressiveness ; gravity ; as, the solemnness
of pubUc worship.
[Written also solemness,'}
So-lemp'ne (so-lSmp'ne), o. [See Solemn.] Solemn;
grand ; stately ; splendid ; magnificent. iObs,'] Chaucer.
Solen (so'lSn), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <Tio\riv channel, a

Sol'enm-ness,

II

1. {Meid.)

shellfish.]

See CEAbLE,

A

cradle, as for a

broken limb.

6.

Any marine

bivalve mollusk belonging to
Solen or allied genera of the family Solenidse ; a razor
2. {Zool.)

&

6. Real ; earnest ; downright.
S."]
lObs.
Frederick, the emperor, . . has spared no expense in strength; since which time we find no solemn taking it by
.

family Solenidse.
Sol'e-na'ceous (-shSs), a. {Zool.) Of or pertaining
to the solens or family Solenidx.
Sole'ness (sol'nSs), n. The state of being sole, or
Chesterfield.
alone; singleness, [ij.]
Sole-nette' (sol-nSf), n. {Zool.) A small European
sole {Solea minuta).
So-le'no-con'cha (s6-le'no-k8n'k4), n. pi. [NL. See
Solen, and Conch.] {Zool.) Same as Scaphopoda.
So-le'no-don (so-le'nS-dSn), n. [Gr. ciokiv a channel
II

oSovs, 656i/Toff,

-f-

a tooth.] (Zool.)
Either one of two
species of singular West Indian
insectivores, allied to the tenrec.

One

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

II

II

A

aniline

Solenodon (Solenodon paradoxus).

us), native of St,

Domingo, is called also agouta ; the other
found in Cuba, is called almique.

{S.

Cubanus),

So-le/no-gas'tra (-gas'tra), n. pi. [NL., from Gr.
yacTTrjp, ya<7Tpos, stomach.] (Zool.) An
crwA^i' chiuonel
order of lowly organized
Mollusca belonging to
the Isopleura. A narrow
_^
4f
groove takes the place of
One of the Solenogastra (Proneo
the foot of other gastro°
„„a„
memo Sluiten). a Mouth /VenII

+

,

;

P2>

.
It./(-gh f ),
So-le'no-glyph

,-^^

a. (Zool.)

One

tral

Groove.

Pertaining to the Solenoglypha.
of the Solenoglypha.

See Ophidia.

So/le-nos'ly-pha (so'le-n5gaT-f4), n. pi. [NL., fr.
(Zool.) A
Gr. (TuiMiv a channel
y\v4>ei.v to engrave.]
suborder of serpents including those which have tubular
erectile fangs, as the viper and rattlesnake. See Fang.
So'len-oid(so'len-oid),re. [Gr. o-aiAiji/ channel -|- -oid.]

+

(Elec.)

An

electro-

dynamic spiral hav-

'

ing the conjunctive

final,

— so called from Solferino in Italy, where a bat-

was fought about the time of its discovery.
So'll (so'le), n., pi. of Solo.
[imp.
So-llc'lt (sS-lis'it), V. t.
p. p. SoLicnKD
vb. re. Soliciting.] [F. solliciter, L. sollicitare,
p. pr.
solicitare, -atum, fr. sollicitus wholly (t. e., violently)
moved ; sollus whole -\- citus, p. p. of ciere to move, excite.
See Solemn, Cite.] 1. To ask from with earnestness; to make petition to; to apply to for obtaining
something ; as, to solicit a person for alms.
Did I solicit thee
From darkness to promote me ?
Milton.
2. To endeavor to obtain ; to seek ; to plead for ; as,
to solicit an office ; to solicit a favor.
I view my crime, but kindle at the view,
Repent old pleasures, and solicit new.
Pope.
3. To awake or excite to action ; to rouse desire in ; to
summon ; to appeal to ; to Invite.
That fruit . . . solicited her longing eye.
Milton.
Souuds and some tangible qualities solicit their proper senses,
and force an entrance to the mind.
Locke.
4. To urge the claims of ; to plead ; to act as solicitor
for or with reference to.
[06^.]
tle

II

&

&

My brother henceforth study to forget
The vow

^ll

j

eve,

Solicit

5.

mmmmz
Solenoid,

event,

that he hath made thee, I would ever
thy deserts.

To disturb

;

to disquiet

;

Ford.

— a Latinism rarely used.

Hath any ill solicited thine ears ?
Chapman.
But anxious fears solicit ray weak breast. Dryden.
ask request crave supplicate ;
beg implore ; importune. See Beseech.

Syn. — To beseech

;

entreat ;
;
So-llc'it-ant (-ant),

who

;

re.

;

;

[L. sollicitans, p. pr.]

One

solicits.

So-llc'it-ate(s6-lts'tt-at),a. Solicitous. [Obs.] Eden.
[F. sollicitation, or
So-lic4-ta'tion (-i-ta'shfin), n.
L. sollicitatio.] 1. The act of soliciting ; earnest request
persistent asking ; importunity.
2. Excitement ; invitation ; as, the solicitation of the
senses.
Locke.
So-llc'it-or (s6-lls1t-er), re.
[F. solliciteur, L. solliei1.

One who

solicits.

2. (Law) (a) AA attorney or advocate ; one who represents another in court ;
formerly, in English practice,
the professional designation of a person admitted to practice in a court of chancery or equity.
See the Note
under Attorney, (b) The law officer of a city, town,
department, or government ; as, the city solicitor ; th»
solicitor of the treasury.
So-lic'lt-or-gen'er-al (-jen'er-al), re. The second law
officer in the government of Great Britain ; also, a similar oflacer under the United States government, who is
associated with the attorney-general ; also, the chief law
officer of some of the States.
[L. sollicitus, solicitus. See
So-lic'it-ons (-lis), a.
Solicit, v. t.\ Disposed to solicit ; eager to obtain something desirable, or to avoid anything evil ; concerned
anxious careful. "SoZiciiOM* of my reputation." Di^y" He was joZtcitous for his advice. " Clarendon.
den.
Enjoy the present, whatsoever it be, and be not solicitous'
about the future.
Jer. Taylor.
The colonel had been intent upon other things, and not
enough solicitous to finish the fortifications.
Clarendon
So-lic'it-ous-ly, adv.
So-Uc'it-ons-ness, n.
SO-llc'lt-ress (-rSs), re.
woman who solicits.
So-llo'l-tude (-T-tud), n. [F. sollicitude, or L. solliciiudo.] The state of being solicitous ; uneasiness of mind
occasioned by fear of evil or desire of good ; anxiety.
The many cares and great labors of worldly men, their solici-

—

°

lenodon paradox-

— n.

;

tator.]
-^

species (So-

to neutralize that component of the effect of the current which is due to the length of the spiral, and reduce
the whole effect to that of a series of equal and parallel

;

II

Should

wire turned back
along its axis, so as

—

&

Sol'e-na'cean (sSl'e-na'shan or so'Ie-), re. {Zool.)
species of marine bivalve shells belonging to the

Solemn League and Covenant. See Covenant, 2.
Syn. Grave ; formal ritual ceremonial sober
serious revarential ; devotional ; devout. See Geate.
;

II

Any

the Turks.
Fuller.
6. Affectedly grave or serious ; as, to put on a solemn
face.
"
ioZemre coxcomb.
Swift.
7. (Law) Made in form; ceremonious; as, solemn
war; conforming with all legal requirements; as, probate in solemn form.
BurrUl. Jarman. Greenleaf.

A

a magnet.
So'le-nOS'tO-mi (so'le-nSs'tS-mi), n. pi. [NL., fron
Gr. (rwA^K a channel -j-o-TOna a mouth.] (Zool.) Atribeofl
lophobranch fishes having a tubular snout. The female
carries the eggs in a ventral pouch.
Sole'platC (sol'plaf), n. (Much.) (a) A bedplate;!
as, the soleplate of a steam engine.
(6) The plate form-j
ing the back of a waterwheel bucket.
J
So'ler (so'ler), ) n. [OE. See Solar, n.\ A loft orl
So'lere (-ler^, ( garret. SeeSoLAB, re. Sir W. Scoti.\
[L. solers, sellers, -ertis, clever,4
So'lert (so'lert), a.
skillful.]
Skillful ; clever ; crafty.
[OJw.] Cudworth.
So-ler'tiOUS-ness (sS-ler'shiis-ngs), re. The quality oi
state of being solert.
[Obs.']
Bp. Hacket.
Sole'shlp (sol'ship), n. The state of being sole, or
alone ; soleness. [ii.]
Sir E. Dering.
Sol'-fa' (sol'fa'), V. i. [imp. &p.p. Sol-faed (-fad')
vb. n. Sol-faing.]
[It. solfa the gamut, from
p. pr.
the syllables /a, sol.'] To sing the notes of the gamut,
ascending or descending ; as, do (or ut), re, mi, fa, sol,
la, si, do, or the same in reverse order.
Yet can I neither solfe ne sing. Piers Plowman.
Sol'-fa', n. The gamut, or musical scale. See Tonic
sol-fa, under Tonic, n.
Sol'fa-na'rl-a (sol'fa-na'ri-a), n.
[It., from solfo
sulphur.] A sulphur mine.
Sol'Ia-ta'ra (sol'fa-ta'ra), re. [It., from solfo brimstone, sulphur, L. sulfur, E. sulphur.]
(Geol.) A volcanic area or vent which yields only sulphur vapors,
steam, and the like. It represents the last stages of the
volcanic activity.
(Mus.)
Sol'Ieg-gla're (sSl'f ad-ja'ra), v. i.
[It.]
To sol-fa. See Sol-fa, v. i.
Sol-feg'giO (sol-f ad'jo), n. [It., fr. solfa the gamut.]
(Mus. ) The system of arranging the scale by the names
do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, by which singing is taught ; a
singing exercise upon these syllables.
brilliant deep pink
Sol'fe-ri'no (sol'fS-re'nS), n.
color with a purplish tinge, one of the dyes derived from

shell.

II

enixig this city

circular currents. When traversed by a current the so-]
lenoid exhibits polarity and attraction or repulsion, lik

6nd, fern, recent;

ice,

;

—

—

A

tude and outward shows.

The mother looked

Syn.
idea,

—

Sir W. Raleigh.

her with fond tolicitude. G. W. Cable.
Carefulness ; concern ; anxiety. See Care.

HI;

old,

at

dbey,

6rb,

ddd
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SOLSTICE

exclude or resist all others ; hardness
massiveness.
That which hinders the approach of two bodies when they
are moving one toward another, I call solidity.
Locke.
2. Moral firnmess; soundness; strength; validity;
truth; certainty;
as opposed to toeafaeM or fallaciousness ; as, the solidity of arguments or reasoning the
solidity of principles, truths, or opinions.
3. (Geom.) The solid contents of a body; volume;
amount of inclosed space.

4. Not inhabited or occupied ; without signs of inhabitants or occupation desolate ; deserted ; silent ; still
hence, gloomy ; dismal ; as, the solitary desert.
How doth the city sit solitary, that was full of people. Lam. i. 1.
Let that night be solitarii ; let no joyful voice come therein.
Job iii. 7.
5. Single ; individual ; sole ; as, a solitary instance of
vengeance ; a solitary example.
6. (Bot.) Not associated with others of the same kind.
Solitary ant (Zodl.), any solitary hymenopterous insect
of the family Mutillidse. The female of these insects is
destitute of wings and has a powerful sting. The male is
winged and resembles a wasp. Called also spider ant.
Solitary bee (Zodl.), any species of bee which does not
form communities.
Solitary sandpiper (Zodl.), an American tattler (Tetanus solitarivs).
Solitary anipe (Zodl.),
the great snipe. [Prov. £reg'.]
Solitary thmsh (Zodl.),
the starling. [Prov. Eng.]
Sol'1-ta-ry (s51'i-ta-ry), re. One who lives alone, or in
solitude an anchoret a hermit ; a recluse.
Sol'1-tude (-tud), re. [F., from L. soWudo, fr. solus
alone. See Sole, a.] 1. A state of beiug alone, or withdrawn from society a lonely life ; loneliness.
Whosoever is delighted with solitude is either a wild beast or
a god.
Macon.
O Solitude / where are the charms
That sages have seen in thy face ?
Cowper.
2. Remoteness from society ; destitution of company
seclusion ;
said of places ; as, the solitude of a wood.
The solitude of his little parish is become matter of great com-

SOLID
Sol'M (sSl'Id), a. [L, solidus, probably
whole, entire, Gr. oAos : cf. F. solide. Cf.

akin to sollus
Consolidate,
Soda, Soldee, Soldieb, Solemn.] 1. Having the conBtituent parts so compact, or so firmly adhering, as to rehavsist the impression or penetration of other bodies
firm compact
opposed to
ing a fixed form hard
fluid and liquid, or to plastic, like clay, or to incompact,
;

like sand.
2. Not hollow

;

;

;

its particles

;

—

—

;

matter as, a solid globe or
cone, as distinguished from a hollow one ; not spongy
dense hence, sometimes, heavy.
3. (Arith.) Having all the geometrical dimensions;
cubic as, a solid foot contains 1,728 solid inches.
15^°* In this sense, cubic is now generally used.
4. Firm
compact strong stable unyielding as, a
full of

;

;

j

—

Syn. Firmness solidness ; hardness density compactness ; strength ; soundness ; validity certainty.
Sol'ld-ly (s81'id-ly ), adv. In a solid manner ; densely

;

;

;

;

compactly

—

and virtuous answer. Milton.
gravity, and go by the name of

of a sincere

Dryden.
men.
The genius of the Italians wrought by solid toil what the
myth-making imagination of the Germans had urojected in a
»dlid

poem.
7.

J.

Sound

not weakly

;

as,

;

—

;

II

—
—

pugides.
So-111'o-qalze (s6-liI'o-kwiz),
of the Solif ucse GoV. i.
[imp.
p. p. Solilo- Oneleodes araneoides).(
quized (-kwizd) p. pr.
vb.
re. Soliloquizing (-kwi'zing).
To utter a soliloquy to
talk to one's self.
Sc-111'O-quy (-kwy), n. / pi. Soliloquies (-kwTz). [L.
soliloquium ; solus alone -\- loqui to speak.
See Sole
only, and Loquacious.]
1. The act of talking to one's
self
a discourse made by one in solitude to one's self
monologue.
Lovers are always allowed the comfort of soliloquy. Spectator.
2. A written composition, reciting what it is supposed
a person says to himself.
Prior.
The whole poem is a sohloquy.
Sol'1-ped (sSl'i-ped), re. [Cf. F. soliphde. It. solipede,
-\pedis,
pes,
Sp. solipedo ; apparently f r. L. solus alone
a foot but probably fr. L. solidipes solid-footed, wholehoofed.
(Zodl.) A mammal
See Solid, and Pedal.]
having a single hoof on each foot, as the horses and asses
a solidungulate. [Written also solipede.1
The solipeds, or firm-hoofed animals, as horses, asses, and
mules, etc., — they are, also, in mighty number. Sir T. Uroiime.
So-llp'e-dOUS ^so-lTp'e-d8s), a. Having single hoofs.
ipse
So-llp'slsm (so-lip'siz'm), re. [L. solus alone
Krauth-Fleming.
self.]
1. (Ethics) Egotism.
Krauth-Fleming.
2. (Metaph.) Egoism.
Sol'1-se'ciul-OUS (sol'i-ee'kwi-iis), a, [L. sol sun
Following the course of the sun as,
sequi to follow.]
Sir T. Browne.
solisequious plants, [i?.]
1. A
Sol'i-talre' (sSl't-tSa:'), «• [F- See Solitaey.]
person who lives in solitude a recluse a hermit. Pope.
2. A single diamond in a setting also, sometimes, a
precious stone of any kind set alone.
Diamond solitaires blazing on his breast and wrists.
Mrs. R. H. Davis.
applied
3. A game which one person can play alone
to many games of cards, etc. also, to a game played on
a board with pegs or balls, in which the object is, beginning with all the places filled except one, to remove aU
but one of the pieces by " jumping," as in draughts.

&

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

to soft, and solid to fluid, liquid, open, or hollow.
Wood
is usually solid ; but some liinds of wood are hard, and
others are soft.
Repose you there ; while I [return] to this hard house.
More harder than the stones whereof 'tis raised.
Shak.
I hear his thundering voice resound,
And trampling feet that shake the solid ground. Dryden.
n.

;

A substance that is held in a fixed form

1.

its particles ; a substance not fluid.
magnitude which has length, breadth,
a part of space bounded on aU sides.
Solid of revolution. (Geom.) See Eevoltition, «., 5.
Sol'l-da'gO (sSl'i-da'go), re. [NL., fr. L. solidare to
strengthen, unite ;
so called in allusion to its reputed
healing qualities.] (Bot.) A genus of yellow-flowered
composite perennial herbs ; golden-rod.
Sol'1-dare (sol'I-dSi), re. [LL. solidus. Cf. Sou.] A
small piece of money. [06s.]
Shak.

and thickness

+

A

;

;

;

Trench.

A

large extinct bizd (Pezophaps solita4. (Zool.) (a)
ria) which formerly inhabited the islands of Mauritius
and Rodriguez. It was larger and taller than the wild
turkey. Its wings were too small for flight. Called also
solitary.
(6) Any species of American thrushlike birds
of the genus Myadestes. They are noted for tlieir sweet
songs and retiring habits. Called also fly-catching thrush.
West Indian species (3Iyadestes sihilans) is called the

Arnold.

Sol'1-date (-dat),t).

t.
[L, solidaius, p. p. of solidare.
To make solid or firm. [06s.]
Cowley.
So-Ud'i-fl'a-ble (sd-lld'i-fl'a-b'l), a. Capable of being

See SoLDEE.]

A

solidified.

So-lid'I-fl-ca'tion (-fl-ka'shiin), re.
[Cf . F. solidificaAct of solidifying, or state of being solidified.
So-lld'l-fy (s4-lTd'I-fi), i;. t. limp. &p. p. Solidified

invisible bird.

[See Solitary.] A herSol'i-ta'rl-an (-ta'rT-cn), re.
Sir R. Twisden.
a solitary. [06s.
;
The state of being sol(-ta-ri'e-ty),
re.
Sol'1-ta-ri'e-ty
Cudworth.
itary ; solitariness.
[Obs.J
In a solitary manSol'l-ta-rl-Xy (sSl'T-ta-n-lJ^), adv.
Mic. vii. 14.
ner in solitude ; alone.
Sol'i-ta-rl-nes3, re. Condition of being solitary.
[L. solitarivs, fr. solus alone
Sol'i-ta-ry (-rj), a.
cf. F. solitaire. See Sole, a., and of. Solitaire.] 1. Living or being by one's self having no companion present
being without associates ; single ; alone ; lonely.
Mdton.
Those rare and solitary, these in flocks.
Hie home unto my chamber.
Shak.
Where thou shalt find me, sad and solitary.

tion.']

(-fid)
:

;

p.pr.&
.

Every machine

is

mit

+

re. Soliduying (-fl'ing).]
ISolid
To make solid or compact.
a solidified mechanical theorem. H. Spencer.

vb.

cf F. solidifier.']

So-lld'l-fy, V. i.
To become solid to harden.
Sol'ld-lsm (s81'Td-Iz'm), re. (Sfed.) The doctrine that
refers all diseases to morbid changes of the solid parts of
the body. It rests on the view that the solids alone are
endowed with vital properties, and can receive the impression of agents tendmg to produce disease.
Sol'id-lst, re.
(Med.) An advocate of, or believer in,
solidism.
Dunglison.
So-lld'l-ty (sS-lTdT-tj^), re.
[L. soliditas : cf F. .volidile.']
1. The state or quality of being solid; density;
consistency,
oip^oaed. to fluidity ; compactness; fullness of matter,
opposed to openness or hollowness
strengtli ; soundness,
opposed to weakness or instability ; the primary qusility or affection of matter by which

;

;

;

.

—

use,

2. Performed, passed, or endured alone
journey ; a solitary life.

Satan

—

unite,

njde,

full,

ftp,

fim

;

pity

—

;

The solidarity ... of Breton and Welsh poetry. 31. Arnold.
Sol'l-da-r7 (s81'i-da-ry), a.
Having community of
interests and responsibilities.

•Jy

;

;

[F. solidarity, fr. solide.
Sol'1-dar'l-ty (-dSr'i-tJ-), n.
An entire union or consolidation of interests and responsibilities ; fellowship ; community.
Solidarity [a word which we owe to the French Communists],
signifies a fellowship in gain and loss, in honor and dishonor,
in victory and defeat, a being, so to speak, all in the same boat.

;

;

—

Law.

fort to him.

A

solitary or lonely place ; a desert or wilderness.
In these deep solitudes and awful cells
Where heavenly pensive contemplation dwells.
Pope.
Syn.
Loneliness: solitariness; loneness ; retiredness recluseness.
Solitude, Retieement, Seclusion,
Loneliness. Retirement is a withdrawal from general
society, implying that a person has been engaged in its
scenes. Solitude describes the fact that a person is alone
seclusion, that he is shut out from others, usually by his
own choice ZoHeZireess, that he feels the pain and oppression of being alone. Hence, retirement is opposed to a,
gay, active, or public life solitude, to society seclusion,
to freedom of access on the part of others ; and loneliness,
to enjoyment of that society which the heart demands.

3.

—

—

;

.

.

.

explores his solitary

;

as,

a solitary
Milton.

flight.

3. Not much visited or frequented ; remote from society ; retired ; lonely ; as, a solitary residence or place.
;

food,

fo'ot

;

out,

oil

<

;

O blest retirement, friend to life's decline. Goldsmith.
are capable of thinking
they are there then they are prepared for solitude; and
in that [the country] solitude is prepared for them.
Dryden,
It is a place of seclusion from the external world. J5p. Horsley,
These evils .
seem likely to reduce it [a city] ere long to
the loneliness and the insignificance of a village.
Eustace.
Such only can enjoy the country who

when

;

.

.

[L. solus alone -{•
So-llv'a-gant (so-liv'a-gant), a.
vagans wandering.] Wandering alone. [iJ.] T. Granger.
So-liv'a-gous (-gils), a. [L. solivagus.\ Solivagant.
Sol'lar (s51'ler), re. 1. See Solar, re. [06s.]
2. (Mining) A platform in a shaft, especially one of
those between the series of ladders in a shaft.
Sol'lar, v. t. To cover, or provide with, a sollar.
Spenser.
Sol'leln (sSl'lan), a. Sullen sad. [06s.]
[F. soleret, dim. fr. OF.
Sol-ler-et' (sol-ler-gf), re.
soler shoe.] A flexible steel shoe (or one of the plates
forming such a shoe), worn with medifeval armor.
Sol'ml-Za'tion (sol'mT-za'shiin), re. [F. solmisation,
f r. solmiser to sol-fa
so called from the musical notes
sol, mi.
See Sol-fa.]
(Mus.) The act of sol-faing.
[Written also solmisation."]
This
art
was
practiced
by the Greeks but six of
^W^
the seven syllables now in use are generally attributed to
Guido d' Arezzo, an Italian monk of the eleventh century, who is said to have taken them from the first syllables of the first six lines of the foUomng stanza of a
monkish hymn to St. John the Baptist
;

chair

;

go

;

—

;

;

;

—

Ut queant laxia
/fesonare fibris

gestorum
J^amuli tuorum
JA'ra

;

Bee Solid.]

Men are solidary, or copartners and not isolated. M.

;

+

—

II

;

;

by cohesion among
2. (Geom.)

&

;

;

;

—

and a segmented abdomen
called also Solpugidea, and Sol;

—

—

;

A

—

;

—

of venomous ant, or spider.]
(Zodl.)
division of arachnids
having large, powerful fangs

—

;

+

Sol'1-form (sSl'I-fSrm), a.
[L. sol sun -f- -form."]
Like the sun in form, appearance, or nature ; resembling
the sun. [-K.] "/Soh/orm things."
Cudworth.
So-lif'U-g» (s6-lif'ij-je), re. pi. [NL., from L. solifuga (better solipuga), a kind

(Oeom.) See under Angle.
Solid color,
an even color ; one not shaded or variegated.
Solid
green.
See Emerald green (a), under Geeen.
Solid
measore (Ariih.), a measure for volumes, in which the
units are each a cube of fixed linear magnitude, as a cubic
foot, yard, or the like thus, a foot, in solid measure, or a
solidfoot, contains 1,728 solid inches.
Solid newel (Arch.),
a newel into which the ends of winding stairs are built, in
distinction from a Iwllow newel. See under Hollow, a.
Solid problem (Oeom.), a problem which can be construed
geometrically, only by the intersection of a circle and a
conic section or of two conic sections. Hutton.
Solid
Unaje (Mil.), a square body of troops ; a body of troops
in which the ranks and files are equal.
Syn. Hard; firm; compact; strong; substantial;
stable sound
real valid
true just weighty profoimd grave important.
Solid, Hard. These words
both relate to the internal constitution of bodies but fiard
denotes a more impenetrable nature or a firmer adherence of the component parts than solid. Hard is opposed
Solid angle.

—

—

truly.

;

;

of
I. Waits.

—

Solid,

firmly

+

A. Symonds.

a solid constitution

body.
8. {Bot.) Of a fleshy, uniform, undivided substance,
as a bulb or root; not spongy or hoUow within, as a
stem.
9. (Metaph.) Impenetrable; resisting or excluding
any other material particle or atom from any given portion of space ;
applied to the supposed ultimate particles of matter.
10. (Print.) Not having the lines separated by leads ;
not open.
11. Fnlted ; without division ; unanimous ; as, the
delegation is solid for a candidate. IPolit. Cant, U. S.]

;

;

II

6. Fig. : Worthy of credit, trust, or esteem ; substantial, as opposed to frivolous or fallacious ; weighty
firm ; strong ; valid ; just ; genuine.

These, wanting wit, aifect

;

;

whose parts are
opposed
word ;

to hyphened.

The solid purpose

;

Sol'ld-ness, 7t. 1. State or quality of being solid
firmness ; compactness solidity, as of material bodies.
2. Soundness ; strength ; truth ; validity, as of arguments, reasons, principles, and the like.
Sol'id-un'gU-la (s51'Id-iin'gu-la), re. pi. [NL., from
L. solidus solid
ungula a hoof.] (Zo'ol.) A tribe of ungulates which includes the horse, ass, and related species,
constituting the family Eguidse.
Sol'id-un'gll-lar (-ler), a. (Zo'dl.) Solipedous.
Sol'id-un'gn-late (-lat), re. ISolid -f ungulate.^ (Zool.) Same as Soliped.
Sol'ld-un'gu-lous (-liis), a. (Zodl.) Solipedous.
Sol'l-fld'i-an (s51'I-fid'I-an), re.
[L. solus alone
fldes faith.] (Eccl.) One who maintains that faith alone,
without works, is sufficient for justification
opposed
to nullifidian.
Hammond.
Holding the tenets of Solifidians;
Sol'1-fid'l-an, a.
of or pertaining to the Solifidians.
Sol'l-fld'i-an-lsm, re. The tenets of Solifidians.

;

;

solid pier ; a solid pile ; a solid wall.
5. Applied to a compound word
closely united and form an unbroken

;

;

;

;

Solvf: polluti

iabii reatum,
Sancte Joannes.

Professor Skeat says the name of the seventh note, si,
was also formed by him [Guido] from the initials of the
two words of the last line but tliis is disputed, Littr6
attributing the first use of it to Anselm of Flanders long
afterwards. The syllable d.o is often substituted for ut.
So'lo (sOTo), n. ; pi. E. Solos (-loz). It. Soli (-le).
[It., from L. solus alone.
See Sole, a.] (Mus.) A tune,
air, strain, or a whole piece, played by a single person on
an instrument, or sung by a single voice.
Solo-ist, re. (Mus.) One who sings or plays a solo.
SoI'O-mon (sol'6-ni5n), re. One of the kings of Israel,
noted for his superior wisdom and magnificent reign
hence, a very wise man.
Sol'O-mon'lc (-mSu'Ik), a.
Solomon's seal (Bot.), a perennial liliaceous plant of the
genus Polygonatum, having simple erect or curving
stems rising from thick and knotted rootstorks, and with
white or greenish nodding flowers. The commonest European species is Polygonatum midtiflorum. P. bitlonim
and P. giganleum are common in the Eastern XJnitod
False Solomon's seal
States. See Illust. of Rootstock.
(Bot.), any plant of the liliaceous genus SiniUwiiia having small whitish flowers in terminal racemes or piuiicles.
So'lon (so'lon), re. A celebrated Athenian lawmaker,
born about 638 B. c. ; hence, a legislator ; a publicist ;
often used ironically.
Sol-pu'gid (s51-pu'jTd), a. (Zodl.) Of or pertaiiiiug
One of the Solifugne.
to the SolifugiP.
re.
[NL. See
Sol'pu-gld'e-a (sSl'piS-jTd'S-A), «. pi.
;

—

—

—

—

II

SoliI'-ug/K.]

(Zo'ol.) Same as Solifuq^.
(sBl'stTs), n.
[L. solstilium ; sol

the sun -|Sol'Stice
cause to stand, akin to stare to stand : cf. F.
See Solar, «., and Stand, i'. /.]
1. A stoi>ping or standing still of the sun. [06s.J Sir T. Brmcne.
2. (Astron.) (a) The point in the ecliptic at which the
sun is farthest from the equator, north or south, namely, the first point of the sign Cancer and the first point
of the sign Capricorn, the former being the summer solstice, the latter the winter solstice, in northern latitudes
so called because the sur then apparently stands still
.Hstere to
solstice.

—

sins, ink

;

tl>en,

tUin

;

boN

;

zU = z

in azure.

SOLSTITIAL
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in its northward or southward motion, (b) Thj time of
the sun's passing the solstices, or solstitial points, namely,
about June 21 and December 21. See lllusl. in Appendix.
[L. solslitialu: of. F.
Sol-Stl'tlal (sol-stlsh'al), a.
solsiicial,^
1. Of or pertaining to a solstice.
(with reference to the
solstice
esp.
2. Happening at a
;
northern hemisphere), happening at the summer solstice,
"
Milton.
heat."
Bwonmei's
SolsHlial
or midsummer.
[Cf. J. solubUite.']
Sol'U-bil'l-ty (s51'fi-bil'i-ty), n.
soluble
of
being
degree
1. The quality, condition, or
or solvable ; as, the solubility of a salt ; the solubility of
a problem or intricate^ffloulty.
2. {Bol.) The tendency to separate readily into parts
by spurious articulations, as the pods of tick trefoil.
Sol'U-ble (s51'iS-b'l), a. [L. solubilis, fr. solvere, solutum, to loosen, to dissolve : cf. F. soluble. See Solve,
and cf. Solvable.] 1. Susceptible of being dissolved in
a fluid ; capable of solution ; as, some substances are soluble in alcohol which are not soluble in water.
soluble in water and fusible in fire. Arbuthnot.
Sugar is
2. Susceptible of being solved as, a soluble algebraic
problem ; susceptible of being disentangled, unraveled,
or explained ; as, the mystery is perhaps soluble. " More
Tennyson.
soluble is this knot.
" The
[iJ.]
3. Relaxed ; open or readily opened.

2. Capable of being paid and discharged ; as, solvable
obligations.
Tooke.
3. Able to pay one's debts solvent.
Fuller.
[06i.]
Solv'a-ble-ness (sSlv'a-b'l-nSs), n. Quality of being
solvable.
Solve (sBlv), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Solved (sSlvd) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. SoLviKO.]
[L. solvere, solutum; from a
prefix so- expressing separation (cf. Sober) -j- luere to
loosen ; cf. OF. soldre, soudre. See Loose, and cf Absolve.] To explain ; to resolve ; to unfold ; to clear up
(what IS obscure or difficult to be understood) ; to work
out to a result or conclusion ; as, to solve a doubt to
solve difficulties ; to solve a problem.

sumr, Dan. somme (pi.), Sw. somlige (pi.), Goth. «um»,
and E. same. V191. See Same, a., and cf. -somb.]

.

.

.

;

Dunglison.
bowels must be kept soluble."
Soluble glass. (Chem.) See imder Glass.
Sol'U-ble-ness, n. Quality or state of being soluble.
Solus (so'lQs), masc. a., So'la (so'li), fern. a. [L.]
chiefly used in stage directions, and the like.
Alone
II

;

—

So-lute' (so-Iiit'), o. [L. solulus, p. p. of solvere to
loosen.
See Solve.]
1. Loose ; free ; liberal ; as, a
solute interpretation.
Bacon.
[Obs.^
2. Relaxed ; hence, merry cheerful.
[iJ.]
Young.
A brow solute, and ever-laughing eye.
[Ofc.]
3. Soluble ; as, a solute salt.
opposed to adnaie;
4. (Boi.) Not adhering; loose;

;

.

;

True

—

So-lute',
2. To absolve;
V.

t.

1. To dissolve ;
as, to iote^e sin.

[Ofti.]

Bale.

[OE. solucion, OF. solu-

(s6-lii'eliiin), n.

So-lu'tlon

to resolve.
[06s.]

cion, F. solution, fr. L. solutio, it. solvere, solutum, to
loosen, dissolve.
See Solve.] 1. The act of separating the parts of any body, or the condition of undergoing a separation of parts ; disruption ; breach.
Ih all bodies there is an appetite of union and evitation of soBacon.
lution of continuity.
2. The act of solving, or the state of being solved
the disentanglement of any intricate problem or difficult
explanation
clearing up
used especially
question
in mathematics, either of the process of solving an equaprocess.
tion or problem, or of the result of the
3. The state of being dissolved or disintegrated ; resolution ; disintegration.
It is unquestionably an enteri)rise of more promise to assail
the nations in their hour of faintness and solution, than at a
time when magnificent and seductive systems of worship were
/. Taylor.
at their height of energy and splendor.
;

;

4. (Chem. Phys.)

;

—

The act or process by which a body

(whether solid, liquid, or gaseous) Is absorbed into a
and, remaining or becoming fluid, is diffused
throughout the solvent ; also, the product resulting from
such absorption.
t^^ "When a solvent will not take in any more of a
aubatanoe the solution is said to be saturated. Solution is
(a) Mechanical solution, in which no
of two kinds viz.
marked chemical change takes place, and in which, in
the case of solids, the dissolved body can be regained by
evaporation, as in the solution of salt or sugar in water.
(6) Chemical solution, in which there is involved a decided chemical change, as when limestone or zinc undergoes
solution in hydrochloric acid. Mechanical solution is regarded as a form of molecular or atomic attraction, and
IS probably occasioned by the formation of certain very
weak and unstable compounds which are easily dissociated and pass into new and similar compounds.
11^°" This word is not used in chemistry or mineralogy
for fusion, or the melting of bodies by the heat of fire.
discharge. \_Obs.'\ Barrow.
6. Release deliverance
6. (Med.) (a) The termination of a disease; resolution.
(c) A liquid medicine or prepara(6) A crisis,
tion (usually aqueous) in which the solid ingredients are
V. S. Disp.
wholly soluble.
liquid,

:

;

;

;

Fehllng's solution (Chem.), a standardized solution of
cupric hydrate in sodium potassium tartrate, used as
a means of determining the reducing power of certain
sugars and sirups by the amount of red cuprous oxide
Heavy solution (Min.), a liquid of high
thrown dovm.
density, as a solution of mercuric iodide in potassium iodide (called the Sonstadt OT Thoulet solution)ha,Ying aTaa,ximum specilic gravity of 3.2, or of borotungstate of cadmium (Klein solution, specific gravity 3.6), and the like.
Such solutions are much used in determining the specific
gravities of minerals, and in separating them when meNessler's soluchanically mixed as in a pulverized rock.
Solution of continuity, the seption.
See Nesslerize.
aration of connection, or of connected substances or
applied, in surgery, to a fracture, laceration, or
parts :
the like. " As in the natural body a wound, or solution
of continuity, is worse than a corrupt humor, so in the
spiritual." iacon.— Standardized solution (Chem.), a solution which is used as a reagent, and is of a kuo%vn and
standard strength specifically, a normal solution, containing in each cubic centimeter as many milligrams of
the element in question as the number representing its
atomic weight thus, a normal solution of silver nitrate
would contain 107.7 mgr. of silver in each cubic centimeter.
Sol'U-tlve (sSl'ii-tlv), a. [Cf. F. solutif.J Tending
to dissolT* loosening ; laxative.
Bacon.
Solv'a-ftll'l-ty (sSlv'a-bTl'i-tJf), n.
[F. solvabilite.'\
1. The quality or state of being solvable ; as, the solv-

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

ability of a difiiculty ; the solvability of a problem.
2. The condition of being solvent ; ability to pay all
just debts ; solvency ; as, the solvability of a merchant.

SolT'a-ble (sSlVa^b'l), a. [F. solvable. See Solve,
cf. Soluble, Solviele.]
1. Susceptible of being
solved, resolved, or explained admitting of solution.

and

;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

piety would effectually solve such scruples. South.
God shall solve the dark decrees of fate.
Tickell.

Syn. — To explain;

;

quality or state of being solvent.
Sol'vend (sBl'vSnd), n. [L. solvendus to be loosened
or dissolved, fr. solvere. See Solution.]
substance to

A

be dissolved. [iJ.]
Sol'vent (sSl'vent), a. [L. solvens, p. pr. of solvere.
See Solvable.] 1. Having the power of dissolving dissolving as, a solvent fluid. " The solvent body." Boyle.
2. Able or sufficient to pay all just debts as, a solvent merchant ; the estate is solvent.
Sol'vent, n. 1. (Chem.) A substance (usually liquid)
suitable for, or employed in, solution, or in dissolving
something as, water is the appropriate solvent of most
salts, alcohol of resins, ether of fats, and mercury or
;

a greater or less portion or sum;
number which is not stated
quantity or number ; as,

of a quantity or

— used to express an indefinite
some wine

some water some persons. Used also pronbminally as, I have some.
Some theoretical writers allege that there was a time when
there was no such thing aa society.
Blackstone.
one
2. A certain
indicating a person, thing,
event, etc., as not known individually, or designated
more specifically as, some man, that is, some one man,
"Sovie brighter clime."
Mrs. Barbauld.
Some man praiseth his neighbor by a wicked intent. Chaucer.
Most gentlemen of property, at some period or other of theii
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

lives, are

resolve; unfold; clear up.

Solve, n. A solution an explanation. [06i.] Shak.
Sol'ven-oy (s81'ven-sy), n.
[See Solvent.]
The

ambitious of representing their county in Parliament.
£lackstone.

Not much a little ; moderate as, the censiue was
to some extent just.
4. About
near more or less
used commonly with
3.

;

;

;

;

—

;

numerals, but formerly also with a singular substantive
of time «r distance as, a village of some eighty houses
some two or three persons some hour hence.
Shak.
The number slain on the rebels' part were some two thou;

;

Bacon,

sand.

;

;

;

acids of metals, etc.
2. That which resolves

;
as, a solvent of mystery.
(sSlv'er), n.
One who, or that which, solves.
(-1-b'l), a.
See Solvable.
Spenser.
Sol'y (sol'y), adv. Solely. [06s.]
So'ma (so'ma), n, [NL.,fr. Gr. erwjua, o-dnaTo;, the

;

as, a solute stipule.

&

&

1. Consisting of

composed

some leagues to

On

number or

" Bore ua

quantity.

Shak,

sea.

outer point, some miles away.
lighthouse lifts its massive masonry, Longfellow,
6. Certain ; those of one part or portion ;
in dis.
its

The

—

some men believe on*

tinction from other or others ; as,
thing, and others another.

Some

[seeds] fell

among

thorns

;

.

.

.

but other

fell into good
xiii. 7, 8.

Solv'er

ground.

Solv'i-ble

a portion ;
used pronominally, and followed sometimes by of; as, some of our provisions.
Your edicts some reclaim from sins,
But most your life and blest example wins. Dryden.
All and some, one and all. See under All, adv. [06s.]
8^=" The illiterate in the United States and Scotland
often use some as an adverb, instead of somewhat, or an
equivalent expression ; as, I am some tired ; he is som*
better it rains some, etc.
Some . . some, one part . . another part these . . .
those ;
used distributively.
Some to the shores do fly.
Some to the woods, or whither fear advised.
Daniel,
Formerly used also of single persons or things
this one . . . that one ; one . . . another.
Some in his bed, some in the deep sea.
Chaucer,
person unknown
Some'bod-y (sQm'bod-J?), n. 1.
or uncertain ; a person indeterminate ; some person.
Jesus said, Somebody hath touched me. Zuke viii. 46.
We must draw in somebody that may stand
'Twixt us and danger.
Derikam,
2. A person of consideration or importance.
Before these days rose up Theudas, boasting himself to be

II

body.] (Anat.) The whole axial portion of an animal,
including the head, neck, trunk, and tail. B. G. Wilder.

So-maj' (so-maj'), Sa-maJ' (sa-maj'), n. A society
a congregation a worshiping assembly, or church, esp.
,

of the Bralimo-somaj.

So-mail (so-male),

)

[India']
(Ethnol.)
n.

A

Hamitic people

of East Central Africa.
So-mal' (so-mal'), )
So-mat'lc (s6-mSt'ik), a. [Gr. crco/naTiKos, fr. aCoixa
the body.] 1. Of or pertaining to the body as a whole
;

corporeal ; as, somatic death ; somatic changes.
2. Of or pertaining to the wall of the body ; somatopleuric ; parietal ; as, the somatic stalk of the yolk sac

an embryo.

of

5. Considerable in

See the Note under Death,
So-mat'lc-al (-T-kal), a. Somatic.

Somatic death.

So-mat'lCB

(-iks), n.

The

general properties of matter

1.

somatology.

So'ma-tist (symSr-tlst), n. One who admits the existGlanvill.
ence of material beings only a materialist.
SO'ma-tO-CySt (so'ma-to-slst), n. [Gr. aCifia., o-oi/tia(Zool.) A cavity in the
Tos, body -{- Kuerrts a bladder.]
primary nectocalyx of certain Siphonophora. See Ulust.
under Nectocalyx.
So'ma-tol'0-gy (so'ma-tBl'o-jJ^), n. [Gr. o-i/no, o-ii/iia;

Tos, body -(- -logy.]
1. The doctrine or the science of
the general properties of material substances somatics.
human
body anatomy. Dunglison.
2. A treatise on the
So'ma-tome (so'ma-tom), n. [Gr. erol/ia body -\Zool.) See Somite.
TeiJ-veiv to cut.]
(Anai.
;

;

&

So'ma-tO-pleure (so'm5^t6-plur),

n.

[Gr. auifia,

ai!i-

+ TrAeupd side.]

(Anat.) The outer, or parithe two lameUae into which the vertebrate
blastoderm divides on either side of the notochord, and
from which the walls of the body and the amnion are
developed. See Splanc^opleube.
So'ma-tO-pIeu'riC (-plu'rtk), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the somatopleure.
So'ma-tOt'ro-plsm (so'ma-tof ro-pTz'm), n. [Gr. o-<o(Physiol.)
fia, o-u^iaTo;, the body -|- TpeVeii/ to turn.]
A directive influence exercised by a mass of matter upon
Encyc. Brit.
growing organs.
juarot, body
etal, one of

[F. sombre ; cf Sp.
sombra shade, prob. from LL. subum)
brare to put in the shade ; L. sub under -f umbra shade.
somewhat dark
See Umbraoe.]
1. Dull ; dusky
gloomy ; as, a somber forest ; a somber house.
2. Melancholy ; sad ; grave ; depressing as, a somber

Som'ber
Som'bre

(sSm'ber

1

;

277), a.

.

;

;

reflections.

;

silent and somber; happily

it

was

also short.

Beaconsfield.

Som'ber,
Som'bre,
Som'ber,
Som'bre,

)

v.

t.

To make somber, or dark

shady,

)

;

to

make

[i?.]

Gloom obscurity duskiness som) n.
bemess. lObs.]
Som'ber-ly, adv. In a somber manner sombrously
gloomily ; despondingly.
Som'bre-ly, )
The quality or state of being
Som1>er-ness, ) n.
Som'bre-ness, | somber gloominess.
[Sp., from sombra
Som-bre'ro (som-brS'ro), n.
shade.
See Sombre.]
A kind of broad-brimmed hat,
Marryat.
worn in Spain and in Spanish America.
;

;

;

I

;

I

;

II

Sp. sombroso.]
Som'brous (som'briiB), a.
Gloomy; somber. " Tall and jomfcrous pines." LongSom'brous-ness, n.
fellow.
Som'brouB-ly, adv.
-some (-som). A combining form or suffix from Gr.
o-ufia (gen. o-M/naTos) the body ; as in raexosome, a body
segment ; cephalosome, etc.
OHG. -sam,
-some (-Slim). [AS. -sum ; akin to G.
See Same, a.,
Icel. samr, Goth, lustusams longed for.
and cf. Some, a.] An adjective suffix having primarily
the sense of like or same, and indicating a considerable
degree of the thing or quality denoted in the first part of
the compound ; as in mettlesome, full of mettle or spirit
gladsome, full of gladness ; winsome, blithesome, etc.
Some (siim), a. [OE. som, sum, AS. sum; akin to
OHG. sum, OD. som, D. sommig, Icel.
OS., OFries.,
[Cf.

—

—

&

&

final,

^0.

;

part

Matt.

—

;

;

—

.

.

;

^W

somebody.

Acts

V. 36.

Some'deal' (-del'), adv. In some degree somewhat.
[Written also sumdel, sumdeale, and sumdele.] [06s.]
" She was somedeal deaf."
Chaucer.
;

Thou lackest somedeal their

Some'hoW

Spenser.

delight.

In one way or another in
some way not yet known or designated by some means
as, the thing must be done somefiow ; he lives somehow.
By their action upon one another they may be swelled some.
(-hou'), adv.

;

,-

;

how, so as to shorten the length.
Cheyne.
The indefiniteness of somehow is emphasized by
the addition of or other.
Although youngest of the family, he has somehow or other got

<S^

management of all the others.
Sir W, Scott.
Som'er-sault (siim'er-salt), 1 n. [F. soubresaut a
OF. souSom'er-set (sum'er-sgt)i
jump,
leap,
)
bresaull. It. soprassalio an overleap, fr. L. supra over -\sallus a leap, fr. satire to leap
or the French may be
from Sp. sobresalto a sudden assault, a surprise. See
SuPEA, and Salient.] A leap in which a person turns
his heels over his head and lights upon his feet a turning end over end. [Written also s^immersault, sommersei,
summerset, etc.] "The vaulter's somftersaWs." Donne.
the entire

;

;

Make him breat his neck in
Some'thing (-thing), n,

Now I '11 only
doing asommerset. Beau,

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

fy

FL

1. Anything unknown, undetermined, or not specifically designated a certain indefinite thing
an indeterminate or unknown event an
;

;

;

somber
The dinner was

person

A

A

n.,

science which treats of the

;

7.

unspecified task, work, or thing.
Shak,
There is something in the wind.
The whole world has something to do, something to talk of, something to wish for, and something to be employed about.
Pope.
Something attempted, something done.
Longfellow.
Has earned a night's repose.

A

2.
part ; a portion,
tity or degree ; a little.

more or

less

;

an

indefinite

Something yet of doubt remains.
Something of it arises from our infant state.
3.

quanMilton,

I.

Watts.

A

person or thing of importance.
a man thinketh himself to be something, when he

If
ing, he deceiveth himself.

is

noth-

Gal.

vi. 3.

Some'thing, adv. in some degree; somewhat; to
some extent at some distance.
Sha^.
;

Shak,
I something fear my father's wrath.
We have something fairer play than a reasoner could have ex-

Burke

pected formerly.

My sense of touch is something coarse.

Tennyson.

It must be done to-night.
Shak,
And something from the palace.
Some'tlme' (-tim'), adv. 1. At a past time indefinitely referred to once formerly.
Did they not sometime cry " All hail " to me ?
Shak.
2. At a time undefined once in a while ; now and
then sometimes.
;

;

;

;

Sometime we see a cloud that 'e dragonisb^
A vapor sometime like a bear or lion.

idea, VI

\

51d,

«bey, 6rb, Sdd

Shak.

SOMETIME
as, I will do it
"iSomertme he reckon shall."
Chaucer.
Having b«en formerly
a.
whilom.
former late
Shak.
Our sometime sister, now our queen.
Ion, our sometime darling, whom we prized. Talfourd.
adverbial
Some'tlmes' (-timz'), adv. ISometime
ending-*, as in -liiartij.] 1. Formerly sometime. [06«.]
That fair and warlike form

At one time or other hereafter

3,

;

sometime.

Some'tlme' (sSm'tim'),
;

;

+

;

In which the majesty of buried Denmark
Shak,
Dia sometimes march.
times; at intervals; not always; now and then;

2. At
occasionally.

good that we sometimes be contradicted. Jer. Taylor.
Sometimes . . . sometlmea, at certain times ... at certain other times ; as, sometimes he is earnest, sometimes
It is

he is frivolous.
Some'tlmes',

Former

Thy someti7nes

;

sometime.

[_Obs.J

Shak.

brother's wife,

Some'WhaV (-hwSf ), n. 1. More or less ; a certain
quantity or degree ; a part, more or less something.
Qrew.
These salts have somewhat of a nitrous taste.
Somewhat of his good sense will suffer In this transfusion,
Dryden.
and much of the beauty of his thoughts will be lost.
2. A person or thing of importance ; a somebody.
Here come those that worship me.
Tennyson.
They think that 1 am somewhat.
Some'what', adv. In some degree or measure ; a
;

—

;

;

II

Som-nam'bU-late

(-lat), v.

&

i.

t.

A

Somp'ne

somnus

;

;

Som-nam'bU-llS'tlc (-lis'tTk), a. Of or pertaining to
a somnambulist or somnambulism affected by somnambulism appropriate to the state of a somnambulist.
"Whether this was an intentional and waking departure, or a
;

sotmiambulisiic leave-taking and walking in her sleep, may remain a subject of contention.
Dickens.

Som'ne (sum'ne), v. t. To summon. [Obs.'] Chaucer.
Som'ner (-ner), n. A summoner esp., one who summons to an ecclesiastical court. [Obs.'} Piers Plowman.
Som'nl-al (som'nT-al), a. [L. somnialis dream bringing, fr. somnium dream, fr. somnus sleep.]
Of or per-

person spoken of as a child an
a pupil, ward, or any other young

1.

re.

person in a state

6.

drowsiness

;

pay

f^ll,

Up,

Qm

;

pity

;

;

;

gether. Often the three lines of the first stanza rhyme
severally with the three lines of the second. In Shakespeare's sonnets, the first twelve lines are rhymed alter*
nately, and the last two rhyme together.

Son'net,

;

(Mus,)

[It.]

re.

A trifle.
is

a

iOTOjr.

" The
"

Son'net-er (s5n'net-er),

;

food, fcibt

;

out, oil

;

re.

Son'net-lze

(-Jz), v. i.

Son'nlsh (sun'nish),

A composer of sonnets.
or sonneteer. Bp. Hall,
sonnets.
; sunny
golden.

To compose

a.

Like the sun

sbair

;

go

;

sins,

;

"Her rarereisA hairs."
Chaucer.
Son'nlte (-nit), re. See Sunntpe.
So-nom'e-ter (so-n5m'e-ter), n. [L. sonus a sound -|-meter.} 1. (Physics) An instrument for exhibiting the
transverse vibrations of cords, and ascertaining the relations between musical notes.
It consists of a cord
stretched by weight along a box, and divided into differ[Obs,}

ent lengths at pleasure by a bridge, the place of which
is determined by a scale on the face of the box.
2. An instrument for testing the hearing capacity.
[L. sonor, -oris, a
Son'O-rU'lo (sSn'S-rlf'Tk), a.
sound -f facere to make. See Sonorous.] Producing
sound as, the soreO!-i/7c quality of a body. [B,} I. Watts,
[L. sonoi-itas.'i
So-nor'1-ty (sS-nor'i-ty), n.
The
quality or state of being sonorous ; sonorousness.
So-no'rous (s6-no'rus), a. [L. sonorus, fr. sojior, -oris,
a sound, akin to joreu* a sound. See Sound.] 1. Giving
sound when struck resonant ; as, sonorous metals.
2. Loud-sounding ; giving a clear or loud sound ; as, %
;

;

sonorou,s voice.
3. Yielding sound;

characterized by sound; vocal
sonant as, the vowels are sonorous.
4. Impressive in sound high-sounding.
The Italian opera, amidst all the meanness and familiarity of
the thoughts, has something beautiful and sonorous in the ex;

;

Addison,
Johnsonian balance in his
brevity as by a sonorous amplitude.
E, Everett,
5. (3[ed.) Sonant ; vibrant ; hence, of soimds produced
in a cavity, deep-toned
as, sonorous rhonchi.
Sonorous flKures (.Physics), figures formed by the vibrations of a suDstance capable ot emitting a musical tone,
as when tlie bow of a violin is drawn along the edge ot
a piece of glass or metal on which sand is strewed, and
the sand arranges itself in figures according to the musical tone.
Called also acoustic figures.
Sonorous tumor
(Med,), a tumor which emits a clear, resonant sound on
percussion.
So-no'rous-ly, adv,
So-no'rous-neBS, n.
Son'fshlp (sttn'shtp), re. The state of being a eon, or
of bearing the relation of a son ; filiation. Dr. H. More.
Son'sy {a^n'sf), a. See Sonoy. [Scot.}
Bums,
Son'tag (-tSg), n. [So called from Mine. Henriette
Sontag, a famous singer.] A knitted worsted jacket,
worn over the waist of a woman's dress.
pression.

There

style.

is

nothing of the

It is as often

artificial

marked by a pregnant

;

—

very common North Amerigg^g Sparrow,
can sparrow ( Melospiza fasoiata, or M, melodia) noted for the sweetness of its song
;

re.

A sonneter,

Son'net-lst,

—

Silliman.

—

—

" Strains that

—

A short

soldier's

sonnets.

to sonneting."

Milton.
Son'net-eer' (-er'), re.
A composer of sonnets, o*
small poems ; a small poet ;
usually in contempt.
What wof ul stuff this madrigal would be
In some starved hackney sonneteer or me I
Pope,
Lowell,
Son'net-eer', v. i. To compose sonnets.

&

;

To compose

v. i.

come almost

&

Song bird {Zo'ol,), any singing bird one of the Oscinos.
Song sparrow (.Zo'ol,), a

inclination to sleep.

r^de,

—

to be thus put off with an
Dr. H. More,
old song. "

somnolence.']

Som'no-lent (-lent), a. [F. somnolent, L. somnolenfrom sommus sleep, akhi to Gr. wttto!, Skr. svapna
sleep, dream, reap to sleep, IceL sofa, AS. swefn sleep.
unite,

Shak.

Old song, a trifle ; nothing
of value. "I do not intend

tus,

use.

and the octave has but two rhymes, the second, third,
sixth, and seventh lines being of one rhyme, and the
first, fourth, fifth, and eighth oeing of another.
In the
sestet there are sometimes two and sometimes three
rhymes but in some way its two stanzas rhyme to-

as, to

Dryden,
Tuned to his British lyre this ancient song.
4. Poetical composition ; poetry ; verse.
heroic
song,
Milton.
subject
for
This
6. An object of derision ; a laughingstock.
And now am I their song, yea, 1 am their byword. Job xxx. 9.

1

;

;

;

Som-nip'a-tliy (-thj?), n.
[L. somnus sleep -f- Gr.
ffaflos a suffering of the body,fr. irda-xetv, iraOelv, to suffer.]
Sleep from sympathy, or produced by mesmerism or the like. [Written also somnopalhy.']
Som'no-lence (sSm'nS-lens), n. [L. somnolentia :
Sleepiness

a tune

;

of somnipathy.

F.

;

;

;

cf.

sound

;

+

)

A

\Obs.}

II

Som-nll'o-qnous (-kwus), a. [L. somnus sleep
Apt to talk in sleep.
Som-lUl'o-quy (-kwy), n. A talking in sleep the
talking of one in a state of somnipathy. [iJ.] Coleridge.

(-len-s^),

—

11^°° In the proper sonnet each line has five accents,
(so'nans),

Son'de-U (sSn'da-le), re. (Zo'ol.) The musk shrew.
See under Musk.
Song (s5ng 115), n. [AS. song, sang, fr. singan to
sing akin to D. zang, G. sang, Icel. s'ongr, Goth, saggws. See Sing.] 1. That which is simg or uttered with
musical modulations of the voice, wliether of a human
being or of a bird, insect, etc. " i?hat most ethereal of
Hawthorne.
all sounds, the song of crickets.
2. A lyrical poem adapted to vocal music a ballad.
3. More generally, any poetical strain a poem.
The bard that first adorned our native tongue

;

Som'no-len-cy

Apollo Pythius.
Holland,
two stanzas, called the
2. A poem of fourteen lines,
octave, being of four verses each, and two stanzas, called
the sestet, of three verses each, the rhymes being adjusted by a particular rule.

Prophet.

&

;

A

—

W^

;

a. [L. somnifer ; somnus
Causing or inducing sleep
a somniferous potion. Walton.
Som-nU'lo (-ik), a. [L. somniflcus ; somnus sleep -jfaeere to make.] Causing sleep somniferous.
Som-nlfu-gOUS (-ii-gas), a. [L. somnus sleep -f /«gare to put to flight.] Driving away sleep. [06*.]
Som-uU'O-Cluence (-nll'o-kweus), n. The act of talking in one's sieep somniloquism.
Som-nll'o-quism (-kwiz'm), n. The act or habit of
talking in one's sleep ; somniloquy.
Coleridge.
Som-nll'0-qulst, n. One who talks in his sleep.

suono a

[F., fr. It. sonetto, fr.

(sSn'nSt), n.

sound, a song, fr. L. sonus a sound. See Sound noise.]
1. A short poem,
usually amatory. [Obs.}
Shak.
He had a wonderful desire to chant a sonnet or hymn unto

[Scot, sonce, sons,
Son'cy, Son'sy (son's5f), a.
Lucky
Ir. sonas.}
prosperity, happiness, fr. Gael.
Scot,}
fortunate thriving plump. [Prov. Eng.
Sond (sSnd), Sonde, re. [AS. sand. See Send, v. t.}
That which is sent ; a message or messenger ; hence, also,
a visitation of providence ; an affliction or trial. [Obs,}
Ye have enough, parde, of Goddes sond, Chaucer,

as,

Som-nip'a-tlllst (-nlp'a^thist), n.

Son'net

—

So'na-ti'na (so'na-te'na),
and simple sonata.

Som-ulf'er-OllB (-nlfer-iis),

;

relationship to his wife's parents.
To take me as for thy son in lawe.
Chaucer,
Marston,
Sonless, a. Being without a son.
As no baron who was sonless could give a husband to his
daughter, save with his lord's consent.
J. B, Green.

4. A native or inhabitant of some specified place ; as,
sons of Albion ; sons of New England.
6. The produce of anything.
Earth's tall sons, the cedar, oak, and pine. Blackmnre,
6. (Commonly with the def. article) Jesus Christ, the
Savior ;
called the Son of God, and the Son of man.
We ... do testify that the Father sent the Son to be the Savior of the world.
1 John iv. 14.
Who gave His Son sure all has given.
Kehle,
The expressions son of pride, sons of light, son of
Belial, are Hebraisms, which denote persons possessing
the qualities of Ijride, of light, or of Belial, as children
inherit the qualities of their ancestors.
Sons of the prophets. See School of the prophets, under

II

sleep -f ferre to bring.]

[NL.

re.

;

;

adopted male child
male dependent.
The child grew, and she brought him unto Pharaoh's daughter, and he became her son.
Ex, ii. 10.
Be plain, good son, and homely in thy drift.
Shak,

;

;

A

See Sonifeeous.] A
kind of ear trumpet for the deaf, or the partially deaf.
[L. sonus sound -fSo-nU'er-OUS (so-nlfer-Ss), a.
-ferous.} Sounding producing sound conveying sound.
Son'1-fl-ca'tion (s5n'I-f i-ka'shiin), n, [L. sonus soimd
See -pt.]
The act of
-f- -ficare (in comp.) to make.
producing sound, as the stridulation of insects.
(siin'in-la'),
i^ZSon'-ln-law'
Sons-in-law
»•/
(siinz'-).
The husband of one's daughter ; a man in his

are sometimes exceptional.

;

—

(-strSs), n. [See Songster, and -ess.]
also, a female singing bird. Thomson.
;

Son'1-fer (sSnl-fer),

;

taining to sleep or dreams.
The somnial magic superinduced on, without suspending, the
active powers of tne mind.
Coleridge,
Som'nl-a-tlve (-a-tlv), a, Somnial somniatory. [22.]
Som'ni-a-tO-ry i-to-i^), a. Pertaining to sleep or
dreams somnial. \_Obs. or i?.]
Urquhart.
Som-nic'u-lous (sSm-nlk'ii-liis), a. [L. somniculoInclined to sleep ; drowsy; sleepy. [06«.]
sus.J

cogui to speak.]

Song'streSB

;

;

;

beings.

A singing bird.

woman who sings

6.

iii.

human

2. (Zo'ol,)

;

;

;

applied to

;

Mai,

;

;

;

—

;

dormitive

;

am the son of the wise, the son of ancient kings. lea, xix. 11.
I am the Lord, I change not therefore ye sons of Jacob are

;

;

;

Song Thrush.
Dryden.
Song'less, a. Destitute of the power of song ; without song as, songless birds songless woods.
Song'ster (-ster), n. [AS. sangestre a female singer.]
1. One who sings one skilled in singing
not oiten
[R.}

I

;

full of song.
a.
Consisting of

;

Song'ish,

;

.

Boporific

to sing

re.

Any young male

of songLongfellow.

little skill

Song'fttl (-ful), a. Disposed

2. The quality or state of being sonant.
So'nant (so'nant), a. [L. sonans, -antis, p. pr. of
«o»are to sound. See Sound a noise.] 1. Of or pertaining to sound sounding.
2. (Phonetics) Uttered, as an element of speech, with
tone or proper vocal sound, as distinguished from mere
breath sound
vocal
tonic
the
intonated ; voiced
opposite of nonvocal, ovsurd;
said of the vowels, semivowels, liquids, and nasals, and particularly of the consonants 6, d, g hard, v, etc., as compared with their cognates p, t, k,f, etc., which are called nonvocal, surd, or
aspirate.
n.
A sonant letter.
L. sonare to
So-na'ta (so-na'ta), n. [It., fr. It.
sound. See Sound a noise.] (Mus.) An extended composition for one or two instruments, consisting usually
of three or four movements as, Beethoven's sonatas for
the piano, for the violin and piano, etc.
1^7" The same general structure prevails in symphonies, instrumental trios, quartets, etc., and even in classical concertos. The sonata form, distinctively, characterizes the quick opening movement, which may have a
short, slow introduction the second, or slow, movement
third comes the
is either in the song or variation form
playful minuet or the more modern scherzo then the
quick finale in the rondo form. But both form and order

ambulaiio a walking about, from ambulare to walk.
See Somnolent, Amble.I The act of walking in sleep.
Som-nam'bU-la'tor (-la'ter), n. A somnambulist.
S0IIl-nain1)Ule (-bul), re. [F.] A somnambulist.
Som-nam'bU-llc (-bii-llk), a. Somnambvlistic.
Som-nam'bn-llsm (-bfi-liz'm), n. [Cf. F. somnamtmlisme.
See Somnambulation.] A condition of the
nervous system in which an individual during sleep performs actions appropriate to the waking state a state of
sleep in which some of the senses and voluntary powers
are partially awake noctambulism.
Soin-nain1>U-U3t (-list), n. A person who is subject
to somnambulism one who walks in his sleep a sleepwalker a noctambulist.

.-f-

;

to

;

;

So'nance

sleep

A half-effaced inscription.

Soinp'I10Ur(-noor),ra.

To walk when
[L.

(-la'shiln), n.

summon

not consumed.

;

craft.

[06«.]

_

\_Obs.']

;

composition ; versification.

Written with

Chaucer.
A summoner. [Obs.} Chaucer.
[OE.
Son
sone, sune, AS. sunu ; akin to D.
eoon, OS., OFries., & OHG. simu, G. sohn, Icel. sonr,
Sw. son, Dan. s'on, Goth, sunns, Lith. sunus, Rues, suin',
Skr. siinu (from sH to beget, to bear), and Gr. uids son.
V293. Cf. Sow, TO.] 1. A male child the male issue,
or offspring, of a parent, father or mother.
Sarah conceived, and bare Abraham a son. Gen, zxi. 2.
2. A male descendant, however distant hence, in the
plural, descendants in general.
cite.

sound the tucket sonance.

Som-nam'bU-Ia'tlon

rical

;

(-un-oor), n.
summoner.
(sump'ne or siim'ne), v, t. To

;

;

;

Som'on-our

—
—

—

;

3.

&

in early spring.

;

—

;

He had no

Uttle.

Milton.
His giantship is gone, somewhat crestfallen.
Somewhat back from the village street. Longfellow.
Snue'When', adv. At some indefinite time. [iJ.]
Some'where' (-hwSr'), adv. In some place unknown
or not specified ; in one place or another. "Somewhere
nigh at hand."
Milton.
Some'whlle' (-hvpil'), adv. Once ; for a time.
Though, under color of shepherds, somewhile
There crept in wolves, full of fraud and guile. Spenser.
Some'Whlth'er (-hwlth'er), adv. To some Indeterminate place ; to some place or other.
Driven by the winds of temptation somewhither. Sorrow.
So'mlte (so'mit), n. [Gr. tria/xa body.] {Anat.
Zool.) One of the actual or ideal serial segments of
which an animal, esp. an articulate or vertebrate, is composed somatome metamere.
So-mlt'ic (-mtt'Ik), a.
Som'mell' (so'mS'y^, n. [F.] Slumber ; sleep.
(siim'mer-sSt),
n.
See Somersault.
Som'mer-set
Som-nam'bu-lar (sSm-nSm'bfi-ler), a. Of or pertaining to somnambulism ; somnambulistic. Mrs. Browning.

Its breast is covered with dusky brown
streaks which form a blotch in the center.
Song tbruah
CZo'dl.), a common European Viansh (Turdv,s
musicus), noted for its melodious song ;
called also mavis, throstle, and thrasher.
Syn. Sonnet ballad canticle ; carditty ; hymn
descant
ol ; canzonet
lay ; strain ; poesy ; verse.
Song'cralt' (sSngTuraff), re. The
art of making songs or verses ; met-

Hypnotic, Somnambumsm, Soporitic.] Sleepy drowinclined to sleep.
Som'no-lent-ly, adv.
eye for such phenomena, because he had a somnolent want of interest in them.
Z)e Quincey,
Som'no-llsm (sSm'no-liz'm), n. The somnolent state
induced by animal magnetism.
Thomas {Med. Did.).
Som-nop'a-thy (s8m-n6p'a^thy), n. Somnipathy.
Som'nour (siSm'noor), n. A summoner an apparitor a sompnour.
Piers Plowman.
lObs.']
Som'on-aunce (-un-ans), 1 n. [See Summon, SumSom'once (siim'ans),"
MONS.]
A summons a
)
citation.
[Obs.]
Chaucer.
Cf.

sy

(siin),

a.

SONTAG

1371

igk

;

—

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = x

in azure.

1372

SONTIES
Son'tles (sSn'tTz), n. Probably a corruption from
used aa an oath.
"sainies" saints, or from sanclilies ;
Shak.
[06i.]
_
Soo-Chong' (soo-shSng'), re. Same as SoncHONO.
Soo'dra (soo'dra). Same as Sudea.
Soo'fee (-fe), Soo'iee-lsm (-Iz'm). Same as Scri, Su-

—

II

Fisu.

Soc'jee

Same

(-je), n.

as

Sttji.

;

" As «oo» as it might be."
Chaucer.
She finished, and the subtle fiend his lore
Miltoti.
Soon learned.
2. Without the usual delay ; before any time sup-

Old Proverb.

early.

;

One who,

or that which,

truthful

—

faithful.
lArchaic]
SooUl'fast'ness, re.
lArchaic] " In yeiy soothfastness."
Chaucer.
Why do not you
bear leal and soothfast evidence in her
;

behalf, as ye

.

.

may

with a clear conscience
Sir W. Scott.
Soothly really ; in fact. lArchaic]
I care not if the pomps you show
Be what they soothfast appear.
Emerson.
Sooth'ing (sooth'ing), a.
n. from Soothe, v.
Sooth'ing-ly, adv. In a soothing manner.
Soothly (sooth'ij), adv. In truth; truly; really;
verily.
lObs.] " Soothly ioi to amy ."
Chaucer.
Sooth'ness, re. Truth reality. lObs.]
Chaucer.
Sooth'say' (-sa'), v. i. ISooth -)- say; properly, to
say truth, tell the truth.] To foretell to predict. "You
cannot soothsay." Shak. "Old soothsaying Glaucus'
spell." Milton.
Sooth'say', re. 1.
true saying ; a proverb a prophecy.
lObs.]
Spenser.
2. Omen; portent.
[06s.]

Sooth'fast',

1

a<2v.

;

&

;

How is it that ye are come so soon to-day ? Ex. ii. 18.
3. Promptly ; quickly ; readily ; easily.
Shak.
Small lights are aoon blown out, huge fires abide.
in this sense used with would,
4. Readily ; willingly ;

—

or some other word expressing will.
I would as soon see a river winding through woods or in meadows, as when
Versailles.

re.

soothes.
Sooth'fast' (sooth'fasf), a. ISooth \- fast, that is,
fast or firm with respect to truth.] Firmly fixed in, or
founded upon, the truth ; true ; genuine ; real ; also,

.

Soon (soon), adv. [OE. sone,_AS. sona; cf. OFries.
1. In
son, OS. Sana, sano, san, OHG. sar, Goth, suns.l
a short time ; shortly after any time specified or supposed as, soon after sunrise. " Sooner said than done."

posed

Sooth'er (sooth'er),

SORA

up

many

whimsical figures at
Addison.
As soon as, or So soon aa, immediately at or after another event. " As soon as he came nigh unto the camp
it is

tossed

in so

... he saw the caU, and the dancing." £x. xxxii. 19.
See So . . as, under So.
Soon at, as soon as or, as soon
as the time referred to arrives. [Obs.] "I shall be sent
for TOon a^ night." Shak.
Sooner or later, at some uncertain time
the future as, be will discover his misWith the soonest, as soon as any
take sooner or later.
Holland.
among the earliest ; too soon. [Obs.]
Shak.
Soon, a. Speedy ; quick. [0J«.]
Soo'nee (eoo'ne), n. See Sunnite.
Soonly (soon'iy), adv. Soon. [Obs.'] Dr. H. More.
Soord (soord), n. Skin of bacon. [Ofo.] Bp. Hall.
Per. surma.'] A
Soor'ma (sobr'ma), n. [Hind.
preparation of antimony with which Mohammedan men
anoint their eyelids.
Soo-shong' (soo-sh5ng'), re. See Souchong.
Soo'soo (soo'soo), re. {Zodl.) A kind of dolphin {Platanista Gangeficus) native of the river Ganges
the
Gangetic dolphin. It has a long, slender, somewhat spat[Written also susu."]
ulate beak.

—

.

;

—

m

—

;

&

;

;

A

;

God

turn the same to good soothsay.
Spenser.
Sooth'say'er (-sa'er), «. 1. One who foretells events
by the art of soothsaying ; a prognosticator.
2. (Zo'ol. )
mantis.
true saying truth.
Sooth'say'lng, re. l.
lObs.]
2. The act of one who soothsays; the foretelling of
events ; the art or practice of making predictions.
damsel, possessed with a spirit of divination
which
brought her masters much gain by soothsaying.
Acts xvi. 16.

A

A

;

A

A prediction

;

;

Sootiest.] [AS. sotig.
See Soot.] 1. Of or pertaining
to soot producing soot ; soiled by soot. " Fire of sooty
coal."
3Iillon.
2. Having a dark brown or black color like soot fuliginous; dusky; dark.
"The grisly legions that troop
under the sooty flag of Acheron."
Milton.
Sooty albatross (Zo'ol.), an albatross (Phosbetria fuliginosa) found chiefly in the Pacific Ocean
called also
nellie.
Sooty tern (Zo'ol.), a tern (Sterna fuliginosa)
found chiefly in tropical seas.
;

;

Soot'y,

;

combustion. See Smoke.
Soot, V. i.
limp.
p. p. Sooted p. pr.
vb. n.
Sooting.] To cover or dress with soot to smut with,
or as with, soot as, to soot land.
Mortimer.
Soot (soot), Soot'e (-e), a. [See Sweet.] Sweet.
"The soo^e savour of the vine."
lObs.']
Chaucer.
Soot'er-Mn (-er-kln), re. [Cf. Prov. G. suitern to boil
gently.] A kind of false birth, fabled to be produced by
Dutch women from sitting over their stoves also, an
abortion, in a figurative sense an abortive scheme.
Fruits of dull heat, and sooterkins of wit.
Pope.

&

&

;

;

V.

;

Sooth (sooth), a.; also adv. [Compar. Sootheb (-er);
tuperl. Soothest.]
[OE. soth, AS. soS, for sanS ; akin
to OS. soS, OHG. sand, Icel. sannr, Sw. sann, Dan. sand,
Skr. sat, sant, real, genuine, present, being ; properly p.
pr. from a root meaning, to be, Skr. as, L. esse; also akin
to Goth, sunjis true, Gr. ertds, Skr. suiya. V9. Cf.
Absent, Am, Essence, Is, Soothe, Suttee.] 1. True
faithful trustworthy.
\_Obs. or Scot.']
The sentence [meaning] of it sooth is, out of doubt. Chaucer.
That shall I sooth (said he) to you declare. Spenser.
2. Pleasing ; delightful ; sweet,
[i?.]
The soothest shepherd that ever piped on plains. Milton.
With jellies soother than the creamy curd.
Keats.
Sootb, re. [AS. soS. See Sooth, a.] 1. Truth;
reality.
\_Archaic]
;

The

sooth is this, the cut fell to the knight.
In sooth, I know not why I am so sad.

In good
Its

2.

mystery

is

love,

its

Chaucer.
Shak.

sooth.

meaning youth. Longfellow.

Augury; prognostication.

[_Oos.]

The soothe of birds by beating of their wings. Spenser.
3. Blandishment; cajolery.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Soothe (sooth), V. t. limp. &p. p. Soothed (soothd)

&

vb. n. Soothing.]
[Originally, to assent to as
p. pr.
true ; OE. soSien to verify, AS. gesoSian to prove the
truth of, to bear witness. See Sooth, a.] 1. To assent
to as true. lObs.]
Testament of Love.
2. To assent to ; to comply with ; to gratify ; to humor
by compliance ; to please with blandishments or soft

words

to flatter.

;

To black or foul with soot.
Sootied with noisome smoke.

[iJ.]

Chapman.

John xiii. 26.
Sops in wine, quantity for quantity, inebriate more than
Bacon.
wine itself.
The bounded waters
Should lift their bosoms higher than the shores,

And make

a sop of

Shak.

all this solid globe.

—

so called from the sop
2. Anything given to pacify
given to Cerberus, as related in mythology.
L' Estrange.
All nature is not cured with a sop.
3. A thing of little or no value. lObs.] P. Plowman.
Sops in wine (Bot.), an old name of the clove pink, alluding to its having been used to flavor wine.
Spenser,
Garlands of roses and sops in xuine.
Sops of wine (Bot.), an old European variety of apple,
of a yellow and red color, shading to deep red — called
also sopsavine, and red shropsavine.
Sop, V. t. limp.
p. p. Sopped (s3pt) p. pr. & vb.
re. Soppmo.]
To steep or dip in any liquid.
Sope (sop), re. See Soap. lObs.]
Soph (s5f), re. (_Eng. Univ.) A contraction of Soph
;

—

;

&

istee.

ICollog.]

Soph,
more.

;

(Amer. Colleges)

re.

A

contraction of Sopho-

IColloq.]

So'phl (so'f i), re. ;
Soph'ic (s5f'Ik),
Soph'ic-al

pi. Sophis

(-I-kal),

I

)

(-fifz).

[Gr.

a.

a-o<i>ia

<ro(^i/cos, fr. (70i#>ds

wisdom.]

dom. lObs.]
So-phlme' (s6-fim' or sS-fe'me),
phisme.]

n.

wise,

Teaching wis-

S. Harris.
[OF. soffime, so-

Sophism.

lObs.]
Chaucer.
I trow ye study aboute some sophime.
[F. sophisme, L. sophisma,
(sSflz'm),^
re.
Soph'lsm
fr. Gr. <T6il>i.<riJ.a, fr. cro^i'feii' to make wise, a-o<f>(ieo0ai. to
be or become wise, to play the sophist, fr. a-o<^os wise.]
The doctrine or mode of reasoning practiced by a sophist
hence, any fallacy designed to deceive.
When a false argument puts on the appearance of a true one,
/. Watts.
then it is properly called a sophism, or " fallacy."
Let us first rid ourselves of sophisms, those of depraved men,
;

/. Taylor.
and those of heartless philosophers.
Soph'lst, re. [F. sophisie, L. sophistes, It. Gr. aoi^i1. One of a class of men who
(TTTi^.
See Sophism.]
taught eloquence, philosophy, and politics in ancient
Greece especially, one of those who, by their fallacious
but plausible reasoning, puzzled inquirers after truth,
weakened the faith of the people, and drew upon themselves general hatred and contempt.

;

Music hath charms

to soothe the savage breast,
soften rocks, or bend a knotted oak.
Congreve.
Though the sound of Fame
May for a moment soothe, it can not slake
The fever of vain longing.
Byron.

To

Syn. To soften assuage allay
tranquUize; pacify; mitigate.
;

ale,

;

;

senate, c&re,

compose

;

mollify

am, arm, ask,

Many of

(

who

advanced beyond

is

^ff^ The entire course at the university consists of
three years and one term, during which the students have
the titles of first-year men, or freshman; second-year
men, or junior sophs or sophisters ; third-year men, or
senior sophs or sophisters ; and, in the last term, questionists, with reference to the approaching examination.
In the older American colleges, the jumor and senior
classes
still

were originally

called,

and

some

in

of

them

are

caHed, junior sophisters and senior sophisters.

Soph'ist-er (sof'Ist-er), v. i. To maintain by soph
istry, or by a fallacious argument.
lObs.]
Cobham,
So-phis'tiC (so-fls'tik), a. [L. sophislicus, Gr. ao
I

So-phiS'tiO-al (-tl-kal), )
^lo-Ti/cot
cf. F. sophis
ague.] Of or pertaining to a sophist embodying soph^
fallaciously subtile not sound.
istry
His argument ... is altogether sophistical. Macaulay,
:

;

;

;

— So-phls'tic-al-ly, adf — So-phls'tic-al-ness,
.

So-phls'U-cate (-tl-kat),
TicATED (-ka'ted) p. pr. &
;

v.

vb.

n.

&

limp.
p. p. Sophis.
Sophisticating.] [LL,

t.

re.

sophisiicaius, p. p. of sophisticare to sophisticate.] To
render worthless by admixture to adulterate ; to dam
age ; to pervert as, to sophisticate wine.
Howell.
;

;

To sophisticate

the understanding.
Southey.
Yet Butler professes to stick to plain facta, not to sophisticate:
not to refine.
M. Arnold,
They purchase but sophisticated ware.
Dryden.

—

Syn. To adulterate debase ; corrupt ; vitiate.
So-phlS'tl-oate (s6-fTs'ti-kat), 1 a. Adulterated not
So-phiS'tl-oa'ted (-ka'tSd),
pure ; not genuine.
j
So truth, while only one supplied the state.
Grew scarce and dear, and yet sophisticate. Dryden.
SO-phiS'ti-ca'tion (-ka'shiin), re. [Cf. LL. sophisticatio, F. sophistication.]
The act of sophisticating ; adulteration as, the sophistication of drugs.
Boyle.
So-phis'tl-ca'tor (-ka'ter), re. One who sophisticates.
Soph'ist-ry (s8f'ist-ry ), n. [OE. sopMstrie, OF. sophisierie.]
1. The art or process of reasoning ; logic. lObs.]
2. The practice of a sophist
fallacious reasoning
reasoning sound in appearance only.
The juggle of sophistry consists, for the most part, in using a
word in one sense in the premise, and in another sense in the
;

;

;

;

conclusion.

Coleridge.

Syn. — See Fallacy.
Soph'O-more (s5f'6-mor),

[Probably fr. soph or
re.
-\- Gr. fiuipoi foolish.
The word was probably
introduced into the United States at an early date, from
the University of Cambridge, England. Among the cant
terms at that university, as given in the Gradus ad Cantabrigiam, we find Soph-Mor as " the next distinctive
appellation to Freshman," but the term has now almost
ceased to be known at the English university from
whence it came.] One belonging to the second of the
four classes in an American college, or one next above a
freshman. [Formerly written also sophimore.]
Soph'o-mor'lc (sSfo-mSr'Ik), a. Of or pertaining
Soph'O-mor'iC-al (-I-kal),
to a sophomore re(
sembling a sophomore hence, pretentious inflated in
style or manner
as, sophomoric affectation.
[Z7. S.]
sophister

1

;

;

;

;

So-phO'ra (s6-fo'r4), re. [Ar. fufair.] (Bot.) (a) A
genus of leguminous plants, (b) A tree (Sophora Japonica) of Eastern Asia, resembling the common locust
occasionally planted for ornament in the United States.
Soph'ta (sof'ta), re. See Sopta.
So'plte (so'pit), V. t. [L. sopitus, p. p. of sopire to
put to sleep akin to sopor a sleeping draught, a heavy
sleep.]
To lay asleep to put to sleep to quiet. lObs.]
The king's declaration for the sopiting of all Arminian here;

;

;

sies.

Fuller.

So-pi'tlon (s6-pTsh'iIn), re. The act of putting to sleep,
or the state of being put to sleep sleep. lObs.]
Dementation and sopition of reason. Sir T. Browne.
;

So'por (so'pSr), re. [L.] (lied.) Profound sleep
from which a person can be roused only with diflSculty.
II

Sop'0-rate (sSp'S-rat), v. t. [L. soporatus, p. p. of
soporare to put to sleep, fr. sopor a heavy sleep.] To
lay or put to sleep to stupefy.
Cudworth.
lObs.]
Sop'0-rif'er-OUB (-rifer-iis), a. [L. soporifer ; sopor
a heavy sles'p -\- ferre to bring.] Causing sleep; somniferous soporific. "(Sopon/eroui medicine."
Swift.
Sop'0-rlf'er-ous-ly, adv.
Sop'o-rif'er-ous-ness, re.
Sop'O-rlf'lc (-Ik; 277), a.
[L. sopor a heavy sleep
(akin to somnus sleep) -\- facere to make. See Somnolent, Fact.] Causing sleep tending to cause sleep
soporif erous as, the soporific virtues of opium.
Syn. Somniferous narcotic ; opiate anodyne.
Sop'O-rit'lo, n. A medicine, drug, plant, or other
agent that has the quality of inducing sleep a narcotic.
Sop'O-rose' (sop'o-ros'), a.
[From Sopor cf. L.
soporus, fr. sopor a heavy
Sop'O-rous (sop'o-riis),
slee-p, F. soporeux.]
Causing sleep sleepy.
Sop'per (-per), re. One who sops.
Johnson.
Sop'py (-py), a. Soaked or saturated with liquid or
moisture very wet or sloppy.
It [Yarmouth] looked rather spongy and soppy. Dickens.
So'pra (so'pra), adv. [It., from L. supra above.]
(,Mus. ) Above
before over upon.
So-pra'nist (so-pra'nTst), re. (3Ius.) A treble singer.
So-pra^no (-no), re. / pi. E. Sopranos (-noz). It. Soprani (-ne). [It., fr. soprano superior, highest, fr. sopra
above, L. supra.
(Mus.) (a) The
See Sovereign.]
treble the highest vocal register the highest kind of
female or boy's voice the upper part in harmony for
mixed voices. (6) A singer, commonly a woman, with a
;

;

—

See Supi.

;

Good, my lord, soothe him, let him take the feUow. Shak.
I 've tried the foroe of every reason on him,
Soothed and caressed, been angry, soothed again. Addison.
3. To assuage ; to mollify ; to calm ; to comfort
as,
to soothe a crying child ; to soothe one's sorrows.

—

t.

Sop (sSp), re. [OE. sop, soppe ; akin to AS. sUpan to
sup, to sip, to drink, D. sop sop, G. suppe soup, Icel.
soppa sop. See Sup, v. t., and cf. Soup.] 1. Anything
steeped, or dipped and softened, in any liquid ; especially,
something dipped in broth or liquid food, and intended
to be eaten.
He it is to whom I shall give a sop, when I have dipped it.

;

;

—

;

Soosoo.

A

.

a prophecy ; a prognostication.
Divinations and sootlisayings and dreams are vain.
Ecclus. xxxiv. 5.
Soot'1-ness (s55t'I-nSs or soot'-), re. The quality or
state of being sooty ; f uliginousness.
Johnson.
Sir T. Browne.
Soot'ish, a. Sooty.
Soot'y (-y), a.
ICompar. Sootier (-i-er) superl.
3.

—

Soot (sSot or soot ; 277), re. [OE. sot, AS. sot ; akin
to Icel. sot, Sw. sot, Dan. sod, OD. soet, Lith. s&dis ; cf.
Gael, suith, Ir. suih,]
black substance formed by
combustion, or disengaged from fuel in the process of
combustion, which rises in fine particles, and adheres to
the sides of the chimney or pipe conveying the smoke
strictly, the fine powder, consisting chiefly of carbon,
which colors smoke, and which is the result of imperfect

.

.

A

student
2. (Eng. Univ.)
the first year of his residence.

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

1

;

)

;

;

II

;

;

;

;

;

;

the Sophists doubtless cared not for truth or morality,
to teach how to make the worse appear
the better reason but there seems no reason to hold that they
were a special class, teaching special opinions even Socrates
Scott.
Liddell
and Plato were sometimes styled Sophists.

treble voice.

2. Hence, an impostor in argument ; a captious or fallacious reasoner.
sophist.
See SophSoph'lst-er (sSflst-er), n. 1.
Hooker.
ist.
lObs.]

SO'ra (so'ra), re. {Zo'ol.) A North American rafl (Porzana Carolina) common in the Eastern United States.
Its back is golden brown, varied with black and white,
the front of the head and throat black, the breast and

and merely professed
;

;

&

A

final,

^

;

eve,

Svent,

£nd, fein,

recent

;

ice,

Sops'a-vlne (sops'a-vin),

n.

See Sops of wine, under

Sop.

idea,

iU

;

old,

dbey, orb, Odd
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Called also

slate-colored.

Carolina
fail,
Carolina crake, comrail, sora rail, ioree,

American
rail,

mon

mesdow

chicken,

and

Bora,

orto-

the Florida gal-

Sor'anoe (sSr'ans or sor'-),
Soreness.

[0Z)«.]
(88rb), n. [L. sorbus
the tree, sorbum the fruit
cf. F. sorbe.
See Service
TBEH.] (Bot.) (a) The wild

..^

g^^^ „^ Carolina Rail (Porzana

Thy hand

Sor'e-dU'er-OUS (sBr'e-dlf'erus), or So-re'di-ll'er-ous (so-

A

absorbent.

re'dl-if'er-iis), a.

[iJ.]

[F. sorbet or It. sorhetto or Sp.
sherbet.
See SherSmollett.
bet.]
kind of beverage ; sherbet.
Sor'blo (eSr'blk), a. [Cf. F. sorbigue. See Sorb.]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or obtained from, the rowan tree,
or sorb ; specifically, designating an acid, C5H7.CO2H, of
the acetylene series, found in the unripe berries of this
tree, and extracted as a white crystalline substance.
Sor'blle (-bil), a. [L. sorbiUs, fr. sorbere to suck in,
to drink down.] Fit to be drunk or sipped. [06«.]
Sor'bln (-bin), «. ( Chem. ) An unf ermentable sugar,
isomeric with glucose, found in the ripe berries of the
rowan tree, or sorb, and extracted as a sweet white
crystalline substance
called also mountain-ash sugar.
SorOblte (-bit), n. [L. sorbus service tree.] {Chem.)
sugarlike substance, isomeric with maunite and dulcite, found with sorbin in the ripe berries of the sorb,
and extracted as ft sirup or a white crystalline substance.
Sor-blt'lo (s6r-bit'Ik), a.
Sor-bl'tlon (sSr-btsh'Sn), n. [L. sorbitio.'] The act
of drinking or sipping.
[OSi.]
Sor-bon'lO-al (-bOn'T-kol), a. Belonging to the Sorbonne or to a Sorbonist.
Bale.
docSorHbon-lst (sSr'bBn-ist), n. [F. sorhoniste.']
tor of the Sorbonne, or theological college, in the University of Paris, founded by Robert de So7-bon, A. D.
1252.
It was suppressed in the Revolution of 1789.
Sor'cer-er (-ser-er), n. [Cf. F. sorcier. See Sorcert.]

A

of lichens.

So'ree (so're), n. (Zool.) Same as Soea.
Sore'bead' (sor'hSd'), re. One who is disgruntled by
a failure in politics, or the like. [_Slang, U. S."]
Sore'hon (-hSn), n. [Corrupted from sojourn, Scot.
soiorne, sorn.'] Formerly, in Ireland, a kind of servile
tenure which subjected the tenant to maintain his chieftain gratuitously whenever he wished to indulge in a
revel.

Spenser.
Sor'el (sor'Sl), re. [A diminutive. See Sore reddish
brown.] 1. (Zool.) A young buck in the third year.
See the Note under Buck.
Shak.
2. A yellowish or reddish brown color sorrel.
Soredy (sorlj?), adv. In a sore manner grievously
painfully as, to be sorely afflicted.
So-re'ma (so-re'm4), n. [NL., fr. Gr. trcopoi a heap.]
(Bot.) A heap of carpels belonging to one flower.
Sore'neSS (sor'nSs), re. The quality or state of being
sore
tenderness ; painfulness as, the soreness of a
wound the soreness of an affliction.
So'res (so'rgks), re. [L., a shrew.] (Zool.) A genus of small Insectivora, including the common shrews.
Sor'ghe (sSr'ge), re. (Zo'dl.) The three-bearded rock-

—

A

;

;

;

—

II

;

II

ling, or whistlefish.

\_Prov. Eng.'\
Sor'ghum (sSr'gtSm), re. [NL., probably of Chinese
origin.]
(Bot.) (a)
genus of grasses, properly limited
to two species. Sorghum Halepense, the Arabian millet,
or Johnson grass (see Johnson grass), and S. vulgare, the
Indian millet (see Indian millet, under Indian). (6)
variety of Sorghum vulgare, grown for its saccharine
juice ; the Chinese sugar cane.
Sor'go (-go), re. [Cf. It. sorgo. See Sorohum.] (Bot.)
Indian millet and its varieties. See Sorghum.

A

a magician.
Bacon.
Fharaoh also called the wise men and the sorcerers. Ex. vii. U.
Sor'cer-eBS, n. A female sorcerer.
Sor'oer-lng, n. Act or practice of using sorcery.
Sor'cer-OUS (-us), a. Of or pertaining to sorcery.
Sor'oer-y (-y), n. ; pi. Sorceries (-Iz). [OE. sorcerie,
OF. sorcerie, fr. OF. & F. sorcier a sorcerer, LL. sortiarius, fr. L. sors, tortis, a lot, decision by lot, fate, destiny.
See Sort, n.] Divination by the assistance, or
supposed assistance, of evil spirits, or the power of commanding evil spirits ; magic necromancy ; witchcraft
enchantment.
Adder's wisdom I have learned.
;

A

So'rl (so'ri), n.,pl. of SoRUs.
[L. soricinus, ii. sorez a
So'rl-clne (so'rl-sln), a.
shrew.] (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the Shrew family
iSoricidx) ; like a shrew in form or habits ; as, the soricine bat (Glossophaga soricina).
So-rl'tes (so-ri'tez), re. [L., from Gr. o-wpeinj? (sc.
<ruAAoyt<T;iids), properly, heaped up (hence, a heap of syllogisms), fr. <ro)pds a heap.] (Logic) An abridged form
of stating a series of syllogisms in a series of propositions so arranged that the predicate of each one that precedes forms the subject of each one that follows, and the
conclusion unites the subject of the first proposition with
the predicate of the last proposition, as in the following
II

;

To fence my ear against thy sorcei'ies.
Ililton.
(sord or sSrdl n. See Swahd. [iJ.]
Milton.
Sor'des (sSr'dez), re, [L., fr. sordere to be dirty or
foul.] Foul matter ; excretion ; dregs ; filthy, useless,
or rejected matter of any kind ; specifically (itfed.), the
foul matter that collects on the teeth and tongue in low
fevers and other conditions attended with great vital
depression.
Sor'det (-dSt), re. [See Sordine.] {Mus.) A sordine.
Sor'dld (-did), a. [L. sordidus, fr. sordere to be filthy
or dirty ; probably akin to E. swart : cf . F. sordide. See
SWABT, a.] 1. Filthy ; foul ; dirty. [Ois.]
A sordid god ; down from his hoary chin
A length of beard descends, uncombed, unclean. Dryden.
2. Vile ; base ; gross ; mean
as, vulgar, sordid mor-

Sord
II

example

The

3.

" To scorn the sordid world."
Meanly avaricious covetous niggardly.
;

Milton.

;

He may be old,
And yet not sordid, who refuses gold.

Sir J. DenJiam.

Sore
first

See Sorrel, o.] Reddish brown ; sorrel. [iS.]
(ZoSl.) See Sore, re., 1.
1. (Zo'dl.) A young hawk or falcon in the

year.

2. (Zo'dl.) A young buck in the fourth year.
See
the Note under Buck.
Sore, a.
\_Compar. Sorer (-er) ; superl. Sorest.]
[OE. sor, sar, AS. sar ; akin to D. zeer, OS.
OHG.
ser, O. sehr very, Icel. sarr, Sw. sar, Goth, sair pain.
Cf. Soert.]
1. Tender to the touch ; susceptible of
pain from pressure ; inflamed
painful ;
said of the
;
body or its parts ; as, a sore hand.
2. Fig. : Sensitive ; tender ; easily pained, grieved, or
vexed ; very susceptible of irritation.
Malice and hatred are very fretting and vexatious, and apt to
make our mmds tore and uneasy.
Tillotson.
3. Severe ; afflictive ; distressing ; as, a sore disease
;
core evil or caUmity.
" Sore distraction."
Shak.

&

—

Ose,

unite,

r^de, full,

iip,

<im

;

pity

Relating to a sister ; sisterly. [iJ.]
[L. sororicida,
So-ror'1-clde (so-rSr'i-sid ; 277), re.
and sororicidium ; soror a sister -|- caedere to kill.] The
murder of one's sister ; also, one who murders or kills
one's own sister.
Johnson.
So-ro'rlze (sS-ro'riz or 6o'r5r-iz), v. i. [L. soror, sororis, a sister.]
To associate, or hold fellowsliip, as sisanalogous to fraternize.
ters ; to have sisterly feelings ;
IBecent
R.']
So-ro'sls (so-ro'sis), re. [NL. See Sororizb.] A
woman's club an association of women. [lA. iS.]
So-ro'sls, re. [NL., fr. Gr. (riopds a heap.] (Sol.) A
fleshy fruit formed by the consolidation of many flowers
with their receptacles, ovaries, etc., as the breadfruit,
mulberry, and pineapple.
[Cf. Sorrel, re.]
The
48), re.
Sor'rage (sor'rSj
[O6.1.]
'Bailey,
blades of green wheat or barley.
Sor'rance (-rans), re. Same as Sorancb. [Ois.]
Sor'rel (-rSl), a. [F. saur, saure, OF. tor, sore, probably of Teutonic origin ; cf. D. zoor dry, LG. soar ; the
meaning probably coming from the color of dry leaves.

ral.^

re.

;

—

&

;

II

fd'ot

Sobel.]

cf.

brown color
color.

[F. surelle, fr. sur sour, fr. OHG. sHr
Sor'rel, n.
See Sour.] (Bot.) One of various plants having
especially, a plant of the genus Butnex,
a sour juice
as Rumex Acetosa, Rumex Acetosella, etc.
Mountain Borrel. (Bot.) See under Mountain.
Red Borrel.
(Bot.) (a) A malvaceous plant (Hibiscus Sabdariffa)
whose acid calyxes and capsules are used in the Westlndies for making tarts and acid drinks, (b) A troublesome
weed (Rumex Acetosella), also called sheep sorrel. Salt
of sorrel (Chem.), binoxalate of potassa;
so called because obtained from the juice of Rumex Acetosella, or
Rumex Acetosa. Sorrel tree {Bot.), a small ericaceouB
tree (Oxydend7-um. a7-borevm) whose leaves resemble those
of the peach and have a sour taste. It is common along
the AUeghanies.
Called also sourwood.
Wood aorrel
(Bot.), any plant of the genus Oxalis.
Ornamental
Sor-ren'tO work' (s6r-rSn'to wQrk').
work, mostly carved fretwork in olivewood, decorated
with inlay, made at or near Sorrento, Italy. Hence,
more rarely, jig-saw work and the like done anywhere.
Soi'rl-ly (s5r'rl-iy), adv. In a sorry manner ; poorly.
Thy pipe, O Pan, irhall help, though I sing sorrily.
Sir P. Sidney.
Sor'rl-ness, re. The quality or state of being sorry.
Sor'row (s8r'r6), re. [OE. sorwe, sorewe, sor^e, AS.
sorg, sorh ; akin to D. zorg care, anxiety, OS. sorgo,
OHG. sorga, soraga, suorga, G. sorge, Icel., Sw., Dan.
sorg, Goth, saurga; of unknown origin.] The uneasiness or pain of mind which is produced by the loss of
any good, real or supposed, or by disappointment in the
expectation of good ; grief at having suifered or occasioned evil ; regret ; unhappiness ; sadness.
Milton,
sour.

;

—

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

so

;

sinK, ink

—

—

—

—

&

How great a sorrow suffereth now Arcite
The

safe

and general antidote against

sorroio is

Chaucer.

I

employment.
liarnbler,

— Grief

Syn.

unhappiness regret sadness heaviaffliction.
See Affliction, and Grief.
[imp. &p. p. Sohbowed (-rod) p. pr.
& vb. n. Sorrowing.] [OE. sormuen, sorwen, sorhen,
AS. sorgian ; akin to Goth, sairgan. See Sorrow, re.]
To feel pain of mind in consequence of evil experienced,
feared, or done to grieve ; to be sad to be sorry.
Sorrowing most of all , . , that they should see his face no
;

;

mourning
Sor'row, V. i.

ness

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

more.

Acts xx.
I desire

Sor'rowed

no

man to sorroio for me.

38.

Sir J. Hayivard,

Accompanied with sorrow

(-rod), a.

;

sor-

rowful.

[_Obs.-]
Shak.
Sor'row-ful (-rS-ful), a. [OE. sorweful, AS. sorgful.']
1. Full of sorrow exhibiting sorrow ; sad dejected
" This sorrowful prisoner."
distressed.
Chaucer.
;

;

My soul is exceeding sm-rowful, even unto death.

Matt. xxvi.

38.

2. Producing sorrow ; exciting grief ; mournful; lamentable ; grievous ; as, a sorrowful accident.
Syn.
Sad; mournful; dismal; disconsolate; drear;
dreary ; grievous ; lamentable ; doleful distressmg.
Sor'row-fnl-ly, adv.
Sor'row-fnl-ness, n.
Sor'row-less, a. Free from sorrow.
Sor'ry (-r^), a. \_Compar. Sorrier (-ri-er) superl.
Sorriest.] [OE. sory, sary, AS. sdrig, fr. sar, n., sore.
See Sore, re.
a. The original sense was, painful ; hence,
miserable, sad.] 1. Grieved for the loss of some good ;
pained for some evil ; feeling regret
now generally
used to express light grief or affliction, but formerly
often used to express deeper feeling. "I am son-y for

—

;

—

—

;

&

;

my sins."

Ye were made sorry after
I

am sorry for thee, friend

a godly

—

Piers Ploioman.
manner. 2 Cor. vii. 9.

the duke's pleasure. Shak.
She entered, were he lief or sorry.
Spenser.
;

't is

2. Melancholy ; dismal ; gloomy ; mournful. Spenser.
All full of chirking was this soi-nj place.
Chaucer.
3. Poor ; mean ; worthless ; as, a sorry excuse. " With

Chaucer

sorry grace."

will serve.

Milton.

Good fruit will sometimes grow on a sori'y tree. Sir W. ScotU
Syn. — Hurt afflicted mortified vexed chagrined
melancholy dismal poor mean pitiful.
Sors (sSrz), re. ; pi. Sortes (sSr'tez). [L.] A lot;
also, a kind of divination by means of lots.
Sortea Homericas or Vlrgillanse [L., Homeric or Virgilian
lots], a form of divination anciently practiced, which consisted in taking the first passage on which the eye fell,
upon opening a volume of Homer or Virgil, or a passage
drawn from an urn in which several were deposited, as
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

indicating future events, or the proper course to be pursued. In later times the Bible was used for the same

purpose by Christians.
Sort (s6rt), re.
[F.
kind.]

Chance

sort,

L.

.sors,

See

soriis.

Sow

destiny.
[06s.]
By aventure, or sort, or cas [chance].
Ctiatuxr.
Let blockish Aiax draw
The sort to flght with Hector.
Slialc
Sort, n. [F. sorte (cf It. soi-la, sorte), from L. sois,
.'!Ortis, a lot, part, probably akin to serere to connect.
See Series, and cf. Assort, Consort, Resort, Sorcery,
Sort lot.] 1.
kind or species any number or collection of individual persons or things chai-acterized by the
same or like qualities a class or order ; as, a sort of
men a sort of horses a sort of trees ; a sort of poems.
2. Manner ; form of being or acting.
Which for my part I covet to perform.
In soi-t as through the world 1 did pi-oclaim. Spenser.
Flowers, in such sort worn, can neither be smelt nor seen
well by those that wear them.
Hooker.
1 '11 deceive you in another sort.
Sliak.
lot

;

;

.

A

;

;

;

;

;

food,

and

a.,

Cheeks of so)Tv grain

is

:

fiilcon.

Sore,

—

soul

;

Sor-dld'1-ty (s6r-did'l-tjr), re. Sordidness. [06s.]
Sor'dld-ly (s6r'dld-lj?), adv. In a sordid manner.
Sor'dld-ness, «. The quality or state of being sordid.
Sor'dlne (eSr'dln or -den ; 277), re. [It. sordino, sordino, from sordo deaf, dull-sounding, L. surdus.
See
Surd.] (Mus.) See Damper, and 5th Mute.
Sore (sor), a. [F. saure, sore, sor ; f aucon sor a sore
falcon.

:

a thinking agent
A thinking agent can not be severed into parts
That which can not be severed can not be destroyed
Therefore the soul can not be destroyed.
11^°° When the series is arranged in the reverse order,
it is called the Goclenian sorites, from Goclenius, a philosopher of the sixteenth century.
Destructive sorites. See under Destructive.
So-rlt'ic-al (so-rit'I-kal), a. Of or pertaining to a sorites
resembling a sorites.
Som (sorn), V. i. [See Sohehon.] To obtrude one's
self on another for bed and board. [iScoZ.] Sir W. Scott.
Som'er (-er), re. One who obtrudes himself on another for bed and board. lScot.2
De Quincey.
So-ro'ral (so-ro'rol), a. [L. soror sister cf. F. soro-

;

tals.

Of a yellowish or reddiBh
as, a sorrel horse.
;
Sor'rel (s5r'rSl), re. A yellowish or reddish brown

See Sear,

;

;

A

an enchanter

-{-

II

from the same source as E.

;

[Soredium

-ferous.']
(Bot.) Bearing soredia; sorediate.
Soredia.
So-re'dl-um (s6-re'di-um),
re. / p/. Sohedla (-a,).
[NL.,fr. Gr. <7(opdsaheap.] (Bot.)
A patch of granular bodies on the surface of the thallus

SorHiet (sdr'bSt), n.

A conjurer

^a^

Sorediiferous.

[L. sorbens, p. pr. of sorbere

An

2.

So-re'dl-a (s6-re'di-a), n.,pl. of Soeedium.
So-re'dl-ate (-at), a. (Bot.)

stance which produces absorption.
n.

Ps. xxxviii.

sore.

II

A

Sorb'ent (sSrb'ent),
to suck in, to absorb.]

me

presseth

2. Greatly ; violently ; deeply.
[Hannah] prayed unto the Lord and wept sore. 1 Sam. i. 10.
Sore sighed the knigtit, who this long sermon heard. Dryden.

—

+

;

;

service tree (Pyrus tormvCarolina),
nalis) of Europe; also, the
rowan tree. (6) The fruit of these trees.
Sorb apple, the fruit of the sorb, or wild service tree.
Sorb tree, the wild service tree.
Sor1)ate (sSr'bit), n. [Cf. F. sorbate. See Sokbio.]
(Chem.)
salt of sorbic acid.
Sor'be-fa'Glent (s6r'bS-fa'3h«nt), a. [L. sorbere to
suck in, absorb
faciens, p. pr. of facere to make.]
medicine or sub(Med.) Producing absorption.^ n.

;

—

:

Sorb

sorbete,

SORT

Shak.
lObs.]
Sore throat {Med.), inflammation of the throat and tonsils pharyngitis. See C ynanche.
Malignant, Ulcerated,
or Putrid, sore throat. See ANOiifA, and under Putrid.
Sore (sor), re. [OE. sor, sar, AS. sar. See Sobe, a.]
place in an animal body where the skin and flesh
1.
are ruptured or bruised, so as to be tender or painful
a painful or diseased place, such as an ulcer or a boil.
The dogs came and licked his sores. Luke xvi. 21.
2. Fig. Grief affliction ; trouble ; difficulty. Chaucer.
I see plainly where his sore lies.
-Si;' W. Scott.
Cold Bore. (Med.) See under Cold, re.
Sore, adv. [AS. sare. See Sore, a.] 1. In a sore
manner ; with pain grievously.
evil.

A

linule.

n.

wrong;

;

lan.

King

4. Criminal;

To Adam in what sort
Shall I appear
wholly witliout praise, If in some

Milton.

'I

I shall not be
copied his style.

3. Condition above the vulgar ; rank.
[Obs.]
4. A chance group ; a company of persons who
;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

I have
Dn/den.

s<n-t

in azure.

Shak.

happen

N

;
a troop also, an assemblage of animals.
'^
sort of shepherds." Spenser,
sort of
sort of doves." Dryden.
steers." Spenser.
iort of rogues. " Massmger.
A boy, a child, and we a sort of us,
Chapman,
Vowed against his voyage.

to be together

;

"A

A

[06i-.]

A pair

a set

;

a

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

As when
birds, in orderly array

Came summoned

over

to receive

Their names of thee.

ifilton.

None

of noble sort

Shak.

"Would 80 offend a virgin.

&

&

p. p. Sohted; p. pr.
1. To separate, and place in distinct
vb. n. ScmTiNO.]
classes or divisions, as things having different qualities
as, to sort cloths according to their colors ; to sort wool
or thread according to its fineness.
Rays which differ in refrangibility may be parted and sorted
Sir I. Newton.
from one another.
2. To reduce to order from a confused state. Hooker.
3. To conjoin ; to put together in distribution ; to class.
Shellfish have been, by some of the ancients, compared and

Sort

(s6rt), V.

limp.

t.

toried with insects.
She sorts things present with things past.

4.

;

I
6.

Bacon.
Sir J, Davies,

To choose from a number to select to cull.
That he may sort her out a worthy spouse. Chapman.
'11

sort

To conform

;

;

some other time to visit you.
;
to accommodate.

Shak.

to adapt

[iJ.]

1 pray thee, sort thy heart to patience.

S

Shak.

Sort, V. i. 1. To join or associate with others, esp.
with others of the same kind or species to agree.
Nor do metals only sort and herd with metals in the earth,
Woodward.
and minerals with minerals.
The illiberality of parents towards children makes them base,
Bacon.
and sort with any company.
2. To suit
to fit
to be in accord to harmonize.
They are happy whose natures sort with their vocations. Bacon.
;

;

;

;

Things
1 can not

tell

you

my

sort not to

precisely

how

Herbert.

will.

they sorted.

Sir

W.

Scott.

Sort'a-ble (sSrt'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. sortahle suitable.]
1. Capable of being sorted.

Bacon.

befitting proper. [06s.]
Sort'a-bly, adv. Suitably. [06s.]

2. Suitable

;

;

Cotgrave.
Pertaining to a sort. [06s.] Locke.
[From Sort, v. i.] Suitableness; agreement. [06s.]
Shak.
Sort'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, sorts.
Sor'tes (sSr'tez), n.,pl. of SoRS.
Sor'tle (sSr'te; 277), n. [F., fr. sortir to go out, to
issue, probably fr. L. sortus, for surrectus, p. p. of surgere to raise up, to rise up. See Soiikce.] (Mil,) The
sudden issuing of a body of troops, usually small, from a
besieged place to attack or harass the besiegers a sally.
Sor'tl-Iege (-tt-lej), n. [F. sortilege, fr. L. sors, soriis, a lot -f- legere to gather, to select.]
The act or prac-

Sort'al

(-al), a.

Sort'ance

(-ans), n.

II

:

tice of

drawing

lots

;

That

Sot

divination

by drawing

sign

nasty wine.
Roscommon,
foolish ; stupid dull.
[06s.]

calls the staring sots to

(s5t), a.

Sottish

;

;

" Rich, but sot."
Sot,

V.

To

^

Marston.

stupefy ; to infatuate

;

to besot.

[iJ.]

I hate to see a brave, bold fellow sotted.
Dryden.
To tipple to stupidity. [iJ.]
Goldsmith.
So'ta-de'an (sS'ti-de'an), a. Sotadic.
So-tad'lc (so-t5d'ik), a. Pertaining to, or resembling,
the lascivious compositions of the Greek poet Sotades.
n.
Sotadic verse or poem.

Sot, V.

—

i.

A

(sot), a.
Sweet. [06s.]
Chaucer. Fairfax.
So'tel (so'tgl), So'tU (-til), a. Subtile. [06s.]
So-te'rl-Ol'O-gy (so-te'ri-ol'S-j^), re. [Gr. o-wnjpio
safety (from cwr^ptoj saving, aiaTrjp a savior, aui^eiv to
save)
-logy.}
1. A discourse on health, or the science
of promoting and preserving health.
2. (Theol.) The doctrine of salvation by Jesus Christ.
Chaucer.
Sothe (soth or so'the), a. Sooth. [06s.]
So'tU-aC (so'thi-Sk), ) a. Of or pertaining to Sothis,
the Egyptian name for the
Soth'lc (sSth'ik),
)
Dog Star ; taking its name from the Dog Star canicular.
Sothiac, or Sothlc, year (Chronol.), the Egyptian year
of 365 days and 6 hours, as distinguished from the Egyptian vague year, which contained 365 days. The Sothic
period consists of 1,460 Sothic years, being equal to 1,461
vague years. One of these periods ended in July, A. D. 139.

Sote

+

;

the total kind

on wing,

Eden

;

"A

Every

suit.

;

Of

A

person stupefied by excessive drinking an habit2.
brutal so/."
ual drunkard.
Granville.

"A

"A

Johnson.
6. pi. (Print.) Letters, figures, points, marks, spaces,
or quadrats, belonging to a case, separately considered.
Out of Borta (Print.), with some letters or sotts of type
deficient or exhausted in the case or font hence, colloTo run
vexed disturbed.
ill
quially, out of order
upon sorts (Print,), to use or require a greater number of
some particular letters, figures, or marks than the regular
proportion, as, for example, in making an index.
Syn. — Kind species rank condition. Sort, Kind.
Kind originally denoted things of thg same famUy, or
bound together by some natural affinity and hence, a
Sort signifies that which constitutes a particular
class.
lot or parcel, not implying necessarily the idea of affinThe two words are now
ity, but of mere assemblage.
used to a great extent interchangeably, though sort (perhaps from its original meaning of lot) sometimes carries
with it a slight tone of disparagement or contempt, as
when we say, that sort of people, that sort of language.
5.

SOUND
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SORT

lots.

A woman infamous for sortileges and witcheries.

Sir W, Scott.
Pertaining to sortilege.
n. SortUege. [iJ.] De Quincey.

Sor'tl-le'glous
Sor-til'e-gy (-tTl'e-jJ),
Sor-ti'tlon (-tish'un), n. [L. sortitio, from sorliri to
draw or cast lots, fr. sors, sortis, a lot.] Selection or
appointment by lot. [06s.]
Bp. Hall.
Sort'ment (sSrt'ment), re. Assortment. [06s.]
So'rus (so'rils), n. ; pi. SoEi(-ri). [NL., fr. Gr. o-upo9
a heap.] (Bot.) One of the fruit dots, or small clusters of
sporangia, on the back of the fronds of ferns.
Sorrow. [06s.] Chaucer.
v.
Sor'we (sSr'we), re.
Chaucer.
Sor'we-fnl (-ful), a. Sorrowful. [06s.]
[L.
sory,
Gr. triapv.] (Old Min.
So'ry (so'Tf),'n.
Chem.) Green vitriol, or some earth impregnated with it.
S0.2 Neither very good nor
So'-SC (so'so'), a. ISo
very bad ; middling ; passable ; tolerable indifferent.
In some Irish houses, where things are so-so.
One gammon of bacon hangs up tor a show. Goldsmith.
He [Bums] certainly wrote some so-so verses to the Tree of
Liberty.
Prof. Wibon.
J£. James.
So'— so', adv. Tolerably passably.
Soss (sos; 115), V. i. [Cf. SonsE.] To fall at once
into a chair or seat ; to sit lazily.
[06s.]
Swift.
Soss, V. t. To throw in a negligent or careless manner ; to toss. [06s.]
Swift.
Cotgrave.
Soss, re. 1. A lazy fellow. [06s.]
2. A heavy fall.
\_Prov. Eng.']
Halliwell.
Soss, re. [See Sesspool.] Anything dirty or muddy
adirty puddle. \_Prov. Eng.l
[It.]
(il/«s.) Susjl Sos'te-nu'tO (sos'ta-nob'to), a.
tained ;
applied to a movement or passage the sounds
of which are to be sustained to the utmost of the nominal value of the time ; also, to a passage the tones of
which are to be somewhat prolonged or protracted.
(-le'jiis), a.

II

&

+

;

;

—

Chaucer.
So'tU-te (so'til-te), n. Subtlety. [06s.]
Sot'ted (sSt'tSd), a.
p. p. of Sot. Befooled de"
This sotted priest." Chaucer.
luded besotted. [06s.]
Gauden.
Sot'ter-y (-ter-J^), n. Folly. [Obs.}
Sot'tlsh (-tish), a. [From Sot.] Like a sot ; doltish
very foolish drunken.

&

;

;

;

;

How ignorant are sottish

—

Syn.

pretenders to astrology 1
Swift.
Dull; stupid; senseless; doltish; infatuate.

— Sot'tlsh-ly, adv. — Sot'tlsh-ness,

re.

Sot'tO VO'ce (softs vycha). [It.] 1. (Mus.)Wifh
a restrained voice or moderate force in an undertone.
2. Spoken low or in an vmdertone.
Sou (soo), n. ; pi. Sous (sooz or soo). [F. sou, OF.
II

;

sol,

from L. solidus a gold

coin, in LL., a coin of less

value.
See Sold, m., Solid, and cf. Sol, Soldo.] An
old French copper coin, equivalent in value to, and now
displaced by, the five-centime piece (^ of a franc), which
is popularly called a sou.
Sou-a'rl nut' (soo-a're nfit'). (Bot.) The large edible
nutlike seed of a tall tropical American tree (Caryocar
nuciferum) of the same natural order with the tea plant
also called butternut.
[Written also sawarra nut.']
Sou'bah (soo'b4), n. See Subah.
Sou'bah-dar (dar), n. See SuBAHDAE.
female servant or
Sou'brette' (soo'brgf), m. [F.]
attendant ; specifically, as a term of the theater, a lady's
maid, in comedies, who acts the part of an intrigante

—

II

A

a meddlesome, mischievous female servant or young
Sou'brl'quet' (soo'bre'kS'), n. See Sobeiqubt.
Souce (sous), n. See 1st Souse.
Spenser.
Souce, v.t.&i^ See Souse. [06s.]
Sou-chong' (sob-shSng'), re. [Chin, seou chong little
plant or sort.] A kind of black tea of a fine quality.

Sou-dan' (soo-dan'), n. [F.] A sultan. [06s.]
Soud'ed (sobd'Sd), Soud'et (-St), a. [See Solder.]
United; consolidated

made

firm; strengthened. [06s.]
Cliaucer.
O martyr souded for virginity
Souffle (soo'f'l), n. [F.] (Med.) A murmuring or
blowing sound; as, the uterine souffle heard over the
pregnant uterus.
Souf'fl^ (sob'fla), n. [F., fr. souffle, p. p. of souffler
to puff.] (Cookery)
side dish served hot from the oven
at dinner, made of eggs, mUk, and flour or other farinaceous substance, beaten tiU very light, and flavored with
fruits, liquors, or essence.
Chaucer.
Sough (sou), n. A sow. [06s.]
Sough (siit), re. [Etymol. uncertain.] A small drain
;

I

A

an

W. M. Buchanan.

[Prov. Eng.}

adit.

Sough

comp.) a
rushing sound, or OE. swough, swogh, a sound, AS. swogan to sound, akin to OS. swogan to rustle. Cf. Surf,
Swoon, v. i.] 1. The sound produced by soughing a
hollow murmur or roaring.
The whispering leaves or solemn sough of the forest. W. Howitt.
{Scot."]
2. Hence, a vague rumor or flying report.
3. A cant or whining mode of speaking, especially in
Jamieson.
preaching or praying. [Scot.']
Sough, V. i. To whistle or sigh, as the wind.
Sought (sat), imp. &p. p. of Seek.
Souke (so5k), V. t. & i. To suck. [06s.] Chaucer.
Chaucer.
Soul (sol), a. Sole. [06s.]
Soul, V. i. [F. souler to satiate. See Son. to feed.]
Warner.
To afford suitable sustenance. [06s.]
Soul, n. [OE. soule, saule, AS. sawel, sawl ; akin to
sela,
OHG.
seula,
OFries. sele, OS. seola, D. ziel, G. seele,
Icel. sala, S w. .ijdl, Dan. siael, Goth, saiwala ; of uncerlifetime,
age
tain origin, perhaps akin to L. saeculum a
(cf. Secular).] 1. The spiritual, rational, and immortal
(slif; 277),

n.

[Cf. Icel. sugr (in

;

that part of man which enables him to
which renders him a subject of moral governin distinction from the higher nature, or spirit, of man, the so-called animal soul, that is,
the seat of life, the sensitive affections and phantasy,
someexclusive of the voluntary and rational powers
times, in distinction from the mind, the moral and emotional part of man's nature, the seat of feeling, in distinction from intellect
sometimes, the intellect only

part in

man

;

think, and

ment

;

— sometimes,

;

;

—

—

The eyes of our scmh only then begin to see, when our bodily
Low.
eyes are closing.

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&iu,

Oldham.

arm, ask,

;

1

;

;

God

forbid so

—

many

simple aouls

Should perish by the sword

Shak.
Cowper,
or disembodied spirit.
That to his only Son . . . every soul in heaven
Shall bend the knee.
Milion.
Soul is used in the formation of numerous com.
pounds, most of which are of obvious signification as,
soM^betraying, so«Z-consuming, soaJ-destroying, souldistracting, soH?-enfeebling, souZ-exalting, soul-lelt,
soM^harrowing, sowi-piercing, soui-quickenrng, soul-xevivmg, soM?-stirring, sowZ-subduing, so«i-withering, etc.
Syn.
Spirit ; life courage fire ; ardor.
Cure of souls. See Cure, m.,2.
Soul bell, the passing
bell.
Soul foot. See .Sok? sco^ below. [06s. J
£p. ifoiZ.
Soul scot, or Soul shot. [Soul -¥ scot, or shot; cf. AS.
sawelsceat,]
(0, Eccl, Law) A funeral duty paid in former times for a requiem for the soul.
Ayliffe.
Soul (sol), V. t. To indue with a soul ; to furnish with
Chaucer.
a soul or mind. [06s.]
Souled (sold), a. Furnished with a soul ; possessing
soul and feeling ;
used chiefly in composition ; as,
" Grecian chiefs . . . largely
great-soured Hector.
souled."
Dryden.
Sou'U-li' (soo1e-le'), n. (Zo'ol.) A long-tailed, crested
Javan monkey (Semnopiihecus milratus).
The head,
the crest, and the upper surface of the tail, are black.
Soulless (sol'lgs), a. Being without a soul, or without greatness or nobleness of mind ; mean ; spiritless.
Slave, soulless villain, dog
Shak.
Tylor.
Soul'less-ly, adv. In a soulless manner.
Chaucer.
Soun (soon), n. v. Sound. [06s.]
Sound (sound), re. [AS. sund a swimming, akin to
E. swim. See Swim.] The air bladder of a fish ; as, cod
sounds are an esteemed article of food.
Sound, re. (Zo'ol.) A cuttlefish. [06s.] Ainsworth.
I

Now mistress Gilpin (careful soul).

A pure

6.

^W

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

II

I

&

Sound,

ICompar. Sounder

a.

(-er)

;

superl.

Sound-

[OE. sound, AS. sund; akin to D. gezond, G.
gesund, OHG. gisunt, Dan.
Sw. sund, and perhaps to
L. sanus. Cf. Sane.] 1. Whole unbroken unharmed
free from flaw, defect, or decay perfect of the kind as,
sound timber sound fruit a sound tooth a sound ship.
2. Healthy not diseased not being in a morbid state
said of body or mind as, a sound body ; a sound constitution
a sound understanding.
3. Firm
strong safe.
est.]

&

;

;

;

^

;

eve, event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The brasswork

And how,

how

here,
besides, it

rich

it is

beams.

in

makes the whole house sound.

Chapman.

4. Free from error ; correct ; right ; honest ; trua
faithful ; orthodox ;
said of persons ; as, a sound lawyer a sound thinker.
Do not I know you for a favorer
Of this new sect ? Ye are not sound.
Shak.
5. Founded in truth or right supported by justice ;
not to be overthrown or refuted ; not fallacious ; as,
sound argument or reasoning ; a sound objection ; sound
doctrine ; sound principles.

—

;

;

Hold
me.
6.

fast the

form of sound words, which thou hast heard of
2 Tim.

Heavy

i.

18.

on with force ; as, a sound beating.
7. Undisturbed
deep profound as, sound sleep.
8. Founded in law legal valid not defective as, a
sound title to land.
^W^ Sound is sometimes used in the formation of self;

laid

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

explaining compounds ; as, soureii-headed, sound-heaxteds
sound-timbered, etc.
Sound currency (Com.), a currency whose actual value
is the same as its nominal value ; a currency which does
not deteriorate or depreciate or fluctuate in comparison
with the standard of values.
Sound, adv. Soundly.
So sound he slept that naught might him awake. Spenser.
Sound, n. [AS. sund a narrow sea or strait ; akin to
Icel., Sw., Dan.,
G. sund, probably so named because
it could be swum across.
See Swim.] (Geog.) A narrow
passage of water, or a strait between the mainland and
an island ; also, a strait connecting two seas, or connecting a sea or lake with the ocean ; as, the Sound between
the Baltic and the German Ocean ; Long Island Sound.
The Sound of Denmark, where ships pay toll. Camden.
Sound dues, tolls formerly imposed by Denmark on vessels passing through the Baltic Sound.
vb. n.
Sound, V. t. limp.
p. p. Sounded ; p. pr.
Sounding.] [P. sender ; cf. AS. swnifgyrd a sounding
rod, sw«(fline a sounding line (see Sound a narrow passage of water).] 1. To measure the depth of; to fathom especially, to ascertain the depth of by means of a

&

&

&

;

line

and plummet.

: To ascertain, or try to ascertain, the thoughts,
motives, and purposes of (a person) to examine ; to try ;
to test ; to probe.

2. Fig.

;

;

final,

;

;

In Egypt oft has seen the sot bow down,
And reverence some deified baboon.

&

A

the inspirer ; the moving spirit the
3. The leader
heart ; as, the soul of an enterprise ; an aUe general is
the soul of his army.
He is the very soul of bounty
Shak.
4. Energy ; courage
spirit ; fervor ; affection, or any
other noble manifestation of the heart or moral nature
inherent power or goodness.
That he wants algebra he must confess
But not a soxd to give our arms success.
Young.
5. A human being ; a person
a familiar appellation,
usually with a qualifying epithet ; as, poor soul.
As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a far
country.
Prov. xxv. M.

;

woman.

the understanding the seat of knowledge, as distinguished from faeling. In a more genersd sense, " an
animating, separable, surviving entity, the vehicle of
Tylor.
individual personal existence.

(sot), n.

;

11

[F., fr. LL. sottus ; of unknown origin,
cf. Ir. soial pride, soithir proud, or Chald.
NHeb.
shoteh foolish.]
1.
stupid person ; a blockhead ; a
duUfeUow; a dolt. [06s.]
South.

Sot

2. The seat of real life or vitality ; the source of ao>
tion the animating or essential part. " The hidden soul
MUton.
of harmony."
Thou sun, of this great world both eye and toul. MlUm,

I

And by

that offer
I 've sounded

meant

waa
to

in jest,

sound your

breast.

my Numidians man by man.

Dryden.

Addison.
3. (Med.) To explore, as the bladder or urethra, with
a sound ; to examine with a sound ; also, to examine by
auscultation or percussion ; as, to sound a patient.

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey,

drb,

Sdd

SOUND
To

ascertain the depth of water
Sound
with a sounding line or other device.
1 sound as a shipman soundetk in the sea with his plummet to
Palsgrave.
know the depth of the sea.
Sound, M. [F. sonde. See Sound to fathom.] {Med.)
Any elongated instrument or probe, usually metallic, by
which cavities of the body are sounded or explored, especially the bladder for stone, or the urethra for a stricture.
Sound, n. [OE. soun, OF. son, sun, F. son, f r. L. sonus ;
akin to Skr. svana sound, svan to sound, and perh. to
Cf. Assonant, Consonant, Person, Sonata,
E. swan.
SoNNBT, SoNOKons, SwAN.] 1. The perceived object occasioned by the impulse or vibration of a material suba sensation or perception of
stance affecting the ear
the mind received through the ear, and produced by the
impulse or vibration of the air or other medium with
winch the ear is in contact ; the effect of an impression
made on the organs of hearing by an impulse or vibration of the air caused by a collision of bodies, or by other
means ; noise ; report ; as, the sound of a drum ; the
sound of the human voice ; a horrid sound ; a charming
sound; a, sharp, high, or shrill sound.
The warlike sound
Milton.
Of trumpets loud and clarions.

(sound), V.

i.

;

2. The occasion of sound
the impulse or vibration
which would occasion sound to a percipient if present
with unimpaired organs hence, the theory of vibrations
in elastic media such as cause sound as, a treatise on
sound.
8^°* In this sense, sounds are spoken of as audible and
;

;

;

inaudible.
;

.

Lofty and sour to them

But
6.

;

attack.

;

For then I viewed his body plunge and souse
Into the foamy main.
Marsion.
Jove's bird will souse upon the timorous hare. J. Dryden, Jr.

;

sour land

;

That once hath

a,

sour marsh.

;

&

&

[OE. sours, OF. sourse, surse, sorse,

F. source, fr. OF. sors, p. p. of OF. sordre, surdre, sourdre, to spring forth or up, F. sourdre, fr. L. surgere to
lift or raise up, to spring up. See Surge, and cf. Souse
to plunge or swoop as a bird upon its prey.] 1. The act

(-aj 48), n. Dues for soundings.
Sound'-board' (-bord'), n. A sounding-board.
To many a row of pipes the sound-hoard breathes. Milton.
Sound'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, sounds
specifically, an instrument used in telegraphy in place of
a register, the communications being read by sound.
;

of rising

;
a rise ; an ascent. [Ofts.]
Therefore right as an hawk upon a sours

Up springeth into

Sound'er, n. (Zo'dl.) A herd of wild hogs.
Sound'lng, a. Making or emitting sound hence, soas, sounding words.
Dryden.
Sound'lng, n. \. The act of one who, or that which,
sounds (in any of the senses of the several verbs).
2. {Naui.) [From Sound to fathom.] (a) Measurement
by sounding; also, the depth so ascertained, (b) Any
place or part of the ocean, or other water, where a soundmg line wiU reach the bottom ; —usually in the plural,
(c) The sand, shells, or the like, that are brought up by
the sounding lead when it has touched bottom.
Sounding lead, the plummet at the end of a sounding
line. — Sounding line, a line having a plummet at the end,

2.

the air, right so prayers

.

.

Chaucer.
Maken their sours to Goddes ears two.
The rising from the ground, or beginning, of a

stream of water or the like a spring a fountain.
Where as the Poo out of a welle small
Chaucer.
Taketh his firste springing and his sours.
;

;

;

;

Kings that rule
Addison.
Behind the hidden sources of the Nile.
a. That from which anything comes forth, regarded as
the person from whom anything
its cause or origin
;

originates ; first cause.
This source of ideas every

The

Syn.

man

source of Newton's

has wholly in himself. Locke.
of Bacon's sense.
Pope.

liglit,

— See Origin.
See Sauerkraut.

Sour'orout' (sour'krouf ), n.

—

used in marking soundings.
Sounding post (Mus.), a small
Sost in a violin, violoncello, or similar instrument, set uner the bridge as a support, for propagating tlie sounds
to the body of the instrument
called also sound post.
Bounding rod (Naut.), a rod used to ascertain the depth of
water in a ship's hold.
In aoundlngs, within the eightyfathom line.
Ham. Nav. Bncyc.
Sound'lng-board' (-bord'), n. 1. {Mus.) A thin board
which propagates the sound in a piano, in a violin, and
in some other musical instruments.

Sourde (soord), v. i. [F. sourdre. See Source.]
To have origin or source to rise to spring. [Ofti.]
Now might men ask whereof that pride sourdeth. Chaucer.

—

Sour'ing (sour'Tng),

—

Sour'lsh,
sourish fruit

;

;

n.

(Bot.)

Somewhat sour
a sourish taste.

a.
;

Sour'ness, n.
;

food, fffot

;

Any

sour apple.

moderately acid

;

Same as Saubhksaut.
In a sour manner with sourness.
The quality or state of being sour.

Sour'krouf (-krouf),
Sour'ly, adv.

;

n.

us,

;

obair

;

go

;

sing.

fair
failed of her sowse full near.

Shak.

Spenser.

A

—

II

II

A

A

;

—

Sou'ter-ly, a. Of or pertaining to a cobbler or cobblers ; like a cobbler ; hence, vulgar low.
[Obs.1
Sou'ter-raln (-ran), n. [F. See Subterranean.]
grotto or cavern under ground. [06*.]
Arbuthnot.
South (south by sailors sou), re. [OE. south, sup,
AS. sUSf, for sunS ; akin to D. zuid, OHG. sund, G. siid,
suden, Icel. suSr, sunnr, Dan. syd, s'dnden, Sw. syd,
soder, sunnan ; all probably akin to E. sun, meaning, the
side towards the sun.
V297. See Sun.] 1. That one
of the four cardinal points directly opposite to the north
the region or direction to the right of a person who faces
the east.
2. A country, region, or place situated farther to the
south than another ; the southern section of a country.
Matt. xii. 42.
"The queen of the south."
3. Specifically : That part of the United States which
See under Like.
is south of Mason and Dixon's line.
Shak.
4. The wind from the south.
[06*.]
South, a. Lying toward the south ; situated at the
south, or in a southern direction from the point of observation or reckoning ; proceeding toward the south, or
coming from the south ; blowing from the south ; southShak.
ern ; as, the iowtt pole. "At the .«ow(A entry."
South-Sea tea. (Bot.) SeeTAUPON.
South, adv. 1. Toward the south ; southward.
2. From the south ; as, the wind blows south. Bacon.
South (south), V. i. [imp. p.p. Southed (southd)
1. To turn or move toward
vb. re. Southing.]
p. pr.
the south to veer toward the south.
2. (Astron.) To come to the meridian; to cross the
said chiefly of the moon ; as,
north and south line ;
the moon souths at nine.
South-COt'tl-an (south-kSt'tT-nn), n. (Eccl. Hist.)
A follower of Joanna Soiithcott (17w)-1814), an Englishwoman who, professing to have received a miraculous
calling, preached and prophesied, and committed many
impious absurdities.
South'down' (south'doun'), o. Of or pertaining to
the South Downs, a range of pasture hills south of the
Thames, in England.
Southdown sheep (Zo'ol.), a celebrated breed of shortwooled, liorule.ss sheop, liigldv valued on account of the
delicacy of their flesh. So culled from the South Downs,
wlioro the breed originated.
;

A

;

&

&

;

—

South'down',

;

out, oil

o'er his aerie towers,

Spenser.
Sout (sout), n. Soot. [06.?.]
kind of narrow
Sou'tache' (soo'tash'), n. [F.]
braid, usually of silk ;
also known as Russian braid.
Sout'age (sout'aj or soot'aj ; 48), re. [Etymol. uncertain.]
That in which anything is packed ; bagging, as
for hops.
\_Obs.']
Halliwell.
Sou'tane' (soo'tSn'), n. [F., fr. Sp. sotana, or It.
sottana, LL. subtana, fr. L. subtus below, beneath, fr.
sub under.]
(Eccl. Costume)
close garment with
straight sleeves, and skirts reaching to the ankles, and
buttoned in front from top to bottom ; especially, the
black garment of this shape worn by the clergy in France
and Italy as their daily dress ; a cassock.
Sou'ter (soo'ter), n. [AS. sUtere, fr. L. sutor, fr. suere
to sew.]
shoemaker ; a cobbler. [06«.]
Chaucer.
There is no work better than another to please God ... to
wash dishes, to be a souter, or an apostle, all is one. Tyndale.

;

So the sun's heat, with different powers,
Ripens the grape, the liquor sours.
Swift.
2. To make cold and unproductive, as soil. Mortimer.
3. To make unhappy, uneasy, or less agreeable.
To sour your happiness I must report.
The queen is dead.
Shak.
4. To cause or permit to become harsh or unkindly.
Shak.
" SouriJig Mb cheeks."
Pride had »ot sour'd nor wrath debased my heart. Harte.
5. To macerate, and render fit for plaster or mortar
as, to sour lime for business purposes.
Sour, V. i.
limp.
p. p. Soured (sourd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Souring.]
To become sour ; to turn from sweet
to sour ; as, milk soon sours in hot weather ; a kind temper sometimes sours in adversity.
They keep out melancholy from the virtuous, and hinder
the hatred of vice from souring into severity.
Addison.
(sors), «.

[iJ.]

an eagle

;

;

Source

like

Souse, adv. With a sudden swoop violently. Young.
Sous'llk (sooslik), n. [F.] (Zo'61.) See Suslik.

;

;

To pounce upon.

As a falcon

—

;

t.

.

—

;

V.

[The gallant monarch]

To souse annoyance that comes near his nest.
Souse, n. The act of sousing, or swooping.

;

;

pity

as,

;

—

—

;

;

souplike.
;

wood used by wheelwrights.
Syn. Acid sharp tart acetous acetose harsh
acrimonious ; crabbed currish ; peevish.
Sour, n. A sour or acid substance whatever produces a painful effect.
Spenser.
Sour, V. t. [AS. surian to sour, to become sour.] 1. To
cause to become sour to cause to turn from sweet to
sour ; as, exposure to the air sours many substances.

;

Qm

A

him sweet as summer. Shak.
" Sour adversity."
Shak.

Cold and unproductive

&

;

soused gurnet."
Shak.
2. To plunge or immerse in water or any liquid.
They soused me over head and ears in water. Addison.
3. To drench, as by an immersion ; to wet thoroughly.
Although I be well soused in this shower. Gascoigne.
Souse, V. i. [Probably fr. OF. sors, p. p. of sordre to
rise, and first used of an upward swoop, then of a swoop
in general, but also confused with Souse, ;;. t.
See
Source.] To swoop or plunge, as a bird upon its prey;
to fall suddenly ; to rush with speed to make a sudden

that soujjht

painful.

Tusser.

;

&

furnishes a hard reddish

;

iip,

;

The ear
The act

a scholar
that loved him not.

—

;

full,

men

to those

that can rear up a pig in his house,
cheaper his bacon, and sweeter his souse.

especially, a hog's ear.
IProv. Eng."]
of sousing ; a plunging into water.
Souse, V. t. [inip.
p. p. Soused (soust) p. pr.
vb. n. Sousing.]
[Cf. F. saucer to wet with sauce.
See
Souse pickle.] 1. To steep in pickle ; to pickle. "

Sour dock (Boi.), sorrel.
Sour gourd (Boi.)., the gourdlike fruit of Adansonia Gregorii, and A. digitata ; also,
either of the trees bearing this fruit. See Adansonia.
Sour grapes. See under Grape.
Sour gum. (Bot.) See Tupelo.
Sour plum (Bot.), the edible acid fruit of an Australian tree ( Owenia venosa) ; also, the tree itself, which

;

n)de,

Hath
3.
4.

Souse,

.

Fruit of Soursop.

And he

—

4. Afflictive

;

unite,

—

.

salt.

2. Something kept or steeped
in pickle; esp., the pickled
ears, feet, etc., of swine.

;

to have the essential quality
damages. This is said of an action brought, not for the
recovery of a specific thing, as replevin, etc., but for
damages only, as trespass, and the like.
Sound, V. t. 1. To cause to make a noise to play
on as, to sound a, trumpet or a horn.
A bagpipe well could he play and soun[d]. Chaucer.
2. To cause to exist as a sound as, to sound a note
with the voice, or on an instrument.
3. To order, direct, indicate, or proclaim by a sound,
or sounds to give a signaj for by a certain sound ; as, to
sound a retreat ; to sound a parley.
The clock sounded the hour of noon. G. H. Lewes.
4. To celebrate or honor by soimds to cause to be reported to publish or proclaim as, to sound the praises
or fame of a great man or a great exploit.
5. To examine the condition of (anything) by causing
the same to emit sounds and noting their character as,
to sound a piece of timber to sound a vase to sound
the lungs of a patient.
6. To signify; to import; to denote.
[Ofo.] Milton.
SouT\[d\ing alway the increase of his winning. Chaucer.
Sound'a-ble ^-a^b'l), a. Capable of being sounded.

use,

made with

3. Disagreeable ; unpleasant ; hence, cross crabbed
peevish ; morose ; as, a man of a sour temper ; a sour
" A sour countenance. '
reply.
Swift.

of

—

A

&

All sour things, as vinegar, provoke appetite.
Bacon.
2. Changed, as by keeping, so as to be acid, rancid, or

why do you start, and seem to fear

;

;

He was

Chaucer.

;

musty; turned.

— To sound in damages {Law),

norous

silent.

;

;

Shak.
Things that do sound so fair ?
To sound in or Into, to tend to: to partake of the nature of; to be consonant with. [Oo^., except in the phrase
To sound in damages, below.]
Soun[d'iing in moral virtue was his speech.
Chaucer.

Sound'age

;

—

In a sound manner.
Sound'neSS, n. The quality or state of being sound
as, the soundness of timber, of fruit, of the teeth, etc. the
sound?iess of reasoning or argument ; soundness of faith.
Syn. -'- Firmness ; strength ; solidity ; healthiness
truth; rectitude.
i.
To sound. [06i.] Chaucer.
Sonne (soon), v. t.
Sounst (sooust), a. Soused. See Souse. [06i.]
Soup (soop), 71. [F. soupe, OF. sope, supe, soupe,
perhaps originally, a piece of bread ; probably of Teutonic origin ; cf. D. sop sop, G. suppe soup.
See Sop
something dipped in a liquid, and cf. Supper.] A liquid
food of many kinds, usually made by boiling meat and
vegetables, or either of them, in water,
commonly seasoned or flavored ; strong broth.
Soup kitchen, an establishment for preparing and supplying soup to the poor.
Soup ticket, a ticket conferring
the privilege of receiving soup at a soup kitchen.
Soup, V. t. To sup or swallow. \_Obs.']
Wyclif.
Camden.
Soup, V. t. To breathe out. \_Obs.~\
Soup, V. t. To sweep. See Sweep, and Swoop. \_Obs.'\
Soupe'-mai'gre (soop'ma'gr'), n. [F.] (Cookery)
Soup made chiefly from vegetables or fish with a little
butter and a few condiments.
Sou'ple (soo'p'l), re. That part of a flail which strikes
the gram.
Knight.
;

Shah.
How silver-sweet sound lovers' tongues I
2. To be conveyed in sound; to be spread or published ; to convey intelligence by sound.
From you sounded out the word of the Lord. 1 TJiess. i. 8.
3. To make or convey a certain impression, or to have
a certain import, when heard ; hence, to seem ; to appear
as, this reproof sounds harsh ; the story sounds Uke an
invention.

;

Having no sound noiseless
Sound'less-ness, n.

ac^ti.

adv.

superl. Sour[OE. sour, sur, AS. sUr; akin to D. zuur, G.
OHO. sur, Icel. surr, Sw. sur, Dan. suur, Lith.
suras salt, Russ. surovuii harsh, rough. Cf. Sorrel the
plant.]
1. Having an acid or sharp, biting taste, like
vinegar and the juices of most unripe fruits acid tart.

;

;

Soundly,

est.]
sauer,

—

sir,

a.
—Sound'Iess,
Sound'less-ly,

[06.S.]

Sour'sop' (sour'sSp'), re.
(Bot.) The large succulent
and slightly acid fruit of a
small tree (Anona muricata) of
the West Indies also, the tree
itself.
It is closely allied to
the custard apple.
Sour'wood' (-w66d'), n.
(Bot. ) The sorrel tree.
Sous 1 (F. soo ; colloq. Eng.
Souse ) sous), re.
corrupt
form of Sou. [_Obs.'\
Colman, the Elder.
Souse (sous), n. [OF. sausse.
See Sauce.] [Written also iouce,
sowce, and sowse.J
1. Pickle

_

—

Good

Sours (sors), re. Source. See Source.

or structure placed behind or over a pulpit
or rostrum to give distinctness to a speaker's voice.
3. pi. See Sound boarding, under Sound, a noise.
Soundless (sound'lSs), a. Not capable of being
sounded or fathomed ; unfathomable.
Shak.

Soup'y (soop'y), a. Resembling soup
Sour (sour), a. iCompar. Sourer (-er)

.

;

A board

2.

li

3. Noise without signification j eSipty noise noise and
nothing else.
must be the principle. Locke.
Sense and not soimd
Sound hoarding, boards for holding pugging, placed in
partitions or under floors in order to deaden sounds.
Sound bow, in a series of transverse sections of a bell,
that segment against which the clapper strikes, being
the part which is most efficacious in producing the sound.
See niust. of Bell.
Sound post. (Mus.) See Sounding
post, under Socndins.
Sound, V. i. [OE. sounen, sownen, OF. soner, suner,
F. Sonne}; from L. sonare. See Sound a noise.] 1. To
make a noise to utter a voice to make an impulse of
the air that shall strike the organs of hearing with a
perceptible effect. "And first taught speaking trumpDryden.
ets how to sound."
.

SOUTHEAST

1375

n.

A

Southdown

.sheep.

South'east' (south'esf; by sailors

Ink

;

then, tbin

;

bON

;

zh = x

sou'-),

in azure.

n.

TIio

N

4. Predominant

greatest utmost ; paramount.
;
We acknowledge him [God] our sovereign good. Hooker.
5. Efficacious in the highest degree ; effectual ; controlling
as, a sovereign remedy.
Dryden.

point of the compass equally distant from the south and
the east the southeast part or region.
South'east' (south 'est'; by sailors sou'-), a. Of
or pertaining to the southeast proceeding toward, or
coming from, the southeast ; as, a southeast course a
southeast wind.
South'east'er (-er), n. A storm, strong wind, or gale
coming from the southeast.
South'east'er-ly, a- Of or pertaining to the southeast ; going toward, or coming from, the southeast.
South'east'er-ly, adv. Toward the southeast.
Of or pertaining to the
South'east'ern (-ern), a.
;

;

Such a sovereion influence has this passion upon the regulation of the lives and actions of men.
South.
Sovereign state, a state which administers its own government, and is not dependent upon, or subject to, another power.
;

queen, or emperor.

South'east'ward

(-we-rd),

South'east'ward-ly,
South'er (south'er), 11.
from the south.

Toward the south-

adv.

)

No

question is to be made but that the bed of the Mississippi
belongs to tlie sorereirin, that is, to the nation.
Je,tl'erson.

east.

J

A strong wmd,

storm

gale, or

The

quality or
South'er-li-ness (suth'er-lT-nSs), n.
direction toward the south.
state of being southerly
South'er-ly (siith'er-iy ; 277), a. Southern.
;

_

;

;

proceeding from, the south situated or proceeding toward the south.
Southern Cross (Astron.), a constellation of the southern
hemisphere containing several bright stars so related in
Southern Fish (Astron.),
position as to resemble a cross.
a constellation of the southern hemisphere (Pi'scis ^usSouthern
tralis) containing the bright star Fomalhaut.
States (U. S. Hist. & Geog.), the States of the American
Union lying south of Pennsylvania and the Ohio River,
with Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas. Before the Civil
War, Missouri also, being a slave State, was classed as
one of the Southern States.
;

—

—

A Southerner.

South'ern, n.
South'ern-er

;

—

—

;

;

&

—

&

A

& Southren mun."
South'ron (-riin),

Chaucer.
An inhabitant of the more
n.
southern part of a country formerly, a name given in
Scotland to any Englishman.
South'say' (sooth'sa'), v. i. See Soothsay. [OJs.]
South'say'er (-er), n. See Soothsayer. [06«.]
South' south'er-ly (south' sutli'er-ly). (ZooL) The
Called
old squaw ;
so called in imitation of its cry.
See under Old.
also southerly, and southerland.
South'ward (south'werd; colloq. suth'erd), adv.
Toj
South'wards (-werdz colloq. suth'erdz),
ward the south, or toward a point nearer the south than
the east or west point as, to go southward.
South'ward, a. Toward the south.
South'ward, ra. The southern regions or countries
Sir W. Raleigh.
the south.
South'ward-ly, adv. In a southern direction.
South'west' (south'wesf ; colloq. sou'-), n. The point
of the compass equally distant from the south and the
west the southwest part or region.
South'west', a. Pertaining to, or in the direction of,
the southwest proceeding toward the southwest coming from the southwest as, a southwest wind.
;

—

)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

South'west'er (south'west'er colloq. sou'wSst'er),
n. 1. A storm, gale, or strong wind from the southwest.
;

A

—

;

;

course.

South'west'ward

(-werd),

)

adv. Toward the southwest.

South'west'ward-ly,
)
Sou've-nance (soo've-nans), So've-naunce (so'vS[06s.]
[F. souvenance.'] Remembrance.

nans), n.

Of his way he had no sorenamice.
Spenser.
Sou've-nir' (soo've-ner' or soov'ner), n. [F., fr. souvenir to remember, fr. L. subvenire to come up, come to
mind sub under -\- venire to come, akin to B. come.
See Come, and cf Subvention.] That which serves as a
reminder a remembrancer a memento a keepsake.
Sov'er-elgn (siiv'er-in or sov'- 277), a. [OE. soverain, sovereyn, OF. soverain, suverain, sovrain, F. souverain, LL. superanus, fr. L. superus that is above, upper, higher, fr. super above.
See Over, Super, and cf.
Soprano. The modern spelling is due to a supposed
«onnection with reign.'] 1. Supreme or highest in power
superior to all others chief as, our sovereign prince.
2. Independent of, and unlimited by, any other
possessing, or entitled to, original authority or jurisdiction
as, a sovereign state a sovereign discretion.
3. Princely royal.
"Most MOTm^rre name." Shale.
At Babylon was his sovereign see.
Chaucer.
;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate,

care,

;

;

;

[OE. soverainetee, OF. sovrainete, F. souverainete.'] The
quality or state of being sovereign, or of being a sovereign the exercise of, or right to exercise, supreme
independence
supremacy
power dominion sway
also, that which is sovereign a sovereign state as, Italy
was formerly divided into many sovereignties.

am, arm, ask,

V.
See SonsE. [06s.]
(sous), n.
Dryden.
Sow'ter (sou'ter), n. See Souteb. [06s.] B. Jonson.
[Chinese
shoyO,.']
Chinese
(soi),
1.
and
n.
JapSoy
anese liquid sauce for fish, etc., made by subjecting
boiled beans (esp. soja beans), or beans and meal, to long
fermentation and then to long digestion in salt and water.
2. (Bot.) The soja, a kind of bean.
See Soja.
Soyle (soil), v. <. [Aphetic form of assoj7.] To solve;
to clear up as, to soylaM. other texts. [06s.] Tyndale.
Soyle, n. [Cf. Soil to feed.] Prey. [06s.] Spenser.
Soyn'ed (soin'Sd or soind), a. [F. soigner to care.]
Filled with care anxious.
[06s.]
3Iir. for Mag.
Soz'Zle (sSz'z'l), V. t. [Freq. from soss, v.] 1. To
splash or wet carelessly ; as, to sozzle the feet in water.
\_Local, U. S.]
Bartlett.
2. To heap up in confusion.
Forby.
IPr-ov. Eng."]
Soz'Zle, n. 1. One who spills water or other liquids
carelessly specifically, a sluttish woman. [^Local, U. S."]
2.
mass, or heap, confusedly mingled. [^Prov. Eng.'\
spring of mineral water ;
Spa (spa 277), M.
so
called from a place of this name in Belgium.
Spaad (spad), n. [Cf. G. .•ipath spar. See Spar the
mineral.] (Min.)
kind of spar earth flax, or amianthus.
[06s.]
Woodward.
Space (spas), re. [OE. .'space, F. espace, from L. spatium space ; cf. Gr. crirai/ to draw, to tear perh. akin to
E. .'span. Cf. Expatiate.] 1. Extension, considered
independently of anything which it may contain ; that
which makes extended objects conceivable and possible.

A

;

;

A

—

A

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pure space

well over their husband as over their love.

l_Poetic']

Coleridge.

Sow (so), V. i. To sew. See Sew. [06s.] Chaucer.
Sow (sou), n. [OE. sowe, suwe, AS. sugu, akin to su,
D. zog, seug, OHG. sU, G. sau, Icel. syr, Dan. so, Sw.
sugga, so, L. sus, Gr. 5;, o-Os, Zend, hu boar; probably
from the root seen in Skr. sit to beget, to bear the animal being named in allusion to its fecundity. V294.
Cf. Hyena, Soil to stain, Son, Swine.]
1. (Zool.) The
female of swine, or of the hog kind.
2. (Zool.) A sow bug.
3. (3Ietal.) (a) A channel or runner which receives
the molten metal, and conducts it to the rows of molds in
the pig bed. (b) The bar of metal which remains in such
a runner, (c) A mass of solidified metal in a furnace
hearth a salamander.
4. (3Iil.) A kind of covered shed, formerly used by
besiegers in filling up and passing the ditch of a besieged
Craig.
place, sapping and mining the wall, or the like.
Sow bread. (.Bot. See Cyclamen. Sow bug, or Sowbug
;

—

(Zool.), anyone of numerous species of terrestrial Isopoda belong-

ing to Oniscus, Porcellio,
and allied genera of the
family Oniscidiv. They
feed chiefly on decaying
vegetable substances.
Sow thistle [AS. sugepistel"} (Bot.), a composite plant (Sonchus oleraceus) said to be eaten

—

3. A quantity or portion of extension distance from
one thing to another an interval between any two or
objects as, the space between two stars or two
hiUs the sound was heard for the space of a mile.
Put a space betwixt drove and drove. Gen. xxxii. 16.
4. Quantity of time an interval between two points
" Grace God gave him here,
of time duration time.
R. of Brunne.
this land to keep long space."
Nine times the space that measures day and night. Milton.
God may defer his judgments for a time, and give a people a
;

;

more

;

;

;

;

;

Sow "Bug (Onisctis

p.

Ump.

(so), v.t.

sal

(sod) p. p. Sown
(son) or Sowed ; p.pr.
;

view

;

aselliis).

^

Dor-

B Abdominal Append-

ages,

&

[iJ.]
"To stay your
5. A short time; a while.
Spenser.
deadly strife a s^ace.
course.
6. Walk track path
lOhs."]
;

;

;

This

And

ilke [same] monk let old things pace,
held after the new world the space.

Chaucer.

7. (Print.) (a) A small piece of metal cast lower than
a face type, so as not to receive the ink in printing,
used to separate words or letters. (6) The distance or
interval between words or letters in the lines, or between
lines, as in books.
E^^ Spaces are of different thicknesses, to enable the
compositor to arrange the words at equal distances from
each other in the same line.
8. (Mus.) One of the intervals, or open places, between
the lines of the staff.
See under AbAbsolute space, Euclidian space, etc.
Space line (.Print. ), a thin
solute, Euclidian, etc.
piece of metal used by printers to open the lines of type
to a regular distance from each other, and for other purSpace rule (Print.), a fine, thin,
poses a lead. Hansard.
short metal rule of the same height as the type, used in
printing short lines in tabular matter.
Space, V. i. [Cf. OF. espacier, L. spaiiari. See
Space, re.] To walk ; to rove ; to roam. [06s.]

—

—

[OE. soicen, sawen, AS. sawan ; akin

Sowing.]

n.

vb.

Tillotson.

longer space of repentance.

;

animals.

SOW

;

—

by swine and some other
Sowed

more

:

;

)

Locke.

capable neither of resistance nor motion.

or less extension room.
They gave him chase, and hunted him as hare
Long had he no space to dwell [in].
Ji. of Bnrnne.
Chaucer.
While I have time and space.

Chaucer.

Sov'ran (-I'an), a. A variant of Sovereign.
On thy bald, awful head, O sovran Blanc.

is

2. Place, having

Women desiren to have sovereignty

&

And loved

Spenser.

in forests wild to space.

OHG. sojan, G. saen,
to OFries. sea, D. zaaijen, OS.
Icel. sd, Sw. sa, Dan. saae, Goth, saian, Lith. seti, Russ.
sieiate, L. serere, sevi.
Cf. Saturday, Season, Seed,
Seminary.] 1. To scatter, as seed, upon the earth to
plant by strewing ; as, to sow wheat. Also used figuratively To spread abroad ; to propagate. " He would sow

Space, V. <. Ii7np. & p. p. Spaced (spast) ; p. pr. &
vb. n. Spacing (spa'sTng).] [Cf. F. espacer. See Space,

Chaucer.
difficulty."
sower went forth to sow; and when he sowed, some seeds
jVo«- xm- 3, 4.
fell by the wayside.
And sow dissension in the hearts of brothers. Addison.

See Spatial.
Spa'clal-ly, adv. See Spatially. Sir W. Hamilton.
[L. spatiosus: cf. F. spaa.
Spa'cious (spa'shiis),
deux. See Space, re.]
1. Extending far and wide
"
vast in extent.
A spacious plain outstretched in cirMilton.
cuit wide."
2. Inclosing an extended space having large or ample room ; not contracted or narrow capacious ; roomy
as, spacious bounds
a spacious church ; a spacious hall.
Spa'cious-ness, re.
Spa'cious-ly, orfi'.
Spa'das'sin' (spa'da'sSN'), re. [F., fr. It. spadaccino a swordsman, from spada a sword.] A bravo ; a
Ld. lytton.
bully ; a duelist.

;

:

some

A

2. To scatter seed upon, in, or over ; to supply or stock,
as land, with seeds. Also used figuratively : To scatter
over ; to besprinkle.
and it is the
The intellectual faculty is a goodly field,
worst husbandry in the world to sow it with trifles. Sir M. Hale.
Milton.
[He] sotoed with stars the heaven.
Now morn
sowed the earth with orient pearl. Milton.
Sow, V. i. To scatter seed for growth and the proliterally or figuratively.
duction of a crop ;
They that soiu in tears shall reap in joy. Ps. cxxvi. 5.
Sow'ans (sou'onz or so'anz), ??_. pi. See Sowens.
Sow'ar (sou'ar), n. [Per. sawar a horseman.] In In.

hat made of painted canvas, oiled cloth, or the
worn in stormy weather.
like, with a flap at the back,
South'west'er-ly, a. Toward or from the southwest as, a southwesterly course ; a southwesterly wind.
South'west'ern (-ern), a. Of or pertaining to the
southwest southwesterly ; as, to sail a southiuestern
2.

;

;

As

[2?.]

(-er), n.
An inhabitant or native of the
south, esp. of the Southern States of North America
opposed to Northerner.
South'ern-U-ness (-ll-nSs), n. Southerliness.
South'ern-ly (suth'ern-ly), a. Somewhat southern.
adv.
In a southerly manner or course southward.
South'ern-most' (-most'), a. Farthest south.
{Bot.) A shrubby
South'ern-WOOd' (-w65d'), n.
species of wormwood (Artemisia Abrotanum) having
aromatic foliage. It is sometimes used in making beer.
South'lng: (south'Tng ; 277), n. 1. Tendency or progress southward as, the southing of the sun.
Emerson.
2. The time at which the riioon, or other heavenly
body, passes the meridian of a place.
3. (Astron.) Distance of any heavenly body south of
the equator ; south declination ; south latitude.
Navigation) Distance southward from
4. (Surv.
any point of departure or of reckoning, measured on a
meridian
opposed to northing.
i?.]
South'ly (south'iy), adv. Southerly. iObs.
South'most' (-most'), a. Farthest toward the south ;
Milton.
southernmost, [i?.]
tendency in the end of a magnetic
South'ness, n.
Faraday.
needle to point toward the south pole.
Southern. [06^.] "lam
(suth'ren),
a.
South'ren
;

2. A gold coin of Great Britain, on which an effigy of
the head of the reigning king or queen is stamped, valued
at one pound sterling, or about ^.86.
3. (Zool.) Any butterfly of the tribe Nymphalidi, or
genus Basilarchia, as the Ursula and the viceroy.
Syn. King prince ; monarch potentate emperor.
To exercise supreme
Sov'er-elgn-lze (-iz), v. i.
authority.
Sir T. Herbert.
[OJ.s.]
Sov'er-elgn-ly, adv. In a sovereign manner in the
Chaucer.
highest degree supremely.
Sov'er-eign-ty (-ty), n. ; pi. Sovereignties (-tiz).

—

See
[AS. suSern.
South'ern (siith'ern 277), a.
SoDTH.] Of or pertaining to the south situated in, or

&

Sowse

;

Sov'er-elgn (siiv'er-In or sov'- 277), n. 1. The person, body, or state in which independent and supreme
authority is vested ; especially, in a monarchy, a king,

southeasterly.

;

;

;

;

southeast
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SOUTHEAST

.

.

.

.

-

—

a mounted soldier.
Sow1)ane' (sou'ban'),
(Chenopodium rubrum),

dia,

V.

(Bot.)

The red goosefoot

Sow'dan-esse'

Sow'ens

(-5s'),

(sou'enz or so'enz), n. pi.

[Scottish

;

cf.

AS. seaw juice, glue, paste.] A nutritious article of
food, much used in Scotland, made from the husk of the
oat by a process not unlike that by which common
caMed flummei-y in England. [Written
starch is made
also sowans, and sowins.]
Sow'er (so'er), n. One who, or that which, sows.
Sow'lns (sou'inz or so'Tnz), n. pi. See Sowens.
;

Sowl

—

l(soul), V.

t.

[Cf. Prov. G. zaueln, zauseln,

G. zausen to tug, drag.] To pull by the
Shak.
[06s.]
ears to drag about.
See Soul, v. i. {.Obs.]
V.
i.
Sowl,
Sown (son), p. p. of Sow.
Sowne (soun), V. t. & i. To sound. [06s.] Chaucer.

Sowle

)

;

final,

^11;

To arrange or adjust the spaces

eve, event,

end,

fern,

recent;

in or be-

;

;

Spa'clal (spa'shal),

Sandys.
Coleridge.

a.

;

;

;

—

—

II

Spad'dle (spSd'd'l), re. A little spade. [_Obs.'\
Spade (spad), re. [Cf. Spay, re.] 1. (Zool.) A hart
[Written also spaid, spayade.]
or stag three years old.
castrated man or beast.
2. [Cf L. spado.]
Spade, re. [AS. spiedu, .ipada; akin to D. spade, G.
Sw. spade, L. spatha a spatspaten, Icel. spaSi, Dan.
Cf.
ula, a broad two-edged sword, a spathe, Gr. a-rviSy].
Epaulet, Spade at cards, Spathe, Spatula.] 1. An
consisting
implement for digging or cutting the ground,
usually of an oblong and nearly rectangular blade of iron,
with a handle like that of a shovel. " With spade and

A

&

See Souse. [Obs.]
See Soldan.]
[F. soudan.
Chaucer.
n. Asultaness. [06s.] Chaucer.

n.

[06s.]

Sultan.

(Print.)

tween as, to space words, lines, or letters.
Space'ful (-ful), a. Wide extensive.
Space'less, a. Without space.

.

n.

— said to be fatal to swine.

Sowce (sous), n. &
Sow'dan (so'dan),

re.]

ice,

Milton.
so called because
2. [Sp. e.^pada, literally, a sword ;
these cards among the Spanish bear the figure of a
sword. Sp. espada is fr. L. spatha, Gr. o-iraflr;. See the
Etymology above.] One of that suit of cards each of
which bears one or more figures resembling a spade.
'*
Pope.
Let spades be trumps " she said.
cutting instrument used in flensing a whale.
3.

pickax armed."

—

!

A

Spade bayonet, a bayonet with a broad blade which
may be used for digging
called also trowel bayonet.
Spade handle (Mach.), the forked end of a connecting rod
in which a pin is held at both ends. See Illust. of Knuckle
;

joint,

idea,

—

under Knuckle.

HI;

old,

obey, 6rb, odd;

—

I
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&

others are used for toy or pet dogs, as the Blenheim spanand the King Charles spaniel (see under Blenheim).
Of the field spaniels, the larger kinds are called springers,
and to these belong the Sussex, Norfolk, and Clumber
spaniels (see Clumber). The smaller field spaniels, used
chiefly in hunting woodcock, are called cocker spaniels
(see Cooker). Field spaniels are remarkable for their ac-

&

4. (Naut.) A rope having its ends made fast so that a
purchase cau be hooked to the bight also, a rope made
fast in the center so that both ends can be used.
5. [Cf. D. span, Sw. spann, Dan. spxnd, G. gespann.
Spade'flsh' (-fish'), n. (Zodl.) An American market See Span, v. t.} A pair of horses or other animals
fish (Chxtodipterus faber) common on the southern
driven together usually, such a pair of horses when
coaBts;
called also angel fish, moonfish, aniporgy.
similar in color, form, and action.
Spade'fOOt' (-fd5f ), n. (Zodl.) Any species of burSpan blocks (A'au^.), blocks at the topmast and topgalrowing toads of the genua Scaphiopus, esp. S. Holbrookii, lant-mast heads, for the studding-sail halyards.
Span
counter, an old English child's game, in which one throws
called also spade toad.
of the Eastern United States
Spade'ful (-ful), n. ; pi. SPADErcLs (-fulz). [Spade a counter on the ground, and another tries to hit it with
his counter, or to get his counter so near it that he can
As much as a spade will hold or lift.
\-full.'\
span tlie space between them, and touch both the counSpad'er (spad'er), n. One who, or that which, spades
ters.
Halliwell. " Henry V., in whose time boys went
specifically, a digging machine.
Span lion
to span counter for French crowns." Sliak.
Spa-dl'ceous (spi-dish'Qs), a. [L. spadix, -icis, a (Naut.), a special kind of harpoon, usually secured just
Span roof, a comdate-brown or nut-brown color. See Spadix.] 1. Of a below tlie gunwale of a whaleboat.
bright clear brown or chestnut color.
Sir T. Browne. mon roof, having two slopes and one ridge, with eaves
Span shackle (Naut.), alarge bolt
2. (Sol.) Bearing flowers on a spadix ; of the nature on both sides. Gwilt.
driven through the forecastle deck, with a triangular
of a spadix.
shackle in the head to receive the heel of the old-fashSpa'dl-cose' (spa'dt-kosQ, a. (Bot.) Spadiceous.
ioned fish davit. Ham. Nav. Encyc.
Spa-dUle' (spa^dll'), re. [F., fr. Sp. espadilla, dim. of
Span (spSn), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Spanned (spand) p.
espada. See Spade a card.] (Card Playing) The ace pr.
vb. n. Spanninq.]
[AS. spannan ; akin to D. &
of spades in omber and quadrille.
G. spannen, OHG. spannan, Sw. spanna, Dan. spsende,
Spa'dls (spa'diks), n. ; ^?. L. Spadices (spa-di'sez), Icel. spenna, and perh. to Gr. (rrrav to draw, to drag, L.
E. Spadixes (spa'diks-ez). [L., a palm
spaiium space. V170. Cf. Spin, v. t.. Space, Spasm.]
branch broken off, with its fruit, Gr.
1. To measure by the span of the hand with the fino-TraSif.]
1. (Bot.)
fleshy spike of
gers extended, or with the fingers encompassing the obflowers, usually inclosed in a leaf called
ject as, to span a space or distance to span a cylinder.
a spalhe.
My right hand hatn spanned the heavens. Isa. xlviii. 13.
2. (Zodl. ) A special organ of the nau2. To reach from one side of to the other
to stretch
tilus, due to a modification of the posover
as an arch.
terior tentacles.
The
rivers were spanned by arches of solid masonry. Prescott.
Spa'do (-do), n. ; pi. Spadones (spa3. To fetter, as a horse ; to hobble.
do'nez). [L., fr. Gr. oTraSioi'.] 1. Same
Span, i*. 2. To be matched, as horses. [U.S.}
as 1st Spade, 2.
Spa-nae'ml-a (spa-ne'mt-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <nra2. (Law) An impotent
person.
Spadix and Spathe of Indian i/oi scarce 4- at^ia blood.] (3Ied.) A condition of impovTurnip, a Spathe 6 c Spa- erishment of the blood ; a morbid state in which the
Spa-droon' (spi-droon').
"*
^e Flowers show red corpuscles, or other important elements of the blood,
?,"'
n.
[Cf. F.
gp. espadon,
are deficient.
"""""^
It. spadone.
'"
See Espadon^
"he^sfathe
Spa-n»'mic (-ne'mik or -ngm'tk), a. (Med.) Of or
Spade.]
A sword, espepertaining to spansemia having impoverished blood.
cially a broadsword, formerly used both to cut and thrust.
[Perhaps span -f- AS. sal a
Span'cel (span'sel), re.
Spae (spa), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Spaed (spad) p. pr.
A rope used for tying or hobbUng the legs of a
vb. n. Spaeino.]
[Scot, spae, spay, to foretell, to rope.]
horse or cow. [Prov. Eng.
Local, U. S.}
Grose.
divine, Icel. «pa.] To foretell to divine.
[Scot.l
Span'cel, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Spanceled (-sSld) or
Spae'man (-man), n. A prophet a diviner. [Scot.']
Spae'wlfe' (-wlf), ». A female fortune teUer. [Scot.} Spanoelled p. pr. & vb. n. Spancelino or Spancelling.]
Spa-ghet'ti (spa-gefte), «.
[it.]
A variety of To tie or hobble with a spancel. [Prov. Eng. Local,
U. S.}
Malone.
macaroni made in tubes of email diameter.
Span'dogS' (spSn'dogz'), re. pi. A pair of grappling
Spa-gyr'io (spa-jtr'ik), ) a. [LL. spagyricus, fr. Gr.
dogs for hoisting logs and timber.
Spa-;gyr'iO-al (-l-kal), )
o-irSv to draw, to separate
Span'drel (-drgl), n. [From
-j- ayei'peiv to assemble
cf. F. spagirigue.']
Chemical
Span.] 1. (^?-cA.) The irregular
alchemical. [Obs.}
Spa-gyr'lc, n. A spagyrist. [Obs.}
Bp. Hall. triangular space between the
Spag'y-rist (spSj'I-rlst), n. [Cf. F. spagiriste.] 1. A curve of an arch and the inclosing
,
„
,
chemist, esp. one devoted to alchemistic pursuits. [Obs.} right angle or the space between
spandrels,
2. One of a sect which arose in the later days of al- the outer moldings of two contigchemy, who sought to discover remedies for disease by nous arches and a horizontal line above them, or another
chemical means. The spagyrists historically preceded arch above and inclosing them.
[Canf}
2. A narrow mat or passepartout for a picture.
the iatrochemists.
Encyc. Brit.
Spane (span), v. t. [Akin to G. spanen, LG. & D. speSpalll 1 (spaOie), n. [Per., Turk.,
Hind, sipaSpaliee ) la: cf. F. spahi. See Sepot.] 1. For- nen, AS. spanu a teat.] To wean. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.}
Spang (spang), V. t. To spangle. [Obs.}
merly, one of the Turkish cavalry.
Spang, V. i. To spring to bound to leap. [Scot.}
2. An Algerian cavalryman serving in the French army.
But when they spang o'er reason's fence.
Spaid (spad), n. See 1st Spade.
Ramsay.
We smart for 't at our own expense.
Spake (spak), archaic imp. of Speak.
Spang, n. A bound or spring. [Scot.} Sir W. Scott.
Spake'net' (-nef ), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] A net for
fastening
akin to
[AS.
sponge
clasp
or
re.
a
Spang,
catching crabs.
Halliwell.
Spak'y (spak'J), a. Specky. [Obs-I
Chapman. D. spang, G. spange, OHG. spanga, Icel. spong a spangle.]
spangle
shining
ornament.
[Obs.}
A
or
Spald'lng knife' (spald'Tng nif). A spalting knife.
With glittering spangs that did like stars appear. Spenser.
Spale (spal), n. [Cf. Spell a spUnter.] 1. A lath
a shaving or chip, as of wood or stone. [Prov. Eng.
Span'gle (span'g'l), n. [OE. spangel, dim. of AS.
Scot.']
spange. See Spang a spangle.] 1. A small plate or
boss of shining metal something brilliant used as an
2. (Shipbuilding) A strengthening cross timber.
Spall (spal), n. [OF. espaule; cf. It. spalla. See ornament, especially when stitched on the dress.
Epatob.] The shoulder. [Obs.}
2. Figuratively, any little thing that sparkles. " The
Spenser.
Waller,
Spall, n. [Prov. E. spall, spell. See Spale, Spell a rich spangles that adorn the sky."
splinter.] A chip or fragment, especially a chip of stone
Oak spangle. See imder Oak.
as struck off the block by the hammer, having at least
Span'gle, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Spangled (-g'ld) ; p.

p. p. Spaded ; p. pr.
Spade (spad), V. t. limp.
vb. «. Spadino.] To dig with a spade
to pare off the
award of, as land, with a spade.
Spafle'bone' (-bonO, n. Shoulder blade. [Prov.Eng.']

iel,

;

;

—

;

;

tivity

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

California rockfish (Sebastichthys rubrivinctus).

<^.

—

&

;

&

:

"

-

;

&

II

II

;

;

;

;

&

;

pr.
To set or sprinkle
vb. n. Spangling (-gling).]
with, or as with, spangles to adorn with small, distinct,
brilliant bodies ; as, a spangled breastplate.
Donne.
What stars do spangle heaven with such beauty ? Shah.
Spangled coquette (.?oS?.), a tropical humming bird (Zo-

Spall,
1. (Mining) To break into small pieces,
as ore, for the purpose of separating from rock.
Pryce.
2. (Masonry) To reduce, as irregular blocks of stone,
to an approximately level surface by hammering.
Spall, V. i. To give oft' spaUs, or wedge-shaped
chips ;
said of stone, as when badly set, with the weight
thrown too much on the outer surface.
Spal'peen (spAl'pen), re. [Ir. spailpin, fr. spailp a
beau, pride, self-conceit.] A scamp ; an Irish term for a
good-for-nothing fellow;
often used in good-humored
contempt or ridicule. [Colloq.'\
Spall (spalt), n. [Cf. G. spalt&tem, from spalten to
Bplit.
See 1st Spell.] (il/e<c?.) Spelter. [Colloq.}
Spalt, a. [See 1st Spell.] 1. Liable to break or split
brittle
as, spalt timber,
[jfrov. Eng.}
Halliwell.
2. Heedless; clumsy; pert; saucy.
[Prov. Eng.}
Spalt, V. t.
i.
[Cf. OE. spalden.
See Spalt, a.}
To split off ; to cleave off, as chips from a piece of timber, with an ax.
[Prov. Eng.
Local, V. S.}
Spalt'lng knife' (nif). A knife used in splitting
V.

t.

;

—

to glisten

Make

gles

use,

rtide,

87

full,

flrn

;

pity

I

(-gler),

^'-

f^^
^^f^

—

;

glittering

;

as,

spangled Coquette.

n.

—

spangly
re.

light.

A native

or inhabitant of

under Clumber, and

^^^ There are several varieties of spaniels^ some of
which, known as Jield spaniels, nTb used in liunting

fuTod,

frf&t

j

—

—

—

&

A

;

;

—

out, oil

s

;

considerable.

[Colloq.}

a strong breeze.
Spanless (spiin'les), a. Incapable of being spanned.
Span'ner (-uer), n. 1. One who, or that which, spans.
2. The lock of a fusee or carbine also, the fusee or
carbine itself. [06j.]
3. An iron instrument having a jaw to fit a nut or tho
head of a bolt, and used as a lever to turn it with a
wrench ; specifically, a wrench for unscrewing or tightening the couplings of hose.
4. pi. A contrivance in some of the earlier steam engines for moving the valves for the alternate admission
and shutting off' of the steam.
Span'-new' (-nii'), o. [Icel. spannyr, properly, new
as a chip just split spann chip -|- nTir new. See Spoon,
and New.] Quite new brand-new; fire-new. "A.'!;irt«new archbishop's chair."
Eiiller.
Span'nish-lng (-nlsli-Tng), re. [From OF. espanir to
spread, F. epanutiir. See Expand.] Tho full blooming
of a flower.
[Obs.}
Rom. of R.
Span'plece' (-pes'), n. (Arch.) The collar boa«»'of a
(A''fl«^),

;

;

;

COOKEK,

;

—
—

;

or consisting of, span-

are usually strongly feathered, and the tail bushy. See
lllusts.

—

—

Spanking breeze

Span'iel (-ySl), n. [OF. espagneul, F. ^pagneiil, espagnol Spanish, Sp. espaUol, fr. EspaRa Spain, from L.
Hispania.} 1. (Zodl.) One
of a breed of small dogs having long and thick hair and
large drooping ears. The legs

Pope.

tip,

and

Span'lard (spau'yerd),

supports,

unite,

as dark as
truth to spangle,
its rays to shine.

Spain.

Life 'b but a span ; I '11 every inch enjoy. FarquJtar.
3. The spread or extent of an arch batween its abutnients, or of a beam, girder, truss, roof, bridge, or the
its

—

;

One who, or that which, spangles.
Span'gly (-gly ), ". Resembling,

;

between

mackerel, big-eyed mackerel, and bull mackerel, (b) In
the United States, a handsome mackerel having bright
yellow round spots (Scomberomorus macu!atus), highly
esteemed as a food fish. The name is sometimes erroneously applied to other species. See lUust. under Mackerel.
Spanish main, the name formerly given to the
southern portion of the Caribbean Sea, together with
the contiguous coast, embracing the route traversed by
Spanish treasure ships from the New to the Old World.
Spanish moss. (Bot.) See Tillandsia.
Spanish needles
(Bot.), a composite weed (Bidens bijnnnata) having achenia armed with needlelike awns.
Spanish nut (Bot.), e,
bulbous plant (Iris Sisyi-inchium) of the south of Europe.
Spanish potato (Bot.), the sweet potato. See under
Potato.
Spanish red, an ocherous red i)igment resembling Venetian red, but slightly yellower and warmer.
Fairholt.
Spanish reef (Naut.), a knot tied in tlie head
of a jib-headed sail.
Spanish sheep (Zodl.), a merino.
Spanish white, an impalpable powder prepared from chalk
by pulverizing and repeated washings,— used as a white
pigment.
Spanish windlass (Naut.), a wooden roller, with
a rope wound about it, into which a marline spike is tlirust
to serve as a lever.
Span'ish, re. The language of Spain.
Spank (spSnk), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Spanked (spankt);
vb. re. Spanking.] [Of unknown origin ; cfTLG.
p. pr.
spakkern, spenkern, to run and spring about quickly.] To
strike, as the breech, with the open hand ; to slap.
blow with the open hand a slap.
Spank, n.
Spank, V. i. To move with a quick, lively step between a trot and gallop ; to move quickly.
Thackeray.
Spank'er (spank'er), re. 1. One who spanks, or anything used as an instrument for spanking.
2. (Naut.) The after sail of a ship or bark, being a
fore-and-aft sail attached to a boom and gaff
sometimes called driver. See Tllust. under Sail.
Totten.
3. One who takes long, quick strides in walking ; also,
a fast horse. [Colloq.}
4. Something very large, or larger than common ; a
whopper, as a stout or tall person. [Colloq.}
Spanker boom (Naut.), a boom to which a spanker sail
is attached.
See Illust. of Ship.
Spank'er, re. A small coin. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.}
Spank'ing, a. 1. Moving with a quick, lively pace,
or capable of so doing dashing.
Four spanking grays ready harnessed. G. Caiman, the Younger.
2. Large

Bunyan.

[Written also spnlding knife.}
Span (sp5n), archaic imp. &p. p. of Spin.
Span, re. [AS. spann ; akin to D. span, OHG. spanna,
a.spanne,Icel.spdnn. V170. See Span, v. t.} 1. The
space from the end of the thumb to the end of the little
finger when extended
nine inches ; eighth of a fathom.
2. Hence, a small space or a brief portion of time.
Yet not to earth's contracted span

like,

to glitter.

Span'gler

codfish.

bound.

;

—

A

(Zodl.) (a)
species of mackerel (Scomber colias) found
both in Europe and America. In America called chub

mine

&

me

See Co-

Some men by feig:ning words

&

let

reginss).
2.

brilliant spots or points;

;

goodness

phorms
quette,

Span'gle, V. i. To show

—

Thy

&

&

one feather-edge.

—

—

;

;

It is

conspicuously colored with bands of red and white.
Spanish fly (Zodl.), a brilliant green beetle, common in
the south of Euroije, used for raising blisters. See Blister beetle under Blister, and Cantharis.
Spanish fox
(Naut.), a, yarn twisted against its lay. — Spanish grass.
(Bot.) See Esparto.
Spanish juice (Bot.), licorice.
Spanish leather.
See Cohdwain. — Spanish mackerel.

;

II

—
—

—

II

&

—

—
—

—

;

;

Churchill.
[R.}

Of or pertaining to Spain or

—

II

&

;

like a spaniel.

—

;

&

Span'ish

(span'Ish), a.

To follow

t.

—

;

A

'

v.

the Spaniards.
Spanish bayonet (Bot.), a liliaceous plant (Yucca aloifolia) with rigid spine-tipped leaves. The name is also
applied to other similar plants of the Southwestern
United States and Mexico. Called also Spanish daggers.
Spanish bean. (.Bot.) See the Note under Bean. — Spanish black, a black pigment obtained by 'barring cork.
Ure.
Spanish broom (Bot.), a leguminous slirub (Spartium junceum) having many green flexible ruslilike twigs.
Spanish brown, a species of earth used in painting,
having a dark reddish brown color, due to the presence
Spanish buckeye (Bo^), a small
of sesquioxide of iron.
tree (Ungnadia speciosa) of Texas, New Mexico, etc.,
related to the buckeye, but having pinnate leaves and a
three-seeded fruit.
Spanish burton (Naut.), a purchase
composed of two single blocks. A double Spanish burton
has one double and two single blocks. Luce (Textbook
Spanish chalk (Mln.). a kind of steaof Seamanship).
tite
so called because obtained from Aragon In
Spanish cress (Bot.), a cruciferous plant (LepiSpain.
dium Cardamines), a species of peppergrass.
Spanish
curlew (if no?.), the long-billed curlew. [U. ^.]
Spanish
daggers. (Bot.) See Spanish bayonet.
Spanish elm (Bot.),
alarge West Indian tTee(Cordia Gerascanthus) furnishing
hard and useful timber.
Spanish ferretto, a rich reddish
brown pigment obtained by calcining copper and sulphur
together in closed crucibles.
Spanish flag (Zodl.),t\ie

—

&

[R.}
Span'iel,

ous.

—

;

intelligence.
As a spaniel she will on

A cringing,

2.

—

&

and

Chaucer.
him leap.
fawning person.
Shak.
Shak.
Span'iel (splu'ySl), a. Cringing fawning.
Span'iel, v. i. To fawn to cringe to be obsequi-

—

Sussex Spaniel.

roof

;

sparpiece.

Span'worm'
chair

;

go

;

sing,

IqU

;

(-wflrm'), n.

then, thin

;

bON

;

(Zodl.)

zh = z

The

larva of any

in azure.

N

geometrid moth, as the cankerworm
measuring worm.

a geometer

;

a

;

Spar (spar), M. [AS.
sp3sr in spmrstan chalkstone ; akin to MHG.
spar, G. sparkalk plas(Min.)

ter.]

for a nonmetallic Horned Spanworm (Nematocmnpa
filatneyitana) of the Strawberry,
mineral, usually cleavPlum, etc. a Larva, nat. size &
able and somewhat lusImago.
trous ; as, calc spar, or
calcite, fiuor spar, etc. It was especially used in the case
of the gangue minerals of a metalliferous vein.
;

See under Buje, Cube,

Blue spar, Cnbe spar, etc.

etc.

[OE. sparre ; akin to ^. spar, G. sparren,
n.
sparro, Dan.
Sw. sparre, Icel. sparri; of un-

Spar,

&

Cf. Spar, v.

Vl71-

certain origin.

t.'j

1.

(Naut.)

A

general term for any round piece of tmiber used as a
mast, yard, boom, or gaff.
2. (Arch.) Formerly, a piece of timber, in a general
sense ;
still applied locally to rafters.
Chaucer.
3. The bar of a gate or door.
\_Obs.']
Spar buoy (Jfaut.), a buoy anchored by one end so that
the other end rises above the surface of the water.
Spar
deck (Naui.), the upper deck of a vessel especially, in a
frigate, the deck which is continued in a straight line
from the quarter-deck to the forecastle, and on which
spare spars are usually placed. See under Deck.
Spar
torpedo (Naut.), a torpedo carried on the end of a spar
usually projecting from the bow of a vessel, and intended
to explode upon contact with an enemy's ships.
Spar, V. t. [OE. sparren, AS. sparrian ; akin to G.
sperren, Icel. sperra ; fTora the noun. V171. See Spab
a beam, bar.] 1. To bolt ; to bar. [Obs.J
Chaucer.
2. To supply or equip with spars, as a vessel.
U^^ A vessel equipped with spars that are too large
or too small is said to be oversparred or undersparred.
Spar, V. i. limp.
p. p. Sparred (spard) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Sparring.] [Of uncertain origin ; cf. OF. esparer
to kick, P. eparer, or Icel. sperra to stretch out the
legs, to struggle.]
1. To strike with the feet or spurs,
as cocks do.
2. To use the fists and arms scientifically in attack or
defense ; to contend or combat with the fists, as for exercise or amusement ; to box.
Made believe to spar at Paul with great science. Dickens.
3. To contest in words ; to wrangle. [Colloq.'\
Spar, n. 1. A contest at sparring or boxing.
2. A movement of offense or defense in boxing.

—

S

&

—

;

To

scatter

to rout. [OJs.]
The king's host was sparbled and chased.
Fabyan.
(spSr),
v.
t.
[imp.
Spared
(-spSrd)
Spare
p. p.
vb. n. Spaeino.]
[AS. spartan, fr. spser spare,
p. pr.
sparing, saving
akin to D.
G. sparen, OHG. sparOn, Icel.
Sw. spara, Dan. spare.
See Spare, a.]
1. To use frugally or stintingly, as that which is scarce
or valuable ; to retain or keep unused ; to save. " No
cost would he spare.'"
Chaucer.
[Thou] thy Father's dreadful thunder didst not spare. Milton.
He that hath knowledge, sparetk his words. Prov. xvii. 27.
2. To keep to one's self ; to forbear to impart or give.
Be pleased your politics to spare.
Dryden.
Spare my sight the pain
Of seeing what a world of tears it costs you. Dryden.
3. To preserve from danger or punishment ; to forbear
to punish, injure, or harm ; to show mercy to.
Spare us, good Lord. Book of Common Prayer.
;

to disperse

;

&
&

&

;

&

'

Dim
That time

sadness did not spare

celestial visages.

Milton.
Waller.

Man alone can whom he conquers spare.
save or gain, as by frugality to reserve, as from
aome occupation, use, or duty.
All the time he could spare from the necessary cares of his
weighty charge, he bestowed on
serving of God.
Knolles.
5. To deprive one's self of, as by being frugal ; to do
without ; to dispense with ; to give up ; to part with.
Where angry Jove did never spare
One breath of kind and temperate air. Roscommon.
I could have better spared a better man.
Skak.
To

;

.

.

.

To spare one's self, (a) To act with reserve. [Obs.]
Her thought that a lady should her spare.
Chaucer,
ib) To save one's self labor, punishment, or blame.
Spare (spSr), v. i. 1. To be frugal not to be profuse
to live frugally to be parsimonious.
I, who at some times spend, at others spare.
Divided between carelessness and care.
Pope.
;

;

To

refrain from Inflicting harm to use mercy or
forbearance.
He will not spare in the day of vengeance. Prov. vi. 34.
to stop to refrain.
3. To desist
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Spare, a. [Compar. Sparer (-er) superl. Sparest ;
^not used in all the senses of the word.] [AS. spmr
sparing.
Cf. Spare, v. <.]
1. Scanty
not abundant or
plentiful ; as, a spare diet.
2. Sparing; frugal; parsimonious; chary.
He was spare, but discreet of speech.
Carew.
3. Being over and above what is necessary, or what
must be used or reserved ; not wanted, or not used ; superfluous ; as, I have no spare time.
If that no spare clothes he had to give.
Spenser.
4. Held in reserve, to be used in an emergency ; as, a
spare anchor ; a spare bed or room.
2.

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate, c3.re,

Bacon.

[06s.]

Poured out their plenty without spite or spare. Speyiser.
3. An opening in a petticoat or gown ; a placket. [06s.]
4. That which has not been used or expended.
5. (Tenpins) The right of bowling again at a full set
of pins, after having knocked all the pins down in less
than three bowls. If all the pins are knocked down in
one bowl it is a double spare ; in two bowls, a single spare.
Spare'fUl (-ful), a. Sparing ; chary. [06s.] Fair/ax.
Spare'ful-ne'ss, K. [06s.] Sir p. Sidney.
Spare'ly, adv. In a spare manner sparingly.
Spare'less, a. Unsparing.
Sylvester.

—

;

Spare'ness,

n.

[Cf.

Spar'er

leanness.
spares.

One who

(spSr'er), n.

The

AS. spxmis frugality.]

quality or state of being lean or thin

;

to strew

Spar'a-ble (spSr'a-b'l), n. [Corrupted from sparrow
A kind of small nail used by shoemakers.
Spar'a-da (sp5r'a-da), n. (Zool.) A small California
Burf fish (Mieromelrus uggregatus)
called also shiner.
Spar'a-drap (-drSp), n. [F. sparadrap ; cf. It. sparadrappo, NL. sparadrapa.'] 1. A cerecloth. [06s.]
2. (Med. ) Any adhesive plaster.
Spar'age (-aj
48), Spar'a-gus (-4-gus), Spar'agrass' (-gras'), n. Obs. or corrupt forms of Aspahagds.
Spar'ble (spar'b'l), v. t. [OF. esparpiller to scatter,
F. iparpiller.]

Parsimony; frugal use.

—

&

;

2.

&m, arm, ask,

;

Spar'ge-fac'tion (spar'je-fSk'shun), n. [L. spargere
-\- facere, factum, to make.]
The act of sprin-

kling.
[06s.]
Swift.
^
Spar'ger (sp'ar'jer), n. [Cf. F. asperger to sprinkle,
L. aspergere, spargere.]
vessel with a perforated
cover, for sprinkling with a liquid ; a sprinkler.
Spar'hawk' (-hak'), n. [OE. sperhauke.] (Zool.)
The sparrow hawk. [Prov. Eng.']
Spar'-hung' (-hiing'), a. Hung with spar, as a cave.
Spar'lng (spSr'ing), a. Spare ; saving ; frugal ; merciful. 5aco«.
Spar'ing-ly, adv.
Spar'ing-ness, n.
Spark (spark), n. [OE. sparke, AS. spearca , akin to
D. spark, sperk ; cf. Icel. spraka to crackle, Lith. sprag'eti, Gr. o-0<ipayos a bursting with a noise, Skr. sphUrJ
to crackle, to thunder.
Cf. Speak.] 1. A small particle
of fire or ignited substance which is emitted by a body in
combustion.
Man is born unto trouble, as the sparks fly upward. Job v. 7.
2. A small, shining body, or transient light ; a sparkle.
3. That which, like a spark, may be kindled into a
flame, or into action ; a feeble germ ; an elementary principle.
"If any sparA; of life be yet remaining." Shak.
" Small intellectual spark." Macaulay. " Vital spark

A

—

—

of heavenly flame. '
Pope.
We have here and there a little clear light, some sparks of
bright knowledge.
Locke.
Bright gem instinct with music, vocal spark. Wordsworth.
Spark arrester, a contrivance to prevent the escape of
sparks while it allows the passage of gas,
chiefly used
in the smokestack of a wood-burmng locomotive. Called
also spark consumer. [ U. S.]
'

—

Spark, n. [Icel. sparkr lively, sprightly.]
showy, gay man.
The finest sparks and cleanest beaux.
2. A lover ; a gallant
a beau.

1.

A brisk,
Prior.

;

Spark,
Spark,

V,

To sparkle.
To play the

i.

V. i.

A sure

Spenser.
[06s.]
spark, beau, or lover.

was courting,

sign that his master
sparking, within.

or,

as

it is

termed,

W. Irving.

Spark'er (spark'er), n. A spark arrester.
Spark'ful (-ful), a. Lively brisk gay. [ObsS] " Our
Camden.
sparkful youth."
Spark'ish, a. 1. Like a spark airy gay. W. Walsh.
;

;

;

2.

Showy

;

well-dressed

spark

;

L'' Estrange.

[Dim. of

(spar'k'l), n.
a scintillation.

spark."]

1.

A

little

As fire is wont to quicken and go
From a sparkle sprungen amiss.
Till a city brent

The shook was

up

Chaucer.

is.

sufficiently strong to strike out

some sparkles

of his fiery temper.

Prescott.

the sparkle of a diamond.
p. p. Sparkled (-k'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Sparkling (-kling).]
[See Sparkle, n.. Spark
of fire.]
1. To emit sparks ; to throw off ignited or incandescent particles ; to shine as if throwing off sparks ;
to emit flashes of light ; to scintillate to twinkle ; as,
the blazing wood sparkles; the stars sparkle.
A mantelet upon his shoulder hanging
2. Brilliancy

&

Spar'kle,

v.

;

i.

luster

[imp.

;

as,

&

;

Chaucer.

Bretf ul of rubies red, as fire sparkling.

2.

To

scatter on or over.

Spar'kler

(-kler), n.

Purchas.
scatters; esp., one who

[06s.]

One who

money an improvident person. [06s.]
Spar'kler, n. One who, or that which, sparkles.
Spar'kler, n. (Zool.) A tiger beetle.
Spark'let (spark'lSt), n. A small spark. [06s.]
Spark'li-ness f-ll-nes), n. Vivacity. [06s.] Aubrey.
Spar'kling (-klTng), a. Emitting sparks glittering
flashing brilliant lively as, sparkling wine sparkling
eyes.
SparOiilng-ness, n.
Spar'kUng-ly, adv.
Brilliant shining. See Shining.
Syn,
Spar'llng (spar'lTng), n. [Akin to G. spierling, spiering, D. spiering : cf. F. eperktn.]
(Zo'ol.) (a) The European smelt (Osmerus eperlanus). (b) A young salmon.
[Scot. & Prov. Eng.]
(c) A tern.
;

;

;

;

—

final,

i)Il

+

;

—

;

;

;

eve,

event,

;

which includes the
scup, sheepshead,
and sea bream.
One of the
Sparidse.

— n.

Spar'plece'
(spar'pes')i n.
(Arch.) The col-

beam of a roof
the spanpiece.
lar

Sparoid (Pomadasys, or Anisotremus,

;

Virginicus).

Gwili.

Spar'poil (spar'poil), V. t. [See Sparble.]
ter to spread abroad to disperse. [06s.]
Spar'row (spSr'ro), n. [OE. sparwe, AS.
akin to OHG. sparo, 6. sterling, Icel. sp'orr,
Dan. spurv, spurre, Sw. sparf, Goth, sparwa ;
originally, probably, the quiverer
See
flutterer, and akin to E. spurn.
SpnRN, and cf. Spavin.] 1. (Zo'ol.)
;

;

—

of many species of small
singing birds of the family J^rragillidx, having conical bills, and
feeding chiefly on seeds,
sparrows are called also
and buntings.
finches,
The common sparrow, or
house sparrow, of Europe
(Passer domesticus) is
English SparroTV (Passer
noted for its familiarity,
domesticus). (X)
its voracity,
its attachment to its young, and its fecundity. See House spat'
row, under House.

One

known

111^°' The following American species are well
the chipping sparrow, or chippy, the sage
sparrow, thesavannasparrow,tae song sparrow, the t?-ee sparrow, and the white-throaiSee
ed sparrow (see Peabody bird).
these terms under Sage, Savanna, etc.
2. (.Z'ooL) Any one of several small
singing birds somewhat resembling
the true sparrows in form or habits,
as the European hedge sparrow.
See under Hedges.

He that doth the ravens feed.
Tea, providently caters for the sparrow.

Be comfort

to

my age

Shak.

I

Fox sparrow,

Field sparrow,

etc.

—

See under Field, Fox, etc.
Sparrow bill, a small nail ; a castiron shoe nail a sparable.— Spar- European Sparrow Hawk
row hawk. (Zool.) (a) A small
iAccipiter nisus).
;

European hawk (Acciiiiter nisus)
or any of the allied species. (6) A small American falcon
(Falco sparverius). (c) The Australian collared
sparrow hawk (Accipiter torqiiaius). The name
is applied to other small hawks, as the European kestreland the New Zealand quail
hawk. — Sparrow owl (Zo'ol.), a small
owl (Glaucidiumpasserinum) found
both in the Old world and the New.
The name is also applied to other spe(Zo'ol.),

—

Sparrow spear
the female of the reed
[Prov. Eng.)

cies of small owls.

bunting.

Spar'row-grasB' (-gras'), n.
from asparagus.]

[Corrupted
Asparagus.

See the

[Colloq.]

Note under Asparagus.
Spar'roW-WOrt' (-wQrf), n. American Spairow Hawk
(Bot.) An evergreen shrub of
(Falco sparverius).
the genus Erica (E. passerina).
Spar'ry (spar'ry), a. [From Spar.] Resembling spar,
or consisting of spar abounding with spar
having a
;

;

confused crystalline structure spathose.
Sparry iron (Uin.), siderite. See Siderite (a). —Sparry
limestone (Min.), a coarsely crystalline marble.
Sparse (spars), a. [Compar. Sparser (-er) superl.
Sparsest.] [L. sparsus, p. p. of spargere to strew, scatter.
Cf. Asperse, Disperse.]
1. Thinly scattered ; set
or planted here and there not being dense or close together as, a sparse population.
Carlyle.
2. (Bot.) Placed irregularly and distantly
scattered ;
applied to branches, leaves, peduncles, and the like.
Sparse, v. t.
[L. sparsus, p. p. of spargere to scatter.]
To scatter to disperse. [06s.]
Spenser.
;

;

;

—

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

;

Spars'ed-ly (spars'6d-ly), adv. Sparsely. [06s.]
Sparse'ly, adv. In a scattered or sparse manner,
Sparse'ness, m. The quality or state of being sparse

;

scatters

—

[L. sparus the gilthead
277), a.
-aid: cf. F. spardide.] (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to the
Sparidse, a family of
spinous-finned flsbes

Spa'roid (spa'roid

;

2. To manifest itself by, or as if by, emitting sparks ;
to glisten ; to flash.
I see bright honor sparkle through your eyes. Milton.
3. To emit little bubbles, as certain kinds of liquors
effervesce
to
; as, sparkling wine.
Syn. To shine glisten ; scintillate ; radiate ; coruscate; glitter; twinkle.
Spar'kle, v. t. To emit in the form or likeness of
" Did sparHe forth great light.
Spenser.
sparks.
Spar'kle, •V. i. [Cf. Sparble.] 1. To disperse. [06s.]
The Landgrave hath sparkled his army without any further
State Papers.
enterprise.

—

[AS. spear-lira.] The calf
Wyclif (Deut. xxviii. 35).

(spar'llr'), n.

[06s.]

of the leg.

;

fine.

;

Spar'kle

Sparlyre'

;

—

bill. 2

4.

;

Spare'rib' (-rib'), n. [Spare, a. -f rib.'] A piece of
pork, consisting of ribs with little flesh on them.
Sparge (sparj), v. t. [L. spargere ; cf. F. asperger.']
To sprinkle to moisten by sprinkling ; as, to sparge paper.

;

R

5. Lean ; wanting flesh ; meager thin gaunt.
O, give me the spare men, and spare me the great ones. Shak.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.J
Grose.
6. Slow.
Spare (spSr), n. 1. The act of sparing ; moderation
restraint.
[06«.]
Killing for sacrifice, without any spare.
Holland.

An old

name

OHG.

SPARTH
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SPAR

sparseness of population.
Spar'sim (spar'sim), adv. [L., fr. spargere to scatSparsely scatteredly ; here and there.
Spar'tan (spar'tan), a. [L. Spartanus.] Of or pertaining to Sparta, especially to ancient Sparta hence,
hardy undaunted as, Spartan souls Spartan bravery.
n.
A native or inhabitant of Sparta ; figuratively, a
person of great courage and fortitude.
Spar'te-lne (-te-Tn or -en), re. (Chem.) A narcotic alka^
loid extracted from the tops of the common broom (Cytisus scoparius, formerly Spariium scoparium), as a colorless oily liquid of aniline-like odor and very bitter taste.
Spar'ter-ie (-ter-e), n. [F., from Sp. esparto esparto,
L. sparlum, Gr. o-Trapxos.] Articles made of the blades
or fiber of the Lygeum Sparlum and Stipa (or Macro
chloa) tenacissima, kinds of grass used in Spain and
other countries for making ropes, mats, baskets, nets,
and mattresses.
Loudon.
Sparth (sparth), n. [Cf. Icel. sparSa.] An AngloSaxon battle-ax, or halberd. [06s.]
He hath a sparth of twenty pound of weight. Chaucer.
as,

II

ter.]

;

;

—

idea,

;

;

ill

;

old,

;

obey, drb, fidd
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SPEARFISH

Spa'tlal-ly (spa'shal-ly), adv. As regards space.
Spa'ti-ate (spa'shi-at), v. i. [L. spatiatus, p. p. of
spatiari, fr. spatium.
See Space.] To rove ; to ram-

express thoughts by words as, the organs may be SO
obstructed that a man may not be able to speak.
Chaucer,
Till at the last she spake in this manner.
Speak, Lord for thy servant heareth. 1 Sam. iii. 9.
say
talk
converse.
to
to
to
opinions
;
2. To express
;
;
That fluid substance in a few minutes begins to set, as the
Boyle.
tradesmen speak.
An honest man, sir, is able to speak for himself, when a knave

SPARVE
Sparve

(spSrv),

The hedge sparrow.

{Zool.)

n.

[Prov. Mng.']
Sparing; parsimonious.
[06s.]
Spasm (spSz'm), n. [F. spasme, L. spasmus, Gr.
{TTraa/AOS, from (nrdetv, (nrav, to draw, to cause convul1. (_3fed.) An involuntai-y and
sion.
Cf. Span, v. /.]
unnatural contraction of one or more muscles or mus-

Spar'y

(spfir'J^), o.

ble.

;

&

Spat'ter (spSt'ter), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Spattered
(-terd) p. pr.
vb. n. Spattering.] [From thereof of
spit saliva.]
1. To sprmkle with a liquid or with any
wet substance, as water, mud, or the like ; to make wet
or foul spots upon by sprinkling ; as, to spatter a coat
to spatter the floor to spatter boots with mud.
Upon any occasion he is to be spattered over with the blood
of his people.
Burke.

&

;

cular fibers.
|I^°° Spasms are usually either clonic or tonic. In clonspasms, the muscles or muscular fibers tjontract and
In ionic
relax alternately in very quick succession.
spasms, the contraction is steady and uniform, and contmues for a comparatively long time, as in tetanus.
2. A sudden, violent, and temporary effort or emotion as, a spasm of repentance.
Spasm of the
Cynic spaam. (Med.) See under Cynic.
ic

;

Bacon.

[_Obs.']

;

2. To distribute by sprinkling to sprinkle around as,
to spatter blood.
Pope.
To injure by aspersion to defame ; to soil
3. Fig.
also, to throw out in a defamatory manner.
Spat'ter, v. i. To throw something out of the mouth
in a scattering manner
to sputter.
That mind must needs be irrecoverably depraved, which,
tasting but once of one just deed, spatters at it, and abhors
;

;

:

—

See Angina pecioi'is, under Anoina.
Spas-mat'lo-al (spSz-mat'i-kal), a. Spasmodic. {_Obs.~\
Spas-mod'lc (-mSd'Tk), a. [Gr. <nraa-fiu>Srii ; a-jrao-jaos
etSoj likeness : cf. F. spasmodique.']
a convulsion
consisting in
1. (Med. ) Of or pertaining to spasm
spasm ; occurring in, or characterized by, spasms ; as, a
spasmodic asthma.
2. Soon relaxed or exhausted ; convulsive ; intermittent ; as, spasmodic zeal or industry.
Spasmodic croup (Med.), an affection of childhood characterized by a stoppage of breathing developed suddenly
and without fever, and produced by spasmodic contraction of the vocal cords. It is sometimes fatal. Called
Spasmodic
also laryngismus stridulus, and childcrowing.
stricture, a stricture caused by muscular spasm without
structural change. See Organic stricture, under Oroanio.
SpaB-mod'ic, n. (Med. ) A medicine for spasm.
Spas-mod'lc-al (-I-kal), a. Same as Spasmodic, a.
Spas-mod'lc-al-ly (-i-kai-iy), adv.
Spas'tlc (spSs'tik), a. [L. spasticus, Gr. o-iraoriicds,
ir. anavto diiav!: ct.'B.spastique.
See Spasm.] (3Ied.)
Of or pertaining to spasm ; spasmodic especially, percheat.

;

;

+

.

.

.

the relish ever after.

Milton.

;

Spat'tet-dashed' (-dSshf ),

;

;

Spat'tle,

;

tetanic.
Spas'tlc-al-ly (-tf-kal-ly), adv. Spasmodically.
Spas-tlc'1-ty (spas-tis'i-ty), n. \.
state of spasm.
2. The tendency to, or capability of suffering, spasm.
Spat (spat), imp. of Spit. iObs. or i?.]
Spat, n. [From the root of spit; hence, literally,
that which is ejected.]
young oyster or other bivalve
moUusk, both before and after it first becomes adherent,
or such young, collectively.
;

A

A

Spat, V. i. & t. To emit spawn to emit, as spawn.
Spat, n. [Cf. Pat.] 1. A light blow with something
\U.S.& Prov. Eng.']
2. Hence, a petty combat, esp. a verbal one a little
;

flat.

;

quarrel, dispute, or dissension.
{U. S.]
Smart.
Spat, V. i. To dispute, [i?.]
vb. n.
Spat, V. t.
limp.
p. p. Spatted ; p. pr.
Spatting.] To slap, as with the open hand ; to clap together, as the hands.
\_Local, U. S.']
Little Isabel leaped up and down, spatting her hands. Judd.
Spa-tan'gOid (spa-tSn'goid), a. (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the Spat-

&

horses characterized by a bony sweUing developed on
the hock as the result of inflammation of the bones ; also,
the swelling itself. The resulting lameness is due to the
inflammation, and not to the bony tumor as popularly
Harbaugh.
supposed.
Bog spavin, a soft swelling produced by distension of the
capsular ligament of the hock
called also blood spavin.
Bone spavin, spavin attended with exostosis ordinary

^

angoidea.
n. One
of the Spatangoidea.

—

Spat'an-gol'-

Spaw

Spawl,

Spatangoid (Bri'tsopsis li/n/era)
a d
Anterior Dorsal Ambulacral Sucker

shell with four or
five petal-like am-

;

spittle

;

(spa'tha),
spathe.

re.

/

Spatile

(-the).

;

—

—

A

mature female fish.
(-er), re.
1. (Zool.)
barbel, for the preservation of their seed, both the
Walton.
milter, cover their spawn with sand.

Whatever produces spawn

of

('.

;

;

;

Spay'ad

(-ad),

Spay'ade

(-Sd),

re.

(Jioiil.)

A

spay.

;

Spath'OUS

(-as), a.
(Bot.) Spathose.
Spatb'U-late (-fi-Ut), a. See Spatulate.
Spa'tlal (spa'shal), a.
Of or pertaining to space.
"Spatial quantity and relations."
L. If. Atwater.

food, fo'bt

;

;

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

;

—

—

—

ticulate

;

;

pronounce

;
utter.
(spek), V. t.
1. To utter with the mouth; to
pronounce ; to utter articulately, as human beings.
They sat down with him upon the ground seven days and
seven nights, and none sj^ake a word unto him.
Job ii. 13.
;

Speak

2. To utter in a word or words; to say; to tell; to
declare orally ; as, to speak the truth ; to speak sense.
3. To declare ; to proclaim ; to publish ; to make
known ; to exhibit ; to express in any way.
It is my father's music
To speak your deeds.
Shak.
Speaking a still good morrow with her eyes. Tennyson.
And for the heaven's wide circuit, let it speak
The Maker's high magniiicence.
Milton.
Report speaks you a bonny monk.
Sir W. Scott.
4. To talk or converse in ; to utter or pronounce, aa
in conversation ; as, to speak Latin.
And French she spake full fair and fetisely. Chaucer,
5. To address ; to accost ; to speak to.
[He will} put thee in hope; he will speafc thee fair. Scclus.xiii.Q.
Each village senior paused to scan
And speak the lovely caravan.
Emerson.
To speak a ship (Naut.), to hail and speak to her cap.
tain or commander.

Speak'a-ble

(-S,-b'l), a.

Capable of being spoken;

i.

Ascham.

to be spoken.
2. Able to speak.

fit

Milton.
speaks. Specifically :
(a) One who utters or pronounces a discourse
usually,
one who utters a speech in public ; as, the man is a
good speaker, or a bad speaker, (b) One who is the
mouthpiece of others ; especially, one who presides over,
or speaks for, a deliberative assembly, preserving order
and regulating the debates ; a chairman as, the Speaker
of the House of Commons, originally, the mouthpiece of
the House to address the king ; the Speaker of a House
of Representatives.
2. A book of selections for declamation.
[U.S.]
The office of speaker ; as, the
Speak'er-Shlp, n.
speakership of the House of Representatives.
Speak'ing, a. 1. Uttering speech used for conveying speech ; as, man is a speaking animal a speaking tube.
2. Seeming to be capable of speech ; hence, lifelike
as, a speaking-Wkeness.
speaking acquaintance, a slight acquaintance with a
person, or one which merely permits the exchange of
salutations and remarks on indifferent subjects.
Speaking trumpet, an instrument somewhat resembling a trumpet, by which the sound of the human voice may be so intensified as to be conveyed to a great distance.
Speaking
tube, a tube for conveying speech, especially from one
room to another at a distance. To be on speaking terms,
to be slightly acquainted.
Speak'ing, n. 1. The act of uttering words.
2. Public declamation ; oratory.
Spear (sper), n. [OE. spere, AS. spere; akin to D.
G. speer, 0&.
OHS. sper, Icel. spjor, pi. , Dan. spssr,
L. spams.]
1.
long, pointed weapon, used in war and
hunting, by thrusting or throwing ; a weapon with a long
shaft and a sharp head or blade ; a lance.
[See Illust.

Speak'er

[P.]

(-er), n.

1.

One who

;

;

;

;

A

—

—

—

&

&
A

Spearhead.]
They shall beat

"

A sharp ground spear."

their swords into plowshares,

Chaucer.
and their speara

into pruning hooks.

Micalt iv.

3.

A spearman.
2. Fig.
Sir W. Scott,
sharp-pointed instrument with barbs, used for
3.
:

A

stabbing fish and other auimals.
4. A shoot, as of grass
a spire.
See Feather, «., 4.
6. The feather of a horse.
6. The rod to which the bucket, or plunger, of a pump
is attached
a pump rod.
Spear foot, the off hind foot of a horse.
Spear grass.
(/Jo^) (a) The common reed. See Reed, n..l. (0) Meadow
grass.
See under Meadow.
Spear hand, the hand in
whicli a liorseinaii holds a spoar the right hand. Crabb.
Spear side, the male line of a family. Lowell.
Sf eta
thistle [Bot.), the common thistle {Cnicus lanceolalus).
Spear, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Speared (sperd) p. pr. &
vb. n. Spearing.]
To pierce with a spear ; to kill with a
spear ; as, to spear a fish.
Spear, v. i. To shoot into a long stem, as some plants.
See Spire.
Mortimer.
^
Spear'er (-er), re. One who uses a spear ; as, a spearer
;

;

—

—

—

;

—

of fish.

Spear'flsh' (sper'fTsh'), n.

;

;

To

discourse to make mention to tell.
Lucan speaks of a part of Csesar's army that came to him from
Addison.
the Leman Lake.
5. To give sound ; to sound.
Shak.
Make all our trumpets speak.
6. To convey sentiments, ideas, or intelligence as if
by utterance ; as, features that speak of self-will.
Thine eye begins to speak.
Shak,
To speak of, to take account of, to make mention of.
Robynson (More''s Utopia).— To speak ont, to speak loudly
and distinctly ; also, to speak unreservedly.
To speak
well for, to commend ; to be favorable to.
To speak with,
to converse with. " Would you speaA mjjYA me ? " Shak,
Syn.
To say ; tell talk ; converse ; discourse ar4.

;

Speak (spek), V. i. [imp. Spoke (spok) (Spake (spak)
Archaic) p.p. Spoken (spo'k'n) (Spoke, Ohs. or Cotloq.)
[OE. speken, AS. .<:pecan,
p. pr. & vb. re. Speaking.]
sprecnn ; akin to OFries. .ipreka, D. spreken, OS. .•:prekan,
G. sprechen, OHG. sprehhan, and perhaps to Skr. sphiirj
to crackle, to thunder. Cf. Spark of fire. Speech.] 1. To
utter words or articulate sounds, as human beings to

;

;

Clarendon.

his majesty.

of

any kind.
[imp. & p. p. Spayed (spad) p.
t.
Spay (spa),
pr. & vb. re. Spaying.] [Cf. Armor, spac'hein, spaza,
to geld, W. dyspuddu to geld, L. spado a eunuch, Gr.
To remove or extirpate the ovaries of, as a
<riTa£a>v.]
sow or a bitch to castrate (a female animal).
Spay, re. [Cf. Spade a spay. Spay, v. t.] (Zool.) The
male of the red deer in liis third year a spade.
2.

Spath'1-form (-T-fSrm), a. [F. spathi/orme.} Resembling spar in form. " The ocherous, spathiform, and
mineralized forms of uranite."
Lavoisier (Trans.).
Spath'ose' (-os'J, a. (Min.) See Spathic.
Spath'ose/, a. [See Spathe.] (Bot.) Having a spathe
resembling a spathe spathaceous spathal.

pity

;

Spawn'er
The

&

;

Swift.

spawner and the

plants.

Hm

it

;

(Notropis Hndsonius) allied to the dace.

(spathd), a. (Bot.) Having a spathe or calyx
like a sheath.
Spath'lc (spSth'Ik), a. [Cf. F. spathique, fr. F.
G.
spath spar.] Like spar ; foliated or lamellar ; spathose.
Spathic Iron (Min.), siderite. See Sideeite (a).

flp,

slaver

During the century and a half which followed the Conquest,
Macaulay.
is, to speak strictly, no English history.
to ad3. To utter a speech, discourse, or harangue
dress a public assembly formally.
Many of the nobility made themselves popular by speaking in
Parliament against those things which were most grateful to
there

;

Spatbed

full,

and

Shak.

not.

is

4. (Bot.) The white fibrous matter forming the matrix
from which fungi are produced the mycelium of fungi.
Spawn eater (Zool.), a small American cyprinoid fish

See the Note under Bract, and

r^de,

;

ground stems.

also

unite,

;

.

to the several-leaved invo^W The nameand othergiven
similar

Ose,

(spald) p.
To scatter

—

[L.]

A

;

Spawled

AS. spatlian.]

&

:

is

& p. p.

[Cf.

to spit, as saliva.

re.
That which is spawled, or spit out.
(span), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Spawned (spand)
pr.
[OE. spanen, OF. espanvb.'n.
SpAWNfflO.]
p.
dre, properly, to shed, spread, L. expandere to spread
out.
See Expand.] 1. To produce or deposit (eggs), as
fishes or frogs do.
2. To bring forth to generate
used in contempt.
Fuller.
One edition [of books] spaioneth another.
Spawn, V. i. 1. To deposit eggs, as fish or frogs do.
2. To issue, as offspring ;
used contemptuously.
Spawn, re. [V170. See Spawn, v. t.] 1. The ova,
or eggs, of fishes, oysters, and other aquatic animals.
2 Any product or offspring
used contemptuously.
3. (Hort.) The buds or branches produced from under-

(spa-tha'shiis), a.
(Bot.) Having a
;
;
spathal.
Spa'thal (spa'thal), a.
(Bot.) Furnished with a
spathe ; as, spathal flowers.
Howitt.
Spathe (spath), n. [L. spatha, Gr. o-n-aflr) cf. F.
spathe. See Spade for digging.]
(Bot.)
special involucre formed of one leaf and inclosing a spadix, as in

iris

;

In vain, against the people's favorite.

resembling a spathe

lucre of the

[imp.

t.

Spawn

Spa-tha'ceous

aroid plants and palms.
niust. of Spadix.

&

i.

Spawlino.]

Spawl'ing,

Tennyson.
pi.

V.
re.

from the mouth

Why must he sputter, spawl,

II

Stared at the spate.

& vb.

pr.

Tubes 6 Oral ditto c Anal ditto ;
bulacra above. The
mouth is edentu- /Dorsal Fascicle.
lous and situated anteriorly, on the under side.
Spa-tan'gUS (spa-tSn'giis), n. [NL., fr. L. spaiangius a kind of sea urchin, Gr. o-n-aTa-yyijs.] (Zool.) A
genus of heart-shaped sea urchins belonging to the Spatangoidea.
Spatch'cock' (spSch'kSk'), n. See Spitchcock.
(spat), n.
[Of Celtic origin ; cf. Ir. speid."] A
_ Spate
river flood ; an overflow or inundation.
Burns.
Gareth in a showerful spring

Spa'tha

A

ejected spittle.

liiit

less heart-shaped

spathe

;

Affected with spavin.
(-ind), a.
(spa), n.
See Spa.
splinter or fragment, as of wood
Spawl (spal), re.
or stone. See Spall.
Spawl, re. [Cf. AS. spatl, fr. spsetan to spit ; probably akin to spiwan, E. spew. Cf. Spew.] Scattered or

(Zool.) An
--Tft
order of irregular ^''tfyi'l
sea urchins, usually
having a more or

A

—

Spavined

-oiD.]

II

;

spavin.

de-a (spaVSn-goi'[NL.
See Spatangus, and

de-a), n. pi.

{Bot.)

A spatula.

tion of captured insects.
Spat'U-la (spSt'u-la 135), n. [L. spatula, spathula,
dim? of spatha a spatula : cf. F. spatule. See Spade
for digging.] An implement shaped like a knife, flat,
thin, and somewhat flexible, used for spreading paints,
fine plasters, drugs in compounding prescriptions, etc.
Cf. Palette knife, under Palette.
[NL. spaiulatus.]
Spat'U-late (-lat), a.
(Nat. Sist.) Shaped like a spatula, or like a
battledoor, being roundish, with a long, narrow, linear base. [Also written spathulate."]
Spauld (spald), re. [See Spall the shoulder.] The shoulder.
[Scot.]
Spav'in (spSv'in), n. [OE. spaveyne, OF.
esparvain, F. eparvin ; akin to OF. espervier
a sparrow hawk, F. epervier, fr. OHG. sparwari (G. sperber), fr. OHG. spa7-o sparrow,
because this disease makes the horse raise
the infirm leg in the manner of a sparrow
hawk or sparrow. See Sparrow.] (Far.) A disease of

;

II

1.

re.

2. (Pottery) A tool or implement for mottling a
molded article with coloring matter.
Knight.
[Prov. E.
Spat'tUng-pop'py (-tllng-pSp'p^), re.
(Bot.) A kind of catchfly
spattle to spit -^ ii. poppy.]
(Silene inflata) which is sometimes frothy from the ac-

—

&

Thackeray.

Spat'ter-dash'es (-dash'ez), re. pi. [Spatter {- dash.']
Coverings for the legs, to protect them from water and
mud long gaiters.
Spat'ter-dock' (-dok'), n. (Bot.) The common yellow
water lily (Nuphar adveiia).
Spat'tle (spSt't'l), n. Spawl spittle. [06i.] Bale.

—

taining to tonic spasm

Wearing spatterdashes.

a.

\_Colloq.']

;

sinR, ink

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

(Zool.) (a)

zh = z

A

large

in azure.

and

N
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powerful fish {Teirapiurus albidus) related to the swordIt is found on
fish, but having scales and ventral fins.
the American coast and in the Mediterranean, (fi) The
carp sucker.

Spe'Clal-lst (spSsh'al-ist), n. One who devotes himself to some specialty ; as, a medical specialist, one who
devotes himself to diseases of particular parts of the
body, as the eye, the ear, the nerves, etc.
Spe'cl-al'i-ty (spesh'i-ai'i-tj), n. ; pi. Specialities
(-tiz).
[See Special, and cf. Specialty.] X.
particular or peculiar case ; a particularity.
Sir M. Hale.
2. (Law) See Specialty, 3.
3. The special or pecuUar mark or characteristic of a
person or thing; that for which a person is specially
distinguished ; an object of special attention ; a special
occupation or object of attention ; a specialty.
On these two general heads all other specialities are depend-

SPECIOUS

A

Spearfish ( Tetrapturus albidus).

Spear'bead' (sper'h6d'),n. The pointed head, or end,
of a spear.

ent.
Hooka-.
Strive, while improving your one talent, to enrich your whole
capital as a man. It is in this way that you escape from the
wretched narrow-mindedness which is the characteristic of
every one who cultivates his specialUi/ alone.
Ld. Lytton.

Spear 'man (-man),
Speabmen (-men).
One who is armed with
n.; pi.

Acts xxiii. 23.
a spear.
Spear'mlnt' (-mint'),
n. [So named from its
spiry, not capitate, inflorescence. Dr. Prior. '\
species of mint
(Sot. )
(Mentha viridis) growIt
ing in moist soil.
yields an aromatic oil.

We
mark —

A

4.

Ancient Spearheads.

See Mint, and Mentha.

Spear'wood'

(-w56d'), n.

(Acacia Doratoxylon), and

An Australian

(Bot.)

tree

tough wood, used by the

its

Datives for spears.
Spear'wort' (-wQrf), n. [AS. sperewyrt.'] (Boi.)
name given to several species of crowfoot (Ranunculus)
which have spear-shaped leaves.
Spear'y (-y ), a. Having the form of a spear.
Chaucer,
Spece (spes), n. Species ; kind. \_Obs.'\
Specht (spSkt), n. [See Speioht.] (Zool.) A woodSherwood.
pecker. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
Spe'olal (spSsh'al), a. [L. specialis, fr. species a parSee Speticular sort, kind, or quality
cf. F. special.
cies, and cf. Especial.]
1. Of or pertaiuing to a species ; constituting a species or sort.

A

:

A special idea is called by the schools a " species."

s

I.

Watts.

2. Particular ; peculiar ; different from others ; extraordinary ; uncommon.
Our Savior is represented everywhere in Scripture as the
Atiei'bury.
special patron of the poor and the afflicted.
To this special evil an improvement of style would apply a
De Qumcey.
special redress.
3. Appropriate ; designed for a particular purpose,
occasion, or person ; as, a special act of Parliament or
of Congress a special sermon.
4. Limited in range ; confined to a definite field of
action, investigation, or discussion ; as, a special dictionary of commercial terms ; a special branch of study.
5. Chief in excellence.
[OJs.]
The Tcinff hath dravrn
Shak.
The special head of all the land together.
Special administration (Zau)), an administration limited
to certain specified effects or acts, or one granted during
a particular time or the existence of a special cause, as
during a controversy respecting the probate of a will, or
Special agency, an
the right of administration, etc.
Special
agency confined to some particular matter.
bail. Ball above, or Bail to the action (Law), sureties
who undertake that, if the defendant is convicted, he
shall satisfy the plaintiff, or surrender himself into cusWharton (Law Diet.).
S-pecial conata.tody. Tomlins.
Special damage
ble.
See under Constable. Bouvier.
(Law), a damage resultmg from the act complained of,
as a natural, but not the necessary, consequence of it.
Special demurrer (Law), a demurrer for some defect of
form in the opposite party pleading, in which the cause
;

—

—

—
—

—

—

Special deposit, a
of demurrer is particularly 3tated.
deposit made of a specific thing to be kept distinct from
Special homology. (Biol.) See under Homolothers.
Special ii^xmction (Law), an injunction granted
ogy.
on special grounds, arising out of the circumstances of
Special issue (Law), an issue prothe case. Daniell.
Special jury (Law),
duced upon a special plea. Stephen.
a jury consisting of persons of some particular calling,
station, or qualification, wliich is called upon motion of
either party when the cause is supposed to require it
Special orders (Mil.), orders which do
a struck jury.
not concern, and are not published to, the whole command, such as those relating to the movement of a particular corps, a detail of officers, a temporary camp, etc.
Special partner, a limited partner ; a partner vnfh a
unknown at comlimited or restricted responsibility ;
mon law. Special partnership, a limited or particular
a term sometimes applied to a partnerpartnership
ship in a particular business, operation, or adventure.
Special plea In bar (Law), a plea setting forth particular
and new matter, distingiiished from the general issue.
Bouvier.
Special pleader (Law), originally, a counsel
who devoted himself to drawing special counts and pleas
in a wider sense, a lawyer who draws pleadings.
Special
pleading (Law), the allegation of special or new matter, as
distinguished from a direct denial of matter previously
alleged on tlie other side. Bouvier. The popular denomination of the whole science of pleading. Stephen. The
phrase is sometimes popularly applied to the specious,
but unsound, argumentation of one whose aim is victory,
and not truth. Burrill.
Special property (Lau'), a qualified or limited ownership during possession, as in wild
animals, things found or bailed.
Special eeasion, an extraordinary session a session at an unusual time or for
an unusual purpose as, a special session of Congress or
of a legislature.
Special statute, or Special law, an act of
the legislature which has reference to a particular person, place, or interest
in distinction from a general
law.
Special verdict (Law), a special finding of the facts
of the case, leaving to the court the application of the
law to them. Wharton (Law Diet.).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

Syn. — Peculiar

particular

;

;
appropriate ; specific ; distinctive
exceptional ; singular. See Peculiar.

;

Hammond.
Spe'clal, n. 1. A particular. lObs.J
2. One appointed for a special service or occasion.
In special, specially ; in particular.
Chaucer.
Spe'clal-ism (-Tz'm), n. Devotion to a particular and
restricted part or branch of knowledge, art, or science
as, medical specialism.
ale,

—

say, instead, the inconsequent creature man,
8 his speciality.
Mrs. Browning.
remote from the impulses of passion,
. .
.
specialities
I may use that strong reof prejudice.
Dickens.

'11

For that

Think of this, sir,
and apart from the

senate, c&re,

&m, anui ask,

An

—M

attribute or quality peculiar to a species.

Spe'cial-i-za'tion (spesh'al-I-za'shtin), n.
1. The
act of specializing, or the state of being specialized.
(Biol.)
2.
The setting apart of a particular organ for
the performance of a particular function.
Darwin.
Spe'cial-ize (-iz), v. t. 1. To mention specially ; to
particularize.
2. To apply to some specialty or limited object; to
assign to a specific use ; as, specialized knowledge.
3. (Biol.) To supply with an organ or organs having a
specisd function or functions.
Spe'cial-ly, adv. l. In a special manner; particuChaucer.
larly ; especially.
2. For a particular purpose ; as, a meeting of the legislature is specially summoned.
Spe'cial-ty (-ty), n. ; pi. Specialties (-tlz). [F. specialite.
Cf. Speciality.] 1. Particularity.
Specialty of rule hath been neglected.

A

Sheik.

[Ohs.']
2.
particular or peculiar case.
3. (Law)
contract or obligation imcler seal ; a contract by deed; a writing, under seal, given as security
for a debt particularly specified.
Chilly. Pouvier. Wharton (Law Did.).
Shak.
Let specialties be therefore drawn between us.
4. That for which a person is distinguished, in which
he is specially versed, or which he makes an object of
special attention ; a speciality.
Men of boundless knowledge, like Humboldt, must have had
once their specialty, their pet subject.
C. Kingsley.
Spe'd-e (spe'shT-e), abl. of L. species sort, kind.
Used in the phrase in specie, that is, in sort, in kind, in

A

II

(its

own) form.

&

^S^

Bacon.

doth."

A

2. (Logic)
group of individuals agreeing in common
a conattributes, and designated by a common name
ception subordinated to another conception, called a
genus, or generic conception, from which it differs in
containing or comprehending more attributes, and extending to fewer individuals. Thus, man is a species,
under animal as a genus ; and man, in its turn, may be
regarded as a genus with respect to Eueopean, Amf rt CAN, or the Uke, as species.
3. In science, a more or less permanent group of existing things or beings, associated according to attributes,
or properties determined by scientific observation.
In mineralogy and chemistry, objects which possess the same definite cliemical structure, and are fundamentally the same in crystallization and physical characters, are classed as belonging to a species. In zoology
and botany, a species is an ideal group of individuals
which are believed to have descended from common ancestors, which agree in essential characteristics, and are
capable of indefinitely continued fertile reproduction
sjiecies, as thus defined, differs
through the sexes.
from a -variety or subspecies only in the greater stability
of its characters and in the absence of individuals intermediate between the related groups.
4.
sort ; a kind ; a variety ; as, a species of low cunning ; a species of generosity ; a species of cloth.
5. Coin, or coined silver, gold, or other metal, used as
a circulating medium ; specie. [OJi.]
There was, in the splendor of the Roman empire, a less quantity of current species in Europe than there is now. Arbuthnot.
Bacon.
[Obs."]
public spectacle or exhibition.
6.
component part of a compound
7. (Pharmacy) (a)
mixture
or
officinal
medicine a simple, (b) (Med. ) An
compound powder of any kind; esp., one used for makQuincy.
ing an aromatic tea or tisane a tea mixture.
;

.

d^^

A

A

A

;

;

final,

^

;

eve,

The form or shape given to materials;
form figure.
Burrill.
Incipient species (^ooL), a subspecies, or variety, which
is in process of becoming permanent, and thus changing
to a true species, usually by isolation in localities from
which other varieties are excluded.
;

Spec'1-fi'a-ble (spSs'i-fi'a^b'l), a. Admitting specification ; capable of being specified.
Spe-cif'lC (spe-sif'ik), a. [F. specifique, or NL. specificus ; L. species a particular sort or kind -\-facere to
make. Cf. Specify.] 1. Of or pertaining to a species
characterizing or constituting a species ; possessing the
peculiar property or properties of a thing which constitute its species, and distinguish it from other things ; as,
the specific form of an animal or a plant ; the specific
qualities of a drug ; the specific distinction between virtue and vice.
Specific difference is that primary attribute which distinguishes each species from one another.
/. Watts.
2. Specifying ; definite, or making definite ; limited ;
p'recise ; discriminating ; as, a specific statement.
3. (Med.) Exerting a peculiar influence over any part
of the body ; preventing or curing disease by a peculiar
adaptation, and not on general principles ; as, quinine ia
a specific medicine in cases of malaria.
In fact, all medicines will be found specific in the perfection
of the science.

Coleridge.
Specific character (Nat. Hist.), a characteristic or characteristics distinguishing one species from every other
species of the same genus.
Specific disease. (Med.) (a)
disease which produces a determinate definite effect upon
tlie blood and tissues or upon some special tissue,
(ol
disease wliich is itself uniformly produced by a definite
and peculiar poison or organism.
Specific duty. (Com.)
Specific gravity. (Physics) See unSee under Ddty.
Specific heat (Physics), the quantity of
der Gkavity.
heat required to raise the temperature of a body one degree, taking as the unit of measure the quantity required
to raise the same weight of water from zero to one degree thus, the specific heat of mercury is 0.033, that of
water being 1.000.
Specific Inductive capacity (PA !/i!Ci),
the effect of a dielectric body in producing static electric
induction as compared with that of some other body or
Specific legacy (Law),
bodies referred to as a standard.
a bequest of a particular thing, as of a particular animal
or piece of furniture, specified and distinguished from
Specific name (Nat. Hist.),
all others. Wharton. Burrill.
the name which, appended to the name of the genus, conoriginally
stitutes the distinctive name of the species ;
applied by Linnaeus to the essential character of the species, or fhe essential difference. The'pre&eat specific name
Specific performance
he at first called the trivial «07«e.
(Law), the performance of a contract or agreement as
decreed by a court of equity.

—

—

A
A

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Spe-cif'ic, n.

1.

(Med.)

A specific remedy.

See Spe-

cific, a., 3.

His parents were weak enough to believe that the royal touch
3/acaulay.
S2jecific for this malady.
2. Anything having peculiar adaptation to the purpose
Dr. H. More.
to which it is applied.
Bacon.
Spe-Cif'ic-al (-T-kal), a. Specific.
Spe-clf'ic-al-ly (-i-kal-1^), adv. In a specific manner.
Spe-cif'ic-al-neSB, n. The quality of Ijeing specific.
Spe-clf'i-cate (-i-kat), v. t. [See Specify.] To show,
mark, or designate the species, or the distinguishing particulars of ; to specify.
Sir M. Hale.
[06*.]
Spec'1-fl-ca'tlon (spgs'I-fr-ka'shiSn), n. [Cf. F. specification, LL. specificatio."]
1. The act of specifying
or determining by a mark or limit ; notation of limits.
This specification or limitation of the question hinders the
disputers from wandering away from the precise point of in-

was a

"[The king] expects a return in specie from them" (i. e.,
Dryden.
kindness for kindness].
In specie (Law), in precise or definite form ; specifically ; according to the exact terms ; of the very thing.
Spe'Cle (spe'shT), n. [Formed as a singular from
species, in sense 5.] Coin; hard money.
pi.
[L., a sight, outSpe'cles (spe'shez), n. sing.
ward appearance, shape, form, a particular sort, kind,
or quality, a species. See Spice, n., and cf. Specie, Special.]
1. Visible or sensible presentation ; appearance
a sensible percept received by the imagination; an
image, [i?.] " The species of the letters illuminated
Sir I. Newton.
with indigo and violet."
Wit, . . . the faculty of imagination in the writer, which
searches over all the memory for the species or ideas of those
Dryden.
things which it designs to represent.
In the scholastic philosophy, the species was sensible and intelligible. The sensible species was that in
any material object which was in fact discerned by the
mind through the organ of perception, or that in any object which rendered it possible that it should be perceived.
The sensible species, as apprehended by the
understanding in any of the relations of thought, was
called an intelligible species. "An apparent diversity
between the species visible and audible is, that the visible doth not mingle in the medium, but the audible

A

8. (Civil Law)
fashion or shape ;

event,

Snd, fern,

recent

;

Ice,

quiry.

/.

Watts.

The designation of particulars ; particular mention
the specification of a charge against an officer.
3.
written statement containing a minute description or enumeration of particulars, as of charges against
a public officer, the terms of a contract, the description
of an invention, as in a patent ; also, a single article,
item, or particular, an allegation of a specific act, as in a
charge of official misconduct.
The quality or
Spe-cU'lc-ness (spe-sif'Ik-nSs), n.
state of being specific.
Spec'i-fy (spSs'i-fi), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Specifieb
(-fid) ; p. pr.
[F. specivb. n. Specifying (-fi'ing).]
See Species,
fier, or OF. especifier, fr. LL. specificare.
-FY.]
To mention or name, as a particular thing ; to
designate in words so as to distinguish from other
things; as, to specify the uses of a plant; to specify
articles purchased.
He has there given us an exact geography of Greece, where
the countries and the uses of their soils are specified.
Pope.
Spe-cU'lum (spe-silliim), n. [L.] (Med.) See
Stylet, 2.
Spec'i-men (spes'I-men), n. [L., fr. specere to look,
to behold. See Spy.] A part, or small portion, of anything, or one of a number of things, intended to exhibit
the kind and quality of the whole, or of what is not exhibited ; a sample ; as, a specimen of a man's handwriting ; a specimen of painting ; a specimen of one's art.
Syn. Sample ; model ; pattern. Specimen, Sample.
A specimen is a representative of the class of things to
which it belongs ; as, a specimen of photography. A
sample is a part of the thing itself, designed to show the
quality of the whole ; as, a sample of sugar or of broadcloth.
cabinet of minerals consists of specimens / if a
part be broken off from any one of these, it is a sample
of the mineral to which it belongs. " Several persons
have exhibited specimens of this art before multitudes of
beholders." Addison. " I design this but for a saTnpZe
of what I hope more fully to discuss."
Woodward.
2.

as,

A

&

&

II

—

—
A

Spe'cl-os'i-ty (spe'shT-5s'i-ty), n. ; pi. Spbciosities
(-tiz).
[Cf. LL. speciositas.']
1. The quality or state
of being specious ; speciousness.
Professions built so largely on specvosity, instead of performance.

Carlyle.

That which is specious.
Dr. H. More.
Spe'clOns (spe'shiis), a. [L. speciosus good-looking,
beautiful, specious, fr. species look, show, appearance
2.

:

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, Sdd

I

See Species.] 1. Presenting a pleasing
F. specieux.
appearance pleasing in form or look showy.
specious and beautiful to the eye.
[serpents]
Some
cf.

;

;

Bp. Richardson.

The

rest,

Will deem in outward

far greater part,
rites and specious forms

Milton.

superficially fair, just, or cor2. Apparently right
rect, but not so in reality ; appearing well at first view
plausible ; as, speeious reasoning a specious argument.
Misled for a moment by the s^eci"oH5 names of religion, liberty,
;

;

Macaulay.
and property.
In consequence of their greater command of specious expresJ. Morley.

Syn.

— Plausible

showy

;

;

ostensible

;

colorable

;

feas-

See Plausible.

ible.

n.
— Spe'clous-ly (spe'shiis-iy), adv.— Spe'clous-ness,
spic,

[Cf. Icel. spik blubber, AS.
Speok
spek, G. speck.^ The blubber of whales or other
mammals ; also, the fat of the hippopotamus.
(sp6k), n.

D.
marine

Speck falls (Naut.), falls or ropes rove through blocks
for hoisting the blubber and bone of whales on board a

whaling

vessel.

[OE. spekke, AS. specca.; cf. LG. spaak.J
1. A small discolored place in or on anything, or a
small place of a color different from that of the main
substance a spot a stain
a blemish as, a speck on
paper or cloth specks of decay in fruit. " Gray sand,
with black yjecfo.
Anson.
2. A very small thing
a particle a mite ; as, specks
of dust
he has not a speck of money.
Many bright specks bubble up along the blue Egean. Landor.
3. {Zool.) A small etheostomoid fish {Ulocenira stigmsea) common in the Eastern United States.
Speck, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Specked (spSkt) p. pr. &
vb. n. Specking.]
To cause the presence of specks upon

Spech,

n.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

or in, especially specks regarded as defects or blemishes
to spot to speckle ; as, paper specked by impurities in
the water used in its manufacture.
;

Carnation, purple, azure, or specked with gold.

Milton.

?;.
[Dim. of speck; cf. D. spikspeck or spot in or on anything, of a different substance or color from that of the thing itself.
An huge great serpent, all with speckles pied. Spenser.
Spec'kle, f. t. \_imp. & p. p. Speckled (-k'ld) p. pr.
& vb. n. Specklinq (-kling).] To mark with small spots
of a different color from that of the rest of the surface
to variegate with spots of a different color from the

Spec'kle

A

kel.~\

Spec-ta'tor-sbip (spSk-ta'ter-shTp),
or quality of a spectator. [iJ.]

(spSk'k'l),

little

;

;

The act

of beholding.

bands or lines. — Normal spectrnm, a representation of a
spectrum arranged upon some conventional plan adopted
as standard, especially a spectrum in which the colors

Of or pertain-

Spoc'ta-tO'rI-al (spSk'ta-to'rT-al), a.
ing to a spectator. [J?.]

2.

Religion satisfied.

sion.

SPECULATOR
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Addison.

re.

1.

The

office

are spaced proportionally to their wave lengths, as when
Ocular spectrum. See
formed by a diffraction grating.
Prismatic spectrum, a spectrum
Spectrum, 2 (b), above.
Solar spectrum, the
produced by means of a prism.
spectrum of solar light, especially as throvra upon a screen
in a darkened room. It is characterized by numerous
Spectrum analysis,
dark lines called Fraunhofer lines.
chemical analysis effected by comparison of the different
relative positions and qualities of the fixed lines of spectra produced by flames in which different substances are
burned or evaporated, each substance having its ovra
Thermal spectrum, a speccharacteristic system of lines.
trum of rays considered solely with reference to their
heating effect, especially of those rays which produce no

Addison.
Shak.
A female

\_Obs.']

I

—

I

;

;

Witli bold fanatic

;

—

Dryden.

sitecters to rejoice.

A

stick insect.
2. (Zool.) (a) The tarsius.
(6)
Specter bat (Zool.), any phyllostome bat.
Specter
candle (Zool.), a belemnite.
Specter shrimp (Zool.), a

luminous phenomena.
[L. specularis (cf., from
Spec'U-lar (spSk'fi-ler), a.
cf. F.
the same root, specula a lookout, watchtower)
speculaire.
See Speculum.] 1. Having the qualities of a
speculum, or mirror ; having a smooth, reflecting surface
as, a specular metal
a specular surface.
conducted
2. (iled.) Of or pertaining to a speculum
with the aid of a speculum as, a specular examination,

—

—

skeleton shrimp. See under Skeleton.
Same as Specksioneer.
Spec'tion-eer' (-shtin-er'), n.
Spec'tral (spSk'tral), a.
1. Of or pertaining to a
specter ; ghostly.
He that feels timid at the spectral form of evil is not the man
F. W. Robertson,
to spread light.
2. (Opt.) Of or pertaining to the spectrum ; made by
the spectrum as, spectral colors spectral analysis.
Spectral lemur. (Zool.) See Tabsius.
Spec'tral-ly, adv. In the form or manner of a specter.
Spec'tre (spSk'ter), re. See Specter.
Spec'tro-lOg'iC-al (-tro-16j'i-kal), a. Of or pertaining
to spectrology ; as, spectrological studies or experiments.
Spec'tro-log'lc-al-ly, adv.
;

:

;

;

;

[OJj.]
3. Assisting sight, as a lens or the like.
Thy specidar orb
Apply to well-dissected kernels lo!
In eacli observe the slender threads
Of first-beginning trees.
J. Philips.

;

;

" Look once more, ere wo
4. Affording view.
[iJ.]
leave this specular mount."
Milton.
Specular Iron. (Min.) See Hematite.

—

&

out, fr. specere to look.
See Spy.] 1. To consider by
turning a subject in the mind, and viewing it in its different aspects and relations to meditate to contemplate to theorize as, to speculate on questions in religion to speculate on political events.
It is remarkable, that persons who speculate the most boldly
often conform with the most perfect quietude to the external
regulations of society.
Hawthorne.
2. (Philos.) To view subjects from certain premises
given or assumed, and infer conclusions respecting them

A

;

;

+

(sp5k'tr6-skop), re.
ISpectrum -f(Physics) An optical instrument for forming

Spec'tro-scope

the spectral lines, the composition of the substance.

groimd or surface.
Spec'K*6d (spek'k'ld), a. Marked or variegated with
small spots of a different color from that of the rest of

a priori.
3. (Com.) To purchase with the expectation of a contingent advance in value, and a consequent sale at a
profit ;
often, in a somewhat depreciative sense, of unsound or hazardous transactions ; as, to speculate in coffee, in sugar, or in bank stock.
To consider attentively as, to
Spec'u-late, v. t.
speculate the nature of a thing. [iJ.] Sir W. Hamilton.
[L. speculatio a spying
(-la'shiln),
re.
Spec'U-la'tion
V
out, observation
cf. F. speculation.']
1. The act of

—

Speckled Indians (,Eihnol.),t'he Pintos.
Speckled tront.
(Zool.) (a) The common American brook trout.
See
(6) The rainbow trout.

:

speculating.

(ZoSl.)

re.

•»

IZocal, U.S.-\

The gadwaU.
5
-

Sp«c'kled-bill' f-bTl'), n.
(Zool.) The American
white-fronted goose (A?iser albifrons).
Spec'kled-ness, n. The qualidy of being speckled.
Speck'slon-eer' (spSk'shun-er'), n.
The chief harpooner, who also directs in cutting up the speck, or blubber
so called among wlialers.
Speckt (spekt), 71. A woodpecker. See Speight.
Speo'ta-Cle (spSk'ta-k'l), n. [F., fr. L. speciaculum,
fr. speclare to look at, to behold, v. intens. fr. specere.
See Spy.]
1. Something exhibited to view
usually,
something presented to view as extraordinary, or as unusual and worthy of special notice ; a remarkable or noteworthy sight ; a show a pageant a gazingstock.
;

;

;

;

!
O, bloody times I
Shak.
; a glass ; a looking-glass.
[OJs.]
Poverty a spectacle is, as thinketh me,
Through which he may his very friendes see. Chaucer.
3. pi. An optical instrument consisting of two lenses
set in a light frame, and worn to assist sight, to obviate
some defect in the organs of vision, or to shield the eyes
from bright light.
4. pi. Fig.
An aid to the intellectual sight.
Shakespeare
needed not the spectacles of books to read
nature.
Dnjden.
Syn.
Show ; sight exhibition ; representation

A spy-glass

2.

:

.

.

.

—

;

Spec'ta-cled (-k'ld), a.
X. Furnished with spectacles wearing spectacles.
As spectacled she sits in chimney nook.
Keats.
2. (Zool. ) Having the eyes surrounded by color markings, or patches of naked skin, resembling spectacles.
Spectacled bear (Zool.), a South American bear (Tremarclos omatus) which inhabits the liigh mountains of
Chili and Peru. It has a light-colored rmg aromid each
eye.
Spectacled coot, or Spectacled duck (Zool.), the
surf scoter, or surf duck.
[Local, U. S.]
Spectacled
eider.
(Zool.) See Eider. —Spectacled goose (Zoo/.), the
gannet.
Spectacled snake (Zool.), the cobra de capello.
Spec-tac'n-lar (spek-tak'ii-ler), a. X. Of or pertaining to a show or shows of the nature of a show. ^^Spectacular sports."
G. Hickes.
2. Adapted to excite wonder and admiration by a display of pomp or of scenic effects as, a spectacular celebration of some event a speclacular play.
3. Pertaining to spectacles, or glasses for the eyes.
Spec'tant (spSk'tant), a. [L. spectans, p. pr. of spectare to look at.] Looking forward.
;

—

—

—

;

;

;

Spec-U'tlon

(-ta'shun),

re.

[L. spectatio.}

Regard

;

aspect appearance. [Ote.]
Harvey.
Spec-ta'tor (-ter), n.
[L. spectator: cf. F. .ipeciataur.
See Spectacle.] One who looks on
one wlio
sees or beholds ; a beholder one who is personally present at, and sees, any exhibition ; as, the spectators .at a
show. " Devised and played to take spectators." Shak.
Syn. Looker-on ; beholder observer witness.
;

;

;

—

Ose,

;

unite,

r,}de,

f^Il,

;

ttp,

ttm

j

pity;

:

(c) [Philos.) The act or process of reasoning a priori
from premises given or assumed.
(d) (Com.) The act or practice of buying land, goods,

—

O, piteous spectacle

—

Specifically
(a) Examination by the eye ; view.
[Ois.']
(b) Mental view of anything in its various aspects and
relations ; contemplation ; intellectual examination.
Thenceforth to speculations high or deep
Milton,
1 turned my thoughts.

Troct.

(-bgl'ly),

—

;

the surface.

Spsc'kled-beHy

;

;

;

the spectrum.

and examining spectra (as that of solar light, or those
produced by flames in which different substances are
volatilized), so as to determine, from the position of

&

Spec'u-late (-lat), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Speculated
[L. speculatus,
(-la'tSd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Speculating.]
p. p. of speculari to spy out, observe, fr. specula a look-

Spec-trol'O-gy (spSk-trol'6-jy), n. \_Spectrum, -f -logy. '\
(Chem. Phys.) The science of spectrum analysis
in any or all of its relations and applications.
Spec-trom'e-ter (-trom'e-ter), n. \Spectrum, -\- -meter. 1
(Physics)
spectroscope fitted for measurements
of the luminous spectra observed with it.
SpeC'tro-phO-tom'e-ter (spSk'tro-fi-tSm'e-ter), re.
photometer.']
(Opt.) An instrument for
ISpectrum
measuring or comparing the intensities of the colors of

-scope.']

—
—

—

Spec-ta'tress (-trSsJ, re. [L. spectatrix."]
beholder or looker-on. "A
Spec-ta'tris (-trfks), J
spectatress of the whole scene."
Jeffrey.
(spSk'ter), n.
[F. spectre, fr. L. spectrum
Spec'ter
Spec'tre J an appearance, image, specter, fr. specere
to look. See Spy, and cf. Spectrum.] 1. Something preternaturally visible an apparition a ghost a phantom.
The ghosts of traitors from the bridge descend,

p

A Simple Form of Spectroscope.
Prism of Flint Glass ; a Telescope with Eyepiece b Collimathrough which the Light, wliich enters at the Slit in the
End s from the Fiame of the Bunsen Burner d, passes to the
Prism to form Spectrum in a; c Tube with a Micrometer;
e Holder for Substance whose Spectrum is to be examined
/ Flame illuminating Micrometer Scale ; g Cover for Prism
o o Adjusting Screws.
;

tor

;

;

Of or pertaining
Spec'tro-scop'ic (-skop'Tk), ) a.
to a spectroscope, or
Spec'tro-SCOp'Ic-al (-I-kal), )
spectroscopy ; produced by a spectroscope.
Spec'troscop'lc-al-ly, adv.
Spec-tros'CO-plSt (spek-trSs'ko-pTst or spek'tro-sko'pTst), ra.
One who investigates by means of a spectroscope ; one skilled in the use of the spectroscope.
Spec-tros'co-py (-py), re.
The use of the spectroscope ; investigations made with the spectroscope.

—

Spec'trum

(spSk'trtim), n. ; pi. Spectra (-tra).
[L.
1. An apparition ; a specter.
[06s.]
2. (Opt.) (a) The several colored and other rays of
which light is composed, separated by the refraction of a
prism or other means, and observed or studied either as
spread out on a screen, by direct vision, by photography,
or otherwise. See Ilhist. of Light, and Spectroscope.
luminous appearance, or an image seen after the
(6)
eye has been exposed to an intense light or a strongly
illuminated object. When the object is colored, the image appears of the complementary color, as a green image
seen after viewing a red wafer lying on white paper.
Called also ocular spectrum.

See Specter.]

A

Absorption spectrum, the spectrum of light which has
passed tlirough a medium capable of absorbing a portion
of the rays. It is characterized by dark sjiaces, bands, or
lines. — Chemical spectrum, a spectrum of rays considered
solely with reference to their chemical effects, as in pliotograpliy.
These, in tlie usual pliotograpliic nietliods,
have their maximum influence at and beyond the violet
rays, but are not limited to this region. — Chromatic spectrum, the visible colored rays of tlie solar spectrum, exhibiting the seven principal colors in their order, and
covering the central and largtT portion of tlie space of
tihe wliole spectrum. — Continuous spectrum, a spectrum
not broken by bands or lines, but liaviilg tlie colors
sliaded into each otlier continuously, as tliat from an iucandescoiit solid or liquid, or a gas under higli pressure.
Diffraction spectrum, a spectrum produced by diffraction,
Gaseous spectrnm, tlie spectrum of an
as by a grating.
incandescent gas or vapor, under moderate, or especially
under very low, pressure. It is cliaracterizod by biiglit

—

food, fo^ot

—

;

out, oil;

chair;

go; sins, Igk

shares, etc., in expectation of selling at a higher price,
or of selling with the expectation of repurchasing at a
lower price ; a trading on anticipated fluctuations in
price, as distinguished from trading in which the profit
expected is the difference between the retail and wholesale prices, or the difference of price in different markets.
Sudden fortunes, indeed, are sometimes made in such places,
by what is called the trade of speculation.
A. Smith.
Speculation, while confined witliin moderate limits, is the
agent for equalizing supply and demand, and rendering the
fluctuations of price less sudden and abrupt than they would
otherwise be.
F. A. Walker.
(e) Any business venture involving unusual risks, with

a chance for large

A

2.
lating

profits.

conclusion to which the mind comes by specumere theory ; view ; notion conjecture.

;

;

From him

Socrates derived the principles of morality, and

most part of his natural spectdations.
Sir W. Temple.
To his specidations on these subjects he gave the lofty name
of the " Oracles of Reason."
Macaulay.
3. Power of sight.
[Obs.]
Thou hast no specidation in those eyes.
Shak.
4. A game at cards in whicli the players buy from one
another trumps or whole hands, upon a chance of getting the highest trump dealt, which entitles the holder
to the pool of stakes.
One who specuSpec'U-la-tist (sp5k'ii-U-tTst), re.
lates, or forms tlieories ; a speculator ; a theorist.
The very ingenious speculatist, Mr. Hume. V. Knox,
Spec'U-la-tive (-tlv), a. [Cf. F. spiculatif, L. speculativus.]
1. Given to speculation ; contemplative.
The mind of man being by nature speculative. Hooker
2. Involving, or formed by, speculation ; ideal ; theoretical
not established by demonstration.
Cudworlh.
3. Of or pertaining to vision ; also, prying ; inquisi;

tive

;

curious,

Bacon.

[i?.]

4. Of or pertaining to speculation in land, goods,
shares, etc.
as, a speculative dealer or enterprise.
;

The speculative merchant exercises no
lished, or well-known brunch of business.

— Speo'u-la-tlve-ly,

nc/c.

one regular, estabA. Smith,

— Spec'u-Ia-tlve-ness, n.

Speo'U-la'tor (-lii'tor), re. [L., a spy, explorer, investigator cf. F. ,t;)(^CH/n^f !<;•.] One who speculates. Specifically
(a) An observer
a contemplator lieiice, a
spy
a watcher. [Otis.]
Sir T. Browne.
(b) One who forms tlieories
a theorist.
A speculator who had dared to afflrm that tho human souf i«
:

;

:

;

;

;

by uiiturc mortal.

Macaulatj.

(c) (Com.) One who engages in speculation
one who
buys and sells goods, land, etc., with tho expectation of
deriving profit from tlnctuations in price.
;

;

tben, thin;

boN

;

iBlt

=«

In azuie.

SPECULATORIAL
SpeCU-la-tO'rl-al (sp5k'u-14-to'rt-al),
speculative.

a.

1382
Speculatory

[06s.]

Spec'U-la-tO-ry (spSk'iS-li-to-rjr), a. [L. speculaiorius
belonging to spies or scouts.] 1. Intended or adapted
for viewing or espying having oversight.
T. Warton.
T. Carew.
2. Exercising speculation speculative.
Spec'U-list (-list), n. One who observes or considers
Goldsmith.
an observer. [iJ.]
Spec'u-lum (-lum), n. ; pi. L. Specula (-la), E. SpectTLDMS (-lumz). [L. f r. specere to look, behold. See Spy.]
especially, a metal mir1. A mirror, or looking-glass
;

;

,

;

ror, as in Greek and Roman archEeology.
2.
reflector of polished metal, especially one used in
reflecting telescopes.
See Speculum metal, below.

A

An

instrument for dilating certain passages
of the body, and throwing light within them, thus facilitating examination or surgical operations.
4. (Zool.) A bright and lustrous patch of color found
on the wings of ducks and some other birds. It is usually
situated on the distal portions of the secondary quills,
and is much more brilliant in the adult male than in the
3. (Surg.)

female.
Specnlom metal, a hard, brittle alloy used for making the
reflectors of telescopes and other instruments, usually
consisting of copper and tin in various proportions, one
of the best being that in which there are 126.4 parts of
copper to 58.9 parts of tin, with sometimes a small proportion of arsenic, antimony, or zinc added to improve
the whiteness.
Sped (sp6d), imp. &p. p. of Speed.
Speece (apes), ra. Species sort. [06i.]
Speech (speeh), n. [OE. speche, AS. spsec, sprMc, fr.
specan, sprecan, to speak ; akin to D. spraak speech,
OHG. sprahha, G. sprache, Sw. sprak, Dan. sprog. See
Speak.] 1. The faculty of uttering articulate sounds or
words ; the faculty of expressing thoughts by words or
articulate sounds ; the power of speaking.
There is none comparable to the variety of instructive expressions by speech, wherewith man alone is endowed for the
communication of liis thoughts.
Holder.
;

The act of speaking

that which is spoken ; words,
as expressing ideas ; language conversation.
Speech
is
voice
modulated
by the throat, tongue,
^W^
lips, etc., the modulation being accomplished by changing
the form of the cavity of the mouth and nose through
the action of muscles which move their walls.
O goode God how gentle and how kind
Ye seemed by your speech and your visage
The day that maked was our marriage.
Chaucer.
The acts of God ... to human ears
Can not without process of speech be told.
Stilton.
3. A particular language, as distinct from others ; a
tongue ; a dialect.
People of a strange speech and of an hard language. Ezek. in. 6.
4. Talk ; mention ; common saying.
2.

;

;

.

!

did of me demand
What was the speech among the Londoners
Concerning the French journey.

The duke

.

.

.

Shuk.

A formal

discourse in public ; oration ; harangue.
constant design of these orators, in all their speeches, was
to drive some one particular point.
Swift.
5.

The
6.

Any
1,

declaration of thoughts.
with leave of speech implored,

.

.

.

replied.

Milton.

;

;

;

;

loquacious.
|\E.]
Speech'i-ii-ca'tion (-T-fl-ka'shun), n. [See SpeechWY.] The act of speechifying. [Used humorously or in
ble

;

contempt.]
One who makes a
Speech'l-fl'er (spechl-fi'er), n.
speech or speeches an orator a declaimer. [Used humorously or in contempt.]
G. Eliot.
[imp.
Speech'1-fy (-fi), v. i.
p. p. Speechified
(-fid) p. pr.
vb. n. Speechipyikg (-fi'ing).]
\_Speech
To make a speech to harangue. [Used de-f- -/j/.]
risively or humorously.]
Speech'l-fy'lng, n. The act of making a speech or
speeches.
[Used derisively or humorously.]
The dinner and speechifying ... at the opening of the annual
season for the bucknounds.
M. Arnold.
Speech'ing, n. The act of making a speech, [i?.]
Speech'less, a. 1. Destitute or deprived of the fac;

;

&

&

;

;

ility of

speech.

for a time ; dumb mute ; silent.
Speechless with wonder, and half dead with fear. Addison.
Speech'less-ly, adv.
Speech'less-ness, re.
Speech'mak'er (spech'mak'er), n. One who makes
speeches one accustomed to speak in a public assembly.
Speed (sped), n. [AS. sped success, swiftness, from
spowan to succeed ; akin to D. spoed speed, OHG. spuot
success, spuon to succeed, Skr. sphd to increase, grow fat.
yi70 J.] 1. Prosperity in an undertaking ; favorable
issue; success. "For common speed."
Chaucer.
2.

Not speaking

;

—

—

;

O Lord God of my master Abraham, I pray thee, send me
good speed this day.
Gen. xsiv. 12.
2. The act or state of moving svriftly ; swiftness ; velocity rapidity rate of motion ; dispatch ; as, the speed
of a horse or a vessel.
Speed, to describe whose swiftness number fails.
Milton.
m^^ In kinematics, speed is sometimes used to denote
the amount of velocity without regard to direction of
motion, while velocity is not regarded as known unless both
the direction and the amount
are known.
;

3.

;

One who, or that which,

causes or promotes
speed or success.
lObs."] "Hercules be
thy speed ! "
Shak.
Speed Indicator.
God speed, ^ o o d
speed prosperity. See Godspeed.
Speed gauge, Speed

—

;

ale,

senate,

and Speed recorder (Mack.), devices for indica.
ting or recording the rate of a body's motion, as the
number of revolutions of a shaft in a given time. Speed
lathe (.Mach.), a power lathe with a rapidly revolving
spindle, for tummg small objects, for polishing, etc. ; a
hand lathe. Speed ptilley, a cone pulley with steps.
Syn.
Haste ; swiftness celerity quickness dispatch ; expedition ; hurry acceleration. See Haste.

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

Speed (sped), V.

[imp.&p.

p. Sped (spSd), Speeded
vb. n. Speeding.]
p. pr.
[AS. spedan, fr. sped, n.
akin to D. spoeden, G. sich sputen.
Bee Speed, n.]
to fare.
1. To go
[06s.]
To warn him now he is too farre sped. Remedy of Love.
2. To experience in going; to have any condition,
good or ill ; to fare.
Shak.
Ships heretofore in seas like fishes sped ;
i.

&

;

;

;

The

mightiest

still

upon

Waller.

the smallest fed.

3. To fare well to have success to prosper.
Save London, and send true lawyers their meed
For whoso wants money with them shall not speed ! Lydgate.
I told ye then he should prevail, and speed
On his bad errand.
Milton.
4. To make haste ; to move with celerity.
I have speeded hither with the very extremest inch of possibility.
Shak.
5. To be expedient.
[06s.]
Wyclif (1 Cor. xii. 1).
Speed, V. t. 1. To cause to be successful, or to prosper
hence, to aid to favor. " Fortune speed us ! "
Shak.
With rising gales that sped their happy flight. Itryden.
2. To cause to make haste ; to dispatch with celerity ;
to drive at full speed ; hence, to hasten to hurry.
He sped him thence home to his habitation. Fairfax.
3. To hasten to a conclusion ; to expedite.
Judicial acts
are sped in open court at the instance of one
;

;

1

;

Their toil is so extreme that they can not endure
hours iu a day, but are succeeded by spells.

it above four
Carew.
gratuitous helping forward of another's work;
[Local, U. S.I
as, a logging spell.
Spell (spel), re. [AS. spell a saying, tale, speech akin
OHG. spel, Icel. spjall, Goth, spill. Cf Gosto OS.
pel, Spell to tell the letters of.] 1. A story a tale.
" Hearken to my spell.''
[06s.]
Chaucer.
2. A stanza, verse, or phrase supposed to be endowed
with magical power ; an incantation ; hence, any charm.
Start not her actions shall be holy as

.

.

.

Ayliffe.

4. To hurry to destruction to put an end to
" Sped with spavins."
to undo.
;

A dire dilemma

to ruin

;

;

Shak.

either way I 'm sped.
If foes, they write, if friends, they read, me dead.
!

Pope.
5. To wish success or good fortune to, in any undertaking, especially in setting out upon a journey.
Welcome the coming, speed the parting guest. Pope.
God speed you, them, etc., may God speed you ; or, may

A

4.

— To

;

You

;

hasten

;

expedite

;

Speed'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, speeds.
2. {Spinning)
machine for drawing and twisting
slivers to form rovings.
Speed'ful(-ful),a. Full of speed (in any sense). [06s.]

A

Speed'ful-ly, adv. In a speedful manner. [06s.]
Speed'i-ly (-T-ly), adv. In a speedy manner.
Speed'1-neBS, n. The quality or state of being speedy.
SpeedleSB, a. Being without speed.
Speed'well (-w51), re. {Bot.) Any plant of the genus
Veronica, mostly low herbs with pale blue corollas, which
quickly fall off.
Speed'y (-y), a. [Compar. Speediee (-t-er) superl.
Speediest.] [AS. spedig."] Not dilatory or slow quick
swift nimble hasty rapid in motion or performance
as, a speedy flight
on speedy foot.
I will wish her speedy strength.
Shak.
Darts, which not the good could shun.
Dryden.
The speedy could outfly.
Chaucer.
Speer (sper), n. A sphere. [06s.]
Speer, v. t. To ask. 'iScot.'] See Spere.
Speet (spet), V. t. [Cf. D. speten. See Spit an iron
Gammer Gurton''s Needle.
prong.] To stab. [06s.]
Speight (spat), n. [G. specht, probably akin to L.
picus : cf. T>. specht. V169. See Pie a magpie.] {Zool.)

haps originally a different word, and from or influenced
by spell a splinter, from the use of a piece of wood to
point to the letters in schools

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

;

— called also specht, spekt, spight.

[06s.

See Spere. Sir W. Scott.
(sper), V. i. To ask.
SpeiS'ko'balt (spis'ko'bSlt), re. [G.] Smaltite.
SpeiSS (spis), n. [Cf. 6. speise food, mixed metal for
bells, etc.]
{Metal.) A regulus consisting essentially of
nickel, obtained as a residue in fusing cobalt and nickel
ores with silica and sodium carbonate to make smalt.
Spek'hoom (spek'bom), n. [D., lit., fat tree.] {Bot.)
The purslane tree of South Africa, said to be the favorite food of elephants.
Balfour {Cyc. of India).
Speke (spek), v. i. & t. To speak. \_Obs.'] Chaucer.

Speir

—

Speke'house' (-hous'), n.
room of a convent. [06s.]
Speeding (spgl'dTng), n.

By

split,

;

—

sun
called also speldron.
Spel'1-cans (spel'I-kanz),
;

\Scot.']

n. pi.

See Spilikin.

Spelk (spelk), re. [AS. spelc, spile, a little rod by
which a thing is kept straight, a splint for binding up
broken bones, akin to Icel. spelkur, pi., a splint. Cf.
Spell a sphnter.] A small stick or rod used as a spike
a splinter. [Prov. Eng.']
;
(spel), n.
[OE. speld, AS. speld

Grose.
to light
spelle, G.

in thatching

Spell

a

spill

a candle with ; akin to D. speld a pin, OD.
spalten to split, OHG. spaltan, MHG. spelle a splinter,
Icel. spjald a square tablet, Goth, spilda a writing tablet.
Cf. Spill a splinter, roll of paper, Spell to tell the
Holland.
letters of.]
spelk, or splinter.
[06s.]
Spell, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spelled (spSld) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Spelling.]
[AS. spelian to supply another's
place.] To supply the place of for a time to take the
turn of, at work to relieve as, to spell the helmsman.
Spell, re. 1. The relief of one person by another in
any piece of work or watching also, a turn at work
which is carried on by one person or gang relieving another ; as, a spell at the pumps ; a spell at the masthead.
A spell at the wheel is called a trick. Ham. Nav. Encyc.
2. The time during which one person or gang works
until relieved ; hence, any relatively short period of time,
whether a few hours, days, or weeks.
Nothing new has happened in this quarter, except the setting
Washington.
in of a severe spell of cold weather.

A

&

&

;

;

;

;

final,

gU

;

eve,

fairies spelt in

event,

mystic rhymSsr

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

spell. Cf.

T.

Warton.

;

He was much spelled with Eleanor Talbot.
To constitute to measure. [06s.]

3.

Sir 6. Buck.

;

The Saxon heptarchy, when seven kings put
but one in

spell

together did
Fuller,

effect.

4. To tell or name in their proper order the letters of,
as a word ; to write or print in order the letters of, esp.
the proper letters ; to form, as words, by correct orthography.
The word " satire " ought to be spelled with i, and not with y.
Dryden.
5. To discover by characters or marks ; to read with
difficulty
usually with out ; as, to spell out the sense
of an author
to spell out a verse in the Bible.
;

—

;

a

God

in the works of creation.

South.

To

sA spelling and observing divine justice upon every acci-

dent.

Milton.

Spell, V. i. 1. To form words with letters, esp. with
the proper letters, either orally or in writing.
When what small knowledge was, in them did dwell,
Dryden.
And he a god, who could but read or spell.
2. To study by noting characters ; to gain knowledge,
[06s.]
or learn the meaning of anything, by study.

Where I may sit and rightly spell
Of every star that heaven doth shew.

And every herb that

dew.

sips the

Milton.

Capable of being

spelt. Carlyle.
Spell'bound' (-bound'), a. Bound by, or as by, a spell.
spells.
Spell'er (-er), re. 1. One who

Spell'a-ble (-a-b'l),

A

2.

a.

spelling book.
[U.S.']
Abounding in speUs, or charms.
(-fill), a.
Here, while his eyes the learned leaves peruse.
Hoole.
Each spellful mystery explained he views.

Spell'ful

of one who spells ; formation
orthography.
to spelling.
pertaining
Spell'ing, a. Of or
Spelling book,
SpelUnft bee, a spelling match. [ U. 5.1
a book with exercises for teaching children to spell ; a
speller.
Spelling match, a contest of skill in spelling
words, between two or more persons.

Spell'ing,

of

words by

The act

re.

letters

;

—

—

Byron.
Spell'ken (-kgn), re. A theater. [Slang]
Spell'work' (-wfirk'), re. Power or effect of magic
is wrought by magic
enchantment.

that which

;

Like those Peri

isles

of light

That hang by spellwork in the air.
Moon.
Spelt (spSlt), imp. &p. p. of Spell. Spelled.
Spelt, re. [AS. spelt, fr. L. spelta.] {Bot.) A species
of grain {Trilicum Spelta) much cultivated for food In
Germany and Switzerland
called also German wheat.
Spelt, re. [See Spalt.] (Metal.) Spelter. [Colloq.]
Spelt, V. t. & i. [See Spell a splinter.] To split to
break to spalt. [06s.]
3fortimer.
Spel'ter (spel'ter), re. [Cf. LG. spialter, G. & D. spiauter.
Cf. Pewtek.]
(Metal.) Zinc
especially so
called in commerce and the arts.
[L. spelunca cave.]
Spe-lunc' (spe-Wnk'), re.
A
cavern a cave. [06s.]
Piers Plowman.
Spence (spens), re. [OF. despense, F. depense, buffet,
buttery, fr. OF. despendre to spend, distribute, L. dispendere, dispensum. See Dispense, Spend.] 1. A place
where provisions are kept a buttery; alarder; a pantry.
;

—

;

;

;

[Scot, speld to spread out,

spread open cf. G. spalten to split.]
haddock or other small fish split open and dried in the

spelder to

A

The

parlor or reception

D. spellen to

2. To put under the influence of a spell ; to affect by
" Spelled
a spell ; to bewitch to fascinate ; to charm.
Dryden.
with words of power."

;

or Prov. Eng.J

cf.

;

;

A woodpecker

:

Spell splinter.] 1. Totell; to relate to teach. [06s.]
Might I that holy legend~fili4t__^

;

;

;

Shak

&

&

;

accelerate

hurry.

my spell is lawful.

hear

Spell, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spelled (spSld) or Spelt
(spelt) p. pr.
vb. n. Spelling.]
[OE. spellen, speL
lien, to tell, relate, AS. spellian, f r. spell a saying, tale
akin to MHG. spellen to relate, Goth, spillon. See Speu
a tale. In sense 4 and those following, OE. spellen, per-

To spell out

dispatch

;

.

;

you have good speed.

Syn.

;

&

;

or both of the parties.

two or more persons or gangs who work by

3. One of
-"[iJ.]

Indicator,

;

Syn. — Harangue language address oration. See
Harangue, and Languaoe.
Speech, v. i. & t. To make a speech to harangue, [i? ]
Speech'lul (-fup, a. PuU of speech or words volu;

SPEND

—

;

;

In
his spence, or *' pantry," were hung the carcasses of a
sheep or ewe, and two cows lately slaughtered.
Sir W. Scott.
Bluff Harry broke into the spence,
And turned the cowls adrift.
Tennyson.
2. The inner apartment of a country house ; also, the
place where the family sit and eat. [Scot.]
Jamieson.
Spen'cer (spen'ser), re. [OF. despensier. See Spence,
and cf. Dispenser.] One who has the care of the spence,
or buttery.
[06s.]
Promptorium Parvulorum.
Spen'cer, re. [From the third Earl Spencer, who first
wore it, or brought it into fashion.]
short jacket worn
by men and by women.
Ld. Lytton.
Spen'cer, re. (Naut.)
fore-and-aft sail, abaft the
foremast or the mainmast, hoisted upon a small supplementary mast and set with a gaff and no boom ; a trysail
carried at the foremast or mainmast
named after its
inventor. Knight Spencer, of England [1802].
Spencer mast, a small mast just abaft the foremast or
mainmast, for hoisting the spencer.
B. S. Dana, Jr.
Spend (spgnd), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spent (spent)
vb. re. Spending.]
p. pr.
[AS. spendan (in comp.),
fr. L. expendere or dispendere to weigh out, to expend,
dispense. See Pendant, and cf. Dispend, Expend, Spence,
.

.

.

A

A

;

&

&

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey, drb, odd

—
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or receptacle.]
(Zool.) A small sac connected with the
female reproductive organs of insects
and many other invertebrates, serving to receive and retain the sperma-

Sper'mO-COC'CUS (sper'mo-kSk'kiSs), n. [NL. See
Spermo-, and Coccus.] (Physiol.) The nucleus of the

SPEND
Spencee.]
part with

1. To weigh or lay out; to dispoae of; to
as, to spend money for clothing.

;

Spend thou that in the town.
Wherefore do ye spend money for that which

Shah.
is

not bread

?

Isa. Iv.

2.

To bestow

to employ ;

;

I

— often with on or upon.
.

.

to waste

.

am never loath
Herbert.

;

We spend our years as a tale that is told.
5.

away

To exhaust
;

as,

of force or strength ; to waste
the violence of the waves was spent.

Their bodies spent with long labor and

Ps. xc.

9.

to wear

;

2. To waste or wear away ; to be consumed ; to lose
force or strength ; to vanish ; as, energy spends in the
using of it.
The sound sperndetJi and is dissipated in the open air. Bacon.
3. To be diffused ; to spread.
The vines that they use for wine are so often cut, that their
Bap speiideth into the grapes.
Bacon.
4. (Mining) To break ground ; to continue working.

One who spends;

(-er), n.

spends lavishly

Spend'lng,

;

one

who

;
a spendthrift.
act of expending
expenditure.

The

Spending money,

money
;

Now thou seest me
Addison.
Dryden.

— said

Asparagus. [Obs.^ Sylvester:
; 48), re.
(spe'rit), a.
[L. speratus, p. p. of sperare
Hoped for, or to be hoped for. IB.] Bouvier.
Spere (sper), v. i. [AS. spyrian to inquire, properly,
to follow the track; akin to D. speuren, G. spiiren,
(-aj

yi71-

;

;

Sper'ma-tO-gen'e-Sis (-jSn'e-sis), re. ISpermato- -(genesis.'} (Biol.) The development of the spermatozoids.
Sper'ma-tO-ge-net'ic (-je-net'Ik), a. (Physiol.) Relating to, or connected with, spermatogenesis as, spermatogenetic function.

of enormous size.
The upper jaw is destitute of teeth.
In the upper part of the head, above the skull, there ia
a large cavity, or case, filled with oil and spermaceti.
This wliale sometimes grows to the length of more than
eighty feet. It is found in tlie ^\ inner puts of all the

;

Sper'ma-tog'e-nous
mato-

(sper'ma-tSj'e-niis),

ISper-

a.

(Physiol.) Sperm-producing.

-genous.']

-\-

Sper'ma-to-go'ni-um (-t6-go'ni-um), n. [NL., fr.
Gr. crire'pfia, -aros, sperm -j- yo;^ offspring.] (Physiol.) A
primitive seminal cell, occurring in masses in the seminal tubules. It divides into a mass (spermosphere) of
small cells (spermoblasts), which in turn give rise to

Called also caeA"/

oceans.

II

Sper'ma-toid (sper'ma-toid), a. [Spermato- {- -oid."]
(Physiol.) Spermlike; resembling sperm, or semen.
Sper'ma-to'bn (-to'on), re. / ^?. Speematoa (-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. (nrepixa, -aroy, seed -|- wdi' an egg.] (Anat.)
A spermoblast.
Sper'ma-to'al (-a\), a. Owen.
Sper'ma-to-phore (-t6-for), re.
[Spermato- -f Gr.
<j)epei.v to bear.]
1. (Physiol.) Same as Spermospobe.
2. (Zool.)
capsule or packet inclosing a number of
spermatozoa. They are present in many annelids, brachiopods, moUusks, and crustaceans. In cephalopods the
structure of the capsule is

ml

/

tt

n hale.

Q^»./»««_ .1../.
' ma-tor- rne'a,
faper

fluid

;

semen.

—

Spermaceti.
Sperm oil, a fatty oil found as a liquid, with spermaceti,
in tne head cavities of the sperm whale.
Sperm whale.
(Zool.) See in the Vocabulary.
fr.

spermaceti.']

Sper'ma-ce'tl (sper'ma^se'tl), re.
[L. sperma sperm
-f- cetus, gen. eeti, any large sea animal, a whale, Gr.
»f)T05.
See Speem, Cetaceous.]
A white waxy substance obtained from cavities in the head of the sperm
whale, and used in making candles, ointments, cosmet-

One which

particle,

;

;

II

Sper'ma-to-zo'on

(-8n),

Speematozoa

pi.

;

Much enlarged.

(-a).

fr. Gr. oTrep/aa, -arot, sperm -\- i<Mv an animal.]
Same as Spermatozoid.
Sper'mlc (sper'mlk), a. Of or pertaining to sperm,

oenta.

Sper'ma-ry(-ry),re. (Anat.) Kr.
organ in which spermatozoa are developed a sperm gland a testicle.

(Biol.)

or semen.
II

Sperm'lst (sperm'Ist),
1

d Vas
Sperm

§£„;." AS"e7.

Sper'ma-the'qa (sper'm4-the'k4), n. ; pi. Spbrma[NL., from Gr. OTre'p/na seed 4- S'JK'J case.
ilp,

Urn

;

pity

(Biol.)

A

believer in the

mo

larged.

THEOaa: (-se).

full,

n.

doctrine, formerly current, of encasement in the male
(see Encasement), in which the seminal thread, or spermatozoid, was considered as the real animal germ, the
head being the true animal head and tlie tail the body.
- blast
(sper'mo-bliSst), n. [Spermo- -{
Sper '
(Physiol.) One of the cells formed by the divi-bla.it.']
sion of the spermospore, each of which is destined to become a spermatozoid ; a spermatocyte ; a spermatoblast.

Spermaries of In-

;

r^^de,

Sper-mid'i-um (sper-mTd'i-iSm), n. ; pi. Spebmidia
[NL., fr. Gr. aTrep/ua seedj (Bot.) Anachenium.

(-&).

sect (Nepa).
deferens ; e

;

very large and thick.

Called

to

re.

1

Sperm-whale Porpoise.
is

also bottle-nosed wliale.

<.ir); s Everted End.
•''A Spermatophore before alterat'""' «» Terminal Filaments.

fr

[NL.,

;

The

oil.

animalcule-like

,

;

cetin.

Spermaceti whale (Zool.), the sperm
whale.
Sper'mal-lst (sper'mal-Tst), n.
(Biol.) See Speumist.
Sper'ma-phore (-m4-for), re.
[Gr. anepfia sperm -{• tjyepeiv to
bear.] (Bot.) That part of the ovary
from which the ovules arise the pla-

its

tboul* tVentvTve
feet long, and its head

is

Gr. avipuia, -aros, seed
0611' to flow.]
(Med.) Abnormally frequent involuntary emission of the semen without copulation.
Sper'ma-tO-spore (-to-spor), re. Same as Speemospoee.
[Spermatozoon
Gr.
_ Sper'ma-to-zo'ld (-to-zoTd), re.
eiSot form.] (BioZ.) The male
germ cell in animals and
plants, the essential element
in fertilization ; a microscopic

[NL

re.

;

It consists essentially of

ethereal salts of palmitic acid with
ethal and other hydrocarbon bases.
The substance of spermaceti after
the removal of certain impurities is

unite,

for
.

^

in the
act of extruding the chain of Sper""'• ^'^s-

usually provided with one or
more cilia by which it is capable of active motion. In
animals, the familiar type is
that of a small, more or less
ovoid head, with a delicate
threadlike c i 1 i u ra, or tail.
Called also spermatozoon. In Spermatozoids. a Of Tape"' Annelid
plants the more usual term is
worm 'b Of
c Of
Nematoid Worm : d Of
antherosoid.
Crustacean
(Daphnia);eOi
Sper'ma-to-zo'old (-oid),
Man;/Of Ray g Of Sal(Biol.) A spermatozoid.
re.
amander
h Of Shark.

—

;

both sides of the
Atlantic and valued

+

Sperm cell (Physiol.), one of the cells from which the
Bpenuatozoids are developed.
Sperm morula. (Biol.)
Same as Spebmospheee.
[Contr.

—

toothed cetacean
(Hypero'ddon bidens), found
on

+

See Semen.

(Zo'ol.),

Sper'ry-lite (spSr'iT-lit), re. [Named after F. L.
Sperry, who discovered it.] (Min.) An arsenide of platinum occurring in grains and minute isometric crystals
of a tin-white color. It is found near Sudbury, Ontario,
Canada, and is the only known compound of platinum
occurring in nature.
Sperse (spers), v. t. To disperse. [Obs.] Spenser.
Spes'sart-ite (spes'sart-it), re. [From Spessart, in
Germany.] (Min.) A manganesian variety of garnet.
Spet (spSt), V. t. [AS. spxtan. See Spit.] To spit

(-tor-re'a),

re.

The male fecundating

a small whale (Kopia brevifeet long, native of tropical seas, but
occasionally found on the American coast. Called also
Sperm-whale porpoise (Zo'ol.), a
snub-nosed cachalot.

Sper-'ma-tOr-rhOe'a, matozolds

[F. sperme, L. sperma, Gr. <r7re'ptnreipeiv to sow. Cf. SPOEE.] (Physiol.)

(sperm),

Sperm Whale.

Pygmy sperm whale
eeps), seldom twenty

,..
„
^
,
, ^
Spermatophores
of Octopus Bairdu,

cells

{_Local, U. S.l

use.

as, sper)natohla.st, spermohlsist.

;

phacnogamic.

the repeated division of a male germinal cell (spermospore), each constituent cell (spermoblast) of which is
converted into a spermatozoid ; a spermatogemma.
Sper'mo-spore (-spor), re. [Sper-mo- -^pore.] (Physiol. ) The male germinal or seminal cell, from the breaking up of which the spermoblasts are formed and ultimately the spermatozoids ; a spermatospore.
Balfour.
Sper'mule (-mul), re. [Dim. fr. sperm.] (Physiol.)
Haeckel.
A sperm cell.
Sperm' whale' (sperm' hwal'). (Zool.) A very large
toothed whale (Physeter macrocephalus), having a head

Sper'ma-tO-blast (-blSst), n. Same as Speemoblast.
Sper'ma-tO-cyte (-sit), re. ISpermato- -f Gr. kutos a

(Physiol.)
a,
seed, or sperm
seminiferous ; as, the socalled spermatophorous „

;

II

;

(-tof'o-riis),

;

sometimes called

To yield seed to emit seed, or sperm.
Sir T. Browne.
Sper'ma-tO- (sper'ma-t6-), Sper'mo- (-mo-). Combining forms from Gr. crn-epfjia, -otos, seed, sperm, semen
[Obs.']

Producing

See SpooB.] To search to pry
to ask to inquire. \_Prov. Eng.&Scot.'] [Written also
speer, and speir."]
Jamieson.
Spere, re. [See Spheee.] A sphere. \_Obs.'] Chaucer.
Sperge (sperj), re. {Distilling) A charge of wash for
the still.
Knight.
Sper'Iing (sper'ltng), n. [See Spaelinq.] (Zool.)
(a) A smelt a sparling.
[_Prov. Eng."]
(b) A young

etc.

ids in the conceptacles of certain fungi.
J. M. Balfour.
Sper'ma-tize (sper'ma-tiz), V. i. [Gr. anepfiaTi^eiv.

See Speem.]

;

Sper'mo-plas'ma (-plaz'ma), re. [NL. See Speband Plasma.] (Physiol.) The protoplasm of the
Haeckel.
sperm cell.
[Spermo- -f
Sper'mo-sphere (sper'mo-sfer), re.
sphere.] (Physiol.) A mass or ball of cells formed by
II

M0-,

Sper'ma-toph'0-rons

to hope.]

ics,

ducing seed

Sper-ma'ti-um (sper-ma'shT-um), re. ; pi. Speema(-a). [NL.] (5o<. ) One of the motionless spermatozo-

II

TIA

very complex.

Spe'rate

re.

—

A

;

Sperm,

Sper'mo-phyte (sper'mo-fit), re. (Bot.) Any plant
which produces true seeds ;
a term recently proposed
to Tepia.ce phxnogam.
Sper'mo-phyt'lc (-fit'Ik), a. (Bot.) Capable of pro-

—

Sperre, v. t. [See Spae to bar.] To
shut in; to support; to inclose; to fasten. \Ohs.'\ "To
sperre the gate."
Spenser.
Spe'ra-bie (spe'ra-b'l), a. [L. sperabilis, fr. sperare
to hope.]
Within the range of hope proper to be
hoped for. [Ofo.]
Bacon.
Sper'a-ble (spSr'a-b'l), re. See Sparable.
(sper),

from

larged.

(Physiol. Chein.) A substance allied
to alkali albumin and to mucin, present in semen, to
which it is said to impart the mucilaginous character.
Sper'ma-tism (-tlz'm), re. (Physiol.) The emission
of sperm, or semen.

II

Spent ball, a ball shot from a firearm, which reaches an
object without having sufficient force to penetrate it.

(ua, -aT05,

;

spermatozoids.

es-

pecially of fishes.

Sperm

Accessory Gland v
Vagina. Much en-

re.

Bailey,

II

;

Sper'ma-tln (sper'ma-tTn),

II

Spent^ overpowered, despairing of success.

herring.

Spermatheca of a
Sper- Flea, o Ovaries g
!

a.

treats of, or collects, seeds.

Sper'mo-phile (-mS-fil), re. [Gr. o-jrepjuaaseed-f- <j>i\oi
loving, fond.] (Zo'ol.) Any ground squirrel of the genus
Spermophilus ; a gopher. See Illust. under Gophee.
Sper'mo-phore (-for), re. (Zo'ol.) A spermatophore.
Sper-moph'y-ta (sper-mofT-ta), re. pi. [NL., from
Gr. a-Trepixa a seed -(- ^vrov a plant.] Plants which produce seed; phaenogamia. These plants constitute the
highest grand division of the vegetable kingdom.

hollow vessel.] (Physiol.) Same as Speejuoblast.
[Colloq.]
Sper'ma-to-gem'ma (-jem'ma), n. [NL. See SpeeOne who spends money MAT0-,
and Gemma.] (Physiol.) Same as Spebmospheee.

Heaps of spent arrows fall and strew the ground.
2. (Zool.) Exhausted of spawn or sperm;

Icel. spyrja.

and nerves.

Sper-mat'ic-al (-T-kal),
matic.

set apart for extra (not neces-

—

Sper'age

(Anat.), the cord
testicle within
It is made up of a con-

pocket money.

(-thrift'), n.

profusely or improvidently ; a prodigal ; one who lavishes or wastes his estate. Also used figuratively.
A woman who was a generous spendthrift of life.
Mrs. R. H. Davis.
Spend'thrlft, a. Prodigal ; extravagant ; wasteful.
Spend'thrilt'y (-y, a. Spendthrift ; prodigal, [i?.]
Spen-se'Tl-an (spen-se'rl-an), a. Of or pertaining to
the English poet Spenser;
specifically applied to the
stanza used in his poem " The Faerie Queene."
Spent (spent), a. 1. Exhausted ; worn out ; having
lost energy or motive force.

Sper

;

One who

cord

the scrotum.
nective tissue sheath inclosing the
spermatic duct and accompanying

;

sary) personal expenses

which contains spermatia.
Sper-mol'0-gist (-mol'o-jist), re. [Gr. (TTrepfioAoyos
picking up seeds o-Tre'p/aa sperm, seed-j-Aeyeiv to gather.]

which suspends the

(of plants or animals)

a prodigal

n.

Spend'thrUt'

esp.,

Spermatic

A

Gr. yovri offspring.]

-\-

—

(-go'nt-iSm), re.
[NL. ; spermo(Bot.)
conoeptacle of certain

Sper'mo-gO'nl-um

lichens,

vessels, etc.

Knolles.

(spSnd), V. i.
1. To expend money or any
other possession ; to consume, use, waste, or part with,
anything ; as, he who gets easUy spends freely.
He spends as a person who knows that he must come to a
reckoning.
South.

II

spermatique.
See Speem.] (Physiol.) Of or pertaining to semen ; as,
the spermatic fluid, the spermatic

vessels

thirst.

Spend

Spend'er

;

Sper-mat'lC (sper-mat'Tk), a. [L.
spei-maticus, Gr. o-Trepna-riKOs cf. F.

to squander ; to exhaust
;
as, to spend an estate in gaming or otjier vices.
4. To pass, as time ; to suffer to pass away ; as, to
spend a day idly ; to spend the winter abroad.
3.

cell.

Sper'mo-derm (-derm), re. [Spermo- -f derm: cf.
F. spermoderme.] (Bot.) The covering of a seed
sometimes limited to tlie outer coat or testa.
Lindley.

tozoa.
:

To spend my judgment.

To consume

2.

II

sperm

food,

fobt

;

out,

.

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

6ii>e>

throw out.
Spet,

re.

[06i.]

[Obs.]

Spittle.

(spSch'Sz), re. pi. Parings and refuse of
hides, skins, etc., from wliich glue is made.
_
[imp.
(spu), V. t.
p. p. Spewed (-spud) p.
[OE. spewen, speowen, AS.
pr.
vb. re. Spewing.]
splwan ; akin to D. spuwen to spit, OS. &. OHG. spiwan,
G. speien, Icel. spyja to spew, Sw. spy, Dan. spye,
Goth, speiwan, Lith. spjauti, L. spuere to spit, Gr.
Cf. PcKE, Spit.]
[Written
TTTveLv, Skr. s/>(hiv, shlh'w.
to vomit.
also spue.]
1. To eject from the stomach
2. To cast forth with abhorrence or disgust ; to eject.

Spetch'es

&

Spew

&

;

;

Because thou art lukewarm, and neither hot nor cold, I will
Jin\ iii. 16.
S2ieiv thee out of my mouth.
Chaucer.
Spew, V. i. 1. To vomit.
2. To eject seed, as wet land swollen with frost.
Spew, re. That which is vomited ; vomit.
Spew'er (-er), «. One who spews.
Spew'1-ness (-T-nSs), re. The state of being spewy.
Spew'y (-y), a. Wet soggy ; inclined to spew.
Sphao'el (sfSs'Sl), re. [Gr. (r<()a(ceAos ci.¥. sphae'hle.']
;

;

(Med. ) Gangrene.
Sphac'e-late (-S-li!t),

v.

[imp.

i.

&

& p. p.

Sphacelated

vb. re. Sphaoblatino.J [NL. .yihaceSee
Uire, sphacelatum, to mortify
cf F. sphackler.
(-lii'tStl)

;

p. pr.

:

Sphaoblus.]

ink

.

(Med.) To

nous, as Hosh or bone

;

die, decay, or
to mortify.

become gangre-

Sphac'e-late, v. t. (Med.) To affect with gangrene.
Sphac'e-late (sfiJs'a-lut), ) a. (Med.) Aftoctod with
gangrene mortified.
Spbac'e-Ia'ted (-lE'tSd),
;

I

;

ttien,

thin

;

boN

;

xh = z

in

azur&
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geometrical sphere, with the astronomical and geographical circles in their proper positions on it. (6) In ancient
astronomy, one of the concentric and eccentric revolving
spherical transparent shells in which the stars, sun,
planets, and moon were supposed to be set, and by which
they were carried, in such a manner as to produce their
apparent motions.
4. (Logic) The extension of a general conception, or
the totality of the individuals or species to which it may
be applied.
6. Circuit or range of action, knowledge, or influence
compass ; province ; employment ; place of existence.
To be called into a huge sphere, and not to be seen to move

Sphe'ro-mere (sfe'rS-mer), n. [Sphere -f- -mere.^
(Zool.) Any one of the several symmetrical segments
arranged around the central axis and composing the
body of a radiate animal.
Sphe-rqm'e-ter (sf e-rom'e-ter), re. [Sphere -\- -meter
(Physics) An instrument for meascf. F. spheromelre.]
uring the curvature of spherical surfaces, as of lenses for

SPHACELATION

N

SphaCe-la'tion

(sfSs'e-Ia'shan), n. {3Ied.) The procmaking gangrenous mortification.
Sphac'e-Ius (sfas'e-lus), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-^aiceAo!.]
gangrene; slough.
{filed.) Gangrenous part
SphaB-ren'chy-ma (sfe-rSntl-ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr.

ess of becoming or

;

II

;

II

sphere -|
enchyma as in parenchyma.'] {Bol.)
Vegetable tissue composed of thin-walled rounded cells,
a modification of parenchyma.
Sphee-rld'i-um (sfe-rld't-Qm), n. ; pi. SpaaKiDiA
(-4).
[NL., fr. Gr. (r<j>aipa a sphere.] (Zo'dl.) A peculiar
sense organ found upon
the exterior of most kinds /^^f^i
,^^^h
,«:<~''v^c
cr<fiaipa

—

II

,<<^^^

mwi\<

'*

of sea urchins, and con-,'''
sisting of an oval or spher-

in

head surmounting a

ical

It is generally supposed to be an

short pedicel.

Spharidia (a 6 c) of various
Sea Urchins, much enlarged.
Spbae'To-spore ^sfe'ro[Gr. (rrfxaipa sphere
E. spore."] (.Bot.) One
epor), n.
of the nonsexual spores found in red algse ; a tetraspore.

olfactory organ.

P

+

Sphaer'u-llte (sfgr'u-lit or
as Spherulite.

{Min.) Same

sf e'ru-), re.

Sphag-nic'o-lous (sfSg-nTk'o-lus),
L. colere to inhabit.]

[Sphagnum

a.

Growing

{Bot.)

moss

in

-f

of the

genus Sphagnum.

Sphag'nous (sfSg'nSs),
of the genus Sphagnum,

a.

{Bot.) Pertaining to

or bog

moss

;

moss

abounding in

peat or bog moss.
[NL.,

(-nSm), n.

A genus

{Bot.)
;

of

;

[Gr. <r0aAepds slippery,
Sphal'er-ite (sfSI'er-it), n.
uncertain.
See Blende.]
{Min.) Zinc sulphide
called also blende, black-jack, false galena, etc.
See
;

Blende

6.

Rank

7.

An

—

[F. sphlne, it. Gr. (K^i-qv a wedge.]
{Min.)
mineral found usually in thin, wedge-shaped
crystals of a yellow or green to black color. It is a sUicate of titanium and calcium ; titanite.
ISphenoid
Sphe-neth'mold (sfe-ngth'moid), a.
ethmoid.]
{Anat.) Of or pertaining to both the sphenoidal and the ethmoidal regions of the skull, or the
(sfen), n.

A

+

Bphenethmoid bone

sphenethmoidal.
Sphenetlimold bone (Anal.), a bone of the skull which surrounds the anterior end of the brain in many amphibia
the girdle bone.
Sphe-neth'moid, n. {Anat.) The sphenethmoid bone.
Sphe'neth-moid'al (-al), a. {Anat.) Belafcing to the
sphenethmoid bone sphenethmoid.
;

;

Sphe-nls'can (sfe-nTs'kan),

n.

{Zool.)

Any species

of

penguin.

A

combining form used in anato(sfe'no-).
to indicate connection with, or relation to, the sphenoid bone; as in i^Aenomaxillary, sphenopalatine.
Sphe'no-don (s£e'no-d5n), n. [Gr. o-c^iji' a wedge -f
{Zool.) Same as Hattebia.
bSovi, oSdi'Tos, a tooth.]
Sphe'no-eth-moid'al (-8th-moid-ol), a. {Anat.) Sphe-

Sphe'no-

my

nethmoid.
[Gr. (T(j>riv a wedge
(sfe'nS-grSm), n.
cuneiform, or arrow-headed, character.

Sphe'no-gram

A

-gram.]

Sphe-nog'ra-pber (sfe-n8g'ra-fer), n. One skilled in
aphenography a sphenographist.
Sphe'no-graph'lc (sfe'no-grSflk), a. Of or pertaining to sphenography.
Sphe-nog'ra-phist (sfe-nSg'ra-flst), n. A sphenog;

rapher.

Sphe-nog'ra-phy

{-if), n.

[Gr.

a wedge

<t4>^v

(sfe'noid),

A

1. {Crystallog.)
wedgefour equal isosceles triangles.

re.

Shak.

;

Armlllary sphere, Crystalline spheres, Obllqae sphere,
etc. See under Akiollaby, Crystalline, etc. —Doctrine
of the sphere, the application of the principles of spherical trigonometry to the properties and relations of the
circles of the sphere, and the problems connected with
them, in astronomy and geography, as to the latitudes
and longitudes, distances and bearings, of places on the
earth, and the right ascension and declination, altitude
and azimuth, rismg and setting, etc., of the heavenly
bodies spherical geometry.
Music of the spheres. See

—

under Music.
Syn. — Globe

See Globe.
[imp. & p. p. Sphbbed (sferd)
t.
SpHEEiNa.] 1. To place in a sphere, or
the spheres ; to insphere.

Sphere
p. pr.

among

;

orb

;

circle.

(sfer), v.

& vb.

re.

The

glorious planet Sol

In noble eminence enthroned and sphered

Amidst the

2. To form into roundness
spheral ; to perfect.

;

to

make

spherical, or

Tennyson.

Spher'lc-al (sfSr'I-kal),

) a.
[L.
sphaericus,
Gr.
o-<|>aipi/«)5
cf. F. spheSpher'lo (sfSrlk),
(
rique.] 1, Having the form of a sphere ; like a sphere
globular orbicular ; as, a spherical body.
2. Of or pertaining to a sphere.
3. Of or pertaining to the heavenly orbs, or to the
sphere or spheres in which, according to ancient astronomy and astrology, they were set.
Knaves, thieves, and treachers by spherical predominance. Shak.
Though the stars were suns, and overburned
Mrs. Browning.
Their spheric limitations.
:

;

Spherical angle. Spherical coordinate. Spherical excess,
Spherical geSee under Angle, Coordinate, etc.
ometry, that branch of geometry which treats of spherical magnitudes
the doctrme of the sphere, especially
Spherical harof the circles described on its surface.
Spherical Inne,
monic analysis. See under Harmonic, a.
a portion of the surface of a sphere included between two
Spherical
great semicircles having a common diameter.
opening, the magnitude of a solid angle. It is measured
by the portion within the solid angle of the surface of any
Spherical
sphere whose center is the angular point.
polygon, a portion of the surface of a sphere bounded by
Spherical prothe arcs of three or more great circles.
jection, the projection of the circles of the sphere upon a
plane. See Projection.
Spherical sector. See under
Bectoe.
Spherical segment, the segment of a sphere.
See under Segment.
Spherical triangle, a figure on the
surface of a sphere, bounded by the arcs of three great
Spherical trigonomecircles which intersect each other.

—

etc.

;

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ahaped crystal bounded by
It is the hemihedral form of a square pyramid.
2. {Anat.) The sphenoid bone.
Sphe-nold'al (sfe-noid'al), a. 1. Sphenoid.

2. (Crystallog.) Pertaining to, or resembling, a sphenoid.
Sphe-not'ic (-nSt'tk), a. [Spheno- -\- oS?, mtos, the
(Anat.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, the
ear.]

sphenotic bone.
Sphenotic bone (Anat.), a bone on the anterior side of
the auditory capsule of many fishes, and connected with,
or adjoining, the sphenoid bone.

try.

re.

quality or state of being spherical ; roundness
sphericity of the planets, or of a drop of water.
small sphere.
Spher'1-cle (sflr'I-k'l), re.

;

as,

The
the

A

(sfer'iks), re. (Math.) The doctrme of the
the science of the properties and relations of the
and other magnitudes of a sphere, produced by planes intersecting it ; spherical geometry and
trigonometry.
SpheTO-ljaC-te'rl-a (sfe'ro-bak-te'ri-a),B.^?. ; sing.
Spheeobactehtom (-um). [NL. See Sphere, and BaoteBiUM.] (Biol.) See the Note under MiCEOBACTEEiA.
(Geom.) A nonplane
Sphe'ro-COn'ic (-kSn'Ik), re.
curve formed by the intersection of the surface of an
obliqua cone with the surface of a sphere whose center
is at the vertex of the cone.
Spher'O-graph (sf5r'6-graf or sfe'ro-), n. [Sphere
-graph.] An instrument for facilitating the practical use
of spherics in navigation and astronomy, being constructed of two cardboards containing various circles,
and turning upon each other in such a manner that any
possible spherical triangle may be readily found, and the
measures of the parts read off by inspection.

Spher'ics

sphere

;

circles, figures,

II

+

Sphe'rold (sfe'roid 277), re. {L. spliaeroideshall-like,
spherical, Gr. cr(|)aipoei5^'s ; cr<ltalpa sphere -|- etSos form
body or figure approaching to a
cf. F. spheroide.]
sphere, but not perfectly spherical ; Rsp., a solid generated by the revolution of an ellipse about one of its axes.
;

:

Sphe-not'ic,

Spher'al

re.

The sphenotic bone.
Of or pertaining to a sphere

(Anat.)

(sfer'al), a.

1.

or the spheres.

Rounded

like a sphere sphere-shaped hence, symcomplete perfect.
(sfer),
[OE. spere, OF. espere, F. sphere,
Sphere
re.
L. spAaera, fr. Gr. o-cfiarpa a sphere, abaU.] 1. (Geom.)
A body or space contained under a single surface, which
in every part is equally distant from a point within called

2.

metrical

;

;

;

;

its center.

2. Hence, any globe or globular body, especially a celestial one, as the sun, a planet, or the earth.
Of celestial bodies, first the sun,
Milton.
mighty sphere, he framed.

A

3. (Astron.) (a)

which

The apparent surface

of the heavens,

assumed to be spherical and everywhere equally
distant, in which the heavenly bodies appear to have
their places, and on which the various astronomical
circles, as of right ascension and declination, the equator, ecliptic, etc., are conceived to be drawn ; an ideal
is

ale,

senate,

cftre,

am, arm, ask,

A

Oblate spheroid. Prolate spheroid. See Oblate, Peolate,
and Ellipsoid of revolution, under Ellipsoid.

Sphe-roid'al

(sfe-roid'al),

[Cf.

a.

Having the form of a spheroid.

F.

spheroidal.]

— Sphe-rold'al-ly, adv.

Spheroidal state (Physics), the state of a liquid, as
water, when, on being thrown on a surface of highly
heated metal, it rolls about in spheroidal drops or masses,
at a temperature several degrees below ebullition, and
a phewithout actual contact with the heated surface,
nomenon due to the repulsive force of heat, the intervention of a cushion of nonconducting vapor, and the
cooling effect of evaporation.
Sphe-roid'ic (sfe-roid'Ik), 1 a. See Spheroidal.
Cheyne.
Sphe-roid'ic-al (-I-kal),
(
Sphe'roi-dic'i-ty (sfe'roi-dTs'I-ty), ) re. The quality
or state of beSphe-roid'1-ty (sfe-roid'i-tj),
)
ing spheroidal.

—

.

final,

all

;

eve, event,

Spher'0-sid'er-lte (sfgr'6-sTd'er-it or sfe'ro-), n.
[Sphere -f siderite.] (Min.) Siderite occurring in spheroidal masses.
Sphe'ro-some (sf e'ro-som), re. [Sphere+some body.]
(Zool.) The body wall of any radiate animal.
Spher'U-late (sfer'u-lat), a.
Covered or set with
spherules
having one or more rows of spherules, or
minute tubercles.
Spher'ule (sfgr'fil or -ul), re. [L. spkaerula: cf. F.
spherule.]
little sphere or spherical body ; as, quicksilver, when poured upon a plane, divides itself into a
great number of minute spherules.
Spher'n-llte (sfgr'fi-lit or sfe'ru-), re. [Cf. F. spherulite.] (Min.)
minute spherical crystalline body having a radiated structure, observed in some vitreous volcanic rocks, as obsidian and pearlstone.
;

A

A

Spher'u-lit'ic (-lit'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to a
spherulite characterized by the presence of spherulites.
Spher'y (sfer'y), a. 1. Round; spherical; starlike.
[R.] " Hermia's sphery eyne."
Shak.
2. Of or pertaining to the spheres,
[if.]
She can teach ye how to climb
Higher than the spjier;/ chime.
Milton.
SpheX (sfgks), re. [NL., fr. Gr. o-^^f o-c^rjKos, a wasp.]
(Zool.) Any one of numerous species of sand wasps of
the genus Sphex and allied genera. These wasps have
the abdomen attached to the thorax by a slender pedi;

,

See Illust. of Sand wasp, under Sand.
Sphex fly (Zool.), any one of numerous species of small
flies of the genus Conovs and allied genera.
The form of the body is similar to that of a sphex.
Sphlg-mom'e-ter ^f ig-), re. See Sphygmometek.
Sphlnc'ter (sfTnk'ter), re. [NL., fr. o-c^jiyyeiv to bind
tight.]
{Anat.) A muscle which surrounds, and by its
contraction tends to close, a natural opening ; as, the
sphincter of the bladder.
Sphinc'ter, a. (Anat.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a sphincter as, a sphincter muscle.
cel.

Shak.

other.

—
See Trigonometry.
—
Spher'Ic-al-ly, adv. — Spher'lc-al-ness, n.
+ Sphe-rlc'l-ty (sf e-rls'I-ty), [Cf. F. sphericite.]

•graphy.] The art of writing in cuneiform characters,
or of deciphering inscriptions mads in such characters.
[Gr. cr<^r)i/oei6>)5 ; a'iiriu a
Sphe'nold (sfe'noid), a.
wedge -j- £tSo9 form: cf. F. sphenoide.] 1. Wedgeshaped , as, a sphenoid crystal.
2. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to the sphenoid bone.
Sphenoid bone {Anat.), an irregularly shaped bone in
front of the occipital in the base of the skull of the higher
vertebrates. It is composed of several fetal bones which
become united in the adult. See Ausphenoid, BasisphieMOiD, Oreitosphenoid, Pbesphenoid.

Sphe'nold

order of society ; social position.
a star a socket. [jK.]

;

orbit, as of

(a).

Sphene

-j-

Hhak.

't.

Taking her out of the ordinary relations with humanity, and
inclosing her in a sphere by herself.
Hawthorne.
Each in his hidden sphere of joy or woe
Our hermit spirits dwell.
Keble.

;

Sphag'num

fr. Gr. a^dyvot a
mosses having white
leaves slightly tinged with red or green and found growing in marshy places bog moss peat moss.
II

kind of moss.]

;

telescopes, etc.

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

dipterous

;

Sphln'gid

(sfin'jTd),

re.

(Zool.)

A sphinx.

Sphin'gld, a. Of or pertaining to a sphinx, or the
family Sphingidx.

Sphink (sfTnks), re. [L.,
rived from tTi^iyyew to bind
tight or together, as if the
Throttler.] 1. (a) In Egyptian art, an image of granite

from Gr. a^Cy^, usually de-

or porphyry, having a human
head, or the head of a ram or
of a hawk, upon the wingless
body of a lion.
The awful ruins of the days
of old
.
jasper tomb, or mutilated
sphinx,
Shelley,
.

Or

.

Grecian Sphinx.

In Greek art and mythology, a she-monster, usually
represented as having the winged body of a lion, and the
face and breast of a young woman. The most famous
Grecian sphinx, that of Thebes in Boeotia, is said to have
proposed a riddle to the Thebans, and killed those who
were unable to guess it. The enigma was solved by (Edipus, whereupon the sphinx slew herself. " Subtle as
sphinx."
Shak.
2. Hence A person of enigmatical character and purposes, especially in politics and diplomacy.
3. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of large moths
of the family Sphingidse ;
called also hawk moth.
ffi^p" The larva is a stout
naked caterpillar which,
(h)

:

—

when at rest, often assumes
a position suggesting the
Egyptian sphinx, whence
the name.
4. (Zo'dl.) The Guinea,
or sphinx, baboon (Cynocephalus sphinx).
Sphinx baboon (Zool.), a
large West African baboon
Sphinx, 3. Larva of Sphinx
(Cynocephahis sphinx), ofgordius.
ten kept in menageries.
Sphinx moth. (Zool.) Same as Sphinx, 3.

—

Sphrag'ide

(sfraj'Id), n.

[L. sphragis, -idis,

—

Lem,

so called be
nian earth, fr. Gr. crc^payi's, -iSot, a seal
cause sold in sealed packets.] {3Iin,) Lemnian earth.
Sphra-giS'tics (sfrA-jis'tiks), re. [Gr. <r(/)payic7T«d»
The science oi
of or for sealing, fr. tT(j>payis a seal.]
;

seals, their history, age, distinctions, etc., esp. as verify-

ing the age and genuineness of documents.
Sphri-gO'siS (sfrT-go'sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <r<^pi.yav
to be full of strength.] (Bot.) A condition of vegetation
in which there is too abundant growth of the stem and
leaves, accompanied by deficiency of flowers and fruit.
Sphyg'mlC (sfTg'mTk), a. [Gr. a^vynos the pulse.]
(Physiol.) Of or pertaining to the pulse.
Sphyg'mo-gram (sfTg'mo-gram), n. [Gr. <r(f)vyn(!!
pulse -I- -^ram.] (Physiol.) A tracing, called a pwte <»'acing, consisting of a series of curves corresponding with
the beats of the heart, obtained by the application of the
II

sphygmograph.

Sphyg'mo-graph (-graf), re. [Gr. a-<j>vyiJ.6'; the pulse
-f -graph.] (Physiol.) An instrument which, when applied over an artery, indicates graphically the movements
or character of the pulse.
See Sphygmooeam.
Sphyg'mo-graph'lo (-grSf'Ik), a. {Physiol.) Relating to, or produced by, a sphygmograph ; as, a sphygmographic tracing.
idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb.

Sdd
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Sphyg-mom'e-ter (sftg-mom'e-ter), n. [Gr. o-(^uy/tos
{Physiol.) Au instrument for measurpulse 4" -ineler.'\
ing the strength of the pulse beat a sphygmograph.
Spbyg'mo-plione (sfIg'm6-fon), n. [Gr. o-^u-y/ids the
pulse -f- "l'"'^ sound.] (Physiol.) An electrical instrument for determining by the ear the rhythm of the pulse
of a person at a distance.
Sphyg'mo-SCOpe (sfTg'mo-skop), n. [Gr. a^vyti.6^
-jfco^e.] (Physiol.) Same as Sphygmograph.
the pulse
Sphy-rse'noid (sft-re'noid), a. [L. sphyraena a kind
-oid."]
of sea fish (Gr. a'iivpa.iva)
(Zool.) Of or pertaining to the Sphyrssnidus, a family of marine fishes
including the barracudas.
Bacon.
Spl'al (spl'al), ra. A spy; a scout. [06*.]

in the tissues of various invertebrate animals, especially
in sponges and in most Alcyonaria.

American monkeys of the genus Ateles, having very long
legs and a long prehensile tail. —
Spider orchis (Bot.). a European or-

;

+

+

[L., an ear, as of
bandage passing, by successive turns and crosses, from an extremity to the trunk
so called from its resemblance to a spike of barley.
2. (Asiron.) A star of the first magnitude situated in

Spi'ca

II

corn.]

(-ka), n. ; pi. SpiCjE (-se).

(Med.)

1.

A kind

of

^T" Spicules vary exceedingly in size and shape, and
some of those found in siliceous sponges are very complex in structure and eleThey

are

of

Spice (spis), n. [OE. spiee, spece, spice, species, OF.
espice, espece, F. epice spice, espece species, fr. L. species a particular sort or kind, a species, a sight, appearance, show, LL., spices, drugs, etc., of the same sort,
fr. L. specere to look.
See Spy, and cf. Species.] 1. Species; kind.
[06*.]
The spices of pennnce ben three.
Chaucer.
Abstain you from all evil S2nce. Wyclif(l Thess. v. 22).
Justice, although it be but one entire virtue, yet is described
in two kinds of spices. The one is named justice distributive,
the other is called commutative.
Sir T. Elyot.

A vegetable

production of many kinds, fragrant or
aromatic and pungent to the taste, as i)epper, cinnamon,
nutmeg, mace, aDspice, ginger, cloves, etc., which are
used in cookery and to flavor sauces, pickles, etc.
Hast thou aught in thy purse [hag] any hot spices?
Piers Plowman.
3. Figuratively, that which enriches or alters the
quality of a thing in a small degree, as spice alters the
taste of food
that which gives zest or pungency
a
slight flavoring
a relish hence, a small quantity or
admixture a sprinkling ; as, a spice of mischief.
2.

;

;

;

;

;

So

much

of the will, with a spice of the willful.

&

Coleridge.

&

Spice, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Spiced (spist) p. pr.
vb. n. Spicing (spi'sing).]
1. To season with spice, or
as with spice; to mix aromatic or pungent substances
with ; to flavor ; to season ; as, to spice wine ; to spice
one's words with wit.
She 'U

With

To

;

receive thee, but will spice thy bread
flowery poisons.
Chapman.
first

or impregnate with the odor of spices.
In the spiced Indian air, by night.
Shal:
3. To render nice or dainty ; hence, to render scrupulous.
spi'cec/ conscience."
lObs."]
Chaucer.
2.

fill

"A

the Illustration

:

a Acerate;bTricurvate, or Bowshaped c d Ha;

mate
shaped
;

e

Scep-

n.

+

pity

:

;

spin

;

ning

;

— so named
its

;

web

;

cf.

from

;

spin-

D. spin

&

;

Spider

(PhoJcus

phalangider Araneina. Spiders have
oides) with its Eggs.
the mandibles converted into
poison fangs, or falcers. The abdomen is large and not
segmented, with two or three pairs of spinnerets near the
end, by means of which they spin threads of silk to form
cocoons, or nests, to protect their eggs and young. Many
species spin also complex webs to entrap the insects
upon which they prey. The eyes are usually eight in
number (rarely six), and are situated on the back of the
cephalothorax.
See Illust. under Araneina.
11^°' Spiders are divided into two principal groups
the Dipueumona, having two lungs
and the Tetrapueumona, having four lungs. See Mygale. The former group includes several tribes as, the jumping spiders (see Saltigbad^), the wolf spiders, or .Citigrads
(see under Wolf), the crab spiders, or Laterigradx (see
under Cbab), the garden, or geometric, spiders, or Orbi-

;

.

A

Spike grass (Bot.), either of two tall perennial
American grasses (Vniola paniculaia, and U.
having broad leaves and large flattened spikelets. — Spike rush. (Bot.) See under
Rush. — Spike shell (Zool.), any pteropod of
the genus Styliola having a slender conical
latifolia)

—

shell.
Spike team, three horses, or a horse
and a yoke of oxen, harnessed together, a horse
leading the oxen or the span. [U. S.]

species

grow to

great

size, as

cheira

&

|

WJiir-l- •^

]

\7^^^,.N>!l.>'e

'Mrf
-^3'^r '.Viy ' •"'

/?
''

,_~:;::^>

^^

'ilf.i'?/''^
SiiL''.. .' .':'yy<

Ji

Spiked

;
fastened with spikes ; stopped with spikes.
youth, leaping over the spiked pales, . . . was caught by

corn

iViscman.

dipterous insects of the family Ilippohoscid.r.

parasitic

They

are

mostly destitute of wings, and live among the feathers
of birds and the hair of bats. Called also bird tick, and

—

Spider hunter {Zool.), any one of several species
but licit.
of East Inclian sunbirds of the genus Arachnothera.
Spider lines, filaments of a spider's web croseing the field
used for deterraiiiing
of vision in optical instniments
the exact position of olijccts and making delicate measurements. Fine wires, .lilk flbiMS, or linns on glass simSpider mlto. (Zool.)
ilarly placed, ai-e called s/)ii/erliiirs.
(a) Any one of several spooios (^f pavawitic mites of the
genus Arfias and allied genera. See AnaAs. (b) Any one
Spider
of lunnefous small mites injurious to plants.
monkey (Zool.), any one of numerous species of South

—

;

—

—

—

out, oil

;

ohair

-,

go

Splke'fish' (spik'fTsh'), n. (Zool.) See SArLFisn (a).
Spike'let (-ISt), re. (Bot.) A small or secondary
spike especially, one of the ultimate parts of the inflorescence of gras-ses.
See Illust. of Quaking grass.
Spike'nai'd (spili'nard coUoq. spTk'nerd), n. [For
spiked nard; cf. G. spieknarde, NL. spica nardi. See
Spike .an ear, and Nard.] 1. (Bot.) Au aromatic plant.
In the United States it is the Aralia racemosa, often
called spignet, and used as a medicine. Tlie spikenard
of the ancients is the A'ardostachys Jalamansi, a native
of tlie Himalayan region. From its blackish roots a perfume for the hair is still prepared in India.
2. A fragrant essential oil, as that from the Nardostachi/s Jatamonsi.
Spike'tail' (spik'tal'), re. (Zotil.) The pintail duck.
[Local, U. S.]
Splk'y (spik'J/), a. 1. Like a spike spikelike.
;

tended.— Spider
fly {Zool.), any one of numerous species of

;

(Zool.) (a) The hooded mer(-bil'), n.
(b) The marbled godwit (£i>HO«a/e(foa).
(spikt), a.
Furnished or set with spikes, as

Spike'bill'
g.anser.

;

/r^t;3l^3?~"^';C°'.'/.''v''^^'''

Kemp-

food, f<^t

extracted from the European broad-leaved lavender,

oil

or aspic (Lavendula Spica), used in artist's varnish and
in veterinary medicine. It is often adulterated with oil
of turpentine, which it much resembles.

those spikes.

feri), measurnig sometimes
more than fifteen feet across
the legs when American Spider Crab (i)6?jj((ir;)m/-(7ijm?rt).
they are ex(M)

;

&

Spike, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spiked (spikt) ; Spike, i.
vb. n. Spiking.]
1. To fasten witli
p. pr.
spikes, or long, large nails ; as, to spike down planks.
2. To set or furnish with spikes.
3. To fix on a spike.
[E.]
Young.
4. To stop the vent of (a gun or cannon) by driving a
spike, nail, or the like into it.
Spike, re. [Cf. G. spieke, L. spica an ear of grain.
See Spikenard.] (Bot.) Bpike lavender. See Lavender.
Oil of spike (Chem.), a colorless or yellowish aromatic

lar

the great Japanese spider
crab (Macro-

Addison.

elongated axis.

A

body and
ten long legs.
Some of the

;

3. An ear of corn or grain.
4. (Bot.)
kind of flower cluster in which
sessile flowers are arranged on an unbranched

as Solitary ant, under Soli-

Same

.

Bhoot out represent the rays of the sun.

under Geometrical, and Garden), and others.

(Zool.)

&

Spl-gur'nel (spi-gfir'ngl), n. (Eng. Law) Formerly
the title of the sealer of writs in chancery. Mozley
W.
Spike (spTk), re. [Akin to LG. spiker, spieker, a large
nail, D. spijker, Sw. spik, Dan. spiger, Icel. spVc; all
perhaps from L. spica a point, an ear of grain but in
the sense of nail more likely akin to E. spoke of a wheel.
Cf. Spine.]
1. A sort of very large nail also, a piece
of pointed iron set with the points upward or outward.
2. Anything resembling such a nail in shape.
He wears on his head the coj"07?a radiata
the spikes that
.

si.

spider, G. spinne, Sw. spindel.
See Spin.] 1. (Zool.) Any
one of numerous species of
arachnids comprising the or-

+

.

;

—

+

&

;

;

or less triangu-

II

;

II

—

—

firn

&

II

II

Spider ant.

;

jip,

,
o
i c
Spicules cf Sponges.

tary.
Spider crab (Zool.), any one of numerous species
of maioid crabs
having a more

[Contr. from spike nail a large,
long nail ;
so called in allusion to the shape of its
capillary leaves.]
(Bot.) An umbelliferous herb (Ileum
Athamanticum) having finely divided leaves, common in
Europe ;
called also baldmoney, mew, and bearwort.
[Written also spignel.~\
Spi-C0B6' (spi-kos'), a. [L. spica a spike, or ear.]
(Bot.) Having spikes, or ears, lilce corn spikes.
Spl-COS'1-ty (-kSs'I-ty), n.
The state of having, or
being full of, ears, like corn.
Bailey.
[/?J
Spl'cous (spi'kus), a. (Bot.) See Spicose.
Spic'u-la (spik'ii-la), n. ; pi. Spicul,e (-le). [NL.,
dim. of L. spica a spike, ear.] (Bot.) (n) A little spike ;
a spikelet. (6) A pointed fleshy appendage.
Splc'U-lar (-ler), a. [L. spicidum a dart : cf. F. spiculaire.']
Resembling a dart ; having sharp points.
Spic'U-late (-Ittt), a. [L. spiculatus, p. p. of spiculare to sharpen, to point, fr. .^picidum a dart.]
1. Covered with, or having, spicules.
2. (Bot.) Covered with minute spiculre, or pointed
fleshy appendages ; divided into small spikelets.
Spic'U-late (-lat), V. t. To sharpen to a point, [i?.]
" With spiciilated paling."
Mason.
Spic'ule (-vil), n. [L. spiculum a little point, a dart.]
1. A minute, slender granule, or point.
2. (Bot.) Same as Spicula.
3. (Zool.) Any small calcareous or siliceous body found
full,

m

Spi-CU'li-form (spit-ku'lT-fSrm or spik'ii-lT- ; 277), a.
(Zool.) Having the shape of a spicule.
SplC'U-lig'e-nous (spIk'il-lTi'J-niis), a. [L. spiculum
-j- -c/enous.]
(Zool.) Producing or containing spicules.
Splc'u-ll-spon'gi-SB (-li-sp5n'jT-e), n. pi.
[NL.]
(Zool.) A division of sponges including those which have
independent siliceous spicules.
Spic'U-lum (spIk'ii-ltSm), n. ; pi. Spicdla (-U).
[L., a little point.]
(Zool.) Same as Spicule.
Spi'cy (spi'sy), a. \_Compar. Spicier (-si-er) super!.
Spiciest.]
[From Spice.] 1. Flavored with, or containing, spice or spices fragrant
aromatic as, spicy
" The spicynut-biowa ale."
breezes.
Milton.
Led by new stars, and borne by spicy gales.
Pope.
2. Producing, or abounding with, spices.
In hot Ceylon spicy forests grew.
Dryden.
3. Fig.
Piquant pungent ; racy ; as, a spicy debate.
Syn. Aromatic ; fragrant ; smart pungent pointed
keen. See Racy.
Spl'der (spi'der), n. [OE. spipre, fr. AS. spinnan to

casting, etc.

(-nSl), n.

r^de,

A

Sheaf

Rosette
of Esperia ;
Equi-anchorate.
t

:

;

A

unite,

bexradiate;^"

Tricliite

See Bird spider, under Bird, Orass spider, under Grass,
House spider, under House, Silk spider, under Silk.
2. (Zool.) Any one of various other arachnids resembling the true spiders, especially certain mites, as the
red spider (see under Red).
3. An iron pan with a long handle, used as a kitchen
utensil in frying food.
Originally, it had long legs, and
was used over coals on the hearth.
4. A trevet to support pans or pots over a fire.
5. (Mach.) A skeleton, or frame, having radiating
arms or members, often connected by crosspieces ; as, a
casting forming the hub and spokes to which the rim of
a fly wheel or large gear is bolted ; the body of a piston
head a frame for strengthening a core or mold for a

—

flse,

i

telliB (see

(Bot.) An American
shrub (lAndera Benzoin), the bark of which has a spicy
taste and odor;
called also Benjamin, %mld allspice,
and fever bush.
Spi-cif'er-OUS (spt-sIfer-Qs), a. [L. spicifer bearing
spikes, or ears ; ipica ear +/e)'re to bear.] Bearing ears,
or spikes; spicate.
[OSs.]
Bailey.
Spi'oi-form (spi'sY-f6rm), a. [L. spica a spike, ear
form.'] (Bot.) Spike-shaped.
Oray.
Spi'ci-ly, adv. In a spicy manner.
The
quality
or
state
Spl'ci-ness, n.
of being spicy.
Spick (spTk), n. [Cf. Sw. spik. See Spike a nail.]
spike or nail. \_Prov. Eng.]
Spick and span, quite new ; that is, as new as a spike
or nail just made and a chip just split brand-new ; as, a
ipick and span novelty. See Span-new.
Howell.

—

equi-anchorate;

itate

prey.

See Geometric spider, and Triangle spider, under Geometric, and Triangle.
Spi'der-wort' (-wQrf), n. (Bot.) An American endogenous plant (Tradescantia Virginica), with long
linear leaves and ephemeral blue flowers.
The name is
sometimes extended to other species of the same genus.
Spied (i'eid.),imp. p. p. of Spy.
Spie'gel-ei'sen (spe'ggl-i'sSn), re. [G. spiegel mirror
eisen iron.] See Spiegel iron.
E. iron.l
Spie'gel i'ron (i'iirn). [G. spiegel mirror
(Metal.) A fusible white cast iron containing a large
amount of carbon (from three and a half to six per cent)
and some manganese. When the manganese reaches
twenty-five per cent and upwards it has a granular structure, and constitutes the alloy ferro manganese, largely
used in the manufacture of Bessemer steel. Called also
specular pig iron, spiegel, and spiegeleisen.
V.
Spite.
Spenser,
lObs.]
Spight (spit), n.
Spight, re. A woodpecker. See Speight. [06j.]
Spig'nel (spig'ngl), n. (Bot.) Same as Spicknel.
Spig'net (-nSt), re. [Corrupted fr. spikenard.] (Bot.)
An aromatic plant of America. See Spikenard.
Spig'Ot (-iSt), re. [From spick, for spike ; cf Ir.
Gael, spiocaid a spigot, Ir. spice a spike. See Spike.]
A pin or peg used to stop the vent in a cask ; also, the
plug of a faucet or cock.
Spigot and faucet joint, a joint for uniting pipes, formed
by the insertion of the end of one pipe, or pipe fitting,
into a socket at the end of another.

;

Spl'cer (spi'ser), n. [Cf. OF. espicier, F. epicier.^
1. One who seasons with spice.
2. One who deals in spice.
Piers Plowman.
[06«.]
Spi'cer-y (-y), n.
[OF. espicerie, F. epicerie.']
1. Spices, in general.
Chaucer.
2. A repository of spices.
Addison.

Spick'nel

web which is formed by most kinds
of spiders, particularly the web spun to entrap their

Broom-

/

;

;

Spioe'bush' (-bush'), re. (Bot.) Spicewood.
Spice' nut' (niit^). A small crisp cake, highly spiced.

Spice'wood' (spis'w58d'),

by spiders ; cobwebbed.

Description of

k Six-rayed Cap-

—

Spi'deredi(spi'derd),a. Infested
Wolcott.
Spi'der-like' (spi'der-llk'), a.
Like a spider.
Shak.
Spi'der web' (wSV), or Spl'- Spider Monkey
(Ateles
der' s web'. (Zool.) The silken
belzebutn).

use in
classification.

the constellation Virgo.
) a.
[L. spicaius, p. p. of spiSpi'cate (spT'kat),
care to furnish with spikes, or
Spi'oa-ted (-ka-ted), f
ears, fr. spica a spike, or ear.]
(Bot.) Having the form
of a spike, or ear arranged in a spike or spikes.
Lee.
Splc-ca'tO (spek-ka'to), a. [It., p. p. of spiccare to
detach, to separate.]
(Mas.) Detached; separated;
a term indicating that every note is to he performed in a
distinct and pointed manner.
II

See Pteroceras.

great

—

;

—

Spider shell (Zool.),
ble spiders.
any shell of the genus Pteroceras.

gant in form.

tercIlate;(/Spinispirulate ; h In-

;

chidaceous plant (Ophrys aranifera), having flowers which resem-

;

;

'I'liese

spiky, vivid outl>ur6ts of mctuUic vapors.

C. A. Young.

Having a sharp point, or sharp points furuiehed or
armed with spikes.
Or by the spiky harrow cleared away.
Dyer.
The spiky wheels through heaps of carnage tore. Pope,
Spile (spil), re. [Cf. LG. spile, dial. G. speii, .fpeiler,
D. spijl. V170.] 1. A small plug or wooden pin, useil
2.

;

to stop a vent, as in a cask.

sing, ink

;

tben, thin

;

bON

;

zli

=z

in azuie.

SPILE

1386

2. A small tube or spout inserted in a tree for conducting sap, as from a sugar maple.
large stake driven into the ground as a support
3.
for some superstructure ; a pile.
Spila hole, a small air hole in a cask ; a vent.
Spile (spil), V. t. To supply with a spile or a spigot
to make a small vent in, as a cask.
Spll'l-kln (spil'if-kin), n. [OD. spelleken a small pin.
See Spill a splinter.] One of a number of small pieces
or pegs of wood, ivory, bone, or other material, for playing a game, or for counting the score in a game, as in
cribbage. In the plural (spilikins), a game played with
such pieces ; pushpin. [Written also spillikin, spilliken.']
Spill (spTl), n. [V170. Cf. Spell a splinter.] 1. A
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
bit of wood split off ; a splinter.
2. A slender piece of anything. Specifically :
(a) A peg or pin for plugging a hole, as in a cask ; a spile.
(6) A metallic rod or pin.
(c) A small roll of paper, or slip of wood, used as a
lamplighter, etc.
{d) (Mining) One of the thick laths or poles driven
horizontally ahead of the main timbering in advancing a
level in loose ground.
3. A little sum of money.
[06i.]
Ayliffe.
vb. n.
Spill, V. t. \imp.
p. p. Spilt (spilt) ; p. pr.
Spilling.] To cover or decorate with slender pieces of
wood, metal, ivory, etc. ; to inlay. [OJi.]
Spenser.
Spill (spll), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spilled (spild), or
Spilt (spilt) ; p. pr.
[OE. spillen,
vb. n. Spilling.]
usually, to destroy, AS. spillan, spildan, to destroy akin
to Icel. spilla to destroy, Sw. spilla to spUl, Dan. spilde,
XiG.
D. spillen to squander, OHG. spildan.^ 1. To
destroy ; to kUl ; to put an end to. [Oft«.]

for convenient carriage on an expedition.
To spin street
yarn, to gad about gossiping. IColloq.]
Spin (spin), V. i. 1. To practice spinning to work at
drawing and twisting threads ; to make yarn or thread
from fiber ; as, the woman knows how to spin ; a machine
or jenny spins with great exactness.
They neither know to spin, nor care to toil.
Prior.
2. To move round rapidly ; to whirl ; to revolve, as a
top or a spindle, about its axis.
Round about him spun the landscape,

A

—

&

&

&

&

;

&

And gave him

to the queen, all at her will

To choose whether

she would

Greater glory think

2.

To mar

by misuse

;

[it]

him save or spill, Chaucer.

to save

to injure ; to deface
to waste. [06s.]
;

than spill.
Speiiser.
to destroy
; hence,

Thej; [the colors] disfigure the stuff and

spill the

manship.
Spill not the
tions.

whole workFuttenhwn.

morning, the quintessence of the day, in recreaFuller.

nm

3. To suffer to fall or
out of a vessel ; to lose, or
suffer to be scattered ;
applied to fluids and to substances whose particles are small and loose ; as, to spill
water from a pail ; to spill quicksilver from a vessel to

—

;

powder from a paper to spill sand or flour.
d^"" Spill differs from pour in expressing accidental

spill
loss,

;

— a loss or waste contrary to purpose.

4. To cause to flow out and be lost or wasted ; to shed,
or suffer to be shed, as in battle or in manslaughter ; as,
man spills another's blood, or his own blood.
And to revenge his blood so justly spilt.
Dnjden.
5. (Naut.) To relieve a saU from the pressure of the
wind, so that it can be more easily reefed or furled, or
to lessen the strain.

a

Spilling line (Naut.), a rope used for spilling, or dislodging, the wind from the belly of a sail.
Totten.

Spill, V. i.
come to ruin

1.

To be destroyed,

ruined, or wasted

;

to

—

A

&

&

&

;

Ithaca full of moths.
Shak.
2. To draw out tediously ; to form by a slow process,
or by degrees to extend to a great length ;
with out ;
as, to spin out large volumes on a subject.
Do you mean that the story is tediously spun out ? Sheridan.
3. To protract ; to spend by delays ; as, to spin out
the day in idleness.
By one delay after another they spin out their whole lives.
Estrange.
4. To cause to turn round rapidly ; to whirl ; to twirl
spin
as, to
a top.
5. To form (a web, a cocoon, silk, or the like) from
threads produced by the extrusion of a viscid, transparent liquid, which hardens on coming into contact with
the air
said of the spider, the silkworm, etc.
6. (Mech.) To shape, as malleable sheet metal, into
fill

—

;

;

V

;

—

—

a hoUow form, by bending or buckling it by pressing
against it with a smooth hand tool or roller while the
metal revolves, as in a lathe.
To apln a yam INaut.), to tell a story, esp. a long or
fabulous tale.
To spin hay (J/»7.), to twist it into ropes

—

ale,,

senate,

c^re,

Sua,

arm, ask,

Spln'dle-tall' (spTn'd'l-tal'),
[Local, U. S.]

Sky and forest reeled together.
Longfellow.
With a whirligig of jubilant mosquitoes spinning about each
head.

G. W. Cable.
3. To stream or issue in a thread or a small current or
jet ; as, blood spins from a vein.
Shak.
4. To move swiftly ; as, to spin along the road in a carriage, on a bicycle, etc.
IColloq.']
Spin, re.
i. The act of spinning ; as, the spin of a
top a spin on a bicycle. ICollog.']
2. {Kinematics) Velocity of rotation about some specified axis.
Spl'na bil'l-da (spi'na bif'i-da). {Med.) [L., cleft
spine.]
congenital malformation in which the spinal
column is cleft at its lower portion, and the membranes
of the spinal cord project as an elastic swelling from the
.

;

II

A

gap thus formed.
Spl-na'ceous (spl-na'shiis),

a.
{Bot.) Of, pertaining
the plant spinach, or the family of
belongs.
Spin'ach i (spin'aj ; 48), re. [OF. espinache, espiSpin'age ) noche, F. epinard; cf. It. spinace, Sp. espinaca; all fr. Ar. isfdnaj, isfinaj, aspanakh, probably
{Bot.) A common pot herb (Spinaof Persian origin.]
cia oleracea) belonging to the Goosefoot family.
Mountain spinach. See Garden orache, under Okache.
New Zealand spinach {Bot. ), a coarse herb ( Tetragonia
expansa), a poor substitute tor spinach.
Various other pot herbs are locally called spinach.
Spi'nal (spi'nal), a. [L. spinalis, fr. spina the spine
cf. F. spinal. See Spine.]
1. (Anai.) Of , pertaining to,
or in the region of, the backbone, or vertebral column ;
rachidian ; vertebral.
2. Of or pertaining to a spine or spines.
Spinal accessory nerves, the eleventh pair of cranial
nerves in the higher vertebrates. They originate from
the spinal cord and pass forward into the skull, from

to, or resembling,

plants to which

it

—

^g^

:

m

which they emerge

—

company with the pneumogas-

Spinal column, the backbone, or connected series
of vertebrae which forms the axis of the vertebrate skeleton ; the spine ; rachis ; vertebral column.
Spinal cord,

trics.

—

the great nervous cord extending backward from the
brain along the dorsal side of the spinal column of a
vertebrate animal, and usually terminating in a threadlike appendage called the ftlum terminate; the spinal,
or vertebral, marrow ; the myelon. The nervous tissue
consists of nerve fibers and nerve cells, the latter being
confined to the so-called gray matter of the central portions of the cord, while the peripheral white matter is
composed of nerve fibers only. The center of the cord
is traversed by a slender canal connecting with the ventricles of the brain.
Spi'nate (-nat), a. Bearing a spine spiniform.
Spln'dle (spiu'd'l), re. [AS. spinl, fr. spinnan to spin
akin to D. spil, G. spille, spindel, OHG. spinnala.
V170. See Spin.] 1. The long, round, slender rod or
pin in spinning wheels by which the thread is twisted,
and on which, when twisted, it is wound also, the pin
on which the bobbin is held in a spinning machine, or in
the shuttle of a loom.
2. A slender rod or pin on which anything turns an
axis ; as, the spindle of a vane.
Specifically
(a) (Slack.) The shaft, mandrel, or arbor, in a machine
tool, as a lathe or drilling machine, etc., which causes
the work to revolve, or carries a tool or center, etc.
(6) (Much.) The vertical rod on which the runner of
a grinding mill turns.
(() (Founding) A shaft or pipe on which a core of sand
;

:

is

—

;

Spln'dle-worm'

3.

The fusee of a watch.

4.

A long and slender stalk resembling a spindle.
A yam measure containing, in cotton yam, 15,120

5.

yards

in linen yarn, 14,400 yards.

;

(Geom.) A solid generated by the revolution of a
curved line about its base or double ordinate or chord.
7. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any marine univalve shell of the genus
6.

liostellaria ;

— called «Xso spindle stromb.

(6)

Any

marine gastropod of the genus Fusus.
Dead spindle (Mach.), a spindle in a machine
tool that does not revolve
the spindle of the
tailstock of a lathe.
Live spindle {Much.), the revolving spindle of a machine tool ; the spindle of
the headstock of a turning lathe. — Spindle shell.
iZool.) See Spindle, 7, above.
Spindle aide, the
female side in descent in the female line ; opposed to .':pear side. Ld. Lytton. [R.] " King Lycaon, grandson, by the spindle side, of Oceanus." IJ^
Lowell.
Spindle tree (Bot. ), any shrub or tree of
the genus Euonymits. The wood of E. Eurovseus was used for spindles and skewers. See
Spindle
;

—

—

;

—

Pkickwood.

Shell \Sqs"^'^

&

[imp.
Spin'dle, v. i.
p. p. Spindled j-^wr)
vb. re. Spindling (-dling).]
p. pr.
To shoot or grow into a long, slender stalk or body ; to
become disproportionately tall and slender.
It has begun to .s/»mr//e into overintellectuality. Lowell.
(-d'ld)

&

;

Spin'dle-legged'

(-legd'

oi-

leg'gSd), a.

Having long,

slender legs.

Spin'dle-legs'

(-legz'),

re.

A spindleshanks.

Having long, slender
Spin'dle-Shanked' (-shankt'),o.
~
Addison.

legs.

Spln'dle-Shanks' (-shanks'), n. A persoii with slenused humorously or in contempt.
Spln'dle-shaped' (-shapf ), a. 1. Having the shape

der shanks, or legs

:

—

of a spindle.
2. (Bot.) Thickest in the middle, and tapering to both
ends ; fusiform
applied chiefly to roots.
;

final,

^11

;

—

eve,

event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

(Zo'dl.)

(Zool.)

(-wflrm'), ».

The

pintail

The

larva of a
feeds inside the

moth (Achatodes sex) which

noctuid

stalks of corn (maize), sometimes causing much damage.
It is smooth, with a black head and tail and a row of
black dots across each segment.
Spin'dling (-dling), a. Long and slender, or disproportionately tall and slender ; as, a spindling tree ; a
spindling boy.
Spine (spin), re. [L. spina a thorn, the spine ; akin
to spica. a point
cf. OF. espine, F. epine.
Cf. Spike,
Spinet a musical instrument, Spinny.] 1. (Bot.)
sharp
appendage to any part of a plant ; a thorn.
2. (Zo'dl.) (a)
rigid and sharp projection upon any
part of an animal. (6) One of the rigid and undivided
fin rays of a fish.
3. (Anal.) The backbone, or spinal column, of an animal
so called from the projecting processes upon the
vertebrae.
4. Anything resembling the spine or backbone a ridge.
fish having spines
Spine'back' (-bSk'), re. (Zo'dl.)
in, or in front of, the dorsal fins.
Spine'bill' (-bil'), re. (Zo'dl.) Any species of Australian birds of the genus Acanihorhynchus.
They are related to the honey eaters.
Spined (spind), a. Furnished with spines ; spiny.
Spine'-Hnned' (spin'find'), a. (Zo'dl.) Having fins
supported by spinous fin rays ;
said of certain fishes.
Spi-nel' (spT-nSl' or spi'nSl ; 277), ) re.
[F. spinelle,
or LL. spinellus,
Spi-nelle' (spT-nel'),
)
perhaps from L. spina a thorn, a prickle, in allusion to
its pointed crystals.]
mineral occurring in
(Min.)
octahedrons of great hardness and various colors, as red,
green, blue, brown, and black, the red variety being the
gem spinel ruby. It consists essentially of alumina and
magnesia, but commonly contains iron and sometimee
also chromium.
11^°° The spinel group includes spinel proper, also
magnetite, chromite, franklinite, galinite, etc., all of
which may be regarded as composed of a sesquioxide
and a protoxide in equal proportions.
Spin'el (spin'Sl), re. Bleached yarn used In making
the linen tape called inHe / unwrought inkle.
Knight,
Spine'less (spin'lgs), a. Having no spine.
Spi-nes'cent (spt-nes'sfnt), a. [L. spinescens, -eniis,
p. pr. of spinescere to grow thorny, fr. spina a thorn cf.
F. spinescent.2 (Bot.) Becoming hard and thorny tapering gradually to a rigid, leafiess point ; armed with
spines.
Gray.
Spin'et (spTn'St or spi-nSt' 277), re. [OF. espinete, F.
epinette (cf It. spinetia), fr. L. spina a thorn ;
so called
because its quills resemble thorns. See Spine.] (3fus.)
keyed instrument of music resembling a harjKichord,
but smaller, with one string of brass or steel wire to each
note, sounded by means of leather or qmll plectrums or
jacks.
It was formerly much used.
:

A

A

;

—

;

A

—

A

:

;

—

;

.

A

Dumb spinet. (Mus.) See Maniohoedon.
Spl'net (spi'ngt or spTn'St), re. [L. spinetum. See
Spinny.] A spinny. [06s.]
B. Jonson.
Spine'tail' (spin'tal'), «.
(Zo'dl.) (a) Any one of
several species of swifts of the genus Acanthylis, or CA»iura, and allied genera, in which the shafts of the tail
feathers terminate in rigid spines. (6) Any one of several species of South American and Central American
clamatorial birds belonging to Synallaxis and allied genera of the family Dendrocolaptidx. They are allied to
the ovenbirds. (c) The ruddy duck.
[Local, U. S.]
(Zo'dl.) Having the
Spine'-tallOd' (spin'tald'), a.
tail quills ending in sharp, naked tips.
{Zo'dl.) See Spinetail (o).
Spin'et-ed (spIn'St-ed), a. SUt ; cleft. [06s. & iJ.]
Spi-nll'er-ous (spt-nif'er-us), a. [L. spinifer ; spina
a thorn -|- ferre to produce.] Producing spines bearing thorns or spines thorny spiny.
Spin'1-form (spIn'T-fSrm), a. Shaped like a spine.
Spl-nig'ei-OUS (spt-nTj'er-us), a. [L. spiniger ; spina
spuie -|- gerere to bear.] Bearing a spine or spines

Spine-tailed swift.

;

;

formed.

re.

duck.

;

;

;
to perish ; to waste. [Ofts.]
That thou wilt suffer innocents to spill.
Chaucer.
2. To be shed ; to run over ; to fall out, and be lost
or wasted. "He was so topful of himself, that he let it
spill on all the company."
I. Watts.
SpiU'er (spTl'er), n. 1, One who, or that which, spQls.
2. A kind of fishing line with many hooks ; a boulter.
SpU'let f Jsh'ing (spil'lgt f ish'ing), ) A system or
Spll'liard flsh'lng (spTl'yerd),
method of fish)
ing by means of a number of hooks set on snoods all on
one line
in North America, called trau'l fishing, bultoui, or bultow fishing, and long-line fishing.
Spil'11-kln (spTl'li-kin), n. See Spilikin.
sluiceway or passage for suSplll'way' (-wa'), re.
perfluous water in a reservoir, to prevent too great pressure on the dam.
Spilt (spilt), imp. &p. p. of Spill. Spilled.
Spil'ter (spil'ter), n.
[From Spill, n.] Any one of
the small branches on a stag's head. [06s.]
Howell.
Spilth (spilth), re. [Prom Spill.] Anything spilt, or
" With
freely poured out ; slop ; efiusiou.
[Archaic~\
drunken spilth of wine."
Shak.
Choicest cates, and the flagon's best spilth. E. Browning.
Spin (spin), V. t. [imp. Sep. p. Spun (spun) (Archaic
imp. Span (spSn) ) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Spinning.]
[AS.
spinnan; akin to D.
Sw. spinna,
G. spinnen, Icel.
Dan. spinde, Goth, spinnan, and probably to E. span.
V170. Cf. Span, v. t.. Spider.] 1. To draw out, and
twist into threads, either by the hand or machinery as,
to spin wool, cotton, or flax ; to spin goat's hair ; to produce by drawing out and twisting a fibrous material.
All the yarn she [Penelope] spun in Ulyssea' absence did but
;

SPINNEY

;

thorn-bearing.

Spln'i-ness (spm'i-ngs), re. Quality of being spiny.
Spin'i-spir'U-late (spin't-spTr'fi-lat), a. (Zo'dl.)
spirally.
See Spicule.
Spink (spTnk), re. [Cf. dial. Sw. spink a kind of small
bird, Gr. airiyyo^, and E. finch.J (Zo'dl.) The chaffinch.
Spin'na-ker (spTn'na-ker), re. (Naut.) A large triangular sail set upon a boom,
used when running before
the wind.
Spin'ner (-ner), n. 1. One who, or that which, spins;
one skilled in spinning a spinning machine.
" Long-legged spinners,"
2. A spider.
Shak.
3. (Zo'dl.) A goatsucker
so called from the peculiar
noise it makes when darting through the air.

Having spines arranged

—

;

;

4. (Zo'dl,)

—

A spinneret.

Eing spinner, a machine for spinning, in which the twist,
given to the yarn by a revolving bobbin, is regulated by
the drag of a smaU metal loop which slides around a
ring encircling the bobbin, instead of by a throstle.
Spin'ner-et (-et), re. (Zo'dl,) One of the special jointed
organs situated on the under side,
and near the end, of the abdomen
of spiders, by means of which they
spin their webs.
Most spiders
have three pairs of spinnerets, but
some have only two pairs. The
ordinary silk line of the spider is
composed of numerous smaller lines
joined after issuing from the spinnerets.

Spin'ner-Ule

(-61),

n.

(Zo'dl,)

One of the numerous small spinning
tubes on the spinnerets of spiders.
Spin'ney

(-nj),

re.

; pi.

Spinnerets (a 6 erf) of
Spider, much en-

Spinneys

Spinny.

idea,

^

larged.

Same as

(-niz).

T.

iU

;

old,

Sbey, orb, odd

Hughes-
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SPINNING
&

n. from Spin.
Spln'nlng (spTn'nTng), a.
Spinning gland (Zool.), one of the glands which form
the material for spinning the silk of silkworms and other
Spinning house, formerly a common name for a
larvae.
house of correction in England, the women confined thereSpinning jenny (Much. ),
in being employed in spinning.
an engme or machine for spinnmg wool or cotton, by
means olE a large number of spindles revolving simultaneSpinning
Spinning mite (ZooL), the red spider.
ously.
wheel, a machine for spinning yarn or thread, in which a
wheel drives a single spindle,
and is itself driven by the
hand, or by the foot acting on
a treadle.

—

—

—

—

Spln'ny

(-nf), n. ; pi. SpihNiES (-ntz).
[or. espinaye,
espinoye, espinei, espinoi, F.

epinaie, from L. spinetum a
thicket of thorns, fr, spina a
thorn.
See Spine.]
small
thicket or grove with undergrowth; a clump of trees.
[Written also spinney, and
spiny.}

A

The downs

rise steep,

Spinning Wheel, with
Housewife spinning
Yarn.

crowned

Thin and long

;

slim

[06«. or Prov. Eng.']
Spl-nose' (spt-nos' or spl'nos'), a. [L. spinosus, from
spina a thorn.] Full of spines ; armed with thorns

thorny.
Spi-nos'1-ty (spt-nSs'I-tj?), n.
The quality or state
of being spiny or thorny ; spininess.
Spl'nous (spi'niis), a. 1. Spinose ; thorny.
2. Having the form of a spine or thorn ; spinelike.
Splnoos procesa of a vertebra (Anal,), the dorsal process
of the neural arch of a vertebra ; a neurapophysis.

Spl-no'Zlsm (spI-no'zTz'm or spi'no-), n. The form
of Pantheism taught by Benedict Spinosa, that there ia
but one substance, or infinite essence, in the universe, of
which the so-called material and spiritual beings and
pheuomena are only modes, and that this one substance
.8 God.
[Written ^so Spinosism.']
Spi-no'zlst (-zTst), n. A believer in Spinozism.
Spin'ster (spln'ster), n. ISpin -)- -ster.'] 1. A woman
spins, or whose occupation is to spin.
She spake to spmsters to spin it out. Piers Plowman,.
The spinsters and the knitters in the sun.
Shak.

who

A

2.
man who spins. [OJs.]
Shak.
3. (Law) An unmarried or single woman ;
used in
legal proceedings as a title, or addition to the surname.

4.

—

gentlewoman be termed a

spinster, she

may

of evil life and character ;
so called
being forced to spin in a house of correction. lObs.J

from
Spin'stress (-stres), ra. A woman who spins. T.Brown.
Spin'stry {-strf), n. The business of one who spins

;

[06s.]
Milton.
Spln'ule (spin'ul or spin'ial), n. [L. spinula, dim. of
spina a spine : cf. r. spinule."] A minute spine. Dana.
Spin'u-Ies'cent (-ii-lgs'sent), a. (Bot.) Having small
spines somewhat thorny.
Spin'u-lose' (-los'), 1 a [Cf. F. spinuleux.l Covered
Spln'u-lOUS (-lus), )
with small spines.
Spln'y (spin'y), a. [From Spine.] 1. Full of spines
thorny as, a spiny tree.
" /Spiny grasshop2. tike a spine in shape; slender.
pers sit chirping."
Chapman.
Fig.
3.
Abounding with difficulties or annoyances.
;

;

:

Spiny

deserts of scholastic philosophy.

lobster.

(Zo'dl.)

Same

as

Rock

lobster,

under

See Spinny.

re.

Spi-0'de-a (spt-o'de-a), n. pi. [NL., fr. Spio the
{Zo'dl.) An extensive division of marine
Annelida, including those that are without oral tentacles or cirri, and have the gills, when present, mostly
arranged along the sides of the body. They generally
live in burrows or tubes.
II

typical genus.]

Spi'ra-We

(spl'ra-b'l), a.

Capable
Nash.

[L. spiraUlis.']

of being breathed
respirable.
\_Obs.'\
Spir'a-cle (splr'a-k'l or spl'ra-k'l ; 277), n. [L. spiraculum, fr. spirare to breathe cf. F. spiracule. See
Spikit.]
1. (Anat.) The nostril, or one of the nostrils,
of whales, porpoises, and allied animals.
2. (Zo'dl.) (a) One of the external openings communicating with the air tubes or tracheae
of insects, rayriapods, and arachnids.
LAni'i,
They are variable in number, and are
usually situated on the sides of the t
thorax and abdomen, a, pair to a seg;

:

Sse,

;

full,

ftp,

Qm

pity

as Spiriper.
;

;

,

;

Same

Spired (spird), a. Having a spire being in the form
3fason.
of a spire as, a spired steeple.
[Dim., fr. L. spira a coil.]
Spl'rl-cle (spi'ri-k'l), n.
(Bot.) One of certain minute coiled threads in the coating of some seeds. When moistened these threads proGi'ay.
trude in great numbers.
[NL., fr. L. spira a coil
Spl'rl-ler (spi'rT-ter), re.
(Paleon.)
Any
of
numerous
bear.]
one
species
ferre to
of fossil bracliiopods of the genus Spirifer, or Delthyris,

+

strema).

r^ide,

(Paleon.)

Spire bearer.

;

food, fdbt

;

out, oil

;

spirare to breathe, to blow. Cf. Spirifer {S. striatus),
a Exterior ; b Interior
Conspire, Expire, Esprit, Sprite.]
of Shell, opened to
1. Air set in motion by breathshow Spiral Arms.
ing ; breath ; hence, sometimes,
life itself.
[06s.] "All of spmi would deprive."
Spenser.
The mild air, with season moderate,
Gently attempered, and disposed so well,
Spenser.
That still it breathed forth sweet S2)irit.
2.
rough breathing an aspirate, as the letter h ; also,
a mark to denote aspiration ; a breathing. [06s.]
Be it a letter or spirit, we have great use for it. £. Jonsoiu
3. Life, or living substance, considered independently
of corporeal existence ; an intelligence conceived of apart
from any physical organization or embodiment ; vital
essence, force, or energy, as distinct from matter.
4. The intelligent, immaterial, and immortal part of
man the soul, in distinction from the body in which it
resides ; the agent or subject of vital and spiritual functions, whether spiritual or material.
There is a spirit in man and the inspiration of the Almighty
giveth them understanding.
Job xsxii. 8.
As the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without works
is dead also.
James ii. 26.
Spirit is a substance wherein thinking, knowing, doubting,
and a power of moving, do subsist.
Locke.
5. Specifically, a disembodied soul ; the human soul
after it has left the body.
Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was, and the spirit
shall return unto God who gave it.
£iccl. xii. 7.
Ye gentle spirits far away.
With whom we shared the cup of grace.
Keble.
6. Any supernatural being, good or bad; an apparition ; a specter ; a ghost ; also, sometimes, a sprite ; a

A

;

;

an

;

elf.
all

impressions

and goblins in the dark.
Locke.
7. Energy, vivacity, ardor, enthusiasm, courage, etc.
"Write it then, quickly," replied Bede and summoning all

chair

;

go

;

his spints together, like the last blaze of a candle going out.

indited

it,

and expired.

he

Fuller.

8. One who is vivacious or lively one who evinces
great activity or peculiar characteristics of mind or temper ; as, a ruling spirit ; a schismatic spirit.
Such spirits as he desired to please, such would I choose for
my judges.
Dryden.
;

9. Temper or disposition of mind ; mental condition
or disposition intellectual or moral state ;
often in the
plural ; as, to be cheerful, or in good spirits; to be downhearted, or in bad spirits.
God has . made a spirit of building succeed a spirit of pull-

—

;

.

.

ing down.

South.

A perfect judge will read each work of wit
With the same spirit that its author writ.
Pope,
10. Intent real meaning
opposed to the letter, or
to formal statement ; also, characteristic quality, especially such as is derived from the individual genius or
the personal character
as, the spirit of an enterprise,
of a document, or the like.
11. Tenuous, volatile, airy, or vapory substance, pos;

;

—

;

sessed of active qualities.
All bodies have spirits

Any

.

.

.

within them.

Bacon,

produced by distillation
especially,
alcohol, the spirits, or spirit, of wine (it having been first
distilled from wine)
often in the plural.
13. pi. Rum, whisky, brandy, gin, and other distilled
liquors having much alcohol, in distinction from wine
and malt liquors.
12.

liquid

;

;

—

A solution in alcohol of a volatile principle.
U. S. Disp,
15. (Alchemy) Any one of the four substances, sulphur, sal ammoniac, quicksilver, or arsenic (or, according to some, orpiment).
Chaucer,
The four spirits and the bodies seven.
16. (Dyeing) Stannic chloride. See under Stannic.
IS^^ Spirit is sometimes joined with other words, forming compounds, geiier.Tlly of obvious signification as,
14. (3Ied. )
Cf. Tincture.

;

top of praises.

:

called snlicyiic acid.

unite,

Cowper.

Spire, re. [L. spira coil, twist ; akin to Gr. o-Tretpa cf
F. spire.'] 1. A spiral ; a curl a whorl ; a twist. Dryden.
2. (Geom.) The part of a spiral generated in one revolution of the straight line about the pole. See Spiral, re.

Spl'ral (spi'ral), a.
[Cf. P. spiral. See „
„,, „
Spire a winding line.] 1. Winding or cir- ^P'X„ „„;
„,
cling round a center or pole and gradually
Operoulum
receding from it; as, the spiral curve of a (of Ci/clo-

watch spring.

—

Emerson.
spire.
It is not so apt to spire up as the other sorts, being more inMortimer.
clined to branch into arms.

Spl-ras'a (-re'4), n.
[L., fr. Gr. arreipaia, fr. aire'tpa
a coil.] {Bot.) A genus of shrubs or perennial herbs
including the meadowsweet and the hardback.
Spl-r»'lc (-Tk), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or derived from, the meadowsweet
(.Spirxa) ; formerly, designating an acid ^fi

Spir'it (spir'Tt), re. [OF. espirit,
esperit, F. esprit, L. spiritus, from

Whilst young, preserve his tender mind from

Spire, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Spired (.spird); p. pr. &
vb. re.' Spiring.] To shoot forth, or up in, or as it in, a

It is the modified first gill cleft.
small aperture or vent for air or other fluid.
Spl-rac'U-lar (spt-rSk'ii-ler), a. Of or pertaining to
a spiracle.

II

of spirits

ently by different authorities
« Spiralozooids of Ut/dj ac
tmta ecliinata
h h Hy
by some as equivalent to
dranths; $r Blastostyle with
fricative,
that is, as includSporosacs.
ing all the continuous consonants, except the nasals m, re, ng ; with the further exception, by others, of the liquids r, I, and the semivowels w, y ; by others limited to /, v, th surd and sonant,
and the sound of German ch,
thus excluding the sibilants, as well as the nasals, liquids, and semivowels.
See
Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 197-208.
Spi-ran'thy (spt-rSn'thy), re. [Gr. o-iretpa a coil -f
avBoi flower.] (Bci.) The occasional twisted growth of
the parts of a flower.
Spl-ra'tion (spt-ra'shun), re. [L. spiratio, fr. spirare
Barrow.
to breathe.]
The act of breathing. [06i.]
Spire (spir), V. i. [L. spirare to breathe. See Spirit.]
Shenstone.
To breathe. [06s.]
Spire, re. [OE. spire, spir, a blade of grass, a young
shoot, AS. spir ; akin to G. spier a blade of grass, Dan.
spire a sprout, sprig, Sw. spira a spar, Icel. spira.'] 1.
slender stalk or blade in vegetation ; as, a spire of grass
or of wheat.
Chaucer.
An oak Cometh up a little spire.
2. A tapering body that shoots up or out to a point
in a conical or pyramidal form.
Specifically (A7'ch.), the roof of a tower when of a
pyramidal form and high in proportion to
its width ; also, the pyramidal or aspiring
termination of a tower which can not be
said to have a roof, such as that of Strasburg
cathedral ; the tapering part of a steeple,
or the steeple itself.
"With glistering
Milton.
spires and pinnacles adorned."
A sp?j'e of land that stands apart.
Tennyson.
Cleft from the main.
Tall spire, from which the sound of cheerful

The spire and

Spi-rmum (spt-rTllum), re.
[NL., dim. of L. spira a coil.]
A genus of common motile
microorganisms (Spirobacteria)
having the form of spiral-shaped
filaments. One species is said to
be the cause of relapsing fever.
Splr'ing (spir'ing), a. Shooting
up in a spire or spires. " The
spiring grass."
Drayton.
(Biol.)

fairy

differ-

;

Any

.

term used

(Mining) A tube or fuse for communicating fire to the charge in blasting.
4. The top, or uppermost point, of anything the summit.

fishes.

now

A

bells

These openings are usually
and capable of being closed.
See TUust. under Colboptera.
(b) Spiracle of Common
A tubular orifice communicating with ^^^' """='^ enlarged,
the gUl cavity of certain ganoid and all elasmobranch

is

Spl'rant (spi'rant), re. [L.
spirans, -antis, p. pr. of spirare to breathe. See Spirit.]

3.

elliptical,

which

(spt-rSl'T-ty),
re.
Spi-ral'1-ty
quality or state of being spiral.
Spi'ral-ly (spi'ral-ly), adv. In a Spiral of Archimedes.
spiral form, manner, or direction.
Spl-ra'lo-ZO'oid (spt-ra'lo-zo'oid), re. [Spiral -\- zooid.
So called because they often
have a spiral form when contracted.] (Zo'dl.) One of the
special defensive zooids of certain hydroids. They have the
form of long, slender tentacles, and bear lasso cells.

The

(Phon.)

allied genera, in which the long calcareous supports
of the arms form a large spiral, or
helix, on each side.

and

;

formly.

Jusl undulates upon the listening ear.

ment.

3.

mic spiral, under Logarithmic —
Spiral of Archimedes, a spiral the
law of which is that the generatrix
moves uniformly along the revolving line, which also moves uni-

A

Bp. Warburton.

See also Lobster.

Spln'y,

i

—

spinning.

Rock.

Spl'ral (spi'ral), n. [Cf. F. spiSeeSpiRAL,a.] 1. (Geom.) A
curve, not reentrant, described by a point, called the generatrix, moving along a straight line
according to a mathematical law,
o
while the line is revolving about a Geometrical Spiral,
fixed point called the pole. Cf. Helk.
2. Anything which has a spiral form, as a spiral shell,
E<]ulangalar spiral, a plane curve
which cuts all its generatrices at
the same angle. Same as Logarith-

—

abate the
Coke.

—

A woman

The spiny

,

i

slender.

If a
writ.

Spiral gear, or Spiral wheel (Mach.),

a gear resembling in general a spur
gear, but having its teeth cut at an
angle with its axis, or so that they
form small portions of screws or spirals.— Spiral gearing, a kind of gearing sometimes used in light machinery, in which spiral gears, instead of
bevel gears, are used to transmit mor,
„
Spiral dears,
tion between shafts that are not parallel. — Spiral operculum, an operculum which has spiral
lines of growth. — Spiral shell, any
shell in which the whorls form a
spiral or helix.— Spiral spring. See
the Note under Spring, n., 4.

plane

[Of. Spint, a.]

a.

2. Winding round a cylinder or imaginary axis, and
at the same time rising or advancing forward ; winding
like the thread of a screw ; helical.
3. (Geom.) Of or pertaining to a spiral ; like a spiral.

rale.

with black fir spinnies. C. Kingsley.

Spln'ny,

SPIRIT

;

sing,

ink

spirit-nnoving, spirit-searc'iimg, sj)ij-!/-stirring, etc.
Astral spirits, Familiar spirit, etc. See under Astral,
Familiar, etc. —Animal spirits, (a) (Physiol.) The fuid
which at one time was supposed to circulate through the
nerves and was regarded as tlie agent of sensation and
called also the nervousjltiid, or nervous princi'
motion
;

pie.

—

(6)

Physical health and energy; frolicsomeness;

—

sportiveness.
Ardent spirits, strong alcoholic liquors,
as brandy, rum, whisky, etc., obtnined by distillation.
Holy Spirit, or The Spirit (Theol.), the Spirit of God,
The
or the third person of tho Trinity the Holy Ghost.
spirit also signifies the hmnau spirit as iutluenced or animated by tho Divine Spirit. Proof spirit. (Chcm.) See

—

;

under Proof.

—

— Kectifled

spirit (CVfcwi.i,

spirit

rendered

purer or more concentrated by redistillation, so as to
increase the percentage of absolute alooliol.
Spirit butterfly (Zo'dl.), any one of numerous species of delicate
butterflies of tropical America belonging to tlip i::enus
Ithnmia. The wings aro K.iuzy and nearly dostitiiteof
scales.
Spirit duck. iZo'ol.) {a) Tim bufllo-lieiuU-il duck.
Spirit lamp {.-Irt), a Iniup in which
(6) Tlie golden-oye.
alcohol or niothylatod spirit is burned.
Spirit level. See
under Level. — Spirit of hartshorn. (Old Chrni.) See
under Hartshorn.
Spirit of Mlndorerus (Med.), an

—

—

—

—

—

;

tben, thin

;

bON

;

zh — z

in azure.

.
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SPIRIT

N

—

of ammonium
named after
Spirit of nitrous
B. Minderer, a piiysician of Augsburg.
ether {Ated. Chem.), a pale yellow liquid, of a sweetish
taste and a pleasant ethereal odor. It is obtained by the
distillation of alcohol witli nitric and sulphuric acids, and
consists essentially of ethyl nitrite witli a little acetic
aldehyde. It is used as a diaphoretic, diuretic, antispasSpirit of
modic, etc. Called also sioeet spirit of n iter.
so called because obsalt (Cfievi.), hydrochloric acid
Spirit of
tained from salt and sulphuric acid. [Obs.]
[Obs.] S/iak.
Bonse, the utmost refinement of sensation.
Spirits, or Spirit, of turpentine (CAem.), rectified oil of
turpentine, a transparent, colorless, volatile, and very inflammable liquid, distilled from the turpentine of the
various species of pine ; camphine. See Camphine.
so called beSpirit of vitriol {Chen.), sulphuric acid;
cause formerly obtained by the distillation of green vitriol.
[06s.]— Sph:it of vitriolic ether (Chem.), ether;
often but incorrectly called sulphuric ether. See Ethee.
Spirits, or Spirit, of wine (Chem.), alcohol;— so
[Oij!.]
called because formerly obtained by the distillation of
wine.
Spirit rapper, one who practices spirit rapping a
"medium" so called. Spirit rapping, an alleged form
of communication with the spirits of the dead by raps.
See Spiritualism, 3.
Sweet spirit of niter. See Spirit of

aqueous solution of acetate

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

;

—

—

nitrous ether, above.
Syn. Life ; ardor ; energy fire ; courage ; animation cheerfulness ; vivacity enterprise.
[imp.
Splr'lt (spTr'It), V. i.
p. p. Spirited p. pr.
vb. n. Spiriting.]
1. To animate with vigor ; to excite ; to encourage ; to inspirit as, civil dissensions often
spirit the ambition of private men ;
sometimes followed
by up.

—

;

;

;

&

&

;

—

;

Many officers and

private

men spirit

xtp

and

assist those obsti-

nate people to continue in their rebellion.
Swift.
2. To convey rapidly and secretly, or mysteriously, as
if by the agency of a spirit ; to kidnap ;
often with

—

spirited away, and carried abroad as a
dangerous person.
Avhuthnot ^- Pope.
I felt as if I had been spirited into some castle of antiquity.
Willis.

Spiriting away (Law), causing to leave the offense of
inducing a witness to leave a jurisdiction so as to evade
process requiring attendance at trial.
[L. spiritalis belonging to
Spir'lt-al-ly (-al-ly), adv.
breathing.] By means of the breath.
\_Obs.']
Holder.
1. Animated or possessed l^y a spirit.
Splr'lt-ed, a.
" So talked the spirited, sly snake."
Milton.
\_Obs.'\
2. Animated full of life or vigor lively full of spirit
or fire as, a spirited oration; a spirited answer.
^S^ Spirited is much used in composition as in high;

;

;

;

;

;

Spirited, low-spirited, viiea.n-spirited, etc.

Syn.
bold

;

vivacious

;

animated ; ardent

active

;

;

courageous.

;

— Spir'It-efl-ly, adv. — Spir'lt-ed-ness, n.
SpJr'lt-ful (-ful), a.

The

and orderly

spirltnd

— Spir'it-ful-ly

idv.

Full of spirit ; spirited, [i?.]
life of our own grown men. Milton.
Spir'it-ful-ness, n.

—

Spiritualism.

A spiritualist.

Spir'lt-ist, n.

1. Destitute of spirit wanting aniwanting cheerfulness dejected depressed.
2. Destitute of vigor wanting life, courage, or fire.

Spir'it-lesa, a.

;

;

;

;

;

A man
So

so faint, so spiritless.

dead in look, so woebegone.
Shak.
" The spiritless
3. Having no breath ; extinct ; dead.
body."
Greenhill.
Spir'lt-less-ly, adv.
Spir'it-less-ness, n.
adv. [It.] {3fus.)
Spi'ri-tO'SO (spe're-to'so), a.
Spirited; spiritedly;
a direction to perform a passage
in an animated, lively manner.
dull, so

—

—

Splr'lt-OUS
Bpirit

&

—

II

;

(spTr'it-iis), a.

refined

;

defecated

Spirituous]

[Cf.

pure.

;

1.

Like

[iJ.]

More refined, more spiritons and pure.
2. Ardent active,
[i?.]

Milton.

;

Splr'lt-OUS-ness, n. Quality of being spiritous. [J?.]
Spir'it-U-al (-iJ-al ; 135), a. [L. spiritualis : cf. F.
spirituel.
See Spirit.] 1. Consisting of spirit not material ; incorporeal ; as, a spiritual substance or being.
It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiriittal body.
;

1

Cor. XV. 44.

Z. Of or pertaining to the intellectual and higher
dowments of the mind mental intellectual.

en-

;

;

3. Of or pertaining to the moral feelings or states of
the soul, as distinguished from the external actions
reaching and affecting the spirits.

God's law

and extends

is

it is a transcript of the divine nature,
authority to the acts of the soul of man.
Sir T. Browne.

spiritual

its

,

4. Of or pertaining to the soul or its affections as
influenced by the Spirit controlled and inspired by the
divine Spirit ; proceeding from the Holy Spirit pure ;
holy ; divine ; heavenly-minded
opposed to carnal.
That I may impart unto you some spiritual gift. I?om. i. 11.
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings.
£pli. i. 3.
If a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an one.
Gal. vi. 1.
relating to sacred things
5. Not lay or temporal
ecclesiastical
as, the spiritual functions of the clergy
lords spiritual and temporal; a spiritual corporation.
;

;

—

;

;

;

Spiritual coadjutor. (Eccl.) See the Note under Jesuit.
court (Bed. Law), an ecclesiastical court, or a
court having jurisdiction in ecclesiastical affairs ; a court
held hy a bishop or other ecclesiastic.

— Spiritual

Spll'it-U-al, n.

A spiritual

See Spirituality, 2.
He assigns supremacy

to the

function, office, or affair.

pope in

spirituals,

and

peror in temporals.

to the

em-

Lowell.

Spir'it-U-al-ism (-Tz'm),
of being spiritual.

re.

1.

The quality

A

belief that

itself,

or state

The doctrine, in opposition to the materithat all which exists is spirit, or soul
that what
the external world is either a succession of notions impressed on the mind by the Deity, as maintained
2. (Philos.)

—

is called

senate,

cstxe,

^m, arm, ask,

locular, internal, siphunculated shell in the form of a flat
spiral, the coils of which are not in contact.

departed spirits hold intercourse with

mortals by means of physical phenomena, as by rapping,
or during abnormal mental states, as in trances, or the
commonly manifested through a person of special
susceptibility, called a medium; spiritism the doctrines

like,

;

and practices

What is

of spiritualists.

mental
H. Hutton.

called spiritualism should, I think, be called a

species of materialism.

fi.

Spit'it-U-al-lst (spTr'it-ii-al-Tst), n. 1. One who professes a regard for spiritual things only ; one whose employment is of a spiritual character an ecclesiastic.
2. One who maintains the doctrine of spiritualism.
3. One who believes in direct intercourse with departed spirits, through the agency of persons commonly
called mediums, by means of physical phenomena one
who attempts to maintain such intercourse ; a spiritist.
Tylor.
Spir'it-u-al-lst, a.
Spiritualistic.
Spir'it-u-al-is'tio (-Is'tlk), a. Relating to, or connected with, spiritualism.
Spir'it-U-al'i-ty (-ai'i-tj), n. ; pi. Spiritualities (-ttz).
Ih. spiritualitas : cf.V. spiritualite.']
1. The quality or
state of being spiritual incorporeality heavenly-miudedness.
;

;

;

;

A pleasure made for the soul, suitable to its spirituality. South.
approacheth nearest to spirSir IF. Raleigh.
Much of our spirituality and comfort in public worship depends on the state of mind in which we come.
Bickereteth.
2. {Eccl.) That which belongs to the church, or to a
person as an ecclesiastic, or to religion, as distinct from
temporalities.
During the vacancy of a see, the archbishop is guardian of
If this light be nctspiritual, yet

it

ituality.

Blackstone.

3. An ecclesiastical body ; the whole body of the clergy,
as distinct from, or opposed to, the temporality. [06s.]
Five entire subsidies were granted to the king hy the spiritFuller.

unlity.

Spir'lt-U-al-1-Za'tlon (-al-T-za'shun), n. The act of
spiritualizing, or the state of being spiritualized.
Spir'lt-U-al-lze (-iz), v. <. limp. &p.p. Spiritualized
(-izd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Spiritualizing (-i'zTng).] [Cf. F.
spiritualiser.']
1. To refine intellectually or morally
to purify from the corrupting influences of the world
to give a spiritual character or tendency to ; as, to spir-

&

;

;

itualize the soul.
This seen in the clear

air, and the whole spiritualized by endless recollections, fills the eye and the heart more forcibly than
I can find words to say.
Carlyle.

2. To give a spiritual meaning to ; to take in a spiritual sense ;
opposed to literalize.
3. {Old Chem.) To extract spirit from; also, to con-

—

vert into, or impregnate with, spirit.
Splx'it-U-al-i'zer (-I'zer), n. One who spiritualizes.
in a spiritual manner with
Splr'lt-U-al-ly, adv.
purity of spirit like a spirit.
Spt'It-U-al-mind'ed (-mind'Sd), a. Having the mind
set on spiritual things, or filled with holy desires and

a Spirula

lievis, showing the Intei-nal Shell
of Spirula fragilis, nat. size.

Spirula.

affections.

— Spii'lt-u-al-nUnd'ed-ness, n.

Spil'lt-U-al-ness, n. The quality or state of being
spiritual or spiritual-minded ; spirituality.
Splr'lt-u-al-ty (-ty), n. [See SpraiTUAirrT.] (Eccl.)
An ecclesiastical body a spirituality.
Shak.
[F.] Of the naSpl'ri'tU'elle' (spe're'tu'Sl'), a.
reture, or having the appearance, of a spirit pure
;

li

;

;

fined ; ethereal.
Spir'It-U-OS'i-ty (spTr'Tt-ii-Ss'I-ty), n. The quality
or state of being spirituous ; spirituousness. [i?.]
Splr'lt-U-OUS (-8s), a. [Cf. (for sense 2) F. spiriiueux.
Cf. Spiritous.] 1. Having the quality of spirit tenuous
in substance, and having active powers or properties
ethereal ; immaterial ; spiritual ; pure.
2. Containing, or of the nature of, alcoholic (esp. distilled) spirit ; consisting of refined spirit ; alcoholic
ardent as, spirituous liquors.
[06s.] Sir H. Wotton.
3. Lively ; gay ; vivid airy.
The mind of man is of that spirituous, stirring nature, that it
South.
is perpetually at work.
Splr'it-U-OUS-neSB, n. The quality or state of being
Boyle.
spirituous.
[iJ.]
Spirk'et-ing (sperk'5t-Tng), n. (Naut.) The planking
Tolten.
from the waterways up to the port sills.
Splrl'lng (sperl'ing), n. Sparling. [Prov. Eng.']
Spl'ro-bac-te'rl-a (spi'rS-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi. ; sing.
SpiROBACTERiUM(-um). [NL. See 4th SpiRE, and BacteMUH.] (Biol.) See the Note imder Microbacteru..
Spl'ro-chee'ta (-ke'ta), ) n. [L. spira a coil -f Gr.
(Biol.)
Spi'ro-chae'te (-ke'te), )
x<"''^ hair.]
genus of Spirobacteria similar to Spirillum, but distinSpirochsete
Oberspecies,
the
guished by its motility. One
meyeri, is supposed to be the cause of relapsing fever.
breathe
Spi'ro-graph (spi'rS-graf ), n. [L. spirare to
-{•-graph.'] (Physiol.) An instrument for recording the
respiratory movements, as the sphygmograph does those
of the pulse.
[L. spirare to
Spl-rom'e-ter (spt-rom'e-ter), re.
-meter.'}
An instrument for measuring the
breathe
vital capacity of the lungs, or the volume of air which
can be expelled from the chest after the deepest possible inspiration. Cf. Pneumatometee.
Spl-rom'e-try (-trj), re. The act or process of measuring the chest capacity by means of a spirometer.
Spi'ro-scope (spi'ro-skop), n. [L. spirare to breathe
wet meter used to determine
4- -scope.'] (Physiol.)
the breathing capacity of the lungs.
;

;

;

II

II

A

II

+

A

[NL. Spiraea meadow) a.
sweet (a source of salicyl)
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or desig-

Spi-royl'lc (spi-roil'Tk),

Spi-royl'oas
al)

+ -yl

-\- -ic,

(-roil'us'),

-ous.]

now

\Obs.]
called salicylal.
re.
Same as Spuet.
Spfift (spert), V.
Spir'tle (sper't'l), V. t. To spirt in a scattering manner.
Splr'n-la (splr'il-la), re. [NL., dim. of L. spira a
coll.]
(Zo'ol.)
genus of cephalopods having a multi-

&

II

A

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

€nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

6 Shell

Spir'U-late (spTr'iS-lat), a. (Zool.) Having color spots,
or structural parts, arranged spirally.
Spir'y (splr'y), a. [From Spire a winding line.] Of
a spiral form wreathed ; curled ; serpentine.
Hid in the spiry volumes of the snake.
Dryden,
Spir'y, a. [Fr. Spire a steeple.] Of of pertaining to a
spire like a spire, tall, slender, and tapering; aboundinginspires; as, spir?/ turrets. " Spiry tovins." Thomson,
;

;

SpiBS

(spis), a.

Thick; crowded; com-

spissus.]

[Ij.

pact; dense. [06s.]
This spiss and
copious, yet concise, treatise. Brerewood.
Spis'sa-ted (spis'sS-ted), a. Rendered deuse or compact, as by evaporation ; inspissated ; thickened.
IB.]
.

The

.

.

spissated juice of the poppy.

Bp. Warburton.

Spis'si-tUde (-sT-tud), n. [L. spissiludo.] Tlie quality or state of being spissated ; as, the spissilude of coagulated blood, or of any coagulum.

Spit (sptt),
spit. Or. spiess,

[OE.

re.

OHG.

Arbuthnot.

AS. spitu ; akin to D.
Dan. spid, Sw. spelt, and to

spite,

spiz,

G. spitz pointed. V170.] 1. A
long, slender, pointed rod, usually
of iron, for holding meat while

spit,

1.

roasting.
2.
small point of land running into the sea, or a
long, narrow shoal extending from the shore into the
sea as, a spit of sand.
Cook.
3. The depth to which a spade goes in digging ; a
spade ; a spadeful. \_Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
[imp.
vb. re.
Spit, V. t.
p. p. Spitted ; p. pr.
Spitting.] [From Sprr, n. ; cf. Speet.] 1. To thrust
a spit through ; to fix upon a spit ; hence, to thrust
through or impale ; as, to spit a loin of veal. "Infants
spitted upon pikes."
Shak.
2. To spade ; to dig.
[Prov. Eng.]
Spit, V. i. To attend to a spit ; to use a spit.
lObs.']
She 's spitting in the kitchen.
Old Flay.

A

;

&

&

& p. p.

Spit (Spat, archaic) ; p. pr,
[AS. spittan ; akin to G. spiiizent
Dan. spijtte, Sw. spotta, Icel. spyta, and prob. E. S£eii».
The past tense spat is due to AS. spsetle, from spsetan
to spit. Cf. Spat, re.. Spew, Spawl, Spot, re.] 1. To
eject from the mouth to throw out, as saliva or other
matter, from the mouth. "Thus spit I out my venom."

[imp.
Spit, V. t.
re. Spitting.]

& vb.

;

Chaucer.

;

nating, a substance

alists,

»le,

3.

;

Spir'lt-ism (-iz'm), n.

mation

by Berkeley, or else the mere educt of the mind
as taught by Fichte.

the spiritualities thereof.

away, or off.
The ministry had him

— Lively

SPITE

2.

To

eject

to throw out

to belch.
sometimes used as the preterit

;

;

and
^W^ Spitted was
the past participle. " He . . . shall be mocked, and spitefully entreated, and spitted on."
Luke xviu. 32,
Spit, n. The secretion formed by the glands of th&
mouth

;

Spit,
2.

spittle ; saliva ; sputum.
1. To throw out saliva from the mouth.
snow slightly, or with sprinkles.

V. i.

To

rain or

It had been spitting with rain.
Dickens.
To spit on or upon, to insult grossly
to treat witli
contempt. " Spitting upon all a,nti<irnty."
South.
[Abbreviated from hospital.']
Splt'al (spTt'ffl), re.
[Written also spittle.] A hospital. [Obs.]
Shak,
Splt'al-house' (-hous'), re. A hospital. [06s.]
Splt'ball' (-bal'), re. Paper chewed, and rolled into a
ball, to be thrown as a missile.
Splt'box' (-boks'), re. A vessel to receive spittle.
[Ist spit -(- cock.']
Spltch'cock' (spTch'kSk'), V. t.
(Cookery) To split (as an eel) lengthwise, and broil it, or
fry it in hot fat.
Spltch'cock', re. (Cookery) An eel split and broiled.
(Cookery) Broiled or
Spltoh'cocked' (-kBkf), a.
fried after being split lengthwise
said of eels.
Spit' curl' (spif kQrl'). A little lock of hair, plastered in a spiral form on the temple or forehead with
spittle, or other adhesive substance.
[Colloq.]
Spite (spit), re. [Abbreviated fr. despite.] 1. Ill-will
or hatred toward another, accompanied with the disposition to irritate, annoy, or thwart petty malice grudge
rancor; despite.
Pope.
;

;

—

;

;

This

Shak.

the deadly spite that angers.
chagrin ; mortification. [B.]
is

2. Vexation ;
In spite of, or Spite

Shak,

in opposition to all efforts of

of,

" Continin defiance or contempt of ; notwithstanding.
uing, spite of the pam, to use a knee after it had been
slightly injured." H.Spencer. " And saved me ire spiVeof the world, the devil, and myself." South. " In spite
of all applications, the patient grew worse everyday."

—
—

Arbuthnot. See Syn. under Notwithstanding.
To ow&
one a spite, to entertain a mean hatred for him.
Syn. Pique; rancor; malevolence; grudge. Spite,
Malice. Malice has more reference to the disposition,
and spite to the manifestations of it in words and actions.
Malice denotes a spirit which desires evil to others.
Spile is a temper which delights to express itself in bitter and cutting language, or in low and irritating actions.
It is, therefore, meaner than malice, though not always
more criminal. "Malice ... is more frequently employed to express the dispositions of inferior minds to
execute every purpose of mischief within the more limited circle of their abilities." Cogan. "Consider eke,
that sp^7e availeth naught." Wyatt. See Pique.
vb. re.
Spite, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spited; p. pr.
Spiting.] 1. To be angry at ; to hate.
[06s.]
The Danes, then
pagans, spited places of reUgion. Fuller.
2. To treat maliciously to try to injure or thwart.
3. To fill with spite
to offend ; to vex. [R.]
Darius, spited at the Magi, endeavored to aboHsh not only
their learning, but their language.
Sir If. Temple.

—

&

&

.

.

.

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, drb, 5dd

;

SPITEFUL
Splte'fal (spiff ul),

—

—

A

[Prov. Eng.l

Splt'ous

Having

(spit'Ss), a.

spite

[OJs.]

spiteful.

;

Spit'ous-ly, adv. Spitefully. [OJs.]
Chaucer.
Spits'cocked' (sptts'ltSkf), a. Spitchcocked.
Splt'ted (spit'tgd), a. [From Spit.] 1. Put upon a
spit
pierced as If by a spit.
2. Sliot out long
said of antlers.
Bacon.
;

;

SPLINTER

1389

Filled with, or showing, spite
liaving a desire to vex, annoy, or injure ; malignant
malicious ; as, a spiteful person or act. Shak.
Spite'Spite'ful-ness, n.
Inl-ly, adv.
A violent, irascible, or pasSpit'flre' (spTt'fir'), n.
[CoHoj.]
sionate person.
Grose.
Splt'lul (-ful), n. ; pi. Spitfdls (-fulz).
spadeful.
a.

—

Splt'ted, p. p. of Spit, v. »., to eject, to spit.
[06^.]
Splt'ter (-ter), re. [See Spit to eject from the mouth.]
One who ejects saliva from the mouth.
[See Spit an iron prong.] 1. One who
Splt'ter, n.
puts meat on a spit.
2. (Zo'dl.)
young deer whose antlers begin to shoot
or become sharp ; a brocket, or pricket.
\_Obs.'\
B.Jonson.
Splt'tle (spTt't'l), re. See Spital.
[See Spit to spade.] To dig or stir
Splt'tle, V. t.
with a small spade. [Prov. Eng.']
small sort of spade. [_Prov. Eng.2
Splt'tle, re.
Splt'tle, n. [From Spit to eject from the mouth : cf.
Spattle, and AS. spatl.'\ The thick, moist matter which
is secreted by the salivary glands
saliva ; spit.
Spittls Inaect.
(Zool.) See Cuckoo spit (6), under

A

A

A

Splay'foot' (spla'fdSf), re./ pi. Splatfeet (-fef).
foot that is abnormally flattened and spread out fiat
Splay'foot',
Splay'foot'ed,

a.

)
)

Having a splayfoot
or splayfeet.
;

II

—

the milt or spleen, affection of the spleen
cf. IL.lienjSkT.pHhanjplihan.] 1. (Anai.)
A peculiar glandlike but ductless organ found near the
stomach or intestine of most vertebrates and connected
with the vascular system ; the milt. Its exact function
is not known.
2. Anger
latent spite ill humor malice ; as, to vent
;

;

;

A

5. Melancholy

Pope.

;

A fit of immoderate laughter or

re.

;

;

mild.

[OJs.]

Tennyson.

—

,

,

Spitz Duo
[NL. See Splanchnic, and Apophysis.] {Anaf.)
Any element of the skeleton in relation with the alimentary canal, as the jaws and hyoidean apparatus.
Splanch'nap'0-phys'i-al (-nSp'o-fifz'I-al), a.
Mivart.
Splanch'nlc (spiank'HTk), a. [Gr. anXayxvov an entrail.] (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the viscera
visceral.
(-sez).

—

Our cause.
Shak.
with nervous complaints melancholy.
[Cf. Pledget.]
Spleg'et (splSj'St), re.
(Med.) A
cloth dipped in a liquid for washing a sore.
Crabb.
Sple-nal'gi-a (sple-nSl'jT-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. cnrA^i/
spleen -(- aAyos pain.] (Med.) Pain over the region of
2. Affected

;

Splanch-nog'ra-phy (spiank-n5g'ra-fy), re.
[Gr.
an entrail
-graphy.']
Splanchnology.
Splanch-nol'0-gy (-nSl'o-jJ), re.
[Gr. mrXayxvov an
entrail -\- -logy.'] That part of anatomy which treats of

+

See Spandrel. \_R.]
Splash (splSsh), V. t. [imp. Sip.p. Splashed (splSsht)
vb. re. Splashing.]
[Akin to plash.] 1. To
p. pr.
strike and dash about, as water, mud, etc. ; to plash.
2. To spatter water, mud, etc., upon ; to wet.
Splash, V. i. To strike and dash about water, mud,
etc.
to dash in such a way as to spatter.
Splash, n. 1. Water, or water and dirt, thrown upon
anything, or thrown from a puddle or the like ; also, a
spot or daub, as of matter which wets or disfigures.
2. A noise made by striking upon or in a liquid.
Splash'board' (-bord'), re. A guard in the front part
of a vehicle, to prevent splashing by mud or water from
the horse's heels ;
in the United States commonly
called dashboard.
Splash'er (-er), n.
1. One who, or that which,

&

splendid.
iburion.

;

Syn.
ness

;

;

magnificence gorgeousparade grandeur.
;

pomp

;

;

Splen 'dor-ous

(-der-iis),

a.

You humor me when T am sick
Why not when I am splenetic f
Morose gloomy sullen peevish

—

;

;

;

Pope.
fretful.

Splenial bone (Anal.), a thin splintlike bone on the inner
side of the proximal portion of the mandible of many vertebrates.

Sple'nl-al, n,
;

food, fdbt

;

(Anat.) The splenial bone.

out, eil

;

chair

;

go

;

Spline.

;

;

Sir

steel.

6. Splint, or splent, coal. See Splent coal,

Ir. Scott,

under Splent.

Splint armor, a kind of ancient armor formed of thin
plates of metal, usually overlapping each other and allowing the limbs to move freely. —Splint bone {Anal.), one
of the rudimentary, splmtlike metacarpal or metatarsal
bones on either side of the cannon bone in tlie limbs of
Splint coal. See Splent
the horse and allied animals.
coal, under Splent.

—

& p. p.

&

Splinted ; p. pr.
vb. n.
1. To split into splints, or thin, slender
[Obs. or JJ.]
to splinter to shiver.
Florio.
2. To fasten or confine with splints, as a broken limb.
See Splint, «., 2. [P.]
Sliak.
Splln'ter (splTn'ler), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Splintereo
(-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Splintering.]
[Cf. LG. splittern, D. ttplititeren.
See Splint, re.. Split.] 1. To split
or rend into long, thin pieces ; to shiver ; as, the lightSplint, V.
Splinting.]

pieces

;

a

1. A piece split off
a splinter.
2. (Surg.) A thin piece of wood, or other substance,
used to keep in place, or protect, an injured part, especially a broken bone when set.
3. (Anai.) A splint bone.
4. (Far.) A disease affecting the splint bones, as a callosity or hard excrescence.
5. (Anc. Armor) One of the small plates of metal used
in making splint armor.
See Splint armor, below.
The knees and feet were defended by splints, or thin plates of

;

Splen'e-tic, re. A person affected with spleen.
Sple-net'ic-al (sple-nSt'I-kol), a. Splenetic.
Sple-net'ic-al-ly, adv. In a splenetical manner.
[L. splenium a plaster, a
Sple'nl-al (sple'nl-al), a.
patch, Gr. o-jrAijfioi' a bandage.] (Anal.) (a) Designating the splenial bone, (b) Of or pertaining to the splenial bone or splenius muscle.

Arnold.

pity

brilliancy

;

(-drus),

piece of

Of or pertain-

Spllning machine, a machine tool for cutting grooves,
seats, or slots a slotting machine.
Splint (splint), re. [Akin to D. splinter, G. splinter,
splitter, Dan. splint, Sw. splint a kind of spike, a forelock (in nautical use), Sw. splinta to splint, splinter, Dan.
splinte, and E. split.
See Split, v. t., and cf. Splent.]

woman." Hal-

[L., fr. splendere to shine
brightness ; brilliant luster

;

A

;

— Luster

display ; showiness

Syn.

Splay, re. (Arch.)
slope or bevel, especially of the
Bides of a door or window, by which the opening is made
larger at one face of the wall than at the other, or larger
at each of the faces tlian it is between them.
firu

splendifei'oiis

re.

Splendid.
Drayton.
Splen'e-tlC (spl5n'e-tTk or sple-nBt'ik ; 277), a. [L.
spleneticus : cf . F. splenHique. See Spleen.] Affected
with spleen ; malicious ; spiteful ; peevish ; fretful.
G.Eliot.
"iSpJereeWc guffaw."

&

H-p,

;

Splen'drous

locomotive, etc.
Weale.
3. A guard to keep off splashes from anything.
Splash'y (-y), a. FuU of dirty water ; wet and muddy,
BO as to be easily splashed about ; slushy.
Splat'ter (spiat'ter), v. i.
t.
To spatter ; to splash.
Splat'ter-dash' (-dash'), re. Uproar.
Jamieson.
Splay (spla), i;. i. [Abbrev. of cZis^Zm/.] 1. To display;
to spread. [06s.]
" Our ensigns sptej/erf. " Gascoigne.
2. To dislocate, as a shoulder bone.
3. To spay ; to castrate.
[_Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
4. To turn on one side ; to render oblique ; to slope
or slant, as the side of a door, window, etc.
Oxf. Gloss.
Splay, o. Displayed ; spread out ; turned outward ;
hence, flat ; ungainly ; as, splay shoulders.
Something splay, eomething blunt-edged, imhandy, and infe-

full,

(splgn'der),

long, flexible

key

[Now used humorously.]

Splen'dor

splashes.
2. One of the guards over the wheels, as of a carriage,

nide,

Bale (153S). " A

A

Splin'lng, a.
ing to a spline.

cf. F. splendeur.]
1. Great
brilliancy ; as, the splendor of the sun.
B. Jonson.
2. Magnificence ; pomp ; parade ; as, the splendor of
" Reequipage, ceremonies, processions, and tlie like.
joice in splendor of mine own."
Shale,
3. BriUiancy ; glory ; as, the splendor of a victory.

—

unite,

2.

wood sometimes used as a ruler.

Splendor-bearing

a.

;

;

Splen'dld-ness, re. The quality of being splendid.
Splen'dld-OUS (-us), a. Splendid. [Obs/] B. Jonson.
(-difer-us),

splicing.

Spline

magnificently.

Splen-dll'er-OUS

by

(splin), re.
1. A rectangular piece fitting
grooves like key seats in a hub
and a shaft, so that while the
one may slide endwise on the
other, both must revolve together a featiier also, sometimes, a groove to receive such ^
a rectangular piece.

A

;

re.

if,

A

(splen'kiS-liis),

;

Splanch-nOt'O-m^ (spiank-nSt'o-my), re. [Gr. <ni\6.y\vov an entrail -)- re'/nreii' to cut.] The dissection, or

I'ci'ous.

;

Splen'OU-lus

dent metals. See the Note imder 3d Lustee, 4.
" Great and splen2. Very conspicuous ; illustrious.
dent foxtunes.'"
Sir H. Wotton.
[L. splendidus, fr. splendere to
Splen'dld (-did), a.
shine; cf. Lith. splend'eti: cf. F. splendide.]
1. Possessing or displaying splendor ; shining ; very bright
as, a splendid sun.
2. Showy ; magnificent
sumptuous ; pompous ; as, a
splendid palace ; a splendid procession or pageant.
3. Illustrious heroic ; brilliant ; celebrated ; famous
as, a splendid victory or reputation.
SpIen-did'i-OUS (-dtd'i-iis), a. Splendid. [Obs.]
Splen'did-ly (-did-ly), adv. In a splendid manner

—

,

i

See under Graft-

Splice grafting.

re. ; pi. Splenculi (-li).
(Ai.at.)
lieuculus.
(splen'dent),
a.
[L. splendens, -eniis, p.
Splen'dent
pr. of splendere to shine.]
1. Shining; glossy; beaming witii light ; lustrous ; as, splendent planets ; splenII

[NL., dim. of L. splen.]

a treatise on the viscera.
Splanch'no-pleure (splSnk'no-plur), re. [Gr. <Tir\dyXvov an entrail.
rrAeupd side.]
(Anat.) The inner, or
visceral, one of the two lamellaa into which the vertebrate blastoderm divides on either side of the notochord,
and from which the walls of the enteric canal and the
umbilical vesicle are developed.
See Somatopleuee.
Splanch'no-plen'ric (-piu'rlkl, a.
Splanch'no-skel'e-ton (-ska'e-tiin), re. [Gr. ar-MyYKOi/ an entrail -f E. skeleton.']
(Anat.) That part of
the skeleton connected with the sense organs and the
viscera.
Owen.

to-

ing.— To splice the main brace (Naut.),
to give out, or drink, an extra allowance of spirits on occasion of special
exposure to wet or cold, or to severe
fatigue hence, to take a dram.
junction or joining made
Splice, re.

the spleen.

also,

anatomy, of the viscera.
Splan'drel (splSn'dra),

;

II

+

by lapping the two ends

etc.,

gether, or by applying a piece which
laps upon the two ends, and then
binding, or in any way making fast.
3. To unite in marriage. [Slang]

;

;

&

—

Spleen'WOrt' (-wflrf), re.
[Spleen
wort; cf. L.
splenium, asplenum, Gr. a-irXf^viov, acnrk-qviov afrjrkrivov.]
(Bot.) Any fern of the genus Asplenium same species of
which were anciently used as remedies for disorders of
the spleen.
Spleen'y (-y), a. 1. Irritable peevish fretful.
A spleeny Lutheran, and not wholesome to

Splanchnapophyses

—

&

Chapman.

+

;

A

Shak.

;

gentle

na-pSf'i-sis), n. ; pi.

use,

Splent coal, an inferior kind of cannel coal from Scotch
called also splent, splint, and splint coed.
[Gael, spliuchan.]
Spleu'Chan (splii'kun), n.
pouch, as for tobacco. [Scot.]
Sir W. Scott.
Splice (splis), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spliced (splist)
pr.
vb.
re.
Splicing
(spU'sTng).]
[D.
p.
splitsen, splitten ; akin to G. splissen, Sw. splissa, Dan. splisse, and
E. split ;
from the dividing or splitting the ends into
separate strands. See Split, v. i.] 1. To imite, as two
ropes, or parts of a rope, by a particular manner of
interweaving the strands,
the union being between
two ends, or between an end and the body of a rope.
2. To unite, as spars, timbers, rails,
collieries

—

—

+

2. See Splent coal, below.

E. North.
or affected

(splen'ful), a.
Displaying,
angry ; fretful ; melancholy.

Spleeu'ish, a. Spleeny; affected with spleen; fretSpleen'lsh-ly, adv.
Spleen'lsh-ness, re.
Having no spleen
Spleen'less, a.
hence, kind

ful.

Splanch'na-

;

Shak.

Bp. Hacket.

Then rode Geraint, a little spleenful yet,
Across the bridge that spaun'd the dry ravine.

A

[_Obs.]

of the spleen.

with, spleen
Myself have calmed their spleenM mutiny.

poph'y-sls (splSnk'-

the viscera

merriment.

my spleen.

;

Spleen'ful

It originated at Newtown, onLong Island.

air\a.yxyov

thought enforces

v. t.
To dislike. \_Ohs.]
Spleened (splend), a. 1. Deprived
annoyed. [06i.]
2. Angered

kind of red and yellow apple, of medium
size and spicy flavor.

II

silly

Wordsworth.

Spleen,

Spitz 'en -burgh
(spTts'en-bQrg),

meditative spleen a grateful feast.

A

+

There is a luxury in self-dispraise
And inward self-^iisparagement affords

Thy

loiip.

+

hypochondriacal affections.

;

Bodies changed to various forms by spleen.

6.

— called also Pomeranian dog, and loup-

—

A

II

Pope.
3. A fit of anger ; choler.
Shak.
sudden motion or action ; a fit ; a freak ; a whim.
4.
lObs. or K.]
A thousand spleens bear her a thousand ways.
Shak.

;

;

II

one's spleen.
In noble minds some dregs remain,
Not yet purged oil, of spleen and sour disdain.

To

;

;

Splay'mouth' (-mouth'), re. ; pi. SplatMODTHS (-mouthz').
A wide mouth a
mouth stretched in derision.
Dryden.
Splay'mouthed' (-mouthd'), a.
Having a splaymouth.
T. Brown.
Spleen (splen), n. [L. splen, Gr. ffn-ArJi'

;

;

;

;

foot.

Cuckoo.
Splt'tly (-tiy), a. _Like spittle slimy. [OJ.!.]
Splt-tOOn' (spit-toon'), re. A spitbox a cuspidor.
Spit'— ven'om (spTt'vSn'Um), re. Poison spittle poison ejected from the mouth, [i?.]
Hooker.
[G. spits, spilzhund.}
Spitz' dog' (spits' d5g').
(Zo'dl.) A breed of dogs having erect
ears and long silky hair, usually white

Splen'ic (splSn'ik 277), a. [L. splenicus, Gr. o-n-Arj(Anat.) Of or pertaining to
ri/cos
cf. F. splenique.]
the spleen ; lienal ; as, the splenic vein.
Splenic apoplexy or fever. {Med.) See Antheax, n., i,
Splen'lo-ai (-i-kal), a. Splenic.
Drayton.
Splen'ish, a. Spleenish. [Obs.']
[NL., fr. Gr. o-n-Arji'iTts
Sple-ni'tls (sple-ni'tis), re.
(Med.) Inflammation of the spleen.
of the spleen.]
Shak.
Splen'i-tive (splen'I-tIv), a. Splenetic.
Even and smooth as seemed the temperament of the nonchanot splenitive or rash.
lant, languid Virginian
T. N. Page.
Sple'ni-um (sple'ni-iim), re. [L., a plaster, a patch,
from Gr. unMjviov a bandage, compress.] (Anat.) The
tliickened posterior border of the corpus callosum ;
so
called in allusion to its shape.
Sple'nl-UB (-lis), re. [NL.] (Anat.)
flat muscle
of the back of the neck.
Splen'l-za'tion (splSn'i-za'shun or sple'nT-), n. (Med.)
A morbid state of the lung produced by inflammation, in
which its tissue resembles that of the spleen.
Splen'O-cele (splgn'o-sel), n. [Gr. tnKriv spleen -JKijAi; a tumor.]
(Med.) Hernia formed by the spleen.
Sple-nog'ra-phy (sple-nog'ra-fj^), re.
[Gr. o-n-Aijv
spleen
-graphy.]
description of the spleen.
Sple'noid (sple'noid), a. [Gr. oTrAiji' spleen
-(Hd.]
(Anat.) Resembling the spleen ; spleenlike.
Sple-nol'O-gy (sple-n51'o-jy), re.
[Gr. o-TrAiji' spleen
-logy.]
The branch of science which treats of the
spleen.
Sple-not'O-my (-nSt'o-mJ'V «. [Gr. o-ttAj)!/ spleen \refivew to cut.] (a) (Anat.) Dissection or anatomy of
the spleen, (b) (Med.) An incision into the spleen; removal of the spleen by incision.
Splent (splgnt), n. 1. See Splint.

t.

[imp.

;

;

&

&

ning

.':pliiilers

a tree.

Aftt'r spUnteyinn their lances, they
lleld to the enemy.

wheeled about, and

abandoned the
2.

To fasten or confine with

.

.

.

Psrsicott,

epliuters, or splints,

broken limb.

:xs

a

Bp. Wren.

Splln'ter, v. i. To become split into long pieces.
Splln'ter, re. [S«e Splinter,?'., or Splint, h.] A tliln
piece split or rent off lengthwise, as from wood, bone, or

sing, igk

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

In

N

other solid substance ; a thin piece a sliver as, splinters of a siiip's mast rent off by a shot.
Splinter bar. (a) A crossbar in a coach, which supports
the springs.
(0) The bar to which the traces are attached a roller bolt ; a whiifletree.
Splln'ter-proof (splln'ter-piool'), a. (Mil.) Proof
against the splinters, or fragments, of bursting shells.
Splln'ter-y (-y), a. Consisting of splinters ; resembling splinters as, the splintery fracture of a mineraL
[imp.
p. V. Split (Splitted,
Split (split), V. t.
(Probably of Scand.
vb. n. SPLiTTiNa.]
H.) p. pr.
or Low German origin cf. Dan. splitte, LG. splillen, OD.
spliUen, spletien, D. splijien, G. spleissen, MHG. spllzen.
Cf. Splice, Splimt, Splinteb.] 1. To divide lengthwise
to separate from end to end, esp. by force to divide in
the direction of the grain or layers to rive to cleave
as, to split a piece of timber or a board ; to split a gem
to split a sheepskin.
;

;

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

P

A

;

;

Di-yden.
Cold winter split the rocks in twain.
; to rupture ; to rend ; to tear asunder.
huge vessel of exceeding hard marble split asunder by con-

2.

To burst

ruin ; to destroy ; as, to spoil paper to have the crops
spoiled by insects ; to spoil the eyes by reading.
Spoil (spoil), V. i. 1. To practice plunder or robbery.
Outlaws, which, lurking in woods, used to break forth to rob
;

and

To

lose the valuable qualities ; to be corrupted to
wiU soon spoil in warm weather.
decay
[Cf. OF. espoille, L. spolium.} 1. That
Spoil, n.
which is taken from another by violence ; especially, the
plunder taken from an enemy pillage booty.
Gentle gales.
Fanning their odoriferous wings, dispense
Native perfumes, and whisper whence they stole

Those balmy

—

;

That which is gained by strength or effort.
Each science and each art his spoil.

The
Is

6.

To divulge a

Each had a gravity would make you
peach.

secret

\_Slang'\

To split on a rock, to fail
hopes and designs frustrated.
:

;

a

A

made by dividing it into two or more thicknesses.
5. (Faro) A division of a stake happening when two
cards of the kind on which the stake is laid are dealt in
the same turn.

skin

—

Split pease, hulled pease split for making soup, etc.
Split pin (Mach.), a pin with one end split so that it
be spread open to secure it in its place. Split pulley, a
parting pulley. See under Pullet.
Split ring, a ring

—

may

—

—

A

A

;

Splurge,

\_Slang, U. S.']

a great display.

To make a

V. i.

especially in oratory.

Bartlett.

great display in any way,

&

i.

&

lColloq.-\

Splut'ter-er

One who

(-er), n.

splutters.

Spod'O-man'cy

[Gr. <nroSos
(spSd'o-man'sy), n.
ashes -|- -mancy.J Divination by means of ashes.
Relating to spodoSpod'O-man'tlo (-man'ttk), a.
mancy, or divination by means of ashes.
C. Kingsley.
Spod'U-mene (spSd'li-men ; 135), re. [Gr. o-n-oSou/iei'O!,
p. pr. pass, from a-?roSoSi' to bum to ashes, from <j-7ro56s
ashes cf. F. spodumene.'] (Min.) A mineral of a white
to yellowish, purplish, or emerald-green color, occurring
in prismatic crystals, often of great size. It is a silicate
of alumina and lithia. See Hiddeotte.
[Probably from Prov. E.
Spof'flsh (spof'fish), a.
:

spoffle to

Earnest and active in matters of

be spoffish.]

no moment

bustling.

[Colloq. Eng.']
Dickens.
Spoil (spoil), V. i. \imp.
p. p. Spoiled (spoild) or
Spoilt (spoilt) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Spoiling.]
[F. spolier,
OF. espoillier, fr. L. spoliare, fr. spolium sooil. Cf. Despoil, Spoliation.] 1. To plunder ; to strip by violence
to pillage ; to rob ;
with of before the name of the thing
" Te
t.iken ; as, to spoil one of his goods or possessions.
shall spoil the Egyptians."
Mx. iii. 22.
My sons their old, unhappy sire despise.
Spoiled of his kingdom, and deprived of eyes.
Pope.
;

&

&

—

;

To seize by violence
No man can enter into a

to take by force ; to plunder.
strong man's house, and spoil his
goods, except he will first bind the strong man.
Mark iii. 27.
3. To cause to decay and perish ; to corrupt ; to vitiate ; to mar.
2.

;

Spiritual pride spoils

4.

To render

useless

ale,

many graces.

by injury

senate,

;

Jer. Taylor.

to injure fatally

cftre,

;

1.

Capable of being spoiled.
spoils a plunderer

One who

;

;

a

pillager ; a robber ; a despoiler.
2. One who corrupts, mars, or renders useless.
certain game at cards in which,
Spoll'flve' (-fiv'), n.
if no player wins three of the five tricks possible on any
deal, the game is said to be spoiled.
Spoil'ful (-ful), a. Wasteful ; rapacious. \_Pcetic']
SpoUs'man (spoilz'man), n. ; pi. Spoilsmen (-men).
One who serves a cause or a party for a share of the
spoils ; in United States politics, one who makes or recognizes a demand for public office on the ground of partisan service ; also, one who sanctions such a policy in
appointments to the public service.
Spolls'mon'ger (-mSn'ger), n. One who promises or
distributes public offices and their emoluments as the
price of services to a party or its leaders.
Spoke (spok), imp. of Speak.
Spoke, re. [OE. spoke, spake, AS. spaca ; akin to D.
speek, LG. speke, OHG. speihha, G. speiche.
V170.
one
Cf. Spike a naU.]
1. The radius or ray of a wheel
of the small bars which are inserted in the hub, or nave,
and which serve to support the rim or felly.
2. (Naut.)
projecting handle of a steering wheel.
3.
rung, or round, of a ladder.
contrivance for fastening the wheel of a vehicle,
4.
to prevent it from turning in going down a hill.
To put a spoke in one's wheel, to thwart or obstruct one
in the execution of some design.
Spoke, V. t. \imp.
p. p. Spoked (spokt) p. pr.
To furnish with spokes, as a wheel.
vb. n. Spoking.]
Spo'ken (spo'k'n), a. [p. p. of Speak.] 1. Uttered
as, a
in speech ; delivered by word of mouth ; oral

&

;

;

[^Slang, U. S."]

(spltit'ter), v.

re.

spoken narrative tlie spoken word.
2. Characterized by a certain maimer or style in speaking ;
often in composition as, a pleasant-5poA:en man.
Shak.
Methinks you 're better spoken.
Spoke'shave' (spok'shav'), re. A kind of drawing knife
or planing tool for dressing the spokes of wheels, the
shells of blocks, and other curved work.
Spokes'man (spoks'man), re. ; pi. Spokesmen (-men).
ISpeak, spoke -f man.} One who speaks for another.
;

;

limp.
p. p. Spluttered
[Prov. E. splut(-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Splutterino.]
To speak
Cf. Sputter.]
ter, equivalent to sputter.
hastily and confusedly ; to sputter. lColloq.2 Carleton.
Splut'ter, n. A confused noise, as of hasty speaking.

Splut'ter

(-a-b'l), a.

(-er),

&

R. Browning.
a daub.
Splotch'y (-y), a. Covered or marked with splotches.
Splurge (splQrj), n. A blustering demonstration, or
great effort

Bacon.

A
A

(Zodl.) The Pissipedia.
(Zool.) (a)
California market
fish (Pogonichthys macrolepidotus) belonging to the Carp
family.
(6) The pintail duck.
Spllt'ter (-ter), n. One who, or that which, splits.
SpUt'-tongfued' (spltt'tungd'), a. (Zool.) Having a
forked tongue, as that of snakes and some lizards.
spot a stain
Splotch (splSch), n. [Cf. Splash.]
(-tal'), n.

Shak.

skin, of a serpent or other ani-

A

ing the names of only a portion of the candidates regularly nominated by one party, other names being substituted for those omitted. [U. S.]
Split'-tall'

Shak.

;

with overlapped or interlocked ends which may be sprung
apart so that objects, as keys, may be strung upon the
ring or removed from it.
Split ticket, a ballot contain-

SpUt'feet' (spltt'fef ), n. pi.

sounds.

A

division.
{^Colloq.']
3.
piece that is split off, or made thin, by splitting ;
a splinter ; a fragment.
4. Specif. (Leather Miami/.), one of the sections of a

Split, a. 1. Divided ; cleft.
2. (Bot.) Divided deeply ; cleft.

waste.

;

spoils.

[Ofts.]

Spoll'er

A

A

and

foi treason, stratagems,

fit

SpoU'a-ble

;

crack, rent, or longitudinal fissure.
Split, re.
1.
2.
breach or separation, as in a political party

robbery

;

—

Pope.

split.

betray

to

am, arm, ask,

:

A

Note under Spongle.

The

2.

elastic, fibrous skeleton of

—

;

He

shall

be thy spokesman unto the people. Ex. iv. 16.
[imp.
i.
p._p. Spo-

Spo'U-ate (spo'li-at), V. t.
liated (-a'tgd) ; p. pr. & vb.

&

&

re. Spoliating (-a'ting).]
See Spoil, v. t.}
[L. spoliatus, p. p. of spoliare to spoQ.
To plunder ; to pillage ; to despoil ; to rob.
Spo'll-a'tion (-a'shiin), re. [L. spoliatio : cf P. spoliation.
See Spoil, v. i.} 1. The act of plundering robbery ; deprivation despoliation.
Legal spoliation, which will impoverish one part of the cornSir G. C. Lewis.
munity in order to corrupt the remainder.
.

;

;

;

A

;

Spoll-a'tor (-a'ter), re. One
Spo'U-a-tO-ry (-a-to-r^), a.
structive

;

who

spoliates

;

a spoiler.

Tending to spoil; de-

—

.^

—

;

—

;

;

m

;

m

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

common

smell-feast, that

upon other people's

:

%11

;

eve,

eveat,

find,

U Estrange.

trenchers.

To be converted,

3.

fern,

recent

;

ice,

X30O

as

dough, into a light, spongy
mass by the agency of

Sponge'let

n.

(-let),

See SpoNGiOLE.

Spon'geous (sptin'jus),
[See Spongious.] Resembling sponge having

a.

;

the nature or qualities of
sponge.
(-jer),

re.

One who sponges, or One

1.

uses a sponge.
- - '^ **
3. Fig.

A

:

in

parasitical

dependent a hanger-on.
Spon'gl-s (spon'ji-e),
;

II

re.

pi.

ol.)

[See Sponge.] (Zo-

The grand

division of

the animal kingdom which

idea,

ai

;

of the Spongiee (MyxosponVertical Section of

Slia).

-

-

employed

One

2.

marked by spon-

;

[

—

gathering sponges.

dees as, a spondaic hexameter, i. e., one which has a
spondee instead of a dactyl in the fifth foot.
Spon'dee (spBn'de), n. [L. spondeus, Gr. <nrof5eios
(sc. TTOus), fr. (7Trov&r) a drink offering, libation, fr. OTreVbation cf. F. spondee. So
Seiv to pour out, make a
final.

—

—

;

;

sisting of spondees.
2. Containing spondees in excess

—

—

Spon'ger
:

Dough

(a)

—

spoliative.

Spon-da'ic (sp5n-da'ik), 1 a. [L. spondaicus, spondiacf.
cus, Gr. tnrov&eiaxos
(
Spon-da'ic-al (-T-kal),
F. spondtt'ique.} 1. Of or pertaining to a spondee con-

:

—
—

yeast, or leaven.

war

Specifically
into loaves,

but not melted or worked.
5. (Gun.) A mop for cleaning the bore of a cannoa
after a discharge. It consists of a cylinder of wood, covered with sheepskin with the wool on, or cloth with a
heavy looped nap, and having a handle, or staff.
6. (Far.) The extremity, or point, of a horseshoe, answering to the heel.
Bath sponge, any one of several varieties of coarse
commercial sponges, especially Spongia equina. — Cup
sponge, a toilet sponge growing in a cup-shaped form.
Glass sponge. See Glass-sponge, in the Vocabulary.
Glove sponge, a variety of commercial sponge (Spongia
officinalis, variety tubulifera), having very fine fibers,
native of Florida and the West Indies.
GrasB sponge,
any oue of several varieties of coarse commercial sponges
having the surface irregularly tufted, as Spongia (jro/minea, and S. equina, variety cerebriformis, of Florida
and the West Indies. — Horse sponge, a coarse commerPlatinum
cial sponge, especially Spongia
equina.
Pyrotechnlcal
sponge. (Chem.) See under Platinum.
sponge, a substance made of mushrooms or fungi, which
are boiled in water, dried, and beaten, then put in 8
strong lye prepared with saltpeter, and again dried in an
oven. This makes the black match, or tinder, brought
from Germany.
Sheep's-wool sponge, a fine and durable
commercial sponge (Spoyigia. equina variety gossypina)
found in Florida and the West Indies. The surface is
covered with larger and smaller tufts, having the oscula
between them.
Sponge cake, a kind of sweet cake which
is light and spongy.
Sponge lead, or Spongy lead
(Chem.), metallic lead brought to a spongy form by reduction of lead salts, or by compressing finely divided
lead
used in secondary batteries and otherwise. —
Sponge tree (Bot.), a tropical leguminous tree (Acacia
Farnesiana), with deliciously fragrant flowers, which are
used in perfumery. — Toilet sponge, a very fine and superior variety of Mediterranean sponge (Spongia offi— called also Turkish
cinalis, variety Mediterranea)
sponge.
To set a sponge ( Cookery), to leaven a small
mass of flour, to be used in leavening a larger quantity.
— To throw up the sponge, to give up a contest to acknowledge defeat — from a custom of the prize ring,
the person employed to sponge a pugilist between rounds
throwing his sponge in the air
Cant
token of defeat.
or Slang] "He was too brave a man to throw up the
sjjonge to f?tte." Zofce/?. — Vegetable sponge. (Boi.) See
—
Loop.
Velvet sponge, a fine, soft commercial sponge
(Spongia equina, variety meandriniformis) found
Florida and the West Indies. — Vitreous sponge.
See
Glass-spokge.
Yellow sponge, a common and valuable
commercial sponge (Spiongia agaricina, variety corlosia) found in Florida and the West Indies.
Sponge, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Sponged (spiinjd) ; p.
pr. & vb. re. Sponging (spun'jTng).] 1. To cleanse or
wipe with a sponge as, to sponge a slate or a cannon
to wet with a sponge as, to sponge cloth.
2. To wipe out with a sponge, as letters or writing
Hooker,
to efface to destroy all trace of.
3. Fig.: To deprive of something by imposition. "How
came such multitudes of our nation ... to be sponged
of their plate and their money ? "
South.
4. Fig.
To get by imposition or mean arts without
cost as, to sponge a breakfast.
Swift.
Sponge, V. i. 1. To suck in, or imbibe, as a sponge.
2. Fig. To gain by mean arts, by intrusion, or hanging
on as, an idler sponges on his neighbor. E. Eggleston.
The fly is an intruder, and

of a church in a spiritual court.
4. (Law) Injury done to a document.
Spo'li-a-tive (-a-tiv), a. [Cf. F. spoliatif.} Serving
to take away, diminish, or rob; esp. (Med.), serving to
diminish sensibly the amount of blood in the body as,
spoUutive bloodletting.

in

;

substance.

and after it
before it is kneaded and formed
is converted into a light, spongy mass by the agency of
Iron
puddling
furnace,
the yeast or leaven, (b)
from the
in a pasty condition,
(c) Iron ore, in masses, reduced

s/totif/es

Eobbery or plunder

species of

;

Any spongelike

4.

especially, the authorized act or practice of plundering neutrals at sea.
3. (Eccl. Law) (a) The act of an incumbent in taking
the fruits of his benefice without right, but under a preprocess for possession
tended title. Blackstone. (b)
2.

many

horny Spongiae (Keratosa), used for many purposes, especially the varieties of the genus Spongia.
The most
valuable sponges are found in the Mediterranean and the
Red Sea, and on the coasts of Florida and the West Indies.
One who lives upon others a pertinacious
3. Fig.
and indolent dependent a parasite a sponger.
;

Spoil bank, a bank formed by the earth taken from an
The spoils system, the theory
excavation, as of a canal.
or practice of regarding public offices and their emoluments as so much plunder to be distributed among their
active partisans by those who are chosen to responsible
offices of administration.

confidence
to
Thackeray.
to err fatally ; to have the
to

;

act or practice of plundering

The slough, or cast

mal.

Shak.

A

Bentley.

[Archaic]
5. Corruption; cause of corruption.
Villainous company hath been the spoil of me.

\Colloq.'\

called because at libations slow, solemn melodies were
used, chiefly in this meter.] (Pros.)
poetic foot of
syllables, as in the Latin word leges.
Money.
[Slang,
Spon-du'llCS (epon-du'llks), re.
Bartlett.
U. S.}
Spon'dyl 1 (spon'dTl), n. [L. spondylus, Gr. crrrovcf.
F. spondyle.'^
Spon'dyle ) SuAos, <T(J)6i/6uAos
(Anal.)
joint of the backbone ; a vertebra.
Spong (spong), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] An irregU'
[Prov. Eng.}
lar, narrow, projecting part of a field.
Sponge (spiinj),re. [OF. esponge, F. ^ponge,ii. spangia, Gr. o-iroyyia, aTroyyos- Cf. Fungus, Spunk.]
[Formerly written also spunge.} 1. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of Spongiae, or Porifera. See Illust. and

two long

:

3.

The man that hath no music in himself.
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet

;

5.

Milton.

spoils.

2. Public offices and their emoluments regarded as the
peculiar property of a successful party or faction, to be bestowed for its own advantage ;
commonly in the plural
as, to the victor belong the spoils.
From a principle of gratitude I adhered to the coalition my
vote was counted in the day of battle, but I was overlooked in
Gibbon.
the division of the spoil.

4.

1. To part asunder ; to be rent to burst
Split, V. i.
as, vessels split by the freezing of water in them.
2. To be broken ; to be dashed to pieces.

ship splits on the rock.

;

;

—

The

;

as, fruit

;

3. To divide or break up into parts or divisions, as by
discord ; to separate into parts or parties, as a political
South.
party; to disunite. {_Colloq.'\
4. (Chem.) To divide or separate into components ;
often used with up ; as, to split up sugar into alcohol
and carbonic acid.
To split hairs, to make distinctions of useless nicety.

To separate into parties or factions.
To burst with laughter. \Colloq.'\

Speiiser.

spoil.

2.

Boyle.

gealed water.

3.
4.
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SPLINTERPROOF

old,

AA

a small portion ; a a AmpuUte
An Opening of the Supply
System of Canals-, b An Exe An Ovum.
current Canal
;'

;

B
C

Partial Section of an Ampulla, showing Flagellate Cells.
Single Flagellate Cell, more

enlarged / Flagellum ; v YeInm n Nucleus c Contractile
Vacuole.
;

;

Sbey, 6rb, odd

;

energy, or natural law, without external force ;
taneous motion ; spontaneous growth.
3. Produced without being planted, or without
labor as, a spontaneous growth of wood.

as, spon-

includes the sponges ,-~^ called also Spongida, Spongiaria, Spottgiozoa, and Ponfera.
jjy" In the Spongiae, the soft sarcode of the body is
usually supported by a skeleton consisting of horny
The comfibers, or of siliceous or calcareous spicules.
mon sponges contain larger and smaller cavities and
canals, and numerous small ampullae which are lined
with ciliated cells capable of taking in solid food. The
outer surface usually has muiute pores through which
water euters, and large openings for its exit. Sponges
produce eggs and spermatozoa, and the egg when fertilized undergoes segmentation to form a cihated embryo.
Spon'gi-da(spon'ii-d4), ji.fii. [NL.] Spongise.
Spon'gi-form (spiin'ji-f 6rm), a. Resembling a sponge
soft and porous ; porous.
Spon-gil'la (spon-jil'la), n. [NL., dim. of spongia
genus of siliceous sponges found
a sponge.] (Zo'61.)
in fresh water.
Spon'gln (spiin'iTn), n. {Physiol. Chem.) The chemical basis of sponge tissue, a nitrogenous, hornlike substance which on decomposition with sulphuric acid yields
leucin and glycocoU.
Spon'gi-ness (spiin'ji-ngs), n. The quality or state
Dr. H. More.
of being spongy.

Syn.

Spon'glng

(-jTng), a.

& n.

from Sponge,
bailiff's

Spon'gi-Ole

(spiin'jT-ol

;

n.

J. Seed.

Spontaneous joys, where nature has

—

v.

-Old.]

Spon'gy

(spiin'ji^), a.

;

Spoom (spoom), V. i. [Probably fr. spume foam. See
{Naut.) To be driven steadily and swiftly, as
before a strong wind ; to be driven before the wind without any sail, or with only a part of the sails spread
[Written also spoon.]
to scud under bare poles.
When virtue spooms before a prosperous gale,
Dryden.
My heaving wishes help to fill the sail.
Spoon (spoon), V. i. {Naut.) See Spoom. [Obs.]
Pepys.
well
as
they.
We might have spooned before the wind as
Spume.]

[OE. span, AS. span, a chip akin to D.
spaan, G. span, Dan. spaan, Sw. span, Icel. spdnn,
sp6nn, a chip, a spoon. V170. Cf. Span-new.] 1. An
implement consisting of a small bowl (usually a shallow oval) with a handle, used especially in preparing or

Spoon,

like sponge.
1. Soft, and full of cavities
;

Spunk.

[L. sponsalis, it. sponsus a
betrothal, fr. spondere, sponsum, to betroth. See Spouse,
and cf. EsPODSAii, Spousal.] Relating to marriage, or to
a spouse ; spousal.

Spon'sal

—

—

;

surety for another.

Law) An act or engagement on behalf of
by an agent not specially authorized for the purwho exceeds the limits of authority.
Spon'Sion-al (-ol), a. Of or pertaining to a pledge or
agreement; responsible. iP.]
He is righteous even in that representative and sponsional per2. (Iniernat.

state,

pose, or by one

broadly expanded
and flattened at the tip.
lt^°°The roseate spoonbill of America (Ajaja
ajaja), and the European
bill is

Abp. Leighion.
son he put on.
Spon'son (-sun), re. {Shipbuilding) {a) One of the
triangular platforms in front of, and abaft, the paddle
boxes of a steamboat. (6) One of the slanting supports
(c) One of the arunder the guards of a steamboat,
mored projections fitted with gun ports, used on modern
[L., from spondere, sponsum, to
(-ser), n.
engage one's self. See Spouse.] 1. One who binds himself to answer for another, and is responsible for his

default

;
a surety.
2. One who at the baptism of an infant professes the
Christian faith in its name, and guarantees its religious
education a godfather or godmother.
Spon-SO'ri-al (-so'rT-aV), a. Pertaining to a sponsor.
Spon'sor-Shlp (spon'ser-), n. State of being a sponsor.

Shoveler,
{d)

Spontanei-

;

pltip-

— written also spindrift.
;

;

;

Dickens.

spooneij.

Spoon'ful

(-ful), n. ; pi.

Spoonfuls

(-fulz).

1.

The

quantity which a! spoon contains, or is able to contain
a teaspuon/ul ; a tiiblespoon/al.
Arbuthnot.
2. Hence, a small quantity.
Spoon'1-ly (-i-iy), adv. in a spoony manner.
Food
that
is,
or
unist be,
(-met'),
n.
Spoon'-meat'
taken witli a spoon liquid food. " Diet most upon
Harvey.
spoon-ineats."

as,

n.
[L. sponianens,
sporUe of free will, volimtarily.] 1. Proceeding from
natural feeling, temperament, or disposition, or from a
native internal proneness, readiness, or tendency, with
out constraint ; as, a spontaneous gift or proposition.
2. Proceeding from, or acting by, internal impulse.

Urn

;

demonstratively
Spoon'ey (-y), a.
fond as, spooney lovers. [Spelt also spoony.] [Colloq.]
Spoon'ey, n. ; pi. Spooneys (-iz). A weak-minded or
one who is foolishly fond. \_CoUoq.]
silly person
There is no doubt, whatever, that I was a lackadaisical young

fr.

iip,

paddlefish.

Weak-minded

and refreshment.
Spon-ta'n«-OUS (sp5n-ta'no-us),

full,

See under Ruddy.

The ruddy duck.

;

both animal and vegetable organisms, and
not restrained or checked by the environment. (6) The
tendency to activity of muscular tissue, including the
voluntary muscles, when in a state of healthful vigor

r^de,

The

(c)

2.

See

driven in the wind at sea

acteristic of

unite,

Spoonbill (.Plataha
European
•-

uucorodia).

shoveler.

Spoon'-billed' (-bTld'), a. {Zool.) Having the bill
expanded and spatulate at the end.
Spoon'drlit (-drift), n. ISpoom-]- drift.] Spray blo%vn
from the tops of waves during a gale at sea also, snow

ties (-tiz).
[Cf. F. spontaneite.]
1. The quality or
state of being spontaneous, or acting from native feeling, proneness, or temperament, without constraint or
external force.
Romney Leigh, who Uves by diagrams.
And crosses not the spontaneities
Of all his individual, personal life
With formal universals.
Mrs. Browning.
2. {Biol.) {a) The tendency to undergo change, char-

Ose,

The

(6)

;

Spoon'wood' (-wcStid'), n.
{Kalmia latijolia).
;

fdbd, fcTot

;

out, oil

;

;

—

;

Spoor, V. i. To follow a spoor or trail. [P.]
Spor'a-deS (sp5r'a-dez), n. pi. [L., fr. Gr. o-TropaSes
Cf. Spokadic] {Astron.) Stars not included in any constellation
called also informed, or unformed, stars.
II

;

—

Spo-ra'di-al (spo-ra'dT-al), a. Sporadic. [iJ.]
Spo-rad'ic (-rad'ik), a. [Gr. o-TropaSi/cds scattered,
-aSo5, scattered, fr. aniipeiv to sow seed, to
See Spoee.] Ocscatter like seed cf. F. sporaclique.
curring singly, or apart from other things of the same
kind, or in scattered instances ; separate ; single ; as, a
sporadic fireball ; a sporadic case of disease ; a sporadic
example of a flower.
Sporadic disease (Med.), a disease which occurs in single
:

cases. See the Note under Endemic,
Spo-rad'ic-al <-i-kal), a. Sporadic.
Spo-rad'ic-al-ly, adv. In a sporadic manner.

and scattered

{Bol.)

The mountain

chair

;

go

;

laurel

a.

[SporanSpo-ran'gi-O-phore (spo-rSn'jT-o-for), re.
{Bot.) The axis or recepto bear.]
tacle in certain ferns (as Trichomanes), which bears the

gium -f Gr. ^epeif
sporangia.
II

Spo-ran'gi-um (-um), n.

;

pi.

+

Sporangia

(-a).

[NL.,

ayyeiov a
Gr. o-irdpos a sowing, seed
spore case in the
receptacle.]
(Bot.)
cryptogamous plants, as in ferns, etc.
Spore (spor), n. [Gr. <r7r6pos a sowing,
Cf. Sperm.]
seed, from a-rreCpeiv to sow.
1. {Bot.) {a) One of the minute grains
in flowerless plants, which are analogous to
seeds, as serving to reproduce the species.
Spores are produced differently in
the different classes of cryptogamous
plants, and as regards their nature are Sporangium oi
often so unlike that they have only their
a Fern (Phegopteris). Enminuteness in common. The peculiar
larged.
spores of diatoms (called auxospores) inlength
acquire
a
crease in size, and at
siliceous coating, thus becoming new diatoms of full size.
fr.

A

m^^

Compare Macrospoee, Microspore, OSspoee, Restino
SPORE,
spore,
(6)

Sph^eospore, Swarmspore, Tetraspoee, Zo"dand Zygospore.
An embryo sac or embryonal vesicle in the ovules

of flowering plants.
2. {Biol.) (a)
minute grain or germ a small, round
or ovoid body, formed in certain organisms, and by ger»

A

mination giving

formed by

;

new organism as, the reprobacteria, etc.
(6) One of the parts

rise to

ductive spores of

a

;

fission in certain Protozoa.

See Spore form.a-

iion, below.

Spore formation,

A mode of reproduction recommon among Protozoa, in

(a) (Biol.)

sembling multiple

fission,

which the organism breaks up into a number of pieces, or
spores, each of which eventually develops into an organism like the parent form. Balfour, (b) The formation of
reproductive cells or spores, as in the growth of bacilli.
Lindley.
{Bot.^ A sporidium.
[Sporidium -(Spo'rl-dif'er-OUS (-rT-dlf'er-iis), a.

Spo'rid (spo'rid), n.

(Bot.) Bearing sporidia.
Spo-rid'i-um (spo-rTd'I-Cm), n. ; pi. Spoeidla (-a).
[NL. See Spoee.] {Bot. (a) A secondary spore, or a
filament produced from a spore, in certain kinds of minute fungi. (6) A spore.
Spo-rif'er-OUS (-rif 'er-iis), a. [Spore -\- -ferous.] {Biol.) Bearing or producing spores.
[Spore
L.
Spo'ri-li-ca'tion (spo'rl-fT-ka'shiJn), rc.
See -FY.] {Biol.) Spore
-ficare (in comp.) to make.
formation. See Spore formation {b), under Stoiis.
Spo'ro-carp (spo'ro-karp), n. [Spore -f- Gr. Kapjrd9
-ferous.]
II

+

{Bot.) {a)

A

closed body or conceptacle containof spores or sporangia. (6)

A

more masses

sporangRim.
Spo'ro-cyst

tine crest.

Spoonworm (Thalassema
viHdis).
a Proboscis
b Mouth c Anus.

from the root of E. spur.
VlTl. See Spur.] The track or trail of any wild aniused originally by
mal ; as, the spoor of an elephant
travelers in South Africa.

ing one or

f^J>^^l^^Sse^souh!l^a,

;

; pi.

&

fruit.]

spoonbill (Platalea leucorodia) are the best known.
The royal spoonbill (P.
regia)
Australia is
of
white, with the skm in
front of the eyes naked
and black. The male in

war vessels.
Spon'sor

Spon'ta-ne'i-ty (spon'ta-ne'T-t^^), n.

Spoon'wort' (-wfirf), n.
{Bot.) Scurvy grass.
Spoon'y (-y), a. n. Same
as Spooney.
Spoor (spoor), n. [D. spoor ;
akin to AS. spor, G. spur, and

;

:

Spon'si-ble (-sT-b'l), a. [Abbrev. from responsible."]
Responsible worthy of credit. \_Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
Spon'Sion (-shun), n. [L. sponsio, f r. spondere, sponsum, to promise solemnly.] 1. The act of becoming

a

n.

eating food.
" Therefore behoveth liim a f ull long spoon.
That shall eat with a flend," thus heard I say. Chaucer.
He must have a long spoon that must eat with the devil. Shale.
2. Anything which resembles a spoon in shape ; esp.
{Fishing), a spoon bait.
Hood.
3. Fig.
A simpleton ; a spooney. ISlang"]
Spoon 'bait (Fishing), a lure used in trolling, consisting
of a glistening metallic plate shaped like the bowl of a
Spoon bit, a bit for
spoon mth a fishhook attached.
boring, hollowed or furrowed along one side.— Spoon net,
Spoon oar. See under Oar.
a net for landing fish.
Spoon, V. t. To take up in, or as in, a spoon.
Spoon, V. i. To act with demonstrative or foolish
[Colloq.]
fondness, as one in love.
a.) Any one of several
Spoon'bUl' (-bil'), n. {Zool.) («:
species of wading birds
Ajaja
and
the
genera
of
Platalea, and allied genera, in which the long

—

(spiSnk), n.
See
(spon'sal), a.

A

wind thread or yarn upon.
Spool stand, an article holding spools of thread, turn— used by women at their work.
Spool, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Spooled (spoold) p. pr. &
vb. n. Spooling.]
To wind on a spool or spools.
Spool'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, spools.

of an open, loose, pliable texture ; as, a spongy excrescence ; spongy earth ; spongy cake ; spongy bones.
2. Wet ; drenched ; soaked and soft, like sponge ; rainy.
" Spongy April."
Shak.
3. Having the quality of imbibing fluids, like a sponge.
See
under
Sponge.
Spongy lead (Chem.), sponge lead.
Spongy platinum. See under Platinum.

Sponk

—

ing on pins,

II

sponge

play,

&

;

A gephyr-

fr. CTTTopa;,
its

2. {Zool.) The chimsera.
Spool (spool), 71. [OE. spole, OD. spoele, D. spoel;
Sw. spole.]
akin to G. spule, OHG. spuola, Dan.
piece of cane or reed with a knot at each end, or a hollow cylinder of wood with a ridge at each end, used to

—

Resembling sponge

soul adopts, and

;

spongiola a

+

-{-

The

owns their firstborn sway. Goldsmith.
Spon-ta'ne-ous-ly^arf«.
Spon-ta'ne-ous-ness, n.
Spon-toon' (spon-toon'), n. [F. sponton, esponton.
{Mil.) ATiind of half-pike, or
It. spontone, spuntone.]
halberd, formerly borne by inferior officers of the British infantry, and used in giving signals to the seldiers.
Spook (spook), n. [D. spook; akin to G. spuk, Sw.
spoke, Dan. spogelse a specter, spoge to play, sport, joke,
spdg a play, joke.] 1. A spirit a ghost ; an apparition
Ld. Lytlon.
a hobgoblin. [Written also spuke.]

rose gall, small roots, dim. of spongia : cf. F. spongiole.']
(Bot.)
supposed spongelike expansion of the tip of a
called also spongelet.
rootlet for absorbing water ;
[Gr. OTroyyia sponge
Spon'gi-O-lite (-o-llt), n.
-liie.1
(Paleon.) One of the microscopic siliceous spicules which occur abundantly in the texture of sponges,
and are sometimes foimd fossil, as in flints.
Spon'gi-0-pi'lln (-o-pl'ltn), n. [Gr. (TTToyyioVi dim. of
(Med.) A kind of cloth
(TTrdyyos a sponge -f- ttiAos felt.]
interwoven with small pieces of sponge and rendered
waterproof on one side by a covering of rubber. When
moistened with hot water it is used as a poultice.
Spon'gi-ose' (spQn'jT-os'), ) a. [L. spongiosus, sponSpon'gl-OUS (spiin'ji-iis), ) geosus: cf. F. spongieux.
See Sponge.] Somewhat spongy spongelike
full of small cavities like sponge ; as, spongious bones.
Spon'gi-0-ZO'a (sp5a'ji-o-zo'4), n. pi. [NL., Gr.
o-iroyyia sponge -\- (mov an animal.] (Zool. ) See SPONGI^.
Spon'gO-blast (sjpSn'go-blSst), n. [Gr. o-Trdyyos sponge
-\- -blast.]
{Zool.) One of the cells which, ni sponges,
secrete the spongin, or the material of the homy fibers.
Spon'gold (spiin'goid or sp5n'- ; 277), a. [Gr. (r77-d770s

A

— Sponta-

willing.

{Zool.)

n.

sema, having a spoonlike pro-

.

or other house

[L..

;

;

commonly made for food,

277),

uncompelled

;

neous, Voluntary. What is voluntary is the result of
a volition, or act of choice it therefore implies some degree of consideration, and may be the result of mere reason without excited feeling. Wha* is spontaneous springs
wholly from feeling, or a sudden impulse which admits
of no reflection; as, a spontaneous burst of applause.
Hence, the term is also applied to things inanimate when
they are produced without the determinate purpose or
care of man. " Abstmence which is but voluntary fasting, and .
exercise which is but voluntary labor."
.

in which debtors are put before being taken to jail, or
At these
until they compromise with their creditors.

houses extortionate charges are
lodging, etc.

— Voluntary

SpOOn'WOrm' (spoon'wflrm'),
ean worm of the genus Thalasboscis.

—

;

A

Sponging house (Eng. Law), a

human

;

Spontaneous combustion, combustion produced in a substance by the evolution of heat through the chemical action of its own elements as, the spontaneous combustion
Spontaneous generaof waste matter saturated with oil.
tion. (Biol.) See under Generation.

II
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SPONGIDA

I

[Gi
o-TTopo? seed -\- kwo-tis bladdei ]
1. (Zool.) An asexual zooid
usually forming one of a series of
larval forms in the agamic repio
duction of various tremattules
and other parasitic worms. The
sporocyst generally develops
from an egg, but in its turn pio
duces other larvae by inteiml
budding, or by the subdivision
of a part or all of its contents
into a number of minute gtiiu
See Redia.
2. {Zool.) Any protozoan when
itbecomes encysted and produces
(-sTst), n.

germs by sporulation.

»S'"s^
'\
,

1
1

ot

*

Sporocvst
a

ill

tonm

„,,,
^„
containuv
^^,
Cer

carioB (cr)

PC CiTiated

SpO'rO-gen'e-SlS (-jSn'o-sTs), Embryos from which
[Spore
genets.] {Biol.)
flfrr/lt'^^wTe^
Reproduction by spores.
Tube o Germs of Cei-Spo-rog'0-ny (sp5-r5g'o-iij'), carins. All much en-

+

n

i

n.

[5ji)0»-f

+ root

of Gr. yiyi>e- larged.
{Zool.) The growth or

development
o-flat to be born.]
of an animal or a zooid from a nonsexual germ.
Spo'ro-phore (spo'ro-for), re. [Spore -j- Gr. ipepeiy to
bear.] (h'ol.) {<i) A placenta, {b) That alternately produced form of curtain cryptogamous plants, as ferns,
mosses, and the like, which is nonsexual, but produces
spores in countless numbers. In ferns it is the leafy
Cf. OtiPHORE.
plant, in mosses the capsule.
Spo'ro-phor'ic (-tBr'Tk), a. {Bot.) Having the nature
of a sporophore.

sing, ink

;

tfaen,

tliin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

+

«ac.] (Zo'ol.)
SpO'ro-sac (spo'r6-sak), n. ISpore
A liydrozoan reproductive zooid or gonophore which
does not become medusoid iu form or structure. See IIlust. under Atheoata.
(6) An early or simple larval
stage of trematode worms and some other invertebrates,
which is capable of reproducing other germs by asexual
generation a nurse a redia.
SpO'ro-ZO'a (-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., from 6r. <nr6po^ a
(ZooL) An extensive division
spore
fuoi/ an animal.]
It
of parasitic Protozoa, which increase by sporulation.
includes the Gregarinida.
Spo'ro-ZO'ld (-id), re. ISpore -f Gr. (wov an animal.]
(Bol.) Same as ZoospoKE.

(a)

;

;

II

+

Spor'ran (spor'ran),

A

[Gael, sporan.']

n.

large

purse or pouch made of skin with the hair or fur on, worn
in front of the kilt by Highlanders when in full dress.
Sport (sport), re. [Abbreviated from d«jooW.] 1. That
which diverts, and makes mirth pastime amusement.
;

;

Frov. x. 23.
It is as sport to a fool to do mischief.
Her sports were such as carried riches of knowledge upon the
Sir P. Sidney.
stream of delight.
Shak.
Think it but a minute spent in sport.
2. Mock ; mockery ; contemptuous mirth ; derision.
Then make sport at me ; then let me be your jest. Shah.

That with which one plays, or which is driven
about in play ; a toy ; a plaything an object of mockery.
3.

;

Dryden.
Flitting leaves, the sport of every wind.
Never does man appear to greater disadvantage than when he
John Clarke.
is the sport of his own ungoverned passions.
4. Play

idle jingle.

;

An author who should introduce such a sport of words upon
Broome.
our stage would meet with small applause.
5. Diversion of the field, as fowling, hunting, fishing,
racing, games, and the like, esp. when money is staked.
6. (Bot.
Zo'dl.) A plant or an animal, or part of a
plant or animal, which has some peculiarity not usually
Been in the species ; an abnormal variety or growth. See
Sporting plant, under Spouting.
[/SZarejr]
7. A sportsman ; a gambler.
In sport, in jest ; for play or diversion. "So is the man
not I in
that deoeiveth his neighbor, and saith.
Prov. xxvi. 19.
sport ? "
mirth;
mock;
Syn.— Play; game; diversion; frolic;

&

Am

mockery;

jeer.

Sport, V.
Bportino.]

Show

&

&

i.

1.

[imp.
p. p. Sported ; p. pr.
To play ; to frolic ; to wanton.

[Fish], sporting with quick glance.
to the sun their waved coats dropt with gold.

vb. n.

Milton.

—

—

To play frolic game wanton.
Sport, V. t. 1. To divert to amuse to make merry
used with the reciprocal pronoun.
Against whom do ye sport yourselves ? Isa, Ivii. 4.
2. To represent by any kind of play.
Now sporting on thy lyre the loves of youth. Dryden.
to use or wear
3. To exhibit, or bring out, in public
Grose.
[Colloq.']
as, to sport a new equipage.
4. To give utterance to in a sportive manner to throw
with off; as, to
out in an easy and copious manner
Addison.
sport off epigrams.
[.R.]
To sport one's oak. See undar Oak, re.
Sport'a-bU'l-ty (-a-bTl'I-ty), n. Sportiveness. [Obs.l
Sport'al (sport'al), a. Of or pertauaing to sports
Dryden.
used in sports. [J?.] " <S|por/a^ arms.
Sport'er (-er), n. One who sports a sportsman.
As this gentleman and I have been old fellow sporters, I have
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Goldsmith.

a friendship for him.

1. Full of sport ; merry ; frolicjesting ; indulging in mirth or play ; playas, a sportful companion.
Down he alights among the spor^ul herd.
Milton.

Sport'ful

2,

;

Done

mere play sportive.
no sportful productions of the soil.

in jest, or for

;

Subsisting on alms
Bp. Hall.

a.

[Ofcjt.]

[L. sportula a little basket, a
gift, dim. of sporta a basket : cf. F. sportule.']
charitable gift or contribution
a gift ; an alms ; a dole
a largess; a sportula. [06«.]
Ayliffe.
{Biol.) The act
Spor'U-la'Uon (spSr'ii-la'shun), n.
or process of forming spores ; spore formation. See Illust.

Spor'tule

(-tul),

re.

A

;

of Bacillus,

are

(spSr'iJl), p.
[Dim. of spore.'] (Biol.) A
a spore.
-ferSpor'U-Uf'er-ous (-u-ltfer-iis), a.
ISporule
0US.2
(Biol.) Producing sporules.
Spot (spot), n. [Cf. Scot. & D. spat, Dan. spette,
Sw. spoil spittle, slaver from the root of E. spit. See
Spit to eject from the mouth, and cf. Spatter.] 1. A
mark on a substance or body made by foreign matter a
blot a place discolored.
;

;

;

Out,

2.

damned spot ! Out,

I say

A

Shak.

I

stain on character or reputation
something that
purity ; disgrace ; reproach ; fault ; blemish.
Pope.
Yet Chloe, sure, was formed without a spot.
;

A

3.
small part of a different color from the main
part, or from the ground upon which it is ; as, the spots
of a leopard ; the spots on a playing card.
small extent of space ; a place ; any particular
4.
place.
"Fixed to one ipo<."
Olway.

A

That

spot to

which

I point

is

Paradise.

"A jolly
But

place,** said he, " in times of old
something ails it now i the spot is cursed.*'

Milton.

A variety of

the

thwus)

of the Atlantic coast of the
United States. It

See Redfish.

Crescent spot (Zo'dl.),

any butterfly

of the ia,mi\y Meli-

txidx having crescent-shaped white spots along the mar-

—

gins of the red or brovni wings.
Spot lens (^Microscopy),
a condensing lens iu which the light is confined to an annular pencil by means of a small, round diaphragm (the
spot), and used in dark-field illumination
called also
spotted lens.
S^at rump (Zo'dl.), the Hudsonian god%vit
(Limosa fuemaslica).
Spots on the sun. (Astron.) See
Sun spot, under Sun. On, or Upon, the spot, immediately ; before moving ; without changing place.
Sw(ft.
It was determined upon the spot.
Syn. Stain; flaw; speck; blot; disgrace; reproach;
fault blemish place ; site locality.
vb. re.
Spot, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Spotted ; p. pr.
Spottino.] 1. To make visible marks upon with some
foreign matter ; to discolor in or with spots ; to stain
to cover with spots or figures ; as, to spot a garment ; to
spot paper.
2. To mark or note so as to insure recognition
to
recognize ; to detect ; as, to spot a criminal. [Cant]
3. To stain ; to blemish
to taint ; to disgrace ; to tarnish, as reputation ; to asperse.
My virgin life no spotted thoughts shall stain. Sir P. Sidney.
;

—

—

—
—

—

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

If ever I shall close these eyes but once.
£eau.
May I live spotted for my perjury.

8r

Fl.

To spot timber, to cut or chip it, in preparation for
hewing.
Spot, V. i. To become stained with spots.
;

Bentley.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

.

;

.

.

.

II

;

ale,

;

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

final,

a^

i

eve,

&

[imp.

t,

He spouts the tide.
To utter magniloquently
pompous manner.

2.

Creech.
;

to recite in an oratorical

Pray, spout some French, son.
3.

To pawn

Spout,

V,

;

i.

Seau,

S(

Fl,

to pledge as, to spout a watch.
[Canf]
1. To issue with violence, or in a jet,
;

as a liquid through a narrow orifice, or from a spout as,
water spouts from a hole blood spouts from an artery.
;

Thomson,

To eject water or liquid in a jet.
To utter a speech, especially in a pompous manner.

Spout, n. [Cf. Sw. spruta a squirt, a syringe. See
Spout, r. t.] 1. That through which anything spouts;
a discharging lip, pipe, or orifice a tube, pipe, or conductor of any kind through which a liquid is poured, or
by which it is conveyed in a stream from one place to
another as, the spout of a teapot a spout for conducting water from the roof of a building. Addison. "
conduit with three issuing spouts." Shak.
In whales ... an ejection thereof [water] is contrived by a
fistula, or spout, at the head.
Sir T. Browne.

event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

A

side at the base of the

7. pi. Commodities, as merchandise and cotton, sold
for immediate delivery.
[Brokers^ Cant]

;

&

re.

(spout), v^

;

Spot iLiostomvs xanthwus).

which has a spot on each

—

A wife

or bride.
[Obs,]
Fabyan,
p. p. Spouted ; p. pr,
vb. re. Spouting.]
[Cf. Sw. sputa, spruta, to spout,
D. spuit a spout, spuiten to spout, and E. spurt, sprit, v.,
sprout, sputter ; or perhaps akin to E. spit to eject from
the mouth.]
1. To throw out forcibly and abundantly,
as liquids through an orifice or a pipe ; to eject in a jet
as, an elephant spouts water from his trunk.
Wlio kept Jonas in the fish*s maw
Till he was spouted up at Ninivee ?
Chaucer,
Next on his belly floats the mighty whale. , . ,

Spout

;

Lafayette, tnasooka, and old wife.

;

;

Spous'ess,

3.

—

—

Spouse'-breaoh' (-brech'), re. Adultery. [Obs.]
Spouseless, a. Destitute of a spouse unmarried.

2.

—

;

to espouse. [Obs.]
This markis hath her sjwused with a ring.
Chaucer.
Though spoused, yet wanting wedlock*B solemnize. Spenser.
She was found again, and spoused to Marinell. Spenser.
;

;

has a black spot
behind the shoulders and fifteen
ob li q[ue dark
bars on the sides.
Called also goody,

tail.

Spenser.

All the glittering hill
Is bright with s^wuting rills.

;

—

To wed

Wordsworth.

common

domestic pigeon,
so called from a spot on its bead just above its beak.
6. {Zo'dl.) (a) A scisenoid food fish {lAostomus xan-

horse,

my spouse had won.

in distinction

At wliich marriage was [were] no persons present but the
Duchess of Bedford her mother, the
two gentlewomen, and a young man.
Fahyan.
Spouse (spouz), V. t. [See Espouse, and Spouse, re.]

or

!

5. {Zool.)

to

man,

spouse, the spousess, the

;

soils

A married

from a spousess or
married woman; a bridegroom or husband. [06,s.]

+

re.

—

That I that lady
2.

priest,

b.

Spot'less, a. Without a spot especially, free from
reproach or impurity pure untainted innocent as,
spotless mind spotless behavior.
a
Sport'lng, a. Of, pertaining to, or engaging in, sport
TJ^alter.
A spotless virgin, and a faultless wife.
or sports; exhibiting the character or conduct of one
Syn. Blameless ; unspotted unblemished pure
who, or that which, sports.
Immaculate irreproachable. See Blameless.
Sporting book, a book contaiijing a record of bets, gamSpot'less-ness, re.
Spot'less-ly, adv.
Sporting
bling operations, and the like. C. Kingsley.
honBe, a house frequented by sportsmen, gamblers, and
Spot'ted, a. Marked with spots as, a spotted garthe like.
Sporting man, one who practices field sports
Spenser.
ment or character. "The spotted panther."
also, a horse racer, a pugilist, a gambler, or the like.
Spotted fever {Med.), a name applied to various eruptive
Sporting plant {Boi.), a plant in which a single bud or offfevers, esp. to typhus fever and cerebro-spinal meningiset suddenly assumes a new, and sometimes very differtis.— Spotted tree (Bot.), an Australian tree (Flindersia
ent, character from that of the rest of the plant. Darwin.
maculosa)
so called because its bark falls off in spots.
Sport'ing-ly, adv. In sport sportively.
Spot'ted-ness, re. State or quality of being spotted.
The question you there put, you do it, I suppose, but sportSpot'ter (-ter), re. One who spots.
ingly.
Hammond.
The state or quality of
Spot'tl-ness (-tl-nes), re.
Sport'Ive (-iv), a. Tending to, engaged in, or probeing
spotty.
vocative of, sport ; gay frolicsome playful ; merry.
Spot'ty (-ty), a. Full of spots marked with spots.
Is it I
Spous'age (spouz'aj 48), re. [OF. espousaige, from
That drive thee from the sportive court ?
Shak.
Bale.
espouser. See Spouse, v. t.] Espousal. [Obs.]
Sport'Ive-ly, adv.
Sportlve-nesa, n.
[See Espousal, Sponsal, and
Spous'al (-al), a.
Sportless, a. Without sport or mirth joyless.
marriage;
Sport'Uag (-ling), n. A little person or creature en- Spouse.] Of or pertaining to a spouse or
nuptial; matrimonial; conjugal; connubial; bridal; as,
gaged iu sports or in play.
'Wordsworth,
spousal rites spousal ornaments.
When again the lambkins play
Marriage;
Spous'al, re. [See Espousal, Spouse.]
Pretty sportlings, full of May.
Philips,
generally used in the plural as,
SportS'man (sports'man), n. ; pi. Sportsmen (-men). nuptials espousal
Dryden.
of
Hippolita.
the
spousals
One who pursues the sports of the field one who hunts,
Boweth your head under that blissful yoke
fishes, etc.
Chaucer.
that men clepeth spousal or wedlock.
Which
Sports'man-sMp, n. The practice of sportsmen;
Emerson,
The spousals of the newborn year.
skill in field sports.
Spouse (spouz), re. [OF. espous, espos, fem. espouse,
Spor'tu-la (8pSr'tu-14),n. / pi. Sportdis; (-le). [L.]
F. epoux, epouse, fr. L. sponsus, sponsa, prop. p. p. of
A gift ; a present a prize ; hence, an alms a largess.
To feed luxuriously, to frequent sports and theaters, to run spondere, sponsum, to promise solemnly, to engage one's
1. A
Cf. Despond, Espouse, Respond, Sponsoe.]
for the sportula.
South. self.

They

— Sport'tul-ly, adv. — Sport'ful-ness,

man or woman engaged or joined in wedlock ; a married
person, husband or wife.
At last such grace I found, and means I wrought.

Spor'Ule

small spore

(-ful), a.

some ; full of
; wanton

ful

Spor'tU-Ia-ry (spSr'tli-la-ry),
or charitable coiitributions.

{b) The southern
r e d f i s h, or red

2. To practice the diversions of the field or the turf
to be given to betting, as upon races.
3. To trifle. " He sports with his own life." Tillotson.
4. {Bot. &Zool.) To assume suddenly a new and different character from the rest of the plant or from the type
of the species;
said of a bud, shoot, plant, or animal.
Darwin.
See Spoet, «., 6.

Syn.
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SPOROSAC

;

See,

From

silver spouts the grateful liquors glide.

Pope.

A

2.
trough for conducting grain, flour, etc., into a
receptacle.
3.
discharge or jet of water or other liquid, esp.
when rising in a column ; also, a waterspout.
To put, shove, or pop, up the spout, to pawn or pledge at
a pavmbroker's ;
in allusion to the spout up which the
pawnbroker sent the ticketed articles. [Cant]

A

—

One who, or that which, spouts.
Spout'fisll' (-fish'), n. (Zo'dl.) A marine animal that
spouts water ;
applied especially to certain bivalve
mollusks, like the long clams (Mya), which spout, or
Spout'er

(-er), n.

—

when

squirt out, water

retiring into their holes.

Cowper.
Spout'less, a. Having no spout.
Spout'shell' (-shSl'); n, (Zo'dl,) Any marine gastropod shell of the genus Aporrhais having an elongated
siphon.
See Illust, under Rosteifeba.

Sprack

[Cf

(sprSk), a,

.

Icel. sprsekr sprightly, dial.

Sw. spr'dk, spr'dg, spirited, mettlesome or Gael, spraic
vigor.]
Quick lively alevt. [Prov, Eng, & Scot,]
Chaucer,
Sprad (sprSd), obs, p, p, of Spread.
Chaucer,
Sprad'de (-de), obs, imp, of Spread.
Sprag (sprag), n, [Cf. Icel. spraka a small flounder.]
(Zo'dl,) A young salmon.
[Prov, Eng,]
Sprag, n, [See Sprat a branch.] A billet of wood ;
a piece of timber used as a prop.
Sprag, V, t, [imp, & p, p, Spragged (sprSgd) p, pr,
& vb, n, Speagging (-glng).] 1. To check the motion
of, as a carriage on a steep grade, by putting a sprag between the spokes of the wheel.
R, S, Poole,
2. To prop or sustain with a sprag.
Shn.Jc.
Speack,
a,
Sprag, a. See
Sprain (spran), V. t. [iinp. & p, p. Sprained (spraudj
pr.
espreindre
press,
& vb. n. Spraining.] [OF.
to
p,
to force out, F. epreindre, fr. L. exprimere. See EicPRESS, V. i., and cf. Spraints.] To weaken, as a joint,
ligament, or muscle, by sudden and excessive exertion,
as by wrenching to overstrain, or stretch injuriously,
but without luxation as, to sprain one's ankle.
Sprain, re. The act or result of spraining lameness
caused by spraining as, a bad sprain of the wrist.
Sprain fracture {Med.), the separation of a tendon from
its point of insertion, with the detachment of a shell of
bone to which the tendon is attached.
Spraints (sprants), re. pi. [OF. espraintes, espreintes,
F. epreintes, from espreinte a desire to go to stool, from
espreindre. See Sprain, v. t.] The dung of an otter.
Sprang (sprSng), imp. of Spring.
Sprat (sprat), re. [OE. sprot, sprotte, D. sprot ; akin
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

to G. sprotte.] (Zo'dl.) (a)
small European herring
(Clupea sprattus) closely allied to the common herring
and the pilchard
callea also garvie. The name is also
applied to small herring of different kinds, (b) A California surf-fish (Rhacochilus toxotes) ;
called also alfione, aai perch.
Sprat borer (Zo'dl,), the red-throated diver;
so called
from its fondness for sprats. See Ditee. Sprat loon.
(Zo'dl,) (a) The young of the great northern diver. [Prov.
Eng.] (b) The red-throated diver.
Sprat
See DrvER.
;

—

—

—
—

—

mew (Zo'dl.), the kittiwake gull.
Sprawl (spral), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Sprawled (sprald)
p. pr.

&

vb.

re.

Sprawling.]

[OE. spraulen

; cf.'

Sw.

sprattla to sprawl, dial. Sw. spralla, Dan. sprxlle,
sprselde, D. spartelen, spertelen, to flounder, to struggle.]

idea,

ill

j

old,

obey,

orb,

odd

;
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1. To spread and stretch the body or limbs carelessly
Jn a horizontal position ; to lie with the limbs stretched

Spread'-ea'gle (sprSd'e'g'l), a. Characterized by a
defiantly or
extravagantly bombastic as, a spread-eagle orator ; a
spread-eagle speech. \_Colloq.
Humorous^
Spread'er (-er), re.
1. One who, or that which,
spreads, extends, expands, or propagates.

out ungracefully.
2. To spread irregularly, as vines, plants, or trees to
spread ungracefully, as chirography.
3. To move, when lying down, with awkward extension and motions of the limbs ; to scramble in creeping.
The birds were not fledged ; but upon sprawling and strug;

down

gling to get clear of the flame,

Sprawls
twigs

V Estrange.

they tumbled.

Small branches of a tree

(spralz), n. pi.

sprays.
[Prow. Eng.']
Halliwell.
Spray (spra), n. [Cf. Dan. sprag. See Sprig.]
1.
small shoot or branch ; a twig.
Chaucer.
The painted birds, companions of tlie spring,
Hopping from spray to spray, were heard to sing. Dryden.
2.
collective body of small branches ; as, the tree
has a beautiful spray.
And from the trees did lop the needless spray. Spenser.
3. (Founding) (a)
side channel or branch of the
runner of a flask, made to distribute the metal in all
parts of the mold. (6)
group of castings made in the
same mold and connected by sprues formed in the run;

A

A

A

A

ner and its branches.
Knight.
Spray drain (Agric), a drain made by laying under
earth the sprays or small branches of trees, which keep
passages open.
Spray, re. [Probably from a Dutch or Low German
form akin to E. spread. See Spread, v. t.'] 1. Water
flying in small drops or particles, as by the force of wind,
or the dashing of waves, or from a waterfall, and the like.
2. {3Ied.) (a) A jet of fine medicated vapor, used
either as an application to a diseased part or to charge
the air of a room with a disinfectant or a deodorizer.
(J) An instrument for applying such a spray an atomizer.
Spray condenser {Steam Engine),a,n injection condenser
in which the steam is condensed by a spray of water
which mingles with it.
Spray, v. t. 1. To let fall in the form of spray.
[Poeft'e]
M. Arnold.
2. To throw spray upon to treat with a liquid in the
form of spray as, to spray a wound, or a surgical instrument, with carbolic acid.
(Naut.) See DashSprayTJOard' (spra'bord'), n.
board, re., 2 (b).
(sprgd),
[imp,
v. t.
Spread
p. p. Spread p. pr.
vb. n. Spreading.]
[OB. spreden, AS. sprsedan
akin to D. spreiden, spreijen, LG. spreden, spreen, spreien, G. spreiten, Dan. sprede, Sw. sprida.
Cf. Sprat
water flying in drops.] 1. To extend in length and
breadth, or in breadth only to stretch or expand to a
broad or broader surface or extent to open to unfurl
as, to spread a carpet
to spread a tent or a saO.
He bought a parcel of a field where he had spread his tent.
;

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

Gen. xsxiii.

Hath spread himself a couch.
Byron.
2. To extend so as to cover something to extend to a
great or greater extent in every direction ; to cause to
fill or cover a wide or wider space.
Rose, as in a dance, the stately trees, and spread
Their branches hung with copious fruit.
Milton.
3. To divulge ; to publish, as news or fame to cause
to be more extensively known ; to disseminate ; to make
known fully ; as, to spread a report ;
often accompanied by abroad.
They, when they were departed, spread abroad his fame in
;

;

Matt.

To propagate

fibers of

She

The

operated by a spring

as, to spring a trap.
6. To bend by force, as something stiff or strong ; to
force or put by bending, as a beam into its sockets, and
allowing it to straighten when in place;
often with
in, out, etc.
as, to spring in a slat or a bar.
7. To pass over by leaping as, to spring a fence.
;

;

To spring a butt (Nnui.), to loosen the end of a plank
in a ship's bottom.
To spring a leak {Naut.), to begin to
leak.
To spring an arch (Arch.), to build anarch;

ground with purple blood was sprent. Spenser.
re.
[Cf. D. sprouw, spi-uw.l
(Med.)
Thrush. [_Local, U. 5.]
Spreynd (sprand), obs. p. p. of Sprenge. Sprinkled.
When spreynd was holy water.
Chaucer.
Sprig (sprig), re,. [AS. spree; akin to Icel. spreJc a
stick.
Cf. Spray a branch.]
X. A small shoot or twig
of a tree or other plant a spray ; as, a sprig of laurel
or of parsley.

—

in slight

&

[imp.
p. p. Sprigged (sprigd) ; p.
pr.
vb. re. Sprigging (-ging).] To mark or adorn with
the representation of small branches ; to work with
sprigs ; as, to sprig muslin.
Sprigged (sprigd or sprig'ged), a. Having sprigs.
Sprig'gy (sprig'gy), a. Pull of sprigs or small
branches.
Spright (sprit), re. [See Sprite.] 1. Spirit ; mind
soul; state of mind mood. [Obs.J "The high heroic
spright. "
Spenser.
Wondrous great grief groweth in my spright. Spenser.
2. A supernatural being a spirit ; a shade ; an apparition ; a ghost.
Forth he called, out of deep darkness dread.
Legions of sprights.
Spenser.
To thee, O Father, Son, and Sacred Spright. Fairfax.
3. A kind of short arrow.
[Obs.^
Bacon.
Spright, V. t. To haunt, as a spright. [Obs.'} Shak.
Spright'tul (-ful), a. [Spright sprite -{full.'] Full
of spirit or of life
earnest vivacious ; lively ; brisk
nimble
gay.
[Obs.'\
[Obs.']
Spright'£ul-ly, adv.
Shak.
Spright'ful-ness, re. [Obs.]
Spoke like a sprightful noble gentleman.
Shak.

l!^°°The principal varieties of
springs used in mechanisms are
the spiral spring (Fig. a), the coil
spring (Fig. b), the elliptic spring
(Fig. c), the half-elliptic spring
(Fig. d), the volute spring, the
India-rubber spring, the atmospheric spring, etc.
5. Any source of supply especially, the source from which a
stream proceeds an issue of water
from the earth ; a natural fountain.
" All my «pnrej'« are in thee. " Ps.
Springs.
Ixxxvii. 7.
"A secret spring of
spiritual joy."
Beniley.
"The sacred spring whence
right and honor streams."
Sir J. Davies.
6. Any active power ; that by which action, or motion,
is produced or propagated ; cause ; origin ; motive.
Our author shuns by vulgar springs to move

;

;

;

;

—

Steeds sprightftd as the light.

SprlghtleSS,

Destitute of

a.

7.

Cowley.

life

dull

;

sluggish.

;

;

;

;

;

;

she [the soul] exert herself

;

;

;

;

Sprightly

;

"

— called

;

;

&

;

;

Addison.

;

Bacon.

3. A cloth used as a cover for a table or a bed.
4. A table, as spread or furnished with a meal; hence,
an entertainment of food a feast. \_Colloq.~\
5. A privilege which one person buys of another, of
demanding certain shares of stock at a certain price, or
of delivering the same shares of stock at another price,
within a time agreed upon. [Brokers^ Canf]
6. (Geom.) An unlimited expanse of discontinuous
;

;

;

;

points.

;

Spread, imp.

&p. p. of Spread, v.
(a) An eagle with out-

Spread eagle,
spread wings, the national emblem of
the United States. (6) The figure of
an eagle, with its wings elevated and
Its legs extended
often met as a device upon military ornaments, and the
like.
(0) {Her.) An eagle displayed
an eagle with the wings and legs extended on each side of the body, as
in the double-headed eagle of Austria Spread Eagle (/7e?-.).
and Kussia. See Displayed, 2.

Till well nigh the

bud

r^de,

full,

iip,

lim'

;

pity

day began

to spring.

Chancer.

satisfy the desolate and waste ground, and to cause the
of the tender herb to spring forth.
Job xxxviii. 27.
springing hopes.
Do not blast
Rowe.

my

O, spring to light auspicious Babe, be born.
J^opc.
7. To issue or proceed, as from a parent or ancestor
to result, as from a cause, motive, reason, or principle.
;

;

unite,

—

;

To

;

use,

summer

solstice, about June 21st.
10. The time of growth and progress
" The ijorin 17 of the day "

[They found] now hope

Out of
;

food,

to

spring

despair, joy, but witli fear yet linked.

fd-ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

Milton.

.

first stage.

;

early portion ;
1 jSam. ix. 26.

how this spring of love resembleth
The uncertain glory of an April day.
Shak.
11. (Naut.) (a) A crack or fissure in a mast or yard,
running obliquely or transversely, (b) A line led from

&

&

springan, Icel.
Sw. springa, Dan. springe ;
cf. Gr. (TTripxea-eai to hasten.
Cf. Springe, Sprinkle.]
1. To leap
to bound to jump.
The mountain stag that springs
From height to height, and bounds along the plains. Philips.
2. To issue vrith speed and violence ; to move with
activity ; to dart
to shoot.
And sudden light
Sprung through the vaulted roof.
Dryden.
3. To start or rise suddenly, as from a covert.
Watchful as fowlers when their game will spring. Otioay.
4. To fly back ; as, a bow, when bent, springs back by
its elastic power.
5. To bend from a straiglit direction or plane surface
to become warped as, a piece of timber, or a plank,
sometimes springs in seasoning.
6. To shoot up, out, or forth to come to the light
to begin to appear to emerge as a plant from its seed,
often folas streams from their source, and the like ;
lowed by up, forth, or out.

;

Spring of the astronomical year begins mth the
vernal equinox, about March 21st, and ends with the

Pope.

also

& OHG.

;

flower hath spread like that of the woodbine.

;

;

^W

Dryden.
the green.

(Zool.) (a) The pintail
re.
[Local,
sprig, and spreet-tail.
U. S.] (b) The sharp-tailed grouse. [Local, U. S.]
[imp. Sprang (sprSng) or
Spring (spring), V. i.
Sprung (spriing) p. p. Sprung p. pr.
vb. re. Springing.]
6. springen, OS.
[AS. springan; akin to D.

2. Expansion of parts.

No

wit and love inspires.
The sprightly Sylvia trips along

Sprig'tail' (sprTg'tal'),

;

have got a fine spread of improvable land.

Sprightlike, or

(Spj'ij'AMt/

duck

;

I

(-li-er);

spiritlike ; lively ; brisk ; animated ; vigorous ; airy ; gay
as, a sprightly youth ; a sprightly air ; a sprightly dance.

;

;

[See Sprite.]

Sprightliest.]

superl.

;

;

[Compar. Sprightlier

A

&

Addison.

I

(-ly), «•

(a)

;

;

;

;

;

youth; a springal.

;

;

The hero's glory, or the virgin's love.
Pope.
That which springs, or is originated, from a source

race
lineage.
[Obs.]
Chapman, (b) A
[Obs.]
Spenser, (c) A shoot; a
plant ; a young tree also, a grove of trees woodland,
[Obs.] Spenser. Milton.
8. That which causes one to spring; specifically, a
lively tune.
[Obs.]
Beau.
Ft.
9. The season of the year when plants begin to vegetate and grow ; the vernal season, usually comprehending the months of March, April, and May, in the mid" The green lap of
dle latitudes north of the equator.
the new-come spWref/.
Shak.
as

Spright'Il-ness (-IT-nes), re. The quality or state of
being sprightly liveliness life briskness vigor activity
gayety vivacity.
In dreams, observe with what a sprighiliness and alacrity does

;

—

;

A

&

—

;

humorously or

A

t.

;

—

A sprig whom I remember, with a whey-face and a satchel,
not so many years ago.
Sir W. Scott.
3.
brad, or nail without a head.
4. (Naut.)
small eyebolt ragged or barbed at the
point.
V.

—

as, to spring an arch over
a lintel.
To spring a rattle, to cause a rattle to sound.
To spring ths
See Watchman''s rattle, under Watchman.
luff {Naut.), to ease the helm, and sail nearer to the wind
than before;
said of a vessel. Mar. Diet.
To spring a
mast or spar (Naut.), to strain it so that it is unserviceable.
[AS. spring a fountain, a leap. See
Spring, re.
Spring, v. i.] 1. A leap ; a bound a jump.
The prisoner, with a spring, from prison broke. Dryden.
2. A flying back the resilience of a body recovering
its former state by its elasticity ; as, the spring of a bow.
3. Elastic power or force.
Heavens ! what a spring was in his arm I
Dryden,
4. An elastic body of any kind, as steel, India rubber,
tough wood, or compressed air, used for various mechanical purposes, as receiving and imparting power, diminishing concussion, regulating motion,
measuring weight or other force.

disparagement.

Sprig,

—

—

common term among masons

;

— used

;

—

—

(spru),

;

;

;

;

All the

a lad

and leaves her bed, and springs a light. Dryden.
friends to the cause sprang a new project.
Swift.

starts,

To cause to explode as, to spring a mine.
To crack or split to bend or strain so as to
weaken as, to spring a mast or a yard.
5. To cause to close suddenly, as the parts of a trap

;

;

—

to assault.

3.
4.

To sprinkle to scatter. [OAs.]
Wyclif (1 Pet. i. 2).
Spreng'el pump^ (spreng'el piimp'). (Physics) A
form of air pump in which exhaustion is produced by a
stream of mercury running down a narrow tube, in the
manner of an aspirator
named from the inventor.
Sprent (sprgnt), obs. p. p. of Speenge. Sprinkled.

youth

;

;

;

A

—

;

Spring (spriing), V. t. 1. To cause to spring up ; to
start or rouse, as game to cause to rise from the earth,
or from a covert ; as, to spring a pheasant.
2. To produce or disclose suddenly or unexpectedly.

Increasingly.

;

2.

to prosper.

;

or violence

;

Sprew

;

;

The best times were spreadingly infected.
Milton.
Sprech'er-y (sprech'er-y), re. [Cf. Gael, spreidh cattle.]
Movables of an inferior description especially,
such as have been collected by depredation. [Scot.]
Spree (spre), re. [Cf. Ir. sp7-e a spark, animation,
spirit, Gael, spraic.
Cf. Sprack.]
A merry frolic especially, a drinking frolic a carousal.
IColloq.}
Sprenge (sprenj), ;;. t. [OE. sprengen, p. p. sprent,
spreint, from AS. sprengan to sprinkle.
See Sprinkle.]

;

to thrive

—

ix. 31.

;

;

Spread'lng-ly, adv.

;

;

machine for combining and drawing
form a sliver preparatory to spinning.

;

as, to

;

A

2.
flax to

To grow

What makes all this, but Jupiter the king.
At whose command we perish, and we spring? DrydCTl,
To spring at, to leap toward to attempt to reach by a
To spring forth, to leap out to rush out.
leap.
To
spring in, to rush in to enter with a leap or in haste.
To spring on or upon, to leap on to rush on with haste

&

—

to cause to affect great numbers
spread a disease.
5. To diffuse, as emanations or effluvia to emit
as,
odoriferous plants spread their fragrance.
6. To strew to scatter over a surface as, to spread
manure to spread lime on the ground.
7. To prepare
to set and furnish with provisions as,
to spread a table.
Boiled the flesh, and spread the board. Tennyson.
To spread cloth, to unfurl sail. [Obs.]
Evelyn.
Syn. — To diffuse propagate disperse publish distribute scatter circulate disseminate dispense.
Spread, v. i.
1. To extend in length and breadth
in all directions, or in breadth only ; to be extended or
stretched to expand.
Plants, if they spread much, are seldom tall.
Bacon.
Governor Winthrop, and his associates at Charlestown, had
for a church a large, spreading tree.
B. Trumbull.
2. To be extended by drawing or beating; as, some
metals spread with difficulty.
3. To be made known more extensively, as news.
4. To be propagated from one to another
as, the
disease spread into all parts of the city.
Shak.
Spread, re. 1. Extent compass.
4.

8.

;

;

;

—

that country.

pretentious, boastful, exaggerated style

;

19.

Here the Rhone

all

SPRING

a vessel's quarter to her cable so that by tightening or
slacking it she can be made to lie in any desired position
a line led diagonally from the bow or stern of a vessel
to some point upon the wharf to which she is moored.
Air spring. Boiling spring, etc. See under Air, BoilSpring back (Bookbinding), a back with a
ing, etc.
curved piece of thin sheet iron or of stiff pasteboard
fastened to the inside, the effect of which is to make the
leaves of a book thus bound (as a ledger or other account
or blank book) spring up and lie flat. — Spring balance, a
contrivance for measuring weigiit or force by the elasticity of a spiral spring of steel.
Spring beam, a beam
that supports the side of a paddle box. See Paddle
;

—

—

beam, under Paddle, ?;. — Spring beauty, {a) (Boi.) Any
plant of the genus vlai/to)iia, deVxcnte herbs with somewliat fleshy leaves and pretty blossoms, appearing in

A

small, elegant American but(ft) {Zo'ol.)
terfly (Erora /.Tin) wliich appears in spring.
Tlie hind
wings of tlio male are brown, bordered witli deep blue
tliose of tlie female are mostly blue.
Spring bed, a mattress, under bed, or bed bottom, in wliicli springs, as of
metal, are employed to give the required elasticity.
Spring beetle (Zo'ul.), a snajipiug beetle; an elato'r.
Spring box, the box or barrel in a watch, or otlior piece of

springtime,

—

;

—

—

meclianisni, in which tlie spring is contained.
Spring fly
(Zoiil.), a caddice fly
so called because it aj)penrs in
the spring. — Spring grass {Bot.), vernal grass. See under
Vernal.
Spring gun, a flroarm discharged bv a spring,
when this is trodden upon or is otherwise moved. Spring
hook {LociiiiKitirf Engines), one of the hooks which fix
the driving-whool spring to the (rnnie, - Spring latch, a
latch that fastens with a spring. — Spring lock, a lock

sing, iQk

;

—

—

;

then, thin

—

j

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.
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SPRINGAL

N

—
—

that fastens with a spring.
Spring mattress, a spring
Spring of an arch. {Arch.) See Springing line of
bed.
Spring of pork, the lower
an arch, under Speinqino.
part of a fore quarter, which is divided from the neck,
and has the leg and foot without the shoulder. [Obs.]
Nares.
Gayton.
Sir, pray hand the spring ofpork to me.
Spring pin {Locomotive Engines), an iron rod fitted between the springs and the axle boxes, to sustain and
Spring rye, a kind
regulate the pressure on the axles.
in distinction from winter
of rye sown in the spring
Spring stay {Naut.), a preventer
rye, sown in autumn.
Spring
stay, to assist the regular one. R. B. Dana, Jr.
tide, the tide which happens at, or soon after, the new
and the full moon, and which rises higher than common
Spring wagon, a wagon in which springs
tides. See Tide.
are interposed between the body and the axles to form
Spring wheat, any kind of wheat sown
elastic supports.
in distinction from winter wheat, which
in the spnng

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
m autumn.
;

is

P

sown

1 n. [Scot, springald, springSprlng'al (sprlng'al),
Sprlng'ald (spring'ald), J el, fr. Scot. & E. spring.']
An active, springy young
Sprlng'all (sprlng'al), )
man. [06*.] "There came two springals of full ten-

Spenser,
der years."
Joseph, when he was sold to Potiphar, that great man, was
Latimer.
a fair young springall.
Sprlng'al, n. [OF. espringale ; of Teutonic origin,
akin to E. spring.] An ancient military engine for casting stones and arrows by means of a spring.
Sprlng'board' (-bord'), n. An elastic board, secured
at the ends, or at one end, often by elastic supports, used
in performing feats of agility or in exercising.
Springljok' (-b5k'J, ) ra. [D. springbok; springen
Spring'buck' (-biSk'), ) to spring, leap -|- bok a hegoat, buck.]
(Zo'ol.) A South African gazelle {Gazella euchore) noted for its graceII

ful

form

and

swiftness, and
for its peculiar
habit of springing lightly and

S

sprengan, properly, to make to spring, causative of springan to spring; akin to D. sprenkelen to sprinkle, G.
sprengen. See Spring, v. i., and cf. Sprent.] 1. To
scatter in small drops or particles, as water, seed, etc.
2. To scatter on to disperse something over in small
drops or particles to besprinkle
as, to sprinkle the
earth vrith water to sprinkle a floor with sand.
3. To baptize by the application of a few drops, or
a small quantity, of water hence, to cleanse to purify.
Having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience. Heb. x. 22.
Sprln'kle, v. i. 1. To scatter a liquid, or any fine
substance, so that it may fall in particles.

leather.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

And the priest shall . . . sprinkle of the oil with his iinger
seven times Defore the Lord.
Lev. xiv. 16.
2. To rain moderately, or with scattered drops falling
now and then ; as, it sprinkles.
3. To fly or be scattered in small drops or particles.
small quantity scattered, or
1.
Sprln'Ue, re.
sparsely distributed ; a sprinkling.
2.
utensil for sprinkling a sprinkler.
[06s.]
Sprln'kler (-kler), re. 1. One who sprinkles.
2. An instrument or vessel used in sprinkling ; spe-

A

A

;

a watering pot.
Sprta'kling (-kling), re. 1. The act of one who, or
that which, sprinkles.
Baptism may well enough be performed by sprinkling or
cifically,

effusion of water.

Ayliffe.

A

2.
small quantity falling in distinct drops or particles ; as, a sprinkling of rain or snow.
3. Hence, a moderate number or quantity distributed
like separate drops, or as if scattered like drops. Craik.
Sprint (sprint), V. i. [imp. &p.p. Sprinted; p. pr.
vb. re. Sprinting.]
[Cf. Speunt.] To run very rapidly ; to run at full speed.

A

runner

a quarter-mile race] should be able to sprint
Encyc. Brit.

[in

Sprint, re. The act of sprinting
tance at full speed.

;

a run of a short dis-

Sprlnt'er

(-er),

also

Springbok.

springboc, and springbock.]

One who

re.

A

Springe, v. t. To catch in a springe to insnare. [i?.]
Sprlng'e (spring's or spring), v. t. [OE. sprengen.
Bee Spbinkle.] To sprinkle ; to scatter. [06s.]
;

He would sowen some

difficulty,

Or springen cockle in our cleane corn.
Chaucer.
Sprlng'er (spring'er), n. 1. One who, or that which,
springs specifically, one who rouses game.
2. A young plant. [^Obs.]
Evelyn.
3. {Arch.) (a) The impost, or point at which an arch
rests upon its support, and from which it seems to spring.
Hence (6) The bottom stone of an arch, which lies on
the impost. The skew back is one form of springer,
;

sprints;

:

The rib of a groined vault, as being the
ment for each section of vaulting.
4. (Zool.) The grampus.
(c)

solid abut-

;

&

;

a fairy

;

;

a.,

yaffle.

Sprite'ful-ly, adv.,

Sprlte'll-

(-IT-ngs), re., Sprlte'ly, a., etc.
See Spkightful,
Sprightpully, Sprightliness, Sprightly, etc.

ness

of small apterous insects
belonging to the order Thysanura.
They have two elastic caudal stylets which can be bent under the
abdomen and then suddenly extended like a spring, thus enabling
them to leap to a considerable distance. See CoLLEMBOLA, and Po-

Sprit'sail (sprTt'sal; among seamen sprit's'l), n.
(Naut.) (a) A sail extended by a sprit. (6) A saU formerly hung under the bowsprit, from the spritsail yard.
[Etymology of
Sprock'et wheel' (sprok'St hwel').
spTOcA;ei is uncertain.]
(Mach.) Same as Chain wheel.
Ir. bradan a salmon.]
Sprod (sprSd), re. [Cf. Gael.
(Zool.) A salmon in its second year. \_Prov. Eng.]
Sprong (sprong), o6s. imp. of Spring. Sprung.
Sprout (sprout), V. i. {imp.
p. p. Sprouted p.
pr.
vb. re. Sprouting.]
[OE. sprouten, spititen ; akin
to OFries. sprUta, AS. spredtan, D. spruiten, G. spriesCf. Sprit, v. I.
sen, Sw. spruta to squirt, to spout.
1. To shoot, as
i.. Sprit a spar, Spout, ;;. i., Spurt.]
the seed of a plant ; to germinate ; to push out new
shoots ; hence, to grow like shoots of plants.
Bacon.
[06s.]
2. To shoot into ramifications.
Sprout, V. t. 1. To cause to
sprout ; as, the rain will sprout
the seed.
2. To deprive of sprouts ; as,
to sprout potatoes.
Sprout, re. [Cf. AS. sprote a
sprout, sprig akin to Icel. sproti, G. sprosse.
See Sprout, v. i.]
1. The shoot of a plant
a
shoot from the seed, from the
stump, or from the root or tuber, of a plant or tree ; more
rarely, a shoot from the stem of
a plant, or the end of a branch.
2. pi. Young cole worts Brus-

DTTRA.

sels sprouts.

8. (Zool.)
6. (Zool.)

A variety of the field
A species of antelope

spaniel. See Spaniel.
;

the springbok.

Sprlng'halt' (-half), n. (Far.) A kind of lameness in
a horse. See Stringhalt.
Shak.
Sprlng'head' (-hgd'), n. A fountain or source.
Spring'1-ness (-i-nSs), n. The state or quality of
being springy.
Boyle.
Sprlng'lng, n. 1. The act or process of one who, or
that which, springs.
2. Growth ; increase
shoot ; a plant.

Thou

;

also, that

which springs up

blessest the springing thereof.

Ps. Ixv.

;

a
10.

Springing line of an arch (Arch.), the horizontal line
of the vertical face of the
impost with the curve of the intrados ;
called also
tpring of an arch.

drawn through the junction

—

Sprln'gle (sprin'g'l), re. A springe. \_Prov. Eng.]
Sprlng'let (sprlng'lgt), n. A little spring.
But yet from out the Httle hill
Oozes the slender springlet still.
Sir W. Scott.
Sprlng'tail' (-tal'), re. (Zodl.) Any one of numerous
species

season of spring

Sprlng'y
Springier

;

re.

;

spronts.

Spruce

springtide.

(sprijs),

re.

Spring[Prom Spring.]
1. Resembling, having the qualities of,
or pertaining to, a spring ; elastic ; Springtail (Degeeria
f-avocincta) a Dorsal
as, springy steel ; a sprinqy step.
^ ifif
^
view; b Side view.
™,
,
f
Ihough her bttle frame was slight, it Much enlarged,
was firm and springy.
Sir W. Scott.

iest.]

am, arm, ask,

first

known

all

as a native of Prus-

eve,

event,

par. Sprucer (spru ' ser)
superl. Sprucest (-sSst).]
[Perhaps f r. spruce a sort of
leather from Prussia, which

was an

article of finery. See
Spruce, n.] 1. Neat, without elegance or dignity ;
formerly applied to things
with a serious meaning
now chiefly applied to per" Neat and spruce
sons.
array."
Remedy of Love.
Sprightly ; dashing.
2.
[06s.] "Now, my spruce
companions."
Shak.
Partridge {Dendrago/He is so spruce that he can Spruce
pus Canadensis), Male.
never
genteel.

—

be

Tatter.

neatness

to trim

;

;

6nd, fern, recent

to

;

make

spruce.

To dress one's self with affected neatspruce up.
(spru),
re.
[Etymol. uncertain.] 1. (FoundSprue
ing) (a) Strictly, the hole through which melted metal
is poured into the gate, and thence into the mold.
(6)
The waste piece of metal cast in this hole ; hence, dross.
2. (Med.) Same as Sprew.
Sprug (spriig), V. t. [Cf. Prov. E. sprug up to dress
neatly, sprag to prop, a., lively.] To make smart. [06s.]
Sprung (spriing), imp. &p. p. of Spring.
Sprung, a. (Naut.) Said of a spar that has been
cracked or strained.
Sprunt (spriint), v. i. [Cf. Sprout, v. i.] To spring
up to germinate to spring forward or outward, [06s.j
To sprunt up, to draw one's self up suddenly, as in anger or defiance to bristle up. (Local, U. <S.]
Spruce,

ness

V. i.

as, to

;

;

;

;

2.
3.

n.

Anything short and stiff. [06s.]
or Prov. Bng.]
[Prov. Eng.]

1.

A leap a spring. [06s.
A steep ascent in a road.
;

Sprunt, a. Active ; lively vigorous. [06s.] Kersey.
Sprunt'ly, adv. In a sprunt manner ; smartly vigyouthfully. [06s.]
B. Jonson.
Spry (spri), a. [Compar. Sprier or Spryer (-er) superl. Spriest or Spryest.]
[Cf. dial. Sw. sprygg Uvely,
skittish, and E. sprag.]
Having great power of leaping
or running; nimble active. [U. S. & Local Eng.]
She is as spry as a cricket. S, Judd iMargaret).
;

;

orously

;

;

;

If I

You

'm not

so large as you,
are not so small as I,
so spry.

And not half

Emerson.

A

Spud (spiid), re. [Cf. Dan. spyd a spear.] 1.
sharp, narrow spade, usually with a long handle, used by
farmers for digging up large-rooted weeds ; a similarly
shaped implement used for various purposes.
My spud these nettles from the stone can part. Swift.
dagger.
2.
[06s.]
Holland.
3. Anything short and thick ; specifically, a piece of
dough boiled in fat. [Local, U. S.]

A

Spue

&

i.
See Spew.
or -yi), re. See Spulzie.
Spuke
See Spook.
Spuller (spiil'ler), re. [For spooler.] [See Spool.]
One employed to inspect yarn, to see that it is well spun,
and fit for the loom. [Prov. Eng.]
Spul'zie (-Z1 or -yi), re. [Cf. Spoil.] Plunder, or
booty. [Written also spuilzie, and spulye.] Sir W. Scott.
Spume (spurn), re. [L. spuma. Cf. Pumice, Spoom.]
Frothy matter raised on liquids by boiling, effervescence,
or agitation ; froth ; foam ; scum.
Materials dark and crude.

(spii), V.

Spull'Zle

Of

Spume,

V.

t.

(spiil'zi

(spuk),

re.

Milton.
and fiery spume.
[imp.
p. p. Spumed (spumd) ; p. pr.
[L. spumare.] To froth ; to foam.

spiritous
i.

&

n. Spuming.]

(-us), a.

;

frothy.

Any

;

— called also

;

Canada grouse.
Spruce (sprus), a. {Corn-

;

Norway Spruce (^Picea
coniferous tree
excelsa).
of the genus Picea, as the Norway spruce (P. excelsa), and the white and black spruces
final,

United States

Spumous. [06s.] Dr. H. More.
Spu-mes'cence (spii-mes'sens), re. [See Spumescent.]
The state of being foamy frothiness.
Spu-mes'cent (-sent), a. [L. spumescens, p. pr. of
spumescere to grow foamy, from spuma foam.] Kesembling froth or foam foaming.
Spum'id (spum'id), a. [L. sptimidus.'] Spumous;

[OE.

sia, or because its sprouts were
used for making spruce beer. Cf
Spruce beer, below. Spruce, a.]

1. (Bot.)

—

Spume'OUS

Spruce or Pruse, Prussia, Prussian.
So named because it was

\_Compar,

—

American grouse (Bendragapus Canadensis) found in
Canada and the Northern

& vb.

Johnson.
(Bot.) See

under Brussels.

The

cAre,

&

Brussels

(-f), o.
(-T-er) ; superl.

ale, senate,

;

;

;

(-tim'),

&

;

Sprlng'tlde' (-tid'), re. The time
Of spring springtime.
Thomson.

Sprlng'tlme'

&

&

—

Sprunt,

a goblin.

The green woodpecker, or

Sprite'ful (ful),

—

re.

V.

A

2. An elf
3. (Zool.)

—

t.

;

[From Spbino, v. i.: cf. 6.
Springe (sprinj), n.
sprenkel, Prov. E. springle.]
noose fastened to an elastic body, and drawn close with a sudden spring, whereby
it catches a bird or other animal ; a gin ; a snare.
As a woodcock to mine own springe.
Shak.

Phillips.

—

;

as,

;

Sprit (sprit),

E.

Douglaa spruce (Bot.), a valuable timber tree (Pseudotsuga Bot/glasii) of Northwestern America.
Essence of
spruce, a thick, dark-colored, bitterish, and acidulous liquid made by evaporating a decoction of the young
branches of spruce.
Hemlock spruce (Bot.), a graceful
coniferous tree (Tsuga Canadensis) of North America.
Its timber is valuable, and the bark is largely used in
tanning leather.
Spruce beer. [G. sprossenbier: sprosse
sprout, shoot (akin to E. sprout,n.) + bierheei. The word
was changed into spruce beer because the beer came from
Prussia (OE. Spruce), or because it was made from the
sprouts of the spruce. See Sprout, re.. Beer, and cf.
Spruce, n.] A kind of beer which is tinctured or fiavored
with spruce, either by means of the extract or by decoction.
Spruce grouse. (Zool.) Same as Spruce partridge,
below.
Spruce leather. See Spruce, re., 3.
Spruce par
trldge (Zool.), a handsome

;

a champion sprinter.
[Akin to G. spritzen, sprutzen. See
t.
Sprit, v. i.] To throw out with force from a narrow orito
Sir T. Browne.
fice ;
eject
to spurt out.
[06s.]
Sprit, V. i. [AS. spryttan to sprout, bud. See Sprodt,
To sprout ; to
V. i., and cf. Spurt, v. t., Sprit a spar.]
bud ; to germinate, as barley steeped for malt.
Mortimer.
shoot ; a sprout. [06s.]
Sprit, re.
Sprit, re. [OE. spret, AS. spre6t a sprit, spear akin
to J>. spriei, and E. sprout, sprit, v. t,
i.
See Sprout,
V. i.] (Naut.) A small boom, pole, or spar, which crosses
the sail of a boat diagonally from the mast to the upper
aftmost comer, which it is used to extend and elevate.
Sprite (sprit), re. [OE. sprit, F. esprit, fr. L. spiritus.
See Spirit, and cf. Sprightly.] 1. A spirit ; a soul a
shade ; also, an apparition. See Spright.
Gaping graves received the wandering, guilty sprite. Dryden.
sprint races

See Picea.
in the far Northwest.
2. The wood or timber of the spruce tree.
[06s.]
3. Prussia leather ; pruce.
Spruce, a sort of leather corruptly so called for Prussia

— Finical neat trim. See FinicaIi.
— —Syn.
Sprucely, adv. — Spruce'ness, n.
[imp. & p. p. Spruced (sprust); p. pr.
Spruce, V.
Sprucing (spru'sTng).] To dress with affected
one who runs in & vb.

Sprint race, a foot race at the highest running speed
usually limited to distances under a quarter of a mile.

rump

[Written

of

the whole way.

and tail. Called
also springer.

America (P. alba and P. nigra), besides several others

Abounding with springs or fountains ; wet ; spongy
springy land.
Sprln'kle (sprin'k'l), v. t. limp. & p. p. Sprinkled
(-k'ld)
[OE.
p. pr. & vb. n. Sprinkling (-kllng).]
sprenkelen, freq. of sprengen to sprinkle, to scatter, AS.
2.

as,

&

suddenly into
the air. It has
a white dorsal
stripe,
expanding into a broad
patch of white

on the

SPUMINESS

;

ice,

[06s.]

[L. spumtfert
Spu-mit'er-OUS (spiS-mif'er-us), a.
-\-ferre to bear.] Producing foam.

spuma foam

Spum'i-ness (spum'T-nSs), n. The
spumy spumescence.

tion of being

idea,

BJ

j

quality or condi.

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 5dd j
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SQUABBISH

crowded narrow leaves. It is a native of Southern Europe.
Spurge laurel, a European shrub {Daphne Laureola)

Spur'tle (spflr't'l), V. t. [Freq. of spurt.l To spurt
[06s.]
or shoot in a scattering manner.
Drayton,
Spur'way' (spflr'wa'), re. [Prov. E. spoor a track,
bridle path.
way.\
[iJ.]
trace (AS. spor)
Spur'-Winged' (-wingd'), a. {Zool.) Having one or
more spurs oc the bend of the wings.

SPUMOUS
Spum'ons (spum'Hs),
Spum'7 (spum'j^),

spumosus,

[L.

a.

1

foam

(

:

cf.

spuma

it.

F. spumeux.'] Conecum, or

eisting of, containing, or covered with, frotli,

foam

frothy ; foamy.
The spumous and florid state of the blood. At^hnthnot,
The spumy waves proclaim the watery war. Drydtru
Spun (spun), imp. &p.p. of Spin.
Spun hay, hay twisted into ropes for convenient carSpun silk, a cheap
riage, as on a military expedition.
article produced from floss, or short-fibered, broken, and
waste silk, carded and spun, in distinction from the long
filaments wound from the cocoon. It is often mixed with
Spun yarn {Naut.), a line formed of two or more
cotton.
rope-yarns loosely twisted.
Spunge (spiinj), n. A sponge. \_Obs.'\
SpunS (spunk), n. [Gael, spong, or Ir. sponc, tinder,
sponge ; cf. AS. sponge a sponge (L. spongia), span
[Written also sponk.']
a chip. Cf. Sponge, Punk.]
1. Wood that readily takes fire ; touchwood ; also, a
kind of tinder made from a species of fungus ; punk
;

—

—

Sir T. Browne.
mettle ; pluck

amadou.

An

inflammable temper spirit ;
of spunk.
lCoUoq.1
A lawless and dangerous set, men of spunky and spirit, and
Pro/. Wilson.
power, both of mind and body.
Spunk'y (-J), a. \_Compar. Spunkier (-T-er); superl.
Spunkiest.] Full of spunk quick spirited. [CoHog.]
Spur (spQr), n. [See Sparrow.] (Zool.) (a) A sparrow. \_Scot.'\ (J) A tern. [_Prov. Eng.']
Spur, n. [OE. spure, spore, AS. spura, spora; akin to
D. spoor, G. spam, 0H6. sporo, Icel.
spori, Dan. spore, Sw. sporre, and
to AS. spor a trace, footstep, spyrian to trace, track, examine, and
E. spurn.
V171. Cf. Sparrow,
Sperb, Spoor, Spurn.] 1. An implement secured to the heel, or above
the heel, of a horseman, to urge the
horse by itu pressure. Modern spurn
gpurs (two forms),
nave a small wheel, or rowel, with
short points. Spurs were the badge of knighthood.
And on her feet a pair of spurs large.
Chaucer.
2. That which goads to action an incitement.
2.

as,

;

—

—

;

—

fictitious

;

;

Fame

is

(That

last infirmity

the spur that the clear spirit doth raise

&

&

;

pity

&

Shak.

;

:

A

;

fit

for basket work. Dr. Prior.

Spurt (spflrt), n. [Cf. Icel. .'ipreltr a spurt, spring,
sudden and anergetic
run, spretta to spirt, spring.]
effort, as in an emergency ; an increased exertion for a
brief space.
The long, steady sweep of the so-called " paddle " tried him
almost as much as the breathless strain of the spurt. T. llughes.

A

Spurt,

V.

Spurting.]

;

your most royal image.

;

A

i.

[imp. & p. p. Spurted p. pr. & vb. n.
To make a sudden and violent exertion,

;

food, t^ot

out, oil

;

formed

chair

;

go

;

siiiK,

re-

church of England.
Latimer.
to view, inspect, and examine secretly,
as a country ;
usually with out.
Moses sent to spy out Jaazer, and they took the villages
3.

in the

To explore

—

;

Num.

thereof.

Spy,

V.

To search narrowly

i.

It

To spy into
Spy,

re.

my

is

;

xxi. 32.

to scrutinize.

nature's plague

Shak.

abuses.

[See Spy,

/ pi. Spies (spiz).

v.,

and

cf.

Espy,

One who keeps a constant watch of the conduct
others.
Dryden.
"These wretched spies of wit."
1.

re.]

of
2. {Mil.)
person sent secretly into an enemy's camp,
territory, or fortifications, to inspect his works, ascertain

A

strength, movements, or designs, and to
such intelligence to the proper olHcer.
Ills

communicate

Spy money, money ;paid to a spy the reward for private or secret intelligence regarding the enemy.
Spy
Wednesday (EccL), the Wednesday immediately preceding the festival of Easter
so called in allusion to the
betrayal of Christ by Judas Iscariot.
Syn.
See Emissary, and Scour.
Spytoat' (-bof), re. A boat sent to make discoveries and bring intelligence.
Arbuthnot.
Spy'glass' (-glas'), re. A small telescope for viewing distant terrestrial objects.
Spy'lsm (-iz'm), re. Act or business of spying. [iJ.]
Spy'nace (spl'uas ; 48), ) re. {Natit.) See Pinnace, re.,

—

;

;

—

—

1 (a).
Spyne (spin),
)
Squal) (skwBb), a. [Cf. dial. Sw. sgvabb a soft and
fat body, sgvabba a fat woman, Icel. kvap jelly, jellylike things, and E. jHofc.] 1. Fat thick plump ; bulky.
Nor the squab daugliter nor the wife were nice. Bettei-ton,
;

;

a squab pigeon. King.
Squab, re. 1. {Zoiil.) A nestling of a pigeon or other
similar bird, esp. when very fat and not fully fledged.
2. A person of a short, fat figure.
Gorgonious sits abdominous and wan,
Like a fat squab upon a Cliiueso fan.
Cotoper,
3. A thickly stuffed cushion ; especially, one used for
the seat of a sofa, couch, or chair ; also, a sofa.
Puncliing the s(iuah of chairs and sofas.
Dicketis.
On her largo sqiuib you find licr spread.
Pope.
Squab, adv. [Cf. dial. Sw. sqvapp, a word imitative
unfledged.]
of a splash, and E. squab fat,
With a heavy
2.

fall;

Unfledged

plump.

unfeathered

;

Squab,

)'.

tlie tortoise

Squa-bash'

igk

;

as,

|

up into the

air,

fall

VKslrangc

plump

;

to strike at one dash, or

[Obs.]

(skwiV-bitsh'),

?i.

t.

To crush;

or Slang, Scot.]
(skwBb'bTsh)', a. Thick

Sir

("olloq.

tben, thin

;

and dropped him

rock.

To

i.

with a heavy stroke.
to squash.

;

[Vulgar']

Tlie cafrlo took

down, squahy upon a

Squab'blsh
;

Swift.

2. To discover by close search or examination.
Look about with your eyes spy what things are to be

;

;

&

note of admiration.

as in an emergency.

an evergreen shrub (Daphne Onidium) with
-Qrii

to spurn at

Spurt grass (Bot.),a, rush

Euphorbia.

iip,

;

make

Spurt,

jet

—

f^ll,

to

Pope.
Spurts in the gardener's eyes who turns the cock.
To throw out, as a liquid, in a stream or
V. t.
to drive or force out with violence, as a liquid from
a pipe or small orifice ; as, to spurt water from the mouth.
Spurt, re. 1. A sudden or violent ejection or gushing
of a liquid, as of water from a tube, orifice, or other confined place, or of blood from a wound ; a jet; a spirt.
Holland.
shoot a bud. [Obs."]
2.
sudden outbreak as, a spurt of jealousy.
3. Fig.

;
travel with
to hasten ; hence, to press forward in
any pursuit. " Now spurs the lated traveler."
Shak.
The Parthians shall be there,
And, spurring from the flght, confess their fear. Dryden,
The roads leading to the capital were covered with multitudes of yeomen, spurring hard to Westminster.
Macaulati.
Some bold men, ... by spurring on, refine themselves. Grew.
Spur'gall' (-gal'), n. A place galled or excoriated by
much using of the spur.
Spur'gall', V. t. To gall or wound with a spur.
Spurge (spQrj), V. t. [Etymol. uncertain.] To emit
foam to froth
said of the emission of yeast from beer
in course of fermentation.
[Obs.'\
W. Carlright.
Spurge, re. [OP. espurge, F. epurge, from OF. esptirgier to purge, L. expurgnre.
See Expurgate,
Purge.] (Bo<.) Any plant of the genus Euphorbia. See
;

r^de,

;

;

To put spurs on as, a spurred boot.
V. i.
To spur on one's horse to

unite,

in rejecting anything

;

Spur,

use,

II

Chaucer.
Gay.

spurris.

;

;

flax,

To kick or toss up the heels.

To manifest disdain

Swift.

Sput'ter, re. Moist matter thrown out in small detached particles ; also, confused and hasty speech.
Sput'ter-er (-er), re. One who sputters.
Spu'tum (spu'tum), re. ; pi. Sputa (-ta). [L., from
spuere, sputum, to s'pA.'] That which is expectorated;
a salival discharge spittle ; saKva.
Spy (spi), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Spied (spid) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Spying.]
[OE. spien, espien, OF. espier, F.
Spier, OHG. spehon, G. spahen ; akin to L. specere to
see, Skr. spaf.
V169. Cf. Espy, v. t.. Aspect, Auspice, Circumspect, Conspicuous, Despise, Frontispiece,
Inspect, Prospect, Respite, Scope, Specimen, Spectacle,
Specter, Speculate, Spice, Spite, Suspicion.]
1. To
gain sight of ; to discover at a distance, or in a state of
concealment ; to espy ; to see.
One, in reading, skipped over all sentences where he spied a

Locke.
1.

with a spur or spurs ; having shoots like spurs.
2. Affected with spur, or ergot as, spurred rye.
Spurred corolla (Bot.), a coroUa in which there are one
or more petals with a spur.
Spur'rer (spflr'rer), n. One who spurs.
Spur'rey (spiir'ryj[, n. {Bot.) See Spurey.
Spur'ri-er (spflr'n-er), re. One whose occupation is
" The saddlers and spurto make spurs. B. Jonson.
riers would be ruined by thousands."
Macaulay.
Spur'-roy'al (spflr'roi'al), re. A gold coin, first made
in the reign of Edward IV., having a star on the reverse resembling the rowel of a spur. In the reigns of
Elizabeth and of James I., its value was fifteen shillings.
[Written also spur-rial, and spur-ryal.']
Spur'ry (spiir'ry), n. [D. or OF. spurrie ; cf. G.
spergel, NL. spergula.']
{Bot.) An annual herb {Spergula arvensis) with whorled filiform leaves, sometimes
grown in Europe for fodder. [Written also spurrey.2
Sand spurry (Bot.), any low herb of the genus Lepigonum, mostly found in sandy places.
Spur'-Shell' (spflr'shSl'), re. {Zool.) Any one of several species of handsome marine gastropod shells of the
genus Trochus, or Imperator. The shell is conical, with
the margin toothed somewhat like the rowel of a spur.
Spurt (spflrt), V. i. [Written also spirt, and originally
the same word as sprit ; OE. sprutten to sprout, AS.
spryttan.
See Sprit, v. i.. Sprout, v. «.] To gush or
issue suddenly or violently out in a stream, as liquor
from a cask ; to rush from a confined place in a small
stream or jet to spirt.
Thus the small jet, which haety hands unlock,

;

Spurge

citement, to sputte}' out the basest accusations.

Spurn'er (-er), n. One who spurns.
Spurn'-wa'ter (-wa'ter), n. {Naut.) A channel at
the end of a deck to restrain the water.
Spurred (spflrd), a. 1. Wearing spurs furnished

as,

;

.

The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes.
Shak.
A body of coal left to sustain an overhanging mass.

t.
[imp.
p. p. Spurred
vb. n. Spurring.]
p. pr.

;

3. To throw out anything, as little jets of steam, with
a noise like that made by one sputtering.
Like the green wood . . sputtering in the flame. Dryden.
Sput'ter, V. i. To spit out hastily by quick, successive efforts, with a spluttering sound ; to utter hastily
and confusedly, without control over the organs of speech.
In the midst of caresses, and without the least pretended in-

;

3. {Mining)

to spM- a horse.
Spur Gear.
.^. lo urge or encourage to action,
or to a more vigorous pursuit of an object ; to incite ; to
stimulate ; to instigate ; to impel ; to drive.
Love will not be spurred to what it loathes.
Shqk.
3.

They could neither of them speak their rage, and so fell a
sputtering at one another, like two roasting apples.
Congreve.

&

V. i.

&

&

counter as this but either the slap or the spurn ?
Milton.
2. Disdainful rejection ; contemptuous treatment.

To prick with spurs to incite
a more hasty pace
to urge or

great expedition

[Abbrev. from dispute."] To dis.
(sput), V. t.
pute ; to discuss. [Obs.]
Wyclif.
Sput'ter (sput'ter), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Sputtered
[From the root
(-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Sputtering.]
of spout or spit to eject from the mouth. Cf. Splutter..!
1. To spit, or to emit saliva from the mouth in smalt,
scattered portions, as in rapid speaking.
2. To utter words hastily and indistinctly ; to spealr
so rapidly as to emit saliva.

Spute

;

gear, above.

goad;

{Zool.) A
Tusser.

[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Spur'ling-Une' (-Un'), n. [Cf. Prov. E. spurling the
rut of a wheel, a cart rut, AS. spor a track, trace, E.
spoor, Scot, spurl to sprawl.] {Naut.) The line which
forms the communication between the steering wheel
and the telltale.
Spurn (spQrn), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Spurned (spQrnd)
vb. n. Spurning.]
[OE. spurnen to kick
p. pr.
against, to stumble over, AS. spurnan to kick, offend
akin to spura spur, OS.
OHG. spurnan to kick, Icel.
spyma, L. spemere to despise, Skr. sphur to jerk, to
push.
V171. See Spur.] 1. To drive back or away,
as with the foot to kick.
[The bird] with his foot will spurn adown his cup. Chaucer.
I spurn thee like a cur out of my way.
Shak.
2. To reject with disdain ; to scorn to receive or accept ; to treat with contempt.
What safe and nicely I might well delay
By rule of knighthood, I disdain and spurn. Shak.
Domestics will pay a more cheerful service when they find
themselves not spumed because fortune has laid them at their

Nay, more,

;

to

;

Sir H. Wotton.

much.

spurs.

Spurn, re. 1. A kick a blow with the foot, [i?.]
What defense can properly be used in such a despicable en-

'

&

Having no

[See Sparling.]

tern.

2.

vessel's side.
(5) A curved piece of
gpuj. iota),
timber serving as a half beam to support the deck where a whole beam can not be placed.
Spur fowl (Zool,.), anyone of several species of Asiatic
gallinaceous birds of the genus Galloperdix, allied to the
jungle fowl. The males have two or more spurs on each
leg. — Spur gear (Much.), a cogwheel having teeth which
project radially and stand parallel to
the axis
a spur wheel. — Spur gearing, gearing in which spur gears are
used. See under Gearing. — Spur pepper. (Bot.) See the Note under Capsicum. — Spur wheel.
Same as Spur
V.

:

;

contemptuous opposition or resistance.

7. A spiked iron worn by seamen upon the bottom of
the boot, to enable them to stand upon the carcass of a
Whale, to strip off the blubber.
8. (Carp.) A brace strengthening a post and some
connected part, as a rafter or crossbeam ; a strut.
9. (Arch.) (a) The short wooden buttress of a post.
(6) A projection from the round base of a column, occupying the angle of a square plinth upon which the base
rests, or bringing the bottom bed of the base to a nearly
square form. It is generally carved in leafage.
10. {£ot.) (o) Any projecting append'
age of a flower looking like a spur. Cfray.
[iJ.]
(6) Ergotized rye or other grain.
11. {Fort.) A wall that crosses a part
of a rampart and joins to an inner wall.
12. (Shipbuilding) (a) A piece of timber fixed on the bUge ways before launching, having the upper ends bolted to the

;

;

The miller spumed at a stone.
The drunken chairman in the kennel

a lateral direction, or at right angles.

1.

;

(spur'les), a.
(-ling), n.

Spur'Ung

Spurn,

;

Spur,

;

Spur'leSB

;

(spflrd)

Sput (spfit), re. {Steam Boiler) An annular re^inforce,
to strengthen a place where a hole is made.
Spu-ta'tlon (spii-ta'shun), n. [L. sputare to spit, v.
intens. fr. spuere to spit
The act of
cf. F. sputation.']
spitting; expectoration.
Harvey.
Spu'ta-tlve (spu'ta-tiv), a. Inclined to spit spitting

bastard.

master's feet.-

of noble mind)

To scorn delights and live laborious days.
Milton.
3. Something that projects a snag.
4. One of the large or principal roots of a tree. Shak.
5. {Zool.) Any stiff, sharp spine, as on the wings and
legs of certain birds, on the legs of insects, etc. especially, the spine on a cock's leg.
6. A mountain that shoots from any other mountain,
or range of mountains, and extends to some distance in

—

;

— Spu'rl-ous-ly, adv. — Spu'rl-ous-ness, n.
;

A

Spur- winged goose (Zool.), any one of several species of
long-legged African geese of the genus Plectroptenis
and allied genera, having a strong spur on the bend of
the wing, as the Gambo goose (P. Gambensis) and the
Egyptian, or Nile, goose (Alopochen JSgyptiaca).
Spurwinged plover (Zool.), an Old World plover (Hoplopierus
spinosus\ having a sharp spur on the bend of the wing.
It inhabits Northern Africa and the adjacent parts of
Asia and Europe.

—

;

;

;

+

;

man

a

—

with oblong evergreen leaves.
Spurge nettle. See imder Nettle.
Spurge olive, an evergreen shrub {Daphne
oleoides) found iu the Mediterranean region.
Spurge'wort' (spflrj'wfirt'), n. {Bot.) Any euphorbiaceoiis plant.
lAndley.
Spur'ging (spQr'jIng), n. [See 2d SpurgeJ A purging.
\_Obs.'\
B. Jonson.
Spu'rl-ous (spu'ri-us), a.
1. Not
[L. spurius.']
proceeding from the true source, or from the source pretended not genuine counterfeit ; false adulterate.
2. Not legitimate
bastard ; as, spurious issue.
" Her spurious firstborn."
Milton.
Spurious primary, or Spurious quill (Zool.), the first, or
outer, primary quill when rudimentary or much reduced
in size, as in certain singing birds.
Spurious wing (Zool.), the bastard wing, or alula.
Syn. Counterfeit false adulterate supposititious

bON

;

zh

=z

;

fat

;

to quash;
H'. Scolt,

Imavy.

in azure.

&

SqaaVble (skwSb'b'l), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Squab[Cf.
vb. n. Squabbling (-bllng).]
BLiD (-b'ld) ; p. pr.
chide.]
1. To
dial. Sw. skvabbel a dispute, skvappa to
contend for superiority in an unseemly manner ; to souffle ; to struggle ; to wrangle ; to quarrel.
2. To debate peevishly ; to dispute.
The sense of these propositions is very plain, though logicians might squabble a whole day whether they should rank

&

them under negative

Syn.— To
rel

;

/

or affirmative.

Sqname

dispute; contend; scuffle; wrangle; quar-

A heron (Ardea comata) found in Asia, Northern Africa,

tive scale or bractlet, such as those found
tacle in many composite plants ; a palea.

Squa-mel'late
little scales

;

;

II

;

extremely dirty.

Uncombed his locks, and squalid his attire. Dryden.
Those squalid dens, which are the reproach of large capitals.
Jtlacaulay.

Squa-lld'1-ty (skwa-lTd'i-ty), n. [L. sgualiditas.} The
quality or state of being squalid ; foulness filthiness.
Squal'ld-ly (skwSl'id-iy), adv. In a squalid manner.
Squal'ld-ness, n. Quality or state of being squaUd.
Squall (skwal), n. [Cf. Sw. sqval an impetuous running of water, sqvalregii a violent shower of rain, sqvala
to stream, to gush.]
sudden and violent gust of wind,
often attended with rain or snow.
Tennyson.
The gray skirts of a lifting squall.
Black squall, a squall attended with dark, heavy clouds.
Thick squall, a black squall accompanied by rain, hail,
Totten.
White squall, a squall which
sleet, or snow.
comes unexpectedly, without being marked in its approach by the clouds. Totten.
p. p. Squalled (skwald) p. pr.
Squall, V. i. limp.
vb. n. Squalling.] [Icel. skvala. Cf. Squeal.] To cry
out ; to scream or cry violently, as a woman frightened,
or a child in anger or distress ; as, the infant squalled.
loud scream ; a harsh cry.
Squall, re.
There oft are heard the notes of infant woe,
The short, thick sob, loud scream, and shriller squall. Pope.
Squall'er (-er), re. One who squalls ; a screamer.
1. Abounding with squalls ; disSquall'y (-y), a.
turbed often with sudden and violent gusts of wind
gusty ; as, squally weather.
2. {Agric. ) Interrupted by unproductive spots
said
[Prov. Eng.'j HalUwell.
of a field of turnips or grain.
3. ( Weaving) Not equally good throughout ; not uniform ; uneven ; faulty ;
said of cloth.
Squalo-don (skwa'lo-don), n. [NL. Squalus a genus
of sharks -\- Gr. oSou'i, 68di'T05, a tooth.] (Paleon.) A
genus of fossil whales belonging to the Phocodontia ;
BO called because their teeth are serrated, like a shark's.
Squa'lO-dont (-dSnt), a. {Zool.) Pertaining to Squalodon.
Squalold (skwa'loid), a. [NL. Squalus a genus of
sharks (fr. L. squalus a kind of sea fish) -j- -oid."] {Zool.) Like or pertaining to a shark or sharks.
Squa'lor (skwa'lSr), re. [L., fr. squalere to be foul or
filthy.]
SquaUdneJiS ; foulness ; filthiness ; squalidity.
The heterogeneous indigent multitude, everywhere wearing
nearly the same aspect of squalor.
I. Taylor.
To bring this sort of squalor among the upper classes. Dickens.
Squa'ma (skwa'ma), re. / pi. SquailiE (-me). [L., a
scale.]
{Med.) A scale cast off from the skin; a thin
dry shred consisting of epithelium.
Squa-ma'ceous (skwa^ma'shiis), o. Squamose.
Squa-ma'ta (skwa-ma'ta), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. sgnamatus scaly.] {Zool.)
division of edentates having
the body covered vrith large, imbricated horny scales. It
includes the pangolins.
Squa'mate (skwa'mfit), ) a. [L. squamaius.'] Same
Squa'ma-ted (-mt-tSd), ] as Squamose.
Squam' duck' (skw5m' diSk'). {Zool.) The American
eider duck.
[Local, U. iS.]
;

A

—

&

&

;

A

—

;

—

—

—

II

;

(-lat),

squamulose.
[L.

a.

squama a

Having the shape of a scale.
Squa-mlg'er-OUS (skwa-mij'er-iis), a. [L. squamiger ; squama a scale -\- gerere to bear.] {Zool.) Bear-f- -form.']

ing scales.

Squam'1-pen (skw5m'i-pSn or skwa'mT-),
Squamipennes
[L.

na

fin:

re.

pi.

/

F.

cf.

+
squami-

penne.] (Zo'ol.) Any one
a group of fishes having

of

ale,

senate,

c^re,

am, arm, ask,

X

8
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covered with scales.

S^^They

are

+

;

;

;

^

:

;

scale.
2. {Anat.)

Of or pertaining to the
squamosal bone squamosal.
Squa'mo-zyg'o-mat'ic(skwa'm6-zTg'o-m$fTk), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to
both the squamosal and zygomatic bones
applied to a bone, or a center of ossifi-

—

I have not kept

re. ; pi. Squamul^ (-le).
[L., dim. of squama a
{Bot.) One of the little hypogynous scales found
in the flowers of grasses ; a lodicule.
Squam'u-late (-lat), a. Same as Squamulose.
Squam'ule (-ul), re. {Bot.) Same as Squamula.
Squam'u-lose' (-los' ; 277), a. Having little scales
;

squamulate.

[imp. & p. p. Squanvb. re. Squandering.]
[Cf.
Scot, squatter to splash water about, to scatter, to squander, Prov. E. swatter, Dan. sqvatte, Sw. sqvdtta to squirt,
sqvdttra to squander, Icel. skvetta to squirt out, to throw
out water.] 1. To scatter; to disperse. [Obs.']
Our squandered troops he ralUes.
Dryden.
2. To spend lavishly or profusely to spend prodigally
or wastefully to use without economy or judgment to
v.

t.

;

;

;

;

dissipate ; as, to squander an estate.
The crime of squandering health is equal to the folly. Eambler.
Syn. To spend ; expend ; waste scatter ; dissipate.
Squan'der, v. i. 1. To spend lavishly ; to be wasteful.
They often squandered, but they never gave.
Savage.
[iJ.]
2. To wander at random to scatter.
The wise man's folly is anatomized
Even by squandering glances of the fool.
Shdk.
Squan'der, n. The act of squandering ; waste.

—

;

;

Squan'der-er (-er), re. One who squanders.
Squan'der-lng-ly, adv. In a squandering manner.

Square (skwSr),

,

equality

re.

;

:

;

down

his capacious throat in squares of

Sir W. Scott.

of glass,

(c) (Print.)

A

certain

number

of
—

forming a portion of a column, nearly square
used chiefly in reckoning the prices of advertisements In
newspapers, (d) (Carp.) One hundred superficial
;

feet.

Dryden.
10. (Astrol.) The position of planets distant ninety
degrees from each other ; a quadrate. [Obs.']
11. The act of squaring, or quarreling a quarrel. [iJ.]
12. The front of a woman's dress over the bosom, usually worked or embroidered.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Geometrical square. See Quadrat, re., 2. —Hollow squaxs
(Mil.), a formation of troops in the shape of a square,
each side consisting of four or five ranks, and the colors,
officers, horses, etc., occupying the middle.
Least
square, Magic square, etc. See under Least, Magic, etc.
On the square, or Upon the square, in an open, fair
manner honestly, or upon honor. [Obs. or Colloq.]
On, or Upon, the square with, upon equality with even
with. Nares.
To be all squares, to be all settled. [Colloq.] Dickens.
To be at square, to be in a state of quarreling.
[Obs.] Nares.
To break no squares, to give no
offense; to make no difference. [OJs.]
To break sqoarei,
to depart from an accustomed order. [Ofts.l
To see how
the squares go, to see how the game proceeds ;
a phrase
taken from the game of chess, the chessboard being
formed with squares. [Obs.]
Estrange.
Square (skwSr), a. 1. (Geom.) Having four equal sides
and four right angles ; as, a square figure.
2. Forming a right angle as, a square comer.
3. Having a shape broad for the height, with rectilineal and angular rather than curving outlines ; as, a man
of a square frame.
4. Exactly suitable or correspondent ; true ; just.
She 's a most triumphant lady, if report be square to her. Shak.
5. Rendering equal justice ; exact ; fair ; honest as
square dealing.
6. Even ; leaving no balance ; as, to make or leave
the accounts square.
7. Leaving nothing ; hearty ; vigorous.
By Heaven, square eaters.

—
—

&

Joinery) An instrument having at
4. (Mech.
least one right angle and two or more straight edges,
used to lay out or test square work.
It is of several forms, as the T square, d«|^j, |l|^,^^.^^.^qj ll^l^"ffl
the carpenter's square, the try-square.
'

|

|

®tc.

Hence, a pattern or
s^ll

;

eve,

rule.

event,

r^%.

n

Carpenter's
Square.

[Obs.]

end,

fern,

;

—

—

—

—

V

;

;

Beau,

I say.

ajr

Fl

5!^°° Square is often used in self -explaining compounds
or combmations, as in square-hum,, igware-comered,
square-cut, sguare-nosed, etc.
Square foot, an area equal to that of a square the sides
Sqtiar*
of which are twelve inches ; 144 square inches.
knot, a knot in which the tenninal and standing parts
are parallel to each other a reef knot. See Illust. under
Knot.
Square measure, the measure of a superficies
or surface which depends on the length and breadth
taken conjointly. The units of square measure are
squares whose sides are the linear measures as, square
Square number.
inches, square feet, square meters, etc.
See Square, n., 6.
Square root of a number or quantity
{Math.), that number or quantity which, multiplied by
Square
itself ,Jproduces the given number or quantity.
sail (Naut.), a four-sided sail extended upon a yard sus-

—

—

;

recent

;

—

—

;

—

pended by the middle sometimes, the foresail of a
schooner set upon a yard also, a cutter's or sloop's sail
boomed out. See Illust. of Sail. — Square stem (Naut.), a
stern having a transom and joining the counter timbers
at an angle, as distinguished from a round stern, which
has no transom. — Three-square, Five-square, etc., having
three, five, etc., equal sides as, a three-square file. — To
get square with, to get even with to pay off. [Colloq.]
Square, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Squared (skwSrd) p.
pr. & vb. re. Squaring.]
[Cf. OF. escarrer, esquarrer.
See Square, re.] 1. To form vrith four equal sides and
;

;

;

;

;

Spenser.
2. To form with right angles and straight lines, or flat
surfaces ; as, to square masons' work.
3. To compare with, or reduce to, any given measur*
Shak.
or standard.
4. To adjust to regulate ; to mold ; to shape ; to fit
as, to square our actions by the opinions of others.
Square my trial
Milton.
To my proportioned strength.
5. To make even, so as to leave no remainder or difference ; to balance ; as, to square accounts.
6. (Math.) To multiply by itself ; as, to square a
number or a quantity.
7. (Astrol.) To hold a quartUe position respecting.

four right angles.

The icy Goat and Crab that square the Scales. Creech.
8. (Naut.) To place at right angles with the keel ; as,
to square tlie yards.
To square one's shoulders, to raise the shoulders so aa
to give them a square appearance,
a movement expressing contempt or dislike. Sir W. Scott.
To square
the circle (Math.), to determine the exact contents of a
circle in square measure. The solution of this famous
problem is now generally admitted to be impossible.

—

Square,

v. i.
;

ice,

—

1. To accord or agree exactly ; to be
to conform or agree ; to suit ; to fit.

No works shall find

Addison.

of the town.

final,

—

;

consistent with

An

area of four sides, generally with houses
on each side ; sometimes, a solid block of houses
also, an open place or area for public use, as at the
meeting or intersection of two or more streets.
The statue of Alexander VII. stands in the large sqiiare

5.

level.

;

We live not on the square with such as these.

;

[OF. esquarre, esquierre, F.
equerre a carpenter's square (cf. It. squadra), fr. (assumed) LL. exquadrare to make
square L. ex -j- quadrus a square, fr. quattuor four. See Four, and cf. Quadrant,
Squad, Squire a square.] 1. {Geom.) {a)
The comer, or angle, of a figure. [Obs.']
(6) A parallelogram having four equal sides square, 1 (b).
and four right angles.
as
2. Hence, anything which is square, or nearly so
(a) A square piece or fragment.

He bolted his food
three inches.

Shak.

—

mii-la),
scale.]

Squan'der (skwSn'der),
dered (-derd) p. pr. &

square.

;

More meat,

—

squamellate

my

8. (Naut. ) At right angles with the mast or the keel,
and parallel to the horizon ;
said of the yards of a
square-rigged vessel when they are so braced.

some fetal skulls.
re,
A squa- Squamose Cone
of Picea Menmozygomatic bone.
^'^^'- '^
(skwam'iS-m
or
skwa'Squam'u-la
]l
cation, in

3.

+

;

8. (Mil.) A body of troops formed in a square, esp.
one formed to resist a charge of cavalry a squadron.
"The brave sgaores of war."
Shak.
9. Fig.: The relation of harmony or exact agreement

;

(6)
lines,

+

;

—

nmSS^^B^J.
^HrSS^

com-

pressed and mostly brightIfiSf
6
^
colored tropical fishes,
belonging to Chztodon and Sqnamipen ( Clisetodon striatus).
allied genera.
Many of
them are called coral fishes, and angel fishes.
Squa'mold (skwa'moid), a. [L. squama scale -OKi.]
Resembling a scale also, covered with scales scaly.
Squa-mo'sal (skwa-mo'sal), a. {Anat.) (a) Scalelike ;
squamous as, the squamosal bone. (6) Of or pertaining
to the squamosal bone.
n.
The squamous part of the
temporal bone, or a bone corresponding to it, in many of
the lower vertebrates. See Temporal bone, under Temporal.
Squa-mose' (skwa-mos' or skwa'mos'), ) a. [L. squamosus, fr.
Squa'mous (skwa'miJs),
)
squama a scale cf. F. squameux.'] 1. Covered with, or
consisting of, scales ; resembling a scale
scaly as, the squamose cones of the pine
squamous epithelial cells ; the squamous
portion of the temporal bone, which is so
called from a fancied resemblance to a

A pane

;

;

—

the dorsal and anal iins par-

II

A

8

;

(-pSn'nez).
scale
pen-

squama a
a,

tity multiplied

on the recep-

Furnished or covered with

a.

Squa'mi-form (skwa'mT-f8rm),
scale

& Alg.) The

product of a number or quan>
by itself thus, 64 is the square of 8, for
the square of a
6 is a^ -f 2ab
62.
justness of workmanship and
7. Exact proportion
regularity
rule.
conduct
[Oii.]
They of Galatia [were] much more out of square. Hooker.
6. {Arith.

;

Squa-mella (skwa-mSlla), n. ; pi. SquamelL/E (-le).
[NL., dim. fr. L. squama a scale.]
{Bot.) A diminu-

Squad

;

re.

II

tially

(skwSd), n. [F. escouade, fr. Sp. escuadra, or
It. squadra, (assumed) LL. exquadrare to square L. ea; -fquadra a square. See Squake.] 1. {3Iil.) A small party
of men assembled for drill, inspection, or other purposes.
2. Hence, any small party.
Tennyson.
Squad, n. Sloppy mud. \_Prov. Eng.'j
Squad'ron (skwod'run), n. [F. escadron, formerly
also esquadron, Sp. escuadron, or It. squadrone. See
Sqdad.] 1. Primarily, a square hence, a square body
of troops; a body of troops drawn up in a square. [JS.]
Those half-rounding guards
Just met, and, closing, stood in squadron joined. Milton.
2. {Mil.) A body of cavalry comprising two companies
or troops, and averaging from one hundred and twenty
to two hundred men.
3. {Naut.) A detachment of vessels employed on any
particular service or station, under the command of the
senior officer as, the North Atlantic Squadron. Totten.
Flying squadron, a squadron of observation or practice,
that cruises rapidly about from place to place.
Ham. Nav. Encyc.
Squad'roned (skwSd'rUnd), a. Formed into squadMilton.
or
squares.
[iJ.]
rons,
Squall (skwal), v. i. To throw sticks at cocks; to
[Prov.
irregularly.
throw anything about awkwardly or
Southey.
Eng-I
Squai'mous (skwa'mus), a. Squeamish. [_Obs.']
Squa'U (skwa'li), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. squalus a kind
of sea fish.] (Zool.) The suborder of elasmobranch fishes
which comprises the sharks.
Squal'ld (skwol'Id), a. [L. squalidus, fr. squalere to
be foul or filthy.] Dirty through neglect ; foul filthy

(skwam),

crustacean.

struggle.

and Southern Europe.

A

[L. squama scale.] 1.
scale.
[Obs.j
"Iron sgaoTTies."
Chaucer.
2. {Zool.) The scale, or exopodite, of an antenna of a

Watts.

SC[Uab'ble, v. t. {Print.) To disarrange, so that the
letters or lines stand awry or are mixed and need careful readjustment ; —said of type that has been set up.
A scuffle ; a wrangle ; a brawl.
S(iuat)'ble, re.
Squab'bler (-bier), n. One who squabbles ; a contentious person ; a brawler.
Squab'by (-by), a. Short and thick ; squabbish.
Squab'-chick' (-chTk'), n. (Zool.) A young chicken
before it is fully iiedged. [Prov. Eng.1
Squac'CO (skwSk'ko), M. ;pZ. Squaccos (-koz). {Zool.)

—

SQUARER

1396

SQUABBLE

acceptance . .
That square not truly with the Scripture plan. Cowper.
2. To go to opposite sides ; to take an attitude of offense or defense, or of defiance ; to quarrel. [06s.]
Are you such fools
To square for this ?
Shak.
3. To take a boxing attitude ;
often with up, sometimes with off. [Colloq.]
ZHckens.
Square'ly, adv. In a square form or manner.
Square'ness, re. The quality of being square ; as, an
instrument to try the squareness of work.
Squar'er (skwSr'er), n. 1. One who, or that whioh,
squares.
.

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

5dd

;

n

SQUARE-RIGGED
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SQUILGEE

2. One who squares, or quarrels ; a hot-headed, conShak.
[Ote.]
tentious fellow.
Seiuare'-rigged' (skwSr'rTgd'), a. (Naut.) Having
the sails extended upon yards suspended horizontally by
the middle, as distinguished from fore-and-aft sails thus,
a ship and a brig 3.te square-rigged vessels.
Square'-toed' (-tod'), a- Having the toe square.
Obsolete as fardingales, ruffs, and square-toed shoes. V. Knox.
used
precise person;
Square'-toes' (-toz'), n.
Thackeray.
contemptuously or jocularly.
Pennant.
Squar'ish, a. Nearly square.
Squar-rose' (skwor-ros' or skwor'ros' ; 277), a. [L.
squarrosus (perhaps) scurfy, scabby.] Bagged, or full of
loose scales or projecting parts; rough; jagged; as: (a)
(Bol.
Zodl.) Consisting of scales widely divaricatmg
having scales, small leaves, or other bodies, spreading
said of
widely from the axis on which they are crowded ;
a calyx or stem. (6) (Bot.) Divided into shreds or jags,
raised above the plane of the .^^^
a
leaf, and not parallel to it
1 \AjlJ^
^^kv;, .
said of a leaf, (c) {Zodl.) B.a.ving scales spreading every way,
or standing upright, or at right
said
angles to the surface ;
of a shell.
Squarrose Leaves.
Sqnarrose-Blashed {Bot.), doubly slashed, ivith the smaller divisions at right angles to
Lxndley.
the others, as a leaf.
Squar-ro'so-den'tate (skwSr-ro'sS-dSn'tat), a. (Bot.)
Having the teeth bent out of the plane of the lamina ;

applied also to a person who settles lawfully upon government land under legal permission and restrictions,
before acquiring title.
In such a tract, squatters and trespassers were tolerated to an
Macuulay.
extent now unknown.
2. {Zool.) See Squat snipe, under Squat.
Squatter sovereignty, the right claimed by the squatters,
or actual residents, of a Territory of the United States to

facsimile impression taken in some soft substance,
2.
as pulp, from an inscription on stone.
Squeez'er (skwez'er), re. 1. One who, or that which,
squeezes as, a lemon squeezer.
machine like a large pair of pliers,
2. {Forging) (a)
for shingUng, or squeezing, the balls of metal when pudmachine of sev
dled ;
used only in the plural. (6)
used in the singular.
eral forms for the same purpose ;
Squeez'ing, «. 1. The act of pressing compression;
oppressiosi.
2. pi. That which is forced out by pressure ; dregs.
3. Same as Squeeze, re., 2.

;

—

A

&

make

Squaw

—

(-ru-los'),
;

confused. The long-neck squash
is called Cucurbita verrucosa, the
Barbary or China squash, C. a Winter Crook-neck
Squash; 6 Hubbard
moschata, and the great winter
Squash.
squash, C. maxima, but the distinctions are not clear.
Squash teetle (Zool.), a small American beetle (TJiaftrotica, or Galerucu, vittata) which is often abundant and
very mjurious to the leaves of squash, cucumber, etc. It
The name is applied
is striped with yellow and black.
Squash hug {Zool.), a large
also to other allied species.
black American hemipterous msect
(.Coreus, or Anasa, tristis) injurious
to squash vines.
p. p.
Squash, v. t. limp.
vb. n.
Squashed (skwosht) ; p. pr.
squachen, OF.
SQUASHma.] [OE.
escachier, esquachier, to squash, to
crush, P. ieacher, perhaps from (assumed) LL. excoacticare, fr. L. ex -jcoactare to constrain, from eogere,
coactum, to compel.
Cf. Cosent,
Squat, v. i.] To beat or press into
pulp or a flat mass to crush.
_
„ ^
„
Something soft Squash Bug. Nat. size.

—

&
&

.

;

Not yet old enough for
as a squash

is

before

't is

a peascod.

squeals.
2. {Zo'ol.) {a)

;

;

quin duck,

Shak.

— used

2. Hence, something unripe or soft
tempt. "This .sjwasA, this gentleman."
3. A sudden fall of a heavy, soft body

;

My fall was stopped by a terrible squash.

Swift.

ing squashy, or soft.
a.

n.

Easily squashed ; soft.
{Zool.) The angel fish {Squaiina

angelus).

Squat, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Squatted p. pr. & vb.
[OE. squatten to crush, OF. esquater,
n. SQDATTmo.]
;

—

See Cogent, Squash, v, t.J 1. To sit down upon the
hama or heels ; as, the savages squatted near the fire.
2. To sit close to the ground ; to cower
to stoop, or
lie close, to escape observation, as a partridge or rabbit.
3. To settle on another's land without title ; also, to
settle on common, or public lands.
Squat, V. t. To bruise or make flat by a fall. \_Obs.']
Squat, a. 1. Sitting on the hams or heels ; sitting
close to the ground ; cowering crouching.
;

Him there tliey found,
Squat like a toad, close at the'ear of Eve.

A

2. {Mining)
kind of slow match or safety fuse.
3.
sarcastic speech or publication ; a petty lampoon
a brief, witty essay.
Who copied his squibs, and reechoed his jokes. Goldsmith,
4.
writer of lampoons. [Obs.]
The squibs are those who in the common phrase of the world
Tailer.
are called libelers, lampooners, and pamphleteers.

A

A

Miltcm.

an animal squatS. Browning.

;

The head [of the squill insectj is broad and squat. Grew.
Squat, n. 1. The posture of one that sits on his heels
or hams, or close to the ground.
2. A sudden or crushing fall.
[0J«.]
Herbert.
3. {Mining) (o) A small vein of ore.
(6) A mineral
consisting of tin ore and spar.
Halliwell.
Woodward.
Squat snipe (Zool.), the jacksnipe ;
called also sgwa^

;

:

;

;

—

ier.

;

—

[Local, U. S.}

Squat'er-Ole

(-er-ol),

n.

{Zool.)

The

;

black-bellied

;

;

Squat'ter (-ter), re. 1. One who squats specifically,
one who settles unlawfully upon land without a title.
In the United States and Australia tha term is sometimes
;

use,

unite,

rj^de,

full,

fip,

firn

;

pity

;

;

—

;

plover.

;

;

;

food, f<^t

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

Bini;,

re.

of

numerous

cephalopods having a
long, tapered body,
and a caudal fin on
each side especially,
;

any species of Loligo,
Ommastrephes, and

See

related genera.

Calamakt, DeoaceKATA, DibRANCHIATA.

8^°° Some

I

of these

squids are very abundant on the Atlantic
coast of North Amerand are used in

ica,

large quantities for
bait, especially in the

cod fishery. The most
abundant of the

American squids are
the northern squid
(Ommastrephes

illece-

brosus), ranging

from

Southern New England to Newfoundland, and the south-

ern squid

(Loligo

Pealii), ranging

from

Virginia to Massachusetts.

> A fioTilinnk
hsbhook with Northern Squid (Ommastrephes ilk.i. A
^^,„.g,^^y !«l Ventral view of Males
apieceof brightlead, sSucker £Peni CTentacularArms
;

bone, or other sub- J) Sucker Rim
stance, fastened on its Teeth of Radula.
sh.ank to imitate a squid.
;

E

Sessile

Arm J
j

Flying squid. Giant squid. (Zo'ol.) See under Fltinb,
and Giant. —Squid hound (Zo'ol.), the striped bass.
Squier (skwir), re. A square. See 1st Squire. [06i.]

Not the worst of the three but jumps twelve foot and a half
Shak.
by the squier.

;

2. Short and thick, like the figure of
ting.
"The round, «?wai turret."

vb.

species of ten-armed

&

&

paltry fellow.

Squib,

one

—

;

A

Spenser.
[Obs.]
[imp. &p. p. Squibbed (skwTbd) ; p. pr.
V. i.
Squibbing.] To throw squibs ; to utter sarcastic or severe reflections ; to contend in petty dispute
[Colloq.]
as, to squib a little in debate.
Squid (skwld), re. [Cf. Squirt.] 1. {Zo'ol.) Any
5.

&

;

;

Blackstone.

ishable.

—

eaqualir (cf. It. quatto squat, cowering), perhaps fr. L.
ex -\- coactus, p. p. of eogere to drive or urge together.

(J^)

A

harle-

seated ; hence, nice to excess in taste ; fastidious ; easily
disgusted ; apt to be offended at trifling improprieties.
Quoth he, that honor '6 very squeamish
Hudibras.
That takes a basting for a blemish.
His muse is rustic, and perhaps too plain
The men of squeamish taste to entertain. Southern.
So ye grow squeamish, Gods, and sniff at heaven. M. Arnold.
Syn.
Fastidious ; dainty ; overnice ; scrupulous.
See Fastidious.
Squeam'ish-ness, re.
Squeam'lsh-ly, adv.
Squeam'OUS (-Ss), a. Squeamish. [Obs.]
Squea'si-ness (skwe'zT-nSs), re. Queasiness. [Obs.]
Squea'sy (-zj), a. Queasy ; nice squeamish ; fasBp. Earle.
[Obs.]
tidious; scrupulous.
Squee'gee (skwe'je), re. Same as Squilgee.
p. p. Squeezed
Squeeze (skwez), v. t. [imp.
[OE. queisen,
vb. n. Squeezing.]
(skwezd) p. pr.
AS. cwesan, cwysan, cwisan, of uncertain origin. The
through
the
influence
of squash,
prefixed
s- was probably
to press toV. t.]
1. To press between two bodies
compress
so as to
gether closely to compress often, to
expel juice, moisture, etc.; as, to squeeze an orange with
the fingers to squeeze the hand in friendship.
To oppress with hardships, burdens, or taxes
2. Fig.
to harass to crush.
In a civil war, people must expect to be crushed and squeezed
L' Estrange.
toward tlie burden.
often
3. To force, or cause to pass, by compression
with out, through, etc. as, to squeeze water through felt.
pinch
gripe
crowd.
compress;
hug
To
Syn.
Squeeze, •;'. i. To press to urge one's wfiy, or to
often with through, into,
pass, by pressing ; to crowd
as, to squeeze hard to get through a crowd.
etc.
Squeeze, n. 1. The act of one who squeezes ; compression between bodies pressure.

regalis).

coast of the United States, and much valued as a food
fish.
It is of a bright silvery color, with iridescent reflections.
Called also weakfish, squitee, chickwit, and sea
trout.
The spotted squeteague {C. nebulosus) of the
Southern United States is a similar fish, but the back
and upper fins are spotted with black. It is called also
spotted weakfish, and, locally, sea trout, and sea salmon.
Squib (skwib), re. [OE. squippen, swippen, to move
swiftly, Icel. svipa to swoop, flash, dart, whip ; akin to
AS. swipian to whip, and E. swift, a. See Swift, a.]
1.
little pipe, or hollow cylinder of paper, filled with
powder or combustible matter, to be thrown into the air
while burning, so as to burst there with a crack.
Lampoons, like squibs, may make a present blaze. TValler.
The making and selling of fireworks, and squibs ... is pun-

;

Squash'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, squashes.
Squash'1-ness (-i-nSs), re. The quality or state of be-

Squash'y (-jr),
Squat (skwbt),

(c)

Squeteague (^Cynoscion

Atlantic

&

The European swift. (J) The
The American golden plover.

abun-

dant on the

Squeam'lsh (skwem'Tsh), a. [OE. squaimous, sweymous, probably from OE. sweem, swem, dizziness, a
swimming in the head cf. Icel. sveimr a bustle, a stir,
Norw. sveim a hovering about, a sickness that comes
upon one, Icel. svimi a giddiness, AS. siolma. The word
has been perhaps confused with qualmish. Cf. Swim to
be dizzy.] Having a stomach that is easily turned or nau-

in con-

Shak.
also, a shock
Arbuthnot.

of soft bodies.

lis),

&

&

.

an unripe pod of pease.
a man, nor young enough for a boy

scion rega(Zo'ol.),

;

especially,

i

scisenoid
{Cy no-

—

Squash,

;

fish

It has patches of reddish

&

{Bot.) A plant and its
apple.]
fruit of the genus Cucurbita, or
gourd kind,
11^°" The species are much

;

(Zo'ol.) An
American

—

(skwSsh), n. [Cf. Musquash.] (Zool.) An
American animal allied to the weasel. [06s.] Goldsmith,
Squash, n. [Massachusetts Indian asq, pi. asquash,
raw, green, immature, applied
to fruit and vegetables which
were used when green, or without cooking ; askutasquash vine

n.
1.
easily crushed

—

the bimaculate duck {Anas glocibrown behind, and in
front of, each eye. [Prov. Eng.\
;;.
Squall.
(skwal),
i.
See
Squawl
{Bot.) A scaly paraSquaw'root' "(skwa'roof), re.
sitic plant {Conopholis Americana) found in oak woods
called also cancer root.
in the United States ;
Squaw'weed' (skwa'wed'), re. {Bot.) The golden
ragwort. See under Ragwort.
Squeak (skwek), v. i, [imp.
p. p. Squeaked
(skwekt); p. pr.
vb. n. Squeaking.]
[Probably of
imitative origin; cf. Sw. sqviika to cxosikjWcel. skvakka
to give a sound as of water shaken in a bottle.] 1. To
utter a sharp, shrill cry, usually of short duration ; to
cry with an acute tone, as an animal ; or, to make a sharp,
disagreeable noise, as a pipe or quill, a wagon wheel, a
door ; to creak.
"Who can endure to hear one of the rough old Romans squeakAddison.
ing through the mouth of an eunuch ?
"
Zoilus calls the companions of Ulysses the " squeaking pigs
Pope.
of Homer.
2. To break silence or secrecy for fear of pain or
punishment ; to speak ; to confess. [Colloq.]
If he be obstinate, put a civil question to him upon the rack,
and he squeaks, I warrant him.
Dryden.
Squeak, re. A sharp, shrill, disagreeable sound suddenly uttered, either of the human voice or of any animal
or instrument, such as is made by carriage wheels when
dry, by the soles of leather shoes, or by a pipe or reed.
1. One who, or that which,
Squeak'er (-er), n.
squeaks.
2. {Zo'ol. ) The Australian gray crow shrike {Strepera
anaphonensis) ;
so called from its note.
Squeak'lng-ly, adv. In a squeaking manner.
[imp.
Squeal (skwel), v. i.
p. p. Squealed
(skweld) ; p. pr.
[Of Scand. orivb. re. Squealing.]
gin cf. Sw. sqv'dla, Norw. skvella. Cf. Squeak, Squall.]
1. To cry with a sharp, shrill, prolonged sound, as certain animals do, indicating want, displeasure, or pain.
[Slang]
2. To turn informer ; to betray a secret.
Squeal, re. A shrill, sharp, somewhat prolonged cry.
that
which,
One
who,
or
(-er),
n.
1.
Squeal'er

Squawk duck

Squash

and

Carlyle.
you deceive us you will be squelched.
re.
A heavy fall, as of something flat hence,
Hudibras.
[Colloq.]
also, a crushing reply.
Sque-teague' (skwe-teg'), re. [From the North Amer-.
ican Indian name.]

If

Squelch,

Night.

[Dim. of squarrose.']
a.
Gh-ay.
slightly squarrose.

.

;

;

Squarrose.

(skwSr'riSs or skwSr'-), a.

&

&

;

&

tans).

A

p. p. Squelched
Squelch (skwglch), v. t. [imp.
[Cf Prov. E.
(skweleht) p. pr.
vb. re. Squelching.]
quelch a blow, and quell to crush, to kill.] To quell to
crush ; to silence or put down. [Colloq.]
Oh 't was your luck and mine to be squelched. Beau. Sf Ft.

;

;

—

;

re.

;

—

Somewhat squarrose

(skwa),

family, correlative of sanntip.
Old squaw. {Zool.) See under Old.
SquaWher'ry (-bSr'ry), re. {Bot.) A local name for
the partridge berry also, for the deerberry. [XJ. <S.]
Squawk (skwak), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Squawked
(skwakt) ; ^. ^r.'Ss «)6. re. Squawking.] [See Squeak.]
To utter a shrill, abrupt scream to squeak harshly.
Squawking thrush (Zo'ol.), the missel thrush
so called
from its note when alarmed. [Prov. Eng.]
Squawk, re. 1. Act of squawking ; a harsh squeak.
2. {Zo'ol.) The American night heron.
See under

—

Squar'ru-lose'

Burtlett.

[Local, U. S.]

—

^^^aJ^^

{Bot.)

A

—

[Massachusetts Indian squa, eshqua ; Narraganaett squaws; Delaware ochqueu, and
khqueu ; used also in compound words (as the names of
animals) in the sense oi female.'] A female; a woman
in the language of Indian tribes of the Algonquin

—

aid of a leaf.
Squar'rous

;

Squat'ty (skwot'ty), a. Squat; dumpy. J. Burroughs.

;

;

own laws.

their

A

[OF. escuierie. See Es) (skwi'er-T), re.
quire.] A company of squires ; the
Squi'er-y
whole body of squires.
m^" This word is found in Tyrwhitt's Chaucer, but ie
not in the modern editions.
Squig'gle (skwTg'g'l), v. i. [Cf. Prov. E. su'iggle
to drink greedily, to shake liquor in a close vessel, and
E. su'ig.] To shake and wash a fluid about in the mouth
with tiie lips closed. [Prov. Eng.]
Forby.
Squlg'gle, V. i.
[Cf. Squirm, Wiggle.]
To move
about like an eel to squirm. [Low, XJ. S.]
Bartlett,
SquU'gee (skwTl'jS), re. Formerly, a small swab for
drying a vessel's deck now, a kind of scraper having a
blade or edge of rubber or of leather,
used for removing superfluous water or other liquids, as from a

iQk

Squi'er-Ie

)

;

;

;

tlien,

tliin

;

boN

—

;

zh = z

in azuro.

SQUILL
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deck after washing, from window panes, photographer's plates, etc. [Written also squillgee, squillagee,
iqueegee.^
[F. squille (also scille a squill, in
Sc[Ulll (skwTl), n.
sense 1), L. squilla, scilla, Gr. <rKiAAa.] 1. {Bot.) (a)
A European bulbous liliaceous plant ( Urginea, formerly
Scilla, 7naritima\ of acrid, expectorant, diuretic, and
emetic properties, used in medicine. Called also sea onion.
(6) Any bulbous plant of the genus Scilla ; aa, the
bluebell squill (/S. mutans).
2. (Zo'dl.) (a) A squiUa.
(ft) A mantis.
Squll'la (skwil'la), n. ; pi. E. Squillas (-Uz), L.
Squills (-le). [L., a sea onion, also, a prawn or shrimp.
See Squill.] {Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous stomapod
crustaceans of the genus Squilla and allied genera. They
make burrows in mud or beneath stones on the seashore.
Called also mantis shrimp. See Illust. under Stomapoda.
Of or pertaining to squills.
Squlll-it'ic (-It'Ik), a.

are the gray squirrel (Sciurus Carolinensis) and its
black variety the fox, or cat, squirrel (;S. cinereus, or S.
niger) which is a large species, and variable in color, the
southern variety being frequently black,
while the northern and western varieties
are usually gray or rusty brown the red
squirrel (see Chickaeee)
the striped, or
chipping, squirrel (see CmpMUKK)
and the California
gray squirrel ( <S. fossor). Several other species inhabit Mexico and Central America. The

vessel's

N

II

" Squillitic YinegiLT."

[iJ.]

Holland.

Squln'ance (skwTn'ans), n. [F. esquinancie, OF.
squinance, esquinance.
Squln'an-cy (-an-sy),
)
See Quinsy.] 1. {3Ied.) The quinsy. SeeQumsy. [Oft*.]
2. (Bot.) A European perennial herb (Asperula cynan1

—

formerly
chica) with narrowly linear whorled leaves ;
thought to cure the quinsy. Also called quincewort.
Sqninancy berries, black currants
used to cure the quinsy.

;

— so

called because
Dr. Prior.

Squlnch (skwTnch), n. [Corrupted fr. sconce.] (Arch.)
A small arch thrown across the corner of a square room
to support a superimposed mass, as where an octagonal
spire or drum rests upon a square tower ;
called also
sconce, and sconcheon.
Sc[Uln'S7 (skwTn'z^), re. (Med.) See Quinsy. [Ofts.]
Squint (skwint), a. [Cf. D. schuinte a slope, schuin,
schuinsch, sloping, oblique, schuins slopingly.
Cf.

—

Askant, Askance, Asquint.]

1.

Looking obliquely.

Specifically (Med.), not having the optic axes coincident
See Squint, n., 2.
said of the eyes.
2. Fig. : Looking askance. " Squint suapicion." Milton.
i.
[imp.
vb.
V.
Sc[ulnt,
p. p. Squinted ; p. pr.
n. Squinting.]
1. To see or look obliquely, asquint, or
awry, or with a furtive glance.
;

—

&

&

Some can squint when

Bacon.

thej will.

2. (Med.) To have the axes of the eyes not coincident
to be cross-eyed.
3. To deviate from a true line ; to run obliquely.
Squint, V. t. 1. To turn to an oblique position ; to
direct obliquely ; as, to squint an eye.
2. To cause to look with noncoincident optic axes.

He

.

.

.

squints the eye,

and makes the

Shak.

harelid.

Sliulnt, re. 1. The act or habit of squinting.
want of coincidence of the axes of the
2. (3Ied.)
eyes; strabismus.
3. (Arch.) Same as Hagioscope.
SOLUlnt'er (-er), n. One who squints.
Squlnt'-eye' (-i'), n. An eye that squints. Spenser.
StlUint'— eyed' (-idOi "-• 1- Having eyes that squint;
having eyes vrith axes not coincident ; cross-eyed.
2. Looking obliquely, or asquint ; malignant ; as,
squint-eyed praise ; squint-eyed jealousy.
if.]
Squlnt'l-le'go (-i-fe'g6), a. Squinting. [Ofts.
n. from Squint, v.
Squlnt'lng (skwint'tng), a.
Sq.ulnt'lng-ly, adv.
Shak.
Squln'y (skwin'jf), v. i. To squint. [06s.]
Squln'zey (-zt^), re. (Med.) See Quinsy. [Ofts.]
Squlr (skwer), v. t. To throw with a jerk ; to throw
edge foremost. [06s.] [Written also sjumt.] Addison.
Squlr'al-ty (skwir'51-ty), re. Same as Squibaechy.
That such weight and influence be put thereby into the
Steime.
hands of the squiraliy of my kingdom.
Squix'arch (skwir'ark), n. [Squire -j- -arch.l One
who belongs to the squirarchy. Squil'arch-al (-al), a.
-archy.']
The genSquir'arch-y (-J), re. [Squire
[Written
tlemen, or gentry, of a country, collectively.
also squirearchy.
Squire (skwir), re. [OF. esquierre, F. equerre. See
Bquase, re.] A square a measure ; a rule. [Ofts.] "With
golden sjMire.
Spenser.
Squire, n. [Aphetic form of esquire.'i 1. A shieldbearer or armor-bearer who attended a knight.
2. A title of dignity next in degree below knight, and
" His privy
above gentleman. See Esquike. [Eng.^
knights and ijMires.
Chaucer.
3. A male attendant on a great personage ; also (Colloq.), a devoted attendant or follower of a lady ; a beau.
See under Esquire.
4. A title of office and courtesy.
Squire, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Squibed (skwird) ; p. pr.
vb. re. SQumiNG.]
1. To attend as a squire. Chaucer.
2. To attend as a beau, or gallant, for aid and protection ; as, to squire a lady.
[Colloq.2
Goldsmith.
Squlr-een' (skwir-en'), re. One who is half squire and
half farmer
used humorously. [Eng.} G. Kingsley.
Squlre'hood (skwirTiood), re. The rank or state of
a squire ; squireship.
Swift.
Squire'llng (-ITng), n. A petty squire.
Tennyson.
adv. Becoming a squire ; like a squire.
Squire'ly, a.
Squlre'SlUp, n. Squirehood.
Squirm (skwerm), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Squiemed
(skwermd) p. pr.
vb. re. SQunmiiNG.]
[Cf. Swaem
to climb a tree.] To twist about briskly with contortions like an eel or a worm ; to wriggle ; to writhe.
Squirr (skwer), v. i. See Squik.
Squir'rel (skwer'rgl or skwir'- ; 277), n. [OE. squirel,
OF. esquirel, escurel, F. icureuil, LL. squirelus, squirolus, scuriolus, dim. of L. sciurus, Gr. a-Kiovpoi
crKia
shade
oupa tail. Cf Shine, v. i.] 1. (Zool. ) Any one of
numerous species of small rodents belonging to the genus
Sciurus and several allied genera of the family Sciuridse.
Squirrels generally have a bushy tail, large erect ears,
and strong hind legs. They are commonly arboreal in
their habits, but many species live in burrows.
t^^ Among the common North American squirrels

A
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ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

STACK

;

;

;

;

common European species
{.Sciurus vulgaris) has a long
tuft of hair on each ear. The
so-called Australian squirrels

work

—

—

—

—

—

with cup-shaped flowers varying from purphsh blue to
pink or even white. It is one of the earhest flowers of
spring. —Squirrel fish. (Zo'dl.) (a) A sea bass (Serranus
fascicularis) of the Southern United States. (6) The sailor's choice (Diplodus rhomboides). (c) The redmouth, or
grunt, (d) A market fish of Bermuda (Holocentrum Ascensione).
Squirrel grass (Bot.), a pestiferous grass (Hordeum murinum) related to barley. In California the
stifiiy awned spikelets work into the wool of sheep, and
into the throat, flesh, and eyes of animals, sometimes
even producing death.
Squirrel hake (Zo'dl.), a, comraon
called also white hake.
American hake (Phycis tenuis)
—
Squirrel hawk (Zo'dl.), any rough-legged hawk; especially, the California species Archibuteo ferrugineus.
Squirrel monkey.
(Zo'dl.) (a) Any one

—

—

;

—

—

of several species of small, soft-haired
South American monkeys of the genus
Callithrix.
They are noted for their
graceful form and agility. See Teetee. (6)
marmoset.
Squirrel petaurUB (Zo'dl.), a flying phalanger of Australia.

—

See Phalangee, Petaueist,

—

&

cheek, and squirted the juioe into the
Squirting cucumber. (Bot.) See

fire

grate.

Sir

JV. Scott.

EcB allium.
Squirt, V. i. 1. To be thrown out, or ejected, in a
said of liquids.
rapid stream, from a narrow orifice
2. Hence, to throw out or utter words rapidly
to
L^Estrange.
prate,
[iow]
Squirt, re. 1. An instrument out of which a liquid is
;

—

;

ejected in a small stream with force.
Young.
2.
small, quick stream ; a jet.
Bacon.
who,
or
that
which,
squirts.
(-er),
re.
One
Squlrt'er
Squlr'y (skwir'y), re. [See Squieey.] The body of
[06s.]
squires, collectively considered ; squirarchy.
The flower of chivalry and squiry. Ld. Bemers.

A

Squltch' grass' (skwlch' gras')- (Bot. ) Quitch grass.
Squl-tee' (skwi-te'), re. [From the N. American Indian
called also squit.
name.] (Zodl.) The squeteague ;

—

[imp. & p. p. Stabbed (stSbd) p.
t.
Stabbing.] [Cf. OD. staven to fix, fasten,
fr. stave, staff, a staff, rod
akin to G. stab a staff, stick,
E. staff ; also Gael, stob to stab, as n., a stake- a stub.
Cf. Statp.]
to
1. To pierce with a pointed weapon
wound or kUl by the thrust of a pointed instrument as,
to stab a man with a dagger also, to thrust as, to stab
a dagger into a person.
2. Fig. To injure secretly or by malicious falsehood
or slander as, to ste6 a person's reputation.
Stab, V. i. 1. To give a woimd with a pointed weapon to pierce to thrust with a pointed weapon.
(stSb), V.

& vb.

;

re.

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

None shall dare
With shortened sword to stab in closer war. Dryden.
2. To wound or pain, as if with a pointed weapon.
Sltak.
She speaks poniards, and every word stabs.
To stab at, to offer or threaten to stab; to thrust a
pointed weapon

at.

The thrust of a pointed weapon.
with a sharp-pointed weapon as, to fall
Shak.
by the stab of an assassin.
An injury inflicted covertly or suddenly as,
3. Fig.
character.
given
to
a stab
Sta'bat Ma'ter (sta'bat ma'ter). [L. the mother
was standing.] A celebrated Latin hymn, beginning
with these words, commemorating the sorrows of the
mother of our Lord at the foot of the cross. It is read
in the Mass of the Sorrows of the Virgin Mary, and is
"
sung by Catholics when making " the way of the cross
See Station, 7 (e).
( Via Crucis).
that
which,
StaVber (stSb'ber), re. 1. One who, or
stabs a privy murderer.
2. (Naut.) A small marline spike a pricker.
StabTllng-ly (-blng-iy), adv. By stabbing with inBp. Parker.
tent to injure covertly.
Sta-bll'i-ment (sta^bll'I-ment), n. [L. stabilimentum, fr. stabilire to make firm or stable, fr. stabilis. See
firm support
Stable, a.] The act of making firm
Jer. Taylor.
estabUshment. [iJ.]
Derham.
propagation,
and
shade.
stabiliment,
They serve for
[LL. stabiUtatus, p. p. of
Sta-bil'1-tate (-tat), v. t.
Stab, n.
2.

1.

A wound

;

;

:

,

II

;

;

;

;

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

H. More.

;

;

;

;

;

find,

—

;

;

firmness.

;

[OF. estable, F. stable, fr. L. stabilis, fr. stare to stand.
See Stand, v. i., and cf. Establish.]
1. Firmly established; not easily moved,
shaken, or overthrown fixed as, a stable government.
Sta'ble

(sta'b'l), a.

;

In

this region of

chance,

;

.

.

.

where nothing

is stable.

Rogers.

2. Steady in purpose; constant; firm in resolution;
not easily diverted from a purpose ; not fickle or wavering as, a man of stable character.
And to her husband ever meek and stable. Chaucer*
3. Durable ; not subject to overthrow or change ; firm
as, a stable foundation ; a stable position.
;

Stable eqailibrium (Mech.), the kind of equilibrium of a
so placed that if disturbed it returns to its former
position, as in the case when the center of gravity is below the point or axis of support
opposed to unstable equilibrium in which the body if disturbed does not
tend to return to its former position, but to move farther
away from it, as in the case of a body supported at a
point below the center of gravity. Cf. Neutral equilib-

body

;

—

,

rium, under Neutral.
Sy n — Fixed steady constant abiding
.

rable

;

;

;

;

strong ; du-

firm.

;

To

to establish. [06s.] Chaucer.
[OF. estable, F. Stable, from L. stabulum,
fr. stare to stand.
See Stand, v. i.]
house, shed, or
building, for beasts to lodge and feed in ; esp., a building
or apartment with stalls, for horses ; as, a horse stable ;
Milton.
a cow stable.

several species of East Indian and
Squirrel Monkev
Asiatic insectivores of the genus Tu- ccaUtthrkc sciureh).
vaia. They are allied to the shrews,
but have a bushy tail, hke that of a squirrel.
Squirreltail grass (Bot.), a grass (Hordeum jubatum.) found in salt
marshes and along the Great Lakes, having a dense spike
beset with long awns.
Squirt (skwert), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Squirted ; p. pr.
vb. re. Squieting.]
[Cf. LG. swirtjen to squirt, OSw.
sqvdtta, E. squander.'^ To drive or eject in a stream out
orifice
of a narrow pipe or
; as, to squirt water.
The hard-featured miscreant coolly rolled his tobacco in hie

Stab

;

Sta'ble, V.
Sta'ble, n.

and Flying phalanger under Flying.
—
Squirrel shrew (Zo'dl.), any one of

pr.

to estab-

;

Dr.

See Stable, a.]
being stable, or firm steadiness stableness firmness
strength to stand without being moved or overthrown
as, the stability of a structure the stability of a throne
or a constitution.
2. Steadiness or firmness of character
firmness of
resolution or purpose the quality opposite to fickleness,
irresolution, or inconstancy ; constancy steadfastness
as, a man of little stability, or of unusual stability.
as opposed to fluidity.
3. Fixedness
Since fluidness and stability are contrary quaUties. Boyle.
Sy n. Steadiness ; stableness constancy immovastabilite.

bility

machine which

Barking egoirrel (Zo'dl.) the prairie dog.
Federation
squirrel (Zo'ol.), the striped gopher.
See Gophee, 2.
Flying squirrel (Zo'ol.). See Flying squiseel, in the Vocabulary.
Java squirrel. (Zo'dl.) SeejELEEANG.
Squirrel com (Bot.), a North American herb (Dicentra Canadensis) bearing little yellow tubers.
Squirrel cup (Bot.),
the blossom of the Sepaiica triloba, a low perennial herb

A

stable

[L. stabilitas : cf. F.
1. The state or quality of

;

•

rollers of a carding
with the large cylinder.

2.

To make

—

,
c
*^°^ Squurel.

t?

and Phalangee.
One of the small

eist,

stable.]

[06s.]
Sta-bil'i-ty (sta-bll'I-ty), n.

lish.

;

See Petau-

are marsupials.

make

stabilitare to

fern,

recent

;

Ice,

t.

fix

;

A

Stable fly (Zo'dl.), a common dipterous fly (Stomoxys
calcitrans) which is abundant about stables and often enters dwellings, especially in autumn. These flies, unlike
the common house flies, which they resemble, bite severely, and are troublesome to horses and cattle.
Sta'ble, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stabled (-b'ld) p. pr.
vb. n. Stabling (-bling).]
To put or keep in a stable.
Sta'ble, V. i. To dwell or lodge in a stable ; to dwell
in an inclosed place ; to keimel.
Milton.
boy or man who attends in
Sta'ble-boy' (-boi'). Ire.
Sta'ble-man (-mSn), | a stable a groom ; a hostler.
Sta'ble-ness, n. The quality or state of being stable,
or firmly established ; stability.
J)e Foe.
Sta'bler (-bier), re. A stable keeper.
Sta'ble stand' (stSnd'). (0. Eng. Law) The position of a man who is found at his standing in the forest,
with a crossbow or a longbow bent, ready to shoot at a
deer, or close by a tree with greyhounds in a leash ready
to sUp
one of the four presumptions that a man intends stealing the king's deer.
Wharton.
Sta'bllng (-blTng), n. 1. The act or practice of keeping horses and cattle in a stable.
2.
building, shed, or room for horses and cattle.
Stab'lish (stSb'lish), v. t. [Aphetic form of establish.']
To settle permanently in a state ; to make firm
to establish ; to fix.
[06s.]
2 »Sam. vii. 13.
Stablish-ment (-ment), n. Establishment. [06s.]
Sta'bly (sta'bly), adv. In a stable manner ; firmly;
fixedly steadily as, a government stably settled.
Stab'U-la'tlon (stSl/u-la'shiin), re. [L. stabulaiio, fr.
stabulari to stable cattle, fr. stabulum. See Stable, re.]
[06s.]
1. The act of stabling or housing beasts.
2.
place for lodging beasts ; a stable. [06s.]
Stac-ca'tO (stak-ka'to), a. [It., p. p. of staccare,
equivalent to distaccare.
See Detach.]

&

;

&

A

;

—

;

A

;

;

A

II

(Mus.) Discon-

1.

nected;

'^^^-

separated
a direcStaccato Notes.
tion to perform the
notes of a passage in a short, distinct, and pointed manner. It is opposed to legato, and often indicated by heavy
accents written over or under the notes, or by dots when
the performance is to be less distinct and emphatic.
2. Expressed in a brief, pointed manner.
Staccato and peremptory [literary criticism]. G. Eliot.
Stack (etSk), re. [Icel. stakkr ; akin to Sw. stack,
Dan. stak. Cf. Stake.] 1. A large pile of hay, grain,
straw, or the like, usually of a nearly conical form, but
sometimes rectangular or oblong, contracted at the top
to a point or ridge, and sometimes covered with thatch.
But corn was housed, and beans were in the stack. Cowpar
2. A pile of poles or wood, indefinite in quantity.
Against every pillar was a stack of billets above a man's

distihct;

—

Bacon.

height.

A

3.
pile of wood containing 108 cubic feet.
[Eng.'i
4. (Arch.) (a)
number of flues embodied in one
structure, rising above the roof. Hence : (6) Any single
insulated and prominent structure, or upright pipe,
which affords a conduit for smoke ; as, the brick smoke*
stack of a factory the smokestoeft of a steam vessel.
Stack of arms (Mil.), a number of muskets or rifles set

A

;

up t9gether, with the bayonets crossing one another,

forming a sort of conical self-supporting pUe.
Stack, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Stacked (stakt) p. pr. &
re.
Stacking.] [Cf. Sw. stacka, Dan. stakke. See
Stack, re.] To lay in a conical or other pile to make
;

vb.

;

into a large pile ; as, to stack hay, cornstalks, or grain
to stack or place wood.
To stack arms (Mil.), to set up a number of musketE

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd
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or rifles together, with the bayonets crossing one another,
Emd forming a sort of conical pile.
StacJi'age (stSk'aj), n. 1. Hay, grain, or the like, in

to an army, to a section of an army, or to the commander of an army. The general's staff consi'sts of
those officers about his person who are employed in carrying his commands into execution. See Etat Majok.
11. Hence
body of assistants serving to carry into
effect the plans of a su^oerintendent or manager ; as, the

stacks ; things stacked. [.R.]
[J?.]
2. A tax on things stacked.
Holinshed.
Stack'et (-§t), n. [Cf. r. estacade and E. stockade.^
[Scot.']
Sir W. Scott.
(Mil.) A stockade.
covering or protection,
Stack'-guard' (-gard'), n.
as of canvas, for a stack.

A

& n.

from Stack.
Stacking band. Stacking belt, a band or rope used in
binding thatch or straw upon a stack. — Stacking stage, a
stage used in buUding stacks.
Stack'ing,

a.

Stack'Stand'

(-stand'), n.

A. staging for

supporting a

a staddle a rickstand.
Stack'yard' (-yard'), n. A yard or inclosure for
A. Smith.
stacks of hay or grain.
stack of hay or grain

;

;

Stac'te (stak'te), re. [L., fr. Gr. aroK-nj, strictly fern.
of araKTOs oozing out in drops, fr. ard^eLv to drop.] One
of the sweet spices used by the ancient Jews in the preparation of incense. It was perhaps an oil or otoer form
of myrrh or cinnamon, or a kind of storax. Ex. xxx. 34.
Stad'dle (stSd'd'l), n. [AS. slaSol, staSul, a foundation, firm seat ; akin to E. stand.
V163. See Stand,
V. i.]
[Formerly written stadle.'] 1. Anything which
serves for support ; a staff ; a prop ; a crutch ; a cane.

And aged

Hie weak steps governinj?
limbs on cypress stadle stout.

Spe^iser.

The frame of a stack of hay or grain. [Eng.}
A row of dried or drying hay, etc. lEng.]
4. A small tree of any kind, especially a forest tree.
B^^ In America, trees are called sladdles from the
2.
3.

time that they are three or four years old till they are
six or eight inches in diameter, or more. This is also
the sense in which the word is used by Bacon and Tusser.
Stad'dle, v. t. 1. To leave the staddles, or saplings,
of, as a wood when it is cut.
[iJ.]
Tusser.
2. To form into staddles, as hay. [Eng.]
(stad),
re.
[Cf. F. stade.']
A stadium. Donne.
Stade
Stade, n. [Cf. G. gestade shore.] A landing place or
wharf.
Enight.
Sta-dlm'e-ter (sta-dim'e-ter), re. [Stadiiim.
-meter.']
A horizontal graduated bar mounted on a staff,
used as a stadium, or telemeter, for measuring distances.

+

Sta'dl-um (sta'di-iim), n. ; pZ. Stadia (-a). [L.,
a stadium (in sense 1), from Gr. oraSioi'.] 1. A Greek
measure of length, being the chief one used for itinerary
distances, also adopted by the Romans for nautical and
astronomical measurements. It was equal to 600 Greek
II

.

STAGNANTLY

STACKAGE

or 625 Boman feet, or 125 Koman paces, or to 606 feet
9 inches English. This was also called the Olympic stadium, as being the exact length of the foot-race course
at Olympia.
Dr. W. Smith.
2. Hence, a race course ; especially, the Olympic course

family

;

Pom. iv. 20^
Stag'ger, v. t. 1. To cause to reel or totter.
That hand shall burn in never-quenching fire
That staggers thus my person.
Shak.
2. To cause to doubt and waver to make to hesitate

unbelief.

;

Whosoever

and

3. To arrange (a series of parts) on each side of a
median line alternately, as the spokes of a wheel or the
rivets of a boiler seam.
Stag'ger, re. 1. An unsteady movement of the body
in walking or standing, as if one were about to fall ; a
reeling motion ; vertigo ;
often in the plural ; as, the
stagger of a drunken man.
2. pi. (Far.)
disease of horses and other animals,
attended by reeling, unsteady gait or sudden falling;
as, parasitic staggers; apoplectic or sleepy staggers.
[E.]
3. pi. Bewilderment perplexity.
Shak.

act as a " stag," or irregular

(ComA To

V. i.

[Cant]

To watch

—

to dog, or keep track of.
H. Kingsley.
Stage (staj), re. [OF. estage, F. etage, (assumed) LL.
staticum, from L. stare to stand. See Stand, and cf.
Static] 1. A floor or story of a house. [,Obs.] Wyclif.
2. An elevated platform on which an orator may
speak, a play be performed, an exhibition be presented,
or the like.
3. A floor elevated for the convenience of mechanical
work, or the like ; a scaffold ; a staging.
4. A platform, often floating, serving as a kind of wharf.
5. The floor for scenic performauces ; hence, the theater ; the playhouse ; hence, also, tlie profession of representing dramatic compositions; the drama, as acted
or exhibited.
Knights, squires, and steeds, must enter on the stage. Pope.
Lol where the stage, the poor, degraded stage.
Holds its warped mirror to a gaping age.
C. Sprague.
6. A place where anything is publicly exhibited
the
scene of any noted action or career ; the spot where any
remarkable affair occurs.

Stag,

V.

t.

;

[Prov. Eng. or Slang]

A

;

Stomach staggers (Far.), distention of the stomach with
food or gas, resulting in indigestion, frequently in death,
Stag'ger-l)USh' (-bush'), re. (Bot.) An American shrub
(Andromeda Mariana) having clusters of nodding white

sandy places, and is said to
Gray.
In a staggering manner.
Stag'ger- wort' (-wflrf), «. (Bot.) A kind of ragwort

flowers.

To

born,

we

cry that

we

are

—

.

.

ing the journey by easy stages.
10. A degree of advancement in

Smiles.

any pursuit, or of
progress toward an end or result.
Such o polity is suited only to a particular stage in the progress of society.
Macntday.
;

food,

frfbt

;

out, ott

5

chair

;

go

;

in low,

;

—

Stag'hound' (-hound'), n. (Zo'ol.) A large .and powerful hound formerly used in hunting the stag, the wolf,
and other large animals. Tlie breed is nearly extinct.
Sta'ging (sta'jTng), n. 1. A structure of posts and
boards lor supporting workmen, etc., as in building.
2. The business of running stagecoaches
also, the

Shak.

Music and ethereal mirth
Wherewith the stage of air and earth did ring. Milton.
7. The platform of a microscope, upon whicli an object
is placed to be viewed.
See Illust. of Microscope.
8. A place of rest on a regularly traveled road ; a stage
a
place
appointed for a relay of horses.
house ; a station ;
9. A degree of advancement in a journey ; one of several portions into which a road or course is marked ott'
the distance between two places of rest on a road ; as, a
stage of ten miles.
A stage . signifies a certain distance on a road. Jeffrey.
He traveled by gig, with his wife, his favorite horse perform-

grows

(Senecio Jacobsea).
Stag'-horn' cor'al (stSg'hSm' kBr'al), Stag'-horn'
fern' (fern'), etc. See under Stag.
Stag'-homed' (-hSrnd'), a. (Zo'ol.) Having the mandibles large and palmate, or branched somewhat like
said of certain beetles.
the antlers of a stag

come

this great s?af/e of fools.

It

poison lambs and calves.
Stag'ger-lng-ly, adv.

;

When we are

make

less steady or confident ; to shock.
will read the story of this war will find himself
much staggered.
Howell.
Grants to the house of Russell were so enormous, as not only
Burke.
to outrage economy, but even to stagger credibility.

to

Hippoboscidse,

lives upon the stag

;

to push, to stagger, fr. staka to punt, push, stagger ; cf.
OD. staggeren to stagger. Cf. Stake, re.] 1. To move
to one side and the other, as if about to fall, in standing
or walking ; not to stand or walk with steadiness ; to
sway ; to reel or totter.
Deep was the wound he staggered with the blow, Di'yden.
2. To cease to stand firm ; to begin to give way ; to
Addison,
fail.
'^ The enemy staggers."
3. To begin to doubt and waver in purpose ; to become
less confident or determined ; to hesitate.
He [Abraham] staggered not at the promise of God through

usually

Stag,

7. (3Ius.) The five lines and the
spaces on which music is written
I^Z^ZI^I^^Z
formerly called stave.
8. (Mech.) An arbor, as of a wheel
btan, 7.
or a pinion of a watch.
9. (Swg.) The grooved director for the gorget, or
knife, used in cutting for stone in the bladder.
10. [From Staff, 3, a badge of office.] (Mil.) An
establishment of officers in various departments attached

pity

The

bug, and horse beetle. — Stag dance,
a dance by men only. [Slanq, U. S.\
— Stag hog
the babiroussa.
— Stag-horn(Zo'ol.),
coral (Zo'ol.), any one of

dealer in stocks.

;

;

of the United States.

Stage'-Struck' (staj'strCik'), a. Fascinated by the
seized by a passionate desire to become an actor.
Stag'-e'vll (stSg'e'v'l), 71. (Far.) A kind of palsy
affecting the jaw of a horse.
Crabb.
Stag'gard (-gerd), re. [From Stag.] (Zo'dl.) The
male red deer when four years old.
Stag'ger (-ger), v. i. [imp. Si p. p. Staggered (-gerd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Staggering.] [OE. stakeren, Icel. stakra
stage

The
wingless.
same species lives also upon Stag-horn Fern, attached to
" J''^'^'^. "* ^^^ ^"^^ "P°°
the European grouse, but in
which
it grew.
that case has wings-

one [ladder] of six hundred and thirty-nine
Dr. J. Campbell {E. Brown's Travels).
series of verses so disposed that, when it is concluded, the same order begins again a stanza ; a stave.
Cowley found out that no kind of staff ia proper for an heroic
poem, as being all too lyrical.
Dryden.

ftrn

A

mandibles are large and branched,
or forked, whence the name. The
larva feeds on the rotten wood of
dead trees.
Called also horned

is

A

iip,

dama

which

[JJ.]

full,

Eng.]

Stag beetle (Zo'ol.), any one of numerous species of
lamellicorn beetles belonging to
Lucanus and allied genera, especially L. cervus of Europe and L.

the

I ascended at

rude,

A

—

ttaves.

unite,

;

men only. {Slang,
U. ^.J
Stag tick (Zo'ol.), a
parasitic dipterous insect of

A pole upon which a flag is supported and displayed.

lise,

A

sisting of

;

;

A

—

[Pi-ov.

—

A

—

&

6.

;

—

)

of a ladder.

—

—

The European wren.

—

—

—
—

of the northern hemisphere. The American species (
scandens) is commonly called bittersweet.
See 2d Bittersweet, 3 (J).
To set, or To put, up, or down, one's
staff, to take up one's residence
to lodge. [Obs.]
Staf'fi-er (staf'fl-er), re.
An attendant bearing a
staff.
" Staffi,ers on ioot."
[Obs.']
Hudibras.
Staff'lsh (staf'ish), a. Stiff; harsh. \_Obs.'\ Ascham.
Staff'man (staf 'man), re./ pi. Staffmen (-men). A
workman employed in silk throwing.
Stag (stSg), n. [Icel. steggr the male of several animals; or a doubtful AS. ita(/(7a. Cf. Steo.] 1. (Zo'ol.)
(a) The adult male of the red deer (Cervus elaphus), a
large European species closely related to the American
elk, or wapiti.
(6) The male of certain other species of
large deer.
2. A colt, or filly also, a romping girl. [Prov. Eng.]
called also bull stag, and bull
3. A castrated bull
s<g.
See the Note under Ox.
4. (Stock Exchange) (a) An outside irregular dealer
[Cant]
in stocks, who is not a member of the exchange.
(b) One who applies for the allotment of shares in new
projects, with a view to seU immediately at a premium,
and not to hold the stock. [Cant]
5. (Zo'ol.)

One

—

(Platycerium alcicorne) having the large fronds branched
like a stag's horns ; also, any
species of the same genus.
Stag-horn sumac (Bot. ), a common American shrub (Rhus
typhina) having densely velvety branchlets. See Sumac.
Stag party, a party con-

—

The round

12. (Biol.)

the development and growth of many animals and
plants ; as, the larval stage ; pupa stage ; zcea stage.
Stage
Stage bos, a box close to the stage in a theater.
Stage door, the actors' and
carriage, a stagecoach.
Stage lights, the
worlsmen's entrance to a theater.
lights by which the stage in a theater is illuminated.
Stage micrometer, a graduated device applied to the
stage of a microscope for measuring the size of an object.
Stage wagon, a wagon which runs between two places
Stage whisper, a
for conveying passengers or goods.
loud whisper, as by an actor in a theater, supposed, for
dramatic effect, to be unheard by one or more of his fellow actors, yet audible to the audience ; an aside.
Stage (staj), V. t. To exhibit upon a stage, or as upon
Shak.
a stage ; to display publicly.
coach that runs reguStage'COach' (-koch'), n.
larly from one stage, station, or place to another, for
the conveyance of passengers.
Stage'coach'man (-man), re. ; pi. Stagecoachmen
(-men).
One who drives a stagecoach.
house where a stage regStage'house' (-hous'), re.
ularly stops for passengers or a relay of horses.
Stagely, a. Pertaining to a stage ; becoming the
theater; theatrical.
Jer. Taylor.
[Obs.]
dramatic or theatrical enStage'play' (-pla'), n.
Dryden,
tertainment.
Stage'play'er (-er), n. An actor on the stage one
whose occupation is to represent characters on the
stage ; as, Garrick was a celebrated stageplayer.
£. Jonson.
player,
[i?.]
Sta'ger (sta'jer), n. 1.
2. One who has long acted on the stage of life ; a practitioner ; a person of experience, or of skill derived from
long experience. " You will find most of the old stagers
Sir W. Scott.
still stationary there."
3.
horse used in drawing a stage. [Colloq.']
Sta'ger-y (-y), re. Exhibition on the stage. [OJs.]

—

;

;

in the

in

—

A

4.
6.

A

;

;

sixpenny stage.
Swift.
of several marked phases or periods

I went

staff of a newspaper.
Jacob's staff (Surv.),a single straight rod or staff, pointed and iron-shod at the bottomj for penetrating the
ground, and having a socket joint at the top, used, instead of a tripod, for supporting a compass.
Staff angle
(.Arch.), a square rod of wood standing flush with the wall
on each of its sides, at the external angles of plastering,
toprevent their being damaged.
The staff of life, bread.
"Bread is Me staff of life." Swift. Sta.fi tiee (Bot.),
any plant of the genus Celastrus, mostly climbing shrubs

—

large vehicle running from station to station
accommodation of the public a stagecoach an
" A parcel sent you by the stage.''''
Cowper.

omnibus.

several species of large branching Stag Beetle (Lvcanus
dama). (X)
corals of tjje genus Madrepora,
which somewhat resemble the antlers of the stag, especially Madrepora cervicornis, and M. palmata, of Florida
and the West Indies.
Stag-horn fern (Bot.), an Australian and West African fern

for foot races.
3.
kind of telemeter for measuring the distance of
an object of known dimensions, by observing the angle
it subtends ; especially (Surveying), a graduated rod
used to measure the distance of the place where it
stands from an instrument having a telescope, by observing the number of the graduations of the rod that
are seen between certain parallel wires (stadia wires)
in the field of view of the telescope ;
also called stadia,
and stadia rod.
(stSt'hold'er),
[D. stadhouder; stad
Stadt'hOld'er
re.
a city, a town -\- houder a holder.] Formerly, the chief
magistrate of the United Provinces of Holland ; also, the
governor or lieutenant governor of a province.
Stadt'hold'er-ate (-ft),
) n.
The ofBce or position
Stadt'hold'er-shlp (-ship),
of a stadtholder.
Sta-fette' (sta-fet'J, re.
[Cf. G. stafette.
See EstaB^t.] An estafet. [iJ.]
Carlyle.
Staff (staf), re. ; pi. Staves (stavz or stavz ; 277) or
Staffs (stafs) in senses 1-9, Staffs in senses 10, 11.
[AS. stsef a staff ; akin to LG.
D. staf, OFries. stef,
G. stab, Icel. stafr, Sw. staf, Dan. stav, Goth, stabs element, rudiment, Skr. sthdpay to cause to stand, to
place.
See Stand, and cf. Stab, Stave, re.] 1. A long
piece of wood ; a stick ; the long handle of an instrument
or weapon ; a pole or stick, used for many purposes ; as,
a surveyor's staff; the staff of a spear or pike.
And he put the staves into the rings on the sides of the altar
to bear it withal.
Ex. xxxviii. 7.
With forks and staves the felon to pursue.
Dryden.
2. A stick carried in the hand for support or defense
by a person walking ; hence, a support ; that which
props or upholds. " Sookei staves." Piers Plowman.
The boy was the very staff oi my age.
Shak.
He spoke of it [beer] in " The Earnest Cry," and likewise in
the " Scotch Drink," as one of the staffs of hfe which had been
Otruck from the poor man's hand.
Prof. Wilson.
3. A pole, stick, or wand borne as an ensign of authority a badge of oflBce as, a constable's staff.
Methought this staff, mine office badge in court,
Was broke in twain.
Shak.
All his officers brake their staves; but at their return new
staves were delivered unto them.
Hayward.
;

:

A

11.

for the

;

act of journeying in stagecoaches.
Stag'i-rlte (stSj'T-rit), n. A n.ative of, or resident in,
Stagi7'a, in ancient Macedonia
especially, Aristotle.
[Written also Stagyrite.]
(s'thg'nan-sj),
n.
State
of being stagnant.
Stag'nan-cy
Stag'nant (-nant), a. [L. stagtians, -antis, p. pr. of
stagnare. See Stagnate.] 1. That stagnates ; not flowing not running in a current or stream motionless
hence, impure or foul from want of motion ; as, a stagnant lake or pond stagnant blood in the veins.
2. Not active or brisk dull as, business is stagnant.
That gloomy slumber of the stagnant bouI. Johnson.
For him a stagnant life was not worth living. Palfrey.
Stag'nant-ly, adv. In a stagnant manner.

sing, lijk

;

;

;

;

;

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

;

zh

=z

in azure.

&

Stag'nate (stSg'nat), v. i. limp.
p. p. Staonathd
vb. n. Stagnatino.]
(-na-tSd) p. pr.
[L. stagnatus,
p. p. of stagnare to stagnate, make stagnant, from siagnum a piece of standing water. See Stank a pool, and
cf. Stanch, v. <.] 1. To cease to flow to be motionless
as, blood stagnates in the veins of an animal ; hence,
to become impure or foul by want of motion ; as, air stagnates in a close room.
2. To cease to be brisk or active ; to become dull or
inactive ; as, commerce stagnates ; business stagnates.
never stagnates in vain lamenReady-witted tenderness
Sir W. Scott.
tations while there is any room for hope.
stagnate
Stag'nate (-nat), a. stagnant. [06i.]
Young.
mass of vapors.
F.
stagnation.l
[Cf.
Stag-na'tion (-na'shiin), n.
cessation of flow\. The condition of being stagnant
ing or circulation, as of a fluid ; the state of being motionless ; as, the stagnation of the blood ; the stagnation
of water or air ; the stagnation of vapors.
2. The cessation of action, or of brisk action ; the
state of being dull as, the stagnation of business.
Stag'worm' (stag'wQrm'), n. (Zool.) The larva of
any species of botfly which is parasitic upon the stag, as
(Estrus, or Hypoderma, actseon, which burrows beneath
the skin, and Cephalomyia auribarbis, which lives in the

&

;

;

.

.
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STAGNATE

;

.

"A

;

;

nostrils.

StaU'lan (stal'yan), a. Pertaining to, or taught by,
German physician and chemist of the 17th century as, the Stahlian theory of phlogiston.
Stahl'lan, n. A believer in, or advocate of, Stahlism.
Stahl, a

which make the whole ascent of a story. — Pair of stairs,
a set or flight of stairs, — pat;-, in this phrase, having
See Pair, n., 1. — Run of stairs
its old meaning of a set.
(Arch.), a single set of stairs, or section of a stairway,
Stair rod, a rod, usually of metal, for holding a stair carpet to its place.
Up
Btairs.
See TJpstaies in the Vocabulary.

—

from one platform to the next.

—

Stair'case' (stSr'kas'), n. A flight of stairs with their
supporting framework, casing, balusters, etc.

To make a complete

staircase

is

ture.

a curious piece of architecSirH. Wotton.

(Zool.) (a) Any scalaria, or wentletrap.
species of Solarium, or perspective shell.

Staircase shell.

Any

(b)

Stairliead' (-hed'), n.

The head or top

Stair'way

A

"

staircase.

(-wa'), n.

A

of a staircase.
flight of stairs or steps
a
;

rude and narrow

3Ioore.

rfairi^a?/.

[AS. stssS a bank, shore, from the
root of E. stead.^
landing place ; an elevated staging
upon a wharf for discharging coal, etc. , as from railway

Staith (stath), n.

A

cars, into vessels.

[Eng.l

A

n.
man employed in weighing
and shipping at a staith. {Eng.']
Stake (stak), n. [AS. staca, from the root of E. slick;
akin to OFries.
LG. stake, D. staak, Sw. stake, Dan.
stage.
See Stick, v. i., and cf. Estacade, Stockade.]
piece of wood, usually long and slender, pointed
1.
at one end so as to be easily driven into the ground as a
support or stay; as, a stake to support vines, fences,

Staith'man (-man),

&

A

hedges, etc.

;

The Stahlian theory,
n.
Stahl'ism (stal'iz'm),
that every vital action
Stahl'lan-ism (-yan-iz'm), )
is a function or operation of the soul.
Staid (stad), imp. &p. p. of Stay.
)

Staid, a. [From Stay to stop.] Sober grave steady
sedate composed ; regular not wild, volatile, flighty, or
" Sober and stoid persons.
Addison.
fancifui.
Hilton.
O'erlaid with black, staid Wisdom's hue.
Syn.
Sober; grave; steady; steadfast; composed;
regular; sedate.
Staidly, adv. In a staid manner sedately.
Stald'ness, n. The quality or state of being staid
eeriousness; steadiness; sedateness; regularity;
the
opposite of wildness, or levity.
If sometimes he appears too gay, yet a secret gracefulness
of youth accompanies his writings, though the staidness and
Dryden.
eobriety of age be wanting.
Sjm. Sobriety gravity steadiness regularity conetancy ; firmness stability sedateness.
Stall (stal), n. A handle, as of a mop a stale. l_Eng.']
Stain (stan), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stained (stand)
p. pr. & vb. n. Staining.] [Abbrev. fr. distain."] 1. To
discolor by the application of foreign matter to make
foul to spot as, to stain the hand with dye
armoi'
stained with blood.
2. To color, as wood, glass, paper, cloth, or the like,
by processes affecting, chemically or otherwise, the material itself
to tinge with a color or colors combining
with, or penetrating, the substance to dye ; as, to stain
wood with acids, colored washes, paint rubbed in, etc.
;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A sharpened stake strong Dryas found.

vent goods from falling off.
3. The piece of timber to which a martyr was affixed
to be burned hence, martyrdom by fire.
4. A small anvil usually furnished with a tang to enter
a hole in a bench top,
used by tinsmiths, blacksmiths,
etc., for light work, puncliing upon, etc.
5. That which is laid down as a wager that which is
staked or hazarded ; a pledge.
At stake, in danger hazarded pledged, " I see my
reputation is at stafce."
Shak.
;

—

;

;

;

;

V. t.
[imp. & p. p. Staked (stakd) p. pr. &
Staking.] 1. To fasten, support, or defend with
as, to stake vines or plants.
2. To mark the limits of by stakes ;
with out ; as,
to stake out land ; to stake out a new road.
3. To put at hazard upon the issue of competition, or
upon a future contingency ; to wager ; to pledge.

Stake,

stakes

;

;

—

yon lamb,

1*11 stake

4.

To

pierce or

Spectator.
stake.
{Zool.) The common
American bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus) ;
so called because one of its
notes resembles the sound made in
driving a stake into the mud. Called
also meadow hen, and Indian hen.
Stake'head' (stak'hed'), «• {Eope
1/" "
'
horizontal bar on a stake,

;

111

I

to bring reproach

She staijis the ripest virgins of her age. Beau. Sf Ft.
That did all other beasts in beauty stain.
Spenser,
Stained glass, glass colored or stained by certain metallic pigments fused into its substance,
often used for
making ornamental windows.
Syn. —To paint; dye; blot; soil; sully; discolor;
disgrace taint.
Paint, Stain, Dye. These denote
three different processes the first mechanical, the other
two chiefly chemical. To paint a thing is to spread a
coat of coloring matter over it to stain or dye a thing is
to impart color to its substance. To stain is said chiefly
of solids, as wood, glass, paper to dye, of fibrous substances, textile fabrics, etc. the one, commonly, a simple process, as applying a wash the other more complex,
as fiiing colors by mordants.
Stain, V. i. To give or receive a stain to grow dim.
Stain, n. X. A discoloration by foreign matter; a
spot ; as, a stain on a garment or cloth.
Shak.
2. A natural spot of a color different from the ground.

ter.']

;

A

—

;

;

—

;

—

building.
series of steps, as for passing
2.

A

—

house to another ;
commonly used in the plural but
originally used In the singular only.
"la winding stair
found."
Chaucer's Dream.
Below stairs, in the basement or lower part of a house,
where the servants are.
Flight of stairs, the stairs
;

—

ale,

senate,

Stal

c^re,

&m, arm, ask,

(stal), obs.

imp. of Steal.

ilallc'ut^'^™)':^"Sta-lac'ti-form (-tT-f8rm),
sembling a stalactite.
Sta-lac'tite (-tit), n.

;

a

Stalactites

pi.

[Gr. o-ToAaKTos

a.

See Pipette.
Sir D. Brewster.
Chaucer.
Stole.

(^^"^-^

^'^''-

Like a stalactite

;

re-

(-tits).

oozing

Stal'der

F.

cf.

stalactite.']

stall.]

to set casks on.

form and mode

from the roof or sides of
caverns, and are p r oduced by deposition from
waters which have percolated through, and par-

E. stall, stalk, n.]
the stale of a rake.

Stale, a. [Akin to stale urine, and to stall, n. ; probably from Low German or Scandinavian. Cf Stale, v. i.
1. Vapid or tasteless from age ; having lost its life,
spirit, and flavor, from being long kept
as, stale beer.
2. Not new ; not freshly made
as, stale bread.
3. Having lost the life or graces of youth ; worn out
decayed. "A riaZe virgin."
Spectator.
4. Worn out by use or familiarity having lost its novelty and power of pleasing ; trite
common.
Swift,
Wit itself, if stale, is less pleasing.
Grew,
How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world!
Shak,
Stale afSdavit (Law), an affidavit held above a year.
Craig.
Stale demand (Law), a claim or demand which
has not been pressed or demanded for a long time.
Stale, V. t. [imp.
p, p. Staled (staid) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Staling.] To make vapid or tasteless ; to destroy
the life, beauty, or use of ; to wear out.
Age can not wither her, nor custom stale
.

;

;

;

;

—

stalla,
cf.

form and origin

Wyandotte Cave,

Indiana.

II

;

stalactic.
;

eve,

To make water; to discharge urine;

—

&

A

;

2.

A stalking-horse. [Obs.']
A stalemate. [Obs."]
A laughingstock a dupe. [Obs.]

B. Jonson,

Bacon,
Shak,

3. (Chess)

4.

;

manner.

Stale'ly, adv. 1. In a stale
2. Of old long since.
B. Jonson.
[Obs.]
Stale'mate' (-mat'), re. (Chess) The position of theking when he can not move without being placed in
check and there is no other piece which can be moved.
Stale'mate', v. t. (Chess) To subject to a stalemate
hence, to bring to a stand.
Stale'ness, re. The quality or state of being stale.
Stalk (stak), re. [OE. stalke, fr. AS. sixl, stel, a stalk.
See Stale a handle. Stall.] 1. (Bot.) (a) The stem or
main axis of a plant ; as, a stalk of wheat, rye, or oats
the stalks of maize or hemp, (b) The petiole, pedicel,
or peduncle, of a plant.
2. That which resembles the stalk of a plant, as th&
stem of a quill.
Grew.
3. (Arch.) An ornament in the Corinthian capital resembling the stalk of a plant, from which the volutes
;

;.

One

spring.
of the two upright pieces of a ladder.

[Obs.]

moth (Gor-

I

injury.

&

A

stalactite.
Stal'ao-ti'tes (stSl'ak-ti'tez), n. [NL.]
'Woodward.
[Obs.]
stalactitique.]
[Cf.
F.
1
a.
(-tlt'ik),
Stal'ac-tit'ic
(Geol.) Of or pertaining
Stal'ac-Ut'iC-al (-T-kal), )
to a stalactite having the form or characters of a sta-

^

Stale, a.]

other garden plants,
often doing much
Stalactites in

a stalactite of lava.

final,

V.

asters, and many

(6)

;

Her infinite variety.
Shak,
i.
[Akin to D. & G. stallen, Dan. stalle, Sw.
and E. stall a stable. V163. See Stall, n., and

Stale,

Stalk borer (Zo'ol.), the larva of a noctuid

lying

lactite

&

&

tyna nitela), which
bores in the stalks
of the raspberry,
strawberry, tomato,

tially dissolved,

similar

&

akin to LG.
D. steel, G. stiel;
L. stilus stake, stalk, stem, Gr. o-reAeoi' a handle, and
The stock or handle of anything; as,
[Written also steal, stele, etc.]
But seeing the arrow's stale without, and that the head did go
No further than it might be seen.
Chapman.

cf.

of the eyes of decapod crustaceans.
6. (Founding) An iron bar with projections inserted
in a core to strengthen it ; a core arbor.

of attachment.
Stalactites are found depending

the overlimestone rocks.
In an extended sense,
any mineral or rock of

Stalagmites in Marengo Cave, Indiana.

(stal), re. [OE.
stale, stele, AS. stsel, stel;

Chaucer.
To climb by the rungs and the stalks.
5. (Zo'ol.) (a) A stem or peduncle, as of certain barnacles and crinoids.
(b) The narrow basal portion of the
abdomen of a hymenopterous insect, (e) The peduncle

A pendent

icicle in

[Prov.

Eng.]
Stale

4.

(Geol.)

cone or
cylinder of calcium carbonate resembling an
(a)

(stal'der),

[From the root of
A wooden frame

n.

and helices

out in drops, dropping,
fr. araka^iiv to drop

as,

from one story of a

uids.

Stake-driver.

;

4. Cause of reproach ; shame.
Sir P. Sidney.
tincture ; a tinge. [JJ.]
6.
You have some stain of soldier in you.
Shak.
Syn. Blot ; spot ; taint ; pollution ; blemish ; tarnish ; color ; disgrace infamy ; shame.
Staln'er (-er), n. 1. One who stains or tarnishes.
2. A workman who stains ; as, a stainer of wood.
Stain'less, a. Free from stain immaculate. Shak.
The very care he took to keep his name
Stainless, with some was evidence of shame.
Crabbe.
Syn. Blameless ; spotless faultless. See Blameless.
Stain'leSS-ly, adv. In a stainless manner.
Stair (star), n. _[0E. steir, steyer, AS. stager, from
Stigan to ascend, rise.
V164. See Sty to ascend.]
1. One step of a series for ascending or descending to
a different level ;
commonly applied to those within a

measurer

quantities of different liq-

;

Hooker.

A drop

tube tapering to a
small orifice at the point,
and having a bulb in the
middle, used for finding the
number of drops in equal

;

heresy.

is laid.

glass

;

Swift trouts, diversified with crimson stains.
Fope.
3. Taint of guilt ; tarnish ; disgrace ; reproach.
Nor death itself can wholly wash their stains. Dryden.
Our opinion ... is, 1 trust, without any blemish or stain of

—

(stSkStak-tom'e-ter
tom'e-ter), n.
[Gr. (rraKTos falling by drops -}- -me-

—

;

careous water dropping
on the floors of caverns
hence, a similar deposit
of other material.
Stal'ag-mit'io (stai'Sg-mit'ik), Stal'agmit'lC-al (-mit'I-kal),
a.
Having the form or
structure of stalagmites.
Stal'ag-mlt'ic-al-ly
adv.

wager

(-hoid'-

The holder of a
stake ; one with whom the
bets are deposited when a

—

;

stalactite, f ormedby cal-

to view, as an allurement to draw others to any place or
purpose ; a decoy ; a stool pigeon. [Obs.]
Spenser.
Still, as he went, he crafty stales did lay.

^ Stake'hold'er

Of honor void,
Of innocence, of faith, of purity.
Our wonted ornaments now soiled and stained. Milton.
4. To cause to seem inferior or soiled by comparison.

cf

er), n.

supporting the yarns which
by pins in the bar.

ki pt apart

II

;

:

said especially of horses and cattle.
Hudibras,
v. i.]
1. That which is
Stale, n. [See Stale, a.
stale or worn out by long keeping, or by use.
[Obs.]
2.
prostitute.
Shak.
[Obs.]
3. Urine, esp. that of beasts. '^ Stale ot hovBes," Shak.
Stale, n. [Cf. OF. estal place, position, abode, market, F. Stal a butcher's stall, OHG. stal station, place,
stable, G. stall (see Stall, re.)
or from OE. stale theft,
AS. statu (see Steal, v. t.).] 1. Something set, or offered

A

I

drop

CTTaAafetj' to

F. stalagmite.] [Geol.)
A deposit more or less
resembling an inverted

(-driv'er), n.

—

;

;

that near the fountain plays. Fops.

;

wound with a

Stake'-driV'er

;

to stain glass.
3. To spot with guilt or infamy
on ; to blot ; to soil to tarnish.

;

vb. n.

&

;

Dryden.

A

2.
stick inserted upright in a loop, eye, or mortise,
at the side or end of a cart, a flat car, or the like, to pre-

Stal'ac-tit'1-form (stai'Sk-tTt'i-fSrm), a. Having the
stalactiform.
of a stalactite
[Gr. flTToAayjua that
Sta-lag'mite (sta-iSg'mit), n.
which drops, a drop, f r.

form

Stalk, V. i. [imp,
p. p. Stalked
p. pr. & vb.
Stalking.] [AS.

(stakt)
re.

;

stxlcan, stealcian,
g^^^ ^
i^^go. if^t. size,
to go slowly; cf.
stealc high, elevated, Dan. stalke to stalk ; probably akia
tolststatt.] 1. To walk slowly and cautiously to walk
;

event,

end, fern, recent

;

Ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

5bey, drb, odd

STALK

2. To walk behind something as a screen, for the purpose of approaching game ; to proceed under cover.
The king . crept under the shoulder of his led horse
" I must stalk" said he.
Bacon.
One underneath liis horse, to get a shoot doth stalk. Drayton.
usually im3. To wallc with high and proud steps ;
plying the affectation of dignity, and indicating dislilce.
The word is used, however, especially by the poets, to
express dignity of step.
With manly mien he stalked along the ground. Dryden.
.

.

;

.

.

.

—

Then stalking through the deep.
Addison.
He fords the ocean.
I forbear myself from entering the lists in which he has long
Merivale.
Stalked alone and unchallenged.

Stalk (stak), V. t. To approach under cover of a screen,
or by stealth, for the purpose of killing, as game.
As for shooting a man from behind a wall, it is cruelly like to
Sir W. Scott.
stalking a deer.
Stalk, n. A high, proud, stately step or walk.
.

.

.

barnacle, or anatlfer;
crinoid (ZooL), any

crinoid having a jointed stem.

Stalk'er (stak'er), n. 1. One who stalks.
2. A kind of fishing net.
Stalk'-eyed' (stak'Id'), a. {Zodl.) Having the eyes
raised on a stalk, or peduncle
opposed to sessile-eyed.
Said especially of podophthalmous crustaceans.
Stalk-eyed crustaceans. (Zodl.) See Podophthalmia.

religion a stalking-horse^ to get

make of him

and enjoy the world

Stalk'less, a. Having no stalk.
Stalk'y (-y), a. Hard as a stalk resembling a stalk.
At the top [it] bears a great stalky head. Mortimer.
Stall (stal), n. [OE. sial, AS. steall, stall, a place,
seat, or station, a stable akin to D. & OHG. stal, G. &
Sw. stall, Icel. stallr, Dan. staid, originally, a standing
;

;

akin also to G. stelle a place, stellen to place,
place
6r. o-TeAAeii/ to set, place, send, and E. stand. V163.
Stand,
See
and cf. Apostle, Epistle, Forestall, Install, Stale, a.
v. i., 1st Stalk, Stallion, Still.]
1. A stand ; a station ; a fixed spot ; hence, the stand
or place where a horse or an ox is kept and fed ; the
division of a stable, or the compartment, for one horse,
ox, or other animal. " In an oxes rfaH.
Chaucer.
2. A stable ; a place for cattle.
At last he found a stall where oxen stood. Dryden.
3. A small apartment or shed in which merchandise is
exposed for sale ; as, a butcher's stall ; a bookstall,
4. A bench or table on which small articles of merchandise are exposed for sale.
How peddlers' stalls with glittering toys are laid. Oay.
6. A seat in the choir of a church, for one of the
;

&

the Church of
Santa Maria Gloriosa dei
Frari, Venice, a Subsellium.

Stalls in

p. p.

;

;

fatten ; as, to stall cattle.
\_Prov. Eng."]
place in an office with the customary formalities

6 To

forestall

to anticipate.
[Oii.]
This is not to be stall'd by my report.
keep close ; to keep secret. [06i.]
Stall this in your bosom.
;

r«de,

Ovary

;

d

Style

e Stigma.

;

full,

ilp,

Orn

j

pity

none

at

all.

—

Stam'mer-er (-er), n. One who stammers.
hesitating in
Stam'mer-ing, a. Apt to stammer
;

speech

— Stam'mer-ing-ly, adv.

stuttering.
n.
formation of sounds.
;

Stam'mer-ing,

(Physiol.)

A

disturbance in the
It is due essentially to long-continued spasmodic contraction of the diaphragm, by which
expiration is prevented, and hence it may be considered
as a spasmodic inspiration.
Stamp (stSmp), V. t. [imp. p. p. Stamped (stSmt
vb. n. Stamping.]
215); p. pr.
[OE. slampen ; akin
to LG.
D. slampen, G. slampfen, OHG. stampfon,
Dan. stampe, Sw. stampa, Icel. stappa, G. stampf a pestle, and E. step.
See Step, v. i., and cf. Stampede.]
1. To strike, beat, or press forcibly with the bottom
of the foot, or by thrusting the foot downward.
Shak.
He frets, he fumes, he stares, he stamps the ground. Dryden.
2. To bring down (the foot) forcibly on the ground
or floor ; as, he stamped his foot with rage.
3. To crush
specifically (Metal.), to
to pulverize
crush by the blow of a heavy stamp, as ore in a mill.
I took your sin. the calf which ye had made, and burnt it with
fire, and stamped it, and ground it very small.
Deut. ix. 21.
4. To impress with some mark or figure ; as, to stamp
a plate witli arms or initials.
5. Fig. : To impress ; to imprint ; to fix deeply ; as, to
stamp virtuous principles on tlie heart.
God
has stamped no original characters on our minda
wherein we may read his being.
Locke.
6. To cut out, bend, or indent, as paper, sheet metal,
etc. , into various forms, by a blow or suddenly applied
pressure with a stamp or die, etc. ; to mint to coin.
7. To put a stamp on, as for postage ; as, to stamp a
letter to stamp a legal document.
To stamp out, to put an end to by sudden and energetic
action to extinguish as, to stamp out a rebellion.
Stamp, V. i. 1. To strike ; to beat ; to crush.
These cooks how they stamp and strain and grind. Chaucer,
2. To strike the foot forcibly downward.
But starts, exclaims, and stamps, and raves, and dies. Dennit,
Stamp, n. 1. The act of stamping, as with the foot.
2. That which stamps ; any instrument for making
impressions on other bodies, as a die.
'T is gold so pure
It can not bear the stamp without alloy.
Dryden.
3. The mark made by stamping
a mark imprinted
an impression.
That sacred name gives ornament and grace.
And, like his stamp, makes basest metals pass. Dryden,
4. That which is marked ; a thing stamped.
Hanging a golden stamp about their necks.
Shak.
5. [F. estampe, of German origin.
See Stamp, v. <.]
A picture cut in wood or metal, or made by impression ;
a cut; a plate. [Obs.]
At Venice they put out very curious stamps of the several
edifices which are most famous for their beauty and magnifi-

&

&

&

;

;

.

.

.

I

;

;

&

&

to stutter.

would thou couldst stammer,

food, lo"ot

;

out,

;

;

;

Addison.

cence.

6. An ofiScial mark set upon things chargeable with a
duty or tax to government, as evidence that the duty or
tax is paid as, the stamp on a bill of exchange.
7. Hence, a stamped or printed device, issued by the
government at a fixed price, and required by law to be
affixed to, or stamped on, certain papers, as evidence
that the government dues are paid as, a postage stamp ;
a receipt stamp, etc.
8. An instrument for cutting out, or shaping, mate;

;

as paper, leather, etc., by a downward pressure.
character or reputation, good or bad, fixed on
if by an imprinted mark ; current value
authority ; as, these persons have the stamp of dishonesty
the Scriptures bear the stamp of a divine origin.
Of the same stamp is that which is obtruded on us, that an adamant suspends the attraction of the loadstone. Sir T. Browne,
rials,

A

9.

anything as

10.

;

Make

;

cast ; form ; character ; as, a
of a different stamp,

man

oU

;

tlmt thou mightest pour this

chair

;

go

;

of the

same stamp, or

A soldier of this season's stamp.

Shak.

11. A kind of heavy hammer, or pestle, raised by
water or steam power, for beating ores to powder ; anything like a pestle, used for pounding or beating.
Beau. & Fl,
12. A half-penny. [Obs.]
13. pi. Money, esp. paper money. [Slang, U. S.]
Stamp act, an act of the British Parliament [1765] imposing a duty on all paper, vellum, and parchment used
in the American colonies, and declaring .all writings on
unstamped materials to be null and void. — Stamp collector, an officer who receives or collects stamp duties
one who collects postage or other stamps. — Stamp duty,
a duty, or tax, imposed on paper and parchment used
for certain writings, as deeds, conveyances, etc., the evidence of tlie payment of the duty or tax being a stamp.
[Eng.] — Stamp hammer, a hanmjer, worked oy power,
which rises and falls verticaU}', like a st:unp in a stamp
mill.
Stamp head, a heavy muss of metal, forming tlie
head or lower end of a bar, which is lifted and let fall, in
a stamp mill. — Stamp mill iiliiiiii;!), a mill in whicli ore
also, a machine for stamping ore.
is crushed with stamps
— Stamp note, stamped certificate from a customhouse
officer, which allows goods to be received by the captniu
of a ship as freight. [Eng.] — Stamp oflice, an office for
tlie issue of stamps and tlio reception of stamp duties.
Stam-pede' (stitm-pi5d'), n. [Sp. estampida (in America) a stampede, rstanipido a crackling, akin to eslampar to stamp, of German origin. See Stamp, v. t.] A
wild, hendloup scamper, or running away, of a number of
animals, usually caused by friglit hence, any sudden
flight or dispersion, as of a crowd or an army in consequence of a panic.
She and her husband would join in the ccncrnl stampede.
W. Black

—

:i

;

culty

;

;

scarlet.

&

Massinger.

;

unite,

"sLf

of

(stSm'mer), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Stammered
(-merd); p. pr.
vb. n. Stammering.]
[OE. stameren,
fr. AS. stumur, stamer, stammering; akin to D.
LG.
stameren to stammer, G. stammeln, OHG. stam-malon,
stammen, Dan. stamme, Sw. stamma, Icel. stoma, .HnmDan. stam stammering, Icel. stamr, Goth.
ma, OHG.
stamms, and to G. ste.mmen to bear against, stxmm
dumb, D. stom. Cf. Stem to resist. Stumble.] To make
involuntary stops in uttering syllables or words to hesitate or falter in speaking ; to speak with stops and diffi-

Stam'mer

Shak.
Stall, V. i.
[AS. steallian to have room. See Stall,
W.] 1. To live in, or as in, a stall to dwell.
iObs.-]
We could not stall together
In the whole world.
Shak.
tlse,

"'^
'
?|, '^\"J,l-'j}llV^.^
stamens (13) ; c Section
(j) ;

.

thought inferior to

color,

;

To

,

.

;

to install.
[Obs.']
ghak.
4. To plunge into mire or snow so as not to be able to
get on ; to set to fix ; as, to stall a cart.
Burton.
His horses had been stalled in the enow. E. E. Hale.
6.

,

A

(staid) p. pr. & vb. n. Stalling.]
[Cf. Sw.
Dan. stalde.'] 1. To put into a stall or stable ; to
keep in a stall or stalls as, to stall an ox.
Where King Latinus then his oxen stalled.
Dryden.

To
To

'

II

stalla,

2.
3.

.

;

the benches, sofas, etc.
7. (.Mining) The space left
by excavation between pillars.
See Post and stall, under Post.
Stall reader, one who reads
books at a stall where they are
exposed for sale.

[imp.

.

:

Longfellow.

t.

;

;

the

V.

;

2. Whatever constitutes the principal strength or support of anything ; power of endurance ; backbone vigor
as, the stamina of a constitution or of life ; the stamina
of a State.
He_ succeeded to great captains who had sapped the whole
stamina and resistance of the contest.
De Quincey.
Stam'i-nal (-nal), a. [Cf. P. staminal."] Of or pertaining to stamens or stamina ; consisting in stamens.
Stam'i-nate (-nSt), a. [L. staminatus consisting of
threads, fr. stamen thread cf. F. staminL'] (Bot.) (a)
Furnished with stamens ; producing stamens. (6) Having stamens, but lacking pistils.
Stam'i-nate (-nat), v. t. To indue with stamina, [i?.]
Sta-min'e-al (sta-min'e-al), 1 a. [L. stamineus, from
Sta-min'e-OUS (-miu'e-iis), J stojnera thread.] 1. Consisting of stamens or threads.
2. (Bot.) Of or pertaining to the stamens ; possessing stamens ; also, attached to the stamens as, a stamineous nectary.
Stam'i-nif'er-OUS (stSm'T-nTfer-us), a. [Stamen -f-ferous."]
Bearing or having stamens.
Stam'i-node (stSm'T-nod), n. (.Bot.) A staminodium.
Stam'i-no'dl-um (-no'dt-um), «. / pi. Staminodia
(-a).
[NL, See Stamen, and -oid.] (Bot.) An abortive
stamen, or any organ nrvlifled from an abortive stamen.
large, clumsy horse.
Stam'mel (stSm'mSl), n.
Wright.
IProv. Eng.']
Stam'mel, n. [OF. esiamel; cf. OF. estamet a coarse
the
same as
woolen cloth, LL. stameta a kind of cloth,
staminea, and OF. estame a woolen stuff. See Stamin.]
It seems
1. A kind of woolen cloth formerly in use.
[06.s.]
to have been often of a red color.
2. A red dye, used in England in the 15th and IGth
B. Jonson.
centuries.
Stam'mel, a. Of the color of stammel having a red

theater, a seat
with arms or otherwise partly
inclosed, as distinguished from

Stall,

;

strength.

Bp. Warhurton.

Stalled

&

;

;

Loud the monks sang in their stalls.

A

A

Stall'-feed' (-led'), v. t. limp.
p. p. Stall-fed
p. pr. & vb. n. Stall-feeding.] To feed and
fatten in a stall or on dry fodder ; as, to stall-feed an ox.
Stall'ing (stal'ing), 71. Stabling.
Tennyson.
Stal'lion (stal'yiin), n. [OE. stalon, OP. estalon, F.
etalon, fr. OHG. stal a stable.
See Stall, n.] A male
horse not castrated ; a male horse kept for breeding.
Stall'man (stal'man), n. ; pi. Stallmen (-men). One
who keeps a stall for the sale of merchandise, especially
books.
Sterne.
Stal'lon (stai'lun), n. A slip from a plant a scion ;
a cutting. [iS.]
Holinshed.
Stal'wart (stol'wert or stal'- ; 277) ) a. [OE. stalStal'WOrth (-werth),
worth, AS.
)
stselwyrS serviceable, probably originally, good at stealing, or worth stealing or taking, and afterwards extended
to other causes of estimation. See Steal, v. t., Woeth, «.]
Brave ; bold ; strong ; redoubted daring vehement
violent. " A stalwart tiller of the soil."
Prof. Wilson.
Fair man he was and wise, stalworth and bold. Ji. of Brunne.
^S" Stahoorth is now disused, or but little used, stal(,-iM')

;

dignified clergy, out of huhave called their throues
of stalls.

Cries the stall reader, " Bless us 1
what a word on
titlepage is this ! "
Milton.

A

'

Stamen, and cf. Stamineous, 2d Stammel, Tamine.] A
kind of woolen cloth. [Written also stamine.1 [06i.]
Stam'i-na (stam'I-na), n. pi. See Stamen.
Stam'1-na, n. pi. 1. The fixed, firm part of a body,
which supports it or gives it strength and solidity as,
the bones are the stamina of animal bodies the ligneous
parts of trees are the stamina which constitute their

by the names

In

1.

;

;

.

the back and sides. The stalls
are frequently very rich, with
canopies and elaborate carving.

6.

ra.]

consisting of threads, fr.
stamen a thread.
See

officiating clergy. It is inclosed,
either wholly or partially, at

The

See Stall,

origin.

mineum, fr. -L. stamineus

&

mility,

at once, or

Shak.

OF. estallage, of Ger{Eng. Law) The right

;

and
Bunyan.

[Christ]
I

much

;

Hypocrisy is the devil's stalking-horse under an affectation of
simplicity and religion.
L Estrange.
to

bottle, either too

Stam'mer (stSm'mer), V. t. To utter or pronounce
with hesitation or imperfectly
sometimes with out.
Stam'mer, n. Defective utterance, or involuntary
interruption of utterance ; a stutter.

[Cf.

1

:

is it

48), n.

stalwartness boldness ; daring. [Ofti.l
Sta'men (sta'mSn), n. ; pi. E. Stamens (-mgnz) (used
only in the second sense) ; L. Stamina (stam'i-na) (in
the first sense). [L. stamen the warp, a thread, fiber,
akin to Gr. <rrrjiji<uv the warp, fr. ia-ravai. to stand, akin
to E. stand. See Stand, and cf. Stamin, Stamina.] 1. A
thread especially, a warp thread.
2. ipl. Stamens, rarely Stamina.) (Bat.) The male
organ of flowers for secreting
and furnishing the pollen or
fecundating dust. It consists
of the anther and filament.
Sta'mened (-mgnd), a.
Furnished with stamens.
Sta'min (sta'mln), n.
[OF. estamine, F. etor
mine, LL. staminea, sta- Stamens, etc. Section of Flower

;

more abominable

;

of erecting a stall or stalls in fairs rent paid for a stall.
2. Dung of cattle or horses, mixed with straw. \_Obs.']
Stal-la'tlon (stol-la'shiin), n. Installation. \_Obs.']
Stalled (staid or stal'gd), a. Put or kept in a stall
hence, fatted. "
stalled ox."
Prov. xv. 17.
Stall'er (stal'er), ?j.
standard bearer. [iJ.] Fuller.

stalworth

Stalk'lng-horse (stak'Ing-h6rs'), n. 1. A horse, or
a figure resembling a horse, behind which a hunter conceals himself from the game he is aiming to kill.
Something used to cover up a secret project
2. Fig.
a mask a pretense.

How much

(stal'Sj

wart having taken its place.
Stal'wart-ly (-wert-ly), adv. In a stalwart manner.
Stal'wait-ness, n. The quality of being stalwart.
Stal'WOrth-hOOd (-werth-h66d), n. The quality or
being
state of
Stal'worUl-ness (-werth-nes), )

—

row-mouthed

out of thy mouth, as wine comes out of a nar-

;

Stall'age

man

man

concealed

To kennel, as dogs.
Johnson.
To be set, as in mire or snow to stick fast.
To be tired of eating, as cattle. \_Prov. Eng.']

;

— called also stalk baniacle.a —goose
Stalked

;

2.
3.
4.

;

Thus twice before,
Shak.
With martial stalk hath he gone by our watch.
The which with monstrous stalk behind him stepped. Spenser.
Stalked (stakt), a. Having a stalk or stem ; borne
upon a stem.
Stalked barnacle (ZooL),

STAMPEDE
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—

sometimes used with
In a stealthy, noiseless manner ;
a reflexive pronoun.
SKak.
Into the chamber he stalked him full still. Chaucer.
[Bertran] stalks close behind her, like a witch's flend.
Pressing to be employed.
Dryden.

sing, Igk

;

;

tSien,

thin

\

boN

;

xli

=z

in saxae.
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STANDARD-WING

7. To adhere to fixed principles ; to maintain moral
rectitude ; to keep from falling into error or vice.
We must labor so as to stand with godliness, according to his
appointment.
Latimer.
8. To have or maintain a position, order, or rank ; to
be in a particular relation ; as. Christian charity, or
love, stands first in the rank of gifts.
9. To be in some particular state ; to have essence or
being ; to be ; to consist. " Sacrifices . . . which stood
only in meats and drinks."
Heb. ix. 10.
Accomplish what your signs foreshow
I stand resigned, and am prepared to go.
Dryden.
Thou seest how it stands with me, and that I may not tarrv.

Stand (stSnd), re. [AS. stand. See Stand, v. i.] 1. Tha
act of standing.
I took my stand upon an eminence ... to look into their sev-

STAMPEDE
Stam-pede' (st5m-ped'),

To run away in a panic

v. i.

— said of droves of cattle, horses,

etc., also of armies.

To disperse by causing sudden
Stam-pede', v. t.
fright, as a herd or drove of animals.
Stamp'er (stamp'er),

An

2.

One who stamps.

1.

n.

instrument for pounding or stamping.

Stamp'lng,

& n. from Stamp, v.

a.

Stamping ground, a place frequented, and much trodden,
by animals, wild or domesticated; hence iColloq.), the
scene of one's labors or exploits ; also, one's favorite
Stamping machine, a machine for formresort. [ [/. S.]
ing metallic articles or impressions by stamping.
Stamping mill (Mining), a stamp i ll.

—

—

m

Stance
stanza.

(stSns), n.

[OF. estance.

See Stanza.]

1.

A

Chapman.
a site. \_Scot.'] Sir W. Scott.
[imp. & p. p. Stanched

[Ofts.]

A

station; a position;
2.
Stanch (stanch), V. t.
[OP. estanchier,
vb. n. Stanchinq.]
(stancht) ; p. pr.
F. itancher to stop a liquid from flowing ; akin to Pr.,
Pg. estancar. It. stancare to weary, LL. siancare,
Sp.,
stagnare, to stanch, fr. L. stagnare to be or make stagnant. See Stagnate.] 1. To stop the flowing of, as
blood ; to check ; also, to stop the flowing of blood from
as, to stanch a wound.
[Written also staunch.^
Iron or a Btone laid to the neck doth stanch the bleeding of
Bacon.
the nose.

&

&

To extinguish
v. i.
To

2.

;

Stanch,

[06s.]
to quench, as fire or thirst.
cease, as the flowing of blood.

;

Sir

iV. Scott.

10. To be consistent to agree to accord.
Doubt me not by heaven, I will do nothing
But what may stand with honor.
Massinger.
H. {Naut.) To hold a course at sea; as, to stand
from the shore to stand for the harbor.
From the same parts of heaven his navy stands. Dryden.
12. To offer one's self, or to be offered, as a candidate.
;

;

;

;

He stood to

be elected one of the proctors of the university.
Walton.
not to flow ; to be motionless.
;
Or the black water of Pomptina stands.
Dryden.

13.

To

14.

To measure when

stagnate

erect on the feet.
Six feet two, as I think, he stands.

Tennyson.

15. (Law) (a) To be or remain as it is to continue
in force to have efficacy or validity to abide. Bouvier.
Burrill.
(6) To appear in court.
Stand by (Naut.), a preparatory order, equivalent to
To stand against, to oppose to resist.
Be ready.
To
stand by. (a) To be near to be a spectator to be present. (6) To be aside to be set aside with disregard. " In
the interim [we] let the commands stand by neglected."
Dr. H. More, (c) To maintain to defend to support
not to desert as, to stand by one's principles or party.
(d) To rest on for support
to be supported by.
WhitTo stand corrected, to be set right, as after an ergift.
ror in a statement of fact.
Wycherley. — To stand fast,
to be fixed to be unshaken or immovable.
To stand
firmly on, to be satisfied or convinced of. " Though Page
be a secure fool, and stands so firmly on his wife's
frailty." Shak.
To stand for. (a) To side with to espouse the cause of to support to maintain, or to profess or attempt to maintain to defend. " I stand wholly
/or you." Shak. (6) To be in the place of to be the substitute or representative of to represent as, a cipher at
the left hand of a figure stands for nothing. " I will not
trouble myself, whether these names stand for the same
thing, or really include one another." Locke.
To stand
in, to cost. "The same stande/A them ire much less cost.
Robynson (Morels Utopia).
The Punic wars could not have stood the human race in less
;

Immediately her issue of blood stanched. Luke viii. 44.
Stanch, n. 1. That which stanches or checks. [0J«.]
2.
flood gate by which water is accumulated, for
floating a boat over a shallow part of a stream by its
Knight.
release.
__
\_Compar. Stanchee I-er) ; superl.
Stanch, a.

A

Stakchest.] [From Stanch, v. t., and hence literally
of. Sp. eslanco stopped,
signifying, stopped or stayed
See Stanch, v. i.] [Writtight, not leaky, as a ship.
ten also staunch.'] 1. Strong and tight ; sound ; firm
as, a stanch ship.
One of the closets is parqueted with plain deal, set in diaEvelyn.
mond, exceeding stanch and pretty.
loyal
2. Firm in principle ; constant and zealous
hearty steady steadfast ; as, a stanch churchman a
;

;

;

;

;

;

V. Knox.
Stanch friend or adherent.
Prior.
In politics I hear you 're stanch.
3. Close; secret; private.
lObs.]
Locke.
This is to be kept stanch.
Stanch, v. t. To prop ; to make stanch, or strong.
His gathered sticks to stanch the wall
Of the snow tower when snow should fall. Emerson,

Stan'Chel (stSn'shSl), n.
Stanch'er (stanch'er), n.

A stanchion.
One who, or that which,

stanches, or stops, the flowing, as of blood.
[OF. estanson, esStan'chlon (stSn'shiln ; 277), n.
tanfon, F. etanfon, from OF. estance a stay, a prop,
from L. sians, staniis, standing, p. pr. of stare to stand.

See Stand, and cf. Stanza.] [Written also stanchel.']
1. (Arch. ) A prop or support a piece of timber in the
form of a stake or post, used for a support or stay.
2. (Naut.) Any upright post or beam used as a support, as for the deck, the quarter rails, awnings, etc.
3. A vertical bar for confining cattle in a stall.
Stanch'less (stanch'lSs), a. 1. Incapable of being
stanched, or stopped.
[06s.]
Shak.
2. Unquenchable insatiable.
Stanch'ly, adv. In a stanch manner.
Stanch'ness, n. The quality or state of being stanch.
Stand (stSnd), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Stood (stood) p.
pr.
vb. n. Standing.]
[OE. standen, AS. standan ;
akin to OFries. stonda, stan, J>. staan, OS. standan,
Stan, OHG. stantan, stan, G. stehen, Icel. standa, Dan.
staae, Sw. stS,, Goth, standan, Russ. stoiate, L. stare, Gr.
lerTdi/at to cause to stand, arrival to stand, Skr. stha.
V163. Cf. Assist, Constant, Contrast, Desist, Destine, Ecstasy, Exist, Interstice, Obstacle, Obstinate,
Peest, n.. Rest remainder. Solstice, Stable, a.
n..
Staff, Stage, Stall, n.. Stamen, Stanchion, Stanza,
State, n.. Statute, Stead, Steed, Stool, Stud of
horses. Substance, System.]
1, Ts be at rest in an
erect position to be fixed in an upright or firm position as (a) To be supported on the feet, in an erect or
nearly erect position
opposed to lie, sit, kneel, etc.
" I prayyou all, ston(i up." Shak. (6) To continue upright in a certain locality, as a tree fixed by the roots, or
a building resting on its foundation.
It stands as it were to the ground yglued. Chaucer.
;

;

&

&

;

&

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

than three millions of the species.
Burke.
To stand in hand, to conduce to one's interest to
be serviceable or advantageous.
To stand off. (a) To
keep at a distance. (6) Not to comply, (c) To keep at a
distance in friendship, social intercourse, or acquaintance, id) To appear prominent ; to have relief. " Picture is best when it standeth off, as if it were carved."
Sir H. Wotton.
To stand off and on (Naut.), to remain
near a coast by sailing toward land and then from it.
To stand on (Naut.), to continue on the same tack or
course.
To stand out. (a) To project: to be prominent.
"Their eyes stand out with fatness.'' Psalm Ixxiii. 7.
(6) To persist in opposition or resistance ; not to yield or
comply ; not to give way or recede.
His spirit is come in,
That so stood out against the holy church.
Shak.
To stand to. (a) To ply ; to urge to persevere in
using. " Stand to your tackles, mates, and stretch your
oars." Dryden.
(6) To remain fixed in a purpose or
opinion.
I will stamc? ^o it, that this is his sense." Bp.
Stillingfleei.
(c) To abide by ; to adhere to, as to a con-

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

; as, to stand to an award
to
stand to one's word, (d) Not to yield not to fly ; to main" Their lives and fortunes were
tain, as one's ground.
put in safety, whether they stood to it or ran away."
Bacon, (e) To be consistent with ; to agree with as, it
stands to reason that he could not have done so. (/) To
support ; to uphold. " Stand to
in this cause." Shak.
To stand together, to be consistent; to agree.
To
stand to sea (Naut.), to direct the course from land.

tract, assertion, promise, etc.

;

;

;

me

—

——

To stand under, to undergo ; to withstand. Shak. — To
stand up. (a) To rise from sitting to be on the feet. (6)
To arise in order to speak or act.
Against whom, when
the accusers stood up, they brought none accusation of
such things as I supposed." Acts xxv. 18. (c) To rise and
stand on end, as the hair, (d) To put one's self in opposition to contend. " Once we stood up about the com."
Shak. —To stand up for, to defend; to justify; to support, or attempt to support as, to stand up for the administration. — To stand upon, (a) To concern to interest.
"We highly esteem and
(6) To value; to esteem.
The ruined wall
Stands when its wind-worn battlements are gone. Byron. stand ranch upon OUT hiith." Ray. (c) To insist on to
attach much importance to as, to stand upon security
2. To occupy or hold a place
to have a situation to to stand
upon ceremony, (d) To attack to assault. [A
be situated or located ; as, Paris stands on the Seine.
Hebraism] " So I stood upon him, and slew him." 2 Sam.
Wite ye not where there stands a little town ? Chaucer, i. 10. — To stand with, to be consistent with. " It stands
with reason that they should be rewarded liberally."
3. To cease from progress not to proceed j to stop
Sir J. Davies.
to pause to halt to remain stationary.
Stand (stand), V. t. 1. To endure ; to sustain to
I charge thee, stand.
:

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

And

it

thy name.
Dryden.
The star, which they saw in the east, went before them, till
came and stood over where the young child was. Matt. ii. 9.
tell

as, I can
2. To resist,
;

To maintain

fail or yield

;

4.

And stand the judgment of a Roman senate. Addison.
To set upright to cause to stand as, to stand a

South.

ale,

... to gather themselves together,

senate,

Esther

c&re,

.

;

Spectator.

itation."

The kiBg granted the Jews
and to stand tor their life.

abide by ; to submit to ; to suffer.
Bid him disband his legions,

5. To be at the
treat.
[_Colloq.']

attitude
in resisttheir im-

viii. 11.

&m, arm, ask,

to with-

Dryden.

To

book on the shelf

;

;

Pope.

the furious foe.

3.

not to

one's ground; to be acquitted
to be safe.

Headers by whose judgment I would stand or fall.
6. To maintain an invincible or permanent
to be fixed, steady, or firm ; to take a position
ance or opposition. " The standing pattern of

not stand the cold or the heat.
without yielding or receding
s<ood the siege."

He stood

;

5.

"Love

stand.

To remain without ruin or

injury ; to hold good
against tendencies to impair or injure ; to be perma^
nent ; to endure to last ; hence, to find endurance,
strength, or resources.
My mind on its own center stands unmoved. Dryden.
4.

bear

.

.

;

to stand a man on his feet.
expense of to pay for as, to stand a

;

;

;

Thackeray.

To stand fire, to receive the fire of arms from an enemy
vrithout giving way.
To stand one's ground, to keep
the ground or station one has taken to maintain one's
position. " Peasants and burghers, however brave, are
unable to stand their ground against veteran soldiers.
Macaulay.
To stand trial, to sustain the trial or examination of a cause not to give up without trial.

—

;

—

;

final,

gll^

eve,

event,

£nd, fern, recent;

ice,

eral ladings.

Spectator.

A

halt or stop for the purpose of defense, resist2.
ance, or opposition ; as, to come to, or to make, a stand.
Vice is at stand, and at the highest flow.
Drjjden.
place or post where one stands ; a place where
3.
one may stand while observing or waiting for something.
I have found you out a stand most fit,
Where you may have such vantage on the duke,
He shall not pass you.
Shak.
4. A station in a city or town where carriages or wagfor
hire
as,
ons stand
a cab stand.
;
Dickens.
5. A raised platform or station where a race or other
outdoor spectacle may be viewed ; as, the judges' or the
grand stand at a race course.
6. A small table ; also, something on or in which anything may be laid, hung, or placed upright ; as, a hatstand ; an umbrella starid ; a music stand.
7. The place where a witness stands to testify in court.
8. The situation of a shop, store, hotel, etc.
as, a
good, bad, or convenient stand for business. \U. /S.]
9. Rank ; post ; station ; standing.
Father, since your fortune did attain
So high a stand, I mean not to descend.
Daniel.
10. A state of perplexity or embarrassment ; as, to be
at a stand what to do.
L^Estrange.
11. A young tree, usually reserved when other trees
are cut also, a tree growing or standing upon its own
root, in distinction from one produced from a scion set
in a stock, either of the same or another kind of tree.
12. (Com.)
weight of from two hundred and fifty
to three hundred pounds,
used in weigliing pitch.
Microscope stand, the instrument, excepting the eyepiece, objective, and other removable optical parts.
Stand of ammunition, the projectile, cartridge, and sabot
connected together.
Stand of arms. (Mil.) See under
Arms.
Stand of colors (Mil.), a single color, or flag. Wilhelm (Mil. Diet.).
To be at a stand, to be stationary or
motionless ; to be at a standstill
hence, to be perplexed ; to be embarrassed.
To make a stand, to halt for
the purpose of offering resistance to a pursuing enemy.
Syn. Stop ; halt ; rest ; interruption ; obstruction
perplexity ; difficulty embarrassment ; hesitation.
Stand'age (-Sj ; 48), n. (Mining)
reservoir in which
water accumulates at the bottom of a mine.
Stand'ard (-erd), n. [OF. estendart, F. itendard,
probably f r. L. extendere to spread out, extend, but influenced by E. rfareci. See Extend.] 1. A flag ; colors
a banner ; especially, a national, or other ensign.
His armies, in the following dax

A

;

;

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

A

On

those fair plains their stand-

ards proud display. Fairfax.

That which is established by authority as a rule
for the measure of quantity,
extent, value, or quality
esp., the original specimen
2.

weight or measure sanctioned
by government, as the standard pound, gallon, or yard.
3. That which is established as a rule or model by
authority, custom, or general consent ; criterion ; test.
The court, which used to be the standard of propriety and
correctness of speech.
Swift.
disposition to preserve, and an ability to improve, taken together, would be my standard of a statesman.
Burke.

A

4. (Coinage) The proportion of weights of fine metal
and alloy established by authority.
By the present standard of the coinage, sixty-two shillings is
coined out of one pound weight of silver.
Arbuthnot.
5. (Sort.)
tree of natural size supported by its own
stem, and not dwarfed by grafting on the stock of a
smaller species nor trained upon a wall or trellis.
In France part of their gardens is laid out for flowers, others
for fruits
some standards, some against walls. Sir }V. Temple.
6. (Bot.) The upper petal or banner of a papiliona-

A

;

ceous corolla.
7. (Mech, & Carp.) An upright support, as one of the poles of a, scaffold
any upright in framing.
8. (Shipbuilding) An inverted knee
timber placed upon the deck instead
of beneath it, with its vertical branch
turned upward from that which lies

if^SilH^a!

I

horizontally.
9. The sheth of a plow.
10.
large drmking cup.

ul
j
^
Standard.

<•

6.

"
A
Greene.
Standard bearer, an officer of an army, company, or
troop, who bears a standard ;
commonly called color
sergeant or color bearer ; hence, the leader of any organization ; as, the standard bearer of a political party.
Stand'ard, a, 1. Being, affording, or according with,

—

a standard for comparison and judgment as, standard
time; standard weights and measures; a standard authority as to navitical terms ; standard gold or silver.
2. Hence: Having a recognized and permanent value;
as, standard works in history
standard authors.
3. (Hort.) (a) Not supported by, or fastened to, a
wall; as, standard fruit trees. (6) Not of the dwarf
kind as, a standard pear tree.
Standard candle. Standard gauge. See under Candle,
and Gauge.
Standard solution. (Chem.) See Standardized solution, under Solution.
Stand'ard-bred' (-bred'), a. Bred in conformity to
a standard.
Specif., applied to a registered trotting
horse which comes up to the standard adopted by the
;

;

;

—

National Association of Trotting-horse Breeders. [Z7. S.'].
Stand'ard-ize (-iz), v. t. (Chem.) To reduce to a
normal standard ; to calculate or adjust the strength of,
by means of, and for uses in, analysis.
Stand'ard-Wlng' (stSnd'erd-wIng'), n. (Zool.) A

idea, ill;

old,

obey, drb, odd;

STAND-BY
curious paradise bird {Semiopiera WaUacii) which has
two long special feathers standing erect on each wing.
Stand'— by' (stand'bi'), re. One who, or that which,
stands by one in need ; something upon which one relies
for constant use or in an emergency.
young tree, especially one reserved
Staud'el (-el), n.
Fuller.
when others are cut. [Oii.]

A

Stand'er

Same

2.

(-er), n.

One who

1.

as Standel.

Stand'er—by' (-W),

otauds.

Ascham.

[06^.]
re.

;

;

works.

The stannary courts of Devonshire and Cornwall, for the administration of justice among the tinners therein, are also
courts of record.
Blackstone.

;

;

;

—
—a

as distinguished from doors, sashes, etc.
Standing order (EccL), the denomination

See

Sioift.

Stang ball, a projectile consisting of two half balls
united by a bar a bar shot. See Must, of Bar shot,
under Bar.
To ride the stang, to be carried on a pole on
men's shoulders. This method of punishing wife beaters, etc., was once in vogue in some parts of England.
Stang, V. i. [Akin to sting ; cf. Icel. stanga to prick,
to goad.] To shoot with pain.
[Prov. Eng.]
collog. stSn'up), re.
Stan'hope (stSn'hop
A light
two-wheeled, or sometimes
four-wheeled, carriage, without a top
so called from
Lord Stanhope, for whom it
;

falconry.

See
Spenser.

Stagnate, Tank a

Eng.

& Scot.]
use,

embankment

;

cistern.]
1. Water rea pool of water. {_Prov.

Robert of Brunne.
unite,

nide,

f^Il,

fip,

Qin

;

pity

p. pr.
;

&

as, to

A

One employed to assort wool according

&

Skr. St?; L. sternere (cf. Stratum), and originally
applied to the stars as being strewn over the sky, or
as being scatterers or spreaders of light.
V296. Cf.
ter,

Aster, Asteroid, Constellation, Disaster, Stellar.]
X. One of the innumerable luminous bodies seen in the
heavens any heavenly body other than the sun, moon,
;

and comets.
His eyen twinkled in his head aright.
Chaucer.
As do the stars in the frosty night.
ffi^^'The stars are distinguished as jjlanets, &ndjixed
stars.

See Planet, Fi.red stars under Fixed, and Mag-

O

On whom
Lavish Honor showered

—

^

out, oil

',

chair

;

go

;

Bliig,

all

.

.

.

her stars.

Tenni/son.

6. Specifically, a radiated mark in writing or printing
used as a reference to a note, or
an asterisk [thus, *]

(sta'pez),
a stirrup.]

;

Shak.

stars.

Addison.
and thinks it luxury.
4. That which resembles tlie figure of a star, as an
ornament worn on the breast to indicate rank or honor.

Sta'pes

food, l<ibt

malignant and ill-brooding

Blesses his stars,

;

—

fill a blank where something is omitted, etc.
6. (Pyrotechny) A composition of combustible matter
used in the heading of rockets, in mines, etc., which, exploding in the air, presents a starlike appearance.
7. A person of brilliant and attractive qualities, especially on public occasions, as a distinguished orator, a,
leading theatrical performer, etc.
Hg^^ Star is used in tho formation of compound words,
generally of obvious signification as, .'.Voj-aspiriiic. .^larbespangled, i<(r»'-bestiiddod, .s/irr-blastiiig, ,*/(j)'-\>right,

to

;

4'<oj'-crowuod, i/nr-directed, .tIar-eyeA, a/ii^-headed, starpaved, «/«j'-roofed, .'.'/(H-sprinkled, i/ar-wroathod.

Blazing star, Double star. Multiple star, Shooting star^

11

;

;

sort according to its staple

;

r

V. i.
[Cf. Sw. stdnka to pant.
V16B.] To
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Stank, imp. of Stink. Stunk.
Stank, re. [OF. estang, F. Stang, from L. stagnum a

To

STAPLmo.]

& p. p. Stapled (-p'ld)

dealer in staple goods.
(-pier), re.
1.
to its staple.
sterre,
AS. steorra; akin to
(star),
re.
[OE.
Star
OFries. stera, OS. sterro, D. ster, OHG. sterno, sterro,
G. stern, Icel. stjarna, Sw. stjerna, Dan. stierne, Goth.
stairno. Armor.
Corn, steren, L. Stella, Gr. aarrjp,
aarpov, Skr. star ; perhaps from a root meaning, to scat2.

leaves, fre-

;

stanco.

\imp.

Sta'pler

(Milk-

[LL.,
(Anat.) The innermost
of the ossicles of the
ear
the stirrup, or
so
stirrup bone;
called from its form.
See niust. of Ear.
stapdta Astenas)
Starflth Stu|i li
Staph'y-Une (stSfn lilnom.
[Gr. ara^ivT-Iin), a.
Ati/o; botryoidal, fuoni araijivKri a bunch of grapes.]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the uvula or the palate.
Staph'y-U'nld (stSf'T-li'nTd), n. [Gr. trraipvKlvoi a
kind of insect.] {Zool.) Any rove beetle.
Staph'y-lO'ma (-lo'mi), re. [L., fr. Gr. oTai^uAiofia,

Stanhope.

t.

to influence fortune.

re.

Stank,

tained by an

re.

V.

staple cotton.

that of carrion.

sigh.

Cf.

vb.

quently covered with
dark tubercles giving
them a very grotesque
appearance. The odor
of the blossoms is like

iObs.]

pool.

;

Sta'ple,

without

II

It.

Dryden.
settled ; as, a staple trade.
Swift.
3. Fit to be sold ; marketable, [i?.]
4. Regularly produced or manufactured in large quanprincipal ; chief.
tities ; belonging to wholesale traffic
Wool, the great staple commodity of England. Hallam.

family).
They
are succulent plants

was contrived.

\_Obs.]

A

weed

—

;

nitude of a star under Magnitude.
Shak.
2. The polestar ; the north star.
3. {Astrol.) A planet supposed to influence one's destiny (usually pi'.) a configuration of the planets, supposed

Asclepiadacex

;

the esTrench.

;

A

II

;

out.

5.
6.

is,

The principal constituent in anything chief item.
Unmanufactured material raw material.
The fiber of wool, cotton, fiax, or the like; as, a

coarse staple ; a fine staple ; a long or short staple.
7.
loop of iron, or a bar or wire, bent and formed
with two points to be driven into wood, to hold a hook,
pin, or the like.
shaft, smaller and shorter than the
8. {Mining) (a)
principal one, joining different levels, (b) A small pit.
\_Obs.]
9. A district granted to an abbey.
Camden,
Sta'ple, a. 1. Pertaining to, or being a market or sta[iJ.]
ple for, commodities ; as, a staple town.
2. Established in commerce ; occupying the markets ;

room

&

[OF. estanc, or

4.

2. {Arch.) An apartment or division in a building; a
or chamber.
Stan-za'ic (stan-za'Tk), a. Pertaining to, or consisting of, stanzas ; as, a couplet in stanzaic form.
Sta-pe'dl-al (sta-pe'dl-al), a. [LL. stapes stirrup.]
{Anat.) Of or pertaining to the stapes.
Sta-pe'11-a (-li-a), re. [NL. So named after John
Bodaeus a Stapel, a
physician of Amsterffi
dam.]
{Bot.) An extensive and curious genus of African plants
of the natural order

A

worn

We

sliould now say, Cotton is the great staple, that
tablished merchandise, of Manchester.

+

A

A

;

United States.

or con-

Stands.
Chaucer.
of Stand, for standeth.
Stan'za (stan'za), re. / pi. Stanzas (-zaz). [It. stanza
a room, habitation, a stanza, i. e., a stop, fr. L. stans,
See Stand, and cf. Estancia,
p. pr. of stare to stand.
number of lines or verses
Stance, Stanchion.] 1.
forming a division of a song or poem, and agreeing in
meter, rhyme, number of lines, etc., with other divisions ; a part of a poem, ordinarily containing every
variation of measure in that poem ; a combination or
arrangement of lines usually recurring, whether like or
unlike, in measure.
Hornce confines himself strictly to one sort of verse, or stanza,
Drijden.
in every ode.

A

Weak

to,

Stann'yel (stSn'yel), re. {Zool.) See Stannei.
Stan'yel
Stant (stant), Stont (stSnt), obs. Sdpers. sing.pres.

at a distance.
supply pipe of sufficient elevation
2. {Steam Boiler)
to enable the water to flow into the boiler, notwithstanding the pressure of the steam.
Knight.
Stand'polnt' (-point'), re. [Cf. G. standpunkt.2
fixed point or station ; a basis or fundamental principle
a position from which objects or principles are viewed,
and according to which they are compared and judged.
standing without moving
Stand'Stlll' (-stTl'), n,
forward or backward ; a stop ; a state of rest.
stone.
[jScot.
Prov. Eng.]
Stane (stan), n.
Stang (stSng), imp. of SirNG. [^Archaic]
Stang, re. [OE. stange, of Scand. or Dutch origin ; cf.
Icel. stong, akin to Dan. stang, Sw. st&ng, D. stang, G.
stange, OHG. stanga, AS. steng ; from the root of E.
sting.]
long bar ; a pole a shaft ; a stake.
1.
2. In land measure, a pole, rod, or perch.
\_Obs. or

(stSnk), a.

combining

II

—

Stank

A

for sale

:

SnCl2.(H20)2, obtained by dissolving tin in hydrochloric
It is used as a mordant iu dyeing.
Stan'num (-ntim), re. [L., alloy of silver and lead
later, tin.] {Chem.) The technical name of tin. See Tin.

+

Stanch, o.]

(Chem.)

which merchants brought commodities

;

acid.

dish.'] A stand, or case, for
Stand'ish, re. IStand
pen and ink.
I bequeath to Dean Swift, Esq., my large silver standis/i. Swift.
Stand'pipe' (-pip'), re. 1. (Engin.) A vertical pipe,
open at the top, between a hydrant and a reservoir, to
equalize the flow of water ; also, a large vertical pipe,
near a pumping engine, into which water is forced up, so
tis to give it sufficient head to rise to the required level

— a base kind of

a.

to

or exportation in bulk ; a place for wholesale traffic.
The customs of Alexandria were very great, it having beea
Arbutlmot.
the staple of the Indian trade.
For the increase of trade and the encouragement of the worthy
burgesses of Woodstock, her majesty was minded to erect the
Sir TV. Scott.
town into a staple for wool.
111^°" In England, formerly, the king's staple was established in certaiQ ports or towns, and certain goods
could not be exported without being first brought to
these places to be rated and charged with the duty payable to the king or the public. The principal commodities
on which customs were levied were wool, skins, and
leather and the^e were originally the staple commodities.
2. Hence Place of supply ; source ; fountain head.
Whitehall naturally became the chief staple of news. Whenever there was a rumor that any thing important had happened
or was about to happen, people hastened tnither to obtain intelJilacauJay.
ligence from the fountain head.
3. The principal commodity of traflSc in a market ; a
principal commodity or production of a country or district ; as, wheat, maize, and cotton are great staples of the

\_Sianno-type.]
Stan'no-type (stan'n6-tlp), re.
{Photog.) A photograph taken upon a tin plate; a tintype.
Stan'nous (-ntis), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or containing, tin ; specifically, designating those compounds in
which the element has a lower valence as contrasted
with stannic compounds.
Stannous chloride ( Chem.), a white crystalline substance,

;

Stan'lel (stSn'ySl), re. {Zool.) See Stahnel.
Stan'Iel-ry (-rj?), re. Hawking with staniels, or stannels,

;

town

—

Stan-nO'SO- (stan-no'so-),

;

;

—

form (also used adjectively) denoting relation
nection with, certain stannous compounds.

the state of being erect upon the feet ; stand.
2. Maintenance of position ; duration ; duration or
"ixistence in the same place or condition ; continuance ;
as, a custom of long standing; an officer of long standing.
An ancient thing of long standing.
Bunyan.
3. Place to stand in ; station ; stand.
I will provide you a good standing to see his entry. Bacon.
I sink in deep mire, where there .is no standing. Ps. Ixix. 2.
4. Condition in society ; relative position reputation ;
rank as, a man of good standing, or of high standing.
Standing off (Naut.), sailing from the laud.
Standing
on (Naut.), sailing toward land.

—

—

some other element.

;

Prov. Eng.]

)

uniting a cleft palate, consisting in paring and bringing
together the edges of the cleft.
Staph'y-lo-rapb'lc
(stSfi-lo-rSfik), Staph'y-lor-rhaph'iC (-15r-rSf'ik), a.
[Gr. a-Ta(j>v\rj the
re.
Staph'y-lOt'O-my 0-lot'o-™y)i
uvula when swollen -)- Tefj-veiv to cut.] (Surg.) The operation of removing a staphyloma by cutting.
Sta'ple (sta'p'l), re. [AS. stapul, stapol, stapel, a step,
a prop, post, table, fr. stapan to step, go, riiise ; akin to
D. stapel a pile, stocks, emporium, G. stapel a heap,
mart, stake, staffel step of a ladder, Sw. stapel, Dan.
stabel, and E. step ; cf. OF. estaple a mart, F. eiape.
See Step.] 1. A settled mart ; an emporium a city or

Stan'no- (-no-). [L. stannum tin.] {Chem.) A combining form (also used adjectively) denoting relation to,
or connection with, tin, or indicating tin as an ingredient.
Stan'no-Qu'or-ide (-flu'Sr-id or -id), re. (Chem.) Any
one of a series of double fluorides of tin {stannum) and

—

A

1

cf.

:

;

under Order. — Standmg part. (Naiit.)
That part of a tackle which is made fast
to a block, point, or other object. (6) That
part of a rope around which turns are taken
with the running part in making a knot
or the like. — Standing rigging (Naut. ), the
cordage or ropes which sustain the masts
and remain fixed in their position, as tlie
shrouds and stays,
distinguished from Standing Cup.
running rigging.
The
act of stopping, or coming to a
n.
1.
Stand'ing,
also

(a)

A

+
— Staph'y-lo-plas'tlc (-lo-plSs'tTk), a.
(^lor'a-fy),re. [Gr. o-Ta^uA^ the
Staph'y-lor'a-phy
uvula when swollen + pairreiv
Staph'y-lor'rna-phy
F. staphylorraphie.] {Surg.) The operation of
to sew
Dunglison.

[LL. stanBp. Hall.

(-rlz).

—

;

—

;

Stannaries

Stannic acid, (a) A hypothetical substance, Sn(0H)4,
analogous to silicic acid, aud called also normal stan7iic
acid. (6) Metastannic acid.
Stannic chloride, a thin, colorless, fuming liquid, SnCli, used as a mordant in calico
printing and dyeing
formerly called spirit of tin, or
liquor
fuming
Stannic oxide, tin oxide,
of Libavius.
Sn02, produced artificially as a white amorphous powder,
and occurring naturally iu the mineral cassiterite. It is
used in the manufacture of white enamels, and, under
the name of putty powder, for polishing glass, etc.
Stan-nif'er-OUS (stan-nTf'er-us), a. [L. stannum tin
-|- -ferous.]
Containing or affording tin.
Stan'nine (-niu), 1 re. {Min.) A mineral of a steelgray or iron-black color tin pyStan'nlte (-nit), )
rites.
It is a sulphide of tin, copper, and iron.

—

(Congregational) established by law
term formerly used in Connecticut.

; pi.

—

;

;

A

re.

See Stone, and Yell, and cf. Stonegali.,] {Zool.) The
kestrel ;
called also standgale, standgall, stanchel, stand
hawk, stannel hawk, steingale, stonegall. [Written also
staniel, stannyel, and stanyel.]
With what wiDg the staniel checks at it.
Shak.
Stan'nlc (-uTk), a. [L. stannum tin : cf. F. stannique.] {Chem.) Of or pertaining to tin ; derived from
or containing tin ; specifically, designating those compounds in which the element has a higher valence as contrasted with stannous compounds.

;

(Med.) Of

affected with staphyloma.
re. [Gr. o-Tou^uA^
Staph'y-lO-plaS'ty
a bunch of grapes, also, the uvula when swollen at the
-plasty.] (Surg.) The operation for restorlower end
ing or replacing the soft palate when it has been lost.
;

(staf'i-16-pl5s'ty),

A

;

{Med.) A protrusion ol
as, a staphyloma of the

;

(stSf'i-lo'ma-ttis), a.

or pertaining to staphyloma

tin mine ; tin v/orks.
Stan'nate (-nSt), re. [Cf. F. stannaie.] (Chem.)
salt of stannic acid.
Stan'nel (-nSl), re. [AS. stdngella, stangilla ; properly, stone yeller, i. e., a bird that yells from the rocks.

;

;

Staph'y-lO'ma-tOUS

Stan'na-ry (stSn'na-rJ), a. [L. stannum tin, an alloy
and lead.] Of or pertaining to tin mines, or tin

of silver

naria.]

;

;

any part
cornea.

Stan'na-ry,

—

a bunch of grapes.]
of the globe of the eye

fr. <rTa<l)v\rj

—

;

;

stand

2. A dam or mound to stop water.
[Prov. Eng.]
Stank hen (Zool.), the moor hen ;
called also stankie.

[Prov. Eng.]

One who stands near one who

a bystander.
is present
{Bot.) A plant {Orchis
Stand'er-grass' (-gras'), re.
called also standerwort, and long purple.
mascula)
See Long purple, under Long.
Stand'gale' (-gal'), re. See Stannel. \_Prov. Eng.']
Stand'ing, a. 1. Remaining erect not cut down as,
standing corn.
2. Not flowing stagnant as, standing water.
3. Not transitory not liable to fade or vanish lasting as, a standing color.
settled
4. Established by law, custom, or the like
permanent ; not temporary as, a
continually existing
standing army legislative bodies have standing rules of
proceeding and standing committees.
fixed ; as, a standing bed (distin5. Not movable
guished from a trundle-hei).
Standing army. See Standing army, imder Armt.
Standmg bolt. See Stud bolt, under Stud, a stem.— Standing conunlttee, in legislative bodies, etc., a committee appointed for the consideration of all subjects of a particular class which shall arise during the
session or a stated period. — Standing cup,
a tall goblet, with a foot and a cover.
Standing finish (Arch.), that part of the interior fittings, esp. of a dwelling house,
which is permanent and fixed in its place,
;

STAR

1403

ink

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

In azure.

1404

STAR
—

Nebulone star
See under Blazing, Double, etc.
(Asiron. ), a small, well-defined circular nebula, having a
bright nucleus at its center like a star.— Star anise (Bo(.),
any plant of the genus Illicium
so called from its starStar apple (i?o/.), a tropical American
shaped capsules.
tree (Chrysophyllum Cainito), having a milky juice and
oblong leaves with a silky-golden pubescence beneath.
It bears an applelike fruit, the carpels of which present a
starlike figure when cut across. The name is extended to
the whole genus of about sixty species, and the natural
order(.S'(7j)Otoeea;)to which it belongs is called the Starapple family.— Star Conner, one who cons, or studies, the
stars ; an astronomer or an
astrologer. Gascoigne.
Star coral (Zo'dl.), any one of
numerous species of stony
corals belonging to Astraa,
etc.

;

—

—

—

allied genera,
the calicles are

and

Orbicella,

A

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

(-er),

stiffness in

;

starches.

;

Such

is

my star-crossed destiny.

(stSr), n.
[AS. stssr.
starling.
[Obs.)

Stare

The

Stare,

& p. p.

[imp.

v. i.

Massinger.

See Starling.]

Stared (st^d)

&

{Zo'dl.)

p. pr.

;

For ever upon the ground I see thee stare.
Look not big, nor stamp, nor stare, nor fret.

Chaucer.
Shale.

;

To stand

out ; to project ; to bristle.
[Obs."]
Shak.
Makest my blood cold, and my hair to siare.
and jags in the hive. Mortimer.
Syn. To gaze ; to look earnestly. See Gaze.
Stare, v. t. To look earnestly at ; to gaze at.
Shak.
I will stare him out of his wits.
To stare in the face, to be before the eyes, or to be undeniably evident. " The law . . . stares them in the face
Locke.
whilst they are breaking it."
Stare, n. The act of staring ; a fixed look with eyes
Churchill.
wide open. " A dull and stupid iterfi.
Star'er (stSr'er), n. One who stares, or gazes.
Start (start), obs. imp. of Starve. Starved. Chaucer.
Star'flnch' (star'flnch'), n. {Zo'dl.) The European
3.

Take

for the flag of
the United States,
which consists of
horizontal
thirteen

stripes, alternately
red and white, and a
union having, in a

star Polygons.
I

blue field, white stars to represent the several States,
one for each.
With the old flag, the true American ilag, the Eagle, and the
Stars and Sfrij^es, waving over the chamber in which we sit.
Webster.

£t.

— Star

—

showers.
See Shooting star, under Shooting.
Star thistle (Bot.), an annual composite plant (Centaurea solstitialis) having the involucre armed with stout raStar wheel (Mach.), a star-shaped disk,
diating spines.
used as a kind of ratchet wheel, in repeating watches and
the feed motions of some machines. —Star worm (Zo'dl.),
Temporary star (Astron.), a star which
a gephyrean.
appears suddenly, shines for a period, and then nearly or
quite disappears. These stars are supposed by some astronomers to be variable stars of long and undetermined
periods.
Variable star (Astron.), a star whose brilUancy
varies periodically, generally with regularity, but somecalled periodical star when its
times irregularly
Water star grass (Bot.),
changes occur at fixed periods.
an aquatic plant (Schotlera graminea) with small yellow
Btarlike blossoms.
Star (star), V. t. [imp. p. p. Starred (stard) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Starring.] To set or adorn with stars, or bright,
radiating bodies ; to bespangle ; as, a robe starred with
Young.
gems. "
sable curtain starred with gold."
Star, V. i. To be bright, or attract attention, as a star ;
to shine like a star ; to be brilliant or prominent to
play a part as a theatrical star.
W. Irving.

—

off all the staring straws

—

redstart.
1. {Zo'dl.)

Star'flsh' (-fish'),

—

—

Any one

—

A

star,

;

Star'-toUnd' (-blind'), a. Half blind.
[OB. sterbord, AS.
Star'board' (-bord' or -herd), n.
stedrbord, i. e., steer board. See Steer, v. t.. Board of a
(Naut.)
That
side of a vesvessel, and cf. Larboard.]
sel which is on the right hand of a person who stands
opposed to larboard, or port.
on board facing the bow
Star'board', a. {Naut.) Pertaining to the right-hand
Bide of a ship being or lying on the right side as, the
Starboard shrouds starboard quarter starboard tack.
Star'board', v. t. {Naut.) To put to the right, or
starboard, side of a vessel as, to starboard the helm.
Star'-bOW'lInes {-ho'Vinz), n. pi. (Naut.) The men
[06s.]
R. H. Dana, Jr.
in the starboard watch.
Starch (starch), a. [AS. steare stark, strong, rough.
Stark.]
Stiff
precise
rigid.
[.R.]
Killingbeck.
See
Starch, n. [From starch stiff, cf. G. st'drke, fr. stark
strong.] 1. {Chem.) A widely diffused vegetable sub;

—

;

;

;

;

;

stance found especially in seeds, bulbs, and tubers, and
extracted (as from potatoes, corn, rice, etc.) as a white,
glistening, granular or powdery substance, without taste
or smell, and giving a very peculiar creaking sound when
rubbed between the fingers. It is used as a food, in the
production of commercial grape sugar, for stiffening
linen in laundries, in making paste, etc.
11^°° Starch is a carbohydrate, beuig the typical amylose, CcHjoOs, and is detected by the fine blue color given
to it by free iodine. It is not fermentable as such, but
Is changed by diastase into dextrin and maltose, and by
beating with dilute acids into dextrose. Cf. Sugar, InuLIN, and LiCHENIN.
2. Fig. A stiff , formal maimer ; formality. Addison.
Starch hyacinth (Bot.), the grape hyacinth
so called
because the flowers have the smell of boiled starch. See
:

;

pr.

& vb.

n.

&

—

t.
[imp.
p. p. Starched (starcht)
Starching.] To stiffen with starch.

ale,

senate,

c&re,

;

and

stel-

The

_„
Common American

Starfish (Asterias
vulgaris). (>^)

fishes.

The

Star'gaz'er
;

ophiuroids are
also

sometimes

called

star-

See Brittle star, and Ophiuroidea.

2. (Zo'dl.)

stars

dollar fish, or butterfish.
;

2. {Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of spiny-rayed
marine fishes belonging to

(stark), a.

[Compar. Starker

(-er); superl.

.

;

Under the hoofs of vaunting enemies.
The north is not so stark and cold.
^11

;

eve,

event,

;

is

in

;

entire.

now.

[06«.]

£. Jonson.

vigorous ; povperful.
A stark, moss-trooping Scot.
Sir W. Scott.
Stark beer, boy, stout and strong heer. Beau. ^ Fl.
4. Severe; violent; fierce. [Obs.'] "In^toriestours"
[i. e., in fierce combats].
Chaucer,
5. Mere sheer ; gross ; entire ; downright.
He pronounces the citation stark nonsense.
Collier,
Rhetoric is very good or stark naught ; there 's no medium
3. Strong

;

;

Selden.

in rhetoric.

Stark

Wholly; entirely; absolutely;

(stark), adv.

mad.

as, stark

;

Shak.

Held him strangled in his arms till he was stark dead.
Stark naked, wholly naked quite bare.

Fuller.

;

Strip your sword stark naked.
Shak.
JSS^^ According to Professor Skeat, "stark-naked" ia
derived from steort-naked, or start-naked, literally lailnaked, and hence wholly naked. If this etymology be
true the preferable form is stark-naked.
Stark, V. t. To stiffen. [iJ.]
If horror have not starked your limbs. H. Taylor.
Stark'Iy, adv. In a stark manner stiffly ; strongly.
Its onward force too starklij pent
In figure, bone, and lineament.
Emerson.
Stark'neSS, n. The quality or state of being stark.
Star'less (star'les), a. Being without stars ; having
Milton.
no stars visible as, a starless night.
Star'light' (-lit'), n. The light given by the stars.
Nor walk by moon.
;

;

Milton.
Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet.
Starlight', a. Lighted by the stars, or by the stars
only as, a starlight night.
A starlight evening and a morning fair.
Dryden,
Starlike' (-lik'), a. 1. Resembling a star ; stellated
radiated like a star as, starlike flowers.
Dryden,
2. Shining bright illustrious.
The having turned many to righteousness shall confer a starBoyle.
like and immortal brightness.
Star'ling (-ling), n. [OE. sterlyng, a dim. of OE.
stare, AS. stser ; akin to AS. steam, G. star, staar, OHG.
stara, Icel. starri, stari, Sw. sla7'e, Dan. stser, L. siurnus,
Cf. Stare a starling.]
1. {Zo'dl.) Any passerine bird
belonging to Sturnus and allied
;

;

;

;

genera.

The European

starling

{Sturnus vulgaris) is dark brown
or greenish black, with a metallic gloss, and spotted with yellowIt is a soish white.
ciable bird,

and builds

about houses, old towers, etc.
Called also
stare,a,nd starred. The
pied starling of India
is Sternopastor contra.
2. {Zo'dl.)
CaliEuropean Starling iStvnaiS
fornia fish ; the rock
vulgaris).
trout.
3.
structure of piles driven round the piers of a
bridge for protection and support ;
called also sterling.

A

A

—

Kose-colored starling. (Zo'dl.) See Pastor.
Lighted by the stars ; starlight.
Star'lit' (-lit'), a.
fortune teller ; an
Star'mon'ger (-miin'ger), re.
astrologer ;
used in contempt.
S. Jonson.
Starn (starn), n. {Zo'dl.) The European starling.

A

—

[Prov. Eng.]
Star'nose' (star'noz'),

re.

{Zo'dl.)

A curious American

mole (Condylura cristata) having the
nose expanded at the end into a stellate
disk

;

— called also star-nosed mole.

Star'OSt (star'ost),

from stary old.]
possessed a starosty.
ta,

Star'OS-ty

[Pol. staros-

re.

A nobleman who
[Poland]

(-os-ty),

re.

castle Sterno^e^CCondVftj

A

and domain conferred on a nobleman ^j jjose. Nat. size,
for life.
[Poland]
Brande & C.
Star'proof (star'proof), a. Impervious to the light
Milton.
[Poetic]
as, a starproof elm.
Star'-read' (-red'), re. Doctrine or knowledge of the
stars; star lore; astrology; astronomy.
[Obs.]
of the stars

;

Which in star-read were wont have best insight. Spenser,
Starred (stard), a. [From Star.] 1. Adorned or
studded with stars bespangled.
2. Influenced in fortune by the stars.
[Obs.]

My third comfort,
Starred most unluckily.
Shak,
Star'rl-ness (star'ri-nes), re. The quality or state of
being starry as, the starriness of the heavens.
Star'ry (-ry), a. 1. Abounding with stars adorned
with stars. "Above the itorry sky."
Pope.
2. Consisting of, or proceeding from, the stars ; stellar
steUary as, starry light starry flame.
Do not Christians and Heathens, Jews and Gentiles, poets
and philosophers, unite in allowing the starry influence ?
Sir W. Scott.
3. Shining like stars sparkling as, starry eyes.
4. Arranged in rays like those of a star stellate.
Starry ray (Zo'dl.), a European skate (Raia radiata) ;
so called from the stellate bases of the dorsal spines.
[J?.]
Star'shine' (-shin'), re. The light of the stars.
The starshine lights upon our heads. B. L. Stevenson.
Star'shoot' (-shoof ), re. See Nostoc.
Star'-span'gled (-span'g'ld), a. Spangled or studded with stars.
Star-spangled banner, the popular name for the national
ensign of the United States.
P. S. Key.
Star'stone' (-ston'), n. {Min.) Asteriated sapphire.
Start (start), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Started; p. pr. &
vb. re. Starting.]
[OE. sterten; akin to D. storten to
hurl, rush, fall, G. sturzen, OHG. siurzen to turn over,
to fall, Sw. st'drta to cast down, to fall, Dan. styrte, and
probably also to E. start a tail the original sense being
;

Starkest.] [OE. stark stiff', strong, AS. steare ; akin to
OS. stare strong, D. sterk, OHG. stare, starah, G. & Sw.
stark, Dan. stxrk, Icel. sierkr, Goth, gasta^rknan to become dried up, Lith. str'egti to stiffen, to freeze. Cf.
Chaucer.
Starch, «.&«.] 1. Stiff rigid.
Whose senses all were straight benumbed and stark. Spenser.
Spenser.
His heart gan wax as stark as marble stone.
Many a nobleman lies stark and stiff

final,

;

;

Astroscopus,
and allied genera, of the
family Uranoscopidse. The
Stargazer (Astrocommon species of the East- American
scopus anoplus). (X)
ern United States are AstroSo called from the
scopus anoplus, and A. guttatus.
position of the eyes, which look directly upward.
Star'gaz'ing, n. 1. The act or practice of observing
the stars with attention ; contemplation of the stars as
Swift.
connected with astrology or astronomy.
2. Hence, absent-mindedness ; abstraction.
Star'ing-ly (stSr'ing-ly), adv. With a staring look.

Uranoscopus,

Stark

absolute ; full perfect
Consider the stark security

The commonwealth

;

1. One who gazes at the
sometimes, in derision or contempt,

(-gaz'er), n.

an astrologer

an astronomer.

p.

Am, arm, ask,

five -fin-

lerid.

;

;

numer-

are sometimes
so short as to
appear only as
angles to the
diskllke body.
Called also sea

&

&

of

ous species of echinoderms
belonging to the class Asterioidea, in which the body is
star-shaped and usually has
five rays, though the number
of rays varies from five to
forty or more.
The rays are
often long, but

—

under Grape.
Starch, v.

&

vb. n. Staring.] [AS. starian; akin to LG.
t>. staren,
OHG. staren, G. starren, Icel. stara; cf. Icel. stira,
Dan. stirre, Sw. stirra, and G. slarr stiff, rigid, fixed,
Gr. o-repeos solid (E. stereo-), Skr. sthira firm, strong.
V166. Cf. Sterile.] 1. To look with fixed eyes wide
open, as through fear, wonder, surprise, impudence, etc.
to fasten an earnest and prolonged gaze on some object.

To be very conspicuous on account of size, prominence, color, or brilliancy as, staring windows or colors.

name

;

;

One who

re.

2.

popular

a

Swift.

The quality or
manners formality.
n.

or starch ; stiffness of manner ; preciseness.
Starch'wort' (-wflrt/), n. {Bot.) The cuckoopint, the
tubers of which yield a fine quality of starch.
Starch'y (-y), a. Consisting of starch ; resembling
starch stiff ; precise.
Star'craft (star'kraft), n. Astrology. [iJ.] Tennyson.
Star'-crossed' (star'krSsf ; 115), a. Not favored by
the stars ; Ul-fated. \_Poelic'\
Shak.

—

polygon whose sides
cut each other so as
to form a star-shaped
Stars and
figure.
Stripes,

formal.

;

Complete

2.

quite

In a starched or starch manner.
Starchly,
Starch'neSB, n. The quality or state of being starched

^v*UL'
plant of the genus Onnthogalum ; star -of -Bethlehem, gt^r Coral (Orbicella annula(c)
(6) See Stakwort (0).
ns). Three calicles enlarged.
An American plant of the genus Trientalis ( Trienlalis Americana). Gray. —Star fort
(Fort.), a fort surrounded on the
exterior with projecting angles
Star gauge
whence the name.
(Ordnance), a long rod, with adjustable points projecting radially
at its end, for measuring the size
of different parts of the bore of a
„
^
='i»>' ^°'^t'>gun.
Star grass.
(Bot.) (a) A
small grasslike plant (Hypoxis erecta) having star-shaped
yellow flowers, (b) The colicroot. See Coliceoot.
Star
hyacinth (Bot.), a bulbous plant of the genus Scilla ( S.
autumnalis) ;
called also star-headed hyacinth.
Star
ieSiy (Bot.), anyone of several gelatinous plants (Nostoc
commune, N. edule, etc.). See NosTOC.
Star lizard.
Star-of-Bethlehem
(Zo'dl.) Same as Stellion.
(Bot.), a
bulbous liliaceous plant (Ornithogalum umbellatum) havStar-of-the-earth
ing a small white starlike flower.
(Bot.), a plant of the genus Plantago (P. coronopus),
growing upon the seashore.
Star polygon (Geom.), a

—

precise

;

with starch.

adv.

under Cucumbek.
(Bot.) (a)

2. Stiff

1. Stiffened

(starcht), a.

Starch'er

—

— StarSeeflower.

;

Starched

state of being starched

tain conspicuous radiating
Star cucumber.
septa.
(Bot.)

Star'-cham'ber (star'cham'ber), n. [So called (as
conjectured by Blackstone) from being held in a room at
the Exchequer where the chests containing certain Jewish contracts and obligations called Starrs (from the Heb.
shetar, pron. shtar) were kept ; or from the stars with
which the ceiling is supposed to have been decorated.]
{Eng. Hist.) An ancient high court exercising jurisdiction in certain cases, mainly criminal, wliich sat without
the intervention of a jury. It consisted of the king's
council, or of the privy council only with the addition
of certain judges. It could proceed on mere rumor or
examine witnesses it could apply torture. It was abolished by the Long Parliament in 1641.
Encyc. Brit.
Starch'ed-ness (starch'Sd-ngs),

which
round or polygonal and conin

START

gnd, fern,

Shak.
B. Jonson.

recent

;

Ice,

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

<>bey,

drb,

5dd

,-

—

.

perhaps, to show the tail, to tumble »ver suddenly.
V166. Cf. STAKTatail.] 1. To leap ; to jump. [06s.]
2. To move suddenly, as with a spring or leap, from
surprise, pain, or other sudden feeling or emotion, or by
a voluntary act.

And maketh him out of
to the

ney

set out

to

;

a corrupted heart.

S!iak.

jour-

to begin ; as, to start in business.
At once they start, advancing in a

;

To deter; to cause to
Syn. — To start shock
;

Start

(start), V.

disturb suddenly ;
cause to flee or fly

1. To cause to move suddenly
to startle ; to alarm ; to rouse ;
as, the hoimds started a fox.

t.

;

;

Upon malicious bravery
To start my quiet ?
2. To
invent.
Sensual

Starve

die,

AS. steor-

.

.

To

Sandys.
Have I seen the naked starve for cold ?
W. Irving.
Starving with cold as well as hunger.
rarely
England,
but
common
in
In
this
sense,
still
^WT
used in the United States.
[_Eng.'\
cold.
destroy
with
v.
t.
1.
To
Starve,

From beds of raging

fire, to

starve in ice

Milton.
Their soft ethereal warmth.
with hunger ; as, maliciously to starve a
man is, in law, murder.
3. To distress or subdue by famine ; as, to starve a
garrison into a surrender.
Attains endeavored to starve Italy by stopping their convoy
Arbuthnot.
of provisions from Africa.

2.

Dryden.

a spas-

effort.

To

kill

4. To destroy by want of any kind as, to starve plants
by depriving them of proper light and air.
;

To deprive

of force or vigor

to disable.
The pens of historians, writing thereof, seemed starved for
Fuller,
matter
an age so fruitful of memorable actions.
The powers of their minds are starved by disuse. Locke.
5.

;

m

Starv'ed-ly (starv'ed-ly), adv. In the condition of
one starved or starving parsimoniously.
Some boasting housekeeper which keepeth open doors for
Bji. Hall.
one day,
and lives starvedly all the year after.
-ling.']
One who,
Starve'ling (-ling), n. {Starve
or that which, pines from lack of food, or nutriment.
Old Sir John hangs with me, and thou knowest he is no starve-

— opposed to finish.

;

The

performance is all.
greyhounds in the slips.

Bacon.

start of first

I see you stand like
Straining upon the start.

.

Shak.

.

.

+

At a

start, at once ; in an instant.
[Obs.]
At a start he was betwixt them two.
Chaucer.
To get, or have, the start, to begin before another to
gain or have the advantage in a similar undertaking
usually witho/. " Get the start of the majestic world."
'' She might
Shak.
have forsaken him if he had not
got the start oi her." Dryden.
Start, n. [OE. stert a tail, AS. steort; akin to LG.
stert, steerl, D. staart, G. sterz, Icel. stertr. Ban. stiert,
Sw. stjert. V166. Cf. Stark naked, under Stahk, Start,
V. i.]
1. A tail, or anything projecting like a tail.
2. The handle, or tail, of a plow
also, any long han-

Shak.

ling.

;

—

Starve'ling, a. Hungry lean pining with want.
Star'wort' (star'wilrf ), n. (Bot.) (a) Any plant of
the gei.us Aster. See Aster. (6) A small plant of the
genus Stellaria, having star-shaped flowers ; star flower
Gray.
chickweed.
Water starwort, an aquatic plant {Callitriche verna)
Yellow starhaving some resemblance to chickweed.
wort, a plant of the genus Imila; elecampane.
;

;

—

;

Stas'i-mon (stas'i-m8n), n. ; pl.^ Stasima (-ma).
[NL., from Gr. o-Tao-ifior, neut. of o-Taat^uos stationary,
steadfast.]
In the Greek tragedy, a song of the chorus,

IProv. Eng.']

dle.
3.

II

The curved or inclined front and bottom of a
water-wheel bucket.
4. (Mining) The arm, or lever, of a gin, drawn around

continued without the interruption of dialogue or anaLiddell
Scott.
psestics.
Sta'sls (sta'sTs or stas'Ts), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-rao-i;
a standing still.] (Physiol.) A slackening or arrest_ of
the blood current in the vessels, due not to a lessening
of the heart's beat, biit presumably to some abnormal
resistance of the capillary walls. It is one of the phenomena observed in the capillaries in inflammation.
Stat'a-ble (stat'a-b'l), a. That can be stated as, a
statable grievance
the question at issue is statable.
Of, pertaining to, or existing
Sta'tal (sta'tol), a.
with reference to, a State of the American Union, as distinguished from the general government. [iJ.]
I have no knowledge of any otlier kind of political citizenFthnnrd Bates.
ship, higher or lower, statal or national.
Sta'tant (-tont), a. [L. stare to stand.] (Her.) In
lion
stntant.
a standing position as, a
Sta-ta'rl-an (sta-ta'rT-an), a. Eixed
steady statary. [Ois.]
settled
Sta-ta'ri-an-ly, adv. Fixedly stead-

&

by a horse.
Start'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, starts ;
as, a starter on a journey ; the starter of a racp.
2. A dog that rouses game.
Start'ful (-ful), a. Apt to start ; skittish. [2S.]
Start'ful-ness, n. Aptness to start. [iJ.]
Star'throat' (star'throf ), n. {Zo'dl.) Any humming
bird of the genus Heliomaster. The
feathers of the throat have a brilliant metallic luster.
Start'lng (start'ing),

from Stakt,

a.

&

II

;

;

n.

v.

Starting bar (Steam Eng.), a hand
lever for working the valves in
starting an engine.
Starting hole,
a loophole; evasion. [Ofe.]
Starttag point, the point from which motion begms, or from which anything starts.
Starting post, a post,
stake, barrier, or place from which
competitors in a race start, or begin the race.

—

—

;

horse.

—

Angelce).

Star'tle (stiir't'l), v. i. limp. &p. p. Startled (-t'ld)
p.pr.&tift.n. Startling (-tling).] [Freq. of start.] To
suddenly, or be excited, on feeling alarm to start.

move

;

Why shrinks the soul
Back on

Cse,

herself,

and

startles at destruction ?

unite, rjide,

full,

fip,

fim

Addison.
;

pity

;

;

out,

oil

;

ohair

;

eo

;

is

shown.

Dryden.

lord, again is yours.

31assinger.

A

tate,

n., 6.

The principal persons in a government.
The bold design

9.

Pleased highly those infernal

Milton,

states.

10. The bodies that constitute the legislature of a
country ; as, the iSta/es-general of Holland.
11. A form of government which is not monarchical,
as a republic. lObs.^
Well monarchies may own religion's name.
Dryden.
But states are atheists in their very fame.
12. A political body, or body politic ; the whole body
of people who are united under one government, whatever may be the form of the government a nation.
Municipal law is a rule of conduct prescribed by the supreme
power in a s^a^c.
Blackstone.
The Puritans in the reign of Mary, driven from their homes,
sought an asylum in Geneva, where they found a state without
a king, and a church without a bishop.
B. Choate,
13. In the United States, one of the commonwealths,
or bodies politic, the people of which make up the body
of the nation, and wh-'ch, under the national constitution,
stand in certain specified relations with the national government, and are invested, as commonwealths, with full
power in their several spheres over all matters not ex;

pressly inhibited.

U^'' The term State, in its technical sense, is used in
distinction from the federal system, i. e., the government
of the United States.
14. Highest and stationary condition, as that of maturity between growth and decline, or as that of crisis
between the increase and the abating of a disease;
height acme. [06s.]
(3^°° When state is joined with another word, or used
adjectively, it denotes public, or what belongs to the
community or body politic, or to the government also,
what belongs to the States severally in the American
Union as, state affairs ; state policy State laws of Iowa.
Secre.
Nascent state. (Chem.) See under Nascent.
tary of state. See Secretary, n., 3.
State barge, a royal
barge, or a barge belonging to a government.
State
bed, an elaborately carved or decorated bed.
State carriage, a highly decorated carriage for officials going in
state, or taking part in public processions.
State paper,
an official paper relating to the interests or government
of a state. Jay.
State prison, a public prison or penitentiary
called also State''s prison.
State prisoner,
one in confinement, or under arrest, for a political offense.
State rights, or States' rights, the rights of the
several independent States, as distinguished from the
rights of the Federal government. It has been a question as to what rights have been vested in the general
;

;

;

;

—

—

—
—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

government.
State's evidence.
See Probatob,
f. S.]
2, and under Evidence. — State sword, a sword used on
state occasions, being borne before a sovereign by an attendant of high rank. — State trial, a trial of a person for
a political offense.
States of the Church.
See umder
[

—

Ecclesiastical.
Slate is the
Syn.
State, SirnATioN, Condition.
generic term, and denotes in general the mode in which
a tiling stands or exists. The silualion of a thing is its
state in reference to external objects and influences ; its
condition is its internal state, or what it is in itself considered. Our situation is good or bad as outward things
bear favorably or unfavoraoly upon us ; our condition is
good or bad according to the state we are actually in as
respects our persons, families, property, and other things
wliich comprise our sources of enjoyment.
I do not, brother.

—

Infer as if I thought my sister's slate
Secure without all douot or controversy.
3filton,
with ease what, in our situation, might b«
Cook.
called the luxuries of life.
And, O, what man's condition can be worse
Than his whom plenty starves and blessings curse ? Coivley.

We hoped to enjoy

State (stSt), a. 1. Stately. [06s.]
2. Belonging to the state, or body politic

sing, i^k

&

Spenser.
;

public.

&

vb. n.
p. p. Stated p. pr.
To set ; to settle; to establish. [JJ.]
I myself, though meanest stated.

State, V. '.
Stating.] 1.

[04,?.]

tooA, tSht

most of love

Latimer,
7.
person of high rank. [06s.]
8. Any body of men united by profession, or constituting a community of a particular character; as, the
civil and ecclesiastical states, or the lords spiritual and
temporal and the commons, in Great Britain. Cf. Es-

limp.

;

And in court now almost hated.
Wlio
2.

;

[Colloq.']

least of state there

Pope*

.

;

;

Bacon,

A

Sta'ta-ry (sta'tiVr^), a. [L. stntarius standing fast, fr. stare to stand.]
Fixed settled. [OJs.] " The set and
statary times of paring of nails and
Sir T. Browne.
cutting of hair."
Lion Statant.
State (stat), ». [OE. Stat, OF. eMat.
position, fr. slurc, stastanding,
status
a
li.
F. Stat, fr.
tum, to stand. See Stand, and cf. Estate, Status.]
1. The circumstances or condition of a being or thing
at any given time.
State is a term nearly synonymous with " mode," but of a

Start'lng-ly, adv. By sudden
or starts spasmodically. Shak.
Starfish, a. Apt to start ; skit
Starthroat CHeliomaster
tish
shy ;
said especially of a
fits

all his state,

Where

;

;

ily.

this

Quit

6.
chair with a canopy above it, often standing on a
[06s.]
dais; a seat of dignity ; also, the canopy itself.
His high throne, . . under state
Milton.
Of richest texture spread.
When he went to court, he used to kick away the state, and
sit down by his prince cheek by jowl.
Swift.
Daniel.
6. Estate ; possession.
[06s.]

;

—

Can

imperious lord forget to reign.
descend, and serve again ?
4. Appearance of grandeur or dignity ; pomp.

Starved (starvd)

;

;

;

& p. p.

[OE. sierven to

.

2.

For she did speak in starts distractedly.
Shak.
Nature does nothing by starts and leaps, or in a hurry.
UEstrange.
3. A sudden, unexpected movement
a sudden and
capricious impulse ; a sally ; as, starts of fancy.
To check the starts and sallies of the soul. Addison.
4. The beginning, as of a journey or a course of action
first motion from a place ; act of setting out ; the outset

[imp.

i.

In hot coals he hath himself raked
Thus starved this worthy mighty Hercules. Chaucer.
perish with hunger ; to suffer extreme hunger
or want to be very indigent.
Pope.
Sometimes virtue stances, while vice is fed.
Spenser.
3. To perish or die with cold.

peo-

Addison.

;

(starv), v.

& vb. n. Starving.]

sterven, G. sterben, OHG. sierban, Icel.
\_Obs., except
starjf labor, toil.]
1. To die; to perish.
in the sense of perishing with cold or hunger.] Lydgate.

5. [Perh. from D. storten, which has this meaning
also.] (Naut.) To pour out ; to empty ; to tap and begin
drawing from ; as, to start a water cask.
1. The act of starting; a sudden spring,
Start, n.
leap, or motion, caused by surprise, fear, pain, or the
like ; any sudden motion, or beginning of motion.

modic

;

fan ; akin to D.

;

Arcite with a start.

;

his misfortunes.

Your state, my

vile

p. pr.

The fright awakened

of starving,

" Starvation, we are also told, belongs to the class of
compounds ' from being a mongrel as if English
full of mongrels, and as if it would not be in distressing straits without them." Fitzed. Hall.
'

agree in the pursuit of every pleasure they can
Sir W. Temple.

convulsive motion, twitch, or spasm

Walpole.

The act

(i^^ This word was first used, according to Horace
WaBiole, by Henry Dundas, the first Lord Melville, in a
speech on American aifairs in 1775, which obtained for
him the nickname of Starvation Dundas.

to
to

4. To move suddenly from its place or position ; to
displace or loosen ; to dislocate ; as, to start a bone ; the
storm started the bolts in the vessel.
One, by a fall in wrestling, started the end of the clavicle from
the sternum.
Wiseman.

A

Spenser.

;

;

modest sense of

;

Start'-up', a. Upstart. [iJ.]
Star-va'Uon (star-va'shuu), n.
or the state of being starved.

3. To cause to move or act ; to set going, running, or
flowing ; as, to start a railway train to start a mill to
start a stream of water ; to start a rumor ; to start a
business.

2.

—

A startuppe, or clownish shoe.

men

upon a subject which the

;

;

were not

I was engaged in conversation
ple love to start in discourse.

;

Spectator,

;

—

Shah.

;

alarm.

skittish
said especially of a horse. [Colloq.']
Start'-up' (start'iSp'),«. 1. One who comes suddenly
Shak.
into notice an upstart.
[OJs.]
Drayton.
2. A kind of high rustic shoe.
[Ois.]

startish

Shak.
Brutus will start a spirit as soon as Csesar.
bring into being or into view ; to originate ; to

ttart.

;

meaning more extensive, and is not exclusively limited to the
Str W. Hamilton.
mutable and contingent.
Declare the past and present 5(a(e of things. Dryden.
Keep the state of the question in your eye.
Boyle,
2. Bank condition quality as, the state of honor.
Thy honor, state, and seat is due to me.
Shak,
3. Condition of prosperity or giandeur ; wealthy or
prosperous circumstances social importance.
She instructed him how he should keep state, and yet with a

Star'tling-ly (-tlTng-lJr), adv. In a startling manner.
Star'tllsh (-tllsh), a. Easily startled apt to start

come

dost thou

frighten

;

pleased with the accident.

;

—

fright

Clarendon.

[i?.]

motion or shock caused by an
unexpected alarm, surprise, or apprehension of danger.
After having recovered from my first startle, I was very well

Byron.
as, a
4. To become somewhat displaced or loosened
rivet or a seam may start under strain or pressure.
To start after, to set out after to follow ; to pursue.
To
To start against, to act as a rival candidate against.
To start
start for, to be a candidate for, as an office.
up, to rise suddenly, as from a seat or couch ; to come
suddenly into notice or importance.

—

;

deviate,

A sudden

Star'tle, n.

At intervals some hird from out the brakes
Starts into voice a moment, then is still.

;

To excite by sudden alarm,
and not

1.

t.

2.

Dryden.

line.

(star't'l), v.

The supposition, at least, that angels do sometimes assume
Locke.
bodies need not startle us.

Chaucer.

his sleep to start.

commence a course, as a race or

It is the flesh of

To

3.

Star'tle

surprise, or apprehension ; to frighten suddenly
seriously ; to alarm ; to surprise.

Dryden.
from some dreadful dream.
work when ready to start aside. I. Watts.
But if he start,

I start as

Keep your soul
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START

Wither.

calls the council, states the certain day.

Pope.

down

in detail

To express the

particulars of; to set

to represent fully in words ; to narrate ; to
to state the facts of a case, one's opinion, etc.
To assume state or dignity. [Obs.] "Rarely dressed up, and taught to stale it."
Beau, it- Fl.
State, n. A statement also, a document containing
a statement. [A*.]
Sir II'. Scott.
State'craft' (stiit'krAft'), n. The art of conducting
state affairs ; state management ; statesmanship.

or

ill

gross

recite

;

;

as,

To state

It.

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

N

Stat'ed (stat'ed), a. 1. Settled established ; fixed.
He is capable of corruption who receives more than what is
Addison.
the stated and unquestionable fee of his office.
not occasional ; as,
2. Recurring at regular times
Stated preaching ; stated business hours.
Stat'ed-ly, adv. At stated times regularly.
State'ful (stat'ful), a. I'ull of state stately. [06s.]
" A stateful silence'."
Marston.
The condition of being a
State'hOOd (-hSod), n.
State as, a territory seeking Statehood.
The building in which a
State'house' (-hous'), »•
State legislature holds its sessions ; a State capitol. [U.S.']
State'leSS, a. Without state or pomp.
State'U-ly (-li-ly), adv. In a stately manner.
State'li-ness, n. The quality or state of being stately.
For slateliness and majesty, what is comparable to a horse ?
Br. H. More.
;

;

;

;

;

\_Compar. Statelier
Evincing state or dignity; lofty; majes"The
tic; grand; us, stately manners; a stately gait.
"Filled
stately homes of England!" Mrs. Hemans.
with s<a/e^!/ temples. " Prescott.
Shak.
Here is a silly stately style indeed
Syn.— Lofty; dignified; majestic; grand; august;
State'ly,
Stateliest.]

(-IT-er)

a.

;

superl.

I

magnificent.
Milton.
State'ly, adv. Majestically loftily.
State'ment (-ment), re. 1. The act of stating, reciting, or presenting, orally or on paper ; as, to interrupt a
speaker in the statement of his case.
2. That which is stated; a formal embodiment in
language of facts or opinions ; a narrative ; a recital.
" Admirable perspicuity of statement."
Brougham.
;

.

State'mon'ger (-miin'ger), n. One Tersed in politics,
or one who dabbles in state affairs.
State' pris'on (prT2''n). See under State, n.
Stat'er (stat'er), re. One who states.
Sta'ter (sta'ter), n. [L. stater, Gr. <rTaT^p.] {Gr.
Antiq.) Tlie principal gold coin of ancient Greece. It
varied much in value, the stater best known at Athens
being worth about £1 23., or about $5.35. The Attic silver tetradrachm was in later times called stater.
State'room' (stat'room'), n. 1. A magnificent room
in a palace or gi'eat house.
2. A small apartment for lodging or sleeping in the
cabin, or on the deck, of a vessel .also, a somewhat similar apartment in a railway sleeping car.
States'-gen'er-al (stats'j§n'er-al), re. 1. In France,
before the Revolution, the assembly of the three orders
of the kingdom, namely, the clergy, the nobility, and the
third estate, or commonalty.
2. In the Netherlands, the legislative body, composed
of two chambers.
States'man (-mon), n. ; pi. Statesmen (-men). 1. A
man versed in public affairs and in the principles and
II

;

S

art of government

;

especially,

one eminent for

political

abilities.

The minds

human
there

is

of some of our statesmen, like the pupil of the
eye, contract themselves the more, the stronger light
Moore.
shed upon them.

One occupied with the

affairs of government, and
influential in shaping its policy.
Halliwell.
3.
small landholder. \_Prov. Eng.'\
States'man-llke' (-lik'), a. Having the manner or

2.

A

wisdom

of statesmen
States'man-ly, a.

becoming a statesman.
Becoming a statesman.

;

States'man-sllip, n. The qualifications, duties, or
employments of a statesman.
States'WOm'an (-wdSm'an), n. ; pi. Stateswomen
(-wim'en). A woman concerned in public affairs.
A rare stateswoman ; I admire her bearing. B. Jonson.
Stath'mo-graph (stsCth'mo-graf), re. [Gr. (jTa.dij.-q ^
measuring line -\- -graph.2 A contrivance for recording
Knight.
the speed of a railway train.
a. [Gr. o-Tariicos causing to stand,
Stat'lc (stSt'ik),
skilled in weighing, fr. 'uTTavoj,
Stat'lC-al (-i-kal), )
to cause to stand cf F. statique. See Stand, and cf.
Stage.] 1. Resting; acting by mere weight without
motion as, statical pressure static objects.
2. Pertaining to bodies at rest or in equilibrium.
Statical electricity. See the Note under Electricity, 1.
—Statical moment. See under Moment.
Stat'lc-al-ly, adv. In a statical manner.
Stat'lcs (-iks), re. [Cf. F. statique, Gr. <TTa.Ti.Kyj the
art of weighing, fr. o-TariKOs. See Static] That branch
of mechanics which treats of the equilibrium of forces,
or relates to bodies as held at rest by the forces acting
on them
distinguished from dynamics.
Social statics, the study of the conditions which concern the existence and permanence of the social state.
Stat'lng (stat'ing), re. The act of one who states
anything statement as, the stating of one's opinions.
Sta'tion (sta'shiin), re. [F., fr. L. statio, from stare,
statum, to stand. See Stand.] 1. The act of standing ;
also, attitude or pose in standing
posture.
[iJ.]
A station like the herald, Mercury.
Shak.
Their manner was to stand at prayer, whereupon their meetings unto that purpose
.
had the names of stations given
them.
Hooker.
2. A state of standing or rest equilibrium.
[06s.]
All progression is performed by drawing on or impelling forward some part which was before in station, or at quiet.
I

:

.

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

.

(e) (Naut.) A place to which ships may resort, and
where they may anchor safely. (/) A place or region
to which a government ship or fleet is assigned for duty.
(g) {Mil.) A place calculated for the rendezvous of
troops, or for the distribution of them ; also, a spot well
adapted for offensive or defensive measures. Wilhelm

{Mil. Diet.). (A) {Mining) An enlargement in a shaft
or galley, used as a landing, or passing place, or for the
accommodation of a pump, tank, etc.
4. Post assigned ; office ; the part or department of
public duty which a person is appointed to perform
sphere of duty or occupation ; employment.
By spending this day [Sunday] in religious exercises, we
acquire new strength and resolution to perform God's will in
our several stations the week following.
j^. iV^e?son.
5. Situation ; position location.
The fig and date why love they to remain
In middle station, and an even plain ?
Prior,
;

—

6. State

rank ; condition of life social status.
The greater part have kept, I see.

;

Their

Sir T. Browne.

The spot or place where anything stands, especially
where a person or thing habitually stands, or is appointed
3.

to remain for a time ; as, the station of a sentinel. Specifically : (a) A regular stopping place in a stage road or
route ; a place where railroad trains regularly come to
a stand, for the convenience of passengers, taking in
fuel, moving freight, etc.
(6) The headquarters of the
police force of any precinct,
(e) The place at which an
instrument is planted, or observations are made, as in
surveying, (d) (Biol.) The particular place, or kind of
situation, in which a species naturally occurs ; a habitat.

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

Milton.

station.

They in France

of the best rank and station.

Shak.

The fast of the fourth and sixth days of
the week, Wednesday and Friday, in memory of the
council which condemned Christ, and of his passion.
7. (Eccl.) {a)

(6) {R. C. Ch.) A church
clergy halts on stated days to say stated prayers.
Arnold, (c) One of the places at which ecclesiastical processions pause for the performance of an act
of devotion ; formerly, the tomb of a martyr, or some
similarly consecrated spot now, especially, one of those
representations of the successive stages of our Lord's
passion which are often placed round the naves of large
churches and by the side of the way leading to sacred
edifices or shrines, and which are visited in rotation,
stated services being performed at each ;
called also
Station of the cross. Fairholt.
Station bill. {Naut.) Same as Quarter 6t'H, under Quarter.
Station house, (a) The house serving for the headquarters of the police assigned to a certain district, and
as a place of temporary confinement. (6) The house used
Station master, one who
as a shelter at a railway station.
Station
has charge of a station, esp. of a railway station.
pointer {Surv.), an instrument for locating on a chart the
position of a place from vphich the angles subtended by
three distant objects, whose positions are known, have
been observed.
Station staff iSurv.), an instrument for
taking angles in surveying. Craig.
Syn. Station, Depot. In the United States, a stopping place on a railway for passengers and freight is commonly called a depot ; but to a considerable extent in
official use, and in eommon speech, the more appropriate
name, station, has been adopted.
p. p. Stationed
Sta'tion (sta'shiin), v. t. [imp.
(-shiind) ; p. pr.
vh. n. Stationing.] To place ; to set
to appoint or assign to the occupation of a post, place,
or office ; as, to station troops on the right of an army
to station a sentinel on a rampart ; to station ships on the
coast of Africa.
He gained the brow of the hill, where the English phalanx

in

Addis

which the procession of the

&

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

Lyttelton.
was stationed.
Sta'tlon-al (-al), a. [L. stationalis ; cf. F. stationnale {eglise).'] Of or pertaining to a station, [i?.]
Sta'tlon-a-rl-ness (-a-rX-nes), re. The quality or state
of being stationary fijcity.
Sta'tlon-a-ry (-S-ry), a. [L. stationarius : cf. F. stationnaire.
Cf. Stationer.]
1. Not moving; not appearing to move stable fixed.
Charles Wesley, who is a more stationary man, does not be;

;

;

Soutliey.

lieve the story.

2. Not improving or getting worse ; not growing wiser,
greater, better, more excellent, or the contrary.
3. Appearing to be at rest, because moving in the line
of vision ; not progressive or retrograde, as a planet.

Stationary air (Physiol.), the air which under ordinary
circumstances does not leave the limgs in respiration.
(a) A steam engine that is permaStationary engine,
nently placed, in distinction from a portable engine, locomotive, marine engine, etc. SpecificaUy
(6) A factory
engine, in distinction from a blowing, pumping, or other
kind of engine which is also permanently placed.
Sta'tion-a-ry, n. ; pi. -ries (-rlz). One who, or that
which, is stationary, as a planet when apparently it has
Holland.
neither progressive nor retrograde motion.
1. A
[Cf. Stationary, a.]
Sta'tion-er (-er), n.
formerly so called from his ocbookseller or publisher
cupying a stand, or station, in the market place or elseDryden.
where. [06s.]

—

:

;

2.

One who

—

sells paper, pens, quills, inkstands, pencils,

blank books, and other articles used in writing.
Sta'tion-er-y (-er-y), re. The articles usually sold by
stationers, as paper, pens, ink, quills, blank books, etc.
Sta'tion-er-y, a. Belonging to, or sold by, a stationer.
Sta'tism (sta'tTz'm), re. [From State.] The art of
governing a state ; statecraft-; policy. [06s.]
The enemies of God . . . call our religion statism. South.
Sta'tist (-tist), n. [From State.] 1. A statesman

a politician; one skilled in government.

[06s.]

Statists indeed.

And

lovers of their country.

A

statistician.
2.
Sta-tiS'tiC (sta-tTs'ik),
Sta-tis'tic-al (-tl-kal),

)

a.

j

Milton.

Fawcett.
[Cf F. statistique.'] Of or
pertaining to statistics ; as,
.

knowledge ; statistical tabulation.
in the way of statistics.
Sta-tis'tic-al-ly, adv.
[Cf. F. statistiStat'iS-ti'Clan (stat'Is-tTsh'an), re.
cien.']
One versed in statistics; one who collects and
classifies facts for statistics.
[Cf. F. statistique, G.
Sta-tis'tlcs (sta-tTs'tiks), n.
statistik.
See State, ra.] 1. The science which has to
do with the collection and classification of certain facts
respecting the condition of the people in a state. [In
this sense grammatically singular.]
2. pi. Classified facts respecting the condition of the
people in a state, their health, their longevity, domestic

statistical

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

arts, property, and political strength, their resources, the state of the country, etc. , or respecting any

economy,

particular class or interest especially, those facts which
can be stated in numbers, or in tables of numbers, or in
any tabular and classified arrangement.
Stat'is-tol'0-gy (stat'is-t51'o-jy), re.
IStaiistics
See Statistics, 2.
-logy.']
Sta'tive (sta'tlv), a. [L. stativus, fr. stare, statum,
to stand.] (Mil.) Of or pertaining to a fixed camp, or
military posts or quarters.
[06s. or J2.]
Stat'O-blast (stat'S-blast), n. [Gr. (rraTot standing
;

+

e.,

(i.

remaining)

-)-

-blast.]

(Zool.) One of a peculiar
kind of internal buds, or
germs, produced in the interior of certain Bryozoa and
sponges, especially in the

fresh-water species;

—

also called winter buds.

;

.

;

ale,
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STATED

recent

;

ice,

(t^^ They are protected
by a firm covering, and are
usually destined to perpetuate the species during the Statoblast of Bryozoa {Crista^
tella mncedo). a Side View
winter season. They burst
b Profile. Much enlarged.
open and develop in the
spring.
In some fresh-water sponges they serve to preserve the species during
the dry season. See Illust. under Phylactol^mata.
Sta-tOC'ra-cy (sta-tok'ra-s^), n. [State -{ -cracy, as
Government by the state, or by politin demoC7-acy.]
ical power, in distinction from government by ecclesi[R.]
astical power.
O. A. Brownson.
Stat'U-a (stSt'iS-a), n. [L.] A statue. [06s.]
;

They spake not a word ;
But, like dumb statuas or breathing stones,
Gazed each on other.

Shak,

[L.
Stat'u-a-ry (-a-ry), n. ; pi. Statuaries (-riz).
statuarius, n., fr. statuarius, a., of or belonging to statues, fr. statua statue : cf. F. statuaire.
See Statue.]
1. One who practices the art of making statues.
On other occasions the statuaries took their subjects from the
poets.
Addison.
2. [L. statuaria (sc. ars) : cf. F. statuaire.'] The art of
carving statues or images as representatives of real persons or things ; a branch of sculpture.
Sir W. Temple.
collection of statues ; statues, collectively.
3.
Stat'ue (stSt'ia ; 135), n. [F., fr. L. statua (akin to
stativus standing still), fr. stare, statum, to stand.
See
Stand.]
1. The likeness of a living being sculptured
or modeled in some solid substance, as marble, bronze, or
wax ; an image ; as, a statue of Hercules, or of a Uon.
I will raise her statue in pure gold.
Shak,
2. A portrait.
[06s.]
Massinger.
Stat'ue, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Statded (-fid) p. pr.
vb. n. Statuing.]
To place, as a statue to form a
statue of ; to make into a statue. " The whole man becomes as if staiued into stone and earth."
Feltham.
Stat'ued (stSt'iid), a. Adorned with statues. "The

A

&

&

;

;

Longfellow. "StowecZ niches." G.Eliot.
Stat'ue-less (stat'fl-les), a. Without a statue.
Stat'ue-like' (-lik'), a. Like a statue motionless.
Stat'U-esque' (-fi-Ssk'), a. Partaking of, or exemplifying, the characteristics of a statue
having the symmetry, or other excellence, of a statue artistically made
as, statuesque limbs
a statuesque attitude.
Their characters are mostly statuesque even in this respect,
that they have no background.
Hare.
Stat'u-esttue'ly, adv. In a statuesque manner ; in a
way suggestive of a statue like a statue.
statued haW."

;

;

;

;

A character statuesquely simple in its details.

Lowell.

A

small
Stat'U-ette' (-ef), re. [F. ; cf. It. statuetta.]
statue ;
usually applied to a figure much less than life
size, especially when of marble or bronze, or of plaster
or clay as a preparation for the marble or bronze, as distinguished from a figure in terra cotta or the like. Cf.

—

FianRiNE.

Sta-tu'ml-nate (sta-tii'mT-nat),
tus, p. p. of

statuminare to prop,

steteere to place.]

Stat'ure

[L. statumina^
t.
statumen a prop, fr.
[06s.] B. Jonson.

V.

fr.

To prop or support.

(stSt'fir

;

135), n.

OF.

[F. stature,

estature,

from L. statura,

originally, an upright posture ; hence,
height or size of the body, from stare, statum., to stand.
See Stand.] The natural height of an animal body ;
generally used of the human body.
Foreign men of mighty stature came.
Dryden.
Stat'ured (-urd), a. Arrived at full stature. [R.]
Sta'tUS (sta'tiis), n. [L.] State ; condition ; posi-

—

II

tion of affairs.
Sta'tUS in' quo' (in' kwo'),
Sta'tus quo'. [L.,
state in which.] The state in which anjrthing is already.
The phrase is also used retrospectively, as when, on a
treaty of peace, matters return to the status quo ante
bellum, or are left in statu quo ante bellum, i. e., the
state (or, in the state) before the war.
II

ll

Stat'U-ta-ble (stat'u-ta-b'l ; 135), a. 1. Made or introduced by statute ; proceeding from an act of the legislature ; as, a statutable provision or remedy.
2. Made or being in conformity to statute ; standard ;
as, statutable measures.
Stat'U-ta-bly, adv. Conformably to statute.
Stat'Ute (-fit), n. [F. statut, LL. statutum, from L.
statutus, p. p. ef statuere to set, station, ordain, fr. status
position, station, fr. stare, statum, to stand.
See Stand,
and cf. CoNSTiTDTE, Destitute.] 1. An act of the legislature of a state or country, declaring, commanding,
or prohibiting something ; a positive law the written
will of the legislature expressed with all the requisite
forms of legislation ;
used in distinction from common
law. See Common law, under Common, a.
Bouvier.
Statute is commonly applied to the acts of a legislative body consisting of representatives. In monarchies,
the laws of the sovereign are called edicts, decrees, ordinances, rescripts, etc. In works on international law and
in the Roman law, the term is used as embracing all laws
;

—

^W^

idea, iU

;

old,

obey, drb, Sdd
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Statutes in this sense
are dividea into statutes real, statutes personal, and statutes mixed statutes real applying to immovables ; statutes personal to movables ; and statutes mixed to both
classes of property.

Those which lead forward are called fore-and-aft stays ;
those which lead to the vessel's side are called backstays.

imposed by competent authority.

See niust. of Ship.
In stays, or Hove In stays (Naut.), in the act or situation of staying, or going about from one tack to another.
R. H. Dana, Jr. — Stay holes (Naut.), openings in the
edge of a staysail through which the hanks pass which
join it to the stay.
Stay tackle (Naut.), a tackle attached
to a stay and used for hoisting or lowering heavy articles
over the side.
To miss stays (Naut.), to fail in the attempt to go about. Totten. Triatic stay (Naut.), a rope
secured at the ends to the heads of the foremast and
mainmast with thimbles spliced to its bight into which
the stay tackles hook.
Stay (sta), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stayed (stad) or
Staid (stad) p. pr. & vb. n. Staying.] [OF. estayer, F.
etayer tc prop, fr. OF. estai, F. etai, a prop, probably
f r. OD. stade, staeye, a prop, akin to E. stead ; or cf stay
a rope to support a mast. Cf. Staid, a.. Stay, v. i.]
1. To stop from motion or falling ; to prop ; to fix
firmly to hold up ; to support.
Aaron and Hur stayed up Ills ha^ids, the one on the one side,
and the other on the other side.
Ex. xvii. 12.
Sallows and reeds . .
for vineyards useful found
To stay thy vines.
Dryden.
2. To support from sinking ; to sustain with strength ;
to satisfy in part or for the time.
He has devoured a whole loaf of bread and butter, and it has
not staid his stomach for a minute.
Sir W. Scott.
3. To bear up under ; to eudtire ; to support ; to re-

;

An act

of a corporation or of its founder, intended as
as, the stattites of a university.
3. An assemblage of farming servants (held possibly
of being hired ;
called also
purpose
the
statute)
for
by
Halliwell.
Cf. 3d Mop, 2.
[.Eng.']
statute fair.
2.

a permanent rule or law

—

—

Statute book, a record of laws or legislative acts.
so
Statute cap, a kind of woolen cap
Blackstone.
called because enjoined to be worn by a statute, dated in
[Obs.] HalliweU.
1571, in behalf of the trade of cappers.
Statute labor,
Statute fair. See Statute, ».. 3, above.
a definite amount of labor required for the public service
in making roads, bridges, etc., as in certain EngUsh
colonies.
Statute merchant (Eng. Law), a bond of record
pursuant to the stat. 13 Edw. I., acknowledged in form
prescribed, on which, if not paid at the day, an execution
might be awarded against the body, lands, and goods of
the debtor, and the obligee might hold the lands until
out of the rents and profits of them the debt was satisIt is now fallen
fied
called also a pocket judgment.
Statute mile. See unTomlins. Bouvier.
into disuse.
Statute of limitations {Law), a statute asder Mile.
signing a certain time, after which rights can not be enStatute staple, a bond of record
forced by action.
acknowledged before the mayor of the staple, by virtxie
of which the creditor may, on nonpayment, forthwith
have execution against the body, lands, and goods of
the debtor, as in the statute merchant. It is now disused. Blackstone.
;

—

&

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

.

—

Syn. — Act;

regulation; edict; decree.

See Stanch, Stanohly,

+

To hinder

6.

was

To stay a mast (Naut.), to incline it forward or aft, or
by the stays and backstays.
Stay (sta), V. i. [V163. See Stay to hold up, prop.]
to abide fixed
1. To remain to continue in a place
for a space of time to stop to stand stiU.
She would command the hasty sun to stay. Spenser.
Stay, I command you stay and hear me first. Dryden.
;

Stave, V. t. limp. & p. p. Staved (stavd) or Stovb
(stov) p. pr. & vb. n. Stavinq.]
[From Stave, re. or
Staff, «.] 1. To break in a stave or the staves of to
break a hole in ; to burst
often with in ; as, to stave
a cask to stave in a boat.
with off.
2. To push, as with a staff

6.

perilously.

—

Knolles.
To furnish with staves or rundles.
To render impervious or solid by driving with a

;

;

Longfellow.

Staves (stavz or stavz 277), re. / pi. of Staff.
"Banners, scarves and staves.'''' £, Browning. Also
;

;

re.

[Corrupted from NL.

Staphis agria, Gr. aTa.<^i<; dried grape -|- aypios wild.]
{Bot.) A kind of larkspur {Delphinium Staphysagria),
and its seeds, which are violently purgative and emetic.
They are used as a parasiticide, and in the East for poi-

Hindrance; let; check. \_Obs.]
They were able to read good authors without any
book were not false.
6. Restraint of pission

Stave'WOOd'
re.
(Bot.) A tall tree
(Simaruba amara) growing in tropical America. It is
one of the trees which yield quassia.
Stav'lng (stav'ing), re. A casing or lining of staves
especially, one encircling a water wheel.
Staw (sta), V. i. [Cf. Dan. staae to stand, Sw. std,.
V163.] To be fixed or set to stay. IProv. Eng.']
(stav'w55d'),

iness

;

sobriety.

[Obs.]

stay, if the
liohynsoit (More's Utopia).

;

moderation caution
stead" Not grudging that tliy lust

i\ill

Up, Qxu

;

pit^

;

food, t^ot

;

Spenser.

out, oil

;

has, or

might

A

Piers Plowman.
of your steads."
Cha-ucer.
In stead of bounds, he a pillar set.
frame on which a bed is laid ; a bedstead. [iJ.]
Sallow the

feet,

The genial bed,
the borders, and the stead.

Dryden.

A farmhouse and offices. IProv. Eng. & Scot.]
used as the last part
^S" The word is now commonly
'hovaestead, Toa.dstead, etc.

compound as, tsxvastead,
To stand in
In stead of, in place of. See Instead.
stead, or To do stead, to be of use or great advantage.
The smallest act . shaU stand us in great stead. Aiterbury.
of a

;

—

.

Stead,

.

Milton,
Here thy sword can do thee little stead.
t.
1. To help ; to support ; to benefit ; to

V.

assist.

my

succour or advisement meet.
to subdue. Spenser.
It nothing steads us
To chide him from our eaves.
Shak.
Shak.
2. To fill the place of.
lObs.]
Stead'fast (-fast), a. IStead -\-fast, that is, fast in
[Written also stedfast.]
1. Firmly fixed or
place.]
established ; fast fixed ; firm. " This steadfast globe of

Perhaps

Mote stead you much your purpose

Spenser.

earth."

Not

wavering ; constant ; firm ; resolute ;
Shak.
steady.
'^ Steadfast eye."
Abide steadfast unto him [thy neighbor] in the time of his
2.

fickle or

unswerving

;

Ecclus. xxii. 23.
1 Fet. v. 9.

trouble.

Whom resist steadfast in the faith.
Stead'fast-ly, adv.

In a steadfast manner

God has

Steadfastly believe that whatever
bly true.

firmly.

;

revealed

is infalli-

Wake.
quality or state of being
fixedness ; constancy. " The stead;
Col. ii. 5.
fastness of your faith."
To prove her wifehood and her steadfastness. Chaucer.
Stead'i-ly (-i-iy), adv. In a steady manner.
Stead'1-ness, re. The quality or state of being steady.

Stead'fast-ness,
steadfast firmness

Steadiness

is

The

re.

;

prudence as well as of courage.

a point of

Syn. — Constancy

L* Estrange.
;

resolution

Stead'illg (stSd'ing),

—

unchangeableness.

;

The barns,

re.

stables, cattle

yards, etc., of a farm ;
called also onstead, farmstead,
Scot.]
farm offices, or farmery. IProv. Eng.
a.
ICompar. Steadibk (-I-er) ; superl.
Stead'y (-y),
Steadiest.]
[Cf. AS. stedig sterile, barren, stseSSig,
steady (in gestseSSig), D. stedig, stadig, steeg, G. st'dtig,
stetig.
See Stead, re.] 1. Firm in standing or position
not tottering or shaking ; fixed ; firm. " The softest,

&

Eeble.
plume."
Their feet steady, their hands diligent, their eyes watchful,
and their hearts resolute.
Sir P. Sidney.
2. Constant in feeling, purpose, or pursuit ; not fickle,
changeable, or wavering not easily moved or persuaded
to alter a purpose
resolute ; as, a man steady in his
principles, in his purpose, or in the pursuit of an object.
undeviating uniform ; as, the
3. Regular constant
steady course of the sun a steady breeze of wind.
Syn.
Fixed regalar uniform undeviating invariable ; unremitted stable.
Steady rest (Mach.), a rest in a turning lathe, to keep a
long piece of work from trembling.
Stead'y, v. t. limp. & p. p. Steadied (-Id-^ ; p. pr,
To make steady to liold or keep
vb. re. Steadying.]
from shaking, reeling, or falling to make or keep firm ;
to support to make constant, regular, or resolute.
To become steady ; to I'egain a steady
Stead'y, v. i.
position or state to move steadily.
Without a breeze, without a tide.
Coleridge.
She steadies with upright keel.
Steak (stalt), re. [OE. steike, Icel. steik, akin to Icel.
steikja to roast, stik7ia to be roasted or scorched, and E.
See Stick, v. t.]
stick, the steak being broiled on a spit.
A slice of beef, broiled, or cut for broiling; also extended to the meat of other large animals as, venison
steak ; bear slenk ; pork steak ; turtle steak.
Steal (stel), re. [See Stale a handle.] A handle a
stale, or stele.
lArchaic or Prov. Eng.]
And in his hand a huge poloax did bear,
Whose steale was iron-studded but not long. Spenser,
steadiest

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

—

;

(Engin.) Strictly, a part in tension to
hold the parts together, or stiffen tliem.
Stay bolt (Afech.), a bolt or short rod, connecting opposite plates, so as to prevent them
from being bulged out when acted upon by stay
a pressure which tends to force them apart,

.

{Naut.')

—

A

{Zo'ol.)

re.

;

of the king.
Jiacon.

7.

Stay (sta), re. [AS. siseg, akin to D., G., Icel., Sw., &
OF. estai, F. etai, of Teutonic origin.]
; cf
(Naut.) A large, strong rope, employed to support a
mast, by being extendi <' from the head of one roast
down to some other, or to sotue part of the vessel
r^de,

Herbert.

With prudent sta^' he long deferred
J'trilips.
The rough contention.

;

iiinite,

;

;

hath boimds and «/«?/.<;."
The wisdom, stay, and moderation

;

use,

;

5.

fish.

Dan. stag

a horse

A

Stave, V. i. To burst in pieces by striking against
something to dash into fragments.

soning

Shak.
as,

;

"My

calking iron ; as, to stave lead, or the joints of pipes into
which lead has been run.
To stave and tail, in bear baiting, tlo stave) to interpose
with the staff, doubtless to stop the bear ; (to tail) to hold
Mares.
back the dog by the tail.

(stavz), pi. of Stave.
Staves'a'cre (stavz'a'ker),

and

stays well.
IColloq.]
8. (Naut. ) To change tack, as a ship.
Stay, re. [Cf. OF. estai, F. etai support, and E. stay a
rope to support a mast.] 1. That which serves as a prop
Milton.
only strength and rfaj/."
a support.
Trees serve as so many stays for their vines. Addison.
Coleridge.
Lord Liverpool is the single stay of this ministry.
2. pi.
corset stiffened with whalebone or other material, worn by women, and rarely by men.
How the strait stays the slender waist constrain. Qay.
3. Continuance in a place ; abode for a space of time ;
sojourn as, you make a short stay in this city.
Make haste, and leave thy business and thy care ;
Dryden.
No mortal interest can be worth t)iy stay.
Waller.
Embrace the hero and his stay implore.
stop.
4. Cessation of motion or progression stand
Made of sphere metal, never to decay
Milton,
Until liis revolution was at stay.
Affairs of state seemed rather to stand at a stay. Hayward.

Sandys.

stay.

4.

;

;

lArchaic]
Here my commission stays.
7. To hold out In a race or other contest

be lost by breaking the cask.

Like a vessel of glass she stove and sank.

;

storm stayed.

Tennyson.

All the wine in the city has been staved.

3.

to linger.

;

Ye
ness,

with such craft as "women use,
Guilty or guiltless, to stave off a chance

6.
6.

To

Dryden.
must stay a little on one action.
to depend to rely to stand ; to insist.

to tarry

S/tak.
I stay here on my bond.
despise this word, and trust in oppression and perverseIsa. xxx. 12.
stay thereon.
6. To come to an end ; to cease ; as, that day the

—

And answered

suffer, or cause, to

;

rest

starling.

re.

" Stewards

have.

I

condition of a servant staves him off to a distance. South.
usu3. To delay by force or craft ; to drive away
ally with off ; as, to stave off the execution of a project.

To

To dwell

;

That "breaks upon them

bum. Longfellow.

still

To continue

4.

,

;

one stays

the embers that

in a state.
The flames augment, and stay
At their full height, then languish to decay. Dryden.
3. To wait ; to attend ; to forbear to act.
I '11 tell thee all my whole device
Shak.
When I am in my coach, which stays for us.
The father can not stay any longer for the fortune. Locke.

[06s.]

sta's'l),

room whi^h another had,

2. Place or

;

To cover up

Stave jointer, a machine for dressing the edges of staves.

W.fVhately.

remora,
fabled
to stop ships by attaching itself to them.
[OE. stede place, AS. siede ; akin
Stead (stSd), re.
to LG. & D. stede, OS. stad, stedi, OHG. stat, G. stall,
st'dtte, Icel. staSr, Dan. sted, Sw. stad, Goth, staps, and
E. stand. V163. See Stand, and cf. Staith, Stithy.]
1. Place, or spot, in general.
lObs., except in compoChaucer.
sition.]

;

I stay a little longer, as

4. {Mus.) The five horizontal and parallel lines on
and between which musical notes are written or printed

Pope.

[iJ.]

The European

among sailers,

sail extended on a
Stay'ship' (-ship'),

;

;

2.

(Zo'ol.)

re.

(sta'sal';

Any

to one side,

A

4.

Locke.

;

;

;

to keep back.

;

+

;

Stay'saU'

;

Stau'ro-Ude (sta'rS-tid), re. [F. staurotide, from Gr.
e'Sos
<TTavpiaT6s cruciform (from Gr. o-xaupos a cross)
{Min.) Staurolite.
Stave (stav), n. [From Staff, and corresponding to
the pi. staves. See Staff.] 1. One of a number of narrow strips of wood, or narrow iron plates, placed edge
to edge to form the sides, covering, or lining of a vessel
or structure
esp., one of the strips which form the
sides of a cask, a pail, etc.
2. One of the cylindrical bars of a lantern wheel ; one
of the bars or rounds of a rack, a ladder, etc.
metrical portion ; a stanza ; a staff.
3.
Let us chant a passing stave
Wordsworth.
In honor of that hero brave.

The

;

me new.

to

form.]

—

to detain

;

Shak.
ships are stayed at V^inice.
me in London almost a week. Evelyn.
willing to stay my reader on an argument that appeared

6. To remain for the purpose of to wait for. " I stay
dinner there."
Shak.
7. To cause to cease
to put an end to.
Shak.
Stay your strife.
For flattering planets seemed to say
Emerson.
This child should ills of ages stay.
8. (Engin.) To fasten or secure with stays as, to stay
a flat sheet in a steam boiler.
9. (Naut.) To tack, as a vessel, so that the other side
of the vessel shall be presented to the wind.

in sections of crystals.

;

to delay

;

Your

-scope.']
{Crysiaiiog.) An optical instrument used in
determining the position of the planes of light-vibration

;

Stay'nil (-nil),
IProv. Eng.]

;

This business staid
1

— now

sober;

;

Bacon.

;

;
to hold.
Him backward overthrew and down him stayed
"With their rude hands and grisly grapplement. Spenser.
All that may stay their minds from thinking that true wliich
Hooker.
they heartily wish were false.

etc.

settled

;

;

to stop

Staunch'ness, etc

{

staff.

fixed

Staidly.
See Staidly.
1. Staidness. lArchaic]

Fly, therefore, fly this fearful stead anon.

;

Stau'ro-lite (sta'ro-Ut), n. [Gr. oraupot a cross
-lite.'\
(Min.) A mineral of a brown to black color occurring in prismatic crystals, often twinned so as to
form groups resembling a cross. It is a silicate of alumina and iron, and is generally found imbedded in mica
schist.
Called also granatite, and grenatite.
Stau'ro-lit'ic (-ITt'Ik), a. (Min.) Of or pertaining to
Btaurolite ; resembling or containing staurolite.
Stau'ro-scope (sta'ro-skop), n. [Gr. crravpos a cross

the

;

See Staid.

2. Solidity weight.
Camden.
IB.]
Stay'er (sta'er), n. One who upholds or supports
that which props one who, or that which, stays, stops,
or restrains ; also, colloquially, a horse, man, etc., that
has endurance, as in a race.
Stay'lace' (-las'), re. A lace for fastening stays.
Stay'less, a. without stop or delay. Mir. for Mag.
Stay'mak'er (-mak'er), re. One whose occupation is
to make stays.

She will not stay the siege of loving terms.

Nor bide the encounter of assailing eyes.
Shah.
4. To hold from proceeding to withhold to restrain

;

(stanch), Staunch'ly,

Staid

(stad), a.

Stayed'ly, adv.
Stayed'ness, re.

sist successfully.

See Law.

Stat'U-tO-ry (stSffi-to-rj^ ; 135), a. Enacted by statute depending on statute for its authority ; as, a statv^
tory provision.

Staunch

Stayed

.

—

—

—

—

written staid.

—

;

—

—

Stay bask, a stiff piece
as in the leg of a steam boiler.
of wood, steel, or whalebone, for the front support of a
stays. Cf. Busk.
Stay rod, a rod which acts
as a stay, particularly in a steam boiler.

woman's

cliair

;

go

;

Steal (stel), V. t. limp. STole (stol) p. «. Stolen
(sto'l'n) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Stealing.]
[OE. stfloi, AS.
stelan ; akin to OFries. stela, D. stelen, OHG. stetan, O.
;

&

Bolt.

stehlen, Icel.

siuK, ink

,-

.^tela,

then, thin

;

Sw.

stjala,

boN

;

Dan.

zh

:

:

stixle,

Goth, stilan.]

z in azuro.

N

1. To take, and carry away, feloniously ; to take without right or leave, and with intent to keep wrongfully
as, to steal the personal goods of another.
Maugre thy heed, thou must for indigence
;

Chaucer.
or beg, or borrow, thy dispense.
who stole a goose and gave away the giblets in
^- Eliot.

Or steals

The man
alms.

2. To withdraw or convey clandestinely (reflexive)
hence, to creep furtively, or to insinuate.
They could insinuate and steal themselves under the same
Spenser.
by their humble carriage and submission.
Shak.
He will steal himself into a man's favor.
3. To gain by insinuating arts or covert means.
So Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel. 2 Sam. xv. 6.

get into one's power gradually and by impercep;
to take possession of by a gradual and
with away.
imperceptible appropriation ;
Variety of objects has a tendency to steal away the mind
4.

To

tible degrees

from
B.

its

—

steady pursuit of any subject.

Watts.

/.

unobserved manto steal a look.

To accomplish

in a concealed or

ner ; to try to carry out secretly ; as,
Always, when thou changest thine opinion or course, profess
Bacon.
and do not think to steal it.
it plainly,
.

.

.

To steal a march, to march in a covert way to gain
an advantage unobserved — formerly followed by of,
but now by on or upon, and sometimes by over ; as, to
steal a march upon one's pohtical rivals.
She yesterday wanted to steal a march of poor Liddy. Smollett.
Fifty thousand men can not easily steal a march over the
Walpole.
ea.
;

;

Syn. — To fllch
Steal

theft

(etel),

to

;

D.

commit

pilfer

;

;

purloin

thieve.

;

To

practice, or be guilty of,
larceny or theft.
Ex. xx. 15.
Thou Shalt not steal.
1.

i.

to slip in, along, or
2. To withdraw, or pass privily
Chaucer.
away, unperceived to go or come furtively.
Fixed of mind to avoid further entreaty, and to fly all com;

;

pany, one night she

stole

Sir P. Sidneii.

away.

From whom you now must

and take no leave.
and solemn breathing sound

A

Shak.

steal,

Kose

soft
like a steam of rich, distilled

And

stole

upon the

Milton.

knowledge ; theft larceny.
chiefly
stolen property ;
2. That which is stolen
used in the plural.
stealing,
furSteal'lng-ly, adv. By stealing, or as by
Sir P. Sidney.
tively, or by an invisible motion.
See Steal, v. /.]
[OE. stalpe.
Stealth (stath), n.

—

;

;

1.

The

act of stealing

;

theft.

stealth to

[Ois.']

have been committed upon
Spenser.

2. The thing stolen ; stolen property. [OJs.] " Sluttish dens . . . serving to cover .s/eartA.s." Sir W. Raleigh.
3. The bringing to pass anything in a secret or con-

cealed

manner

tice or action

a secret procedure

a clandestine prac-

— in either a good or a bad sense.
;

;

;

Pope.
Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame.
The monarch, blinded with desire of wealth.
With steel invades the brother's life by stealth. Dryden.
I told

him

of

your stealth unto

this

wood.

Shak.

Given to stealth ; stealthy.
Stealtb'ful (-ful), a.
[05i.]
Stealth'fulStealth'ful-ly, adv.

[06i.]

—

—

[Oto.]
nesB,
Stealth'1-ly (-i-\^), adv. In a stealthy maimer.
Stealth'i-ness, n. The state, quality, or character of
being stealthy ; stealth.
Stealth'llke' (-lik'), a. Stealthy ; sly. Wordsworth.
Stealth'y (-J), a. ICompar. Stealthier (-T-er) ; suDone by stealth ; accomplished
perl. Stealthiest.]
clandestinely ; unperceived ; secret ; furtive ; sly.
[Withered murder] with his stealthy pace, . . .
Shak.
Moves like a ghost.
Steam (stem), n. [OE. stem, steem, vapor, flame,
odor
akin
to
I),
stoom
steam,
steam
vapor,
smoke,
;
AS.
perhaps originally, a pillar, or something rising like a
pillar ; cf. Gr. arieLv to erect, (rrvKoi a pillar, and E.
stand.']
1. The elastic, aeriform fluid into which water
water in
is converted when heated to the boiling point
^
the state of vapor.
2. The mist formed by condensed vapor ; visible vapor
so called in popular usage.
"
steam of rich, distilled per3. Any exhalation.
Milton.
fumes."
Dry steam, steam which does not contain water held in
appUed
mechanically
sometimes
to
suspension
)
superExhaust steam. See under Exhaust.
heated steam.
High steam, or High-pressure steam, steam of which the
pressure greatly exceeds; that of the atmosphere.
Low
Bteam, or Low-pressure stjsam, steam of which the pressure is less than, equal iw, or not greatly above, that of
the atmosphere.
Saturated steam, steam at the temperature of the boiling point which corresponds to its pressure ;
sometimes also appUed to wet steam.
Superheated steam, steam heated to a temperature higher than
the boiling point corresponding to its pressure. It can
not exist
contact with water, nor contain water, and
resembles a perfect gas ;
called also surcharged steam,
anhydrous steam, and steam gas.
Wet steam, steam
which contains water held in suspension mechanically
called also misty steam.
n.

;

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

m

—

—

—

5^°° Steam

engine.

— Steam boiler, a boiler for producing steam.

See
In the illustration, the shell a of

Boiler, 3, and Note.
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which

the gases are led
to thesmoke pipe

which delivers
Horizontal Tubular Steam Boiler, set in

Brickwork

;

;

partly in Section,

;

the steam pipe ; / the feed and blow-off pipe ; 17 the safety valve h the water gauge.
Steam car, a car driven
by steam power, or drawn by a locomotive.
Steam carriage, a carriage upon wheels moved on common roads
steam.
by
Steam casing. See Steam jacket, under
Jacket.
Steam chest, the box or chamber from wliich
steam is distributed to the cylinder of a steam engine,
steam pump, etc., and which usually contains one or
more valves
called also valve chest, and valve box. See
Illust. of Slide valve, under Slide.
Steam chimney, an
annular chamber around the chimney of a boiler furnace,
for drying steam.
Steam coil, a coil of pipe, or a collection of connected pipes, for containing steam ;
used for
heating, drying, etc.
Steam colors (Calico Printing),
colors in wliich the chemical reaction fixing the coloring
matter in the fiber is produced by steam.
Steam cylinder, the cylinder of a steam engine, which contains the
piston. See Elusi. of Slide valve, under Slide.
Steam
dome (Steam Boilers), a chamber upon the top of the
boiler, from which steam is conducted to the engine.
See Illust. of Steam boiler, above.
Steam fire engine, a
fire engine consisting of a steam boiler and engine, and
pump which is driven by the engine, combined and
mounted on wheels. It is usually drawn by horses, but
is sometimes made self-propelUng.
Steam fitter, a fitter
of steam pipes.
Steam fitting, the act or the occupation of a steam fitter also, a pipe fitting for steam pipes.
Steam gas. See Superheated steam, above.
Steam
gauge, an instrument tor indicating the pressure of the
steam in a boiler.
The mercurial

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

steam gauge is a bent tube partially
filled with mercury, one end of which
is connected with the boiler while the
other is open to the air, so that the
steam by its pressure raises the mercury in the long Umb of the tube to a
height proportioned to that pressure.
A more common form, especially for
high pressures, consists of a spring
pressed upon by the steam, and connected with the pointer of a dial. The
spring may be a flattened, bent tube,
closed at one end, which the entering
steam tends to straighten, or it may

steam Gauge,
be a diaphragm of elastic metal, or a partly in Section,
mass of confined air, etc. Steam gun,
a machine or contrivance from which projectiles may be
Steam hammer, a
thrown by the elastic force of steam.

i\r.

P.

Willis.

as,

;

;

—

:

pound, double-acting, single-acting, triple-expansion,
etc.
2. According to the motion of the piston, as reciprocating, rotary, etc. 3. According to the motion imparted by the engine, as rotative saaa nonroiative. 4. Accordmg to the arrangement of the engine, as stationary,
portable, and seniiportable engines, horizontal and verti-

beam engine, oscillating engine, direct-acting
etc. 6. According to their uses,
portable, marine, locomotive, pumping, blowing, winding, and stationary engines, the latter term referring to
factory engines, etc., and not technically to pumping or
blowing engines. Locomotive and piortable engines are
usually high-pressure, noncondensing, rotative, and direct-acting. Marine engines are high or low pressure,
rotative, and generally condensing, double-acting, and
compound. Paddle engines are generally beam, sidelever, oscillating, or direct-acting.
Screiv engines are
generally direct-acting, back-acting, or oscillating. Stationary engines belong to various classes, but are generally rotative.
horizontal or incUned stationary steam
engine is ca'Jed a left-hand or a right-hand engine when
the crank shaft and driving pulley are on the left-hand
side, or the riglit-hand side, respectively, of the engine,
to a person looking at them from the cylinder, and is
said to run forward or backtvard when the crank traverses
the upward half, or lower half, respectively, of its path,
while the piston rod makes its stroke outward from the
cylinder.
marine engine, or the engine of a locomotive,
is said to run forward when its motion is such as would
propel the vessel or the locomotive forward. Steam engines are further classified as double-cylinder, disk, semi
cylinder, trunk engines, etc. Machines, such as cranes,
hammers, etc., of which the steam engine forms a parti
are called steam cranes, steam hammers, etc.
See Illustration in Appendix.
cal engines,

and back-acting engines,
2i^

A

—

for forging, which is worked directly by steam
especially, a hammer which is guided vertically and operated by a vertical steam cyUnder located directly oyer
an anvil. In the variety known as JVasmyth's, the cylinder is fixed, and the hammer is attached to the piston
rod. In that known as Condie^s, the piston is fixed, and
the hammer attached to the lower end of the cylinder.
radiator heated by steam, (ft) An
Steam heater, (a)
apparatus consisting of a steam boiler, radiator, piping,
Steam
and fixtures for warming a house by steam.
Steam packet, a packet or
Jacket. See under Jacket.
vessel propelled by steam, and running periodically beSteam pipe, any pipe for conveytween certain ports.

hammer

—

A

—

—

—

ing steam specifically, a pipe through which steam is
Steam plow or plough, a plow,
supplied to an engine.
Steam
or gang of plows, moved by a steam engine.
port, an opening for steam to pass through, as from the
Steam power, the force
steam chest into the cylinder.
or energy of steam applied to produce results; power
See
Steam propeller.
derived from a steam engine.
Steam pump, a small pumping engine opPropeller.
erated by steam. It is usually

—

;

—

—
—

—

—

direct-acting.
Steam room
(Steam Boilers), the space in
the boiler above the water
level, and in the dome, which

—

contains steam.
Steam table,
a table on which are dishes
heated by steam for keeping
food warm in the carving room
of a hotel, restaurant, etc.
Steam Pump.
Steam trap, a self-acting device
by means of which water that
accumulates in a pipe or vessel containing steam will be
Steam
discharged without permitting steam to escape.
tug, a steam vessel used in towing or propelling ships.
Steam vessel, a vessel propelled by steam ; a steamboat
Steam wMstle, an, apparatus
or steamship ; a steamer.
attached to a steam boiler,
as of a locom'Otive, through
which steam is rapidly discharged, producing a loud
whistle which serves as a
warning or a signal. The

—

_

_

—

—

—

steam issues from a narrow
annular orifice around the
upper edge of the lower
cup or hemisphere, striking the thin edge of the beU
above it, and producing
sound in the manner of an
organ pipe or a common
whistle.

Steam Engine.

B Vertical

all

;

eve,

event, gnd, fern, recent

;

Ice,

Steam Engme.

which is between the crosshead and the cylinder, or
beyondthecylinder.— Portable steam engine, a steam
engine combined vdth, and
attached to, a boiler which
is mounted on wheels so as
toadmitof easy transportation
used for driving
machinery in the field, as

—

thrashing machines, draining pumps, etc.
Semiportable steam engine, a steam
Portable Steam Engin».
engine combined with, and
attached to, a steam boiler, but not mounted on wheels.
Steam'er (-er), n. 1. A vessel propelled by steam a
steamship or steamboat.
2. A steam fire engine. See under Steam.
3. A road locomotive for use on common roads, as in

—

;

agricultural operations.
4. A vessel in which articles are subjected to the action of steam, as in washing, in cookery, and in various
processes of manufacture.
5. (Zool.) The steamer duck.

Steamer duck (Zool.), a sea duck (Tachyeres cinereus\
native of Patagonia and Terra del Fuego, which swims
and dives vrith great agility, but which, when full grown,
is incapable of flight, owing to its very small wings.
Called also loggerhead, race horse, and side-wheel dzick.
Steam'i-ness (-i-n6s), n. The quality or condition of
being steamy ; vaporousness ; mistiness.
Steam'ship' (-ship'), n. A ship or seagoing vessel
propelled by the power of steam ; a steamer.
Steam'y (-y), a. Consisting of, or i-esembling, steam;
full of steam ; vaporous
Cowper.
misty.
Spenser
Stean (sten), n. & V. See Steen.
Stean'lng, n. See Steening.
Ste-ap'sin (ste-Sp'sTn), n. (^Physiol. Chem.) An unorganized ferment or enzyme present in pancreatic juice.
It decomposes neutral fats into glycerin and fatty acids.
Ste'a-rate (ste'a-rat), n. (Chem.)
salt of stearis
acid ; as, ordinary soap consists largely of sodium or potassium stcarnte,^.
;

;

final,

A Horizontal

Back-acting, or Back-action, steam engine, a steam en<
gine in which the motion is
transmitted backward from
the crosshead to a crank

;

often used adjectively, and in combinaSteam (stem), v. i. limp.
produced by heat, or operated by power,
derived from steam, in distmction from other sources of & p. p. Steamed (stemd)
^^j^ ^^^ j^
p.pr.
& vb. n. Steaming.] "'=•""
power as in steam boiler or i^eam-boiler, steam dredger
section.
1. To emit steam or vapor.
or steam-iieigeT, steam, engine or steam-ensiae, steam
heat, steam plow or rfeam-plow, etc.
My brother's ghost hangs hovering there.Drj/den.
O'er his warm blood, that steams into the air.
Steam blower, (a) A blower for producing a draught
consisting of a jet or jets of steam in a chimney or unLet the crude humors dance_
In heated brass, steaming with fire intense. J. Pmlips.
der a fire. (6) A fan blower driven directly by a steam

am, arm, ask.

of steam.

vessel steamed out of port.

—

is

senate, cAre,

.

A

tion, to denote,

ale,

.

the boiler steams well.
Steam (stem), v. t. 1. To exhale. \_Obs.] Spenser.
2. To expose to the action of steam to apply steam
to for softening, dressing, or preparing; as, to steam
wood to steam cloth to steam food, etc.
Steam'boat' (-bof), n. A boat or vessel propelled
generally used of river or coasting
by steam power
craft, as distinguished from ocean steamers.
Steamlioat'lng, n. 1. The occupation or business
of running a steamboat, or of transporting merchandise^
passengers, etc., by steamboats.
2. {Bookbinding) The shearing of a pile of books which
are as yet uncovered, or out of boards.
Knight.
Steam' en'glne (Sn'jTn). An engine moved by steam.
(11^°° In its most common forms its essential parts
are a piston, a cylinder, and a valve gear. The piston
works in the cylinder, to which steam is admitted by
the action of the valve gear, and communicates motion to the machinery to be actuated. Steam engines
are thus classified
1. According to the way the steam is
used or applied, as condensing, noncondensing, com;

e

to issue, or pass off, as vapor.
steamed away into the air. Boyle.

To generate steam

;

themtothechimney b is the manhole c the dome

.

;

_, -

outside of
the shell, and

d,

;

To move or travel by the agency

4.

the

through

rise in

The
l'

'

To

vapor
The dissolved amber

2.

3.

ii|-

•'

•>;*
JtjJ

—

perfumes,

air.

Steal'er (-er), n. 1. One who steals ; a thief.
2. {Shipbuilding) The endmost plank of a strake
which stops short of the stem or stem.
1. The act of taking feloniously the
Steal'lng, ».
personal property of another without his consent and

The owner proveth the
him by such an outlaw.

STEAEATE

1408

STEAL

A

idea, Bl

;

Sid,

Sbey,

i>rb,

add

Ste-ar'lc (ste-5r'Tk), a.

[Cf. F. stearique.J

(Physiol.

Chem.) Pertaining to, or obtained from, stearin or tallow resembling tallow.
Stearic acid (.Chem.), a monobasic fatty acid, obtained
in the form of white crystalline scales, soluble in alcohol and ether. It melts to an oily liquid at 69° C.
Ste'a-rln (ste'a-rin), 71. [6r. ajiap tallow, suet cf.
v. stiarine.'\ (Physiol. Chem.) One of the constituents
of animal fats and also of some vegetable fats, as the
:

It is especially characterized by its
butter of cacao.
solidity, so that when present in considerable quantity
it materially increases the hardness, or raises the melting point, of the fat, as in mutton tallow. Chemically,
it is a compound of glyceryl with three molecules of stearic acid, and hence is technically cailed iristearin, or
glyceryl tristearaie.
oleic
-fc]
[Stearic
Ste'a-rol'ic (-rol'Tk), a.
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an acid of the
acetylene series, isologous with stearic acid, and obtained, as a white crystalUne substance, from oleic acid.

+

+

Ste'a-rone (ste'a-ron), n. (Chem.) The ketone of
stearic acid, obtained as a white crystalline substance,
(C,7H35)2.CO, by the distillation of calcium stearate.
Ste'a-rop'tene (-rop'ten), n. [Stearic -\- -optene as in
elseop/ene.]
(Chem.) The more solid ingredient of certain volatile oils ;
contrasted with elseoptene.
Ste'ar-rhe'a (ste'ar-re'a), n. [NL., from Gr. crTe'ap
tallow -f- peii/ to flow.] (Med. ) Seborrhea.
-yl.'] (Chem.) The
Ste'a-ryl (ste'a-rTl), n. [Stearic
hypothetical radical characteristic of stearic acid.
[Gr. a-rdap, o-Ttaros, fat, tallow
Ste'a-tlte (-tit), n.
cf. F. steatite.']
(Min.)
massive variety of talc, of a
grayish green or brown color. It forms extensive beds,
and is quarried for fireplaces and for coarse utensils.
Called also potstone, lard stone, and soapstone.
(Min.) Pertaining to, or of
Ste'a-tit'lC (-tit'ik), a.
the nature of, steatite ; containing or resembling steatite.
Ste'a-tO'ma (-to'ma), n. [L., fr. Gr. crTedTujua, fr.
ffreaToOi' to turn into tallow or suet, fr. aHap, -aros, fat,
suet.]
(3Ied.)
cyst containing matter like suet.
Ste'a-tom'a-tous (-tom'a-tus or -to'ma- 277), a. [Cf
F. steatomateux.] (Med.) Of the nature of a steatoma.
Ste'a-top'y-ga (-tSp'i-ga), re. [NL., fr. Gr. a-reop,
remarkable accreore'aTos, fat -\- Truyf) the buttocks.]
tion of fat upon the buttocks of Africans of certain tribes,
especially of Hottentot women.
Ste'a-top'y-gOUS (-gus), a. Having fat buttocks.

—

II

+

:

A

II

A

;

II

A

Specimens of the steatopygoiis Abyssinian breed.
(stSd), n., Sted'fast

(fast), a.,

Burton.

Sted'fast-Iy,

is

Stee

—

.

style ; akin to D.
stahal, Icel. stal, Dan. staal, Sw.
variety of iron
stakla.]
1. (Metal.)

A

with his brandished s^ed.
While doubting thus he

.

Received the

steel

—

—

;

—

of two iron jaws, which close
by means of a powerful steel
spring when the animal dis-

;

Steel Trap.

for a consider-

;

of steel (Med. ),

an alcoholic solution of the chloride of iron. — Tungsten
a variety of steel containing a small amount
of tungsten, and noted for its tenacity and hardness, as

gteel (Metal.)„

"89

full,

Up, fim

;

pity

"No

3. To conduct one's self
of action.

;

food, f<jbt

;

out. oil

;

cliair

;

go

;

;

to 'cake or pursue a course

[AS. steSr, sti6r ; akin to D. stnur, G. steuer,
Icel. styri.
V168. See Steer, v. t.] [Written also
Chaucer.
stere.]
A rudder or helm. [Obs.]
[AS. stedra.
See Steer a rudder.]
A
Steer, n.
Chaucer.
helmsman ; a pilot. [Obs.]
Capable of being steered ;
Steer'a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
Steer,

&

re.

dirigible.

Steer'age (ster'Sj ; 48), n. 1. The act or practice of
steering, or directing ; as, the steerage of a ship.
He left the city, and, in a most tempestuous season, forsook
Jlilton.
the helm and steerage of the commonwealth.
the
2. (Naut.) (a) The effect of the helm on a ship
in which an individual ship is affected by the
[R.]
(b) The hinder p.art of a vessel ; the stern.
(c) Properly, the space in the after part of a
Sivift.
vessel, under the cabin, but used generally to indicate
;

manner
helm,

any part of a vessel having the poorest accommodations
and occupied by passengers paying the lowest rate of
fare.
3. Direction ; regulation ; management ; guidance.
Shak.
He that luith the sleerayc of my course.

.

4.

That by which a course

is directed.
[E.]
Here he hung on high,

;

—

&

;

—

;

a lower proportion of carbon than orduiary steel, rendering it softer and more malleable.
Puddled steel (Metal.),
a variety of steel produced from cast iron by the puddling process.
Steel duck (Zo'dl.), the goosander, or merganser.
[Prov. Eng.]
Steel mill, (a) (Firearms) See
Wheel lock, under Wheel, (b) A mill which has steel
grinding surfaces, (c) A mill where steel is manufactured.
Steel trap, a trap for catching wild animals. It consists

—

&

(step), a.

[Colloq.]
as, the tea is steeping.
;
Steep, n. 1. Something steeped, or used in steeping
a fertilizing liquid to hasten the germination of seeds.
[Prov. Eng.']
2. A rennet bag.
Steep, a. [Compar. Steeper (-er) superl. Steepest.]
[OE. steep, step, AS. steap ; akin to Icel. steypSr steep,
and stUpa to stoop, Sw. stupa to fall, to tilt cf OFries.
Cf. Stoop, v. i.. Steep, v. t., Steeple.]
stap high.
1. Making a large angle with the plane of the horizon
ascending or descending rapidly with respect to a horizontal line or a level ; precipitous ; as, a steep hill or
mountain ; a steep roof ; a steep ascent ; a steep decliva steep barometric gradient.
ity
2. DifHcuIt of access ; not easily reached ; lofty ; eleChapman.
vated ; high. [Obs.]
[Slang]
3. Excessive ; as, a steep price.
mountain,
precipitous
place,
hill,
rock,
A
Steep, n.
or ascent ; any elevated object sloping with a large angle
Dryden.
horizon
a
precipice.
the
to tlie plane of
We had on eacli side nuked rocks and mountains broken into
Addison.
a thousand irregular steeps and precipices.
Bare steeps, where desolation stalks. Wordsworth.

—

r^de,

A

—

liquid

taining a little chrommm, and somewhat resembling
tungsten steel.
Mild steel (Metal.), a kind of steel having

—

iarbh, W. iarw, L. taurus, Gr. raCpog, Skr. sthura strong,
stout, AS. star large, Icel. storr, OHG. stUri, stiuri,
young male of thc
V168. Cf. Stirk, Taurine, a.]
ox kind ; especially, a common ox ; a castrated taurine
male from two to four years old. See the Note under Ox.
said of male calves.
Steer, v. t. To castrate ;
Steer, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Steered (sterd) p. pr.
vb. n. Steering.]
[OE. steeren, steren, AS. stieran,
styran, steSrayi ; akin to OFries. «Hora, siiura, D. sturen,
OD. stieren, G. steuern, OHG. stiuren to direct, support,
G. steuer contribution, tax, Icel. styra to steer, govern,
Sw. styra, Dan. styre, Goth, stiurjan to establish, AS.
steSr a rudder, a helm, and probably to Icel. staurr a
pale, stake, Gr. o-raupo!, and perhaps ultimately to E.
stand. V168. Cf. Starboard, Stern, re.] To direct the
course of : to guide ; to govern ;
applied especially to a
vessel in the water.
Spenser.
That with a staff his feeble steps did steer.
Steer, v. i. 1. To direct a vessel in its course ; to
direct one's course.
helmsman sieera." Tennyson.
2. To be directed and governed ; to take a direction,
or course ; to obey the helm ; as, the boat steers easily.
Where the wind
Veers oft, as oft [a ship] so steers, .'ind shifts her sail. Milton.

In refreshing dew to steep
Wordsworth.
The little, trembling flowers.
The learned of the nation were steeped in Latin. Earle.
soaking
in a
process
of
undergo
the
i.
To
Steep, V.

—

—

unite,

the

;

Chapman.

[Obs.]

;

&

&

;

Steep'-up' (-iip')> « Lofty and precipitous. [P.]
Shak.
Her stand she takes upon a steep-up hill.
Steep'y (-3^), a. Steep precipitous. [Poetic]
No more, my goats, shall I behold you climb
The steepy cliffs, or crop the flow'ry thyme. Drydetu
Steer (ster), re. [OE. steer, AS. steor ; akin to D. &
G. slier a bull, OHG. stior, Icel. stjorr, pjorr, Sw. tjur,
Dan. tyr, Goth, stiur, Russ. ter', Pol. tur, Ir. & Gael.

of a lever,

;

(ste'p'ld),

(step'ly),

2. Height; loftiness.

.

BesBemer Bteel. (Metal.) See in the Vocabulary.
Blister steel. (Metal.) See under Blister.
Cast steel (Metal.), a fine variety of steel, originally made by smelting
blister or cementation steel ; hence, ordinarily, steel of
any process of production when remelted and cast.
Chromium steel (Metal.), a hard, tenacious variety con-

m which steel filings have been placed
able time, — used as a medicine. — Tincture

Steeply

A

from

wearing a hat with such a crown.

the form of, a steeple

Sir P. Sidney.
Steely iron, a compound of iron contauiing less than one
half of one per cent of carbon.
Steel'yard (stel'yard ; coZZoj. stil'yerd; 277), re. [So
named from a place in
London called the Steelyard, which was a yard in
which steel was sold.]
form of balance in which
the body to be weighed

arm

also,

Furnished with, or having
a.
adorned with steeples. Fairfax.
In a steep manner;' with
adv.
steepness ; with precipitous declivity.
1. Quality or state of being steep
Steep'ness, re.
precipitous declivity ; as, the steepness of a hill or a roof.
Stee'pled

;

against the sweet blows of love.

suspended

;

This grave, bearded, sable-cloaked, and steeple-crowned proHaivthome.

genitor.

&

*<eei-hearted, steel-viatcA, steel-voiatcA, etc.

use,

;

&

;

ry,

crowned hat

;

[Obs.']
Bright ; glittering ; fiery.
Chaucer.
His eyen steep, and rolling in his head.
p. p. Steeped (stept) p. pr.
Steep, V. t. [imp.
vb. re. Steeping.]
[OE. stepen, probably fr. Icel. steypa
to cause to stoop, cast down, pour out, to cast metals,
causative of stTLpa to stoop ; cf 8w. st'opa to cast, to steep,
Dan. stobe, D.
G. stippen to steep, to dip. Cf. Stoop,
V. i.]
To soak in a liquid ; to macerate ; to extract the
essence of by soaking ; as, to soften seed by steeping it
in water.
Often used figuratively.
Shak.
Let fancy still my sense in Lethe steep.

;

turbs the catch, or tongue, by
which they are kept open.
Steel wine, wine, usually sher-

steeple chases.
Stee'ple-orowned' (-kround'), a. 1. Bearing a steeple ; as, a steeple-crowned building.
2. Having a crown shaped like a steeple ; as, a steeple-

Steel'i-ness (-i-n5s), n. The quality of being steely.
Steel'ing, n. The process of pointing, edging, or
overlaying with steel; specifically, acierage. See Steel, v.
Steel'y (-y), a. 1. Made of steel consisting of steel.
" The steely point of Clifford's lance."
Shak.
Gay.
Around his shop the steely sparkles flew.
firm haying the color of
2. Resembling steel hard
" His hair v/3,B steely gTa,y."
The Century.
steel.
She would unarm her noble heart of that steeh/ resistance
;

;

—

—

A

(b) An instrument of steel (usually a round rod) for
sharpening knives.
(c) A piece of steel for striking sparks from flint.
Anything of extreme hardness that which
3. Fig.
" Heads of steel."
is characterized by sternness or rigor.
Johnson. "Manhood's heart of j/ee/." Byron.
Dunglison.
4. (Med.) A chalybeate medicine.
^ff^ Steel is often used in the formation of compounds,
generally of obvious meaning as, steel-cla,i, steel-ziit,

—

;

Steep

Dryden.

—

1. (Zoiil.) A North Pacific
Steel'head' (-hed'), n.
salmon (Sabno Gairdneri) found from Northern Calicalled also hardhead, and preestl.
fornia to Siberia
2. (Zool.) The ruddy duck.

A

stood,

:

—

—

as Stealer.

II

Shak.

bathed in his brother's blood.

Same

A

composition and properties between
wrought iron and cast iron (containing between one half
of one per cent and one and a half per cent of carbon),
and consisting of an alloy of iron with an iron carbide.
Steel, unlike wrought iron, can be tempered, and retains
magnetism.
Its malleability decreases, and fusibility
increases, with an increase in carbon.
2. An instrimient or implement made of steel as
" Brave Mac(a) A weapon, as a sword, dagger, etc.
.

;

steel.

A

intermediate in

beth

moving tenant, as being the property of the landlord.
Steel'er (-er), n. One who points, edges, or covers
(Shipbuilding)

—

;

also in the plural form, steelyards.
(stem), v.
n. See Esteem. [Obs.] Spenser.
v.
n.
See 1st and 2d Stem. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Steem,
Steen (sten), n. [AS. stsena. See Stone.] [Written
also stean.]
1.
vessel of clay or stone. "An huge
Spenser.
great earth-pot steane."
2.
wall of brick, stone, or cement, used as a lining,
as of a well, cistern, etc. ; a steening.
Steen, v. t. [AS. stxnan to adorn with stones or gems.
See Stone.] To line, as a well, vidth brick, stone, or
other hard material.. [Written also stean, and stein.]
Steen'bok' (-bok'). n. [D. steen stone -)- bok buck.]
(Zo'dl.) Same as Steinbock.
lining made of brick, stone, or other
Steen'ing, n.
hard material, as for a well. [Written also steaning.]
(sten'kerk'),
Stein'kirk' (stiu'-), n. [So
Steen'kirk'
called from the battle of Steinkirk, in 1692, on which
occasion the French nobles had no time to arrange their
kind of neckcloth worn in a loose
lace neckcloths.]
and disorderly fashion.

OHG.

:

—

(Scots Law)
Steel'bOW' goods' (stel'bou' gd8dz').
Those goods on a farm, such as corn, cattle, implements
of husbandry, etc., which may not be carried off by a re-

Steem

sew; also, to fix; to fasten. [Scot.]
Steel (stel), n. [AS. stel, styl,

;

;

commonly used

;

Old Prussian

Hawell,
Steep'i-ness (-T-nes), n. Steepness.
Carlyle.
Steep'ish, a. Somewhat steep.
Stee'ple (ste'p'l), n. [OE. stepel, AS. stepel, slypel ;
akin to E. steep, a.] (Arch.) A spire; also, the tower
and spire taken together the whole of a structure if
the roof is of spire form. See Spire. " A weathercock
Shak.
on a, steeple."
Steeple
Rood steeple. See Rood toioer, under Rood.
bush (Bot.), a low shrub (Spirxa tomentosa) having dense
hardback.
panicles of minute rose-colored flowers
Steeple chase, a race across country between a number of
horsemen, to see which can first reach some distant object, as a church steeple
hence, a race over a prescribed
course obstructed by such obstacles as one meets in ridSteeple chaser,
ing across country, as hedges, walls, etc.
one who rides in a steeple chase also, a horse trained to
Steeple engine, a vertical backrun in a steeple chase.
acting steam engine having the cylinder beneath the
crosshead.
Steeple house, a church. [Obs.] Jer. Taylor,
Stee'ple-chas'ing (-chas'Tng), re. The act of riding

:

;

;

sial.

things are steeped.

which turns on a fulcrum,
Steelyard.
a n d a counterpoise
caused to slide upon the longer arm to produce equilibrium, its place upon this arm (which is notched or gradvery
uated) indicating the weight a Roman balance

;

staal, G. stahl,

;

As the way steepened ... I could detect in the hollow of the
7/. Miller.
hill some traces of the old path.
Steep'er (-er), n. A vessel, vat, or cistern, in which

!

Steel'er, n.

precipitous;

steep or steeper.

:

with

Deep and

[iJ.]

Wash me in steep-down gulfs of liquid fire.
Shak.
Steep'en (step''n), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Steepened
(step''nd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Steepening.] To become

pr.
vb. n. Steeling.]
[AS. stylan; cf. Icel. stxla.
See Steel, m.] 1. To overlay, point, or edge with steel
a razor ; to steel an ax.
2. Fig.
To make bard or strong ; hence, to make insensible or obdurate.
Shak.
Lies well steeled with weighty arguments.
Shak.
O God of battles steel my soldiers' hearts.
Why will you fight against so sweet a passion,
And steel your heart to such a world of charms ? Addison.
To cause to resemble steel, as in smoothness,
3. Fig.
polish, or other qualities.
These waters, steeled
By breezeless air to smoothest pohsh. Wordsworth.
4. (Elec.) To cover, as an electrotype plate, with a
thin layer of iron by electrolysis. The iron thus deposited is very hard, like steel.

shorter

(ste),

;

&

(step'doun'), a.

having steep descent.

;

as, to steel

is

See Stead, Steadfast, etc.
[Cf. G. stiege.
re.
V164. See Stair.]
A ladder. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.] [Written also stey.]
Steed (sted), re. [OE. stede, AS. steda a stud-horse,
war horse, fr. stod a stud of breeding steeds akin to G.
stute a mare, Icel. stedda, stoS, a stud.
V163. See
Stud of horses.] A horse, especially a spirited horse for
state or war
used chiefly in poetry or stately prose.
Chaucer.
"Aknight upouarfeed."
Skak.
Mounted upon a hot and fiery steed.
Steedless, a. Having no steed without a horse.
Steek ) (stek), V. t. [Cf. Stick, v. t."] To pierce with
a sharp instrument hence, to stitch ; to
Steik j
adv., etc.

Steep'-dOWn'

It
its malleability and tempering qualities.
also noted for its magnetic properties.
Steel (stel), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Steeled (steld) p.

well as for

;

Sted

STEEELING
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STEARIC

The

Dryden.

steerage of his wings.

Steerage passenger, a passenger who takes passage in
the steerage of a vessel.
Steer'age-way' (-wii'), n. (Naut.) A rate of motion
througli the water sufficient to render a vessel governable by the helm.
Steer'er (-er), re. One who steers as, a boat steerer.
re. from Steer, v.
Steer'lng, a.
Steering wheel (A'aut.), the wheel by means of which
the rudder of a vessel is turned and the vessel is steered.
Steer'lesB, a. Having no rudder. [Obs.] Chauoer.
Steer'llng (-ITng), re. A young or small steer.

slug, ink

;

&

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

STEERSMAN

N
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Steers'mas (aterz'man), n. ; pi. Steebsmen (-men).
[Steer a rudder -f- man : cf. AS. stedrmann.'] One who
steers ; the helmsman of a vessel.
Milton.
mate a
Steers'mate' (-mat'), n. \_Steer a rudder
companion.] One who steers ; steersman. [06s.] Milton.
Steeve (stev), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Steeved (stevd)
vb. n. Steevino.] [Cf. OD. sieve staff, E. stem,
p. pr.
n.]
{Shipbuilding) To project upward, or make an angle with the horizon or with the line of a vessel's keel
said of the bowsprit, etc.
Steeve, v. t. l. (Shipbuilding) To elevate or fix at
an angle with the horizon ;
said of the bowsprit, etc.
2. To stow, as bales in a vessel's hold, by means of a
steeve.
See Steeve, re. (&).

+

&

&

—

—

Steeve, re. (Naut.) (a) The angle which a bowsprit
makes with the horizon, or with the line of the vessel's
keel

— called also steeving.

;

(6)

A spar, with a block at

one end, used in stowing cotton bales, and similar kinds
of cargo which need to be packed tightly.
Steev'lng, re. 1. The act or practice of one who steeves.
2. (Naut.) See Steeve, re. (a).
Steg (stEg), re. [Icel. steggr the male of several animals.
Cf. Stag.]
(Zo'dl.)
gander.
[Written also
stag.']
[Prov. Mng.']
Halliwell.
One
Steg'a-nog'ra-phlst (stSg'a-nSg'r4-fTst), n.
skilled in steganography ; a cryptographer.
Steg'a-nog'ra-phy (-f^), n. [Gr. oreyayds covered (fr.
trriyeiv to cover closely) -f- -graphy.']
The art of writing in cipher, or in characters which are not intelligible
except to persons who have the key ; cryptography.
Steg'a-noph-thal'ma-ta (-nSf-th5i'ma-ta), n. pi.
[NL., from Gr. a-reyavos covered -|- 0(|)9(iA/xds the eye.]
(Zo'dl.) The Discophora, or Phanerocarpse.
Called also

A

II

Steganophtkalmia.
Ste-gan'o-pod (stt-gSn'o-pSd or stSg'4-no-pSd), n.
(Zo'dl.) One of the Steganopodes.
Steg'a-nop'O-des (stSg'a-nSp'o-dez), re. pZ. [NL.,fr.
Gr. CTeyai/OTTOu?, -ttoSo?, web-footed o"Teyai/ds covered
II

;

iroui toot.]

-f-

which

A

(Zo'dl.)

division of

swimming

II

^

II

+

—

'^W Their

teeth, in transverse sections, usually show
a labyrinthiform arrangement of the cement and dentine. The under side of the body was covered with bony
plates. Some of the Stegoceiihala were of very large size,
and the form of the body varied from short, stout forms
to others that were as slender as serpents.

Steg'O-sau'rl-a (-sa'ri-a), re. pi. [NL. See Stego(Paleon.) An extinct order of herbivorous
dinosaurs, including the genera Stegosaurus, OmosauII

SATTRns.]

and their allies.
Steg'O-sau'rus

rus,
II

(-riis),

n.

[NL.,

A

Gr. crTeyTj roof
genus of large Jurassic
fr.

<ravpo! a lizard.] (Paleon.)
dinosaurs remarkable for a powerful dermal armature of
-f-

Stel-la'tion(st51-la'shan),m. Radiation of light. [Obs.]

[See Stell to place.]
Stelled (stSld or stel'Sd), a.
Firmly placed or fixed. [Obs.] " The stelled fires " [the
stars]. Shak. [In this passage by some defined as " star-

from stellatus.]
Steiaer (stel'ler), re. [After Geo. W. Steller, a German
naturalist.] (Zo'dl.) The rytina
called also stellerine.
ry," as

and spines.
Steik (stek)-, V. t. See Steek. [Scot.']
Stein (stin or sten), re. & v. See Steen.
Stein'bOCk' (-bok'), n. [G. stein stone -f bock buck,
t).bok. Cf. Steenbok.J (.Zoo?.) (a) The European ibex.
(6) A small South African antelope (Nanotragus iragulus) which frequents dry, rocky districts
called also
tteenbok. [Written also steinboc, and sieinbok; also called
itonebock, and stonebuck.]
Stein'gale (sten'gal), n. The stannel. [Prov. Eng.]
Steln'ing (stln'Ing or sten'-), re. See Steenino.

it

;

—

Steln'klrk' (stin'kerk'), n. Same as Steenkikk.
Steln'kle (sten'k'l),m. Thewheatear. [Prov. Eng.]
llSte'la (ste'la),

ra.

; pi.

Stel«

(-le).

[L.,fromGr.

a post, an upright stone.] (Or. Antiq.) A small
pillar, used as a monument, milestone, etc.
(ste'le), re.
[NL.] Same as Stela.
One of these steles, containing the Greek version of the ordL
nance, has recently been discovered. 2. Taylor (The Alphabet),
Stele (stel), n. [See Stale a handle.] A stale, or
handle ; a stalk. [Obs.]
Chaucer. Holland.
Stelene (steleu or stSl'en), a. [See Stela.] Resembling, or used as, a stela ; columnar. [P.]
Stell (stel), V. t. [AS. stellan. V163.] To place or
fix firmly or permanently.
[Obs.']
Shak.
[See Stell, v. t.] 1. A prop ; a support,
Stell, re.
as for the feet in standing or climbing.
[Scot.]
2. A partial inclosure made by a wall or trees, to serve
as a shelter for sheep or cattle.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Stel'lar (stel'ler), 1 a. [L. stellaris, fr. stella a star.
Stel'la-ry (-la-ry), )
See Stak.] 1. Of or pertaining
to stars ; astral ; as, a stellar figure ; stellary orbs.
CTTiXri

column or
II

Ste'le

&

[These soft fires] in part shed
Their stellar virtue.

down
Miltm.

2. Full of stars ; starry ; as, stellar
regions.
Stel'late (stgllat), \a. [L.stel-

Steiaa-ted

from

(-la-tgd),

a star.

j

latus, p. p.

Stellas.]
1. Resembling a star ; pointed or
radiated, like the emblem of a star.
2. (Bot.) Starlike
having similar
parts radiating from a common cenStella

See

;

ter

;

stellate Leaves.

as,.stellate flowers.

ale,

senate, c4re,

am, arm, ask,

A

starfish.
II

Stel'U-form (stSl'li-f6rm), a.
-form.] Like a star star-shaped

a star -f
;
;
radiated.
[L. Stella a star -f -/«/.] To turn
Stel'li-Iy (-fi), V. t.
into a star ; to cause to appear like a star ; to place
among the stars, or in heaven. [Obs. or P.] B. Jonson.
Stellion (stSl'yun 277), .re. [L. stellio a newt having starlike spots on its back, fr. Stella a star.] (Zo'dl.)
lizard (Stellio vulgaris), common about the Eastern
Mediterranean among ruins. In color it is olive-green,
shaded with black, with small stellate spots. Called also
hardim, and star lizard.
Stel'lion-ate (-St), n. [L. stellionatus cozenage, trickery, fr. stellio a newt, a crafty, knavish person.]
(Scots
Roman Law) Any fraud not distinguished by a more
special name ;
chiefly applied to sales of the same
property to two different persons, or selling that for
one's own which belongs to another, etc.
Erskine.
Stel'lu-lar (stSl'lS-ler), a. [L. stellula, dim. of Stella
a star.] 1. Having the shape or appearance of little
stars radiated.
2. Marked with starlike spots of color.
Stel'lu-late (-lat), a. (Bot.) Mmutely stellate.
[L.

stella

;

A

&

—

;

Stel'ma-top'O-da (stgl'm_a-top'o-da),

II

[NL.,

n. pi.

Gr. o-t^At) a block, post -|- ofifxa, ofifiaTO^, eye
jroSds, foot.]
(Zo'dl.) Same as Gtmnol^mata.
f r.

-)-

ttoOs,

+

.

Stem

(stSm), Steem (stem), v. i. To gleam. [Obs.]
His head was bald, that shone as any glass, . , .
[And] stemed as a furnace of a leed [caldron]. Chaucer.

Stem, Steem,

A gleam

n.

of light

;

flame.

[Obs.]

Stem (stgm), re. [AS. stemn, siefn, staefn ; akin to
OS. stamn the stem of a ship, D. stam stem, Steven stem
of a ship, G. stamm stem, Steven stem of a ship, Icel.
stafn, stamn, stem of a ship, stofn, stomn, stem, Sw. stam
a tree trunk, Dan. stamme. Cf Staff, Stand.] 1. The
principal body of a tree, shrub, or plant, of any kind
the main stock the part which supports the branches
or the head or top.
After they are shot up thirty feet in length, they spread a
very large top, having no bough nor twig in the trunk or the
stem.
Sir W. Raleigh.
.

;

The lowering

spring, with lavish rain.

down

the slender stem and bearded grain. Dryden.
branch which connects a fruit, flower, or
leaf with a main branch a peduncle, pedicel, or petiole
as, the stem of an apple or a cherry.
3. The stock of a family ; a race or generation of pro" All that are of noble stem.'"
genitors.
Milton.
While I do pray, learn here thy stem

Beats

A little

2.

;

And true

4.

;

Herbert.

descent.

A branch of a family.
This

Of that victorious

is

a stem
Shak.

stock.

A

curved piece of timber to which the two
5. (Naut.)
sides of a ship are united at the fore end. The lower
end of it is scarfed to the keel, and the bowsprit rests
upon its upper end. Hence, the forward part of a vessel

the bow.

;

6. Fig.

An advanced or leading position

:

Wolsey

sat at

;

the lookout.

the stem more than twenty years.

Fuller.

Anything resembling a stem or stalk as, the stem
of a tobacco pipe the stem of a watch case, or that part
to which the ring, by which it is suspended, is attached.
8. (Bot.) That part of a plant which bears leaves, or
rudiments of leaves, whether rising above ground or
7.

;

;

wholly subterranean.

The
The basal portion

9. (Zo'dl.) (a)

entire central axis of a feather.

of the body of one of the Pennatua gorgonian.
10. (Mus.) The short perpendicular line added to the
body of a note the tail of a crotchet, quaver, semi(6)

lacea, or of

;

quaver, etc.
11. (Gram.) That part of an inflected word which
remains unchanged (except by euphonic variations)
throughout a given inflection ; theme ; base.
From stem to stern (Naut.), from one end of the ship to
the other, or through the whole length.
Stem leaf (Bot.),
a leaf growing from the stem of a plant, as contrasted
with a basal or radical leaf.
Stem, V. t. 1. To remove the stem or stems from
as, to stem cherries ; to remove the stem and its appendages (ribs and veins) from ; as, to stem tobacco leaves.
2. To ram, as clay, into a blasting hole.
Stem, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stemmed (stgmd) p. pr.
vb. re. Stemming.]
[Either from stem, n., or akin to
stammer ; cf. G. stemmen to press against.] To oppose
or cut vrith, or as with, the stem of a vessel ; to resist, or
make progress against ; to stop or check the flow of, as
Shak.
a current. " An argosy to rferei the waves.
[They] stem the flood with their erected breasts. Denham.
Pope,
Stemmed the wild torrent of a barbarous age.
Stem, V. i. To move forward against an obstacle, as a
vessel against a current.
Milton.
Stemming nightly toward the pole.

—

;

&

finol,

gll

;

eve,

©vent,

;

end, fern,

Stem'-clasp'ing (stem'klasp'ing),
bracing the stem with

recent

;

ice,

its

base

a.

(Bot.)

Stemless,
Stem'let

Having no stem

a.

;

(Bot.) acaulescent.
stem,

A small or young

(-let), n.

1I

Em-

amplexicaul, as a leaf OT

;

petiole.

;
Stem'ma (-ma), n. ; pi. Stemmata (-ta). [NL., fr.
Gr. <7Te/i^a, pi. a-Tefii.fi.aTa, a garland or chaplet.] (Zo'dl.)
(a) One of the ocelli of an insect. See Ocellus. (6) One
of the facets of a compound eye of any arthropod.
Stem'mer (-mer), n. One who, or that which, stems
(in any of the senses of the verbs).
Stem'mer-y (-mer-y), n.
large building in which
tobacco is stemmed. [U. S.]
Bartlett.
Stem'my (-my), a. Abounding in stems, or mixed
with stems ;
said of tea, dried currants, etc. [Colloq.]
Stem'ple (-p'l), re. [G. stempel a stamp, a prop, akin
to E. stamp.] (Mining)
crossbar of wood in a shaft,
serving as a step.
n.
[See
Stem, re., and Keelson, and
Stem'son (-siin),
cf. Steknson.]
(Shipbuilding) A piece of curved timber bolted to the stem, keelson, and apron in a ship's
frame near the bow.
stem-winding
Stem'-wind'er (stgm'wind'er), n.
watch. [Colloq.]
II

A

—

A

A

Stem'-wind'ing, a. Wound by mechanism connected
with the stem as, a stem-winding watch.
Harvey.
Stench (stgnchj, v. t. To stanch. [Obs.]
Stench, re. [As. stenc a strong smell, fr. stincan. See
Stikk, v. i.] 1. A smell an odor. [Obs.]
;

;

An

Clouds of savory stench involve the sky.
iU smell ; an offensive odor ; a stink.

2.

Dryden.

Cowper.

Stench trap, a contrivance to prevent stench or foul ail
of sewers, drains, etc.

from rising from the openings

v. t.
[AS. stencan to emit a smell, fr. stincan
See Stench, n.] To cause to emit a disagreeto cause to stink.
Young.
[06s.]
Dyer.
Stench'y (-f), a. Having a stench. [Obs.]
Sten'cU (stgu'sil), re. [Probably from OF. estincelle
spangle, spark, F. Uin-

Stench,

to smell.
able odor

;

celle spark,

Ste-log'ra-phy (ste-lSg'ra-f j?), n. [Gr. o-t^At) a post,
slab, pillar
-graphy : cf Gr. <rrq\oypa<l>La an inscription on a tablet.] The art of writing or inscribing characters on pillars.
[P.]
Stackhouse.

&

of stellare to set or cover with stars,

(Zo'dl.)

Stel-ler'i-da (stSl-lgr'T-dA), re. pZ. [NL.] (Zo'dl.) An
extensive group of echinoderms, comprising the starfishes and ophiurans.
Stel-ler'1-dan (stSl-ler'I-dan), ) n.
(Zo'dl.) A starStel'ler-id'e-an (-ler-Id'e-an), )
fish, or brittle star.
Stel-111'er-OUS (-lif'er-us), a. [L. stellifer; stella star
-\- Jerre to bear.]
Having, or abounding with, stars.

plates

;

—

[L. stella a star.]

Stel'ler-ld (-id), n.

birds in

four toes are united by a broad web. It includes the pelicans, cormorants, gannets, and others.
Steg'a-nop'0-dOUS (-dus), a. (Zo'dl.) Having all four
toes webbed together.
Steg-no'sls (stSg-no'sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. a-Teyvai<ri9.
See Stegnotic] (3fed.) Constipation; also, constriction of the vessels or ducts.
[Gr. o-TEyvurticds, fr. a-reSteg-not'lc (-nSt'ik), a.
yvovi' to cover, to make costive, fr. <TTeyv6s, areyavo';,
covered, closed.] (Med.) Tending to render costive, or
to diminish excretions or discharges generally.
re.
A
Btegnotic medicine ; an astringent.
Steg'0-oeph'a-la (steg'o-sgfa-la), n. pi. [NL., fr.
Gr. crreyri roof
"e^oAij head.]
(Paleon.) An extinct
order of amphibians found fossil in the Mesozoic rocks
called also Stegocephali, and Labyrinthodonta.
all

STENTOR

L.

scintilla.

STENCIL

See ScmTiLLATE, and cf.
Tinsel.] A thin plate of
metal, leather, or other

material, used in painting, marking, etc. The pattern ia
cut out of the plate, which is then laid flat on the surface to be marked, and the color brushed over it. Called
also stencil plate.
p. p. Stenciled (-sTld) or
Sten'cU, V. t. [imp.

&

&

vb. re. Stenciling or Stencilling.]
paint, or color in figures with stencUs ; to form
or print by means of a stencil.
Sten'cil-er (-er), n. One who paints or colors in figures by means of stencils. [Written also stenciller.]
Sten'O-derm (stgn'o-derm), re. [Gr. a-revoi narrow,
little -j- -rferrei.]
(Zo'dl.) Any species of bat belonging
to the genus Stenoderma, native of the West Indies and
South America. These bats have a short or rudimentary tail and a peculiarly shaped nose membrane.
Sten'O-der'mine (-der'mln), a. (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to. the genus Stenoderma, which includes several
West Indian and South American nose-leaf bats.
Sten'o-graph (stgn'o-graf), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Stenographed (-graft) p. pr.
vb. n. Stenograjhing (-grafing).]
To write or report in stenographic characters.
production of stenography ; anySten'o-graph, re.

Stencilled p. pr.
;

To mark,

&

;

A

thing written in shorthand.
I saw the reporters' room, in
stenographs.

which they redact

their hasty

.Emerson.

One who is
Ste-nog'ra-pher (ste-nSg'ra-fer), n.
skilled in stenography
a writer of shorthand.
Sten'O-graph'lc (stgn'6-graf'ik), 1 a. [Cf P. stinographique.] Of
Sten'o-graph'ic-al (-T-kal),
)
;

.

or pertaining to stenography.
stenographer.
Ste-nog'ra-phist (ste-nog'ra^fist),«.
Ste-nog'ra-phy (-fy), n. [Gr. arevoi narrow, close
The
-f- -graphy: cf. F. stenographic, G. stenographic.]
art of writing in shorthand, by using abbreviations, or
characters for whole words ; shorthand.

A

Ste-noph'yl-lous
o-rei/ds narrow

(ste-nof'il-liis

+ (jyvAXov leaf.]

[Gr.

row

or sten'6-fil'lSs), a.
(Bot.) Having nar-

leaves.

Ste-no'sis (ste-no'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-Terds narrow.] (Med.) A narrowing of the opening or hollow of
any passage, tube, or orifice ; as, stenosis of the pylorus.
It differs from stricture in being applied especially to
diffused rather than localized contractions, and in always
indicating an origin organic and not spasmodic.
Sten'O-Stome (stgn'o-stom), re. [Gr. o-Tei/d! narrow,
little -f- o-To/ia mouth.]
(Zo'dl.) Having a small or narrow mouth
said of certain small ground snakes (Opoterodonta), which are unable to dilate their jaws.
II

;

—

Stent (stent), V. t. [Obs. imp. Stente (stgnt'e) obs.
p. p. Stent.] [See Stint.] To keep within limits; to
restrain to cause to stop, or cease ; to stint.
Then would he weep, he might not be stent. Chaucer,
Yet n'ould she stent
Spenser,
Her bitter railing and foul revilement.
;

;

V. i.
To stint to stop to cease.
And of this cry they would never stenten.

Stent,

;

;

Chaucer.

' Attain'd
Stent, n. An allotted portion ; a stint,
his journey's stent."
Mir, for Mag.
Stent'ing, re. An opening in a wall in a coal mine.
[Written also stent on.] [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
Sten'tor (sten'tor), n.
[L. Stentor, Gr. SreVTrnp.]
1.
herald, in the Iliad, who had a very loud voice
hence, any person having a powerful voice.
2. (Zodl.) Any species of ciliated Infusoria belonging
to the genus Stentor and allied genera, common in fresh
water. The stentors have a bell-shaped, or cornucopialike, body with a circle of cilia around the spiral terminal disk. See Illust. of Heterotbicha.

A

;

3. (Zo'dl.)

idea,

111

;

A howling monkey,
old,

or howler.

Sbey, 6rb, 6dd

j

Mil

STENTORIAN

2. A son or daughter of one's wife or husband by a
former marriage.
Step'dame' (stgp'dam'), n. A stepmother. Spenser.
Step'daugh'ter (-da'ter), n. [AS. steopdohtor.'] A
daughter of one's wife or husband by a former marriage.

Sten-tC'rl-an (stSu-to'rl-an), a. [L. stentoreus; of.
Of or pertaining to a stentor; extremely loud ; powerful ; as, a stentorian voice ; stento&r. CTxei'Topeios.]

rian lungs.

Sten'tO-rln (stSn't6-rin), n. {Chem.) A blue coloring
matter found in some stentors. See Stentor, 2.
Sten-tO'rl-OUS fstSn-to'ri-iis), a. Stentorian. [iJ.]
Sten'tO-ron'ic (sten'to-r5n'ik), a. Stentorian. lObs.']
Sten'tO-ro-phon'lC (-t6-r6-fon'ik), a. [Gr. SreVTup
Stentor
(j>iavn a sound, voice. See Stentor.] Speaking
or sounding very loud stentorian. [06s.]
s;entorophonic
horn of Alexander there is a figure preOf this

The
Step'fa'ther (-fa'ther), n. [AS. stedp/seder.']
husband of one's mother by a subsequent marriage.
Ste-pha'ni-on (ste-fa'ni-on), n. [NL., from Gr. o-re(Anat.) The point on the side of the
<l>avos a crown.]
skull where the temporal Une, or upper edge of the tem-

+

poral fossa, crosses the coronal suture.
[So named after the
Steph'an-ite (stef'an-it), n.
Archduke Stephan, mining director of Austria.] {Min.)
A sulphide of antimony and silver of an iron-black color
and metallic luster ;
called also black silver, and brittle

;

Derliam.

served in the Vatican.

&

p. p. Stepped (stgpt) p.
Step (stSp), V. i. [imp.
[AS. stxppan ; akin to OFries.
pr.
vb. n. Steppino.]
stap
a step, OHG. stepfen to
step,
steppa, D. stappen to
step, G. stapfe a footstep, OHG. stapfo, G. stufe a step
a-Te'/xjSeii'
to shake about, handle
to step on; cf. Gr.
a.]
roughly, stamp (?). Cf. Stamp, v. t., Staple, n.
to advance or recede
1. To move the foot in walking
by raising and moving one of the feet to another resting
place, or by moving both feet in succession.
2. To walk; to go on foot; esp., to walk a little distance ; as, to step to one of the neighbors.
3. To walk slowly, gravely, or resolutely.
Home the swain retreats,
His flock before him stepping to the fold. Thomson.
4. Fig. : To move mentally ; to go in imagination.
They are stepping almost three thousand years back into the
Pope.
remotest antiquity.
To step aside, to walk to a little distance from the rest
move
or
come
To step forth, to
to retire from company.
forth.
To step in or into, (a) To walk or advance into a
place or state, or to advance suddenly in.
Whosoever then first, after the troubling of the water, stepped
John v. 4.
in^ was made whole of whatsoever disease ne had.
as, I just stepped into the
(6) To enter for a short time
house, (e) To obtain possession without trouble ; to enter
To
upon easily or suddenly as, to step into an estate.
Btep_ out.
(a) (Mil.) To increase the length, but not the
rapidity, of the step, extending it to thirty-three inches.
To
(6) To go out for a short distance or a short time.
step short (Mil.), to diminish thelength orrapidity of the
step according to the established rules.
Step, V. t. 1. To set, as the foot.
2. (Naut. ) To fix the foot of (a mast) in its step ; to erect.

—

;

&

silver ore.

—

See Savanna.
(Far.) See Rinderpest.
Stepped (stSpt), a. Provided with a step or steps
having a series of offsets or parts resembling the steps
of stairs as, a stepped key.
;

—

Stepped gear, a cogwheel of which the teeth cross the
face in a series of steps.

—

One who, or that which,
Step'per (stSp'per), re.
as, a quick stepper.
Step'plng-Stone' (-ping-ston'), re. 1. A stone to raise
the feet above the surface of water or mud in walking.
2. Fig.
A means of progress or advancement.
These obstacles his genius had turned into stepping-stones.
steps

;

:

;

Macavlay.

That men may rise on stepping-stones
Of their dead selves to higher things.

1. An advance
of the foot ; a pace.
rest, or one of a set of rests, for the foot in as2.
cending or descending, as a stair, or a round of a ladder.
The breadth of every single step or stair should be never less
Sir H. Wotton.
than one foot.

See Step,

[AS. stsepe.

Step, n.

v. i.]

A

3. The space passed over by one movement of the foot
in walking or running ; as, one step is generally about
three feet, but may be more or less. Used also figuratively of any kind of progress ; as, he improved step by
Step, or

To

by

&

two or three general principles of motion from
phenomena, and afterwards to tell us how the properties and
actions of all corporeal things follow from those manifest principles, would be a very great step in philosophy. Sir I. Newton.
as, it is but a step.
4. A small space or distance
6. A print of the foot a footstep ; a footprint track.
6. Gait
manner of walking ; as, the approach of a
often

known by

;

.

his step.

7. Proceeding ; measure ; action ; an act.
The reputation of a man depends on the first steps he makes
Pope.
in the world.
Beware of desperate steios. The darkest day,
Live till to-morrow, will have passed away.
Cowper.
I have lately taken steps ... to relieve the old gentleman's
distresses.
G. W. Cabte.

Walk;

8. pi.

passage.

;

^g^

m

between two contiguous de-

often used as the name of this
interval but there is evident incongruity in using tone
for indicating the interval between tones. As the word
scale is derived from the Italian scala, a ladder, the intervals may well be called stepjs.
13. (Kinematics) A change of position effected by a

The word tone

is

;

—

;

astepan, astedpan, to deprive, bereave, as children of
OHG. stiufen.'] A prefix used before father, mother, brother, sister, son, daughter, child, etc.,
indicate
that
to
the person thus spoken of is not a blood
relative, but is a relative by the marriage of a parent
as, a stepmother to
is the wife of the father of X, married by him after the death of the mother of X.
See
Stepchild, Stepdaughter, Stepson, etc.
their parents,

X

Step'broth'er (-br&th'er), «. A brother by the marriage of one's father with the mother of another, or of
one's mother with the father of another.
Step'ohUd' (-chnd'), n. [AS. ste6pcild.'] 1. A bereaved child; one who has lost father or mother. [06«.]

use,

unite,

rude,

full,

Up, firu

;

pity

A

;

motion of translation.
IK K. Clifford.
Back step. Half step, etc. See under Back, Half, etc.
Step grate, a form of grate for holding fuel, in which
the bars rise above one another in the manner of steps.
To take steps, to take action to move in a matter.
Step-. [AS. stedp- ; akin to OFries. stiap-, stiep-, D. &
G. stief-, OHG. stiuf-, Icel. stjap-, Sw. stijf-, and to AS.

—

Ster'CO-bi'lin (ster'ko-bi'lin), re. [L. stercus dung -}E. bilin.2 (Physiol. Chem.) A coloring matter found in
the faeces, a product of the alteration of the bile pigments
identical with hydrobilirubin.
in the intestinal canal,
Ster'co-lln (ster'ko-lin), re. [L. stercus dung -)oZeum oil.] (Physiol. Chem.) Same as Serolot (b).
[L. stercus, -oris,
Ster'co-ra'ceous (-ra'shiis), a.
dung.] Of or pertaining to dung ; partaking of the
nature of, or containing, dung.
Ster'CO-ra-nlsm (ster'ko-ra-niz'm), re. (Eccl. Sist.)
The doctrine or belief of the Stercoranists.
Ster'CO-ra-niSt (-nist), n. [LL. stercoranista, fv. L.
(Eccl. Hist.) A nickname forstercus, -oris, dung.]
merly given to those who held, or were alleged to hold,
that the consecrated elements in the eucharist undergo
the body of the recipient.
the process of digestion
Stercoranist.
Ster'CO-ra'll-au (-ra'ri-an), re.
Ster'CO-ra-ry (ster'k6-ra-r^), re. [LL. stercorarium,
from L. stercorarius belonging to dung.] A place, properly secured from the weather, for containing dung.
Ster'CO-rate (-rat), re. Excrement; dung. \_Obs.'\
Ster'CO-ra'tlon (-ra'shiin), re. [L. stercoratio, from
stercoraretoAnng.'] Manuring with dung. [0J«.] Bacon.
(Eccl.)
Ster-CO'ri-an-lsm (ster-ko'ri-an-Tz'm), re.
The doctrine or belief of the Stercoranists.
Ster'CO-rln (ster'ko-rin), n. [L. stercus, -oris, dung.]
(Physiol. Chem.) Same as Serolin (b).
Ster'CO-ry (-ry), re. Excrement dung. [Oii.]
Ster-CU'li-a'ceOUS (ster-ku'lT-a'shus), a. [NL. Sterculia, the typical genus, fr. L. Sterculius the deity that
presided over manuring, from stercus dung. So called
because one of the original species is fetid.] (Bot.) Of
or pertaining to a natural order (Sterculiacese) of polypetalous exogenous plants, mostly tropical. The cacao
(Theobroma Cacao) is the most useful plant in the order.
[F. stere, fr. Gr. a-Tepeo^
Stere (ster or star), re.
A unit of cubic measure in the metric system,
solid.]
being a cubic meter, or kiloliter, and equal to 35.3 cubic
feet, or nearly IJ cubic yards.

—

Conduct my steps to find the fatal tree.
Drycten.
9. pi. A portable framework of stairs, much used indoors in reaching to a high position.
10. {Naut.) In general, a framing in wood or iron
which is intended to receive an upright shaft specif., a
block of wood, or a solid platform upon the keelson, supporting the heel of the mast.
11. {Mach.) (o) One of a series of offsets, or parts,
resembling the steps of stairs, as one of the series of
parts of a cone pulley on which the belt rmis. (6) A
bearing in which the lower extremity of a spindle or a
vertical shaft revolves.
12. (3Ius.) The interval
greea of the scale.

spins),

baking, and weaving were formerly
feminine labors, and consequently brewsier, baxter, and
Webster meant, originally, the woman (not the man) who
brews, bakes, or weaves. When men began to perform
these duties the feminine appellations were retained.

;

is

who

1^^ Brewing,

;

man

A

tion; as in spvaster (originally, a woman
songrfe?-, hsater (=: hakester), yovmgster.

steps.

derive

;

Tennyson.

A

daughter of one's stepStep'SlS'ter (-sls'ter), n.
father or stepmother by a former marriage.
[AS. stedpsunu."] A son of
Step'SOn' (-sun'), re.
one's husband or wife by a former marriage.
Step'stone' (-ston/), re. A stone laid before a door as
a stair to rise on in entering the house.
suffix
[OE.
AS. -estre, -istre.']
-Ster (-ster).
denoting the agent (originally a woman), especially a
person who does something with skill or as an occupa-

movement made by one removal

or

;

;

Stere

(ster), v.

t.

&

i.

To

stir.

\_Obs.']

Stere, re. A rudder. SeeSthSTEEK.
Store, n. Helmsman. See 6th Steer.
II

\_Obs.']
[0?),v.]

Chaucer.
Chaucer.
Chaucer.
[NL., fr.

—

food, fo"ot

j

out,

oil

t

chair

;

go

j

sing,

+

A

without any liquid.
[Stereo- -\- -gram.']
A
Ste're-o-gram (-gram), n.
diagram or picture which represents objects in euch a

way

as to give the impression of relief or solidity ; also,
a stereograph.
Ste're-0-graph (-graf), re. [Stereo- -\- -graph.] Any
picture, or pair of pictures, prepared for exhibition in

the stereoscope. Stereographs are now commonly made
by means of photography.
Ste're-0-graph'lC (-graf'ik>, ) a. [Cf. F. sl'ereogrwphique.]
Made or
Ste're-0-graph'lC-al (-T-kal), )
done according to the rules of stereography ; delineated
on a plane ; as, a stereographic chart of the earth.
Stereographic projection (Geom.), a method of representing the sphere in which the center of projection is taken
in the surface of the sphere, and the plane upon which
the projection is made is at right angles to the diameter
passing through the center of projection.
Ste're-O-graph'ic-al-ly, adv. In a stereographical
manner ; by delineation on a plane.
Ste're-Og'ra-phy (ste're-5g'ra-fy or stgr'e- ; 277), n.
[Stereo- -j- -graphy: cf F. stereographic.] The art of delineating the
forms of solid bodies on a plane a
.

;

branch of solid geometry which
shows the construction of all solids
which are regularly deflned.
11^°" By cutting pieces of cardboard, or other suitable material, in
the forms represented in the cut,
folding them along the lines indicated, and joining their edges, the
five regular solids may be formed.
Stereography.
Ste're-om'e-ter (-5ra'e-ter),
a Tetrahedron b Hex*
[Stereom.eter.] (Physics) 1. An
ahedron or Cube c
instrument for measuring the solid Octahedron ; d Dodecahedron ; e Icocontents of a body, or the capacity
eahedi'on.
of a vessel ; a volumenometer.
2. An instrument for determining the specific gravity
of liquid bodies, porous bodies, and powders, as well as

+

;

;

solids.

Ste're-O-met'riC (-o-m6t'rTk), ) a. [Cf. F. steriomiirique.] Of or perSte're-0-met'rlc-al (-rii-kal), )
taining to stereometry ; performed or obtained by stereometry.
Ste're-0-met'ric-al-ly, adv.
Ste're-om'e-try (-Sm'e-try), re. [Stereo- -f- -meiry:
cf. F. stereometric.]
The art of measuring and computing the cubical contents of bodies and figures ;
distin-

—

—

guished from planimetry.
Ste're-0-mon'o-scope (-o-mon'S-skop), re. [Stereo- -\mono-scope.]
An instrument with two lenses, by
which an image of a single picture projected upon a
screen of gf ound glass is made to present an appearance
of relief, and may be viewed by several persons at once.
Ste're-0-plasm (ste're-o-plSz'm or stgr'e-), re. [Stereo- -{-Gi. 7r\acr/aa anything formed or molded.] (Biol.)
The solid or insoluble portion of the cell protoplasm.
See Htgroplasm.
Ste're-op'tl-con (-Sp'ti-k5n), re. [NL. See Stereo-,
and Optic] An instrument, consisting essentially of a
magic lantern in which photographic pictures are used,
by which the image of a landscape, or any object, may
be thrown upon a screen in such a manner as to seem to
stand out in relief, so as to form a striking and accurate
representation of the o'oject itself also, a pair of magic
lanterns for producing the effects of dissolving views.
Ste're-0-SOOpe (ste're-6-skop or stSr'e-), n. [Stereo-scope.]
An optical instrument for giving to pictures
the appearance of solid forma, as seen in nature. It combines in one, through a bending of the rfiys of light, two
pictures, taken for the purpose from points of view a
little way apart.
It is furnished with two eyeglasses,
and by refraction or reflection the pictures are superimposed, so as to appear as one to the observer.
^^^ In the reflecting stereoscope, the rays from the two
pictures are turned iiito the proper direction for stereoscopic vision by two plane mirrors set at an angle with
each other, and between the pictures. In the lenticular
stereoscope, the form in general use, the eyeglasses are
semilenses, or marginal portions of the same convex lens,
set with their edges toward each other, so that they deflect the rays coming from the picture so as to strike the
eyes as if coming direct from an intermediate point, where
the two pictures are seen apparently as one.

+

;

+

Ster'el-mln'tha (stSr'Sl-mTn'thA), n. pi.
-\- eA/un a worm.]
(Zool.) Same as

[Gr. (rrepedi solid.
Ste're-0- (ste're-o- or stSr'e-S-).
See Stare to gaze.] A combining form meaning solid,
hard, firm, as in s^ecco-chemistry, .?/er«ographv.
Ste're-O-bate (ste're-S-bSt or st6r'e-), re. [(Sr. o-Tepedt

;

style of paintre.
[StereoGr. XP^M" color.]
ing on plastered walls or stone, in which the colors are
rendered permanent by sprinklings of water, in which is
mixed a proportion of soluble glass (a silicate of soda).
Ste're-0-e-lec'tric (ste're-o-e-lSk'trik o?- st5r'e-6-), a.
(Physics) Of or pertaining to the
IStereo- -\- electric.']
generation of electricity by means of solid bodies alone
as, a stereoelectric current is one obtained by means of

Ste're-o-scop'lc (-skBp'Tk),
Ste're-O-scop'iC-al (-T-k(rl),

Gr. o-Tepeos solid

Platyelminthes.

+

chemSte're-o-ohem'is-try (-Ts-try), re. \_Stereo(Chem.) Chemistry considered with reference to
the space relations of atoms.
Ste're-O-chrome (-krom), re. Stereochromic picture.
Ste're-O-chro'mio (-kro'mik or -krSm'ik), a. Pertaining to the art of stereochromy produced by stereochromy.
Ste're-0-chro'mic-al-ly (-mT-kal-ly), adv.
Ste're-OCh'ro-my (ste're-6k'r6-my or stSr'e-o-kro'mj^

istry.]

solids,

Steppe murrain.

To step off, to measure by steps, or paces hence, to
divide, as a space, or to form a series of marks, by successive measurements, as with dividers.

—

of

Step'moth'er (-muth'er), re. [AS. steopmoder.'] The
wife of one's father by a subsequent marriage.
Step'par'ent (-pSr'ent), re. Stepfather or stepmother.
Steppe (stSp), re. [From Russ. stepe, through G. or
F. steppe.'] One of the vast plains in Southeastern
Europe and in Asia, generally elevated, and free from
wood, analogous to many of the prairies in Western

North America.

;

;

cf.

277),

II

;

+

/3dTr)9 that treads or covers, akin to pdaa base
F. stereobate.'] (Arch.) The lower part or basement
used loosely for several
a building or pedestal ;
different forms of basement.
Ste're-0-Chem'ic (ste're-o-kSm1k), ) a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
Ste're-0-Chem'iO-al (-I-kal),
)
illustrating, the hypothetical space relations of atoms in
the molecule as, a stereo-chemic formula.

solid

Steph'a-no'tiS (-a-no'tTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. <TTe(j>aa crown, fr. ore'ifiafos crown.] 1. {Bot.) A
genus of climbing asclepiadaceous shrubs, of Madagascar, Malaya, etc.
They have fleshy or coriaceous opposite leaves, and large white waxy flowers in cymes.
2. A perfume said to be prepared from the flowers of
Step hanot is floribunda.
Step'lad'der (stSp'lSd'der), re. A portable set of steps.
voirCi fit for

&

—

STEREOSCOPIST

^
l

a.

Of or pertaining to
the stereoscope ; char-

acteristic of, or adapted to, the stereoscope ; as, a sttfreescopic etfeot t)ie stereoscopic function of the eyegli»sses
stereoscopic views.
Ste're-o-scop'lo-al-ly, adv.
Ste're-os'co-pist (-Ss'ko-pTst), n. One skilled in the
use or oonstruction of stereoscopes.

igk

;

;

then, thin

—

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.
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STEREOSCOPY

Ste're-OS'CO-py (ste're-Ss'ko-pJ? or stSr'J-), n. The in the east parts of Germanie began to be of especiall reart or science of using the stereoscope, or of construct- quest in England for the puritie thereof, and was called
ing the instrument or the views used with it.
Easierling monie, as all the inhabitants of those parts
staticl were called Easterlings, and shortly after some of that
[StereoSte're-0-Stat'ic (-o-stat'Ik), a.
countrie, skillful in mint matters and allaies, were sent
(Civil. Engin.) Geostatic.
Of or pertaining to for into this realme to bring the coine to perfection
Ste're-0-tom'ic (-tom'Ik), ) a.
stereotomy performed which since that time was called of them sterling, for
Ste're-0-tom'iC-al (-T-kal), )
Easierling." Camden. " Four thousand pound of siecby stereotomy.
Ste're-ot'0-my (-St'o-mJ), n. \_Stereo- -(- Gr. Te^vcif lynges." R. of Gloucester.] 1. Any English coin of
to cut cf. F. siereotomie.'] The science or art of cut- standard value coined money.
ting solids into certain figures or sections, as arches, and
So that ye offer nobles or sterlings.
Chaucer.
the like especially, the art of stonecutting.
And Roman wealth in English sterling view. Arbuthnot.
Ste're-0-type (ste're-o-tip or stgr'e- 277), n. {Siereo2. A certain standard of quality or value for money.
1- A plate forming an exact
-j--it/pe : cf. F. stereotype.^
Sterling was the known and approved standard in England,
facsimile of a page of type or of an engraving, used in in all probability, from the beginning of King Henry the Sec5. M. Leake.
printing books, etc. specifically, a plate with type-metal ond's reign.
Ster'ling (ster'llng), a. 1. Belonging to, or relating
face, used for printing.
the
to,
standard
British
money
of
account,
the
British
or
i^^ A stereotype, or stereotype plate, is made by setas, a pound sterling ; a shilling sterling ; a
ting movable type as for ordinary printing from these coinage
a cast is taken in plaster of Paris, paper pulp, or the penny sterling ;
now chiefly applied to the lawful
like, and upon this cast melted type metal is poured,
money of England but sterling cost, sterling value, are
which, when hardened, makes a solid page or column, used. " With sterling money."
Shah.
from which the impression is taken as from type.
2. Genuine pure
of excellent quality
conforming
2. The art or process of making such plates, or of exe- to the highest standard
of full value
as, a work of
cuting work by means of them.
sterling merit a man of sterling good sense.
Stereotype block, a block, usually of wood, to which a
Stern (stem), n. [AS. steam a kind of bird.
See
stereotype plate is attached while being used in printing. Starling.] (.^ooZ. ) The black tern.
Stem, a. [Compar. Sterner (-er) superl. SternSte're-0-type, v. t. \imp .& p.p. Stereotyped (-tipt)
[Cf. F. stereo- est.]
[OE. Sterne, sturne, AS. styrne ; cf. D. stuursch
vb. n. Stereotyping (-ti'pTng).]
p. pr.
to stern, Sw. stursk refractory. V166.] Having a certain
iyper."]
1. To prepare for printing in stereotype
make the stereotype plates of as, to stereotype the Bible. hardness or severity of nature, manner, or aspect hard
severe rigid
rigorous
austere
fixed
unchanging
2. Fig.
To make firm or permanent to fix.
hence, serious
resolute
harsh
as, a
Powerful causes tending to stereotype and aggravate the pov- unrelenting
Duke of Argyll (1887). stern resolve a stern necessity a stern heart a stern
erty of old conditions.
Ste're-0-typed (-tipt), a. 1. Formed into, or printed gaze ; a stem decree.
from, stereotype plates.
Cliaucer.
The steryie wind so loud gan to rout.
2. Fig.
Formed in a fixed, unchangeable manner
I would cutstare the steitjest eyes that look.
Shak.
as, stereotyped opinions.
When that the poor have cried, Csesar hath wept
Ambition should be made of sterner stuff.
Shak,
Our civilization, with its stereotyped ways and smooth convenStern as tutors, and as uncles hard.
Dryden.
tionalities.
J. C. SItairp.
These barren rocks, your stem inheritance. Wordsworth.
One who stereotypes
Ste're-0-ty'per (-ti'per), n.
Syn.
Gloomy suUen forbidding strict ; unkind
one who makes stereotype plates, or works in a. stereohard-hearted ; unfeeling cruel pitiless.
type foundry.
Stern, n. [Icel. stjom a steering, or a doubtful AS.
Ste're-0-ty'per-y (-y), n. 1. The art, process, or
stedrn. V166. See Steer, v. t.~\
1. The helm or tiller
employment of making stereotype plates.
[Obs.]
Chaucer.
2. A place where stereotype plates are made ; a ste- of a vessel or boat also, the rudder.
2.
(Naut.
) The after or rear end of a ship or other vesreotype foundry.
Ste're-0-typ'lc (-tTp'ifk), a. Of or pertaining to ste- sel, or of a boat ; the part opposite to the stem, or prow.
3. Fig.
The post of management or direction.
reotype, or stereotype plates.
Shak.
And sit at chief est stern of pubUc weal.
Ste're-0-ty'pist (-tl'pTst), n. A stereotyper.
Spenser.
4. The hinder part of anything.
Ste're-0-ty-pog'ra-pher (-tt-p5g'ra-fer), n. A stereo6. The tail of an animal;
now used only of the tail
type printer.
typogra- of a dog.
Ste're-o-ty-pog'ra-phy (-fy), n. [Stereophy.} The act or art of printing from stereotype plates.
By the stem. (Naut.) See By the head, under By.
Ste're-o-ty'py (-o-ti'pj), n. [Cf. F. stereotypic'^ The
Stem, a. Being in the stern, or being astern as, the
art or process of making stereotype plates.
stem davits.
Ster'hy-drau'lic (stgr'ht-dra'llk), a. [Stereo- -f- hyStem board (Jfaut.), a going or falling astern a loss of
draulic.'] Pertaining to, or designatmg, a kind of hydrau- way in making a tack as, to make a stern board. See
resembling such a press in action or principle.
lic press
Board, n., 8 (o). Stem chase. {Naut.) (a) See under
Stem chaser (Naut.), a
Sterhydranllc press, an hydraulic press producing pres- Chase, n. (6) A stern chaser.
sure or motion by the introduction of a solid substance cannon placed in a ship's stem, pointing backward, and
that is in pursuit.
Stem fast
(as a long rod, or a cord wound on a roUer) into a cylinder intended to annoy a ship
(Naut.), a rope used to confine the stern of a ship or other
previously filled with a liquid.
Stem frame {Naut.), the
vessel, as to a wharf or buoy.
Ster'lle (st§r'il), a. [F. sterile, L. sterilis, akin to 6r. framework of timber which forms the stern of a ship.
(TTepeos stiff, sohd, (rreipos barren, o-Teipa a cow that has
Stem knee. See Sternson. Stem port (Naut.), aport, or
not calved, Goth, siairo, fem., barren. See Starr to opening, in the stern of a ship. —Stem sheets (Aou^), that
gaze.] 1. Producing little or no crop barren unfruit- part of an open boat which is between the stern and the
usually furnished with seats
rowers,
ful ; unproductive not fertile ; as, sterile land a sterile aftmost seat of the
Stern wheel, a paddle wheel attached to
for passengers.
desert a sterile year.
the stem of the steamboat which it propels.
2. (Biol.) (a) Incapable of reproduction unfitted for
Shak.
Stern'age (-Sj), n. Stem. [£.}
reproduction of offspring not able to germinate or bear
Ster'nal (ster'nal), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to
frtiit
unfruitful as, a sterile flower, which bears only
sternum
in the region of the sternum.
the
stamens, (i) Free from all reproductive spores or germs
Sternal ribs. See the Note under Rib, n., 1.
as, a sterile fluid.
[So named after
Stem'berg-lte (stem'berg-it), n.
3. Fig.
Barren of ideas destitute of sentiment as,
KasparjS/ernJe?-^ of Prague.] (Min.) A sulphide
Count
author.
a, sterile production or
[L. sterilitas: cf. F. of silver and iron, occurring in soft flexible laminae varySte-ril'i-ty (ste-rll'l-tj^), n.
ing in color from browTi to black.
StSrilite.^
1. The quality or condition of being sterile.
I Ster'ne-bra (ster'ne-bra), n. ; pi. STERNEBHiE (-bre).
2. (Biol.) Quality of being sterile ; infecundity; also,
[NL., fr. sternum -f- -ebra of vertebra.] (Anat.) One of
the state of being free from germs or spores.
Ster'ne-bral (-bral), a.
(Biol.) The the segments of the sternum.
Ster'il-i-za'tion (stgr'il-T-za'shun), n.
Sterned (stemd), a. Having a stern of a particular
act or process of sterilizing, or rendering sterile ; also,
shape
used in composition as, s,qxxaxe-sterned.
the state of being sterile.
Stem'er (stem'er), n. [See 3d Stern.] A director.
[imp. &p.p. Sterilized
Ster'il-ize (st5r'Tl-iz), v. t.
Dr. R. Clerke.
[Obs.
R.]
[Cf. F.
(-izd) p. pr. & vb. n. Stekilizino (-i'zing).]
Stern'fore'most' (-for'mosf), adv. With the stern,
steriliser.']
1. To make sterUe or unproductive ; to impoverish, as land to exhaust of fertility, [i?.] '^Steril- instead of the bow, in advance hence, figuratively, in an
Woodward. awkward, blundering manner.
izing the earth."
Lowell.
2. (Biol.) (a) To deprive of the power of reproducing;
A fatal genius for going stervforemost.
to render incapable of germination or fecundation ; to
[From Sternum.] {Zo'ol.)
Ster'nite (ster'nit), n.
make sterile, (b) To destroy all spores or germs in (an The sternum of an arthropod somite.
organic fluid or mixture), as by heat, so as to prevent
Sternly (stem'ly), adv. In a stem manner.
the development of bacterial or other organisms.
Stern'most' (stern'mosf), a. Farthest in the rear;
Ster'let (ster'iet), n. [Russ. sterliade.] (Zo'ol.) A fartliest astern as, the sternmost ship in a convoy.
small sturgeon (Acipenser ruthenus) found in the CasStem'ness, n. The quality or state of being stem.
pian Sea and its rivers, and highly esteemed for its
Ster'no- (ster'no-). A combining form used in anatflavor.
The finest caviare is made from its roe.
omy to indicate connection with, or relation to, the ster-
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Ster'llng (-ling), «. (Engin.) Same as Starling, 2.
[OE. sterlynge, starling, for easierling,
Ster'llng, n.
LL. esterlingus, probably from Easierling, once the popular name of German traders in England, whose money
was of the purest quality cf. MHG. sterline a certain
" Certain merchants of Norwaie, Dencoin.
Cf. East.
marke, and of others those parties, called Ostomanni, or
(as in our vulgar language we tearme them), easterlings,
because they lie east in respect of us." Holinshed. " In
the time of
King Richard the First, monie coined
:

.

.

.

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m.,

arm, ask,

as, sternocosta,), sternoscapular.
(Anat.) Of or
Ster'no-cor'a-coid (-kor'a-koid), a.
pertaining to the sternum and the coracoid.
[Sterno- -\- costal.]
Ster'no-cos'tal (-kos'tal), a.
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the sternum and the ribs
as, the sternocostal cartilages.
Ster'no-hy'Oid (-hi'oid), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining
to the sternum and the hyoid bone or cartilage.
Ster'no-mas'toid (-mas'toid), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the sternum and the mastoid process.
Ster'no-thy'roid (-thi'roid), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the sternum and the thyroid cartilage.
Stem'post' (stern'posf), n. (Naut.) A straight piece
of timber, or an iron bar or beam, erected on the. extremity of the keel to support the rudder, and receive the
ends of the planks or plates of the vessel.

final,

sfil

;

eve,

event,

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

n.
A steersman. [Ois.l
Stem'son (stem'sfin), n. [See Stern, n., and cf!
Stemson.] (Naut.) The end of a ship's keelson, to which

Sterns'inan (stemz'man),

—

bolted ;
called also stern knee.
(ster'niSm), n. ; pi. L. Sterna (-n4), E.
[NL., from Gr. arepvov, the breast,
plate of cartilage, or a series of
chest.]
1. (Anat.)
bony or cartilaginous plates or segments, in the median
line of the pectoral skeleton of most vertebrates above
fishes ; the breastbone.
the sternpost

is

Ster'num

Stehnums (-numz).

A

t^"

The sternum is connected with the ribs or the pectoral girdle, or with both. In man it is a flat bone, broad
anteriorly, narrowed behind, and connected with the clavicles and the cartilages of the seven anterior pairs of ribs.
In most birds it has a high median keel for the attachment of the muscles of the wings.
2. (Zo'ol.) The ventral part of any one of the somites
of an arthropod.
Ster'nu-ta'tion (-nii-ta'shCn), n. [L. stemulaiio, fr.
sternutare to sneeze, intens. from stemuere.] The act
Quincy,
of sneezing.
Ster-nu'ta-tlve (ster-nu'ta-tiv), a. Having the quality of provoking to sneeze.
Sternutative.— n.
Ster-nu'ta-to-ry (-to-rj^), a.
ste'-nutatory substance or medicine.
Stern'way' (stern'wa'), «• (Naut.) The movement
of a ship backward, or with her stern foremost.
Stern'-wheel' (stem'hwel'), «• Having a paddle
wheel at the stem as, a stern-wheel steamer.
steamboat having a
Stern'-wheel' er (-er), n.
stern wheel instead of side wheels. [Collog. U. S.]
[L. sterquilu
Ster-C[Ull'i-nous (ster-kwTl'I-nus), a.
nium a dung pit, f r. stercus dung.] Pertaining to a dunghill
hence, mean dirty ; paltry. [Obs.]
Howell,
star.
[Obs.] Chaucer.
Ster're (ster're or ster), n.
Ster'rinjfe (stSr'rTnk), n. (Zo'ol.) The crab-eating
seal (Lobodon carcinophaga) of the Antarctic Ocean.
[Gr.
Ster'ro-met'ol (st6r'r6-mgt'al or -m5t"l), n.
o-reppo! firm, solid -\- E. metal.] An alloy of copper,
zinc, tin, ani' iron, of which cannon are sometimes made.
Stert (stert), oos. p. p. of Start. Started. Chaucer,
Chaucer.
Ster'te (ster'te), obs. imp of Start.
Ster-to'ri-ous (ster-to'n-us), a. Stertorous. [R.]
(ster'to-rJis),
a.
[L.
stertere to snore :
Ster'tO-rous
cf. F. stertoreux.]
Characterized by a deep snoring,
which accompanies inspiration in some diseases, especially apoplexy ; hence, hoarsely breathing ; snoring.

A

;

A

;

;

A

Burning, stertorous breath that hurt her cheek. Mrs. Brovming.
The day has ebbed away, and it is night in hie room, before
his stertorous breathing lulls.
Dickens.

&

i.
To die, or cause to die to
Chaucer. Spenser.
Zdpers. sing, of stare to stand,
remain. [See Stand.] (Pn'n^) Let it stand;
a word
used by proof readers to signify that something once
erased, or marked for omission, is to remain.
[imp. & p. p. Stetted p. pr. & vb. n.
Stet, v. t.
Stetting.] (Print.) To cause or direct to remain after
having been marked for omission
to mark with the
word stet, or with a series of dots below or beside the
matter as, the proof reader stetted a deled footnote.
[Stearic -{- ethal.]
(Chem.)
Stetll'al (stSth'Sl), n.
One of the higher alcohols of the methane series, homologous with ethal, and found in small quantities as an

Sterve

(sterv), v.

t.

See Starve.

perish.

Stet

;

[Obs.]

(stet), L., subj.

—

;

;

;

ethereal salt of stearic acid in spermaceti.
Steth'o-graph (-o-graf), n. [Gr. o-T^eo5 the breast
(Physiol.) See Pneumatograph.
Ste-thom'e-ter (ste-thbm'e-ter), n. [Gr. a-T7)9o! chest
-\- -meter.]
(Physiol.) An apparatus for measuring the
external movements of a given point of the chest wall,
during respiration
also called thoracometer.
[Gr. o-rijeos ths
Steth'O-SCOpe (stSth'6-skop), n.
breast -f- -scope : cf.
F. stethoscope.]
(3Ied.) An instrument used in auscultation for examining
the organs of the
chest, as the heart
One form of Stethoscope, a Main
and lungs, by conTube to be applied to Chest ; 6 b
Ear Tubes.
veying to the ear of
the examiner the sounds produced in the thorax.
Steth'o-scope, v. i. To auscultate, or examine, with
a stethoscope.
M. W. Savage.
[Cf.
F. stSthoscoSteth'O-BCOp'lc (-skSp'ifk), 1 a.
pique.] Of or pertainSteth'O-SCOp'ic-al (-T-kal), )
ing to a stethoscope ; obtained or made by means of a
stethoscope.
Steth'0-scop'lc-al-ly, adv.
Ste-thos'co-pist (ste-th5s'ko-pist or stSth'd-skB'pTst),
n.
One skilled in the use of the stethoscope.
Ste-thos'co-py (-pf), n. The art or process of examination by the stethoscope.
Steve (stev), V. t. [See Stevedore.] To pack or stow,
as cargo in a ship's hold.
See Steeve.
Ste've-dore' (ste've-dor'), n. [Sp. eslivador a packer,
a stower, fr. estivar to pack, to stow, L. sHpare to press,
compress, probably akin to E. stijf.
See Stiff, Stive
to stuff.] One whose occupation is to load and unload
vessels in port ; one who stows a cargo in a hold.
Ste'ven (ste'v'n), n. [AS. stefn, stemn, voice ; akin
to D. stem, G. stijnme, Goth. stibna.J 1. Voice ; speech ;
language. [Obs. or Scot.]

+

-graph.]

;

—

|

—

Te have as merry a Steven
Ae any angel hath that is in heaven.
Chaucer.
outcry ; a loud call; a clamor. [Obs.] Spenser,
To set Steven, to make an appointment. [Obs.]
They setten steiien for to meet
2.

An

To

playen at the dice.

Stew
where

(stu), «.
[Cf.
fish are kept for

Prov. Eng.]
2.

An

artificial

Stew,
idea,

V.

ill

t.

;

bed of

[imp.
old,

Chaucer,

Stow.] 1. A small pond or pool
the table ; a vivarium. [Obs. or
Chaucer. Evelyn.

&

oysters.

[Local,

XI.

p. p. Stewed (stud)

obey, drb, 5dd

;

S.]
;

p. pr.

&

STEW

1413

[OE. simven, OF. estuver, F. eiuver,
vb. n. Stewing.]
fr. OF. eshive, F. etuve, a sweating house, a room heated
for a bath ; probably of Teutonic origin, and akin to E.
stove. See Stove, and cf. Stive to stew.] To boil slowly,
or with a simmering or moderate heat ; to seethe ; to
cook in a little liquid, over a gentle fire, without boiling
as, to stew meat ; to stew oysters ; to slew apples.
Stew (stu), V. i. To be seethed or cooked in a slow,
gentle manner, or in heat and moisture.
Stew, n. [OE. stue, stuwe, OF. estuve. See Stew,
V, <.]
1.
place of stewing or seething; a place where

A

hot baths are furnished a hothouse. [Oto.]
As burning ^tna from his boihng stew
Doth belch out flames.
Spenser,
TheLydians were inhibited by Cyrus to use any armor, and
give themselves to baths and stews.
Abp. Abbot.
2. A brothel ;
usually in the plural. Bacon. South.
There be that hate harlots, and never were at the steivs.
Ascham.
;

—

3.
4.
6.

A prostitute. [OJj.]
Sir A. Weldon.
A dish prepared by stewing as, a stew of pigeons.
A state of agitating excitement a state of worry
;

;

confusion

;

be in a stew. \_Colloq.']
Stew'ard (stu'erd), n. [OE. stiward, AS. stlweard,
stigweard, literally, a sty ward stigu sty
weard warden, guardian,
his first duty having been probably to
attend to the domestic animals. V164. See Sty pen
for swine. Ward.] 1. A man employed in a large family, or on a large estate, to manage the domestic conterns, supervise other servants, collect the rents or income, keep accounts, and the like.
Worthy to be stewards of rent and land.
Chaucer.
They came near to the steward of Joseph's house. Gen. xliii. i9.
As good stewards of the manifold grace of God. 1 Pet. iv. 10.
2. A person employed in a hotel, or a club, or on board
a ship, to provide for the table, superintend the culinary
affairs, etc.
In naval vessels, the captain's steward,
wardroom steward, steerage steward, warrant officers'
steward, etc. are petty officers who provide for the messes
;

as, to

+

;

—

,

under their charge.

A fiscal agent of certain

bodies ; as, a steward in a
Methodist church.
4; In some colleges, an officer who provides food for
the students and superintends the kitchen ; also, an officer who attends to the accounts of the students.
5. In Scotland, a magistrate appointed by the crown
to exercise jurisdiction over royal lands.
Erskine.
lord high steward, formerly, the first officer of the
crown afterward, an officer occasionally appointed, as
for a coronation, or upon the trial of a peer. [Eng.]
Stew'ard, v. t. To manage as a steward. [06*.]
Stew'ard-ess, n. A female steward ; specifically, a
woman employed in passenger vessels to attend to the
wants of female passengers.
Stew'ard-ly, adfe. In the manner, or with the care,
of a steward. [i2.]
3.

;

STICKLEBACK

gradually increasing from the smallest
to the largest, and are timed to the diatonic scale. The
tones are produced by striking the pieces of wood with
hard balls attached to flexible sticks.
Stlch (stik), re. [Gr. o-ti'xos a row, line, akin to o-retX^iv to go, march, E. sty, v. i.] 1.
verse, of whatever
measure or number of feet.
2. A line in the Scriptures ; specifically (Hebrew
Scriptures), one of the rhythmic lines in the poetical
books and passages of the Old Testament, as vrritten in
the oldest Hebrew manuscripts and in the Revised Version of the English Bible.
3. A row, line, or rank of trees.
Stich'lc (-ik), a. [Gr. o-nx"«05.] Of or pertaining
to stichs, or lines ; consisting of stichs, or lines.
[iJ.]
Stl-Chid'i-um (sti-kid'I-iim), re. ; pi. Stichidia (-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. a-nxi^i-ou, dim. of o-ti'xos a row.] (Bot.) A
special podlike or fusiform branch containing tetraspores. It is found in certain red algs.
Stlch'o-man'cy (stik'S-mSn'sJ), «.
[Gr. o-Ti'xos a
line -|
mancy.'] Divination by lines, or passages of
books, taken at hazard.
Stich'o-met'ric-al (-met'rT-kal), a. Of or pertaining
to stichometry
characterized by stichs, or lines.
Stlch-om'e-try (stTk-om'e-try), re. [Gr. ffTi'xos a line
X. Measurement of books by the number of
-f- -melry.~\

unequal in

Stick

size,

;

3. To be prevented from going farther
to stop by
reason of some obstacle to be stayed.
I had most need of blessing, and " Amen "
;

;

Stuck in

;

— Stick

;

Arbuihnot,

To cause

or hesitation.
This is the difficulty that sticks with the most reasonable. Swift.
To stick by. (a) To adhere closely to ; to be firm in supporting. " We are your only friends stick by us, and wo
will rficft iy you." Darenant. (6) To be troublesome by
adhering. " I am satisfied to trifle away my time, rather
than let it stick by me." Pope.
To stick out. (a) To
project; to be prominent. *'Hisbonesthat were not seen
stick out." Job xxxiii. 21. (6) To persevere in a purpose
to hold out
as, the garrison stuck out until relieved.
[CoHog.]
To stick to, to be persevering in holding to;
" The advantage will be
as, to stick to a party or cause.
on our side if we stick to its essentials." Addison. —To
To stick
stick up, to stand erect as, his hair sticks up.
up for, to assert and defend as, to stick up for one's
rights or for a friend.
[Colloq.]
To stick upon, to
dwell upon ; not to forsake. " If the matter be knotty,
the mind must stop and buckle to it, and slick upon it
5.

difficulties, scruples,

:

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

withlabor and thought." Locke.
Stlck'ed (stik'Sd or stikt), obs. imp. of S'ncK. Stuck.

Milton.

[Prov. Eng.]

—

;

will.

Any

A

Shak,

.

.

;

which they contain.

stick of eels, twenty-five eels.

throat.
.

—

A

my

The trembling weapon passed
Through nine bull hides,
and stuck within the last. Dryderu
4. To be embarrassed or puzzled to hesitate to be
deterred, as by scruples to scruple
often with at.
They will stick long at part of a demonstration for want of
perceiving the connection of two ideas.
Locke,
Some stick not to say, that the parson and attorney forged a

2. Division of the text of a book into lines ; especially,
the division of the text of books into lines accommodated to the sense,
a method of writing manuscripts
used before punctuation was adopted.
Stlch'WOrt' (stTch'wfirf), n. (Bot.) A kind of chickweed (Stellaria Holostea). [Written also stiichwort.^
Stick (stik), re. [OB. sticke, AS. sticca ; akin to stician to stab, prick, pierce, G. stecken a stick, staff, OHG.
steccho, Icel. stik a stick. See Stick, v. <.]
1. A small
shoot, or branch, separated, as by a cutting, from a tree
or shrub ; also, any stem or branch of a tree, of any size,
cut for fuel or timber.
Withered sticks to gather, which might serve

long and comparatively slender piece of wood,
whether in natural form or shaped with tools ; a rod ; a
wand ; a staff ; as, the stick of a rocket ; a walking stick.
3. Anything shaped like a stick ; as, a stick of wax.
4. A derogatory expression for a person ; one who is
inert or stupid ; as, an odd stick ; a poor stick. \_Colloq.1
5. (Pri'reZ.) A composing stick.
See under Composino.
It is usually a frame of metal, but for posters, handbills,
etc., one made of wood is used.
6.
thrust with a pointed instrument ; a stab.

glue sticks to the

;

;

Against a winter's day.

as,

2. To remain where placed ; to be fixed ; to hold fast
to any position so as to be moved with difficulty ; to
cling ; to abide to cleave ; to be united closely.
A friend that sticketh closer than a brother. Frov. xviii. 24.
I am a kind of bur
I shall stick.
Shak,
If on your fame our sex a blot has thrown,
'T will ever stick through malice of your own. Tcyung,

II

2.

;

fingers ;
The green caterpillar breedeth in the inward parts of rosea
not blown, where the dew sticketk.
Bacon,

A

lines

(stTk), V. i. 1. To adhere
paste sticks to the wall.

And
They

in the sand her ship sticked so fast.

Chaucer,

sticked not to give their bodies to be burnt.
Sir T. Browne.

1. One who, or that which,
Stlck'er (stTk'er), re.
sticks ; as, a bill sticker,
2. That which causes one to stick ; that which puzzles
Thackeray.
[_Colloq.'\
or poses.
3. (Mus.) In the organ, a small wooden rod which
connects (in part) a key and a pallet, so as to communi-

cate motion by pushing.

[Political Cant, U. /S.]
4. Same as Paster, 2.
chimney, a chimney made of sticks laid crosswise, and ceStlck'ful (-ful), « / pT- Stickfuls (-fulz). (Print.)
mented with clay or mud, as in some log houses. [U. S.] —
Stick Insect {Zool. ), any one of various species of wing- As much set type as fills a composing stick.
less orthopterous insects of the family
Stlck'i-ness (-T-nes), re. The quality of being sticky;
Phasmidie, which have a long round
as, tlie stickiness of glue or paste.
To be stewardly dispensed, not wastefully spent. Tooker. body, resembling a stick in form and
Stick'lng, a. & re. from Stick, v.
color, and long
which are often
Stew'ard-sh^p, n. The office of a steward.
Shak. held rigidly in legs,
Sticking piece, a piece of beef cut from the neck. [Eng.]
such positions as to
Stew'art-ry (-ert-ry), ». 1. An overseer or superin- make them resemble small twigs. They
— Sticking place, the place where a thing sticks, or retendent. [iJ,] " The i^ioartry of provisions. " Tooke. thus imitate the branches and twigs of
mains fast sticking point.
2. The office of a steward stewardship, [i?.] Byrom. the trees on which they live. The comBut screw your courage to the sticking place.
Shak,
And we '11 not fail.
3. In Scotland, the jurisdiction of a steward ; also, mon American species is Diapheromera femorata. Some of the Asiatic
the lands under such jurisdiction.
—
Sticking plaster, an adhesive plaster for closing wounds,
—
species
are
more
than
a
foot
long.
To
—
and for similar uses. Sticking point. Same as Sticking
Bp. Hall.
Stew'lsh, a. Suiting a stew, or brothel.
cut one's stick, or To cut stick, to run
place, above.
Stew'pan' (-pan'), n, A pan used for stewing.
away. [Slang]
De Quincey.
;

;

A

Stew'pot'

Stey

{-p5t'), n.
pot
(sta), n.
See Stee.

Stlck'it (-it), a. Stuck spoiled in making. \_Scot,'\
[imp. &j>. p. Stuck
Stickit minister, a candidate fcr the clerical office who
Sticked (stikt)); p. pr.
fails, disqualified by incompetency or immorality.
& vb. re. Sticking.] [OE. stikien, v. t.
Stick'-laC (-15k'), n. See the Note under Lao.
& i., combined with steken, v. t. (imp.
Stlc'kle (sttk'k'l), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Stickled
stak, p. p. steken, sioken, whence E.
(-k'ld) p. pr. & vb. re. Stickling (-klTng).] [Probably fr.
stuck), AS. stician, v. t. & i., and (asOE. stightlen, sli^tlen, to dispose, arrange, govern, freq.
sumed) stecan, v. t. akin to OFries.
of stihten, AS. stihtan; cf. G. stiften to found, to estabsteka, OS. stekan, OHG. stehhan, G.
lish.] 1. To separate combatants by intervening. [Obs.']
stechen, and to Gr. trTC^eiv to piick,
When he [the angel] sees half of the Cliristians killed, and
Skr. tij to be sharp. Cf. Disttnguish,
the rest in a fair way of being routed, he stickles betwixt the
Etiquette, Extinct, Instigate,
Dryden,
remainder of God's host and the race of iiends.
Instinct, Prestige, Stake, Steak, American Stick Insect
2. To contend, contest, or altercate, esp. in a pertinaStick, re.. Stigma, Stimulate,
i?;^}''!5T'^Z{''""^
cious manner on insufficient grounds.
rata),
on o. lyiig.
Sting, Stitch in sewing, Sttle
Fortune, as she 'e wont, turned fickle,
for or in writing.] 1. To penetrate with a pointed inJLudibrat,
And for the foe began to stickle.
strument to pierce ; to stab ; hence, to kill by piercing
Dryderu
While for paltry punk they roar and stickle.
as, to stick a beast.
The obstinacy with which he stickles for the wrong. Ilazlitt,
Chaucer.
And sticked him with bodkins anon.
3. To play fast and loose to pass from one side to the
It was a shame
to sfi'ct him under the other gentleman's
other to trim.
Sir W. Scott.
arm while he was redding the I'ray.
1. To separate, as combatants hence,
V. t.

used for stewing.

;

Stick,

—

t.

;

tlhenic fever.

;

Sthenic theory.

See Stimclism

(a).

Stl-ac-cla'tO (ste-iit-cha'to), n. [It., crushed, flattened.] {Sculp.) The lowest relief,
of ten used In Italian sculpture of the 15th and 16th centuries.
sty on the eye. See Sttan.
Sti'an (sti'an), n.
Stlb'bom (stlb'bem), a. Stubborn. [Obs.'] Chaucer.
Stlb'1-al (-T-al), a.
[See SiiBrnM.] Like, or having
the qualities of, antimony ; antimonial.
Stib'l-al-ism (-Tz'm), n. (Med.) Antimonial intoxication or poisoning.
Dunglison.
ftlb'i-a'ted (stlbT-a'ted), a. [NL. stiUatus, from L.
ium antimony.] (Med. Chem.) Combined or impreg-

—

II

A

nated with antimony (stibium).
Stibiated tartar. See rnrtarem eft'c, under

;

;

.

as, to stick card teeth.
to fix in
with something pointed as, to stick cards.
to impale as, to
fix on a pointed instrument
stick an apple on a fork.
adhere
the surface ; as,
causing
to
to
.attach
by
7. To
to stick on a plaster to slick a stamp on an envelope

4.
5.
6.

C/(em. ) Antimonious. [R.l
Stib'1-um (-iim), re. [L. stibium., stibi, Gr. an^i,
ffTiVm.] 1. (Chem.) The technical name of antimony.
2. (Min.) Stibnite.
[Obs.J
Stlb'nlte (-nit), re. (3fin.) A mineral of a lead-gray
color and brilliant metallic luster, occurring in prismatic
crystals ; sulphide of antimony ;
called also antimony
glance, and gray antimony.
Sti-bo'nl-um (sti-bo'ni-am), re. (Chem,.) The hypothetical radical SbH4, analogous to ammonium ;
called
also antimoniuin.
(

II

iifil,

fip,

fan

;

pity

;

;

;

;

any manner.

;

To

stick oat, to

cause to project or protrude

food, fo'ot

;

&

;

to render

A

;

Patient anglers, standinfr all the day
Near to some shallow stickle or deep bay.

TV.

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

{

Browne,

Stlo'kle-back'(-bitk/),re. [OE.
Prov. E. stickle a prickle, spine,
See
back.
sting (AS. sticel)
Stick, v. I., and cf. Banstickle.]
(Zo'ul.) Any one of numerous
„
•"
species of small fishes of the

&

+

Gnslcroslt'iis and allied
Tlie baclt is armed
two or more sharp spines.
Tliev inhabit both salt and

genus

genera.
witli

brackisli water, .and con'.
rt „
3
Called
struct curious nests.
also sticklebag, sharplmg, and
,

,

.

.4

Ninc-spincd

Stickleback

y'%?"''"''"'-'"^"''i!'''Chhi^
Ji T[ wo-spined Sticklobnolc
^anstei-ostetis

aculcatas),

(j^j

prickleback.

prominent.
;

;
Stlc'kle,
to quiet, to appease, as disputants. [Obs.']
Which rquestionl violently they pursue,
Drayton.
Nor stickled would they be.
2. To intervene in to stop, or put an end to, by intervening; hence, to arbitrate. [Obs."]
They ran to him, and, pulling him back by force, stickled that
,^ir P. Sidney.
unnatural fray.
shallow rapid
i.]
Stlc'kle, re. [Cf. Stick, v. t.
[Obs.
also, the current below a waterfall.
in a river
or Prov. Eng.']

;

8. (Print.) To compose; to set, or arrange, in a composing stick ; as, to stick type. [Cfrre<]
9. (Joinery) To run or plane (moldings) in a machine,
Such
in contradistinction to working them by hand.
moldings are said to be stuck.
10. To cause to stick to bring to a stand ; to pose ;
to puzzle ; as, to stick one with a hard problem. [Collog.']
11. To impose upon ; to compel to pay ; sometimes,
to cheat. [Slangl

Stlc-ca'dO (stitk-ka'do), n. [Cf. It. steccato a palisade.] (Mus.) An instrument consisting of small bars of
wood, flat at the bottom and rounded at the top, and
testing on the edges of a kind of open box. They are
riide,

set
set

also, to .attach in

—

unite,

To
To
To

;

—

Ose,

.

2. To cause to penetrate ; to push, thrust, or drive, so
as to pierce ; as, to stick a needle into one's finger.
Shot:.
Thou stickest a dagger in me.
3. To fasten, attach, or cause to remain, by thrusting
with
tilings
fastened
in ; hence, also, to adorn or deck
on as by piercing ; as, to stick a pin on tlie sleeve.
Shak.
My shroud of white, stuck all witli yew.
The points of spears are stuck within the shield. Drj/den.

—

A

(-T-ils), a.

.

;

Taet AH.
Stib'ic (stib'Ik), a. (Chem.) Antimonic ;
used with
reference to certain compounds of antimony.
native oxide
Stib'l-CO-nlte (-T-ko-nit), n. (Min.)
of antimony occurring in masses of a yellowish color.
Stlb'lne (stib'in or -en), n. (Chem.) Antimony hydride, or hydrogen antimonide, a colorless gas produced
by the action of nascent hydrogen on antimony. It has
a characteristic odor and burns vrith a characteristic
greenish flame. Formerly called also antimoniureted
hydrogen.
Stlb'i-ous

V.

(stiik) (Obs.

Sthen'lC (sthgn'Ik), a, [Gr. <reeVos strength : cf. F.
tthenique.']
said especially
(Med.) Strong; active;
of morbid states attended with excessive action of the
keart and blood vessels, and cliaracterized by strength
and activity of the muscular and nervous systems ; as, a

slug, iQk

;

tben, thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in axure.

,
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STILL

Stlclller (stik'kler), n. [See Stickle, v. t."] One who
stickles.
Specifically :
(a) One who arbitrates a duel ; a sidesman to a fencer

2. To stop ; to extinguish to deaden ; to quench ; as,
to stifle the breath ; to stifle a fire or flame.
Bodies
stifle in themselves the rays which they do not
reflect or transmit.
Sir L Sewton.
3. To suppress the manifestation or report of ; to
smother ; to conceal from public knowledge ; as, to stifle
a story ; to stifle passion.
I desire only to have things fairly represented as they really
are no evidence smothered or stifled.
Waterland.

stile (stil), re. [See Style.] 1.
pin set on the face
of a dial, to cast a shadow a style. See Style. Moxon.
2. Mode of composition.
See Style. [Obs.]
May I not write in such a stile as this ?
Banyan.

—

a second; an umpire.

\_Obs.~\

Basilius, the iudse, appointed sticklers and trumpets whom
^ir P. Sidney.
the others should ooey.
Our former chiefs, like sticklers of the war,
first sought to inflame the parties, then to poise. Dryden.

One who

pertinaciously contends for some trifling
thing, as a point of etiquette an unreasonable, obstinate
contender ; as, a stickler for ceremony.
The Tory or High-church clergy were the greatest sticklers
against the exorbitant proceedings of King James II.
Swift.
(6)

;

Stlck'-seed' (sttk'sed'), n. (Bot.) A plant {Echinospermum Lappula) of the Borage family, with small blue
flowers and prickly nutlets.
Stlck'tall' (-tal') n. The ruddy duck. iLocal, U. S.']
SUck'-tight' (-tif ), ra. (Bot.) Beggar's ticks.
Stlck'y (-y), a. ICompar. Stickier (-i-er) superl.
Stickiest.]
Having the quality of sticking to a surface
adhesive gluey ; viscous viscid glutinous tenacious.
Herbs which last longest are those of strong smell, and with

;

.

.

.

;

A

;

[OE. stile, AS. stigel a step, a ladder, from
stile, re.
stlgan to ascend ; akm to OHG. stigila a stile. V164.
See Sty, v. i., and cf. Stair.] 1.
step, or set of steps,
for ascending and descending, in passing a fence or wall.
There comes my master . ,
over the
stile, this way.
Shak.

A

.

Sti'fle (sti'f'l), V. i. To die by reason of obstruction
of the breath, or because some noxious substance prevents respiration.
You shall stifle in your own report.
Shak.

Sti'fled

(sti'f'ld), a.

Stifling.

The close and stifled

Hawthorne.

study.

Sti'fler (-fler), n.
1. One who, or that which, stifles.
2. (Mil.) See Camouplet.
Stlg'ma (stig'ma), n. ; pi. E. Stigmas (-ma«), L.
Stigmata (-ma-ta). [L., a mark, a brand, from Gr. o-ti;
yiJ.a, -aT05, the prick or mark of a pointed instrument, a
;
;
;
spot, mark, from o-Ti'feif to prick, to brand.
See Stick,
Bacon. V. <.] 1.
a sticky stalk.
mark made with a burning iron ; a brand.
2. Any mark of infamy or disgrace ; sign of moral
Stid'dy (stid'dy), n. [See Stithy.] An anvil ; also,
a smith's shop. See Stithy. \_Prov. Eng.'] Halliwell. blemish stain or reproach caused by dishonorable conStUf (stif), a. ICompar. Stifpee (-er) superl. Stief- duct ; reproachful characterization.
The blackest stigma that can be fastened upon him. Bp. Hall.
EST.]
[OE. slif, AS. stif; akin to D. stijf, G. steif,
Dan. stiv, Sw. styf, Icel. sl'ifr, Lith. stipti to be stiff ; cf
All such slaughters were from thence called Bartelmies, simin a perpetual stigma of that butchery.
ply
Sir G. Buck.
L. stipes a post, trunk of a tree, stipare to press, compress.
Cf. Costive, Stifle, Stipulate, Stive to stuff.]
3. (Bot. ) That part of a pistil which has no epidermis,
1. Not easily bent ; not flexible or pliant ; not limber
and is fitted to receive the pollen. It is usually the teror flaccid ; rigid firm ; as, stiff wood, paper, joints.
minal portion, and is commonly somewhat glutinous or
viscid.
See Illust. of Stamen and of Flowek.
[They] rising on sf/#'pennons, tower
The mid aerial sky.
Milton.
4. (Anat.)
small spot, mark, scar, or a minute hole
applied especially to a spot on the outer surface of a
2. Not liquid or fluid ; thick and tenacious inspisGraafian follicle, and to spots of intercellular substance
sated ; neither soft nor hard ; as, the paste is stiff.
3. Firm ; strong ; violent ; difficult to oppose ; as, a in scaly epithelium, or to minute holes in such spots.
5. (Pathol. )
red speck upon the skin, produced either
stiff gale or breeze.
4. Not easily subdued ; unyielding ; stubborn ; obsti- by the extravasation of blood, as in the bloody sweat characteristic
of certain varieties of religious ecstasy, or by
nate ; pertinacious ; as, a stiff adversary.
capillary congestion, as in the case of drunkards.
It is a shame to stand stiff in a foolish argument. Jer. Taylor.
6. (Zodl.) (a) One of the external openings of the
war ensues the Cretans own their cause.
Dryden. trachese of insects, myriapods, and other arthropods a
Stiff to defend their hospitable laws.
formal ; constrained ; af- spiracle, (b) One of the apertures of the pulmonary
5. Not natural and easy
sacs of arachnids. See Illust. of Scorpion, (c) One of
fected ; starched; as, s<!^ behavior ; a stiff &ty\e.
The French are open, familiar, and talkative ; the Italians the apertures in the gill of an ascidian, and of Amphioxus.
reserved.
Addison,
ceremonious,
and
stiffs
7. (Geom.)
point so connected by any law whatever
6. Harsh ; disagreeable ; severe ; hard to bear. [Obs.
with
another point, called an index, that as the index
OT Colloq.'] "This is «/(^ news."
Shak.
7. {Naut.) Bearing a press of canvas without careen- moves in any manner in a plane the first point or stigma
ing much ; as, a stiff vessel
opposed to crank. Tolten. moves in a determinate way in the same plane.
8. p!. (R. C. Ch.) Marks believed to have been super8. Very large, strong, or costly ; powerful ; as, a stiff
naturally impressed upon the bodies of certain persons in
charge ; a stiff ^x\c&. \_Slang\
imitation of the wounds on the crucified body of Christ.
Stiff neck, a condition of the neck such that the head
See def. 5, above.
can not be moved without difficulty and pain.
Stig-ma'rl-a (stig-ma'ri-a), n. [NL, See Stigma.]
Rigid; inflexible; strong hardy stubborn
Syn.
(Paleon. ) The fossil root stem of a coal
obstinate ; pertinacious ; harsh ; formal ; constrained
plant
of the genus Sigillaria.
affected ; starched ; rigorous.
Stig'ma-ta (stlg'ma-ta), re. ; pi. of
Stiff-backed' (-bSkf ), a. Obstinate. J. H. Newman.
Stigma.
[imp.
Stiffen (stTf'n), V. t.
p. p. Stotened
Stig-mat'ic (stTg-mSt'ik), re. 1.
(-'nd) p. pr.
vb. n. STWTEKnia.'] [See Stiff.] 1. To
make stiff ; to make less pliant or flexible ; as, to stiffen notorious profligate or criminal who has
been branded ; one who bears the marks
cloth with starch.
of infamy or punishment. [J?.] Bullokar.
Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood.
Shak.
2.
person who is marked or de2. To inspissate ; to make more thick or viscous
as,
formed by nature.
Shak,
to stiffen paste.
Stig-maf
ic (stig-mSf Ik), 1 a. [See„,.„,^.„ ,„,.
Sh|n-^aj5^.,3. To make torpid to benumb.
Su|-mat'ic-al(-i-kal), "\ Stigma.]
Stiffen, V. i. To become stiff or stiffer, in any sense
1. Marked with a stigma, or with
Much reduced,
of the adjective.
something reproachful to character.
Like bristles rose my stiffening hair.
Dryden.
[iJ.]
2. Impressing with infamy or reproach.
Dryden.
The tender soil then stiffening by degrees.
3. (Bot., Anat., etc.) Of or pertaining to a stigma or
Some souls we see.
stigmata.
Dryden.
Grow hard and stiffen with adversity.
Stigznatlc geometry, or Stigmatics, that science in which
Stiff'en-er (stlf'n-er), n. One who, or that which,
the correspondence of index and stigma (see Stigma, 7)
stiffens anything, as a piece of stiff cloth in a cravat.
is made use of to establish geometrical proportions.
Stiff en-ing, n. 1. Act or process of making stiff.
With a stigma, or mark of
Stlg-mat'ic-al-ly, adv.
2. Something used to make anything stiff.
Stiffening order (Com.), a permission granted by the infamy or deformity.
Stlg'ma-tist (stTg'ma^tTst), n. One believed to be
customs department to take cargo or ballast on board
supernaturally impressed with the marks of Christ's
before the old cargo is out, in order to steady the ship.
;

;

A
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;

A

—

;

A

A

;

;

;

A

;

—

—
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;

;

;
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&

;

A

A

;

;

Stiff-heart'ed
stinate stubborn

(-hiirt'gd), a.

[Stiff

+

contumacious.
Stiff ish, a. Somewhat stiff.
Stiffly (stif'ly), adv. In a stiff manner.
;

;

Stubborn

Stiff-necked' (-nekf), a.
stinate
contumacious
necked people.
;

;

;

Ezek.

ii.'

4.

inflexibly ob;

a

stiff-

Ex. xxxii.
Stiff-neck'ed-ness (-nSk'ed-nes or -ngkt'nes),

9.

n.

The quality or state of being stiff-necked stubbornness.
Stiffness, n. The quality or state of being stiff as,
the stiffness of cloth or of paste stiffness of manner
;

;

;

stiffness of character.
The vices of old age have the stiffness of

—

it

too.

SoutTi.

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

with kisses, a sweet death he dies.
Dryden.
leave, being half stifled with the closeness of the

Stifled

I took
room.

my

Swift.

ale,

senate,

c&re,

The production

n.

1.

The act

members

of

upon the

body.

See Stigma, 8.
Stig'ma-tize (-tlz), v. t. [imp. & p. v. Stigmatized
[F.
(-tizd)
vb. n. Stigmatizing f-ti'zing).]
p. pr.
stigmatiser, Gr. o-Tiy/iaTi'feti'.] 1. To mark with a stigma,
or brand as, the ancients stigmatized their slaves and

&

;

;

soldiers.

hold out both their ears with such delight and ravishment, to be stigmatized and bored through in witness of
Milton.
own voluntary and beloved baseness.
2. To set a mark of disgrace on ; to brand with some
mark of reproach or infamy.
To find virtue extolled and vice stigmatized. Addison.

That

.

.

.

&m, arm, ask,

(Bot.) Same as Stigmatic.
[Gr. crriyuf,
Stig'O-nO-man'Cy (-6-no-man'sy), re.
-luvos, one who is marked, or one who marks (ariieiv to
-marecy.]
mark with a pointed instrument, to prick)
Divination by writing on the bark of a tree.
Stlke (stik), re. [See Stick.] Stanza. [Obs."] Saekville.
Stilar (sti'ler), a. [From Stile a style.] Of or pertaining to the style of a dial.
[Written also stylar.']
Stil'bene (stil'ben), re. [See Stilbite.] (Chem.) A
hydrocarbon, C14H12, produced artificially in large, fine
crystals ;
called also diphenyl ethylene, toluylene, etc.
Stil'bite (-bit), re. [Gr. oriX^ew to glitter, shine cf F.
stilbite.]
(Min.) A common mineral of the zeolite family,
a hydrous siUcate of alumina and lime, usually occurring in sheaf like aggregations of crystals, also in radiated
masses. It is of a white or yellowish color, with pearly
luster on the cleavage surface.
Called also desmine.

Stig'ma-tose'

(-tos'), a.

+

Hanging, and Pulley.
Sti'let (sti'lSt),

.

:

all

;

eve, event,

&nd

telle,

stylet,]

Common

[Written also

re.

A stiletto.

1.

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

Door,

showing A A
^"^
5,''i?^i^-®„-?

rfi-

[B.]

CC

^

Mullions.

^
2. (Surg") See Stylet, 2.
Sti-let'tO (sti-let'to), re. / pi. Stilettos (-toz).
dim. of stilo a dagger, fr. L. stilus a pointed instrument. See Style for writing, and cf. Stylet.]
1. A kind of dagger with a slender, rounded,
and pointed blade.
2. A pointed instrument for making eyelet
holes in embroidery.
3. A beard trimmed into a pointed form. [Obs.]
The very quack of fashions, the very he that
Wears a stiletto on his chin.
Ford.
_ .,

_.,

,

.

,.

r

^

&o

•

[It.,

Stiletto,

r,

L

[imp.
sti-let'to, V. i.
p. p. Stilettoed
(-tod) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Stilettoing (-to-ing).]
To stab
or kill witii a stiletto.
Bacon.
Still (stll), a. [Compar. Stiller (-er) superl. Stillest.] [OE. stille, AS. stille ; akin to D. stil, OS.
OHG.

&

;

&

G. still, Dan. stille, Sw. stilla, and to E. stall;
from the idea of coming to a stand, or halt. Cf Still,
adv.] 1. Motionless ; at rest ; quiet ; as, to stand still
" Still as any stone."
to lie or sit still.
Chaucer.
2. Uttering no sound ; silent ; as, the audience is
still ; the animals are still.
The sea that roared at thy command,
At thy command was still.
Addison.
3. Not disturbed by noise or agitation ; quiet ; calm
" When all the
as, a still evening ; a still atmosphere.
vioods are still."
Milton,
4. Comparatively quiet or silent ; soft ; gentle ; low.
"A still small voice."
1 Kings xix. 12.
5. Constant; continual.
[Obs.]
By still practice learn to know thy meaning.
Shak,
6. Not effervescing ; not sparkling ; as, still wines.
Still life.
(Fine Arts) (a) Inanimate objects. (6) (PainU
ing) The class or style of painting which represents inanimate objects, as fruit, flowers, dead game, etc.
Syn. Quiet calm noiseless serene ; motionless
slilli,

.

—

;

;

;

inert; stagnant.
[Cf. G. stille.]
1. Freedom from noise;
Still, re.
calm ; silence as, the still of midnight. [Poetic]
2.
steep hill or ascent. [Obs.]
W. Browne.
[AS. stille quietly.
See Still, a. The
Still, adv.
modern senses come from the idea of stopping and stay,
ing still, or motionless.]
1. To this time ; until and
during the time now present ; now no less than before
yet.
It hath been anciently reported, and is still received. Bacon.
;

A

now and before.
Hourly joys be still upon you
Shak,
3. In continuation by successive or repeated acts;
always ; ever ; constantly ; uniformly.
The desire of fame betrays an ambitious man into indecencies that lessen his reputation
he is still afraid lest any of Ma
actions should be thrown away in private.
Addison.
Chemists would be rich if they could still do in great quantities what they have sometimes done in little.
Boyle.
2. In the future as

I

;

— much used with comparatives.

;

even more

The guilt being great, the fear doth still exceed. Shak.
5. Notwithstanding what has been said or done ; in
spite of what has occurred
nevertheless
sometimes
used as a conjunction. See Synonym of But.
As sunshine, broken in the rill,
Though turned astray, is sunshine still.
Moore.
6. After tha,t after what is stated.
;

;

—

;

In the primitive church, such as by fear being compelled to
and kept still the office
of preaching the gospel.
Whitgift,
Still and anon, at intervals and repeatedly; continue
ally ; ever and anon now and then.
And like the watchful minutes to the hour.
Shak,
Still and anon cheered up the heavy time.
sacrifice to strange gods, after repented,

;

&

vb.
Still, V, t.
[imp. &p. p. Stilled (stild) ; p.pr.
Stilling.] [AS. stillan, from stille still, quiet, firm.
See Still, a.] 1. To stop, as motion or agitation ; to
cause to become quiet, or comparatively quiet ; to check
the agitation of as, to still the raging sea.
He having a full sway over the water, had power to still and
compose it, as well as to move and disturb it.
Woodward.
re.

;

2.

—

final,

are mortised.

^W^

In an ordinary door the principal upright pieces are called stiles, the
subordinate upright pieces mullions,
and the crosspieces rails. In wainscoting the principal pieces are sometimes
called stiles, even when horizontal.
Hanging stile. Pulley stile. See under

4. In an increasing or additional degree

of stigmata

their

Stiff tail' (-tal'), n. The ruddy duck. [Local, U. 5.]
Stiff-tailed' (-taW), a. (Zodl.) Having the quill
feathers of the tail somewhat rigid.
[From Stiff.] (Far.) The joint
Sti'fle (sti'f'l), n.
next above the hock, and near the flank, in the hind leg
of the horse and allied animals the joint corresponding
to the knee in man
called also stifle joint. See Illust.
under Horse.
Stifle bone, a small bone at the stifle joint
the patella,
or kneepan.
Sti'fle, V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Stifled (-fid) p. pr. &
vb. n. Stiplinq (-fling).]
[Freq. of OE. stif stiff; cf.
Icel. stifla to dam up.]
1. To stop the breath of by
crowding something into the windpipe, or introducing
an irrespirable substance into the lungs to choke to
suffocate to cause the death of by such means as, to
stifle one with smoke or dust.
;

wounds.
See Stigma, 8.
Stig'ma-ti-za'tion (-tl-za'shiin),
stigmatizing.
2. (B. C. Ch.)

pride

as, stiff-necked

Ob-

heart.-]

way to Doubting Castle.
Bunyan.

;

;

this stile is the

2. (Arch.) One of the upright pieces
in a frame ; one of the primary members
of a frame, into which the secondary

To

stop, as noise

With
3.

his

To appease

name

;

to silence.

the mothers

calm

still

their babes.

ShaR.

to quiet, as tumult, agitaexcitement as, to still the passions.
Shak,
Toil that would, at least, have stilled an unquiet impulse in
to

;

tion, or

;

;

me.

Syn. —To quiet cabn
;

subdue

;

suppress

idea, Ql

;

old.

;

;

silence

allay
;

;

stop

Hawthorne.
pacify ; appease
check restram.

lull
;

;

dbey, drb, odd

;

1

Still (stil), n.

ICi.

OB.

See Sttli,

stillatorie.

r.,

to

A vessel,

boiler, or copper used in the distillation of liquids ; specifically, one used for the distillation of alcoholic liquors ; a retort. The name is sometimes applied to the whole apparatus used in vaporiza1.

distill.]

STINKWEED
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STILL

[AS. sting a sting. See Stino, v. t.']
Sting
1. (Zodl.) Any sharp organ of ott'ense and defense, especially when connected with a poison gland, and adapted to infiict a wound by piercing ; as, the caudal sting of
a scorpion. The sting of a bee or wasp is a modified
ovipositor. The caudal sting, or spine, of a sting ray is a
modified dorsal fin ray. The term is sometimes applied
See Illust. of Scobpion.
to the fang of a serpent.
sharp-pointed hollow hair seated on a
2. (Bot.)
gland which secretes an acrid fluid, as in nettles. The
points of these hairs usually break off in the wound, and
the acrid fluid is pressed into it.
3. Anything that gives acute pain, bodily or mental
as, the stings of remorse ; the stings of reproach.
The sting of death is sin.
1 Cor. xv. 56.
4. The thrust of a sting into the flesh ; the act of
stinging ; a wound inflicted by stinging. " The lurking
Shah.
serpent's mortal i<m jr."
Shak.
5.
goad incitement.
6. The point of an epigram or other sar.-^astic saying.
Sting moth (Zodl.), an Australian moth (Doratifera
vtdnerans) whose larva is armed, at each end of the body,
with four tubercles bearing powerful stinging organs.
Sting winkle (ZoSting ray. (Zodl.) See under 6th Rat.
ol.), a spinose marine univalve shell of the genus Murex,
as the European species (Murex erinaceus). See Hlwst,
of Murex.
Sting, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Stung (stung) (Archaic
Stang (stSng)) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Stinging.]
[AS. stingstinga,
Dan. stinge, and probably
an ; akin to Icel.
Sw.
to E. stick, V. t. ; cf. Goth, usstiggan to put out, pluck
out.
Cf. Stick, v. i.]
1. To pierce or wound with a
sting ; as, bees will sling an animal that irritates them
the nettles stung his hands.
2. To pain acutely ; as, the conscience is stung with
remorse ; to bite. "S\a,ndev sti?igs the brave."
Pope.
3. To goad ; to incite, as by taunts or reproaches.
Stlng'a-ree' (sting'a-re'), n. (Zodl.) Any sting ray.
(sttng), n.

to Himanlopus and allied genera, in which the legs are
Called also
remarkably long and slender.
longshanks, stiltbird, stilt plover, and lawyer.
species (Himantopus
is well knoviTi.
The
Asiatic stilt (H.
candidus) is usually white, except the wings aud interscapulars, which are greenish black.
The white-headed stilt (/f. teucocevhalus) and the banded stilt
pectoralis) are
( Gladorhynchus
found in Australia.

The American

Mexicamis)

European and

tion and condensation.

—

A

Stilt plover {Zodl.), the stilt.
an
Stilt
sandpiper (Zodl.),

American sandi^iper {Microvalavia himaniovus) having
European Stilt (//. mela- fong legs. The bill is somewhat
noptei-us).
expanded at the tip.
Stilt (stilt), V. t.
[imp & p. p. Stilted p. pr. &
vb. n. Stilting.]
To raise on stilts, or as if on stilts.

A

;

(Zodl.) See Stilt, «., 3.

Stllt'bird' (-berdO, n.
Stilt'ed,a. Elevated

as

a Body,
the

b Head
c Tube leading from the Head to
Worm, inclosed in Cistern of Cold Water d
Water Tank for supplying Cistern x Overiiow

or Boiler

Worm

;

;

s

;

;

Receiver ; e
Pipe of Cistern.
2.

;

A house where liquors are distilled

a

;

distillery.

[Abbreviated

To cause

1.

fr. distill-l

to

To

A

Stil'lage (stTl'laj ; 48), n. (Bleaching)
to keep the goods from touching the floor.

low

StUt'i-ly

stool

[Stilt

Knight.

upon
upon

still.

a

His feelings
of stimulants.

as, to still-

hum brandy.

[OJs.]

2.

An apartment

in

2. (Physiol.)

.

The
Stll'ly
Bilently

;

stilly

A

standstill.

In a

still

manner

The hum

of either

stylle,

stylta,
stelze, and

LG.

& D. steli,

OHG.

2.

is

;

A

also,

[Prov. Eng.-\
3. {Zodl.)

Ose,

Any

ap.

urge

: cf. F. stiact of stimulating, or the state of

(-la'ter), n.

[L.

:

cf.

;

pity

der Lance.
U. S.]

S.\

(-trSs),

re.

;

food, fdbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

—

See un[Local,

shad (Zodl.), the gizzard shad. [Local,
Stink trap, a si;ench trap. See under Stench.
(-erd), n.

1.

A mean,

tj,

stinking, paltry fel-

low.

B. Jonson.

2. (Zodl.) The teledu of the East Indies. It emits a
disagreeable odor.
composition of substances
Stink'ball' (-bal'), n.

A woman who

;

— Stink-flre lance.
— Stink rat (Zodl.), the musk turtle.

— Stink

Stlnk'ard

F. stimulateur.']

:

Om

A

See under Fire.

Fire atink.

stimulates.

the rods and cones of the retina for the vibrations of the
ether.
(6) Ileterologotis stimuli, which are mecli.anical,
chemical, electrical, etc., and act upon tlie nervous elements of the sensory apparsitus along their entire course,
producing, for example, the flasli of light beheld when
Landois & Stirling.
the eye is struck.

Stilts.

;

stingy,

&

0^°' Of the stimuli applied to the sensory apparatus,
physiologists distinguish two kinds
(a) Homologous
stimuli, which act only upon the end organ, and for
whose action the sense organs are especially adapted, as

Halliwell.
species of limicoline birds belonging
1^11,

;

organ.

stilts, and masked.
Landor.
the handle of a plow.

unite, r^de,

impel

;

stel-

but avarice on

A crutch

;

incense.

;

to the leg, aed sometimes prolonged upward
80 as to be steadied by the hand or arm.

Ambition

encourage
;

(-la'shiln), n. [L. stimulatio

The

;

za, G.
perh. to E. stout.']
1.
pole, or piece of wood, constructed with a
step or loop to raise the foot above the
ground in walking. It is sometimes lashed
-

;

Dr. H. Hartshorne.
Stlm'U-lns (-lus), n. ; pi. Stimuli (-li). [L., for stigmulus, akin to L. instigare to stimulate. See Instioate,
Stick, v. i.] 1. A goad hence, something that rouses
the mind or spirits an incentive as, the hope of gain is
a powerful stimulus to labor and action.
2. That which excites or produces a temporary increase of vital action, either in the whole organism or in
any of its parts especially (Physiol.), any substance or
agent capable of evoking the activity of a nerve or irritable muscle, or capable of producing an impression upon a
sensory organ or more particularly upon its specific end

Shah.

A

Sw.

incite

stimulates.
Stim'U-llsm (-ITz'm), n. (Med.) (a) The theory of
medical practice which regarded life as dependent upon
stimulation, or excitation, and disease as caused by excess
(b) The
or deficiency in the amount of stimulation,
practice of treating disease by alcoholic stimulants.

Stllp-nom'e-lane (stTlp-nBm'e-Ian), n. [Gr. aTiKvvo'i
shining
jue'Aas, -wos, black.]
(Min.)
black or greenish black mineral occurring
in foliated plates, also in velvety bronzecolored incrustations. It is a hydrous silicate of iron and alumina.
Stilt (stilt), n. [OE. stilie; akin to Dan.

+

A

&

;

exasperate

;

Stlm'u-la'tress

quietly

army stilly sounds.

1.

Stlm'U-la'tor

One who

Moore.
;

meanly avaricious ; niggardly ; miserly
;
as, a stingy churl.
narrow-hearted fellow that had a deal of choice
fruit, had not the heart to touch it till it began to be rotten.
L'Estrange.
Stink (stink), V. i. [imp. Stunk (stunk), Stank
(stSnk), p. pr.
vb. n. Stinking.] [AS. siincan to have
a smell (whether good or bad) ; akin to OHG. stinchan,
G.
D. stinken to stink ; of uncertain origin ; cf . Icel.
st'dkkva to leap, to spring, Goth, stigqan to push, strike,
or Gr. Tayyos rancid. Cf. Stench.] To emit a strong,
offensive smeU ; to send out a disgusting odor.
Stink, V. t. To cause to stink ; to affect by a stink.
Stink, n. [AS. stinc]
strong, offensive smell ; a
disgusting odor ; a stench.
penurious

^

Dr. H. More.

softly.

and covetous

2. (Physiol.) The irritating action of various agents
(stimuli) on muscles, nerves, or a sensory end organ, by
which activity is evoked; especially, the nervous impulse produced by various agents on nerves, or a sensory
end organ, by which the part connected with the nerve
is thrown into a state of activity ; irritation.
Having the quality of
Stlm'U-la-tive (-IS-tlv), a.
stimulating.
n.
That which stimulates.

Shak.

[J?.]

Stin'gy (stTn'jy), a. [Compar. Stingier (-jT-er) ; superl. Stingiest.]
[Probably from sting, and meaning
originally, stinging ; hence, biting, nipping (of the wind),
churlish, avaricious ; or cf. E. skinch.] Extremely close

being stimulated.

and kitchen cleared

StUl; quiet; calm.
hour when storms are gone.

adv.

(stTl'lj^),

stillroom

irritate

Stlm'U-la'tlon
mulation.']

Dickens.

StlU'stand' (-stSnd'), n.
Stlll'y (stTl'y), a.

.

;

[Old Slang']
cup of old stingo

at your elbow ? Addison..
Stlng'tall' (sting'tal'), n. (Zo'dl.) A sting ray.
Stlng'y (sting'j?), a. Stinging ; able to sting.

Shall I set a

excite; to irritate; especially, to exnerve or an irritable muscle), as by

Syn. — To animate
instigate

[_Eng.']
.

To

a.

or strong liquor.

cite the activity of (a
electricity.

a house where liquors, preserves,

like, are kept.

Having no sting.
Stln'gO (stin'go), n. [From Sting.] Old beer ; sharp
Stlng'less,

;

A

Floors are rubbed bright,
for action.

—

Macaulay.

& Med.) An agent which produces a tem-

—

A
A

A

and the

slight

porary increase of vital activity in the organism, or in
any of its parts;
sometimes used without qualification
to signify an alcoholic beverage used as a stimulant.
[imp. & p. p. Stimulated
Stlm'u-late (-lat), v. t.
[L. stimula(-la'tSd) ; p. pr. & vb. n. STiMtrLATiNO.]
ius, p. p. of stimulare to prick or goad on, to incite, fr.
stimulus a goad.
1. To excite as if
See Stimulus.]
with a goad ; to excite, rouse, or animate, to action or
more vigorous exertion by some pungent motive or by
persuasion as, to stimulate one by the hope of reward,
or by the prospect of glory.
To excite and stimulate us thereunto. Dr. J. Scott.

Shah.
or quiets.

house in which distillaStlll'house' (-hous'), n.
tion is carried on ; a distillery.
hunting for game in a
Stlll'-hunt' (-hiint'), n.
quiet and cautious manner, or under cover ; stalking
hence, colloquially, the pursuit of any object quietly and
cautiously.— Stlll'-hunt'er (-er), n.— StlU'-himMng,
n. iU.S.-]
[L. stillicidium ; stilla a
Stil'll-Clde (stTllT-sId), n.
drop
cadere to fall.]
continual falling or succession
of drops ; rain water falling from the eaves.
Bacon.
Stll'U-cld'l-OUS (-sid'T-iis), a. Falling in drops. [06^.]
[L. stilla a drop -|Stll'll-form (stil'li-f8rm), a.
Having the form of a drop.
Owen.
-form.']
Stlll'lng (stil'ing), n. [Cf. LG. stelling, G. stellen
to set, to place.] A stillion. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng."]
Stll'llon (stTl'yun), ra. [See StlLling.] A stand, as for
casks or vats in a brewery, or for pottery while drying.
Stlll'ness (stil'ngs), n. 1. The quality or state of
being still ; quietness ; silence ; calmness ; inactivity.
Painting, then, was the art demanded by the modern intellect
upon its emergence from the stillness of the Middle Ages.
J. A. Symonds.
2. Habitual silence or quiet ; taciturnity.
The gravity and stillness of your youth
The world hath noted.
Shal:
room for distilling.
Still'room' (-room'), n. 1.

+

A

had been exasperated by the constant application

2. (Physiol.
closing.

[Etymoloj ^ uncertain.]

(stim), n.

stimulates, provokes, or excites.

;

Ever

Mark's

St.

Church, Venice.

;

; as, a stillborn poem.
Swift.
Stlll'-bum' (-bflrn'), V. t. limp. &p.p. Still-buknt
(-bfirnf ) or Still-bdbned (-bilrnd') p. pr. Still-bden-

stills,

Arch from

Stilted

as,

;

stillborn child.
2. Fig. : Abortive

Still'-clos'lng (-kloz'ing), a.

stilted;

gleam or glimmer a glimpse, _P7-ov. Eng.J Halliwell.
Stlm'U-lant (stim'ti-lant), a. [L. stimulans, p. pr. cf.
F. stimulant. See Stimtoate.] 1. Serving to stimulate.
2. (Physiol.) Producing increased vital action in the
organism, or in any of its parts.
Stlm'U-lant, n. [Cf. F. stimulant.'] 1. That which

[i?.]
Dr. S. More. Sir H. Wotlon.
Still'blrth' (atil'berth'), n. The birth of a dead fetus.
(-bdrn'),
a.
1. Dead at the birth ; as, a
Stlll'born'

" Still-closing wa.texs.'"
Stlll'er (-er), n. One who

See under 6th Ray.
Sting'bull' (stlng'bulO, n. (Zodl.) The European
greater weever fish (Trachinus draco), which is capable
of inflicting severe wounds with the spinous rays of its
dorsal fin. See Weever.
Sting'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, stings.
Professor E. Forbes states that only a small minority of the
raedusEe of our seas are stingers.
Owen.
Stlng'flsh' (-fish'), n. (Zodl.) The weever.
Stin'gl-ly (stTn'ji-iy), adv. In a stingy manner.
Stin'gl-ness, n. The quality or state of being stingy.
Piercing, or capable of
Stlng'lng (sting'ing), a.
piercing, with a sting ; inflicting acute pain as if with a
sting, goad, or pointed weapon; pungent; biting; as,
stinging cold ; a stinging rebuke.
Sting'lng-ly, adv.
Stinging cell. (Zodl.) Same as Lasso cell, under Lasso.

if

stilly style.

Stlme

A

performed,

;

;

pompous;

Stll'la-tO-ry (stnia-to-ry), n. ; pi. -eibs (-riz). [Prom
Still, for distill. Cf. Still, n., and Distillatory, a.]
1. An alembic; a vessel for distillation. [iJ.] Bacon.
2.
laboratory ; a place or room in which distillation

in the process of distillation

stilts

t.

To raise

or as
to stilt.

stilts,

Stilt'y (-f), a. Unreasonably
elevated

;

To bum

(-i-fi), V.

+ -fy.]

&
&

&

archivolt, intrados, etc.

Stil'la-ti'tlOUS (stTl'la-tish'iis), a.
[L. stillaticius, fr.
drop, siilla a drop.] Falling in drops drawn

INO.]

;

(Arch.),

member, molded or ornamented, as
a continuation of the

drop, or
Spenser.

stillare to

is

arch

—

—

;

stilt-

vertical

;

[L. stillare,
Cf. Distill.]
Still, V. i.
flow in drops: to distill.
[06i.]

hence,

;

bombastic

;

springing line is some
distance above the imEost, the space between
eing occupied by a

fall by drops.
2. To expel spirit from by heat, or to evaporate and
condense in a refrigeratory to distill.
Tussei:

by a

stilts

stilted style

an arch in which the

watcher, a device for indicating the progress of distillation by the density of the liquid given over. Knight.
t.

on

a
ed declamation.
as,

Stilted

Still

Still, V.

if

pompous

;

A

—

which in combustion emit a suft'ocatiug odor
used
formerly in naval warfare.
Stink'er (-er), n. X. One who, or that which, stinks.
2. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of large antarctic
petrels which feed on blubber and carrion aud have an
offensive odor, as the giant fulmar.
Stink'horn' (-hSru'), n. (Bot.) A kind of fungus of
the genus Phallus, which emits a fetid odor.
n. from Stink, v.
Stlnk'ing, a.
Stinking badger (Zodl.), the teledu.
Stinking cedar
(Bot.), the California nutmeg tree ; also, a related tree of
Florida ( Torreya taxifolia).
Stink'lng-ly, adv. In a stinking manner; with an
;

&

—

offensive smell.
Stlnk'pot' (-pBf), n.

1. An earthen jar charged with
powder, grenades, and other materials of an offensive
and suffocating smell,
sometimes used in boarding an
enemy's vessel.
2. A vessel in which disinfectants are burned.
3. (Zo'dl.) The musk turtle, or musk tortoise.
See
under MusK.
Stink'Stone' (-ston'), n. (Min.) One of the varieties
of calcite, barite, and feldspar, which emit a fetid odor
on being struck
called also swinestove.
Stlnk'weed' (-wed'), «. (Bot.) Stramonium. See
Jamestown weed, and Datura.

siuK, Ink

—

;

;

tlien,

thin

—
;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.
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STOCCADO

probably akin to L. stipes a post. Cf. Stipp.] To make
an agreement or covenant with any person or company
to do or forbear anything ; to bargain ; to contract ; to
settle terms ; as, certain princes stipulated to assist each
other in resisting the armies of France.
Stlp'U-la'tion (stTp-u-la'shun), n.
[L. stipulatio : cf.
F. stipulation.'] 1. The act of stipulating ; a contracting
or bargaining ; an agreement.
2. That which is stipulated, or agreed upon ; that
which is definitely arranged or contracted; an agreement ; a covenant ; a contract or bargain ; also, any particular article, item, or condition, in a mutual agreement
as, the stipulations of the allied powers to furnish each
his contingent of troops.
3. (Law) A material article of an agreement; an undertaking in the nature of bail taken in the admiralty
courts ; a bargain.
Bouvier.
Wharton.

or the like, horizontal in one part for receiving the foot
of a rider, and attached by a strap to the saddle,
usedi
to assist a person in mounting a horse, and to enable him
to sit steadily in riding, as well as to relieve him by supporting a part of the weight of the body.

STINKWOOD
Stlnk'WOOd' (stlnk'w66d'),w- (Boi.) A name given to
Beveral kinds of wood witli an unpleasant smell, as that
of the Foelidia 3£atiriHana of the Mauritius, and that of
the South African Ocotea bullata.
Stint (stint), n. (Zo'61.) (a) Any one of several species of small sandpipers, as the sanderling of Europe and
America, ths dunlin, the little stint of India (Tringa
minuia), etc. Called alsopume. (6) A phalarope.
vb. n.
p. p. Stinted p. pr.
Stint, V. t. [imp.
Stiktino.] [OE. stinien, sienten, stunten, to cause to
cease, to cease, AS. stynian (in comp.) to blunt, dull, fr.
stunt dull, stupid ; akin to Icel. stylla to shorten, sluttr
short, dial. Sw. slynta to shorten, stunt short. Cf Stent,
Stunt.] 1. To restrain within certain limits to bound
to confine ; to limit ; to restrain ; to restrict to a scant

&

&

;

.

;

allowance.
I shall not go about to extenuate the latitude cf the curse
earth, or stint it only to the production of weeds.

upon the

Woodward.

She stints them

Laio.

in their meals.

Shah.
[Ofo.]
2. To put an end to ; to stop.
3. To assign a certain (i. e., a limited) task to (a perfrom
excused
is
son), upon the performance of which one
further labor for the day or for a certain time ; to stent.
said of
4. To serve successfully ; to get with foal ;

—

mares.

The maiority

of

maiden mares

will

become

stinted while at

J.H. Walsh.

work.

To stop

to cease. \_Archaic]
Chaucer.
They can not stint till no thing be left.
ShaJc.
And stint thou too, I pray thee.
Sir W. Scott.
The damsel stinted in her song.
Stint, n. [Also written stent. See Stint, v. t.']
1. Limit ; bound ; restraint ; extent.
God has wrote upon no created thing the utmost stint of his
South.
power.
2. Quantity or task assigned ; proportion allotted.
Cowper.
His old stint
three thousand pounds a year.
Stlnt'ance (-ans), n. Restraint ; stoppage. [06s.]
Stlnt'ed-ness, n. The state of being stinted.
Stlnt'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, stints.
Stintless, a. Without stint or restraint.

Stlntt V.

i.

;

—

The stintless

Marston.

tears of old Heraclitus.

cf.
[L. stipes a stock, post, branch
(Bot.) (a) The stalk or petiole of a frond, as
(c) The trunk of a
(6) The stalk of a pistil,
tree,
(d) The stem of a fungus or mushroom.
Stl'pel(3ti'pSl),n. [See Stipule.] (5o<.) The stipule
Gray.
of a leaflet.
Stl-pel'late (stt-p51'lat), a. (Bot.) Having stipels.
Sti'pend (sti'pend), n. [L. siipendium; stips, gen.
-stipis, a gift, donation, given in small coin -\- pendere to
weigh or pay out.] Settled payor compensation for services, whether paid daily, monthly, or annually.
Sti'pend, V. I. To pay by settled wages. [iJ.]
(stt-pen'dT-a'rt-an), a.
Acting
Sti-pen'dl-a'rl-an
from mercenary considerations; stipendiary. A. Seward.
Stl-pen'dl-a-ry (stt-pen'dT-a-ry), a. [L. stipendiarius: cf. F. stipendiaire.'] Receiving wages, or salary;
performing services for a stated price or compensation.

Stipe

(stip), n.

:

F. stipe.^
of a fern.

His great stipendiary prelates came with troops of evil-appointed horsemen not half full.
Knolles.
Stl-pen'dl-a-ry, n. ; pi.
who receives a stipend.

SnPENDiAEres
If thou art

(-rlz).

One

become

A tyrant's vile stipendiary.

Glover.

Stl-pen'dl-ate (-at), v. t. [L. stipendiatus, p. p. of
Stipendiari to receive pay.] To provide with a stipend,
Evelyn.
or salary ; to support ; to pay.
It is good to endow colleges, and to found chairs, and to sti~
pendiate professors.
/. Taylor.
Sti'pend-less (sti'pgnd-15s), a. Having no stipend.
Sti'pes (-pez), n. ; pi. Stepites (stip'i-tez). [L., a
stock.] {Zool.) (o) The second joint of a maxUla of an
insect or a crustacean, (6) An eyestalk.
Stlp'i-tate (stip'i-tat), a. [KL. stipitatus, from L.
Stipes, gen. stipitis, a stock.
See Stipe.] (Bot.) Supported by a stipe ; elevated on a stipe, as the fronds of
most ferns, or the pod of certain cruciferous plants.
-/orm.] (Bot.)
Stlp'1-ti-form (-tl-fSrm), a. IStipes
Having the shape of a stalk; stalklike.
p. p. Stippled (-p'ld);
Stlp'ple (stip'p'l), ti. t. limp.
[D. stippelen to
vb. n. Stippling (-plTng).]
p. pr.
make points, to spot, dot, from stippel, dim. of slip a
dot, spot.] 1. To engrave by means of dots, in distinction
II

+

&

&

from engraving in lines.
The interlaying of small
broken, stippled, spotty

To

pieces can not altogether avoid a

Milman.

effect.

water colors, by smaU, short touches
which together produce an even or softly graded surface.
Stlp'ple (stTp'p'l), ) n. 1. (Engraving) A mode of
execution which produces the
Stlp'pllng (-pling), )
effect by dots or small points instead of lines.
(Paint.)
execution
2.
A mode of
in which a flat or even
tint is produced by many small touches.
Stlp'tlc (-tfk), a. & n. (Med.) See Sttptio,
Stlp'U-la (-u-la), n.; pi. E. Stipulas (-laz), L. Stipule (-le). [L., a stalk, stem.] 1. (Bot.) A stipule.
2. (Zool.) A newly sprouted feather.
Stlp^U-la'CeOUS (-la'shus), ) a. [Cf. F, stipulack, sii2,

paint, as in

Syn.

— Agreement

stipules

;

Stlp'u-late

(-lat), a.

{Bot.) Furnished with stipules

a stipulate leaf.
Stlp'u-late (-lat), V. i.
[imp.
p. p. Stipulated
(-la'tSd) ; p. pr.
[L. stipulatus,
vb. n. Stipulating.]
p, p, of stipulari to stipulate, fr. OL. stipulus firm, fast
as,

&

ale,

&

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

;

engagement.

See Cov-

[See Stipule.] (Bot.) The situation, arrangement, and structure of the stipules.
Stlp'U-la'tOr (stTp'u-la'ter), n. [L.] One who stipulates, contracts, or covenants.
Stlp'nle (-ul), n. [L. stipula a stalk, stem, straw
cf, F, stipule.
Cf. Stubble.]
(Bot.) An
appendage at the base of petioles or leaves,
usually somewhat resembling a small leaf
in texture and appearance.
Stlp'U-la'tion,

ra.

storen to scatter, destroy.
V166.] 1. To
change the place of in any manner ; to move.
My foot I had never yet in five days been able s a Stipules,
Sir W. Temple,
to stir.
2. To disturb the relative position of the particles of,
as of a liquid, by passing something through it ; to agitate ; as, to stir a pudding with a spoon.
My mind is troubled, like a fountain stirred. Shak.
3. To bring into debate ; to agitate ; to moot.
Stir not questions of jurisdiction.
Bacon.
4. To incite to action ; to arouse ; to instigate ; to
prompt ; to excite. " To srtr men to devotion. " Chaucer.
An Ate, stirring him to blood and strife.
Shak.
Drt/den.
And for her sake some mutiny will stir.
11^°" In all senses except the first, stir ia often followed
by up with an intensive effect ; as, to stir up the fire ; to
stir

stimulate
Stir, V,

2.

;

excite

To be

;

incite

;

awaken

;

;

rouse

in

or busy one's

animate

;

;

provoke.

motion

;

to be active or bustling

to exert

;

self.

Byron.
All are not fit with them to stir and toil.
The friends of the unfortunate exile, far from resenting his unjust suspicions, were stirring anxiously in his behalf.
Merivale.

To become the

object of notice to be on foot.
They fancy they have a right to talk freely upon everything
3.

;

that stirs or appears.

/.

Watts.

4. To rise, or be up, in the morning. [CoUoq.'] Shak.
1. The act or result of stirring ; agitation ;
Stir, n.
tumult ; bustle ; noise or various movements.
Why all these words, this clamor, and this stir ? Denliam.
Consider, after so much stir about genus and species, how few
words we have yet settled definitions of.
Locke,
2. Public disturbance or commotion ; tumultuous disorder ; seditious uproar.
Being advertised of some stirs raised by his unnatural sons
Sir J. Davies,
in England.
3. Agitation of thoughts ; conflicting passions.
dish formed of oatStlr'a-bOUt' (ster'a^bouf ), n.
meal boiled in water to a certain consistency and frequently stirred, or of oatmeal and dripping mixed together and stirred about in a pan ; a hasty pudding.
[L. stiria an icicle.]
Stlr'i-a'ted (stlr'I-a'tSd), a.
Adorned with pendants like icicles.
Stlr'1-OUS (-us), a. [L. stiria an icicle.] Resembling
Sir T. Browne.
icicles.
[Obs,'\
Stirk (sterk), n. [AS, siyric, from ste6r a steer. See
Steer a young ox.]
young bullock or heifer. [Prov.
Sir W. Scott.
Eng.
Scot.']
Stlr'less (sterigs), a. Without stirring; very quiet
" Lying helpless and sft'rfew.
Hare.
motionless.
Stlrp (sterp), re. [L. stirps, stirpis.'] Stock; race;
Bacon.
family.
[Obs.]
Stir'pi-CUl'ture (ster'pi-kiil'tiar ; 135), n. [L. stirps,
stirpis, stem, stock, race -{- cultura culture.] The breeding of special stocks or races.
Stirps (sterps), re. ; pi. Stirpes (ster'pez). [L.,stem,
Blackstone.
stock.]
1. (Law) Stock ; race ; family.
2. (Bot.)
race, or a fixed and permanent variety.
Stlr'rage (ster'rSj ; 48), re. The act of stirring ; stir
commotion. [Obs.]
T. Granger.

A

A

&

II

A

Stlr'rer (-rer),

thing
as,

also,

;

an early

one

One who, or

re.

who moves

Southey,

it.

arousing

;

awakening

stimula-

;

quickening exciting.
Stlr'rup (ster'riip or stir- 277), re. [OE. stirop, AS.
stigrap ; stigan to mount, ascend -f- rap a rope akin to
G. stegreif a, atirtup. V164. See Sty, t;, 1, and Rope,]
1, A kind of ring, or bent piece of metal, wood, leather.

ting

;

;

;

;

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

They

Started

v. i.

privily be stirt into a well.

;

leaped.
Chaucer.

&

t.
Chaucer.
Stir'te (ster'te), obs. imp. of Start, v. i.
Stitch (stich), re, [OE. stiche, AS. slice a pricking,
akin to siician to prick. See Stick, v. i.] 1. A single
pass of a needle in sewing the loop or turn of the
thread thus made.
2. A single turn of the thread round a needle in knitting a link, or loop, of yarn as, to let down, or droft
a stitch ; to take up a stitch.
3. [Cf. OE. sticche, stecche, stucche, a piece, A3,
stycce.
Cf. Stock.]
A space of work taken up, or gone
over, in a single pass of the needle
hence, by extension,
any space passed over distance.
You have gone a good stitch.
Banyan.
;

;

;

In Syria the husbandmen go lightly over with their plow,
Holland.
and take no deep stitch in making their furrows.
4. A local sharp pain ; an acute pain, like the piercing
of a needle ; as, a stitch in the side.
He was taken with a cold and with stitches, which was, indeed, a pleurisy.
Bp. Burnet.
5. A contortion, or twist.
[Obs.]
If you talk,
Or pull your face into a stitch again,

Marston,

I shall be angry.

6.

Any least

part of a fabric or dress

as, to

;

wet every

[Collog,]

stitch of clothes.

Chapman.
7. A furrow.
Chain stitch, Lock stitch. See in
the Vocabulary.
Pearl, or Purl,
stitch.
See 2d Purl, 2.

—

Stitch,

V.

t.

&

[imp.
p. p.
pr.
vb.
; p.

Stitched (sticht)
Stitching.]

n.

stitches in

;

&

To

1.

especially, to

form
sew

such a manner as to show on
the surface a continuous line of Sewing-Machine Stitches,
stitches; as, to stitch a shirt
St'itc^'.
iJie\"°l
bosom.
2. To sew, or unite together by stitches as, to stitch
printed sheets in making a book or a pamphlet,
3. (Agric.) To form land into ridges.
To stitch up, to mend or unite with a needle and
thread as, to stitch up a rent to stitch up an artery.
Stitch, V. i. To practice stitching, or needlework.
Stitch'el (-51), re. A kind of hairy wool. [Prov.]
Stltch'er (-er), re. One who stitches a seamstress.
in contempt. Shak.
Stitch'er-y (-y),?*' Needlework;
Stitch'lng, re. 1. The act of one who stitches.
2. Work done by sewing, esp. when a continuous line

Sk

;

;

;

;

—

stitches, collectively,
is shown on the surface
Stltch'wort' (-wflrf ), re, (Bot.) See Stichwort,
Stlth (stith), a. [AS, stiS.] Strong ; stiff ; rigid.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
[Icel. steSi an anvil, akin to staSr place.
Stlth, n.
See Stead.] An anvil a stithy.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
He invented also pincers, hammers, iron crows, and the anvil,

of stitches

;

;

Holland.

or stith.

Stith'y (stith'y or s\XWf),n. [See Stith, and cf,
Sir W. Scott.
Stiddy.] 1. An anvil.
2. A smith's shop; a smithy; a smithery; a forge.
" As foul as Vulcan's stithy."
Shak.
t.
To forge on an anvil.
The forge that stithied Mars his helm.

Stith'y, V.

Shak.

&

(stiv), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stived (stivd) ; p. pr.
Stiting.] [Probably fr. F. estiver to compress,
stow, L. stipare : tf. It. stivare, Sp. estivar, Cf Stevedore, Stiff.] To stuff ; to crowd ; to fill full hence, to
Sandys.
make hot and close ; to render stifling.
His chamber was commonly stived with friends or suitors of
Sir H, Wotton.
one kind or other.

Stive

& vb.

re.

.

;

Stive, V. i. To be stifled or suffocated.
Stive, re. The floating dust in flour mills caused by
the operation of grinding.
De Colange.
[D. stuiver ; akin to G. stuber,
Sti'ver (sti'ver), n.

Dan. styver, Sw. styfver.]

A

Dutch

coin,

and money of

account, of the value of two cents, or about one penny
sterling ; hence, figuratively, anything of little worth.

Stives

Steak
stop

;

(stivz),

re.

[OE,

pi.

See Stew,]

[Obs.]

brothel.

(stok), V,

t.

G,

[Cf,

slacken.]

Stews; a
Chaucer.
(Naut.)

To

to choke.

stooten to push, E. stutter; cf. Icel. stUir a bull, Sw. stui
a bullock. Cf. Stot.] (.^ooZ.) The ermine in its summer
pelage, when it is reddish brown, but with a black tip to
the tail. The name is sometimes applied also to other
brown weasels.
StO'cah (sto'ka), re. [Ir.
Gael, stocach an idle fellow
who lives on the industry of others, a lounger.]
menial attendant. [Obs.]
Spenser.
Stoc-cade' (stok-kad'), n.
See Stockade.
v.
Stoc-ca'dO (-ka'do), re. [F. estocade, fr. Sp. estocada,
or It. stoceata, from Sp. esloque, or It. siocco, a rapier,
fr. G. stock a stick.
See Stock.]
stab ; a thrust with
Shak.
a rapier.

inciter,

;

;

Stirt (stert), obs. p. p. of Start,

Shak.

an instigator or

— Animating

—

—

—

[OE, slot a stoat, horse, bullock;
Stoat (stot), re,
perhaps originally only of male anim.ils, and akin to D.

Aiterbury.
Stir'ring (-ring), a. Putting in motion, or being in
motion active ; active in business ; habitually employed
in some kind of business ; accustomed to a busy life.
A more stirring and intellectual age than any which had gone
before

A

Stirrup hone (Anai.), the stapes.
Stirmp cup, a parting
cup taken after moimting.
Stirrup Iron, an iron stirrup.
Stirrup leather, or Sttrrup strap, the strap which a-ttaches a stirrup to the saddle. See Stirrup, 1.

that which, stirs someabout, especially after sleep

stirrer.

Stirrer up,

Chaucer.

in

1, To move ; to change one's position.
I had not power to stir or strive,
But felt that I was still alive.
Byron.

i.

his stiropes stood anon,

&

;

&

up sedition.
Syn, — To move

Our host upon

Mack.) Any piece resembling in shape
2, (Carp.
the stirrup of a saddle, and used as a support, clamp,
etc.
See Bridle iron,
rope secured to a yard, with a thimble
3. (Maui.)
in its lower end for supporting a footrope.
Totten.

;

(Bot.) Furnished
Stlp'uled (-iild), a.
with stipules, or leaity appendages.
Stir (ster), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Stirred
(sterd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Stirring.]
[OE.
stiren, steren, sluren, AS. styrian ; probably
akin to D, storen to disturb, G. stm-en, OHG.

Syn.

stipular.

contract

enant.

II

Stip'U-Iar (stip'fi-ler),
pulaire. See Stipula.]
)
(fiot.) Of or pertaining to stipules ; resembling stipules ;
furnished with stipules ; growing on stipules, or close to
them ; occupying the position of stipules ; as, stipular
glands and stipular tendrils,
Stlp'U-la-ry (-la-ry), a.
(Bot.) Of or pertaining to

;

1

—

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

&

A

&

A

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

drb,

Sdd

1

—

use ;
in distinction from live stock, or the domestic
animals on the farm. See def. 10, above.
Head stock.
See Headstock.
Paper stock, rags and other material
of which paper is made.
Stock account (Bookkeeping),
an account on a merchant's ledger, one side of which
shows the original capital, or stock, and the additions
thereto by accumulation or contribution, the other side
showing the amounts withdrawn.
Stock car, a railway
car for carrying cattle.
Stock company (Com.), an incorporated company the capital of which is represented
by marketable shares having a certain equal par value.
Stock dnck (Zo'ol,), the mallard.
Stock exchange, (a)
The building or place where stocks are bought and sold
stock market ; hence, transactions of all kinds in stocks.
ib) An association or body of stockbrokers who meet and
transact business by certain recognized forms, regulations, and usages. Wharton. iJrenae <£•
Stock farmer,
a farmer who makes it his business to rear live stock.
Stock gillyflower (Bot,), the common stock. See Stock,
n., 18.
Stock gold, gold laid up so as to form a stock, or
hoard.
Stock in trade, the goods kept for sale by a
shopkeeper ; the fittings and appliances of a workman.
Simmonds.
Stock list, a list of stocks, or shares, dealt
in, of transactions, and of prices.
Stock lock, a lock inclosed in a wooden case and attached to the face of a door.
Stock market, (a) A place where stocks are bought and
sold the stock exchange, (b)
market for live stock.

a. [Gr. <rroxa<rT«ds, from
fr. o-toxos mark or aim.]
able to conjecture. [04«.]
Whitefoot.
(stSk), n.
[AS. stocc a stock, trunk, stick

StO-ChaS'tlC (sto-k5s'tik),
to aim, to guess,

<rro)^aiea-0ai,

Conjectural

Stock

;

The

A block

wood

something fixed and solid

;

;

a

—

—

Fuller,

4. Hence, a person who is as dull and lifeless as a
stock or post ; one who has little sense.
Sliak,
Let 's be no stoics, nor no stocks,

—

—

A

;

The

principal supporting part; the part in
others are inserted, or to which they are attached.
cifically

—

:

which

(a)

gun carriage.
The handle or contrivance by which

a bitstock ; a brace.
;
(c) {Joinery) Tlie block of wood or metal frame which
constitutes tlie body of a plane, and in which the plane
iron is fitted ; a plane stock.
(d) {Naut.) The wooden or iron crosspiece to which the
shank of an anchor is attached. See Illust, of Anchor.
(e) The support of the block in which an anvil is fixed,
or of the anvil itself.
handle or wrench forming a holder for the dies
(/)
for cutting screws ; a diestock.
(g) The part of a tally formerly struck in the exchequer, which was delivered to the person who had lent
the king money on account, as the evidence of indebtedness.
See Counterfoil. \_Eng,^
6. The original progenitor ; also, the race or line of a
family ; the progenitor of a family and his direct descendants ; lineage ; family.
And stand betwixt them made, when, severally,
All told their slock.
Chapman,
Thy mother was no goddess, nor thy stock

—

—

in a stock of provisions.

Add to that stock which justly we bestow. Dryden,
10. {Agric) Domestic animals or beasts collectively,
used or raised on a farm as, a stock of cattle or of

A

;

live stock.

11. {Card Playing) That portion of a pack of cards
not distributed to the players at the beginning of certain
games, as gleek, etc., but which miglit be drawn from
afterward as occasion required a bank. \_0bs,1
I must buy the stock; send me good cardings. Beau. St Fl.
12. A thrust with a rapier ; a stoccado. \_Obs.'\
13. [Cf. Stockinq.] a covering for the leg, or leg and
foot as, upper stocks (breeches) nether stocks (stock-

[F. estacade stockade, boom
; see 1st Stoccado)
fr. It. steccata a palisade (influenced by OF. estache, esiaque, a stake, post), or from Sp. estacada a palisade
both of German

StOCk-ade' (stok-ad'),

origin, and akin to
E. stake, stick ; cf
G. stecken stick,
OHG. steccho. See
Stake, n., Stick,
n.
V. i., and cf.

;

[Obs.']

With a linen stock on one leg.
Shak.
kind of stiff, wide band or cravat for the neck

as, a silk stock.
15. pi.
frame

firmly in the earth
Stockade.
in contact with
each other (and usually with looplioles) to form a bar[Written also stoccade.']
rier, or defensive fortification.
2. An inclosure, or pen, made with posts and stakes.
p. p. Stockaded p. pr.
StOCk-ade', v. t, [imp.
vb. n. Stockading.] To surround, fortify, or protect
with a stockade.
StOCk'-Wlnd' (stok'blindO,
a.
Blind as a stock ; wheUy

(Ship-

&

&

The frame

or timbers on which
a ship rests whUe

_^

,

Stocks, 15.

building.
17. pi.

Red and gray bricks, used for the exterior of
walls and the front of buildings. lEng.']
18. (Bot.) Any cruciferous plant of the genus Matthiola ; as, common stock (Matthiola incana) (see Gilly-

wild pigeon (Columba ssnas),
so called because at one time
believed to be the stock of the
domestic pigeon, or, according
to some, from its breeding in
the stocks, or trunks, of trees.

deposited in limestone.
20. A race or variety in a species.
21. (Biol.) In tectology, an aggregate or colony of
persons (see Person), as trees, chains of salpse, etc.
22. The beater of a fulling mill.
Knight.
23. (Cookery) A liquid or jelly containing the juices
and soluble parts of meat, and certain vegetables, etc.,
extracted by cooking ;
used in making soup, gravy, etc.
Bit gtock.
See Bitstock.
Dead atock (Agric), the
Implements of husbandry, and produce stored up for

ffl^^"

r^de,

full,

iip,

firn

;

pity

Stock'i-net' (stok'i-nef), «. An elastic textile fabric
imitating knitting, of which stockings, under-garments,
etc., are made.
[From Stock, which was
Stock'ing (stok'Ing), n,

formerly used of a covering for the legs and feet, combining breeches, or upper stocks, and stockings, or nether
stocks.] A close-fitting covering for the foot and leg,
usually knit or woven.
Blue stocking. See Bluestocking.
Stocking frame, a
machine for knitting stockings or other hosiery goods.
Dryden.
Stock'ing, V, t. To dress in stockings.
StOCk'ing-er (-er), n, A stocking weaver.
Like
stock
stupid
blockish.
a.
a
Stock'ish,
Since naught so stockish, hard, and full of rage,
Shah.
But music for the time doth change his nature.
Stock'job'ber (-jSb'ber), n. [Stock -\-job,^ One who
speculates in stocks for gain one whose occupation is to
buy and sell stocks. In England a jobber acts as an intermediary between brokers.
Stock'job'blng (-bing), n. The act or art of dealing
in stocks the business of a stockjobber.
Stock'man (-man), n,; pi. Stockmen (-mgn). A
herdsman a ranchman one o^vning, or having charge
of, herds of live stock. [Australia & U, S.'] W. Howitt.
StiU as
[Cf. G. stock-still.']
Stock'-Stlll' (-stTl'), a.
a stock, or fixed post perfectly still.
His whole work stands stockstiU.
Sterne.
Stock'work' (-wQrk'), n. [G. siockwerk."] 1. (Mining) A system of working in ore, etc., when it lies not
in strata or veins, but in solid masses, so as to be worked

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

chambers or stories.
2. (Geol.) A metalliferous deposit characterized by
the impregnation of the mass of rock with many small
veins or nests irregularly grouped. This kind of deposit
is especially common with tin ore.
Such deposits are
worked in floors or stories.
Stock'y (-y), a. [From Stock.] 1. Short and thick
thick rather than tall or corpulent.
Addison.
Stocky, twisted, hunchback stems. 3frs. H. H. Jackson,
[Prov. Eng.']
2. Headstrong.
G. Eliot.
G. Eliot.
Stodg'y (stoj'y), a. Wet. [Prov. Eng.]
St08Ch'l-ol'0-gy (st5k'i-oi'o-jy or ste'kT-), n., Stcech'1-om'e-try (-om'e-try), n., etc. See Stoichiology, Stoiin

CmOMETRY,

etc.

StO'iC (sto'ik), n. [L. stoicus, Gr. o-twikos, fr. otuXKoi, adj., literally, of or pertaining to a colonnade, from
(TToa a roofed colonnade, a porch, especially, a porch in
Athens where Zeno and his successors taught.] 1.
disciple of the philosopher Zeno ; one of a Greek sect

A

which held that men should be free from passion, unmoved by joy or grief, and should submit without complaint to unavoidable necessity, by which all things are
governed.
2. Hence, a person not easily excited an apathetic
person one who is apparently or professedly indifferent
to pleasure or pain.
;

;

A

Stoic of the woods, a man without a tear.
Campbell,
School of the Stoics. See The Porch, under Pokch.
) a.
[L. sioicus, Gr. o-tuiko; : cf.
StO'ic (sto'ik),
F. stdique. See Stoic, n.] 1. Of
StO'ic-al (-i-kal), J
or pertaining to the Stoics; resembling the Stoics or
their doctrines.
2. Not affected by passion ; manifesting indifference
to pleasure or pain.
Sto'ic-al-ly, adv.
Sto'ic-al-ness, n.
Stoi'ctal-o-log'lc-al (stoi'ki-o-15j'i-kal), a. Of or pertaining to stoichiology.
StOi'Chl-Ol'O-gy (-ol'o-jy), re. [Gr. (j-TOt;^ctoi' a first
element
-logy.]
[Written also sicechiology.] 1. That
part of the science of physiology which treats of the elements, or principles, composing animal tissues.
2. (Logic) The doctrine of the elementary requisites
of mere thought.
Sir W, Hamilton,
3. The statement or discussion of the first principles
of any science or art.
Stoi'chl-O-met'riC (-o-met'rik), ) a. Of or pertaining to stoichiomStOi'chl-O-met'ric-al (-rl-kal), )
etry employed in, or obtained by, stoichiometry.
StOl'clU-om'e-try (-Sm'e-trj?), n. [Gr. (TTOixe'iov a
first principle, or element -|- -tnetry.]
The art or process of calculating the atomic proportions, combining
weights, and other numerical relations of chemical elements and their compounds.
StO'1-clsm (sto'i-sTz'm), n. [Cf. F. sto'icisme.] 1. The
opinions and maxims of the Stoics.
2. A real or pretended indifference to pleasure or
pain ; insensibility impassiveness.
Sto-lc'1-ty (sto-is'i-ty), n. Stoicism. [Ois.] B, Jonson,
Stoke (stok), V, t, [OE. stoken, fr. D. stokcn, fr. stok
a stick (cf. OF. estoqnier to thrust, stab of Teutonic
origin, and akin to D. stok).
See Stock.] 1. To stick
[Obs.]
to thrust ; to stab.

—

—

+

;

The name

is

applied,

Nor

Common European
dove

(

Cohanha

Stock-

ecnas).

food, fo~ot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

bo

;

short

sword for

to stoke,

with point biting.

To poke

Chaucer.

or stir up, as a fire ; hence, to tend, as
a furnace, boiler, etc.
Stoke, V. i. To poke or stir up a fire ; hence, to tend
the fires of furnaces, steamers, etc.
Stoke'hole' (-hoi'), n. The mouth to the grate of a
furnace ; also, the space in front of the furnace, where
the stokers stand.
Stok'er (stok'er), n. [D. See Stoke, v. t.] 1. One
who is employed to tend a furnace and supply it with
fuel, especially the furnace of a locomotive or of a marine
steam boiler also, a machine for feeding fuel to a fire.
2. A fire poker. [P.]
C. Pichardson (Diet.).
StO'key (sto'kj?), a. Close sultry. [Prov. Eng.]
2.

as tlie Indian stockdove (Palumbicna Eversinanni).
Stock'er (-er), n. One who makes or fits stocks, as of
guns or gun carriages, etc.
StOCk'Ush' (-fish'), n. [Cf. D. stokvisch.-] 1. Salted
;

holder
or proprietor of stock in the public funds, or in the

funds of a bank or other stock company.

the

also, to other related species,

—

torsk;

;

StOCk'bro'ker (-bro'ker), n.
A broker who deals in stocks.
Stock'dove' (stok'dav'), n,
(Zo'dl.)
A common European

;

—

;

blind.

flower) ten-weeks stock (M. annua).
19. (OeoL) An irregular metalliferous mass filling a
large cavity in a rock formation, as a stock of lead ore

fish, especially codfish, hake, ling, and
also, codfish dried without being salted.
2. (Zo'dl,) Young fresh cod.
StOCk'hOld'er (stok'hold'er), n. One who is a

and dried

;

timbers

Fiers Plowman.

Anita,

A

1. (3Iil.)
line of stout posts
or
set

atocks.

nso,

^

Estacade, StackET.]

way of punishment.
He shall rest in my
pi.

;

&

A

of timber, with holes
In which the feet, or
the feet and hands,
of criminals were
formerly confined by

16.

n.

(confused in French with estocade

;

building)

;

&

—

A

Leslie Stephen,

capital; store; supply; accumulation;
provision.
Stock (stok), V. i. [imp, &p, p. Stocked (stokt) ; p,
pr.
vb. n. Stocking.]
1. To lay up ; to put aside for
future use ; to store, as merchandise, and the like.
2. To provide with material requisites ; to store ; to
fill; to supply ; as, to stock a warehouse, that is, to fill
it with goods ; to stock a farm, that is, to supply it with
cattle and tools ; to stock land, that is, to occupy it with a
permanent growth, especially of grass.
3. To suffer to retain milk for twenty-four hours or
more previous to sale, as cows.
4. To put in the stocks,
Shak.
[i?.]
To atock an anchor (Naut.), to fit it with a stock, or to
fasten the stock firmly in place. —To stock cards (Card
Playing), to arrange cards in a certain manner for cheating purposes. [Can/]
To stock down (Agric), to sow,
as plowed land, with grass seed, in order that it may
become swarded, and produce grass. To stock up, to
extirpate ; to dig up.
Stock, a. Used or employed for constant service or
application, as if constituting a portion of a stock or
supply ; standard ; permanent ; standing ; as, a stock
"
actor ; a stock play ; a stock sermon.
stock charge
against Raleigh."
C. Kingsley,
Stock company (Theater), a company of actors regularly
employed at one theater, or permanently acting together
in various plays under one management.

the plural, property consisting of shares in joint-stock
companies, or in the obligations of a government for its
funded debt ;
so in the United States, but in England
the latter only are called stocks, and the former shares,
8. (Bookkeeping) Same as Stock account, below.
9. Supply provided ; store ; accumulation ; especially,
a merchant's or manufacturer's store of goods ; as, to lay

14.

;

—

Syn. — Fund;

hoard

;

;

—

—

;

ings).

—

m

From Dardanus.
Denham,
7. Money or capital which an individual or a firm employs in business fund ; in the United States, the capital of a bank or other company, in the form of transferable shares, each of a certain amount money funded in
government securities, called also the public funds ; in

— called also

—

m
—

A

;

—

—

bits are held

in boring

sheep, etc.

—

—

;

(6)

—

—

Stock pigeon. (Zo'dl.) Same «3 Stockdove.
Stock purse.
A common purse, as distinguished from a private
purse, ib) (Mil.) Moneys saved out of the expenses of
a company or regiment, and applied to objects of common interest. [£«?.] Stock shave, a tool used by blockmakers.
Stock station, a place or district for rearing
stock. [Australia] W. Boivitt.
StaciL tackle (Naut.), a
tackle used when the anchor is hoisted and secured, to
keep its stock clear of the ship's sides. Toiien.
Stock
taking^ an examination and inventory made of goods or
stock
a shop or warehouse ;
usually made periodically.
Tail stock.
See Tailstook.
To have something
on the stocks, to be at work at something.
To take
stock, to take account of stock ; to make an mventory of
stock or goods on hand. Dickens.
To take atock In.
(a) To subscribe for, or purchase, shares in a stock company. (6) To put faith
;
to accept as trustworthy as,
to take stock in a person's fidelity.
[Slang]
To take
stock of, to take account of the stock of ; to take an inventory of ; hence, to ascertain the facts in regard to
(something). [Eng.]
At the outset of any inquiry it is proper to take stock Q/'the
results obtained by previous explorers of the same field.

Spe-

(a) The wood to which the barrel, lock, etc., of a musket or like firearm are secured also, a long, rectangular
piece of wood, which is an important part of several forms

of

—

—

;

6.

^

C—

pil-

;

case of brick.

—

—

a firm support ; a post.
Milton,
All our fathers worshiped stoclcs and stones.
Item, for a stock of brass for the holy water, seven shillings
which, by the canon, must be of marble -j^ metal, and in no
lar

—

—

Bacon.

scion overruleth the stocic quite

of

—

—

;

akin to D. slok, G. stock, OHG. sioc, Icel. stokkr, Sw.
stock, Dan. stok, and AS. stycce a piece
cf. Skr. tuj to
urge, thrust. Cf. Stoker, Stucco, and Tuck a rapier.]
1. The stem, or main body, of a tree or plant; the
fixed, strong, firm part ; the trunk.
Though the root thereof wax old in the earth, and the stock
thereof die in the ground, yet through the scent of water it will
bud, and bring forth boughs like a plant.
Joh xiv. 8, 9.
2. The stem or branch in which a graft is inserted.
3.
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slug, igk

fire of

;

;

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh == z

In azure.

N

[L. See Stole
n Stola (stOTa), n. ; pi. Stol^ (-le).
a garment.] {Horn. Antiq.) A long garment, descending
to the ankles, worn by Roman women.
The stola was not allowed to be worn by courtesans, or by
women who had been divorced from their husbands. Fairholt.

Stole

imp. of Steal.
[L. slolo, -onis.l

(stol),
re.

A

But when mild mom, in saffron stole,
T. Warton.
First issues from her eastern goal.
2. (Eccl.) A narrow band of silk or stuff, sometimes
on
the left
jewels,
worn
enriched with embroidery and
shoulder of deacons, and across both shoulders of bishnearly
to the
side
ops and priests, pendent on each
ground. At Mass, it is worn crossed on the breast by
priests.
It is used in various sacred functions.
Groom of the stole, the first lord of the bedchamber in
Brande & C.
the royal household. [Eng.]
StOled (stold), a. Having or wearing a stole.
After them flew the prophets, brightly staled
In shining lawn.

<?.

Fletcher.

Stol'en (stol''n), p. p. of Steal.
Stol'ld (stol'Td), a. [L. stolidus.'] Hopelessly insensible or stupid ; not easily aroused or excited ; dull
impassive ; foolish.
StO-lid'i-ty (sto-lTd'I-ty), n.
state or quality of being stolid
obtuseness j stupidity.

whose

Indocile, intractable fools,

Sto-mach'lc (sto-m5k'Tk),

stolidity

ments, and be proof against demonstration

can

[L. stomachicus, Gr.
oro/aaxtKos cf. F. sto:

;

;

;

Stom'ach-y

A

;

sullen haughty.
man, a great professor of

Obstinate

(-y), a.

bold, solemn, stomachy

little,

;

;

piety.

Ji.

L. Stevenson.

Sto'ma-pod (sto'ma-pod or stom'a- 277), re. {Zo'dl.)
One of the Stomapoda.
StO-map'0-da (sto-mSp'o-da), re.joZ. [NL. See Stoma, and -PODA.] (^Zool.) An order of Crustacea including
the squillas. The maxillipeds are leglike in form, and
the large claws are comblike. They have a large and
elongated abdomen, which contains a part of the stomach and heart the abdominal appendages are large, and
bear the gills. Called also Gasirura, Stomatopoda, and
;

II

;

Squilloidea.

baffle all argu-

re.
Same as Stolidity.
[L. stolo, -onis : cf. F. stolon.

Stol'id-ness (st51'id-nes),

Stolon

(sto'lSn), n.

Cf. Stole a stolon, 1st Stool.]
1. (Bot.) A trailing
branch which is disposed to take root at the end or at

the joints

8

a stole.
2. (Zool.) An extension of the integument of the
body, or of the body wall, from which buds are developed, giving rise to new zooids, and thus forming a
compound animal in which the zooids usually remain
united by the stolons. Such stolons are often present
in Anthozoa, Hydroidea, Bryozoa, and social ascidians.
See Illust. under Scyphistoha.
Stol'o-nlf'er-ous (stol'o-nif'er-fis or sto/lSn-If- ; 277),
-f-

-ferous

:

cf

P. stolonifire.'] Producing
stolons ; putting forth

"«=:^>tv,^\!l

;

i

StO'mate (sto'mat),

Illust. of SPOEAHOniM.
3. (Zo'ol.)
stigma.

&

A

See Stigma, re., 6 (a)
{b).
Stom'ach (sttim'ak), re. [OE. stomak, F. estomac, L.
stomachus, fr. Gr. o'To/aa^os stomach, throat, gullet, fr.
tjToixa a mouth, any outlet or entrance.]
1. (Anat.) An
enlargement, or series of enlargements, in the anterior
part of the alimentary canal, in which food is digested
any cavity in which digestion takes place in an animal
a digestive cavity.
See Dioestion, and Gastric Juice,
under Gastric.
2. The desire for food caused by hunger appetite
as,
a good stomach for roaot beef.
Shah.
inclination desire.
3. Hence, appetite in general
He which hath no stomach to this fight,
Let him depart.
Shak.
4. Violence of temper ; anger ; suUenness
resentment willful obstinacy stubbornness. [06^.]
Stem was his look, and full of stomach vain. Spenser.
This sort of crying proceeding from pride, obstinacy, and
stomach, the will, where the fault lies, must be bent.
Locke.
[06s.]
6. Pride ; haughtiness ; arrogance.
He was a man
Of an unbounded stomach.
Shak.
Stomach pomp (Med.), a small pump or syringe with
tuoe,
a flexible
for drawing liquids from the stomach, or
Stomach tribe (Med.), a long
for injecting them into it.
flexible tube for introduction into the stomach.
Stomach worm (Zo'dl.), the common roundworm (Ascaris
lumbricoides) found in the human intestine, and rarely
in the stomach.
Stom'ach, v. t. limp. & p. p. Stomached (-akt) p.
pr. & vb. n. Stomaching.]
[Cf. L. stomachari, v. t.
i., to be angry or vexed at a thing.]
1. To resent
to
remember with anger ; to dislike.
Shak.
The lion began to show his teeth, and to stomach the affront.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

&

•-,

L^ Estrange.
The Parliament sit in that body ... to be his counselors and
dictators, though he stomach it.
Milton.

To bear without repugnance
Stom'ach, v. i. To be angry.
2.

;

to brook.
[06i.]

[_Collog.'\

Hooker.

Stom'ach-al (-al), a. [Cf. P. stomacal.'] 1. Of or
pertaining to the stomach ; gastric.
2. Helping the stomach ; stomachic ; cordial.
Stom'ach-al, n.
stomachic.
Dunglison.

;

+

women were often richly decorated.
A stately lady in a diamond stomacher.
Johnson.

Those worn by

Stom'ach-fnl

(-ful),

ale,

a.

Willfully obstinate;

— Stom'ach-ful-ly,
re.

[NL.,

Gr. o-To/ota, -aros,
-itis.']
moath
{Med.) Inflammation of the mouth.
StOm'a-tO'da (-to'da), «. p^l. [NL., fr. Gr. a-Toixa,
division of Protozoa in which
{Zo'dl.)
-OTOS, mouth.]

StOm'a-ti'tlS

+

(-ti'tts), n.

fr.

a mouthlike opening exists.
Stom'a-tO-fi3B'um (-t6-de'um), re. {Anat.) Same as
ST0M0D.EnM.
Stom'a-tode (-tod), a. {Zo'dl.) Having a mouth;
One of the Stomatoda.
re.
applied to certain Protozoa.
[Gr. o-Tona,
Stom'a-tO-gas'triC (-to-gas'trik), a.
Of or pertaining to the
-OTOS, mouth -|- E. gastric]
mouth and the stomach ; as, the stomatogastric ganglion

cu^v.

stub[OJi.]

[06«.]

senate, care,

am, a^m, ask,

—

^

of certain Mollusca.

Stom'a-tO-plas'tiC (-plSs'tlk), a. [Gr. a-rofxa, -aros,
mouth -|- -plastic] {Med.) Of or pertaining to the operation of forming a mouth where the aperture has been
contracted, or in any way deformed.
Stom'a-tC-pod (-pod), n. {Zo'dl.) One of the Stomatopoda.
Stom'a-top'o-da (-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL. See StoII

ma, and -pod.] {Zo'dl.) Same as Stomapoda.
Stom'a-top'O-dOUS (-dus), a. {Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the Stomatopoda.
[Gr. ard/ia,
Stom'a-tO-SCOpe (st5m'a-to-skop), re.
-aT05, mouth -f- -scope.] {Med.) An apparatus for examining the interior of the mouth.
StOm'a-tOUS (-tus), a. Having a stoma.
II

Stom'O-dee'um (stSm'o-de'Jlm),

re.

[NL., from Gr.

A

SaUi.v to divide.] 1. {Anat.)
part of the alimentary canal. See under Mesentekon.
2. {Zo'dl.) The primitive mouth and esophagus of the
-aros,

a-TO/jLa,

mouth

-|-

of annelids and arthropods.
Stomp (stomp), V. i. [See Stamp.] To stamp with
the foot. [Coll'oq.] " In gallant procession, the priests
E.Browning.
mea,n to stomp."
Stond (stond), re. [For stand.] 1. Stop ; halt ; hinBacon.
drance. [065.]
Spenser.
[06s.]
2. A stand; a post; a station.
Chaucer.
Stond, V. i. To stand. [06s.]
Stone (ston ; 110), n. [OE. ston, store, AS. Stan ; akin
to OS.
OFries. sten, D. steen, G. stein, Icel. steinn, Sw.
sten, Dan. steen, Goth, stains, Russ. stiena a wall, Gr.
o-Tt'a, oTioK, a pebble.
V167. Cf. Steen.] 1. Concreted earthy or mineral matter ; also, any particular
mass of such matter ; as, a house built of stone ; the boy
threw a sioree; pebbles are rounded s^orees. "Dumb as
Chaucer.
a, stone.''''

embryo

&

They had

brick for stone, and

sUme

Gen.

... for mortar.

xi. 3.

(I^^ In popular language, very large masses of stone
are called rocks ; small masses are called stones ; and the
finer kinds, gravel, or sand, or grains of sand. Stone is
much and widely used in the construction of buildings
of all kinds, for walls, fences, piers, abutments, arches,
monuments, sculpture, and the like.
"Many a rich stone."
2. A precious stone; a gem.
Chaucer. " Inestimable sZorees, unvalued jewels." Shak.
3. Something made of stone. Specifically :
[06s.]
(a) The glass of a mirror ; a mirror.

—

A

Stom'ach-er (stiim'ak-er), re. 1. One who stomachs.
2. (stum'a^cher or -ak-er) An ornamental covering for
the breast, worn originally both by men and women.

—

A stoma.

II

[NL., fr. Gr. cTOfLa, -aroj,
a mouth.] 1. (^na^) One
Stoloniferous Stem.
of the minute apertures
between the cells in many serous membranes.
2. (Bot.) (a) The minute breathing pores of leaves or
other organs opening into the intercellular spaces, and
usually bordered by two contractile cells, (i) The line
of dehiscence of the sporangium of a fern.
It is usually marked by two transversely elongated cells.
See

liom; perverse. [Oii.]
Stom'ach-Iul-ness,

{Bot.)

A

Sto'ma (sto'ma), re. ;
Stomata (stSm'a-ta).

;

n.

StO-mat'ic (sto-mSt'ik), a. {Bot.) Of or pertaining
to a stoma of the nature of a stoma.
StO-mat'lC, re. [Gr. a-roixa, -aro?, mouth.] {Med.) A
Dunglison.
medicine for diseases of the mouth.
[Gr. o-TO|aa,
StOm'a-tlt'er-OUS (st5m'a-tTf'er-us), a.
Having or producing stomata.
-oTOs, mouth
-ferous.']

II

^<^x^«fl

suckers.
pi.

;

;

;

I)

II

A

Abdomen p Pyof the Stomapoda (Smitla mantis).
gidium
o Compound Eye ; a a' First and Second Antens Swimmerets
nae
6 c rf Maxillipeds ; e-f" Thoracic Legs
u Uropods.

One

;

[^Stolon

a.

;

of a cherry or peach.

A

of cheese, 16 lbs. ; of hemp, 32 lbs. ; of glass, 5 lbs.
;
8. Fig.: Symbol of hardness and of insensibility; torpidness ; insensibility ; as, a heart of stone.
I have not yet forgot myself to stone.
Pope.
9. {Print.) A stand or table with a smooth, flat top
of stone, commonly marble, on which to arrange the
pages of a book, newspaper, etc., before printing;
8 lbs.

—

called also imposing stone.
5!^°° Stone is used adjectively or in composition with
other words to denote made of stone, contaminq a stone
or stones, employed on stone, or, more generally, of or
pertaining to stone or stones ; as, stone fruit, or stonefruit s^OTie-hammer, or stone hammer stone falcon, or
sioree-falcon.
Compounded with some adjectives it denotes a degree of the quality expressed by the adjective
equal to that possessed by a stone as, s<oree-dead, s^ree;

;

;

bUnd,

s/0)!e-cold, s/oree-still, etc.

Atlantic atone, ivory. [06s.] " Citron tables, or j4</n'retic stone.'''
Milton.
'Bov/ing atone.
Same as Ckomlech.
Meteoric stones, stones which fall from the
Encyc. Brit.
atmosphere, as after the explosion of a meteor.
Philosopher's stone.
See under Philosopher.
Rocking stone.
Stone age, a supposed prehistoric
See RocKiNG-STONE.
age of the world when stone and bone were habitually
called
used as the materials for weapons and tools
also the flint aye. The bronze age succeeded to this.
Stone bass (Zo'dl. ), any one of several species of marine
food fishes of the genus Serranus and allied genera, as
Serramts Couchii, and Polyprion cernium of Europe;
called also seaperch.
Stone biter (Zo'dl.), the wolf fish.
Stone boiling, a method of boiling water or milk by
dropping hot stones into it,
in use among savages.
Tijlor.— Stone borer (Zo'dl.), any animal that bores stones
especially, one of certain bivalve mollusks which burrow
Stone
in limestone.
See Lithodomus, and Saxicava.
bramble (Bot.), a European trailing species of bramble
Stone-break. [Cf. G. steinbrech.] (Bot.)
(Ruhus snxatilis).
Any plant of the genus Saxifraga ; saxifrage. Stone
bruise, a sore spot on the bottom of the foot, from a bruise
Stone canal. (Zo'dl.) Same as Sand canal,
by a stone.
under Sand. Stone cat (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of email fresh-water North American catfishes of the

—

—

—

—

—

Lend me

a looking-glass

;

If that her breath will mist or stain the ston£.

Why,

Shak.

then she lives.

A monument to

Gray.

the dead ; a gravestone.
Should some relenting eye
Pope.
Glance on the stone where our cold relics lie.
concretion, especially one in the
calculous
4. {Med.) A
kidneys or bladder ; the disease arising from a calculus.
Shah.
5. One of the testes ; a testicle.
(6)

final,

3,11

j

eve, event,

Snd, fern,

recent

;

ite,

—

—

—

—

—

Bentley.

itself.

The hard endocarp

of drupes as, the stone
See Illust. of Endocarp.
which
legally
is
fourteen pounds, but in
weight
7.
practice varies with the article weighed. \_Eng.]
d^^" The stone of butchers' meat or fish is reckoned at

6. {Bot.)

;

A.

The
[L. stoliditas.']
dullness of intellect

;

1

a.

StO-mach'iC-al (,-I-kal),
(
machique.l 1. Of or pertaining to the stomach; as,
stomachic vessels.
2. Strengthening to the stomach
exciting the action
stomachal cordial.
of the stomach
Sto-mach'lc, n. (_3Ied.) A medicine that strengthens
the stomach and excites its action.
Stom'ach-ing (stum'ak-Tng), re. Resentment. [06«.]
Stom'ach-Iess, a. 1. Being without a stomach.
2. Having no appetite. [iJ.]
Sp. Sail.
Stom'ach-OUS (->is), a. [L. stomachosus angry, peevish.
See Stomach.] Stout sullen obstinate. [06s.]
With stern looks and stomachous disdain. Spenser.
;

A

{Sot.)
stolon.
re.
[AS. stole, L. stola, Gr. o-toAt} a stole, garment, equipment, fr. <rTe\Xeiv to set, place, equip, send,
long, loose garment
akin to E. stall. See Stall.] 1.
Spenser.
reaching to the feet.

Stole,
Stole,

STONE
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STOLA

—

—

—

—

—
—

genus Noturus. They have sharp pectoral spines with
which they inflict painful wounds. — Stone coal, hard coal

—

mineral coal; anthracite coal.
Stone coral (Zo'dl.), any
hard calcareous coral.
Stone crab. (Zo'dl.) (a) A large
crab (Menippe mercenaria) found on the southern coast
of the United States and much used as food. (6) A European spider crab (Lithodes maia).— Stone crawfish (Zo'dl.),
a European crawfish (Astacus torrentium), by many writers considered only a variety of the common species (A.

—

fluviatilis).

— Stone

curlew.

(Zo'dl.)

(a)

A

large plover

found in Europe ((Edicnemus crepitans). It frequents
stony places. Called also thick-kneed plover or bustard,
and thick-knee. (6) The whimbrel. {Prov. Eng.] (c) The

willet. [Local, U.
— Stone crush. Same as Stone bruise,
above. — Stone eater. (Zo'dl.) Same as Stone borer, above.
— Stone falcon (Zo'dl.), the merlin. — Stone fern (Bot.), a
/S.]

European fern (Asplenium
rocks and walls. —Stone e.y

Ceierach)
(Zodl.),

which grows on
any ^one of many

species of pseudoneuropterous insects of
the genus Perla and allied genera ; a perlid.
They are often used by anglers for
Stone fruit
bait. The larvae are aquatic.
(Bot.), any fruit with a stony endocarp ; a
drupe, as a peach, plum, or cherry.
Stone grig (Zo'dl.), the mud lamprey, or

—

—

pride.

— Stone-

hammer,

.

ham-

a

mer formed with

<

a face at one end,
and a thick, blunt

edge,

parallel

with the handle,
at

the

—

other,

Stone Fly (PeWa).

sto"e^-lfoSf

a Imago

,

5 Larva,

— so called from its habit of
— Stone jar, a jar made of stoneware. — Stone lily (Paleon.), a fossil crinoid. — Stone lugger. (Zodl.) See Stone }-oller,'belovf. — Stone marten (Zoa European marten (Mustela foina) allied to the pine
marten, but having a white throat — called also beech
marten. — Stone mason, a mason who works or builds in
stone. — Stone-mortar (Mil.
a kind of large mortar formerly used in sieges for throwing a mass of small stones
short distances. — Stone
rock oil; petroleum. —Stone
parsley (Bot.), an umbelliferous plant (Seseli Libanotis).
See under Parsley. — Stone pine. (Bot.) A nut pine.
See the Note under Pine, also PiSon. — Stone pit, a
quarry where stones are dug. — Stone pitch, hard, inspissated pitch. — Stone plover.
(Zo'dl.) (a) The European
hawk

(Zo'dl.),

sitting

the merlin;

on bare

.stones.

ol.),

;

),

oil,

stone curlew. (6) Any one of several species of Asiatic
plovers of the genus Esacus ; as, the large stone plover
(E. recurvirostris). (c) The gray or black-bellied plover.
[Prov. Eng.] (d) The ringed plover, (e) The bar-tailed
godwit. ['Prov. Eng.] Also applied to other species of

—

limicoline birds.
(Zo'dl.) (a) An AmeriStone roller.
can fresh-water fish (Catostomus nigricans) of the Sucker
family. Its color is yellowish olive, often with dark
blotches.
Called also stone lugger, stone toter, hog
Slicker, hog mullet,
common American cyprinoia
(b)
fish ( Campostoma anomalum)
caUed also stone lugger.
Stone's cast, or Stone's throw, the distance to which a
Stone snipe (ZO'
stone may be thrown by the hand.
oL), the greater yellowlegs, or tattler.
[Local, U. S.]
Stone toter. (Zo'dl.) (a) See Stone roller (a), above, (b) A
cyprinoid fish (Exoglossnm maxillingua) found in the
rivers from Virginia to New York. It has a three-lobed
lower lip ;
To leave no stone uncalled also cutlips.
turned, to do everything that can be done; to use aJi
practicable means to effect an object.
Stone (ston), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Stoned (stond) ; p,
pr.
cf. AS. staenan,
vb. re. Stoning.] [From Stone, re.
Goth, stainjan.] 1. To pelt, beat, or kiU with stones.
And they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, and saying.
Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.
Acts vii. 69.
2. To make like stone ; to harden.
O perjured woman I thou dost stone my heart
Shai.
3. To free from stones ; also, to remove the seeds of
as, to stone a field : to stone cherries ; to stone raisins.

A

—

;

—

—

—

—

&

idea,

—

.•

HI

;

old,

ftbey,

drb,

Sdd

j
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STONEBIRD
4. To wall or face with stones to line or fortify with
stones ; as, to stone a well ; to slone a cellar.
6. To rub, scour, or sharpen with a stone.
called
Stone'blrd' (ston'berd'), n. The yellowlegs ;
IZocal, U. S.I
also slone snipe. See Tattlek, 2.
Stone'-bl^d' (-blind'), a. As blind as a stone ; com;

—

pletely blind.

A

(-bo'), n.

Stone'brash'

kind of crossbow formerly
Shak.

A

(-brSsh'), n.

stones or finely-broken rock

;

hammering stone.
Stone'buck' (-biik'), re.

made up of small

subsoil
brash.

A

Stone'break'er (-brak'er), n.

machine for crush-

Knight.
(Zool.) See Steinbock.
-{[So called
[Stone
chat.']

ing or

Stone'chat' (-chSf), n.

from the similarity of
its alarm note to the

clicking together

of
{Zool.)

two pebbles.]

Tery common European singing bird (Pratincola ruMcola)
;

—

evacuation

a discharge from the bowels.
;
stool pigeon, or decoy bird.
3.
[U. S."]
4. (Naut.)
small channel on the side of a vessel,
for the dead-eyes of the backstays.
Totten.
5. A bishop's seat or see ; a bishop-stool. J. P. Peters.
bench or form for resting the feet or the knees
6.
a footstool as, a kneeling stool.
7. Material, such as oyster shells, spread on the sea
bottom for oyster spat to adhere to. [Local, U. S.]
Stool of a window, or Window stool i.Arch.), the flat
piece upon which the window shuts down, and which
corresponds to the sill of a door in the United States,
the narrow shelf fitted on the inside against the actual
sill upon which the sash descends.
This is called a window seat when broad and low enough to be used as a
seat.
Stool of repentance, the cuttystool. [Scot.]
Stool
pigeon, a pigeon used as a decoy to draw others within
a net ; hence, a person used as a decoy for others.

A

A

A

;

sometimes applied to various species
of Saxicola, Pratincola, and allied genera ; as, the pied
is

stonechat of India (Saxicola picata).
Stone'-COld' (-kold'), a. Cold as a stone.
Stone-cold without, within burnt with love's flarae. Fairfax.

Stone'cray' (-kra'), n. [Stone -{- F. craie chalk, L.
creta.]
A distemper in hawks.
Stone'crop' (-krQp'), n. [AS. stancropp."] 1. A sort
3foriimer.
of tree.
[Obs.]
2. (Pot. ) Any low succulent plant of the genus Sedum,
esp. Sedum acre, which is common on bare rocks in
See
Europe, and is spreading in parts of America.

With

(stoom), V.
drug (wine)._ V163.

Stoop

(stoop),

Virginian, or Ditch, atonecrop,
sedoides).

an American plant (Pen-

(-kilt'ter), re.
One whose occupation
to out stone also, a machine for dressing stone.
Stone'CUt'tlng (-ting), re. Hewing or dressing stone.
Stone'-dead' (-dSd'), a. As dead as a stone.
Stone'-deal' (-dSf or -def), a. As deaf as a stone
completely deaf.
Stone'gall' (-gal'), n. [Cf. D. steengal, G. steingall.
See Stannel.] (Zool.) See Stannbl. [Prov. Eng.]
Stone'hatch' (-hSch'), re. {Zool.) The ring plover,
or dotterel.
[Prov. Eng."]
Stone'-heart'ed (-hart'ed), a. Hard-hearted ; cruel

Stone'cut'ter
;

makes an assault with stones.
2. One who walls with stones.

(-riin'ner),

(6)

The
The

ring
dot-

[Prov. Eng.l

terel.

(Zool.) The stone[Prov. Eng.]
as a stone.
Shak.
species of coarse potter's

Stone'smic'kle (-smTk'k'l),
chat
called also stonesmitch.
;

(Zool.) (a)

re.

[Prov. Eng.]

plover, or ringed dotterel.

—

Stone'-still' (-stTl'V a.

As

Stone'ware'

A

(-wSr'),

re.

re.

still

ware, glazed and baked.

four stony nutlets.

Stone'work'

(-wfirk'),

re.

Work

or wall consisting of

mason's work of stone.
Mortimer.
Stone'wort' (-wfirf ), n. (Bot.) Any plant of the
genus Chara
so called because they are often incrusted with carbonate of lime. See Chaka.
Ston'1-ly (ston'i-iy), adv. In a stony manner.
Ston'1-ness, re. The quality or state of being stony.
Ston'ish, a. Stony. [R.] " Possessed with stonish
insensibility."
Robynson (Morels Utopia).
Stont (stent), obs. Sdpers. sing, present of Stand.
Ston'y (ston'y), a._ [Compar. Stonier (-i-er); superl.
Stoniest.] [AS. stanig. See Stone.] 1. Of or pertaining to stone consisting of, or abounding in, stone or
stones resembling stone
hard as, a stony tower a
stony cave ; stony ground ; a stony crust.
2. Converting into stone petrifying petrific.
The stony dart of senseless cold.
Spenser.

stone

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

3. Inflexible ; cruel
unrelenting pitiless obdurate
perverse ; cold ; morally hard ; appearing as if petrified
a stony heart ; a stony gaze.
;

;

;

as,

Stony

(Zool.)

(stSod^,
(stock),

imp.

Same

&p.

&

&

;

Gse,

unite,

Shak.

a stoop of liquor.

A

post
Stoop, re. [Cf. Icel. staup a knobby lump.]
fixed in the earth.
[Prov. Eng.]
Stoop, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Stooped (stoopt) p. pr.
vb. re. Stooping.]
[OE. sloupen ; akin to AS. stUpian,
OD. stuypen, Icel. slupa, Sw. stupa to fall, to tUt. Cf.
5th Steep.] 1. To bend the upper part of the body downward and forward ; to bend or lean forward ; to incline
forward in standing or walking ; to assume habitually a
bent position.
2. To yield ; to submit ; to bend, as by compulsion ; to
assume a position of hu mil ity or subjection.
Mighty in her ships stood Carthage long,
Yot stooped to Rome, less wealthy, but more strong. Dryden.

ryde,

full,

ftp,

am;

pity;

&

;

.

In which your

arts,

Zama does not

.

.

my

pi-ince.
stooji to Rome.

Addison.

3. To descend from rank or dignity to condescend.
" She stoops to conquer."
Goldsmith.
Where men of great wealth stoop to husbandry, it multiplieth
;

Macon.

riches exceedingly.

4.

To come down as a hawk does on

pounce

to souse

;

Two
5.

its

prey; to

to swoop.

;

bird of .Tove, stooped from his aery tour.
birds of gayest plume before him drove.

Milton.

To sink when on the wing ;

to alight.
with closing pinions from above.

And stocp

Dryden.

Cowering low

With blandishment, each

Syn.

— To lean

bird stooped on his wing.

Milton.

condescend descend
cower; shrink.
Stoop, V. t. 1. To bend forward and downward to
bow dovpn ; as, to stoop the body. " Have stooped my
neck."
Shak.
2. To cause to incline dovmward to slant as, to
stoop a cask of liquor.
[Obs.]
3. To cause to submit ; to prostrate.
Many of those whose states so tempt thine ears
Are stooped by death and many left alive. Chapman.
4. To degrade. [Obs.]
Shak.
Stoop, re. 1. The act of stooping, or bending the body
forward inclination forward also, an habitual bend of
;

yield

;

submit

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the back and shoulders.
2. Descent, as from dignity or superiority ; condescension ; an act or position of humiliation.
Can any loyal subject see
With patience such a stoop from sovereignty ? Dryden.

The fall

VEstrange.

of a bird on its prey a swoop.
Stoop'er (-er), n. One who stoops.
3.

;

—

Stoop'lng, a. & re. from Stoop.
StOOp'lng-ly, adv.
StOOr (stoor), V. i. [Cf. D. storen to disturb. Cf.
To rise in clouds, as dust. [Prov. Eng.]
StOOr (stoor), Stor (st6r), a. [AS. stor ; akin to LG.
slur, Icel. storr.]
Strong ; powerful hardy bold auStir.]

;

dacious.

;

[Obs. or Scot.]
O stronge lady stoor, what doest thou

;

Chancer,

[imp. & p. p. Stopped (stSpt) p.
(stSp), V. t.
& vb. re. Stopping.] [OE. sloppen, AS. stoppiayi
comp.) akin to LG. & D. sloppen, G. slop/en, Icel.
stoppa, Sw. stoppa, Dan. sloppe; all probably fr. LL.
stopare, stupare, fr. L. stuppa the coarse part of flax,
tow, oakum. Cf. Estop, Stuff, Stupe a fomentation.]
1. To close, as an aperture, by filling or by obstructing as, to slop a vent to stop the ears hence, to
stanch, as a wound.
Shak.
2. To obstruct to render impassable as, to stop a
way, road, or passage.
to hinder to impede ;
3. To arrest the progress of

Stop

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

to shut in ; as, to stop a traveler ; to stop the course of
a stream, or a flow of blood.
4. To hinder from acting or moving to prevent the
effect or efficiency of ; to cause to cease to repress ; to
restrain ; to suppress ; to i.nterrupt to suspend ; as, to
;

;

;

fo'od,

7. (Naut.) To make
Syn. — To obstruct

fdbt

;

out, oil;

chair;

fast

to stopper.

;

hinder impede repress sup^'
press restrain discontinue delay interrupt.
To atop off (Founding), to fill (a part of a mold) with
sand, where a p.irt of the cavity left by the pattern is
not wanted for the casting.
To atop the mouth. See
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

under Mouth.

Stop
stand

i.
1. To cease to go on
come to a stop.
He bites his lip, and starts

(stop), V.

still

;

to

;

to halt, or

,

Stops on a sudden, looks upon the ground

Then

lays his linger

on his temple

Springs out into fast gait

j

than

;

;

strait

siojjs

Shak.

again.

To

cease from any motion, or course of action.
Cowper.
Sto}), while ye may, suspend your mad career
3. To spend a short time ; to reside temporarily ; to
stay ; to tarry ; as, to stop with a friend. [Colloq.]
By stopping at home till the money was gone. R. D. Blackmore.
To stop over, to stop at a station beyond the time of the
departure of the train on which one came, with the purpose of continuing one's journey on a subsequent train
to break one's journey. [Railroad Cant, U. S.}

2.

!

re.
1. The act of stopping, or the state of being
hindrance of progress or of action ; cessation
repression ; interruption ; check ; obstruction.
. whether it
It is doubtful
contributed anything to the

Stop,
stopped

;

.

.

De Foe.
improvement of natural philosophy.
Sir I. Newton,
It is a great step toward the mastery of our desires to give this
stop to them.
Locke.

stop of the infection.
Occult qualities put a stop to the

2.
cle ;

That which stops, impedes, or obstructs
an impediment an obstruction.

an obsta-

;

;

A fatal stop traversed their headlong course. Daniel.
So melancholy a prospect should inspire us with zeal to opRogers.
pose some stojt to the rising torrent.
3- (Mack.) A device, or piece, as a pin, block, pawl,
etc., for arresting or limiting motion, or for determining
the position to which another part shall be brought.
4. (Mus.) (a) The closing of an aperture in the air
passage, or pressure of the finger upon the string, of an
instrument of music, so as to modify the tone hence,
any contrivance by which the sounds of a musical instrument are regulated.
The organ sound a time survives the stop.
Daniel,
;

(b) In the organ, one of the knobs or handles at each
side of the organist, by which he can draw on or shut off
any register or row of pipes ; the register itself ; as, the
vox bumana stop.

5. (Arch.) A member, plain or molded, formed of a
separate piece and fixed to a jamb, against which a door
or window shuts. This takes the place, or answers the
purpose, of a rebate. Also, a pin or block to prevent a
drawer from sliding too far.
6. A point or mark in writing or printing intended to
distinguish the sentences, parts of a sentence, or clauses
a mark of punctuation. See Punctuation.
7. (Opt.) The diaphragm used in optical instruments
to cut off the marginal portions of a beam of light passing through lenses.
8. (Zool.) The depression in the face of a dog bet ween
the skull and the nasal bones. It is conspicuous in the
bulldog, pug, and some other breeds.
9. (Phonetics) Some part of the articulating organs,
as the lips, or the tongue and palate, closed (a) so as to
cut off the passage of breath or voice through the mouth
and the nose (distinguished as a lip-slop, or a, front-stop,
etc., as in p, t, d, etc.), or (6) so as to obstruct, but not
entirely cut off, the passage, as in I, re, etc. ; also, any of
the consonants so formed.
H. Sweet.
Stop bead (Arch.), the molding screwed to the inner
side of a window frame, on the face of the pulley stile,
completing the groove in which the inner sash is to slide.
Stop motion (Mach.), an automatic device for arresting
the motion of a machine, as when a certain operation is
completed, or when an imperfection occurs
its performance or product, or
the material which is supplied to it, etc.
Stop plank, one of a set of planks employed to form a sort of dam in some hydraulic works.
Stop valve, a valve that can be closed or opened at will,
as by hand, for preventing or regulatmg flow, as of a
liquid in a pipe
in distinction from a valve which is opStop watch,
erated by the action of the fluid it restrains.
a watch the hands of which can be stopped in order to
timing a race.
tell exactlj' the time that has passed, as
See Independent seconds watch, under Independent, a.

—

;

m

m

—

—

—

—

m

—

Cessation check obstruction obstacle hinSyn.
drance impediment interruption.
Stop'cock' (-k5k'), n. 1. A bib, faucet, or short pipe,
fitted with a turning stopper or plug for permitting
;

;

;

;

;

;

?

pr.

(in

as Stone coral, under Stone.
p. of Stand.
re.
[Scot, stook, stouk ; cf. LG. stuke a
heap, bundle, G. stauche a truss, bundle of flax.
(Agric.
]
A small collection of sheaves set up in the field ; a shock
in England, twelve sheaves.
Stook, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stooked (stookt) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Stookinq.]
(Agric.) To set up, as sheaves of
grain, in stocks.
Stool (stool), re. [L. stolo. See Stolon.] (ffort.) A
plant from which layers are propagated by bending its
branches into the soil.
/'. Henderson.
Stool, V. i. (Agric.) To ramify to tiller, as grain ;
to shoot out suckers.
P. D. Blackmore.
coral.

Stood
StOOk

stoup.']

me

;

Stone'weed' (-wed'), re. (Bot.) Any plant of the
genus Lithospermum, herbs having a fruit composed of

to

A

[Written also

flagon.

The

Stone'root' (ston'roof), re. (Bot.) A North American
plant (Collinsonia Canadensis) having a very hard root
horse balm. See Horse balm, under Hokse.

Stone'run'ner

Cf.

These are

—

Chapman.

stommen to adulterate,
Stuu.] To stum. [J?.]

[D.

t.

(Arch.) Originally, a
covered porch with seats, at a house door ; the Dutch
stoep as introduced by the Dutch into New York. Afterward, an out-of-door flight of stairs of from seven to
fourteen steps, with platform and parapets, leading to an
entrance door some distance above the street ; the
French perron. Hence, any porch, platform, entrance
stairway, or small veranda, at a house door.
[U. S."]
Stoop, re. [OE. slope, Icel. staup ; akin to AS. steap,
D. stoop, G. stauf, OHG. stoiiph."]
vessel of liquor ; a

unfeeling.

Stone'henge (-h§nj), re. An assemblage of upright
stones with others placed horizontally on their tops, on
Salisbury Plain, England,
generally supposed to be
the remains of an ancient Druidical temple.
Stone'-horse' (-hSrs'), re. Stallion. [OJs.] Mortimer.
Ston'er (stou'er), re. 1. One who stones; one who

of game with baUs, forwith young women.

[D. stoep.]

re.

Fetch

ihoram

esp.

other virgins did at stoolhall play.

StOOM

Orpine.

is

A kind

Nausicaa

European Stonechat (Pratincola
vubicola).

stop the execution of a decree, the progress of vice, the
approaches of old age or infirmity.
Whose disposition all the world well knows
Shak,
Will not be rubbed nor stopped.
5- (Mus. ) To regulate the sounds of, as musical strings,
finger
board
with
the
them
against
the
finby pressing
ger, or by shortening in any way the vibrating part.
6. To point, as a composition ; to punctuate. [R.]
Landor.
If his sentences were properly stopped.

—

StOOl'ball' (-bal'), n.

The blue

1^°° The name

;

akia to OPries.

;

from the root of E. stand. V163. See Stand, and cf.
Fauteuil.] 1. A single seat with three or four legs and
without a back, made in various forms for various uses.
2. A seat used in evacuating the bowels hence, an

merly common in England,

titmouse.

pitiless

a seat

stol

—

called also chickstone,
stonechacker, stonechatter,
stoneclink, stonesmith, (b) The wheat(c)

[AS.

re.

;

A small, active, and

ear,

(stool),

& OS. stol, D. stoel, G. stuhl, OHG. stuol, Icel. stall, Sw.
& Dan. stol, Goth, stols, Lith. stalas a table. Suss, tol'

;

Stone'boW

used for shooting stones.

(a)

Stool

STOPE

or restraining the flow of a
liquid or gas ; a cock or valve
for checking or regulating
the flow of water, gas, etc.,
through or from a pipe, etc.
2. Tlio turning plug, stopper, or spigot of a faucet. [P.]
Stope (stop), n. [Cf. Step,
n.

&

V. i.]

(Mining)

A

hori-

zontal working forming one
of a series, the working faces
of which present the appearTwo forms of Stopfock.
ance of a flight of steps.
Stope, 1'. t. [imp.
p. p. Stoped (stopt) p. pr.
vb. n. Stoping.]
(Mining) (a) To excavate in the form

go; simg, iok

&

;

then, thin;

bON

;

;

zh = z

in azure.

&

N
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of stopes.
(6) To fill in with rubbish, as a space from
which the ore has been worked out.
Stope (stop), Sto'pen (sto'p'n),^.^. of Step. Stepped
gone ; advanced. [06s.]
Chaucer.
A poor widow, somedeal s(ppe in age.
StOp'-gap' (stSp'gSp'), n. That which closes or fills
up an opening or gap ; hence, a temporary expedient.
Hare.
Moral prejuolicee are the stop-gaps of virtue.
Stop'lng (stop'ing), n. (3Iining) The act of excavating
the form of stopes.
Stop'less (stSp'les), a. Not to be stopped. Davenant.
Stop'-O'ver (-o'ver), a. Permitting one to stop over
See To stop over, under
as, a stop-over check or ticket.
Stop, v. i. [Railroad Cant, TT. <S.]
Stop'page (-paj ; 48), n. The act of stopping, or arresting progress, motion, or action ; also, the state of
being stopped ; as, the stoppage of the circulation of the
blood the stoppage of commerce.
Stopped (stSpt), a. {Phonetics) Made by complete
said of certain
closure of the mouth organs ; shut ;
H. Sweet.
consonants (p, 6, t, d, etc.).

[imp.
(stor), V. i.
p. p. Stored (stord);
vb. re. Stoking.] [OE. storen, OF. estorer to construct, restore, store, LL. staurare, for L. instaurare to
renew, restore ; in
staurare (in comp.). Cf. Instore,

m

;

—

Stop'per (stSp'per),

One who

1.

re.

stops, closes,

shuts, or hinders that which stops or obstructs ; that
which closes or fills a vent or hole in a vessel.
short piece of rope having a knot at one
2. {Naut. )
or both ends, with a lanyard under the knot,
used to
Tolten.
secure something.
3. (Bot.)
name given to several trees of the genus
Eugenia, found in Florida and the West Indies ; as,
the red stopper. See Eugenia.
C. S. Sargent.
Ring stopper (Naut.), a short rope or chain passing
through the anchor rmg, to secure the anchor to the
cathead.
Stopper bolt (Naut.), a large ringbolt in a
ship's deck, to which the deck stoppers are hooked.
;

A

a

—

A

—

& p. p.

Stoppered (-perd) p. pr.
&vb. n. STOPPERma.] To close or secure with a stopper.
Material
for filling a cavity.
Stop'ping (-pTng), n. 1.
2. {Mining) A partition or door to direct or prevent a
Stop'per,

current of

V.

[imp.

t.

;

air.

3. {Far.) A pad or poultice of dung or other material
Youatt.
applied to a horse's hoof to keep it moist.

Stop'ping-OUt'

s

A

(-out'), n.

method adopted

in

etching, to keep the acid from those parts which are already sufficiently corroded, by applying varnish or other
covering matter with a brush, but allowing the acid to
act on the other parts.
Stop'ple (-p'l), n. [Cf. G. stopfel, sfopsel. See Stop,
V. t.'\
That which stops or closes the mouth of a
«.
vessel ; a stopper ; as, a glass stopple ; a cork stopple.
StOl/ple, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stoppled (-p'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Stoppling.]
To close the mouth of anything
with a stopple, or as with a stopple.
Coivper.

&

&

&

Stop'Ship' (-ship'), re. (.^ooZ.) A remora. It was fabled to stop ships by attaching itself to them. Sylvester.
Chaucer.
Stor (st6r), a. See Stook. [Obs."]
Stor'age (stor'Sj ; 48), re. 1. The act of depositing
in a store or warehouse for safe keeping ; also, the safe
keeping of goods in a warehouse.
2. Space for the safe keeping of goods.
3.

The

price charged for keeping goods in a store.

Storage battery. {Physics) See the

Note under Battery.

StO'ras (sto'raks), re. [L. storax, styrax, Gr. aropa^.
Cf. Styrax.] Any one of a number of similar complex
resins obtained from the bark of several trees and shrubs
of the Styrax family. The most common of these is liquid storax, a brown or gray semifluid substance of an
agreeable aromatic odor and balsamic taste, sometimes
used in perfumery, and in medicine as an expectorant.

A

yellow aromatic honeylike substance, resembhng, and often confounded with, storax, is obtained from
the American sweet gum tree (Liquidambar styraciflua),
and is much used as a chewing gum, called sweet gum, and
liquid storax. Cf. Liquidambar.
Store (stor), re. [OE. stor, stoor, OE. estor, provisions,
See Store, v. t.'\ 1. That
supplies, fr. estorer to store.
which is accumulated, or massed together a source from
which supplies may be drawn hence, an abundance a
great quantity, or a great number.
jjl^"~'

;

;

;

The ships are fraught with store of victuals.
With store of ladies, whose bright eyes
Rain

and give the

influence,

Bacon.
Milton.

prize.

A

place of deposit for goods, esp. for large quanti2.
ties ; a storehouse ; a warehouse ; a magazine.
3. Any place where goods are sold, whether by wholeBritish Colonies']
[JJ. S.
sale or retail ; a shop.
4. pi. Articles, especially of food, accumulated for
some specific object ; supplies, as of provisions, arms, ammunition, and the like ; as, the stores of an army, of a
ship, of a family.

&

His swine, his horse, his sioor, and his poultry. Chaucer.
In store, in a state of accumulation ; in keeping hence,
in a state of readiness. " I have better news in store for
Store clothes, clothing purchased at a
thee." Shak.
in distinction from that which is homeshop or store ;
Store pay, payment for goods
made. [Colloq. U. 5.]
articles from a shop or store, instead of money.
or work
To set store by, to value greatly; to have a
LtJ. S.\
To tell no store of, to make no
igh appreciation of.
account of ; to consider of no importance. [06s.]
Syn.
Fund ; supply ; abundance plenty accumulation ; provision.
Store, Shop. The English call the
place where goods are sold (however large or splendid it
may be) a shop, and confine the word store to its original
meaning; viz., a warehouse, or place where goods are
Stored. In America the word store is applied to all places,
except the smallest, where goods are sold. In some British colonies the word store is used as in the United States.
In his needy shop a tortoise hnng,
;

—
—

—

m
—
—

An

—

—

;

;

alligator stuffed,

Of ill-shaped fishes

;

and other skins
and about his shelves

A beggarly account of empty

boxes.

Sulphurous and nitrous foam, . . .
Concocted and adjusted, they reduced
To blackest grain, and into store conveved.
Store, a. Accumulated ; hoarded.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

Shah.

Milton.

Bacon.

&m, arm, ask,

STOT

&

Store
p.pr. &

+

Instaurate, Restore, Story a floor.] 1. To coUect as
a reserved supply to accumulate to lay away.
Dora stored what little she could save. Tennyson.
2. To furnish ; to supply to replenish esp., to stock
or furnish against a future time.
Her mind with thousand virtues stored.
Prior.
Wise Plato said the world with men was stored. Denham.
Having stored a pond of four acres with carps, tench, and
;

;

;

;

other

Sir M. Hale.

flsh.

3. To deposit in a store, warehouse, or other building,
for preservation ; to warehouse as, to store goods.
Stored (stord), a. Collected or accumulated as a reserve supply ; as, stored electricity.
It is charged with stored virtue.
Bagehot.

which a storm, or storm center, travels. — Storm petrel.
(Zool.) See Stormy petrel, under Petrel. — Storm aali
(Naut.), any one of a number of strong, heavy sails that
are bent and set in stormy weather. — Storm icnd. See
the Note under Cloud.
Syn. — Tempest violence agitation calamity. —
Storm, Tempest. Storm is violent agitation, a commotion of the elements by wind, etc., but not necessarily
implying the fall of anything from the clouds. Hence,
to call a mere fall of rain without wind a storm, is a departure from the true sense of the word. A tempest ;
a sudden and violent storm, such as those common on th'
coast of Italy, where the term originated, and is usually
attended by a heavy rain, with lightning and thunder.
;

;

;

;

Qen.

tians.

xii.

5Iq.

The Scripture of God is a storehouse abounding with inestiHooker.
mable treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
Spenser.
2. A mass or quantity laid up.
[Obs."]
1. A man in charge of
Store'keep'er (-kep'er), re.
stores or goods of any kind as, a uaval storekeeper.
2. One who keeps a "store;" a shopkeeper.
See
1st Store, 3.
[U. S.]
Stor'er (stor'er), n. One who lays up or forms a store.
Store'room' (-room'), re. Room in a storehouse or
repository a room in which articles are stored.
Store'ship' (-ship'), re. A vessel used to carry naval
stores for a fleet, garrison, or the like.
StO'rey (sto'ry), n. See Story.
[NL., from Gr.
Stpr'ge (stSr'je or -ge; 277), re.
o'Topy)}, a-Tepyeiv, to love.]
Parental affection ; the instinctive affection which animals have for their young.
StO'ri-al (sto'rl-al), a. Historical. [Obs.] Chaucer.
StO'rled (-rid), a. [From Story.] 1. Told in a story.
2. Having a history ; interesting from the stories
which pertain to it ; venerable from the associations of
the past.
;

;

II

Some greedy minion, or imperious wife,
The trophied arches, storied halls, invade.
Can storied urn, or animated bust,
Back

to its

mansion

call the fleeting breath

—

Pope.
Gratj.

?

chiefly in com3. Having (such or so many) stories ;
position ; as, a tv/o-storied house.
relator of stories ; an histoStO'ri-er (-rt-er), re.
Bp. Peacock.
rian.
[Obs.l
StO'ri-fy (-fi), V. i. [Story -|- -/?/.] To form or tell
[Obs.']
stories of; to narrate or describe in story.
Stork (stSrk), n. [AS. store; akin to G. storch, OHG.
storah, Icel. storkr, Dan.
Sw.
stork, and perhaps to Gr. ropyot a
vulture.] {Zool.) Any one of several species of large wading birds
of the family CiconidiB, having
long legs and a long, pointed bill.
They are found both in the Old

A

&

World and

in

to Ciconia

and several

America, and belong

_

—

—

We

hear this fearful tempest sing.
Shak.
shelter to avoid the storm.
of human society ; a civil, political, or domestic commotion; sedition, insurrection, or
war ; violent outbreak ; clamor ; tumult.
ShaJc.
I will stir up in England some black storm.

Yet seek no

2.

A violent agitation

Her sister
Shak.
Began to scold and raise up such a storm.
heavy shower or fall; any adverse outburst of
tumultuous force ; violence.
3.

A

A brave man struggling in the storms of fate. Pope.
violent assault on a fortified place ; a furi4. {Mil.)
ous attempt of troops to enter and take a fortified place
by scaling the walls, forcing the gates, or the like.
11^°' Storm is often used in the formation of self-explaming compounds as, itorm-presaging, siormTprooi,
storm-tossed, and the like.
Stonn-andMagnetic storm.
See under Magnetic.
stress period [a translation of G. slurm und drang periode], a designation given to the literary agitation and
revolutionary development in Germany under the lead
of Goethe and Schiller in the latter part of the 18th century.
Storm center (Meteorol.), the center of the area
covered by a storm, especially by a storm of large extent.
Storm door (Arch.), an extra outside door to prevent
usually removed
the entrance of wind, cold, rain, etc. ;

A

;

—

—

—

in

summer.

final,

^

;

— Storm
eve,

—

path (Meteorol.), the course over

event,

!

What

Storm
p. pr.

(stSrm), V.

& vb.

&

p. p. Stormed (st8rmd)
{Mil.) To assault ; to attack,

[imp.

t.

n. Storming.]

and attempt to take, by scaling walls, forcing gates,
breaches, or the like as, to storm a fortified tovni.
Storm, V. i. [Cf. AS. styrman.'] 1. To raise a tem;

pest.
Spenser.
2. To blow with violence ; also, to rain, hail, snow, or
the like, usually in a violent manner, or with high wind

— used impersonally
To rage

;

as, it storms.

to be in a violent passion ; to fume.
The master storms, the lady scolds.
Swift.
Storm'-beat' (-bet'), a. Beaten, injured, or impairecl
Spenser,
by storms.
{Zool.) (a) The missel
Storm'oock' (-kok'), re.
thrush. (6) The fieldfare, (c) The green woodpecker.
Storm'finch' (-finch'), re. {Zool.) The storm petrel.
Storm'ful (-ful), a. Abounding with storms. " The
Carlyle.
storm.ful east."
Storm'ful-ness, re.
Storm'glass' (-glas'), re. A glass vessel, usually cylindrical, filled with a solution which is sensitive to atmospheric changes, indicating by a clouded appearance, rain,
snow, etc., and by clearness, fair weather.
Storm'i-ly (-t-ly), adv. In a stormy manner.
The state of being stormy ; temStorm'i-neSB, re.
3.

;

—

'

pestuousness

boisterousness

;

Storm'ing,

a.

&

re.

impetuousness.

;

from Storm,

v.

Storming party (Mil.), a party assigned to the duty of
making the first assault in storming a fortress.
Tennyson.
Storm'less, a. Without storms.
Storm'wind' (-wind'), re. A heavy wind ; a wind that
brings a storm ; the blast of a storm.
Longfellow.

[Compar. Stormier (-I-er) superl.
(-y), a.
1. Characterized by, or proceeding from, a
subject to storms ; agitated with furious winds
boisterous ; tempestuous ; as, a stormy season ; a stormy
day or week. "Beyond the sforjre J/ Hebrides." 3filton.
2. Proceeding from violent agitation or fury ; as, a
stormy sound ; stormy shocks.
3. Violent ; passionate ; rough ; as, stormy passions.
Stormy chiefs of a desert but extensive domain. Sir W. Scott,
[Norw. storting ; stor
Stor'thlng (stSr'ttng), re.
great -)- ting court, court of justice ; cf Dan. ting, thing."]
The Parliament of Norway, chosen by indirect election
once in three years, but holding annual sessions.
Chaucer,
Stor'ven (stSr'v'n), obs. p. p. of Starve.

Storm'y

;

Stormiest.]

storm

;

II

.

A

top of a building, a chimney, a
church spire, or a piUar. The
_
.^^^
black stork (C. nigra) is native of EuropearTwhitTstork
Asia, Africa, and Europe.
(Ciconia alba).
Black-necked stork, the East Indian jabiru.
Hair-crested stork, the smaller adjutant of
Giant stork, the adjutant.
India, (Leptoptilos Javanica).
—Marabou stork. See Marabou.— Saddle-billed stork, the
Stork's bill (Bot.), any
African jabiru.
See Jabiru.
so called in allusion
plant of the genus Pelargonium ;
to the beaklike prolongation of the axis of the receptacle
of its flower. See Pelargonium.
Stork'-billed' (-bild'), a. {Zool.) Having a bill like
that of a stork.
Storm (stSrm), re. [AS. storm; akin to D. storm,
G. Sturm, Icel. stormr ; and perhaps to Gr. opiirj assault,
onset, Skx. sr to flow, to hasten, or perhaps to L. sternere to strew, prostrate (cf. Stratum). V166.] 1. A
violent disturbance of the atmosphere, attended by wind,
rain, snow, hail, or thunder and lightning ; hence, often,
a heavy fall of rain, snow, or hail, whether accompanied
with wind or not.

—

Storms beat, and rolls the main
beat those storms, and roll the seas, in vain.
Pope.
at first was called a gust, the same
Hath now a storm^s, anon a tempesVs name. Donne.
;

O

Sto'ry (sto'rj?), re. ; pi. Stories (-riz). [OF. estorS,
estoree, built, erected, p. p. of estorer to build, restore,
to store.
See Store, v. t.]
set of rooms on the same
floor or level ; a floor, or the space between two floors.

allied gen-

The European white stork
( Ciconia alba) is the best known.
It commonly makes its nest on the

era.

—

;

i

;

Store'house' (stor'hous'), re. 1. A building for keeping goods of any kind, especially provisions a magazine
a repository a warehouse.
Joseph opened all the storehouses, and sold unto the Egyp-

;

gnd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Also, a horizontal division of a building's exterior considered architecturally, which need not correspond exactly
with the stories within. [Written also storey.]
story comprehends the distance from one floor
to another ; as, a story of nine or ten feet elevation. The
spaces between floors are numbered in order, from below
upward ; as, the lower, second, or third story ; a house of
one story, of two stories, of five stories.
Story post (Arch.), a vertical post used to support a
floor or supermcumbent wall.
[OE. storie, OF. estoire, F. histoire, tc. L.
Sto'ry, re.
historia.
narration or recital of
See History.] 1.
that which has occurred ; a description of past events ; a
history ; a statement ; a record.
One malcontent who did indeed get a name in story. Barrow.
Venice, with its unique city and its impressive story. Ed. Rev.
The four great monarchies make the subject of ancient story.
Sir W. Temple.
2. The relation of an incident or minor event ; a short
narrative a tale ; especially, a fictitious narrative less
elaborate than a novel ; a short romance.
Addison.
3. A euphemism or child's word for "a lie;" a fib;
as, to tell a .story.
[Colloq.]
Sto'ry, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Storied (-rid) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Storying.]
To tell in historical relation to make
the subject of a story ; to narrate or describe in story.
How worthy he is I will leave to appear hereafter, rather
Shak.
than story him in his own hearing.
It is storied of the brazen colossus in Rhodes, that it wag
Bp. Wilkins.
seventy cubits high.

^S^ A

A

;

&

&

;

A

book containing stories,
Sto'ry-book' (-book'), n.
or short narratives, either true or false.
Sto'ry-tell'er (-tel'er), re. 1. One who tells stories
a narrator of anecdotes, incidents, or fictitious tales ; as,

an amusing
2.
3.

An

story-teller.

historian

;

— in contempt.

Swift.

A euphemism or child's word for " a liar."
_

Sto'ry-tell'ing, a. Being accustomed to tell stories.
n.
The act or practice of telling stories.
Sto'ry— wrlt'er (-rit'er), re. 1. One who writes short
stories, as for magazines.
" Rathumus,
2. An historian ; a chronicler.
l_Obs.]
the story-writer."
1 Esdr. ii. 17.
Stot (stot), re. [AS. stotte a hack, jade, or worthless
horse ; cf. Sw. siut a bull, Dan. stud an ox. Cf. Stoat.]
1. A horse.
[Obs.]
Chaucer. Thorold Rogers.
2. A young bull or ox, especially one three years old.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]

—

&

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, drb, Sdd

STOTE

1421

(Zool. ) See Stoat.
Stole
Stoond (stound), V. i. [Cf. Astound, Stun.] To be
sorrow.
\_Obs. or Prov. Eng.
paiu
or
in
Scoi.J
Stound, a. [See Stound, v. t.] Stunned. lObs.2
sudden, severe pain or grief ; peril
Stound, n. 1.
alarm. l^Obs.']
Spenser.
2. Astomshment ; amazement. [06s.] Spenser, Gay.
Stound, n. [AS. siund ; akin to D. stand., G. stunde,
[06^.] Chaucer.
lce\. stund-l 1. Hour ; time ; season.
2.
brief space of time ; a moment. [06i.] Chaucer.
(stot), n.

&

A

A

In a stound, suddenly.

Stound,

n.

[Obs.\

A

Stand.]

[Cf.

[Prov. Eng.}

beer.

Stoup

Chaucer.
vessel for holding small
Halliwell.

[See Stoop a vessel.]

(stoop), n.

a vessel or measure for

liquids.

1.

[Scot.']

A

flagou
Javiieson.

;

2. (Eccl.) A basin at the entrance of
Roman Catholic churches for containing the holy water with which those
who enter, dipping their fingers in it,
called also holycross themselves ;

[See Stook, a.]

Tall

& Scot.']

;

muscular

He

lost

hence, firm

;

strong

resolute

[Obs.

stern.

;

;

The lords all stand
Daniel.
To clear their cause, most resolutely stout.
Proud; haughty; arrogant; hard. [Archaic]
Your words have been stout against me. 31al. iii, 13.
Commonly
they that be rich are lofty and stoiit. Latimer.
3. Firm tough materially strong enduring as, a
. .

;

;

one who straddles

;

;

—

to their

supper, the parlor or stove being nearly emptied, in

Straddle,

came a

artificial

heat

And

A

—

_

Where live

unitr,

rude,

cattle desire.

full,

<ip,

<irn

pity

^

—

—

;

:

&

;

;

;

and generous indignation.

Straight-out

Stralght'-plght'
right in position

;

Dryden.

crop luxuriant stragglsrs.

Something tliat stands alone or by itself.
Strag'gllng (-glTng), a, & n, from Straggle, v,
Strag'gllng-ly, adv. In a straggling manner.

(-pit'), a.

Mrs, Stowe,

Straight in form or up-

Shak,
Speaking with di-

erect.
[OJj;.]
Straight'-spo'ken (-spo'k'n), a.
;

rectness; plain-spoken.

[Colloq, U, S.]
Lou'ell.
Straight'way' (-wa'), adv. Immediately ; without
loss of time ; without delay.
He took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha
cumi. . . . And straightway the damsel arose.
Mark v. 41, 42.

Stralght'ways' (-waz'), adv. Straightway.
Straik (strak), n. A strake.
Strain (stran), n. [See Strene.] 1. Race
generation

;

descent

He

;

[Ofijt.]

;

stock

j

family.
is

of a noble strain,

Ehak,

With animals and plants a cross between different varieties,
or between individuals of the same variety but of another
strain, gives vigor and fertility to the offspring.
Darwin,

II

Strag'u-lum

(strSg'ii-lura), m. ; pi.

Stragula

(-14).

[L., a spread or covering, from sternere to spread out.]
(Zo'ol.) The mantle, or pallium, of a bird.
variant of Strait, o. [Obs.OT P.]
Straight (strat), a.
Egypt is a long country, but it is straight, that is to say, nar-

A

row.

Sir,/. JtlatHleville.

[Compar. Straighter (-er) superl.
Straight, a.
Straightest.] [OE. strei^t, properly p. p. of strecchen
to stretch, AS. streht, p. p. of streccan to stretch, to extend. See Stretch.] 1. Right, in a mathematical sense
;

;

food,

fobt

;

out,

oil

:

chair

;

go

;

2. Hereditary character, quality, or disposition.
breed diseases, which, propagated,

Intemperance and lust
spoil the strain of a nation.

aing,

7VTotsun,

a sort. " The common strain,"
Drydeyu
t,
[imp, & p, p. Strained (strand) ; p, pr.
vb, n. Straining.]
[OP. estraindre, cstreindre, F.
etreindre, L. stn'ngere to draw or bind tight ; probably
akin to Gr. o-rpayyaAi; a halter, o-rpayf that which is
squeezed out, a drop, or perhaps to E. strike. Cf. Strangle, Strike, Constrain, District, Strait, a,, Stress,
Strict, Stringent.] 1. To draw with force ; to extend
with great effort to stretch ; as, to strain a rope to
strain the shrouds of a ship; to strain the cords of a
musical instrument. " To slrai7i his fetters with a stricter
care."
Dryden.
3.

;

Shak,
Tusser,

;

Straightway. [Obs.^
a.
Proceeding in a
course or manner ; not deviating
honest
f rank.
adv. In a straightforward manner.
Stralght'for'ward-ly, adv.
Stralght'for'ward-ness, n,
Stralght'hom' (-hSrn'), n, (Paleon,) An orthoceras.
Straight'-joint' (-joint'), a, (Arch,) Having straight
joints.
Specifically
(a) Applied to a floor the boards
of which are so laid that the joints form a continued
line transverse to the length of the boards themselves.
Brande
C.
(b) In the United States, applied to
planking or flooring put together without the tongue and
groove, the pieces being laid edge to edge.
Stralght'-lined' (-lind'), a. Having straight lines.
Stralghl'ly, adv. In a right line ; not crookedly.
Straightly, adv. A variant of Straitly. See 1st
Straight.
Stralght'ness, n. The quality, condition, or state, of
being straight ; as, the straightness of a path.
Stralght'ness, n, A variant of Straitness.
Acting without concealStraight'-OUt' (-ouf ), a.
ment, obliquity, or compromise hence, unqualified thoroughgoing. [Colloq,U.S,]

Straight'Ior'ward (-fSr'werd),

and Stagger,

4.

Stove'plpe' <-pip')i
Pipe made of sheet iron in
lengths and angular or curved pieces fitting together,
used to connect a portable stove with a chimney flue.
Stovepipe hat, the common tall silk hat. [Slang, U. S^
StO'ver (sto'ver), n. [OF. estoveir, estovoir, necessity, provisions, properly an inf., "to be necessary."
Cf. Estovers.] Fodder for cattle, especially straw or
coarse t^ay.

use,

[Obs, or R,]
that which,

;

1.
as, to stove orange trees.
Bacon.
in a stove ; as, to stove feathers.
(-hous'), n.
iiothouse.
;

Fresh threslied for stover thy

One who, or

n.

Straight'lorth' (-forth'), adv.

;

;

nibbling sheep,
And flat meads thatched with stover tliem to keep.
Thresh barley as yet but ns need shall require,

(-er),

;

Stoved (stovd) p, pr, &
To keep warm, in a house or room,

»

features.

A variant of Straiten.

t.

straightens.

;

To heat or dry, as

Stove'house'

and compose one's

Stralght'en, v,
Straight'en-er

Applied to spokes when they
See
Knight,
v. (,, 3.

a.

;

straight

;

—

2.

etc.,

;

—

& p, p.

;

;

;

Bw^ton,

—

;

;

2. An apparatus, consisting essentially of a receptacle
for fuel, made of iron, brick, stone, or tiles, and variously
constructed, in which fire is made or kept for warming a
room or a house, or for culinary or other purposes.
Cooking Btove, a stove with an oven, openings for pots,
kettleSLand the like,— used for cooking. Dry stove. See
under Pry.
Foot stove.
See under Foot.
Franklin
Btove. See in the Vocabulary.
Stove plant iBot,), a plant
which requires artificial heat to make it grow in cold or
cold temperate climates.
Stove plate, thin iron castings for the parts of stoves.

—

v. i., 2,

&

;

&

How

by

—

—

[It. strada
Strad'0-met'rlc-al (-6-met'ri-kal), a.
street or road -\- E. metrical,]
Of, or relating to, the
measuring of streets or roads. [iJ.]
Strag'gle (strag'g'l), v, i, [imp,
p. p. Straggled
(-g'ld); p. pr. & vb. n. Straggling (-glTng).]
[Freq.
of OE. straken to roam, to stroke. See Stroke, v, t,]
X. To wander from the direct course or way to rove
to stray to wander from the line of march or desert
the line of battle as, when troops are on the march, the
men should not straggle.
Dryden,
2. To wander at large to roam idly about to ramble.
The wolf spied out a straggling kid. VEstrange,
3. To escape or stretch beyond proper limits, as the
branches of a plant to spread widely apart to shoot
too far or widely in growth.
Trim off the small, superfluous branches on each side of the
Mortimer.
hedge that straggle too far out.
4. To be dispersed or separated to occur at intervals.
Sir W, Scott,
"Straggling pistol shots."
They came between Scylla and Charybdis and the straggling
Sir W. Jialcig/i,
rocks.
Strag'gle, n. The act of straggling. [P,] Carlyle.
Strag'gler (-gler), m. 1. One who straggles, or departs from the direct or proper course, or from the company to which he belongs one who falls behind the
rest
one who rambles without any settled direction.
Shak.
2. A roving vagabond.
3. Sometliing that shoots, or spreads out, beyond the
an exuberant growth.
rest, or too far
Let thy hand supply the pruning knife,

of musketeers.
£arl of Strafford,
tedious is it to them that live in stoves and caves half a
year together, as in Iceland, Muscovy, or under the pole 1

vb, n, Stovino.]

;

;

company

[imp,

;

are arranged alternately in two circles in the hub.

;

or in the processes of the arts.
"When most of the waiters were commanded away

t.

It straight takes fire, and mounts into a blaze.
Addison.
Everything was going on straight.
W, Black.
Straight, n, (Poker) A hand of five cards in consecutive order as to value a sequence. When they are of
one suit, it is called a straight flush.
Straight, v, t. To straighten. [iJ.]
A, Smith.
Straight'edge' (-Sj')> w. A board, or piece of wood
or metal, having one edge perfectly straight,
used to
ascertain whether a line is straight or a surface even,
and for drawing straight lines.
Stralght'en (-'n), v. t, [imp, & p, p. Straightened
(-'nd) p, pr,
vb, n. Straightening.]
1. To make
straight to reduce from a crooked to a straight form.
2. To make right or correct to reduce to order as,
to straighten one's affairs to straighten an account.
To straighten one's face, to cease laughing or smiling,

a wide straddle,

as,

Strad'dling (-dllng),

;

;

;

;

—

I know thy generous temper well
Fling but the appearance of dishonor on it.

A

;

;

;

;

;

3.
stook option giving the holder the double privilege of a " put " and a " call," i, e,, securing to the buyer
of the option the right either to demand of the seller at
a certain price, within a certain time, certain securities,
or to require him to take at the same price, and within
the same time, the same securities. [Brokers' Cant]

StOUt'ness, n. The state or quality of being stout.
Syn. Strength bulk courage force valor lustiness brawniness boldness fortitude stubbornness.
Stove (stov), imp, of Stave.
Stove, n, [D. sioof a foot stove, originally, a heated
room, a room for a bath akin to G. stube room, OHG.
stuba a heated room, AS. stofe, Icel. stofa a room, bathing room, Sw. siufva, stuga, a room, Dan. slue; of unknown origin. Cf. Estupa, Stew, Stupa.] 1. A house
or room artificially warmed or heated a forcing house,
or hothouse a drying room ;
formerly, designating an
artificially warmed dwelling or room, as a dining room,
a parlor, or a bathroom, but now restricted, in this sense,
to heated houses or rooms used for horticultural purposes
:

;

—

Straight (strat), adv. In a straight manner; directly;
rightly
forthwith ; immediately ; as, the arrow went
straight to the mark. " Floating straight."
Shak.

other on the other side of ; to stand or sit astride of ; as,
to straddle a fence or a horse.
Strad'dle, n. 1. The act of standing, sitting, or walking, with the feet far apart.
2. The position, or the distance between the feet, of

;

;

" A line which has the same direction through its
whole length." A'ewcomb.
Straight-way valve, a valve
which, when opened widely, affords a straight passageway, as for water.

n.
[Gr. trrpaPoi squint(Surg.) The operation for the
the division of such muscles as

;

he stoutly defended himself.

—

TcfivcLv to cut.]

—

venet.

;

—

;

-f-

—

"That which lies evenly between its extreme points."
Euclid. " The shortest line between two points." Chau-

;

;

as,

Straight arch (Arch.), a form of arch in which the Inis straight, but with its joints drawn radially, as
common arch. A straight face, one giving no evidence of merriment or other emotion.
A straight line.

in a

Strad'dle (strad'd'l), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Straddled
(-d'ld) ^. ^r. & vb. n. Straddling (-dling)].
[Freq.
from the root of stride.] 1. To part the legs wide to
stand or to walk with the legs far apart.
2. To stand with the ends staggered
said of the
spokes of a wagon wheel where they join the hub.
Strad'dle, v. i. To place one leg on one side and the

;

V,

trados

which rub-

put.

is

distort the eyeball.

:

Stove,

on board of a vessel about to leave port, or on a railway
train, in order to obtain a free passage.
place into
StOW'boarfi (sto'bord), n,

One who conceals himself

(-a-wa'), «.

removal of squinting by

;

;

[Slang]
6. Slaking no exceptions or deviations in one's support
of the organization and candidates of a political party
as, a straight Republican ; a straight Democrat ; also, containing the names of all the regularly nominated candidates of a party and no others ; as, a straight ballot.
[Political Cant, U. S.]

;

;

;

;

;

;

Stra-bOt'O-my (-bSt'o-my),

Syn. Stout, Corpulent, Portly. Corpulent has reference simply to a superabundance or excess of flesh.
Portly implies a kind of stoutness or corpulence which
gives a dignified or imposing appearance. Stout, in our
early writers (as in the English Bible), was used chiefly
or wholly in the sense ot strong or bold; as, a stout
champion a stout heart a stout resistance, etc. At a
later period it was used for thickset or bulky; and more
recently, especially in England, the idea has been carried
" The
still further, so that Taylor says in his Synonyms
stout man has the proportions of an ox he is corpulent,
fat, and fleshy in relation to his size." In America, stoiil
is still commonly used in the original sense of strong ;
as, a stout boy
a stout pole.
Stout, n. A strong malt liquor ; strong porter. Swift.
StOUt'-heart'ed (-hart'ed), a. Having a brave heart
courageous.
Stout'-hoart'ed-ness, n,
StOUt'ish, a. Somewhat stout somewhat corpulent.
StOUt'ly, adv. In a stout manner lustily boldly
obstinately

;

ing

;

;

Stout vessel, stick, string, or cloth.
4. Large bulky corpulent.

—

!

—

.

Dryden.

is straight.

2. (Bot.) Approximately straight ; not much curved;
as, straight ribs are such as pass from the base of a leaf
to the apex, with a small curve.
3. (Card Playing) Composed of cards which constitute a regular sequence, as the ace, king, queen, jack,
and ten-spot ; as, a straight hand ; a straight flush.
4. Conforming to justice and rectitude
not deviating
from truth or fairness ; upright as, straight dealing.
5. Unmixed
undiluted ; as, to take liquor straight.

to hide ; to lodge.
;
Foul thief where hast thou stowed my daughter ? Shmk.
To arrange anything compactly in ; to fill, by packing closely ; as, to stow a box, car, or the hold of a ship.
StOW'age (-aj 48), n, 1. The act or method of
stowing ; as, the stowage of provisions in a vessel.
2. Room in which things may be stowed.
Cook.

A

2.

;

only one which

J>ryden.

[Written also stowbord,]
Stowoe (stous), n. (Mining) (a) A windlass. (6) A
wooden landmark, to indicate possession of mining land.
StOW'lng (sto'ing), n, {Mining) A method of working in which the waste is packed into the space formed
by excavating the vein.
Stowre (stour), a. See Stour, a, [Obs.]
Stowre, n. See Stour, n. [066-.]
Spenser.
Stra'blsm (stra'biz'm), n. (Med.) Strabismus.
Stra'biS-mom'e-ter (stra'biz-m6m'e-ter), n. [Strabismus -^ -meter.] (Med.) An instrument for measuring
the amount of strabismus.
Stra-bls'mus (stra-biz'mus or -bis'miis; 277), n.
[NL., fr. Gr. CTTpajSitriadt, fr. o-Tpa^ifen' to squint, fr.
o-TpajSds distorted, squinting.]
(Med.) An affection of
one or both eyes, in which the optic axes can not be directed to the same object,
a defect due either to undue
contraction or to undue relaxation of one or more of the
muscles which move the eyeball squinting cross-eye.

dauntless.
"With hearts stern and stout.
Chaucer,
Shak.
A stouter champion never handled sword.
the character of a bold, stout, magnanimous man.
Clarendon.
;

And the crooked shall be made straight. Isa. xl. 4.
There are many several sorts of crooked lines, but there is

3.

bish

Stout (stout), a. [Compar. Stouteb (-er) ; superl.
Stoutest.] [D. stout bold (or OF. eslout bold, proud,
of Teutonic origin) ; akin to AS. stolt, G. stolz, and perh.
to E. stilt.] 1. Strong ; lusty ; vigorous ; robust ; sin;

the leaky sides.

;

&

A

ewy

Some stow their oars, or stop
2, To put away in some place

;

;

In every vessel is stowage for immense treasures. Addison,
The state of being stowed, or put away. " To have
in saie stowage,"
Shak,
4. Things stowed or packed.
Beau.
Ft.
5. Money paid for stowing goods.

Stour (stour or stoor), n. [OF. estour, estor, tumult, combat, of Teutonic
origin. See Storm.]
battle or tumult ; encounter ; combat ; disturbance ; passion. [OJi.] Fairfax. "That
„
„j
stoup,
^.
•woeful stowre."
Spenser.
She that helmed was in Btarke stours [fierce conflicts]. Chaucer.
a.

;

cf. Icel. eXdsto

StOW'a-way'

Eng.

&

t,

Stowing.]

a fireplace, hearth, OFries. sto, and
E. stand, V163.]
1. To place or arrange in a compact
mass ; to put in its proper place, or in a suitable place
to pack ; as, to stow bags, bales, or casks in a ship's hold
to stow hay in a mow ; to stow sheaves.

stow ;

3.

—

Stour,

(sto), V,

n.

passing from one point to another by the nearest course
direct not deviating or crooked as, a straight line or
course a straight piece of timber.

t]ieiii

water stoup.

or Prov.

Stow

& vb,

STRAIN

[imp,
p, p. Stowed (stod) p, pr.
[OE. slowen, fr. stowe a place, AS.

&

i^k

Rank

Strain,

;

v.

;

;

tlien,

thin

j

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

2. (Mech.) To act upon, in any way, so as to cause
change of form or volume, as forces on a beam to bend it.
3. To exert to the utmost ; to ply vigorously.

He sweats,
Strains his young nerves.
They strain their warbling throats
To welcome in the spring.
;

;

Denham.
mercy is not strained.
Shak.
9. To urge with importunity ; to press as, to strain a

The

and

5. Difficult

strained.

quality of

6.

;

;

;

—

—

" Straining with too weak a wing."
To build his fortune I will strain a Uttle.
2.

To percolate

through a sandy

;

to be filtered

;

Pope.
Shak.

water straining

as,

soil.

:

—

;

;

;

Landor.
gained by custom, and seldom recovers a strain.
Sir W. Temple.
change of form or dimensions
(6) (Meeh. Physics)
of a solid or liquid mass, produced by a stress. Bankine.
portion of music divided off by a double
2. {Mus.)
bar ; a complete musical period or sentence ; a movement, or any rounded subdivision of a movement.
Their heavenly harps a lower strain began. Dryden.
3. Any sustained note or movement ; a song ; a distinct portion of an ode or other poem ; also, the pervading note, or burden, of a song, poem, oration, book, etc.
theme motive ; manner ; style ; also, a course of action
or conduct ; as, he spoke in a noble strain ; there was a
Strain of woe in his story ; a strain of trickery appears
rfraira of gallantry."
Sir W. Scott.
in his career.
Bacon.
Such take too high a strain at first.
The genius and strain of the book of Proverbs. Tillotson.
It [Pilgrim's Progress] seems a novelty, and yet contains
Nothing but sound and honest gospel strains.
Bwiyan.
tation.

is

A

A

;

"A

4. Turn ; tendency ; inborn disposition. Cf 1st Strain.
Because heretics have a strain of madness, he applied her
Hayward.
With some corporal chastisements.
Straln'a-ble (-4-b'l), a. 1. Capable of being strained.
Holinshed.
2. Violent in action.
[06«.]
Holinsked.
Straln'a-bly, adv. Violently.
Strained (strand), a. 1. Subjected to great or excessive tension ; wrenched ; weakened as, strained relations between old friends.
2. Done or produced with straining or excessive effort
as, his wit was strained.
.

;

Strain'er (stran'er), n.

1.

One who

strains.

2. That through which any liquid is passed for purification or to separate it from solid matter ; anything, as
a screen or a cloth, used to strain a liquid ; a device of
the character of a sieve or of a filter ; specifically, an
openwork or perforated screen, as for the end of the suction pipe of a pump, to prevent large solid bodies from
entering with a liquid.
Straln'lng, a.
n. from Strain.
Straining piece (Arch.), a short piece of timber in a
truss, used to maintain the ends of struts or rafters, and

&

keep them from

slipping. See Must, of Queen-post.
[OF. estrainte, estreinte, P.
Stralnt (strant), n.
itrainte.
See 2d Strain.]
Overexertion; excessive

tension strain. [06s.]
Spenser.
Strait (strat), a. A variant of Straight. [Obs.'\
\_Compar. Straiter (-er) ; superl.
Strait (stratj, a.
Straitest.]
[OE. straight, streyt, streit, OF. estreit,
estroit, F. etroit, from L. strictus drawn together, close,
tight, p. p. of stringere to draw tight.
See 2d Strain,
and cf. Strict.] 1. Narrow ; not broad.
Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto
life, and few there be that find it.
Matt. vii. 14.
Too strait and low our cottage doors.
Emerson.
Shak.
2. Tight ; close ; closely fitting.
"A
[Obs.']
3. Close ; intimate ; near ; familiar.
strait degree of favor."
Sir P. Sidney.
4. Strict; scrupulous; rigorous.
Some certain edicts and some strait decrees.
Shak.
The straitest sect of our religion. Acts xxvi. 5 (Rev. Ver.).
;

ale,

niggardly ; mean.

;

Strait (strat), adv.

senate,

care,

S,m,

arm, ask,

Seeker,

[Obs,"]

;

Strictly

;

rigorously.

(strSnd), V.

&

and you are so strait^
you deny me that.

Shak.

Strait, n, ; pi. Straits (strats). [OE. straight, streit,
OF. estreit, estroit. See Strait, a.] 1.
narrow pass
or passage.
He brought him through a darksome narrow strait
To a broad gate all buut of beaten gold.
Spenser.
Honor travels in a strait so narrow
"Where one but goes abreast.
Shak.
2. Specifically
(Geog.) A (comparatively) narrow
passageway connecting two large bodies of water
often in the plural ; as, the strait, or straits, of Gibraltar
the straits of Magellan the strait, or straits, of Mackinaw.
We steered directly through a large outlet which they call
a strait, though it be fifteen miles broad.
De Foe.
3.
neck of land ; an isthmus. [jB.]
A dark strait of barren land.
Tennyson.
condition of narrowness or restriction
4. Fig. :
doubt ; distress ; difficulty ; poverty ; perplexity
sometimes in the plural as, reduced to great straits.
For I am in a strait betwixt two.
Phil i. 23.
Let no man, who owns a Providence, grow desperate under

A

:

—

;

Strange

ICompar, Stranger

(stranj), a,

(stran'-

superl. Strangest (-jest).]
[OF. estrange, P,
etrange, fr. L. extraneus that is without, external, foreign, fr. extra on the outside.
See Extra, and cf. Estrange, Extraneous.]
1. Belonging to another country ; foreign.
"To seek sto'amjre strands."
Chaucer,
jer)

[Obs.']

Shak.

;

One

of the strange queen's lords.

Shak.

contemn the knowledge of strange and divers
Ascham.
2. Of or pertaining to others ; not one's own; not pertaining to one's self not domestic.
I do not
tongues.

;

So she, impatient her own faults to

Turns from

and

herself,

see.

in strange things delights.
Sir J. Davtes.

;

A

A

;

—

;

any calamity or strait whatsoever.

South.

made

Ulysses

use of the pretense of natural infirmity to conat that time in his thoughts.
Broome.
[06s.]
Shak.
Strait, V, t. To put to difficulties.
{imp.
Stralt'en (straf'n), v. t.
p. p. Straitened
(-'nd)
vb. n. Straitenino.]
p. pr,
1. To make
strait
to make narrow hence, to contract ; to confine.
Waters, when straitened, as at the falls of bridges, give a
roaring noise.
Bacon.
In narrow circuit, straitened by a foe.
Milton.
2. To make tense, or tight ; to tighten.
ceal the straits

he was in

&

&

;

;

;

The^ straiten at each end the cord.
Pope.
3. To restrict to distress or embarrass in respect of
means or conditions of life
used chiefly in the past
participle as, a man straitened in his circumstances.
;

;

—

;

Strait'—hand'ed (-hSnd'ed), a. Parsimonious sparing niggardly. [-R.]
Strait'-hand'ed-ness, n. [iJ.]
Stralt'-jack'et (-j$k'St), n. A dress of strong materials for restraining maniacs or those who are violently delirious. It lias long sleeves, which are closed at the ends,
confining the hands, and may be tied behind the back.
Stralt'-laced' (-last'), a, 1. Bound with stays.
Let nature have scope to fashion the body as she thinks best
we have few well-shaped that are strait-laced.
Locke.
2. Kestricted stiff ; constrained.
Fuller,
[iJ.]
3. Rigid in opinion ; strict in manners or morals.
Stralt'ly, adv.
l. In a strait manner ; narrowly
;

—

;

Strain, n. 1. The act of straining, or the state of
being strained. Specifically
(a) A violent effort
an excessive and hurtful exertion
or tension, as of the muscles as, he lifted the weight
with a strain ; the strain upon a ship's rigging in a gale
also, the hurt or injury resulting
a sprain.
"Whether any poet of our country since Shakespeare has exerted a greater variety of powers with less strain and less ostenCredit

;

I beg cold comfort
And so ingratef ul,

i.
To drift, or be driven, on shore
to run aground ; as, the ship stranded at high water.
Strang (strSng), a, [See Strong.] Strong. [06s. oi
Scot.}
Prov. Eng,
Halliwell.

Strand

distressful straitened.
your strait circumstances yet straiter.

Parsimonious

;

petition or invitation.
Shak.
Note, if your lady strain his entertainment.
10. To press, or cause to pass, through a strainer, as
through a screen, a cloth, or some porous substance ; to
purify, or separate from extraneous or solid matter, by
filtration
to filter as, to strain milk through cloth.
To strain a point, to make a special effort especially,
to do a degree of violence to some principle or to one's
own feelings. To strain courtesy, to go beyond what
courtesy requires ; to insist somewhat too much upon
the precedence of others ;
often used ironically. Snak.
1. To make violent efforts.
Strain (stran), V. i.

;

To make

Shak.

Dryden.
4. To stretch beyond its proper limit to do violence
to, in the matter of intent or meaning ; as, to strain the
law in order to convict an accused person.
There can be no other meaning in this expression, however
Swift.
ome may pretend to strain it.
6. To injure by drawing, stretching, or the exertion
of force ; as, the gale strained the timbers of the ship.
6. To injure in the muscles or joints by causing to
make too strong an effort ; to harm by overexertion ; to
sprain ; as, to strain a horse by overloading ; to strain
the wrist ; to strain a muscle.
Prudes decayed about may track.
Swift.
Strain their necks with looking back.
7. To squeeze ; to press closely.
Evander with a close embrace
Dryden.
Strained his departing friend.
8. To make uneasy or unnatural ; to produce vrith apparent effort to force ; to constrain.
He talks and plays with Fatira'a, but his mirth
Is forced

STRANGLER

1422

STRAIN

;

strictly ; rigorously.
Mark i. 43.
2. Closely ; intimately.
[05s.]
Stralt'ness, n. The quality or condition of being
strait ; especially, a pinched condition or situation caused
by poverty ; as, the straitness of their circumstances.
Stralt'-walst'COat (-wasf kftt ; colloq. -wgs'kut), n.

Same

(strak), obs. imp, of Strike.
Spenser.
streak.
[See Streak.]
1.
[06s.]
Strake, n.
Spenser. "White s<ro4es." Ge/i. xxx. 37.
fellies
of
a
wheel
are
2. An iron band by which the
secured to each other, being not continuous, as the tire
is, but made up of separate pieces.
3. (Shipbuilding) One breadth of planks or plates
forming a continuous range on the bottom or sides of a
vessel, reaching from the stem to the stern ; a streak.

A

^ff" The planks or plates next the keel are called
the garboard strokes ; the next, or the heavy strakes at
the bUge, are the bilge strakes; the next, from the water
line to the lower port sill, the wales; and the upper parts
of the sides, the sheer strakes,
4. (Mining)

A trough for washing broken ore,

gravel,

a launder.

;

&

;

5.

She

A

A

See Datdra, and Jamestown weed.
Stram'0-ny (strSm'o-ny), n. (Bot.) Stramonium.
Strand (strand), n, [Probably fr. D. streen a skein

stinkweed.

akin to G. strahne a skein, lock of hair, strand of a
rope.] One of the twists, or strings, as of fibers, wires,
etc., of which a rope is composed.
To break a strand of (a rope).
Strand, v. t.
Strand, n, [AS. strand; akin to D., G., Sw., & Dan.
strand, Icel. strond,'] The shore, especially the beach of
a sea, ocean, or large lake rarely, the margin of a naviChaucer,
gable river.
Strand birds. (Zool,) See Shore birds, under Shore.
Strand plover (Zool.), the black-beUied plover. See IIStrand wolf (Zool.), the brown hyena.
lust. of Plover.
vb,
Strand, v, t. \imp. & p. p. Stranded p, pr,
To drive on a strand hence, to run
n. Stranding.]
aground as, to strand a ship.

—

—

;

&

;

;

aU

;

eve,

may

Hawthorne,

love thee.

6.

Backward slow.
Who, loving the

[06s.]

;

would not be strange
Beau. Sf Fl.
familiar ; unaccustomed ; inexperienced.
In thy fortunes am unlearned and strange.
Shak.
ffi^"* Strange is often used as an exclamation.
Strange f what extremes should thus preserve the snow
Mealier.
High on the Alps, or in deep caves below.
Strange sail (Naut.), an unknown vessel.
Strange
effect,

In favoring the cause.

7.

Not

—

woman

(Script.), a harlot.

Prov. v.

3.

— To

make

It

To assume ignorance,
concerning it. Shah. (6) To make

suspicion, or alarm,
it a matter of difficulty. [06s.] Chaucer.— to make strange. To make one's
self strange,
(a) To profess ignorance or astonishment.
To
assume
the
character of a stranger. Oen. xlii. 7.
(6)
Syn. Foreign new ; outlandish ; wonderful astonishing ; marvelous ; imusual odd ; imcommon irregular queer eccentric.
strange,

(a)

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Strange, adv.

Strangely.

[06s.]

Most strange, but yet most

truly, will I speak.

Shak.

Strange, v. t. To alienate to estrange. [Obs."]
Strange, v. i. 1. To be estranged or alienated. [Obs."]
2. To wonder; to be astonished.
Glanvill,
[06s.]
Strange'ly, adv. 1. As something foreign, or not
one's own in a maimer adapted to something foreign
and strange. [06s.]
Shak,
2. In the maimer of one who does not know another
;

;

distantly

reservedly

;

You

all

coldly.
;
look strangely on me.
do in justice charge thee

Shctk,

I

That thou commend

.

.

.

strangely to some place
nurse or end it.

Where chance may

it

Shak,

manner

;
in a manner or degree to exwonderfully.
How strangely active are the arts of peace
Dryden.
It would strangely delight you to see with what spirit he converses.
Law.
Strange'ness, n. The state or quality of being strange
(in any sense of the adjective).
Stran'ger (stran'jer), n, [OF. esirangier, P. Sfrariger.
See Strange.] 1. One who is strange, foreign, or

cite surprise

or wonder

;

I

unknown.

Specifically

:

—

One wno comes from a foreign land a foreigner.
I am a most poor woman and a stranger.

(a)

;

Shak,
Born out of your dominions.
(6) One whose home is at a distance from the place
where he is, but in the same country.
(c) One who is unknown or unacquainted as, the gentleman is a stranger to me hence, one not admitted to
communication, fellowship, or acquaintance.
Melons on beds of ice are taught to bear.
;

And strangers to

event,

tod, fern, recent

;

ice,

the sun yet ripen here.

Oranville,

My child is yet a stranger in the world.
I

2,

Shak,
Dryden.
to the original.
to the family or household;

was no stranger

One not belonging

a guest

a visitor.

;

To honor and receive
Our heavenly stranger,
Milton,
(Law) One not privy or party to an act, contract,
or title
a mere intruder or intermeddler one who in3.

;

;

terferes without right ; as, actual possession of land gives
a good title against a stranger having no title ; as to
strangers, a mortgage is considered merely as a pledge
a mere stranger to the levy.
Stran'ger, v. t. To estrange ; to alienate. [06s.] Shak,
Stran'gle (stran'g'l), v, t, [imp,
p. p. Strangled
[OF. es,
(-g'ld)
vb. n. Strangling (-glTng).]
p. pr.
trangler, F. etrangler, L. strangulare, Gr. a-rpayyaKav,
crrpayyaXC^eiv, f r. o-rpayyaAr; a halter ; and perhaps akir
to E. string, n.
Cf. Strain, String.]
1. To compress
the windpipe of (a person or animal) until death results
from stoppage of respiration ; to choke to death by com.
pressing the throat, as with the hand or a rope.
Our Saxon ancestors compelled the adulteress to strangle her.

&

&

;

seU.

2.

AylWe-

To

stifle,

choke, or suffocate in any maimer.

Shall I not then be stifled in the vault,
And there die strangled ere my Komeo

;

final,

Strange alteration in me.
Milton,
distant in deportment.
Shak.
;
be strange and shy at first, but will soon learn to

Reserved

;

Pupil of the eye. IProv, Eng."]
Strale
[Cf. LG. strammen to strain,
Strain (strSm), v, i,
straiten, stretch, D. stram strained, tight, G. stramm.']
To spring or recoil with violence. [Prow. Eng.']
Stram, v. t. To dash down ; to beat. \_Prov. Eng."]
Stram'ash (strSm'ash or stra-mash'), v. t. [Cf.
Stramazoun.] To strike, beat, or bang; to break; to
destroy.
[_Scot.
Prov, Eng,]
turmoil ; a broil ; a fray ; a fight.
Stram'ash, n.
Barham.
IScot,
Prov. Eng.1
[F. estramafon. It.
Stram'a-zoun (-a-zoon), n.
stramazzone.]
direct descending blow with the edge
B. Jonson.
[Obs.]
of a sword.
Stra-min'e-OUS (stra-min'e-iis), a. [L. stramineus,
fr. stramen straw, fr. stemere, stratum, to spread out, to
Bobinson.
strew.] 1. Strawy ; consisting of straw.
Burton.
2. Chaffy; like straw; straw-colored.
Stra-mo'nl-um (-mo'nT-Qm), n. [NL. ; cf. P. slramoine.'} (Bot.) A^oisonons-plaxA (Datura Stramonium);
(stral), n.

&

;

;

3. In a strange

as Strait-jacket.

Strake

or sand

3. Not before known, heard, or seen ; new.
Here is the hand and seal of the duke you know the charac
doubt not and the signet is not strange to you.
Shak,
4. Not according to the common way ; novel ; odd
unusual ; irregular extraordinary ; unnatural ; queer.
" He is sick of a strange fever."
Shak.
Sated at length, erelong I might perceive

ter, I

.

.

.

comes

?

Shak,

3. To hinder from appearance
to stifle to suppress,
" Strangle such thoughts."
Shak.
Stran'gle, v, i. To be strangled, or suffocated.
Stran'gle-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being stran.
;

;

gled.

[iJ.]

Chesterfield,

^

Stran'gler (-gler), n. One who, or that which, stran.
" The very str angler of their amity."
Shak

gles.

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey,

drb,

ffidd

I

A

disease in horses and
Stran'gles
swine, in wliich the upper part of the throat, or groups
of lymphatic glands elsewhere, swells.
Stran'gU-late (-gu-lat), a. {Bot.) Strangulated.
SUan'gU-la'ted (-la'tSd), a. 1. (3fed.) Having the
circulation stopped by compression attended with arrest or obstruction of circulation, caused by constriction
;

or compression

;

as,

a strangulated hernia.

2. (Bot.) Contracted at irregular intervals, as if tied
with a ligature ; constricted.

al-ly, adv.
strategic Une (Mil,), a line joining strategic points, fy
Strategic point (Mil,), any point or region in the theater
of warlike operations which affords to its possessor an
advantage over liis opponent, as a mountain pass, a junction of rivers or roads, a fortress, etc.

—

The

A

.

—

some grasses.
6. A shoulder strap.
See under Shoulder.
Strap bolt, a bolt of which one end is a flat bar
sheath, in

of conjiderable length.
Strap head (Mach.), a journal box, or
pair of brasses, secured to the end of a connecting rod by
a strap. See Illusi. of Gib and key, under GiE.
Strap
hinge, a hinge with long flaps by which it is fastened, as
to a door or wall.
Strap rail (Railroads), a flat rail formerly used.

—

—

—

Strap, V. i, [imp. & p. p. Strapped (strSpt) p. pr.
r 6. n. Strapping.] 1. To beat or chastise with a strap.
2. To fasten or bind with a strap.
Cowper.
3. To sharpen by rubbing on a strap, or strop ; as, to
strap a razor.
Strap-pa'do (strSp-pa'do), n. ; pi. Strappadoes (-doz).
[It. strappata a pull, the strappado, from strappare
to pull, from Prov. G. strap/en; cf. G. straff tense,
stretched.] A military punishment formerly practiced,
which consisted in drawing an offender to the top of a
beam and letting him fall to the length of the rope, by
which means a limb was often dislocated.
Shak.
Strap-pa'do, v. t. To punish oc torture by the strappado.
Milton.
Strap'per (str$p'per), n. 1. One who uses a strap.
2. A person or thing of uncommon size.
IColloq.']
;

Stra-tOg'ra-phy

Stra'tum (stra'tiim), n.
Strata (-ta). The latter

[L.,

from

Straw,

OHG.

sible thing

{Mil.)

The

I set

—

art of

pit^

—

—

Strawljer-ry

;

—

—

straw

Qm

:

Straw bail, worthless
irresponsible person; a puppet.
bail, as being given by irresponsible persons. [Colloq. U.
Straw bid, a worthless bid ; a bid for a contract
S.]
which tlie bidder is unable or unwilling to fulfill. [ColStraw
loq. O. ;S.]— Straw cat (Zo'ol.), the pampas cat.
color, the color of dry straw, being a delicate yellow.
Straw drain, a drain filled with straw. —Straw plait, or
Straw plat, a strip formed by plaiting straws, used for
making hats, bonnets, etc. To be In the straw, to be
brought to bed, as a pregnant woman. [Slang]

Strategy.
ilp,

Chaucer,

not a straw by thy dreamings.

;

Rt,,4.„„:„
Strategic.

n}de, t^W,

trifle.

;

drawing up an army, or any given number of men, in
any geometrical figure, or of estimating or expressing
the number of men in such a figure.
Strat'e-get'lc (-S-jSt'Ik), ) „
Strat'e-get'lo-al (-T-kal), ( «•
Strat'e-get'lcs (-e-jSt'Iks), n.

a mere

Straw is often used in the formation of selfexplaining compounds as, straw-\m\iX, iiraw-crowned,
straw-rooiei, rfraiy-stuffed, and the like.
Man of straw, an effigy foi-med by stuffing the garments of a man with straw hence, a fictitious person an

Strat'a-gem'iC-al (-j5m'i-kal), a. Containing strata; as, a stratagemical epistle.
[iJ.]
Swift.
Strat'a-rlth'me-try (-rtth'me-trj^), n. [Gr. <TTpaT09

+ -metry.']

;

^S^

gem

number

A

stalk or stem of certain species of
See Strew.] 1.
grain, pulse, etc., especially of wheat, rye, oats, barley,
more rarely of buckwheat, beans, and pease.
2. The gathered and thrashed stalks of certain species
of grain, etc. ; as, a bundle, or a load, of rye strata,
3. Anything proverbially worthless ; the least pos-

Sp. estratagema. It. straiagemma), L. strategema, Gr.
<rTpaTr)y>);Ma, fr. aTpa.n\yilv to be leader of an army, fr.
o-Tpanjyot a general ; crTpaTo? an army (probably as
being spread out ; cf. Stratum) -f- ay^iv to lead. See
Agent.] An artifice or trick in war for deceiving the
enemy ; hence, in general, artifice ; deceptive device ;
secret plot ; evil machination.
Fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils.
Sliak.
Those oft are stratagems which error seem.
Nor is it Homer nods, but we that dream.
Pope.

unite*

[iJ.]

Straw

^

Cse,

military.

more common.

and Strow.

j'

ipifl/tis

less

;

-f-

food,

(-bSr-ry), n.

berie berry
itiitt

\

;

out,

[AS. streAwberige ; stre&w
from the resemblance of

perliaps

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

siisg,

common

of a red

species.

Strawberry bass. (Zool.) See
under Calico.
Strawberry blite. (Bot,) See
under Elite.
Strawberry

—

Calico bats,

i

—

|

borer (Zo'dl,), any one of several species of insects whose
larvae burrow in the crown
or roots of the strawberry

vine. Especially (a) The
Strawberry.
root borer (Anarsia lineatel- Leaflet, Flower, and Fruit.
la), a very small dark gray
moth whose larvse burrow both
b(
in the larger roots and
crown, often doing great damage, (b) The crown borer
( Tyloderma fragarix), a small brown weevil whose larva
burrows in. the cro%vn and kills the plant.
Strawberry
:

—

bush (iJo<.), an American shrub (Euonymus Americana),
a kind of spindle tree having crimson pods and the seeds
covered with a scarlet aril. —Strawberry crab (Zo'dl,), a
small European spider crab (Eurynome aspera)
so
called because the back is covered vrith pink tubercles.
Strawberry finch (Zo'dl,), the amadavat.
Strawberry
geranium (Bot.), a kind of saxifrage (Sazifraga sarmentosa) having renif orm leaves, and producing
long runners like those of the strawberry.
Strawberry leaf, (a) The leaf of the strawberry. (6) The symbol of the rank
'
or estate of a duke, be5
v^
"
cause the ducal coronet
is twined with strawberry leaves. " The
strawberry leaves on
^ v t-j \ \ > \ ~..
her chariot panels are
C^^i//'/>'H'~'<\\\^^C^y3
engraved on her lady^^^^U-^ ^ ^i^jV^S^
ship's heart."
Thackeray,
Strawberry - leaf Strawberry-Leaf Roller (Phoxopta,
ris fragarix). a Larva, nat. eizej
roller (Zo'ol,), any one of
" Imago (x 2).
several species of moths
whose larvae roll up, and feed upon, the leaves of the
strawberry vine especially,
Phoxopieris fragarix, and
Eccopsis
permundana.

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

Strawberry moth (Zo'ol.),
any one of several species 01
moths whose larvae feed on
the strawberry vines as
(a)
The smeared dagger
(Apatela oblinita), whose
large hairy larva is velvety
black with two rows of
bright yellow spots on each
side. (0) A geometrid (Angerona crocataria) which is
yeUow with dusky spots on
the wings. Called also cur- Strawberry Moth (Angera
rant mott.
Strawberry
na crocataria). a Larva^
pear (Bot.'), the red ovoid
b Imago.
fruit of a West Indian plant
of the genus Cereus (C triangularia). It has a sweetislj
;

:

—

and is slightly acid, pleasant, and
cooling. Also, the plant bearing the fruit.
Strawberry a&-w&y (Zo'ol.), a small black,
sawfly (Emphytus maculatiis) whose larva
eats the leaves of the strawberry vine.
Strawberry tomato. (Bot.) See Alkekengi.
flavor,

—

|

—

— Strawberry
— Strawberry

(Bot.)

tree.

See Arbutus.

vine (Bot.), the plant which
yields the strawberry.
Strawberry worm
(Zo'ol.), the larva of any moth which feeds

—

on the strawberry

StraWboard'

vine.

(stra'bord'), n.

Paste- j^^wer oTstraw-

board made of pulp of straw.
berry Pear.
Straw'-COl'ored (-kiil'erd), a. Being
of a straw color.
See Straw color, under Straw, n.
Straw'-CUt'ter (-kiit'ter), n. An instrument to cut
straw for fodder.

Strawed (strad), imp. &p. p. of Straw. [Obs.']
Straw'worm" (stra'wflrm'), n. A caddice worm.
Straw'y (-y), a. Of or pertaining to straw made

A

used in the manufacture
which consists essentially of a complex borosilicate of
I
\ lead and potassium.
Cf, Glass.
V Stra'ta (stra'ta), n., pi. of Stratum.
Strat'a-gem (strSt'a-jSm), n. [F. stratagems (cf.
glass,

+

;

E. Stratums (-tumz), L.

A

[So called from its inventor.
r, a
(Chem.) A brilliant
F. stras.']

I

army

; pi,
is

(stra), V. t.
To spread or scatter. See Strew,
Chaucer,
[Ofts.]
[OE. straw, stre, stree, AS. stre&w, from
n,
the root of E. strew ; akin to OFries. st7-e, D. stroo, G,
of artificial paste gems,'/ stroh,
stro, Icel. stra, Dan. siraa, Sw. strd, yi66.

interlaced.
cf.

an

o-Tparos

sternere, stratum, to spread ; akin to Gr. aTopvvvai, to
spread, strew. See Strew, and cf. Consternation, Estrade. Prostrate, Stratus, Street.] 1. {Geol,) Abed
of earth or rock of one kind, formed by natural causes,
and consisting usually of a series of layers, which form a
rock as it lies between beds of other kinds. Also used
figuratively.
2.
bed or layer artificially made ; a course.
Stra'tUS (-tiis), n. [L. stratus a spreading out, scat{Meteor,)
tering, from sternere, stratum, to spread.]
form of clouds in which they are arranged in a horizontal
band or layer. See Cloud.
Straught (strat), obs, imp. &p. p. of Stretch.
Straught, f. ^." To stretch; to make straight. [WritSir W, Scott,
ten also straucht,"] [Scot.}

a.
Tall ; strong ; lusty ; large ;
a strapping feUow. {Colloq.']
There are five and thirty strapjnng officers gone. Farquhar.
Strap'ple (-p'l), v. t. To hold or bind with, or as
with, a strap ; to entangle. \_Obs.']
Chapman.
Strap'-shaped' (-shapf), a. Shaped like a strap;
tigulate ; as, a strap-shaped corolla.
Strap'WOrk' (-wflrk'), n. {Arch.) A kind of ornament
consisting of a narrow fillet or band folded, crossed, and
am'

/

[Gr.

n,

Warlike

Stra-tOt'iC (-tot'ik), a.

Strap'plng (-pTng),

n.

(-tog'ra-f^),

A

description of an army, or of what
army -\- -graphy.']
belongs to an army.
(-ton'Ik),
[Gr. o-Tpards an army.] Of
a.
Stra-ton'ic
[fi.]
or pertaining to an army,

as,

Strass (strSs),
fGerman
jeweler:

&

&

block and used for fastening it to anything.
5. {Bot.) {a) The flat part of the corolla in ligulate
lorets, as those of the white circle in the daisy. (6) The

&

E. L, SteveTison,

(-spa/), n,

;

& Mach.) A band, plate, or loop of metal
for clasping and holding timbers or parts of a machine.
(6) {Naut.) A piece of rope or metal passing around a
its

of Napa valley.

stratfi

[So called from the district
of Strath Spey in Scotland.] A lively Scottish dance, resembling the reel, but slower ; also, the tune.
Stra-tio'U-late (stra^tlk'ii-lat), a. [Dim. fr. stratum.'}
{Min.) Characterized by the presence of thin parallel
strata, or layers, as in an agate.
[Cf. F.
StraM-fl-ca'tlon (strSt'i-fi-ka'shtin), n.
stratification,^ \, The act or process of laying in strata,
or the state of being laid in the form of strata, or layers.
2. {Physiol,) The deposition of material in successive
layers in the growth of a cell wall, thus giving rise to a
stratified appearance.
Having its substance
Strat'i-fied (strSt'T-fid), a.
arranged in strata, or layers as, stratified rock.
Strat'i-form (-fSrm), a. Having the form of strata.
Strat'1-ly (-fi), v, t, [imp,
p, p. Stratified (-fid)
vb, n. Stratifying (-fi'ing).] [Stratum -\- -fy:
p, pr.
cf. F. stratifler.1
To form or deposit in strata, or layers,
as substances in the earth ; to arrange in strata.
(Geol.) Pertaining
Strati-graph'lc (-grSf'Tk), 1 a.
Strat'1-graph'lc-al (-T-kal), ) to, or dependent upon,
the order or arrangement of strata ; as, stratigraphical
evidence.
Strat'1-graph'lc-al-ly, adv.
Strat'l-graph'lc, -io-al, a. {Mil.) See Stratographic.
[Stratum -f
Stra-tlg'ra-phy (stra-tTg'ra-fy), n.
-graphy."] That branch of geology which treats of the
arrangement and succession of strata.
Stra-tOC'ra-oy (-tSk'ra-sy), n. [Gr. (TTpaToi an army
-)- -cracy, as in democracy : cf. F. stratocratie.']
A military government ; government by military chiefs and an
army.
W. Guthrie.
Of or perStrat'O-graph'iC (strSt'o-grSflk), ) a.
Strat'0-graph'lc-al (-giSf'I-kal), J taining to stratography.

—

exclusive of

long green

Strath'spey'

A

leaf,

;

A fragrant

strawberry is Fragaria Virginiana; the European, F.
There are also other
vesca.

;

A

{Bot.)

commonly

The common American

fruit.

II

:

Specifically :
(a) {Carp.

—

:

;

One

;

.

the runners of the plant to straws.]
edible berry, of a delicious taste and
color, the fruit of a plant of
the genus Fragaria, of which
there are many varieties.
Also, the plant bearing the

[Gr.
Stra-te'glc (str4-te'jTk or -tSj'Ik ; 277), 1 a.
o-Tpa-njStra-te'glc-al (-te'jl-kal or -tSj'i-kal), )
yiKos of or for a general cf. F. strategique,'] Of or pertaining to strategy effected by artifice.
Stra-te'gic-

Stra-te'gics (stra-te'jlks or -tej'iks), n. Strategy.
Strat'e-gist (strat'e-jlst), n.
[Cf. F. strategiste,']
skilled in strategy, or the science of directing great
military movements.
Stra-te'gus (stra-te'gfis), n. ; pi, Strategi (-ji).
[L., fr. Gr. cjTpanjyos.
See Stratagem.] (Gr, Antiq.)
The leader or commander of an army a general.
Strat'e-gy (strSt'e-jy), n. [Gr. o-rpanjyta : cf. F.
strategic.
See Stratagem.] 1. The science of military
command, or the science of projecting campaigns and
directing great military movements ; generalship.
2. The use of stratagem or artifice.
Strath (strSth), n. [Gael. srath.'\ A valley of considerable size, through which a river runs a valley bottom ; often used in composition with the name of the
river ; as, Strath Spey, Strathion, Strathmove.
IScot.}

Strangulated hernia. (Med.) See under Hebnia.
Stran'gU-la'tlon (-la'shiin), n. [L. strangulatio : cf
F. strangulation.
See Strangle.] 1. The act of strangling, or the state of being strangled.
compression or constriction of
Inordinate
2. (Med.)
a tube or part, as of the throat ; especially, such as causes
breathing,
of the passage of contents, or
a suspension of
of the circulation, as in cases of hernia.
Stran-gU'rl-OUS (stran-gu'rT-us), a. [L. strangurio(Med.) Of or pertaining to strangury; suffering
sus.'\
Cheyne.
from strangury.
Stran'gU-ry (str5n'gu-r^), n. [L. stranguria, Gr.
arpayyovpia arpay^, (jTpayyo^, a drop -)- ovpetv to make
water, oipov urine cf. F. strangurie. See Strangle, and
painful discharge of urine, drop
Urine.] 1. {Med.)
by drop, produced by spasmodic muscular contraction.
swelling or other disease in a plant, oc2. {Bot.)
casioned by a ligature fastened tightly about it.
Stra'ny (stra'ni^), n. (Zo'dl.) The guillemot. IProv.
Eng.-\
Strap (strSp), n. [OE. strope, AS. stropp, L. stroppus, struppus, perhaps fr. Gr. crTp6<^os a band or cord,
Cf. Strop
fr. (rTp€<)>etv to twist, to turn (cf. Strophe).
long, narrow, pliable
a strap, a piece of rope.] 1.
strip of leather, cloth, or the like ; specifically, a strip
of thick leather used in flogging.
A lively cobbler that
had scarce passed a day without
giving her [his wife] the discipline of the strap.
Addisoyt.
2. Something made of such a strip, or of a part of one,
or a combination of two or more for a particular use ; as,
a boot strap, shawl strap, stirrup strap,
3. A piece of leather, or strip of wood covered with a
suitable material, for sharpening a razor ; a strop.
4. A narrow strip of anything, as of iron or brass.
.

STRAY
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STRANGLES
(strSn'g'lz), n.

;

of,

Shak,
[imp.
p. p. Strayed (strad)
[OF. esfraier, estraer, to
p, pr, & vb, n. Straying.]
stray, or as adj., stray, fr. (assumed) LL. slratarius roving the streets, fr. L. strata (sc. via) a paved road. See
Street, and cf. Stray, a.] 1. To wander, as from a
direct course to deviate, or go out of the way.
Thames among the wanton valleys strays. Benham,
2. To wander from company, or from the proper limits
to rove at large to roam to go astray.
or resembling, straw.

Stray

(strS), v.

&

i.

;

;

;

;

Now,

until the break of day.
house each fairy stray,
Through
A sheep doth very often stray.

Shak,
Shak,

this

3. Figuratively, to
rectitude ; to err.

wander from the path of duty or

We have erred and strayed from

thy ways. Bk. of Com. Prayer,

While meaner things, whom instinct leads.
Are rarely known to strap.
Coivper.
Syn. To deviate err swerve rove roam wander.
Shak.
Stray, v, t. To cause to stray. [Obs.}
Stray, a, [Cf. OF. estraie, p. p. of eslraier. See
Stray, v, i., and cf. Astray, Estray.] Having gone
astray strayed wandering as, a stray horse or shoep.
Stray Une (Naut.), that portion of the log line which is
veered from the reel to allow the chip to get clo.ar of the
stern eddies before the glass is turned.
Stray mark
(A'avt.), the mark indicating the end of the stray line.
n.
1.
Any
domestic
animal
that
Stray,
has left au
inclosure, or its proper place and compiuiy, and wanders
at large, or is lost
an estray. Used also figuratively.
Seeing him wander about, I took him up for a stray. Drtiden,
2. The act of wandering or going astray, [i?.] Shak,

ifik

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

t

tlion,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

STRAYER

N

stray 'er

One who

stretch to extend ;
\Obs. or Prov. Eng.
;

1424

a wanderer.
;
Straw.
Chaucer.
[Cf. Stretch, Steeek.]
To
hence, to lay out, as a dead body.

(stra'er), n.
Stre (stre or stra), n.
(strek),
v. t.
Streak

strays
[06i.]

& Scot.1

[OE. streke; akm to D. streek a line,
Streak, n.
stroke, G. strich, AS. strica, Sw. strek, Dan, sireg, Goth.
striks, and E. strike, stroke.
See Strike, Stroke, n.,
and cf. Straxe.] 1.
Ime or long mark of a different
color from the ground ; a stripe ; a vein.
What mean those colored streaks in heaven? Milton.

A

A

2. (Shipbuilding)
strake.
3. (Min.) The fine powder or mark yielded by a mineral when scratched or rubbed against a harder surface,
the color of which is sometimes a distinguishing character.
4. The rung or round of a ladder.
[06s.]
Strealc, v. t.
limp, &p, p. Streaked (strekt) p.pr.
vb. n. Stkeakino.]
1. To form streaks or stripes in
or on ; to stripe ; to variegate with lines of a different
color, or of different colors.
mule . . . streaked and dappled with whito and black. Sandys.
Now streaked and glowing with the morning red. Prior.
;

&

A

With it as an object To run swiftly. l_Collog.^
Streaked (strekt or strek'Sd), a, 1. Marked or varie2.

:

gated with stripes.

Uncomfortable ; out of sorts. ILocal, U. /S.]
Streak'y (strek'y), a. Same as Streaked, 1. " The
streaky west."
Cowper.
Stream (strem),, n. [AS. stre&m; akin to OFries.
strain, OS. strom, D. stroom, G. strom, OHG. stroum,
2.

&

strum, Dan.
Sw. strom, Icel. straumr, Ir. sroth, Lith.
srove. Buss, struia, Gr. pvats a flowing, piiv to flow, Skr.
sru. V174. Cf. Catarrh, Diarrhea, Rheum, Rhythm.]
current of water or other fluid ; a liquid flowing
1.
continuously in a line or course, either on the earth, as
a river, brook, etc., or from a vessel, reservoir, or fountain specifically, any course of running water as, many
streams are blended in the Mississippi ; gas and steam
came from the earth in streams ; a stream of molten
lead from a furnace a stream of lava from a volcano.
2.
beam or ray of light. " Sun streams. " Chaucer.
3. Anything issuing or moving with continued succession of parts ; as, a stream of words a stream of sand.
"The rfream of beneficence." Atterbury. "The stream
of emigration. " Macaulay.
continued current or course ; as, a stream of
4.
weather. "The very .stream of his life."
Shak.
5. Current; drift; tendency; series of tending or
moving causes ; as, the stream of opinions or manners.
Gulf stream. See under Gulf.
Stream anchor. Stream
cable. (Naut.) See under Ahchor, and Cable.
Stream
Ice, blocks of ice floating in a mass together in some definite direction.
Stream tin, particles or masses of tin ore
found in alluvial ground ; so called because a stream of
water is the principal agent used in separating the ore
from the sand and gravel.
Stream works {Coi-nish Mining), a place where an alluvial deposit of tin ore is worked.
Ure.
To float with the stream, figuratively, to drift with
the current of opinion, custom, etc., so as not to oppose

A

R

;

;

;

A

;

A

8

—

—

—

—
—

—

or check

it.

Syn. — Current flow rush tide course. — Stream,
Current. These words are often properly interchangeable but stream is the broader word, denoting a prevailing onward course. The stream of the Mississippi rolls
steadily on to the Gulf of Mexico, but there are reflex currents in it which run for a while in a contrary direction.
;

;

;

;

;

Stream,

[imp.

v. i.

&

& p.

p.

Streamed (stremd)

;

my withered heart.
Spenser.
colors or embroidery in long tracts.
The herald's mantle is streamed with gold.
Bacon.
3. To vmfurl.
Shak.
To stream the buoy. {Naut.) See under Buoy.
Some dew

2.

of grace into

To mark with

Stream'er (-er), n. 1. An ensign, flag, or pennant,
which floats in the wind specifically, a long, narrow,
;

ribbonlike

flag.

Brave Rupert from afar appears,
"Whose waving streamers the glad general knows. Dryden.
2.
stream or column of light shooting upward from
the horizon, constituting one of the forms of the aurora

A

Macaulay.

borealis.

While overhead the North's dumb streamers
3. {Mining) A searcher for stream tin.

shoot. Lowell.

Stream'ful (-ful), a. Abounding in streams, or in
" The stream fid tide."
Drayton.
Stream'1-ness (-T-ues), n. The state of being streamy

water.

a

trailing.

i?.

Stream'lng,
Stream'ing,

A

.

Proctor.

Sending forth streams.

a.

n.

1.

The act or operation of that which
that which sends forth, or which

streams the act of
runs in, streams.
2. {Mining) The reduction of stream tin ; also, the
searcli for stream tin.
Stream'less, <x. Destitute of .streams, or of a stream,
as a region of country, or a dry channel.
Stream'let (-let), n. A small stream a rivulet a rill.
Stream'y {-^), a. 1. Abounding vrith streams, or with
running water streamful.
;

;

;

;

Arcadia,
However streamy now, adust and dry,
Denied the goddess water.

2.

Besembling a stream ; issuing in a stream.
Hifl nodding helm emits a streamy ray.
ale,

senate,

clue,

Stree (stre or stia), n. Straw. [Oii.]
Chaucer.
Streek (strek), v. t. To stretch also, to lay out, as a
dead body. See Streak. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng. & Scot.}
Streel (strel), v, i, [Cf. Stroll.] To trail along to
saimter or be drawn along, carelessly, swaying in a kind
;

;

of zigzag motion.
\Colloq.'\
Thackeray.
Streen (stren), n. See Strene. [Ofo.]
Chaucer.
Street (stret), n. [OE. strete, AS. strset, ir. L. strata
(sc. via) a paved way, properly fern. p. p. of sternere,
stratum, to spread ; akin to E. strew. See Strew, and
cf. Stratum, Stray, v.
a.] Originally, a paved way or
road ; a public highway ; now commonly, a thoroughfare
in a city or village, bordered by dwellings or business

&

body

[the

Amasa from

of]

am, arm, ask,

the street unto the
Coverdolc.

At home or through the high street passing.
Milton.
an extended sense, street designates besides
the roadway, tlie walks, houses, shops, etc., which border the thoroughfare.
His deserted mansion in Duke Street.
Macaulay.
The street {Brokers^ Cant), that thorouglifare of a city
where tlie leading bankers and brokers do business also,
figuratively, those who do business there as, the street
would not take the bonds.
Street Arab, Street broker,
etc.
See under Arab, Broker, etc. — Street door, a door
which opens upon a street, or is nearest the street.
Syn.
See Way.

JSP^ In

Syn.
animate

Deut.

—
;

To invigorate; confirm;

Strength'en-ing,

A common

n.

prostitute

An

Street'ward' (-ward'),

n.
[Obs.']

the care of the streets.

Street'ward (-werd),
Their

a.

ofBcer, or ward, having

Cowell.

Facing toward the

street.

—

Strength'fUl

&

Streit (strat), a, [See Stretch.] Drawn. [06s.]
Pyrrhus with his streite sword.
Chaucer.
Streit, a. Close ; narrow ; strict. [06s.] See Strait.
Stielte, adv. Narrowly; strictly; straitly.
[66s.]
Strel'ltZ (strSl'Its), n. sing. &pl.
[Buss, slrieliets' a
shooter, archer.] A soldier of the ancient Muscovite
guard or Russian standing army ; also, the guard itself.
Stre-lltz'i-a (stre-lits't-4), n.
[NL., named after
Charlotte, Princess of Mecklenhnrg-Strelitz, and queen
of George III. of Great Britain.] (Bot.) A genus of
plants related to the banana, found at the Cape of Good
Hope. They hare rigid glaucous distichous leaves, and
peculiar richly colored flowers.
II

Strene

[OE. stren, streen, streon, AS.
%estrienan, gestrynan, gestrednan, to beget, to obtain,
gestredn gain, wealth ; akin to OHG. striunan to gain. Cf
Strain race, family.] Race ; offspring stock breed
strain.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Stren'ger (strgn'ger), Stren'gest (-gSst), the original compar. & superl. of Strokq.
[06s.]
(stren), n.

;

Two of us shall strenger be

;

than one.

Chaucer.

Strength (strength), n. [OE. strengthe, A.S. strengSu,
Strang strong. See Strono.] 1. The quality or state
of being strong ; ability to do or to bear ; capacity for
exertion or endurance, whether physical, intellectual, or
moral force ; vigor ; power ; as, strength of body or of
the arm ; strength of mind, of memory, or of judgment.
All his [Samson's] strengths in his hairs were. Chaucer.
tc.

;

Thou must outlive

Thy

a.

One who,

or that which,
Sir W. Temple.

?».

That strengthens

(-ful), a.

—

Abounding

;

in strength

;

full

of strength ; strong.
Streng^'tul-ness, n.
Florence my friend, in court my faction

Not meanly strengthful.
Marsten.
Strength'lng, n. A stronghold. [06s.]
Strength'less, a. Destitute of strength.
Boyle,
Strength'ner (-uer), n. See Strengthenee.
Strength'y (-y), a. _ Having strength; strong. [06*.]
Stre-nu'1-ty (stre-nu'l-tj^), n, [L. strenuitas.'] Strenuousness; activity. [06s.]
Chapman,
Stren'u-ous (strSu'ii-as), a.
[L. strenuus; cf. Gr.
aTprjirrji strong, hard, rough, harsh.]
Eagerly pressing
or urgent
zealous ; ardent ; earnest
bold
valiant
intrepid as, a strenuous advocate for national rights a
strenuous reformer a, strenuous defender of his country.
And spirit-stirring wine, tliat strenuous makes. Chapman.
;

streetward sitting room.
Temtyson.
Strelght (strat), a., n.,
adv. See 2d Strait. [OJi.]
Streight'en (-'n), v, t. See Straiten. [06s.]
Strein (stran), v, t. To strain. \_Obs.'\
Chaucer.
little

28.

giving or increasing strength.
Strength'en-lng-ly, adv.
Strengthening plaster (i/erf.), a plaster containing iron,
and supposed to have tonic eltects.

;

the streets to find customers.

(-'n-er),

gives or adds strength.

—

Street'walk'er (-wak'er),

who walks

iii.

establish; fortify;

encourage.

Strength'en (strgngth''n), r.
To grow strong or
stronger.
The younff disease, that must subdue at length,
Grows with his growth, and strengthens witli his strength. Pope

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Strenuous, continuous labor

is

pain.

I.

— Stren'u-ous-ly, adv. — Stren'u-ous-ness, n,

Taylor,

Strep'ent (strgp'ent), a. [L. strepens, p. pr. of strepere to make a noise.] Noisy loud. [i2.] Shenstone.
Strep'er-OUS (-er-tis), a. [LL. streperus, fr. L. strepere.
See Strepent, and cf. Obstreperous.]
Loud;
boisterous.
[JJ.]
Sir T. Browne,
;

Strep^l-te'res (strSp'I-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., fr. L.
{Zo'dl.) A division of birds, including
the clamatorial and picarian birds, which do not have
well developed singing organs.
II

strepitus clamor.]

Strep-slp'ter (strgp-sTp'ter), Strep-slp'ter-an (-ter{Zo'dl.) One of the Strepsiptera.
Strep-Slp'te-ra (-te-ra), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. (rrpeiliit
a turning (fr. trrpe^eLv to twist) -}- irrepov a wing.]

an), n.
II

{Zo'dl.)

A

group of

small insects having the anterior

wings rudimentary, l
in the form of \
short and slender
twisted appendages,
while the posterior
ones are large and

and

'

membranous. They

are parasitic in the One of the Strepsiptera {Stylops ChUdreni).
larval state on bees, a Imago; b Larva. Both much enlarged.
wasps, and the like
called also Bhipiptera. See Ulust. under Rhipiptee.

—

Strep-sip'ter-ous (-ter-iis), a, [See Strepsiptera.^
) Of or pertaining to the Strepsiptera.
[NL., fr.
Strep'SO-rhi'na (strgp'sS-rT'na), n, pi.
Gr. erTpe'i//i9 a turning -|- pi's, pivd;, the nose.] {Zo'dl.)

{Zo'dl.

youth, thy strength, thy beauty.

Milton.

II

2. Power to resist force ; solidity or toughness the
quality of bodies by which they endure the application
in this sense
of force without breaking or yielding
opposed to frangibility ; as, the strength of a bone, of a
beam, of a wall, a rope, and the like. " The brittle
3Iilion.
strength of bones."
"Our
3. Power of resisting attacks ; impregnability.
Shak.
castle's strength will laugh a siege to scorn."
4. That quality which tends to secure results effective power in an institution or enactment ; security ; validity ; legal or moral force ; logical conclusiveness ; -as,
the strength of social or legal obligations the strength
of law the strength of public opinion strength of evidence ; strength of argument.
5. One who, or that which, is regarded as embodying
or affording force, strength, or firmness ; that on which
confidence or reliance is based support ; secirrity.
Ps. xlvi. 1.
God is our refuge and strength.
What they boded would be a mischief to us, you are providSprat.
ing shall be one of our principal strengths.
Certainly there is not a greater strength against teinptation.
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Jer. Taylor.

6. Force as measured amount, numbers, or power of
any body, as of an army, a navy, and the like as, what
is the strength of the enemy by land, or by sea ?
;

;

Vigor of style

7.

tion

;

;

force of expression

— said of literary work.

And praise

;

nervous dic-

the easy vigor of a line

Where Denham's strength and Waller's sweetness join. Pope.

—

said of light or color.
S- Intensity ;
Bright Phoebus in his strength.

Shak.

9. Intensity or degree of the distinguishing and essensaid of liqtial element ; spirit ; virtue ; excellence
uors, solutions, etc. ; as, the strength of wine or of acids.
3Iilton.
strong place ; a stronghold. [06s.]
10.
;

—

A

On, or Upon, the strength of, in reliance upon. " The
a successful summer, are too apt, upon the
strength of it, to neglect their preparations for the en-

allies, after

suing campaign." Addison.
ha,rdness
toughness
Syn.
Force
robustness
stoutness brawniness ; lustiness firmness pruissance
support spirit validity authority. See Force.
Chaucer.
Strength, v. t. To strengthen. [06s.]
Strength'en (-'n), v, t. [imp.
p. p. Strengthened
vb, n. Strengthening.]
1. To make
(-'nd) ; p. pr,
strong or stronger to add strength to ; as, to strengthen

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

final,

s^il-

Same

as Lemuroidea.
Strep'SO-rhine (strep'sS-rin), a. (Zo'dl.) Having twisted nostrils;
said of the lemurs. ^ra.
(Zo'dl.) One of
tlie Strepsorhina
a lemur. See Illust. under Monkey.

—

;

Strep'to-hac-te'ri-a (strgp't6-b5k-te'ri-a), n. pi. ;
sing. Streptobacterium (-iim).
[NL., fr. Gr. crrpeTTTot
NL. bacteria.^ (Biol.) A so-called
jjliant, bent -|- E.
variety of bacterium, consisting in reality of several bacteria linked together in the form of a chain.
Strep'to-coc'cus (-kgk'kus), n. ; pi. Streptococci
(-si).
[NL., fr. Gr. arpevro^ pliant, curved -)- kokkos a
grain, seed.]
(Biol.) A long or short chain of micrococci, more or less curved.
Strep'tO-neu'ra (strgp'to-nu'ra), n. pi, [NL., fr.
Gr. o-TpeTTTos curved -f- vevpov a sinew.] (Zo'dl.) An extensive division of gastropod MoUusca in which the loop
of visceral nerves is tvristed, and the sexes separate.
It
is nearly equivalent to Prosobranchiata.
Strep'tO-thrlS (strep'tS-thriks), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
a-TpeiTTos pliant, bent -j- 6pi^ a hair.] (Biol.) A genus of
bacilli occurring in the form of long, smooth, and apparently branched threads, either straight or twisted.
Stress (stres), re. [Abbrev. fr. distress; or cf. OF.
estrecier to press, pinch, (assumed) LL. strictiare, fr. L.
strictus.
See Distress.] 1. Distress. [06s.]
Spenser.
Sad hersal of his heavy stress.
used chiefly of immaterial
2. Pressure ; strain ;
things, except in mechanics ; hence, urgency ; importance ; weight ; significance.
The faculties of the mind are improved by exercise, yet they
must not be put to a stress beyond their strength.
Locke.
A body may as well lay too little as too much stress upon a
VEstrange.
dream.
3. (Mech.
Physics) The force, or combination of
forces, which produces a strain; force. exerted in any
direction or manner between contiguous bodies, or parts
of bodies, and taking specific names according to its direction, or mode of action, as thrust or pressure, pull or
tension, shear or tangential stress.
Eankine,
Stress is the mutual action between two portions of matter.
II

&

II

II

II

—

&

Clerk

;

&

Pope,

.

2. To animate ; to encourage ; to fix in resolution.
Charge Joshua, and encourage him, and strengthen him.

Strength'en-er

He removed
field.

;

Prior.

a limb, a bridge, an army ; to strengthen an obligation |
to strengthen authority.
Let noble Warwick, Cobliam, and the rest, . .
With powerful poUcy strengthen themselves.
Shak,

houses.

p.

pr.
vb. n. Streaming.] 1. To issue or flow in a stream
to flow freely or in a current, as a fluid or whatever is
likened to fluids ; as, tears streamed from her eyes.
Beneath those banks where rivers streajn.
Jililton.
2. To pour out, or emit, a stream or streams.
A thousand suns will stream on thee.
Tennyson.
3. To issue in a stream of light ; to radiate.
4. To extend ; to stretch out with a wavy motion ; to
float in the wind ; as, a flag streams in the wind.
Stream, v. t. 1. To send forth in a current or stream
to cause to flow ; to pour ; as, his eyes streamed tears.
It may so please that she at length will stream

STRESS

eve, event,

find,

fern,

recent;

ice,

MaxweU,

4. (Pron.) Force of utterance expended upon words
or syllables. Stress is in English the chief element in
accent and is one of the most important in emphaais.
See Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 31-35.

idea, HI;

old,

Sbey, drb, Sddj

STRIKE
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STRESS

5' (Scots Law) Distress ; the act of distraining ; also, stj: V166. Cf. Stratum, Straw, Street.] 1. To scatter ; to spread by scattering to cast or throw loosely
the thing distrained.
used of solids, separated or separable into parts
Stress apart ;
Stress of voice, unusual exertion of the voice.
or particles ; as, to strew seed in beds ; to strew sand on
of weather, constraint imposed by continued bad weather
To or over a floor ; to strew flowers over a grave.
as, to be driven back to port by stress of weather.
lay streiB upon, to attach great importance to ; to emAnd strewed his mangled limbs about the field. Dryden.
Shasize. " Consider how great a stress is laid upon this
On a principal table a desk was open and many papers [were]
To put stress upon, or To put to a strewn
uty." Atterbury.
about.
Beaconsjield.
etresB, to strain.
2. To cover more or less thickly by scattering someStress (strSs), v. t. 1. To press ; to urge ; to distress ; thing over or upon
; to cover, or lie upon, by having been
Spenser.
to put to difficulties. [-R.]
scattered ; as, they strewed the ground with leaves
2. To subject to stress, pressure, or strain.
Rush. leaves strewed the ground.
Stress'ful (-ful), a. Having much stress.
The snow which does the top of Pindus strew. Spenser,
[imp.
p. p. Steetched
Stretch (strech), V. t.
Is thine alone the seed that strews the plain ?
Pope.
[OE. strec(strScht) J p. pr.
vb. n. Stretching.]
To
spread abroad ; to disseminate.
3.
sirek/cen,
strecken,
G.
streccan;
akin
D.
chen, AS.
to
She may strew dangerous conjectures.
Shak.
OHG. strecchen, Sw. sirdcka, Dan. strsekke; cf. AS. slrsec,
strec, strong, violent, G. sirack straight ; of uncertain
Strewing (stru'Ing or stro'-), n. 1. The act of scatorigin, perhaps akin to E. strong. Cf. Stbaight.] 1. To tering or spreading.
reach out ; to extend ; to put forth.
2. Anything that is, or may be, strewed ; ^used chiefly
Shak.
And stretch forth his neck long and small. Chaucer. in the plural.
Shak.
I in conquest stretched mine arm.
Strew'ment (-ment), n. Anything scattered, as flowers
for
decoration.
[OJs.]
Shak,
2. To draw out to the full length ; to cause to extend
Strewn (strun or stron), p. p. of Strew.
in a straight line ; as, to stretch a cord or rope.
(stri'a|),
re.
pi,
Strle
[L.,
a
furrow,
chanStrl'a
(-e).
;
3. To cause to extend in breadth ; to spread ; to exnel, hoUow.] 1. A minute groove, or channel a threadpand ; as, to stretch cloth ; to stretch the wings.
like line, as of color ; a narrow structural band or line ;
4. To make tense ; to tighten ; to distend forcibly.
The 02 hath therefore stretched his yoke in vain. Shak. a striation ; as, the strise, or groovings, produced on a
rock by a glacier passing over it ; the strise on the surB. To draw or pull out to greater length ; to strain
face of a shell ; a stria of nervous matter in the brain.
as, to stretch a tendon or muscle.
2. (Arch.) A fiUet between the flutes of columns, piAwake, my soul, stretch every nerve. Doddridge.
lasters, or the like.
Oxf. Gloss.
6. To exaggerate ; to extend too far ; as, to stretch
[imp. &p. p. Striated (-a-tSd)
Strl'ate (-at), v. t.
the truth ; to stretch one's credit.
p.pr.&vb. n. Striating.] [See Striate, a.] To mark
They take up, one day, the most violent and stretched prerog- with striae. "jSft'ia^ed longitudinally."
Owen.
Burke.
ative.
Strl'ate (stri'St), 1 a. [L. striatus, p. p. of striare
Stretch, v. i. 1. To be extended ; to be drawn out
to furnish with channels, from
Stri'a-ted (-a-ted), J
in length or in breadth, or both ; to spread ; to reach ; stria
a channel.] Marked with striae, or fine grooves,
as, the iron road stretches across the continent ; the lake
or lines of color ; showing narrow structural bands or
stretches over fifty square miles.
lines ; as, a striated crystal ; striated muscular fiber.
Qower.
As far as stretcheth any ground.
Strl-a'tion (strt-a'sbiSn), n, 1. The quality or condi2. To extend or spread one's self, or one's limbs ; as, tion of being striated.
the lazy man yawns and stretches.
2. A stria ; as, the striations on a shell.
3. To be extended, or to bear extension, without
Stri-a'tum (-turn), n. [NL.] (Anat.) The corpus
breaking, as elastic or ductile substances.
striatum.
The inner membrane . . . because it would stretch and yield,
Strl'a-ture (strl'a-tiir), n, [L. striatura.'] A stria.
remained unbroken.
Boyle.
Strlch (strlk), re. [Cf. L. strix, strigis, a screech
4. To strain the truth ; to exaggerate ; as, a man apt owl.] (Zo'ol.) An owl.
Spenser.
[06s.]
to stretch in his report of facts. [Obs. or Colloq.]
A bunch of hackled flax prepared for
Strlck, n.
6. {Naut.) To sail by the wind under press of canvas
Knight.
drawing into slivers.
as, the ship stretched to the eastward. Sam. Nav. Encyc.
a. from Strike.
Strlck'en (strik"n), v>.p,
Stretch out, an order to rowers to extend themselves
smitten ; woun(ied ; as, the stricken deer.
1. Struck
forward in dipping the oar.
[See Strike, ?i.]
Stretch, n. 1. Act of stretching, or state of being
2. Worn out ; far gone ; advanced. See Strike, v. t., 21.
stretched ; reach ; effort ; struggle ; strain ; as, a stretcli
Abraham was old and well stricken in age. Gen. xxiv. 1.
of the limbs ; a stretch of the imagination.
3. Whole ; entire ;
said of the hour as marked by
By stretch of arms the distant shore to gain. Dryden. the striking of a clock. [Scot.l
Those put a lawful authority upon the stretchy to the abuse of
He persevered for a stricken hour in such a torrent of un-

—

—

;

—

—

&

&

;

II

&

A localized morbid contraction of any pas«
Cf. Organic stricture, and Spasmodic
Arbuthnot,
under Organic, and Spasmodic
(strTk'tiiid),
a.
(Med.) Affected with a
Stiic'tured

4. (Med.)

sage of the body.
stricture,

stricture

V Estrange.

power, ui.der the color of prerogative.
2.

time

A continuous line or surface
;

;

necessary

a continuous space of

A great stretch of cultivated country.
of

them

left

me

a week at a

stretch.

W. Black.
E. Eggleston.

3. The extent to winch anything may be stretched.
Quotations, in their utmost stretchy can signify no more than
that Luther lay under severe agonies of mind.
Atterbunj.
This is the utmost stretch that nature can. Granville.

The reach or extent

4. (Naut.)

on one tack

&

of a vessel's progress

a tack or board.
5. Course
direction as, the stretch of seams of coal.
To be on the stretch, to be obliged to use one's utmost
powers.
Home stretch. See under Home, a.
1. One who, or that which,
Stretch'er (-er), n.
;

;

;

a

A brick or stone

laid with its longer dimension in the line of direction of the wall.
Gwilt.
piece of timber used in building.
3. (Arch.)
4. (Naut.) (a)
narrow crosspiece in the bottom of a
boat against which a rower braces his feet, (b)
crosspiece placed between the sides of a boat to keep them
apart when hoisted up and griped.
Dana.
5.
litter, or frame, for carrying disabled, wounded,

A

not relaxed ; as, a strict fiber.
;
accurate ; precise ; rigorously nice ; as, to
Shak.
keep strict watch ; to pay strict attention.
Milton.
It shall be still in strictest measure.
rules
observing
4. Governed or governing by exact
;
exact rules ; severe ; rigorous ; as, very strict in observing the Sabbath. " Through the strict seuteries." MiVon.
exactly limited ; confined
5. Rigidly interpreted
restricted as, to understand words in a strict sense.
said of
6. (Bot.) Upright, or straight and narrow;
the shape of the plants or their flower clusters.
Syn. Exact accurate ; nice close ; rigorous seStrict, applied to a person,
vere.
Strict, Severe.
denotes that he conforms in his motives and acts to a
principle or code by which he is bound severe is strict
with an implication often, but not always, of harshness.
Strict is opposed to lax; severe is opposed to gentle.
And rules as strict his labored work confine.
Pope.
As if the Stagirite o'erlooked eacli line.
Soon moved with touch of blame, thus Eve
" Wliat words have passed thy lips, Adam severe ! '* Milton.
The Strict Observance, or Friars of the Strict Observance.
(R. C. Ch.) See Obseevantine.
Strlc'tlon (strTk'shun), re. [L. sirictio. See Stringent.] The act of constricting, or the state of being

A

A

An overstretch-

ing of the truth; a
[Slang']

7. One of the rods
in an umbrella, attached at one end
to one of the ribs,
and at the other to
the tube sliding upon the handle.
8. An instrument
for stretching boots
Stretcher, S.
or gloves.
9. The frame upon which canvas is stretched for a
painting.

—

:

&

Stretch'lng, a.
n. from Stretch, v.
Stretching course (Masonry), a course or series of stretchSee Stretcher, 2.
Britton.

constricted.

II

;

&

&

90

full,

fip,

flm

;

pity

—

Line of strlction (Geom.), the line on a skew surface
that cuts each generator in that point of it that is nearest to the succeeding generator.
Strict'ly, '"'"• In a strict manner closely precisely.
Strlct'ness, re. Quality or state of being strict.
Strlc'ture (strTk'tiJr ; 135), n. [L. striclura a contraction, from stringere, strictvm, to draw tight : cf. F.
See Strict.] 1. Strictness. [06s.]
stricture.

Stret'to (strat'to), n.
[It., close or contracted,
pressed.]
(Mus.) (a) The crowding of answer upon
subject near the end of a fugue, (b) In an opera or oratorio, a coda, or winding up, in an accelerated time.
[Written also stretta.']
Strew (strji or stro ; 277), v. t.
[imp.
p. p.
Strewed (strjid or strod) ; p. p. Strewn (strun or
stron) ; p. pr.
[OE. str'ewen,
vb. n. Strewing.]
strawen, AS. strewian, stredwian; akin to OFries.
slrewa, OS. strewian, D. sirooijen, G. streuen, OHG.
strewen, Icel. stra, Sw. stro, Dan. slr'de, Goth, straujan,
Ii. lUrnere, stratum, Gr. crrpiovviivai., (rTopvuvm, Skr.

unite, rude,

;

;

;

ers.

{See,

;

;

A man of stricture and firm abstinence.

Shak.

stroke; a glance; a touch. [Ofts.] Sir M. Hale.
2.
touch of adverse criticism ; censure.
3.
[I have] pivcn myself the liberty of these strictures by way of
Hammond.
reflection on all and every passage.

A
A

;

food, ftfbt

;

oat, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

called the Strid.

Wcn-dsworth.

i,

A

II

A

The noise itself.
(5^^ The crickets

(b)

stridulate by rubbing together the
strong nervures of the fore wings. Many grasshoppers
stridulate by rubbing the hind legs across strong nervThe green grasshoppers and
ures on the fore wings.
katydids stridulate by means of special organs at the
base of the fore wings.

Strld'U-la'tOr (strTd'iS-la'ter),

[NL.]

re.

stridulates.

That which
Darwin.

Strid'U-la-tO-ry (-ii-la-to-ry), a. Stridulous
stridulate ; used in stridulating adapt-

;

able to

;

ed for

Darwin.

stridulation.

Strid'U-lous (-liis), a. [L. stridulus.
See Strident.] Making a shrill, creaking sound.
Sir T, Browne.

The Sarmatian boor driving

,

his strididous

Longfellow.

cart.

Striduloas laryn^tls (Med.), a form of
croup, or laryngitis, in children, associated with dyspnoea, occurring usually
at night, and marked by crowing or
stridulous breathing.
c d Stridulatory
Strife (strif), n. [OF. estrif. See
Strive.] 1. The act of striving; ear- O.Tg^ns on tiie
nest endeavor. [ArchaiC]
Shak. ^.'"fet'; enlaJ^ed'
2. Exertion or contention for superiority ; contest of emulation, either by intellectual or
physical efforts.
Doting about questions and strifes of words. 1 Tim. vi. 4.
Thus gods contended noble strife
Who most should ease the wants of life. Congreve.

—

—

violent contention ; fight ; battle.
Shak,
Twenty of them fought in this black strife.
These vows, thus granted, raised a strife above

3. Altercation

;

Dryden.
Betwixt the god of war and queen of love.
4. That which is contended against occasion of con[Obs.l " Lamenting her unlucky rfW/e. " Spenser.
Syn. Contest; struggle; quarrel. See Contention.
Strlfe'ful (-ful), a. Contentious discordant.
;

test.

—

;

—

—

(strid), v.

;

&

;

;

is

[imp. Strode (strod) (Obs. Strid
(strid)) p. p. Stridden (strid'd'n) (Obs. Strid); p, pr.
[AS. strldan to stride, to strive;
vb. re. Striding.]
akin to LG. striden, OFries. strida to strive, D. strijden
to strive, to contend, G. streiien, OHG. strltan; of uncertain origin. Cf. Straddle.] 1. To walk with long
steps, especially in a measured or pompous manner.
Mars in the middle of the shining shield
Is graved, and strides along the liquid field. Drydm,
2. To stand with the legs wide apart ; to straddle.
Stride, v. t. l. To pass over at a step ; to step over.
" A debtor that not dares to stride a limit.''
Shak.
2. To straddle ; to bestride.
Shak,
I mean to stride your steed.
Stride, n. The act of striding ; a long step ; the space
measured by a long step ; as, a masculine stride. Pope.
God never meant that man should scale the heavens
Coivper,
By strides of human wisdom,
Strl'dent (strl'dent), a. [L. stridens, -entis, p. pr. of
Char*
stridere to make a grating or creaking noise.]
strident
acterized by harshness ; grating ; shrill. "
Thackeray.
voice."
Strl'dor (-dSr), n. [L., from stridere to make any
harsh, shrill, or
harsh, grating, or creaking sound.]
Dryden,
creaking noise.
Strld'U-late (strld'u-lat ; 135), v. i. [See Stridulous.]
To make a shrill, creaking noise; specifically (Zo'ol.),
to make a shrill or musical soimd, such as is made by
the males of many insects.
Strld'U-la'tion (-la'shtin), n. The act of stridvdating.
Specifically : (Zo'ol.) (a) The act of making shrill sounds
or musical notes by rubbing together certain hard parts,
as is done by the males of many insects, especially by
Orthoptera, such as crickets, grasshoppers, and locusts.

;

or dead persons.

lie.

Dryden.

strict ligature.

2. Tense
3. Exact

A

6.

A

;

—

stretches.
2. (Masonry)

([. Scott.

Speeches are spoken by the stricken hour, day after day,
Bayne.
week, perhaps, after week.
Strlc'lde (-k'l), n. [See Strike.] 1. An instrument
to strike grain to a level with the measure ; a strike.
2. An instrument for whetting scythes ; a rifle.
3. (Founding) An instrument used for smoothing the
surface of a core.
templet ; a pattern.
3Iason.)
4. (Carp.
5. An instrument used in dressing flax. [Prov. Eng."]
See
Strickle.
(-kler),
re.
Strlc'kler
Strlckless, re. See Strickle. [Prov. Eng."]
Stricter (-er) superl.
[Compar.
Strict (strikt), a.
Strictest.] [L. stricius, p. p. of stringere to draw or
Strain,
and cf. Strait, a.]
bind tight, to strain. See
1. Strained ; drawn close ; tight ; as, a strict embrace

as, grassy stretches of land.

But all

Sir

tattle.

a strictured duct.

This striding place

Stride

;

—

as,

;

Stild (strid), re. [See Stride.] A narrow passage between precipitous rocks or banks, which looks as if it
Eowitt.
might be crossed at a stride. [Prov. Eng,']

The ape was
Stri'gate (stri'gSt),
bands of

strifeful

and ambitious.

(Zo'ol.)

a,

Spenser.

Having transverse

color.

[L., pi. of strix a screech
(stri'jez), re. pi.
Gr. <rrpi^ a screaming night bird.] (Zo'ol.) The
tribe of birds wliich comnrises the owls.
Strig'll (strTj'il), re. '[L. sirigilis, from stringere to
Rom. Antiq.) An instrument of
graze, scrape.] (Gr.
metal, ivory, etc., used for scraping the skin at tlie b-ith.
Strlg'll-lcse' (-los'), c. [Dim. fr. s(r('^osf.] (5o<.)Set
with stiff, slender bristles.
Stri'gine (stri'jin), a. (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to
II

owl

Strl'ges
cf.

;

&

owls

;

owl-like.

Strlg'ment (strTg'mfnt), re. [L. s/n(/nip«/i(n!.] ScrapSir T. Browne,
ing ; that which is scraped off. [Ofe.t.]
Strl-gose' (strT-gos' or stri'poi='), "• [Of. P. s/rigiieux.
(Bot.) Set with stiff, straight bristles
See Strigil.]
hispid as, a .<:trigose leaf.
;

Strl'gous (str'i'giSs), a. (Bot.) Strigose. [if.]
Strike (strTk), v. t. [imp. Struck (strSk) p. p.
Struck, Stricken (strTk''n) (Strook (striTOk), Strucken
;

&

Struck ia
(stri5k"n), Obs.); p. pr.
vb. re. Striking.
more commonly used in the p. p. than stricken.'] [OE.
striken to strike, proceed, flow, AS. strlcnn to go, proceed akin to D. strijken to rub, stroke, strike, to move,
go, G. streichen, OHG. .':lrihhan, L. stringere to touch
lightly, to graze, to strip off (but perhaps not to L.
stringere in the sense to draw tight), striga a row, a furrow. Cf. Streak, Stroke.]
1. To touch or hit with
some force, either with the hand or with an instrument

iQk

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

STRIKE

N

1426

to smite ; to give a blow to, either with the hand or with
any instrument or missile.
He at Philippi kept
His sword e'en like a dancer while I struck
The lean and wrinkled Caseins.
Shak.
2. To come in collision with ; to strike against ; as, a
bullet struck him ; the wave struck the boat amidships
the ship struck a reef.
3. To give, as a blow ; to impel, as with a blow ; to
;

»

give force to ; to dash ; to cast.
They shall take of the blood, and

on the two eide£x. xii. 7.

sti-ike it

poBts.

Who wouM

be free, themselves must strike the blow. Byron.

4. To stamp or impress with a stroke ; to coin as, to
strike coin from metal ; to strike dollars at the mint.
5. To thrust in ; to cause to enter or penetrate ; to set
in the earth ; as, a tree strikes its roots deep.
6. To punish ; to afflict ; to smite.
To punish the just is not good, nor to strike princes for eq^iiity.
;

Frov. xvii. 26.
beats ; to indi-

7. To cause to sound by one or more
cate or notify by audible strokes ; as, the clock strikes
the drums strike up a march.
;
8. To lower ; to let or take down ; to remove ; as, to
strike sail ; to siiike a ilag or an ensign, as in token of
surrender ; to strike a yard or a topmast in a gale ; to
strike a tent ; to strike the centering of an arch.
9. To make a sudden impression upon, as by a blow ;
to affect sensibly with some strong emotion ; as, to strike
the mind with surprise ; to strike one with wonder,
alarm, dread, or horror.
Nice works of art strike and surprise us most on the first

twelve

view.

Atterbury.

They

please as beauties, here as wonders strike.

Pope.

10. To affect in some particular manner by a sudden
impression or impulse as, the plan proposed strikes me
favorably to strike one dead or blind.
How often has he stricken you dumb with his irony Landor.
11. To cause or produce by a stroke, or suddenly, as
by a stroke as, to strike a light.
Waving wide her myrtle wand,
She strikes a universal peace through sea and land. Milton.
12. To cause to ignite as, to strike a match.
13. To make and ratify as, to strike a bargain.
IS^^ Probably borrowed from the L. fcedus ferire, to
strike a compact, so called because an animal was struck
and killed as a sacrifice on such occasions.
14. To take forcibly or fraudulently as, to strike
;

R

;

1

;

;

;

8

;

money.

[OM

Slang'}

STRIP

7. To run upon a rock or bank ; to be stranded ; as,
the ship struck in the night.
8. To pass with a quick or strong effect ; to dart ; to
penetrate.
Till a dart strike through his liver.
Prov. vii. 23.
Now and then a glittering beam of wit or passion strikes
through the obscurity of the poem.
Dryden.
9. To break forth ; to commence suddenly ;
with
into ; as, to strike into reputation ; to strike into a run.
10. To lower a flag, or colors, in token of respect, or
to signify a surrender of a ship to an enemy.
That the English ships of war should not strike in the Danish seas.
£^. Buniet.
11. To quit work in order to compel an increase, or
prevent a reduction, of wages.
12. To become attached to something ;
said of the
spat of oysters.
13. To steal money. {Old Slang, Eng. ]
Nares.
To strike at, to aim a blow at.
To strike for, to start
suddenly on a course for.
To strike home, to give a blow
which reaches its object to strike with effect.
To
strike in. (a) To enter suddenly, (b) To disappear from
the surface, with internal effects, as an eruptive disease,
(c) To come in suddenly
to interpose to interrupt. " I
proposed the embassy of Constantinople for Mr. Henshaw, butmy Lord Winchelsea «<j-Mcii?i." Evelyn, (d)
To join in after another has begun, as In singing. To
strike in with, to conform to
to suit itself to
to side
with to join with at once. " To assert this is to strike in
with, the known enemies of God's grace."
South.
la
strike out. (a) To start
to wander ; to make a sudden
excursion ; as, to strike out into an irregular course of

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

To

strike with full force,
(c) (Baseball) To
be put out for not hitting the ball during one's turn
at the bat.
To strike up, to commence to play, as a
musician ; to begin to sound, as an instrument. " Whilst
any trump did sound, or drum struck up." Shak,
Strike (strik), n. 1. The act of striking.
2. An instrument with a straight edge for leveling a
measure of grain, salt, and the like, scraping off what is
above the level of the top ; a strickle.
3.
bushel ; four pecks. [_Prov. Eng.}
Tusser.
4. An old measure of four bushels.
\_Ptov. Eng.}
5. Fullness of measure ; hence, excellence of quality.
Three hogsheads of ale of the first strike. Sir IT. Scott.
6. An iron pale or standard in a gate or fence. [_Obs. ]
7. The act of quitting work ; specifically, such an act
by a body of workmen, done as a means of enforcing
compliance with demands made on their employer.
Strikes are the insurrections of labor. P. A. Walker.
life,

(b)

—

A

8. {Iron Working) A puddler's stirrer.
9. (Geol.) The horizontal direction of the outcropping
edges of tilted rocks ; or, the direction of a horizontal
line supposed to be drawn on the surface of a tilted stratum. It is at right angles to the dip.
10. The extortion of money, or the attempt to extort
money, by threat of injury ; blackmailing.
Strike block ( Carp.), a plane shorter than a jointer, used
for fitting a short joint. Moxon.
Strike of flax, a handful that may be hackled at once. [Obs. or Prov. En<].]
Chaucer.
Strike of sugar.
{Sugar Making) (a) The
act of emptying the teache, or last boiler, in which the
cane juice is exposed to heat, into the coolers. (6) The
quantity of the sirup thus emptied at once.
Strik'er (strik'er), n.
1. One who, or that which,
strikes ; specifically, a blacksmith's helper who wields
the sledge.
2. A harpoon ; also, a harpooner.
Wherever we come to an anchor, we always send out our
strikers, and put our hooks and lines overboard, to try for iish.
Dumpier.
3. Awencher; a lewd man.
Massinger.
[06*.]
workman who is on a strike.
4.
5. A blackmailer in poUtics ; also, one whose political
influence can be bought.
{Political Cant}
n. from Stetkb, v.
Strik'ing, a.
Striking distance, the distance through which an object
can be reached by striking ; the distance at which a force
is effective when directed to a particular object.
Striking plate, (a) The plate against which the latch of a door
lock strikes as the door is closed, (b) A part of the centering of an arch, which is driven back to loosen the
centering in striking it.
Strik'ing, a. Affecting with strong emotions ; surprising ; forcible ; impressive ; very noticeable ; as, a
striking representation or image ; a striking resemblance.
" A striking fact." De Quincey.
Strik'lng-ly, adv.

A fiber,

6.

Duckweed

as of a plant ; a little, fibrous root.
putteth forth a little string into the water, from

the bottom.

Bacon,

A nerve or tendon

an animal body.
was loosed. Mark vii. 85.
8. (Shipbuilding) An inside range of ceiling planks,
corresponding to the sheer strake on the outside and
7.

The string

of

of his tongue

bolted to it.
9. (Bot.) The tough fibrous substance that unites the
valves of the pericarp of leguminous plants, and which
is readily pulled off ; as, the strings of beans.
10. (Mining) A small, filamentous ramification of a
metallic vein.
Ure.
11. (Arch. ) Same as STEiNOCoirKSE.
12. (Billiards) The points made in a game.
String band (Mns.), a band of musicians using only, or
chiefly, stringed instruments.
String beans, (a) A dish
prepared from the unripe pods of several kinds of beans
so called because the strings are stripped off. (b) Any
kind of beans in which the pods are used for cooking
before the seeds are ripe ; usually, the low bush bean.
To have two strings to one's bow, to have a means or expedient in reserve in case the one employed fails.
String (string), V. t. [imp. Stkusg (strung) p. p.
Strung (R. Stringed (stringd));^. pr.
vb. n. Stringing.] 1. To furnish with strings ; as, to string a, yiotin.

—

—

—

;

&

Has not wise nature slrunij the legs and feet
With firmest nerves, designed to walk the street ? Gay,
in tune the strings of, as a stringed instrument, in order to play upon it.
For here the Muse so oft her harp has strung,
2.

To put

That not a mountain

rears its head unsung. Addison,
to file as, to string beads.
;
strengthen.
Toil strung the nerves, and purified the biood. Dryden,
5. To deprive of strings; to strip the strings from;
as, to string beans.
See String, n., 9.
Strlng'board' (-bord'), n. Same as Steingpiece.
horizontal band
String'course' (-kors'), n. (Arch.)
in a building, forming a part of the design, whether
molded, projecting, or carved, or in any way distin-

3.
4.

To put on a strmg
To make tense to

;

;

A

guished from the rest of the work.
Stringed (strlngd), a.
1. Having
stringed instrument.
2.

Produced by

strings

as,

;

Ps.

a

cl. 4.

" Answering the stringed

strings.

noise."

Milton.

Strin'gen-cy

(strln'jen-sj^), n.

The quality or

statt

of being stringent.

Stnn-gen'do

(stren-jgn'dS), a.
[It.]
{Mus.) Urging or hastening the time, as to a climax.
Strin'gent (strin'jent), a. [L. stringens, -entis, p. pr.
of stringere to draw or bind tight.
See Strain.] Binding strongly ; making strict requirements ; restrictive
rigid ; severe ; as, stringent rules.
They must be subject to a sharper penal code, and to a more
stringent code of procedure.
Macaulay.
Strln'gent-ly, adv.
Strin'gent-ness, n.
String'er (strlng'er), n.
1. One who strings; one
who makes or provides strings, especially for bcws.
Be content to put your trust in honest stringers. Ascham,
2.
libertine ; a wencher.
{Obs.}
Beau.
Fl.
3. (Railroad)
longitudinal sleeper.
4. (Shipbuilding)
streak of planking carried round
the inside of a vessel on the under side of the beams.
5. (Carp.)
long horizontal timber to connect uprights
in a frame, or to support a floor or the like.
(Far,) An habitual sudden
Strlng'halt' (-half), n.
twitching of the liinder leg of a horse, or an involuntary
or convulsive contraction of the muscles that raise the
hock.
[Written also springhalt,}
String'1-ness (-t-nes), n. Quality of being stringy.
String'less, a. Having no strings.
His tongue is now a stringless instrument.
Shak,
long piece of
String'plece' (-pes'), n, (Arch.) (a)
timber, forming a margin or edge of any piece of construction ; esp. : (b) One of the longitudinal pieces,
supporting the treads and risers of a flight or run of
II

15. To level, as a measure of grain, salt, or the like,
off with a straight instrument what is above
the level of the top.
16. (^Masonry) To cut off, as a mortar joint, even with
the face of the wall, or inward at a slight angle.
17. To hit upon, or light upon, suddenly as, my eye
Struck a strange word they soon struck the trail.
18. To borrow money of to make a demand upon
\_Slang'\
S8, he struck a friend for five dollars.
19. To lade into a cooler, as a liquor.
B. Edwards.
20. To stroke or pass lightly to wave.
A
Behold-, I thought, He will
strike his hand over the place,
A
and recover the leper.
2 Kings v. 11.
A
21. To advance to cause to go forward
used only
in past participle. " Well struck in years."
Shak.
A
To strike an attitude. To strike a balance. See under
Attitude, and Balance.
To strike a jury (Law), to constitute a special jury ordered by a court, by each party
striking out a certain number of names from a prepared
list of jurors, so as to reduce it to the number of persons
required by law. Burrill.
To strike a lead, {a) (Mining)
A
To find a vein of ore. (h) Fig. To &id a way to fortune.
[Colloq.]
To strike a ledger or an account, to balance it.
To strike hands with, (a) To shake hands with. Halliwell. (b) To make a compact or agreement with
to
A
agree with.
To strike off. (a) To erase from an account
to deduct as, to strike off the interest of a debt, (b)
(Print.) To impress to print as, to strike o^ a thousand
copies of a book, (c) To separate by a blow or any sudden
action as, to strike off' a man's head with a sword to
stairs.
strike off what is superfluous or corrupt.
To strike oil,
String'y (-"$), a,
1. Consisting of strings, or small
to find petroleum when boring for it ; hence, figuratively,
threads fibrous filamentous as, a stringy root.
to make a lucky hit financially. [Slang, U. S.]
To
2. Capable of being drawn into a string, as a glutistrike one luck, to shake hands with one and wish good
nous substance ropy viscid gluey.
luck. [Obs.\ Beau. & Fl. —To strike out. (a) To produce by collision to force out as, to strike out sparks
Stringy bark (Bot.), a name given in Australia to several
with steel, (b) To blot out to efface to erase. " To
trees of the genus Eucalyptus (as E. amygdalina, obliqua,
methodize is as necessary as ^0 5^r?^e ow^." Pope, (c) To Strik'ing-ness, n.
capitellata, macrorhyncha, piperita, pilularis, and tetro/form by a quick efiort to devise to invent to contrive
donta), which have a fibrous bark used by the aborigines
Stri'kle (strTk"l), n. See Strickle.
as, to strike out a new plan of finance,
for making cordage and coarse cloth.
(d) (Baseball)
String (string), n. [OE. string, streng, AS. streng
To cause a player to strike out
said of the pitcher.
akin to D. streng, G. Strang, Icel. strengr, Sw. Strang,
Strip (strip), V, t, {imp,
p, p. Stripped (stript) ;
See To strike out, under Strike, v. i.
To strike sail. Dan. strseng; probably from the adj., E. strong (see
vb. n. Stripping.]
[OE. stripen, strepen, AS.
p. pr.
See imder Sail.
To strike up. (a) To cause to sound
and
Strong)
originally
meaning,
twisted,
strypan
or
perhaps
in
hestrypan
to
plunder
; akin to D. stroopen,
"
to begin to beat.
Strike up the drums." Shak. (h)
To begin to sing or play as, to strike up a tune, (e) To aldn to E. strangle.} 1. A small cord, a line, a twine, or MHG. strotifen, G. streifen.} 1. To deprive to beraise (as sheet metal), in making dishes, pans, etc., by a slender strip of leather, or other substance, used for reave to make destitute to plunder ; especially, to deblows or pressure in a die. To strike work, to quit work
a cord, prive of a covering to skin to peel as, to strip a man
binding together, fastening, or tying things
to go on a strike.
larger than a thread and smaller than a rope as, a shoe of his possessions, his rights, his privileges, his reputaShak. tion ; to strip one of his clothes to strip a beast of his
Strike (strik), v. i. 1. To move to advance to pro- string ; a bonnet string ; a silken string.
oeed to take a course as, to strike into the fields.
Round Ormond's knee thou tiest the mystic string. Prior. skin ; to strip a tree of its bark.
Chaucer,
And strippen her out of her rude array.
2. A thread or cord on which a number of objects or
A mouse
struck forth sternly [boldly]. Piers Plowman.
They stripped Joseph out of his coat. Gen. xxxvii. 23.
parts are strung or arranged in close and orderly succes2. To deliver a quick blow or thrust
to give blows.
Opinions which ... no clerg:yman could have avowed witharranged
on
a
sion
hence,
line
or
series
things
a
of
And fiercely took his trenchant blade in hand.
Macaulay,
a succession a concatena- out imminent risk of being stripped of his gown.
With which he stroke so furious and so fell.
Spenser. thread, or as if so arranged
2. To divest of clothing ; to vmcover.
Strike now, or else the iron cools.
Shak. tion a chain ; as, a string of shells or beads a string of
Chaucer.
dried apples a string of houses a string of arguments.
Before the folk herself strippcth she.
3. To hit to collide
to dash to clash as, a ham- "
Shak,
Gibbon.
A string of islands."
Strip your sword stark naked.
mer strikes against the bell of a clock.
3. A strip, as of leather, by which the covers of a book
3. (Naut,) To dismantle as, to strip a ship of rigging,
sound
4. To
by percussion, with blows, or as if with
Milton. spars, etc.
are held together.
blows to be struck as, the clock strikes.
4. The cord of a musical instrument, as of a piano,
4. (Agric) To pare off the surface of, as land, in strips.
A deep sound strikes like a rising knell.
Byron. harp, or violin; specifically (pi.), the stringed instru5. To deprive of all milk
to milk dry to draw the
5. To make an attack ; to aim a blow.
ments of an orchestra, in distinction from the wind in- last milk from hence, to milk with a peculiar movement
A puny subject strikes
struments; as, the strings took up the theme. "An of the hand on the teats at the last of a milking as, to
At thy great glory.
Shak. instrument of ten strings."
Ps. xxxiii. 2. strip a cow.
Struck for the throne, and striking found his doom. Tennyson.
Me softer airs befit, and softer strings
6. To pass; to get clear of; to outstrip.
{Obs,}
Milton.
Of lute, or viol still.
6. To touch to act by appulse.
When first they stripped the Malean promontory. Chapman,
Ps. xi. 2.
5. The line or cord of a bow.
Hinder light but from striking on it [porphyry], and its colors
Before he reached it he was out of breath.
vanish.
Locke.
Pope.
And then the other stripped him.
Beau. 5r FU
He twangs the grieving string.
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ale,

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

final,

^

;

eve, event, £nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey, drb, Odd

STRIP
To pull or
wrest away as,
7.

;

the baric from

tear off, as a covering to remove ; to
to strip the skin from a beast ; to strip
a tree ; to strip the clothes from a man's
heart,

8. {Mack.) (a)

stripping off the
Gilpin.

is

skin.

To

tear off (the thread) from a bolt or
nut ; as, the thread is stripped,
ib) To tear off the
thread from (a bolt or nut) ; as, the bolt is stripped.
9. To remove the metal coating from (a plated article), as by acids or electrolytic action.

—

10. (Carding) To remove fiber, flock, or lint from
said of the teeth of a card when it becomes partly
;

clogged.

11. To pick the cured leaves from the stalks of (tobacco) and tie them into " hands " ; to remove the midrib from (tobacco leaves).
Strip (strip), V. i. 1. To take off, or become divested
of, clothes or covering ; to undress.
2. (Mack.) To fail in the thread
to lose the thread,
as a bolt, screw, or nut. See Stkip, v. t., 8.
Strip, n.
1. A narrow piece, or one comparatively
long ; as, a strip of cloth ; a strip of land.
;

A

2. {Mining)
trough for washing ore.
3. (Gunnei-y) The issuing of a projectile from a rifled
gfun without acquiring the spiral motion.
Farrow.
Stripe (strip), n. [OD. strijpe a stripe, streak akin
to LG. stripe, D. streep, Dan. stribe, G. streif, streifen,
MHG. streifen to glide, march.] 1.
line, or long,
narrow division of anything of a different color or structure from the ground ; hence, any linear variation of color
or structure ; as, a stripe, or streak, of red on a green
ground ; a raised stripe.
2. (Weaving)
pattern produced by arranging the
warp threads in sets of alternating colors, or in sets preeenting some other contrast of appearance.
strip, or long, narrow piece attached to something
3.
of a different color ; as, a red or blue stripe sewed upon
;

A

A

A

a garment.
4. A stroke or blow made with a whip, rod, scourge,
or the like, such as usually leaves a mark.
Forty stripes he may give him, and not exceed. Deut. xxv. 3.
5. A long, narrow discoloration of the skin made by
the blow of a lash, rod, or the like.
Cruelty marked him with inglorious stripes. Thomson.
6. Color indicating a party or faction ; hence, distinguishing characteristic
sign ; likeness ; sort ; as, persons of the same political stripe. [_Colloq. XJ. 5.]
7. pi. {Mil. ) The chevron on the coat of a noncommissioned officer.
Stars and Stripes. See under Stak, n.
Stripe, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Striped (strlpt) p. pr.
»*. re. Striping.]
1. To make stripes upon; to form
with lines of different colors or textures ; to variegate
with stripes.
;

&

;

To

strike ; to lash.
[22.]
Striped (stript or strip'ed), a.
ferent colors ; streaked.

2.

Having

stripes of dif-

—

—

stripped of its stalks before packing.

Strlp'llng C-lTng), re. [Dim. of strip ; as if a small
strip from the main stock or stem.]
youth in the
state of adolescence, or just passing from boyhood to

A

a lad.

;

Inquire thou whose son the stripling

1

is.

Sam.

xvii. 56.

Strlp'per (-per), re. One who, or that which, strips ;
specifically, a machine for stripping cards.
Strlp'pet (-pet), re. [Dim. of strip.^
small stream.

A

" A little brook or strippet."
Holinshed.
Strlp'plng (-ping), re. 1. The act of one who strips.
The mutual bows and courtesies
are remnants of the original prostrations and strippings of the captive.
N. Spencer.
Never were cows that required such stripping. 31rs. Oaskell.
2. pi. The last milk drawn from a cow at a milking.
Strl-so'res (strt-so'rez), re. pi. [NL. cf. L. stridere
[06s.]

.

.

.

;

II

to creak, whiz, buzz.] (Zool.) A division of passerine
birds including the humming birds, swifts, and goatsuckers.
It is now generally considered an artificial group.
Strive (striv), v. i.
[imp. Strove (strov) ; p. p.
Striven (strTv''n) (Rarely, Strove) ; p. pr.
vb. n.
Strivino.] [of. estriver; of Teutonic origin, and akin
to G. streben, D. streven, Dan. strsebe, Sw. strdfva. Cf.
Strife.]
1. To make efforts ; to use exertions ; to endeavor with earnestness ; to labor hard.
"Was it for tliis that his ambition strove
To equal Csesar first, and after, Jove ?
Cowley.
To
struggle
2.
in opposition
to be in contention or
dispute ; to contend ; to contest
followed by against
or with before the person or thing opposed ; as, strive
against temptation strive for the truth.
Chaucer.
My Spirit shall not always strive with man. Oen. vi. 3.
Why dost thou strive against him ? Job xxxiii. 13.
Now private pity strove with public hate,
Reason with rage, and eloquence with fate. Denkam.
3. To vie
to compete ; to be a rival.
Chaucer.

&

;

;

—

;

;

[Not]

tliat

sweet ptrove

Of Daphne, by Orontes and

tlie

inspired

Castahan spring, might with this paradise

Of Eden strive.
Milton.
Syn. To contend; vie; struggle; endeavor; aim.
Strive, re. 1. An effort j a striving. [iJ.] Chapman.
2. Strife; contention.
lOb.i.'}
Wyclif (Lnke xxi. d).
Strlved (strivd), obs. p. p. of Strive. Striven.
Yea, so have I strived to preach tlie gospel. Rom. xv. 20.

—

Striven
Strlv'er

(8trTv''n), p. p. of Strive.
(strlv'er), re.
One who strives.

Use,

unite,

rude,

&n. from

— Strlv'-

Strive.

full,

fip,

;

Strls (strTks), re. [L. sirix, strigis."] (Arch.) One of
the liutings of a column.
Stroam (strom), v. i. [Prov. E. strtme to walk with
long strides.] 1. To wander about
idly

and vacantly.

;

pity

;

;

[Obs.']

To take long

strides in walk[Prov. Eng.]
Stro-bi'la (strS-bi'la), re. ; pi.
SlROBILa) (-le). [NL.,fr. Gr. crrpoPiXo's anything twisted, a pine
cone.] (Zool.) (a) A form of the
larva of certain Disoophora in a
state of development succeeding
the scyphistoma. The body of the
2.
ing.

ISS^ The respective strokes are distinguished as up
ana down strokes, outward and inward strokes, or forward and back strokes, the forward stroke in stationary
steam engines being toward the crossliead, but in locomotives toward the front of the vehicle.
12. Power influence. [Obs.] " Wliere money beareth
[hath] all the stroke."
Eobynson (Morels Utopia).

II

;

becomes elongated, and
subdivides transversely into a series of lobate segments which eventually become ephyrae, or young
medusae, (b) A mature tapeworm.
strobila

He

has a great stroke with the reader.
13. Appetite. [Obs.]
To keep stroke, to make strokes in unison.
The oars were silver.

Strob'i-la'ceous (str6b'T-ia'__
_ ^
°
[See STROBiL-i.l (Bot.) „. ,,.,
,„
(a) Of or pertaining to a strobile
^ l^u^^rXw/ufJ^'
j
j
or cone, (b) Producing strobiles.
Strob'i-la'tlon (-shiin), re.
(Zool.) The act or phe-

^„

shus), a.

'S

nomenon

transverse

fission.

See Illust. under Syilidian.

Strob'lle (strSb'Tl or stro'bil),
cone, Gr. (rrpo/SiAos: cf. F.
strobile.']
[Written also stro-

Which to the tune of flutes kept stro/ie.
Shak,
(strok), v. t.
[imp. Sep. p. Stroked (strokt)
vb. re. Stroking.]
[OE. stroken, straken, AS.
strdcian, fr. strican to go over, pass. See Strike, v. i.,
and cf. Straggle.] 1. To strike. [Obs.]

Ye mote with the plat sword again
Stroken him in the wound, and it will close.

bil.]
1. (Bot.) A multiple
form of a cone or
head, as that of the hop or
its

related species

2.

;

An

(Biol.)

and

a cone.
individual

asexually producing sexual
individuals differing from itself also in other respects, as
the tapeworm,
one of the
forms that occur in metagen-

—

Same

(Zo'ol.)

as Stro-

bila.

Stro-bil'1-form (strS-bTl'IfSrm), a. Shaped like a strob-

a

Strobiles of Zamia {Bot.).
size. 6 One of them
partly in section.

%nat.

Ue.
-lin), a.

strobile

;

Strob'O-SCOpe (-6-skop), re. [Gr. a-rpoPoi a whirling
1. An instrument for studying or observing
the successive phases of a periodic or varying motion by
means of light which is periodically interrupted.
2. An optical toy similar to the phenakistoscope.
See
Phenakistoscope.
Stroc'kle (strok'k'l), re. (Glass Manuf.) A shovel
with a turned-up edge, for frit, sand, etc. [Written also
strocal, strode, strokal.]
Strode (strod), n. See Strude. [Obs.]
Strode, imp. of Stride.
Stroke (strok), obs. imp. of Strike. Struck.
Stroke, re. [OE. strok, slrook, strak, fr. striken. See
Strike, v. t.] 1. The act of striking a blow a hit ; a
knock ; esp., a violent or hostile attack made with the
arm or hand, or with an instrument or weapon.
His hand fetcheth a stroke with the ax to cut down the tree.

+ -scope.]

;

;

Deut. xix.

A

and

fool's lips enter into contention
strokes.

He
2.
tion

entered and

won

his

mouth

5.

calleth for

Prov. xviii. 6.
the whole kingdom of Naples without
Bacon.

The
;

result or effect of a strilring
soreness.

;

injury or

afflic-

In the day that the Lord bindeth up the breach of his people,
and healeth the stroke of their wound.
Isa. xxx. 26.
3. The striking of the clock to tell the hour.
Well, but what 's o'clock ?

—

;

to caress

—

Upon the stroke of ten. Well, let it strike.
Shak.
4. A gentle, caressing touch or movement upon something a stroking.
Dryden.
5. A mark or dash in writing or printing
a line ; the
touch of a pen or pencil ; as, an up stroke ; a firm stroke.
;

O. lasting as those colors may they shine,
Free as thy stroke, yet faultless as thy line.

;

;

Syn.

Pope.

— To rove

man

looked dead in law.

llarte.

Tennyson.
8. A throb or beat, as of the heart.
9. One of a series of beats or movements against a
resisting medium, by means of which movement througli
or upon it is accomplished; as, the stroke of a bird's
wing in flying, ol an oar in rowing, ot a skater, swimmer, etc. ; also (Roiviiig) (a) The rate of succession of
stroke as, a quick stroke, (b) Tlie oar nearest the stern
called
of a boat, by which the other oars are guided ;
also stroke oar. (o) The rower who pulls the stroke oar

—

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

i

sinir,

ink

;

stray.

Conch, and Strombus.
Strom'blte (strom'bit), n. (Paleon.) A fossil shell
of the genus Strombus.
Strom'bold (-boid), a. [Strombus -f -oid.] (Zo'ol.)
Of, pertaining to, or like, Strombus.
Strom-bu'll-form (str5m-bu'll-f8rm), a. [NL. Strombnltis, dim. of strombus
See Strombus.]
-form.
1. (Geol.) Formed or shaped like a top.
2. (Bot.) Coiled into the sliape of a screw or a helix.

+

Strom'bUS

II

(strSm'biis),

re.

[L., fr. Gr. (rrpo^jSos.]

(Zo'ol.) A genus of
marine gastropods

which the shell
has the outer lip
in

conch

.'^/leHs,

or

See Conch.
Stro'mey'er-Ite strombus (Strombus mgas). i Tentacle
/ Foot o Operculum ;« Verge.
(stro'mi'er-it), re.
i

[So named from the German chemist Friodrich Stromeycr.] (Min.) A steel-gray mineral of metallic luster.
It is a sulphide of silver and copper.
Strond (strHiul), n. Strand beacli. [Obs.]
Shak.
;

Strong

:

;

range

Stro'ma-tOl'O-gy (stro'in4-t51'o-jy), re. [Gr. a-Tpu>p.a,
CTTpm/iaTos, a bed -}^ -logy.]
(Geol.) The history of the
formation of stratified rocks.
Stromb (str6m), re. (Zo'ol.) Any marine univalve
moUusk of the genus Strombus and allied genera. See

conch.';.

;

;

;

;

II

stroke of death.
At this one stroke the

;

roam

Stroll, re. A wandering on foot ; an idle and leisurewalk ; a ramble.
Stroll'er (-er), re. One who stroUs ; a vagrant.
Stro'ma (stro'ma), re./ pi. Stromata (-ta). [L., a
bed covering, Gr. trTp!oij.a a couch or bed.] 1. (Atiat.)
(a) The connective tissue or supporting framework of
an organ ; as, the stroma of the kidney, (b) The spongy,
colorless framework of a red blood corpuscle or other ceU.
2. (Bot.) A layer or mass of cellular tissue, especially
that part of the thallus of certain fungi which incloses
the peritliecia.
Stro-mat'lo (strS-mSt'Tk), a. [Gr. o-Tpu/naTeu; coverlet of a bed, pi. a-Tpaixarelq patchwork (for sucli a coverlet), also applied to several miscellaneous writings, fr.
<TTpwft.a anything spread out for resting upon, a bed, fr.
(jTpiavvvvaL to spread out.] Miscellaneous ; composed of
different kinds.

dilated into a broad
wing. It includes
many large and
handsome species
commonly called

;

Sxv{fU ;

ly

by extension, an addition or amendment to
a written composition a toucli as, to give some finishing strokes to an essay.
Addison.
especially, a fatal
7. A sudden attack of disease
disaster
affliction
or
attack
severe
any
calamity,
a
especially a sudden one as, a stroke of apoplexy ; the
6. Hence,

food, fo'bt

to soothe.

Cures worked by Greatrix the stroker. Bp. Warburton.
Strokes'man (stroks'man), n.;pl. Strokesmen (-men).
(Rowing) The man who rows the aftermost oar, and whose
stroke ... to be followed by the rest.
Totten.
Strok'lng (strok'Ing), re.
1. The act of rubbing
gently with the hand, or of smoothing ; a stroke.
I doubt not with one gentle stroking to wipe away ten thousand tears.
miton.
2. (Needlework) The act of laying small gathers in
cloth in regular order.
3. pi. See Stripping, 2.
Smollett.
Stroll (strol), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Strolled (strold)
vb. re. Strolling.]
[Cf. Dan. stryge to stroll,
p. pr.
Sw. stryka to stroke, to ramble, dial. Sw. strykel one
who strolls about, Icel. strjUka to stroke, D. struikelen
to stumble, G. straucheln. Cf. STRnoGLE.] To wander
on foot to ramble idly or leisurely ; to rove.
These mothers stroll to beg sustenance for their helpless in-

;

;

;

He dried the falling drops, and, yet more kind,
He stroked her cheeks.
Dryden.
3. To make smooth by rubbing.
Longfellow.
(Masonry)
4.
To give a finely fluted surface to.
5. To row the stroke oar of
as, to stroke a boat.
Strok'er (strok'er), re. One who strokes also, one
who pretends to cure by stroking.

strobilaceous

as, strobiline fruits.

striking a stroke.

tenderness

fants.

Of or pertaining to a
;

;

&

esis.

3.

Chaucer.

To rub gently in one direction especially, to pass
the hand gently over by way of expressing kindness or
2.

;

[L. strobilus a pine

re.

fruit in the

pine, especially the latter

Swift.

&

of

;

Dryden.

Stroke

p. pr.

spontaneously
dividing
transversely,
as do certain
Strobilation of a Turbellarian (Microstomum).
species of anDivision ; 2 2 Secondary Di^^sions
nelids
and 1 Primary
3 4 Subsequent Divisions of a Secondary Zohelminths;
oid ; a b Mouths.

the strokesraan.
10. A powerful or sudden effort by which sometliing

ttrn

done, produced, or accomplished ; also, something
done or accomplished by such an effort as, a stroke of
genius ; a stroke of business a master stroke of policy.
11. (Mach.) Themovement, in either direction, of the
piston plunger, piston rod, crosshead, etc., as of a steam
engine or a pump, in which these parts have a reciprocating motion ; as, the forward stroke of a piston ; also,
the entire distance passed through, as by a piston, in such
a movement ; as, the piston is at haK stroke.
is

Ing-ly, adv.

strobiliform

Striped bass. (Zo'dl.) See under Bass. — Striped maple
a slender American tree (Acer Pennsylvanicum)
with finely striped bark. Called also striped dogwood,
and mooMwood.
Striped mtdlet.
(Zool.) See Mullet,
2.
Striped snake (Zool.), the garter snake.
Striped
squirrel (Zool.), the chipmunk.
Strlp'-leal' (strTp'lef), re. Tobacco which has been

manhood

a.

Strob'i-llne (strSb'I-lTn or

(Bot.),

—

Strlv'lng (striv'Tng),

;

back ; to strip away all disguises.
To strip bad habits from a corrupted

STRONG

1427

ger)

;

115), a. [Compar. Stronger (strSn'.
(-gBst).]
[AS. Strang, strong;
it G. .ilrnig strict, rigorous, OHG. slrei)gi

(striing

.luperl.

;

Stronobst

akin to 1).
strong, brave, luirsli, Iccl. sirangr strong, severe, Dan.
streng, Sw. Strang strict, severe. Cf. Strength, Stretch,
String.] 1. Having active physical power, or great
;

then, thin

5

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

STRONGHAND
having the power of exerting
physical power to act
great bodily force ; vigorous.
That our oxen may be strong to labor. Fs. ciliv. 14.
Orses the strong to greater etrength must yield.
Dryden.
2. Having passive physical power ; having ability to
bear or endure ; firm ; hale ; sound ; robust ; as, a strong
constitution ; strong health.
3. Solid ; tough ; not easily broken or injured ; able
to withstand violence ; able to sustain attacks ; not
easily subdued or taken; as, a strong beam; a strong
rock ; a strong fortress or town.
4. Having great miUtary or naval force ; powerful
as, a strong army or fleet ; a nation strong at sea.
5. Having great wealth, means, or resources ; as, a
lirong house, or company of merchants.
6. Keaching a certain degree or limit In respect to
Btrength or numbers ; as, an army ten thousand strong.
7. Moving with rapidity or force ; violent ; forcible
impetuous ; as, a strong current of water or wind ; the
wind was strong from the northeast ; a strong tide.
8. Adapted to make a deep or effectual impression on
the mind or imagination ; strildng or superior of the
kind ; powerful ; forcible ; cogent ; as, a strong argument ; strong reasons ; strong evidence ; a strong example ; strong language.
9. Ardent ; eager zealous ; earnestly engaged ; as, a
strong partisan ; a strong Whig or Tory.
Shak.
Her mother, ever strong against that match.
10. Having virtues of great efficacy ; or, having a particular quality in a great degree ; as, a strong powder or
tincture ; a strong decoction ; strong tea or coffee.
11. Full of spirit; containing a large proportion of
alcohol ; intoxicating ; as, strong liquors.
12. Affecting any sense powerfully ; as, strong light,
colors, etc. ; a strong flavor of onions ; a strong scent.
lleb. v. 12.
13. Solid ; nourishing ; as, strong meat.
14. Well established ; firm ; not easily overthrown or
altered ; as, a strong custom ; a strong belief.
15. Violent ; vehement ; earnest ; ardent.
He had offered up prayers and supplications with strong cry;

;

;

ing and tears.

Heb. v.

7.

16. Having great force, vigor, power, or the like, as
the mind, intellect, or any faculty ; as, a man of a strong
mind, memory, judgment, or imagination.
Dryden.
I was stronger in prophecy than in criticism.
17. Vigorous ; effective ; forcible ; powerful.
Like her sweet voice is thy harmonious song,
As high, as sweet, as easy, and as str07tg.
E. Smith.
18. (Stock Exchange) Tending to higher prices ; rising as, a strong market.
19. (Gram.) (a) Pertaining to, or designating, a verb
which forms its preterit (imperfect) by a variation in
the root vowel, and the past participle (usually) by the
addition of -en (with or without a change of the root
Towel) ; as in the verbs strive, strove, striven ; break,
broke, broken ; drink, drank, drunk. Opposed to weak,
or regular. See Weak. (6) Applied to forms in AngloSaxon, etc., which retain the old declensional endings.
In the Teutonic languages the vowel stems have held
the original endings most firmly, and are called strong ;
the stems in -n are called weak; other consonant stems
conform, or are irregular.
F. A. March.
Strong conjugation (.Gram.), the conjugation of a strong
Terb ;
called also old, or irregular, conjugation, and
distinguished from the weak, or regular, conjugation.
B^^ Strong is often used in the formation of self-explaming compounds
as, rfron ^-backed, rfroreff-based,
strong-bodied, sirong-coloied, s/ rong-&sted, strong-hand•d, strong-ribbed, strong-smeUias, strong-voiced, etc.
Syn.— Vigorous powerful stout solid firm ; hardy
muscular ; forcible ; cogent ; valid. See Robust.
Violence ; force
Strong'taand'' (strSng'hSnd'), n.
power.
It was their meaning to take what they needed by stronghand.
Sir W. Raleigh.
fastness a fort or forStrong'hoW (-hold'), n.
tress ; a fortified place ; a place of security.
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

SbOng'lsh,

a.

Somewhat

;

strong.

In a strong manner; so as to be
strong iu action or in resistance ; with strength with
great force forcibly powei.'ully ; firmly vehemently
as, a town strongly fortified
he objected strongly.
Strong'-mlnd'ed (-mind'Sd), a. Having a vigorous
mind esp., having or affecting masculine quaUties of

Strong'ly, adv.

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

mind
said of women.
Strong'-mlnd'ed-ness, n.
Strong'-wa'ter (-wa'ter), n. l. An acid. [OJi.]
;

2. Distilled or ardent spirits

Stron'gy-Ud

intoxicatuig liquor.
(strSn'jI-lId), a.
{Zool.) Stronn.
;

&

gyloid.

Stron'gy-lold (-loid), a. [NL. Strongylus the genus
(from Gr. crTpoyyuAo! round) -f- -oid.'\ (Zool.) Like, or
pertaining to, Strongylus, a genus of parasitic nematode
worms of which many species infest domestic animals.
Some of the species, especially those living in the kidneys, lungs, and bronchial tubes, are often very injurious, ^n.
A strongyloid worm.
Stron'U-a (str5n'shi-4), n. [NL. strontia, fr. Strontian, in Argyleshire, Scotland, where it was first found.]
(Min.) An earth of a white color resembling lime in appearance, and baryta in many of its properties. It is an
oxide of the metal strontium.
Stron'tt-an (-an), n. (Min.) Strontia.
Stron'tl-an-ite (-it),re. (Min.) Strontium carbonate,
a mineral of a white, greenish, or yellowish color, usually
occurring iu fibrous massive forms, but sometimes in
prismatic crystals.
Stron'tlO (strSn'ttk), a.
(Chem.) Of or pertaining
to strontium containing, or designating the compounds
of, strontium.
Stron-tit'lC (strSn-tTtTk), a.
Strontic.
Stron'U-um (strSn'sht-Qm), n. [NL. See Steontia.]
(Chem.) A metalUc element of the calcium group, always naturally occurring combined, as in the minerals
;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

STRYCHNOS

1428

a.m,

arm, ask,

It is isolated as a yellowish
metal, somewhat malleable but harder than calcium. It
employed (as in the nitrate) to color pyrotechnic
flames red. Symbol Sr. Atomic weight 87.3.
Dryden.
Strook (stroSk), obs. imp. of Stbike.

strontianite, celestite, etc.

is chiefly

Strook, n. A stroke.
Stroot (stroot), V. i.
to strut.

Chaucer.

\_Obs.']

Strut,

[Cf.

To

v. i.]

swell out

[See Strap.]

A strap

;

specifically,

Strop, V. t. [imp. &p.p. Stropped (strSpt) p. pr.
Stropping.] To draw over, or rub upon, a strop
with a view to sharpen as, to strop a razor.
Strop, n. [Cf. F. estrope, elrope, fr. L. struppus. See
Strop a strap.] (Naxd.) A piece of rope spliced into a
circular wreath, and put round a block for hanging it.
Stro-phan'thUS (stro-f5n'th!is), n. [NL., from Gr.
cnpo^ri a turning
avflos a flower.]
(Bot.) A genus of
tropical apocynaceous shrubs having singularly twisted
flowers.
One species (Strophanihus hispidus) is used
medicinally as a cardiac sedative and stimulant.
Stro'phe (stro'fe; 277), n. ; pi. Strophes (-fez).
[NL., from Gr. tTTpo^rj, fr. <TTpe<)>€i,v to twist, to turn
perh. akin to E. strap.~\ In Greek choruses and dances,
the movement of the cliorus while turning from the right
to the left of the orchestra hence, the strain, or part
of the choral ode, sung during this movement.
Also
sometimes used of a stanza of modern verse. See the
Note under Antistrophe.
Stroph'ic (strof'ik 277), a. Pertaining to, contain;

& vb. n.

;

II

+

;

;

;

;

277),

Stro'phl-0-la'ted (-la'tSd),

Fur-

(Bot.)

a.

1

nished with a

)

stropbiole, or caruncle, or that which resembles it. Gray.
Stro'phl-Ole (stro'f I-ol), n. [L. strophiolum a little
chaplet, dim. of strophium a band, Gr. o-Tp6(^Siof, dim. of
cf. F. strophiole.']
(Bot.)
o-Tpd<Jios a twisted band
crestlike excrescence about the hilum of certain seeds

A

:

;

Stroph'U-las
Red-gum, 1.

(str5f'ii-lus),

re.

[NL.]

(Med.) See

Material for strouds

re.

cloth used in trade with the

;

or gar-

a kind of coarse

North American Indians.

To

(strout), V. i.
[See Strut.]
to project.
[_Obs.']

Strout

out ;
Strout,

swell

;

to puff

Chaucer.

To cause

to project or swell out; to enBacon.
large affectedly ; to strut.
[Ois.]
(strov),
of
Strive.
imp.
Strove
Strow (stro), V. t. [imp. Strowed (strod) ; p. p.
Strown (stron) or Strowed.] Same as Strew.
Thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks
Milton.
In Vallombrosa.
A manner turbid . . . and strown with blemishes. M. Arnold.

Strowl

V.

t.

To

(strol), V. i.

Strown

(stron), p. p. of

stroU.

[06i.]

the cause.

Struck'en

(-'n), obs.

Struc'tur-al

;

135), a.

affecting structure

;

Shak.

p. p. of Strike.

(striik'tflr-al

;

1. Of or pertainas, a structural

error.
2. (Biol.)

Of or pertaining to organic structure ; as, a
structural element or cell ; the structural peculiarities
of an animal or a plant.
(Chem.)

formula.

Structural

under Formula.
Struc'ture (strtlk'tiir

See national formula,

;

;

the practice of erecting buildings ; construction. [iJ.]
His son builds on, and never is content
Till the last farthing is in structure spent. J. Dryden, Jr.
2. Manner of building ; form ; make construction.
;

of insight into the st>-ucture

and constitution

of the ter-

Woodward.

raqueous globe.

3. Arrangement of parts, of organs, or of constituent
particles, in a substance or body ; as, the structure of a
rock or a mineral the structure of a sentence.
;

Dana.
has often a prismatic structure.
4. (Biol.) Manner of organization ; the arrangement
of the different tissues or parts of animal and vegetable
organisms as, organic structure, or the structure of animals and plants ; cellular structure.
5. That which is built ; a building ; esp., a building of
It [basalt]

;

some

magnificence an edifice.
There stands a structure of majestic frame.
Columnar structure. See imder Columnar.
size or

;

Pope.

Struc'tured (-tiird ; 135), a. (Biol.) Having a definite organic structure showing differentiation of parts.
The passage from a structureless state to a structured state is
itself a vital process.
H. Spencer.
Strnc'ture-less (-tiir-15s), a. Without definite structure, or arrangement of parts; without organization;
devoid of cells ; homogeneous ; as, a structureless mem;

brane.
Struc'tur-ist (-tiir-Tst), re. One who forms structures
a builder ; a constructor. [-E.]
Strude (strud), re. A stock of breeding mares. [WritBailey.
ten also strode.'] [Obs.']
Strug'gle (striig'g'l), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Struggled
(Ogling).]
[OE.
vb.
re_.
Struggling
(-g'ld) ; p. pr.
strogelen; cf. Icel. strjuka to stroke, to beat, to flog,
straueheln
stryge,
G.
Sw. stryka to stroke, to strike, Dan.
to stumble. Of. Stroll.] 1. To strive, or to make
efforts, with a twisting, or with contortions of the body.

&

final,

gU

;

The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have
consecrated it [Gettysburg] far above our power to add or deLincoln.

tract.

to be in agony to la3. To labor in pain or anguish
bor in any kind of difficulty or distress.
'T is wisdom to beware.
And better shun the bait than struggle in the snare. Dryden.
Syn. To strive contend ; labor endeavor.
;

—

;

;

Strug'gle (strug'g'l), re. 1. A violent effort or efforts
with contortions of the body agony distress.
forcible effort to obtain an object, or
2. Great labor
to avert an evil.
3Iacaulay.
;

;

;

3. Contest contention ; strife.
honest man might look upon the struggle with indifferAddison.
Syn. Endeavor; effort; contest; labor; difficulty.
;

An

ence.

—

Stmg'gler (-gler), re. One who struggles.
StruU (strul), re. A bar so placed as to resist weight.
Strum (strum), V. I. & i. [imp. & p. p. Strummed

&

(strumd)

vb. re. Strumming.]
[Probably of
p. pr.
;
imitative origin. Cf Thrum.] To play on an instrument
of music, or as on an instrument, in an unskillful or
noisy way to thrum ; as, to strum a piano.
Stru'ma (stru'ma), re. [L., a scrofulous tumor.]
.

;

II

1.

(Med.)

Scrofiila.

A cushionlike

swelling on any organ ; espethe base of the capsule in many mosses.
Scrofulous ; strumous.
a.
[L.
Stru-mose' (stru-mos' or strii'mos'; 277), a.
strumosus: ci.'F. slrumeux.'] 1. (Med.) Strumous.
2. (Bot.) Having a struma.
Stru'mous (stru'miis), a. (Med.) Scrofulous; having
struma.
Stru'mous-neSB, re. The state of being strumous.
Strum'pet (striim'pet), re. [OE. strumpet, strompet;
cf. OF. strupe debauchery, F. stupre, L. stuprare, stupraium, to debauch, stuprum debauchery, Gael. & Ir.
striopach a prostitute.] A prostitute a harlot.
Shak,
Strum'pet, a. Of or pertaining to a strumpet ; char.
acteristic of a strumpet.
Out on thy more than strumpet impudence. B. JonsoJi.
Shak.
Strum'pet, v. t. 1. To debauch. [Obs.']
2. To dishonor with the reputation of being a strumpet ; hence, to belie to slander.
With his untrue reports, strumpet your fame. Massinger.
Strum'Strum (striim'striim), re. A rude musical instrument somewhat like a cittern. [JJ.]
Darnpier,
Strung (striing), imp. &p. p. of String.
2. (Bot. )

cially, that at

eve,

;

Strunt

(strunt),

re.

Spirituous liquor. [Scot.] Bums.
kind of worsted braid,

Strun'tain (strun'tTn), re.
about an inch broad. [Scoi.]

A

Jamieson.

Struse (strus), re. [Russ. strug''.] (Naut.) A Russian
river craft used for transporting freight.
[imp.
p. p. Strutted (-tSd)
Strut (striit), V. i.
p. pr. &vb. n. Strutting.] [OE. struten, strouten, to
swell ; akin to G. strotzen to be swelled, to be puffed up,
to strut, Dan. strtitte.] 1. To swell ; to bulge out. [R.']
The bellying canvas strutted with the gale. Dryden.
2. To walk with a lofty, proud gait, and erect head
to walk with affected dignity.
Does he not hold up his head, . . . and strut in his gait ? Shak.

&

[For senses 2
re.
3 cf. LG. strutt rigid.]
1. The act of strutting ; a pompous step or walk.
2. (Arch.) In general, any piece of a frame which resists thrust or pressure in the direction of its own length.
See Brace, and Illusts. of Frame, and of Roof.
3. (Engin.) Any part of a machine or structure, of
which the principal function is to hold things apart ; a
brace subjected to compressive stress
the opposite of
stay, and tie.
Strut, V. t. To hold apart. Cf. Strut, re., 3.
Strut,

;

[L. structura, from
135), re.
struere, structum, to arrange, build, construct perhaps
Cf. Construe, Deakin to E. strew : cf. F. structure.
STBOT, Instrument, Obstruct.] 1. The act of building ;

Want

to
to

&

Strow.

Tusser.
Stroy (stroi), V. i. To destroy. [OJs.]
Struck (struk), imp. &p. p. of Strike.
Struck Jury (Law), a special jury, composed of persons
having special knowledge or qualifications, selected by
striking from the panel of jurors a certain nvmiber for
each party, leaving the number required by law to try

ing to structure

;

;

Stroud (stroud), re. A kind of coarse blanket
ment used by the North American Indians.
Stroud'ing,

;

Stni-mat'ic (stru-mSt'Ik),

ing, or consisting of, strophes.
Stro'phl-O-late (stro'f i-6-lat

II

;

;

Chapman.

\_Obs.']

Strop (strop), n.
same as Stkap, 3.

2. To use great efforts to labor hard ; to strive
contend forcibly ; as, to struggle to save one's life
struggle with the waves ; to struggle with adversity.

event,

«nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

—

Protuberant. [Obs.]
Holland,
Stru'thi-an (stru'thT-an), a. (Zool.) Struthioua.
Stru'thl-O (-o), re. ; pi. Struthiones (-o'nez). [L.,
an ostrich, fr. Gr. arf>ov8Cuiv.] (Zo'ol.) A genus of birda
including the African ostriches.
Stru'thl-oi'de-a (-oi'de-a), re. pi. [NL. See StroTHio, and -oid.] (Zo'ol.) Same as Struthiones.
Stni'thi-O'nes (-o'nez), n. pi. [NL. See Struthio.]
(Zo'ol.) (a) A division, or order, of birds, including only
the African ostriches, (b) In a wider sense, an extensive group of birds including the ostriches, cassowaries,
emus, moas, and allied birds incapable of flight. In this
sense it is equivalent to Ratiise, or Bromseognathx.
Stru'thi-O'nine (-nin), a. (Zo'ol.) Struthious.
Stru'thl-ous (-lis), a. [L. struthius, strutheus.] (Zool.) Of or pertaining to the Struthiones, or Ostrich tribe.
Strut'ter (striit'ter), re. One who struts.
Strut'ting, a. & re. from Strut, v.
Strut'ting-ly,

Strut, a.
II

II

II

—

adv.
Struv'lte (struv'it),n. [After the Russian minister Von
Struve.] (il/»n.) A crystalline mineral found in guano.

hydrous phosphate of magnesia and ammonia.
Strych'ni-a (strTk'ni-a), re. [NL. See Strychnine.]
(Chem.) Strychnine.
Strych'nic (-ntk), a. Of or pertaining to strychnme
produced by strychnine
as, strychnic compounds ;
strychnic poisoning; specifically (Chem.), used to designate an acid^ called also igasuric acid.
Strych'mne (-ntn or -nen), re. [L. slrychnos a kind
of nightshade, Gr. <rTpvxvoi cf. F. strychnine.] (Chem.)
A very poisonous alkaloid resembling brucine, obtained
from various species of plants, especially from species of
Loganiacese, as from the seeds of the St. Ignatius bean
(Strychnos Ignatia) and from nux vomica. It is obtained
as a white crystalline substance, having a very bitter
acrid taste, and is employed in medicine (chiefly in the
form of the sulphate) as a powerful neurotic stimulant.
Called also strychnia, and formerly strychnina.
Strych'nos (-nSs), re. [L., a kind of nightshade,
It is a

;

;

:

II

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, ddd

STRYPHNIC
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Or. orpu'xi'os.] (Boi.) A genus of tropical trees and
shrubs of the order Loganiacese. See Nux vomica.

or the place where they are kept ; also, a number of
horses kept for racing, riding, etc.
In the studs of Ireland, where care is taken, we see horses bred

Stryph'nic

(strif'nTk), a.

[Gr. !TTpv4>v6s astringent.]
(C!iem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a complex nitrogenous acid, obtained by the action of acetic acid and
potassium nitrite on uric acid, as a yellow crystalline
substance, with a bitter, astringent taste.
Stub (stiib), n. [OE. stubbe, AS. stub, slyb ; akin to
X). slobbe, LG. stubbe, Dan. stub, Sw. stubbe, Icel. stubbr,
atubbi ; cf. Gr. o-toitoj.]
1. The stump of a tree ; that
part of a tree or plant which remains fixed in the earth
when the stem is cut down ; applied especially to the
stump of a small tree, or shrub.
Chaucer.
Stubs sharp and hideous to behold.
And prickly stubs instead of trees are found. Dryden.

of excellent shape, vigor, and size.
He had the finest stud in England,
plates from Tories.

—

nal.

— called also standing bolt.
[imp. & p. p. Studded
Stud, V.
1. To
p. pr. & vb. n. Studding.]
t.

A

R. Browning.

"Stubbed,

StUd'dlng (-ding), re. Material for studs, or joists
studs, or joists, collectively ; studs.
StUd'ding sail' (sal' ; among seamen, stun's'l).
{Naut.)
light sail set at the side of a principal or
square sail of a vessel in free winds, to increase her speed.
Its head is bent to a small spar which is called the studding-sail boom.
See Illust. of Sail.
Totten.
Stu'dent (stu'dent), re. [L. studens, -entis, p. pr. of
studere to study. See Study, re.] 1. A person engaged
in study ; one who is devoted to learning a learner a
pupil ; a scholar ; especially, one who attends a school,
or who seeks knowledge from professional teachers or
from books ; as, the students of an academy, a college, or
a university ; a medical student ; a hard student.
Keep a gamester from the dice, and a good student from his
book.
Shak.
2. One who studies or examines in any manner ; an attentive and systematic observer ; as, a student of human
nature, or of physical nature.
body of students. [iJ.]
Stu'dent-ry (-ry), n.
StU'dent-Ship, re. The state of being a student.
Stud'flsh' (stQd'fTsh'), re. (Zool.) Any one of several
species of small American minnows of the genus Fundulus, as F. catenatus.
stallion,
Stud'-horse' (-hSrs'), re. [AS. stSd-hors.^
esp. one kept for breeding.
Stud'led (stud'id), a. X. Closely examined ; read with
diligence and attention made the subject of study ; well
considered ; as, a studied lesson.
2. Well versed in any branch of learning ; qualified by
study ; learned ; as, a man well studied in geometry.

A

stupla, slupula, L. siipula
stubble, stalk; cf. D.
G. stoppel, OHG. stupflla. Cf.
Stipule.] The stumps of wheat, rye, barley, oats, or
buckwheat, left in the ground ; the part of the stalk

&

first

crop is off,
Mortimer.

;

Stubbla goose (Zool.), the graylag goose. [Prov. Eng.]
CAawcer.
Stubble rake, a rake with long teeth for gleaning in stubble.
StUb'bled (stub'b'ld), a. 1. Covered with stubble.
A crow was strutting o'er the stubbled plain.
Gay.

—

2. Stubbed

stubbled legs.
[06s.]
Skelton.
StUbTjly, a. Covered with stubble ; stubbled.
StUb'born (-hern), a. [OE. stoburn,siiborn ; probably
fr. AS. styb a stub. See Stub.] Firm as a stub or stump
stiff ; unbending ; unyielding ; persistent ; hence, unreasonably obstinate in will or opinion ; not yielding to reason or persuasion ; refractory ; harsh
said of persons
and things ; as, stubborn wills ; stubborn ore ; a stubborn
oak; as stubborn as a mule. "Bow, stubborn knees."
^^ Stubborn attention and
Shale.
more than common ap" Stubborn Stoics." Swift.
plication." Locke.
And I was young and full of ragerie [wantonness]
;

as,

;

—

A

;

I shrewdly suspect that he
moral proportions.

;

—

;

;

;

StUd'i-er

1.

and thick
Stuc'co (stuk'ko), n.;

2. Short

pi.

studied in the theory of

Burke.

3. Premeditated ; planned ; designed ; as, a studied
" Studied ma,gmficeiice."
Hawthorne.
insult.
Shak.
4. Intent; inclined.
[Obs."]
Stud'ied-ly (stiSd'Id-ly), adv. In a studied manner.

Abounding with stubs.
short and strong, as bristles.

(stul/by), a.

is little

;

— Stub'born-ly, adv. — StubTjorn-ness, n.
StUb'by

;

A

Stubborn and strong, and jolly as a pie.
Chaucer.
These heretics be so stiff and stubborn. Sir T. More.
Your stubborn usage of the pope.
Shak.
Syn. Obstinate ; inflexible obdurate ; headstrong
stiff ; hardy ; firm ; refractory intractable ; rugged contumacious heady.
Stubborn, Obstinate. Obstinate is
used of either active or passive persistence in one's views
or conduct, in spite of the wishes of others. Stubborn
describes an extreme degree of passive obstinacy.

—

Stud Bolt.

To

A

IJJ.

by the scythe or sickle. " After the
they plow in the wheat stubble."

Stuccoes

Lipsius

(-I-er),

was a

A student,

re.

W. Irving.

[i?.]

great studier of the stoical philosophy.

Tillotson.

;

artist.

by contemplation

&

find

full,

Up, ftm

;

pity

;

orbyo// as, be studious
new friends and allies.
Of my

You

;

to please; studious to

that are so studious

wholly neglect your own. Massinger,
deliberate ; studied.
For the frigid villainy o£ studious lewdness, . . what apology
ti<iml)ler.
can be invented ?
5. Favorable to study ; suitable for thought and contemplation as, the studious shade. [Poetic']
But let my due feet never fail
Milton.
To walk the stiufions cloiflter's pale.
Stu'dl-ous-nesB, re.
Stu'dl-ous-ly, adv.
pi.
Studies
(-Iz).
(stiSd'j?),
re.
[OE.
studie,
L.
Stud'y
;
stadium, akin to studere to study ; possibly akin to Gr.
arrovSrj haste, zeal, anevStiv to hasten ; cf. OF. estudie,
affairs,

4. Planned with study

;

.

;

—

—

A

r^de,

aiming sedulously attenby an in-

— usually followed

finitive

One who

Locke.

contemplative.
;

A

unite,

;

3. Earnest in endeavors
tive ; observant ; diligent

stuccoes.
StUC'cO-WOrk' (-wOrk'), n. Work done in stucco.
Stuck (stiik), imp. &p.p. of Stick.
Stuck, «. [Cf. IstSTOCOADo.] A thrust. [06s.] Shak.
Stuc'kle (stukOi'l), n. [From Stock.]
number of
sheaves set together in the field ; a stock.
Stuck'-up' (-iJp), a. Self-important and supercilious
conceited; vain; arrogant. ICollog.]
The airs of small, stuck-up men. A. K. H. Boyd.
Stud (stad), n. [OE. stod, stood, AS. stod ; akin to
OHG. stuota, G. stute a mare, Icel. stoS stud, Lith. stodas
a herd, Russ. stado, and to E. stand. The sense is properly, a stand, an establishment. VIBS. See Stand, and
cf. Steed.]
collection of breeding horses and mares,
flse,

.

spent thirteen hours of the day in stttdy. Bp. Fell,
conversation, grace.
to the mind
Sir W. Temple.
occupation ; absorbed or thoughtful atten-

Mental

2.
tion

meditation

;

;

contemplation.

;

men they seemed, and all their study bent
To worship God aright, and know his works.

Just

Milton.

3. Any particular branch of learning that is studied
any object of attentive consideration.
The Holy Scriptures, especially the New Testament, are her
daily study.
Law.
Pope.
The proper study of mankind is man.
4. A building or apartment devoted to study or to literary work. " His cheery little study."
Hawthorne.
5. (Fine Arts) A representation or rendering of any
object or scene intended, not for exhibition as an original
work of art, but for the information, instruction, or assistance of the maker as, a study of heads or of hands
;

for a figure picture.
6. (Mils.)
piece for special practice. See Etude.
Stud'y (stiid'y), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Studied (-id) ; p.
pr.
vb. re. Studying (-T-Tng).] [OE. studien, OF. estuaier, F. Hudier. See Study, re.] 1. To fix the mind closely
upon a subject ; to dwell upon anything in thought to
muse ; to ponder.
Chaucer,
I found a moral first, and then studied for a fable. Swift.
2. To apply the mind to books or learning.
Shah.
3. Toendeavor diligently to be zealous. \Thes.vf. 11.
Stud'y, V. t. 1. To apply the mind to ; to read and
examine for the purpose of learning and understanding
as, to study law or theology
to study languages.
2. To consider attentively ; to examine closely as, to
study the works of nature.
Study thyself what rank or what degree
The wise Creator has ordained for thee.
Dryden.
3. To form or arrange by previous thought to con
over, as in committing to memory as, to study a speech.
4. To make an object of study ; to aim at sedulously ;
to devote one's thoughts to ; as, to study the welfare of
others ; to study variety in composition.
For their heart studieth destruction. Prov. xxiv. 2.
Stu'fa (stoo'fa), re. [It. stufa a stove. See Stove.]
of
jet
steam issuing from a fissure in the earth.
Stufl (stiif ), re. [OF. estoffe, F. etoffe ; of uncertain
origin, perhaps of Teutonic origin and akin to E. stop,
V. t. Cf. Stuff, v. <.] 1. Material which is to be worked
up in any process of manufacture.
For the stuj^ they had was sufficient for all the work to make
it, and too much.
Ex. xxxvi. 7.
Ambition should be made of sterner stuff.
Shak.
The workman on his 3(i(jf his skill doth show.
And yet the stuff gi\ea not the man his skill. Sir J. Vavies.

A

&

&

;

food,

;

;

;

II

A

2. The fundamental material of which anything
made up elemental part essence.
;

Time
3.

Woven

any kind
or worsted
;

ttfot

;

out,

oil

;

is

;

Yet do I hold it very sti^ff'o' the conscience
To do no contrived murder.
is

the stiff whic^i

life is

made of.

Shak.
Franklin.

made

into garments ; fabric of
specifically, any one of various fabrics of wool
;

material not

sometimes, worsted

What stuff wilt have

fiber.

a kirtle of

Shak.

?

It [the arras] was of stuff and silk
kinds were of silk exclusively.

mixed, though superior
F. G. Lee.
4. Furniture ; goods ; domestic vessels or utensils.
He took away locks, and gave away the king's stuff. Hayward.
5. A medicine or mixture a potion.
Shak.
6. Refuse or worthless matter hence, also, foolish or
;

;

irrational language

;

nonsense trash.
Anger would indite
;

Such woeful stuff as I or Shadwell write.
Dryden.
7. (Naut.) A melted mass of turpentine, tallow, etc.,
with which the masts, sides, and bottom of a ship are
smeared for lubrication.
H,am. Nav. Enoyc.
8. Paper stock ground ready for use.
^W° When partly ground, called halfsttiff. Knight.
Clear stuff. See under Clear.
Small stuff Ufaut.), all
kinds of small cordage. Bam. Nav. Encyc.
Stufl gown,
the distinctive garb of a junior barrister hence, a junior
barrister himself. See Silk gown, under Silk. [Eng.]
Stuff, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Stuffed (stHft) p. pr. &
vb. n. Stopping.]
[OE. stoff'en ; cf. OF. estoffer, F.
Staffer, to put stuff in, to stulf to line, also, OF. estouffer
to stifle, F. etouffer ; both perhaps of Teutonic origin,
and akin to E. stop. Cf. Stop, v. t.. Stuff, re.] 1. To
fill by crowding something into
to cram with something to load to excess as, to stuff a bedtick.
Sometimes this crook drew hazel boughs ftdown,

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

StU'dl-OUS (-us), a. [L. studiosus : cf. F. studieux.
See Study.] 1. Given to study ; devoted to the acquisition of knowledge from books ; as, a studious scholar.
2. Given to thought, or to the examination of subjects

;

StUC'CO-er (-kS-er), n.

.

,

Stu'dl-O (stu'dT-o), n. ; pi. Studios (-oz). [It. studio,
properly, study. See Study.] The working room of an

(-koz), Stuccos.

[It., fr. OHG. stucchi a crust, piece, G. stilck piece akin
to AS. stycce. See Stock.] 1. Plaster of any kind used
as a coating for walls especially, a fine plaster, composed of lime or gypsum with sand and pounded marble,
used for internal decorations and fine work.
2. Work made of stucco ; stuccowork.
Stuc'co, V. t. limp.
p. p. Stuccoed (-kod) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Stuccoing (^k6-ing).]
To overlay or decorate
with stucco, or fine plaster.

&

.

Study gives strength

;

Shak.

Stnd'book' (-bd8k'), n.
genealogical register of a
particular breed or stud of horses, esp. thoroughbreds.
StUd'der-y (-der-y ), n.
stud, or collection of breeding
horses and mares ; also, a place for keeping a stud. [06s.]
King Henry the Eighth erected a noble studdery. Holinshed.

Berkeley.
quality or state of being

left

trapped,

with gold and

set with detached ornaments
or prominent objects ; to set thickly, as with studs.
The sloping sides and summits of our hills, and the extensive
plains that stretch before our view, are studded with substantial, neat, and commodious dwellings of freemen.
Bp. Hobart.

2.

Stub'bl-ness (-bT-nes), n. The state of being stubby.
Stub'ble (stiSb'b'l), n. [OE. siobil, stable, OF. estoicestuble, F. eteule,

all

pearl.

stubbed.

ble,

Hammond

;

Thy horses shall be
Their harness studded

Berkeley.

The

knowledge.

;

;

adorn with shining studs, or knobs.

2. To remoTe stubs from ; as, to stub land.
3. To strike, as the toes, against a stub, stone, or other
fixed object.
[?7. ^.]
Stub'bed (-bBd), a. 1. Reduced to a stub ; short and
thick, like something truncated ; blunt ; obtuse.
2. Abounding in stubs ; stubby.

Stub'bed-ness, n.

A

;

;

&

vulgar constitutions."

bolt.

Stud bolt, a bolt with threads on both ends, to be screwed
permanently into a fixed part at one
end and receive a nut upon the other

—

A bit of stubbed ground, once a wood.

A stud

6. An iron brace across the shorter diameter of the
link of a chain cable.

—

Not nice or delicate; hardy; rugged.

(6)

Cf. Etude, Student, Studio, Study,
estude, F. etude.
setting of the mind or thoughts upon a subV. t'.J
1.
hence, application of mind to books, arts, or science, or to any subject, for the purpose of acquiring

ject

re.

A

—

3.

(stiid),

And studs of pearl.
Milton.
4. An ornamental button of various forms, worn in a
shirt front, coOar, wristband, or the like, not sewed in
place, but inserted through a buttonhole or eyelet, and
transferable.
5. {Mach.) (a)
short rod or pin, fixed in and projecting from something, and sometimes forming a jour-

;

land.

2'emple.

;

;

&

iV.

.

3Iilton.
2. A log; a block; a blockhead.
[Ofo.]
3. The short blunt part of anything after the larger
part has been broken off or used up hence, anything
short and thick as, the stub of a pencil, candle, or cigar.
4. A part of a leaf left in a check book, after a check
is torn out, on which the number, amount, and destination of the check are usually recorded.
5. A pen with a short, blunt nib.
6. A stub nail ; an old horseshoe nail ; also, stub iron.
Stnb end (.Mach.), the enlarged end of a connecting rod,
to which the strap is fastened.
Stub iron, iron made
from stub nails, or old horseshoe nails,
used in making
gun barrels. Stub mortise ( Carp. }, a mortise passing only
partly through the timber in which it is formed.
Stub
nail, an old horseshoe nail ; a nail broken off; also, a short,
thick nail.
Stub short, or Stub shot (Lumber Maniif.),
the part of the end of a sawn log or plank which is beyond the place where the saw kerf ends, and which retains the i)lank in connection with the log until it is split
Stub twist, material for a gun barrel, made of a spioff.
rally welded ribbon of steel and stub iron combined.
Stub, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Stubbed (stubd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Stubbinq.]
1. To grub up by the roots ; to extirpate ; as, to stub up edible roots.
"What stubbing, plowing, digging, and harrowing is to a piece of

—

Sir

and his delight was to win
Macaulay.
[AS. stxidu a post ; akin to Sw. stod a
prop, Icel. stoS a post, stySja to prop, and probably ultimately to E. stand ; cf D. stut a prop, G. stiitze. See
Stand.] 1. A stem ; a trunk. [06s.]
Seest not this same hawthorn stud ?
Spenser.
2. (Arch.) An upright scantling, esp. one of the small
uprights in the framing for lath and plaster partitions,
and furring, and upon which the laths are nailed.
3. A kind of nail with a large head, used chiefly for
ornament ; an ornamental knob a boss.
A belt of straw and ivy buds.
With coral clasps and amber studs.
Marlowe.
Crystal and myrrhine cups, embossed with gems

Stud

—

—

STUFF

chair

;

go

;

And studied her

apron wide with nuts so brown.
Lest the gods, for

Qay.

sin,

Should with a swelling dropsy stuji't\\y skin.
lyryden.
2. To thrust or crowd ; to press ; to pack.
Put roses into a glass with a narrow mouth, siifjing them close
together
. . and they retain smell and color.
Bacon.
3. To fill by being ijressed or packed into.
With inward arms the dire machine they load,
And iron bowels s(h.;/' the dark abode.
Dryden.
4. (Cookery) To fill with a seasoning composition of
bread, meat, coiidimoiits, etc. ; as, to stuff a, turkoy.
5. To obstruct, as any of the organs to affect with
some obstruction in the organs of sense or respiration.
I 'ni sti{H'ed, cousin
Shak.
I can not smell.
6. To fill the skin of, for the purpose of preserving as
said of birds or other animals.
a specimen
7. To form or fashion by packing with the necessary
material.
An Ea.^tern king put a judge to death for «n iniquitous sen.
tence, and ordered hie hide to bo stuffed into a cuihion, and
placed upon the tribunal.
Str{ft.

bIhb, igk

.

;

;

;

;

then,

—

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

8. To crowd with facts ; to cram the mind of sometimes, to crowd or fill with false or idle tales or fancies.
9. To put fraudulent votes into (a ballot box). [f7. iS.]
Stulf (stuf), V. i. To feed gluttonously to cram.
Swift.
Taught harmless man to cram and stuff.
Stuff'er (stiifer), n. One who, or that which, stuffs.
stuffy.
of
being
quality
The
(-i-nes),
n.
StUff'1-ness
Stuffing, n. 1. That which is used for fllhng anything ; as, the stuffing of a saddle or cushion.
2. (Cookery) Any seasoning preparation used to stuff
meat; especially, a composition of bread, condiments,
spices, etc. ; forcemeat ; dressing.
mixture of oil and tallow used in softeumg and
3.
dressing leather.
Stuflng box, a device for rendering a joint impervious
where there is a hole through which a inovable cylindrical body, as the piston rod of
a steam engine, or the plunger of a pump,
slides back and forth, or in wliich a shaft
turns. It usually consists of a box or chamber, made by an enlargement of part of tlie
hole, forming a space around the rod or
shaft for containing packing wliioh is comEressed and made to fill the space closely
y means of a sleeve, called the gland,
which fits loosely around the rod, and is
pressed upon the packing by bolts or other ^^f '„°S?f,S^'J
of a Stuffini
means.
Box. a Heac
of a Steam
Stutt'y (-y), a- !• Stout ; mettlesome
Jamieson. Engine Cyl\Scot.^
resolute.
inder b Pis2. Angry and obstinate; sulky. \_U. iS.]
ton Rod ; c
3. Ill-ventilated ; close.
d
Stucco.
e
(stuk),
n.
[06«.]
;
Stuke
frame- Packing,
StUll (stul), n. [Cf. Stulm.]
partly in secwith
boards
covered
to
timber
work of
tion.
support rubbish ; also, a framework of
boards to protect miners from falling stones. IProv. Ung. ]
Stulm (stiSlm), n. [Cf. Gr. stollen a post, a stulm,
shaft or gaUery to drain a mine.
E. stall, stand.']
Bailey.
[Local, Eng.']
OD.
Stulp (stiilp), TO. [Cf. Icel. stolpi, Dan., Sw.,
short, stout post used for any purpose, as to
stolpe.2
Halliwell.
mark a boundary. [Prov. Eng."]
Stul'tl-fi-ca'tlon (stiil'ti-fi-ka'shi3n), n. The act of
stultifying, or the state of being stultified.
One who stultifies.
Stul'tl-fl'er (stiil'tT-fi'er), n.
[imp.
p. p. Stultified (-fid)
Stul'ti-fy (-fi), V. t.
[L. stulius fooivb. n. Stultifyino (-fi'ing).]
p. pr.
as,
to make a fool of
1. To make foolish
iBh -f- -/«/.]
to stultify one by imposition ; to stultify one's self by
Burke.
silly reasoning or conduct.
[-B.]
2. To regard as a fool, or as foolish.
The modern sciolist stultifies all understanding but his own,
Hazlitt.
and that which he conceives like his own.
3. (Law) To allege or prove to be of unsound mind,
so that the performance of some act may be avoided.
Stul-til'o-quence (stul-tll'o-kwens), n. [L. stultiloloquentia a talking, fr. loquens,
quentia ; stultus f ooHsh
Silly talk ; babbling.
p. pr. of loqui to talk.]
[Cf. L. stuUiloquus.
StUl-tll'0-C[uent (-kwent), a.
Given to, or characterized by,
See STCLTrLOQUENCE.]
siUy talk ; babWing.
Stul-til'o-quent-ly, adv.
StUl-tU'O-quy (-kwi^), n. [L. stultiloquium.'] FoolJer. Taylor.
ish talk ; silly discourse ; babbUng.
StUl'ty (stiil'ty), a. [L. stultus foolish.] FooUsh
;

A

;

Box;

Gland

a

A

&

A

&

&

8

;

;

+

—

Testament of Love.

[Obs.'\
(stiim), n.

silly.

[D. stom must, new wort, properly,
dumb ; cf. F. vin muet stum. Cf. Stammee, Stoom.]
1. XJnfermented grape juice or wine, often used to
raise fermentation in dead or vapid wines ; must.
Let our wines, without mixture or stum, be all fine. B. Jonson.
And with thy stum ferment their fainting cause. Dryden.

Stum

2.

new

revived by

Wine

Hudibras.

the admixture of must.
Stum, V. t. [imp.

&

fermentation, resulting from

& p.

vb.

p. Stummed (stiimd) p. pr.
To renew, as wine, by mixing

Stdmmikg.]

n.

;

it and raising a new fermentation.
Flayer.
"We stum our wines to renew their spirits.
p. p. Stumbled
Stumllle (stiam'b'l), v. i. [imp.
vb. n. Stumbling (-blTng).] [OE. stum(-b'ld) ; p. pr.
blen, stomblen ; freq. of a word akin to E. stammer. See
Stammer.] 1. To trip in walking or in moving in any
way with the legs to strike the foot so as to fall, or to
endanger a fall ; to stagger because of a false step.
There stumble steeds strong and down go all. Chaucer.
Tlie way of the wicked is as darkness : they know not at what

must with

&

&

;

Frov.

iv. 19.

To walk in an unsteady or clumsy manner.
Sir W.
He stumbled up the dark avenue.
To fall into a crime or an error to err.

Scott.

they stumble.

2.
3.

StumTjllng— Stone'

strike or happen (upon a person or thing) without design ; to fall or light by chance ;
with on, upon,
or against.

4.

To

—

Ovid stumbled, by some inadvertency, upon Livia

in a bath.

I>ryden,

Forth as she waddled in the brake,
A gray goose stumbled on a snake.

Stum'ble,

V.

i.

\.

C. Smart.

To cause to stumble

To mislead
2. Fig.
cause to err or to fall.
:

;

to confound

;

or trip.
to perplex

;

to

False and dazzling fires to stumble men.
Milton.
One thing more stumbles me in the very foundation of this
hypothesis.
Locke.

StumHble, re. 1, A trip in walking or running.
2. A blunder a failure ; a fall from rectitude.
One stumble is enough to deface the character of an honorable
;

VEstrunge.

life.

Stum1)ler

(-bier),

re.

One who stumbles.

Stum'lbllng-block' (-bling-bl5k'), n. Any cause of
stumbling, perplexity, or error.
We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a itumbling.ilock,
and unto the Greeks foolishness.
1 Cor. i. 23.
ale,

senate,

cd.re,

&ax,

arm, ask,

to take

cut off

away.

T. Burnet.

the stub.

;

The part of a limb or other body remaining after a
part is amputated or destroyed a fixed or rooted remnant a stub as, the stump of a leg, a finger, a tooth,
2.

;

;

;

3. pi. The legs ; as, to stir one's stumps.
[Slang'}
4. (Cricket) One of the three pointed rods stuck in
the ground to form a wicket and support the bails.
5.
short, thick roll of leather or paper, cut to a
point, or any similar implement, used to rub down the
lines of a crayon or pencil drawing, in shading it, or for
shading drawings by producing tints and gradations from
crayon, etc., in powder.
6. A pin in a tumbler lock which forms an obstruction
to throwing the bolt, except when the gates of the tumblers are properly arranged, as by the key ; a fence ; also,
a pin or projection in a lock to form a guide for a mova^

A

ble piece.

Leg stump

(

Cricket),
Cricket),

the stump nearest to the batsman.

the stump farthest from the batstracery (Arch.), a term used to describe
late German Gothic tracery, in which the molded bar
seems to pass through itself in its convolutions, and is
then cut off short, so that a section of the molding is seen
To go on the stump,
at the end of each simQar stump.
or To take the stomp, to engage in making public addresses for electioneering purposes ;
a phrase derived
from the practice of using a stump for a speaker's platform in newly-settled districts. Hence also the phrases
slump orator, stumv speaker, stump speech, stump oratory, etc. [Colloq. U. S.]

man.

Btiunp

— Stump
(

—

—

&

[imp.
p. p. Stumped (stiimt ; 215)
1. To cut off a part of ; to
vb. n. Stumpino.]
p. pr.
reduce to a stump ; to lop.
Around the stumped top soft moss did grow. Dr. H. More.
2. To strike, as the toes, against a stone or something
fixed ; to stub.
[Colloq.}
3. To challenge ; also, to nonplus. [Colloq.'}
4. To travel over, delivering speeches for electioneering purposes ; as, to stump a State, or a district. See To
go on the stump, under Stump, n. [Colloq. U. S.}
5. (Cricket) (a) To put (a batsman) out of play by
knocking off the bail, or knocking down the stumps
of the wicket he is defending while he is off his allotted

Stump,

v.

t.

&

—

ground ;
sometimes with out. T. Hughes,
bowl down the stumps of, as of a wicket.

To

(b)

A herd of boys with clamor bowled.
;

;

[Colloq. U. &.}

Stump,

V. i.

To walk

on stumps.

if

—

—

ing lizard.

Stump'y

1.

(-y), a.

Full of stumps

and thick ; stubby.

;

hard

[Colloq.}

;

"A

strong.

stumpy

J. C. Harris.

man."

Stun

(stun), V. t.
[imp.
vb. n. Stunning.]

&

&

p. p.

Stunned

a heavy

mace

Dryden.

to stun the foe.

2. To dull or deaden the sensibility of ; to overcome ;
especially, to overpower one's sense of hearing.
And stunned him with the music of the spheres. Pope.

astonish ; to overpower to bewilder.
William was quite stunned at my discourse. De Foe.
Stun, n. The condition of being stunned.
Stung (stung), imp. &,p. p. of Sting.
Stunk (stiSnk), imp. &p. p. of Stink.
Stun'ner (itQn'ner), n. 1. One who, or that which,

To

;

stuns.
2. Something striking or amazing in quality; something of extraordinary excellence. [Slang] Thackeray.
Stun'ning (-ning), a. 1. Overpowering consciousness
overpowering the senses ; especially, overpowering the sense of hearing ; confoimding with noise.
2. Striking or overpowering with astonishment, especially on account of excellence; as, stunning poetry.
[Slang] C. Kingsley.
Stun'nlng-ly, adv. [Slang}
contraction of StudStun'sall (-s'l), re. (Naut.)
ding SAIL.
With every rag set, stunsails, sky scrapers and all. JLowell.
;

—

A

Stunt
vb. n.

^11

;

eve,

&

t.
[imp. &p. p. Stunted p. pr.
[See Stint.] To hinder from growing

(stiint), V.

Stunting.]

final,

;

II

Stupe (stup),
Cf. Stop, v. t.}

[L. stupa, or better stuppa, tow.

re.

(Med.) Cloth or flax dipped in warm
water or medicaments and applied to a hurt or sore.
Stupe, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Stuped (stiipt) ; p. pr.
'Wiseman,
vb. re. Stuping.] To foment with a stupe.
Stupe, re. [See Stupid.] A stupid person. [06«.]

&

[L. slupefaciens,

Stu'pe-fa'cient (stu'pe-fa'shent), a.

stupere to be stupefied
-(-/aeere to make. Cf. Stupefy.] [Written also iiwpin.
facient.} Producing stupefaction ; stupefactive.
(Med.) Anything promoting stupefaction ; a narcotic.
Stu'pe-fae'tlon (-fSk'shiin), re. [Cf. F. stupefaction.
See Stupefacient.] The act of stupefying, or the state
[Written also stuplfaction,}
of being stupefied.
Resistance of the dictates of conscience brings a hardness and
p. pr. of stupefacere to stupefy

;

—

South,
upon it.
[Cf. F. siupefactif,
n.
Stu'pe-fac'tive (-tiv), a.
Same as Stupefacient. [Written

stupefaction

&

LL. stupefactivus.}
also st2ipifactive.}

Stu'pe-fied (stu'pe-fid), a. Having been made stupid.
StU'pe-fied'ness, re. Quality of being stupefied.
StU'pe-Ii'er (-fi'er), re. One who, or that which, stupefies a stupefying agent.
StU'pe-ty (-fi), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Stupefied (-fid) ;
[F. stupefier, fr.
vb. re. Stupefying (-fi'ing).]
p. pr.
L. stupere to be stupefied -{-ficare (in comp.) to make,
akin to facere. See Stupid, Fact, and cf. Stupefacient.]
[Written also stupify, especially in England.]
1. To
make stupid ; to make dull ; to blunt the faculty of perception or understanding in ; to deprive of sensibility
to make torpid.
The fumes of drink discompose and stupefy the brain. South,
2. To deprive of material mobility. [Obs.}
but yet is not fluent, but stupefied. Bacon,
It is not malleable
StU-pen'dous (stii-pSn'dus), a. [L. stupendus astonishing, p. future pass, of stupere to be astonished at.
Cf. Stupid.] Astonishing wonderful
amazing especially, astonishing in magnitude or elevation
as, a stuMaeaulay,
pendous pUe. " A stupendous sum."
;

&

&

;

;

;

;

All are but parts of one stupendous whole.

— Stu-pen'dous^ly, adv. — Stu-pen'dous-ness,

Pope
re.

StU'pe-OUS (stu'pe-iis), a. [L. stupa, or better stuppa,
tow cf. L. stuppeus made of tow. Cf. Stupose.] Resembling tow having long, loose scales, or matted fila-

;

event,

ments, like tow stupose.
StU'pld (stu'pTd), a. [L. stupidus,
;

fr. stupere to be
stupefied : cf. P. stupide ] 1. Very duU ; insensible
senseless ; wanting in understanding ; heavy ; sluggish
in a state of stupor ;
said of persons.
O that men . . should be so stupid grown . . .

—
.

As to forsake the

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

living

God

Milton.

I

With wild

surprise,

A moment stupid, motionless he stood.

Thomson.
formed with-

2. Resulting from, or evincing, stupidity ;
out skill or genius ; dull ; heavy ;
said of things.
Observe what loads of stupid rhymes
Oppress us in corrupted times.
Swift.
Syn. Simple ; insensible ; sluggish ; senseless ; doltish ; sottish ; dull ; heavy ; clodpated.
Stu'pid-ness, re.
Stu'pld-ly (stii'pid-ly), adv.
[L. stupidilas: cf.
StU-pld'1-ty (stiS-pid'i-ty), re.
F. stupidile.} 1. The quality or state of being stupid
extreme dullness of perception or understanding ; insen-

—

—

—

—

sibility; sluggishness.

2. Stupor

;

astonishment

;

stupefaction.

[iJ.]

A stupidity

(stiind)

[OE. stonien, stownien
p. pr.
either fr. AS. stunian to resound (cf. D. stenen to groan,
G. st'ohnen, Icel. stynja, Gr. (neveiv, Skr. stan to thunder, and E. thunder), or from the same source as E. astonish.
V168.] 1. To make senseless or dizzy by violence ; to render senseless by a blow, as on the head.
One hung a poleax at his saddlebow,

3.

—

;

Halliioell.
[Prov. Bng.}
Stump'age (-aj ; 48), n. 1. Timber in standing trees
often sold without the land at a fixed price per tree or
per stump, the stumps being counted when the land is
cleared.
[Local, 'O. <?.]
Only trees above a certain size are allowed to be cut by logC. S. Sargent.
gers buying stumpage from the owners of land.
2. A tax on the amount of timber cut, regulated by
The Nation.
[Local, U. S.}
the price of lumber.
Stump'er (stump'er), n. 1. One who stumps.
[Slang}
2. A boastful person.
[Slang, U. S.}
3. A puzzling or incredible story.
Stump'1-ness (-T-nSs), n. The state of being stumpy.
Stump'-tailed' (-tald'), a. Having a short, thick tail.
Stump-tailed lizard (ZooL), a singular Australian scincoid liSard (Trachydosaurus rugosus) having a short,
called also sleepthick tail resembling its head in form ;

2. Short

A

Dwarfed.
Stunt'ed,
Stunt'ed-ness, re.
Stunt'neSS, re. Stimtedness brevity. [R.] Earle.
[Skr. stupa.}
A mound or
Stu'pa (stoo'pa), n.
monument commemorative of Buddha.
Stu'pa (stii'pa), re. [L.] (Med.) See 1st Stupe.
a.

;

clumsily, as

To stump up, to pay cash.

little

;

thing.
whale two years old, which, having
2. Specifically :
been weaned, is lean, and yields but little blubber.

;

Tennyson.
And stumped the wicket.
hence, to run away to
it.
(a) To go afoot
[Slang] Ld. Lytton. (6) To make electioneering

To stump
escape.
speeches.

Stunt (stiint), re. 1. A check in growth also, that
which has been checked in growth ; a stunted animal or

II

or a broom.

— Off

to the natural size ; to prevent the growth of ; to stint
to dwarf ; as, to stunt a child to stunt a plant.
When, by a cold penury, 1 blast the abilities of a nation, and
stunt the growth of its active energies, the ill I may do is beyond
Burke.
all calculation.
;

A stumbling-block.

re.

Stump (stiamp), n. [OE. stumpe, stompe; akin to
D. siomp, Gr. stumpf, Icel. stumpr, Dan. & Sw. stump,
and perhaps also to E. stamp.'} 1. The part of a tree or
plant remaining in the earth after the stem or trunk is

And one

that loveth his brother abideth in the light, and there is
none occasion of stumbling in him.
1 John ii. 10.

(-ston'),

This stumbling-stone we hope

;

He

In a stumbling

StumOlllng-ly (stum'bltng-lj^), adv.
manner.

;

R
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Past admiration strikes me, joined with fear.

StU'pl-iy (stu'pi-fi), V.

t.

Chapman.

See Stupefy.

[L., from stupere to be struck
Stu'por (stu'pSr), re.
1. Great diminution or suspension of sensi-

senseless.]

suppression of sense or feeling ; lethargy.
2. Intellectual insensibility ; moral stupidity ; heedlessness or inattention to one's interests.
StU-pose' (stiS-pos'), a. [L. stupa, or better stuippa,
tow. Cf. Stupeous.] (Boi.) Composed of, or having,
tufted or matted filaments like tow stupeous.
StU'prate (stii'prat), V. t. [L. slupratus, p. p. of stuprare to ravish, fr. stuprum defilement.] To ravish ; to
bility

;

;

debauch. [R.]
Stn-pra'tlon (stfi-pra'shun),
rape.
[R.]

by force
II

Heywood.
re.

Violation of chastity

Sir T. Browne.

;

Stu'prum

(stu'priim),

re.

[L.]

Stupration.

Chaucer.
(stQrb), V. t.
To disturb. [Obs.]
Stur'di-ly (stfir'di-ly), adv. In a sturdy manner.
Stur'dl-ness, n. Quality or state of being sturdy.

Sturb

Stur'dy

(-dy), a.

[Compar. Stukdiee

(-dT-er)

;

superl.

Sturdiest.]
[OE. sturdi inconsiderate, OF. estourdi
stunned, giddy, thoughtless, rash, F. etourdi, p. p. of
OF. estourdir to stun, to render giddy, to amaze, P. etotirdir ; of uncertain origin. The sense has probably beeu
influenced by E. stout.} 1. Foolishly obstinate or resolute stubborn unrelenting ; unfeeling ; stern.
This sturdy marquis gan his hearte dress
;

;

To

Chau<xr,
rue upon her wifely steadfastness.
This must be done, and I would fain see
Hudibras.
Mortal so sturdy as to gainsay.
A sturdy, hardened sinner shall advance to the utmost pitch
of impiety with less reluctance than he took the first steps.
Atterbury,

idea,

ill

,

oI(?>,

8bey, drb, Sdd
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2. Resolute, In a good sense ; of firm, unyielding qualas, a man of sturdy piety or patriotism.
ity
3. Cliaracterized by pliysical strengtli or force ; strong
lusty ; violent ; as, a sturdy lout.

office of columns
as, Atlantes and Caryatides are stylagalmaic figures or images. [Written also stylogalmaic]
Sty'lar (sti'ler), a. See Stiiar.

process of the temporal bone ; as, iii/Zohyal, rft/^omastoid,
rfy/omaxillary.
Sty'lo-bate (sti'16-bat), n. [L. stylobates, stylobata,
Gr. o-TuAo^aTTjs ; (TtOAos a pillar -\- |8a-n)s one that treads,
{Arch.) The uninterrupted and confr. jSaiVeii' to go.]

;

How bowed the

woods beneath

their sturdy stroke

Gray.

I

Milton.
4. Stiff ; stout ; strong ; as, a sturdy oak.
He was not of any delicate contexture ; his limbs rather sturdy
Sir H. Wotton.
than dainty.

Syn.i— Hardy stout strong ; firm
;

;

;

robust

;

stifif

[OF. estourdi giddiness, stupein sheep and cattle, marked
by great nervousness, or by dullness and stupor.
StUT'geon (stQr'jtin), n. [F. esturgeon, LL. sturio,
sturgio, OHG. sturjo, G.stdr ; akin to AS. styria, slyriga.']
(Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of large cartilaginous ganoid fishes belonging to Acipenser and allied genera of the family Acipenseridse. They run up rivers to
spawn, and are common on the coasts and in the large
rivers and lakes of North America, Europe, and Asia.
Caviare is prepared from the roe, and isinglass from the

Stur'dy

faction.]

(stflr'dy), n.

{Vet.)

A disease

air bladder.

Sturgeon (^Lcipenser

sturio).

The common North American species are Acipenser sturio of the Atlantic coast region, A. transmontanus
of the Pacific coast, and A. rubicundus of tlie Mississippi
River and its tributaries. In Europe, the common species is Acipenser sturio, and other well-known species are
the sterlet and the huso.
The sturgeons are included in the order Chondrostei.
Their body is partially covered by five rows of large, carinated, bony plates, of which one row runs along the back.
The tail is heterocercal. The toothless and protrusile
mouth is beneath the head, and has four barbels in front.
Shovel-nosed sturgeon. (Zo'dl.) See Shovelnose W).
[NL., from LL.
StU'ri-O'nes (stii'ri-o'nez), n. pi.
sturio.
See Stukgeon.] {Zo'dl.) An order of fishes including the sturgeons.
Stu'rl-o'nl-an (-nt-an), n. {Zo'dl.) One of the family
of fishes of which the sturgeon is the type.
IProv. Eng.
8001.1
Sturk (stfirk), n. See Stike.
[L. sturnus a starling -|Stur'nold (stQr'noid), a.
{Zo'dl.) Like or pertaining to the starlings.
-oid-l

;

Sty-las'ter (stt-las'ter), n. [NL., from Gr. cttOAos
pillar 4- a-arrip star.]
{Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of delicate, usually pink, calcareous hydroid corals
of the genus Stylaster.
Style (stil), n. [OE. stile, F. style, OF. also stile, L.
stilus a style or writing instrument, manner of writing,
mode of expression ; probably for stiglus, meaning, a
II

pricking instrument, and akin to E. stick. See Stick,
and cf. Stiletto. The spelling with y is due to a
supposed connection with Gr. o-tOAos a pillar.] 1. An
instrument used by the ancients in writing on tablets
covered with wax, having one of its ends sharp, and the
other blunt, smooth, and somewhat expanded, for the
purpose of making erasures by smoothing the wax.
2. Hence, anything resembling the ancient style in
shape or use. Specifically :
{a) A pen ; an author's pen.
Dryden.
(b) A sharp-pointed tool used in engraving ; a graver.
{c) A kind of blunt-pointed surgical instrument.
{d) {Zo'dl.) A long, slender, bristlelike process, as the
anal styles of insects.
(e) [Perhaps fr. Gr. o-tCAo9 a pillar.] The pin, or gnomon, of a dial, the shadow of which indicates the hour.
See Gnomon.
(/) [Probably from Gr. cttDAos a pillar.] {Bot.) The
elongated part of a pistil between the ovary and the
stigma. See Ilhists. of Stamen, and of Pistil.
3. Mode of expressing thought in language, whether
oral or written ; especially, such use of language in the
expression of thought as exhibits the spirit and faculty
of an artist ; choice or arrangement of words in discourse ; rhetoricaJ expression.
V. t.,

—

High style,

the Julian and

;

3Iacaulay.

Stut'ter, n. 1. The act of stuttering a stammer. See
Stammer, and Stuttering.
;

StUt'ter-lng, n.

act of the British Parliament in 1751, by which act 11
days in September, 1752, were retrenched, and the third
day was reckoned the fourteenth. This mode of reckoning is called New Style, according to which every year

by

a stammerer.

[OJs.]
Bacon.
stutters a stammerer.
;

stutters

;

— re-

divisible
divisible

by some physiologists to defective speech due to
to form the proper sounds, the breathing being
normal, as distinguished from stammering.

stricted

inabilitj'

by 4, unless it is divisible by 100 ndtliout being
by 400, has 366 days, and any other year 365 days.
manner observed by a

Style of court, the practice or
court in its proceedings.

StUt'ter-lng, a. Apt to stutter ; hesitating ; stammering.
Stut'ter-ing-ly, adv.
Sty (sti), n. ; pi. Sties (stiz). [Written also stigh.]
[AS. stigu, fr. stigan to rise ; originally, probably, a place
into which animals climbed or went up. V164. See Sty,
V. i., and cf. Steward.]
1. A pen or inclosure for swine.
place of bestial debauchery.
2.
To roll with pleasure in a sensual sty.
Milton.
vb. n.
Sty, V. t. \imp.
p. p. Stied (stid) ; p. pr.
Styinq (sti'ing).] To shut up in, or as in, a sty. Shak.
Sty, V. i. [OB. stien, sli^en, AS. stigan to rise ; akin
to D. stijgen, OS.
OHG. stigan, G. steigen, Icel. stiga,
Sw. stiga, Dan. stige, Goth, steigan, L. vestigium footstep, Gr. o-T6ix6if to walk, to go, Skr. stigh to mount.
Cf. Distich, Stair, Stile steps. Stirrup, Sty a boil, a
pen for swine. Vestige.] To soar ; to ascend ; to mount.
See Stirrup. \_Obs.']

—

Ayliffe.

Syn.
Diction phraseology manner course title.
See Diction.
p. p. Styled (stild) p. pr.
Style, V. t. {imp.
vb. n. Styldtg.] To entitle to term, name, or call to
3Iilton.
denominate. " Styled great conquerors."
How well his worth and brave adventures styled. Dryden.
designate
; term
Syn. To call name ; denominate

—

;

;

;

&

;

;

—

;

;

;

characterize.

&

Stylet

[F., dim. of style ; cf. It. stiletto.

(sti'lgt), n.

See Stiletto.] 1. A small poniard ; a stiletto.
2. {Surg.) {a) An instrument for examining wounds
and fistulas, and for passing setons, and the like ; a probe ;

&

— called

Sty, n. [For older styan, styanye, understood as sty
on eye, AS. stigend (sc. cage eye), properly, rising, or
swelling (eye), p. p. of stigan to rise. See Sty, v. i.]
{Med.) An inflamed swelling or boil on the edge of the
eyelid.
[Written also slye.~]
Sty'an (-an), n. See Sty, a boil, [i?.] De Quincey.
Sty'ca (sti'ka), n. [LL., fr. AS. stie, stye, stycge.]
An Anglo-Saxon copper coin of the lowest value, being
worth half a farthing.
S. M. Leake.
[Styryl -\- glycerin.']
Sty'cer-ln (sti'ser-tn), n.
{Chem.) A triacid alcohol, related to glycerin, and obtained from certain styryl derivatives as a yellow, gummy, amorphous substance
called also phenyl glycerin.
Stye (sti), n. See Sty, a boil.

{b) A stiff wire, inserted in
also specillum.
catheters or other tubular instruments to maintain their
shape and prevent clogging.
3. {Zo'dl.) Any small, more or less rigid, bristlelike
organ ; as, the caudal stylets of certain insects ; the ventral stylets of certain Infusoria.
[Style -\- -ferous.]
Sty-lif'er-ous (stt-lTfer-as), a.
{Bot.) Bearing one or more styles.
[Style
-form: cf. F.
(sti'li-form),
a.
Sty'll-form
styliforme.] Having the form of, or resembhng, a style,
styloid.
pin, or pen
Styl'ish (stil'ish), a. Having style or artistic quality ; given to, or fond of, the display of style ; highly
fashionnble modish as, a stylish dress, house, manner.
Styl'ish-ness,
Styl'ish-ly, adv.
Styl'ist, n. One who is a master or a model of style,
especially in writing or speaking ; a critic of style.
Fitzed. Halt.
Distinguished as a stylist, for case.
Sty-lis'tic (stt-lTs'tTk), or. Of or pertaining to style
in language. [-R.] "S/j/KiMc trifles." J. A. Symonds.

Skelton.
Styg'1-al (stij'i-al), a. Stygian. [7?.]
Styg'i-an (-on), a. [L. Stygius, fr. Styx, Stygis, Gr.
StoJ, 2TDyo9, the Styx.] Of or pertaining to the river
Styx ; hence, hellish ; infernal. See Styx.
At that so sudden blaze, the Stygian throng
Hfilton.
Bent their aspect.
Sty'Ia-gal-ma'tc (sti'la-gSl-ma'Ik), a. [Gr. o-riJAos a
column -f- ayaKfia an image.] {Arch.) Performing the

The creat stylistic differences in the works ascribed to him
(' I'. Mnrsli.
[Wyclii].
Sty'llte(sti'Iit),n. [Gr. crruAi'-n)?, fr. <rn)Ao9 a pillar.]
{Eccl. Hist.) One of a sect of anchorites in the early
cliurch, who lived on the tops of pillars for the exercise
called also pillarist and pillar saint.
of their patience
combining form used in anatomy
Sty'lo- (sti'16-).
to indicate connection wit/i, or relation to, the styloid

"With bolder wing shall dare aloft to sty.
To the last praises of this Faery Queene.

;

<Bse,

unite,

Spenser.

—

r^de,

full,

iip,

Orn

;

pity

;

+

;

—

—

;

;

;

"

—

A

food, fo^t

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

tablets.

2. Pertaining to, or used in, a stylographic pen; as,
stylographic ink.

Stylographic pen, a pen with a conical point like that o(
a style, combined with a reservoir for supplying it with
ink.
Stylographic pencil, a pencil used in stylography.

—

Same
Sty'lo-graph'ic-al (-T-kal), a.
graphic, 1.
Sty'lo-graph'ic-al-ly, adv.

go

Stylo-

as

—

Sty-log'ra-phy (sti-16g'ra-fy), n. [Style -f- -graphy.}
mode of wi-iting or tracing lines by means of a style on
cards or tablets.
the Gr. letter
Sty'lo-hy'al (stT'16-hy'al), n. [Stylo{Anat.)
segment in the hyoidean arch between
Y.]

A

+

A

the epihyal and tympanohyal.
Sty'lo-hy'oid (-old), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to
the styloid process and the hyoid bone.
Sty'loid (sti'loid), a. [Style -f -oid: cf. F. styloids,
Gr. <7TuAoeiSi)s.] 1. Styliform ; as, the styloid process.
2. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the styloid process.
Styloid process (Anat.), a long and slender process from
the lower side of the temporal bone of man, corresponding to the tympanohyal and stylohyal of other animals.
Sty'lo-mas'toid (sti'lo-mas'toid), a. {Anat.) Of or
pertaining to the styloid and mastoid processes of the
temporal bone.
Sty'lo-max'il-Ia-ry (-maks'Tl-la-rJ^), a. {Anal.) Of
or pertaining to the styloid process and the maxilla.

Sty-lom'e-ter (stt-lom'e-ter), n. [Gr. o-rOAos column
-meter.] An instrument for measuring columns.
Sty-lom'ma-ta (stt-lom'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
(TTiJAos a pillar -j- 6ju)u.a, -aros, the

-f-

II

eye.]

{Zo'dl.)

Same

as

Stylomma-

tophora.
II

Sty-lom'ma-toph'0-ra (-mar

tof'o-ra), n. pi.
[NL., fr. Gr.
a-Tv\og column -\- oju/aa eye -jdivi(jiepcLv to bear.]
{Zo'dl.)

A

sion of Pulmouata in which the
eyes are situated at the tips of the
tentacles. It includes the com-

mon

land snails and slugs. See
under Snail.
Sty-lom'ma-toph'0-rous (-rus),
a. {Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the
Stylommatophora.
Sty'lo-po'di-um (sti'lo-po'dTiim), n./ pi. Stylopodia (-a).
[NL. See Style, and Podium.] stylommata. a Onchu
Illust.

II

{Bot.) An expansion at the base
of the style, as in umbelliferous

dium

b Uro-

7'yphse.

coptis costata.

plants.

Sty'Iops (sti'lops), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-tBAos a pillar
loiji, (OTTOS, the eye.]
genus of minute insects
{Zo'dl.)
parasitic, in their larval state, on bees and wasps.
It is

+

II

A

the typical genus of the group Strepsiptera, formerly
considered a distinct order, but now generally referred
to the Coleoptera. See Strepsiptera.
Stylus (-lus), n. [L. stylus, or better stilus.'] An
instrument for vpriting. See Style, n., 1.
Styph'nate (stif'nat),M. {Chem.) A salt of styphnic
II

;

&

A

&

of reckoning time, with regard to
Gregorian calendars.

|^=- Style is Old or New. The Old Style follows the
Julian manner of computing the months and days, or the
calendar as established by Julius Caesar, in which every
fourth year consists of 366 days, and the other years of
365 days. This is about 11 minutes in a year too much.
Pope Gregory XIII. reformed the calendar by retrenching 10 days in October, 1582, in order to bring back the
vernal equinox to the same day as at the time of the
Council of Nice, A. D. 325. This reformation was adopted

;

One who
The act of one who

Burke.

A mode

7. {Chron.)

slmdan, L. tundere, Skr. (ud to thrust. Of. Contuse,
Obtuse.] To hesitate or stumble in uttering words to
speak with spasmodic repetitions or pauses to stammer.

;

appropriate, especially in social

;

&

A

manner which

ing foe.

Low

stutters
StUt'ter-er (-er), n.

;

According to the usual style of dedications. C. Ifiddleton.
6. Mode or phrase by which anything is formally designated ; the title ; the official designation of any important body ; mode of address as, the style of Majesty.
One style to a gracious benefactor, another to a proud, insult-

&

One who

Disraeli.

demeanor; fashion.

A

2.

Conformity to a recognized standard

deemed elegant and

is

;

Trembling, stuttering, calling for his confessor.

the true definition of

Sir J. Reynolds.
5.

fcributor profits.
Raymond.
corruption of Nasturtion.
Stur'tlon (stQr'shiin), n.
Skelton.
(stat),
V.
i.
To
stutter.
[OJs.]
Stut
[imp.
i.
StUt'ter (stut'ter), V. t.
p. p. Stuttered
(-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Stuttering.] [Freq. of slut, OE.
German origin ; cf. D.
stolen ; probably of Dutch or
LG. stotteren, G. stottern, D. stooten to push, to strike ;
akin to 6. stossen, Icel. stauta, Sw. st'dta, Dan. st'dde, Goth.

&

make

by which posterity wiU judge of a great work.

4. Mode of presentation, especially in music or any of
the fine arts ; a characteristic or peculiar mode of developing an idea or accomplishing a result.
The ornamental style also possesses its own peculiar merit.

&

&

that men to kinges write. Chaucer.
the dress of thoughts.
Ctiesterfield.

/.

To vex ; to anV. t.
[Cf. Start, v. i.]
Scot.']
lObs. or Prov. Eng.
\^Obs.
Sturt, n. 1. Disturbance annoyance care.
or Prov. Eng. & Scot.] '^ Sturt and care." J. Eoliand.
2. {Mining) A bargain in tribute mining by which the
;

is

Swift.

It is style alone

&

;

when

styte.

II

Sturt (stQrt),
noy to startle.

as

Style

Proper words in proper places

tinuous flat band, coping, or pavement upon which the
bases of a row of columns are supported. See Sub-base.
Sty'lO-glOS'sal (-glos'sal), a. [Stylo- -f glossal.]
{Anat.) Of or pertaining to the styloid process and the
tongue.
stylographic pen.
Sty'lo-graph (sti'lo-graf), n.
Sty'lo-graph'ic (-graf'ik), ct. 1. Of or pertaining bo
stylography ; used in stylography ; as, stylographic

;

singr,

ink

acid.

Styph'tlic (-nik), a. [Gr. (spurious) a-ru^eiv to contract.]
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a yellow
crystalline astringent acid, (N02)3.C|;H.(OH)2, obtainedby the action of nitric acid on resorcin. Styphnic acid
resembles picric acid, but is not bitter. It acts like a
strong dibasic acid, having a series of well defined salts.
Styp'tic (stTp'tik), a. [L. stypticus, Gr. cmiirTiKos,
to contract.] Producing contraction stopping bleeding having the quality of restraining hemorrhage when applied to the bleeding part astringent.
[Written also stiptic]
fr. tTTui^eiv

;

;

;

Styptic

weed

an American leguminous herb

(Bot.),

(Cassia occidentalis) closely related to the wild senna.
Styp'tic, n. {Med.) A styptic medicine.
Styp'tic-al (-tt-kol), a. Styptic ; astringent.
Styp-tic'I-ty (stTp-tis'i-ty), n. [Cf. F. slypiicitS.'J
Tlie quality or state of being styptic ; astringency.
Styr'a-Cln (stTr'-a-sin or sti'ra-), n. [See Styrax.]
wliite cryst.alline tasteless substance ex{Chem.)
tracted from gum storax, and consisting of a salt of
cinnamic acid with cinnamic alcohol.
Sty'rax (sti'rSks), n. [L. slyrax, storax, Gr. cr-nipa^.
See Storax.] 1. (Bot.) A genus of shrubs and trees,
mostly American or Asiatic, aboiniding in resinous and
aromatic substances. Slyrax offici7talis yields storax,
and S. Ben~oin yields benzoin.
2. Snine as Storax.
Sty'rol (sti'rol), n. [Styrax -)- L. oZeum oil.] {Chem.)

A

See Styrolkne.
Sty'ro-lene (sti'r6-len), n. {Chem.) An unsaturated
hydrocarbon, CgHs, obtained by the distillation of storax,
by the decomposition of cinnamic acid, and by the condensation of acetylene, as a fragrant, aromatic, mobile
liquid;

— called

also

phenyl ethylene, vinyl

styrol, styrene, anicinnamene.
Sty'rone (-ron), n. {Chem.)

beixzene,

A white crystalline

substance having a sweet taste and a liynoiuthliko odor,
obtained by the decomposition of styracin ;
properly
called cinnamic, or styryl, alcohol.

—

;

then,

tliin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azuie.

+

(CTero.) A hySty'ryl (sti'ril), K. (Styr&x
-yl.l
pothetical radical found in certain derivatives of styrolene and cinnamic acid ;
called also cinnyl, or cinnamyl.

—

Stythe (stith), n. (Mining) Choke damp.
Styth'y (stith'y or stith'y), n. & v. See Stithy.

Styx (stiks), n. [L., fr. Gr. 2™'^.] {Class. 3Iyth.)
principal river of the lower vporld, which had to be
crossed in passing to the regions of the dead.
Su'a-bil'i-ty (su'a-bll'i-ty), n. (Law) Liability to be
sued the state of being subject by law to civil process.
Su'a-ble (su'a-b'l), a. (Law) Capable of being sued
Story.
subject by law to be called to answer in court.
Suade (swad), v. t. [L. suadere.'] To persuade. \_Obs.'\
II

The

;

Suasible.

[L. suadibilis.']

Suad'i-ble (swad'i-b'l), a.

Wyclif (James iii. 17).
Dryden.
[06s.]
Su'ant (su'ant), a. [Cf. Sue to pursue.] Spread
equally over the surface uniform ; even. [Written also
suent.] [Local, U. S. & Prov. Eng.'\
Su'ant-ly, adv.
ILocal, U. S. & Prov. Eng.2
Sua'sl-ble (swa'sT-b'l), a. [L. suadere, suasum, to
persuade.] Capable of being persuaded easily persuaded.
Sua'sion (swa'zhun), re. [L. siiasio, fr. suadere, suasum, to advise, persuade, fr. suadus persuading, perSee
suasive
akin to suavis sweet
cf. OF. suasion.
ScAVE, and cf. Dissuade, Persuade.] The act of persuading persuasion as, moral suasion.
Sua'sive (swa'siv), a. Having power to persuade

junior officer being below the rank of captain ; as, a
subaltern officer.
2. (Logic) Asserting only a part of what is asserted in
a related proposition.
Subaltern genns. (Logic) See under Genus.
Sub-al'tern (siib-al'tern 277), re. 1. A person holding a subordinate position ; specifically, a commissioned
military officer below the rank of captain.
2. (Logic) A subaltern proposition.
Whately.
Sub'al-ter'nant (sub'51-ter'nont), n. (Logic) A universal proposition. See Subaltern, 2.
Whately.
;

;

Snb'al-ter'nate (-nat),
successive.
2. Subordinate

(swjij), V.

To

i.

—
;

:

;

;

;

;

persuasive suasory. South. " Genial and suasit;e satire.
Earle.
Sua'slve-ly, adv.
Sua'so-ry (-sS-ry), a. [L. suasorius: cf. F. suasoire.2

—

;

Tending to persuade suasive.
Suave (swav or swav), a. [L. suavis sweet, pleasant
cf. F. suave.
See Sweet, and cf. Suasion.] Sweet
;

pleasant ; delightful ; gracious or agreeable in manner
bland.
SuaVe'ly, adv.
Suav'1-Iy (swSv'i-fi), V. t. [imp.
p. p. SuAviFiED
(-fid) p. pr.
[Suave -jvb. n. Suavietinq (-fi'ing).]
To make affable or suave.
-fy.~\
Sua-vil'0-c(ueat (swa-vIl'S-kwent), a. [L. suaviloquens ; suavil: sweet -\- loquens, p. pr. of loqui to speak.]
Sweetly speaking using agreeable speech. [iJ.]
Sua-vll'0-<iuy (-kwy), n. [L. suaviloquium.J Sweet[iJ.]
ness of speech.
Suav'1-ty (swav'I-ty), n. [L. suavitas : cf. F. suavite.} 1. Swfeetness to the taste. [Ofts.] Sir T. Browne.
2. The quitlity of being sweet or pleasing to the mind
agreeablenesfe ; softness ; pleasantness ; gentleness ; urbanity ; as, suavity of manners ; suavity of language, conGlanvill.
versation, or address.
Sub- (sub-). [L. sub under, below akin to Gr. utto,
Skr. upa to, on, under, over.
Cf. Hypo-, Supek-.]
1. A
prefix signifying under, below, beneath, and hence often,
in an inferior position or degree, in an imperfect or par-

—

;

;

tial state, as in .swiscribe, suftstruct, suftserve, iMftject,

sjjftordinatej .sjifcacid, siiiastringent, iwJgranular, suborn.

Sub- in Latin compounds often becomes sum- before m,
sur- before r, and regularly becomes sue-, suf-, sug-, and
sup- before c, /, g, and p respectively. Before c, p, and
t it sometimes takes the form sus- (by the dropping of b

from a collateral form, subs-).
2. (Chem.) A prefix denoting that the ingredient (of
a compoutld) signified by the term to which it is prefixed,
is

present in only a small proportion, or less than the norPrefixed to

mal amount; as, iujsulphide, juftoxide, etc.
the name of a salt it is equivalent to basic ;
tatp or basic acetate.

Sub,

as, iufiace-

\Obsoles.'\

A subordinate

a subaltern. \Colloq.'\
_
Sub-ac'id (siib-as'Id), a. [L. subacidus. See Sub-,
Acid.] Moderately acid or sour; as, some plants have
subacid juices, ^n. A substance moderately acid.
Sub-ac'rid (-Sk'rid), a. Moderately acrid or harsh.
Sub'a-cro'mi-al (siib'a-kro'mT-al), a. (Anat.) Situated beneath the acromial process of the scapula.
n.

Sub-act' (siib-akf),

v.

;

[L. subactus, p. p. of subi-

t.

gere to subdue ; sub under -\- agere to lead, bring.] To
reduce to subdue. [06^.]
Bacon.
;

Sub-ac'tlon (-ak'shun), n.

[Cf. L. subactio

a work-

ing up, discipline.] The act of reducing to any state, as
of mixing two bodies completely.
[Ois.]
Bacon.

Sub'a-CUte' (s5b'a-kut'), a. Moderately acute.
Sub'a-dun'cate (-a-diin'kat), a. (Zo'dl.) Somewhat

hooked or curved.
Snb-ad'vo-cate (-ad'vo-kat),
dinate advocate.
Sub'a-e'ri-al (-S-e'rT-ol),

An

under or subor-

a.

;

;

intrusted to the latter.

Bouvier. Chitty.
Sub-ag'I-ta'tion (-Sj'i-ta'shiin), re. [L. subagitatio,
subagitare to lie with illicitly.] Unlawful sexual in-

fr.

II

ince

Su'bah
;

[06i.]

&

re.

A

[Indial
(-diir), re.
[Per. & Hind, subah-dar, Per.
sUbah a province
dar holding, keeping.] A viceroy
a governor of a subah also, a native captain in the British native army.
[Jrerfio]
SuTiah-dar'y (-dar'y), ) n. The office or jurisdiction

SuHiah-dar

+

;

Su'bah-sWp

of a subahdar.
Sub-aid' (sfib-ad'), v. t. To aid secretly ; to assist in a
private manner, or indirectly.
[iJ.]
Daniel.
(-ship),

)

(-Sl'miin-er), re.
An under almoner.
Sub-al'pine (-pin or -pin), a. [Jj. subalpinus.'\ (Bot.
Zo'dl. ) Inhabiting the somewhat high slopes and summits of mountains, but considerably below the snow line.
Sub-al'tern (-al'tem 277), a. [F. subalterne, LL.
iubaltemus, fr. L. sub under -[ alter the one, the other
of two.
See Alter.] 1. Ranked or range t below subordinate; inferior; specifically (Mil.), .anking as a

Snb-al'mon-er

&

;

;

ale,

(Logic)

Evelyn.

See Subaltern,

;^

;

Sub-an'gU-lar (-Sn'gu-ler), a. Slightly angular.
Sub-ap'en-nine (-5p'eu-nin), a. Under, or at the foot
of, the Apennine mountains
applied, in geology, to a

—

series of Tertiary strata of the older Pliocene period.
Sub-ap'ic-al (-ap'I-kal), a.
Being under the apex;
of or pertaining to the part just below the apex.
(sub'a-kwa'ne-iis),
Sub'a-qua'ne-OUS
a.
[L. sub-

+ aqua

water.]

Sub'a-quat'iC (siiiya-kwgt'ikV

Subaqueous. [Ofts.]
a.
1. Being under

1

Sub-a'que-ous

(sJib-a'kwe-us), )
water, or beneath
the surface of water adapted for use under water sub;

;

marine

as,

;

2. (Geol.)
deposits.

a subaqueous helmet.
Formed in or under water

Sub'a-rach'noid (sub'a-rak'noid),
Sub-ar'ach-noid'al (-Sr'ak-noid'al),

;

as,

(Anat.) Sit-

a.

)

subaqueous

uated under

)

the arachnoid membrane,

Sub-arc'tlc (-iirk'tTk), a. Approximately arctic belonging to a region just without the arctic circle.
Snb-ar'CU-ate (siib-iir'kii-at), ) a. Having a figure
resembling that of
Sub-ar'CU-a'ted (-ar'kiS-a'ted), )
a bow ; somewhat curved or arched.
Sub'ar-ra'tion (sub'Sr-ra'shiSn), re. [Pref. sub- -f L.
arra, arrha, earnest money. See Earnest a pledge.]
The ancient custom of betrothing by the bestowal, on
the part of the man, of marriage gifts or tokens, as
money, rings, or other presents, upon the woman.
Sub'a-ryt'e-nold (-a-rlt'e-noid), a. (Anat.) Situated
under the arytenoid cartilage of the larynx.
Sub-as'tral (sub-Ss'tral), a.
Beneath the stars or
;

heavens terrestrial.
Sub'as-trln'gent (sub'Ss-trin'jent),

Bp. Warburion.

;

a.

Somewhat

as-

tringent.

Sub-at'om (sub-at'iim), re. (Chem.) A hypothetical
component of a chemical atom, on the theory that the
elements themselves are complex substances

—

called
also atomicule.
Sub-aud' (sub-ad'), V. t. [L. subaudire, subauditum ;
sub under -|- audire to hear.] To understand or supply
in an ellipsis,
[i?.]
Sub'au-di'tion (siib'a-dTsh'iin), n. [L. subauditio.']
The act of understanding, or supplying, something not
expressed ; also, that which is so understood or supplied.
;

Trench.

Sub-as'il-la-ry (sub-Sks'Il-la-ri^), a. 1. (Anat.) Situated under the axilla, or armpit.
2. (Bot.) Placed under the axil, or angle formed by the
branch of a plant with the stem, or a leaf with the branch.

Sub-ba'sal (-ba'sal), a.
Sub'-base' (siib'bas'),

(Zo'dl.) Near the base.
(Arch) The lowest memn.

ber of a base when divided horizontally,
or of a baseboard, pedestal, or the like.
Sub'-bass', re. (Mus.) The deepest
pedal stop, or the lowest tones of an organ; the fundamental or ground bass.
[Written also sub-base."]
Ayliffe.
Sub-bea'dle (sub-be'd'l), n. An under beadle.
Sub-brach'i-al (-brakt-al or -bra'kidX), a.
(Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the
subbrachians.
Sub-brach'l-ales (-a'lez), re. pi.
[NL. See Sub-, and Brachial.] (Zo'dl.)

A division

of soft-finned fishes in

which

the ventral fins are situated beneath the
pectoral fins, or nearly so.
Sub-brach'1-an (-an), re. [Pref. subbrachium.'] (Zo'dl.) One of the Sub-

+

(-bred'),

re.

(.Z'ooZ.)

Arace

or strain differing in certain characters

from the parent breed an incipient breed.

senate,

care,

am

arm, ask,

which

it is

fitted

by means

;

(-ka'dal), a.

eve,

event,

(Geol.)

An

re.

Having

under com-

mittee a part or division of a committee.
Yet by their sequestrators and subcommittees abroad
;

.

.

.

those

commonly disobeyed.
Milton.
Sub'com-pressed' (-prSsf), a. Not fully compressed
partially or somewhat compressed.
Sub-COn'cave (siib-kon'kSv or -kSn'-), a. Slightly
concave.
Owen.
Sub'con-f orm'a-ble (sub'k5n-f Srm'4-b'l) a. Partially

orders were

,

conformable.
Sub-con'ic-al (siib-kBn'i-kal), a. Slightly conical.
Sub-con'Junc-tl'val (-kSn'jiink-ti'val), a.
(Anat.)
Situated under the conjunctiva.
Sub-COn'SCiOUS (-kSn'shus), a. 1. Occurring without
the possibility or the fact of an attendant consciousness
said of states of the soul.
2. Partially conscious ; feebly conscious.
Sub-con'stel-la'tion (-kSn'stSl-la'shun), re. (Astron.)
A subordinate constellation.
Sir T. Browne.
Sub-COn'tract (-kon'trSkt), n. A contract under, or
subordinate to, a previous contract.

—

Sub'COn-tract'ed (sub'kon-trSkt'Sd), a.
1. Contracted after a former contract.
2. Betrothed for the second time.
[Oii.]
Shak.
Sub'con-tract'or (-er), n. One who takes a portion of
a contract, as for work, from the principal contractor.
Sub-con'tra-ry (s!ib-k5n'tra-ry or -tra-r^), a. 1. Contrary in an inferior degree.
2. (Geom.) Having, or being in, a contrary order;
said of a section of an oblique cone having a circular
base made by a plane not parallel to the base, but so inclined to the axis that the section is a circle; applied
also to two similar triangles when so placed as to have a
common angle at the vertex, the opposite sides not being
parallel.
Brande <& C.
3. (Logic) Denoting the relation of opposition between the particular affirmative and particular negative.
Of these both may be true and only one can be false.
Sub-con'tra-ry, re. / pi. SuEcoNTRAKiEs(-riz). (Logic)
A subcontrary proposition ; a proposition inferior or contrary in a lower degree.
Sub-cor'a-coid (-kor'a-koid), a.
(Anat.) Situated
under the coracoid process of the scapula ; as, the subcoracoid dislocation of the humerus.
Sub-cor'date (-kSr'dSt), a. Somewhat cordate ; somewhat like a heart in shape.
Sub-cor'ne-ous (-k6r'ne-as), a. (Anat.) (a) Situated
under a horny part or layer, (b) Partially horny.
Sub-cos'tal (-kos'tnl), a. (Anat.
Zo'dl.) Situated
below the costas, or ribs ; as, the subcostal muscles.
111^^ The subcostal muscles are distinct from, and with-

—

&

in, tlie intercostal.

Sub-cos'tal,

n.

1.

(Anat.)

A

subcostal muscle.

2. (Zo'dl.) One of the principal nervures of the wings
of an insect.
It is situated next beneath or behind the
costal.
See Neevure.

(siib'krus-ta'shiis
;

as,

;

97), a.

Occur-

a subcrustaceous cica-

Sub-crys'tal-line (sub-kris'tal-lin or

Sub-base.
Part of one
of several Col-

A

umns upon a
Stylobate c;

Base

;

a

ub

b S

-

base.

of
'

a

Sub-base;

b

Baseboard

;

Wall; c Floor.

-lin), a.

Im-

Sub-CUl'trate (-kul'trtt), ) a. (Zo'dl.) Having a form
Sub-CUl'tra-ted (-tra-ted), (
resembling that of a
colter, or straight on one side and curved on the other.
Sub'CU-ta'ne-OUS (sub'kiJ-ta'ne-iis), a. Situated under the skin hypodermic.
Sub'CU-ta'ne-OUS-ly, adv.
Subcutaneous operation (Surg.), an operation performed
without opening that part of the skin opposite to, or

—

;

over, the internal section.

Sub'cu-tlc'u-lar (-tlk'iJ-ler), a.
(Anat.) Situated
cuticle, or scarfskin.
Sub'cy-lin'drlc-al (-sT-lTn'dri-kai), Sub'cy-lln'drlc
(-lin'drlk), a. Imperfectly cylindrical; approximately

under the

cylindrical.

of a sabot.

Knight.

(Anai.) Situated under, or

dnd, fern,

Sub'oom-mit'tee (-kom-mit'te),

perfectly crystallized..

(b) Partially cartilaginous.

aU

(sub'k6-li3m'ner), a.

trization.

—

Sub-can'dal

;

Sub'CO-lum'nar

;

Sub-car'bOn-if'er-OUS (-kar'bon-Tfer-us), a. (Geol.)
Of or pertaining to the lowest division of the Carboniferous formations underlying the proper coal measures.
It was a marine formation characterized in general by
beds of limestone.
re.
The Subcarbonif erous period or
formation.
Sub-car'bu-ret'ed (-kar'bfi-rgt'ed), a. (Chem.) United
with, or containing, carbon in less than the normal proportion.
[Written also subcarburetted.'] [Obsoles.l
Sub-car'ti-lag'i-nous (-kar'ti-iaj'T-niSs), a. (Anal.)
(a) Situated under or beneath a cartilage or cartilages.

final,

;

Sub'crus-ta'ceous

;

to

Anunderchant-

(Eccl.)

;

ring beneath a crust or scab

(Anat.) SitSub-bron'chi-al (stSb-bron'kl-al), a
uated under, or on the ventral side of, the bronchi as,
the subbronchial air sacs of birds.
Sub-cal'i-ber (-kal'i-ber), a. Smaller than the caliber of a firearm. [Written also subcalibre.']
Subcaliber projectile, a projectile having a smaller diameter than the caliber of the arm from which it is fired,

and

(-chant'er), n.

a precentor's deputy in a cathedral a succentor.
Sub-cir'cu-lar (-ser'kii-ler), a. Nearly circular.
Sub'Class' (siaVklas'), re. One of the natural groups,
more important than an order, into which some classes
are divided
as, the angiospermous subclass of exogens.
Sub-cla'vi-an (sub-kla'vi-an). a. [Pref. sub- -f- L.
clavis a key.
See Clavicle.] (Anat.) Situated under
the clavicle, or collar bone as, the subclavian arteries.

Sub-cra'nl-al (-kra'ni-al), a. (Anat.) Situated imder,
or on the ventral side of, the cranium facial.

B Section

brachiales.

Sub'breed'

Sub-chant'er
er

an imperfect or interrupted columnar structure.

2.

;

aquayieus ; sub

of, the tail ; as, the subcaudal, or
chevron, bones.
Sub'ce-les'tlal (silb'se-lSs'chal), a.
Being beneath
the heavens ; as, subcelestial glories.
Barrow,
Sub-cen'tral (siib-sen'tral), a. 1. Under the center.
2. Nearly central ; not quite central.

A particular proposition,

Sub-al'ter-na'ting (siib-al'ter-ua'tiug), a. Subalternate successive.
Sub-al'ter-na'tion (-na'shiSn), n. The state of being
subalternate succession by turns subordination.

;

on the ventral side

;

;

[Per.
Hind, subak.1
prova government, as of a viceroy ; also, a subahdar.
(soo'ba),

Succeeding by turns

II

n.

Beneath the sky in the
open air specifically (Geol.), taking place on the earth's
surface, as opposed to subaqueous.
Sub-a'gen-cy (-a'jen-sy), n. A subordinate agency.
Sub-a'gent (-jent), re. (Law) A person employed by
an agent to transact the whole, or a part, of the business

tercourse.

1.
;

as opposed to a universal one.

&

&

;

;

Sub'al-ter'nate, n.

assuage.

;

a.

subaltern

inferior.
All their suhalternate and several kinds.

[Obs.'\

Suage

SUBDEPARTMENT
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STYRYL

recent;

ice,

+

Sub-dea'con (-de'k'n), re. [Pref. subdeacon : cf.
L. subdiacomis.'] (Eccl.) One belonging to an order in
the Roman Catholic Church, next inferior to the order
of deacons ; also, a member of a minor order in the

Greek Church.
Sub-dea'con-ry

(-ry),

)
re.

sousdoyen.'}
of a dean.

(siib'den'),

An

The order or ofsubdeacon.
-\- dean : cf. F.

(Eccl.)

) re.

Sub-dea'con-ship,

Sub'dean'

fice of

[Pref. sub-

under dean

;

the deputy or substitute
Ayliffe.

Sub-dean'er-y (-er-y), re. Office or rank of subdean.
Sub-dec'a-nal (-dek'a-nal), a. Of or pertaining to a
subdean or subdeanery.
Sub-dec'u-ple (-ii-p'l), a. Containing one part of ten.
Sub-del'e-gate (-del'e-gSt), re. A subordinate delegate, or one with inferior powers.

Sub-del'e-gate

(-gat), v.

t.

delegate, or as a subordinate

;

To appoint to act as subto depute.

Sub-dent'ed (-dSnf5d), a. Indented beneath.
Sub'de-part'ment (siib'de-parf ment), n. A subordinate department a bureau. See the Note under Bureau.
;

idea,

HI;

old,

Sbey,

orfe,

odd-
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SUBDEPOSIT
That which

SulJ'de-pOS'lt (sQVde-poz'it), n.
posited beneath something else.

(sub'dgr-I-so'rt-us),

Sub'der-1-SO'ri-OUS

is

derisorius. See Derisory.] Ridiculing with
-f- L.
Dr. H. More.
moderation. [-B.]
word derived
Sub'de-rlv'a-tive (-de-rlv'a-tlv), n.
from a derivative, and not directly from the root as,
" friendliness " is a subderivative, being derived from
"friendly," which is in turn a derivative from "friend."
Of or pertaining
Sub'dl-ac'O-nate (-dt-Sk'6-nat), a.
to a subdeacon, or to the office or rank of a subdeacon.
or
rank
of a subdeacon.
office
n.
The
Sub'di-ac'O-nate,
Sub-dl'al (sub-di'al), a. [L. subdialis in the open air.]
under the open
air
being
Of or pertaining to the open
;

sub-

;

[-R.]

Sub-e'qual

A

Bacon.

-IV.

A subordinate dialect.
A subordin.

Sub-dl'a-Iect (-di'S-lSkt), n.

Many

a subdivision.

;

;

swarmed

into colonies,
others.
Dryden.

and
many
Sub'dl-vide', v. i. To be, or to become, subdivided.
Sub'dl-vine' (-dl-vin'), a. Partaking of divinity divine in a partial or lower degree.
Bp. Hall.
division.

Sub'dl-Vl'Slon (-dl-vlzh'iln), n. [L. subdivisio : of.
P. subdivision.^ 1. The act of subdividing, or separating
a part into smaller parts.
2.
part of a thing made by subdividing.
In the decimal table, the subdivisions of the cubit, as span,
palm, and digit, are deduced from the shorter cubit. Arbuthnot.
[L. subdolus ; sub
Sub'dO-lOUS (siib'do-ias), a.
4ohcs deceit.] Sly ; crafty ; cuiming ; artful, [i?.]
(Mus.) The
Sub-dom'I-nant (sub-d5m'i-nant), re.
fourth tone above, or fifth below, the tonic ;
so called
aa being under the dominant.
Sub-du'a-ble (-du'S-b'l), a. Able to be subdued.
Sub-du'al i-al], n. Act of subduing. Bp. Warburlon.
Sub-duce' (-dus'), ) V. t. [L. subducere, subductum
sub under
ducere to lead, to
Sub-duct' (-diikf), )
draw. See Duke, and cf. Subdue.] 1. To withdraw
to take away.
Milton.
2. To subtract by arithmetical operation to deduct.

Sub-fi'brous

Sub'ge-ner'lc (-je-ner'Tk),

or

lead.
See Duke, and cf. Subduct.] 1. To bring under
to conquer by force or the exertion of superior power,
and bring Into permanent subjection; to reduce under
dominion ; to vanquish.
v

ance

;

Shakr

Conquered ; overpowered

;

Snbduple ratio, the ratio of 1 to 2 thus, 3 6 is a subduple ratio, as 6 3 is a duple ratio.
Sub-dU'pll-cate (siib-du'pll-kat), a.
(Math.) Expressed by the square root ;
said of ratios.
SnbdupUcate ratio, the ratio of the square roots, or the
square root of a ratio; thus, the subduplicate ratio of
o to 6 is Va to V6) or d'^.
:

:

—

Sub-dU'ral (-du'ral), a. (Anat.) Situated under the
dura mater, or between the dura mater and the arachnoid
assistant editor, as of

a periodical or journal.

;

.

or

A

Darwin.

unite,

r^fde,

fiyll,

fip,

firn

;

pity

;

;

out,

.

& Gram.) That of which anything is affirmed

6. (Logic

—

or predicated ; the theme of a proposition or discourse
that which is spoken of ; as, the nominative case is the
subject of the verb.
The subject of a proposition is that concerning which anything

is

affirmed or denied.

/.

Watts.

7. That in which any quality, attribute, or relation,
whether spiritual or material, inheres, or to which any

of these appertain ; substance ; substratum.
That which manifests its qualities in other words, that in
which the appearing causes inliere, that to wliich they belong
is called their subject or substance, or substratum.
.Sir W. Hamilton.

—

—

8. Hence, that substance or being which is conscious
of its own operations ; the mind ; the thinking agent or
principal the ego. Cf. Object, re., 2.
The philosophers of mind have, in a manner, usurped and
appropriated this expression to themselves. Accordingly, in
their hands, ihe phrases couscious or thinking sutjrct. and subject, mean precisely the same thing.
Sir W. Hamilton.
9. (Mus.) The principal theme, or leading thought or
phrase, on which a composition or a movement is based.
The earliest kiu>wn form of sulject is the ecclesiastical cantus
;

Sub'i-ma'gO (-T-ma'go),

food, foot

.

.

Bp. Burnet.

Jirtinis,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

or plain sung.

JiocK'strt?.

The incident, scene, figure, group,
the aim of the artist to represent.
Sub-Ject' (sHb-jSkf), V. I. [imp.
p. p. Subjected
vb. n. Subjecting.]
1. To bring under conp. pr.
trol, power, or dominion
to make subject to subordinate ; to subdue.
Firmness of mind that subjects every gratification of sense to
10. (Fine

etc.,

which

it

.-irts)
i.i

&

&

siug, ink

;

;

;

I

use,

;

for heroic song."
Milton.
Make choice of a subject, beautiful and noble, which
shall
afford an ample field of matter wherein to expatiate.
Dryden.
The unhappy subject of these quarrels.
Shak.
5. The person who is treated of ; the hero of a piece
the chief character.
Writers of particular lives
are apt to be prejudiced in
favor of their subject.
C. Middhton.

A

membrane.

is subjected, or submitted to, any physoperation or process
specifically (Anat.), a dead

ical

Imago.]

;

subject is convert-

body used for the purpose of dissection.
4. That which is brought under thought or examination
that which is taken up for discussion, or concerning wliich anything is said or done. " This subject

[NL.
See Sue-, and
re.
(Zool.) A stage in the development of certain
insects, such as the May flies, intermediate between the
pupa and imago. In this stage, the insect is able to fly,
but subsequently sheds a skin before becoming mature.
Called also psevdinwgo.
Sub-ln'cu-sa'tion (-Tn'kiS-za'shiin), re. [Pref. sub-\- L. incusatio accusation, fr. incusare to accuse.]
A
Bp. Hall.
[OJs.]
slight charge or accusation.
Sub-ln'dex (-Tn'dSks), n. ; pi. Subindicbs (-dl-sez).
number or mark placed opposite the lower
(Math.)
part of a letter or symbol to distinguish the symbol
thus, 0(,) *ii '^v *"i have 0, 1, 2, and re as subindices.
Sub-ln'di-cate (-In'dT-kat), v. t. [Pref. sub- -\- indicate: cf. L. subindicare ."] To indicate by signs or hints
Dr. H. More.
[A*.]
to indicate imperfectly.
The act of indicaSub-ln'dl-ca'tlon (-ka'shfin), re.
"TheixMnditing by signs ; a slight indication.
[7?.]
Barrow.
cation and shadowing of heavenly tlnngs."
II

Spenser.

Swift.

term

with citizen.
3. That which

&

;

An

laws require it.
11^°° In international law, the

hyoidean laryngotomy.

Sub-dul'cld (-dul'sid), a.
[Pref. sub- -j- L. dulcis
Somewhat sweet sweetish. [iJ.]
Sub'dU-ple (siib'du-p'l), a.
{Math.) Indicating one
part of two in the ratio of one to two.

Sub-ed'1-tor (-5d'T-ter), n.

human

[L. subhastatio.']

[i2.]

never subject longed to be a king.

ible

;

;

:

Was

As I do long and wish to be a subject.
Shak.
The subject must obey his prince, because God commands it,

(-gran'iS-ler), a. Somewhat granular.
subdivision of
(sfib'groop'), re.
{Biol.)
re.

;

States.

;

;

sweet.]

;

;

Somewhat

A subordinate

re.

;

See Conquer.

.

;

(-jgn'e-

Sub'Iie-pat'ic (-he-pat'Ik), a. {Anat.) Situated under,
applied to the
or on the ventral side of, the liver
interlobular branches of the portal vein.
Sub'horn-blend'lc (-h6rn-bl6nd'ik), a. {Min.) Containing hornblende in a scattered state of or relating to
rocks containing disseminated hornblende.
Sub-hu'mer-ate (-hu'mer-at), v. t. [See Sub-, Hume[_Obs.']
rus.] To place the shoulders under to bear.
Nothing surer ties a friend than freely to subhumerate the
Felthant.
burden which was his.
Sub-hy'a-lold (-hi'a-loid), a. (Anat.) Situated under
the hyaloid membrane.
3fed.)
Sub'hy-Old'e-an (stib'ht-oid'e-an), a. (Anat.
Situated or performed beneath the hyoid bone ; as, sub-

;

a conqueror.

(sub-giiv'ern-er),

A public sale or auction.

submissive mUd.
Not glaring in color soft in tone.
Sub-due'ment (-du'ment), re. Subdual. [Obs.J Shak.
Sub-du'er (-du'er), re. One who, or that which, sub;

Subgenera

(siib'glii-ma'shiis), a.

Sub'has-ta'tlon (-has-ta'shiin),

Syn. — To conquer overpower overcome surmount

dues

A

{Biol.)

Sub'group'

;

;

Of or pertaining to a

; pi.

a group, as of animals.

;

2.

re.

Sub-gran'U-Iar

;

crushed

Sub'ject, re. [From L. subjectus, through an old form
See Subject, a.] 1. That which is placed
under the authority, dominion, control, or influence ol
something else.
2. Specifically One who is under the authority of a
ruler and is governed by his laws one who owes allegiance to a sovereign or a sovereign state as, a subject of
Queen Victoria a British subject a subject of the tjnited

of F. sujet.

Imperfectly

more

Sub-gov'ern-or

Milton.

3. To destroy the force of
to overcome ; as, medicines subdue a fever.
4. To render submissive ; to bring under command ;
to reduce to mildness or obedience ; to tame as, to subdue a stubborn child ; to subdue the temper or passions.
6. To overcome, as by persuasion or other mild means
as, to subdue opposition by argument or entreaties.
6. To reduce to tenderness to melt ; to soften ; as,
to subdue ferocity by tears.
7. To make mellow ; to break, as land ; also, to destroy, as weeds.
8. To reduce the intensity or degree of ; to tone down
to soften ; as, to subdue the brilhancy of colors.

1.

a.

assistant governor.

.

(-diid'), a.

—

glumaceous.

a lowness, but his unkind daughters.
If aught . .
were worthy to subdue
The soul of man.

Sub-dued'

;

fibrous.

—

10.

resist-

Nothing could have subdued nature

To such

vanquish.

(siib-je'niis),

Sub'glu-ma'ceous

;

a.

;

;

Sub-glos'sal (-glos'sal), a. {Anat.) Situated under
the tongue ; sublingual.
Sub-glot'tic (-glot'tik), a. {Anat.) Situated below
the glottis ;
appUed to that part of the cavity of the
larynxjbelow the true vocal cords.

to crush.

;

;

subdivision of a genus, comprising one
species which differ from other species of the
genus in some important character or characters ; as,
the azaleas now constitute a subgenus of Rhododendron.
Sub-gla'cial (-gla'shal), a. Pertaining or belonging
to the under side of a glacier ; being beneath a glacier ;
as, subglacial streams.
Sub'glO-bOse' (sub'glo-bos'), a. Not quite globose.
Sub-glOb'U-lar (sub-glob'li-ler), a. Nearly globular.
ra).

&

Chron. xvii.

;

ternational Law), owing allegiance to a particular sovereign or state as, Jamaica is subject to Great Britain.
Esau was never subject to Jacob.
Locke,
3. Exposed liable ; prone
disposed ; as, a country
subject to extreme heat men subject to temptation.
All human things are subject to decay.
Dryden,
4. Obedient submissive.
Put them in mind to be subject to principalities. Titus iii. 1,
Syn. Liable; subordinate; inferior; obnoxious ; exposed. See Liable.

:

Sub-ge'nus

Sub-due' (-du'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Subdued (-diid')
vb. n. Subduing.]
[OE. soduen, OF. sosduire
p. pr.
to seduce, L. subtus below (fr. sub under) -f- ducere to

1

;

or partially gelatinous.

out of that infinite multitude of antecedent generations,
Sir M, Hale.
n. [L. subductio.'] 1. The
act of subducting or taking away.
Bp. Hall.
2. Arithmetical subtraction.
Sir M. Hale.

from further

under, subjected, p. p. of subjicere, subicere, to throw,
lay, place, or bring under
sub under -J- jacere to throw.
See Jet a shooting forth.] 1. Placed or situated under
lying below, or in a lower situation.
[06s.]
Spenser.
2. Placed under the power of another specifically {In-

subgenus.

If,

so as to disable

;

;

;

Sub'ge-Iat'1-nous (suVje-lSt'i-niis),

we should subduce ten.
Sub-duc'tlon (-duk'shiln),

I will subdue all thine enemies.

under sub under -\- jacere to lie.]
Lying under or below.
2. Being in a lower situation, though not directly beneath as, hiUs and subjacent valleys.
Sub'lect (siib'jSkt), a. [OE. suget, OF. souzgiet,
sougit (in which the first part is L. subtus below, fr. sub
under), subgiet, subject, P. sujet, from L. subjectus lying
1.

Sub-fus'cous (-fiis'kus), a. [L. subfuscus, suffuscus.
See Sub-, and Fuscous.] Duskish ; moderately dark
brownish tawny.
Taller.
Sub-fusk' (-fiisk'), a. Subfuscous. [OJj.]

;

To overpower

Somewhat

(-fi'briis), a.

[L. subjacens, p. pr. of

(siSb-ja'sent), a.

lie

;

+

2.

;

Sub-Ja'cent
subjacere to

Sub-fam'l-ly (sub-fam'I-ly), re. {Biol.) One of the
subdivisions, of more importance than a genus, into
which certain families are divided.

—

;

;

Snbesophageal ganglion (Zool.), a large special ganglion
situated beneath the esophagus of arthropods, annelids,
and some other invertebrates.

+

&

—

;

subcesophageal.']

A

re.

II

;

;

Susceptible of sub-

Sub'dl-vls'1-ble (-di-vTz'i-b'l), a.

Blackstone.

Secret enBoyle.
(Anat.) Situated

(stib'in-grgsh'iin),

[iJ.]

;

Su'ber-one (-on), re. {Chem.) {a) The hypothetical
ketone of suberic acid. (6) A colorless liquid, analogous
to suberoue proper, having a pleasant peppermint odor.
It is obtained by the distillation of calcium suberate.
Su'ber-ose' (-os'), I a. [L. suber the cork tree cf.
Su'ber-OUS (-iis), J
P. subSreux.l {Bot.) Having a
corky texture.
Sub-e'SO-phag'e-al (siib-e's6-fSj'e-al or -fa'je-al), a.
{Zool.) Situated beneath the esophagus. [Written also

vided.

to

;

:

+

;

Sub'ln-tes'U-&al (-Tn-t5s'tT-nal), a.
under, or on the ventral side of, the intestine.
Sub-ln'VO-lu'tion (siSb-in'vS-lii'shiin), re. Partial or
incomplete involution as, subinvolution of the uterus.
Sub'1-ta'ne-OUS (sQb'i-ta'ne-iSs), a.
[L. subitaneus.
See Sudden.] Sudden hasty. lObs.^ Bullokar.
Sub'l-ta'ne-ous-ness, re. lObs.)
Sub'1-ta-ny (siib'T-ta-ny 48), a. Subitaneous sudden hastj'. [Obs.']
Hales.
Su'bl-tO (soo'be-to m- su'bi-to), adv.
[It. & L.]
(Mus.) In haste quickly; rapidly.

:

;

of Cham and Japhet
those colonies were subdivided into

Sub'in-gres'slon
trance.

;

;

insinuate

infeudation, or undertenancy.

{Chem.)

[Cf. F. suberate.']

salt of suberic acid.

;

Sub'dl-Iat'ed (-dt-lat'Sd), a. Partially dilated.
Sub'dl-tl'tlOUS (-dl-tlsh'us), a. [L. subdititius, subditicius, fr. subdere to substitute.]
Put secretly in the
place of something else foisted in. [iJ.]
To diversify
Sub'dl-ver'Sl-Iy (-di-ver'sT-fi), v. t.
Sir M. Hale.
again what is already diversified. [iJ.]
Sub'dl-vlde' (-vid'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Sdbdivided
p. pr. & vb. n. SuBDrviDiNO.] [L. subdividere ; sub undividere to divide. See Divide.] To divide the
der
parts of (anything) into more parts ; to part into smaller
divisions to divide again, as what has already been di-

The progenies

re.

To

t.

&

Nearly equal.

(-J'kwal), a.

Su'ber-ate (su'ber-it),

(siib'iu-dus'), v.

[0J«.]
Sir E. Dering.
i.
Sub'ln-fer' (-in-fer'), v. l.
To infer from an inference already made. [06s.]
Bp. Hall.
Sub-ln'feu-da'tion (siSb-Tn'fiS-da'shiin), n. (Law) (a)
The granting of lands by inferior lords to their^^pendents, to be held by themselves by feudal teiiure. Craig.
(6) Subordinate tenancy ; undertenancy. V
The widow is immediate tenant to the heir, by a kind of sttb-

;

[-R.]

Milton.

subdichotomies of petty schisms.

Sub'ln-duce'
offer indirectly.

Su-be're-ous (sii-be're-ils), a. [L. subereus of the
cork tree.] Of or pertaining to cork of the nature of
cork suberose.
Su-ber'ic (sii-bSr'Ik), a. [L. suber the cork tree cf.
F. suberique.'l {Chem.) Of or pertaining to cork specifically, designating an acid, C|iHj2.(C02H)2, homologous
with oxalic acid, and obtained from cork and certain
fatty oils, as a white crystalline substtince.
Su'ber-ln (su'ber-Iu), «. [L. suber the cork tree cf.
F. suberine.^ (Bot.) A material foimd in the cell walls
of cork.
It is a modification of lignin.
Su'ber-ite (-it), re. [L. suber the cork tree.] {Zool.)
Any sponge of the genus Suberites and allied genera.
These sponges have a fine and compact texture, and contain minute siliceous spicules.

Sub'dl-chot'0-my (siib'di-kBt'o-my),
nate, or inferior, division into pairs

Snb-ln'dl-vld'u-al (sfib-In'dT-vId'ii-al), re.
division
of that which is individual.
An individual can not branch itself into subindividuals. Milton.

+

A

sky.

A

Sub'e-lon'gate (sfib'S-lSn'gat), a. Not fully elongated ; somewhat elongated.
Sub-en'do-car'di-al (sub-6n'do-kar'dT-al), a. {Anat.)
Situated under the endocardium.
Sub-en'dy-mal (-en'di-mal), a. [Pref. subendyma.] {Anat.) Situated under the endyma.
Sub-ep'l-der'mal (-Sp'i-der'mal), a.
Situated immediately below the epidermis.
Sub-ep'1-glot'tic (-glSt'ttk), a. {Anat.) Situated under the epiglottis.
Sub-ep'i-the'U-al (-the'li-al), a.
{Anat.) Situated
under the epithelium.

de-

[Pref.

a.

SUBJECT

the rule of right reason.
C. Middleton.
In one short view subkcted to our eye,
r,n(\6. ei^porors, heroes, soges, beauties, llo.
Poiie.
)lei« «hv mo»t ihtt^'ecteil, the most enslaved, who is so in his
nni'.erslnnding.
\
Locke.
;

ttien,

tUtt

;

bON

;

zh = z

In arure.

to make obnoxious or liable
;
a person to impositions.
;
to make accountable.

To expose

2.

iity subjects

;

as,

credu-

To submit

3.

God is not bound to subject his
tiny of our thoughts.

To make

4.

ways of operation

to the scru-

Locke,

subservient.

Subjected to his service angel wings.

Milton.

5. To cause to undergo as, to subject a substance to a
white heat to subject a person to a rigid test.
" Led
1. Subjacent.
Sub-ject'ed (sub-jSkt'ed), a.
them direct. .. to the .swijec^et^ plain. " [06s.] Milton.
2. Reduced to subjection brought under the domin;

;

;

ion of another.

Exposed

3.

;

liable

subject

;

;

obnoxious.

[L. subjectio: cf. OF.
Sub-jec'tion (-jSk'shfin), n.
1. The act of
subjection, F. sujetion. See Subject, a.]
subjecting, or of bringing under the dominion of another
the act of subduing.
The conquest of the kingdom, and subjection of the rebels.
Sir M. Hale.
2. The state of being subject, or under the power,
control, and government of another a state of obedience
as, the safety of life, liberty, and
or submissiveness
property depends on our subjection to the laws. " To be
bound under subjection."
Chaucer.
Likewise, ye wives, be in subjection to your own husbands.
;

;

1

Peter

iii. 1.

Because the subjection of tlie body to the will is by natural
necessity, the subjection of the will unto God voluntary, we
Btand in need of direction after what sort our wills and desires
Hooker.
may be rightly conformed to His.

Sub'ject-ist (siSb'jekt-Tst), n. (Metaph.) One skilled
a subjectivism.
in subjective philosophy
Sub-jec'tive (sub-jSk'tTv), a. [L. subjectivus; cf. F.
subjectif.]
1. Of or pertaining to a subject.
2. Especially, pertaining to, or derived from, one's
own consciousness, in distinction from external observation relating to the mind, or intellectual world, in distinction from the outward, or material ; excessively occupied with, or brooding over, one's own internal states.
^W^ In the philosophy of the mind, subjective denotes
what is to be referred to the thinking subject, the ego ;
objective, what belongs to the object of thought, the nonSir iV. Hamilton.
ego. See Objective, a., 2.
Art) Modified by, or making prominent,
3. (Lit.
the individuality of a writer or an artist ; as, a subjective
drama or painting ; a subjective writer.
Syn.
See Objective.
Subjective sensation (Physiol.), one of the sensations
occurring when stimuli due to internal causes excite the
nervous apparatus of the sense organs, as when a person
imagines he sees figures which have no objective reality.
Sub-jec'tlve-ly, adv.
Sub-jec'tlve-ness, re.
Sub-jec'tiv-ism (-tiv-iz'm), n. (Metaph.) Any philosophical doctrine which refers all knowledge to, and
founds it upon, any subjective states egoism.
Sub-Jec'tiv-ist, n. (Metaph.) One who holds to sub;

;

&

—

—

—

;

jectivism ; an egoist.
Sub'Jec-tiV'i-ty (sub'jek-tTv'i-ty), n. The quality or
state of being subjective ; character of the subject.

Sub'ject-less (siib'jekt-lgs), a. Having no subject.
Sub'Ject-mat'ter (-mSf ter), n. The matter or thought
presented for consideration in some statement or discussion that which is made the object of thought or study.
As to the subject-matter, words are always to be understood as
Blacksione.
having a regard thereto.
As science makes progress in any subject-matter, poetry recedes from it.
J. H. Newman.
Sub'ject-ness, n. Quality of being subject. [.E.]
Sub-]ic'i-ble (sub-jis'i-b'l), a. Capable of being sub;

Jer. Taylor.
[imp.
(siib-join'), «• t.
p. p. Subjoined
[Cf. OF. subvb. n. Subjoinino.]
p. pr.
joindre, L. subjungere.
See Sdb-, and Join, and cf.
Subjunctive.]
To add after something else has been
said or written ; to annex ; to append ; as, to subjoin an
argument or reason.

jected.

\_Obs.']

Sub-Join'

(-joind')

Syn.

&

&

;

— To add

annex

;
unite.
additional remark.
[iJ.]
[L.] Before the judge, or
decided
;
under
judicial
consideration.
court ; not yet
Sub'Ju-gate (stib'jii-gat), v. t. limp.
p. p. SuBjuOATED (-ga'tSd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Subjugating.]
[L.
subjugatus, p. p. of subjugare to subjugate ; sub under
-\-jugum a yoke. See Yoke.] To subdue, and bring under the yoke of power or dominion ; to conquer by force,
and compel to submit to the government or absolute
control of another ; to vanquish.
He subjugated a king, and called him his " vassal." Baker.
;

;

join

An

Sub-Joln'der (-der), re.
Sub jU'di-ce (ju'di-se).
11

&

&

Syn. — To conquer subdue overcome. See Conquer.
;

;

Sub-klng'dom (sub-king'dfim), re. One

The

;

sub- -)- lapse: cf. F. sublapsarien, sublapsaire.'] (Mccl.
Hist.) Same as Infralapsarian.
Sub'lap-sa'ri-an-ism (-Tz'm), re. Infralapsarianism.
Sub-lap'sa-ry (-lap'sa-ry), a. Sublapsarian. Johnson.
Sub'late (siib'lat), V. t. [From L. sublaius, used as
See Tolerate.] To take
p. p. of tollere to take away.
or carry away ; to remove. [JJ.]
E. Hall.
[L. sublatio, fr. sublaSub-la'tion (sub-la'shiSn), n.
tus, used as p. p. of tollere to take away.]
The act of
taking or carrying away ; removal. [J2.]
Bp. Hall.
Subla-tive (siib'la-tiv), a. Having power, or tend-

away, [i?.]
Sub'lease' (siib'les'),

ing, to take

;

;

:

or written.
Subjunctive mood (Gram.), that form of a verb which
expresses the action or state not as a fact, but only as a
conception of the mind still contingent and dependent. It
is commonly subjoined, or added as subordinate,-to some
other verb, and in English is often connected with it by
if, that, though, lest, unless, except, until, etc., as in the
following sentence " // there were no honey, they [bees]
would have no object in visiting the flower." Lubbock.
In some languages, as in Latin and Greek, the subjunctive is often independent of any other verb, being used
in wishes, commands, exhortations, etc.
:

Sub-Junc'tlve, re. (Gram.) The subjunctive mood;
a verb in the subjunctive mood

also,

ale,

senate,

c4re,

Skia,

arm, ask.

an underlease.

Sub'les-see' (siSb'les-se'), n. A holder of a sublease.
Sub-let' (siib-lef), V. i. (imp. &p.p. Sublet ; p. pr.
& vb. re. Subletting.] To underlet; to lease, as when
a lessee leases to another person.
Sub'le-va'tion (siib'le-va'shtin), n. [L. sublevare to
sub under
lift up
levare to lift, raise cf L. sublevatio an alleviation.]
1. The act of raising on high
elevation.
Sir T. More.
2. An uprising; an insurrection, [i?.] Sir W. TempleSub'11-bra'rl-an (-It-bra'ri-an), n. An under or assistant librarian.
Sub'lleu-ten'ant (-liS-tSn'ant), n. [Pref. sub- -\- lieutenant: cf, F. sous-lieutenant.
An inferior or second
lieutenant in the British service, a commissioned officer of the lowest rank.
Sub'Il-ga'tlon (-lt-ga'sh5n), re. [L. subligatio, from
svbligare to bind below sub under -|- ligare to bind.]
The act of binding underneath. [7?.]
Sub-lim'a-ble (siib-lim'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. sublimable.
See Sublime, v. <.] Capable of being sublimed or subBoyle.
limated.
Sub-lun'a-ble-ness, re.
Sub'li-mate (sOl/li-mat), v. t. limp. &p. p. Subli[L.
mated (-ma'tSd) p. pr.
vb. re. Sublimating.]
sublimatus, p. p. of sublimare to raise, elevate, fr. sublimis high: cf. F. sublimer. See Sublime, a., and cf.
Sublime, v. i.] 1. To bring by heat into the state of
vapor, which, on cooling, returns again to the solid state
as, to sublimate sulphur or camphor.
2. To refine and exalt to heighten to elevate.
The precepts of Christianity are ... so apt to cleanse and
sublimate the more gross and corrupt.
Dr. H. More.
Sub'll-mate (-mat), n. [LL. sublimaium.'] (Chem.)
A product obtained by sublimation hence, also, a purified product so obtained.
Corrosive sublimate. (Chem.) See under Corrosive.
Sub'll-mate, a. [LL. sublimatus.'] Brought into a
state of vapor by heat, and again condensed as a solid.
Sub'U-ma'ted (-ma'tSd), a. Kefined by, or as by,
sublimation exalted ; purified.
[Words] whose weight best suits a sublimated strain. Dryden.
Sub'U-ma'tlon (-ma'shiin), re. [LL. sublimatio : cf.

+

;

:

.

'[

;

;

—

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

F. sublimation.']
1. (Chem.) The act or process of subliming, or the state' or result of being sublimed.
2. The act of heightening or improving ; exaltation
elevation purification.
3. That which is sublimed ; the product of a purifying
'
process.
;

Religion

the perfection, refinement,

is

and sublimation of moSouth.

rality.

Used for sub(siib'li-ma-to-ry), a.
Boyle.
limation ; as, sublimatory vessels.
vessel used for sublimation.
Sub11-ma-tO-ry, re.
Chaucer.
sublimatories.
Vials, crosslets, and
Sub1i-ma-tO-ry

A

Sub-llme'

(silb-lim'), a.

ICompar. Sublimer

(-er)

[L. sublimis ; sub under -[- (perhaps) a word akin to limen lintel, sill, thus meaning, up
to the lintel : cf. F. sublime. Cf. Eliminate.] 1. Lifted
up ; high in place ; exalted aloft ; uplifted ; lofty.
Dryden.
Sublime on these a tower of steel is reared.
2. Distinguished by lofty or noble traits eminent ;
DeQuincey.
said of persons. "ThesMWireieJulianleader."
3. Awakening or expressing the emotion of awe, adoration, veneration, heroic resolve, etc. ; dignified ; grand
solemn ; stately ;
said of an impressive object in nature, of an action, of a discourse, of a work of art, of a
spectacle, etc. ; as, sublime scenery ; a sublime deed.
Prior.
Easy in words thy style, in sense sublime.

superl. Sublimest.]

—

;

—

Know how sublime a thing it is
To suffer and be strong.
by joy elate. IPoetic]

4. Elevated

[L.]
One who subjuSub'jU-ga'tor (-ga'ter), re.
gates a conqueror.
[See SubjuncSub-Junc'tion (stib-jiink'shun), re.
tive.]
1. Act of subjoining, or state of being subjoined.
2. Something subjoined as, a suhjunciion to a sentence.
Sub-Junc'tive (-tTv), a. [L. subjuncHvus, fr. subjungere, subjuncium, to subjoin
cf. F. subjonctif.
See
Subjoin.] Subjoined or added to something before said

;

Harris.
tenant
Bouvier.

A lease by a

(Law)

n.

or lessee to anotlier person

[Cf. P. subjttgation,
act of subjugating, or the state of

being subjugated.

of the sevGral

primary divisions of either the animal or vegetable kingdom, as, in zoology, the Vertebrata, Tunicata, MoUusca,
Articulata, MoUuscoidea, Echinodermata, Coelentera,
and the Protozoa in botany, the Phanerogamia, and the
Cryptogamia.
[Pref.
Sub'lap-sa'ri-an (suVlSp-sa'rt-an), re. & a.

Sub'ju-ga'tion (-ga'shiin), n.

LL. subjugatio.^
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SUBJECTED

Longfellow.

;

Their hearts were jocund and sublime.
Milton.
Drunk with idolatry, drunk with wine.
5. Lofty of mien ; haughty ; proud. IPoetic] " CounSpenser.
tenance sublime and insolent."
His fair, large front and eye sublime declared
Milton.
Absolute rule.
Syn. Exalted; lofty; noble; majestic. See Grand.
with
the
sublime;
That
which
is
re.
Sub-lime',
(a) A grand or lofty style in speakdefinite article ; as
ing or writing ; a style that expresses lofty conceptions.

—

—

:

sublime rises from the nobleness of thoughts, the magnificence of words, or the harmonious and lively turn of the phrase.
Addison.

The

(b) That which is grand in nature or
from the merely beautiful.

art, as distinguished

limp. &p. p. Sublimed (-limd') p.
vb. n. Subliming.]
[Cf. L. sublimare, F. sublipr.
mer to subject to sublimation. See Sublime, a., and cf.

Sub-llme',

V.

t.

;

&

Sublimate,

A

Qaal, 9II

;

1.

v. i.]

soul sublimed
conceit.

To

raise

on high.

lArchaic']

by an idea above the region of vanity and

eve,

E. P. Whipple.

event,

Snd. fern, recent

;

ice,

2. (Chem.) To subject to the process of sublimation;
to heat, volatilize, and condense in crystals or powder;
to distill off, and condense in solid form ; hence, also, to
purify.
3. To exalt ; to heighten ; to improve ; to purify.
The sun . . .
"Which not alone the southern wit sublimes.
But ripens spirits in cold, northern climes.
Pope,
4. To dignify ; to ennoble.
An ordinary gift can not sublime a person to a supernatural

employment.

Jer. Taylor.

Sub-lime' (sfib-lim'), v. i. (Chem.) To pass off in vapor, with immediate condensation specifically, to evaporate or volatilize from the solid state without apparent
melting ;
said of those substances, like arsenic, benzoic acid, etc., which do not exhibit a liquid form on
heating, except under increased pressure.
Sub-limed' (-limd'), a. (Chem.) Having been subjected to the process of sublimation ; hence, also, puri;

—

mercuric.

"<S?(6Zraie(i

fied.

Chaucer.

Sub-lime'ly (-llm'ly), adv. In a sublime manner.
Sub-lime'ness, n. The quality or state of being sublime sublimity.
Sub-lim'i-fi-ca'tion (siJh-lim'T-fT-ka'shiin), re. [L.
sublimis sublime -\- -fieare to make. See -ft.] The act
of making sublime, or state of being made sublime.
Sub-lim'i-ty (siSb-lTm'i-ty), re. ; pi. Sublimities (-ttz).
;

[L. sublimitas : cf. F. sublimite.] 1. The quality or state
of being sublime (in any sense of the adjective).
2. That which is sublime as, the sublimities of nature.
;

—

Syn.— Grandeur ; magnificence. Sublimity, Grandeur. The mental state indicated by these two words is
the same, namely, a mingled emotion of astonishment
and awe. In speaking of the quality which produces
this emotion, we call it grandeur when it springs from
what is vast in space, power, etc. we call it sublimity
when it springs from what is elevated far above the ordinary incidents of humanity. An immense plain is grand.
The heavens are not only grand, but sublime (as the predominating emotion), from their immense height. Exalted intellect, and especially exalted virtue under severe
trials, give us the sense of moral sublimity, as in the
case of our Savior in his prayer for his murderers. We
do not speak of Satan, when standing by the fiery gulf,
with his " unconquerable will and study of revenge," as
a sublime object ; but there is a melancholy grandeur
thrown around him, as of an " archangel ruined."
Sub-lln'e-a'tion (-lin'e-a'shiin), re. A mark of a line
or lines under a word in a sentence, or under another
;

line
II

;

underlining.

Sub-Un'gua (sfib-lin'gwa),re.;pZ. Sublinqu« (-gwe).

[NL.]

(Anat.)

A

process or fold below the tongue in

some animals.

+

Ungual : cf F.
Sub-lin'gual (-gwal), a. [Pref. subsublingual.] (Anat.) (a) Situated under the tongue;
as, the sublingual gland,
(b) Of or pertaining to the
.

sublingual gland ; as, sublingual saliva.
Sub-li'tion (sub-lTsh'tin), re. [L. sublinere, sublitum,
to smear, to lay on as a ground color.] (Paint.) The
act or proeess of laying the ground in a painting.
[iJ.]
Sub-lit'tO-ral (-llt'to-ral), a. Under the shore. Smart.
Sub-lob'U-lar (-lob'ii-ler), o. (Anat.) Situated under,
or at the bases of, the lobules of the liver.
Sub-lum'bar (-liim'ber), a. (Anat.) Situated under,
or on the ventral side of, the lumbar region of the vertebral column.
la. [Fret, sub- -\- lunar,
Sub-lu'nar (siib-lii'ner),
or lunary : cf. F. subSub'lU-na-ry (siib'lii-na-rj), )
lunaire.]
Situated beneath the moon ; hence, of or pertaining to this world ; terrestrial ; earthly.
Dryden..
All things sublunary are subject to change.
All sublunary comforts imitate the changeableness, as well as
South,
feel the influence, of the planet they are under.
Sub'lU-na-ry, n. Any worldly thing. [06s.]
luxaSub'lux-a'tion (-luks-a'shiin), re. [Pref. subtion: cf. F. subluxation.] (Surg.) An incomplete or

+

partial dislocation.

Sub-mam'ma-ry (-mSm'ma-ry), o. Situated under
as, submammary inflammation.

the mammffi

;

Sub'ma-rlne' (sub'ma-ren'),
growing, under water in the sea
tors

submarine

;

Being,

a.
;

as,

acting,

or

submarine naviga-

plants.

Submarine armor, a waterproof
dress of strong material, having
a helmet into which air for
breathing is pumped through a
tube leading from above the surface to enable a diver to remain
under water.
Submarine cable.

—

See Telegraph cable, under Telegraph.
Submarine mine. See
Torpedo, 2 (a).
Sub-ma-rine', n. A subma-

—

rine plant or animal.
Sub-mar'shal (-mar'shal), n.

An

under or deputy marshal.
Sub-max'il-la-ry (-mSks'ii-

(a) Situated
Diver dressed in Sub;
marine Armor,
inframaxillary ; as, the submaxillary gland.
(6) Of or pertaining to the submaxillary
gland as, submaxillary saliva.
Sub-me'di-al (-me'di-al), a. Lying under the middle.
Sub-me'di-an (-an), a. (Zodl.) Next to the median
(on either side) ; as, the submedian teeth of mollusks.
Sub-me'di-ant (-ant), re. (3fus.) The sixth tone of
the scale ; the under mediant, or third below the keynote ; the superdominant.
Sub-men'tal (-mgn'tal), a. (Anat.) Situated under
the chin ; as, the submental artery.
Sub-men'tum (-mgn'tiSm), re. / pi. SubmentA (-t4).
[NL. See Sub-, and Mentum.] (Zo'ol.) The basal part
of the labium of insects. It bears the mentum.
Sub-merge' (-merj'), v. t. limp.
p. jp. SuBMEROBD
(-merjd') p. pr.
vb. n. Submerging (^mer'jing).] [L.
submergere, submersum ; sub under -f- mergere to plunge :

it^^'ff
^^",f^ or lower jaw
under the maxilla,

;

II

&

;

idea,

Ql

;

old,

&

obey, drb, Qdd
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SUBREPTITIOUS

F. submerger. See Meege.] 1. To put under water
to plunge.
2. To cover or overflow with water ; to inundate ; to
flood ; to drown.
I would thou didst,
Shak,
So half my Egypt were submerged.

Sub-mon'ish (siib-mon'Ish), v. t. [L. submonere. See
Summon, and -ish.] To suggest to prompt. [iJ.] " The
T, G-ranger.
submonishing inclinations of my senses."
Sub'mo-nl'tion (stib'mo-nish'iin), n. [LL. submonitio.2
Suggestion prompting. IB.']
T. Granger.

Sub-Or'dl-na-tlve (stib-Sr'dl-na-tiv), a. Tending to
subordinate expressing subordination used to introduce
a subordinate sentence ; as, a subordinative conjunction.
p. p. Suborned
Sub-orn' (sub-6rn'), V. t. [imp.
(-Srnd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Suborning.]
[F. suborner, L.
subornare ; sub under, secretly -|- ornare to furnish, proSee Ornament.]
1. (Law) To
vide, equip, adorn.
procure or cause to take a false oath amounting to perjury, such oath being actually taken. Sir W. O. Russell.
2. To procure privately, or by collusion ; to procirra
by indirect means ; to incite secretly ; to instigate.

cf.

,

;

;

Sub-mu'cous (siib-mii'kiis),
water der a mucous membrane.

Sub-merge' (sub-merj'), v. i. To plunge into
or other fluid to be buried or covered, as by a fluid to
be merged hence,' to be completely included.
Some flay swallows submerge in ponds.
Gent, Mag.
Snb-mer'geiice (-mer'jens), n. [From L. submergens,
or
the
state
of being
submerging,
pr.]
The
act
of
p.
submerged; submersion.
Submersed.
(Bot.)
(-mers'),
a.
Submerse'
[L. submersus, p. p. of
Sub-mersed' (-mersf), a.
submergere. See Submbhoe.] Being or growing imder
;

Sub-mul'tl-ple

;

Sub'nar-cot'ic (siib'nar-kot'ik),

Sub-na'Sal (sOb-na'zal), a. {Anai.) Situated under
the nose ; as, the subnasal point, or the middle point of
the inferior border of the anterior nasal aperture.
Sub-nas'cent (-nas'sent), a. [L. subnascens, p. pr.
of subnasci to grow under
sub under -j- nasci to be
born.] Growing underneath, [i?.]
Evelyn.
Sub-nect' (-nSkf), v. t. [L. subnectere, subnexum
sub under -}- nectere to tie.] To tie or fasten beneath
to join beneath. \_B.']
Pope.
Sub-nex' (-ngks'), v. t. [See Subneot.] To subjoin ;
Holland.
to subnect. [06*.]
Sub-nor'mal (-nSr'mal), n. (Geom.) That part of the
axis of a curved line which is intercepted between the
ordinate and the normal.
[L. subnotatio a
Sub'no-ta'tlon (sub'no-ta'shiin), n.
signing underneath, fr. subnotare to subscribe sub under
-\- notare to note or markj
A rescript.
Bouvier.
Sub-no'tO-chOr'dal (sub-no'to-kijr'dal), a. (Anat.)
Situated on the ventral side of the notochord ; as, the

;

;

;

sitbnotochordal rod.

;

resignation.

;

all submission and humility,
Shak.
York doth present himself unto your highness.
in religion is more justly required by God
than
Sir W. Temple.
a perfect submission to his will in all things.

In

No duty

.

Acknowledgment

3.

Be not

as

of a fault

.

.

confession of error.

;

extreme in submission

;

yielding

culum.
n.
The suboperculum.
Sub'0-per'CU-lum (-liim), n. [NL. See Sub-, OpebCULUM.] (Anat.) The lower opercular bone in fishes.
Sub'or-blC'U-lar (-6r-bik'ii-ler), ) a. Almost orbicuSub'Or-biC'U-late (-8r-bik'ii-lat). ) late or orbicular.
(Anat.) Situated unSub-or'bit-al (-6r'bit-(7l), ) a.
der or below the orbit.
Sub-or'bit-ar (-8r'bit-er), )
Sub-or'der (-8r'der), n. (Nat. Hist.) A division of an
order a group of genera of a little lower rank than an
order and of greater importance than a tribe or family
as, cichoraceous plants form a suborder of Compositse.
Sub-or'dl-na-cy (-di-na-sy), re. [See Subordinate.]
The quality or state of being subordinate, or subject to
control subordination as, to bring the imagination to

;

Now at his feet submissive in distress.
Creature so fair his reconcilement seeking.

Hilton.

;

Showing a readiness to submit expressing submisBion as, a submissive demeanor.
With a submissive step I hasted down.
Prior.
2.

;

;

Syn.

— Obedient

subservient

;

compliant

;

humble modest ;

— Sub-mls'sive-ly,

;

adv.

yielding ; obsequious

;

passive.

— Sub-mls'slve-ness, «.

Spectator.
act in suboi-dinacy to reason.
[Pref. sub- -f L. orSub-or'dl-nance (-nans),
) n.
dinans, p. pr. of ordiSub-or'di-nan-cy (-nan-sy), )
nare.
See Subordinate, a, J Subordinacy subordinaBr. H. More. Sir W. Temple.
tion.
[Obs.]
Sub-or'di-na-ry (-nS-ry), re. (Her.) One of several
heraldic bearings somewhat less common than an ordinary. See Ordinary.
(1^°' Different writers name different bearings as subordmaries, but the bar, bend sinister, pile, inescutcheon
bordure, gyron, and quarter, are always considered subordinaries by those who do not class them as ordinaries.

Of

(-mis'iy),

;

&

&

;

The bristled throat
the submitted sacrifice with ruthless steel he cut.

Chapman.
3. To yield, resign, or surrender to power, will, or
authority
often with the reflexive pronoun.
Ye ben submitted through your free assent. Chaucer.
The an^el of the Lord said unto her, Return to thy mistress,
and submit thyself under her hands.
Gen. xvi. 9.
Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands. Bph. v. 22.
4. To leave or commit to the discretion or judgment
of another or others to refer as, to submit a controversy
to arbitrators to submit a question to the court
often
followed by a dependent proposition as the object.
Whether the condition of the clergy be able to bear a heavy
;

;

;

;

burden,

Sub-or'di-nate (-nat), a. [Pref. sub- -f L. ordinatus,
p. p. of ordinare to set in order, to arrange. See Ordain.]
1. Placed in a lower order, class, or rank holding a
lower or inferior position.
The several kinds and subordinate species of each are easily
Woodward.
distinguished.
2. Inferior in order, nature, dignity, power, impor-

—

;

;

tance, or the like.
It

;

is

We

;

;

;

;

yield one's opinion to the opinion or authority
of another; to be subject to acquiesce.
To thy husband's will
;

requires from us

use,

...

to aubmit to pain, disgrace,

Rogers.
(-ter), n.

unite,

One who submits.

r^de,

full,

Up,

Whitloch.

am

;

pity

—

order, or subjecting.
2. The quality or state of being subordinate or inferior
to another ; inferiority of rank or dignity ; subjection.
Natural creatures having a local subordination. Holyday.
3. Place of inferior rank.
Persons who in their several sitbordinations would be obliged
Siv\)'t.
to follow the example of their superiors.

Thine shall submit.
Milton.
3. To be submissive or resigned; to yield without

ind even death.
Sub-mlt'ter

;

—

To

murmuring.
Our religion

—

;

Sub-mlt', V. i. 1. To yield one's person to the power
of another ; to give up resistance
to surrender.
The revolted provinces presently submitted. C. Middleton.

;

food,

fo'ot

;

out,

art suborned against his honor.

Shak,

;

perjury.
Blackstone.
2. The sin or offense of procuring one to do a criminal
or bad action, as by bribes or persuasion.
Foul subornation is predominant.
Shak.
The sort of chicanery attending his subornation of managert
in the Leibnitz controversy.
De Quincey.

Sub-om'er

(siib-Srn'er)

,

One who suborns

re.

cures another to take a false oath
another to do a bad action.

or pro-

one who procures

;

Sub-0'val (-o'val), a. Somewhat oval nearly oval.
Sub-O'vate (-vat), a. Nearly in the form of an egg,
or of the section of an egg, but having the inferior extremity broadest nearly ovate.
;

;

Sub-0'va-ted (-va-tSd), «. Subovate. [R.]
Sub-OX'ide (-oks'td or -id), re. (Chem.) An oxide containing a relatively small amount of oxygen, and less than
the normal proportion as, potassium suboxide, K4O.
Sub'pe-dun'CU-lar (sub'pe-diin'kii-ler), a.
(Anat.)
Situated beneath the pedimcle as, the subpeduncular
;

;

lobe of the cerebellum.

&

Sub'pe-dun'cu-late (lat), a. (Bot.
Zodi.) Supported on, or growing from, a very short stem having a
short peduncle.
_
Sub'pel-lu'cld (-pSl-lu'std), a. Somewhat pellucid;
nearly pellucid.

Sub-pe'na (siib-pe'na"), re. & v. t. See Subp<ena.
Sub'pen-tan'gU-lar (-pSn-tan'gii-ler), a. Nearly or
approximately pentangular ; almost pentangular.
Sub-per'i-car'dl-al (siib-pgr'i-kar'dT-al), a. (Anat.)
Situated under the cardiac pericardium.
Sub-per'i-os'te-al (-os'te-al), a. (Anat.) Situated under the periosteum.
Subperiosteal operation (Surg.), a removal of bone effected without taking away the periosteum.

Sub-per'i-to-ne'al (-t6-ne'al), a.

(Anat.) Situated

under the peritoneal membrane.
(Bot.) Concealed
Sub-pet'i-0-lar (-pet'i-6-ler), a.
within the base of the petiole, as the leaf buds of the
plane tree.
Sub-pleu'ral (-plu'ral), a. (Anat.) Situated under
the pleural membrane.
Sub-pod'0-phyl'lous (-pod'o-ftllus), a. (Anat.) Situ,
ated under the podophyllous tissue of the horse's foot.
Sub-poe'na (sub-pe'na), re. [NL., fr. L. sub under -fpoena punishment.
See Pain.]
(Law) A writ commanding the attendance in court, as a witness, of the person on whom it is served, under a penalty ; the process
by which a defendant in equity is commanded to appear
and answer the plaintiff's bill. [Written also subpena.]
Subpoena ad testificandum (ad tSs'ti-f i-kSn'diim).
JNL.] A writ used to procure the attendance of a witness
for the purpose of testifying.
Subpoena duces tecum
(du'sez te'Kum). [NL.] A writ which requires a vritness
to attend and bring certain documents.
[imp.
Sub-poe'na, v. t.
p. p. Subpoenaed (-nad)
vb. n. SuBPtENAiNG.]
(Law) To serve with a
p. pr.
writ of subpoena ; to command attendance in court by a
legal writ, under a penalty in case of disobedience.
Sub-pOB'nal (-nal), a. Kequired or done under penII

—

||

&

&

Gauden.
Sub-pO'lar (-po'ler), a. Situated below the poles.
Sub'po-lyg'0-nal (siib'po-lTg'o-nal), a. Approximately
polygonal somewhat or almost polygonal.
Sub'pre-hen'Slle (-pre-hen'sll), a. Somewhat prehensile
prehensile in an inferior degree.
[Pref. sub- -J- prior : cf.
Sub-pri'or (siib-pri'er), n.
F. sous-prieur.}
(Eccl.) The vicegerent of a prior; a
alty.

;

;

claustral officer who assists the prior.
Sub-pu'bic (-pu'bik), a. (Anat.) Situated under, or
posterior to, the pubic bones.
Sub-pul'mo-na-ry (-piil'mo-na-ry), a. (Anat.) Situated under, or on the ventral side of, the lungs.
Sub-pur'chas-er (-pQr'chas-er), re.
purchaser who
buys from a purchaser ; one who buys at secoud hand.
Sub-pyr'i-form (-pTr'I-f8rm), a. Somewhat pyriform.
Sub-quad'rate (-kwSd'rat), a.
Nearly or approximately square almost square.
Sub-quad'ru-ple (-ru-p'l), a. Containing one part of
four ; in the ratio of one to four ; as, subquadniple proportion.
Bp. Wilkins.

A

;

was subordinate, not enslaved, to the understanding. South.
Sub-Or'dl-nate, n. One who stands in order or rank bedistinguished from a principal. Milton.
low another
Sub-or'di-nate (-nat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Subordinated (-nii'tSd) p. p»-.& ^6. re. Subordinating.] 1. To
place in a lower order or class to make or consider as of
as, to subordinate one crealess value or importance
ture to another.
as, to sub2. To make subject to subject or subdue
ordinate the passions to reason.
Sub-or'dl-nate-ness, «.
Sub-or'dl-nate-ly, adv.
Sub-or'di-na'tion (-na'shnn), n. [Cf. F. subordina1. The act of subordinating, placing in a lower
ti07i.']

—

submitted to the house.
Swift.
submit that a wooden spoon of our day would not be justified in calling Galileo and Napier blockheads because they
never heard of the differential calculus.
Macaulay.

2.

;

;

adv. In a submiss manner
Jer. Taylor.
witli submission.
[Archaic^
Sub-mlss'ness, n. Submissiveness. [Ofii.]
[imp.
Sub-mlt' (sfib-mif), V. t.
p. p. Submitted
(-tSd) p. pr.
vb. n. Submitting.] [L. submiltere ; sub
under -j- rnittere to send : cf. F. soumellre. See Missile.]
1. To let down ; to lower.
[Obs.']
Sometimes the hill submits itself a while.
Dryden.
2. To put or place under.
Milton.

Sub-mlss'ly

nu-

—

As in offense.
Shak.
(Zaw) An agreement by which parties engage to
submit any matter of controversy between them to the
decision of arbitrators. Wharton {Law Bid. ). Bouvier.
Sub-mls'sive (sub-mts'siv), a. 1. Inclined or ready
4.

to submit ; acknowledging one's inferiority
obedient ; humble.

-|- It.

&

;

;

meekness

[Pref. sub-

:

:

;

a.

vola cloud cf. L. subnubilus somewhat cloudy.] Under
the clouds ; attended or partly covered or obscured by
Boetic']
clouds ; somewhat cloudy. [B.
Milnes.
Subnuvolar lights of evening sharply slant.
(siib'ob-skur'l^),
adv.
Somewhat
SuVob-scurely
Donne.
obscurely or darkly. [-R.]
Sub'ob-tuse' (-tils'), a. Partially obtuse.
Sub'OC-cip'i-tal (-8k-sTp'i-tal), a. (Anat.) Situated
under, or posterior to, the occiput ; as, the suboccipital,
or first cervical, nerve.
Sub-OC'tave (stib-6k'tav), ) a. Containing one part
of eight ; having the
Sub-OC'tU-ple ^ok'tii-p'l), )
Bp. Wilkins.
ratio of one to eight.
Sub-OC'U-Iar (-3k'il-ler), a. [Pref. sub- -{- ocular : cf.
li. subocularis.']
(Anat.) Situated under, ra- on the ventral side of, the eye.
Sub-Of'fl-cer (-of'fT-ser), n. [Pref. sub- -\- officer: cf.
F. sous-officier.'] An under or subordinate officer.
Sub'0-per'CU-lar (sfiVo-pei-'kli-ler), a. (Anat.) Situated below the operculum ; pertaining to the suboper-

;

ior

Thou

Those who by despair suborn their death.
Dryden.
Sub'or-na'tlon (siSVdr-na'shiin), re. [F. subornation.']
1. (Law) Tlie act of suborning
the crime of procuring a person to take such a false oath as coustitutes

;

Sub-nu'VO-lar (-nu'v6-ler),

;

&

&

;

.

I

(Med.) Moder-

a.

ately narcotic.

;

;

;

;

;

Sub-mer'sion (-mer'shtin), n. [L. submersio : cf. F.
submersion.} 1. The act of submerging, or putting under water or other fluid, or of causing to be overflowed ;
the act of plunging under water, or of drowning,
2. The state of being put under water or other fluid,
or of being overflowed or drowned,
Sub'me-tal'Uc (-me-tSl'lik), a. Imperfectly metallic ; as, a submetallic luster.
Sub-min'is-ter (-mtn'Is-ter), v. t. [L. subministrare,
To
subministratum.
See Sub-, and Minister, v. <.]
Sir M. Hale.
supply to afford. lObs.]
useful.
i.
subservient
to
be
v.
To
be
Sub-mln'ls-ter,
subminister to the best and
[_0bs.2 " Our passions .
L^Estrange.
worst purposes."
Sub-min'ls-trant (-trant), a.
\JL. subministrans, p.
Bacon.
Subordinate subservient. [Oi«.]
pr.]
[See Subministee.]
Sub-mln'ls-trate (-trat), v. i.
To supply; to afford; to subminister. [06s.] Harvey.
Sub-mln'is-tra'tion (-tra'shun), n. [L. subministra<toJ The act of subministering. [Ofo.] Sir H. Wotton.
Sub-miss' (-mis'), a. [L. submissus, p. p. of sub1. Submittere to let down, to lower. See Submit.]
missive humble obsequious. lArchaic'] " Soft Silence
and sujmm Obedience." Spenser. " Stooping and smJmiss."
B. L. Stevenson.
calm as, submiss voices. [iJ.]
2. Gentle soft
Sub-mis'slon (-mTsh'fin), n. [L. submissio a letting
down, lowering cf. F. souTnission.} 1. The act of submitting the act of yielding to power or authority ; surrender of the person and power to the control or government of another ; obedience ; compliance.
Submission^ dauphin 't is a mere French word
Shak.
We English warriors wot not what it means.
2. The state of being submissive ; acknowledgment of
inferiority or dependence
humble or suppliant behav;

A number

(Math.)
;

water, as the leaves of aquatic plants.

;

(-miil'ti-p'l), n.

{Anat.') Situated un-

or quantity wliich is contained in another an exact number of times, or is an aliquot part of it thus, 7 is the
submultiple of 56, being contained in it eight times.
{Math.) Of or pertaining to a
Sub-mul'ti-ple, a.
submultiple being a submultiple as, a submultiple number submultiple ratio.
Sub-mus'CU-lar (-miis'kii-ler), a. (Anat.) Situated
underneath a muscle or muscles.

;

.

a.

;

;

oil

;

chair

;

bo

;

sing,

Sub-quin'que-fld (-kwTn'kwe-ftd),
quefid

;

a.

Almost quiu-

nearly quiuquefid.

Having the ratio of one
to five as, subqui)ituple proportion.
Bp. Wilkins.
Sub-read'er (-red'er), n. (Law) An under reader in
the inns of court, who reads the texts of law the reader
Sub-quln'tu-ple

(-tiS-p'l), a.

;

to discourse upon.
[Eng.]
Crabb.
Sub-rec'tor (-rek'ter), ». An assistant rector. [Eng.]
Sub're-ll'glon (-re-lT j'uu), n. A secondary religion
a belief or principle held in a quasi religious veneration.
Loyalty is in the English a subreligion.
Jimcrson,
Sub-rep'tlon (stib-rSp'ahtin), n. [L. subreptio, fr. subripryf,siibrepliim, to snatch or take away secretly: cf. F.
siibri-pliun.
SiH) SuKKEPTiTious.]
The act of obtaining a
favor by surprise, or l>y unfair representation through suppression or fraudulent concealment of facts.
Bp. Hall.
is

iQk

SuVrep-titlOUS (sSb'rSp-tlsh'iSs),
;

tlien,

tliln

;

boN

;

zh

=z

<r.

[L. subreptitiits.

in azure.
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SUBREPTITIOUSLY
—

See SuRKKPTiTions.] Surreptitious. [06^.]
Sub'rep\_Obs.']
tl'tiOUS-ly (sub'rep-tish'iis-ly), adv.
Sub-rep'tive (sub-rSp'tiv), a. [L. subreptivus.'] Surreptitious.

Sub'se-quence (siib'se-kwens),
Sub'se-quen-cy (-kwen-sy),
Sub'se-quent (-kwent),

Somewhat rigid or stiff.
(-rlj'id), a.
Sub-rig'U-OUS (-rig'u-iis), a. [Ij. subriguus ; suivoa-

+

ler
riguus watered, akin to rigare to water.] WaBlount.
tered or wet beneath well-watered. \_Obs.'\
[L. subrogatus, p. p.
Sub'ro-gate (sub'r6-gat), v. t.
put
in
the
place
of
,of mbrogare.
See Subbogate.] To
;

another to substitute.
Sub'ro-ga'tlon (-ga'shiin), n.

Barrow.

;

F. subrogation,
JAj. subrogatio.']
The act of subrogating. Specifically:
(Law) The substitution of one person in the place of
another as a creditor, the new creditor succeeding to the
rights of the former ; the mode by which a third person
who pays a creditor succeeds to his rights against the
Bouvier. Burrill. Abbott.
debtor.
Snb'ro-timd' (-rS-tund'), a. Somewhat rotund.
Snb-sa'cral (sub-sa'kral), a. (Anat.) Situated under,
or on the ventral side of, the sacrum.
Sub'sa-line' (sub'sa^Iin' or siib-sa'Iin), a. Moderately
saline or salt.
{Chem.)
basic salt. See
Snb'salt' (siib'salt'), n.
the Note under Salt.
[Cf.

A

Sub'san-na'tlon (-sSn-na'shiln), n. [L. siibsannatio,
fr. subsannare to deride by mimicking gestures.]
Derision mockery.
[Ois.]
Dr. H. More.
(Anat.) Situated
Sub-scap'u-lar (-skSp'ii-ler), ) a.
beneath the scapula
Sub-Scap'U-la-ry (-la-ry),
)
the subscapular muscle.
Capable of being
Sub-scrib'a-ble (-skrib'4-b'l), a.
subscribed,
[i?.]
Sub-scribe' (sab-skriV), v. t.
limp.
p. p. SuBecEiBED (-skrlbd') p. pr.
vb. n. Subsceibing.]
[L.
fubscribere, subscriptum ; sub under -j- scribere to write
cf. F. souscrire.
See Scribe.] 1. To write underneath,
as one's name ; to sign (one's name) to a document.
[They] subscribed their names under thera. Sir T. More.
2. To sign with one's own hand ; to give consent to,
as something written, or to bind one's self to the terms
of, by writing one's name beneath ; as, parties subscribe
a covenant or contract ; a man subscribes a bond.
All the bishops subscribed the sentence.
Hitman.
3. To attest by writing one's name beneath ; as, officers subscribe their official acts, and secretaries and
as,

;

&

&

;

:

clerks subscribe copies of records.
4. To promise to give, by writing one's name with the
amount ; as, each man subscribed ten dollars.
5. To sign away ; to yield ; to surrender. \_Obs.J Shak.
6. To declare over one's signature ; to publish. [OJs.]
Either I must shortly hear from him, or I will subscribe him
a coward.
Shak.

Sub-scribe', v. i.
X. Tc- sign one's name to a letter
or other document.
Shak.
2. To give consent to something written, by signing
Oae's name hence, to assent ; to agree.
So spake, so wished, much humbled Eve ; but Fate
;

Svbsci-ibed not.

3.
4.

Milton.

To become surety — with /or.
To yield to admit one's self
;

;

the wrong.

Shak.

[J5.]

to be inferior or in

[Obs."]

I will subscribe, and say I wronged the duke.

Shak.

5. To set one's name to a paper in token of promise to
give a certain sum.
6. To enter one's name for a newspaper, a book, etc.
1. One who subscribes ; one
Sub-SCrib'er (-er), n.
who contributes to an undertaking by subscribing.
2. One who enters his name for a paper, book, map,

or the like.
Dryden.
[L. subscriptus, p. p.
Sub'script (sSb'skrTpt), a.
See Subscribe.] Written below or underneath ; as, iota
subscript.
(See under Iota.^ Specifically (Math.), said
of marks, figures, or letters (suffixes), wTitten below and
usually to the right of other letters to distinguish them
as, a, n, 2, in the symbols JTa, An, Y^. See Suffix, n.,2,

and Sttbindex.
Sub'script, n. Anything written below.
Bentley.
Sub-SCrip'tion (siib-skrip'shiin), m. ^Ij. subscriptio
F. souscription.'] 1. The act of subscribing.
2. That which is subscribed. Specifically: (a) A paper
to which a signature is attached, (b) The signature attached to a paper, (c) Consent or attestation by underwriting the name, (d) Sum subscribed ; amount of sums
subscribed ; as, an individual subscription to a fund.
3. (Eccl.) The acceptance of articles, or other tests
tending to promote uniformity ; esp. (Ch. of Eng.),
formal assent to the Thirty-nine Articles and the Book
of Common Prayer, required before ordination.
4. Submission ; obedience. [0J«.]
of.

You owe me no
5.

subsci-iption.

Shak.

(Pharm.) That part of a prescription which con-

tains the direction to the apothecary.

Sub-scrip'tive

scription, or signature.

ardson.

Of or pertaining to a sub" The subscriptive part." Rich-

(-tTv), a.

—

Sub-scrip'tive-ly, adv.
Sub'se-CUte (siSb'se-kut), V. t.
[L, subsecutus, p. p.
of subsequi. See Subsequent.] To follow closely, or so
as to overtake ; to pursue.
\_Obs.']

To

follow and detain him,
avbsecuied and overtaken.

if

by any

he could be
E. Hall.
[Cf. F. subsecu-

possibility

Sub-sec'U-tive (sub-sgk'u-ttv), a.
Following in a train or succession, [i?.]
(if.'\
Sub-sei'li-um (-sel'li-fim), n. ; pi. SUBSELLIA (-a).
[L.] (Eccl. Arch.) One of the stalls of the lower range
where there are two ranges. See Ulust. of Stall.
Sub-sem'l-tone (-sem'i-ton), n. (Mus.) The sensible
or leading note, or sharp seventh, of any key subtonic.
Sub-sen'si-ble (-sSu'sT-b'l), a. Deeper than the reach
" That subsen.nble world."
of the senses.
Tyndall.
Sub-sep'ta-ple (-sSp'tii-p'l), a. Having the ratio of
one to seven.
£p, Wil&ins.
II

;

ale,

senate,

c&ie,

&m, arm, ask,

)

n.
The act or state
of following ;
op-

—

[L. subsequens, -entis,

a.

subsequi to follow, succeed cf F. subsequent.
See Sue to follow.] 1. Following in time coming or
being after something else at any time, indefinitely as,
subsequent events subsequent ages or years a period
long subsequent to the foundation of Rome.
2. Following in order of place
succeeding as, a subsequent clause in a treaty. " The subsequent words come
on before the precedent vanish."
Bacon.
Snb'se-quent-ly, adv. At a later time ; afterwards.
Sub-se'rous (sub-se'riis), a. (Anat.) Situated under
a serous membrane.
Sub-serve' (-serv'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Subserved
(-servd') p. pr. & vb. n. Subserving.]
[L. subservire ;
sub under -f- servire to serve. See Serve.] To serve in
subordination or instrumentaUy to be subservient to
to help forward ; to promote.
It is a ^eater credit to know the ways of captivating Nature,
and makmg her subserve our purposes, than to have learned all
p. pr. of

:

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gtanvitl.

Sub-serve', v. i. To be subservient or subordinate
to serve in an inferior capacity.
But

to subserve

to assist in the establishment or support of an enterprise
deemed advantageous to the public ; a subvention ; as, a
subsidy to the owners of a line of ocean steamships.
Subsidy, Tribute. A subSyn. Tribute; grant.
sidy is voluntary ; a tribute is exacted.
Sub-sign' (siib-sin'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Subsigned
(-sind') p. pr.
vb. n. Subsiqning.]
[L. subsignare
sub under -j- signare to mark cf. F. soussigner.
See
Sign.] To sign beneath ; to subscribe.
[B.l Camden.
Sub'slg-na'tlon (sub'sig-na'shun), n.
[L. subsignatio.1 The act of writing the name under something,
as for attestation.
[J?.]
Shelton.
Sub-sll'i-cate (siili-sTl'T-kat), n.
basic silicate.
Sub-sist' (siib-sist'), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Subsisted ;
vb. n. Subsisting.]
[L. subsistere to stand
p. pr.
still, stay, remain alive ; stib under
sistere to stand,
to cause to stand, from stare to stand : cf. F. subsister.
See Stand.] 1. To be ; to have existence ; to mhere.

—

—

Not made to rule,
where wisdom bears command.

;

&

&

;

:

A

&

+

And makes what happiness we justly call.

;

the intrigues o£ policy.

Subsist not in the

To continue

2.

good of one, but

Pope.

all.

to retain a certain state.

;

Firm we subsist, yet possible to swerve.
Milton.
3. To be maintained with food and clothing ; to be
Milton.
supported to live.
Atterbury.
To subsist on other men's charity.
Sub-sist', V. t. To support with provisions ; to feed
to maintain as, to subsist one's family.
He laid waste the adjacent country in order to render it more
;

Mitton.

;

Sub-serv'i-ence (-i-«ns),
Sub-serv'i-en-cy (-i-en-s^),

;

infrascapular

1

posed to precedence.

\_Obs.']

Sub-rig'id

SUBSTANTIAL

)

n.

)

The quality or state
of being subservient

instrumental fitness or use ; hence, willingness to serve
another's purposes ; iu a derogatory sense, servility.
The body, wherein appears much fitness, use, and subserviency to infinite functions.
There is a regular subordination and subserviency
the parts to beneficial ends.

Benttey.

among

all

Cheyne.

Sub-serv'I-ent (-ent), a. [L. subserviens, -entis, p. pr.
See Subserve.] Fitted or disposed to subserve useful
an inferior capacity ; serving to promote some end
subordinate ; hence, servile truckling.
Scarce ever reading anything which he did not make subservient in one kind or other.
Bp. Felt.
These ranks of creatures are subservient one to another. Bay.
;

in

;

;

Their temporal ambition was wholly subservient to their
Burke.

proselytizing spirit.

In a subservient manner.

Sub-serv'l-ent-ly, adv.

+

Sub-ses'qul- (stib-ses'kwi-). [Pref. subsesqui-.l
(Chem.) A prefix (also used adjectively) denoting the
combination of constituents (especially electro-negative
and electro-positive bodies) in the proportion of two to
three ; as, a subsesqui acetate, i. e., a salt having two
equivalents of acetic acid to three of the bose.
Sub-ses'tU-ple (-sSks'tii-p'l), a. Having the ratio of
one to six as, subsexiuple proportion.
Bp. Wilkins.
Sub-side' (siib-sid'). V. i. [imp. & p. p. Subsided
[L. subsidere; sub under,
p. pr. & vb. n. Subsiding.]
below -|- sidere to sit down, to settle akin to sedere to
sit, E. sit.
See Sit.] 1. To sink or fall to the bottom
;

;

;

to settle, as lees.
2. To tend downward ; to become lower ; to descend
to sink. " Heaven's subsiding hill."
Dryden.
3. To fall into a state of quiet ; to cease to rage ; to
be calmed to settle down ; to become tranquil ; to
abate ; as, the sea subsides ; the tumults of war will sub" In cases of danger,
side ; the fever has subsided.
pride and envy naturally subside."
C. Middleton.
;

— See Abate.
Sub-sid'ence (-sid'ens),
Sub-sid'en-cy (-en-sy),

Syn.

subsidens, -entis,
See
p. pr. of subsidere.
)
act or process of subsiding.
)

n.

[L.

Subside.] The
The subdual or subsidence of the more violent passions.
Bp. Warburfbn.
Sub-Sid'1-a-rl-ly (-sTdt-a-ri-iy ) adv. In a subsidiary
manner so as to assist.
Sub-sid'1-a-ry (-i-a-ry), a. [L. subsidiarius : cf. F.
subsidiaire.
See Subsidy.] 1. Furnishing aid ; assisting ; auxiliary ; helping ; tributary , especially, aiding iu
an inferior position or capacity ; as, a subsidiary stream.
Chief ruler and principal head everywhere, not suffragant
,

;

and

Florio.

subsidia7-y.

They

constituted a useful subsidiary testimony of another
Coleridge.

state of existence.

Of or pertaining to a subsidy constituting a subsidy being a part of, or of the nature of, a subsidy as,
subsidiary payments to an ally.
2.

;

;

;

George the Second relied on his subsidiary UevdiQS. Ld. Mahon.
Snb-sid'l-a-ry,w. ; pi. Subsidiaries (-riz). One who,
or that which, contributes aid or additional supplies an
;

Hammond.
an auxiliary.
Sub'sl-dize (sub'sl-diz), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Subsidized (-dizd) p. pr. & vb. n. Subsidizing (-di'zing).]
[From Subsidy.] To furnish with a subsidy; to purchase the assistance of by the payment of a subsidy to
aid or promote, as a private enterprise, with public
money as, to subsidise a steamship line.
He employed the remittances from Spain to subsidise a large
Prescott.
body of German mercenaries.
Sub'si-dy (sub'sT-dy), n. ; pi. Subsidies (-diz). [L.
subsidium the troops stationed in reserve in the third
assistant

;

;

;

;

line of battle, reserve, support, help, fr. subsidere to sit
down, lie in wait : cf. F. subside. See Subside.] 1. Suj)aid ; cooperation ; esp. extraordinary aid in money

port

;

,

rendered to the sovereign or to a friendly power.
They advised the king to send speedy aids, and with much
Bacon.
Subsidies were taxes, not immediately on property, but on persons in respect of their reputed estates,
after the nominal rate of 4s. the pound for lands, and 28.
Blackstone.
8d. for goods.
2. Specifically : A sum of money paid by one sovereign or nation to another to purchase the cooperation or
the neutrality of such sovereign or nation in war.
3.
grant from the government, from a municipal
corporation, or the like, to a private peraon or company
alacrity granted a great rate of subsidy.

^W^

A

final,

^

;

«ye,

event,

tod, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

enemy to subsist their army.
Bobertson.
Sub-sist'ence (-ens), n. [Cf. F. subsistance, L. subsistentia.^
1. Eeal being'; existence.
Not only the things had subsistence, but the very images were
of some creatures existing.
Stillingfieet,
2. Inherency ; as, the subsistence of qualities in bodies.
3. That which furnishes support to animal life means
of support
provisions, or that whicn procures provisions
livelihood ; as, a meager subsistence.
difficult for the

;

;

;

His viceroy could only propose to himself a comfortable subAddison,
out of the plunder of his province.
4. (Theol.) Same as Hypostasis, 2.
Hooker.
Sub-sist'en-cy (-en-sy), n. Subsistence. [iJ.]

sistence

a.
( ent),
[L. subsistens, p. pr. See
real being ; as, a subsistent spirit.
as, qualities subsistent in matter.
under sizar ; a student ofSub-si'zar (-sl'zer), n.
lower rank than a sizar. [Cambridge Univ. Eng.']

Sub-sist'ent

Subsist.]
1.
2. Inherent

Having
;

An

my

Bid

him

subsizar carry
his bever.

my

Sub'soil' (sub'soU'), n.

which

hackney

to the buttery

and give

J. Fletcher.

The bed, or stratum,

of earth

immediately beneath the surface soil.
Subsoil plow, a plow having a share and standard but no
moldboard. It follows in the furrow made by an ordinary plow, and loosens the soil to an additional depth
without bringing it to the surface.
Knight.
Sub'soil', V. t. To turn up the subsoil of.
Sub-so'la-ry (sub-so'la^rj), a. Being under the sun
lies

hence, terrestrial earthly ; mundane. [JJ.]
group somewhat less
Sub-spe'cies (-spe'shez), re.
distinct than species usually are, but based on characters
;

A

more important than those which characterize ordinary
often, a geographical variety or race.
;
Sub'sphe-noid'al (-sfe-noid'al), a. (Anat.) Situated
under, or on the ventral side of, the body of the sphenoid bone.
varieties

Nearly spherical;
Sub-spher'ic-al (-sfer'i-kal), a.
having a figure resemblmg that of a sphere.
(a) (Anat.) SubverteSub-spi'nous (-spi'niis), a.
(b) (Med.) Situated beneath a spinous process, as
that of the scapula; as, subspinous dislocation of the
bral.

humerus.

Sub'stance (suVstans), n. [F., fr. L. substantia,
substare to be under or present, to stand firm sub
-)- stare to stand.
See Stand.] 1. That which
underlies all outward manifestations ; substratum the
permanent subject or cause of phenomena, whether material or spiritual
that in which properties inhere
that which is real, in distinction from that which is apparent the abiding part of any existence, in distinction
from any accident
that which constitutes anything
what it is nature real or existing essence.
These cooks, how they stamp, and strain, and grind,
fr.

;

under

;

;

;

;

;

;

And turn substance into accident

Chaucer,
Heroic virtue did his actions guide,
And he the substance, not the appearance, chose. Dryden.
2. The most important element in any existence ; the
characteristic and essential components of anything;
the main part ; essential import ; purport.
This edition is the same in substance with the Latin. Bp. Burnet.
It is insolent in words, in manner ; but in substance it is not
Burke.
only insulting, but alarmmg.
I

3. Body ; matter ; material of which a thing is made
solidity ; firmness ; as, the substance of which a garment is made ; some textile fabrics
have little substance.
4. Material possessions ; estate ; property ; resources.
And there wasted his substance with riotous living. Luke xv. 13.
Thy substance, valued at the highest rate.
Shak.
Can not amount unto a hundred marks.
We are destroying many thousand lives, and exhausting our
substance, but not for our own interest.
Siuift.
5. (Theol.) Same as Hypostasis, 2.
Sub'stance, v. t.
To furnish or endow with substance; to supply property to ; to make rich. [Obs.]
Having no substance; unsuoSub'stance-less, a.
stantial.
Coleridge,
[iJ.]
Sub'stant (-stant), a, [L. substans, -antis, p. pr. of
substare to he fam.] Substantial; firm.
"[The
[iJ.]
glacier's] subsiant ice."
The Century,
[F. substantiel, L.
Sub-Stan'tial (siJb-stSu'shal), a.
substantialis.]
X. Belonging to substance ; actually existing
Milton.
real ; as, substantial life.
If this atheist would have his chance to be a real and ^ibstan*
tial agent, he is more stupid thas the vulgar.
Bentley.

hence, substantiality

;

;

idea,

91

;

old,

obey, drb, ddd
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SUBTLE

5. {Theol.) The doctrine that Christ suffered vicariously, being substituted for the sinner, and that his

Sub-tend' (siib-tSnd'), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Subtended ;
[L. subtendere ; sub unvb. n. Subtending.]
p. pr.
der -|- tendere to stretch, extend. See Tend.] To extend
under, or be opposite to ; as, the line of a triangle which
subtends the right angle ; the chord subtends an arc.
Sub-tense' (sub-tens'), n. [L. subtendere, subtentum.
See Subtend, Tense, a.] {Geom.) A line subtending, or
stretching across a chord ; as, the subtense of an arc.

SUBSTANTIALITY
2. Not seeming or imaginary ; not illusive ; real
solid; true; veritable.
If happiness be a svbfitantial good.
Denhani,
The substantial ornaments of virtue. L^ Estrange.
3. Corporeal ; material ; firm, " Most ponderous and
substantial things."
Shak.
The rainbow [appears to be] a large substantial arch. I. IVatts.
4. Having good substance ; strong ; stout solid ; firm
as, substantial cloth ; a substantial fence or wall.
5. Possessed of goods or an estate ; moderately vpealthy
responsible; as, a, substantial freeholder. "Stibstavtial
;

Sir W. Scott.

yeomen and burghers."

Sub-Stan'tl-al'i-ty (sub-stan'shT-ai'T-ty), n. The quality or state of being substantial ; corporeity ; materiality.
The soul is a stranger to such gross substantiality. Glanvill.
Snto-Stan'tlal-lze (-stSn'shal-Tz), v.
vb.
SCBSTANTIALIZED (-izd) ; p. pv.
ZING (-i'zTng).] To make substantial.

&

t.

Jl.

&

[imp.
p. p.
SDBSTANTIALI;

in

In him all his Father shone,
Milton.
Substantially expressed.
of this religion would make men, if thev would
truly observe them, substantially religious toward God, chaste,

The laws

and temperate.
Sub-stan'tlal-ness,

Tillotson.

The quality or

n.

state of being

as, the substantialness of a wall or column.
Sub-Stan'titlls (-shalz), n. p/. Essential parts. Ayliffe.
[imp.
Sub-stan'tl-ate (-shl-at), v. t.
p. p. ScbBTANTiATED (-a'tSd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Substantiating.]
1. To make to exist ; to make real.
Ayliffe.
2. To establish the existence or truth of by proof or
competent evidence; to verify; as, to substantiate a
charge or allegation ; to substantiate a declaration.

substantial

;

&

&

Observation is, in turn, wanted to direct and substantiate the
course of experiment.
Coleridge.

The act of subSub-Stan'tl-a'tion (-shT-a'shiin), n.
evidence proof.
Sub'Stan-tl'val (siib'strtn-ti'val), a. Of or pertaining
to a substantive of the nature of a substantive.
Sub'stan-ti'val-ly, adv.
Sub'Stan-tive (sub'stan~tTv), a.
[L. substantivus
Cf. F. substanlif.']
1. Betokening or expressing existence ; as, the substantive verb, that is, the verb to be.
2. Depending on itself ; independent.
~
He considered how sufficient and substantive this land was to
maintain itself without any aid of the foreigner.
Bacon.
3. Enduring
solid firm ; substantial.
Strength and magnitude are qualities which impress the imagination in a powerful and substantive manner.
Hazlitt.
4. Pertaining to, or constituting, the essential part or
principles as, the law substantive.
Noun substantive (Gram.), a noun which designates an
object, material or immaterial a substantive.
Substantive color, one which communicates its color without the
aid of a mordant or base
opposed to adjective color.
{Gram.) A
Sub'Stan-tive, n. [Cf. F. substantif.]
noun or name the part of speech which designates
something that exists, or some object of thought, either
material or immaterial as, the words man, horse, city,
goodness, excellence, are substantives.
Sub'Stan-tive, !). i. To substantivize. [-R.] Cudworth.
Sub'stan-tive-ly, adv. 1. In a substantive manner
in substance essentially.
2, {Gram.) As a substantive, name, or noun; as, an
adjective may be used substaiiiively.
Sub'stan-tlve-ness, n. The quality or state of being
stantiating or proving

;

;

—

;

;

;

Sub-tep'id (-tgp'id), a. Slightly tepid.
Sub'te-rete' (siSb'te-ret'), a. Somewhat terete.
[L. subterflu'
Sub-ter'flu-ent (sQb-ter'flii-ent), a.
Sub-ter'flu-OUS (siib-ter'flii-fis), ] eres, p. pr. of sm6terfluere to flow beneath
subter under -{-fluere to flow.]
I

;

Running under or beneath.

A

;

;

little shifts and subterfuges, to avoid the force of
/. Watts.
a miserable subterfuge, they hope to render this proposition safe by rendering it nugatory.
Burke.

AfEect not

an argument.

By

;

Sub'ter-rane (sub't5r-ran), re. [Cf. L. subterraneum,
See Subterranean.] A cave or room

A

E. souterrain.
under ground.

Sub'Strate, a. Having very slight furrows. [£.]
Sub-Strate' (sub-straf ), v. t. [L. substratus, p. p. of
substrahere. See Substratum.] To strew or lay under
anything. [Obs.]
The melted glass being supported by the sw6s?)-aterf sand. Boyle.

[B.]
J. Bryant.
Sub'ter-ra'ne-al (-ra'ne-al), a. Subterranean. [Obs.]
subterraneus
(-on),
)a.
[L.
; sub
Sub'ter-ra'ne-an
;er?a earth. See
under
Sub'ter-ra'ne-OUS (-lis), )
earth
Terrace.] Being or lying underthe surface of the
situated within the earth, or under ground as, subterranean springs a subterraneous passage.
Sub'ter-ra'ne-ous-ly, adv.
Snb'ter-ran'l-ty (-rSn'i-ty), n. A place under ground
Sir T. Browne.
a subterrany. [Obs.]
Sub'ter-ra-ny(sub'tgr-ra-ny),a. Subterranean. [Obs.]
Bacon, —n. A subterranean place. [Obs.]
Sub'ter-rene' (sub'ter-ren'), a. [L. subterrenus, equiv.
to subterraneus.] Subterraneous. [Obs.]
Sub'ter-res'trl-al (-rgs'trl-al), a. Subterranean.
{Anat.) SituSub'tha-lam'ic (siJb'tha-lSm'ik), a.
ated under the optic thalamus.
Sub'tile (siib'tTl or suf'l 277), a. [L. subtilis. See
Subtle.] 1. Thin not dense or gross rare ; as, subtile air
subtile vapor
a subtile medium.
nice
fine
2. Delicately constituted or constructed
delicate; tenuous; finely woven.
"A sotil [subtile]
twine's thread.
Chaucer.
Spenser.
More subtile web Arachne can not spin.

+

(-stra'tum), ra. ; pi. Substrata (-ta).
[L. substratus, p. p. of subslernere to strew under sub
under
sternere to strew.
See Stratum.]
1. That
which is laid or spread under ; that which underlies
something, as a layer of earth lying under another;

Sub-stra'tum

;

+

;

;

Emerson.

religion of Asia as the base.

Sub-Struc'tlon (-struk'shiin), n. [L. substructio, fr.
substruere, substructum, to build beneath sub under -|struere to build.] {Arch.) Underbuilding the foundation, or any preliminary structure intended to raise the
lower floor or basement of a building above the natural
level of the ground.
;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

substantive.

Sub'Stan-tiv-lze

To convert

into a substantive ; as, to substantivize an adjective. Fitzed. Hall.
Sub'stile' (siib'stno, n. {Dialing) See Sdesttle.
(-iz),

v.

t.

Sub-Stit'U-ent (siib-stlt'S-ent), n. [L. substituens, p.
pr.
See Substitdtb.]
{Chem.) Any atom, group, or
radical substituted for another, or entering a molecule
in place of some other part which is removed.
Sub'Sti-tute (siib'sti-tut), n. [L. substitutus, p. p. of
subslituere to put under, put in the place of ; sub imder
4- staiuere to put, place cf. E. substitut. See Statute.]
One who, or that which, is substituted or put in the
place of another ; one who acts for another that which
stands in lieu of something else; specifically {3Iil.), a
person who enlists for military service in the place of a
conscript or drafted man.
Hast thou not made me here thy substitute ?
Milton.
Ladies [in Shakespeare's age]
wore masks as the sole substitute known to our ancestors tor the modern parasol. DeQuincey.

ing

;

5. Sly

Sub-tan'gent

{Geom.) The part of the

(-tSn'jent), n.

;

;

[In this sense

subtle.

people

now com-

is
is

;

artful

;

an

cunning

;

Colendge.
Emerson's. Hawthorne.

intellect like

crafty

;

a subtile adversary

;

;

subtle

;

as,

a subtile scheme.

a subtile
[In this

now commonly written subtle.]
Syn. — Subtile, Acute. In acute the image

is that of
a needle's point in s«6/i7e that of a thread spun out to
fineness. The oew.'e intellect pierces to its aim the subtile (or subtle) intellect winds its way through obstacles.
;

;

— Sub'tile-ly, adv. — Sub'tlle-ness,

re.

Sub-tll'i-ate (sub-tTl'i-at), v. t. [LL. subtiliare.] To
thin or rare. [Obs.] Harvey.
Sub'tU-i-a'tion
re.
[Obs.] Boyle.
or
sut"l-Tz'm),
n. The qual(siib'til-iz'm
Sub'til-ism
ity or state of being subtile
subtilty ; subtlety.
The high orthodox subtilism of Duns Scotus. Milmcm-

—

make

(-a'shQn),

;

[L. subtilitas: cf. F.
Subtilty.
[B.]
(siib'tTl-i-za'shQn
or suf'l-), n. [Cf.
Sub'til-i-za'tion
F. subtilisation.]
1. The act of making subtile.
2. {Old Chem.) The operation of making so volatile as
to rise in steam or vapor.
subtlety ; extreme attenuation.
3. Refinement
Sub'til-ize (sub'tTl-iz or siit''l-iz), v. t. [imp. &p.p.
Subtilized (-izd) p. pr.
vb. n. Subtilizing {-Vzing).]
[Cf. P. subtiliser.]
1. To make thin or fine ; to mi^e
less gross or coarse.
2. To refine ; to spin into niceties ; as, to subtilige

Sub-til'i-ty (siib-tTl'i-ty), n.

See Subtle.]

subtilite.

W. Pater.
of sub-

axis contained between the ordinate and tangent drawn to the
same point in a curve.
Sub'tar-ta're-an (sSiytar-ta're-an), a. Being or living under
Tartarus infernal. " Sublarta-

;

refined

Prior,

discern-

;

sense

The act

suming, or of including under another.
The first act of consciousness was a subsumption of that of
which we were conscious under this notion. Sir W. Hamilton.
2. That which is subsumed, as the minor clause or
premise of a syllogism.
But whether you see cause to go against the rule, or the subsumption under the rule.
Dp Quincey.
Sub-sump'tive (-ttv), a. Relating to, or containing, a
Coleridge.
subsumption.

;

subtile influence of

person

proposition under another. I>e Quincey.

X.

delicate

;

The

—

n.

Sir J. Davies,

searching.

;

;

efforts after righteousness.

;

exquisitely subtile, without being at all acute hence there
so much humor and so
little wit in their literature.
The genius of the Italians, on the
contrary, is acute, profound, and sensual, but not subtilci
hence what they think to be humorous, is merely witty.

Sub-sui'to-rl-ly, adv. [R.]
IB.]
Flippancy opposed to solemnity, the subsultory to the continuous,
these are the two frequent extremities to which the
French manner betrays men.
£>e Quincey.

Sub-sump'tlon (-sump'shun),

Congreve.

;

&

;

arguments.
Nor as yet have we

subtilized ourselves into savages.

Burke,

Sub'til-ize, V. i. To refine in argument ; to make
very nice distinctions.
Milner.
Sub'tll-l'zer (-i'zer), n. One who subtilizes.
Sub'til-ty (siib'tTl-ty or sufl-t)'), ". [Contr. fr. subtility.]
1. The quality or state of being subtile; tliinness ; fineness as, the subtilty of air or light.
extreme acuteness ; subtlety.
2. Refinement
;

;

by too much

Intelligible discourses are spoiled
divisions.

subtilty in nice

Locke.

;

Cunning; skill; craft. [06j.]
To learn a lewd man this siibtUty.
Chaucer,
4. Slyness in design artifice
guile a cunning design
3.

Subtangent.

Pope.
rean powers."
Sub-tec'ta-cle (sub-tSk'ta- ca Part of Curve nrfThe
Axis
ct Tangent
to
[Pref. sub- -f L. tectum
k'l), re.
Cmve^
a roof.] A space under a roof
l^^.l,^^^^ ^j^l
a tabernacle a dwelling. [Obs.]
Subtangent.
Davies {Holy Boode).
Sub-teg'n-la'ne-ous (siib-tgg'iS-la'no-iis), a. [L. suJ)tegulanms ; sub under -j- tegulae tiles for a roof.] Under
;

;

;

;

pity

;

I do distinguish plain
line of her immortal face.

piercing

;

monly written subtle.]
The genius of the Spanish

;

—

;

The slow disease and subtile pain.
4. Characterized by nicety of discrimination

;

uous

Sub'sti-tU'ted (-tu'ted), a.
1. Exchanged
put in
the place of another.
2. {Chem.) Containing substitutions or replacements
having been subjected to the process of substitution, or
having some of its parts replaced as, alcohol is a substituted water
methyl amine is a substituted ammonia.
Stibstltuted executor {Law), an executor appointed to
act in place of one removed or resigned.
Sub'Stl-tU'tlon (-tu'shun), n. [L. substitutio : cf. E.
substitution.]
1. The act of substituting or putting one
person or thing in the place of another as, the substitution of an agent, attorney, or representative to act for one
in his absence the substitution of bank notes for gold
and silver as a circulating medium.
2. The state of being substituted for another.
3. The office or authority of one acting for another
delegated authority. [iJ.]
Shak.
4. {Civil Law) The designation of a person in a will
to take a devise or legacy, either on failure of a former
devisee or legatee by incapacity or unwillingness to accept, or after him.
Surrill.
;

Each subtile
3. Acute

;

;

ap, <im

+ struc-

groundwork.

Sub-Sty'lar (-sti'ler), a. Pertaining to the substyle.
Sub'Style' (stlb'stil'), n. {Dialing) A right line on
which the style, or gnomon, of a dial is erected, being
the common section of the face of the dial and a plane
perpendicular to it passing through the style. [Written
also substile.]
Sutton.
Sub-SUl'pbate (sfib-sul'fat), n. {Chem.) A sulphate
with an excess of the base.
Sub-BUl'phlde (-fid or -fid), n. {Chem.) A nonacid
compound consisting of one equivalent of sulphur and
more than one equivalent of some other body, as a metal.
Sub-sul'tive (-tiv), a. Subsultory. [jB.] Berkeley.
Sub-SUl'tO-ry (sub-siil'to-ry 277), a. [L. subsilire,
subsultum, to spring up sub under -j- satire to leap.]
Bounding leaping moving by sudden leaps or starts.

To subsume one

;

fyiU,

;

A principle under which one might subsume men's most stren-

&

r^de,

a foundation

;

Sub'Stl-tUte (sub'stT-tut), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. ScBBTiTUTED (-tu'tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Substituting (-tS'ting).]
[See Substitute, m.]
To put in the place of
another person or thing to exchange.
Some few verses are inserted or substituted in the room of

unite,

;

+

.

others.

[Pref. sub135), ».
as Substruction.

;

Same

II

;

.

(-tiir

structure

Sub-sul'tus (-tiis), n. [NL. See Subsultory.]
{Med.) A starting, twitching, or convulsive motion.
Sub-SUm'a-ble (-sum'a-b'l), a. Capable of being subsumed.
J. B. Slallo.
L. sumere
Sub-sume' (sub-sum'), v. t. [Pref. subto take.] To take up into or under, as individual under
species, species under genus, or particular under universal
to place (any one cognition) under another as belonging to it to include under something else.

:

.

1. {Arch.)

;

;

a magnificent strong building, with a svbstritction very
remarkable.
Evelyn.

An under

;

;

;

It is

Sub-Strnc'ture

;

;

;

ture.]
2.

—

;

specifically {Agric), the subsoil.
2. {Metaph.) The permanent subject of qualities or
cause of phenomena substance.
Sub-struct' (-strtikt'), V. t. [See Substruction.] To
build beneath something to lay as the foundation. [R.]

He substructs the

[B.]

Sub'ter-fuge (siib'ter-fuj), n. [E., from LL. subterfugium, fr. L. subterfugere to flee secretly, to escape
subter under -\-fugere to flee. See Fugitive.] That to
which one resorts for escape or concealment an artifice
employed to escape censure or the force of an argument,
or to justify opinions or conduct a shift ; an evasion.

;

;

use,

—

;

In a substantial manner

Sub-Stan'tlal-ly, adv.
substance ; essentially.

&

sufferings were expiatory.
6. {Chem.) The act or process of substituting an atom
or radical for another atom or radical ; metathesis ; also,
the state of being so substituted. See Metathesis.
Sub'Sti-tU'tion-al (sub'sti-tu'shvin-al), a. Of or pertaining to substitution ; standing in the place of another
substituted.
Sub'sti-tu'tion-al-ly, adv.
Sub'sti-tu'tion-a-ry (-a-rj?), a. Of or pertaining to
substitution ; substitutional.
Sub'Sti-tU'tive (sub'sti-tu'tiv), a. [Cf. F. substitutif,
L. substitutivus conditional.] Tending to afford or furnish a substitute ; making substitution ; capable of being
substituted.
Bp. Wilkins.
Sub-stract' (siJb-strSkf), v. t.
[F. soustraire ; L.
subtus helow {iiom sub under) -\-trahere to draw. See
Subtract.] To subtract to withdraw. [Obs.'] Barrow.
Sub-Strac'tion (-strak'shiin), n. [OF. substruction,
F. soustraction. See Substbact.] 1. Subtraction ; deduction.
[Ois.]
2. {Law) See Subtraction, 3.
Sub-Stract'or (-strSk'ter), n. 1. One who subtracts.
detractor a slanderer. [Obs.']
2.
Shak.
Sub'Strate (sub'strat), n.
substratum. [iJ.]

;

;

or artifice

the roof or eaves

Sub-ten'ant

;

tenement, or land,
undertenant.
;

food, ftfbt

;

within doors.

(-tSn'ant), n.
etc., of

out, oil

[R.]

{Law) One who rents a

one who

is

also a tenant

;

an

;

a trick

O

;

m^^ In senses
Written subtlety.
subtil, E. subtil,

and

fr. sitb

See Text, and
;

cbair

;

go

;

sine,

2, 3,

ick

;

;

and all mischief. Acts xiii. 10.
the word is more commonly

cf.

then, thin

and

4

[Compnr. Subtler (-lor) superl.
[OE. sotil, subtil, OF. sonJil, later
L. subtilis ; probably, originally, woven
under -f tela a web, fr. texeir to weave.

Sub'tle (siifl),
Subtlest (-Igst).']
fine,

;

subtlety.

;

full of all subtilty

;

a.

;

Subtile.]

boN

;

1. Sly in

zh = z

design; aitful;

in azure.

N

SUBTLENESS
insinuating subtile — applied to persons

cunning
a subtle ioe. " A subtle tTaitoi."
2. Cunningly devised crafty treacherous
;

;

;

;

;

;

as,

1438
;

as,

Shak.
a sub-

stratagem.
3. Characterized by refinement and niceness in drawsaid of pering distinctions ; nicely discriminating ;
sons ; as, a subtle logician ; refined ; tenuous ; sinuous
said of
insinuating ; hence, penetrative or pervasive ;
the mind, its faculties, or its operations as, a subtle
intellect ; a subtle imagination ; a subtle process of
tle

—

—

;

thought

;

also, difficult of

apprehension elusive.
use, obscure and subtle.
;

Things remote from

Smooth and

Milton.

deceptive.

[Obs.l
Like to a bowl upon a siArte ground [bowling ground]. Shak.
Syn. Artful ; crafty ; cunning ; shrewd ; sly ; wily.
Subtle is the most comprehensive of these epitliets and
Implies the finest intellectual quality. See Shbewd, and
4.

—

CCNNINQ.

Sub'tle-ness (sHfl-nSs), n. The quality or state of
being sutile subtlety.
Sub'tle-ty (-ty), n. ; pi. Subtleties (-tiz). [OE. soSee Subtle, and
ielte, sutilte, OF. sotillete, L. subtilitas.
cf. Subtilitt.]
1. The quality or state of being subtle,
or sly cunning craftiness artfulness.
Shak.
The fox which lives by subtlety.
2. Nice discernment with delicacy of mental action
nicety of discrimination.
3. Something that is sly, crafty, or delusive.
Unlearned in the world's false subtleties.
Shak.
Sub'tly (siit'li^), adv. 1. In a subtle manner slyly
artfully; cunningly.
;

;

;

;

;

Thou

seest

how

svbtly to detain thee I devise.

;

Milton.

2. Nicely ; delicately.
In the nice bee what sense so svbtly true.
Pope.
Svbtly communicating itself to my sensibilities, but evading
Hawthorne.
the analysis of my mind.

Shak.
{Phonetics) Applied to,
or distinguishing, a speech element consisting of tone,
or proper vocal sound, not pure as in the vowels, but
dimmed and otherwise modified by some kind of obstruction in the oral or the nasal passage, and in some cases
with a mixture of breath sound
a term introduced by.
Dr. James Rush in 1833. See Guide to Pronunciation,
§§ 155, 199-202.
Sub-ton'ic, n. 1. {Phonetics) A subtonio sound or
element a vocal consonant, a,ab,d,g,n, etc. a subvocal.
2. {Mus.) The seventh tone of the scale, or that immediately 1)elow the tonic
called also subsemitone.
Sub-tor'rld (-tor'rid), a. Nearly torrid.
Sub-tract' (sub-trSkf ), V. t. [imp.
p. p. SuBTBAGTED p. pr.
vb. n. Subtkacuno.] [L. subtracius,
p. p. of subtrahere to draw from beneath, withdraw, remove sub under -)- irahere to draw. See Tbace, v. t.,
and cf. SuBSTRAOT.] To withdraw, or take away, as a
part from the whole to deduct as, subtract 5 from 9,
and the remainder is 4.
Sub-tract'er (-er), n. 1. One who subtracts.
2. The subtrahend.
iObs.}
Sub-trac'tlon (-trSk'shun), re. [L. subtractio a^rawing back. See Subtract, and cf. Suestkaction.] 1. The
act or operation of subtracting or taking away a part.
2. {Math.) The taking of a lesser number or quantity
from a greater of the same kind or denomination an
operation for finding the difference between two numbers
or quantities.
3. {Law) The withdrawing or withholding from a person of some right to which he is entitled by law.
3. Deceitfully; delusively.
Sub-ton'ic (silb-t(5n'lk), a.

\Obs.'\

;

—

;

;

;

—

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

W^ Thus the subtraction of conjugal rights when
either the husband or wife withdraws from the other and
is

lives separate without sufficient reason. The subtraction
of a legacy is the withholding or detaining of it from the
legatee by the executor. In like manner, the withholding of any service, rent, duty, or custom, is a subtraction,

for which the law gives a remedy.

Sub-trac'tlve

(-tt v), a.

Blackstone.

1. Tending, or having power,

to subtract.
2. {Math.) Having the negative sign, or sign minus.
Sub'tra-heud' (siib'tra-hSnd'), re. pj. subtrahendus
that is to be subtracted, p. fut. pass, of subtrahere. See
SuBTEAOT.] {Math.) The sum or number to be subtracted, or taken from another.

Sub'trans-lu'cent (-trSns-lu'sent),

a.

Not perfectly

translucent.

Sub'trans-par'ent (-pSr'ent), a. Not perfectly transparent.

Sub-treas'ur-er (-trezh'ljr-er), n. The public officer
who has charge of a subtreasury. [Z7. iS.]
Sub-treas'ur-y (sub-tr5zh'iJr-y), re. ; pi. SuBTREAsuE-

A

subordinate treasury, or place of deposit
as, the United States subtreasury at New York.
[tA. 5.]
Sub'trl-an'gU-lar (stib'tri-5n'giJ-ler), a. Nearly, but

lES (-iz).

not perfectly, triangular.
Darwin.
Sub'tribe' (sub'trib'), re. {Bot. & Zool.) A division
of a tribe a group of genera of a little lower rank than
a tribe.
Sub'trl-he'dral (siib'trt-he'dral), a. Approaching
the form of a three-sided pyramid ; as, the subtrihedral
crown of a tooth.
Owen.
Sub-trl'ple (-trip''l), a. {Math.) Contaimng a third,
or one part to three.
£p. Wilkins.
Sub-trlp'li-cate (-trip'li-kat), a. {Math.) Expressed
said especially of ratios.
by the cube root
Bubtriplicate ratio, the ratio of the cube root ; thus, the
subtriplicate ratio of a to 6 is '^a to ^b, or •^ 2.
;

;

—

Sub-trop'ic-al (-trSp'I-kal), a. Nearly tropical.
Sub-trude' (-trud'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. SuBTEUDED
vb. n. SuETEUDiNO.]
p. pr.
[Pref. sub- -\- L. trudere
to thrust.] To place under ; to insert. [R.I
Sub'tur-rlc'u-late (-tiir-rik'sS-lat), a. {Zool.) Some-

&

&

what

turriculate.

ale,

senate, c&re,

Am, arm, ask,

Snb-tU'tor
Sub-typ'ic-al (sub-tlp'i-kal),

]

a.

[NL. subulatus,

a.

)
)

and tapering gradually to a

L.

fr.

sv.-

bula an awl.] Very narrow,
fine point from a broadisli

base awl-shaped linear.
Sn'bU-U-COr'ces (-li-k8r'nez), n. pi. [NL., from L.
subula an awl -|- cornu horn.] (Zool.) A division of
insects having slender or subulate antennae. The dragon
flies and May flies are examples.
Su'bU-11-form (-H-fSrm), a. Subulate.
Su'bu-li-palp' (-pSlp'), n. [L. subula an awl -f E.
palp.2 {Zool.) One of a group of carabid beetles hav;

II

Sub'um-bo'nal

(siilyBm-bo'nal), a.
{Zool.) Beneath
or forward of the umbos of a bivalve shell.
Sub'um-brel'la(8iib'iim-brel'la),re. {Zool.) The integument of the under surface of the bell, or disk-shaped
body, of a jellyfish.
Sub'un-da'tion (-iin-da'shiin), n. [Pref. sub- -\- L.
unda a wave.]
flood ; a deluge.
[Oi«.]
Huloet.
Sub-un'gual (-an'gwol), a. Under the nail or hoof.
Sub'urb (siib'urb), re. [L. suburbium; sub under, be-

A

low, near -(- torbs a city. See Ubban.] 1. An outlying
part of a city or town ; a smaller place immediately adjacent to a city; in tlie plural, the region which is on
the confines of any city or large town as, a house stands
in the suburbs ; a garden situated in the suburbs of Paris.
" In the sicburbs of a town."
Chaucer.
[London] could hardly have contained less than thirty or
forty thousand souls within its walls; and the suburbs were very
populous.
Hallam.
2. Hence, the confines ; the outer part ; the environment. "Theiuiurfts . . . of sorrow."
Jer, Taylor.
;

The suburb of their straw-built citadel.
a rowdy; a loafer. [06s.]

roister,

Sub-ur/ban

Milton.

Milton.

[L. suburbanus.2
Of or
inhabiting, or being in, the sub-

(-fir'ban),

a.

pertaining to suburbs ;
urbs of a city. " Suburban taverns."
Longfellow.
Suburban villas, highway-side retreats, . . .
Delight the citizen.
Cowper.
Sub-ur'ban, re. One who dwells in the suburbs.
Sub'urbed (siib'flrbd), a. Having a suburb or suburbs on its outer part.
Careiv.
Sub-nrTji-al (-fir'bi-al), ) a. Suburban. [Obs.'] "Suburbial
Sub-ur'bi-an (-an),
fields."
Warton.
|
'^ Suburbiati vause."
Dryden.
Sub-ur'bi-ca'ri-an (-ka'rl-an), ) a.
[LL. suburbicarius, equiv. to L.
Sub-ur'bi-ca-ry (-ka-ry),
)
suburbanus : cf. F. suburbicaire. See Suburban.] Being in the suburbs ;
applied to the six dioceses in the
suburbs of Rome subject to the pope as bishop of Rome.
The pope having stretched his authority beyond the bounds
of his suburbicarian precincts.
Barrow.

—

Snb'u-re'thral (siib'ii-re'thral), a. {Anal.) Situated
under the urethra, or under its orifice.
Snb-vag'l-nal (sQb-vSj'i-nal), a. {Anat.) Situated under or inside a sheath or vaginal membrane as, the subvaginal, or subdural, spaces about the optic nerve.
;

Sub'va-rl'e-ty (stib'va-ri'e-ty), re. ; pi. -ties (-tifz). A
subordinate variety, or a division of a variety.
Sub-vene' (sub-ven'), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Subvened
(-vend') p. pr. & vb. re. Subvenino.] [Pref. s^ibL. venire to come.
See Subvention.] To come under,
as a support or stay to happen.
A future state must needs subvene to prevent the whole edifice
from falling into ruin.
Bp. Warburton.
Snb'ven-ta'ne-ous (sQVvgn-ta'ne-us), a. [Pref. subProduced by the wind. [Obs.^
-f- L. ventus wind.]

+

;

;

(-vSn'shiin), re.
[F., fr. LL. subventio,
fr. L. subvenire to come up to one's assistance, to assist.
See SouvENiE, and cf. Subvene.] 1. The act of coming
under.
"The stitwrettore of a cloud."
Stackhouse.
2. The act of relieving, as of a burden ; support ; aid
assistance ; help.

Sub-ven'tion

3. A government aid or bounty.
Sub-ven'tlon, v. t. To subventionize.
Sub-ven'tion-lze (-Iz), v. t. To come to the aid of

to subsidize

;

to support.

Sub'ven-ti'tlOUS (siib'ven-tTsh'ils),
ing

;

a.

supporting.

Sub-verse' (sub-vers'),

Helping aidUrquhart.
;

[L. subversus, p. p. of
subvertere. See Subvert.] To subvert. [Obs."] Spenser.
Sub-ver'sion (-ver'shiin), re. [L. subversio: cf. F.
subversion. See Subvert.] The act of overturning, or
the state of being overturned; entire overthrow; an
v.

t.

overthrow from the foundation ; utter ruin ; destruction
the subversion of a government ; the subversion of
despotic power ; the subversion of the constitution.
The subi-ersion [by a storm] of woods and timber . . . through
Evelyn.
my whole estate.
Laws have been often abused to the oppression and the subversion of that order they were intended to preserve.
Rogers.
Sub-ver'slon-a-ry (-a-ry), a. Promoting destruction.
Sub-ver'Slve (-siv), a. [Cf. P. subversif."] Tending
to subvert ; having a tendency to overthrow and ruin.
Lying is a vice subversive of the very ends and design of conas,

Rogers.

versation.

Sub-vert' (-vert'), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Subverted p.
pr.
vb. re. Subverting.]
[L. subvertere, subversum ;
vertere to turn : cf. F. subvertir. See
sub under
Verse.] 1. To overturn from the foundation ; to overthrow to ruin utterly.
These are his substance, sinews, arms, and strength,
With which he yoketh your rebellious necks,
Shak.
Razeth your cities, and subverts your towns.
This would subvert the principles of all knowledge. Locke.
2. To pervert, as the mind, and turn it from the truth
2 Tim. iii. 14.
to corrupt ; to confound.
Syn. To overturn; overthrow; destroy; invert; reverse ; extinguish.
;

&

+

;

—

final,

?11

;

eve,

;

ial

hyposkeletal.

;

Sub-vert'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, subverts an overthrower.
Sir T. More.
Sub-vert'i-ble (-i-b'l), a. That may be subverted.
;

Imperfectly vital
Sub-vi'tal-ized (-vi'tal-izd), a.
ized having naturally but little vital power or energy.
Same as Subtonio.
re.
Sub-vo'cal (-vo'kal), a.
;

&

Sub'way'

ing slender palpi.

Suburb

;

and destroy.
Burke.
Sub-vert'ant (-ant), a. {Her.) Reversed. [i2.]
{Anat.) Situated
Sub-ver'te-bral (-ver'te-bral), a.
beneath, or on the ventral side of, the vertebral column;
situated beneath, or inside of, the endoskeleton hypax-

ple, to subvert

;

;

i.
To overthrow anything
Sub-vert'
from the foundation to be subversive.
given
them
like
to
that of the evil princiThey have a power

(siib-verf), v.

{Zool.) Deviating
of a species, genus, or other

somewhat from the type
group slightly aberrant.
SuOlu-late (su'bii-lttt),
Su'bu-la'ted (-la'ted),

SUCCESS

An under tutor.

(siSb-tii'ter), n.

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

lery

;

(sSb'wa'), n.

especially, a passage

An underground way or gal
under a street, in which water

mains, gas mains, telegraph wires,

Sub-WOrk'er

etc., are

conducted.

A subordinate worker

(svib-wQrk'er), n.

South.
Sub-zon'al (-zon'al), a. {Anat.) Situated under a
zone, or zona ;
applied to a membrane between the
zona radiata and the umbilical vesicle in the mammal
or helper.

—

embryo.
Sub-zyg'o-mat'lc (-zig'o-mSt'Tk or -zl'go-), a. {Anat.)
Situated under the zygoma or zygomatic process.

Suc'cade (suk'kad), re.
F. succade a sugarbox.
meat. [Obs.']

[L. succus, sucus, juice : cf.
sweetCf. Suoket.]
1.

A

Holland.

{Com.) Sweetmeats, or preserves

sugar,
fruit, vegetables, or confections.
Blakely.
Succade gourd. {Bot.) Same as Vegetable marrow, under
2. pi.

in

whether

Vegetable.
Suc'ce-dane (-se-dan), n. A succedaneum. [Obs.]
[L. succedaneus.
Suc'ce-da'ne-OUS (-da'ne-iis), a.
See Succeed.] Pertaining to, or acting as, a succedaneum supplying the place of something else being, or
employed as, a substitute for another.
Sir T. Brmone.
Suc'ce-da'ne-um (->im), «. / pi. Succedanea (-4).
[NL. See Succedaneous.]
One who, or that wlrich,
succeeds to the place of another
that which is used
for something else; a substitute; specifically {Med.), a
reinedy used as a substitute for another.
;

;

;

In lieu of me, you will have a very charming succedaneum.

Lady Harriet Stanhope.
Suc-ceed' (suk-sed'),

Walpole.
v.

t.

[imp.

&

&p.p. Succeeded;

vb. re. Succeeding.] [L. succedere, successum ;
p. pr.
sub under -\- cedere to go, to go along, approach, follow,
succeed : cf. F. succSder. See Cede, and cf. Success.]
1. To follow in order ; to come next after ; hence, to
take the place of ; as, the king's eldest son succeeds his
father on the throne ; autumn succeeds summer.
As he saw him nigh succeed.
Spenser.

&

2. To fall heir to
to inherit.
[Obs.
Jt.]
Shak.
3. To come after ; to be subsequent or consequent to
to follow ; to pursue.
Destructive effects . . succeeded the curse. Sir T. Brovm&.
4. To support ; to prosper ; to promote. [iJ.]
Succeed my wish and second my design.
Dryden.
Suc-ceed', v. i. 1. To come in the place of another
person, thing, or event ; to come next in the usual, natural, or prescribed course of things ; to follow ; hence, to
come next in the possession of anything ;
often with to.
;

.

—

If the father left only daughters, they equally succeeded to
in copartnership.
Sir M. Hale,
Enjoy till I return
Short pleasures ; for long woes are to succeed I Milton.

him

2. Specifically

:

To ascend the throne after the removal

or death of the occupant.

No woman shall succeed in

Shak.

Salique land.

To descend, as an estate or an heirloom, in the same

3.

to devolve.
Shak.
4. To obtain the object desired ; to accomplish what is
attempted or intended ; to have a prosperous issue oi
termination ; to be successful ; as, he succeeded in his
plans ; his plans succeeded.
It is almost impossible for poets to succeed without ambition.

family

;

J)ryden.

Spenser endeavored

Kalendar

but neither
Dryden.
5. To go under cover.
[A Latinism. Obs.]
Will you to the cooler cave succeed ?
Dryden.
Syn. To follow ; pursue. See Follow.
{Her.) Succeeding one anSuc-ceed'ant (-ant), a.
other; following. [P.]
successor. Shak. Tennyson.
Suc-ceed'er (-er), re.
Suc-ceed'ing, re. The act of one who, or that which,
succeeds also, that which succeeds, or follows after
will

it

it

in Shepherd's

;

succeed in English.

—

A

;

consequence.

Shak,

Suc'cen-tor (siik'sgn-ter), re. [LL., an accompanier in
singing, fr. succinere to sing, to accompany ; sub under,
after -j- canere to sing.]
{Eccl.)
subchanter.
Suc-cess' (suk-ses'), re. [L. successus : cf . F. succis.
See Succeed.] 1. Act of succeeding ; succession. [Obs.]

A

Then

all

By due

the sons of these five brethren reigned
Spenser,

success.

2. That which comes after ; hence, consequence, issue,
or result, of an endeavor or undertaldng, whether good
or bad ; the outcome of effort.
Men , . . that are like to do that, that is committed to them,
and to report back again faithfully the success.
Bacon.
Perplexed and troubled at his bad success
The tempter stood.
Milton.
3. The favorable or prosperous termination of anything attempted ; the attainment of a proposed object

prosperous issue.

Dream

of success and happy victory I
Or teach with more success her son

The

vices of the time to shun.
Military successes, above all others, elevate the
people.

Shak.
Walter.
minds of a
Atterbury.

4. That which meets with, or one who accomplishes,
favorable results, as a play or a player. [Collog.J

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, Sdd

i

Snc'CeB-Ba-ry(suk'sSs-sa-ri^), n.

Succession.

successary^ but purchased with

Sf

gas.

shaking motion, especially an up and

down movement,

salts.

and not merely tremulous
motion in earthquakes

as,

It is a typical imido acid, and forms a series of
See Imido acid, under Imido.
Suc'cl-nite (suk'si-nit), re. [Cf. F. succinile.'i (Min.)
(a) Amber.
(6) A garnet of an amber color.

[06i.]

My peculiar honors, not derived
my blood. Beau.

From

SUCKER

1439

SUCCESSARY
Fl.

oscillation

;

the succussive

Dana.

Such (siich), a. [OE. such, sich, sech, sik, swich,
Suc-ceBS'ful (siSk-ses'ful), a. Resulting in success
assuring, or promotive of, success accomplishing wliat
Suc'ci-nous (-nils), a. [From L. succinum amber.] swilch, swulch, swilc, swulc, AS. swelc, swilc, swylc
akin to OFries. selik, D. zulk, OS. sulic, OHG. sulih,
was proposed having the desired effect hence, pros- Succinic, [ii.]
perous fortunate happy as, a successful use of mediSuc'cin-u'rate (suk'sin-u'rat), re. (Chem.) A salt of solih, G. solch, Icel. slikr, OSw. salik, Sw. slik, Dan. slig,
succinuric acid.
Goth, swaleiks ; originally meaning, so shaped. \X92.
cine a successful experiment a successful enterprise.
Welcome, nephews, from succca^'ul wars.
Sfta/c.
Suc'cin-U'rlc (-u'rik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or See So, Like, a., and cf. Which.] 1. Of that kind; of the
designating, an acid amide, analogous to succinamic hke kind like resembling similar as, we never saw
Syn. Happy prosperous ; fortunate auspicious
followed by that or as introducing the word
acid, which is obtained as a white crystalline substance such a day
lucky. See Fortunate.
by heating urea with succinic anhydride. It is known or proposition which defines the similarity, or the standard
Suc-cess'ful-ness, re.
Suc-cess'fnl-ly, «(?!>.
of
comparison
as, the books are not such that I can recSuc-ces'Slon (-sesh'un), n. [L. successio ; cf. F. suc- also in its salts.
Suc'Cin-yl (siJk'sin-Tl), n. [/Succinic -f -yl.'] (Chem.) ommend them, or, not such as I can recommend these
cession. See Succeed.] 1. The act of succeeding, or following after a following of things in order of time or A hypothetical radical characteristic of succinic acid and apples are not such as those we saw yesterday give your
children such precepts as tend to make them better.
sequence as, certain of its derivatives.
place, or a series of things so following
Suc-clse' (suk-sis'), a. [See SuccisiON.] (Bot.) ApAnd in his time such a conqueror
a succession of good crops a succession of disasters.
That greater was there none under the sun. Chaucer.
2. A series of persons or things according to some es- pearing as if a part were cut off at the extremity.
Suc-Cl'sion (-sizh'iin), n. [L. succisio, fr. succidere,
His misery was such that none of the bystanders could refrain
tablished rule of precedence as, a succession of kings,
weeping.
from
Maeaulay.
succisum,
away
caedere
to
cut
below;
sub
under
to
or of bishops a succession of events in chronology.
-f81^°° The indefinite article a or are never precedes such,
He was in the succession to an earldom. 2iacaulay. cut.] The act of cutting down, as of trees; the act of
but is placed between it and the noun to which it refers
cutting off.
Bacon.
[i?.]
lineage
race
3. An order or series of descendants
Suc'cor (siik'ker), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Succored as, such a man; such an honor. The indefinite adjec" A long S!(Cces«'o« must ensue.
Milton.
descent.
(-kerd) p.pr. & vb. re. Succoking.] [OE. socouren, OF. tives some, several, one, few, many, all, etc., precede
4. The power or right of succeeding to the station or
sucurre, soucourre, secorre, F. secourir, L. succurrere, such ; as, one such book is enough all such people ought
the right to enter
title of a father or other predecessor
to be avoided few such ideas were then held.
succursum, to run under, run to the aid of, help, sucupon the office, rank, position, etc., held by another
2. Having the particular quality or character specified.
cor; «u6 under -f- currere to run. See Current.] To
also, the entrance into the office, station, or rank of a
That thou art happy, owe to God
run
support
help
or
relieve
to
hence, to
predecessor specifically, the succeeding, or right of suc- run to, or
Milton.
That thou continucst such, owe to thyself.
when in difficulty, want, or distress to assist and deliver
ceeding, to a throne.
3.
The
same
that
with as ; as, this was the state
You have the voice of the king himself for your succession in from suffering to relieve ; as, to succor a besieged city. of the kingdom at such time as the enemy landed.
Denmark,
Shak. [Written also succour.]
" [It] hath such senses as we have."
Shak.
He is able to succor them that are tempted, jfieb. ii. 18.
The animosity of these factions did not really arise from the
4. Certain
representing the object as already pardispute about tlie succession.
Macaulay.
Syn. To aid assist relieve deliver help comfort. ticularized in terms which are not mentioned.
5. The right to enter upon the possession of the propSuc'cor, n. [OE. socours, sucurs, OF. sucurs, socors,
In rushed one and teUs him such a knight
erty of an ancestor, or one near of kin, or one preceding secors, F. secours, LL. succursus, fr. L. succurrere. See
Is new arrived.
BanitU
in an established order.
Succor, v. t.~\ 1. Aid help assistance esp., assistance
To-day or to-morrow we will go into such a city, and continue
6. The person succeeding to rank or office a successor that relieves and delivers from difficulty, want, or dis- there a year.
James iv. 13.
or heir. [iJ.]
Milton. tress. " We beseech mercy and iMCCor."
Chaucer.
(t^^ Such is used pronominally. " He was the father
Apostolical succession. (Theol.) See under Apostolical.
My noble father
of rat'A as dwell in tents. " 6'ere. iv. 20. " /Sae/i as I are
— Succession duty, a tax imposed on every succession to
Flying for succor to his servant Bannister.
Shak. free in spirit when our limbs are chained. " Sir W. Scott.
property, according to its value and the relation of the
Such is also used before adjectives joined to substantives
2. The person or thing that brings relief.
person who succeeds to tlie previous owner. {Eng.^
SucThis mighty succor, which made glad the foe. Dryden. as, the fleet encountered such a terrible storm that it put
cession of crops. {Agrie.) See Rotation of crops, under
back.
"Everything was managed with so much care,
Capable
of
being
succored
Suc'cor-a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
Rotation.
and such excellent order was observed."
De Foe.
Suc-ces'slon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to a succes- or assisted admitting of relief.
Temple sprung from a family which
long after his death
" SucSuo'cor-er (-er), re. One who affords succor a helper. produced so many eminent men, and formed such distinguished
sion
existing in a regular order consecutive.
Maeaulay.
Thomson. alliances, that, etc.
Suc'cor-less, a. Destitute of succor.
cessional teeth." Flower.
Suc-ces'slon-al-ly, adv.
Such is used emphatically, without the correlative.
Suc'CO-ry (siik'ko-ry), re. [Corrupted from chicory.]
Suc-ces'Sion-lst, n. A person who insists on the imSee Chicory.
(Bot.) A plant of the genus Cichorium.
Now will he be mocking
portance of a regular succession of events, offices, etc.
I shall have such a life.
Shak.
Suc'CO-tash (-tash), n. [Narragansett Indian m'sickespecially (Bed.), one who insists that apostolic succesGreen maize and beans
Such was formerly used with numerals in the sense of
quatash corn boiled whole.]
sion alone is valid.
times as much ox as many ; as, such ten, or ten times as
Suc-ces'siv& (-ses'si v), a. [Cf P. successif. See Suc- boiled together. The dish is borrowed from the native many.
[Written also suckatash.]
ceed.]
1. Following in order or in uninterrupted Indians.
Such and such, or Such or such, certain some
used
Suo'CO-teague' (-teg'), re. (Zo'ol.) The squeteague.
course coming after without interruption or interval
[NL., to represent the object indefinitely, as already particu(-kii-ba), n. ; pi. Succub^ (-be).
Suc'CU-ba
following one after another in a line or series consecularized in one way or another, or as being of one kind or
tive
as, the successive revolutions of years
the succes- fr. L. succubare to lie under sub under -\- cubare to lie another. "InswcA ored .shcA aplace shall be my camp.
down cf. L. succuba, succubo, one %vho lies under an- 2 Kings vi. 8. " Sovereign authority may enact a law
sive kings of Egypt successive strokes of a hammer.
other.] A female demon or fiend. See SuccUBUs.
commanding such or such an action." South. —Such
Send the successive ills through ages down.
Prior.
like or character, of the like kind.
Though seeming in shape a woman natural
2. Having or giving the right of succeeding to an inWas a fiend of the kind that succuhse some call. Jlir./or Mag.
And many other such like things ye do. Mark vii. 8.
heritance
inherited by succession
hereditary
as, a
Suc'CU-bine (-bin), a. Of or pertaining to a succuba.
[Gr.
Su'chO-spon'dy-lous (su'ko-sp5n'di-lus), a.
successive title a successive empire.
[06s.]
Shak.
Suc'cu-bOUS (-bus), a. [See Succuba.] (Bot.) Hav- (ToCxos a crocodile -)- a-novSvXo? a vertebra.] (Zo'ol.)
Successive induction.
(Math.) See Induction, 5.
ing the leaves so placed that the upper part of each one Having dorsal vertebraj with long and divided transverse
Suc-ces'sive-ly, adv. In a successive manner.
is covered by the base of the next higher leaf, as in heprocesses
applied to certain reptiles.
The whiteness, at length, changed successively into blue, in- patic mosses of the genus Plagiochila.
Such'wise' (siich'wiz'), adv. In such a manner so.
digo, and violet.
Sir I. Newton.
Suc'CU-bUS (-biis), re. ; pi. SnccuBi (-bi). [See SucSuck (silk), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Sucked (sukt) p.
Suc-ces'sive-ness, n. The quality of being successive. cuba.] 1. A demon or fiend especially, a lascivious
pr. & vb. n. Sucking.] [OE. suken, souken, AS. sUcan,
Suc-cess'less (stik-ses'les), a. Having no success.
spirit supposed to have sexual intercourse with men by sugan; akin to D. zuigen,
G. saugen, OHG. sTigan, Icel,
Successless all her soft caresses prove.
Pope. night a succuba. Cf. Incubus.
suga, sjuga, Sw. suga, Dan. suge, L. sugere. Cf. HonSuc-cess'less-ly, a^if.
See Nightmare, 2.
Suc-cess'less-ness, n.
2. (Med.) The nightmare.
eysuckle, Soak, Succulent, Suction.] 1. To draw, as
Suc-ces'SOr (svik-ses'ser 277), n. [OE. successour,
Suc'OU-la (-la), re. [L. sucula a winch, windlass, cap- a liquid, by the action of the mouth and tongue, which
OF. successur, successor, F. successeur, L. successor. stan.] (Mach.) A bare axis or cylinder with staves or tends to produce a vacuum, and causes the liquid to
See Succeed.] One who succeeds or follows one who levers in it to turn it round, but without any drum.
rush in by atmospheric pressure to draw, or apply
takes the place which another has left, and sustains the
n.
[See Succulent.] The force to, by exhausting the air.
Suc'cu-lence (-lens),
like part or character
correlative to predecessor ; as,
quality or condition of beSuc'CU-len-Cy (-len-sy), )
2. To draw liquid from by the action of the mouth
the successor of a deceased king.
Chaucer. ing succulent juiciness as, the succulence of a peach.
as, to suck an orange
specifically, to draw milk from
A gift to a corporation, either of lands or of chattels, without
Suc'CU-lent (-lent), a. [L. succulentus, suculentus, (the mother, the breast, etc.) with the mouth; as, the
naming their successors, vests an absolute property in them so iT. succus, sucus, juice perhaps akin to E. suck : cf. F. young
of
an
animal
sucks
the mother, or dam an infant
long as the corporation subsists.
Blackstone.
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Full of juice ; juicy.
Succulent plants (Bot. ), plants which have soft and juicy
leaves or stems, as the houseleek, the live forever, and
the species of Mesembryauthemum.
succulent.]

Suc-cld'U-OUS

(-sid'ij-iis), a.

[L. svcciduus, fr. succi-

dere to fall under.] Ready to fall falling. [jB.]
Suc-clf'er-ous (-stf'er-us), a. [L. succus, sucus, juice,
Bap -f- -ferous.2 Producing or conveying sap.
Suc'Cin-am'ate (suk'sIn-Sm'St), re. (Chem.)
salt
of succinamic acid.
Suc'cin-am'ic (-Sm'Ik), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining
to, or designating, an acid amide derivative of succinic
acid, obtained as a white crystalline substance, and forming a series of salts.
;

In a succulent manner.
Succulent juicy, [i?.]
-kQmb' 277), v. i. [imp. &
p. p. Succumbed (-kumd') p. pr. & vb. re. Succumbing.] [L. succumbere ; sub under -|- cumbere (in comp.),
akin to cubare to lie down. See Incumbent, Cubit.] To
yield to submit to give up unresistingly as, to succumb under calamities to succumb to disease.
Suc-cum'bent (-bent), a. [L. succumbens, p. pr.]
Howell.
Submissive yielding. [iJ.]
Suc-cur'sal (-kfir'sol), a. [Cf. F. succursale. See
Succor, n. & v. t.] Serving to aid or help serving as a
chapel of ease tributary. [iJ.]
Not a city was without its cathedral, surrounded by its sucMilman.
cursal churches, its monasteries, and convents.
Suc'cus (stik'kiis), re.; pi. Succi (-si). [L.] (Med.)
The expressed juice of a plant, for medicinal use.
Suc'CU-lent-ly, adv.

A

Suc'CU-lOUS

Suc-CUmb'

;

;

;

;

nis habit fit for speed succincf.
Milton.
2. Compressed into a narrow compass ; brief concise.
Let all your precepts be succinct and clear. Jioscommon.
The shortest and most succinct model that ever grasped all
the needs and necessities of mankind.
South.
Syn. Short; brief; concise; summary; compendi;

II

SuccuB entericus (Sn-tSr'i-kus). [NL., literally, juice
fluid secreted in sm.all
of the intestines.] (Physiol.)
quantity by certain glands (probably the glands of LieberIts exact action is somekiihn) of tlie small intestines.
II

—

;

laconic

;

terse.

Suo'cus-sa'tlon (-sa'shBn), ». [L. snccussare to jolt,
V. intens. fr. succutere, succussum, to fling up from below, to toss up sub under -f- quatere to shake.] 1. A
[Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
trot or ti-otting.
shaking succusaion.
2.
Suc-CUS'Slon (suk-kualiTin), re. [L. succussio, from
succutere: cf. F. succii,':sion. See Sucoussation.] Tlie
act of shaking; a shake; osp. (7)/«/.), a shaking of the
body to ascertain if there be a liquid in the thorax.
Suc-cus'slve (siik-kus'sTv), a. Characterized by a

;

unite,

riide,

full,

fip,

tan

A

what doubtful.

n.

Suc-cin'ic fsiik-sin'ik), a. [Cf. F. succinique. See
Succinate.] (C/iem.) Pertaining to, or derived from,
amber specif., designating a dibasic acid, C5H4.(CO,H)2,
first obtained by the dry distillation of amber.
It is
found in a number of plants, as in lettuce and wormwood, and is also produced artificially as a white crystalline substance having a slightly acid taste.
Suo'cln-im'ide (siik'sTn-tm'id or -Id), re. (Chem.) A
white crystalline nitrogenous substance, C2H4.(CO)2.NH,
obtained by treating succinJo anhydride with ammonia

Use,

;

;

+

— Suc-cinct'ly, adv. — Suc-cinct 'ness,

;

pity

To draw

in,

5.

To draw

in,

or imbibe, by any process wliich resembles sucking; to inhale; to absorb; as, to suck in air;
the roots of plants suck water from the ground.
4. To draw or drain.
Old ocean, sucked through the porous globe. ThomsoTU

;

;

;

:

ous

;

3.

As waters

;

Suc'cl-nate (siik'st-nat), re. [L. succinum, sucinum,
amber, from succus, sucus, juice, sap cf. F. succinate.']
{Chem.) A salt of succinic acid.
Suc-cinct' (siik-sinkf), a. [L. succinctus, p. p. of
luccingere to gird below or from below, to tuck up
iub
cingere to gird. Cf. Cinctuke.]
1. Girded or
tucked up bound drawn tightly together.
;

(-lus), a.

(sfik-kiim' or

sucks the breast.

;

A

;

food, fo'ct

;

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

eo

;

as a whirlpool ; to swallow up.
by whirlpools sucked and drawn. Bryden.

are

To suck in, to draw into the mouth to imbibe to ab— To suck out, to draw out with the mouth to
empty by suction. — To suck up, to draw into the mouth
to draw up by suction or absorption.
Suck, V. i. 1. To draw, or attempt to draw, some;

;

sorb.

;

thing by suction, as witli the mouth, or through a tube.
"Where the bee .^ucks, there suck I.
Shak.
2. To draw milk from the breast or udder as, a child,
or the young of an animal, is first nourished by sucking.
to partake.
3. To draw in ; to imbibe
The crown had sucked too hard, and now, being full, was like
Bacon,
to draw less.
Suck, n. 1. The act of drawing with the mouth.
2. That which is drawn into the mouth by sucking
specifically, milk drawn from the breast.
Shak.
[Colloq.]
3. A small draught.
J\[assinger,
4. Juice; succulence.
[Oto.]
Suck'an-hock (-on-hSk), >i. [Of American Indian
origin.]
A kind of seawau. See Note under Seawan.
Bartlelt.
Suck'a-tash (-a-tSsh), 71. See Succotash.
Suck'en (atik''n), n. [See SocoME, Soc] (Scots Law)
The jurisdiction of a mill, or that extent of ground astricted to it, the tenants of which are bound to bring
tlioir grain thither to be ground.
Suck'er (-or), re. 1. One who, or that which, sucks;
esp., one of the organs by wliich certain ivmnials, as the
octopus and remora, adhere to other bodies.

slns> iQk

;

;

;

then, thin

-,

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

N

SUFFERINGLY
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SUCKER
&

A

Fl.
Beau.
suckling ; a sucking animal.
2.
3. The embolus, or bucket, of a pump ; also, the valve
Boyle.
of a pump bucket.
pipe through which anything is drawn.
4.
small piece of leather, usually round, having a
5.
string attached to the center, which, when saturated

A
A

with water and pressed upon a stone or other body having a smooth surface, adheres, by reason of the atmospheric pressure, with such force as to enable a considerused by
able weight to be thus lifted by the string
;

—

children as a plaything.
6. i^Boi.) A shoot from the roots or lower part of the
so called, perhaps, from diverting
stem of a plant;
nourishment from the body of the plant.
7. (Zo'dl.) (a) Anyone of numerous species of North
American fresh-water cyprinoid fishes of the family
Caiosiomidse ;
so called because the lips are protruThe flesh is coarse, and they are of little value
Bile.
as food. The most common species of the Eastern
United States are the northern sucker {Catostomus Com»?iewom),the white sucker jjgj^ (C. teres), the hog sucker

—

—

water is raised into the barrel
See Illust. of Pump.

by atmospheric pressure.

II

[NL. See Suction.]

(C. nigricans), and the chub, or sweet sucker (Erimi/zon
Some of the large Western species are called
buffalo fish, red horse, black horse, and suckerel. (6) The
remora. (c) The lumpfish. (d) The hagfish, or myxine.

suceita).

A

(e)

Califomia food

undulalus)

(Menlicirrus

fish

—

called also bagre.
closely allied to the kingfish (a) ;
8.
parasite ; a sponger. See def. 6, above.
They who constantly converse with men far above their estates snail reap shame and loss thereby if thou payest nothing,
Fuller.
they will count thee a sucker, no branch.
9.
hard drinker ; a soaker. [^Slangl
greenhorn one easily gulled. XSlang, U. 5.]
10.
nickname applied to a native of Illinois. [?7. S.]
11.
Carp sucker. Cherry sacker, etc. See under Cabp, CherSucker flah. See Sucking fish, under Sdoking.
BT, etc.
Sucker tube
Sucker rod, a pump rod. See under Pump.
(ZooL), one of the external ambulacral tuoes of an echinoderm,
usually terminated by a sucker and used for
Jocomotion. Called also sucker foot. See Spatanooid.
Suck'er (suk'er), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Suckebed (-erd);
vb. n. SucKEKiNG.]
To strip off the suckers or
p. pr.
shoots from ; to deprive of suckers ; as, to sucker maize.

A

;

A
A
A

;

—

—

—

—

&

Suck'er,

v.

i.

To form suckers;

as,

com

suckers

abundantly.

Snck'et
sweetmeat

n.
[Cf. Suck, v.
a dainty morsel.

(-§t),
;

Suck'Hsh'

(Zodl.)

(sQk'fTsh'), n,

t.,

A

Succadbs.]

Jer. Taylor.

A sucker

fish.

Snck'ing, a. Drawing milk from the mother or dam
hence, colloquially, young, inexperienced ; as, a sucking
infant ; a sucking calf.
I suppose you are a young barrister, sucking lawyer, or that
Thackeray.

sort of thing.

Sucking bottle, a feeding bottle. See under Bottle.
Sacking flsh (Zodl.), the remora. See Remoea. Baird.
Sacking pump, a suction pump. See
under Suction.
Sucking stomach
(Zool.), the muscular first stomach
of certain insects and other invertebrates which suck liquid food.

—
—

Infusoria having the
body armed with somewhat stiff, tubular processes which they use as
suckers in obtaining
their food. They are usu-

BHizo-

;

By adverse

cephala.
Suc-to'rl-al
[L. sugere, suetum, to
(see def. 1) : a 6 Posuck.] 1. (Zooi.) Adapt- Suctoria
iiopbrya mollis; v Contractile
ed for sucking ; living by
Vacuole, n Nucleus
c d The
sucking ; as, the humsame undergoing Fission e Fodophrya Steinii ; f g Ciliated
ming birds are suctorial
a.

(-al),

.-

;

Germs

birds.

eta.

of

All

Podophrya and

much

Acin.-

enlarged.

2. {Zodl.) Capable of
adhering by suction ; as, the suctorial fishes.
Suc-tO'rl-an (-an), n. 1. {Zodl.) A cartilaginous fish
with a mouth adapted for suction, as the lamprey.
2. {Zodl.) One of the Suctoria.
Suc-tO'ri-OUS (-iis), a. Suctorial. [7J.]
Su-dam'l-na (su-dSm'I-na), n. pi. ; sing. Sudamen
(sii-da'm8n).
[NL. sudamen, -inis, fr. sudare to sweat.
See Sweat.] {Med.) Minute vesicles surrounded by an
area of reddened skin, produced by excessive sweating.
Su-da'rl-um (sfi-da'rl-fim), n. [L., a handkerchief.]
{Eccl.) The handkerchief upon which the Savior is said
to have impressed his own portrait miraculously, when
wiping his face vrith it, as he passed to the crucifixion.
Su'da-ry (su'da-r^), n. [L. sudarium, fr. sudare to
sweat. See Sweat.]
napkin or handkerchief. [Obs.
or J2.]
Wyclif. R. Browning.
[L. sudatio, fr. sudare
Su-da'tlon (su-da'shvin), n.
sweating.
[06s.]
to sweat cf F. sudation.~\
II

A

[06s.]

Suc'kle,

A

teat.
n.
Sir T. Herbert.

(stik'k'l),
V.

t.

[imp.

&

Sucking Fish (Remora').
Upper side of
Head, showing the
Sucker and Lamelto nurse
lae.
Reduced.

p. p.

Suckled (-k'ld); p. pr. & vb. n.
[Freq.
Suckling (-kllng).]
of

To

give suck to
at the breast.

suck.'\

;

Addison.
The breasts of Hecuba

When she did muckle Hector,

looked not lovelier. Shak.
Landor.
are not weak, suckled by Wisdom.

They
Snc'kle, v. i. To nurse ; to suck, [i?.]
Suc'kler (silk'kler), n. {Zodl.) An animal that suckles its young a mammal.
Sack'llng (-ling), n. [OE. sokeling. See Suck, v. t.']
1. A young chUd or animal nursed at the breast.
2. A small kind of yeUow clover {Trijolium filiforme)
common in Southern Europe.
Su'orate (su'krat), n. {Chem.) A compound of sucrose (or of some related carbohydrate) with some base,
after the analogy of a salt as, sodium sucrate.
Su'cre (soo'kra), n. A silver coin of Ecuador, worth
;

;

II

68 cents.
Su'crose' (su'kros'),

re.
[F. Sucre sugar. See Sugar.]
common variety of sugar found in the juices
plants, as the sugar cane, sorghum, sugar maple,
beet root, etc. It is extracted as a sweet, white crystalline substance which is valuable as a food product, and,
being antiputrescent, is largely used in the preservation
of fruit.
Called also saccharose, cane sugar, etc.
By
extension, any one of the class of isomeric substances (as
lactose, maltose, etc.) of which sucrose proper is the type.

{Chem.)

A

many

of

By^ Sucrose proper is a

dextrorotatory carbohydrate,

C12H2.O11.
It does not reduce Fehling's solution, and
though not directly fermentable, yet on standing with
yeast it is changed by the diastase present to invert sugar
(dextrose and levulose), which then breaks down to alcohol
and carbon dioxide. It is also decomposed to invert sugar
by heating with acids, whence it is also called a disaccharaie.
Sucrose possesses at once the properties of an alcohol and a ketone, and also forms compounds (called
sucrates) analogous to salts.

Cf Sugar.
.

Snc'tlon (siik'shiin), n. [L. sugere, suetum, to suck cf
OF. suction. See Suck, ?;.<.] The act or process of sucking the act of drawing, as fluids, by exhausting the air.
Stretlon chamber, the chamber of a pump into which the
:

;

—

suction pipe delivers.
Suction pipe. Suction valve, the
taduction pipe, and induction valve, of a pump, respectively.
Suction pump, the common pump, in which the

—

ale,

senate,

c&re,

dm, arm, ask,

A

:

re.; pi. Sudatoria
Bunglison.
SU'da-tO-ry (su'da-t6-rj^), a. [L. sudatorius, fr. stidare to sweat: cf. F. sudatoire. See Sweat.] SweatII

Su'da-tO'rl-um (su'da-to'rT-tim),

A sudatory.

[L.]

{-&).

ing perspiring.
Su'da-tO-ry, n. ; pi. Sudatories (-riz). [L. sudatorium.']
A bagnio ; a sweating bath ; a vapor bath.
These sudatories are much in request for many infirmities.
;

Evelyn.

Sud'den (s5d'd5n), a. [OE. sodain, sodein, OF. sodain, sudain, F. soudain, L. subiianeus, fr. subitus sudden, that has come unexpectedly, p. p. of subire to come
on, to steal upon ; sub under, secretly -f- ire to go. See
Issue, and cf. Subitaneous.]
1. Happening without
previous notice or with very brief notice coming unexpectedly, or without the common preparation ; immediate ; instant; speedy.
"O sudden wo!" Chaucer.
" For fear of sudden death." Shak.
Job xxii. 10.
Sudden fear troubleth thee.
2. Hastily prepared or employed ; quick ; rapid.
Shak.
Never was such a sudden echolar made.
The apples of Asphaltis, appearing goodly to the sudden eye.
;

precipitate.
[06s.] Shak.
unusual abrupt unlooked-for.
Sud'den-ness, n.
Sud'den-ly, adv.
Sud'den, adv. Suddenly unexpectedly. [iJ.]

3.

Hasty

;

violent

;

Syn. — XJnexpected

—

rash

;

;

;

—

;

;

Milton.
Herbs of every leaf that sudden flowered.
Sud'den, n. An unexpected occurrence ; a surprise.
All of a sudden, On a sudden. Of a sudden, sooner than
was expected without the usual preparation ; suddenly.
Milton.
How art thou lost I how on a sudden lost 1
He withdrew his opposition all of a sudden. Thackeray.
Sud'den-ty {-tf), re. [Cf. F. soudainetL'] Suddenness ; a sudden. [Scot.']
Sir W. Scott.
On a suddenty, on a sudden. [Scot.]
Su'dor-al (su'der-ol), a. [L. sudor.] Of or pertaining to sweat ; caused by sweat ; as, sudoral eruptions.
[L. sicdor sweat -fSu'dor-il'er-OUS (-tfer-tis), a.
{Physiol.) Producing, or secreting, sweat ; su-ferous.]
doriparous.
Sudoriferous glands (Anat.), smaU convoluted tubular
glands which are situated in the subcutaneous tissues
and discharge by minute orifices in the surface of the
skin ; the sweat glands.
Su'dor-lf'lc (-Tf'ik), a. [L. sudor sweat (akin to E.
sweat) -{- facere to -make.] Causing sweat as, sudorific
herbs. —re.
A sudorific medicine. Cf. Diaphoretic.
;

;

Su'dor-lp'a-rous (-ip'a-rus), a. [L. sudor sweat -)^arere to produce.] {Physiol.) Same as Sudoriferous.
Su'dor-OUS (-Qs), a. [L. sudorus, fr. sudor sweat.]
Sir T. Browne.
[06s.]
Su'dra (soo'dra), n. [Skr. fUdra.] The lowest of
the four great castes among the Hindoos. See Caste.
[Written also Soorah, Soodra, and Sooder.]
Suds (sfidz), n. pi. [Akin to sodden, seethe. See
Seethe.]
Water impregnated with soap, esp. when
worked up into bubbles and froth.
Consisting of sweat.
II

In the suds, in turmoil or difficulty. [Colloq.] Beau.&Fl.
Sue (sii), V. t. [imp. p. p. Sued (siid) ; p. pr. vb.
Suing (sii'ing).] [OE. suen, sewen, siwen, OF. sivre
(pres. ind. 3d sing, il siut, suit, he follows, nous sevens
we follow), LL. sequere, for L. sequi, secutus ; akin to
Gr. eVeo'flai, Skr. sac to accompany, and probably to E.
see, V. t.
See See, v. t., and cf. Consequence, Ensue,
Execute, Obsequious, Pursue, Second, Sect in religion.
Sequence, Suit.] 1. To follow up ; to chase ; to seek
after ; to endeavor to win ; to woo.
For yet there was no man that hadde him sued. Chaucer.
I was beloved of many a gentle knight,
And sued and sought with all the service due. Spenser,
Tennyson.
Sue me, and woo me, and flatter me.
2. {Law) (a) To seek justice or right from, by legal

&

&

re.

final,

g,U

;

eve, event, find, fern, recent

;

ice,

destiny constrained to sue

For counsel and redress, he sues to you.
Pop«.
Cjesar came to Rome to sue for the double honor of a tri-

umph and the

consulship.
C. Middletoru
The Indians were defeated and suedtor peace. Jefferson.
2. {Law) To prosecute ; to make legal claim ; to seek
(for something) in law as, to sue for damages.
3. To woo
to pay addresses as a lover.
Massinger,
4. {Naut.) To be left high and dry on the shore, as a
;

;

E. H. Dana, Jr.
Su'ent (su'^nt), a. Uniformly or evenly distributed
or spread even ; smooth. See Suant.
Thoreau.
Su'ent-ly, adv. Evenly ; smoothly.
Su'er (su'er), n. One who sues ; a suitor.
Su'et (su'gt), n. [OE. suet, dim. fr. OF. seu, suif, P.
Cf. Soap, Sebaceous.]
The fat and
suif, L. sebum.
fatty tissues of an animal, especially the harder fat about
the kidneys and loins in beef and mutton, which, when
melted and freed from the membranes, forms tallow.
Su'et-y (-Jf), a. Consisting of, or resembling, suet;
as, a sueiy substance.
<S. Sharp.
Suf- (suf-). A form of the prefix Sub-.
(sQf'f
er),
v.
[imp.
t.
Sul'f er
&p. p. Suffered (-ferd)
vb. n. Suffering.]
[OE. suffren, soffren, OP.
p. pr.
sufrir, sofrir, F. souffrir, (assumed) LL. sofferire, for L,
siifferre; sub under +/e)Te to bear, akin to E. bear.
See Bear to support.] 1. To feel, or endure, with pain,
annoyance, etc. ; to submit to with distress or grief ; to
undergo ; as, to suffer pain of body, or grief of mind.
2. To endure or undergo without sinking to support;
to sustain ; to bear up under.
Our spirit and strength entire.
Strongly to s^ffer and support our pains.
Miltonr
3. To undergo to be affected by to sustain ; to expei
rience ; as, most substances suffer a change when long
exposed to air and moisture ; to suffer loss or damage.
If your more ponderous and settled project
ship.

;

&

;

;

;

May suffer alteration.
4. To allow
tolerate.

Thou
sin

to permit

;

shalt in

Shak.
; to

not to forbid or hinder

;

any wise rebuke thy neighbor, and not

upon him.

suffer

Lev. xix.

17.

them to enter and possess.
Milton.
Syn,
To permit bear; endure; support; sustain;
allow admit tolerate. See Permit.
Suffer, V. i. 1. To feel or undergo pain of body o»
I suffer

—

;

;

;

mind

to bear what is inconvenient as, we suffer from
pain, sickness, or sorrow ; we suffer with anxiety.
O well for him whose will is strong
Tennyson.
He suffers, but he will not suffer long.
;

;

I

Milton.

—

Suc'kle

—

;

II

White Sucker.

;

;

Suc-tO'rl-a (siik-to'rT-a), n. pi.
{Zodl.) 1. An order of

ally stalked.
2. Same as

process to institute process in law against ; to bring an
action against to prosecute judicially.
(6) To proceed
with, as an action, and follow it up to its proper termination to gain by legal process.
3. {Falconry) To clean, as the beak ;
said of a hawk.
4. {Naut.) To leave high and dry on shore ; as, to sue
a ship.
jB. M. Dana, Jr.
To sue out (Law), to petition for and take out, or to apply for and obtain ; as, to sue out a writ in chancery ; to
sue out a pardon for a criminal.
Sue (su), V. i. 1. To seek by request ; to make application ; to petition ; to entreat to plead.

To undergo punishment;

2.

specifically, to

undergo

the penalty of death.
The father was first condemned to sitffer upon a day appointed, and the son afterwards the day following. Clarendon.
3. To be injured ; to sustain loss or damage.
Public business suffers by private infirmities. Sir W. Temple.
Sut'fer-a-ble (-4-b'l), a. [Cf. F. souffrable.] 1. Able
to suffer or endure ; patient. [06s.] " Ye must be suf.
Chaucer.
ferable.'"
2. That may be suffered, tolerated, or permitted
allowable ; tolerable.
Suf'fer-a-bly, adv.
Suf 'f er-a-ble-ness, n.
Suf'fer-ance (-ans), re. [OE. suffrance, OF. sufrance,
soufrance, P. souffrance, L. sufferentia, from sufferem,
-entis, p. pr. of sufferre.
See Suffer.] 1. The state of
sufiering ; the bearing of pain ; endurance.
He must not only die the death,
But thy unkindness shall his death draw out

—

—

To

3.

Shak,

lingering sufferance.

endured misery suffering distress.
The seeming sufferances that you had borne.
Loss damage injury. [Obs.]

2. Pain

;

;

Shak.

;

;

A grievous

;

on most part of their fleet. Shak,
4. Submission under difficult or oppressive circumChaucer,
stances ; patience ; moderation.
But hasty heat tempering with sufferance wiso. Spenser.
5. Negative consent by not forbidding or hindering
Shale,
toleration ; permission ; allowance leave.
In their beginning they are weak and wan.
But soon, through sufferance, grow to fearful end. Spenser.
Somewhiles by sufferance, and somewhiles by special leave
Hooker.
and favor, they erected t themselves oratories.
6. A permission granted by the customs authorities
for the shipment of goods.
[Eng.]
Estate at sufferance (Law), the holding by a tenant who
came in by a lawful title, but remains, after his right has
expired, without positive leave of the owner. Blackstone.
On sufferance, by mere toleration ; as, to remain in a
.

.

.

sufferance

;

)

—

house

ore

sufferance.

—

Syn.
Endurance ; pain ; misery inconvenience
patience ; moderation ; toleration ; permission.
Suf'fer-er (-er), n. 1. One who suffers ; one who endures or undergoes suffering; one who sustains inconvenience or loss; as, sufferers by poverty or sickness:
men are sufferers by fire or by losses at sea.
2. One who permits or allows.
Suf'fer-ing, «. The bearing of pain, inconvenience,
or loss ; pain endured ; distress, loss, or injury incurred;
as, sufferings by pain or sorrow ; sufferings by want or by
Keble.
wrongs. " Souls in SM^en'n^s tried.
Suf'fer-lng, a. Being in pain or grief ; having loss,
adv.
injury, distress, etc.
Suf'f er-lng-ly,
;

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

5bey, drb, odd

;

Sut-Uce' (sOf-fiz' 277), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Sufvb. n. Sdfwcino (-fi'zing).]
ficed (-fizd') p. pi:
[OE. suffisen, OF. soufire, F. suffire (cf sufflsant, p. pr. ),
L. sufficere to put under, to substitute, to ayail for, to
/acere to make. See Fact.] To be
suflSce st*6 under
enough, or sufficient ; to meet the need (of anything) to
be equsi to the end proposed to be adequate. Chaucer.
;

&

;

.

+

;

;

;

To recount almighty works.
Milton.
What words or tongue of ssrapli can suffice ?
t.
1. To satisfy to content to be equal
Spenser.
to the wants or demands of.
Letit suffice
thee speakno more unto me of this matter.
•^
Sul-flce', V.

;

;

;

Deut.

iii. 26.

To furnish to supply adequately. [Obs.l
The power appeased, with winds sufficed the sail. Bryden.

2.

;

Sul-fl'clence (-fish'ens), n. Sufficiency. \_Obs.'\
Suf-fi'clen-cy (-en-s^), «. [L. sufficientia : cf . F. sufSee Sdppice.] 1. The quality or state of being
sufficient, or adequate to the end proposed ; adequacy.
His sufficiency is such that he bestows and possesses, his
Boyle.
plenty being unexhausted.
2. Qualification for any purpose ; ability ; capacity.
Shak.
A substitute of most allowed sufficiency.
fisance.

I

am not

my own

so confident of
counsel of others.

sufficiency as

not willingly

Eikon Basihke.
"An
3. Adequate substance or means; competence.
Thomson.
elegant sufflciency."
4. Supply equal to wants ; ample stock or fund.
6. Conceit ; self-confidence ; self-sufficiency.
Sufficiency is a compound of vanity and ignorance.
Sir W. Temple.
to

admit

SUGARED
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SUFFICE

tlie

[L. siifficiens, -entis, p. pr.
Sul-fi'clent (-ftsh'ent), a.
1. Equal to
of sufficere : cf. F. suffisant. See Suffice.]
the end proposed ; adequate to wants ; enough ; ample
competent as, provision sufficient for the family ; an
army sufficient to defend the country.
;

My grace is sufficient for thee.

2 Cor. 3ii.

9.

2. Possessing adequate talents or accomplishments;
of competent power or ability ; qualified ; fit.

Who is sufficient for these things ?

2 Cor.

3. Capable of meeting obligations responsible.
The man is, notwithstanding, sufficient. ... I think

ii.

.

A

&

&
&

&

^''

doctrine.

South.

3. (Eccl.) (a)

A short petition, as those after the creed

matins and evensong. (6) A prayer in general, as one
offered for the faithful departed.
Shipley.
I firmly believe that there is a purgatory, and that the souls
therein detained are helped by the suffrages of the faithful.
Creed of Bope Pius IV.
4. Aid ; assistance.
[A Latinism'] [06s.]
Suffrage, v. t. To vote for ; to elect. [Obs.'] Milton.
Snf-frag'1-nous (siif-fraj'i-nus), a. [L. suffraginosus diseased in the hock, fr. suffrago the pastern, or
hock.] Of or pertaining to the hock of a beast. [Obs.]
Suf'fra-gist (suf'fra-jTst), n. 1. One who possesses
or exercises the political right of suffrage a voter.
2. One who has certain opinions or desires about the
political right of suffrage ; as, a woman svffi-agist.
It is curious that . . . Louisa Castlefort should be obliged
after her marriage immediately to open her doors and turn
ultra liberal, or an universal suffragist.
Miss Edgeworth.
in

;

16.

;

take his bond.

to be favorable. See Suffkaoe.] Assisting ; assistant
as, a suffragan bishop.
Suf'fra-gan (suf'fra-gan), n. [F. suffraganl : cf LL.
suffraganeus. See Suffragan, a.] 1. An assistant.
2. (JSccl.)
bishop considered as an assistant, or as
subject, to his metropolitan ; an assistant bishop.
Suf'fea-gan-shlp, re. The office of a suffragan.
[Obs."]
Sul'fra-gant (-gant), a.
Suffragan.
n.
Sul'fra^gate (-gat), v. i.
[imp.
I.
p. p. SuffkaSATED (-ga'ted) ; p. pr. vb. n. Suffkagating.] [L. suffragatus, p. p. of suffragari. See Suffbagan, «.] To vote
or vote with. [Obs.]
Suffragating tTibea." Dryden.
Suf'fra-ga'tor (-ga'ter), n. [L.] One who assists or
favors by his vote.
[06«.]
Suffrage (siif'f raj ; 48), n. [F. , fr. L. suffragium ; perhaps originally, a broken piece, a potsherd, used in voting, and fr. sub under -|- the root of frangere to break.
See Break.] 1. A vote given in deciding a controverted
question, or in the choice of a man for an office or trust
the formal expression of an opinion ; assent ; vote.
I ask your voices and your suffrages,
Shak.
2. Testimony ; attestation ; witness ; approval.
Lactautius and St. Austin confirm by their suffrage the observation made by heathen writers.
Atterbuiy.
Every miracle ia the suffrage of Heaven to the truth of a

I may
Shak.

Suf-fra'gO (siSf-fra'go), n. [L., the hock, from sub
under -\- frangere to break.] (Zo'ol.) The heel joint.
Suf'france (stif'frans), ra. Sufferance. [Obs.'\ Chaucer.
II

[iJ.]
4. Self-sufficient; self-satisfied; content.
Thou. art the most sufficient (I '11 say for thee).
Beau.
Not to believe a thing.

Syn. — Enough adequate competent
;

tory

;

;

full

;

If

Fl.

[Pref. suj- -\frutescent.']
(Boi.) Slightly woody at the base.
[Pref.
(siif-fru'ti-kos'),
a.
Suf-fru'ti-cose'
suffruticose.'] (Boi.) Woody in the lower part of the stem,
but with the yearly branches herbaceous, as sage, thyme,

Suf'frn-tes'cent (siif'fru-tes'sent),

satisfac-

+

ample.

;

To a sufficient degree

Suf-fi'cient-ly, adv.

to a de-

;

a.

gree that answers the purpose, or gives content ; enough
as, we are sufficiently supplied with food ; a man sufficiently qualified for the discharge of his official duties.

Sul-Hx' (siif-fTks'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Suffixed
(-fiksf) ; p. pr.
To add or annex
vb. n. Suffixing.]
to the end, as a letter or syllable to a word ; to append.
Suf-fix'lon (-fik'shiin), n. The act of suffixing, or

hyssop, and the like.
Suf-fru'tl-cous (-kus), a. Suffruticose.
[imp.
Suf-fu'ml-gate (-fu'ml-gat), v. t.
p. p.
SuFFUJOGATED (-ga'ted) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Suffumigating.]
[L. suff^umigatus, p. p. of suffumigare to fumigate from below. See Sub-, and Fumigate.] To apply
fumes or smoke to the parts of, as to the body in medicine ; to fumigate in part.
Suf-fu'mi-ga'tion (-ga'shiln), n. [L. suffumigatio:
cf. F. suffumigalion.']
The operation of suffumigating.
Suf-fli'mlge (-fii'mlj), n. [LL. suffumigium.'] A
Harvey.
medical fume. _ [Obs.l
Suf-f use' (-f uz'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Suffused (-f uzd')
[L. suffusus, p. p. of sufvb. n. Suffusing.]
p. pr.
fundere to overspread ; sub under -{-fundere to pour.
See Fuse to melt.] To overspread, as with a fluid or
tincture ; to fill or cover, as with something fluid ; as,
eyes suffused with tears ; cheeks suffused with blushes.
Pope.
When purple light shall next suffuse the skies.

the state of being suffixed.
Suf-flx'ment (-f Iks'ment), n. Sufflxion.

sion.]

Sui-fl'cing (-fi'zTng), a. Affording enough ; satisfying.
Suf-fi'cing-ly, adv.
Snf-fl'cing-ness, n.
Suf-ti'sance (-zans), n. [F. See Sufficiency.] Sufflciency ; plenty ; abundance
contentment. [OJs.]
He could in little thing have suffiisaunce. Chaucer.

—

—

&

;

SnI-H'sant

[F.] Sufficient.
[Oi«.]
[L. suffixus, p. p. of suffigere
fasten
to
on, to affix ; sub under
figere to fix : cf F.
See Fix.] 1.
letter, letters, syllable, or sylsaffixe.
lables added or appended to the end of a word or a root
to modify the meaning ; a postfix.
2. (Math.)
subscript mark, number, or letter. See

SuI'lls

(-zant), a.
n.

(siif'f Iks),

+

A

.

&

To

—

signifies

Quam.
Snt'fO-ca-tlve (sflffo-kl-ttv), a. Tending or able to
" Su/focative ca.ta.Tih8."
stifle.
Arbuthnot.
Sul-fOB'slon (suf-f'Ssh'Qn), n. [L. suffossio, from suf/odere, suffossum, to dig under; sub under -\-fodere to
dig.] A digging under; an undermining, [i?.] Bp. Hall.
Suf'fra-gan (siif'frA-gan), a. [P. suffraganl, L. sufSragans, p. pr. of suffragari to support with one's vote,

choke or

tiae,

unite,

r^de,

91

f

uU, ap, Orn

;

pity

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

crystallized;
from sugar.
(Bot. ),

candy made

—

Sugar cane
a tall perennial grass

(Saccharum

officinarum),
with thick short- jointed
stems. It has been cultivated for ages as the principal source of sugar.
Sugar loaf, (a)
loaf or
mass of refined sugar,
usually in the form of a
truncated cone, (b)
hat
shaped like a sugar loaf.
Why, do not I know you,
grannara, and that sugar loaff

—

A

A

J. Webster.

— Sugar

maple (Bot.), the
rock maple (Acer saccharinum). See Maple.
Sugar
mill, a macliine for pressing
out the juice of the sugar Upper Part of a Sugar Cane,

—

cane, usually consisting of
three or more rollers, between which the cane

is

passed.

Jiay.

&

BOHTDRATE.

The (/tvroses, or grape .tugars, are ketone alciOiols of
the foriinila CnHuOn, and tliey turn the planu of ;;.ilar;.
zation to the right or the left. They ar< produced i>;in
the amyloscs and aucroses, as by the aci ion of hea' .'.nci
fd~od,

—

—

jaundice, or like suffusion of eyes, ob-

A

asphyxia induced by obstruction of the
respiration otherwise than by direct pressure on the
neck {hanging, strangulation) or submersion (drowning).
it

tiie

A

ffi^" The term suffocation is sometimes employed synonymously with asphyxia. In the strict medico-legal

sense

those that have

2. That with which a thing is suffused.
3. {Zo'dl.)
blending of one color into another; the
spreading of one color over another, as on the feathers
of birds.
Su'fl (s6o'fe), n. [From the name of a dynasty of
Persian kings, Safi, Safavi ; said to come from the name
Safl-ud-din of an ancestor of the family, confused with
SMfi, pious.]
title or surname of the king of Persia.
Per. sufi., wise, pious, devout.] One
Su'U, n. [Ar.
of a certain order of religious men in Persia. [Written
also sofi.]
refined mysticism among
Su'flsm (soo'flz'm), n.
certain classes of Mohammedans, particularly in Persia,
who hold to a kind of pantheism and practice extreme
asceticism in their lives. [Written also sofismi.']
kind of worm or larva.
Walton.
Sug (sag), n.
Sug'ar (sho8g'er), re. [OE. sugre, F. sncre (cf. It.
zucchero, Sp. aziicar), fr. Ar. sukkar, assukkar, fr. Skr.
farkara sugar, gravel ; cf. Per. shakar. Cf. Saccharine,
sweet white (or brownish yellow) crysSuoROSE.] 1.
talline substance, of a sandy or granular consistency, obtained by crystallizing the evaporated juice of certain
plants, as the sugar cane, sorghum, beet root, sugar
maple, etr.. It is used for seasoning and preserving
many kinds of food and drink. Ordinary sugar ia essenSee the Note below.
tially sucrose.
III^=" The term sugar includes several comm- .cial
gTMes, as the white or refined, (jrnnulnl.-d, loaf or /.•/ wp,
and the raw brown or muscovado. In a more gcnonii
sense, it includes several distinct chen ical cojnpoiuiil.s,
as the glucoses, or (/rape sugars (incluAm^ sln.'oee iivDiier,
dextrose, and levulose), and the siicrose.i, or true i..ii|f(ir8
(as cane sugar). All sugars are carbohyi' rates. Seu C*e-

A

;

—

;

A

&

;

—

A

Suffocated; choked.
S/ui!c.
Snf'fO-cate (-kat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Suffocated
(-ka'tSd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Suffooatiho.]
1. To choke
or kill by stopping respiration ; to stifle ; to smother.
Let not hemp his windpipe suffocate.
Shak.
2. To destroy ; to extinguish
as, to suffocate fire.
To become choked, stifled, or
Snf'fo-cate, v. i.
smothered. " A swelling discontent is apt to suffocate
and strangle without passage."
Collier.
Sut'f 0-ca'tlng, a.
n. from Suffocate, v.
Sul'foca'tlng-ly, adv.
Suf'fo-ca'tlon (-ka'shQn), n. [L. suffocatio: cf. F.
suffocation.']
The act of suffocating, or the state of being suffocated ; death caused by smothering or choking.

&

—

(-f u'zhiin),

The

jects appear of that color.

Fauoal.]

&

1.

being suffused

(-flam'i-nat), v. i. [L. sufflaminaius,
p. p. of sufflaminare to hold back by a clog, from sufflamen a clog.] 1. To retard the motion of, as a carriage,
by preventing one or more of its wheels from revolving,
either by means of a chain or otherwise.
[Obs.']
[OJs.]
Barrow.
2. Hence, to stop ; to impede.
Suf-tlate' (-riaf), V. t. [L. sufflatus, p. p. of sufflare
to blow up, inflate; sub under -|- y?are to blow.] To
blow up ; to inflate ; to inspire. [iJ.]
T. Ward.
Sul-na'tlon (-fla'shiin), n. [L. sufflaiio.'\ The act of
blowing up or inflating. [iJ.]
Coles.
Suf'fO-cate (siiffo-kSt), a. [L. suffocaius, p. p. of
suffocare to choke ; sub under -^fauces the throat. Cf.

—

Acorn sugar. See Quercite.
Cane sugar, sugar made
sucrose, or an isomeric sugar. See
Sucrose.
Diabetes, o/' Diabetic, sugar (J/et/. CAeiii.), a variety of sugar (probably grape sugar or dextrose) excreted
in the urine in diabetes mellitus.
Fruit sugar. See under Fru3T, and Fructose.
Grape sugar, a slrupy or
white crystalline sugar (dextrose or glucose) found as a
characteristic ingredient of ripe grapes, and also produced from many other sources. See Dbxtrose, and
Glucose.
Invert sugar.
See under Invert.
Malt
sugar, a variety of sugar isomeric with sucrose, found in
malt. See Maltose.
Manna sugar, a substance found
in manna, resembling, but distinct from, the sugars. See
Mannite.
Milk sugar, a variety of sugar characteristic
of fresh milk, and isomeric with sucrose. See Lactose.
Muscle sugar, a sweet white crystalline substance isomeric
with, and formerly regarded as related to, the glucoses.
It is found in the tissue of muscle, the heart, liver, etc.
Called also heart sugar. See Inosite.
Pine sugar. See
Pihite.
Starch sugar (Com. Chem.), a variety of dextrose made by the action of heat and acids on starch
from corn, potatoes, etc.
called also potato sugar, com
sugar, and, inaccurately, invert sugar. See Dextrose,
and Glucose.
Sugar baker, one who refines sugar.
Sugar beet (Bot.), a variety of beet (Beta vulgaris) with
very large white roots, extensively grown, esp. in Europe,
for the sugar obtained from them.
Sugar berry (Bot.), the
hackberry.
Sugar bird (Zo'dl.], any one of several species of small South American singing birds of the genera
Ccereba, Dacnis, and allied genera belonging to the family Ccerebidss.
They are allied to the honey eaters.
Sugar bush. See Sugar orchard.
Sugar camp, a place
in or near a sugar orchard, where maple sugar is made.
Sugar candian, sugar candy. [OSs.]
Sugar candy, sugar
clarified and concreted or

from the sugar cane

[L. suffusio : cf. F. suffun.
act or process of suffusing, or the state of
an overspreading.

Suf-fu'slon
Earle.

[i?.]

Suf-dam'i-nate

.

act on polarized light.
2. By extension, anything resembling sugar in taste or
appearance ; as, sugar of lead (lead acetate), a poisonous
white crystalline substance having a sweet taste.
3. Compliment or flattery used to disguise or render
acceptable something obnoxious; honeyed or soothing
words. [Collog.]

&

&

A

SUBSCKIPT, a.

&

&

acids or ferments, and are themselves decomposed by
fermentation into alcohol and carbon dioxide. The only
sugar (called acrose) as yet produced artificially belongs
to this class. The sucroses, or cane sugars, are doubled
glucose anhydrides of the formula CisHojOn. They are
usually not fermentable as such (cf Sucrose), and they

frfbt

:

out, oil

;

cbaii

;

CO

;

Blng, iok

Doublc-ge:i

— Sugar

mite.

(Zo'dl.)

A

(a)

small mite (Tyroglyphus

sacchari), often found in grent numbers in
unrefined sugar. (6) The lepisma.
Sugar
of lead.
See Sugar, 2, above.
Sugar of
milk.
See under Milk.
Sugar orchard,
a collection of maple trees selected and
preserved for the purpose of obtaining
called also, sometimes,
sugar from them
sugar bush. [U.S.] />firtlett.
S}igtL,T pine //
(Bot.), an immense coniferous tree (Pnius '
Lamhertiana) of California and Oregon,
furnishing a soft nnd easily worked timber.

—

—

;

—

—

—

The

resinous exudation from the stumps,
•tc, has a sweetish taste, and has been
used as a substitute for sugar.
Sugar
squirrel (ifoo/.l, an Australinii Hying phaSugar Mite,
langer (Belideiis sciurens), having a long much enlarged,
busily tail and a large par.nehute. It resembles a flying squirrel. See lllust. under Phalanger.
Sugar tongs, small tongs, as of silver, used at table for
taking lumps of sug.nr from a sugar bowl.
Sugar tree.
(Bot.) See Sugnrmap/c, above.
Sug'ar (shoog'er), ;'. i. In making maple sugar, to complete the proopsi" of boiling down the sirup till it is thick
enough m i:r> -tiuli'e to approach or reach the state of
with the preposition off. [Local, U. S."]
granulation;
Sng'nr, v. t. [\mp. & p. p. Sugared (-erd) p. pr.
vh. n. tuoARiNf'.J
1. To impregnate, sen.son, cover, or
sprinkle with sugar; to mix sugar with. " When I sugar
luyliciucr."
a. Eliot.
2. To covet lith soft words ; to disguise by flattery
to compliment ; tu nweeteu
as, to sugar reproof.
With devotion's viKiige
Atid p: Ills nction we do sugar o'er

—

—

—

i

;

—

;

&

;

;

Th..l vil himself.
SItak.
8ug'ar0<l(«'
X . Sweetened. "Tlie.wff^rcif liquor."
Als" ut e figuratively; as, sugared \iiasea.

Spt:nicr.
;

ttaoo,

thin

j

boN

j

zlx

=z

in azure,
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SUGARHOUSE
^ building in
Sug'ar-hOUse' (shdgg'er-bous')) '"
is made or refined
a sugar manufactory.
Sug'ar-i-ness (-i-nes), ». The quality or state of be-

wliich sugar

;

ing sugary, or sweet.

Sug'ar-lngi n. 1. The act of covering or sweetening
T^th sugar also, the sugar thus used.
;

The

2.

act or process of

making

sugar.

Sug'ar-Iess, a. without sugar free from sugar.
SJig'ar-plum' (-plum'), re. A kind of candy or sweetmeat made up in small balls or disks.
Sug'ar-y (-J), a. 1. Resembling or containing sugar
Spenser.
tasting of sugar sweet.
2. Foi\d of sugar or sweet things as, a sugary palate.
Su-ges'cent (sS-i^s'sent), a. \li. sugere to sack.'] Of
Paley.
or pertaining to sucking, [i?.]
Sug-gest' (sug-jSsf or sud-jgsf; 277), v. t. [imp.
[L.
sugSuggesting.]
Suggested;
pr.
&
vb.
n.
p.
p. p.
gestus, p. p. of suggerere to put under, furnish, suggest
Jest.]
To
See
1.
gerere
to
carry,
to
bring.
sub under
introduce indirectly to the thoughts; to cause to be
other
objects.
thought of, usually by the agency of
Some ideas
are suggested to the mind by all the ways of
Locke.
sensation and reflection.
2. To propose with diffidence or modesty ; to hint to
intimate as, to suggest a difficulty.
3. To seduce to prompt to evil to tempt.
[06^.]
;

;

;

&

+

.

.

;

;

;

Knowing

that tender youth

is

soon suggested.

Skak.

To inform secretly. [OJs.]
Shak.
Syn. — To hint allude to refer to insinuate.
Sug-gest', V. i. To make suggestions to tempt.
4.

;

;

;

;

And ever weaker grows through acted crime.
Or seeming-genial, venial fault,
Recurring and suggesthtg

Tennyson.

still.

Sng-gest'er (-er), n. One who suggests. Beau. & Fl.
Sug-ges'tion (sug-jSs'chun or sud- 106), n. [F. sug;

gestion, L. suggestio.'\ 1. The act of suggesting ; presentation of an idea.
2. That which is suggested ; an intimation ; an insinuation ; a hint ; a diffident proposal or mention ; also, formerly, a secret incitement ; temptation.
Why do I yield to that suggestion ?
Shak.

" A false
Chaucer.
an entry of a
4. {Law) Information without oath
material fact or circumstance on the record for the information of the court, as the death or insolvency of a
3.

Charge

;

complaint

;

accusation.

[06i.]

suggestion."

;

party.

&

Metaph.) The act or power of original
5. {Psychol.
ting or recalling ideas or relations, distinguished as original and relative
a term much used by Scottish metaphysicians from Hutcheson to Thomas Brown.
Syn. Hint; allusion; intimation; insinuation. Sughint is the briefest or most indirect
gestion, Hint.
sugrjeS'
mode of calling one's attention to a subject.
Hon is a putting of something before the mind for consideration, an indirect or guarded mode of i)resenting
argument or advice. A hint is usually something slight
or covert, and may be merely negative in its character.
sugge-^tion is ordinarily intended to furnish us with
some practical assistance or direction. "He gave me a
hint of my danger, and added some suggestions as to the
means of avoiding it.
Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike,
Just ttint a fault, and hesitate dislike.
Pope.
Arthur, whom they say is killed to-night
On your suggestion.
Stiak.
Sag-gest'lve (sug-jSst'Tv or sud-), a. Containing a
suggestion, hint, or intimation.
Sug-gest'ive-ly, adv.
;

—

A

A

—

— Sug-gest'ive-ness, n.
Sug-gest'ment

Suggestion,

(-ment), n.

They fancy
outward

;

[OE. suite, F. suite, OF. siute, sieute,
f r. suivTB to follow, OF. sivre ; perhaps influenced by L.
secta.
See Sue to follow, and cf. Sect, Suite.] 1. The

Suit

(sut),

that every thought
suggestment.

[i?.]

;

The act

3.

woman

of wooing in love ; the solicitation of a
in marriage ; courtship.
Rebate your loves, each rival suit suspend,
Till this funereal web my labors end.
Pope.

4. {Law) The attempt to gain an end by legal process
an action or process for the recovery of a right or claim
legal application to a court for justice prosecution of
right before any tribunal; as, a civil suit; a criminal
suit ; a suit in chancery.

Hare.

(-res), n.
A woman who suggests.
suggestress of suicides."
De Quincey.
(sug'jTl
or
sud-),
v.
t.
[L. suggillare, sugilSug'gil
lare, suggillatum, sugillatum, literally, to beat black and
[_Obs.']
blue.] To defame.
Abp. Parker.
Sug'gll-late (-lat), V. t. [See Suggil.] To beat livid,
or black and blue. [OJs.]
Wiseman.
Sug'gil-la'tlon (sug'jil-15'shan or sud'-; 277), n. [L.
sugillatio: cf. F. sugillation.']
livid, or black and
[06s.]
blue, mark a blow ; a bruise.
Su'1-ci'dal (su'i-si'dal), a. Partaking of, or of the
nature of, the crime of suicide.
Su'l-cI'dal-ly, adv.
Su'i-cide (su'I-sid), n. [L. sui of one's self (akin to
suus one's own) -f- caedere to slay, to kill. Cf. So, adv..
Homicide.] 1. The act of taking one's own life volimtarily and intentionally self-murder specifically {Law),
the felonious killing of one's self the deliberate and intentional destruction of one's own life by a person of
years of discretion and of sound mind.
2. One guilty of self-murder a felo-de-se.
3. Ruin of one's own interests. " Intestine war, which
may be justly called political suicide."
V. Knox.
Su'1-cid'ic-al (-std'i-knl), a. Suicidal.
[06s.]
Su'i-ci-dlsm (-si-dTz'm), re. The quality or state of
being suicidal, or self-murdering. [J? j
Su'l-cism (sii'i-sTz'm), re. [L. suus one's own.] Selfishness egoism,
[i?.]
W.iiJlouk.
Su'i gen'e-ris (siil jen'e-rTs). [L.] Of his or its
own kind.
Sn'il-lage (svi'Tl-laj 48), re. [OF. souillage, soiUaye,
fr. souiller, soillier. See Son. to stain, and cf. Suixage.]
drain or collection of filth. [06s.] [Writti-u also .<«?liage, and sullage.']
^<ir H. Woilon.
Su'il-Une (-ITn or -lln), a. [L. .v/.' hog.] yZoitl.) Of
or pertaining to a hog or the Hog family {Suidm).
Su'ine (sii'in or -en), re. [Cf. SorNT.]
mixture of
oleomargarine with lard or other fatty ingredients, i'-t
is used as a substitute for butter.
Cf, Buti'Ekink.
Su'lng (su'ing), re. [Cf. F. suer to sweat. L. wiiore.]
The process of soaking through anything. [t>6.s.] Bacon.
Su'lng-ly, nrh). [See Sue to follow,] In sujioessioa;
afterwards. [06s.]
Sir T. Mare.

Sug-gest'ress

I arrest thee at the suit of Count Orsino.
Shak.
In England the several suits, or remedial instruments of justice, are distinguished into three kinds
actions personal, real,
and mixed.
Blackstone.

—

That which follows as a retinue a company of
attendants or followers the assembly of persons who
attend upon a prince, magistrate, or other person of distinction
often written suite, and pronounced swet.
6. Things that follow in a series or succession
the
individual objects, CjoUectively considered, which consti5.

;

;

—

;

;

tute a series, as of rooms, buildings, compositions, etc. ;
often written suite, and pronounced swet.
7. A number of things used together, and generally
necessary to be united in order to answer their purpose
a number of things ordinarily classed or used together
a set ; as, a suit of curtains ; a suit of armor ; a suit of

—

;

" Two rogues in buckram suits."
clothes.
Shak.
8. {Playing Cards) One of the four sets of cards which
constitute a pack ; —each set consisting of thirteen cards
bearing a particular emblem, as hearts, spades, clubs, or

diamonds.

To deal and shuffle, to divide and
Her mingled suits and sequences.
9. Regular order

;

—

;

;

;

;

II

;

A

A

A

Su']l (soo'je), re. [Hind, su.ji.'] Indian wheat, granulated but not pulverized ; a kind of semolina. [Written
II

also soojee.']

_

Su'la (su'la), n. [NL„ fr. Icel. sula the gannet.
See Solan goose.] (.^ooZ.) A genus
of sea birds including the booby
II

and the common gannet.
Sul'cate (siil'kat),

a. [L. sul-

I

Sul'ca-ted (-ka-tSd),
p. p. of sulcare to fur-

caius.

]

row, fr. sulcus a furrow.] Scored with deep
and regular furrows
furrowed
or
grooved; as, a
sulcaied stem.

Cowper,

;

suit

of weather

comes again.
Bacon.
Ont of suits, having no correspondence. [06s.] Shak.
Suit and service (Feudal Law), the duty of feudatories
to attend the courts of their lords or .".uperiors in time of
peace, and in war to follow them and do military service
called also suit service. Blackstone.
Suit broker, one
who made a trade of obtaining the suits of petitioners at
court. [06s.]
Suit court (0. Eng. Law), the court in
which tenants owe attendance to their lord.
Suit covenant ( 0. Eng. Law), a covenant to sue at a certain court.
Stilt ciutom (Law), a service which is owed from time
immemorial.
Snit service. (Feudal Law) See Suit and
service, above.
To bring anlt. (Law) (a) To bring secta,
followers or witnesses, to prove the plaintiff's demand
[06s.] (6) In modern usage, to institute an action.
To
follow suit. ( Card Playing) See under Follow, v. t.
vb. n.
Suit, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Suited p. pr.
Suiting.] 1. To fit to adapt to make proper or suitable as, to suit the action to the word.
Shak.
2. To be fitted to to accord with to become to befit.
HI sidts his cloth the praise of railing well. Dryden.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

Raise her notes to that sublime degree
Which suits a song of piety and thee.

Prior.

To

dress; to clothe. [06s.]
Shak.
So went he suited to his watery tomb.
4. To please ; to make content ; as, he is well suited
with his place to suit one's taste.
Suit, V. i. To agree ; to accord ; to be fitting to correspond ;
usually followed by with or to.
3.

Sula

;

;

—

The

;

;

;

Sulk'<er (sulk'er), n.

One who

sulks.

Sulk'1-ly (-1-1^), adv. In a sulky manner.
Sulk'1-nesB, re. [For sulkenness, fr. AS. solcen slothful, remiss, in sisolcen, besolcen, properly p. p. of sealcan in a,sealcan to be weak or slothful of uncertain
origin.]
The quality or state of being sulky sullenness moroseness as, sulkiness of disposition.
Sulks (sulks), re. pi. The condition of being sulky a
sulky mood or humor as, to be in the sulks.
Sulk'y (sirlk'y), a. [Compar. Sulkier (-i-er) superl.
Sulkiest.] [See Sulkiness, and cf. Sulky, re.] Moodily
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sour obstinate morose splenetic.
Sullen.
Sulk'y, re. / pi. Sulkies (-Tz). [From SuLKT, a.
so called from the owner's desullen

;

Syn.

— See

;

;

;

;

A light

sire of riding alone.]

two-wheeled carriage for a single person.
.I!l^°° Sulky is used adjectively in the names of several
agricultural machines drawn

by

horses to denote that the Road, or Skeleton, Sulky,
is provided with
wheels and a seat for the driver as, sulky plow sulku

machine

;

harrow
Snll

;

sulky rake, etc.

;

(sill),

[AS. suluh, sulh, a plow; cf. OHG.
Ainsiuorth.
A plow. [06s.]

re.

suohili a little plow.]

Sul'lage (-laj 48), re. [Cf. SuiLLAGE, SULLIAGE.J
filth collected from the street or
i. Drainage of filth
highway sewage. [06s.]
The streets were exceedingly large, well paved, having many
vaults and conveyances under them for sullage.
ivelyn.
2. That which sullies or defiles.
[06s.]
;

;

;

r

It is the privilege of the celestial luminaries to receive no tincture, sullage. or defilement from the most noisome sinks and
dunghills here below.
South.

3. {Founding) The scoria on the surface of molten
metal in the ladle.
4. {Hydraul. Engin.) Silt; mud deposited'by water.
Sullage piece {Founding), the sprue of a casting. See

Sprue,

re.,

1 (6).

Sullen (-len), a. [OE. solein, solain, lonely, sullen ;
through Old French fr. (assumed) LL. solanus solitary,
fr. L. solus alone.
See Sole, a.] 1. Lonely solitary j
desolate.
[06s.]
Wyclif {Job in. 14).

Dryden.
place itseU was suiting to his care.
Give me not an ofBce
Addison.
That suits with me so ill.
2. Gloomy dismal foreboding.
Milton..
Syn.
To agree accord comport tally > correSolemn hymns to suUen dirges change.
Shak^
spond match answer.
3. Mischievous malignant unpropitious.
Sult'a-bll'1-ty (siit'a-bil'T-ty), n. The quality or state
Such sullen planets at my birth did shine.
Dryden^
of being suitable suitableness.
4. Gloomily angry and silent cross sour
affected
Sult'a-Ue (sut'a-b'l), a. Capable of suiting fitting
accordant proper becoming agreeable adapted as, with ill humor morose.
And sullen I forsook the imperfect feast.
Prior.
ornaments suitable to one's station language suitable for
the subject.
Snlt'a-ble-ness, n.
Suit'a-bly, adv.
5. Obstinate
intractable.
Things are as sidlen as we are.
Tillotson.
Syn. Proper; fitting; becoming; accordant; agreecorrespondent ; compatible consoable
competent
6. Heavy
duU sluggish. " The larger stream was
nant congruous consistent.
placid, and even sullen, in its course."
Sir W. Scott.
Suite (s^-^t), re. [F. See Suit, re.] 1. A retinue or
Syn. — Sulky sour cross ill-natured morose peevcoiapa.iv 01
:tendants, as of a distinguished personage
ish
fretful
ill-humored petulant gloomy maUgn
an ambassador. See Suit, re., 5.
as, the sviYt
intractable.
Sullen, Sulky.
Both sullen and sxilky
2. A counix^ted series or succession of objects
a num- show themselves in the demeanor. Sullenness seems to
ber of things used or classed together a set as, a be an habitual sulkiness, and sulkiness a temporary sullenness. The former may be an innate disposition the
suite of room.s
a suite of minerals. See Suit, re., 6.
latter, a disposition occasioned by recent injury. Thus
Mr. Bamar'^ took one of the candles that stood upon the we
are in a sullen mood, and in a sulky fit.
king's tahlt, ana lighted his majesty through a suite of rooms
No cheerful breeze this sullen region knows
Boswell.
till mey car.ie to a private door into the library.
The dreaded east is all the wind that blows.
Pope.
One of the old musical forms, before the
3. (jVw.
Sul1en-ly, adv.
Sullen-ness, re.
time of the more compact sonata, consisting of a string
Sul'len,
n.
1.
who
or
lives
alone
One
is solitary,
a
or series of ;)i';ces all in the same key, mostly in various
Piers Plowman.
dance rhytljus, with sometimes an elaborate prelude. hermit. [Obs.'\
2. pi. Sullen feelings or manners sulks moroseness
Some cfn-pos<ers8f the present day affect the suite ioim.
Shak.
Snlt'iag (sut'ing), re. Among taUors, cloth suitable as, to have the sidlens. [06s.]
SJXVlen, V. t. To make sullen or sluggish. [06s.]
lor milking .ntire suits of clothes.
Sidlens the whole body with
laziness. Feltham.
Solt'Ol (-?t), re. 1. One who sues, petitions, or entreats; a petitioner; an applicant.
Sulle-vate (-le-vat),'^. t. [L. sublevare to raise up.
SLe hath been a suitor to me for her brother.
Shak. Cf. SuBLEVATioN.] To rouse to excite. [Obs.] Daniel.
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

senate,

care,

am,

arm., ask,

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

)

;

;

.

;

.

.

;

ale,

Booby.

(5. leucogastra), the

Sul-ca'tlon (sill-ka'shun), n. A channel or funrew.
Sul'Cl-form (siil'sT-f6rm), a. Having the form of a
sulcus as, sulci/orm markings.
[L., a furrow.]
9111 Sul'cus (-kiis)f re, ; pi. Sulci (-si).
A furrow a groove a fissure.
Su1e-ah. flsh' (sooaS-a f ish'). {Zo'dl.) A coarse flsL
of India, used in making a breakfast relish called burtah.
Sulk (sulk), n. [L. sulcus.^ A furrew. [06s.]
Sulk, V. i. [See Sulkiness.] To be silently sullen
to be morose or obstinate.
T. Hook.

silent

sort

succession.
[06s.]
Every five and thirty years the same kind and

"The

A

2. Especially, one who solicits a woman in marriage ;
a lover.
Sir P. Sidney,
;
3. (o) {Law) One who sues or prosecutes a demand in.
court ; a party to a suit, as a plaintiff, petitioner, etc. (6)
(0. Eng. Law) One who attends a court as plaintiff, defendant, petitioner, appellant, witness, juror, or the like.
Sult'ress_(sut'rgs), re.
female supplicant.
Rowe.

a wooer

;

;

must needs have an immedi-

;

re.

act of following or pursuing, as game pursuit.
[06s.]
2. The act of suing ; the process by which one endeavors to gain an end or an object ; an attempt to attain a
certain result ; pursuit ; endeavor.
Thenceforth the suit of earthly conquest shone. Spenser.

—

A

ate

Sn'lnt (suint), n. [F.] {Chem.) A peculiar substance obtained from the wool of sheep, consisting largely
of potash mixed with fatty and earthy matters. It is
used as a source of potash and also for the manufacture
.
of gas.
Sn'1-O-gOthS' (su'T-6-g8ths'), n. pi.
[L. Suiones (a
Teutonic tribe in what is now Sweden) -\- E. Goths.^
The Scandinavian Goths. See the Note under GoTH.
Su'lst, re. [L. suus belonging to himself or to one's
self.]
One who seeks for things which gratify merely
himself a selfish person ; a selfist. [J2.]
Whitlock.

.

;

SULLEVATE

fia«l,

^

;

eve, event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

idea,

Bl

;

51d,

obey,

orb,

odd

(sOl'lI-Sj

Snlll-age

;

48), n.

—

acid and the sulphates in electrolytic decomposition ;
so called in accordance with the binary theory of salts.
[Written also sulphione.]
Sulph-l'on-ide (sRlf-i'Sn-Id or -id), n. {Cliem.)
binary compound of sulphion, or one so regarded ; thus,
sulphuric acid, H2SO4, is a sulphionide.
Sul'pblte (siil'fit), n. [Cf. F. sidjite. See Solphue.]

SuLLAOE, SmLLAGE,

[Cf.

Foulliess ; filth.
[0J«.]
Though we wipe away with never so much care the dirt
thrown at us, there will be left some suUiage behind.
Gov. of Tongue.
Sully (-13^), V. i. limp. p. p. ScLLiED (-lid) p. pr.

or ScLLT, V.

/.]

&

&

A

;

Sullying (-IT-Ing).] [OE. sulien, AS. sylian,
fr. sol mire ; akin to G. suhle mire, sich sUklen to wallow, Sw sola to bemire, Dan. sole, Goth, hisauljan to
defile.] Toaoll; to dirty; to spot; to tarnish; to stain;
used literally and figuratively ; as, to sully
to darken
a sword ; to sully a person's reputation.
vb. n.

;

A

{Chem.)
salt of sulphurous acid.
prefix (also used adSul'pho- (sul'f 0-). {Chem.)
jectively) designating sulphur as an ingredient in certain compounds, Cf. Thio-.
Sul'pho-ar-sen'lc (stil'fo-ar-sSn'ik), a. {Chem.) Of,
pertaining to, or containing, sulphur and arsenic
said
of an acid which is the same as arsenic acid with the
substitution of sulphur for oxygen.
{Chem.)
Sul'pho-car'bon-ate (-kar'b5n-at), n.
salt of sulphocarbonic acid
a thiocarbonate.

A

—

Statues sullied yet with sacrilegious smoke. Roscommon.
No spots to sully the brightness of this solemnity. Attertmrj/.
Sully, V. i. To become soiled or tarnished.

;

;

;

{Chem.) Of,
Sul'phO-car-bOn'lG (-kar-bon'Ik), a.
pertaining to, or designating, a sulphacid, H2CSO2 (called
thiocarbonic
also
acid), or an acid, H2CS3, analogous to
carbonic acid, obtained as a yellow oily liquid of a pungent odor, and forming salts.
Sul'pho-cy'a-nate (-si'a-nat), re. (Chem.) A salt of

Spectator.

tullies in his reputation.

+

acid.2
ISulphoSulph-ac'ld (siSlf-$s'Id), n.
(Chem.) An acid in which, to a greater or less extent,
sulphur plays a part analogous to that of oxygen in an
oxyacid thus, thiosulphuric and sulpharsenic acids are
See the Note
sulphacids ;
called also sidphoacid.
under Acid, n., 2.
Sulph-am'ate (-Smtt), n. {Chem.) A salt of sulph-

amic

sulphocyanic acid

—

[See SuLPmnt,
Sul'phO-cy-an'iC (-st-5n'ik), a.
{Chem.) Of, pertaining to, derived from, or
designating, a sulphacid, HSCN, analogous to cyanic
acid, and obtained as a colorless deliquescent crystalline
substance, having a bitter saline taste, and not poisonous.

Sul'pho-cy'a-nlde (-si'a-nld or -nid), re. {Chem.) See
Sulphocyanate. [Obs.]
Sul'pho-cy-an'o-gen (-si-Sn'o-jen), n. (Chem.) See
Peesulphocyanogen. [0J«.]
Sul'phO-nal (sul'fo-nol), n. (Med.) A substance employed as a hypnotic, produced by the union of mercaptan and acetone.
Sul'phO-nate (siSl'fo-nat), n, {Chem.) A salt of a sul-

Bulphuryl chloride with various amines.
[Prom sulphuric
Sulph'a-nll'lc (sfilf'3.-nll'lk), a.
-)- aniline.]
{Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating,
an aniline sulphonic acid which is obtained as a white
crystalline substance.

{Chem.)

phonic acid,

+

Sul'phone (sul'f on), n. (Chem.). Any one of a series
compounds analogous to the ketones, and consisting of
the sulphuryl group united with two hydrocarbon radicals ; as, dimethyl sulphone, (0113)2,802.
Sul-pbon'ic (-fon'Ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
derived from, a sulphone ;
used specifically to designate
any one of a series of acids (regarded as acid ethereal
salts of sulphurous acid) obtained by the oxidation of the
mercaptans, or by treating sulphuric acid with certain
aromatic bases (as benzene) ; as, phenyl sulphonic acid,

antiiSulphoSulph-an'tl-mon'lc (-mSn'Ik), a.
{Chem,.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a
hypothetical sulphacid of antimony (called also ihioaniimonic acid) analogous to sulpharsenic acid.
Sulph-an'U-mo'ni-ous (-mo'nl-us), a. {Chem.) Of,
pertaining to, or designating, a hypothetical sulphacid
of antimony (called also thioantimonious acid) analogous
to sulpharsenious acid.
Sulph-an'ti-mo-nite' (-Sn'tl-mo-nlf ), n. {Chem.) A

of

monic]

sulphautimonious acid.
Sulph-ar'se-nate (-ar'se-nat),

—

salt of

A

{Chem.)

n.

CjHj.SOo.OH, a stable colorless

salt of

sulpharsenic acid.

Sulphonic

+

{Chem.) Of,

a.

pertaining to, or designating, a hypothetical sulphacid
(called also thioarsenious acid) analogous to arsenious
acid, and known only in its salts.

Sulph-ar'se-nlte (siUf-ar'se-nit), n.

A

{Chem.)

salt of sulphophosphoric acid.
Sul'pho-phos'phite (-fit), n.
phophosphorous acid.

salt

Sul'phate (siSl'f at ; 48), n. [NL. sulphas, sulphaiis, fr.
L. sulphur, sulfur, brimstone, sulphur : cf. F. sulfate.']
{Chem.) A salt of sulphuric acid.
Sul-phat'lc (siil-fSt'Tk), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining
to, resembling, or containing, a sulphate or sulphates.
(sai'fa-to-).

{Chem.)

sulphauric acid.

A

in its salts.

Sul'pho-salt' (siil'fo-salf), n.

Sul'pho-Stan'nate (-stSn'nat),

+

—

of sulpiiotungstic acid,

sulphide. {Chem.) See under Hydbooen.
UetaJlic sulphide, a binary compound of sulphur with a

Sul'pilo-tung'sUc

A

salt of

a

sulphinic acid.

Sulph-ln'dl-got'lc (sulf-In'di-gSt'Ik), a.
{Chem.)
Of, pertaining to, or designating, a sulphonic acid obtained, as a blue solution, by dissolving indigo in sulphuric acid ;
formerly called also cerulic sulphuric
acid, but properly called indigo-disiilphonic acid.
Sul'phlne (sul'f In or -fen), n. {Chem.) Any one of a

—

series of basic

compounds which

consist essentially of

sulphur united with hydrocarbon radicals. In general
they are oily or crystalline deliquescent substances hav-Ing a peculiar odor ; a,a, irimelhyl sulphine,{C'B.^^^.(ys.
'Cf. SULPHONIDM.
Sul-phln'lc (sul-fln'Ik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining
to, or designating, anyone of a series of acids regarded
as acid ethereal salts of hyposulpliurous acid ; as, methyl
sulphinic acid, CH3.SO.OH, a thick unstable liquid.
Sul'phi-nide (sra'fl-nid or -nid), n.
[Sulphoamine
aiihydrirfc]
{Chem.) A white or yellowish
crystalline substance, C,iH4.(S0„.C0).NH, produced artificially by the oxidation of a 'sulphamic derivative of
toluene. It is the sweetest substance known, having
over two hundred times the sweetening power of sugar,
and is known in commerce under the name of saccharine.
It has acid properties and forms salts (which are inac-

+

+

(/ruiip,

+

unite,

r«de,

full,

fip,

tUa

;

pity

(Chem.) Of, pertain-

talline HKHlifieiitioiiH, in uitiiorhiinibic' oei :!liedrn, or in
nK)n(ii'liiii<- inisnis, tlie lnnner of wliieli is flie more .stable
Knlplnir i.s tlie type, in its
at orilinni-y tenipei-.Tliire;-:.
cliemicMl rehitinna, of a urnni) of elemenl.s, inchulinc
.set ('II ill III and lelluriuiii, (tailed collectively the .•suljiliur

curately called saccharinales).
I. Remsen.
Sul'phl-on (Bul'fi-on or sulf-i'Sn), n.
[Sulpho_
ion.] {Chem.) A hypothetical radical, SO4, regarded as
forming the acid or negative constituent of sulphuric

use,

(-stik), a.

ing to, or designating, s hypothetical sulphacid of tungsten (called also sidphowolframic acid), analogous to
sulphuric acid, and kcc^n in its salts.
[Sulpho- -\- L. vinum
Sul'pho-vin'lc (-vlnlk), a.
wine: cf. F. sulfovinique.'j {Chem.) Of, pertaining to,
and formerly designating, ethylsulphuric acid.
Sul'phur (sul'f Qr), re. [L., better sulfur: cf, P, sou1. (Chem.) A nonmetallic element occurring
fre.]
naturally in large quantities, either combined as in the
sulphides (as pyrites) and sulphates (as gypsum), or native in volcanic regions, in vast beds mixed with gypsum
and various earthy materials, from wliich it is melted
out. Symbol S. Atomic weight 32. The speciiio gravity
of ordinary octohedral sulphur is 2.05 ; of prismatic sulphur, 1.9G.
^ff^ It is purified by distillation, and is obtained as a
lemon-yellow powder (by sublimation), called flour, or
flomers, of sulphur, or in cast sticks called roll sulphur,
or brimstone. It bums with a blue flame and a peculiar
suffocatinfj odor. It is an ingredient of gunpowder, is
used on friction matches, and in medicine (as a laxative
and iiisc(^ticiilp), but ita chief u.so is in tlio iiiniiufacturo
of .suliiliiuir .Hid. Sulpliur can he olitniiinl in two crys-

metal.

{Chem.)

a

A salt of

dark brown amorphci!' substance, HjSnSs, forming a
well-known series of salts.
Sul'pho-tung'state (-tung'stfit), n. (Chem.) A salt

—

Sul'phl-nate (-fl-nSt; 48), n.

n.

Sul'pho-Stan'nic (-nik), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining
or designating, a sulphacid of tin (more exactly
called metasulphostannic acid), which is obtained as a

-fid), n.
{Chem.)
binary
of sulphur, or one so regarded ;
formerly
called sulphuret.
Double sulphide (Chem.), a compound of two sulphides.

— Hydrogen

salt of

to,

A

Sul'phlde (sai'fid or

compound

A

(i^hem.)

sulphostannic acid.

(-rik), a. ISulphoaurum.] {Chem.)
Of, pertaining to, or designating, a hypothetical sulphacid of gold {aurum), known only in its salts,

Snlph-au'rlc

(Chem.)

sulphacid.

of

salt

or

fiiiiiily.

lu uiauy respects sulphur resembles

oxygen.
2.

(Zo'i'il.)

Any one

orange butterflies of
;

food, fo~bt

j

of numei-oua speeie.s of yellow or
subfamily I'iirinse; as, the

tlie

out, oil

;

chair

;

ro

clouded sulphur (Eurymus, or Colias, philodice), whicb
is the common yellow
butterfly of the Eastern |^^^fess«.X\ A /
United States.

Amorpboue

snlphnr

{Chem.), an elastic va^
riety of sulphur of a
resinous appearance, obtained by pouring melted sulphur into water.
On standing, it passes
back into a orittle crystalline
modification.
Liver

—
—

(Old

sulphur.

of

Chem.) See

Hepae.

Sulphur acid. (Chem.) See
Sulphacid.
Sulphur

—
—

(Chem.) See Common

alcohol.

Sulphur

A

a.-ar&tvim['L.]{OldChem.),

to

Mercaptan.

Clouded Sulphur. Male.
Imago r r Wings, reversed
show markings. £ Larva,
;

a golden yellow powder, consistmg of antimonic sulphide, Sb2S5, — formerly
a famous nostrum.
Sulphur base (Chem.), an alkaline
sulphide capable of acting as a base in the formation of
sulphur salts according to the old dual theory of salts.

—

—

[Archaic]
Sulphur dioxide (Chem.), a colorless gas, SO2,
of a pungent, suffocating odor, produced by the burning
of sulphur. It is employed chiefly in the production of
sulphuric acid, and as a reagent in bleaching
called
also sulphurousanhydride, aaa iorraerly sulphurous add.
Sulphur ether (Chem.), a sulphide of hydrocarbon radicals, formed like the ordinary ethers, which are oxides,
Sulphur salt
but with sulphur in the place of oxygen.
(Chem.), a salt of a sulphacid a sulphosalt.
Sulphur
showers, showers of yellow pollen, resembling sulphur in
appearance, often carried from pine forests by the wind
to a great distance.
Sulphur trioxide (Chem.), a white
crystalline solid, SO3, obtained by oxidation of sulphur
dioxide. It dissolves in water with a hissing noise and
the production of heat, forming sulphuric acid, and is
employed as a dehydrating agent. Called also sulphuric
anhydride, and formerly sulphuric acid.
Sulphur whale.
(Zool.) See Shlphuk- bottom.
Vegetable sulphur (Bot,),
;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

lycopodium powder. See under Lycopodium.
Sul'pbU-rate (sul'f ii-rat 277), a. [L. sulphuratus,
sulfuratus.] Sulphureous. [Poetic & i?.] Dr. H. More.
Sul'phU-rate (-rat), ;;. t. [imp. & p. p. Sulphukateo
(-ra'ted) p. pr, & vb. re, Sulphueating,]
(Chem.) To
;

;

sulphurize,

[Arc/iaic]

Sul'phu-ra'tion

(-ra'shfin), re.
[Cf. P. sulfurationy
L. sulphuratio, sulfuraiio, a vein of sulphur.] The act
or process of combining or impregnating with sulphur
or its compounds ; also, the state of being so combined
or impregnated.
Sul'pbu-ra'tor (-ra'ter), re. An apparatus for impregnating with, or exposing to the action of, sulphur ; especially, an apparatus for fumigating or bleaching by
means of the fumes of burning sulphur.
Sul'phur-bot'tom (sOl'fiir-bot'tum), re, (Zool.)
very large whalebone whale of the genus Sibbaldius,
having a yellowish belly especially, S. sulfureus of the
North Pacific, and S. borealis of the North Atlantic ;
called nl-o ."/'phur whale.

A

—

;

salt of sul-

Sul'pho-pIios'phor-ous(-fSs'f5r-ijs), a. (Chem.) Of,
pertaining to, or designating, a hypothetical acid of
phosphorus, analogous to phosphorous acid, and known

A combining form

{Chem,)

n.

A

in its salts.

(also used adjectively) denoting a sulphate as an ingredient in certain double salts ; as, sulphato-ca,Thona,te. [JJ.]

Sulph-au'rate (sulf-a'rat),

(Chem.)

Sul'pho-phos-phor'ic (-fos-fSrlk), a. (Chem.) Of,
pertaining to, or designating, a hypothetical sulphacid
of phosphorus, analogous to phosphoric acid, and known

of sulpharsenious acid.

Sul'pha-tO-

acids.

Sul-pho'nl-um (sill-fo'nl-iim), n. [Sulphur -f amvnonium.] (Chem.) A hypothetical radical, SH3, regarded as the type and nucleus of the sulphines.
Snl'phO-phos'phate (siil'fo-fos'fat), n. (Chem.) A

hypothetical sulphacid (called also thioarsenic acid)
analogous to arsenic acid, and known only in its salts.
(-ar-se'nt-tis),

crystalline substance.
group (Chem.), the hypothetical radical,

S02,0H, the characteristic residue of sulphonic

arSulph'ar-sen'ic (sulf'ar-sSn'Ik), a. ISulphosenic] {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a

Sulph'ar-se'nl-OUS

thiocyanate, and for-

called

Cyanic]

Sulph-am'ide (-Sm'Id or -id), «. {Chem.) Any one
of a series of amido compounds obtained by treating

(siSlf-Sn'tl-mo'nat), n.

— also

Perric sulphocyanate (Chem.), a dark red crystalline
substance usually obtained in a blood-red solution, and
recognized as a test for ferric iron.

Sulph-am'lc (-Sm'Ik), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining
to a sulphamide ; derived from, or related to, a sulphamide; specifically, designating an amido acid derivative, NHj.SOj.OH, of sulphuric acid (analogous to
eulphonic acid) which is not known in the free state,
but is known in its salts.

Sulph-an'tl-mo'nate

;

merly inaccurately sulpliocyanide.

acid.

A salt of sulphantimonic acid.

—

A

and canker more than gilding. Bacon.
Sully, n. ; pi. Sullies (-Hz). Soil tarnish ; stain.
A noble and triumphant merit breaks through little spots and
Silvering will rnlhj

;
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SULLIAGE

j

Sulphur-bottom of the Pacific.

Sul'phu-re'l-ty (sra'fii-re'i-ty),
state of being sulphureous.
[Obs.]

Sul-phU're-OUS

re.

The quality or
^

B. Jonson.

sulphureus,
sulfureus.] Consisting of sulphur ; having the qualities
of sulphur, or brimstone ; impregnated with sulphur.
Her snakes untied, sulphureous waters drink.
Pope,
Sul-phu're-ous-ly, adv.
Snl-phu're-ous-ness, re,
Sul'phu-ret (sUl'fii-rSt), re, (Chem.)
sulphide ; as,
a sulphuret of potassium. [Obsoles.]
(sul-fu're-iSs),

—

o.

[L,

—

A

Sul'phu-ret'ed, a. (Chem.) Combined or impregnated
with sulphur; sulphurized. [Written also sulphuretted.]
Snlphureted hydrogen. ( Chem.) See Hydrogen sulphide,
under Hydrogen.
Snl-phu'lic (sul-fu'rik ; 277), a. [Cf. F. sulfurique.]
1. Of or pertaining to sulphur ; as, a sulphuric smell.
2. (Chem.) Derived from, or containing, sulphur;
specifically, designating those compounds in which th»
element has a higher valence as contrasted with the sulphurous compounds as, sxdphuric acid.
Sulphuric acid, (a) Sulphur trioxide (see under Sulphur)
formerly so called on the dualistic theory of
;

;

salts.

—

[Obs.]

(b)

A

heavy, corrosive, oily liquid, H.jSOj,

when pure, but usu.ally yellowish or brownish,
produced by the combined action of sulphur dioxide,
oxygen (from the air), steam, and nitric fumes. It attacks and dissolves many metals and other intractable
substances, sets free most acids from their salts, and is
used in the manufacture of hydrochloric and nitric acids,
of soda, of bleaching powders, etc. It is also a powerful
dehydrating agent, having a strong affinity for water,
and eating and corroding jiaper, wood, clothing, etc. It
is thus used in the ni.anufacture of ether, of imitation
parchment, and of nitroglycerin. It is also used in etching iron, in removing iron scale from forgings, in petioleumreflning, etc., and in general its manufacture is the
most important and f niidaniental of all the choniical industries. Formerly called vitriolic acid, awii now popucolorless

n\\i\ oil of vitriol. —Tumiag sulphuric acid,
or Nordhausen sulphuric acid. See JJisulii/iiinc acid, under DisuLPiUiRic. — Sulphuric anhydride, sulphur trioxide.
See under Sulphur.
Sulphuric ether, common niia^ethetio ether ;
so called becan.se made by the catalytic
action of sulphuric acid on alcohol. See Ether, 3 (a).

larly vitriol,

—

—

Sul'phur-lne(8til'frir-Tii0)--In),(r. Sulphureous. [/?.]

Sul'phur-lng, re. Exposure to the fumes of burning
sulphur, as in bleaching ; the process of bleaching by
exposure to tlio fumes of sulphur.
Sul'phur-lze (-iz), v. t. (Chem.) To combiuo or imprognate with sulphur or any of its compounds; as, tcsttljiliuri;:c caoutchouc In vulcanizing.

sins, iuk

!

then, thin

;

bow

:

zh

=z

in azure.
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Snl'phur-OUS (sfil'ffir-fis), a. [L. sulpkurostis, sulfucf. F. sulfureux.'] 1. Of or pertainiBg to sulphur.
{Chem.) (a) Derived from, or containing, sulphur;
specifically, designating those compounds in which the

2. To bring or collect into a small compass to comprise in a few words ; to condense ;
usujSly with up.
" Go to the ant, thou sluggard," in few words sums up the
moral of this fable.
L' Estrange.
He sums their virtues in himself alone.
Drydeii.

Tosus :
2.

element has a lower valence as contrasted with the sulphuric compounds. (J) Having the characteristic odor
hydrogen sulphide, or of other
sulphur compounds.
Sulphurous acid, (ffi) Sulphur dioxide. See under SuLPHTJR.
[Obs.] (b) An acid, HjSOs, not known in the
free state except as a solution of sulphur dioxide in
water, but fonmng a well-known series of salts (the sulSulphurous anhydride (CAem.), sulphur dioxide.
phites).
See under Sdlphuk.
Sul'phur-wort' (-wQrf ), n. {Bot.) The hog's fennel.
See under Fenkel.
Sul'phur-y (-y), a. Resembling, or partaking of the
nature of, sulphur having the qualities of sulphur.
-yl.'] (Chem.) The
Sal'phur-yl (-il), w. ISulphur
of sulphur dioxide, or of

—

+

;

—

hypothetical radical SO,
called also sulphon.
Sulphuryl chloride, a colorless, pungent, fuming liquid,
S02-C12, obtauied by the action of phosphorus pentachlbride on sulphur trioxide. On treatment with water
it decomposes into sulphuric and hydrochloric acids,
and is hence called also sulphuric chloranhydride.
;

Sul-phy'drate

(sul-fi'drfit), n.

{Chem.)

A compound,

analogous to a hydrate, regarded as a salt of sulphydric
acid, or as a derivative of hydrogen sulphide in which
one half of the hydrogen is replaced by a base (as potassium sulphydrate, KSH), or as a hydrate in which the
oxygen has been wholly or partially replaced by sulphur.

Sul-phy'dric (-drik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to,
or designating, hydrogen sulphide, which is regarded as
an acid, especially when in solution.
Sul-pi'cian (sfil-pish'an), n. [So called after the parish of St. Sulpice in Paris, of which the founder, Jean
Jacques Olier, was pastor in 1643.] (JJ.
Ch.) One of
an order of priests established in France in 1642 to edu-

C

men for the ministry. The order was introduced
soon afterwards into Canada, and in 1791 into the United
States.
[Written also Sulpitian.']
Sul'tan (siil'tan Ar. sul-tan'), n. [F. sultan (cf. Sp.
cate

;

sullano, soldano), Ar. sultan sultan, dominion.
ruler, or sovereign, of a MohamCf. SoLDAN.]
medan state ; specifically, the ruler of the Turks the
Padishah, or Grand Seignior ;
officially so called.

soldan,

It.

A

—

;

under Sweet.
n. [It.] 1. The

Sul-ta'na

or -ta'n4
a sultaness.

(siil-ta'n4.
;

;

277),

3. {Falconry) To have (the feathers) fuU grown; to
furnish with complete, or full-grown, plumage.

But feathered soon and

produced near Smyrna

Sultana bird (Zoiil.), the hyacinthine, or purple, gallinule. See Must, under Gallintile.

Sul'tan-ate (sul'tan-at), n. [Cf. F. sultanal.'] The
rule or dominion of a sultan sultanship.
Sul'tan-ess (-es), n. A sultana.
Sul-tan'ic (siil-tSn'Yk), a. Pertaining to a sultan.
;

Sul'tan-red' (-tan-red'), a. Having a deep red color.
Sul'tan-ry (-ry), n. The dominions of a sultan. Bacon.
Sul'tan-sMp, n. The office or dignity of a sultan.
Fuller.
Sul'tan-y f-y), n. Sultanry. \_Obs.']
Snl'tri-ly (-tri-ljr), adv. jn a sultry manner.
Sul'trl-ness, n. The quality or state of being sultry.
Sul'try (-try), a. \_Compar. Sultrier (-tri-er) superl. Sultriest.] [From Sweltry.] 1. Very hot, burn;

and oppressive

as, Libya's sultry deserts.
born beneath the burning sky
betwixt the tropics he.
Dryden.
2. Very hot and moist, or hot, close, stagnant, and oppressive, as air.

Such

When in

the sultry glebe I faint,
on the thirsty mountain pant.

Addison.

Sum

(8iim),re. [OE. summe, somme, OF. sume, some,
F. somme, L. summa, fr. summus highest, a superlative
from sub under. See Sub-, and cf. Supreme.] 1. The
aggregate of two or more numbers, magnitudes, quantities, or particulars ; the amount or whole of any niunber of individuals or particulars added together ; as, the
sum of 5 and 7 is 12.
Take ye the sum of all the congregation. iVwm. i. 2.
III^°" Sum is now commonly applied to an aggregate of
numbers, and number to an aggregate of persons or

things.
2.
quantity of money or currency; any amount.
Indefinitely; as, a sum of money; a small sum, or a
" The su7n of forty pound."
large sum.
Chaucer.

A

With a

sum obtained I this freedom. Acts xxii, 28.
3. The principal points or thoughts when viewed together the amount the substance compendium as,
this is the sum of all the evidence in the case this is the
sum and substance of his objections.
4. Height completion ; utmost degree.
Thus have I told thee aU my state, and brought
My story to the sum of earthly bliss.
Ililton.
5. (Arith.) A problem to be solved, or an example to
be wrought out.
Macaulay.
A sum in arithmetic wherein a flaw discovered at a particular
great

;

;

;

;

;

;

point

is

ipso facto fatal to the whole.

A large

sheet of paper

.

.

.

Gladstone.
Dickens.

covered with long sums.

Algebraic sum, as diiBtuigmshedfTOTO. arithmetical .mm,
the aggregate of two or more numbers or quantities
taken with regard to their signs, as -I- or , according to
the rules of addition in algebra thus, the algebraic .vnn
of —2, 8, and —1 is o.
In sum, in short in brief. [Obs.]
' In
sum, the gospel
.
prescribes every virtue to our
conduct, and forbids every sin."
Rogers.
Sum, V. I. [imp.
p. p. Summed (surnd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Summing.] [Of. F. sommer, LL. summare.'] 1. To
bring together into one whole ; to collect into one
amount ; to cast up, as a column of figures ; to ascertain
the totahty of
usually with up.
The mind doth value every moment, and then the hour doth
irather sum up the moments, than divide the day.
Bacon.

—

—
.

;

;

.

&

;

;

senate,

;

;

;

Ar. summaq.'i [Written also shumacj 1. {Bot.) Any
plant of the genus Rhus, shrubs or small trees with usually compound leaves and clusters of small flowers.
Some of the species are used in tanning, some in dyeing,
and some in medicine. One, the Japanese Rhus vernicifera, yields the celebrated Japan varnish, or lacquer.
2- The powdered leaves, peduncles, and young branches of certain species of the sumac plant, used in tanning
and dyeing.
Poison sumac. (Bot.) See under Poison.
Su-ma'tran (soo-m'a'tran), a. Of or pertaining to Sumatra or its inhabitants.
re.
A native of Sumatra.
SumTJUl (siim'bul), n. [Pers.] The musky root of
an Asiatic umbelliferous plant. Ferula Sumbul. It is
used in medicine as a stimulant. [Written also sumbal.l
Sum-bulic (siim-bulTk), a.
Sumless (sQmlSs), a. Not to be summed up or computed so great that the amovmt can not be ascertained
" Sumless treasure. " Pope.
incalculable inestimable.
Suin'ma-rl-ly (-ma-ri-ly), adv. In a summary manner.

^

—

;

;

;

Sum'ma-rist (-rist), n. One who summarizes.
Sum'ma-rize (-riz), v. t. To comprise in, or reduce
to, a summary
to present briefly.
Chambers.
;

Sum'ma-ry

[Cf. F. sommaire.
(-rjr), a.
See Sum.]
sum summed up reduced into a
narrow compass, or into few words short brief concise
compendious as, a summary statement of facts.
2. Hence, rapidly performed quickly executed as, a

Formed

1.

into a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

summary

;
to take summary vengeance.
brief ; concise ; compendious ; succinct.

process

Syn.— Short

;

Sum'ma-ry, n. ; pi. Summaries
summarium. See Summary,

or L.

(-riz).

[F.

[From Sum, v."] One who
(siim'mer), re.
casts up an accovmt.
[F. sommier a rafter, the same word as
sommier a beast of burden. See Sumpter.] (Arch.)
large stone or beam placed horizontally on columns,
piers, posts, or the like, serving for various uses.
Specifically
(a) The lintel of a door or window.
(6) The
central floor timcommencement of a cross vault, (c)
ber, as a girder, or a piece reaching from a wall to a
girder.
CaDed also summertree.

Sum'mer

one who
Sum'mer, re.

sums

;

&

care,

&m, arm, ask,

A

:

A

Sum'mer,

aMn to
OHG.

[OE. sumer, somer, AS. sumor, sumer ;
T>. zomer, OS. sumar, G. sommer,
sumar, Dan. sommer, Sw. sommar, W. haf,

re.

OFries. sumur,

& Icel.

Zend hama, Skr. sama year. V292.] The season of
the year in which the sun shines most directly upon any
region ; the warmest period of the year.
^W^ North of the equator summer is popularly taken
to include the months of Jvme, July, and August. Astronomically it may be considered, in the northern hemisphere, to begin with the summer solstice, about June
21st, and to end with the autumnal equinox, about September

22d.

Indian summer, in North America, a period of warm
weather late in autumn, usually characterized by a clear
sky, and by a hazy or smoky appearance of the atmosphere, especially near the horizon. The name is derived
probably from the custom of the Indians of using this
time in preparation for winter by laying in stores of food.
Saint Martin's summer.
See under Saint. — Summer
bird (Zodh), the wryneck. [Frov. i'reg.] — Summer colt,

—

the undulating state of the air near the surface of the
Summer complaint (J/erf. ),
ground when heated. [Bng.]
a popular term for any diarrheal disorder occurring in
siunmer, especially when produced by heat and indigestion.
Summer coot (Zool.), the American gallinule. [Local, U. S.]
Summer cypress (£o^), an annual plant (A'ochia Scoparia) of the Goosefoot family. It has narrow,
ciliate, crowded leaves, and is sometimes seen in gardens.
Summer duck. (.ZooZ.) (a) The wood duck. (6) The garganey, or summer teal. See Illust. of Wood duck, under Wood.
Summer fallow, land uncTopped and plowed,
etc., during the summer, in order to pulverize the soil
Stunmer rash {Med.), pricldy heat.
and Irill the weeds.
Summer sheldrake (Zool.), the
See under PrIcklt.
hooded merganser. [Local, U. S.] Stunmer snipe. (.Zo-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The dunlin. (J) The common European sandThe green sandpiper. — Summer tanager (Zool.),
a singing bird (Pironga rubra) native of the Middle and
Southern United States. The male is deep red, the female is yellowish olive above and yellow beneath. Called
ol.)

(a)

piper,

also

(c)

—

summer

rerfSi'rd.
Stunmer teal (Zool.), the blueSummer wheat, wheat that is
teal. [Local, U. S.]

—

winged
sown in the

spring, and matures during the summer folSummer yellowbird. (Zool.)
lowing. See Sprino WHEAT.

—

See Yellowbird.

Sum'mer,
p. pr.

& vb.

spend the

v. i.

n.

warm

\imp.

&

Summering.]
season

;

p. p. Summered (-merd)
To pass the summer to
summer in Switzerland.
;

as, to

V.

To plow

t.

to

;

(-houz'ez).
A rustic house or apartment in a garden or
park, to be used as a pleasure resort in summer.
Shak.
Sum'mer-11-ness (-li-nes), re. The quality or state of
being like summer, [i?.]
Fuller.
Sum'mer-sault (-salt), 1 re. See Somersault, Someb-

Sum'mer-set

(-sgt),

set.

(

Sum'mer-stir' (-ster'), v. t. To summer-fallow.
Sum'mer-tide' (-tid'), n. Summer time.
Sum'mer-tree' (-tre'), re. [Summer a beam -f tree.^
(^rcA.) A summer. See 2d Summer.
Sum'mer-y (-y), a. Of or pertaining to summer like
;

summer as, a summery
Sum'mist (-mist), n.
;

day.

One who sums up one who
forms an abridgment or summary.
Sir E. Bering.
;

Sum'mlt (siim'mTt), re. [F. sommet, dim. of OF. som,
sum, top, from L. summum, from summus highest. See
Sum, n.] 1. The top the highest point.
;

Fixed on the summit of the highest mount.

Shak.

The highest degree the utmost elevation the
acme as, the summit of human fame.
3. (Zo'dl.) The most elevated part of a bivalve shell,
or the part in which the hinge is situated.
2.

;

;

;

Summit level, the highest level of a canal, a railroad, or
the like, in surmounting an ascent.

Sum'mlt-less,

a.

Having no summit.

[L. summitas, fr. summus high(-y), n.
F. sommite. See Sum, re.]
1. The height or
top of anything. [Oi.s.]
Swift.
2. The utmost degree ; perfection. [Obs.'j Hallywell.
Sum'mon (-mun), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Summoned
(-miind) p. pr.
vb. n. Summoning.]
[OE. somonen,
OF. sumundre, semondre, F. semondre, from (assumed)
LL. summonere, for L. summonere to give a hint; sub
under -|- monere to admonish, to warn. See Monition,
and cf. SuBMONisH.] 1. To call, bid, or cite ; to notify
to come or appear ;
often with up.

Sum'mlt-y

est

cf.

:

&

&

;

—

summon up the blood.
Sftak.
Trumpets summon him to war.
Dryden.
2. To give notice to, or command to appear, as in
court to cite by authority as, to summon witnesses.
Stiffen the sinews,

;

;

To call upon to surrender, as a fort.
To call; cite; notify; convene; convoke;

3. {3Iil.)

sommaire,

A general or com-

a.]

preliensive statement an abridged account ; an abstract,
abridgment, or compendium, containing the sum or substance of a fuUer account.
Sum-ma'tion (sum-ma'shun), re. [Cf. F. sommation.
See Sum, v. i.] The act of summing, or forming a sum,
or total amount ; also, an aggregate.
Of this series no summation is possible to a finite intellect.
De Quincey.

—

ale,

;

;

(siim'mer-fSl'lo),

summer, in order to prepare for wheat or
plow and let lie fallow.
Sum'mer-house' (-hous'), n.; pi. Suhmeehouses
in

other crop

;

;

;

as,

And sultry sun,

Or

fledge

They sumirierf their pens [wingsj.
Milton.
Sunming up, a compendium or abridgment a recapitulation a rt^sum^ a summary.
Syn. — To cast up collect comprise condense comprehend ; compute.
Su'mac 1 (su'mSk or shu'mSk 277), n. [F. sumac,
Sll'macb ) formerly sumach (cf. Sp. zumaque), fr.

and work

Syn.
cite

—

invite

;

;

ex-

See Call.

bid.

Sum'mon-er

;

2. pi. A kind of seedless raisin
in Asiatic Turkey.

ing,

Surn'mer-fallow

;

—

Sultan flower. {Bot.) See Sweet sultan,

wife of a sultan

SUMPTUOSITY

(-er), n.

[OE. somner, sompnour, OF.

semoneor, F. semonneur. See Summon, v. t."] One who
summons one who cites by authority specifically, a
petty officer formerly employed to summon persons to
appear in court an apparitor.
Sum'mons (-miinz), re. ; pi. Summonses (-Sz). [OE.
somouns, OF. sumunse, semonse, semonce, F. semonce,
semondre to summon, OF p. p. semons. See Summon, f .]
1. The act of summoning a call by authority, or by
the command of a superior, to appear at a place named,
or to attend to some duty.
Special summcmses by the king,
Hallam.
This summons
unfit either to dispute or disobey. £p. Fell.
He sent to summon the seditious, and to offer pardon but
neither summons nor pardon was regarded.
Sir J. Hayward.
2. {Law) A warning or citation to appear in court
a written notification signed by the proper officer, to be
served on a person, warning him to appear in court at a
day specified, to answer to the plaintiff, testify as a witness, or the like.
;

;

;

;

,

.

.

;

3. (Mil.) A demand to surrender.
Sum'mons, v. t. To summon. [R. or CoHog.'] Swift.
Sum'ner (-uer), re. A summoner. [06i.] Beau.&Fl.
Su-moom' (sii^noom'), re. See Simoom.
Sump (siimp), re. [Cf. G. sumpf a sump in a mine, a
swamp, akin to LG. sump, D. somp a swamp, Dan. & Sw.

sump, and perhaps to E. swamp.']
pit of stone, lined

{MTetal.)

1.

A round

with clay, for receiving the metal on

made at the lowest point
a mine, from which is pumped the water which accu-

2.

of

The

its

Ray.

first fusion.

cistern or reservoir

mulates there.
3.
4.

A pond of water for salt works.
A puddle or dirty pool. [Prov.

Sumph

(stimf),

Sum'pl-tan

re.

A dunce

(siim'pi-tSn),

discharging arrows,
adjacent islands.

a blockhead. [Scot."]
A kind of blowgunfor

;

re.

— used by the savages of Borneo and

Sump'ter (siimp'ter), re. [OF. sommetier the driver
of a pack horse
akin to OF.
F. sommier a pack horse,
L. sagmarius, fr. sagma a pack saddle, va. LL., a load,
Gr. aayixa. a pack saddle, fr. <raTT6iv to pack, load cf.
Skr. saj, saRJ, to hang on. Cf. Seam a weight, Summer a
beam.] 1. The driver of a pack horse. [Obs.]
Skeat.
2.
pack ; a burden. [Obs.]
Beau.
Fl.
3. An animal, especially a horse, that carries packs or
burdens a baggage horse.
Holinshed.
Sump'ter, a. Carrying pack or burdens on the back
as, a sumpter horse ; a sumpter mule.
Bacon.
Sump'tion (siimp'shiin), re. [L. sumptio, iT. sumere,
sumpium, to take.] 1.
taking.
[Obs.] Jer. Taylor.
2. {Logic) The major premise of a syllogism.
Sump'tU-a-ry (siimp'tu-a-ry 135), a.
[L. sumpiuarius, fr. sumptus expense, cost, fr. sumere, sumptum,
to take, use, spend; sub under -)- emere to take, buy:
ct. F. somptuaire.
See Redeem.] Relating to expense
regulating expense or expenditure.
Bacon.

&

;

;

&

A

;

A

;

Stimptuary laws or regulations, laws intended to restrain
or limit the expenditure of citizens in apparel, food, furniture, etc. laws which regulate the prices of commodities and the wages of labor ; laws which forbid or restrict
the use of certain articles, as of luxurious apparel.
;

The fowls shall summer upon them.

Isa. xviii.

6.

Sum'mer, v. t. To keep or carry through the summer to feed during the summer as, to summer stock.
;

final,

;

^

;

eve,

event,

end, fera,

recent

;

ice,

^

Knight.

Eng.]

Sump fuse, a fuse used in blasting vmder water. — Bump
men (Mining), the men who sink the sump in a mine.

Sump'tU-OS'1-ty (-5s1-ty),
idea,

ill

;

old,

re.

[L. sumptuositas

obey, orb, ddd

: cf.

^
'

SUMPTUOUS
F. sompiuosile.']

Expensiveness

;

costliness

;

sumptu-

n. [AS. sunnebeam."]
Snn'beam' (siSn'bem'),
"
'Evening sunbeams."
or ray of the sun.
Thither came Uriel, gliding through the even
On a sunbeam.

Sir W. Raleigh.
Snmp'tU-OUS (siimp'tu-us ; 135), a. [L. sumptuosus,
See Sumffr. sumplus expense, cost : cf. F. somptueux.
TUAEY.] Involving large outlay or expense costly ; expensive ; hence, luxurious ; splendid ; magnificent ; as,
a sumptuous house or table ; sumptuous apparel.
We are too magniiicent and sumptuous in our tables and atousness.

[iJ.]

Atterbury.
tendance.
She spoke, and turned her sumptuous head, with eyee
lennyson.
Of shining expectation fixed on mine.
Sump'tu-ous-ness, n.
Sump'tu-ous-ly, adv.
Sun (sun), n. (BoI.) See Sdnn.
Sun (sun), n. [OE. simne, sonne, AS. sunne ; akin to

The sun bittern.
Sun'blink' C-blTnk'), n.

SunllOW'
rainbow

;

(-der), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Sundered (-derd)
[OE. sundren, AS. stmvb. re. Sundering.]
asundrian, gesundriati), from sundor asunder,
separately, apart; akin to D. zander, prep., ivithout, G.
smider separate, as prep., without, sondern but, OHG.
suntar separately, Icel. sundr asunder, Sw. & Dan. s'onTo disunite in
der, Goth, sundro alone, separately.]
almost any manner, either by rending, cutting, or breaking to part to put or keep apart to separate to dias, to sunder a rope to sunder a limb
vide to sever
to sunder friends.
Carew.
It is sundered from the main land by a sandy plain.
Shak.
Sun'der, v. i. To part to separate, [i?.]
Sun'der, re. [See Sunder, v. t., and cf. Asunder.] A
separation into parts a division or severance.
In sunder, into parts. " He breaketh the bow, and cutPs. xlvi. 9.
teth the spear in sunder."
Sun'der, v. t. To expose to the sun and wind. [Prov.

Sun'der

Eng.']

Snu'deiW'

a Brazilian
Its

bream,

also

pumpkin

and sunny), the

blue sunfish, or dollardee {L. pallidus), and
the long-eared sunfish
{L. auritus).
Several
of the species are called
aiso pondfish. (c) The
moonfish, or
blunt- sunflsh (.Mola monosed shmer. (a) The
la).
opah. (e) The basking,
or liver, shark. (/) Any large jellyfish.
Sun'ilOW'er (-flou'er), re. Any plant of the genuS'
Helianthus ;
so called probably from the form andi
color of its flower, which is a large disk with yellow rays.
The commonly cultivated sunflower is Helianthus annuus, a native of America.
Sung (sung), imp. &p. p. of Sing.
Sun'glass' (siin'glas'),re. ;pi. Sunglasses (-Sz). Aconvex lens of glass for producing heat by converging
the sun's raya into a focus. " Lighting a cigar with O'
sunglass."
Hawthorne.
Sun'glow' (-glo'), re. A rosy flush in the sky seen

—

after sunset.

&

Sunk (sunk), imp. p. p. of Sink.
Sunk fence, a ditch with a retaining wall, used to divide
lands without defacing a landscape ; a ha-ha.
Sunk'en (siink''n), a. Lying on the bottom of a river
or other water ; sunk.
Sun'less (sQnles), a. Destitute or deprived of the
sun or its rays ; shaded ; shadowed.
The sunken glen whose sunless shrubs must weep. Syron,
Sim'light' (-lit'), re. The light of the sun.
Milton.
Sun'Iike' (-lik'), a. Like or resembling the sun. "A
spot of sunlike brilliancy."
Tyndall.
Sun'lit' (-lit'), a. Lighted by the sun.
Sunn (sBn), re. [Hind, san, fr. Skr. fana.'\ {Bot.")
An East Indian leguminous plant (Crotalaria jimcea)
and its fiber, which is also called sunn hemp. [Written
also sun.1

A

Sun'na (siin'na), n. [Ar. sunnah rule, law.]
collection of traditions received by the orthodox Mohammedans as of equal authority with the Koran.
Sun'ni-ah (siSn'nT-a), re. One of the sect of Simnites.
Sun'nl-neSS (siin'nT-nes), re. The quality or state of
II

being sunny.

Sun'nlte (siin'nit), re. One of the orthodox Mohammedans who receive the Sunna as of equal importance
with the Koran.
Sun'nud (sun'nud), re. [Hind., fr. Ar. sanad.']
charter or warrant ; also, a deed of gift. [India']

Sun'ny

(sHn'ny), a.

[Compar. Sunnier

—
—

the squeteague.
Sun wheel. (Mac/t.) See Sun

;

;

;

—

;

planet wlieels, above.
TTnder the sun, in the world
on earth. "There is no new
thing under the sun."
Eccl. i. 9.
1^°" Sun is often used in
the formation of compound
adjectives of obvious mean-

;

;

_

(

Vrossusterpapposus).

«Mn-Bcorched, and the like.
Sun, V. t, [imp. &p. p. Sunned (siSnd) p. pr.
vb.
n. Sdnnino.]
To expose to the sun's rays to warm or
dry in the sun ; as, to s?in cloth ; to sun grain.
Dryden.
Then to sun thyself in open air.

lit,

&

;

;

T\iAe,

full,

iip,

ilrn

;

pity

;

;

;

and

dried, iura-gilt, «««like, sun- Sun Star

A

superl. Sunniest.]
1. Of or pertaining to the sun
proceeding from, or resembling, the sun ; hence, shining
bright; brilliant; radiant. "Swrerej/ beams." Spenser.
" Sunny locks." Shak.
2. Exposed to the rays of the sun ; brightened or
warmed by the direct rays of the sun ; as, a sunny room
the sunny side of a hill.
Her blooming mountains and her sunny shores. Addisoji.
3. Cheerful ; genial ; as, a sunny disposition.
My decayed fair
A sunny look of his would soon repair.
Stiak.
Sun'ny, n. {Zool.) See Sunfish (6).
Sun'proof (-proof), a. Impervious to the rays of the
" Darksome yew, sunproof."
sun.
Marston.
Snn'rise' (-riz'), ) re. 1. The first appearance of the
sun above the horizon in the mornSun'ris'lng,
)
ing
more generally, the time of such appearance,
whether in fair or cloudy weather as, to begin work at
sunrise.
"The tide of «(«»?>« swells."
Keble.
2. Hence, the region where the sun rises ; the east.
Which were beyond Jordan toward the sunrising.
Deut. XV. 47 (R'ev. Fee).
Full hot and fast the Snxon rides, with rein of travel slack,
And, bending o'er his saddle, leaves the sunrise at his back.
(-uT-er)

Sun'dog' (-dog'), re. {MeteorA luminous spot occasionally Sundew (Drosera rolunseen a few degrees from the sun,
diiulia). Reduced,
'iVhittier.
supposed to be formed by the inSun'set' (-s5t'), ) re. 1. The descent of the sun below
tersection of two or more halos, or in a manner similar
the
horizon
also, the time when
Sun'set'ting,
;
I
to that of halos.
the sun sets evening. Also used figuratively.
Sun'down' (-doun'), re. 1. The setting of the sun
'T is the sunset of life gives me mystical lore. Campbell.
" When sundown skirts the moor." Tennyson.
sunset.
2. Hence, the region where the suii sets ; the west.
2. A kind of broad-brimmed sun hat worn by women.
Sunset shell (Zo'ol.), a West Indian marine bivalve (TelSun'-drled' (-drid'), a. Dried by the heat of the sun.
Sir T. Herbert. lina raditda) having a smooth shell marked with radia''Sun-dried brick.'*
bands of varied colors resombliiig those seen at sunMany different or small ting
Sun'drles (-driz), re. pi.
set or before sunrise
called also risijig sun.
things sundry things.
(-shiid'), re.
Anything used as a protecSun'shade'
Sun'drl-ly (-dri-iy), adv. In sundry ways variously. tion from the sun's r.ays.
Specifically : («) A small
Sun'dry (-dry), a. [OE. sundry, sondry, AS. syndrig, parasol. (?<) An awning.
See Sunder, v. t.} 1. Several ; difr. sundor asunder.
(-shin'), re.
1. The light of the suii, or
Sun'Shine'
"
Sundry
wines."
various.
vers; more than one or two ;
the place where it shines
the direit rays of the sun,
Chaucer. ".SHJic/r)/ weighty reasons." S/iak.
the place where they fall, or the warmth aiid light which
Clicinccr.
With many a sound of smulry melody.
they give.
Dryden.
Sundry foes the rural realm surround.
But all su7isliim\ as when his beams at noon
[Ohs.l
Culminate from the equator.
2. Separate ; diverse.
itilton.
Every church almost had the Bible of a sundry translation.
2. Anything which has a warming and cheering influCorcrdale.
ence like that of the rays of the sun ; warmth ; illuminaAll and sundry, all collectively, and each separately.
tion; brightness.
Sun'dry-man (-dry-man), n.; pi. SuNDUYMEN(-men),
That man that sits within a monarch's heart,
Ami ripens in the sunshine of his favor.
One who deals in sundries, or a variety of articles.
Sllak.

trout

unite,

Halliwell.
plant of the genus

ol.)

genera, having nu-

flse,

Any

larium.

—

.ra??.-

{Bot.)

An inSun'di'al (-dl'al), re.
strumeirt; to show the time of day
by means of the shadow of a gnomon, or style, on a plate.
Sundial shell (Zo'6l.\ any shell
of the genus Solarium. See So-

I

iiara-bright,

re.

also lustwort.

I

as,

(-du'),

Drosera, low bog plants whose
leaves are beset with pediceled
glands which secrete a viscid
fluid that glitters like dewdrops
and attracts and detains insects.
After an insect is caught, the
glands curve inward like tentacles and the leaf digests it. Called

I

;

;

;

'

ing

;

;

;

;

I

and

;

;

;

—

(Zo'ol.),

(in

;

—

—Sun

&

p. pr.

drian

,

ornamented by two tufts of

rays.

;

;

under Advent, Low, etc.
Syn. — See Sabbath.
Sun'day, a. Belonging to the Christian Sabbath.
Sunday letter. See Dominical letter, under Dominical.
— Sunday schooL See under School.

bright colored feathers, fiery crimson at the base and greenish yellow
Called also horned humat the tip.
mer.— Snn grebe (Zo'ol.), the finfoot. c,,-„ cic-m (TT^linr.
Sun picture, a picture taken by the
tinc™nu",s)
agency of the sun's rays ; a photoSun spots (Aslron.), dark spots that appear on
graph.
the sun's disk, consisting commonly
of a black central portion with a surrounding border of lighter shade,
and usually seen only by the telescope, but sometimes by the naked
eye. They are very changeable in
their figure and dimensions, and
.r^^^^^ti—wT
^t
vary in size from mere apparent
points to spaces of 50,000 miles in
The term sun spots is
diameter.
_i often used to include bright spaces
(called /af«/.T) as well as dark spaces
Sun Spots.
(called macul;i'K Called also solar
Sim star (Zospots.
See Illustration in Appendix.
ol.), any one of several species of starfishes belonging

merous

;

—

Basilike.

—

allied

circle or cluster of gas-

;

Sun fever (Med.),
ttger bittern.
the condition of fever produced by sun

to Solasler, Crossa.iter,

A

re.

—

—

»^9^H9r^

(-er),

;

Called also bruana, and Malayan bear.
Sun beetle (ZooZ.), any small lustrous
beetle of the genus Amara.— Sun bittern
(Zo'ol.), a singular South American bird
(Eurypyga helias), in some respects related both to the rails and herons. It
is beautifully variegated with white,
browuj and black. Called also sunbird,
(Zo'ol.),

(Cinnyris

and Young.

osea), with Nest

&

Sun'-burn'er

—

gem

Sunbird

Jericho

t.

burners for lighting and ventilating public buildings.
Boyle.
Sun'burn'ing^, re. Sunburn tan.
Sun'burst' (-bQrsf), re. A burst of sunlight.
Sun'dart' (-dart'), re. Sunbeam, [jf?.] 3Irs. Hemans.
Sun'day (-da 48), re. [AS. sunnandseg ; sunne, gen.
sunnun, the sun -j- dseg day akin to D. zondag, G. sonntag ;
so called because this day was anciently dedicated
to the sun, or to its worship. See Sun, and Day.] The
first day of the week,
consecrated among Christians to
rest from secular employments, and to religious worship the Christian Sabbath the Lord's Day.
Advent Sunday, Low Sunday, Passion Sunday, etc. See

.<^

— Sun

v.

Sunbwnt and swarthy though she be.
Dryden.
Sun'burn', re. The burning or discoloration produced
on the skin by the heat of the sun tan.

Sun and planat wheels (Much.), an ingenious contrivance
for converting reciprocating motion, as that of the worlting beam
of a steam engine, into rotatory
motion. It consists of a toothed
wheel (called the su7i ickeel), firmly secured to the shaft it is desired to drive, and another wheel
(called the planet ivheel) secured
to the end of a connecting rod.
By the motion of the connecting
rod, the planet wheel is made to
circulate round the central wheel
on the shaft, communicating to „
^ _,,
„,
wheels.
this latter a velocity of revolution Sun and Planet
« ^^^J!,^""}
the double of its o^vn. G. Francis.
— Sun angel {ZooD, a South Amer- f ' ^^ ^^^^ ^1^'tT
d Flv
ican humming bird of the genus
-wlieel
.ffc^ianf/f/os, noted for its beautiful
colors and the brilliant luster of the feathers of its throat.
Sun animalcule. (Zo'dl.) See Heliozoa. — Sun bath
(Med.), exposure of a patient to the sun's rays; insolation. —Sim bear (Zo'dl.), a species of bear (Helarctos Malayanus) native of Southern Asia and Borneo. It has a
small head and short neck, and fine short glossy fur,
mostly black, but brownish on the nose. It is easily tamed.

is

(-bOrn'),

;

I will never consent to put out the sun of sovereignty to pos-

humming 'bivd(Heliactin eornutus).

A

re.

Byron.

iris.

&

;

stroke.

seed,

[imp.
p. p. Sunburned (-bflrnd') or Sunburnt
(-bumf) p. pr.
vb. n. Sunburnino.]
To burn or
discolor by the sun ; to tan.

4. That which resembles the sun, as in splendor or
importance any source of light, warmth, or animation.
For the Lord God is a sun and shield. Ps. Ixxiv. II.

head

of

(-bo'),

an

;

SunOiurn'

light or warmth of the sun ; sunshine.
Lunibs that did frisk in the sun.
Shak.

and

re.

made

Lepomis gibbosus

pondflsh,

—

The direct

,

(-bSn'net),

bonnet, generally

sal spines. Among the
species of the
Eastern United States

common
(called

tion against the sun.

of orbs.

Bikon

A

commoidy having a cape,
worn by women as a protec-

about 92,500,000 miles, and its diameter about 860,000.
mean apparent diameter as seen from the
m^^ Its
earth is 32' 4", and it revolves on its own axis once in 25J
days. Its mean density is about one fourth of that of the
earth, or 1.41, that of water being unity. Its luminous
surface is called the photosphere, above which is an envelope consisting partly of hydrogen, called the chromosphere, wliich can be seen only through the spectroscope,
or at the time of a total solar eclipse. Above the cliromosphere, and sometimes extending out millions of miles, are
luminous rays or streams of light which are visible only
at the time of a total eclipse, forming the solar corona.
2. Any iieavenly body which forms the center of a sys-

terity.

a broad body and a truncated tail, (i)
Any one of numerous species of perchlike North American fresh-water fishes
of the family Centrachidse. They have a
broad, compressed body, and strong dor-

some thin or light fabric, projecting beyond the face, and

is

3.

Sunlion'net

A very large oce*-

Milton.

are

(fi)

(Zo'dl.) (a)

(sian'fTsh'), n.

anic plectognath fish (Mola mola, Mola
rotunda, or Orthagoriscus mola) having

glimpse or flash of the sun.
Sir W. Scott.
IScot.-]

A

Sun'flsh'

Keble.

true singing birds (Oscines).

—

OFries. simne, D. zon, OS. &OHG. sunna, G. sonne, Icel.
sunna, Goth, sunna; perh. fr. same root as L. sol. V297.
Cf. SoLAE, South.]
1. The luminous orb, the light of
which constitutes day, and its absence night ; the central
body round which the earth and planets revolve, by which
they are held in their orbits, and from which they receive light and heat. Its mean distance from the earth

tem

A beam

Snn'bird' (-herd'), n. {Zo'ol.) (a) Any one of numerous species of small brilliantly colored birds of the family Nectariniid3e,n2itiye of Africa, Southern Asia, the East
Indies, and Australia.
In external appearance and habits they somewhat resemble
humming birds, but they are

;

—

SUNSHINE

1445

;

food, f<fbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

eo

;

sing, Igk

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

Sun'shine' (sRn'shln'), a. Sunshiny bright. Shak.
" Sunshme hours. " Keble.
Snn'Shln'y (-j^), a. 1. Bright with the rays of the
sun clear, warm, or pleasant as a sunshiny day.
;

;

;

2. Bright like the sun ; resplen ent.
Spenser.
Flashing beams of that sunshiny shield.
" Her sun3. Beaming with good spirits ; cheerful.
Spenser.
shiny face."
Sun'squall' {-skvval'), n. {Zodl.) Any large jellyfish.
Sun' Star' (star').' (Zodl.) See Sun star, under Sun.
Sun'sted (-stSd), n. [Sun -f- stead a place.] Solstice.
Holland.
[Obs.2 " Ihe sammer sunsied."
Sun'stone' (-ston'), re. (Min.) Arenturine feldspar.

See under Aventueine.

Sun'stroke' (-strok'), n. {Med.) Any affection produced by the action of the sun on some part of the body
especially, a sudden prostration of the physical powers,
;

with symptoms resembling those of apoplexy, occasioned
by exposure to excessive heat, and often terminating facoup de soleil.
tally
;

Sun'-struck' (-struk'), a. {3fed.) Overcome by, or
affected with, sunstroke ; as, sun-struck soldiers.
Sun'up' (-up'), n. Sunrise. ILocal, U. S.]
Such a horse as that might get over a good deal of ground
Cooper.
atWLxt si(?i»23 and sundown.
Sun'ward (-werd), adv. Toward the sun.
Sun'Wise' (-wiz'), adv. In the direction of the sun's
apparent motion, or from the east southward and westward, and so around the circle also, in the same direction as the movement of the hands of a watch lying
face upward.
Sup (sup), V. t. \imp.
p. p. Supped (sJipt) ; p. pr.
&vb. n. Supping.] [OE. soupen to drink, AS. supan;
akin te D. euipen, G. saufen, 0H6. sUfan, Icel. supa,
Sw. supa, Dan. sobe. Cf. Sip, Sop, Soup, Supper.] To
take into the mouth with the lips, as a liquid ; to take
or drink by a little at a time to sip.
There 1 '11 sup
Balm and nectar in my cup.
Crashaw.
small mouthful, as of liquor or broth a
Sup, n.
;

&

;

A

little

;

taken with the

lips

Tom Thumb

;

a sip.
had got a

little

Drayton.

sup.

[See Supper.] To eat the evening meal
to take supper.
Stiak.
I do entreat that we may s>ip together.
Sup, V. t. To treat with supper. [06s.]
them
well
and
look
unto
them
all.
Sup
Shak.
Su-pawn' (su-pan'), re. [Of American Indian origin.]
Boiled Indian meal ; hasty pudding ; mush. [Written
also sepawn, sepon, and suppawn.']
ILocal, U. <S.]
Supe (sup), n. A super. [Theatrical Canf]
over,
above akin to Gr.
(su'per-).
[L.
super
Su'periffep, L. sub under, and E. over. See Over, and cf Hyper-,
prefix
signifying
above, over,
Sub-, Supra-, Sur-.] 1. A
beyond, and hence often denoting in a sziperior position,
in excess, over and above, in addition, exceedingly ; as in
SMjoerimpose, ijjpersede, SMpematural, sw^erabundance.
2. (Chem.) A prefix formerly much used to denote
that the ingredient to the name of which it was prefixed
was present in a large, or unusually large, proportion as
compared with the other ingredients ; as in calcium su-

Sup,

V. i.

;

.

perphosphate. It has been superseded hy per-, bi-, di-,
acid, etc. (as peroxide, fticarbonate, disulphide, and acid
sulphate), which retain the old meanings of super-, but
with sharper definition. Cf. Acid, a., Bi-, Di-, and Per-.
Su'per, n. A contraction of Supernumerary, in sense
IThealrical Cant]
2.
Su'per-a-ble (su'per-a-b'l), a. [L. superabilis, from
superare to go over, to surmount, fr. super above, over.]
Capable of being overcome or conquered surmountable.
Antipathies are generally superable by a single effort. Johnson.
Su'per-a-bly, adv.
Su'per-a-ble-ness. n.
[L. superabunSu'per-a-bound' (-a-bound'), v. i.
dare : cf. OF. superabonder. See Super-, and Abound.]
To be very abundant or exuberant to be more than sufficient
as, the country superabounds with corn.
[L. superaSu'per-a-bun'dance (-a-biin'dans), n.
The quality or
hundantia : cf. OF. superabondance.\
state of being superabundant ; a superabundant quantity
;

—

—

;

;

redundancy excess.
Su'per-a-bun'dant
;

[L. superabundans, p.
See Supeeabound.] Abounding
to excess being more than is sufficient redundant as,
superabundant zeal.
Su'per-a-bun'dant-ly, adv.
Su'per-a-cid'u-la'ted (-a-8ld'ii-la't5d),a. Acidulated
(-dant), a.

pr. of superabundare.

—

;

to excess.

;

;

[iJ.]

Su'per-add' (-5d'), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Superadded;
vb. re. Superaddino.]
[L. superuddere.
p. pr.
See
Super-, and Add.] To add over and above to add to
what has been added ; to aimex, as something extrinsic.
The strength of any living creature, in those external motions, is something distinct from, and superadded unto, its nat-

&

;

ural gravity.

Bp. Wilkins.
The peacock laid it extremely to heart that he had not the
nightingale's voice superadded to the beauty of his plumes.
L' Estrange.
Su'per-ad-dl'tlon (-Sd-dish'ilu), re. The act of add-

ing something in excess or something extraneous ; also,
something which is added in excess or extraneously.
This superadditicm. is nothing but fat.
Arhuthnot.

Coming upon;

Su'per-ad-ven'ient (-ven'yent),

coming

a.
in addition to, or in assistance of,

something.

[.R.]

He

has done bravely by the superadvenient assistance of his
God.
Ih-. H. More.

annuated

re.

The

A

ale,

senate,

v.

t.

[imp.

care,

&p.p.

Super-

am, arm, ask,

&

(-a'tSd)
vb. re. Superannuatino.]
p. pr.
L. annus a year.] 1. To impair or dis[Pref. superqualify on account of age or infirmity.
Sir T. Browne.
2. 'To give a pension to, on accoimt of old age or other
infirmity ; to cause to retire from service on a pension.
Su'per-an'nu-ate (su'per-5n'u-at), v. i. To last beyond the year ;
said of annual plants.
[Obs."] Bacon.
Su'per-an'nu-a'tion (-an'ii-a'shiin), re. The state of
being superannuated, or too old for office or business
the state of being disqualified by old age ; decrepitude.
The world itself is in a state of superannuation. Cowper.
Slyness blinking through the watery eye of superannuation.
;

+

—

Coleridge.

Sn-perb' (su-perb'),

[F. superbe, L. superbus,

a.

fr.

super over. See Super-.] 1. Grand magnificent august stately as, a superb edifice a superb colonnade.
2. Rich elegant as, superb furniture or decorations.
3. Showy excellent grand
as, a superb exhibition.
Superb paradise bird (Zodl.), a bird of paradise (Paradisa-a, or Lophorinu, sujjerba) having the scapulars erectile and forming a large ornamental tuft on each shoulder, and a large gorget of brilliant feathers on the breast.
The color is deep violet, or nearly black, with brilliant
green reflections. The gorget is bright metallic green.
Superb warbler. (Zool.) See Blue wren, under Wren.
Su-perbly, adv.
Su-perb'ness, re.
Su-per'bl-ate (sii-per'bi-at), v. t. [Cf. L. superbiare.]
To make (a person) haughty. [Obs.
jE.]
Feltham.
Su'per-car'bon-ate (su'per-kar'b5n-at), re. (Chem.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

&

A bicarbonate.

[Obsoles.]

Su'per-car'bu-ret'ed (-bii-rEt'5d), a. (Chem.) Bicarbureted. [Written also supercarburetted.'] [Obsoles.]
Su'per-car'gO (-kar'gS), n. [Super- -\- cargo : cf. Sp.
sobrecargo. Cf. Surcharge.] An officer or person in a
merchant ship, whose duty is to manage the sales, and
superintend the commercial concerns, of the voyage.
Su'per-car'pal (-kiir'pal), a. (Anat.) Situated above,
or in the upper part of, the carpus.
Su'per-ce-les'Ual (-se-lgs'chal), a. [Pref. supercelestial : cf L. supercaelestis.]
1. Situated above the
firmament, or great vault of heaven.
Waterland.
2. Higher than celestial
superangelic.
Su'per-charge' (-charj'), v. t. pmp. & p. p. Super-

Su'por-er'0-ga'tlon (su'per-gr'o-ga'shiin), w. [L. supererogatio a payment in addition.] The act of supererogating performance of more than duty or necessity
;

requires.
of sapererogation (R. C. Ch.), those good deeds
believed to have been performed by saints, or capable of

Works

being performed by men, over and above what
for their

own

is

required

salvation.

Su'per-e-rog'a-tive (-e-r5g'a-ti v), a. Supererogatory.
Su'per-e-rog'a-tO-ry (-to-rj?), a. Performed to an
extent not enjoined, or not required, by duty or necessity
Howell.
as, supererogatory services.
Su'per-es-sen'tlal (-es-sen'shol), a. Essential above
others, or above the constitution of a thing.
J. Ellis.
Su'per-eth'lc-al (-Sth'I-kal), a. More than ethical
above ethics.
Bolingbroke.
^
Su'per-ex-alt' (-Sgz-alf), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Supeeexalted p. pr.
vb. ri. Superexaltinq.]
To exalt to
a superior degree to exalt above others.
Barrow.
Stt'per-es'al-ta'tlon (-Sgz'al-ta'shiln), n. Elevation
above the common degree.
Holyday.
Su'per-ex'cel-lence (-Sk'sSl-lens), re. Superior excellence extraordinary excellence.
Su'per-ex'cel-lent (-lent), a. [Pref. super- -f exceU
lent: cf. L. superexcellens.'] Excellent in an uncommon
degree very excellent.
Drayton.
Su'per-es'Cl-ta'tion (-Sk'sl-ta'shun), re.
Excessive,
or more than normal, excitation.

&

;

;

;

;

Su'per-es-cres'cence (-5ks-kres'sens), re. Something
growing superfluously.
Su'per-Jam'i-ly (su'per-f5m'i-iy), re. (Zodl.) A group
intermediate between a family and a suborder.
(PhysSu'per-fec'un-da'Uon (-fek'tin-da'shiSn), re.
iol.

)

two ova,

Fertilization of

by two different acts of

at the

same menstruation,

coition.

Superabun*
Su'per-fe-cun'dl-ty (-fe-k!in'dT-ty), re.
dant fecundity or multiplication of the species.
Su'per-fe'tate (-fe'tat), v. i. [L. superfetare ; super
above, over -^fetare to bring forth.] To conceive after
a prior conception, but before the birth of the offspring.
Grew.
The female ... is said to superfetaie.
Su'per-fe-ta'tion (-fe-ta'shiSn), re. [Cf. F. superfetation.]
(Physiol.) The formation of a fetus as the result
charged (-charjd') p. pr. & vb. re. Supercharging of an impregnation occurring after another impregnation
(-char'jing).] [Pref. super- -\- charge. Cf. Suechaege.] but before the birth of the offspring produced by it.
(Her.) To charge (a bearing) upon another bearing as, This is possible only when there is a double uterus, or
to supercharge a rose upon a fess.
'where menstruation persists up to the time of the second
Su'per-charge' (su'per-charj'), n. (Her.) A bearing impregnation.
charged upon another bearing. [iJ.]
It then became a superfetation upon, and not an ingredient in,
Su'per-chem'ic-al (-kem'I-kal), a. Above or beyond the national character.
Coleridge.
chemistry inexplicable by chemical laws. J. Le Conte.
Su'per-lete' (sO'per-fet'),?). i. To superfetate. [Obs.]
Su-perch'er-y (sii-perch'er-J), re. [F. supercherie.]
Su'per-fete', v. t. To conceive (another fetus) after a
Deceit fraud imposition.
[Obs. & JJ.]
Howell.
former conception. [Obs.]
Sn'per-Cil'1-a-ry (su'per-sll'l-a-ry or -sTl'ya-rJ), a.
Su'per-llce (-f Is), re. A superficies. [06«J Vryden.
[L. supercilium an eyebrow.
See Supercilious.] 1. Of
Su'per-fl'clal (-f ish'al), a. [L. superficialis: cf. F.
or pertaining to the eyebrows supraorbital.
See Superficies.]
1. Of or pertaining to
superflciel.
2. (Zodl. ) Having a distinct streak of color above the the superficies, or surface lying on the surface shallow j
eyes
as, the superciliary woodpecker.
not deep ; as, a superficial color a superficial covering
Su'per-cil'l-OUB (-i-iis or -yiSs; 277), a. [L. super- superficial measure or contents superficial tillage.
ciliosus, fr. supercilium an eyebrow, pride
super over,
2. Reaching or comprehending only what is obvious or
cilium an eyelid probably akin to celare to conceal. apparent not deep or profound shallow
said espeCf. Conceal.]
Lofty with pride haughty; dictatorial; cially in respect to study, learning, and the like ; as, a
overbearing arrogant as, a supercilious officer a su- superficial scholar superficial knowledge.
perciliousaXr supercilious behavior.
Su'per-cU'l-OUSThis superficial tale
Su'per-cU'1-ous-ness, re.
Is but a preface of her worthy praise.
Shak.
ly, adv.
He is a presumptuous and superficial writer. Burke.
Su'per-cil'1-um (-sil't-um), n. [L.] (Zodl.) The
That superficial judgment, which happens to be right without
eyebrow, or the region of the_eyebrows.
J. R. Newman.
Su'per-CO-lum'm-a'tlon (eu'per-k6-liim'nl-a'shan), re. deserving to be so.
Su'per-fl'clal-ly, adv.
Sn'per-f I'cial-ness, re.
(Arch.) The putting of one order above another; also,
Su'per-fi'clal-ist, re.
One who attends to anything
an architectural work produced by this method as, the
putting of the Doric order in the ground story, Ionic superficially a superficial or shallow person a sciolist
above it, and Corinthian or Composite above this.
[Cf. F. superSu'per-fl'cl-al'l-ty (-flsh'i-511-ty), re.
(Physiol.)
Su'per-COn-cep'tion (-k8n-s5p'shiin), re.
The quality or state of being superficial;
Sir T. Browne. fieialiie.]
Superfetation.
fffi.]
Sir T. Browne.
Su'per-con'se-quence (-kSn'ae-kwSns), re. Remote also, that which is superficial.
Su'per-fi'clal-ize (-f Ish'cl-Iz), v. t. To attend to, or to
Sir T. Browne.
consequence. [Obs."]
Su'per-cres'cence (-krSs'sens), re. [See SuPERCEEs- treat, superficially, or in a shallow or slighting way. [i2.]
It is a characteristic weakness of the day to superficialize
cent.] That which grows upon another growing thing
£.F. Whipple.
Sir T. Browne. evil.
a parasite. [2?.]
Su'per-H'cl-a-ry (-fTshT-fi-rJ), re. (Rom. Law) One
Su'per-cres'cent (-sent), a. [L. supercrescens, p.
creicere to grow.] to whom a right of surface occupation is granted one
pr. oi supercrescere ; super above
Growing on some other growing thing. [J^-l Johnson. who pays quitrent for a house built upon another man's
Su'per-cre-ta'ceous (-kre-ta'shvis), a. (Geol.) Same ground.
1. Of or pertaining to the superas Supeaceetaoeous.
Su'per-fi'cl-a-ry, a.
Su'per-cu'rl-ous (-ku'rT-iis), a. Excessively curious ficies, or surface superficial.
Evelyn.
2. (Rom. Law) Situated or built on another man'a
or inquisitive.
(Mus.) The land, as a house.
Su'per-dom'1-nant (-dom'i-nant), re.
Su'per-fl'cles (-flsh'ez or -f ish1-ez 277), n. [L., fr.
sixth tone of the scale that next above the dominant
super ahove, ovei-\-facies make, figure, shape. See Stmcalled also submediant.
FACE.]
superemi1. The surface
the exterior part, superficial
[L.
Su'per-em'1-nence (-Sml-nens), ) re.

+

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

II

—

—

;

;

;

+

;

;

—

;

;

;

Su'per-em'l-nen-cy

(-nen-sj?),

)

The

nentia.]

quality or state of being supereminent ; distinguished
eminence ; as, the supereminence of Cicero as an orator,
Ayliffe.
or of Lord Chatham as a statesman.
He was not forever beset with the consciousness of his own
Prof. Wilson.

supereminence.

Su'per-em'i-nent (-nent), a. [L. supereminens, p. pr.
of supereminere. See Super-, and Eminent.] Eminent
in a superior degree surpassing others in excellence
the supereminent glory of
as, a supereminent divine
Christ.
Su'per-em'l-nent-ly, adv.
Su'per-er'O-gant (-er'S-gant), a. [L. supererogans,
See Supeeeroqate.] Supererogatory. [Obs.]
p. pr.
Su'per-er'o-gate (-gat), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Superer[L.
ogated (-ga'ted) p. pr.
vb. re. Supeeeeogating.]
supererogatus, p. p. of supererogare to spend or pay out
erogare to expend
over and above ; super over, above
or pay out money from the public treasury after asking
the consent of the people. See Super-, and Erogate,
Rogation.] To do more than duty requires ; to perform
works of supererogation ; to atone (for a deficiency in
another) by means of a surplus action or quality.
The fervency of one man in prayer can not supererogate for
Milton.
the coldness of another.
;

;

—

;

Su'per-al'1-men-ta'tion (-al'T-mSn-ta'shiJn),

act of overfeeding, or making one take food in excess of
the natural appetite for it.
raised shelf or
Su'per-al'tar (-aVter), re. (Arch.)
stand on the back of an altar, on which different objects
can be placed ; a predella or gradino.
Su'per-an-gel'lo (-an-j5I'ik), a. Superior to the angels in nature or rank.
Milman.
[iJ.]

Sn'per-an'nu-ate (-an'ii-at),
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SUNSHINE

&

+

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

area, or face of a thing.
2. (Civil Law) (a) Everything on the surface of a
piece of ground, or of a building, so closely connected
by art or nature as to constitute a part of it, as houses,
or other superstructures, fences, trees, vines, etc. (6)
real right consisting of a grant by a landed proprietor
of a piece of ground, bearing a strong resemblance to the
long building leases granted by landholders in England,
in consideration of a rent, and under reservation of the
Bouvier.
Wharton.
ownership of the soil.
1. Very fine, or most
Su'per-tUie (su'per-fln), a.
fine ; being of surpassing fineness
of extra nice or fine
quality as, superfine cloth.
2. Excessively fine ; too nice ; over particular ; as,
superfine distinctions ; superfine tastes.
Su'per-flne'ness, re. The state of being superfine.
Su'per-fin'i-cal (-fin'T-kal), a. Extremely finical.
Su-per'Ilu-ence (sii-per'flii-eus), re. [L. superfluens,
See Superp. pr. of superfluere to flow or run over.
FLtious.]
Hammond.^
Superfluity.
[Obs.]
[L. super
Su'per-Ilu'i-tant (sii'per-fiii'T-tant), a.
above -\- fluilans, p. pr. oifluitare intensive fr. fluere to
flow.]
Floating above or on the surface. [Obs.] Sir
T. Browne.
Su'per-flu'l-tance (-tans), re. [Obs.]

A

;

;

—

.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, odd
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SUPERFLUITY
Sn'per-flu'l-ty (su'per-flut-tj?), n. ; pi. SuPERFim4iHS (-tiz). [F. superfluity, L. superfluitas. See Supeei'LTIOU8.]

dance

1.
; as,

A greater quantity than is wanted
a superfluity of water

A quiet mediocrity is
The

superabun-

a superfluity of wealth.

to be preferred before a troubled
Suckling.

etill

tuperfluity.

2.

;

;

state or quality of being superfluous

;

excess.

" By superfluity abominable.
Chaucer.
3. Something beyond what is needed something which
;

serves for

show or luxury.

Syn. — Superabundance

excess

;

;

redundancy.

Su-per'flu-OUS (sfi-per'flii-iis), a. [h.superfluusoverflowing super over, above -{-fluere to flow. See Super-, and Fluent.] More than is wanted or is sufficient
rendered unnecessary by superabundance vmnecessary
Shak.
useless excessive as, a superfluous price.
An authority which makes all further argument or illustraE. Everett.
tion superflifous.
Supertnons interval (Mus.), an interval that exceeds a
major or perfect interval by a semitone.
Syn. Unnecessary ; useless; exuberant; excessiYe
redundant; needless.
Su-per'flu-ous-ly, adv.
Su-pei'fla-ons-nesB, n.
Su'per-flux (su'per-fliiks), n. Superabundance ; superfluity an overflowing.
[i2.]
Shak.
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

Su'per-fOB-ta'tlon (-fe-ta'shun), n. Superfetation.
Su'per-fO'U-a'tlon (-fo'li-a'shSn), n. Excess of foliaSir T. Browne.
tion.
cloth which
Su'per-Jron'tal (-frSn'tol), ra. (Eccl.)
is placed over the top of an altar, and often hangs down
a few inches over the frontal.
Su'per-fuse' (-fnz'), v. t. To pour (something) over
or on something else. [06s.]
Evelyn.
Su'per-heat' (su'per-hef), v. t. [imp.
p. p. SuTEKHEATED ; p. pr.
vb. n. Superheating.]
I. To heat
too much , to overheat ; as, to superheat an oven.
2. {Steam Engine) To heat, as steam, apart from contact with water, until it resembles a perfect gas.
Su'per-heat', n. The increase of temperature communicated to steam by superheating it.
Su'per-heat'er (-er), n. (Steam Engine) An apparatus for superheating steam.
Su'per-hlve' (-hiv'), n. A removable upper part of a
hive. The word is sometimes contracted to super.
Su'per-hn'man (-hu'man), a. Above or beyond what
is human sometimes, divine ; as, superhuman strength

A

&

&

;

;

superhuman wisdom.
Su'per-lm-pose' (-Tm-poz'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Superimposed (-pozd') p. pr. & vb. n. Superimposing.]
To lay or impose on something else ; as, a stratum of
earth superimposed on another stratum.
Su'per-im';

—

pO-8l'tlon (-Im'po-zIsh'Qn), n.

Su'per-iiu'preg-na'tlon (-prSg-na'shiin), ». The act
of impregnating, or the state of being impregnated, in
addition to a prior impregnation superfetation.

duced

(-dust') ; p. pr.
[Pref. super-

sTng).]

to draw over.]

&

+

To bring

&p.

[imp.

t.

vb. n. Superinducing (-dii'induce: cf. L. superinducere
in, or upon, as an addition to

South.

•works of this nature.

Su'per-ln-tend'ence (-ens), n.
[Cf. F. surintenThe act of superintending ; care and oversight
for the purpose of direction ; supervision.
Barrow.
;

care

;

direction

;

tyll,

ftp,

flm

;

pity

—

—

..

;

rude,

—

Su'per-nu'mer-a-ry (-nu'mer-a-rj^), a. [L. supemu'
merarius : cf. OF. supernumSraire, F. surnumeraire.
See Super-, and Numerart, Number.] 1. Exceeding the
number stated or prescribed as, a supemumerai'y offi;

cer in a regiment.
2. Exceeding a necessary, usual, or required number
or quantity ; superfluous ; as, supernumerary addresses
supernumerary expense.
Addison.

Su'per-nu'mer-a-ry, n. ; pi. Supernumeraries (-riz).
1. A person or thing beyond the number stated.
2. A person or thing beyond what is necessary or usual ; especially, a person employed not for regular service,
but only to fill the place of another in case of need specifically, in theaters, a person who is not a regular actor,
but is employed to appear in a stage spectacle.
;

Su'per-oc-cip'1-tal (-fik-sTp'i-tal), a. Supraoccipital.
Su'per-or'der (-Sr'der), n. {Zodl. ) A group intermeimportance between an order and a subclass.
Su'per-or'dl-na'tlon (-Sr'dl-na'shiln), n. [Pref. super- -f- ordination: cf. L. superordinaiio.'] The ordination of a person to fill a station already occupied especially, the ordination by an ecclesiastical official, during
his lifetime, of his successor.
Fuller.
Su'per-os'lde (-Skstd or -Id), n. (Chem.) See Peroxide. [06s.]
[L. superSu'per-par-tic'n-lar (-par-ttk'iS-ler), a.
particularis. See Super-, and Particular.] {Math.)
Of or pertaining to a ratio when the excess of the greater
term over the less is a unit, as the ratio of 1 to 2, or of
3 to 4. [06s.]
Hutton.
Su'per-par'tlent (-par'shent), a. [L. s^iperpartiens ;
super over -f- partiens, p. pr. of partire to divide.]
{Math.) Of or pertaining to a ratio when the excess oi
the greater term over the less is more than a unit, as
that of 3 to 5, or of 7 to 10. [06s.]
Mutton.
diate

—

Drinking s?f;;er variuhuu \^uppmacidum'\, n device of drinking,
new come out of France, which is, after man hath turned up
the bottnni of thecuj), to drop it on his nml iind maki' a pearl
with that that is left \vl>ich if it slide, anil ho can not make it
stand on liy reason there is too much, he must drink again for

Su'per-in-tend'en-cy (en-sf), n. ; pi. -cies (-sTz).
The act of superintending superintendence.
Boyle.
Su'per-in-tend'ent (-ent), a. [L. superintendens, p. pr.
"^36 Superintend.]
Overseeing ; superintending.
unite,

;

[L. superjacens,

;

con-

guidance.

Ose^

—

;

dance.']

oversight

—

opposed to inframundane.
Cudworth.
world
Su'per-mun'dl-al (-di-al), a. Supermundane. [06s.]
Su'per-nac'U-lar (-nSk'ii-lerJ, a. Like supernaculum
[jf?.]
Thackeray.
first-rate; as,a,siipernacularvivae.
Su'per-nac'u-lum (-IBm), adv. & n: [NL., from L.
-\nagel,
over
a
nail,
finger,
G.
as of the
or a corsuper
1. A kind of
ruption of L. super and ungulam claw.]
mock Latin term intended to mean, upon the nail
Xares.
used formerly by topers.

;

his penance.

;

food, fdbt

iSash.

;

out, oil

{

oliair

;

ga

;

—

;

m

;

Su'per-phos'phate

(-fBs'fit), «.

{Com. Chem.)

An

acid phosphate.

II

Bacon.
Syn.- Superintend, Supervise. These words in general use are synonymous. As sometimes used, supervise
implies the more general, and superintend, the more particular and constant, inspection or direction. Among architects there is a disposition to use the word supervise
in the sense of a general oversight of the main points of
construction with reference to the design, etc., and to
employ the word superintend to signify a constant, careful attention to all the details of construction. But this
technical distinction is not firmly established.

;

;

—

—

;

;

Spectator.

5. More comprehensive, as a term in classification ; as,
a genus is superior to a species.
said of parts of the
6. (Bot.y (a) Above the ovary
flower which, although normally below the ovary, adhere
to It, and so appear to originate from its upper part
also of an ovary when the other floral organs are plainly
below it in position, and free from it. (b) Belonging to
the part of an axillary flower which is toward the main
stem ; posterior, (c) Pointing toward the apex of the
fruit ; ascending
said of the radicle.
Superior conjonctlon, Superior planets, etc.
See Conjunction, Planet, etc.
Superior figure, Superior letter
{Print.), a figure or letter printed above the line, as a
reference to a note or an index of a power, etc. ; as, in
X- + y", 2 is a superio'. figure, n a superior letter. Cf.
Inferior figure, under Infesicb.
Su-pe'rl-or, n. 1. One who is above, or surpasses,
another in rank, station, office, age, ability, or merit;
one who surpasses in what is desirable ; as, Addison has
no superior as a writer of pure English.
2. {Eccl.) The head of a monastery, convent, abbey,
or the like.
Su-pe'rl-or-ess, n. {Eccl.) A woman who acts as chief
in a convent, abbey, or nunnery ; a lady superior.
Su-pe'rl-Or'l-ty (-Sr'I-tjr), n. [Cf. P. superiority, LL.
superioritas."]
The quality, state, or condition of being
superior ; as, superiority of rank ; superiority in merit.
Syn. Preeminence ; excellence ; predominancy ; prevalence ascendency ; odds ; advantage.
In a superior
Su-pe'rl-or-ly (siJ-pe'rl-er-lJ?), adv.

—

;

Syn. — Inspection

;

Su-per1a-tlve (siS-pSrla-tiv), a, [L. superlativus, fr.
superlatus excessive, used as p. p. of superferre, but
from a different root: cf. F. superlatif. See Elate,
Tolerate.} 1. Lifted up to the highest degree ; most
eminent ; surpassing all other ; supreme ; as, superlative
wisdom or prudence ; a woman of superlative beauty
the superlative glory of the divine character.
2. {Gram.) Expressing the highest or lowest degree
of the quality, manner, etc., denoted by an adjective or
an adverb. The superlative degree is formed from the
positive by the use of -est, most, or least ; as, highest,
most pleasant, least bright.
Su-perla-tlve-ness, n.
Su-perla-tlve-ly, adv.
Su-perla-tlve, n, 1. That which is highest or most
eminent ; the utmost degree.
2. (Gram.) (a) The superlative degree of adjectives
and adverbs ; also, a form or word by which the superlative degree is expressed ; as, strongest, wisest, most
stormy, least windy, are all superlatives.
Absolute superlative, a superlative in an absolute rather
than in a comparative or exclusive sense. See Elattve.
Su'per-lu-cra'tlon (<ii)'per-l\i-kra'shun), n. [Pref. super- -f- L. lucraiio gain.J Excessive or extraordinary
Davenant.
gain.
[06s.]
Su'per-lu'nar (-lu'ner), ) a. Being above the moon
not belonging to this
Su'per-Iu'na-ry (-na-rj), (
world ;
opposed to sublunary.
Pope.
The head that turns at superlunar things.
Sn'per-ma-te'rl-al (-ma-te'ri-al), a. Being above, or
superior to, matter.
Su'per-max-U'la (-mSks-Tl'la), n. [NL. See Super-,
and Maxilla.] {Anat.) The supramaxilla.
Su'per-max'11-la-ry (-milks'Il-la-rj?), a. {Anat.) Supramaxillary.
Su'peT-me'dl-al (-me'dT-al), a. Above the middle.
Su'per-mun'dano (-mtin'dan), a. Being above the

;

trol

—

;

above intellect.
Sn'per-ln-tend' (-Tn-tSnd'), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Superp. pr. Si vb. n. Superintending.] [L. superintendere.
See Super-, and Intend.] To have or exercise the charge and oversight of; to oversee with the
power of direction ; to take care of with authority to
supervise as, an oflBcer superintends the building of a
ship or the construction of a fort.
The king may appoint a council, who may superintend the

'

;

super above -j- jacere to lie.] Situated immediately above as, superjacent rocks.
(-la'shiin),
n. [L. superlatio. See SuSu'per-Ia'tlon
perlative.] Exaltation of anything beyond truth or
propriety.
[06s.]
B. Jonson.

Su'per-in-duce'ment (-diis'ment), n. Superinduction.
Su'per-ln-duc'tion (-dlik'shiin), ». The act of superinducing, or the state_of being superinduced.
South.
Su'per-in-fuse' (-fuz'), v. t. [Pref. super- -f- infuse :
cf. L. superin/undere, superinfusum to pour over.]
To
infuse over. [iJ.]
Su'per-in-]ec'tlon (-jSk'shiin), n. An injection succeeding another.
Su'per-in-spect' (-spSkf), v. t. [Pref. super- -f- inspect: cf. L. superinspicere, superinspectum.'] To oversee ; to superintend by inspection. [JJ.]
Maydman.
Su'per-ln'sti-tU'tion (-tn'stl-tu'shiin), n. One institution upon another, as when A is instituted and admitted to a benefice upon a title, and B is instituted and
admitted upon the presentation of another.
Bailey.
Su'per-ln'tel-lec'tu-al (-tSl-lSk'tii-al ; 135), o. Being

niTENDED

;

;

m

position or manner.
Su'per-Ja'cent (su'per-ja'sent), a.

p. Superin-

desires.

;

p. pr. of superjacere ;

something.
Long custom of sinning superinduces upon the soul new and
absurd

:

;

;

to wet
Grose.

is left

higher place or region ; locally higher as, the supernal
orbs; supernal regions. " Th&t supernal judge." Shak,
2. Relating or belonging to things above; celestial;
heavenly ; as, supernal grace.
Milton.
Not by the sufferance of supernal power.
Sn'per-na'tant (su'per-na'tant), a. [L. supematans,
super above -{ na~
p. pr. of supernatare to swim above
tare to swim.] Swimming above; floating on the surface
as, oil supernatant on water.
SU'per-na-ta'tion (-na-ta'shiin), n. The act of floating on the surface of a fluid.
Sir T. Browne.
Su'per-nat'U-ral (-nat'u-ral 135), a. [Pref. superBeing
-\- natural : cf. OF. supernaturel, F. surnaturel.']
beyond, or exceeding, the powers or laws of nature
miraculous.
Syn.
Preternatural.
Supernatural, Preternatural. Preternatural signifies beside nature, and supernatural, above or beyond nature. What is very greatly
aside from the ordinary course of things is preternatural
what is above or beyond the established laws of the universe is supernatural. The dark day which terrified all
Europe nearly a century ago was preternatural ; the
resurrection of the dead is supernatural. " That form
which the earth is under at present is preternatural, like
a statue made and broken again." 1\ Burnet. "Cures
wrought by medicines are natural operations but the
miraculous ones wrought by Christ and his apostles were
supernatural." Boyle.
That is supernatural, whatever it be, that is either not in the
chain of natural cause and effect, or which acts on the chain of
cause and effect in nature, from without the chain.
Bushnell,
We must not view creation as supernatural, but we do look
upon it as miraculous.
McCosh.
The supernatural, whatever is above and beyond the
scope, or the established course, of the laws of nature.
" Nature and the supernatural. "
H. Bushnell,
Su'per-nat'u-ral-ism (-tz'm), re. 1. The quality or
state of being supernatural
supernaturalness.
2. {Theol.) The doctrine of a divine and supernatural
agency in the production of the miracles and revela^
tions recorded in the Bible, and in the grace which renews and sanctifies men,
in opposition to the doctrine
which denies the agency of any other than physical or natural causes in the case. [Written also supranaturalism.']
Su'per-nat'U-ral-lst, n. One who holds to the principles of supernaturalism.
Su'per-nat'u-ral-is'Uc (-Is'tik), a. Of or pertaining
to supernaturalism.
Su'per-nat'u-ral'1-ty (-rSl'i-tf), n. The quality or
state of being supernatural.
To treat or re
Su'per-nat'u-ral-ize (-ral-iz), v. t.
gard as supernatural.
Su'per-nat'U-ral-ly, adv. In a supernatural manner.
Su'per-nat'u-ral-neSB, n. The quality or state at
being supernatural.

—

man superior to his sufferings.

which not enough

liquor, of

Su-per'nal (sii-per'nol), a. [L. supemus, from super
above
cf. F. supernel.
See Super-.] 1. Being in a

;

—

Good

2.

one's nail.

—

Su'per-in-com'bence (-Tn-kiimOjens), 1 n. The qualSu'per-ln-cumlien-cy (-ben-sj?),
ity or state
)
of being superincumbent.
Su'per-ln-CUin1)ent (-bent), a. [L. superincumbens,
See Super-, and Incumbent.]
p. pr. of superineumbere.
Lying or resting on something else.
v.

Sn'per-ln-tend'ent (su'per-In-t5nd'ent), n. [Cf. OF.
superintendant, F. suriniendant.
Cf. Suhintendant.]
One who has the oversight and charge of some place,
institution, or organization, affairs, etc., with the power
of direction ; as, the superintendent of an almshouse
the superintendent of public works.
Syn. Inspector; overseer; manager ; director ; curator supervisor.
Su'per-in-tend'er (-er), re. A superintendent. [iJ.]
Su'per-ln-vest'1-ture (-Tn-vSst'I-tvir ; 135), n.
An
outer vestment or garment. [iJ.]
Bp. Home.
Su-pe'ri-or (sii-pe'ri-er), a. [L., compar. of superus
being above, fr. super above, over cf. F. superieur. See
Super-, and cf. Supreme.] 1. More elevated in place or
position ; higher upper ; as, the superior limb of the
sun ; the superior part of an image.
2. Higher in rank or office ; more exalted in dignity
as, a superior officer ; a superior degree of nobility.
3. Higher or greater in excellence ; surpassing others
in the greatness, goodness, or value of any quality
greater
quantity or degree ; as, a man of superior
merit, or of superior bravery.
4. Beyond the power or influence of too great or firm
to be subdued or affected by ;
with to.
There is not in earth a spectacle more worthy than a great

;

;

Su'per-in-dace' (-dus'),

SUPERPOLITIC

Superahosphate of lime (Com. Chem.), a fertilizer obtained by tre.iting bone dust, bone black, or phosphorite
with sulphuric acid, whereby the insoluble neutral calcium phos)iliate, Ca3(P04V., is changed to the primary or
acid calcimn phosphate, Ca(HjP04)2, which is soluble and
therefore available for the soil.

Su'per-phys'lc-al

(-fiz'l-kal), a.

Above or beyond

physics ; not explainable by physical laws.
Something fuperplii/sicnl and supercheniical. J. Le Caite.
Su'per-plant' (-plSnf), n. A plant growing on another, as the mistletoe ; an epiphyte. [06s.]
Bacon.
Su'per-please' (-plez'), v. t. To please exceedingly.
[06s."j
B. Jonson.
Su'per-plu9(sri'per-pins),«. [Pref. superIj. plus
more. Sco SuRi'LUS.] Surplus. [06s.]
GoUtwiilh.
Su'per-plus'age (-pliis'Sj), n. Surplusage.
[06s.]
"Thoie yet remained a siiperplusnge."
Bp. FfU,
Su'per-pol'1-tlC (su'per-pBl'I-trk), a. More than polabove or exceeding policy.
itic
Milttiu

sine, igk

+

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

SUPERPONDERATE
Sn'per-pon'der-ate (su'per-p5ii'der-at), v. t. To weigh
over and above. [06«.]
Capable of being
Sn'per-pos'a-ble (-poz'a-b'l), a.
Buperposed, as one figure upon another.
Su'per-pose' (-poz'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Supeeposed
(-pozd') p. pr.
vb. n. Superposing.]
[F. superposer.
See Stjpek-, and Pose.] 1. To lay upon, as one kind of
rock on anotlier.
2. (Geom.) To lay (a figure) upon another in such a
manner that all the parts of the one coincide with the
parts of the other as, to superpose one plane figure on

&

;

;

another.
[Cf. F. superSu'per-po-si'tlon (-po-zish'iin), n.
position. See Super-, and Position.] The act of suas, the
perposing, or the state of being superposed
superposition of rocks ; the superposition of one plane
figure on another, in geometry.
Su'per-pralse' (-praz'), v. t. To praise to excess.
Shak.
To TOW, and swear, and siiperpraise my parts.
Su'per-pro-por'tion (-pro-por'sh5n), n. Overplus or
Sir K. Digby.
excess of proportion.
Su'per-pur-ga'tion (-pQr-ga'shiin), n. Excessive pur-

Su'per-Stltion

;

And

Su'per-re-flec'tlon (-re-flgk'shiSn), n.

The

reflection

Bacon.
[iJ.]
Su'per-re'gal (-re'gol), a. More than regal worthy
Waterland.
of one greater than a king.
Su'per-re-ward' (-rS-ward'), v. i. To reward to an
Bacon.
excessive degree.
said
Su'per-roy'al (-roi'al), a. Larger than royal
See
of a particular size of printing and writing paper.
the Note under Paper, n.
(-sa'kral),
(Anat.)
over,
a.
Situated
Su'per-sa'cral
or on the dorsal side of, tlie sacrum.
Su'per-sa'li-en-cy (-sa'll-en-sy), n. The act of leapSir T. Browne.
ing on anytliing. \_Obs.']
Su'per-Sa'li-ent (-ent), a. [Pref. super- -\- L. saliens
Leaping upon. [06«.]
p. pr. of satire to leap.]
Su'per-salt' (salt'), n. (Chem.) An acid salt. See
Acid salt (a), under Salt, n.
Su'per-sat'U-rate (-sat'fi-rat 135), v. t. To add to
beyond saturation as, to supersaturate a solution.
Su'per-sat'U-ra'tion (-ra'shfin), «. The operation of
supersaturating, or the state of being supersaturated.
Su'per-scribe' (-skrib'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Sdpebsoribed (-skribd') p. pr. & vb. n. Superscribing.] [L.
superscribere., superscript urTt super over -\- scribere to
write.
See Super-, and Scribe.] To write or engrave (a
name, address, inscription, or the Uke) on the top or surface to write a name, address, or the like, on the outside
or cover of (anything) as, to superscribe a letter.
Superscription.
Su'per-script (su'per-skript), n.
Shak.
[OJs.] " I will overglance the superscript."
Su'per-scrip'tion (-skrip'shiin), n. [L. superscriptio.
See Superscribe.] 1. The act of superscribing.
2. That wliich is written or engraved on the surface,
outside, or above sometliing else ; specifically, an address
Holland.
on a letter, envelope, or the like.
The superscription of his accusation was written over, The
Mark xv. 26.
King of tne Jews.
3. (Pharm.) That part of a prescription which contains the Latin word recipe (Take) or the sign R.
Su'per-sec'U-lar (-sSk'ii-ler), a. "Being above the
Bp. Hall.
world, or secular things.
Sn'per-sede' (-sed'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Superseded
supern.
Superseding.]
[L.
supersedere,
pr.
vb.
&
p.
sessum, to sit above, be superior to, forbear, omit super
-\sedere to sit cf. F. superseder. See Sit, and
above
1. To come, or be placed, in the room
cf. Surcease.]
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

of

to replace.

;

2.
of

;

To

displace, or set aside,

as, to

supersede an

and put another

in place

officer.

Law) To omit; to forbear.
[L., suspend, set
Su'per-se'de-as (-se'de-as), n.
aside, stay, 2d pars. sing, present subjunctive of supersedere.
See Supersede.] {Law) A writ of command to
suspend the powers of an officer in certain cases, or to
Blackstone.
stay proceedings under another writ.
Su-per-se'dure (-se'diir 135), «. The act of superseding, or setting aside ; supersession as, tlie supersedure
A. Hamilton.
of trial by jury.
Su'per-sem'1-nate (-sem't-nat), v. t. To sow, as seed,
over something previously sown. [06s.]
That can not be done with joy, when it shall be indifferent to
Jer. Taylor.
any man to SKperseminate what he please.
Su'per-sem'i-na'tion (-na'shiSn), n. The sowing of
seed over seed previously sown. [Obs.'] Abp. Bramhall.
Su'per-sen'si-ble (-sen'si-b'l), a. [Pref. super- -j4. (Old
II

;

;

sensible: ci. ¥. supersensible.'] Beyond the reach of the
senses ; above tlie natural powers of perception.
Excessively sensitive;
Su'per-sen'si-tive (-tlv), a.

—

morbidly sensitive.
Su'per-sen'sl-tive-ness, n.
Su'per-sen'SU-al (-shu-al), a. Supersensible.
Su'per-sen'SU-OUS (-tis), a. 1. Supersensible.
2. Excessively sensuous.

Su'per-serv'ice-a-ble

(-serv'Ts-a-b'l),

a.

Overoffl-

" A sucious ; doing more than is required or desired.
perserviceable, finical rogue."
Shah.
Su'per-ses'sion (-sesh'iin), n. [Cf. OF. supersession.
See Supersede.] The act of superseding, or the state
of being superseded ; supersedure.
The general law of diminishing return from land would have
undergone, to that extent, a temporary supersession. J. S. Mil!.
Su'per-so'lar (-so^er), a. Above the sun. Emerson.
Su'pei-sphe-nold'al (-sfe-noid'al), a. (Anat.) Situated above, or on the dorsal side of, the body of the
sphenoid bone.
Su'per-spl'nons (-spPpiiB), a.
ale,

;

religious veneration for unworthy objects.
[The accusers] had certain questions against him of tlieir own
Acts xxv. 19.
4. Belief in the direct agency of superior powers in
certain extraordinary or singular events, or in magic,
5. Excessive nicety

Syn.

like.

— Fanaticism. — Superstition, Fanaticism.

Su-

perstition springs from religious feelmg misdirected or
unenlightened. Fanaticism arises from this same feeling
a state of high-wrought and self-confident excitement.
The former leads in some cases to excessive rigor in religious opinions or practice
in others, to unfounded
belief in extraordinary events or in charms, omens, and
prognostics, hence producing weak fears, or excessive
scrupulosity as to outward observances. The latter gives
rise to an utter disregard of reason under the false assumption of enjoying a guidance directly inspired. Fanaticismha.s a secondary sense as applied to politics, etc.,
which corresponds to the primary.
One addicted to superstition.
Su'per-Sti'tion-ist, n.
''
Dr. H. More.
[Ofo.]
Bliud superstitionisls."
Su'per-Sti'tloas (-stTsh'iis), a. [F. superstitieux, L.
superstiliosus.']
1. Of or pertaining to superstition
proceeding from, or manifesting, superstition ; as, superstitious rites ; superstitious observances.
overscrupulous and rigid in
2. Evincing superstition
religious observances addicted to superstition full of
idle fancies and scruples in regard to religion.
Ye men of Athens, I perceive that in all tilings ye are too suin

;

;

;

;

;

Acts xvii. 22.
3. Overexact ; scrupulous beyond need.
SuperBtitious use (Law), the use of a gift or bequest, as
of laud, etc., for the maintenance of the rites of a reliMozley
W.
gion not tolerated by the law. [Eng.}
Su'per-sti'tious-ness, n.
Su'per-sti'tious-ly, adv.
overstrain.
Bacon.
Su'per-Straln' (-strau'), *. t. To
Su'per-stra'tum (-stra'ttim), n. ; pi. Superstrata
(-ta).
[NL.
cf. L. supersternere, superstratum, to
perstitious.

&

—

—

:

See Super-, and Stratum.] A stratum, or
layer, above another.
Su'per-Struct' (-strtSkf), v. t. [L. superstructus, p.
p. of superstruere to build upon super over -\- struere
to build.
See Super-, and Structure.] To build over
or upon another structure to erect upon a foundation.
This is the only proper basis on which to superstmct first inDr. H. More,
nocency and then virtue.
Sll'per-StlUC'tion (-struk'shiin), n. 1. The act of
superstructing, or building upon.
2. That wliich is superstructed, or built upon some
foundation ; an edifice a superstructure.

spread upon.

senate, care,

^m, arm, ask,

A tyranny immediately supervened.

Burke.

Sn'per-ven'ient (sii'per-ven'yent), a. [L. superveComing as something additional or extraneous coming afterwards.
That branch of belief was in him supervenient to Christian
practice.
Hammond.

niens, p. pr.]
;

Divorces can be granted, a mensa

et tore,

only for sw;>en-c«z. Swift.

Su'per-ven'tlon (-ven'shSn), n.

superventio.]
Bp. Hall.
Su'per-vls'al (-viz'al), re. Supervision.
Walpole.
Su'per-vlse' (-viz'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Supervised(-vizd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Supervising.]
[Pref. super- -\L. visere to look at attentively, to view, survey, intens.
from videre, visum, to see. Cf. Survise, and Sukvey.]
1. To oversee for direction
to superintend ; to inspect with authority ; as, to supervise the construction
of a steam engine, or the printing of a book.
2. To look over so as to read ; to peruse. [Obs.] Shak.
[L.

act of supervening.

&

&

—

Syn. See Superintend.
Su'per-vlse', n. Supervision ; inspection. [06*.]
Su'per-vl'slon (-vTzh'Qn), n. The act of overseeing
inspection superintendence ; oversight.
Su'per-Vi'sive (-vI'zTv), a. Supervisory. [R.]
Su'per-Vls'or (-viz'er), re. 1. One who supervises ; an
overseer ; an inspector ; a superintendent ; as, a super;

visor of schools.
2.
spectator

A
; a looker-on.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Su'per-vi'SO-ry (-vi'zo-ry), a. Of or pertaining toas, supervisory powers.
Su'per-vive' (-viv'), v. t. [L. supervivere. See Sub-

supervision

;

To survive

vrvE.]

to outlive.
[Obs.]
Su'per-vo-lute' (-vo-lSf), a. [L. supervolutus, p. p.
of supervolrere to roll over ; super over
solvere ta
roll.]
(Bot.) Having a plaited and convolute arrangei
ment in the bud, as in the morning-glory.
Su'pi-na'tion (su'pT-na'shiin), re. [L. supinare, supi;

+

fr. supinus supine
cf.
F. supination. See Supine.] (Physiol.) (a) The act of
turning the hand palm upward ; also, position of thehand with the palm upward, (b) The act or state of
lying with the face upward. Opposed to pronation.
[NL.]
(Anat.) A muscleSu'pl-na'tor (-tor), re.
which produces the motion of supination.
Su-pine' (sfi-pin'), a. [L. supinus, akin to sub under,
super above. Cf. Sub-, Supee-.] 1. Lying on the back,,
or with the face upward
opposed to pro7ie.
2. Leaning backward, or inclining with exposure to
the sun sloping ; inclined.

natum, to bend or lay backward,

;

:

—

;

On

rising

ground be placed, or

If the -vine
hills supine.

Dryden.

;

;

;

My own

profession hath taught

me

not to erect

new super-

Deiitttim.
upon an old ruin.
Su'per-Struct'ive (-struktlv), a. Built or erected
Hammond.
on something else.
Su'per-Struct'or (-striikt'er), n. One who builds a
R. North.
superstructure.
[i2.]
Su'per-Struo'ture (-ttir 135), n. [Cf. F. superstrucbuilt on
edifice
material
structure
or
ture.]
1. Any
something else that which is raised on a foundation or
above
the
basis esp. (Arch.), all that part of a building
basement. Also used figuratively.
You have added to your natural endowments the superstruc-

structions

;

;

Dryden.

tures of study.

2.
ings,

(Railway Engin.) The sleepers,
in distinction from the roadbed.

rails,

and fasten-

Su'per-SUb-Stan'tial (-siib-stan'shal), a. [Pref. susubstantial : cf F. supersubstantiel.] More than
persubstantial; spiritual. " The heavenly supersubstaritial
Jer. Taylor.
bread."

^

.

Su'per-sub'tle (-suf'l), a. Too subtle.
Su'per-SUl'phate (-siil'fat), K. (Chem.)
phate.

Shak.

An

acid sul-

[Obs.]

[Obs.]

+

;

;

;

;

final,

aU

;

3. Negligent ; heedless ; indolent ; listless.
He became pusillanimous and supine, and openly exposed to
any temptation.
Woadicard.

Syn.— Negligent
inattentive

;

listless

heedless; indolent; thoughtless;

;
;

careless

;

drowsy.

— Su-pine'ly, adv. — Su-pine'ness,
Su'pine

(su'pin), n.

[L.

supinum

re.

(sc.

verbum), from

supintis bent or thrown backward, perhaps so called because, although furnished with substantive case endings,,
it rests or falls back, as it were, on the verb : cf. F. SU'
pin.] (Lat. Gram.)
verbal noun ; or (according to 0.
F. Becker), a case of the infinitive mood ending in -um
and -«, that in -um being sometimes cailed the formersupine, and that in -u the latter supine.
Su-pin'i-ty (sii-pin'I-ty), re. [L. supinitas.] Supineness.
[Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
Sup'page (sup'paj 48), re. [From Sup.] What may
be supped ; pottage. [Obs.]
Hooker.
Sup'pal-pa'tion (-pSl-pa'shiin), re. [L. suppalpari to
caress a little sub under, a little -\- palpare to caress.];
The act of enticing by soft words; enticement. [Obs.]

A

;

;

Sup-par'a-si-ta'tion (siip-par'a-si-ta'shfin), re. [See
SuppAEASiTE.] The act of flattering to gain favor ; servUe approbation. [Obs.]
Bp. Hall.
Sup-par'a-Site (-pSr'a-sIt), v. i. [L. supparasitari ,sub xmier, a, little -\- parasitus a parasite.] To flatter;-,
to cajole; to act the parasite.
[Obs.]
Vr.R. Clerke.
Snp-pawn' (-pan'), re. See Supawn.
Sup'pe-da'ne-OUS (siip'pe-da'ne-us), a. [Pref. sub-\- L. pes, pedis, a foot
cf. L. suppedaneum a footstool.]
Being under the feet. [Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
Sup-ped'1-tate (siip-pSd'i-tat), v. t. [L. suppeditatuSy
p. p. of suppeditare to supply.]
To supply ; to furnish.
:

(Chem.) Su(-fii-rgt'Sd), a.
[Written also -sulphuretted.]
Su'per-SUl'phur-lze (-fiir-iz), v. t. (Chem.) To impregnate or combine with an excess of sulphur.
Su'per-tem'po-ral (-tem'p6-ral), re. That which is
more than temporal; that whi^h is eternal. [R-]
Su'per-ter-ra'ne-an (-ter-ra'ne-an), a. Being above
Mrs. Trollope.
ground. ">S'!(j)e;to'r(n?eaK quarries."
terrene :
Su'per-ter-rene' (-ren'), a. [Pref. superBeing above ground, or above
cf. L. superterrenus.]
the earth. [R.]
Su'per-ter-res'tri-al (-res'trT-rrl), a. Being above the
earth, or above what belongs to the earth. Buckminsler.
Su'per-ton'ic (-ron'Ik), n. (Mus.) The note next
Busby.
above the keynote the second of the scale.
SU'per-trag'iC-al (-traj'T-knl), a. Tragical to excess.
Su'per-tU'ber-a'tion (-tii'ber-a'shun), re. [Pref. super- 4- tuber.] (Bot.) The production of young tubers,
as potatoes, from the old ones while still growing.
Su'per-va-ca'ne-OUS (-va-ka'ne-fis), a. [L. supervacaneus, supervacuus ; super over -{-vacuus empty.] Serving no purpose superfluous needless. [Obs.] Howell.
Su'per-vene' (-ven'), v. i. [imp. &p.p. Supervened
[L. superve(-vend') p. pr. & vb. n. Supervening.]
nire, superventum, to come over, to come upon super
oyer -\- venire to come. See Super-, and Gome, and cf.
Su'per-sul'phu-ret'ed

persulphurized.

;

(Anat.) Supraspinous.

;

;

scrupulous exactness.

;

;

;

The

false religion

;

To make

void, inefficacious, or useless, by superior
power, or by coming in the place of ; to set aside ; to
render unnecessary ; to suspend ; to stay.
Nothing is supposed that cau supersede the known laws of
Bentley.
natural motion.

3.

Milton.

taint.

superstition.

omens, prognostics, or the

Overcome.] To come as something additional or extraneous to occur with reference or relation to somethingelse
to happen upon or after sometliing else ; to be
added ; to take place to happen.
Such a mutual gravitation can never supervene to matter
unless impressed by divine power.
Bentley.

ient causes.

the truth

With sitperstitiojts and traditions
3. The worship of a false god or gods

Wiseman.

of a reflected image or sound.

[F. superstition;

(sii'pSr-stTsh'iSn), n.

L. superstitio, originally, a standing still over or by a
thing; hence, amazement, wonder, dread, especially of
the divine or supernatural, fr. superstare to stand over
super over -|- stare to stand. See Super-, and Stand.]
1. An excessive reverence for, or fear of, that whicli
is unknown or mysterious.
2. An ignorant or irrational worship of the Supreme
Deity excessive exactness or rigor in religious opinions
or practice ; extreme and unnecessary scruples in the
observance of religious rites not commanded, or of points
of minor importance ; also, a rite or practice proceeding
from excess of scruples in religion.

;

gation.
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eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Hammond.

[Obs.]

Sup-ped'1-ta'tion (-ta'shiln),

Supply

;

aid afforded.

re.

[L. suppeditatio.]

Bacon.

[Obs.]

Sup'per (siip'per), re. [OE. soper, super, OF. super,
soper, F. souper ; originally an infinitive, to sup, take a
meal. See Soup, and cf. Sup to take supper.]
meal
taken at the close of the day ; the evening meal.
8^?°° Supper is much used in an obvious sense, either
adjectively or as the first part of a compound as, supper
time or supper-time, supper bell, supiper hour, etc.

A

;

Sup'per, V. i. To take supper to sup. [R.]
Sup'per, V. t. To supply with supper. [J?.] " Kester
was suppering the horses."
3Irs. Gaskell.
Sup'per-Iess, a. Having no supper deprived of supper as, to go supperless to bed.
Beau. & Ft.
Sup'plng (-pTng), re. 1. The act of one who sups theact of taking supper.
Holland.
2. That which is supped
[Obs.]
broth.
;

;

;

;

;

(-plas'), V. t. To replace. [P.] J- Boscom.
(-plant'), V. t. [imp. Sip. p. Supplanted;
Supplanting.] [F. supplanter, L. stipplantare to trip up one's heels, to throw down ; suly
under -)- plania the sole of the foot, also, a suckerj sHp^

Sup-place'
Sup-plant'

p. pr.

idea,

&

vb.

ill

;

re.

old,

obey, orb, odd
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sprout. Cf. Plant, 7i.] 1. To trip up. lObs.} "Supplanted, down he fell."
Milton.
2. To remove or displace by stratagem ; to displace
and take the place of ; to supersede ; as, a rival supplants
another in the favor of a mistress or a prince.
Suspecting that the courtier had supplanted the friend. Bp. Fell.
3. To overthrow, undermine, or force away, in order
to get a substitute in place of.
You never will supplant the received ideas of God. Landor'
Syn. To remove ; displace ; overpower ; undermine ;
overthrow ; supersede.
Sup'plan-ta'tion (siip'plSn-ta'shiin), n. [Cf. F. supplantation, L. siipplantatio hypocritical deceit.] The act
of supplanting or displacing.
Habitual suj/phutlafion of immediate selfishness. Coleridge.
Snp-plant'er (sup-plSnfer), n. One who supplants.
Snp'ple (siip'p'l), a. [OE. souple, F. souple, from L.
supplex suppliant, perhaps originally, bending the knees.
Cf. Supplicate.]
1. Pliant
flexible ; easily bent ; as,
sapple joints supple fingers.
2. Yielding compliant not obstinate ; submissive to
guidance as, a supple horse.
If punishment , .
makes not the will supple, it hardens the

—

;

.

Locke.

offender.

3.

ing

;

Bending to the humor of others
obsequious.

Syn.

— Pliant

;

flexible

;

fawnAddison.
yielding; compliant; bend;

flattering

grow supj^liant, and the poor grow proud. Dryden.
2. Manifesting entreaty expressive of supplication.
To bow and sue for grace
With suppliant knee.
Milton.
Syn. — Entreating; beseeching; suing ; begging sup;

;

plicating

&

V.

To become

i.

soft

The
-

and

Sup'pli-ant, n. One who supplicates ; a humble petitioner ; one who entreats submissively.
Hear thy sujypliaiit's prayer.
Dnjden.

Dnjden.

Having a limber
Snp'ple-Ohapped' (-chSpf), a.
[i?.] ^ A supple-chapped batterer." Marston.
Sup'ple-Jack' (-jak'), ra. {Bot.) (a) A climbing shrub
{Berchemia volubilis) of the Southern United States,
having a tough and pliable stem. (&) A somewhat similar tropical American plant (Paullinia Curassavica)
also, a walking stick made from its stem.

He was

.

[iJ.]

;

;

The wise supplicant
Sup'pU-cat (-kSt), n.

.

II

A petition

Universities)

;

.

.

event to God.

left the

Rogers.

[L., he supplicates.]
esp. , a written one, with

(Eng.
a cer-

the conditions have been complied with.
Sup'pU-cate (-kat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Supplicated
(-ka'ted); p. pr.
vb. n. Sopplicatino.]
[L. supplicatus, p. p. of supplicare to supplicate of uncertain origin, cf supplex, supplicis, humbly begging or entreating
perhaps fr. sub under-(- a word akin to placare to reconcile, appease (cf. Placable), or fr. sub under -|- plicare
to fold, whence the idea of bending the knees (cf. Ply,
v.t,). Cf. Supple.] 1. To entreat for to seek by earnest
prayer ; to ask for earnestly and humbly ; as, to supplicate blessings on Christian efforts to spread the gospel.
2. To address in prayer ; to entreat as a supplicant
as, to supplicate the Deity.
Syn. To beseech entreat beg petition ; implore
importune solicit crave. See Beseech.
Sup'pU-cate, v. i. To make petition with earnestness
and submission ; to implore.
A man can not brook to supplicate or beg.
Bacon.
Sup'pll-ca'ting-ly, adv. In a supplicating manner.
Sup'pli-ca'tion (-ka'shiin), n. [F. supplication, L.
snpplicatio.J
1. The act of supplicating
humble and
earnest prayer, as in worship.
2.
humble petition ; an earnest request an entreaty.
3. (Bom. Antiq.) A religious solemnity observed in
consequence of some military success, and also, in times
of distress and danger, to avert the anger of the gods.
tificate that

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

A

form and spirit like a supple-jack, .
yielding,
though he bent, he never broke.
W. Irviug.
1^°' This name is given to various plants of similar
habit in different British colonies.
Sup'ple-ly, adv. In a supple manner; softly; pliantly ; mildly.
Cotgrave.
Sup'ple-ment (siip'ple-ment), re. [F. supplement, L.
supplementum, fr. supplere to fill up. See Supply, v. t]
1. That which supplies a deficiency, or meets a want
a store; a supply. \_Obs.']
Chapman.
2. That which fills up, completes, or makes an addition to, something already organized, arranged, or set
apart ; specifically, a part added to, or issued as a continuatfon of, a book or paper, to make good its deficiencies or correct its errors.
3. {Trig.) The number of degrees which, if added to
a specified arc, make it 180° ; the quantity by which an
arc or an angle falls short of 180 degrees, or an arc falls
short of a semicircle.
in

Supplication.

re.

—

;

tongue,

but tough

(-kan-sy),

Sup'pll-cant (-kant), a. [L. supplicans, p. pr. See
cf. Suppliant.]
Entreating
asking
submissively. Shak.
Sup'pli-cant-ly, adv.
Sup'pll-cant, n. One who supplicates a suppliant.
Supplicate, aud

—

...

fell.

— Sup'pli-ant-

ness, n.

Sup'pU-can-cy

;

Syn.

.

— Entreaty

petition ; solicitation ; craving.
[L.]
One who
Sup'pli-ca'tor (sup'pli-ka'ter), n.
supplicates ; a supplicant.
Sup'pU-ca-to-ry (-ka-to-rj?), a. [Cf. F. supplicatoire.'\
Containing supplication ; humble earnest.

;

structure an abutment supports an arch ; the trunk of
a tree supports the branches.
2. To endure without being overcome, exhausted, or
changed in character to sustain ; as, to support pain,
distress, or misfortunes.
This fierce demeanor and his insolence
The patience of a god could not support.
Dryden.
3. To keep from fainting or sinking to solace under
afflictive circumstances ; to assist
to encourage to defend; as, to support the courage or spirits.
4. To assume and carry successfully, as the part of an
actor to represent or act to sustain as, to support the
character of King Lear.
5. To furnish with the means of sustenance or livelihood to maintain ; to provide for as, to support a family ; to support the ministers of the gospel.
6. To carry on to enable to continue to maintain ;
as, to support a war or a contest
to support an argument or a debate.
7. To verify; to make good; to substantiate; to estabUsh ; to sustain ; as, the testimony is not sufficient to
support the charges the evidence will not support the
statements or allegations.
To urge such arguments, as thougli they were sufficient tO'
support and demonstrate a whole scheme of moral philosophy.
J. Edicards.
8. To vindicate ; to maintain to defend successfully
as, to be able to support one's own cause.
9. To uphold by aid or countenance to aid ; to help
to back up ; as, to support a friend or a party ; to support the present administration.
Wherefore, bold peasant,
Barest thou support a published traitor ?
Shak.
10. To attend as an honorary assistant as, a chairman supported by a vice chairman ; O'Connell left the
;

;

;

(siSp'pli-ant-lj?), ffdi).

;

pliant.

stones

Suppled into softness as they

imploring.

;

— Sup'pli-ant-ly

.

;

Sup'ple,

;

supplicating.

;

rich

;

;

ing ; flattering ; fawning soft.
Sup'ple, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Suppled (-p'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. SuppLiNS (-pling).] 1. To make soft and pliant
to render flexible ; as, to supple leather.
The flesh therewith she suppled and did steep. Spenser.
2. To make compliant, submissive, or obedient.
A mother persisting till she had bent her daughter's mind
and suppled her will.
Locke.
They should supple our stiff willfulness. Barrow.

&

;

The

;

;

Asking earnestly and submissively entreating be-

1.

seeching

;

;

SUPPOSE

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;.

;

;

by his two sons.
Support arms (Mil.), a command in the
manual of arms in response to which the
prison, supported

piece

is held vertically at the left shoulder, with the hammer resting on the left
forearm, which is passed horizontally
across the body in front ; also, the position assumed in response to this command.
Syn.
To maintain ; endure verify
substantiate
patronize;
countenance
help ; back second succor ; relieve uphold ; encourage ; favor nurture nourish ; cherish ; shield
defend
protect
stay assist ; forward.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sup-port' (siip-porf), n.

[F.] 1. Tlie
act, state, or operation of supporting, up-

holding, or sustaining.
2. That which upholds, sustains, or
keeps from falling, as a prop, a pillar, or a
foundation of any kind
g^ ^^^ ^^^^^
3. That which maintains or preserves
from being overcome, failing, yielding, sinking, giving'
way, or the like subsistence maintenance assistance
reenf orcement ; as, he gave his family a good support
the support of national credit ; the assaulting column
had the support of a battery.

Sup-pli'er (sup-pli'er), re. One who supplies.
(-pli'), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Supplied (-plid')
vb. re. Supplying (-pli'Tng).]
[For older supp. pr.
ploy, F. supplier, OF. also supployer, (assumed) LL.
suppletare, from L. supplere, suppletum ; sub under -|plere to fill, akin to plenus full. See Plenty.] 1. To
fill up, or keep full
to furnish with what is wanted
to
afford, or furnish with, a sufficiency as, rivers are supPoints of support (Arch.), the horizontal area of the
plied by smaller streams an aqueduct supplies an arti- solids of a building, walls, piers, and tlie like, as comRight of support
ficial lake
often followed by wiilt before the thing pared with the open or vacant spaces.
furnished as, to supply a furnace with fuel to supply (Law), an easement or servitude by which the owner of a
house has a right to rest his timber on the walls of his
soldiers with ammunition.
neighbor's house. Kent.
2. To serve instead of to take the place of.
Syn.
Stay prop maintenance subsistence
asBurning ships the banished sun supply.
Waller.
sistance favor countenance encouragement patronSyn.
Appendix. —Appendix, Supplement. An apThe sun was set, and Vesper, to supply
age aid help succor nutriment sustenance food.
pendix is that which is appended to something, but is not
His absent beams, had lighted up the sky. Dryden.
[Cf. F. supportaMe.l
Sup-port'a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
essential to its completeness a supplement is that which
3. To fill temporarily to serve as substitute for an- Capable of being supported, maintained,
supplements, or serves to complete or make perfect, that
or endured ;
to occupy
to endurable.—
other in, as a vacant place or office
to which it is added.
Sup-port'a-ble-uess, n.
Sup-port'a-bly,
supply a pulpit.
adv.
Sup'ple-ment (-mgnt), v. t. limp. & p. p. Supple- have possession of ; as, to
to provide as, to
4. To give to bring or furnish
mented p. pr. & vb. n. Supplementing.] To fill up
Shak.
Sup-port'ance (-ans), re. Support. [06*.]
Prior.
supply money for the war.
or supply by additions to add something to.
Sup'por-ta'tion (siSp'por-ta'shiiu), re. Maintenance ;
administer;
provide;
minister; support. [Obs."]
Syn. To furnish;
Chaucer. Bacon.
Causes of one kind must be supplemented by bringing to bear
contribute yield accommodate.
upon them a causation of another kind.
/. Tatjlor.
1. One wlio, or that
Sup-port'er (siip-port'er), n.
Sup-ply', n. ; pi. Supplies (-pliz')." 1. The act of which, supports ; as, oxygen is a supporter of life.
Snp'ple-meu'tal (-mgn'tol), ) a. [Cf. r. supplemenA. Tucker.
suppl3ing; supplial.
The sockets and supporters of flowers are figured. Bacon.
tore.] Added to supSup'ple-men'ta-ry (-ta-ry), (
2. That which supplies a want sufBciency of things
The saints have a
siyjpo/^e?" in all their miseries. South.
ply what is wanted additional beiug, or serving as, a
for use or want. Specifically
2. Especially, an adherent one who sustains, advosupplement as, a supplemental law ; a supplementary
"
My prom- cates, and defends as, the supporter of a party, faction,
{a) Auxiliary troops or reeuforcements.
sheet or volume.
Shak.
ised supply of horsemen."
or candidate.
Supplemental air (Physiol.), the air which In addition to
(6) The food, and the like, which meets the daily
3. (Shipbuilding) A knee placed under the cathead.
the' residual air remains in the lungs after an ordinary
other
large body of men;
or
necessities
an
army
of
expiration, but wliich, unlike the residual air, can be
4. (Her.) A figure, sometimes of a man, but comused chiefiy in the plural; as, the army was monly of some animal, placed on either side of an esexpelled reserve air.
Supplemental bill (Equity), a bill store;
discontented for lack of supplies.
filed in aid of an original bill to supply some defect in the
cutcheon, and exterior to it. Usually,
latter, or to set forth new fact.s which can not be done by
(c) An amount of money provided, as by Parliament both
supporters of an escutcheon are
amendment. BurriU. Daniell.
Supplementary chords or Congress, to meet the annual national expenditures
similar
figures.
(Math.), in an ellipse or hyperbola, any two chords drawn
generally in the plural as, to vote supplies.
5. (Med.) A broad band or truss for
through the extremities of a diameter, and intersecting
(d) A person who fills a place for a time one who sup- supporting the abdomen or some other
on the curve.
plies the place of another; a substitute; esp., a clergy- part or org.an.
Sup/ple-men-ta'tlon (-mSn-ta'shun), n. The act of man who supplies a vacant pulpit.
Abounding
Sup-port'Iul (-ful), a.
supplementing.
C. Kingsley.
Stated supply (EccL), a clergyman employed to supply
Chapman.
Sup'ple-ness (sUp'p'l-nes), re. The quality or state a pulpit for a definite time, but not settled as a pastor. with support. [Ofo.]
Having no supa.
Sup-port'less,
Supply and demand. (Poll/. L'ron.) "Demand
[U. S.J
Mil/oil
LL. means the quantity of a given article wliich would be taken port.
Sup-port'ment (-ment), re. Support. «.•: Supporters, 4.
_. sup- at a given price. Supply means the (luantity of that arti,
,
SirH. Wollon.
[Obs!]
plere, suppletum, to fill up.
See Supply.] Supplying cle which could be had at that price." P. A. Walker.
Sup-port'ress (-vSs), n. A feimile supporter. [iJ.]
deficiencies supplementary
Sup-ply', a. Serving to contain, deliver, or regulate
as, a supjjletory oath.
You arc my Rracious patroness and supj)ortrcss. Jtassijigcr.
Sup'ple-tO-ry, re.,-;)Z. SuppLETOMEs(-rTz). That which a supply of anything as, a supply tank or valve.
Sup-pos'a-tole (-poz'a-b'l), a. Capable of being supis to supply what is wanted.
Supply system (Zo'oL), the system of tubes and canals
whicli
and
water
are
abmeans
of
food
posed,
or iningiued to exist as, that is not a supposable
sponges
by
in
Invent suppletorics to excuse an evil man. Jer. Taylor.
sorbed. See tllusl. of Sponqi.e.
case.
Sup-pos'a-ble-ness. re.
Sup-pos'a-bly, adv.
Sup-pll'al (siip-pli'al), re.
The act of supplying; a
(-rtnt), a.
Supplying or aiding auxilTlie act of supposing also, tliat
Sup-pos'al
(-"!), re.
Sup-ply'ant
supply. "The «!!^)jnWaZ of a preposition." Fitzed. Hall.
[Obs.']
Shak. which is supposed supposition oiiiiiion.
suppletory.
Shak.
iary
Sup-pU'ance (-ons), n. [From Supply.] That which
Interest, with a Jew, never proceeds but upon supposal, at
Sup-ply'ment (-meut), n. A supplying or furnishing
supplies a want assistance a gratification satisfaction.
South,
Shak. least, of u firm and sutncient bottom.
[Obs.^
supply.
Sup-pose' (-poz'), 1'. t. [imp. S: p. p. Supposed (-pozd')
Sup-port' (-port'), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Supported
The perfume and suppliance of a minute.
Sliak,
p. pr. & vb. n. Supporting.] [P. suppor/cr, L. suppor- p. pr. & vb. re. Supposing.] [F. suppo.n'r; prof, sttbSup'pU-ance (sup'pli-ans), n. [See Supplunt.] Sup- tare to carry on, to convey, in LL., to support, sustain
under -f poser to place
(Corresponding in mouiiiiig to
plication; entreaty.
portare to carry. See PoitT demeanor.] L. supponiiv, suppo.'!ilum, to put iindor, to substitute,
sub under
"When Greece her knee in auppliauce bent. Ilalleck.
under
from
falling
being
to
keep
;
to
falsify,
counterfeit.
be.ir
See
Pose.]
To
by
1. To represent to one's
1.
Sup'pU-ant (-"nt), a. [F. p. pr. of supplier to entreat, uphold to sustain, in a literal or pliysical sense to self, or Btute to another, not as true or real, but as if
pillar
sitpports
weight
of
a
with
sitpplicare.
bear
the
as,
a
mid
a
view
to
L.
See Supplicate, and cf. Supplicant.] prop up to
some consequence or application
80,
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;
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SURBATE

Sup'pu-ta'tlon (sQp'pfi-ta'shCn), n. [L. supputatio :
F. supputation.] Beckoning account. [OAj.]
Sup-pute' (sQp-put'), V. t. [F. suppuier, or L. supputare ; sub xnAer -\- putare to reckon.] To reckon;
to compute ;_to suppose; to impute.
Drayton.
[06s.]
Su'pra (su'pri), adv. [L. ; akin to super. See SuPEE-.] Over above before ; also, beyond ; besides
much used as a prefix.
Su'pra-a-cro'nil-al (su'pri-fi.-kro'ml-al), o. (Anat.)
Situated above the acromial process of the scapula.
Su'pra-an'gU-lar (-Sn'gu-ler), a. (Anat.) See SueANGULAK.
Su'pra-au-ric'U-lar (-a-rtk'fi-ler), o. (Zo'dl.) Situated above the ear coverts, or auriculars ;
said of cer-

part of the forehead, separating the face from the cranium ; the ophryon.

SUPPOSE
which the reality would involve or admit of ; to imagine
or admit to exist, for the sake of argument or illustration to assume to be true ; as, let us suppose the earth
to be the center of the system, what would be the result 7
;

Shak,
Suppose they take oif ense without a cause.
When we have as great assurance that a thing is, as we could
possibly, supposing it were, we ought not to make any doubt of
its

TUlotson.

existence.

2. To imagine ; to believe ; to receive as true.
Shak.
How easy is a bush supposed a bear 1
Let not my lord suppose that they have slain all the young
men, the king's sons for Amnon only is dead. 2 Sam. xiii. 32.
3. To require to exist or be true ; to imply by the laws
of thought or of nature ; as, purpose supposes foresight.
One falsehood always supposes another, and renders all you
Female Quixote.
3an say suspected.
4. To put by fraud in the place of another. [OJs.]
;

Syn. — To imagine

believe ; conclude ; judge ; conview regard conjecture ; assume.
Sup-pose' (sQp-poz'), V. i. To make supposition ; to
Acts ii. 15.
think to be of opinion.
Sup-pose', re. Supposition. \Obs.'\ Shah, " A base
Dryden.
he
is
honest."
that
suppose
Sup-pos'er (sup-poz'er), re. One who supposes.
sider

;

;

;

;

;

Sup'po-si'tion (siip'po-zish'un), re. [F. supposition,
L. suppositio a placing under, a substitution, fr. supponere, supposiium, to put under, to substitute. The word
has the meaning corresponding to suppose. See Sub-, and
Position.] 1. The act of supposing, laying down, imagining, or considering as true or existing, what is known
not to be true, or what is not proved.
2. That which is supposed ; hypothesis ; conjecture ;
surmise ; opinion or belief without sufficient evidence.
This is only an infallibility upon supposition that if a thing
Tillotson.
be true, it is impossible to be false.
His means are in supposition.
Shah.
Resting on supposition
Sup'po-sl'tlon-al (-al), a.
South.
hypothetical conjectural ; supposed.
[L. supSup-pos'i-tl'Uous (siip-pSz'I-tlsh'us), a.
See Supposition.]
posiiicius.
1. Fraudulently substituted for something else ; not being what it purports
to be ; not genuine ; spurious ; counterfeit ; as, a supposiBaco7i.
titious child ; a supposititious writing.
Woodward.
[iJ.]
2. Suppositional ; hypothetical.
Sup-pos'l-ti'tlou3-ly, adv. Sir T. Serbert.—Suppos'1-ti'tlous-ness, n.
[Cf. F. suppositif.']
Sup-pos'1-tlve (-pozl-tTv), a.
Including or implying supposition, or hypothesis ; supposed.
Sup-pos'i-tive-ly, adv. Hammond.
Sup-pos'l-tive, re. A word denoting or implying supposition, as the words if, granting, provided, etc. Harris.
Sup-pOS'l-tor (-ter), re. (Med.) An apparatus for the
introduction of suppositories into the rectum.
Sup-pos'1-to-ry (-t6-ry), n. ; pi. Suppositories (-rTz).
[LL. suppositorium, f r. L. suppositorius that is placed underneath ct.'F.suppositoire. See Supposition.] (Med.)
A pUl or bolus for introduction into the rectum ; esp., a
cylinder or cone of medicated cacao butter.
Sup;po'Sure (-p^zhiar; 135), n. Supposition; hypothesis; conjecture.
Hudibras.
[Ofti.]
Sup-press' (-pres'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Suppressed
{-prSsf ) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Suppeessino.]
[L. suppressus,
p. p. of supprimere to suppress ; sub under -f- premere,
pressum, to press. See Sub-, and Peess.] 1. To overpower and crush ; to subdue ; to put down ; to quell.
Every rebelUon, when it is suppressed, doth make the subject
weaker, and the prince stronger.
Sir J. Vavies.
2. To keep in ; to restrain from utterance or vent ; as,
"to suppress the voice ; to suppress a smile. Sir W. Scott.
3. To retain without disclosure ; to conceal ; not to
reveal ; to prevent publication of ; as, to suppress evidence ; to suppress a pamphlet ; to suppress the truth.
She suppresses the name, and this keeps him in a pleasing
Broome.
suspense.
;

—

—

:

&

&

4. To stop ; to restrain ; to arrest the discharges of
as, to suppress a diarrhea, or a hemorrhage.

cf.

;

;

;

tain feathers of birds.

;

^

—

—

A supra-auricular feather.

re.

Su'pra-ax'11-la-ry (-Sks'Il-lfi-r^), a. (Bot.) Growing
above the axil inserted above the axil, as a peduncle.
See Supeafoliaceous.
Su'pra-bran'Chl-al (-brSn'kT-al), a. (Zodl.) Situated
above the branchise
applied especially to the upper
;

;

division of the

—

cavity of bivalve mollusks.
) a.
(Anat.) Situated above the
)
choroid ;
applied to the layer of the choroid coat of
the eyeball next to the sclerotic.
Su'pra-cll'1-a-ry (-sll'i-a-ry or -sll'y4-ry), a. (Anat.)
Superciliary.
bone
(Anat.)
Su'pra-clav'l-cle (-klSv'I-k'l), re.
which usually connects the clavicle with the post-temporal in the pectoral arch of fishes.
Su'pra-cla-vlc'U-lar (-kU-vTk'u-ler), a. (Anat.) (a)
Situated above the clavicle. (6) Of or pertaining to the
supraclavicle.
(Anat.) SituSu'pra-con'dy-lar (-kSn'dl-ler), ) a.
ated above a conSu'pra-con'dy-lold (-di-loid),
)
dyle or condyles.
Su'pra-COS'tal (-kSs'tal), a. (Anat.) Situated above,
or on the outside of, the ribs.
(Anat.) Situated
Su'pra-cra'nl-al (-kra'ni-al), a.
above, or in the roof of, the cranium.
Su'pra-cre-ta'ceous (-kre-ta'shBs), a. (Geol.) Lying
above the chalk ; Supercretaceous.
(Bot.)
Su'pra-de-COm'pound (-de-kom'pound), a.
More than decompound divided many times.
gill

Su'pra-Cho'rold (-ko'roid),
Su'pra-ChO-rold'al (-ko-roid'al),

—

A

;

)
Su'pra-e-soph'a-gal (su«pra-e-sof'a-gal),
Su'pra-e'SO-phag'e-al (-e'sS-fSj'e-al or -fa'je-), )
Zo'dl.)
Situated
above,
or
on
the
dorsal
side
(Anat. &
of, the esophagus
as, the supra-esophageal ganglion of
Crustacea. [Written also supra-cesophagal, and supra•

;

cesophageal.']

Su'pra-eth'mold (-Sth'moid), a. (Anat.) Above, or
on the dorsal side of, the ethmoid bone or cartilage.
Su'pra-Jo'll-a'oeoUB (-f o'lT-a'shus), a. (Bot.) Inserted
into the stem above the leaf, petiole, or axil, as a peduncle
or flower.
Su'pra-glot'tlc (-glSt'tlk), a. (Anat.) Situated above
the glottis ;
applied to that part of the cavity of the
larynx above the true vocal cords.
Su'pra-he-pat'lc (-he-pSt'Ik), a. (Anat.) Situated
applied to the
over, or on the dorsal side of, the liver ;
branches of the hepatic veins.
Su'pra-hy'old (-hi'oid), a. (Anat.) Hyomental.
Su'pra-ll'l-um (-Il'i-um), ra. (Anat.) The cartilaginous cap at the sacral end of the ilium of some animals.
[Supra- -{
Su'pra-lap-Sa'rl-an (-lap-sa'rl-an), n.
lapse: cf. F. supralapsaire.'] (Eccl. Hist.) One of that
class of Calvinists who believed that God's decree of
election determined that man should fall, in order that
the opportunity might be furnished of securing the redemption of a part of the race, the decree of salvation
being conceived of as formed before or beyond, and not
after OT following, the lapse, or fall. Cf. IsFEAiiAPSAEiAN.
Su'pra-lap-sa'rl-an, a. Of or pertaining to the Supralapsarians, or their doctrine.

—

—

Su'pra-lap-sa'ri-an-lsm (-iz'm),

The

re.

doctrine,

belief, or principles of the Supralapsarians.
Su'pra-lap'sa-ry (-ISp'sa-ry), a. Supralapsarian.

Syn.— To repress; restrain; put down; overthrow;
overpower ; overwhelm ; conceal ; stifle ; stop smother.
Sup-press'i-ble (-T-b'l), a. That may be suppresiied.
Snp-pres'Slon (-prgsh'fin), n. [L. suppressio : cf. F.

Su'pra-lap'sa-ry, n. A Supralapsarian.
Su'pra-lo'ral (-lo'ral), a. (Zool.) Situated above the
A
lores
as, the supraloral feathers of a bird. ^n.

suppression.^ 1. The act of suppressing, or the state of
being suppressed ; repression ; as, the suppression of a
riot, insurrection, or tumult ; the suppression of truth,
of reports, of evidence, and the like.
2. (Med.) Complete stoppage of a natural secretion
used in contraor excretion ; as, suppression of urine ;
distinction to retention, which signifies that the secretion or excretion is retained without expulsion.
Quain.
3. (Gram.) Omission ; as, the suppression of a word.
Syn. Overthrow ; destruction ; concealment ; repression ; detention ; retention ; obstruction,

Beyond the moon
) a.
Su'pra-lu'nar (-lu'ner),
hence, very lofty.
Su'pra-lU'na-ty (-lu'na-rj?), (
re.
Su'pra-max'il-la (-mSks'Il-la),
; pi. SUPEAMAXILL^ (-le). (Anat.) The upper jaw or maxilla.
Su'pra-max'11-la-ry (-mSks'il-la-rjr), a. (Anat.) (a)
as, the supramaxillary
Situated over the lower jaw
nerve. (6) Of or pertaining to the upper jaw.
Su'pra-mun'dane (-miin'dan), a. Being or situated
above the world or above our system celestial.
Su'pra-nat'U-ral-lsm (-nSt'u-ral-Tz'm 135), re. The
state of being supernatural belief in supernatural agency or revelation supernaturalism.

;

—

—

Tending to suppress;

Snp-press'lve (-prSs'Iv),
subduing concealing.
Sup-press'or (-er), re. [L.,hider.] One who suppresses.
Sup-prlse' (-priz'),t;. <. To surprise. [06s.] Chaucer.
Sup'pu-rant (sup'pii-rant), ra. (Med.) A suppurative.
Sup'pu-rate (-rat), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Suppueated
(-ra'tSd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Suppueating.] [L. suppuratus, p. p. of suppurare to suppurate, cause to suppurate ;
it<6 under -}-f>M«,pMru, matter.
See Pus.] To generate
pus as, a boil or abscess suppurates.
Sup'pu-rate, v. t. To cause to generate pus as, to
a.

;

;

;

;

Arbuthnot.
suppurate a sore.
Sup'pu-ra'tlon (-ra'shSn), re. [L. suppuraiio : cf. F.
suppuration.']
1. The act or process of suppurating.
2. The matter produced by suppuration ; pus.
Sup'pu-ra-tlve (sfip'pli-ra-tiv), a. [Cf. F. suppuraTending to suppurate promoting suppuration.
Hf.']
Sappmative fever (Med.), pysemia.
Sup'pu-ra-tive, re. (Med.) A suppurative medicine.
Sup'pu-tate (-tat), V. t. [L. supputatus, p. p. of suppuiare. See Suppute.] To suppute. [06«.]
;

ale,

senate,

c^ie,

am, arm, ask,

;

supraloral feather.

;

;

Su-prap'e-dal (sit-prSp'e-dal or su'pr^-pe'dal), a.
(Zo'dl.) Situated above the foot of a moUusk; as, the
suprapedal gland.
[Mercantile
Su'pra-pro'test (su'pra-pro'tSst), re.
Law) An acceptance of a bill by a third person after
protest for nonacceptance by the drawee.
Burrill,
(Anat.) Situated
Su'pra-pu'bl-an (-pii'bi-an), a.
(-pu'blk),
above,
or
anterior
Su'pra-pu'bic
)
)

Su'pra-re'nal

;

Su'pra-nat'u-ral-ist, re. A supematuralist.
Su'pra-nat'u-ral-lst (-nSt'u-ral-Ist), ) a. Of or pertaining to
Su'pra-nat'U-ral-iS'tic (-ral-ts'tlk), )
supernaturalism ; supernaturalistic.
Su'pra-oo-clp'l-tal (-ok-stp'i-tal), a. (Anat.) Situated over, or in the upper part of, the occiput ; of or
The supran.
pertaining to the supraoccipital bone.
occipital bone.
dorsal
side of
bone
on
the
Supraoccipital bone (Anat.), a
the great foramen of the skull, usually forming a part
of the occipital in the adult, but distinct in the young.

—

(Zo'dl.) Above the
Sn'pra-OC'n-lar (-ok'ii-ler), a.
said of certain scales of fishes and reptiles.
eyes ;
Su'pra-oe-SOph'a-gal (-e-sofa-gal), a. (Anat.) See

—

Supea-esophagal.
Su'pra-or1)lt-al (-8r'bTt-al),
Su'pra-or'blt-ar (-6r'blt-er),
the eye.

)

J

a.

(Anat.)

Situated

above the

orbit of

Supraorbital point (Anat.), the middle point of the supra^
orbital line, which is a line drawn across the narrowest
final,

aU

i

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

(-re'nal), a.

or anterior to, the kidneys,

(Anat.) Situated above,
A suprarenal capsule.

— n.

Suprarenal capsules (Aiiat.), two small bodies of unknown
function in front of, or near, the kidneys in most vertebrates. Also called renal capsules, and suprarenal bodies.

(Anat.) SituSu'pra-scap'u-lar (-sk5p'u-ler), ) a.
ated above, or on
Su'pra-scap'u-la-ry (-la-rj),
j
the anterior side of, the scapula.
Su'pra-sphe-nold'al (-sfe-noid'al), a. (Anat.) Situated above the sphenoid bone ; as, the suprasphenoidal
appendage, or pituitary body.
Su'pra-spl'nal (-spi'nal), a. (Anat.) (a) Situated
above the vertebral column. (6) Situated above a spine
or spines supraspinate supraspinous.
Su'pra-spl'nate (-nat), 1 a. (Anat.) Situated above
a spine or spines espeSu'pra-spi'nous (-niSs), j
cially, situated above, or on the dorsal side of, the neural
spines of the vertebral column, or above, or in front of,
the spine of the scapula.
(Anat.) Of,
Su'pra-Bta-pe'di-al (-sta^pe'dl-al), a.
pertaining to, or designating, that part of the columella
of the ear which projects above the connection with the
stapes, as in many animals, —re. The suprastapedial part
of the columella.
Su'pra-ster'nal (-ster'nal), a. (Anat.) Situated above,
or anterior to, the sternum.
(Anat.) SituSu'pra-tem'po-ral (-tgm'po-ral), a.
ated above the temporal bone or temporal fossa, —re.
A supratemporal bone.
Su'pra-trooh'le-ar (-trSkle-er), a. (Anat.) Situated
applied
over or above a trochlea or trochlear surface ;
esp. to one of the subdivisions of the trigeminal nerve.
(-v5j'i-nal),
a.
(Anat.)
Situated
Su'pra-Vag'1-nal
above or outside a sheath or vaginal membrane.
Su'pra-Tl'slon (-vlzh'un), n. Supervision. [06s.]
Su'pra-Vls'or (-viz'er), n. A supervisor. [06s.]
Su'pra-VUl'gar (-vOl'ger), a. Being above the vulgar
;

;

;

—

common

or

Collier.
[-R.]
people.
(sfi-prSm'a-sJ), re.
[Cf. F. suprematie.
The state of being supreme, or in the
highest station of power ; highest or supreme authority
or power ; as, the supremacy of a king or a parliament.

Su-prem'a-cy

See Supeeme.]

The usurped power

of the pope being destroyed, the crown
restored to its supremacy over spiritual men and causes.
Blackstone,

was

Oath ot Bupremacy, an oath which acknowledges the
supremacy of the sovereign in spiritual affairs, and re«
nounces or abjures the supremacy of the pope in ecclesiBrande & C.
astical or temporal affairs. [£ng.]
Su-preme (su-prem'), a. [\: supremus, superlative
of superus that is above, upper, fr. super above cf. F.
supreme. See Supee-, and cf. Sum.] 1. Highest in au:

m

authority, governthority ; holding the highest place
ment, or power.
Shak,
He that is the supreme King of kings.
2. Highest ; greatest most excellent or most extreme;
utmost greatest possible (sometimes in a bad sense)
as, supreme love
supreme glory ; supreme magnanimity supreme folly.
Each would he supreme within its own sphere, and those
;

;

;

;

De

spheres could not but clash.

Quincey,

3. (Bot.) Situated at the highest part or point.

The Supreme, the Almighty ; God.
Su-preme'ly, adv. In a supreme manner.
Su-prem'1-ty (sfi-prSm'I-ty), n. [Cf LL. supremitas.l
Fuller.
Supremacy. [06s.]
Sur-. [F. sur over, above, contr. fr. L. super, supra.
See SnPEE-.] A prefix signifying over, above, beyond,
.

upon.

Su'ra (soo'rS,), re. [Ar., a step, a degree.] One of
the sectiens or chapters of the Koran, which are one
hundred and fourteen in number.
Su'ra-dan'nl (-dSn'nt), n. A valuable kind of wood
obtained on the shores of the Demerara River in South
America, much used for timbers, rails, naves and fellies
of wheels, and the like.
Sur'ad-dl'tlon (sflr'Sd-dTsh'tin), re. [F.] Somethmg
Shak.
added or appended, as to a name. [06s.]
II

Su'rah

;

;

the pubic bone.

to,

(soo'ra),

re.

A

soft twilled silk fabric

—

much

used for women's dresses
called also surah silk.
Su'ral (sii'ral), a. [L. sura the calf of the leg cf.
F. sural.] (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the calf of the
;

:

leg

;

as,

the siiral arteries.

Shak.
Sur'ance (shur'ans), re. Assurance. [06s.]
Sur-an'gU-lair (sfir-Sn'gu-ler), a. [Pref sur- -f- angu(Anat.) Above the angular bone ; supra-angular
applied to a bone of the lower jaw in many reptiles
and birds.
The surangular bone.
re.
Sur'base' (sfir'bas'), re. [Pref.sMr-+6ase.] l.(Arch.]
A cornice, or series of moldings, on the top of the bass
of a pedestal, podium, etc. See Tllust. of Column.
2. A board or group of moldings running round a room
on a level with the tops of the chair backs.
Knight,
Sur'based' (-bast'), a. (Arch.) (a) Having a sur.
[F.
base, or molding above the base.
surbaissi.l
(6)
Having the vertical height from springing line to crown
less than the half span ;
said of an arch ; as, a segmental arch is surbased.
Sur-bate' (-baf), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Subbated p.
pr.
vb. n. SuEBATiNO.]
[F. solbatu, p. p., bruised
(said of a horse's foot) ; sole a sole (of a horse's foot)
.

lar.]

—

^

—

&

&

idea,

III

;

old,

flbey,

6rb,

8dd

;

i

SURBEAT
To make sore or

1.
battu, p. p. of batlre to beat.]
[06s.]
bruise, as the feet by travel.
-ij-

Lest they their fins ehould bruise, and sitrbate sore
Spenser,
Their tender feet upon the stony ground.
Chalky land surbates and spoils oxen's feet. Mortimer.
\_Obs.']
Clarendon.
2. To harass to fatigue.
Sur-beat' (sQr-bef), v. t. Same as Suebate. \_Obs.']
Sur-bed' (-bSd'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Sukbedded p.
[Pref. sur- -j- bed.]
pr.
To set
vb. n. SuEBEDDiNO.]
edgewise, as a stone ; that is, to set it in a position different from that which it had in the quarry.
It
has something of a grain parallel with the horizon,
Gilbert Wltite.
and therefore should not Ije surbedded.
[06s.]
Sur-ljet' (-bgf), V. t. Same as Subbate.
Spenser.
Sur-bet', a. Surbated ; bruised. [06s.]
Sur-cease' (-ses'), n. [F. sursis, from sursis, p. p. of
^surseoir to suspend, postpone, defer, in OF., to delay,
refrain from, forbear, L. supersedere. Surcease is not
cnnnected with E. cease. See Supersede.] Cessation
stop; end. "Not desire, but its sitrcease." Longfellow.
It is time that there were an end and surcease made of this
Bacon.
immodest and deformed manner of writing.
Sur-cease', v. t. To cause to cease to end. [06s.]
Spenser.
"The waves . . . their rage s»)-eeas^"
The nations, overawed, surceased the fight. Dryden.
Sur-cease', v. i. To cease. [06s.]
Sur-cease'ance (-ans), n. Cessation. [06s.]
Sur-charge' (-chiirj'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. ScrCHAROED (-charjd') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Surcharging (-char'jlng).]
[F. surcharge):
See Sue-, and Charge, and of.
Overcharge, Supercharge, Supercargo.] 1. To overload ; to overburden ; to overmatch ; to overcharge ; as,
to surcharge a beast or a ship ; to surcharge a cannon.
Spenser.
Four charged two, and two surcharged one.
Your head reclined, as hiding grief from view.
Droops like a rose surcharged with morning dew. Dryden.
;

&

&

.

.

;

.

;

&

&

2. (Laiv) (a) To overstock ; especially, to put more
cattle into, as a common, than the person has a right to
do, or more than the herbage will sustain. Blackslone.
{b) (Equity) To show an omission in (an account) for
which credit ought to have been given. Story. Daniell.
Sur-charge', n. [F.] 1. An overcharge an excessive load or burden ; a load greater than can well be borne.
A numerous nobility causeth poverty and inconvenience in a
Bacon.
state, for it is surcharge of expense.

2. (Law) (a) The putting, by a commoner, of more
beasts on the common than he has a riglit to. (6) (Equity) The showing an omission, as in an account, for which
Burrill.
credit ought to have been given.
Sur-Charge'ment (-ment), n. The act of surcharDaniel.
ging; also, surcharge ; surplus. [06s.]

One who

surcharges.
[OE. sursengle,
Sur'cin'gle (sQr'sin'g'l; 277), n.
OF. sursungle. See Sur-, and Cingle, Shingles.] 1. A
belt, band, or girth which passes over a saddle, or over
anything laid on a horse's back, to bind it fast.
2. (Eccl.) The girdle of a cassock, by which it is fastened round the waist.
Sur'cln'gled (-g'ld), a. Bound with a surcingle.
little shoot ; a
Sur'cle (-k'l), n. [L. surculus.J
twig ; a sucker. [06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
Sur-cloy' (sflr-kloi'), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Suecloyed
(-kloid') -tp.pr. &vb.n. Surcloying.] To surfeit. [06s.]
Sur'COat' (sQr'kof ; 110), n. [OE. surcote, OF. surcole. See Sue-, and Coat, and cf. Overcoat.]
1. A coat
worn over the other garments ; especially, the long and
flowing garment of knights, worn over the armor, and frequently emblazoned with the arms of the wearer.
Chaucer.
long surcoat of pers upon he had.
(-char'jer), n.

A

&

A

At night, or in

the rain.

He dons a surcoat which he doffs at morn. Emerson.
A name given to the outer garment of either sex at

2.
different

epochs of the Middle Ages.

Sur'crew' (sQr'kru'), n. [Froin F. surcroit increase,
or surcru, p. p. of surcroitre to overgrow.] Increase ;
Sir H. Wotton.
addition; surplus. [06s.]
Sur'CU-late (-kfi-lat), v. t. [L. surculatus, p. p. of
surculare to prune, from surculus a shoot, sprout. See
Cockeram.
Surcle.] To prune to trim. [06s.]
Snr'CU-la'Uon (-la'shiin), n. Act of pruning. [06s.]
[Cf. L. sucrulosus
Sur'CU-IOSe' (sflr'kti-los'), a.
See Surcle.] (Bot.) Producing suckers, or
woody.
shoots resembling suckers.
Surd (sflrd), a. [L. surdus deaf (whence the meaning,
deaf to reason, irrational), perhaps akin to E. swart. Cf.
Sordine.] 1. Not having the sense of hearing deaf.
Sir T. Browne.
surd . . . generation."
[06s.] ^^
Kenrick.
[06s.]
2. Unheard.
3. (Math.) Involving surds ; not capable of being expressed in rational numbers ; radical ; irrational ; as, a
surd expression or quantity a surd number.
4. (Phonetics) Uttered, as an element of speech, without tone, or proper vocal sound ; voiceless unintonated
nonvocal; atonic; whispered; aspirated; sharp; hard,
as/, p, s, etc. ;
opposed to sonant. See Guide to Pronunciation, §« 169, 179, 180.
Surd, n. (Math.) 1. A quantity which can not be expressed by rational numbers ; thus, V2 is a surd.
2. (Phon.) A surd element of speech. See Surd, a., 4.
Surd'al (-al), a. (Math.) Same as Surd, a., 3.
Fl.
Surd'1-ny (-T-nj^), n. A sardine. [06s.] Beau.
Surd'l-ty (-I-ty),n. [L. swrdz'tos.] Deafness. [06s.]
;

;

A

;

;

—

&

Sure

(shur), a.
[Compar. Sueee (-er) superl. Sur[OE. sur, OF. seiir, F.- sur, L. securus ; se aside,
without -f- cura care. See Secure, and cf. Assure, Insuee, Siceee sure.] 1. Certainly knowing and believing; confident beyond doubt; implicitly trusting; un;

est.]

questioning

positive.
are sure that the judgment of God
against them which commit such things.
;

We

is

according to truth

Rom.

ii. 2.

Shak,
'm sure care 's an enemy of life.
2. Certain to find or retain; as, to be sure of game ;
to be sure of success ; to be sure of life or health.
I

use,

unite,

r^de,

full,

tip,

Om

;

pity;

worthy to be depended on

certain not to
;
fail or disappoint expectation ; unfailing ; strong ; permanent ; enduring. "His sure word."
Keble.
3. Fit or

my

The Lord

my

will certainly make
lord a sure house ; because
lord fighteth the battles of the Lord.
1 Sam. xxv. 28.
The testimony of the Lord is sure.
Ps. xix. 7.

Which put in good sure leather sacks.
Chapman.
4. Betrothed ; engaged to marry.
[06s.]
The king was sure to Dame Elizabeth Lucy, and her husband before God.
Sir T. More.
I presume . . . that you had been swre as fast as faith could
bind you, man and wife.
Brome.
Free from danger

6.

;
safe secure.
the forest is not three leagues off
recover that we are sure enough.

Fear not
If

— To

we

be sure, or Be sure, certainly

;

;

Shak.

without doubt

;

as.

;

ure of the purpose or object. " J/ofre Cato sure. " Addi" A peace can not fail, provided we m.ake sure of
Spain." Sir W. Temple. (6) To betroth. [06s.]
She that 's made sure to him she loves not well. Cotgrave.
Syn.
Certain unfailing ; infallible ; safe firm permanent ; steady ; stable strong secure ; indisputable ;
confident; positive.
Sure (shur), adv. In a sure manner ; surely ; cer" Great, sare, shall be thy meed. "
tainly.
Spenser.
*T is pleasant, sure^ to see one's name in print. Byron.
Sure'-fOOt'ed (-f68f Sd), a. Not liable to stumble or
fall ; as, a sure-footed horse.
Sure'ly (shur'ly), adv. 1. In a sure or certain manner ; certainly infallibly ; undoubtedly ; assuredly.
In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die.
son.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gen.

ii.

17.

He that created something out of nothing, surely can raise
South.
great things out of small.
Without danger ; firmly

2.

steadily

;

;

securely.

He that walketh uprightly walketh surely. Prov. x. 9.
Sure'ment (-ment), n. A making sure surety. [06s.]
;

Chaucer.
Every surement and every bond.
The state of being sure ; certainty.
sureness
he
repeats
it.
Woodward.
For more

Sure'ness, n.

The law holds with equal sureness for

all right action.

J^merson.

See
[Etymol. uncertain.
Sures'by (shurz'by), re.
RuDESEY.] One to he sure of, or to be relied on, [06s.]

There

is

one which

is

suresby, as they say, to serve, if any-

Bradford.

thing will serve.

(Geom.) A magnitude that has length and breadth
as, a plane surface ; a
without thickness superficies
3.

;

;

spherical surface.
4. (Fort. ) That part of the side which is terminated
by the flank prolonged, and the angle of the nearest bastion.
Stocqueler.
Caustic surface, Beating surface, etc. See under CausSurface condensation, Surface condenstic, Heating, etc.

—

See under Condensation, and Condenser.

er.

— Suifiace

gauge (Mach.), an instrument consisting of a standard having a flat
base and carrying an adjustable
pointer, for gauging the evenness of
a surface or its height, or for marking a line parallel with a surface.
Surface grub (Zo'dl.), the larva of
the great yellow underwing moth
(Triphcena pronuba).
It is often
destructive to the roots of grasses
and other plants.
Surface plate
(Mach. ), a plate having an accurately dressed flat surface, used as a
standard of flatness by which to test
other surfaces.
Surface printing,
printing from a surface in relief, as
from type, in distinction from plate
printing, in which the ink is conSurface Gauge.
tained in engraved lines.
Sur'face (sQr'fSs ; 48), V. t. [imp.
p, p Surfaced
(-fast)
vb. n. Surfacing (-fa-sIng).]
1. To
p. pr.
give a surface to especially, to cause to have a smooth
or plain surface ; to make smooth or plain.
2. To work over the surface or soil of, as ground, in

—

;

;

Shall you go ? To be sure I shall. — To make sure, (a)
To make certain to secure so that there can be no fail-

;

Sur-char'ger
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—

—

&

&

;

;

hunting for gold.
Sur'fa-cer (-fa-ser), re. A form of machine for dressing the surface of wood, metal, stone, etc.
Surf 'boat' (sflrfbof), n. (Naut.) A boat intended
It is built with a pronounced
for use in iieavy surf.
sheer, and with a view to resist the shock of waves and
of contact with the beach.
Sur'felt (-fit), n. [OE. surfet, OF. surfait, sorfait,
excess, arrogance, crime, fr. surfaire, sorfaire, to augment, exaggerate, F. surfaire to overcharge sur over ^faire to make, do, L. facere. See Sue-, and Fact.]
1. Excess in eating and drinking.
Let not Sir Surfeit sit at thy board. Piers Plowman.
Now comes the sick hour that his surfeit made. Shak.
2. Fullness and oppression of the system, occasioned
;

often by excessive eating and drinking.
To prevent surfeits and other diseases that are incident to
those that heat their blood by travels.
Bunyan.

Suretyship. Prov. xi. 15.
[OE.
Sure'ty (shur'tj), n. ; pi. Sureties (-tiz).
seurte, OF. seurte, F. surete.
See Sure, Security.]

3. Disgust caused by excess ; satiety.
Sir P. Sidney,
Matter and argument have been supplied abundantly, and
even to surfeit.
Burke.
1. The state of being sure ; certainty ; security.
Sur'felt, V. i. 1. To load' the stomach with food, so
Know of a surety^ that thy seed shall be a stranger in a land that sickness or uneasiness ensues ; to eat to excess.
Gen. xv. 13.
that is not theii's.
They are as sick that surfeit with too much as they that stai^ve
For the more surety they looked round about. Sir P. Sidney, with nothing.
Shak,
2. That which makes sure ; that which confirms
2. To indulge to satiety in any gratification.
ground of confidence or security.
Sur'felt, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Surfeited ; p. pr.
vb.
[We] our happy state
n. Surfeiting.] 1. To feed so as to oppress the stomach
Hold, as you yours, while our obedience holds
and derange the functions of the system to overfeed,
Milton.
On other surety none.
and produce satiety, sickness, or uneasiness ;
oftec
3. Security against loss or damage ; security for pay- reflexive as, to surfeit one's self with sweets.
ment, or for the performance of some act.
2. To fill to satiety and disgust ; to cloy ; as, he surThere remains unpaid
V. Knox,
feits us with compliments.
A hundred thousand more in surety of the which
Shak.
Sur'felt-er (-er), n. One who surfeits.
Shak.
One part of Aquitaine is bound to us.
(-wa'ter), n. Water for the cure of
Sur'felt-wa'ter
4. (Law) One who is boimd with and for another who
surfeits.
Locke.
[06s.]
is primarily liable, and who is called the principal ; one
Sur'fel 1 (-f '1), V. t. [Cf. Sulphur.] To wash, as the
who engages to answer for another's appearance in court,
face, with a cosmetic water, said by some
Sur'fle )
or for his payment of a debt, or for the performance of
to be prepared from sulphur.
[06s.]
some act ; a bondsman ; a bail.
She
shall no oftener powder her hair, [or] surfel her cheeks,
He that is surety for a stranger shall smart for it. Prov. xi. 15.
but she shall as often gaze on my picture.
Ford.
Cowper.
5. Hence, a substitute ; a hostage.
Surfer (sfirfer), n. (Zo'dl.) The surf duck. [U. S.]
[06s.]
6. Evidence ; confirmation ; warrant.
Surf'man (-man), re. ; pi. Surfmen (-men). One who
She called the saints to surety.
serves in a surfboat in the life-saving service.
That she would never put it from her finger,
Sur'foot' (sfir'fSof ), a. Tired or sore of foot from
Shak.
Unless she gave it to yourself.
travel lamed.
[06s.]
Nares.
Shak.
Sure'ty, v. t. To act as surety for. [06s.]
Surf'y (sQrf'j?), a. Consisting of, abounding in, or
Sure'ty-ship, n. The state of being surety ; the obli- resembling, surf ; as, a surfy shore.
gation of a person to answer for the debt, default, or
Scarce had they cleared the surfy waves
Bouvier.
miscarriage of another.
That foam around those frightful caves.
Moore.
Surf (sflrf ), n. [Formerly spelled suffe, and probably
(sflrj), n.
[L. surgere, surrectum, to raise, to
Surge
the same word as E. sough.] The swell of the sea wliich rise sub
under -)- regere to direct
cf. OF. surgeon,
breaks upon the shore, esp. upon a sloping beach.
sourgeon, fountain. See Regent, and cf. Insurrection,
Surf bird (Zo'dl.), a ploverlike bird of the genus Aphri- Soetie, Source.] 1. A spring; a fountain. [06s.J "Dizfls, allied to the turnstone.
Surf clam (Zo'dl.), a large vers surges and springs of water."
Ld. Bemers,
clam living on the open coast, especiallyJ/ac/ra, or Spi2. A large wave or billow ; a great, rolling swell of
Surf duck (Zo'dl.), any
sula, solidissima.
See Mactea.
high
wind.
water,
produced
generally
by
a
one of several species of sea ducks of
the genus Oidemia, especially 0. perHe that doubteth is like the surge of the sea driven by the
SOTCtHato. ;
called also surf scoter.
James i. G (Sev. Ver,),
wind and tossed.
Surf fish
See the Note under Scotee.
He flies aloft, and, with impetuous roar.
(Zo'ol.), any one of numerous species
Pursues the foaming surges to the shore.
Dryden,
of California embiotocoid fishes. See
3. The motion of, or produced by, a great wave.
Surf smelt.
Embiotocoid.
4. The tapered part of a windlass barrel or a capstan,
(Zo'ut.) See Smelt.
Surf
whiting. (Zo'dl.) See under upon which the cable surges, or slips.
Whiting.
Surge, V. i. 1. To swell to rise high and roll.
The x;irt/m;; waters like a mountain rise.
Spenser.
Surf, n. The bottom of a
drain.
[Prov. Eng.]
2. (Naut.) To slip along a windlass.
(sflr'ftts'
Sur'face'
Surge, r. I. [imp. & p. p. Surged (sfirjd) ; p. pr.
48), 7(. [F. See Sur-,
vb. re. Surging (sfir'jing).] tCf. F. siirgir to cast anchor,
and Face, and cf. Su- to land. Cf. Surge, m.] (A'aut.) Tolet go or slacken
perficial.]
1. The
suddenly, ns a rope as, to surge a hawser or messenger
exterior part of any- also, to slacken tlie ropo about (a capstan).
thing that has lengtli
Surge'ful (-ful), (I. Abounding iu surges; surgy.
"Tossiiit; the surgeful tides."
Drayton.
surf Duck (O. persp,cillata), Male.
il;-?^?},'
Surge'less, ». Free from surges smooth: calm.
a solid, esp. the upper face superficies ; the outside ; as,
Sur'gent (sflr'jent), rt. [L. si»v?eHS, p. pr.] Rising;
'">hI.
the surface of the earth ; the surface of a diamond ; the
[W.]
Robert Greene.
surface of the body.
~.n ) «
[OE. surgien , OP. surgien contr.

Sure'tl-Shlp (shur'tT-), n.

&

;

;

—

;

;

"

.

.

.

;

:

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

&

;

^

.^ J

;

;

,

.

The bright surface of this ethercous mold. Milton.
Hence, outward or external appear.auce.
Vain and weak understandings, whicli penetrate no deeper

2.

than the surface.

food,

to"bt

;

I',

out,

oil;

obair

;

Knox.
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ii

'

1''.
1

1

go; sing, igk

;

ttK

n,

I

1.

One

wiiosc profes.

'atocurodiseasesorinjuriesof the body
" ion; one whose occupation iS to cure
'T Jiiorders (such as wounds, dislocations,
"

.1

tldln

t

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

etc.), whether by manual operation, or by medication and constitutional treatment.
2. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of chaetodont
fishes of the family
Teulhidss, or Acan-

Sur-mount'a-ble

tumors,

N

which

ihuridse,

Called

tail.

also

lancet fish,
and sea surgeon.
Surgeon Fish (Acanthuriis XanihopSargeon apothecaterits).
xy, one who unites
with that of the apothecary.
practice
of
surgery
the
fish,

— Surgeon dentist, a dental surgeon
— Sargeon fish. See def 2, above. — Surgeon

llunr/lison.
tist.
(a) In

Q

R

a den-

;

general,

.

the United States army, the chief of the medical
department, (i) In the British army, a surgeon ranking
next below the chief of the medical department.
Sur'geon-cy (sflr'jun-sy), n. The office or employment of a surgeon, as in the naval or military service.
Sur'geon-ry (-ry), n. Surgery. [04«.]
Sur'ger-y (-jer-y), n. {OE. surgenrie, surgerie ; cf.
OF. cirurgie, F. chirurgie, L. chirurgia, Gr. )(^6ipovpyCa.
See Surgeon.] 1. The art of healing by mauual operation ; that branch of medical science which treats of
manual operations for the healing of diseases or injuries
of the body ; that branch of medical science which has
for its object the cure of local injuries or diseases, as
wounds or fractures, tumors, etc., whether by manual
operation or by medicines and constitutional treatment.
2. A surgeon's operating room or laboratory.
Sur'gi-cal (-jT-kol), a. Of or pertaining to surgeons
or surgery ; done by means of surgery ; used in surgery
as, a surgical operation ; surgical instruments.
Surgical fever. (Afed. ) (a) Pyaemia, (ft) Traumatic fever,
or the fever accompanying inflammation.
Snr'gl-cal-ly, adv. By means of surgery.
Sur'gy (-jy), a. Rising in surges or billows ; full of
surges ; resembling surges in motion or appearance
Pope.
swelling. " Over the surgymain."
Sn'rl-cat (su'rl-kSt), n. [F. surikate, from the native
name in South Africa.] (Zool.) Same as Zknick. [Written also suricate, surikate.']
Su'rl-nam' toad' (soo'ri-nam' tod')- (Zool.) A spe"ies of toad native of Surinam.
See Pipa.
Sur'in-tend'ant (sQr'in-tSnd'ant), n. [F. See SufJSRiNTENDENT.] Superintendent, [i?.]
Surli-ly (sur'li-1^), adv. In a surly maimer.
Sur'li-ness, n. The quality or state of being surly.
Sor'Ung (-ling), n. [See Surly.] A sour, morose

Camden.
[Ofts.]
Surlolh' (-loin'), n. [F. surlonge; sur upon-)- longe
^3ln.
See SuR-, and Loin.]
loin of beef, or the upper
part of the loin. See Sirloin, the more usual, but not
iellow.

A

htymologically the preferable, orthography.

ICompar. Surlier (-li-er) superl.
[Probably from sir, and originally meaning,
proud. See Sir, and Like, a.] 1. Arrogant; haughty. \_Obs.~\
Cotgrave.
2. Gloomily morose ; ill-natured, abrupt, and rude
severe sour crabbed rough sullen ; gloomy as, a
lurly groom ; a surly dog ; surly language a surly look.
Shak.
"That surly spirit, melancholy."
3. Rough ; dark ; tempestuous.
Snr'ly

(sflr'lj), a.

;

Surliest.]
sirlike,

e.,

i.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Now softened into joy the surlj/ storm.
Sur'mark'' (sQr'mark'),

Thomson.

(^Shipbuilding)

n.

A mark

made on the molds of a ship, when building, to show
where the angles of the timbers are to be placed. [Written also sirmark."]
;

.

surmeiire, p. p. surmis, to impose, accuse ; sur (see Sue-)
-|- meitre to put, set, L. mittere to send.
See Mission.]
1.
thought, imagination, or conjecture, which is
based upon feeble or scanty evidence suspicion ; guess
as, the surmises of jealousy or of envy.
[We] double honor gain
Milton.
From his surmise proved false.
No man ought to be charged with principles he actually disowns, unless his practices contradict nis profession ; not upon

A

;

Email surmises.

Stoift.

[06s.]
Shak.
supposition ; suspicion ; doubt.
Sur-mise', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Surmised (-mizd')
To imagine without cervb. n. Surmising.]
p. pr.
tain knowledge ; to infer on slight grounds ; to suppose,
conjecture, or suspect ; to guess.
It wafted nearer yet, and then she knew
That what before she but surmised, was true. DT}fden.
This change was not wrought by altering the form or position
of the earth, as was surmised by a very learned man, but by dis2. Reflection; thought.

Syn. — Conjecture

;

&

&

Woodward.

it.

Sur-mis'er (-mls'er), n. One who surmises.
Sur-mis'ing, a. & n. from Surmise, v.
[imp. & p. p. SuBSur-mount' (sflr-mounf), V. t.
MOUHTED p. pr. & vb. n. Surmounting.] [OE. sourmounten, OF. surmonter, sormonter, F. surmonter ; sur
over -\- monier to mount. See Sur-, and Mount, v. i.]
1. To rise above
to be higher than to overtop.
The mountains of Olympus, Athos, and Atlas, overreach and
;

;

;

winds and clouds.
2. To conquer ; to overcome
culties or obstacles.
3. To surpass ; to exceed.

surmount

—

an ordinary or other bearing.
^m
Sur-mount'er (-er), n. One who,
wliicli,

i

name an agno;

name derived from

one's

Sur-name' (sQr-nam' or sQr'nam' 277), v. t. [imp.
p. SuRNAMED (-namd') p. pr.&vb. n. Surnaming.]
To name or call by an appellation
name to give a surname to.
;

;

[Cf. F. sui-nommer.]
added to the original

;

Another shall subscribe with his hand unto the Lord, and
surname himself by the name of Israel.
Jsa. .xliv. 5.

Mark iii. 16.
And Simon he sumamed Peter.
Sur-nom'1-nal (sQr-nom'I-nal), a. Of or pertaining
to a surname or surnames.
Snr-OX'i-date (-oks'i-dat), v. t. (Chem.) To combine
with oxygen so as to form a suroxide or peroxide. [Obs.]
[Cf. F. suroiyde.
See
Sur-OX'ide (-id or -id), n.
Sur-, and Oxide.] (CAem.) A peroxide.
[Ofts.]
Surpassed
(stir-pas'),
[imp.
&
V.
t.
Sur-pass'
p. p.
;

p.

pr.

&

vb. n. Surpassing.]

^ passer to

[F. suipas.^er

See Sue-, and Pass.] Togo
to exceed ; to excel.
This would sw-pass
Milton.
Common revenge and interrupt his joy.
Syn. —To exceed; excel; outdo; outstrip.
Snr-pass'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. That may be surpassed.
Eminently excellent exceeding
Sar-pass'lng, a.
" With surpassing glory crowned." Milton.
others.
Sur-pass'ing-ness, n.
Sur-pass'ing-ly, adv.
Sur'phul (sQr'fiil), v. t. To surfel. [Obs.] Marslon.
Sur'plice (-plis), n. [F. surpHs, OP. surpeliz, LL.
superpellicium ; super over -|- pellicium, pelliceiim, a
robe of fur, L. pellicius made of skins. See Pelisse.]
(Bed.) A white garment worn over another dress by the
clergy of the Roman Catholic, Episcopal, and certain
other churches, in some of their ministrations.
Surplice fees (EccL), fees paid to the English clergy for
occasional duties.
Sur'pliced (-pltst), a. Wearing a surplice.
Sur'plUS (-pliis), n. [F., fr. sur over -f- plus more.
See Sur-, and Plus, and cf. Supekplus.] 1. That which
remains when use or need is satisfied, or when a limit is
reached ; excess overplus.
2. Specifically, an amount in the public treasury at
any time greater than is required for the ordinary purposes of the government.
Sur'plus, a. Being or constituting a surplus more
than sufficient ; as, surplus revenues ; surplus population ; surplus words.
-pass.

beyond in anything good or bad

;

—

;

—

;

as,

to surmount diffiMcifavlay.
Spenser,

surmounts the reach

3I*hon,
Of human sense I shall deliiu'.ite.
To conquer ; overcome vanquish ; subdue
;

surpass; exceed.
ale,

;

When

the price of

com

falleth,

and break no more ground.
Sur'plns-age (-Sj), n.

men give

over surplus tillage,

Carew.
[See Surplus, and cf. Superexcess overplus as, surplus-

plusage.] 1. Surplus ;
age of grain or goods beyond what is wanted.
Take what thou please of all this surjAusage. Spenser.
A surjAusar/e given to one part is paid out of a reduction from
Emerson.
another part of the same creature.
2. (Law) Matter in pleading which is not necessary or
relevant to the case, and which may be rejected.
3. (Accounts) A greater disbursement than the charge
[Ofts.]
Hees.
of the accountant amounts to.
Sur-pris'al (sflr-priz'al), n. [See Surprise, ra.] The
act of surprising, or the state of being surprised ; surprise.
Milton.
How to secure the lady from surprisal.
Because death is uncertain, let us prevent its surprisal. Iia>TOu}.
n.
[F.
surprise,
fr.
surprendre,
Sur-prise' (sflr-priz'),
surpris ; sur over -|- prendre to take, L. prehendere. See
1. The act of coming upon, or
Sur-, and Prehensile.]
taking, unawares the act of seizing unexpectedly ; surprisal ; as, the fort was taken by surprise,
2. The state of being surprised, or taken unawares, by
some act or event which could not reasonably be foreseen ; emotion excited by what is sudden and strange ; a
suddenly excited feeling of wonder or astonishment.
Pure surprise and fear
;

;

;

3.

SJtak.
Made me to quit the house.
Anything that causes such a state or emotion.

4. A dish covered with a crust of raised paste, but
King.
with no other contents. [Obs.]
Surprise party, a party of persons who assemble by
mutual agreement, and without invitation, at the house
Bartlett.
of a common friend. [U.S.]
Syn. — Wonder astonishment; amazement.
;

senate,

care,

'i.m,

Usva.,

ask,

final,

all

;

eve,

castle of

event,

end,

Macduff

I will suiprise.

Shak,

speak

passions that surprised his heart

Tltomson,

?

;

fatlier.

(-past')

;

am swprised with

I

"My swj-reame, Coriolanus."
S/iak.
i^^ This word has been sometimes written sirname, as

sur over

upon suddenly and unexpectedly to take unawares
to seize or capture by unexpected attack.
Tearfulness hath swprised the hypocrites. Isa. xxxiii. 14.
fall

Who can

men.

&p.

p. p. SuRPElBBB

[From Surprise,
1. To come or

2. To strike with wonder, astonishment, or confusion,
by something sudden, unexpected, or remarkable
to
confound ; as, his conduct surprised me.

appellation added to the original

signifled sire-uaxae, or the

&

[imp.

t.

&

The

;

if it

(sflr-priz'), v.

The mingled

;

An

Snr-prlse'

vb. n. Surprising.]
(-prizd') ; p. pr.
n. : cf. F. surprendre, p. p. surpris."]

mm,

(Mullus surmulletus), which is highly ^ J'?'"* surmount^''""''='prized as a food fish. See Mullet^ ^ ^^^^'^
Sur'mu-lOt (sOr'mii-lot), n. [F.] (Zool.) The brown,
or Norway, rat.
Sur'name' (sQr'nam'),m. [Pref. sur- -\- name ; really
a substitution for OE. sournoun, from F. surnom. See
Sur-, and Noun, Name.] 1. A name or appellation which
is added to, or over and above, the baptismal or Christian
name, and becomes a family name.
J^p" Surnames originally desi^ated occupation, estate,
place of residence, or some particular thing or event that
related to the person thus, Edmund Ironsides ; Robert
Smith, or the smith ; William Turner. Surnames are
often also patronymics as, John Johnson.
2.

-

surmounts.

Sur-mui'let (-mfil'let), n. [F. surrmilet ; saur, saure, brownish yellow,
red -f- millet a mullet. See Sorrel, a.,
and Mullet.] (Zool.) Any one of various species of mullets of the family
Mullidse, esp. the European species

Sir W. Roleigli.

all

What

Syn.

its

;

;

Sur-mis'a-ble (sfir-mlz'a-b'l), a. Capable of being
surmised as, a surmisable result.
Milton.
Sur-mis'al (-al), n. Surmise. [i2.]
Sur-mise' (sfir-mlz'), n. [OF. surmise accusation, fr.

Bolving

[Cf. F. sur-

— Sur-mount'a-ble-ness, n.
1. (Arch.) Having
Sur-mount'ed, a.
vertical
height greater than the half span — said of an arch.
(Her.)
2.
Partly covered by another charge; — said
or that

surgeon fish, doctor

(sflr-mount'a-b'l)^ a.

Capable of being surmounted or overcome;

monlable.']
superabie.

of

have one or two
sharp lancelike
spines on each side
of the base of the

O
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fern,,

recent

;

ice,

an uncouth fear.
Up he starts,

Shak.

Discovered and surprised.
Milton.
3. To lead (one) to do something suddenly and without forethought ; to bring (one) into some unexpected
state
with into ; as, to be surprised into an indiscretion ; to be surprised into generosity.
4. To hold possession of ; to hold.
[06«.]
Not with me.
That in my hands surprise the sovereignty. J. Webster,
Syn. See Astonish.
Sur-prise'ment (-ment), M. Surprisal. [Obs.] Daniel,
Sur-pris'er (-priz'er), n. One who surprises.
Sur-pris'ing, a. Exciting surprise ; extraordinary
of a nature to excite wonder and astonishment ; as,
surpi'ising bravery
a surprising escape from danger.
Sur-prls'lng-ness, n,
Sur-prls'ing-ly, adv.
Sy n . Wonderful extraordinary ; unexpected ; astonishing striking.
Sur'que-dOUS (sQr'kwe-diis), I a. Having or exhibitSur'que-drous (-kwe-driis), ( ing surquedry ; arroGower. James II. of Scot,
gant ; insolent. [Obs.]
Sur'que-dry (-dry), Sur'qui-dry, n, [OF. .mrcuidier
to presume ; sur over -|- cuidier to think, L. cogitare. See
Overweening pride ; arrogance
Sue-, and Cogitate.]
presumption; insolence. [Obs.]
Chaucer,
Then pay you the price of your surquedry. Spenser.
Sur're-bound' (-re-bound'), v. i. To give back echoes

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

Chapman,
[Obs.]
(siir're-biit'), v. i,
[Pref. sur \- rebut.]
reply, as a plaintiff to a defendant's rebutter.
Sur're-but'ter (-biit'ter), n. (Law) The reply of a
plaintiff to a defendant's rebutter.
[Pref. sur- -|- rein.] To
Sur'rein' (siir'ran'), V. i,
Shak,
override ; to exhaust by riding. [Obs.]
Sur're-jein' (-re-join'), v. i. [Pref. sur- -)- rejoin."}
(Law) To reply, as a plaintiff to a defendant's rejoinder.
(Law) The answer of a
-Sur're-joln'der (-der), n.
plaintiff to a defendant's rejoinder.
Sur-ren'der (sur-rSn'der), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Surrendered (-derd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Surrendering.] [OF.
surrendre to deliver sur over -)- rendre to render. See
Sur-, and Render.] 1. To yield to the power of another
to give or deliver up possession of (anything) upon compulsion or demand ; as, to surrender one's person to an
enemy or to an officer ; to surrender a fort or a ship.
2. To give up possession of ; to yield to resign ; as,
to surrender a right, privilege, or advantage.
To surrender up that right which otherwise their founders
Hooker,
might have in them.
to reecho.

—

Sur're-bUt'

(Law) To

&

&

;

;

To

3.

—

yield to

any

influence,

emotion,

passion, or

power ;
used reflexively ; as, to surrender one's self
grief, to despair, to indolence, or to sleep.

to

to render or deliver up ; to give
up ; as, a principal surrendered by his bail, a fugitive
from justice by a foreign state, or a particular estate by
the tenant thereof to him in remainder or reversion.
Sur-ren'der, v. i. To give up one's self into the power
of another ; to yield
as, the enemy, seeing no way of
escape, surrendered at the first summons.
Sur-ren'der, M. 1. The act of surrendering; the act
of yielding or resigning one's person, or the possession
of something, into the power of another ; as, the surren^
der of a castle to an enemy ; the surrender of a right.
That he may secure some liberty he makes a surrender in
trust of the whole of it.
Burke,

(Law) To yield

4.

;

;

2. (Law) (a) The yielding of a particular estate to him
who has an immediate estate in remainder or reversion.
(ft) The giving up of a principal into lawful custody by
(c) Tlie delivery up of fugitives from justice
by one government to another, as by a foreign state. See

his bail,

'

Extradition.
Wharton,
Sur-ren'der-ee' (-e'), n, (Law) The person to whom
a surrender is made.
Mozley & W,
Sur-ren'der-er (-ren'der-er), n. One who surrenders.
(Law) One who
Sur-ren'der-or' (-r6n'der-6r'), n.
Bouvier,
makes a surrender, as of an estate.
Sur-ren'dry (-rSn'dry), n. Surrender. [_Obs.]
or
subrepsurreptio,
(-rgp'shvm),
n.
[L.
Sur-rep'tlon
iio.
Cf. Subreption.]
1. Tlie act or process of getting
in a surreptitious manner, or by craft or stealthFame by surreption got

May

stead us for the time, but lasteth not.

A coming unperceived or suddenly.

2.

B. Jonson,

[R.]

[L. surrepiiSur'rep-ti'tiOUS (siSr'rep-tlsh'us), a,
subripere, to snatcl)

tius, or subreptiiius, fr. surripere,

away, to withdraw privily
sub- under -|- rapere t»
snatch. See Sub-, and Ravish.] Done or made by stealth,
or without proper authority made or Introduced fraudulently clandestine
stealthy ; as, a surreptitious passage
in an old manuscript
a surreptitious removal of goods.
;

;

;

;

— Sur'rei>-ti'tious-ly, adv.
;

Sur'rey (silr'ri), n. A four-wheeled pleasure carriage,
(commonly two-seated) somewhat like a phaeton, but
having a straight bottom.
Sur'ro-gate (sur'ro-gat), n.

[L. surrogatus,-p.ii,,oty.

surrogare, subrogare, to put in another's place, to substitute sub under -\- rogare to ask, ask for a vote, propose
a law. See Rogation, and cf. Subrogate.] 1. A deputy a delegate a substitute.
;

;

idea,

;

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, odd
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2. The deputy of an eccleaiastical judge, most commonly of a biahop or his chancellor, especially a deputy

or quality ; as, a survey of the stores of a ship ; a survey
of roads and bridges ; a survey of buildings.
3. The operation of finding the contour, dimensions,
position, or other particulars of, as any part of the earth's
surface, whether land or water ; also, a measured plan
and description of any portion of country, or of a road
or line through it.
Survey of dogs. See Court of regard, under Regard.
Trigonometrical survey, a survey of a portion of country by measuring a single base, and connectiug it with
various points in the tract surveyed by a series of triangles, the angles of which are carefully measured, the relative positions and distances of aU parts being computed
from these data.
Syn. Review; retrospect; examination; prospect.
Barrow.
Sur-vey'al (sflr-va'al), re. Survey. [E.'\

netization of a body placed in a uniform magnetic field
Sir W. Thomson.
of unit strength.
Syn. Capability ; sensibility ; feeling ; emotion.
(siis-sSp'ti-b'l),
a.
[P.
from L. s«sciSUB-cep'ti-Jjle
pere, susceptum, to take up, to support, undertake, recogSub-)
-{-capere
to take. See
SMS-(see
pref.
nize, admit ;
Capable.] 1. Capable of admitting auytliing additional,
readily
or
influence
acted
;
or any change, affection,
upon ; as, a body susceptible of color or of alteration.

Sur-vey'ance (-ans), re. Survey inspection. [iJ.]
Sur-vey'lng, re. That branch of applied mathematics
which teaches the art of determining the area of any
portion of the earth's surface, the len^hs and directions
of the bounding lines, the contour of the surface, etc.
with an accurate delineation of the whole on paper the

— Sus-cep'ti-We-ness, — Sus-cep'tl-bly, adv.

who

grants marriage licenses. [Eng.'}
some States of the United States, an officer who
presides over the probate of wills and testaments and
over the settlement of estates.
Sur'ro-gate (stir'ro-gat), V. t. To put in the place of
Dr. H. More.
another ; to substitute, [ij.]
Sur'ro-gate-Ship, n. The office of a surrogate.
[See Subbooate, m.,
Sur'ro-gatlon (-ga'shiin), n.
and cf. SuBEOGATioN.] The act of substituting one perKillingbeck.
son in the place of another. [iJ.]
[imp.
p. p. SuESur-round' (sur-round'), v. t.
vb. n. Surrounding.] [OF. suronder
SODNDED ; p. pr.
undare
over
super
f
r.
L.
superundare
overflow,
LL.
;
to
to rise in waves, overflow, fr. wnda wave. The English
Super-,
See
round.
influence
of
E.
the
sense is due to
3. In

&

&

and Undulate, and
sides to encompass
2. To lie or be on
surrounds the city.
;

+

cf.

Abound.]

1.

To

inclose

on aU

to environ.

;

all

sides of

;

to encircle

;

as,

a wall

instead, and ever-during dark
Milton.
Surrounds me.
3. To pass around ; to travel about ; to circumnaviFuller.
gate ; as, to surround the world. [06«.]
4. {3Iil.) To inclose, as a body of troops, between
hostile forces, so as to cut off means of communication
or retreat ; to invest, as a city.
Syn. To encompass; encircle; environ; invest; hem
in ; fence about.
Snr-round', n. A method of hunting some animals,
as the buffalo, by surrounding a herd, and driving them
Baird.
over a precipice, into a ravine, etc. [J7. jS.]
Sur-round'ing, a. Inclosing ; encircling.

But cloud

—

Sur-round'lng, n. 1. An encompassing.
2. pi. The things which surround or environ ; external
or attending circumstances or conditions.
royal.'}
[Pref. surSur-roy'al (sur-roi'al), n.
(ZooL) One of the terminal branches or divisions of the
beam of the antler of the stag or other large deer.
Sur'sa-nure (sflr'sa^nur), n. [(Assumed) OF. sursaneiire.
See Sur-, and Sane.] A wound healed or healing outwardly only. [06s.]
Of a sursanure
Chaucer.
In surgery is perilous the cure.
Sur'se-ance (-se-ans), n. [OF., fr. OF. &'F. surseoir.
Bacon.
See Surcease.] Peace; quiet. lObs.']
Sur-sol'id (sflr-s51'id), n. [F. sursolide. See Sur-,
and Solid.] (Math.) The fifth power of a number as,
Hutton.
a^ is the sursolid of a, or 32 that of 2. [iJ.]

+

;

Sur-Style' (-stil'), v. l. To surname. [iJ.]
Sur'tax (sfir'tSks), n. An additional or extra tax.
Sur-tas' (sQr-tSks'), V. t. To impose an additional
tax on.

Sur- tout' (sQr-toot' F. sur'too' 277), re. [F., fr. sur
over
tout aB.] A man's coat to be worn over his other
garments an overcoat, especially when long, and fitting
Gay.
closely like a body coat.
;

;

+

;

+

That

;

which

.

.

.

the

young have
Sir

;

(sflr-ven'), v.

p. pr.

& vb.

t.

[imp.

&

p. p.

;

See

To supervene upon ; to come as an addi[06s.]
Harvey.
A suppuration that survenes lethargies.

Sur've-nue (sfir've-nu), n. [OF. See Survene.] A
sudden or unexpected coming or stepping in. [06s.]
[imp. & p. p. Surveyed
Sur-vey' (sflr-va'), v. t.
(-vad') p, pr. & vb. n. Surveying.] [OF. surveoir, surveeir; sur, sor, over, F. sur -\- veoir, veeir, to see, P.
voir, L. videre.
See Sur-, and Vision, and cf Supervise.] 1. To inspect, or take a view of ; to view with attention, as from a high place to overlook as, to stand
on a hill, and survey the surrounding country.

surview his ground."
Spenser.
Bp. Sanderson.
Sur-vlew', re. A survey. [Obs."]
Sur-vlse' (-viz'), v. t. [See Supervise, and Survey.]
B. Jonson.
To look over to supervise. [Obs.'\
Sur-viv'al (-viv'al), re. [Prom Survive.] 1. A living or continuing longer than, or beyond the existence
an outliving.
of, another person, thing, or event
2. (Archseol. & Ethnol.) Any habit, usage, or belief,
remaining from ancient times, the origin of which is often

Round he

When

A

pity

Longfellow,

death survives.

;

.

;

Denham.

;

scrutinizing eye ; to examine.
With such altered looks, . .

ap, Ora

Sir J.

surviving customs.
as, surviving friends
;
Sur-lrtv'or (-Sr), re. 1. One who survives or outlives
another person, or any time, event, or thing.

and speechless, he surveyed me round. Dryden.
3. To examine with reference to condition, situation,
value, etc. ; to examine and ascertain the state of ; as,
to survey a buUding in order to determine its value and
exposure to loss by fire.
4. To determine the form, extent, position, etc., of,
as a tract of land, a coast, harbor, or the like, by means
of linear and angular measurements, and the application
of the principles of geometry and trigonometry ; as, to
survey land or a coast.
6. To examine and ascertain, as the boundaries and
royalties of a manor, the tenure of the tenants, and the
rent and value of the same. [Eng.l Jacob (Law Diet.).
Sur'vey (sQr'va or sQr-va' ; 277), re. [Formerly accentuated universally on the last syllable, and still so
accented by many speakers.] 1. The act of surveying
a general view, as from above.
Under his proud survey the city lies. Sir J. Denliam.
2.
particular view ; an examination, especially an
official examination, of all the parts or particulars of a
thing, with a design to ascertain the condition, quantity,
f\ill,

&p.

life in

;

In

'The s)/?TH'or bound
obligation for some term
do obsequious sorrow.

lilial

To
(Law) The longer

Shak.

liver of two joint tenants, or two
persons having a joint interest in anything, Blackstone.
Sur-vlV'or-ship, re. 1. The state of being a survivor.
2. (Law) The right of a joint tenant, or other person
who has a joint interest in an estate, to take the whole

2.

Blackstone.
upon the death of the other.
Chance of survivorship, the chance that a person of a
given age has of surviving another of a given age thus,
by the Carlisle tables of mortality the (^lianoes of survivorship for two peraons, aged 25 and (ir), are 89 and 11
respectively, or about 8 to I tliat the elder will die first.
estate

;

Sus-cep'tl-Wl'l-ty (sus-sSp'tT-bTI'T-ty), re.; pi. Susceptibilities (-tiz). [Ct.JP.susceptibilite.^l 1. The state
or quality of being susceptible the capability of receiving impressions, or of being affected.
2. Specifically, capacity for deep feeling or emotional
excitement ; sensibility, in its broadest acceptation ; im;

pressibility

;

sensitiveness.

Magnetic susceptibility (Physics), the intensity of mag-

food,

fo'ot

;

out,

oil

It

sheds on souls susceptible of light.
glorious dawn of our eternal day.

The

Young,

2. Capable of impression ; having nice sensibility ; impressible ; tender ; sensitive ; as, children are more susceptible than adults ; a man of a susceptible heart.
Coivper.
Candidates are
. . not very susceptible of affronts.
.

I

am

constitutionally susceptible of noises.

Lamb.

re.

Sus-cep'tlon (-shiin), re. [L. susceptio : cf. P. suscepSee Susceptible.] The act of taking reception.
Sus-cep'tlve (-tiv), a. Susceptible. I. Watts.
SUS-

tion.

;

cep'tive-ness, re.
Sus'cep-tiv'1-ty (siSs'sSp-tiv'T-tj^),
receiving susceptibility,
[i?.]

Wollaston.

;

Sus-cep'tor

(stts-sSp'ter),

See Susceptible.]
godfather ;

[L.

re.

One who undertakes anything

—

Capacity for

re.

specifically, a

;

Puller. Shipley,
a sponsor ; a guardian.
Sus-cip'1-en-cy (-sTp'i-en-sy), re. Admission. [JJ.]
Sus-Clp'l-ent (-ent), a. [L. suscipiens, p. pr. of suscipere.
See Susceptible.] Receiving; admitting. [iJ.]
Sus-Clp'l-ent, re. One who takes or admits ; one who
receives.
[iJ.]
Jer. Taylor.
Sus'cl-ta-bU'1-ty (siis'sT-ta-bTl'T-tJ^), re. Capability of
being suscitated excitability. [06s.]
B. Jonson,
[imp.
Sus'Ci-tate (-tat), v. t.
p. p. Suscitated
(-ta'tSd) ; p. pr.
[L. suscilatus,
vb. re. Susoitating.]
pref. sus- (see
p. p. of suscitare to lift up, to rouse
Sub-) -|- citare to rouse, excite. Cf. Excite, Incite.]
To rouse ; to excite to call into life and action. [06s.]
Sns'cl-ta'tlon (-ta'shun), re. [L. suscitatio : cf. F.
suscitation.']
The act of raising or exciting. [iJ.]
South,
A mere suscitation or production of a thing.
;

&

&

;

;

A

Suslik (sus'lTk), re. [Russ. silslik'.} (Zool.)
ground squirrel (Sperm ophilus citillus) of Europe and
Asia. It has large cheek pouches. [Written also souslik.'\
Sus-pect' (sQs-pgkt'), a. [L. suspectus, p. p. of suspicere to look up, admire, esteem, to look at secretly or
askance, to mistrust ; sub under -\- specere to look cf.
P. suspect suspected, suspicious.
See Spy, and cf. Suspicion.]
1. Suspicious; inspiring distrust.
[06s.]
Suspect [was] his face, suspect his word also. Chaucer.
:

2. Suspected

;
distrusted.
[06s.]
"What I can do or offer is suspect.
Milton.
[LL. suspectus. See Suspect, a.] 1. Sus-.
picion.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
So with suspect, with fear and grief, dismayed. Fairfax.
2. One who, or that which, is suspected an object of
suspicion ;
formerly applied to persons and things
now, only to persons suspected of crime.
Bacon,
Sus-pect', V. t. [imp.
vb.
p. p. Suspected ; p. pr.
re. Suspecting.]
1. To imagine to exist ; to have a shght
or vague opinion of the existence of, without proof, and
often upon weak evidence or no evidence ; to mistrust
to surmise ;
commonly used regarding something unfavorable, hurtful, or wrong ; as, to suspect the presence
of disease.
Nothing makes a man susiject much, more than to know little
and therefore men should remedy suspicion by procuring
to know more.
Bacon.
From her hand I could suspect no ill.
Milton.
2. To imagine to be guilty, upon slight evidence, or
without proof ; as, to suspect one of equivocation.
3. To hold to be uncertain ; to doubt ; to mistrust to
distrust ; as, to suspect the truth of a story.
Addison.
4. To look up to to respect. [06s.]

Sus-pect',

re.

—

;

&

&

;

isting

All pale

use, unite, r^de,

selection,

;

surveys and well might, where he stood,
Milton.

To view with a

See Natural

1 re.

Sur-Tlv'en-cy (-en-sj?), re. Survivorship. [iJ.]
SUT-viv'er (-er), re. One who survives a survivor.
yet living or exSur-viV'lng, a. Remaining alive

;

So high above.
2.

(Biol.)

conquers all the conquerors.
Alike are life and death.

Still

.

'

Tylor.

fittest.

,

—

the study of

Try pleasure.
Which, when no other enemy survives.

;

;

—

—

&

Supervene.]
tion to.

Were 't not madness then.
To make the fox surveyor of the fold ?
Shak.
2. One who views and examines for the purpose of
ascertaining the condition, quantity, or quality of anything ; as, a surveyor of highways, ordnance, etc.
3. One who surveys or measures land ; one who practices the art of surveying.
4. (Customs) (a) An officer who ascertains the contents of casks, and the quantity of liquors subject to
duty ; a ganger,
(b) In the United States, an officer
whose duties include the various measures to be taken
for ascertaining the quantity, condition, and value of
merchandise brought into a port. Abbott.
Surveyor general, (a) A principal surveyor as, the surveyor general of the king's manors, or of woods and parks.
\Eng.] ib) An officer having charge of the survey of the
Davies & Peck
public lands of a land district.
[U. S.]
(Math. Diet.).
Surveyor's compass.
See CircukferenSurveyor's level. See under Level.
TOR.
Sur-vey'or-shlp, ». The office of a surveyor.
Sur-View' (sQr-vu'), v. t. [Pref. sur- -)- view. Cf.
Survey.] To survey; to make a survey of . [06s.] "To

[F. survivance.l Survivorship.
[iJ.]
)
His son had the survivance of the stadtholdersliip. J3p. Burnet.
p. Survived
Sur-vlve' (stir-viv'), V. t. [imp.
[F. survivre, L.
vb. n. Surviving.]
(-vivd') ; p. pr.
supervivere ; super over -f- vivere to live. See Super-,
and Victuals.] To live beyond the life or existence of
to live longer than ; to outlive ; to outlast ; as, to survive
Cowper.
a person or an event.
I '11 assure her of
Her widowhood, be it that she survive me.
Shak.
In all my lands and leases whatsoever.
SnlT-Vlve', V. i. To remain alive ; to continue to live.

Survened

n. Sueyrnino.] [F. survenir.

—

—

under Natural.
Sur-viv'ance (-ans),
Sur-viv'an-cy (-an-sy),

;

Sur-Vene'

—

Survival of the
ac-

TV. Scott.

Sur-vell'lant (-val'yant or -valant), re. ; pi. Surveillants (-val'yauts or -va'lants).
[P., fr. surveiller
to watch over.
See Surveillance.] One who watches
over another ; an overseer ; a spy ; a supervisor.
Sur-vell'lant, a. Overseeing watchful.
(-vend')

act or occupation of making surveys.
Geodetic surveying, geodesy.
Maritime, or Nautical,
surveying, that branch of surveying which determines the
forms of coasts and harbors, the entrances of rivers, with
the positicai of islands, rocks, and shoals, the depths of
water, etc.
Plane surveying.
See under Plane, a.
Topographical aurveylng, that branch of surveying which
involves the process of ascertaining and representing
upon a plane surface the contour, physical features, etc.,
ot any portion of the surface of the earth.
Sur-vey'or (-er), re. 1. One placed to superintend
others ; an overseer ; an inspector.

manners and customs.

supervision.

sort of surveillance of

;

unknown, or imperfectly known.
The close bearing of the doctrine of survival on

+

cused the old.

;

;

;

inspection

—

;

[Icel. surlarSut'tur-brand (sQr'tur-brSnd), n.
brandr ; svartr black
brandr a firebrand.] A fibrous
brown coal or bituminous wood.
Su'ru-cu'cu (soo'roo-koo'koo), n. {Zo'ol.) See Bush
master, under Bush.
Sur-veil'lance (s2r-val'yans or -va'lans 277), n. [F.,
fr. surveiller to watch over sur over
veiller to watch,
L. vigilare. See Sua-, and Vigil.] Oversight ; watch
;

—

—

;

chair

;

go

;

sins,

ink

;

;

Syn.

—

To mistrust distrust ; surmise ; doubt.
Sus-pect', V. i.
To imagine guilt to have a suspicion or suspicions to be suspicious.
;

;

;

If I suspect without cause,

why

then

make

sport at me. Shak.

Sus-pect'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. That may be suspected.
Sus-pect'ed, a. Distrusted doubted.
Sus-pect'ed-ly, adv.
Sus-pect'ed-ness, n,
Sus-pect'er (-er), n. One who suspects,
Sus-pect'llll (-ful), a. Apt to suspect or mistrust
full of suspicion
suspicious as, to be suspectful of the
motives of others. 3fillon.
Sus-pect'lul-ness, n.
Sus-pec'tlon (-pek'shtin), re. Suspicion. [Obs,]
Sus-pec'tlous-ness (-slius-nSs), re. Suspiciousness;
cause for suspicion, [Obs. & i?,]
Ld. Berners.

—

;

—

;

—

;

Su8-pect'less(-pgkt'lSs), c. 1. Not suspecting ; hav[iJ.]
ing no suspicion.
Sir T. Herbert.
2. Not suspected; not mistrusted. [JB.] Beau.&Fl.
t.
[imp.
(-ijSnd'),
v.
Sus-pend'
p. p. Suspended ;
vb. n. Suspending.] [F. suspendre, or OF. sousp. pr.
pendre (where the prefix is L. subtus below, from sub
under), L. suspendere, suspensum; pref. s«s- (see Sub-)
-\- pendere to hang.
See Pendant, aud cf. Suspense,
re.]
1. To attach to something above ; to liaug ; as, to
suspend a ball by a thread ; to suspend the body by a
cord ; to suspend a iieedlo by a loadstone.
2. To make to depend ; as, God hath suspended the
promise of oterual life on the condition of obedience and
holiness of life.
[Archaic']
TUlotson.
3. To cause to cease for a time ; to hinder from proceeding to interrupt to delay ; to stay.
Suspend your indignation against my brother.
Shak.
The guard nor fights nor flies their fate so near
.Vt once sui!iiends their courage and their fear. I>enliain.
4. To hold in an undetermined or undecided state ; as,
to sus/icnd one's judgiuont or opinion.
Locke.
5. To debar, or cause to withdraw temporarily, from
any privilege, from the execution of an office, from the

&

&

;

;

;

i

then,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.
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SUSPEND
enjoyment of income, etc. as, to suspend a student
from college ; to suspend a member of a club.
Good men should not be suspended from the exercise of their
;

N

Biinistry and deprived of their livelihood for ceremonies which
Bp, Sanderson.
are on all hands acknowledged indifferent.

6. To cause to cease for a time from operation or effect ; as, to suspend the habeas corpus act ; to tuspend
the rules of a legislative body.
7. (Chem.) To support in a liqufd, as an insoluble
powder, by stirring, to facilitate chemical action.

To Bospend payment (Com.), to cease paying debts or
said of a merchant, a bank, etc.
obligations ; to fail ;
Syn. To hang; interrupt; delay; intermit; stay;
hinder ; debar.
Sus-pend' (sus-pSnd'), v. i. To cease from operation
or activity ; esp., to stop payment, or be unable to meet
obligations or engagements (said of a commercial firm or
a bank).
Sus-pend'er (-er), re. One who, or that which, suspends ; esp., one of a pair of straps or braces worn over
the shoulders, for holding up the trousers.
Sus'pen-sa'tlon (sQs'pSn-sa'shQn), n. [Cf. LL. suspensalio suspension from a charge or benefice.] The act
of suspending, or the state of being suspended, especially
for a short time ; temporary suspension.
Sns-pense' (siis-pSns'), a. [F. suspens, L. suspensus,
p. p. of suspendere. See Suspend.] 1. Held or lifted
up ; held or prevented from proceeding. [06i.]
Milton.
[The great light of day] sitspense in heaven.

—

—

Q

R

2. Expressing, or proceeding from, suspense or doubt.
[06s.] " Expectation held his look suspense. " Milton.
Sus-pense', n. [Fzotsi¥. suspens, a,. See Suspense, a.]
1. The state of being suspended ; specifically, a state
of uncertainty and expectation, with anxiety or apprehension ; indetermination ; indecision ; as, the suspense
of a person waiting for the verdict of a jmry.

Ten days the prophet in suspense remained. Denkam.
Upon the ticklish balance of suspense.
Cowper.
2. Cessation for a time ; stop ; pause.
3.

Fope.
A cool suspense from pleasure and from pain.
[Cf. F. suspense.^
(Law) A temporary cessation

of one's right ; suspension, as when the rent or other profits of land cease by unity of possession of land and rent.
Suspense account (Bookkeeping), an accoimt in which
receipts or disbursements are temporarily entered until
their proper position in the books is determined.

Sales.
Sus-pense'ly, adv. In suspense. [06i.]
Sus-pen'sl-bil'l-ty (-p5n'si-bTl'I-ty), n. The quality
or state of being suspensible.
Sus-pen'si-ble (sus-p§n'sl-b'l), a. Capable of being
Buspended capable of being held from sinking.
Sus-pen'slon (-shun), n. [Cf. F. suspeiision, L. suspensio arched work, imperfect pronunciation. See Suspend.] 1. The act of suspending, or the state of being
suspended ; pendency as, suspension from a hook.
2. Especially, temporary delay, interruption, or cessation ; as : (a) Of labor, study, pain, etc. (6) Of decision,
determination, judgment, etc. ; as, to ask a suspension
of judgment or opinion in view of evidence to be produced, (c) Of the payment of what is due ; as, the suspension of a mercantile firm or of a bank, {d) Of punishment, or sentence of punishment, (e) Of a person in
respect of the exercise of his oflSce, powers, prerogative,
etc. ; as, the suspension of a student or of a clergyman.
(/ ) Of the action or execution of law, etc. ; as, the suspension of the habeas corpus act.
3. A conditional withholding, interruption, or delay
as, the suspension of a payniant on the performance of a
condition.
4. The state of a solid when its particles are mixed
with, but undissolved in, a fluid, and are capable of separation by straining ; also, any substance in this state.
6. (Rhet.) A keeping of the hearer in doubt and in
attentive expectation of what is to follow, or of what is
to be the inference or conclusion from the arguments or
observations employed.
6. {Scots Law) A stay or postponement of execution
of a sentence condemnatory by means of letters of suspension granted on application to the lord ordinary.
7. (Mus.) The prolongation of one or more tones of a
Cher's into tko chord which follows, thus producing a
momentary discord, suspending Ithe concord which the
ear expects. Cf. Retardation.
Fleas in auspension (Law), pleas which temporarily
Points of suspension (Mech.),
abate or suspend a suit.
the points, as in the axis or beam of a balance, at which
the weights act, or from which they are suspended.
SoBpension bridge, a bridge supported by chams, ropes.
;

;

—

—

SUTTEEISM

"In ia*penm«e thoughts." Beaumont.

"Asuspentive
Macaulay.
The provisional and suspensive attitude. J. Morley.

veto."

Suspensive eoniiUan (Scots Law), a condition precedent,
or a condition without the performance of which the contract can not be completed.

SuB-pen'sor (stis-pSn'ser), n. [NL.] 1. A suspensory.
2. (Sot.) The cord which suspends the embryo, and
which is attached to the radicle in the young state ; the
proembryo.
Sus'pen-SO'll-nm (sus'pgn-so'ri-Bm), n. ; pi. SusPENSOBIA (-a). [NL.] (.4nai.) Anything which suspends
or holds up a part especially, the mandibular suspensorium (a series of bones, or of cartilages representing
them) which connects the base of the lower jaw with the
skull in most vertebrates below mammals.
Sus-pen'SO-ry (sus-pSn'so-rj^), a,
\. Suspended;
hanging depending.
2. Fitted or serving to suspend ; suspending ; as, a
suspensory muscle.
Hay,
3. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to a suspensorium.
II

;

;

Sus-pen'SO-ry,

[Cf. F. suspensoir, suspensoire."]

n.

That which suspends, or holds up, as a truss specificbandage or bag for supporting the scrotum.
;

ally {Med.), a

SoB'pl-ca-ble

(siis'pl-ka-b'l), a.

[L. suspicabilis, fr.
suspicari to suspect, akin to suspicere. See Suspect,
V. t.'] Liable to suspicion ; suspicious.
[06s.]
It is a very suspicdbU business.
Dr. H. More.

SuB-pl'clen-oy (sQs-pIsh'en-sy), n. [From L. suspiciens, p. pr. of suspicere. See Suspect, v. <.] Suspiciousness ; suspicion. [06s.]
Hopkins.
Su8-pl'clon (siJs-pIsh'un), n. [OE. suspecioun, OF.
souspefon, F. soupfon, L. suspecCio a looking up to, an
esteeming highly, suspicion, fr. suspicere to look up, to
esteem, to mistrust. The modern form suspicion in English and French is in imitation of L. suspicio mistrust,
suspicion.
See Suspect, and cf. Suspicious.] 1. The
act of suspecting ; the imagination or apprehension of
the existence of something (esp. something wrong or
hurtful) without proof, or upon very slight evidence,
or upon no evidence.
Suspicions among thoughts are like bats amongst birds, they
ever fly by twilight.
Bacon.
2. Slight degree ; suggestion; hint. IColloq.']
The features are mild but expressive, with just a suspicion
of saturnine or sarcastic humor.
A. W. Ward.
Syn.— Jealousy ; distrust ; mistrust ; diffidence ; doubt.
Sus-pl'clon, V. t. To view with suspicion ; to suspect
to doubt. [06s. or Low^
South.
Sns-pl'clOUS (-pish'iis), a. [OE. suspecious ; cf. L.
suspiciosus.
See Suspicion.]
Inclined
to
suspect;
1.
given or prone to suspicion ; apt to imagine without proof
Nature itself, after it has done an injury, will ever be sitspicious ; and no man can love the person he suspects.
South.
Many mischievous insects are daily at work to make men of
merit suspicious of each other.
Fope.
2. Indicating suspicion, mistrust, or fear.
We have a suspicious, fearful, constrained countenance. Swift.
3. Liable to suspicion ; adapted to raise suspicion
giving reason to imagine ill ; questionable ; as, an author
of suspicious innovations ; suspicious circumstances.
I spy a black, susjncious, threatening cloud.
Shak.
Syn.— Jealous; distrustful; mistrustful; doubtful;
questionable. See Jealous.
SuB-pl'cloos-ly, adv.
Sus-pl'clous-ness, re.
Sus-plr'al (-pir'al), re. [From SuspmE.] 1. A breathing hole ; a vent or ventiduct.
2. A spring of water passing under ground toward a
cistern or conduit.
[L. suspiratio.
Sus'pl-ra'tion (sus'pi-ra'shiSn), re.
See SuspmE.] The act of sighing, or fetching a long and
deep breath ; a deep respiration ; a sigh.
Shak.
Windy suspiration of forced breath.
SuS-plre' (sus-pir'), V. i. [L. suspirare to breathe
cf. F.
out, to sigh ; sub under -\- spirare to breathe
soupirer, OF. souspirer.'\ To fetch a long, deep breath
Shak.
to sigh ; to breathe.
.

.

—

—

:

Fireflies that suspire

In short, soft lapses of transported flame.

Mrs. Browning.

A long, deep
[Cf. L. suspirium.']
Sus-plre', re.
breath ; a sigh. [06s.]
desired
or longed
Ardently
(-pird'),
a.
SuB-pired'
Sir H. Walton.
for earnestly coveted.
[Obs."]
Sustained
[imp.
& p. p.
Sns-tain' (-tan'), v. t.
[OE. sustenen,
(-tand') p. pr.
vb. re. Sustainino.]
;

&

;

susteinen, OF. sustenir, sosienir, F. soutenir (the French
prefix is properly fr. L. subtus below, fr. sub under), L.
lenere to hold. See
sustinere ; pref. sus- (see Sub-)

+

;

—

—

—

ale,

senate,

care,

&m, axm, ask,

No

comfortable expectations of another

life to sustain him under the evils in this
Tillotson.
world.
to keep alive to support ; to subsist
to nourish ; as, provisions to sustain an army.
Shak,
4. To aid, comfort, or relieve ; to vindicate.

To maintain

His
5.

;

sons,

;

who

seek the tyrant to sustain.

Dryden.

To endure without

under

failing or yielding ; to bear
to sustain defeat and disappointment.
suffer ; to bear ; to undergo.

up

as,

;

To

7.

Tumus, then, such endless toil sustain t Dryden.
Shak.
You shall sustain more new disgraces.
To allow the prosecution of to admit as vaUd to
Shall

;

^

;

assist

;

relieve

One who,

or that which, upholds or sustains ; a sustainer. [06s.]
I waked again, for my sustain was the Lord.
Milton.
SuB-tain'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. soutenaUe, OP.
soustenable.2 Capable of being sustained or maintained
as, the action is not sustainable.
SuB-talned' (-tand'), a. Held up to a certain pitch,
degree, or level ; uniform ; as, sustained passion ; a sustained style of writing ; a sustained note in music.
Sus-talll'er (-tan'er), re. One who, or that which,,
sustains.

Waterland.

SUB-taln'ment (-ment), n.

The

act of sustaining;
Milton. Lowell.
[Gr.
(ruo-TaAnitot
contracta.
ile, fr. irviniKKeLv to draw together, to moderate ; triv
together -\- a-TeWetv to place.] Mournful ;
said of a
species of music among the ancient Greeks.
Busby.
SUB'te-nance (s&s'te-nans), re. [OP. sustenance, sostenance, soustenance ; cf L. sustinentia endurance. SeeSustain.] 1. The act of sustaining ; support ; maintenance ; subsistence ; as, the sustenance of the body ; thesustenance of life.
2. That which supports life ; food ; victuals ; provisions ; means of living ; as, the city has ample sustenance. "
laan oi Utile sustenance."
ChaucerMilton.
For lying is thy sustenance, thy food.
SuB-ten'ta-cle (siis-tSn'ta-k'l), re. [L. sustentaculum.
See Sustentation.] Sustenance. [06s.] Dr. H. More.
[See SusSUB'ten-tac'U-lar (sSs'tSn-tSk'u-ler), a.
tentaole,] {Anat.) Supporting; sustaining; as, a sustentaculur tissue.

maintenance ; support.
Sus-tal'Uc (-tSl'tik),

—

.

X

Sus'ten-tate

(-tat), v.

i.

To

sustain.

[iJ.]

C Eeade.

Sus'ten-ta'tlon (-ta'shun), re. [L. sustentatio sustenance, maintenance, fr. sustentare to support, maintain,
v. intens. fr. sustinere to sustain : cf. P. sustentation.
See Sustain.] 1. The act of sustaining, or the state of
being sustained
preservation from falling ; support
sustenance ; maintenance.
2. {Physiol.) The aggregate of the functions by which,
a living organism is maintained in a normal condition of
weight and growth.
Sustentation fund (Eccl.), a fund of a religious body for
the support of its ministers, chapels, etc. ; as, the sustentation fund of the Free Church of Scotland.
SUB'ten-ta-tlve (stis'tSn-ta-tTv), a. Adapted to sustain, strengthen, or corroborate ; as, sustentative citations or quotations.
Sustentative functions (Physiol.), those functions of the
body which affect its material composition and thus determine its mass.
Sus-ten'tion (sQs-tgu'shQn), re. Sustentation. {E. or
;

Colloq.'\

In fine images, in sustentiOTi^ in irony, they surpass anything
that Burke ever wrote.
J. Morley.
Sus'ter, SuB'tre (siis'ter), n. ; pi. Sustebs (-terz)^

Sustkes, or Sustren (-tr§n). Sister. [06s.]
Chaucer.
There are seven sustren, that serve truth ever. Piers FlowmanSu'su (soo'soo), n. {Zool.) See Soosoo.
[L. susurrans, p. pr.
Su-SUr'rant (sii-siir'rant), a.
from susurrare to whisper.] Whispering. [iJ.] " The
soft susurrant sigh."
Poetry of Anti-Jacobin.
[L. susurratio,
Su'SUr-ra'tion (sii'sur-ra'shiin), re.
fr. susurrare to whisper : cf. F. susurration.']
A whis" Soft susurrations of the
pering ; a soft murmur.
trees."

Sn-BUr'ring-ly (slS-sar'rlng-lJ), adv.
ner of a whisper. [06s.]

Su-BUl'rouB
rustling

;

(-rtis),

full of

[L. susurrus."]

a.

whispering sounds.

HowellIn the man-

Whispering i

[JJ.]

Su-BUr'niS (-riis), re. [L.] The act of whispering
a whisper a murmur.
De Quincey.
The soft susurrus and sighs of the branches. Longfellow.
Sll'tUe (su'tTl), a. [L. sutilis, fr. suere to sew cf.
P. sutile.] Done by stitching. [A]
Boswell.
Sut'Ier (sutler), re. [J), zoetelaar, OD. soetelaar, a
small trader, especially in camps, fr. soetelen to undertake low offices cf. G. sudeln to do dirty work, to sully,
soU, E. suds."] A person who follows an army, and sells
to the troops provisions, liquors, and the like.
Sutler-ship, re. The condition or occupation of a

-,

II

;

:

;

sutler.

Sut'Ung

(-ling), a.

Sve,

^vcnt,

€nd, fern,

;

recent

;

Su'tor

(su'ter),

engaged in
Addison.
kind of sirup made by the In-

Belonging to sutlers

;

ice,

re.

A

(soo'tra), re. / pi. SuTEAS (-traz).
[Skr. suthread, a string of rules ; an aphorism, f r. siv to1. (a)
precept ; an aphorism ; a brief rule.
collection of such aphorisms.
(6)
2. pi.
body of Hindoo literature containing aphorisms on grainmar, meter, law, and philosophy, and
forming a connecting link between the Vedic and later
Sanskrit literature.
Balfour {Cyc. of India).
Snt-tee' (stit-te'), re. [Skr. sati a faithful wife, fcm.
of sant existing, real, true, good, p. pr. of as to be.
Cf»
Sooth.] 1.
Hindoo widow.who immolates herself, or
is immolated, on the funeral pile of her husband ;
so
called because this act of self-immolation is regarded as
evincing excellence of wifely character. \_India']
2. The act of burning a widow on the funeral pile of
II

Ira

Su'tra
3b

A

sew.]

A

A

A

her husband.

6.

final,

uphold ; subsist ;

dians of Arizona from the fruit of some cactaceous plant
(probably the Cereus giganteus).

;

port.

3.

;

(siis-tan'), n.

to support; as, a foundation sustains
the superstructure ; a beast sustains a
load ; a rope sustains a weight
Every pillar the temple to sustain.
Chaucer.

Hence, to keep from sinking, as
in despondence, or the like to sup-

or wires, which usually pass over high piers or columns
at each end, and are secured in the ground beyond.
Suspension of arms (Mil.), a short truce or cessation of
operations agreed on by the commanders of contending
armies, as for burying the dead, making proposals for
surrender or for peace, etc.
Suspension scale, a scale in
which the platform hangs suspended from the weighing
apparatus instead of resting upon it.
Syn. Delay; interruption ; intermission; stop.
Sus-pen'slve (-siv), a. [Cf. P. suspensif. See Suspend.]
Tending to suspend, or to keep in suspense;
causing interruption or delay ; uncertain ; doubtful.

Sns-taln'

the occupation of a sutler.

2.

Brooklyn Suspension Bridge

Syn. — To support

suffer; undergo.

Tenable, and cf. Sustenance.] 1. To
keep from falling to bear to uphold
;

New York and

sanction ; to continue ; not to dismiss or abate ; as, tha
court sustained the action or suit.
8. To prove ; to establish by evidence ; to corroborate
or confirm ; to be conclusive of ; as, to sustain a charge,
an accusation, or a proposition.

—

[India']

(I^°* The practice, though abolished in British India
by law in 1829, is not wholly prevented.
Sut-tee'lsm (-Tz'm), re. The practice of self-immolation of widows in Hindostan.

idea, SI

;

old,

bbey,

6rb,

odd

I

f
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SWAMP

[Etymol. uncertain.] (Com.)
Sat'tle (sBt't'l), n.
The weight when the tare has been deducted, and tret ia
yet to be allowed.
M'CuUoch.
[See Sutler.]
Sut'tle, v. i.
To act as sutler ; to
supply provisions and other articles to troops.
Su'tur-al (su'tur-al ; 135), a. [Cf . F. suiural, NL.
SUturalis.l
1. Of or pertaining to a suture, or seam.
2. (Bot.) Taking place at a suture ; as, a sutural de-

Swag'-bel'Ued (awSg^bSl'lid), a. Having a prominent, overhanging belly.
Shah.
Swag'bel'ly (-if), n. 1.
prominent, overhanging
belly.
Smollett.
2. (Med.) Any large tumor developed in the abdomen,
and neither fluctuating nor sonorous.
Dunglison.
(swaj), V. t.
i.
[imp.
p. p. Swaged
(swajd) p. pr.
vb. n. Swaging (swa'jing).]
[Equiv.
to suage, abbrev. fr. assuage.]
See Assuage. [Obs.]
Swage, n.
tool, variously shaped or grooved on
the end or face, used by blacksmiths and other workers
in metals, for shaping their work, whether sheet metal
or forging, by holding the swage upon the work, or the

Swallow (swSllo), v. t. [imp. & p. p. SwALLOWE*
(-lod) p. pr.
vb. n. Swallowing.]
[OE. swoleiven,
swolwen, swolhen, AS. swelgan ; akin to D. zicelgen,
OHG. swelahan, swelgan, G. schwelgen to feast, to revel,
Icel. sveigja to swallow, Sw. sv'dlja, Dan. svselge.
Cf.
Groundsel a plant.] 1. To take into the stomach to receive through the gullet, or esophagus, into the stomach ;
as, to swallow food or drink.
As if I had swallowed snowballs for pills.
Shak,
2. To draw into an abyss or gulf to ingulf ; to absorb
usually followed by up.
Milton.
The earth opened her mouth, and swallowed them up, and

hiscence.

Su'tur-al-ly, adv. In a sutural manner.
Su'tur-a'ted (-a'tSd), a.
Sewed or knit together;
united by a suture ; stitched.
Su'ture (su'tiir ; 135), n. [L. sutura, fr. suere, sutum,
to sew or stitch cf. F. suture.
See Sew to unite with
thread.]
1. The act of sewing
also, the line along
which two things or parts are sewed together, or are
united so as to form a seam, or that which resembles a
:

;

eeam.
2. (Surg.) (a) The uniting of the parts of a wound by
stitching,
(b) The stitch by which the parts are united.
3. (Anat.) The line of union, or seam, in an immovable
articulation, like those between the bones of the skull
also, such an articulation itself ; synarthrosis.
See Har-

monic snture, under Hakmonic.
4. (Bot.) (a) The line, or seam, formed by the union
of two margins in any part of a plant as, the ventral
tuture of a legume. (6) A line resembling a seam as,
the dorsal suture of a legume, which really corresponds
;

;

to a midrib.

The

line at which the elytra of a beetle
meet and are sometimes confluent. (6)
seam, or impressed line, as between the segments of a crustacean,
6. (Zo'dl.) (a)

A

or between the whorls of a univalve shell.
Glover's snture. Harmonic suture, etc. See imder GlovEB, Habmonic, etc.
;
Having a suture or su135), a.
knit or united together.
Pennant.
Su-war'row (su-war'rS), n. (Bot.) The giant cactus
(Cereits giganteus) ;
so named by the Indians of Arizona. Called also saguaro.
Su'ze-raln (su'ze-ran), n. [F., formed fr. sus above,
L. susum, sursum (fr. sub under -)- versum, p. p. of vertere to turn), after the analogy of souverain, E. sovereign.
See SnB-, and Veese.]
superior lord, to whom fealty
is due ; a feudal lord ; a lord paramount.
Su'ze-rain-ty (-tjr), n. [F. suzerainete.'] The dominion or authority of a suzerain ; paramount authority.
(swii), adv.
[See So.] So. [Obs.^
Chaucer.
Swab (sw5b), V. t. limp. &p. p. Swabbed (sw5bd)
vb. n. Swabbing.] [See Swabbee, «.] To clean
p. pr.
with a mop or swab ; to wipe when very wet, as after washing as, to swab the deck of a ship. [Spelt also swob.^
;

—

A

Swa

&

;

Swab,

A

[Written also swob.'\ 1.
kind of mop
for cleaning floors, the decks of vessels, etc., esp. one
made of rope-yarns or threads.
2.
bit of sponge, cloth, or the like, fastened to a
handle, for cleansing the mouth of a sick person, applying medicaments to deep-seated parts, etc.
3. (Naut.) An epaulet.
iSailors^ Slang]
3Iarryat.
4.
cod, or pod, as of beans or pease. {Obs.] Bailey.
5.
sponge, or other suitable substance, attached to
a long rod or handle, for cleaning the bore of a firearm.
n.

A

A
A

Swab'ber

(-ber), v.

To swab.

t.

Swab'ber, re.

[-B.]

[D. zwabber; cf D. zwabberen to swab,
G. schwabbern, Dan. svabre, Sw. svab a swab, svabla to
iwab.] 1. One who swabs a floor or deck.
Sfiak.
2. (Naut.) Formerly, an inferior officer on board of
British ships of war, whose business it was to see that
the ship was kept clean.
3. Same as Swobbee, 2.
Swad (swod), n. [Probably fr. AS. sweSian to bind.]
[Written also swod.] 1.
cod, or pod, as of beans or
pease. [Prov. Eng.]
Swad, in the north, is a peascod shell thence used for an
empty, shallow-headed fellow.
Blount.
2.
clown ; a country bumpkin.
\_Obs. or Prov.
Eng.] " Country swains, and silly swads."
Greene.
There was one busy fellow was their leader,
A blunt, squat swad, but lower than yourself. S. Jonson.
lump or mass ; also, a crowd. [Low, U. S.]
3.
4. (Coal Mining)
thin layer of refuse at the bottom

A

Raymond.

re. [AS. sweSil, sweSel, fr. sweSee Swathe.] Anything used to swaddle
with, as a cloth or band ; a swaddling band.
They put me in bed in all my swaddles. Addison.
Swad'dle, v. t. [imp. p. p. Swaddled (-d'ld) p. pr.
vb. re. Swaddling (-dlTng). ] 1. To bind as with a bandage to bind or wrap tightly with clothes ; to swathe
used esp. of infants as, to swaddle a baby.
They swaddled me up in my nightgown with long pieces of

(swSd'd'l),

Sian to bind.

&

&

;

;

;

(-dlTng), a.

& n.

from Swaddle,

^

ceive us.

up,

<im

;

pity

;

;

a blus-

3. Taste

rancor.

;

;

;

glutton.

toral fins.

Swal'lOW-tail' (-tal'), n. 1. (Carp.) A kind of tenoa
or tongue used in making joints. See Dovetail.
2. (Bot.) A species of willow.
Bacon^
3. (Fort.) An outwork with converging sides, its head
or front forming a reentrant angle
so called from its
form. Called also priestcap.
4. A swallow-tailed coat.
This Stultz coat, a blue
swallowtail, with yellow
buttons.
Thackeray.

re.
[Swain .\- mote vaeeting: cf.
(Eng. Forest Law) A court held before the verderers of the forest as judges, by the steward
of the court, thrice every year, the swains, or freeholders,
within the forest composing the jury.
[Written also
swanimote, and sweinmote.]
Blachstone.
Swain'ship, re. The condition of a swain.
Swaip (swap), V. i. [Cf. Sweep.] To walk proudly;
to sweep along.
[Prov. Eng.]
Todd.
Swal (swal), obs. imp. of Swell. Swelled. Chaucer.
'

LL. swanimotum.]

;

Swale

[Cf. Icel. svalr cool, svala to cool.]
(swal), re.
or low place ; a tract of low, and usually wet,
[Prov. Eng.
Local, U. S.]
; a fen.
t.
To melt and waste away to singe.
Swale, v. i.

6.

&

&

An

—

arrow.
Sir W. Scott.
Any one

6. (Zo'dl.)

of numerous species
of large and handsome

;

v.

A gutter in a candle.

[Prov. Eng.]
Swal'let (swSl'let), re. [Cf. G. schwall a sea swell,
from schwellen to swell, E. swell.] Water breaking in
upon the miners at their work ;
so called among tin
Bailey.
miners. [Prov. Eng.]
Swal'low (swol'lo), re. [OE. swalowe, AS. swalewe,
swealwe ; akin to D. zwaluw,
OHG. swalaiva, G. schwalbe,
Sw. svala, Dan. svale.]
Icel.
1. (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of passerine birds of
the family Hirundinidse, especially one of those species iu
which the tail is deeply forked.
They have long, pointed wings,
and are noted for the swiftness
and gracefulness of their flight.

Swal'low-talled' (-taid'), a. X. Having a tail like
that of a swallow hence, like a swallow's tail in form
having narrow and tapering or pointed skirts; as, a

.lE^^The most common North American Barn Swallow
American species are the barn {Chelidon erythrogaster),
swallow (see under Barn), the male.
cliff, or eaves, swallow (see under
Cliff), the white-bellied, or tree, swallow (Tachycxneta
bicolor), and the bank swallow (see under Bank). The
common European swallow (Chelidon rustica),.axi<i the
_
window swallow, or martin

swallow-tailed coat.
2. (Carp.) United by dovetailing ; dovetailed.
Swallow-tailed duck (Zo'dl.), the old squaw.
Swallowtailed gull (Zo'dl.), an arctic gull (Xeiiui f areata), whicli
has a deeply forked tail.
Swallow-tailed hawk or kite
(Zo'dl.), the fork-tailed kite.
Swallow-tailed mot'h( Zo'dl.),
a European moth ( Urapteri/x sambucaria) having tail-like:
lobes on the hind wings.

re.

(Zo'dl.)

Any

butterflies,

of swifts

which

(Zo'dl.),

a long lobe.

out, oil

;

fly (Papilio, or ./asoidades, glaitcus),

right haU. i^)
Papilio),
the blue
swallowtail, or philenor, the tiger swallowtail, or turnus (see Tuenus), and
the zebra swallowtail, or ajax (see under Zebea) are common American species. See also Troilus.

;

;

—

—
—

Swal'low-wort' (-wflrf), n. (Bot.) (a) See Celandine, (b) A poisonous plant (Vincetoxicuiii officinale) of
the Milkweed family, atone time used iu medicine;
also called u'hite swallowwort.
African swallowwort, a plant of the genus Stapelia.
(swSm), imp. of 'Swim.
Swamp (swbmp), re. [Cf. AS. sicam a fungus, OD.
swam a sponge, D. sioaoi a fungus, G. sclitramiii a sponge,
Icel. svdppr, Dan.
Sw. swamp, Goth swamm.<t, Gr. o-o/ix1^6? porous, spongy.] Wet, spongy land ; soft, low ground
satur.ated with water, but not usually covered \vith it
marshy ground away from the seashore.
Gray swam/is and pools, wustL' places of the hern. Tcmiiison.
A swamp differs from a bo!< and a niav.<h in producing trees
and slirubs, while tho latter produce only lierbage, plants, and
mosses.
Fanning Kiici/c. (/.'. lulwards, IVords).

&

any

;,

—

;

Swallowtail Butter-

l!!^=The black swallowtail, or asterias (see

Swam

,

//

—

food, fcf&t

belonging

to Papilio and allied
genera, in which the
posterior border of
each hind wing is prolonged in the form of

—

one of nu-

Ham. Nav. Encyc.

;

;

Tatler.

Swal'lOW-fiBh' (-fish'), n. (Zo'dl.) The European
sapphirine gurnard ( Trigla hirundo). It has large pec-

—

;

Prof. Wilson.

•

5. Aa much as is, or can be, swallowed at once as, a.
swallow of water.
6. That which inpfulfs a whirlpool. [Obs.] Fabyan.
Swal'low-er (-er), re. One who swallows also, a

;

a moor

1. The act of swallowing.
or esophagus ; the throat.
inclination ; liking.
;
[Collog."]

relish

;

I have no swalloio for it.
Massinger*
4. Capacity for swallowing ; voracity.
There being nothing too gross for the swallow of political

—

A valley

;

;

Swal'low, re.
2. The gullet,

A

(-mot'),

swallows the greatest part of
Locke,

;

—

a boastful, noisy feUow.
Shak.
Inclined to swag ; sinking, hanging, or leaning by its weight.
Sir T. Browne.
Swain (swan), re. [OE. swain, swein, Icel. sveinn a
boy, servant ; akin to Sw. sven, Dan. svend, AS. swan,
OHG. swein.] 1.
servant. [Obs.]
Him behoves serve himself that has no swain. Chaucer.
2.
young man dwelling in the country ; a rustic
esp., a country gallant or lover ;
chiefly in poetry.
It were a happy life
To be no better than a homely swain.
Shak.
Blest swains ! whose nymphs in every grace excel. Pope.
Swaln'lsll, a. Pertaining to, or resembling, a swain
rustic; ignorant.
"An ungentle and swainish beast."
Milton.
Swain'lsh-ness, re. Emerson.
Swain'ling (-ITng), n. A little swain. [R.]

Swain'mote'

life

seize and waste ; to exhaust ; to consume.
Corruption swallowed what the liberal hand

;

;

A

necessary provision of

;

(-gy), a.

Swallow plover

Charles Eeade.
full,

a bully

;

Swag'gy

tailed jiloverlike birds of the
genus (ihireohi, as O. orienta.lis
Swalof ImUii a pratincole.
low shrike {Zo'uD, any one of European Swallow and
Nest. (>i)
several species of East Indian
and Asiatic birds of the family
Aria III iiihi.aXWe'X to the shrikes but similar to swallows
in apiicaraiice and luibits. The ashy sw.nllow Hhvikc (.l/Swallow warbler
tamim fusriis) is connnon in India.
(i?o«(^.), any one of numerous species of Bast Indian and
Australian'singing birds of the genus Dicxum. They are
allied to the honeysuckers.

A

riide,

terer

Pope,
;

Of bounty scattered.
Thomson.
7. To retract to recant as, to swallow one's opinions.
" Swallowed his vows whole."
Shak.
8. To put up with to bear patiently or without retaliation
as, to swallow an affront or insult.
Syn.
To absorb ; imbibe ingulf engross ; consumeSee Absorb.
Swal'low, V. i. To perform the act of swallowing i
as, his cold is so severe he is unable to swallow.

w. Irving.

One who swaggers

re.

—

to employ.

;

To

6.

Swag'ger, v. t. To bully. [iJ.]
Swift.
Swag'ger, re. The act or manner of a swaggerer.
He gave a half swagger, half leer, as he stepped forth to re(-er),

;

their time.

Beaconsfteld.

one of several species of fork-

;

unite,

5.

The

2. To boast or brag noisily ; to be ostentatiously proud
or vainglorious ; to bluster ; to bully.
What a pleasure it is ... to swagger at the bar I Arbuthnot.
To be great is not ... to swagger at our footmen. Collier.

reeves.

;

Slang]

;

Swaggered

pompous, consequential manner.

low, or swift.
3. (Naut.) The aperture iu
a block through which the rope

v.

&

i.

&

ase,

in a

;

who succeeded him.
To occupy to take up

of those

[Freq. of swag.]
hence, to walk

A man who swaggers about London clubs.

form and habits, as the common American chimney swal-

[imp.
p. p. SwAGGED (swSgd)
vb. re. SwAQQiNG (-ging).]
p. pr.
[Cf. loel. sveggja,
sveigja to bend, to sway, Norw. svaga to sway.
See
Sway.] 1. To hang or move, as something loose and
heavy to sway ; to swing. [Prov. Eng.]
2. To sink down by its weight to sag. Sir IT. Wotton.
i swag as a fat person's belly swaijueth as he goeth. Palsgrave.
Swag, n. 1.
swaying, irregular motion.
2.
burglar's or thief's booty ; boodle.
[Cant or

A

and act

merous species

Swaddling band. Swaddling cloth, or Swaddling clout, a

(swSg), V.

& p. p.

Swaggering.]

resemble the true swallows in

band or cloth wrapped round an infant, especially round
a newborn infant.
Yc shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lyins in
a manger.
Lul,en.l2.

Swag

[imp.

To walk with a swaying motion

1.

2.

to cudgel.

[Obs.]
Hudibras.
Swad'dle-blU' (-bTl'), re. (Zool.) The shoveler. [Local, V. S.]
Swad'dler (-dler), re. A term of contempt for an Irish
Methodist.
Shipley.

Swad'dling

& vb. n.

p. pr.

;

i.

species.

Addison.

To beat;

of a swage ; to fashit into a groove or

(Chelidon urbica), are familiar

.

"Den.

;

&

A

2.

(-gerd)

(swSg'ger), V.

xvi. 32.

3. To receive or embrace, as opinions or belief, without examination or scruple to receive implicitly.
Though that story ... be not so readily swallowed.
Sir T. Browne.
4. To engross
to appropriate
usually with up.
Homer excels ... in this, that he has swallowed up the honor

—

A

—

Swag'ger

Swale,

—

Swad'dle

Swage, y. t. To shape by means
a piece of iron, by forcing
mold having the required shape.

^um.

their houses.

objects of large size.
ion, as

;

—

striking with a sledge.
Swage block, a perforated block of iron, having grooved
sides and adapted for use in heading bolts ana swaging

See Sweal,

A

of a seam.

;

&

work upon the swage, and

land

.

&

&
A

;

Swag'ger-er

Su'tured (su'turd

tures

Swage

&

;

A

chair

;

go

;

Swamp

blackbird. (Zo'dl.) See Redwing (ft).— Swamp cab—Swamp deer (Zo'dl.), an Asideer (Hucen'u.<: Jhirdiifclli) of India.
Swamp hen.
An Australian azurn-broastod bird (I'orphii-

bage (Hot.), skunk cabbage.
atic

—

(Zo'dl.) (a)
rio ftf/^Hs)

;— called also <iii(illniin.
An Au.<ti-ali;iu
water crake, or rail (I'orziina Tabiieiisi.i): — ca\\ei\ alsolittle swamp hen.
(c) The European purple gallinule. —
Swamp

sing, ink

;

ift)

honeyauckle

then, thin

;

(lint.),

boN

;

an American shrub (Azalea,

zh

=:

z

in azure.

M56

SWAMP
or Rhododendron, viscosa) growing in swampy places,
witli fragrant flowers of a white color, or white tinged
called also swamp jnnk.
with rose
Swamp hook, a
hook and chain used by lumbermen in handling logs. Cf.
Cant HOOK. — Swamp itch. (Med.) See Prairie ilch, xmdeT
Swamp latuel {Bot,}, a slirub (Kaimia glauca)
Phairie.
having small leaves with the lower surface glaucous.
Swamp maple (Bot.), red maple. See Maple. Swamp oak
(,Bot. ), a name given to several kinds of oak which grow in
swampy places, aa swamp Spanish oak (Quercus palustris), swamp white oak {Q. bicolor), swamp post oak {Q.
Swamp
lyrata).— Svi3.m^ ore (Mill.), bog ore; limonite.
§artrldga (ZodL\ tlie spruce partridge. See lUust. under
Swamp quail (ZooL), any one of several AusPHBCE.
tralian game birds of the genera Synoicus and ExcaljaSwamp robin
torin, allied to the European partridges.
Swamp sassafras {Bot.), a small
{ZooL), the chewink.
North American tree of the genus Magnolia {M. glauca)
with aromatic leaves and fragrant creamy-white blosSwamp sparrow (ZooL),
soms ;— called also ii«ee< 60?/.
a common North American sparrow (Melospiza (Jeorcjiana, or M. palustris), closely resembling the song sparrow. It lives in low, swampy places.
Swamp willow.
{Bot.) See Pussy willow, under Pussy.
p. p. Swamped
Swamp (swomp), V. t. [imp.
(swomt ; 215) ; p. pr,
vb. n. Swamping.] 1. To plunge
or sink into a swamp.
2. (_Naut.) To cause (a boat) to become filled with
water ; to capsize or sink by wlielming with water.
3. Fig. To plunge into difficulties and perils ; to overwhelm ; to ruin ; to wreck.
The Whig majority of the house of Lords was sivamped by
the creation of twelve Tory peers.
J. 11, Green.
Havine swamped himself in following the ignis fatuus of a

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

:

theory.

Sir

IV.

Hamillon.

V. i.
1. To sink or stick in a swamp figubecome involved in insuperable difficulties.
2. To become filled with water, as a boat ; to founder
figuratively, to be ruined
to be
to capsize or sink

Swamp,

;

ratively, to

;

;

wrecked.

Swamp'y (-y), a. Consisting of swamp
swamp low, wet, and spongy as, swampy land.
;

like

a

;

;

Swan

(swon), n.
[AS. swan ; akin to D. zwaan,
0H6. swan, G. schwan, Icel. svanr, Sw. svan, Dan. svane;
and perhaps to E. sound something audible.] 1. (ZooL ) Any one of numerous species of large aquatic birds
belonging to Cygnus, Olor, and allied genera of the subfamily Cygninse. They have a large and strong beak and
a long neck, and are noted for their graceful movements
when swimming. Most of the northern species are white.
In literature the swan was fabled to sing a melodious
song, especially at the time of its death.
81^°' The European white, or mute, swan {Cygnus gibbus), which is most commonly domesticated, bends its neck in an S-shaped
curve. The whistling, or trumpetmg,
swans of the genus Olor do not bend the
neck in an S-sliaped curve, and are noted
for their loud

and

sonorous

due to
complex convolutions
of
cry,

the windpipe.

To

this

genus

belong the'

European
whooper,

01

swan

wliistling

(Olor cygnus),

Columbianus), and the
(0.

Trumpeter Swan {Olor

trimipeter swan (0. buccinator).
swan { Chenopis
a)

buccinator).

black with white

species and

meis

a

Australian Black

Swan {Chenopis

atrata).

An

appellation for a sweet singer, or a poet
;
as Shakespeare is called

noted for grace and melody
the Swan of Avon.

3. (Astron.) The constellation Cygnns.
Swan goose {ZooL), a bird of India (Cygnopsis cygnoides) resembling both the swan and the goose. — Swan

a large

used in fowling.
Swang (sw3ng), obs. imp. of SwiHO.
Swang, re. [Cf. Swamp.] A swamp.
size of shot

[Prov. Eng.l
(swon'herd'), n. One who tends or marks
swans as, the royal swanherd of England.
Swan'-hop'plng (swon'hop'ping), n.
corruption
Of SwAN-uppiNG.
lEng.l
Encijc. Brit.
Swan'i-mote (swSn'i-mot), n. (Eng. Forest Law)

Swan'herd'
;

A

See Swainmote.

Swank'ie

I

Swank'y

)

fallow.

(swank'T), n.
pliant.]

schwank flexible,
active and clever young
Sir W. Scott.
Resembling a swan.

[Cf. 6.

An

[Scot.-]

Swan'llke'

(swSn'irk'), a.
Swan'mark' (-mark'), n.
mark of ownership cut
on the biU of a swan. [Eng.^
Encyc. Brit.
Swan'nsr-y (-ner-y), re.
place where swans are
'
bred.
' The largest swannery in England.
Encyc. Brit.
Swan'ny (-nj^), a. Swanlike ; as, a swanny glossiness
Of the neck.
Richardson.

A

A

'

'

Swan'pan
nese abacus

;

!

To beat the

2.

motion or noise

Swap,

;

air,

or ply the wings, with a sweeping

to flap.

[Cf. G, schwapp, n., a slap, swap, schwapp,
schwapps, interj., slap smack! and E. swap, v. t.] 1.
blow a stroke. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.}
2. An exchange ; a barter.
[Colloq.}
Sir W. Scott.
Swap, adv, [See Swap, n.] Hastily. [Prov, Eng,]
re.

A

!

;

Swape (swap), re.
Sward (sward),

See Sweep, n., 12.
[AS. sweard skin, covering akin
to OFries. swarde, D. zwoord, G. schwarte, Icel. svorSr
skin, sward of the earth.] 1. Skin ; covering. [Obs, or
Prov, Eng.]
Halliwell,
2. The grassy surface of land; that part of the soil
which is filled with the roots of grass turf.
The sward was trim as any garden lawn. Tennyson,
Sward pork, bacon in large flitches. [Prov, Eng,]
[imp,
i.
Sward, v, t.
p, p. Swarded p, pr.
re.

;

;

&

SwARDmo.]

vb. n.

&

To produce sward upon

or be covered, with sward.

Sward'-CUt'ter (-kuf ter),

&

;

(a)

re.

A

up grass land. (6) A lawn mower.
Sward'ed, a. Covered with sward.

to cover,

;

Mortimer.
plow for turning
Mrs. Browning,

Sward'y

Sware

Covered with sward or grass.
(-y), a.
(swSr), imp. of Sweah.
[Obs. or Poetic]
Cophetua sware a royal oath.
Tennyson.

Swarf (swarf ),?;. i.

Swarth,

See Swath.

n.

Swarth'Uy
a tawny hue

;

(-I-ly),

adv.

In a swarthy maimer ; with

duskily.

The quality or state of being
Swarth'i-ness,
swarthy a dusky or dark complexion tawniness.
Swarth'ness, re. Swarthiness. [R.] Dr. R. Clerke,
Swarth'y (-y), a. [Compar. Swarthier (-i-er) soperl. Swarthiest.]
[See Swart, a.] Being of a dark
hue or dusky complexion tawny swart as, swarthy
" A swarthy Ethiope."
faces.
Shak.
Their swarthy hosts would darken all our plains. Addison.
n.

;

;

;

;

Swarth'y,

v.

t.

;

;

To make swarthy.

Cowley.

[Obs.]

Swart'i-ness (swart'T-nes), re. Swarthiness. [Obs.\
Swart'ish, a. Somewhat swart, dark, or tawny.
Swart'ness, n. The quality or state of being swart.
Swart'y (-y), a. Swarthy tawny. [Obs.] Burton.
Swarve (swarv), v. i. [See Swerve.] 1. To swerve.
;

[Obs. OT Scot.]
Spenser. Jamieson,
2. To climb.
[Prov. Eng.]
HalliwtU.
Swash (swosh), re. [Cf. Swash, v. i., Squash, v. <.]
(Arch.) An oval figure, whose moldings are oblique to
the axis of the work.
Moxon.

Swash plate (Mach.), a revolving circular plate, set obliquely on its shaft, and acting as a cam to give a reciprocating motion to a rod in a direction parallel to ths
shaft.

Swash, a. [Cf. Swash, v. i., Squash, v. /.] Soft,
like fruit too ripe ; swashy.
[Prov. Eng.l
Pegge.

[imp. & p. p. Swashed (swosht) p.
V. i.
& vb. re. Swashing.] [Probably of imitative origin
Sw. svasska to splash, and, for sense 3, Sw. svassa to
bully, to rodomontade.] 1. To dash or flow noisily, as
water to splash as, water swashing on a shallow place.
2. To fall violently or noisily.
[Obs.]
Holinshed.
3. To bluster to make a great noise to vapor or brag.
Swash, re. 1. Impulse of water flowing with violence a dashing or splashing of water.
2. A narrow sound or channel of water lying within
a sand bank, or between a sand bank and the shore, or a
bar over which the sea washes.
wash hog mash. [Obs.]
3. Liquid filth
4. A blustering noise a swaggering behavior. [06f.]
5. A swaggering fellow a swasher.
Swash'bUC'kler (-biik'kler), re. A bully or braggado.
cio a swaggering, boastful fellow a swaggerer. Milton.
Swash'er (-er), n. One who makes a blustering
show of valor or force of arms. [R.]
Shak,
" A
1. Swaggering ; hectoring.
Swash'lng, a.
swashing and a martial outside."
Shak.
2. Resounding; crushing. ^' Swashing blow." Shak.
Swash'way' (-wa'), re. Same as 4th Swash, 2.
Swash'y (-f), a. Soft, like fruit that is too ripe
quashy; swash. [Prov. Eng.]
Chaucer.
Swat (swSt), obs. imp. of Sweat.

Swash,

;

pr.

cf.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Swerve.] To grow languid; to
faint. [Scot.] "To swarf tor very hungei." Sir W.Scott.
Swarf, re. [Cf. Swerve.] The grit worn away from
grindstones in grinding cutlery wet. [Prov. Eng.]
Swarm (swarm), V. i. [Cf. Swerve.] To climb a
tree, pole, or the like, by embracing it with the arms
and legs alternately. See Shin. [Colloq.]
At the top was placed a piece of money, as a prize for those
who could swarm up and seize it.
W. Coxe.
Swarm, n. [OE. swarm, AS. swearm ; akin to D.
zwerm, G. schwarm, OHG. swaram, Icel. svarmr a tuTusser.
Swatch (swSch), ra. 1. A swath. [Obs.]
mult, Sw. svarm a swarm, Dan. svserm, and G. schwir2. A piece, pattern, or sample, generally of cloth.
ren to whiz, to buzz, Skr. svar to sound, and perhaps to [Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Halliwell.
Jamieson.
&
E. swear,
y/m. Cf. Swerve, Swirl.] 1. A large
Thomson.
Swate (swat), obs. imp. of Sweat.
number or mass of small animals or insects, especially
Swath (swath 277), n. [AS. swaiSu a track, trace j
when in motion. " A deadly swarm of hornets." Mlilton. akin
to D. zwaad, zwad, zwade, a swath of grass, G.
2. Especially, a great number of honeybees which emschwad, schwaden ; perhaps, originally, a shred. Cf,
igrate from a hive at once, and seek new lodgings under
Swathe, v. t.]
1. A line of grass or grain cut and
the direction of a queen a like body of bees settled per- thrown
together by the scythe in mowing or cradling.
"
manently in a hive.
Chaucer.
A. swarm oi bees."
2. The whole sweep of a scythe, or the whole breadth
3. Hence, any great number or multitude, as of peofrom which grass or grain is cut by a scythe or a machine,
ple in motion, or sometimes of inanimate objects as, a
in mowing
cradling as, to cut a wide swath.
[Cf.

;

;

(-piin),

n.

[Cf.

The ChiW. Williams.

Schwahpan.]

a schwanpan.
ale,

or

of meteorites.

it

Addison.
;

—

senate, c&re,

S.

&m, ^rm, ask,

;

gether to congregate in a multitude.
Chaucer.
3. To be crowded ; to be thronged with a multitude of
beings in motion.
Spenser.
Every place swarms with soldiers.
Atterbury.
4. To abound ; to be filled (with).
5. To breed multitudes.
Not so tliick swarmed once the soil
Milton.
Bedropped with blood of Gorgon.
Fanshawe.
Swaim, V. t. To crowd or throng.
Swarm'spore' (swarm'spor'), re. 1. (Bot.) One of
innumerable minute, motUe, reproductive bodies, produced asexually by certain algae and fimgi ; a zoospore.
2. (ZoSl.) One of the minute flagellate germs produced
called also zoospore.
by the sporulation of a protozoan
Holinshed.
Swart (swart), re. Sward. [Obs.]
(swart),
[OE.
swart,
AS. sweart black
a.
Swart
akin to OFriesi, OS.
LG. swart, D. zioart, G. schwarz,
OHG. swarz, Icel. svartr, Sw. svart, Dan. sort, Goth.
swarls ; cf . L. sordes dirt, sordere to be dirty. Cf Sordid, Sued.]
1. Of a dark hue ; moderately black
swarthy tawny. " Swari attendants." Trench. "Swart
savage maids." Hawthorne.
;

;

—

&

.

;

A nation strange, with visage swart.
Gloomy

Spenser.

Milton.
malignant. [Obs.]
Swart star, the Dog Star
so called from its appearing during the hot vfeather of summer, which makes
swart the countenance. [R.]
Milton.
Swart, V. t. To make swart or tawny ; as, to swart a
Sir T. Browne.
living part.
Swart'back' (swarfbak'), n. (ZooL) The blackbacked gull (Larus marinus) ;
called also swarbie.
[Prov. Eng.]
2.

;

;

—

—

final,

^U

;

eve, event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

A band or fillet

a swathe.
Shak.
[Prov. Eng.]
[imp.
(swath), v. t.
p. p. Swathed
[OE. swathen.,
(swathd) p. pr.
vb. re. Swathing.]
AS. .iweSian. See Swath, re., and cf. Swaddle.] To
bind with a swathe, band, bandage, or rollers.
Their children are never swathed or bound about with any
thing when they are first born.
Abp. Abbot.
bandage ; a band ; a swath.
Swathe, re.
Wrapped me in above an hundred yards of swathe. Addison.
Milk and a swathe, at first, his whole demand. Young.
The solemn glory of the afternoon, with its long swathes of
light between the far-off rows of limes.
G. Eliot.
Swath'er (swath'er), n. [See Swath, n.] (Agric.)
A device attached to a mowing machine for raising the
uncut fallen grain and marking the limit of the swath.
3.

settled themselves in every

[Italy].

;

entirely white, except the head and
neck, which are dark velvety seal-brown. Its bill has a
double bright rose-colored knob.

•hot,

Swap a blow. Swap, v. i.] [Written also swop,] 1. To
strike;— with ojf. [Obs. 01 Frov. Eng.} '' Swap oU
his head "
Chaucer.
2. To exchange (usually two things of the same kind)
to swop. [CoUoq.}
Edgeworth.
Miss
Swap, V. i. [Cf. Swap, v. <.] 1. To fall or descend ;
to rush hastily or violently.
C. Richardson (Diet.).
All suddenly she swapt adown to ground.
Chaucer.

from a hive by flight in a body
said of bees as, bees
swarm in warm, clear days in summer.
2. To appear or collect in a crowd ; to throng to-

black-

:

&

;

very beautiful
and graceful species,
2. Pig.

—

Syn. — Multitude crowd throng.
Swarm, v. i, [imp. & p. p. Swabhed (swarmd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Swarming.] 1. To collect, and depart

is

necked swan
(Sthenelides

swan

on the Thames to take up young swans and mark them,
as by the Companies of Dyers and Vintners ;
called
also swan-hopping.
[Eng.J
Encyc. Brit.
Swap (sw5p), V. t. [imp, &p.p. Swapped (swopt);
vb. 71. Swapping.]
p. pr.
[OE. swappen to strike ; cf.
E. to strike a bargain ; perh. akin to E. sweep.
Cf.

part of

domestica-

lancorypha)

of a

re.

Those prodigious swarms that had

The South

American

The skin

A species of soft flannel, thick and warm.
Swan'-up'plng (-up'ping),
A yearly expedition

awarth

Chapman.

(swarth), re. An apparition of a person about
to die ; a wraith. [Prov. Eng.]
Grose.
Swartb, re. [See Swaed.] Sward ; short grass.
Grassy swarth, close cropped by nibbling sheep. Cowper

Swarth

with the down or the feathers on.
2.

"A

Swart; swarthy.

a.

c omplexion.

;

has the bill carmine, crossed with
a white band. It
is a very graceful
ted.

1.

re.

Swartb

n.

;

Swan'skin' (swon'skln'),

swarm

on the wings, and

often

Swans'down',

1. The down, or fine, soft feathers, of the swan, used
on various articles of dress.
2. A fine, soft, thick cloth of wool mixed with silk or
cotton a sort of twiUed fustian, like moleskin.
Swan's-down cotton. See Cotton flannel, under Cotton.

(swarth),

;

The Australian black

dull

is

SWAY

(swBnz'doun'), or

;

the American
whistling swan

air at

Swan's'-down'

;

Swath bank, a row of new-mown grass.

Swathe

&

&

;

A

Chaucer.
Swat'te (swot'te), obs. imp. of Sweat.
Sway (swa), V. t. [imp. p. p. Swayed (swad) ; p.
pr.
vb. re. Swaying.]
[OE. sweyen, Icel. sveigja,
akin to E. swing ; cf . D. zwaaijen to wield, swing. See
S%viNG, and cf. Swag, v. i.]
1. To move or wield with
the hand to swing to wield ; as, to sway the scepter.
As sparkles from the anvil rise,
When heavy hammers on the wedge are swayed. Spenser.
2. To influence or direct by power and authority, by
persuasion, or by moral force ; to rule ; to govern ; to

&

&

;

;

guide.

Shak.
man is by his reason swayed.
Shak.
She could not sway her house.
This was the race
To sway the world, and land and sea subdue. Dn/^e".
3. To cause to incline or swing to one side, or backward and forward to bias to turn to bend to warp
as, reeds swayed by wind
judgment swayed by passion.
As bowls run true by being made
Hudibras.
On purpose false, and to be swayed.
Let not temporal and little advantages sway you against a
more durable interest.
Tillotson.
4. (Naut.) To hoist; as, to ^waj^ up the yards.
Syn.— To bias; rule; govern; direct; influeaesi

The

will of

;

;

;

;

swing

idea.

;

move wave
;

£11

;

old,

;

wield.

obey, drb, 5dd

;

SWAY
Sway (swa), V. i. 1. To be drawn to one side by
weight or influence to lean to incline.
The balance sways on our part.
Bacon.
2. To move or swing from sitte to side, or backward
;

and forward.
3. To have weight or influence.
doth sway much.
The example of sundry churches
4. To bear sway to rule to govern.
.

.

,

Hooker,

;

Hadst thou swayed as kings should do.
Shak.
Swayi n. 1. The act of swaying ; a swinging motion
the swing or sweep of a weapon.
"With huge two-handed sway brandished aloft. Milton,
2. Influence, weight, or authority that inclines to one
as, the sway of desires.
A. Tucker.
;
3. Preponderance ; turn or cast of balance.

side

Expert

When

to advance, or stand, or
battle.

Of
4. Rule dominion
;

turn the sway
Milton,

Cowper.

control.

;

When

vice prevails, and impious men bear sway.
Addison.
post of honor is a private station.

The

A

6.

work.

switch or rod used by thatchers to bind their
Halliwell.

\_Prov. Eng."]

Syn. — Rule

dominion
power empire
control
preponderance ascendency.
Sway'-baoked' (-bSkf), a. Having the back hollow
or sagged, whether naturally or as the result of injury
or weakness
said of horses and other animals.
influence

;

;

;

;

direction

;

;

;

;

—

Sway'-bra'Clng

(-bra'sTng), n,

(Engin,) The hori-

zontal bracing of a bridge, which prevents its swaying.
Swayed (swad), a. Bent down, and hollow in the
back sway-backed
said of a horse.
Shak.
Rush.
Sway'ful (swa'ful), a. Able to sway. [iJ.]
An
injury
n.
caused
violent
strains
Sway'lng,
by
or
by overloading ^said of the backs of horses.
Crabb,
Sweal (swel), V. i, 'iimp,
p. p, Swealed (sweld)
vb. n. SwBALiNa.]
[OE. swelen to burn, AS.
p. p>;
swelan ; akin to G. schwelen to burn slowly, schwul sultry, Icel. svxla a thick smoke.]
To melt and run down,
as the tallow of a candle ; to waste away without feeding
the flame. [Written also swale.'}
Sir ]V, Scott.
Sweal, V. t. To singe ; to scorch ; to swale ; as, to
sweal a pig by singeing off the hair.
Swear (swSr), v, i, [imp. Swore (swor), formerly
SwAEE (swSr); p. p. Sworn (sworn) p, pr.
vb. n.
SwEAKiNO.] [OE. swerien, AS. swerian; akin to D.
zweren, OS. swerian, OHG. swerien, G. schworen, Icel.
sverja, Sw. svdrja. Ban. svserge, Icel.
Sw. svara to
answer, Dan. svare, Dan.
Sw. svar an answer, Goth.
swaran to swear, and perhaps to E. swarm. \i.n. Of.
Answer.] 1. To a£Srm or utter a solemn declaration,
with an appeal to God for the truth of what is affirmed
to make a promise, threat, or resolve on oath ; also, to
aflirm solemnly by some sacred object, or one regarded
as sacred, as the Bible, the Koran, etc.
;

;

—

;

&

&

&

;

&

&

swear by my name falsely. Lev. xix. 12.
I swear by all the Roman gods.
Shak,
2. {Law) To give evidence on oath ; as, to swear to
the truth of a statement ; he swore against the prisoner.
3. To make an appeal to God in an irreverent manner ; to use the name of God or sacred things profanely
to call upon God in imprecation ; to curse.
[I] swore little
diced not above seven times a week. Shak,
To swear by, to place great confidence in a person or
thing to trust implicitly as an authority. " I simply
meant to ask if you are one of those who swear by Lord
Verulam." Miss Edgeworth,- To swear off, to make a
solemn vow, or a serious resolution, to abstain from something as, to swear o# smoking. [Slang]
Swear, v, t, 1. To utter or affirm with a solemn appeal to God for the truth of the declaration to make (a
promise, threat, or resolve) under oath.
Swear unto me here by God, that thou wilt not deal falsely
with me.
Gen, xxi. 23.
He swore consent to your succession.
Shak,

Ye

shall not

;

;

;

;

2. {Law) To put to an oath to cause to take an
oath to administer an oath to
often followed by in
or into ; as, to swear witnesses
to swear a jury to
swear in an officer he was sworn into office.
3. To declare or charge upon oath as, he swore treason against his friend.
Johnson,
4. To appeal to by an oath.
Now, by Apollo, king,
;

;

;

—
;

;

swear'st thy gods in vain.

[imp.

No noisome

as, his

use,

unite,

rude,
"

92

full,

iip,

5.

6.

pity

Swift.

(swep),

V,

i.

[imp.

&p,

it

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sweet

(swet), a.
[Compar. Sweeter (-er) ; superl.
[OE. swete, swote, sole, AS. su'eie ; akin to
siiss, OHG. suozi,
Icel. sxtr, soetr, Sw. sot, Dan. sod, Goth, suts, L. suavis,
for suadvis, Gr. i^Siis, Skr. sradu sweet, svad, svad, to
sweeten. V175. Cf. Assuage, Suave, Suasion.] 1. Having an agreeable taste or flavor such as that of sugar
saccharine
opposed to sotir and bitter ; as, a sweet
beverage ; sweet fruits ; sweet oranges.
2. Pleasing to the smell ; fragrant ; redolent ; balmy
as, a sweet rose ; sweet odor; sxveet incense.
The breatli of these flowers is sweet to me. Lon0'ellow,

Sweetest.]

OFries. swete, OS. swoti, D. soet, G.

;

with the besom of destruction.

;

is

a.

;

diffi-

;

Isa. xiv. 23.

—

3. Pleasing to the ear ; soft ; melodious ;
as, the sweet notes of a flute or an organ ;
a siueet voice ; a sweet singer.

To drive

harmonious
sweet music

;

;

To brush against or over

;

to

rub lightly along.

Their long descending train.
rubies edged and sapphires, swept tlie plain.

.

Dryden.

To carry
;

witli a long, swinging, or dragging mohence, to carry in a stately or proud fashion.
And like a peacock sivcep along his tail.
Shak.

To

To make

A

his English sweet upon his tongue.
Chaucer,
voice sweet, tremulous, but powerful.
Hawthon\e,

food,

fo-ot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Pope,

{NauL) To draw or drag something over

;

as, to

;

;

beautiful
mild and attracta street color or complexion.
Sweet interchange
Of hill and valley, rivers, woods, and plains. Milton.
5. Fresh not salt or brackish ; as, sweet water. Bacon.
6. Not changed from a sound or wholesome state. Specifically
{a) Not sour ; as, sweet milk or bread, (b) Not
stale
not putrescent or putrid ; not rancid ; as, sweet
butter sweet meat or fish.
7. Pleasing to tlio mind ; mild
gentle calm ; amiable
winning ; persuasive as, siveel manners.
Const thou bind the .'??(f('t-Mnflucnces of Pleiades ? Jb6xxxvlii.31.
Mildness and sweet reasonableness is the one established rule
of Christian working.
M. Arnold.
Sweet is often used in the formation of solf-explaining compounds as, ,TH><'<!/-blo3somed, SHYcZ-f eatured,

4. Pleasing to the eye
fair
as, a sweet face

ive

;

strike with a long stroke.
Wake into voice each silent string,
And sweep the sounding lyre.

sweep the bottom of a river with a net.
7. To pass over, or traverse, with the eye or with an
inetrunient of observation as, to sweep the heavens with
a telescope.
To sweep, or aweep up, a mold {Founding), to form the

sudorifics.

;

whiffs or sweaty streams.

p. Swept (swgpt) p.
Sweeping.] [OE. swepen ; akin to AS. swaSee Swoop, v, i,} 1. To pass a broom across (a

With

physicians at-

arn

Sweep'lng,

hence, laborious; toilsome;

& vb. n.

4.
tion

3. To emit moisture, as green plants in a heap.
Sweat, V. t. 1. To cause to excrete moisture from
;

;

oxygen which

the great sweeper of the economy. Hv3:ley.
Cleaning off surfaces, or clearing away
dust, dirt, or litter, as a broom does moving with swiftness and force carrying everything before it including
in its scope many persons or things
as, a sweeping flood
a sweeping majority a sweeping accusation.
Sweep'adv.
n,
Ing-ly,
Sweep'ing-ness,
Things collected by
Sweep'lngs (-ingz), n, pi.
sweeping rubbish as, the sweepings of a street.
Sweep'-saw' (-sa'), «. A bow-saw.
Sweep'Stake' (-stak'), n, 1. A winning of all the
stakes or prizes.
Heylin.
2. A complete removal or carrying away
a clean
sweep. [06s.]
Bp, Hacket.
Sweep'stakes' (-staks'), n. 1. A winning of all the
stakes or prizes a sweepstake.
2. sing, ox pi. The whole money or other things staked
at a horse race, a given sum being put up for each horse,
all of which goes to the winner, or is divided among several, as may be previously agreed.
3. A race for all the sums staked or prizes offered.
Sweep'wash'er (-wSsh'er), n. One who extracts the
residuum of precious metals from the sweepings, potsherds, etc., of refineries of gold and silver, or places
where these metals are used.
Sweep'y (-3?), a. Moving with a sweeping motion.
The branches bend before their sweepy sway. Dryden,
It is

" The sweaty forge."
cult.
Prior,
Swede (swed), n, [Cf. G. Schwede.} 1. A native or
inhabitant of Sweden.
2. {Bot,) A Swedish turnip.
See under Turnip.
Swe'den-bor'gi-an (swe'den-bSr'jI-an), n. One who
holds the doctrines of the New Jerusalem church, as
taught by Emanuel Swedenborg, a Swedish philosopher
and religious writer, who was born A. d. 1688 and died
1772.
Swedenborg claimed to have direct intercourse
with the spiritual world, through the opening of his spiritual senses in 1745.
He taught that the Lord Jesus
Christ, as comprehending in himself all the fullness of
the Godhead, is the one only God, and that there is a
spiritual sense to the Scriptures, which he (Swedenborg)
was able to reveal, because he saw the correspondence
between natural and spiritual things.
Swe'den-bor'gl-an, a. Of or pertaining to Swedenborg or liis views.
Swe'den-bor'gl-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The doctrines of
the Swedenborgians.
Swed'ish (swed'ish), a, [Cf. G. schwedisch, Sw.
svensk,} Of or pertaining to Sweden or its inhabitants.
Swedish turnip. (Bot.) See under Turnip.
Swed'ish, n. The language of the Swedes.
Swee'ny (swe'ny), n. {Far,) An atrophy of the muscles of the shoulder in horses
also, atrophy of any
muscle in horses. [Written also swinney,}

3.

;

to cause to perspire

;

;

;

;

Sweep'age (-aj 48), n. The crop of hay got in a
meadow. [Prov, Eng,}
Sweep'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, sweeps,
or cleans by sweeping a sweep as, a carpet sweeper.

superl.
as, a sweaty skin ; a
;

;

.

tempted to sweat him by the most powerful

—

tiller traverses.

;

;

the skin

written swape, sweep, swepe, and swipe,}
13. {Card Playing) In the game of cassino, a pairing
or combining of all the cards on the board, and so removing them all ; in whist, the winning of all the tricks
(thirteen) in a han<J ; a slam.
14. pi. The sweepings of workshops where precious
metals are worked, containing filings, etc.
Sweep net, a net for drawing over a large compass.
Sweep of the tiller (iV^ai(/.), a circular frame on which the

Sweatiest.] 1. Moist with sweat
sweaty garment.
2. Consisting of sweat of the nature of sweat.
3. Causing sweat;

;

A

few hjurs.
;

;

movable templet for making molds,

A

—

(-T-er)

A

10. {Naut, ) {a) The mold of a ship when she begins
to curve in at the rungheads ; any part of a ship shaped
in a segment of a circle.
(J)
large oar used in small
vessels, partly to propel them and partly to steer them.
11. {Refining) The almond furnace. [Obs,}
12.
long pole, or piece of timber, moved on a horizontal fulcrum fixed to a tall post and used to raise and
lower a bucket in a well for drawing water. [Variously

—

;

Chaucer.

;

ney sweeper.
9. {Founding)
in loam molding..

persons in sickness.
Sweating Iron, a kind of knife, or a
piece of iron, used to scrape oft' sweat, especially from
horses
a horse scraper.
Sweating room, (a) A room
for sweating persons. (6) (Dairying) A room for sweating cheese and carrying off the superfluous juices.— Sweating sickness {Med,), a febrile epidemic disease which prevailed in some countries of Europe, but particularly in
England, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, characterized by profuse sweating. Death often occurred in a

[Compar. Sweatier

The road which makes a small sweep. Sir W, Scott,
a sweeper specifically, a chim-

One who sweeps

8.

:

or carry along or off with a broom or a
brush, or as if with a broom to remove by, or as if by,
brushing as, to sweep dirt from a floor the wind sweeps
the snow from the hills ; a freshet siveeps away a dam,
timber, or rubbish a pestilence siveeps off multitudes.
The hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies. Isa. xxviii. 17.
I have already swept the stakes.
Dryden.

{Ohs. Swat (swSt)) p. pr_.
swelen, AS. swietan, fr. swat, n., sweat akin to OFries.
OS. swet, D. zweet, OHG. sweiz, G. schweiss,lc&\,
sviti, sveiti, Sw. svetl, Dan. sved, L. .sudor sweat, sudare
to sweat, Gr. tSos, iSput, sweat, IUclv to sweat, Skr.
sveda sweat, svid to sweat. V178. Cf Exude, Sudary,
Sudorific] X. To excrete sensible moisture from the
pores of tlie skin to perspire.
Shale,
2. Eig. : To perspire in toil to work hard to drudge.
IIo W have the poets sweat.
Waller.
;

disease.
6. Direction and extent of any motion nut rectilinear;
the sweep of a compass.
7. Direction or departure of a curve, a road, an arcb,
or the like, away from a rectilinear line.

as,

;

I will sweep

& p. p. Sweat or Sweated
& vb. n. Sweating.] [OE.

&

an epidemic

low wages. [Slang}
Sweat'1-ly (-T-IJ), adv. In a sweaty manner.
Sweat'i-ness, n. Quality or state of being sweaty.
Sweat'ing, a. & n. from Sweat, v.
Sweating bath, a bath for producing sensible sweat a
stove or sudatory.— Sweating house, a house for sweating

{-f), a.

;

The

1.

;

Sweat'er (-er), n. 1. One who sweats.
2. One who, or that which, causes to sweat as (a) A
sudorific. (J) A woolen jacket or jersey worn by atkletes.
(c) An employer who oppresses his workmen by paying

Sweat'y

n,

;

A

2.

;

V. i.

anytliing comprehensively to range
;
as, his eye sweeps through space.
act of sweeping.
2. The compass or range of a stroke ; as, a long sweep.
3. The C(Jmpass of any turning body or of any motion as, the sweep of a door ; the sweep of the eye.
4. The compass of anything flowing or brushing
as,
the flood carried away everything within its sweep,
5. Violent and general destruction ; as, the sweep of

Sweep,

Sweat box (Naut,), a small closet in which refractory
men are confined. — Sweat glands (Anai,), sudoriferous
glands. See under Sudoriferous.

;

To pass over

3.

;

;

;

through with rapidity

figuratively.

;

(swSt),

;

drawing-room.

;

;

a templet, instead of compressing it

Sweep (swep), V, i. 1. To clean rooms, yards, etc.,
or to clear away dust, dirt, litter, etc., with a broom,
brush, or the like.
2. To brush swiftly over the surface of anything ; to
pass with swiftness and force, as if brushing the surface
of anytlimg to move in a stately manner
as, the wind
sweeps across the plain; a woman sweeps through a

Dryden,

surface) so as to remove loose dirt, dust, etc. ; to brush,
or rub over, with a broom for the purpose of cleaning
as, to sweep a floor, the street, or a chimney.
Used also

Shak.

a cursedness.

Chaucer,

unite by heating, after the application of solder.
get something advantageous, as money, prop4.
erty, or labor from (any one), by exaction or oppression ;
[Colloq,']
as, to sweat a'spendthrift ; to sweat laborers.
To sweat coin, to remove a portion of a piece of coin,
as by shaking it with others in a bag, so that the friction
wears off a small quantity of the metal.
The only use of it [money] which is interdicted is to put it in
circulation again after having diminislied its weight by " sweating,'^ or otherwise, because the quantity of.metal which it contains is no longer consistent with its impression.
R. Cobden,
Sweat (swgt), n, [Cf. OE. swot, AS. swat. See
Sweat, v, i.] 1. {Physiol,) The fluid which is excreted
from the skin of an animal ; the fluid secreted by the sudoriferous glands ; a transparent, colorless, acid liquid
with a peculiar odor, containing some fatty acids and
mineral matter perspiration. See Perspiration.
In the siveat of thy face shalt thou eat bread. Gen, in, 19.
2. The act of sweating, or the state of one who sweats
hence, labor toil drudgery.
Shak,
3. Moisture issuing from any substance ; as, the sweat
of hay or grain in a mow or stack.
Mortimer,
4. The sweating sickness.
[Obs,"]
Holinshed,
5. {Man,)
short run by a race horse in exercise.

pr,

Swear'er (-er), n. 1. One who swears one who calls
God to witness for the truth of his declaration.
2 A profane person one who uses profane language.
Then the liars and swearers are fools.
Shak.
Swear'lng, a. & n. from Swear, v.
is

sand into a mold by
around a pattern.

to exude.

;

To
To

3.

pan.

To swear the peace against one, to make oath that one
is under the actual fear of death or bodily harm from the
gerson, in which case the person must find sureties that
e will keep the peace.

Idle swearing

or suffer to flow from the pores

It made her not a drop for to sweat,
With exorcise she sweat ill humors out.

Sweep

;

Sweat

To emit

;

;

Thou

2.

;

;

SWEET

1457

;

sing,

;

;

;

M^

;

«i('c<Y-8iuolling, ,sHic<7-teinpered, i-icccZ-toned, etc.
Sweet alyssum. (Hot,) See Aiyssum.
Sweet

Igk

—

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

Zh = z

In azure.

appla.

SWEET
Any apple of sweet flavor.

(Pot.) (a)

(6)

See Sweet-sop.

—

(Bot.) (a) The laurel (Laurus nobilis).
(6)
Sweet calabasli (Bot.)^ a plant of tlie
eassalras.
fenus Passiflora (P. maliformis) growing iu the "West
ndies, and producing a roundish, edible fruit, the size of
Sweet cicely. (Bot.) (u) Either of the North
an apple.

Sweet bay.

—

Swamp

—

American plants of the umbelliferous genus Osmon-hiza
having aromatic roots and seeds, and white flowers.
Gray, (b) A plant of the genus Myrrliis (M. odorata)
England. — Sweet calamus, or Sweet cane.
growing

m

•

—

Sweet Cistus (Bot.).,
(Bot.) Same as Sweet flag, below.
'an evergreen shrub (Cistus Ladanum) from wliich the
(Bot.) See
Sweet clover.
ladanum is obtained.

gum

—

—

(Bot.), a kind of butterbur
found in "Western North America.
a variety of the maize of a sweet
Sweet fern (Bot.), a
See the Note under Corn.
taste.
small North American shrub (Complonia, or Myrica, asplenifolia) having sweet-scented or aromatic leaves reSweet flag (Bot.), an endogenous
sembling fern leaves.
plant (Acorus Calamus) having long flaglike leaves and a
rootstoek of a pungent aromatic taste. It is found in
wet places in Europe and America. See Calamus, 2.
Sweet gale (Bot.), a shrub (Myrica Gale) having bitter
also called sweet willow, and Dutch
fragrant leaves
Sweet grass (Bot.), holy, or
myrtle.
See 5th Gale.
Sweet gum (Bot.), an American tree
Seneca, grass.

Melhot.

Sweet

coltsfoot

—

(Petasites sagittata)

com

Sweet

(Bot.),

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

(Liquidambar styraSee Liquid-

ciflua).

fragrant herbs
cultivated for culina^

tierbs,

ry purposes. — Sweet
John (Bot.), a variety
of the sweet "William.

—

Sweet leaf (Bot.),
horse sugar. See unSweet
der Horse.
maijoram. (Bot.) See
Sweet
Marjoram.
marten (ZooL), the
Sweet
pine marten.
maudlin (Bot.), a composite plant (Achillea

—
—
—

.

— Sweet

rash

—

sweet flag.
Sweet spirits of niter. (Med. Chem.)
See Spirit of nitrous ether, under Spirit. —Sweet sultan
{Bot.), an annual composite plant (Centaurea moschata),
fdso, the yellow-flowered ( C. odorata) — called also sulSweet tooth, an especial fondness for sweet
tan flower.
[(Jolloq.] — Sweet William,
things or for sweetmeats.
(a) (Bot.) A species of pink (Dianthus barbatus) of many
varieties. (J) (.^oij?.) The willow warbler, (c) (Zool.)The
;

—

European goldfinch

;

— called

also siveet Billy.

[P7-ov.

Sweet willow (Bot.), sweet gale. — Sweet wine.
To be sweet on, to have a
See Bry wine, under Dry.
particular fondness for, or special interest in, as a young

Eng.]—
.

—

man for a young woman.
Syn>

— Sugary

;

[

Thackeray.
dulcet ; luscious.

;

—

;

A

A

—

a term of
4. One who is dear to another a darling
endearment. " "Wherefore frowns my sz:)ee< " B.Jonson.
Shak.
Sweet, adv. Sweetly.
;

;

.*

To sweeten.

Sweet, V.
Sweet'bread' (swSfbred'),

[06i.]

Udall.

n.
1. Either the thymus
gland or the pancreas, the former being called neck, or
throat, sweetbread, the latter belly sweetbread. The sweetbreads of ruminants, esp. of the calf, are highly esteemed
as food. See Pancreas, and Thymus.

The pancreas.
Sweet'-breast'ed (-brSst'Sd),
2. (Anat.)

Having a sweet, musical voice, as the nightingale. Cf. Breast, M. 6. [OJs.]
Sweefbrl'er (-bri'er), n. (Bot.) A kind of rose (Rosa
rubiginosa) with minutely glandular and fragrant folia.

,

The small-flowered sweetbrier
Sweet'en (swef'n), v. t. [imp.

age.

2.

ings
3.

;

p. pr.

&

Rosa micrantha.
& p. p. Sweetened

is

[See Sweet, a.]

Sweetening.]

vb. n.

To make sweet to the taste ; as, to sweeten tea.
To make pleasing or grateful to the mind or feel-

1.
;

as,

to sweeten

To make

to sweeten friendship.
mild or kind ; to soften ; as, to sweeten
life

;

the temper.
4. To make less painful or laborious
to sweeten the cares of life.

;

to relieve

;

as,

Dryden.

And sweeten every secret tear.
To soften to the eye to make delicate.

Keble.

6.
;
Correggio has made his memory immortal by the strength he
has given to his figures, and by sweetening his lights and shadows,
Dryden.
and melting them into each other.

To make pure and

salubrious by destroying noxious
matter as, to sweeten rooms or apartments that have
been infected ; to sweeten the air.
opposed to sour ; as,
7. To make warm and fertile ;
to dry and sweeten soils.
8. To restore to purity ; to free from taint ; as, to
sweeten water, butter, or meat.
Bacon.
Sweet'en, v. i. To become sweet.
Sweet'en-er (-er), n. One who, or that which, sweetens ; one who palliates ; that which moderates acrimony.
Sweet'en-lng, n. 1. The act of making sweet.
2. That which sweetens.
lover or mistress.
Sweefheart' (-liarf), n.
Sweet'heart'ing, n. Making love. " To play at sweeibeariing."
W. Black.
Ascham.
sweet apple.
Sweet'ing, n. 1.
Shak.
2. A darling ;
a word of endearment.
6.

;

—

A

—

ale,

American coast. [Local, If. <S.]
Sweet'ness, n. [AS. swetness.'] The quality or state
of being sweet (in any sense of the adjective) ; gratefulness to the taste or to the smell

;

agreeableness.

Sweet'-scent'ed

(Bot.) Licorice.
n.
(-sent'Sd), a. Having a

sweet scent

or smell ; fragrant.
Sweet-scented shrub (Bot.), a shrub of the genus Calycanthus, the flowers of which, when crushed, have a fragrance resembling that of strawberries.
Sweet'-sop' (-sop'), n. (Bot.) A kind of custard apple (Anona squamosa).
See under

CUSTAED.

A

Sweet'wa'ter (-wa'ter), m. (Bot.)
variety of white grape, having a sweet
watery juice ;
also called white
Sweetwater, and white muscadine.
(-wed'),
Sweet'weed'
n.
(Bot.)
name for two tropical American weeds
(Capraria biflora, and Scoparia dulcis) of the Figwort family.
Sweet'WOOd' (-w66d'), n. (^«^0 Fruit of Sweet-sop.
'^
(a) The true laurel (Laurus nobiiis).
(6) The timber of the tree Oreodaphne Leucoxylon,
growing in Jamaica. The name is also applied to the
timber of several other related trees.
Sweet'wort' (-wflrf), n. Any plant of a sweet taste.
Swelgh (swa), n. Sway ; movement. [Obs.'] Chaucer.

—

n.

See Swainmote.

[Obs.'\

A

senate, care,

&

[AS. swellan ; akin to X).,zwellen, OS.
OHG. swellan,
1. To grow
G. schwellen, Icel. svella, Sw. svdlla.'\
larger ; to dilate or extend the exterior surface or dimensions, by matter added within, or by expansion of
the inclosed substance ; as, the legs swell in dropsy ; a
bruised part swells ; a bladder swells by inflation.
2. To increase in size or extent by any addition ; to
increase in volume or force ; as, a river swells, and overflows its banks ; sounds sivell or diminish.
3. To rise or be driven into waves or billows ; to heave
as, in a tempest, the ocean swells into waves.
4. To be puffed up or bloated ; as, to swell with pride.

You
5.
6.

the tartan, as the bull is said to do at scarlet.
Sir ir. Scott.
inflated ; to belly ; as, the sails swell.
turgid, bombastic, or extravagant ; as, swell-

sivell at

To be
To be

am, arm,

a swelling style.
7. To protuberate ; to bulge out as, a cask swells in
the middle.
8. To be elated to rise arrogantly.
Dryden.
Your equal mind yet swells not into state.
9. To grow upon the view to become larger to expand. " Monarchs to behold the swelling scene " Shak.
10. To become larger in amount as, many little debts
added, swell to a great amount.
11. To act in a pompous, ostentatious, or arrogant
maimer to strut to look big.
Shak.
Here he comes, swelling like a turkey cock.
Swell, V. i. 1. To increase the size, bulk, or dimensions of to cause to rise, dilate, or increase as, rains
and dissolving snow swell the rivers in spring immigration swells the population.
[The Church] swells her high, heart-cheering tone. Keble.
2. To aggravate to heighten.
It is low ebb with his accuser when such peccadilloes are put
;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Atterhury.

to swell the charge.

3. To raise to arrogance ; to puff up ; to inflate ; as,
to be swelled with pride or haughtiness.
4. (3Ius.) To augment gradually in force or loudness,
as the sound of a note.
Swell, n. 1. The act of swelling.
2. Gradual increase. Specifically : (a) Increase or augmentation in bulk protuberance, (b) Increase in height
elevation; rise.
Little River affords navigation during a swell to within three
Jefferson.
miles of the Miami.
(c) Increase of force, intensity, or volume of sound.
Byron.
Music arose with its voluptuous swell.
(d) Increase of power in style, or of rhetorical force.
Zandor.
The swell and subsidence of his periods.
3. A gradual ascent, or rounded elevation, of land ; as,
an extensive plain abounding with little swells.
4.
wave, or billow ; especially, a succession of large
waves ; the roll of the sea after a storm ; as, a heavy
swell sets into the harbor.
;

A

The swell
Of the long waves that roll in yonder bay. Tennyson.
gigantic swells and billows of the snow. Hawthorne.
6. (Mus. ) A gradual increase and decrease of the volume of sound the ores•~
cendo and diminuendo com- *=
generally indibined;
Swell,

The

;

_^

.

—

cated by the sign.
[Slangl
6. A showy, dashing person ; a dandy.
Ground swell. See under Ground.— Organ swellCAfei.),
a certain number of pipes inclosed in a box, the uncovering of which by means of a pedal produces increased
sound.
Swell shark (Zo'ol.), a small sh3,Tk ( Scyllium ventricosum) of the west coast of North America, which takes
in air when caught, and swells up like a swellfish.
Swell, a. Having the characteristics of a person of
rank and importance ; showy ; dandified ; distinguished
[Slang^
as, a swell person ; a swell neighborhood.

—

;

Swell mob.

ask, final,

aU

;

n.
People of rank and
the class of swells, collectively. [Jocose]
(Zodl.) Any plectognath fisl!
(-fish'), n.
that dilates itself, as the bur fish, putter, or diodon.
Swell'ing, n. 1. The act of that which swells ; as,
the swelling of rivers in spring the swelling of the breast

See under Mob.

eve,

event,

;

Swell'tlsh'

;

with pride.
Rise to the swelling of the voiceless sea.
Coleridge
protuberance; a prominence; especially (J/e(i.),
2.
an unnatural prominence or protuberance ; as, a scrofulous swelling.

A

The superficies of such plates are not even,
cavities and swellings.

Sweet'root' (-roof),

;

(swet), n. 1. That which is sweet to the taste
used chiefly in the plural. Specifically : (a) Confectionery, sweetmeats, preserves, etc. (6) Home-made wines,
cordials, metheglin, etc.
2. That which is sweet or pleasant in odor ; a perfume.
" wilderness of sweets."
Milton.
3. That which is pleasing or grateful to the mind ; as,
the sweets of domestic life.
little bitter mingled in our cup leaves no relish of the sweet.
Locke.

(-'nd)

;

ing words

Colloq.]

saccharine

Sweet

t.

—

;

—

(Bot.),

swetlice.']

;

—

Swell'dom (swSl'dum),

fashion

[AS.

Swell (swSl), V. i. [imp. Swelled (swSld) p. p.
Swelled or Swollen (swoi''n) p. pr. & vb. n. Swellino.]

allied

Sweet
olive oil.
pea. (5o<.) See under
Sweet potato. Leaves (V nat. size) and Fruit (>^
Pea.
(Bot.) See under Ponat. size) of Sweet Gum.

TATo

— Sweet'-

In a sweet manner.
Sweet'meat' (-met'), n.
1. Truit preserved with
sugar, as peaches, pears, melons, nuts, orange peel. etc.
usually in the plur.al ; a conf ect a confection.
2. The paint used in making patent leather.
3. (Zool.) A boat shell {Crepidula /ornicata) of the

Sweet'ly, adv.

Sweln'mote' (swan'mof),

to milfoil. — Sweet
oil,

Sweet'lsh (swetTsh), a. Somewhat sweet.
ish-ness, n.

A

AMBAR. — Sweet

Ageratum)

SWIFT

1458

[Slang]

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

Dandified

Swell'iSll, a.

Swell'toad'

;

stylish.

A

but have many
Sir I. Newton.

[Slang']
swellfish.

(-tod'), n.
(Zodl.)
(swSlt), obs. imp.
p. p. of Swell.
V. i.
[OE. swelten to die, to swoon or faint,
AS. swellan to die akin to OD. swelten to hunger, to
fail, OS. sioeltan to die, Icel. svelta to die, to hunger, Sw.
svdlta to hunger, Dan. suite, Goth, sviltan to die. Cf.
Swelter, Sweltry.] 1. To die ; to perish. [Obs.]
2. To faint ; to swoon. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Nigh she swelt for passing joy.
Sj^enser.

&

Swelt

Swelt,

;

Swelt,
faint

;

V.

To overpower,

t.

to swelter.

as with heat
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]

;

to cause to
Bp. Hall.

&

(swSl'ter), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Sweltered
(-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Sweltering.]
[J^rom Swelt, v,
i.]
1. To be overcome and faint with heat to be ready
to perish with heat.
" Sweltered cuttle."
Coleridge.
2. To welter ; to soak.
[Obs.]
Drayton.
Bentley.
Swel'ter, v. t. 1. To oppress with heat.
[E.]
2. To exude, like sweat.
Shak.

Swel'ter

&

;

Swel'try

[See Swelter, Swelt, v. i., and
Suffocating with heat; oppressively hot;

(-try), a.

Sultry.]

cf.

[R.]

sultry.

Swel'we (-we),
Swept (swSpt),
Swerd (swerd),

V.

To swallow.

t.

imp.

&

[Obs.]

& p. p.

of Sweep.
See Sward, n,

Evelyn.
Chaucer,

&

v.
n.
v.
[Obs.]
Sword. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
(swerv), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Swerved
(swervd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Swerving.] [OE. swerven, AS.
sweorfan to wipe off, to file, to polish ; akin to OFries.
swerva to creep, D. zwerven to swerve, to rove, OS.
swerban to wipe off, MH6. swerben to be whirled, OHG.
swerban to wipe off, Icel. sverfa to file, Goth, swairban
(in comp.) to wipe, and perhaps to E. swarm.
Cf.
SwAEM.] 1. To stray ; to wander ; to rove. [Obs.]
A maid thitherward did run,
To catch her sparrow which from her did swerve. Sir P. Sidney;.
" The
2. To go out of a straight line ; to deflect.
point [of the sword] swerved."
Sir P. Sidney.
3. To wander from any line prescribed, or from a rule
of duty; to depart from what is established by law,
duty, custom, or the like ; to deviate.
I swerve not from thy commandments. Bk. of Com. Prayer.
They swerve from the strict letter of the law. Clarendon.
Many who, through the contagion of evil example, swerve
exceedingly from the rules of their holy religion.
Atterhury.
4. To bend ; to incline. " The battle swerved." 3filton.
To
climb
or
move
upward
by
winding
or
turning.
6.
The tree was high ;

Swerd,

n.

Swerve

&

&

Yet nimbly up from bough to bough I swerved. Dryden.
v. t.
To turn aside.
Gauden.
Swe'ven (swe'v'n), n. [AS. swefen sleep, dream
akin to swebban, stvefian, to put to sleep, to kill. V176.
See Somnolent.] A vision seen in sleep ; a dream.
[Obs.]
Wyclif (Acts ii. 17).
1 defy both sweven and dream.
Cliaucer.
Swlcb (swich), a. [See Such.] Such. [Obs.]
Swich thing as that I know I will declare. Chaucer.
Swle-te'ni-a (swe-te'ni-a), n. [NL. Named after
Gerard Van Swieten, physician to Maria Theresa of Austria.]
(Bot.) A genus of meliaceous trees consisting of
one species (Swietenia Mahogoni), the mahogany tree.

Swerve,

II

Swift

(swift), a.

Swiftest.]

[Compar. Swifter (-er) superl.
akin to swapan to sweep,
;

[AS. swift;

swifan to move quickly, to revolve.
See Swoop, v. i., and cf. Swivel, Squib.] 1. Moving a
great distance in a short time ; moving with celerity or
velocity fleet rapid ; quick speedy ; prompt.

swipu a wliip

cf.

;

;

;

;

My beloved brethren, let every man be swift to hear, slow ta
speak, slow to wrath.
James i. 19.
Dryden.
Swift of dispatch and easy of access.
And bring upon themselves sivift destruction. 2 Pet. ii. 1.
2.

Of short continuance passing away quickly. Shak.
is often u..ed in the formation of com;

i^ff^ Swift

pounds which are generally self-explaining;

as, swift-

darting, sicift-tootea, iwt/i-vringed, etc.
Syn.
Quick ; fleet ; speedy ; rapid expeditious.
Shak.
Swift, adv. Swiftly. [Obs. or Poetic]
Southey,
Ply swift and strong the oar.
Swift, n. 1. The current of a stream. [R.] Walton.
2. (Zodl.) Any one of
numerous species of small,
long-winged, insectivorous
birds of the family Micropodidse. In form and hab-

—

;

the swifts resemble
swallows, but they are desits

titute

of

complex vocal

muscles and are not singing birds, but belong to a
widely different group allied to

the

humming birds.

11^°" The common European swift (Cypselus, or
Micropus, apus) nests in
church steeples and under

,

the tiles of roofs, and is
.^
?
c -^i //-.
noted for its rapid flight « European Swift (WPselus
and shrill screams. It is ^lT°''t'' if^JlllKchtZaSl
phimney
Switt (.Chaitura p&.
called also black martin,
lagica).
black swift, hawk swallow,

m

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey,

6rb,

5dd

Swlm'mer

devil bird, swingdevil, screech martin, and shriek owl.
The common American, or chimney, swift ( Chxiura peIt atlagica) has sharp rigid tips to tlie tail feathers.
taches its nest to the inner walls of chimneys, and is
called also chimney swallow. The Australian swift (Choeiura caudacuia) also has sharp naked tips to the tail
quills. The European Alpine swift (Cyijselus melba) is
whitish beneath, with a white band across the breast.
The common Indian swift is Cypselus afflnis. See also
Palm swift, under Palm, and Tree swift, under Tree.
3. {Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of lizards, as the

pine lizard.
4. {Zool.)

A

See under Ghost.

—

The main card cylinder of a flax-carding machine.
SwUt'er (swift'Sr), n. [Cf. Swivel.] {Naut.) (a)

A rope used to retain the bars of the capstan in their
sockets while men are turning it. (6) A rope used to
encircle a boat longitudinally, to strengthen and defend
her sides, (c) The forward shroud of a lower mast.
SwUt'er, V. i. (Naut.) To tighten, as slack standing
rigging, by bringing the opposite shrouds nearer.

Swim'ming,
Swim'ming,

;

;

Lamotte

iColloq-l
lObs. or Archaic']
The lambkins swig the

A

Creech.

teat.

;

A

lemon, etc. \_Prov. Eng.]
V. t.
[Cf. Prov. E. swig to leak out, AS. swlgian to be silent, swican to evade, escape.] 1. To castrate, as a ram, by binding the testicles tightly with a
string, so that they mortify and slough off. \_Prov. Eng.']
2. {Naut.) To pull upon (a tackle) by throwing the
weight of the body upon the fall between the block and
a cleat.
Swill (swil), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Swilled (swTld)
[OE. swilen to wash, AS.
p. pr. & vb. n. Swilling.]

To wash

dler.

.

3.

.

&

akin to OFries.
OS. swin, D. zwijn, G. schwein, OHG.
swin, Icel. svln, Sw. svin, Dan. sviin, Goth, swein ; originally a diminutive corresponding to E. sow.
See Sow,
m.] (Zool.) Any animal of the hog kind, especially one of
the domesticated species. Swine secrete a large amount
of subcutaneous fat, which, when extracted, i§ known as
lard.
The male is specifically called boar, the female,
sow, and the young, pig. See Hog. " A great herd of
Mark v. 11.
swine."
Swine grass (Bot.), knotgrass (.Polygonum aviculare)
eaten
swine.
Swine
oat (Bot.), a
because
by
so called
Swine's cress
kind of oat sometimes grown for swine.
(Bot.), a species of cress of the genus Senebiera (S. Coronopus).
Swine's head, a dolt; a blockhead. \_Obs.] Chaucer.
Swine thistle {Bot.), the sow tliistle.

.

—

Milton.

To drink

greedily or swinishly; to drink
to excess.
South.
n.
1.
The
wash,
or mixture of liquid subSwUl,
stances, given to swine ; hogwash;
called also swilUngs.
2. Large draughts of liquor ; drink taken in excessive
V.

i.

(-er), n.

One who

swills.

Swill'lngs

(-ingz), n. pi.
See Swill, «., 1.
(swTm), V. i. \imp. Swam (swSm) or Swum
vb. n. Swimmino.]
[AS.
p. p. Swum ; p. pr.
swimman; akin to t>. zwemmen, OHG. swimnian, G.
schwimmen, Icel. svimma, Dan. swomme, Sw. simma.
Cf. Sound an air bladder, a strait.]
1. To be supported
by water or other fluid ; not to sink ; to float ; as, any
substance wiU swim, whose specific gravity is less than
that of the fluid in which it is immersed.
2. To move progressively in water by means of strokes
with the hands and feet, or the fins or the tail.

Swim

(swiim)

&

;

Leap in with me into this angry
And swim to yonder point.

Swlne'Iierd' (-herd'),

Swine'pipe' (-pip'),
wing. [Prov. Eng.]

Swlne'sty'

Swing

Shak.

To be

filled

[Streams] that

Swim,

V.

t.

1.

swim

Milton.
[_Obs.']

full of small fishes.

To pass or move over

to vibrate

3.

2.

V. i.

A

sty, or pen, for swine.

[imp.

&p. p. Swung

;

(swiing)

to oscillate.

or move from one side or direction to anas, the door swung open.
To use a swing; as, a boy swings for exercise or
;

systems in which
A. V. G. Allen.
his age abounded, without finding relief.
Swing, V. t. 1. To cause to swing or vibrate ; to
cause to move backward and forward, or from one side
to the other.
He sivings his tail, and swiftly turns him round. Dryden.
•They get on ropes, as you must have seen the children, and
are

awung by

their

men

Sprctator.

visitants.

2. To give a circular movement to ; to whirl ; to branas, to swing a sword ; to saving a club ; hence,
colloquially, to manage ; as, to swing a business.

dish

;

;

food, fo~bt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

Power

;

of anything in motion ; a,
Waller.
a swing.
[06^.]
influence.
[Obs.]

sway

;

;

(-biik'kler), n. A swashbuckler
a
Shah.
[Obs.]
"Huge very large. [Colloq.] ArDryden.
Swlnge'lng-ly, adv.

Swlnge'buc'Mer
bully

;

a roisterer.

Swinge'lng,

a.

Byron.

buthnot.

Swln'gel

—

;

;

[AS. swingele whip, scourge.
The swinging part of a flail which falls oa
the grain in thrashing ; the swiple.
Swlng'er (swTng'er), n. One who swings or whirls.
Swin'ger (swin'jer), n. 1. One who swinges.
2. Anything very large, forcible, or astonishing. [Obs.
Herrich.
or Colloq.]
Swln'gle (swin'g'l), V. i. [Freq. of swing.] 1. To
dangle to wave hanging. [Obs.]
Johnson.
2. To swing for pleasure.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
[imp.
Swln'gle, V. t.
p. p. Swingled (-g'ld)
[See Swingel.]
vb. n. Swingling (-gling).]
p. pr.
1. To clean, as flax, by beating it with a swingle, so
as to separate the coarse parts and the woody substance
from it to scutch.
2. To beat off the tops of without pulling up the
Forby.
roots ;
said of weeds.
[Prev. Eng.]
Swln'gle, n. A wooden instrument like a large
knife, about two feet long, with one thin edge, used for
beating and cleaning flax
called also
a scutcher ;
swingling knife, swingling staff, and swingling wand.
Swin'gle-'bar' (-bar'), n. A swingletree. De Quincy.
Swln'gle-tail' (-tal'), it. (Zool.) The thrasher, or
fox shark. See Thrasher.
Swln'gle-tree' (-tre'), re. [So named in allusion to
its swinging.
See Swingle, v. i., and cf. Swinqtbee.]
whiiHetree, or whippletree. See Singletree,
(swin'g'l), n.

See Swing.]

;

&

&

;

—

—

A

Swln'gllng (-glTng), a. & re. from Swingle, v. t.
Swingling tow, the coarse part of flax, separated from
the finer by swingling and hatcheling.
Swing'tree' (swTng'tre'), re. The bar of a carriage
to which the traces are fastened the whiffletree.
Swin'ish (swin'Tsh), a. Of or pertaining to swine behoggish gross beastly as, a.
fitting swine like swine
«M)ini.«A drunkard or sot. "(Sw'/wiVi gluttony."
fililton.
Swln'lsh-ness, n.
Swln'lsh-ly, adv.
[imp.
Swank
(swSnk),
(swTnk),
V.
i.
Swonk
Swink
(swiink) p. pr Swonken (swiin'k'n) p..pr. & vb. n.
Swinking.]
[AS. swincan, akin to swingan.
See
Swing.] To labor to toil to slave. [Obs. or Archaicl
Chaucer.
Or swinlc with his hands and labor.
For which men swink and sweat incessantly. Spenser,
The swinhing crowd at every stroke pant " Ho."
Sir Samuel Fergttson.
Swink, V. t. 1. To cause to toil or drudge ; to tire
or exhaust with labor
[06s.]
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

And the svnnkcd hedger at his supper sat.
Milton.
To acquire by labor. [06«.]
Piers Plowman.
To devour all that others swink.
Chancer.
Swink, n. [AS. sicinc, geswinc] Labor toil

2.

He had swung round the circle of theories and

;

pity

swinging blow

[Collog.]

;

;

(swing),

n.

;

;

Up, ftrn

(-sti'),

pleasure.
See Swing, n., 3.
4. (Naut.) To turn roimd by action of wind or tide
when at anchor as, a ship swings with the tide.
[Collog.]
D. Webster.
5. To be hanged.
To swing round the circle, to make a complete circuit.

—

full,

;

The sweep

1.

re.

;

To sway

2.

other

;

njde,

;

Swinge,

red-

I tried if a pendulum would siving faster, or continue swingBoyle.
ing longer, in case of exsuction of the air.

; as, to swim a stream.
Sometimes he thought to swim the stormy main. Dryden.
2. To cause or compel to swim ; to make to float ; as,
to swim a horse across a river.
3. To immerse in water that the lighter parts may
float ; as, to swim wheat in order to select seed.
Swim,ra. 1. The act of swimming a gliding motion,
like that of one swimming.
B. Jonson.
2. The sound, or air bladder, of a fish.
3. A part of a stream much frequented by fish. [Eng.]
Swim bladder, an air bladder of a fish.
To be in the
Bwim, to be in a favored position to be associated with
others in active affairs. [CoHog.]
Swim, V. i. [OB. swime dizziness, vertigo, AS. swim.a
akin to D. zwijm, Icel. .witni dizziness, svina to subside,
svia to abate, G. schwindel dizziness, schwinden to disappear, to dwindle, OHG. svrlnan to dwindle.
Cf.
Squeamish, Swindlee.] To be dizzy to have an unsteady or reeling sensation ; as, the head swims.
Swlm'bel (-bel), n. [Etymol. uncertain.] A moaning or sighing sound or noise a sough. [Obs.] Chaucer.

unite,

&

&

of swine.

The European

;

Cliaucer.

or on by swim-

ming

«8e,

(Zool.)

;

:

6'

—

;

Archaic imp. Swang (swSng) p.pr. & vb. n. Swinging.]
[OE. swingen, AS. swingan to scourge, to fly, to flutter
akin to G. schwingen to winnow, to swingle, to oscillate,
sich schwingen to leap, to soar, OHG. swingan to throw,
to scourge, to soar, Sw. svinga to swing, to whirl, Dan.
1. To
svinge.
Cf. Swagger, Swat, Swinge, Swink.]
move to and fro, as a body suspended in the air to wave

To be overflowed

now swim in joy.
with swimming animals.

—

;

flood,

[They]

A keeper

n.
n.

—

—

—

Swine'-pox' (-poks'), n. (Med.) A variety of the
chicken pox, with acuminated vesicles containing a waPepys.
tery fluid the water pox.
S'Sgin'er-y (swin'er-y), n. Same as Piggery. [R.]
Swlne'stone' (-ston'), re. (Min.) See Stinkstone.

or drenched.
Ps. vi. 6.
Sudden the ditches swell, the meadows swim. Thomson.
4. Kg. To be as if borne or floating in a fluid.
3.

Burke.
Full swing. See under Full.
Swing beam (Railwajf
Mach.), a crosspiece sustaining the car body, and so suspended from the framing of a truck that it may have an
independent lateral motion.
Swing bridge a form of
drawbridge which swings horizontally, as on a vertical
pivot.
Swing plow, or Swing plough, (a) A ^low without
a fore wheel under the beam. (6) A reversible or sidehill plow.
Swing wheel, (a) The scape-wheel in a clock,
which drives the pendulum. (6) The balance of a watch.
Swlng'dev'll (-dev"l), n. (Zool.) [So named from
its swift flight and dark color, which give it an uncanny
appearance.] The European swift. [Prov. Eng.]
Swinge (svvTnj), V. re. See Singe. [Obs.] Spenser^
Swinge, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Swinged (swinjd) p. pr.
vb. re. Swingeing (swinj'ing).]
[OE. swengen, AS..
swengan to shake, causative of swingan. See Swing.];
1. To beat soundly ; to whip ; to chastise ; to punish.
Shah.I had swmgerf him soundly.
And swinges his own vices in hia"son, C. Dryden.2. To move as a lash to lash.
[Obs.]
Swinges the scaly horror of his folded tail.
Milton.-

swing of his genius.

Swlne'bread' (-bred'), n. (Bot.) The truflBe.
Swlne'case' (-kas'), n. A hogsty. [Prov. Eng.]
Swine'COte' (-kof), n. A hogsty. [Prov. Eng.]
Swlne'crue' C-kru'), n. [Swine -\- Prov. E. crue a
[Prov. Eng.]
coop.] A hogsty.
Swine'fish' (-fish'), n. (Zool.) The wolf fish.

quantities.

;

;

—

—

—

SwUl'er

—

;

;

;

inebriate

Swill,

;

—

;

Knox.

Perhaps you '11 think I act the same

;

;
to fiU with drink.
I should be loth
To meet the rudeness and swilled insolence
Of such late wassailers.

V.

Cotton.
As a sty sharper plays his game.
Swin'dler-y (-dler-y), n. Swindling roguery. [E.]
Carlyle.
" Swindlery and blackguardism."
Swine (swin), n. sing. & pi. [OE. swin, AS. swin ;

to drench.
[06*.]
As fearfully as doth a galled rock
O'erhang and jutty his confounded base.
Swilled with the wild and wasteful ocean.
Shah.
2. [Properly, to drink like a pig.
See Swill, b.] To
drink in great draughts ; to swallow greedily.
Well-dressed people, of both sexes,
devouring sliced beef,
and swilling pork, and punch, and cider.
Smollett.

To

— Swindler,

Sharper. These
words agree in describmg persons who take unfair advantages. A swindler is one who obtains money or goods
under false pretenses. A sharper is one who cheats by
sharp practice, as in playing at cards or staking what he
can not pay.
Fraud and injustice soon follow, and the dignity of the British merchant is sunk in the scandalous appellation of a swin;

Swig,

1.

(-dler), n.

Syn. — Sharper rogue.

spices,

swilian.l

Carli/le.

The

act or process of swindling ; a cheat.
[G. schwindler, fr. schwindeln
thoughtlessly,
to be dizzy, to act
to cheat, fr. schwindel
dizziness, fr. schwinden to vanish, to disappear, to dwindle.
See Swim to be dizzy.] One who swindles, or defrauds grossly ; one who makes a practice of defrauding
others by imposition or deliberate artifice a cheat.

Swln'dler

A long draught.

1.

;
.

Swln'dle, n.

cider.

«.

.

livres.

Marryat.
IColloq.]
tackle with ropes which are not parallel.
2. {Naut.)
flavored
with
consisting
of
warm
beer
3.
beverage

Swig,

.

grossly, or with delibas, to swindle a, man out of his property.
had swindled one of them out of three hundred

;

;

swig

To cheat and defraud

erate artifice

;

To suck.

;

;

Swindler.]

;

;

2.

swimming

state of

"

t.

Wyclif.
;

Act or

n.

A swimmingness in the eye." Congreve.
Swinck (swink), V. & n. See Swink. [Obs.]
[imp. & p. p. Swindled
Swln'dle (swin'd'l), v.
(-d'ld)
[See
p. pr. & vb. n. Swindlins (-dlTng).]

Swilt'ness, n. The quality or state of being swift
speed quickness celerity velocity rapidity as, the
swiftness of a bird the swiftness of a stream swiftness
of descent in a falling body swiftness of thought, etc.
Swig (swig), V. t. [Cf. D. zwelgen to swallow, E.
swallow, v. t.] 1. To drink in long draughts to gulp
;

in

;

Swim'nUng-ness,

suffusion.

;

fleetly.

a.

;

;

;

The act of one who swims.
[From Swim to be dizzy.] Being

a state of vertigo or dizziness ; as, a swinfiming brain.
Swim'ming, n. Vertigo ; dizziness as, a swimming
in the head.
Dryden.
Swim'mlng-ly, adv. in an easy, gliding manner, as
if swimming
smoothly ; successfully prosperously.

Swlft'foor (-f66f ), a. Nimble fleet. Mir. for Mag.
SwUt'Joot', n. {Zool.) The courser.
SwUt'Iet (-l§t), n. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of small East Indian and Asiatic swifts of the genus
Collocalia. Some of the species are noted for furnishing
the edible bird's nest. See Illust. under Edible.
SwUt'ly, adv. In a swift manner with quick motion

as, to

{Zool.), a phalarope.

n.

3. (Mach.) To admit or turn (anytliing) for the pursaid of a lathe ; as, the lathe can
pose of shaping it
swing a pulley of 12 inches diameter.
To swing a door, gate, etc. (Carp.), to put it on hinges
so that it can swing or turn.
Swing (swing), n. 1. The act of swinging; a waving,
oscillating, or vibratory motion of a hanging or pivoted
oscillation
as, the swing of a pendulum.
object
2. Swaying motion from one side or direction to the
other as, some men walk with a swing.
3. A line, cord, or other thing suspended and hanging
loose, upon which anything may swing; especially, an
apparatus for recreation by swinging, commonly consisting of a rope, the two ends of which are attached overhead, as to the bough of a tree, a seat being placed in the
loop at the bottom also, any contrivance by which a
similar motion is produced for amusement or exercise.
4. Influence or power of a body put in swaying motion.
The ram that batters down the wall,
For the great swing and rudeness of his poise,
They place before his hand that made the engine. Shah.
5. Capacity of a turning lathe, as determined by the
diameter of the largest object that can be turned in it.
6. Free course unrestrained liberty or license tendency.
Dryden.
"Take thy imreg'."
To prevent anything which may prove an obstacle to the f ull
;

Swimming bell (Zool.), a nectocalyx. See Illust. under
Siphonophora. — Swimming crab {Zool.), any one of numerous species of marine crabs, as those of the family
Portunidx, which have some of the joints of one or more
pairs of legs flattened and fringed so as to serve as fins.

6.

;

One who swims.

;

swimmer

Little

1.

n.

Swlm'mer-et (-et), n. {Zool.) One of a series of flat,
fringed, and usually bilobed, appendages, of which several pairs occur on the abdominal somites of many crustaceans. They are used as fins in swimming.
Swim'ming (-ming), a. 1. That swims ; capable of
swimming ; adapted to, or used in, swimming ; as, a
swimming bird a swimming motion.
2. Suffused with moisture ; as, swimming eyes.

reel, or turning instrument, for
used cliiefly in the plural.
yarn, thread, etc. ;.

or velocity

(swTm'mer),

A protuberance on the leg of a horse.
A swimming bird one of the natatores.

2. {Far.)
3. {Zool.)

;

The ghost moth.

6. [Cf. Swivel.]

winding

SWIPE

1459

SWIFTER

;

drudgery.

Chaucer.

[Obs.]

Spenser.

Swlnk'er (-er), n. A laborer. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Swln'ney (swln'ny), n. (Far.) See Sweeny.

Swipe (awip), n. [Cf. Sweep, Swiple.] 1. A swaps
or sweep. See Sweep.
2. A strong blow given with a sweeping motion, as
with a bat or club.
Swipes (in cricket] over the bowler's head, and over either of
the long fields.
ft. A. Proctor.

sing, lijk

j

then, thin

;

bON

;

xh = a;

in azuie.
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SWIPE
[Slang, Eng."]
3. pi. Poor, weak beer ; small beer.
Craig.
[Written also swypes."^
(ewipt)
Swiped
V.
t.
[imp.
(swip),
p. p.
Swipe
1. To give a swipe to; to
vb. n. Swiping.]
p. pr.
atrike forcibly with a sweeping motion, as a ball.
Loose balls may be swiped almost ad libitum. E. A. Proctor.
[Slang, U. S.I
2. To pluck to snatch to steal.
Swl'ple (swTp''I), n. [See Swipe.] That part of a
aail which strikes the grain in thrashing; a swingle.
[Written also swipel, and swipple."]
Swip'per (swip'per), a. [From AS. swipian to whip,
shake, whirl akin to swdpan to sweep. See Swoop.]
Scot.l
Nimble quick. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.
[imp.
i.
p. p. Swirled
(swerl); v. t.
[Akin to Norw.
vb. n. Swirling.]
(swerld) p. pr.
svirla to whirl, freq. of sverra to whirl, Dan. svirre, G.
schwirren to whiz, to buzz. V177. See Swabm, k.] To
"The river
whirl, or cause to whirl, as in an eddy.
C. Kingsley.
swirled along."
Swirl, re. A whirling motion an eddy, as of water

&

&

;

;

;

;

SwM

&

&

;

&
&

;

Mrs. Browning.
silent jwj'rf of bats."
(swTsh), V. t.
[From the sound. Cf. Swash.]
JwiiA.
Coleridge.
1. To flourish, so as to make the sound
Thackeray.
2. To flog ; to lash.
[Slang']
Swish, V. i. To dash ; to swash.
Swish, re. 1. sound of quick movement, as of something whirled through the air. [Colloq.']
[Eng.]
2. (Naut.) Light driven spray.
pi.
[F. Suisse, of German
Swiss (swis), re. sing.
native or inhabitant of SwitzCf Switzer.]
origin.
erland ; a Switzer ; the people of Switzerland.
Swiss, a. Of or pertaining to Switzerland, or the people of Switzerland.
Switch (swich), re. [Cf. OD. swick a scourge, a whip.
small, flexible twig or rod.
1.
Cf. SwiNK, Swing.]
Mauritania, on the fifth medal, leads a horse with something
Addison.
like a thread ; in her other hand she holds a switch.
a whirl.

"The

Swish

A

&
A

.

A

2. (Railways) A movable part of a rail, or of opposite
rails, for transferring cars from one track to another.
separate mass or tress of hair, or of some sub3.
Btance (as jute) made to resemble hair, worn on the

A

head by women.
4. (Elec.) A mechanical device for shifting an electric
current to another circuit.
Safety awltch (Railways), a form of switch contrived to
prevent or lessen the danger of derailment of trains.
Switch back (Railways), an arrangement of tracks whereby elevations otherwise insurmountable are passed. The
track ascends by a series of zigzags, the engine running
alternately forward and back, until the summit is reached.
Switch board (Elec), a collection of switches in one
piece of apparatus, so arranged that a number of circuits may be connected or combined in any desired manner. —Switch grasB. (Sot.) See under Grass.
Switch, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Switched (swTcht) p.
pr. & vb. re. SwiTCHLNG.] 1. To strike with a switch or
Chapman.
small flexible rod to whip.
2. To swing or whisk ; as, to switch a cane.
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
3. To trim, as a hedge.
4. To turn from one railway track to another to
generally with off, from, etc.
transfer by a switch
as, to switch off a train ; to switch a car from one track

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

to anotlier.
B. (Elec.)

To shift to another circuit.
Switch, V. i. To walk with a jerk. [Prov. Eng.]
Switch'el (-S1), re. [See Sweet.] A beverage of molasses and water, seasoned with vinegar and ginger. [XT. S.]
Switch'lng, a. & n. from Switch, v.
Switching engine, a locomotive for switching cars from
one track to another, and making up trains ; — called also
switch engine.

[

U. S.]

Switch'man (-man),
who tends a switch on a

Switchmen (-men). One

railway.
Whisking. [Colloq.]
Coombe.
(-J), a.
(swith), adv. [AS. swlSe strongly, violently.]
Instantly ; quickly ; speedily ; rapidly. [Obs.]
That thou doest, do thou swithe. Wyclij (.Tohn xiii. 2").

SwlUie

(swTts'er), re. [Ci.G.schweizer. Cf. Swiss.]
or inhabitant of Switzerland ; a Swiss.
(swiv), V. t. [OE. swiven, fr. AS. swifan. See
Swivel.] To copulate with (a woman). [Obs.] Chaucer.
Swlv'el (swiv"l), re. [AS. swifan to move quickly,
to revolve ; akin to Icel. sveifla to whirl, shake, svlfa to
ramble, to turn. See Swoop, and cf. Swift a reel, Swift,
a.]
1. (Mech.) A piece, as a
ring or hook, attached to another piece by a pin, in such
a, manner as to permit rotag j j ; ^hain.
tion about the pm as an axis.
2. {Mil.) A small piece of ordnance, turning on a
point or swivel ;
called also swivel gun.
Wilhelm.
Swivel bridge, a kind of drawbridge that turns round on
a vertical axis a swing bridge.
Swivel hook, a hook
connected with the iron strap of a pulley block by a
swivel joint, for readily taking the turns out of a tackle.
Swivel Joint;, a joint, the two pieces composing which
~
turn round, with respect to each other,
on a longitudinal pin or axis, as in a
chain, to prevent twisting.

Swltz'er

A native

Swlve

—

—

;

—

Swlv'el, V. i. To swing or turn,
on a pin or pivot.

_

,

-

,
S-mvel Jomt.
.

.

Swiv'el-eyed' (-Jd'), a. Squint-eyed. [Prov. Eng.]
Swlz'zle (swTz'z'l), V. t. To drink ; to swill.
Swlz'zle,

re.

Swoon

(swfim), obs. imp. of Swim.
[imp.
(swoon), V. i.

Shah.

&

p.

p.

Swooned

(swobnd) p. pr. & vb. re. Swooning.] [OE. swounen,
swoghenen, for swoptien, fr. swowen, soghen to sigh or
swoon, for swowen, fr. swowen to sigh deeply, to droop,
AS. swogan to sough, sigh; cf. geswogen senseless,
swooned, geswowung a swooning. Cf. Sough.] To sink
into a fainting fit, in which there is an apparent suspension of the vital f imctions and mental powers ; to faint
often with away.
The sucklings swoon in the streets of the city. Lam. ii. II.
The most in years
swooned first away for pain. Dryden.
He seemed ready to swoon away in the surprise of joy. Tatler.
;

—

.

.

.

A fainting fit
Swoon'ing, a. & n. from

Swoon,

re.

;

syncope.

Swoon,

v.

— Swoon'lng-

ly, adv.

Swoop

&

(swoop), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Swooped
(swoopt) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Swooping.] [OE. swopen, usually, to sweep, AS. swdpan to sweep, to rush ; akiu to G.
sckweifen to rove, to ramble, to curve, OHG. sweifan to
whirl, Icel. sveipa to sweep ; also to AS. swifan to move
quickly. Cf. Sweep, Swift, a.
re.. Swipe, Swivel.]
1. To fall on at once and seize ; to catch while on the
wing ; as, a hawk swoops a chicken.
2. To seize ; to catch up ; to take with a sweep.
And now at last you came to swoop it all. Dryden.
The grazing ox which swoops it [the medicinal herb] in with
the common grass.
Glan rill.
Swoop, V. i. 1. To descend with closed wings from a
height upon prey, as a hawk ; to stoop.
2. To pass with pomp ; to sweep.
[Obs.]
Drayton.
Swoop, re. A falling on and seizing, as the prey of a
rapacious bird ; the act of swooping.
The eagle fell, . . . and carried away a whole litter of cubs
at a swoop.
Estrange.
Swoop'stake' (-stak'), n. See Sweepstake. [Obs.]
Altogether ; indiscriminately.
Swoop'Stake'i adv.
[R.]
Shak.
Dryden.
Swop (sw5p), V. re. Same as Swap.
Sword (sord), re. [OE. swerd, A.S. sweord ; akin to
OFries. swerd, sioird, i). zwaard,
OS. swerd, OHG. swert, G.
schwert, Icel. sverS, Sw. svard,
Dan. svserd ; of uncertain ori-

&

&

V

&

1. An offensive weapon,
having a long and usually sharppointed blade with a cutting
edge or edges. It is the general
term, including the small sword,

Ale and beer mixed

;

Halliwell.
also, drink gener-

[Prov. Eng.]
Swob (swSb), re.

ally.

& V. See Swab.
(-ber), n.
\. ^See Swabber.
Four privileged cards, formerly used in betting
at the game of whist.
[Written also swabber.]
Swift.
Swoll'en (swol''n), p. p. of Swell.
SwoU'en, a. Enlarged by swelling; immoderately
Swob'ber

Sword'lck

(Zool.) The spotted gunnel
[Prov. Eng.]
Slashing with a sword.
Tennyson.
Swordless (sordles), a. Destitute of a sword.
Sword'man (-mon), re. / pi. Swoedmen (-men). A
swordsman. "Sinewy sujori^mere."
Shak.
Sword'play' (-pla'), n. Fencing ; a sword fight.
Sword'play'er (-pla'er), n. A fencer ; a gladiator
one who exhibits his skill in the use of the sword.
Sword'-Shaped' (-shapf), a. (Bot.) Shaped like a
sword ensiform, as the long, flat leaves of the Iris, cattail, and the like.

other varieties.
2. Hence, the

emblem

Sword'lng

He

[the ruler]
vain.

m

;

;

Swords'man(sordz'man),m. /^Z. Swordsmen (-men).

1. A soldier ; a fighting man.
2. One skilled in the use of the sword ; a professor of
the science of fencing ; a fencer.
Swords'man-ship, re. The state of being a swordsman ; skill in the use of the sword.
Cowper.
Sword'tall' (-tal'), re. (Zool.) (a) The limulus. (b)
Any hemipterous insect of the genus Uroxiphus, found

upon

forest trees.

Swore (swor), imp. of Sweae.
Sworn (sworn), p. p. of Swear.
Sworn brothers, originally, companions in arms who
took an oath to share together good and bad fortune
hence, faithful friends. — Sworn enemies, determined or
irreconcilable enemies.
Sworn friends, close friends.
Swough (swou), re. [See Swoon.] 1. A sound; a
groan; a moan; a sough. [Obs.]

—

He sigheth with
Eng. or Archaic]

xiii. 4.

re.

a sorry swough.

Chaucer.

Chaucer.
See Swoon, v. &n. [Prov,
Shak. Dryden,
stirred

Longfellow.

—

&

:

;

;

Matt. x. 34.

4. The military power of a
country.
He hath no more authority over
the sword than over the law. Milton.

many

The landlord

Swum

of ju-

She quits the balance, and resigns
Dryden.
the sword.
3. Destruction by the sword,
or in battle ; war ; dissension.
I came not to send peace, but a
sword.

full

A swoon. [Obs.]
Swound (swound), V. &

2.

Swown

beareth not the

Rom.

re.

(swoundz), interj. [Cf. Zounds.] An exclamation contracted from God's wounds ;
used as an
Shak.
oath.
[Ots. or Archaic]
(swoun), V.
re.
Swoon. [Obs.] Chaucer.
(svviim), imp. &p. p. of Swim.
Swung (swiSug), imp. &,p. p. of Swing.
Swythe (swith), adv. Quickly. See Swithe. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Sy (si), obs. imp. of See. Saw.
Syb (sib), a. See Sib. [Obs. or Scot.]
Syb'a-rlte (-i-rit), re. [L. Sybarita, Gr. Sv/Sapi'-njs,
fr. 2ii;3api's, a city in Italy, noted for the effeminacy and
voluptuousness of its inhabitants cf. F. Sybarite.] 4
person devoted to luxury and pleasure a voluptuary.
) a.
[L. Sybariticus, Gr.
Syb'a-rit'lc (-iTt'ik),
Of or per2uj3api,T»cos.]
Syb'a-rlt'ic-al (-i-kal), )
taining to the Sybarites resembling the Sybarites luX"
" Sybaritic dinners."
urious
wanton ; effeminate.
Bp. Warburton. ^' Sybaritical cloisteiB." Bp. Mall.
Syb'a-rlt-lsm (sTb'a-rlt-Iz'm or -ri'tiz'm), re. Lirxuriousness; effeminacy; wantonness; voluptuousness.
Syc'a-mlne (slk'a-min), re. [L. sycaminus, Gr. av
Kaiiwoi ; perhaps of Semitic origin.] See Sycamore.
Syc'a-more (-mor), re. [L. sycomorus, Gr. avKoiiopot
the fig mulberry avKOv a fig

or of authority and power.

sword

(sord'Ing),

As one awaking from a swound.

vengeance or punishment,

dicial

(sord'ik), m.

(Mursenoides gunnellus).

'Swonnds

and many

rapier, saber, scimiter,

;

;

Ancient Swords.

a Merovingian Sword 6
Weaving) One of the end Two-handed Sword with
bars by which the lay of a hand Waved Edges, of 15th
and 16th centuiies (cenloom is suspended.
tral part of blade omitSword arm, the right arm.
ted); c Roman Sword;
Sword bayonet, a bayonet shaped d Roman Sword in a -j- fj.6pov the
Wooden
Scabbard
somewhat like a sword, and
black mulbertrimmed with Bronze
which can be used as a sword.
Sword bearer, one who carries his e French Sword of 12th ry or perhaps
13th Centuries.
and
of
Semitic orimaster's sword; an oflBcer in
London who carries a sword before the lord mayor gin: cf. F. .iywhen he goes abroad. — Sword belt, a belt by which comore. Cf
a sword is suspended, and borne at the side. — Sword Mulberry.]
blade, the blade, or cutting part, of a sword. — Sword
(Bot.) (a) A.
cane, a cane which conceals the blade of a sword or
dagger, as in a sheath.
Sword dance, (a) A dance in large tree (Fi- \
which swords are brandished and clashed together by the cus Sycomorus)
male dancers. Sir W. Scott, (b) A dance performed over allied to the
swords
on the ground, but without touching them. common fig. It
— Swordlaid
fight, fencing; a combat or trial of skill with
is found
swords swordplay.
Sword grass. (Bot.) See Gladen.
and Syr— Sword knot, a ribbon tied to the hilt of a sword. — Egypt
ia, and is the
Sword law, government by the sword, or by force viosycamore, or
lence.
Milton.
Sword lUy. (Bot.) See Gladiolus.
sycamine, of
Sword mat (Naut.), a mat closely woven of
Scripture,
(b)
yams — so called from a wooden implement
used in its manufacture. — Sword shrimp
The American
Sycamore (a) (Ficus Syconionts).
(Zool.), a European shrimp (Pasiphxa siplane tree, or
vado) having a very thin, compressed body.
buttonwood. (c) A large European species of maple (Acer
— Sword stick, a sword cane. — To measure
Pseudo-Platanus). [Written sometimes sycamore.]
swords with one. See under Measure, v. t.
Syce (sis), re. [Ar. sais.] A groom. [India]
— To put to the sword. See under Pur.
Sy-Cee' (si-se' or st-se'), re. [Said to be from a ChiSwordltill' (-btl/), re. (Zool.) A humnese word, se-tze or se-sze, meaning, fine silk, and to be
ming bird (Docimastes ensiferus) having a
so called because if pure it may be drawn out into fine
very long, slender bill, exceeding the
threads.] Silver, pounded into ingots of the shape of a
length of the body of the bird.
shoe, and used as cui'rency. The most common weight
[Cf. AS. g^swurdod.]
Sword'ed, a.
is about one pound troy.
[China]
McElrath.
Milton.
Girded with a sword.
Sych'no-car'pous (stk'no-kar'pus), a. [Gr. avxvoi
Sword'er (-er), re. One who uses, or
much or frequent
(Bot.) Having the
xapTrds fruit.]
fights with, a sword
a swordsman ; a solSwordbill.
capacity of bearing several successive crops of fruit with
;

5.

(

—

—

:

;

—

•

I

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

+

;

dier

;

a cutthroat.

Shak.

[Obs.]

Sword'fish' (-fTsh'), re. 1. (Zool.) (a) A very large
oceanic fish (Xiphias gladius), the only representative
of the family JfipAiidas. It is highly valued as a food fish.
The bones of the upper "^^ jaw are consolidated, and

c4re,

Sua,

arm, ask,

;

[Obs.]
Syc'O-cer'lc (sTk'o-serIk), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an acid obtained by the oxidation
of sycoceryl alcohol.
fig.

Syc'O-ce'ryl (-se'ril), re. [Gr. (tSkov a fig -f laipos
-)- -yl.]
(Chem.'^ A radical, of the aromatic series,
regarded as an essential ingredient of certain compounds
found in the waxy resin of an Australian species of fig.

as,

ale, senate,

out perishing as, sychnocarpous plants.
Sy'cite (si'sit), re. [Gr. ot/kmt)! figlike, fr. oT/KOj/a fig.]
(Min.) A nodule of flint, or a pebble, which resembles a

wax

swollen eyes ; swollen streams.
Swoln (swoln). Contraction of Swollen, p. p. Milton.
;

Swordfish sucker (Zool.), a remora (Remora brachvpwhich attaches itself to the swordfish.

tera)

gin.]

2. pi.

increased

form a long, rigid, swordlike beak; the dorsal fin is
high and without distinct spines; the ventral fins ar«
absent. The adult is destitute of teeth.
It becomes
sixteen feet or more long. (6) The gar pike, (c) The
cutlass fish.
2. (^iirore.) A southern constellation. See Dorado, 1,

;

n. ; pi.

Swltch'y

is

Sworn

SYCOCERYL

Common
final,

gU ;

eve, event,

Swordfish.

£nd, fern, recenti

;

ice,

idea, iU

;

old,

dbey, drb, odd

SYCOCK
Sy'COCk

n

(si'kSk),

The miasel thrush.

(Zool.)

IProv. jEn?.]
II

[NL.,
division of calcareous

Sy-CO'nes (st-ko'nez),
(Zo'dl.)

fig.]

A

n. pi.

fr.

Gr. cvkov a

aponges.

B^^ They usually resemble

a fig, being vase-shaped with a fringed opening
The feeding cells are
at the summit.
in ampullae connected with radial tubes
in the thickened walls of the body.
II

II

Sy-co'ni-um (st-ko'nl-um),
Sy-CO'nuS (st-ko'niis),

[NL.,

Gr. avKov the

a syllable,

"•

A

:

(a) False accusation

talebearing.

Obsequious flattery

(6)

—

calumniation ;
Bp. Hall.

;

[06«.]

;

servility.

One

of the Sycones (Scj/can-

The sycophancii of A. Philips had prejudiced Mr. Addison against Pope.

"?!<"")•

<'''»

Bp. Warburton.

2. Fig.

to take

1.

(-fant), n.
[L. sycophanta a slanderer,
deceiver, parasite, Gr. <7uKo0ai'Ti)9 a false accuser, false
adviser, literally, a fig shower ; trvKov a fig -}- ifiaivnv to

.

An

show

concise or short a particle.
Before any syllable of the law of

Sylph'ish

One

.

De Quincey.
Abounding in forests or in trees woody.
Syl'van, re. [L. Sylvanus, better Silvanus. See Silvan, a.] A fabled deity of the wood a satyr a faun
is

usually exact as well as tenacious.

2.

;

;

;

(Zo'dl.)

the

(si), obs.

imp. of See.

A

youiig herring (Clupea harengus). [Also written sile."]
But our folk call them syle, and nought but syle.
And when they're grown, why then we call them herring.
J. Ingelow.

Syl'la-ba'rl-um (sIl'14-ba'rT-Qm), n. ; pi. SyllaBABIA (-a). [NL.] A syllabary.
Syl'la-ba-ry (sll'U-bi-ry), n. A table of syllables
more especially, a table of the indivisible syllabic symbols used in certain languages, as the Japanese and Cherokee, instead of letters.
S. W. Williams.
Syl'labe (-lab), re. [F.] Syllable. [iJ.] B.Jonson.
II

syllogisms.
to teach boys to .w/^OfTi'cc, Or frame
Men have endeavored .
arguTiicntt^ iiiul refute them, without any real inward knowl/. IVatts.
edge of the question.
.

&

Up, turn

;

pity

.

.

Syl'lo-gi'zer

(-ji'zcr),

One'who

re.

syllogizes.

[F. sylphe, m., fr. Gr. o-iA^rj a kind
so called by Paracelsus.]
of grub, beetle, or moth
1. An imaginary being inhabiting the air ; a fairy.

Syl'la-blsm (sTl'lA-bTz'm), n. The expressing of the
sounds of a language by syllables, rather thn n by an alpliabefc or bv sikiib for words.
I. Taylor (The Alphabet).
f^ll,

&

?'.

:

SyUab'1-Iy (-fi), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Syllabified (-fid)
vb. n. Syllabifying (-ti'ing).]
p. pr.
[L. syllaba syllable-!--/?/.]
To form or divide into syllables.

r\{de,

:

;

H. Sweet.

unite,

2. (Math.) Any character used to represent a quanan operation, a relation, or an abbreviation.
11^°° In crystallography, the symbol of a plane is the
numerical expression which defines its position relatively
to the assumed axes.
3. (Theol.) An abstract or compendium of faith or doctrine ; a creed, or a summary of the articles of religion.
4. [Gr.(ru(igoAai contributions.] That which is thrown
into a common fund hence, an appointed or accustomed
duty. [Obs.]
They do their work in the days of peace . . . and come to
pay their symbol in a war or in a plague.
Jer. Taylor,
tity,

;

;

;

Ose,

;

;

(

Syl-lab'1-ca'tlon (sTl-lSb'i-ka'sliiin or sTl'la-bT-), re.
The act of forming syllables the act or method of dividing words into syllables. See Guide to Pron., § 27.5.
Syl-lab'1-fl-ca'tlon (sil-mb'I-fT-ka'shun), n.
[See
Syllabify.] Same as Syllabication.
Rush.
Sf/llahijlcalion depends not on mere force, but on dipcontinuity of force.

;

;

[L. syllogisticxis, Gr.
Syl'lO-gls'tic (-jis'tTk),
I a.
ot/AAovio-tikO!
cf. F.
Syl'lO-gis'tlC-al (-ti-kol),
Of or pertaining to a syllogism ; consisting of a syllogism, or of the form of reasoning by syllogisms as, '{;/llngi.itic arguments or reasoning.
Syl'lo-gls'tlc-al-ly, adv. In a syllogistic manner.
A reasoning by
Syl'lo-gl-za'tlon (-jT-ziv'sl un), re.
Harris.
syllogi.'imB.
[Obs. or if.]
)'.
[imp.
(sTl'lS-jTz),
p.
p. Syllogized
Syl'lo-glze
[Gr.
(-jizd)
p. pr. & rft. re. Syllogizing (-ji'zTng).]
<Tv\Koyi(e<rBai cf. F. syllogiser.] To reason by means of

to syllabify.

;

—

syllogistique.']

&

Sylph

(slilf), re.

;

;

Idbd,

f<Jt>t

;

sylva, silva, for-

;

;

Therefore kindness is laudable.
These propositibns are denominated respectively the major premise, the minor premise, and the conclusion.
11^^ If the premises are not true and the syllogism
is regular, the reasoning is valid, and the conclusion,
whether true or false, is correctly derived.

;

syllables

hen

;

:

form or divide mto

wS
W
num-

example
Every virtue is laudable
Kindness is a virtue

Syl-lab'lo (sTl-lSb'tk), \ a. [Gr. auAAo/3i/cdj cf. F.
syllabique.']
1. Of or perSyl-lab'lc-al (-t-kal), (
taining to a syllable or syllables ; as, syllabic accent.
2. Consisting of a syllable or syllables as, a syllabic
augment. "Tlie iyWaftic stage of writing."
Earle.
8yl-lab'lc-al-ly, adv. In a syllabic manner.
Syl-lab'1-cate (-I-kat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Syllabicated (-ka'tSdJ p. pr.
vb. re. Syllabic atins.]
To

&

Syllidian (Autohjtus-,.

^n Asexual or Atokous individual unal'eS ^ dergoing
Transvejse Division or Strobila-

:

[L

(sTl-vTk'6-ltn), a.

+

I

logime, sillogisme, F. syllogisme, L. syllogismus, Gr.
ffvAAoyttr/xo! a reckoning all together, a reasoning, syllogism, fr. (rvWoyi^eaOai to reckon all together, to bring
at once before the mind, to infer, conclude ; miv with,
together -\- Xoyi^ea-Oai to reckon, to conclude by rea(Logic) The
soning.
See Syn-, and Logistic, Logic]
regular logical form of every argument, consisting of
three propositions, of which the first two are called the
premises, and the last, the conclusion. The conclusion
necessarily follows from the premises ; so that, if these
are true, the conclusion must be true, and the argument amounts to demonstration as in the following

&

;

of

,ion_ ^nd thus producing five Sexual Indimature, a
viduals (1-5)
s Gizzard.
B A Female
ber of its poste- after Extrusion of the Eggs into a Sac.
nor segments C A Female filled with Eggs.
gradually develop into one or more sexual individuals which finally break
away and swim free in the sea. The males, females, and
neuters usually differ greatly in form and structure.
Syl'lO-glsm (sTl'lo-jTz'm), re. [OE. silogime, OF. si-

lating to Syene ; as, Syenitic inscriptions.
2. Relating to, or like, syenite ; as, syenitic granite.
Chaucer.
Syke (sik), n. V. See Sike. [06.s.]
adv. See Sickek.
Syk'er (sik'er), a.
[OJs.]
Syle (sil), n. [See Sile a young herring.] (^Zool.)

&

Syl-vic'o-Une

colere to inhabit.]
(Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the
family of warblers (Sylvicolidse). See Waeelee.
Syl'vi-CUl'ture (sTl'vi-kiil'tiSr ; 135), n. [1.1. sylva, silva, forest -|- E. culture.'] The cultivaMon of forest trees
for timber or other purposes ; forestry ; arboriculture.
Syl'vl-cul'tur-lst (-tJir-ist), re. One who cultivates
forest trees, especially as a business.
Syl'vine (sTl'vIn or -ven), re.j [So called from NL.
Syl'vite (sTl'vit),
sal digesti\-us sylvii po)
tassium chloride.] (Min.) Native potassium chloride.
Sym- (sTm-). See Syn-.
Sy-mar' (sl-mar'), Sy'marr, re. See Simar.
Sym'bal (sim'bal), re. See Cymbal. [Obs.]
Sym'bol (-b51), re. [L. symbolus, symbolum, Gr. oii/i^oAoi' a sign by which one knows or infers a thing, from
<n)/n/3oAAeii' to throw or put together, to compare
<rvv
with -f- paKKetv to throw : cf. F. symbole. Cf. Emblem,
Pakable.]
1. A visible sign or representation of an
idea; anything which suggests an idea or quality, or
another thing, as by resemblance or by convention ; an
emblem ; a representation a type ; a figure ; as, the
lion is the symbol of courage
the lamb is the symbol of
meekness or patience.
A symbol is a sign included in the idea which it represents,
e. g.. an actual part chosen to represent the whole, or a lower
form or species used as the representative of a higher in the
same kind.
Coleridge.

est

he egg, in such

Sy'e-nite (si'e-nlt), n. [L. Syenites (sc. lapis), from
Syene, Gr. Su^vij.] {3Iin.) Originally, a term applied
to a granular crystalline rock composed of quartz, hornblende, and feldspar of grayish white and reddish colors,
taking its name from Syene, in Upper Egypt, where it
was quarried for monuments by the ancient Egyptians.
Later, the name has been restricted by some authors to
a rock consisting of hornblende and orthoclase without
[Written also sieniie.']
quartz.
Sy'e-nlt'ic (-nit'Tk), a. [Written also «em7ic.] 1. Re-

re.

;

and for their

;„S;„i^^,„?
individual.

(sTl'vat),

Sylvan, [if.]
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or
SjTl'vlc (sTl'vTk), a.
resembling, pine or its products specifically, designating
an acid called also abietic acid, which is the chief ingredient of common resin (obtained from Pinus sylvestris^
and other species).

Polymorphism,
fnto'an

[NL., so called
found.] (Chem.)

silvestris.']

lation or fission

Chaucer.

Saw.

re.

first

[Written also silvanium.']
(Chem.) A salt of sylvic acid.

for tellurium.

Syl-vat'io (sTl-vSt'ik), a. [L. sylvaticus, better sil..
See Silvan, a.] Sylvan, [if.]
Syl-ves'tri-an (-vgs'trl-an), a. [L. sylvesiris, bettel

dergoing strobi-

A pustular eruption upon the
bearded part of the face, whether due to
ringworm, acne, or impetigo.
Syd'er-0-lite (sTd'er-o-lit), n. A kind of Bohemian
earthenware resembling the Wedgwood ware.
(3Ied.)

name

Syl'vate

others are remarkable for un-

II

old

vaticus.

the species are
phosphorescent

Syc'O-phant-ize (-Iz), v. i. To play the sycophant.
Syc'O-phant-ry (-ry), n. Sycophancy. [0J«.]
Sy-CO'SlS (st-ko'sTs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. avKioa-a, fr.

Sye

An

Any one

^^ Many

Sycophancy.

Pope.

—

Syl-va'ni-um (sil-va'nl-iim),
from Transylvania, where it was

family Syllidx.

prevailing

I>e Quincey.

trvKov a fig.]
scalp, or the

;

as Sillabub.

of numerous species of marine
aimelids of thP

— Syc'O-phant'lsh-ly, adv.
humor

Shak.
syllables of; to

—

;

;

Syl'van, re. [Sylva -\- furfurare.] (Chem.) A liquid
hydrocarbon obtained together with furfuran (tetrol) by
called also methyl tetrol,
the distillation of pine wood
or methyl furfuran.
[So called from TranSyl'van-ite (sTl'van-It), re.
sylvania, where it was first foimd.]
(3Iin.) A mineral,
a telluride of gold and silver, of a steel-gray, silver-white,
or brass-yellow color.
It often occurs in implanted
crystals resembling written characters, and hence is
called graphic tellurium.
[Written also silvanite.']

;

Sycophantic servants to the King of Spain. De Quincey.
Syc'O-phant'ish (sTk'o-fSnt'ish), a. Like a sycophant

Syc'0-phant-lsm (sTk'o-fant-Tz'm),n.

Hooker.

;

;

that forever

Her private orchards, walled on every side,
To lawless sylvans all access denied.

II

)

;

sometimes, a rustic.

Milton.

Same

re.

.

II

Syl-lep'siS (stl-lgp'sTs), re. [L., fr. Gr. oi/AAiji/ds a
taking together, from avWaii^avecv. See Syllable, re.]
1. (Phet.) A figure of speech by which a word is used
in a literal and metaphorical sense at the same time.
2. (Gram.) The agreement of a verb or adjective with
one, rather than another, of two nouns, with either of
which it might agree in gender, number, etc. as, rex et
regiua beati.
Syl-lep'tlC (sTl-lSp'tlk), ) a. [Gr. o-uAAtjtttiko! collective.] Of or pertaining to a
Syl-lep'tiC-al (-tl-kal), )
syllepsis containing syllepsis.
Syl-lep'tlC-al-ly, adv.
Syl-lld'1-an (sTl-lid'I-an), n. [From NL. Syllis, the
typical
genus.]

;

satirists

?

To pronounce the

Carlyle.

Sylphlike.
.

Syl'la-bub
Syl'la-bus (-bSs), re. ; pi. E. Syllabuses (-5z), L.
Syllabi (-bi). [L., fr. the same source as E. syllable.']
A compendium containing the beads of a discourse, and
the like an abstract.
(-bvib),

Syc'O-phant, v. i. To play the sycophant.
Syc'0-phant-cy (-fant-sy), n. Sycophancy. [Oii.]
a.
[Cf. Gr. tnKo4ia.vTLSyc'O-phan'tlC (-fSn'tik),
kos slanderous.]
Syc'0-phan'tic-al (-ti-kal), )
Of
or pertaining to a sycophant characteristic of a sycophant ; meanly or obsequiously flattering courting favor
by mean adulation parasitic.
To be cheated and ruined by a sycophantical parasite. South.

Sycophanttsh

written.

(-Ish), a.

(-lik'), a.
Like a sylph ; airy ; graceful.
Sometimes a dance .
Displayed some sylphlike figures in its maze.
Byron.
Syl'va (sil'va), re. ; pi. Sylv.e (-ve). [L. sylva, better silva, a wood. See Silva.] (Bot.) Same as Silva.
Syl'van (-van), a. [See Silvan, a.] 1. Of or pertaining to a sylva ; forestlike ; hence, rural ; mstic.
The traditional memory of a rural and a sylvan region . .

speak

;

quiously.

tolly.

bim

syllable against

Syl'la-ble, v. t.
utter to articulate.

;

obsequiously flattering.

God was

Who dare

cf.

woman.

SylphlikC

;

F. sycophante. The reason for the name is not
certainly known. See Phenomenon.] 1. An informer
a talebearer. [OJi.] "Accusing sycophants, of all men,
did best sort to his nature.
Sir P. Sidney.
2. A base parasite ; a mean or servile flatterer ; especially, a flatterer of princes and great men.
A sycophant will everything admire
Each verse, each sentence, sets his soul on fire. Dryden,
Syc'O-phant (-fant), v. t. [Cf. L. sycophantari to
deceive, to trick, Gr. (TVKoi^avT€iv.'\ 1. To inform against
hence, to calumniate. \_Obs.']
Sycophanting and misnaming the work of his adversary. Milton.
2. To play the sycophant toward ; to flatter obse:

graceful

;

;

Syc'O-phant

A slender,

cyanurus).
Sylph'ld(sTlt'id),n. [F. sylphide,iem. See Sylph.]
A little sylph ; a young or diminutive sylph. " The palace
J. R. Drake.
of the sylphid queen."
Ye sylphs and tylphids, to your chief give ear,
Pope.
Fays, fairies, genii, elves, and demons, hear.
Sylph'ine (silf'In or -In), a. Like a sylph.

;

;

;

3. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of very brilliant
South American humming birds, having a very long and
deeply-forked tail as, the blue-tailed sylph (Cynanihus

to take together ot/V with
Cf Lemma,
cf. Skr. labh, rabh.
elementary sound, or a combination
of elementary sounds, uttered together, or with a single
effort or impulse of the voice, and constituting a word
or a part of a word. In other terms, it is a vowel or a
diphthong, either by itself or flanked by one or more
consonants, the whole produced by a single impulse or
utterance. One of the liquids I, m, re, may fill the place
of a vowel in a syllable. Adjoining syllables in a word or
phrase need not be marked off by a pause, but only by
such an abatement and renewal, or reenforcement, of the
stress as to give the feeling of separate impulses.
See
Guide to Pronunciation, § 275.
2. In writing and printing, a part of a word separated
from the rest, and capable of being pronounced by a
single impulse of the voice.
It may or may not correspond to a syllable in the spoken language.
Withouten vice [i. e., mistake] of siUable or letter. Chaucer.
3. A small part of a sentence or discourse anything
fr. o-uAAa/mjSdi'eii'

Dilemma.]

)

fig.]

Sylla-blBt (sllli-blst), re. One who forms or divides
words into syllables, or is skilled in doing this.
Howell.
Sylla-blze (-biz), v. t. To syllabify.
Syiaa-ble (-b'l), re. [OE. sillable, OF. sillabe, F. syllabe, L. syllaba, Gr. cruAAa^ij that which is held together,
several letters taken together so as to form one sound,
-|- Aon/3di/eij'

(Bot.)
collective fleshy fruit, in which the ovaries are hidden within a hollow receptacle, as in the fig.
Syc'0-phan-cy (sik'6-fan-sy), n.
[Cf. L. sycophanlia deceit, Gr. <n>K.a^avTta false accusation.] The character or
characteristic of a sycophant. Hence
fr.
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out, oil

—

;

dialr

;

bo

i

5. Share; allotment.

The

who

persons

[06s.]

are to be judged

.

.

shall all appear to reJer. Taylor.

.

ceive their sytnbol.

(Chem.) An abbreviation standing fertile name of
an element and consisting of the initial letter of the Latin
or New Latin name, or sometimes of the initial letter
with a following one as C for carbon, JVa for sodium
(Natrium), Fe for iron (Ferrum), Sn for tin (Stannuni),
Sb for antimony (Stibium), etc. See the list of names
and symbols under Element.
IE^°" In pure and organic chemistry there are symbols
notonly for the plements, but also for their grouping in
6.

;

formulas, radicals, or residues, as evidenced bv their
composition, reactions, synthesis, etc. See the diagram
of lienzene nucleus, under Benzene.
Emblem figure typo. See Emblem.
Syn.
Sym'bol, v. I. To symbolize, [if.]
Tennyson.
Sym-bol'lo (sTm-bBl'tk), «. [Cf. F. symbolique. See
SvMuoi.ic, If.]
(7V(«)/.) See Symbolics.
Sym-bol'lc (bBl'Tk),
[L. .wmbolicus. Gr. <rvnj( a.
Sym-bol'lo-al (-T-kul),
jSoAik^? cf. F. symholiguf.]
Of or pertaining to a symbol or symbols ; of the nature
of a symbol
exhibiting or expressing by resemblance

sing, IqIc

—

;

;

:

(

;

I

then, tliln

i

boN

;

zh = z

in azui«.

SYMBOLICALLY
or signs ; representative as, the figure of an eye is syinbolie of sight and knowledge.
Sym-bol'lC-al-ly, adv.
;

—

— Sym-bol'ic-al-ness, n.

Th« sacrament 13 a repreeentation of Christ's death by such
eymbolical actions as he himself appointed.
Jer. Taylor.
Symbolical delivery (Law), the delivery of property sold
by delivering something else as a symbol, token, or repSjrmbolical philosoresentative of it, Bouvier, Chitty.

—

phy, the philosophy expressed by hieroglyphics.
Syzn-bol'lcs (slm-bol'Iks), re. The study of ancient
symbols ; esp. {TheoL), that branch of historic theology
which treats of creeds and confessions of faith ; symbolism ;
called also symbolic.
SymttOl-ism (sTm'bBl-Tz'm), re. 1. The act of symbolizing, or the state of being symbolized as, symbolism
in Christian art is the representation of truths, virtues,
vices, etc., by emblematic colors, signs, and forms.
2. A system of symbols or representations.
3. (Chem.) (a) The practice of using symbols, or the
system of notation developed thereby. (6) A combining
together of parts or ingredients. [0*«.]
4. (Theol.) The science of creeds; symbolics.
Sym'bol-lst, re. One who employs symbols.
1 a.
Characterized by the
Sym'bol-ls'tic (-Ts'ttk),
Sym'bol-ls'tlc-al (-tl-kol), ) use of symbols ; as, sym^
bolistic poetry.
Sym'bOl-1-za'tlon (-T-za'shiin), re. [Cf. F, symbolisation.'\
The act of symbolizing; symbolical representa-

—

;

Sir T. Browne.
Sjrm'bol-lze (sim'bSl-iz), v. i. limp.
p. p. Symbolized (-izd) p. pr.
vb. re. Symbolizing (-i'zing).]
[Of. F. symboliser.^
1. To have a resemblance of qualities or properties
to correspond to harmonize.
The pleasing of color symbolizeth with the pleasing of any sintion.

&

&

;

;

;

but the pleasing of order doth symbolize with
Bacon.
They both symbolize in this, that they love to look upon themselves through multiplying glasses.
Howell.
2. To hold the same faith ; to agree. [i2.]
The believers in pretended miracles have alwayspreviously
aymbolized with the performers of them.
Q. S. Fdber.
3. To use symbols ; to represent ideas symbolically.
SymObol-lze, v. t. 1. To make to agree in properties
gle tone to the ear

;

harmony.

or qualities.
2. To make representative of something ; to regard or
" Some symbolize the same from the
treat as symbolic.
mystery of its colors."
Sir T. Browne.
3. To represent by a symbol or symbols.
I. Taylor.
Sym'bol-i'zer (-i'zer), re. One who symbolizes.
Pertaining to
Sym'bO-log'ic-al (-bo-15j'i-kal), a.
symbology versed in, or characterized by, symbology.
One who pracSym-bol'0-glst (sTm-b51'o-jTst), n.
tices, or who is versed in, symbology.
Sym-bol'0-gy (-jy), re. ^Symbol -\- -logy.2 The art
of expressing by symbols.
Sym-bran'chl-1 (-bran'kT-i), n. pi. [NL., fr. 6r.
otJi' with -|- ;Spa-)/;)(io>' a gOl.]
(Zool.) An order of slender eei-liko fishes having the gill openings confluent beneath the neck. The pectoral arch is generally attached
to the skull, and the entire margin of the upper jaw is
formed by the premaxUlary. Called also Symbranchia.
;

II

One of the Symbranchii (Symbranchus unicohr).
Sym'me-tial (sim'me-tral), a. Commensurable sym;

metrical.

Dr.

More.
One eminently
Sir P. Sidney.

[OJi.]

Sym-me'tri-an (sTm-me'tri-an),
studious of symmetry of parts,

n.

[i?.]

IT.

Sym-met'ric (sTm-met'rTk), a. Symmetrical.
Sym-met'ric-al (-rl-kal), a. [Cf. F. symetrigue. See
Symmetby.] 1. Involving or exhibiting symmetry pro;

having its parts in due proportion
as to dimensions as, a symmetrical body or building.
2. (Biol.) Having the organs or parts of one side corresponding with those of the other having the parts in
two or more series of organs the same in number exhibiting symmetry.
See Symmetry, 2.
portional in its parts

;

;

;

;

3. {Bot.) (a) Having an equal
successive circles of floral organs

number
;

of parts in the

— said of flowers.
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2. (Biol.) The law of likeness ; similarity of structure
regularity in form and arrangement ; orderly and similar
distribution of parts, such that an animal may be divided
into parts which are structurally symmetrical.
11^°" BUateral symmetry, or iwo-sidedness, in vertebrates, etc., is that in which the body can be divided into
symmetrical halves by a vertical plane passing through
the middle ; radial symmetry, as in echinoderms, is that
in which the individual parts are arranged symmetrically
around a central axis serial symmetry, or zonal symmetry, as in earthworms, is that in which the segments or
metameres of the body are disposed in a zonal manner
one after the other in a longitudinal axis. This last is
sometimes called metamerism.
3. (Boi.) (a) Equality in the number of parts of the
successive circles in a flower, (ft) Likeness in the form
and size of floral organs of the same kind ; regularity.
Axis of symmetry. (Geom.) See under Axis.
Eespective symmetry, that disposition of parts in which only the
opposite sides are equal to each other.
Sym'pa-thet'lc (sTm'pa-thgt'Ik), a. [See Sympathy,
and cf. Pathetic] 1. Inclined to sympathy ; sympathizing.
Far wiser he, whose sympathetic mind
Exults in all the good of all mankind.
Goldsmith.
2. Produced by, or expressive of, sympathy.
Ope the sacred source of sympathetic tears.
Gray.
3. {Physiol.) (a) Produced by sympathy;
applied
particularly to symptoms or affections. See Sympathy.
(6) Of or relating to the sympathetic nervous system or
some of its branches ; produced by stimulation of the
sympathetic nervous system or some part of it as, the
sympathetic saliva, a modified form of saliva, produced
from some of the salivary glands by stimulation of a

fellow-feeling with others under affliction, and then coincides very nearly with commiseration. In this case it is
commonly followed by ]'or ; as, to feel sympathy for a
friend when we see him distressed. The verb sym^palhize
is followed by with ; as, to sympathize witi a friend in
his distresses or enjoyments.
Every man would be a
distinct species to himself, were there no sympathy among
individuals." South. See Pity.

—

—

;

to

line,

figure is symmetrical with reline, surface, or solid with
for each point on one side of the

respect to a plane, when
line or plane there is a corresponding point on the other
aide, so situated that the line joining the two corresponding points is perpendicular to the line or plane and is bisected by it. Two solids are symmetrical when they are
BO situated with respect to an mtervening plane that the
several points of their surfaces thus correspond to each
other in position and distance. In analysis, an expression
is symmetrical with respect to several letters when any
two of them may change places without affecting the expression ; as, the expression a'^b-\-ab'^-^a^c-\-ac'^-\-b''c
-\- b c^, is symmetrical with respect to the letters a, 6, c.
Sym-met'rlc-al-ly, adv.
Sym-met'rlc-al-ness, re.
Sym'me-tri'claJl (sTm'me-trTsh'an), re. Same as Sym-

—

—

UETKiAN.

HoHnshed.

[iJ.]

Sym'me-trlst (slm'me-trtst), n. One eminently stusymmetry of parts.
Sir H. Wotton.
Sym'me-tlize (-triz), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Symmetrized
(-trizd) p. pr. & vb. re. Symmetrizing (-tri'zing).] [Cf.

dious of

;

F. symetrisCr.'] To
reduce to symmetry.

Sym'me-try

make

proportional in

its

parts

;

to

Burke.

[L. symmetria, 6r. OT^n/nerpia
<riv with, together -f- /xerpov a measure
cf. F. symetrie.
See Syh-, and Meter rhythm.] 1.
due proportion of
the several parts of a body to each other ; adaptation of
the form or dimensions of the several parts of a thing to
each other ; the union and conformity of the members
of a work to the whole.
(-try), n.

:

A

ale,

senate, c&re,

ftm,

aim, ask,

Adam wrought
Milton^

Sym-pet'al-OUS (sTm-pSt'al-Us), a. [Pref. sym- -f
(Bot.) Having the petals united gamopetaloue
Sym-phon'lC (sim-f6n'ik), a. 1. Symphonious.
2. (Mus.) Relating to, or in the manner of, a symphony as, the symphonic form or style of composition.
Sym-phO'ni-OUS (-fo'm-us), a. [From Symphony.]^
1. Agreeing in sound ; accordant ; harmonious.

petal.'}

;

;

Followed with acclamation and the sound
Symphonious of ten thousand harps.
2. (Mus.) Symphonic.
Sym'phO-nist (sTm'f6-nTst), n.
nisie.}
composer of symphonies.

A

[Cf.

F.

Milton.

sympho-

&

(-niz), v, i.
limp.
p. p. Symphopr.
vb. n. Symphonizing (-ni'zing).]
; p.
to be in harmony, [i?.]
Boyle.
Sym'pho-ny (-ny), re. ; pi. Symphonies (-niz). [F.
symphonic (cf. It. sinfonia), L. symphonia, Gr. cru(i.(jtujvCa ; <rvv with -f- <j)iavrj
a sound, the voice.
See
Phonetic] 1.
consonance or harmony of sounds,
agreeable to the ear, whether the sounds are vocal or instrumental, or both.
The trumpets sound,
And warlike symphony is heard around.
Dryden.

S3nu'phO-nlze

&

NizED (-nizd)

To agree

;

,

A

2. A stringed instrument formerly in use, somewhat
fiber.
resembling the virginal.
Sympathetic ink.
(Chem.) See under Inb.
SsrmpaChaztcer,
With harp and pipe and symphony.
thetlc nerve (Anat.), any nerve of the sympathetic system ; especially, the axial chain of ganglions and nerves
3. (Mus.) (a) An elaborate instrumental composition
belonging to the sympathetic system.
Sympathetic pow- for a full orchestra, consisting usually, like the sonata,
der (Alchemy), a kind of powder long supposed to be able of three or four contrasted yet inwardly related moveto cure a wound if applied to the weapon that inflicted it, ments, as the allegro, the adagio, the minuet and trio,
or even to a portion of the bloody clothes. Bunglison.
or scherzo, and the finale in quick time. The term has
Sjrmpathetic sounds (Physics), sounds produced from solid
bodies by means of vibrations which have been commu- recently been applied to large orchestral works in freer
nicated to them from some other sounding body, by form, with arguments or programmes to explain their
means of the air or an intervening solid.
Sympathetic meaning, such as the " symphonic poems " of Liszt.
system (Anal.), a system of nerves and nerve ganglions The term was formerly applied to any composition for an
connected with the alimentary canal, the vascular system, orchestra, as overtures, etc., and still earlier, to certain
and the glandular organs of most vertebrates, and con- compositions partly vocal, partly instrumental, (ft) An
trolling more or less their actions. The axial part of the
system and its principal ganglions and nerves are situated instrumental passage at the beginning or end, or in the
in the body cavity and form a chain of ganglions on each course of, a vocal composition ; a prelude, interlude, or
side of the vertebral column connected with numerous postlude ; a ritomello.
other ganglions and nerve plexuses.
Sym-phy'la (-fi'lA), n.pl. [NL., fr. Gr. <rvv with -j(Zobl.
if>v\rj a clan.]
Sym'pa-thet'lc-al (-I-kal), a. Sympathetic.
Sym'pa-thet'lc-al-ly, adv. In a sympathetic manner. An order of small apSym'pa-thlst (sTm'pa-thtst), re. One who sympa- terous insects having
thizes ; a sympathizer,
Coleridge. an elongated body,
[i?.]
Sym'pa-thlze (-tMz), v. i. limp.
p. p. Sympa- with three pairs of thoOne of the Symphyla (Scolopenthized (-thizd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Sympathizing (-thi'- racic and about nine
drella immaculata). Enlarged.
zTiig).]
1. To have pairs of abdominal
[F. sympathiser. See Sympathy.]
sympathy ; to have a common feeling, as of bodily pleas- legs. They are, in many respects, intermediate between
myriapods and true insects.
ure or pain.
Sym-phys'e-al (sTm-flz'e-al), a. (Anat.) Of or perThe mind will sympathize so much with the anguish and detaining to symphysis.
bility of the body, that it will be too distracted to fix itself in
Buchninster.
meditation.
Sym'phy-se-ot'0-my (sim'fT-ze-8t'6-myv re. [NL.
(Surg.) The
2. To feel in consequence of what another feels ; to symphysis pubis -j- Gr. Tc/j-vetv to cut.]
be affected by feelings similar to those of another, in operation of dividing the symphysis pubis for the purpose
of
facilitating
Sigaultian'
affected.
labor;
formerly
called
the
consequence of knowing the person to be thus
Dunglison.
Their countrymen
sympathized with their heroes in all section. [Written also symphysotomy."]
Addison.
their adventures.
Sym'phy-Bls (sTm'fl-sTs), «. ; pi. Symphyses (-sez).
[NL., fr. Gr. ot/oi^uo-is, fr. <rvfiipvei.v to make to grow to3. To agree to be in accord ; to harmonize. Dryden.
gether ; aijv with -)- ^vetv to cause to grow, to grow.]
1. To experience together.
Sym'pa-thlze, v. t.
^^
Shak. (Anat.) (a) An articulation formed by intervening car[Ofts.]
lins sympathized . . . error."
[Oftj.]
Shak. tilage as, the pubic symphysis. (ft) The union or coales2. To answer to
to correspond to.
Sym'pa-thl'zer (-thi'zer), re. One who sympathizes. cence of bones ; also, tlie place of union or coalescence
Sym'pa-thy (-th^), re. / pi. Sympathies (-thiz). [F. as, the symphysis of the lower jaw. Cf. Articulation.
sympathie, L. sympathia, Gr. truit.TTi.Bei.a _(r6v with -(Sym'phy-sot'O-my (-z5t'o-mi^), re. Symphyseotomy.
n-aSo5 suffering, passion, fr. iraax^'-v, TraBelv, to suffer.
Sym'phy-tlsm (sTm'fT-tTz'm), re. [Gr. (ni/ii#>vTO«
See Syn-, and Pathos.] 1. Feeling corresponding to grown together.] Coalescence ; a growing into one with
that which another feels ; the quality of being affected another word. IE.']
Some of the phrasal adverbs have assumed the form of single
by the affection of another, with feelings correspondent
words, by that symphytism which naturally attaches these light
in kind, if not in degree fellow-feeling.
elements to each other.
Earle.
They saw, but other sight instead a crowd
[Gr.
Sym'pl-e-som'e-ter (sTm'pi-e-z5m'e-ter), re.
Of ugly serpents Horror on them fell,

—

—

—

—

II

&

&

—

.

.

II

;

;

;

;

—

I

And

;

or a plane
^W A acurve
given
and a
spect

in

Commiseration.

sympathetic nerve

;

(6)

Having a likeness in the form and size of floral organs of
the same kind regular.
4. (Math.) (a) Having a common measure; commensurable,
(b) Having corresponding parts or relations.

Fault,

Acknowledged and deplored,

;

An

2.

Milton.
norrid sympathy.
agreement of affections or inclinations, or a

conformity of natural temperament, which causes persons to be pleased, or in accord, with one another; as,
there is perfect sympathy between them.
pity
3. Kindness of feeling toward one who suffers
commiseration compassion.
1 value myself upon sympathy, I hate and despise myself for
;

;

;

envy.

Karnes.

The

reciprocal influence exercised
by the various organs or parts of the body on one another, as manifested in the transmission of a disease by
unknown means from one organ to another quite remote,
or in the influence exerted by a diseased condition of one
part on another part or organ, as in the vomiting produced by a tumor of the brain. (6) That relation which
exists between different persons by which one of them
produces in the others a state or condition like that of
himself. This is shown in the tendency to yawn which a
person often feels on seeing another yawn, or the strong
inclination to become hysteric experienced by many
women on seeing another person suffering with hysteria.
5. A tendency of inanimate things to unite, or to act
on each other ; as, the sympathy between the loadstone
4. (Physiol.) (a)

and

iron.

[22.]

6. Similarity of function, use, office, or the like.
The adverb has most sympathy with the verb. Earle.
Syn. Pity ; f ellowrfeeling compassion commiseration ; tenderness ; condolence ; agreement.— Sympathy,
Commiseration. Sympathy is literally a fellow-feeling
with others in their varied conditions of joy or of grief.
This term, however, is now more commonly applied to a

—

final,

gU

;

;

eve,

event,

Snd, fern,

;

recent

;

ice,

compression

<jvixirU(jis

(eiv to press together

;

uv^xttU-

(fr.

—

triv

with

-f-

to press, squeeze) -\
meter.']
sensitive kind of barometer,
which the pressure of the atmosphere,
acting upon a liquid, as oil, in the
lower portion of the instrument, compresses an elastic gas in the upper
part.
TTie'^eiy

A

(8^^ The column of oil in the lower
BC ot a ^lass tube compresses
ydrogen gas m the upper part AB,
and is thus measured on the scale p q
Eart

by the position of the surface of the
oil in the tube.
The scale pq is adjustable, and its index must be set to
the division on the scale rs corresponding to the temperature indicated
t, in order to correct for the effects of temperature on

by the thermometer

the gas. It is sensitive, and convenient
for use at sea, but inferior in accuracy
to the mercurial barometer.
Sym-plec'tlc (sim-plgk'tTk), a.
[Gr. (Tu/nTrAeKTiKos plaiting together, f r.
Sympiesometer.
cru/jL-n-KeKeiv to plait together.]
(Anat.)
Plaiting or joining together ;
said of a bone next above
the quadrate in the mandibular suspensorium of manv
fishes, which unites together the other bones of tie sus-

—

II

—

re.
The symplectic bone.
Sym'plo-ce (sTm'plo-se), re. [L., fr. Gr.

pensorium.

<rw;tt7rAoie^

an

interweaving, fr. <rvfjLir\eKetv to twine together ; (niv -firAe'iceii/ to twine.]
(Bhet.) The repetition of a word or

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd
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phrase at the beginning and another at the end of successive clauses ; as, Justice came down from heaven to view
the earth; Justice returned to lieaven, and left the earth.
sympodium.
Sym'pode (sim'pod), n. (Bot.)
Sym-po'dl-al (sim-po'di-al), a. (Bot.) Composed of
superposed branches in such a way as to imitate a simple
axis as, a sympodial stem.
Sym-po'dl-um (-iim), n. ; pi. Sympodia (-a). [NL.,
iroSioi', dim. of ttou's, ttoSos, foot.] (Bot.)
fr. Gr. CTiii' with
stem resembling a simple axis, but made up of superopposed
posed branches, as the stem of a grapevine ;
to monopodium.
[L.
symposiacus,
Gr.
(-zl-ak
a.
277),
;
Sym-po'sl-ac
Of or pertaining to oompotations and
oT/jitTrotrtaKos.]

A

;

11

+

A

—

merrymaking; happening where company

drinking

is

symposiac meetings.
amongst my acquaintance. Arbuthnot.
A conference or conversation of
Sjrm-po'sl-ac, re.
philosophers at a banquet hence, any similar gathering.
together

;

as,

Si/ynposiac disputations

;

Sym-po'sl-arch (-ark), n. [G-r. (TO^tTrotriapxl!, (TujiiTToortapxos ; oTjjUTToo-ioi' a symposium -f- apxetx to be first,
(Gh: Antiq.) The master of a feast.
to rule.]
Sym-pCsi-ast (-5st), n. One engaged with others at

Symposia

[L., fr.

(-a).

Gr. <rviirr6cri.ov a drinking party, feast ; <rvv with -|- ttoctis
drinking
a drinking.
See Syn-, and cf. Potable.] 1.
;
a merry feast.
T. Warion.
authors
on
2.
collection of short essays by different
a common topic ;
so called from the appellation given
to the philosophical dialogue by the Greeks.
Symp'tom (simp'tiim), n. [F. symptome, Gr. ov^itTTM^ia anything that has befallen one, a chance, casualty,
symptom, fr. ov^TriVTeii' to fall together ; avv with -fTTiTTTeii' to fall ; akin to Skr. pat to fly, to fall. See Syk-,

A

together

A

—

kind or phases of disease as, the causes of disease often
lie beyond our sight, but we learn their nature by the
;

of good

;

;

Symptomatic of a shallow understanding and an unamiable
temper.
Macaulay.
2. According to symptoms ; as, a, symptomatical clas-

— Symp'tom-at'lc-al-ly. adv.
<rutj.TTTi!»j.aTOi,

symptom

re.

[Gr. ovfiTrriofia,

symptomaiolo-

F.

It includes diagnosis, or the determination of the

disease

or the deter-

its symptoms ; and prognosis,
its probable course and event.

from

mination of

—

by
Symphyseotomy.

James

men.

;

;

to the rehgious

'i

;

personages, according to their dates.
3. (Paint.) A representation, in the same picture, of
two or more events which occurred at different times.
Of or relating to
Syn'chro-nls'tlc (-nis'tik), a.
synchronism ; arranged according to correspondence in

(Rev. Ver.).

;

time; as, synchrfynisiic tables.
Syn'ClUO-ni-za'tlon (-nl-za'shiSn), n. The act of synchronizing concurrence of events in respect to time.
Syn'chro-nlze (sTn'kr6-niz), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Synvb. n. Synchronizing (-ni'chronized (-nizd) p. pr.
[Gr. avyxpovii^iv-l To agree in time; to be
zlng).]
;

unite,

r^ide,

full,

ap,

Orn

;

pity

&

;

;

Qae,

;

—

& J?.]

+

(Surg.)

rs/iveiv to cut.]

Syn'cho-re'sls (-kS-re'sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. avyxia(Rhet.) A conces; avv with -(- ;;^wpT)(7is a going.]
made for the purpose of retorting with greater force.
Syn'chro-nal (sin'kr6-nal), a. [See Synchronous.]
Happening at, or belonging to, the same time synchroDr. H. More.
nous simultaneous.
Syn'cliro-nal, re. A synchronal thing or event.
[Cf. F. synSyn-chron'ic-al (sTn-krSn'I-kal), a.
chroniquer\ Happening at the same time synchronous.
Boyle.
Syn-chron'lc-al-ly, adv.
[Gr. avyx!'°'
Syn'chro-nlsin (sfn'kro-nTz'm), n.
vi,a\j.6%, fr. <njyxP°'''f^"' *" ^^ contemporary with, from
(Tuyi^pofos synchronous. See Synchronous.] 1. The concurrence of events in time siinultaneousness.
2. The tabular arrangement of historical events and

+

ii. 1,

-(-

sion

Milton.
Syn'a-Ie'pha (-le'fa), n.
[NL., fr. L. synaloepha,
Gr. avvoKoi^ri, from avvaK€L<^€i.v to melt together avv
with
akei^eiv to besmear.] (Gram.) A contraction
of syllables by suppressing some vowel or diphthong at
the end of a word, before another vowel or diphthong
as, tt' army, for the army.
[Written also synalcepha.^
Syn'al-lag-mat'lc (sTn'al-15g-mat'ik), a. [Gr. avvoKAayA-.aTi/cd5, from oui'aAAay^a a mutual agreement, contract, fr._o-u>/aAAa(7-(reii' to exchange, negotiate with avv
with -\- aWiaaeiv to change.] (Law) Imposing reciprocal obligations upon the parties ; as, a synallagmatic
contract.
Bouvier.
Syn'al-Iax'lne (-ISksIn), a. [From Gr. awaXXiaatw to associate with.] (Zo'ol.) Having the outer and
\_Obs.

cartilage

pr)ai.i

—

of

;

SpoiaLi union

of,

Any assembly

—

Syn'chon-lUo'sls (sln'kon-dro'sTs), re. ;
Synchondroses (-sez). [NL., fr. Gr. avy^^"^^^f^"^^
avv with -f- ;^6i'6po9 cartilage.]
(Anat.) An immovable articulation in which the union is
formed by cartilage.
Syn'Chon-dro'si-al (-sl-al), a.
Syn'Chon-drOt'O-my (-drot'o-my), n. [Gr. avyxov-

probably, 120 members among the
Jews, first appointed after the return from the Babylonish captivity ;
called also the Great Synagogue, and
sometimes, though erroneously, the Sanhedrin.
4. A congregation in the early Christian church.
My brethren, ... if there come into your synagogue a man
5.

—

—

;

A downward
makes a synclinal

flexure in the case of folded rocks
and the alternating upward flex-

axis,

ure an anticlinal axis.

Syn-cli'nal,

Syn-cllne'

re.

(Geol.)

(sTn-klin'),

re.

A synclinal fold.
(Geol.) A synclinal fold.

Syn-Clin'ic-al (-klin'I-kal),

a.

Synclinal.

[iJ.]

Syn'cli-no'ri-um (sTn'kll-no'rT-iim), re. ; pi. SyncliNORIA (-a). [NL., fr. Gr. avyxkivcLv to lay together -|opos mountain.] (Geol.) A mountain range owing its
origin to the progress of a geosynclinal, and ending in a
catastrophe of displacement and upturning.
Dana.
Syn'co-pal (sin'k6-p«l), a. Of or pertaining to syncope resembling syncope.
Syn'co-pate (-pat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Syncopated
(-pa'ted) p. pr. & vb. re. Syncopating.]
[LL. syncopatus, p. p. of syncopare to syncopate, to swoon.
See
Syncope.] 1. (Gram.) To contract, as a word, by taking
one or more letters or syllables from the middle as,
" Gloster " is a syncopated form of " Gloucester."
2. (Mus.) To commence, as a tone, on an unaccen"^i'
part of a measure, and continue it into the foUowiii'accented part, so that the accent is driven back upon
weak part and the rhythm drags.
Syn'co-pa'Uon (-pa'shiin), re. 1. (Grarei.) Theact
syncopating the contraction of a word by taking one
more letters or syllables from the middle syncope.
2. (Mus.) The act of syncopating; a peculiar fig
of rhythm, or rhythmical alteration, which consists
welding into one tone the second half of one beat v
the first half of the beat which follows.
II

Coleridge.

[iJ.]

II

rites.

with a gold ring.

close union.

pi.

worship of the Jews.

The council

—

—

XovSpuiais

—

3.

Sparkling synchysis (Med.), a condition in which the
vitreous humor is softened and contains sparkling scales
of cholesterin.
[Pref. syn- -f- Gr.
Syn-clas'tlC (sTn-klas'ttk), a.
kXSlv to break.]
(Math. Physics) Curved toward the
same side in all directions ;
said of surfaces which in
all directions around any point bend away from a tangent plane toward the same side, as the surface of a
sphere ;
opposed to aniiclastic.
Sir W. Thomson.
Syn-cU'nal (-kli'nal or sin'klT-nal), a. [Gr. avyKkCveiv to incline together ; avv with -f- xAiVeii' to incline.]
1. Inclined downward from opposite directions, so as
to meet in a common point or line.
2. (Geol.) Formed by strata dipping toward a common line or plane as, a synclinal trough or valley j a
synclinal fold ;
opposed to anticlinal.

+

;

;

The building or place appropriated

A

—

;

;

;

;

;

I

a

i=J¥J=J:

S.

simultaneous.

The path of this great empire, through
synchronized with that of Christianity.
Syn'chro-nlze,

v.

or period of time;
;

food, f<jbt

;

its

arch of progress,

De

To

Quince?/.

assign to the same date
as, to snjnchronize two events of

out,

t.

1.

oU

s

chair

;

go

;

I

-(2I

I

+

Syn-aer'e-sls 1 (sln-gr'e-sls ; 277), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
Syn-er'e-sls ) _ oTivaCpetn^ a taking or drawing together, fr. (rvvatpeLv to take together avv with -j- alpeiv
to take, to grasp. See Syn-, and Heresy.] (Gram.) The
union, or drawing together into one syllable, of two
vowels that are ordinarily separated in syllabification
synecphonesis ;
the opposite of diaeresis.
Syn'a-gOg'lC-al (stn'a-gSj'I-kal), a. Of or pertaining to a synagogue.
Syn'a-gOgue (sin'a-gog), n. [F., from L. synagoga,
Gr. avvayojyTi a bringing together, an assembly, a synagogue, fr. avvayei,v to bring together ; avv with
ayetv
to lead.
See Syn-, and Agent.] 1.
congregation or
assembly of Jews met for the purpose of worship, or the
2.

;

Syn'ohy-Sls

;

)

performance of religious

Huxley.
(sTn'kT-sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. o-vyx"'"?!
to
confound;
avv
with
x""'
avyxeeiv
to pour.]
-|derangement or confusion of any kind, as of words in
a sentence, or of humors in the eye.
II

II

Syn- (sin-). [Gr. avv with.] A prefix meaning with,
along with, together, at the same time. Syn- becomes
sym- before^, b, and m, and syl- before I.
Syn-ac'me (sin-3k'me), re. [NL. synacme. See
Syn-ac'my (sTn-Sk'my), ( Syn-, and Acme.] (Bot.)
Same as Synanthesis.

A

ical synchrony.

Syn-an'ttarose' (-thros'), re. [From NL. Synantheras
the CompoeitsB
Gr. avv with
ai/fljjpos blooming.]
(Chem.) A variety of sugar, isomeric with sucrose, found
in the tubers of the Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus
tuberosus), in the dahlia, and other Compositae.
Syn-ap'ta (-Sp'ta), re. [NL., fr. Gr. avva-n-To? fastened together avv with -f- Unreiv to fasten.] (Zo'ol.) A
genus of slender, transparent holothurians which have
delicate calcareous anchors attached to the dermal plates.
See Illustration in Appendix.
Syn'ap-tase (sln'5p-tas), n. [Gr. avvairroi fastened
together -f- diastase.] (Chem.) A ferment resembling
diastase, found in bitter almonds. Cf. Amygdalin, and
Emulsin.
Syn'ap-tlc'U-Ia (sTn'ap-tTk'u-14), re. / pi. StnapticULiE (-le). [NL., dim. from Gr. ovvaTnos fastened together.] (Zo'ol.) One of numerous calcareous processes
which extend between, and unite, the adjacent septa of
certain corals, especially of the fungian corals.
Syn'ar-Chy (sln'ar-k3^),«. [Gr. avvapxCa, fr. avvapxeiv
to rule jointly with
avv with -]- apx^iv to rule.] Joint
rule or sovereignty,
[i?.]
Stackhouse.
Syn'ar-te'Sis (-ar-te'sTs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. avvapTr)o-is a fastening together, f r. avvapjav to fasten together.]
A fastening or knitting together the state of being
;

—

-(-

fr.

;

(Med.) The doctrine of symptoms ; that part of
the science of medicine which treats of the symptoms of
diseases ; semeiology.

gie.']

^ff^

+

;

with

;

;

sification of diseases.

(-a-t81'6-J3?),
-f- -logy : cf.

+

;

) a.
[Cf. F. symptomaSymp'tom-at'lc (-St'Tk),
Symp'tOm-at'lC-al (-T-kal), | tique, Gr. <rviJ.TrnoiJ.aTiKos casual.] 1. Of or pertaining to symptoms happening in concurrence with something ; being a symptom
indicating the existence of something else.

Symp'tom-a-tOl'O-gy

(sin'kro-niis), a.
[Gr. avyxpovoi]
xpoTOS time. Cf. Chronicle.] Happening at
the same time simultaneous.
Syn'chro-nous-ly, adv.
Syn'chro-ny (-n^), re. The concurrence of events in
time; synchronism. [iJ.]
Geological contemporaneity is the same thing as chronolog-

;

II

-f-

Contemporaneous chronology.

-logy.']

Syn'Chro-nOUS

crui'

II

;

;

—

Gr. xpdi'os time

;

;

;

;

;

[NL.] (Anat.)
Syn'ar-thro'di-a (-thro'dT-a), n.
Synarthrosis.
Dunglison.
Syn'ar-thro'dl-al (-al), a.
Syn'ar-thro'sls (-sis), re. ; pi. Synarthroses (-sez).
[NL., fr. Gr. ovvdpBpiaaK a being jointed together, fr.
avvapOpovv to link or joint together avv with -j- apBpov
a joint.] (Anat.) Immovable articulation by close union,
as in sutures. It sometimes includes symphysial articulations also.
See the Note under Articulation, re., 1.
Syn'as-try (siu'Ss-try), n. [Pref. syn- -)- Gr. do-r^p
a star.] Concurrence of starry position or influence;
hence, similarity of condition, fortune, etc., as prefigured
by astrological calculation, [i?.]
3Iotley.
Syn-as'ls (sin-Sks'is), n. [L., fr. Gr. otJi/oJis, fr.
(Tvi'ayeii' to bring together.
See Synagogue.] A congregation also, formerly, the Lord's Supper. Jer. Taylor.
Syn'carp (ain'karp), n. [NL. syncarpium. See SynCAEPOUs.] (Bot.) A kind of aggregate fruit in which
the ovaries cohere in a solid mass, with a slender receptacle, as in the magnolia
also, a similar multiple fruit,
as a mulberry.
Syn-car'pl-um (sin-kar'pi-5m), n. ; pi. Syncaepia
[NL.] (Bot.) Same as Syncarp.
(-4).
Syn-car'pous (sin-kar'ptis), a. [Pref. syn- -)- Gr.
Kapjrd; a fruit.] (Bot.) Composed of several
carpels consolidated into one ovary.
Syn-cat'e-gor'e-mat'lc (-kSt'e-gor'e-mat'-'
tk), a.
[Gr. (rvyKa-njyop-jjjaaTtKos avv with
KaTTiyoprjiia a predicate.
See Syn-, and
Categorematic] (Logic) Not capable of being used as a term by itself
said of words,
as an adverb or preposition.

;

;

history.
"Josephua synchronises
Nisan with the Egyptian Pharmuth."
IV. L. Bevan.
as, to synchron ize the
2. To cause to agree in time
movements of different machines to synchronize clocks.
Syn'chro-nol'0-gy (sTn'kro-nol'o-jy ), re. [Pref. syn- -f-

Syn-an'gi-um

II

^mptoms.
Swift.
2. A sign or token that which indicates the existence
of something else as, corruption in elections is a symptom of the decay of public virtue.
Syn. Mark note sign token indication.

—

Greek and Roman

as Syn-

(sTn-an'jI-um),re. ; pi. SYNANGlA(-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. avv -f- ayv^'oi' a hollow vessel.] (Anat.)
The divided part beyond the pylangium in the aortic trunk
of the amphibian heart.
Syn-an'gi-al (sTn-Sn'ji-ol), a.
Syn-an'ther-OUS (sTn-Sn'ther-Qs), a. [Pref. synanther."]
(Bot.) Having the stamens united by their
anthers as, synantherous flowers.
Syn'an-the'sis (sTn'Sn-the'sIs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. avv
with
Gr. oii/flr)<ns bloom.]
(Bot.) The simultaneous
maturity of the anthers and stigmas of a blossom. Gray.
(sln-Sn'thiis),
[Pret. syn- -f- Gr.
Syn-an'thous
a.
_
df^os flower.] (Bot.) Having flowers and leaves which
appear at the same time
said of certain plants.
II

closely joined

exhibited.
all sorts

Same

[L.]

;

;

Like the sick man, we are expiring with

— said of certain birds re-

II

and cf. Asymptote, Feather.] 1. (Med.) Any affection
which accompanies disease a perceptible change in the
body or its functions, which indicates disease, or the

symptoms

;

(sln'a-le'fa,), n.

;

II

n. ; pi.

Syn'a-lce'pha
ALEPHA.
H

II

Sydney Smith.
a banquet or merrymaking.
Sym-po'sl-on (-5n), n. [NX.] A drinking together
a symposium. " Our symposion last night. " Sir W. Scott.

Sym-po'sl-um (-Qm),

middle toes partially united
lated to the creepers.

SYNCRISIS

Syncopation.

Sjrn'oo-pe (sTn'ko-pe), re. [L. syncope, syncopa, Gr.
avyKonri a cutting up, a syncope ; akin to avynoineiv to
beat together, to cut up, cut short, weary ; avv with -\KorrreLv to strike, cut.]
1. (Gram.) An elision or retrenchment of one or more letters or syllables from the
middle of a word ; as, ree'er for 7iei'er, ev''ry for every,
2. (3Ius.) Same as Syncopation.
3. (Med.) A fainting, or swooning.
See Faintjnq.
4.
pause or cessation ; suspension. [iJ.]
Revelry, and dance, and show,
Suffer a syncope and solemn pause.
Cowper,
Syn'CO-pist (-p?st), re. One who syncopates. Addison,
Syn'CO-pize (-piz), v. t. To syncopate.
Syn-COt'y-led'on-OUS (sTn-k5t'T-lSd'iin-\is), a. [Pref.
syn- -\- cotyledonous.] (Bot.) Having united cotyledons.
Syn-cret'lc (sln-krSt'ik ; 277), a. Uniting and blending together different systems, as of philosophy, morals,
or religion.
Smart.
Syn'cre-tlsm (sTn'kre-tTz'm), re. [Gr. <njyKpr)Tc<T/io5,
fr. oT/yKprjTi'feii' to make two parties join against a third
ct. F. syncretisme.]
Attempted union of principles 01
parties irreconcilably at variance with each other.

A

He is plotting a carnal s//ncretism, and attempting the recon,
cilement of Christ and Belial.
Bcu-.ter.
Syncretism.!^ opposed to eclecticism in philosophy.
Krauth'Fteming.
Syn'cre-tlst (-tTst), re. [Cf. F. syncrStiste.'] One who
attempts to uuite principles or parties which are irreconcilably at variance specifically (Eccl. Hist.), an adherent of George Calixtus and other Germans of the
seventeenth century, who sought to unite or reconcile
the Protestant sects with each other and with the Roman
Catholics, and thus occasioned a long and violent con;

troversy in the Lutheran church.
Syn'cre-tls'tlc (-tts'tlk), a. 1. Pertaining to, or characterized by, syncretism as, a syncrelistie mixture of
the service of Jehovah and the worship of idols.
2. Of or pertaining to the Syncretists.
Syn'crl-sls (sTn'kiT-s'Is), re. [NL., fr. Gr. avyKpiait
a comparison ; avv together -j- xpCvcw to judge.] (Phet.)
A figure of speech in which opposite things or persons
are compared.
Crakb,

bIhk, Igk

;

II

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh =

z in azure.

,

SYNCYTIUM

1464

Syn-cy'tl-um (sTu-sIshl-Qm), n. ! pi. Stscytia (-4).
[NL., from Gr. <rvv together
kutoi a hollow vessel.]
1. {Biol.) Tissue in which the cell or partition walls
are wholly wanting and the cell bodies fused together,
BO that the tissue consists of a continuous mass of protoplasm in which nuclei are imbedded, as in ordinary
striped muscle.
2. {ZoSl.) The ectoderm of a sponge.
Syn-dac'tyle (-dSk'tll), n. [Pref. syn- -f Gr. Saxrvkoi
finger, toe: cf. F. syndactyle.'] (Zo'dl.) Any bird having
syndactylous feet.
Syn-dac-tyl'lo (-dSk-tll'Tk), a. (Zodl.) Syndactylous.
Syn-dac'tyl-OUS (-dSk'ttl-fia), a. (Zodl.) Having the
toes firmly united together for some distance,
and without an intermediate web, as the king-

(Theol.) The doctrine or theory, attributed to Melanchthon, that in the regeneration of a human soul there is
a cooperation, or joint agency, on the part both of God
and of man.
Syn'er-glst (sTn'er-jist 277), re. [Cf F. synergiste.]

II

+

fishers

gressorial.

;

(sln'dSs-mSg'ri-fj?),
-graphy.']
[Gr. a-vvSe<TiJ.oi band, bond
description of the ligaments ; syndesmology.
Syn'fleS-mol'O-gy (-mSl'o-jy), n. [Gr. crivThat part of anat-logy.']
Seo-juo! band, bond
omy which treats of ligaments.
Syn'des-mo'sls (-mo'sts), n.; pi. Syndes-

+

[NL.

+

,

£r.

^eo-jud!

Gr. cru'i'Stcr/u.os a bond ;
a bond, fr. StXv to bind.]

articulation

formed by means of

Syngenesis.

Syn-gen'e-sls

)

a.

[Gr.

<rvv-

;

—

;

det'lc-al-ly, adv.
With the syndetic juxtaposition of distinct members, the article is not often repeated. C. J. Orece ( Trans. Maelzner's Gram.).

Syn'dic (sTn'dlk),

[L. syndicus, Gr. ovvSikos helping in a court
advocate ; <nv with
SUri justice, akin to SeiKi'v'i'at to show : cf F. syndic. See Teach.]
1. An officer of government, invested with different
powers in different countries ; a magistrate.
2. (Law) An agent of a corporation, or of any body of
men engaged in a business enterprise ; an advocate or
patron ; an assignee.
11^°' In France, syndics are appointed by the creditors
of a bankrupt to manage the property. Almost all the
companies in Paris, the university, and the like, have
their sy7idics. The university of Cambridge, Eng., has
its syndics, who are chosen from the senate to transact
special busmess, such as the regulation of fees, the framn.
of justice,

+

.

Syn'dl-cate (sTn'dT-kat), n. [Cf. F. syndicat, LL.
cyniicatus.']
1. Tlie office or jurisdiction of a syndic ;
a council, or body of syndics.
Bp. Burnet.
2. An association of persons officially authorized to
undertake some duty or to negotiate some business ; also,
•n
isociation of persons who combine to carry out, on
own account, a financial or industrial project ; as a
icate of bankers formed to take up and dispose of j.n
*
e issue of government bonds.
[LL. syndicatus, p. p. of
->'n'dl-cate (-kat), v. t.
.?i,;raca)-e to censure.]
To judge ; to censure. [Ofc.]
: Syn'dro-me (sln'dro-me),
n.
[NL., from Gr. avvJfjf.u^ ; <rv'f with -|- ipojaos a course, a running.]
Conir.ence.
[iJ.]
Glanvill.
.

-

7n'dy-as'mi-an

(sTn'di-5z'mI-an),

[Gr. trovPertaining to
the state of pairing together sexually ;
said of animals
during periods of procreation and while rearing their off-

a pairing,

fr.

a.

crvviva^eiv to pair.]

—

spring.

Morgan.

Syne (sin), adv. [See Since.] 1. Afterwards ; since
ago.
[_Obs. OT Scot.]
R. of Brunne.
2. Late,
as opposed to soon.
[Each rogue] shall be discovered either soon or syne.
W. Hamilton (Life of Wallace).
Syne, conj. Since; seeing. [Scot.]
Syn-ec'do-Che (sln-gk'd6-ke), n. [L. synecdoche, Gr.
ovveK&oxfi, fr. ovveKSexecrBai to receive jointly ; (riv with
€KSe)(^ea6ai. to receive
out -f- fiep^eo-Sat to receive.]
(Rhet.) A figure or trope by which a part of a thing is put
for the whole (as, fifty sail for fifty ships), or the whole
lor a part (as, the smiling year for spring), the species
for the genus (as, cutthroat for assassin), the genus for
the species (as, a creature for a man), the name of the
material for the thing made, etc.
Bain.
Syn'ec-doch'ic-al (sin'6k-d5k'I-kal), a. Expressed

—

+

;

«

ty synecdoche

; implying a synecdoche.
Isia is used for Themesis by a synecdochical kind of speech, or
by a poetical liberty, in-using one for another.
jjrayton.
Syn'ec-doch'lc-al-ly, adv. By synecdoche.
Syn-e'chl-a (sln-e'kl-a or sTn'e-ki'a), n. [NL., fr.
Gr. mvixei-a., fr. avvixeiv to hold together triv with
ixei-v to hold.]
(Med.) A disease of the eye, in which
the iris adheres to the cornea or to the capsule of the
II

;

+

crystalline lens.

Syn-ec'phO-ne'sls (-Sk/fo-ne'sis), re. [NL., fr. Gr.
<7meK^u>vr]ini, fr. <ruveK(j)uive'iv to utter together.] (Gram.)
contraction of two syllables into one ; synizesis.
Syn-e'dral (-e'dral), a. [Gr. crvveSpos sitting with
avv with
eSpa seat.] (Bot.) Growing on the angles of
a stem, as the leaves in some species of Selaginella.
Syn'en-tOg'na-thl (-Sn-tSg'ni-thi), n. pi. [NL. , f r.
Gr. <njv with -)- exros within
yvoflos jaw.]
(Zodl.)
order of fishes, resembling the Physoclisti, without
tpines in the dorsal, anal, and ventral fins. It includes
the true flying fishes.
II

A

+

II

+

An

Syn'e-py (sin'e-py\
en-OS

a word.]

re.

[Pref. syn-

-j-

gene-

—

II

tral

and

The pipefishes and sea horses
Syng'na-thous (-thus), a.

dorsal

first

—

are examples.

fins.

Syn'graph

(sin'graf), re.
[L. syngrapha, Gr. avywith-}- ypac^eii' to write.] (Law) A writing
signed by both or all the parties to a contract or bond.
Syn'l-ze'SlS (sin'i-ze'sls), re. [L., fr. Gr. awi^riats,
fr. avvC^eiv to sit together ; avv with -f- 'i^eiv to sit.]
1. (Med.) An obliteration of the pupil of the eye.
2. (Gram.)
contraction of two syllables into one
'
synecphonesis.
Syn'nea-ro'sls (-nfi-ro'sTs), n. / pi. Synneceoses
(-sez).
[NL., fr. Gr. avvvevpiaaL^ ; avv with
vevpov a
sinew, ligament.] (Anat.) Syndesmosis.
Syn'O-Cha (sln'o-ka), re. [NL., fr. Gr. avvoxn a
holding together. See Synechia.] (Med.) See Synochus.
iObs.]
Syn'0-chal (-kal), a. (Med.) Of or pertaining to synocha like synocha. [_Obs.]
Syn'O-Chus (-kiis), re. [NL., fromGr. avvoyoi joined
together.] (il/erf. )
continuous fever. lObs.]
Synocha and synochus were used as epithets of two
distmct types of fever, but in different senses at different
periods. The same disease is placed under synocha by
one author, under synochus by another.
Quain.

ypa^ij

<nii'

;

II

A

II

+

II

j

II

laws, etc.

iii/.*j-nd5

(sTn-j5n'e-sTs),

(Biol.) A theory of generation in which each germ
supposed to contain the germs of all subsequent generations
the opposite of epigenesis.
Syng'na-thl (sing'na-tlii), «. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. avv
with -f- yvoBos jaw.] (Zodl.) A suborder of lophobranch
fishes which have an elongated snout and lack the ven;

;

.9

synergetic.
[Gr. (rvvepyCa. See Syneb;
especially (Med.), the combined healthy action of every organ of a particular system as, the digestive synergy.
Syn'ge-ne'si-a (sln'je-ne'zht-a or -sht-a), re. pi.
[NL., fr. Gr. avv with, together -j- yevcaa generation,
birth.]
(Bot.)
Liimsean class of plants in which the
stamens are united by the anthers.
Syn'ge-ne'slan (-ne'zhanor -shan), ) a. (Bot.) HavSyn'ge-ne'SlOUS (-zhus or -shQs),
ing the sta)
mens united by the anthers; of or pertaining to the
;

Syn'er-gy (sTn'er-jy), re.
GETic] Combined action

is

Syn-det'Io (sln-dSt'Ik),

c-;

2. Cooperating

sis.]

lig-

Sertitds, from
Syn-det'iC-al (-I-kal),
J
tnvSdv to bind together avv with -j- Seiv Syndactyl0U8 Foot
to bind cf. Asyndetic] Connecting; conof a Kingjunctive as, syndetic words or connectives
fisher. Nat.
syndetic references in a dictionary.
Syusize.

ing

Syn'er-glS'tlC (-jis'tTk), a. 1. Of or relating to synergism. " A synergistic view of regeneration." Shedd.

A

II

An

.

A

II

A

+

(Anat.)
aments.

;

1. One who holds the doctrine of synergism.
remedy which has an action similar to
2. (3Ied.)
that of another remedy, and hence increases the efficiency
of that remedy when combined with it.

;

Syn'des-mog'ra-phy

n.

moses (-sez).
cruV together

SYNOVIA

(Ehet.)

n.

The

+

[Gr. (TVi/eVeta ; iruv with
interjunction, or joining, of

words in uttering the clauses of sentences.
Syn-er'e-sls (sTu-Sr'e-sTs), n. Same as Synthesis.
Syn'er-get'lc (sm'er-jgtlk), a. [Gr. oTn/fpyijTiKOt, fr.
work together <niv with -\- epyov work.]
Workmg together cooperating ; as, synergetic muscles.
Syn'er-£^m (sln'er-jtz'm), n. [See Sykeroetic]
<Tvveayeiv to

;

;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

A

+

cifium.] (Zodl.)
Syn'O-cU (sin'6-sil), re. [Pref . ij/resense organ found in certain sponges. It consists of
several filaments, each of which arises from a single cell.
Syn'Od (sln'iid), re. [L. synodus, Gr. avvoSo; a meeting ; avv with -f- bSot a way ; cf. AS. sinoS, seonoS, F.
synode, both from the Latin.] 1. (Eccl. Mist.) An ecclesiastical council or meeting to consult on church matters.
Synods are of four kinds : 1. Qeneral, or ecumenical, vihich are composed of bishops from different nations
commonly called general councils. 2. National,
composed of bishops of one nation only. 3. Provincial,
in which the bishops of only one province meet
called
also convocations. 4. Diocesan, a synod in which the
bishop of the diocese or his representative presides.
Among Presbyterians, a synod is composed of several
adjoining presbyteries. The members are the ministers
and a ruling elder from each parish.
2. An assembly or council having civil authority ; a

A

i^"
;

—

;

—

legislative body.

hath in solemn synods been decreed,
Both by the Syracusians and ourselves.
Shah.
To admit no traffic to our adverse towns.
Parent of gods and men, propitious Jove !
And you, bright synod of the powers above. Dryden.
conjunction of two or more of the
3. (Astron.)
Milton.
heavenly bodies. [R.]
Syn'od-al (-al), a. [L. synodalis : cf. F. synodal.]
Milton.
Synodical.
Syn'od-al, re. 1. (Ch. of Eng.) A tribute in money
formerly paid to the bishop or archdeacon, at the time
of his Easter visitation, by every parish priest, now made
to the ecclesiastical commissioners ; a procuration.
Synodals are due, of common right, to the bishop only. Gibson.
2. A constitution made in a provincial or diocesan
synod.
Syn-Od'lG (sln-5d'lk), ) a. [L. synodicus, Gr. avvoSimi : cf. F. synodique.]
Syn-od'iC-al (-t-kal), )
1. (Eccl.) Of or pertaining to a synod ; transacted in,
or authorized by, a synod ; as, synodical proceedings or
Bp. Stillingfleet.
forms. "A S2^reodicai epistle."
2. (Astron.) Pertaining to conjunction, especially to
the period between two successive conjunctions ; extending from one conjunction, as of the moon or a planet
with the sun, to the next ; as, a synodical month (see
Lunar month, under Month) ; the synodical revolution
of the moon or a planet.
In a synodical manner; in a
Syn-od'lc-al-ly, adv.
'^ Synodically
synod; by the authority of a synod.
R. Nelson.
agreed upon."
Syn'od-lst (sTn'Sd-Ist), re. An adherent to a synod.
decrees
their
veil
in
Latin
as
yet
to
These synodists thought fit
Fuller,
from vulgar eyes.
oikos
Gr.
[Pref.
syn(sTn-e'shus),
a.
Syn-OB'cloas
house.] (Bot.) Having stamens and pistil in the same
head, or, in mosses, having antheridia and archegonia on
the same receptacle.
It

A

+

Syn-om'O-sy (sin-5m'o-sy), re. [Gr. avvuinoaCa, fr.
avvop,vvvai to swear with or together avv with -f- op-vvvai to swear.] Sworn brotherhood ; a society in ancient
;

Greece nearly resembling a modern
final,

^

;

eve,

event,

political club.

£nd, fern, recent

(stn'o-ntm), re. / pi. Synonyms (-nlmzX
synonyme, L. synonyma, pi. of synonymum, Gr.
See Synonymous.]
One of two or more
words (commonly words of the same language) which are
equivalents of each other one of two or more words which
have very nearly the same signification, and therefore may
often be used interchangeably. See imder Synonymous.
[Written also synonyme.]

Syn'0-nym

[F.

avviawpov.

;

All lauguages tend to clear themselves of synonyms as intellectual culture advances, the superfluous words being taken up

and appropriated by new

sliades and combinations of thought
evolved in the progress of society.
,jr)e Quincey.
His name has thus become, throughout all civilized countries,
a synonym for probity and philanthropy.
Macaulay.
In popular literary acceptation, and as employed in special
dictionaries of sucli words, synonyms are words sufficiently alike
in general signification to be liable to be confounded, but yet

so different in special definition as to require to be distin-

guished.

iC6,

1'.

Marsh.

II

;

;

nym

or synonyms corresponding to.
This word ** fortis " we may synonymize after all these fashions stout, hardy, valiant, doughty, courageous, adventurous,
:

brave, bold, daring, intrepid.

Camden.
(-mils), a.
[Gr. avvuimp.O';; avv
ovopa,
6ia;)ua,
name.
See
Syn-,
and
-fName.] Having the character of a synonym ; expressing the same thing; conveying the same, or approximately the same, idea.
Syn-on'y-mous-ly, adv.
These words consist of two propositions, which are not distinct in sense, but one and the same thing variously expressed
for wisdom and understanding are synonymous words here.

Syn-on'y-mous

with, together

—

TiUotson.

—

—

Syn.

Identical; interchangeable.
Synonymous,
If no words are synonymous except those
which are identical in use and meanmg, so that the one
can in all cases be substituted for tlie other, we have
scarcely ten such words in our language. But the term
more properly denotes that the words in question approach so near to each other, that, in many or most cases,
they can be used interchangeably. 1. Words may thus
coincide in certain connections, and so be interchanged,
when they can not be interchanged in other connections
thus we may speak either of strength of mind or of force
of mind, but we say the force (not strength) of gravita-

Identical.

2. Two words may differ slightly, out this difference may be unimportant to the speaker's object, so that
he may freely interchange them thus it makes but little
difference, in most cases, whether we speak of a man's
having secured his object or having attained his object.
For these and other causes we have numerous words
which may, in many cases or connections, be used interchangeably, and these are properly called synonyms.
Synonymous words " are words which, with great and essential resemblances of meaning, have, at the same time,
small, subordinate, and partial differences,
these differences being such as either originally and on the ground
of their etymology inhered in them or differences which
they have by usage acquired in the eyes of all or such
as, though nearly latent now, they are capable of receiving at the hands of wise and discreet masters of the
tongue. Synonyms are words of like significance in the
main, but with a certain unlikeness as well." Trench.
Syn-On'y-my (-my), n. [L. synonymia, Gr. avv<owp-Ca a synonym cf. F. synonymic.] 1. The quality of
being synonymous ; sameness of meaning.
2. A system of synonyms.
3. (Rhet.) A figure by which synonymous words are
used to amplify a discourse.
Syn-op'sls (sln-op'sls), re. ; pi. Synopses (-sez). [L.,
from Gr. avvoij/i.t avv with, together -{• 6i/>ts a sight,
view, from the root seen in E. optic] A general view,
or a collection of heads or parts so arranged as to exhibit
a general view of the whole ; an abstract or summary of
a discourse ; a syllabus a conspectus.
That the reader may see in one view the exactness of the
method, as well as force of the argument, I shall here draw up
a short synojjsis of this epistle.
Bp. Warburton.
Syn. Abridgment compendium epitome abstract
summary syllabus conspectus. See Abeidoment.
Syn-op'tlC (sln-op'tlk), a. [Gr. avvonri-KOi cf. F.
See SynopSyn-op'tlc-al (-ti-kal), J
synoptique.
sis.]
Affording a general view of the whole, or of the
principal parts of a thing as, a synoptic table a synop" The synoptic Gostical statement of an argument.

tion.

;

—

;

;

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

)

:

;

pels."

;

Alford. — Syn-op'tic-al-ly, adv.

Syn-op'Uc, re. One of the first three Gospels of the
Testament. See Synoptist.
Syn-op'tlst (-tist), n. Any one of the authors of the
three synoptic Gospels, which give a history of our Lord's
life and ministry, in distinction from the writer of John's
Gospel, which gives a fuller record of his teachings.
Syn-OS'te-Ol'O-gy (sin-5s'te-ol'o-jj'), re. [Pref. syn-j- Gr. oaTiov bone -|- -logy.]
That part of anatomy

New

which treats of

joints

;

arthrology.

Syn-OS'te-0'sls (-o'sls), re. ; pi. Synosteoses (-sez).
[NL., fr. Gr. avv with -|- oareov bone.] (Anat.) Union
by means of bone the complete closing up and obliteraII

;

tion of sutures.
II

Syn'os-tO'sls (sln'Ss-to'sts),

re.

[NL.]

Same

as

Synosteosis.
II

;

G.

llSyn-On'y-ma (sln-Sn'I-ma), re. pi.
[L.]
Synonyms. lObs.]
Fuller.
Syn-on'y-mal (-mal), a. Synonymous. [06^.]
Syn-on'y-mal-iy, adv. Synonymously. [Obs.]
Syn'O-njraie (sTn'o-nlm), re. Same as Synonym.
Syn'o-nym'lc (-nim'ik), re. [Cf. G. synonymik. See
Synonymous.]
(Gram.) The science, or the scientific
treatment, of synonymous words.
Syn'o-nym'lc (-nim'ik), ) a.
Of or pertaining to
Syn'O-nym'lc-al (-i-kal), J synonyms, or synonymic;
synonymous.
Syn'0-nym'I-con.,(-i-kSn), n. [NL.] A dictionary
of synonyms.
C. J. Smith.
Syn-on'y-mlst (sTn-5n'T-mTst), n. [Cf. F. synonymiste.] One who collects or explains synonyms.
Syn-on'y-mize (-miz), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Synonymized (-mizd) p. pr. &vb. re. Synonymizino (-mi'zTng).]
To express by a synonym or synonyms to give the syno-

Syn-o'vl-a (sTn-o'vI-a),

idea,

CI

;

old,

re.

[NL., perhaps

obey, drb, Sdd

fr.

Gr. avv

+

A

transL. ovunn egg : cf. F. synovie."] {Anat.)
parent, viscid, lubricating fluid which contains mucin
and is secreted by synovial membranes ; synovial fluid.
Syn-O'vl-al (sTn-o'vi-al), n. [Ci.'P.synovial.l (Anat.)
Of or pertaining to synovia ; secreting synovia.
Syuovial capsule, a closed sac of synovial membrane situated between the articular surfaces at diarthrodial
Synovial membrane, the
Synovial fluid, synovia.
joints.

with

—

—

dense and very smooth coimective tissue membrane
which secretes synovia and surroimds synovial capsules
and other synovial cavities.
Syn'O-vl'tls (sTn'o-vI'tTs), n. [NL. See Synovia,
(Med.) Inflammation of the synovial membrane.
-ITIS.]

Morbus Gallicus," which was published in 1530 Gr.
avi hog, swine
(|>t'Aos dear, loving.
The term was introduced into nosology by Sauvages.] (Med.) The pox,
or venereal disease a chronic, specific, infectious disease, usually communicated by sexual intercourse or by
hereditary transmission, and occurring in three stages
known as primary, secondary, and tertiary syphilis. See
under Peimary, Secondary, and Tertiary.
sive

Syn-pel'mous (sTn-pgl'mBs), a. [Pref. syn(Zool.) Having the
the sole of the foot.]
two main flexor tendons of the toes blended

+ Trekfia

;

+

;

Syph'l-llt'ic (sif't-llt'ik), a.

—

;

(sif'I-liz), V.

(Med.) To inoculate with

i.

syphilis.

syn- -i- sepal. 1 (Bot.) Having
gamosepalous.
Syn-tac'tlc (-tSk'ttk), ) a. [Cf Gr. <Tvv
Syn-tac'tlC-al (-tl-kal), ) raKTiKot putting'
together.
See Syntax.] Of or pertaining to
syntax according to the rules of syntax, or
construction.
Syn-tac'Uc-al-ly, adv.
Syn'tas (sIn'tSks), re. [L. syntaxis, Gr.
(Tui'Tafis, fr. <TvvTa.(T<Tei.v to put together in
order ; tnv with -\- raa-aeiv to put in order cf. F. syniaxe. See Syn-, and Tag- Synpelmous Foot
of aBird^^ 7. //
TICS.]
1. Connected system or order;
union of things ; a number of things m. IV. First to
Fourth
Toes,
joined together; organism. lObs.']
a b Plantar TenThey owe no other dependence to the first dons, which
than what is common to the whole smitax of
unite at b.
.

—

;

(Med.) In a

syphilitic manner ; with venereal disease.
Syph'I-ll-2a'ti01l(-li-za'shuu),re. (Med.) Inoculation
with the syphilitic virus, especially when employed as
a preventive measure, like vaccination.

Syph'1-llze
[Pref.
united sepals;

;

A

Syph'l-lit'ic-al-ly (-ITt'I-kal-iy), adv.

together.
(sin-s6p'al-iSs), a.

[Cf. F. syphililique.']
of the nature of
syphilitic patient.

(Med. ) Of or pertaining to syphilis
syphilis affected with syphilis.
n.

II

Syn-sep'al-OUS

SYSTEMIZE

1465

SYNOVIAL

[See Syphilis, and
Syph'i-lo-denn (-lo-derm), re.
Derm.] (Med.) A cutaneous affection due to syphilis.
Sypn'i-lO-der'ma-tOUS (-der'ma-tus), a. (Med.) Of

or pertaining to the cutaneous manifestations of syphilis.
Syph'i-loid (sif'I-Ioid), a. iSyphilis-\-.oid.] (Med.)

Resembling syphihs.
SypM-lol'O-glst (-151'6-jist),

One

skilled in syph-

SypM-lol'O-gT

[Syphilis

(-j^), n.

-f- -logy.J
of syphilis.

That

See Siphon.
Syr'a-CUSO (sTr'a-kus), n. A red wine of Italy.
Sy'ren (si'rSn), re. See Sirbn. [iJ.]
Syx'l-ac (sIr'I-Sk), a. [L. Syriacus, ttom. Syria: cf.
F. syriaque.1 Of or pertaining to Syria, or its language
as, the Syriac version of the Pentateuch.
n.
The
beings.
Qlanvill.
language of Syria ; especially, the ancient language of
2. That part of grammar which treats of the conthat country.
struction of sentences the due arrangement of words
Syr'1-a-cism (sTr'i-a-sTz'm or si-ri'- 277), re. A Syrin sentences in their necessary relations, according to
ian idiom ; a Syrianism.
3IiUon.
established usage in any language.
Syr'l-an(sTr'I-an), a. \Jj.Syrius: cfF. Syrien.l Of
Syn-tax'ls (-tSks'Is), n. Syntax. [iS.] B. Jonson. or pertaining to Syria Syriac. —re. A native of Syria.
Syn'te-re'siS (sin'te-re'sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. tnivrriA Syrian idiom, or a peSyr'1-an-ism (-Iz'm), n.
otiV with
frjini preservation, fr. avvrripcLv to preserve
culiarity of the Syrian language a Syriacism.
Foley.
[Oii.]
-j- Trjperf to guard.]
1. (3/e(i.) Prophylaxis.
(-Sz'm),
A
Syrian
idiom a Syrianism
n.
Sjr'l-asm
2. {Metaph.) Conscience viewed as the internal reposa Syriacism.
Stuart.
M.
itory of the laws of duty.
Whewell.
The Scripture Greek is observed to be full of Syriasms and
Syn'te-ret'ic(-r5t'Ik), a. [Gr. ot/i/tiiptitikos.] {3Ied.) Hebraisms.
Bp. Warburton.
Preserving health prophylactic. [06i.]
Sy-rln'ga (si-rin'g4), re. [NL., fr. Gr. crvpiyf, mJpiy(-iks),
n.
That
{Med.)
department of yos, a shepherd's pipe, tube. Cf. Syringe.] (Bot.) (a)
Syn'te-ret'lcs
medicine which relates to the preservation of health
A genus of plants; the lilac. (6) The mock orange;.
prophylaxis. [Oi«J
popularly so called because its stems were formerly used
Syn-ther'mal (sin-ther'mal), a. [Pref. syn- -f- ther- as pipestems.
mal.']
HavHig the same degree of heat.
Syr'inge (sIr'Tnj), re. [F. seringue (cf. Pr. siringua,
Syn'the-sls (sin'the-sls), n. ; pi. Syntheses (-sez). Sp. jeringa. It. sciringa, scilinga), fr. Gr. tri)piyf crvpi.y[L., a mixture, properly, a putting together, Gr. (ruvBiyo?, a pipe or tube ; cf Skr. svar to sound, and E. swarm.
<ri5, fr. (TucTifleVai to place or put together
tnJv with -\Cf. Syrinqa.] a kind of small hand-pump for throwing
riSevai to place. See Thesis.]
1. Composition, or the
a stream of liquid, or for purposes of aspiration.
It
putting of two or more things together, as in compound- consists of a small cylindrical barrel and piston, or
a
ing medicines.
bulb of soft but elastic material, with or without valves,
2. (Chem.) The art or process of making a compound and with a nozzle which is sometimes at the end of
a
by putting the ingredients together, as contrasted with flexible tube ;
used for injecting animal bodies, cleansanalysis thus, water is made by synthesis from hydro- ing wounds,
etc.
gen and oxygen ; hence, specifically, the building up of
Garden syringe. See under Garden.
complex compounds by special reactions, whereby their
Syr'inge, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Syrinokd (-lujd) p.pr.
component radicals are so grouped that the resulting
vb. re. Syringino (-m-jTng).]
1. To inject by means
substances are identical in every respect with the natural
of a syringe as, to syringe warm water into a vein.
articles when such occur thus, artificial alcohol, urea,
2. To wash and clean by injections from a syringe.
indigo blue, alizarin, etc., are made by synthesis.
Sy-rln'ge-al (si-rln'je-al), a. (Anat.) Of or pertain3, {Logic) The combination of separate elements of
thought into a whole, as of simple into complex concep- ing to the syrinx as, the syringeal muscle.
Sy-rln'gln (-jln), re. (Chem.) A glucoside found in
tions, species into genera, individual propositions into
the bark of the lUac (Syringa) and extracted as a white
systems
the opposite of analysis.
crystalline substance
formerly called also lilacin.
Analysis and sj^nthesis, though commonly treated as two
Sy-rln'gO-COB'le (sI-rTn'g6-se'le), re. [Syrinx -)- Gr.
different methods, are, if properly understood, only the two
necessary parts of the same method. Each is the relative and KoiAo! hollow.] (Anat.) The central canal of the spinal
correlative of the other.
Sir W. Hamilton. cord.
B. G. Wilder.
[Cf. F. syrinSyn'the-sist (-stst), n. One who employs synthesis,
Sy-lln'gO-tome (sl-rln'go-tom), n.
or who follows synthetic methods.
(Surg.
Anat.)
gotome. See Syringotomy.]
&
A small
Syn'the-slze (-siz), v. t. l. To combine by synthe- blunt-pointed bistoury,
used in syringotomy.
sis
to unite.
[Gr.
277), re.
Syr'In-gOt'O-my (str'In-got'o-my
2. To produce by synthesis as, to synthesize albumin. avpiy^ a tube, a hollow sore
rifiveiv to cut
cf. F.
Syn-tbet'lc (sm-thgt'Ik), a. [Gr. (Tui/eeToto! cf. F. syringotomie.}
(Surg.) The operation of cutting for
Syn-thet'ic-al (-I-kal),
synthetique.l 1- Of or anal fistula.
)
pertaining to synthesis ; consisting in synthesis or comSyr'lns (sir'Inks), re. ; pi. Syringes (-In-j5z). [NL.,
position ; as, the synthetic method of reasoning, as op- from Gr. aiipiy^ a pipe.] 1. {3Ius.) A wind instrument
posed to the analytical.
made of reeds tied together
called also pandean pipes.
Philosophers hasten too much from the analytic to the jsvii2. (Anat.) The lower larynx in birds.
<Ac(ic method; that is, ihey draw general conclusions from too
1!^°" In birds there are two larynges, an upper or true,
mall a number of particular observations and experiments.
but voiceless, larynx in the usual position Behind the
BoUnghTOke.
tongue, and a lower one, at or near the jvmction of the
2. (Chem.) Artificial.
Cf. Synthesis, 2.
trachea and bronchi, which is the true organ of the voice.
3. (Zool.) Comprising within itself structural or other
Syr'ma (ser'ma), re. [L., fr. Gr. avpixa, fr. crvpeiv
characters which are usually found only in two or more
to drag.] (Class. Antig.) A long dress, trailing on the
diverse groups ;
said of species, genera, and higher
floor, worn by tragic actorE in Greek and Roman theaters.
groups. See the Note under Comprehensive, 3.
Syr'phl-an (ser'ft-an), a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining to
Synthetic, or Synthetical, language, an inflectional lanre.
(Zool.) A syrphus fly.
the syrphus flies.
guage, or one characterized by grammatical endings;
Syr'phUS lly' (ser'fils fli'). [NL. Syrphus, the geopposed to analytic language.
R. Morris,
neric name, fr. Gr. ijvp(f>Q%, o-e'pi|)os, a kind
Syn-thet'lc-al-ly, adv. In a synthetic manner.
(Zool.) Any one of
of winged insect.]
Syn'the-tiae (sin'the-tlz), v. i.
[Cf. Gr. ovvOeTiii- numerous species of dipterous flies of the
ffflai.]
To combine ; to unite in regular structure. [i2.] genus Syrphus and allied genera.
They
Syn'tO-my (-to-m^), n. [Gr. avvTo/jiia, fr. avvreix.vei.v are usually bright-colored, with yellow
xo cut short avv with -)- Te/iveiu to cut.] Brevity ; conTlie
bands, and hover around plants.
ciseness.
[iJ.]
larvae feed upon plant lice, and are, thereSyn'tO-nln (sTn'to-nIn), re. [Cf. Gr. avvTovos stretched fore, very beneficial to agriculture.
tight, intense.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A proteid substance
Syrt (sert), re. [L, syrtis a sand
(acid albumin) formed from the albuminous matter of
bank in the sea, Gr. avpris cf. F.
muscle by the action of dilute acids ;— formerly called syrte.] A quicksand a bog. [iJ.]
musculin. See Acid albumin, under Albumin.
Young.
Sy'pher-ing (sl'fer-tng), n. [Etymol. uncertain.]
Syr'tlc (ser'tTk), a. Of or per(Carp.) The lapping of chamfered edges of planks to
taining to a syrt resembling a syrt,
make a smooth surface, as for a bulkhead.
Ed. Bev. syrnhus Fly (.9m7'*T«
or quicksand. [.K.]
Syph'l-Ude (sTf'T-lTd or -lid), re. [F.] (Med.) A cuSyr'tlS (-tls), re. ; pi. Syrtes jmiuus). a Iinnfjo
taneous eruption due to syphilis.
n I.arva devonring
[See Syrt.] A quicksand.
(-tez).
Syph'1-lls (-lis), re. [NL., fr. Syphilus, the name of
quenched in a boggy syrtis, neither sea »" Aphid. Enlarged.
a shepherd in tlie Latin poem of Fracastoro, "Syphilus,
Milton.
Nor pood dry land.
(si'f 5n), re.
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Use, unite, nfde,

f^,

Up,

am;

pity;

;

;

II

+

;

:

;

whole of objects related by some common law, principle, or end a complete exhibition of essential principles
or facts, arranged in a rational dependence or connection
a regular union of principles or parts forming one
entire thing ; as, a system of philosophy a system of
government a system of divinity a system of botany or
of chemistry a military system ; the solar system.
The best way to learn any science, is to begin witli a regular
systetjt, or a short and plain scheme of that science well drawn
up into a narrow compass.
/. Watts.
2. Hence, the whole scheme of created things regarded
as forming one complete plan or whole the universe.
Boyle.
"The great system of the world."
3. Regular method or order
formal arrangement
plan ; as, to have a system in one's business.
4. (Mus.) The collection of staves which form a full
;

;

;

;

;

branch of medicine which treats

Sy'phon

[See Sibup.]

(-J), a.

Sys'sar-CO'siS (sTs'sSr-ko'sis), re. [NL., fr. Gr. maaapKuxTK, fr. iTV(T<TapKovv to unite by flesh, to cover over
with flesh trvv with -|- aap^, crap/cd;, flesh.] (Anat.) The
junction of bones by intervening muscles.
[L. syslalticus drawing
Sys-tal'tlc (sTs-tSl'tik), a.
together, Gr. oto-toAtikos, from irvaTiXXeiv to draw to(Physiol.) Capable
gether.
Cf. SusTALTic, Systole.]
of, or taking place by, alternate contraction and dilatation
as, the systaltic action of the heart.
Sys'ta-Sis (sIs'ta^sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. ovo-too-i!, fr.
o-uviaTaaSa.!. to stand together.
See System.] A political union, confederation, or league,
Burke.
[if.]
Sys'tem (sts'tSm), n. [L. systema, Gr. <rva~niiJ.a, fr.
crwiffTac ai to place together
larai/ai to
cnjv with
place cf. F. systeme. See Stand.] 1. An assemblage of
objects arranged in regular subordination, or after some
distinct method, usually logical or scientific a complete
II

;

re.

ilology.

:

Syr'np (sYr'fip), «., Syr'up-y
Same as Sirup, Sirupy.

food, toot;

;

;

score.
See Score, n.
6. (Biol.) An assemblage of parts or organs, either in
an animal or plant, essential to the performance of some
particular function or functions which as a rule are of
greater complexity than those manifested by a single
organ ; as, the capillary system, the muscular system,
the digestive system, etc. ; hence, the whole body as a
functional unity.
6. (Zool.) One of the
stellate
or
irregular
clusters of intimately

united zooids which are
imbedded in, or scattered over, the surface
of the common tissue of

many compound

ascid-

ians.

8S Systems of Botryllus Gouldi:.

Block system. Conservative system, etc.
See

m Mouth of a Zooid
Cloacal Orifice of
Slightly enlarged.

under Block, Conservative, etc.

ciiair;

c

Common

a

System

) a.
[Gr. trvo-njuaTiKo; : cf.
Sys'tem-at'lc (-St'Tk),
F. systematigue.'] 1. Of
Sys'?Bm-at'iC-al (-i-kal), )
or perV inlng to system ; consisting in system ; methodical; formed with regular connection and adaptation ot
subordmation of parts to each other, and to the design
of the whole ; as, a systematic arrangement of plaiits or
animals ; a systematic course of study.
Now we deal much in essays, and unreasonably despise systematical learning whereas our fathers had a just value for
;

/. WaitSa
and systems.
of phenomena, in order to answer the pu>
poses of science, must be systematic.
Whewell.
2. Proceeding according to system, or regular method
as, a systematic writer ; systematic benevolence.
3. Pertaining to the system of the world
cosmical.
These ends may be called cosmical, or systematical. Boyle.
4. (Med.) Affecting successively the different parts
of one system or set of nervous fibers ; as, systematic de-

regularity

A representation

;

generation.
Systematic theology.

See under Theology.
In a systematic manner}

Sys'tem-at'ic-al-ly, adv.
methodically.

Sys'tem-a-tlsm (sTs'tSm-i-ttz'm), «. The reductioa
Dunglison.
of facts or principles to a system.
Sys'tem-a-tlst (-tTst), re. ';Cf. F. systfmaliste.} 1. On©
who forms a system, or reduces to system.
2. One who adheres to a system.
Sys'tem-a-tl-za'tlon (-tT-za'sliiin), n. [Cf. F. systSmatisation.'] The act or operation of systematizing.
Sys'tem-a-tize (sIs't5m-4-tiz), v. t. [imp.
p. p.
Systematized (-tizd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Systematizing
(-tt'zTng).]
Cf. Systemize.] To
[Cf. F. systematiser.
reduce to system or regular method ; to arrange methodically ; to methodize ; as, to systematize a collection of
plants or minerals ; to systematize one's work ; to systematize one's ideas.
Diseases were healed, and buildings erected, before medicine

&

&

and architecture were systematized into

Han^.

arts.

Sys'tem-a-ti''zer (-ti'zer), «. One who systematizes.
Aristotle may be called the systematizer of his master's docHarris.

trines.

[Gr. (Tvarrifna,
Sys'tem-a-tOl'0-gy (-tSl'o-jJ), re.
system -)- -logy.'} The doctrine of, or a.
treatise upon, systems.
Dunglison.
1. Ot or relating to a
Sys-tem'lc (sTs-tSm'Tk), a.
system common to a system as, the systemic circula<nio-r>)naTos,

;

;

tion of the blood.
2. (Anat.
Physiol.) Of or pertaining to the general
system, or the body as a whole ; as, systemic death, in
distinction from local death si/.ilemic circvilation, in distinction from pulmonic circulation ; systemic diseases.

&

;

See the Note under Death, re., 1.
Sys'tem-i-za'tlOH (sIs'tSm-t-zii'shOn), n. The act or
Systemic death.

process of systemizing

;

systematization.

:

out, oil;

;

Sys'tem-lze
temized (-Tzd)
[Cf.

;

Systematize.]

go; slug, Ink; then,

&

(sTs'tSm-iz), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Sysvb. n. Systeuizino (-i'zTiiij).}
p. pr.

tbin,-

&

To reduce
l)0N

;

to system

zli

=z

;

to systematize^

iu azure.

N

One who systemSya'tem-l'zer (sTs'tgm-I'zer), n.
reduces to system a systematizer.
Sys'tem-less, a- 1. Being without system.
i. (Nat. Hist. ) Not agreeing with some artificial sys-

Izes, or

TABLE
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SYSTEMIZER
;

tem

of classification.
3. (Biol.) Not having any of the distinct systems or
types of structure, as the radiate, articulate, etc., characteristic of organic nature ; as, all unicellular organisms are systemless.
Sys'tO-le (sis'to-le), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ctvo-toA^, fr.
areWeLV to set,
(TV<rTe\\ei.v to contract ; <tvv with
place.]
1. (Gram.) The shortening of a long syllable.
2. (Physiol.) The contraction of the heart and arteries by which the blood is forced onward and the circucorrelative to diastole.
lation kept up ;

+

—

Sys-tol'lc (sis-t81'Tk), a. Of or pertaining to systole,
or contraction contracting esp. relating to the systole
of the heart as, systolic murmur.
Dunglison.
Sys'tyle (sls'tri), a. [L. syslylos, Gr. oTio-rvAot with
columns standing close <ruv with -f- cttCAoj a column
cf. F. sy style.']
(Arch.) Having a space equal to two diameters or four modules between two columns ;
said of
a portico or building.
See Intebcolcmniation.
re.
A
systyle temple or other edifice.
Syth (sTth), Sythe (sith), prep., adv., eonj., n. See
SrrH, SiTHE.
[Obs.]
Chaucer. Piers Plowman.
Sytbe (sith), n. Scythe. iObs. or iJ.]
Sy-zyg'1-al (si-zij'I-al), a. Pertaining to a syzygy.
Syz'y-gy (slz'i-jj), n. ; pi. Stzyqies (-jiz). [L. syzygia a joining together, conjunction, Gr. avivyCa avv
;

;

,

;

;

;

—

—

&

;

with -f- feuywyai to join, (vyov yoke
cf. F. sysygie.
See Yoke, n.] 1. (Aslron.) The point of an orbit, as ol
the moon or a planet, at which it is in conjunction OP
commonly used in the plural.
opposition
L. Pros.) The coupUng together of differ2. (Gr.
ent feet as, in Greek verse, an iambic syzygy,
3. (Zool.) (a) Any one of the segments of an arm of
a crinoid composed of two joints so closely united that
the line of union is obliterated on the outer, though visible on the inner, side. (6) The immovable union of two
joints of a crinoidal arm.
:

;

—

&

;

Line of syzygles (.Astron.), the straight line connecting
the earth, the sun, and the moon or a planet, when the
latter is in conjunction or opposition ;
used chiefly oi
the moon.

—

T.
4. An old maid or gossip.
[CoWog.]
Byron
Tab'ld (tSbId), a. SJj. tabidus: ci.'E. tahide. See
Tabljy (tSl/by ), a. 1. Having a wavy or watered ap- Tabes.] (Med.) Affected by tabes tabetic.
pearance as, a tabby waistcoat.
Pepys.
In tabid persons, milk is the best restorative. ArbuthnoU
2. Brindled ; diversified in color as, a tabby cat.
Tab'ld-ly, adv.
Tab'ld-ness, re.
§§ 153, 156, 169, 172, 176, 178-180.
Tabby moth (Zool.), the grease moth. See under Grease.
Ta-blf'ic (ta-bif'ik), a.
[Tabes
L. facere to
The letter derives its name and form from the Latin,
Ta-blt'ic-al (-T-kal), (
make.]
(Med.) Producing
TabTjy, v. t. [img. &p. p. Tabbieo (-bid) p. pr. &
the form of the Latin letter being further derived through vb. re. Tabbyino (-bi-ing).] To water, or cause to look tabes wasting tabei'yiug.
the Greek from the Phoenician. The ultimate origin is wavy, by the process of calendering to calender as, to
Tab'1-net (tab'T-ngt), n. See Tabbinet. Thackeray.
probably Egyptian. It is etymologically most nearly re- tubby silk, mohair, ribbon, etc.
Tab'la-ture (-la-tiir 135), n. [Cf. F. tablature anlated to d, s, th ; as in tag, duke two, duai, L. duo ;
cient
mode of musical notation. See Table.] 1. (Paint.)
(tSb'e-fSk'shiin),
re.
[See Tabefy.] A
Tab'e-lac'tlon
rejfin, L. re^na, Gr. prjTi'i^, tent; tense, a., tenuous,
A painting on a wall or ceiling a single piece comprewasting away a gradual losing of flesh by disease.
^Ain nosiril, ttrill. See D, S.
hended
in one view, and formed according to one design
TaVe-fy (tjb'e-fi), v.t. limp. &j>. p. Tabefied (-fid)
T bandage (Surg,), a bandage shaped like the letter T, p. pr. & vb. n. Tabefyino (-fi'mg).] [L. tabere to hence, a picture in generaL
Shaftesbury.
and used principally for application to the groin, or peri- waste away -{2.
(Mus.)
An ancient mode of indicating musical
-fy : cf. L. tabe/acere to melt.] To cause
neum.
T cart, a kind oi fashionable two-seated wagon
sounds by letters and other signs instead of by notes.
waste
to
gradually
to
emaciate.
[iJ.]
Harvey.
for pleasure driving.
T iron, (a) A rod with a short
The chimes of bells are so rarely managed that I went up to
Ta-bel1ion (ta-bSl'yfin), n. [L. iabellio, fr. tabella a
crosspiece at the end,
used as a hook. (6) Iron in
that of Sir Nicholas, where I found who played all sorts ol comtablet, a writing, document, dim. of tabula a board cf
bars, having a cross section formed like the letter T,
positions
an
used in structures.
T rail, a kind of rail for railroad F. tabellion. See Table.] A secretary or notary under organ. from the tablature before him as il he had fingered
Erelyn.
tracks, having no flange at the bottom so that a section the Roman empire also, a similar officer in France dur3. (Anat.) Division into plates or tables with interresembles the letter T. T square, a ruler having a cross- ing the old monarchy.
vening spaces as, the tablature of the cranial bones.
piece or head at one end, for the purpose of making parTa'ber (ta'ber), t). t. SameasTABOE. Nahum ii. 7.
aDel lines
It is laid on a
so called from its shape.
Ta'ble (ta'b'l), re. [F., fr. L. tabula a board, tablet,
Tab'erd (tSb'erd), re. See Tabard.
drawing board and guided by the crosspiece, which is
a painting. Cf. Tabular, Taffbail, Tavern.] 1. A
Tab'er-na-Cle (tSb'er-na-k'l 277), re. [F., fr. L. ta- smooth, flat surface, like the side of a board a thin,
pressed against the straight edge of the board. Somebernaculum, dim. of taberna hut. See Tavern.] 1. A
v:..ii.-i ilie iiead is arranged to be set at different angles.
- To ». T, exacUy, perfectly as, to suit to a T. [Co/.oq.] slightly built or temporary habitation especially, a tent. flat, smooth piece of anything a slab.
A bagnio paved with fair tables of marble. Sandys.
'"' (ra'>., ". t. "-'o take. lObs. or Scoi.] Cursor Mundi.
Dwelling in tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob. Heb. si. 9.
2. A thin, flat piece of wood, stone, metal, or other
'
vhaucer to represent a peculiarity of the
Orange trees planted in the ground, and secured in winter material, on which anything is cut, traced, written,
w^th a wooden tabernacle and stoves.
Evelyn.
or painted a tablet pi. a memorandum book. " The
A heap. See Tas. \_Obs.'] Chaucer.
2. (Jewish Anliq.) A portable structure of wooden names
written on his to5to.
.
Chaucer.
i.>;, /•,
I '..
[Etymol. uncertain.] 1. The flap or framework covered with curtains, which was carried
And the Lord said unto Moses, Hew thee two tables of stone
.;t,:iifc;' of ;i a\\^t: fastened v/ith a string or a buckle.
through the wilderness in the Israelitish exodus, as a like unto the first, and I will write upon these tables the words
tag.
A
S^e
Tag,
2.
?y
place of sacrifice and worship.
Ex. xxvi. that were in the first tables, which thou brakest. Ex. xxxiv. 1.
3.' A loop for palling or lifting something.
And stand there with your tables to glean
3. Hence, the Jewish temple ; sometimes, any other
4. A border of lace or other material, worn on the place for worship.
The golden sentences.
Beau, ft Fl.
Acts xv. 16.
inner front edge of ladies' bonnets.
3.
Any
smooth, flat surface upon which an inscription,
4. Figuratively The human body, as the temporary
5. A loose pendent part of a lady's garment
esp., one
a drawing, or the like, may be produced. " Painted in a
abode of the souL
of a series of pendent squares forming an edge or border.
Spenser.
Shortly I must put off this my tahemacle. 2 Pet. i. 14. table plain."
Ta-bac'co(ta^b3k'k6),re. Tobacco. iObs7\ B.Jonson.
The opposite walls are painted by Rubens, which, with that
5. Any small cell, or like place, in which some holy
Ta-ba'nus (ta-ba'nus), n. [L., horsefly.] (Zool.)
other of the Infanta taking leave of Don Philip, is a most inor precious thing was deposited or kept. Specifically
comparable table.
Evelyn.
A genus of blood-sucking flies, including the horseflies.
(a) The ornamental receptacle for the pyx, or for the
St. Antony has a table that hangs up to him from a poor
Tab'ard (tSb'erd), n. [OF. tabard, tabart; cf. Sp.
consecrated elements, whether a part of a building or peasant.
Addison.
Pg. tabardo. It. tabarro, W.
movable.
4. Hence, in a great variety of applications A coniabar, LGr. To/ttirapiof, LL. ta(b) A niche for the image of a saint, or for any sacred densed statement which may
bardum.'] A sort of tunic or
be comprehended by the
painting or sculpture.
eye in a single view a methodical or systematic synopmantle formerly worn for pro(c) Hence, a work of art of sacred subject, having a
sis the presentation of many items or particulars in ona
tection from the weather. When
partially architectural character, as a solid frame resting group a scheme
a schedule. Speciflcally
worn over the armor it was
on a bracket, or the like.
(a) (Bibliog.) A view of the contents of a work; a
commonly emblazoned witli the
(d) A triptych for sacred imagery.
statement
of the principal topics discussed
arms of the wearer, and from
an index
(e) A seat or stall in a choir, with its canopy.
a syllabus a synopsis as, a table of contents.
this the name was given to the
6. (Naut.) A boxlike step for a mast with the after
(b) (Chem.) A list of substances and their properties
garment adopted for heralds.
side open, so that the mast can be lowered to pass under especially, a list
of the elementary substances with their
tSpelt also taberd.l
bridges, etc.
atomic weights, densities, symbols, etc.
In a tabard he [the Plowman]
Feast of Tabernacles (Jewish Antiq.), one of the three
TOde upon a mare.
Chaucer.
(c) (MatJi.) Any collection and arrangement in a conprincipal festivals of the Jews, lasting seven days, dur- densed form of many particulars or values, for ready
TaVard-er (-er),ra. 1. One
ing which the people dwelt in booths formed of the reference,
as of weights, measures, currency, specific
who wears a tabard.
boughs of trees, in commemoration of the habitation of
gravities, etc.
also, a series of numbers following some
2. A scholar on the founda^
their ancestors in similar dwellings during their pilgrimlaw,
and
expressing
particular values corresponding to
tion of Queen's College, Oxford,
age in the wilderness.
Tabernacle work, rich canopy
work like that over the head of niches, used over seats certain other numbers on which they depend, and by
England, whose original dress
Gloss.
means
Ox/.
of
they
or
stalls,
over
which
are taken out for use in computaor
sepulchral
monuments.
was a tabard.
Nares.
tions as, tables of logarithms, sines, tangents, squares,
Tab'a-ret (-a-rgt), ra. [Cf. Tabard. Kin? Richard HI.
[imp.
Tab'er-na-cle, v. i.
p. p. Tabernacled
cubes,
etc.
annuity
tables
; interest tables ; astronomTabby.] A stout silk having ?-lbfrd^l'i."blarnTlith (-k'ld) p. pr. & vb. n. Tabehnaclino (-klTng).] To
ical tables, etc.
satin stripes,
used f or f umi- the Royal Arms.
dwell or reside for a time to be temporarily housed.
(d)
(Palmistry)
The arrangement or disposition of the
ture.
He assumed our nature, and tabernacled among us in the lines
which appear on the inside of the hand.
Dr. J. Scott.
TaVa-Sheer' (tSb/a-sher'), re. [Per. tabashlr : cf Skr. flesh.
Mistress of a fairer table
tvakkshlra, tavakshira.'] A concretion in the joints of
Tab'er-nac'n-Iar (-nSk'u-ler), a. 1. Of or pertainHath not history nor fable.
B. Jonson
the bamboo, which consists largely or chiefly of pure ing to a tabernacle, especially the Jewish tabernacle.
5. An article of furniture, consisting of a flat slab,
silica.
It is highly valued in the East Indies as a mediT. Warton.
2. Formed in latticework latticed.
board, or the like, having a smooth surface, fixed horicine for the cure of bilious vomitmgs, bloody flux, piles,
3. Of or pertaining to huts or booths hence, common
on legs, and used for a great variety of purand various other diseases.
low. " Horribly tabernacular,"
De Quincey. zontally
poses, as in eating, writing, or working.
TaVbl-net(tab'bi-ngt),re. [Cf. Tabby.] A fabric like
Ta'bes (ta'bez), «. [L., a wasting disease.] (Med.)
We may again
poplin, with a watered surface.
[Written also tabinet.']
with
accompanied
Progressive emaciation of the body,
Shak
Give to our tables meat.
Tab'by (:bj?), re. / pi. Tabbies (-bTz). [F. tabis (cf hectic fever, with no well-marked local symptoms.

T(te), the twentieth letter of the English alphabet,
is a nonvocal consonant.
With the letter h it forms
the digraph th, which has two distinct sounds, as in thin,
then.
See Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 262-264, and also
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tabi, Sp.
Pg. tabi, LL. altabi), fr. Ar. 'atiabi,
properly the name of a quarter of Bagdad where it was
made, the quarter being named from prince Attab, great
grandson of Omeyya. Cf. Tobine.] 1. A kind of waved
It.

usually called watered silk, manufactured like tafbut thicker and stronger. The watering is given to
by calendering.
2. A mixture of lime with shells, gravel, or stones, in
equal proportions, with an equal proportion of water.
When dry, this becomes as hard as rock.
Weale.
3. A brindled cat hence, popularly, any cat.

silk,

feta,
it

;

ale,

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

II

Tabes dorsalis (d8r-sa'lTs) [NL., tabes of the back],

locomotor ataxia

—

— sometimes

called simply tabes.
Tabes mesenteriea (mes'gn-ter''i-ka) [NL., mesenteric
tabes], a wasting disease of cliildhood characterized by
chronic infiammation of the lymphatic glands of the
;

6.

fare

II

mesentery, attended with caseous degeneration.
Ta-bes'cent (ta-bes'sent), a. [L. tabescens wasting,
Withering, or wasting away.
p. pr. of labescere."]
Ta-bet'lC (ta-bStlk), a. (Med.) Of or pertaining to
tabes
of the nature of tabes
affected with tabes
tabid.
One affected with tabes.
re.
;

final,

^

^

;

;

eve,

event, 6ad, tein, recent

;

ice,

7.

Pope.
The nymph the table spread.
Hence, food placed on a table to be partaken of
entertainment as, to set a good table.
The company assembled round a table.
j

;

;

SnaJc.
I drink to the general joy of the whole table.
8. (Anat.) One of the two, external and internal, layers of compact bone, separated by diploe, in the walls of

the cranium.
9. (Arch.)
stringcourse which includes an offset;
esp., a band of stone, or the like, set where an offset ia
required, so as to make it decorative. See Water table.

A

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

TABLE
10. (Games) (a) The board on the opposite
which backgammon and draughts are played.
of the divisions of a

backgammon board

as, to

;

sides of
(6)

One

play into

the right-hand table, (c) pi. The games of backgammon
Chaucer.
and of draughts. [06«.]
This is the ape of form, monsieur the nice.
That,

when he plays

at tables^ chides the dice.

Shak.

11. {Glass 3Ianuf.) A circular plate of crown glass.
A circular plate or table of about fire feet diameter weighs on
lire.
an average nine pounds.
12. {Jewelry) The upper flat surface of a diamond or
other precious stone, the sides of which are cut in angles.
13. {Persp.) A plane surface, supposed to be transparent and perpendicular to the horizon ;
called also perspective plane.
14. {Mack.) The part of a machme tool on which the

—

work

rests

and

fastened.

is

Bench tabl&, Card table. Communion Table, Lord's Table,
See under Bench, Card, etc.
Raiaed table (Arch.
Sculp.), a raised or projecting member of a flat surface, large in proportion to the projection, and usually
rectangular, — especially intended to receive an inscription or the like.
Roller table (Horology), a flat disk on
the arbor of the balance of a watch, holding the jewel
which rolls in and out of the fork at the end of the lever
of the escapement.
Round table. See Dictionary of
Noted Names in Fiction.
Table anvil, a small anvil
to be fastened to a table for use in making shght
repairs.
Table base.
(Arch.) Same as Water table.
Table bed, a bed in the form of a table.
Table beer,
beer for the table, or for common use small beer.
Table bell, a small bell to be used at table for calling servants.
Table cover, a cloth for coveruig a table, especially at other than mealtimes.
Table diamond, a thm
diamond cut with a flat upper surface.
Table linen,
Table money
linen tablecloths, napkins, and the like.
(Mil. or Naut. ), an allowance sometimes made to officers
Table
over and above their pay, for table expenses.
rent (0. Eng. Law), rent paid to a bishop or religious,
reserved or appropriated to his table or housekeeping.
Table
Bun-ill.— Ta,ble shore (Naut.), a low, level shore.
talk, conversation at table, or at meals.
Table talker,
one who talks at table.
Table tipping. Table turning,

&

—

—

—

—

—

—

movements

certain

—

—

spirits,

vital or spiritual forces,

Taa)le

&

t.

limp.

&p.

p.

;

II

A

;

A

grouped in the proper manner, placed in appropriate
postures, and remaining silent and motionless.
Ta'bleau' vi'vant' (ta'blo' ve'viiN') pi. Tableaux
vrvANTs (ve'vaN'). [F.] Same as Tableau, n., 2.
Tallle-bOOlC' (ta'b'l-bSSk'), n. A tablet a notebook.
Put into your iablebook whatever you judge worthy. Dryden.
;

;

table

a

;

(-le).

pity

taining to tachygraphy

Ta-Chyg'ra-phy
-j-

-graphy :

cf.

rapid writing

[NL.,

A

fr.

Gr.

division of

written in shorthand.
(ta-ktg'ra^fj^), re.
[Gr. Taxi's
;

F. tachygraphie.]
shorthand writing

The

quick

art or practice of

stenography.
I. Taylor {The Alphabet).
\veiv
Tach'y-lyte (takl-lit), re. [Gr. TttxtJS quick
to dissolve.] (Min.) A vitreous form of basalt
so
called because decomposable by acids and readily fusible.
Tac'it (tSs'it), a. [L. tacitus, p. p. of tacere to be
silent, to pass over in silence
akin to Goth, pahan to be
silent, Icel. pegja, OHG. dagen : cf F. tacite.
Cf. Reticent.] Done or made in silence implied, but not expressed ; silent ; as, tacit consent is consent by silence,
or by not interposing an objection.
Tac'lt-ly, adv.
The tacit and secret theft of abusing our brother in civil con;

;

+—
;

[L.]

found in the

;

;

;

—

:

—

Tac'i-turn (tSs'T-tflm), a. [L. tacitumus: cf. F. taciSee Tacit.] Habitually silent not given to con-

—

turne.

;

(-izd)

;

(tSb'ii-ler-Tz), v.

p. pr.

& vb.

re.

[imp.&p.

t.

Tabularizing

p. Tab-

(-T'zing).]

tabulate.

Tab'U-la'ta (-la'tA), re. pi. [NL., fr. L. tabulntus
{Zool.j An artificial group of stony corals including those winch have transverse septa in the calicles.
The genera Pocillopora and Favosites are examples.
p. p. Tabulated
Tab'u-late (-lat), v. t. [imp.
[L. tabula a ta(-la' ted) ; p. pr. & vb. re. Tabulating.]
To
form
into
a table or tables
Tabular.]
1.
See
ble.
to reduce to tables or synopses.
A nhiloBophy is not worth the having, unless its rcinltB may
/. Taylor.
be tabulated, and put in figures.
2. To shape with a flat surface.

&

food,

Mbt

;

ont, oil

;

obair

;

go

;

;

Syn.

—

—

— Silent;

,

.

tabulation.

not apt to talk or speak.

;

TaCi-tlirn-ly, adv.
Tacfturn, Silent. Silent
reserved.
has reference to the act ; taciturn to the habit. A man
may be silent from circumstances he is taciturn from
disposition. The loquacious man is at times silent ; one
who is taciturn may now and then make an effort at conversation.
Tac'1-tur'nl-ty (-tflr'nT-t5'), re. [L. tacitumitas : cf.
F. taciturnite.] Habitual silence, or reserve in speaking.
The cause of Addison's tacitwnity was a natural diffidence in
the company of strangers.
V. Knox,
The taciturnity and the short answers which gave so much
verse

;

.

Jer. Taylor.

tracts.

;

floored.]

;

(tSk'i-glSs'sa), n.pl.
yAwcrffa tongue.]
{Zool.)

.

To

A

-)-

monotremes which comprises the spiny ant-eaters of
Australia and New Guinea. See Illust. under Echidna.
Tach'y-graph'ic (-grSf'ik), ) a. [Cf. F. tachygraTach'y-graph'ic-al (-i-kal), ) pMque.] Of or per-

;

ularized

Tablements and chapters of pillars.
Holland.
re.
1. One who boards.
[Ois.]
2. One who boards others for hire. lObs.] B. Jonson.
Ta'ble-8pOon'(ta'b'l-spoc>n'),7i.
spoon of the largest

[iJ.]

Taoh'y-glos'sa

II

Tax"? quick

hence,
Tabula rasa (ra'sa) [L.], a smoothed tablet
figuratively, the mind in its earliest state, before receiving impressions from without
a term used by Hobbes,
Locke, and others, in maintaining a theory opposed to
the doctrine of innate ideas.
Tab'u-lar (-ier), a. [L. tabularis, fr. tabula a board,
table. See Table.] Having the form of , or pertaining to,
a table (in any of the uses of the word). Specifically
(a) Having a flat surface as, a tabular rock.
laminated.
(b) Formed into a succession of flakes
Nodules . that are tabular and plated. Woodward.
Johnson.
[R.]
c) Set in squares.
d) Arranged in a schedule ; as, tabular statistics.
e) Derived from, or computed by, the use of tables
as, tabular right ascension.
Tabular dllEereace {Math.), the difference between two
consecutive numbers in a table, sometimes printed in its
Tabular spar (Min.), woUasproper place in the table.

II

;

instructing.

tablet.

2. {Zg'dl.) One of the transverse plates
calicles of certain corals and hydroids.

Tab'u-lar-lze

(ta'bler),

Om

;

Young.

Tabula

re./ pi.

;

scaled.

ap,

A

tables

;

f i^,

1.

(tSb'ia-la),

—

[Gr. Taxus
Tach'y-fll-dax'y (tak't-di-dSks'y), re.
quick -)- SiSa^LS teaching.] A short or rapid method of

Right of the tabouret, the privilege of sitting on a tabouret in the presence of the sovereign, formerly granted
to certain ladies of high rank at the French court.
Tab'rere (tSb'rer), re. A taborer. [Obs.] Spenser.

Tab'U-lar-1-za'tion (-t-za'shiin), re. The act of tabularizing, or the state of being tabularized formation into

Are close upon tne shininf? table-lands
To which our God himself is moon and bun. Tennyson.
Ta'ble-man (-mSn), n. ; pi. Tablemen (-mSn). A
man at draughts ; a piece used in playing games at tables.
See Table, re., 10. [£.]
Bacon.
Ta'ble-ment (-ment), n. {Arch.) A table. [Ote.]

Ose, unite, r^de,

:

;

tonite.

;

TaTjler

-1.

—

Ta'ble-ClOth' (-klSth' 115), n. A cloth for covering
a table, especially one with which a table is covered before the dishes, etc., are set on for meals.
Tatle d'hote' (ta'bl' dof ) pi. Tables d'h8te (ta'bl').
[F., literally, table of the landlord.]
A common
table for guests at a hotel ; an ordinary.
TaTile-land' (ta'b'1-lSnd'), n. A broad, level, elevated area of land a plateau.

Duty

[Gr. Taxo! swiftness, speed
TttYv; quick) -|- -meter : cf
F. tachometre.] An instrument Tachma Fly (TacWna dorynhorse). Parasitic on
£
i.T_
T
for measuring the velocity, or the Potato Beetle,
indicating changes in the velocity, of a moving body or substance.
Specifically
{a) An instrument for measuring the velocity of running water in a river or canal, consisting of a wheel with
inclined vanes, which is turned by the current.
The
rotations of the wheel are recorded by clockwork.
(J) An instrument for showing at any moment the
speed of a revolving shaft, consisting of a delicate revolving conical pendulum which is driven by the shaft, and
the action of which by change of speed moves a pointer
which indicates the speed on a graduated dial.
(c) {Physiol.) An instrument for measuring the velocity of the blood
a hsematachometer.

_

;

toppling crags of

Ta-ohom'e-ter (ta-kom'e-ter),

—

IITab'u-la

'

(fr.

;

Tab'ret (tab'ret), re. A taboret.
Ta-bu' (ta-bob'), re. & v. See Taboo.

^

'™-

other insects.

&

A

^
^

re.

—

picture. [06s.]
Tabled and pictured in the chambers of meditation. Bacon.
3. To supply with food ; to feed.
Milton.
[0J«.]
4. {Carp.) To insert, as one piece of timber into
another, by alternate scores or projections from the
middle, to prevent slipping ; to scarf.
5. To lay or place on a table, as money.
Carlyle.
6. In parliamentary usage, to lay on the table; to
postpone, by a formal vote, the consideration of (a bill,
motion, or the like) till called for, or indefinitely.
7. To enter upon the docket
as, to table charges
against some one.
8. {Naut.) To make broad hems in the skirts and hot-'
toms of (sails) in order to strengthen them in the part
attached to the boltrope.
Tatle, V. i. To live at the table of another ; to board
to eat. [Ote.] " He . . . was driven from the society
of men to table with the beasts."
South.
Ta'Weau' (ta'blo'; E. tSb'lo'; 277), n. ; pi. Tableaux (ta'blo' ; B. tSVloz'). [F., dim. fr. L. tabula a
painting.
See Table.] 1.
striking and vivid representation a picture.
2.
representation of some scene by means of persons

The

II

{Zool.) Any one of numerous
species of Diptera belonging to
Tachina and allied genera. Their
larvae are external parasites of

A

;

;

+

;

vb. n. Tabling (-bllng).]
p. pr.
table or catalogue ; to tabulate as, to table fines.
2. To delineate, as on a table ; to represent, as in a

II

;

A

Tabied (ta'b'ld)
1. To form into a

II

Tache (tSch), re. [See Tack a kind of nail.] Something used for taking hold or holding a catch a loop ;
a button. [Obs.]
Ex. xxvi. 6.
Tache, re. [F. tacA« spot. See Techy.] A spot, stain,
or blemish. [Obs.]
Warner,
Tach-hy'drite (tSk-hi'drIt), re. [Gr. Taxv? quick
vJKip water.
So named from its ready deliquescence.]
{Min.) A hydrous chloride of calcium and magnesium
occurring in yellowish masses which rapidly deliquesce
upon exposure. It is found in the salt mines at Stassfurt.
Tach'1-na (tSk'I-na), re. / pi. Tacking (-ne). [NL.,
fr. Gr. Taxiras, for ra^vs swift.]
^^^

total prohibition of inter-

&

&

—

(ta'b'l), V.

a whole movement.

&

&

—

11

A

—

—

—

(ta'ber), re.
[OF. tabor, labour, F. tambour;
Pr. tabor, tanbor, Sp.
Pg. tambor, atambor. It.
all fr. Ar.
Per. tambur a kind of lute, or
guitar, or Per. tabir a drum.
Cf. Tabouret, Tambour.]
{Mus.)
small drum used as an accompaniment to a
pipe or fife, both being played by the same person. [Wi'itten also labour, and tefcen]
Ta'bor, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Tabored (ta'berd) p. pr.
[Written also
vb. re. Taborlng.]
[Cf. OF. laborer.']
labour."]
1. To play on a tabor, or little drum.
2. To strike lightly and frequently.
Ta'bor, V. t. To make (a sound) with a tabor.
Ta'bor-er (-er), n. One who plays on the tabor. Shak.
Tab'0-ret (tab'o-rSt), n. [Dim. of tabor. Cf. Tabret.]
{Mus.)
small tabor.
[Written also tabouret.]
TaVo-rlne (-ren), n. [OF. tabourin, F. tambourin.
See Tabob, and cf. Tambourine.] {Mus.)
small, shallow drum a tabor.
{Eccl. Hist.) One of cerTa'bor-ite (ta'ber-it), re.
tain Bohemian reformers who suffered persecution in the
fifteenth century;
so called from Tabor, a hill or fortress
where they encamped during a part of their struggles.
v.
See Tabor.
Ta'bour (ta'ber), n.
Tab'OU-ret (tab'oo-rgt ; 277), n. [F., dim. of OF. tabor, labour, drum.
See Tabor.] 1. Same as Taboret.
2.
seat without arms or back, cushioned and stuffed ;
a high stool ;
so called from its resemblance to a drum.
Knight.
3. An embroidery frame.
cf.

—

;

;

;

iamburo;

but more
commonly ascribed to the muscular force of persons in
connection with the objects moved, or to physical force
applied otherwise.
Tables of a girder or chord (Engin.), the upper and lower horizontal members. —To lay
on the table, in parliamentary usage, to lay, as a report,
motion, etc., on the table of the presiding officer, —that
is, to postpone the consideration of, by a vote.
To
serve tables (/Script.), to provide for the poor, or to distribute provisions for their wants. Acts vi. 2. — To turn
the tables, to change the condition or fortune of contending parties
a metaphorical expression taken from
the vicissitudes of fortune in gammg.
Twelve tables
(Mom. Antiq.), a celebrated body of Roman laws, framed
by decemvirs appointed 450 years before Christ, on tlie
return of deputies or commissioners who had been sent
to Greece to examine into foreign laws and institutions.
They consisted partly of laws transcribed from the institutions of other nations, partly of such as were altered
and accommodated to the manners of the Romans, partly
of new provisions, and mainly, perhaps, of laws and
usages under their ancient kings. Burrill.

velopment of latent

;

&

Ta'bor

by some to
and by others to the de-

of tables, etc., attributed

the agency of departed

Burrill.

A bitter bal-

1.

the resinous exudation of the balsam poplar.
2. {Bot.) Any tree yielding tacamahac resin
especially, in North America, the balsam poplar, or balm of
Gilead {Populus balsamifera).
Ta-caud' (ta-kad' F. ta'ko'), re. [Cf. F. tacaud. See
TOMCOD.] (.Zoo/.) The bib, or whiting pout. [Prov.Eng.]
Tace (tas), re. The cross, or crutch, of St. Anthony.
See Illust. (6), under Cross, re.
Mollett.
Tace, re. See Tasse.
Fairholt.
Ta'cet (ta'sSt), V. impers. [L., it is silent, 3d pers.
pr. of tacere to be silent.] {Mus.) It is silent ;
a direction for a vocal or instrumental part to be silent during

;

&

Cowell.
Ire.

Tac'a-ma-ha'oa (-ha'ka),
samic resin ob)
tained from tropical American trees of the genus Elaphrium {E. lomentosum and E. Tucamahaca), and also
from East Indian trees of the genus Calophylium ; alflo,

—

—

—

;

;

A

re.

Tac'a-ma-liac' (tSk'a-ma-hak'),

A

(ta-bob'), n.

(tak),

in old records.

course with, use of, or approach to, a given person or
thing under pain of death,
an interdict of religious
origin and authority, formerly common in the islands
of Polynesia ; interdiction.
['W ritten also tabu."]
[imp.
Ta-bOO', V. t.
p. p. Tabooed (ta-bood')
vb. n. Tabooing.]
To put under taboo to forp. pr.
bid, or to forbid the use of ; to interdict approach to, or
use of ; as, to taboo the ground set apart as a sanctuary
for criminals.
[Written also tabu.~\

—
—

—

[Cf. Tack, re., 4.]
(0. Eng. Law) A
kind of customary payment by a tenant
a word used

Tac

A

Ta-bOO'

(tSb'ii-la'shvin), re.
The act of forming
as, the tabulation of statistios.
;

Tab'U-la'tlon

into a table or tables

A

—

;

size commonly used at the table ;
from
teaspoon, dessert spaon, etc.
Ta'ble-spoon'ful (ta'b'l-spoon'ful), n. ; pi. TableSPOONPULS (-fulz). As much as a tablespoon will hold
enough to fill a tablespoon. It is usually reckoned as
one half of a fluid ounce, or four fluid drams.
Tablet (tSb'lSt), n. [F. tablette, dim. of table. See
Table.] 1.
small table or flat surface.
2. A flat piece of any material on which to write,
paint, draw, or engrave ; also, such a piece containing an
inscription or a picture.
3. Hence, a small picture a miniature.
[Ofts.]
4. pi.
kind of pocket memorandum book.
as, tablets of arsenic were
B. A flattish cake or piece
formerly worn as a preservative against the plague.
6. {Pharm.) A solid kind of electuary or confection,
commonly made of dry ingredients with sugar, and usually formed into little flat squares
called also lozenge,
and troche, especially when of a round or rounded form
Ta'ble-ware' (ta'b'l-wSr'), n. Ware, or articles collectively, for table use.
Ta'bling (ta'bling), n. 1.
forming into tables ; a
setting down in order.
2. {Carp.) The letting of one timber into another by
alternate scores or projections, as in shipbuilding.
3. {Naut.)
broad hem on the edge of a sail. Totten.
4. Board; support. [06^.] Terence in English {16li).
5. Act of playing at tables.
See Table, n. , 10. [Obs.]
Tabling house, a gambling house. [Obs.] Norihbrooke.

A

—

—

— distinguished

;

—

etc.
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Macaiilay.

offense.

Tack

[From an old or dialectal form

of F.
tache.
stain; a tache.
[Obs.]
See Techy.] 1.
A peculiar flavor or taint; as, a
2. [Cf. L. tactus.]
musty tack. [Obs. or Colloq.]
Drayton.
Tack, re. [OE. tak, takke, a fastening; akin to D.
tak a branch, twig, G. zacke a twig, prong, spike, Dan.
takke a tack, spike ; cf. also Sw. iagg prickle, point,
Icel. tag a willow twig, Ir. taca a peg, nail, fastening,
Corn, lack ; perhaps akin to K.
Gael, tacaid. Armor.
take.
Cf. Attach, Attack, Detach, Tag an end. Zigzag.] 1. A small, sliort, sharp-pointed nail, usuiUly
(tSk),

re.

A

&

having a broad,

flat

head.

That which is attached a supplement an appenSee Tack, v. t., 3.
Macaulay.
Some tacks had been made to money bills in King Charles's
2.

;

;

dix.

time.

aing, iQk

;

then, tbln

lip. JSurntt.

;

bON

;

zli

=x

in azure.

3. (Naut.) (a) A rope used to hold in place the foreof the courses when the vessel is
closehauled (see Illust. of Ship) ; also, a rope employed
to pull the lower comer of a studding sail to the boom.
(6) The part of a sail to which the tack is usually fastened ; the foremost lower corner of fore-and-aft sails, as
of schooners (see Illust. of Sail), (c) The direction of a
vessel in regard to the trim of her sails as, the starboard
the former when she is closehauled
tack, or port tack;
with the wind on her starboard side, the latter when
closehauled with the wind on her port side hence, the
run of a vessel on one tack ; also, a change of direction.
4. {Scots Law) A contract by wliich the use of a
Burrill.
thing is set, or let, for hire ; a lease.
Halliwell.
IProv. Eng.J
5. Confidence ; reliance.
into
the
eye
at the
spliced
Tack of a flag (Naut.), a line
foot of the hoist for securing the flag to the halyards.
also called iacfc pini.
Tack pins (JVaz(<.), belaying pins
To haul the tacks aboard {Naut.), to set the courses.
To hold tack, to last or hold out. {Obs.] Milton.
p. p. Tacked (tSkt) p.
Tack (tSk), V. t. [imp.
[Cf. OD. tacken to touch, take,
pr.
vb. n. Tacking.]
See Tack a small nail.]
seize, fix, akin to E. take.
"In hopes of getting some
1. To fasten or attach.
Swift.
conamendam tacked to their sees.

most lower corners

;

—

;

—
—

—

;

—

&

&

;

And tacks the center to

Herbert.

the sphere.

2. Especially, to attach or secure in a slight or hasty
manner, as by stitching or nailing as, to tack together
the sheets of a book ; to tack one piece of clotli to another ; to iack on a board or shingle ; to tack one piece
of metal to another by drops of solder.
3. In parliamentary usage, to add (a supplement) to a
;

bill

;

to append

;

— often with on or

Macaulay.

to.

4. (Naut.) To change the direction of (a vessel) when
sailing closehauled, by putting the helm alee and shifting the tacks and sails so that she will proceed to windward nearly at right angles to her former course.

^S^ In tacking, a vessel is brought to point at first
directly to windward, and then so that the wind will blow
against the other side.
Tack, t). i. {Naut.) To change the direction of a vessel
by shifting the position of the helm and sails ; also (as
said of a vessel), to have her direction changed through
the shifting of the helm and sails. See Tack, v. t., 4.
Monk.
when he wanted his ship to tack to larboard,
moved the mirth o£ his crew by calling out, " Wheel to the
Macaulmj.
left."
.

.
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TACK

.

1. The sense of touch feeling.
Did you suppose that I could not make myself sensible to
;

as well as sight

Now, sight is a very refined tact.
2. {Mus.) The stroke in beating time.
peculiar skill or faculty
3. Sensitive mental touch
nice perception or discernment ready power of appreciating and doing what is required by circumstances.
He had formed plans not inferior in grandeur and boldness to
those of Richelieu, and had carried them into effect with a tact
Macaulay.
and wariness worthy of Mazarin.
A tact which surpassed the tact of her sex as much as the
;

;

tact of

Macaulay.

her sex surpasses the tact of ours.

Tac'ta-ble (tSk'ta-b'l), a. Capable of being touched
tangible.
[iJ.]
"They [women] being created to be
Massinger.
both tractable and tactable."
(-tik),
) a.
[Gr. toktiko!. See Tactics.]
Tac'tlc
Of or pertaining to the art of
Tac'tic-al (-tt-kal), j
military and naval tactics.
Tac'tic-al-ly, adv.
Tac'tlc (-tik), n. See Tactics.
Tac-tl'clan (tSk-ttsh'an), n. [Cf. F. tacticien.'\ One
versed in tactics ; hence, a skillful maneuverer an adroit

—

;

One who

tacks.
[Dim. of tack a small nail.] A
(-§t), «.
Jamieson.
small, broad-headed nail.
IScot-l

Tack'ey

(-er), n.

& n.

(tSk'j?), a.

See Tacky.

A

union of securities given at
Tack'lng, n. {Law)
different times, all of which must be redeemed before an
intermediate purchaser can interpose his claim. Bouvier.

^W^ The doctrine of ^acA-ing is not recognized in AmerKent.

ican law.

Tac'kle

(tSk'k'l

;

sometimes improperly pronounced

[OE. takel, akin to
fa'k'l, especially by seamen), n.
LG.
I), takel, Dan. takkel, Sw. iackel ; perhaps akin to
E. taw, V. t., or to take.'] 1. Apparatus for raising or

&

lowering heavy weights, consisting of a rope and pulley
blocks sometimes, the rope and attachments, as distinct
liom the block.
an apparatus by which
2. Ar,y instruments of action
an obji-'ct is moved or operated gear ; as, fishing tackle,
"She
huntiijv ackle ; formerly, specifically, weapons.
Hudibras.
to her :acJ:le fell."
3^^ In Chaucer, it denotes usually an arrow or arrows.
3. (N"ut.) The rigging and apparatus of a ship also,
any purchase where more than one block is used.
Fishing
Tall and tackle. See the Note under Pulley.
Ground tackle (Naut.),
tackle. See under Fishing, a.
Gun tackle, the apparatus or apanchors, cables, etc.
Tackle fall, the
pliances for hauling cannon in or out.
rope, or rather the end of the rope, of a tackle, to which
the power is applied.
Tack tackle (Naut.), a small tackle
Tackle
to pull down the tacks of the principal sails.
board, Tackle post (Ropemaking), a board, frame, or post,
at the end of a ropewalk, for supporting the spindles,
or whirls, for twisting the yams.
Tac'kle, v. t. {imp. & p. p. Tackled (-k'ld) p. pr.
vb. n. Tackling.]
See
[Cf. LG. iakeln to equip.
Beau.
Tackle, «.] 1. To supply with tackle.
Ft.
to harness
2. To fasten or attach, as with a tackle
[CoWog.]
as, to tackle a horse into a coach or wagon.
3. To seize ; to lay hold of to grapple as, a wrestler
tackles his antagonist a dog tackles the game.
The greatest poetess of our day has wasted her time and
strength in tackling windmills under conditions the most fitted
Dublin Univ. Mag.
to insure her defeat.
Tac'kled (tSk'k'ld), a. Made of ropes tacked together.

;

:

The delicacy of the tactile sense varies on different parts of
the skin it is greatest on the forehead, temples and back of the
H. N. Martin.
forearm.
The
tactiliti.']
[Cf.
Tac-tll'1-ty (tak-til'i-ty), re.
by touch
perceptibility
quality or state of being tactile ;
;

¥

.

tangibleness.

Tac'tlon (tak'shiin), n. [L. tactio, from tangere, tactum, to touch.] The act of touching touch contact
" 'External taction."
Chesterfield.
tangency.
Tact'leSS (tSkt'les), a. Destitute of tact.
Tac'tu-al (tSk'tfl-al 135), a. [See Tact.] {Physiol.)
Of or pertaining to the sense, or the organs, of touch
derived from touch.
;

;

In the lowest organisms we have a kind of tactual sense difTyndall.
fused over the entire body.
Tad'polC (tSd'polO, n. [OE. iadde toad (AS. tadie,
tadige) -\- poll; properly, a toad that is or seems all
head. See Toad, and Poll.] 1. {Zo'ol.) The young
aquatic larva of any amphibian. In this stage it breathes
by means of external or internal gills, is at first destiCalled also polliwig,
tute of legs, and has a finlike tail.
polliioog, porwiggle, or purwiggy.

2

4

a

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

My man shall be with thee.
And bring thee cords made like a tackled stair.

Shak.

Tac'kling, n. {Naut.) 1. Furniture of the masts and
yards of a vessel, as cordage, sails, etc.
2. Instruments of action as, fishing tackling. Walton.
3. The straps and fixtures adjusted to an animal, by
which he draws a carriage, or the like harness.
;

;

Tacks'man (tSks'man), n.; pi. Tacksmen (-men).
{Scots Law) One who holds a tack or lease from another
a tenant, or lessee.
Sir W. Scott.
The tacksmen, who formed what may be called the " peerage " of the little community, must be the captains. Macaulay.
Tack'y (tak'J), a. [Of. Techy, Tack a spot.] Sticky

—

;

;

:

ale,

senate,

c9,re,

am, arm, ask,

Tapewobm.
[L.,
Tae-nl'O-la (te-ni'S-la), re. / pi. T^NiOLiE (-15).
dim. of taenia a ribbon.] {Zo'ol.) One of the radial partitions which separate the internal cavities of certain,
medusae.
Tae'nl-O-SO'mi (te'ni-o-so'mi), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
raivia ribbon
II

..

II

+

body.]

o-io/aa

An

{Zo'ol.)

or-

der of fishes re-

markable

for

their long

and

c

ompr e ssed
The

bon

ril>

are
See
Ribbon fish, unfishes

der Ribbon.

Tal'fer-el
(tSf'fer-Sl), ».

{N aut.

One

See

)

of the Tasniosomi iRegaleats
glctdias).

Taffrail.
[F. taffetas, It. taffetta, from.
Tal'fe-ta (-fe-ta), 1 n.
Taf'fe-ty (-ty), " f
Per. tajtah, originally, twisted,,
woven, from taftan to twist, to spin.] A fine, smooth,
stuff of silk, having usually the wavy luster called watering, ihe term has also been applied to different kindsof silk goods, from the 16th century to modern times.
Chaucer..
Lined with taffeta and with sendal.
Taffrail (tSf'ral), re. [D. tafereel a panel, picture,
See Table.] {Naut.) Thefr. tafel table, fr. L. tabula.
upper part of a ship's stern, which is flat like a table on.
the top, and sometimes ornamented with carved work
the rail around a ship's stern. [Written also tafferel.]
Tal'fy (taffy), re. [Prov. E. taffy toffy.] 1. A kind
of candy made of molasses or brown sugar boiled down
and poured out in shallow pans. [Written also, in England, toffy.]
2. Flattery

[_Slang]
soft phrases.
Sp. tafia. It. tafTat'l-a (tSf'I-a 277), re. [Cf F.
Cf.
fr. Malay tafia a spirit distilled from molasses.
Ratafia.] A variety of rum. \_'West Indies]
Tag (tag), re. [Probably akin to tack a small nail cf.
Sw. iagg a prickle, point, tooth.] 1. Any slight appendage, as to an article of dress ; something slight hanging
loosely specifically, a direction card, or label.
2. A metallic binding, tube, or point, at the end of a
string, or lace, to stiffen it.
3. The end, or catchword, of an actor's speech ; cue.
4. Something mean and paltry the rabble.
[06«.]
Bolinshed,
Tag and rag, the lowest sort ; the rabble.
5. A sheep of the first year. [Prov. Eng.'] Halliwell.
vb,
Tag, V. t. [imp. p. p. Tagged (tSgd) ; p. pr.
re. Tagging (-glng).]
1. To fit with, or as with, a tag
or tags.
He learned to make \oT\B-tagged thread laces. Macaulay.
His courteous host . .
Tags every sentence with some fawning word. Dryderu
Bolingbroke.
2. To join ; to fasten to attach.
3. To follow closely after ; esp., to follow and touch inthe game of tag. See Tag, a play.
Tag, V. i. To follow closely, as it were an appendage
often with after ; as, to tag after a person.
Tag, re. [From Tag, v. ; cf. Tag, an end.] A child's^
play in wliich one runs after and touches another, and
then runs away to avoid being touched.
Tag'belt' (-bglf), re. {Far.) Same as Taosobe. [06j.}.
Tag'ger (-ger), re. 1. One who, or that which, appends or joins one thing to another.
2. That which is pointed like a tag.
Cotton,.
Hedgehogs' or porcupines' small taggers.
3. pi. Sheets of tin or other plate which run below th&
Knight.
gauge.
4. A device for removing taglocks from sheep. Knights
;

;

&

.

fia;

;

;

;

&

&

.

;

Tadpoles of Frog. 1 Egg 2-6 Tadpoles in Successive
Stages of Development. See also Illustration in Appendix.
\

2. (Zool.) The hooded merganser. {_Local, U, S.'\
Tadpole fish. (Zool.) See Foekbeaed (a).
Tae'dl-um (te'di-iim), n. [L.] See Tedium.
Tael (tal), re. [Malay iaU a certain weight, probably
f r. Hind, tola, Skr. tula a balance, weight, tul to weigh.]
A denomination of money, in China, worth nearly six
shillings sterling, or about a dollar and forty cents ; also,
a weight of one ounce and a third. [Written also tale.'}
Taen (tan), or Ta'en, p. p. of Ta, to take, or a conBurns.
Scot.']
IPoetic
traction of Taken.
Tae'nl-a (te'ni-a), n. ; pi. T^nle (-e). [L., a ribbon, a tapeworm.] 1. {Zool.) A genus of intestinal
worms which includes the common tapeworms of man.
II

&

II

Sgs Tapeworm
applied to
2. {Anat.) A band; a structural line;
several bands and lines of nervous matter in the brain.
3. {Arch.) The fillet, or band, at the bottom of a
Doric frieze, separating it from the architrave.
Tae-ni'a-da (te-m'a-da), re. ^Z. [NL.] {Zool.) B&rne
as T^NIOIDEA.
[NL., fr. L. taenia a
Tffl'nl-a'ta (te'ni-a'ta), n. pi.

—

II

II

ribbon.]

A

{Zool.)

division of Ctenophora including

those which have a long, ribbonlike body.
girdle is the most familiar example.

The Venus's

TaB-nld'l-um (te-nid'i-iim), re. ; pi. T.enidia (-a).
[NL., dim. fr. L. taenia a ribbon.] {Zool.) The chitifiber forming the spiral thread of the tracheae of
See Illust. of Tbachea.
Insects.
Tae'nl-0-glOS'sa (te'nT-S-gl5s'sa), re. pi. [NL., fr.
Gr. raivia a ribbon -f yKiaaaa. a tongue.] {Zool.) An
II

nous
II

;

—

A

little tag.
Tag'let (-ISt), re.
Tagl'ia (tSl'ya), re. [It., a cutting, a pulley, from
tagliare to cut.
peculiar comSee Tailor.] {Mech.)
bination of pulleys.
Brande
C.
{Surg.) Of or
Tagl'ia-CO'tian (tal'yA-ko'shan), a.
II

A

;

—

&

;

bobtail,

under Bobtail.

him and hiss him, I am no
Shak,
{Far.) Adhesion of the tail of a
sheep to the wool from excoriation produced by contact
[Obs.]
with the feces
called also tagbelt.
Tag'tail' (tSg'tal'), re. 1. A worm which has its tail
conspicuously colored.
2. A person who attaches himself to another against
the will of the latter ; a hanger-on.
Tag'U-an (tag'li-an), n. [From the native name in
If the tag-rag people did not clap
true man.

Tag'sore'

Tsenioglossa.

A One Transverse Row of Teeth of Velutiyia ;

( l^ateral Teeth.
s Submedian Teeth
Median and Submedian Teeth of Lamellaria. The
Lateral Teeth are wanting. Both much enlarged.
extensive division of gastropod mollusks in which the
odontophore is long and narrow, and usually bears seven

r Median Teeth

;

;

B

final,

^11;

eve, event,

find,

fern,

recent;

ice,

&

pertaining to Tagliacozzi, a Venetian surgeon ; as, the
Tagliacotian operation, a method of rhinoplasty described by him.
[Also Taliacotian, and Tagliacozzian.'}
Tagl-lo'ni (tSl-yo'nl), re. A kind of outer coat, or
overcoat
said to be so named after a celebrated Italian family of professional dancers.
He ought certainly to exchange his taglioni, or comfortable
Sir W. Scott,
greatcoat, for a cuirass of steel.
Tag'lock' (tag'lok'), re. An entangled lock, as of
Nares.
hair or wool.
Tag'nl-cate (t3g'ni-kat), re. {Zo'ol.) The white-lipped
peccary.
a. [See Tag an end, and Rag.
Tag'-rag' (-rag'), re.
The lowest class of people the rabble. Cf. Bag, tag^

and

;

adhesive raw
said of paint, varnish, etc., when not
well dried. iU. S.]
Ta-con'ic (ta-k5nTk), a. {Geol.) Designating, or pertaining to, the series of rooks forming the Taconic
Mountains in Western New England. They were once
supposed to be older than the Cambrian, but later proved
to belong to the Lower Silurian and Cambrian.
Tact (tSkt), n. [L. tacius a touching, touch, fr. iangere, taclum, to touch
See Tanoknt.]
cf. F. tact.

;

II

examples.

[Gr. ToucTiicd, pi., and TaKTtKij
toktikos fit for ordering or arranging,
cf. F.
fr. Tao-o-etv, TaTTeii/, to put in order, to arrange
taclique.']
1. The science and art of disposing military
and naval forces in order for battle, and performing military £ind naval evolutions.
It is divided into grand tactics, or the tactics of battles, and elementary tactics, or
the tactics of instruction.
2. Hence, any system or method of procedure.
Tac'tUe (-til), a. [L. tactilis, fr. iangere, factum, to
touch cf. F. tactile.'} Of or pertaining to the organs,
or the sense, of touch ; perceiving, or perceptible, by the
touch ; capable of being touched ; as, tactile corpuscles ;
tactile sensationB. '' Tactile avieets." Beaumont. ^^ TacSir M. Hale.
tile qualities."
Tactile sense (Physiol.), the sense of touch, or pressure
sense. See ToncH.

Of

{Zo'ol.)

Tae'ni-old (te'ni-oid), a. \_Txnia -\- -oid.'] 1. Bibbonlike shaped like a ribbon.
2. (Zool.) Like or pertaining to Taenia.
Tee'li-Ol'de-a (-oi'de-a), re. pi. {Zo'ol.) The division
See
of cestode worms which comprises the tapeworms.

(sc. Te)(vri, sing.,fr.

;

;

TSB'nl-O-glOS'sate (te'nT-o-glSs'sat), a.
or pertaining to the Tsenioglossa.

form.

;

—

rows of teeth. It includes a large number of families^
both marine and fresh-water.

manager.
Tac'tlcs (tSk'tiks), n.

;

Tack'er
Tack'et

tact

Southey.
J. Le Conte.

?

(-sor'),

;

idea,

ill;

re.

—

old,

obey, 5rb, odd;

mys petaurista).

{Zo'dl.) A large flying squirrel {PteroIts body becomes two feet long, with

a large bushy

nearly as long.

the East Indies.]
tail

[From the native
Ta'gui-ca'tl (ta'gwe-ka'te), n.
(Zo'dl.) The white-lipped peccary.
Ta'na (ta'ha), n. (Zo'dl.) The African rufous-necked

name.J

weaver bird (Hyphantornis
Ta-ha'Ieb (ta-ha'lSb), n.

textor).

[From the native name.]
Nilolicus) of Northern Africa.
( Vulpes
Ta-hl'tl-an (ta-he'tl-an), a. Of or pertaining to Taw. A nativa or inhitij an island in the Pacific Ocean.
habitant of Tahiti.

A fox

(Zo'dl.)

—

Tahr

(tar), n.
(tal), n.

(Zo'dl.) Same as Thab.
[F. taille a cutting.

(Lmn) Limitation

;

;

—

;

;

animal.

1^^ The
ries of

tail of mammals and reptiles contains a semovable vertebrae, and is covered with flesh and

hairs or scales like those of other parts of the body. The
tail of existing birds consists of several more or less consolidated vertebrae which support a fanlike group of quills
to which the term tail is more particularly applied.
The tail of fishes consists of the tapering hind portion of
the body ending in a caudal fin. The term tail is sometimes applied to the entire abdomen of a crustacean or
insect, and sometimes to the terminal piece or pygidium
alone.

Any

long, flexible terminal appendage ; whatever
resembles, in shape or position, the tail of an animal, as
a catkin.
Doretus writes a great praise of the distilled waters of those
tails that hang on willow trees.
Harvey.
2.

3. Hence, the back, last, lower, or inferior part of anything,
as opposed to the head, or the superior part.
The Lord will make thee the head, and not the tail.

—

Deut. xxviii. 13.

4. A train or company of attendants a retinue.
Ah," said he, *' if you saw but the chief with his tail on."
Sir W. Scott.
6. The side of a coin opposite to that which bears the
rarely used except
head, effigy, or date the reverse
in the expression "heads or tails," employed when a
coin is thrown up for the purpose of deciding some point
;

•*

;

by

;

—

its fall.

The

(Arch.) The part of a projecting stone or brick inserted in a wall.
Gwilt.
2. (Surg.) Same as Tail, n., 8 (a).
1.

3. Sexual intercourse.
[Ofti.]
Chaucer.
4. pi. The lighter parts of grain separated from the
chalf.
5. pi. (Mining) The refuse part of stamped ore,
thrown behind the tail of the huddle or washing apparatus.
It is dressed over again to secure whatever metal
may exist in it. Called also tails.
Pryce.
TaUle (tal), n. [F. See Tally, Tailob.] 1.
tally ; an account scored on a piece of wood.
\_Obs.']
"Whether that he paid or took by taille.
Chaucer.
;

A

Law) Any

imposition levied by the king, or
his subjects.
subsists in France, may serve as an example of those ancient tallages. It was a tax upon the profits
of the farmer, which they estimate by the stocE that he has
upon the farm.
A. Smith.
2. (0. F.

any other lord, upon
The taille, as it still

3. (Mus.) The French name for the tenor voice or
also, for the tenor viol or viola.
;

part

Tailless
Tall'lle

Having no

(tal'lSs), a.

(-11),

n.

H. Spencer.

tail.

Same

Law)

(Scots

as Tailzie.

(ta'ler), n.
[OF. tailleor, F. tailleur, fr. OF.
taillier, F. tailler to cut, fr. L. talea a rod, stick, a cut-

Tal'lor

ting, layer for planting.
Cf. Detail, Entail, Retail,
Tally, ».] 1. One whose occupation is to cut out and
;
also, one who cuts out and makes
ladies' outer garments.

make men's garments

Well said, good woman's
man's tailor.

tailor.

... I would thou wert a
Shak.

2. (Zo'dl.) (a) The mattowacca;
herring, (b) The silversides.
3. (Zo'dl.) The goldfinch.
IProv.

— called

also tailor

Eng.}

singing birds belonging to Orlhotomus,
Pnnia, and allied genera. They are
nests.

The

common

Indian species are 0. longicauda, which has the back, scapulars, and
upper tail coverts yellowisli green, and
the under parts white and the golden-

8. (Surg.) (a) A portion of an incision, at its
beginning or end, which does not go through
the whole thickness of the skin, and is more
painful than a complete incision
called also
tailing,
(b) One of the strips at the end of a
bandage formed by splitting the bandage one or
;

times.
9. (Naut.)
rope spliced to the strap of a
block, by which it may be lashed to anything.
10. (Mus.) The part of a note which runs

A

perpendicularly upward or downward from the
head; the stem.
Moore (Encyc, of Music).
Achene of
11. pi. Same as Tailing, 4.
(Arch.)
The
bottom
12.
or lower portion of
f-'*"^?,"
a memljer or part, as a slate or tile.
|J^ J^-"
13. pi. (Mining) See Tailing, re., 5.
Tall beam. (Arch.) Same as Tailpiece.— Tall coverts (ZooZ.), the feathers which cover the bases of the tail ouills.
They are sometimes much longer than the quills, and form
elegant plumes. Those above the quills are called the upper tail coverts, and those below, the under tail coverts.
Tall end, the latter end ; the termination as, the tail end
of a contest. [CoWog.]
Tall Joist. (Arch.) Same as TailWECE.— Tail of a comet (j4ift'ore.), a luminous train extending from the nucleus or body, often to a great distance,
and usually in a direction opposite to the sun.
Tail of
a gale (Naut.), the latter part of it, when the wind has
greatly abated. Totten.
Tail of a lock (on a canal), the
lower end, or entrance into the lower pond. —Tail of the
trenches (Fort.), the post where the besiegers begin to
break ground, and cover themselves from the fire of the
place,
advancing the lines of approach.
Tail spindle,
the spindle of the tailstock of a turning lathe ;
called

—

;

—

—

—

dead spindle.

— To turn

tall,

to run

—

away

;

to flee.

Would she turn tail to the heron, and fly quite out another
way but all was to return in a higher pitch.
Sir P. Sidney.
Tall, V. t. 1. To follow or hang to, like a tail to be attached closely to, as that which can not be evaded. \_Obs.']
;

;

—

—

Tail'age (-Sj 48), n. (0. Eng. Laio) See Tallage.
Tall'-bay' (-ba'), n. 1. (Arch.) One of the joists
which rest one end on the wall and the other on a girder
also, the space between a wall and the nearest girder of
a floor. Of. Case-bay.
2. The part of a canal lock below the lower gates.
TaU'block' (-blSkO, n. (Naut.) A block with a tail.
See Tail, 9.

These tailoring artists for our lays
Invent cramped rules.
m. Green.
Tal'lor-ess, ». A female tailor.
Tal'lor-lng, n. The business or the
work of a tailor or a tailoress.
Tail'plece' (tal'pes'), n. 1. A piece
at the end ; an appendage.
2. (Arch.) One of the timbers which
tail into a header, in fioor framing. See
niust. of Header.
3. (Print.) An ornament placed at
the bottom of a short page to fill up the
space, or at the end of a book. Savage.
Nest of Tailor
4. A piece of ebony or other material
Bird ( Orthotoattached to the lower end of a violin or
mus longicausimilar instrument, to which the strings
da), reduced.
are fastened.
Tail'pln' (-pTn'), n. (Mach.) The center in the tail
spindle of a turning lathe.
Tail'race' (-ras'), n. 1. See Race, n., 6.
2. (Mining) The channel in which tailings, suspended
in water, are conducted away.
Tall'stOCk' (tal'stSk'), n. The sliding block or support, in a lathe, which carries the" dead spindle, or adjustable center. The headstock supports the live spindle.

Water in a tailrace.
(-wa'ter), n.
Tail'zle (-zi or -yi), re. [F. tailler to cut. See Tail a
limitation.] (Scots Law) An entailment or deed whereby
the legal course of succession is cut off, and an arbitrary
one substituted. [Written also tailzee.'}
Tain (tan), re. [OE. tein, teyne; cf. Icel. teinn a
twig, akin to AS. tan, Goth. tains.'\ Thin tin plate ; also,
tin foil for mirrors.
Knight.
Taint (tant), n. [Cf. F. atteinte a blow, bit, stroke.
thrust with a lance, which fails of
See Attaint.] 1.
Tall'-wa'ter

intended effect. [Obs.']
This taint he followed with his sword drawn from a

unite,

r^de,

fvill,

fip,

fim

;

pity

;

silver

Chapman.

sheath.

;

&

&

:

A staff to taint, and bravely.

2.

To hit or touch
They

3fassinoer.

[Obs.]
on the helms and passed bv.

lightly, in tilting.

tainted each other

Lit.

Taint,

V.

termers.

[F. teint, p. p. of teindre to dye, tinge, fr.

t.

h. tingere, tinctum. See Tinge, and cf. Tint.] 1. To
imbue or impregnate witli something extraneous, especially with something odious, noxious, or poisonous;

food,

fo'bt

;

disease

; vitiate ; poison.
Taint (tant), v. i. 1. To be infected or corrupted;
to be touched with something corrupting.
I can not taint with fear.
Shak.
2. To be affected with incipient putrefaction ; as, meat
soon taints in warm weather.
Taint, re. 1. Tincture ; hue ; color ; tinge. [06^.]
2. Infection ; corruption ; deprivation.
;

He had

inherited from his parents a scrofulous taint, which
was beyond the power of medicine to remove.
Macaulay.
3. A blemish on reputation ; stain spot disgrace.
Talnt'less, a. Free from taint or infection pure.
Talnt'less-ly, adv. in a taintless manner.
Taln'tnre (tan'tiir 135), re. [F. teinture. See Taint
to stain, and cf. Tinctuee.] Taint tinge defUemeut
stain spot.
Shak.
[B.]
Talnt'worm' (tant'wQrm'), re. (Zo'dl.) A destructive
it

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

parasitic

worm

Tal'ra

or insect larva.

(ti'ra),

Talrn (tSrn),
Tait (tat), n.

(Zo'dl.)

re.

Same

as Tayka.

Coleridge.
See Tarn.
A small nocturnal and arboreal
Australian marsupial ( Tarsipes rostratus) about the size
of a mouse.
It has a long muzzle, a long tongue, and
very few teeth, and feeds upon honey and insects. Called
re.

(Zo'dl.)

also noolbenger.
Ta-]ag'u ) (ta-j5s'su ; Pg. ta-zha-soo'), n. [Pg. taTa-las'su ) jagti, fr. Braz. tayafu a hog or swine.]
(Zo'dl/) The common, or collared, peccary.
Take (tak), obs. p. p. of Take. Taken.
Chaucer.
Take, v. t. [imp. Took (t<58k) ; p. p. Taken (tak''n)
vb. re. Taking.]
[Icel. taka; akin to Sw. taga,
p. pr.
Dan. tage, Goth, tekan to touch of uncertain origin.]
1. In an active sense : To lay hold of ; to seize with the
hands, or otherwise to grasp ; to get into one's hold or
possession to procure to seize and carry away ; to convey.
Hence, specifically
(a) To obtain possession of by force or artifice ; to get
the custody or control of ; to reduce into subjection to
one's power or will ; to capture ; to seize ; to make prisoner ; as, to take an army, a city, or a ship ; also, to come
upon or befall ; to fasten on ; to attack ; to seize ;
said
of a disease, misfortune, or the like.
This man was taken of the Jews. Acts xxiii. 27.
Men in their loose, unguarded hours they take ;
Not that themselves are wise, but others weak.
Pope.
They that come abroad after these showers are commonly
taken with sickness.
Bacon.
There he blasts the tree and takes the cattle
Shak.
And makes milch kine yield blood.

&

;

;

:

—

(b) To gain or secure the interest or affection of ; to
captivate ; to engage ; to interest ; to charm.
Neither let her take thee with her eyelids. Prov. vi. 25,
Cleombrotus was so taken with this prospect, that he had no
patience.
Wake.
I know not why, but there was a something in those half-seen
features,
a charm in the very shadow that hung over their
imagined beauty,
which took me more than all the outshining
loveliness of her companions.
Moore.

—

—

(c) To make selection of ; to choose ; also, to turn to
to have recourse to ; to betake one's self to ; as, to take
the road to the right.
Saul said. Cast lots between me and Jonathan my son. And
Jonathan was taken.
1 Sam. xiv. 42.
The violence of storming is the course which God is forced to

take for the destroying

(d)

To employ

(e)

To form a

...

Hammond.

of sinners.

to use ; to occupy ; hence, to demand
to require ; as, it takes so much cloth to make a coat.
This man always takes time . . before he passes his judgment.
/. Watts.
;

.

picture

;

likeness of ; to copy ; to delineate ; to
as, to take a picture of a person.
Beauty alone could beauty take so right.
Dryden.

(/) To draw;

fto

deduce; to derive.

[R.]

The firm belief of a future judgment is the most forcible motive to a good life, because taken from this consideration of the
most lasting happiness and misery.
Tillotson.
to adopt ; to acquire, as shape
to
(g) To assume
permit to one's self to indulge or engage in to yield
to to have or feel to enjoy or experience, as rest, revenge, delight, shame ; to form and adopt, as a resolution
used in general senses, limited by a following
complement, in many idiomatic phrases as, to take a,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

resolution ; I take the liberty to say.
(h) To lead ; to conduct ; as, to take a child to church.
(i) To carry ; to convey ; to deliver to another ; to
hand over ; as, he took the book to the bindery.
He took nie certain gold, I wot it well.
Chaucer,
(k) To remove ; to withdraw; to deduct
with/rom;
as, to take the bi eath from one ; to take two from four.
2. In a somewhat passive sense, to receive ; to bear
to endure ; to acknowledge to accept. Specifically
(a) To accept, as something offered ; to receive ; not
to refuse or reject ; to admit.
Ye shall take no siitislaction for the life of a murderer.
Num. XXXV. SI.
Let not a widow be taken into the number under threescor*.
1 7Vm. V. 10.
(6) To receive as sometliing to be eaten or drunk to
partake of ; to swallow ; as, to take food or wine.
(c) Not to refuse or balk at
to undertake readily
to clear as, to take a liedge or fence.
(d) To bear without ill liumor or resentment ; to submit to to tolerate to endure ; as, to take a joke ; he
will take an affront from no man.
(e) To admit, as something presented to the mind
not
to dispute to allow to accept ; to receive in tluuight ; to
entertain in opinion ; to understand ; to interpret ; to regard or look upon ; to consider ; to suppose ;' as, to take
;

:

;

An injury done

to a lance in an encounter, without
also, a breaking of a lance in an enits being broken
counter in a dislionorable or unscientific manner. [Obs.']
vb. n.
p. p. Tainted ; p. pr.
Taint, V. i. [imp.
Tainting.] To thrust ineffectually with a lance. [Obs.]
Taint, V. i. 1. To injure, as a lance, without breaking
it ;
also, to break, as a lance, but usually in an unknightly or unscientific manner. [Obs.]
Do not fear 1 have
2.

;

use,

&

its

2. To pull or draw by the tail,
[i?.]
Hudibras.
To tall In or on (Arch.), to fasten by one of the ends
into a wall or some other support ; as, to tail in a timber.
Tall, V. i. 1. (Arch.) To hold by the end
said of a
timber when it rests upon a wall or other support ;
with in or into.
2. (Naut.) To swing with the stern in a certain direction
said of a vessel at anchor ; as, this vessel tails
down stream.
Tall on. (Naut.) See Tally on, under Tally.

—

which

A

Nevertheless his bond of two thousand pounds, wherewith
he was tailed, continued uncanceled, and was called on the next
Parliament.
Fuller.

;

0. coronatus),

;

more

m

(

iNo.] To practice making men's clothes
to follow the business of a tailor.

—

—

tailor bird

—

fect

—

with which they

skill

sew leaves together to form

:

;

[Local, U. S.\
Salt-water tailor (Zo'dl.), the blueflsh.
Bartlett. —Tailor bird (Zodl.), any one of numerous species of small Asiatic and Bast Indian

noted for the

hence, to corrupt ; to infect ; to poison ; as, putrid substances taint the air.
2. Fig.
To stain ; to sully ; to tarnish.
His un kindness may defeat my life,
But never taint m}' love.
Shak.
Syn.
To contaminate ; defile; pollute ; corrupt ; in-

;

has the top of the head golden yellow
and the back and wings pale olive-green.
Tal'lor, V. i.
[imp. & p. p. Tailored (-lerd) p. pr.
vb. n. Tailoe-

elongated style.

;

;

Tall'lng (tal'Ing), n.

headed

tendon of a muscle.
or feathery appendage to
It is formed of the permanent

distal

A downy

certain achenes.

also

—

;

6. (Anat.)
7. (Boi.)

Tall'board' (talOjord'), n. The board at the rear end
of a cart or wagon, which can be removed or let down,
for convenience in loading or unloading.
Tailed (tald), a. Having a tail ; having (such) a tail
or (so many) tails ;
chiefly used in composition
as,
'bobtailed, long-tailed, etc.
Snouted and tailed like a boar.
Grew.

seed in threshing and wirmowing

See Entail,
Bui-rill.
abridgment.
Estate in tall, a limited, abridged, or reduced fee an
from
which
the
other
estate limited to certain heirs, and
heirs are precluded ;
called also estaie tail. Blackstone.
abridged ; reduced ; curTall, a. (Law) Limited
tailed
as, an estate tail.
Tall, n. [AS. tsegel, tssgl ; akin to Or. zagel, Icel. (agl,
6w. tagel, Goth, tagl hair. V59.] 1, (Zo'dl.) The terminal, and usually flexible, posterior appendage of an

Tail
Tally.]

TAKE
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out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing, iijk

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tlien,

;

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

—
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TAKE
a thing for granted
to take

men

this I take to

;

for spies.

Bacon.
You take me right.
Charity, taken in its largest extent, is nothing else but the
Wake.
sincere love of God and our neighbor.
[He] took that for virtue and affection ivhioh was nothing but
South.
vice in a disguise.
Tate.
You 'd doubt his sex, and take him for a girl.

(/) To accept the word or offer of ; to receive and accept ; to bear to submit to to enter into agreement with
used in general senses as, to take a form or shape.

—

;

;

;

Bowe.

I take thee at thy word.

thv moist clay is pliant to
take the mold.

Yet

command

.

;

.

.

Dryden.

Now

To be taken aback. To take advantage of, To take air,
To take aim,
etc. See under Aback, Advantage, etc.
To take along,
to direct the eye or weapon to aim.
To take arms, to commence
to carry, lead, or convey.
To take away, to carry off to rewar or hostilities.
move to cause deprivation of; to do away with; as, a
" !By your own
bill for taking away the votes of bishops.
law, I ^oAe your life aiua?/." Dryden. —1o take breath,
to stop, as from labor, in order to breathe or rest to recruit or refresh one's self. — To take care, to exercise care
or vigilance to be solicitous. " Doth God take care for
oxen ? " 1 Cor. ix. 9.
To take care of, to have the
charge or care of; to care for; to superintend or oversee.
To take down, (a) To reduce to bring down, as
from a high, or higher, place as, to take down a book
hence, to bring lower to depress; to abase or humble:
as, to take down pride, or the proud. " 1 never attempted
to be impudent yet, that I was not taken doiun." Goldsmith, (ft) To swallow; as, <o <ate rfou'H a potion, (c) To
pull down to pull to pieces as, to take down a house or
a scaffold, id) To record to write down as, to lake
down a man's words at the time he utters them. To
take effect. To take fire. See under Effect, and Fire.
To take ground to the right or to the left (Mil.), to extend
the line to tlie right or left to move, as troops, to the
right or left.
To take heart, to gain confidence or courTo take heed, to be careful or
age to be encouraged.
cautious. " Take heed what doom against yourself you
To take heed to, to attend to with
give." Dryden.
To take hold of, to
care as, take heed to thy ways.
To take horse, to mount and ride a
seize
to fix on.
horse.
To take in. (a) To inclose to fence, (ft) To
encompass or embrace to comprise to comprehend, (c)
To draw into a smaller compass ; to contract to brail or
to circumvent
furl
as, to take in sail,
(d) To cheat
to gull to deceive. [ColloQi.] (e) To admit to receive
as, a leaky vessel will take in water. (/) To win by con-

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

noble poem of Palemon and Arcite .
takes up seven
years." Dryden. (m) To receive, accept, or adopt for the
purpose of assisting to espouse the cause of to favor.
Ps. xxvii. 10. (0) To collect to exact, as a tax to levy
" Take up commodities
as, to take up a contribution.
upon our bills." Shak. (p) To pay and receive; as, to
take up a note at the bank, (g) (Mach.) To remove, as by
an adjustment of parts ; as, to take up lost motion, as in a
bearing also, to make tight, as by winding, or drawing
as, to take up slack tliread in sewing,
(r) To make up;
.

;

;

;

—

—

;

compose

to

—

to settle

;

;

up

as, to take

a quarrel.

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

.

;

praise it for his own dear sake.
hint he writ it, if the thing should take. Addison.

And
To move or

direct the course to resort ; to betake
one's self ; to proceed to go
usually with to ; as, the
fox, being hard pressed, took to the hedge.
4. To admit of being pictured, as in a photograph ; as,
his face does not take well.
;

;

To take
tate

after,

(a)

To

—

;

learn to follow

;

to copy

to imi-

;

—

;

as,

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

.

—

—

—

—

;

—

To

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

&

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

1

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

II

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

&^

,

;

—

—

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(

;

;

;

.

.

—

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

1,

c4Te,

am, arm,

;

;

;

ask, final,

^11

;

the

hawthorn

tells his tale.

in the dale.

Milton.

to make account of. [Obs.]
Therefore little tale hath he told
Of any^ream, so holy was his heart.
Anecdote story; fable; incident;
account legend ; narrative.

tell tale

Syn. —
relation

;

Carew.

of,

Chaucer,

memoir;

;

;

(tal), t).i. To tell stories. [Obs.} Chaucer. Gower.
TaleTiear'er (-bar'er), n. One who officiously tells
tales
one who impertinently or maliciously communi-

Tale
;

cates intelligence, scandal, etc., and makes mischief.
Spies and tahhearers, encouraged by her father, did their best
to inflame her resentment.
Macaulay.
Tale'bear'ing, a. Telling tales officiously.

Tale'bear'ing, n. The act of informing officiously
communication of secrets, scandal, etc., maliciously.
Ta'led (ta'led), re. (Jewish Antiq.) A kind of quadrangular piece of cloth put on by the Jews when repeat.

ing prayers in the synagogues.
Tale'ful (tal'ful), a. Full of stories,

eve,

event,

;

find,

fern,

;

recent

;

ice,

Crabb.
[ij.]

Thomson.

[NL.]
(Zool.) A
Tal'e-gal'la (tai'e-gSl'la), re.
genus of Australian birds which includes the brush turkey. See Brush turkey.
Tal'ent (tSl'eut), n. [F., fr. L. talentum a talent (in
sense 1), 6r. rdKavTov a balance, anything weighed, a
definite weight, a talent akin to T^rjvai to bear, endure,
ToAfiar, L. tolerare, tollere, to lift up, sustain, endure.
See Thole, v. t.. Tolerate.] 1. Among the ancient
Greeks, a weight and a denomination of money equal to
60 minae or 6,000 drachmae. The Attic talent, as a
weight, was about 57 lbs. avoirdupois as a denomination of silver money, its value was £243 15s. sterling, or
about 51,180.
Rowing vessel whose burden does not exceed five hundred
II

;

;

Jowett (Thucyd.),

talents.

2. Among the Hebrews, a weight and denomination of
money. For silver it was equivalent to 3,000 shekels, and
in weight was equal to about 93J lbs. avoirdupois as a
denomination of silver, it has been variously estimated at
from £340 to £396 sterling, or about $1,645 to $1,916.
For gold it was equal to 10,000 gold shekels.
;

3. Inclination

They

;

will

rather counseled

disposition

;

you

to

;

desire.

your talent than

to

[06s.]

your

profit.

Chaucer,
4. Intellectual ability, natural or acquired ; mental
endowment or capacity ; skill in accomplishing a special
gift, particularly in business, art, or the like ; faculty
a use of the word probably originating in the Scripture parable of the talents (Matt. xxv. 14-30).
;

—

He

;

;

Hooker.

Under

—

—

.

every shepherd

.

Each wit may

3.

.

In packing, they keep a just tale of the number.
3. (Law) A count or declaration.
[06«.]

;

—

;

.

;

—

—

—
—

;

And

;

;

;

;

;

[Oft.s.]

Shak.
To take up arms. Same as To lake arms, above.
To take upon one's self, (a) To assume to undertake
as, he takes upon himself to assert that the fact is capa^
ble of proof, (ft) To appropriate to one's self to allow to
be imputed to, or inflicted upon, one's self as, to take
upon one's selj a punishment.
To take up the gauntlet.
See under Gauhtlet.
Take (tak), v. i. 1. To take hold to fix upon anything to have the natural or intended effect to accomplish a purpose ; as, he was inoculated, but the virus did
not take.
Shak.
When flame faketh and openeth, it giveth a noise. Bacon.
In impressions from mind to mind, the impression taketh. but
is overcome
.
before it work any manifest effect.
Bacon.
2. To please to gain reception ; to succeed.

as, he takes after a good pattern, (ft) To resemble
the son takes after his father.
To take in with, to
resort to. [06s.] Bacon.
To take on, to be violently affected to express grief or pain in a violent manner.
To
take to. (a) To apply one's self to to be fond of to become attached to as, to take to books to take to evil practices. " If he does but take to you,
you will contract a
great friendship with him." Walpole. (ft) To resort to
to betake one's self to. "Men of learning, who take to
business, discharge it generally with greater honesty
than men of the world." Addison. — To take up. (a)
To stop. [Obs.j " Sinners at last taie wp and settle in a
contempt of religion." Tillotson. (ft) To reform. [Obs.]
Locke.
To take up with, (a) To be contented to receive to receive without opposition to put up with as,
quest. [Obs.]
to take up with plain fare.
In affairs which may have
For now Troy's broad-wayed town
an extensive influence on our future happiness, we
Chapman, should not to/ce !(p Witt probabilities." /. Watts. (6) To
He shall take in.
"
Some
receive
into
the
mind
or
understanding.
To
lodge with to dwell with. [Obs.] L'Estrange.
To take
(g)
bright genius can take in a long train of propositions." with, to please. Bacon.
/. Watts.
(/() To receive regularly, as a periodical work
n.
1. That which is taken; especially, the
Take,
To
take
in
band.
See
newspaper;
to
take.
[Eng.]
or
under Hand.
To take in vain, to employ or utter as quantity of fish captured at one haul or catch.
2. (Print.) The quantity of copy given to a composin an oath. "Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord
Totakeisine. See under itor at one time.
thy God in vain." Ex.xx.l.
Issue.
To take leave. See Leave, n., 2. —To take a
Take'-ln' (-in'), n. Imposition ; fraud. iColloq.']
newspaper, magazine, or the like, to receive it regularly, as
Tak'en (tak"n), p. p. of Take.
on paying the price of subscription. To take notice, to
Take'-olf' (-of 115), n. An imitation, especially in
To take
observe, or to observe with particular attention.
the way of caricature.
notlce.of. See under Notice.— To take oath, to swear with
Tak'er (tak'er), n. One who takes or receives one
To take off. (a) To
solemnity, or in a judicial manner.
remove, as from the surface or outside to remove from who catches or apprehends.
the top of anything as, to take off a load to take off
Take'— up' (tak'up'), n. (3Iach.) That which takes
one's hat. (6) To cut oft as, to take off the head, or a up or tightens specifically, a device in a sewing malimb, (c) To destroy as, to take off Me. id) To remove
chine for drawing up the slack thread as the needle
to invalidate as, to take off the force of an argument, rises, in completing a stitch.
Locke. (/) To
(e) To withdraw; to call or draw away.
Tak'lng (tak'Ing), a. 1. Apt to take alluring atswallow as, to take o^ a glass of wine, (g) To purchase
to take in trade. " The Spaniards having no commodities tracting.
Subtile in making his temptations most taking. Fuller.
that we will take off." Locke, (k) To copy; to reproduce. " Take off all their models in wood." Addison.
Beau.
Fl.
[Ofts.]
2. Infectious contagious.
(t) To imitate
to mimic to personate, (k) To find place
Tak'lng-ness, n.
Tak'ing-ly, adv.
for ; to dispose of as, more scholars than preferments
n. 1. The act of gaining possession ; a seizTak'lng,
To take on, to assume ; to
can take off. [R.] Bacon.
take upon one's self as, to take on a character or respon- ing seizure apprehension.
2. Agitation excitement distress of mind. {Colloq.']
sibility.
To take one's own course, to act one's pleasure
To take
What a taking was he in, when your husband asked who was
to pursue the measures of one's own choice.
Shak.
To take order with, to in the basket
order for. See under Order.
check; to hinder; to repress. [Obs.] Bacon. —To take
Shak.
[Obs.'\
3. Malign influence ; infection.
orders, (a) To receive directions or commands, (ft) (Eccl.)
murder.
See
(-of 115), n. Removal ;
To enter some grade of the ministry. See Order, n., 10. ToTak'lng-oU'under
Take, v. t.
take off(c),
To take out. (a) To remove from within a place to
Shak.
The deep damnation of his taking-off.
separate to deduct. (6) To draw out to remove to
clear or cleanse from as, to take out a stain or spot from
Tal'a-poln (tal'a-poin), n. (Zool.) A small African
cloth, (c) To procure for one's self; as, to take out a monkey {Cercopithecus, or Miopithecus, talapoin)
patent, (d) To put an end to as, to take the conceit out
of a man. (e) To escort as, to take out to dinner.
To called also melarhine.
Ta-la'rl-a (ta-la'rt-a), n.pl. [L., from talaris pertake over, to undertake
to take the management of.
taining to the ankles, fr. talus ankle.] {Class. Myth.)
To take part, to share
[Eng.] Cross (Life of O. Eliot).
To take part with, to Small wings or winged shoes represented as fastened to
as, they take part in our rejoicing.
To take place, root, sides, stock, the ankles,
unite with to join with.
chiefly used as an attribute of Mercury.
To take the air.
etc. See under Place, Root, Side, etc.
Tal'bOt (tal'but), n. A sort of dog, noted for quick
(a) (falconry) To seek to escape by trying to rise higher
Wase (1654).
scent and eager pursuit of game. [Oft*.]
said of a bird, (ft) See under AiB.
than the falcon
The figure of a dog is borne in the arms of the
To take the
To take the field. (Mil.) See under Field.
ground. See under Geotjnd, n.
To take thought, to be Talbot family whence, perhaps, the name.
concerned or anxious to be solicitous. Matt. vi. 25, 27.
Tal'bO-type (ta'bo-tip or tal'-), n. (Photog.) Same
To take to heart. See under Heart. —To take to task, as Calottpe.
To take up. (a) To lift to raise.
to reprove to censure.
Talc (talk), n. [F. talc ; cf Sp. & It. talco, LL. talHood. (6) To buy or borrow as, to take up goods to a
(Min.) A soft mineral of a soapy
large amount to take up money at the bank, (c) To be- CMS ; all fr. Ar. talq-l
gun as, to take up a lamentation. Ezek. xix. 1. (d) To feel and a greenish, whitish, or grayish color, usually ocgather together to bind up to fasten or to replace as, curring in foliated masses. It is a hydrous silicate of
to take up raveled stitches specifically Surg. ), to fasten
magnesia. Steatite, or soapstone, is a compact granular
with a ligature, (e) To engross to employ to occupy variety.
or fill as, to take up the time; to take up a great deal of
Indurated talc, an impure, slaty talc, vrtth a nearly
room. (/) To take permanently. " Arnobius asserts that
and greater hardness than common
men of the finest parts
took up their rest in the Chris- compact texture,
talc
called also tale state.
tian religion." Addison, (g) To seize to catch to arrest
as, to take up a thief to take up vagabonds, (h) To admit
Tal-COSe' (t31-kos' or taik'os'), ) a. [Cf. F. talqueux.'}
(Min.) Of or perto believe to receive. [Obs.}
TalC'OUS (tSlk'iis),
(
The ancients took up experiments upon credit. Bacon, taining to talc composed of, or resembhng, talc.
Tael.
See
Tale (tal), re.
(i) To answer by reproof
to reprimand ; to berate.
Tale, re. [AS. talu number, speech, narrative akin
One of his relations took him up roundly. L'Estrange.
to D. taal speech, language, G. zahl number, ORG. sola,
(k) To begin where another left off ; to keep up in conIcel. tal, tala, number, speech, Sw. tal, Dan. tal numtinuous succession.
Cf. Tell,
ber, tale speech, Goth, talzjan to instruct.
Soon as the evening shades prevail.
1. That which is
The moon takes up the wondrous tale.
Addison. V. t., Toll a tax, also Talk, v. i.]
of what
rehearsal
(I) To assume
to adopt as one's own to carry on or man- told an oral relation or recital any
age ; as, to take up the quarrels of our neighbors to take has occurred narrative discourse statement history

—

;

an enumeration a count, in distinction from
measure or weight a number reckoned or stated.
who measure by tale, and not by weight.
The ignorant,
count

;

;

;

2.

;

;

"Insucb

We spend our years as a tale that is told. Ps. xo. &.
A number told or counted off a reckoning by

.

;

;

;

TALIPOT

up current opinions. " They take up our old trade of con- story. "The to?e of Troy divine." Milton.
quering." Dryden. (m) To comprise; to include. "The manner rime is Dante's tale." Chaucer.

be the man's motive

a

is

critic,

His

chiefly to be considered in his three different talents, as
a satirist, and a writer of odes.
Dryaen.

talents,

made him

accomplishments, his graceful manners,
Macaulay.

his

generally popular.

Syn.— Ability

faculty ; gift ; endowment. See Genius.
Tal'ent-ed, a. Furnished with talents ; possessing
skin or talent ; mentally gifted,
Abp. Abbot (1663).
it^°°" This word has been strongly objected to by Coleridge and some other critics, but, as it would seem,
upon not very good grounds, as the use of talent or talents to signify mental ability, although at first merely
metaphorical, is now fully established, and talented, as a
formative, is just as analogical and legitimate as gifted,
bigoted, moneyed, landed, lilied.^ honeyed, and numerous
other adjectives having a participial form, but derived
directly from nouns and not from verbs.
Ta'les (ta'lez), re. [L., pi. of talis such (persons).]
(Lata) (a) pi. Persons added to a jury, commonly from
those in or about the courthouse, to make up any deficiency in the number of jurors regularly summoned,
being like, or such as, the latter. Blount. Blackstone.
(ft) syntactically sing. The writ by which such persons
;

II

are

summoned.
book containing the names of such as are
Tales de circumthe tales. Blount. Craig.
such, or the like, from those standing

Tales book, a

admitted

of

BtantibuB

[L.],

—

II

about.

Tales'man
(Law)

(talz'man),

A

re.

;

pi.

Talesmen

(-men).

person called to make up a deficiency in the
Wharton.
when a tales is awarded.
One who tells tales or
Tale'tell'er (tal'tgl'er), n.
stories, especially in a mischievous or officious manner;
a talebearer ; a telltale a tattler.
Tale'wlse' (-wiz'), adv. In the way of a tale or story.
Tal'la-CO'tian (tSl'ya-ko'shan), a. See Taollacotian.
Tal'l-a'tlon (-I-a'shOn), re. RetaUation. [06s.]
Beaumont.
Just heav'n this taliation did decree.
Ta1i-on (tall fin), re. [F., fr. L. talio, perh. fr. talis
such. Cf. Retaliation.] Retaliation. [jS.] Holinshed.
Tal'1-pes (tal'T-pez), re. [NL., fr. L. talus an ankle
cf L. talipedare to be weak in the
-f- pes, pedis, a foot
(Surg.) The defeet, properly, to walk on the ankles.]
formity called clubfoot. See Clubfoot.
(J^^ Several varieties are distinguished ; as. Talipes
varus, in which the foot is drawn up and bent inward
I', eguinus,
T. valgus, in wliich the foot is bent outward
in which the sole faces backward and the patient walks
upon the baUs of the toes and T. calcaneus (called also
talus), in which the sole faces forward and the patient
walks upon the heel.
Tal'i-pot (tal'T-pot), re. [Hind, talpat the leaf of the

number

of jurors

;

II

;

.

;

;

tree.]

(Bat.)

A

beautiful tropical

palm tree (Corypha

umbraculifera), a native of Ceylon and the Malabar
coast. It has a trunk sixty or seventy feet high, bearing
a crown of gigantic fan-shaped leaves which are used as'

idea,

ai

;

old,

obey,

orb,

8dd

i

TALISMAN
umbrellas and as fans in ceremonial processions, and,
when cut into strips, as
a substitute for writing

lateral extent small in proportion to the height
tall person, tree, or mast.

Two of far nobler shape,

paper.

from Ar.

tilsaman,

pi.

Gr. TeAco-;u.a

ft.

;

;

the
generic term, and is applied to anything which is elevated
or raised above another tiling. Tall specifically describes
that which has a small diameter in proportion to its height
hence, we speak of a tall man, a tall steeple, a tall mast,
etc., but not of a tall hill. Lofty has a special reference
to the expanse above us, and denotes an imposing height
as, a lofty mountain a lofty room.
Tall is now properly
applied only to physical objects high and lofty have a
moral acceptation ; as, high thought, purpose, etc. lofty
aspirations a lofty genius. Lojty is the stronger word,
and is usually coupled with the grand or admirable.

completion, end.]
1. A magical figure cut
or engraved under certain
superstitious observances
of the configuration of the
heavens, to which wonderful effects are ascribed
the seal, figure, character,
or image, of a heavenly
sign, constellation, or
Te'Aos

;

Tal'lage

See Taille,
Tal'll-age (tai'li-ttj), J and cf. Tailaqe.] (0. Eng.
Law) A certain rate or tax paid by barons, knights, and
inferior tenants, toward the public expenses.
[Written

Tallage,

tall

;

freely ; to use for conversing
as, to talk French.
talking ; to speak ; to utter ; to make
a subject of conversation ; as, to talk nonsense ; to talk

;

—

To consume or spend in talking
often followed
by away ; as, to talk away an evening.
" They
4. To cause to be or become by talking.
would talk themselves mad."
Shak.
To talk over, (a) To talk about to have conference

;

;

;

respecting to deliberate upon
to discuss as, to talk
over a matter or plan. (6) To change the mind or opinion of by talking to convince ; as, to talk over an opponent.
Talk, n. 1. The act of talking especially, familiar
converse ; mutual discourse ; that which is uttered, especially in familiar conversation, or the mutual converse
of two or more.
In various talk the instructive hours they passed.
Pope.
Their talk, wlien it was not made up of nautical phrases, was
too commonly made up of oaths and curses.
Macaulay.
2. Report ; rumor ; as, to hear talk of war.
I hear a talk up and down of raising our money. Locke.
3. Subject of discourse; as, his achievement is the
talk of the town.
Syn. Conversation ; colloquy ; discourse chat ; dialogue ; conference ; communication. See Conveesation.
;

;

;

;

were kept.

2. Hence, any account or score kept by notches or
marks, whether on wood or paper, or in a book especially, one kept in duplicate.
3. One thing made to suit another a match a mate.
They were framed the tallies for each other. Dnjden.
4. A notch, mark, or score made on or in a tally as,
to make or earn a tally in a game.
;

n.
especially,

Talk'er (tak'er), n. 1. One who talks
one who is noted for his power of conversing readily or
agreeably ; a conversationist.

;

5.

;

;

a talking parrot.
2. Given to talk
loquacious.
The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade.
For talking age and whispering lovers made.
Qoldsmith.
Tall (tal), a. [Compar. Taller (-er) superl. Tallest.]
[OE. tal seemly, elegant, docile (?) of uncertahi
origni
cf. AS. un-tala, mi-lale, bad, Gotli. imtals indoc;

&

;

They

&

iip,

f)rn

;

pity

To check

;

food,

fobt

;

out,

fitted

;

to suit

;

to

tallied

.

;

Tally on (Naut.), to man a rope for hauling, the
standing in a line or tail.

Tally

[See Tall, a.]

adv.

(tal'ly),

Stoutly

Beau.

[Obs.']

spirit.

&

;

men
with

& Fl.

Tal'ly-hO' (t511y-ho'), inlerj.
n.
1. The huntsincite or urge on his hounds.

man's cry to

A tallyho

2.

coach.

Tallyho coach, a pleasure coach.

See under Coach.

Tally-man (-mSn), n. ; pi. Tallymen (-men). 1. One
who keeps the tally, or marks the sticks.
2. One who keeps a tally shop, or conducts his business as tally trade.

Tal'ma (tiJl'ma), n. ; pi. Talmas (-maz). [Prob. so
called from Talma, a French actor.] (o)
kind of large
cape, or short, full cloak, forming part of the dress of
ladies.
similar garment worn formerly by gentle(6)

A

A

men.

Tal'mud

(tSI'mud), n. [Chald. talmUd instruction,
fr. lamad to learn, limmad to teach.]
The
of the Jewish civil and canonical law not comprised in the Pentateuch.

doctrine,

d^^

The Talmud consists of two parts, the Mishna, or'
text, and the Gemara, or commentary. Sometimes, however, the name Talmud is restricted, especially by Jewish writers, to the Gemara. There are two Talmuds, the
Palestinian, commonly, but incorrectly, called the Tal-

mud

of Jerusalem, ana the Babylonian Talmud. They
contain the same Mishna, but different Gemaras. The
Babylonian Talmud is about three times as large as th&
other, and is more highly esteemed by the Jews.
Tal-mud'ic (tSl-mttd'Tk), ) a. [Cf. F. talmvdique.'}.
Of or pertaining to the
Tal-mud'iC-al (-i-kal),
J
Talmud
contained in the Talmud ; as, Talm.udicGreek ; Talmudical phrases.
Lightfoot.
Tal'mud-iSt (tal'mtid-ist), n. [Cf. F. talmudiste.]
One versed in the Talmud ; one who adheres to the*
teachings of the Talmud.
Tal'mud-is'tlc (-is'tTk), a. Resembling the Talmud ;.
;

Talmudic.

Tal'on (tal'iSn), n. [F., heel, spur, LL. talo, fr. L.
talus the ankle, heel.]
1. The claw of a predacious bird
or animal, especially the claw of a bird of prey.
Bacon.
2. {Zo'dl.) One of certain small prominences on the
hind part of the face of an elephant's tooth.
kind of molding, concave at the bottom,
3. (Arch.)
and convex at the top
usually called an ogee.

A

;

m^^ When

an inverted

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

siiig,

—

the concave part

is

at the top,

it is

called

talon.

The shoulder

on which the keyKnight.
Ta-lOOk' (ta-look'), n. [Ar. taHluq.l A large estate ;
esp., one constituting a revenue district
Ta-luk' j
or dependency the native proprietor of which is responsible for the collection and payment of the public revenuedue from it. [India"]
Ta-look'dar (-dar), n. [Hind., fr. Per. iaHlugdar-J
A proprietor of a talook. [India]
Ta-luk'dar
Tal'pa (tSl'pa), n. [L., mole.] (Zo'ol.) A genus of
small insectivores including the common European moleTalus (ta'lus), n.; pi. Tali (-11). [L., the ankle,,
4.

of the bolt of a lock

acts to shoot the bolt.
)

1

)

II

II

the ankle bone.] 1. (Anat.) The astragalus.
2. (Surg.) A variety of cluhioot (Talipes calcaneus).
See the Note imder Talipes.
Ta'lus, n. [F.] 1. (Fort.) A slope ; the inclination,
of the face of a work.
2. (Geol.) A sloping heap of fragments of rock lyingat the foot of a precipice.
Tam'a-bil'i-ty (tam'a-bTl'T-ty), n. The quality or
state of being tamable tamableness.
Tam'a-ble (tam'a-b'l), a. Capable of being tamed,
subdued, or reclaimed from wildness or savage ferocious;

— Tam'a-ble-ness, n.

Ta-man'du
name cf F.
;

(ta-mSn'dii), n.

[Sp.,

from the native

.

tamandua.]
(Zooi.) a:
\

small ant-eater

(

Tamandua

teiradactyla)
native of the
tropical

of

parts

,

;

i

I

South'

America.
(I!^= It has
five
toes on
the fore feet,
Tamandu, or Little Ant-bear.
an elongated
snout, small ears, .and short woolly hair. Its tail is stout,
and hairy at the imse, tapering, and covered with minute
scales, and is sonunvliat jirehensile at the end.
Called
also tamandua. Utile ant-bear, fourmilier, and cngouare.
The collared, or striped, tanLondu (I'amandua biritla/a)
is considered a distinct species by some writers, but by
others is regarded as only a variety.

Ta'ma-nolr'

Tam'a-rack

('tii'niA-nwar'), n. (Zool.) The ant-bear.
(tSni'iV-rilk), n.
(Bot.) (a) The Ameri-

can larch also, the larch of Oregon and British Columbia (Larie occidental is).
See Hackmatack, and Lauch.
(b) Tlie black pine (Pinns Murrayana) of Alaska, California, etc.
It is a small tree witli fine-grained wood.
Tam'a-ric (-rTk), n. [L. tamarice. See Tamabisk.]
A shrub or tree supposed to be the tamarisk, or perhaps
some kind of lieatli. [Obs.]
;

Pope.

as parcels of freight going
W. C. Eussell.

off,

inboard or outboard.
Tally on (Naut.), to dovetail together.

;

full,

are not so well tallied to the prOBCnt juncture.

2. (Nnut.)

;

rude,

&

;

;

;

unite,

See Tally shop, below.

p. p. Tallied (-lid) p. pr.
Tal'ly, ". t. [imp.
Tallying.] [Cf. F. tailler to cut. See Tally, n.]
1. To score with correspondent notches ; hence, to
make to correspond to cause to fit or suit.

disobedient, uninstructed, or W.
Corn, tal high,
Ir. talla meet, fit, proper, just.]
1. High in stature;
having a considerable, or an unusual, extension upward
long and comparatively slender having the diameter or

Sse,

tally shop.

vb. n.

;

ile,

A

Tally shop, a shop at which goods or articles are sold
to customers on account, the account being kept in corresponding books, one called the tally, kept by the
buyer, the other the counter tally, kept by the seller,
and the payments being made weekly or otherwise by
agreement. The trade thus regulated is called tally
trade. Eng. Cyc.—'So strike tallies, to act in correspondence, or alike. [Obs.\ Fuller.

2. A loquacious person, male or female
a prattler
a babbler also, a boaster a braggart
used in contempt or reproach.
Jer. Taylor.
Talk'ing, a. 1. That talks able to utter words as,
;

;

;

There probably were never four talkers more admirable in
four different ways than Johnson, Burke, Beauclerk, and Garrick.
Macaulay.

—

was once customary

;

;

;

selling, it

—

Talk'a-tlve (-a-tlv), a. Given to much talking.
Syn. Garrulous loquacious. See Gaerulods.

To

2.

ness.

^ff" In purchasing and

for traders to have two sticks, or one stick cleft into two
parts, and to mark with a score or notch, on each, the
number or quantity of goods delivered, the seller keeping one stick, and the purchaser the other. Before the
use of writing, this, or something like it, was the only
method of keeping accounts and tallies were received as
evidence in courts of justice. In the English exchequer
were tallies of loans, one part being kept in the exchequer, the other being given to the creditor in lieu of
an obligation for money lent to government.

;

;

&

;

;

;

—

;

;

To speak

;

—

—

To deliver in

— Talk'a-tive-ly, adw. — Talk'a-tive-ness,

—

made of tallow. Tallow catch,
See Keech. [Obs.]
Tallow chandler, one whose
occupation is to make, or to sell, tallow candles.
Tallow chandlery, the trade of a tallow chandler also, the
place where his business is carried on.
Tallow tree
(Bot.), a tree {Stillingia sebifera) growing in China, the
seeds of which are covered with a substance which resembles tallow and is applied to the same purposes.
Tallow, V. t. \imp. &p.p. Tallowed (-lod) p. pr.
vb. n. TALLowrao.]
1. To grease or smear with tallow.
2. To cause to have a large quantity of taUow to fatten as, to tallow sheep.
Tal'lOW-er (-er), n. An animal which produces tallow.
Tal'low—face' (-fas'), n. One who has a sickly, pale
complexion.
Shak.
Tal'low-faced' (-fast'), a. Having a sickly complexion; pale.
Burton.
Tallow-ing, n. The act, practice, or art, of causing
animals to produce tallow also, the property In animals
of producing tallow.
Tal'lOW-lsh, a. Having the qualities of tallow.
Tal'lOW-y (-y), a. Of the nature of taUow resembling tallow greasy.
Tall'WOOd' (tal'wdSd'), n. [Cf. Tally.] Firewood
cut into billets of a certain length. [Obs."] XEng.']
Tal'ly (tal'ly), n. ; pi. Tallies (-ITz). [OE. taile,
taille, F. taille a cutting, cut, tally, fr. tailler to cut, but
influenced probably by taille, p. p. of tailler. See Tailor,
and cf. Tail a limitation, Taille, Tallage.] 1. Originally, a piece of wood on which notches or scores were
cut, as the marks of number later, one of two books,
sheets of paper, etc., on which corresponding accounts

—

—

One who keeps tally.
The quality or state of being

Tallow candle, a candle

;

—

to cause to

height of stature.

akeech.

;

;

;

WW"

authors talk of the wonderful remains of Palmyra. " The
natural histories of S\vitzerland talk much of the fall of
these rocks, and the great damage done." Addison.
To
talk to, to advise or exhort, or to reprove gently as, I
will talk to my son respecting his conduct. [Colloq.]

;

;

upon

or fat of animals of the sheep and ox kinds, separated
fibrous matter by melting.
Thel^lid consistency of tallow is due to the large
amount of st^in it contains. See Pat.
2. The fat of some other animals, or the fat obtained
from certain plants, or from other sources, resembling
the fat of animals of the sheep and ox kinds.

;

;

lay an impost

from men^ranous and

;

3.

To

t.

Tal'low (tal'lo), n. [OB. taluh, talugh ; akin to OD.
ialgh, D. talk, G., Dan. and Sw. talg, Icel. tolgr, tolg,
talk; and perhaps to Goth, tulgus firm.]
1. The suet

;

politics.

v.

To be

body

pay tallage.
Tal'U-er (t51'lT-er), n.
Tall'neSS (tal'nes), n.

;

1.

[F. taillage.

n.

)

WW

&

t.

48),

;

When paid out of knight's fees, it was called scutage ; when by cities and burghs, tallage; when upon
lands not held by military tenure, hidage.
Blackstone.

;

V.

(tal'lSj

also tallage, taillage.']

;

2.

is

;

ceive its influence.
2. Hence,
something
Talipot.
that produces extraordinary effects, esp. in averting or repelling evil ; an amulet
a charm as, a talisman to avert diseases.
Swift.
Tal'is-man'ic (-man'Tk), ) a. [Cf. F. talismanique.']
(i-kal),
Tal'iS-man'lO-al
Of or pertaining to a tal)
isman having the properties of a talisman, or preservative against evils by occult influence
magical.
Talk (tak), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Talked (takt) ; p. pr.
vl). n. Talking.]
[Cf. LG. talk talk, gabble, Prov. G.
talken to speak indistinctly ; or OD. tolken to interpret,
MHG. lolkan to interpret, to tell, to speak indistinctly,
Dan. lolke to interpret, Sw. tolka, Icel. luXka to interpret, tulkr an interpreter, Lith. tulkas an interpreter,
iidkanti, tulkoti, to interpret, Euss. tolkovate to interpret, to talk about or perhaps fr. OE. talien to speak
(see Tale, i;. t. &n.).]
1. To utter words
esp., to converse familiarly ; to speak, as in familiar discourse, when
two or more persons interchange thoughts.
I will buy with you, sell with you, la!k with you, walk with
you, and so following, but I will not eat with you.
Shak.
2. To confer ; to reason to consult.
Let me talk with thee of thy judgments. Jer. xii. 1.
3. To prate; to speak impertinently.
ICollog.']
To talk of, to relate to tell ; to give an account of ; as,

Talk,

Bi(jh

;

engraven on a
sympathetic stone, or on
a metal corresponding to
the star, in order to re-

or communicating

;

;

planet,

;

lofty. — Tall, High, Lofty.

1.

i.

with the channel.
Addison.
Your idea
.
tallies exactly with mine.
WulpoU^
make a tally to score ; as, to tally in a game.
.

e'er

Syn. — High

(tSllJ), V.

correspond to match.
I found pieces of tiles that exactly
;

;

tribute, tax, LGr., an initiation, incantation, from
Te\elv to complete, perform, to pay taxes, to make
perfect, to initiate, especially in the mysteries, fr.

Tally

a

as,

Milton.

tall.

bold

;

As

tilism, til-

sam, a magical image,

Brave

and

erect

; courageous.
[06«.]
As tall a trencherman
demolished a pye fortification. Massinger.
His companions, being almost in despair of victory, were suddenly recomforted by hir William Stanley, which came to succors with three thousand tall men.
Grafton.
3. Fine ; splendid
excellent ; also, extravagant excessive.
lObs. or Slang2
B. Jonson.

2.

Tal'is-man (tSCi'Tz-man
or tSl'Is-m«n; 277), n.
pi. Talismans (-manz).
[Sp.,

TAMARIN

1471

lie shall be like tamaric in the dcuert,

and he

shall

not sec

when good shall come.
,lcr. xvii.
(liouay version").
Tam'a-rin (tSm'A-rtn), n. [From the native name in
Cayenne] (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of small.

Ink

;

tiien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

TAMARIND
South American monkeys of the genus Mi-

sqvijrrel-like

das, especially M. ursulus.
SUky tamarln. See Mabikina.
Tam'a-rlnd (tSm'a-rind), n.

tamarindo, or Sp.

[It.

iamarindo, or Pg. tomo-

Indian date iamar
a dried date -j- Hind India cf. F. tamarin. Cf.
Hindoo.] {BotA 1. A
leguminous tree (Tama;

Ta'mil

Tamarind Tree {Tamarind%is

and for preparing a pleasant drink.
Tamarind fish, a preparation of a variety of East Indian fish with the acidpulp of the tamarind fruit.
Velvet tamarind, (a) A West African leguminous tree {Codarium acutifolium). (6) One of its small black velvety
pods, which are used for food in Sierra Leone.
Wild
tamarind (Bot.), a name given to certain trees somewhat
resembling the tamarind, as the Lysiloira laiisili^ua of
Southern Florida, and the Piihecolobium fiUcifoUum of
the West Indies.
Tam'a-rlsk (-risk), n. [L. tamariscus, also tamarix,
iamarice, Skr. tamdla, tamalaka, a tree with a very dark
cf F. lamarisc, tamarix,
bark cf iamas darkness
(Bot.) Any shrub or tree of the genus Tamatgjoaris.l
rix, the species of which are European and Asiatic.
They have minute scalelike leaves, and small flowers in
spikes. An Arabian species (T. mannifera) is the source
of one kind of manna.
Tamarisk salt tree, an East Indian tree (Tamariv orientalis) which produces an incrustation of salt.
Tam'bac (-bSk), ». (Jfefai.) See Tombac. [06a,]
Tam'bour (tSm'boor; 277), n. [F. See Tabok.]
[Written also tambor.1 1. {Mus.) A kind of small flat
driun a tambourine.
2. A small frame, commonly circular, and somewhat
resembling a tambourine, used for stretching, and firmly
holding, a portion of cloth that is to be embroidered also,
called also,
the embroidery done upon such a frame
in the latter sense, tambour work.
3. {Arch.) Same as Drum, n., 2 (d).
4. (Fort.) A work usually in the form of a redan, to
inclose a space before a door or staircase, or at the gorge
of a larger work. It is arranged like a stockade.
5. (Physiol.) A shallow metallic cup or drum, with a
thin elastic membrane supporting a writing lever. Two
or more of these are connected by an India rubber tube,
and used to transmit and register the movements of the
pulse or of any pulsating artery.
Tam'bour, v. t. limp. & p. p. Tamboured (-boord) p.
To embroider on a tambour.
vb. n. Tambouking.]
pr.
Tam'bOU'rln' (taN'boo'ras'), n. [F. See Tamboue[Ofo.]
IHE.]
1. A tambourine.
2. (Mus.) An old Provengal dance of a lively character, common on the stage.

—

—

:

.

.

;

;

—

;

;

&

II

Tam'bour-Ine' (t5m'boor-en'), n.

tambourin;

[F.

cf.

(Zool.)

Tambounne.

(-bu-ren'), n.

See Tamboueinte. Spenser.
;

corn, which not his covetousness, but providence, bath reserved
Fuller.
for time of need.

Tame, a. \Compar. Tamer (-er) superl. Tamest.]
[AS. tarn ; akin to D. tarn, G. zahm OHG. zam, Dan. &
Sw. tarn, Icel. tamr, L. domare to tame, Gr. Saii.av, Skr.
damto be tame, to tame, and perhaps to E. beteem. V61.
Cf. Adamant, Diamond, Dame, Dadnt, Indomitable.]
;

,

state of native wildness

and shy-

accustomed to man ; domesticated domestic
a tame bird.
subdued depressed spiritless.
;

;

;

;

;

Tajne slaves of the laborious plow.
3. Deficient

in spirit or

animation

poem

;

iusipid

;

a tame

;

Roscommon.

spiritless

;

dull

tame scenery.
Syn. — Gentle mild meek. See Gentle.
Tame, v. t. {imp. & p. p. Tamed (tamd) p. pr.

flat

as,

;

;

Tahino.]

&

[AS. tamian, temian, akin to D. tarn-

men, temmen, G. z'dhmen, OHG. zem.men, Icel. temja.
Goth, galomjan. See Tame, a.] 1. To reduce from a
wild to a domestic state to make gentle and familiar
;

to reclaim ; to domesticate ; as, to (am-e a wild beast.
They had not been tamed into submission, but baited into
5avagenes8 and stubbornness.
Macaulay.
ale,

(Diet.).

A

—

A
Tamp

;

&

&

;

explosion from being misdirected.
2. To drive in or down by frequent gentle strokes
as, to tamp earth so as to make a smooth place.
Tam'pan (tSm'pSn), n. (Zool.) A venomous South
lAvingstone.
African tick.
Farrow.
Tam'pe-on (t5m'pe-un), n. See Tampion.
Tamp'er (tSmp'er), n. 1. One who tamps ; specifically, one who prepares for blasting, by filling the hole
in which the charge is placed.
2. An instrument used in tamping ; a tamping iron.
p. p. Taicseed
Tam'per (tSm'per), v. i. limp.
[A corruption of
(-perd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Tampeeino.]
temper.^ 1. To meddle; to be busy ; to try little experiments ; as, to tamper with a disease.
'T is dangerous tampering with a muse. Roscommon.
2. To meddle so as to alter, injure, or vitiate a thing.
3. To deal unfairly ; to practice secretly ; to use bribery.
Others tampered
Hudibras.
For Fleetwood, Desborougb, and Lambert.

&

&

Tam'per-er

(-er),

One who tampers; one who

n.

deals unfairly.
tough
Tam-pl'co fifber or fl'bre (tam-pe'kS fi'ber).
vegetable fiber used as a substitute for bristles in making
brushes. The piassava and the ixtle are both used under

A

this

name.
n.
1. The act of one who
specifically, the act of filling up a hole in a rock,
branch of a mine, for the purpose of blasting the

Tamp'lng (tSmpTng),
tamps

;

or the
rock or exploding the mine.
See Tamp, v. t. , 1.
2. The material used in tamping.
Tamping iron, an iron rod for beating down the earthy
substance in tamping for blasting.
Tam'pl-on (tSm'pT-iin), n. [F. tampon, tapon, tape,
of Dutch or German origin.
See Tap a pipe or plug, and

[Written also tampeon,
and tompion.'] 1. A wooden stopper, or plug, as for a
caimon or other piece of ordnance, when not in use.
2. (Mus.) A plug for the upper end of an organ pipe.

Tamp, Tampon, Tompion.]

(Bot.)

(-p6), n.

Tam'pon (-p5u), n. [F. See Tampion.] (Surg.) A
plug introduced into a natural or artificial cavity of the
in order to arrest hemorrhage, or for the application of medicine.
Tam'pon, v. t. (Sur$.) To plug with a tampon.
Tam'poon (tSm'poon), n. [See Tampion.] The stopper of a barrel a bung.
Tam'-tam' (tSm'tSm'), n. [Hmd. of imitative origin.] (Mus.) (a) A kind of drum used
in the Bast Indies and other Oriental
countries
called also tom-tom. (b) A
gong. See GoNO, «., 1.
n.
Tamil.
Ta'mul (ta'miil), a.
Tan (tan), n. [Chin.] See PictiL.
Tan, n. [F. tan, perhaps fi'. Armor.
tann an oak, oak bark or of Teutonic
origin cf G. tanne a fir, OHG. tanna
a fir, oak, MHG. tan a forest. Cf.
Tam-tam.
Tawnt.] 1. The bark of the oak, and
some other trees, bruised and broken by a mill, for tanning hides
so called both before and alter it has been
used. Called also tan bark.
2. A yellowish-brown color, like that of tan.
3. A brown color imparted to the skin by exposure to
the sun as, hands covered with tan.
Tan
Tan bed (Hort.), a bed made of tan a bark bed.
Tan spnd, a
piclde, the liquor used in tanning leather.
Tan
spud used in stripping bark for tan from trees.
Tan vat, a vat
stove.
See Bark stove, under Bark.
which hides are steeped in liquor with tan.
Tan, a. Of the color of tan yellowish-brown.
Black and tan. See under Black, a.
Tan, V. t. limp. & p. p. Tanned (tSnd) p. pr.
[F. tanner, LL. tannare. See Tas, k.]
vb. n. Tannino.]
1. To convert (the skin of an animal) into leather, as
by the usual process of steeping it in an iniiusion oj oak

senate,

care,

;

—

;

&

;

;

.

;

—

;

;

;

;

vb. n.

as,

;

Crushed

to imbrown, as

by exposure

to the

as, to tan the skin.
;
(t3n), V. i.
To get or become tanned.
Ta'na (ta'na), n. J^Zo'61.) Same as Banxring.
Tan'a-ger (tsji'a-jer), n. [NL. tanagra, probably fr.
Brazilian tangara.']
(Zool.)
Any one of numerous species

Tan

of bright-colored singing birds
belonging to Tanagra, Piranga,

ol.)

Johnson

Tammies

(-miz).
1.
kind of
woolen, or woolen and cotton, cloth, often highly glazed,
used for curtains, sieves, strainers, etc.
2.
sieve, or strainer, made of this material a tamis.
(tSmp), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Tamped (tSmt
[Cf. F. tamponner to
vb. n. Tampinc}.]
215) p. pr.
plug or stop. See Tampion.] 1. In blasting, to plug up
with clay, earth, dry sand, sod, or other material, as a
hole bored in a rock, in order to prevent the force of the
pi.

body

;

;

Tam'my (-my), n. ;

The edible fruit of an
East Indian tree (Baccaurea Malayana) of the Spurge
family. It somewhat resembles an apple.

Taine(tam),w. Z. [Cf.F. entemer to cut into, to broach.]
To broach or enter upon to taste, as liquor to divide
to distribute ; to deal out. [_Obs. or Prov. Eng.'\
In the time of famine he is the Joseph of the country, and
keeps the poor from starving. Then he tameth his stacks of

2.

To make brown ;

2.

rays of the sun

;

Tamls bird (Zool.), a Guinea fowl.
Tamldn (tSm'kln), n. A tampion.

Tam'poe

TamTireet (tSm'-

a tame deer

Tamil.

tanning.

Tam'lne (tSm'In), n. [Cf. F. tamis a sort of sieve. and allied genera. The scarlet
Tam'l-ny (-I-nJ), ) Cf. Stamin, Temse.] A kind of tanager (Piranga erythromewoolen cloth tammy.
las) and the summer redbird
Tam'is (-is), n. [F., a kind of sieve.] 1. A sieve, or (Piranga rubra) are common
strainer, made of a kind of woolen cloth.
species of the United States.
2. The cloth itself tammy.
Tan'a-gTlne(-grin),a. (Zo-

cf.

tamburino. See
Tamboui!, and cf.
Tabokine.] a small
drum, especially a
shallow drum with
only one skin,
played on with the
hand, and having
bells at the sides
a timbrel.

It.

ness

& n.

a.

series of insoluble compounds which constitute leather.
Similar results may be produced by the use of other
reagents in place of tannm, as alum, and some acids or
chlorides, which are employed in certain processes of

;

Indica).

The leaves are small and finely pinnated.
2. One of the preserved seed pods of the tamarind,
which contain an acid pulp, and are used medicinally

Reduced from a

;

;

or some other bark, whereby it is impregnated with tannin, or tannic acid (wliich exists in several species of
bark), and is thus rendered firn. durable, and in soma
degree impervious to water.
^ff^ The essential result in tanning is due to the fact
that the tannins form, with gelatins and albuminoids, a

1

;

1.

to taihe the

Of or pertaining to the Tamils,
[Written also Tamul.l

Ta-mll'i-an (ta-mil'i-an),

the flowers
branches
are in racemes at the
ends of the branches.

n.

as,

Ta'mil, n. [Written also Tamul.'] 1. (Ethnol.) One
of a Dravidian race of men native of Northern Ceylon
and Southern India.
2. The Tamil language, the most important of the
Dravidian languages. See Dravidian, a.

with wide-spreading

The duck mole.
Tam'bu-rin'

;

See Chipm0NK.

(tS'mil), o.

or to their language.

culti-

vated in both the Indies,
in other tropical
countries, for the sake
of its shade, and for its
fruit.
The trunk of the
tree is lofty and large,

bret),

to repruss

—

ing the chipmunk.

and

;

;

Tame'a-ble (tam'a-b'l), a. Tamable. Bp. Wilkins.
Tame'less, a. Incapable of being tamed wild untamed untamable. Bp. Mall.
Tame'less-ness, n.
Tame'ly, adv. In a tame manner.
Tame'ness, n. The quality or state of being tame.
Tam'er (tam'er), n. One who tames or subdues.
Ta'mi-as (ta'mT-as), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Ta/xCai a distributer.]
(Zool.) A genus of ground squirrels, includII

:

rindus Indica)

2. To subdue ; to conquer
pride or passions of youth.

;

rindo, tamarinfio, from
Ar. tamarhindl, literally,
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am, arm, ask,

—
—

—

—

m

;

;

final,

^11

;

eve, event,

Snd, fern,

IBOent ;

&

Ice,

Of or pertaining to the tan-

agers.

Tan ' a - grolfl

(-groid), a.
-o^d.\
(Zool.)

+

ITanager

Louisiana Tanager (Piran.
ga Ludoviciana).

Tanagrine.

Ta-na'te (ta-na'ta), n. (Zool.) An Asiatic wild dog
(Canis procyonoides), native of Japan and adjacent
countries. It has a short, bushy tail. Called also raccoon dog.
Tan'dem (tSn'aSm), adv. a. [L. tandem at length
(of time only), punningly taken as meaning, lengthwise.]
One after another
said especially of horses harnessed
and driven one before another, instead of abreast.
Tan'dem, n. A team of horses harnessed one before
the other. "He drove temdem*."
Thackeray.
Tandem engine, a compound steam engine having two
ov more steam cylinders in the same axis, close to one
another.
Tandem bicycle or tricycle, one for two persons,
in which one rider sits before the other.
Tang (t$ng), n. [Of Scand. origin cf. Dan. tang
seaweed, Sw. Mnjr, Icel. .^anjr. Cf. Tangle.] (Bot.) JL
coarse blackish seaweed (Fucus nodosus).
Dr. Prior.
Tang sparrow (Zool.), the rock pipit. [Prov. Eng.]
Tang, n. [Probably fr. OD. longer sharp, tart, literalcin to E. tongs.
ally, pinching
\t9. See Tongs.]
especially, a taste of
1. A strong or offensive taste
something extraneous to the thing itself as, vrine or
cider has a tang of the cask.
2. Fig.
A sharp, specific flavor or tinge. Cf. Tang a
twang.
Such proceedings had a strong tang jf tyranny.
Fuller.
A cant of philosophism, and a tang of party poUtics. Jeffrey.
3. [Probably of Scand. origin cf. Icel. tangi a projecting point akin to E. tongs. See Tongs.] A projecting part of an object by means of which it is secured to
a handle, or to some other part anything resembUng a
tongue in form or position. Specifically
(a) The part of a knife, fork, file, or other small instrument, which is inserted into the handle.
(6) The projecting part of the breech of a musket barrel, by which the barrel is secured to the stock.
(c) The part of a sword blade to which the handle ii
II

&

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

fastened.
\_Prov. Eng.]
(d) The tongue of a buckle.
Tang, n. [Of imitative origin. Cf. Twang. This word
has become confused with tang taste, flavor.] A sharp,
twanging sound ; an unpleasant tone a twang.
Tang, v. t. limp. &p.p. Tanged (tSngd) p.pr. &vb.
n. Tanging.] To cause to ring or sound loudly to ring.
Shak.
Let thy tongue tang arguments of state.
To tang bees, to cause a swarm of bees to settle, by
beating metal to make a din.
Tang, V. i. To make a ringing sound to ring.
Shak*
Let thy tongue tang with arguments of state.
Tan'ga-lung (tan'ga-liSng), n. (Zool.) An East Indian civet ( Viverra tangalunga).
Tan'gence (tSn'jens), n. Tangency. [JJ.]
Tan'gen-cy (tSn'jen-si^), n. The quality or state of
being tangent a contact or touching.
;

;

;

;

;

Tan'gent

[L. tangens, -entis, p. pr. of tanakin to Gr. Teraydv having seized : cf. F.
tangenie. Cf. Attain, Contaminate, Contingent, Entangent line,
tire, Tact, Taste, Tax, v. t.] (Geom.)
curve, or surface ; specifically, that portion of the
straight line tangent to a curve that is between the point
of tangency and a given line, the given line being, for example, the axis of abscissas, or a radius of a circle pro-

gere to touch

(-jent), n.
;

A

See Trigonometrical function, under Function.
Artificial, or Logarithmic, tangent, the logarithm of the
Natural tangent, a decimal
natural tangent of an arc.
expressing the length of the tangent of an arc, the radius
being reckoned unity.
Tangent galvanometer (Elec.),a
form of galvanometer having a circular coil and a short
needle, in which the tangent of the
,
"
angleof deflection of the needle is proportional to the strength of the current.
Tangent of an angle, the natural tangent of the arc subtending
or measuring the angle.
Tangent of
an arc, a right line, as ta, touching <xb Tangent of the
Arc ao and of the
the arc of a circle at one extremity
Angle aco.
a, and terminated by a line ct, passing from the center through the other extremity o.
Tan'gent, a. IJL. tangens, -entis, -g. ^pT.] Touching;
touching at a single point; speduced.

—

—

—

—

cifically (Geom.)
meeting a curve
or surface at a
point and having

lidea,

HI

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

^

^c

,

,

<*"<*

6dd

\j- b
^ „
„
Tangent Cnrves.
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TANGENTAL
at that point the same direction as the curve or surface

— said of a straiglit line, curve, or surface

gent to a curve

;

(tSnk), re.
small Indian dry measure, averaging 240 grains in weight also, a Bombay weight of 72
grains, for pearls.
Simmonds.
Tank, re. [Pg. tangue, L. stagnum a pool or perhaps of East Indian origin. Cf. Stank, re.] A large
basin or cistern an artificial receptacle for liquids.

;

a line tana curve tangent to a surface ; tangent
as,

;

;

surfaces.

;

Tangent plane ( Geom.), a plane which touches a surface
Tangent scale
in a point or line.
(Gun.), a kind of breech sight for
Tangent screw {3Iach.),
a cannon.
an endless screw ; a worm.
Tan-gen'tal (tSn-jSn'tal), a.

—

;

Tank

—

{Geom.) Tangential.
Tan-gen'tial (-shal), a. {Geom.)
Of or pertaining to a tangent in the
;

Tangent

direction of a tangent.

which carries the water and
requires, thus dispensing with a tender.
Tank
thinner than boiler plate, and thicker
than sheet iron or stovepipe iron.
Tank worm (Zool.), a
small nematoid worm found in the water tauks of India,
supposed by some to be the young of the Guinea worm.
Tan'ka (tan'ka), re. {Naul.) A kind of boat used in
Canton. It is about 25 feet long and is often rowed by
women. Called also tankia.
S. W. Williams.
Tank'ard (tank'erd), re. [OF. tanquart ; cf. OD.
ianckaert ; of uncertain origin.] A large drinking vessel, especially one with a cover.
Marius was the first who drank out of a silver tankard, after
the manner of Bacchus.
Arbuthnot.
Tanld-a (tan'kl-a), re. {Naut.) See Tanka.
Tank'ling (tSnk'ltng), re. A tinkling. [04^.]
Tan'llng (tSn'lIng), n. One tanned by the sun. [iJ.]
fuel

engine, a locomotive

—

it

Iron, plate iron

Scale.

a force which acts on a moving body in the direction of a tangent to the path of the
body, its ettect being to increase or diminish the veloc—
distinguished from a normal force, wliicli acts at
ity
right angles to the tangent and changes the direction of
the motion without changing the velocity.
Tangential
(Engin.) See Shear, «., 3.
•tress.
adv.
In
the
direction of a tangent.
Tan-gen'tial-ly,
Tan'ger-ine' (tSn'jer-en'), n. [Etymol. uncertain.]
{Bet.) A kind of orange, much like the mandarin, but of
deeper color and higher flavor. It is said to have been
produced in America from the mandarin. [Written also
Tangential

force (Mech.),

;

—

—

Hot summer's

and

tanlings

The shrinking slaves of winter.
Skak.
Tan'na-ble (tSn'na-b'l), a. That may be tanned.

Cangierine.']

A

Tan'nage (-naj ; 48), re.
tanning the act, operation, or result of tanning.
[iJ.]
They should have got his cheek's fresh tannage. R. Browning.

n. {Zo'61.) The common har\_Prov. Eng.']
Tan-ghin'l-a (t5n-gTn'I-A), n.
[NL.] {Bot.) The
ordeal tree. See under Oedeal.
Tan'gl-bU'i-ty (tSn'ji-bll'I-ty), n. [Cf. F. tangihililS.~\
The quality or state of being tangible.
Tan'gl-ble (tSn'jT-b'l), a. [L. tangibilis, fr. tangere
to touch cf. F. tangible.
See Tangent.] 1. Perceptible to the touch ; tactile
palpable.
Bacon.
2. Capable of being possessed or realized ; readily apprehensible by the mind ; real ; substantial ; evident.
/anjiftZe blunder."
Byrom.
Direct and langible benefit to ourselves and others. Southey.

Tang'Ilsh' (tSng'fTsh'),

bor

TAPER

A

Tank

seal.

;

II

Tan'nate

hides, or convert

Tan'ner-y

:

rie.']

;

(tSn'g'l), v.

& vb. n.

[imp.

t.

& p. p.

Tangled

(-g'ld)

;

[Cf. F.
Tan'nln (tan'nTn), re.
Same as Tannic acid, under Tannic.
Tan'nlng, re. The art or process

;

;

" Ton^Ze^Z in amorous nets.
3Iilton.
When my simple weakness strays,
Tangled in forbiaden ways.
Crashaw.
Tan'gle, v. i. To be entangled or united confusedly
to get in a tangle.
Tan'gle, re. 1. [Cf. Icel. p'dngull. See Tang seaweed.] {Bot.) Any large blackish seaweed, especially
the Laminaria saccharina. See Kelp.
Coral and sea fan and tangle, the blooms and the palms of the

&

sia, Gr. aOavaala immortality, fr. aGdvaros immortal ; a
priv. -{- Bdvaroi death.]
1. {Bot.) Any plant of the

composite genus Tanacetum. The common tansy {T.
vulgare) has finely divided leaves, a strong aromatic
odor, and a very bitter taste.
It is used for medicinal
and culinary purposes.
2. A dish common in the seventeenth century, made
of eggs, sugar, rose water, cream, and the juice of herbs,
baked with butter in a shallow dish. [06s.]
Pepys.
Dotible tansy (Bot.), a variety of the common tansy with
Tansy mustard
the leaves more dissected than usual.
(Bot.), 2, plant {Sisymbrium canescens) of the Mustard
family, with tansylike leaves.

C. Kingsley.

A

2. [From Tangle, v.]
knot of threads, or other
things, united confusedly, or so interwoven as not to be
easily disengaged ; a snarl ; as, hair or yam in tangles ;
a tangle of vines and briers. Used also figuratively.
3. pi.
An instrument consisting essentially of an iron
bar to which are attached swabs, or bundles of frayed
rope, or other similar substances,
used to capture starfishes, sea urchkis, and other similar creatures living at
the bottom of the sea.

—

—

— Tangle

Tant

picker

Tan'gly
2.

{Zddl.)

Joiluh Qnincy.

Tan'ta-llte

&

;

;

Thy vain

iip.

Urn

;

pity

desires, at strife

Within themselves, have tantalized
;

;

Dryden.

;

tantalize, a much stronger term, describes a most distressing form of disappointment, as in the case of Tantalus, the
Phrygian king. To tnvtnlize is to visit with the bitterest
disappointment
to torment by exciting hopes or expectations which can never be realized.

—

Tan'ta-U'zer

(-li'zer),

Tan'ta-li'zing-ly

One who

re.

(-zing-lj^),

adv.

tantalizes.

In a tantalizing or

teasing m.inner.

Tan'ta-lum

(-liiin),

re.

[NL.

So named on account

and difficulty encountered by its discoverer (Ekeberg) in isolating it. See Tantalus.] {Chem.)
A rare nonmetallic element found in certain minerals,
as tant'.ilite, samarskite, and fergusonite, and isolated as
a dark powder which becomes steel-gray by burnishing.
Symbol Ta. Atomic weight 182.0. Formerly called also
tantalium.
of the perplexity

;

tood, fobt

;

out, oil

;

otaair

;

go

wood

ibises.

Tantalus's cu^ (Physics), a philosophical toy, consisting
of a cup, within which is the figure of a man, and within
the figure a siphon, the longer arm of which passes down
through the bottom of the cup, and allows the escape of
any liquid that may be poured in, when it reaches as
high as the bend of the siphon, which is just below the
level of the mouth of the figure in the cup.

Tan'ta-mount' (-mounf),
amount.]

tus) 4- E.
or effect.

[F. tant so

a.

A usage nearly tantamount to constitutional
The certainty
tamount to ruin.

;

(L. ian-

I-Iallam.

right.

that delay, under these circumstances, was tanl>e Quincey.

Tan'ta-mount',
to amount.

much

Equivalent in value, signification,

v.

To be tantamount or equivalent

i.

Jer. Taylor.

[04s.]

Tan-tiv'y (tSn-ttv'J^ or tSn'tT-vJ 277), adv. [Said
to be from the note of a hunting horn.] Swiftly
speedily
rapidly
a fox-hunting term as, to ride tantivy.
Tan-tiv'y, re. A rapid, violent gallop an impetuous
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

rush.

Cleveland.

Tan-tlv'y, v. i. To go away in haste. \_Colloq.]
Tan'trum (tSn'trum), re. A whim, or burst of illhumor an affected air. \_Colloq.]
Thackeray,
;

(-yard'), re. An inclosure where the tanning
is carried on
a tannery.
Tan'y-stom'a-ta (tSn'T-stom'a-ta), re. pi. [NL., fr.
Gr. TavueLv to stretch -)- (rrd/xa, -aros, mouth.] {Zool.)
A division of dipterous insects in which the proboscis is
large and contains lancelike mandibles and maxillae.
The horseflies and robber flies are examples.
Ta'o-ism (ta'o-Tz'm), re. One of the popular religions
of China, sanctioned by the state.
Ta'O-iSt, a. &n.
Tap (tap), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Tapped (tapt) p. pr.

Tan'yard'

of leather

;

II

—

& vb.

;

[F. taper to strike ; of Teutonic origin
cf. dial. G. tapp, tapps, a blow, tappe a paw, fist,
G. tappen to grope.] 1. To strike with a slight or gentle
blow ; to touch gently to rap lightly ; to pat ; as, to tap
one with the hand or a cane.
2. To put a new sole or heel on ; as, to tap shoes.
Tap, re. [Cf. F. tape. See Tap to strike.] 1. A gentle or slight blow ; a light rap
a pat.
Addison.
piece of leather fastened upon the bottom of a
2.
boot or shoe in repairing or renewing the sole or heel.
signal, by drum or trumpet, for extin3. pi. {Mil.)
guishing all lights in soldiers' quarters and retiring to
bed,
usually given about a quarter of an hour after
tattoo.
Wilhelm.
Tap, v. i. To strike a gentle blow.
Tap, n. [AS. tseppa, akin to D. tap, G. zapfen, OHG.
zapfo, Dan. tap, Sw. tapp, Icel. tappi. Cf. Tampion,
Tip.] 1.
hole or pipe through which liquor is drawn.
2.
plug or spile for stopping a hole pierced in a
cask, or the like ; at faucet.
3. Liquor drawn through a tap ; hence, a certain kind
or quality of liquor ; as, liquor of the same tap. [Colloq.]
place where liquor is drawn for drinking ; a tap4.
room a bar. [Colloq.]
5. {Mech.) A tool for forming an internal screw, as in
a nut, consisting of a hardened steel male screw grooved
longitudinally so as to have cutting edges.
On tap. (a) Ready to be drawn ; as, ale ore tap. (6)
Broached, or furnished with a tap ; as, a barrel ore tap.
Plug tap (Mech.), a screw-cutting tap with a slightly tan. Tapping.]

;

;

;

A

A

—

A

A

A
;

—

—

pering end.
Tap
bolt, a bolt with a
head on one end
and a thread oa
the other end, to

p,„„
-^"P'
""« t,„_

be screwed into

some

fixed part, instead of passing through the part and
receiving a nut. See Illu.it. under Bolt.
Tap cinder
(Meta\.), the slag of a puddling furnace.

—

Tap, V. t. 1. To pierce so as to let out, or draw off, a
fluid f as, to tap a cask, a tree, a tumor, etc.
2. Hence, to draw from (anything) in any analogous
way ; as, to tap telegraph wires for the purpose of intercepting information ; to tap the treasury.
3. To draw, or cause to flow, by piercmg.
He has been tapinng his liquors.

Shak.
Addison.

4. {Mech.) To form an internal screw in (anything)
of a tool called a tap ; as, to tap a nut.
kiud of cloth prepared by the
Ta'pa (ta*pi), n.
Polynesians from the inner bark of the paper mulberry;
sometimes called also kapa.
Mexican
Ta'pa-yax'in (t'a'pa-yaks'Tn), re. {Zool.)
spinous lizard (Phrynosoma orbicuiare) having a head
called also honted toad.
somewhat like that of a toad ;
Tape (tap), re. [AS. ta-ppe a fillet. Cf. Tapestry,
narrow fillet or baud of cotton or linen
Tippet.]
1.
a narrow woven fabric used for strings and the like as,
curtains tied with tape.
also, a metallic ribbon so marked as to
2. A tapeline
serve as a tapeline ; as, a steel tape.

by means

A

II

—

A

II

tliy life.

Syn. ~ To tease vex irritate provoke. — Tantalize,
Disappoint. To disappoint is literally to do away with
what was (or was taken to be) appointed ; hence the peculiar pain from hopes thus dashed to the ground. To

firm composition of emery and
a certain kind of cement, used for making grinding
wheels, slabs, etc.
full,

A

It is essentially a tantalate of iron.
Tan'ta-ll-za'tlon (-IT-za'shOn), re. The act of tantaGayton.
the state of being tantalized.
[imp.
p. p. TantaTan'ta-llze (tan'ta-liz), v. t.
lized (-llzd) p. pr. & vb. re. Tantalizing (-li'zTng).]
[From Tantalus: cf. F. tantaliser.] To tease or torment by presenting some good to tlie view and exciting
desire, but continually frustrating the expectations by
keeping that good out of reach to tease ; to torment.

A
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(Min.)

[Cf. F. tantalite.]

re.

lizing, or

11^°' The primitive intention seems to have been that
the inheritance should descend to the oldest or most
worthy of the blood and name of the deceased. This was,
hi reahty, giving it to the strongest ; and the practice
often occasioned bloody feuds in famihes, for which reason it was abolished under James I.

r\^de,

(-lit),

luster.

Tan'lst-ry (-ry), n. [See Tanist.] In Ireland, a
tenure of family lands by which the proprietor had only
a life estate, to which he was admitted by election.

unite,

;

heavy mineral of an iron-black color and submetaUic

Tan'gun (tSn'gun), re. (Zool.) A
piebald variety of the horse, native of Thibet.
Tang'whaup (tSng'hwap), re. {Zool.) The whimbrel.
\I'rov. Eng.']
Tan'l-er (t5n'T-er), re. {Bot.) An arold plant {Galadium sagillasfolium), the leaves of which are boiled and
eaten in the West Indies. [Written also terereier.]
Tan'ist (tSn'Ist), re. [Ir. tanaisie, tanaise, second,
the second person in rank, the presumptive or apparent
heir to a prince.] In Ireland, a lord or proprietor of a
tract of land or of a castle, elected by a family, under
the system of tanistry.
This family [the O'Hanlonsl were tanista of a large territory
within the present county of Armagh.
M. A. Lower.

Ose,

salt of tan-

;

Tangram.

(ta'nit), n.

A

;

The

tenrec.

Ta'nite

A

;

manner.

Prone, helpless, on the tangly beach he lay. Falconer.
Tan'gram (tSn'grSm), re. [Cf. Trangeam.] a Chinese toy made by cutting a square of
thin wood, or other suitable material,
into seven pieces, as shown in the
cut, these pieces being capable of
combination in various ways, so as to
form a great number of different figures. It is now often used in primary
schools as a means of instruction.
(tSng), n.

{Chem.)

re.

{Zool.)

Tan-tal'io (tan-tSl'ik), a. {Chem.) Of or pertaining
derived from, or containing, tantalum
to tantalum
specifically, designating any one of a series of acids analogous to nitric acid and the polyacid compounds of
phosphorus.
Tan'ta-llsm (t$n't4-lTz'm), re. [See Tantalize.] A
punishment like that of Tantalus a teasing or tormenting by the hope or near approach of good which is not
Addison.
attainable tantalization.
Is not such a provision Uke tantalitm to thisjeople ?

Covered with tangle, or seaweed.

Tangue

Taint tincture.]

[Cf.

re.

talic acid.

The sea ad-

(-gling-iy), adv. In a tangling
X-e\)i «• X. Entangled ; intricate.

(tSnt),

small scarlet arachnid.
Tan'ta-late (tSn'ta-lat),

{ZooD,

Tan'gllng-ly

{Chem.)

tannin.']

of converting skins
into leather.
See Tan, v. t., 1.
Tan'reo (tSn'rek), re. {Zool.) Same as Tenrec.
Tan'sy (tSn'zy), «. [OE. tansaye, F. tanaisie ; cf.
It.
Sp. tanaceto, NL. tanacetum, Pg. atanasia, athana-

<?/ed in lies.

{Zool.)

A place where the work of tanning is carried on.

1.

;

tang seaweed
seaweed, and
gether confusedly; to interweave or interlock, as
threads, so as to make it difficult to unravel the knot to
entangle to ravel.
2. To involve ; to insnare to entrap ; as, to be tore-

Tan'gle-fiSh' (tSn'g'l-flsh'), re.
der, or great pipefish of Europe.

to tan

.

;

(-gltng).] [A frequentative fr.
hence, to twist like seaweed. See Tang
;
cf. Tangle, ?».]
1. To unite or knit to-

Blue tangle. {Bot.) See Danglebesrt.
tlie turnstone.
[Prov. Eng.}

is

by the use of tan.
Tanneries (-Iz). [Cf F. tanne-

into leather

; pi.

from, or resembling, tan as, tannic acid.
Tannic acid. (Chem.) (a) An acid obtained from nutgalls as a yellow amorphous substance, CnHmOg, having
an astringent taste, and forming with ferric salts a bluishblack compound, which is the basis of common ink.
Called also tannin, and gallofannic acid, (b) By extension,
any one of a series of astringent substances resembling
tannin proper, widely diffused through the vegetable
kingdom, as in oak bark, willow, catechu, tea, coffee, etc.
Tan'nl-er (tSn'nl-er), re. {Bot.) See Tanier.

Tanglinq

ocean.

re.

A

The art or process of tanning. [iJ.]
Carlyle.
Tan'niC (tSu'nik), a. Of or pertaining to tan derived

— Tan'gl-We-ness, n. — Tan'gl-bly, adv.
Tan'gle

One whose occupation

re.

them

{-f),

(Chem.)

F. tannate.']

[Cf.

n.

2.

"A

p. pr.

(-nSt),

salt of tannic acid.
Tan'ner (-ner),

re.
[L., from Gr. Tai-TaAo!.]
Tan'ta-lns
1. {6t. Myth.) A Phrygian king who was punished in
the lower world by being placed in the midst of a lakt
whose waters reached to his chin but receded whenevet
he attempted to allay his thirst, while over his head
hung branches laden with choice fruit which likewise receded whenever lie stretched out his hand to grasp them,
2. {Zool.) A genus of wading birds comprising the

(tan'ta-lRs),

—

A

j

;

;

—

Tape grass (Bot.), ^ plant
See under Red.
Vallisneria spiral
with long ribbt^nliUo leaves, growing in fresh or brackish water;— called a\!iofrc.i/:-inilrr
eeigra.is, and, in Maryland, wild ct/i ;;/.— Tape needle.
See Bodkin, re., 4.
Tape'line' (-lin'), n. A painted tape, marked with
linear dimensions, as inches, feet, etc., and often inclosed
in a case,
used for measuring.
Ta'per (tii'per), re. [AS. tapur, tapor, taper; cf. Ir.
tapnr, W. tampr.]
1. A small wax candle
a small
lighted wax candle hence, a small light.
Got me tt taper in my study, Lucius.
Shak.

Red

tape.

i.'!)

(

bIub, igk

—

;

;

;

tben, tbin

;

bON

;

zh = z

la azurft

A

N

tapering form ; gradual diminution of thickness
2.
ia an elongated object ; as, the taper of a spire.
Ta'per (ta'per), a. [Supposed to be from taper, n. in
allusion to its form.] Regularly narrowed toward the
becoming small toward one end ; conical ; pyrpoint
amidical as, taper fingers.
Ta'per, v. i. [imp. &p. p. Tapebed (ta'perd) ; p. pr.
To become gradually smaller tovb. n. Tapeeino.]
ward one end ; as, a sugar loaf tapers toward one end.
Ta'per, v. t. To make or cause to taper.
Ta'pered (ta'perd), a. Lighted with a taper or tapers ;
T. Warton.
[i?.]
as, a tapered choir,
,

;

;

&

Ta'per-lng (ta'per-ing), a. Becoming gradually
Ta'per-ing-ly, adv.
smaller toward one end.
Ta'per-ness, n. Xlie quality or state of being taper
Shenslone.
tapering form taper.
Tap'es-try (tSp'Ss-tr^), n. ; pi. Tapestries (-trtz).
[F. tapisserie, fr. iapisser to carpet, to hang or cover
with tapestry, f r. tapis a carpet, carpeting, LL. tapecius,

—

;

Tap'Is-er (tSpts-er or ta'pTs-),

close to the groimd, so as to be concealed ; to squat to
crouch ; hence, to hide one's self. [Written also tappis,
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
tappish, tappice.]
As a hound that, having roused a hart,
Although he tappish ne'er so soft.
Chapman.
;

Taplash'

(-ISsh'), n.

or dregs of liquor.

Spenser.
or figured stuff ; tapestry. [2J.]
Tap'e-tl (tSp'e-ti), n. ; pi. Tapetis (-ttz). [Braz.]
(Zo'dl.) A small South American hare {Lepus Braziliensis).

[NL., from L. tapete a
carpet, a tapestry.] {Anat.) An area in tlie pigmented
layer of the choroid coat of the eye in many animals,
which has an iridescent or metallic luster and helps to
make the eye visible in the dark. Sometimes applied to
the wliole layer of pigmented epitlielium of the choroid.
Tape'worm' (tap'wQrm'), n. {Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of ceatode worms belonging to Taenia

Ta-pe'tum

(ta-pe'tiJm), n.

and many allied genera. The body is long, flat, and
composed of numerous segments or proglottids varying
in shape, those toward the end of the body being much
larger and longer than the anterior ones, and containing
the fully developed sexual organs. Tlie head is small,
destitute of a mouth, but furnished with two or more
suckers (wliich vary greatly in shape in different genera),
and sometimes, also, with hooks for adhesion to the
walls of the intestines of tlie animals in which they are
parasitic.
The larv* (see Cysticebcds) live in the flesh
of various creatures, and when swallowed by another
animal of the riglit species develop into the mature tapeworm in its intestine. See Ulustraiion in Appendix.

Three species are common pjjrasites of man the
tapeicorm (Taenia solium), the larva of which is
porlc
the beef tapeworm (T. mediocanellata),
the larva of which lives in the flesh of young cattle and
the broad tapeworm (Bothriocephalus latus) which is
found chiefly in the inhabitants of tlie mountainous regions of Europe and Asia. See also Echinococcus, CystiCERCus, Proglottis, and 2d Measles, 4.
Tap'house' (tSp'hous'), n. A house where liquors are
retailed.
Shak.
Taph-ren'Chy-ma (t5f-rgn'kl-ma), n. [Gr. raijipo? a
trench -\- enchyma,a.am parenchyma.^ {Bot.) Same as
:

lOTK

fj^^
ound in

;

;

II

Botheenchyma.
Tap'1-nage (tSp'T-nSj

48), re. [See Tapish.] A lurkGower.
ing or skulking. [Obs.~]
[Braz. tipioka: cf. Pg.,
Tap'I-O'ca (tSp'i-o'ka), re.
Sp.
F. tapioca.'] A coarsely granular substance obtained by heating, and thus partly changing, the moistened starch obtained from the roots of the cassava. It
is much used in puddmgs and as a thickening for soups.
See Cassava.
;

&

JTa'plr

(ta'-

[Braz.
re.
iapy'ra : cf P.
per),

(Zo'dl.)

Any one of

several species of
large odd-toed

ungulates belonging to Tapirus,

Elas-

mognathus, and

genera.
They have a
allied

Indian Tapir.

long prehensile upper lip, short ears, short and stout
legs, a short, thick tail, and short, close hair. They have
three toes ou the hind feet, and four toes on the fore feet,
but the outermost toe is of little use.

JS^ The best-known species are the Indian tapir (Tapirus Jndicus), .native of the East Indies and Malacca,
is black with a broad band of white around the
middle, and the common American tapir ( T. Americanus),
whieh, when adult, is dull brown. Several other species
anhabit the Andes and Central America.
Tapir tiger (Zo'dl.), the wallah.
which

Ta'plr-oia (-oid), a.

[Tapir

-f-

-oiU]

(Zo'dl.) Allied

io the tapir, or the Tapir family.
Ta'pls (ta'pis or ta-pe' ; 277), re.

[F. See Tapestry.]
formerly, the cover of a council table.
On, or Upon, the tapis, on the table, or under consideration ; as, to lay a motion in Parliament ore the tapis.
Tap'iS (tSp'Is or ta'pTs), v. t. To cover or work with
flgr.res like tapestry.
[iS.]
Holland.

Tapestry

;

Ale,

senate, c^ie,

am, arm, ask,

also,

—

Tap'per (tSp'per), re. (Zo'dl.) The lesser spotted
woodpecker (Dendrocopus minor)
called also tapperer, tabberer, little wood pie, barred woodpecker, wood
tapper, hickwall, and j)ump borer. [Prov. Eng.]
Tap'pes-ter

(-pes-ter),

re.

—

[See Tapster.]

[Obs.]

A

female
Chaucer.

Tap'pet (-p8t), n. (3Iach.) A lever or projection
moved by some other piece, as a cam, or intended to tap
or touch something else, with a view to produce change
or regulate motion.
G. Francis.
Tajipet motion, a valve motion worked by tappets from
a reciprocating part, without an eccentric or cam, —used

steam pumps, etc.
Tap'plce (-pTs), Tap'pis (-pts), v. i. See Tapish.
Tap'pit hen' (tap'pTt hSn'). 1. A hen having a tuft
of feathers on her head.
[Scot.]
Jamieson.
2. A measuring pot holding one quart (according to
some, three quarts) ;
so called from a knob on the lid,
thought to resemble a crested hen. [Scot.] Jamieson.
Tap'room' (tSp'room'), n. A room where liquors are
kept on tap a barroom.
The ambassador was put one night into a miserable taproom,
in

,

—

;

smoking.
Macaulay.
Tap'rOOt' (-roof), re. (Bot.) The root of a plant which
penetrates the earth directly downward to a considerable
full of soldiers

depth without dividing.
Tap'Ster (-ster), n. [AS. imppestre a female tapster.
See Tap a plug, pipe, and -ster.] One whose business
to tap or

is

draw

Ta'qua-nut'

ale or other liquor.
(ta'kwa-nat'), n.

(Bot.)

American name for the ivory nut.
Tar (tar), n. [Abbrev. from tarpaulin.]

A

Central

A sailor

a
seaman. [Colloq.]
Swift.
Tar, n. [OE. terre, tarre, AS. ieru, teoru ; akin to D.
teer, G. teer, theer, Icel. tjara, Sw. tj'dra, Dan. tisere,
and to E. tree. V63. See Tree.] A thick, black, viscous
liquid obtained by the distillation of wood, coal, etc., and
having a varied composition according to the tempera;

ture and material employed in obtaining it.
Coal tar. See in the Vocabulary. —Mineral tar (Min.),
Tar board, a strong quala kind of soft native bitumen.
ity of millboard made from junk and old tarred rope.
Knight.
Tar water, (a) A cold infusion of tar in water,
used as a medicine.
(6) The ammoniacal water of gas
works.
Wood tar, tar obtained from wood. It is usually obtained by the distillation of the wood of the pine,
spruce, or fir, and is used in varnishes, cements, and to
render ropes, oakum, etc., impervious to water.
Tar, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Tarred (tard) ; p. pr.
To smear with tar, or as with tar ; as,
vb. n. Tarrino.]
to tar ropes ; to tar cloth.
To tar and feather a person. See under Feather, v. t.
Tar'a-nls (tSr'a-nTs), n. [L. taranis, from the Celtic ;
cf. W.
Com. taran thunder.] (Myth.) A Celtic divinity, regarded as the evil principle, but confounded by
the Romans with Jupiter.

—

—
—

,.

&

&

&

Tar'an-Iass' (tSr'Sn-tSs'),

A

[Russ. tarantas^.]

re.

low four-wheeled carriage used in Russia. The carriage
box rests on two long, springy poles which run from the
fore to the hind axletree. When snow falls, the wheels
are taken off, and the body is mounted on a sledge.
Tar'an-tel'la (tar'Sn-tei'la), n.

[it.]

(Mus.) (a)

A

rapid and delirious sort of Neapolitan dance in 6-8 time,
which moves in whirling triplets
so called from a popular notion of its being a remedy against the poisonous
bite of the tarantula.
Some derive its name from Taranto in Apulia, (b) Music suited to such a dance.
Tar'ant-lsm (tSr'ant-tz'm), re. [It. tarantismo : cf . F.
tarentisme. See Tarantula.] (il/erf. ) A nervous affection producing melancholy, stupor, and an uncontrollable
desire to dance. It was supposed to be produced by the
bite of the tarantula, and considered to be incapable of
cure except by protracted dancing to appropriate music.
[Written also tarentism.]
pi. E. Tarantulas
Ta-ran'tu-la (ta-rSn'tii-la), n.
(-laz),

L.

tula

(-le).

—

Taran[NL.,

fr.

It.

taranlola,

fr.

L.

Tarenium,

now

Taranto, i n
the south of Italy.]
(Zo'dl.) Any one of
several species of
large spiders, popularly supposed to

be very venomous,
especially the European
species

(Tarantula apuThe tarantulas of Texas and
European Tarantula (r. apuHee).
adjacent countries
[Written also tarentula.]
are large species of Mygale.
Tarantula killer, a very large wasp (Pompilusformosus).

^

;

Tar-bog'an

eve, event, £nd, fern, recent

&

re.

(far-bog'-

See ToBoa-

v.

oan.

Tar-boosh' (tiir-boosh'),
[Ar. tarbush ; perhaps

re.

from Per. sar-posh headdress

tarbouch.]

F.

cf.

:

A red

cap worn by Turks Tarantula Killer (Pompilits
and other Eastern nations,
fOTmosus).
sometimes alone and sometimes swathed with linen or other stuff to make a turbaik
See Fez.
Tar-da'tlon (-da'shiln), re. [L. iardaiio, fr. tardare,
tardatum, to retard, delay, fr. tardus slow.] The act of
retarding, or delaying retardation. [0J«.]
[NL.
See
Tar'di-gra'da (tiir'di-gra'da), n. pi.
;

II

A

a.]
tribe of edentates com1. (Zo'dl.)
prising the sloths. They are noted for the slowness of
their movements when on the ground. See Sloth, 3.
2. (Zo'dl.) An order of minute aquatic arachnids ;called also

Tardigrade,

bear animal-

cules,

rt

sloth

-

I

u^

<-

^^s^.

animalcules,

it

ii

—

*i

and water\
bears,

Tar'dl
grade

(tar'-

di-grad),
a.
[L. tardigra-

dus;
slow

-f-

tardus
gradi One of the Tardigrada (jVacro&/o(((s Schidtzii),
dorsal view, a Mouth b Pharynx c Stemd Salivary Glands o Ovary s Seminal
8<=h
Vesiclo t Spermary. Much enlarged.

to step cf F '
inrrlinrn/lf
taraigraae.j1
•

1.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Moving

G. Eliot.
or stepping slowly ; slow-paced. [JJ.]
2. (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the Tardigrada.
Tar'dl-grade, n. (Zo'dl.) One of the Tardigrada.
Tar'di-gra'dOUS (-gra'diis), a. Moving slowly slowSir T. Browne.
paced.
[Obs.]
Tar'dl-ly (tSr'dT-ly), adv. In a tardy manner ; slowly.
Tar'dl-neSS, re. The quality or state of being tardy.
Tar'dl-ta'tion (-ta'shiin), re. Tardiness. [Obs.]
;

To

instruct

them

to avoid all snares of tarditation, in the

Herrick.

Lord's affairs.

Tar'dl-ty

re.

[R.]

tardiness.
II

(t'ar'dt-ty),

Tar'dO

(-do), a.

[It.]

Slowness
Sir K. Digby.
(Jfai.) Slow;
a direction
[L. tarditas.']

—

to perform a passage slowly.
Tar'dO, re. [Sp., slow, L. tardus.]
II

Tar'dy

(-df), a.

[Compar. Tardier

(Zo'dl.)
(-di-er)

A sloth.
;

superl.

Tardiest.] [F. tardif, fr. (assumed) LL. iardivus, fr.
L. tardus slow.] 1. Moving with a slow pace or motion ;
slow ; not swift.
Sandys,
And check the tardy flight of time.
Prior.
Tardy to vengeance, and with mercy brave.
opposed to
dilatory
late
2. Not being in season
prompt ; as, to be tardy in one's payments. Arbuthnot.
;

;

The tardy

;

—

plants in our cold orchards placed.

[Obs.]
3. Unwary; unready.
[Obs.]
4. Criminal ; guilty.

Waller.

Hudibras:.
Collier.

Syn. — Slow;

dilatory; tedious; reluctant. See Slow.
Shak.
To make tardy. [Obs.]
imp. of Tear. Tore.
Tare, re. [Of. Prov. E. tare brisk, eager, OE. tareweed that grows among
1.
fitch the wild vetch.]
alleged by modern naturalists
wheat and other grain,
to be the Loliiim temulentum, or darnel.
Didst not thou sow good seed in thy field ? From whence
Matt. xiii. 27.
then hath it tares?
The " darnel " is said to be the tares of Scripture, and is the
Baird.
only deleterious species belonging to the whole order.
2. (Bot.)
name of several climbing or diffuse leguminous herbs of the genus 'Vicia ; especially, the 'V. saliva, sometimes grown for fodder.
It. tara; all
Tare, re. [F. tare; cf. Pr., Sp., Pg.,
fr. Ar. tarah thrown away, removed, fr. taraha to reject,
remove.] (Com.) Deficiency in the weight or quantity ol
goods by reason of the weight of the cask, bag, or whatever contains the commodity, and is weighed with it
hence, the allowance or abatement of a certain weight or
quantity which the seller makes to the buyer on account
of the weight of such cask, bag, etc.
[imp. Sip. p. Tared (tSrd) ; p. pr. &vb.
Tare, v. t.
re. Taring.]
To ascertain or mark the tare of (goods).

Tar'dy,

Tare

v.

t.

(tSr), obs.

—

A

A

&

Tared (tSrd), a. (Chem.) Weighed; determined re^
duced to equal or standard weight ; as, tared filter pa*
pers, used in weighing precipitates.
Ta-ren'te (ta-rgn'te), re. [Cf. F. tarente.] (Zo'dl.) A
harmless lizard of the Gecko family (Platydattylus Maw
ritianicus) found in Southern Europe and adjacent coim'
tries, especially among old walls and ruins.
Tar'ent-ism (tSr'ent-Iz'm), re. Same as Tarantism.
Ta-ren'tu-la (ta-rgn'ti5-la), re. See Tarantula.
Targe (tarj), n. [F. Cf. Target.] A shield or tar*
Chaucer.
^et. [Obs. or Poetic] " Abuckler or a tor^re."
Tar'get (tiir'ggt), re. [OF. targette, dim. of OF. & F.
targe, of Teutonic origin cf. AS. targe, OD. targie, G.
;

;

lias).

final,

paralyzing it by a sting.
Ta-ran'tu-la'ted (ta^
rSn'tii-la'ted), a. Bitten
by a tarantula; affected
with tarantism.

the refuse

A

;

which captures the Texan tarantula (Mygale Henleitt
and places it in its nest as
food for its young, after

an),

II

;

.

tapir.]

;

taplash of strong ale and wine. Taylor (1630).
TaplingS (-ITngz), n.pl. The strong double leathers
by wliich the two parts of a flail are united.
Halliwell.
small carTa-po'a ta'la (tJUpo'a ta'fa). (Zo'dl.)
nivorous marsupial (Phascogale peiiicillata) having long,
soft fur, and a very long tail with a tuft of long hairs at
the end ;
called also brush-tailed phascogale.
Tap'pen (tap'pen), re. An obstruction, or indigestible
mass, found in the intestine of bears and other animals

tapster.

—

Bad small beer

[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]

The

Tapestry carpet, a kind of carpet, somewhat resembling
Brussels, in whicli the warp is printed before weaving, so
Tapestry moth.
as to produce the figure in the cloth.
(Zo'dl.) Same as Carpet moth, under Carpet.

Tap'es-try, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Tapestried (-trld)
p. pr. & vb. n. Tapesthyinq.] To adorn with tapestry,
or as if with tapestry.
The Trosachs wound, as now, between gigantic walls of rock
Macaulay.
tapestried with broom and wild roses.
Tap'et (-St), re. [L. tapete. See Tapestrt.] Worked

A

[V. tapissier.]

;

during hibernation.

A

re.

maker of tapestry an upholsterer. [iJ.]
Chaucer.
Tap'iSh (tSp'ish), V. i. [F. se tapir to squat.] To lie

L. tapete carpet, tapestry, Gr. Td7n)5, Tavri's. Cf.
fabric, usually of worsted, worked
Tapis, Tippet.]
upon a warp of linen or other thread b> hand, the designs being usually more or less pictorial and the stuff
employed for wall hangings and the like. The term Is
also applied to different kinds of embroidery.
fr.

II

TARGET

1474

TAPER

;

ice,

zarge a frame, case, border, OHG. zarga, Icel. targa
shield.]
1. A kind of small shield or buckler, used as
a defensive weapon in war.
2. (a) A butt or mark to shoot at, as for practice, or
to test the accuracy of a firearm, or the force of a projectile.
(6) The pattern or arrangement of a series of
hits made by a marksman on a butt or mark as, he mada
a good target.
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, Sdd

TARGETED
leveling

staff.

A

conspicuous disk attached to a switch
4. {Bailroad)
lever to show its position, or for use as a signal.
Tar'get-ed (tar'gSt-Sd), a. Furnished, armed, or protected, with a target.
Tar'get-eer' (-er'), n. One who is armed with a target
or shield. [Written also targetier.']
Tar'gum (tar'gilm), n. ; pi. Takgums (-gumz), Heb.
Targumim (tar'g()6-meni'). [Chald. largum interpretation, f r. targem to interpret. Cf. Tkuchman, and Dragotranslation or paraphrase of some portion of
man.]
the Old Testament Scriptures in the Chaldee or Aramaic language or dialect.
Tar'gum-lst, ra. The writer of a Targum ; one versed
in the Targums.
Pg. tarifa, It.
[F. iarif; cf. Sp.
Tar'ifJ (tSr'If), n.
iariffa; all fr. Ar. (a^rlf information, explanation, defi1.
nition, from 'arafa, to know, to inform, explain.]
schedule, system, or scheme of duties imposed by the
government of a country upon goods imported or exported as, a revenue tariff ; a protective tariff; Clay's
compromise tariff {V. S. 1833).

A

&

A

;

11^°° The United States and Great Britain impose no
duties on exports hence, in these countries the tariff
refers only to imports.
2. The duty, or rate of duty, so imposed ; as, the tariff
on wool ; a tariff' oi two cents a pound.
3. Any schedule or system of rates, charges, etc. ; as,
a tariff of fees, or of railroad fares.
Bolingbroke.
;

Tar'Uf

&p. p. Tariffed

[imp.
, V. t.
Tariffing.] To

vb. n.

make a

list

(-if t)

;

p. pr.

&

of duties on, as goods.
;

—

&

&

p. pr.

&

&

Tabee) but with a change of sense probably due to confusion with OE. targen to delay, OF. targier, f r. (assumed)
LL. tardicare, fr. L. iardare to make slow, to tarry, fr.
tardus slow. Cf. Tasdy.] 1. To stay or remain behind
;

to wait.
Tarry ye here for us, until we come again. Ex. xxiv. 14.
2. To delay ; to put off going or coming ; to loiter.
Come down unto me, iarrij not.
Gen. xlv. 9.
One tarried here, there hurried one.
Emerson,
3. To stay to abide ; to continue ; to lodge.
Tarry all night, and wash your feet. Gen. xix. 2.
Syn. To abide ; contmue lodge await loiter.
Tar'ry, v. t. 1. To delay ; to defer ; to put off. [Obs.]
Tarry us here no longer than to-morrow. Chaucer.
2. To wait for ; to stay or stop for. [Archaic]
He that will have a cake out of the wheat must needs tarry
;

plodded on,

.

.

.

;

;

Shak.
tarrying no further question. Sir W. Scott.

A

Tar'sal (tar'srrl), re. {Zool.) Same as Tercel. [Obs.']
Tar-sa'le (tar-sa'le), re. /J)L TARSALIA(-lT-a). [NL.]
One of the bones or cartilages of the tarsus
esp., one of the series articulating with the metatarsals.
II

Tarse (tars), re.
The male falcon.
Tarse (tars), re.

{Falconry)

[Cf. Tassel, Tiercel.]

{Anat.) The tarsus.
[Tarsus -f- Gr.
Tar-sec'tO-my (tar-sek't6-my), re.
{Surg.) The operation of excising
eKTefiveiv to cut out.]
one or more of the bones of the tarsus.
Tar'sel (tar'sSl), re. A male hawk. See Tercel. [Obs.]
Tar'sl (-si), n., pi. of Tarsus.
[It.]
I re.
A kind of moTar'sl-a (tar'se-a),
saic in woodwork, much
Tar'sl-a-tu'ra (-too'ra), )
employed in Italy in the fifteenth century and later, in
which scrolls and arabesques, and sometimes architectural scenes, landscapes, fruits, flowers, and the lik^
were produced by inlaying pieces of wood of different
colors and shades into panels usually of walnut wood.
Tar'sl-er (-sl-er), re. [Cf. F. tarsier.] See Tarsius.
Tar'sl-US (-us), re. [NL. See Tarsus.] {Zo'ol.) A
genus of nocturnal lemurine mammals
[Cf. F. tarse.]

II

11

il

[From the Polynesian name.]

II

having very
large eyes and

a long
and very
long proximal
tarsal bones
called also

ears,

—

tail,

—

A

malmag,

Caspian Sea.

tral

(tar-pa'lln),

(tar'ry), a.
[From Tar, re.] Consisting of,
like tar.
;
(tSr'ry), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Tarried (-rtd)
vb. re. Tarrying.]
[OE. tarien to irritate (see

Tar'ry

{Anat. )

(Sot.) A name for several aroid
plants (Colocasia antiquorum, var.
esculenta, Colocasia macrorhiza,
etc.), and their rootstocks.
They
have large ovate-sagittate leaves
and large fleshy rootstocks, which
are cooked and used for food in
tropical countries.
Tar'Ot (tSr'ot), n. [F. ; cf. It.
tarocco.'i
A game of cards ;
called also iaroc.
Hoyle.
[From
Tar'pan (tar'pSnV re.
wild
the native name.] (Zool. )
horse found in the region of the

Tar-pau'Un

tern.

Tar'ry

—

nishes.

spec-

lemur,

Tarsius (Tarsius spectrum).

A

combining form used in anatomy
Tar'SO- (tar'so-).
to indicate connection with, or relation to, the tarsus;

-|-

as,

Zarsometatarsus.

Tar'so-met'a-tar'sal (-mSt ' a-tiir ' sal)
a.
{Anat.) (a) Of or pertaining to both
the tarsus and metatarsus; as, the tarsometatarsal articulations.
(6) Of or pertaining to the tarsometatarsus.

ship, hammocks, boats, etc.
2.
hat made of, or covered with, painted or tarred
cloth, worn by sailors and others.
3. Hence, a sailor ; a seaman ; a tar.
To a landsman, these tarpaulins, as they were called, seemed
a strange and half-savage race.
Macaulay.

A

(tar'pSn), n.
{Zool.) Same as Taepum.
(tar'piim), n.
{Zool.) A very large marine
(Megalops Atlanticns) of the Southern United States

distal part of the tarsus
tarsus.

and the West Indies. It often becomes six or more feet
in length, and has large silvery scales. The scales are a
staple article of trade, and are used in fancy work. Called
also tarpon, sabalo, savanillu. silverfish, and jewfish.

+

cartilages.

;

;

;

—

;

cartilage,

.

use,

unite,

r^ide,

full,

Up, iim

;

pity

S,^''.''""?,'

Tar'sus (tar'sus), re./ pi. Tarsi (-sI). ^/'^^^;,°f°'J
[NL., fr. Gr. xapcrds the flat of the foot, („ 4^ i,'jrst to
the edge of the eyelid. Cf. 2d Tarse.] Fourth Toes.
1. (Anat.)
(«) The ankle ; the bones
or cartilages of the part of the foot between the metatarconsisting in man of seven short bones.
tlie
leg,
sus and
(6) A plate of dense connective tissue or cartilage in the
called also tarsal
eyelid of man and many animals ;

Tarpum.

;

food,

and tarsal

fo'ot

;

Bunyaru

[OE.

tarte, F. larte ; perhaps originally the
tourte, LL. torta, fr. L. tortus, p. p. of torquere to twist, bend, wind, because tarts were originally
made of a twisted shape. Cf. Torture, re.]
species
of small open pie, or piece of pastry, containing jelly or
conserve ; a sort of fruit pie.
Tar'tan (tar'ton), re. [F. tiretaine linsey-woolsey,
akin to Sp. tiritana a sort of thin silk ; cf. Sp. tiritar to
shiver or shake with cold.] Woolen cloth, checkered or
crossbarred with narrow bands of various colors, much
worn in the Highlands of Scotland ; hence, any pattern
of tartan ; also, other material of a similar pattern.
MacCullummore's heart will be as cold as death can make it,
when it does not warm to the tartan.
Sir W. Scott.
The sight of the tartan inflamed the populace of London with
Macaulay.
hatred.

Tart,

re.

same word as

A

Tar'tan, re. [F. iartane, or Sp., Pg., or
perhaps of Arabic ori(Naut.) A small
coasting vessel, used in the
Mediterranean, having one
mast carrying a large lateen
sail, and a bowsprit with

It.

tartana;

all

gin.]

staysail or jib.

Tar'tar
tarti-e (cf.

Pg.,

& It.

(-ter), n.
[F.
Pr. tartari, Sp.,
tartaro, LL. tar-

tarum, LGr. raprapov);
perhaps of Arabic origin.]
1. (Chem.) A reddish
crust or sediment in wine
casks,

consisting essen-

tially of crude cream of
tartar, and used in making pure cream of tartar,
Tartan.
tartaric acid,
potassium
carbonate, black flux, etc., and, in dyeing, as a mordant"
for woolen goods;
called also argot, wine stone, etc.
concretion which often incrusts the teeth, con2.
sisting of salivary mucus, animal matter, and phosphate'
of lime.

—

A

Cream of

(Chem.) See under Cream.

tartar.

— Tartar

emetic (Med. Chern.), a double tartrate of potassium and
basic antimony. It is a poisonous white crystalline substance having a sweetish metallic ti>ste, and used in medicine as a sudorific and emetic.
Tar'tar (-tiir), re. 1. [Per. Tatar, of Tartar origin.]'
A native or inhabitant of Tartary in Asia ; a member
of any one of numerous tribes, chiefly Moslem, of Turkish origin, inhabiting the Russian Empire ;
written also,
more correctly but less usually, Tatar.

—

A person of a keen, irritable temper.
To catch a tartar, to lay hold of, or encoimter, a person
who proves too strong for the assailant. [Colloq.]
Tar'tar, a. Of or pertaining to Tartary in Asia, o»
2.

the Tartars.
Tar'tar, re. [Cf. F. tartare.]
Tar'tar-a'ted (-ter-a'ted), a.

Tar-ta're-an (tar-ta're-an),
Tar-ta're-OUS (-ta're-us),
taining to Tartarus

)

)

See Tartarus.
Shak.
(Chem.) Tartrated.
tartareus
[L.
a.
: cf. F.
tartarien.] Of or per-

hellish.
Tar-ta're-OUS, a. [Cf. 1st Tartarous.]
ing of tartar of the nature of tartar.
;

1. Consist-

;

2. (Bot.) Having the surface rough and crumbling; as,,
many lichens are tartareous.
Of or pertaining to TarTar-ta'ri-an (-iT-an), 1 a.
tary in Asia, or the Tartars.
Tar-tar'lc (-tar'Tk), J
Tartarian lamb (£o<.), Scythian lamb. See Barometz.
Tar-ta'rl-an (-ri-an), re.' (Bot.) The name of some
kinds of cherries, as the Black Tartarian, or the White

Tartarian.
Tar-tar'lc (tar-tar'Ik), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining
derived from, or resembling, tartar.
;
Tartaric acid, (a) An acid widely diffused throughout
the vegetable kingdom, as in grapes, mountain-ash berries, etc., and obtained from tartar as a white crystallinesubstancCj C2H2(OH)2.(C02H)2, having a strong pure acid,
taste. It IS used in medicine, in dyeing, calico printing,
photography, etc., and also as a substitute for lemon>
juice. Called also dextro-tartaric acid. (6) By extension,
any one of the series of isomeric acids (racemic acid, levo-

plate.

out, oil

;

chair

;

bo

;

alng, iok

re.

which tartaric

acid'

(Old Chem.) Potassium

carbonate, obtained by the incineration of tartar. [06.'.]
[imp. & p. p. TarTar'tar-ize (tiir'ter-Iz), v. t.
vb. n. Taktaeizino (-i'zTng).]
tarized (-izd) p. pr.
(Chem.) To impregnate with, or[Cf. P. tartariser.]
[P.]
subject to the action of, tartar.
Tartarlzed antimony (i/ed. C/ipm.), tartar emetic.
Tar'tar-lze (-tar-iz), v. i. To cause to resemble the
Tartars and their civilization, as by conquest.
[Cf. F. iartareux.]
ConTar'tar-OUS (-ter-fis), a.
taining tartar; consisting of tartar, or partaking of its
qualities tartareous.
Tar'tar-OUS (-tiir-iSs), a. Resembling, or characteristic of, a Tartar ; ill-natured ; irritable.
Tlie Tartarous moods of common men.
B. Jonson.
Tar'ta-rum (-tiV-rrim), n. (Chem.) See 1st Tartar.
Tar'ta-rus (far'tA-riis), re. [L., from Gr. Tapropo?.]
(Class. Myth.) Tlie infernal regions, described in the Iliad
as situated as far below Hades as heaven is above tlie
earth, and by later writers as the pl.ace of puiiisliiuent
for tlie spirits of the wicked.
By tlie later poets, also,
the name is often used synonymously with JIades, or
the Lower World in general.
Tar'ta-ry (-rj), n. Tartarus. [Obs."]
Spenser.

&

;

with the meta-

Tar-sor'rha-phy (tar-sor'ri-fy), n.
[Tarsus -f- Gr. aa^-q seam, fr. paTrreiv to
sew.] {Surg.) An operation to diminish
the size of the opening between the eyelids
when enlarged by surrounding cicitrices.
Tar-SOt'0-my (tar-sSt'o-myi, re. [Tar(Snrg.) The
sus
Gr. Tifj-vetv to cut.]
operation of cutting or removing the tarsal (<' Tarsomet-

Tar'quln-lsh (tiir'kwTn-Tsh), a. Like Tarquin, a king
of ancient Rome proud haughty overbearing.
Tar'race (tSr'ras 48), n. See Trass. [Obs.]
Tar'ra-gon (-ri-gSn), re. [Sp. taragona, Ar. tarkhun ;
perhaps fr. Gr. Bpixuiv a dragon, or L. draco ; cf L.

tart rebuke.

Why art thou so tart, my brother ?

proper is the type.
Tar'tar-ine (far'ter-in),

II

Tar'pum

a

;

tartaric acid, inactive tartaric acid) of

Tar'so-met'a-tar'sus (-stis), re. ; pi.
Tarsometatarsi (-si). [NL.] {Anat.) The
large bone next the foot in the leg of a
bird.
It is formed by the union of the

Tar'pon

\i

:

language

to tartar

podji, and tarsier.

re.

palling a covering, pall
to cover. See Pall a covering.]
1. A piece of canvas covered with
tar or a waterproof composition, Taro {Colocasia macroused for covering the hatches of a
rhiza^.

fish

mon

or covered with, tar

;

;

[Tar

A

The young of the kittiwake gull before the first molt.
(6) The common guillemot. [Prov. Eng.J (c) The com-

Tarsal tetter (Med.), an eruptive disease of the edges of
the eyelids ; a kind of bleareye.

—

re.

One who, or that which,

tarries.
kind of dog ; a terrier. [Obs.'}
Tar'rl-er, re. (.ZoSZ.)
Tar'rock (-ruk), re. [Greenland tattarok.] {Zool.) (a)
re.

;

;

(ta'ro or ta'ro),

(-er),

E. Lodge.
Tar'ry, re. Stay ; stop delay. [Obs.]
Tar'sal (tar'sal), ff. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to the
tarsus (either of the foot or eye).
re.
tarsal bone or
cartilage
a tarsale.

;

Ta'ro

Tar'ri-er

He

"Wordsworth.

(tar'nTsh), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Tarnished
vb. re. Tarnishing.]
[F. ternir, fr.
p. pr.
tarnen to darken, to conceal, hide akin to OS.
dernian to hide, AS. demon, dyrnan, OHG. tarni hidden, OS. derni, AS. derne, dyrne. Cf. Dern, a., and see
-ish.]
To soil, or change the appearance of, especially
by an alteration induced by the air, or by dust, or the
like to diminish, duU, or destroy the luster of ; to sully ;
as, to tarnish a metal ; to tarnish gilding ; to tarnish
the purity of color. " Tarnished lace." Fuller. Used
also figuratively ; as, to tarnish one's honor.
Syn. To sully ; stain ; dim.
Tar'nlsh, v. i. To lose luster ; to become dull ; as,
gilding will tarnish in a foul air.
Till thy fresh glories, which now shine so bright.
Dryden.
Grow stale and tarnish with our daily sight.
1. The quality or state of being tarTar'nlsh, re.
nished stain ; soil ; blemish.
2. (il/i're.) A thin film on the surface of a mineral, usually due to a slight alteration of the original color ; as,
the steel tarnish in columbite.
Tar'nlsh-er (-er), n. One who, or that which, tar;

;

;

the grinding.

A lofty precipice in front,
A silent tani below.
Tar'nlsh

;

—

lake or pool.

OHG.

dracunculu! tarragon. Cf. Deaoon.] (Bat.) A plant of
the genus Artemisia {A. dracunculus), much used in
France for flavoring vinegar.
Tar'ras (tSr'ras), re. See Trass. [04«.]
Tarre (tar), v. t. [OE. tarien, terien, to irritate,
provoke, AS. tergan to pull, pluck, torment; probably
akin to E. tear, v. t. V63. Cf. Tarry, j;.] To set on,
as a dog to incite.
[Obs."]
Shak.
Tar'ri-ance (tSr'rt-ans), re. The act or time of tarrying delay lateness. [Archaic"]
Shak.
And after two days' tarriance there, returned. Tennyson.

2. (Zo'ol.) The foot of an insect or a crustacean. It
usually consists of from two to five joints.
Tart (tart), a. [AS. teart. V63. Cf. Tear, v. «,]
1. Sharp to the taste ; acid ; sour ; as, a tart apple.
2. Fig.
Sharp ; keen ; severe ; as, a tart reply ; tart

;

Tar'in (tSr'In), n. [F.] (Zool.) The siskin. IProv.J
Tar'ing (tSr'iug), n. (Zool.) The common tern
called also tarret, and tarrock.
\_Prov. Eng.']
Tar'la-tan (tar'la-ton), n. A kind of thin, transparent muslin, used for dresses.
Tarn (tarn), n. [OE. terne, Icel. tj'drn.'] A mountain

(-nisht)

TARTARY

1475

3' {Surveying) The sliding crosspiece, or vane, on a

;

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

'

TARTINI'S TONES

1476

Tar-ti'nl's tones' (tar-te'nez tonz')- [From Tartini,
violinist, who discovered them in 1754.]
See

an Italian

the Note under Tone.

Tart'lsh (fart'ish),

Somewhat

a.

tart.

—

LTPTUS.
Taemanian
Tasmanian wolf
(Zo'ol.), a savage
carnivorous mar-

trylic acid.

corselet.

—

;

;

;

;

—

Tar-tram'ate (tar-trSm'at),

A

(Chem.)

re.

salt

of

See under Devh.

—

;

;

Tasse (tSs), re.

A

tos.se«e.]

;

Tasmanian Devil iDasyurus

11^°" Usually the tasse

was a plate

ursinus).

swinging

of iron

from the

[Tarlro- -\- umicl
{Chem.)
Tar-tram'lc (-Tk), a.
Of, pertaining to, or designating, an acid which is the
primary acid amide derivative of tartaric acid.
Tar-tram'lde (-Id or -Id), n.
[Tartro- -\- amide.']
(Chem.) An acid amide derivative of tartaric acid, obtained as a white crystalline substance.

sliding splints were also caUed by this
name.
Tas'Sel (tSs's'l; 277), n.
(Falconry) A male hawk. See Teecel.
Tas'sel, re. [See Teasel.] A kind
of bur used in dressing cloth a teasel.

A

Tas'sel, re. [OE., a fastening of a
mantle, OF. tassel a fastening, clasp,
F. tasseau a bracket, fr. L. iaxillus a
little die, dim. of talus a,die of a longish shape, rounded on two sides and
marked only on the other four, a knuckle bone.] 1. A pendent ornament,
attached to the comers of cushions,
to curtains, and the like, ending in a
tuft of loose threads or cords.

(Chem.)

[Cf. F. tartrate.']

(-trSt), n.

salt of tartaric acid.
;

+

Tar-trel'lc (tiir-trSl'Ik), a. [From Tabtab the chemcompound.] {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an anhydride, C4H4O5, of tartaric acid, obtained
as a white crystalline deliquescent substance.
Tar'tro-. A combining form (also used adjectively)
used in chemistry to denote the presence of tartar or
of some of its compounds or derivatives.
ical

Tar'tro-nate (tar'tr6-nat), n.

A salt of tar-

(Chem.)

tronic acid.

Tar-tron'lc

(tar-trSntk), a.

[Tartro-

+ raaXonic.]

(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an organic
acid (called also hydroxy malonic add) obtained, by reducing mesoxalic acid, as a white crystalline substance.
Tar'tro-nyl(tar'tro-ml),re. iTartronic-\-yl.'] (Chem.)
A hypothetical radical constituting the characteristic
residue of tartronic acid and certain of its derivatives.
Tar'tro-vln'lC (tar'tro-vtn'ik), a. [Tartroviiiic.']
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a certain acid
composed of tartaric acid in combination with ethyl, and

+

now

called ethyliartaric acid.
Tar-tuffe' 1 (tSr-tuf ; 277),

A

re.

stems.

ical.

)

A

Tar'weed' (-wed'), re. (Bot.)
name given to several resinous-glandular composite plants of California,
esp. to the species of Grindelia, Hemizonia, and Madia.
Tas (tas), re. [F.]
heap. iObs.'] "The tas of
bodies slain."
Chaucer.
Tas, V. t. To tassel. [06*.]
purse of leather
tossed yi'ifh sXk."
Chaucer.
Tas'oo (tSs'kS), re. [Cf. Sp. tasconio.}
kind 6f clay
for making melting pots.
Percy Smith.
Ta-slm'e-ter (ta-sYm'e-ter), re. [6r. racns stretching,
extension (from reCueiv to stretch) -j^ -meter.] (Physics)
An instrument for detecting or measuring minute extensions or movements of solid bodies. It consists essentially of a small rod, disk, or button of carbon, forming
part of an electrical circuit, the resistance of which, being varied by the changes of pressure produced by the
movements of the object to be measured, causes variations in the strength of the current, which variations are
ihdicated by a sensitive galvanometer. It is also used for
measuring minute changes of temperature. T. A. Edison.
Task (task), re. [OE. taske, OF. tasque, F. t&che, for
tasche, LL. tasca, taxa, fr. L. taxare to rate, appraise,
estimate.
See Tax, re.
v.] 1. Labor or study imposed
by another, often in a definite quantity or amount.
My task of servile toil,
Milton.
Each morning sees some task begin.
Each evening sees it close.
Longfellow.
2. Business employment ; undertaking labor.
His mental powers were equal to greater tasks. Atterbury.

A

"A

A

&

;

;

To take

See under Take.

to task.

Syn. — Work

labor

;

;

employment

;

business

;

toil

drudgery; study; lesson; stmt.

Task,

[imp.
Taskinq.] 1.

vb. re.
a definite

V.

t.

& p_. p.

Tasked

(tfckt)

;

To impose a task upon

;

&

p. pr.
to assign

amount

of business, labor, or duty to.
There task thy maids, and exercise the loom. Dryden.
2. To oppress with severe or excessive burdens ; to tax.
3. To charge ; to tax, as with a fault.
Too impudent to task me with those errors. Beau, t; Fl.

Task'er (-er), n.
2. One who perf r
3.

1.

One who imposes a

task.

.s a task, as a day-laborer,
[B.]
.eceives his wages in kind. [Scot.']
(-mas'ter), re. One who imposes a task,

A laborer w^-

Task'mas'ter

or burdens another with labor ; one whose duty is to
assign tasks an overseer.
Ex. i. 11.
All is, if I have grace to use it so,
As ever in my great Taskmasterr's eye.
Milton.
;

Task'work' (-wfirk'), n. Work done as a task ;
woik done by the job; piecework.

also,

(tas'iet), re.
[See Tasse a piece of armor.] A
armor formerly worn to guard the thighs a tasse.
Tas-ma'al-an (tSz-ma'nT-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Tasmania, or Van Diemen's Land.
re.
A native or inhabitant of Tasmania; specifically (EthnoL), in the plu-

Tas'let

piece of

;

—

ral,

the race of

men

that formerly inhabited Tasmania,

but is now extinct.
Tasmanlan elder tree.
ale,

2. The flower or head of some
plants, esp. when pendent.
And the maize field grew and ripened,
Tasses.
Till it stood in all the splendor
.<
.: .L
I.
Armor
of the tirne of of its garments green and yellow,
Henry VII. of Eng- of its tassels and its plumage. Longfellow.

a Tasses

plate; c Tuillee
unic of Mail

;

floer

timbers

—

;

^

"^ ^'O^rd that
IS laid upon a wall as a sort of plate,
to give a level surface to the ends of
rarely used in the United States.
*• (^'•<^^-)

Hen™ Vin Ve^h^
to the knees.

A narrow silk ribbon, or

the like,
d sewed to a book to be put between the
3.

b Breast-

:

Tassel flower (Bot.), a name of several composite plants
of the genus Cineraria, especially the C. sonchifolia, and
of the blossoms which they bear.

[imp. & p. p. Tasseled (-s'ld) or TasTatt'sel, V. i.
selled p. pr. & vb. re. Tasseling or Tasselling.] To
put forth a tassel or flower as, maize tassels.
Tas'sel, v. t. To adorn with tassels.
Chaucer.
Tas'set (-sgt), ». [See Tasse.] A defense for the
front of the thigh, consisting of one or more iron plates
hanging from the belt on the lower edge of the corselet.
Tast'a-ble (tast'4-b'l), a. Capable or worthy of being tasted

savory ; relishing.
(tast), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Tasted ; p. pr.
Tasting.] [OE. tasten to feel, to taste, OF. taster,
F. later to feel, to try by the touch, to try, to taste, (assumed) LL. taxiiare, fr. L. taxare to touch sharply, to
estimate. See Tax, v. t.]
1. To try by the touch ; to
handle as, to taste a bow. [Obs.]
Chapman.
Taste it well and stone thou shalt it find.
Chaucer.
2. To try by the touch of the tongue ; to perceive the
relish or flavor of (anything) by taking a small quantity
into the mouth. Also used figuratively.
When the ruler of the feast had tasted the water that was
made wine.
John ii. 9.
When Commodus had once tasted human blood, he became
;

&

Taste

vb.

dm, arm, ask,

&

re.

;

incapable of pity or remorse.

Gibbon.

3.

To

4.

To become acquainted with by

try by eating a

little

;

to eat a small quantity of.

I tasted a Uttle of this honey.

say

;

1

Sam.

actual trial

to experience to undergo.
He .
should taste death for every man.

;

;

To

each fine impulse

.

5. To partake of ; to participate in
implied sense of relish or pleasure.

Thou

No

;

to es-

Meb.

.

ii.

9.

— usually with an

In species

Milton.

Taste, V. i. 1. To try food with the mouth ; to eat
little only ; to try the flavor of anything
as,
to taste of each kind of wine.
2. To have a smack ; to excite a particular sensation,
by which the specific quality or flavor is distinguished
to have a particular quality or character ; as, this water
tastes brackish ; the milk tastes of garlic.
Yea, every idle, nice, and wanton reason
Shak.
Shall to the king taste of this action.
;

To take

sparingly.
For age but tastes of pleasures, youth devours. Dryden.
4. To have perception, experience, or enjoyment to
Waller.
partake as, to taste of nature's bounty.
Shak.
The vahant never taste of death but once.
Taste, re. 1. The act of tasting ; gustation.
particular sensation excited by the application
2.
of a substance to the toaigue ; the quality or savor of any
substance as perceived by means of the tongue ; flavor
as, the taste of an orange or an apple ; a bitter taste ; an
acid taste ; a sweet taste.
3. (Physiol.) The one of the five senses by which certain properties of bodies (called their taste, savor, flavor)
are ascertained by contact with the organs of taste.
11^°° Taste depends mainly on the contact of soluble
;

;

A

matter with the terminal organs (connected with branches
of the glossopharyngeal and other nerves) in the papillte
on the surface of the tongue. The base of the tongue is
considered most sensitive to bitter substances, the point
to sweet and acid substances.
4. Intellectual relish; liking; fondness ; ^- formerly

with

of,

now with /or /

as,

he had no

Of popular applause.

Taste

Imprints the secret bias of the soul.
Akenside.
buds, or Taste goblets (Anal.), the flask-shaped

;

" Tasteful lieiiis."
vory.
Pope.
2. Having or exhibiting good taste
in accordance
with good taste ; tasty as, a tasteful drapery.
Taste'ful-ly, adv.
Taste'ful-ness, re.
;

;

—

—

Taste'less,

final,

^

;

eve,

taste

Dryden.

event, £nd, fern, recent

Having no

1.

a.

taste

;

insipid

flat

;

;

as,

tasteless fruit.

2. Destitute of the sense of taste, or of good taste
as, a tasteless age.
Orrery.
3. Not in accordance with good taste ; as, a tasteless
arrangement of drapery.
Tasteless-ly, adv.
Tasteless-ness, re.

—

—

Tast'er

who

(-er),

first tastes

Thy
That

1.

re.

One who

tastes

;

food or drink to ascertain

especially, one
its quality.

tutor be thy taster, ere thou eat.

Di'yden.

which, or by which, anything is tasted, as,
a dram cup, a cheese taster, or the like.
3. (Zo'ol.) One of a peculiar kind of zooids situated on
the polyp-stem of certain Siphonophora.
They somewhat resemble the feeding zooids, but are destitute of
mouths. See Siphonophoha.
Tast'1-ly (-1-ly), adv. In a tasty manner.
Tast'ing, re. The act of perceiving or testing by the
organs of taste the faculty or sense by which we per2.

in

;

ceive or distinguish savors.

Tas'tO (tas'ti), re. [It.] (Mus.) A key or thing
touched to produce a tone.
— in old music, a direction
U Tasto solo, single touch
denoting that the notes in the bass over or under which
It is written should be performed alone, or with no other
chords than unisons and octaves.
Tast'y (tast'y), a. [Comp. Tastier (-T-er) stiperl.
Tastiest.] 1. Having good taste
applied to persona
II

;

;

;

—

a tasty woman. See Taste, re., 5.
2. Being in conformity to the principles of good taste ;
elegant ; as, tasty furniture a tasty dress.
Tat(tSt),re. [Hind, fa^.] Guimy cloth made from the
fiber oi the Corchorus olitorius, or jute.
[India]
Tat, re. [Hind, (aitu.] (fZo'ol.) A pony. [India]
Ta-tau'pa (ta-ta'pa), re. [From the native name.]

as,

(Zo'ol.)

A

;

South American tma,'taon(Crjjptvrtis talaupa).

re.
[F. tache spot. See Techy.] A spot
a trick. [Obs.]
Sir T. Elyot.
(tath), obs. 3d pers. sing. pres. of Ta, to take.
Tath, re. [Prov. E. ; of Scand. origin ; cf. Icel. taS
dung, taSa the grass of a manured pasture, teSJa to manure. V58. Cf. Ted.] 1. Dung, or droppings of cattle.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
2. The luxuriant grass growing about the droppings
of cattle in a pasture.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Tath, V. t. To manure (land) by pasturing cattle on it,
or causing them to lie upon it. [Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Ta-tOU' (ta-too'), re. [Cf. Tatouay.] (Zo'ol.) The giant
armadUlo (Priodontes gigas) of tropical South America.
It becomes nearly five feet long including the tail. It is

(tSch),'

also,

;

Tath

&

&

&

noted for its burrowing powers, feeds largely upon dead
animals, and sometimes invades human graves.
Tat'OU-ay (t5t'oo-a), re. [Of Brazilian origin cf. Pg.
tatu, F. tatou.]
;

An

(Zo'ol.')

dillo

arma-

(Xenurus

unicinctus), native
of the tropical
parts of South

America.
It has
about thirteen

movable
composed

bands

of small,

nearly square,
long

Tatouay.

The head

scales.

the tail is round and tapered, and nearly destitute of scales ; the claws of the fore feet are very large.
Called also tatouary, and broad-banded armadillo.
is

;

Tat'OU-hon

(-hoo),

[Cf.

re.

Tatouay.]

(Zo'ol.)

The

peba.

taste for study.

have no

This, nor gems, nor stores of gold.

?

end organs of taste in the epithelium of the tongue. They
are made up of modified epithelial cells arranged somewhat like leaves in a bud.
Taste'ful (tast'ful), a. 1. Having a high relish sa-

Tatch

.

or drink a

3.

a discerning sense

Nor purple state, nor culture, can bestow.
But God alone, when first his active hand

or stain

wilt taste
pleasure, though in pleasure, solitary.
.

?

Of decent and sublime, with quick disgust
From things deformed, or disarranged, or gross

;

xiv. 29.

;

.

See the Note under EuoA-

senate, c&re,

;

;

;

I

(Bot.)

Syn. — Savor; relish; flavor; sensibility; gout.
Taste, Sensibility, Judgment. Some consider taste as a
mere sensibility, and others as a simple exercise of judgment ; but a union of both is requisite to the existence of
anything which deserves the name. An original sense of
the beautiful is just as necessary to aesthetic judgments,
as a sense of right and wrong to the formation of any
just conclusions on moral subjects. But this " sense of
the beautiful " is not an arbitrary principle. It is under
the guidance of reason it grows in delicacy and correctness with the progress of the individual and of society
at large it has its laws, which are seated in the nature
of man and it is in the development of these laws that
we find the true " standard of taste."
What, then, is taste, but those internal powers,
Active and strong, and feelingly alive

V^^'^'^

;

\F. tartufe.]
hypocritical devotee.
Tar-tUie' )
See the Dictionary of
Noted Names in Fiction.
Tar-tuH'ish, I a. Like a tartuffe ; precise ; hypocrit-

Tar-tuf'ish,

cuirass, but the skirts of

;

Tar'tra-ted (-tca-tSd), a. {Med. Chem.) Containing,
or derived from, tartar combined with tartaric acid.
Tar'tra-2Slne (tar'tri-zln or -zen), re.
[Tartaric
hydrazine.] {Chem.) An artificial dyestuff obtained as
an orange-yellow powder, and regarded as a phenyl hydrazine derivative of tartaric and sulphouic acids.

;

•

tartramic acid.

Tar'Uate

;

belles-lettres
critical judgment ; discernment.
6. Manner, with respect to what is pleasing, refined,
or in accordance witli good usage ; style as, music composed in good taste ; an epitaph in bad taste.
experience ; experiment.
7. Essay trial
Shak.
8. A small portion given as a specimen ; a little piece
tasted or eaten ; a bit.
Bacon.
9. A kind of narrow and thin silk ribbon.

under Wolp.
[OF.

6. The power of perceiving and relishing excellence in
the faculty of discerning beauty,
order, congruity, proportion, symmetry, or whatever
constitutes excellence, particularly in the fine arts and

human performances

—

piece of armor for
the thighs, forming an appendage
to the ancient

n.

(-"let),

(Zo'ol.)

supial ;
called
also zebra wolf.
See Zebra wolf,

V. Knox.
A small tart.
In a tart manner ; with acidity.
Tart'ness, n. The quality or state of being tart.
Syn,
Acrimony ; sourness keenness poignancy
severity ; asperity ; acerbity ; harshness. See Ackimony.
Tar-tral'ic (tar-trSl'Ik), a. [From Tabtar the chemical compound.]
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating,
an acid obtained as a white amorphous deliquescent substance, CgHjoOii
called also diiartaric, tarlrilic, or lar-

Tart'let

Tjirt'ly, adv.

devil.

TATT

Ice,

Tatt (tSt), V. t.
to work at tatting
idea,

ill

;

old,

&
;

i.

To make (anything) by

as, tatted edging.

Sbey,

drb,

odd

tatting

j

TATTA
[Hind. (a((l, tad.'] A bamboo
n Tat'ta (tSt'ta), n.
frame or trellis hung at a door or window of a house,
over which water is sufEered to trickle, In order to
llndia]
(noisten and cool the air as it enters,
Tat'ter (-ter), n. One who makes tatting.
CaulfeUd & S. (Diet, of Needlework).
Tat'ter (tSt'ter), n. [Icel. totur, t'oltur, pi. t'dtrar,
tottrar ; of. Norw. iotra, pi. totror, L6. taltern tatters.
chiefly
V240.] A rag, or a part torn and hanging;
used in the plural.

Tau'rl-COr'nous

Tear a passion

to tatters, to

Tattered

[p. p.

t.

very rags.
(-terd).]

Shak.

To rend or

adjective.

Pope,
Where waved the tattered ensigns of Ragfair.
\_Tatter
Tat'ter-de-mal'ion (tSfter-de-mal'ytin), n.
OF. dcsmailiier to break the meshes of, to tear cf.
OF. maillon long clothes, swaddling clothes, F. maillot.
See Tattek, and Mail armor.] A ragged fellow a raga-\-

:

;

L''Estrange.

muffin.

kind of lace made from
Tat'ting
common sewing thread, with a peculiar stitch.
Tatting shuttle, the shuttle on which the thread used in
tatting is wound.
[imj). &p.p. Tattled (-t'ld)
Tat'tle (-t'l), V. i.
p.
pr. & vb. n. Tattling (-tling).] [Akin to OE. lateren,
LG. iateln, D. iaieren to stammer, and perhaps to E.
titter.']
1. To prate ; to talk idly ; to use many words
with little meaning to chat.
The tattling quality of age, which is always narrative. Di'i/den.
2. To tell tales to communicate secrets to be a taleiearer as, a tattling girl.
Tat'tle, n. Idle talk or chat trifling talk ; prate.

A

;

;

tattle

Tat'tler (-tier), n. 1. One
er one who tells tales.

of the day.

who

tattles

an

;

ravpo<; bull
II

greater tattler,
or telltale (y.melanoleucus), the
smaller tattler,
or lesser yellowlegs ( T. jlavisoli-

(r. solitarhts),

and the semipalmated tattler,

or willet.

The

first

The Smaller

Idle talk or chat ; tittle-tattle.
Given to idle talk ; apt to tell

Tat'tler-y

(-y), n.

Tat'tllng

(-tling), a.

— Tat'tling-ly, adv.

Tau'te-gor'iC-al (ta'te-gor'i-kal), a. [Gr. rairo, for
TO aiiTo the same -J- ayopeveivto speak. Cf. Allegory.]
Expressing the same thing with different words
opColeridge.
posed to allegorical, [i?.]
TaU'tO-Clirone (ta'to-kron), n, [Gr. ToiTTo, for to aiTO
the same+xP°''°5 time: cf. T? . tautochrone.'] (3Iafh.)
A curved line, such that a heavy body, descending along
it by the action of gravity, will always arrive at the lowest point in the same time, wherever in the curve it may
begin to fall ; as, an inverted cycloid with its base horizontal is a taiitochrone.

Tat-too' (tSt-too'), «. [Earlier taptoo, D. taptoe ; tap
a tap, faucet -j- toe to, shut {i. e., the taps, or drinking
houses, shut from the soldiers).] (Jl/V/.) A beat of drum,
or sound of trumpet or bugle, at night, giving notice
to soldiers to retreat, or to repair to their quarters in
garrison, or to their tents in camp.

;

See under Devil.

The Devil's tattoo.

&

Tat-too', V. i. [imp.
p. p. Tattooed (-tood') ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Tattooing.]
[Of Polynesian origin
cf.
New Zealand fa to tattoo, tatu puncturation (in Otaheite).] To color, as the flesh, by pricking in coloring
matter, so as to form marks or figures which can not be

&

washed

—

—

Tattler (^Totanus Jtavi2ies).

two

ire called also telltale, telltale snipe, telltale tattler, yellowlegs, yellowshanks, and yelper.

tales.

;

;

the

the

n.
[Gr. ravpo/j-axCa
Bullfighting.
^idxv fi&bt.]
(ta'rus), 71.
[L., akin to Gr. raOpos, and

steer.

Bull

t^^ The common American

tattler

-j-

Tau'rus

See Steer a young ox .] 1. (Aslron.) («) The
the second in order of the twelve signs of the
zodiac, which the sun enters about the 20th of April
marked thus [B] in almanacs, (b) A zodiacal constellation, containing the well-known clusters called the Pleiades and the Hyades, in the latter of which is situated
the remarkably bright star Aldebaran.
2. (Zo'ol.) A genus of ruminants comprising the common domestic cattle.
Tau-ryl'ic (ta-ril'Tk), a. [L. taurus a bull -f- E.
pheu(//jc.] (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid
found in the urine of neat cattle, and probably identical
with cresol.
Taut (tat), a. [Dsin. tset ; a,\dn to 'E. tight. See Tight.]
said esp.
1. (jV«»V.) Tight; stretched; not slack;
of a rope that is tightly strained.
2. Snug ; close ; firm ; secure.
Taut hand (Nnut.), a sailor's term for an officer who is
severe in discipline.
'E.

Totanus.

tary

+

;

Tau-tOph'O-ny

;

—

Tau-tOCh'ro-nous (ta-tok'ro-niis), a. (3Iath.) Occupying the same time ; pertaining to, or having the properties of, a tautochrone.
Tau-tog' (ta-tog'), n. [The pi. of taut, the American
Indian name, translated by Roger Williams i^ee^'^ heads,
and written by him taulauog.l (Zo'ol.) An edible labroid fish (Hiatula onitis, or Tautoga onitis) of the AtWhen adult it is
lantic coast of the United States.
nearly black, more or less irregularly barred with greenoyster
ish gray.
Called also Uackflsh,
fish, salt-water
chub, and moll, [Written also tautaug.']

out.

Tat-too', n. ; pi. Tattoos (-tooz'). An indelible mark
or figure made by puncturing the skin and introducing
some pigment into the punctures ;
a mode of ornamentation practiced by various barbarous races, both in
ancient and modern times, and also by some among civ-

—

ilized nations, especially by sailors.
Ta-tu' (ta-too'), n. (Zo'ol.) Same as Tatoit.
Ta-tU'si-ld (ta-too'sl-id), n. (Zo'ol.) Any armadillo
of the family Tatusiidx, of which the' peba and mule

(tat), a.

Taught, imp.

Teach.

Tav'«rn-lng,

;

Taw

;

&

Taw'dry (-dry), a. [Compar. Tawdrier (-dri-er);
[Said to be corrupted from Saint
Audrey, or Auldrey, meaning Saint Ethelreda, implying
therefore, originally, bought at the fair of St. Audrey,
where laces and gay toys of all sorts were sold. This
fair was held in Isle Ely, and probably at other places,
on the day of the saint, which was the 17th of October.]
1. Bought at the festival of St. Audrey.
[Obs.]
And gird in your waist,
For more fineness, witha taa^drfj lace.
Spenser.
2. Very fine and showy in colors, without taste or elegance having an excess of showy ornaments without
grace
cheap and gaudy ; as, a, ta ludry dress tawdry
feathers tawdry colors.

Tau-tol'o-glst
tological

ilp,

;

(ta-t31'o-jist), n.

One who uses

tau-

words or phrases.

Urn

;

Burke.

pity

from morning

to night at essenced fops

and tawdry

courtiers.

Spectator.

A

Taw'dry, n. ; pi. Tawdries (-drTz).
necklace of a
rural fashion, bought at St. Audrey's fair hence, a necklace in general.
[Obs.]
Of wliich the Nuiads and the blue Nereids make
Them tawdries for their necks.
Drayton.
;

Cue who taws a dresser

(ta'er), n.

;

of white

of

[_Compar. Tawnier (-ni-er) ; superl. Tawniest.] [F. tanne, p. p. of tanner to tan. See
Of a dull yellowish brown
Tan, v. t.
71.
Cf. Tenne.]
color, like thhigs tanned, or persons who are sunburnt
the taw7xy lion. " A leopas, a tawny Moor or Spaniard
ard's tawny and spotted hide."
Longfellow.
Taws (taz), 71. [See Taw to beat.] A leather lash, oi
other instrument of punishment, used by a schoolmaster.
[Written also tawes, tawis, and tawse.] [Scot.]
Never use tlie taws when a gloom can do the tvn-n. liaynsau.
Tax (tJtlts), n. [F. taxe, fr. ta.xer to tax, L. taxare to
touch sliarply, to feel, handle, to censure, value, estimate, fr. Inngere, tnctiim, to touch. See Tangent, and
cf. Task, Taste.]
1. A charge, especinUy a pecuniary
(ta'ni?), a.

;

;

cf. F. tavtologie.l (Khet.) A repetition of the same meaning in different words needless repetition of an idea in
different words or phrases ; a representation of anything
;

food,

fo'bt

;

out, oil

;

-

chair

;

go

;

slug, ink

—

burden which is imposed by authority. Specifically
(a) A charge or burden laid upon persons or property
for the support of a government.
:

Tau-tol'0-gIze (-jiz), v. i, [imp. & p. p. Tautologized (-j)zd) ; p. pr. & vb. n. Tautologizing (-jI'zTng).]
To repeat the same thing in different words.
Tau-tOl'O-gOUS (-gus), a. [Gr. TaiiToAAyos TauT<5, for
TO auTo the same -|- Aeyeti/ to 8])eak.] Rtnieating the same
Tooke.
thing in different words tautological. [7?.]
Tau-tOl'O-gy (-iy), «• [L- tanlologia, Gr. TauToAoyi'a
;

A

n?de, f^l,

—

;

'J!'annt'Ing-ly, idv.
Taunt'reSB (-i'6h), n.
woman who taunts.
Taur (tftr), n. [L. Taurus.'\ The constellation TauruB.
[Oftj.]
Chaucer.

&nite,

onitis).

Tau'tO-lOg'ic (ta'to-lSj'Tk), a. Tautological.
Tau'tO-log'ic-al" (-T-kal), a. [Cf. P. tautologique."]
Involving tautology having the same signification as,
Tau'to-log'lc-al-ly, adv.
a tardological expression.
Tautological echo, an echo that repeats the same sound
or syllable many times.

'

Oao,

rails

;

Tautog [Tautoga

Tannt'er er), n. One who taunts.
Taunting., t & n. from Taunt, v.

1

;

;

He

&

—

and taunting reflection.
in a taunting manner.

;

;

Taw'ny

had at my pleasure taunted her.
Shak.
Syn. To deride ; ridicule ; mock ; jeer ; flout ; revile.
See Deride.
Taunt, n. Upbraiding language ; bitter or sarcastic
reproach ; insulting invective.
'^f. "ttI ficorns, and contumelious (awn^s.
WItl'
Sliak.
\\
;-.criti ^ious (aam( and impious jest.
Prior.

of insolent

superl. Tawdriest.]

being ta\vny.

tsehte, p.

I

iiirl

&

Taw'er-y (-y), n. A place where skins are tawed.
Taw'ni-ness (ta'ni-nSs), n. The quality or state

; 277); v. t.
{imp. &p. p. Taunted ; p.
n. Taunting.] [Earlier, to tease ; probably fr.
OF. tanter to tempt, to try, for tenter. See Tempi.] To
reproach with severe or insulting words ; to revile ; to
upbraid ; to jeer at ; to flout.

Vr

&

Taw'er

(tant

Everj-

"The

leather.

& vb.

When

[06s.]

;

;

Taunt

feasting at taverns.

Taw

See Teach.
p. getseht.]
Taunt (tant), a. [Cf. OF. tant so great, F. tant so
much, L. tantus of such size, so great, so much.] (Naui.)
Yery high or tall as, a ship with taunt masts.
Totlen.
pr.

A

m.

misrule of our tavemings."
Bp. Hall,
Tav'ern-man (-mSn), n. ; pi. Tavernmen (-men). The
keeper of a tavern also, a tippler. [Obs.']
(ta), re.
Tow. [Obs.']
Chaucer.
Taw, V. t. [Cf. Tew to tow. Tow, v. <.] To push to
tug ; to tow. [Obs.]
Drayton.
(ta), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Tawed (t^d) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Tawing.]
[OE. tauen, tewen, AS. tdwian to prepare ; cf. D. touwen, Goth, tetca order, iaujan to do, and
E. tool. V64. Cf. 1st Tew, Tow the coarse part of flax.]
X. To prepare or dress, as hemp, by beating
to tew ;
hence, to beat ; to scourge. [Obs.]
Beau.
Fl.
2. To dress and prepare, as the skins of slieep, lambs,
goats, and kids, for gloves, and the like, by imbuing them
with alum, salt, and other agents, for softening and
bleaching them.
Taw, n. [Cf. AS. taw instrument.] 1. A large marble to be played witli ; also, a game at marbles.
<2. A line or mark from which the players begin a
game of marbles. [Colloq. U. S.]
Taw'drl-ly (ta'drl-ly), adv. In a tawdry manner.
Taw'drl-ness, n. Quality or state of being tawdry.
A clumsy person makes his ungracefulness more untrraceful
by taxvdriness of dress.
Jiichardson.

Totlen.

[AS. imp.

;

Repetition

;

—

See Taut.

& p. p. of

ravroipoivla

;

(Zo'ol.) The common American toadfish
so called
from a marking resembling the Greek letter tau (t).
Tan cross. See Mlusi. 6, of Ceoss.

Taught

[Gr.

n.

+ 0u;')) voice.]

[Gr. touto, for to
Tau'tO-ZOn'al (ta'tS-zon'al), a.
avTo the same -j- E. eonal.'] (Crystallog.) Belonging tO'
the same zone as, tautozonal planes.
Tav'em (tSv'em), n. [OE. taveme, F. taverne, from
L. taberna a hut, booth, tavern.
Cf. Table, Tabernacle.] A public house where travelers and other transient guests are accommodated with rooms and meals
an inn ; a hotel especially, in modern times, a public
house licensed to sell liquor in small quantities.
Tav'ern-er (-er), n. [F. tavemier, L. tabernarius.']
One who keeps a tavern.
Chaucer. Camden.

armadillo are examples. Also used adjectively.
[Gr. raC the letter t (English T).]
Tail (ta), n.
;

(ta-t5f'o-ny),

avro the same
of the same sound.
Tai/To, for to

Tau-rom'a-Chy (ta-rom'a-ky),

Jer. Taylor.
of several species of large, longlegged sandpipers belonging to the genus

ves),

;

Tau'tO-phon'lc-al (-fSn'I-kal), a. Pertaining to, orcharacterized by, tautophony repeating the same sound.

—

idle talk-

Any one

species are

;

I

(ta'ro-ko'lat), n.
(Physiol. Chem.)
of taurocholic acid ; as, sodium taurocholate,
in human bile.
[Taurine
Tau'ro-Chol'lc (-kSl'Ik), a.
cholic.']

;

2. (Zo'ol.)

Tau-tom'er-ism (ta-tom'er-iz'm), n. [Gr. TairTo, for
TO auTo the same -j- \xipos part.] (Chem.) The condition,
quality, or relation of metameric substances, or their
respective derivatives, which are more or less interchangeable, according as one form or the other is the more stable.
It is a special case of metamerism
thus, the lactam and the lactim compounds exhibit tautomerism.
[Gr. rauTO, for
Tau'tO-OU'si-an (ta'to-ou'sT-nn),
a.
Tau'tO-OU'si-OUS (ta'to-ou'sT-iis), j to aiiro the sameHaving the same essence be"l" oipcri'a being, essence.]
ing identically of the same nature. [J?.]
Cudworth.

Tau'ro-ma'chl-an (-ma'kT-«n), a. [See Tauromachy.]
Of or pertaining to bullfights.
?i.
A bullfighter.

Swift.

Addison.

—

—

:

bull's hide.

;

the

Repetition.
TAUTOLeoY, Repetition. There
be frequent repetitions (as iu legal instruments)
which are warranted either by necessitv or convenience
but tautology is always a fault, being
sameness of expression which adds nothing to the sense or the sound.
(Chem.) Relating
Tau'tO-mer'lc (ta'to-mer'ik), a.
to, or characterized by, tautomerism.

Syn.

(Physiol. Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a conjugate acid (called taurocholic acid) composed of taurine
and cholic acid, present abundantly in human bile and
in that of carnivora.
It is exceedingly deliquescent, and
hence appears generally as a thick, gummy mass, easily
soluble in water and alcohol. It has a bitter taste.
Tau'ro-COl (ta'ro-kol), ) n. [NL. tanrocoUa, fr. Gr.
ravpoKoWa ; ravpoi a bull
Tau'rO-COl'la! (-k51'la), )
-}- KoMa glue: cf. F. ta2irocolle.~\
Glue made from a

;

[They] told the

And

itself, as in

overcast, the morning lowers,
heavily iu clouds brings on tlie day.
is

may

salt

which occurs

;

;

—

The dawn

Tau'ro-ChOlate

A

(tat'ting), n.

as the cause, condition, or consequence of
following lines :

[L. tattricomis ;

;

— used chiefly in the past participle as an

;

(ta'rT-kSr'nils). a.

taurus a bull -{-comu a horn.] (Zo'ol. ) Having horns
like those of a bull.
[iJ.]
Sir T. Browne.
Tau'rl-dor' (ta'ri-dor'J, n. [See Toreadok.] A bullfighter
a toreador.
Sir W. Scott.
Tau'rl-form (-fSrm), a. [L. tauriformis ; taurus a bull
-\- -form : cf. F. tauriforme.'] Having the form of a buU.
Tau'rlne (ta'rln ; 277), a. [L. taurinus, fr. taurus a
bull.
See Taurus.] (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to the
genus Taurus, or cattle.
Tau'rine (ta'rln or ta'ren), n. [So named because it
was discovered in the bile of the ox. See Taurus.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A body occurring in small quantity in
the juices of muscle, in the lungs, and elsewhere, but
especially in the bile, where it is found as a component
part of taurocholic acid, from which it can be prepared
by decomposition of the acid. It crystallizes in colorless, regular six-sided prisms, and is especially characterized by containing both nitrogen and sulphur, being
chemically amido-isethionic acid, CjHjNSOg.

—

Tat'ter, v.
tear into rags
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A

farmer of taxes

is,

of

all creditors,

proverbially the most

rapacious.

Macaulay.

(b) Especially, the sum
upon polls, lands, houses,

upon

laid

specific things, as

as, a land tax ;
a window tax; a tax on («irriages, and the like. Taxes
are a7iniial or perpetual, direct or indirect, etc.
sum imposed or levied upon the members of a
(c)

income, etc.

;

A

society to defray its expenses.
;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

In azure.

TAX
A

2>
task exacted from one who is under control ; a
contribution or service, the rendering of which is imposed
3. A disagreeable or burdensome duty or charge as,
a heavy tax on time or health.
Clarendon.
4. Charge; censure. [06s.]
Johnson.
[06s.]
6. A lesson to be learned a task.
Tax cart, a spring cart subject to a low tax. [Eng.]
Syn.
Impost tribute contribution duty toll
rate assessment exaction ; custom demand.
Tax (taks), V. t. limp. &p. p. Taxed (tSkst) p. pr.
& vb. n. Taxing.] [Cf. F. taxer. See Tax, m.] 1. To
subject to the payment of a tax or taxes to impose a tax
upon ; to lay a burden upon especially, to exact money
from for the support of government.
We are more heavily taxed by our idleness, pride, and folly
Franklin.
than we are taa:ed by government.
2. (Law) To assess, fix, or determine judicially, the
amount of as, to tax the cost of an action in court.
often
to accuse also, to censure ;
3. To charge
followed by with, rarely by of before an indirect object
as, to tax a man with pride.
I tax not you, you elements, with unkindness.
Shak.
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Men's virtues I have commended as freely as I have taxed
their crimes.
Dnjden.
Fear not now that men should tax thine honor. 31, Arnold.
(-a-bll'I-ty),
or
state
n.
The quality
Tax'a-bll'1-ty
of being taxable ; taxableness.
Tas'a-ble (tSks'a-b'l), a. l. Capable of being taxed ;
liable by law to the assessment of taxes ; as, taxable estate ; taxable commodities.
2. (Law) That may be legally charged by a court against
the plaintiff or defendant in a suit ; as, taxable costs.
Tax'a-ble-ness, ra.
Tax'a-Wy, adv.

—

—

Taz'as-pld'e-an (t5ks'Ss-pTd'e-an),
arrangement
<l<r7ri9, -i5os, shield.]

+

[Gr. rafis an

a.

(Zo'61.)

Having

the posterior tarsal scales, or scutella, rectangular and
arranged in regular rows
said of certain birds.
[F. taxation, L. taxatio a
Taz-a'tlon (-a'shun), n.
valuing, estimation, from L. taxare. See Tax.] 1. The
act of laying a tax, or of imposing taxes, as on the subjects of a state, by government, or on the members of a
corporation or company, by the proper authority; the
raising of revenue
also, a system of raising revenue.
;

—

;

(Law) The act of taxing, or assessing a bill of cost.
Tax sum imposed. [-R.]
Daniel.
Charge accusation. [06s.]
Shak.
Tas'el (tSks'gl), n. (Zo'dl.) The American badger.
2.
3.
4.

;

;

Tax'e-op'0-da (taks'e-8p'o-da), n.

pi.
[NL., f r. Gr.
(Paleon.) An order of extinct Mammalia found in the Tertiary formations.
Tax'er (-er), n. 1. One who taxes.
2. One of two officers chosen yearly to regulate the
assize of bread, and to see that the true gauge of weights
and measures is observed. [Camb. Univ., Eng.'] [Written also taxor.']
II

Tdjis (?)

-j-

-poda.']

Tas'gath'er-er (-g5th'er-er), n. One who collects
taxes or revenues.
Tax'gath'er-lng, n.
Tas'1-arch (-I-ark), n. [Gr. To^i'apxos and raf tapx^s
Tcifis a division of an army, a brigade (from Tdo-o-eci' to

—

arrange, array) -)- apxeiv to rule.]
(Gr. Antiq.) An
Athenian military officer commanding a certain division
Mitjord.
of an army.
[L. taxus a
Tas'1-corn (-k8m), n.
yew -\- cornu a horn cf. F. taxicome.]
(Zo'dl.) One of a family of beetles (Taxi/lomes) whose antennae are largest at
:

tip.
Also used adjectively.
Tas'l-der'mlc (-der'mtk), a. [Cf. F.
taxidermique.'] Of or pertaining to the
art of preparing and preserving the sldns

the

:

natural appearance, as for cabinets.
Tax'lne (tSks'tn or -en), «. [L. toxus a yew.] (Chem.)
poisonous alkaloid of bitter taste extracted from the
leaves and seeds of the European yew (Taxus baccata).
Called also taxia.
Tax'ls (-is), n. [NL., fr. Gr. rafts a division or
arrangement, fr. racra-eiv to arrange.] (Surg.) Manipulation applied to a hernial tumor, or to an intestinal
obstruction, for the purpose of reducing it.
Dunglison.

A

II

a.
Free from taxation.
Tax-ol'o-gy (tSks-Sl'o-j^), n. [Gr. rafts arrangement
(Biol.) Same as Taxonomy.
-J- -logy.]
Tax'O-nom'lC (tSks'o-nSm'Ik), a. Pertaining to, or
involving, taxonomy, or the laws and principles of classi-

Taxless,

classificatory.

Tax-on'O-mlst (t5ks-Sn'6-mIst), n.
taxonomy.

Tax-oa'o-my (-mj),

One

skilled in

[Gr. rafts an arrangement,
order -f- ra/uo; a law.] That division of the natural sciences which treats of the classification of animals and
plants ; the laws or principles of classification,
Tax'or (t2ks'er),^re. [NL.] Same as Taxbr, n., 2.
Tax'pay'er (-pa'er), n. One who is assessed and pays
a tax.
Tay'ia (ti'ra), n. [From the native name.] (Zo'dl.)
A South American carnivore (Galera harbara) allied to
the grison. The tail is long and thick. The length, including the tail, is about three feet.
[Written also
n.

iaira.'}

Ta^zel (ta'z'l), n. (Sot.) The teasel. [06s.]
Taz'za (tafsa), n. [It.] An ornamental cup or
vase with a large, fiat, shallow bowl, resting on a pedestal and often having handles.
II

ale, senate,

,

n.

(Zo'dl. )

The quinnat

[^Local, U. S.]

c&re, &in,

arm, ask,

other becomes the subject as, I was taught Latin grammar by him Latin grammar was taught me by him.
Syn. To instruct; inform; inculcate; tell; guide;
counsel admonish. See the Note under Learn.
Teach (tech), V. i. To give instruction to follow the
business, or to perform the duties, of a preceptor.
And gladly would he learn, and gladly teach. Chancer.
The priests thereof teach for hire. Micah iii. 11.
Teach'a-ble (-a^b'l), a. Capable of being taught apt
;

;

karf ).

See under T.
[Chin, tsha, Prov. Chin, te : cf. F. the.]
1. The prepared leaves of a shrub, or small tree (Thea,
or Camellia, Chinensis). The shrub is a native of China,
but has been introduced to some extent into some other
cart' (te'
Tea (te), n.

countries.

t^^

Teas are classed as green or black, according to
their color or appearance, the kinds being distinguished
also by various other characteristic difterences, as of
taste, odor, and the like. The color, flavor, and quality
are dependent upon the treatment which the leaves receive after being gathered. The leaves for green tea are
heated, or roasted sUghtly, in shallow pans over a wood
fire, almost immediately after being gathered, after
which they are rolled with the hands upon a table, to
free them from a portion of their moisture, and to twist
them, and are then quicldy dried. Those intended for
black tea are spread out in the air for some time after

being gathered, and then tossed about with the hands
until they become soft and flaccid, when tliey are roasted
for a few minutes, and roUed, and having then been exposed to the air for a few hours in a soft and moist state,
are finally dried slowly over a charcoal fire. The operation of roasting and rolling is sometimes repeated several
times, untU tlie leaves have become of the proper color.
Tlie principal sorts of green tea are Twankay, the poorest
kind Hyson sldn, the refuse of Hyson Hyson, Imperial,
and Gunpowder, fine varieties and Young Hyson, a
choice kind made from young leaves gathered early in the
spring. Those of black tea are Bohea, the poorest kind
Congou Oolong Souchong, one of the finest varieties
and Pekoe, a fine-flavored knid, made chiefly from young
spring buds. See Bohea, Congou, Gunpowder tea, under
Gunpowder, Hyson, Colons, and Souchono.
K. Johnston. Tomlinson.
[tea] appears to have reached
II^^"No knowledge of
Europe till after the estabhshment of intercourse between Portugal and Cliina in 1517. The Portuguese, however, did little towards the introduction of the herb into
Europe, and it was not till the Dutch established themselves at Bantam early in the 17th century, that these
adventurers learned from the Chinese the habit of tea
drinldng, and brought it to Europe."
Encyc. Brit.
;

;

—
;

;

;

to learn

.

decoction or infusion of tea leaves in boiling
a common beverage.
infusion or decoction, especially when made of
the dried leaves of plants ; as, sage tea ; chamomile tea ;
catnip tea.
4. Tha evening meal, at which tea is usually served ;
supper.
Arabian tea, the leaves of Catha edulis ; also (Bot.), the
plant itself. See Kat. —Assam tea, tea grown in Assam,
in India, originaUy brought there from China about
the year 1850.
Australian, or Botany Bay, tea (Bot. ), a
woody climbing plant (Smilax glycyphylla). ETuzOiau
tea. la) The dried leaves of Lantana pseudothea, used in
Brazil as a substitute for tea. (6) The dried leaves of Siachytarpheta mulab\lis, used for adulterating tea, and also,
Labrador tea. (Bot.)
in Austria, for preparing a beverage.
3.

;

as, tea is

Any

—

—

—

See under Labrador. — New Jersey tea (Bot.), an American shrub, the leaves of which were formerly used as a
substitute for tea redroot. See Redhoot. — New Zealand
tea. (Bot.) See under New Zealand. — Oswego tea. (Bot.)
See Oswego tea.
Paraguay tea, mate. See 1st Mate.
Tea board, a board or tray for holding a tea set. — Tea
bug (Zo'dl.), an hemipterous insect which injures the tea
Tea
plant by sucking the juice of the tender leaves.
Tea chest, a small,
caddy, a small box for holding tea.
square wooden case, usually lined with sheet lead or
Tea clam
tin, in whicli tea is imported from China.
[Local, U. /S.]— Tea garden, a
(Zo'dl.), a small quahaug.
public garden where tea and other refreshments are
served.
Tea plant (Bot.), any plant,
the leaves of which are used in making a beverage by infusion specifically, Thea Chinensis, from wMch the
Tea
tea of commerce is obtained.
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

rose (Bot.), a delicate and graceful variety of the rose (Rosa Indica, var.
orforate),

so

introduced from China, and

named from its scent. Many varinow cultivated. — Tea serv-

ice,

structs

others

minister of the gospel ;
without regular ordination.

The teachers in all the churches assembled. Sir W. Baleigh.
Teach'ing, n. The act or business of instructing;
that which is taught instruction.
Syn.— Education; instruction; breeding. See Edu-

also,

Tea Plant (Thea

cation.

Teachless,

&

pr.
[OE. techen, imp. taugJite,
vb. n. Teaching.]
AS. tsecean, imp. tsehte, to show, teach, akin to
tacn token. See Token.] 1. To impart the knowledge
of ; to give intelligence concerning ; to impart, as knowledge before unknown, or rules for practice ; to inculcate
as true or important ; to exhibit impressively ; as, to
teach arithmetic, 'dancing, music, or the like ; to teach
morals.
If some men teach wicked things, it must be that others should
South.
practice them.
2. To direct, as an instructor ; to manage, as a precepinform
to
tor ; to guide the studies of ; to instruct ; to
conduct through a course of studies ; as, to teach a child
3fark ix. 31.
or a class. " He taught his disciples."
tahte,

;

school.

Goldsmith.

to guide ; to show ; to admonish.
Chaucer.
I shall myself to herbs teach you.
They have taught their tongue to speak lies. Jer. ix. 5.
This verb is often used vrith two objects, one of
the person, the other of the thing ; as, he taught me Latin
grammar. In the passive construction, either of these
objects may be retained in the objective case, while the
;

d^^

;

eve,

Tea'cup'
drink

Not

a.

teachable,

A

(te'kup'), n.

[i?.]

Shelley.

small cup from which to

tea.

Tea'cup'ful

(-ful), n. ;

mucli as a teacup can hold

Tead
Teade

As

Teacupfuls (-fulz).
enough to fill a teacup.

pi.
;

[L. taeda, teda.]
burning <earfe."
(te'g'l), n.
[Cf. Tackle.]

(ted), n.

1

"A

A torch.

[06s.]

Spenser,
A hoisting appa[Prov. Eng.']
Teague (teg), n. [Cf. W. taeog, taeaicg, taiawg, adj.,
rustic, rude, n., a vassal, villain, peasant, clown, Ir. thtiatach rural, boorish.] An
Irishman ;
a term used
in contempt.
Johnson.
Teak (tek), n. [Mala)

Tea'gle

ratus

an elevator

;

a crane

;

;

a

lift.

—

yalaxatekku.] (Bot.) Ktres
of the East Indies (Tectona grandis) which furnishes an extremely strong

and durable timber

valued

higlily

for shipbuilding

and other purposes

also,

;

the timber

of the tree.
[Written also teek.]
African teak, a tree [Old-£
fieldia Africana) of Sierra>
Leone also, its very heavy
and durable wood
called Branch and Leaves of the Teak
also African oak.
New
(Teclona grandis).
Zeal and teak, a large tree
( 'Filex littoralis) of New Zealand ; also, its hard, durable
;

;

—
—

timber.

A

kettle in which water is
(te'kSt't'l), n.
tea, coffee, etc.
[OE. tele ; akin to D. teling a genep.
ation, production, teal,

Tea'ket'tle

boiled for

Teal

making

(tel), n.

telen

to breed, produce, and E. till to

The Eng-

cultivate.

word probably
once meant, a brood
or fioek. See Till to
lish

(Z odl.)

cultivate.]

Any one

of several
species of small freshwater ducks of the

blue-winged teal (A. discors), the green-winged teal (A.
Carolinensis), and the cinnamon teal (A. eyanoptera) are
species, valued as game birds. See Garoaney.
Goose teal, a goslet. See Goslet.
Teal dnck, the com-

event, £nd, fern, recent

;

—

mon European teal.

Chinensis).

;

sfl.

;

common

Tea, V. i. To take or drink tea. [Colloq.']
Tea'ber'ry (te'bSr'ry), n. (Bot.) The checkerberry.
Teach (tech), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Taught (tat) p.

final,

to instruct

a preacher ; a
sometimes, one wlio preaches
;

d^"" The common European teal (Anas crecca) and the
European blue-winged teal, or garganey (A. querquedula or A. circia), are well-known species. In America the

or infusing, tea.

The village master taught his little

is

;

instructs others in religion

wings.

—

To accustom

one whose business or occupation
an instructor a tutor.

;
;

One who

2.

and Nettion. The Green-winged Teal (Anas Carolinensis).
male is handsomely
colored, and has a bright green or blue speculum on the

—

3.

Watts.

/.

la

—
—

—

of God.

n.
WUlingness to be taught.
Teache
[Cf. Ir. teaghaim, Gael, teasaich, to
(Sugar Works) One of the series of boilers in
heat.]
which the cane juice is treated in making sugar ; especially, the last boiler of the series.
Ure.
Teach'er (tech'er), n. 1. One who teaches or in-

genus Anas and the
subgenera Querquedu-

eties are

the appurtenances or utensils
required for a tea table, —when of
silver, usually comprising only the
teapot, mOk pitcher, and sugar dish.
Tea table,
Tea set, a tea service.
a table on which tea furniture is set,
Tea taster,
or at wliich tea is drunk.
one who tests or ascertains the quality of tea by tasting.
Tea tree (Bot. ),
the tea plant of China.
See Tea
plant, above.
Tea urn, a vessel generally in the form of an urn or vase,
for supplying hot water for steeping,

docile.

(tech), n.

.

A

2.

water

;

Teach'a-We-ness,

;

.

Word

learn our religion from the

;

;

also, willing to receive instruction

;

We ought to bring our minds free, unbiased, and teachable, to

;

—

Taxicorn

Tax'l-der'mlst (tJks'T-der'mlst), n. „ Female oi BoA person skilled in taxidermy,
letophagus corTax'l-der'my (-mf), n. [Gr. rafts an nutus ; 6 Antenarranging, arrangement (fr. xatrcreii' to na of B. agaricola. Both enarrange) -|- Sepfna a skin, from Sepeiv to larged.
skin cf. F. iaxidermie. See Tactics,
Tear, v. <.] The art of preparing, preserving, and
mounting the skins of animals so as to represent their

;

Tcha-Wy'tcha (cha-we'cha)

;

of animals.

fication

II

salmon.

T'

upon a subject.

;
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Ice,

Team (tem),

[OE.

ieam,A.S. team, offspring,
n.
progeny, race of descendants, family akin to D. toom a
bridle, LG. toom progeny, team, bridle, G. zaum a bridle,
zeugen to beget, Icel. taumr a rein, bridle, Dan. t'dmme,
Sw. t'om, and also to E. tow to drag, tug to draw. VB*See Tug, and cf. Teem to bear.] 1. A group of young
animals, especially of young ducks ; a brood ; a litter.
A team of ducklings about her.
Holland.
2. Hence, a number of animals moving together.
A long team of snowy swans on high.
Dryden.
3. Two or more horses, oxen, or other beasts harnessed
to the same vehicle for drawing, as to a coach, wagon,
sled, or the like.
" A team of dolphins."
Spenser.
To take his team and till the earth. Tiers Plowman.
It happened almost every day that coaches stuck fast, untila
team of cattle could be procured from some neighboring farm
to tug them out of the slough.
Mr-.rav^-n.
tern,

;

A

number of persons associattd tog.'^ther in ai.y
4.
a gang ; especially, a number of persons selectt
;
to contend on one side in a match, or a series of matches,
as in cricket, football, rowing, etc.
5. (Zo'dl.)
flock of wild ducks.
6. (O. Eng. Law)
royalty or privilege grai.;I
royal charter to a lord of a manor, of hr.viug, keepii. _
d
judging in his court, his bondmen, niifes. and vij
i,
work

A

A

."

,

.

idea,

HI

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

.
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TEDIOUSNESS

and their offspring, or suit, that is, goods and chattels, plague: torment; mortify; tantalize; chagrin. — Teasb,
Burrill. Vex. To tease is literally to pull or scratch, and implies
and appurtenances thereto.
prolonged annoyance in respect to little things, which is
Team (tem), v. i. To engage in the occupation of aoften
more irritatmg, and harder to bear, than severe pain.
driving a team of liorses, cattle, or the like, as in conveyVex meant originally to seize and bear away hither and
to be a teamster.
ing or hauling lumber, goods, etc.
thither, and hence, to disturb as, to vex the ocean with
Team, v. t. To convey or haul with a team as, to storms. This sense of the term now rarely occurs but

Tech'nl-Cist (tSk'nl-stst), re. One skilled in technics,
more of the practical arts.
Tech'ni-co-log'lc-al (-ko-15j't-kal), a. Technological

or in one or

;

;

;

team lumber.

Thoreau.

[JJ.]

in, or as in, a^am. \_Obs.'\
Spenser.
Let their teamed fishes softly swim.
Team'lng (tem'Tng), n. 1. The act or occupation of
driving a team, or of hauling or carrying, as logs, goods,
or the like, with a team.

Teamed (temd), a. Yoked

(Munuf.) Contract work.

2.

Team'Ster

Knight.

[iZ.]

One who

drives a team.
a team, as
distinguished from that done by personal labor.
(te'pSf),
with
spout,
in which
re.
A
vessel
a
Tea'pot'
tea is made, and from which it is poured into teacups.
Tea^poy (-poi), n. [Hind, tipai ; Hind, tin three -|Per. pae foot.] An ornamental stand, usually with three
legs, having caddies for holding tea.
[AS. tear ; akin to G. z'dhre, OHG.
Tear (ter), re.
iahar, OFries.
Icel. tar, Sw. tdr, Dan. taare, Goth.
iagr, Olr. der, W. dagr, OW. dacr, L. lacrima, lacruma,
for older dacruma, 6r. Saxpy, SaKpvov, Saxpyfia.
V59.
Cf. Lachrymose.] 1. {Physiol.)
drop of the limpid,,
saline iiuid secreted, normally in small amount, by the
lachrymal gland, and diffused between the eye and the
-eyelids to moisten the parts and facilitate their motion.
Ordinarily the secretion passes through the lachrymal
duct into the nose, but when it is increased by emotion
•or other causes, it overflows the lids.
And yet for thee ne wept she never a tear. Chaucer.
2. Something in the form of a transparent drop of
fluid matter
also, a solid, transparent, tear-shaped drop,
«ls of some balsams or resins.
Let Araby extol her happy coast.
Her fragrant flowers, her trees with precious tears. Dryden.
3. That which causes or accompanies tears ; a lament
a dirge. [iJ.] "Some melodious /ear."
Milton.
(-ster), n.

Team'work'

Work done by

(-wflrk'), n.

&

A

;

^S^

Tear

is

sometimes used in the formation of

explaining compounds

Tear

(tSr), v.

;

selfas, /ear-distilling, iear-drop, /ear-

and the like.
limp. Toke (tor),

filled. <ea(-stained,
t.

Tare)

;

(tSr), v.

1.

i.
;

To

—

—

Tech'nl-COl'O-gy (-kSl'o-jJ),

;

&

(tez), v. t. [imp.
p. p. teased (tezd)
n. Teasing.]
[AS. tiesan to pluck, tease
teesen,
zeisen, Dan. te.se, tsesse.

MHG.

TousE.] 1. To comb or card, as wool or
ing matted wool."

V68.

use,

finite,

njde,

annoy
full,

;

disturb

;

Op, firn

irritate
;

pity

(tez'er),

1.

re.

One who

A jager guU.

—

;

.

;

;

;

—

a.

;

method of nature, not the

technic of a
Tyndall.

re.

; pi.

Technical-

The tec/micnlities of his sect.
Palfrey.
Tech'nlo-al-ly (tSk'nT-knl-iy), adv. In a technical

manner according to tlie signification of terms as used
in any art, business, or profession.
Teoh'nlc-al-ness, n. The quality or state of being
;

;

technicality.

sion
;

;

technical terms

food, fo'bt

;

;

;

oliair

go

;

slug, lijk

gills

[L. tectu!

;

^

;

+

ter
-logy.]
(Biol.) A division of morphology created
the science of organic individuality consti;
tuting the purely structural portion of morphology, in
which the organism is regarded as composed of organic
individuals of different orders, each organ being consid-

by Haeckel

ered an individual. See Promokpholoqy, and Morphon.
Tec-ton'ic (-ton'Ik), a. [L. tectonicus, Gr. rexToi'iKds,
fr. TSKTiav, -oTOs, a carpenter, builder.]
Of or pertaining
to building or construction architectural.
Tec-ton'ics (-tks), re. The science, or the art, by
which implements, vessels, dwellings, or other edifices,
are constructed, both agreeably to the end for which they
are designed, and in conformity with artistic sentiments
;

and

ideas.

Tec-to'rl-al (-to'rl-al), a. [L. tectorius.] (Anat.) Of
or pertaining to a covering ;
applied to a membrane immediately over the organ of Corti in the internal ear.
Tec'tri-ces (tgk'trT-sez), re. pi. [NL., fr. L. tegei'e,
tectum, to co\eT.] (Zool.) The wing coverts of a bird.
See Covert, and Illust. of Bird.
Te'cum (te'kiSm), re. (Bot.) See Tucum.
Ted (tSd), V. t. [imp. p. p. Tedded p. pr.
vb. n.
TEobiNG.] [Prob. fr. Icel. teSja to spread manure, fr.
taS manure ; akin to MHG. zetteti to scatter, spread. y/BS.
Cf. Teathe.]
To spread, or turn from the swath, and
scatter for drying, as new-mowed grass ;
chiefly used
in the past participle.
The smell of grain or tedded grasa.
Milton.
The tedded hay and corn sheaves in one field. Coleridge.

—

II

&

&

;

—

Ted'der,
Tethee.
Ted'der,

& vb.

pr.
II

v.

re.

its

drying.

[OE.

re.

V64-

& p.

[imp.

t.

Teddering.J

De'um

Te'

A machine for stirring and spread-

(-der), «.

ing hay, to expedite

See Tethee.]

Same

(te' de'ilm).

Teddered

p.

Same as

(-derd)

;

p.

as Tether.
from te (accus. of tu

[L.,

-|- Deum, accus. of Deus Goi.
See Thou, and Dei1. An ancient and celebrated Christian hymn, of
uncertain authorship, but often ascribed to St. Ambrose
so called from the first words, " TeDcum laiidtimus."
It forms part of the daily matins of the Roman Catholic
breviary, and is sung on all occasions of thniiksgiving.
In its English form, commencing with the words, " We
praise thee, O God," it forms a part of the regular morning .service of the Church of England and the Protestant
Episcopal Church in America.
2. A religious service in which the singing of this
hymn forms a principal part.
Tedge (tSj), n. (Founding) The gate of a meld,
through whii'li the molted niotal is poured runner ; geat.
Te'di-OS'1-ty ((o'.lT-ils'T-tv), n. Tediousness. [Ofo.j

thou)
ty.]

—

;

Te'dl-ous

i^MT-u.s or tcd'yfis

277), a. [L. taediosus,
fr. /aediiiiii.
Sec TminiM.] 'involving tmliiim ; tiresome
from coiitiimniu'o, prolixity, slowiu-ss, or the like ; wearisome.
Te'dl-ous-ly, <ulr.
Te'dl-ous-neas, «.
(t

—

I

;

son a

man's

life is n 1,-dious

would not bo

— Wearisome;

tlien,

;

—

I

Sy 11.
;

solitai-ia;

E. branchiate.] {Zool.)
covered by the mantle of or pertaining
to the Tectibranchiata.
re.
A tectibranchiate mollusk.
Tectly (tekf ly), adv. [L. tectiis covered, fr. tegere
to cover.] Covertly ; privately secretly.
[Obs.]
Molinshed.
Tec-tOl'O-g^y (tgk-t51'6-J3f), re.
[Gr. teVtuv a carpen-

technics,

out, oil

a.

+

of tegere to cover)

p.

Tecll'niC-alS (-nT-kirlz), re. pi. Those things which
pertain to thii practical part of an art, science, or profes-

;

Tectibranchiata.

a Haminea

c Cylickna oryza.

Tec'U-bran'chl-ate (t5k'tT-bran'kI-St),
(p.

Having the

Ted'der
;

technique.

technic;il

+

p. of tegere to cover)
Gr. Ppayxi-ov a gill.] {Zool.) An
order, or suborder, of gastropod
Mollusca in which the gills are
usually situated on one side of the
back, and protected by a fold of
the mantle. When there is a shell,
it is usually thin and delicate and
often rudimentary. The aplysias
and the bubble shells are examples.

Technical.

1. The quality or state of being technical
technicalness.
2. That which is technical, or peculiar to any trade,
profession, sect, or the like.

!\I„cnuUiii.
;

;

ities (-tiz).

Cf.

" TeasWordsworth.

.

harass

or Teaselled

;

;

;

frame or set
which teasel

Tech'nl-cal'i-ty (tSk'nT-kSl'T-ty),

;

vex

(-z'ld)

re.

II

tectiis (p.

2. pi. Technical terms or objects; things pertaining
to the practice of an art or science.
Tech'nlc-al (-nT-kal), a. [Gr. rexviKoi, fr. Hxirq an
art, probably from the same root as nxreiv, Ttxelv, to
bring forth, produce, and perhaps akin to E. text : cf.
F. technique.'] Of or pertaining to the useful or mechanic
arts, or to any science, business, or the like ; specially
appropriate to any art, science, or business as, the words
Blnckstone.
of an indictment must be lec/niical.

;

— To

Teasel frame, a
of iron bars in

illustrate the
manlike Artificer.

with needles or similar instruments.
4. To vex with importunity or impertinence to harass,
annoy, disturb, or irritate by petty requests, or by jests
and raillery to plague.
Cowper.
He
suffered them to tease him into acts dircctlv opnoKcd
Sy*'"

intended

heads are fixed for raising the
nap on woolen cloth.
Common Teasel (Dipsacus
Tea'sel, v. t. [imp. & p. p.
fullonum).

They

To scratch, as cloth, for the purpose of raising a
to teasel.
3. (Anat.) To tear or separate into minute shreds, as

.

II

Any contrivance

as a substitute for teasels in
dressing cloth.

tion

flax.

to his stroHKent itioliniitions.

Tec'ti-bran'chi-a (tgk'tT-brSn'kl-a,),
pi. [NL.] {Zool.) Same as TectiBBANCHIATA.
Tec'ti-bran'chi-a'ta (tgk'tTbran'ki-a'ta), re. pi.
[NL., fr. L.

A bur of this plant.

2.
3.

;

;

jectively.

vestris.

;

2.

.

^^^

Small teasel is Dipsacus
pilosus, wild teasel is 2>. syl-

Teoh'nlo (tSk'nik),

; p. pr.
akin to

;

See Tack a small nail, and
Touchy.] Peevish fretful irritable.
Tec'tl-branch (tSk'tT-brSnk), re. {Zool.)
One of the Tectibranchiata. Also used adcf.

cloth.

Tech'nlc, re. [See Technical, o.] 1. The method of
performance in any art technical skill artistic execu-

—

;

Bap

nap on woolen

I^^ Technology is not an independent science, having a set of doctrines of its own, but consists of applications of the principles established in the various physical
sciences (chemistry, mechanics, mineralogy, etc.) to manufacturing processes.
Internat. Cyc.

tack a small nail.

This flower
is used for

&

;

CD.

raising a

dried,

&

Tear'ful (ter'ful), a. Abounding with tears weeping
shedding tears
as, tearful eyes.
Tear'ful-ly,
adv.
Tear'ful-ness, n.
Tear'less, a.
Shedding no tears; free from tears;
unfeeling.
Tear'less-ly, adv.
Tear'Iess-ness, n.
Tear'ptt' (-ptf), re. (Anat.) A cavity or pouch beneath the lower eyelid of most deer and antelope the
lachrymal sinus ; larmier. It is capable of being opened
at pleasure and secretes a waxy substance.
Tear'-thumb' (tar'thdm'), re. {Bot.) A name given
to several species of plants of the genus Polygonum, having angular stems beset with minute reflexed prickles.
Tear'y (ter'5f), a. 1. Wet with tears tearful.
2. Consisting of tears, or drops like tears.
Tea'-sau'cer (te'sa'ser), n. A small saucer in which
a teacup is set.

Tease

when

Scott.

[E.]

Tech'y (tSch'y), a. [From OE. tecche, tache, a habit,
vice, OP. tache, teche, a spot, stain, blemish,
habit, vice, F. tache a spot, blemish ; probably akin to B.

&

Tear'er (tar'er), «. One who tears or rends anything
one who rages or raves with violence.
Tear'-fall'lngr (ter'fal'ing), a. Shedding tears ; ten" Xear-falling pity."
der.
\_Poelic]
Shak.

& vb.

hooked bracts.
head,

Technology.

re.

Tech'nics (tek'niks), re. The doctrine of arts in general ; such branches of learning as respect the arts.
Tech'nique' (tSk'nek'), re. [F.] Same as Technic, re.
Tech'nlsm (tgk'nTz'm), re. Technicality.
Tech'no-log'ic (-uo-loj'Ik), a. Technological.
Tech'no-log'lo-al (-t-kal), a. [Cf. W. technologique.']
Of or pertaining to technology.
Tech-nol'0-gist (tSk-nSl'o-jTst), re. One skilled in technology ; one who treats of arts, or of the terms of arts.
Teoh-nol'0-gy (-jj), re. [Gr. t4x^ *" art -^- -/ojry ;•
cf. Gr. rexvoXoyia systematic treatment : cf. F. technologie.] Industrial science ; the science or systematic knowledge of the industrial arts, especially of the more important manufactures, as spinning, weaving, metallurgy, etc.

bad habit,

prickly,

stiff,

&

also,

—

with

covered

;

divide or separate on being

—

\. (Bot.)

;

as, this cloth tears easily.

;

ani teazle."]

plant of the genus Dipsacus,
which one species (I), fullonum) bears a large flower head

&

;

—

IColloq.^

tsesel, tsesl,

of

;

act with turbulent violence ; to rush
hence, to rage ; to rave.
Tear (tSr), n. The act of tearing, or the state of being torn ; a rent ; a fissure.
Macaulay.
Wear and tear. See under Wear, n.

;

AS.

iesel,

Tea'spoon'fnl (-ful), re.,- pi. Teaspoonfcls (-fulz).
as a teaspoon will hold
enough to fill a'teaspoon
usually reckoned at a fluid dram or one quarter
of a tablespoonful.
Teat (tet), n. [OE. teie, title, AS. tit, titt ; akin to
LG.
OD. title, D. tet, G. zitze : cf F. tette, probably of
Teutonic origin.] 1. The protuberance through which
mUk is drawn from the udder or breast of a mammal a
nipple a pap a mammilla a dug a tit.
2. (Mack.) A small protuberance or nozzle resembling
the teat of an animal.
Teat'ed, a. Having protuberances resembling the teat
of an animal.
Teathe (teth), re.
v.
See Tath. [Prov. Eng-J
Teat'ish (tet'Ish), a.
Peevish; tettish; fretful;
said of a child.
See Tettish. [Obs.]
Beau.
Fl.
Teaze'-hole' (tez'hol'), re. [Corrupted fr. F. iisard
fire door.]
{Glass Works) The opening in the furnaces
through which fuel is introduced.
v. t.
Tea'zel (te'z'l), re.
See Teasel.
Tea'zer (te'zer), re. [Corrupted fr. P. tiser to feed a
fire.]
The stoker or fireman of a furnace, as in glass
works.
Tomlinson.
Tea'zle (te'z'l), re.
v. t.
See Teasel.
Te'beth (te'beth), re. [Heb.] The tenth month of
the Jewish ecclesiastical year, answering to a part of
December with a part of January.
Esther ii. 16.
Tech'1-ly (tSch'i-ly), adv. In a techy manner.
being
re.
The
quality
or
state
of
techy.
Tech'1-neSS,

To move and

2.

with violence

[OE.

As much

;

to be rent

teases or plagues.

re.

teases or vexes.
[Prov. Eng."]
Tea'sle (te'z'l), n._& v. t. See Teasel.
Tea'spoon' (te'spoon'), re. A small spoon used in stirring and sipping tea, coffee, etc., and for other purposes.

applied to theatrical ranting. [Obs.]
Shak. —To tear
down, to demolish violently ; to pull or pluck down.
To tear off, to pull off by violence ; to strip.
To tear
out, to pull or draw out by violence ; as, to tear out the
eyes.
To tear up, to rip up to remove from a fixed
state by violence ; as, to tear up a floor ; to tear up the
foundations of government or order.

—

277),

A

2. (Zool.)

;

;

sle, teazel,

Teas'er

;

;

One who
;

Tea'sel-er (-er), n. One who uses teasels for raising
a nap on cloth. [Written also teaseller, teasler.']
Tea'sel-lng, re. The cutting and gathering of teasels
the use of teasels. [Written also teaselling, teazling.^

The hand of fate
Hath iom thee from me.
Addison.
as, to tear the hair.
agitate. " Once I loved forn
ocean's roar."
Byron.
To tear a cat, to rant violently to rave
especially

Tear

(tez), n.
(te'z'l

Tea'sel

&

To pull with violence
To move violently to

pulled

Tease

the fuller's herb. See Tease.]
[Written also tassel, tazel, tea-

vb. re. Teaseling or Teaselling.]
p. pr.
To subject,
as woolen cloth, to the action of teasels, or any substitute
for them which has an effect to raise a nap.

tSr)

;

—

other.

Teaseled
{{Obs.

&

vb. n. Tearing.] [OE. ieren,
p. p. Torn (torn) ; p. pr.
AS. teran ; akin to OS. tuxterian to destroy, I), teren to
consume, G. zerren to pull, to tear, zehren to consume,
Icel. tsera, Goth, gatairan to destroy, Lith. dirii to flay.
Buss, drale to pull, to tear, Gr. Sepetv to flay, Skr. dar
to burst. V63- Cf. Dakn, Epidermis, Tarre, Tirade.]
1. To separate by violence ; to pull apart by force
to
rend ; to lacerate ; as, to tear cloth ; to tear a garment
to tear the skin or flesh.
Tear him to pieces ; he 's a conspirator.
Shak.
2. Hence, to divide by violent measures ; to disrupt
to rend ; as, a party or government torn by factions.
3. To rend away ; to force away ; to remove by force
to sunder ; as, a child iom from its home.

4.
5.

vex is stUl a stronger word than tease, denoting the disturbance or anger created by minor provocations, losses,
disappointments, etc. We are teasedhy the buzzing of a
fly in our ears ; we are vexed by the carelessness or stupidity of our servants.
Not by the force of carnal reason,
But indefatigable teasing.
Hudibras.
In disappointments, where the affections have been strongly
placed, and the expectations sanguine, particularly where the
agency of others is concerned, sorrow may degenerate into
vexation and chagrin.
Cogun.
Tease tenon (Joinery), a long tenon at the top of a post
to receive two beams crossing each other one above the

Dr. J.

[E.]

technical.

;

thin

j

lr<lioiis to tlie

fatiguing.

boN

;

one.
court.

Shak.

Humjan.

See Irksome.
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Ta'dl-nm (te'dT-um), n. [L. taedium, fr. iaedet it disgusts, it wearies one.] Irksomeness ; wearisomeness ;
[Written also isedium.']
Cowper.
tediousness.
To relieve the tedium^ he kept plying them with all manner
of bams.
Frof. Wilson.
The tedifum of his office reminded him more strongly of the
Bicketis.
willing scholar, and his thoughts were rambling.

or L. nil, H half. See Total.] A child's toy, somewhat
resembling a top, and twirled by the fingers.
The staggerings of the gentleman
were like those of a

(a) The
[Cf. Icel. tjd to show, mark.]
in curling and in quoits.
(6) The nodtile
[ScoL^
ball is struck in golf.
short piece of pipe having a lateral outlet,
Tes, ra.
used to connect a line of pipe with a pipe at a right angle
with the line ;
so called because it resembles the letter
in shape.
iron, under T.
Tee' I'ron (te' I'iJm). See
Teek(tek), ra. (Bot.) See Teak. [06s.]
Teel (tel), n. Sesame. [Sometimes written <iZ.]

A sheep in its second year ; also, a doe
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
(-men), n. ; pi. Tegmina (-mi-na). [L.,
fr. tegere, tectum, to cover.] 1. A tegument or covering.
2. (Bot.) The inner layer of the coating of a seed,
usually thin and delicate ; the endopleura.
3. (Zo'nl.) One of the elytra of an insect, especially of
certain Orthoptera.
4. pi. (Zool.) Same as Tecteices.
Teg-men'tal (teg-mSn'tal), a. (Biol.) Of or pertaining to a tegument or tegmentum as, tlie tegmental layer
of the epiblast ; the tegmental cells of the taste buds.

Tee (te), n.
mark aimed at

from which the

of earth

A

—

T

T

oil, sesame oil.
Teel'aeed' (-sed'), n.

Teel

Teem
;

1.

To pour;

— commonly followed

by

out; as, to teem out ale. lObs. or Prov. Eng."]
Siuift.
2. (Steel 3Ianuf.) To pour, as steel, from' a melting
pot; to fill, as a mold, with molten metal.
Teem, v. t. [See Tame, a., and cf. Bbteem.] To
think fit. lObs.
i?.]
G. Gifford.
Teem, v. i. [imp. p. p. Teemed (temd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Teeming.]
[OE. temen, AS. teman, tyman, from
team. See Team.] 1. To bring forth young, as an animal ; to produce fruit, as a plant ; to bear ; to be pregnant ; to conceive ; to multiply.

&

-

&

&

If she must teem.
Create her child of spleen.

2.

To be

or ready to bring forth

full,

Shak.
to be stocked to

;

overflowing ; to be prolific ; to abound.
His mind teeming with schemes of future deceit to cover
former villainy.
Sic W. Scott.
The young, brimful of the hopes and feeling which teem in
our time.
F. Harrison.
Teem, v. t. To produce to bring forth. [iJ.]
That [grief] of an hour's age doth hiss the speaker
Each minute teems a new one.
Shak.
Teem'er (-er), n. One who teems, or brings forth.
(-ful),
Pregnant;
prolific.
[OJi.]
Teem'ful
1.
2. Brimful. [Obs.'\
Ainsworth.
Teem'lng, a. Prolific productive.
Teeming buds and cheerful greens appear.
Dryden.
Teem'less, a. Not fruitful or prolific ; barren as,
the teemless earth. [Poetic]
Dryden.
Teen (ten), n. [OE. tene, AS. teSna reproach, wrong,
li. te6n to accuse ; akin to G-. zeihen, Goth, guteihan to
tell, announce, L. dicere to say.
See Token.] Grief
sorrow ; affliction ; pain. lArchaic'] Chaucer. Spenser,
With public toil and private teen
Thou sank'st alone.
M. Arnold.
Toen, V. t. [AS. tednian, tynan, to slander, vex. V64.
;

«

;

;

See Teen,

To

re.]

excite

;

to provoke

;

to vex

;

to af-

Piers Plowman.
[06s.]
[See Tdje to shut.] To hedge or fence
Halliwell.
in ; to inclose. [Prov. Eng.]
Teen'age (-aj), n. The longer wood for making or
Halliwell.
mending fences. [Prov. Eng.J
Teend (tend), v. t. i. [See TlNDEE.] To kindle ;
Herrick.
to bum. [Obs.]
Teen'ful (ten'ful), a. Full of teen harmful ; grievPiers Plowman.
ous grieving afflicted. [06s.]
Teens (tenz), n. pi. [See Ten.] The years of one's
age having the termination -teen, begiiming with thirteen
and ending with nineteen ; as, a girl in her teens.
Tee'ny fte'ny), a. Very small tiny. [Colloq."]
Teen'y (teu'jr), a. [See Teen grief.] Fretful ; peevish ; pettish ; cross. [Prov. Eng.]
flict;

to injure.

Teen,

v.

t.

&

;

;

;

;

Tee-ong' (te-5ng'), n. (Zool.) The miuo bird.
Teest (test), re. A tinsmith's stake, or small anvil.
Tee'tan (te'tSn), re. (.^ooZ.) A pipit. [Prov. Eng.]
[Sp. titi.']
1. (Zool.) Any one of
several species of small, soft-furred South American monkeys belonging to Calliihrix, Chrysotkrix, and allied
genera; as, the collared teetee {Callithrix torquatus),
and the squirrel teetee (Cki-ysothrix sciurea).
Called
also pinche, titi, and saimiri.
See Squirrel monkey,

Tee'tee

(te'te),

re.

under Sqcikkel.
2. (Zool.)
urinatrix).

A

diving petrel of Australia (Halodroma

[imp, & p. p. Teetered
(-terd)
&
Teetering.] [Prov. E. titter to
tremble, to seesaw cf. Icel. titra to tremble, OHG. sittaron, G. zittern.1 To move up and down on the ends
of a balanced plank, or the like, as children do for sport
to seesaw; to titter; to titter-totter.
[U-S.]
[The boboUnk] alit upon the flower, and teetered up and down.
H. W. Beecher.
Tee'ter-tall' (-tal'), n. (Zodl.) The spotted sandpiper.
See the Note under Sandpiper.
Teeth (teth), re., pi. of Tooth.
Teeth (teth), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Teethed (tethd)
p.pr.
vb. re. Teething.]
To breed, or grow, teeth.
Teeth'lng (teth'Ing), re. The process of the first
growth of teeth, or the phenomena attending their issue
through the gums dentition.
Tee-tO'tal (te-to'tal), a. Entire total. [Colloq.l
Tee-tO'tal-er (-er), n. One pledged to entire absti-

Tee'ter
;

(te'ter), v. i.
vb. re.
p. pr.

.

.

.

teetotum nearly spent.

Dickens.

Tee'tuck (te'tiik), re. The rock pipit. [Prov. Eng.J
Tee'uck (-uk), n. The lapwing. [Prov. Eng.l
Tee'wit (-wit), re. (Zobl.) The pewit. [Prov. Eng.']

Teg

(teg),

re.

in its second year.
II

Teg'men

;

The seed of sesame.
(tem), v. t. [Icel. tsema to empty, from tomr
akin to Dan. tomme to empty, Sw. tomma. See

empty
TooM to empty.]

TELEOSTEI

&

t.

;

II

Teg-men'tum

(-ttim),

re.

; pi.

tegmenta

—

(-ta).

[L.,

a covering.] (Anat.) A covering;
applied especially
to the bundles of longitudinal fibers in the upper part of
the crura of the cerebrum.
Te-gues'ln (te-gwSks'in), ra. (Zodl.) A large South
American lizard (Tejus teguexin). It becomes three or
four feet long, and is blacldsh above, marked with yellowish spots of various sizes. It feeds upon fruits, insects, reptiles, young birds, and birds' eggs. The closely
allied species Tejus rufescens is called red teguexin.
Teg'U-la (tgg'u-ia), re. / pi. Tegto^ (-le). [L., a
tile, dim. fr. tegere to cover.]
(Zool.) A small appendage situated above the base of the wings of Hymenoptera and attached to the mesonotum.
[LL. tegularis, from L. tegula a
Teg'U-lar (-ler), a.
tile.
See Tile.] Of or pertaining to a tile resembling
a tile, or arranged like tiles consisting of tiles as, a
tegular pavement.
Teg'u-lar-ly, adv.
Teg'u-la'ted (-la'tgd), a. Composed of small plates,
as of horn or metal, overlapping like tiles;
said of a
kind of ancient armor.
Fairholt.
Teg'U-ment (-meut), re. [L. tegumentum, from tegere
to cover.
See Thatch, «., and cf. Detect, Protect.]
1. A cover or covering
an integument.
II

;

—

;

;

—

;

2. Especially, the covering of a living body, or of some
part or organ of such a body ; skin hide.
Teg'U-men'ta-ry (-mSn'ta-ry), a. [Cf. F. tegumentaire.] Of or pertaining to a tegument or teguments ; consisting of teguments ; serving as a tegument or covering.
;

Te-hee'
a

(te-he'),

"

titter.

'

Te—hee',

&

re.

A

interj.

tittering laugh

quoth she."

Te-hee,''

To

Chaucer.

to laugh derisively.
She cried, " Come, come you must not look grave upon me."
Upon this, I te-heed.
Madame D'Arblay.
[OF. teil, til, L. tilia.] (Bot.) The
Tail (tel), n.
lime tree, or linden ;
teil
tree.
called also
Teind (tend), re. [Cf. Icel. tlund. See Tithe.]
titlie.
[Scot.]
Jamieson.
Chaucer.
Teine (ten), re. See Teyhe. [06s.]
Tein'lanil (ten'land), re.
(0. Eng. Law) Land
granted by the crown to a thane or lord.
Burrill.
Tei'nO-SCOpe (ti'no-skop), re. [Gr. ^elvel.v to extend
-scope.]
(Physics) An instrument formed by combining prisms so as to correct the chromatic aberration
of the light while the linear dimensions of objects seen
through the prisms are increased or diminished
called
Sir B. Brewster.
also prism telescope.
Teint (tint), re. [F. teint, ieinte. See Tint.] Tint
color tinge.
See Tint. [Obs.]
Dryden.
Time shall . . . embrown the teint.
See Tincture.]
Tein'ture (tin'tiir; 135), re. [F.
Holland.
Color tinge ; tincture. [06s.]
Tek (tek), re. (Zool.) A Siberian ibex.
Tel'a-mo'nes (tel'a-mo'uez), n. pi. [L., pl._ of telamo or telamon, Gr. Te\afi.uv a bearer, fr. rMjvai to
bearj (Arch.) Same as Atlantes.
[NL.,
Tel-an'gi-ec'ta-sis (tel-an'ji-Sk'ta-sTs), n.
e/cToo-ts extension.]
fr. Gr. Te'Aos end
ayyelov vessel
(3fed.) Dilatation of the capillary vessels.
Tel-an'gi-ec'ta-sy (-sy), n. (Med.) Telangiectasis.
v. i.

titter

;

;

—

A

+

;

—

;

;

II

II

+

+

In a weblike manner.
(te'ler-ly), adv.
" Telarly interwoven."
Sir T. Browne.
Te'la-ry (te'la-ry or tSl'a-ri? 277), a. [LL. telaris,
fr. L. tela a web.
See Ton. a snare.] Of or pertaining
" Pictures of
to a web hence, spinning webs retiary.

Telar-ly

[06s.]

;

;

;

telary spiders."

Sir T. Broxone.
re.

(Zool.)

Indian

East

nivore

An

car-

(Mydaus mel-

nence from all intoxicating drinks.
Tee-tO'tal-lsm (-iz'm), re. The principle or practice

allied to the
badger, and noted for
the very offensive
Teledu.
odor that it emits,
somewhat resembling that of a skunk. It is a native of
the high mountains of Java and Sumatra, and has long,
silky fur.
Called also stinking badger, and stinkard.
Tel'e-gram (tel'e-grSm), n. [Gr. iTJAe far_+ -gram.]
A message sent by telegraph ; a telegraphic dispatch.
It^^ " A friend desires us to give notice that he will
ask leave, at some convenient time, to introduce a new
word into the vocabulary. It is telegram, instead of telegraphic dispatch, or telegraphic cornmunication."
Albanij [iV. F.J Evening Journal {April 6, 1852).
Tel'e-gram'mic (-gram'mTk), a. Pertaining to, or resembling, a telegram ; laconic concise brief. [P.]

of entire abstinence, esp. from intoxicating drinks.
Tee-tO'tal-ly, arfi). Entirely; totally.
[Colloq.']
Tee-tO'tum (-tiim), n. [For T-totum. It was used
for playing games of chance, and was four-sided, one side
having the letter T on it, standing for Latin latum all,
meaning, take aU that Is staked, whence the name. The
other three sides each had a letter indicating an English
or a Latin word : as P meanin? put down, N nothing

[Gr. TrjXe far, far off
See
F. telegraphe.
Graphic] An apparatus, or a process, for communicating intelligence rapidly between distant points, especially by means of preconcerted visible or audible signals
representing words or ideas, or by means of words and
signs, transmitted by electrical action.
The instruments used are classed as indicator.

&

;

;

ale,

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

iceps)

;

Tel'e-graph

(cf.

Lith.

toli)

(tSl'e-graf),

+

-graph:

;

re.

cf.

I^^

final,

^

;

offices in the United States the recording instrument is
used, the receiving operator reading by ear the
combinations of long and short intervals of sound produced by the armature of an electro-magnet as it is put
in motion by the opening and breaking of the circuit,
which motion, in registermg instruments, traces upon a
ribbon of paper the lines and dots used to represent the
letters of the alphabet. See Illustration in Appendix.
Acoustic telegraph.
See under Acoustic.
Eial telen
graph, a telegraph in which letters of the alphabet and
numbers or other symbols are placed upon the border of
a circular dial plate at each station, the apparatus being
so arranged that the needle or index of the dial at the
receiving station accurately copies the movements of
that at the sending station. — Electric telegraph, or Electro-magnetic telegraph, a telegraph in which an operator
at one station causes words or signs to be made at another by means of a current of electricity, generated
by a battery and transmitted over an intervening wire.
— Facsimile telegraph. See under Facsimile. — Indicator telegraph.
See under Indicator.
Pan-telegraph,
an electric telegraph by means of which a drawmg
or writing, as an autographic message, may be exactly
reproduced at a distant station.
Printing telegraph,
an electric telegraph which automatically prints the
message as it is received at a distant station, in letters, not signs.
Signal telegraph, a telegraph in which
preconcerted signals, made by a machine, or otherwise,
at one station, are seen or lieard and interpreted at another a semaphore.
Submarine telegraph cable, a telegraph cable laid under water to connect stations separated by a body of water.
Telegraph cable, a telegraphic

now little

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

cable consisting of several conductmg wires, inclosed \yf
an insulating and protecting material, so as to bring
the wires into compact compass for use on poles, or to
form a strong coble impervious to water, to be laid
under ground, as in a town
or city, or under water, as
in the ocean.
Telegraph
plant (Bot.), a leguminous
A form of
plant {Desmodimn gjjrans)
Submarine Telnative of the East Indies,
In"
egraph Cable.
The leaflets move up and
a Piece showdown like the signals of a
ing seven Copsemaphore.
per Conducting
Wires, with
Tel'e-graph (tgi'e-grat),
their Envelopes
V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Teleof
Gutta-pergraphed (-graft) p. pr.
cha, Yarn, Iron
Wire, etc.
b
vb. n.
Telegraphing
Tranpverse Sec(-graf'Ing).]
[F. teletion of same.
graphier.]
To convey or
announce by telegraph.
Te-leg'ra-pher (te-lSg'ra-fer or tSl'e-graf'er), re. One
who sends telegraphic messages ; a telegraphic operator ;

—

&

&

;

;

a telegraphist.
[Cf. F. telegraTel'e-graph'ic (tgl'e-grSf'ik), a.
phique.]
Of or pertaming to the telegraph made or
telegraphic
signals
communicated by a telegraph as,
;

;

telegraphic art

telegraphic intelligence.
Tel'eTel'e-graph'ic-al (-T-kal), a. Telegraphic.
graph'ic-al-ly, adv.
Te-leg'ra-phist (te-les'ra-flst or tel'e-graflst ; 277),
re.
One skilled in telegraphy a telegrapher.
Te-leg'ra-phy (te-lgg'ra-fy), re. [Cf. F. telegraphic.]
The science or art of constructing, or of communicating
by means of, telegraphs as, submarine telegraphy.
Te-lem'e-ter (te-lem'e-ter), re. [Gr. rijAe far -f- -meter.]
An instrument used for measuring the distance of
an object from an observer ; as, a telescope with a micrometer for measuring the apparent diameter of an object whose real dimensions are known.
Te'le-0-ceph'a-li (te'le-o-sef'a-ll or tgl'e-), re. pi.
[NL., fr. Gr. re'Aeos complete -f- Kejiakq head.] (Zool.)
An extensive order of bony fishes including most of the
common market species, as bass, salmon, cod, perch, etc.
Te'le-0-log'ic-al (te'le-S-loj'i-kal or tgl'e-), a. [Cf.
F. teleologigue.] (Biol.) Of or pertaining to teleology,
or the doctrine of design.
Te'le-0-IOg'lC-al-ly, adv.
Te'le-Ol'O-gist (-bl'o-jist), re. (Biol.) One versed in
;

—

;

;

II

—

teleology.

Te'le-ol'O-gy (te'le-51'o-jj* or tgl'e- ; 277), re. [Gr. reAos,
the end or issue -f- -logy : cf. F. ieleologie.] Tlie
doctrine of the final causes of things ; specif. (Biol.), the
doctrine of design, which assumes that the phenomena of
organic life, particularly those of evolution, are explicable only by purposive causes, and that they in no way admit of a mechanical explanation or one based entirely on
biological science ; the doctrine of adaptation to purpose.
Tele-0-phore' (-o-for'), re. [Gr. xeAeos complete -f^epeiv to bear.] (Zool.) Same as Gonotheca.
Te'Ie-or-gan'ic (-Sr-gSn'ik), a, [Gr. re'Aeos complete
Te'Aeos,

Tel'e-du (tei'edu),

type-printing, symbol-printing, or chemical-printing tdt-

graphs, accordmg as the intelligence is given by the
movements of a pointer or indicator, as in Cooke &
Wheatstone's (the form commonly used in England), or
by impressing, on a fiUet of paper, letters from types, as
in House's and Hughes's, or dots and marks from a sharp
Soint moved by a magnet, as in Morse's, or symbols prouced by electro-chemical action, as in Bain's. In the

eve, event, ena, tern,

recent

;

ice,

organic] (Physiol.)Yit!).\; 3ia,teleorganic functions.
Te1e-0-saur' (-o-sar' ; 277), re. (Paleon.) Any one of
several species of fossil saurians belonging to Teleosaurus and allied genera. These reptiles are related to the
crocodiles, but have biconcave vertebrae.
[NL., fr. Gr. re'Aeos
Te'le-O-sau'rns (-sa'rtis), n.
complete, perfect -{- o-oupo5 a lizard.] (Paleon.) A genus of extinct crocodilian reptiles of the Jurassic period,
having a long and slender snout.
[Gr. re'Aeos comTe'le-OSt (te'le-Sst or tgl'e-), re.
plete -j- ocrre'oy bone.]
(Zool.) One of the Teleostei.
Also used adjectively.
Te'le-os'te-an (-os'te-an), a. (Zool.) Of or pertain,
ing to the teleosts. —n. A teleostean fish.
Te'le-OS'te-i (te'le-5s'te-i or tel'e-), re. pi. [NL., fr.
Gr. Tt'Aeos complete -|- oaT4ov bone.] (Zool.)
subclass
of fishes including all the ordinary bony fishes as distinguished from the ganoids.
-\-'E.

II

II

A

idea,

iJl

;

old,

6hey, orb, ddd

and visible which would otherwise be indistinct
or invisible. Its essential parts are the object glass, or
concave mirror, which collects the beam of light, and
forms an image of the object, and the eyeglass, which is
a microscope, by which the image is magnified.
Achromatic telescope. See under Achromatic.
Aplanatic telescope, a telescope having an aplanatic eyepiece.
ABtronomlcal telescope, a telescope which has a simple
eyepiece so constructed or used as not to reverse the
image formed by the object glass, and consequently exhibits objects inverted, which is not a hindrance in astronomical observations.
Cassegrainian telescope, a reflecting telescope invented by Cassegrain, which differs from
the Gregorian only in having the secondary speculum
convex instead of concave, and placed nearer the large
speculum. The Cassegrainian represents objects inverted the Gregorian, in their natural position. The Melbourne telescope (see Illust. under Reflecting telescope,
below) is a Cassegrainian telescope.
Dialytic telescope.
See under Dialytic. — Equatorial telescope. See the Note
distinct

[NL.,
(Zool.) An
fr. Gt. Te'Aeos complete -|- (rrofia. mouth.]
extensive division o£ fishes including the ordinary fishes
(Teleostei) and the ganoids.
Te'le-0-ZO'lC (te'le-o-zo'tk or tSl'e-), a. (Zool.) Having tissues composed of cells.
Te-le-0-ZO'Sn (-on), n. {Zool.) A metazoan.
n Te'le-OS'tO-ml (te'le-Ss'to-ml or tSI'e-), n. pi.

—

—

[Gr. rijAe far off
sympathetic affection
of one mind by the thoughts, feelings, or emotions of another at a distance, without communication through the
ordinary channels of sensation.
Tel'e-path'iC, a.

Te-lep'a-thy

(te-lep'a-tliy), n.
The
rroo'xeii', Tra6e~iv, to suffer.]

—

—

—

Te-lep'a-tWst,'n.

Tel'e-pheme

[Gr. TrjAe afar -f i#)ri/ii) a
telephone. \_BecenQ
Tel'e-phone (tel'e-fon), n. [Gr. TT7A6 far off -f 4>mv^
sound.]
{Physics) An instrument for reproducing
sounds, especially articulate
speech, at a distance.
(-fem), n.

A message by

saying.]

TELLTALE

1481

TELEOSTOMI

;

—

under Equatorial. — Galilean
telescope in which the eyeglass
convex
.
-J
;

^ff^ The ordinary telephone consists essentially of
a device by which currents
of electricity, produced by
sounds through the agency

P

y

I
;

r

-

in

'

;

opera

-

1^^^,
^^^
--*''^

..

a refracting

telescope,

is a concave instead of a
lens, as in the common
glass. This was the con-

by

struction originally adopted

Galileo, the inventor of the instrument. It exhibits the objects erect, that is, in their natural positions.
Gregorian telescope, a form of reflecting tel-

—

of certain
mechanical devices and exactly corresponding in duration and intensity
to the vibrations of the air
which
attend
them, are
transmitted to a distant station, and there, acting on suitD^
able mechanism, reproduce 'j^ienhone
Diaphragm
similar sounds by repeating
„f gojt i^^n b BoDbin of
the vibrations. The necessaInsulated Copper Wire surry variations in the electrical
rounding; tlie end of a Steel
currents are usually produced
Magnet/; (^ f/ Longitudiby means of a microphone nal Holes in the Case
through which the ends of
attached to a thin diaphragm
tlie Coil b pass to the Bindupon which the voice acts,
and are intensified by means ing Screws e and thence
into the Cord.
This form
of an induction coil. In the
is generally used as a Remagnetic telephone, or magceiver, but may be used as
neto-telephone, the diaphragm
a Transmitter.
is of soft iron placed close to
the pole of a magnet upon which is wound a coil of fine
wire, and its vibrations produce corresponding variable
currents in the wire by induction. The mechanical, or
string, telephone is a device in which the voice or sound
causes vibrations in a thin diaphragm, which are directly
transmitted along a wire or string connecting it to a
similar diaphragm at the remote station, thus reprodu-

See under Greoorian.

escope.

I

,

cing

sound.

tlie

1.

;

rian Telescope:

Small Mirror

— Herschelian

ABCD

GH

;

ABCD

E
F

Section of Tube ;
Small Mirror. Fig. 2. Grego;
Section of Tube;
Eyepiece;
Large Mirror, or Object Mirror.
:

F

E

employed, by means of which an image

is

—

~

—

employ electricity.
To convey or announce by teleplione.

is

a large one
at the lower
end of the

By

telephonic

the

of

A polariscope ar-

Tel'e-ryth'rin (tel'e-rith'rin), n.
en/th)in ]
E.

[Gr. Te'A09

Gregorian,
Cassegrai-

Loclyer.

+
Reflecting (Cas-

Telescope

lated

to,

1

The

1

Mirror,

in

produce
called

iliove.

b

or

^scope
"

V]e\Mno
farsee

ing

—

.

]

m

strument used

the heavenly
bodies.

11^=

;

u^feiSt'

™^^'

A tele

*-

***"

1^^

^1

HT

scope
assists
the eye chiefly
in

as to telescope.

by en
larging the
visual iiiglr

I

first,

;

i

1

distant obji
is
seen,
ii

t

;

;

thus magnih
ing

tint
and, sec ondly, by col
1 e c t i n g, and

ject

<•

1

;

conveying
the eye, a
Fer beam

ight

to
lar-

of

wise.

than

would
enter xhe Telescope of the I
the naked orHamilton, Cnlitornia.
gan, thus rendermg obiecte

ase,

\_Bccenl~\

Tel'e-scop'io (-sk5p'Tk), ) a. [Cf. F. telescopiqtie.']
1. Of or pertaining to a
Tel'e-scop'ic-al (-T-knl),
telescope performed by a telescope.
2. Seen or discoverable only by a telescope ; as, telescopic stars.
farseeing
3. Able to discern objects at a distance
far-renching an, a, trl eutopic eye; telescopic vision.
4. Having the power of extension by joints sliding one
within another, like the tube of a small telescope or a
.spyglass; especially (^l/oc/).), constructed of concentric
tubes, either stationary, as in the telescopic boiler, or
movable, as in the telescopic chimney of a*war vessel,
which may be put out of sight by being lowered end-

two ways

under whic

.

&

in viewing distant objects, IS

feet.

W

.

unite,

rude,

full,

Gp, tun

;

He telleth

pity

j

food, fo'bt

the

number of

the stars.

Of which
3.
4.

I shall iell all the array.

And not a man appears to
To make known to publish

tell

;

make

give instruction to ; to
to teach ; to inform.

Pope.

their fate.

wife

;

CItaucer.

to disclose

;

;

To

Jcr. Taylor.

to give an account of

;

Why didst thou not tell me that she was thy
quaint

cxlv>i. 4.

7*.^.

Tell the joints of thy body.

2. To utter or recite in detail
to narrate.

;

to divulge.

?

Ge7i. xii. IS.

report to

;

to ac-

A

That you
5.
6.

ing

;

secret pilgrimage.
to-day promised to ull me of ?

Sliak-

To order to request to command.
Dick-ens.
He iolcl her not to be frightened.
To discern so as to report to ascertain by observto find out to discover as, I can not tell where
;

;

;

;

;

one color ends and the other begins.
toto reckon
7. To make account of ; to regard
value ; to estimate. [Obs.']
Ctiancer.
I ne told no dainty of her love.
<^r' Tell, though equivalent in some respects to speak
say,
3,-aA say, has not always the same application.
to tell truth or falsehood, to tell a number, to tell the reasons, to tell something or nothing ; but we never say, to
tell a speech, discourse, or oration, or to tell an argument
or a lesson. It is much used in commands ; as, tell
;

;

We

me

the whole story tell me all you know.
Sir W. Scott.
To tell off, to count ; to divide.
Syn.
To communicate; impart; reveal; disclose;
inform; acquaint; report; repeat; rehearse; recite.
Tell, V. i. 1. To give an account ; to make report.
That I may publish with the voice of thanksgiving, and lelj
/*••*. xxvi. 7.
of all thy wondrous works.
2. To take effect ; to produce a marked effect ; as,
every shot tells ; every expression tells.
To tell of. (a) To speak of to mention ; to narrate or
describe, (b) To inform against to disclose some fault
Colloq.]
of.
To tell on, to inform against. [Archaic
Lest they should tdl on us, saying. So did Da\id.
1 Sam. xxvii. H.
Tell, n. That which is told tale ; account, [i?.]
n'al/iole.
I am at the end of my (c^^.
IF. 3T. Thomson.
Tell n. [Ar.] A hill or mound.
told.
being
Capable
of
(-a-b'l),
a.
Tell'a-We
;

—

;

&

;

Tel'len (tSl'len), ?i. {Zool.) Any species of Tellina.
Tell'er (tSl'er), M. 1. One who tells, relates, or communicates an informer, narrator, or describer.
2. One of four officers of the English Exchequer, formerly appointed to receive moneys due to the king and
Corcell.
to pay moneys payable by the king.
3. An officer of a bank who receives and counts over
money paid in, and pays money out on checks.
4. One who is appointed to count the votes given in a
legislative body, public meeting, assembly, et('.
;

Tell'er-shlp, «. The office or employment of a teller.
Tel-11'na (tSl-li'nft), n. [NL., fr. Gr. xeAAti'j) a kind
{Zo/^'
ol.)
A genus of
II

of shellfish.]

marine

bivalve^

o^tl'

having^

mollusks

and
often handsomely
thin, delicate,

^'**

i

colored shells.
(tPKTell'lng
Tng), a. Operating
Tollina ( T<lli>h
with great effect
effective
as, a telling speech.
Tell'ing-ly, adv.
Tell'tale' (tSl'tal' j, ff. Telling tales babbling. "The

—

;

;

Tel'e-scop'lc-al-ly, adv. In u telescopical manner;
by or with the telescope.
Te-les'co-plst (tt-lSs'ko-pTst or tSl't-sko'pTst), n.
R. A Proctor.
One who uses a telescope.

ick Obeirvatory Mt
Length of I ubc
Diameter of Object GlasB, 3G inches.

;

;

;

;

(Firearms), a slender telescope attached to the barrel, having cross
wires in the eyepiece and used as a
sight.
Terrestrial telescope, a teleTelescope Fish.
scope whose eyepiece has one or two
lenses more than the astronomical,
for the purpose of inverting the image, and exhibiting
objects erect.
Tel'e-scope (tSl'e-skop), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Televb. n. Telescoping (-sko/pTng).]
scoped (-skopt) ; p.pr.
To slide or pass one within another, after the manner
of the sections of a small telescope or spyglass to come
into collision, as railway cars, in such a manner that one
runs into another. [liecciif]
Tel'e-scope, v. t. To cause to come into collision, so

Telegrath
-SCOPE

;

—

—

;

optical

by

—

no's a watchei
akin to aKoirtu
to view cf I
telescope
^

An

formed

scope fly (Zool.), any two-winged fly
of the genus Diopsis, native of Africa
and Asia. The telescope flies are remarkable for having the eyes raised
on very long stalks.
Telescope shell
(Zool.), an elongated gastropod (Cerithium telescopiiim) having numerous flattened whorls.
Telescope sight

+

and

—
—

{Zool.),

T>jAc fai,
<TKo
far off
;

—

is

Telescope carp
through an object glass.
Telescope fish (Zool.), a
the telescope fish.
monstrous variety of the goldfish havTeleing very protuberant eyes.

refraction

(tSl'e-skop)
[Gr. TTjAecKo
afar,

in

image

I

ff09

Ke-

the

which

is

at a.

cause regarde
t
as the end
1
the series
com
erythrin
pounds.
Tel'e scope

—

iracting tele^^1 scope, a tele-

Small

Speculum,

clescopes,

I

Secon dary

from,erytliim

So

Xeii'tonian,

at

Melbourne,
Australia.

i

and

schelian,

segrainian)

crystallm
compound

Her-

nian,

Aiel

(Chem'.)

speech

open

end) instead
an object
glass.
See
of

&

;

[AS. tellan, from tulu tale, number,
akin to D. tellen to count, G. ziihlen, OHG. zel;
len to count, tell, say, Icel. telja, Dan. tale to speak,
tselle to count.
See Tale that which is told.] 1. To mention one by one, or piece by piece to recount to enumerreckon
ate ; to
to number to count as, to tell money.
Spenser.
"An heap of coin he told."
vb. n. Telling.]

er one near

reproducing sounds at a distance, as with the telephone.
[Gr.
Tel'e-po-lar'1-SCOpe (tel'e-p6-lSr'T-skop), n.

end

+

and a small-

;

tiikei&v oiS.-\-'Ei.poluriscope.'] {Opt.)
ranged to be attached to a telescope.

;

;

telescope,

;

Tel'e-phon'ic-al-ly (-i-kal-ly), adv.

a.

l

)

;

—

foimed by a speculum or
mirror (or usually by two speculums,

image

Tel'e-phone, v.t.
Tel'e-phon'ic (-fon'ik), a. [Cf. F. Ulephonique. See
Telephone.] 1. Conveying sound to a great distance.
2. Of or pertaining to the telephone by the telephone.

means or processes by the use of the telephone.
Te-leph'0-ny (te-lef'o-ny), n. The art or process

form

of the object is formed near one side of the open end of
the tube, and to this the eyeglass is applied directly.
Newtonian telescope, a form of reflecting telescope. See
under Newtonian
Photographic telescope, a telescope
specially constructed to make photographs of the heavenly bodies.
Prism
telescope.
See Teinoscope.
Reflecting telescope, a telescope in which the

It does not

Of or pertaining
to telesms magical.
J. Gregory.
[Gr.
Tel'e-spec'trO-SCOpe (tSl'e-spek'tro-skop), n.
(Astron.) A spectroT-ijAe far off -|- E. spectroscope.]
scope arranged to be attached to a telescope for observation of distant objects, as the sun and stars.
Lockyer.
Tel'e-Ste're-O-SCOpe (-ste're-S-skop), n. [Gr. TT\Ki far
off -)- E. stereoscope^
{Opt.) A stereoscope adapted to
view distant natural objects or landscapes a telescopic
stereoscope.
Te-les'tiC (te-les'tTk), a. [Gr. reAeo-TiKos fit for finishing, from TeAeiv to finish.] Tending or relating to a
purpose or an end. [i?.]
Ciidworth.
Te-les'lich (te-les'tlk or tel'e-slik 277), «. [Gr.
Te'Aos the end -f- o-ti'xos a line, verse.]
A poem in which
the final letters of the lines, taken consecutively, make a
name. Cf. Acrostic.
Tel'e-ther-mom'e-ter (tel'e-ther-mom'e-ter), n. [Gr.
{Physics) An apparaTrjKe far off -{- E. thermometer.']
tus for determining the temperature of a distant point,
as by a thermoelectric circuit or otherwise.
Te-leU'tO-spore (te-lu'to-spor), n. [Gr. TeXevTTi completion
E. S2}ore.'] {Bot.) A kind of double spore found
in certain fungi, being the last stage in the cycle of their
transformations. See Illust. of Uredospore.
[Gr. reAiicos, from re'Ao! the end.]
Tel'iC (tSl'Tk), a.
{Gram.) Denoting the final end or purpose, as distinguished from ecbatic. See Ecbatic.
Gibbs.
Tell (tel), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Told (told) p. pr.
Tel'es-mat'ic (tSl'ez-mat'ik),
Tel'es-mat'lC-al (-T-kal),

[06*.]

;

telescope, a reflecting telescope of the

invented by Sir William Herschel, in which only one

speculum

A

&

i"ig. 2.

Newtonian Telescope
Eyepiece G Large Mirror

Fig.

Te-leS'CO-py (te-16s'ko-pjr or tgl'e-sko'py), n. The
art or practice of using or of making telescopes.
Tel'esm (tSl'Sz'm), n. [Ar. tilism. See Talisman.}
kind of amulet or magical charm. [06i.] J. Gregory.

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

telltale

Poe.

heart."

1. One who officiously communieates
Tell'tale', n.
information of the private coiicerna of others one who
tells that which prudence should suppress'.

sing, ink

;

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh =

sr

in azure.
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TELLURAL

TEMPERATURE

A

movable piece of ivory, lead, or other
Tem'er-a'ri-OllB (t6m'er-a'rI-iSs), a. [L. lemerarius.
2. (Mus.)
Unreasonably adventurous; despising
material, connected witli the bellows of an organ, that See Temerity.]
gives notice, by its position, when the wind is exhausted. danger ; rash headstrong ; audacious ; reckless heedmechanical attachment to the steer- less.
Tem'er-a'rl-ous-ly, adv.
3. {NauL) (a)
I spake against temerarious judgment.
ing wheel, wluch, in the absence of a tiller, shows the
Latimer.
compass in the cabin of a
(b)
position of the hebii.
Tem'er-a'tion (-er-a'shiin), n. [L. temerare to defile.]
vessel, usually placed wliere the captain can see it at all Temerity.
[OJj.]
Jer. Taylor.
hours, and thus inform himself of the vessel's course.
[L. temeritas, from teTe-mer'1-ty (te-mgr'T-ty), re.
machine or contrivance for indicating mere by chance, rashly ; perhaps akm to Slsr. tamos
4. (Mack.)
or recording something, particularly for keeping a check darkness : cf. F. temerite.']
Unreasonable contempt of
upon employees, as factory hands, watchmen, drivers, danger
extreme veuturesomeness ; rashness ; as, the
check takers, and the like, by revealing to their employ- temerity of a commander in war.
ers what they have done or omitted.
Syn.
Rashness precipitancy; heedlessness; veuSee Tattleb.
5. (Zodl.) Tlie tattler.
turesomeness.
Temerity, Rashness. These words are
Tel-lu'ral (tgl-lu'rnl), a. [L. tellus, -uris, the earth.] closely aUied in sense, but have a slight ditterence in their
use and application. Tementij is Latin, and rashness is
Of or pertaining to the earth. [iJ.]
See Anglo-Saxon. As in many such cases, the Latin term is
[Cf. F. tellurate.
Tel'lU-rate (tel'Iu-rSt), n.
more select and dignified the Anglo-Saxon more familiar
Tblluridm.] {Chem.) A salt of telluric acid.
and energetic. We show temerity in hasty decisions, and
Tei'iu-ret (-rSt), m. (CAem.) Atelluride. [Obsoles.} the conduct to whicli they lead.
sliow rashness in
Tel'lu-ret'ed, a. (Chem.) Combined or impregnated particular actions, as dictated by sudden impulse. It is
[Written also tellureited.} an exhibition of temerity to approach the verge of a preciwith tellurium ; teUurized.
[Obsoles.J
pice it is an act of lashness to jump into a river without being able to swim. Temerity, then, is an unreasonTellursted hydrogen (Chem.), hydrogen telluride, HoTe,
able contempt jf danger
rashness is a rushing into
sulpliide
substance
analogous
to
hydrogen
gaseous
a
danger from thoughtlessness or excited feeling.
called also teliurhydric acid.
It is notorious ttmerity to pass sentence upon grounds unca(tSI'lur-hl'drik),
Of,
pera. (Chem.)
Tel'lur-hy'drlc
pable of evidence.
Harrow.
taining to, or designating, hydrogen telluride, which is
Her rash hand in evil hour
regarded as an acid, especially when in solution.
Forth reaching to the fruit, she plucked, she eat. Milton.
[L. tellus, -uris, the
Tel-lu'rl-an (tel-lii'rl-an), a.
Tem'er-OUS (tSm'6r-iis), a. Temerarious. [06i.]
De Quincey.
earth.] Of or pertaining to the earth.
Tem-pe'an (tgm-pe'an), a. Of or pertaining to Tempe,
Tel-lu'rl-an, n. 1. A dweller on the earth. De Quincey. a valley in Thessaly, celebrated by Greek poets on ac2. An instrument for showing the operation of tlie count of its beautiftd scenery ; resembling Tempe
causes which produce the succession of day and night, hence, beautiful ; delightful ; charming.
and the changes of the seasons. [Written also tellurian.}
Tem'per (tSm'per), v. t. [imp. &jp. p. Tempered
[L. tellus, -uris, the earth cf.
Tel-lu'rlc (-rtk), a.
(-perd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Tempering.]
[AS. temprian or
F. iellurique.J X. Of or pertaining to the earth; pro- OF. temprer, F. temperer, and (in sense
3) tremper, L.
ceeding from the earth.
temperare, akin to tempus time.
Temporal, Dis;

—

A

;

A

A

;

—

;

—

;

We

;

;

—

;

&

:

Amid

Cf.

these hot, telluric flames.

Carlyle.

(Chem.) Of or pertaining to tellurium

derived
from, or resembling, tellurium ; specifically, designating
those compounds in which the element has a higlier valence as contrasted with tellurous compounds; as, telluric acid, which is analogous to sulphuric acid.
Telluric bismuth (Min,), tetradymite.
Telluric silver
2.

;

—

(Min.), hessite.

(Chem.) A comTellU-rlde (tSl'lfi-rld or -rid), n.
pound of tellurium with a more positive element or radical

;

— formerly called telluret.
An

hypothesis of animal magnetism propounded by Dr. Kieser, in Germany, in which
the phenomena are ascribed to the agency of a telluric
spirit or influence.
[iJ.]
iS. Thompson.
Tel'lu-rlte (-rit), re. 1. (Chem.) A salt of tellurous

Tellu-rlsm

(-riz'm),ra.

acid.

2. (Min.) Oxide of tellurium.
It occurs sparingly in
tufts of wliite or yellowisli crystals.
Tel-lU'rl-um (tSl-lii'rI-iim), re. [NL., from L. tellus,
•uris, the earth.]
(Chem.) A rare nonmetallic element,
analogous to sulphur and selenium, occasionally found
native as a substance of a silver-white metallic luster,
but usually combined with metals, as with gold and silver
in the mineral sylvanite, with mercury in Coloradoite,
etc.
Symbol Te. Atomic weight 125.2.
(J/m.) See Stlvanite. —Tellurium
Graphic tellurium.
called also black tellurium.
glance (Min. ), nagyagite ;

—

(Chem.) To impregnate
Tel'lu-rlze (tel'lu-rlz), v. t.
with, or to subject to the action of, tellurium
chiefly
used adjectively in the past participle as, teUurized ores.
(Chem.) Of or pertaining to
Tel'lU-rous (-riis), a.
tellurium ; derived from, or containing, tellurium ; specifically, designating those compounds in which the element has a lower valence than the telluric compounds
as, tellurous acid, which is analogous to sulphurous acid.
Tel'O-dy-nam'lO (ta'S-dt-nSm'ik), a. [Gr. rffKe far
Relating to a system for transmitting
-f- B. dynamic.']
power to a distance by means of swiftly moving ropes or
cables driving grooved pulleys of large diameter.
Tel'00-goo' (-oo-gob'), n. See Telcgu. D. 0. Allen.
Te-lot'ro-cha (te-13t'ro-ka), re. ; pi. Teloteoch^
;

—

;

II

[NL. SeeTELOTROCHAL.]
(Zodl. ) An annelid larva having
telotrochal bands of cilia.
(-ke).

Te-lot'ro-chal (kal),

)

Te-lot'ro-chous (-kus),

|

+

"•

—

+

[Gr. rijAe far, far off
<^epeii/ to
bear.] (Elec. )
contrivance for the conveyance of vehicles or loads by means of electricity.
Fleeming Jenkin.
Telpher line, or Telpher road, an electric conducting line
or road over which vehicles for carrying loads are moved

A

electric engines actuated

by a current conveyed by

line.

Tel'pher-age (-Sj 48), re. The conveyance of vehicles
or loads by means of electricity.
Fleeming Jenkin.
Tel'SOn (-siin), re. ; pi. Telsons (-sunz). [NL., fr. Gr.
;

a boundary, limit.] (Zodl.) The terminal joint or
movable piece at the end of the abdomen of Crustacea
and other artipiilates. See Thoeacostraca.

Ts'Aarof

Tel'U-gu' (tel'oo-goo'),

re.

1.

A

Dravidian language

spoken in the nortliern parts of the Madras presidency.
In extent of use it is the next language after Hindustani
(in its various forms) and BengaU. [Spelt also Teloogoo.']
2. One of the people speaking the Telugu language.
Tel'U-gU', a. Of or pertaining to the Telugu language,
or the Telugus.
ale,

senate,

;

Woman

;

Bancroft.

woman

lovely

I

To temper man

!

we had been

nature made thee
brutes without you.

Otway.
But thy iire
Shall be more tempered, and thy hope far higher.
Byron.
She [the Goddess of Justice] threw darkness and clouds about
:

her, that tempered the light into a
and colors.

2.

To

Thy
pered

together

fit

to adjust

;

;

thousand beautiful shades
Addison.
to accommodate.

sustenance
serving to the appetite of the eater, femevery man's likmg.
Wisdom xvi. 21.
.

.

.

tself to

The tempered metals

To govern

4.

and yield a silver sound. Dryden.
to manage.
[A Latinism
OJi.]
clash,

&

;

With which

damned ghosts he governeth.
Spenser.
and Xartare temperetti.
B.
to a proper consistency and stir thoroughly, as clay for making brick, loam for molding, etc.

And furies
To moisten

the

rules,

6. (Mus.) To adjust, as the mathematical scale to the
actual scale, or to that in actual use.
Syn.
To soften ; mollify ; assuage soothe calm.
Tem'per, re. 1. The state of any compound substance
which results from the mixture of various ingredients
due mixture of different qualities ; just combination
as, the temper of mortar.
2. Constitution of body ; temperament ; in old writers,
the mixture or relative proportion of the four humors,
blood, choler, phlegm, and melancholy.

—

;

;

;

The exquisiteness of his [Christ's] bodily temper increased the
Fuller.
exquisiteness of his torment.
3. Disposition of mind ; the constitution of the mind,
particularly with regard to the passions and affections
as,

a calm temper ; a hasty temper ; a fretful temper.
Remember with what mild

And

gracious temper he both heard and judged.

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

Capable o( behig

a.

and temperahle texture of metals. Emerson,
Tem'per-a-ment (-m«nt), re. [L. temperamentum a
mixing in due proportion, proper measure, temperament
cf. F. temperament.
See Temper, v. <.] 1. Internal
constitution ; state with respect to the relative proportion of different qualities, or constituent parts.
The common law . . . has reduced the kingdom to its just
state and temperament.
Sir M. Hale.
2. Due mixture of qualities; a condition brought
about by mutual compromises or concessions. \Obs.'\
However, I forejudge not any probable expedient, any (cmperament that can be iound in things of this nature, so disputa.
Die on either side.
Milton.
3. The act of tempering or modifying ; adjustment,
as of clashing rules, interests, passions, or the like ; also,
the means by which such adjustment is effected.
Jusible, hard,

Wholesome temperaments

of the rashness of popular assembtiea,
Sir J. Mackiutos/l,

4. Condition with regard to heat or cold temperature.
lObs.1
Bodies are denominated *' hot " and '* cold " in proportion to
the present temperament of that part of our body to which they
;

are applied.

Locke.

A

5. (3Ius.)
system of compromises in the tuning of
organs, pianofortes, and the like, whereby the tones generated with the vibrations of a ground tone are mutually
modified and in part canceled, until their number is reduced to the actual practicable scale of twelve tones to
the octave. This scale, although in so far artificial, is
yet closely suggestive of its origin in nature, and this
system of tuning, although not mathematically true,
yet satisfies the ear, while it has the convenience that
tlie Siime twelve fixed tones answer for every key or
scale, C ^ becoming identical with t>}j, and so on.
6. (Physiol.) The peculiar physical and mental character of an individual, in olden times erroneously supposed to be due to individual variation in the relations
and proportions of the constituent parts of the body,
especially of the fluids, as the bile, blood, lymph, etc.
Hence the phrases, bilious or choleric temperament, sanguine temperament, etc., implying a predominance of
one of these fluids and a corresponding influence on the

temperament.
Equal temperament (Mus.), that in which the variations
from mathematically true pitch are distributed among
all the keys alike.
Unequal temperament (Mus.), that in
whicli the variations are thrown into the keys least used,

—

Tem'per-a-men'tal (-mSn'tal),
to temperament
constitutional.
Tem'^er-ance (tSm'per-ans), re.
F. temperance. See Temper, v. /.]

a.
[jR.]

Of or pertaining
Sir T. Browne.

[L. temperantia

:

cf.

Habitual modera-

1.

tion in regard to the indulgence of the natural appetites

and passions

restrained or moderate indulgence modas, temperance in eating and drinking
temperance in the indulgence of joy or mirth specifically, moderation, and sometimes abstinence, in respect to using

eration

;

;

;

;

;

intoxicating liquors.
Moderation of passion

2.
ness.

[i?.]

;

" A gentleman

patience ; calmness ; sedateof all temperance. "
Shak.
goodly temperance. Spenser.

He calmed his wrath with

3. State with regard to heat or cold; temperature.
[Ofo.] " Tender and delicate ^emperarece.
Shak,

Temperance society, an association formed for the purpose of diminishing or stopping the use of alcoholic
liquors as a beverage.

Tem'per-an-cy (-aa-sf), n. Temperance.
Tem'per-ate (-at), a. [L. iemperatus, p.

[06s.]
p. of tem-

See Temper, v. t."] 1. Moderate not excessive
as, temperate heat
a temperate climate.
2. Not marked with passion not violent cool calm
as, temperate language.
She is not hot, but temperate as the mom.
Shak.
That sober freedom out of which there springs
perare.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Our loyal passion for our temperate kings.
Tennyson.
Moderate in the indulgence of the natural appetites or passions
as, temperate in eating and drinking.
Be sober and temperate, and you will be healthy. Franklin.
4. Proceeding from temperance,
[i?.]
The temperate sleeps, and spirits light as air.
Pope.
Temperate zone (Geog.), that part of the earth which
lies between either tropic and the corresponding polar
circle — so called because the heat is less than in the
torrid zone, and the cold less than in the frigid zones.
Syn. — Abstemious sober calm cool sedate.
Tem'per-ate (-at), v. t. To render temperate to mod3.

;

Milton.

The consequents of a certain ethical temper. J. H. Newman.
4. Calmness of mind moderation ; equanimity composure as, to keep one's temper.
;

Pope.
with dignity, with temper rise.
Restore yourselves to your tempers, fathers. B. Jonson.
5. Heat of mind or passion ; irritation proneness to
anger;
in a reproachful sense.
IColloq.']
6. The state of a metal or other substance, especially
as to its hardness, produced by some process of heating
or cooling as, the temper of iron or steel.
medium, [i?.]
7. Middle state or course ; mean
The perfect lawgiver is a JTist temper between the mere man
of theory, who can see nothing but general principles, and the
mere man of business, who can see nothing but particular cirMacaulay.
cumstances.
8. (Sugar Works) Milk of lime, or other substance,
employed in the process formerly used to clarify sugar.
fall

—

The

;

3. (Metal.) To bring to a proper degree of hardness;
as, to temper iron or steel.

;

and not in signs.
Tel'pher (tSl'f er), re.

the

;

;

To

+

by

;

;

[6r. T6A605 complete
rpoxos
wheel, hoop.] (Zodl.) Having
both a preoral and a posterior
band of cilia
applied to the
larvse of certain annelids.
Tel'0-type (tei'o-tip), n. Telotrooha of an Annelid
(Polydora).
[Gr. TYJKe far off
-type.] An
electric telegraph which prints the messages in letters
;

temper, Tamper.] 1. To mingle in due proportion ; to
prepare by combining
to modify, as by adding some
new element ; to qualify, as by an ingredient hence, to
soften to mollify ; to assuage to soothe to calm.
Puritan austerity was bo tempered by Dutch indifference,
that mercy itself could not have dictated a milder system.

Tem'per-a-ble (tSm'per-a-b'l),
tempered.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

erate

;

to soften ; to temper.
[Obs.']
It inflames temperance, and temperates wrath. Marston.

;

;

Temper screw, in deep well boring, an adjusting screw
connecting the working beam with the rope carrying the
lowering the tools as the drilling progresses.
temperament frame humor
mood. See Disposition.
Tem'per, v. i. 1. To accord to agree to act and
Shak,
think in conformity. [06*.]
2. To have or get a proper or desired state or quality
to grow soft and pliable.
I have him already tempering between my finger and my
Shak.
thumb, and shortly will I seal with him.
tools, for

Syn.

— Disposition

;

;

;

;

II

;

gll

;

eve, event,

;

Tem'per-a-ture

(-tiir

;

135),

re.

[F. temperature, L.

temperatura due measure, proportion, temper, temperament.] 1. Constitution state ; degree of any quality.
The best composition and (empera/wre is, to have openness in
fame and opinion, secrecy in habit, dissimulation in seasonable
use, and a power to feign, if there be no remedy.
Bacon.
Memory depends upon the consistence and the temperature of
;

L

the brain.

Watts.

;

Tem'pe-ra (tam'pa-ra), re. [It.] (Paint.) A mode
or process of painting distemper.
applied especially to early Italian
^WT The term isvehicles
of which were yolk of egg,
painting, common
yolk and white of egg mixed together, the white juice of
the fig tree, and the like.
final,

Tem'per-ate-ly (-at-lj^), adv. In a temperate manner.
Tem'per-ate-ness, re. The quality or state of being
temperate moderateness ; temperance.
[Cf. L. iemperalivut
Tem'per-a-tlve (-a-tiv), a.
soothing.] Having power to temper, [i?.] T. Granger.

£nd, fern, recent

;

Ice,

2.

Freedom from passion

;

moderation.

\_Obs.'}

In that proud port, which her so goodly graceth.
Most goodly temperature you may descry.
Spenser.
3. (Physics) Condition with respect to heat or cold,
especially as indicated by the sensation produced, or by
the thermometer or pyrometer ; degree of heat or cold
as, the temperature of the air ; high temperature ; low
temperature ; temperature of freezing or of boiling.
4. Mixture ; compound. {Obs.]
Made a temperature of braes and iron together. Holland.
Absolute temperature. (Physics) See under Absolute.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

odd

H

TEMPERED

TEN
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— Animal temperature (Physiol.), the nearly constant teni'
perature maintained in the bodies of warm-blooded (fiomoiqtfiermal) animals during life. The ultimate source
of the heat is to be found in the potential energy of
the food and the oxygen which is absorbed from the air
See Homoiotheemal.
Tt^mperaduring respiration.
ture sense (Physiol.), the faculty of perceiving cold and
warmth, and so of perceiving differences of temperature
in external objects. H. N. Martin.

Tem'pO-rlBt (tSm'po-rlst), re. A temporizer. [06*.]
Why, turn a temporist, row with the tide. Marston.
Tem'po-ri-za'tlon (-rl-za'shiin), re. [Cf. F. tempsriThe act of temporizing.
sation-l
Johusan.
Tem'po-rlze (tSm'p6-riz), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Temporized (-rizd) p. pr. & vb. re. Temporizing (-ri'zTug).]
See Temporal of time.] 1. To comply
IF. temporiser.
with the time or occasion
to humor, or yield to, the

worship of some deity as, the
temple of Jupiter at Athens, or of Juggernaut in India.
" The temple of mighty Mars."
Chaucer.
edifice dedicated to the

;

—

;

.

;

Tem'pered

(tSm'perd),

Brought to a proper
having (such) a temper —

a.

tempered steel
chiefly used in composition as, a gooi-tempered or badtempered man a vieW-tempered sword.
T6m'per-er (-per-er), n. One who, or that which, tempers specifically, a machine in which lime, cement, stone,
etc., are mixed with water.
Tem'per-ing, n. (Sletal.) The process of giving the
requisite degree of hardness or softness to a substance,

temper

;

as,

;

current of opinion or circumstances

;

;

Tempering color, the shade of color that indicates the
degree of temper in tempermg steel, as pale straw yellow for lancets, razors, and tools for metal dark straw
yellow for penknives, screw taps, etc. brown yellow
tor axes, chisels, and plane irons
yellow tinged with
purple for table knives and shears purple for swords
and watch springs blue for springs and saws and very
pale blue tinged with green, too soft for steel instruments.
Tem'pest (tSm'pSst), n. [0¥. tempeste, F. tempete,
{assumed) LL. tempesta, f r. L. tempeslas a portion of time,
a season, weather, storm, akin to tempus time. See Temporal of time.] 1. An extensive current of wind, rushing with great velocity and violence, and commonly attended with rain, hail, or snow a furious storm.
[We] caught in a fiery tempest, shall be hurled,
Milton,
Each on his rock transfixed.
2 Fig. Any violent tumult or commotion as, a political tempest ; a tempest of war, or of the passions.
3. A fashionable assembly
a drum. See the Note
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

under Drum, n.,i, \_Archaic'\
Smollett.
Tempest is sometimes used in the formation of
fp°"
explainmg compounds as, tempest-\>e&ten, tempestloving, tempest-tosseA, /empesi-winged, and the like.
Syn. — Storm agitation perturbation. See Storm.
Tem'pest, v. t. [Cf. OF. tempester, F. (empeier to
rage.] To disturb as by a tempest.
lObs.']
;

;

;

Part huge of bulk.
Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait,

Tempest the ocean.

Milton.

B. Jonson.
Tem'pest, v. i. To storm. [Obs.J
Tem-pes'tlve (tSm-p5s'tiv), a, [L. iempestivus.~\ Seaaonable; timely; a,s, tempeslive siioyiera. \_Obs.~\ Hey-

;

Tem-pes'tu-ous (t5m-pSs'ti5-iIs ; 135),^ a. [L. tempestuosus: cf. OF. tempestueux, F. tempetueux.^ Of or
pertaining to a tempest ; involving or resembling a tempest ; turbulent ; violent stormy ; as, tempestuous weather ; a tempestuous night ; a tempestuous debate.
Tempes'tu-ous-ly, adv.
Tem-pes'tu-ous-ness, n.
;

—

—

"Waiting,

They saw the Hebrew leader,
and clutching his tempestuous beard.

Tem'plar

(tSm'pler),

re.

Longfellow.

[OE. templere, F. templier,

3. Hence, among Christians, an edifice erected as a
place of public worship ; a church.
Can he whose life is a perpetual insult to the authority of
God enter with any pleasure a temple consecrated to devotion
and sanctified by prayer ?
Buckminster.

ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the

dwelleth in you ?
1 Cor. iii. 16.
The groves were God's first temples.
Bryant.
Inner Temple, and Middle Temple, two buildings, or
ranges of buildings, occupied by two inns of court in
London, on the site of a monastic establishment of the
Knights Templars, called the Temple.

Tem'ple

(tSm'p'l), v.

Tem'pled

with churches

ples, or

To

t.

build a temple for

to ap-

;

as, to temple a god. [JJ.] Feltham.
Supplied with a temple or tem(-p'ld), a.
;

;

and

rills,

Thy woods and templed hills.
S. F. Smith.
Tem'plet (-plSt), n. [LL. templatus vaulted, from L.
Iemplum a small timber.] [Spelt also template.'] 1. A
gauge, pattern, or mold, commonly a thin plate or board,
used as a guide to the form of the work to be executed

re.

;

—

South.
Cotgrave.

Tem'po-ral-ness, n. Worldliness.
Tem'po-ral-ty (-ty), n. [See Temporality.] 1. The
Abp. Abbot.
[06s.]
laity
secular people.

rary manner

a temporality.

;

for a time.
Tem'po-ra-rl-neSS, re. The quality or state of being
opposed to perpetuity.
temporary
Tem'po-ra-ry (-rj?), a. [L. temporarius, fr. tempus,
temporis, time cf. F. temporaire.'] Lasting for a time
only existing or continuing for a limited time not permanent ; as, the patient has obtained tempoi'ai'i/reVief.
;

;

—

:

;

;

Temjiorari/ government of the city.

:

pity

secular possession

(-ra'ne-Qs), a.
[L. temporaneus
happening at the right time, fr. tempus, temporis, time.]
Hallyioell.
Temporary. [06s.]
Tem'po-ra-rl-ly (tSm'po-rS-rT-lJ), adv. In a tempo-

Tem'pO-ra'ne-OUS

2. One of the side bars of a pair of spectacles, jointed
to the bows, and passing one on either side of the head
to hold the spectacles in place.
Tem'ple, n, [AS. tempel, from L. iemplum, a space
marked out, sanctuary, temple ; cf. Gr. xe/tei/os a piece
of land marked off, land dedicated to a god of. F. temple, from the Latin.
Of. Contemplate.]
1. A place or
;

A

Temporary
;

star.

fobd, fo'bt

;

;

allure; attract; decoy; seduce.

a,

Having no temptation or mo.

a.

tempta/ionless sin.
;

215),

Hamv^ondx

[ij.]

Tempting.

(-shiSs), a.

Tempt'er (tSmt'er

[Prov. Eng.\

One who tempts or

re.

(A.itron.)

out, oil

;

Motley.

;

;

go

;

Milton.

Tempt'lng, a. Adapted to entice or allure ; attractive ; alluring ; seductive
enticing as, templing pleasures.
Tempt'lng-ly, adv.
Tempt'lng-ness, re.
woman who entices.
Tempt'ress (-rSs), n.
She was my temptress, the foul provoker. Sir W. Scott.

—

—

;

;

A

Temse (tSms), re. [F. ta7>iis, or D. tetns, teems, Cf.
Tamine.]
a sieve. [Written also terns, and letnpse.J
[Prov. Eng.']
Halliwell.
Temse bread, Temsed bread, Temse loaf, bread made of
flour better sifted than common flour. [Prov. Eng.]
Tem'U-lence (tSm'u-lens),
Tem'U-len-cy (-len-sj),
drunkenness,

[i?.]

'^

[L. lemulenlia.'] Intoxication inebriation
Jer. Taylor.
[L. temulentus.'] Intoxicated
)

re.

)

;

Their temulency."

Tem'u-lent (-lent), a.
drunken. [7v.]
Tem'u-lent-lve (-Tv), a. Somewhat temulent ; addicted to drink,
[i?.]
P. Junius.
(tiSu), a. [AS. ten, tihi, tfn, tene ; akin to OFries.
tiaji, OS. tehati, D. iieji, G. sehn,
scliaji, Icel. tlu,
Sw. lio, Dan. ti, Goth, tailiun, Lith. descimt, Russ. desiate,

Ten

OHG.

&

W.

deg. It.
(nn. V308.

Gael, deich, L. decern, Gr. Sexa, Skr.
Cf.

twice

rffl-

Dean, Decade, Decimal, December,
One more than nine

Eighteen, Eighty, Teens, Tithe.]

;

five.

With twice tru sail I crossed the Thryginn Sen. Dryrlen.
dC^^ Ten is often used, indeflnitely.forsei'eca^ many,
and other like words.
'riuM'o 'a « proud modesty in merit,
Averse from bcpgiiig, mid resolved to pny

See under Star.

cbair

en-

especially, Satan, or the Devil, regarded as the great
"Those who are bent to do wickedly
will never want tempters to urge them on."
Tilloison.
tices

enticer to evil.

In a temporal
[iJ.]

2.

as,

;

Temp-ta'tlous

.

;

fim

tive

LL., possessions of the
1. The state or quality of

Tem'po-ral-ly (tSm'po-ral-lJ), adv.
manner; secularly. [-B.]

to

?

;

stretched transversely.

entice

Temp-ta'tlon-less,

—

Coleridge.

14.

;

Luke xi. 4.
Lead us not into temptation.
3. That which tempts ; an inducement ; an allurement,
especially to something evil.
Dare to be great, without a guilty crown
View it, and lay the bright temptation down.
Dryden.

;

Tem'ple, re. [OF. temple, F. tempe, from L. tempora,
tempus; perhaps originally, the right place, the fatal
spot, supposed to be the same word as tempus, lemporis,
the fitting or appointed time. See Temporal of time,
and cf. Tempo, Tense, re.] 1. (Anal.) The space, on
either side of the head, back of the eye and forehead,
above the zygomatic arch and in front of the ear.

tip,

Syn. — To

Temporalities

pi.

i.

Tempt'a-bll'l-ty (-a-bll'T-tj;?), re. The quality or state
of being temptable ; liability to temptation.
Tempt'a-ble (tSmt'a-b'l ; 215), a. Capable of being
tempted ; liable to be tempted.
Cudworth.
Temp-ta'tion (temp-ta'shiin), re.
[OF. temptation,
tenlation, F. tentation, L. tentatio.'] 1. The act of tempting, or enticing to evil ; seduction.
When the devil had ended all the temptation, he departed
from him for a season.
Luke iv. 13.
2. The state of being tempted, or enticed to evil.

church cf. F. temporalite.']
opposed to perpetuity.
being temporary ;
\_Obs.'\
Sir T. More.
2. The laity temporalty.
3. That which pertains to temporal welfare ; material
interests
especially, the revenue of an ecclesiastic proceeding from lands, tenements, or lay fees, tithes, and
the like ;
chiefly used in the plural.
Supreme head, . . under God, of the spirituality and temFuller.
porality of the same church.

Tem'plate (-plat), re. Same as Templet.
Tem'ple (tgm'p'l), n. [Of. Templet.] (Weaving)
A contrivance used in a loom for keeping the web

to invite

;

So glozed the Tempter, and his proem tuned.

(-rSlT-tj^),
temporalitas, in

[L.

(-tiz).

James

enticed.

;

Lowell.

Tem'po-ral'i-ty

1.

vi. 16.

Tempt not the brave and needy to despair. Dryden..
Nor tempt the wrath of heaven's avenging Sire.
Pope.
4. To endeavor to accomplish or reach to attempt.
Ere leave be given to temjit the nether skies. Dryden,

;

emperor in temporals.

and

3. To endeavor to persuade ; to induce
incite ; to provoke ; to instigate.

Anything temporal or secular
a
Tem'po-ral, n.
Dryden.
temporality
used chiefly in the plural.
He assigns supremacy to the pope in spirituals, and to the

and Middle Temple, under Temple. [E^ig.']
3. One belonging to a certain order or degree among
the Freemasons, called Knights Templars. Also, one of
an order among temperance men, styled Good Templars.
Tem'plar, a. Of or pertaining to a temple. [^.]

iuX\,

lust,

fleeting; transitory.

—

Gen. xxii.

Lord your God. Deut.

lead, or endeavor to lead, into evil ; to entice to
what is wiong ; to seduce.
Every man is tempted when he is drawn away of his own

—

;

shall not tempt the

To

2.

—

:

rfide,

God did tempt Abraham.
Ye

II

II

&

;

&

as, a mason's or a wheelwright's templet.
2. (Arch.) A short piece of timber, iron, or stone,
placed in a wall under a girder or other beam, to distribute the weight or pressure.
Tem'po (-p6), n. [It., fr. L. tempus. See Tense, re.]
(Mus. ) The rate or degree of movement in time.
A tempo ginsto (joos'to) [It.], in exact time; sometimes, directing a return to strict time after a tempo
Tempo rubato. See under Rubato.
rubato.
Tem'pO-ral (t6m'p6-r<zl), a. [L. temporalis, fr. tempora the temples : cf . F. temporal. See Temple a part
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the temple or
of the head.]
temples ; as, the temporal bone a temporal artery.
Temporal bone, a very complex bone situated in the
side of the skull of most mammals and containing the organ of hearing. It consists of an expanded squamosal
portion above the ear, corresponding to the squamosal
and zygoma of the lower vertebrates, and a thickened
basal petrosal and mastoid portion, corresponding to the
periotic and tympanic bones of the lower vertebrates. |
Tem'po-ral (t5m'p6-ral), a. [L. temporalis, fr. tempus, temporis, time, portion of time, the fitting or appointed time cf. F. temporel. Cf. Contemporaneous,
Extempore, Temper, v. t.. Tempest, Temple a part of
1. Of or pertaining to
the head, 'Tense, re.. Thing.]
time, that is, to the present life, or this world ; secular,
as distinguished from sacred or eternal.

Syn. —Transient;

&

;

inclosed in a temple.

1 love thy rocks

—

in 1312.

unite,

; as, iemporoi&c\s\.
Tem'po-ro-au-rlc'U-lar (-a-rtk'fi-ler), a. (Anat.) Of
or pertaining to both the temple and the ear ; as, the
temporo-auricular nerve.
(Anat.) Of or perTem'po-ro-fa'clal (-fa'shal), a.
taining to both the temple and the face.
Tem'po-ro-ma'lar (-ma'ler), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to both the temple and the region of the malar
bone ; as, the temporomalar nerve.
Tem'po-ro-max'11-la-ry (-maks'Tl-la-rJ), a. (Anat.)
Of or pertaining to both the temple or the temporal bone
and the maxilla.
Temps (tSmps F. taN), re. [OF. F., fr. L. tempus.
See ^mporal of time.] Time. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Tempse (tSmps), re. SeeTEMSE. [Obs.orProv.Eng.^
Tempt (terat 215), v. t. [imp. p. p. Tempted ; p.
pr.
vb. re. Tempting.] [OE. tempten, tenten, from OF.
tempter, tenter, F. tenter, fr. L. lentare, temptare, to handle, feel, attack, to try, put to the test, urge, freq. from
tendere, tentum, and tensum, to stretch.
See Thin, and
cf. Attempt, Tend, Taunt, Tent a pavilion. Tent to
probe.] 1. To put to trial ; to prove ; to test ; to try.

God

propriate a temple to

In a temporizing

temple, or temporal bone

:

of

adv.

(-zTng-lJ?),

Tem'po-ro- (tSm'p6-r6-). A combining form used in
anatomy to indicate connection with, or relation to, the

Shak.
an hour for temporal affairs ?
2. Civil or political, as distinguished from ecclesiastical ; as, temporal power ; temporal courts.
Temporal angment.
Lords temporal. See under Lord, re.
See the Note under Augment, n.

2. A student of law, so called from having apartments
in the Temple at London, the original buildings having
belonged to the Knights Templars. See Inner Temple,

and templar devotion.

Tem'po-ri'zlng-ly

Any place in which the divine presence spe4. Fig.
cially resides.
"The temple of his body." John ii. 21.
Know

one

;

or yielding manner.

Is this

limited in numbers, and its
members were bound by vows of chastity and poverty.
After the conquest of Palestine by the Saracens, the
Templars spread over Europe, and, by reason of their
reputation for valor and piety, they were enriched by
numerous donations of money and lands. The extrava^
eances and vices of the later Templars, however, finally
Jed to the suppression of the order by the Council of

use,

2. (Jewish Antiq.) The edifice erected at Jerusalem
for the worship of Jehovah.
Jesus walked in the temple in Solomon's porch.
John x. 23.

spirit

One who temporizes

(-ri'zer), n.

yields to the time, or complies with the prevailing
opinions, fashions, or occasions ; a trimmer.
A sort of temporizers, ready to embrace and maintain all that
is, or shall be, proposed, in hope of preferment.
Burton.

The things which are seen are temporal, but the things which
2 Cor. iv. 18.
are not seen are eternal.

^W^ The order was at first

Solitary, family,

Tem'po-ri'zer

who

:

LL. templarius. See Temple a church.] 1. One of a
religious and military order first established at Jerusalem, in the early part of the 12th century, for the protection of pilgrims and of the Holy Sepulcher. These
Knights Tem-plars, or Knights of the Temple, were so
named because they occupied an apartment of the palace of Baldwin II. in Jerusalem, near the Temple.

Vienne

;

Doric Temple ut Segesta (near the modern Alcamo) in Sicily.

;

—

wood.
Tem-pes'tive-ly, adv. [06s.]
Tem'pes-tiv'1-ty (tSm'pSs-tiv'T-tj^),re. [li. tempestiThe quality, or the state, of being tempestive
liitas.l
seasonableness.
Sir T. Browne.
[OJs.]

also, to trim, an

grievance inwardly complaiB«
But outwardly they needs must temporize.
DanxA.
2. To delay ; to procrastinate. {R.'\
Bacon.
to agree.
3. To comply
[06s.]
Shak.

;

as iron and steel ; especially, the process of giving to
steel the degree of hardness required for various purposes, consisting usually in first plunging the article,
when heated to redness, in cold water or other liquid, to
give an excess of hardness, and then reheating it gradually untU the hardness is reduced or drawn down to the
degree required, as indicated by the color produced on a
polished portion, or by the burning of oil.

;

between two parties.
They might their

;

Tfu times the gift
^

sing, iijk

;

tben, thin

;

bON

;

it

Dryden.

asks.

zli

=z

in azure.

TEN
Ten

N

nine

1. The number greater by one than
of five and five ; ten units or objects.
it for ten's sake.
Qen. xviii. 32.

sum

I will not destroy

A symbol representing

ten units, as 10, x, or X.
Ten'a-bil'i-ty (ten'sUbTl'T-tJ), n. The quality or state
of being tenable tenableness.
2.

;

Ten'a-ble

[F. /enable, fr. tenir to hold,

(ten'a-b'l), a.

Continue, CoNimENT, Entertain, Maintain, Tenant, Tenet.] Capable of being
held, maintained, or defended, as against an assailant
or objector, or against attempts to take or possess as,
a tenable fortress a /enable argument.
If you have hitherto concealed his sight,
See Thin, and

L. tenere.

cf.

;

;

Let

it

be

I would be the

when

it

Tench

(tSu), n.

the

;

1484

was

tellable in

last

Ten'a-ble-ness,

Ten'ace

man

your silence

Shak.

still.

in the world to give

tenable.

n.

(-as), n.

up his cause
Sir W. Seott.

Same

as Tenabllity.
[F. tenace tenacious, demeurer te-

nace to hold the best and third best cards and take both
tricks, the adversary having to lead.
See Tenacious.]
{WMst) The holding by the fourth hand of the best
and third best cards of a suit led also, sometimes, the
combination of best with third best card of a suit in any
hand.
Te-na'cious (te-na'shus), a. [L. tenax, -acis, from tenere to hold. See Tenable, and cf. Tenace.] 1. Holding fast, or inclined to hold fast inclined to retain what

;

—

—

—

;

—

II

Te-nac'u-lum (te-nak'li-liim),
;
E. Tenaculums

n. ; pi. L.

Tenacula

(-la)

(-lumz). [L., a holder,
Cf.
fr. tenere to hold.
Tenaille.] {Surg.) An
instrument consisting
A form of Tenaculum.
of a fine, sharp hook
attached to a handle, and used mainly for taking up arteries, and the like.
Ten'a-cy (ten'a-s^), n. [L. tenacia obstinacy. See
Tenacious.] Tenaciousness obstinacy. \_Obs.'] Barrow.
Te-naille' (te-nal'), n. [F., a pair of pincers or tongs,
a tenaille, fr. L. tenaculum. See Tenaculum.] {Fort.)
An outwork in the main ditch, in front of the curtain,
between two bastions. See Illust. of Ravelin.
[F.
See Tenaille.]
Te-nall'lon (te-nal'yiin), n.
(Fort. ) A work constructed on each side of the ravelins,
to increase their streugth, procure additional ground beyond the ditch, or cover the shoulders of the bastions.
;

Ten'an-cy (ten'an-sy), n. ; pi. Tenancies (-siz).
OF. tenance, LL. tenentia. See Tenant.] (Law)

[Cf.
(a)

A

holding, or a mode of holding, an estate ; tenure ; the
temporary possession of what belongs to another, (b)
house for habitation, or place to live
(0. Eng. Law)
Wharton.
Blount. Blackstone.
in, held of another.
Ten'ant (-ant), n. [F. tenant, p. pr. of tenir to hold.

A

See Tenable, and cf. Lieutenant.] 1. (Law) One who
holds or possesses lands, or other real estate, by any kind
of right, whether in fee simple, in common, in severalty,
for life, for years, or at will ; also, one who has the occupation or temporary possession of lands or tenements
correlative to landthe title of which is in another ;
lord. See Citation from Blackstone, under Tenement, 2.

—

Wharton.

Blount.
2.

One who has possession

occupant.

of any place ; a dweller ; an
" Sweet tenants of this grove."
Cowper.

The happy tenant of your shade,
The sister tenants of the middle deep.

Cowley.

Byron.

Tenant In capite [L. in in + capite, abl. of caput head,
chief], or Tenant in cMof, by the laws of England, one
who holds immediately of the king. According to the
feudal system, all lands in England are considered as
held immediately or mediately of the king, who is styled
lord paramount. Such tenants, however, ate considered
as having the fee of the lands and permanent possession.
Blackstone.
Tenant in common. See under Common.
Ten'ant, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Tenanted p. pr. & vb.
ro. Tenanting.]
To hold, occupy, or possess as a tenant.
Sir Roger's estate is tenanted by persons who have served him

—

;

Addison.

or his ancestors.

Fit to be rented

a condition suitable for a tenant.
Ten'ant-a-ble-ness, n.
Ten'ant-less, a. Having no tenants ; unoccupied
as, a tenantless mansion.
Shak.
Ten'ant-ry (-ry), «. 1. The body of tenants ; as, the
tenantry of a manor or a kingdom.
2. Tenancy.
Ridley.
[06i.]
(s,?/).
See Tenon saw, under Tenon.
Ten'ant

Ten'ant-a-ble

(-4-b'l), a.

—

;

in

saw

ale,

senate, care,

am, arm, ask,

V

;

hardship

The

favor

to offer or tender.

\_Obs.']

;

;

;

;

shepherds tend their

;

;

Bein^

to

descend

A ladder much in lieight, I did not tend
My way well down.

Chapman.

To tend a vessel (jVouL), to manage an .anchored vessel
when the tide turns, so that in swinging she shall not entangle the cable.
v. i.
1. To wait, as attendants or servants ; to
with on or upon.
to attend ;
"Was he not companion with the riotous knights
That tend upon my father ?
Shak.
2. [F. attendre.^ To await ; to expect.
[OJs.] Shak.
Tend, v. i. [F. tendre, L. tendere, tensum and tenturn, to stretch, extend, direct one's course, tend
akin
to G-r. Tsivew to stretch, Skr. tan.
See Thik, and cf.
Tend to attend. Contend, Intense, Ostensible, Portent, Tempt, Tender to offer. Tense, a.] 1. To move
in a certain direction ;
usually with to or towards.
Two gentlemen tending towards that sight. Sir H. Wotton.
Thus will this latter, as the former world,
Milton.
Still tend from bad to worse.
Byron.
The clouds above me to the white Alps tend.

—

;

—

2. To be directed, as to any end, object, or purpose
to aim ; to have or give a leaning ; to exert activity or
as, our
influence ; to serve as a means to contribute
petitions, if granted, might tend to our destruction.
The thoughts of the diligent tend only to plenteousness but
l^rov. xxi. 5.
of every one that is hasty only to want.
The laws of our religion tend to the universal happiness of
nUotson.
mankind.
Tend'ance (tSnd'ans), n. [See Tend to attend, and
waiting
1. The act of attending or
cf. Attendance.]
Spenser.
attendance.
[Archaic^
;

;

;

;

The

breath
Of her sweet tendance hovering over him. Tennyson.
2. Persons in attendance attendants.
[Obs-I Shak.
Tend'ence (-ens), n. Tendency. [Obs.^
Tend'en-cy {-en-sf), n. ; pi. Tendencies (-siz). [L.
tendens, -entis, p. pr. of tendere : cf. F. tendance. See
Tend to move.] Direction or course toward any place,
object, effect, or result ; drift ; causal or efficient influence to bring about an effect or result.
;

conducted with candor, have a more
Addison.
particular tendency to the good of their country.
In every experimental science, there is a tendency tovj^rd perMacaulay.
fection.
Writings of this kind,

Syn.

is

religion.

Tillotson.

gentle ; mild.
7- Unwilling to cause pain
You, that are thus so tender o'er his follies,
Wilt never do him good.
;

;

;

sympathetic.

;

—

Shak.

flocks.

flaming ministers to watch and tend
Their earthly charge.
Milton.
There 's not a sparrow or a wren,
There 's not a blade of autumn grain,
AVhich tlie four seasons do not tend
And tides of life and increase lend.
Emerson.
be attentive to ; to note carefully to attend to.

Tend,

66.

am choleric by my

And

serve

Deut. xxviii.

6. Exciting

accompany as an assistant or protector to care
wants of to look after to watch to guard

To

woman among you.

very pitiful, and of tender mercy. James v. 11.
nature, and tender by my temper. Fuller,
kind concern ; dear ; precious.
I love Valcntin£,
Whose life's as tender to me as my soul J
Shak.
or not to injure ;
Careful
to
save
inviolate,
with
6.
" Tewder of property.
Burke.
of.
The civil authority should be tender of the honor of God and
I

& p. p. Tended p. pr. & vb. n.
Tending.] [Aphetic form of attend. See Attend, Tend
to move, and cf. Tender one that tends or attends.]

2.

effeminate.

;

tender and delicate

The Lord

Tench

To make a tender of;
Tend, v. t. [imp.

as,

immature

4. Susceptible of the softer passions, as love, compaskindness ; compassionate ; pitiful ; anxious for
another's good ; easily excited to pity, forgiveness, or

t.
[See Tendee to offer.]
(O. Eng. Law)

1. To
for the

;

sion,

V.

;

;

2. Sensible to impression and pain ; easily pained.
Our bodies are not naturally more tender than our faces.
Estrange,
not hardy or able to endure
3. Physically weak

tinca.'X

ea, or T. vulgaris) allied to the
carp. It is noted
for its tenacity'
of life.
Tend (tend),

is in

;

[OF. tenche, F. tanche, L.

re.

A European fresh-water
lish (Tinea tin(Zool.)

;

possession ; as, men tenacious of their just rights.
2. Apt to retain ; retentive ; as, a tenacious memory.
3. Having parts apt to adhere to each other ; cohesive ; tough ; as, steel is a tenacious metal tar is more
tenacious than oil.
Sir I, Newton.
4. Apt to adhere to another substance ; glutinous viscous ; sticking adhesive. " Female feet, too weak to
struggle with tenacious clay."
Cowper.
5. Niggardly ; closefisted ; miserly.
Ainsioorth.
6. Holding stoutly to one's opinion or purpose ; obstinate ; stubborn.
Te-na'clous-ly, adv.
Te-na'clous-ness, n.
Te-nac'1-ty (te-nSs'i-ti^), n. [L. tenacitas: cf. F. tenacite.
Tenacious.]
See
1. The quality or state of
being tenacious ; as, tenacity, or retentiveness, of memory ; tenacity, or persistency, of purpose.
2. That quality of bodies which keeps them from parting without considerable force ; cohesiveness the effect
of attraction ;
as distinguished from britileness, fragility, mobility, etc.
3. That quality of bodies which makes them adhere to
other bodies ; adhesiveness ; viscosity.
Holland.
4. {Physics) The greatest longitudinal stress a substance can bear without tearing asunder,
usually expressed with reference to a unit area of the cross section
of the substance, as the number of pounds per square
inch, or kilograms per square centimeter, necessary to
produce rupture.

(tSnch),

TENDRIL

—

if

Disposition
aim.

;

inclination

proneness

;

drift

;

8.

Adapted to excite

of the softer passions

;

Shak.
feeling or sympathy ; expressive
pathetic ; as, tender expressions

tender expostulations ; a tender strain.
9. Apt to give pain causing grief or pain ; delicate
as, a tender subject.
"Things that are tender and unpleasing."
Bacon,
10. (JVaut.) Heeling over too easily when under sail
said of a vessel.
Tender is sometimes used in the formation of
explaining compounds; as, tender -footed, tenderfp"
looking, tender-u\iaded, lender-mouthed, and the like.
Syn. Delicate eft'eminate soft; sensitive compassionate kind humane merciful pitiful.
Ten'der (tgn'der), n [Cf. F. tendre.^ Regard care ;
kind concern. [Obs.l
Shak.
To have a care of to be tender
Ten'der, v. t.
toward hence, to regard ; to esteem to value. [Obs.']
For first, next after life, he tendered her good. Spenser.
Tender yourself more dearly.
Shak.
To see a prince in want would move a misei-'s charity. Our
western princes tendered his case, which they counted might be
Fuller.
their own.
Ten'der-fOOt' (-foot'), re. A delicate person ; one not
inured to the hardship and rudeness of pioneer life.
[Slang, Western U. S.)
Ten'der-heart'ed f-hart'ed), a. Having great sensibility susceptible of impressions or influence affectionate
pitying
sensitive.
Ten'der-heart'ed-ly, adv.
;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
— Ten'der-heart'ed-ness,

;

;

;

;

re.

Rehoboam was young and tender-hearted, and could not
2 Chron. xiii. 7.
withstand them.
Be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted. Eph. iv. 32.
Ten'der-heft'ed (-hSffSd), a. Having great tenderShak.
ness ; easily moved. [Obs.'\
re.
1. One made tender by too
a fondling. [iJ.] W. Harrison (1586).
of the first antlers of a deer.
Ten'der-loln' (-loin'), n. A strip of tender flesh on
either side of the vertebral column under the short ribs,
It consists of the
in the hind quarter of beef and pork
psoas muscles.
Ten'der-ly, adv. In a tender manner ; with tenderness ; mUdly gently ; softly ; in a manner not to injure
Chaucer.
or give pain ; with pity or affection kindly.
Ten'der-ness, re. The quality or state of being tender (in any sense of the adjective).
Syn.
Benignity ; humanity; sensibility; benevolence kindness pity clemency ; mildness ; mercy.
[Cf. F. tendineux."]
Ten'dl-nous (ten'di-niis), a.
1. Pertaining to a tendon ; of the nature of a tendon.
2. Full of tendons
sinewy ; as, nervous and tendinous parts of the body.
Tend'ment (tend'ment), re. Attendance care. [Obs.l
Ten'don (tgn'dun), re. [F., fr. L. tendere to stretch,
extend. See Tend to move.] {Anal.) A tough insensible cord, bundle, or band of fibrous connective tissue
uniting a muscle with some other part ; a sinew.
Tendon reflex (Physiol.), a kind of reflex act in which
a muscle is made to contract by a blow upon its tendon.
Its absence is generally a
sign of disease. See Knee

Ten'der-Ilng

much

kindness

2. (Zo'dl.)

(-ITng),

;

One

;

;

—

;

;

;

scope
Tend'er (-er), n. [From Tend to attend. Cf. Attendee.] 1. One who tends; one who takes care of
any person or thing a nurse.
2. (Naut.) A vessel employed to attend other vessels,
to supply them with provisions and other stores, to convey intelhgence, or the like.
3. A car attached to a locomotive, for carrying a supply of fuel and water.
Ten'der (ten'der), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Tendered
[F. tendre to
(-derd) p. pr. & vb. n. Tendering.]
stretch, stretch out, reach, L. tendere. See Tend to jerk, under Knee.
move.] X. (Law) To offer in payment or satisfaction of
Ten'don-ous (-us), a.
a demand, in order to save a penalty or forfeiture as, to Tendinous.
tender the amount of rent or debt.
Ten'do-syn'o-vl'tis \
2. To offer in words to present for acceptance.
(-do-stn'o-vi'tis), re. [NL.
tender down
You see how all conditions, how all minds,
See Tendon, and StnoviShak.
Their services to Lord Timon.
Tis.]
See Tenosynovitis.
JL
Ten'der,*n. 1. (Law) An offer, either of money to
Ten'drac (-drSk), re. TTrfflniniiiEr^Wia* 6
pay a debt, or of service to be performed, in order to [See Tenkec] (Zobl.)
save a penalty or forfeiture, which would be incurred Any one of several species
Tendrac (Ericulus spinosus).
by nonpayment or nonperformance as, the tender of of small msectivores of the
rent due, or of the amount of a note, with interest.
family Centetidse, belonging to Ericulus, Echinops, and
5^= To constitute a legal tender, such money must
related genera, native of Madagascar.
be offered as the law prescribes. So also the tender must
They are more or less spinose and resembe at the time and place where the rent or debt ought to
The rice
ble the hedgehog in habits.
be paid, and it must be to the full amount due.
tendrac (Oryzorictes hora) is very injuri2. Any offer or proposal made for acceptance as, a
ous to rice crops. Some of the species
tender of a loan, of service, or of friendship a tender of
are called also ienrec.
a bid for a contract.
Ten'dril (-drll), re. [Shortened fr. OF.
South.
A free, unlimited tender of the gospel.
tendrillon, fr. F. tendre tender hence,
3. The thing offered; especially, money offered in
properly, the tender branch or sprig of a
Shak.
payment of an obligation.
plant cf. F. tendrille. See Tender,
(Bot.) A
Tender of issue (Zaw), Tendrils. A Coiling a., and cf. Tendkon.]
Legal tender. See under Legal.
Tendril
of
Grapeoffers
a
party
which
slender, leafless portion of a plant by
a form of words in a pleading, by
to a supattached
to refer the question raised upon it to the appropriate
which
becomes
it
Te"nd'ril ofVirginia
Burnll.
mode of decision.
Creeper, showing porting body, after which the tenanl
Disks by which usually contracts by coihng spirally.
Ten'der, a. [Compar. Tenderer (-er) superl. Tenthey cling.
DEREST.] [F. tendre, L. tener ; probably akin to tenuis
u^= Tendrils may represent the
thin. See Thin.] 1. Easily impressed, broken, bruised, end of a stem, as in the grapevine an axillary branch, as
tender
as,
in
delicate
the passion flower stipules, as in the genus Smilax
not firm or hard
or injured
or the end of a leaf, as in the pea.
plants tender flesh tender fruit.
;

;

;

;

;

^

;

II

^
^^^^^K^K^^^^p

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

final,

;

;

;

all

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

idea,

ai

;

old,

dbey, orb, 6dd

s

TENDRIL
Clasping

climbing as a tenDyer.
Ten'drUed Ht«n'drTld), a. (Bot.) Furnislied with
tendrils, or with such, or so many, tenTen'drllled )
" The thousa7id-iend7-iled vine."
Southey.
drils.
Ten'dron (-drun), re. [F. Cf. Tendril.] A tendril.
Holland.
lObs.']
Ten'dry (-dry), n. A tender an offer. [Oto/| Heylin.
Tene (ten), n. & v. See 1st and 2d Teen. [OJs.]
Ten'e-brSB (tSn'e-bre), re. [L., pi., darlsness.] {R.
C. Ch.) The matins and lauds for the last tliree days of
Holy Week, commemorating the sufferings and death
of Christ,
usually srng on tlie afternoon or evening of
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, instead of on the following days.

Ton'dlll (tSn'dril),

dril.

a.

;

[B.-\

;

II

—

Te-neft'rl-COSe' (te-ngb'ri-kos')i ". [L. tenebricosxis.']
[06*.]
Ten'e-brii'io (tSn'e-brTf'Tk), a. [L. tenehrae darkness
facere to make.] Rendering dark or gloomy

Tenebrous; dark; gloomy.

+
tenebrous

;

TENT

1485

gloomy.

^

:

BurTts.

Where

light
fitful in a tenebrific time.

Lay
H. Browning.
Ten'e-brlf'lc-OUS (-I-ktls), a. Tenebrific.
Authors who are tenebrijicous stars.
Addison.
Te-ne'brl-OUS (te-ne'brl-iSs), a. Tenebrous. Young.
Ten'e-brose' (tgn'e-bros'), a. Characterized by darkness or gloom tenebrous.
Ten'e-bros'l-ty (-br5s'i-ty), re. The quality or state
of being tenebrous ; tenebrousness.
Burton.

v(i^e{Cenletes

ecaudatus),
nativeofMadagascar, but

introduced"

Macaulai/.

also into the

Court tennis, the old
game of tennis as

islands of
Bourbon and

played within walled

—

;

Players, Implements,
and Court.

lawn

Tense

— Ja-wu tennis. See under Lawn, re.— Tennis court,
a place or court for playing the game of tennis. Shak.
N
A
c

Ten'e-brous (t6u'e-briis^, a. [L. tenebrosus, fr. ienedarkness
cf. F. tenebreux.']
Dark ; gloomy
dusky ; tenebrious.
Ten'e-brous-ness, re.
The most dark, tenebrou3 night. J. Hall (1565).
The towering and tenebrous boughs of the cypress. Longfellow.
:

—

Ten'e-ment (-ment), re. [OF. tenement a holding, a
F. tenement., LL. tenementum, fr. L. tenere to hold.
See Tenant.] 1. {Feud. Law) That which is held of
another by service ; property which one holds of a lord
or proprietor in consideration of some military or pecunflef,

iary service fief ; fee.
2. {Common Law) Any species of permanent property that may be held, so as to create a tenancy, as lands,
houses, rents, commons, an office, an advowson, a franchise, a right of common, a peerage, and the like ;
called also free or frank tenements.
;

—

The thing held is a tenement, the possessor •£ it a ** tenant,"
end the manner ef possession is called " tenure."
Blackstoue.
3. A dwelling house a building for a habitation also,
an apartment, or suite of rooms, in a building, used by
one family often, a house erected to be rented.
Dwelling abode habitation.
4. Fig.
;

;

;

:

;

;

Who has informed us that a rational soul can inhabit no tenement, unless it has just such a sort of frontispiece ?
Locke.
Tenement house, commonly, a dwelling house erected
for the purpose of being rented , and divided into separate
apartments or tenements for families. The term is often
applied to apartment houses occupied by poor families.

—

—

Syn.
House; dwelling; habitation.
Tenement,
House. There may be many houses linder one roof, but
they are completely separated from each other by party
walls. A tenement may be detached by itself, or it may
be part of a house divided off for the use of a family.
Ten'6-men'tal (-mSn'tal), a. Of or pertaining to a
tenement capable of being held by tenants. Blackstone.
Ten'e-men'la-ry (-ta-ry), a. Capable of being leased
held by tenants.
Spelman.
Ten'ent (ten'ent), re. [L. tenent they hold, 3d pers.
pi. pres. of tenere.^
A tenet. [06«.] Bp. Sanderson.
Ten'er-al (tSn'er-al), a. [L. tener, -eris, tender, deli;

{Zool.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a condition assumed by the imago of certain Neuroptera, after
exclusion from the pupa. In this state the insect is soft,
and has not fully attained its mature coloring.
Ten'er-llfe' (-Tf '), re. A white wine resembling Madeira
in taste, but more tart, produced in Teneriffe, one of the
Canary Islands
called also Vidonia.
Te-ner'1-ty (te-nSr'i-ty), re. [L. ieneritas. See Tender, a.] Tenderness.
[Obs.J
Ainsworth.
Te-nes'mic {te-nSz'mTk), a. {Med.) Of or pertaining
to tenesmus ; characterized by tenesmus.
(-mils), re.
[NL., fr. Gr. reifeo-joto's, fr.
5 Te-nes'mus
TeiVeiK to stretch : cf. L. tenesnws.']
{Med.) An urgent
and distressing sensation, as if a discharge from the intestines must take place, although none can b^ effected
;
-- always referred to the lower extremity of the rectum.
Vesical tenesmus, a similar sensation as to the evacuation of urine, referred to the region of the bladder.
cate.]

;

—

Ton'et (tgn'gt 277), re. [L. tenet he holds, fr. tenere
to hold.
See Tenable.] Any opinion, principle, dogma,
belief, or doctrine, which a person holds or maintains as
;

Is

as, the tenets of Plato or of Cicero.
;
That all animals of the land are in their kind in the sea, . . .
a tenet very questionable.
sir T. Browne.
The religious tenets oi his family he had early renounced with

contempt.

Macaulwj.

—

^

Dogma doctrine opinion principle ; posiSee Dogma.
Ten'fold' (tgn'lold'), a. & adv. In tens ; consisting
of ten in one ; ten times repeated.
,7^" f^I'^l'y Terror . . grew tenfold
,T
J
More dreadful
and deform.
Milton.
Te'nl-a (te'ni-a,), re. [NL.] See T^nia.
Te'ni-old (-old), a. See T^nioid.
Ten'naat-ltO (tgu'nant-it), re. [Named after Smithson Tennant, an English chemist.] {Min.) A blackish
Syn.

;

;

;

.

-

II

lead-gray mineral, closely related to tetraliedrite.
essentially a sulphide of arsenic and copper.
II

Ten'n6'

(tgn'nS'),

re.

[Cf.

It is

ture, rarely employed, which is considered as an orange
color or bright brown.
It is represented by diagonal
linos from sinister to dexter, crossed by vertical lines.

Ose,

unite,

r^de, t^W,

iip,

Orn

j

pity

H

c

2t

2/

IB

C

applied to

temps,

111^°°' The primary simple tenses are three
those which
express time past, present, and future ; but these admit
of modifications, which differ in different languages.
Tense, a. [L. tensus, p. p. of tendere to stretch.
See Tend to move, and cf. Toise.] Stretched tightly;
strained to stiffness ; rigid ; not lax ; as, a tense fiber.
The temples were sunk, her forehead was tense, and a fatal
paleness was upon her.
Goldsmith.
Tense'Iy, adv.
Tense'ness, re.
The quality or
Ten'si-bil'1-ty (tgn'sl-bil'i-tj^), re.
state of being tensible tensility.
Ten'si-ble (tSn'sI-b'l), a. [See Tense, a.] Capable
of being extended or drawn out ; ductile
tensile.
Gold ... is likewise the most flexible and tensible. Bacon.
Ten'sile (-sll), a. [See Tense, a.] 1. Of or pertaining to extension ; as, tensile strength.
2. Capable of extension ; ductile ; tensible.
Bacon.
.

B

N

;

Plan of Lawn Tennis Court.
.4BjB^ Double Court; S.'?5SSingle Court; ^^,jB£ Base Lines;
SC'X>A', SODS Side Lines
CC, DD Service Lines
////Half CourtLine; iVA'Net. The figures indicate measure-

AB, AB,

;

ment in feet.
Ten'nis,

v.

t.

To

Ten'on

(tgn'un),

;

;

drive backward and forward, as a
Spenser.

ball in playing tennis,
[i?.]
Ten'nu (ten'noo), re. {Zool.)
Ten'-O' -clock' (ten'S-klok'),

star-of-Bethlehem.

The

Ten'siled

tapir.

A plant,

{Bot.)

re.

See Ten-

[F., fr. tenir to hold.

—

;

—

+

[Gr. TeVwi/ a tendon
division of a tQudon,

Penny.

food,

fo-ot

;

out,

oU

5

chair

[i?.]

;

go

;

;

[L. tensio, from tendere, tensum, to stretch : cf. F. tension. See Tense, a.] 1. The
act of stretching or straining the state of being stretched
or strained to stiffness ; the state of being bent or strained ;
as, the tension of the muscles ; tension of the larynx.
2. Fig. Extreme strain of mind or excitement of feeling ; intense effort.
\
3. The degree of stretching to which a wire, cord,
piece of timber, or the like, is strained by drawing it in
the direction of its length ; strain.
Gwilt.
4. {Mech.) The force by which a part is pulled when
forming part of any system in equilibrium or in motion ;
as, the tension of a string supporting a weight equals

Ten'sion

(tgn'shiin),

re.

;

:

.

Te-not'0-my (te-not'S-mJ), n.
{Surg.) The
-)- Te'iuceii/ to cut.]

tensile,

;

able.] {Carp. &,/om.) A projecting member left by cutting away the wood aromid
it, and made to insert into a mortise, and
in this way secure together the parts of
a frame ; especially, such a member when
it passes entirely through the thickness of
the piece in which the mortise is cut, and
shows on the other side. Cf Tooth, Tdsk. <» O"? f'"''" °^
Tenon saw, a saw with a thin blade, usually stiffened by a brass or steel back, for cutting tenons.
[Corruptly written tenant saw.]
Gwilt.
Ten'on, v. t. To cut or fit for insertion into a mortise,
as the end of a piece of timber.
Te-no'nl-an (te-no'ni-an), a. {Anat.) Discovered or
described by M. Tenon, a French anatomist.
Tenonian capsule {Anat.), a lymphatic space inclosed by
a delicate membrane or fascia (the fascia of Tenon) between the eyeball and the fat of the orbit ;
called also
capsule of Tenon.
Ten'or (ten'er), re. [L., from tenere to hold ; hence,
properly, a holding on in a continued course : cf. F.
teneur. See Tenable, and cf. Tenok a kind of voice.]
1. A state of holding on in a continuous course
manner of continuity ; constant mode ; general tendency
course ; career.
Along the cool sequestered vale of life
They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.
Gray.
Z. That course of thought which holds on through a
discourse ; the general drift or course of thought ; purport ; intent ; meaning ; understanding.
When it [the bond] is paid according to the tenor. Shak.
Does not the whole tenor of the divine law positively require
humility and meekness to all men ?
Sprat.
3. Stamp ; character ; nature.
This success would look like chance, if it were not perpetual,
and always of the same tenor.
Dryden.
4. {Law) An exact copy of a writing, set forth in the
words and figures of it. It differs from purport, which
is only the substance or general import of the instrument.
Bouvier.
5. [F. tenor, L. tenor, properly, a holding ;
so called
because the tenor was the voice wliicli took and held the
principal part, the plain song, air, or tune, to which the
other voices supplied a harmony above and below cf.
It. tenore.']
(Mus.) {a) The higher of the two kinds of
voices usually belonging to adult males ; hence, the part
in the harmony adapted to this voice
the secoiid of the
four parts in the scale of sounds, reckoning from the base,
and originally the air, to which the other parts were auxiliary.
(6) A person who sings the tenor, or the instrument that plays it.
Old Tenor, New Tenor, Middle Tenor, different descriptions of paper money, issued at different periods, by the
American colonial governments in the last century.
Ten'O-syn'O-vl'Us (tSn'o-sTn'S-vi'tls), ». [NL., fr.
6r. rivuiv a tendon
E. synovitis.~\ {Med.) Infiammation of the synovial sheath enveloping a tendon.
Ten'O-tome (tgn'o-tom), n. {Sttrg.) A slender knife
for use in the operation of tenotomy.
II

Made

(-sTld), a.

Ten-Sil'i-ty (ten-sTl'i-ty), re. The quality or state ol
being tensile, or capable of extension tensibility as,
the tensility of the muscles.
Br. H. More.

the

See under Stae.
re.

—

—

S

'

;

;

is

cate the time of the action or event signified ; the modification which verbs undergo for the indication of time.

~

or the act of dividing a tendon.
Ten'pen-ny (tgn'pgn-ny), a. Valued or sold at ten
pence as, a tenpenny cake. See 2d Penny, n.
Ten'pen-ny, a. Denoting a size of nails. See 1st

A tinc-

Tawny.] {Her.)

name

tens, properly, time, F.

:

;

tion.

[OF.

re.

See Temporal of time, and cf.
{Gram.) One of the forms which a verb takes
by inflection or by adding auxiliary words, so as to indi-

p

:

true

(tgns),

L. tempus time, tense.

;

brae

(^Cciitete,-.

Thing.]

B
-

Streaked Tenrec

—

Mauritius
called also tanrec. The
other allied species. See Tendkao.

Court Tennis.

tennis.
-.

S

j/r2^,;fi^^

small insecti-

J

from

.

tanrec,

tandrec.1
{Zool.) A

stories, his style of dancing and playing tennis,
were familiar to all
.
.
.

courts of peculiar construction ;
distin-

re.

:

rac,

'

guished

It lightens, it brightens.
The tenebrific scene.

Ten'-pound'er (-pound'er),

.

'

London.

A

game resembling nineSee Ninepins. [!7. S.]
{Zool.) A large oceanic
fish {Elops saurus) fomid in the tropical parts of all the
oceans. It is used cliiefly for bait.
Ten'rec (-rSk), re. [From the native name cf F. tanTen'plns' (tgn'pinz'), re.
pins, but played with ten pins.

Ten*'nls (tgn'nts), re. [OE. tennes, tenets, ienyse; of
uncertain origin, perhaps fr. F. teyiez hold
.,imlfi
or take it, fr. tenir to
^"
-^ —
hold (see Tenable).] '^^[
'
A play in which a ball V. S.
is driven to and fro, C'-^.. II"!
''
.""
or kept in motion by
'"i
striking it with a
racket or with the
if'
open hand.
Shak.
His easy bow, his good

that weight.
5. A device for checking the delivery of the thread in
a sewing machine, so as to give the stitch the required
degree of tightness.
6. {Physics) Expansive force ; the force with which
the particles of a body, as a gas, tend to recede from
each other and occupy a larger space elastic force elasticity ; as, the tension of vapor ; the tension of air.
7. {Elec.) Tile quality in consequence of which an
electric charge tends to discharge itself, as into the air
by a spark, or to pass from a body of greater to one of
less electrical potential.
It varies as the square of tho
quantity of electricity upon a given area.
Tension brace, or Tension member iBngin.), a brace or
roemljer designed to resist tension, or subjected to tension, in a structure.
Tension rod {Engin.), an iron rod
used as a tension member to strengthen timber or metal
framework, roofs, or the like.
Ten'sioned (-shtind), a. Extended or drawn out ; subjected to tension. " A highly teresioreeti string." Tyndall,
Ten'si-ty (-sT-ti^), ». The quality or state of being
tense, or strained to stiffness ; tension ; tenseness.
Ten'sive (-sTv), a. [Cf. F. tensif. See Tense, o.]
Giving the sensation of tension, stiffness, or contraction.
A tensive pain from distension of the parts. J- layer.
Ten'sor (-sSr), re. [NL. See Tension.] 1. {Aiiat.)
A muscle that stretches a part, or renders it tense.
2. {Geoni.) Tlieratioof one vector to another in length,
no regard being had to tlie directions of the two vectors
so called because considered as a stretch ing factor in
changing one vector into another. See Versor.
Ten'-strllie' (-strik'), re. X. {Tenpins) A knocking
down of all ten pins at one delivery of the ball. [ U. iS. ]
2. Any quick, decisive stroke or act.
[CoUoq. U. S.]
Ten'sure (-shur ; 135), re. \lj.iensura. See Tension.]
Tension. [OJi.]
Bacon.
Tent (tgnt), re. [Sp. Unto, properly, deep-colored, fr.
L. tinctus, p. p. of iingere to dye. See Tinge, and of.
Tint, Tinto.] A kind of wine of a deep red color,
chiefly from Galicia or Malaga in Spain ;
called also
te7)-l wine, and tinia.
Tent, n. [Cf. Attent, ».] 1. Attention; regard;
care.
\_Obs. or JProv. Eng.
Scot.']
Lydgate.
2. Intention ; design.
\_Prov. Eng.^
Halliwell.
Tent, V. t. To attend to to heed hence, to guard
to hinder.
IProv. Enq. &. Scot.\
HiilUut-ll.
Tent, )'. <. [0¥. tenter. See Tempt.] To probe or to
search with a tent to keep open witli a tent ; as, to tent
a wound. Used also figuratively.
;

;

—

—

—

&
;

;

;

him to tho quick,
Shnk.
[F. tevte.
See Tknt to probe] {^urg.)
roll of lint or linen, or a conical or cyliiulriciil piooo
{(()
of sponge or otlier absorbent, used chiefly to dihite a

Blng, Igk

I Ml tent

Tent,

re.

A

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

natural canal, to keep open the orifice of a wound, or to
absorb discharges. (6) A probe for searching a wound.

The
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TENT
Tentb

(tSnth),

1.

re.

The next

in order after the

one coming after nine others.
The quotient of a unit divided by ten one of ten
equal parts into which anything is divided.
3. The tenth part of annual produce, income, increase,
ninth

;

2.

tent that searches

Shak.

of the worst.

Tent (tSni), n. [OE. tente, F. iente, LL. ienta, fr. L.
tendere, tentum, to stretch. See Tend to move, and cf
pavilion or portable lodge conTent a roll of lint.] 1.
sisting of skins, canvas, or some strong cloth, stretched
and sustained by poles,
used for sheltering persons
iiom the weather, especially soldiers in camp.
Chaucer.
Withiu his tent, large as is a barn.
2. {Her.) The representation of a tent used as a bearing.

A

—

Tent bed, a high-post bedstead curtained with a tentlike canopy. —Tent caterpillar (Zool.), any one of several

;

or the like

Shak.
4. (3Ius.) The interval between any tone and the tone
represented on the tenth degree of the staff above it, as
between one of the scale and three of the octave above
the octave of the third.
5. pi. (Eng. Law) (a) A temporary aid issuing out of
personal property, and granted to the king by Parliament
formerly, the real tenth part of all the movables belonging to the subject. (6) (Eccl. Law) The tenth part of
the annual profit of every living in the kingdom, formerly paid to the pope, but afterward transferred to the
crown. It now forms a part of the fund called Queen
Aniie's Bounty.
Burrill.
Tenthly, adv. In the tenth place.
a tithe.

;

A

unit for
Tenth'me'ter 1 (-me'ter), re. (Physics)
the measurement of many small
Tenth'me'tre )
lengths, such that 10'" of these units make one meter
the ten millionth part of a millimeter.
Ten'thre-dln'l-des (ten'thre-dln'T-dez), re. pi. [NL.,
fr. Gr. TevSpriSiiv a kind of wasp.]
group of
(Zo'dl.)

species of gregarious caterpillars which construct
on trees large silken webs

II

A

into which they retreat
when at rest. Some of
the species are very destructive to fruit trees.

Hymenoptera comprising tlie sawflies.
Ten'tU (ten'tif ), a. Attentive. [06«.]

.\^^1,>^„

Ten'tU-ly, adv.
Ten-tig'i-nOUS

The most common American species is the larva of
a bombycid moth (CUsiocampa
Americana).
Called also lackey cater-

and webworm.
[imp.
Tent, V. i.

pillar,

Tent Caterpillar ( CUsiocampa
Americana), a Larva ; h ImaBoth nat. size.

& go.
& vb. n.

Tenting.] To lodge as
p. p. Tented ; p. pr.
Shak.
in a tent to tabernacle.
We 're tentinn to-night on the old camp ground. W. Kittreilge.
Ten'ta-Cle (ten'ta-k'l), n. [NL. tenlaculum, from L.
tentare to handle, feel cf. F. tentacule. See Tempt.]
(Zo'dl.) A more or less elongated process or organ, simple or branched, proceeding from the head or cephalic
region of invertebrate animals, being either an organ of
sense, prehension, or motion.
Tentacle sheath (Zo'dl.), a sheathlike structure around
the base of the tentacles of many moUusks.
;

:

Ten'ta-cled (-k'ld), a. (Zo'dl.) Having tentacles.
Ten-tac'U-lar (tSn-tSk'fi-ler), a. [Cf. F. tentaculaire.1
Of or pertaining to a tentacle or tentacles.
[NL.]
(Zo'dl.) A
Ten-tac'u-la'ta (-la'ta), n. pi.
division of Ctenophora including those which have two

{Zo'dl.)
II

long tentacles.

Ten-tac'U-late
Ten-tac'u-la'ted

] a.

(-ia-lat),

(-la'tSd),

(Zo'dl.)

tacles, or

J

Having tenorgans like

tentacles; tentacled.

Ten'ta-CU-lU'e-ra (tSn'ta-kii-liff'e-ra or tSn-tSk'ij-),
^.pl.
[NL.] (Zo'dl.) Same as Sdctohia, 1.
Ten'ta-CU-Uf'er-OUS (-er-us), a. \_Tentaculum.-\--fer0US.1 (Zo'dl.) Producing or bearing tentacles.
Ten'ta-CU'll-form (t5n'ta-ku'lT-f6rm or tSn-tSk'ii-), a.
II

(Zo'dl.)

Shaped

like a tentacle.

Ten-tac'U-llte (tSn-tSk'fi-ltt), n.

numerous species

of

Any one

(Paleon.)

of small, conical fossil shells

found in Paleozoic rocks. They are supposed to
be pteropods.
Ten-tac'U-lo-cyst (-lo-sTst), n. \_Tenlaculum
cyst.1
(Zo'dl.) One of the auditory organs of
certain medusae ;
called also auditory tentacle.
Ten-tac'U-lum (tSn-tSk'u-liim), n. ; pi. TenTACULA (-la). [NL. See Tentacle.] 1. (Zo'dl.)

+

—

II

A tentacle.
One

of the stiff hairs situated
about the mouth, or on the face, of many
animals, and supposed to be tactile organs ; Tentaculite
2. (Anat.)

iTerttaculitactile hair.
Tent'age (tgnt'ij), re. [From Tent a pa- teni)"*'x"2
vilion.]
collection of tents ; an encampment. \Obs.'\
Drayton.
Ten-ta'tion (tSn-ta'shun), re. [L. tenlatio : cf. F. tentation. See Temptation.] 1. Trial; temptation. [06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
2. (Mech.)
mode of adjusting or operating by repeated trials or experiments.
Knight.
Ten'ta-tlve (tSn'ta-tlv), a. [L. tentare to try cf.
P. tentatif. See Tempt.] Of or pertaining to a trial or
slow, ieretaiiw mantrials; essaying; experimental. "

a

A

A

Attentively.

Chaucer.
Chaucer.

lObs.}

(tSn-ttj'i-niis), a.

[L. lentigo, -inis,

a tension, lecherousness, f r. tendere, tentum, to stretch .]
Johnson.
1. Stiff ; stretched ; strained.
[Ote.]
2. Lustful, or pertaining to lust.
B. Jonson.
[06«.]
Tent'mak'er (tSnt'mak'er), re. One whose occupation
Acts xviii. 3.
it is to make tents.
Ten-tO'ri-um(tSn-to'rT-um),re. [L.,atent.] (Anat.)
A fold of the dura mater which separates the cerebellum
from the cerebrum and often incloses a process or plate
of the skull called the bony tentorium.
Tent'0-ry (tgnt'S-r^), re. [L. tentorium a tent.] The
Evelyn.
awning or covering of a tent. [06s.]
Tent'wort' (-wQrf), re. (Bot.) A kind of small fern,
the wall rue. See under Wall.
Ten'u-ate (tSn'fi-at), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Tendated
II

&

&

(-a'tSd) ; p.pr.
vb. re. Tenuating.] [L. tenuatus, p. p.
of tenuare to make thin, fr. tenuis thin.
See Tenuous.]

To make

thin

;

to attenuate.

Ten'U-i-fo'U-oUB

[iJ.]

[L. tenuis thin

(-T-fo'lT-us), a.

+

folium a leaf.] (Bot.) Having thin or narrow leaves.
Te-nu'1-ous (te-nu'T-tis), a. [See Tenuous.] Rare or
subtile tenuous
opposed to rferese. [06s.] Glanvill.
Ten'U-1-roa'ter (tSn'ii-i-rSs'ter), n. ; pi. Tenuirosters (-terz). [NL., fr. L. tenuis thin -j- rostrum a beak.]
;

—

;

) One of the Tenuirostres.
apTen'u-1-ros'tral (-tral), a. (Zo'dl.) Thin-billed ;
bill, as the humming birds.
Ten'U-1-rOB'tres (-trez), re. pi. [NL.] (Zo'dl.) An
artificial group of passerine birds having slender bills, as
the humming birds.
Ten'u-lS (tgn'iS-is), re. ; pi. Tenues (-ez). [NL., fr.
L. tenuis fine, thin. See Tenuous.] (Gr. Gram.) One
of the three surd mutes k, it, t ;
so called in relation to
their respective middle letters, or medials, y, /3, S, and
their aspirates, x, <#>, dThe term is also applied to the
corresponding letters and articulate elements in other
languages.
_
Te-nu'1-ty (te-nu'l-tj?), re. [L. tenuitas, from tenuis
thin : cf. F. tenuite. See Tenuous.] 1. The quality or
state of being tenuous ; thinness, applied to a broad substance ; slenderness, applied to anything that is long ; as,
the tenuity of a leaf ; the temiity of a hair.
2. Rarity ; rareness ; thinness, as of a fluid ; as, the
Bacon.
tenuity of the air ; the tenuity of the blood.
Eikon Basilike.
3. Poverty ; indigence.
[06s.]

(Zo'dl.

—

plied to birds vrith a slender
II

II

—

4. Refinement

Ten'u-ous
and
2.

cf.

1.
subtile ;

;

Thin

;

[L. tenuis thin.

slender

not dense

;

;

small

;

See Thin,
minute.

— said of fluids.

(tgn'ur; 277), re. FF. tenure, OF. teneure,
fr. F. tenir to hold.
See Tenable.] 1. The act or right
of holding, as property, especially real estate.
That the tenure of estates might rest on equity, the Indian

Ten'ure

title to

lands was in

all cases to

Bancroft.

be quieted.

2. (Eng. Law) The manner of holding lands and tenements of a superior.
A
1!^°' Tenure is inseparable from the idea of property in
land, according to the theory of the English law and this
ner." Cariyie.
Ten'ta-tlve-ly, adv.
idea of tenure pervadesjto a considerable extent, the law
Ten'ta-tlve, re. [Cf. F. tentative.^ An essay a trial
where the title to
an experiment.
Berkeley. of real property in the United States,
land is essentiidly allodial, and almost all lands are held
Tent'ed (tSnt'Sd), a. Covered with tents.
in fee simple, not of a superior, but the whole right and
Ten'ter (tgn'ter), re. 1. One who takes care of, or title to the property being vested in the ovraier. Tenure,
tends, machines in a factory a kind of assistant foreman. in general, then, is the particular manner of holding real
:

—

;

;

;

A

kind of governor.
2. (Mach.)
Ten'ter, re. [OE. tenture, tentoure, OF. ienture a
stretching, spreading, F. tenture hangings, tapestry, from
L. tendere, tentum, to stretch. See Tend to move.]
machine or frame for stretching cloth by means of hooks,
called tenter-hooks, so that it may dry even and square.

A

—

Tenter gronnd, a place where tenters are erected.
Tenter - hook, a sharp, hooked nail used for fastening
cloth on a tenter.
To be on the tenters, or on the tenterhooks, to be on the stretch ; to be in distress, uneasiness,
or suspense. Hudibras.
Ten'ter, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Tentered (-terd) p. pr.
&vb. n. Tenteeing.] To admit extension.
Woolen cloth will tenter, linen scarcely.
Bacon.

—

&

;

Ten'ter, v. t. To hang or stretch on, or as on, tenters.
Tent'lul (tSnt'f ul), re. ; pi. Tentfdls (-f ulz). As much,
or as many, as a tent will hold.

Tenth (tSnth),

a.

[From Ten

OE. tethe, AS. tedSa.
Next in order after the

:

cf.

Bee Ten, and cf. Tithe.]
1.
ninth ; coming after nine others.
2. Constituting or being one of ten equal parts into
which anything is divided.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

estate, as by exclusive title or ownership, by fee simple,
by fee tail, by courtesy, in dower, by copyhold, by lease,
at will, etc.
3. The consideration, condition, or service which the
occupier of land gives to his lord or superior for the use
of his land.
4. Manner of holding, in general as, in absolute governments, men hold their rights by a precarious tenure.
;

All that seems thine own,
tenure of his will alone.

Held by the

Cowper.

s^U

;

eve,

event,

€nd, fern, recent

&

&

(tgp'e-fi), V. t.
i.
[imp.
p. p. Tepepiei*
vb. re. Tepefying (-fi'Tng).]
[L. tepere
p. pr.
cf.
L.
tepejacere.
See Tepid.] Tc
to be tepid -J- -/?/
make or become tepid, or moderately warm. Goldsmith.
Teph'ra-man'cy (tgf 'ra-mSn'sy ), re. [Gr. Te(/)pa ashes
Divination by the ashes of tjie altar on
-f- -mancy.'}
which a victim had been consumed in sacrifice.
(Geol.)
[Gr. reij>pa ashes.]
Teph'rlte (tgfrit), re.
An igneous rock consisting essentially of plagioclase and
either leucite or nephelite, or both.
Teph'ro-ite (-r6-It), n. [See Tephrosia.] (Min.) A
silicate of manganese of an ash-gray color.
Te-phro'sl-a (te-fro'zhi-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. reipos
ash-colored, from Teijypa ashes.]
(Bot.) A genus of leguminous
shrubby plants and herbs, mostly
found in tropical countries, a few
herbaceous species being North
American. The foliage is often ''^j;
ashy-pubescent, whence the

Tep'e-fy

(-fid)

&

;

,"

II

^^

name.

Jt^^ The Tephrosia toxicaria is
used in the west Indies and in
Polynesia for stupefying fish. T.
ptirpurea is used medicinally in
the East Indies. T. Virgin ia ia the
goat's rue of the United States.
Tep'ld (tgp'Id), a. [L. tepidus,
tepere to be warm akin to
Skr. tap to be warm, tapas heat.]
fr.

;

Moderately warm ; lukewarm as,
a tepid bath tepid rays
tepid
vapors.
Tep'ld-ness, re.

Tephrosia

{ TepTirosta
ioxicnria).

;

;

;

—

Te-pld'i-ty (te-pTd'I-ty), n. [Cf. F. tipidiie.'] The
quality or state of being tepid ; moderate warmtli ; lukeJer. Taylor.
warmness ; tepidness.
Te'por (te'pSr ; 277), re. [L., fr. tepere to be tepid.J
Gentle heat ; moderate warmth ; tepidness. Arbuthnot.
Te-qul'la (ta-ke'la), re. An intoxicating liquor made
from the maguey in the district of Tequila, Mexico.
Ter- (ter-). A combining form from L. ter signifying
three times, thrice.
See Tri-, 2.
Ter'a-con'lc (tSr'a-kSn'Ik), a. [Terebic -j- citracoreic.l
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid obtained
by the distillation of terebic acid, and homologous with
citraconic acid.
[Terpene -|- acrylic.J
Ter'a-cryl'ic (-krtl'Tk), a.
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an acid of the
acrylic acid series, obtained by the distillation of terpenylic acid, as an oily substance having a peculiar
cheesy odor.
Ter'aph (tgr'af ), re. ;pl. Teraphs (-afs). See Teraphiih
Ter'a-phim (-a-f im), re. pi. [Heb. terapMm.'] Images connected with the magical rites used by those Israelites who added corrupt practices to tlie patriarchal
religion.
Teraphim were consulted by the Israelites for
oracular answers.
Dr. W. Smith (Bib. Diet.).

Ter'a-pin (-a-pTn),

See Terrapin.

(Zo'dl.)

re.

Te-rat'lc-al (te-rat'i-kal), a. [Gr. repos a wonder.]
'Wollaston.
ominous prodigious. [06s.]
;

Wonderful

;

Ter'a-tOg'e-ny (tgr'a-toj'e-nj^), re. [Gr. Tepas, -arot,
a wonder, monster
the root of yiyveaBan to be born.3
(Med.) The formation of monsters.
Ter'a-told (tgr'a^toid), a. [Gr. repas, -aros, monster
Resembling a monster abnormal of a path-f- -oid.^
ological growth, exceedingly complex or highly organized.
S. D. Gross.
Ter'a-tO-log'lc-al (-t6-15j'I-kal), a. (Biol.) Of or per-

+

;

taining to teratology

Ter'a-tOl'0-gy

;

;

as, teratological changes.
[Gr. re'pas, -aros,
re.

(-tGV'o-if),

a won-

monster -\- -logy : cf. Gr. TeparoXoyia a telling of
wonders, and F. teratologie.'] 1. That branch of biological science which treats of monstrosities, malformations,
or deviations from the normal type of structure, either
der,

in plants or animals.
2. Affectation of sublimity ; bombast. [06s.] Bailey.
Ter'a-tO'ma (-t5'm4), re. [NL., fr. Gr. T6pas, -aro?,
monster -]- -oma.'\ (Med.)
tumor, sometimes found
in newborn children, which is made up of a heterogeneous
mixture of tissues, as of bone, cartilage and muscle.
Ter'blc (ter'bTk), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or
containing, terbium ; also, designating certain of its com-

A

pounds.

Ter'bi-um (-bi-iSm), re. [NL., fr. Ytterby, in Sweden.
rare metallic element, of un(Chem.)
certain identification, supposed to exist in certain minerals, as gadolinite and samarskite, with other rare ytterbium earths. Symbol Tr or Tb. Atomic weight 150.

A

See Erbium.]

Terce

(ters), re.
(ter'sgl),

Ter'cel

See Tierce.
See Tiercel.

re.

Called also tarsel,

Chaucer.

tassel.

Terce'let

(ters'lSt),

re.

(Zo'dl.)

a tiercelet.
Ter'cel-lene (ter'sSl-len), n.
hawk. [R.]

A male hawk or eagle v
Chaucer,
(Zo'dl.) A small male

Sir T. Browne.
Ter-cen'te-na-ry (ter-sgn'te-na-rj^), a. [L. ter thrice
E. centenary.'] Including, or relating to, an interval
of three hundred years. —re. The three hundredth anniversary of any event; also, a celebration of such an
-f-

Tenure by free alms. (Law) See Frankalmoigne.
Te'0-cal'li (te'o-kSl'lt), re. ; pi. Teocallis (-ITz).
[Mexican.]
Literally, God's house ; a temple, usually
of pyramidal form, such as were bmlt by the aborigines of
Mesico, Yucatan, etc.
And Aztec priests upon their teocallis
Beat the wild war-drums made of serpent's skin. Longfellow.
(Bot.) A large grass (EuTe'0-Sln'te (-stn'te), re.
chlxna luxurians) closely TelaXeA to maize. It is a native of Mexico and Central America, but is now cultivated
for fodder in the Southern United States and in many
warm countries. Called also Guatemala grass.
final,

A

delicacy.

;

(tgn'ii-us), a.

Tenuis.]

Rare

Tep'al (tSp'al or te'pal), n. [F. tepale, fr. pHale, bj
division of a perianth.
[iJ.]
transposition.] (Bot.)
Tep-ee' (tgp-e' or te'pe), re. An Indian wigwam or tent.
Tep'e-fac'tlon (tSp'e-fSk'shun), re. Act of tepefying.

;

ice,

anniversary.
(ter'sgt), n. [F., fr. It. terzetto, dim. of terzo^
L. tertius.
See Tieece, and cf. Terzetto.J
Hiles.
1. (Mus.)
triplet.
2. (Poetry)
triplet ; a group of three lines.
Ter'clne (ter'sin), re. [F., from L. tertius the third.J
(Bot.)
cellular layer derived from the nucleus of an
ovule and surrounding the embryo sac. Cf. Quinttne.
Ter'e-bate (tgr'e-bat), re.
salt of terebic acid.

Ter'cet

third,

A
A

A

A

Ter'e-bene (tgr'e-ben),
idea,

ill

;

old.,

re.

(Chem.)

A

polymeria

obe^t orb, 5dd

i
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modification of terpene, obtained as a white crystalline
called also camphene.
oamphorlike substance ;
By
extension, any one of a group of related substances.
Ter'e-ben'thene (ter'e-ben'then), n. (Chem.) Oil of
turpentine. See Turpentine.
Te-reb'ic (te-reb'Tk or tSr-e'bik), a. (Cliem.) Pertaining to, or obtained from, terebenthene (oil of turpen-

Ter-gem'1-nons (ter-j5m'i-niis), a. [L. tergeminus ;
ter thrice -f- geminus doubled at birth, twin-born.
Cf.
Teiqeminous.] Threefold thrice-paired.
Blount.
[L. tergum the
Ter-gif'er-ous (ter-jlf'er-us), a.
back
-ferous.^ Carrying or bearing upon the back.
Tergiferous plants (Bot.), plants which bear their seeds
on the back of their leaves, as ferns.

(Law) (a), a fee by the term, chargeable to a
suitor, or by law fixed and taxable in the costs of a cause,
Terms of a proporfor each or any term it is in court,
tion (Math.), the four members of whicli it is composed,
Terms of ratio (Math.), tlie two members of which it is
To bring to terms, to compel (one) to agree,
composed,
assent, or submit to force (one) to come to terms, —To
make terms, to come to terms to make an agreement to

an acid, C7HJ0O4, obtained
by the oxidation of terebenthene with nitric acid, as a

Tor'gite (ter'jit), n. (Zo'dl.) The dorsal portion of
an arthromere or somite of an articulate animal. See
Illust. under Coleopteea.
Ter'gl-ver-sate (ter'jT-ver-sat 277), v. i. [L. tergiversatus, p. p. of tergiversari to turn one's back, to
shift tergum back -)- versare, freq. of vertere to turn.
See Veese.] To shift to practice evasion to use sub-

agree,

—

tine)

specifically, designating

;

white crystalline substance.

Ter'e-W-len'io (tSr'e-bl-lSn'ik), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a complex acid, CjHgO^, obtained as a white crystalline substance by a modified
oxidation of tereblc acid.
[L. ierebinlhus, Gr.
Ter'e-blnth (tSr'e-binth), m.
Cf. Tuepentinb.]
(BoL)
Tepipiveos
cf. F. terebinlhe.
:

The turpentine

tree.
;

;

;

;

II

Ter'e-brant (-brant), a. [L. terebrans, -antis,
(Zo'dl.) Boring, or adapted for boring;
p. pr.]
said of certain Hymenoptera, as the sawflies.
[NL.]
Ter'e-bran'ti-a (-brSn'shi-a), n. pi.
{Zo'dl.)
division of Hymenoptera including

—

A

;

;

;

to shuffle.

Bailey.

[J?.]

Ter'gl-ver-sa'tion (-sa'shiin), n. [L. tergiversatio
F. tergiversation.'] 1. The act of tergiversating ; a
shifting
shift ; subterfuge ; evasion.
"Writing is to be preferred before verbal conferences, as being
freer from passions and tergiversations.
Abp. Bramhall.
;

2. Fickleness of conduct ; inconstancy; change.
colonel, after all his tergiversatiOTis, lost his life in the
king's service.
Clarendon.

Ter'gl-ver-sa'tor (-sa'ter), n. [L.] One who terone who shuffles, or practices evasion.
Ter'gum (ter'giim), n. ; pi. Terga (-ga). [L., the
back,] (Zo'dl.) (a) The back of an animal,
(b) The
dorsal piece of a somite of an articulate animal, (c) One
of the dorsal plates of the operculum of a cirriped.
Te'rln (te'rTn), n. [F. tarin, Prov. F. tairin, terin,
probably from the Picard /fre tender.] (Zo'dl.) A small
yellow singing bird, with an ash-colored head; the European siskin. Called also tarin.
Tsrm (term), n. [F. terme, L. termen, -inis, terminus, a boundary limit, end akin to Gr. ripfia, Tepfiiav.
See Theum a tuft, and cf. Terminus, Deteemine, Exteeminatb.] 1. That which limits the extent of anything
limit extremity ; bound ; boundary.
Corruption is a reciprocal to generation, and th«y two are as
nature's two terms, or boundaries.
Bacon.
2. The time for which anything lasts
any limited
time as, a term of five years the term of life.
3. In universities, schools, etc., a definite continuous
period during which instruction is regularly given to students as, the school year is divided into three terms.
4. (Geom.) A point, line, or superficies, that limits;
as, a line is the term of a superficies, and a superficies is
the term of a solid.
5. (Law's A fixed period of time ; a prescribed duration as (a) The limitation of an estate or rather, the
whole time for which an estate is granted, as for the
term of a life or lives, or for a term of years, (b) A
space of time granted to a debtor for discharging his
obligation,
(c) The time in which a court is held or is
Bouvier.
open for the trial of causes.
K^^ In England, there were formerly four terms in
the year, during which the superior courts were open
Hilary term, beginning on the 11th and ending on the
31st of January
Easter term, beginning on the 15th of
April, and ending on the 8th of May Trinity term, beinning on the 22d day of May, and ending on the 12th of
f une Michaelmas term, beginning on the 2d and ending
on the 25th day of November, The rest of the year was
called vacation. But this division has been practically
abolished by the Judicature Acts of 1873, 1875, which provide for the more convenient arrangement of the terms
giversates

;

II

;

;

—

.

;

;

;

;

—

ataxia,

Ter'e-bra'tlWl (-bra'shun), n. [L. terebraiio.'] The
act of terebrating, or boring,
[i?.]
Bacon.
Ter'e-brat'u-la (-brat'fl-la; 135), n.; pi. TeeebbatVLS. (-le). [NL., dim. fr.
terebruius, p. p., perforaII

(Zo'dl.) A genus of
brachiopods which includes many living and

ted.]

The

fossil species.

larger valve has a perforated beak, through
which projects a short
peduncle for attachment.
Called also lamp shell.
^
Ter'e:brat'U-lld(-lid) ^erebrZla
iTere}„atuUna sepn. (Zool.) Any STpecieaoi
tent, lonabs).
^ Front View.
Terebratula or allied gen£ Side View. Nat. Size.
era. Used also adjectively
Ter'e-bra-tu'li-form (tSr'e-bra-tu'lT-fSrm or tSr'ebrSt'ii-), a.
(Zo'dl.) Having the general form of a terebratula shell.
Ter'e-dine (tSr'e-dTn or -din), n.
[F. ieridine.'i
the teredo.
{Zo'dl.) A borer
;

Te-re'do (te-re'do or tSr-e'do),
(-doz), L. Teeedines (te-re'-

n. ; pi.

E. Teeedos

A

;

;

and vacations.
In the United States, the terms to be observed by the
tribunals of justice are prescribed by the statutes of Congress and of the several States.
6. (Logic) The subject or the predicate of a proposition ; one of the three component parts of a syllogism,
each one of which is used twice.
The

subject

and predicate of a proposition

are, after Aristotle,

Sir

togetlier called its terms or extremes.

The predicate

IV.

Hamilton.

is called the
the most general, and the sub-

of the conclusion

it is

—

—

bi

— call

shipworm.
See Sh
WOEM. See Illust. in App.
also

term.

A

Ter-eph'tha-late (t5r-S
(Chem.) A si

7.
word or expression ; specifically, one that has a
precisely limited meaning in certain relations and uses, or
is peculiar to a science, art, profession, or the like ; as,
Chaucer.
a technical /ej-TO. " Term* quaint of law,"
In painting, the greatest beauties can not always be expressed

tha-lat), n.

of terephthalic acid.
Ter ' eph- thai ' Ic (tSr'*f
thSl'Ik), a.
[Terebene
phthalic.l (Chem.) Of, pi
iaining to, or designating,
dibasic acid of the aroma

Drijclen.
want of terms.
8. (Arch.) A quadrangular pillar, adorned on the top
with the figure of a head, as of a man, woman, or satyr
called also terminal fig^ire. See Teeminus, re. 2, and 3,
11^^ The pillar part frequently tapers downward, or is
narrowest at the base. Terms rudely carved \vere forQwilt.
merly used for landmarks or boundaries.
9. (,4/17,) A member of a compound quantity as, a or
cd.
6 in a -|- 6 ; ab or cd in ab
10. pi. (Med.) The menses,
11. pi. (Law) Propositions or promises, as in contracts, which, when assented to or accepted by another,
conditions.
settle the contract and bind the parties
12. (Law) In Scotland, the time fixed for the pay-

for

metameric with

phthalic acid, and obtained, ^S^^"- Burrows made by
^'''"'° '""'"'" '" T™""as a tasteless' white crystall
line powder, by the oxidation of oil of turpentine ;
sailed also paraphthalic acid. Of. Phthalic.
Ter'et (tSr'St), n. Round; terete. [Ote.] Fotherbi/.

—

Te-rete' (te-ref), a.
[L. teres, -etis, rounded off,
properly, rubbed off, fr. terere to rub.]
Cylindrical and
slightly tapering
columnar, as some stems of plants.
Te-re'tial (te-re'shal), a.
(Anat.)
[See Terete.]
Rounded ; as, the teretial tracts in the floor of the
tourth ventricle of the brain of some fishes.
Owen.
Ter'e-tOUS (t5r'e-tiis), a. Terete. [OJs.]
Ter'gal (ter'gol), a. [L. tergum the back.] (Anat.
Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the back, or tergum.
See
;

&

DOESAL.

—

,

—

;

;

ment

of rents.

Terms legal and conventional in Scotland correspond to quarter d<tiis in Engliind .and Ireland. There are
legal /ecm,s- — Wliitsinulay, May 15, and Martinmas,
Nov, 11 and two conventional terms — Cmxi\emaa, Feb,
Mozley <£• W.
2, and Lammas day, Aug, 1,
13. (Naut.) A piece of carved work placed under each
J. Knowles.
end of the taffrail,
In term, in set terms in formal phrase. [Obs.]

J^^

two

;

Ter'gant (-gant), a. (Her.) Showing the back as,
an eagle tergant. [Written also tergiant.]
Ter-gem'1-nal (ter-jSm'I-nal), a.
[See TbrgemiTer-gem'l-nate (-j6m'T-nut), )
nous.] (Bo I.)
;

)

Thrice twin

;

having three pairs of

;

I can not ppoak in term.

leaflets.

Sse, auite, rude, f^ll, ap, Oru;

pity!

—

;

food, f<ibt;

out, oils

ctaair;

C/taucer.

80; aiuc,

;

;

Syn. — Limit bound

tion

boundary

;

;

;

condition

word expression, —Teem, Woed,

These are more

;

;

stipula-

;

frequently interchanged than almost any other vocables
that occur in the language. There is, however, a dillerence between them wliich is worthy of being kept in mind.
Word is generic it denotes an utterance which represents
or expresses our thoughts and feelings, Ter7a originally
denoted one of the two essential members of a proposition in logic, and hence signifies a word of specific meaning, and applicable to a definite class of objects, Tl)us,
we may speak of a scientific or a technical term, and of
stating things in distinct terms. Tlius we say, " the term
minister literally denotes servant " " an exact definition
of terms is essential to clearness of thought " " no term
of reproach can sufficiently express my indignation "
"every art has its peculiar and distinctive terms," etc,
So also we say, " purity of style depends on the choice of
xoords, and precision of style on a clear understanding of
the terms used," Term is chiefly applied to verbs, nouns,
and adjectives, these being capable of standing as terms
in a logical proposition
while prepositions and conjunctions, which can never be so employed, are rarely spoken
of as terms, but simply as words.
Term (term), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Teemed (tei -ad) p.
pr. & vb. n. Teeming,]
[See Term, n., and cf. Terminate,] To apply a term to to name to call to denominate.
Men term what is beyond the limits of the universe " imagi;

;

;

;

;

;

nary

;

;

Locke.

space,**

Ter'ma

(ter'ma), n. [NL. See Teem, re.] (Anat.)
The terminal lamina, or thin ventral part, of the anterior
wall of the third ventricle of the brain.
B. G. Wilder.
Ter'ma-gan-cy (-gan-sy), re. The quality or state o>
being termagant turbulence ; tumultuousness as, a vio
lent termagancy of temper.
Ter'ma-gant (-gant), n. [OE Trivigant, Termagant,
Termagant (in sense 1), OF. Tervagan ; cf. It, Trivigante.J 1, An imaginary being supposed by the Christians to be a Mohammedan deity or false god. He is
represented in the ancient moralities, farces, and puppet
shows as extremely vociferous and tumultuous, lObs.']
II

;

"

Chaucer-

And

;

oftentimes by Termagant and
Spenser.

Mahound

[Mahomet] swore,"

Tlie lesser part on Christ believed well,
On Termagant the more, and on Mahound,

Fairfcuu

2. A boisterous, brawling, turbulent person ;
merly applied to both sexes, now only to women.

—

for.

Nero, this Pharaoh. Bale (1543),
The slave of an imperious and reckless tennagant. Macaiday.
Ter'ma-gant, a. Tumultuous turbulent ; boisterous;
furious; quarrelsome; scolding.
Ter'ma-gailt-ly, a(it;.
termagant, imperious, prodigal, proiligate wench. Arbuthnot

This

terrible termagant, this

;

—

A

II

;

third term, introduced as a common measure between
them, is called the mean or middle term. Thus in the
following syllogism,
Every vegetable is combustible
Every tree is a vegetable ;
Therefore every tree is combustible,
combustible, the predicate of the conclusion, is the major
term ; tree is the minor term ; vegetable is the middle

wormlike
valve moUusks which be
into submerged wood, su

—

—

;

ject of the conclusion is called the minor term, because
it is less general. These are called the extremes ; and the

slender,

;

:

major term, because

gnaws wood,

of ships, etc.

;

11^°"

[L., a worm tl""''
clothes, eti
akin to Gr. repriSav, L. /erf
to rub.] (Zo'dl.)
genus

dl-nez).

as the piles of wharves,

;

;

fee

;

The

;

Ter'e-bra'ting (-bra'tTng), a. 1. (Zo'dl.)
Boring perforating
applied to moUusks
Terebra
which form holes in rocks, wood, etc.
( T. tigrina).
piercing
applied
2. (Med.) Boring
to certain kinds of pain, especially to those of locomotor

series,

;

terfuges

;

those which have an ovipositor adapted for perforating plants. It includes the sawflies.
Ter'e-brate (tSr'e-brat), v. t. [L. terebratns,
p. p. of terebrare, from terebra a borer, terere to
[i?.]
rub.] To perforate ; to bore ; to pierce,
Sir T. Browne.

toms

;

;

II

long,

+

cf.

Ter'e-bln'thic (-bin'thik), a. (Chem.) Of or perterebintaining to turpentine resembling turpentine
thine; as, ierehinthic qualities.
Ter'e-bin'thi-nate (-thT-nat), a. Impregnated with
the qualities of turpentine terebinthine.
[L. ierebinthinus, Gr.
Ter'e-bin'thine (-thin), a.
Tepe/SiVflira;.]
Of or pertaining to turpentine consisting of turpentine, or partaking of its qualities.
Ter'e-bra (tSr'e-bra), n. ; pi. B. Teeebeas
(-braz), L. Tekebr^ (-bre).
[L., a borer.]
1. (Zool.) A genus of marine gastropods havThey
belong to the
a
long,
tapeiing
spire.
ing
Toxoglossa. Called also anger shell,
2. (Zo'dl.) The boring ovipositor of ahymenopterous insect.

some

;

— Term

Ter'ma-ta'rl-um (ter'ma-ta'ri-fim),

Any

Termes.] (Zo'dl.)
white ants.

n.

[NL.

See

nest or dwelling of termes, or

Ter'ma-ta-ry (ter'm4-ta-rj), «.
mataeium,

SameasTEE-

(Zo'dl.)

1, One who resorted to Loudon during the law term only, in order to practice tricks,
to carry on intrigues, or the like. {_Obs.'\ [Written also
termor.']
B. Jonson,
2. (Law) One who has an estate for a term of years or

Term'er

for

(term'er), n.

life.

Ter'mes (ter'mez), n. ; pi. Teemites (-mi-tezV [L.
termes, tarmes, -His, a woodworm, Cf, Teemite,] (Zo'dl.)
genus of Pseudoneuroptera including the white ants, or
termites. See Teemite,
[See Terminate,]
Ter'mi-na-ble (-mi-na-b'l), a.
Capable of being terminated or bounded ; limitable,
II

A

—

Ter'mi-na-ble-ness,

re.

Terminable annuity, an annuity for a statod, definite
number of years
distinguished from life annuity, and
perpetual annuity,
Ter'ml-nal (-nal), a. [L, terminalis : cf, F, terminal.
See Teem, re,] 1, Of or pertaining to the end or extremity ; forming the extremity as, a terminal edge,
2. (Bot.) Growing at the end of a branch or stem
terminating ; as, a terminal bud, flower, or spike.
Terminal moraine. See the Note under Moeaine.
Terminal statue. See Tep.minus, re,, 2 and 3,
Terminal velocity, (a) Tlie Telocity acquired at
the end of a body's motion, (b) The limit toward
which the velocity of a body approaches, as of
a body falling through the air,
Ter'ml-nal, re. 1. That which terminates or
ends termination ; extremity.
2. (Elec.) Either of the ends of the conduct- Terminal
iiig circuit of an electrical apparatus, as an inBud.
ductorium, dynamo, or electric motor, usually
provided with binding screws for the attachment of wires
by which a current may be conveyed into or from the
;

—

;

—

—

;

machine

a pole.
;
Ter'ml-na'11-a (-na'lT-a), re. pi. [L.] (Rom. Antiq.)
festival celebrated annually by the Romans on February 23 in honor of Terminus, the god of boundaries.
Ter'ml-nant (-nont), re. [L. terminans, p. pr. of te7-~
II

A

Puttenham.
[imp. & p. p. TerTerminating.]
[L.
terminatiis, p, p, of lerminarc.
See Term.] 1, To set a
term or limit to; to form the extreme point or side of,
to bound to limit as, to terminate a surface by a line,
2, To put an end to
to make to cease as, to terminate an effort, or a controversy,
3, Hence, to put the finishing touch to to bring to
completion ; to perfect.
During tliis interval of calm and prosperity, ho [IVIicIiael
minare.]

Teruiination

;

ending,

Ter'ml-nate (ter'mi-niit),
minated (-na'tiSd) ;;, pr. &
;

v.

vb.

[i?.]

I,

re.

;

;

;

;

;

Aiigflo) lenuiualed two tig\ires of slaves, destined for tlie tomb,
in an incomparable style of art,
J. S. Harford,

IqIi:;

tlien,

tliini

don;

zli=:z in azure.

TERMINATE
Ter'ml-nate (tei'mT-nat), v. i. l. To be limited in
space by a poiut, Hue, or surface to stop short to end
to cease as, the torrid zone terminates at tlie tropics.
2. To come to a limit in time ; to end to close.
;

;

;

;

;

The wisdom
on

of this world,
heaven.

this side

its

designs iiud efficacy, terminate
South.

Ter'mi-na'tion (-na'shtin), n. [L. ierminatio a bomidcf. F. lerminaison, OF. also
ing, fixing, determining
1. The aet of terminating,
termination. See Term.]
or of limiting or setting bounds; the act of ending or
concluding ; as, a voluntary termination of hostilities.
2. That which ends or bounds ; limit in space o^- extent ; bound end ; as, the termination of a line.
3. End in time or existence ; as, the termination of
the year, or of life ; the termination of happiness.
Hallam.
conclusion result.
4. End
[J?.]
5. Last purpose or design.
Shak.
Obs.'}
word a term. {_E.
6.
7. (Gram.) The ending of a word; a final syllable or
letter ; the part added to a stem in inflection.
Ter'mi-na'tion-al i-al), a. Of or pertaining to a termination forming .a termination.
Ter'ml-na-tive (ter'mi-na-tiv), a. Tending or serving to terminate terminating determining definitive.
£p. Bust.
Ter'ml-na-tive-ly, adv. Jer. Taylor.
Ter'mi-na'tor (-na'ter), n. [L., he who limits or sets
bounds.] 1. One who, or that which, terminates.
2. (Astron.) The dividing line between the illuminated
and the unilluminated part of the moon.
Ter'mi-na-tO-ry (-na-tS-rf), a. Terminative.
Tei'mine (-min), v. t. [Cf. P. terminer.} To terminate.
\_Obs.~\
Bp. Hall.
Ter'mi-ner (-mt-ner), n. [F. terminer to bound, limit,
end. See Teemlnate.] (Law) A determining; as, in
oyer and terminer. See Oyer.
Ter'mi-nism (-niz'm), n. The doctrine held by the
Terminists.
Ter'ml-nlst (-nTst), n. [Cf. F. terministe.2 (Theol.)
One of a class of theologians who maintain that God has
fixed a certain term for the probation of individual persons, during which period, and no longer, they have the
offer of grace.
Murdoch.
Ter'ml-no-log'lc-al (-no-15jt-kal), a. Of or pertaining to terminology.
Ter'ml-no-Iog'ic-al-ly, adv.
:

;

;

;

A

&

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

Ter'mi-nol'O-gy

(-noi'o-jy), n.

[L.

terminus term

-f-

F. terminologie.'] 1. The doctrine of terms
a theory of terms or appellations ; a treatise on terms.
2. The terms actually used in any business, art, science, or the like ; nomenclature ; technical terms ; as,
the terminology of chemistry.
The barbarous effect produced by a German structure cf eentence, and a terndnolofjn altogether new.
De Quincey.
•logy

cf.

:

Ter'ml-nus

(ter'mi-ntis), n.

;

pi. Tbesuni (-ni).

[L.

Term.]
1. Literally, a
boundary a border a limit.
See

2. (Myth.)

The Roman

belonging
genera
ant.

White

;

Ancient Termini.

Termes

to

;

— called also white ant.

See Ulust. of

Tern,

[F. terne.
See Tern, u.] That which consists of, or pertains to, three thmgs or numbers together
especially, a prize in a lottery resulting from the favorable combination of three numbers in the drawing ; also,
n.

j

the three numbers themselves.
She 'd win a tern in Thursday's

lottery.

Mrs. Browning.

Ter'na-ry (ter'na-ry), a. \lj.ternarius,iT. terni. See
Tern, a.] 1. Proceeding by threes consisting of three
as, the ternary number was anciently esteemed a symbol of perfection, and held in great veneration.
2. (Chem.) Containing, or consisting of, three different
parts, as elements, atoms, groups, or radicals, which are
regarded as having different functions or relations in
the molecule thus, sodic hydroxide, NaOH, is a ternary
;

;

;

compound.
Ter'na-ry,

number three

Ternaries (-riz). A ternion the
three things taken together a triad.

n. ; pi.
;

;

;

Some in ternaries, some in pairs, and some single. Holder.
Ter'nate (-net), a. [NL. tematus, fr. L. terni three
each. See Teen, a.] Having the
parts arranged by threes; as,
ternate branches, leaves, or flowers.
Ter'nate-ly, adv.
Terne'plate' (tern'plaf), n.

—

[See Tern, a., and Plate.] Thin
iron sheets coated with an alloy
of lead and tin ;
so called because made up of three metals.

—

Ter'nl-on (ter'nt-un), n.

Ternate Leaf.

[L.

See Tern, a.] The number
three ; three things together ; a ternary.
Bp. Hall.
Ter'pene (ter'peu), n. [See Tvbpentine.] (Chem.)
Any one of a series oi isomeric hydrocarbons of pleasant
aromatic odor, occurring especially in coniferous plants
and represented by oil of turpentine, but including also
ternio, fr. terni three each.

certain hydrocarbons found in some essential oils.
Ter-pen'tic (ter-pSn'tik), a. (Chem.) Terpenylic.

in tropical countries, and
are noted for their destructive habits, their large nests,
their remarkable social instincts, and their division of
labor among the polymorphic individuals of several kinds.
Besides the males and females, each nest has ordinary
workers, and large-headed individuals called soldiers.

+

;

;

;

fee.

[iJ.]

Bacon.

Term'ly, adv.
Term by term; every term, [i?.]
"Fees . . that are to-m?!/ given."
Bacon.
Ter'mo-nol'O-gy (ter'mS-nSl'o-jy), re. [Gr. Tep/ouv,
-fioi/os, boundary, end -f -logy.']
Terminology. [iJ.]
Tenn'or (term'Or), n. (Laio) Same as Termer, 2.
Tern (tern), n. [Dan. terne, txrne ; akin to Sw. tama,
Icel. perna ;
cf. NL. sler.

Terp-sich'0-re (terp-sTk'o-re), Ji. [L., fr. Gr. Tepi|/(.TcpiJjLS enjoyment (fr. Tepneiv to gladden) -j- ;(0p6s
dance, dancing.]
(Gr. Myth.) The Muse who presided
over the choral song and the dance, especially the latter.
Terp'Slch-0-re'an (-re'an), a. Of or pertaining to
Terpsichore ; of or pertaining to dancing.
L. See Terrace.] The
Ter'ra (tgr'ra), n. [It.
earth earth.
Terra alba [L., white earth] (Com.), a white amorphous
earthy substance consisting of burnt gypsum, aluminium
silicate (kaolin), or some similar ingredient, as magnesia.
It is sometimes used to adulterate certain foods, spices,
candies, paints, etc.
Terra cotta. [It. f r. terra earth +
cotta, fern, of cotto cooked, L. coctus, p. p. of coquere to
cook. See Cook, re.] Baked clay a kind of hard pottery
used for statues, architectural decorations, figures, vases,
and the like.
Terrae flUus [L., son of the earth], formerly,
one appointed to write a satirical Latin poem at the public
acts
not unlike tlie prethe University of Oxford
varicator at Cambridge, England. —Terra flrma [L.], firm
Terra Japonica.
or solid earth, as opposed to water.
[NL.) Same as Gambler. It was formerly supposed to
be a kind of earth from Japan.
Terra Lemnia [L., Lemnian earth], Lemnian earth. See under Lemnian. —Terra
ponderosa [L., ponderous earth] {Min.), barite, or heavy
spar.
Terra di Sienna. See Sienna.
;

&

II

—

,

—

m

;

—

—

—

—

Ter'race
rraza.

It.

(ter'ras
terrazza),

;

earth, supported on one
of turf, or the like, whether designed for use or pleasure.
2. A balcony, especially a large and uncovered one.
3. A flat roof to a house
as, the buildings of the Oriental nations are covered with terraces.
4. A street, or a row of houses, on a bank or the side
of a hill hence, any street, or row of houses.
5. (Geol.) A level plain, usually with a steep front,
bordering a river, a lake, or sometimes the sea.
^^ff^ Many rivers are bordered by a series of terraces
at different levels, indicating the flood plains at successive periods in their history.
Terrace epoch. {Geol.) See Z)n/< epocA, under Drift, a.

v.,

1.

Pakterre, Terrier, Trass, Tdreen,

A raised

level space, shelf, or platform of
or more sides by a wall, a bank

;

and belong-

hii-undo').

;

ing to Sterna and various allied genera.
II^^_ Terns differ from gulls chiefly in their graceful
form, in their weaker and more slender bills and feet,
and their longer and more pointed wings. The tail is
usually forked. Most of the species are white with the
back and wings pale gray, and often with a dark head.
The common European tern {Sterna hirundo) is found
also in Asia and America. Among other American species are the arctic tern (S. paradisasa), the roseate tern

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

Ter'race,

& vb.

final,

re.

)

American

origin.]
Any one of

numerous

species

of tortoises living
in fresh and brackish waters.
Many
of them are valued
for food. [Written
also terapin, terra-

Diamond-Back
(

or Salt-Marsh Terrapin
Malacletnmys palustris).

pen, terrapene, and turapen.']
11^°° The yellow-bellied terrapin (Pseudemys scabra)
of the Southern United States, the red-bellied terrapin
{Pseudemys rugosa), native of the tributaries of Chesapeake Bay (called also potter, slider, and redfender), and
the diamond-back or salt-marsh terrapin {Malaclemmyi
palustris) are tlie most important American species. The
diamond-back terrapin is native of nearly the whole q£
the Atlantic coast of the United States.
Mud terrapin,
Alligator terrapin, the snapping turtle.
any one of numerous species of American tortoises of the
genus Cinosternort.
Fainted terrapin, the painted turtle.
See under Painted.
Speckled terrapin, a small freshwater American terrapin Chelopus guttatus) having the
carapace black with round yellow spots — called also

—

—

—

(

;

spotted turtle.
277), a. [L. terra the
earth -f- E. aqueous.'] Consisting of land and water ; as,
Cudworth.
the earth is a terraqueous globe.

Ter-ra'que-OUS (tSr-ra'kwe-us

;

The grand terraqueous spectacle
From center to circumference unveiled. iT'ordsworth.
Ter'rar (tSr'rer), re. [LL. terrarius liber. See Terrier a collection of acknowledgments.] (0. Ung. Law)
Cowed.
See 2d Terrier, 2.
Ter'ras (-ras), re. (Min.) See Trass.
Ter-reen' (tSr-ren'), n. See Tureen.
Quality of being earthy;
B. Jonson.
from L. terra the
earth.] A spherical magnet so placed that its poles,
equator, etc., correspond to those of the earth. [Obs.]
Ter-re'i-ty (-re'T-ty),
lObs.]

re.

earthiness.

Ter'rel

(tSr'rSl),

re.

[NL.

terrella,

Chambers.
[OF. terremote, terremalum,
to move.]
movere,
m.oete, fr. L. terra the earth
Gower.
An earthquake. [Obs.]
Ter-rene' (tSr-ren'), re. A tureen. \_Obs.] Walpole.
Ter-rene', a. [L. terrenus, fr. terra the earth. See
Terrace.] 1. Of or pertaining to the earth earthy as,
Holland.
terrene substance.
2. Earthly; terrestrial.
nature
ceGod set before him a mortal and immortal life, a
lestial and terrene.
Sir )V. Raleigh.
Be true end faithful to the king and his heirs, and truth and
faith to bear of life and limb, and terrene honor.
re.

+

;

;

O. Eng. Oath of Allegiance, quoted by Blackstone.
conceptions of the matters which lie at the basis ot
Hickok.

Common

Ter-rene', n.

v.

t.

[imp.

Terracing

^1

;

eve,

& p. p.

(-ra-slng).]

event,

Terraced (-rast); p.pr.
To form into a terrace

£ud, fern, recent

;

ice,

[L.

terrenum land, ground

:

F. ter-

cf.

The

\_Poetic]
earth's surface ; the earth.
Milton,
Tenfold the length of this terrene.
2. (Surv.) The surface of the ground.
worldlinesa.
Earthllness
;
Ter-ren'1-ty (-rgn'l-tj), re.
" A dull and low terrenity."
Feltham.
lObs.]
Ter're-OUS (ter're-ils), a. [L. terreus, fr. terra the
earth.
See Terrace.] Consisting of earth ; earthy as,
terreotis substances
\Obs.]
terreous particles.
Terre'plein' (tSr'plau'), re. [F., fr. L. terra earth -jplanus even, level, plain.] (Fort.) The top, platform,
or horizontal surface, of a rampart, on which the cannon
are placed. See Hlust. of Casemate.
F. ter.
Ter-res'tre (ter-rSs'tSr), a. [OE., from OF.
restre.]
Terrestrial; earthly.
\Obs.] "His paradise
terrestre."
Chaucer.
[L. terrestris, from
Ter-res'trl-al (tSr-res'tri-al), a.
terra the earth. See Terrace.]
1. Of or pertaining to
the earth ; existing on the earth eartldy as, terrestrial
^^
animals.
1 Cor. xv. 40.
'Bodies terrestrial.''^
2. Representing, or consisting of, the earth ; as, a ter" The dstrk terrestrial 'ball."
restrial glohe.
Addison.
3. Of or pertaining to the world, or to the present
state ; sublunary ; earthly ; mundane.

rain.]

1.

;

;

&

;

re.
[F. terrasse (cf. Sp. teL. terra the earth, probably for

numerous

Tcrmekic]

Tern (Sterna

(Zo'ol.

[Prob-

re.

48),

fr.

tory, Inter,

birds, allied
to the gulls,

Ter'ra-pin (ter'-

Vain labors of

;

terrestrial wit.

Spenssr.

A genius bright and base,

tersa, originally meaning, dry land, and akin to torrere to
parch, E. torrid, and thirst. See Thirst, and cf. Fumi-

na.} (Zo'ol.)
Any one of

species of
long-winged
aq u at i c

—

our terrene experience.

;

Term'less (termles), a. 1. Having no term or end ;
unlimited
boundless
unending ; as, termless time,
" Termless joys."
[i?.]
Sir W. Raleigh.
2. Inexpressible
indescribable,
[i?.]
Shak.
Term'ly (-ly), a. Occurring every term ; as, a termly

;

—

Terre'mote' (tSr'mof),

;

^ff^ They are very abundant

Ter'ra-CUl'ture (tSr'ra-kiil'tiJr
135), n.
[L. terra
the earth -|- culiura.'] Cultivation of the earth ; agriculture.
[iJ.]
Ter'ra-cul'tur-al (-kui'tiir-aZ), a. [i?.]
Ter'rane (-ran), re. [F. terrain, from L. terra earth.]
(Geol.) A group of rocks having a common age or origin
nearly equivalent to formation, but used somewhat less
comprehensively.

— Indian

Xop'O

(-mit), n. ; pi. Termites (-mits). [F. See Tebmes.]
(Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous
species of pseudoneuropterous
allied

ra-pin),
ably of

—

—

hydrate.

;

and

Tern flowers (Bot.), flowers growing three and three together. — Tern leaves {Bot.}, leaves arranged in threes, or
three by three, or having three in each whorl or set.
Tern peduncles {Bot.), three peduncles growing together
from the same axis. —Tern schooner (Naut.), a threemasted schooner.

—

-ic]

Ter'mlte

insects

or terraces ; to furnish with a terrace or terraces ; as, to
terrace a garden, or a building.
Sir H. Wotton.
Clermont's terraced heiglit, and Esher's groves. Tlioinson.

(

-yl
Ter'pe-nyl'lC (ter'pe-nTl'ik), a.
ITerpene
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an acid,
CgHijOj (called also terpentic acid), homologous with
terebic acid, and obtained as a white crystalline substance
by the oxidation of oil of turpentine with chromic acid.
Ter'pHens (ter'pi-len), n. (Chem.) A polymeric
form of terpene, resembling terebene.
Ter'pin (ter'pTn), n. (Chem.) A white crystalline
substance regarded as a hydrate of oil of turpentine.
Ter'pin-Ol (-51), a. lTerptn-\-L.oleumoil.'] (Chem.)
An oily substance having a hyacinthine odor, obtained
by the action of acids on terpin, and regarded as a related

divin-

who

presided over boundaries, whose statue was properly
a short pillar terminating in the
bust of a man, woman, satyr,
or the like, but often nierely a
post or stone stuck in the ground
on a boundary line.
3. Hence, any post or stone
marking a boundary ; a term.
See Term, 8.
4. Either end of a railroad
line
also, the station house, or
the town or city, at that place.
ity

(S. Sougalli), the least tern (S. Antillarum), the royal
tern ( S. maxima), and the sooty tern .S. fidiginosa).
Hooded tern. See /'aw;/ 6wrf, under Fairy.
Marsh tern,
any tern of the genus Hydroctielidon. They frequent
marshes and rivers and feed largely upon insec';s.
River
tern, any tern belonging to Se'ena or allied genera which
frequent rivers.
Sea tern, any tern of the genus Thalasseus. Terns of this genus have very long, pointed wings,
and chiefly frequent seas and the mouths of large rivers.
Tern (tern), a. [L. pi. terni three each, three akin
to tres three. See Three, and cf. Trine.] Threefold
triple ; consisting of three ; ternate.

+

;

;

TERRE-TENANT

1488

Of towering

talents,

and

(erresfrz'aZ aims,

Toung.

4. Consisting of land, in distinction from water belonging to, or inhabiting, the land or ground, in distinction from trees, water, or the like as, terrestrial serpents.
Woodward.
The terrestrial parts of the globe.
;

;

5. Adapted for the observation of objects on land and
on the earth as, a terrestrial telescope, in distinction
from an astronomical telescope.
;

— Ter-res'tri-al-ly, adv. — Ter-res'tri-al-ness,
Ter-res'tri-al,
Ter-res'tri-ly

re.

An

re.

inhabitant of the earth.

[L. terrestris terrestrial -\To convert or reduce into a condition like that
-fy.]
of the earth to make earthy.
Sir T. Browne.
\_Obs.]
Ter-res'tri-ous(-us),a. [See Terrestrial.] Terrestrial.
\_Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
Ter'ret (tgr'rSt), re. One of the rings on the top of
the saddle of a harness, through which the reins pass.
TeiTe'-ten'ant (tar'tSn'ant), re. [F. ierre earth,
(-fi), v. t.

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb,

ddd

;

TERRE-VERTE

1489

TEST

tenant, p. pr. of tenir to hold.] (Law) One who
land
has the actual possession of land ; the occupant. [Written also ley-ienant.l
[F., fr. terre earth -fTerre'-verte' (tSr'vSrf ), re.
An olive-green earth used as a pigvert, verte, green.]

which ara generally self -explaining as, ierror-fraught,
terror - giving, ^oror- smitten, terror -stT'\ck.&a, lerrorstruck, and Uie like.

rhyme.] A peculiar and complicated system of versification, borrowed by the early Italian poets from the Troubadours.
IITer-zet'tO (tar-tsat'to), re. [It., dim. of terzo the
See Tierce.] (Mus.)
third, L. tertius.
composition
in three voice parts a vocal (rarely an instrumental) trio.
Tes'sel-lar (tSs'sSl-ler), a. [L. tessella a small square
piece, a little cube, dim. of tessera a square piece of stone,
wood, etc., a die.] Formed of tesserte, as a mosaic.
Tes'sel-la'ta (tes'sSl-lS'ta), re. pi. [NL. See Tesdivision of Crinoidea including nuSELLATE.] (Zo'dl.)
merous fossil species in which the body is covered with

+

See Glauconite.
Ter'ri-ble (tgr'rl-b'l), a. [F., fr. L. terribilis, fr. terSee Terror.] 1. Adapted or liliely
rere to frighten.
formidable.
to excite terror, awe, or dread ; dreadful

ment.

The

;

colere to inhabit.]

(Zo'dl.)

A division of

by ecclesiastical authority.
J. A. Symonds.
Poe.
Ter'ror-less, a. Free from terror.
Ter'ry (ter'ry), re. A kind of heavy corded fabric,
either all silk, or silk and worsted, or silk and cotton,
often called terry velvet, used for upholstery and trimmings.

cluding the common earthworms and allied species.
Ter'rl-en'nl-ak (tSr'rI-5n'nI-5k), n. (Zo'dl.) The arctic fox.

[Cf. L. terere to rub, to rub
auger or borer. [Obs.J
terrier,
chien terrier, from terre
1.
[F.
Ter'rl-er, re.
the earth, L. terra ; cf F. terrier

Ter'rl-er (tSr'rt-er),

away, terebra a borer.]

re.

II

OION.

Terse

Many stones,

;

superl.

wipe off.]
rubbed

.

;

—

;

—

**

—

;

;

It differs from concise in not implying, perhaps, quite
as much condensation, but chiefly in the additional idea

—

&

"grace or elegance."
Terse'ness, re.
Terse'ly, adv.
Ter-sal'phid« (ter-sQl'f id or -fid),

—

[Pref. ter-

re.

(CAewi.) A trisulphide.
Ter-snl'pllU-ret (-f ii-ret), re. [Pref. ter-

(Chem.) A trisulphide. [jB.]
Ter'-ten'ant (ter'tgn'ant), n.

-\-

Ter-rlg'e-noUB (tSr-rlj'e-niSs), a. [L. terrigena, ter; terra the earth -|- genere, gignere, to bring

tertiana (sc. febris): cf. OF. terdisease, especially an intermittent
tiane.]
1. (Med.)
fever, which returns every third day, reckoning inclusively, or in which the intermission lasts one day.
2. A liquid measure formerly used for wine, equal to
seventy imperial, or eighty-four wine, gallons, being one
third of a tun.
Ter'tl-a-ry (ter'sht-S-ry or -shi.-r^), a. [L. tertiarius
containing a third part, fr. tertius third cf F. tertiaire.
See Tierce.] 1. Being of the third formation, order,
Trench.
or rank ; third ; as, a tertiary use of a word.
2. (Chem.) Possessing some quality in the third degree
having been subjected to the substitution of three atoms
Cf.
or radicals ; as, a tertiary alcohol, amine, or salt.

;

;

personal or territorial.
3. Of or pertaining to all or any one of the Territories
of the United States, or to any district similarly organized elsewhere ; as. Territorial governments.
Ter'ri-to'ri-al-lzp (-12), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Territorialized (-Izd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Territorializing (-1'zing).]
1. To enlarge by extension of territory.
2. To reduce to the condition of a territory.
Ter'ri-to'rl-al-ly, adv.
In regard to territory; by

means

of territory.

Ter'ri-tO-rled (tSr'rI-t6-rTd), a.
tory.

Ter'ri-to-ry (-ry), re. / pi. Tehritoribs (-rtz). [L. territorium, from terra the earth cf. F territeire. See
Terrace.] 1. A large extent or tract of land ; a region

a district.
and saw wide territory spread
towns, and rural works between.
Milton.
2. The extent of land belonging to, or under the dominion of, a prince, state, or other form of government
often, a tract of land lying at a distance from the parent
country or from the seat of government as, the territory
of a State the territories of the East India Company.
3. In the United States, a portion of the country not
included within the limits of any State, and not yet admitted as a State into the Union, but organized with a
separate legislature, under a Territorial governor and
other officers appointed by the President and Senate of
the United States.
In Canada, a similarly organized
portion of the country not yet formed into a Province.
Ter'ror (tSr'rer), re. [L. terror, akin to terrere to
frighten, for tersere; akin to Gr. rpely to flee away,
dread, Skr. tras to tremble, to be afraid, Russ. tria.M to
shake cf. F. terreur. Cf. Deter.] 1. Extreme fear
fear that agitates body and mind ; violent dread fright.

He

;

looked,

&

fear.

II

Those enormous terrors of the Nile.
Prior.
Rulers are not a terror to good works. Rom. xiii. 0.
There is no terror, CasKius, in your thrrnts.
Sl/uk-.
Terror is used in the formation of compounds

QsOv unite, r^ide,

94

full,

up, firm

;

pity

ing, tesserse.

2. (Crystallog.) Isometric.
(-sii-ler), a.
(Crystallog.) Tesseral.
Test (tSst), re. [OF. test test, or cupel, potsherd, F.
tet, from L. testum an earthen vessel; akin to testa a
piece of burned clay, an earthen pot, a potsherd, perhaps for tersta, and akin to torrere to parch, terra earth
(cf. Thirst, and Terrace), but cf. Zend tasta cup.
Cf.
Test a shell. Testaceous, Tester a covering, a coin,
Testy, Tete-a-t£te.] 1. (Metal.)
cupel or cupelling
hearth in which precious metals are melted for trial and
refinement.
Our ingots, tests, and many mo.
Chancer.

Tes'su-lar

2. Examination or trial by the cupel ; hence, any critexamination or decisive trial ; as, to put a man's as" Bring me to the test."
Shak.
sertions to a test.
3. Means of trial ; as, absence is a test of love.
ical

;

from

(Zo'dl.)
cry.]
\'nnetiiis Cin/ennm.ti.i).
(
short spurs. Called also
II

its

Ter'za rl'ma

food, fo'bt

Each test and every light her muse will bear. Drydeik
That with which anything is compared for proof of
genuineness a touchstone a standard.
Life, force, and beauty must to all impart,
At once the source, and end, and test of art.
Pope,

4.
its

;

5.

ment
6.

;

;

Discriminative characteristic ; standard of judgground of admission or exclusion.
;
Our test excludes your tribe from benefit.
Dryden.

Judgment

;
distinction ; discrimination.
few can make a test
Betwixt indifferent writing and the best ?
Dryden.

A

7. (Chem.)
reaction employed to recognize or distinguish any particular substance or constituent of a
compound, as the production of some characteristic precipitate also, the reagent employed to produce such reaction ; thus, the ordinary test for sulphuric acid is the
production of a white insoluble precipitate of barium
sulphate by means of some soluble barium salt.
;

Test act (Eng. Law), an act of the English Parliament
prescribing a form of oatli and declaration against transubstantiation, which all officers, civil and military, were
formerly obliged to take within six months after their
admission to office. They were obliged also to receive
the sacrament according to the usage of the Church of
England.
Blackstone. —Tett object (Optics), an object
which tests the power or quality of a microscope or telescope, by requiring a certain degree of excellence in the
instrument to determine its existence or its peculiar texture or markings.
Test paper, (a) (Chem.) Paper prepared for use in testing for certain substances by being
saturated with a reagent which changes color in some
specific way when acted upon by those substances thus,
litmus paper is turned red by acids, and blue by alkalies,

—

:

turmeric paper is turned brown by alkalies, etc. (6)
(Laio) An instrmmont admitted as a standard or comparison of handwriting in those jurisdictions in which comparison of hands is permitted as a mode of proving handwriting.
Test tube. (Chem.) (a) A simple tube of thin
glass, closed at one end, for heating solutions and for performing ordinary reactions, (b) A graduated tube.
Syn. — Criterion standard experience proof experiment trial. —Test, Trial. Trial is the wider term;
test is a searching and decisive trial.
It is derived from
the Latin testa (earthen pot), which term was early applied to the Jining pot, or crucible, in which metals are
melted for trial and refinement. Henoe the peculiar
force of the word, as indicating a trial or criterion of the

—

;

The South American lapwing
Its

wings are furnislied with

Cayenne lapwing.

(tJtr'tsii rS'mii).

out.

oil

;

[It.,

chair

;

a third or triple

go

;

;

;

;

;

most decisive kind.
I
leave him to your gracious acceptance,
better publish his connnen<lation.

whoso

triaJ shall
Sltak.

Thy

virtue, prince, has stobd the test of fortune,
Like purest gold, that tortured in the fnvnneo,
Comes out more bright, and brings forth all its weight.

;

Milton.

extreme

;

the Franciscan tertiaries ; the Dominican tertiaries ;
the Carmelite tertiaries. See Third Order, under Third.
Addis
Arnold.
2. (Geol.) The Tertiary era, period, or formation.
3. (Zo'dl.) One of the quill feathers which are borne
upon the basal joint of the wing of a bird. See Itlu.1t. of
Bird.
Ter'tl-ate (-shT-at), v. t. [L. tertintus, p. p. of tertinre
to do for the third time, fr. tertius the third.] 1. To do
\_Obs. &. R."]
Johnson.
or perform for tlie third time.
2. (Gun.) To examine, as the tliickiiess of the niptal at
the muzzle of a gun or, in general, to examine the thickness of, as ordnance, in order to ascertain its strength.
Ter'U-ter'O (ti^r'fio-tBr'o), re. [Probably so iiitmcd

;

That

—

as,

;

2.

—

A

;

[L., a

pi. TESSER.ffi: (-re).

re. ;

;

—

;

;

(tes'se-ra),

;

—

;

Tes'se-ra

II

square piece, a die. See Tessellar.] A small piece of
marble, glass, earthenware, or the like, having a square,
or nearly square, face, used by the ancients for mosaic,
as for making pavements, for ornamenting walls, and like
purposes also, a similar piece of ivory, bone, wood, etc.,
used as a ticket of admission to theaters, or as a certificate for successful gladiators, and as a token for various
other purposes.
Fairholt.
Tes'se-ra'lc (-ratk), a. Diversified by squares done
Sir R. Atkyns (1712).
in mosaic ; tessellated.
[Obs.]
Tes'se-ral (-ral), a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or contain,

.

(Geol.) (a) The first period
Fairholl.
T6iti3.iy period.
of the age of mammals, or of the Cenozoic era. (0) The
called also Tertiary forrock formation of that period
Tertiary syphilis
mation. See the Chart of Geology.
(Med.), the third and last stage of syphilis, in which it invades the bones and internal organs.
Ter'tl-a-ry, n. ; pi. Tertiaries (-riz). 1. (E. C. Ch.)
member of the Third Order in any monastic system

—

Terror seized the rebel host.
which excites dread ; a cause of

A

;

;

:

Before him

Tes'sel-la'tion (-la'shun), re. The act of tessellating;
mosaic work so formed.
J. Forsyth.

also, the

Primary, and Secondary.
3. (Geol.) Laterthan, or subsequent to, the Secondary.
4. (Zo'dl.) Growing on the innermost joint of a bird's
wing tertial
said of quills.
Tertiary age. (Geol.) See under AOE, 8. — Tertiary color,
a color produced by the mixture of two secondaries. " The
so-called ter/iarij colors are citrine, russet, and olive."

Possessed of terri-

[iJ.]

a country

tessellated leaf.

[L.

:

&

;

;

Who would excel, when

as, a tertian fever.

forth.] Earthbom ; produced by the earth.
[L. territorialis :
Ter'rl-tO'rl-al (tSr'rI-to'rI-al), a.
ef. F. territorial.']
1. Of or pertaining to territory or
land ; as, territorial limits territorial jurisdiction.
2. Limited to a certain district as, rights may be

re.

Macaulay.

Tes'sel-late (-lat), a. [L. tesselatus.'] Tessellated
Tes'sel-la'ted (-la'tgd), a.
1. Formed of little
squares, as mosaic work
checkered as, a tessellated
pavement.
2. (Bot. & Zo'dl.) Marked like a checkerboard; as, a

See Terre-tenant.

rigenus

Ter'tlan,

vb.

;

&

9.

&

ion of France.

-f-

sulphuret.]

[From L. tertius third,
n.
Ter'tlal (ter'shal), a.
the tertial feathers being feathers of the third row. See
TrEROE.] (Zo'ol.) Same as Tertiary.
Ter'tlan (-shan), a. [L. tertianus, from tertius the
third. See Tierce.] (il/ed.) Occurring every third day

shall

(-lat), v.

;

sulphide.]

Milton.

&

i.
[imp. & p. p. Tessellated
re. Tessellatinq.]
[L. tessella.
Tessellar.]
See
To form into squares
or checkers to lay with checkered work.
The floors are sometimes of wood, tessellated after the fash-

Tes'sel-late

(-la'tgd) p. pr.
tus tessellated.

A

In eight terse lines has Phsedrus told
(So frugal were the bards of old)
tale of goats
and closed with grace,
Plan, moral, all, in that short space."

A

Ter'ri-fy (tSr'ri-fi), v. t. limp.
p. p. Terrified
(-fid) p. pr.
vb. n. Terripyino (-fl'Ing).]
[L. terrere
to frighten -)- -fy : cf. F. terrifier, L. terrificare. See
Terrific, and -py.] 1. To make terrible. [0J«.]

A

tessellated plates.

;

—

:

II

;

;

Whitehead

of

of

siti,

;

;

;

terrifying

off

\_Obs.]

;

;

and

rubbed or wiped

. . although terse and smooth, have not this
attractive.
Sir T. Browne.
Refined accomplished
said of persons,
[if. &
" Your polite and terse gallants."
Obs.]
Massinger.
3. Elegantly concise free of superfluous words polished to smoothness as, terse language a terse style.
Terse, luminous, and dignified eloquence.
Macaulay.
A poet, too, was there, whose verse
Was tender, musical, and terse.
Longfellow.
Syn.
Neat concise compact.
Terse, Concise.
Terse was defined by Johnson " cleanly written," i. e.,
free from blemishes, neat or smooth. Its present sense
"
is
free from excrescences," and hence, compact, with
smoothness, grace, or elegance, as in the following lines

2.

-j- Jacere to make.
See Terror, and Fact.]
Causing terror adapted to excite great fear or dread

or shock with fear ; to frighten.
hear of ware ... be not terrified. Luke xxl.

if

power

terrible as, a terrific form ; a terrific sight.
[iJ.]
Ter-ril'lc-al (-i-kal), a. Terrific.
Ter-rif'ic-al-ly, adv. In a terrific manner.

To alarm
When ye shall

\_Compar. Terser (-er)

a.

[L. tersus, p. p. of tergere to rub or

Appearing as
smooth; polished.
1.

frighten

2.

(ters),

Tersest.]

I1I^°" Most kmds of terriers are noted for their courage, the acuteness of their sense of smell, their propensity to hunt burrowing animals, and their activity in destroying rats, etc. See Fox terrier, under Fox.
2. [F. terrier, papier terrier, LL. terrarius liber, i. e.,
a book belonging or pertaining to land or landed estates.
See Terrier, 1, and cf. Teerar.] (Law) (a) Formerly,
a collection of acknowledgments of the vassals or tenants
of a lordship, containing the rents and services they
owed to the lord, and the like, (b) In modern usage, a
book or roll in which the lands of private persons or corporations are described by their site, boundaries, number of acres, or the like. [Written also terror."]
[L. terrificus ; f r. terrere to
Ter-rll'lc (tSr-rif'ik), a.

If the law, instead of aggravating
give out license, it foils itself.

n.

—

—

.

&

Ter-sanc'tUS (ter-sSnk'tus),

[L. ter thrice -)sanctus holy.] (Bccl.) An ancient ascription of praise
(containing the word "Holy"
in its Latin form,
" Sanctus "
thrice repeated), used in the Mass of the
Roman Catholic Church and before the prayer of consecration in the communion service of the Church of England and the Protestant Episcopal Church. Cf. Teisa-

An

a burrow, LL. terrarium a hillock (hence the sensS^ mound
thrown up in making a burrow,
a burrow). See Terrace, and
cf. Terrier, 2.]
(Zodl.) One
of a breed of small dogs, which
includes several distinct subbreeds, some of which, such as
English Terrier.
the Sl^e terrier and Yorkshire
terrier, have long hair and drooping ears, while others,
as the English and the black-and-tan terriers, have short,
close, smooth hair and upright ears.

;

;

government by terror or intimidation.

ized

annelids in-

A

;

;

—

II

-|-

;

;

;

;

—

;

dread ; dismay.

;

Terror in France.
Burke.
Ter'ror-ize (-iz), v. t. [Cf. F. terroriser.'^ To impress
with terror to coerce by intimidation.
Humiliated by the tyranny of foreign despotism, and terror-

Clarendon.

fearful frightful formidable dreadful horrible shocking awful.
Ter'rl-bly, adv.
Ter'rl-We-ness, n.
Ter-rlc'0-l» (tSr-rik'o-le), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. terra
;

consternation

;

re.
[Cf. F. terrorisme.]
act of terrorizing, or state of being terrorized a mode
Jefferson.
Ter'ror-ist, n. [F. terroriste.] One who governs by
terrorism or intimidation ; specifically, an agent or partisan of the revolutionary tribunal during the Reign of

;

terrible coldness of the season.

fright

;

Ter'ror-ism (tSr'rer-Tz'm),

of

i

— 'I'errific

Syn. — Alarm

The

;

and Ui-rible in war.
Prior.
Prudent
Thou eialt not be affrighted at them for the Lord thy God is
Deut. vii. 21.
among you, a mighty God and terrible.
[CoUoq.l
2. Excessive extreme severe.

Syn.

—

King of terrors, death. Job xviii. 14.
Eeign of Terror.
(F. Hist.) See in Dictionary of Noted Names in Fiction.
See Alarm.

in peace,

;

;

Addison,

&

&

vb. n.
Test, 1'. t. Ump.
p. p. Tested ; p, pr.
Testing.]
1. (iffetal.) To refine, as gold or silver, in 9
tost, or cupel
to subject to cupellation.
2. To put to the proof ; to prove the truth, gonuinenoss, or quiJity of by oxperimont, or by some principle or

sing, ink

;

;

ttien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

TEST
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to try ; as, to teat the soundness of a princi;
ple ; to test the validity of an argument.
Experience is the surest standard by which to test the real
Washington.
tendency of the existing constitution.

Tester (tSs'ter), re. [OE. iestere a headpiece, helmet, OF. testiere, F. tetiere a head covering, fr. OF. teste
the head, F. tete, fr. L. testa an earthen pot, the skull.
See Test a cupel, and cf. Testieee.] 1. A headpiece
a helmet. \_Obs.']
The shields bright, testers, and trappures. CItaucer.
2. A flat canopy, as over a pulpit or tomb. Oxf. Gloss.
3. A canopy over a bed, supported by the bedposts.
No tester to the bed, and the saddles and portmanteaus heaped

standard

{Chem.) To examine or

3.

by the use

try, as

of

some

reagent ; as, to test a solution by litmus paper.
Test (test), n. [L. testis. Cf. Testament, Testify.]
witness.
\_Obs.'\
Prelates and great lords of England, who were for the more
Ld. Berners.
surety tests of that deed.

A

See Testament.] To make a
[L. testari.
testament, or will. [06s.]
pi.
E. Tests (tests), L. Test*
\n.;
Test (tSst),
[L. testa a piece of
(tes'te).
Tes'ta (tes'ta),
earthenware, a shell. See
of
burned clay, a broken piece
Test a cupel.] 1. (Zo'dl.) The external hard or firm
covering of many invertebrate animals.

Test,

v. i.

)

II

11^=' The test of crustaceans and insects is composed
largely of chitin ; in moUusks it is composed chiefly of
calcium carbonate, and is called the shell.

the epi2. (JBot.) The outer integument of a seed
sperm, or spermoderm.
Test'a-ble (tSst'a-b'l), a. [See Testament.] 1. Capable of being tested or proved.
2. {Law) Capable of being devised, or given by will.
Tes-ta'ce-a (tes-ta'she-a), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. testaceum a shelled animal. See Testaceous.] (Zo'dl.) Invertebrate animals covered with shells, especially mol;

II

lusks

shellfish.

;

n. (Zodl.) One of the Testacea.
(-she-5g'ra-fy), n.
ITestacea
graphy : cf. F. testaceogrnphie.'] The science which
treats of testaceans, or shellfish ; the description of shell-

Tes-ta'cean (-shan),
Tes-ta'ce-Og'ra-phy

fish.

+

[iJ.]

ITestacea 4- -loscience of testaceous mol-

Tes-ta'ce-ol'o-gy (-she-ol'o-jy), n.

gy:

cf.

The

P. testaceologie.']

lusks; conchology.

[iJ.]

Tes-ta'ceous (tSs-ta'shus), a. [L. iestaceus, fr. testa
shell. See Testa.] 1. Of or pertaining to shells ; consisting of a hard shell, or having a hard shell.
Zool. ) Having a dull red brick color or a
2. {Bot.
brownish yellow color.
a

&

Testaceous animals (Zool.), animals having a firm, calcareous shell, as oysters and clams, thus distinguished
from cnistaceous animals, whose shells are more thin and

and consist of several joints, or articulations, as lobsters and crabs.
Tes'ta-cy (tgs'ta-sy), n. [See Testate.] (Law) The

me to keep off the cold.
Walpole.
Tes'ter, re. [For testern, teston, fr. F. teston, fr. OF.
teste the head, the head of the king being impressed
upon the coin. See Testes a covering, and cf. Testone,
Testoon.]
An old French silver coin, originally of the
value of about eighteen pence, subsequently reduced to
ninepence, and later to sixpence, sterhng.
Hence, in
modern English slang, a sixpence
often contracted
to tizzy. Called also teston.
Shak.
Tes'tern (-tern), re. A sixpence a tester. \_Obs.']
Tes'tern, v. t. To present with a tester. [06s.] Shak.
Tes'tes (tes'tez), n., pi. of Teste, or of Testis.
Tes'ti-car'di-nes (tSs'ti-kSr'dT-nez^, re. pi.
[NL.
See Test a shell, and Caedo.]
(Zo'dl.) A division of
brachiopods including those which have a calcareous
shell furnished with a hinge and hinge teeth.
Terebratula and Spirifer are examples.
Tes'ti-cle (tes'tl-k'l), re. [L. testiculus, dim. of testis
a testicle, probably the same word as testis a witness, as
bemg a witness to manhood. Cf. Test a witness.] (Anat.)
One of the essential male genital glands which secrete
the semen.
Tes'ti-cond (-kSnd), a. [L. testis testis -f condere to
hide.] (Zo'dl.) Having the testicles naturally concealed,
as in the case of the cetaceans.
Tes-tlc'U-lar (tes-tlk'ii-ler), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the testicles.
Tes-tlo'U-late (-Itt), a. [NL. testiculatus.'] (Bot.)
(a) Shaped like a testicle, ovate and solid,
(b) Having
two tubers resembling testicles in form, as some species
on

;

A

^ff^ This is otherwise called a will, and sometimes a
and testament. A testament, to be valid, must
be made by a person of sound mind and it must be executed and published in due form of law. A man, in certain cases, may make a valid will by word of mouth only.
last loill

;

See Nuncupative

One

will,

under Ncncdpative.

two

distinct revelations of God's purposes toward man ; a covenant ; also, one of the two general divisions of the canonical books of the sacred Scriptures, in which the covenants are respectively revealed
2.

of the

—

as, the Old Testament; the New Testament;
often
limited, in colloquial language, to the latter.
He is the mediator of the new testament
for the redemption of the transgressions that were under the first testament.
Heb. ix. 15.
Holographic testament, a testament written wholly by
the testator himself.
Bouvier.
Tes'ta-men'tal (-men'tal), a. [L. testamentalis.'] Of
or pertaining to a testament ; testamentary.
.

Thy
And

.

.

tesiamental cup I take,
thus remember thee.

J.

Montgomery.

—

;

II

II

of orchis.
Tes'ti-fere' (tes'tt-Sr'), re. [OF. testiere. See Tester
a headpiece.]
piece of plate armor for the head of a
II

A

war horse

a

;

tester.

Tes'tit (tes'tif ),
[06s.]

[See Testy.] Testy

a.

headstrong

;

obstinate.

Testi/ they

were and lustj for

Chaucer.

to play.

[L. iestificaTes'ti-fi-ca'tion (tes'tT-fT-ka'shiin), re.
: cf.
OF. testification. See Testify.] The act of
testifying, or giving testimony or evidence as, a direct
South.
testification of our homage to God.
Tes'ti-fl-ca'tor (-ka'ter), «. [NL.] A testifier.
Tes'tl-fi'er (-fl'er), re. One who testifies; one who
gives testimony, or bears witness to prove anything a
witness.
Tes'ti-fy (-fi), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Testified (-fid)
[OF. testifier,
vb. re. Testifying (-fi'Ing).]
p. pr.
L. testificari ; testis a witness -J- -/care (in comp.) to
tio

;

;

&

&

See -FY, and

make.

Attest, Contest, Detest, Peo-

cf.

test, Testament.] 1. To make a solemn declaration,
verbal or written, to establish some fact to give testimony for the purpose of communicating to others a
knowledge of something not known to them.
Jesus
needed not that any should testify of man. for he
;

tament as, letters testamentary.
2. Bequeathed by will given by testament.
i

;

How many testamentary charities have
negligence or fraud of executors

been defeated by the
Atterhury.

I

Done, appointed by, or founded on, a testament,
as, a testamentary guardian of a minor, who
be appointed by the will of a father to act in that
capacity until the child becomes of age.
Tes'ta-men-ta'tlon (-men-ta'shun), n.
The act or
power of giving by testament, or will. [iJ.]
Burke.
Tes'ta-men-tize (-tlz), v. i. To make a will. [Obs.]
3.

or will

;

may

Fuller.
Tes-ta'mur (t5s-ta'miir), n. [L., we testify, fr. testari to testify.]
{Eng. Universities)
certificate of
merit or proficiency ;
so called from the Latin words,
II

A

—

Ita testamur, with which

it

commences.

Tes'tate (tes'tat^, a. [L. testatus, p. p. of testari.
See Testament.] (Lam)) Having made and left a will
as, a person is said to die testate.
Ayliffe.
Tes'tate, n. {Law) One who leaves a valid will at
death a testate person. [J?.]
Tes-ta'tion (tes-ta'shiin), n.
[L. testatio.'] A witnessuig or witness. [Obs-I
Bp. Hall.
Tes-ta'tor (-ter), n. [L. cf. F. testaleur.'] (Law) A
man who makes and leaves a will, or testament, at death.
;

:

Tes-ta'tris (-triks), re. [L.] (Law) A woman who
leaves a will at death
a female testator.
(tes'te), n. [So called fr. L. teste, abl. of testis
a witness, because this v/as formerly the initial word in
the clause.] (Law) (a) A witness, (b) The witnessing
or concluding clause of a writ or other precept. Bouvier.
Tes-ted' (t§s-ted'), a. (Law) Having the teste, or witnessing clause, duly attached ;
said of a writ, deed, or
tbe like.
Burrill.

makes and

.

him
Num. xxxv. 30.

witness shall not testify against any person to cause

to die.

To declare a charge

3.

tion

to bear witness

;

;

O Israel, ...
I testified against

them

to protest

;

— with against.
;

to give informa-

day

Neh.

xiii. 15.

;

;

:

A

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

;

;

3.

Open

attestation

;

profession.

MiUon.

Ilniversal reproach.
;

evidence

;

proof of some fact.

When ye depart thence, shake off the dust under your feet
Mark vi. 11.
for a t&iti'mony against them.
5. (Jewish Antiq.) The two tables of the law.
Shalt put into the ark the testimony which I shall give

Thou

Ex. xxv.

thee.

final,

3,11

;

eve,

event,

—

;

;

6nd, fern, recent

;

16.

ice,

the simple.
Ps. xix.

7.

;

;

;

;

;

;

testy

fretfulness

;

;

petulance.

Testiness is a disposition or aptness to be angry.

Locke.

Test'ing (test'ing), re. 1. The act of testing or proving trial proof.
2. (Metal.) The operation of refining gold or silver
in a test, or cupel ; cupellation.
Testing machine (Engin.), a machine used in the determination of the strength of materials, as iron, stone, etc.,
and their behavior under strains of various kinds, as elongation, bending, crushing, etc.
Tes'tis (tSs'tis), re. ; pi. Testes (-tez). [L.] (Anat.)
;

;

II

A testicle.
A tester a sixpence. [06s.]
See
re.
[Cf. Pg. testao, tostao.
Testoon.] A silver coin of Portugal, worth about sixHomans.
pence sterUng, or about eleven cents.
Tes-toon' (tSs-toon'), n. [It. testone. See Tester a
coin.]
An ItaUan silver coin. The testoon of Rome is
Homans.
worth Is. 3d. sterling, or about thirty cents.
[See Testudo.]
Tes-tu'di-nal (tSs-tu'dl-nal), a.
(Zo'ol.) Of, pertaining to, or resembUng, a tortoise.
Tes-tu'di-na'ri-ous (-na'ri-us), a. (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the shell of a tortoise resembling a tortoise
shell
having the color or markings of a tortoise shell.
See Testudo.]
Tes-tu'dl-na'ta (-ta), n. pi. [ML.
Tes'ton (tSs'tiSn), re.
Tes-tone' (tes-ton'),

;

;

;

II

An

(Zo'dl.)

^..-cna^

order of rep-

which

tiles

B^

^-1°^><'*T~^
tn,

includes the

and

turtles

tortoises.
The body is
covered by a
shell consist-

One

shell,

called the

of the Testudinata.

A Carapace 1-5 Vertebral Plates atod Cosplastron, tal Plates ra ni' Marginal Plates.
13 Plastron
e Gular Plates / Post-eular or
each of Humeral
g Pectoral Plates A Abdomiwhich con- nal PlatesPlates
Anal
i Preanal or Femoral Plates
•,

:

;

;

:

of sev- Plates

sists

i

;

;

^"

k Caudal Notch.

eral plates.

[L. iestudinatus, fr.
Tes-tu'dl-nate (-tu'dt-nat), ) a.
tortestudo, -inis.
Tes-tU'di-na'ted (-na'ted), )
an arch or \«auit.] Resembling a tortoise shell in
appearance or structure roofed arched vaulted.
[L. testudiTes'tU-dln'e-OUS (tSs'tiJ-dTn'e-us), a.
reews.]
Resembling the shell of a tortoise.
Tes-tu'do (tSs-tu'do), re. ; pi. Testudines (-dl-nez).
toise,

;

;

;

II

[L., from testa the shell
of shellfish, or of testa^
ceous animals.] 1. (Zool.)
genus of tortoises

A

which formerly included
a large number of diverse forms, but is now
restricted to certain terrestri.-.l species, such as
the European land tor-

(Testudo

toise

and the gopher

Grxca)
of the

Testudo iTestudo Grseca).

(J^)

Southern United States.

(Rom. Antiq.) A cover or screen which a body of
troops formed with their shields or targets, by holding
them over their heads when standing close to each other.
This cover resembled the back of a tortoise, and served
to shelter the men from darts, stones, and other missiles.
A similar defense was sometimes formed of boards, and
moved on wheels.
2.

3. (Mus. ) A kind of musical instrument, a species of
so called in allusion to the lyre of Mercury, fabled to have been made of the shell of a tortoise.

lyre

;

—

Tes'ty

(tes'ty), a.

[Compar. Tbstiee

perl. Testiest.]

[Thou] for the testimony of truth, hast borne
4. Witness

making wise

;

;

1. To bear witness to; to support
Tes'tl-fy, V. t.
the truth of by testimony to affirm or declare solemnly.
We speak that we do know, and testify that we have seen
John iii. 11.
and ye receive not our witness.
2. (Law) To affirm or declare under oath or affirmation before a tribunal, in order to prove some fact.
In a testy maimer ; fretfully peeTes'tl-ly, adv.
vishly ; with petulance.
Tes'tl-mo'ni-al (-mo'nT-al), re. [Cf. OF. testimoniSee
ale, LL. testimoniolis, L. testimoniales (so. litterpe).
Testimonial, a.] 1. A writing or certificate which bears
conduct,
testimony in favor of one's character, good
ability, etc., or of the value of a thing.
2. Something, as money or plate, presented to a person
as a token of respect, or of obligation for services rendered.
Tes'tl-mo'nI-al, a. [L. testimonialis : cf. F. testimonial.^
Relating to, or containing, testimony.
Tes'ti-mo-ny (tes'ti-mo-ny), re. ; pi. Testimonies
(-niz).
[L. testimonium, from testis a witness cf. OF.
tesiimoine, testemoine, testimonie. See Testify.] 1.
solemn declaration or affirmation made for the purpose
of establishing or proving some fact.
(1^= Such declaration, in judicial proceedings, may be
verbal or written, but must be under oath or affirmation.
as, these doctrines are
2. AflSrmation declaration
supported by the uniform testimony of the fathers the
belief of past facts must depend on the evidence of human testimony, or the testimony of historians.
;

is sure,

;

;

against thee.
Ps. 1. 7.
wherein they sold victuals.

I will testify

in the

Lord

evidence attestation witness affirTestimony, Peoof,
mation confirmation averment.
Evidence.
Proof is the most familiar, and is used
more frequently (though not exclusively) of facts and
things wluch occur in the ordinary concerns of life. Evidence is a word of more dignity, and is more generally
applied to that %vhich is moral or intellectual as, the
evidences of Christianity, etc. Testimony is what is deposed to by a witness on oath or affirmation. When used
figuratively or in a wider sense, the word testimony has
stiU a reference to some living agent as its author, as
when we speak of the testimony of conscience, or of doing
a thing in testimony of our affection, etc. Testimony
refers rather to the thing declared, evidence to its value
or effect. " To conform our language more to common
use, we ought to divide arguments into demonstrations,
proofs, and probabilities by proofs, meaning such arguments from experience as leave no room for doubt
or opposition. " Hume. "The evidence of sense is the
first and highest kind of evidence of which human nature is capable." Bp. Wilkins.
"The proof oi everything must be by the testimony of such as the parties
produce." Spenser.
Tes'ti-mo-ny (tSs'ti-mo-ny), v. t. To witness to attest to prove by testimony.
[06s.]
Shak.
Tes'ti-ness (-tT-nes), n. The quality or state of being

tral

.

;

One

;

ale,

— Proof

Syn.

cause depending before a tribunal.

Tes'te

—

testimony of the

Jotin ii. 25.
knew what was in man.
2. (Law) To make a solemn declaration under oath
or affirmation, for the purpose of establishing, or making
proof of, some fact to a court to give testimony in a

;

Tes'ta-men'ta-ry (-ta-ry), a. [L. testamentarius : cf.
F. ttstamentaire.^ 1. Of or pertaining to a will, or tes-

The

ing of an upper or dorsal
shell, called
the
carapace, and a
lower or ven-

.

whole divine revelation; the sacred

6. Hence, the
Scriptures.

;

soft,

state or circumstance of being testate, or of leaving a
valid will, or testament, at death.
Tes'ta-ment (-ment), n. [F., fr. L. testamenttim, fr.
testari to be a witness, to make one's last will, akin to
testis a witness.
1. {Law)
Cf. Intestate, Testify.]
solemn, authentic instrument in writing, by which a
person declares his will as to the disposal of his estate
and effects after his death.

TETA]!^C

(-ti-er)

;

su-

[OF. testu obstinate, headstrong, 1'.
the head, F. tete. See Test a cupel.]
Fretful ; peevish ; petulant ; easily irritated.
Miist I observe you ? must I stand and crouch
Under your testy humor ?
Shak.
I was displeased with myself I was testy.
Latimer.
Te-tan'lC (te-tSn'Ik), a. [Cf.~ L. tetanicus suffering
from tetanus, Gr. tetoi/iko!, F. tetanique.'] 1. (Physiol^
tetu, fr.

OF.

teste

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

orb,

5dd

TETRANDROUS

TETANIC
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Of or pertaining to tetanus; having the character of
tetanus ; as, a tetanic state ; tetanic contraction.
This condition of muscle, this fusion of a number of simple
spasms into an apparently smooth, continuous effort, is known

[NL. See Tetra-j and Branchia.] (2oo^. ) An order of
Cephalopoda having four gills. Among living species

as tetanus, or tetanic contraction.

II

&

&

Med.) A subTe-tan'io (te-tSn'iIj), n. {Physiol.
stance (notably nux vomica, strychnine, and brucine)
which, either as a remedy or a poison, acts primarily on
the spinal cord, and which, when taken in comparatively
large quantity, produces tetanic spasms or convulsions.
poisonTet'a-nln (t5t'a-nin), n. {Physiol. Chem.)
ous base (ptomaine) formed in meat broth through the
agency of a peculiar microbe from the wound of a person
who has died of tetanus; so called because it produces
tetanus as one of its prominent effects.
Tet'a-ni-za'tlon (-nT-za'shiin), n. (Physiol.) The production or condition of tetanus.
Tet'a-nlze (tet'a^niz), v. t. (Physiol.) To throw, as a
muscle, into a state of permanent contraction ; to cause
tetanus in. See Tetanus, n., 2.
(Med.
-oid-l
Tet'a-nold (-noid), a. \_Tetanus
Physiol.) Resembling tetanus.
Tet'a-no-mo'tor (-n6-mo'ter), «. (Physiol.) An instrument for tetauizing a muscle by irritating its nerve
by successive mechanical shocks.
Tet'a-nus (tSt'a-nus), n. [L., fr. Gr. TeVafos, fr.
Ttraras stretched, TeCveiv to stretch.] 1. (Med.) A painful and usually fatal disease, resulting generally from a
wound, and having as its principal symptom persistent
spasm of the voluntary muscles. When the muscles of
the lower jaw are affected, it is called locked-jnw, or
lockjaw, and it takes various names from the various
incurvations of the body resulting from the spasm.
2. (Physiol.) That condition of a muscle in which it
is in a state of continued vibratory contraction, as when
Btimulated by a series of induction shocks.
Tet'a-ny (-hy), n. (Med.) A morbid condition resembling tetanus, but distinguished from it by being less
severe and having intermittent spasms.
Te-tard' (te-tard'), n. (Zool.) A gobioid fish (Eleotris gyrinus) of the Southern United States ;
called

-

series of fours.
acid.] (Chem.)
Tet-rac'id (tSt-rSs'Td), a. [_TetraCapable of neutralizing four molecules of a monobasic
acid ; having four hydrogen atoms capable of replacement by acids or acid atoms ;
said of certain bases
thus, erythrite, C4He(OH)4, is a tetracid alcohol.

+

—

Tet'ra-COC'COUS (tgt'ra-kok'kus), a. [See Tetra-, and
Coccus.] (Bot.) Having four cocci, or carpels.
Tet'ra-CO'lon (tet'ra-ko'lon), re.
[Gr. TeTpaKcoAo?
with four members ; reVpa- (see Tetra-) -f- kQiAov limb,
member.] (Pros.) A stanza or division in lyric poetry,
consisting of four verses or lines.
Crabb.
TCtra-CO-raiaa (te'tra-ko-rSl'la), re. pi. [NL. See
Tetra-, ar(H Corallum.] (Paleon.) Same as RuoosA.
Te-trao'ti-nel'lld (te-trSk'ti-nel'lTd), re. (Zool.) Any
species of sponge of the division TeII

Also used adjectively.

tractinellida.

Te-trac'tl-nel'll-da (-IT -da), re.
[NL. , from Gr. rerpa- tetra- -\a/cTi!, -ifos, ray, spoke.]
(Zool.) A
division of Spongiae in which the spicules are siliceous and have four
branches diverging at right angles.
Called also Tetractinellinse.
li

Tet'rad

privately or con-

Prior.

(tet'rad),

is

)

Tet'ra-dac'tyle

I

(Zool.)

&

mn, fr. Gr. Terpa(
drachm, drachancient Greeks, of the
Attic tetradrachm was
value of
equal to 3s. 3d. sterling, or about 76 cents.
Tet-rad'y-mite (tgt-rSd'T-mIt), re. [Gr. TCTpdSufios
II

ma.]

A

2. (Chem.)
combining form
used adjectively) denotnig

)

;

—

+

r]}de,

full,

+ SpaxM

among the
The
four drachmas.

Tet'ra-dy-na'mi-an (-na'mt-on), ) a. (Bot.) Belonging to the order
Tet'ra-dyn'a-mous (-din'a-miia),
Tetr.Tdynamia having six stamens, four of which are
uniformly longer than the others.
Tet'ra-gon (tSt'nl-gon), n. [L. tetmgonum, Gr. t«Tirpa- (see Tetra-) ~\- yoivla corner, angle
Tpaywi'Oi'
1. (Geom.) A plane figure having four
cf. F. tetragonc]

quadribasic ;
said of certain acids
thus, normal silicic acid, Si(0H)4, is a telrabasic acid.
Tefra-bO'ric (-bo'rtk), a. {Tetraboric.'] (Chem.)
Same as Pyroborio.

dnlte,

Tetra-)

order Tetradynamia.

prefixed, as in ^efra-chloride, tetroxxie.

Ose,

rirpa- (see
silver coin

A

/mftnata).

Tet'ra-ba'slc (-ba'sTk), o. iTetra-^basic-^ (Chem.)
Capable of neutralizing four molecules of a monacid
base
having four hydrogen atoms capable of replace;

;

II

(also

ment by bases

A

fourfold.
So named from its occurrence in compound
twin crystals, or fourliugs.] (Min.) A telluride of bismuth. It is of a pale steel-gray color and metallic lusCalled also
ter, and usually occurs in foliated masses.
telluric bistnulh.
Tet'ra-dy-na'ml-a (tgt'ra-dT-na'mt-a), re. pi. [NL.,
(Bot.) A
fr. Gr. TcVpa- (see Tetra-) -|- Svvatiig power.]
Linnaian class of plants having six stamens, four of
the
others.
longer
than
which are
plant of the
Tet'ra-dy-na'ml-an (-on), ». (Bot.)

Jour proportional or combining

;

Tet'ra-drach'ma (-drjk'ma),

SpaxiJ-ov

basic, ^e^rapetalous.

it is

(.The-

nen, or Dorvillia,
eehinata).

(Zool.) Tetradactylous.

;

A

which

(tSt'r4-dSk'til),
[Cf. F. te- Tetractinellid
a.

II

II

( 7".

Up, tun

;

pity

panabase.
Tet'ra-he'dron (-dron),

food, i<foi

;

out, oil

;

[Tetra-

A

-f-

Gr. iSpa seat,

solid

tri,
t
Tetrahedron,

;

i

j

+

metric system, bounded by twenty-four
equal triangular faces, four corresponding to each face of the cube.
Tet'ra-kis-hex'a-he'dron (tgt'ra-ktshgks'a-he'drSn), re.
[Gr. reTpaKii; four
times -|- E. hexahedron."]
(Crystallog.)
A tetrahexahedron.
Tetrahexahedron.
Tet'ra-ko-sane' (tgt'ra^k6-san'), re.
[Tetra- -f- Gr. eixoo-i twenty.] (Chem.) A hydrocarbon,
C24H50, resembling paraffin, and like it belonging to the
marsh-gas series;
so called from having twenty-four
atoms of carbon in the molecule.
Te-tral'O-gy (te-trSl'6-jy), re. [Gr. TerpoAoyia ; TeVpa(see Tetra-) -j- Aoyos a speech, discourse : cf. F. tetralogie.]
(Gr. Drama) A group or series of four dramatic
pieces, three tragedies and one satyric, or comic, piece
(or sometimes four tragedies), represented consecutively
on the Attic stage at the Dionysiac festival.
^W^ A group or series of three tragedies, exhibited
together without a fourth piece, was called a trilogy.
Te-tram'e-ra (te-tram'e-ra),re.^^ [NL. See TeTRAMERODS.] (Zool.) A division of Coleoptera having,
apparently, only four tarsal joints, one joint being rudimentary.
Te-tram'er-OUS (-er-iis), a. [Tetra- -|- Gr. /ue'pos part.]
1. (Bot.) Having the parts arranged in sets of four;
as, a tetramerous flower.
2. (Zool.) Having four joints in each of the tarsi ;

—

II

—

said of certain insects.

Te-tram'e-ter (-e-ter), re. [L. tetrameti-tcs, Gr. rerpaixerpov ; rerpa- (see Tetra-) -f- ixerpov a measure : ct.
Latin Pros.)
verse or line
F. tetrameti-e.] (Gr.
consisting of four measures, tliat is, in iambic, trochaic,
and anapestic verse, of eight teet in other kinds of verse,
of four feet.
Tet'ra-meth'yl-ene (t6t'rA-mStli'tl-en), re. [Tetra- -{
methylene.] (Chem.) (a) A hypothetical hydrocarbon,
CjHg, analogous to trimethylene, and regarded as the
base of a well-known series of derivatives, (b) Sometimes, an isomeric radical used to designate certain compounds which are really related to butylene.
Tet'ra-morph (tSt'rVi-mOrf), n. [Tetra- -f- Gr. /aopc|>^
form, figure cf. Gr. Terpa^top^ot fourfold.] (ChristinK
Art) The union of the four attributes of the Evangelists
in one figure, which is represented as winged, and standing on winged fiery wheels, the wings being covered with
eyes. The repreapiitations of it are evidently suggested
by the vision of EzoUiel (eh. i.).
Te-tran'drl-a (to-trSu'drT-il), re. pi. [NL., from Gr.
T^rpa- (see Tktra-) -j- dnjp, avSpo's, a man, male.] (Bot.)
Linninan class of plants having four stamens.

&

chair

;

go

;

A

;

:

II

A

:

;

;

re.

fr. efeo-Sat to sit.]
(Geom.)
figure inclosed or bounded by
four triangles.
11^°° In crystallography, the regular
tetrahedron is regarded as the hemihedral form of the regular octahedron.

base,

A

[L. tetras,

re.

+

Te'thy-0'de-a (te'tht-o'de-a), re. pi. [NL., fr. Tethys -{• Gr. elSo's form.] (Zool.) A division of Tunicata
including the common attached ascidians, both simple
and compound. Called also Tethyoidea.
Te'thys (te'thTs), re. [NL , fr. Gr Tijffoj an oyster,
or Tri9vov a kind of ascidian.] (ZoW|»
el.)
genus of large naked mol
ludis having a very large, broad
fringed cephalic disk, and branched
dorsal gills. Some of the species
become a foot long and are biilliantly colored.
Tet'ra- (tSt'ra-).
[Gr. reipa ,
from Teo-aape?, Terropes, four See
Four.] I. A combining form or
prefix signifying four, as in ielra-

parts of the substance or ingredenoted by the term to Tethys

A

(Crystallog.) Pertaining to a tetrahexahedron.
Tet'ra-hex'a-he'dron (-dron), re. [Tetrahexahedron.] (Crystallog.)
solid in the iso-

—

&

dient

.

dral), a.

Tet'ra-dac'tyl-ous (-us), a. [Gr.
TeTpaSaKTtiAos
rdrpa (see Tetra-) -f- SaxTuAos finger,
toe.]
(Zool.) Having, or characterized by, four digits
to the foot or hand.
Gr. Sdxa ten.]
Tet'ra-dec'ane (-dek'an), re. ITetra(Chem.) A light oily hydrocarbon, Ci4H3ti, of the marshgas series;
so called from the fourteen carbon atoms
in the molecule.
Tet'ra-de-cap'0-da (-de-k5p'o-da), re. pi. [NL. See
Tetra-, and Dec APOD A.] (Zool.) Same as Arthrostraca.
Tet-rad'iC (tet-rad'Ik), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining
to a tetrad ; possessing or having the characteristics of
a tetrad as, carbon is a letradic element.
Tet'ra-dlte (tet'ra-dit), re. [See Tetrad.] A person
in some way remarkable with regard to the number four,
as one born on the fourth day of the month, or one who
Smart.
reverenced /02(r persons in the Godhead.
Tet'ra-don (-don), re. (Zool.) See Tetrodon.
(Zool.) See Tetrodont.
re.
Tet'ra-dont (-dont), (T.
[NL. tetradrachTet'ra-drachm (-drSm),
( re.

within certain limits.
Shak.
Teth'er, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Tetheked (-erd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Tethering.]
To confine, as an animal, with a
long rope or chain, as for feeding within certain limits.
And by a slender cord was tethered to a stone. Wordsworth.
[See Tethys.]

Tetrahedral angle (Geom.), a solid angle bounded or inclosed by four plane angles.
Tet'ra-he'dral-ly, adv. In a tetrahedral manner.
Tet'ra-he'drite (-dnt), re. [So called because the
crystals of the species are commonly tetrahedrons.]
(Min.)
sulphide of antimony and copper, with small
quantities of other metals. It is a very common ore of
copper, and some varieties yield a considerable percentage of silver. Called also gray copper ore, fahlore, and

one of the five regular solids.
Tet'ra-hex'a-he'dral (-hSks'a-he'-

;

(te-thi'dan), n.

hedron belongs.

Regular tetrahedron {Geom.), a solid

a tetrad.

Tetra-dac'tyl
tradactyle.]

A

(Zool.)
large African antelope
It has widely divergent, strongly

Teth'er (tSth'er), re. [Formerly tedder, OE. tedir
akin to LG. fAder, tier, Icel. tjoSr, Sw. tjuder, Dan. toir.
V64:.] A long rope or chain by which an animal is fastened, as to a stake, so that it can range or feed only

Te-thy'dan

;

angles

:

;

A tunicate.

)

Te-trag'y-noUS (te-traj'i-nfis), )
to the order Tetragynia having four styles.
Tet'ra-he'dral (tSt'ra-he'dral), a,
[See Tetrahedron.] 1. Having, or composed of, four sides.
2. (Crystallog.) (a) Having the form of the regular
tetrahedron. (A) Pertaining or related to a tetrahedron,
or to the system of hemihedral forms to which the tetra-

bounded by four equal equilateral

Gr. rerpas, -aSoi
cf. F. titrade.] 1. The number four ; a collection of four things ; a quaternion.
2. (Chem.) A tetravalent or quadrivalent atom or radical ; as, carbon
-adis,

Tete'-de-pont' (tat'de-p8N'), n. ; pi. Tetes-deEONT (tat'-). [F-. head of a bridge.] (Mil.) A work
thrown up at the end of a bridge nearest the enemy, for
covering the communication across a river a bridgehead.

&

;

II

^l.

II

(Alcelaphus tora).
linged horns.

;

Tet'ra-ChOt'0-mOUS (-kot'S-mus), a. [Gr. rerpaxa in
four parts -|- zcfiveiv to cut.] (Bot.) Having a division
by fours ; separatee! into four parts or series, or into

.

re.

;

;

able.

A short sofa intended to accommodate two persons.
Tete'-^-tete', a. Private ; confidential ; familiar.
She avoided
tete-^t^te walks with him. C. Kingsley.

Te-tel' (te-tSl'),

;

;

sons.
2.

;

;

;

II

Face to face

;

,

II

.

;

T6TpaYOp6of, One of the Tetrabranchiata (N'autilus
pompiliuslwiththe Animal. Sectional
from Terpavopiot
view. aPartof Shell bHood cFun*„„-„*..• ,„„,i
lour-strmged re^^l
d Mantle e Eye ./Nidamental
Tpo- (see Tetra-)
Gland g Two of the Gills i Crop
J Gizzard ; m Retractor Muscle s Si-f- x°P^V ^ chord :
P'lon '.at Air Chambers separated by
cf F tetrachorde 1
(Ani. Mus.)
A ^^P'^scale series of four sounds, of which the extremes, or
first and last, constituted a fourth.
These extremes
were immutable ; the two middle sounds were change-

Gr.

—

.

II

(tet'ra-k6rd),
n.
[L. letrachordon,

Te-tar'tO-he'dral (te-tiir'to-he'dral), a. [Gr. TeVapTOt
fourth -f- 'iSpa. base.] (Crystallog.) Having one fourth
the number of planes which are requisite to complete
sjnnmetry.
Te-tar'to-he'dral-ly, adv.
Te-tar'to-he'drism (-drlz'm), re. (Crystallog.) The
property of being tetartohedral.
Te-taug' (te-tag'), re. (Zool.) See Tautoo. [i?.]
Tetch'i-ness, ». See Techiness.
Shak.
Tetch'y (tech'j^), a. See Techt.
Tete (tat), n. [F., the head. See Testes a covering.] ^ A kind of wig ; false hair.
Tete'-^-tete' (tat'a-taf), re. [F., head to head. See
Tester a covering. Test a cupel.] 1. Private conversation ; familiar interview or conference of two per-

Tetragons {Geom.).

Mutton.
Te-trag'O-nal (te-trag'o-nal), a. 1. (Geom.) Of or
pertaining to a tetragon; having four angles or sides;
thus, the square, the parallelogram, the rhombus, and
the trapezium are tetragonal figures.
2. (Bot.) Having four prominent longitudinal angles.
3. (Crystallog.) Designating, or belonging to, a certain system of crystallization diraetric. See Tetragonal system, under Crystallization.
Tet'ra-gram'ma-ton(tgt'ra-gram'ma-ton),re. [NL.,
f r. Gr. TeTpaypafip.aTov
reVpa- (see Tetra-) -J- ypd/xijia
a letter.] The mystic number four, which was often
symbolized to represent the Deity, whose name was expressed by four letters among some ancient nations as,
the Hebrew JeHo VaH, Greek 0eds, Latin deiis, etc.
Tet'ra-gyn'i-a (-jln'i-a), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. TcVpa(see Tetra-) -j- yvvri a woman, female.]
(Bot.) ALinnsean order of plants having four styles.
Tet'ra-gyn'i-an (-jTn'T-on),
a. (Bot.) Belonging
;

Tet ' ra - chord

—

Tete'-^-tete', adv.

\_Tetra-

cnrpellary.]

(Bot.) Composed
of four carpels.

also sleeper.

H

cle.

+

II

An

chiata.
n.
One
of the Tetrabranchiata.

la-ry), a.

&

2. (Astrol.)

aspect of two planets with regard to
the earth when
they are distant
from each other
ninety degrees, or
the fourth of a cir-

Tet'ra-car'pella-ry
(-kar'pgl-

—

sides and angles; a quadrangle, as a square, a rhonv
bus, etc.

includes only the pearly nautilus. Numerous genera
in the fossil state, such as Ammonites, Baculites, Orthoceras, etc.
Tet'ra-bran'chi-ate (-bran'kT-at), a. \_Tetra- -f- branchiate.']
(Zool.)
Of or pertainhig
to the Tetrabran-

^

A

fidentially; familiarly.

pi.

and species are found

Med.) Producing, or tending to pro2. (Physiol.
duce, tetanus, or tonic contraction of the muscles ; as, a
See Tetanic, n.
tetanic remedy.

II

n.

(tgt'r4-bran'kT-a't4),

it

Foster,

+

Tet'ra-bran'ohl-a'ta

slug, igk

;

Te-tran'drl-an

(-011),

To-tran'drOUS

(-drus),

tlien,

thin

;

bON

\a.

;

1

(7?o/.)

Belouging to the

class Tetrandria.

zh = z

in azure.
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TETRAONID
[L.

T«-tra'0-nld (te-tra'o-nid), n.

a heath

tetrao

(Zo'dl.)
cock, grouse, Gr. Terpawi' cf. F. telraonide.'\
A bird belonging to the tribe of which the genus Tetrao
like.
is the type, as the grouse, partridge, quail, and the
:

Used

also adjectively.

Tet'ra-pet'al-OUS (tSt'ra-pSt'nl-iis), a. lTeirar
{Bot.) Containing four distinct petals,
al.']
or flower leaves as, a lelrapelalous corolla.
Tet'ra-phar'ma-con (-f iir'ma-kon), Tet'-

+ pet-

;

Te-trlc'i-ty (te-trTs'I-ty),

+

«

A

(Zo'dl.

)

An

Tetbapteeous.]

[See
insect having four wings.
n.

reVpaTe-trap'ter-0U8 (-us), a. [Gr. TtTpan-Ttpos
vrcpov wing.] (Zo'ol. ) Having four wings.
(see Tetea )
Tet'rap-tOte (tSt'rSp-tot o»- te-trSp'tot 277), n. [L.
;

+

;

A

noun that
(Gram.)
tetraptotum, Gr. TerpaTrTWTOS.]
Andrews.
has four cases only.
Te'trarch (te'trark 277), n. [L. tetrarches, Gr. tc-j(see
Tetra-)
ap^o^
a ruler,
rpdpxjfjs, reVpapxos ; Terpaapyecv to lead, rule ; cf. F. telrarque. See Akch, a.]
Roman governor of the fourth part of a
(Mom. Antiq.)
province ; hence, any subordinate or dependent prince
also, a petty king or sovereign.
Fuller.
Te'trarch, a. Four. lObs.']

[_Obs.]

—

Te-traroh'ate (te-trark'St
chat.']

(Rom. Antiq.)

;

[Cf. P. tetrar-

277), n.

A tetrarchy.

Te-trarch'ic-al (-T-kal), a. [Gr. TtTpapx'KiJs.] Of or
Bolingbroke.
pertaining to a tetrarch or a tetrarchy.
(tSt'rark-Jr), n. ; pi. Tetrarchies (-iz).
(Bom.
[L. ietrarchia, Gr. TerpapxCa ' cf. F. tetrarchie.l
Aniiq.) The district under a Roman tetrarch; the office
or jurisdiction of a tetrarch ; a tetrarchate.
Tet'ra-schls'tlc (tSt'ri-skts'tIk), a. [Gr. rcrpaaxiOTOs divided into four parts ; rerpa- tetra(rx'ietv to
Bplit.] (Biol.) Characterized by division into four parts.

Tet'rarch-y

+

Tet'ra-sep'al-ons
pal.']

(5o^. )

(tet'ra-sSp'al-iis), a.

Having four

ITetra- -f

•se-

sepals.

Tet'ra-Spas'ton (-spSs'tiin), n. [NL., fr. Gr. rerpa(see Tetra-) -)- a-n-av to draw, puU.] (Mach.) Amachine

Brande & C.
which four pulleys act together.
Tet'ra-sper'mous (-sper'miis), a. \_Tetra- -\- Gr. inrep(Bot.) Having four seeds.
lia a seed.]
Tetraspermoos plant, a plant which produces four seeds
in

in each flower.

+

spore.'] (Bot.)
Tet'ra-spore (tSt'ri^spSr), re. ITeiraspore, one of a group of four regularly occurring in red seaweeds.
Tet'ra-spor'lo (-spor'tk), a.

A nonsexual

—

Te-trastlch (te-trSs'ttk or tSt'r4-8tIk), n. [L. tetrattiehon, Gr. TeTpd<TTixov ; Terpa- (see Tetea-) -j- o-ti'xos
a row, verse.]
stanza, epigram, or poem, consistmg
Pope.
of four verses or lines.
Tet'ra-Style (tSt'rA^stn), a. [L. tetrastylon, Gr. reTpaaTvAos with four pillars in front TeToa- (see Tetea-)
(Arch.) Having four columns in
-f- (7-tCAo5 a column.]
front ;
said of a temple, portico, or colonnade.
n.
A tetrastyle building.
Tet'ra-syl-lab'lo (-sTl-lSb'Ik), ) a. [Cf. F. titrasylla-

A

;

—

—

bique.']
Consisting
Tet'ra-syl-lab'lo-al (-t-kal), )
quadrisyUabic.
of, or having, four syllables
ITetrasyllaTet'ra-syl'la-ble (-sll'U-b'l), n.
ble: cf. Gr. TCTpa(7vAAa(3os of four syllables.] A word
consisting of four syllables ; a quadrisyllable.
thecal.'] (Bot.)
Tet'ra-the'cal (-the'kal), a. ITetraHaving four loculaments, or thecse.
(Chem.) A
Tet'ra-thl'on-ate (tSt'r4-thi'on-at), n.
salt of tetrathionic acid.
Tet'ra-thl-on'lo (-tht-5n'Tk), a. ITetra- -\- tMome.]
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, athionic derivative, H^S^Og, of sulphuric acid, obtained as a, colorless, odorless liquid.
atomic."]
Tet'ra-tom'lc (-tomTk), a.
ITetra(Chem.) (a) Consisting of four atoms; having four
atoms in the molecule, as phosphorus and arsenic, (b)
Having a valence of four ; quadrivalent ; tetravalent
sometimes, in a specific sense, having four hydroxy!
groups, whether acid or basic.
;

+

+

+

Te-trav'a-lence

(te-trav'a-lens),

re.

(Chem.) The

quality or state of being tetravalent ; quadrivalence.
Te-trav'a-lent (-lent), a. ITetra- -f- L. valens, -entis,
(Chem.) Having a valence of four ; tetratomic;
p. pr.]
quadrivalent.
Te-trax'Ue (te-trSksTl), a. iTetra- ]- axile.'] (Zo'dl.)
Having four branches diverging at right angles
said
of certain spicules of sponges.
;

ale,

senate,

care,

—

am, arm, ask,

;

;

Tew

;

&

[imp.
p. p. Tewed (tud) p. pr.
vb. re. Tewing.] [OE. lewen, tawen. VSi. See Taw,
v.]
1. To prepare by beating or working, as leather or
hemp to taw.
2. Hence, to beat ; to scourge
also, to pull about to
maul to tease ; to vex. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Tew, V. i. To work hard to strive ; to fuss. [Local]
Tew, V. t. [Cf Taw to tow. Tow, v. t.] To tow along,
as a vessel.
[Obs.]
Drayton.
Tew, re. A rope or chain for towing a boat ; also, a
cord ; a string. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Te'wan (te'wSn), re. (Ethnol.) A tribe of American
Indians including many of the Pueblos of New Mexico
and adjacent regions.
Tewed (tud), a. Fatigued ; worn with labor or hardship.
[Obs. OT Local]
3fir.forMag.
Tew'el (tii'Sl), re. [OE. tuel, OF. tuiel, tuel, F. iuyau ; of Teutonic origin cf Dan. tud, D. tuit, Prov. G.
saute. Cf. TuT^RE.] 1. A pipe, funnel, or chimney, as
for smoke.
Chaucer.
2. The tuyere of a furnace.

&

(tu), V.

t.

Tetrodon (Zagocephalvs Imrigatiis, or Smooth Puffer).
6 Trout View of the Teeth.

The skin is usually spinous, and the belly is capable of being greatly distended by air or water. It includes the swellfish, puffer (a), and similar species.
Tet'rO-dont (-d3nt), a. (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to
the tetrodons.
re.
A tetrodon. [Written also tetra-

^

and

tetraodoni.']
Tet'rol (tet'rol), re.

[ Teft-a- -f benzol.]
(Chem.) A
hypothetical hydrocarbon, C4H4, analogous to benzene

— so called from the four carbon atoms in the molecule.
[Obs.]

Tetrol phenol, furfuratt.

&

.

—

—

(tgt'ter),

re.

[OE.

teter,

AS.

leter, tetr ;

akin

to G. zitter, zitterraal, OHG. zittaroch, Skr. dadru, dadruka, a sort of skin disease. V63, 240.] (Med.) A
vesicular disease of the skin ; herpes. See Herpes.
Honeycomb tetter (Med.), favus.— Moist tetter (Med.),
Tetter berry
eczema.
Scaly tetter (Med.), psoriasis.
(Bot.), the white bryony.
{imp.
Tet'ter, v. t.
p. p. Tettered (-terd) ; p. pr.

—

—

&

& vb.

To affect with tetter.
n. Tettesing.]
Tet'ter-ous (-us), a. Having the character

Shak.
of, or per-

taining to, tetter.

A

[See Teeter.]
cercalled also titter-totter,
\Colloq. Eng.] See Seesaw.
Tet'ter-wort' (-wflrf ), re. (Bot.) A plant used as a
remedy for tetter, in England the celandine, in America the bloodroot.
Tet'tl-gO'nl-an (tSftT-go'nl-an), re. [Gr. tctti-j/oi/oi/,
dim. of TCTTif a kind of grasshopper.] (Zo'dl.) Any one
of numerous species of Hemiptera belonging to Tettigo-

Tet'ter-tot'ter (-tSt'ter), re.
game of children ; seesaw ;

tain

and

.

;

The lapwing

[See Tew, v.

t.

—

titter-cum-totter.

—

nia and allied genera ; a leaf hopper.
Tet'tlsh (-tish), a. [Cf. Testy.] Captious; testy.
Beau. & Fl.
[Written also teatish.] \_Obs.]
Tet'tlX (-tiks), re. [NL., fr. Gr. rim^ a kind of
grasshopper.] 1. (.^oS?.) The cicada. [_Obs. ov R.]
2. (Zo'dl.) A genus of small grasshoppers.
TWty (-ty), a. Testy irritable. [Obs.] Burton.
Teu'fit (tu'fit), re. (.Zooi.) The lapwing;— called also
teuchit.
[Prov. Eng.]
Teuk (tuk), re. (Zo'dl.) The redshank. IProv. Eng.]
Teu'ton (tu'tSn), re, ; pi. E. Teutons (-tSnz), L. Teutones (-to-nez). [L. Teutones, Teutoni, the name of a
Germanic people, probably akin to E. Dutch. Cf.
Dutch.] 1. One of an ancient German tribe; later, a
name applied to any member of the Germanic race in
Europe now used to designate a German, Dutchman,
Scandinavian, etc., in distinction from a Celt or one of a
Latin race.
2. A member of the Teutonic branch of the IndoEuropean, or Aryan, family.
Teu-ton'Ic (tfi-tonTk), a. [L. Teutonicus, from Teutoni, or Teutones.
See Teuton.] 1. Of or pertaining
to the Teutons, esp. the ancient Teutons ; Germanic.
2. Of or pertaining to any of the Teutonic languages,
or the peoples who speak these languages.
Teutonic langnagee, a group of languages forming a division of the Indo-European, or Aryan, family, and
embracing the High German, Low German, Gothic, and
Teutonic order, a
Scandinavian dialects and langiiages.
military reUgious order of knights, estabhshed toward
the close of the twelfth century, in imitation of the Templars and Hospitalers, and composed chiefly of Teutons,
The order rapidly increased in numbers
or Germans.
and strength till it became master of all Prussia, Livonia,
and Pomerania. In its decay it was abolished by NajK)leon but it has been revived as an honorary order.
II

;

;

—

ftll

;

eve,

;

— called

To beat

;

to

Mortimer.

[_Obs.]

A

structure on the hurricaua
deck of a steamer, containing the pilot house, officers'
cabins, etc.
[Western U. S.]
Knight.
Test (tSkst), re. [F. texie, L. texttis, texture, structure, context, fr. texere, texfum, to weave, construct,
compose ; cf. Gr. riKTiav carpenter, Skr. taksh to cut,
carve, make. Cf. Context, Mantle, re., Pretext, Tisdiscourse or composition on
1.
sue, Toil a snare.]
which a note or commentary is written; the original
words of an author, in distinction from a paraphrase,
annotation, or commentary.
Chaucer.
2. (0. Eng. Law) The four Gospels, by way of distinction or eminence. [iJ.]
3.
verse or passage of Scripture, especially one chosen as the subject of a sermon, or in proof of a doctrine.
How oft, when Paul has served us with a text,
Cowper.
Has Epictetus, Plato, TuUy, preached
4. Hence, anything chosen as the subject of an argument, literary composition, or the like ; topic ; theme.
style of writing in large characters ; text-hand
5.
also, a kind of type used in printing ; as, German text.

A

A

A

Text

(Physiol.) See Wo7-d blindness,

bllndneBfl.

event, 6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

under

—

Word. —Text letter, a large or capital letter. (Obs.]
Text pen, a kind of metaUic pen used in engrossing, or in
writing text-hand.
Text, V. t. To write in large characters, as in text
Beau.
Fl.
hand. [Obs.]
Text'—book' (-book), re. 1. A book with wide spaces
between the lines, to give room for notes.
2. A volume, as of some classical author, on which a
teacher lectures or comments ; hence, any manual of instruction ; a schoolbook.
large hand in writing ;
Text'-hand' (-hSnd'), re.
so called because it was the practice to write the text ol
a book in a large hand and the notes in a smaller hand.
Tex'tlle (tSks'ttl ; 277), a. [L. textUis, fr. texere to
weave : cf. F. textile. See Text.] Pertaining to weaving
or to woven fabrics ; as, textile arts woven, or capable
of being woven ; formed by weaving ; as, textile fabrics.
Textile cone (Zo'dl.), a beautiful cone sbe\l(Conus textilis) in which the colors are arranged so that they resemble certain kinds of cloth.
Tex'tile, n. That which is, or may be, woven ; a fabBacon,
ric made by weaving.
Text'man (tgksf mSn), re. ; pi. Textmen (-mgn). One
Bp. Sanderson.
ready in quoting texts. [R.]

&

—

A

;

Tex-tCrl-al (tgks-to'rt-al),

[L. textorius, fr. textor
Of or pertainT. Warton.
[L. textrinus, for textorior pertaining to weaving;
a.

a weaver, fr. texere, texium, to weave.]
ing to weaving.

Tex'trine (tSks'trln), a.
Of
fr. textor a weaver.]
Derham.
textorial as, the textrine art.
[OE. textvel, F. textu;
a.
(tgks'ta-al
135),
Tex'tu-al
el.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or contained in, the text ; as,
Milton.
textual criticism ; a textual reading.
Bp. Hall,
2. Serving for, or depending on, texts.
cite
to
them
authorities
so
as
3. Familiar with texts or
Chaucer.
accurately. ^^ I am not textueV
textuary.
Lightfooi.
textman ; a
Tex'tu-al-Ist, re.
Tex'tu-al-ly, adv. In a textual manner ; in the text
or body of a work ; in accordance with the text.
nus,

;

A

Tex'tU-a-rlst (-a-rl^t), re. A textuary. [R.]
[Cf. F. textuaire.]
\. ConTex'tU-a-ry (-ry), a.
Sir T. Browne.
tained in the text ; textual.
Glanvill,
2. Serving as a text ; authoritative.
Tex'tU-a-ry, re. [Cf. F. textuaire.] 1. One who is well
Bp. Bull.
versed in the Scriptures ; a textman.
2. One who adheres strictly or rigidly to the text.
Chaucer.
Tex'tu-el (-S1), a. Textual. lObs.]
Tex'tU-lst, re. A textualist ; a textman. [Obs.]
Milton.
The crabbed textuiits of his time.
Tex'tur-al (-tiir-al), a. Of or pertaining to texture.

Tex'ture

(-tiJr

135),

;

re.

[L. textura, fr. texere, tex-

tum, to weave cf F. texture. See Text.] 1. The act
Sir T. Browne.
[R.]
or art of weaving.
2. That which is woven a woven fabric; a web. Milton.
:

.

;

Others, apart far in the grassy dale.
waste, their humble texture weave.

Or roughening

The

Thomson.

disposition or connection of threads, filaments,
or other slender bodies, interwoven ; as, the texture of
cloth or of a spider's web.
4. The disposition of the several parts of any body in
connection with each other, or the manner in which the
3.

;

finol,

t.]

1

Tet-rol'lc (tSt-r51'ik), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining to,
or designating, an acid, C3H3.CO2H, of the acetylene
series, homologous with propiolic acid, obtained as a
white crystalline substance.
Tet-roz'lde (tgt-rSks'id or -Id), re. [_Tetra- -f oxide.]
(Chem.) An oxide having four atoms of oxygen in the
molecule ; a quadroxide ; as, osmium tetroxide, OsOj.
Tet'ryl (tSt'ril), re. [Tetra^ -\- -yl.] (Chem.) Butyl;
so called from the four carbon atoms in the molecule.
Tet'ryl-ene (-en), re. ITetra,- -\- ethylene.] (Chem.)
Butylene ;
so called from the jfour carbon atoms in
the molecule.

Tet'ter

;

;

;

(tS'ta), v.
break, as flax or hemp.
Tex'as (tSks'as), re.

dont,

;

;

Tew'taw

;

A

;

Teu-ton'i-cism (-T-sTz'm), n. A mode of speech peculiar to the Teutons
a Teutonic idiom, phrase, or
expression a Teutonic mode or custom a Germanism.

Te'whit (te'hwTt), re. (Zo'dl. )
[Prov. Eng.]
also teewheep.

b

+

(Zo'dl.) An
irous, ttoJo?, foot.]
Terpa- (see Tetra-)
insect characterized by having but four perfect legs, as
certain of the butterflies.
Te-trap'O-dy (te-trSp'S-dJ), n. [Gr. TerpairoSio.]
set of four feet ; a measure or distance of four feet.

[L. tetricitas, taetricitas.']

re.

Tetric.
[Obs.]
Te-trin'lc (te-trin'ik), a. [See Tetea-.] (Chem.) Oi,
pertaining to, or designating, a complex ketonic acid,
CjHeOa, obtained as a wliite crystalline substance ;
so
called because once supposed to contain a peculiar radical of fottr carbon atoms. Called also acetyl-acrylic acid.
Tet'ro-don (tSt'ro-don), re. \_Tetra- -\- Gr. oSotit, o&6vTos, tooth.]
(Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of
plectognath fishes belonging to Tetrodon and allied genera.
Each jaw is furnished with two large, thick, beakUke, bony teeth. [Written also tetradon.]

II

(tii-tBn'ik), n. The language of the ancient
the Teutonic languages, collectively.

Teu-ton'lc

Germans

;

Crabbedness; perverseness.
Tet'riC-OUS (tSt'rT-kus), a.

Gr. <l>v\Xov a leaf.] Tetrapetalous
r4-fll'liis), a. [TetraFlower.
(Bot.) Having four leaves; consisting of
four distinct leaves or leaflets.
etymologically
n.
pi., but
(tSt'ra-pla),
;
Tet'ra-pla
TpairAdos, TerpairAovs,
syntactically sing. [NL. , f r. Gr.
four
different
Greek
consisting
of
Bible
A
fourfold.]
versions arranged in four columns by Origen ; hence,
columns.
languages
or
four
any version in four
Tet'rap-neu'mo-na (tSt'rSp-nu'm6-n4), n. pi. [NL.
See Tetea-, and Pneumo-.] (Zo'61.) A division of Arachnlda including those spiders which have four lungs, or
pulmonary sacs. It includes the bird spiders (Mygale)
and the trapdoor spiders. See Mtgale.
Tet'rap-neu-mo'nl-an (-nfi - mo ' nl - an), n. (Zo'dl.)
One of the Tetrapneumoua.
[Gr. Terpajrous fourfooted;
Tet'ra-pod (-pSd), n.

(-ter-an),

(Chem.)

—

+

Te-trap'ter-an

+ azo-.]

Tet'rlc (tSt'rik),
) a.
[L. tetricus, laetricus, from
Tet'rl-cal (-rl-kal), )
teter, taeter, offensive, foul.]
Froward; perverse; harsh; sour; rugged. [06s.]
Tet'ric-al^ness, n. [Obs.]

+

II

ITetra-

a.

combining form (also used adjectively), designating
any one of a series of double derivatives of the azo and
diazo compounds containing four atoms oj nitrogen.
Tet'ra-zone (tet'ra^zon), re. (Chem.) kii.y one of a
certain series of basic compounds containing a chain
of four nitrogen atoms; for example, ethyl tetrazone,
(C2H5)2N.N2.N(C2H5)2, a colorless liquid having an odor
of leeks.

(-kiSm), n. [nl. tetra^
p?iai~macon, L. teirapharmacum, Gr. rerpa<\>apii.a.KOv
((xipHOKOf TeVpa- (see Tetka-)
a drug.] (3fed.) A combination of wax,
resin, lard, and pitch, composing an ointBrande & C.
ment.
Tet'ra-phe'nol (-fe'nol), n. iTetraphenol.] (Chem.) Furfuran. \_Obs.']
Te-traph'yl-lous (te-trSf'il-liis or tSf

ra-phar'ma-cum
;

Tet-raz'O- (tSt-rSz'S-),

A

TEXTURE

idea,

HI

j

old,

obey, orb, odd

THAT

TEXTURE

1493

constitueut parts are united ; structure ; as, the texture of
earthy substances or minerals the texture of a plant or
a bone ; the texture of paper a loose or compact texture.
See Tissue.
5. {Biol.) A tissue.
p. p. TexTex'ture (tgks'tfir ; 135), V. t. [imp.
vb. n. Texturing.]
To form a
TCEED (-tiird) ; p. pr.
texture of or with ; to interweave. [iJ.]
Tex'tur-y (.-f), n. The art or process of weaving
Sir T. Browne.
texture.
[OJs.]
thin plate of metal.
Teyne (tan), n. [See Tain.]
Chaucer.
[06*.] " A teyne oi sOyer."
Th. In Old English, the article the, when the following word began with a vowel, was often written with
Thus in Chaucer, the
elision as if a part of the word.
forms thabsence, tharray, thegle, ihend, thingot, etc., are
found for the absence, the array, the eagle, the end, etc.
Thack (thak), Thack'er (-er). See Thatch, ThatchScot.']
[Obs. or Frov. Eng.
BB.
Chaucer.
Thak (thak), V. t. To thwack. [06s.]
Thal'a-men-oeph'a-lon (thSFa-men-sefa-lon), re.
[NL. See Thalamus, and Encephalon.] {Anal.) The
segment of the brain next in front of the midbrain, including the thalami, pineal gland, and pituitary body;
the diencephalon ; the interbrain.
Tha-lam'ic (tha-lam'ik), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining
to a thalamus or to thalami.
Thal'a-ml-flO'ral (thal'a-mi-flo'ral), ) a. [See Thal-

9a\\6i young shoot or branch, frond.] (Bot.) A solid
mass of cellular tissue, consisting of one or more layers,
usually in the form of a flat stratum or expansion, but
sometimes erect or pendulous, and elongated and branching, and forming the substance of the thallogens.
Tham'muz (tham'miiz), ) n. [Heb. thammUz.] 1. A
Tam'muz (tSm'miiz), ) deity among the ancient
Syrians, in honor of whom the Hebrew idolatresses held
an annual lamentation. This deity has been conjectured
to be the same v?ith the Phoenician Adon, or Adonis.
Milton.
2. The fourth month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year,
supposed to correspond nearly with our month of July.
Tham'no-phile (-no-fll), re. [Gr. ed/xvoi a bush
(Zool.) A bush shrike.
0i'Aos loving.]
Tha'myn (tha'min), ?i. (Zool.) An Asiatic deer (Eiicervus Eldi) resembling the swamp deer ;
called also

;

;

&

&

A

—

+

EWs deer.

&

Than

(thSn), conj.
[OE. ttare, thon, then, thanne,
thonne, thenne, than, then, AS. Sonne, Sonne, Sxnne;
akin to D. dati, OHG. danne, G. dann then, denn than,
for, Goth. pa7i then, and to E. the, there, that.
See
That, and cf. Then.]
particle expressing comparison,
used after certain adjectives and adverbs which express
comparison or diversity, as more, better, other, otherwise,
and the like. It is usually followed by the object com-

II

Thal'a-ml-Ho'rous

(-rus),

A

pared in the nominative case. Sometimes, however, the
object compared is placed in the objective case, and than
is then considered by some grammarians as a preposition.
Sometimes the object is expressed in a sentence, usually introduced by that ; as, I would rather suffer than
that you should want.
Behold, a greater than Solomon is here. JUatt. xii. 42.
"Which when Beelzebub perceived, thanv/hom,
Milton.
Satan except, none hijjher sat.
It's wiser being good than bad

and

amus,

)

(Bot.) Bearing the stamens directly on the
said of a subclass of polypetalous dicotyreceptacle ;
iedonous plants in the system of De Candolle.

Floeal.]

—

Thal'a-mo-COB'le (thal'a-mo-se'le),

II

re.

IThalamic -f-

6r. KoiAos hollow.] (Anat.) The cavity or ventricle of
the thalamencephalon the tliird ventricle.
Thal'a-moph'0-ra (-mof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
(Zool.) Same as
0a.kaiJ.os chamber -j- {^e'peif to bear.]
;

II

;

meek than fierce ;
being sane than mad.
JJ. Browning.
Gower.
Than, adv. Then. See Then. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Thanne longen folk to gon on pilgrimages.
It
It

Foeahinifera.

Thal'a-mus

Thalami

(-mi).
/ pi.
1. (Anat.)
[L. ttatamtts chamber, Gr. edAonos-]
mass of nervous matter on either side of the
called also optic
third ventricle of the brain ;
II

(thSl'ft-mtSs),

A

re.

—

Than'age

A

A

;

(-haSd), re. The character or dignity of
J. B. Green.
a thane ; also, thanes, collectively.
Thane'ship, re. The state or dignity of a thane;
thanehood ; also, the seignioralty of a thane.
Thank (thank), n. ; pi. Thanks (thanks). [AS. pane,
pone, thanks, favor, thought ; akin to OS. ihanh favor,
pleasure, thanks, D.
G. dank thanks, Icel. pokJc, Dan.
tak, Sw. tack, Goth, pagks thanks ;
originally, a
thought, a thinking. See Think.] An expression of
gratitude ; an acknowledgment expressive of a sense of
favor or kindness received obligation, claim, or desert,
of gratitude ;
no v generally used in the plural. " This
Massinger.
ceremonial MoreA-s."
If ye do good to them which do good to you, what thank have
Luke vi. 33.
ye ? for sinners also do even the same.
What great ^/mn/:, then, if any man, reputed wise and constant, will neither do, nor permit others under his charge to do,
that which he approves not, especially in matter of sia ? Milton.
Thanks, tlianks to thee, most worthy friend.
tongfelloia.
For the lesson thou hast taught.
Hl8 thanks. Her thanks, etc., of his or her own accord;
with his or her good will voluntarily. [06s.]
Full sooth is said that love ne lordship,

Thane'hOOd

a hypo-

thetical thallic acid.

Thal'lene (-len), re. (Chem.) A hydrocarbon obtained
from coal-tar residues, and remarkable for its intense

&

yellowish green fluorescence.
(-Ilk), a.
(Chem.) Of or pertaining to thalderived from, or containing, thallium ; specificthose compounds in which the element
has a higher valence as contrasted with the thallous

Thallic
;

ally, designating

compounds

;

Thal'llne

(-lin

or

-lin),

a.

(Bot.) Consisting of a

thallus.

Thal'llne (-Itn or -len), re. [Gr. floAAds a young shoot
or branch.] (Chem.) An artificial alkaloid of the quinoline series, obtained as a white crystalline substance,
CioH^jNO, whose salts are valuable as antipyretics;
BO called from the green color produced in its solution

—

by certain oxidizing agents.
Thalli-ous (-IT-iis), a. (Chem.) See Thallous.
Thal'li-um (-IT-Qm), n. [NL., fr. Gr. eaAAds young
or green shoot or branch, twig. So called from a char-

;

—

(Chem.) A
rare metallic element of th© aluminium group found in
some minerals, as certain pyrites, and also in the leadchamber deposit in the manufacture of sulphuric acid.
It is isolated as a heavy, soft, bluish white metal, easily
oxidized in moist air, but preserved by keeping under
water. Symbol Tl. Atomic weight 203.7.
Thal'lo-gen (-lo-jen), re. [Gr. eaAAds young shoot or

+

(-loid),

a.
\_Thallus
-oid.]
of, a thallus.
(-lo-fitV n.
[Gr. eoAAd?

(Bot.)

& vb.

puncian. See Thank,
re.]
To express gratitude to (anyone) for a favor to
make acknowledgments to (anyone) for kindness beused also ironically for blame.
stowed
*'
Graunt mercy, lord, that thank I yon," quod she. Chancer.

Up, flm

;

;

thankwortliy.

2. Impressed with a sense of kindness received, and
ready to acknowledge it grateful.
J's. c. i.
Be thankful unto him, and btess his name.
Thank'lul-ly, o*.— Thank'ful-ness, n.
Thank'lesB, a. 1. Not acknowledging favors not
expressing thankfulness unthankful luigrateful.
;

—

;

Tl«it she may feel
sharper than a tJurpent's tooth it ie
have a thankless chUt\ !

How
To
fo<>d,

fd'ot

;

out, oil

s

clialr

;

go

;

&

A

5^^ In the United States it is now customary for the
President by proclamation to appoint annually a day
(usually the last Thursday in November) of thanksgiving
and praise to God for the mercies of the past year. This
is an extension of the custom long prevailing in several
States in which an annual Thanksgiving day has been
appointed by proclamation of the governor.
Thank'wor'thl-ness (thank'wQr'tht-nes),

n.

The

quality or state of being thankworthy.

Thank'wor'thy

(-thy), a. Deserving thanks

worthy

;

of gratitude ; meritorious.
For this is thankworthy, if a man, for conscience toward God,
1 Bet. ii. 19.
endure grief, suffering wrongfully.
Thar (thar), n, (Zool.) A goatlike animal (Capra
Jemlaica) native of the Himalayas. It has cniall, flattened horns, curved directly backward. The hair of the
neck, shoulders, and chest of the male is very long,
reaching to the knees. Called also serow, and imo.

[Written also thaar, and iahr.]
Thar, V. impersonal, pres. [OE. thar,parf, AS.pearf,
purfan to need; akin to OHG. durfan, G. diirfen
to be allowed, Icel. pur/a to need, Goth, paurban.] It
Piers Plowman.
needs need. [06s.]
hifin.

;

What

thar thee reck or care

Chaucer.

?

[AS. pearm a gut
akin
to D. & G. darm, Icel. parmr, Sw. & Dan. ia7-tn. V53.]
Ascham..
Twisted guts. [06s. or Prov. Eng.]
Tha'ros (tha'ros), n. (Zool.) A small American butterfly (Phyciodes tharos) having the upper surface of the
wings variegated with orange and black, the outer marcalled also
gins black with small white crescents

Tharms

(tharmz), n. pi.

;

;

pearl crescent.

That

—

&

adv. [AS. Sa!i, neu(that), pron., a., conj.,
ter nom.
ace. sing, of the article (originally a demonnom.
masc.
se, and the nom.
strative pronoun). The
AS. Sset is akin to
fern. seS are from a different root.
Dan. del, Icel. pat
D. dat,
das, OHG. daz, Sw.
(masc. sa, leva, su), Goth, pata (masc. so, fem. so), Gr.
TO (masc. 6, fem. 17), Skr. tat (for tad, masc. sas, fem.
sd) cf. L. isiud that. V184. Cf. The, Theie, They,
Them, This, Than, Since.] 1. As a demonstrative pro>
noun (pi. Those), that usually points out, or refers to, a

&

&

G

;

person or thing previously mentioned, or supposed to be
understood. Thai, as a demonstrative, may precede the
as, that which he has said is
it refers
true those in the basket are good apples.

noun to which

;

;

was equal to

The

early fame of Gratian
brated princes.

that of the most celeGibbon.

15^°' Thai may refer to an entire sentence or paragraph, and not merely to a word. It usually follows, but
sometimes precedes, the sentence referred to.
That be far from tliee, to do after this manner, to slay the
Gen. xviii. 25.
righteous with the wicked.
And when Moses heard that, he was content. Lev. x. 20.
Shak.
business,
Harry,
that
I
will.
your
win
know
I
15^°' That is often used in opposition to this, or by way
Latin
htc
this,
like
the
of aistinction, and in such CAses
and French ceci, generally refers to that which is nearer,
and that, like Latin ille and French cela, to that which is
more remote. When they refer to foregoing words or
phrases, this generally refers to the latter, and that to the
former.

Two principles in human nature reign

;

and Reason, to restrain
J^ope.
good, nor that a bad we call.
If the Lord will, we shall live, and do this or that.
Self-love, to urge,

Nor

;

this a

James

iv. 15.

2. As an adjective, that has the same demonstrative
force as the pronoun, but is followed by a noun.
It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah in the day
Jlaft. x. l.l
of judgment, than for that city.
The woman was made whole from that hour. Matt. ix. 22.
|I1^°"

That was formerly sometimes used with the

Shak.

;

;

ThankfuUy. [06s.]
Sylvester (BuBartas).
(thSnks'giv), v. t. To give or dedicate
[06s.
R.]
3Iede.
in token of thanks.
Thanks'glv'er (-giVer), n. One who gives thanks,
Barrow.
or acknowledges a kindness.
Thanks'giV'ing (thanks'gTv'ing or thanks'giv'iug),
1. The act of rendering thanks, or expressing gratire.
tude for favors or mercies.
Every creature of God is good, and nothing to be refused, if
1 2im. iv. 4.
it be received with thanksgiving.
Shak.
In the thanksgiving before meat.
And taught by thee the Church prolongs
Keble.
Her hymns of high thanksgiving stii l.
2.
public acknowledgment or celebration of divine
goodness ; also, a day set apart for religious services, specially to acknowledge the goodness of God, either in any
remarkable deliverance from calamities or danger, or in
the ordinary dispensation of his bounties.

Thank'ly, adv.

Thanks'give

If the relative clause simply conveys an additional idea, and is not properly explanatory or restrictive, irho or which (rarely that) is employed
as, the kluff
that (or who) rules well is generally popular ; Victoria,

;

;

n.

;

[J?.]

Ladies, look here this is the thankful glass
That mends the looker's eyes this is the well
Herbert.
That washes what it shows.

Re-

pity

—

ness,

force of the article the, especially in the phrases that
one, that other, which were subsequently corrupted into
th' tone, the 'tother (now written t' other).
Upon a day out riden knightcs two . , ,
Chaucer.
2'hat one of them came home, that other not.
3. As a relative pronoun, that is equivalent to U'ho or
which, serving to point out, and make definite, a person
or thing spoken of, or alluded to, before, and may bo
either singular or plural.
He that reproveth a scorner getteth to himself shomo.
Brov. ix. 7.
A judgment fAn< is equal and impartial must incline to the
greutor probabilities.
Bp. IVilkinn,

the danger with the doubtful bliss,

or deserving thanks

II

fyll,

Shak.

I thank thee for thine honest care.

And thank yourself if aught should fall amisa. Driiden.
Thank'fnl (-ful), a. [AS. pancfull.] 1. Obtaining

thallium ; containing thallium ; specifically, designating
those compounds in which the element has a lower valence as contrasted with the thallic compounds. [Written also thallimis.]
Thal'lUit Mils), n. ; pi. Thalli (-11). [NL., fr. Gr.

rude,

—

Weigh

young shoot
-)- ii>vT6v a plant.]
(Bot.) Same as Thalloqen.
Thallous (-W3), n. (Chem.) Of or pertaining to

itnlte,

[_k5.

;

;

aembling, or consisting

tist),

THANKma.]

n.

;

—

—

p.pr.

branch, frond -f -gen.] (Bot.) One of a large class or
division of the vegetable kingdom, which includes those
flowerless plants, such as fungi, algse, and lichens, that
consist of a thallus only, composed of cellular tissue, or
of a congeries of cells, or even of separate cells, and
never show a distinction into root, stem, and leaf.

Thal'lO-phyte

;

Cliaucer.
Will not, his thanks, have no fellowship.
Thank
In thank, with thanks or thankfulness. [06s.]
offering, an offering made as an expression of thanks.
Thank (thank), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Thanked (thSnkt)

acteristic bright green line in its spectrum.]

Thaiaold

—

—

oxide.

as, thallic

+

;

^W

II

lium

which a thane

edvaro<; death

;

+

salt of

district in

;

;

Thalamus

A

The

re.

Dunglison.
Deathlike resembling death.
Than'a-tol'0-gy (-tol'6-jy), re. [Gr. edvaroi -f -logy.]
Dunglison.
A description, or the doctrine, of death.
Than'a-top'slS (-top'sTs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. edvaroi
death -f- 01/115 view.] A view of death a meditation on
Bryant.
the subject of death.
Thane (than), n. [OE. thein,pein, AS.pegen,pegn;
akin to OHG. degan a follower, warrior, boy, MHG.
degen a hero, G. degen hero, soldier, Icel. pegn a thane,
a freeman probably akin to Gr. tck-vov a child, riKTeiv
to bear, beget, or perhaps to Goth, pius servant, AS.
peSw, G. dienen to serve.] A dignitary under the AngloSaxons and Danes in England. Of these there were two
orders, the king's thanes, who attended the kings in their
courts and held lands immediately of them, and the
ordinary thanes, who were lords of manors and who had
particular jurisdiction within their limits. After the Conquest, this title was disused, and baron took its place.
Among the ancient Scots, thane was a title of
honor, which seems gradually to have declined in its
Jamieson.
significance.
Thane'dom (-diim), n. The property or jurisdiction
Sir W. Scott.
of a thane thanage.

—

(Chem.)

(than'Sj),

-oid.]

posited upon the sea bottom.
(Bot.).
Thal'as-sin'1-an (thal'as-sinT-au), n.
(Zool.) Any species of Thalassinidss, aitamily of burrowing macrurous Crustacea, having a long and soft abdomen.
Thal'as-sog'ra-phy (tha'as-sog'ra-fy), n. [Gr. 6a.The study or science of the life
Aa(7cra sea
-ffraphy.'}
Agassis.
of marine organisms.
German
Tha'ler (ta'ler), n. [G. See Dollar.]
silver coin worth about three shillings sterling, or about
73 cents.
Tha-ll'a (tha-ll'a), n. [L., fr. Gr. ©oAeia, originally,
blooming, luxuriant, akin to edXAetv to be luxuriant.]
(Class, Myth.) (a) That one of the nine Muses who presided over comedy, (b) One of the three Graces, (c) One
of the Nereids.
[NL. See
Tha'li-a'ce-a (tha'lT-a'she-a), n. pi.
Thalia.] (Zool.)
division of Tunicata comprising the
free-swimming species, such as Salpa and Doliolum.
Tha-U'an (tha-li'an), a. Of or pertaining to Thalia ;
hence, of or pertaining to comedy ; comic.
(thSl'lat), n.

safer being

thanedom.
Than'a-toid (thau'a-toid), a. [Gr.

2. (Bot.) (a) Same as Thallus.
(6) The receptacle of a flower ; a torus.
Tha-las'sl-an (tha-lSs'sI-an), n. [From Gr.
(Zool.) Any sea tortoise.
6oAa<r<ra the sea.]
Tha-las'slc (-sik), a. [Gr. 6a\a<T(Ta the sea.]
sometimes
(Geol.) Of or pertaining to the sea;
applied to rocks formed from sediments de- ^

Thal'late

's

's fitter

anciently had jurisdiction

thalamus.

II

—

II

Not obtaining or deserving thanks unacceptable;
a thankless task.
To shepherds thankless, but by thieves that love the night allowed.
Chapman.
Thank'less-ly (thSnk'iSs-iy), adv.
Thank'lesB2.

as,

iy

:

sing, Igk

;

tben, thin

;

1)on

;

zli

=z

in azure.

who (not that) rules well, enjoys the confidence of her subAmbiguity may in some cases be avoided by the
jects.
use of that (which is restrictive) instead of wlio or which,
Bain.
likely to be understood in a coordinating sense.
That was formerly used for thai whith, as what is now
archaic.
but such use is now
We speak that we do know, and testify that we have seen.

Jotm ill. 11.
That I have done it is thyself to wite [blame]. Chaucer.
cannot
governed
be
by a
That, as a relative pronoun,
preposition preceding it, but may be governed by one at
the end of the sentence which it commences.
The ship that somebody was saihng iu. Sir IP. Scott.
In Old English, that was often used with the demonstratives he, tiis, him, etc., and the two together had the
who ; that his
force of a relative pronoun thus, that he

= whose

=

;

;

that

him = whom.

Thau'ma-turge

[See ThaumaturA magician a wonder worker.
Lowell.
a.
Of or pertaining
Thau'ma-tur'gic (-tflr'jTk),
to
thaumaturgy
Thau'ma-tur'gic-al (-jl-kal), )

GUS.]

;

Zech. xi. 9.
be cut off.
4. As a conjunction, that retains much of its force as
a demonstrative pronoun. It is used, specifically
(a) To introduce a clause employed as the object of
:

—

the preceding verb, or as the subject or predicate nominative of a verb.
She tells them 't is a causeless fantasj^.
Shak.
And childiBh error, that they are afraid.
I have shewed before, that a mere possibiHty to the contrary,
can by no means liinder a thing from being highly credible.
Up. Wilkiiis.
equivalent to
(6) To introduce a reason or cause
Jor that, in that, /or the reason that, because.
He does hear me ;
Shak.
And tltat he does, I weep.
purpose
usually followed by
(c) To introduce a
;
may, or might, and frequently preceded by so, in order,
to the end, etc.
These things I say, that ye might be saved. John v. 34.
To the end that he may prolong his days. Beut. xvii. 20.
{d) To introduce a consequence, result, or effect ;
usually preceded by so or such, sometimes by that.
The birds their notes renew, and bleating herds
;

—

—

and valley

Milton.

rings.

He gazed so long
Tennyson.
That both his eyes were dazzled.
equivalent
(e) To introduce a clause denoting time ;
which
time,
which
time,
when.
in
at
to
So wept Duessa until eventide,
That shining lamps in Jove's high course were ht. Spenser.

—

Is not this the

day

Shak.
That Hermia should give answer of her choice ?
(/) In an elliptical sentence to introduce a dependent
sentence expressing a wish, or a cause of surprise, indignation, or the lilre.
Ha, cousin Silence, that thou hadst seen that that this knight
and I have seen
Shak.
Shak.
O God, that right should thus overcome might
That
was
formerly
conjunctions
added to other
^W^
or to adverbs to make them emphatic.
To try if tltat our own be ours or no.
Shak.
That is sometimes used to connect a clause with a preon
which
it
depends.
ceding conjunction
When he had carried Rome and that we looked
For no less spoil than glory.
Shak.
5. As adverb To such a degree ; so ; as, he was that
frightened he could say nothing. \_Archaic or in illiter-

)

wonderful.

;

Thau'ma-tur'gics

(-jiks), n.

Burton.
Feats of legerdemain,

or magical performances.

Thau'ma-tur'gist

(-jTst), n.

One who

deals in

II

Thau'ma-tur'gUS

;

(-gus), n.

—
;

some saints.
[Gr. eav/aoTOvp-yia.]
Thau'ma-tur'gy (-tflr'jy), re.
The act or art of performing something wonderful magic
Catholics to

;

;

T. Warton.
as Theave.
IProv. Eng.']
[imp.
Thawed
(thad) p.
p._ p.
pr.
[AS. pawian, pawan ; akin to
vb. re. Thawing.]
D. dovijen, 6. tauen, thauen (cf. also yerdauen to digest, OHG. douwen, &rdouwen), Icel. peyja, Sw. toa,
Dan. toe, and perhaps to Gr. Tqxeiv to melt. V56.]
1. To melt, dissolve, or become fluid ; to soften
said of that which is frozen ; as, the ice thaws.
2. To become so warm as to melt ice and snow
said in reference to the weather, and used impersonally.
3. Fig. : To grow gentle or genial.
Thaw, V. t. To cause (frozen things, as earth, snow,
ice) to melt, soften, or dissolve.
Thaw, re. The melting of ice, snow, or other congealed matter ; the resolution of ice, or the like, into
the state of a fluid ; liquefaction by heat of anything
congealed by frost ; also, a warmth of weather sufficient
Dryden.
to melt tliat which is congealed.
Thaw'y (-J), a. Liquefymg by heat after having

Thave

Thaw
&

:

ate use."]

All that, everything of that kind ; all that sort.
With singing, laughing, ogling, and all that.
The rank is but the guinea's stamp,
"The man's the gowd [gold] for a' that.

See under Fob, prep.

— In

that.

Pope.

Bums.
See vmder

In, prep.

Thatch (thSch), n. [OE. thak, AS. psec a roof ; akin
to peccean to cover, D. dak a roof, dekken to cover, G.
dach a roof, decken to cover, Icel. pak a roof, Sw. tak,
Dan. tag, Lith. stogas. It. teagh a house, Gael, teach,
tigh, W. ty, L. tegere to cover, toga a toga, Gr. Tc'yos,
o-Te'yo?, a roof, (rreycLv to cover, Skr. sthag.
Cf. Deck,
Integument, Tile, Toga.] 1. Straw, rushes, or the like,
used for making or covering the roofs of buUdings, or
of stacks of hay or grain.
2. (Bot.)
name in the West Indies for several kinds
of palm, the leaves of which are used for thatching.

A

Same

(thav), re.
(tha), V. i.

&

;

;

;

been frozen

;

thawing

;

Chaucer. Milton.
the, obscure before

a vowel; ^e, obscure before a consonant; Zl), definite
article.
[AS. <Se, a later form for earlier nom. sing,
masc. se, formed under the influence of the oblique
cases.
See That, pron.] A word placed before nouns
to limit or individualize their meaning.
^g^ The was originally a demonstrative pronoun, being a weakened form of that. When placed before adjectives and participles, it converts them into abstract
nouns as, tlie sublime and the beautiful. Burke. The is
used regularly before many proper names, as of rivers,
oceans, ships, etc. as, ttie Nile, the Atlantic, tlie Great
Eastern, the West Indies, The Hague. The with an epithet or ordinal number often follows a proper name
;

&

[Prov. Bng.]

Alexander the Great Napoleon the Third. The may
be employed to individualize a particular kind or species
grasshopper shall be a burden. Eccl. xii. 5.
The, adv. [AS. Se, Sy, instrumental case of se, seS,
by how
Sset, the definite article. See 2d The.] By that
used before commuch; by so much; on that account
the
more
diffisin,
paratives as, the longer we continue in
cult it is to reform. " Tet not <Ae more cease I." Milton.
as,

;

as, the

;

—

;

;

So much tlie rather thou, Celestial Light,
Shine inward, and the mind through all her powers

;

The
for

ihaumaiolatrij by which our theology has been debased
more than a century.
Hare.

[Gr. flaO^a a wonre.
der -f- Tperreiv to turn.] {Opt.) An optical instrument
or toy for showing the persistence of an impression upon
the eye after the luminous object is withdrawn.

Thau'ma-trope (tha'ma-trop),

S^""" It consists of a card having on its opposite faces
figures of two different objects, or halves of the same
object, as a bird and a cage, which, when the card is
whirled rapidly round a diameter by the strings that hold
it^ appear to the eye combined in a single picture, as of a
bird in its cage.

ale,

senate, cAre,

am, arm, ask,

;

;

;

— The-at'ri-cal'i-ty (-ri-kSl'i-t^), n.
— The-at'ric-al-ly (-St'rl-kai-iy), adv.

A

+

The'an-throp'lc-al (-tlirop'i-kal),
both divinity and humanity. [.E.]
The gorgeous and imposing figures of

J

or combining,

his [Homer's] theanOlaclstone.

thropio system.

The-an'thro-pism (the-an'thro-pTz'm), n. [Gr. ^eds
1. A state of being God and
god -|- ai/flpwTTOs man.]
Coleridge.
man. [iJ.]
2. The ascription of human attributes to the Deity, or
anthropomorphism. Gladstone.
The-an'thro-plst (-pTst), n. One who advocates, or
believes in, theanthropism.
The-an'thro-py (-py), n. Theanthropism.
The-ar'Chio (-ar'klk), a. [Gr. eeapx'KO!. See TheAKCHT.] Divinely sovereign or supreme, [i?.]

to a polytheistic deity

;

Milman.
He [Jesus] is the tlicarchic Intelligence.
The'ar-Chy (the'ar-ky), re. [Gr. eedsgod-|--arcA2/.•
God
by
Government
deity.]
the
supreme
cf Gr. eeapxia.
j

tiieocracy.
The'a-ter 1 (the'a-ter), re. [F. theatre, Jj. theatrum,
Gr. Giarpov, fr. eeaa-eai to see, view ; cf.
The'a-tre (
Skr. dhya to meditate, think. Cf. Theokt.] 1. An edifice in which dramatic performances or spectacles are
exhibited for the amusement of spectators ; anciently
uncovered, except the stage, but in modern times roofed.
2. Any room adapted to the exhibition of any performances before an assembly, as public lectures, scholastic exercises, anatomical demonstrations, surgical op;

erations, etc.
3. That which resembles a theater in form, use, or
the like a place rising by steps or gradations, like the
Burns.
seats of a theater.
Shade above shade, a woody theater
Milton.
Of stateUcst view.
4.
sphere or scheme of operation. [06*.]
;

A

For if a man can be partaker of God's theater, he shall likeBacon.
wise be partaker of God's rest.
place or region where great events are enacted ;
5.
as, the theater of war.
The'a-tln ) (-tin), n. [F. theatin. It. teatino.J (R.
C. Ch.) 1. One of an order of Italian
The'a-tine )

A

monks, established in 1524, expressly to oppose the Reformation, and to raise the tone of piety among Roman
Catholics.
They hold no property, nor do they beg, but
final,

all

;

eve,

event, 6nd, fern,

recent

;

;

;

theatrical gestures.

No

meretricious aid whatever has been called in— no trick,
illusion of the eye, nothing theatrical.
R. Jcferies.
The-at'rIc-alS (-rT-kalz), re. pi. Dramatic performances especially, those produced by amateurs.
Such fashionable cant terms as • theatricals,' and * musicals,'
invented by the flippant Topham, still survive among his con-

no

;

Z Disraeli.

fraternity of frivolity.

(thev), «.
[Cf. W. dafad a sheep, ewe.]
A ewe lamb of the first year ; also, a sheep three years
old.
[Written also thave.^ [Prov. Eng."]
Halliwell.
The-ba'ic (the-ba'ik), a. [L. Thebaicus, Gr. ©rjjSal"Kof.]
Of or pertaining to Thebes in Egypt specifically,
designating a version of the Bible preserved by the Copts,
and esteemed of great value by biblical scholars. This
version is also called the Sahidic version.
[L. Thebais, -idis."]
TheTja-ld (the'ba-Td), re.
Latin epic poem by Statins about Thebes in Boeotia.
The-ba'ine (the-ba'in or -en), re. [So called from a
kind of Egyptian opium produced at 'Ihebes.l (Chem.)
poisonous alkaloid, CigHjiNOs, found in opium in
small quantities, having a sharp, astringent taste, and
a tetanic action resembling that of strychnine.
The'ban (the'ban), a. [L. Thebanus.'} Of or pertaining to Thebes.
Theban year (Anc. Chron.), the Egyptian year of 3B5
days and 6 hours.
J. Bryant.
The'ban, re.
native or inhabitant of Thebes ; also,

Theave

;

A

A

A

a wise man.
I

'11

talk a

word with this same learned Theban.

Shak.

llThe'ca (theTsa), n.;pl.TKECM (-se). [L., fr. Gr.
put anything in. See Tick a cover.] 1. A
slieatli
a case as, the theca, or cell, of an anther the
theca, or spore case, of a fungus; the theca of the spinal'
6^x7) a case to
;

;

;

cord.
2. (Zobl.) (a) The chitinous cup which protects ths
hydranths of certain hydroids. (6) The more or less
cuplike calicle of a coral, (c) The wall forming a calicle
of a coral.

The'cal

(-kal), a.

Of or pertaining to a theca

as,

;

a

thecal abscess.

genus
The'a (the'a), n. [NL. See Tea.] (,Bot.)
of plants found in China and Japan ; the tea plant.
m^^'It is now commonly referred to the genus Camellia.
The-an'drlc (the-5n'drTk), a. [Gr. eeavhpi.K6<; ; fleos
Relating to, or existing by,
ai^p, if Spos, a man.]
god
the union of divine and human operation in Christ, or the
joint agency of the divine and human nature. Murdock.
The'an-throp'ic (the'an-thrSp'Tk), ) a. Partaking of,
II

;

Ursula Benincasa, who died in 1618.
The'a-tral (the'a-tral), a. [L. theatralis: cf. F. iheairal.']
Of or pertaining to a theater theatrical. [Ois.]
The-at'ric (the-St'rik), a. Theatrical.
Woods over woods in gay, theatric pride. Goldsmith.
The-at'ric-al (-rT-kal), a. [L. theatricus, Gr. OearpiKo!.] Of or pertaining to a theater, or to scenic representations resembling the manner of dramatic performers
histrionic hence, artificial as, theatrical performances;

The'ca-phore

Milton.

Irradiate.

divine sovereignty

Thatch, V. t. limp.
p. p. Thatched (thScht) p.
pr.
vb. n. Thatchinq.]
[From Thatch, n. : cf. OE.
thecchen, AS. peccean to cover.] To cover with, or with
a roof of, straw, reeds, or some similar substance ; as, to
thatch a roof, a stable, or a stack of grain.
ThatCh'er (-er), «. One who thatches.
Thatch'lng, n. 1. Tlie act or art of covering buildings with thatch, so as to keep out rain, snow, etc.
2. The materials used for this purpose ; thatch.
Thaught (that), n. (Naut.) See Thwakt.
Thau'ma-tol'a-try (tha'ma-tol'a-try), re. [Gr. 0a.i)fi.a,
flaiijaaTOs, a wonder -f- Karpeia worship.]
Worship or
undue admiration of wonderful or miraculous things. [iJ.]

depend on what Providence sends. Their chief employment is preaching and giving religious instruction.
m^^ Their name is derived from Theate, or Chieti, a
city of Naples, the archbishop of which was a principal
founder of the order but they bore various names as.
Regular Clerks of the Community, Pauline Monks, Apostolic Clerks, and Regular Clerks of the Divine Providence.
The order never flourished much out of Italy.
2. (B. C. Ch.) One of an order of nuns founded by

:

.

Thatch sparrow, the house sparrow.

—
—

melting.

The (the), V. i. See Thee. \_Obs.']
The (the, when emphatic or alone ;

I

&

won-

a wonder worker.
Carlyle.
[NL., from Gr. BavBaviia. a wonder -f- epyov
fittTOupyos wonder-working
work.] A miracle worker ;
a title given by the Roman
ders, or believes in tliem

I

that.

;

magical

—

— For

(tha'ma-tflrj), n.

legerdemain.

saw to-day a corpse yborn to church
That now on Monday last I saw him wirche [work]. Chaiuitr.
Formerly, that was used, where we now commonly use
which, as a relative pronoun with the demonstrative pronoun that as its antecedent.
That that dieth, let it die and that that is to be cut off, let it
I

Attest their joy, that hill

THEE

1494

THATCH

ice,

(-ka-for),

\_Theca -\- Gr. <j>4pei.v to
(Bot.) (a) A surface or organ
re.

bear: cf. F. thecaphore.]
bearing a theca, or covered with thecae. (b) See BasiGYNIUH.
The-cas'pO-rous (the-kSs'po-riis or the'ka-spor'iis),
a.
(Bot.) Having the spores in thecse, or cases.
The-ca'ta (the-ka'ta), re. pi. [NL., from Gr. BwV »
II

) Same as Thecophoka.
(tliSkla), re.
(Zool.) Any
cies of small delicately colored butterflies belonging
to Thecla and allied genera
called also hairstreak,

case.]

(.^oo/.

Thec'la

one of

many

spe-

—

and

elfin.

The'co-dac'tyl (the'kSdak'til), n.
[9r)icij case -fSaKTvAo; finger.]
(Zool.)
Any one of a group of lizards of the Gecko tribe,

having the toes broad, and
Hopvinc Thecla (Thecla
humuli). Nat. size.
furnished with a groove in
which the claws can be concealed.
[Gr. e-JK-r] a case -\The'CO-dont (the'ko-dSut), a.
oSoOs, oS6fT05, a tooth.]
1. (Anal.) Having the teeth
inserted in sockets in the alveoli of the jaws.
2. (Paleon.) Of or pertaining to the thecodonts.
The'CO-dont, re. {Paleon.) One of the Thecodontia.
[NL.]
The'CO-don'tl-a (the'ko-d5n'shT-a), n. pi.
{Paleon.) A group of fossil saurians having biconcave
vertebrse and the teeth implanted in sockets.
[NL., from Gr.
Jl The-COph'O-ra (the-kof'o-ra), re. pi.
6rJKii) a case -|- (/le'peiv to bear.]
{Zool.) A division of
hydroids comprising those which have the hydranths in
thee* and the gonophores in capsules. The campanularians and sertularians are examples.
Called also T/tecata.
See Illust. under Hydkoidea.
The'CO-so'ma-ta(tbe'ko-so'ma-ta),re.p?. [NL. See
Theca, and Soma.] (Zool.) An order of Pteropoda comprising those species which have a shell. See Pteeopoda.
II

II

— The'co-so'ma-tous
The'dom
Success

;

(-tiis), a.

(the'diSm), n.

fortune

;

luck

;

[Thee to prosper

chance.

-f-

-dom."]

[065.]

Chaucer,
Evil thedom on his monk's snout.
Thee (the), v. i. [AS. pedn ; akin to OS. thlhan, D.
gedijen, G. gedeihen, OHG. gidlhan, Goth. peihan, Lith.
tekti to fall to the lot of.
Cf. Tight, a.] To thrive ; to
prosper.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
shall never /Aee."
Well mote ye thee, as well can wish your thought. Spenser.

"He

Thee

&

dat. of SU thou.
[AS. Se, ace.
See Thou.
of thou.
poetically used for thyself, as him for kim^

(the), pron.

The objective case

See Thou.]

1]^= Thee

is

self, etc.

This sword hath ended him ; so shall it thee,
Unless thou yield thee as my prisoner.

idea,

HI

;

old,

Shak.

obey, drb, 6dd

I

THEFT

2. Soon afterward, or immediately ; next ; afterward.
thy brother, and then come and offer

Thoft (thgft), n. [OE. thefte, A.?,.piefSe,pyfSe,pe6fSe.
Bee Thief.] 1. (Law) The act of stealing specifically,
the felonious taking aud removing of personal property,
with an intent to deprive the rightful owner of the same

thy

Matt.

gift.

At another time
the master

in other cases

constitute theft there must be a taking without the owner's consent, and it must be unlawful or
felonious ; every part of the property stolen must be removed, however slightly, from its former position ; and it
must be, at least momentarily, in the complete possession
of the thief. See Larceny, and the Note under Robbeky.
2. The thing stolen,
[i?.]
If the thqft be certainly found in his hand alive, ... he shall
Ex. xxii. 4.
restore double.

To

it

may

nite article
akin to AS. Sara, Ssera, gen. pi. of the
definite article, or fr. AS. SBra, influenced by the Scandinavian use. See That.] The possessive case of the
personal pronoun they ; as, (heir houses their country.

in those days

;

then faith
word of God."

The'nal
The'nar

1^^ The possessive takes the form theirs (thSrz) when
the noun to which it refers is not expressed, but implied
or understood ; as, our laud is richest, but theirs is best
cultivated.

Nothing but the name of zeal appears
'Twixt our best actions and the worst of theirs. Denham.
The'ism (the'iz'm), re. [From Gr. flcos God ; probably akin to Becra-acrBai. to pray for, 6iiT(t>aToi spoken by
God, decreed : cf. F. theisme. Cf. Enthusiasm, Pantheon, Theology.]
The belief or acknowledgment of
the existence of a God, as opposed to atheism, pantheism,
01 polytheism.
The'lst (-1st), re. [Cf. F. theiste. See Theism.] One
who believes in the existence of a God ; especially, one
who believes in a personal God ;
opposed to atheist.
Of or pertaining to theThe-ls'tic (the-Ls'tik), 1 a.
ism, or a theist ; according
The-ls'tlc-al (-tl-kal), J
to the doctrine of theists. _
[Gr. grjAij nipThel-phu'si-an (thel-fu'sT-an), n.
ple 4- ^va-av to blow, to

—

vi. 11.

113^ It is not unusual, though pleonastic, to use
before thence. Cf. Hence, Whence.

from

I will send,

;

;

(the[Gr. 6i\\v%
tokos a bringing

;

Producing

—

(them),

of

pron.
of the

;

it is

Matt. XXV.

King say unto them on

shall the

my Father.

11^= Them

his right hand.

poetically used for themselves, as

is

9.

:

See Cacao.
(£o<. ) A genus of small trees.
The'O-hro'mic (-mik), a. (Chem.) Of, pertaining to,
or designating, an acid extracted from cacao butter (from
the Theobroma Cacao), peanut oil (from Arachis hypogsea), etc., as a white waxy crystalline substance.
The'O-hro'mlne (-mtn or -men), n. (Chem.) An alkaloidal ureide, C7H8N4O2, homologous with and resembling caffeine, produced artificiallj', and also extracted
from cacao and chocolate (from Theobroma Cacao) as a
brome.']

34.

him for

himself, etc.
little stars

may hide them when

they

Shak'

list.

The-mat'iC (the-mat'Ik), a. [Gr. ee/u.aTiKos: cf. F.
thematique.']
1. (Gram.) Of or pertaining to the theme
of a word.
See Theme, re., 4.
2. (Mus.) Of or pertaining to a theme, or subject.
Thematic catalogue (Mus.), a catalogue of musical works
which, besides the title and other particulars, gives in
notes the theme, or first few measures, of the whole work
or of its several movements.

bitter white crystalline substance

The'O-Chris'tlc (-krts'tTk), a. [Gr. fleoxpitrTOs Seos
-j- xP'-o'Tos anointed, fr.
XP'^'" 'o anoint.] Anointed
;

by God.
The-OC'ra-cy (the-5k'ra-sy), «. [Gr. eeoxparia 0609
God -)- KpaTew to be strong, to rule, fr. Kparos strength
See Theism, and cf. Democracy.]
cf. F. theocratic.
1. Government of a state by the immediate direction
;

:

or administration of God ; hence, the exercise of political authority by priests as representing the Deity.
2. The state thus governed, as the Hebrew commonwealth before it became a kingdom.

Shak.

on a certain subject.
Then ran repentance and rehearsed his theme. Piers Plowman.
It was the subject of my theme.
Shak.
2. Discourse

The-OC'ra-Sy (the-ok'ra-sy), n. [Gr. BeOKpatrCa union
of the soul with God ; fleos God -f /cpacris a mixing, akin
mixture of the worship of
to (cepavvvvai to mix.] 1.
diiierent gods, as of Jehovah and idols.

A

A

composition or essay required of a pupil. Locke.
(Gram.) A noun or verb, not modified by inflecalso, that part of a noun or verb which remains
imchanged (except by euphonic variations) in declension
or conjugation stem.
5. That by means of which a thing is done
means
instrument. [_Obs.']
Swift.
6. (Mus.) The leading subject of a composition or a

by no means excludes in him [SolJ. Murphy.
2. (Philos.) An intimate union of the soul with God
an ideal of the Neoplatonists and of
in contemplation,
some Oriental mystics.
One who lives under a
The'0-crat (the'o-krSt), re.
theocratic form of government ; one who in civil affairs
conforms to divine law.
The'O-crat'lc (-krSt'tk), ) a. [Cf. F. thSocratique.}
Of or pertaining to a theThe'0-crat'ic-al (-T-kol),
ocracy administered by the immediate direction of God
as, the Ihencriiliciil state of the Israelites.
The-od'1-cy (tlie-oJ'I-sy), re. [NL. theodicsea, fr. Gr.
cf. F. thiodicie.^
1. A
fled? God -f- JiKT) right, justice
vindication of the justice of God in ordaining or permitmoral
evil.
natural
and
ting
2. That department of philosophy which treats of the
being, perfections, and government of God, and tlie imKrauth-Flcming.
mortality of the soul.
This Bvncretistic

;

omon] the proper

;

movement.

The'miS (the'inls), n. [L., fr. Gr. ©e'/xis, fr. fle/itt
that which is laid down or established by usage, law,
prob. fr. TifleVat to set, place.] (Gr. Myth.) The goddess
of law and order ; the patroness of existing rights.

1

;

Them-selves' (them-sgWz'), pron. The plural of himself, herself, and itself.
See Himself, Herself, Itself.
Then (thSn), adv. [Originally the same word as than.
See Than.] 1. At that time (referring to a time specieither past or future).
And the Canaanite was then in the land. Qen. xii. 6.
part ; but then shall I know even as also I am
1 Cor. xiii. 12.

ap,

Om

;

pity

;

:

Now I know in

unite, rjide, full,

The-Og'O-nist

;

tood, fo^t

;

out,

oU ;

ctaalr

;

go

;

(-nist), n.

A

[i2.]

;

;

;

[iJ.j
Burton,
Cudworth.
The-Ol'O-ger (-jer), n. A theologian.
The'0-lO'gi-an (the'6-lo'ji-an), re. [Cf. F. iheologien,
L. theologus, Gr. eeoAoyos. See Theology.] A person
weU versed in theology a professor of theology or divin-

theology.

;

a divine.
The'o-log'lc (-loj'tk), a. Theological.
The'O-log'lc-al (-t-kol), a. [L. theologicus, Gr. deoAoyiKos: cf.F. theologigue.'] Of or pertaining to theology,
or the science of God and of divine things as, a theology
ical treatise.
The'0-lOg'lc-al-ly, adv.
The'o-log'lcs (-Tks), n. Theology.
Young.
The-ol'o-glst (the-ol'o-jist), n. A theologian.
The-Ol'o-gize (-jiz), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Theologized
(-jizd) p. pr.
vb. n. Theologizing (-ji'zing).]
[Cf.
F. theologiser."]
To render theological to apply to divinity ; to reduce to a system of theology.
School divinity was but Aristotle's philosophy theologized.
ity

;

—

;

&

;

;

GlanviU,

The-ol'O-glze,

v. i.

To frame a system

of theology

upon theological subjects.
The-ol'o-gi'zer (-jl'zer), n. One who theologizes; a

to theorize or speculate

theologian.

Boyle.

[iJ.]

The'O-lOgue (the'o-log), n. [Cf. L. theologus, Gr.
and E. philologue.'\ 1. A theologian. Dryden.
Ye gentle theologues of calmer kind.
Young.

fleoAoyos,

—

He [Jerome] was the theologue and the word is designatioa
enough.
I.Taylor.
2. A student in a theological seminary. [Written also
theolog.']
iColloq. U. S.-\
The-Ol'O-gy (the-ol'o-jy), n. ; pi. Theologies (-jTz).
[L. theologia, Gr. Beo\oyia ; fleds God -{- Adyos discourse :
F. theologie. See Theism, and Logic] The science
of God or of religion the science which treats of the existence, character, aud attributes of God, his laws and
government, the doctrines we are to believe, and the
duties we are to practice ; divinity ; (as more commonly
understood) " the knowledge derivable from the Scriptures, the systematic exhibition of revealed truth, the
science of Christian faith and life."
Many speak of theology as a science of religion [instead of
"science of God"] because they disbelieve that there is any
knowledge of God to be attained.
I'rof. R. Flint iEnc. Brit.).
Theology is ordered knowledge representing in the region of
the intellect what rehgion represents in the heart aud life of man.
Gladstone,
Ascetic theology, Natural theology. See under Ascetic,
Natural.
Moral theology, that phase of theology which
cf.

;

;

—

—

isconcenied with moral character and conduct.
Revealed
theology, theology which is to be learned only from revelation. — Scholastic theology, theology as taught by the
scholastics, or as prosecuted after tlieir principles and
methods.
Speculative theology, theology as founded
upon, or influenced by, speculation or metaphysical philosophy.
Systematic theology, that branch of theology of
which the aim is to reduce all revealed truth to a series
of statements that together sh.all constitute an organized
whole. E. O. Robinson (Jo/mson's Cyc).

—
—

The-om'a-ChiSt (-5m'a-kTst),

One who

theocraaif

service of idols.

—

;

Gse,

— called also dimethyl

God

(them), re. [OE. teme, OF. teme, P. thlme,
L. them,a, Gr. 0eiji.a, fr. riOevai to set, place. See Do, and
cf, Thesis.]
1. A subject or topic on which a person
writes or speaks ; a proposition for discussion or argument ; a text.
My theme is alway one and ever was.
Chaucer.

known.

;

xanthine.

Theme

And when a soldier was the theme, my name
Was not far off.

be salted ?
Matt. v. 13.

relating to

Theogony.
writer on theogony.
n.

The-Og'0-ny (-n^), re. [L. theogonia, Gr. Beoyovia;
Seos a god -\- the root of ytyveaBai to be bom.
See Theism, and Genus.]
The generation or genealogy of tlie
gods tliat branch of heathen theology which deals with
the origin and descent of the deities also, a poem treating of such genealogies as, the Theogony of Hesiod.
The-Ol'O-gas'ter (the-81'6-gSs'ter), re. [Formed like
poetaster: cf. F. theologastre^ A pretender or quack in

;

Come,

Matt. xxv.

it

I^^This word is sometimes preceded \>yfrom, — a redundancy sanctioned by custom. Chaucer. John xix. 12.
Thence'for'ward (-fSr'werd), adv. From that time
onward thenceforth.
Thence'from' (-from'), adv. From that place. [06s.]
The'O-brO'ma (the'6-bro'ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Oeos
a god -{- Ppiafjia food, fr. pL^pwcfxeiv to eat cf. F. theo-

viatilis).

[AS. Sxm, dat. pi.
article, but influenced by the Scand. use of the corresponding form peim as a personal pronoun. See They.]
The objective case of they. See They.
Go ye rather to them that sell, and buy for yourselves.

ye blessed of

;

If the salt have lost his savor, wherewith shall
thenceforth good for nothing.

Thelphusian (Thelphusa HVf

The-Og'O-nism (the-5g'o-nTz'm),

a.

;

The-lyt'0-kous

fied,

I

and fetch thea/roni thence. Gen. xxvii. 45.
2. From that time thenceforth thereafter.
There shall be no more thence an infant of days. Isa. Ixv. 20.
3. For that reason therefore.
Not to sit idle with so great a gift
Milton.
Useless, and thence ridiculous, about him.
Shak.
4. Not there elsewhere absent. \_Poelic']
Thence'forth' (thens'forth' or thgns'forth'), adv.
From that time thereafter.

ITt'o-kiis), a.

3.
4.
tions

(the'nal),
(-uar),

Of or

The'o-gon'lc (the'6-gSnlk), a.
theogony.

;

[i?.]

Mark

Then

countries.

Then

— correlative to nowadays,

a testimony against them.

puff.]
(Zo'ol.) One of a
tribe of fresh-water crabs
which live in or on the
banks of rivers in tropical

Them

;

[NL., fr. Gr. fleVop.] (Anat.)
Of or pertaining to the thenar
|
corresponding to the thenar ; palmar.
The'nar (the'nar), re. (Anat.) (a) The pahn of the
hand, (b) The prominence of the palm above the base
of the thumb ; the thenar eminence ; the ball of the
thumb. Sometimes applied to the corresponding part
of the foot.
The-nard'Ite (ta-nardlt or the-), n. [Named after the
French chemist, L. J. Thenard.'l (Min.) Anhydrous sodium sulphate, a mineral of a white or brown color and
vitreous luster.
Thence (thens), adv. [OE. thenne, thanne, and (with
the adverbial -s; see -wards) thennes, thannes (hence
thens, now written thence), AS. Sanon, Sanan, Sonan ;
akin to OHG. dannana, dannan, danan, and G. vou dannen, E. that, there.
See That.] 1. From that place.
" Bid him thence go."
Chaucer.
When ye depart thence, shake off the dust under your feet for

;

only ;
said
certain female insects.

observations.

"So

;

;

;

by faith, we have peace with God." Rom. v. 1.
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the
Rom. x. 17.
Then'a-days' (-a-daz'), adv. At that time then

justified

;

females

aud horizontal axes, tlie
Theodolite.
former carrying a vernier
plate on a horizontal graduated plate or circle for azimuthal angles, and the latter a vertical graduated arc or
semicircle for altitudes.
The whole is furnished with
levels and adjusting screws and mounted on a tripod.
The-Od'0-lit'lC (-lit'ik), a. Of or pertaining to a theodolite made by means of a theodolite as, theodoliti^

Therefore. Both these
words are used in reasoning but tlierefore takes the
lead, while then is rather subordinate or incidental.
Therefore states reasons and draws inferences in form
then, to a great extent, takes the point as proved, and
passes on to the general conclusion. " Therefore being

forth.] (Zo'dl.)

scope, with cross wires in
the focus of its object glass,
clamped in Y's attached to
a frame that is mounted so
as to turn both on vertical

Syn. — Therefore. — Then,

+

-\-

Iil^°" The theodolite consists principally of a tele-

(then), conj.
[06s.]
Spenser.
1. Thau.
2. In that case ; in consequence ; as a consequence ;
therefore ; for this reason.
If all this be so, then man has a natural freedom.
Locke.
Now, tfien, be all thy weighty cares away.
Dryden.

(-h(55d), n. Thanehood. E. A. Freeman.
The'l-form (the'I-form), a. [NL. ihea tea, the tea
-form : cf. F. theiforme.l Having the form of tea.
The'ine (-in 0)- -en), re. [F. ttetree, fr. NL. ttea. See
Theiform.1 (C/(e?rt.) See Caffeine. Called also iAema.
Their (thSr 277), pron. & a. [0£. (hair, fr. Icel.
peirra, peira, of them, but properly gen. pi. of the defi-

variously con-

is

structed.

Then

Thegn'hOOd

It

gles.

—

d^^

+

female

also usually of vertical an-

then. See under Now, adv.
Till then, until
that time ; until the time mentioned.
Milton.
Tlien is often used elliptically, like an adjective,
for then existing ; as, the theii administration.

bole compensation.]
Theft'bOte' (-bof), «. IThe/t
(Law) The receiving of a man's goods again from a thief,
or a compensation for them, by way of composition, with
the intent that the thief shall escape punishment.
Thegn (than), re. Thane. See Thane. JE. A. Freeman.

plant

nometrical surveying, for
the accurate measurement
of horizontal angles, and

is

fall

Now and

trigo-

especially in

used,

;

[Probably a corruptdon

An instrument

dade.]

v. 24.

later ; again.
not aware of what la done, and then
out to be lus own act.
L* Estrange.
By then, (a) By that time. (6) By the time that. [Obs.]
But that opinion, 1 trust, by then this following argument
hath been well read, will be left for one of the mysteries of an
indulgent Antichrist.
Milton.
3.

One while

larceny.

The-Od'0-lite (the-od'4-lit), n.
See Alithe alidade.

of

First be reconciled to

;

([[^°"

THEOPHANY

1495

figlits

the divine

against the gods

;

n.

[Cf. Gr. Seonaxos.]

one who resists God or

will.

The-om'a-chy (-ky), n. [Gr. eeojua^ia ; Beos a god -f
a battle.] 1. A fighting against the gods, as the
battle of the giants witli the gods.
2. A battle or scrite among the gods.
Gladstone.
3. Opposition to God or the divine will.
Bacon,
The'O-man'cy (the'ili-mSii'sy), re. [Gr. Beos a god -f-mancy : cf. F. theomancie, Gr. Beofiavreia. a spirit of
prophecy.]
kind of divination dr.awn from the responses of oracles among heathen nations.
The'0-pa-thet'lc (-i)iV-tlii5t'Tk), \ a. Of or pertaining
The'O-path'lc (the'o-pStli'ik),
to theopathy.
The-op'a-thy (tlie-Bp'A-thJ), «. [Gr. Seds God -f
irao-xeii', TraBelv, to suffer, feel.]
Capacity for religious
affections or worshi]>.
The'o-phan'lc (tlie'6-fitn'Tk), a. Of or pertsiining to
a theophany appearing to man, as a god.
The-oph'a-ny (thS-OfA-nJ), n.;pl. -nibs (-ntz). [Or,
fjidxv

slug, iQk

A

(

;

;

then, tlxin

;

bON

;

zb = z

in azoie.
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THERF

which terminates in speculation or contemplation, with-

There'a-bont' (thSr'a-bout'), ) adv. [The latter speUing is less proper,
There'a-bOUtS' (-bouts'),
(
but more commonly used.] 1. Near that place.

THEOPHILANTHROPIC
God

Otoil)iveia; 6eds

to appear.]
A maniactual appearance, usually

-)- <j>aive<r9ai

man by

festation of God to
as an incarnation.

The'O-phll'an-throp'lC (the'6-f Tl'Sn-throp'Tk), a. Pertaining to theophilanthropy or

tlie

theophilanthropists.

The'O-phi-lan'thro-pism (-f i-15n'thro-piz'm), n.
doctrine of the theophilanthropists

;

The

theophilanthropy.

[Cf. F. theophi(-pist), n.
member of a deistical society
{Eccl. Hist.)
established at Paris during the first French revolution.
The'o-phl-lan'thro-py (-p3?), ». [Gr. fleos God -j- E.

The'o-phl-lan'Uiro-pist

A

lanthrope.']

3Iacaulay.
philanthropy.^ Theopliilanthropism.
The'O-phll'O-SOph'Io (-f il'S-sSflk), a. [Gr. fleos God
E. philosophic.'] Combining theism and philosophy, or
pertaining to the combination of theism and philosophy.
The'op-neus'ted (the'op-nus'tSd), a. Divinely in[iJ.]
spired ; theopneustic.
The'op-neus'tlo (-tlk), a. [Gr. eeoirxeuo-ros inspired
of God ; eeo5 God -f ttv^Iv to hiow, to breathe.] Given
by the inspiration of the Spirit of God.

+

The'op-neus'ty (the'op-nus'tj),

[Gr.

n.

eeoTTviv-

Divine inspiration the supernatural influence of
the Divine Spirit in qualifying men to receive and communicate revealed truth.
The-or'blst (the-8r'bTst), TO. (Mus.) One -fiyxo plays
on a theorbo.
[F. (heorbe, teorhe, formerly
The-orTlO (-bo), n.
tuorbe, tiorbe. It. tiorba.']
{Mus.) An instrument made
like a large lute, but having two necks, with two sets of
pegs, the lower set holding the strings governed by frets,
while to the upper set were attached the long bass strings
used as open notes.
J^^ A larger form of theorbo was also called the arch^
lute, and was used chiefly, if not only, as an accompaniment to the voice. Both have long fallen into disuse.
The'0-rem (the'o-rem), n. [L. theorema, Gr. 0eiJ>prjfi.a
a sight, speculation, theory, theorem, fr. Oeojpelv to look
at, flewpos a spectator
cf. F. theoreme.
See Theory.]
1. That which is considered and established as a principle
hence, sometimes, a rule.
Not theories, but theorems (^ewp^jaara), the intelligible products of contemplation, intellectual objects in the mind, and of
and for the mind exclusively.
Coleridge.
OTi'a.]

;

"^

:

;

By my

theorems.
terser gallants practice,

Which your polite and
I re-retine the court, and civilize
Their barbarous natures.
2. (Math.)

A

Massinger.

statement of a principle to be demon-

strated.

A theorem is something

to be proved, and

thus
distinguished from a problem, which is something to be
solved. In analysis, the term is sometimes applied to a
rule, especially a rule or statement of relations expressed
In a formula or by symbols; as, the binomial theorem;
Taylor's theorem. See the Note under Pboposition, «., 5.
Binomial theorem, (ifath.) See under Binomial. — Neg^.tive theorem, a theorem which expresses the impossi.bility of any assertion.
Particular theorem (Math,), a
theorem which extends only to a particular quantity.
Theorem of Pappus. (Math.) See Centrobaric method, unUniversal theorem (Math.), a theoder Centrobaeic.
rem which extends to any quantity without restriction.
The'O-reni, v. t. To formulate into a theorem.
The'O-re-mat'ic (-re-mSt'tk), ) a. [Cf Gr. 0£wpT)fiatikos.] Of or pertainThe'0-re-mat'lc-al (-T-kal),
(
ing to a theorem or theorems ; comprised in a theorem
consisting of theorems.
The'O-rem'a-tist (the'S-rSm'a-ttst), re. One who constructs theorems.
Grew.
The'O-rem'lc (-rSm'Tk), a. Theorematic.
a.
[Gr. eeupijTiKot
cf. L.
The'O-ret'lC (-rSt'Jk),
The'0-ret'lc-al (-i-kal), J theoreticus, F. theoretique.']
Pertaining to theory depending on, or confined to, theory or speculation speculative terminating in theory
or speculation not practical as, theoretical learning
(8^*°*

is

—

—

—

.

1

;

;

—

;

theoretic sciences.
The'O-ret'lc-al-ly, adv.
The'O-ret'lCS (-Iks), re. The speculative part of a sci-

ence ; speculation.
At the very first, with our Lord himself, and his apostles, as
represented to us in the New Testament, morals come before
contemplation, ethics before theoretics.
H. B. Wilson.
[Cf. F. theorique.
The-or'lC (the-or'ik), a.
See
Theory.] 1. Of or pertaining to the theorica.
2. (pron. the'o-rik) Relating to, or skilled in, theory

[Obs.]
A man but young.
judgment, theoric and practic
humanity.

theoretically skilled.

Yet old
In

all

Massinger.

[OF. theorique ; cf L. there.
Speculation theory. [06s.]
Shah.
The-or'i-ca (-i-ka), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. TO flewpiicd
(so. ;^p^ju.aTa), fr. dewpiKos belonging to deupi'a a public
spectacle.
See Theory.] {Gr. Aniiq.) Public moneys
The'0-ric (the'o-rTk),

.

;

II

expended at Athens on

festivals, sacrifices,

—

;

;

The greatest

have given the preference to such a government as that which obtains in this kingdom.
Addison.
The'0-rl-za'tlon (-rt-za'shOn), re. The act or the product of theorizing ; the formation of a theory or theories
theorists

speculation.

&

re.

exposition of the general or abstract principles
;
as, the theory of music.

The science, as distinguished from the art as, the
theory and practice of medicine.
4. The philosophical explanation of phenomena, either
;

physical or moral ; as, Lavoisier's theory of combustion
Adam Smith's theory of moral sentiments.

;

Atomic theory, Binary theory, etc. See under Atomic,
Binary, etc.
Syn. Hypothesis speculation. Theory, Hypothesis. A theory is a scheme of the relations subsistmg between the parts of a systematic whole ; an hypothesis is a
tentative conjecture respecting a cause of phenomena.

—

—

;

The'O-SOph

K

(the'o-sot),

A i.,,„„„„„i •„<
(» A theosophist.

Tlie-os'o-plier(the-os'S-fer),

a. [Cf. F. theosophique.']
The'O-SOph'lc (-sof'ik),
Of or pertaining to theThe'O-SOph'ic-al (-i-kal), (
The'o-soph'ic-^-ly, adv.
1

—

osophy.

The-os'o-phism
phisme.']

Belief

(the-5s'o-fIz'm),

re.

[Cf. F. iheoso-

Murdocti.

theosophy.

One addicted

to theosophy.
The theosophist is one who gives you a theory of God, or of
the works of God, which has not reason, but an inspiration of
his own, for its basis.
R. A. Vaugtiwi.
(-fist), «.

The-OS'0-phls'tiC-al (the-os'o-fls'ti-kal), a.
Of or
pertaining to theosophy theosophical.
The-OS'0-phlze (the-6s'6-fiz), v. i. \imp.
p. p.
Theosophized (-fizd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Theosophizing.]
To practice theosophy. [.K.]
The-OS'0-phy (-fi^), n. [Gr. eeoa-o^Ca knowledge of
things divine, f r. ee6a-oi(>o5 wise in the things of God
6(6% God -|- <70c/)ds wise : cf. F. theosophie.] Any system of philosophy or mysticism which proposes to attain
intercourse with God and superior spirits, and consequent superhuman knowledge, by physical processes, as
by the theurgio operations of some ancient Platonists,
or by the chemical processes of the German fire philosophers ; also, a direct, as distinguished from a revealed,
knowledge of God, supposed to be attained by extraordinary illumination ; especially, a direct insight into the
processes of the divine mind, and the interior relations
of the divine nature.
Ther'a-peu'tSB (th5r'4-pu'te), re. pi. [NL., fr. Gr.
SepaTrevTrjs (pi. 6epaiTevTai) an attendant, servant, physician.
See Therapeutic] {Eccl. Hist.) A name given
to certain ascetics said to have anciently dwelt in the
neighborhood of Alexandria. They are described in a
work attributed to Philo,the genuineness and credibility
of which are now much discredited.
[F. thh-apeutique,
Ther'a-peu'tlc (-a-pu'ttk), 1 a.
Gr. eepanevTMo^, from
Ther'a-peu'tiC-al (-tl-kal), (
SepaTreuTTji attendant, servant, Bspa-rreveiv to serve, take
care of, treat medically, 6epa\jj attendant, servant.]
{3fed. ) Of or pertaining to the healing art ; concerned in
discovering and applying remedies for diseases curative.
" Therapeutic or curative physic."
Sir T. Browne.
Medicine is justly distributed into " prophylactic," or the art
;

&

&

II

;

of preserving health,

aud

tlterapeuiic, or the art of restoring

it.

One who

[OE. ther, AS. SBr; akin to D.
daar, G. da, OHG. dar, Sw. & Dan. der, loel. & Goth.
par, Pkr. iarhi then, and B. that. V184. See That,
pron.] 1. In or at that place. " [They] there left me
Shah.
and my man, both bound together."
The Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden and there
Gen. ii. 8.
he put the man whom he had formed.
m^^ In distinction from here, there usually signifies a
place farther off. " Darkness there might well seem twi(thSr), adv.

light Aere."

Milton.

2. In that matter, relation, etc. ; at that point, atage,
etc., regarded as a distinct place; as, he did not stop
there, but continued his speech.

The law

that threatcn'd death

becomes thy friend

And turns it to exile there art thou
To or into that place thither.
;

3.

happy.

Shak.

Shak.
came there.
d^^ There is sometimes used by way of exclamation,
calling the attention to something, especially to something distant as, there, there ' see there ! look there !
There is often used as an expletive, and in this use, when
it introduces a sentence or clause, the verb precedes its
rarest that e'er

;

subject.

A knight there was,
There

Wherever

is

and that a worthy man. Chaucer.
which no fowl knoweth. Job xxviii. 7.
a sense or perception, there some idea is

a path

there is

A

&m, arm, ask,

;

Locke.

^W

Thebepbom, etc.
I^°" There was formerly used

in the sense of where.
Ctiaucer.
Spend their good there it is reasonable.
Here and there, in one place and another.
Thither.
Syn.
See

s^

;

eve,

list to

stand thereagain.

Tliere'be-Iore' (-be-for'),

Chaucer,

event,

end, fern, recent

)

Before that time
beforehand. [06s.]

adv.

TherCbi-fom' (-bt-fSm'), J
Ctiaucer,
Many a winter therebifoi-n.
There-by' (-bi'), adv. 1. By that by that means
;

in consequence of that.

Acquaint now thyself with him, and be at peace thereby
Job xxii. 21.
good shall come unto thee.
2. Annexed to that. " Thereby hangs a tale." Shah.
3. Thereabout ;
said of place, number, etc. Chaucer.
There-for' (-fSr'), adv. [There
for. Cf. Therefore.] For that, or this ; for it.
With certain officers ordained therefore.
Chaucer
adv.
There'fore (thSr'for or ther'f or ; 277), conj.
;

—

+

&

[OE. iherfore. See There, and Fore, adv.. Foe, and cf.
Therefor.]
1. For that or this reason, referring to
something previously stated for that.
I have married a wife, and ther^ore I can not come.
Luke xiv. 20.
;

Behold,

we have

we have

forsaken

all,

and followed thee

He

what

;

shall

Matt. xix.

therefore f

2. Consequently

27.

by consequence.

;

blushes

iherfore he

;

is

Spectator.

guilty.

— See Then.
There-from' (thSr-frSm'), adv. From this or that.
Turn not aside therefrom to the right hand or to the left.

Syn.

Josh, xxiii.

6,

There-in' (-In'), adv. In that or this place, time, or
thing ; in that particular or respect.
Wyclif,

He

pricketh through a fair forest.
Therein is mauy a wild beast.

Chaucer.

Bring forth abundantly in the earth, and multiply

tlierein.

Gen. ix.

7.

Therein our letters do not well agree.
Shah.
There'in-tO' (tii§x'Tn-too'), adv. Into that or this,

or into that place.
Let not them

Bacon.
.

.

.

enter thereinto.

Luke

xxi,

2L

There-Of
In

(thSr-iSf ' or -5v'), adv.
Of that or this.
the day that thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die.

Gen.

ii. 17.

The're-Ol'O-gy (the're-Bl'S-jJ), re. Therapeutics.
There-on' (thSr-Sn'), adv. [AS. Sseron. See These,
and On.] On that or this.
Chaucer.
Then the king said. Hang him thereon. Esther vii. 9.
Out
of
that
or
this.
There-out' (-out'), adv. 1.

He

handful of the flour. Lev. ii. 2.
out of doors. [06s.]
Chaucer,
There-tO' (-too'), adv. X. To that or this. Chaucer.
2. Besides moreover.
[06s.]
Spenser.
Her mouth full small, and thereto soft and red. Chaucer.
There'tO-fore' (tii3r't66-for'), adv. Up to that time
correlative with heretofore.
before then
There-un'der (thSr-iin'der), adv. Under that or this.
There'un-to' (thSr'iin-too'), adv. Unto that or this
thereto; besides.
Shah.
There'up-on' (-iip-8n'), adv. 1. Upon that or this
thereon. "They shall feed thereupon."
Zeph. ii. 7.
2. On account, or in consequence, of that ; therefore.
[He) hopes to find you forward,
And thereupon he sends you this good news.
Shak.
3. Immediately at once without delay.
There-While' (tiiSr-hwil'), adv. At that time at the
2.

shall take thereout his

On

the outside

;

;

;

—

.

;

.

.

;

same time. [06s.]
Laud.
There-Wlth' (-with' or -with'), adv. 1. With that
or this. " I have learned in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content."
Phil. iv. 11.
2. In addition besides ; moreover.
To speak of strength and therewith hardiness. Chaucer.
3. At the same time forthwith.
Johnson.
[06s.]
;

;

There'with-al' (thfir'with-al'), adv. 1. Over and
above besides moreover. [d6s.]
Daniel.
And thei-ewitkal it was full poor and bad. Chaucer.
2. With that or this therewith ; at the same time.
Thy slanders I forgive and therewithal
Remit thy other forfeits.
Shak.
And therewithal one came and seized on her.
And Enid started waking.
Tennysoru
Therf (therf), a. [AS. peorf; akin to OHG. derb,
Icel. pjarfr.']
Not fermented ; vmleavened ;
said of
;

;

;

;

—

bread, loaves, etc.

—

final,

him

If that

There'-a-neilt'(-ngut'),a(i!>. Concerning that. [Sco<.]
There-at' (thSr-Sf), adr. 1. At that place ; there.
Wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in tliereat. Matt. vii. 13.
2. At that occurrence or event ; on that account.
Every error is a stain to the beauty of nature for which
cause it blusheth tliereat.
Hooker,

;

;

The

theorizes or specu-

(-ry), re. ; pi. Theories (-rTz).
[F. thiorie,
theoria, Gr. BeuipCa a beholding, spectacle, contemplation, speculation, fr. dfoipo; a spectator, BeaaBai to see,
view. See Theater.] 1.
doctrine, or scheme of things,

c&re,

[06s.]

Tbere

There have been that have delivered themselves from their
Stickling.
ills by their good fortune or virtue.
There is much used in composition, and often has
Thebeaptbh,
Thereabout,
the sense of a pronoun. See

The'O-ry

senate,

Ther'a-peu'tlc, re. One of the Therapeutae.
Ther'a-peu'tiCS (-tlks), re. [Cf. F. therapeutique."]
That part of medical science which treats of the discovery and application of remedies for diseases.
Thei'a-peu'tist (-tist), re. One versed in therapeutics, or the discovery and application of remedies.
Ther'a-py (ther'a-pj?), re. [Gr. eepan-ec'a.] Therapeutics.

2. Near that number, degree, or quantity ; nearly ; as,
ten men, or thereabouts.
Five or six thousand horse ... or thereabouts.
Shah.
Some three months since, or thereabout.
Suckling,
[iJ.]
3. Concerning that ; about that.
What will ye dine ? I will go thereabout.
Chaucer.
They were much perplexed t?iereahout. Luke xxiv. 4.
Tbere-al'ter (tliSr-af'ter), adv. [AS. Sseriefter after
that.
See There, and After.] 1. After that; afterward.
Chaucer. Spenser.
2. According to that ; accordingly.
I deny not but that it is of greatest concernment in the church
and commonwealth to have a vigilant eye how books demean
themselves as well as men and tliereafler to confine, imprison,
and do sharpest justice on them as malefactors.
Milton.
3. Of that sort.
[06s.] " My audience is not rtereajter.^^
Latimer,
In opposition;
There'a-galn' (tliSr'a-ggn'), adv.
against one's course.
[06s.]

;

iii

Tbe-OS'o-phist

actually produced.

li.

ale,

An

any science
3.

&

The'o-rlze (the'6-rtz), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Theorized
(-rlzd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Theorizihg (-rl'zTng).]
[Cf. F.
thionser.'] To form a theory or theories ; to form opinions solely by theory ; to speculate.
The'O-rl'zer (-ri'zer),
lates ; a theorist.

2.
of

and public

entertainments (especially theatrical performances), and
also called theoric fund.
in gifts to the people
The-or'ic-al (-i-kal), a. Theoretic. [06s.] Bp. Hall.
The-or'lc-al-ly, adv. In a theorical manner. [06s.]
The'o-rist (the'6-rist), re. [Cf. F. theorisie.'] One
who forms theories one given to theory and speculation a speculatist.
Cowper.
;

:

;

in

Ortce.]

terms practice and practical. In this sense, they were
exclusively employed by the ancients and in this sense,
they are almost exclusively employed by the Continental
philosophers."
Sir W. Hamilton.

:

;

;

out a view to practice ; hypothesis ; speculation.
^ff° " This word is employed by English writers in a
very loose and improper sense. It is with them usually
convertible into hypothesis, and hypothesis is commonly
used as another term for conjecture. The terms theory
and theoretical are properly used in opposition to the

;

Ice,

[06s.]

Pask and the
idea,

ill

;

old,

feast of therf loaves.

dbey, 6rb, Sdd

Wyclif
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+

) n.
[L. iheriaca an anti-gen.]
Ther'mo-gen (ther'm6-j5n), n. [Thermo(Old Chem.) Caloric ; heat, regarded as a material but
( _ dote against the bite of
F. iheriaque. See Treacle.] imponderable substance.
1. (^Old Med.) An ancient composition esteemed effiTher'mo-gen'lc (-jgn'Ik), a. (Physiol.) Eclating to
cacious against the effects of poison ; especially, a cer- heat, or to the production of heat ; producing heat ; thertain compound of sixty-four drugs, prepared, pulverized, mogenous ; as, the thermogenic tissues,
and reduced by means of honey to an electuary ;
called
(tlier-mSj'eTher-mog'e-nous
also theriaca Andromachi, and Venice treacle.
niis),
a.
[Thermo- -j- -genous.]
2. Treacle
molasses.
British Pharm. (Physiol.) Producing heat
ther) a.
[Cf. F. thiriacal.J mogenic.
The'rl-ac (the'rT-5k),
(the-n'a-kal),
Of
or
pertaining
to
the(ther'mo-graf),
The-rl'a-cal
Ther'mo-graph
J
" Theriacal herbs."
riac medicinal.
Bacon. re. [Tliermo- -\- -graph.] (Physics)
Holland. An instrument for automatically
The'ri-al (the'rT-«l), a. Theriac. [i?.]
The'ri-O-dont (-rl-o-dont), n. (Paleon.) One of the recording indications of the variaSSL
Theriodontia. Used also adjectively.
tion of temperature.
The'rl-o-don'ta (the'rt-Sdon'ta), n. pi. [NL.] (PaTher-mol'o-gy (ther-mol'6-j^),
leon^ Same as Theriodontia.
[Tliermore.
-logy.] A discourse
The'ri-0-don'tl-a (-shi-a), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. e-riptov on, or an account of, heat. Whewell.
(dim. of 8rip a beast)
oSou's, o&6vTOi, a tooth.] {Paleon.)
30
Ther-mol'y-sis (-t-sls), re. [TAe?-An extinct order of reptiles found fossil in the Permian mo- -f Gr. Aveii' to loose.] (Chem.)
and Triassic formations in South Africa. In some re- The resolution of a compound into
30
spects they resembled carnivorous mammals. Called parts by heat ; dissociation by heat.

The'ri-ac (thS'rl-Sk),
The-ri'a-ca (the-ri'a-ka),
11

serpents, Gr. BjipLaKr)

cf.

:

—

;

;

;

II

+

II

Theromorpha.
^S" They had biconcave vertebrae, ambulatory limbs,
and^a well-developed pelvis and shoulder girdle. Some
of the species had large maxillary teeth. The head somewhat resembled that of a turtle. The Dicynodont is one
of the best-known examples. See Dictnodont.
The'rl-Ot'0-my (-»t'o-mi^), n. [Gr. flijpiW wild beast
-|- Te'ni'eii' to cut.]
Zootomy.
Ther'mae (ther'me), n. pi. [L. See Thebmal.]

Ther'mo-lyze

also

warm

or hot water.

(-mal), a.
[L. thermae hot springs, fr. Gr.
Sep/jiri heat, fr. SfpiJLOi hot, warm, Bipav to
warm, make hot perhaps akin to L. formus warm, and
£. forceps-l Of or pertaining to heat ; warm ; hot ; as,
the thermal unit thermal waters.
The thermal condition of the earth. J. D. Forbes.
of

;

Thermal conductivity. Thermal spectrum. See under CoNDUOTIYITY, and Spectrum.
Thermal unit (Physics), a
imit chosen for the comparison or calculation of quantities of heat. The unit most commonly employed is the
amount of heat necessary to raise the temperature of
one gram or one pound of water from zero to one degree
Centigrade. See Calorie, and under Unit.

—

posed, indicates the degree of heat
or cold by the amount of space occupied, as shown by the position of
the top of the liquid column on a

In a thermal manner.
Ther-met'0-graph (ther-mgt'o-graf), re. [Gr. edpuri
-|- ixirpov measure
-graph.']
A self-registering

+

Ther'mlc (ther'mik),
pertaining to heat

;

[Gr.

a.

dus to heat

;

eipiXT,

maximum

thermal

;

Of or

as, thermic

lines.

—

Thermic balance.
See Bolometer.
Thermic fever
(Med.), the condition of fever produced by sunstroke.
See Sunstroke.
Thermic weight. (Mech.) Same as Beat

—

Heat.
Ther'ml'dor' (tSr'me'dSr' E. ther'ml-d8r),

weight, under

;

Ther'mo64pp.ri

A

its name.
combining form from Gr.

warm;

ttermodynamic.
Ther'mo-ba-roiH'e-ter
(ther'mo-ba-r5m'e-ter),
n.
[Thermobarometer.']
(Physics) An instrument for
determining altitudes by the boiling point of water.
Ther'mo-bat'ter-y (-b5t'ter-J?), n.
[Thermobattery.]

A thermoelectric

;

)

Tber/mo-chem'ls-try (-kgm'Is-trjr), n. [Thermo- -f
chemistry.] That branch of chemical science which includes the investigation of the various relations existing
between chemical action and that manifestation of force
termed heat, or the determination of the heat evolved
by, or employed in, chemical actions.
Ther-moch'ro-sy (ther-mok'ro-s^), n. [Thermo6r. xpwo-'S coloring.] (Physics) The property possessed
by heat of being composed, like light, of rays of different
degrees of refrangibility, which are unequal in rate or
degree of transmission through diathermic substances.
Ther'mo-cur'rent (ther'mS-kur'rent), re.
[Thermo-f current.] (Physics) A current, as of electricity, developed, or set in motion, by the action of heat.

mometrique.]

J

;

Ther'mo-met'ro-graph

(-ro-graf),

+

[Thermo-

re.

+

re.
Ther'mo-mul'tl-pU'er (ther'mo-miil'ti-pU'er),
[Thermo- -)- mnltiplier.] Same as Thermopile.
Ther'mo-plle (ther'mo-pil), re. [I'hermo- -f- pile a
heap.] (Physics) An instrument of extreme sensibility,
used to determine slight differences and degrees of heat.
It is composed of alternate bars of antimony and bismuth,
or any two metals having different capacities for the con-

Ther'mo-dy-nam'lc (-mS-dt-nSm'ik), a. [ThermoH- dynamic] (Physics) Relating to thermodynamics
caused or operated by force due to the application of heat.
Thermodynamic function. See Heat weight, under Heat.
Ther'mo-dy-nam'lcB (-iks), re. The science which

duction of heat, connected with an astatic galvanometer,
which is very sensibly affected by the electric current
induced in the system of bars when exposed even to the
feeblest degrees of heat.

treats of tlie mechanical action or relations of heat.
Ther'mo-e-lec'trlo (-e-lgk'trfk), a.
(Physics) Pertaining to thermoelectricity as, thermoelectric currents.

Ther'mo-scope

(-skop),

re.

[Thermo-

+

-scope.]

(Physics) An instrument for indicating changes of temperature without indicating the degree of heat by which
it is affected ; especially, an instrument contrived by
Count Rumford which, as modified by Professor Leslie,
was afterward called the differential Ihermomefer.
Ther'mo-SCOp'lo (-skSp'Tk), a. (Physics) Of or pertaining to the thermoscopo ; made l)y means of the ther-

;

Ther'mo-e'lec-trlc'1-ty (-e'15k-trTs't-ty), re. [Thermo- -t- electricity : cf. F. thermoelectricite.] (Physics)
Electricity developed by the action of heat.
See the
Note under Electricity.

Thor'mo-e'lec-trom'e-ter (-trSm'e-ter), n. [Thermo•y electrometer,] (Physics) An instrument for measuring tlie strength of an electric current by the heat which
it produces, or for determining the heat developed by
such a current.

pity

(-rT-kal),

Gr. fierpov measure
-graph.] (Physics) An instrument
for recording graphically the variations of temperature,
or the indications of a thermometer.
Ther-mom'e-try (ther-mom'e-try),re. The estimation
of temperature by the use of a therniometric apparatus.

+

;

40

1. Of or pertaining to a thermometer ; as, the thermometrical scale or tube.
2. Made, or ascertained, by means of a thermometer ;
as, thermometrical observations.
In a thermoTher'mo-met'rlc-al-ly (-al-\f), adv.
metrical manner by means of a thermometer.

chemistry.

Up, fim

30

;

Ther'mo-met'riC-al

moscope as, therm-oscopic observations.
[ThermoTher'mo-Btat (thSr'mo-stSt). re.
;

'urravai
;

to

make

food, t^ot

;

to stand.]

out, oil

t

(Physics)

chaix

Taft<

;

+

ward to be exerted.
Ther-mot'ic (ther-mot'ik'),
Ther-mot'lc-al

)

a.

'

(-i-kal),

re.

[Gr. OcpfioTrji heat,
Of
eepij.m hot.]
as, thermotical
;

fr.

)

produtod by heat

;

Whewell.
phenomena.
Ther-mot'ICS (-iks), re. The science of heat. Whewell.
(tlier'mo-trop'ik),
a.
(Bot.)
ManiTher'mo-trop'io

(ther'm6-tip),

re.

+ -type.]

[Thermo-

Ther'mo-vol-ta'io (tlier'm6-vol-ta'ik), a. [Thermovoltaic] (Physics) Of or relating to heat and electricity; especially, relating to thermal effects produced
Faraday,
by voltaic action.
The'ro-mor'pha (the'r6-m8r'fa), re. pi. [NL. Gr.
(Paleon.) See Theriodontia.
fliip beast
ftopifiT form.]
[NL., fr. Gr.
The-rop'0-da (the-r(5p'o-da), re. pi.
-j-

;

II

+

II

contains a bit of
low Glass Tube serving as Index in Alcosteel wire to be
holic Minimum Tube.
pushed before
the column and left at the point of maximum temperature, or a slide of enamel, which is drawn back by the
liquid, and left within it at the point of minimum temperature.
Thermo-met'rlc (ther'mo-met'rlk), ) a. Cf. F. ther-

a thermopile.

unite, r^de, fuU,

30

Rutherford's Self-registering Maximum
and Minimum Thermometer.
strument. A a Minute Bit of Wire serving as Index in
form
Mercurial Maximum Tube b Small Hol-

;

iiset

20

common

+

battery

20

between two

Ther'mo-cau'ter-y (-ka'ter-y), re. [Thermo- -{- cautery.]
(Surg.) Cautery by the application of heat.
Faquelin'B thermocautery, thermocautery by means of a
hollow platinum point, which is kept constantly hot by
the passage through it of benzine vapor.
Ther'mo-chem'lc (-kSm'Tk), a.
(Chem. Physics)
Ther'mo-Chem'lc-al (-T-kal), j
Of or pertaining to
thermochemistry obtained by, or employed in, thermo-

+ Gr.

[Thermotension.] A process of increasing the strength of wrought
iron by heating it to a determinate temperature, and
giving to it, while in that state, a mechanical strain or
tension in the direction in which the strength is after-

Ther'mo-ten'sion (-ten'shun),

Ther'mo-type

consecutive settings of the in-

+

[r/(«-mo-

(-taks'Ik), a.

A picture (as of a slice of wood) obtMned by first wetting
the object slightly with hydrochloric or dilute sulphuric
acid, then taking an impression with a press, and next
strongly heating this impression.
Ther-mot'y-py (ther-mSt'i-py or ther'mo-ti'py), n.
The art or process of obtaining thermotypes.

of temperature
occurring in the
interval of time

as in ^Aej-mochemistry,

Ther'mo-tax'lc

(Physiol.) Pertaining to, or connected
arrangement.]
with, the regulation of temperature in the animal body
as, the thermotaxic nervous system.

Ther-mot'ro-pism (ther-mot'ro-pTz'm), re. [Thermo(Bot.) The phenomenon of
Gr. rpd-n-eiv to turn.]
turning towards a source of warmth, seen in the growing parts of some plants.

thermometer
that registers
the maximum
and minimum

— whence

(ther'mo-).

heat, flep^ids hot,

—

-\-

—

+

+

;

festing thermotropism.

60

—

—

used as an antipyretic,

=
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Fahrenheit,
and
etc.
Metallic thermometer, a form
Reaumur Scales,
of thermometer indicating changes
and their relative
of temperature by the expansion or
gradation.
contraction of rods or strips of metal.
Register thermometer, or Self-registering thermometer, a

[F.,

n.

Gr. Sepfios warm, hot.] The eleventh month of the
French republican calendar,
commencing July 19, and
ending August 17. See the Note under Vendemiaire.
Ther-mif'U-gine (ther-mifu-jTn or -jen), re. [Gr. Bep,ai) heat
Ij.fugere to flee.] (Chem.) An artificial alkaloid of complex composition, resembling thalline and
fr.

E2a

graduated scale. See Centigrade,
Fahrenheit, and Reaumur.
To reduce degrees Fahrenheit to
degrees Centigrade, subtract 32' and
multiply by I; to reduce degrees
Centigrade to degrees Fahrenheit,
multiply by | and add 32°.
Combination Thermometer showing
Air thermometer. Balance thermomthe Centigrade,
eter, etc.
See under Air, Balance,

Nichol.

heat.]

a glass tube of capillary bore,

terminatmg in a bulb, and containing mercury or alcohol, which, expanding or contracting according to
the temperature to which it is ex-

Ther'mal-ly, adv.

thermometer, especially one that registers the
and minimum during long periods.

20

1^°" The thermometer usually consists of

;

or pertaining to heat

principle tliat changes of temperature in bodies are accompanied by
proportional changes in their volumes or dimensions.

;

heat

t.

ter), re.
[Thermo- -\- -meter: cf.
F. thermomeire.
See Thermal.]
(Physics) An instrument for measuring temperature, founded on the

Ther'mal

Oepf/Lai, pi.

(ther'mo-liz), v.

(Chem.) To subject to thermolysis;
to dissociate by heat.
Ther'mo-mag'net-isin (-mag'n§t-Iz'm), re.
[Thermo- -\- magnetism.]
Magnetism as affected or
caused by the action of heat ; the
relation of heat to magnetism.
Ther-mom'e-ter (tijer-mom'e-

II

Springs or baths of

II

M

+

apparatus for regulating temperature by the unequal
expansion of different metals, liquids, or gases by heat,
as in opening or closing the damper of a stove, or the
like, as the heat becomes greater or less than is desired.
Ther'mo-Stat'lc (ther'mo-stat'Ik); a. (Physics) Of
made or effected by
oV pertaining to the thermostat
means of the tliermostat.
[ThermoTher'mo-sys-tal'tic (-sls-tSl'ttk), a.
(Physiol.) Influenced in its contraction by
systaltic.]
said of a muscle.
heat or cold

;

A

-f-

8^p a beast -j- irov's, ttoSos, foot.] (Paleon.) An order of
carnivorous dinosaurs in which the feet are less birdlike,
and hence more like those of an ordinary quadruped,
than in the Ornithopoda. It includes the rapacious genera Megalosaurus, Creosaurus, and their allies.

The-sau'rus (the-sa'rQs), re. ; pi. Thesauri (-ri).
[L. See Treasure.]
treasury or storehouse hence, a,
repository, especially of knowledge ;
often applied to a
comprehensive work, like a dictionary or cyclopedia.
These (thez), pron. [OE. pes,pses, a variant of pas,
pi. of pes, thes, this.
See This, and cf. Those.] The
plural of this. See This.
Thes'i-cle (thgs'I-k'l or the'sl-k'l), re. [Dim. of the'
sis/]
little or subordinate thesis ; a proposition.
The'sis (the'sis), re./ pi. Theses (-sez). [L., fr. Gr.
fle'crts, fr. TiSeVat to place, set.
See Do, and cf. AnathII

A

A

ema, Apotheoart, Epithet, Hypothesis, Parenthesis,
Theme, Tick a cover.]
1. A position or proposition
which a person advances and offers to maintain, or which
is actually maintained by argument.
2. Hence, an essay or dissertation written upon a specifio or definite theme ; especially, an essay presented bj
a candidate for a diploma or degree.
I told them of the grave, becoming, and sublime deportment
they should assume upon this mystical occasion, and read them
two homilies and a thesis of my own composing, to prepare
them.

Gotdsiuitli,

3. (Logic) An affirmation, in distinction from a supposition or hypothesis.
4. (Mus.) The accented part of the measure, expressed
by the downward beat ;
the opposite of arsis.
5. (Pros.) (a) The depression of the voice in pronouncing the syllables of a word. (6) The part of the
foot upon which such a depression falls.
Thes'mo-thete (thgs'mo-thet), «. [Gr. fle(r/u,o9e'njs
6e(7^6q that which is established, a law (fr. TiBdvai to set)
(Gr. Aniiq.) A lawee-njs a giver (also fr. riBevai).]
giver; a legislator; oneof the six junior archons at Athens.
Thes'pl-au (-pT-an), a. [From L. Thespis, Gr. ©eViris,
the founder of the Greek drama.] Of or pertaining to
Thespis ; hence, relating to the drama ; dramatic ; as, the
Thespian art.
re.
An actor.
Thes-sa'U-an (thSs-sa'lI-an), a. [Cf. L. Thessalius.]
Of or pertaining to Thessaly in Greece. Shak.^n.
native or inhabitant of Thessaly.
Thes'sa-lo'ni-an (thgs'sa-lo'uT-nn), a. Of or pertaining to Thessalonica, a city of Macedonia, —re. A native
or inhabitant of Thessalonica.
The'ta (tlie'ta), re. [L., fr. Gr. eijra, the Greek letter
A letter of the Greek alphabet correspoiuiiiig to
8, ©.]
th in English;
sometimes called the unlucky letter,
from being used by the judges on tlieir ballots in passing
condemnation on a prisoner, it being the first letter of
the Greek ^ai-aTOS, death.

—

+

^

A

—

Theta function (Math.), one of a group of functions
in developing the properties of elliptic functions.

used

[Gr. een/cdt fit for placing,
fr. Tiddvai, to set, lay do\vii.
See Thesis.] Laid down
absolute or positive, as a law. [Obs.]
Dr. H. More.
The'tlne (the'ttn or -ten), re.
[Thio -f ether
sulphrae.] (Chci)i.) Any one of a series of complex basic
sulphur compounds analogous to the sulphines.
The-ur'glc (the-fir'jTk), ) a. [L. theurgiciis, Gr. 6«The-ur'glo-al (-jT-kol), f
"of. F. thSurovpyixoi
giquc] Of or pertaining to theurgy ; magical.
Thenrglc hymni, songs of incantation.

Thet'lc-al (thgt'T-knl), a.

+

:

Gr.

self-acting

;

—

The'UT-glBt

who pretends

go ; siuK, Igk

(

(the'iSr-jTst), n.

to,

tben, tbin

or
;

is

[Cf. F. thiurgitte.]

addicted to, theurgy.

boN

;

zli

=z

One

HallytctU.

in azure.

The'nr-gy

[L. theurgia, Gr. OeovpyCa,
epyov
of God ; eeds God

(the'ur-jy), n.

+

Seovpyds doing the works
See Theism, and Woek.] 1. A
ct. F. theurgie.
work ; a miracle ; hence, magic ; sorcery.
2. A kind of magical science or art developed in Alexandria among the Neojilatouists, and supposed to enable
man to influence the will of the gods by means of purification and other sacramental rites. Scluiff-Herzog Encyc.
3. In later or modern magic, that species of magic in
which effects are claimed to be produced by supernatural
agency, in distinction from natural magic.
Thew (thu), n. [Chiefly used in the plural Thews
[OE. thew,peau, manner, habit, strength, AS.
(thiJz).]
pedw manner, habit (cf. pywan to drive) akin to OS.
Mau custom, habit, OHG. do«. V56.] 1. Manner custom habit ; form of behavior ; qualities of mind ; dispofr.

work:
divine

;

;

Thick

good qualities

specifically,

;

;

virtues.

For her great light
Chavcer.
Of sapience, and for her thews clear.
Evil speeches destroy good thews. WyclifiX Cor. xv. 33).
To be upbrought in gentle thews and martial might. Spenser.
Shak.
2. Muscle or strength ; nerve ; brawn ; sinew.

And I myself, who sat apart
And watched them, waxed

in every limb

;

thews of Anakim,
pulses of a Titan's heart.

Thewed

(thiid), a.

1.

Tennyson.

Furnished

vrith

thews or mus-

cles ; as, a v/e\\-thewed limb.
2. Accustomed; mannered.

[OJs.]
John Skelton.
Spenser.
Yet would not seem so rude and thewed ill.
Having
strong
thews or
(thu'y),
a.
or
large
Thew'y

muscular ; sinewy strong.
(tha), pron.pl. ; pass. Theibs ; oJ/._Them. [Icel.
peir they, properly nom. pi. masc. of sa, su, pat, a
demonstrative pronoun, akin to the English definite
muscles

;

;

They

article,

AS.

Sxt, nom.

se, se6,

Sa.

pi.

The

See That.]

They is never used adjectively,
plural of he, she, or it.
but always as a pronoun proper, and sometimes refers
to persons without an antecedent expressed.
Jolif and glad they went unto here [their] rest
And casten hem [them] full early tor to sail. Chaucer.
Heb. xiii. 24.
They of Italy salute you.
Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteous3Iatt. v. 6.

ness.

Frequently ; fast

1.

;

land covered thick with manure.
Thick and threefold, in quick succession, or in great

numbers. [Obs.]
VEstrange,
Thick, f.Z.&t. [Gi. &.?,. piccian.1 To thicken. [£.]
The nightmare I.if e-in-death was she,

Who thic/cs man's blood with cold.
Coleridge.
Thick'blll' (-bil'), re. The bullfinch. [Prov. Eng.}
Thick'en (thTk"n), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Thickened
(-'nd) p. pr.
vb. re. Thickening.]
To make thick (in
any sense of the word). Specifically
(a) To render dense
to inspissate
as, to thicken

&

&

;

:

—

;

;

paint.

To make

close to fill up interstices in ; as, to
thicken cloth to thicken ranks of trees or men.
(c) To strengthen
to confirm.
[06s.]
And this may help to thicken other proofs.
Shak.
(d) To make more frequent as, to thicken blows.
"
Tmck'en, v. i. To become thick.
Thy luster <AieA>
;

;

;

;

ere^

I felt the

The

piece.']

as,

(6)

[Obs.']

[AS.

(thik), adv.

quick.
2. Closely as, a plat of ground thick sown.
3. To a great depth, or to a greater depth than usual

;

sition

THINE

1498

THEURGY

when he

shines by

Shak.

.

The press of people thickens to the court.
Dryden,
The combat thickens, like the storm that flies. Dryden.
Thick'en-lng, re. Something put into a liquid or
mass to make it thicker.
Thlck'et (-St), re. [AS. piccet. See Thick, a.] A

wood or a collection of trees, shrubs,
a ram caught in a thicket.
Thick'head' (thik'hSd'),
stupid person.

etc., closely set ; as,
Gen. xxii. 13.

A

l.

re,

thick-headed or

\_Colloq.']

Any one

of several species of Australian
singing birds of the genus Pachycephala. The males of
some of the species are bright-colored. Some of the
species are popularly called thrushes.
Thick'-head'ed, a. Having a thick skull ; stupid.
Thick'ish, a. Somewhat thick.
(Zool.)
stone curlew.
Thick'-knee' (-ne'), re.
2. (Zo'dl.)

A

See under Stone.

Thick'ly, adv. In a thick manner deeply closely.
Thlck'ness, n. [AS. picnes.'] The quality or state
of being thick (in any of the senses of the adjective).
Thlck'set' (-sSf ), a. 1. Close planted as, a thickset wood
Dryden.
a thickset hedge.
2. Having a short, thick body stout.
;

;

;

111^°*

They

man, and
that

dit),

used indefinitely, as our ancestors used
French use on ; as, they say (French on
said by persons not specified.

is

as the
is, it is

+

IThioalThl-al'dine (tht-Sl'dTn or -den), re.
dehyde
-iKe.]
(Chem.) A weak nitrogenous sulphur
base, CoHiaNS,.

+

alcohol -f L. oZeum
{Chem.) A colorless oily liquid, (C;H5)2S2, having
oil.]
called also ethyl disulphide.
By
a strong garlic odor ;
extension, any one of the series of related compounds.
Thib'e-tan (ttb'e-tan), a. Of or pertaining to Thibet.
re.
A native or inhabitant of Thibet.
Thib'et cloth' (tlb'et klSth' or ti-bgf). (a) A fabric made of coarse goat's hair ; a kind of camlet.
(6) A

TWal-ol

(thi'Sl-ol), n.

[Thio-

-\-

—

—

kind of fine woolen cloth, used for dresses, cloaks, etc.
Thl-he'tlan (tl-be'shan), a. & n. Same as Thibetan.
Thl'hle (thi'b'l), n. A slice a skimmer a spatula
Ainsworth.
a pudding stick. [Oto. or Prov. Eng."]
;

;

Thick

[Compar. Thickee

superl.
Thickest.] [OE. thicke, AS. piece; akin to D. dik, OS.
thikki, OHG. dicchi thick, dense, G. dick thick, Icel. pykkr,
Ir. Hugh.
pjokkr, and probably to Gael.
Cf. Tight.]
1. Measuring in the third dimension other than length
and breadth, or in general dimension other than length
said of a solid body ; as, a timber seven inches thick.
Were it as thick as is a branched oak.
Chaucer.
My httle finger shall be thicker than my father's loins.
1 Kings 2cii. 10.
(thik), a.

(-er)

;

&

—

2. Having more depth or extent from one surface to
opposite than usual not thin or slender ; as, a thick
thick cloth thick paper ; a thick neck.
;
3. Dense; not thin; inspissated; as, thick vapors.
Also used figuratively ; as, thick darkness.
Make the gruel thick and slab.
Shak.
4. Not transparent or clear hence, turbid, muddy, or
misty ; as, the water of a river is apt to be thick after a
" In a thick, misty day."
rain.
Sir W. Scott.
5. Abundant, close, or crowded in space ; closely
set ; following in quick succession ; frequently recurring.
The people were gathered thick together. Luke xi. 29.
Black was the forest thick with beech it stood. Dryden.
having due distinction of syllables, or good arNot
6.
ticulation ; indistinct as, a thick utterance.
its

;

plank

;

;

;

;

Thlck'set', n.
2.

A stout,

;

;

;

;

;

^^^ Thick is often used in the formation of compounds,
most of which are

self -explaining

as, thick-hsiTTea, thick-

;

bodied, thid^comins, thick-cut, thiclc-&yms, thick-giowing, thick-leaYed, Wj/c/t'-lipped, Wiic/t'-necked, ihick-Tfianted, thick-Tihhed, th I'ci-shelled, thick-woven, and the like.

Thick register. iPhon.) See the Note under Registek,
re.,7.— Thick stuff {Naui.), all plank that is more than
four inches thick and less than twelve.
J. Knowles.
Syn. Dense close compact solid ; gross coarse.
Thick, re.
1. The thickest part, or the time when

—

anything
2.

is

;

;

;

;

thickest.
In the tliick of the dust and smoke.

A thicket

Knolles.

as, gloomy tticfo.
Drayton.
[Ofo.]
the thick they heard one rudely rush. Spenser.
He through a little window cast his sight
Through thick of bars, that gave a scanty light. Dryden.
;

Thick -and-thin block (Ifant.), a fiddle block.
all

Through thick and thin she followed him.

He became

the panegyrist, through thick

tary frenzy.

and

See under
obstacles
Hudibras.
a mili-

thin, of

Coleridge.

ale,

senate,

cSxe,

am, arm, ask,

twilled cotton cloth

a fustian corduroy,
McElrath.

;

A

(-skin'), re.
coarse, gross person a
person void of sensibility or sensitiveness ; a dullard.
Thlck'-sklnned' (-skind'), a. Having a thick skin

Thick'skln'

;

Holland.
dull obtuse.
ThlCk'skUll' (-skill'), re. A dullard, or dull person
Entick.
a blockhead a numskull.
Thlck'-Skulled' (-skuld'), a. Having a thick skull
hence, duU heavy stupid slow to learn.
Thick' wind' (wind'). (Far.) A defect of respiration
in a horse, that is unassociated vrith noise in breathing
or with the signs of emphysema.
Thlck'-'wind'ed, a. (Far.) Affected with thick wind.
Chaucer.
Thld'er (thtd'er), adv. Thither. [_Obs.'\
hence, not sensitive

;

;

;

;

;

;

Thld'er-ward (-werd), adv.

Thitherward.

{Obs.'\

Thlet (thef), re.; pi. Thieves (thevz). [OE. thej,
theef, AS.peof; akin to OFries. thiaf, OS. theof, thiof,
D. dief, G. dieb, OHG. diob, Icel. pjofr, Sw. tjuf, Dan.
tyv, Goth, piufs, piubs, and perhaps to Lith. tupeti to
squat or crouch down. Cf. Theet.] 1. One who steals

who commits

See Theft.
theft or larceny.
There came a privy thi^, men clepeth death. Chaucer.
Where tideves break through and steal. Matt. vi. 13.
Pp. Hall.
2. A waster in the snuff of a candle.
Thief leader,
Thief catcher. Same as Thief taker.
Thief
one who leads or takes away a thief. L' Estrange.
taker, one whose business is to find and capture thieves
Thief tube, a tube for withand bring them to justice.
Thieves' vinedrawing a sample of a liquid from a cask.
gar, a kind of aromatic vinegar for the sick room, taking
its name from the story that thieves, by using it, were
enabled to plunder, with impunity to health, in the great
plague at London. [Eng.]
Syn. Robber; pilferer. Thief, Robbee. A thief
takes our property by stealth; a robber attacks us
openly, and strips us by main force.
Take hsed, have open eye, for thieves do foot by night. Shak,

one

—

—

—

—

—

—

Some roving

Milton.

robber calling to his fellows.

&

adv. Like a thief ; thievish thievThlef'ly, a.
Chaucer.
ishly.
[OJs.]
IThienyl -f- ketoree.]
Thi'e'-none (thi'e-non), n.
(Chem.) A ketone derivative of thiophene obtained as a
white crystalline substance, (C4H3S)2.CO, by the action of
aluminium chloride and carbonyl chloride on thiophene.
;

(Chem.)

IThiophene -f
(-nil), «.
radical C4H3S, regarded as the essenresidue of thiophene and certain of its derivatives.
[imp.
i.
p. p. Thieved
Thle've (thev), v. t.
[AS. gepedfian.']
(thwd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Thie'sino.]
To practice theft ; to steal.
Thlev'er-y (-er-y), n. 1. The practice of stealing
theft ; thievislmess.
Among the Spartans, thievery was a practice morally good
-yl.]

Thi'e-nyl

The hypothetical
tial

&

&

&

That which
Thlev'iSh, a,
2.

is stolen.

Shak.

\Obs.'\

1. Given to stealing; addicted to
theft as, a thievish boy ; a thievish magpie.
2. Like a thief acting by stealth sly secret.
;

;

Time's

;

;

thievish progress to eternity.

Shak.

3. Partaking of the nature of theft ; accomplished by
stealing dishonest as, a thievish practice.
Or with a base and boisterous sword enforce
Shak.
thievish living on the common road.
;

;

A

— Thiev'lsh-ly,

adt;.

— Thiev'lsh-ness, n.

pih, peh, AS. pedh ; akin to
OFries. thiach, D. dij, dije, OHG. dioh, Ihioh, Icel. pja

Thigh

final,

(thi), n.

^11

Thigh bone (Anat.), the femur.
Thilk (thflk or thilk), pron. [Cf. Ilk same.] That
same ; this ; that. [Obs.] "I love ttiW; lass." Spenser.

Thou spake right now of tldlke traitor death. Chaucer.
Thill (thil), re. [OE. Ihille, AS. pille a board, plank,
beam, thiU akin to pel a plank, D. deel a plank, floor,
G. diele, OHG. dili, dilla, Icel. pilja a plank, planking,
a thwart, ^i7i a wainscot, plank; cf. Skr. tala a level
surface. V236. Cf. Fill a thill. Deal a plank.] 1. One
of the two long pieces of wood, extending before a vehicle, between which a horse is hitched
a shaft.
2. (Mining) The floor of a coal mine.
Raymond.
TMU coupling, a device for connecting the thjll of a ve;

;

hicle to the axle.
(-er), n.
The horse which goes between the
or shafts, and supports them also, the last horse
called also thill horse.
Thim'We (thTm'b'l), re. [OE. thimbil, AS.pytnel, fr.
pUma a thumb. V56. See Thumb.] 1.
kind of
cap or cover, or sometimes a broad ring, for the end of
the finger, used in sewing to protect the finger when
pushing the needle through the material. It is usually
made of metal, and has upon the outer surface numerous
small pits to catch the head of the needle.
2. (Mech.) Any thimble-shaped appendage or fixture.
Specifically: (6f)
tubular piece, generally a strut,
through which a bolt or pin passes. (J)
fixed or movable ring, tube, or lining placed in a hole,
(c) A tubular
cone for expanding a flue
called ferrule in England.
ring of thin metal formed with a
3. (Nant.)
grooved circumference so as to fit within an eye-splice,
or the like, and protect it from chafing.
Thim'ble-ber'ry (-bgr'ry), re. (Bot.) A kind of black

Thlll'er

thills,

in a

team

—

;

;

[OE.

thi,

eve, event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

A

A

A

;

—

A

common

raspberry (Rubus occidentalis),

Thlm'ble-eye'

(zo'dl.)

(-!'), re.

America.

in

The chub mackerel.

See under Chub.

Thlm'ble-ful

Thimblefuls

(-ful). w. ; pi.

(-fulz).

As

much

as a thimble will hold ; a very small quantity.
For a thimbleful of gold, a thimbleful of love. Dryderu
sleight-of-hand trick
Thlm'ble-rlg' (-rig'), n.
played with three small cups, shaped like thimbles, and
a small ball or little pea.
p. p. Thimbleeiggbd
Thlm'ble-rlg', v. t. [imp.
To swindle
(-rigd') p. pr.
vb. n. Thimblekigging.]
by means of small cups or thimbles, and a pea or small
ball placed under one of them and quickly shifted to
another, the victim laying a wager that he knows under
which cup it is ; hence, to cheat by any trick.
Thlm'ble-rig'ger (-ger), n. One who cheats by thimblerigging, or tricks of legerdemain.
Thlin'bie-weed' (-wed'), re. (Bot.) Any plant of the
composite genus Rudbeckia, coarse herbs somewhat resembling the sunflower ;
so called from their conical

A

&

&

;

—

receptacles.
Thin (thin), a.

[Compar. Thinnee

(-ner)

superl.

;

Thinnest.] [OE. thinne, thenne, thunne, AS. pynne;
akin to D. dun, G. diinn, OHG. dunni, Icel. punnr, Sw.
tunn, Dan. iynd, Gael.
Ir. tana, W. teneu, L. tenuis,
Gr. Tan;- (in comp.) stretched out, ravads stretched,
stretched out, long, Skr. tanu thin, slender ; also to AS.
penian to extend, G. dehnen, Icel. penja, Goth, panjan
(in comp.), L. tendere to stretch, tenere to hold, Gr.
TeCveiv to stretch, Skr. tan.
V51 & 237. Cf. Attenuate, Dance, Tempt, Tenable, Tend to move, Tenuous,
Thundek, Tone.] 1. Having little thickness or extent
from one surface to its opposite; as, a thin plate of
metal thin paper a thin board a thin covering.
applied to fluids or soft
2. Rare not dense or thick
Shak.
mixtures as, thin blood thiii broth thin air.
air
is
more thin.
Bacon.
In the day, when the
Satan, bowing low

&

;

—
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

His gray dissimulation, disappeared,
Milton.

Into thin air diflused.

close ; not crowded ; not filling the space ; not
having the individuals of which the thing is composed in
a close or compact state hence, not abundant ; as, the
trees of a forest are thin ; the corn or grass is thin.
Ferrara is very large, but extremely thin of people. Addison.
4. Not full or well grown wantmg in plumpness.
Seven thin ears . . . blasted with the east wind. Gen. xh. 6.
3.

Not

;

;

5. Not stout ; slim
slender
son becomes thin by disease.

Wanting

in

lean

;

;

6.

;

gaunt

as,

;

;

;

;

hollow sounds, and lamentable screams.

Tliin,

a per-

body or volume small feeble not full.
Dryden.

Shght small slender flimsy ; wanting substance
or depth or force superficial inadequate not sufficient
7.

;

;

;

;

;

for a covering

My

;

as,

;

a thin disguise.

Chaucer.
done, for my wit is but thin.
Thin is used in the formation of compounds which
are mostly self-explaining: as, tttre-faced, ttire-lipped,
razre-peopled, ^Aire-shelled, Wim-soled, and the like.

1^^

Thin section.
Thin, adv.
state

;

as,

tale is

See under Section.

Not thickly or

closely

;

in a scattered

seed sown thin.

South.

and honest.

Through

Fiddle.— Through thick and thin, through
and difflculties, both great and small.

A close or thick hedge.

or velveteen.

;

7. Deep ; profound
as, thick sleep.
[JJ.]
Shak.
8. Dull not quick ; as, thick of hearing.
Shak.
His dimensions to any thick sight were invincible. Shak.
9. Intimate very friendly familiar.
\_Colloq.2
We have been thick ever since.
T. Hughes.

1.

rump, and probably to Lith. laukas fat of sni«
mats, tukti to become fat, Russ. tuke fat of animals.
V56.] 1. (Anat.) The proximal segment of the hind
limb between the knee and the trunk. See Femue.
2. (Zo'dl.) The coxa, or femur, of an insect.
thigh,

Spain

is

thin

sown

Bacon.

of people.

&

[imp.
p. p. Thinned (thlnd) p. pr. &
vb. re. Thinning.]
[Cf. AS. gepynnian.'] To make thin
(in any of the senses of the adjective).
used with
Th&, V. i. To grow or become thin
some adverbs, as out, away, etc. as, geological strata
thin out, i. e., gradually diminish in thickness until they

Thin,

V.

t.

;

;

—

;

disappear.

&

Thine (thin), pron.
a.
[OE. thin, AS. Sin, originally gen. of Su, sa, thou akin to G. dein thine, Icel.
pinn, possessive pron.,^ire, gen. of^ thou, Goth.peins,
possessive pron.,^eirea, gen. of pu thou. See Thou, and
cf. Thy.]
a form of the possessive case of the pronoun
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, 5dd

i

Ikou, now superseded in common discourse by your, the
possessive of yo^t, but maintaining a place in solemn
discourse, in poetry, and in tlie usual language of the
Friends, or Quakers.
11^°' In the old style, thine was commonly shortened
to Mi (thy) when used attributively before words beginning with a consonant now, thy is used also before vowThine is often used absolutely, the thing possessed
els.
;

being' understood.

(thing), n. IAS. ping a thing, cause, assembly,
judicial assembly ; akin to pingan to negotiate, pingian
to reconcile, conciliate, D. ding a thing, OS. thing thing,
assembly, judicial assembly, G. ding a thing, formerly also,
an assembly, court, Icel. ping a thing, assembly, court,
Dan. ting ; perhaps originally used of the transacSw.
tions of or before a popular assembly, or the time appointed for such an assembly ; cf. G. dingen to bargain,
hire, MHG. dingen to hold court, speak before a court,
negotiate, Goth, peihs time, perhaps akin to L. lempus
time. Cf. Hustings, and Tempobal of time.] 1. Whatever exists, or is conceived to exist, as a separate entity,

Thing

&

whether animate or inanimate
tinguishable object of thought.

God made

.

. .

after his kind.
He sent after this

any separable or

;

<?««

manner ; ten asses laden with the good

A thing of beauty is a joy forever.
An

being
3.

A

>•

Of her own
3.

Beau.

to consider

;

*

Fl.

feel indignation.

{Obs.\

(think'a-b'l), a.
; cogitable.

Capable of being
Sir W. Hamilton.

especially and
one who thinks in a particular manner as, a
close thinker ; a deep thinker ; a coherent thinker.
Think'ing, a. Having the faculty of thought ; cogitative capable of a regular train of ideas ; as, man is a
thinking being.
Thlnk'ing-ly, adv.
Think'ing, n. The act of thinking ; mode of thinking ; imagination ; cogitation ; judgment.

One who thinks;

(-er), n.

;

—

;

I

heard a bird so sing,

Whose music, to my thinking, pleased the king. Shak.
Thin'ly (thin'ly), adv. In a thin manner in a loose,
not thickly
as, ground
scattered manner ; scantily
;

;

;

thinly planted with trees ; a country thinly inhabited.
Thln'ner (-ner), n. One who thins, or makes thinner.
Thln'ness, n. The quality or state of being thin (in
any of the senses of the word).

Somewhat thin.
(-ntsh), a.
TMn'O-Ute (thin'o-llt), n. [Gr. fli's, eivo's, shore -f
calcareous tufa, in part crystalline, oc(Min.)
-lite.2
curring on a large icale as a shore deposit about the
Quaternary lake basins of Nevada.
Thin'— skinned' (thTn'skind'), a. Having a thin
skin ; hence, sensitive ; irritable.
[Gr. Setov brimstone, sulphur.]
Thl'O- (thi'o-).
(Chem.yA combining form (also used adjectively) denoting the presence of sulphur. Cf Sulpho-.
sulThl'0-car'lion-ate (-kar'bon-St), n. (Chem.)
Thln'nish

A

.

A

phocarbonate.
Thi'O-car-bon'Ic

.

Granvilte-

bonic.']

Swift.

\_Thio(-kar-bon'Tk), a.
(Chem.) Same as SuiiPHocAEBONic.

car-

-\-

Thi'O-cy'a-nate (-si'ar-nat), re. (Chem.) Same as SuLphooyanate.
cyanic.'}
IThioThi'0-cy-an'lc (-st-Sn'ik), a.
{Chem.) Same as Sulphocyanic.
[TAiophene -jThl'O-naph'thene (-naf'then), n.
naphthsilene/j (Chem.) A double benzene and thiophene
nucleus, CgB^S, analogous to naphthalene, and like it the
base of a large series of derivatives. [Written also thio-

furniture ; appurtenances ; luggage ;
6. pi. Clothes
ICollog.l
as, to pack or store one's things.
d^" Formerly, the singular was sometimes used in a
plural or collective sense.
And them she gave her moebles and her thing. Chaucer.
^g^ Thing was used in a very general sense in Old
English, and is still heard colloquially where some more
definite term would be used in careful composition.
In the garden [he] walketh to and fro,
And hath his things \i. e., prayers, devotions] said full cour;

+

naphtene.']

Hearkening his minstrels their things play.
7. {Law) Whatever may be possessed or owned; a
distinguished from person.
property
In Scandinavian
8. [In this sense pronounced ting.1
countries, a legislative or judicial assembly. Longfellow.
Things personal. (Lmo) Same as Personal property, unThings real. Same as Beal property,
der Personai.

Thi-on'iC (tht-on'ik), a. [Gr. 8etov brimstone, sulphur.] (CAem.) Of or pertaining to sulphur; containing
or resembling sulphur ; specifically, designating certain
of the thio compounds ; as, the thionic acids. Cf. DithiONic, Teithionic, Teteathionic, etc.
Thi'on-ine (thi'on-tn or -en), n. [Gr. 0elov brimstone, sulphur.] {Chem.) An artificial red or violet dyestufi consisting of a complex sulphur derivative of certain
aromatic diamines, and obtained as a dark crystalline

under Keal.

powder ;

Chaucer.
Chaucer.

teously.

;

—

—

&

p. p. Thought (that) ;
Think (thtnk), V. i. [imp.
[OE. thinken, properly, to
vb. n. Thinkinq.]
p. pr.
seem, from A&. pyncean (cf. METEnNKs), but confounded
with OE. thenken to think, f r. AS. pencean (imp. pohte) ;
akin to D. denken, dunken, OS. ihenkian, thunkian, G.
denken, dunken, Icel. pekkja to perceive, to know, pykkja
to seem, Goth. pagkjan, paggkjan, to think, pygkjan to
think, to seem, OL. tongere to know.
Cf. Thank,
Thought.] 1. To seem or appear ;
used chiefly in the
expressions meihinketh or inethinks, and methought.
^^^ These are genuine Anglo-Saxon expressions,
equivalent to it seems to me, it seemed to me. In these
expressions me is in the dative case.
2. To employ any of the intellectual powers except that
of simple perception through the senses ; to exercise the
higher intellectual faculties.
For that I am
I know, because I think.
Dryden.
(a) To call anything to mind ; to re3. Specifically
member ; as, I would have sent the books, but I did not

&

Thi'on-Ol

SSO, onite, r^de, fiiU,

Thl'0-sul-phu'ric

;

pity

-|-

sulphu-

—

xylenes from benzene.

[OE. thridde, AS. pridda, fr. pri,
akin to D. derde third, G. dritte, Icel.
pred, three
priSi, Goth, pridja, L. tertius, Gr. rpiTo?, Skr. tiTiya. See
Thkek, and cf. Riding a jurisdiction, Tierce.] 1. Next
the ordiafter the second ; coming after two others
nal of three ; as, the third hour in the day. " The third
Chaucer.
night."

Thlra

(therd), a.
;

;

;

[Thio-

(-siil-fii'rik), a.

and

{Chem.) Of , pertaining to, or designating, an unstable acid, H2S0O3, analogous to sulphuric acid, and
formerly called Fiyposulphurovs acid.
Thl'O-tO'lene (-to'len), n. \_Thio- -\- tolnene.l {Chem.)
colorless oily liquid, CiHjS.CHj, analogous to, and recalled also methyl thiophene.
sembling, toluene
Thi-OS'ene (tht-Bks'en), re. [TAiophene -}- xylene.']
one
of
three
possible metameric substances,
Chem,.) Any
which are dimethyl derivatives of thiophene, like the

A

—

;

;

food,

fo~bt

;

divided.
2. The sixtieth part of a second of time.
3. {3fus.) The third tone of the scale ; the mediant.
4. pi. {Law) The third part of the estate of a deceased husband, which, by some local laws, the widow is
entitled to enjoy during her life.
Minor
Major third (Mus.), an interval of two tones.
third (Mus.), an interval of a tone and a half.

is

—

(0. Eng. Law) An
Thild'-hor'OUgh (-biir'6), n.
Shak. Johnson.
under constable.
Third'lngS (-Ing2), n. pi. {Eng. Law) The third
part of the com or grain growing on the ground at the
tenant's death, due to the lord for a heriot, as within

manor of Turfat in Herefordshire.
Thlrd'ly, adv. In the third place.

the

out,

oU

:

chair

;

go

;

Bacon.

A

third
Third'-pen'ny (-p6n'ny), re. {A. S. Law)
part of the profits of fines and penalties imposed at the
perquisites
enamong
the
county court, which was
Burrill.
joyed by the earl.
or
Thirled
(therld
Thirl (therl), v. t. [imp.
p. p.
[See Thrili,.]
vb. re. Thirling.]
therl'ed); p. pr.
To bore; to drill or thrill. See Thrill. [Obs. or Prov.]
That with a spear was thirled his breast bone. Chaucer.

&

&

Thirl'age (-aj 48), re. [Cf. Thrall.] {Scots Law)
right which the owner of a mill possesses, by contract or law, to compel the tenants of a certain district,
or of his sucken, to bring all their grain to his mill for
Erskine.
grinding.
Thirst (therst), n. [OE. thirst, purst, AS. purst,
pyrst ; akin to J>. dorst, OS. thurst, G. durst, Icel.
Dan. i'orst, Goth, paurstei thirst, paursns
porsti, Sw.
dry, yi'\thexe&,paurseip reiti: Ithirst, gapairsan to wither,
L. torrere to parch, Gr. repa-ecrOai, to become dry, repa-aiveiv to dry up, Skr. trsk to thirst. V54. Cf ToREip.]
1.
sensation of dryness in the throat associated with
a craving for liquids, produced by deprivation of drink,
or by some other cause (as fear, excitement, etc.) which
arrests the secretion of the pharyngeal mucous membrane ; hence, the condition producing this sensation.
Wherefore is this that thou hast brought us up out of Egypt,
Ex. xvii. 3.
to kill us, and our children . . . with thir-stf
With thirst, with cold, with hunger so confounded. Chaucer.
2. Pig. :
want and eager desire after anything ; a
craving or longing ;
usually with for, of, or after ; as,
the thirst for gold. " Thirst of worldly good." Fair/ax.
;

The

&

.

A

A

—

" The

thirst I had of knowledge."
Stilton.
Thirst, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Thirsted ; p. pr.

&

&

vb.
[AS. pyrstan. See Thirst, re.] 1. To
n. Thirsting.]
feel thirst ; to experience a painful or uneasy sensation
of the throat or fauces, as for want of drink.
Ex. xvii. 3.
The people thirsted there for water.

To have a vehement

2.

desire.
. the living God.

My soul thirsteth for
Thirst,

He

.

.

Ps.

xlii. 2.

V. t.
To have a thirst for. [R.]
seeks his keeper's flesh, and thirsts his blood. Prior,

Thirst'er (therst'er),

re.

One who

thirsts.

Thirst'1-ly (-i-lj^), adv. In a thirsty manner.
Thlrst'i-ness, re. The state of being thirsty ; thirst.
Thirs'tle (thers't'l), re. The throstle. [Prov. Eng."]
Thlrst'y (therst'y), a. [Compur. Thirstier (-T-er) snjoerZ. Thirstiest.] [AS. purstig. SeeTHiKST,re.] 1. Feeling thirst ; having a painful or distressing sensation from
want of drink ; hence, having an eager desire.
Give me, I pray thee, a little water to drink, for I am thirsty.
Judges iv. 19.
2. Deficient in moisture ; dry ; parched.
A dry and t/tirsty land, where no water is. Ps. Ixiii. 1.
;

When

in the sultry glebe I faint,

Or on the thirsty mountain pant.
Addison.
Thir'teen' (ther'teu'), a. [OE. thretlene, AS. preStene,pre6tyne. See Three, and Ten, and cf. Thirty.]
One -more than twelve ; ten and three j as, thirteen
ounces or pounds.
Thir'teen', re. 1. The number greater by one than
twelve the smn of ten and three ; thirteen units or ob;

jects.

A

symbol representing thirteen units, as 13, or xiii.
Thlr'teenth' (-tenth'), a. [From Thirteen cf. AS.
2.

:

ric.l

iii. 9.

—

— formerly called hyposulphite.

for the excess of unchanged silver chloride, bromide,
iodide on the sensitive plate.

;

Up, fim

;

The sodium salt is still called in photography by
the name sodium hyposulphite, being used as a solvent
([|^="

—

;

—

Thl-oph'thene (tht-Sf'then), n. [Abbreviated from
{Chem.) A double thiophene nucleus,
C6H4S2, analogous to thionaphthene, and the base of a
large series of compounds. [Written also thiophtene.J
Thl'O-SUl'phate (thi'6-siil'fat), re. {Chem.) A salt of
thiosulphuric acid

Bee Tiers
(i) In France, the tiers ^tat.
order (R. C. Ch.), an order attached to a
monastic order, and comprising men and women devoted
to a rule of pious living, called the third rule, by a simple
vow if they remain seculars, and by more solemn vows
Third
See Tertiary, re., 1.
if they become regulars.
person (Gram.), the person spoken of. See Person, re., 7.
— Third sound. (JfMS.) See Third, re., 3.
Third (therd), re. 1. The quotient of a unit divided
by three ; one of three equal parts into which anything

Commons,
BTAT.— Third

A

thiona.phthene.']

Syn. To expect; guess; cogitate; reflect; ponder;
contemplate meditate muse imagine suppose ; believe. See EiPECT, Guess.
Think, V. t. \, To conceive ; to imagine.
Charity . . . thinkelh no evil. 1 Cor. xili. 4, 5.
;

It
of

A

;

—

;

A red

drate.

11^°" To think, in a philosophical use as yet somewhat
limited, designates the higher intellectual acts, the acts
preeminently rational ; to iudge to compare to reason.
Thinking is employed by Hamilton as " comprehending
all our cognitive energies."
It is defined by Mansel as
" the act of knowing or judging by means of concepts,"
by Lotze as "the reaction of the mind on the material
supplied by external influences." See Thought.
To think better of. See under Better.
To think much
of, or To thinii well of, to hold in esteem; to esteem
highly.
;

{Chem.)

;

;

Matt.

-ol.'i

sulphur hydrocarbon, C4H4S, analogous to
furfuran and benzene, and acting as the base of a large
number of substances which closely resemble the corresponding aromatic derivatives.
{Chem.) Of, perThi'O-phe'nlo (thi'6-fe'nTk), a.
specifically,
taining to, or derived from, thiophene
designating a certain acid analogous to benzoic acid.
{Chem.)
[TMophenol.l
(-nol),
re.
-\ThI'O-phe'nol
A colorless mobile liquid, CuHj.SH, of an ofi:ensive odor,
sulphyalso
phenyl
called
and analogous to phenol

{Chem.)

reflect

fatlier.

+

artificially,

+

Well thought upon ; I have it here.
Shah.
upon any subject ; to muse ; to meditate
to consider ; to deliberate.
And when he thought thereon, he wept. Mark xiv. 72.
He thought within himself, saying, What shall I do, because
Luke xii. 17.
I have no room where to bestow my fruits ?
(c) To form an opinion by reasoning ; to judge ; to conclude ; to believe ; as, I think it will rain to-morrow.
Let them marry to whom they think best. ^um. xxxvi. 6.
(d) To purpose ; to intend ; to design ; to mean.
I thought to promote thee unto great honor. Mum. xxiv. 11.
Thou thought'st to help me.
Shak.
(e) To presume ; to venture.
Tliink not to say within yourselves. We have Abraham to our

To

violet.

beautiful fluorescent crystaUine substance, intermediate
in composition between thionol and thionine.
-yl.]
{Chem.)
Thl'on-yl (thi'on-Tl), re. IThionic
The hypothetical radical SO, regarded as an essential constituent of certain sulphurous compounds; as, thionyl
chloride.
Thi'O-phene (-o-fen), re. [Thio- -f- phenyl -f -eree.]

it.

to ponder

IThioniue

re.

by the chemical dehydration
thionine, as a brown amorphous powder.
Thl-on'0-line (tht-3n'6-lTn or -len), re. {Chem.)
produced

is

:

(6)

(-51),

or violet dyestuff having a greenish metallic luster.

—

think of

— called also phenylene

;

Third estate, (a) In England, the commons, or the commonalty, who are represented in Parliament by the House
of

to esteem.

chiefly,

1

.

To

(6)

TUnk'er

iShak.
what things you are
Addison,
and
. turned frora me.

be this abject thing no more,
I have a thing in prose.

;

ThinU'a-ble

—

'11

which anything

son.

thought or conceived

;

I

believe

2. Constituting or being one of three equal parts intC~
as, the third part of a day.
is divided

[06j.]

—

said] AU these things are against me. Gen. xlii. 36.
ye tell me, I in like wise will tell you by what
Matt. xxi. 24.
tuthority I do these things.
4. A portion or part ; something.
Tittolson.
thing
wisdom.
of
Wicked men who understand any
5. A diminutive or slighted object ; any object viewed
often used in pity or contempt.
as merely existing ;

sighed,

To

iii. 6.

if

See, sons,

to plot ; to compass.
So little womanhood

;

Milton.
Nor think superfluous others' aid.
To think much, to esteem a great matter ; to grudge.
{Obs.} " [He] thought not much to clothe his enemies^'
Milton.
To think scorn, (a) To disdain. [Obs.l " He
thought scorn to lay hands on Mordecai alone." Esther

2a-

things

Gen. xlv. 23.
Keats.

inanimate object, in distinction from a living

The poor thing

or design

And natural goodness, as to think the death

(And Jacob

Which

To plan

dis-

any lifeless material.
Ye meads and groves, unconscious things ! Cowper.
transaction or occurrence an event ; a deed.'

;

2.

every thing that creepeth upon the earth

of Eeypt.

2.

THIRTY

1499

THING

predtedSa.] 1. Next in order after the twelfth
the
the ordinal of thirteen; as, the
third after the tenth
thirteenth day of the month.
2. Constituting or being one of thirteen equal parts
;

—

;

which anything is divided.
Thlr'teenth', re. 1. The quotient of a unit divided
one of thirteen equal parts into which anything is divided.
2. The next in order after the twelfth.
3. {Mus.) The interval comprising an octave and ft
into

by thirteen

;

sixth.

Thir'tl-eth (-tT-Sth), a. [From Thirty: cf. AS.
1, Next in order after the twenty-ninth;
the tenth after the twentieth
the ordinal of thirty;
as, the thirtieth day of the month.
2. Constituting or being one of thirty equal parts
prltigoSa.']

;

—

into which anything is divided.
Thir'tl-eth, n. The quotient of a unit divided by
thirty
one of thirty equal parts.
Thlr'ty (-ty), a. [OE. ihritty, AS. prltig, prittig
akin to D. dertig, 6. dreissig, Icel. prjatiti, prjatigi,
;

prir teger, Goth, preis

sins, iijk

;

tVien,

thin

;

bON

iigjit's,

;

i.

e.,

zh = z

three tens.

in azure.

See

1500

THIRTY
Theeb, and Ten, and cf. Thirteen.] Being three times
ten ; ponsisting of one more than twenty-nine twenty
and ten as, the month of June consists of thirty days.
Thir'ty (tlier'ty), n.; pi. Thieties (-tiz). 1. The
sum of three tens, or twenty and ten thirty units or ob;

;

;

jects.

A symbol

expressing tliirty units, as 30, or xxx.
Thir'ty-sec'onfi (-sek'iind), a. Being one of thirtytwo equal parts into wliich anything is divided.
Thlrty-Becond note (Mus.), the thirty-second part of a
Whole note ; a demi-semiquaver.
2.

THORNBILL

Thlth'er (thTtb'er), a. 1. Being on the farther side
from the person speaking ; farther ;
a correlative of
hither; as, on the thither side of the water.
W. D. Howells.
2. Applied to time : On the thither side of, older
than ; of more years than. See Hither, a.
Huxley.
Thltll'er-tO' (too'), ad:;. To that point so far. [Ote.]
Tbith'er-ward (-werd), adv. Toward that place ; in
that direction.

—

This

AS.

[OE. this,
n3ut. ; akin to

masc,

Seos, fern., Sis,
OS. these, T). deze, G. dieser, OHG. diser, deser, Icel.
pessi ; originally from the definite article
a particle
•se, -si; cf. Goth, sai behold.
See The, That, and cf.
thes,

<Ses,

+

These, Those.] 1. As a demonstrative pronoun, this
denotes something that is present or near in place or
time, or something just mentioned, or that is just about
to be mentioned.
When they heard this, they were pricked in their heart.
Acts

But know

this, that if
tiie thief

in what watch

ii.

37.

man of the house had known
would come, he would have watched.

the good

Matt. xxiv.

43.

2. As an adjective, this has the same demonstrative
force as the pronoun, but is followed by a noun ; as, this
book this way to town.
8^°° This may be used as opposed or correlative to
that, and sometimes as opposed to othej- or to a second
;

See the Note under That, 1.
This way and that the wavering sails they bend.
Pope.
A body of this or that denomination is produced. Boyle.
Their judgment in this we may not, and in that we need not,

this.

iiveiv to cut.]

with their faces thitherward.
1.

Consider the arguments which the author had to write this,
or to design the other, before you arraign him.
Ttryden.
Thy crimes . . soon by this or this will end. Addison.
This, like a, every, that, etc., may refer to a number, as of years, persons, etc., taken collectively or as a
.

^S^

whole.
This twenty years have I been with thee. Gen. xxxi. 38.
I have not wept this forty j'ears
but now
My mother comes afresh into my eyes.
Dryden.
;

Thls'tle (thls"l), n.

&

to D.

G.

[OE.

thistil,

AS.

pistel ; akin

OHG.

distel,

Thole (thol), n. [Written also thouiel, and thowl.']
[OE. thol, AS. pol; akin to D. dol, Icel. pollr a fir tree,
a young fir, a tree, a thole.] 1. A wooden or metal
pin, set in the gunwale of a boat, to serve as a fulcrum
for the oar in rowing.
Longfellow.
The

pin, or handle, of

Thole,

Any one

of several prickly

composite plants, especially those of the genera
Cnicus, Cardans, and
Onopordon. The name is
often also applied to other
prickly plants.
Blessed thistle, Carduus
benedictus, so named be-

—

—

—

—

—

See under Globe, Melon, etc.
Pine
Atractylis pummifera, a native of the Mediterranean region.
viscid gum resin flows from the involucre.
Scotch thistle, either the cotton thistle, or the musk
thistle, or the spear thistle ;
all used as national emblems of Scotland. —Sow thistle, Sonchus oleraceus.
Spear thistle. Same as Boll thistle.
Star thistle, a
species of Centaurea. See Centaurea.
Torch thistle,
a candelabra-shaped plant of the genus Cereus. See CeEEns.
Yellow thistle, Cnicus horridulus.
Thistle bird (ZooL), the American goldfinch, or yellowbird (Spinus tristis)
so called on account of its feeding on the seeds of thistles. See Rlust. under Goldfinch.
Thistle butterfly iZo'dl.), a handsomely colored
American butterfly ( Vanessa cardni) whose larva feeds
upon thistles
called also painted lady.
Thistle cock
[Prov.
(Zo'dl.), the com bunting (Enberiza miliaria).
Eng.]
Thistle crown, a gold coin of England of the
reign of James J.. worth four shillings.
Thistle finch
{Zo'dl.), the goldfinch
so called from its fondness for
thistle seeds. [Prov. ^no.]
Thistle funnel, a funnel havthistle, etc.

A

—

—

—
—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

,

;

—

—

—

ing a bulging body and flaring mouth.
This'tly (this'iy), a. 1. Overgroivn with
thistles
as, thistly ground.
Thomson.
2. Fig. : Resembling a thistle or thistles
sharp ; prickling.
In such a world, so thorny, and where none
Finds happiness unbhghted, or, if found.
Without some thistly sorrow at its side. Cowper
Thltli'er (thtth'er), adv.
[OE. thider,
AS. Sider ; akin to E. that ; cf. Icel. paSra
there, Goth, papro thence. See That, and The.]
1.
that place ;
opposed to hither.
This city is near ... O, let me escape thither. Gen. xix. 20.
Where I am, thither ye can not come. John vii. 34.
2. To that point, end, or result ; as, the argument
tended thither.
Hither and thither, to this place and to that ; one way
and another.
Syn. There.
Thither, There. Thither properly
denotes motion toward a place ; there denotes rest in a
place as, I am going thither, and shall meet you there.
But thither has now become obsolete, except in poetry,
or a style purposely conformed to the past, and there is
now used in both senses ; as, I shall go there to-morrow
;

—

;

—

—

;

shall

go there together.
ale,

t.

To

Tholed

(thold)

Bums.

thole the winter's sleety dribble.

To

V. i.

&

wait.

1

;

believer in Thomtaining to Thomsonianism. —n.
sonianism one who practices Thomsonianism.
An empirical
(-Iz'm),
n.
(Med.)
Thom-SO'ni-ail-ism
system which assumes that the human body is composed
water,
and that
of four elements, earth, air, fire, and
from the
vegetable medicines alone should be used ;
founder. Dr. Samuel Thomson, of Massachusetts.

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

—

Thom'son-ite (tSm'siin-it), re. [From K. D. Thom(3{in.) A zeolitic mineral, occurring
generally in masses of a radiated structure. It is a hydrous silicate of alumina, lime, and soda. Called also
mesole, and comptonite.
Thong (thong ; 115), n. [OE. thong, pwong, thtoang,
AS. pwang ; akin to Icel. pvengr a thong, latchet. V57.
Cf. Twinge.]
A strap of leather ; especially, one used
for fastening anything.
son, of Glasgow.]

And

nails for loosened spears,

and thongs for

shields, provide.

Brifden.

Thong seal (Zo'dl.), the bearded seal. See the Note
under Seal.
Tho'oid (tho'oid), a. [Gr. eda, fluos, the jackal -f
-oid.]
(Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to a group of carnivores,
including the wolves and the dogs.
Thor (th8r), n. [Icel. pSrs. Cf. Thubsdat.] (Scand.
Myth.) The god of thimder, and son of Odin.
II

ThO'ra-cen-te'SiS (tho'ra-sSn-te'sis), n.

[NL^,

fr.

+

Gr. 9aipa^ thorax
(ceVrTjo-is pricking, from Kevrelv to
prick, stab.] (Surg.) The operation of puncturing the
chest wall so as to let out liquids contained in the cavity of the chest.
[Cf. F. thoracigue."]
Tho-rac'ic (thS-rSstk), a.
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the thorax, or chest.
Thoracic duct (Anat.), the great trunk of the lymphatic
vessels, situated on the ventral side of the vertebral colin the thorax and abdomen. See Ulusl. of Lacteal.

umn

(Zo'dl.)

One

of

ThO-rac'lc, n. [Cf. F. thoracigue.']
a group of fishes having the ventral fins placed beneath
the thorax or beneath the pectoral fins,
ThO-rac'1-ca (tho-r5s'i-ka), n.pl. [NL.] (Zo'dl.) A
division of cirripeds including those which have six thoracic segments, usually bearing six pairs of oirri. The
II

common

barnacles are examples.

Tho'ra-com'e-ter (-ra-k8m'e-ter), K. (Physiol.) Same
as Stethometer.

[Thorax
Tho'ra-CO-plas'ty (tho'ra-kS-plSs'tj^), n.
plasty.']
(Med.) A remodeling or reshaping of the
ribs,
the
of
removing
thorax especially, the operation
so as to obliterate the pleural cavity in cases of empyema.
ThO'ra-COS'tra-ca (tho'ra-kos'tr4-k4), n. pi. [NL.
See Thobax, and Ostracoid, a.] (Zo'dl.) An extensive
-\-

;

II

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

re-

-|-

(Surg.) The
operation of

opening the

One

pleural cavity by incision.

Tho'ral

of the Thoracostraca (Gebia
c Carapace !
Telson.

/

[iJ.]

Of or
Ayliffe.

Tho'rax (tho'raks), m. [L.,
The part of the trunk be-

fr,

Gr. ewpaf.] 1. (Anat.)
j'^'-»!©-^

^

tween the neck and the ab,^~—
d o m e n , containing that
part of the body cavity the gf L,
walls of which are supported by the dorsal vertebrae, the ribs, and the sterfy
num, and in which the "^^
heart and lungs are situ;

affinis)..

[L. torus a couch, bed.]

(tho'ral), a.

pertaining to a bed.

&

;

[Prov. Eng.
yS'coi.]
Tho-msa'an (th6-me'an 277), n. (Eccl. Hist.) A
Tho-me'an ) member of the ancient church of Christians established on the Malabar coast of India, which
some suppose to have been originally founded by the
Apostle Thomas.
1 n.
{Eccl. Hist.) The
Tho'mlsm (tho'miz'm),
doctrine of Thomas
Tho'ma-ism (tho'ma-Tz'm), ]
Aquinas, esp. with respect to predestination and grace.
Tho'mlst (-mist 277), n. (Eccl. Hist.) A follower
of Thomas Aquinas.
See Scotist.
Tho'mlte (-mit), n. (Eccl. Hist.) A Thomeean.
Thom'sen-O-Ute (tSm'sen-6-lit), n. [Named after Dr.
J. yAomsere of Copenhagen. See -lite.] (JIfi'n. ) A fluoride of aluminium, calcium, and sodium occurring with
the cryolite of Greenland.
Thom'sen's dls-ease' (tSm'senz diz-ez'). [From
Thomsen, a physician of Sleswick.] (Med.) An affection
apparently congenital, consisting in tonic contraction
and stiffness of the voluntary muscles occurring after a
period of muscular inaction.
Thom-so'ni-an (t5m-so'ni-an), a. (Med.) Of or per-

Thole,

thorax

ated

& p. p.

;

bite of venomous creatures.
Ball thistle, Cnicus
Thistle.
lanceolatus, the common
large thistle of neglected pastures.
Canada thistle, Cnicus arvensis, a native of Europe, but introduced into the
United States from Canada.
Cotton thistle, Onopordon
Acanihium.—Tvnet'a thistle, the teasel.
Globe thistle,
thistle,

[imp.

p. pr.
vb. n. Tholing.]
[OE. polen, polien, AS. polian; akin
to OS. iholon, OHG. dolen,G. geduld patience, dulden to
endure, Icel. pola, Sw. tSla, Dan. iaale, Goth, pulan, L.
tolerare, tulisse, to endure, bear, iollere to lift, bear, Gr.
TXiji/ai to bear, Skr. tul to lift.
V65. Cf. Tolerate.]
To bear ; to endure ; to midergo. [06i. or <Sco/.] Gower.
So much woe as I have with you tholed.
Chaucer.
V.

A

cause it was formerly considered an antidote to the

Melon

a scythe snath.

Same as Thole.

Thole pin.

;

distila, distil, Icel. pistill,
Sw. tistel, Dan. iidsel ; of
uncertain origin.] (Bol.)

wt

usUatissima).
2. A black varnish obtained from the tree.
Thlip'siS (thlTp'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. 0Ati/«s pressure, fr. OKi^eiv to press.]
{Med.) Compression, especially constriction of vessels by an external cause.
Tho (tho), def. art. The. [_Obs.']
Spenser.
Tho, pron. pi. Those. [06i.]
This knowen tho that be to wives boimd. CJtaucer,
Tho, adv. [AS-Z-o.] Then. [_Oljs.']
Spenser.
To do obsequies as was tho the guise,
Chaucer.

Booker.

lollow.

-

5.

way to Zion,

Jer.

2.

ra

(thit'se), n. [Written also theetsee, and thiet1. (Bot.) The varnish tree of Burmah (Melanorrhoea

shall ask the

II

& a. ; pi. These (thez).

Tho '

cot'o-my
(tho'ra-k5t'omy), n. [Gr.
6(t}pa^, -oKOs,

They

sie.~\

Thirty-second Notes.

species,

;

Thlt'see

(this), pron.

division of Crustacea, having a dorsal shield or carapace
uniting all, or nearly all, of the thoracic somites to the
head.
It includes
the crabs, lobsters,
shrimps, and similar

-

:

^SsSH

CL

the chest.

Il^p°"

In mammals the

thoracic cavity is complete*
ly separated from the ab-

dominal by the diaphragm,
but in birds and many rep- Skeleton
tiles the separation is ino First
complete, while in other
reptiles, and in amphibians
and fishes, there is no

marked separation and no
true thorax.

of

Thorax

Dorsal

of

Man.

Vertebra

b Twelfth Dorsal Vertebra;
c Clavicle
d Scapula eSternum, or Breastbone ;/Sternal
9''.'''''^Ses
» Sternal Ribs A j
Asternal Ribs ; i Floating Ribs.
;

;

;

;

The middle region

of the body of an insect, or that region which bears the legs and wings.
It is
composed of three united somites, each of which is composed of several distinct parts. See Illust. in Appendix,
and Illust. of Coleoptera. (b) The second, or middle,
region of tlie body of a crustacean, arachnid, or other articulate animal. In the case of decapod Crustacea, some
writers include under the term thorax only the three segments bearing the maxillipeds ; others include also the
five segments bearing th^ legs. See Illust. in Appendix,
3. (Aniig.)
breastplate, cuirass, or corselet; espe2. (Zo'dl.) (a)

A

the breastplate worn by the ancient Greeks.
Tho'rl-a (tho'ri-a), K. [NL. See Thorite.] (Chem.)
rare
white earthy substance, consisting of the oxide
A
formerly called also thorina.
of thorium
Thor'lo (thor'Tk), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining to
thorium designating the compounds of thorium,
Tho'rlte (tho'rit), re, [So called by Berzelius from
the Scandinavian god Thor.
(Min.) A
See Thor.]
mineral of a brown to black color, or, as in the variety
cially,

;

—

;

orangile, orange-yellow.

It is essentially a sihcate oi

thorium.
ThO'rl-llin (tho'rT-iim), re, [NL,
See Thorite.)
(Chem.) A metallic element found in certain rare min<
erals, as thorite, pyrochlore, monazite, etc., and isolated
as an infusible gray metallic powder which burns in the
air and forms thoria ;
formerly called also thorinum.

—

Symbol Th.

Atomic weight 232.0.
Thorn (thSm), n. [AS. porn ; akin to OS. & OFries,
thorn, D. doom, G. dom, Dan. torn, Sw. t'orne, Icel.
porn, Goth, paurnus ; cf. Pol. tarn, Euss. io-n' the
blackthorn, ternie thorns, Skr. tma grass, blade of grass
V53.] 1. A hard and sharp-pointed projection from a
usually, a branch so transformed ; a spine.
;
2. (Bot.) Any shrub or small tree which bears thorns;
especially, any species of the genus Crataegus, as the
hawthorn, whitethorn, cockspur thorn.
3. Fig.
That which pricks or annoys as a thorn
anything troublesome ; trouble ; care.
There was given to me a tliarn in the flesh, the messenger o£
Satan to buffet me.
2, Cor. xii. 7.
The guilt of empire, all its thorris and cares.
Southern.
Be only mine.
4. The name of the Anglo-Saxon letter^, capital form
It was used to represent both of the soimds of EngJ}.
lish th, as in thin, then.
So called because it was the initial letter of thorn, a spine.
Thorn apple (Bot.), Jamestown weed. — Thorn broom
(Bot.), the furze,
Thorn bnsh (Bot.), a shrub that produces thorns.
Thorn hedge, a hedge of thorn-bearing
trees or bushes.
Thorn devU. (Zo'dl.) See Moloch, 2.
Thorn hopper (Zo'dl.), a tree hopper (Thelia cratiegi)
which lives on the thorn bush, apple tree, and allied trees.
Thorn, v. t. To prick, as with a thorn. [Poetic]

woody stem

:

—

—

—

I

—

am

the only rose of

all

the stock

Tennyson.

That never thorn'd him.

ThomTiaok'
(Baia clavata)

(-bak'), n. 1. (Zo'dl.)

A European

skate

having

thornlike spines on its
back.
2. (^ooZ.) The large European spider crab or king
crab (Maia squinado).

Thorn1)Ul' (-biF), n.
) Any one of several
species of small, brilliantly colored American birds
of the genus Ehamphomicron. They have a long,
slender, sharp bill, and
feed upon honey, insects,
and the juice of the sugar
cane.
(Zo'dl.

idea,

ill

;

old,

Thomback

dbey, drb, odd

(.Raia clavata:),

THORNBIRD
{ZoSl.) A small South
Thom1)lrd'
American bird {Anumbius anumbii) allied to the oven-

was usually represented
of

birds of the genus Fui-narius). It builds a very large
and complex nest of twigs and thorns in a bush or tree.
{_Thom
-but as in
Thorn'but (thGrn'biit), n.
halibut; cf. G. dornbutt.'] {Zooi.) The turbot.
Tborn'-head'ed (-hSd'ed), a. Having a head armed
with thorns or spines.
Thorn-headed worm (ZooL), any worm of the order
Acanthocephala
called also thornhead.
ThornleSB, a. Destitute of, or free from, thorns.
Dyer.
Thorn'set' (-sSf ), a. Set with thorns.
Thorn'tail' (-tal'), n. (Zo6l.) A beautiful South
American humming bird (Gouldia Popelairii), having
the six outer tail feathers long, slender, and pointed.
The head is ornamented with a long, pointed crest.

spines

Thou

;

;

;

Chaucer.
2. Through.
Shak.
[06«.]
Thor'ough, n. A furrow between two ridges, to drain
off the surface water.
Halliwell.
IProv. Eng.'\
Thor'ough bass' (bas'). (,Mus.) The representation
of chords by figures placed under the bass figured bass
basso continue ;
sometimes used as synonymous with

harmony.
Thor'OUgh-brace' (-bras'), n. A leather strap supporting the body of a carriage, and attached to springs,

;

^

—

m

—

Milton.

Thor'OUgh-gO'lng (-go'Ing), a. 1. Going through,
or to the end or bottom ; very thorough complete.
2. Going all lengths ; extreme ; thoroughpaced ;
less

common

2. Meditation

—

Pride, of all

3. That which is thought ; an idea ; a mental conception, whether an opinion, judgment, fancy, purpose,
or intention.
Thus Bethel spoke, who always speaks his thought. Pope.
Wliy do you keep alone,
Using those thoughts which should indeed have died
With them they tliink on ?
Shak.
Thoughts come crowding in so fast upon me, that my only
difficulty is to choose or to reject.
Dryden.

(Arch.) Provided
opposite sides, as a
Gwilt.

In a thorough manner

Thor'ough-ly, adv.

;

fully

completely.

;

.

Thor'OUgh-ness,
thorough

;

The quality or

n.

state of being

completeness.

Thor'OUgh-paced'

(-past'),

undertaken complete going
paced Tory or Whig
;

;

Perfect in what is
lengths as, a thorough-

a.

all

All their thoughts are against

Thor'OUgh-pln' (-pin'), n. (Far.) A disease of the
hock (sometimes of the knee) of a horse, caused by inflammation of the synovial membrane and a consequent

—

;

longer

(6)

Syn.

pity

;

;

;

;

1. Full of thought
emcontemplative
as, a man of

(that'ful), a.

;

;

;

War, horrid war, your thoughtful walks invades.

Pope.

2. Attentive ; careful ; exercising the judgment having the mind directed to an object ; as, thoughtful of
Glanvill,
gain ; thoughtful in seeking truth.
solicitous ; concerned.
3. Anxious
;

;

Around her crowd

And

distrust,

and doubt, and

fear,

thoughtful foresight, and tormenting care.

Syn.— Considerate
wary

;

deliberate

;

contemplative

Prior.

right hand.

careful

;

— Thoughtful,
;

;

;

;

3.

;

food, fdbt

;

out, oil ;

cbair

;

A

symbol representing one thousand units

M, or CIO.
Thou'saad, a.

as,

;

1,000,

1. Consisting of ten

hundred

;

being

ten times one hundred.
2. Hence, consisting of a great number indefinitely.
" Perplexed with a thousand cares."
Shak.
Thou'sand-told' (-fold'), a. Multiplied by a thousand.

Thou'sand legs'

—

(Zobl.)

(ISgz').

A

milleped, or gal-

leyworm
called also thousand-legged worm.
Thou'sandth (-zandth), a. 1. Next in order after
nine hundred and ninety-nine coming last of a thousand
;

;

—

successive individuals or units;
the ordinal of thouas, the thousandth part of a thing.
2. Constituting, or being one of, a thousand equal parts
into which anything is divided the tenth of a hundredth.
3. Occurring as being one of, or the last one of, a very
great number ; very small ; minute ;
used hyperbolically ; as, to do a thing for the thousandth time.
n.
The
quotient
of a imit divided by
Thou'sandth,
a thousand ; one of a thousand equal parts into which a
unit is divided.
Thow'el (tho'el), ) n. [See Thole.] (A'aut.) (a)
thole pin. (b) A rowlock.
Thowl (thol),
)
I would sit impatiently thinking with what an unusual amount

sand ;

;

—

X

of noise the oars worked in the thowels.

Dickens,

a. Of or pertaining to Thrace,
people.
n.
A native or inliabitant of Thrace.
(thrSk),
v.
t.
To
load or burden ; as, to thrack
Thrack
a man with property. [06i.]
South.
Thrack'scat (-skSt),«. Metal still in the mine. [06«.]
Thral'dom (thral'diim), n. [Icel. prieldomr. See
Thrall, and -DOM.] The condition of a thrall ; slavery;
bondage ; state of servitude. [Written also thralldom.']
Women are born to thraldom and penance
And to be under man's governance.
Chaucer.
He shall rule, and she in thralldom live.
Dj-yden.

Thra'Clan (thra'shan),

or

—

its

Thrall (thral), n._ [OE. thral, pral, Icel. priell, perhaps through AS. prsel ; akin to Sw. trdl, Dan. trsel, and
probably to AS. prxgian to run, Goth, pragjan, Gr.
rpex^iv; cf. OHG. dregil, drigil, a servant.] 1. A slave
a bondman.
Chaucer.
Gurth, the born thrall of Cedric.
2. Slavery

A shelf

;

Sir W. Scott.

bondage servitude thraldom. Tennyson.
He still in thrall
Of all-subduing sleep.
Chapman.
;

;

a stand for barrels, etc. [^Prov. Fng."]
Of or pertaining to a thrall ; in the conbond ; enslaved. lObs.']
Spenser.
The iiend that would make you thrall and bond. Chaucer.
Thrall, v. t. To enslave. \_Obs. or Poetic'] Spenser.
3.

Thrall,

;

a.

dition of a thrall

Thrall'dom

;

Thraldom.

(thral'diJm), n.

a. " (a) Having no thralls.
^6) Not ennot subject to bonds.
Thrall'-like' (-lik'), a. Resembling a thrall, or his
condition, feelings, or the like slavish.
Servile and thrall-like fear.
Milton.
Thra'nlte (thra'nit), n. [Gr. OpavCrri?, from $pavoi a
bench, form, especially the topmost of the three benches
in a trireme.]
{Gr. Anliq.) One of the rowers on the
topmost of the three benches in a trireme.
Thrap'ple (thrSp'p'l), n. [Also Ihropple, corrupted
fr. throttle.}
Windpipe throttle. [Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
Thrash (tbriJsh), Thresh (thrSsh), v. t. [imp.
p.
p. Thrashed (thrSsht) ; p. pr. & vb. n. Thrashing.]
[OE. preschen preshen, to beat, AS. perscan fri-escan ;
akin to D. dorschen, OD. derschen, G. dresclien, OHG.
dreskan, Icel. preskju, Sw. troska, Dan. titrske, Goth.
priskan, Lith. traszketi to rattle, Russ. treskate to burst,
crackle, tresk^ a crash, OSlav. troska a stroke of lightning. Cf. Thresh.]
1. To beat out grain from, aa
straw or husks ; to beat the straw or husk of (grain)
with a flail ; to beat oft', as the kernels of grain ; as, to
thrash wheat, rye, or oats; to thresh over the old straw.
The wheat was reaped, thrashed, and winnowed by machines.

Thrall'-less,

slaved

;

;

;

&

,

,

li.

To beat soundly,
Thrash, Thresh,

as with a stick or whip
i.
1. To practice

Spencer.

to drub.
thrashiivg
grain or tlie like ; to perform the business of beating
grain from straw ; as, a man who thrashes well.
2. Hence, to labor to toil ; also, to move violently.
I rather would be Ma-vius, thrash for rhymes,
Like liis, the scorn and scandal of the times.
Drydtni.
2.

atten-

Thrash'el
a

;

v.

flail.

(-el),

An

n.

instrument to thrash with

lObs. or Prov. Kng.]

;

Halliwell.

Thrash'er (tiuiish'er), Thresh'er (thrSsh'er), «.
1. One who, or that which, tlirasbos grain
a tbr.ash;

ing mailiiue.

;

;

I's. xci. 7.

8^" The word thousand often takes a plural foi-m. See
theNote under Hundred.

;

;,

circumspect reflective discreet.
Considerate. He who is liabitually
thoughtful rarely neglects his duty or his true interest
he who is considerate pauses to rertect and Kuard himOne who is not thoinihll'iil by nature,
self against error.
if ho can be made covsidcrntc, will usunlly be guarded
against serious mistakes. "He who is Ihoughlfid does
iia who is cnnsidernte pauses, and
not forget his duty
considers properly what is his duty. It is a rooonuneudation to a subordinate iterson to be tltoughlful in doing
what is wished of liim it is the recommendation of a
tive

II

;

is

ThOUght'fUl

;

fim

—

—

;

;

iip,

of,

name of the " elaborative
constifaculty of relations or comparison,
properly denominated thought. Sir Ti\ Hamilton.

ployed in meditation
thoughtful mind.

throng, disturbance (cf. TtrBBiD), Gr. rup^i? disorder, tumult. Cf. DoEP.] A group of houses in the country a
email village a hamlet ; a dorp ;
now chiefly occurring in names of places and persons as, AUhorp, Mablethorpe. " Within a little thorp I staid."
Fairfax.
Then thorjK and byre arose in fire.
Tennyson.
Those (thoz), pro7i. [OE. pos, pas, AS. Sas, nora.
and ace. pi. of Ses this. See This, and cf. These.] Tbe
plural of that. See That.
ThOth (thSth ; 115), n. 1. (3fyth.) The god of eloquence and letters among the ancient Egyptians, and
supposed to be the inventor of writing and philosophy.
He corresponded to the Mercury of the Romans, and
full,

Shak.

Idea ; conception ; imagination fancy ; consupposition ; reflection
consideration ;
notion
meditation contemplation ; cogitation ; deliberation.

ceit

n.
Same as Bonbset.
Through. iObs.] '^ Thorow
Beau. & Fl.
Thor'OW, a. Thorough. [06«.]
Hakluyt.
Thorp ) (thSrp), n. [AS. porp ; akin to OS. & OFries.
Thorpe ) thorp, D. dorp, G. dorj, Icel. porp, Dan.
torp, Sw. torp a cottage, a little farm, Goth, paurp a
field, and probably to Lith. iroba a building, a house, W.
Iref a hamlet, Ir. treabh a farmed village, a tribe, clan,
Gael, treabhair houses, and perhaps to L. lurba a crowd,

r\jde,

vi. 25.

a thought

— the

(thiir'6), prep.
pits, and floods."

unite,

as,

a thought better. {_Collog.}
If the hair were a thought browner.

faculty,"
tutes what

Thor'ow

use,

;

This [faculty], to which I gave the

L'Estrangc.

—

trifle

for,

Thoroughwort.

;

;

a

;

very highest intellectual functions, especially those usually comprehended under judgment.

;

Thor'ongh-wort' (-wOrf),

bramble,

Matt.

quantity

person, or act.

;

Ivi. 6.

in

Thor'ough-wax' (-wSks'), n. (Bot.) (a) An umbelliferous plant (Bupleurum rotundifolium) with perfoliate
leaves.

Ps.

for evil.

now somewhat
^W Thought, philosophical orusage
current, denotes the capacity
the
the exercise

Fully accomplished;

Perseverance alone can carry us thoroughstitch.

me

;

A small degree or

5.

thoroughpaced. [iJ.]
Swift.
Thor'ough-stltch' (-stich'), adv. So as to go the
whole length of any business fully completely. [06i.]
;

;

as, a thoughtless

ThOU'sand (thou'zand), n._ [OE. pousend, puseni,
AS. pusend; akin to OS. thusundig, thusind, OFries.
thusend, D. duizend, G. tuusend, OHG. lUsunt, dUsunt,
Icel. pusund, pUshund, Sw. tusen, Dan. tusind, Goth.
pUsundi, Lith. tukslantis, Russ. tuisiacha ; of uncertain
origin.]
a collection or
X. The number of ten hundred
sum consisting of ten times one hundred units or objects.
2. Hence, indefinitely, a great number.
A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousatid at thy

.

shall drink.

excessive secretion of the synovial fluid
probably so
called because there is usually an oval swelling on each
side of the leg, appearing somewhat as if a pin had been
thrust through.
(-sp5d'), a.

.

anxious care concern.
Hawis was put in trouble, and died with thought and anguish
before his business came to an end.
Bacon.
Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye
4. Solicitude

Sir W. Scott.

;

— Thought'less-ly, adv. — Thought'less-ness, n.

;

If she be a thoroughpaced impostor.

Thor'OUgh-sped'

serious consideration.
others the most dangerous fault,
;

Proceeds from want of sense or want of thought. Roscommon.

in this sense.

Thor'ough-Ught'ed (-UfSd), a.
with thorough lights or windows at
room or building.
entirely

though it
Gen. xl. 10.

ddht, geddht, Icel. pottr, potii. See Think.] 1. The act
of thinking ; the exercise of the mind
any of its
higher forms ; reflection ; cogitation.
Thought can not be superadded to matter, so as in any sense to
render It true that matter can become cogitative. Dr. 1. Dwight.

Motley.

passing or going through ; passage. [JJ.]
2.
[Made] Hell and this world
one realm, one continent

;

was as

it

Thought (that), imp. &p. p. of Think.
Thought, n." lOE. poghl,pouht, AS. poht, gepoht, fr.
pencean to think ; akin to D. gedachte thought, MHG.

;

Of easy thorough/are.

and

;

—

;

A large and splendid thoroughfare.

;

Though, adv. However ; nevertheless ; notwithstanding ;
used in familiar language, and in the middle or
at the end of a sentence.
I would not be as sick though for his place.
Shak.
A good cause would do well, though.
Dryden.

;

;

A

;

As though, as if.
In the vine were three branches
budded.

See lllust. of Chaise.

Thor'OUgh-bred' (-brSd'), a. Bred from the best
blood through a long line ; pure-blooded
said of
stock, as horses. Hence, having the characteristics of
esuch breeding
of elegant
mettlesome
courageous
form, or the like.
n. A thoroughbred animal, especially a horse.
Thor'ough-fare' (-fSr'), n. [AS. purhfaru.'] 1. A
passage through a passage from one street or opening
to another
an imobstructed way open to the public
« public road hence, a frequented street.

rash

;

[if.]
2. Giddy ; gay ; dissipated,
Johnson.
3. Deficient in reasoning power stupid ; dull.
Thoughtltsa as monarch oaks that shade the plain. Dryden.
;

;

;

;

;

considerate

:

;

;

nom.

:

.

—

or serving as a spring.

[Sing.

—

—

[OE. thou, pu, AS. SU,
& OFries. thu, G., Dan.
& Sw. du, Icel. pu, Goth, pu, Russ. tui,
Ir. & Gael, tu, W. ti, L. tu, Gr. tru. Dor.
TO, Skr. ivam. V185. Cf Thee, Thine,
Te Deum.] The second personal pronoun, in the singular number, denoting
the person addressed thyself the pronoun which is used in addressing persons in the solemn or poetical style.
Art thou he that should come ? Mutl, xi. 3.
8^^ " In Old EngUsh, generally, Rl!l°5:^„*'2"A?h
thou is the language of a lord to a servl ^^Museum!
''
ant, of an equal to an equal, and expresses also companionship, love, permission, defiance,
scorn, threatening wiiilst ye is the language of a servant
to a lord, and of compliment, and further expresses honor, submission, or entreaty."
Skeat.
11^= Thou is now sometimes used by the Friends, or
Quakers, in familiar discourse, though most of them corruptly say thee instead of thou.
Thou, V. t. To address as thou, esp. to do so in order
to treat with insolent familiarity or contempt.
If thou thouest him some thrice, it shall not be amiss. Shak.
TbOU, V. i. To use the words thou and thee in discourse alter the manner of the Friends, [i?.]
Though (tho), conj. [OE. thogh, pah, AS. &e&h,
SSh, Seh; akin to OS. thSh, OFries. thach, D. & G.
dock but, yet, OHG. doh but, yet, though, Icel. po
yet, nevertheless, Sw. dock, Dan. dog, Goth. p6.uh,pau,
than, or, yet; of uncertain origin. V184.] Granting,
admitting, or supposing that notwithstanding that if.
Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him. Job xiii. 15.
Not that I so affirm, though so it seem.
Milton.
^W^ It is compounded with all in although. See Although.

;

—

(thou), pron.

confidential person to be considerate, as he has often to
judge according to his own discretion."
C'rabb.

Thought'ful-ly (that'fui-iy), adv.
Thought'Iulness, n.
ThOUght'less, a. 1. Lacking thought careless; in-

Su; akin to OS.

a thorny tree a thorny crown.
2. Like a thorn or thorns; hesce, figuratively, troublesome; vexatious: harassing; perplexing. "TheMojmj'
Shah.
point of bare distress."
Shak.
The steep and thorny way to heaven.
Thorny reBt-harrow (Bot.), rest-harrow.
Thoray trefoil,
a prickly plant of the genus /"agronia (/'. CiWica, etc.).
Thor'ough (thur'o),i)rep. [See Through.] Through.
Spenser. Shak.
\Ohs.\
Tbor'OUgb, a. 1. Passing through ; as, thorough
liglits in a house.
Bacon.
[04i.]
2. Passing through or to the end hence, complete
perfect as, a thorough reformation thorough work a
thorough translator ; a thorough poet.
Thor'ough, adv. X. Thoroughly. lObs. or Colloq."]
;

with tbe head

You.]

obj.

;

;

human figure

The Egyptian sacred bab-

;

[Cf.

;

;

as a

or a lamb.

Thou poss. Thy (thi) or Thine (thin)
obj. Thee (the)^ PI. : nom. You (yoo)
pass. Your (yoor) or Yours (yobrz)

—

a.

ibis

oon.

ICompar. Thornier (-I-er) m-perl.
AS. porniht.'] 1. Full of thorns or
rough with thorns spiny as, a thorny wood

Thorn'y (-y),
Thorniest.]

an

2. (Zo'dl.)

+

;

THRASHER

1501

(thom'berd'), n.

A

2. (Zo'dl.)
large and voracious shark (.ilopias vulpes), remarkable for the great length of the upper lobe of
its tail,

go ; sinsi ink

;

•

with which

tUen, tliin

;

it

beats, or thrashes, its prey.

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

It is

found both upon the American and European coasts.
Called also Jox sharh, sea ape, sea /ox, slasher, swingle-

(threp), n. An obstinate decision or determia pertinacious affirmation. [Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
has taken a threap that he would have it finished before
the year was done.
Carlyle.
Threat (thret), re. [AS. predt, akin to apredtan to
vex, G. veidriessen, OHG. itdriozan, Icel. prjota to fail,
want, lack, Goth, nspriuian to vex, to trouble, Russ.
trudite to impose a task, irritate, vex, L. trudere to push.
Cf. Abstedse, Ikteude, Obtrude, Protrude.] The expression of an intention to inflict evil or injury on another ; the declaration of an evil, loss, or pain to come

Threap

nation

&

;

He

and thrasher shark.

tail,

THRIFT

1502

THRASHING

Thrasher Shark.

3. (Zobl.) A name given to the brown thrush and menace threatening denunciation.
other allied species. See Bkown theush.
There is no terror, Cassius, in your threats.
Shak.
Sage thrasher.
(Zool.) See under Sage.
Thraeher
i.
[OE. preten, AS. pre&lian. See
Threat, v. t.
whaJe (Zool.), the common killer of the Atlantic.
Threat, re.] To threaten. [Obs. or Poetic]
Shak.
n. from Thkash, v.
Thrash'lng (thrSsVing), a.
Of all his threaiing reck not a mite.
Chaucer.
Thrashing floor, Threshing-floor, or Threshing floor, a floor
Our dreaded admiral from far they threat. Dryden.
Thrashing machine,
or area on which grain is beaten out.
Threat'en (thref'n), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Theeata machine for separating grain from the straw.
ened (-'nd) p. pr.
[OE. prevb. n. Threatening.]
Tbia-son'lc-al (thra-s6n'i-kal), a.
[From Thraso, tenen. See Threat, v. t.] 1. To utter threats against
"
"
the name of a braggart soldier in Terence's Eunuch
to menace ; to inspire with apprehension to alarm, or
cf. L. Thrasonianus.']
Of or pertaining to Thraso ; like, attempt to alarm,
as with the promise of something evil
or becoming to, Thraso bragging ; boastful vainglorior disagreeable ; to warn.
ous.
Thra-son'lc-al-ly, adv.
Let us straitly threaten them, that they speak henceforth to
CsEsar's thrasonical brag of I came, saw, and overcame.* Shak.
Acts iv. 17.
no man in this name.
Thraste (thrast), v. t. [imp. Theaste p. p. Theast.]
2. To exhibit the appearance of (something evil or unTo thrust. [06s.]
Chaucer. pleasant) as approaching to indicate as impending to
Thrave (thrav), n. [OE. prave, preve, Icel. prefi
announce the conditional infliction of ; as, to threaten
akin to Dan. irave ; cf. Icel. pnfa to grasp.] 1. Twen- war ; to threaten death.
Milton.
ty-four (in some places, twelve) sheaves of wheat ; a
The skies look grimly
Shak.
And threaten present blusters,
shock, or stook. \_Prov. Eng.']
Threaten, Menace. Threaten
Syn. To menace.
2. The number of two dozen also, an indefinite number a bunch a company a throng. " The worst of a is Anglo-Saxon, and mcMflce is Latin. As often happens,
thrave." [OJi.]
Lansdowne MS. the former is the more familiar term the latter is more
in formal style.
We are threatened with a
He sends forth thraves of ballads to the sale. Bp. Hall. employed
drought the country is menaced with war.
Thraw (thra), n. v. See Theob. 18001.2 Burns.
By turns put on the suppliant and the lord
Tluead (thfSd), re. [OE. threed, pred, AS. prsed;
Threatened this moment, and the next implored. Prior,
akin to D. draad, 6. draht wire, thread, OHG. drat,
Of the sharp ax
Regardless, that o'er his devoted head
Icel. pratSr a thread, Sw. trad, Dan. traad, and AS. proSomervUle.
Hangs menacing.
wan to twist. See Theow, and cf. Theid.] 1. A very
Threat'en, v. i. To use threats, or menaces ; also, to
small twist of flax, wool, cotton, silk, or other fibrous
substance, drawn out to considerable length
a com- have a threatening appearance.
;

;

—

&

&

—

&

;

:

;

—

;

;

'

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

&

R

:

;

consisting of two or more single yarns
doubled, or joined together, and twisted.
filament, as of a flower, or of any fibrous sub2.
stance, as of bark ; also, a line of gold or silver.
3. The prominent part of the spiral of a screw or nut

pound cord

A

the

See Screw, n.,

rib.

1.

4. Fig. : Something continued in a long course or tenor; as, the thread of life, or of a discourse. Bp. Burnet.
6. JFig. : Composition ; quality ; fineness.
\_Obs.']
A neat courtier.
Of a most elegant thread.
B. Jonson.
Air threads, the fine white filaments which are seen
floating in the air in summer, the production of spiders ;
gossamer. Thread and thriun, the good and bad togetlier.
Thread cell (Zool.), a. lasso cell. See imXObs.\ <SAaA:.
Thread herring (Zool.), the gizzard shad.
der Lasso.
Thread lace, lace made of linen
See under Gizzard.
thread.
Thread needle, a game in which children stand
in a row, joining hands, and in which the outer one, stiU
holding his neighbor, runs between the others ;
called
also thread the needle.

—
—
—

—

—

—

Thread,

v. t.

[imp.

& p. p.

&

Threaded p. pr.
;

vb.

Theeadins.] 1. To pass a thread through the eye of
thread a needle.
2. To pass or pierce through, as a narrow way also,
to effect or make, as one's way, through or between obB.

as, to

;

stacles

;

Heavy

to thrid.
trading ships

.

.

.

threading the Bosphorus. Mitford.
the gates.
Shah.

They would not thread

To form a thread, or spiral rib, on or in

3.

;

as, to

thread

a screw or nut.
1. Worn to the naked
Tliread'baie' (-bSr'), a.
thread ; having the nap worn off as, threadbare clothes.
" A. threadbare co'pe."
Chaucer.
2. Pig. : Worn out trite hackneyed without novelty or interest ; as, a threadbare subject stale topics
and threadbare quotations.
Swift.
Thread'bare'ness, n. The state of being threadbare.
Thread'en (thred''n), a. Made of thread ; as, ihreaden
sails a threaden fillet.
[06s.]
Shak.
Tkiead'er (-er), n.
1. A device for assisting in
threading a needle.
2. A tool or machine for forming a thread on a screw
or in a nut.
Thread'lin' (-fin'), n. (Zool.) Any one of several
species of fishes belonging to Polynemus and allied genera.
They have numerous long pectoral filaments.
Thread'flsh' (-fish'), re. (.Zool.) (a) The cutlass fish.
(6) A carangoid fish (Caranx gallus, or C. crinitus) having the anterior rays of the soft dorsal and anal fins
prolonged in the form of long threads.
Thread'1-ness (-i-ues), n. Quality of being thready.
Thread'-Shaped' (-shapf ), a. Having the form of a
thread filiform.
Thread'worm' (-wfirm'), re. (Zool.) Any long, slender
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

nematode worm, especially the pinworm and filaria.

Thread'y

1. Like thread or filaments ; slen(-y), a.
the thready roots of a shrub.
2. Containing, or consisting of, thread.
Threap (tlirep), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Theeaped
(thrept) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Theeaping.]
[AS. pre&pian
to reprove.] [Written also threpe, and threip.'\ 1. To
iDall ; to name.
[06s.]
2. To maintain obstinately against denial or contradiction ; also, to contend or argue against (another) vrith
obstinacy ; to chide ; as, he threaped me down that it
was so. [Prov. Eng.
Burns.
Scot.l
3. To beat, or thrash.
[Prov. Eng.']
Halliwell.
4. To cozen, or cheat.
Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.']
Threap, v. i. To contend obstinately ; to be pertinacious.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
It 'b not for a man with a woman to threap. Percy's Religues.

der

;

as,

&

&

&

&

ale,

senate,

c4re,

am, arm, ask,

Shak.
Though the seas threaten, they are merciful.
Shak.
Threat'en-er (-er), re. One who threatens.
Threat'Threat' en-ing, a. & n. from Threaten, v.

—

en-ing-Iy, adv.
Threatening letters (Lato), letters containing threats, especially those designed to extort money, or to obtain
other property, by menaces ; blackmailing letters.
Threat'iul (-ful), a. Tull of threats having a menThreat'ful-ly , adv.
acing appearance.' Spenser.

—

;

Threave (threv), n. Same as Theave. [Obs.]
Three (thre), a. [OE.pre,preo,pn, AS. prl, ma.sc.,
pre6, fern, and neut. ; akin to OFries. thre, OS. thria,
Sw.
threa, D. drie, G. drei, OHG. dri, Icel. prir, Dan.
W. tri, Russ.
tre, Goth, preis, Lith. trys. It., Gael.,
Cf.
3d
Deilltri, L. tres, Gr. TpeZs, Skr. tri,
V301.
ING, Tern, a.. Third, Thirteen, Thiett, Tieece, Teey,
Tri-, Triad, Trinity, Teipod.] One more than two ; two
and one. " I offer thee three things." 2 Sam. xxiv. 12.
Keble.
Three solemn aisles approach the shrine.
^W^ Three is often joined vrith other words, forming
compounds signifying divided into, composed of, or containing, three parts, portions, organs, or the like ; as,
ttree-branched, ttj'ee-capsuled, <Aree-celled, three-c\&tt,
<Aree-edged, three-foot, three-footed, three-forted, threegrained, ZA)-ee - headed, three-legged, ttree - mouthed,
three-noo^ed, three-s>etaled, ttree-pronged, three-Tihhed,
three-seeded, ZAree-stringed, three-toed, and the like.
Three, re. 1. The number greater by a imit than two
three units or objects.
2. A symbol representing three units, as 3 or iil.

&

&

Rule, re.
Having or consisting
applied to plastering which consists of
of three coats
pricking-up, floating, and a finishing coat or, as called
in the United States, a scratch coat, browning, and finRule of three.

(Arith.) See under
a. (Arch.)

Three'-COat' (-kof),
;

—

;

ishing coat.

Three'-cor'nered (-kSr'nerd), a. 1. Having three
corners, or angles ; as, a three-cornered hat.
2. (Bot.) Having three prominent longitudinal angles;
as, a three-cornered stem.
vessel of
Three'-deck'er (-dek'er), re. (Naut.)
war carrying guns on three decks.
Three'-flow'ered (-flou'erd), a. (5o<.) Bearing three
flowers together, or only three flowers.
[OE. preofald; cf. AS. prlThree'lold' (-fold'), a.
feald.] Consisting of three, or thrice repeated ; triple ;
as, threefold justice.
A threefold cord is not quickly broken. Ecct iv. 12.
Three'-hand'ed (-hand'ed), a. Said of games or contests where three persons play against each other, or two
against one ; as, a three-handed game of cards.
(Bot,) (a) Producing
Three'-leafed' (-leff ), I a,
three leaves ; as, threeThree'-leaved' (-levd'), )
leaved nightshade, (b) Consisting of three distinct leaflets ; having the leaflets arranged in threes.

A

Three'-lobed'

have served Prince Florizel and in

Three'-plled'

Three-lohed leaf (Bot.), a leaf divided into three parts,
the sinuses extending not more than half way to the
middle, and either the parts or the sinuses being rounded.
(-nervd'), a. Having three nerves.
Three-nerved leaf (Bot.), a leaf having three distinct and
prominent ribs, or nerves, extending from the base.
Three'-part'ed (-part'gd), a. Divided into, or consisting of, three parts ; tripartite.
Three-parted leaf (Bot,), a leaf divided into three parts
down to the base, but not entirely separate.
small silver coin
Three'pence (thilp'ens 277), re.
[Eng.]
of three times the value of a penny.
Costing or
Three'pen-ny (thrip'en-nj ; 277), a.

Three'-nerved'

A

a^

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

best

;

;

ice,

;

three-pile.

Shak.
of

costly.
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

three-valved pericarp.

Three'-way' (-w5'), a. Connected with, or serving
to connect, three chaimels or pipes ; as, a three-way cock
or valve.
Threne (thren), re. [L. threnus, Gr. flpiji/ot. Cf.
Drone.] Lamentation; threnody; a dirge.
Shak.
The threnes ... of the prophet Jeremiah. Jer. Taylor.
Thre-net'lo (thre-nSt'ik), ) a, [Gr. eprjiTjTiKos. See
Threne.] Pertaining to
Thre-net'ic-al (-T-kal),
(
a threne ; sorrowful ; mournful.
Thren'ode (thrSn'od or thren'od), re. A threne, or
threnody ; a dirge a funeral song.
Thren'O-dist (-6-dTst), re. One who composes, delivers, or utters, a threnode, or threnody.
;

Thren'0-dy (-dy

277),

;

re.

[Gr. eprjvwSia

;

Bp-qvos a

* song. See Theene, and Ode.] A song of
lamentation ; a threnode.
Sir T, .Herbert.
Threpe (threp), v. t. [See Theeap.] To call to
term. [06s.] "Luna silver we ttj'epe.''
Chaucer,
dirge

-|-

'i^V

;

Threp-SOl'0-gy (thrgp-sSl'o-jj?), re. [Gr. epe'i/fis nour.
ishment -)- -logy.] (Med.) The doctrine of nutrition;
a treatise on nutrition.

(thrSsh), v. t. & i,
[imp, & p, p. Threshed
p, pr, & vb, re. Threshing.] Same as Thrash.
He would thresh, and thereto dike and delve. Chaucer,
Thresh'er (-er), re. Same as Thrasher.

Thresh
(thresht)

;

Thresh'-fold' (-fold'), n. Threshold. [06s.] Chaucer.
Thresh'Old (-old), re. [OE. threswold,preshwold, AS.
prescwald,perscivald,perscold,prescold,ir.prescan,perscan, to thresh ; akin to Icel. preskfolde, proskuldr, Sw.
troskel, Dan. txrskel. See Thrash.] 1. The plank, stone,
or piece of timber, which lies under a door, especially
of a dwelling house, church, temple, or the like ; the
doorsill
hence, entrance ; gate ; door.
2. Fig. The place or point of entering or beginning
entrance; outset; as, the threshold of hfe.
Thresh'WOld' (-wold'), «. Threshold. [05s.]
Threste (thrSst), v. t. [imp, Theestb ; p, p. Theest.]
To thrust. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Thret'teen' (thrSt'ten'), a. Thirteen. [Obs. or Scot.']
Bums.
Thret'ty (-ty), a. Thirty. [06s. or Scot.]
;

:

Threw (thru), imp. of Throw.
Thrib'ble (thrTb'b'l), a. Triple; treble; threefold.
[Prov. Eng. or Colloq.]
Halliwell.
Thrice (thris), adv.
[OE. thries ; thrie thrice (AS.
priga, priwa) -f- -s, the adverbial suffix. See Three, and
-WAEDs.] 1. Three times. "TArice in vain." Spenser,
Verily I say unto thee, That this night, before the cock crow,
Matt. xsvi. 34.
thou Shalt deny me thrice.
2. In a threefold manner or degree repeatedly ; very.
;

Thrice noble lord, let

me entreat of you

To pardon me.

Shak,

Shak,
he armed that hath his quarrel just.
1^°° Thrice is often used, generally with an intensive
force, to form compounds which are usually of obvious
meaning ; as in ttrice-blessed, ttrie e-f avored, thriee-hailowed, thrice-hawy, thrice-told, and the like.
Thrlce'COCk' (-kok'), re. (Zool.) The missel thrush.
[Prov. Eng.]
Chaucer.
Thrid (thrid), a. Third. [06s.]
vb.
[imp.
Thrid, v. t,
p. p. Theidded p. pr,
Theidding.]
re.
[A variant of thread.] 1. To pass
through in the manner of a thread or a needle ; to make
or find a course through ; to thread.
Pope*
Some thrid the mazy ringlets of her hair.
And now he thrids the bramble bush. J, R, Drake.
I began
Thrice

is

&

To make

thing

;

Thrid,

thrid the musky-circled mazes.

Thread

re.

;

&

Tennyson.

way or course) through someway through a wood.

or effect (a

as, to thrid one's
;

continuous

line.

[Archaic]

I resume the thrid of my discourse.

Dryden,

Thri'fal'low (thri'fai'16), v, t. See Thetfallow, and
Tusser,
Teifallow. [E.]
Thrlit (thrift), re. [lce\,prift. See Theive.] 1. A
thriving state
good husbandry
economical management in regard to property frugality.
The rest,
willing to fall to thrift, prove very good hus;

;

;

.

.

.

bands.

Spenser.

2. Success and advance in the acquisition of property
increase of worldly goods; gain; prosperity.
"Your
thrift is

gone

worth three pence ; hence, worth but little ; poor ; mean.
final,

most

my time wore

Having the quahty

1.

(-pild'), a.

[E,]
Thou art good velvet thou 'rt a three-piled piece. Shak.
Fig.
Extravagant ; exaggerated
2.
high-flown.
" Three-piled hyperboles."
Shak.
3. Accustomed to wearing three-pile hence, of high
rank, or wealth. [06s.] " Three-piled people." Beau.&Fl.
Three'-ply (-pli')i O'- Consisting of three distinct
webs inwrought together in weaving, as cloth or carpeting having three strands threefold.
Three'-polnt'ed (-point'ed), a. (Bot.) Having three
acute or setigerous points tricuspidate.
Three'-quar'ter (-kwar'ter), a. (Paint.) -Measuring
thirty inches by twenty-five
said of portraitures.
Three-quarter length, a portrait shovring the figure to
the hips only.
Three'-score' (-skor'), a. Thrice twenty sixty.
Three'-sld'ed (-sld'gd), a. Having three sides, especially three plane sides
as, a three-sided stem, leaf,
petiole, peduncle, scape, or pericarp.
Three'-square' (-skwSr'), a. Having a cross sectiOB
in the form of an equilateral triangle
said especially
of a kind of file.
(-valvd'),
Consisting
a.
of, or havThree'-valved'
ing, three valves; opening with three valves; as, a
three-pile

2.

(-lobd'), a.

;

I

To

See Trillium.
Having three lobes.

Three-leaved nightshade.

Three'-plle' (thre'pll'), re. An old name for the finest
and most costly kind of velvet, having a fine, thick pile.

idea,

ill

;

Chaueer.

full clean."

I have a

old,

mind

presages

me

such

6bey, orb, 5dd

thrift,

Shak.

THRIFTILY

1503

THROUGH

3. Vigorous growth, as of a plant.
4. \3ot.) One of several species of flowering plants of
the genera Siatiee and Armeria.

or luxuriantly, as a plant to flourish ; as, young cattle
thrive in rich pastures ; trees thrive in a good soil.
Tliriv'en(thriv"n),^. ^. of Thrive.
Thriv'er (thriv'er), re. One who thrives, or prospers.

Throne (thron), V. i. To be in, or sit upon, a throne
to be placed as if upon a throne.
Shak.
Throne'less, a. Having no throne.

;

Common thrift (Bot.), Arineria vulgaris ;
also called sea pink.
Sj^n.
Frugality ; aconomy ; prosperity ; gain ; profit.
ThrUt'i-ly (thrift 'i-ly), adv.
1. In a thrifty manuei'.
2. Carefully ; properly ; becomingly.
[Obs.2
young clerk ... in Latin thriftily
them gret [greeted].
Chaucer,

—
—

who

;

—

Thrift (Armeria
vulgaris).

;

;

sparing; frugal.

2. Thriving

so thri/ijj

and

so

new.

vigor

left,

Chaucer.
of which he
Swift.

by industry and frugality

;

the acquisition of worldly goods ;
;
farmer or mechanic.
3. Growing rapidly or vigorously ; thriving ; as, a
thrifty plant or colt.
4. Secured by thrift ; well husbanded,
[ij.]
I have five hundred crowns,
The thrifty hire I saved under your father.
Shak.
5. Well appearing; looking or being in good condition ; becoming.
[06i.]
I sit at home, I liave no thrifty cloth.
Chaucer.
Syn. Frugal ; sparing ; economical saving ; careful.
Thrill (thril), re. [See Tkill.] A warbling a trill.
Thrill, re. [AS. pyrel an aperture. See Thrill, v. i.J
A breathing place or hole ; a nostril, as of a bird.
Thrill, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Thrilled (thrild) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Theillino.]
[OE. ihrillen, pirlen, purlen, to
pierce ; all probably fr. AS. pyrlian, pyrelian, fr. pyrel
pierced as a noun, a hole, fr. purh through ; probably
akin to D. drillen to drill, to bore. V53. See Theodoh,
and cf. Drill to bore. Nostril, Trill to trickle.] 1. To
perforate by a pointed instrument ; to bore ; to transfix; to drill.
lObs.-i
He pierced through his chafed chest
With thrilling point of deadly iron brand.
Spenser.
2. Hence, to affect, as if by something that pierces or
pricks ; to cause to have a shivering, throbbing, tingling,
or exquisite sensation ; to pierce ; to penetrate.

—

Throat'band' (-band'),
ThroatlJOU' (-bol'), re.

Throat'lng,

I

throats because of

[OJs.]

Thirteen!

Chaucer.

[06.?.]

Thrive

(thrlv), v.

i.

Shak.

&

A

lular tissue.
Throne (thron),

[OE. trone, F. trone, L. Ihromts,
re.
Gr. flporos ; cf. Opavo? a bench, Bprjvv; a footstool, 6priaaaSai to set one's self, to sit, Skr. dharana supporting,
1. A chair of
dhj- to hold fast, carry, and E. firm, a.]
state, commonly a royal seat, but sometimes the seat of
a prince, bishop, or other high dignitary.

S
^

Thrips

Iting is set up in his throne.
High on a throne of royal state.

The noble

phyllox-

;

Only

3. pi.

archy

m

Throne,
pr. i&

full,

Up,

Hm

;

pity

xli. 40.

Tenni/son.

high order of angels in the celestial hierMilton.

?'6. re.

whom

I

thrones celestial ceaseless sing.

[imp.
Throninq.]

v.

I.

Young.

&

p. p. Throned (thrond)
1. To place on a royal seat

;
;

p.
to

Shak.
enthrone.
2. To place in an elevated position ; to give sovereignty or dominion to to exalt.
True image of the Father, whether throned
Milton.
Milton,
In the bosom of bliss, and light of light.
;

;

r]ide,

A

Oen.

— a meaning given by the schoolmen.

Circat Sire

Watts.

2. To prosper in aiiy business; to have increase or
success.
"They by vices ttrjue."
Sandys.
O son, why sit wc here, each other viewing
Idly, while Satan, our great author, tliriveaf
Milton.
And 80 she throve and prospered.
Tennyson.
3. To increase in bulk or stature
to grow vigorously

unite,

;

in the throne will I be greater than thou.
To mold a mighty state's decrcos,
And shape the whisper of the throne.

;

food, f<^t

;

out, oil

;

ohair

;

go

;

.

In throngs or crowds.

—

—

a transverse axis.
[imp.
Throt'tle, v. t.
p. p. Throttled (-t'ld);
vb. re. Throttling (-tling).]
1. To compress
p. pr.
the throat of ; to choke ; to strangle.
Grant him this, and the Parliament hath no more freedom
than if it sat in his noose, which, when he pleases to draw together with one twitch of his negative, shall t/irottle a whole
nation, to the wish of Caligula, in one neck.
Milton.
2. To utter with breaks and interruptions, in the manner of a person half suffocated. [R.]

&

&

Throttle their practiced accent in their fears.
Shak,
3. To shut off, or reduce, the flow of, as steam to an
engine.
Throt'tle, V. i. 1. To have the throat obstructed so
as to be in danger of suffocation ; to choke ; to suffocate.
2. To breathe hard, as when nearly suffocated.
Throt'tler (-tier), re. 1. One who, or that which,
throttles, or chokes.
[Prov. Eng."]
2. {Zool.) See Flasher, 3 (6).

Through (tliroo), prep. [OE. thurgh, purh, punch,
poruh, AS. purh; akin to OS. ihurh, thiini, OFries.
thruch, D. door, OHG. durh, duruh, O. durch, Goth.
pairh ; cf. Ir. (ri, tre, W. Irwy. V53. Cf Nostril,
Thorough, Thrill.] 1. From end to end of, or from
side to side of from one surface or limit of, to tlie opposite into and out of at the opposite, or at another, point
as, to bore through a piece of timber, or through a board
a ball passes through tlie side of a ship.
.

;

;

within
2. Between the sides or walls of
through a door to go through an avenue.
Throuah
' the gate of ivory ho dismissed
;

;

as, to

pass

;

Milton.

who

;

/.

Cfiavcer.

2. Hence, sovereign power and dignity ; also, the one
occupies a throne, or is invested with sovereign
authority an exalted or dignified personage.

•'

;

use,

—

II

bf

the understanding, as well as in gold.

longings of a soul
i.

;

.

2. {Steam Engine) The throttle valve.
Throttle lever (Steam Engine), the hand lever by which
a throttle valve is moved, especially in a locomotive.
Throttle valve (Steam Engine), a valve moved by hand or
by a governor for regulating the supply of steam to ths
steam chest. In one form it consists of a disk turning on

after distant good.

—

"';'^,
*> Larva of
Thhiving.] [OE.priven,lcehpri- ^['daiothnpa staprobably originally, to grasp tor
one's self, from prifa to grasp akin to Dan. Irives to
thrive, Sw. irifvas.
Cf. Thrift.]
1. To pro.sper by industry, economy, and good management of property ; to
increase in goods and estate ; as, a farmer thrives by good
husbandry.
Diligence and humility is the way to thrive in the riches of
;

(throd'd'n), v.

.

;

a palpitation.

II

2)6. re.

fash

;

A

[imp. Throve Thrips. a Adult of

(throv) or Thrived (thrivd) ; p. p.
Thhived or Thefven (thri v"n) p. pr.

Shak.

thing.

;

5^= The term is also popularly applied to
various other small injurious insects.
_^
a.

;

;

&

Thirst.

know one

the intent the sick

Throp'ple, v. t. To throttle. [Prov. Eng.]
Thros'tle (thros"l), re. [OB. throsiel, AS. prostle,
prosle; akin to MHG. trostel, G. drossel, Icel. prostr,
Sw. irast, Lith. strasdas, L. turdus. V238. Cf. Thrush
the bird.] 1. (.^ooZ.) The song thrush. See under Song.
2. A machine for spinning wool, cotton, etc., from the
rove, consisting of a set of drawing rollers with bobbins
and flyers, and differing from the mule in having the
twisting apparatus stationary and the processes continuous
so called because it makes a singing noise.
Throstle cock, the missel thrush. [Prov. Eng.l
Thros'tling (-Itng), re. [Cf. Throttle.] A disease
of bovine cattle, consisting of a swelling under the
throat, which, unless checked, causes strangulation.
Throt'tle (throt't'l), n. [Dim. of throat. See Throat.]
1. The windpipe, or trachea the weasand.
Sir T. Browne,

;

Addison.
[Prov. E. throdden,
To
ihroddle, fat, thriving cf. Icel. (hroask to grow.]
Grose.
grow to thrive. [Prov. Eng.]
Throe (thro), re. [OE. prowe, prawe, AS. prea a
threatening, oppression, suffering, perhaps influenced by
Icel. pro. a throe, a pang, a longing ; cf. AS. preowian to
suffer.]
1. Extreme pain ; violent pang ; anguish ; agony ; especially, one of the pangs of travail in childbirth,
or parturition.
Milton.
Prodigious motion felt, and rueful throes.
2.
tool for splitting wood into shingles ; a frow.
Throe, v. i. To struggle in extreme pain ; to be in
agony ; to agonize.
Shah.
Throe, v. t. To put in agony. [jB.]
Throm-bO'siS (thrSm-bo'sis), re. [NL. See TheomBDS.] {Med.) The obstruction of a blood vessel by a clot
distinguished from
formed at the site of obstruction
embolism, which is produced by a clot or foreign body
brought from a distance.
Throm-bOt'ic (-bSt'ik). a.
Throm'bus (throm'bus), re. / pi. Theombi (-bl).
[NL., fr. Gr. ep6^l^os a lump, a clot of blood.] {Med.)
(a)
clot of blood formed in the passage of a vessel and
remaining at the site of coagulation. (6) A tumor produced by the escape of blood into the subcutaneous cel-

II

(thrist), n.

C/taucer.

head lie on my throbbing breast.
Shak.
beat, or strong pulsation, as of the heart

That pants and reaches

Throd'den

;

Thrit'tene' (thrit'teu'),

should not lie too thronn.
Robynson (Morels Utopia).
[Ois.]
Chaucer,
Throp (throp), re. A thorp. [06s.]
[Cf. Theapple, and see
Throp'ple (throp'p'l), re.
Throttle.] The windpipe. [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.

his

Throb, re. A
and arteries a violent beating
The impatient throbs and

Thrill, n. 1. A drill. See 3d Drill, 1.
2. A sensation as of being thrilled ; a tremulous excitement as, a thrill of horror ; a thrill of joy.
Burns.
Thrill'ant (-ant), a.
Piercing; sharp; thrilling.
" Wis thrillant spear."
[_0bs.1
Spenser.
Thrill'lng, a. Causing a thrill ; causing tremulous
excitement deeply moving ; as, a thrilling romance.
Thrill'lng-ly, adv.
Thrlll'lng-ness, n.
Thring (thrtng), v. t.
i.
limp. Throno (thrSng).]
[AS. pringan. See Theong.] To press, crowd, or throng.
\Obs.'\
Chaucer.
Thrlps (thrips), re. [L., a woodworm,
Gr. epii//. ] (Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous small
species of Thysanoptera, especially those which
attack useful plants, as the grain thrips {Thrips
cerealium).

Thrist

;

My heart
Throbs to

Here may

;

;

—

sharp sound thrills through the whole frame.
I have a faint cold fear thrills through my veins. Shak.
2. To feel a sharp, shivering, tingling, or exquisite
sensation, running through the body.

—

&

&

&

;

;

;

throat-shaped corolla.
having a guttural
;
Howell.
Throh (throb), v. i. [imp. p. p. Theobbed (throbd)
[OE. probben ; of uncervb. n. Theobblng.]
p. pr.
tain origin ; cf. Russ. trepele a trembling, and E. trepidation.']
To beat, or pulsate, with more than usual force
or rapidity ; to beat in consequence of agitation ; to palpitate ;
said of the heart, pulse, etc.

Heywood.

seek sweet safety out
to thrill and shake.

;

its

(-y), a. Guttural hoarse
" Hard, ttroaiy words.

;

In vaults and prisons, and

;

—

Throng'ly, adv.

A drip, or drip molding.
A strap of a bridle, halter,

Throat'y

voice.

pierce, as something sharp ; to
especially, to cause a tingling sensation that
runs through the system with a slight shivering ; as, a

—

re.

&

{Campanula Trachelium) formerly considered a remedy for sore

To

To

(-ISch'),

The

a ball.]

;

or the like, passing under a horse's throat.
Throat' wort' (-wflrf), re. {Bot.) A plant

[06s.]

my javelin.

'11 tlirill

boll

Throng (thr5ng 115), re. [OE. prong, prang, AS.
geprang, fr. pringan to crowd, to press ; akin to OS.
thringan, D. & G. dringen, OHG. dringan, IceL pryngva,
prongva, Goth, preihan, D.
G. drang a throng, press,
Icel. prong a throng, Lith. trenkti to jolt, iranksmas a
tumult. Cf. Thring.] 1. A multitude of persons or of
living beings pressing or pressed into a close body or assemblage ; a crowd.
2. A great multitude
as, the heavenly throng.
Syn. Throng, Multitude, Crowd. Any great number of persons form a multitude; a throng is a large
number of persons who are gathered or are moving together in a collective body a crmvd is composed of a
large or small number of persons who press together so
as to bring their bodies into immediate or inconvenient
contact. A dispersed mwrtiyjirfe; the //wore j/s in the streets
of a city the croud at a fair or a street fight. But these
distinctions are not carefully observed.
So, witli this bold opposer rushes on
This many-headed monster, multitude.
Daniel,
Not to know me argues yourselves unknown,
The lowest of your throng.
Milton,
I come from empty noise, and tasteless pomp,
From crowds that hide a monarch from himself. Johnson.
Throng, i". t. [im^. &^. p. Thronged (throngd; 115);
vb. re. Thronging.]
To crowd together to
p. pr.
press together into a close body, as a multitude of persons ; to gather or move in multitudes.
I have seen the dumb men throng to see him.
Shak.
Throng, v. t. 1. To crowd, or press, as persons ; to
oppress or annoy with a crowd of living beings.
Much people followed him, and thronged him. Mark v. 24.
2. To crowd into to fill closely by crowding or pressing into, as a hall or a street.
Shak.
Throng, a. Thronged crowded ; also, much occupied; busy.
[Obs. 01 Prov. Eng.]
Bp. Sanderson.
To

as Theoatlatch.

[Throat -f

{Arch.)

re.

ThroatlatCh'

bathe in fiery floods, or to reside
In thrilling region of thick-ribbed ice.
Skak.
Vivid and picturesque turns of expression which thrill the
reader with a sudden delight.
M. Arnold.
The cruel word her tender heart so thrilled.
That sudden cold did run through every vein. Spenser.

1.

Same

rt.

Adam's apple in the neck. [06s. or iJ.]
By the throatboU he caught Aleyn.

To

i,

—

;

;

V.

as, the throat of

;

—

&

Thrill,
penetrate

;

—

;

to cast.

—

Throat brails (Naut. ), brails attached to the gaff close
Throat halyards {Naut.), halyards that raise
to the mast.
the throat of the gaff.
Throat pipe {Anat.), the windpipe,
or trachea. — To give one the Ue in his throat, to accuse
one pointedly of lying abominably.
To lie in one's
throat, to lie flatly or abominably.
Throat, v. t. 1. To utter in the throat to mutter
as, to throat threats.
Chapman.
[06s.]
2. To mow, as beans, in a direction against their
bending. [Prov. Eng."]

;

To hurl; to throw;

re.

fauces.

as, a thrifty

3.

;

A

;

prosperous in
increasing in wealth

&

prosperity ; growth increase.
contraction of Through.

;

A

2.

way

ThrUt'less-ness, n.
Thrilt'y(-y),a. [Com^ar. Thed'TIEe (-T-er) superl.
Thriftiest.] 1. Given to, or evincing, thrift characterized by economy and good management of property

much youth and

quality or condition of one

I can vent clamor from my throat.
Shak.
contracted portion of a vessel, or of a passage
a pitcher or vase.
3. {Arch.) The part of a chimney between the gathering, or portion of the funnel which contracts in ascending, and the flue.
Gwilt.
4. {Naut.) (a) The upper fore corner of a boom-andgaff sail, or of a staysail.
(6) That end of a gaff which
is next the mast,
(c) The angle where the arm of an
anchor is joined to the shank.
Totien.
5. {Shipbuilding) The inside of a timber knee.
6. {Bot. ) The orifice of a tubular organ
the outer
end of the tube of a monopetalous corolla ; the fauK, or

;

Her chaffer was

The

[OE. throie, AS. prote, protu ;
akin to OHG. drozza, G. drossel ; cf. OFries. & D. stroi.
Cf. Throttle.]
1. (Anal.) (o) The part of the neck in
front of, or ventral to, the vertebral column. (6) Hence,
the passage through it to the stomach and lungs the
pharynx
sometimes restricted to the fauces.

A

I am glad he hath so
hath not been thrifty.

tlirives

Thro' (throb).
Throat (throt),

Thrlft'i-ness, n. The quality or
state of being thrifty thrift.
Without thrift;
Thrlft'less, a.
not prudent or prosperous in money
allairs.
Thrift'less-ly, adv.

—

In a thriving manner.

Thrlv'ing-ly, adv.
Thrlv'ing-ness, re.

siixg,

offspring
Drydcn.
His valianttoffa
3. By means of ; by the agency of.
Through these hands this science has passed with |:roat applause.
Sir M Temple.
Material things are presented only through their senses. Cheyne.
4. Over the whole surface or oxtont of; as, to ride
through tho country ; to look through an account.
6. Among or in tho midst of
used to denote passago as, a fish swims //(cOH^r/i the water; the light glimmers through a tliicket.
6. From the boginniiig to the end of ; to the end or
conclusion of as, through life through the year.
Through, 'r(/i>. 1. From one end or side to the other
as, to pierce a thing through.
2. From beginning to end ; ns, to read a letter
through.

iqIc

.

;

—

;

;

;

then, tliin

;

;

boN

;

xti

=z

In azure.

To the end

3.

pose

to a conclusion to the ultimate pura project through.
;

;

as, to carry

;

JJg^ Through was formerly used to form compound
Bojectives where we now use thorough ; as, ihrougk-brei ;
iAroMffA-lighted ihrough-imced, etc
To drop through, to fall through to come to naught
fail.
To fall through. See under FiiL, v. i.
Through (throo), a. Going or extending through;
going, extending, or serving from the beginning to the
;

—

to

;

a through
Also, admitting of passage

as, a through line

complete
a through train.
through as, a through bridge.
Through bolt, a bolt which passes through all the thicknesses or layers of that which it fastens, or in which it
is fixed. — Through bridge, a bridge in which the floor is
supported by the lower chords ot the trusses instead of
the upper, so that travel is between the trusses and not
over them. Cf. Deck bridge, under Deck. — Through
Holland. — Through
[Ohs.]
cold, a deep-seated cold.
Btone, a flat gravestone. [Scot.] [Written also through
stane.]
Sir W. Scott. — Through ticket, a ticket for a
Through train, a train which goes the
whole journey.
whole length of a railway, or of a long route.
Bacon.
adv.
Thoroughly. \_Obs.']
Through'ly,
Ps. li. 2.
Wash me throtighli/ from mine iniquity.
few
is
valor
but
how
To dare in fields

end thorough
;

ticket

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Dare be

so throughln valiant to be true

Dryden.

?

Through-out' (throo-ouf), prep. Quite through
from one extremity to the other of also, in every part
;

search throughout the house.
Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear
Of sun, or moon, or star, throughout the year. Milton.
Through-out', adv. In every part ; as, the cloth was
of a piece throughout.
Throve (throv), imp. of THBrvE.
Throw (thro), n. [See Thkob.] Pain ; especially, pain
Spenser. Dryden.
\_Obs.']
of travail ; throe.
Throw, n. [AS. prah, prdg."] Time ; while ; space
Shak.
of time ; moment ; trice. [06s.]
of

;

as, to

Chaucer.
I will with Thomas speak a little throw.
[imp. Threw (thru) ; p. p. Thrown
V. t.
vb. n. Thkowino.]
[OE. proiven,
p. pr.
prawen, to throw, to twist, AS. prdwan to twist, to
whirl akin to D. draaijen, G. drehen, OHG. drajan,
L. terebra an auger, gimlet, Gr. Tepelv to bore, to turn,
Cf. Thread, Trite,
Terpaiveiv to pierce, Tp-qi^a a hole.
Turn, v. t.J 1. To fling, cast, or hurl with a certain
disivhirling motion of the arm ; as, to throw a ball ;
tinguished from to toss, or to bowl.
drive
a
disto
2. To fling or cast in any manner to
tance from the hand or from an engine ; to propel ; to
send as, to throio stones or dust with the hand ; a
cannon throws a ball ; a fire engine throws a stream of
water to extinguish flames.
3. To drive by violence ; as, a vessel or sailors may b*
thrown upon a rock.
4. (Mil.) To cause to take a strategic position ; as,
he threw a detachment of his army across the river.
6. To overturn to prostrate in wrestling ; as, a man
throws his antagonist.
6. To cast, as dice ; to venture at dice.
Set less than thou throwest.
Shak.

Throw,

(thron)

&

;
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THROUGH

;

—

;

Throw
or casthig

To perform the act of
(thro), V, i.
to cast ; specifically, to cast dice.

to try expedients. [R.]
Throw, n. 1. The act of hurling or flinging ; a driving or propelling from the hand or an engine ; a cast.
He heaved a stone, and, rising to the throw.
He sent it in a whirlwind at the foe.
Addison.
stroke ; a blow. [06s.]
2.
Nor shield defend the thunder of his throws. Spenser.
3. The distance which a missile is, or may be, thrown
as, a stone's throw.
4. A cast of dice ; the manner in which dice fall when
cast ; as, a good throw.
5. An effort ; a violent sally.
[06*.]
Your youth admires
The throws and swellings of a Koman soul. Addison.
6. (Mach.) The extreme movement given to a sliding
or vibrating reciprocating piece by a cam, crank, eccentric, or the like ; travel
stroke ; as, the throw of a
slide valve.
Also, frequently, the length of the radius
of a crank, or the eccentricity of an eccentric
as, the
throw of the crank of a steam engine is equal to half the
stroke of the piston.
7. (Pottery) A potter's wheel or table a jigger.
See
2d JiooER, 2 (a).
8. A turner's lathe ; a throwe.
IProv. Eng.']
9. (Mining) The amount of vertical displacement produced by a fault ;
according to the direction it is designated as an upthrow, or a downthrow.
Throw'-crook' (-krSSk'), n. (Agric.) An instrument
used for twisting ropes out of straw.
turning lathe. IProv. Eng.']
Throwe (thro), n.
Throw'er (thro'er), n. One who throws. Specifically (a) One who throws or twists silk ; a throwster.
(6) One who shapes vessels on a throwing engine, or
potter's wheel.
;

A

;

;

;

—

A

hastily ; to spread carelessly.
O'er his fair limbs a flowery vest he threw.

Pope.

To

divest or strip one's self of ; to put off.
Shak.
There the snake throws her enameled skin.
9. {Pottery) To form or shape roughly on a throwing
engine, or potter's wheel, as earthen vessels.
10. To give forcible utterance to ; to cast to vent.
I have thrown
Shak.
A brave defiance in King Henry's teeth.
11. To bring forth ; to produce, as young ; to bear
8.

;

— said especially of rabbits.

12. To twist two or more filaments of, as silk, so as
to form one thread ; to twist together, as singles, in a
direction contrary to the twist of the singles themselves
sometimes applied to the whole class of operations by
which silk is prepared for the weaver.
Tomlinson.
To throw away, (a) To lose by neglect or folly ; to
spend in vain to bestow without a compensation ; as, to

—

;

throw away time to throw away money. (6) To reject
as, to throw away a good book, or a good offer.
To
throw back, (a) To retort to cast back, as a reply, (b)
To reject to refuse, (c) To reflect, as light. To throw
;

—

;

—

;

by, to lay aside

;

to discard

;

to neglect as useless

;

as, to

throw by a garment. — To throw down, to subvert; to
overthrow to destroy as, to throw down a fence or
wall. — To throw in. (a) To inject, as a fluid. (6) To put
in to deposit with others to contribute as, to throw
in a few dollars to help make up a fund to throw in an
occasional comment, (c) To add without enumeration or
valuation, as something extra to clinch a bargain.
To
throw off. (a) To expel to free one's self from as, to
throw off a disease. (6) To reject to discard to abandon
to throw off a deas, to throw off all sense of shame
pendent, (c) To make a start in a hunt or race. [Eng.'\
— To throw on, to cast on to load. To throw one's self
down, to lie down negligently or suddenly.
To throw
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

one's self on or upon,
(a) To fall upon.
(6) To resign
one s self to the favor, clemency, or sustaining power
of (another) to repose upon.
To throw out. (a) To cast

—

;

"The

out; to reject or discard; to expel.

whom

they had thrown

out,

other two,

they were content should

Swift. " The bill was ttrowra oaZ.
Sioift.
to give utterance to ; to speak as,
(6) To utter
" She throws
to throw out insinuations or observations.
out thriUing siirieks."
Spenser,
(c) To distance; to
leave behind. Addison, (d) To cause to project as, to
throw out a pier or an abutment, (e) To give forth to
emit as, an electric lamp throws out a brilliant liglit. (/)
To put out ; to confuse as, a sudden question often throws
out an orator.
To throw over, to abandon the cause of
to desert to discard as, to throw over a friend in difficulties.
To throw up. (a) To resign to give up to de-

enjoy their exile."

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

mit

;

as, to

;

throw

;

up a commission. " Experienced game-

sters throw lip their cards when they know that the
is in the enemy's hand."
Addison. (6) To reject
from the stomach to vomit, ic) To construct hastily
as, to throw up a breastwork of earth.

game

;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

am,

^m,

—

Ant thrush. See Ant thrush, Breve, and Pitta.
Babbling thrush, any one of numerous species of Asiatic
Fruit thrush, any
timaline birds
called also 6a66te'.
Shrike thrush. See under Shrike.
species of bulbul.
Stone thrush, the missel thrush ;
said to be so called
Thrush nightingale. See Nightfrom its marljled breast.
ingale, 2.
Thrush tit, any one of several species of Asiatic singing birds of the genus Cochoa. They are beautifully colored birds allied to the tits, but resembling

Throw'lng,

a.

& n.

from Throw,

v.

Throwing engine. Throwing mill. Throwing table, or Throwing wheel (Pottery), a machine on which earthenware is
rudely shaped by the hand of the potter from a mass
of clay revolving rapidly on a disk or table carried by a
vertical spindle ; a potter's wheel.
Thrown (thron), a. &p. p. from Throw, v.
first

Thrown eilk, silk thread consisting of two or more singles twisted together like a rope, in a direction contrary
to that in which the singles oi which it is composed are
twisted.
M" Culloch. Thrown singles, silk thread or
cord made by three processes of twistmg, first into singles, two or more of which are tvristed together making
dumb singles, and several of these twisted together to

—

make thrown

singles.

Throw'-off' (thro'Sf
a race.

;

115), n.

A

start in a

hunt or

[Eng.J
(-ster), n.
IThrow -\--sler.}
silk ; a thrower.

Throw'ster

One who

throws or twists

Thrum (thrum), n.

[OB. thrum, ihrom; akin to OD.
drom, D. dreum, G. trumm lump, end, fragment, OHG.
drum end, Icel. prbmr edge, brim, and L. terminus a
limit, term. Of. Term.] [Written also ZArtimft.] 1. One
of the ends of weavers' threads hence, any soft, short
threads or tufts resembling these.
2. Any coarse yarn an unraveled strand of rope.
3. (Bot.) A threadlike part of a flower; a stamen.
4. (Mining) A shove out of place; a small displacement or fault along a seam.
5. (Naut.) A mat made of canvas and tufts of yarn.
Thrum cap, a knitted cap. Salliwell.—liaxim hat, a
hat made of coarse woolen cloth. Minskeu.
;

&

Thrum, v. t. limp. p. p. Thrummed (thrilmd) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Thrumming.]
1. To furnish with thrums;
to insert tufts in ; to fringe.
Are we born to thrum caps or pick straw ? (juarles.
Z. (Naut.) To insert short pieces of rope-yam or spun
yarn in ; as, to thrum a piece of canvas, or a mat, thus
Totten.
making a rough or tufted surface.
ThlTim, V. i. [Cf Icel. pruma to rattle, to thunder,
and B. drum."] 1. To play rudely or monotonously on a
stringed instrument with the fingers to strum.
2. Hence, to make a monotonous drumming noise
as, to thrum on a table.
Thrum, v. t. 1. To play, as a stringed instrument,
in a rude or monotonous manner.
2. Hence, to drum on; to strike in a monotonous
manner as, to thrum the table.
Thrum'-eyed' (-id'), a. (Bot.) Having the anthers
raised above the stigma, and visible at the throat of the
the reverse of
coroUa, as in long-stamened primroses ;
pin-eyed.
Thrum'my (-m^), a. Like thrums; made of, furDampier.
nished with, or characterized by, thrums.
CtiaWiill.
On her head a thrummy cap she had.
Thrum'wort' (-wflrf ), n. (Bot.) kind of amaranth
Pr. Prior.
(Amarantus caudatus).

&

.

;

;

—

A

Thrush (thrilsh), n. [OE. prasche, AS. prysce
to OHG. drosca, droscea, droscela, and
E. throstle. Cf. Throstle.] 1. (Zool.)
Any one of numerous species of singing
birds belonging to Turdus and
allied genera.
They are noted
for the sweetness of their songs.

akin

;

cies are

—

thrushes in size and habits.
Water thrush, (o) The European dipper. (5) An American warbler Seiurus Nove(

boracensis).

Thrush

(thrush), n.
[Akin to Dan. troske, Sw. torsk ;
cf . Dan. tor dry, Sw. torr, Icel. purr, AS. pyrr, OE. thrust
thirst, E. thirst.]
1. (Med.) An affection of the mouth,
fauces, etc., common in newly born children, characterized by minute ulcers called aphthse.
See Aphthae.
2. (Far.) An infiammatory and suppurative affection
of the feet in certain animals.
In the horse it is in the
frog.

Thrush'el
Thrush'er

Thrust

& v. Thirst. [06s.] Spenser.
[imp. & p. p. Thrust p. pr. & vb. n.

Thrust,

V.

t.

;

Thrusting.] [OE. prusten,pristen, presten, lce\. prysta
to thrust, press, force, compel ; perhaps akin to B.
threat.]
1. To push or drive with force ; to drive, force,
or impel ; to shove as, to thrust anything with the hand
or foot, or with an instrument.
;

Into a dungeon tlirust, to work with slaves.
Miltoju
usually with through.
stab ; to pierce

To

2.

;

—

—

To thrust away or from, to push away ; to reject.
To
thrust in, to push or drive in.
To thrust off, to push
away.
To thrust on, to impel ; to urge.
To thrust
one's self In or into, to obtrude upon, to intrude, as into
a room to enter (a place) where one is not invited or not
welcome.
To thrust out, to drive out or away ; to expel.
To thrust through, to pierce to stab. " I am eight
times thrust through the doublet." Shak.
To tbnut
together, to compress.
Thrust, V. i. 1. To make a push ; to attack with a
pointed weapon ; as, a fencer thrusts at his antagonist.
2. To enter by pushing to squeeze in.

—

—
;

—

—

—

—

;

;

And thrust between my father and the god. Dryden
3. To push forward to come with force to press on;
" Young, old, thrust there in mighty conto intrude.
course."
Chapman,
;

;

to, to rush upon.
[06s.]
As doth an eager hound
77mtst to an hind within some covert glade.
Spenser.
violent push or driving, as with a
Thrust, n. 1.
pointed weapon moved in the direction of its length, or
with the hand or foot, or with any instrument ; a stab ; -^
a word much used as a term of fencing.
[Polites] Pyrrhus with his lance pursues.
And often reaches, and his thrusts renews. Dryden.

To thrust

A

An

attack ; an assault.
your pure, pretended mechanism. Di: H. More,
3. (Mech. ) The force or pressure of one part of a con'
struction against other parts ; especially (Arch.), a horizontal or diagonal outward pressure, as of an arch
against its abutments, or of rafters against the walls
which support them.
4. (Mining) The breaking down of the roof of a gallery under its superincumbent weight.
Thrust bearing (/Soew Steamers), a bearing arranged to
receive the thrust or endwise pressure of the screw shaft.
Thrust plane (Geol.), the surface along which dislocation has taken place in the case of a reversed fault.
2.

One

thrust at

—

Syn. — Push shove assault attack. — Thrust, Push,
Push and shove usually imply the application
by a body already in contact with the body to be
;

;

;

Shove.

of force

impelled. Thrust, often, but not always, implies the impulse or application of force by a body which is in motion
before it reaches the body to be impelled.
Thrust'er (-er), n. One who thrusts or stabs.
Thrust'ing, n. 1. The act of pushing with force.
2. (Dairies) (a) The act of squeezing curd with the
hand, to expel the whey. (6) pi. The white whey, or
that which is last pressed out of the curd by the band,
and of which butter is sometimes made. [Written also
thrutchings.]
[Prov. Eng.]
Thrusting screw, the scre'.v of a screw press, as for pressing curd in making cheese. [Prov. Eng.]
ThrUS'tle (thriis''l), n. (Zool.) The throstle, or song
thrush.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Chaucer.
When he heard the thrustel sing.
Chaucer.
Thryes (thrls), a. Thrice. [06s.]

Thry'fal'lOW

(thri'fai'lo), v.

-[-/allow. Cf. Trifallow.] To
[P.]
in summer; to trifallow.

low.]

[Perhaps

t.

wood Wood Thrush (Turdvs mustelinm).
thrush Turdus mus<eW)iM.s), Wilson's thrush ( T. fuscescens), the hermit thrush
(see under Hermit), Swainson's thrush {T. Alicix), and
the migratory thrush, or American robin (see Robin).
(

end, fern,

recent

thrice

[Written also thrijalTusser.

_

of the blast, a sob arose.

j

ice,

Jeffrey.

At intervals there came some tremendous thud on the side of
C. Mackay.
Thug (thiig 277), n. [Hind, thag a deceiver, robber.]
One of an association of robbers and murderers in India,
who practiced murder by stealthy approaches, and from
religious motives. They have been nearly exterminated
by the British government.
Thug-gee' (thiig-ge'), n. [Hind. thagX.] The prac" One of
tice of secret or stealthy murder by Thugs.
the suppressors of Thuggee.''''
J. D. Hooker,
;

event,

fr.

plow for the third time

the steamer.

species are the

eve,

The song thrush. [Prov. Eng."]
The song thrush. \_Prov. Eng?]

n.

(-er), n.

At every new thud

spe-

(see

;

(-el),

(thrust), n.

;

the song thrush

gll

—

—

—

;

under
Missel), the European redwing, and the
blackbird. The most
important American

ask, final,

—

Thud (thfid), re. [Cf. AS. poden a whirlwind, violent
wind, or E. thump.] A dull sound without resonance,
like that produced by striking with, or striking against,
some comparatively soft substance also, the stroke or
blow producing such sound as, the thud of a cannon
ball striking the earth.

or throstle {Turdus
musicus), the missel

thrush

—

—

J^^ Among the best-

known European

—

;

:

;

To put on

7.

2. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of singing
birds more or less resembling the true thrushes in appearance or habits ; as the thunderbird and the American brown thrush (or thrasher). See Brown thrush.

;

;

;

throwing

;

To throw about, to cast about

ThUg'ger-y

ThUg'gism
idea,

ill

;

(thug'ger-y), )
}"•
(-giz'm),

old,

obey,

drb,

Thu^iree
I'^uggee.

fidd
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THWARTNESS

Thu'Ja (thu'jft), n. [NL., from Gr. 9via an African
tree with sweet-smelling wood.] {Bot.) A genus of evergreen trees, thickly branched, remarkable for the distichous arrangement of their branches, and having scale[Written
like, closely imbricated, or compressed leaves.
See Thyine wood.
also thuya.']
B^°° Thuja occidentalis is the Arbor vitx of the Eastern and Northern United States. T. giganlea of Northwestern America is a very large tree, there called red
cedar, and canoe cedar, and f ui'nishes a useful timber.

(Zo'dl.) (a) The chicken, or milk, snake,
(b) A small reddish ground snake (Carphophis, or Celuta, amcena) native
of the Eastern United States
called
also wormsnnke.
Thimder tube, a ful-

used especially at mass, vespers, and other
by chains,
Fairholt.
solemn services.
ThU-rU'er-OUS (thii-rTf'er-iis), a. [L. thurifer, turi-

II

Thu'le (thu'le), n. [L. Thule, Thyle, Gr.
The name given by ancient geographers
<&uA»).]
II

©oOAr;,

to the
northernmost part of the habitable world. According to
some, this land was Norway, according to others, Iceland,
or more probably Mainland, the largest of tlie Shetland
islands; hence, the Latin phrase ultima Thule, farthest
Thomson.
Thule.
Thu'li-a(-li-a),ra. [NL.] (CAem.) Oxide of thulium.
ThU'li-um (-ura),ra. [NL. See Thule.] {Chem.) A
rare metallic element of uncertain properties and identity, said to have been found in the mineral gadolinite.
Thumb (thiim), n. [OE. thombe, thoumbe,pume, AS.
puma; akin to OFries. thuma, D. diUm, G. daumen,
OHG. dv/mo, Icel. pumall, Dan. tommel&ngev, Sw.
tumme, and perhaps to L. tumere to swell. V56. Cf.
Thimbx,e, TdmidJ The short, thick first digit of the
human hand, differing from the other fingers in having
but two phalanges ; the poUex. See Follex.
Chaucer.
Upon his thumb he had. of gold a ring.
Thumb band, a twist of anything as thick as the thumb.
Mortimer.
Thumb blue, indigo in the form of small
balls or lumps, used by washerwomen to blue linen, and
Thumb latch, a door latch having a lever formed
the like.
Thumb mark, (a) The mark
to be pressed by the thumb.
left by the impression of a thumb, as on the leaves of a
book. Longfellow. (6) The dark spot over each foot in
Thumb nut, a nut for
finely bred black and tan terriers.
a screw, having wings to grasp between the thumb and
fingers in turnmg it ; also, a nut with a knurled rim for
the same purpose.
Thumb ring, a ring worn on the
thumb. Shak.
Thumb stall, (a) A kind of thimble or
ferrule of iron, horn, or leather, for protecting the thumb
making
in
sails, and in other work. (6) (Mil.) A buckskin
cushion worn on the thumb, and used to close the vent
of a cannon while it is sponged or loaded.
Under one's
thumb, completely under one's power or influence ; in a
condition of subservience. [Colloq.]
Thuml), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Thumbed (thiimd) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Thumbino (thiim'ing).]
1. To handle

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

awkwardly.

Johnson.

2. To play with the thumbs, or with the
fingers ; as, to thumb over a tune.

To

thumbs and

thumb or the

or wear with the

fingers ; to
soil, or wear out, by frequent handling ; also, to cover
with the thumb ; as, to thumb the touch-hole of a cannon.
He gravely informed the enemy that all his cards had been
thumbed to pieces, and begged them to let him have a few more
3.

soil

packs.

Thumb, v. i. To play with the
play clumsily ; to thrum.
ThnmbTjIrd'

(-herd'),

(thiimd), a.
2. Soiled by handling.

or

Macaulay.
to
;

thumbs

The
[Prov.Eng.]
Having thumbs.
goldcrest.

ra.

Thumbed

thumb

1.

Thumb'ldll (thum'kTn), n. An instrument
for compressing the thumb a thumbscrew.
Thumb'less, a. Without a thumb.

of torture

—

Thun'der (thiin'der), V. i.
p. p. Thundered (-derd) p.
;

Thumb'sorew'

(thum'skrij'), n.

1.

2.

An

it

thumb by a screw

Thum'mie

;

a thumbkin.

The

—

used impersonally ; as, it thundered
continuously.
Canst thou thunder with a voice like him ?
Job xl. 9.
2. Fig.
To make a loud noise, esp.
a heavy sound, of some continuance.
His dreadful voice no more
:

Would thunder in my ears.
Milton.
3. To utter violent denunciation.
Thun'der, v. t. To emit with noise „.
and terror; to utter vehemently; to .X'l"?°^^P°?'5S
pul)lish, as a threat or denunciation.
laia, amana).

hammer, or the

siastical censure.

like.

&

Thump, V. t. [imp. p. p. Thumped (thiimt ; 215)
vb. n. Thumping.] To strike or beat with somep. pr.
thing thick or heavy, or so as to cause a dull sound.
These bastard Bretons ; whom our fathers
Have in their own land beaten, bobbed, and thumped. Shah.
Thump, V. i. To give a thump or thumps ; to strike
or fall with a heavy blow ; to pound.
A watchman at midnight thumps with his pole. Swift.
Thump'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, thumps.
Thump'lng, a. Heavy; large. IColloq.]
Thun'der (thun'der), n. [OE. pmider, ponder, poner,
AS. punor; akin to punian to stretch, to thunder, D. dander thunder, G. donner, OHG. donar, Icel. porr Thor,
L. tonare to thunder, toniirus thunder, Gr. t6i/09 a stretching, straining, Skr. tan to stretch. V52. See Thin, and
cf. Astonish, Detonate, Intone, Thuesday, Tone.]
1. The sound wliich follows a flash of lightning
the
report of a discharge of atmospheric electricity.
2. The discharge of electricity a thunderbolt. [OJj.]
The revenging gods
;

;

'Gainst parricides did all their thunders bend.

3.
4.

Any loud

noise

;

as,

Sliak.

catcher.

Thun'der-bOlt' (-bolt'), n. 1. A shaft of lightning
stream of electricity passing from one part of
the heavens to another, or from the clouds to the earth.
2. Something resembling lightning in suddenness and
;

a

brilliant

effectiveness.

The

the thunder of cannon.

alarming or startling threat or denunciation.
thunders of the Vatican could no longer strike terror into
the heart of princes.
Trescott.
Thunder pumper. (Zonl.) (a) The croaker (Ilaploidonotus
granmens). (h) The American bittern or stake-driver.
Thunder rod, a lightning rod. [R.]
Thunder enaM-e.

—

use,

unite,

r^de,

95

full,

up, Qrn

Scipios' worth, those thunderbolts of war.

;

pity;

Dryden.

3. Vehement threatening or censure ; especially, ecclesiastical denunciation ; fulmination.
He severely threatens such with the thunderbolt of excommunication.
Hakewill.

A

4. (Paleon.)
belemnite, or thunderstone.
Thunderbolt beetle (Zo'dl.), a long-homed beetle (Arhopalus fulminans) whose larva bores in the trunk of oak
and chestnut trees. It is brownish and bluish-black, with
W-shaped whitish or silvery markings on the elytra.
Thun'der-burst' (-bfirsf), n. A burst of thunder.
Thun'der-clap' (-klap'), n. A sharp burst of thunder
a sudden report of a discharge of atmospheric electricity.
" Thunderclaps that make them quake."
Spenser.
When suddenly the thunderclap was heard. Dryden.
Thun'der-clOUd' (-kloud'), n. A cloud charged with
electricity, and producing lightning and thunder.

Thun'der-er

One who thunders

(-er), n.

;

— used

es-

pecially as a translation of L. tonans, an epithet applied
by the Eomans to several of their gods, esp. to Jupiter.
That dreadful oath which binds the Thunderer. Pope.
Thun'der-fish' (-fish'), n. {Zo'dl.) A large European

loach {3Iisgurnus Jossilis).
(-hSd'), n.

A rounded mass of cloud,

—

with shining white edges a cumulus,
often appearing
before a thunderstorm.
Thun'der-lng^, a. 1. Emitting thunder.
;

fer; thus frankincense -)- -Jerre to bear.] Producing or
bearing frankincense.
Thu'ri-fl-ca'tion (thii'ri-f i-ka'shiin), n. [L. thus incense -{- -ficare (in comp.) to make. See -fy.] The act
of fuming with incense, or the act of burning incense.
Thu-lln'gl-an (thii-rin'ji-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Thuringia, a country in Germany, or its people. .— n. A
native or inhabitant of Thuringia.
ThU-rin'gite (-jit), n. [From Thuringia, where it is
found.] (Min.) A mineral occurring as an aggregation
of minute scales having an olive-green color and pearly
luster.
It is a hydrous silicate of alumina and iron.
Thurl (thdrl), n. [A&. pyrel a.\io\e. V53. See Thiel,
Thrill.] 1. A hole; an aperture. [Obs.]
2. (Mining) (a) A short communication between adits
in a mine,
(b) A long adit in a coalpit.
Thurl, V. I. [See Thrill.] 1. To cut through to
pierce.
Piers Plowman.
[Obs.]
2. (Mining) To cut through, as a partition between
one working and another.
Raymond.
Thurl'ing, n. (Mining) Same as Thurl, n., 2 (a).
Thur'rok (thiir'rok), n. [AS. purruc a boat.] The
hold of a ship; a sink. [Obs.]
Small drops of water that enter through a little crevice into
the thurrok and, into the bottom of a ship.
Chaucer,

Thurs'day

(thflrz'da

[OE. fiursdei, pors-

48), n.

;

day, from the Scand. name Thor -\- E. day. Icel. pSrr
Thor, the god of thunder, is akin to AS. punor thunder ;
cf. AS. punres drng, literally, day of thunder; akin to
D. Donderdag Thursday, G. Donnersiag, Icel. porsdagr,
Sw.
Dan. Torsdog. y/bi. See Thor, Thunder, and
Day.] The fifth day of the week, following Wednesday
and preceding Friday.
Holy ThurBday. See under Holt.
Thurst (thflrst), n. (Coal 3Iining) The ruins of the
fallen roof resulting from the removal of the pillars and

&

Raymond.

stalls.

Thus (thiis), n. [L. thus, better tus, frankincense.
See Thurible.] The commoner kind of frankincense, or
that obtained from the Norway spruce, the long-leaved
pine, and other conifers.
Thus (thus), adv. [OE. thus, AS. Sus; akin to
OFries.
OS. thus, D. dus, and E. that; cf. OHG. sus.
See That.] 1. In this or that manner ; on this wise.
Thus did Noah ; according to all that God commanded him,
II

&

so did he.

Gen.

vi. 22.

Thus God the heaven created, thus the earth.
Milton.
this degree or extent ; so far so ; as, thus wise
thus peaceable ; thus bold.
Shak.
Thus far extend, thus far thy bounds.
Milton.
Thus'SOCk^thiis'sok), n. See Tussock. [Obs.]
Thu'ya (thu'ya), n. (Bot.) Same as Thuja.
ThU'yin (-yin), n. (Chem.) A substance extracted
from trees of the genus Thuja, or Thuya, and probably
2.

To

;

identical with quercitrin.

[Written also thujin.]
Thwack (thwak), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Thwacked
(thwSkt) p. pr. & vb. n. Thwacking.] [Cf. OE. thakken to stroke, AS. paccian, E. whack.]
1. To strike
with something flat or heavy to bang to beat, or thrash
to thump.
"A distant ttwaeiinjr sound." W.Irving.
2. To fill to overflowing.
[Obs.]
Stanyhurst.
Thwack, n. A heavy blow with something flat or
heavy a thump.
With many a stiff thwack, many a bang.
Hard crab tree and old iron rang.
Hudibras.
;

;

;

;

2.

Roll the thundering chariot o'er the ground.
Very great ;
often used adverbially.

J. Trumbull.

—

[Slang']

— Thun'der-lng-ly, adv.

Thun'der-ing, n. Thunder.
Thun'der-leSS, a. Without thunder or

Thun'der-OUS

(-iis),

1.

Producing thunder.

2.

Making a

How he

Pev.

iv. 5.

noise.

[Written also thundrous.]
[R-]

a.

before the thunderous throne doth lie. Milton.
noise like thunder ; sounding loud and

—

;

A

panied with lightning and thunder.
(-ston'),

n.

1.

A

thunderbolt,—

formerly believed to be a stone.
Fear no more the lightning flash,
Shak.
Nor the all-dreaded thunderstone.
2. (Paleon.) A belemnite.
See Belemnite.
Thun'der-Storm' (-stSrm'), n. A storm accompanied
with lightning and thunder.
[imp. ThunderThun'der-strlke' (-strik'), v. t.
struck (-striik')
p. p. Thunderstruck, -stricken
(-strTk''n)
vb. n. Thunderstriking.]
1. To
p. pr.
[R.]
strike, blast, or injure by, or as by, lightning.
Sir P. Sidney.
2. To astonish, or strike dumb, as with something terrible ;
rarely used ejKept in the past participle.
Milton.
Drove tliem before him, thunderstruck.
;

;

&

—

Thun'der-worm' (-wQrm'), m.

(Zo'dl.)

A small, foot-

burrowing, snakelike lizard (Rhineura Floridana)
so called beAmphisbiEna, native of Florida
cause it leaves its burrows after a thundershovver.
with
«•
Accompanied
thunder
Thun'der-y (-y),
Petinant.
thunderous. [/?.] " Thundery weather."
less,

allied to

;

Thun'drous

(-drus),

a.

—

Thunderous

" Scraps of t/nwdroiis epic."

Thun'ny

Thurgh

(tlinu'iij), n.
(thfirg), prep.

sonorous.

;

Tennyson.

(Zo'dl.)

The tunny.

[iL]

Through. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Thurgh'fare' (thfirg'ffir'), ?i. Thoroughfare. [Ob.t.]
This world

is l)ut

a thurg/lfarc

full of

woe.

Chaucer.

Thu'rl-ble (tliii'rT-b'l), n. [L. thuribulum, tmibulum, from Ihns, Ihiiris, or better Ins, ttiris, frankincense,
fr. Gr. eOo? a sacrifice, an offering, from Ovew to sacrifice.] (R. C. Vh.) A censer of metal, for burning incense,
having various forms, held in the hand or suspended

food,

ioot;

out,

.

;

Thwart

Thun'der-proof (-proof), a. Secure against the effects of thunder or lightning.
shower accomThun'der-show'er (-shou'er), n.
Thun'der-stone'

Thwalte (thwat), n. (Zo'dl.) The twaite.
Thwaite, n. [Cf Icel. pveit a piece of land, fr. pvita
to cut.
See Thwite, and cf. Doit, and Twaite land
cleared of woods.] Forest land cleared, and converted
to tillage ; an assart.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
(13?°" Thiuaite occurs in composition as the last element
in many names of places in the north of England
as
in Uostnicaite, Stonethivaiie.

deep sonorous.
Thun'der-ous-ly, adv.

An

The

—

Aylijffe.

(-herd'), n.
(Zo'dl.) An Australian
singing bird (Pachycephala gutturalis).
The male is conspicuously marked with black and yellow, and has a black crescent on the breast. Called also
white-throated thickhead, orange-breasted thrush, blackcrowned thrush, guttural thrush, and black-breasted fly-

Thun'der-blrd'

insectivorous

chiff-chaff.

The distant forge's swinging thump profound. Wordsworth.
With heavy thump, a lifeless lump,
They dropped down, one by one.
Coleridge.
2. A blow or knock, as with something blunt or
heavy; a heavy fall.
The watchman gave eo great a thump at my door, that 1
awaked at the knock.
Toiler.

&

Oracles severe
thundered in our general's ear.
Dryden.
being a prelate, may thunder out an eccle-

Were daily

An archdeacon, as

—

;

,

Thum'mlm (thiim'mlm), n. pi.
perfection.]
A mysterious part or

under Urim.
Thump (thump), n. [Probably of imitative origin
perhaps influenced by dump, v. t.] 1. The sound made
by the sudden fall or blow of a heavy body, as of a

& vb.

to sound, rattle, or roar, as a discharge
of
atmospheric electricity ;
often

IProv. Eng.]
[Heb., pi. of thorn
decoration of the
breastplate of the Jewish high priest. See the note
(-ml), n.

pr.

Thundering.] [AS. punrian. See
Thunder, ra.] 1. To produce thunder

by the thumb and

forefinger.
old instrument of torture for compressing the

&

[imp.

n.

Thun'der-head'

Darwin.
A screw having
may be turned

—

See Ful&ukite.

gurite.

;

a flat-sided or knurled head, so that

;

oil;

obair

;

go; siuK, iuk

(thwart), a.
[OE. pwart, pwert, a. and adv.,
Icel. pvert, neut. of pverr athwart, transverse, across
akin to AS. piveorh perverse, transverse, cross, D. dwars,
OHG. dwerah, twerh, G. zwerch, quer, Dan.
Sw. tver
athwart, transverse, Sw. tv'dr cross, unfriendly, Goth.
pwairhs angry. Cf. Queer.] 1. Situated or placed
across something else ; transverse oblique.
Moved contrary with thwart obliquities.
Milton.
Perverse crossgraiued. [Obs.]
2. Fig.
Shak.
Thwart, adv. [See TmvART, a.] Thwartly obliquetransversely athwart.
[Obs.]
Milton.
ly
Spenser.
Thwart, p7-ep. Across athwart.
;

&

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Thwart

See Athwart ships, under Athwart.
(Naut.)
seat in an open boat reaching
re.
side to the other, or athwart the boat.

ships.

A

Thwart,
from one

Thwart,

[imp.

&p. p. Thwarted

&

vb.
p. pr.
Thwarting.]
1. To move across or counter to; to
[06,s'.]
cross; as, an arrow tticacis the air.
Swift as a sliootiug star
In autumn thwarts the uiglit.
Milton.
2. To cross, as a purpose to oppose ; to run countec
to ; to contravene ; hence, to frustrate or defeat.
If crooked fortune had not thirarted me.
Shak.
The proposals of the oho never thwarted t\ic inclinations of
v.

t.

;

n.

;

the

otlier.

South.

Thwart,

v.

1.

i.

To move or go

crosswise manner. [R.]
2. Hence, to be in opposition

Any proposition
nal nrnrlcs.

.

.

.

;

in

an oblique or

to clash.
[R.]
thwart with these interLocke.
disease in sheap, mdi-

tliat sliall at all

Thwart'er (-er), n. (Far.) A
cated by sliaking, trembling, or convulsive motions.
Thwart'lng-ly, adv. Im a thwarting or obstructing
manner ao as to thwart.
Thwart'ly, adv. Transversely obliquely.
Thwart'ness, n. Tlie quality or state of being thwart
obliquity perverseuess.
;

;

;

;

tlieu,

tliin

;

boN

;

zli=:z in axui*.

THWITE

1506

TICKING

A

[AS. pwitan.
See Whittle,
2. {Bot.)
species of inflorescence; a dense panicle,
Thwite
and cf. Thwaite a piece of land.] To cut or clip with a as in the lilac and horse-chestnut.
Chaucer.
(thi'sa-nSp'ter),
\_Obs.
or
Prov.
Eng.']
whittle.
Thy'sa-nop'ter
knife to
Thwlt'tle (thwlft'l),v.<. [See Thwite, and Whittle.] re. {Zool. ) One of the Thysanoptera.
Palsgrave.
{-te-Ta), n. pi.
Prov.
Eng.']
whittle.
\_Obs.
or
Thy'sa-nop'te-ra
To cut or
[Written [Nil. , from Gr. Bva-avoi a fringe -jThwlt'tle, n. A small knife a whittle.
Chaucer.
Trrepov
wing.]
ttwJtt/e."
a
{Zool.)
division
Sheffield
also Ihwitel.'] [06^.]
Thy (thi), pron. [OB. thi, shortened from thin. See of insects, considered by some writto
thee
the
more
ers
a
distinct
order, but regarded by
;
Thine, Thou.] Of thee, or belonging
common form of thine, possessive case of thou ; used others as belonging to the Hemiptealways attributively, and chiefly in the solemn or grave ra. They are all of small size, and
Thine is used in the predicate ; as, have narrow, broadly fringed wings
style, and in poetry.
with rudimentary nervures. Most
the knife is thine. See Thine.
Thyrsus, 2.
heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy of the species feed upon the juices
in
Our father which art
Matt. vi. 9, 10. of plants, and some, as those which attack grain, are very
kingdom come. Thy will be done.
Milton.
injurious to crops. Called also Physopoda. See Thkips.
These are thy glorious works, Parent of good.
Thy'sa-nop'ter-an (-ter-an), re. (Zool.) One of the
[Gr. ^vXov Bvivov,
Thy'lne wood' (thi'In wd5d').
Thysanoptera.
or
6va,
an
fr. 6vivo%, adj., pertaining to the tree Bvia.
Thy'sa-n?p'ter-0U3 (-iis), _.. {Zool.) Of or pertain(Bol.) The
African tree with sweet-smelling wood.]
fragrant and beautiful wood of a North African tree ing to the Thysanoptera.
Thys'a-nu'ra (this'4-nu'ra or thi'sa-), re. pi. [NL.,
(Callilris quadrivalvis), formerly called Thuja articuoipa tail.] {Zool.)
lata.
The tree is of the Cedar family, and furnishes a fr. Gr. Bva'avog fringe
Rev. xviii. 12, An order of wingless hexapod insects which
balsamic resin called sandarach.
Thyla-Clne (thi'la-sln), n. [Gr. eOAa| a sack.] have setiform caudal appendages, either be^t
beneath the body to form a spring, or project(Zool.) The zebra wolf. See under Wolf.
Thym'ate (tim'at), n. ( Chem. ) A compound of thym- ing as bristles. It comprises the Cinura, or
bristletails, and the CoUembola, or
ol analogous to a salt ; as, sodium thymate.
Thyme (tim), n. [OE. tyme, L. thymum, Gr. Bvixov, springtaUs. Called also Thysanoura.
See Lepisma, and Poduea.
a
sacrifice,
offering,
Wjnos cf. Sviiv, to sacrifice, fliiot
Thys'a-nu'ran (-ran), re. {Zool.)
incense : cf F. thym ;
perhaps so named because of its
sweet smell. Cf. Fume, ».] (Bot.) Any plant of the One of the Thysanura. Also used
(thwit), V.

i.

;

II

II

Tlce'ment

(tis'ment), n. Enticement.
[Ois.]
Tlch'or-rhlne (tik'6r-rin), re. [Gr. Tetxo! a waU
_
-fpi's, pivoi, the nose.]
{Paleon.)
fossil rhinoceros with
a vertical bony medial septum supporting the nose ; th<

A

hairy rhinoceros.

Tick (tik), re. [Abbrev. from ticket.] Credit trxist
buy on, or upon, tick.
Goldsmith.
Tick, V. i. 1. To go on trust, or credit.

;

A

"A

;

as, to

2.

—

II

+

—

;

.

labiate genus Thymus. The garden
garis) is a warm, pungent aromatic,
relish to seasoning and soups.

thyme {Thymus

much used

tntl-

adjectively.

to give a

Thys'a-nu'rous (-rils), a. {Zool.)
Of or pertaining to the Thysanura.

Ankle deep in moss and flowery thyme.
Cowper.
Cat thyme, a labiate plant ( Teucrium Marum) of the Mediterranean region. Cats are said to be fond of rolling on
it. J. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants). —Wild thyme. Thymus

Thys'be (thfz'be), re. [NL. , f r. L.
Thisie maiden beloved by Pyramus,
Gr. ©I'cr/Sr;.]
{Zool.)
common
clearwing moth {Hemaris thysbe).

Serpyllum,
I

common on banks and

know

Thym'ene
obtained from

a

bank

hillsides in Europe.
Shale.
where the wild thyme blows.

(tim'en), n.
oil of thyme.

A

{Chem.)

liquid terpene

+

+

;

—

mene.

Thy'mus (thi'miis), .2. [NL.,fr.Gr. SunOS.] {Anat.)
Of, pertaining to, or designating, the thymus gland.
n.
gland.
Thymus gland, or Thsrmus body, a ductless gland in the
throat, or in the neighboring region, of nearly all vertebrates. In man and other mammals it is the throat, or
neck, sweetbread, which lies in the upper part of the
thorax and lower part of the throat. It is largest in fetal
and early life, and disappears or becomes rudimentary in
the adult.
Thym'y (tlm'^), a. Abounding with thyme ; fra-

—

II

The thymus

grant

;

as,

a thymy

Akenside.

vale.

Where'er a thymy bank he found,
He rolled upon the fragrant ground.

Thy'ro-

(thi'ro-).

pron.
An xwo of' the Thysa.
emphasized form of the personal pronura. a Machilis
noun of the second person ; used as variabilis, much
enlarged 6 Cama subject commonly with «Aok; as,
^°"
thou thyself Shalt go that is, thou
f°.±T^^^^^
Shalt go, and no other. It is sometimes used, especially in the predicate, without thou, and
in the nominative as well as in the objective case.
(thi-sSlf'),

—

;

Thym'1-a-tech'ny (thTm'i-A-t§k'ny), n. [Gr. eviiCaixa
incense
Te'xi^ art.] (3fed.) The art of employing perfumes in medicine. [-K.]
Dunglison.
Thym'ic (thim'Ik), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to
the thymus gland.
Thy'mlc (ti'mik), a. {Med. Chem.) Pertaining to, or
derived from, thyme ; as, thymic acid.
{Chem.) A
Thym'Dl (tim'ol), n. [_Thyme
-o/.]
phenol derivative of cymene, CjoHjs.OH, isomeric with
carvacrol, found in oil of thyme, and extracted as a white
crystalline substance of a pleasant aromatic odor and
strong antiseptic properties
called also hydroxy cy-

Gay.

A combining form used in anatomy

to indicate connection with, or relation to, the thyroid
body or the thyroid cartilage ; as, ttyrohyal.
Thy'ro-a-ryt'e-noid (-4-rit'e-noid), a. {Anat.) Of or
pertaining to both the thyroid and arytenoid cartilages
of the larynx.
Thy'ro-hy'al (-hi'ol), n. {Anat.) One of the lower
segments in the hyoid arch, often consolidated with the
body of the hyoid bone and forming one of its great
horns, as in man.
Thy'ro-hy'Oid (-M'oid), a. {Anat.) Of or pertaining
to the thyroid cartilage of the larynx and the hyoid arch.
Thy'rold (thi'roid), a. [Gr. eupeoeiSij; shield-shaped
0vpe6t a large, oblong shield (from 6vpa a door) -|- etSos
form: cf. F. thyroide, ihyreoide.'] 1. Shaped like an
oblong shield ; shield-shaped ; as, the thyroid cartilage.
2. {Anat. ) Of or pertaining to the thyroid body, thyroid cartilage, or thyroid artery ; thyroideal.
Thyroid cartilage. See under Lartnx.— Thyroid body,
or Thyroid gland {Anat.), a glaudlike but ductless body,
or pair of bodies, of unknown function, in the floor of the
mouth or the region of the larynx. In man and most
mammals it is a higlily vascular organ, partly surrounding the base of the larynx and the upper part of the trachea.
Thyroid dislocation (Surg.), dislocation of the
thigh bone into the thyroid foramen.
Thyroid foramen,
the obturator foramen.

—

—

Thy-rold'e-al (thi-roid'e-al),

{Anat.) Thyroid.
Thy-rot'0-my {OA-rWo-mf), n.
[_Thyro- -j- Gr.
reiiveiv to cut.]
{Surg.) The operation of cutting into
the thyroid curtilage.
Thyrse (thers), m. [Cf. F. thyrse.1 A thyrsus.
Thyr'SOld (ther'soid),
) a.
[Gr. evpcoeiS^s flupThyr-SOld'al (ther-soid'ol), )
(to;
thyrsus
etSoi
*rm, shape: of. F. thyrsoide.'] Having somewhat the
Jorm of a thyrse, or thyrsus.
a.

+

;

;

Ere I

give tick

;

to trust.

Arbuthnot.

species of

large parasitic

mites which attach themselves to, and suck the
blood of, cattle, dogs, and
many other animals. When
filled with blood they be-

come ovate, much swollen, and
usually livid red in color.
Some of the species often attach themselves to the human
body. The young are active
and have at first but six legs.
(6) Any one of several species
of dipterous insects having a American Moose Tick (Tx.
flattened and usually wingless °*' "^'^A?'",!'- „-f ^.""body, as the bird ticks (see un- %' iiiyg^dSSSng,' enl
der Bied) and sheep tick (see larged. C'Mouth Parts of
young, much enlarged
under Sheep).
'^
^d ' ^ j
Tick bean, a small bean used
2 Palpus. '
for feeding horses and other
animals.
Tick trefoil (£o<.), aname given to many plants
of the leguminous genus Besmodium, which have trifoliate leaves, and jointed pods roughened with minute
hooked hairs by which the joints adhere to clothing and
to the fleece of sheep.

—

A

Thy-seU'

To

Tick, re. [OE. tike, teke; akin to D. teek,G.zecke.
Tike a tick.] {Zool.)
Any one of numerous

Cf.
{a)

ITiyseJ/'Bhaltsee theact.
thou to thyself yrSi&t cruel.

Shak.

to thee,

Milton.

Tick, n. [LL. techa, teca, L. theca case, Gr. flijKij, fr.
TiSe'wu to put.
See Thesis.] 1. The cover, or case, of a
bed, mattress, etc., which contains the straw, feathers,
hair, or other filling.
2. Ticking.
See Tickino, re.
Tick, 11. i. [imp. &p. p. Ticked (ttkt) ; p. pr.
vh.
re. Ticking.] [Probably of imitative origin ; cf. D. tikken,
IjG. ticken.]
1. To make a small or repeating noise by
beating or otherwise, as a watch does ; to beat.
2. To strike gently to pat.
Stand not ticking and toying at the branches. Latimer.

&

;

See Tiaea.] A tiara.
Tick, n. 1. A quick, audible beat, as of a clock.
2. Any small mark intended to direct attention to
Milton. Tennyson.
Tl-a'ra (tt-a'r4), n. [L., from Gr. ndpa, riapas of something, or to serve as a check.
Dickens.
Persian origin.] 1. A form of headdress worn by the
3. {Zool.) The whinchat;
so called from its note.
ancient Persians. According to Xenophon, the royal [Prov. Eng.]
tiara was encircled with a diadem, and was high and
Death tick. (Zool.) See DEATHWATca
erect, while those of the people were flexible, or had
Tick, V. t. To check off by means of a tick or any
rims turned over.
small mark ; to score.
2. The pope's triple crown. It was
When I had got all my responsibilities down upon rny list, 1
at first a round, high cap, but was aftercompared each with the bill and ticked it off.
Dickens.
ward encompassed with a crown, subseTlck'en (-en), re. See Tickino. [R.] R. Browning.
quently with a second, and finally with
Tlck'er (-er), re.
[See Tick.]
One who, or that
a third. Fig. The papal dignity.
which, ticks, or produces a ticking soimd, as a watch or
Adorned with,
Tl-a'raed (-rad), a.
clock, a telegraphic sounder, etc.
or wearing, a tiara.
Tlck'et (-«t), re. [F. iliquette a label, ticket, fr. OF.
TIb'-cat' (tlb'kSf), re.
A female
estiguette, or OF. etiquet, estiquet ; both of Teutonic
cat.
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
origin,
and akin to E. slick. See Stick, re. & v., and cf.
Tib'l-a (-i-a), re. ; pi. Tibi^ (-e).
Etiquette, Tick credit.] A small piece of paper, card[L.] 1. {Anat.) The inner, or preaxial,
Tiara, 2.
board,
or
the like, serving as a notice, certificate, or disand usually the larger, of the two bones
tinguishing token of something. Specifically
of the leg or hind iSnb below the knee.
(a)
A
little
note or notice. [Obs. or Local]
2. (2'oo?.) The fourth joint of the leg of an insect. See
He constantly read his lectures twice a week for above forty
Illusts. under Coleoptesa, and under Hexapoda.
3. {Antiq.) A musical instrument of the flute kind, years, giving notice of the time to his auditors in a ticket on
the school doors.
Fuller^
originally made of the leg bone of an animal.
[Obs.']
(6) A tradesman's bill or account.
TlVl-al (-al), a. [L. tibialis, fr. tibia the shin bone
(!^°" Hence the phrase ore ticket, on account whence,
also, a pipe or flute, originally made of a bone cf. F.
by abbreviation, came the phrase on tick. See 1st Tick.
tibial.]
1. Of or pertaining to a tibia.
Your courtier is mad to take up silks and velvets
2. Of or pertaining to a pipe or flute.
On ticket for his mistress.
J. Cotgrave.
Tibial spur (Zool.), a spine frequently borne on the
(c)
A
certificate or token of right of admission to a
tibia of insects. See Illust. under Coleopteba.
place of assembly, or of passage in a public conveyance
bone
tibiale.
a
Tib'i-al, n. {Anat.) A tibial
as, a theater ticket ; a railroad or steamboat ticket.
CNL.]
Tlb'1-a'le (-a'le), re. ; pi. Tiblalia (-ll-a).
{d) A label to show the character or price of goods.
{Anat.) The bone or cartilage of the tarsus which artic(e) A certificate or token of a share in a lottery or
ulates with the tibia and corresponds to a part of the
other scheme for distributing money, goods, or the like.
astragalus in man and most mammals.
(/) {Politics) A printed list of candidates to be voted
Ti-blC'1-nate (tl-bis'i-nat), V. i. [L. tibicinare.] To
for at an election ; a set of nominations by one party for
play on a tibia, or pipe.
[iS.]
election ; a ballot.
[U. S.]
combining form used in anatTi'ar

(ti'er),

re.

[Cf. F. tiare.

[Poetic']

—

;

:

II

:

;

;

:

;

II

A
Tib'1-0- (tib'I-o-).
to indicate connection with, or relation to, the tibia;

The

omy

as, tibiotdasus, tibiofibular.
Tib'1-O-tar'sal (-tar'sal), a.

old

ticlcet

forever

I

We have it by thirty-four votes.
Sarah Franklin

re.

; pi.

«hieiitea.

As good

to grow on graves
a thyrsus.
Mrs.

As twist about
Browning.
In my hand I bear
'Sat (hyrms, tipped with fragrant cones of pine. Longfellow.
ale,

senate,

c^e,

Urn,

Srm, ask,

(1"66>.

Scratched ticket, a ticket from which the names of one
or more of the candidates are scratched out.— Split ticket,
a ticket representing different divisions of a party, or
containing candidates selected from two or more parties.
Straight ticket, a ticket containing the regular nominations of a party, without change.
Ticket day (Corel.), the
day before the settling or pay day on the stock exchange, when the names of the actual purchasers are
rendered in by one stockbroker to another. [Eng.] SimTicket of leave, a license or permit given to a
monds.
convict, or prisoner of the crown, to go at large, and to
labor for himself before the expiration of his sentence,
subject to certain specific conditions. [Eng,\ Simmonds.
Ticket porter, a licensed porter wearing a badge by
which he may be identified. [Eng.]

{Anat.) {a) Of or pertaining both to tt^'tibia and the tarsus ; as, the tibiotarsal articulation.
(J) Of or pertaining to the tibiotarsus.
Tlb'1-O-tar'SUS (-siis), re. ; pi. Tibiotaesi (-si).
{Anat.) The large bone between the femur and tarsometatarsus in the leg of a bird. It is formed by the
union of the proximal part of the tarsus with the tibia.
Tib'rie (tib'rl), re. (2'ooi.) The pollack. [Prov. Eng.]
Tic (tik), re. [F.] {Med.) A local and habitual convulsive motion of certain muscles ; especially, such a
motion of some of the muscles of the face ; twitching
Dunglison.
vellication
called also spasmodic tic.
Tic douloureux (tik doo-loo-roo' ; F. -re'). [F., fr. tic a
vb.
Tlck'et, V. t. [imp.
knack, a twitching + douloureux painfulj (Med.) Neup. p. Ticketed ; p. pr.
ralgia in the face face ague. See under Face.
re. Ticketing.]
1. To distinguish by a ticket ; to put a
Tl-cal' (ti-kal'), re. 1. A bean-shaped coin of Siam, ticket on ; as, to ticket goods.
2. To furnish with a ticket or tickets ; i;o book ; as, to
worth about sixty cents ; also, a weight equal to 236
Malcom. ticket passengers to California. [U. S.]
grains troy.
at
about
reckoned
Tlck'et-ing, re. A periodical sale of ore in the Englisl
2. A money of account in China,
mining districts
so called from the tickets upon which
$1.60 ; also, a weight of about four ounces avoirdupois.
To
entice.
are
written the bids of the buyers.
Tlce (tis), V. t. [Aphetic form of entice.]
The Coronation,
Tlck'ing (tik'ing), re. [From Tick a bed cover. Cf.
[Obs.]
Tlce, n.. {Cricket) A ball bowled to strike the ground Ticken.] A strong, closely woven linen or cotton fabric,
of which ticks for beds are made. It is usually twilled.
about a bat's length in front of the wicket.

—

—

—

;

—

—

&

&

;

Th3rr'SUS (ther'sus),

Thtbsi (-si). [L., fr.
Gr. eaptro^. Cf. Torso.] 1. A staff entwined with ivy,
and surmounted by a pine cone, or by a bunch of vine or
ivy leaves with grapes or berries. It is an attribute of
Bacchus, and of the satyrs and others engaging in BacII

—

II

;

final,

^;

eve, Svent,

find,

fSm, recent;

Ice,

idea, HI;

—

old,

dbey, drb,

6A.d;

I
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are in conjunction or opposition, as at new moon and
full moon, their action is such as to produce a greater
than the usual tide, called ibe spring tide, as represented
in the cut. When
^'ajj"--.
the moon is in
/'*\«»=^^*'''
the first or third
! - 1^^^^'^
quarter, the
y^'f'^^^^'"^
^'*•-^***>. ••
jrsun's attraction
'%7^.fy
in part counteracts the effect
_,„.._;•
of the moon's
..••^^'o*/i>\
attraction, thus
"
^^
producing
un- ()
der the moon a

absent friend or an impending battle. We may be curious to hear the news ; we are always anxious for tidings.
Evil news rides post, while good news baits.
Milton.
What tidings dost thou bring ?
Addison.
Tid'ley (fidnf), n. (Zobl.) (a) The wren, (b) The
goldcrest.
[Prov. Eng.]
Tid-ol'O-gy (tid-51'o-jy), re. [Tide
-logy.]
A dig.
course or treatise upon the tides that part of science

TICKLE
in stripes of different colors, as white and
called also ticken.
blue ;
Tlc'kle (tik'k'l), V. t. limp. &p. p. Tickled (-k'ld)
vb. n. Tickling (-kliug).] [Perhaps freq. of tick
p. pr.
to beat, pat ; but cf also AS. cilelian to tickle, D. kittelen, G. kitzeln, OHG. chizzilon, chuzzilon, Icel. kiila.
Cf Kittle, v. <.] 1. To touch lightly, so as to produce
a peculiar thrilling sensation, which cor»monly causes
laughter, and a kind of spasm which may become dangerous if too long protracted.

and woven

—

&

.

.

do we not laugh ?
please ; to gratify ; to make joyous.
Pleased with a rattle, tickled -with a straw.

Pope.

Such a nature
Tickled with good success, disdains the shadow
"Which he treads on at noon.

Shak.

If

2.

To

Tlc'kle,

you

smaller tide
than usual,
called the

;

Uncertain

;

4.

Barilett.

A

prong used by coopers to extract bungs from
lEng.l
Tlc'klish (-klTsh), a. 1. Sensible to slight touches

4.
casks.

critical

;

as,

a

ticklish business.

+

iee(f / cf.
Tlck'seed' (tik'sed'), n. \_Tick the insect
G. wan0«Kiamere, literally, bug seed.] 1. A seed or fruit
resembling in shape an insect, as that of certain plants.

Same

2. (Bot.) (a)

as Coreopsis,

Any

(b)

—

—

—

A

—

—

plant of

«

—

—

—

;

Milton.

Tide (tid), V. t. To cause to float with the tide to
drive or carry with the tide or stream.
Feltham.
They are tided down the stream.
Tide, v. i. [AS. txdan to happen. See Tide, re.]
[Obs.]
1. To betide ; to happen.
Chaucer.
What should us tide of this new law ?
2. To pour a tide or flood.
3. (Naut.) To work into or out of a river or harbor
;

Tlck'tack', adv. With a ticking noise, like that of
R watch.
[Native name.]
Tlc'po-lon'ga (tik'pS-lon'ga), n.
iZool.) A very venomous viper (Baboia Russellii), nar
tive of Ceylon and India ;
called also cobra monil.
Tld (tid), a. [Cf. AS. tedre, tydere, weak, tender.]
now only used in tidbit.
Tender soft ; nice
Tld'al (tid'al), a. Of or pertaining to tides ; caused
by tides ; having tides periodically rising and falling,
or flowing and ebbing ; as, tidal waters.

—

;

;

—

by

drifting

with the tide and anchoring when

it

becomes

;

The

tidal

adverse.

Tld'ed (tid'ed), a. Affected by the tide having a
" The tided Thames."
Bp. Hall.
tide.
Tlde'IeSS, a. Having no tide.
(Naut.)
Sv/ung
by
the tide
Tide'-rode' (-rod'), a.
when at anchor
opposed to wind-rode.

wave of deeper souls

;

Into our inmost being rolls,
And lifts us unawares

Out of all meaner cares.
Longfellow.
Tidal air (Physiol.), the air which passes in and out of
the lungs in ordinary breathing. It varies from twenty
Tidal basin, a dock that is filled
to thirty cubic inches.
Tidal wave, (a) See Tide wave,
at the rising of the tide.
nnder Tide. Cf 4th Bore, (b) A vast, swift wave caused
by an earthquake or some extraordinary combination of
natural causes. It rises far above high-water mark and is
often very destructive upon low-lying coasts.

—

;

—

+

[Written also

;

A

Tid'lfe (tid'if), re. The blue titmouse. [Prov. Eng.]
^ff^ The "tidif " mentioned in Chaucer is by some
supposed to be the titmouse, by others the wren.

titbit.']

Tld'de (tid'de), obs. imp. of Tide, v. i.
Chaucer.
Tld'der (tTd'der), ) V. t. [Cf AS. tyderian to grow
tender. See Tid.] To use with
Tld'dle (tid'd'l), I
tenderness to fondle. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Tide (tid), re. [AS. ad time akin to OS. & OFries.
Ud, D. tijd, G. zeit, OHG. zit, Icel. tiS, Sw. & Dan. tid,

Tl'di-ly (ti'di-ly), adv. In a tidy m««her.
Tl'di-ness, re. The quality or state of being tidy.
Chaucer.
Ti'dlng (ti'ding), M. Tidings. [Obs.]

.

;

Tl'dingS

;

^

'

and probably

to Skr. aditi unlimited, endless, where a- is
a negative prefix. V58. Cf. Tidings, Tidy, Till, jore^..
Time.]
1. Time; period; season.
\_Obsoles.]
"This

lusty summer's

Chaucer.

<7'(?e.

And

rest their

weary limbs a

Spenser.

tide.

"Which, at the appointed tide.
Each one did make his bride.
At the tide\>t Christ his birth.

Fuller.

The

Gse,

unite,

r^de,

full,

fip,

ttm

;

pity

(ti'dingz),

re.

pi.

[OE. tidinge, tipinge,

ti-

dinde, from or influenced by Icel. tiSindi; akin to Dan.
tidende, Sw. tidning, G. zeitung, AS. ttdan to happen,
Account of what
re.]
E. hetide, tide. See Tide, v. i.
lias taken place, and was not before known ; news.
Shak.
I shall make my master glad with these tidings.
Full well the busy whisper, circling round,
Conveyed the dismal tidings when lie frowned. Goldsmith.
Although tidings is plural in form, it has been
used also as a singular. By Shakespeare it was used indiscriminately as a singular or plural.
Shak.
How near the tidings of our comfort is.
Tidings to the contrary
Sfiak.
Are brought your eyes.
News; advice; information; intelligence.—
Syn.
Tidings, News. The term neirs denotes recent intelligence from any quarter the terra tidings denotes intelligence expected from a particular quarter, showing what
has there beiided. We may be iudifl'orent as to news,
but are always more or less interested in tidings. We
read the news daily we wait for tidings respecting an

&

{^^

Spenser.

alternate rising and falling of the waters of the
ocean, and of bays, rivers, etc., connected therewith.
The tide ebbs and flows twice in each lunar day, or the
space of a little more than twenty-four hours. It is occasioned by the attraction of the sun and moon (the influence of the latter being three times that of the former),
acting unequally on the v;aters in different parts of the
earth, thus disturbing their equilibrium. A high tide
upon one side of the earth is accompanied by a higli tide
upon the opposite side. Haace, when the sun and moon
2.

who

payment

A

delicate or
a delicious morsel.

bit.']

A

(tidz'man),

officer

ship to secure

.

Tld'blt' (tid'bit'), n. \_Tid
tender piece of anything eatable

—

re. / pi. TiDESMEN (-mSu).
goes on board of a merchant
of the duties ; a tidewaiter.
customhouse officer
Tlde'walt'er (tid'wat'er), re.
who watches the landing of goods from merchant vessels,
Sivift.
in order to secure payment of duties.
Tlde'way' (-wa'), «• Channel in which the tide sets.

Tldes'man

customhouse

;

—

;

toot

;

;

A tidy man,

out, oil

;

ehair

;

go

;

sing,

igk

that tened [lojured]

me

Piers Plowman.

never.

A

Tl'dy, re. ; pi. Tidies (-diz). 1.
cover, often of
tatting, drawn work, or other ornamental work, for the
back of a chair, the arms of a sofa, or the like.
child's pinafore.
2.
[Prov. Eng.]
Wright.
Tl'dy, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Tidied (ti'did) p. pr.
vb. n. Tidtino.] To put in proper order ; to make neat
as, tc tidy a room
to tidy one's dress.
Tl'dy, V. i. To make things tidy. [Colloq.]

A

&

;

;

I have tidied

and tidied over and over again.

Dickens.

Tl'dy-tips' (-tips'), re. (Bot.) A California composite plant (Layia plaiyglossa), the flower of wliich has
yellow rays tipped with white.
Tife (ti), re./ pi. Ties (tiz).
[AS. lege, tyge, flge.
V64. See Tie, v. t.'] 1. A knot ; a fastening.
2. A bond an obligation, moral or legal ; as, the sacred
ties of friendship or of duty ; the ties of allegiance.
;

No
3.
4.

distance breaks the

of blood.

Keble.

A knot of hair, as at the back of a wig.
An equality in numbers, as of votes,

Young.

tie

scores,

etc.,,

which prevents either party from being victorious;,
equality in any contest, as a race.
5. (Arch. & Engin.) A beam or rod for holding two
parts together in railways, one of the transverse timbers
which support the track and keep it in place.
6. (Mus.) A line, usually straight, drawn across the
stems of notes, or a curved line written over or under the notes, signify;

ing that they are
closely united in
or that two notes
are to be sounded

to be slurred, or
the performance,
a Tie.
same pitch
a bind a ligature.
pi.
Low
shoes
fastened
lacings.
7.
with
Bale tie, a fastening for the ends of a hoop for a bale.
Tie, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Tied (tid) (Obs. Tight (tit)) ;
vb. re. Tying (ti'ing).]
[OE. ti^en, teyen, AS.
p. pr.
tigan, tiegan, tygan, fr. teag, tedh, a rope ; akin to Icel.
taug, and AS. teon to draw, to pull.
See Tug, v. i., and
cf. Tow to drag.]
1. To fasten with a band or cord and
knot ; to bind. " Tie the kine to the cart." 1 Sam. vi. 7My son, keep thy father's commandment, and forsake not
the law of thy mother bind them continually upon thine
heart, and tie them about thy neck.
Prov. vi. 20, 21.
2. To form, as a knot, by interlacing or complicating a
cord ; also, to interlace, or form a knot in; as, to tie a cord
" We do not tie this knot
to a tree to knit ; to knot.
with an intention to puzzle the argument." Bp. Burnet.
3. To unite firmly ; to fasten ; to hold.
In bond of virtuous love together tied.
Fairfax.
4. To hold or constrain by authority or moral influence, as by knotted cords ; to oblige to constrain toof the
as one

'

;

;

&

&

:

;

;

;

restrain

;

to confine.

Not tied to rules of policy, you find
Dryden.
Revenge less sweet than a forgiving mind.
5. (Mus.) To unite, as notes, by a cross line, or by a
curved line, or slur, drawn over or under them.
6. To make an equal score with, in a contest ; to be
even with.
To ride and tie. See under Ride. — To tie down, (a) To
fasten so as to prevent from risuig. (6) To restrain to
To tie up, to confineli
confine to hinder from action.
to restrain to hindei from motion or action.
Tie, V. i. To make a tie to make an equal score.
Tie'bar' (-bar'), re. A flat bar used as a tie.
Tle'bekm' (ti'bem'), re. (Arch.) A beam acting as a
tie, as at the bottom of a pair of principal rafters, to
prevent them from tlirusting out the wall. See Illusi. of
Owilt.
Timbers, under Roop.
Ti'er (ti'er), 71. One who, or that which, ties.
[See Tire a headdress.] A child's aproa
Tl'er, re.
covering the upper part of the body, and tied mth tape
[Written .also tire.]
or cord a piuafore.
Tier (ter), re. [Perliaps fr. OF. tire, F. tire ; probably
cf. OHG. ziarX ornament, G. zier,
of Teutonic origin
AS. tir glory, tier row, rank. But cf. also F. tirer to
draw, pull of Teutonic origin. Cf. Attire, v. t., TmE
a headdress, but also Tirade.] A row or rank, especially one of two or more rows placed one above, or higher
than, another as, a tier of seats in a thetiter.
Tiers of a cable, the ranges of fakes, or windings, of a,
cable, laid one within another when coiled.
Tierce (ters; '277), n. [F. fierce a third, from tiers,
tierce, tliird, fr. L. tcrtlus the third
akin to trrs throe.
See Third, Three, and cf. Terce, Tercet, Tertiary.]
X. A cask whoso coutont is one third of a pipe, that is,
forty-two wine gallons also, a liquid luoasuro of forty;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

two wine, or thiity-Hve
2.

;

food,

superl. Tidiest.]
timely, G. zeiiig,

Being in proper time; timely;

1.

favorable ; as, tidy weather. [Obs.]
If weather be fair and tidy.
Tvsser.
2. Arranged in good order
orderly ; appropriate
neat ; kept in proper and becoming neatness, or habitually keeping things so ; as, a tidy lass ; their dress is
tidy ; the apartments are well furnished and tidy.

—

&

A

the genus Corispermum, plants of the Goosefoot family.
[See Tick to beat, to pat,
Tlck'tack' (-tak'),
and (for sense 2) cf. Teickteack.] 1. A noise like that
made by a clock or a watch.
2. A kind of backgammon played both with men and
pegs tricktrack.

A game at ticktach with words.

—

—

Surely princes had need, in tender matters and ticklish times,
Bacon.
to beware what they say.

— Tlc'kllsh-ly, adv. — Tlcldlsh-ness, n.

—

A

;

;

causes, influences, or

Tide gate, (a) An opening through which water may
flow freely when the tide sets in one direction, but which
closes automatically and prevents the water from flowing
in the other direction,
place where the
(ft) (Naut.)
tide runs with great velocity, as through a gate.
Tide
gaufe, a gauge for showing the height of the tide ; especially, a contrivance for registering the state of the
tide continuously at every instant of time. Brande
C.
Tide lock, a lock situated between an inclosed basin,
or a canal, and the tide water of a harbor or river, when
they are on different levels, so that craft can pass either
way at all times of the tide ; called also guard lock.
Tide mill, (a)
mill operated by the tidal currents. (6)
mill for clearing lands from tide water.
Tide rip, a
body of water made rough by the conflict of opposing
tides or currents.
Tide table, a table giving the time of
the rise and fall of the tide at any place.
Tide water,
water affected by the flow of the tide ; hence, broadly,
the seaboard.
Tide wave, or Tidal wave, the swell of
water as the tide moves. That of the ocean Is called
primitive ; that of bays or channels derivative. 'Wheivell.
Tide wheel, a water wheel so constructed as to be moved
by the ebb or flow of the tide.

;

nice

of

;

—

;

easily tickled as, the sole of the foot is very ticklish;
Bacon.
the hardened palm of the hand is not ticklish.
2. Standing so as to be liable to totter and fall at the
slightest touch ; unfixed ; easily affected unstable.
Can any man with comfort lodge in a condition so dismally
Barrow.
ticklish f

Sw. tidig.]

;

Spring Tides and Neap Tides.

—

Something puzzling or difficult.
A book contaming a memorandum of notes and
debts arranged in the order of their maturity. [Com.
2.
3.

&

seasonable

course current.
There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.
SJiak.
\_Obs.]
5. Violent confluence.
Bacon.
6. (Mining) The period of twelve hours.
Atmospheric tides, tidal movements of the atmosphere
similar to those of the ocean, and produced in the same
manner by the attractive forces of the sun and moon.
Inferior tide. See under Infekior, a.
To work double
tides.
See under Work, v. t.
Tide day, the interval between the occurrences of two consecutive maxima of the
resultant wave at the same place. Its length varies as
the components of sun and moon waves approach to, or
recede from, one another. A retardation from this cause
is called the lagging of the tide, while the acceleration
of the recurrence of high water is termed the priming of
the tide. See Lag of the tide, under 2d Lag.
Tide dial,
a dial to exhibit the state of the tides at any time.
;

;

:

Tendency or direction

events

Beau. & Fl.
iObs. & J?.]
Tick'len-l)urg (tik'len-bflrg), n. A coarse, mixed
linen fabric made to be sold in the West Indies.
TlC'kle-nesS (tik'k'l-nes), re. Unsteadiness. [06*.]
For hoard hatli hate, and climbing tickleness. Chaucer.
Tictler (-kler), n. 1. One who, or that which, tickles.

;

small singing birds, as the goldcrest.

;

slippery.

3. Difficult

—

Dan.

3. A stream
current ; flood
as, a tide of blood.
" Let in the tide of knaves once more ; my cook and I '11
provide."
Shak.

inconstant

Cant, U. Sr\

+

;

which treats of tides.
J. S. Mill.
Tl'dy (ti'dj^), n. (Zo'ol.) The wren;
called also
[Prov. Eng.]
The tidy for her notes as delicate as they. Drayton.
1^°° This name is probably applied also to other
Tl'dy, a. [Compar. Tidier (-di-er)
[From Tide time, season cf. D. tijdtg

neap

tide.

;

a.

\t'Mr^p

(!!^= The flow
or rising of the
water is called
flood tide, and
the reflux, ebb

tickle

TIc'kle-foot'ed (-foot'Sd),

^"

tide.

Spenser.
inwardly in every vein.
Shak.
Z. To excite the sensation of titillation.
Tlc'kle, a. 1. Ticklish ; easily tickled. lObs.l
2. Liable to change uncertain ; inconstant. [OJs.]
Chaucer.
The world is now full tidkle, sikerly.
Spenser.
So tickle is the state of earthly things.
3. Wavering, or liable to waver and fall at the slight[06s.]
est touch ; unstable easily overthrown.
Thy head stands so tickle on thy shoulders, that a milkmaid,
Shak.
if she be in love, may sigh it off.

Did

—

.'

To feel titillatlon.
He with secret joy therefore

1.

V. i.

Shak.

tickle us,

X

/

;

A

imperial, gallons.

cask larger tlian a barrel, and smaller than a

then, thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in

mure.

N
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hogshead or a puncheon, in which salt provisions, rice,
etc., are packed for shipment.
See Mediant.
3. (Mus.) The third tone of the scale.
4. A sequence of three playing cards of the same suit.
Tierce of ace, king, queen, is called tierce-major.

the East Indies and Southern Asia. Its body is about
three and a half feet long, and its tail about three feet
long. Its ground color is brownish gray,
and the dark markings are irregular
stripes, spots, and rings, but tliere are always two dark bands on the face, one extending back from
the eye, and one from
the angle of the
mouth. Called also

A

position in thrusting or parrying in
5. {Fencing)
nails are torned downward.
6. (-E. C. Ch.) The third hour of the day, or nine A. M.
one of the canonical hours ; also, the service appointed
for that hour.
Tler-c6' (ter-sa'), a. [F.] {Her.) Divided into three
said of an esequal parts of three different tinctures ;
cutcheon.
tercelet,
F. iiercetercel,
[OE.
) n.
Tler'cel (ter'sel),
let, a dim. of (assumed) tierTlerce'let (ters'lSt), (
so
cel, or fr. LL. tertiolus, dim. fr. L. tertius the third
called, according to some, because every third bird in
the nest is a male, or, according to others, because the
male is a third part less than the female. Cf Tekcel.]
(Falconry) The male of various falcons, esp. of the pereEncyc. Brit.
grine also, the male of the goshawk.
Tlerce'-ma'Jor (ters'ma'jer), n. [Cf. F. tierce ma{Card
Playing)
See
Tierce,
4.
jeure-l
Tier'cet (ter'sSt), n. [F. tercet. See Tekcet.] {Pros.)
A triplet three lines, or tliree lines rhyming together.
rod used as a tie. See Tie.
Tie'—rod' (tl'rod'), n.
Tiers' 6'tat' (tyar'za'ta' ; B. terz' a-ta'). [F.]
The third estate, or commonalty, in France, answering to
the commons in Great Britain;
so called in distinction from, and as inferior to, the nobles and clergy.

which the wrist and

—

;

—

TILL

tiger. —

tortoise-shell
Mexican tigiT (Zool.),

the

any

),

Tiger Beetle (Cicinaela hirticollis).
a Mature Beetle.
h Larva. Nat. size.

numerous

one of

species of active carnivorous beetles of
the family Cicindelidx. They usually inhabit

.

See Sun
Sun.

A

erate

II

and nobility to give the

a representation in the States-general proportioned to their actual numbers had an important influence in bringing on the French Revolution of 1789. Since
that time the term has been purely historical.
tiers Stat

Tle'tlck (ti'ttk), n. The meadow pipit. Prov. Eng.
Tle'wlg' (ti'wTg'), n. A wig having a tie or ties, or
one having some of the curls tied up also, a wig tied
upon the head.
Wright. V. Knox.
TIK (tlf), n. [OriginaUy, a sniff, sniiflng; cf. Icel.
pefr a smell, pefa to sniff, Norw. lev a, drawing in of the
breath, leva to sniff, smell, dial. Sw. tilv smeD, scent,
taste.]
1. Liquor; especially, a small draught of liquor.
" Sipping his tiff of brandy punch."
Sir W. Scott.
2. A fit of anger or peevishness ; a slight altercation
;

or contention.

See Tift.
limp.
p. p. Tiffed (ttft)

&

TiSt, V. i.
n. Tiffing.]

To be

;

Thackeray.
vb.
p. pr.

&

a pet.
Landor.
She tiffed with Tim, she ran from Ralph.
[OE. tiffen, OF. tiffer, tifer, to bedizen
Tiff, V. t.
cf. D. tippen to clip the points or ends of the hair, E.
A.Tucker.
tip, n.'i
To deck out ; to dress. [06s.]
Tlf'fa-ny (tiff a-ny), n. [OE. iiffenay ; cf OF. tiffe
ornament, tiffer to adjust, adorn. See Tiff to dress.]
A species of gauze, or very thin silk.
The smoke of sulphur ... is commonly used by women to
in

;

.

whiten

Sir T. Broiuiie.

tiffanies.

(-fin), n.
[Properly, tiffing a quaffing, a drinkSee Tiff, ra.]
lunch, or slight repast, between
breakfast and dinner;
originally, a Provincial English
word, but introduced into India, and brought back to
England in a special sense.
Tlff'lsh (tlf 'ish), a. Inclined to tiffs ; peevish ; pet-

Tiffin

A

ing.

—

'

ulant.

Norw. left a scent. See Tiff, n.]
or slight anger ; a tiff.
After all your fatigue you seem as ready for a lift with me
Blackwood's Mag.
as if you had newly come from church.
Tig (tig), n. 1. A game among children. See Tag.
2. A capacious, flat-bottomed drinking cup, generally
with four handles, formerly used for passing around the
table at convivial entertainments.
Tl-gella (ti-jgl'la), n. [NX/., from P. iige stem or
stock.] {Bot.) That part of an embryo which represents
the young stem the caulicle or radicle.
Ti-gelle' (ti-jSl'), n. [F.] {Bot.) Same as Tigblla.
Tl'ger (ti'ger), n. [OE. figre, F. tigre, L. tigris, Gr.
Tiypis ; probably of Persian origin ; cf. Zend tighra
pointed, iighri an arrow, Per. (ir ; perhaps akin to E.
probably so named from its quickness.]
stick, V. t. ;
very large and powerful carnivore {Felis
1. {Zool.)
tigris) native of Southern Asia and the East Indies.
Its
back and sides are tawny or rufous yellow, transversely
striped with black, the tail is ringed with black, the
throat and belly are nearly white. When full grown, it
equals er exceeds the lion in size and strength. Called
also royal tiger, and Bengal tiger.
Tift

[Cf.

(ttft), n.

A fit of pettishness,

II

;

—A

bit-

under

— Tiger

cat (Zool.),
any one of
several species of wild
cats of mod-

;

refusal of the clergy

fly

tern. (Zool.)

tern,

;

i^T" The

{Felis

size

dark

with
Marbled Tiger Cat

transverse

marmorata).

bars

stripes somewhat resembling those of the tiger.
flower (Bot.), an iridaceous plant of
the genus Tigridia (as T. conchiflora, T. grandiflora, etc.), having
showy flowers, spotted or streaked
somewhat like the skin of a tiger.
Tiger grass (Bot.), a low East In-

or
— Tiger

—

A

regalis).

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

his dealings.
IColloq.']
applied
6. Not slack or loose ; firmly stretched ; taut ;
to a rope, chain, or the like, extended or stretched out.
Shak.
7. Handy ; adroit ; brisk.
[OJs.]
[Slang]
8. Somewhat intoxicated ; tipsy.
9. {Com.) Pressing; stringent; not easy; firmly held;
dear ;
said of money or the money market. Cf East, 7.
Tight, V. t. To tighten. [Obs.]
Tight'en (tif'n), v. t. limp. p. p. Tightened (-'nd)
vb. n. Tightening.] To draw tighter to straitp. pr.
en ; to make more close in any manner.
Just where I please, with tightened rein
Fawkes.
I '11 urge thee round the dusty plain.
Tightening pulley (Mach.), a pulley which rests, or is
forced, against a driving belt to tighten it.

—

.

&

;

Tight'ly, adv.

Ab for that heinous tiger, Tamora.

Skak.

A

3.
servant in livery, who rides with his master or
mistress.
Dickens,
4.
kind of growl or screech, after cheering ; as,
three cheers and a tiger. [Colloq. V. S.'\
5.
pneumatic box or pan used in refining sugar.

A

A

American

— Clouded

tiger.

(Zool.) (a)

The puma.

(6)

The

jaguar.

tiger {Zool.), a handsome striped and spotted
carmvore (Felis macrocelis or F. marmorata.) native of

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

tiles.

Dickens.

— Tile

earth, a species

and stubborn land. [Prov.
Eng.] — Tile kiln, akilu in which tiles are burnt a tilery.
— Tile ore (Min.), an earthy variety of cuprite. — Tile red,
light red like the color of tiles or bricks. — Tile tea, a
kind of hard, flat brick tea. See Brick tea, under Brick.
Tile, V. t. limp. &p. p. Tiled (tild) p. pr. & vb. n.
Tiling.] 1. To cover with tiles as, to tile a house.
;

stiff

;

;

;

To

cover, as If with tUes.
The muscle, sinew, and vein.
Which tile this house, will come again.
Donne.
To drain by means of
Tile'-draln' (-dran'), v. t.
tiles ; to furnish with a tile drain.
{Zool.)
large, edible, deepTile'flsh' (-fish'), re.
water food fish {Lopholatilus chamxleontieeps) more or
covered
with
round,
thickly
large,
yellow spots.
less
2. Fig.

:

A

;

A

Bengal Tiger il^gris

IColloq.]

a drain made of

of strong, clayey earth

;

;

Tlght'en-er (-er), n. That which tightens ; specifically (3Iach.), a tightening pulley.
ribbon or string used to draw
Tight'er (tlfer), n.
clothes closer.
[0J«.]

ferocious, bloodthirsty person.

A draintile.
A stiff hat.

—
—

&

s

3. {iletal.)

4.
5.

—

(

(6) A plate of metal used for roofing.
A small, flat piece of dried earth or earth-

used for flooring.

Tile drain,

dian fan ^ahn (Chameerops Ritchieana). It is used in many ways by
the natives. J. Smith (Vict. Econ.
Plants).— Tiger liXy. (Bot.) See under Lilt.
Tiger moth (Zool.), any
one of numerous species of moths
of the family Arctiadx which are
striped or barred with black and
white or with other conspicuous Tiger Flower ( n^ridia
colors. The larvae are called woolly
alba),
bears. -Tiger shark (Zool.), a voracious shark (Galeocerdo maculaius or tigrinus) more
or less barred or spotted with yellow. It is found in
both the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Called also zebra
shark.
Tiger shell (Zool.), a large and conspicuously
spotted cowrie Cyprsea tigris) ;
so called from its fancied resemblance to a tiger in color and markings. Called
also tiger cowrie.
Tiger wolf (Zool.), the spotted hyena
(Hysena crocuta).
Tiger wood, the variegated heartwood
of a tree (Machxrium Schomburgkii) found in Guiana.
Tl'ger-eye' (tl'ger-i'), n. {Min.) A siliceous stone
of a yellow color and chatoyant luster, obtained in South
Africa and much used for ornament. It is an altered
form of the mineral crocidolite. See Crocidolite.
Ti'ger-foot' (-f66f ), n. {Bot.) Same as Tioer's-foot.
Tl'ger-f OOt'ed, a. Hastening to devour furious.
Tl'ger-lne (-in or -in), a. Tigerish tigrine. [^.]
Ti'ger-lsh, a. Like a tiger tigrish.
Ti'ger' S-f oof (ti'gerz-f56t'), re. {Bot.) A name given
to some species of morning-glory {Ipomoea) having the
leaves lobed in pedate fashion.
Tigh (ti), n. [Perhaps akin to tight.'] A close, or inclosure; a croft. [06s.]
Cowell.
Spenser.
Tight (tit), obs, p. p. of Tie. __
Tight, a. \Compar. Tighter (-er) ; snperl. Tightest.]
[OE. tight, thiht ; probably of Scand. origin cf. Icel.
petlr, Dan. iset, Sw. fat : akin to D.
G. dicht thick,
tight, and perhaps to E. thee to thrive, or to thick.
Cf.
Taut.] 1. Firmly held together compact; not loose or
open ; as, tight cloth a tight knot.
2. Close, so as not to admit the passage of a liquid or
other fluid not leaky as, a tight siiip a tight cask a
tight room
often used in this sense as the second
member of a compound &s, water-tight ; air-tight.
3. Fitting close, or too close, to the body as, a tight
coat or other garment.
4. Not ragged ; whole
neat tidy.
Evelyn.
Clad very plain, but clean and tight.
Gay.
I'U spin and card, and keep our children tight.
as, a man tight in
5. Close ; parsimonious ; saving

—

conj. See Till.
Til (til), prep.
Chaucer.
[OJs.]
Til'bU-ry (tTl'bgr-y), n. ; pi. Tilbukies (-iz). [Probably from Ttlburyiort, in the County of Essex, in England.] A kind of gig or two-wheeled carriage, without
a top or cover. [Written also tilburgh.]
Til'de (tel'da), re. [Sp., fr. L. titulus a superscription, title, token, sign. See Title, n.] The accentual mark
placed over re, and sometimes over I, in Spanish worda
[thus, H, T], indicating that, in pronunciation, the sound
of the following vowel is to be preceded by that of the
initial, or consonantal, y.
Tile (til), ?;. <. [See 2d Tiler.] To protect from the
intrusion of the uninitiated ; as, to tile a Masonic lodge.
[OE. tile, tigel, AS. tigel, tigol, fr. L. tegula,
Tile, re.
from tegere to cover. See Thatch, and cf. Tegdlae.]
1. A plate, or thin piece, of baked clay, used for covering the roofs of buildings, for floors, for drains, and often
for ornamental mantel works.
2. {Arch.) (a) A small slab of marble or other material

enware, used to cover vessels in which metals are fused.

—

—

2. Fig.

A

A

II

dry or sandy places, and

rapidly.—
Tiger bit-

—

A

&

— Tiger

jaguar.
( Zool.

beetle

Tl'grlne (ti'grtn or -grin), a. [L. tigrinus, fr. HgrU
tiger.]
1. Of or pertaining to a tiger ; like a tiger.
2. {Zool.) Resembling the tiger in color ; as, the ligrme
cat {Felis tigrina) of South America.
Tl'grish (ti'grlsh), a. Resembling a tiger ; tigerish.
Tike (tik), n. {Zool.)
tick.
See 2d Tick. lObs.]
Tike, re. [Icel. tik a bitch; akin to Sw. tih.] 1.
dog ; a cur. "Bobtail tike or trundle-tail."
Shak.
2.
countryman or clown ; a boorish person.
Ti'kus (ti'kiis), n. {Zool.) The bulau.

a

In a tight manner

;

closely

;

neatly.

Tlght'ness, n. The quality or condition of being tight.

Tights

(tits), n. pi.

Close-fitting garments, especially

for the lower part of the body and the legj.
Tig'lic (tig'lTk), a. {Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or
designating, an acid, C4H7CO2H (called also methyl crotonic acid), homologous with crotonio acid, and obtained
from croton oQ (from Croton Tiglium) as a white crystalline substance.
Ti'gress (ti'grSs), n. [From Tigeb : cf. F. tigresse.]
Holland.
{Zool.) The female of the tiger.

final,

all;

eve,

event,

end, fem, recent;

Ice,

(J^^ It was discovered off the Eastern coast of the
United States in 1880, and was abundant in 1881, but is believed to have become extinct in 1882.
Tll'er (til'er), n.
man whose occupation is to cover
buildings vrith tiles.
Bancroft.
Tll'er, n.
[Of uncertain origin, but probably from E.
tile, n.]
A doorkeeper or attendant at a lodge of Freemasons. [Written also tyler.]

A

Tll'er-y (-y), n. ; pi. Tileries (-Tz). [From Tile ; cf.
F. tuilerie, fr. iuile a tile, L. tegula.]
A place where
tiles are made or burned ; a tile kiln.
Tile'stone' (til'ston'), re. 1. {Geol.) A kind of laminated shale or sandstone belonging to some of the layers
of the Upper Silurian.
2. A tils of stone.
[L. tilia the linden
Tll'i-a'ceous (til'T-a'shiis), a.
tree.]
{Bot.) Of , pertaining to, or resembling, a natural
order of plants {Tiliacese) of which the linden {Tilia) is
the type. The order includes many plants which furnish
a valuable fiber, as the jute.
Til'ing (til'ing), re.
1. A surface covered with tiles,
or composed of tiles.
They ... let hira down through the tiling. Luke v. 19.
2. Tiles, collectively.
Till (til), re. [Abbrev. from lentil.] A vetch ; a tare.
[Prov. E}ig.]
[Properly, a drawer, from OE. tillen to draw.
Till, re.
See Tiller the lever of a rudder.] A drawer. Specifically : (a) A tray or drawer in a chest.
money
(6)
drawer in a shop or store.
Till alarm, a device for sounding an alarm when a
money drawer is opened or tampered with.
1. {Geol.) A deposit of clay, sand, and
Till, n.
gravel, without lamination, formed In a glacier valley by
means of the waters derived from the melting glaciers
sometimes applied to alluvium of an upper river terrace, when not laminated, and appearing as it formed in
the same manner.
2. A kind of coarse, obdurate land.
Zoudon.
[OE. til, Icel. til; akin to Dan. til, Sw.
Till, prep.
till, OFries. til, also to AS. til good, excellent, G. siel
end, limit, object, OHG. zil, Goth, tils, ga.tils, fit, convenient, and E. till to cultivate. See Till, v. t.] To
now used only in respect
unto up to as far as ; until ;
to time, but formerly, also, of place, degree, etc., and still
so used in Scotland and in parts of England and Ireland
as, I worked till four o'clock ; I will wait till next week.
He .
came till an house.
Chaucer,

A

—

—

;

;

;

.

.

Women, up till this
Cramped under worse than South-sea-isle taboo. Tennyson.
Similar sentiments will recur to every one familiar with hia
writings
all through them till the very end.
Fro/. Wils&n,
Till then, to that time.
Till now, to the present time.

—

idea,

HI;

—

old,

Sbey, 6rb, 6dd;

Till (ttl), eonj. As far as up to the place or degree
that is, to the
especially, up to the time that
bhat
time specified in the sentence or clause following imtil.
And said unto them, Occupy till I come. Luke xix. 13.
Meditate so long till you make some act of prayer to God.
;

;

;

;

He
With

Jer. Taylor.

There was no outbreak till the regiment arrived. Macmilay.
This use may be explained by supposing an ellipsis of when, or the time when, the proper conjunction or
conjunctive adverb being when.
vh.
[imp.
p. p. Tilled (tild) p. pr.
Till, V. t.

&

&

;

[OE. iilen, tilien, AS. tilian, teolian, to
n. Tilling.]
aim, strive for, till ; akin to OS. lilian to get, D. telen to
propagate, G. zielen to aim, ziel an end, object, and perhaps also to E. tide, time, from the idea of something
fixed or definite. Cf. Teal, Till, prep.1 1. To plow and
prepare for seed, and to sow, dress, raise crops from,
etc. ; to cultivate ; as, to tUl the earth, a field, a farm.
F. Plowman.
The Lord God sent him forth from the garden of Eden, to till
Gen. iii. 23.
the ground from whence he was taken.
W. Browne.
2. To prepare ; to get.
[06s.]
Piers Plowman.
To cultivate land.
Till, V. i.
TUl'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being tilled fit for
the plow ; arable.
1. The operation, practice, or
Till'age (-aj ; 48), n.
art of tilling or preparing land for seed, and keeping the
ground in a proper state for the growth of crops.
2. A place tilled or cultivated ; cultivated land.
Syn.
Cultivation ; culture ; husbandry ; farming
nolde [would not]

—

agriculture.

a cultivator

;

;

A

Eocene

teld,

telt

;

;

;

tilt

the fatal lance.

TUt,

V.

i.

use,

1.

To run

unite,

more

or ride, and thrust with a lance
r\ide,

full,

iip,

fna

;

pity

;

;

Weale.

Tim'ber-work' (-wflrk'), n. Work made of timbers.
Tim'bre (tim'ber), n. See Ist Timber.
Tim'bre, n. [F., a bell to be struck with a hammer,
sound, tone, stamp, crest, in OF., a timbrel. Cf. Timbrel.] 1. (Her. ) The crest on a coat of arms.
2. (Mus.) The quality of tone distinguishing voices or
instruments; tone color; clang tint; as, the timbre of
the voice ; the timbre of a violin. See Tone, and Partial'tones, under Pabtial.

Tlm'brel {-hrB), re. [Dim. of OE. timbre, OF. timbre; probably fr. L. tympanum, Gr. rviitravov a kettledrum, but iidlaenced perhaps by Ar. tabl a drum cf»
Per. tambal a drum. See Tympanum, and cf. 2d Timbre,
Ttmbal.] (Mus.) A kind of drum, tabor, or tabret,
in use from the highest antiquity.
Miriam
took a timbrel in her hand, and all the women
went out after her with timbrels and with dances.
Ex. xv. 20.
Tim'breled ) (-brSld), a. Sung to. the sound of the
Tim'brelled ) timbrel. " In vain with timbreled anthems dark."
Milton.
Tim'bU-rlne' (-bu-ren'), n. A tambourine. [06s.]
Time (tim), n. ; pi. Times (timz). [OE. time, AS.
tima, akin to tld time, and to Icel. timi, Dan. time an
hour, Sw. timme.
V58. See Tide, re.] 1. Duration,
considered independently of any system of measurement
or any employment of terms winch designate limited
.

.

.

portions thereof.
The time wasteth

[i. e.

passes away] night and day.

Chaucer,

I know of no ideas . . . that have a better claim to be aecounted simple and original than those of space and time. Reid.
2. A particular period or part of duration, whether
past, present, or future ; a point or portion of duration
as, the time was, or has been ; the time is, or will be.
God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in
time past unto the fathers by the prophets.
Heb. \. \.
3. The period at which any definite event occurred, or
person lived ; age ; period ; era as, the Spanish Armada
was destroyed in the time of Queen Elizabeth ;
often in
the plural; as, ancient times; modern times.
4. The duration of one's life ; the hours and days
which a person has at his disposal.
Believe me, your time is not your own it belong to God, t»

—

;

;

mankind.
£uckminster.
proper time a season an opportunity.
There is ... a time to every purpose. Eccl. iii. 1.
The time of figs was not yet.
Mark xi. 13,
6. Hour of travail, delivery, or parturition.
She was within one month of her time. Clarendon,
7. Performance or occurrence of an action or event,
considered with reference to repetition
addition of a
number to itself repetition as, to double cloth four
times ; four times four, or sixteen.
religion, to

5.

A

;

;

;

;

;

Summers

three times eight save one.
Milton.
existence in this world as conlife ; definite, as contrasted with

8. The present life
trasted with immortal
Infinite, duration.

;

covering or boarding.
So they prepared timber ... to build the house. 1 Kings v. '18.
W. Coxe.
Many of the timbers were decayed.
[ Western U. S.'\
5. Woods or forest ; wooded land.
6. (Shipbuilding) A rib, or a curving piece of wood,
branching outward from the keel and bending upward in
a vertical direction. One timber is composed of several

ing, ^i'me-consecrated, <ire?e-consuming, ijwe-enduring,
;;me-killing, W?«e-sanctioned, time-acoiuei, ime-wasting,

;

—

ductile.

re.

Till time and sin together cease.
Kehle,
9. (Gram.') Tense.
10. (3Ius.) The measured duration of sounds; measure tempo ; rate of movement rhythmical division as,
common or triple time ; the musician keeps good time.
Some few lines set unto a solemn time. Beau, tf FL

;

—

;

it

—

—

J. Philips.

; pi. Timbermen (-mSn).
in placing supports of timber

(-mSn),

employed

2. The body, stem, or trunk of a tree.
3. Fig. : Material for any structure.
dispositions are the very errors of human nature and
Bacon.
yet thiey are the fittest timber to make politics of.
4.
single piece or squared stick of wood intended
for brulding, or already framed ; collectively, the larger
pieces or sticks of wood, forming the framework of a
house, ship, or other structure, in distinction from the

—

To point or thrust a weapon at. [06s.] Beazi.dk Fl.
To hammer or forge with a tilt hammer as, to Hit

Bteel in order to render

(Bot.) See Teil.

tree/ (til' tre').

—

;

Sons against fathers
8.
4.

not in use.

Timber and room. (Shipbuilding) Same as Room and
Timber beetle (Zoot.), any one
space. See under Room.
of numerous species of beetles the larvae of which bore in
timber as, the silky timber beetle (lymerylon sericenm).
Timber doodle (Zoi'il.), the American woodcock. [Local,
n. ;S.]— Timber grouse (Zool.), any species of grouse that
inhabits woods, as the ruifed grouse and spruce parTimber
tridge ; -distinguished from prairie grouse.
hitch (iVm;/.), a kind of hitch used for temporarily nmking fast a rope to a spar. See Lllust. under Hitch. —Timber mare, a kind of instrument upon which soldiers were
formerly compelled to ride for punisbnieut. .lohusoii.
Timber scribe, a metal tool or pointed instrument for marking timber. Siminonds. —Timber sow. (Zool.) Same as
Timber tree, a tree suitTimber worm, below. Bacon.
Timber worm (Zool.), airy larval insect
able for timber.
Timber yard, a yard or place
which burrows in timber.
where timbor is deposited.

;

;

;

pieces united.

&

;

;

A

gcteld; akin to

&

;

;

is

Such

(perhaps from the Danish),
OD. telde, G. zelt, Icel.
talt, tj'dll, Dan. telt, and AS. heieldan to cover.]
1. A covering overhead
especially, a tent. Denham.
2. The cloth covering of a cart or a wagon.
3. (Naut.) A cloth cover of a boat a small canopy or
awning extended over the sternsheets of a boat.
TUt boat (Naut.), a boat covered with canvas or other
cloth. — TUt root (Arch.), a round-headed roof, like the
canopy of a wagon.
Tilt, V. i.
[imp.
p. p. Tilted
vb. n.
p. pr.
Tilting.] To cover with a tilt, or awning.
TUt, V. t. [OE. tilten, iulten, to totter, fall, AS. tealt
unstable, precarious akin to iealtrian to totter, to vacillate, D. tel amble, ambling pace, G. zelt, Icel. toll an
ambling pace, folia to amble. Cf. Totter.] 1. To incline to tip to raise one end of for discharging liquor
as, to tilt a barrel.
2. To point or thrust, as a lance.

[OE.

(tilt), n.

by

—

II

AS.
ijald, Sw.

Hammer, a Helve h Pivot of
Helve c Hammer Head d Anvil
/Shaft carrying Collar e with Cams
for lifting the Hammer Head
g
Prop to hold up the Hammer when

Tilt

process

buildings or for tools, utensils, furniture, carriages,
usually said of felled trees,
fences, ships, and the like ;
but sometimes of those standing. Cf. Lumber, 3.
And ta'en my fiddle to the gate, . . .
Tennyson.
Andflddledinthe timber 1

imknown

teld,

[

tilt.

blister steel

;

origin and signification, formerly used
as expressive of contempt, or when anything said was
rejected as trifling or impertinent.
[Written also iillevally, tilly-fally, tille-fally, and otherwise.]
Shak.
Til'mUB (tll'musV n. [NL., fr. Gr. TiAfids, fr. -riKXuv to pluck, pull.] (Med.) Floccillation.

Tilt

The

a

A man

in a mine.

;

''

and twenty
called also timmer. [Written also timbre.'}
Tim'ber, n. [F. timbre. See Timbre.] (Her.) The
[Written also timbre.']
crest on a coat of arms.
Timljer, v. t. To surmount as a timber does. [06s.]
Tim'ber, re. [AS. timbor, timber, wood, building;
akin to OFries. tim.ber, D. timmer a room, G. zimmer,
OHG. zimbar timber, a dwelling, room, Icel. timbr timber, Sw. timmer, Dan. tommer, Goth, timrjan to build,
timrja a builder, L. domus a house, Gr. 6djii0! house,
Seij.eiv to build, Skr. dama a house.
V62. Cf. Dome,
Domestic] 1. That sort of wood which is proper for

formation.
The species are related to the carnivores,
ungulates, and rodents. Called also Tillodonta.
Til'lot (til'lSt), n. A bag made of thin glazed muslin,
used as a wrapper for dress goods.
McElrath.
Tll'low (-lo), V. i. See 3d Tiller.
Til'ly-val'ly (tiiay-vai'iy), inierj., adv., or a.
A
of

2.

;

jl

;

(til'16-dont), n.
One of the Tillodontia.
Tll'lO-don'ti-a (tTl'16-don'shT-a), n. pi.
(Paleon.)

word

tilts

fTllwTl
iHy K^^'

"^""T^

A

Tino-dont

Tim'ber-man
(Mining)

^^^^

[Prov. Eng."]
Tim'a-liie (tTm'a-lIn), a. (Zool.) Of or pertaining
to the genus Timalus or family Timalidse, which includes the babblers, or babbling thrushes, and bulbuls.
Tim'bal (tim'bal), n. A kettledrum. See Ttmbal.
TimTjer (-ber), re. [Probably the same word as timber sort of wood
cf. Sw. timber, LG. timmer, MHG.
zimber, G. zimmer, P. timbre, LL. timbrium. Cf. Timcertain quantity of fur skins, as of
mer.]
(Com.)
martens, ermines, sables, etc., packed between boards
being in some cases forty skins, in others one hundred

The stalk, or handle,

in the

o^^^_

I

—

[Eng.J

tree.

„a«A^
I

TUt'-up' (trit'iip'), n. (Zool.) Same as Tip-up.
TUt'-yard' (-yard'), n. A yard or place for tilting.
" The tilt-yard of Templestowe.
Sir W. Scott.
(Zool.) The blue titmouse.
Ti'mal (tt'mal), n.

of a crossbow ; also, sometimes,
[06s.]
You can shoot in a tiller.
Beau. ^ Fl.
3. The handle of anything.
[Prov. Engf\
4. A small drawer ; a till.
Dryden.
Tiller rope (Naut.), a rope for turning a tiller.
In a
large vessel it forms the connection between the fore
end of the tiller and the steering wheel.
TU'ley (til'ly), n., or TU'ley seed' (sed'). (Bot.)
The seeds of a small tree (Croton Pavana) common in
the Malay Archipelago. These seeds furnish croton oil,
like those of Croton Tiglium.
[Written also tilly.^
Till'man (tJl'man), re. / pi. Tillmen (-men). A man
who tills the earth ; a husbandman. [06s.]
Tusser.
II

who

TU'

bow itself.

;

.

g
^.i^ga

Spenser.

4. Covered with growing timber ; wooded ; as, welltimbered land.
Tim'ber-head' (ttm'ber-hgd'), n. (Naut.) The top
end of a timber, rising above the gunwale, and serving
called also kevel head.
for belaying ropes, etc.
Tlm'ber-ing, re. The act of furnishing with timber
also, timbers, collectively ; timberwork ; timber.
Tlm'ber-ling (-ling), n. [Timber -\- -toy.] A small

A

by pro-

—

;

L'Esirange,
Sir H. Wotten.

[iJ.]
2. Built formed ; contrived.
[06s.]
3. Massive, like timber.
His timbered bones all broken, rudely rumbled.

hence,

Tilting helmet, a helmet of large size and unusual
weight and strength, worn at tilts.
TUt'-mUl' (-mil'), n. A mill where a tilt hammer is
used, or where the process of tilting is carried on.

;

An extinct group of Mammalia found fossil

;

hammer.

;

2.

or jousts

tilts,

.

rendered ductile by being forged with a tilt

A

;

Damjner.

One who

1.

Shak,

stoutly timbered.

;

Granville.
Let me alone to match your iilter.
2. One who operates a tilt hammer.
TUth (tilth), re. [AS. iUS, fr. tilian to till. See Till
to cultivate.] 1. The state of being tilled, or prepared
for a crop ; culture ; as, land in good tilth.
The tilth, and rank fertility of its golden youth. De Quincey.
2. That which is tilled ; tillage ground. [JJ.]
And so by tilth and grange
.
We gained the mother city.
Tennyson.
tilted hammer;
TUt' bam'mer (tilf hSm'mer).

which

wheat or rye tillers; some spread plants by tillering.
[Sometimes written tillow.']
[From OE. iillen, tullen, to draw, pull;
Till'er, «.
probably fr. AS. tyllan in iortyllan to lead astray or cf
D. iillen to lift up. Cf. Till a drawer.] 1. (Naut.) A
lever of wood or metal fitted to the rudder head and
used for turning the rudder from side to side in steering.
In small boats hand power is used in large vessels, the
tiller is moved by means of mechanical appliances.
See
Ulusi. of Rudder. Cf. 2d Helm, 1.
the

(-er), n.
fights.

hammer.
TUt'ing (tilt'ing),
n.
1. The act of one

&

&

with f uU force.

TUt'er
one who

is

;

Full tut,

p. Timbebbs
furnish with

1.

v. i.

timbered house.

Pope.

swift tilting, o'er the surges flew.

jections or wipers on a
revolving shaft; a trip

Till'er, n. [AS. telgor a small branch. Cf. Till to cultivate.]
1. (Bot.) (a) A shoot of a plant, springing from
the root or bottom of the original stalk a sucker. (6)
sprout or young tree that springs from a root or stump.
2.
young timber tree. [Prov. Eng."]
Evelyn.
[imp.
Till'er, v. i.
p. p. Tillered (-erd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Tillering.] To put forth new shoots from the
root, or round the bottom of the original stalk; as,
;

ileet,

To

To light on a tree. [Obs."]
2. (Falconry) To make a nest.
Tim'bered (-herd), a. 1. Furnished with timber
a lowas, a well-timbered house
often compounded

lean ; to fall partly over ; to tip.
The trunk of the body is kept from tilting forward by the
Grew.
muscles of the back.
TUt (tilt), n. 1. A thrust, as with a lance. Addison.
2. A mUitary exercise on horseback, in which the combatants attacked each other witli lances ; a tournament.
3. See Tilt hammer, in the Vocabulary.
4. Inclination forward ; as, the tilt of a cask.

lifted or tilted

a plowman.

His bark

Shak.
Shak.

To

a heavy hammer, used
in iron works, which is

[NL. So named
Til-land'si-a (tTl-lSnd'st-a), n.
{Bot.) A geafter Prof. Tillands, of Ibo, in Finland.]
nus of epiphytic endogenous plants found in the Southem United States and in tropical America. Tillandsia
usneoides, called lo7ig moss, black moss, Spanish moss,
and Florida moss, has a very slender pendulous branching stem, and forms great Iranging tufts on the branches
of trees. It is often used for stuffing mattresses.
[From. Till, v. <.] One who tills
Tlll'er (til'er), n.
II

a husbandman

The
2.

&

—p.chiefly used in the past participle.

Tim'ber,

tilts

piercing steel at bold Mercutio's breast.

;

timber ;

Swords out, and tilting one at other's breast.
But in this tournament can no man tilt.
Tennyson.
Except the lady he loves best be there.

tihje.

;

(-herd)

;

engage in any combat or movement
resembling that of horsemen tilting with lances.
also, figuratively, to

& p.

[imp.
(tTm'ber), V. t.
vb. n. Timbering.]
pr.

Tim'ber

to practice the mililary game or exercise of thrusting
with a lance, as a combatant on horseback
to joust

1^^

No field

TIME
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TILL

Xood, foot

;

out,

—

—

oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

;

;

Time is often used

Jgg'""

mostly

self -explaining

;

;

in the formation of

as, /«nc-battered,

compounds,
Hme-beguil-

time-'worn, etc.

Absolute time, time irrespective of loenl standards or
epochs time reckoned for all places from some one common epoch as, all spectators see a lunar eclipse at the
same instant of absolute time. Apparent time, tlie time
of day reckoned by the sun, or so that 12 o'clock at the
place is the instant of the transit of the sun's center over
the meridian. — Astronomical time, mean solar time reclsoced by counting tlio hours continuously up to twentyfour from one noon to the next. — At times, at distinct intervals of duration now and then as, at limes he reads,
at other limes he rides. — Civil time, time as reckoned for
tlie purposes of common life in distmct jieriods, as years,
months, days, hours, etc., the latter, among most mod;

—

;

;

;

em nations, being divided into two series of twelve each,
and rccrkoncd, the iirst scries from midnight to noon, the
second, from noon to midnight. — Common time (JlJil.), the
ordinary time of marching, in which ninety steps, each
twenty-eight inches in length, are taken in one minute.
Equation of time. See under Equation, ?!. -In time, (n) In
good season suthciently early as, ho arrived in lime to
;

;

see the exhibition. (6) After a considerable space of duration eventually finally as, you will in time recover
your liealth and strength.
Mean time. See under 4th
Mean. —Quick time (Mil.), time of marching, in which

slug, iglL

;

;

tlieu,

;

;

thin

;

—

bON

;

zit

=z

in azure.
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TINDER

(tim'sav'Ing), a. Saving time ; as, a
timesaving expedient.
Time'serv'er (-serv'er), n. One who adapts his opinions and manners to the times ; one who obsequiously
complies with the ruling power ;
now used only in a

duty in England, formerly paid to tithingmen for liberty

TIME
one hundred and ten steps, each twenty-eight inches in
See
length, are taken in one minute. — Sidereal time.
under Sideeal. — Standard time, the civil time that has
been established by law or by general usage over a region or country. In England the standard time is Greenwich mean solar time. In the United States and Canada
four kinds of standard time have been adopted by the
railroads and accepted by the people, viz., Eastern,
Central, Mountain, and Pacific time, corresponding severally to the mean local times of the 75th, 90th, 105th,
and 120th meridians west from Greenwich, and being
therefore five, six, seven, and eight hours slower than
Greenwich time. —Time ball, a ball arranged to drop
from the summit of a pole, to indicate true midday time,
as at Greenwich Observatory, England. Nichol. — 'Simi
bargain (Com.), a contract made for the sale or purchase
merchandise, or of stock in the public funds, at a cerTime bill.
Same as Timetain time in the future.
table. [Eng.] —Time book, a book in which is kept a
Time detector,
record of the time persons have worked.
a timepiece provided with a device for registering and
indicatmg tlie exact time when a watchman visits certain stations in his beat. — Time enough, in season early
came time
enough.
"Stanley at Bosworth field,
enough to save his life." Bacon.
Time fuse, a fuse, as
for an explosive projectile, which can be so arranged as
to ignite the charge at a certain definite interval after
being itself ignited.
Time Immemorial, or Time out of
mind. {Eng. Law) See under Immemorial.
Time lock,
a lock having clockwork attached, which, when wound
up, prevents the bolt from being withdrawn when locked,
until a certain interval of time has elapsed.
Time of
day, salutation appropriate to the times of the day, as
"good morning," "good evening," and the like greeting.
To make time,
To kill time. See under Kill, v. t.
(a) To gain time.
(6) To occupy or use (a certain) time in
doing something as, the trotting horse made fast time.
— To move, run, or go, against time, to move, run, or go a
given distance without a competitor, in the quickest possible time
or, to accomplish the greatest distance which
can be passed over in a given time as, the horse is to
run against time. — True time, (a) Mean time as kept by
a clock going uniformly. (6) (Astron.) Apparent time as
reckoned from the transit of the sun's center over the
meridian.
Time (tim), V. t. [imp. p. p. Timed (timd) p. pr.
vb. n. TmrNQ.]
1. To appoint the time for to bring,
begin, or perform at the proper season or time ; as, he
limed his appearance rightly.
There is no greater wisdom than well to time the beginnings
and onsets of things.
Bacon.
2. To regulate as to time ; to accompany, or agree with,
in time of movement.
Who overlooked the oars, and ttmed the stroke. Addison.
.
He was a thing of blood, whose every motion
Shak.
Was timed with dying cries.
3. To ascertain or record the time, duration, or rate
of as, to time the speed of horses, or hours for workmen.
4. To measure, as in music or harmony.
Time, V. i. 1. To keep or beat time ; to proceed or
of

—

—

;

.

—

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

move in time.
With oar

strokes timing to their song.

To pass time; to delay. [OJx.]
Tlme'ful (-ful), a. Seasonable ; timely

WTiittier.

2.

;

sufficiently

Sir W. Raleigh.
Time'-hon'ored (-Sn'erd), a. Honored for a long
time venerable, and worthy of honor, by reason of antiquity, or long continuance.
Time'keep'er (-kep'er), n. 1. A clock, watch, or
other chronometer ; a timepiece.
2. A person who keeps, marks, regulates, or determines
early.

lObs.']

;

the time.

Specifically

:

—

(a) A person who keeps a record of the time spent by
workmen at their work.
(6) One who gives the time for the departure of con-

veyances.
(c)

(d)

One who marks the time in musical performances.
One appointed to ma,rk and declare the time of

participants in races or other contests.
Timeless, a. 1. Done at an improper time; unseasonable ; untimely. [iS.]
Nor fits it to prolong the heavenly feast
Timeless, indecent.
Pope.
2. Done or occurring before the proper time ; premature ; immature ; as, a W7nei^e«s grave. [OJ.S.]
Must I behold thy timeless, cruel death ?
Shak.
3. Having no end ; interminable ; unending. " Time-

and chaos."
Young.
Timeless-ly, udv. In a timeless manner unseasou-

less night

;

ftbly.

Milton.

[iJ.]

(-lT-n5s), n.
The quality or state of
seasonableness ; opportuneness.
timeserver.
[06*.]

Time'U-ness
being timely

;

Tlme'linK

Timely,

(-lifng), n.

A

[Compar. Timelier

a.

(-ll-er)

superl.

;

Timeliest.] 1. Being or occurring in good time; sufoiently early ; seasonable. " The timely dew of sleep."
Milton,
2. Keeping time or measure. [06^.]
Spenser.
Timely, adv. Early ; soon ; in good season.
Timely advised, the coming evil shun.
Prior.

Thanks to you.
That called me timelier than my purpose
For I have gained by it.

hither.
STiak.

A

Tl-men'o-guy

(tt-mSn'o-gi), n.
{Naut.)
rope carried taut between or over obstacles likely to engage or
foul the running rigging in working a ship.
Tlme'ous (tim'iis), a. Timely ; seasonable. [R. or
Seot.l
Time'ous-ly, adv. [JJ. or Scot.^
Tlme'piece' (tim'pes'), n.
clock, watch, or other
ftistrument, to measure or show the progress of time ; a

—

A

chronometer.

Time'pleas'er

(-plez'er), n.

prevailing opinions,

One who complies with

whatever they may be

;

a timeserver.

Timepleasers, flatterers, foes to nobleness.

Shak.

Tlm'er (-er), n. A timekeeper ; especially, a watch by
which small intervals of time can be measured a kind
of stop watch. It is used for timing the speed of horses,
;

Ofeohinery, etc.
ale,

senate,

c4re,

Time'sav'ing

—

bad sense.
Time'serv'ing,

Obsequiously complying with the
the humors of those in power.
Time'serv'ing, n. An obsequious comphance with
the spirit of the times, or the humors of those in power,
which implies a surrender of one's independence, and
a.
spirit of the times, or

sometimes of one's

—

Syn.

integrity.

—

Temporizing.

Timeserving, Temporizing.
Both these words are applied to the conduct of one who
adapts himself servilely to times and seasons. A timeserver is rather active, and a temporizer, passive. One
whose poUcy is timeserving comes forward to act upon
principles or opiaions which may promote his advancement one who is temporizing yields to the current of
public sentiment or prejudice, and shrinks from a course
of action which might injure liim with others. The former is dishonest the latter is weak and both are contemptible.
Trimming and timeserving, which are but two words for the
sfl,me thing,
produce confusion.
South.
[1] pronounce thee ... a hovering temporizer, that
Canst with thine eyes at once see good and evil,
;

;

.

.

;

.

them

Inclining to

Shak.

both.

Time'-ta'ble (-ta'b'l), n. 1. A tabular statement of
the time at wliich, or within which, several things are to
take place, as the recitations in a school, the departure
and arrival of railroad trains or other public conveyances, the rise and fall of the tides, etc.
plane surface divided in one direc2. (Railroad)
tion with lines representing hours and minutes, and in
the other with lines representing miles, and having diagonals (usually movable strings) representing the speed
and position of various trains.
3. {3Ius.) A table showing the notation, length, or
duration of the several notes.
Tim'id (tim'id), a. [L. timidus, fr. timere to fear

A

Skr. lam to
r. timide.']

cf.

become

breathless, to

become stupefied

:

Wanting couralge to meet danger easily
timorous ; not bold ; fearful shy.
Poor is the triumph o'er the timid hare.
Thomson.
Syn. Fearful timorous afraid ; cowardly ; pusillanimous faint-hearted shrinking ; retiring.
Tim'ld-ly, adv.
Tlm'ld-ness, n.
[L. timiditas: cf. F.
Ti-mid'1-ty (ti-mTd'i-tJ^), n.
timidite.^
The quality or state of being timid timorousness; timidness.
Tim'id-OUS (tim'Id-us), a. Timid. [Ofts.] Hudibras.
Tim'ist (tim'ist), n. [Written also «mew<.] \.{Mus.)
A performer who keeps good time.

cf.

frightened

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

A timeserver.

Overbiiry.
as 1st Timber. [^Scot.']
(ti-m5k'ra-sy),
[Gr.
Ti/noKpaTi'd
n.
Ti-moc'ra-cy
Ttjii) honor, worth (fr. Ti'eii/ to honor) -f Kparelv to govern : cf. F. timocralie.l {Gr. Anliq.) (a) A state in
which the love of honor is the ruling motive.
(6) A
state in which honors are distributed according to a rating of property.
Belonging to, or
Ti'mo-crat'io (ti'mo-krStlk), a.
Sir G.
constituted by, timocracy.
Lewis.
Tim'0-neer' (tim'6-ner'), n. [F. timonier, fr. iimon
helmsman. [J?.]
a helm, fr. L. temo, -onis, a pole.]
Tim'Or-OUS (tlm'er-us), a. [LL. timorosus, from L.
iimor fear ; akin to timers to fear. See Timid.] 1. Fearful of danger ; timid ; deficient in courage.
Shak.
2. Indicating, or caused y, fear; as, timorous doubts.
" The timorous apostasy of churchmen."
Milman.
2.

Tlm'mer

[OJj.]
(tim'mer), n.

Same

C

A

i

— Tim'or-ous-ly,

ac^w.

— Tim'or-ous-ness, n.

(-er-sum), a.
Easily frightened
tim[Written also timersome.'\ \_Scot.'\ Sir W. Scott.
Tim'0-thy (ttm'o-thy), n., or Tim'o-thy g^ass'
(gras/).
[From Timothy Hanson, who carried the seed
from New England to Maryland about 1720.] {Bot.) A
kind of grass (Phleum pralense) vrith long cylindrical
spikes
called also herd's grass, and, in England, cat'stail grass, and meadow cat's-tail grass. It is much prized
for fodder. See Illustration in Appendix.
Tim'OUS (tim'us), a. [Cf. Timeous.] Timely; sea;

—

sonable.
II

lObs.l

Bacon.

— Tim'ous-ly,

Tim'pa-no (tem'pa-no

pani

Tim'-whls'key
riage.

adi'.

E. tim'pa-no), n.

;

[Obs.}
pi. Tim-

(Mus.) See Tympano.

[It.]

i-nt).

;

A

(tim'hwls'ky), ».

kind of car-

See Whiskey.

Southey.

Tin (tin), n. [AS. tin ; akin to D. tin, G. zinn, OHG.
zin, Icel.
Dan. tin, Sw. ienn ; of unknown origin.]
1. (Chem.) An elementary substance found as an oxide
in the mineral cassiterite, and reduced as a soft white
crystalline metal, malleable at ordinary temperatures,
but brittle when heated. It is not easily oxidized in the
air, and is used chiefly to coat iron to protect it from
rusting, in the form of tin foil with mercury to form the
reflective surface of mirrors, and in solder, bronze, specvdum metal, and other alloys. Its compounds are designated as stannous, or stannic. Symbol Sn (Stannum).
Atomic weight 117.4.
2. Thin plates of iron covered with tin ; tin plate.
Beaconsfield.
3. Money.
\_Canf]

&

Block tin {Metal.), commercial tin, cast into blocks, and
partially refined, but containing small quantities of various impuritieSj as copper, lead, iron, arsenic, etc. solid
called also bar tin.
tin as distinguished from tin plate ;
—Butter of tin. {Old Chem.) See Fuming liquor of Liba(MctalT) See under
vius, under rnMrao.
Grain tin.
Salt of tin (Dyeing), stannous chloride, espeGrain.
Stream tin.
cially so called when used as a mordant.
See under Stream.
Thi cry (Chem.), the pecuhar creaking noise made when a bar of tin is bent. It is produced
by the grating of the crystal granules on each other.
Tin frame (Mining), a
Tin foil, tin reduced to a thin leaf.
Tin liquor. Tin
kind of huddle used in washing tin ore.
mordant (Dyeing), stannous chloride, used as a mordant
in dyeing and calico printing.
Tin penny, a customary

am, arm, as^ Qaal,

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

^

;

eve, eveat, Snd, fern,

—

— Tin

plate, thin sheet

See Stannite.

&

(tin), V. i.
limp.
p. p. Tinned (tind) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Tinning.]
To cover with tin or tinned iron, or
to overlay with tin foil.
Ti-nam'i-des (ti-nSml-dez), n. pi. [NL.] (Zodl.'
division of struthious birds, including the tinamous.

&

Tin

II

A

Tin'a-mou

[From

(tin'a-moo), n.
F. tinamous.'} {Zo'dl.) Any

cf.

'iie

native

name

one of several species of South
American birds belonging to
Tinamus and allied genera.
(i^°" In general appearance
and habits they resemble
grouse and partridges, but in
anatomical characters they
are allied to the ostriches and
other struthious birds. Their
wings are of moderate length,
and they are able to fly a considerable distance.

Tin'cal (tin'kSl), n.

[Ar.,

&

Per.
Hind, tinkar ; cf . Malay iingkal ; all fr. Skr. (aA-l
kan,a. Cf. Altincar.] (CAem.)!
Crude native borax, formerly
imported from Thibet. It was
once the chief source of boric
compounds. Cf. Borax.
'

Tin'chel

(tin'chSl), re.
[Written also <(ne/a7Z.] [Gael.
timchioll a circuit, compass.]
circle of sportsmen, who,

A

Tinamou (Rhynchotui
n^fescens).

by surrounding an extensive
space and gradually closing in, bring a number of deet
and game within a narrow compass. \_Scot.']

We
As

Tinct

'11

quell the savage mountaineer,
cows the game
Sir W. Scott.
[L. tinctus, p. p. of tingere to tinge.

their tinchel

1

(tinkt), a.

See Tinge.]
Tinct, n.

Tmted

tinged.

lArchaicI
Spenser,
[See Tint.] Color ; tinge tincture ; tint.
lArchaic'] " Blue of heaven's own tinct."
Shaft.
All the devices blazoned on the shield.
In their own tinct.
Tennyson.
Tinct, v. t. [See Tinge.] To color or stain ; to im;

;

bue

to tint.
lArchaic"]
Bacon.
;
Tlnc-tO'ri-al (tink-to'rl-al), a. [L. tinctorius, from
a dyer, tingere, tinctum, to dye : cf. F. tinctorial.
See Tinge.] Of or relating to color or colors; imparting
a color ; as, tinctorial matter.
Ure.
Tinc'ture (tink'tiJr ; 135), n. [L. tinclura a dyeing,
from tingere, tinctum, to tinge, dye : cf. OE. tainiure,
teinture, F. teinture, fr. L. tinctura.
See Tinge.] 1.
tinge or shade of color ; a tint ; as, a tincture of red.
2. (Her.) One of the metals, colors, or furs used ia

tinctor

A

armory.

^W

There are two metals : gold, called or, and represented in engraving by a white surface covered with
small dots ; and silver, called argent, and represented
by a plain white surface. The colors and their representations are as follows : red, called gules, or a shading of
vertical lines; blue, called azure, or horizontal lines;
black, called sable, or horizontal and vertical lines crossing; green, called vert, or diagonal lines from dexter
chief comer ; purple, called purpure, or diagonal lines
from sinister chief comer. The furs are ermine, ermines,
erminois, pean, voir, counter vair^ potent, and counter
See Illustration in Appendix.

potent.

The

finer and more volatile parts of a substance,
separated by a solvent ; an extract of a part of the substance of a body communicated to the solvent.
4. (Med.)
solution (commonly colored) of medicinal substance in alcohol, usually more or less diluted
spirit containing medicinal substances in solution.

3.

A

Tim'or-some

orous.

;

to dig in tin mines. [Obs.] Bailey.
Tin pyrites.
iron coated with tin.

recent

;

ice,

^S^ According to the United States Pharmacopoeia,
the term tincture (also called alcoholic tincture, and spirituous tincture) is reserved for the alcoholic solutions of
nonvolatile substances, alcoholic solutions of volatile
substances being called spirits.
Ethereal tincture, a solution of medicinal substance In
ether.

A

slight taste superadded to any substance ; as, a
5.
tincture of orange peeL
6.
slight quality added to anything ; a tinge ; aa, a
tincture of French manners.
All manners take a tincture from our own.
Pope.
Every man had a ehght tincture of soldiership, and scarcely
any man more than a slight tincture.
Macaulay,

A

Tinc'ture, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Tincttired (-tiird
135) p. pr. & vb. n. Tincturing.]
1. To communicate
a slight foreign color to ; to tinge to impregnate with
;

;

some extraneous matter.

A

little

black paint will tincture and spoil twenty gay colore.
/.

Watts.

To imbue the mind

of ; to communicate a portion
to tinge.
The stain of habitual sin may thoroughly tincture aU our soul.
Ban'Ow.
Tind (tTnd), V. t. [OE. tenden, AS. tendan ; akin to
zunden, OHG. zunten, Icel. tendra, Sw. landa, Dan.
txnde, Goth, iandjan to kindle, tundnan to be kindled, ta
bum. Cf. Tinder.] To kindle. [Obs.1 Bp. Sanderson.
Tin'dal (tin'dal), n. [From the native name cf,
Malayalam tandal.] 1. A petty officer among lascars, op
native East Indian sailors ; a boatswain's mate ; a cockswain.
[India']
Malcom.
2. An attendant on an army.
[India"]
Simmonds.
Tin'der (-der), n. [OB. Under, tunder, AS. tynder,
iyndre; akin to tendan to kindle, D. ^OMcfer tinder, G.
zunder, OHG. zuntara, zuntra, Icel. iundr, Sw. tttnder,
Tian. fonder.
See Tind.] Something very inflammable,
used for kindling fire from a spark, as scorched linen.
German
tinder. Same as Amadou.
_
Tinder box, a box
in which tmder is kept.
2.

of anything foreign to

;

G

:

—

idea,

iU

;

old,

.

Sbey, drb,

Sdd

Tine

Tlnk'er-shlre (tTnk'Sr-sher), Tlnk'er-shae (-shu), re.
The common guillemot. \_Prov. Eng.]
[Freq. of tink. See Tink,
Tiu'kle (ttn'k'l), V. i.
Tingle.] 1. To make, or give forth, small, quick, sharp
sounds, as a piece of metal does when struck to clink.
As Bounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. 1 Cor. xiii. 1.

[See Teen affliction.] Trouble ; disn.
Spenser.
[06s.] " Cruel winter's rtne."
[See Tind.] To kindle; to set on fire.
cloven
wood."
Z)n/den.
rtne
the
See Tind. "li
Coals of contention and hot vengeance tind. Spenser.

(tin),

(Zodl.)

tress; teeu.

Tine,
•[06i.]

V.

t.

;

distress, or Tine to kindle.] To
kindle ; to rage ; to smart. [Obs.~\
Ne was there salve, ne was there medicine
That mote recure their wounds so inly they did tine. Spenser.

Tine,

Tine

[Cf.

V. i.

The
Moves
2.

;

to various skin diseases, but especially to
See Rinowokm, and Sycosis.
A genus of small Lepidoptera, including
the clothes moths and carpet moths.

Drowsy

as Tinean.
(tln'mSn),

Tlne'man

TiNEMEN (-mSn).

made

Gray.

tinklings lull the distant folds.

;

n. ;

;

pi,

[Probably akin

thorns for making and repairing hedges,

[An imitative word.

Ting

(ting), n.
sound, as of
V.

II

A

Eng.']
Cf. Trtra.]

\_01is.

A

a bell ; a tinkling.
To sound or ring, as a beU

i.

;

Tln'ny

where

in a Chinese temple

{imp.

t.

&

celle,

;

;

dye

;

I

hers the rich reward.

tinsel^

&

&

usually a slight degree, of some
something foreign, infused into another
substance or mixture, or added to it ; tincture ; color

;

;

;

;

Dryden.

?

Cowper.
Tln'sel, a. Showy to excess ; gaudy ; specious ; super" Tinsel trappings."
Milton.
ficial.
Tln'sel, V. t. limp.
p. p. Tinseled (-sSld) or TinTo
selled ; p. pr.
vb. re. Tinseling or Tinselling.]
adorn with tinsel to deck out with cheap but showy
ornaments to make gaudy.
Pope.
She, tinseled o'er in robes of varying hues.
Tln'sel-ly, a. Like tinsel gaudy ; showy, but cheap.
Tln'sel-ly, adv. In a showy and cheap manner.
Tln'smith' (tiu'smith'), re. One who works in tin
a tinner.

A degree,

shade

from the gold

!

n.
color, taste, or
;

tinsel

;

His the mere

stain.

;

can discern the

Something shining and gaudy something superficially shining and showy, or having a false luster, and
more gay than valuable.
O happy peasant O unhappy bard

[Sir Roger s] virtues, as well as imperfections, are tinged
certain extravagance.
Addison.

— To color

abounding with, or
Drayton.

A

2.

His

Tinge,

to,

strand.

(tin'sSl),

Who

iifferent or foreign ; as, to iinge a decoction with a bitter
Jaste ; to affect in some degree with the qualities of
another substance, either by mixture, or by application
to the surface ; especially, to color slightly to stain as,
to tinge a blue color with red ; an infusion tinged with
a yellow color by saffron.
;

ft'nn?/

L. scintilla.

To imbue or impregnate with something

ture, Tint.]

" The

tin.

[F. etincelle a spark, OF. estin^
re.
shinCf. Scintillate, Stencil.] 1.
ing material used for ornamental purposes ; especially, a
very thin, gauzelike cloth with much gold or silver woven
into it ; also, very thin metal overlaid with a thin coating of gold or sUver, brass foU, or the like.

Tln'sel

& p. p. Tinged

(tinjd) p.
pr.
vb. n. TiNGEiNO (tici'iug).]
[L. tingere, tinctmn,
to dye, stain, wet ; akin to Gr. Tcyyeii', and perhaps to
G. tunken to dip, OHG. iunchon, dunchon, thunhon. Cf.
DiSTAiN, DuNKEE, Stain, Taint a stain, to stain, Tinc(tifnj), V.

Pertaining

(-nj), a.

resembling,

kept.

is

Tinge

The apartment

n.

—

IProv. Eng.]

to tinkle.

Holland.

[iJ.]

Ting,

;

;

to tine to shut or inclose.] ( 0. Eng.
Forest Lato) An officer of the forest Tinean. Pear Tree
who had the care of vert and venison Leaf Miner (LithecoUetis geminatella).
by night. [O&s.]
Ti'net (ti'net), n. [From Tine " Imago ; b Larva
to shut in, inclose.] Brushwood and ° "^°"

hue

make

sharp, quick sound, as that

;

(tind), a. Furnished with
tines ; as, a three-iined fork.
(Zodl.)
Tln'e-ld (tin'e-Td), n.

;

D-yden.
p. pr.

;

;

Tlned

dye

(-k'ld)

to clink, or

2. (Zodl.) A grackle (Quiscalus crassirostris) native
of Jamaica. It often associates with domestic cattle, and
rids them of insects.
Tln'man (tTn'man), re. ; pi. Tinmen (-men). A manufacturer of tin vessels a dealer in tinware.
Tin'mouth' (-mouth'), n. (.^ooZ.) The crappie. lU.S.]
Tinned (tind), a. 1. Covered, or plated, with tin as,
a tinned roof tinned iron.
canned as, tinned meats.
2. Packed in tin cases
Cassell (Diet, of Cookery).
lEng.]
Tln'nen (tTn'nSn), a. Made or consisting of tin. lObs.]
Tln'ner (-ner), re. 1. One who works in a tin mine.
2. One who makes, or works in, tinware a tinman.
Tln'nl-ent (-nl-ent), a. [L. tinniens, p. pr. of tinnire
to ring, tinkle.] Emitting a clear sound.
lObs.]
Tin'nlng (-ning), re. 1. The act, art, or process of
covering or coating anything with melted tin, or with
tin toil, as kitchen utensils, locks, and the like.
2. The covering or lining of tin thus put on.
Tln-nl'tus (tin-ni'tiis), re. [L., fr. tinnire to jingle.]
(Med.)
ringing, whistling, or other imaginary noise
perceived in the ears ;
called also tinnitus aurium.
Tln'nock (tin'nuk), re. (Zodl.) The blue titmouse.

(-on), n.

jectively.

Syn.

A small,

fled.

Tinkled

To caUse

tinkles.

(Zodl.) Any
species of Tinea, or of the family
TineidsB, which includes numerous
small moths, many of which are injurious to woolen and fur goods and
to cultivated plants. Also used ad-

by a

& p. p.

limp.

Cowper.
Tln'kler (-kler), n. A tinker. IProv. Eng.]
Tln'kllng (-Idlng), n.
1. A tinkle, or succession of

(Zo'dl.)

the idol

smaU, sharp sound.

and the color

his ears tinkled,

t.

Dodsley.

his tinkling bells.

by striking metal.

II

sharp
Ting,

V.

n.

Tiu'kle, n.

A name applied

Same

sprightly horse

music of

Tinkling (-klTng).]
small, sharp, quick sounds.

ringworm.

Tln'e-an

to the

hear, or resound with, a

Tlnltle,

& vb.

;

II

To

And

Tine, V. t. [AS. iynan, from tun an inolosure. See
Town.] To shut in, or inclose. \_Prov. Eng."] Halliwell.
Tine, n. [OE. Hnd, AS. tind ; akin to MHG. zint, Icel.
tindr, Sw. iinne, and probably to G. zinne a pinnacle,
OHG. zinna, and E. tooth. See Tooth.] A tooth, or
spike, as of a fork a prong, as of an antler.
Tln'e-a (ttn'e-a), ra. [L.,aworm, amoth.] 1.. (Med.)

2.

TIPTOE
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TINE

taste.

;

His notions, too, respecting the government of the state, took
a tinge from his notions respecting the government of the
church.
Macaulay.

Tln'gent
to tinge.

(ttn'jent), a.

As for the white

[L. tingens, p. pr. of tingere

Having the power to tinge,

See Tinge.]

part, it appears

(-jer), n.

Tint

the
Boyle.

tingent property.

Tin'ger
Tln'gid

(Min.) Cassiterite.
(-ston'), re.
(tTnt), re.
[For older tinct, fr. L. tinctns, p. p.
dye cf. F. teinte, teint. It. tinta, tinto. See
TnfGE, and cf. Taint to stain, a stain. Tent a kind of
wine, Tinto ]
Specifically
slight coloring.
(a)
pale or faint tinge of any color.

Tln'Stone'

[i?.]

much less enriched with

of tingere to

One who,

(tin'jTd), a.

or that which, tinges.
{Zodl.) Of or pertaining to the

juxtaposition of

hearing a shrill sound.
At which both the ears of every one that heareth it shall
ingle.
1 Sam. iii. 11.
2. To feel a sharp, thrilling pain.
The pale boy senator yet tingling stands.
Pope.
3. To have, or to cause, a sharp, thrilling sensation, or
a slight pricking sensation.
They suck pollution through their tingling veins. Tichell.

Tln'tln-nab'u-la-ry (-nSb'ii-la-r^),

Having or making the sound

gle.]

Tln'tln-nab'U-Ia'tlon

To

A

Tl'ny
Tiniest.]
ation.]

[Probably
Very small

(-nY-er) ; siiperl.
fr. tine, teen, trouble, distress, vex-

;

little;

Tip

(tip),

re.

tipp, G. zipjfel,
1.

;

The point or extremity

food, fo'bt

;

out,

oil

;

of anything

chair

;

;

go

a pointed or
;

Biiig,

;

;

In the middle of a game at tipcat, he paused, and stood staring
wildly upward with his stick in his hand.
Macaulay.

Tlp'per (-per), re. A ':ind of ale brewed with brackish
water obtained from a particular well
so called from
the first brewer of it, one Thomas Tipper. lEng.]
Tlp'pet (-pSt), re. [OE. tipet, tepet, AS. tseppet, probably fr. L. tapete tapestry, hangings. Cf. Tape, Tapestry, Tapet.] 1. A cape, or scarflike garment for covering the neck, or the neck and shoulders,
usually made
of fur, cloth, or other warm material. Chaucer. Bacon.
2. A length of twisted hair or gut in a fish line. IScot.]
3. A handful of straw bound together at one end, and
Jamieson.
used for thatching. IScot.]
Tippet grebe (Zodl.), the great crested grebe, or one of
;

—

—

—

Tippet grouse (Zodl.), the ruffed
several similar species.
B. Jonson,
grouse.
To turn tippet, to change. [06«.]

—

(Mus.) A distinct articulation
Tip'ping
given in playing quick notes on the fiute, by striking the
the
tongue against
roof of the mouth ; double-tonguing.
Tlp'ple (tip'p'l), V. i. limp. &p, p. Tippled (-p'ld)
[From tip a small
vb. re. Tippling (-pling).]
p. pr.
end, or a word akin to it ; cf. Norw. tipla to tipple, to drip,
Prov. E. tip, tiff, lift, a draught of liquor, dial. G. zipfeln
to eat and drink in small parts. See Tip a point, and cf.
Tipsy.] To drink spirituous or strong liquors habitually ;
to indulge in the frequent and improper use of spirituous liquors ; especially, to drink frequently in small
quantities, but without absolute drunkenness.
Few of those who were summoned left their homes, and those
few generally found it more agreeable to tipple in alehouses
Macaulay.
than to pace the streets.
1. To drink, as strong liquors, freTlp'ple, v. t.
quently or in excess.
(-ping),

re.

&

Himself, for saving charges,

A peeled, sliced onion eats, and tipples verjuice.
To put up

2.

Tlp'ple, n.

Dryden,

in bundles in order to dry, as hay.
Liquor taken in tippling ; drink.

Pulque, the national tipple of Mexico.

S.

B.

Griffin,

Tlp'pled (-p'ld), a. Intoxicated inebriated tipsy
drunk. [JK.j
Dryden,
Tlp'pler (-pier), K. 1. One who keeps a tipplingLatimer,
house. lObs.]
2. One who habitually indulges in the excessive use of
spirituous liquors, whether he becomes intoxicated or not.
Tlp'pllng-hOUSe' (-pllng-hous'), re. A house in which
;

drams or small

liquors are sold in
on the premises.

Tlp'sl-ty (tip'sl-fi), V,

t,

;

quantities, to be

ITipsy

+

drunk

To maks

-fy.]

Thackeray,
In a tipsy manner like one tipsy.
Tlp'sl-ness, re. The state of being tipsy.
Tlp'staff (-staf), re. ; pi. Tipstaves (-stavz' or-stavz').
1. A staff tipped with metal.
Bacon,
2. An officer who bears a staff tipped with metal a
ICollog.]
Tlp'Sl-ly, adv.

tipsy.

;

;

Macaulay.

constable.

Tlp'sy

(-sj?),

ICompar. Tipsier

a,

(-sT-er)

;

suptrl.

Tipsiest.]
[Akin to tipple ; cf Prov. G. lips drunkenness, betipsl drunk, tipsy. See Tipple.] 1. Being under
the influence of strong drink ; rendered weak or foolish
by liquor, but not absolutely or completely druuk ; fuddled intoxicated.
2. Staggering, as if from intoxication ; reeling.
.

;

Midnight shout and revelry,
T^psy dance and jollity.

Tlp'toe'

(-to'),

re.

/ pi.

Tiptoes

(-toz').

Milton,

The end, or

tip, of tlie toe.

puny.

a little tmy boy.
Shak.
[Akin to B. & Dan. tip, LG. & Sw.
and probably to E. tap a plug, a pipe.]

tipping.

A

He must

.
stand on his typtoon [tiptoes].
I^pon his tiptoes stalketh stately by.

When thot I was and

;

by

A

A

ICompar. Tinier

(ti'nj), a.

to fall off

off,

A
A

(-nSb'fi-liis), a.

;

tip

[See Tip to strike slightly, and cf. Tap a
Tip, re.
light touch or blow ; a tap.
slight blow.]
1.
gift
a douceur a fee. IColloq.]
2.
3.
hint, or secret intimation, as to the chances in a
horse race, or the like. ISporting Cant]
cart so constructed that the
Tlp'cart' (-karf), re.
body can be easily tipped, in order to dump the load.
game in which a small piece of
Tlp'cat' (-kSf), re.
wood pointed at both ends, called a cat, is tipped, or
struck with a stick or bat, so as to fly into the air.

tinkling.

Poe.

;

—

A tinkling sound,

re.

Of, pertaining to,
or resembling, the tinkling of a bell ; having a tinkling
De Qiiincey.
sound tintinnabular.
Tln'to (tin'to), re. [Pg., tinged, fr. L. tinctus, p. p.
See Tint, re.]
red Madeira wine,
of tingere to tinge.
wanting the high aroma of the white sorts, and, when
old, resembling tawny port.
Simmonds.
Same as Ferrotype.
Tln'type' (-tip'), re.
Tln'ware' (-wSr'), re. Articles made of tinned iron.

Tln'tln-nab'U-lons

;

pity

(-la'shiin),

;

—

—

nabulum a

)

of a bell

as of a bell or bells.

;

;

;

little bell, fr. tintinnare to ring, to jingle, tinnire to jin-

Tlnk'er, v. t. limp. & p. p. Tinkered (-erd) p. pr.
vb. n. Tinkering.]
To mend or solder, as metal
wares hence, more generally, to mend.
Tlnk'er, v. i. To busy one's self in mending old kettles, pans, etc.
to play the tinker to be occupied with
small mechanical works.
Tlnk'er-lng, re. The act or work of a tinker.
Tlnk'erly, a. After the manner of a tinker. [R.]

Ora

&

;

A

okate.
\_Prov. Eng.]
5. (Zodl.) The razor-billed auk.

iip,

&

t.

To

;

way of proclaiming his trade is to beat a kettle, or because in his work he makes a tinkling noise. Johnson."]
1. A mender of brass kettles, pans, and other metal
ware. " Tailors and rtnierj.
Piers Plowman.
2. One skilled in a variety of small mechanical work.
3. (Ordnance) A small mortar on the end of a staff.
4. (Zodl.) (a) A young mackerel about two years old.
(b) The chub mackerel,
(c) The silversides.
(d) A

full,

V.

Tln'ta-mar'

;

rude,

fine parallel lines.

vb. n.
limp.
p. p. Tinted ; p. pr.
give a slight coloring to to tinge.
(tln'ta-miir'), n.
[F. tintamarre.]
A
hideous or confused noise an uproar. lObs.]
Howell.
certain old dance.
Tln'ter-nell (tin'ter-nel), re.
Halliwell.
lObs.]
Tln'tle (tin'ti), re. (Zodl.) The wren. [Prov. Eng.]
Tln'tln-nab'U-lar (tTn'ttn-nSl/ii-ler), l a. [L. tintin-

Tint,

Tinting.]

;

unite,

many

Tint tool (Eng.), a species of graver used for cutting the
parallel lines which produce tints in engraving.

Tlnk (tink), V. i. [OE. tinken ; of imitative origin. Cf.
Ting a tinkling, Tinkee.] To make a sharp, shrill noise
to tinkle.
Wyclif (1 Cor. xiii. 1).
Tlnk, n. A sharp, quick sound a tinkle.
Tlnk'er (-er), n. [From Tink, because the tinker's

use,

—

Pope.
Or blend in beauteous tints the colored mass.
Harte.
Their vigor sickens, and their tints decUne.
(b) A color considered with reference to other very
sirnilar colors ; as, red and blue are different colors, but
two shades of scarlet are different tints.
(c) (Engraving)
A shaded effect produced by the

II

;

:

A

genus Tingis.
Tln'gls (-jTs), re. [NL.] (Zodl.) A genus of smaU
hemipterous insects which injure trees by sucking the
sap from the leaves. See Illustration in Appendix.
Tln'gle (tt n'g'l), V. i. \irrip. & p. p. Tingled (-g'ld) ;
p. pr. & vb. n. Tingling (-gling).] [Freq. of ting. Cf.
Tinkle,] 1. To teel a kind of thrilling sensation, as in

&

:

A

somewhat sharply rounded end ; the end ; as, the Hp of
the finger ; the tip of a spear.
To the very tip of the nose.
Shak.
a piece, as a cap, nozzle, fer2. An end piece or ^^art
rule, or point, applied to the extreme end of anything
as, a tip for an umbrella, a shoe, a gas burner, etc.
3. (Hat Manuf. ) A piece of stiffened lining pasted on
the inside of a hat crown.
4. A thin, broad brush made of camel's hair, used by
gilders in lifting gold leaf.
5. Rubbish thrown from a quarry.
Tip (tip), v. t. limp. Sip. p. Tipped (ttpt) ; p. pr. Se
To form a point upon ; to cover the
vb. re. Tipping.]
tip, top, or end of ; as, to tip anything with gold or silver.
Hudibras.
With truncheon tipped with iron head.
Tipped with jet,
Fair ermines spotless as the snows they press. Thomson.
Tip, V. t. [Cf. LG. tippen to tap, Sw. tippa, and E.
tap to strike gently.] 1. To strike slightly ; to tap.
Swift,
A third rogue tips me by the elbow.
2. To bestow a gift, or douceur, upon ; to give a presThackeray,
ent to ; as, to tip a servant. ICollog.]
3. To lower one end of, or to throw upon the end
to tilt ; as, to tip a cask ; to tip a cart.
To tip off, to pour out, as Ucjuor.
To tip over, to
overturn.
To tip the wink, to direct a wink to give a
hint or suggestion by, or as by, a wink. [Slang] Pope,
To tip up, to turn partly over by raising one end.
Tip, V. i. To fall on, or incline to, one aide. Bunyan.

.

.

Chaucer,
Spenser,

be, or To stand, a tiptoe or on tiptoe, to be awake
or alive to aiiythinc ; to be roused ; to be eager or alert;
as, to be a tiptoe with expectation.

ink

To

;

tben, thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azuie.

\
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Tlp'tOe' (tip'to'), a. 1. Being on tiptoe, or as on
tiptoe hence, raised as high as possible ; lifted up ; exalted ; also, alert.
Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day
Shak.
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.
Byrom.
Above the tiptoe pinnacle of glory.
2. Noiseless; stealthy. "With iftp^oe step." Cowper.

Tlr'ra-llr'ra (ttr'ra-lir'ra), n. A verbal imitation of
a musical sound, as of the note of a lark or a horn.

;

Tiptoe mirth, the highest degree of mirth. Sir W. Scott.
Tip'toe', V. i. To step or walk on tiptoe.

+

ITip end

top.']

The highest

Tip'top/ (-top'), n.
or utmost degree the best of anything. iColloq.]
Tip'top', a. Very excellent ; most excellent ; perfect.
"Four tiptop voices." Gray. "Sung in a
\_CoUoq.']
Goldsmith.
tiptop maimer."
Tlp'U-la (tip'ia-la), n. ; pi. L. Tepdl^ (-le), E. TipnLAs (-laz). [L., the water spider, or water spinner.]
(Zool.) Any one of many species of long-legged dipterous
insects belonging to Tipula and alhed genera. They have
long and slender bodies. See Crane fly, under Crane.
Tip'u-la-ry (-IS-ry), a. \_Ct.V.iipulaire.'] {Zool.) Oi
or pertaining to the tipulas.
(Zool.) The spotted sandTip'-up' (tip'ijp'), n.
See under Sandpipek, 1.
piper
called also teeter-tail.
Tl-rade' (ti-rad' ; 277), n. [F., fr. It. iirata, properly,
a pulling ; hence, a lengthening out, a long speech, a
tirade, fr. iirare to draw ; of Teutonic origin, and akin
to E. tear to rend. See Tear to rend, and cf. TniE to
tear.] A declamatory strain or flight of censure or abuse
a rambling invective an oration or harangue abounding in censorious and bitter language.
Here he delivers a violent tirade against all persons who pro;

II

—

;

The

TITLE

lark, that tirra lyra chants.

Shak.

" Tirralirra," by the river,
Sang Sir Lancelot.

Tennyson.

A word from the vocabulary of
Mrs. Quiclily, the hostess in Shakespeare's Heni-y IV.,
probably meaning terror.
Tir'wlt (ter'wit), n. [Cf. Pewit.] {Zool.) The lapwing. IProv. Eng.]
'T Is (tiz). A common contraction of it is.
Tl-sane' (te-zan'); n. [F.] (Med.) See Ptisan.
Tl'sar (te'zar), n. IF. tisard.] {Glass Manuf.) The
fireplace at the side of an annealing oven.
Knight.
[For phthisic, phthisical.]
) a.
Tls'lo (ttz'ik),
Consumptive phthisical.
TlS'iC-al (-T-kal), I
Consumption ; phthisis. See Phthisis.
Tis'ic, n.
Tis'lck-y (-ik-y), a. Consumptive ; phthisical.
(tiz'ri),
n.
[Heb. iishri, fr. Chald. sherW to
Tis'rl
open, to begin.] The seventh month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year, answering to a part of September with a
part of October.
Tlr'rlt (tir'rit), n.

;

Tls'SUe

[F. iissu, fr. tissu, p. p. of tisser,
listre, to weave, fr. L. texere.
See Text.] 1.
woven
(tish'ii), n.

A

fabric.
fine transparent silk stuff, used for veils, etc.
2.
specifically, cloth interwoven with gold or silver threads,
or embossed with figures.

A

A robe of tissue,

;

stiff

with golden wire.

Dryden.

;

fess to

know

Quarterly Review.

an3'thing about angels.

[F., from
Tl'rail'leur' (te'ral'yer' or te'ra/yer'), n.
[Mil.)
tirailler to skirmish, wrest, from tirer to draw.]
Formerly, a member of an independent body of marksII

men

They were used sometimes in
in the French army.
front of the army to annoy the enemy, sometimes in the
rear to check his pursuit. The term is now applied to
troops acting as skirmishers.
(tir), n. A tier, row, or rank.
See Tiee. [Obs.]
In posture to displode their second tire
Milton.
Of thunder.
Tire, M. [Aphetic form of attire ; OE. tir, atir. See
Attire.] 1. Attire apparel. lArchaicJ "Having rich
Shak.
(ire about you."
2. A covering for the head ; a headdress.
Spetiser.
On her head she wore a tire of gold.
3. A child's apron, covering the breast and having no
sleeves a pinafore ; a tier.
" The
4. Furniture ; apparatus ; equipment. [0J«.]
Philips.
tire of war."
5. [Probably the same word, and so called as being an
A hoop or baud, as of
attire or covering for the wheel.]
metal, on the circumference of the wheel of a vehicle, to
and
receive
the
wear.
impart strength
11^°' The iron tire of a wagon wheel or cart wheel binds
the fellies together. The tire of a locomotive or railroadcar wheel is a heavy hoop of iron or steel shrunk tightly
upon an iron central part. The wheel of a bicycle has a
Hre of India rubber.
Tire, V. t. To adorn to attire ; to dress. [06s.]
[Jezebel] painted her face, and tired her head. 2 Kings ix. 30.
Tire, v. i. [F. tirer to draw or pull ; of Teutonic origin, and akin to B. tear to rend.
See Tirade.] 1. To
[06s.]
seize, pull, and tear prey, as a hawk does.
Even as an empty eagle, sharp by fast,
Tires with her beak on feathers, flesh, and bone.
Shak.
Ye dregs of baseness, vultures among men,
That tire upon the hearts of generous spirits. B. Jonson.
To seize, rend, or tear something as prey ; to
2. Fig.
be fixed upon, or engaged with, anything. [06s.]
Thus made she her remove,
And left wrath tiring on her son.
Chapman.
Upon that were my thoughts tiring.
Shak.
vh. n.
Tire, V. i. [imp. Sip. p. Tired (tird) p. pr.
Ttrino.]
[OE. teorien to become weary, to fail, AS. teorian to be tired, be weary, to tire, exhaust ; perhaps akin
to E. tear to rend, the intermediate sense being, perhaps,
to wear out or cf. E. tarry.] To become weary to be
fatigued ; to have the strength fail to have the patience
exhausted ; as, a feeble person soon tires.
Tire, V. t. To exhaust the strength of, as by toil or
labor to exhaust the patience of ; to wear out (one's interest, attention, or the like)
to weary ; to fatigue ; to
jade.
Shak.
Tired with toil, all hopes of safety past.
Dryden.
To tire out, to weary or fatigue to exhaustion ; to harass.
Syn. To jade ; weary exhaust harass. See Jade.
all

Tire

;

;

;

:

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

—

Tired

;

(tird), a.

Tired'ness,

n.

;

Weary fatigued exhausted.
The state of being tired, or weary.
;

;

Tireless (tlr'les), a. Untiring.
Tlreaing (tlr'ling), a. Tired fatigued. [06.!.]
Tlre'some (-sum), a. Fitted or tending to tire
;

;

ex-

hausting ; wearisome ; fatiguing
tedious ; as, a tiresome journey ; a tiresome discourse.
Tlre'some-ly,
adv.
Tlre'some-ness, n.
Tlre'-wom'an (tir'w66m'an), n. ; pi. Tire-women
(-wim'en). [See Tire attire. Attire.] 1. A lady's maid.
Fashionableness of the tire-woman^s making.
Locke.
2. A dresser in a theater.
Simmonds.
Tlr'lngl-house' (tirtng-hous'),ra. [For attiring house.]
;

—

A tiring-room.

[06j.]

—

Shxik.

Tlr'ing-room' (-room'), n. [For attiring room.] The
room or place where players dress for the stage.
Tlr'ma (ter'ma),m. The oyster catcher. \_Prov. Eng.]
'Si'tO (ti'ro), n.
[L.]
Same as Tyro.
T' I'rOH (te'i'urn). See under T.
Tl-ro'nl-an (tt-ro'nT-an), a. [L. Tironianus, fr. Tiro,
the learned freedman and amanuensis of Cicero.] Of or
pertaining to Tiro, or a system of shorthand said to have
been introduced by him into ancient Rome.
ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

In their glittering

tissues

bear emblazed

Holy memorials.
Milton.
3. (Biol.) One of the elementary materials or fibers,
having a uniform structure and a specialized function,
of which ordinary animals and plants are composed
a
;

texture

;

as, epithelial tissue ;

connective tissue.

The term

tissue is also often applied in a wider
ffi^p"
sense to all the materials or elementary tissues, differing in structure and function, which go to make up an
organ ; as, vascular tissue, tegumentary tissue, etc.

4. Fig.

:

Web

nected series

;

complicated fabrication cona tissue of forgeries, or of falsehood.

texture

as,

;

;

;

Unwilling to leave the dry bones of Agnosticism wholly unclothed with any living tissue of religious emotion.
A. J. Balfour.
Tisane paper, very thin, gauzelike paper, used for protecting engravings in books, for wrapping up delicate

in which that element has a lower
valence as contrasted with titanic compounds.
Tifblt' (tit'bif ), n. Same as Tidbit.
Tlth (ttth), a. [See Tight, a.] Tight; nimble. [06s.]
Of a good stirring strain too, she goes iiih. Beau. ^* Fl.
Tlth'a-ble (tith'a^b'l), a. Subject to the payment of

pounds of titanium

tithes

&

&

V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Tissced (-iid) p. pr.
To form tissue of to interweave.
Covered with cloth of gold tissued upon blue. Bacon.
Tls'sued (-ild), a. Clothed in, or adorned with, tissue ; also, variegated ; as, tissued flowers.
Cowper.

Tls'sue,

;

And

;

crested chiefs and tissued dames
at the clarion's call.

Assembled

Tit

(tit), n.

1.

—

A
A

T. Warion.

A small horse.

Tusser,

woman ; used in contempt.
Burton.
2.
morsel a bit.
3.
Halliwell.
4. [OE. ; cf. Icel. litir a tit or small bird. The word
probably meant originally, something small, and is perhaps the same as teat. Cf. Titmouse, Tittle.] (Zool.)
(a) Any one of numerous species of small singing birds
belonging to the families Paridx and Leioirichidse ; a
;

titmouse.

(6)

The European meadow

pipit

a titlark.

;

—
—

Hill
(Zool.) See Wrcra ft'<, under Wren.
of numerous species of Asiatic singing
birds belonging to Siva, Minla, and allied genera.
Tit
babbler (Zool.), any one of several species of small East
Indian and Asiatic timaline birds of the genus Trichastoma.
Tit for tat.
[Probably for tip for tap. See Tip a
slight blow.]
An equivalent retaliation. Tit thrush
(Zool.), any one of numerous species of Asiatic and East

Ground

tit.

tit {Zool.),

any one

—

—

;

Indian birds belonging to Sntkora and allied genera.
In some respects they are intermediate between the
thrushes and titmice.

Tl'tan (ti'ton), a. Titanic.
The Titdn physical difficulties of his enterprise. I. Taylor.
Tl'tan-ate (-at), n. (Chem.) A salt of titanic acid.
Ti-tan'io (tt-tan'Ik), a. Of or relating to the Titans,
or fabled giants of ancient mythology ; hence, enormous
in size or strength ; as. Titanic structures.
(Chem.)
[Cf. F. Htanique.]
Tl-tan'iC (tt-tan'ik), a.
Of or pertaining to titanium ; derived from, or containing, titanium ; specifically, designating those compounds
of titanium in which it has a higher valence as contrasted
with the litanous compounds.
Titanic acid (Chem.), a white amorphous powder,
Ti.(0H)4, obtained by decomposing certain titanates ;
called also normal titanic acid. By extension, any one
of a series of derived acids, called also melalitanic acid,
polytitanic oeici, etc. —Titanic iron ore. (Min.) See Me-

—

naccanite.
Tl'tan-lfer-ons

(ti'tan-Tfer-as),

a.

[Titanium

-f-

F. tiianifere.] Containing or affording timagnetite.
so called
Ti'tan-ite (tl'tan-it), n. [Cf. F. tifanite;
from its containing titanic acid.] (Min.) See Sphene.
Ti'tan-lt'ic (-tt'Tk), a. Pertaining to, or containing,
titanium ; as, a titaniiic mineral.
Tl-ta'ni-um (tt-ta'ni-iim), n. [NL., fr. L. Titani or
Titanes, Or. Ttrai/es, the sons of the earth.] (Chem.)
An elementary substance found combined in the minerals menaccanite, rutile, sphene, etc., and isolated as an
infusible iron-gray amorphous powder, having a metallic
Symbol Ti.
luster.
It burns when heated in the air.

-ferous:

cf.

tanium

as, titaniferous

;

—

Atomic weight 48.1.
Tl'tan-0- (tl'tan-o-).

(Chem.) A combining form
used adjectively) designating certain double compounds of titanium with some other element as, titano-

(also

;

cyanide, /rtono-fluoride, titano-siWcate, etc.
Gr.
[NL.,
Ti'tan-O-the'rl-um (-the'rt-iSm), n.
Tirav a Titan -)- BripCov, dim. of fl^p a beast.] (Paleon.)
large American Miocene mammal, allied to the rhinoceros, and more nearly to the extinct Brontotherium.
Tl'tan-OUS (-lis), a. (Chem.) Designating certain comfr.

II

A

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

(tith^, n.

[OE.

tithe, tethe,

properly an adj.,

;

;

;

—

—

—

&

&

;

Ye titlie mint and rue.
Luke xi. 42.
Tusser.
Tithe, V. i. To pay tithes. [P.]
Tlth'er (-er), n. 1. One who collects tithes. Milton.
[P.]
2. One who pays tithes.
Chaucer.
Tlth'lng, n. [AS. teoSung.] 1. The act of levying
or taking tithes that which is taken as tithe a tithe.
Motley.
To take tithings of their blood and sweat.
2. (0. Eng. Law) A number or company of ten householders who, dwelling near each other, were sureties or
frankpledges to the king for the good behavior of each
Blackstone.
other a decennary.
;

;

;

Tlth'lng-man (-mSn), n. ; pi. TiTHiNGMEN (-mSn).
1. (0. Eng. Law) The chief man of a tithing; a

articles, etc.

vb. n. Tissuino.]

as, tithable lands.

;

Tithe

tenth, AS. teoSa the tenth ; akin to Hen, tyn, ten, ten,
G. zehnie, adj., tenth, n., a tithe, Icel. iiund the tenth,
tithe, Goth, taihunda tenth.
See Ten, and cf. Tenth,
Teind.] 1. A tenth ; the tenth part of anything specifically, the tenth part of the increase arising from the
profits of land and stock, allotted to the clergy for their
support, as in England, or devoted to religious or charAlmost all the tithes of England and Wales
itable uses.
are commuted by law into rent charges.
The tithes of the corn, the new wine, and the oil. Neh. xiii. 6.
jj^°" Tithes are called personal when accruing from
labor, art, trade, and navigation predial, when issuing
from the earth, as hay, wood, and fruit and mixed, when
accruing from beasts fed from the ground.
Blackstone,
2. Hence, a small part or proportion.
Bacon.
Great tithes, tithes of com, hay, and wood.
Mixed
tithes, tithes of wool, milk, pigs, etc.
Small tithes, personal and mixed tithes.
Tithe commissioner, one of a
board of officers appointed by the government for arranging propositions for commuting, or compounding for,
tithes. [Eng.] Simmonds.
Tithe, a. Tenth. [Obs.]
Every tithe soul, 'mongst many thousand.
Shak.
Tithe, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Tithed (tithd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. 'TiTHiNO.]
[AS. iedSian.] To levy a tenth part
on to tax to the amount of a tenth ; to pay tithes on.

headborough one elected to preside over the tithing.
2. (Law) A peace officer an under constable.
3. A parish officer elected annually to preserve good
order in the church during divine service, to make complaint of any disorderly conduct, and to enforce the ob;

;

servance of the Sabbath.
Tlthly (tith'ly), adv.
[Obs.]

bly.

[Local, U. S.]

[From Tith.] Tightly nim"Ihaveseenhim trip it Wtt??/." .Beat/. (fei^V.
;

Tl-thon'lc (ti-thon'ik), a. [L. Tithonius belonging to
Tithonus, the consort of Aurora, Gr. TiSmi'ds.] Of, pertaining to, or denoting, those rays of light which produce
chemical effects actinic. [P.]
Tlth'0-nlc'l-ty (tTth'S-ms'I-tJ^ or ti'tho-), n. {Chem.
& Physics) The state or property of being tithonic ; actinism.
[P.]
Tl-thon'0-graph'lc (tt-thon'o-graf'Tk), a. [Tithonic
-grapli
-ic]
Of, relating to, or produced by, the
chemical action of rays of light photographic.
Tl'tho-nom'e-ter (tI'th6-nom'e-ter), n. [Tithonic -\-meter.] An instrument or apparatus for measuring or
detecting tithonicity an actinometer. [P.]
[L. tithymalus a plant
Tlth'y-mal (tith'i-mal), n.
with a milklike sap, Gr. TiflvfiaAo; cf. F. tilhymale.]
(Bot. ) Any kind of spurge, esp. Euphorbia Cyparissias.
Tl'tl (te'te), B. (ZoU.) Same as Teetee.
Tlt'U-late (tlt'il-lat), V. t. & i. [imp. Sip. p. TlTiltATED (-la'ted) p. pr. Si vb. n. Titillating.] [L. titillatus, p. p. of tiiillare.] To tickle as, to titillate the nose
with a featler.
The pungent grains of titillating dust.
Pope.
[L. Ulillatio : cf. F. litilTit'll-la'tion (-la'shun), n.
lation.]
1. The act of tickling, or the state of being
tickled a tickling sensation.
A. Tucker.
;

+

+

;

;

:

;

;

;

Any

2.

pleasurable sensation.
reach no higher than the senses. Glanrill.
Tlt'11-la-tive (titfl-la-tiv), a. Tending or serving to
titillate, or tickle ; tickling.
Tit'lark' (-lark'), n.
lark.]
[Tit a small bird
(Zool.) Any one of numerous small singing birds belonging to Anihus, Corydalla, and allied genera, which
resemble the true larks in color and in having a very
long hind claw ; especially, the European meadow pipit
(Anthus pratensis).
Ti'tle (ti't'l), n.
[OF. ifile, F. iitre, L. titulus an inscription, label, title, sign, token.
Cf. Tilde, Titrate,
Titular.] J. An inscription put over or upon anything
as a name by which it is known.
2. The inscription in the beginning of a book, usually
containing the subject of the work, the author's and
publisher's names, the date, etc.
3. (Bookbinding) The panel for the name, between
the bands of the back of a book.
4.
section or division of a subject, as of a law, a

Those

titillations that

+

A

book

;

(Roman

specif.

&

Canon Laws), a chapter or

di-

vision of a law book.
5. An appellation of dignity, distinction, or preeminence (hereditary or acquired), given to persons, as duke,
marquis, honorable, esquire, etc.
With his former title greet Macbeth.
Shak.
name an appellation ; a designation.
6.
7. (Law) (a) That which constitutes a just cause of
exclusive possession ; that which is the foundation of
ownership of property, real or personal a right as, a
good title to an estate, or an imperfect title. (6) The instrument which is evidence of a right.
(c) (CanonLaw) That by which a beneficiary holds a benefice.

A

;

;

idea,

iU

;

old,

Sbey, orb, odd

;

8. (Anc. Church Records) A church to which a, priest
wae ordained, and where he was to reside.
Title deeds (Law), the muniments or evidences of own-

ership

;

as,

the

title
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deeds to an estate.

Syn. — Epithet: name; appellation; denomination.
See Epithet, and Name.

&

[imp.
Tl'tl« (ti't'l), v. i.
p. p. Titled (ti't'ld) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Titlino (-tling).] [Cf. L. litidare, F. titrer.
call
by
a
title
; to name ; to entitle.
See Title, re.] To
Hadrian, having quieted the island, took it for honor to be
Milton.
titled on his coin, ** The Restorer of Britain."
Tl'tled (ti't'ld), a. Having or bearing a title.
having
a
title
or
name
Tl'tle-less (ti't'l-les), a. Not
;
without legitimate title. "
iiileless tyrant." Chaucer.
Tl'tle—page' (-paj')> «• The page of a book which
contains its title.
The world 'e all title-page; there 'e no contents. Young.
large truncated cone of refined
Tltler (tlt'ler), n.

&

A

Tl'za

[Cf

(te'zi), n.

chalk or pipe clay.]

or force of for or on ; for, or ore, (this) day, for, or on,
To-day, to-night,
(this) night, for, or ore, (the) morrow.
may be considered as compounds, and usually
but they are sometimes used as nouns ; as,
;
to-day is ours.
T'o-moiTOW, and to-morrow, and to-mon-ow ;
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day.
Shak.
To and again, to and fro. [R.\
To and fro, forward
and back. In this phrase, to is adverbial.
There was great shoving both to and fro.
Chaucer.
To-and-fro, a pacing backward and forward ; as, to commence a to-and-fro. Tennyson.
To the face, in front
of ; not behind ; hence, in the presence of.
To wit, to
know ; namely. See Wit, v. i.
without
an object expressed, is used ad^W' To,
verbially as, put to the door, i. e., put the door to its
frame, close it ; and in the nautical expressions, to heave
to, to come to, meaning to a certain position.
To, like
on, is sometimes used as a command, /oitiJOTrf, set to. "yo»
Achilles ! to, Ajax to!" Shak.

Sp. tiza whitening, a kind of

.

(Chem.) See Ulexite.

Tme'Sls (me'sis or

to-morrow
as adverbs

t'me'sTs 277), n.
[L., from 6r.
Tjii^^o-is a cutting, fr. reiivew to cut.]
(Gram.) The separation of the parts of a compound word by the intervention of one or more words ; as, in what place soever, for
in whatsoever place.
To— (too- or t(56- ; see To, prep.). [AS. to- asunder ;
akin to G. zer-, and perhaps to L. dis-, or Gr. Sus--] An
obsolete intensive prefix used in the formation of compound verbs ; as in <o-beat, ^o-break, to-hew, to-rend, totear.
See these words in the Vocabulary. See the Note
on All to, or All-to, under All, adv.

To

;

—

—

—

—

emphatic or alone; tdo, obscure or unemphalic), prep.
[AS. to ; akin to OS. & OPries. to, D.
toe, G. zu, OHG. zuo, zua, zo, Russ. do, Ir. & Gael, do,
OL. -do, -du, as in endo, indu, in, Gr. -6e, as in olxaSe
homeward. V200. Cf. Too, Tattoo a beat of drums.]
A
1. The preposition to primarily indicates approach
sugar.
Toad (tod), re. [OE.
and arrival, motion made in the direction of a place or
See
sparrow.
Titling' (-Itng), n. [Icel. titlingr a tit
TrrasmaU bird.] 1. (Zo'dl.) (a) The hedge sparrow; thing and attaining it, access and also, motion or tend- tode, tade, AS. tadie,
tadige
; of unknovni orency
without
arrival;
movement
toward;
opposed to
called also iittene. Its nest is often chosen by the
from. " To Canterbury they wend."
Chaucer. igln. Cf. Tadpole.]
euckoo as a place for depositing its own eggs.
(Zo'dl.)
Any one of nuThe titling,
. being thus deceived, hatcheth the egg, and
Stay with us, go not to Wittenberg.
Shak.
merous species of baHolland.
bringeth up the chick of another bird.
So to the sylvan lodge
trachians
belonging to
Pomona's
They
came,
that
like
arbor
smiled.
Milton.
(b) The meadow pipit.
1 '11 to him again, ...
the genus Bufo and al2. Stockfish
formerly so called in customhouses.
'11 tell me all his purpose.
He
Skak.
genera,
lied
especially
Tlt'mal (-mal), re. The blue titmouse. \_Prov. Eng."]
She stretched her arms to Heaven.
Dryden. those of the family £mTlt'mouse' (tTt'mous'), n. ; pi. Titmice (-mis'). [OE.
motion,
indicates
2.
Hence,
it
course,
or
tendency
fonidx. Toads are gentitemose, tiimase; tit small, or a small
toward a time, a state or condition, an aim, or anything e rally terrestrial in
bird
AS. mase a kind of small bird
capable of being regarded as a limit to a tendency, move- their habits except durakin to D. inees a titmouse, G. meise,
ment, or action ; as, he is going to a trade he is rising <o ing the breeding season, when
OHG. meisa, Icel. meisingr. The Engwealth and honor.
they seek the water. Most of
lish form has been influenced by the
(1^°° Formerly, by omission of the verb denoting mo- the species burrow beneath the
unrelated word mouse. Cf. Tit a small
tion, to sometimes followed a form of be, with the sense earth in the daytime and come
bird.]
(Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous
of at or in. " When the sun was [gone or declined] to forth to feed on insects at night.
species of small insectivorous singing
rest." Chaucer.
Most toads have a rough, warty
birds belonging to Parus and allied
3. Ii. a very general way, and with innumerable varie- skin in which are glands that
genera
called also tit, and tomtit.
ties of application, to connects transitive verbs with secrete an acrid fluid.
The
titmouse
Parus
ccerublue
(
Har"
their remoter or indirect object, and adjectives, nouns,
American Toad (Bnfa
leus), the marsh titmouse (P. palustris). Blue Titmouse
^W^ The common toad (Bu- IUniiginosus).
.SEuropeott
the crested titmouse (P. cristatus), the {Parus coeruleus). and neuter or passive verbs with a following noun which fo vulgaris) and the natterjack Toad (.Bufo vulgaris).
limits their action.
Its sphere verges upon that of for, are familiar European species.
great titmouse (P. major), and the long
The common American toad (B. lentiginosus) is similar to
tailed titmouse (^githalos caudatus), are the best-known but it contains less the idea of design or appropriation
the European toad, but is less warty and is more active,
European species. See Chickadee.
as, these remarks were addressed to a large audience
Tl'trate (ti'trat), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Titbated (-tra- let us keep this seat to ourselves ; a substance sweet to moving chiefly by leaping.
Obstetrical toad. (Zo'dl.) See under Obstetrical.
tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Titratinq.] [P. titrer, from litre the taste an event painful to the mind duty to God
Surinam toad. (Zo'dl.) See Pipa.
Toad hzard {Zo'dl.), a
standard, title. See Title, «.] (CAsto.) To analyze, or and to our parents ; a dislike to spirituous liquor.
horned toad. — Toad pipe (Bot.), a hollow-stemmed plant
determine the strength of, by means of standard soluto
slaughter.
Marks and points out each man ©f us
B. Jonson.
(Equisetum limosum) growing in muddy places.
Dr.
tions.
Cf. Standardized solution, under Solution.
Whilst they, distilled
Prior. — Toad rush (Bot.), a low-growing kind of rush.
Almost to jelly with the act of fear,
Tl'tra-ted (ti'trS-tSd), a. (Chem.) Standardized; de(Juncus bufonius).
Toad snatcher (Zo'dl.), the reed
Stand
dumb
and
speak
not
to him.
Shak.
termined or analyzed by titration ; as, titrated solutions.
bunting. [Prov. Eng.] — Toa.d spittle. (Zo'dl.) See CuckooAdd to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge ; and to spit,
under Cuckoo. Tree toad. (Zo'dl.) See under Tree.
{Chem.) The act or knowledge
Tl-tra'tlon (tt-tra'shiin), n.
temperance and (o temperance patience and to paprocess of titrating a substance obtained by titrating.
tience godliness
and to godliness brotherly kindness and to
Toad'eat'er (-et'er), re. [Said to be so called in allubrotherly kindness charity.
2 Fet. i. 5, 6, 7. sion to an old alleged practice among mountebanks' boys
Tlt'ter (ttt'ter), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Tittered (-terd)
Sfiak.
I have a king's oath to the contrary.
p. pr. & vb. n. Titteeino.] [Probably of imitative oriof eating toads (popularly supposed to be poisonous), in
Clarendoyi.
Numbers were crowded to death.
gin.]
To laugh with the tongue striking against the
order that their masters might have an opportunity ot
Fate and the dooming gods are deaf to tears. Dryden. pretending to effect a cure. The French equivalent exroot of the upper teeth to laugh with restraint, or withDryden. pression is un avaleur de couleuvres. Cf. Toady.] A
Go, buckle to the law.
out much noise to giggle.
4. As sign of the infinitive, to had originally the use fawning, obsequious parasite ; a mean sycophant a flatA group of tittering pages ran before. Longfellow.
" There was a titter last defined, governing the infinitive as a verbal noun, terer ; a toady.
V. Kno-a..
Tlt'ler, n. A restrained laugh.
connecting it as Indirect object with a preceding
and
of . . . delight on his countenance."
Coleridge.
You had nearly imposed upon me, but you have lost youi
verb or adjective ; thus, ready to go, i. e., ready unto labor. You 're too zealous a toadeaier, and betray yourself.
Tlt'ter, V. i. To seesaw. See Teeter.
Dickens.
going ; good to eat, i. e., good for eating I do my utmost
Tlt'ter-el(tTt'tSr-Sl), re. Thewhimbrel. [Prov.Eng.']
to lead my life pleasantly, i. e., unto the leading my life
Toad'flsh' (-fish'), re. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any marine fish
Tlt'ter-tOt'ter (-tSt'ter), v. i. See Teeter.
almost
constant
of the genus Batrachus, having a large, thick head and
Tlt'tl-monae' (tit'tl-mous'), re. (Zo'dl.) Titmouse. pleasantly. But it has come to be the
prefix to the infinitive, even in situations where it has no a wide mouth, and bearing some resemblance to a toad.
[Prov. Bng.']
Tit'tle (tit't'l), re.
[OE. tilel, titil, apparently a dim. prepositional meaning, as where the infinitive is direct
of tit, in the sense of small ; cf. G. tiittel a tittle, dim. of object or subject; thus, I love to learn, i. e., I love
OHG. tutta teat. Perhaps, however, the same word as learning to die for one's country is noble, i. e., the dying
for one's country.
Where the infinitive denotes the
title, n.]
A particle a minute part ; a jot an iota.
design or purpose, good usage formerly allowed the preIt is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than one tittle of the
law to fail.
Luke xvi. 17. fixing of for to the to; as, what went ye out /or to see ?
(too,

;

!

;

—

.

—

.

;

—

+

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Every tittle of this prophecy is most exactly verified. Soutk.
Tlt'tle-bat (-bSt), n. (Zo'dl.) The three-spined stickleback. [Prev. Eng.J
Ttt'tle-tat'tle (-tSt't'l), n. [A reduplication of tattle^ 1. Idle, trifling talk ; empty prattle.
Arbuthnoi.
2. An idle, trifling talker ; a gossip.
[iJ.]
Taller,
Tlt'tle-tat'tle, v. i. To talk idly ; to prate.
Shak.
Tlt'Ue-tat'Uing (-tlTng), n. The act or habit of
prating idly or gossiping.
Tlt'ty (tit'tjO, n. A little teat ; a nipple. [Familiarl
Tlt'n-bate (ttt'a-bat), v. i. [L. titubattis, p. p. of
titubare to stagger, totter.] 1. To stumble.
[06i.]
2. To rock or roll, as a curved body on a plane.
Tlt'n-ba'tlon (-ba'shun), re. [L. iitubatio : cf. F. titubation.']
The act of stumbling, rocking, or rolling ; a
reeling.
Quain.
Tlt'u-Iar (tlt'il-ler ; 135), a. [F. titulaire, fr. L. titulus.
See Title.] Existing in title or name only ; nominal ; having the title to an ofBce or dignity without discharging its appropriate duties ; as, a titular prince.
If these magnificent titles yet remain
Not merely titular.
Milton.
TltBlar bishop. See under Bishop.

A titulary.

Tlt'U-lar,re.
Tlt'u-lar'1-ty (-ISr'I-tj^),

The

;

iip,

ftm

;

To the

last

man.

Few of the Esquimaux can count to ten.

—

Skak.
Quart. Rev.

consequence as, the prince was
his ruin he engaged in a war to his cost ;

(b) Effect

;

end

;

;

flat-

viotered to
;
lent factions exist to the prejudice of the state, (e) Apopposition
as,
they
antitiesis
;
;
position ; connection ;
engaged hand io hand.
Now we see through a glass, darkly ; but then face to face.

A

1 Cor. xiii. 12.

Accord ; adaptation ; as, an occupation to his taste
she has a husband to her mind.
Dryden.
He to God's image, she to his was made.
(e) Comparison ; as, three is to nine as nine is to twentyseven ; it is ten to one that you will offend him.
B. Jonson.
All that they did was piety to this.
(f) Addition ; union ; accumulation.
Wisdom he has, and to his wisdom, courage. Denham.
(g) Accompaniment; as, she sang to his guitar; they
danced to the music of a piano.
(d)

nom-

pity

A

We ready are to try our fortunes

Anon

thejr

move

In perfect phalanx to the Donan mood
Milton.
Of flutes and soft recorders.
(h) Character ; condition of being ; purpose subserved
"
archaic']
I
have
a
king
[In
this
sense
or office filled.

here

to

Made

my

Sha/e.

flatterer."

his masters

and others ...

to consider

him

fj^^ To
;

to a little

IV(dlon.

wonder.

;

full,

Toadfish (Batiachwi tau).
species (Batrachus tau) is very common,
in shallow water.
Called also oyster fish, and sapo.
swellfish.
(c)
(b) The angler,
Toad'flas' (tod'flaks'), re. (Bot.) An herb (Linaria
vulgaris) of the Figwort family, having narrow leaves
called also butand showy orange and yellow flowers ;
ter and eggs, flaxweed, and ramsted.
Toad'head' (-hSd'), re. (Zo'dl.) The golden plover.
[Local, U. S.]
A.Stafford.
Toad'lsh, a. Like a toad. [Obs.1
Coleridge.
Toadlet (-ISt), re. A small toad. [72.]
(Min.)
1.
local
name for
(-ston'),
re.
Toad'Stone'
said by somethe igneous rocks of Derbyshire, England ;
German
todler
stein,
meaning
from
the
to be derived
dead stone, that is, stone which contains no ores.
regarded
as a precious stone,
2. Bufonite, formerly
and worn as a jewel. See Bufonite.

The American

:

; pi.

r^de,

now

is

him, but I do not wish to.
5. In many phrases, and in connection with many
other words, to has a pregnant meaning, or is used elliptically.
Thus, it denotes or implies (a) Extent ; limit
degree of comprehension ; inclusion as far as ; as, they
met us io the number of three hundred.

Titularies (-rlz). [Cf.
F. titulaire.']
A person invested with a title, in virtue
of which he holds an office or benefice, whether he performs the duties of it or not.
Tlt'U-la-ry, a. 1. Consisting in a title ; titular.
2. Of or pertaining to a title.
Tlt'uled (-ijld), a. Having a title. [0J«.]
Fuller.
Tlv'er (tiv'er), n. [AS. tedfor, le&fur.] A kind of
ocher which is used in some parts of England in marking sheep. [Prov. Eng."]
TlT'er, V. t. To mark with tiver. [Prov. Eng."]
Tlv'y (-3^), adv. [See Tantivy.] With great speed
__a huntsman's
tsman's word or sound.
Dryden
JJryden.
tinlte,

on pilgrimages.

Chaucer.
seeken strange Btrandes.
obsolete or illiterate. In colloquial
usage, to often stands for, and supplies, an infinitive
already mentioned ; thus, he commands me to go with

Such usage

inally:

iise,

folk to go

And palmers/or to

quality or state of
Sir V. Browne.

In a titular manner

xi. 8).

Then longen

[iJ.]
re.

being titular. [iJ.]
Tlt'U-lar-ly (-ler-ly), adv.

by title only.
Tlfu-la-ry (-li-rj?), n.

(Matt.

to-night, and
in to-day, to-mgtit,aDa

food, fifot

;

oat, oil

(

Toad'StOOl'

;

go

;

re.

A name given to
umbrella-shaped fungi, mostly of the genus
Agaricus. The species are
almost numberless. They
grow on decaying organic
(Bot.)

many

matter.

Toad'y (-f), n.; pi.
Toadies (-Tz). [Shortened
from tondeater.'] 1. A mean
flatterer

;

a toadeater

a

;

sycophant.
Before I had been standing
at the window five minutes,
they somehow conveyed to nie
thnt they wore all to'itdiat and
htnnbugs.
Dickens.

to-moirow has
hastlxeaetiae
the sense

chair

(-stool'),

—

sine, ink

2.
z.
;

A

coarse, rustic

tben, thin

;

Toadstool.

woman.
woman.

boN

;

[R.-]
IM.J

zh = z

Sir W. Seolt
In azure

1514

TOIL

up at one or both ends, used for
coasting down hills or prepared inclined planes ; also, a
sleigh or sledge, to be drawn by dogs, or by hand, over soft
and deep snow. [Written also tobogan, and tarbogan.'}
To-bOg'gan (t6-bog'gan), v. i. limp. p. p. ToBOOOANED (-gund) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Tobogganing.] To slide
down hill over the snow or ice on a toboggan. Bartlett.
To-bog'gan-er (-er), \n. One who practices tobogganing.
To-bog'gan-lst (-ist), j

Toed (tod), a. 1. Having (such or so many) toes ;
chiefly used in composition as, narrow-^oed, four-toed.
2. (Carp,) Having the end secured by nails driven
obliquely, said of a board, plank, or joist serviag as a
brace, and in general of any pa'rt of a frame secured to
other parts by diagonal nailing.

TOADY
Toad'y (tod'y), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Toadied (-Td)
p. pr. & vb. n. Toadying.] To fawn upon with mean
Bycophancy.
Toad'y-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The practice of meanly fawning on another base sycophancy ; servile adulation.
Toast (tost), V. t. limp. & p. p. Toasted p. pr. &
vb, n. Toastino.]
[OF. toster to roast, toast, fr. L. tor1. To dry
rere, tostum, to parch, roast. See Tokeid.]
;

;

;

and brown by the heat of a fire as, to toast bread.
2. To warm thoroughly as, to toast the feet.
3. To name when a health is proposed to be drunk
;

pliable board, turned

To-break'

;

to
drink to the health, or in honor, of ; as, to toast a lady.
toasted
bread.
See
toslee,
Toast, n. [OF. toste, or
Toast, «.] 1. Bread dried and browned before a fire,
usually in slices ; also, a kind of food prepared by putting
elices of toasted bread into milk, gravy, etc.
My sober evening let the tankard bless,
Witli toast embrowned,

;

and fragrant nutmeg fraught.

T. Warton.
2. A lady in honor of whom persons or a company are
so called because toasts were foriBvited to drink ;
merly put into the liquor, as a great delicacy.
It now came to the time of Mr. Jones to give a toast . . . who
Fielding.
could not refrain from mentioning his dear Sophia.
3. Hence, any person, especially a person of distinction, in honor of whom a health is drunk ; hence, also,
anything so commemorated ; a sentiment, as " The land
we live in," " The day we celebrate," etc.
Toast rack, a small rack or stand for a table, having

—

(partitions for holding slices of

Toast'er
2.

(-er), n.

1.

dry toast.

One who

&

n. from Toast, v.
Toast'lng, a.
Toasting fork, a long-handled fork for toasting bread,
cheese, or the like, by the fire.
Toast'mas'ter (-mas'ter), n. A person who presides
at a public dinner or banquet, and announces the toasts.
Toat (tot), n. The handle of a joiner's plane. Knight.
To-bac'co (to-bSk'ko), m. [Sp. tabaco, fr. the Indian
iabaco the tube or pipe in wliich the
Indians or Caribbees smoked this
plant.
Some derive the word from
Tabaco, a province of Yucatan, where
it was said to be first found by the
Spaniards; others from the island of
Tobago, one of the Caribbees.
But
these derivations are very doubtful.]
1. (Bot.) An American plant {JViisoiiana Tabacum) of the Nightshade
family, much used for smoking and
chewing, and as snuff. As a medicine,
it is narcotic, emetic, and cathartic.
Tobacco has a strong, peculiar smell,
and an acrid taste.
(I^= The name is extended to other
rXc«m):
'
species of the genus, and to some unrelated plants, as Indian tobacco (Nicotiana rustica, and
also Lobelia inflata), mountain tobacco (Arnica montana),
and Shiraz tobacco (Nicotiana Persica).
2. The leaves of the plant prepared for smoking,
chewing, etc., by being dried, cured, and manufactured
in various ways.
Tobacco box (Zo'dl.), the common American skate.
"Tobacco camphor.
(Chem.) See Nicotianine.
Tobacco
man, a tobacconist. [R.] Tobacco pipe, (a) A pipe used
for smoking, made of baked clay, wood, or other maiterial.
(b) (Hot.) Same as Indian pipe, under Indian.
Tobacco-pipe clay (Min.), a species of clay used in making
called also cimolite.
Tobacco-pipe fish.
tobacco pipes
Tobacco stopper, a small plug
(Zo'dl.) See Pipemouth.
for pressing down the tobacco in a pipe as it is smoked.
Tobacco worm (Zo'dl.), the larva of a large hawk moth
{Sphinx, or Phlegethontius, Carolina). It is dark green,
with seven oblique white stripes bordered above with
dark brown on each side of the body. It feeds upon the
leaves of tobacco and tomato plants, and is often very
injurious to the tobacco crop. See Illust. of Hawk moth.
To-bac'co-nlng (-ning), «. Smoking tobacco. [06*.]
" Tobacconing is but a smoky play."
Sylvester.
1. A dealer in tobacco;
To-bac'co-nist (-nist), n.
also, a manufacturer of tobacco.
2. A smoker of tobacco.
Sylvester.
[06^.]
beat.']
To beat
To-beat' (too-bef), v. t. [Pref. to•thoroughly or severely. [06s.]
Layamon.
To-bl'as flsh' (to-bi'as fish'). [See the Note under
AsMODEUs, in the Dictionary of Noted Names in Fiction.]
i^Zo'ol.) The lant, or sand eel.
To'bine (to'btn), ». [Cf. G. tobin, D. taUjn. See

"cSa

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

[Pref. to-

t.

+ break.']

To

—

+

A stout twilled silk used for dresses.
To'bit (to'b'ftV n. A book of the Apocrypha.
To-J)Og'gan (to-bSg'gan), n. [Corruption of American Indian odabagan a sled.] A kind of sledge made of
Tabby.]

To-fall'

Toffee

To-brest' (tdS-brSsf),

V.

To

burst or break in pieces.

[OJi.]
Chaucer,
Toc-ca'ta (t6k-ka'ta), n, [It., fr. toccare to touch.
See Touch.] (3Ius.) An old form of piece for the organ
or harpsichord, somewhat in the free and brilliant style
of the prelude, fantasia, or capriccio,
II

Toch'er

(tok'er),

[Gael,

n,

Took'ay

(tok'a), n.

Burns.

\_Scot,]

A spotted

(Zo'dl.)

Dowry

tochradh.']

brought by a bride to her husband.

lizard native

of India.

To'co

(to'ko), n.

{Zo'dl.)

A toucan {Eamphaslos

toco)

having a very large beak. See Illust. under Toucan.
[Gr. toko9 a birth -|To-COl'O-gy (to-kol'o-jy), 71,
-logy.]
The science of obstetrics, or midwifery that
department of medicine which treats of parturition.
[Written also tokology,]
TO-CO-ro'rO (to-k6-ro'ro), n, [Probably from the
native name through the Spanish
cf. Sp. tocororo,]
(.Zo'dl,)
A Cuban trogon {Priotelus iemnurus) having a
serrated bill and a tail concave at the end.
;

Toc'sln (tok'sin), n. [F., fr. OF. toquier to touch,
F. toquer (originally, a dialectic form of F. toucher) -\seint (for sein) a bell, LL. signum, fr. L. signum a sign,
signal.
See Touch, and Sign.] An alarm bell, or the
ringing of a bell for the purpose of alarm.
The loud tocsin tolled their last alarm. Campbell.
Tod (tod), re. [Akin to D. todde a rag, G. zotte shag,
rag, a tuft of hair, Icel. toddi a piece of a thing, a tod of
wool.] 1. A bush ; a thick shrub a bushy clump. [-R.]
" An ivy iocZde."
Spenser,
Coleridge.
The ivy tod is heavy with snow.
2. An old weight used in weighing wool, being usually
;

twenty-eight pounds.
3. A fox ;
probably so

—

&

tail.

One

&

ter.]

To

Tod'dle,

A toddling walk.

re.

Tod'dler (-dler),
young child.

re.

One who

toddles

Trollope,
especially, a

;

Mrs. Oaskell.

(-dy),

re.

A

uor procured from it by fermentation.
2. A mixture of spirit and hot water sweetened.
Toddy differs from grog in having a less proportion of spirit, and in being made hot and sweetened.
Toddy bird (Zo'dl,), a weaver bird of the East Indies
and India
so called from its fondness for the juice of
the palm.
Toddy cat (.^oo/.), the common paradoxure;
the palm cat.
To-do' (too-doo'), n. [To-\-do. Cf. Ado.] Bustle;

^^

—
—
;

commotion
To'dy (to'di^),

\_Colloq.'\
ado.
n. ; pi. Todies (-diz).
P. todier, G. iodvogel.] (Zo'dl.) Any
one of several species of small insectivorous West Indian birds of the
genus Todus. They are allied to the
kingfishers.

stir

;

Toe

(to),

re.

II

[OE.

too, taa,

[Cf.

NL.

toga praetexta.
II

—

To'ga-ted (to'ga-ted), a, [L. togafrom toga a toga.] Dressed in a
or gown ; wearing a gown
gowned, [i?.]
Sir 31, Sandys.
tus,

toga

& B.]

; akin to D.
zeha, Icel. ia, Sw. ia, Dan. taa ; of
uncertain origin. V60.] !• (Anat.)
One of the terminal members, or
digits, of the foot of a man or an ani" Each one, tripping on his
mal.

lies

am, arm, ask,

Toe droj)
Toe biter (Zo'dl,), a tadpole ; a polliwig.
(Med,), a morbid condition of the foot in which the toe is
depressed and the heel elevated, as in talipes equinus.
See Talipes.
vb, n.
Toe, V, t, [imp.
p. p. Toed (t5d) ; p, pr.
Toeing.]
To touch or reach with the toes ; to come
fully up to ; as, to toe the mark.
Toe, V. i. To hold or carry the toes (in a certain way).
To toe In, to stand or oarry the feet in such a way that
To toe
the toes of either foot incline tsward the other.
out, to have the toes of eaoh foot, in standing or walkmg,
incline from the other foot.
final,

^U

;

made war upon France

together.

company

or mixture

together with the good.

Dryden.

Together with, in union with ; in
; along with.

virith

Take the bad

(t3g'ger-3?), re.
[Cf. Togated.]
Clothes;
dress; as, fishing toggery. [Colloq,]

Tog'ger-y
garments;

Tog'gle (-g'l), re. [Cf. Tug.] [Written also togget]
1. (Naut,) A wooden pin tapering toward both ends
with a groove around its middle, fixed transversely in the
eye of a rope to be secured to any other loop or bight or
ring a kind of button or frog capable of being readily
engaged and disengaged for temporary purposes.
2. (3Iach,) Two rods or plates connected by a toggle
;

joint.

Toggle iron, a harpoon with a pivoted crosspiece in a

To-gid'er (t66-gTd'er), To-gld'res (-erz),
Together. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Togue (tog), re. [From the American Indian name.] (Zo'dl,) The namaycush.
adv.

&

—

care,

Shak.

—

AS.

OHG.

&

senate,

;

I!

To-hew' (too-hii'), V, i,
To hew in pieces. [Obs,]
Toll

eve, event,

find,

fern,

recent

:

ice,

(toil),

re.

+ hew,"]

[Pref. to-

Chaucer.

[F. toiles, pi., toils, nets, fr.

canvas, spider web, fr. L. tela any
stuff, a web, fr. texere to weave.
See
Text, and cf. Toilet.] A net or snare ; any
thread, web, or string spread for taking prey
toile cloth,

woven

— usually in the plural.
As

a

Numidian

lion,

when

first

caught,

Endures the

—

ale.

ToG^(-je>

Toggle Iron.

A

Suits.

(-gaz),L.

See

cover.

to

mortise near the point to prevent it from being drawn
out when a whale, shark, or other animal, is harpooned.
Toggle joint, an elbow or knee joint, consisting of
two bars so connected that they may be brought quite
or nearly into a straight line, and made to produce great endwise pressure, when any force
is applied to bring them into this position.
Toght (tat), a. Taut. [Obs,] Chaucer.

A

Toboggan

to tegere

Toga praetexta [L.], a toga with a
broad purple border, worn by children
of both sexes, by magistrates, and by
persons engaged in sacred rites.
Toga vlrilis [L.], the manly gown the
common toga. This was assumed by
Roman boys about tlie time of completing their fourteenth year.

.

of Toboggan Slide, with Toboggans, and Persons in

akin

[L.,

Thatch.] (Rom, Antig,) The loose
outer garment worn by the ancient
Romans, consisting of a single broad
piece of woolen cloth of a shape approaching a semicircle. It was of undyed wool, except the border of the

todus,

Shak. Green Tody (Todus
toe."
2. (Zo'dl) The fore part of the todus, or T. viridie).
hoof or foot of an animal.
3 Anything, or any part, corresponding to the toe of
the foot ; as, the toe of a boot ; the toe of a skate.
4. (Mach.) (a) The journal, or pivot, at the lower end
of a revolving shaft or spindle, which rests in a step.
lateral projection at one end, or between the ends,
(6)
of a piece, as a rod or bolt, by means of which it is
moved, (e)
projection from the periphery of a revolving piece, acting as a cam to lift another piece.

Top

To'ga (to'gk),n,;pl. E. Togas

II

;

teen, G. zehe,

ta

;

;

[Formed from Hind,

tafl the juice
of the palmyra tree, popularly, toddy, fr. tar tlie palmyra tree, Skr. tala.] 1.
juice drawn from various
kinds of palms in the East Indies ; or, a spirituous liq-

Tod'dy

Chancer.
Shak.

;

2. In or into union ; into junction ; as, to sew, knit,
or fasten two things together ; to mix things together.
The king joined humanity and policy together. Bacon,
3. In concert ; with mutual cooperation ; as, the al-

to-day

me a thousand yesterdays.

(tod'd'l), V, i,
[imp, &p, p. Toddled (-d'ld)
[Akin to tottle, totvb, n. Toddling (-dliiig).]
walk with short, tottering steps, as a child.

Tod'dle
p. pr,

115), n.

Longfellow.

The present day.

worth for

;

To-getll'er(t58-gSth'er), adv. [OE.
togedere, togidere, AS. togssdere, togsedre, togadere; to to -\- gador toMarius in
gether.
V29. See To, prep., and Caius
his Toga, from
Gathee.] 1. In company or associaan ancient statue
tion with respect to place or time ; as,
at Rome,
to live together in one house ; to live together in the same age ; they walked together to the town.
Soldiers can never stand idle long together, Landor,

;

la

(tSft

B. Jonson.

The wolf, the
Tod stove, a close stove adapted for burning small
Knight.
round wood, twigs, etc. [ U, <S.]
Tod, V. t. & i. To weigh ; to yield in tods. \Obs.]
To-day' (too-da'), adv. [AS. td dseg. See To, prep,,
and Day.] On this day on the present day.
Shai.
Worcester's horse came but to-day.
n.

!

[OE. toft a knoll akin to LG.
toft a field hedged in, not far from a house, Icel. topt a
green knoll, grassy place, place marked out for a house,
Dan, toft,] 1. A knoll or hill. [Obs,] "A tower on a
toft,''''
Piers Plowman.
2. A grove of trees also, a plain.
[Prov, Eng.]
3. (0, Eng, Law) A place where a messuage has once
stood the site of a burnt or decayed house.
Toft'man (-man), re. ; pi, Toptmen (-men). The owner of a toft.
See Toft, 3.
To'fus (to'fus), re. [L., tufa.] 1. Tophus.
2. (3Iin,) Tufa.
See Tufa, and Toph.

Toft

To'ged (to'gSd), a. Togated. [Obs.

named from its bushy
tod, the brock.

To-day',

SeeLEAH-T0.
[Eng.]

To/oni him goeth the loud minstrelsy.
Would thou wert as thou tofore hast been

Chaucer,

+ brest.]

[Pref. to-

t.

(tdo-fal'), re. (Arch,) Alean-to.
(tSf'fe), Tof'ty (-fy), re.
Taffy.

To-fore' (tee-for'), To-forn' (tS8-f6rn'), prep,
adt,
[AS, to/o7-an. See To, prep., FoEE.] Before. [Oil]

;

:

bread, cheese, etc.

—

(to6-brak'), v.

break completely to break in pieces. [OJj.]
With nose and mouth io-'broke.

II

toasts.

A kitchen utensil for toasting

&

&

—

;

Then

toils

toil that holds him.
Denham,
for beasts, and lime for birds, were found. Dryden.

&

&

Toil, V, i.
[imp.
vb.
p. p. Toiled (toild) ; p. pr.
Toiling.] [OE. toilen to pull about, to toil ; of uncertain origin ; cf. OD. teiilen, tm/len, to labor, till, or
OF. tooillier, toailler, to wash, rub (cf Towel) or perhaps
ultimately from the same root as E. tug.] To exert
strength with pain and fatigue of body or mind, especially of the body, with efforts of some continuance or
duration ; to labor ; to work.
Toil,?'./. 1. To weary; to overlabor. [06s.] "Toiled
with works of war."
Shak.
re.

.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, 6dd

;

2. To labor

to work

;

[JI.]

;

Places well toiled and husbanded.
out my uncouth passage.

Holland.

[I] toiled

Milton.

Toil (toil), n. [OE. toil turmoil, struggle cf. OD. tuyl
work. See Toil, r.] Labor with pain and fatigue
labor that oppresses the body or mind, esp. the body.
;

labor,

Milton.
My task of servile toil.
After such bloody toil, we bid good night.
Shak.
Toil is used in the formation of compounds which
are generally of obvious signification
as, <0(7-strung,
(oi7-wasted, toil-vtota, and the like.
Sy 11.— Labor drudgery ; work exertion occupation
employment ; task ; travail.
Toil, Labor, Deudgeey.
Labor implies strenuous exertion, but not necessarily
such as overtasks the faculties ; toil denotes a severity of
labor which is painful and exhausting drudgery^ implies
mean and degrading work, or, at least, work which wearies or disgusts from its minuteness or dull uniformity.

13^

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Yuu do not know the heavy grievances.
The toils, the labors, weary drudgeries^
Which they impose.

Southern.

How often have I blessed the coming day.
When toil remitting lent its turn to play.

Goldsmith.

—

—

—

—

—

[Named fr. Tokay in Hungary.]
oval shape and whitish color.
Hungarian wine made from Tokay grapes.
To'ken (to'k'n), n. [OE. token, taken, AS. tacen;
To-kay'

(t*-ka'), n.

A grape of an

akin to OFries. teken, OS. tekan, D. teeken, G. zeichen,
0H6. zeihhan, Icel. takn, teikn, Sw. teeken, Dan. tegn,
Goth, taikns sign, token, gateihan to tell, show, AS. teon
to accuse, G. zeihen,_OKG. zlhan, G. zeigen to show,
zeigon, Icel. tja, L. dicere to say, Gr. &eiKvuvat. to

;

;

faith, etc.

Say, by this token, I desire his company.

Shak.

4. A piece of metal intended for currency, and issued
by a private party, usually bearing the name of the issuer,
and redeemable in lawful money. Also, a coin issued by

5. (Med.) A livid spot upon the body, indicating, or
supposed to indicate, the approach of death. [_Obs.'\

Beau.

Sf

;

A

Tol'er-ance (-aus), n.
[L. tolerantia: cf. F. tole1. The power or capacity of enduring ; the act
of enduring; endurance.
Diogenes, one frosty morning, came to the market place,
shaking, to show his tolerance.
Bacon.
of the presence or actions of objectionable persons, or of the expression of offensive opinions ; toleration.
Lowth.

;

[OE.

OHG.

—

AS.

tol,

toll ;

Sw.

Dan.

&

Tok'ln (tok'in), n. A tocsin. [Ois.]
Halliwell.
Tol (tol), V. t. (Law) To take away. See Toll.
Toaa (to'la), n. [Hind., from Skr. tula, a balance.]
A weight of British India. The standard tola is equal to
II

—

man who

takes, or gathers, toll.
Toll hop, a toll
Crabb. —loU thorough (Bug. Lair), toll
dish.
[Obs.]
taken by a town for beasts driven through it, or over a
bridge or ferry maintained at its cost. Brandr it- C.
Toll traverse (Eng. Law), toll taken by an individual for
beasts driven across his ground toll paid by a jiorson for
fjassing over the privnte ground, bridge, ferry, or the
Toll turn [Eng. Lair), a toll paid at
Ike, of .another.
erer, a

180 grains.

To-lane' (to-lan' or to'lan), n.
[From ToLnENE.]
(C/iem.) A hydrocarbon, C^Hjo, related both to.the acetylene and the aromatic series, and produced artificially
as a white crystalline substance
called also diphenyl

—

—

;

—

acetylene.

ftm

;

pity

;

food,

fo"ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

+

by

colorless liquid,

distilling tolu balsam,

coal tar, etc.
— called also methyl benzene, phenyl methane,
etc.
[Toluene +
Tol'U-e'nyl
(Chem.)
(-e'nll),

-yl.\

re.

[Obs.]

Tolyl.

To-lU'lC (to-lu'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, one of three metameric acids, CHs.CgHj.COjH,
which are related to toluene and analogous to benzoic
acid.
They are white crystalline substances, and are
called respectively orthotoluic acid, metatoluic acid, and
paratohiic acid.
Tol'u-ld (t51'u-Td), ra. (Chem.) A complex double
tolyl and toluidiue derivative of glycocoll, obtained as a
white crj'stalline substance.
To-lU'1-dlne (-i-din or -den), ra. (Chem.) Any one
of three metameric amido derivatives of toluene analogous to aniline, and called respectively orthotoluidine,
metatoluidine, and paraloluidiiie ; especially, the commonest one, or paratolnidine, which is obtained as a
white crystalline substance.
(!^°° It is used in the aniline dye industry, and constitutes the essential nucleus or radical of those dyes.
benzol.]
Tol'u-Ol 1 (tol'ii-ol), ra. [Tolu
(Chem.)
Tol'u-ole I
Same as Toluene.
To-lu'rlo (to-lu'rik), a. [Toluic -f- uric] (Chem.)
Of, pertaining to, or designating, a complex acid obtained
as a white crystalline substance, and called also paratoluyl, and amido-aceiic acid.
Tol'U-ta'tlon (tol'ii-ta'shOn), n.
[L. tolutim on a
trot, properly, lifting up the feet, akin to tollere to lift
upj A pacing or ambling. [06i.]
Sir T. Browne.
[Toluic -\- -yl.]
Tol'U-yl (tSl'ii-il or tS-lu'il), re.
(Chem.) Any one of the three hypothetical radicals corresponding to the three toluic acids.
Tol'u-yl-ene (-en), ra. (Chem.) (a) Same as Stilbene.
(J)^Sometinies, but less properly, tolylene.
T0l'yl(t51'Tl),?). [Tolmc+-yl.] (CAem.) The hydrocarbon, radical, CHj.C.-.Hj, regarded as characteristic of
certam compounds of the aromatic series related to tolu-

+

ene as, tolyl carbinol.
Tol'yl-ene (tSl'Il-en), ra.
(Chem.) A hydrocarbon
radical, C,,H4.(CH2)2, regarded as characteristic of certain
toluene derivatives.
Tol'y-peu'tine (tSl'T-pu'tin), ra. (Zool.) The apar.
;

A

and team (0. Eng. Lam), the privilege of having a
market, and jurisdiction of villeins. Burrill. — Toll bar,
a bar or beam used on a canal for stopping boats at the
tollhouse, or on a road for stopping passengers. — Toll
bridge, a bridge where toll is paid for passing over it. —
Toll corn, corn taken as pay for grinding at a mill. —
Toll dish, a dish for measurmgtoU in mills. —Toll gath-

A

Tol'u-ene (tol'fi-en), ra. [Tolu
benzene.] (Chem.)
aromatic series, homologous with benzene, and obtained as a light mobile

D.
and

Toll

Eng. Law)

A hydrocarbon, CgHc.CHs, of the

A

;

lip,

&

told,

Couper,

[LL. tolsestrum.
Cf.
toll or tribute of a sex-

the toluic acids.

&

akin to OS.
lull,

(0.

n.

One who

—

[L. toleratio: cf. OF. toof tolerating ; the allowance of

zol, Icel. tollr,

tolls.

Tollmen (-men).

;

not wholly approved.

(tol), n.

zoll,

Tollhouses (-houz'gz).

pi.

;

/ pi.

;

Atlas, Collation, Delay, Elate, Extol, Legislate,
Oblate, Peelate, Relate, Scpeelative, Talent, Toll

G.

ra.

Tol'sey (-zy), ra. A tollbooth also, a merchants'
meeting place, or exchange. [Obs.]
Halliwell.
Tolt (tolt), ra. [LL. tolta, fr. L. tollere to take away.]
(0. Eng. Law) A writ by which a cause pending in a
court baron was removed into a county court.
Cowell.
Tol'teo (toI'tSk), m. (Ethnol.) One of a race which
formerly occupied Mexico.
Tol'te-oan (-te-k5n), a.
To-lU' (to-loo' or to'lu 277), ra. A fragrant balsam
said to have been first brought from Santiago de Tolu,
in New Granada.
See Balsam of Tolu, under Balsam.
Tolu tree (Bot.), a large tree (Myroxylon toluiferum),
the wood of which is red in the center, and has an aromatic rose odor. It affords the balsam called tolu.
Tol'u-ate (t51'ii-at), n. (Chem.) A salt of any one of

A

—

full,

Toll a tax.]

to take away, Teanslate.] To suffer to be, or to be
done, without prohibition or hindrance ; to allow or permit negatively, by not preventing ; not to restrain ; to
put up with as, to tolerate doubtful practices.
Crying should not be tolerated in children.
Locke.
We tolerate them because property and Uberty, to a degree,
require that toleration.
Burke.

Toll

(-mSn),

tary of ale, paid to the lords of some manors by their
tenants, for liberty to brew and sell ale.
Cowell,

&

also to E. tale;
originally, that which is coimted out
tax paid for
in payment.
See Tale number.] 1.
some liberty or privilege, particularly for the privilege
of passing over a bridge or on a highway, or for that of
vending goods in a fair, market, or the like.
liberty to buy and sell
2. (Sax.
0. Eng. Law)
within the bounds of a manor.
3.
portion of grain taken by a miller as a compensation for grinding.

(-hous'), n.

occupied by a receiver of

Tol'ses-ter (tol'sSs-ter),

;
favoring toleration ; forbearing indulgent.
Tol'er-ate (-at), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Tolekated (-a'tgd) p. pr.
vb. n. Toleeating.]
[L. toleratus, p. p.
of tolerare, fr. the same root as tollere to lift up, tuli,
used as perfect oiferre to bear, latus (for tlatus), used as
See Thole, and cf.
p. p. oiferre to bear, aud E. thole.

tol,

tolls a bell.

;

:

is

One who

receives or collects toll a toll gatherer.
Tol'men (tSl'men), n. See Dolmen.

(Med.) The power possessed oi- acquired by some
persons of bearing doses of medicine which in ordinary
cases would prove injurious or fatal.
Tolerance of the mint. (Coinage) Same as Remedy of
the mint. See under Remedy.
Tol'er-ant (-ant), a. [L. tolerans, p. pr. of tolerare
to tolerate cf. F. tolerant.
See Toleeate.] Inclined

that which

Piers Plowman.

markets."

ra.

Toll'man

3.

The act

Shak.

Shak.

collect, as a toU.

(-a-b'l), a.

ToU'house'

A house

The endurance

1.

Chaucer.

Tol'le-tane (t51'le-tan), a. [L. Toletanus.] Of or
pertaining to Toledo in Spain; made in Toledo. [Obs.]
"Tables Tolletanes."
Chaucer.
Toll 'gate' (tol'gaf), n. A gate where toll is taken.

rance.'\

leration.']

in

Toll'er,

— Tol'er-a-We-ness, n. — Tol'er-a-bly, adv.

slowly and uniformly repeated.

who is permitted to
partake of the Lord's Supper.
8. (Mining) A bit of leather having a peculiar mark
designating a particular miner. Each hewer sends one
of these with each corf or tub he has hewn.
Token money, money which is lawfully current for
more than its real value. See Token, «., 4. Token sheet
(Print.), tlie last sheet of each token.
W. Savage.
To'ken, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Tokened (to'k'nd) p.
pr. & vb. n. Tokening.] [AS. tacnian, fr. tdcen token.
See Token, n.] To betoken. [Oi*.]
Shak.
To'kened (to'k'nd), a. Marked by tokens, or spots
as, the tokened pestilence.
[06s.]
Shak.
To'ken-Iess (to'k'n-lSs), a. Without a token.
to each person in the congregation

rjide,

" Tollers

;

&

toll thrice.

No Italian priest
in our dominions.

;

;

;

To

t.

toll

;

supportable, either physically or mentaUy.
;
affect the earth with cold and heat
Scarce tolerable.
Milton.
2. Moderately good or agreeable ; not contemptible
not very excellent or pleasing, but such as can be borne
or received without disgust, resentment, or opposition
passable as, a tolerable administration a tolerable entertainment a tolerable translation.
Dryden.

to tolerate

Shak.

Subject to the payment of toll
as, tollable goods.
Wright.
ToU'age (-tj 48), n. Payment of toll ; also, the
amount or quantity paid as toll.
Drayton.
Toll'bOOth' (-bootti'), ?i. [Toll a. ta.y.-{- booth.} [Written also lolbooth.~\ 1. A place where goods are weighed
to ascertain the duties or toll.
[Obs.]
He saw Levy . . . sitting at the tolbothe. Wijclif (Mark ii. 14).
2. In Scotland, a burgh jail hence, any prison, especially a town jail.
Sir W. Scott.
Toll'booth', V. t. To imprison in a toUbooth. [E.]
That they might toUbooth Oxford men.
Bp. Corbet.
Toll'er (tol'er), n. [AS. tollere.] A toll gatherer.

or endured

2.

V.

ToU'a-ble

A

;

Fl.

6. (Print.) Ten and a half quires, or, commonly, 250
sheets, of paper printed on both sides ; also, in some
cases, the same number of sheets printed on one side,
or half the number printed on both sides.
7. {Ch. of Scot.)
piece of metal given beforehand

unite,

Toll,

Locke.

and

[the miller] steal corn

Shall tithe or

;

issue tokens.

use,

Well could he

To-le'do (to-le'do), n.
sword or sword blade made
at Toledo in Spain, which city was famous in the 16th
and 17th centuries for the excellence of its weapons.
Tol'er-a-bll'l-ty (tSl'er-a-bil't-ty), n. The quality or
state of being tolerable,
[i?.]
Fuller.
Wordsiuorth.
\ToFer-a-ble (tSl'er-a-b'l), a. [L. tolerabilis; cf. F.
tolerable.
See Toleeate.] 1. Capable of being borne

;

[i2.]

;

;

government, esp. when its use as lawful money is limited
and its intrinsic value is much below its nominal value.
'^^ It is now made unlawful for private persons to
.

;

ters the difficulty.

Burrill.

Syn. — Tax; custom; duty; impost.
Toll (tol), V. i. 1. To pay toll or tallage.
2. To take toll to raise a tax.
[i?.]

;

2. Specifically, the allowance of religious opinions and
modes of worship in a state when contrary to, or different from, those of the established church or belief.
3. Hence, freedom from bigotry and severity in judging of the opinions or belief of others, especially in respect to religious matters.
[L. tollere. See Toleeate.] (0.
Toll (tol), v. t.
Eng. Law) To take away ; to vacate ; to annul.
Toll, v. t. [See Tole.] 1. To draw ; to entice ; to
allure.
Bacon.
See Tole.
2. [Probably the same word as toll to draw, and at
first meaning, to ring in order to draw people to
church.] To cause to sound, as a bell, with strokes
slowly and uniformly repeated as, to toll the funeral
bell.
"The sexton tolled the bell."
Hood.
3. To strike, or to indicate by striking, as the hour ;
Shak.
to ring a toll for as, to toll a departed friend.
Slow tolls the village clock the drowsy hour. Beattie.
4. To call, summon, or notify, by tolling or ringing.
When hollow murmurs of their evening bells
Dismiss the sleepy swains, and toll them to their cells. Dryden.
vb.
[imp. &p. p. Tolled (told) p. pr.
Toll, V. i.
n. Tolling.]
To sound or ring, as a bell, with strokes
uniformly repeated at intervals, as at funerals, or in calling assemblies, or to announce the death of a person.
Shak.
The country cocks do crow, the clocks do toll.
Pope.
Now sink in sorrows with a tolling bell.
Toll, ra. The sound of a bell produced by strokes

;

Like the fearful tokens of the plague,
Are mere forerunners of their ends.

t.

Tol'er-a'tlon (-a'shun), n.

;

good

(tol), V.

ToLiNG.]

Syn. — See Permit.

show, Skr. dig. Cf. Diction, Teach.] 1. Something intended or supposed to represent or indicate another
thing or an event a sign a symbol ; as, the rainbow is
a token of God's covenant established with Noah.
2. A memorial of friendship something by which the
friendship of another person Is to be kept in mind a
memento a souvenir.
This is some token from a newer friend.
Shak.
3. Something given or shown as a symbol or guarantee
of authority or right ; a sign of authenticity, of power,
;

sold.

limp. &p. p. ToLBD (told) p. pr. &
[OE. tolleyi to draw, to entice ; of uncertain origin. Cf. Toll to ring a bell.] To draw, or
cause to follow, by displaying something pleasing or desirable ; to allure by some bait.
[Written also tM.I
Whatever you observe liim to be more frighted at than he
should, tole liim on to by insensible degrees, till at last he mas-

Tole

vb. n.

;

A

OHG.

Tol'bOOth' (tol'booth'), n. See Tollbootel
Told (told), imp. &p. p. of Tell.

;

;

1. (Bot.)
rich
2.

the return of beasts from market, though they were not

As may

Toll'er (-er), n. One who toils, or labors painfully.
Tol'let (toi'let), n. [F. toilette, dim. of toile cloth.
See Toil a net.] 1. A covering of linen, silk, or tapestry,
spread over a table in a chamber or a dressing room.
2. A dressing table.
Pope.
3. Act or mode of dressing, or that which is arranged
in dressing ; attire
dress ; as, her toilet is perfect.
[Written also toilette.^
Toilet glass, a looking-glass for a toilet table or for a
dressing room.
Toilet service. Toilet set, earthenware,
glass, and other utensils for a dressing room.
Toilet
table, a dressing table ; a toilet. See def. 2, above.
To
make one's toilet, to dress one's self ; especially, to dress
one's self carefully.
Tol-lette' (toi-lef), ra.
[F.]
See Toilet, 3.
Toll'ful (toil'ful), a. Producing or involving much
toil ; laborious ; toilsome ; as, toilful care.
Mickle.
Tol'U-nette' (toi'li-nSf), n. [F. toilinef.
See Toil
a net.] A cloth, the weft of which is of woolen yarn,
and the warp of cotton and silk,
used for waistcoats.
Toil'less (toil'lgs), a. Free from toil.
ToU'Some (-sum), a. Attended with toil, or fatigue
and pain ; laborious ; wearisome ; as, toilsome work.
What can be toilsome in these pleasant walks ? Milton.
ToU'some-ly, adv.
Toll'some-ness, n.
Tolse (toiz), n. [F., fr. LL. tesa, fr. L. tensus, fern.
tensa, p. p. of tendere to stretch, extend. See Tense, a.]
An old measure of length in France, containing six
French feet, or about 6.3916 English feet.

—

TOMALLEY
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TOIL
— often with out.

Tom (torn),

».
The knave of trumps at gleek. [Obs.]
(tSm'a-hak), n. [Of American Indian
Algonkin lomclingeii, Mohegau/wmnahegan, Delaware iamoilu'can.]
A kind of
war hatchet used by the American Indi-

Tom'a-hawk

origin;

cf.

ans.
It was originally made of
stone, but afterwards of iron.

Tom'a-hawk, v.
& p. p. Tomahawked
pr. & rb. n.
t.

[imp.

(-liakt)

;

/).

Tomahawking.]

To cut.
Tomahawk,
with a tomahawk.
Tom'al'ley (-ill'lj), n. The liver of the lobster, which
becomes green when boiled
called also tomailine.
strike, or kill,

sing, ink

;

;

tlien,

tliin

;

bON

;

—

zh = z

in azuie.

TOMAN

N
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n To-man' (t6-man'), n. [Per. toman; from a Mongol
signifying, ten thousand.]
money of account
in Persia, whose value varies greatly at different times
and places. Its average value may be reckoned at about
two and a half dollars.
To-ma'tO (to-ma'to or to-ma'to ; 277), n. ; pi. Tomatoes (-toi). [Sp. or Pg. tomale, of American Indian origin ; of. Mexican tomail.'\ (Bot.) The fruit of a plant of
the Nightshade family (Lycopersicum esculentuni) ; also,
the plant itself. The fruit, which is called also love
apple, is usually of a rounded, flattened form, but often
irregular in shape. It is of a bright red or yellow color,
and is eaten either cooked or uncooked

A

word

Tomato gall {ZooD, a large gall consisting of a mass of
irregular awellmgs on the stems and leaves of grapevines.
They are yellowish green, somewhat tinged with red,
and are produced by the larvae of a small two-winged fly
{Lasioptera vitis).— Tomato spMnz (ZooL), the adult or
imago of the tomato worm. It closely resembles the
tobacco hawk moth. Called also tomato haiok moth. See
niust. of Hawk moth.
Tomato worm (Zool.) the larva of
a large hawk moth
{Sphinx, or Macrosit a, quinquemacu-

—

feeds

which

lata)

upon the leaves of
the tomato and potato plants, often doIng considerable
damage. Called also
potato

2

fflggpSg^^^ffTi.jg'^

„

worm.

m !./..:.V
(tSom), n.
Tomb

.

;

name and memory of the dead.
Hang her an epitaph upon her tcmrib.
Shak.
Tomb bat (Zool.), any one of several species of Old
World bats of the genus Taphozous which inhabit tombs,
serve the

especially the Egyptian species ( T. perforatus).
V.

vb. n. Tombing.]

to entomb.
I tombed

& p. p.

[imp.

t.

To place

in

Tombed (toomd)
a tomb to bury
;

my brother that I might be blessed.

p. pr.

;

;

&

to inter

Chapman.

[Pg. lambaca, tambaqne, tr.
;
cf. Skr. tamraka : cf. F. tom{3Ietal.) An alloy of copper and zinc, resembling
bac.'\
brass, and containing about 84 per cent of copper ;
called also German, or Butch, brass. It is very malleable
and ductile, and when beaten into thin leaves is sometimes called Dutch metal. The addition of arsenic makes
j>kite tombac.
[Written also tombak, and tambac]
Tom'bes-ter (-bSs-ter), n. [See Tumble, and -ster.]
female dancer. [Ofti.]
Ckxticer.
Tomb'less (toom'lSs), a. Destitute of a tomb.
Tom'boy' (tom'boi'), n. ITom (for Thomas, L. Thomas, fr. Gr. ©ojuas)
romping girl ; a hoiden.
boy.']
[Colloq.-i
j. Fletcher.
stone erected over a
Tomb'Stone' (toom'ston'), «.
grave, to preserve the memory of the deceased.
Tom'cat' (tbm'kSf ), n. (Tom (see Tomboy) -|- cat."]
male cat, especially when full grown or of large size.
Tom'cofl' (-kod'), n. [Torn (see Tomboy) -f cod: cf.
F. tacaud whiting pout, Amerisan Indian tacaud, literally,
plenty fish.] (Zool.) (a)
small edible American fish
(Microgadus tomcod) of the Codfish family, very abundant in autumn on the Atlantic coast of the Northern
United States ;
called also frostfish.
See Illusi. under
Fkostfish. (6) The kingfish. See Kqjgfish (a),
(c)
The jack. See 2d Jack, 8 (c).
Pg. tomo),
Tome (tom), n. [F. tome (cf. It., Sp.,
L. tomus, fr. Gr. tojios a piece cut off, a part of a book,
a volume, akin to Hfiveiv to cut, and perhaps to L. iondere to shear, E. tonsure. Cf. Anatomy, Atom, EntoMOLOOY, Epitome.] As many writings as are bound in a
volume, forming part of a larger work; a book;
usually applied to a ponderous volume.
Tomes of fable and of dream.
Coioper.
A more childish expedient than that to which he now resorted
is not to be found in all the tomes of the casuists.
ilacauJay.

Tom'bac_(tom'bSk),
Malay tambaga copper

n.

—

A

+

A

A

A

A

—

&

—

Tomelet

A

(-let), n.

small tome, or volume,

[i?.]

[L. iomenium a stuffing of wool, hair, or feathers : cf. P. tomentetix.] (Bot.
Zool.) Covered with matted woolly hairs ; as, a tomentost leaf ; a tomentose membrane.

To'men-tose' (to'men-tos'), a.

&

To-men'tOUS

(tS-mSn'tiis), a. Tomentose.
(-tam), n.; pi. Tomenta (-ta).
[L.
(Bot.) The closely matted hair or
downy nap covering the leaves or stems of some plants.
Tom'fool' (tom'fool'), n. [Tom (see Tomboy) -\-fool.']
great fool a trifler.
Tom'fOOl'er-y (tom'fobl'er-jf), n. Folly ; trifling.
To'ml-um (to'mi-um), re. ; pi. Toml*. (-a). [NL.,
fr. Gr. TeixviLv to cut.]
(Zool.) The cutting edge of the
bill of a bird.
Tom'John' (tom'jSn'), n. [Probably of East Indian
origin.]
kind of open sedan used in Ceylon, carried
by a single pole on men's shoulders.
II

To-men'tnm

See Tomentose.]

A

;

II

A

—

Tom'my

(tom'my),ra. 1. Bread,
generally a penny
the supply of food carried by workmen as their
daily allowance.
[Slang, Eng."]
2. A truck, or barter; the exchange of labor for
goods, not money. [Slang, Eng.']

9oU

;

^S^ Tommy is

used adjectively or in compounds ;

tommy master, ^ommiz-store, tomm.y-shov, etc.
Tom'no4'dy (-nod'dy), n. [Tom (see Tomboy)
naddy.]
2.

1. (Zool.)

A fool

;

A

a dunce
ale,

sea bird, the puffin. [Prov.
;

as,

-f

Eng.]

a noddy.

senate,

c&re.

Sua,

I!

n.

[NL.,

fr.

Gr. to/ioS

of transparent marine annewhich swim actively at the
surface of the sea. They have
deeply divided or forked finlike
organs (parapodia). This genus
is tlie type of the order, or suborder, Gymnocopa.
To-morn' (t68-mSrn'), adv.
[Prep. <o-j-?non!.] To-morrow.
[Obs.]
Chaucer.

To-mor'row (tSo-mor'ro),
adv.
[Prep, to -j- morrow.'] On
the day after the present day on
the next day ; on the morrow.
;

Summon him to-morrow

to the
Stiak.

Tower.

;

Tomopteris (T. SmitMi).
^ Female contain]

To-mor'row, n. The day aft-

Eggs

One of the Pora-

6

;

podia

er the present;

;

c Tail.

the morrow.
" To-morrow is our wedding day."
Cowper.
One to-day is worth two to-morrows.
Franklin.
Tom'pl-on (tSm'pT-Cn), n. [See Tampion.] 1. A
stopper of a cannon or a musket. See Tampion.
2. (Mus.) A plug in a flute or an organ pipe, to modu-

arm, ask,

A

Knight.

An

Tom'rlg' (tSm'rig/), n. [Tom (see Tomboy) -f- rig.]
rude, wild, wanton girl a hoiden; a tomboy. Dennis.
Tom'tlt' (tom'tif or tSm'tit'), n. [Tom (see Tomboy)
;

the bird.] (Zo'ol.) (a) A titmouse, esp. the blue
titmouse. [Prov. Eng.] (b) The wren. [Prov. Eng.]
Tom'-tom' (tSm'tom'), n. See Tam-tam.
Ton (ton), obs. pi. of Toe.
Chaucer.
-\- tit

Ton

(tiin), n.

[Cf.

Tunny.]

(Zool.)

The common

tunny, or horse mackerel.
Ton (tSN), re. [P. See Tone.] The prevailing fashion or mode vogue as, things of ton.
Byron.
If our people of ton are selfish, at any rate they show they
II

;

Thackeray.

See in the Vocabulary.

ton.

Ton (tQn), re. [OE. tonne, iunne, a tun, AS. tunne a
tun, tub, a large vessel ; akin to G.
F. tonne a ton,
tun, LL. tunna a tun ; all perhaps of Celtic origin ; cf.
Ir.
Gael, tunna a tun. Cf. Tun, Tunnel.] (Com.) A
measure of weight or quantity. Specifically :

&

&

—

The weight

twenty hundredweight.
^W^ In England, the ion is 2,240 pounds. In the United
States the ton is commonly estimated at 2,000 pounds,
this being sometimes called the short ton, while that of
2,240 pounds is called the long ton.
(b) (Naut. & Com.) Forty cubic feet of space, being
the unit of measurement of the burden, or carrying
capacity, of a vessel
as a vessel of 300 tons burden.
See the Note under Tonnage.
(c) (Naut. & Com.) A certain weight or quantity of
merchandise, with reference to transportation as freight
as, six hundred weight of ship bread in casks, seven
hundred weight in bags, eight hundred weight in bulk
(a)

of

;

ten bushels of potatoes ; eight sacks, or ten barrels, of
fiour ; forty cubic feet of rough, or fifty cubic feet of
hewn, timber ; etc.
S^"" Ton and lun have the same etymology, and were
formerly used interchangeably: but now ton generally
designates the weight, and tun the cask. See Tun.
To-nal'i-ty (tt-nSlfi-tf), n. [Cf. F. tonalite.] (Mus.)
The principle of key in music ; the character which a
composition has by virtue of the key in which it is written, or through the family relationship of all its tones and
chords to the keynote, or tonic, of the whole.
The predominance of the tonic as the link which connects
all the tones of a piece, we may, with Fetis, term the principle
Jielmholtz.

of tonality.

To'-name' (too'nam'),
name added, for the sake

re.

[Prep, to

-\-

name.]

A

of distinction, to one's sur-

Jamieson.
name, or used instead of it. [Scot.]
Ton'ca bean' (ton'ka ben'). (Bot.) See Tonka bean.
tone,
fr. Gr.
(tSn),
sound,
Tone
re.
[F. ton, L. tonus a
a stretching, straining, raising of the voice, pitch,
accent, measure or meter, in pi., modes or keys differing in pitch ; akin to Teiveiv to stretch or strain. See
Thin, and cf. Monotonous, Thunder, Ton fashion, Tune.]
1. Sound, or the character of a sound, or a sound considered as of this or that character ; as, a low, high,
loud, grave, acute, sweet, or harsh tone.
[Harmony divine] smooths her charming tones. Milton.
Keble.
Tones that with seraph hymns might blend.
2. (Rhet.) Accent, or inflection or modulation of the
voice, as adapted to express emotion or passion.
Dryden.
Eager his tone, and ardent were his eyes.
a kind of mournful
3. A whining style of speaking
or artificial strain of voice ; an affected speaking with a
measured rhythm and a regular rise and fall of the voice
as, children often read with a tone.
4. (Mtis.) (a) A sound considered as to pitch as, the
seven tones of the octave ; she has good high tones, (b)
The larger kind of interval between contiguous sounds
in the diatonic scale, the smaller being called a semitone ; as, a whole tone too flat ; raise it a tone, (c) The
peculiar quality of sound in any voice or instrument as,
a rich tone, a reedy tone, (d) A mode or tune or plain
chant ; as, the Gregorian tones.
The use of the word tone, both for a sound and
for the interval between two sounds or tones, is confusToi/os

;

;

;

^W

—

but is common almost universal.
J^p° Nearly every musical sound is composite, consisting of several simultaneous tones having different rates of
vibration according to fixed laws, which depend upon the
nature of the vibrating body and the mode of excitation.
The components (of a composite sound) are called partial
tones; that one having the lowest rate of vibration is
ing,

final,

^

;

7. State of mind ; temper ; mood.
The strange situation I am in, and the melancholy state of
public affairs, . . drag the mind down . . . from a philosophical
tone or temper, to the drudgery of private and public business.
Bolingbroke.
Their tone was dissatisfied, almost menacing. W. C. Bryant.
.

8. Tenor ; character ; spirit ; drift as, the tone of his
remarks was commendatory.
9. General or prevailing character or style, as of morals, manners, or sentiment, in reference to a scale of high
and low ; as, a low tone of morals a tone of elevated
sentiment ; a courtly tone of manners.
10. The general effect of a picture produced by the
combination of light and shade, together with color in
the case of a painting
commonly used in a favorable
;

;

;

sense

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

—

as, this picture has tone.
Tone color. (Mus.) See the Note under def. 4, above.
Tone syllable, an accented syllable. M. Stuart.
Tone (ton), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Toned (tond) p.pr.
vb. n. Toning.]
1. To utter with an affected tone.
2. To give tone, or a particular tone, to to tune. See
;

—

;

&

;

Tune,

v.

t.

3. (Photog.)

;

are selfish.

Bon

the fundamental tone, and the other partial tones are
called harmonics, or overtones.
The vibration ratios of
the partial tones composing any sound are expressed by
all, or by a part, of the numbers in the series 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
etc.
and the quality of any sound (the tone color) is
due in part to the presence or absence of overtones as
represented in this series, and in part to the greater or
less intensity of those present as compared with the fundamental tone and with one another. Resultant tones,
combination tones, summation tones, difference tones,
Tartini's tones (terms only in part synonymous) are
produced by the simultaneous sounding of two or more
primary (simple or composite) tones.
5. (Med.) That state of a body, or of any of its organs
or parts, in which the animal functions are healthy and
performed with due vigor.
m^^ In this sense, the word !s metaphorically applied
to character or faculties, intellectual and moral as, his
mind has lost its tone.
6. (Physiol.) Tonicity ; as, arterial tone.
;

lids

bottom to which grapeshot are fixed.
Tom'pon (-piin), n. [F. tampon. See Tampion.]
inking pad used in lithographic printing.

_„

[OE. tombe, loumbe, F. iombe, LL. tumba, fr. Gr. TunPot
a tomb, grave ; perhaps akin to L. tumubts a mound. Cf.
Tumulus.] 1. A pit in which the dead body of a human
being is deposited a grave a sepulcher.
As one dead in the bottom of a tomb.
Shak.
2. A house or vault, formed wholly or partly in the
earth, with walls and a roof, for the reception of the
dead. "In iomft of marble stones."
Chaucer.
3. A monument erected to inclose the body and pre-

Tomb,

To-mop'te-riS (to-mSp'te-rls),
a cut -f- TTTepov wing (but takes
to mean, fin).] (Zool.) A genus

late the tone.
3. The iron

Tomato Worm.

;

TONGUE

To

bring, as a print, to a certain required

shade of color, as by chemical treatment.
To tone down, (a) To cause to give a lower tone or
sound; to give a lower tone to. (i) (Po/n^) To modify, as
color, by making it less brilliant or less crude to modify,
as a composition of color, by making it more harmonious.
Its thousand hues toned down harmoniously.
C. Kivgsley.
To moderate er relax to diminish or weaken the
(c) Fig.
;

:

;

striking characteristics of ; to soften.
The best method for the purpose in hand was to employ some
one of a character and position suited to get possession of their
confidence, and then use it to tone down their religious strictures.

Falfrey.

—

To tone np, to cause to give a higher tone or sound to
give a higher tone to ; to make more intense ; to heighten to strengthen.
;

;

—

Toned (tond), a. Having (such) a tone
chiefly
used in composition as, 'iA^\-toned ; Bweet-totied.
Toned paper, paper having a slight tint, in distinction
from paper which is quite white.
Tone'less (ton'lSs), a. Having no tone unmusical.
Tong (tiSng), Tonge, n. Tongue. [Obs."] Chaucer.
Ton'ga (tSn'ga), re. (Med. ) A drug useful in neural.
gia, derived from a Fijian plant supposed to be of the
aroid genus Epipremnum.
Tong'kang (tSng'kSng), re. (Na^lt.) A kind of boat
or junk used in the seas of the Malay Archipelago.
;

;

;

—

Ton'go (t5n'go), n. The mangrove;
so called in
the Pacific Islands.
Tongs (tongz ; 115), n. pi. [OE. tonge, tange, AS.
tange ; akin to D. iang, G. zange, OHG. zanga, Dan. tang,
Sw. tang, Icel. long, Gr. Sanveiv to bite, Skr. damf, daf.
Cf. Tang a strong taste, anything projecting.]
V59.
An instrument, usually of metal, consisting of two parts,
or long shafts, jointed together at or near one end, or
united by an elastic bow, used for handling things, especially hot coals or metals ;
often called a pair of tongs.
Tongue (tung), re. [OE. tunge, tonge, AS. tunge;
akin to OFries. tunge, D. tong, OS. tunga, G. zunge,
zunga, Icel.
Sw. tunga, Dan. tunge, Goth, tuggo,
OL. dingua, L. lingua. V243. Cf. Language, Lingo.]
1. (Anat.) An organ situated in the fioor of the mouth
of most vertebrates and connected with the hyoid arch.
11^°° The tongue is usually muscular, mobile, and free
at one extremity, and in man and other mammals is the
principal organ of taste, aids in the prehension of food, in
swallowing, and in modifying the voice as in speech.

—

OHG

&

2.

To make bis English sweet upon his tongue. Chaucer.
The power of articulate utterance speech.
Parrots imitating human tongue.
Dryden.
;

3. Discourse ; fluency of speech or expression.
Much tongue and much judgment seldom go together.
IS Estrangt.
4. Honorable discourse ; eulogy.
[Obs.]

She was born noble let that
but neither tongue nor honor.

title find her a private grave,
Beau. % Ft.
5. A language ; the whole sum of words used by a particular nation ; as, the English tongue.
Chaucer,
Whose tongue thou shalt not understand. Deut. xsviii. 49.
;

6. Speech

To speak all tongues.
words or declarations only

;

Milton.

;

— opposed

to

thoughts or actions.

My little

children, let us not love in word, neither in tongue,
but in deed and in truth.
1 John iii. 18.

7.

A people

having a distinct language.
gather all nations and tongues.
Isa. Ixvi. 18.
The lingual ribbon, or odontophore, of a
The proboscis of a moth or a butterfly.

I will

8. (Zo'ol.) (a)

mollusk. (6)
(c) The lingua of an insect.
9. (Zo'ol. ) Any small sole.
10. That which is considered as resembling an ani"
mal's tongue, in position or form. Specifically :
(a) A projection, or slender appendage or fixture ; as,
the tongue of a buckle, or of a balance.

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

ddd

TONGUE
(6) A projection on the side, as of a board, which fits
into a groove.
(c) A point, or long, narrow strip of laud, projecting
from the mainland into a sea or a lake.
(rf) The pole of a vehicle ; especially, the pole of an
ox cart, to the end of which the oxen are yoked.
(e) The clapper of a bell.
short piece of rope spliced into the
(/) {Naui.)
upper part of standing backstays, etc. also, the upper
main piece of a mast composed of several pieces.
((/) {3Ius.) Same as Reed, n., 5.

duty,

&

" Such

& p. p.
1.

;

the proper classification of pleasure craft. Gross tonnage
expresses the total cubical interior space of a vessel; net
tonnage, the cubical space actually available for freighfccarrymg purposes. Rules for ascertaining these measurements are established by law.
Tonne (tun), n. A tun. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Ton'ni-hOOd (tSn'nt-hSod), n. (Zool.) The female of
the bullfinch
called also tonyhoop.
\Prov. Eng.'\
Ton'niSh (tSn'nlsli), a. In the ton ; fashionable

to utter.

madmen

Shak.
tongue."
to scold.
Shak.
How might she tongue me.
3. {3Ius.) To modulate or modify with the tongue, as
notes, in playing the flute and some other wind instrustuiiE

as

To chide

2.

;

by means

join

of a tongue

and groove

;

tongue boards together.

Dryden.
Tongue, v. i. 1. To talk ; to prate.
2. (Mus. ) To use the tongue in forming the notes, as
in playing the flute and some other wind instruments.
Tongue'bird'(-berd'),«. The wryneck. \_Prov. Eng-I
Tongued (tungd), a. Having a tongue.
Toiigited like the night

Tongue'fish'

blocks were they

!

A

would they not speak 1 "

Unnamed; not spoken

3.

of.

Tonguelet

Shak.

\_Obs.']

One good deed dying

Shak.

tongueless.

A little tongue.
(-p5d'), n.
A great talker.
a.

[OJi.]

Shaped like a tongue
and fleshy, blunt at

specifically {Bot.), linear or oblong,

the end, and convex beneath

;

as,

a tongue-shaped

leaf.

;

;

;

;

;

;

j

Tonic spasm.

(Med.) See the Note under Spasm.

—

NL. tonicum.'] 1. (Phon.)
a vowel or a diphthong.
2. (il^M.) The key tone, or first tone of any scale.
3- (Med.) A medicine that increases the strength, and
n. [Cf. P. tonique,

A

Ton'ic,
tonic element or letter

;

gives vigor of action to the system.
Tonic Bol-ta.(Mus.), the name of the most populiir among
letter systems of notation (at least in England), based on
key relationship, and hence called "tonic." Instead of
''the five lines, clefs, sipiature, etc., of the usual notation,
it employs letters and the syllables do, re, mi, etc., variously modified, with other simple signs of duration, of
upper or lower octave, etc. See Sol-fa.

;

tree itself.

Toon'wood' (-wood'), n. (Bot.) Same as Toon.
Toot (toot), ti. I. [OE. toten, AS. totian to project;
hence, to peep out.] [Written also tout.] 1. To stand

Ton'io-al (-I-kal), a. Tonic, [i?.]
Sir T. Browne.
To-nio'i-ty (tS-nls'i-ty), n. [Physiol.) The state of
healthy tension or partial contraction of muscle fibers
while at rest tone tonus.
;

II

To'ny

;

To-night' (too-nif), adv. [Prep, to -f night.l 1. On
this present or coming night.
2. On the last night past.
[Obs.']
Shak.
To-night', n. The present or the coming night ; the
night after the present day.
Ton'lte (tonlt), n. [Cf. L. tonare to thunder.] An
explosive compound a preparation of giui cotton.
Ton'ka bean' (tSn'ka ben'). [Cf. P. tonca, tonka.']
(Bot.) The seed of a leguminous tree (Dipteryx odorala),
native of Guiana. It has a peculiarly agreeable smell,
and is employed in the scenting of snutf. Called also
tonquin bean. [Written also tonca bean, tonga benn.']
Ton'nage (tiin'niij ; 48), ra. [From Ton a measure.]
1. The weight of goods carried in a boat or a ship.
2. The cubical content or burden of a vessel, or vessels, in tons
or, the amount of weight which one or
several vessels may carry. See Ton, n. (b).

;

;

cient to

3.

.

use,

unite,

r^ide,

full,

ilp,

arn

;

;

or,

A simpleton.

too

UEslrange.

—

;

;

much.

bend, too proud to learn. Cowley.
also
in addition.
honest courtier, yet u patriot too.
Pope.
Let those eyes that view
The daring crime, behold the vengeance too.
Pope.
Too too, a duplication used to siguify great excess.
O that this too too solid flosh would melt.
Shak.
Sucli is not Charles his too too active age.
Dryden.
Syn. Also likewise. See Also.

His

will, too strong to

2. Likewise

;

tunpiis, Litli. daniis, W. daiit, L. dens, dentis, Gr. oSous,
oSovTOi, Skr. danta ; probably originally the p. pr. of the
verb to eat. V239. Cf. Eat, Dandelion, Dent the tooth
of a wheel. Dental, Dentist, Indent, Tine of a fork,
TusK.] 1. (Anat.) One of the hard, bony appendages
which are borne on the jaws, or on other bones in the walls
of the mouth or pharynx of most vertebrates, and which
usually aid in the prehension and mastication of food.

^W°

The hard parts of teeth are principally made up of
dentine, or ivory, and a very hard substance called enamel.
These are variously combined in diflerent animals. Each
tooth consists of three parts, a crown, or body, projecting
above the gum, one or more fangs imbedded in the jaw,
and the neck, or intermediate part. In some animals one
or more of the teeth are modified into tusks which project from the mouth, as in both sexes of the elephant and
of the walrus, and in the male narwhal.
In adult man
there are thirty-

two

teeth,

—

Took

sors,

then come Permanent Teeth of the Right Side of the
Upper and Under Jaw of Man. a a In-

;

Take.

Tool (tool), n. [OE. tol, tool. AS. tol ; akin to Icel. til,
Goth, taujan to do, to make, taui deed, work, and perhaps
to E. taxi) to dress leather.
V64.] 1. An instrument,
;

food, fcfbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

cisors ;5

two bicuspids, or
f.alse molars, and

lars

;

e

Canines icc Bicuspids; if (/</Mo.
/ Neck g Fang or Root,

Crown

;

;

three molars, or grinding teetli. The milk, or temporary,
teeth are only twenty in number, there being two incisors, one canine, and two molars on each half of each jaw.
The last molars, or wisdom teeth, usually appear long
after the others, and occasionally do not appear above the

jaw at

all.

Ilow sharper than a serpent's

;

(teok), imp. of

com-

one canine, cuspid, or dogtooth,

To have

An

a

pity

;

;

jaw, the two in
front are inci-

[Abbrev. from

ToNiES (-uTz).

;

.

A duty or impost on vessels, estimated per ton

; pi.

;

many

with an aggregate tonnage of GO.OOO seemed sufflconquer the world.
Motley.
.

;

Burke.

;

A pattern and companion fit
Dryden.
For all the keeping tonies of the pit.
Too (too), adv. [The same word as to, prep. See
noting excess as,
To.] 1. Over; more than enough
a thing is too long, too short, or too wide too high too

;

fleet

(to'nSs), n.

(to'ny), n.

Anthony.]

;

A

To'nus

(Physiol.) Tonicity, or tone

Spenser.

P. Plo7i;man.

Toot, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Tooted p. pi: & vb. n.
Tooting.] [Cf. D. toeten to blow a horn, G. tulen, Sw.
tula, Dan. iude ; probably of imitative origin.] To blow
or sound a horn to make a similar noise by contact of
the tongue with the root of the upper teeth at the beginning and end of the sound also, to give forth such a
sound, asahorn when blov^Ti. " Atootinghorn." Houell.
Tooting horns and rattling teams of mail coaches. Tliackeray.
Toot, V. i. To cause to sound, as a horn, the note being modified at the beginuing and end as if by pronouncing the letter t ; to blow to sound.
Toot'er (-er), n. One who toots ; one who plays upon
a pipe or horn.
B. Jonson.
Tooth (tooth), n. ; pi. Teeth (teth). [OE. ioth, tooth,
AS. toS ; akin to OFries. toih, OS. & D. land, OHG.
Zand, zan, G. zahn, Icel. t'onn, Sw. & Dan. land, Goth.

[L. a sound, tone.
See Tone.]
as, muscular tonus.

of the shop.

Howell.
Latimer.

out, or be prominent.
[Obs.]
2. To peep ; to look narrowly.
[Obs.]
For birds in bushes tooting.
Toot, V. i. To see ; to spy. [Obs.]

posed largely of
dentine, but the
crowns are covered with enamel, and the fangs
with a layer of
bone called cementum. Of the
eight teeth on
each half of each

;

Ld. Lytion.

/oo?ec?."

&

the tonsils.
Ton'SiI-Ot'0-my

;

"Elaborately

)

;

(ton'sil-ot'S-my), n. (Surg.) The
operation of removing the tonsils, or a portion thereof.
Ton'SOr (tSn'sor), n. [L.] A barber. Sir W. Scott.
[L. tonsorius, fr. tonTon-SO'ri-al (ton-so'rT-al), a.
sor a shearer, barber, fr. tondere, tonsum., to shear. See
Tonsure.] Of or pertaining to a barber, or shaving.
Ton'SUre (ton'shur), n. [P., fr. L. tonsura a shearing,
clipping, from tondere, tonsum, to shear, shave ; cf. Gr.
rdySeiv to gnaw ; perhaps akin to Gr. Tefi.vei.v to cut, and
E. tome.'] 1. The act of clipping the hair, or of shaving
the crown of the head ; also, the state of being shorn.
2. (R. C. Ch.) (a) The first ceremony used for devoting a person to the service of God and the church ; the
first degree of the clericate, given by a bishop, abbot,
or cardinal priest, consisting in cutting off the hair from
a circular space at the back of the head, with prayers
and benedictions ; hence, entrance or admission into
minor orders, (b) The shaven corona, or crown, which
priests wear as a mark of their order and of their rank.
Having tlie tonsure
Ton'sured (ton'shurd), a.
shaven ; shorn clipped ; lience, bald.
Tennyson.
A tonsured head in middle age forlorn.
so
Ton-tine' (ton-ten'), n. [F., from It. toniina ;
called, from its inventor, Tonti, an Italian, of the 17th
century.] An annuity, with the benefit of survivorship,
or a loan raised on life annuities with the benefit of
survivorship. Thus, an annuity is shared among a number, on the principle tliat the share of each, at his death,
is enjoyed by the survivors, until at last the whole goes
to the last survivor, or to the last two or three, according to the terms on which the money is advanced. Used
also adjectively as, tontine insurance.
Too many of the financiers by profession are apt to see nothing in revenue but banks, and circulations, and annuities on
lives, and tontines, and perpetual rents, and all the small wares

tool.

clamped.
Tool'-rest' (-rest'), n. (Mach.) The part that sup.
ports a tool-post or a tool.
Toom (tobm), a. [OE. torn, fr. Icel. tomr ; akin to
Dan. & Sw. torn, AS. tome, adv.
Cf. Teem to pour.]
Empty. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Wyclif.
Toom, V. t. To empty. [Obs. or Prov. Eng. & Scot.']
Chaticer.
Toon (ton), obs. pi. of Toe.
Toon (toon), n. [Hind, tun, tun, Skr. tunna.'] (Bot.)
The reddish brown wood of an Ea«t Indian tree (Cedrela
Toona) closely resembling the Spanish cedar also, the

II

the tongue because of the shortness of the fraenum, or
of the adhesion of its margins to the gums.
Dunglison.
Tongue'-tle', v. t. To deprive of speech or the power
of speech, or of distinct articulation.
Tongue'-tied' (-tid'), a. 1. Destitute of the power
of distinct articulation; having an impediment in the
speech, esp. when caused by a short fraenum.
2. Unable to speak freely, from whatever cause.
Love, therefore, and tongue-tied simplicity.
Shak.
Tongue'worm' (-wQrm'), n. (Zool.) Any species of
Linguatulina.
Tongu'y (tting'y), a. Ready or voluble in speaking
as, a tonguy speaker.
[Written also tonguey.'] \_Colloq.~\
Ton'io (ton'ik), a. [Cf. F. tonique, Gr. roi/i/cds. See
Tone.] 1. Of or relating to tones or sounds specifically
(Phon.), applied to, or distinguishing, a speech sound
made with tone unmixed and undimmed by obstruction,
Buch somids, namely, the vowels and diphthongs, being
BO called by Dr. James Rush (1833) "from their forming
the purest and most plastic material of intonation."
2. Of or pertaining to tension ; increasing tension
hence, mcreasing strength as, tonic power.
3. (ifed. ) Increasing strength, or the tone of the animal system obviating the effects of debility, and restoring healthy fvmctions.

Chaucer.

tool.

;

is

a.
(Anat.) Tonsilar.
Ton'sll-it'iC (tSn'sTl-It'ik),
[Written also tonsillitic.1
Ton'sll-i'tis (-i'tis), n. [NL. See Tonsil, and -itis.]
(Med. ) Inflammation of the tonsils quinsy. [Written
also, and more usually, tonsillitis.~\
Ton-sil'0-tome (tSn-sil'o-tom), n. [Tonsil -f Gr.
rifiveiv to cut.]
(Surg.) An instrument for removing

;

aghast of every

is

2. To drive, as a coach.
[Slang, Eng.]
Tool'lng, n. Work performed with a tool.
The fine tooling and delicate tracery of the cabinet artist iq
lost upon a building of colossal proportions.
De (.fuincey,
n. (Mach.) The part of a tool.
Tool'-post' (-post'),
Tool'-Stock' (-st5k'), I rest in which a cutting tool

[Gr. Toi/os a stretch-

;

Tongue'-shell' (-shel'), «. Any species of Lingula.
Tongue'ster (-ster), n. One who uses his tongue a
talker a story-teller a gossip.
[Poetic^
Step by step we rose to greatness through the ionguesters we
may fall.
Tennyson.
Tongue'-tle' (-tl'), n. (Med.) Impeded motion of

that

;

:

(-I5t), n.

Tongue'-pad'
Tongue'-shaped' (-shapf ),

Him

A person used as an instrument by another person
word of reproach as, men of intrigue have theii
tools, by whose agency they accomplish their purposes.
Burke.
I was not made for a minion or a tool.
Tool (tool), V. t. [imp. Sz p. p. Tooled (toold) p.
pr. & vb. n. Tooling.] 1. To shape, form, or finish

—a

;

Donne.

crow.

n.
(Zo'dl.)
flounder
(Symphurus plagiusa) native of the southern coast of
the United States.
Tongue'less (tiing'lSs), a. 1. Having no tongue.
" What tongueless
2. Hence, speechless ;
mute.
(tiing'fish'),

A

5.

with a
n.

.

.

mg, a tone -)- -meter.'\ 1. (Physics) An instrument for
determining the rate of vibrations in tones.
2. (Physiol.) (a) An apparatus for studying and registering the action of various fluids and drugs on the excised heart of lower animals.
(6) An instrument for
measuring tension, esp. that of the eyeball.
To-nom'e-try (-e-try), n. The act of measuring with
a tonometer specifically (3Ied.), measurement of tension, esp. the tension of the eyeball.
[Gr. Toi/05 a tone -\Ton'O-phant (ton'6-fant), n.
4iatv£i.v to show.] (Physics) A modification of the kaleidophon, for showing composition of acoustic vibrations.
It consists of two thin slips of steel welded together,
their length being adjustable by a screw socket.
Ton'OUS (ton'iis), a. Abounding in tone or sound.
Ton'quin bean' (tSn'ktn ben'). See Tonka bean.
Ton'sil (ton'sTl), 71. [L. tonsillse, pi. cf. F. tonsille.]
(Ajiat.) One of the two glandular organs situated in the
throat at the sides of the fauces. The tonsils are sometimes called the almonds, from their shape.
Ton'sil-ar (-er), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the
tonsils tonsilitic.
[Written also tonsillar.']
Ton'sUe (-sTl), a. [L. tonsilis, fr. tondere, tonsum,
to shear, clip. See Tonsure.] Capable of being clipped.

to

as,

—

;

To-nom'e-ter (tS-nom'e-ter),

To

;

—
— Ton'nish-ness, n.

modish.

ments.
4.

common

:

ToNGUED (tungd)

To speak

in

measurement, (e) Yacht measurement. The first is mainly used for war vessels, where the total weight is likely
to be nearly constant. The second is the most important, being that used for commercial purposes. The third
and fourth are different rules for ascertaining the actual
burden-carrying power of a vessel, and the fifth is for

;

(tiing), v. t. [imp.
vb. n. ToNGDiNo.]

;

use the following terms relating to tonnage (a) Displacement, (i) Register tonnage, gross and net. (c) Freight tonnage, (d) Builders'

—

such as a hammer, saw, plane, file, and the like, used in
the manual arts, to facilitate mechanical operations any
instrument used by a craftsman or laborer at his work
an implement ; as, the tools of a joiner, smith, shoemaker, etc. ; also, a cutter, chisel, or other part of ac
instrument or machine that dresses work.
2. A machine for cutting or shaping materials ;
also
called machi7ie tool.
3. Hence, any instrument of use or service.
That an^rry fool
.
Whipping her horse, did with his smarting tool
Oft whip her dainty self.
Spenser^
weapon. [Obs.]
4.
;

(3^^ There are

To hold the tongue, to be silent. — Tongue bone (J?? a/.),
the hyoid bone.
Tongue grafting. See under Grafting.
Syn. — Language speech expression. See Langoage.
p. pr.

or rate payable on goods per ton transported

The whole amount

of shipping estimated by tons
as, the tonnage of the United States.
See Ton.
4.

;

Tongue

toll,

on canals.

A

;

TOOTH

1517

a thankless child

tooth

it is

Stiak.

!

Taste palate.
These are not dishes for thy dainty tootli.
Dryden.
3. Any projection corresponding to the tooth of an
animal, in shape, position, or office ; as, the teeth, or
cogs, of a cogwheel
a toot/i, prong, or tine, of a fork a
tooth, or the teeth, of a oomb, a rake, a saw, a file, a card.
4. (a) A projecting member resembling a tenon, but
fitting into a mortise that is only sunk, not pierced
througli.
(b) One of several steps, or offset?, in a tusk.
See Tusk.

ink

2. Fig.

:

;

;

;

then, thin

;

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.
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TOOTH

N

6. {Nat. Hist.) An angular or rounded prominence on
; as, a tooth on the scale of a fish, or on a leaf of
specifically (Hot.), one of the appendages at the
mouth of the capsule of a moss. See Pekistome.
6. (Zo'dl.) Any hard calcareous or chitinous organ
found in the mouth of various invertebrates and used in
feeding or procuring food ; as, the teeth of a moUusk or a

any edge
a plant

;

starfish.
;

—

;

—To

my

—

Tooth and nail,
to taurt or insult one with.
;
biting and scratching with one's utmost power
Estrange. " I shall fight tooth
by all possible means.
and nail for international copyright." Charles Reade.
Tooth
Tooth coralline (Zoo!.), any sertularian hydroid.
edge, the sensation excited in the teeth by grating sounds,
and by the touch of certain substances, as keen acids.
Tooth key, an instrument used to extract teeth by a motion
Tooth net, a large
resembling that of turning a key.
Tooth ornament.
fishing net anchored. [Scot.] Jamieson.
(Arch.) SameasDoairooTH, n., 2. —Tooth powder, a powder
Tooth rash, died.)
for cleaning the teeth; a dentifrice.
See Red-gum, 1.— To show the teeth, to threaten. " When
the Law shoics her teeth, but dares not bite." Young.
To the teeth, in open opposition directly to one's face.
" That I shall live, and tell him to his teeth." Shak.

proachfully
if

with longitudinal grooves on

its surface, in which the
strands of the rope slide in the process of twisting.
Top (top), n. [AS. top; akin to OFries. top a tuft, D.
top top, OHG. zopf end, tip, tuft of hair, G. sopf tuft
of hair, pigtail, top of a tree, Icel. toppr a tuft of hair,
crest, top, Dan. top, Sw. topp pinnacle, top ; of uncertain origin.
Cf. Tuft.]
1. The highest part of anything the upper end, edge, or extremity ; the upper
side or surface summit apex ; vertex ; cover lid as,
the top of a tree ; the top of a spire the top of a house
the top of a mountain ; the top of the ground.
The star that bids the shepherd fold,
Now the top of heaven doth hold.
Milton.
2. The utmost degree ; the acme ; the summit.
The top of my ambition is to contribute to that work. Pope,
3. The highest rank the most honorable position
the utmost attainable place ; as, to be at the top of one's
class, or at the top of the school.
And wears upon his baby brow the round
And top of sovereignty.
Shak.
4. The chief person the most prominent one.
;

In spits of the teeth, ia defiance of opposition in oppoIn the teeth, directly in direct
sition to every effort.
opposition ; in front. " Nor strive with all the tempest
cast in the teeth, to retort rein
teeth." Pope.
as

by

;

V

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

p. pr.

(tooth), V. t.
[imp. &p. p. Toothed (tootht)
vb. n. TooTHiNQ.]
1. To furnish with teeth.

The twin
2.
3.

cards toothed with glittering wire.

To indent to jag as, to tooth a saw.
To lock into each other. See Tooth, n.,
;

Tooth'ache'

(-ak'), n,

;

;

Others

4.

Moxon.

the teeth odontalgia.
Toothache grass (Bot. ), a kind of grass ( Ctenium Americanum) having a very pungent taste.
Toothache tree.
(Bot.) (a) The prickly ash.
(6) A shrub of the genus
Aralia (A. spinosa).
;

—

Tooth'back'

(-b5k'),re.

(Zool.) Any notodontian.
(Zool.) A peculiar fruit-eating

Tooth'bill' (-btl'), n.
ground pigeon (Didunculus slrigirostris) native of the Samoan Islands, and
noted for its resemblance, in several
characteristics, to the extinct dodo. Its beak is stout
and strongly hooked, and
the mandible has two or
three strong teeth
toward the end. Its
color
is
chocolate

All the stored vengeance of

hair

Milton.

upon

it ; the
Spenser.

Heaven fall

On her ungrateful top
The head, or upper part, of a plant.
The buds
are called heads, or tops, as cabbage
.'

Shak.

6.

.

heads.
/. Walts.

.

7. (Naut.) A platform surrounding the head of the
lower mast and projecting on all
sides.
It serves to spread the topmast rigging, thus strengthening
the mast, and also furnishes a con-

venient standing place for the

men

aloft.
Totten.
8. (Wool Manuf.)
bundle or
ball of slivers of combed wool, from
which the noils, or dust, have been
taken out.
9. Eve ; verge ; point, [i?.] " He
was upon the top of his marriage

A

rhombic prisms, generally yellowish and pellucid, also
colorless, and of greenish, bluish, or brownish shades. It
sometimes occurs massive and opaque. It is a fluosilicate of alumina, and is used as a gem.
2. (Zool.) Either one of two species of large, brilliantly colored humming birds of the genus Topaza, of
South America and the West Indies.
The two tail feathers next to the central ones are
much longer than the rest, curved, and crossed. The
throat is metallic yellowish-green, with a tint like topaz
in the center, the beUy is bright crimson, the back bright

Called also topaz hummer.
(Min.) See the Note under Quaetz.
To-paz'0-lite (to-p5z'o-lit), n. [Topaz
-lite : cf. F,
topazolithe.'\
(Min.) A topaz-yeUow variety of garnet.
Top'-Wock' (t5p'bl5k'), n. (Naut.) A large ironbound block strapped with a hook, and, when used, hung
to an eyebolt in the cap,
used in swaying and lowering
the topmast.
Totten.
Top'-hOOtS' (-boots'), n. pi. High boots, having generally a band of some kind of light-colored leather aroimd
the upper part of the leg ; riding boots.
Top'-chaln' (-chan'), n. (Naut.) A chain for slinging
the lower yards, in time of action, to prevent their falling, if the ropes by which they are hung are shot away.
Top'-ClOth' (-klBth'; 115), n. (Naut.) A piece of
canvas used to cover the hammocks which are lashed to
the top in action to protect the topmen.
Top'coat' (-kof), n. An outer coat ; an overcoat.
Top'-drata' (-dran'), V. t. To drain the surface of, ae
land as, to top-drain a field or farm.
Top'-draln'lng, n. The act or practice of draining
the surface of land.
Top'-dress' (-drgs'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Top-deessed
(-drgsf) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Top-deessing.]
To apply a
surface dressing of manure to, as land.
Top'-dress'&lg, n. The act of applying a dressing of
manure to the surface of land ; also, manure so applied.
Tope (top), n. [Probably from Skr. stUpa a tope, a
stupa, through Prakrit thupo.'] A moundlike Buddhist
sepulcher, or memorial monument, often erected over a
red.

False topaz.

+

—

;

Buddhist relic.
Tope, n. [Tamil tSppu.']
as, a toddy tope.
[India"]

Tope,

1. (Zool.)

ra.

Top

(Kaut.-).

;

or iopstoaQ ; top-hoots, or top boots ; top soil, or top-soil.
Top and but ( Shipbuilding), a phrase used to denote a
method of working long tapering planks by bringing the

Tope (Galeorkinus

galeus, or Galeus galeus).

Toothbill {IHduncultts strigirostris).

to extract teeth

Toothed
with teeth.
with pearl."

(-dra'er), n.

with instruments

;

it is

Tope,

Shak.
furnished

Herrick.

Planks worked Top and But.

but of one plank to the top of the other to make up a
constant breadth in two layers.
Top minnow (Zool.), a
small viviparous fresh-water fish (Oambusia patriielis)
abundant in the Southern United States. Also applied

&

—

2. [Bot.
Zool.) Having marginal
projecting points ; dentate.

Toothed whale (Zool.), any whale of
the order Denticete. See Denticete.
Toothed wheel, a wheel with teeth or
projections cut or set on its edge or circumference, for transmitting motion
by their action on the engaging teeth
of another wheel.

The wren.

2. (Zool.)

One whose business

a dentist.
(tootht), a.
1. Having teeth;
" Ruby-lipped and toothed

—

Toothed Corolla
of Single Pink.

Tooth'lul (tooth'ful), a. Toothsome. [OJi.]
Tooth'ing, n. 1. The act or process of Indenting or
2. (Masonry) Bricks alternately projecting at the end
of a wall, in order that they may be bonded into a continuation of it when the remainder is carried up.

Toothing plane, a plane of which the iron is formed into
a series of small teeth, for the purpose of roughening
surfaces, as of veneers.

Cowper.
Tooth'less, a. Having no teeth.
Tooth'let {-15t), n. A little tooth, or like projection.
Tooth'let-ed, a. Having a toothlet or toothlets as,
a toolhleted leaf. [Written also toothletted.']
A pointed instrument for
Tooth'pick' (-pTk'), n.
clearing the teeth of substances lodged between them.
Tooth'pick'er (-er), n. A toothpick. [06s.] Shak.
(Zool.) Any species of
Tooth'shell' (-shel'), n.
Dentalium and allied genera having a tooth-shaped shell.
See Dentalium.
;

V.

[Prov. Eng.]

& p. p.

[imp

i.

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

—

A

Tooth'WOrt' (-wQrt'), n. (Bot.)
plant whose roots
are fancied to resemble teeth, as certain plants of the
genus Lathrxa, and various species of Dentaria. See
Coealwort.
Tooth'y (-^}, a._Toothed with teeth,
Too-ZOO' (too-zoo'), n. The ringdove.
;

Top

(top), n.

[Cf.

OD. dop,

top,

Croxall.
[Prov. Eng.']

[i?.]

OHG., MHG.,

&

G. topf ; perhaps akin to 6. topf a pot.] 1. A
commonly in the form of a conoid or pear,
made to spin on its point, usually by drawing off a string
wound round its surface or stem, the motion being sometimes continued by means of a whip.
2. (Rope Making) A plug, or conical block of wood,
dial.

child's toy,

»le,

senate,

care,

.

;

;

Grateful to the taste; palatable.
Tooth'some-ly, adv.
Tooth'some-ness, n.
Though less toothsome to me, they were more wholesome for
me.
Fuller.

&m, arm,

;

p. pr.

;

.

(-siim), a.

(topt)

;

;

Toothshell (.Dentalium agile),
a The Shell. Nat. size.

Toped

& vb.

n. Toping.]
[F. toper to cover a stake in playing at
dice, to accept an offer, tope agreed ! '— perhaps imitative of the soxmd of striking hands on concluding a bargain.
From being used in play, it came to be used in

English as a drinking term, probably at first in accepting a toast.]
To drink hard or frequently to drink
strong or spirituous liquors to excess.
to other similar species.
If you tope in form, and treat.
Dryden.
pr.
(topt)
&
vb.
Top, V. i. [imp.
Topped
p.
p. p.
To'per (to'per), n. One who topes, or drinks fren. Topping.] 1. To rise aloft; to be eminent; to tower;
as, lofty ridges and topping mountains.
Derham. quently or to excess a drunkard a sot.
" InfluTop'et (tSp'et), n. [P. toupet tuft. See Toupbe.]
2. To predominate ; as, topping passions.
enced by topping uneasiness."
Locke. (Zool. ) The European crested titmouse. [Prov. Eng.']
Top'ful (top'ful), a. Full to the top, or brim ; brim3. To excel to rise above others.
Shah.
Dryden. ful. "Top/aZ of direst cruelty."
But write thy best, and top,
[He] was so topful of himself, that he let it spill on all the
V.
cap
t.
1.
To
cover
tip
to
Top,
on the top ; to
company.
/. Watts.
chiefly used in the past participle.
Top'gal'lant (-gSllant among seamenit-giVlant), a.
Like moving mountains topped with snow.
WalUr.
1. (Naut.) Situated above the topmast and below the
A mount
royal mast designating, or pertaining to, the third spars
Milton.
Of alabaster, topped with golden spires.
in order from the deck
as, the topgallant mast, yards,
2. To rise above ; to excel ; to outgo to surpass.
braces, and the like. See Illustration of Ship.
Shak.
Topping all others in boasting.
" The con2. Fig. : Highest ; elevated ; splendid.
Shak.
Edmund the base shall top the legitimate.
sciences of topgallant sparks."
L' Estrange.
3. To rise to the top of ; to go over the top of.
Topgallant breeze, a breeze in which the topgallant sails
But wind about till thou hast topped the hill. Denham. may properly be carried.
4. To take off the top or upper part of ; to crop.
Top'gal'lant, n. 1. (Naut.) A topgallant mast or sail.
Evelyn.
Top your rose trees a little with your knife.
2. Fig. Anything elevated or splendid.
Bacon.
Toph (tSf), re. [L. tophus, tojus, tufa, or tuff. Cf.
5. To perform eminently, or better than before.
Tufa,
Tofus,
Tophus.]
(Min.)
kind
of
sandstone.
A
From endeavoring universally to top their parts, they will go
Jeffrey.
universally beyond them.
To-pha'ceons (t6-fa'shiSs), a. [L. tophaceus, tojaceus.]
Gritty sandy rough stony.
6. (Naut.) To raise one end of, as a yard, so that that
Top'-ham'per (-hSm'per), n. (Naut.) The upper rigend becomes higher than the other.
ging,
spars,
etc., of a ship.
[Written also top hamper.],
To top off, to complete by putting on, or finishing, the
All the ships of the fleet .
were bo encumbered with toptop or uppermost part of; as, to top ()ya stack of hay;
hamper, so overweighted in proportion to their draught of
hence, to complete to finish to adorn.
water, that they could bear but little canvas, even with smooth
To'parch (to'park; 277), n. [L. toparcha, Gr. to- seas and light and favorable winds.
Motley.
Trapxl! TojTos a place -\- apx^i-v to govern, to rule.] The
Top'-heav'y (top'hSv'J?), a. Having the top or upper
the
govgountry
ruler or principal man in a place or
;
part too heavy for the lower part.
Sir H. Wotton.
ernor of a toparchy.
To'phet (to'fgt), n. [Heb. tophet, literally, a place to
Fuller.
The prince and toparch of that country.
be spit upon, an abominable place, fr. tuph to spit out.]
To'parch-y (-y), n. ; pi. Topabchies (-Tz). [L. io- A place lying east or southeast of Jerusalem, in the valparchia, Gr. Ton-apxia. See Topaech.] A small state, ley of Hinnom. [Written also Topheth.]
a petty country
consisting of a few cities or towns
And he defiled Topheth, which is in the valley of the children
governed by a toparch as, Judea was formerly divided of Hinnom.
2 Kings xxiii. 10.
Fuller.
into ten toparchies.
It seems
have been at first part of the royal
Top'-ar'mor (top'ar'mer), n. (Naut.) A top railing garden, but it wastoafterwards
defiled and polluted by the
supported by stanchions and equipped with netting.
sacrifices of Baal and the fires of Moloch, and resounded
with the cries of burning infants. At a later period, its
To'pau (to'pa), n. (Zool.) The rhinoceros bird («).
altars
topaze,'L.^
topaand
high places were thrown down, and all the
To'paz (to'pSz), n. [OE. topas, F.
filth of the city poured into it, until it became the abhorzos, or topazion, a kind of precious stone, Gr. TOTraSbs,
rence of Jerusalem, and, in ssrmbol, the place where are
Toira^Lov possibly akin to Skr. tap to glow (cf. Tepid).
wailmg
and
gnashing of teeth.
According to some, the name is from Topazos, a small
The pleasant valley of Hinnom, Tophet thenee
island in the Red Sea, where the Romans obtained a stone
And black Gehenna called, the type of hell.
MTiUoiu
which they called by this name, but which is the chryso1. (Min.) A mineral occurring in
Toph'ln (tSfln), n, (Min.) Same as Toph.
lite of the moderns.]

&

furnishing with teeth.

Tooth'some

Whitworth.

—

iSlang']

Dickens.

A

Tooth'draw'er

A grove or clump of trees ;

A small

shark or dogfish (Ga/eorhinus, or Galeus, galeus), native of Europe, but found
also on the coasts of California and Tasmania ;
called
also toper, oil shark, miller's dog, and penny dog.

cleaning

for
the teeth.

&

&

SES^ Top is often used adjectively or as the first part of
compound words, usually self-explaining as, top stone,

Tooth'brush'
».

aspired to be the top of zealots.

.

11. pi. Top-boots.

and manu-mea.
brush

.

with Magdaleine."
Knolles,
10. The part of a cut gem between the girdle, or circumference,
and the table, or flat upper surface.
Knight.

red.
Called also
ioothbilled
pigeon,

(-briish'),

.

The crown of the head, or the
head. " From ^p to toe.
5.

Wordsworth.

[Med.) Pain in a tooth or in

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

Tooth

TOPHIN

ask, final,

;

;

^W

;

^i

eve,

eveat,

gnd, fem, recent;

ice,

idea,

ill;

old,

dbey, drb, odd;
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of land ; especially, the exact and scientific delineation
and description in minute detail of any place or region.
Topography, as the description of particular
places, is distinguished from chorography, the description of a region or a district, and from geography, the
description of the earth or of countries.
Brande & C.
To-pol'0-gy (to-pol'o-jy), n. [Gr. tottos place
-logy.']
The art of, or a method for, assisting the memory by
associating the thing or subject to be remembered with

iorcher to rub, wipe. It. torcia a torch, tordare to wrap,
Cf. Torture.]
twist, OF. torse a torse.
light or luminary formed of some combustible substance, as of resinous wood ; a large candle or flambeau, or a lamp giving
a large, flaring flame.

TOPHUS
To'phUS (to'fSs), n. ; pi. Tophi (-fl). [NL. cf. F.
tophus a mineral concretion in the joint. See Toph.]
[Written also iofus.'] 1. {Med.) One of the mineral
concretions about the joints, and in other situations, occurring chiefly in gouty persons. They consist usually
of urate of sodium when occurring in the internal organs they are also composed of phosphate of calcium.
2. (Min. ) Calcareous tufa.
Top'l-a'n-an (top'T-a'rT-an), a. [See Topiary.] Of
or pertaining to the ornamental cutting and trimming of
practicing ornamental gardening.
trees, hedges, etc.
" The iopiarmB artist.
Sir W. Scott.
[iJ.]
:

;

;

All the pedantries of the topiarian art.

;

etc.

topiarian.

;

ings, etc.
[F. topiques, pi., L. topica the
Toi>'Ic (tSp'ik), n.
title of a work of Aristotle, Gr. rnnxd, fr. tottiko! of
or for place, concerning toitoi, or commonplaces, fr. toiro! a place.]
1. (Rhet.
Logic) (a) One of the various
general forms of argument employed in probable as distinguished from demonstrative reasoning,
denominated
by Aristotle tottoi (literally, places), as being the places
or sources from which arguments may be derived, or to
which they may be referred ; also, a prepared form of
argument, applicable to a great variety of cases, Nvith a
supply of which the ancient rhetoricians and orators
provided themselves ; a commonplace of argument or
oratory. (J) pi.
treatise on forms of argument
a system or scheme of forms or commonplaces of argument
or oratory ; as, the Topics of Aristotle.
These topics, or loci, were no other than general ideas applicable to a great many different subjects, which the orator wa3

&

—

A

;

directed to consult.

Blair.

;

;

;

toppled crags from the precipice.

Mortimer^
Tore, re. [See Torus.] 1. {Arch.) Same as Torus.
{Geom.) (a) The surface described by the circumference of a circle revolving about a straight line in its
own plane. (6) The solid inclosed by such a surface ;
sometimes called an anchor ring.
Eng.']
2.

—

To're-a-dor' (to'ra-a-d6r'), re. [Sp. fr. iorear to fight
bulls, fr. L. taurus a bull.]
A bullfighter.
TO-rend' (too-rSnd'), V. t. limp.
p. p. To-rent.]
[Pref. to- -f rend.] To rend in pieces.
[06s.]
The wolf hath many a sheep and lamb to-rent. Chancer.
(tSr'gt),
re.
[Probably
dim.
fr.
Tor'et
tore, torus.']
A.
,

&

Longfellow.

Top'-proud' (-proud'), a. Proud to the highest de"This top-proud ieWow."
Shak.
IR.']
Top'-rope' (-rop'), re. {Naut.) A rope used for hoisting and lowering a topmast, and for other purposes.

[Obs.]
A ring for fastening a hawk's leash to theTor'et, re.
also, a ring affixed to the collar of a dog, etc.
lObs.]
Chaucer,
To-reu'ma-tog'ra-phy (t6-ru'ma-tSg'ra-fy), re. [Gr.

turret.

jesses

(tSps'Snd-bSt'tiimz),

re.

ropevfia, Topeujuaros, embossed work, work in relief (from
Topev'eif to bore through, to work in relief) -}- -graphy.'\
description of sculpture such as bas-relief in metal.
To-reU'ma-tOl'0-gy (-tol'6-jy), re. [Gr. Topeujua embossed work -|
logy.] The art or the description of
sculpture such as bas-relief in metal toreumatography.
To-reu'tio (to-ru'ttk), a. [Gr. TopeuTtKos belonging
to work in relief.] {Sculp.) In relief; pertaining to
sculpture in relief, especially of metal also, pertaining'
to chasing such as surface ornamentation in metal.
Tor'gOCll (tSr'gSk), re. The saibling. \_Prov. Eng.]
To-ril'lO (to-ril'lS), re. [Cf. Sp. torillo a little bull.]
{Zo'ol.)
species of Turnix {Turnix sylvatica) native of

pi.

;

—

;

;

II

A

Spain and Northern Africa.
To'rln-ese' (to'rin-ez' or

(tbps'man),

[It.]
-es'), a.
Of or pertaining to Turin.
re. sing. &pl.
native or inhabitants
of Turin ; collectively, the people of Turin.
Tor'ment (tSr'ment), re. [OF. torment, F. tourmenty
fr. L. tormentum an engine for hurling missiles, an instrument of torture, a rack, torture, fr. torquere to turn,
to twist, hurl.
See Torture.]
1. {Mil. Antiq.)
engine for casting stones. [Obs.]
Sir T. Elyot.
2. Extreme pain ; anguish ; torture ; the utmost degree
of misery, either of body or mind.
Chaucer.

—

/ pi.
1.
The chief
drive a herd of
re.

P. Cyc.
The uppermost sawyer in a
a topman.
Simmonds.
The upTop'soil' (tSp'soil'), re.

cattle.

pit

;

per layer of soil surface soil.
{Engin.) The
Top'soll'lng, re.
act or art of taking off the top soil
of land before an excavation or embankment is begun.
Top'Stone' (-ston'), re. A stone
that is placed on the top, or which
Top-shell (Ca??i;os(07na
forms the top.
;

Top'sy-tur'vy

The more
Pleasures about me, eo
Torment within me.

divers diseases

(.Rliombus pnnctatus).

Top'-tac'kle (tBp'tak'k'l), re. {Naut.) A tackle used
and lowering the topmast.
Top'-tlni'l)ers (-ttm'berz), re. {Natii.) The highest
timbers on the side of a vessel, being those above the

Fl.
(-lif), n.

{Naut.)

A

lantern or light on

R. H. Dana, Jr.
tool apTop'-tool' (-tool'), re. {Blacksmithing)
plied to the top of the work, in distinction from a tool
inserted in the anvil and on which the work is placed.
Toque (tok), re. [F. toque; of Celtic origin cf. W.
tocl 1. A kind of cap worn in the IGth century, and
copied in modern fashions ;
called also toquet.
His velvet toque stuck as airily as ever upon the side of his
head.
Motley.
2. {Zo'ol.) A variety of the bonnet monkey.

the top of a vessel.
(-man),

futtocks.
n. ; pi.

Topmen

(-men).

X.

A

See

2.

A man stationed in the

top.

Toi/inast
re.
{Naut.) The second mast, or
that which is next above the lower mast, and below the
topgallant mast.
(-mast),

Top'most'

;

—

(-most'), a.
Highest uppermost as, the
cliff
the topmost branch of a tree.
The nightingale may claim the topmost bough. Cowpcr.
To-pog'ra-pher (to-pSg'ra-fer), n.
[Cf. F. topo;

;

;

To-quet'

Tor

graphe, Gr. Ton-oypai^os.] One who is skilled in the science of topography; one who describes a particular
place, town, city, or tract of land.
Dante is the one authorized topographer of the medioeval hell.
dUlman.
Top'o-graph'lc (tSp'fi-grSCf'ik), ) a.
[Of.
F. topoTop'O-graph'lc-al (-T-kal),
graphique.']
Of or
J
pertaining to topography
descriptive of a place.
Top'o-graph'lc-al-ly, adv.
Topographical map.
See under Cadasteal.
Topographical surveying. See under Surveyino.
To-pog'ra-phlst (to-pSg'rA-fTst), re. A topographer.
To-pog'ra-phy (-fj), n. [F. topographie, Gr. Ton-oypa(|>ta
TOTTos a place -)- •)/pa(/)6ii/ to write.] The description
of a particular place, city, town, manor, parish, or tract

1.

2.

A rolling

full,

iip,

ttrn

;

pity

Cf.

[i?.]

Tower.]
Ray.

a rocky pinnacle. [Proji. Eng.\
range of dreary moors, unbroken by tor or tree.
;

+

To-race'

(t68-ras'), To-rase', v. t.
[Pref. toOE.
To scratch to pieces. \_Obs.'] Chaucer.
Tor'bern-Ue (tor'beni-it), re. [So named after Torber
Bergmann, a Swedisli clieraist.] (Min.) A mineral oc-

curring in emerald-green tubular crystals having a micaceous structure. It is a hydrovis pliospliate of uranium
and copper. Called also copper iiravite, and chalcolite.

Same

as Torque, 1.
[OE. torche, P. torche a torch,
wisp,
p.ad
probably
from
rag,
a derivative of L. torquere,
tortum, to twist, because twisted like a rope
cf. F.

Tore

(tork), n.

Torch

;

nide,

re.

rsesen to rage.]

—

unite,

re.
See Toque, 1.
[AS. torr; cf. Gael. torr.

(to-ka'),

C. KiugslejI.

—

;

(t8r),

A tower; a turret,
A high-pointed hill

(tOrcli),

re.

j

food,

fo"ot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

with,

iv. 24.

;,

toi-mented.

;

go

j

Matt.

viii. 6.

3. To tease to vex
to harass as, to be tormented
with importunities, or with petty annoyances. [CoHog.J
4. To put into great agitation.
[P.] " [They], soaring on main wing, tormented aU the air."
Milton,
Tor-ment'er (-er), re. 1. One who, or that which,
torments a tormentor.
[06s.]
2. An executioner.
Chaucer.
Tor-ment'ful (-ful), a. Full of torment causing, or
accompanied by, torment excruciating. [P.] Tillotson.
Tor'men-til (tSr'mSn-tll), n. [F. tormentiUe; cf. Pr.,
It.,
NL. lormentiUa, Sp. tormenlila ; all fr. L. tormentum pain. So called because it is said to allay pain. See
Torment.] {Bot.) A rosaceous herb {PoteniUla Tormentilla), the root of which is used as a powerful astringent,
and for alleviating gripes, or tormina, in diarrhea.
Tor-ment'lng (tor-mSnt'Tng), a. Causing torment;
as, a, tormenting dream.
Tor-ment'lng-ly, ailv.
Tor'ment-lse (tor'mSnt-iz), re. [See Torment.] Torture torment. [06.s.]
Chaucer.
Tor-ment'or (tSr-mSut'er), ». l. One who, or that
which, torments
one who infiicts penal anguish or
;

;

;

;

;

;

&

—

;

;

tortures.

Jer. Taylor.
Thoughts, my tormentors, armed with deadly stings. Milton.
2. (Agric.) An implement for reducing a stiff soil,
resembling a harrow, but running upon wheels, ilebcrt.
Tor-ment'ress (-r6s), re.
woman who torments.
Fortune orilinurily Cometh after to whip and punish them,
as the scourge luul tormentress of glory and honor.
JloUnnd.

A

Tor'ment-ry

;

;

Matt.

torments.

;

in hoisting

(J^)

and

F. tourmenter.] 1. To put to extreme pain or anguish
to infiict excruciating misery upon, either of body or
mind ; to torture. " Art thou come hither to torment
us before our time ? "
Matt. viii. 29.
2. To pain ; to distress ; to afflict.
Lord, my servant licth at home sick of the palsy, grievously'

topsy-tiirvy.

Topknot

Milton.,

Tor-ment' (tor-m6nt'), v. t.
[imp. & p. p. Tormented p. pr. & vb. re. Tormenting.] [OF. iormentery

Bairdii).

(tSp's^-tQr'v^),

I see
I feel

much more

3. That which gives pain, vexation, or misery.
They brought unto him all sick people that were taken

adv.
[Earlier topside-turvey, topsy-tervy ; probably
for top so turvy ; that is, the top as turvy, as it were
turvy ; where turvy probably means, overturned, fr. AS.
torfian to throw.] In an inverted posture ; with the top
or head downward ; upside down ; as, to turn a carriage

"The topless
Apennines."
"Topless for-

A

An

2.

saw

;

A

m Appendix.

(-men).
drover of those who

une qualed.

use,

He

Tops'man

:

topmost

Tore (tor), imp. of Tear.
Tore, re. [Probably from the root of tear; cf. W. t6r
a break, cut, t6ri to break, cut.] The dead grass that
remains on mowing land in winter and spring. \_Ptov,

&

&

ToPSMEN

supreme

2. {Naut.)

;

Trochidas.

or no visible top
hence, fig. very

TOPSMAN,

Johnson.

[^Slang']

;

allied

Top'man

gallant.

;

Top'ping, re. 1. The act of one who tops the act of
cutting off the top.
2. {Naut.) The act of raising one extremity of a spar
higher than the other.
3. pi. That which comes from hemp in the process
of hatcheling.
Craig.
Topping lift {Naut.), a large, strong tackle employed to
raise or top the outer end of a gaff, or of a boom.
Top'plng-ly, adv. In a topping or proud manner.
Same as Topping, a., 3. [06i.]
Top'plng-l7, a.
" Toppingly quests."
Tusser.
Top'ple (tSp'p'l), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Toppled (-p'ld)
vb. re. TOPPLINO (-pling).] [From Top summit.]
p. pr.
To fall forward ; to pitch or tumble down.
Though castles topple on their warders' heads. Shal:
Top'ple, V. t. To throw down ; to overturn.

Top'-shell' (-shel'), re. {Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous
species of marine top-shaped shells
of the genus Trochus, or family

Topless, a.
Having no top,

Top'-Ught'

Fine

(t6rch'wd5d'), re. {Bot.) The inflamcertain trees {Amyris balsamifera, A.
Floridana, etc.) also, the trees themselves.
Torch'wort' (-wflrf), re. {Bot.) The common mullein, the stalks of which, dipped in suet, anciently
served for torches. Called also torch, and hig-taper.

binate.

species.

&

;

Torch'wood'
mable wood of

South.

Small rolls of dough, baked, cut in halves, and then
in an oven,
used as food for infants.
•T is said that her tops-and-bottonis were gilt.
Hood.
Top'-shaped' (t5p'shapt'), a. Having the shape of a
top {Bot.) cone-shaped, with the apex downward tur-

tatus). The
name is also ap-

Beau.

;

;

3.

if

;

(-pTng), a.
1. Rising above
surpassing.
Hence, assuming superiority proud.
great and flourishing condition of some of the topping

browned

A

tunes."

2.

Tops'-and-bot'toms

&

;

B. G. Wilder.
small wig for the top of

Top'ping
The

tion

;

lofty

A

re.

a toupee.

Top'sall' (-sal' ; -s'l, among seamen), re. {Naut.) In
a square-rigged vessel, the sail next above the lowermost
sail on a mast.
This sail is the one most frequently
reefed or furled in working the ship. In a fore-and-aft
rigged vessel, the sail set upon and above the gaff. See
Cutter, Schooner, Sloop, Sail, and Ship.
Topsail schooner. (Naut.) See Schooner, and Illustra-

3. The subject of any distinct portion of a discourse,
or argument, or literary composition ; also, the general
or main subject of the whole ; a matter treated of a
subject, as of conversation or of thought a matter a
point a head.
4. (Med.) An external local application or remedy, as
a plaster, a blister, etc. lObsoles.^
Wiseman.
Top'lc, a. Topical.
Drayton. Holland.
Top'Ic-al (-T-kal), a. [Of. F. topique, LL. topicus,
Gr. TOTTiKos. See Topic, re.] 1. Of or pertaining to a
place ; limited ; local, or designed for local application
as, a topical remedy ; a topical claim or privilege.
2. {Rhet.
Logic) Pertaining to, or consisting of, a
topic or topics ; according to topics.
3. Resembling a topic, or general maxim ; hence, not
demonstrative, but merely probable, as an argument.
Evidences of fact can be no more than topical and probable.
Sir U. Hale.
Top'lc-al-ly, adv. In a topical manner ; with application to, or limitation of, a particular place or topic.
Top'knot' (top'nof), n. 1.
crest or knot of feathers upon the head or top, as of a bird ; also, an ornamental knot worn on top of the head, as by women.
A great, stout servant girl, with cheeks as red as her topknot.
Sir W. Scott.
2. {Zo'ol.) A small European flounder {Rhombus punc-

to

;

to carry a torch.

Torch'er

or as

gree.

In this question by [reason] I do not mean a distinct topic^
but a transcendent that runs through all topics.
Jer. Taylor.
2. An argument or reason.
[06s.]
Contumacious persons, who are not to be fixed by any principles, whom no topics can work upon.
Jip. Jvilkins.

plied

Top'plece' (top'pes'),

oflSce it

Shak.
(-er), re.
One who gives light with a torch,
with a torch. [06s.]
Shak.
i
Torch'llght' (-lit'), re. The light of a torch, or of
torches.
Also adjectively as, a torchlight procession.
Tor'chon lace' (tSr'shon las'). [F. torchon a kind
of coarse napkin.]
A simple thread lace worked upon
a pillow with coarse threads also, a similar lace made
by machinery.
is

+

the head

Milton.

Torch

some place, [i?.]
To-pon'O-my (t6-p8n'o-m5?), n. [Gr. tottos place
vefi.ei.v to distribute.]
The designation of position and

sinners of the world.

Topiary work, arbors, shrubbery, hedges, or the like,
cut and trimmed into fanciful forms, as of animals, build-

They light the nuptial torch.
(Bot.) See under Thistle.
thistle.
Torch'bear'er (tSrch'bSr'er), re. One whose

+

direction.

C. Eingshy.

Top'1-a-ry (tSp'T-S-rJ^), a. [L. iopiarius belonging to
ornamental gardening, fr. topia (sc. opera) ornamental
gardening, fr. Gr. tojtos a place.] Of or pertaining to
ornamental gardening produced by cutting, trimming,

A

^^^

(t8r'niSnt-ry),

torment, aiuioyance, or pain.

sing, l||k

;

tJien,

thin

j

bON

j

zli

re.

Anything producing
Chaucer.

[Obs.]

=z

in azure.

>

TORMINA
II

Tor'ml-na (t6r'mi-na),

n. pi.

[L., a griping in the

(Med.) Acute, colicky pains gripes.
(Med.) Affected
C-nvis), a.

belly.]

;

Tor'ml-nous

witli tor-

mina; griping.
(torn), p. p._o{ Teak.
Tor-na'do (t6r-na'd6), n.

Torn

pi. Toknadoes (-doz).
;
Sp. or Pg. loi-nar to turn, return, L. toraare to
Pg. tornada is
turn, hence, a wliirling wind. The Sp.
violent wliirling wind ; specifa return. See Tuen.]
ically (Meleorol.), a tempest distinguished by a rapid
whirling and slow progressive motion, usually accompanied with severe thmider, lightning, and torrents of
rain, and commonly of short duration and small breadth
a small cyclone.
Tor-na'rl-a (t8r-na'rT-a), n. ; pi. T0RNAKI.E (-e).
[NL., fr. L. tornare to turn.] (Zo'61.) The peculiar free
swimming larva of Balauoglossus. See lUust. in Append.
[L. torosus full of muscle,
To-rose' (to-ros'), a.
brawny, ileshy. See Torus.] Cylindrical with alternate
swellings and contractions ; having the surface covered

[From

&

A

II

with rounded prominences.
To-ros'1-tF (to-rSs'I-ty), n.
being torose.

The quality or

state of

To'rous (to'rus), a. Torose.
Tor-ped'l-nous (t6r-p5d'i-nus), a. Of or pertaining
to a torpedo ; resembling a torpedo ; exerting a benumbing influence ; stupefying ; dull ; torpid.
Fishy were his eyes torpedinous was his manner. De Quincey,
;

Tor-pe'do (t8r-pe'd6), n.
torpedo, -inis, from
torpere to be stiff,
numb, or torpid.

;

pi.

Torpedoes

(-doz).

[L.

(Zodl.) Any
one of numerous
species of elasmobranch fishes belonging to Torpedo
and allied genera.
They are related to
1.

The common European

American species
are the best

(

T. occiden-

known.

—

circuit is

closed by an operator on shore.
kind of small subma(A)
rine boat carrying an explosive charge, and projected
from a ship against another
ship at a distance, or made

&

American Torpedo
cidentalis).

(71 oc-

Male.

A

A

placed on a rail, and exploded when crushed under the
locomotive wheels,
used as an alarm signal.
5. An explosive cartridge or shell lowered or dropped
into a bored oil well, and there exploded, to clear the
well of obstructions or to open communication with a
source of supply of oil.
6. A kind of firework in the form of a small ball, or
pellet, which explodes when thrown upon a hard object.
Fish torpedo, a spindle-shaped, or fish-shaped, self-propelling submarine torpedo.
Spar torpedo, a canister or
other vessel containing an explosive charge, and attached
to the end of a long spar which projects from a ship or
boat and is thrust against an enemy's ship, exploding the
torpedo.
Torpedo boat, a vessel adapted for carrying,
launching, operating, or otherwise making use of, torpedoes against an enemy's ship.
Torpedo nettings, nettings made of chains or bars, which can be suspended
around a vessel and allowed to sink beneath the surface
of the water, as a protection against torpedoes.
Tor-pe'do, v. t. To destroy by, or subject to the action of, a torpedo.
London Spectator.
Tor'pent (tSr'pent), a. [L. torpens, p. pr. of torpere
to be numb.] Having no motion or activity ; incapable

—

—

—

—

benumbed ; torpid. [_Obs.^
Evelyn.
Tor-pes'cence (tSr-pgs'sens), n. The quality or state
of being torpescent ; torpidness ; numbness ; stupidity.
Tor-pes'cent (-sent), a. [L. torpescens, p. pr. of torpescere to grow stiff, numb, or torpid, incho, fr. torpere.
;

Becoming torpid or numb.

Tor'pld (tSr'pid),

a.

[L. torpidus, fr.

Shenstone.
torpere to be

numb, or torpid ; of uncertain origin.] 1. Having
motion, or the power of exertion and feeling ; numb
benumbed ; as, a torpid limb.
Without heat all things would be torpid.
Ray.
2. Dull ; stupid ; sluggish ; inactive.
Sir M. Hale.
Tor-pld'1-ty (tSr-pid'I-t^), n. Same as Torpidness.
Tor'pld-ly (t6r'pid-ly), adv. In a torpid manner.
Tor'pid-negs, n. The quality or state of being torpid.
Tor'pi-fy (-pT-fi), v. t. limp.
p. p. Toepified (-fid)
vb. n. ToRPiFTiNS (-fl'Ing).]
p. pr.
[L. torpere to be
torpid
-/?/.]
To make torpid ; to numb, or benumb.
Tor'pl-tude (-tud), n.
Torpidness.
[O65.] "In a
'and of torpitude, or sleeping state."
Derham.

stiff,

lost

&

&

+

senate,

c3,re,

&ni,

arm, ask,

;

That had them long opprest with

Spenttr.

tort.

(Law) Any

civil wrong or injury; a wrongful act
(not involving a breach of contract) for which an action
will lie ; a form of action, in some parts of the United
States, for a wrong or injury.
Executor de son tort.
See under Executor.
Tort
feasor (Law), a wrongdoer ; a trespasser.
Wharton.
Tort, a. Stretched tight ; taut. [iJ.]
Yet holds he them with tartest rein.
Emerson.
[Cf. Sp. torta a cake.]
(Metal.)
Tor'ta (tSr'ta), n.
A flat heap of moist, crushed silver ore, prepared for the
patio process.

2.

—

II

Tor'teau (tSr'to), n. ; pi. Torteaus (-toz). [OF. torteau, tortel, from L. tortus twisted.
See Tort.] (Her.]
roundel of a red color.
[F. torticolis; L. torTor'tl-COl'llS (-tl-kSl'lTs), n.
quere, tortum, to twist -\- collum the neck.]
(Med.)

A

See Wryneck.
Tor'tlle (tSr'ttl), a. [L. tortilis, fr. torquere, tortum,
to twist cf. F. tortile.'] Twisted ; wreatht d ; coiled.
Tor-til'i-ty (tSr-til't-ty), n. The quality or state of
being tortile, twisted, or wreathed.
[Sp.]
An unleavened
Tor-tU'la (tor-tel'lyii), re.
cake, as of maize flour, baked on a heated iron or stone.
[LL. tortio. See Torsion.]
Tor'tlon (t8r'shiin), n.
Bacon.
Torment pain. [Obs.1
1. Injurious
Tor'tlOUS (-shiis), a. [From Tort.]
Spenser.
wrongful. [Obs.] " Tortious power."
2. (Law) Implying tort, or private injury for which
the law gives damages ; involving tort.
Tor'tlous-ly, adv. (Law) In a tortious manner.
Tor'tlve (tSr'tTv), a. [L. tortus, p. p. of torquere to
:

Tor'rent (-rent), n. [F. , fr. L. torrens, -entis, fr. torrens burning, roaring, boiling, p. pr. of torrere to dry by
heat, to burn. See Torrid.] 1. A violent stream, as of
water, lava, or the like ; a stream suddenly raised and
running rapidly, as down a precipice.
The roaring torrent is deep and wide. Longfellow.
2. Fig. : A violent or rapid flow ; a strong current; a
flood ; as, a torrent of vices ; a torrent of eloquence.
At length, Erasmus, that great injured name, . . .
the wild torrent of a barbarous age.

Pope.

Torricellian tube, a glass tube thirty or more inches in
length, open at the lower end and hermetically sealed at
the upper, such as is used in the barometer.
Torricellian
vacuum (Physics), a vacuum produced by filling with a
fluid, as mercury, a tube hermetically closed at one end,
and, after immersing the other end in a vessel of the same
fluid, allowing the inclosed fluid to descend till it is
counterbalanced by the pressure of the atmosphere, as in
the barometer. Mutton.
Tcr'rid (tor'rld), a. [L. iorridus, fr. torrere to parch,
to burn, akin to E. tidrst : cf. F. torrids.
See
Thirst.]
1. Parched ; dried with heat ; as, a torrid
plain or desert. " Barca or Gyrene's torrid soil." Milton.
2. Violently hot ; drying or scorching with heat
" Torrid heat."
Milton.
burning ; parching.
Torrid zone (Geog.), that space or broad belt of the
the sun
which
earth, included between the tropics, over
is vertical at some period of every year, and the heat is
always great.
Tor-rld'i-ty (tor-rid'T-ty), n. Torridness. [J?.]
Tor'rid-ness (tor'rld-nSs), n. The quality or state of
being torrid or parched.
worthless woman ; also, a
Tor'ril (tSr'rTl), n.
HalUwell.
worthless horse. \_Pro'iJ. Eng.1
\_Prov. Eng.']
gull.
Tor'rock (-riik), n. (Zodl.)
Knight.
torsel.
Tor'sal (t8r'sal), n. (Carp.)
F. tors, torse, twistTorse (t8rs), n. [OF., fr. OF.
ed, wreathed, p. p. of tordre to twist, L. torquere. See

—

self-propelling, and otherwise
automatic in its action against a distant ship.
3. (Mil.)
kind of shell or cartridge buried in earth,
to be exploded by electricity or by stepping on it.
kind of detonating cartridge or shell
4. (Railroad)

u\s,

II

See Barometer.

A

See Torpid.]

—

Tor'rl-cel'll-an (tor'ri-sel'll-on), a. Of or pertaining
to Torricelli, an Italian philosopher and mathematician,
who, in 1643, discovered that the rise of a liquid in a
tube, as in the barometer, is due to atmospheric pressure.

they will be exploded
when touched by a vessel, or
that

of motion

A

Tor'rent, a. [See Torrent, n.] Rolling or rushing
in a rapid stream.
"Waves of <on'en< fire."
3Iilton.
Tor-ren'tial (t8r-r5n'shal), 1 a. Of or pertaining to a
torrent ; having the
Tor-ren'tlne (tor-ren'tin), (
character of a torrent ; caused by a torrent. [iJ.]

A

electric

the mental faculties.
Tor'por-ll'lo (-Tf'ik), a.
[L. torpor torpor -f- Jacere
to make.] Tending to produce torpor.
Tor'quate (tSr'kwfit), a. [L. torquatus wearing a collar.]
(Zodl.) Collared; having a torques, or distinct
colored ring around the neck.
Tor'qua-ted (tSr'kwS-ted), a. [L. torquatus.^ Having or wearing a torque, or neck chain.
Torque (t6rk), n. [L. torques a twisted neck chain,
fr. torquere to twist.]
1. A collar or neck chain, usually
twisted, especially as worn by ancient barbaric nations,
as the Gauls, Germans, and Britons.
2. [L. torquere to twist.]
(Mech.) That which tends
to produce torsion ; a couple of forces.
J. Thomson.
3. (Phys. Science)
turning or twisting ; tendency
to turn, or cause to turn, about an axis.
Torqued (tSrkt), a. [L. torquere to twist, to turn,
to wind.]
1. Wreathed ; twisted.
[iJ.]
2. (Her.) Twisted ; bent ;
said of a dolphin haurient, which forms a figure like the letter S[L., a necklace.
Tor'ques (t8r'kwez), n.
See
Torque, 1.] (Zo'61.) A cervical ring of hair or feathers,
distinguished by its color or structure ; a collar.
Tor're-fac'tion (tSr're-fSk'shua), n. [L. torrefacere,
torrefactum, to torrefy : cf. P. torrefaction.
See Torrefy.] The act or process of torrefying, or the state of
being torrefied
Bp. Hall.
Tor're-fy (t5r're-fi), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Torrefied
(-fid) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Torrefying (-fi'ing).] [L. torrere
to parch -f- -/y
cf. F. torrefler, L. torreJacere.'\
[Writ-

Stemmed

2. An engine or machine
for destroying ships by blowing them up. Specifically :
(a)
quantity of explosives
anchored in a channel, beneath the water, or set adrift
in a current, and so arranged

when an

fulcra of the levers or beams are strained wires er strips
acting by torsion.
Tor'Blon-al (tSr'shuu-al), a. Of or pertaining to torsion ; resulting from torsion, or the force with which a
thread or wire returns to a state of rest after having been
twisted round its axis ; as, torsional force.
Torsk (t8rsk), n. [Dan. ; akin to Icel. porskr a
codfish, G. dorsch."]
(Zodl.) (a) The cusk. See Cusk.
(b) The codfish.
Called also tusk.
Tor'SO (t8r's6), n.; pi. E. Torsos (-soz). It. Torsi
(-se).
[It. torso, probably fr. L. thyrsus a stalk, stem,
thyrsus, Gr. fltipcro! ; cf . OHG. torso, turso, a stalk, stem,
G. dorsche a cabbage stalk. Cf. Thyrsus, Truss.] The
human body, as distinguished from the head and limbs ;
in sculpture, the trunk of a statue, mutilated of head
and limbs as, the torso of Hercules.
Tort (t8rt), n. [F., from LL. tortum, fr. L. tortus
twisted, crooked, p. p. of torquere to twist, bend. See
Torture.] 1. Mischief; injury; calamity, \0bs.1

desired.

torpedo {T. vulgaris) and the
talis)

Tor'por (tSr'pBr), n. [L., from torpere to be torpid.]
1. Loss of motion, or of the power of motion ; a state of
inactivity with partial or total insensibility ; numbness.
2. Dullness ; sluggishness ; inactivity j as, a torpor of

ten also torrify."] 1. To dry by a fire.
Sir T. Browne.
2. (Metal.) To subject to scorching heat, so as to drive
off volatile ingredients ; to roast, as ores.
3. (Pharm.) To dry or parch, as drugs, on a metallic
plate till they are friable, or are reduced to the state

the rays, but have
the power of giving European Torpedo, or Crampflsh (Tbrshocks.
electrical
pedo vulgaris). O^g)
Called also crampSee Electrical Jish, under Elecfish, and numbfish.
TRICAL.

,

TORTRIX

&

See T ORPID.]

(1^°°

1520

A

A

A

&

A

Torture.]

wreath.
1. (Her.)
[F. tors, torse, twisted.] (Geom.)

2.
sarface.

A

II

;

Twisted
Tor'toise (tSr'tis or

twist, wind.]

op.

tortis

;

Shak.

wreathed.
-ttls

;

277), n.

[OE.

torluce, fr.

crooked,

L. tortus twisted, crooked, contorted, p. p. of torqnere, tortum, to
wind ; cf. F. tortue
fr.

tortoise, LL. tortuca, tartuca, Pr. tortesa crookedness,
tortis ctoo^ed.
So

spotted Tortoise (CTe;op!«9««a(«s).
called
allusion
to its crooked feet.
See Torture.] 1. (Zool.) Any ont
of numerous species of reptiles of the order Testudinata.

m

IJ^^ The term is applied especially to the land and
fresh-water species, while the marine species are generally called turtles, but the terms tortoise and turtle are
used synonymously by many writers. See Testudinata,
Terrapin, and Turtle.
2. (Pom. Antiq.) Same as Testudo, 2.
Box tortoise. Land tortoise, etc. See under Box, Land,
—Painted tortoise. (Zodl.) See Painted turtle, under
Painted, —Soft-shell tortoise. (Zodl.) See Trionyx.
etc.

—

Spotted tortoise. (Zodl.) A small American fresh-water
tortoise (Chdopus, or Nanemys, gutlalus) having a blackish carapace on which are scattered round yellow spots.
Tortoise beetle (Zodl.), any one of numerous species of
small tortoise-shaped beetles.
Many of
them have a brilliant metallic luster. The
larvae feed upon the leaves of various
plants, and protect themselves beneath a
mass of dried excrement held over the
back by means of the caudal spines. The
golden tortoise beetle (Cassida au7ickal-i
cea)is found on the morning-glory vine and
,
allied plants.— Tortoise plant. (Bot.) See El- ''H
ephanVs foot, under Elephant.
Tortoise "^
shell, the substance of the shell or horny ,p
plates of several species of sea turtles, es- ,i„ ;7S„,5!;„
pecially of the hawkbill turtle. It is used auriclialcea)
in inlaying and in the manufacture of various ornamental articles. —Tortoise-shell butterfly (Zodl.),
any one of several species
of handsomely colored butterflies of the genus Aglais, as A.

—

—

.

developable

.

See under Developable.
Tor'sel (tSr'sSl), n. (Carp.) A plate of timber for
Gwilt.
the end of a beam or joist to rest on.
Tor'sl-Wl'l-ty (tSr'sT-bil'i-ty), n. The tendency, as
of a rope, to untwist after being twisted.
Tor'slon (t8r'shiin), n. [F., fr. LL. torsio, fr. L. torMilbp.rti. and A. uriic<e, both
quere, tortum, to twist. See Torture.] 1. The act of
of which, in the larval state,
turning or twisting, or the state of being twisted the
feed upon nettles.
Tortoiseshell turtle (Zodl.), the hawk
twisting or wrenching of a body by the exertion of a
See Hawkbill.
bill turtle.
lateral force tending to turn one end or part of it about
a longitudinal axis, while the other is held fast or turned
Tor'tri-Cld (tSr'tri-sId), a.
in the opposite direction.
[See Tortrix.] (Zool.) Of or
Tortoise-shell Butterfly
to Tortrix,.,
pertaining
2. (Mech.) That force with which a thread, vrire, or
iVanessa, or Aglais, Milrod of any material, returns, or tends to return, to a
or the family Tortriberti).
twisted
torsibility.
has
been
;
state of rest after it
Tor'trlx (tSr'triks),re. [NL., fr. L. torquere,
Angle of torsion (of a curve) (Geom.), the indefinitely
small angle between two consecutive osculating planes of tortum, to twist.'] 1. (.2'oSZ.) Any one of numerMoment of torsion (Mech.), ous species of small moths of the family Tora curve of double curvature.
the moment cf a pair of equal and opposite couples which tricidse, the larvae of which usually roll up
Tors.on balance (Physics), an in- the leaves of plants on which
tend to twist a body.
they live ;
Tortrix, or
strument for estimating very minute forces, as electric also called leaf roller.
Leaf RoUor magnetic attractions and repulsions, by the torsion of
(Zodl.)
genus
2.
A
of
tropical
short-tailed
a very slender wire or fiber having at its lower extrem^"'l/S^e^*
ity a horizontal bar or needle, upon which the forces snakes, which are not venomous. One species
(Tortrix scytalse) is handsomely banded witli black, and
act. —Torsion scale, a scale for weighing in which the

—

;

(1

—

—

final,

^

;

eve,

event, £nd, fern,

—

recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill ;

old,

obey, drb, ddd

TORTULOUS
sometimes worn

!s

by the natives

alive

of Brazil for a

To'ry {to't^), a. Of or pertaining to the Tories.
To'ry-ism (-iz'm), n. The principles of the Tories.
scatter.']
To-scat'ter (tdS-skat'ter), v. t. [Pref. toTo scatter in pieces to divide. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Tose (toz), V. t. [See Touse.] To tease, or comb, as
wool.
[06s. or Prov. Eng.]
Tosh (tBsh), a. [Cf. OF. tonsi shorn, clipped, and E.

+

Tor'tli-lOUS (tSr'tSi-lus 135), a. {Nat. Hist.) Swelled
out at intervals like a knotted cord.
Tor'tu-ose' (-til-os'), a. [See Torttjous.] Wreathed ;
Loudon.
twisted winding.
Tor'tn-os'i-ty (-Ss'i-tJ?), n. [L. tortuosilas : of. F.
The quality or state of being tortuous.
ioi'tuosite.^
;

;

;

trim.
Jamieson.
[Scot.]
To-shred' (t66-shr5d'), V. t. [Pref. to- -f shred.] To
cut into shreds or pieces. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Toss (tos ; 115), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Tossed (t5st)

(less properly Tost) p. pr. & vb. n. Tossing.]
[W. tosiaw, tosio, to jerk, toss, snatch, tos a quick jerk, a toss,
a snatch.] 1. To throw with the hand ; especially, to
throw with the palm of the hand upward, or to throw
upward as, to toss a ball.
2. To lift or throw up with a sudden or violent motion ; as, to toss the head.
He tossed his arm aloft, and proudly told me.
He would not stay.
Addison.
3. To cause to rise and fall ; as, a ship tossed on the
waves in a storm.
We being exceedingly tossed with a tempest. Acts xxvii. 18.
4. To agitate ; to make restless.

;

;

:

;

—

;

— Tor'tu-ous-ly, adv. — Tor'tu-ous-ness, n.
Tor'tur-a-We

(tSr'tiir-a-bT

;

135), a.

Calm region once,
tossed and turbulent.

Capable of being

And full of peace, now
5.

[F., fr. L. tortura, f r. tor135), n.
cuere, tortum, to twist, rack, tortui'e ; probably akin to
G-r. rpetrew to turn, G. drechseln to turn on a lathe, and
perhaps to E. queer. Cf. Contort, Distort, Extort,
(t8r'tiir

Retort,

Tart,

Trope.]

1.

pang

;

agony

Torch,

n.,

torment

;

Whom

;

;

as,

;

2.

spend four

;

TilloHon.

To be

tossed, as a fleet

on the ocean.

Sfiak.

To toss for, to throw dice or a coin to determine the
possession of to gamble for.
To toss up, to throw a
coin into the air, and wager on which side it will fall, or
determine a question by its fall.
Bramston.
Toss, n. 1. A throwing upward, or with a jerk ; the
act of tossing as, the toss of a ball.
2.
throwing up of the head ; a particular manner of
raising the head with a jerk.
Swift.
Tos'sel (tSs's'l), n. See Tassel.
Fletcher.
Toss'er (tSs'er 115), n. One who tosses. J.
Toss'i-ly (-Wy), adv. In a tossy manner, [if.]
Toss'ing, n. 1. The act of throwing upward a rising and falling suddenly ; a rolling and tumbling.
2. {Mining) {a) A process which consists in washing
ores by violent agitation in water, in order to separate
called also tozing, and
the lighter or earthy particles ;
process for retreloobing, in Cornwall.
Pr^'ce.
(6)
fining tin by dropping it thr( -gh tlie air while melted.
Toss'pot' (-pot'), n. A toper ; one habitually given
Shak.
to strong drink ; a drunkard.
Toss'y {-f), a. Tossing the head, as in scorn or pride
scornful ; affectedly inhence, proud ; contemptuous
different as, a tossy commonplace. [R.] C. Kingsley.
Tost (t5st ; 115), imp.
p. p. of Toss.

—

;

;

Tor'ture, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Tortured (-turd 135)
1. To
p. pr. & vb. n. ToRTUKiNG.] [Cf. F. torturer.']
put to torture to pain extremely to harass to vex.
2. To punish with torture
to put to the rack
as, to
iortxtre an accused person.
Shak.
3. To wrest from the proper meaning
to distort.

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

4.

To keep on the

Jer. Taylor.
[06s.]

stretch, as a bow.

The bow

Bacon.

toriuretk the string.

—

Tor'tur-er (-er), n. One who tortures a tormentor.
Fl.
Tor'tur-lng-ly, adv. So as to torture. Beau.
Tor'tur-OUS (->5s), a. Involving, or pertaining to, torture.
[-R.]
"The iortojww crucifixion." J.Disraeli.
Tor'U-la (tor'il-la), n. ; pi. Tohul^ (-le). [NL.,
dim. of L. torus a semicircular molding.] (Biol.) (a) A
chain of spherical bacteria, (i) A genus of budding
fungi.
Same as Saocharomyces. Also used adjectively.
{Biol.) Having the apTor'U-la-Ionn' (-fSrm'), a.
pearance of a torula in the form of a little chain as, a
torulaform string of micrococci.
Tor'u-lose' (tor'ii-los'), a. [L. iorulus, dim. of torus:
cf. F. toruleux.
See Torus.] {Bot.) Same as Torosb.
Tor'U-lous (-liis), a. Same as Torose.
(to'riis),
n. ; pi. Tori (-ri).
[L., a round,
To'rus
swelling, or bulging place, an elevation. Cf. 3d Tore.]
1. {Arch.) A large molding used in the bases of columns. Its profile is semicircular. See Illust. of Mold;

A

&

II

;

;

;

;

&

;

II

[It.]

t6s'to)

Quick; rapid.
{Mus.), faster ; more

(Jlfas.)
[It.]

v.

i.

[Pref. to-

-)-

svoink.]

—

thing small
frequently applied as a term of endearment to a little child.
2. A drinking cup of small size, holding about half a
Halliwell.
pint.
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.]
3. A foolish fellow.
To'ta (to'ta), n. [From the native name in Egypt.]
;

{Zo'ol.)

The

grivet.

To'tal (to'tal), a. [F., fr. LL. totalis, fr. L. totus all,
whole.
Cf. Factotum, Surtout, Teetotum.] Whole
not divided ; entire ; full ; complete ; absolute as, a total
" Total
departure from the evidence ; a total loss.
darkness." " To undergo myself the total crime."
Milton.
Total abstinence. See Abstinence, n., 1. —Total depravity.
(Theol.) See OriffmffZ sm, under Original.
Syn.
Whole entire complete. See Whole.
To'tal, n. The whole the whole sum or amount ; as,
these sums added make the grand total of five millions.
To-tal'i-ty (tS-tSl'I-ty), n. [Cf. F. totalite, LL. totaas, the
litas.]
1. The quality or state of being total
;

—

;

;

;

;

[L. torvus.] Sour of aspect;
of a severe ceuntenance ; stern; grim.
[06s.]
That torvous, sour look produced by anger. Derham.
To'ry (to'rj), n. ;pl. Tories (-riz). [Properly used of
the Irisli bogtrotters who robbed and plundered during
the English civil wars, professing to be in sympathy with
the royal cause ; hence transferred to those who sought
to maintain the extreme prerogatives of the crown
probably from Ir. toiridhe, tor, a pursuer akin to Ir.
Gael, toir a pursuit.]
1. {Eng. Politics)
member of
the conservative party, as opposed to the progressive
party which was formerly called the Whig, and is now
called the Liberal, party an earnest supporter of existing royal and ecclesiastical authority.
a.

;

an eclipse.
2. The whole sum

totality of

the entirety

;

as,

The

&

A

(pe'u

To-swink' (td5-swTnk'),

Tor'«I-ty (t8r'vl-ty), n. [L. torvitas. See Torvous.]
Sourness or severity of countenance sternness. [06.s.]

To-tem'ic (t6-t§m'ik),

To'tem-ism (to'tBm-Tz'm),

2.

entireness

the whole quantity or amount
the totality of human knowledge.
Buckle.

totality of a sentence or passage.

;

;

A

the Note under That, 2.
The totliir that was crucified with him. Wyclif 0ohn six. 32).
To'ti-pal'mate (to'tT-pSl'mtt), a. [L. totus all, whole
-|- ^.palmate.]
{Zo'ol.) Having all four toes united by
a web
said of certain sea birds, as the pelican and
the gannet. See Illust. under Avbs.
[NL., from L. totus all,
T«'ti-pal'ini (-mi), n. pi.
whole -|-paZm!iS palm.] {Zo'ol.) A division of swimming
birds including those that have totipalmate feet.
To'tl-pres'ence (to'ti-prSz'ens), n. [L. totus all, whole
E. presence.] Omnipresence. [06s.]
A. Tucker.
[L. totus all, whole -j- E.
To'ti-pres'ent (-ent), a.
present.]
Omnipresent. [06s.]
A. Tucker.
Tot'ter (tot'ter), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Tottered (-t&d)
[Probably for older toller ;
p. pr. & vb. n. Tottering.]
cf. AS. tealiriun to totter, vacillate.
Cf. Tilt to incline.
Toddle, Tottle, Totty.] 1. To shake so as to threaten
a fall to vacillate to be unsteady to stagger as, an
" As a bowing wall shall ye
old man totters with age.
be, and as a tottering fence."
Ps. Ixii. 3.
2. To shake to reel to lean ; to waver.
Troy nods from high, and totters to her fall. Dryden.
Tot'ter-er (-ter-er), n. One who totters.
In a tottering manner.
Tot'ter-ing-ly, adv.
Tot'ter-y (-y ), a. Trembling or vacillating, as if about
to fall ; unsteady shaking.
Johnson.
Tot'tle (tot't'l), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Tottled (-t'ld)
vb. n. Tottling (-tling).]
[See Toddle, Totp. pr.
ter.] To walk in a wavering, unsteady manner
to
toddle to topple. [Colloq.]
Tot'tllsh (-tlTsh), a. Trembling or tottering, as if
about to fall ; unsteady. [Colloq. U. S.]
Tot'ty {-tf), a. [OE. toti. Cf. Totter.] Unsteady
dizzy; tottery.
[06s. or Prov. Eng.]
Sir W. Scott.
For yet his noule [head) was totty of the must. Spenser.
a.
Totty.
[06s.]
Tot'y (tot'J),
My head is toty of my swink to-night.
Chaucer.
so called
To'ty (to'ty), «. A sailor or fisherman;
in some parts of the Pacific.
Tou'can (too'kan ; 277), n. [F., fr. Pg. tucano ; from

+

&

;

New Am.

96

full,
'

ilp,

ftm

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

—

Brazilian name.]
1. {Zo'ol.)
one of numerous species of
fruit-eating birds of tropical
America belonging to Ramphas-

Any

and

Pteroglossus,

tos,

allied

genera of the
family Eamphastidx.
They have
often nearly as long
as the body itself.
Most of the species
are brilliantly col-

ored with red, yel-

white, and
black in striking
low,

contrast.
2.
{Astron.)
constellation of the south-

A

modern

[Pref. to-

-f-

tear.]

To

tear

(to'teiii), n.

And

tliey

painted on the grave posts

01 the graves, yet
;

food,

fdbt

;

out, oil

;

unforffotten,

chair

;

go

j

Bing,

Toco Toucan (Ramphastot
toco, or picatus).

ern hemisphere.

Tou'can-et

(-5t), n.

{Zo'ol.)

v.t._^

A

small toucan.

[imp. & p. p. Touched (tucht)
Touch (tSch),
[F. toucher, OF. touchier,
vb. n. Touching.]
p. pr.
tackier; of Teutonic origin; cf. OHG. zucchen, zukken,
to twitch, pluck, draw, G. zucken, ziicken, v. intens. fr.
OHG. ziohan to draw, G. Ziehen ; akin to E. tug. See
Tuck, v. t.. Tug, and cf. Tocsin, Toccata.] 1. To come
to exin contact with
to hit or strike lightly against
tend the hand, foot, or the like, so as to reach or rest on.
Him thus intent Ithuriel with his spear

&

;

;

Milton.

Touclied lightly.

2.

3.

To perceive by the sense

To

of feeling.

Nothing but body can be touched or
come to ; to reach ; to attain to.

touch.

C^-eech.

The god, vindictivCj doomed them never more —

Ah, men unblessed — to touch their natal shore. Pope.
try to prove, as with a touchstone.
[06*.]
Wherein I mean to touch your love indeed.
Shak.
5. To relate to
to concern ; to affect.
The quarrel ioucJieth none but us alone.
Stiok.
6. To handle, speak of, or deal with ; to treat of.
i

4.

To

;

;

—

Chaucer.
[Massachusetts Indian wutohtiA rude
to which a person or place belongs.]
picture, as of a bird, beast, or the like, used by the
North American Indians as a symbolic designation, as of
a family or a clan.

To'tem
moin that

Cyc.

pity

;

To-tear' (tee-tSr'), v. t.
[Obs.']
or rend in pieces.

;

r\ide,

;

Coleridge.

;

in the time of the Revolution, favored submitting to the claims of Great Britain
against the colonies an adherent to the crown.

unite,

—

;

totality.

;

{Amer. Hist.) One who,

fise,

of dis-

—

;

Tote (tot), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Toted p. pr. & vb. n.
Toting.] [Said to be of African origin.] To carry or
a colloquial
bear as, to tote a child over a stream
word of the Southern States, and used esp. by negroes.
wliole.]
The entire
totus
all,
tolum,
fr.
[L.
n.
Tote,
body, or all as, the whole tote. [Colloq.]

first

as Conservatives.

The system

1.

;

;

occurs in English history in
1679, during the struggle in ParUament occasioned by the
introduction of the bill for the exclusion of the duke of
York from the Ime of succession, and was applied by tlie
advocates of the bill to its opponents as a title of obloquy
or contempt. The Tories subsequently took a broader
ground, and their leading principle became tlie maintenance of things as they were. The name, however, has
for several years ceased to designate an existing party,
but IS rather applied to certain traditional maxims of
public policy. The political successors of the Tories are

now commonly known

n.

tinguishing families, clans, etc., in a tribe by the totem.
2. Superstitious regard for a totem the worship o)
any real or imaginary object nature worship.
Tylor.
To'tem-lst, «. One belonging to a clan or tribe having a totem.
To'tem-is'tic (to'tSm-Is'tik), a.
Tot'er (tot'er), n. [See Tote to carry.] {Zo'ol.) The
stone roller. See Stone roller {a), under Stone.
colloquial contraction of the
T' Oth'er (tiith'er).
other, and formerly a contraction for that other.
See

;

The word Tory

Of or pertaining to a totem,

a.

or totemism.

To'tal-lze (to'tal-iz), V. t. To make total, or complete
Coleridge.
to reduce to completeness.
To'tal-ly, adv. In a total manner wholly ; entirely.
To'tal-ness, n. The quality or state of being total

;

111^°°

;

Chaucer. a very large, but
To labor excessively. [06s.]
Tot (tSt), n. [Cf. Toddle, Tottle, Totter.] 1. Any- light and thin, beak,

&

;

(tSs'to), a.

II

ing.
Brande
C.
2. {Zool.) One of the ventral parapodia of tubicolous
annelids.
It usually has the form of an oblong thickening or elevation of the integument with rows of uuciui
or hooks along the center. See Illust. under Tubicol^e,
3. {Bot.) The receptacle, or part of the flower on
which the carpels stand.
4. {Geom.) See 3d Tore, 2.
Torved (t8rvd), a. Stern ; grim. See Torvous. [06s.]
But yesterday his breath
Awed Borne, and his least torved frown was death.
J. Webster (1654).

(-viis),

Tos'to

Flu tosto
rapid.

I!

Tor'VOUS

ancestral totem.

ZongfeUow.
Of the turtle, crane, and beaver.
The totem, the clan deity, the beast or bird who in some superBagekot.
natural way attends to the clan and watches over it.

;

by the boot or thumbkin, or by the rack or wheel.

;

as, to

;

;

our pain.

3. The act or process of torturing.
Torture, which had always been declared illegal, and which
had recently been declared illegal even by the servile judges of
that age, was inflicted for the last time in England in the month
Macaulay.
of May, 16^0.

;

To keep

Herbert.

[06s.] Ascham.
To toss off, to drink hastily. — To toss the oars. See
under Oar, n.
Toss, v. i. 1. To roU and tumble ; to be in violent
commotion to writhe to fling.
To toss and fling, and to be restless, only frets and enrages

Torment, Tortion, Tort,
anguish of body or mind
torture of mind.
Shak.

;

Milton.

to harass.
devils fly, thus is he tossed of men.
;

in play
to tumble over
years in tossing the rules of grammar.

6.

Ghastly spasm or racking torture.
Milton.
2. Especially, severe pain inflicted judicially, either as
punishment for a crime, or for the purpose of extorting a confession from an accused person, as by water or
fire,

Hence, to try

;

Extreme pain

own

his

the symbol of his household
Figures of the bear and reindeer,

II

tortured.

Tor'ture

Each
Each

;

&

:

;

Neat

tonsure.']

Tor'tU-OUS (t6r'tu-iis ; 135), a. [OE. iortuos, L. iortuosus, fr. tortus a twisting, winding, fr. torquere, torof. F. tortueux.
See Torture.] 1. Bent
turn, to twist
twisted ; winding ; as,
in different directions wreathed
a tm-tuous train ; a tortuous leaf or corolla.
The badger made his dark and tortuous hole on the side of
Macaulay.
every hill where the copsewood grew thick.
Deviating from rectitude ; indirect ; errone2. Fig.
ous; deceitful.
That course became somewhat less tortuous, when the battle
Macaulay.
of the Boyne had cowed the spirit of the Jacobites.
3. Injurious tortious.
lObs."}
applied to the six signs of the
4. (Astrol.) Oblique
zodiac (from Capricorn to Gemini) which ascend most
Skeat.
rapidly and obliquely. [0J«.]
Chaucer.
Infortunate ascendent tortuous.
;

TOUCH

1521

Storial thing that touchcth gentilesse.

7.

To meddle or

interfere with

;

as, I

the books.

C/iaucer.

have not touched
Pope.

8. To affect the senses or the sensibility of; to
to melt ; to soften.

move

;

What

of sweet before
sense, flat seems to this and harsh.

Hath loudied my
The tender sire was

Milton.

tottdted with what he said. Addison.
delineate with touches ; to add a slight
stroke to with the pencil or brush.
The lines, though touched but faintly, arc drav.'n right. Pope.

ink

9.

;

To mark or

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

a* = z

in azure.

Baton.
10. To infect ; to affect slightly.
11. To make an impression on to have effect upon.
Its face ... BO hard that a file will not touch it. Moxon.
12. To strike ; to manipulate to play on as, to toiuih
an instrument of music.
;

;

;

[They] touched their golden harps.
as a tune ; to play.

Milton..

To perform,

13.

A person

in the royal retinue touched a light

and

lively air

on

Sir W. Scott.
the flageolet.
14. To influence by impulse ; to impel forcibly. " No
decree of mine, . . . [to] touch with lightest moment of
Milton.
impulse his free will."
15. To harm, afflict, or distress.
thou
wilt
do
us no
thee,
that
with
Let us make a covenant
Oen. xxvi. 28, 29.
hurt, as we have not touched thee.

16. To affect with insanity, especially in a slight derarely used except
gree ; to make partially insane ;
in the past participle.
She feared his head was a little touched. Ld. Lytton.
17. (Geom.) To be tangent to. See Tangemt, a.
18. To lay a hand upon for curing disease.
To touch a sail (Naui.), to bring it so close to the wind
To touch the wind (Naut.),
that its weather leech shakes.
To touch
to keep the ship as near the wind as possible.
up, to repair to improve by touches or emendations.
Touch (tiSch), V. i. 1. To be in contact ; to be in a
state of junction, so that no space is between ; as, two
Johnson.
spheres touch only at points.
2. To fasten ; to take effect ; to make impression. [iJ.]

—

—

—

;

Strong waters pierce metals, and will touch upon gold, that
Bacoji.
upon silver.
3. To treat anything in discourse, especially in a
often with on or upon.
slight or casual manner ;
If the antiquaries have touched upon it, they immediately
will not touch

—

quitted

Addison.

it.

4. {JVaut.) To be brought, as a saU, so close to the
wind that its weather leech shakes.
To touch and go (Naut.), to touch bottom lightly and
without damage, as a vessel in motion. — To touch at, to
come or go to, without tarrying as, the ship touched cU
Lisbon. — To touch on or upon, to come or go to for a
;

1

made

a

act

[Ji.]

little voyage round the
lie on its coasts.

lake,

and touched on the

sev-

Addison.

towns that

[Cf. F. touche.
See Touch, v.J 1. The
of touching, or the state of being touched ; contact.
Shak.
Their touch affrights me as a serpent's sting.

Touch,

n.

2. (Physiol.) The sense by which pressure or traction
exerted on the skin is recognized ; the sense by which
the properties of bodies are determined by contact ; the
tactUe sense. See Tactile sense, under Tactile.
Pope.
The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine
(I^°* Pure tactile feelings are necessarily rare, since
more
sensations
are
muscular
temperature sensations and
or less combined with them. The organs of touch are
found chiefly in the epidermis of the skin and certain underlying nervous structures.
3. Act or power of exciting emotion.
I

Not alone
The death of Fulvia, with more urgent

Do
4.

To keep

(b)

pathy

in contact

— with

;

to maintain connection or sjTnTouch and go, a phrase deTrue as touch (i. e., touch"

;

with or

of.

—

scriptive of a narrow escape.
stone), quite true. [06s.]

—

Touch'a-ble (tiich'a-b'l), a. Capable of being touched
Touch'a-hle-ness, n.
{Football)
The act of
Toush'back' (-bSk'), n.
touching the football down by a player behind his own
goal line when it received its last impulse from an opponent
distinguished from safely touchdown.
Touch'-hOS' (-bSks'), n. A box containing lighted
tinder, formerly carried by soldiers who used match-

—

tangible.

—

;

locks, to kindle the match.
Touoh'down' (-doun'), n.

The act

{Football)

of

touching the football down behind the opponents' goal.
Safety touchdown. See under Safety.
Touoh'hole' (-hoi'), n. The vent of a cannon or other
firearm, by
the charge.

which

communicated to the powder

fire is

In a touchy manner.
quaUty or state of

Touch'1-ly (-T-iy), adv.
Touch'i-ness, n. The
touchy peevishness irritability
;

;

of

being

irascibility.

;

moving ; pathetic as, a
touching tale.
Touch'lng-ly, adv.
Touch'ing, prep. Concerning with respect to.
Now, as touching things offered unto idols. 1 Ccn\ viii. 1.
Touch'ing, n. The sense or act of feeling touch.

Touch'ing,

Aftecting

a.

—

;

;

;

;

Touch'-me-not' (-me-nof),

(Bot.) (a) See Impa-

n.

See under Cucumbek.
(6) Squirting cucumber.
small bar of
Touch'-nee'dle (-ne'd'l), n. (Metal.)
gold and silver, either pure, or alloyed in some known
proportion with copper, for trying the purity of articles

TlENS.

A

of gold or silver by comparison of the streaks made by
the article and the bar on a touchstone.
Touch'—pa'per (-pa'per), n. Paper steeped in saltpeter, which burns slowly, and is used as a match for firing

gunpowder, and the like.
Touch'StOne' (-ston'), n. 1. (Min.) Lydian stone;
basanite
so called because used to test the purity of
gold and silver by the streak which is left upon the
stone when it is rubbed by the metal. See Basanite.
2. Fig. Any test or criterion by which the qualities
Hooker.
of a thing are tried.
The foregoing doctrine affords us also a touchstone for the
;

—

;

A neat new monument of touch and alabaster. Fuller.
14. Hence, examination or trial by some decisive
standard test proof tried quaUty.
;

Equity, the true touch of all laws.
Carew.
Frienc^.3 of noble touch.
Shak.
15. (Mus.) The particular or characteristic mode of
action, or the resistance of the keys of an instrument to
the fingers as, a heavy touch, or a light touch ; also, the
manner of tsuching, striking, or pressing the keys of a
piano ; as, a legato touch ; a staccato touch.
16. {Shipbuilding) The broadest part of a plank
worked top and but (see Top and hut, under Top, n.), or
of one worked anchor-stodk fashion (that is, tapered
from the middle to both ends) ; also, the angles of the
stem timbers at the counters.
J. Knowles.
17. {Football) That part of the field which is beyond
the line of flags on either side. Mncyc. of Rural Sports.
18.
boys' game ; tag.
In touch (Football), outside of boimds. T. Hughes.
To be in touch, to be in contact, or in sympathy.
To
keep touch, (a) To be true or punctual to a promise or
ecgagement [Obs.] hence, to fulfill duly a function.
JMy mind and senses keep touch and time. Sir W. Scott.
;

A

—

—

\

senate, care,

am, arm, ask,

Syn. — Journey
Tour (tobr), V. i.

Irish touchstone (Min.), basalt, the stone which composes
the Giant's Causeway.
[Probably for tach^'oi'Oh'WOOtl' (tuch'wood'), n.
wood; OE. tache tinder (of uncertain origin) -f- wood.}
1. Wood so decayed as to serve for tinder ; spunk, or

porus igniarius.

Touch'y
;

Tough

Peevish

[For techy, tetchy.']
IColloq.']
techy apt to take fire.
Dryden that he was at no time touchy about

(-f), a.

irascible

;

It may be said of
personal attacks.
(tiif),

;

irri-

;

Saintsbury.

[Compar. Toughee

a.

(-er)

superl.

;

[OE. tough, AS. toh; akin to D. faai, LG.
OHG. zdhi, G. z'dhe, and also to AS. getenge near to, close to, oppressive, OS. hitengi.} 1. Having the quality of flexibility without brittleness yielding to force without breaking capable of resisting great
strain; as, the ligaments of animals are remarkably
Milton.
tough. " TomjtA roots and stubs.
2. Not easily broken
able to endure hardship firm
Cowper.
strong as, tough sinews.
A body made of brass, the crone demands, . .
Dryden.
Tough to the last, and with no toil to tire.
The basis of his character was caution combined with tough
;

;

;

;

;

.

tenacity of purpose.

3.
as,

Not

A. Symonds.

J.

easily separated

viscous

;

;

clammy tenacious
;

&

[imp.

p. p. Toueed (toord)

;

p.

;

whirlwind, tourbillion, fr. L. turbo, -inis, a whirl, whirl,
An ornamental firework which turns round,
wind.]
when in the air, so as to form a scroll of fire. G. Francis.
Tour'ist (tobr'ist), re. One who makes a tour, or
performs a journey in a circuit.
Tour'ma-line (toor'ma-lTn), re. [F. tourmaline ; cf.
It. turmalma, tormalina, NL. turmalina, turmalinus;
all fr. tournamal, a name given to this stone in Ceylon.]
(Min.) A mineral occurring usually in three-sided or
six-sided prisms terminated by rhombohedral or scalenohedral planes. Black tourmaline (schorl) is the most
common variety, but there are also other varieties, as
the blue (indicolite), red (rubellite), also green, brown,
and white. The red and green varieties when transparent are valued as jewels. [Written also turmaline.]
B^P" Crystals of tourmaline when heated exhibit electric polarity (see Pteoelecteic, re. ). Tourmaline is also
used in the form of a polariscope called tourmaline tongs.
Toum (tflrn or toorn), re. [See Tuen.] 1. A spinning wheel. [Prov. Eng.]
2. (0. Eng. Law) The sheriff's turn, or court.
Tour'na-ment (toor'na-ment or tflr'- 277), re. [OE.
turnement, tornement, OF. torneiem.ent, lornoiement, F.
tournoiement a turning or wheeling round. See Tourney.] 1. A mock fight, or warhke game, formerly in
great favor, in which a number of combatants were engaged, as an exhibition of their address and bravery
hence, figuratively, a real battle. " In battle and in
Chaucer,
tourneyment."
;

Milton.
With cruel tournament the squadrons join.
from the joust, which was a trial of
another.
man
and
skill between one
2. Any contest of skill in which there are many contestants for championship as, a chess tournament.
Tourn'ei-y (tobrn'er-<' or tflrn'-), re. Work turned
Evelyn.
on a lathe turnery. [Oos,] See Tueneet.
Tour'ney (toor'nj- or tflr'ny 277), re. [OF. tomei,
tomoi, F. tournoi, fr. OF. iorneier, tornoier, tournoier,
to tilt, to tourney, F. tournoyer to turn round and round.
Bacon.
See Tuen, v. i.] A tournament.
Spenser.
At tilt or tourney or like warlike game,

^W^

It differed

;

;

4. Stiff

;

rigid ; not flexible stubborn ; as, a tough bow.
Dryden.
So tough a frame she could not bend.
;

5. Severe ; violent
toMSrA debate.'-

;

as,

"

a tough storm. \Colloq.']

Tough'en (tuf "n),

v.

i.

&

&

t.

limp.

(-'nd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Toughenikq.]
tough, or tougher.

Tough'-head'

A

Fuller.

To make It tough, to make it a matter of difficulty
make it a hard matter. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Tough'-cake' (-kak'), n. See Tough-pitch (6).

(tuf'hSd'),

re.

;

to

To grow

or

make

The ruddy duck.

[Local, U. S'l

Tough'lsh,

Toughly,

a.

adv.

Tough

in a slight degree.
In a tough manner.

;

.

A
A

a. Eliot.

Tou'pet-tit (too'pet-tit), re. [See Topet, Toupee.]
The crested titmouse. [Prov. Eng.']
Tour (tour), n. [F. tour. See Tower.] A tower.
Chaucer.
[Obs.']
Tour (toor), re. [F. tour. See Tukn, y. t.] 1. A
going round a circuit hence, a journey in a circuit
a prolonged circuitous journey; a comprehensive excursion; as, the tour of Europe the tour of France or
England.
Milton.
The bird of Jove stooped from his airy tour.
2. A turn a revolution as, the tours of the heavenly
Blackmore.
[Obs.]
bodies.
(Zo'ol.)

_

;

;

;

^

i

;

eve,

event, end, fern, recent

j

Tennyson.

See Touenbt,

re.]

Well could he tourney, and in lists
Tour'nl-quet (-nl-kSt ; 277), re. [F., fr. tourner to
(Surg.) An instrument for arresting hemorIt consists essentially oi a pad or compress upon
which pressure is made by a band which is tightened by
a screw or other means.
Tour'nols' (toor'nwa'), re. [F., belonging to Tours
in France.] A former French money of account worth
20 sous, or a franc. It was thus called in distinction
from the Peris livre, which contained 25 sous.
Tour-nure' (toor-nur'), re. [F., fr. tourner to turn.]
1. Turn contour figure.
2. Any device used by women to expand the skirt of a
dress below the waist a bustle.
Touse, Touze (touz), v. t. & i. [imp. &p. p. Toused
(touzd) p. pr. & vb. n. Tousing.] [OE. tosen. V64.
See Tease, and cf Tose, Toze.] To pull to haul to
Shak.
tear ; to worry. [Prov. Eng.]
As a bear, whom angry curs have touzed. Spenser.
[Prov.
disturbance.
Touse (touz), re. A pulling; a
Halliwell.
Eng.]
Tous'el (touz'1), V. t. Same as Tousle. [Colloq.]
TouB'er (-er), n. One who touses. [Prov. Eng.]
Tou'sle (tou'z'l), V. t. [Freq. of touse. Cf. Tussle.]
To put into disorder ; to tumble to touse. [Colloq.]
Tous'-les'-mois' (too'la'mwa'), re. [F., all the
months, i. e. every month.] A kind of starch with very
large, oval, fiattened grains, often sold as arrowroot, and
extensively used for adulterating cocoa. It is made from
the rootstocks of a species of Canna, probably C. edulis,
the tubers of which are edible every month in the year.
debate.

Spenser.

turn.]
rhage.

II

II

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

,

Tout

The

—

;

time for half the work.
;

ice,

i.
[See 1st TooT.]
[Cant, Eng.]

1.

(toot), V.

See 2d Tout.

quality or state of being tough.
(Metal.) (a) The exact
C-pich'), re.
state or quality of texture and consistency of well reduced and refined copper. (6) Copper so reduced ;
called also tough-cake.
Tou'ite (toult), re. The wood warbler. [Prov. Eng.]
Tou-pee' (to6-pe' 277), ) re. [F. toupet, dim. of OF.
top a tuft ; of Teutonic
Tou-pet' (to6-pa' ; 277), I
origin, and akin to E. top. See Top apex, and cf ToPBT.]
1.
little tuft ; a curl or artificial lock of hair.
2.
small wig, or a toppiece of a wig.
Her ^
powdered hair is turned backward over a toupee.

Tough'ness, re.
Tough'-pitch'

And there is scantly

;

& p. p. Toughened

(Zo'ol.)

We hold a toximvy here to-morrow morn.
Tour'ney, v. i. [Cf. OF. torneier.
To perform in tournaments to tilt.

.

;

tough phlegm.

final,

by regular

See Jouenet.

pr. & vb. re. TonEiNG.] To make a tour as, to tour
through a country.
T. Hughes.
Tou-ra'co (tou-ra'ko or too-ra'ko), re. (Zo'ol.) Same
as Tubacou.
[F. tourbillon a
Tour-bil'lion (toor-bil'yiin), re.

punk.
2. Dried fungi used as tinder; especially, the Boly-

table

excursion.

;

;

Hooker.

[06^.]
6. Personal reference or application.
Speech of touch toward others should be sparingly used. Bacon.
6. A stroke ; as, a touch of raillery ; a satiric touch ;
hence, animadversion ; censure ; reproof.
I never bare any touch of conscience with greater regret.
Eikon Basilike.
7. A single stroke on a drawing or a picture.
Never give the least touch with your pencil till you have well
Dryden.
examined your design.
8- Feature ; lineament ; trait.
eyes,
Of many faces,
and hearts.
Shah.
To have the touches dearest prized.
9. The act of the hand on a musical instrument
hence, in the plural, musical notes.
Soft stillness and the night
Shak.
Become the touches of sweet harmony.
10. A small quantity intermixed a little ; a dash.
Eyes with a touch of Sir Peter Lely in them. Hazlitt.
Shak.
Madam, I have a touch of your condition.
11. A hint ; a suggestion ; slight notice.
A small touch will put him in mind of them. Bacon.
12. A slight and brief essay. \_Colloq.']
Print my preface in such form as, in the booksellers' phrase,
will make a sixpenny touch.
Swift.
13. A touchstone ; hence, stone of the sort used for
touchstones. [Ote.] " Now do I play the ioacA." Shak.

ale,

South.

spirits.

taa, tage, tau,

Shak.

strongly speak to us.

;

of

Toughest.]
touches.

An emotion or affection.
A true, natural, and a sensible touch of mercy.

;

trial

3. (Mil.) Anything done successively, or
;
a turn ; as, a tour of duty.

order

;

:

short time.
eral

TOW

1522

TOUCH

To act

as a tout.

To ply or seek for customers. [Prov. Eng.]
One who secretly watches race horses
Tout, re.
which are in course of training, to get information about
2.

[Cant, Eng.]
their capabilities, for use in betting.
Tout, V. i. [See 3d Toot.] To toot a horn.
Chaucsr.
Tout, re. The anus. [Obs.]
Tout'-en'sem'ble (too'taN'saN'bl'), re. [F.] AU
together ; hence, in costume, the fine arts, etc., the general effect of a work as a whole, without regard to the
execution of the separate parts.
Tout'er (toofer), re. One who seeks customers, as
for an inn, a public conveyance, shops, and the like
hence, an obtrusive candidate for office. [Colloq.]
The prey of ring droppers, . . . duffers, touters, or any of
those bloodless sharpers who are, perhaps, better known to the
II

,'

Du:kens.

police.

&

See Touse. [Prov. Eng.]
Tow (to), re. [OE. tow, AS. tow ; akin to OD. touw,
Icel. to a tuft of wool for spinning
cf. E. taw, v. t.]
The coarse and oroken part of flax or hemp, separated
from the finer part by the hatchel or swingle.
Tow, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Towed (tod) p. pr. & vb.
[OE. towen, to^en; akin to OFries. toga
re. Towing.]
to pull about, OHG. zogon, Icel. toga, AS. ZoAline a towSee Tuo.]
line, and AS. tedn to draw, p. p. getogen.

Touze

(touz), V.

t.

i.

;

;

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey, 6rb, odd

'

TOW

TOYISHNESS

152'6

or pull through the wat'iv, aa a veiisol of any Lonfion, formerly containing a state prison, and now used
an arsenal and repository of various objects of public
of a rope.
[Cf. Icel. laug » rope, from the same interet"
(tou'er), v. i. [ifup. &p. p. Towbked (-erd)
TOW'W
1. A rope by which anything 13
root as E. tow, v. «.]
p. pr, t vb. n. ToWERiNO.] To rise and overtop other
towed ; a towline, or towrope.
to
be lofty or very high ; hence, to so.ar.
objects
2. The act of towing, or the state, of being tuwed
On the other side an high rock towered still. Spenser.
chiefly used in the phrase, to take in tow, that is, to tow.
lord protector's hawks do tower so well.
Shak.
My
3. That which is towed, or drawn by a towline, as a
Milton.
barge, raft, collection of boats, etc.
Tow'er, v. i.^ To soar into. [06s.]
Tow'ered (-erd), a. Adorned or defended by towers.
Tow'age (to'Sj 48), «. [From Tow, v. : cf. F.
Towered cities please us then.
Milton.
iouage.'\
1. The act of towing.
2. The price paid for towing.
Tow'er-lng (-er-Ing), a. 1. Very high; elevated;
Chaucer. rising aloft as, a towering height.
Tow'ail (tou'al), n. A towel. [Ote.]
Pope.
To'ward (to'erd), \prep. [AS. /ou'eard impending,
2. Hence, extreme ; violent surpassing.
To'wards (to'erdz), ) imminent, future, toward, ioA man agitated by a towering passion. Sir W. Scott.
weardes towards. -See To, and -wakd, -wakds.] 1. In
Tow'er-y (lou'er-y), a. Having towers adorned or
the direction of ; to.
defended by towers. [iJ.] " Towery cities."
Pope.
He set his face toward the wilderness. Num. xxiv. 1.
Tow'-head' (to'hgd'), n. 1. An urchin who has
Shak. soft, whitish hair.
The waves make towards the pebbled shore.
\_Colloq.']
2. With direction to, in a moral sense ; with respect
2. (Zool.) The hooded merganser.
\_Local, U. /S.]
or reference to ; regarding ; concerning.
To-whee' (to-hwe'), n. (i^oSi.) The chewink.
(to-wil'iy),
n.
(Zo'dl.)
The
sanderling
His eye shall be evil toward his brother. Deut. xxviii. 54.
To-wil'ly
Herein do I exercise myself, to have always a conscience void so called from its cry. \_Prov. Eng.']
Acts xxiv. IG.
of offense toward God, aiid toward men.
loldfne.
SeeTow, v. «.,
Tow'llne' (to'Iin'), n. iA^.
3. Tending to ; in the direction of ; in behalf of.
and Line.] (Naut.) A line used to tow vessels ; a towThis was the first alarm England received towards any rope.
Clarendon.
trouble.
(toun), re.
[OE. toun, tun, AS. tun inclosure,
4. Near about approaching to.
fence, village, town ; akin to D. tuin a garden, G. zaun
1 am toward nine years older since I left you. Swift.
a hedge, fence, OHG. zun, Icel. tun an inclosure, homeGael, dun a fortress, W. din. Cf.
To'ward, 1 adv. Near at hand ; in state of prepa- stead, liouse, Ir.
To'wardS, I ration.
prep.. Dune, Tine to inclose.] 1. ForDown, adv.
Shak. merly
Do you hear aught, sir, of a battle toward ?
(a) An inclosure which surrounded the mere
We have a trifling foolish banquet towards.
Shak. homestead or dwelling of the lord of the manor. [06s.]
[AS. toweard.
See (6) The whole of the laud which constituted the doTo'warfi (to'werd ; 277), a.
Toward, ^ce/).] 1. Approaching; coming near. "His main. [Ofo.] (c) A collection of houses inclosed by
Palsgrave.
toward ^eri\."
Spenser. fences or walls. [06s.]
2. Any number or collection of houses to which be2. Ready to do or learn ; compliant with duty
not
longs a regular market, and which is not a city or the
froward ; apt ; docile tractable as, a toward youth.
\_Eng.'\
see of a bishop.
Johnson.
3> Eeady to act forward bold ; valiant.
3. Any collection of houses larger than a village, and
Why, that is spoken like a toward prince.
Shak.
To'ward-li-ness (-li-nes), n. The quality or state of not incorporated as a city ; also, loosely, any large closely
populated place, whether incorporated or not, in disbeing towardly ; docility ; tractableness.
Tlie beauty and towardtiness of these children moved her tinction from the country, or from rural communities.

ToW'ser (tou'zer), re. [See TousE to pull about.]
name for a dog. [Written also Towzer.]
Tow'y (to'y), a. Composed of, or like, tow.

To draw
kind,

by means

Tow

f.'.;

;

—

i

;

;

;

Tox-se'mi-a (t5ks-e'mT-a), n. [NL. f r. Gr. to Jikoi'
-j- alfia blood.]
(Med.) Blood poisoning. Seeunder Blood.
Tox'ic (toks'Ik), ) a. [L. toxicum poison, originally,Tox'lc-al ( T-kal), )
a poison in which arrows were
dipped, Gr. xofino;/ (so. (j>apiJ.aKOv) poison for smearing
arrows with, f r. to^vko; of or tor the bow, from t6|^oi'
Cf. Intoxicate.]
bow, arrow.
Of or pertaining to
poison poisonous as, toxic nicficines.
Tox'i-caat (-i-kant), re. A poisonous agent or drug,
an intoxicant.
as opium
;

[Cf. F. toxicoTox'1-co-log'ic-al (-ko-loj'T-kal), a.
Of or pertaining to toxicology.
logique.']
TOx'i-COlog'ic-al-ly, adv.

—

Tox'i-COl'O-gist (-kbl'o-jlst), re. One versed in toxicology the writer of a treatise on poisons.
Tox'i-OOl'O-gy (-jy), «• [Gr- rof i/cdi' poison -f- -logy ;
cf F. toxicologic. See Toxic] The science x. hich treats
of poisons, their effects, antidotes, and recognition also,
a discourse or treatise on the science.
Tox'i-CO-ma'ni-a (-ko-ma'ni-a), n. [See Toxic, and
A. S. Taylor.
Mania-] 1. (Med.) Toxiphobia2. (iled.) An insane desire for intoxicating or poisonJRiciiardson.
alcohol
or
opium.
B.
W.
ous drugs, as
Tox-U'e-ra (toks-If'c-ra), n. pi. [NL-, fr. Gr. toIov
L. ferre to bear.] (Zo'dl.) Same as Toxoglossa.
a bow
Tox'in 1 (tSks'in), re. [Gr. to^ikov. See Toxic-] A
poisonous product formed by pathogenic
Tox'ine (
bacteria, as a toxic proteid or poisonous ptomaine.
Tox'i-phO'bi-a (-I-fo'bT-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. to^lkov
poison -(- <#>o/3os fear.] (Med.) An insane or greatly exaggerated dread of poisons.
Tox'o-don (toks'o-don), re. [Gr. toIoj' a bow -j- oSouj,.
(Paleon.) A gigantic extinct herbiv.
oSdt<TO!, a tooth.]
orous mammal from South America, having teeth bentlike a bow.
It is the type of the order Toxodonta.
Tos'O-don'ta (-don'ta), re. pi. [NL.] (Paleon.) .Anextinct order of Mammalia found in the
South American Tertiary formation. The
incisor
teeth
were
long and curved and
provided with a persistent pulp. They are
supposed to be related
both to the rodents
Skull of Toxodon Burmeisten,
and ungulates. Called
one of the Toxodonta.
also Toxodontia.
[NL., fr. Gr.
(toks'o-glos'sa),
n. pi.
Tox'O-glos'sa
(Zo'ol.) A division of
Tofoi' a bow -|- -yAmcro-a tongue.]
which
marine gastropod moUusks iu
the teeth of the radula are converted
into poison fangs.
The cone shells
(Conus), Pleurotoma, and
T e r e b r a, are exaiwples.
See Itlust. of Cone, re., 4,
;

.

—

;

Town

II

&

;

&

:

;

;

brethren to envy.

To'ward-ly,

He

Sir
a.

Same

as

Towakd,

4.

towardly and will come on apace.
Dri/den.
To'watd-ness, n. Quality or state of being toward.
adv.
See^ Toward.
To'wards (to'erdz), prep.
Tow'boat' (to'bof), n. 1. A vessel constructed for
being towed, as a canal boat.
2. A steamer used for towing other vessels ; a tug.
Tow'el (tou'gl), n. [OE. towaille, towail, F. iouaille,
LL. loacula ; of Teutonic origin cf . OHG. dwahila,
dwahilla, G. zwehle, fr. OHG. dwahan to wash akin to
D. dwaiil a towel, AS. picean to wash, OS. thivahan,
's

;

limits, less

pva, Sw. tva, Dan. toe, Goth, pwahan. Cf. Doily.]
used for wiping, especially one used for drying
anything wet, as the person after a bath.
Towel gourd (Soi!.), the fruit of the cucurbitaceous plant
Ltijf'a AJgyiiliaca; also, the plant itself.
The fruit is
very fibrous, and, when separated from its rind and seeds,
is used as a sponge or towel.
Called also Egyptian bath

A cloth

;

\_Prov.

Syn.
Town

— VUlage

Pleurotoma, and Tere-

;

BKA.

Tox-oph'i-llte

See Village.
clerkj an officer who keeps the records of a town,
and enters its official proceedings. See Clerk. — Town
cress (Bot. ), the garden cress, or peppergrass. Dr. Prior.
— Town house, (a) A house in town, in distinction from a
house in the country. (6) See Townhouse. — Town meeting, a legal meeting of the inhabitants of a town entitled
to vote, for the transaction of public business. [ f. S.\ —
Town talk, the common talk of a place the subject or

tor, tur,

; akin to Gr.
Tupo-ts ; cf. W. twr a
tower, Ir. tor a castle, Gael.
torr a tower, castle.
Cf. Tor,
TC5RET.]
1. (Arch.) (a) A
mass of building standing alone

;

hamlet.

topic of

A town

officer

re.
[NL.,fr. Gr. TOfonjs an archer.] (Zo'dl.)
A genus of fishes comprising the archer fishes,
a„„ Archer
* S„„,.„ „T«„
See
fish.

tez),

Towned (tound), a.

the public crier of a

Toy

Having towns; containing many

A

proportion. (6)
projection
line of wall, as in a fortification, for purposes of de-

ble in

Townless,

;

especially, the inhabitants of a city, in distinction

country people

Town'sllip (toun'ship),

The

district or terri-

New

England.

Pope.
See Selectman.

Towns'peo'ple (-pe'p'l), n. The iuhabifemts of a
town or city, e.speciaUy iu distinction from country people

;

townsfolk.

Town'ward (toun'werd),
Town'wardS (-werdz),
Tow'path'
animals

a collection of buildings in the eastern part of

pity

1.

;

with another.
2. A selectman, in

under Sui.riiURic, and Gay LnssacK': tower,
above. — Round tower. Wee luulpr Round, a. — Shot tower.
See under Shot. — Tower bastion {Fort.}, a bastion of
masonry, often with chambers beneath, built at an angle
of the interior polygon of some works. — Tower mustard
(Bot.), the cruciferous phvnt Arahis perfoHnla. — Tower

;

n.

sections.
3. In Canada, one of the subdivisions of a county.
Towns'mau (tounz'man), re. / pi. Townsmen (-men).
one of the same town
1. An inhabitant of a town

v/iuric acid,

iirn

from

townspeople.

tory of a town.
I^^ In the United States, many of the States are divided into townships of five, six, seven, or perhaps ten
miles square, and the inhabitants of such townships are
invested with certain powers for regulating their own affairs, such as repairing roads and providing for the poor.
The township is subordinate to the county.
2. In surveys ot' the public laud of the United States,
a division of territory six miles square, containing 36

3.

;

fip,

;

in

towing boats

Tow'rope'
;

(to'path'),

food, fo~bt

(-rop'), n.
;

;

re.

—
A

out, oil

;

Toward a town.
Longfellow.
path traveled by men or
called also towing path.
rope used in towing vessels.
(

adv.

I

4.

;

stuff,

;

Amorous
To

;

dalliance

play

;

sport pastime. Milton^
is no fit toy.
Spenser,

;

;

dally thus with death

Shak.
5. An old story a silly tale.
6. [Probably the same word-] A headdress of linen or
woolen, that hangs down over the shoulders, worn by
called also toy mutch.
old women ot the lower classes
" Having, moreover, put on her clean toy, roke[Scot.]
Sir II'. Scott.
lay, and scarlet plaid."
;

;

—

&

&

p. p. Toyed (toid) p. pr.
vb.
dally amorously ; to tritle
to play.
wanton, daily, smile and jest.
Shak.
Toy, V. I. To treat foolishly. [06.?.] E. Deriug (157G).
To-year' (toO-yer'), adv. \_To, prep. -(- year.'] This
year.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Toy'er (toi'er), n. One who toys ; one who is full of
trifling tricks
a trifler.
Toy'ful (-fill), ". Full of trifling play. [Obs.'] Donne.
Toy'house' (-lions'), w. A house for children to play
in or to play with
a playhouse.
Toy'ing-ly (-Tng-lJ^), adr. In a toying manner.

Toy,

re.

V.

[iiitp.

i.

;

To

Toying.]

To

;

toy, to

;

;

A

chair

\U. tu%g

re-

A

Howell.

Having no town.

a.

Town'let (-let), re. A small town. North Brit. Rev.
Towns'fOlk' (tounz'fok'), re. The people of a town

3. A headdress of a liigh or towerlike form, fasliionable
about the end of the seventeenth century and until 1715
also, any high headdress.
Lay trains of amorous intrigues
In lowers, and curls, and periwigs.
liudibras.
4. High fliglit elevation.
[Oi«.]
Johnson.
Gay Lussac's tower {Chem.), a large tower or chamber
used in the sulphuric acid process, to absorb (by means
of concentrated acid) the spent nitrous fumes that they
niay be returned to the Glover's tower to bo reiimployed.
See Sulplniric ncid, under Sulphuric, and (ilover^s lover,
below. — Olover'a to-wei(C/iem.), a large tower or chamber
v^ed HI the manufacture of sulphuric acid, to condense
the crude acid .lud to deliver concentrated acid charged
with nitrous fumes. These fumes, as a catalytic, effect
tlie conversion of sulphurous to sulphuric acid.
See iSiil-

full,

re.

(toi),

implements,

A
A

A

building devoted to the
public uses of a to^vn ; a townhall.
Town'ish, a. Of or pertaining to the inhabitants of
Turbervile.
a town ; like the town. [/J.]

;

Ps. ixi.

etc.
(-hous'),

;

;

;

.

town meeting,

Town'house'

fense, as a flanker, either of the
same height as the curtain wall
or higher, (c) A structure appended to a larger edifice for a
special purpose, as for a belfry,
and then usually high in proTower (6).
portion to its width and to the
height of the rest of the edifice as, a church tower.
2. A citadel a fortress ; hence, a defense.
Thou hast been a shelter for me, and a strong tower from the

enemy.

re.

;

Odontophore c Poison Fans;,
f.
detached g Poison Gland d lis
jouet
e Esophagus- C One of
the Poison Fangs, more enlarged,
;

A

public hall or building, belonging to a town, where the public offices are
established, the town council meets, the people assem(toim'hal'),

^f ,^^ Toxoglossa
(Relaejrarata). B'^louVn
Parts of the same, much
enlarged
a Proboscis

trash, speeWHiV/ playthings, toys akin to G. zeug stuff,
materials, MHG. ziuc, Icel. tygi gear ; all ultimately from
the root of E. tug, v. t. ; cf G. zeiigen to beget, MHG.
ziugen to beget, make ready, procure. See Tug, v. <.]
1plaything for children ; a bawble.
Coioper.
2.
thing for amusement, but of no real value ; an
article of trade of little value ; a trifle.
They exchange for knives, glasses, and such toys, great abundance of gold and pearl.
Atip. Abbot.
wild fancy an odd conceit idle sport ; folly ;
3.
trifling opinion.
To fly about playing their wanton toys.
Spenser.
What if a toy take 'em iu the heels now, and they all run
away.
Beau. Sf JFl.
Nor light and idle toys my lines may vainly swell. Drayton.

Hakluyt.

[06s.]

Town'hall'

^ o^^

;

j

tools,

towns.

from a

<^i\eLV

;

who

town.

and insulated, usually higlier
than its diameter, but when of
great size not always of that

re

-j-

II

common conversation.

Town'-cri'er (toun'kri'er), re.
makes proclamations to the people

(tSks[Gr. Tofof a
to love.]

Sf'T-lit),

bow

A lover of archery one
devoted to archery.
ToX'O-teS (toks'S-

;

Tuppt?,

rude,

is

;

F. tour, L. turris

unite,

& Scot.)

often used adjectively or in combination
with other words as, town clerk, or <ou)n-clerk towncrier, or town crier ; townhdW, /own-hall, or town hall
townhoase, town house, or town-hou&e.

[Written also

use,

Eng.

^ff^ Town

sponge, and dishcloth.
Tow'el, V. t. To beat with a stick. [^Prov. Eng.']
Tow'el-ing, re. Cloth for towels, especially such as
is Xvoven in long pieces to be cut at will, as distinguished
from that woven in towel lengths with borders, etc.

of London,

;

11

Icel.

OF. ttur,

[U. 5.]

—

;

Always hankering after the diversions of the town. Addison.
Stunned with his giddy larum half the town.
Pope.
^S^ The same form of expression is used in regard to
other populous towns.
8. A farm or farmstead
also, a court or farmyard.

;

Tow'er

than those of a county.

commonly with the.
The court end of London
The metropolis or its inhabitants as, in winter the
gentleman lives in town ; in summer, in the country.
6.
7.

;

towelling.')
(tou'er), n. [OE. tour, iur,

;

;

&

•

II

God made the country, and man made the town. Cowper.
The body of inhabitants resident in a town as, the
town voted to send two representatives to the legislature
the town voted to lay a tax for repairing the highways.
5. A township
the whole territory within certain

W. Raleigh.

a., 2.

+

II

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

II

poison

;

;

A

familiar

(to), n.

Toy'lsh, a. 1. Sportive trifling ;" wautou.
2. Resembling a toy.
Toy'lsh-ly, adv.
Toy'lsb-ness, n.
;

—

sing, iQk

;

—

ttien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

in azure.

TOYMAN
Toy'man

(-sh5p')) M.

Toy'aome

(toi'eum),

wanton.

One who deals

(toi'man), n.

Toy'shop'

in toys.

A shop where toys are sold.
a.

Disposed to toy

;

trifling

;

Pord.

[iJ.]

{Obs.}
to touse.
Toze (toz), V. t. To
To'zy (to'zy), a. [See Toze.] Soft, like wool that
(to'zi-nes),
n.
To'zl-ness
has been teased.
LL.]
Tra'be-a (tra'be-a), ». / pi. Tbabes (-e).
toga of purple, or ornamented with
(.Rom. Aniiq.)
worn ty kings, consuls, and
purple horizontal stripes,
pull violently

;

—

II

A

—

W- Smith.

^'•-

£ug^a.
<l.

Tra'be-a'ted (-a'tSd).

(.Arch.)

Furnished with an

Tra'be-a'tlon (-a'shiin), re. [L. trabs, trabis, a beam,
atimber.J (Arch.) Same as Entablatcee.
Tra-b9C'U-la (tra-bSk'u-la), n. ; pi. TEABECUL.E
[L-, a little beam, dim. of trabs a beam.] (Anat.)
(-15).
bar, rod, bundle of fibers, or septal membrane,
small
A
in the framework of an organ or part.
Tra-bec'U-lar (-ler), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to
a trabecula or trabeculae composed of trabeculae.
Tra-bec'U-late (-ISt), a. (Sot.) Crossbarred, as the
ducts in a banana stem.
II

;

Tra'bu (tra'boo), re. (Zo'dl.) Same as Teubu.
Trace (tras), re. [F. traits, pi. of trait. See Teait.]
One of two straps, chains, or ropes of a harness, extending from the collar or breastplate to a whiffletree attached to a vehicle or thing to be drawn a tug.
Trace, n. [F. trace. See Teace, v. «.] I. A mark
left by anytliing passing
a track ; a path a course a
footprint a vestige ; as, the trace of a carriage or sled
Milton.
the trace of a deer a sinuous trace.
2. (Chem.
Min.) A very small quantity of an element or compound in a given substance, especially when
so small that the amount is not quantitatively determined in an analysis;
hence, la stating an analysis,
often contracted to tr.
3. A mark, impression, or visible appearance of anything left when the thing itself no longer exists ; remains; token; vestige.
The shady empire shall retain no trace
Of war or blood, but in the ej'lvan chase.
Pope.
Persp.) The intersection of
4. (Descriptive Geom.
a plane of projection, or an original plane, with a coordinate plane.
5. (Fort.) The ground plan of a work or works.
Vestige mark ; token. See Vestige.
ifjn..
[imp. & p. p. Teaced (trast) p. pr.
t.
Tracb,
1)6. re. Teacing (tra'sing).]
[OF. trader, F. tracer, from
(assumed) LL. iractiare, it. L. tractus, p. p. of irahere
to draw. Cf. Absteact, Atteact, Conteact, Poeteait,
Teact, Trail, Teai^.. Treat.] 1. To mark out; to
draw or delineate with marlis especially, to copy, as a
drawing or engraving, by following the lines and marking them on a sheet superimposed, through which they
appear as, to trace a figure or an outline ; a traced
drawing.
Some f.aititly traced features or cutUce of the mother and the
;

;

;

;

;

;

&

—

&

—

;

'.

&

;

;

;

woods. Hawthorne.
that has been left by a
person or thing which has preceded; to f»'"nw by foot''
steps, tracks, or tokens.
"Cowper.
You may trace the deluge quite round the globe. * ^5". Burnet.
I fee! thy power ... to trace the ways
2hild, slowly fading into the twilight of the

2.

To follow by some mark

Of highest

Milton.

agents.

3. Hence, to follow the trace or track of.
How all the way the prince on footpace traced. Spenser.
4. To copy ; to imitate.
That servile path thou nobly dost decline,
Of tracing word by word, and line by line. Denham.
6. To walk over ; to pass through ; to traverse.
We do trace this alley up and down.
Shale.
Trace, i>. i. To walk ; to go ; to travel. [OJi.]
Spenser.
Not wont on foot with heavy arms to trace.
Capable of being traced.
Trace'a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
Trace'a-bly, adv.
Trace'a-ble-ness, re.
Tra'cer (tra'ser), re. One who., or that which, traces.
Tra'cer-y (-y), re. ; pi. Tbaceeies (-Tz). (Arck.) Or-

—

—

namental work with ram(a)

The

decorative

.

Plate tracery, common
in Italy, consists of a series of ornamental patterns cut through a flat
plate of stone. Bar tracery is a decorative pattern formed by the
curves and intersections
of the molded bars of the

Flowing Tracery

(a).

composed.
re.

; pi.

Tea-

Tpa^eca (sc. aprripia. windpipe), from
Tpa)(ai rough, rugged cf. F. tracliee."]
The windpipe.
1. (Anat.)
must, of Lung.
2. (Zo'dl.) One of the respiratory
tubes of insects and arachnids.
3. (Bo<.) One of the large
potion of Trachea (2) of
ceHs in woody tissue which
an Insect. « Spiral Fiber,
have spiral, annular, or other or Tsenidium
c The
same unwound
6 Orimarkings, and are connected
P.""'.*-,'' Secondary Ira33ngitudinaUy so
:

;

;

as

ale,

;

;

to

i

II

pipe.

Tra-chel'i-dan (tra-kelT-dan), n.
[6r. Tpaxi^os
neck.] (Zo'dl.) Any one of a tribe of beetles (Trachelides) which have the head supported on a pedicel.
The
oil beetles and the Cantharides are examples.
Tra-Chel'i-pod (-pod), re. [Gr. Tpax^jAo? neck
-pod :

+

(Zo'dl.) One of the Trachelipoda.
Tra'Che-lip'0-da (tra'ke-lTp'S-da), re. pi. [NL. See
Teachelipod.] (Zo'dl.) An extensive artificial group of
gastropods comprising all those which have a spiral shell
and the foot attached to the base of the neck.
Tra'Che-llp'0-dOUS (tra'ke-lip'6-diis), a.
(Zo'dl.)
Having the foot united with the neck of or pertaining
to the Trachelipoda.
cf.

F. trachelipode.l

II

;

Tra'Che-lO-brau'Chl-ate (tra'ke-lo-brSn'kt-tt), a.
[Gr. Tpa;(i)A.o5 neck
B. branchiate.'\ (Zo'dl.) Having the
gills situated upon the neck
said of certain mollusks.
Tra'che-lor'rha-phy (tra'ke-lor'ra-f^), re. [Gr. Tpa-|neck
paTTTeii/ to sew.]
jCjAos
(Med.) The operation
of sewing up a laceration of the neck of the uterus.

+

;

II

—

Tra-Chen'Chy-ma (tra-ken'ki-ma),

chea

+ -enchyma as in E. parenchyma.^

re.

[NL.,
(Bot.)

fr. tra-

A vege-

table tissue consisting of tracheae.
Tra'che-0-bran'chl-a (tra'ke-S-brSn'kt-a), n. ; pi.
II

Teacheobeanchle

(-e).

[NL. See Teachea, and
Beanchia.] (Zo'dl.) One

—>—£-__

o

\^^^^^^^^

/

c^iP^^^^V^vVNWiJ
of the gill-Uke breathing
organs of certain aquatic
0»<= °f *>>« Caudal Tracheoinsect larvse.
They con- ° branchise
of the Larva of a
4.„X.
^
tain tracheal, tubes
someDragon Fly (.Agrwn^. b Tip
what sumlar to those of
of Abdomen. Enlarged,
other insects.
Tra'Ohe-0-bron'chi-al (-br5n'ki-al), a. (Zo'dl.) Pertaining both to the tracheal and bronchial tubes, or to
their junction
said of the syrinx of certain birds.
[Gr. rpoxeia the
Tra'che-0-cele (tra'ke-6-sel), n.
4.

,

i.

;

windpipe

a <-.umor cf. F. tracheocele.'} (died.)
(a) Goiter,
(b) A tumor containing air and communicating with the trachea.
Morell Mackenzie.
Tra'che-Oph'O-nae (-of'o-ne), n. pi. [NL., from trachea -|- Gr. i^aveiv to sound.] (Zo'dl.) A group of passerine birds having the syrinx at the lower end of the
trachea.
Tra'Che-OS'CO-py (tra'ke-Ss'ko-p^), re. ITrachea -f
-scopy-l
(Med.) Examination of the interior of the
trachea by means of a mirror.
Tra'Che-Ot'0-my (tra'ke-ot'S-m^), re. ITrachea -f- Gr.
Tefii/eif to cut : cf. F. iracheotomie.']
(Surg.) The operation of making an opening into the windpipe.
Tra'Chl-noid (tra'kl-noid), a. (Zo'dl.) Of, pertaining
to, or like, Trachinus, a genus of
fishes which includes the weevers.
:

II

See Weevee.
II

Tra-chi'Us (tra-ki'tifs),

re.

[NL.] (Med.) Tracheitis.
^Tra'chy-car'pous (tra'ki-kar'piis), a.
[Gr. Tpaxv'5 rough -|- Kap(Bot.) Rough-fruited.
Crray.

TTos fruit.]

Tra'chy-me-du'sae (-me-du'-

+

A

form

cheat Branch.

senate, care,

am, arm, ask,

+

s<oma.] (Zo'dl.)
rpax"? rough
An order of tailed aquatic amphibians, including Siren and
Pseudobranchus. They have anlegs

terior

are

eel

-

i

teeth

except a
small patch on the
The ex- One of the Trachyetomata (Siren lacerternal gills are
Una).
persistent through life.
Tra'chyte (traTjit or trSktt), re. [Gr. Tpax^'s rough,
rugged : cf. F. trachyte.^ (Geol.) An igneous rock, usually light gray in color and breaking with a rough surface.
It consists chiefly of orthoclase feldspar with
sometimes hornblende and mica.
[Cf. F. trachytique.]
Tra-Chyt'iC (tra-kit'Ik), a.
Of, pertaining to, or resembling, trachyte.
-oid.]
[Trachyte
a.
(trak'I-toid),
Trach'y-tOid
used to define the struc(Min.) Resembling trachyte
ture of certain rocks.
Tra'Clng (tra'sing), re. 1. The act of one who traces
palate.

final,

aU;

of the original placed beneath.

Track (trSk), re. [OF. irac track of horses, mules,
trace of auimals ; of Teutonic origin cf. D. trek a drawing, Irekken to draw, travel, march, MHG. trechen, pret.
Cf. Teick.]
irach.
1. A mark left by something that
has passed along ; as, the track, or wake, of a ship ; the
track of a meteor ; the track of a sled or a wheel.
The bright track of his fiery car.
Shak.
2. A mark or impression left by the foot, either of
man or beast ; trace ; vestige ; footprint.
MiUon.
Far from track of men.
3. (Zo'dl.) The entire lower surface of the foot ;
said of birds, etc.
4.
road ; a beaten path.
Behold Torquatus the same track pursue. Dryden.
5. Course ; way ; as, the track of a comet.
6. A path or course laid out for a race, for exercise, etc.
7. (Railroad) Tlie permanent way ; the rails.
8. [Perhaps a mistake for tract.'] A tract or area, as oi
" SmalHcocAi of ground.
Fuller.
land.
[Obs.]
;

—

A

a railway scale. See under Railway.
v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Teacked (trakt) p. pr.
Teacking.] 1. To follow the tracks or traces
of to pursue by following the marks of the feet to
trace to trail as, to track a deer in the snow.
It was often found inipcssible to track the robbers to their retreats among the hills and morasses.
Macaulay.
2. (Naut.) To draw along continuously, as a vessel,
by a line, men or animals on shore being the motive
power to tow,
Track'age (-aj 48), n. The act of tracking, or towing, as a boat
towage.
Track'er (-er), re. 1. One who, or that which, tracks
or pursues, as a man or dog that follows game.

Track

eve, eventj end,

scale,

&

Track,

& vb.

;

re.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

And of the trackers of the deer
Scarce half the lessening pack was near. Sir IT. Scott.
2. (Mus.) In the organ, a light strip of wood connecting (in part) a key and a pallet, to communicate motion
by pulling.
Trai:;k'less, a. Having no track ; marked by no footsteps ; untrodden as, a trackless desert.
To climb the trackless mountain all unseen.
Byron
;

— Track'less-ly, adv. — Trackless-ness,
(Railroad) One
Track'mas'ter (-mas'ter),
has charge of the track — called also roadmaster.
re.

re.

who

;

Track'-road' (-rod'), n. A towing path.
Track'scout' (-skouf), re. See Teeckschutt.
Tract (trSkt), n. [Abbrev. fr. tractate.] A written
discourse or dissertation, generally of short extent ; a
short treatise, especially on practical religion.
The church clergy at that time writ the best collection of
tracts against popery that ever appeared.
Swi/'t.
Tracts for the Times. See Teactaeian.
[L.
tractus
a
drawing,
train,
track,
course,
n.
Tract,
tract of land, from trahere, tracium, to draw. Senses
4 and 5 are perhaps due to confusion with track. See
Teace, v., and cf. Teait.]
1. Something drawn out or
extended; expanse. "The deep <)'ffc< of hell." Millon.
2. A region or quantity of land or water, of indefinite
extent ; an area ; as, an unexplored tract of sea.
A very high mountain joined to the mainland by a narrow
tract of earth.
Addison.
3. Traits ; features lineaments.
[Obs.]
The discovery of a man's self by the tracts of his countenance
is a great weakness.
Bacon.
4. The footprint of a wild beast.
Dryden.
[Obs.]
5. Track; trace.
[Obs.]
Efface all tract of its traduction. Sir T. Browne.
But flies an eagle flight, bold, and forth on.
Leaving no tract behind.
Shak.
Shak.
6. Treatment; exposition.
[Obs.]
7. Continuity or extension of anything ; as, the tract of
speech.
Holder.
[Obs.]
8. Continued or protracted duration ; length ; extent.
;

" Improved by tract of time."

3Iillon.

9. (R. C. Ch.) Verses of Scripture sung at Mass, instead of the Alleluia, from Septuagesima Sunday till the
Saturday before Easter ;
so called because sung tractim, or without a break, by one voice, instead of by many
as in the antiphons.
Syn.
Region; district; quarter; essay; treatise;

—

—

dissertation.
;

n

—

the copy thus produced.

;

;

form, and have no

;

also,

To trace out to track also, to dra«
Tract, V. t.
Spenser. B. Jonsoh.
out to protract. [Obs.]
[L. tractabilv
Traot'a-bil'i-ty (trakf a-btl't-ty), re.

only,

like

;

2. A regular path or track ; a com-se.
Tracing cloth. Tracing paper, specially prepared transiiarent doti! or iiaper, which enables a drawing or print
to be clearly seen through it, and so allows the use of a
pen or pencil to produce a facsimile by following the lines

—

-)- /cijAr;

+

(tra'ke-a; L. tra-ke'a ; 277),
[Nil., from L. trachia, Gr.

eontinuous ducts.

An

II

breathe by tracheae, as distinguished from Crustacea,
which breathe by means of branchiae.
Tra'che-ate (tra'ke-it), a.
(Zo'dl.) Breathing by
means of tracheae of or pertaining to the Tracheata.
Tra'che-ate, re. (Zo'dl.) Any arthropod having tracheas one of the Tracheata.
Tra'che-id (-id), re. (Bot.) A wood celllwith spiral or
other markings and closed throughout, as In pine wood.
Tra'che-l'tls (-i'tis), re. [NL. See (Ceaohea, and
-iTis.]
(Med.) Inflammation of the trachea, or wind-

II

Tra'che-a
(-e).

re.

[Gr. tpa-xv's
(-sper'miis), a.
Oa?/.
rough
anepfia seed.] (Bot.) Rough-seeded.
Tra'chy-stom'a-ta (-stom'a-t4), re. pi. [NL,, fr. Gr.

similar decoration in some styles of vaulting,
the ribs of the vault giving off the minor bars of which

cher

—

Tra'Chy-sper'mOUS

A

is

i

a.
Tracheal ; breathing by
(Zo'dl.) One of the Trachearia.
Tra'Che-a'ta (-a'ta), «. pi. [NL.] (Zo'dl.)
extensive division of arthropods comprising all tliose which
(-a-rj?),

of tracheae.

on other meduss.

muUions. Window tracery is imitated in many decorative objects, as panels of
wood or metal either pierced or in relief. See also Stump
tracery under Stump, and Fan tracery under Fan.

the tracery

and harvestmcu.

Tra'che-a-ry

se), re. pi.
[NL., fr. Gr. rpax"!
medusa.']
(Zo'dl.)
division of acalephs in which the
development is direct from the „
< ..,.
m ^
eggs, without ahydroid stage,
"""fj^ ^}r%ch^^J^diborne of the species are parasitic
gitale).

two sorts, plate tracery and bar tracery

(b)

f?.Is?e ^c:'~T^i.,^nSj

means

rough

is of

placed beneath

II

II

head of a Gothic window.
Windoto tracery

by marking on thin paper,
or otlier transparent substance, the lines of a pattern
especially, the act of copying

[Cf. F. trccheal.']
Oi or
Tra'c1^ie-al (trS'K-al), a.
pertiii'dnj to cha trachea ; like a trachea.
I'ra cae-a'rl-a (tri/ke-s'rT-i),?!.!);. [^L.] i,Zodl.)
A division of Araclmida including tho«e taat brei.thc
only Dy means of trachea. It includes the mit s, tickB,

—

ified lines. Especially:

TRACTAEIAN

1624

+

fem, recent;

ice,

tas : cf. F. tractabilite.] The quality or state of being
tractable or docile ; docility ; tractableness.
Tract'a-ble (trSkt'a-b'l), a. [L. tractabilis, fr. trac
See Teeat,
tare to draw violently, to handle, treat.
V. t.]
1. Capable of being easily led, taught, or man'
aged ; docile ; manageable ; governable ; as, tractabii
children ; a tractable learner.
Shak.
I shall find them tractable enough.
2. Capable of being handled; palpable; practicable;
Holder.
[Obs.]
feasible ; as, tractable measures.
Tract'a-bly, adv.
Tract'a-We-ness, re.
(Ch. of England)
Trac-ta'ri-an (trak-ta'ri-an), re.
One of the writers of the Oxford tracts, called " Tracts
for the Times," issued during the period 1833-1841, in
which series of papers the sacramental system and authority of the Church, and the value of tradition, were
brought into prominence. Also, a member of the High
Church party, holding generally the principles of the

—

—

Tractarian writers

idea.

HI;

old,

;

a Puseyite.

obey,

orb,

odd;

TRACTARIAN
year, except

Trade

cf.

:

Derham.

v.

To

t.

or exchange in

sell

traffic

;

;

;

Trad'es-oaa'ti-a (trad'es-kan'shl-a), re. {£ot.) A
genus including spiderwort and Wandering Jew.
People employed in
Trades'folk' (tradz'fok'), re.
trade tradesmen, [i?.]
Swift.
II

;

Trades' un'ion (un'yiin), or Trade' un'ion. An organized combination among workmen for the purpose of
maintaining their rights, privileges, and interests with
respect to wages, hours of labor, customs, etc.
Trades'-un'ion-ist, or Trade'-un'ion-ist, n.
member of a trades union, or a supporter of trades un-

A

ions.

Trades'wom'an (-w66m'an), re. ;
A woman who trades, or

(-wim'Su).

Trad'ing
merce ; engaged

(trad'Ing), a.

1.
as,

in trade ;
2. Frequented by traders.

able respect

— Profession

Trad'1-tor (-tor), re. \li.,fT.tradere,traditum. See
Traitor.] (Eccl. Hist.) A deliverer;
a name of infamy given to Christians who delivered the Scriptures, or
the goods of the church, to their persecutors to save their
lives.
Milner.
II

—

Tra-duce'

(tra-diis'), V.

\_imp.

t.

&

tradition remains of the beautiful village of
Longfellow.
Grand-Pre.

occupation

commerce

;

;

;

;

;

;

;:

tempt.

Booke:

tract

depreciate

;

decry

;

misrepresentation

umny. [J?.]
Tra-du'cent
Tra-du'cer
derer

;

;

Shak.
[L. traducens, p. pr. of

(-dii'sent), a.

(-ser),

re.

Slanderous.

derives or deduces.

[06s.]

full,

—

.

;

duction

;

slanderously.

Tra-duct' (-diikt'), v. t. [L. traducere, traductum..
See Traduce.] To derive or deduce; also, to transmit;
to transfer.

Fotherby.

\_Obs.~\

traducted ; that which
[06s.]
Howell,
Tra-dUC'tlon (-diik'shiin), re. [L. traductio a transferring: cf. F. traduction translation. See Traduce.]
1. Transmission from one to another.
[OJs.]
is

Tra-duct',

re.

transferred

;

That which

is

a translation.

Traditional communication and traduction of truths.
Sir M. Hale.

2. Translation from one language to another.
[06s.]
3. Derivation by descent propagation.
[iS.]
If by traduction came thy mind.
Our wonder is the less to find
A soul so charming from a stock eo good. Dryden.
;

4.

The

act of transferring

;

conveyance

Orn

;

pity'

;

transporta-

tion.
[iJ.]
"The <)'arf«cHore of brutes." Sir 31. Hale.
5. Transition.
[iJ.]
Bacon.
6. {Logic)
process of reasoning in which each con-

A

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

iip,

Fuller.

Tra-du'cian (-shon), n. A believer in traducianism.
(Theol.) The doctrine
Tra-du'cian-lsm (-iz'm), re.
that huma- ouls are produced by the act of generation ;
oppo."'
o creationism, and infusionism.
Tra-d_ cl-ble(-si-b'l),a. 1. Capable of being derived
or propagated. [Ofc.]
Sir M. Hale.
2. Capable of being traduced or calumniated,
[i?.]
Tra-du'clng-ly, adv. In a traducing manner by tra-

—

—

r^de,

;

Bp. Hall,

&

—

unite,

Entick.
a slan-

[iJ.]

One who traduces

1.

a calumniator.

;

One who

2.

;

;

See Traduce.]

iraducere.

;

;

slander.
The act of traducing j
(-ment), re.
ill-founded ceijoure ; defamation cal-

Tra-duce'ment

;

Shak.

—

.

He had the baseness ... to traduce me in lib^!- Dryden^
Syn. — To calumniate vilify defame disparage de-

4. (Theol.) (a) An unwritten code of law represented clusion applies to just such an object as each of tho
premises applies tp.
Jevons.
to have been given by God to Moses on Sinai.
Tra-dUC'tlve (-tlv), a. Capable of being deduced
Making the word of God of none effect through your tradiMark vii. 13. derivable. [iJJ
Bp. Warbtirton.
tion, wliich ye have delivered.
Traffic (trJif'fik), V. i. {imp.
p. p. Traffickeb
(6) That body of doctrine and discipline, or any article
thereof, supposed to have been put forth by Christ or his (-f ikt) p. pr. & vb. re. Trafficking (-f Ik-i ng).] [F. trojicf.
It.
quer
Sp.
traficar,
trnfagar,
Pg. trajicar,
trafflcare,
;
writing.
apostles, and not committed to
Stand fast, and hold the traditions which ye have been trafegar, trafeguear, LL. traficare ; of uncertain origin,
2 Thess. ii. IS.
perhaps fr. L. trans across, over -|- -ficare to make (see
taught, whether by word or our epistle.
so called be- -FY, and cf. G. ilbermachen to transmit, send over, e. g.,
Tradition Sunday (Scci.), Palm Sunday ;
cause the creed was then taught to candidates for bap- money, wares) ; or cf. Pg. trasfegar to pour out from
tism at Easter.
one vessel into another, OPg. also, to traffic, perhaps fr.
To transmit by way of tradition
(assumed) LL. vicare to exchange, from L. vicis change
Tra-dl'tlon, v. t.
(cf. Vioae).]
to hand down. [Ofo.]
1. To pass goods and commodities from
traditioned
with
very
much
credit
one person to another for an equivalent in goods or
The following story is
Fuller.
amongst our English Catholics.
money to buy or sell goods ; to barter ; to trade.
[Cf. F. tradilionnel, LL. tra2. 'To trade meanly or mercenarily to bargain.
Tra-dl'tlon-al (-al), a.
ditionalis.']
1. Of or pertaining to tradition ; derived
Traffic, v. t. To exchange in traffic ; to effect by a
from tradition ; comnmnicated from ancestors to de- bargain or for a consideration.
scendants by word only transmitted from age to age
Traffic, re.
[Cf. F. tratic, It. trafKce, Sp. trAfico,
traditional trdfago, Pg. tr/ifego, LL. trdjicitn,, t>.ijica. See Tiupfic,
as, traditional opinions
without writing
D.]
customs ; traditional expositions of the Scriptures.
1. Commerce, either by baitfr or by buying and
2. Observant of tradition; attached to old customs; selling ; interchange of goods and coiinuodities ; trade.
[iJ.]
Shak.
old-fashioned.
A merchant of great tru^iHc th.c ugli (hi world. Shck.
A system of faith
Tra-dl'tlon-al-Ism (-tss'm), re.
The tri\ttic in honors, places, and ptinlaixn.
Sfatx.tilaU'
doctrine
the
that
all
religious
on
tradition
;
esp.,
founded
This word, like trade, compreli.nids pvery Bpeciea
i^^'
faith is to be based solely upon what is delivered from of dealing in the exchange or pa-swup (-( ;;v odd or mercompetent authority, exclusive of rational procssses.
chandise from hand to hand for an » iin v
u rn'ons tbfc

;

;

&_p.p. Traduced

vb. re. Teaducinq (-du'sTug).] [L. trap. pr.
ducere, iraductum, to lead across, lead along, exhibit as
a spectacle, disgrace, transfer, derive ; trans across,
over -f- ducere to lead : cf. F. traduire to transfer, translate, arraign, fr. L. traducere. See Duke.]
1. To transfer to transmit
to hand down as, to traduce mental
qualities to one's descendants.
Glunvill.
\_Gbs.']
2. To translate from one language to another ; as, to
traduce and compose works. [_Obs.]
Golden Boke.
3. To increase or distribute by propagation.
[06«.]
From these only the race of perfect animals were propagated
and traduced over the earth.
Sir M. Hale.
4. To draw away to seduce.
[Obs.]
I can forget the weakness
Of the tj-aduced soldiers.
Beau. Sf Ft.
5. To represent ; to exhibit ; to display ; to expose
to make an example of. [Ofc.]
Bacon.
6. To expose to contempt or shame ; to represent as
blamable ; to calumniate ; to vilify ; to defame.
The best stratagem that Satan hath ... is by traducing th«
form and manner of them [prayers], to bring them into con*

(-dust')

;

;

;

—

Use,

Shak.

?

Naught but

calling ; avooffice
dealing traffic.
Board of trade. See under Board.
Trade dollar. See
under Dollar.
Trade price, the price at which goods
are sold to members of the same trade, or by wholesale
dealers to retailers.
Trade sale, an auction by and for
the trade, especially that of the booksellers.
Trade
wind, a wind in the torrid zone, and often a little beyond
it, which blows from the same quarter throughout the

employment

Buckminster.

Tra-di'tlon-er (-er), ) re. [Cf. F. traditionnisfe.'] One
who adheres to tradition.
Tra-di'tion-lst,
(
Trad'i-tive (trad'i-tiv), a. [L. tradere, traditum, to
transmit, give up : cf. F. iraditif.']
Transmitted or
transmissible from father to son, or from age to age, by
oral communication ; traditional.
[22.]
Jer. Taylor.
Suppose we on things traditive divide.
Dryden.

;

[06s.]
The shepherd bears
His house and household goods, his trade of war. Dryden.
7. A company of men engaged in the same occupation ;
thus, booksellers and publishers speak of the customs of
the trade, and are collectively designated as the trade.
8. pi. The trade winds.
9. Refuse or rubbish from a mine.
\_Prov. Eng."]
;

;

;

6< Instruments of any occupation.

Syn.

trade.

Milton.
as, a trading politician.
3. Yenal corrupt ; jobbing
Tra-dl'tlon (tra^dish'iln), n. [OE. tradicioun, L,. traSee Treason,
ditio, from tradere to give up, transmit.
Traitor.] 1. The act of delivering into the hands of
another delivery. " A deed takes effect only from the
Blackstone.
tradition or delivery."
2. The unwritten or oral delivery of information, opinions, doctrines, practices, rites, and customs, from father
to son, or from ancestors to posterity ; the transmission
of any knowledge, opinions, or practice, from forefathers
to descendants by oral communication, without written
memorials.
3. Hence, that which is transmitted orally from father
to son, or from ancestors to posterity knowledge or belief transmitted without the aid of written memorials
custom or practice long observed.
Will you mock at an ancient tradition begun upon an honor-

he engages in, for procuring subsistence, or for profit;
occupation ; especially, mechanical employment as dietinguished from the liberal arts, the learned professions,
and agriculture ; as, we speak of the trade of a smith, of
a carpenter, or mason, but not now of the trade of a
iarmer, or a lawyer, or a physician.
Accursed usury was all his trade.
Spenser.
The homely, slighted, shepherd's trade,
Milton.

cation

Tradeswomen

is skilled in

Carrying on trade or coma trading company.
" They on the <rarf[-S.]

ing flood."

mutual considera-

trade,

pi.

collection of Jewish tradition'

;

shopkeepers.

Shak.

Talmud, a

Teaditionaries (-rTz). [Cf.
Tra-dl'tion-a-ry, re.
One, among the Jews, who acF. traditionnaire.']
knowledges the authority of traditions, and explains the
Scriptures by them.

,

;

Surrey.
Spenser.

reveries of the

/ pi.

;

The business which a person has learned, and which

my

The

ary interpolations.

(-men).

esp. one whose livelihood
2. A mechanic or artificer
depends upon the labor of his hands. lU. S.] Burrill.
Trades'peo'ple (-pe'p'l), re. People engaged in trade

barter.

I will instruct thee in

Tra-dl'tlon-al-ist (tra-dlsh'fin-al-ist), re. An adv(V
cate of, or believer in, traditionalism ; a traditionist.
Tra-dl'tlon-al-ly, adv. In a traditional manner.
Tra-di'tion-a-ri-ly (-a-rl-iy), adv. By tradition.
Tra-di'tion-a-ry (-a-rj?), a. Traditional.

;

Trades'man (-man), re. ; pi. Tradesmen
1. One who trades
a shopkeeper.

11^°° Trade comprehends every speeies of exchange or
dealing, either in the produce of land, in manufactures,
in bills, or in money ; but it is chiefly used to denote the
barter or purchase and sale of goods, wares, and merchandise, either by wholesale or retail. Trade is either
foreign or domestic. Foreign trade consists in the exnortation and importation of goods, or the exchange of
the commodities of different countries. Domestic, or
home, trade is the exchange, or buying and selling, of
goods within a country. Trade is also by the wholesale,
that is, by the package or in large (juantities, generally
to be sold again, or it is by retail, or in small parcels. The
carrying trade is the business of transporting commodities from one country to another, or between places in
the same country, by land or water.
5.

to

;

Have you any further trade with us ?
Shak.
4. Specifically: The act or business of exchanging
commodities by barter, or by buying and selling for
;

;

;

;

;

commerce

Trad'er (-er), n. 1. One engaged in trade or commerce one who makes a business of buying and selling
or of barter ; a merchant a trafficker as, a trader to
the East Indies a country trader.
2. A vessel engaged in the coasting or foreign trade.

2. Course ; custom ; practice ; occupation ; employUdall.
ment. lObs.] " The right trade of religion."
There those five sisters had continual trade. Spenser.
Long did I love this lady.
Long was my travel, long my trade to win her. Massinger.
Thy sin 's not accidental but a trade.
Shak.

money commerce

and

;

common

;

;

business.

resorted with their goods

;

;

3. Business of any kind matter of
tion; affair; dealing. [06*.]

.

Trad'ed, a. Professional practiced. [Ofc.] Shak.
Trade'ful (-ful), a. Full of trade busy in traffic ;
commercial.
Spenser.
Young.
Trade'IesS, a. Having no trade or traffic.
Trade'— marll' (-mark'), n. A peculiar distinguishing
mark or device affixed by a manufacturer or a merchant
to his goods, the exclusive right of using which is recognized by law.

A postern with a blind wicket there was,

May

.

They traded the persons of men. Ezek. xxvii. 13.
To disker and to swop, to trade rifles and watbhes. Cooper.
Chaucer.
Trade, obs. imp. of Tread.

—

trade, ^p.here subjects' feet
hourly trample on their sovereign's head.

.

;

Trade,

as, tractive power.
Tract'or (-er), n. [NL., from L. trahere, tractum, to
draw.] 1. That which draws, or is used for drawing.
2. pi. (Bled.) Two small, pointed rods of metal, formerly used in the treatment called Perkinism.
Trac'tO-ra'tion (trak'to-ra'shun), re. See Pekkinism.
Tract'O-ry (trakt'o-rj), n. [L. tractorius of drawing,
(Geom.) A tractrix.
fr. trahere, tractum, to draw.]
Tract'riX (trakt'riks), n. [NL. See Tkactoe.] (Geom.) A curve such that the part of the tangent between
the point of tangency and a given straight line is constant
so called because it was conceived as described
by the motion of one end of a tangent line as the other
end was drawn along the given line.
Chaucer.
Trad (trSd), obs. imp. of Tkead.
Trade (trad), n. [Formerly, a path, OF. tred a footmark. See Tread, n. & ti.]
1. A track; a trail; a
way ; a path also, passage travel ; resort. [06^.]

of

on commerce as a

barter.

;

Some way

to carry

;

—

;

trade to pass through Priam's house.
Hath traded forth some salvage beastes trade.
'11
Or, I
be buried in the king's highway,

&

Arbuthnot.
2. To buy and sell or exchange property in a single
instance.
3. To have dealings to be concerned or associated
usuaUy followed by with.
How did you dare to trade and traffic with Macbeth ? Shak.

Angle of traction (Mech.), the angle made with a given
plane by the line of direction in which a tractive force
acts. — Traction engine, a locomotive for drawing vehicles
on highways or in the fields.
Tract'lte (trakf it), n. A Tractarian.
[See Tbactate.]
Trac-ti'Uous (trak-tlsh'iis), a.
Treating of handling. [iJ.]
Tract'lve (trSkt'Iv), a. Serving to draw; pulling;

;

p. pr.

traded.

;

A common

;

;

;

;

Traded

p. p.

;

A free port, where nations

state of being drawn as, the traction of a muscle.
2. Specifically, the act of drawing a body along a plane
by motive power, as the drawing of a carriage by men
or horses, the towing of a boat by a tug.
[iJ.]
3. Attraction a drawing toward.
4. The adhesive friction of a wheel on a rail, a rope on
Knight.
a pulley, or the like.

attracting

&

limp.

i.

re.

gain

[L. irahere, tractum, to
n.
1. The act of drawing, or the

F. traction.']

(trad), v.

Trading.] 1. To barter, or to buy and sell to
be engaged in the exchange, purchase, or »ale of goods,
wares, merchandise, or anything else to traffic to bar-

vb.

Trac'tion (trSk'shSn),

draw

;

because of

;

tractile; ductility.

—

when affected by local causes
so called
its usefulness to navigators, and hence to
trade.
11^°" The general direction of the trade winds is from
N. E. to S. W. on the north side of the equator, and from
S. E. to N. W. on the south aide of the equator. They are
produced by the joint effect of the rotation of the earth
and the movement of the air from the polar toward the
equatorial regions, to supply the vacancy caused by
heating, rarefaction, and consequent ascent of the air in
the latter regions. The trade winds are principally limited to two belts in the tropical regions, one on each
side of the equator, and separated by a belt which is
characterized by calms or variable weather.

Trac-ta'ri-an (trSk-ta'rT-an), a. Of or pertaining to
the Tractarians, or their principles.
Trac-ta'rl-an-ism (-iz'm), n. (Ch. of England) The
principles of the Tractarians, or of those persons accepting the teachings of the " Tracts for the Times."
[L. tractalus a touching,
Tiact'ate (trSkt'at), n.
handhng, treatise. See Teactable, and Tract a treattreatise ; a tract an essay.
ise, Teeatt.]
.Agreeing in subBtaziee with Augustin's, from whose fourHare.
teenth 2Vac(fl<€ on St. J«hn the words are translated.
Trac-ta'tion (trak-tS'shtin), re. [L. tractatio.l Treatnient or handling of a subject ; discussion, {Ohs.'\
A full fractation of the points controverted. £p. Mall.
One who
[L., a handler.]
Trac-ta'tor (-ter), n.
[iJ.]
C. Kingsley.
writes tracts; specif., a Tractarian.
Tract'ile (trSkt'Il), a. [L. trahere., (racium, to draw.]
Bacon.
Capable of being drawn out in length ; ductUe.
Trac-til'i-ty (trSk-ttl'i-ty), «. The quality of being

a
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business of retailing may be excepted. It signifies appropriately foreign trade, but is not limited to that.
[i2.]
2. Commodities of the market.
You '11 Bee a draggled damsel
Qay.
From Billingigate her fishy traffic bear.
3. The business done upon a railway, steamboat line,
etc., with reference to the number of passengers or the
amount of freight carried.
Traffic return, a periodical statement of the receipts for
geods and passengers, as on a railway line. Traffic taker,
a computer of the returns of traffic on a railway, steamboat Ime, etc.
Capable of being
Traf'flc-a-Me (trSffik-a-b'l), a.
Bp. Hall.
disposed of in traffic ; marketable. [Ofo.]
traffics,
One
who
or carries on
(-er),
n.
Traf'Uck-er
commerce a trader a merchant.
Traf'flc-less, a. Destitute of traffic, or trade.
Trag'a-canth (trSg'a-kSnth), n. [L. Iragacanthum
tragacanth, tragacantha the plant producing tragacanth,
Gr. rpayoKavBa ; rpdyoi a he-goat -\- aicavSa a thorn
cf. F. tragacanthe.l
A kind of gum procured from a
spiny leguminous shrub (Astragalus gummifer) of Westem Asia, and other species of Astragalus. It comes in
hard whitish or yellowish flakes or filaments, and is
nearly insoluble in water, but slowly swells into a mucilaginous mass, which is used as a substitute for gum
arable in medicine and the axts. Called also gum traga-

fishing line ; probably from a derivative of L. trahere to
draw ; cf L. traha a drag, sledge, tragula a kind of drag
net, a small sledge, Sp. trailla a leash, an instrument
for leveling the ground, D. treilen to draw with a rope,
to tow, treil a rope for drawing a boat. See Trace, v. t.'\
1. To hunt by the track ; to track.
Halliwell.

—

;

;

canth.

Tra-ge'dl-an (tra-je'di-an), n.
1.

A

2.
II

An actor

or player In tragedy.
Shak.
(tra'zhS'dySn' ; E. tr4-je'di-Sn'),
plays in tragedy.

A woman who

Like tragedy

Tra-ge'dl-ous (-je'dl-iis), a.
" yrajredioKS history
.

[06i.]

Trag'e-dy

(tr5j'e-dy), n. ; pi.

;

tragical.

Fabyan.
Tbaoedies (-diz). [OE.

OP. tragedie, F. tragedie, L. tragoedia, Gr.
TpaywSia, f r. rpaytoWs a tragic poet and singer, originally,
a goat singer ; rpayos a goat (perhaps akin to rpioyeii' to
gnaw, nibble, eat, and E. trout) -f- aeiSeiv to sing ; from
the oldest tragedies being exhibited when a goat was
sacrificed, or because a goat was the prize, or because
the actors were clothed in goatskins. See Ode.] 1. A
dramatic poem, composed in elevated style, representing
a signal action performed by some person or persons, and
having a fatal issue that species of drama which represents the sad or terrible phases of character and life.
Tragedu is to say a certain storie,
Ab olde bookes raaken us memonej
tragedie,

;

Of him

that stood in great prosperitee

And is yfallen out of

high degree
Chaucer.
Into misery and endeth wretchedly.
All our tragedies are of kings and princes, Jer. Taylor.
Tragedy is poetry in its deepest earnest comedy is poetry in
Coleridge.
unlimited jest.
;

2. A fatal and mournful event; any event in which
lives are lost by human violence, more especially
by unauthorized violence.
[L. tragicus, Gr. rpayi/cds
1 a.
Trag'ic (trSj'Ik),
cf. F. tragique.'i 1. Of or perTrag'ic-al (-i-kal), |

human

:

taining to tragedy ; of the nature or character of tragedy ; as, a tragic poem ; a tragic play or representation.
- 2.
Fatal to life ; mournful ; terrible ; calamitous ; as,
the tragic scenes of the French revolution.
3. Mournful ; expressive of tragedy, the loss of life, or
of sorrow.
"Why look you still so stem and tragical f
Shak.

— Trag'Ic-aX-ly,
Trag'lc
2.

aciw.

— Trag'lo-al-ness, n.

1. A writer of tragedy.
a tragic drama. [06s.]

(-ik), n.

A tragedy

;

Trag'l-com'e-dy (tr5j'I-kSm'e-dy),

n.

[Obs.'}

[Cf. F. tragi-

C0m6die, L. iragicocomoedia. See Tbagio, and Comedy.]
A kind of drama representing some action in which serious and comic scenes are blended ; a composition partaking of the nature both of tragedy and comedy.
•
The noble tragi-comedy oi ** Measure for Measure."
Macaulay.
Trag'l-COm'lC (-kSm'TkJ, ) o. \_Gt.¥.tragi-comique.']
Trag'l-COm'lc-al (-I-kal), ) Of or pertaining to tragicomedy ; partaking of a mixture of grave and comic
scenes.
Trag'l-com'Ic-al-ly, adv.
Julian felt toward him that tragicomic sensation which
makes us pity the object which excites it not the less that we are
somewhat inclined to laugh amid our sympathy. Sir W. Scott.

—

Trag'1-oom'l-pas'tor-al (trSi'T-kSm'T-pas'ter-ol), a.
Partaking of the nature of, or combining, tragedy, comedy, and pastoral poetry.
[iJ.]
Gay.
Trag'O-pan (trag'o-pan), n. [NL., fr. L. tragopan a
fabulous Ethiopian bird, Gr. TpayoTrav.]
one of several species of Asiatic pheasants of the genus
Ceriornis.
They are brilBantly colored with a variety of tints, the back and
breast are usually covered
with white or buff ocelli, and
the head is ornamented with
two bright - colored, fieshy
wattles. The crimson tragopan, or homed pheasant (C.
satyra), of India is one of the

{Zo'dl.)

Any

Jl

Tra'gns

(trS'giis),

;

&

p. pr.
trainer,

vb. n. Teaxning.]
[OF. trahiner, ti-ainer, F.
LL. trahinare, irainare, fr. L. trahere to draw.

See Trail.]

1.

To draw along

to trail ; to drag.
In hollow cube
;

Training his devilish enginery.
Milton.
2. To draw by persuasion, artifice, or the like ; to
attract by stratagem ; to entice; to allure.
[06s.]
If but a dozen French
Were there in arms, they would be as a call
To train ten thousand English to their side.
Shak.
O, train me not, sweet merraaid, with thy note. Shak.
This feast, I '11 gage my life.
Ford.
Is but a plot to train you to your ruin.
3. To teach and form by practice ; to educate ; to
exercise ; to discipline ; as, to train the militia to the
manual exercise ; to train soldiers to the use of arms.
Our trained bands, which are the trustiest and most proper
Milton.
strength of a free nation.
The warrior horse here bred he 's taught to train. Dryden.
draw,
as
oxen.
4. To break, tame, and accustom to
5. (Sort.) To lead or direct, and form to a wall or
espalier ; to form to a proper shape, by bending, lopping,
or pruning ; as, to train young trees.
He trains the young branches to the right hand or to the left.
Jeffrey.

6.

(Mining) To trace, as a lode or any mineral appear-

ance, to

its

head.

&

To train a gtm {Mil.
Naut.), to point it at some object
either forward or else abaft the beam, that is, not directly on the side. Totten.
To train, or To train up, to
educate to teach to form by instruction or practice
to bring up.
Train up a child in the way he should go and when he is
Vrov. xiii. 6.
old, he will not depart from it.
The first Christians were, by great hardships, trained up tor
;

Tillotson.

glory.

to

Train, v. i. 1. To be drilled in military exercises
do duty in a military company.
2. To prepare by exercise, diet, instruction, etc., for

any physical contest as, to train for a boat race.
Train, n. [F. train, OF. train, trahin ; cf (for some
of the senses) F. traine. See Train, v.I 1. That which
draws along especially, persuasion, artifice, or enticement ; allurement. [06i.] " Now to my charms, and to
;

.

;

&

c^re,

am,

arni,

ask,

my wily iraires."

Milton.

tied to a lure to entice a hawk
Halliwell.
a trap for an animal a snare.
With cunning trains him to entrap unwares. Spenser.
3. That which is dravm along in the rear of, or after,
something; that which is in the hinder part or rear.

2 Hence, something

also,

;

;

—

Specifically
(a) That part of a gown which trails behind the wearer.
(6) (Mil.) The after part of a gun carriage ; the trail.
:

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

dnd, fern, recent

;

ice,

now

now

process

;

7.

8.

;

coursd

;

order

;

as,

in a train for settlement.
.
our duty would take

If things were once in this train,
root in our nature.

.

.

Swift,

The number of beats of a watch in any certain time.
A line of gunpowder laid to lead fire to a charge,

mine, or the like.
9. A connected line of cars or carriages on a railroad.
10. A heavy, long sleigh used in Canada for the transportation of merchandise, wood, and the like.
11. (Boiling Mill) A roll train as, a 12-inch train.
Roll train, or Train of rolls {Rolling Mill), a set of plain
or grooved rolls for rolling metal into various forms by
a series of consecutive operations.
Train mile {Railroads), a unit employed in estimating running expenses,
etc., being one of tlie total number of miles run by all
the trains of a road, or system of roads, as within a given
time, or for a given expenditure — called also mile run.
Train of artillery, any number of cannon, mortars, etc.,
with the attendants and carriages which follow them
into the field.
Campbell {Diet. Mil. Sd.).
Train of
mechanism, a series of moving pieces, as wheels and pinions, each of which is follower to that which drives it,
and driver to that which follows it.
Train road, a slight
railway for small cars,
used for construction, or in
mining.
Train tackle (Naut.), a tackle for running guns
;

—

—

;

—

—
in and out.
Syn. — Cars. — Teain,

—

—

Cars. Train is the word universally used in England with reference to railroad traveling as, I came in the morning train. In the United
States, the phrase the cars has been extensively introduced in the room of train ; as, the cars are late I came
in the cars. The English expression is obviously more
appropriate, and is prevailing more and more among
Americans, to the exclusion of the cars.
;

;

Traln'a-ble
or educated

;

(tran'a-b'l), a.
Capable of
as, boys trainable to virtue.

being trained
Bichardson.

Traln'band' (-bSnd'), n. ; pi. Trainbands (-bSndz').
A band or company of an organized military force instituted by James I. and dissolved by Charles II.
af;

—

terwards applied to the London militia, \_Eng.']
He felt that, without some better protection than that of the
trainbands and Beefeaters, his palace and person would hardly
be secure.

& vh. n.

from Teail.
Trailing arbutus. (Bot.) See under Akbutus. — Trailing
spring, a spring fixed in the axle box of the trailing wheels
of a locomotive engine, and so placed as to assist in deadening any shock which may occur. Weale. — Trailing
wheel, a mnd wheel of a locomotive when it is not a driving wheel also, one of the hind wheels of a carriage.
Train (tran), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Trained (trand)
Trail'lng, a.

;

n.

senate,

—

—

[KL., fr. Gr. Tpuyos a part
oi the inner ear.]
(Anat.)
Thi prominence in front of
the external 0[ etiiig of the Crimson Tragopan (Ceriornis
satyra).
ear.
See Ulust. ' ider Eak.
T' rail' (te' rSl'). See under T.
'.
Trail (trSl), V.
limp.
p. p. Teailed (trSld) ; p.
pr. <fe »». n. Tejiiuno.] [OE. trailen, OF. irailler to
trii,! a deer, or hi.uC him upon a cold scent, also, to hunt
«w pursue him with a limehound, P. trailler to trail a
ale,

traU in, is a delicious dish.
Baird,
8. (Mil.) That part of the stock of a gun carriage
rests on the ground when the piece is unlimbered.
See lllust. of Gun carriage, under Gun.
9. The act of taking advantage of the ignorance of a
person ; an imposition. \_Prov. Eng."]
TraU boards (Shipbuilding), the carved boards on both
sides of the cutwater near the figurehead.
Trail net, a
net that is trailed or drawn behind a boat.
Wright.
Trall'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, trails.

Eegular method

6.

things are

;

;

best-known species.

Rivers

;

which

"A

Stream and perpetual draw their humid train. Milton,
Other truths require a train of ideas placed in order. Locke.

;

—

Addison.
Shak.

train.

consecution or succession of connected things ; a
<ram of happy sentiments."
I. Watts.
The train of ills our love would draw behisd it. Addison.

Shak.

2. A footpath or road track through a wilderness or
wild region ; as, an Indian trail over the plains.
3. Anything drawn out to a length
as, the trail of
a meteor a trail of smoke.
When lightning shoots in glittering trails along. Howe.
4. Anything drawn behind in long undulations
a
train.
"A radiant ^rm7 of hair."
Pope.
6. Anything drawn along, as a vehicle.
lObs.J
6. A frame for trailing plants ; a trellis.
[Ofo.]
7. The entrails of a fowl, especially of game, as the
woodcock, and the like
applied also, sometimes, to
the entrails of sheep.
The woodcock is a favorite with epicures, and served with its
;

a suite.
The king's daughter with a lovely

;

6.
series.

Dryden.

!

" The train steers their flights,
like the rudder of a ship." Ray.
of followers; a body of attendants; a
a bird.

My train are men of choice and rarest parts.

Cooper.

How cheerfully on the false trail they cry

number

retinue

Like a wild beast.
Milton.
Long behind he trails his pompous robe.
Fope.
3. {Mil.) To carry, as a firearm, with the breech near
the ground and the upper part inclined forward, the
piece being held by the right liand near the middle.
4. To tread down, as grass, by walking through it ; to
lay flat.
Longfellow.
5. To take advantage of the ignorance of ; to impose
upon. [Prov. Eng.']
1 presently perceived she was (what is vernacularly termed)
^rmKiiff Mrs. Dent ! that is, playingonherignorance. C. Bronti.
Trail (tral), v. i. 1. To be drawn out in length ; to
follow after.
When his brother saw the red blood trail. Spenser.
2. To grow to great length, especially when slender and
creeping upon the ground, as a plant ; to run or climb.
Trail, n. 1. A track left by man or beast ; a track
followed by the hunter ; a scent left on the ground by
the animal pursued ; as, a deer trail.
They traveled in the bed of the brook, leaving no dangerous

Milton.

A

4.

A

To draw or drag, as along the ground.
And hung his head, and trailed his legs along.
They shall not trail me through their streets

2.

tall of

and turns their bodies,

.

trail.

lofty, grave tragedians taught.

Tra'g^'dlenne'
[F.]

n.

[Cf. F. tragSdien.]

writer of tragedy.

Thence what the

TRAITEUR
The

(c)

A trainband captain eke was he

Macaulay.

Of famous London town.
Cowper,
Traln'baar'er (-bSr'er), n. One who holds up a train,
as of a robe.

Train'el

(-51),

ra.

[OF.]

A dragnet.

[06s.]

Holland.

Traln'er (-er), n. 1. One who trains ; an instructor
especially, one who trains or prepares men, horses, etc.,
for exercises requiring physical agility and strength.

A

2.
militiaman
when called out for
exercise or discipline.
iU. S.]
Bartlett.

Train 'Ing, n.
The act of one who
trains; the act or
process of exercisdisciplining,

ing,
etc.

;

education.

Fan training
the opera-

(Hort.),

Fan Training.
of training
fruit trees, grapevines, etc., so that the branches shall radiate from the
stem like a fan.— Horizontal training (Hort.), the operation
of training fruit
trees, grapevines,
tion

etc.,

that the

so

branches

shall

spread out laterally in a horizontal
direction.
1

ng

— Train-

college.

See

Normal school, und e r Normal, a.
-Training day, a
day on which a
military company

Horizontal Training.

assembles for drill or parade. [U. 5.]— Training ship, a
vessel on board of which boys are trained as saUors.
Syn. See Education.
Train' OU' (oil'). [D. or LG. traan train oil, blubber
(cf. Dan. & Sw. tran, G. thran) -\- E. oil.'] Oil procured
from the blubber or fat of whales, by boiling.
Traln'y (-y), a. Belonging to train oil. [06s.] Gay.'
Traipse (traps), v. i. [Cf. G. trapsen, trappsen,
trappen, to tread noisily, to walk stamping. See TkamPLE, Trape.] To walk or run about in a slatternly, careless, or thoughtless manner.
[Colloq.']
Pope.

—

Trais

(traz).

Trays,

Traces. [06s.]
n. pi.
Cltaucer.
bulls in the trays.

Four white

Trait (trat ; 277), n. [F., fr. L. tractus, fr. trahere
to draw. See Teace, v , and cf. Teact a region, Teaoe
a strap. Tret.] 1. A stroke ; a touch.
By this single trait Homer makes an essential difiereace between the Hiad and Odyssey.
Broome,
2. A distinguishing or marked feature ; a peculiarity
as, a trait of character.

Jl^^ Formerly pronounced fro, as In French, and still
some extent in England.
Tral'tem" (tra'ter'), n. [P.] The keeper of an eating house, or restaurant ; a restaurateur.
Simmonds.
80 pronounced to
II

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey, drb, ddd

i

I

TRAITOR
Tral'tor (tra'tSr), n. [OE. traitour, OF. irwUor,
Irditeur, F. iraitre, L. iraditor, fr. Iradere, traditum, to
deliver, to give up or surrender treacherously, to betray
trans across, over -j- dare to give. See Date time, and
;

Betray, Tbadition, Thaditok, Treason.] 1. One
who violates his allegiance and betrays his country one
guilty of treason ; one who, in breach of trust, delivers
his country to an enemy, or yields up any fort or place
intrusted to his defense, or surrenders an army or body
of troops to the enemy, unless when vanquished also,
one who takes arms and levies war against his country
or one who aids an enemy in conquering his country.
See Treason.
cf.

;

;

;

O passing traitor,

perjured and unjust

Shak.

I

2. Hence, one who betrays any confidence or trust ; a
Chaucer.
"This false <rai7or death."
betrayer.

A woman who

betrays her country ©r any trust ; a traitoress. Dryden.
Tra-Ject' (tra-jSkf), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Trajected ;
vb. n. Trajecting.]
[L. trajectus, p. p. of trap. pr.
Jicere to throw across trans across -\-jacere to throw.
See Jet a shooting forth.] To throw or cast through,
over, or across; as, to traject the sun's light through
three or more cross prisms. [iJ.]
Sir I. Newton.
;

[L. trajectus, fr. trajicere

:

cf.

F. trajet, OF. traject. See TbAJECT, v. t.'\ 1. A place
for passing across ; a passage a ferry. [OJs.] Cotgrave.
2. The act of trajecting ; trajection.
[iJ.]
/. Taylor.
3. A trajectory.
Tra-]eC'tlon (tr4-jgk'shiin), n. [L. trajectio a crossing
a throwover, transposition.] 1. The act of trajecting
ing or casting through or across ; also, emission. Boyle.
Knatchbull.
2. Transposition,
[i?.]
Tra-Ject'0-ry (-j5k'to-ij^), n. ; pi. Trajectories (-riz).
[Cf. F. trajectoire.']
The curve which a body describes
in space, as a planet or comet in its orbit, or a stone
thrown upward obliquely in the air.
Tra'Jet (tra'jSt), Tra'Jet-our(-er), Tra'Jet-ry (-rj^), re.
See Treget, Treqetour, and Tbegetrt. [06j.]
;

;

;

handed down

Among

;

See Tbalation.]

1.

(-ming), re. (Silk Manuf.) The act or
process of forming trams. See 2d Tram.
Tra-mon'tane (tra-mon'tan or trSm'on-tan 277), a.
[OF. tramontain. It. tramontano, L. iransmontanus
trans across, beyond
mons, montis, mountain.] Lying
or being beyond the mountains coming from the other
side of the mountains ; hence, foreign barbarous.
(J^*™ The Italians sometimes use this epithet for ultramontane, and apply it to the countries north of the Alps,
as France and Germany, and especially to their ecclesiastics, jurists, painters, etc.
and a north wind is called
a tramontane wind.
The French lawyers call certain
Italian canonists tramontane, or -ultramontane, doctors;
considering them as favoring too much the court of Rome.
See Ultramontane.
Tra-mon'tane, re. One living beyond the mountains
hence, a foreigner ; a stranger.
Tramp (trSmp), v. t. [imp. &p.p. Tramped (trSmt
vb. re. Tramping.]
[OE. trampen; akin
215); p. pr.
to LG. trampen, G. trampeln, LG.
D. trappen, Dan.
trampe, Sw.
Icel. trampa, Goth, anatrimpan to press
upon ; also to D. trap a step, G. treppe steps, stairs. Cf.
Trap a kind of rock, Trape, Trip, v. i.. Tread.] 1. To
tread upon forcibly and repeatedly ; to trample.
2. To travel or wander through ; as, to tramp the
country. [Colloq.']
3. To cleanse, as clothes, by treading upon them in
water.
[Scot.']
Jamieson.
Tramp, v. i. To travel ; to wander ; to stroll.
Tramp, re. 1. A foot journey or excursion ; as, to go
on a tramp ; a long tramp.
Blackie.
2. A foot traveler
a tramper often used in a bad
sense for a vagrant or wandering vagabond.
Halliwell.
3. The sound of the foot, or of feet, on the earth, as

Passed

1.

2.

A

fire.

A

two grooves at right angles to
Trammel (Mech.).
lach other, the other being a
»eam carrying two pins (which slide in those grooves).

dm

;

pity

2.

;

food, fo'bt

;

out, oil

;

;

go

;

the transactions

—

;

Lowell.

:

Trauroad.
a town or city, on
freight are drawn by

ohair

as,

—

Milton.

pass over or across ; to traverse. [Poetic]
Trance the world over.
Hcnii. fc Fl.
When thickest dark did traitce the sky. Tcnnf/Ron.

;

has done or accomplished.
Syn. Proceeding; action; process. Transaction,
Proceeding. A transaction is something already done
and completed a proceeding is either something which
is now going on, or, if ended, is still contemplated with
reference to its progress or successive stages.
11^°' "We use the word jjroceeding in application to
an affray in the street, and the word transaction to some
commercial negotiation that has been carried on between
certain persons. The proceeding marks the manner of
proceeding, as when we speak of the p'oceedings in a
court of law. The transaction marks the business transacted; as, the transactions on the Exchange."
Crabb.
Trans-act'or (-akt'er), re. [L.] One who transacts,
performs, or conducts any business.
Derham,
Trans-al'plne (-Sl'pTu or -pin), a. [L. transalpinus ;
trans across, beyond -]- Alpinus Alpine, from Alpes the
Alps cf. F. iransalpin.] Being on the farther side of
the Alps in regard to Rome, that is, on the north or west
side of the Alps of or pertaining to the region or the
people beyond the Alps
as, transalpine Gaul
opposed to ci«r?njree.
Transalpine gaxhs." Beau.& Fl.
Trans-al'pine, re. A native or inhabitant of a country
beyond the Alps, that is, out of Italy.

1. Same as
(-wa'), re.
railway laid in the streets of

To

affair

it

—

of a drove of sheep.

done ; an

is

3. (Civil Law) An adjustment of a dispute between
parties by mutual agreement.
Transactions of a society, the published record of what

vii. 6.

;

fip,

2. That which
on the exchange.

Cowper.

Trance, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Tranced (trdnst) p. pr.
& vb. n. Trancing (tr&n'sing).] 1. To entrance.
And there I left him tranced.
Shak.

6. (il/ecA.) (a) An instrument
for drawing ellipses, one part
Of which consists of a cross with

r^de, UfU,

insult.

;

hook of various

unite,

and

;

sizes,

fise,

performance.

they trample
matt.

treat vrith contempt

A
A

used for hanging kettles and other vessels
over the

a

horses ; a horse railroad.
Tra-na'tlon (tra-na'shiin), n. [L. tranare, transnare,
to swim over ; trans across, over -}- nare to swim.] The
Bailey.
act of swimming over.
[Obs.]
Trance (trans), re. [F. transe fright, in OF. also,
trance or swoon, fr. transir to chiW, benumb, to be chilled,
to shiver, OF. also, to die, L. transire to pass over, go
over, pass away, cease trans across, over -f- ire to go ; cf.
L. transitus a passing over. See Issue, and cf. Transit.]
BTallitvell.
1.
tedious journey. [Prov. Eng.]
2.
state in which the soul seems to have passed out
another
state
of
being,
or
to
be
rapt into
of the body into
visions ; an ecstasy.
And he became very hungry, and would have eaten but
Acts x. 10.
while they made ready, he f eirinto a trance.
My soul was ravished quite as in a trance. Spenser.
3. (3fed.) A condition, often simulating death, in
which there is a total suspension of the power of voluntary movement, with abolition of all evidences of mental
activity and the reduction to a minimum of all the vital
functions, so that the patient lies still and apparently
unconscious of surrounding objects, while the pulsation
of the heart and the breathing, although still present,
are almost or altogether imperceptible.
He fell down in a tj'ance.
Chaucer.

—

A
A

iron

To

which cars for passengers or for

A

An

lest

their feet.

Tram'way'

[Sp. trama weft, or F. tranrie.']
silk
thread formed of two or more threads twisted together,
used especially for the weft, or cross threads, of the best
quality of velvets and silk goods.
TramTjIe (-b'l), v. t. (Mining) To wash, as tin ore,
with a shovel in a frame fitted for the purpose.
Smart.
Tram'mel (-mBl), re. [F. tramail, trSmail, a net, LL.
tremaculum, tremacle, a kind of net for taking fish ; L.
tres three -|- macula a, mesh.
See Three, and Mail armor.] 1.
kind of net for catching birds, fishes, or
other prey.
Carew.
2.
net for confining a woman's hair.
Spenser.
3.
kind of shackle used for regulating the motions
of a horse and making him amble.
4. Fig. : Whatever impedes activity, progress, or freedom, as a net or shackle.
[They] disdain the trammeh of any sordid contract. Jeffrey.
5.

;

Trampled

;

Tram car, a car made to run on a tramway, especially
a street railway car.
Tram plate, a flat piece of iron laid
down as a rail. Tram pot (Milling), the step and support
for the lower end of the spindle of a millstone.

forms and

;

Barllett.
tramp. [Low, V. S.]
Tram'road'' (tram'rod'), re. [Tram, a coal wagon -)road.] A road prepared for easy transit of trams or
wagons, by forming the wheel tracks of smooth beams of
wood, blocks of stone, or plates of iron.

A four-wheeled truck running

re.

;

;

;

Sir J. Davies.

in a mine, as for carrying coal or ore.
shaft of a cart.
IProv. Eng.']
De Quincey.
of the rails of a tramway.
car on a horse railroad. lEng.']

Tram,

stroller

&

&

;

and used

—

:

The huddling trample

The
One

A

;

;

Tram'pler (-pier), re. One who tramples one who
Cowper.
treads down as, a trampler on nature's law.
Tram-poose' (trSm-pobs'), v. i. [See Tramp, Trample, and Traipse.] To walk with labor, or heavily to

;

tram.2

a

the sound produced by trampling.

Tram (trSm), n, [Prov. E. tram a coal wagon, the
shaft of a cart or carriage, a beam or bar ; probably of
Scand. origin cf. OSw. trdm, trum, a beam, OD. drom,
2.
3.
4.

—

or Tran'quil-li'zlng-ly, adv.
Tran-quil'li-ty (trSn-kwil'lI-ty ; 277), re. [F. tranquillite, L. tranquillitas.]
The quality or state of being
tranquil ; calmness composure.
Tran'quil-ly (tran'kwTl-lJ), adv. In a tranquil manner calmly.
Tran'quil-ness, re. Quality or state of being tranquil.
Trans- (trSns-). [L. trans across, over.] A prefix,
signifying over, beyond, through, through and through,
on the other side, as in transalpine, beyond the Alps
transiorm, to form through and through, that is, anew
trans6guTe.
Trans-act' (-Skf), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Transacted ;
vb. re. Transacting.]
[L. transactus, p. p. of
p. pr.
transigere.
See Transaction.] To carry through to
do to perform ; to manage ; as, to transact commercial business
to transact business by an agent.
Trans-act', v. i. To conduct matters ; to manage affairs.
[R.]
South.
Trans-ac'tlon(-Sk'shiin),re. [L. transactio,iT. transigere, transaclum, to drive through, carry through, accomplish, transact ; trans across, over -j- agere to drive
cf. F. transaction.
See Act, Agent.] 1. The doing or
performing of any business ; management of any affair ;

;

;

;

& OHG.

)

Tran'quU-i'zing ) (-i'zTng), a.
Making tranquil
Tran'quU-li'Zing ) calming. " The tranquilizing
power of time." "Wordsworth.
Tran'qull-1'zing-ly

Tram'ple, v. i. 1. To tread with force and rapidity ;
to stamp.
with on or upon.
2. To tread in contempt
Diogenes trampled on Plato's pride with greater of his own.
Gov. of Tongue.
Tram'ple, re. The act of treading under foot ; also,

:

rails,

—

;

2. Fig.

metaphorically.
Solder.
Tra-lln'e-ate (tr4-lln'e-at), v. i. [L. trans across -f
linea a line
cf. It. trolineare, tralignare.']
To deviate
to stray ; to wander.
[06s.]
Dryden.
Tra-lu'cen-cy (-lia'sen-sy), re. Translucency as, the
tralucency of a gem. [06i.]
Sir T. Browne.
Tra-lU'Cent (-sent), a. [L. tralucens, translucens, p.
pr.
See Translucent.] Translucent. [06s.]

on

;

& p. p.

;

;

Dickens.

[imp.

Neither cast ye your pearls before swine,

re-

;

Prov.

t.

•;;.

;

W. Withington.

air's iraltu:ent gallery.

a tramp.

;

;

;

p. pr. &vb. re. Trampling (-pi ing).] [OE. trampelen, freq. of trampen.
See Tramp, v. t.]
1. To tread
under foot to tread down to prostrate by treading
Dryden.
as, to trample grass or flowers.
(-p'ld)

2. Metaphorical ; figurative ; not literal. Stackhouse.
In a tralatitious manner
Tral'a-U'tlOllS-ly, adv.

The

One who tramps

re.

Quincey.

;

;

(trSm'p'l),

De

1

digging with a spade.

(-er),

Tram'ple

them under

ceived by expositor from expositor.

when

Tramp'er

style clear, tranquil, easy to follow.

&

&

vagrant or vagabond

transmitted.
one

A

Tran'qull-i-za'tion K-i-za'shi3n), re.
The act of
Tran'quil-11-za'tlon )
tranquihzing, or the state of
being tranquilized.
Tran'quil-lze
(-iz), v. t.
[imp. & p. p. TranquilTran'quil-lize )
ized (-izd) or Tranquillized p.
pr.
vb. n. Tranquilizing (-I'zTng) or Tranquillizing.]
[Cf . P. tranquilliser. ] To render tranquil
to allay
when agitated to compose to make calm and peaceful ; as, to tranquilize a state disturbed by factions or
civil commotions
to tranquilize the mind.
Syn. To quiet; compose; still; soothe; appease;
calm; pacify.
Tran'qulWzer 1 (-I'zer), n. One who, or that which,
tranquilizes.
Tran'quil-li'zer

Tram'mlng

or the shoe,

[L. tralatiHus, translatitius,

biblical critics a troJatitious interpretation is

:

A
A

;

along

[Written also

of a horse.

[Written also trammeller.']
1. One who uses a trammel net.
Nares.
2. One who, or that which, trammels or restrains,

Sir W. Scott.
in marching.
tool for trimming hedges.
4.
5.
plate of iron worn to protect the sole of the foot,

;

tralaticius, trans! aiicius.

(Man.) Having blazes, or
hind foot of one side, as if

;

Tra-la'tlon (tr4-la'shuu), n. [L. tralatio, translatio.
See Translation.] The use of a word in a figurative or
extended sense a metaphor; a trope. [Oi«.] Bp. Hall.
Tral'a-tl'tlon (trai'a-tlsh'iSn), n. [See Tkalatitious.]
A change, as in the use of words a metaphor.
Tral'a-ti'tlOUS (-us), a.

—

&

;

to shackle.

;

&
&

&

TraJ'ect (trSj'gkt), n.

to hamper ;
(-m6Id), a.
white marks, oh the fore and
marked by trammels ;
said
trammelled.']
Txarn'mel-er (-mgl-er), n.
confine

Tram'meled

Shak.

(-grSm), re.
[OE. trangrain a strange
thing, trangame a toy.
See Tangram.] Something intricately contrived a puzzle. [Cant
Obs.] Arbtithnot.
Tran'nel (-nel), re. (A'aw^.) A treenail. [E.] Moxon.
[L. tranquillus;
Tran'qull (tran'kwil; 277), a.
probably f r. trans across, over -j- a word akin to quietus
quiet cf. F. tranquille. See Quiet.] Quiet ; calm ; undisturbed ; peaceful ; not agitated ; as, the atmosphere
is tranquil ; the condition of the comtry is trangiiil.

Shak.

[fl.]

To

A

Tran'gram

;

2.

(trans), v. i.
To pass ; to travel. [Obs.J
(trSn'Skt), n.
[Cf. Traject.]
ferry.

Tran'ect
[Obs.]

;

—

[F. traUresse.']

Trance

beam compass.

;

;

re.

A

(J)

;

;

(-trSs),

pencil.

(trSm'mSl), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Trammeled
(-mSld) or Trammelled p. pr!'& vb. n. Trammeling, or
Trammelling.] 1. To entangle, as in a net ; to catch,

Tram'mel

+

A

Tral'tress

and also the describing
See under Beam.

;

Spenser. Pope.
Tral'tOT, a. Traitorous. [iJ.]
Tral'tor, v. t. To act the traitor toward ; to betray
to deceive. [06j.] "But time, it <?-aiZor.s me." Lithgow.
traitress. [06«.] Eom.. of R.
Tral'tor-ess (-es), n.
Tral'tor-ly (-1^), a. Like a traitor ; treacherous traiShak.
torous.
[06«.] " Ti'm^oWj/ rascals.
Tral'tOr-OUS (->Ss), a. [Cf. F. trailreux.'] 1. Guilty
of treason ; treacherous ; perfidious ; faithless as, a traiShak.
torous officer or subject.
2. Consisting in treason ; partaking of treason ; implying breach of allegiance ; as, a traitorous scheme.
Tral'tor-ous-ly, adv.
Tral'tor-ous-ness, n.
Chaucer.
Tral'tor-y (-3?), n. Treachery. [06«.]

—

TRANSCEND
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;

;

;

—

^''

Trans-an'i-mate (-Sn'I-mat), v.
Transanimated (-ma'tSd) p. pr. &
;

+

&

[imp.

t.

vb. n.

p. p,

Transanima-

[Transanimate.]
To animate with a soul
conveyed from another body. [R.] Bp. J. King (1608).
Trans-an'1-nia'tlon (-ma'shiSn), re. [Cf.F. transanimation.] The conveyance of a soul from one body to
another. [R.]
Fuller.
Trans'at-lan'tic (-St-lSn'tTk), a.
[Pref. transAtlantic: cf. F. transatlantique.]
1. Lying or being
beyond the Atlantic Ocean.
^W^ When used by a person in Europe or Africa,
transatlantic signifies being in America when by a person in America, it denotes Being or lying in Europe or
Africa, especially the former.
2. Crossing the Atlantic Ocean.
Trans-au'dl-ent (-a'di-ent), a. [See Trans-, and AuDIENT.] Permitting the passage of sound, [ii.] Lowell.
TiNG.]

+

;

Trans-ca'len-cy

(-kii'leu-sy), n.

The

quality or stuff

of being transcalent.

Trans-ca'lent
p.

[Pref. trans-

(-lent), o.
pr. of calere to grow warm.]
of, heat.

-\-

L. calens,

Pervious to, or per-

mitting the passage

Tran-scend' (tritu-sSnd'), v. t. [imp. &.j>. p. Transcended p. pr. S: vb. n. Tranbcenoino ] [L. 'ranscen;

transcnisiim ; trans beyond, ovei -|- sc-nulere to
Sec Scan.] 1. To rise abovi>; to surmoimt us,
lights in the heavens transcending the i-eglcn of the
clouds.
Howell.
2. To pass over ; to go beyond ; to exceed.
Such popes as shall trw\>cnvt llislr limits.
Bacon,
dere,

climb.

sins, Igk

;

tben, thin

;

;

bON

;

zh - z

in azure.

(

TRANSCEND
To surpass

3,

;

to outgo

;

to excel

;

to exceed.

How much her worth ti-aitscended all her kind. Dryden.
Tran-SCend' (tran-seud'), v- i- 1. To climb
to
mount. [(96s.]
[i?.]
2. To be transceudeut to excel,
».
[Cf. L. transcendenTran-SCend'ence (-eus),
tia, F. transcendance.]
Tran-Scend'en-cy (-en-sy),
1. The quality or state of being transcendent superior
;

;

l

I

;
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TRANSFORMISM

Tran-SCribe' (tran-skrib'), v. t. limp. &p. p. TeanSCEIBED (-skribd'); p. pr. & vb. n. Teansceibing.] [L.
transcribere, transcriptum ; trans across, over -j- scribere to write.
See Sckibe.] To write over again, or
in the same words to copy
as, to transcribe Livy or
Tacitus to transcribe a letter.
Tran-scrib'er (-er), n. One who transcribes, or writes

Trans-fer'a-bil'I-ty (trans-Ier'a-bTl'I-ty or transThe quality or state of being tran.sferable.
Trans-Jer'a-ble (trSns-fer'a-b'l or -fer'a-b'l 277), a.
[Cf. F. transferable.]
[Written also transferrible.]
1. Capable of being transferred or conveyed from one
place or person to another.
2. Negotiable, as a note, bill of exchange, or other
evidence of property, that may be conveyed from one
person to another by indorsement or other writing capable of being transferred with no loss of value as, the
stocks of most public companies are transferable; some
tickets are not transferable.

;

;

;

from a copy a copier a copyist.
Tran'script (tran'skript), n.
;

;

[L. transcriptum, neut.
excellence ; supereminence.
The Augustinian tlieolojy rests upon the transcendence of of trunscriptus, p. p. of transcribere. See Teansceibe.]
1. That which has been transcribed ; a writing or
A. V. G. Allen.
Deity as its controlling principle.
exaggeration.
[06s.] composition consisting of the same words as the original
2. Elevation above truth ;
" Where transcendencies are more allowed."
Bacon. a written copy.
The decalogue of IVIoses was but a transcript.
South.
Tran-scend'ent (-eut), a. [L. iranscendens, -enli-i,
p. pr. of transcendere to transcend : cf. F. iranscendant,
2. A copy of any kind an imitation.
G. iranscendeni.'] 1. Very excellent; superior or suThe Grecian learning was but a transcript of the Chaldean
preme in excellence ; surpassing others ; as, transcend- and Egyptian.
Glanvill.
ent worth ; transcendent valor.
Tran-serip'tion (tran-skrip'shun), n. [Cf. F. tranMilton.
Clotlied with transcendent brightness.
scriptioti, L. transcriptio a transfer.]
1. The act or
Z. (ICaniian Fhilos.) Transcending, or reaching be- process of transcribing, or copying as, corruptions creep
applied to afiBr- into books by repeated transcriptions.
yond, the limits of human knowledge
mations and speculations concerning what lies beyond
2. A copy a transcript.
Walton.
the reach of the human intellect.
3. (il/us.) An arrangement of a composition for some
Tran-scend'ent, n. That which surpasses or is su- other instrument or voice than that for which it was
pereminent that which is very excellent.
originally written, as the translating of a song, a vocal
Tran'scen-den'tal (tran'sen-den'tal), a. [Cf. F. tran- or instrumental quartet, or even an orchestral work, into
scendaiilaJ, G. transcendental.']
1. Supereminent ; sur- a piece for the piano
an adaptation ; an arrangement
passing others as, transcendental being or qualities.
a name applied by modern composers for the piano to
2. (Philos.) In the Kantian system, of or pertaining
a more or less fanciful and ornate reproduction on their
to that which can be determined a priori in regard to own instrument of a song or other
piece not originally
the fundamental principles of all human knowledge. intended for it
as, Liszt's transcriptions of songs by
;
What is transcendental, therefore, transcends empiri- Schubert.
cism ; but it does not transcend all lumian knowledge,
Tran-scrip'tive (-tTv), a. Done as from a copy; havor become transcendent. It simply signifies tlie a pri- ing the .style
or appearance of a transcription,
[i?.]
ori or necessary conditions of experience which, thougli
[iJ.]
Tran-scrip'tive-ly, adv.
Sir T. Browne.
affording the conditions of experience, transcend the
Trans-cur' (trans-kflr'), V. i. [L. transcurrere, transsphere of that contingent knowledge which is acquired cur sum trans across, over -\- currere
;
to run.] To run
by experience.
or rove to and fro.
[06s.]
Bacon.
3. Vaguely and ambitiously extravagant in speculaTranB-cur'rence (-kilr'rens), n. [L. iranscurrens, p.
tion, imagery, or diction.
pr. of transcurrere]
roving hither and thither.
WiW^ In mathematics, a quantity is said to be truyiscenTrans-cur'sion (-kfir'shun), n. [Cf. L. transcursio
dentul relative to another quantity when it is expressed
a passing over. See TRASScnE.]
rambling or ramble
as a transcendental function of the latter thus, «-'<, 10-^,
a
passage
over bounds an excursion. [06s.]
Howell.
log .r, sin x, tan .r, etc., are transcendental relative to z.
Trans-di'a-lect
(-di'a-lekt), v. t.
[Pref. trans- -f diaTranscendental curve (Math.), a curve in which one ordinate is a transcendental function of the other.
Tran- lect.] To change or translate from one dialect into an[i2.]
Bp. Warburton.
scendental equation (Jfatli.), an equation into which a other.
transcendental function of one of the unknown or variaTrans-dUC'tion (-duk'shtin), n.
[L. transducere,
ble quantities enters.
Transcendental function. (Math.) traducere, -ductum, to lead across or over. See TeaSee under Function.
DUCE.] The act of conveying over. \_R.]
Entick.
Syn.— Transcendental, Empieical. These terms,
Transe (trans), n. See Teakce. [06s.]
with the corresponduig nouns, transcendentalism and
Trans-el'e-ment (trans-el'S-meut), 1 v. t.
[Pref.
empiricism, are of comparatively recent origin. EmTrans-el'e-men'tate (-el'e-meu'tat), )
transelepirical refers to knowledge which is gained by the expement.] To change or transpose the elements of to tranrience of actual phenomena, without reference to the
substantiate.
[06s.]
Jer.
Taylor.
principles or laws to which they are to be referred, or
Trans-el'e-men-ta'tion (-men-ta'shun), n.
[Cf. F.
by which they are to be explained. Transcendental has
reference to tliose beliefs or principles which are not de- transelemoitalion.] {Eccl.) Transubstantiation. [06s.]
rived from experience, and yet are absolutely necessary
Tran'senne (trau'sen), n.
transom. [06s.]
to make experience possible or useful. Such, in the better
Tran'sept (-sept), n. [Pref. trans- -\- L. septum an
sense of the term, is the transcendental philosophy, or inclosure.
See Septum.] (ArchJ) The transversal part
transcendentalism. Each of these words is also used in a
bad sense, emjjiricism applying to that one-sided view of of a church, which crosses at right angles to the greatknowledge which neglects or loses sight of the truths or est length, and between the nave and choir. In the baprinciples referred to above, and trusts to experience sihcas, this had often no projection at its two ends. In
alous transcendentalism, to the opposite extreme, wliich, Gothic churches these project greatly, and should be
in its depreciation of experience, loses sight of the rela- called the arms of the transept. It is common, however,
tions which facts and phenomena sustain to principles,
to speak of the arms themselves as the transepts.
and hence to a kind of philosophy, or a use of language,
[Pref. transTran-sex'lon (trSn-sek'shiin), n.
which is vague, obscure, fantastic, or extravagant.
L. sexus sex.] Change of sex.
Sir T. Browne.
[06s.]
Tran'scen-den'tal, n. A trauscendentalist. \_Obs.']
[Pref.
Trans-lem'1-nate (trans-fem'i-nat), v. t.
Tran'scen-den'tal-lsm (-iz'm), n. [Cf. F. transcen- trans- -\- L. femina woman.] To change into a woman,
dantalisme, G. iranscendentaUsmiis.~\ 1. {Kantian Phi- as a man.
[06s.
S.]
Sir T. Browne.
los.) The transcending, or going beyond, empiricism, and
Trans-fer' (-fer'), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Teansfekhed
ascertaining a priori the fundamental principles of hu- (-ferd')
vb. n. Teansfeeeing.] [L. iransferre ;
p. pr.
man knowledge.
trans across, over
cf F. transferer.
ferre to bear
As ScheUing and Hegel claim to have discovered See Beae to carry.] 1. To convey from one place or perthe absolute identity of the objective and subjective in son to another ; to transport, remove, or cause to pass,
human knowledge, or of things and human conceptions to another place or person as, to transfer the laws of
of them, the Kantian distinction between transcendent
and transcendental ideas can have no place in their phi- one country to another ; to transfer suspicion.
2. To make over the possession or control of ; to pass
losophy ; and hence, mth them, transcendentalism claims
to have a true knowledge of all things, material and im- to convey, as a right, from one person to another ; to
material, human and divine, so far as the mind is capable give as, the title to land is transferred by deed.
of knowing them. And in this sense the word transcen3. To remove from one substance or surface to andetitalism is now most used. It is also sometimes used other
as, to transfer drawings or engravings to a litho;
for that which is vague and illusive in philosophy.
graphic stone.
Tomlinson.
2. Ambitious and imaginative vagueness in thought,
Syn.
To sell ; give alienate ; estrange sequester.
imagery, or diction.
transferring,
Trans'fer (trans'fer), n. 1. The act of
Tran'scen-den'tal-ist, n. [Cf. F. transcendantaliste.l
or the state of being transferred the removal or conOne who beUeves in transcendentalism.
veyance of a thing from one place or person to another.
Tran'soen-den-tal'i-ty (-den-tSl'i-ty), n. The qual2. (Law) The conveyance of right, title, or property,
ity or state of being transcendental.
either real or personal, from one person to another,
Tran'scen-den'tal-ly (-den'tal-ly), adv. In a tranwhether
by sale, by gift, or otherwise.
scendental manner.
I shall here only consider it as a transfer of property. Burl'e.
Tran-scend'ent-ly (tran-send'ent-ly), adv. In a transcendent manner.
3. That wliich is transferred.
Specifically
Tran-scend'ent-ness, n
Same as Teanscendence.
(a)
picture, or the like, removed from one body or
Tran-SCen'sion (tran-sen'shun), n. [See Teanscend.] ground to another, as from wood to canvas, or from one
The act of transcending, or surpassing ; also, passage piece of canvas to another.
Fairholt.
over.
[06s.]
Chapman.
(6) A drawing or writing printed off from one surface
Trans'co-late (trSns'kS-lat), v. i. [imp.
p. p. on another, as in ceramics and in many decorative arts.
Teanscolated (-la' ted) p. pr. &vb. n. Tkanscolatinq.]
(e) {Mil.) A soldier removed from one troop, or body
[Pref trans- -f L. colare, colatum, to filter, to strain.] of troops, and placed in another.
To cause to pass through a sieve or colander ; to strain,
4. {Med. ) A pathological process by virtue of which a
as through a sieve.
[06s.]
Harvey. unilateral morbid condition on being abolished on one
Trans'co-la'tion (-la'shSn), n. Act of transcolating, side of the body makes its appearance in the correspondor state of being transcolated. [06s.] Bp. Stillingfleet. ing region upon the other side.
Trans-con'ti-nen'tal (trans-kon'ti-ngn'tal), a. [Pref.
Transfer day, one of the days fixed by the Bank of Engtrans--\- continental.]
Extending or going across a con- land for the transfer, free of charge, of bank stock and
tinent as, a trav—-^i'r,ental railroad or journey.
government funds. These days are the first five business
days in the week before three o'clock. Transfers may be
Trftn3-Cor'po-i.iiiu ;-kSr'po-rat), v. i. [Pref. transmade on Saturdays on payment of a fee of 2s. 6d. Bithell.
corporate.] 'J'c transmii;rate.
[06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
Transfer office, an office or department where transfers
Trau-scrlb'bleir ^trSu-skrib'bler), n.
transcriber
Transfer paper, r prepared paof stocks, etc. are made.
used ui contempt.
per used by draughtsmen, engravers, lithographers, etc.,
H6 [Aristotle] has suffered vastly from the transcribblers, as for transferring impressions. Transfer table. (Railroad)
all authors of great brevity necessarily must.
Gray. Same as Traverse table. See under Teaveese.
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ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

fer'-), n.

;

;

;

The person

Trans'fer-ee' (traus'fer-e'), n.
a transfer is made.

to

whom

Trans'fer-ence (trans'Ier-ens), n. The act of transferring conveyance passage transfer.
Trans'fer-og'ra-phy (-Sg'ra-fy), n. [Transfer
;

;

;

+

-graphy.] The act or process of copying inscriptions,
or tlie like, by making transfers.
Trans-fer'rence (trans-fer'rens or -fer'rens), n. See

Teansfeeence.
Trans-fer'rer

(-fer'rer), n. One who makes a transfer
or conveyance.
Trans-fer'rl-ble (-fer'iT-b'l or -fer'ri-b'l), a. Capable
of being transferred
transferable.
Trans-flg'U-rate (-lii,'ii-rat), v. t. To transfigure ;
to transform.
[R.]
Byron.
;

Trans-fig'u-ra'Uon (-ra'shJin), n. [L. iransfiguratio :
F. transfiguration.]
1. A change of form or appearance especially, the supernatural cliange in the personal
appearance of our Savior on the mount.
2. {Eccl.) A feast held by some branches of the Christian church on the 6th of August, in commemoration of
the miraculous change above mentioned.
Trans-fig'ure (-fig'iir 135), v. t. [imp. &p. p. TeanrFiGURED (-iird) p. pr. & vb. n. Teanspigueing.] [F.
transfgurer, L. transflgurare, transfguratum ; trans
across, over -f- figurare to form, shape.
See Figueb,
V. t.]
1. To change the outward form or appearance of
cf.

;

;

;

metamorphose ; to transform.
2. Especially, to change to something exalted and
glorious to give an ideal form to.
[Jesus] was transfgured before them
and his face did shine
as the sun, and his raiment was white as the light. Matt. xvii. 2.
to

;

;

&

Trane-Hs'
(-fiksf)

(-fTks'), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Transfixed
vb. n. Teansfixinq.]
[L. transfxus,
p. pr.

&

;

of transfigere to transfix
trans across, tln-ough
-\- figere to fix, fasten.
See Fix.] To pierce through,
as with a pointed weapon ; to impale ; as, to transfix one
with a dart.
Trans-flx'ion (-fik'shun), n. The act of transfixing,
or the state of being transfixed, or pierced.
Bp. Hall.
Trans'flu-ent (trans'fliJ-ent), a.
[Pref. trans- \fluent.]
1. Flowing or running across or through; as,
p. p.

;

a transfluent stream.
2. {Her.) Passing or flowing through a bridge

;

of water.

Wright.

Trans'flux

(-fliiks),

[Vtet. trans-

re.

ing through, across, or beyond,

-[-

flux.]

— said
A flow-

[i?.]

Trans'Io-rate (-fS-rat), v. t. [L. transforatus, p. p.
of transforare to pierce through trans through -|- forare
to bore.] To bore through ; to perforate.
[06s.]
Trans-form' (-fSrm'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. TeansFOEMED (-fSrmd') p. pr.
vb. n. Teansfoeming.]
[L.
Iransformare, transformatum ; trans across, over -)formare to form : cf. P. transformer. See Form, v. Z.J
1. To change the form of ; to change in shape or appearance
to metamorphose ; as, a caterpillar is ultimately transformed into a butterfly.
Love may transform me to an oyster.
Sl/ak,
;

&

&

;

;

To change

into another substance to transmute
alchemists sought to tra7isform lead into gold.
in nature, disposition, heart, character,,
or the like to convert.
Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind. Rom. xii.2.
4. {Math.) To change, as an algebraic expression or
geometrical figure, into another form without altering its
2.

;

as, the

3.

To change
;

value.

Trans-form',
metamorphosed.

v.

i.

To be changed

[B.]
His hair transforms

to

in

form; to ha

down.

Addison,

Trans-form'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of bemg transformed or changed.
Trans'for-ma'tion (trSns'fSr-ma'shun), n. [L. transformatio : cf. F. transformation.] The act of transforming, or the state of being transformed
change of form
or condition.

Specifically

:

—

;

Any change

in an organism which alters
its general character and mode of life, as in the development of the germ into the embryo, the egg into the
animal, the larva into the insect (metamorphosis), etc. ;
also, the change which the histological units of a tissue
are prone to undergo. See Metamoephosis.
(6) {Physiol.) Change of one form of material into
another, as in assimilation metabolism metamorphosis.
(e) {Alchemy) The imagined possible or actual change
of one metal into another transmutation.
{d) (Tlieol.)
change in disposition, heart, character,
(a) {Biol.)

;

;

;

A

or the like conversion.
(e) {Math.) The change, as of an equation or quantity,,
into another form without altering the value.
Trans-form'a-tlve (-f8rm'a-tiv), a. [Cf. F. transformatif.] Having power, or a tendency, to transform.
Trans-fonu'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, transforms. Specif. (Elec), an apparatus for producing from
a given electrical current another current of different
;

voltage.

Trans-form'ism (-Tz'm), n.
[F. transformisme.]
The hypothesis, or doctrine, that living beings

{Biol.)

have originated by the modification of some other previously existing forms of living matter
opposed to
abiogenesis.
Huxley.
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

ftrb,

odd

;

—

.

TRANSFREIGHT
Trans-freight' (trSns-frat'),

v.

To

i.

and represents

it as in the act of taking its flight.
Life Is
joys are transitory ; its hours are fleeting.
loose love ? A transient gust.
Fope.
If [we love] transitory things, which soon decay.
Age must be loveliest at the latest day.
Donne.

transfrete.

transient

Waierhouse.
Trans'fre-ta'tlon (trans'fre-ta'shun), n. [L. IransSee Transfhete.] The act of passing over a
fretalio.
[Ofc.]
Sir J. Duvies.
strait or narrow sea.
Trans-frete' (triJns-fret'), v. i. [L. (ransfrelare ; trans
across, over
freturn a strait cf OF. transfreter.'] To
pass over a strait or narrow sea. [Written also transfreight.-]
[Ote]
E. Hall.
_
[06^.]

+

Trans'fuge

:

n.

1

transfiiga

[L.

Of

A

Milton.

—

;

Milton.

lObs.]
Why
you peace to this imperate beast
That hath so long transgressed you ?
Beau, fy Fl.
Trans-gress', v. i. To offend against the law ; to sin.
Who transgressed in the thing accursed. 1 Chron. ii. 7.
Trans-gres'slon (-grSsh'un), n. [L. transgressio a
going across, going over, transgression of the law, from
iri%nsgredi, transgi'essus, to step across, go over ; trans
over, across
gradi to step, walk : cf . F. transgression.
See Grade.]
The act of transgressing, or of passing
ever or beyond any law, civil or moral ; the violation of
a law or known principle of rectitude ; breach of command ; fault ; offense ; crime ; sin.
Forgive thy people ... all their trajisgressiOTis wherein they
have transgressed against *hee.
1 Kiitgs viii. 50.
What rests, but that the mortal seritence pass
On his iransgressiony death denounced that day ? Milton.
The transgression is in the stealer.
Shak.
Syn. Fault; offense; crime; infringement; misdemeanor; misdeed; affront; sin.
;

give

with

connection with a
clock for observing the time of
transit of a heavenly body over the
meridian of a
place,

;

5,

ness couected with
the passage of
goods through a
country to their

.

;

The way of transgi-essors is hard. Prov. xiii. 15.
Tran-shape' (tran-shap'), v. t. To transshape. [i?.]

which

above the polar axis.
Trans'it, v. t. (Astron.) To pass over the disk of
(a heavenly body).
Tran-si'tion (trSn-sTzh'iin 277. See also the Note
below), n. [L. transitio : cf. F. transition. See Transient.]
1. Passage from one place or state to another
change ; as, the transition of the weather from hot to

J. Webster (1623).
(-ship'), v.

Tran-ship'ment

t.

Same as Transship.
Same as Transshipment.

(-ment), n.
;

cold.

new speech resumes. Milton.
Change from one form to another.
dl^^ This word is sometimes pronounced tran-sish'un ;
but according to Walker, Smart, and most other authorities, the customary and preferable pronunciation is tra7i[He] with transition sweet,

|

4. {Biol.)

rtfde,

full,

fan

;

pity

mode

violates analogy.

changes trnnsilional stage.
Tran-Si'tlon-a-ry (-S-rj),

:

;

out,

oil

;

a.

A

;

There happened certain

;

go

;

siug,

tratislocations at the deluge.

]Voodwa)'d,

Trans-Iu'cence (-lii'sens),
Trans-lu'cen-cy (-sen-sj),
clearness

Transitional.

cliair

;

;

;

food, fo~ot

Shak,

{Med. ) To cause to remove from one part of the
; as, to translate a disease.

;

;

;

;

your grace,

is

8. To cause to lose senses or recollection ; to entrance.
[_Obs.]
J. Fletcher.
Trans-late', v. i. To make a translation ; to be engaged in translation.
Trans-la'tion (-la'shiln), n. [F. translation, L. translatio a transferring, translation, version.
See Translate, and cf. Tralation.] 1. The act of translating,
removing, or transferring; removal; also, the state of
being translated or removed ; as, the translation of
Enoch ; the translation of a bishop.
2. The act of rendering into another language ; interpretation ; as, the translation of idioms is difficult.
3. That which is obtained by translating something
a version ; as, a translation of the Scriptures.
4. {Ehet.) A transfer of meaning in a word or phrase
a metaphor ; a tralation. [Obs.]
B. Jonson,
5. {Melaph.) Transfer of meaning by association
association of ideas.
A. Tucker.
6. {Kinematics) Motion in which all the points of the
moving body have at any instant the same velocity and
direction of motion ;
opposed to rotation.
Trans'Ia-ti'tiOUS (trSns'U-tTsh'us), a. [See TralaTiTious.] Metaphorical ; tralatitious ; also, foreign exotic.
[Obs.]
Evelyn.
Trans-lat'lve (-lat'T v), a, [L. iranslativus that is to
be transferred cf. F. translatvf.'^ Tropical figurative ;
as, a translative sense,
Putlenham,
[i?.]
Trans-lat'or (-er), n, [L. translator : cf. F. translaiev.r.]
1. One who translates; esp., one who renders
into another language one who expresses the sense of
words in one language by equivalent words in another.
[Eng.]
2. {Tel eg.) A repeating instrument.
The ofllce or dignity of a
Trans-lat'or-sMp, n.
translator.
Trans-lat'0-ry (-o-rj^), a. Serving to translate ; transferring.
[R.]
Arbiithnot,
woman who translates.
Trans-lat'ress (-rSs), n.
Trans'la-va'tion (trSns'lil-va'shiin), n. [Pref. transwashing.] A laving or lading from
-f- L. lavatio, -onis,
one vessel to another. [Ots.]
JJolland.
Trans-llt'er-ate (-ITt'er-at), v. t. [Pref. trans- -f L.
litera, littera, letter.]
To express or represent in the
characters of another alphabet aa, to transliferate Sanskrit words by means of English letters.
A, J. Ellis.
Trans-Ut'er-a'tlon (-a'shfin), n. The act or product
of transliterating, or of expressing words of a language
by means of the characters of another alphabet.
Trans'lo-ca'tlon (trans'lo-kiVshttn), n. [Pref. traj)S-\- location.]
Removal of things from one place to
another ; substitution of one thing for another.

uninhabitable to a habitable state.
Tran-Sl'tion-al (-"!), ". Of or pertaining to transiinvolving or denoting transition as, transitional
tion

Tran-fienl
transitory, as lia-

ikp,

latter

Other authorities say tran-zisli'un.
Transition rocks (Geo!.), a term formerly applied to the
lowest uncrystalline stratified rocks (graywacke) supposed to contain no fossils, and so called because thought
to have been formed when tlie earth was passing from an

represents a thing as brief at the best
ble at any moment to pass away. Fleeting goes further.

unite,

altlicugh this

siz/i'un,

— Transient, Transitory, Fleeting.
Ose,

is

2. {Mus.)

Tran'sienoe (trSn'shens), ) n. The quality of being
Tran'sien-cy (-shen-sy),
transient ; transientness.
Tran'Sient (trSn'sheut ; 277), a. [L. transiens, -entis,
See
p. pr. of transire, transitum, to go or pass over.
Trance.] 1. Passing before the sight or perception, or,
as it were, moving over or across a space or scene
viewed, and then disappearing; hence, of short duration ; not permanent ; not lasting or durable ; not stationary ; passing; fleeting ; brief ; transitory; as, transient
" Menauved this transient wovld."
pleasure.
Milton.
2. Hasty; momentaiy ; imperfect; brief; as, a transient view of a landscape.
3. Staying for a short time ; not regular or permanent
aa, a, transient guest ; transient boaxdera. [Collog. U.S.]
;

^

no death, what seems so is transition. Longfellow.
A direct or indirect passing from one key
to another ; a modulation.
3. (Ehet.) A passing from one subject to another.
There

Souls purified by sorrow and self-denial, transtiumanized to
the divine abstraction of pure contemplation.
Lowell.

Syn.

is

;

Trans-hu'mau (traus-hu'man), a. [Pref. trans- -fliuman.] More than human superhuman. \JR.]
Words may not tell of that tramhuman change. H. F. Canj.
Trans-hu'man-ize (-12), v. t. To make more than
human; to purify; to elevate above humanity. [iJ.]

Happy

—

—

destination.
Upper transit (.45- Tran^.it Inbtnimeni, or Meridi in Ciicle
a a Graduated Cnclei fcft iMicroscopes
<TOre.), the passage
Piers, for reading
of a heavenly body
m'-^J}!i through the
the Circles; cc Counterpoises for reduacross thnt- -nai-l«ing faction upon the supporting Vs.
Of the meri^dtan

:

Tran-ship'

{Surv.)

Transit,
above.
Transit trade
— —
{Com.), the busi-

posed or tending to transgress ; faulty
culpable.
Trans-gress'ive-ly, adv.
Adam, perhaps,
from the transgressive infirmities of himself, might have erred alone.
Sir T. Browne.
Trans-gress'or (-er), n. [L. cf. F. transgresseur.]
One who transgi-esses ; one who breaks a law, or violates
a command one who violates any known rule or principle of rectitude ; a sinner.
.

{b)

A surveyor's
transit. See

(-grSs'iv), a.
[Cf. L. transgressivus
passing over into another class, F. transgressif.] Dis-

.

of

collimation in the
plane of "--he meridian, —used in

involving a transgression.

To

—

1.

tele-

line

its

1.

body to another

horizontal axis, on
which it revolves

Of or pertaining to

a.

A

Translation.]

cf.

translate the stubbornness of fortune
Into so quiet and so sweet a style.

scope mounted at
right angles to a

—

(-al),

Trans-, and Tolerate, and

bear, carry, or remove, from one place to another; to
transfer ; as, to ^(Tmsta^e a tree.
[Archaic]
Dryden.
In the chapel of St. Catharine of Sienna, they show her head
Evelyn.
the rest of her bc^dy being translated to Rome.
2. To change to another condition, position, place, or
office ; to transfer ; hence, to remove as by death.
3. To remove to heaven without a natural death.
By faith Enoch was translated, that he should not see death ;
and was not found, because God had translated him. Jleb. xi. 5.
4. {Eccl.) To remove, as a bishop, from one see to
another. " Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, when the king
would have translated him from that poor bishopric to a
better, . . . refused."
Camden.
5. To render into another language ; to express the
sense of in the words of another language ; to interpret
hence, to explain or recapitulate in other words.
Translating into his own clear, pure, and flowing language,
what he found in books well known to the world, but too Dulky
or too dry for boys and girls,
Macaulay.
6. To change into another form ; to transform.

That can

instrument. {As(a)

&

&

—

tron.)

.

—

—

it

.

—

;

— Transit duty, a
duty paid on goods
that pass through
a country.— Trans-

+

;

.

^W

&

Trans-gress'lve

conveyance

—

2. Hence, to overpass, as any rule prescribed as the
limit of duty to break or violate, as a law, civil or moral.
For man will hearken to his glozing lies.

transgression

;

the transit of goods through a country.
A line or route of passage or conveyance ; as, the
Nicaragua transit.
E. G. Squier.
4. (Astron.) {a) The passage of a heavenly body over
the meridian of a place, or through the field of a telescope, (i) The passage of a smaller body across the disk
of a larger, as of Venus across the sun's disk, or of a
satellite or its shadow across the disk of its primary.
5. An instrument resembling a theodolite, used by
surveyors and engineers ;
called also, transit compass, and
surveyor's transit.
The surveyor's transit
differs from the theodolite in
having the horizontal axis attached directly to the telescope
which is not mounted in Y's
and can be turned completely
over about the axis.
Lower transit (Astron.), the
passage of a heavenly body
across that part of the meridian
which is below the polar axis.
Surveyor's transit. See Transit, 5, above.
Transit circle
(Astron.), a transit instrument
with a graduated circle attached, used for observing the
time of transit and the declinaSurveyor's Transit.
tion at one observation. See
Circle, n., 3.
Transit compass. See Transit, 5, above.

•

Traus-gres'slon-al

of causing to pass

3.

(-fu'zT-b'l), a.
Capable of being
transferable by transfusion.
(-f
u'zhiin),
n.
[L.
transfusio : cf. F.
Trans-fU'sion
transfusion.']
1. The act of transfusing, or pouring, aa
Howell.
liquor, out of one vessel into another.
2. (Med.) The act or operation of transferring the
blood of one man or animal into the vascular system of
another; also, the introduction of any fluid into the
blood vessels, or into a cavity of the body from which
It can readily be absorbed into the vessels ; intrafusion ;
as, the peritoneal transfusion of milk.
Trans-fU'sive (-siv), a. Tending to transfuse ; having
power to transfuse.
Trans-gress' (-gres'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Transgressed (-grSsf) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Transgressing.]
[Cf.
F. transgresser.
See Transgression.] 1. To pass over
or beyond ; to surpass. [iJ.]
Surpassing common faith, transgressing nature's law. Di^den.

command.

The act or process

as,

;

sole

;

;

2.

—

—

[L.

n.

)

Stewart.

3. {Gram.) Passing over to an object ; expressing an
action which is not limited to the agent or subject, but
which requires an object to complete the sense ; as, a
transitive verb, for example, he holds the book.
Tran'sl-tive-ly, adv.
Tran'si-tive-ness, n.
Tran'sl-tO-ri-ly (-si-t6-ri-ly), adv. In a transitory
manner ; with brief continuance.
Tran'si-tO-ri-ness, n. The quality or state of being
transitory ; speedy passage or departure.
Tran'si-tO-ry (tran'sl-to-ry), a. [L. transitorius : cf.
F. transitoire. See Transient,] Continuing only for a
short time ; not enduring fleeting ; evanescent.
Comfort and succor all those who, in this tran^ -tory life, are
in trouble.
Bk. of Corn. Prayer.
It was not the transitory light of a comet, which slirnes and
glows for a while, and then
vanishes into nothing. South.
Transitory action {Late), an action which may be
brought in any county, as actions for debt, and the like
o^^o&edto local action.
Blackstone. Bouvier.
Syn. Transient; short-lived; brief. See Transient.
Trans-lat'a-ble (trSns-lat'a-b'l), a. Capable of being
translated, or rendered into another language.
Trans-late' (-laf), v. t. \imp.
p. p. Translated ;
vb. n. Translating.] [F. transluter, LL. transp. pr.
latare to translate, transfer, L. translatus, used as p. p.
of transferre to transfer, but from a different root.
See

;

Trans-fu'Si-ble

And easily transgress the
To offend against to vex.

;

Bacon.

[iJ.]

of the feelings or the fancy.

A

;

3>

Milton.

II

;

&

1

— Tran'-

brief
Glanvill.
tranTran-sU'i-en-cy
^iien«, p. pr.
)
of iransilire to leap across or over ; trans across, over -fsalire to leap.]
leap across or from one thing to
another. \_B.] " An unadvised trayisiliency." Glanvill.
Trans-l're (trans-i're), n. [L. transire to pass
through or across, to pass.] (Eng. Law)
customhouse
clearance for a coasting vessel a permit.
(trSns'it),
Trans'it
n.
[L. iransilus, from transire
to go over : cf. F. transit. See Transient.] 1. The act
of passing passage through or over.
In France you are now ... in the transit from one form of
government to another.
Burtce.

&

1 have transfused,

277), adv.

106),
(trSn-sTl'i-en-sy),

;

Immense

;

That which remains but for a

Tran-Sil'1-ence (tran-sTl'T-ens

;

transfused

(trau'shent-ljr

1.

transit, or passage.

2. Effected by transference of signification.
By far the greater part of the transitive or derivative applications of words depend on casual and unaccountable caprices

time.

;

&

OJleetinfi joys
Paradise, dear bought with lasting woes

slent-ness, n.
Tran'Sient, n.

;

;

;

making a

[L. iransiiivus: d.-p,
Having the power oj

a.

transitif.

is

— Tran'slent-ly

trans across, over -|Trans-fu'gi-tive (-fu'jT-tiv), )
fugere to flee.] One who flees from one side to another
[iJ.]
heuce, a deserter a turncoat an apostate.
Trans-Iund' (-fund'), v. t. [L. Iransfundere ; trans
See Found to
over, across -|^ fundere to pour, pour out.
cast, and cf. Transpose.]
To pour from one vessel into
Barrow.
another to transfuse. \_Ohs.~\
Trans-fuse' (-fuz'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Transfused
[L. transfusus,
{-fuzd') p. pr.
vb. n. Transfusing.]
See Transp. p. of transfundere : cf. F. trans/user.
fund.] 1. To pour, as liquid, out of one vessel into another to transfer by pouring.
2. {Med.) To transfer, as blood, from the veins or arteries of one man or animal to those of another.
3. To cause to pass from one to another
to cause to
be instilled or imbibed as, to transfuse a spirit of patriotism into a man to transfuse a love of letters.
Into thee such virtue and grace
;

Tran'sl-tlve (trSn'sT-tiv),
See Transient.]

its

;

What

.

(trSns'fuj),

TRANSLUCENCY
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igk

j

;

)

The

n.

of

)

partial transparency.

tUen, thin

;

boN

;

2J1

=z

quality or state
being translucent
Sir T. Browne.

in azure.

TRANSPORTANCE

TRANSLUCENT
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[L. translucens,
a.
to shine through trans across,
See Lucid.] 1. Transmittmg rays of light without permitting objects to be distinctly seen ; partially transparent.
\_Poeiie] " Fountain or fresh
2. Transparent clear.
Milton.
current . . . translucent, pure."

Trans-mOg'rl-ly (trans-mog'rT-fi), v. t. [A humorous coinage.] To change into a different shape ; to transform. [Colloq.]
Fielding.
Trans-move' (-moov'), v. t. [Pref. trans- -\- move.]
To move or change from one state into another to transform. [Obs.]
Spenser.
Trans-mu'ta-bil'i-ty (-mu'ta-bTl'T-tif), n.
[Cf. F.
tra?>smutabilite.]
The quaUty of being transmutable.

(trans-lu'sent),

Trans-lu'cent

-enlis, p. pr. of Iranslucere

+ lucere

through

;

to shine.

;

Keplenished from the

Pope.

cool, translucent springs.

Syn. — Translucent, Transparent. A thing is translucent when it merely admits the passage of light, without

enabling us to distinguish the color and outline of objects
through it ; it is transparent when we can clearly discern
objects placed on the other side of it. Glass, water, etc.,
are transparent ; ground glass is translucent ; a, translucent style.

Trans-lU'cent-ly, adv. In a translucent manner.
Trans-lU'cid (-lii'sTd), a. [L. translucidus ; trans
lucidus lucid cf. F. translucide. See
across, through
Bacon.
Translucent.] Translucent, [i?.]

+

:

Trans'lu-na-ry

[Pref. trans-

(trans'lii-na-ry), a.

L. hina moon.] Being or lying beyond the
opposed to sublunary. [Ois.]
ethereal ;

—

moon

;

-\-

hence,

Mnnowe, bathed in the Tliespian springs.
Had in liiiii tliose brave, translunary things
That the

first

Drayton.

poets had.

[L. transmarinus ;
Trans'ma-rine' (-ma-ren'), a.
trans beyond -|- marinus marine cf F. transmarin. See
Howell.
Marine.] Lying or being beyond the sea.
a. [L. Iransmeahilis.']
Trans'me-a-ble (-me-a-bl),
Capable of being
Trans'me-at'a-ble (-at'a-b'l), (
:

.

I

passed over or traversed ; passable. [Obs.']
Trans'me-ate (trans'me-at), v. i. [L. transmeatus,
p. p. of transmeare to pass across ; trans across, over
»ieo)e to go.] To pass over or beyond. \_Obs.~\
Trans'me-a'tion (-a'shun), n. The act of transmea\_Obs.'\
ting ; a passing tlirough or beyond.

+

Trans-mew'

(trSns-mii'), v.

t.

&

[F. iransmuer, L.
transmute to trans-

i.

See Transmute.] To
form to metamorphose. [Archaic] Chaucer. Spenser.
To transmew thyself from a holy hermit into a sinful foriransmutare.

;

;

Sir

ester.

ir.

Scott.

;

Trans-mut'a-ble (-miit'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. transmutable.
See Transmute.] Capable of being transmuted or
changed into a different substance, or into something of
a different form or nature transformable.
The fluids and solids of an animal body are easily transmuta;

ble into

one another.

Arhutlinot.

— Trans-mut'a-ble-ness, n. — Trans-mut'a-bly,
Trans'mu-ta'tion

(trans'mij-ta'shiin), n.

;

&

&

The caresses of parents and the blandishments of friends
transmute us into idols.
Buckminster.
Transmuting sorrow into golden joy
Free from alloy.
H. Sjnith.

Trans-mut'er (-mufer), n. One who transmutes.
Trans-mu'tU-al (-mu'tii-al 135), a. [Pref. trans;

[L. transmiMigrating or passing

Trans'ml-grant

(trSns'raT-grant), a.

See Transmigrate.]
from one place or state to another
jrans,

p. pr.

residence to another,

—n. One

Trans'mi-grate (-grat), v. i.
grated (-gra'ted) p. pr. & vb.

passing from one
who transmigrates.
[imp.
p. p. Transmi-

&

Transmioratinq.] [L.

n.

;

;

transmigrare, transmigratuni ; trans across -)- migrare
to migrate. See Migrate.] 1. To pass from one country or jurisdiction to another for the purpose of residence, as men or families ; to migrate.
2. To pass from one body or condition into another.
Their souls

may transmigrate

into each other.

Howell.

[F. transmigran.
1. The act of passing from one
migration.
passing of the soul at death into another mor-

Trans'ml-gra'tion (-gra'shun),
tion,

transmigratio.']

Ij.

country to another

The

2.

;

body metempsychosis.
Trans'ml-gra'tor (trans'mt-gra'ter),

tal

;

One who

n.

J. Ellis.

transmigrates.

TranS-mi'gra-tO-ry (tr5ns-mi'gra-t6-ry),
from one body or state to another.

Passing

a.

[Cf. F.
Trans-mls'si-bil'l-ty (-mTs'sl-bii'l-ty), n.
The quality of being transmissible.

iransmissibilite.']

Trans-mls'si-ble (-mts'si-b'l), a. [Cf. F. transmissible.']
Capable of being transmitted from one to another
capable of being passed through any body or substance.

Trans-mis'sion (-mlsli'tin), n. [L. transmissio : cf.
F. transmission. See Transmit.] 1. The act of transas, the transmitting, or the state of being transmitted
mission of letters, writings, papers, news, and tlie like,
from one country to another the transmission of rights,
titles, or privileges, from father to son, or from one
generation to another.
2. (Laio) The right possessed by an heir or legatee of
transmitting to his successor or successors any inheritance, legacy, right, or privilege, to which he is entitled,
even if he should die without enjoying or exercising it.
Trans-mls'sive (-mls'slv), a. Capable of being transmitted derived, or handed down, from one to another.
;

;

+ mutual.]

Reciprocal commutual. [B.] Coleridge.
[L. transTrans'na-ta'tlon (trans'na-ta'shan), n.
trans across, over -|- natare to
natare to swim over
swim.] The act of swimming across, as a river.
Trans-na'ture (-na'tiSr; 135), v. t. [Pref. trans- -\nature.] To transfer or transform the nature of. [Obs.]
;

;

We

are transelemented, or transnatured.

;

— called al&o -iranssiimmer.

—

;

—

—

;

Trans-par'ence (-pSr'ens), n. [Cf. F. transparence.]
The quality or state of being transparent transparency.
Trans-par'en-cy (-en-sy), n. ; pi. Transparencies
1. The quality or condi(-sTz).
[Cf. F. transparence.]
;

;

tion of being transparent

with transmissive light
Enlivens "worlds denied to human sight.
Itself a sun, it

Trans-mit' (-mTf),

& vb.

v.

[imp.

i.

& p. p.

Prior.

Transmitted

;

Transmitting.] [L. transmittere, transmittere to send
missum ; trans across, over
cf. F.
transmejtre. See Missile.]
1. To cause to pass over or
through to communicate by sending to send from one
person or place to another to pass on or down as by inheritance as, to transmit a memorial to transmit dispatches to transmit money, or bills of exchange, from
one country to another.
The ancientest fathers must be next removed, as Clement of
Alexandria, and that Kusebian book of evangelic preparation,
p. pr.

n.

+

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

trarisiiiifting

nur ears through a hoard of heathenish obscenities

to receive the gospel.

Milton.

The scepter of that kingdom continued to be transmitted in
the dynasty of Castile.
Prescott.
2. To suffer to pass through as, glass transmits light
metals transmit, or conduct, electricity.
Svoift.
Trans-mit'tal (-tol), n. Transmission.
Trans-mit'tance (-tans), n. Transmission.
Trans-mit'ter (-ter), n.
One who, or that which,
transmits specifically, that portion of a telegraphic or
telephonic instrument by means of which a message is
Bent
opposed to receiver.
Trans-mit'ti-ble (-tt-b'l), a. Capable of being transmitted transmissible.
Trans-mog'ri-fi-ca'tlon (-mSg'rT-fi-ka'shun), n. The
act of transmogrifying, or the state of being transmogri;

;

;

—
;

fied

;

transformation. [Colloq.]
who wrote me about the transmogrification of our

Clive,

Bchoolfellow, an attorney's son.

ale,

senate,

Tliackeray.

c4re,

am, arm, ask,

;

transparence.

transparere to be transparent L. trans
See Appear.]
through -f- parere to appear.
1. Having the property of transmitting rays of light,
pervious
through
seen
distinctly
can
be
so that bodies
as, transparent glass
pellucid
to light diaphanous
"
Transopaque.
to
opposed
a transparent diamond
Milton.
parent elemental air."
as,
porous
open
light
2. Admitting the passage of
Dryden.
a transparent veil.
-entis, p. pr. of

;

across,

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

Translucent; pellucid; clear; bright; limpid;
diaphanous. See Translucent.
Trans-par'ent-ness, n.
Trans-par'ent-ly, adv.
Trans-pass' (-pas'), v. t. [Pref. trans- -\- pass : cf.
LL. transpassare. Cf. Trespass.] To pass over as,
J. Gregory.
Alexander transpassed the river. [Obs.]
Trans-pass', '•. i. To pass by ; to pass away. [Obs.]
transbeing
of
Capable
Trans-paSS'a-ble (-a-b'l), a.
[Obs.]
passed, or crossed over.
-[-pat[TransTrans-pat'ron-ize (-pSt'run-iz), v. t.
ronize.] To transfer the patronage of. [Obs.] Warner.
Tran-spe'ci-ate (tran-spe'shT-at), V. t. [Pref. transone species to an-f L. species form.] To change from
other ; to transform. [Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
horse.
into
a
a
man
transpeciate
Power to

Syn.

lucid

—

;

—

;

Tran-splc'U-OUS
see or look through
finol,

^U

;

(-spTk'lS-us), a.
;

trans through

eve, event,

to pass through.

The

Dryden.

sides ti^anspierced return a rattling sound.

Tran-spir'a-ble (tran-splr'a^b'l), a.
[Cf. F. transpirable.] Capable of being transpired, or of transpiring.
Tran'spi-ra'tlon (tran'spT-ra'shiin), n. [F. transpi1. (Physiol.) The act or process of transpiring or excreting in the form of vapor exhalation, as
through the skin or other membranes of the body as,
pulmonary transpiration, or the excretion of aqueous
vapor from the lungs. Perspiration is a form of tran-

ration.]

;

Cndworth.

spiration.
2. (Bot.)

The evaporation

aqueous vapor, from

of water, or exhalation of

and masses of tissue.
3. (Physics) The passing of gases through fine tubes,
porous substances, or the like as, transpiration through
membranes.
Tran-spir'a-tO-ry (tran-spir'a-tio-ry), a. Of or relatcells

;

ing to transpiration.

&

Tran-splre' (-splr'), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Transpired
(-spird') p. pr.
[F. transpirer
vb. n. Transpiring.]
See
spirare to breathe.
L. trans across, through
Spirit.]
1. (Physiol.) To pass off in the form of vapor
or insensible perspiration to exhale.
2. (Bot.) To evaporate from living cells.
3. To escape from secrecy to become public
as, the
proceedings of the council soon transpired.
Maximilian's
attachment
The story of Paulina's and
mutual
had transpired through many of the travelers.
De Quince]/.

&

;

+

;

;

;

4. To happen or come to pass to occur.
^S" This sense of the word, which is of comparatively
recent introduction, is common in the United States, especially in the language of conversation and of newspaper writers, and is used to some extent in England.
Its use, however, is censured by critics of both countries.
Tran-splre', v. t. 1. (Physiol.) To excrete through
the skin; to give off in the form of vapor; to exhale;
;

to perspire.
2. (Bot.)

To evaporate (moisture) from living cells.
Trans-place' (trSns-plas'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Transplaced (-plasf ) p. pr. & vb. n. Transplacing (-pla'sing).]
[Pref. trans- {- place.]
To remove across some space
[i?.]
to put in an opposite or another place,
;

[an obelisk]

was transplaced

.

.

from the

.

the
Bp. Wilkins.

left side of

Vatican into a more eminent place.

Trans-plant' (-plSnf), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Transplanted p. pr. & vb. n. Transplanting.] [F. trans;

planter, L. tj-ansplanlare ; trans across, over -\- plantare
to plant. See Plant.]
1. To remove, and plant in anDryden.
other place as', to transplant trees.
2. To remove, and settle or establish for residence in
inhabitants.
another place ; as, to transplant
Being transplanted out of his cold, barren diocese of St. David
Clarendon.
into a warmer climate.
;

Trans'plan-ta'tion (trSns'plSn-ta'shQn), n. [Cf. F.
transplantation.]
1. The act of transplanting, or the
state of being transplanted ; also, removal.
The transplantation of Ulysses to Sparta. Broome.
2. (Snrg.) The removal of tissues from a healthy part,
and the insertion of them In another place where there is

a lesion

;

as,

the transplantation of tissues in autoplasty.

One who transTrans-plant'er (trSns-plant'er), n.
also, a machine for transplanting trees.
Tran-splen'den-cy (trSn-splen'den-sy), n. Quality
Br. H. More.
or state of being transplendent. [B.]
Tran-splen'dent (-dent), a. [Trans- -f splendent.]
Resplendent in the highest degree. [B.]
Tran-splen'plants

;

—

dent-ly, adv.

[E.]

Trans-port' (trSns-port'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Transported p.pr. & vb. n. Transporting.] [F. transporter,
;

See
L. transportare ; trans across -\- portare to carry.
Port bearing, demeanor.] 1. To carry or bear from
one place to another ; to remove ; to convey ; as, to
Hakluyt.
transport goods ; to transport troops.
2. To carry, or cause to be carried, into banishment,
as a criminal to banish.
3. To carry away vrith vehement emotion, as joy, sorrow, complacency, anger, etc. to ravish with pleasure
or ecstasy ; as, music transports the soul.
[They] laugh as if transported with some fit
;

That which is transparent; especially, a picture
painted on thin cloth or glass, or impressed on porcelain,
or the like, to be viewed by natural or artificial light,
Fairholt.
which shines through it.
Trans-par'ent (-ent), a. [F., from LL. transparens,
2.

;

&

&

vb. n. Transpiercing
;
(-per'si'ng).]
[Pref. trans- -[- pierce : cf. F. transpercer.]
To pierce through ; to penetrate ; to permeate ;

It

3. (Gun.) The piece of wood or iron connecting the
cheeks of some gun carriages.
Chambers.
4. {Surv.) The vane of a cross-staff.
5. {Railroad) One of the crossbeams connecting the
side frames of a truck with each other.
Transom knees (Shipbuilding), knees bolted to the tranTransom window. (Arch.) (a) A
soms and after timbers.
window divided horizontally by a transom or transoms.
(6) A window over a door, with a transom between.
Trans'pa-dane' (trans'pa-dan'), a. [L. transpadanus ; trans across -\- Padus the Po.] Lying or being on
the further side of the river Po with reference to Rome,
opposed to cispadane.
that is, on the north side
Trans-pal'a-tine (trans-pal'a-tln), a. [Pref. trans- -\palatine.] (Anat.) Situated beyond or outside the palasaid of a bone in the skull of some reptiles.
tine bone
Trans-pare' (-pSr'), v. t. & i. [See Transparent.]
To be, or cause to be, transparent to appear, or cause to
appear, or be seen, through something. [Obs.] Stirling.
;

Trans-pierce' (trSns-pers'),
Transpierced (-persf) p. pr.

Jeivel.

Tran'SOm (trSn'sum), n. [Probably fr. L. iranstrum
a crossbeam, transom, ivorairans atiross. Cf. Trestle.]
X. {Arch.) A horizontal crossbar in a window, over a
Trandoor, or between a door and a window above it.
S07n is the horizontal, as mullion is the vertical, bar
across an opening. See Hlust. of Mullion.
2. {Naut.) One of the principal transverse timbers of
the stern, bolted to the sternpost and giving shape to the
stern structure

sight.

;

adv.
[F. trans-

mutation, L. transmutatio. See Transmute.]
1. The
act of transmuting, or the state of being transmuted ; as,
the transmutation of metals.
2. (Geom.) The change or reduction of one figure or
body into another of the same area or solidity, but of a
different form, as of a triangle into a square.
[iJ.]
3. {Biol.) The change of one species into another,
which is assumed to take place in any development theBacon.
ory of life transformism.
TranBmutation of metals (Alchem.), the conversion of
base metals into gold or silver, a process often attempted
by the alchemists. See Alchemy, and Fhilosopher's stone,
under Philosopher.
One who believes in the
Trans'mu-ta'tion-ist, n.
transmutation of metals or of species.
Trans-mnte' (trSns-muf), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Transvb. n. Transmuting.] [L. transmutare,
muted p. pr.
transmutatum ; trans tiCTOSs -{- mutare to change. See
Mutable, and cf. Transmew.] To change from one nature, form, or substance, into another ; to transform.
;

Of. Conspicuous.] Transparent ; pervious to the
[B.] " The wide, transpicuous ah."
Milton.
[imp.
v. t.
p. p.

to see.

[L. transpicere to
specere, spicere.

-\-

6nd, fern, recent

;

Ice,

;

Of

Milton.

passion.

We shall then

Trans'port (trans'port), n.
1. Transportation ; carriage
The Romans
them with
2.

.
wonder. South.
See Transport, ti.]
conveyance.

be transported with a nobler

.

.

[F.

;

. . stipulated with the Carthaginians to furnish
A7-buthnot.
ships for transport and war.

A vessel

.

employed for transporting, especially

for

carrying soldiers, warlike stores, or provisions, from one
place to another, or to convey convicts to their destination ;
called also transport ship, transport vessel.
passion ecstasy rapture.
3. Vehement emotion
With transport views the airy rule his own,
Pope.
And swells ou an imaginary throne.
Sav not, in transports of despair,
Doddridge.
That all your hopes are fled.
4. A convict transported, or sentenced to exile.
Trans-port'a-bil'i-ty (trans-port'a-btl'i-ty), n. The
quality or state of being transportable.
Trans-port'a-ble (-port'a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. transportable.]
1. Capable of being transported.
2. Incurring, or subject to, the punishment of transportation as, a transportable offense.
Trans-port'al (-«1), n. Transportation ; the act of removing from one locality to another. " The transportal
Darwin.
of seeds in the wool or fur of quadrupeds."
Trans-port'ance (-ans), n. Transportation. [Obs.]
" Give me swift transporiance."
Shak.

—

;

;

;

idea,

HI

;

old,

Sbey, 6rb, odd

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Sir H. Wotton.

;

;

;

;

—

—

tree {Bot.),

;

South.
[iJ.]
ecstasy.
Conveyed from
Trans-port'ed (trSns-port'Sd), a.
away
with
pasanother
figuratively,
carried
one place to
;
sion or pleasure ; entranced.
Trans-port'ed-ljT, adv.
Trans-port'ed-ness, n.
Trans-port'er (-er), n. One who transports.
Trans-port'ing, a. Tliat transports ; fig., ravishing.
2. Transport

(trSn-silmp'shiin), re.
[L. tranof taking from one place to another. [R.]

South.

;

vessel for their transportation.

Act

sumptio.]

;

To provide a

—

the jack
so called because it furnishes a
kind of birdlime. See 1st Jack.
Trap (trSp), V. t. [AS. treppan. See Trap a snare.]
1. To catch in a trap or traps
as, to trap foxes.
Tran-sump'tive (-tiv), ff. ['L.transumptivus.] Taking
" A tranTo insnare to take by stratagem to entrap.
2. Fig.
from one to another metaphorical. [R.]
Dryden,
sumptive kind of speech."
Drayton. " I trapped the foe."
3. To provide with a trap
as, to trap a drain
to
Fictive, descriptive, digressive, transurnptive, and withal definitive.
Lowell.
trap a sewer pipe. See 4th Trap, 5.
Trap, V. i. To set traps for game to make a busiTrans-va'sate (trSns-va'sat), v. t. [See Transvasaness of trapping game as, to trap for beaver.
tion.] To pour out of one vessel into another.
[Obs.]
Tra-pan' (tra-pan'), re. [OF. trappan. See Trap,
Cudworth.
Trans'va-sa'tion (trSns'va-sa'shiin), re. [Pref. trans- and cf. Trepan a snare.] A snare a stratagem a treSouth.
-)- L. vas, vasis, vessel.]
The act or process of pouring pan. See 3d Trepan.
Tra-pan', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Thapanned (-pSnd')
out of one vessel into another. [Obs.]
Holland.
Trans-vec'tlon (trSns-vek'shiin), re. [L. transvectio, p. pr. & vb. re. TRAtANNiNG.] To insnare to catch by
from transvehere to carry across trans across -f- vehere stratagem to entrap to trepan.
Having some of his people trapanned at Baldivia. AnsoTi.
to carry.] The act of conveying or carrying over.
[R-].
Trans-ver'ber-ate (-ver'ber-at), v. t. [L. transverbeTra-pan'ner (-ner), n. One who trapans, or insnares.
ratus, p. p. of transverberare to strike or pierce through.]
Trap'ball' (trSp'bal'), «. An old game,of ball played
To beat or strike through. [Obs.]
with a trap. See 4th' Trap, 4.
[Cf. F. transversal.
Trans-ver'sal (-sal), a.
See
Trap'door' (trSp'dor'), re.
1. (Arch.) A lifting or
Transverse.] Running or lying across transverse; as, sliding door covering an opening in
a transversal line.
Trans-ver'sal-ly, adv.
a root or floor.
[Cf. F. transvtrsale.]
Trans-ver'sal, re.
(Geom.)
2. (Mining) A door in a level foi
A straight line which traverses or intersects any system regulating the ventilating current
z"
of other lines, as a line intersecting the three sides of a
called also weather door.
.^^
triangle or the sides produced.
Raymond

Tran-sump'tlon

a.
Transporting
as, transportant love.
[06«.] Dr. H. More.
Trans'por-ta'tlon (trSns'por-ta'shuu), n. [L. trans1. The act of transportaiio : cf. F. transportation.']
carriage from
porting, or the state of being transported
one place to another removal conveyance.

Trans-port'ant (trSns-port'ant),

ravishing

TRAPPIST

;

;

&

;

Keble.
Your transporting chords ring out.
Trans-port'ing-ly, adv. So as to transport.
Trans-port'ment (-ment), n. The act of transporting,

or the state of being transported

transportation,

;

[i?.]

Trans-pos'a-ble (-poz'a-b'l), a. That may be transposed as, a transposable phrase.
Trans-pos'al (-ol), n. The act of transposing, or the
;

state of being transposed

;

&

&

said to be transposed.
4. {Gram.) To change the natural order of, as words.
5. (Mus. ) To change the key of.
Trans-pos'er (-poz'er), n. One who transposes.
Trans'po-si'tion (trSns'po-zish'iin), re. [F. transposition, from L. transponere, transpositum, to set over,
remove, transfer trans across, over -\- ponere to place.
See Position.] The act of transposing, or the state of
being transposed. Specifically
(a) {Alg.) The bringing of any term of an equation
from one side over to the other without destroying the
equation.
(J) (Gram.)
change of the natural order of words in
is

Trans'verse (trSns'vers or
thing that

as,

&

of the same oridress with orna[R.]
ments ; to adorn ;
said especially of horses.
Steeds .
that trapped were in steel all glittering. Chaucer.
To deck his hearse, and trap his tomb-black steed. Spenser.
There she found her palfrey trapped
Tennyson.
In purple blazoned with armorial gold.
Trap, re. [Sw. trapp ; akin to trappa stairs, Dan.
so called because the rocks
trappe, G. treppe, D. trap ;
of this class often occur in large, tabular masses, rising
above one another, like steps. See Tramp.] (Geol.) An
old term rather loosely used to designate various darkcolored, heavy igneous rocks, including especially the
feldspathic-augitic rocks, basalt, dolerite, amygdaloid,
Called
etc., but including also some kinds of diorite.
also trap rock.
Trap tufa. Trap tuff, a kind of fragmental rock made up
of fragments and earthy materials from trap rocks.
Trap, a. Of or pertaining to trap rock as, a trap

gin as E. drab a kind of cloth.]

—

.

;

;

Shak.

Trans-ship' (-ship'), v. t. [Pref. trans- -j- ship.] To
from one ship or conveyance to another. [Writ-

transfer

Trans-ship'ment (-ment), n. The act of transshipping, or transferring, as goods, from one ship or conveyance to another. [Written also transhipment.]
Tran'SUb-Btan'ti-ate (tr5n'sub-stSn'sliT-at 106), V. t.
[LL. transubstantiatus, p. p. of transubstantiare to transubstantiate ; L. trails across, over
substantia substance.
See Substance.]
1. To change into another
substance. IS.]
;

+

all,

And can convert manna to gall.
Donne.
C. Theol.) To change, as the sacramental ele-

;

Trap, n.
[OE. trappe, AS. treppe; akin to OD.
trappe, OHG. trapo ; probably fr. the root of B. tramp,
as that which is trod upon cf F. trappe, which perhaps
machine or contrivinfluenced the English word.] 1.
ance that shuts suddenly, as with a spring, used for taking game or other animals ; as, a trap for foxes.
She would weep if that she saw a mouse

A

i.ransubstuntiatio : cf. F. iranssubstantiation.]
1.
change into another substance.
2. (E. C. Theol.) The doctrine held by Roman Catholics, that the bread and wine in the Mass is converted

:

— distinguished from

Caught

transubstantiation.

Barrsw.

(-sfi-da'shiin), re.
[Cf. P. transsudaact or process of transuding.
2. {Physics) Same as Exosmose.
Tran-SU'da-tO-ry (trSn-su'da-t6-ry), a.
Of or pertaining to transudation
passing by transudation.

[imp.

i.

&

&

:

;

TrailS'sum'mer (trSns'sum'mer), re.
(Naut.) See
Transom, 2.
Tran-sumpt' (trSn-sQmf 215), re. [L. transumere,
transmnptum, to take from one to another, in LL. to
transcribe.
See Transume.] A copy or exemplification
of a record.
[Obs.]
Lord Herbert.
;

,

use,

iinite,

rude,

full,

iip,

Ojn

;

pity

xi. 9.

me

Slutk.

trap

is

laid for

!

The game

Trap
;

;

Hav-

(Geom.)

1.

—

pezium; trapezoid.
Tra-pe'zi-um (tra-pe'zt-iim 277),
ziums (-ilmz), L. Trapezia (-a).
[NL., fr. Gr. rpane^iov a little table, an irregular four-sided figure,
dim. of rpdirefa a table, for rerpa.rerpa- (see Tetra-) -|- Tre'fa
Trefa
;

re.

/ pi.

E. Tbape-

;

foot, akin to ttovs foot ; hence, originally, a table with four feet.
See

Foot.]

(Geom.)

X.

A

bounded by four right

Trapezium.

plane figure

lines, of

which no two are

parallel.

A bone of the carpus at the base of the
metacarpal, or thumb, (b) A region on the ventral
side of the brain, either just back of the pans Varolii, or,
as in man, covered by the posterior extension of its
transverse fibers.
Trap'e-ZO-he'dral (trSp'e-zS-he'dral), a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling, a trapezohedron.
Trap'e-ZO-he'dron (-dron), re. [NL., from trapezium
-{- Gr. iSpa seat, base, fr. e^eaOai to sit.]
(Ci-ystallog.)
(a) A solid bounded by twenty-four equal and similar
trapeziums a tetragonal trisoctahedron. See the Note
under Trisoctahedron. (b) A tetartohedral solid of the
hexagonal system, bounded by six trapezoidal planes.
The faces of this form are common on quartz crystals.
2. (Anal.) (a)

first

;

Trap'e-ZOid (trSp'e-zoid

[Gr. Tpa?refo6i«Tj!
;
277), n.
rpdn-e^a table -j- eiSos shape, likeness
;
F. trapezoide. See Trapezium.] 1. (Geom.)
plane
four-sided figure, having two sides parallel to each other.
2. (Anat.)
bone of the carpus at the base of the

trapezoid-shaped

A

cf.

stairs,

food, £o~ot

a staircase leading to a trapdoor.
;

out, oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

second metacarpal, or index finger.
Trap'e-ZOid, a. 1. Having the form of a trapezoid ;
trapezoidal ; as, the trapezoid ligament which connects
the coracoid process and the clavicle.
2. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the trapezoid ligament
as, the trapezoid line.
Trap'e-zoid'al (-zoid'al), a. [Cf. F. trapizoidal.]
trapezoid.
1. Having tlie form of a trapezoid
;

2. (Min.) Trapezohedral.
Trap'hole' (trSp'hol'), «.

any de-

of trapball.
A bend, sag, or partitioned chamber, in a drain,
soil pipe, sewer, etc., arranged so tliat the liquid contents
form a seal wliicli prevents passage of air or gas, but permits tlie flow of liquids.
6. A place in a water pipe, pump, etc., where air accumulates for want of an outlet.
[Colloq.]
Thackeray.
7. A wagon, or other vehicle.
8. A kind of movable stepladder.
Knight.
4.
5.

+

;

;

Let their table be made a snare and a trap. Horn.
God and your majesty
Protect mine innocence, or I fall into

The

p. p. Transuded ;
p.pr.
vb. re. Transuding.]
[Pref. trans- -]- L. sudors
to sweat
cf. F. transsuder.]
To pass, as perspirable
matter does, through the pores or interstices of textures
as, liquor may transude through leather or wood.
Tran-sume' (-sum'), v. t. [L. transumere, Iranssumere, to take from one to another trans across
sumere to take.] To change to convert. [R.] Crashau:
(-sud'), v.

;

3. A wooden instrument shaped somewhat like a shoe,
used in the game of trapball. It consists of a pivoted
arm on one end of which is placed the ball to be tlirown
Also, a machine
into the air by striking the other end.
for throwing into the air glass balls, clay pigeons, etc.,
to be shot at.

;

Tran-sude'

CTtaucer.

:

The

1.

in a trap.

2. Fig.
A snare ; an ambush a stratagem
vice by which one may be caught unawares.

Tran'su-da'tion

Hon.]

.

A

Tran'sub-stan'ti-a'tor (-stSn'shT-a'ter), re. [Cf. F.
transsvbstantiaieur.] One who maintains the doctrine of

Trapezium.]

trapeziform.

A

dike.

ments, bread and wine, into the flesh and blood of Christ.
Tran'sub-stan'tl-a'tion (-stan'shT-a'shiSn), n. [LL.

;

.

—

ten also tranship.]

into the body and blood of Christ
consubstantiation, and impanation.

To

;

[Cf. F. trapeze.]

See Trapezium, 1.
swinging horizontal bar, suspended at each end
used by gymnasts.
Tra-pe'zi-form (-pe'zi-f8rm), a.
[Trapezium -)-form : cf. F. trapeziforme.] Having the form of a tra-

A

2.

by a rope

;

and perhaps from an Old French word

Trans-shape' (-shap'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Transshaped (-shapf) p. pr. & vb. n. Transshapino.] [Pref.
trans- -{- shape.] To change into another shape or form

(iJ.

&

(tra-pez'), «.

A trapezium.

;

+

2.

Tra-peze'

&

+

(.Ctenua tocliens)
and Nest.

,

ing the form of a trapezium

;

;

which transubstantiates

;

;

lare to fly over or across
trans across -j- volare to fly.]
Jer. Taylor.
The act of flying beyond or across.
Trant (trant), V. i. [Cf. CD. tranten to walk slowly,
LG.
D. trant walk, pace.] To traflSc in an itinerary
manner; to peddle. [Written also Zrawrei.] [Obs.]
Trant'or (-er), re. One who trants ; a peddler a carrier.
[Written also traunter.] [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
p. p. Trapped (trapt) p.
Trap (trSp), V. t. [imp.
pr.
vb. re. Trapping.] [Akin to OE. trappe trappings,

Irapdoor Spider

idle or slatternly fashion to trape
to traipse. [Colloq.]
Thackeray.
Trap'e-zate (trSp'e-zat), a. [See

[L. transvertere.
See
Trans-vert' (-vert'), v. t.
Transverse, a.] To cause to turn across to transverse.
[Obs.]
Craft of Lovers (laS).
Trans-vert'i-ble (-i-b'l), a. Capable of being transverted.
Sir T. Browne.
[R.]
Trans'VO-la'tion (trSns'vo-la'shun), n. [L. iransvo-

;

spider love

;

woman. [Obs. or Colloq.]
Trapes, v. i. To go about in an

tidy

Duke oj Buckingham.
[06^.]
Trans-verse'ly, adv. In a transverse manner.
Trans-ver'sion (-ver'shiin), re. The act of changing
from prose into verse, or from verse into prose.

A

The

;

verse into prose.

the Latin and Greek languages admit

[Written also transhape.]

Trape (trap), v. i. [See Tramp,
and cf. Traipse.] To walk or run
about in an idle or slatternly manner to traipse. [Obs. or Colloq.]
Trapes (traps), re. [SeeTEAPE.]
A slattern an idle, sluttish, or un-

is

+

—

V,

species {C. Californica).

Any-

[Pref. transverse, n.
Cf.
Trans-verse', v. t.
Transpose.] To change from prose into verse, or from

transposition, without inconvenience, to a much greater
extent than the English.
(c) (Mus.)
change of a composition into another
key.
Trans'po-si'tlon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to transposition
involving transposition.
Pegge.
Trans-pos'1-tlve (trSns-poz'i-tTv), a. Made by transposing ; consisting in transposition ; transposable.
Trans-print' (-print'), v. t. [Pref. trans- -\- print.']
To transfer to the wrong place in printing ; to print out
of place. [iJ.]
Coleridge.
prose.']
Trans-prose' (-proz'), v. t. [Pref. transTo change from prose into verse to versify ; also, to
change from verse into prose. [06s.]
Dryden.
Trans-re'gion-ate (-re'jun-at), a.
[Pref. transregion.] Foreign.
\_Obs.]
Holinshed.

to transform.

1.

re.

&

A

;

trans-vers'),

transverse or athwart.
2. {Geom.) The longer, or transverse, axis of an ellipse.
Trans-verse' (trSns-vers'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Transversed (-versf) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Transvebsing.]
To
overturn ; to change. [E-]
C.Leslie.

;

a sentence

with a hinged lid, like a trapdoor
Most of the species belong to the
genus Cteniza, as the California

—

—

:

i

Transverse axis (of an eUipse or hyperbola) ( Oeom.), that
axis which passes through the foci.
Transverse partition (Bot.), a partition, as of a pericarp, at right angles
with the valves, as in the siliques of mustard.

3. (Alg.) To bring, as any term of an equation, from
one side over to the other, without destroying the equation thus, it a -{- b =z c, and we make anzc
6, then
;

Trapdoor spider (Zool.), any one g^
of several species of large spiders B
which make a nest consisting of a i
vertical hole in the earth, lined L
with silk, and furnished at tlie top W

.

—

Shak.

,

^

Trans-verse' (-vers'), a. [L. transversus, p. p. of
transvertere to turn or direct across ; trans across -f- verturn : cf F. transverse.
See Verse, and cf
Traverse.] Lying or being across, or in a crosswise dioften opposed to longitudinal.
rection ; athwart ;
tere to

;

b

\

—

to transpose letters, words, or propositions.
[iJ.]
2. To change to transform ; to invert.

Things base and vile, holdhig no quantity,
Love can transpose to form and dignity.

;

;

—

transposition.

(-poz'), v. t.
\imp.
p.p. Transposed
(-pozd') ; p. pr.
vh. n. Teansposing.] " [F. transposer
pref. trans- (L. /ran* across) -\- poser to put. See Pose.]
1. To change the place or order of ; to substitute one
for the other of ; to exchange, in respect of position ; as,

Trans-pose'

;

;

— Trap

(Mil.) See Trou-de-loup.
Trap'pe-an (trSp'pe-on or trSp-pe'on), a.
[Cf. F.
trappeen. See Trap a kind of rock.] (Min.) Of or pertaining to trap ; being of the nature of trap.
Trap'per (-per),re. [From Trap to insnare.] 1. One
who traps animals one who makes a business of trapping animals for their furs.
H'. Irving.
;

A

boy who opens and shuts a trapdoor in
2. (Mining)
a gallery or level.
Raymond.
Trap'pingS (-pTngz), re. pi. [From Trap c dress
with ornaments.] 1. That which serves to trap or
adorn ornaments dress ; superficinJ decorations.
TrappiiKjs of life, for ornanuMit, not use.
Drt/den.
These but tile trappinfjs and the suits of woo.
Shak.
2. Specifically, ornaments to be put on horses.
Caparisons and steeds,
Bases and tinsel trappings.
Sfitton.
;

;

;

Trap'plst (-pTst), re. [H\ trappiste.] (J?. C. Ch.) A
belonging to a branch of tlie Cistercian Order,
which was established by Armand de Ranci5 in KUiO at
the monastery of La Trappe in Normandy.
Extreme

monk

slug, iak

;

tben,

thin

;

bow

;

zli

=z

In azure.

TRAPPOUS
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austerity characterizes their discipline. They were introduced permanently into the United States in 1848,

and have monasteries in Iowa and Kentucky.
Trap'pOUS (trap'piis), a. [From Teap a isind of
rocii.] (Mill.) Of or pertaining to trap resembling trap,
or partaking ef its form or qualities trappy.
[See Tkap to dress.]
Trap'pures (-pfirz), re. pi.
;

Trav'el
erse

;

(trSv'gl), v.

t.

l.

To journey over

to travel the continent.

as,

Milton.

To

2.

force to journey,

[i?.]

Chaucer.
Trap'py (-py), a. (3Iin.) Same as Teappous.
Tiaps (traps), n. pi. [See Tkappings, and Teap to
dress.] Small or portable articles for dress, furniture,
or use ; goods luggage things. ICollog.^
Trap'Stick' (trap'stik'), n. A stick used in playing
the game of trapball ; hence, fig., a slender leg. Addison.
[Ois.]

;

;

Trash

[Cf. Icel.

(trSsli), n.

rubbish, leaves, and

l7-os

twigs picked up for fuel, trassi a slovenly fellow, Sw.
irasa a rag, tatter.] 1. That which is worthless or userefuse.
less ; rubbish
;

3. To wander over ; to cross in traveling
erse the habitable globe.

shall not be traveled forth of their

own

Trav'el,

1.

re.

&om place to place

The

franchises.
Spenser.

act of traveling, or
a journey.

;

journeymg

With long travel I am

stiff and weary.
Shak.
His travels ended at his country scat.
Dryden.
account, by a traveler, of occurrences and
observations during a journey ; as, a book of travels;
often used as the title of a book ; as. Travels in Italy.
3. {3Iach.) The length of stroke of a reciprocating
piece ; as, the travel of a slide valve.
4. Labor; parturition; travail.
[06s.]
Dryden.
Trav'eled (-eld), a. Having made journeys having
gained knowledge or experience by traveling
hence,
knowing ; experienced. [Written also travelled.']
The traveled thane, Athenian Aberdeen.
Byron.

An

2. pi.

—

My

Shak.
haunch of venison would be trash to a Brahmin. Landor.
2. Especially, loppings and leaves of trees, bruised
sugar cane, or the like.
i^°" In the West Indies, the decayed leaves and stems
of canes are called Jield trash ; the bruised or macerated
rind of canes is called cane trash; and both are called
purse steals

trasTi.

A

B. Edwards.

trash.

A
A

Shak.
worthless person, [i?.]
collar, leash, or halter used to restrain a dog in
3Iar]cham.
pursuing game.
Trash Ice, crumbled ice mixed with water.
Trash, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Teashed (trSsht) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Teashing.]
1. To free from trash, or
worthless matter; hence, to lop; to crop; as, to trash
trees to trash the rattoons of sugar cane. B. Edwards.
2. To treat as trash, or worthless matter ; hence, to
Bpurn, humiliate, or crush. [06s.]
3. To hold back by a trash or leash, as a dog in pursuing game ; hence, to retard, encumber, or restrain
Beau.
Fl.
to clog to hinder vexatiously.
[i?.]
Trash, v. i. To follow with violence and trampling.
The Puritan (1607).
[iJJ
Trash'i-ly (-T-ljr), adv. In a trashy manner.
Trash'i-ness, re. The quality or state of being trashy.
Trash'y (-y), a. \_Compar. Trashiee (-i-er) ; superl.
Teashiest.] Like trash ; containing much trash ; waste
rejected ; wortliless ; useless ; as, a trashy novel.
Trass (tras), n. [D. Iras or G. trass, probably f r. It.
terrazzo terrace.
See Teeeaoe.] {Geol.) A white to
gray volcanic tufa, formed of decomposed trachytic cinders
sometimes used as a cement. Hence, a coarse
sort of plaster or mortar, durable in water, and used to
line cisterns and other reservoirs of water.
[Formerly
written also tan-as, tarrace, teri-as."]
3.
4.

&

&
;

&

;

;

;

—

^S^ The

Dutch

trass is

made by burning and

grind-

ing a soft grayish rock found on the lower Rhine.

Trau'llsm

[Gr. Tpav\ujix6^ a lisping,

(tra'lTz'm), n.

mispronounce.]

£r. rpcLvKiieiv to lisp, to
or stuttering. [Ofis.]

A stammering

Dalgarno.
TraH-mat'lc (tra-mat'tk), a, [L. iraumaticus, Gr.
cf. F.
Tpav^taTt««s, from rpaijjLta, rpaUjUaTO?, a wound
traumatigiie.~\
(Med.) (a) Of or pertaining to wounds
applied to wounds. Coxe. (i) Adapted to the cure of
wounds vulnerary. Wiseman, (c) Produced by wounds
as, traumatic tetanus,
re. A traumatic medicine.
Trau'ma-tlsm (tra'ma-tlz'm), re. (Med.) A wound
or injury directly produced by causes external to the
body also, violence producing a wound or injury ; as,
rupture of the stomach caused by traumatism.
Traunce (trans), re. & v. See Trance. [OJs.]
Traunt (trant), V. i. Same as Trant. [06«.]
[Obs. or
Traunt'er (-er), re. Same as Teanter.
Prov. Eng.']
Trav'ail (trav'al 48), re. [F. travail ; cf. Pr. trabalh, trebalh, toil, torment, torture probably from LL.
trepalium a place where criminals are tortured, instrument of torture. But the French word may be akin to
L. trabs a beam, or have been influenced by a derivative
from trabs (cf. Teave). Of. Travel.] 1. Labor with
:

—

;

;

;

;

severe toil or exertion.
As everything of price, so this doth require travail. Hoolcer.
2. Parturition ; labor ; as, an easy travail.
Trav'ail, v. i. limp.
p. p. Travailed (-aid) ; p.
vb. re. Teavailino.] [F. travailler, OF. traveillier,
pr.
labor,
travaillier, to
toil, torment ; cf. Pr. trebalhar to
torment, agitate. See Travail, re.] 1. To labor with
pain to toil. lArchaic'] " Slothful persons which will
not travail for their livings."
Latimer.
2. To suffer the pangs of childbirth ; to be in labor.
Trav'ail, v. t. To harass ; to tire. [06s.]
As if all these troubles had not been sufficient to travail the

pain

;

&

&
;

among

the nobility.
Hayward.
Causing travail; laborious.
[06s.] iri/eZ)/.
adt). [06s.] WycUf.
Trave (trav), re. [Through French, fr. L. /to6s, tracf. OF. Iref a beam, also F. travail a frame
bis, a beam

realm, a great division

Trav'all-OUS

fell

(-iis),

a.

— Trav'ail-ous-ly,

;

to confine a horse, OB. trave, trevys, travise. It. trava3K0, F. /rawe the space between two beams.] 1. (Arch.)
crossbeam a lay of joists.
Maundrell.
wooden frame to confine an unruly horse or ox
2.
while shoeing.
She sprung as a colt doth in the trave.
Chaucer.

A

;

A

Trav'el

(trav'el), V.

i.

[imp.

&

&

p. p. Traveled

(-51d) or Travelled ; p. pr.
vb. re. Teaveliko or TeavELLING.] [Properly, to labor, and the same word as travat7.]
X. To labor ; to travail.
[Obsoles.']
Hooker.
2. To go or march on foot ; to walk ; as, to travel over
the city, or through the streets.
3. To pass by riding, or in any manner, to a distant
place, or to many places to journey
as, a man travels
for his health ; he is traveling in California.
4. To pass ; to go ; to move.
Time travels in divers paces with divers persons. Shak.
;

ale,

senate} c^re,

;

am, arm, ask.

Popt,

purpose is to traverse the nature, principles, and properof this detestable vice
ingratitude.
Sciitth,
5. {Gun.) To turn to the one side or the otlier, in.
order to point in any direction ; as, to traverse a cannon.
6. {Carp.) To plane in a direction across the grain of
the wood ; as, to traverse a board.
7. {Law) To deny formally, as what the opposite
party has alleged. When the plaintiff or defendant advances new matter, he avers it to be true, and truverseiwhat the other party has affirmed. To traverse an in=
dictment or an office is to deny it.
And save the expense of long litigious laws,

—

ties

Where

;

re.
[Written also traveller.}
one who has traveled much.
agent who travels for the purpose of
receiving orders for merchants, making collections, etc.
3. (3Iach. ) A traveling crane.
See under Crane.
4. [Spinning) The metal loop which travels around
the riug surrounding the bobbin, in a ring spinner.
5. (Naul.) An iron ring encircling a rope, bar, spar,
or the like, and sliding thereon.
Traveler's joy (Bot.), the Clematis vitalba, a climbing
plant with white flowers. —Traveler's tree. (Bot.) See

Trav'el-er

(-Sl-er),

One who

1.
2.

t/avels

Ravenala.

Trav'ers
from side to

(-ers),

adv.

Harassed

a.

;

fatigued

Shak.

[F. travers breadth, extent

a travers, en travers, de travers, across,
See Teaveese, a.] Across; athwart. [06s.]
caused
high trees to be hewn down, and
side,

The earl . .
.
.
.
laid travers one over another.
.

Ld. Berners.

1. Capable of bemg traversed, or passed over ; as, a traversable region.
2. Deniable ; specifically (Law), liable to legal objection as, a traversable presentment.
Sir 31. Male.
Trav'erse (trSv'ers), a. [OF. travers, L. transversus,
p. p. of transvertere to turn or direct across. See TeahsVEESB, and cf. Teavees.] Lying across ; being in a direction across something else ; as, paths cut with traverse trenches.

Trav'ers-a-We

(-a-b'l), a.

;

Oak

being strong in all positions, may be better trusted
traverse work.
Sir H. Wotton.
The ridges of the fallow field lay traverse. Hayward.
Traverse drill (Mach.), a machine tool for drilling slots,
in which the work or tool has a lateral motion back and
forth ; also, a drilling machine in which the spindle hold.

in cross

.

.

and

er can be adjusted laterally.

Trav'erse (trav'ers formerly often tr£Uvers'), adv.
Athwart across ; crosswise.
[F. traverse.
Trav'erse, re.
See Teaveese, a.]
1. Anything that traverses, or crosses. Specifically
(a) Something that thwarts, crosses, or obstructs a
cross accident as, he vcould have succeeded, had it not
been for unlucky traverses not under his control.
(6) A barrier, sliding door, movable screen, curtain,
;

;

—

:

;

;

or the like.

Men diinken and tlie travers draw anon.

Chaucer.

At the entrance of the king,
was drawn.
F. Beaumont.
(c) (Arch.) A gallery or loft of communication from
Gwilt.
side to side of a church or other large building.
(d) {Fort.) A work thrown up to intercept an enfilade,
or reverse fire, along any exposed passage, or line of work.
(e) (Law) A formal denial of some matter of fact alleged by the opposite party in any stage of the pleadings.
The technical words introducing a traverse are absque
hoc, without this that is, without this which follows.

The

traverse

first

;

(/) {Naut. ) The zigzag course or courses made by a
ship in passing from one place to another ; a compound
course.
(g) (Geom.) A line lying across a figure or other lines
a transversal.
(h) (Surv.) A line surveyed across a plot of ground.
(i) {Gun.) The turning of a gun so as to make it point
in any desired direction.
2.
turning ; a trick ; a subterfuge. [06s.]

A

To work, or solve, a traverse (JVant.), to reduce a series
of courses or distances to an equivalent single one ; to
calculate tlie resultant of a traverse.
Traverse board
(Naut.), a small board hung in the steerage, having tlie
points of the compass marked on it, and for each point
as many boles bored as there are half hours in a watch.
It is used for recording the courses made by the ship in
each half hour, by putting a peg in the corresponding
hole.
Traverse jury (Law), a jury that tries cases
a
petit jury.
Traverse sailing (Naut.), a sailing by compound courses; the method or process of finding the
resulting course and distance from a series of different

—

—

—

;

shorter courses and distances actually passed over by a
Surv.) A table by
ship.
Traverse table, (a) (Naut.
means of which the difference of latitude and departure
corresponding to any given course and distance may be
found by inspection. It contains the lengths of the two
sides of a right-angled triangle, usually for evRry quarter
of a degree of angle, and for all lengths of the hypothenuse, from 1 to 100. (6) (Railroad) A platform with one
or more tracks, and arranged to move laterally on wheels,
for shifting cars, etc., from one line of track to another.

—

&

& p.

p. Teaversed (-erst)
See
[Cf. F. traverser.
vb. re. Teaveesing.]
p. pr.
Teaveese, cs.] 1. To lay in a cross direction ; to cross.
The parts should be often traversed, or crossed, by the flowDryden.
ing of the folds.
2. To cross by way of opposition ; to thwart with obstacles ; to obstruct ; to bring to naught.
I can not but . . . admit the force of this reasoning, which I
Sir W. Scott.
yet hope to traverse.

Trav'erse,

v.

t.

[imp.

&

final,

^

and so

but

lust

little

won

undone.

Dryden.

To

see thee fight, to see thee foin, to see thee traverse. Shak,

To tium, as on a pivot ; to move round ; to swivel
the needle of a compass traverses ; if it does not traverse well, it is an unsafe guide.
3. To tread or move crosswise, as a horse that throws
his croup to one side and his head to the other.
Trav'ers-er (-er), re.
1. One who, or that which,
traverses, or moves, as an index on a scale, and the'hke.
2.

as,

2. {Law) One
3. {Railroad)

who

traverses, or denies.

A traverse table. See under Teaveese, re.
Trav'ers-ing, a. Adjustable laterally having a lateral motion, or a swinging motion
adapted for giving
;

Trav'el-talnt'ed (-tant'ed),
with travel. [06s.]

athwart.

is

To traverse a yard (Naut.), to brace it fore and aft.
Trav'erse (trSv'ers), v. i. 1. To use the posture or
motions of opposition or counteraction, as in fencing.

;

A commercial

suits are trarerstd.

That he who conquers

;

Who steals my

as, to irav-

;

What seas you traversed, and what fields you fought.
4. To pass over and view to survey carefully.
;

They

;

Trappings for a horse.

to trav-

;

" I travel this pro-

found."

;

eve,

event,

6Pd, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

lateral motion.

Traversmg plate (Mil.), one of two thick iron plates afc
the hinder part of a gun carriage, where the handspike
is applied in traversing the piece.
H'iMeZjre. —Traversing
platform (Mil.), a platform for traversing guns.
Trav'er-tine (trav'er-tTn), re. [F. travertin. It. traveriino, tiburtino, L. lapis 'fiburtinus, f r. Tibur an ancient
town of Latium, now Tivoli.] {Min.) A white concretionary form of calcium carbonate, usually hard and
semicrystalline. It is deposited from the water of springs
or streams holding lime in solution. Extensive deposits
exist at Tivoli, near Rome.

Trav'es-ty (-6s-ty), a. [P. travesti, p. p. of travestir
to disguise, to travesty, It. travestire, fr. L. trans across,
over -f- vestire to dress, clothe. See Vest.] Disguised by
dress so as to 1)6 ridiculous ; travestied ;
applied to ?i

—

book or shorter composition. [JS.]
Trav'es-ty, re. ; pi. Travesties

(-tiz).

A

burlesque

translation or imitation of a work.
The second edition is not a recast, but absolutely a travesty of
the

De

first.

Quincey.

&

Trav'es-ty, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Travestied (-tid)
vb. re. TRAVESTii-TG.]
To translate, imitate, or
p. pr.
represent, so as to render ridiculous or ludicrous.

&

I see poor Lucan travestied, not appareled in his
but under the cruel shears of an English tailor.

Roman

toga,
Benttey.

Trawl

(tral), V. i.
[OF. travler, iroller, F. troler, t»
drag about, to stroll about ; probably of Teutonic origin.
Cf. Teoll, v. <.] To take fish, or other marine animals,

with a trawl.

Trawl, re. 1. A fishing line, often extending a mile
or more, having many short lines bearing hooks attached
to it. It is used for catching cod, halibut, etc. ; a boul-

[,U.S.& Canada]

ter.

A

large bag net attached to a beam with iron frames
2.
at its ends, and dragged at the bottom of the sea,
used in fishing, and in gathering forms of marine life

from the sea bottom.
Trawl1)0at' (-bof), n.

A

boat used in fishing with

trawls or trawlnets.

Trawl'er

(-er),

1.

re.

One who,

or that which, trawls.

A fishing vessel which trails a net behind it.

2.

Trawl'er-man (-man), re. / pi. Teawleemen (-men).
A fisherman who used unlawful arts and engines to
catch

Cowell.

[06s.]

fish.

Trawl'net' (-nef ),

Trawl'wayp'

Same

re.

as

Teawl,

re.,

2.

A rope

passing through a
block, used in managing or dragging a trawlnet.
Tray (tra), v. i. [OF. trdir, F. trahir, L. tradere.
See Traitor.] To betray to deceive. [Obs.] Chaucer.
(-warp/), n.

;

Tray, re. ; pi. Trays (traz). [OE. treye, AS. ireg. Cf.
Trough.] 1. A small trough or wooden vessel, sometimes scooped out of a block of wood, for various domestic
uses, as in making bread, chopping meat, etc.
2. A flat, broad vessel on which dishes, glasses, etc.,
are carried a waiter a salver.
3. A shallow box, generally without a top, often used
within a chest, trunk, box, etc., as a removable recepta;

;

cle for small or light articles.
Tray'ful (-ful), re. ; pi. Teayfuls (-fulz). As much
as a tray will hold ; enough to fill a tray.
Chaucer.
Trays (traz), re. pi. [Obs.] See Teais.
Tray'-trip/ (tra'trip'), re. [From Teey a three.] An
old game played with dice.
Shak.
[06s.]
Treach'er (trech'er), re. [OE. trichour, trichur, OF.
tricheor deceiver, traitor, F. tricheur a cheat at play, a
trickster. See Teeacheey.]
traitor ; a cheat. [Obs.1
.

A

Treacher and coward both.

Beau,

i,-

Fl.

[See Teeachee.] Like a
traitor
involving treachery ; violating allegiance or
faith pledged traitorous to the state or sovereign ; perfidious in private life ; betraying a trust ; faithless.
Shak.
Loyal father of a treacherous son.
The treacherous smile, a mask for secret hate. Cowper.
Syn. Faithless ; perfidious ; traitorous ; false insid-

Treach'er-ons

(-us),

a.

;

;

—

ious

;

;

plotting.

— Treach'er-ous-ly, adv. — Treach'er-ous-ness, n.
Treach'er-y {-f), re. [OE. trecherie, tricherie, OF.
Irecherie, tricherie, F. tricherie trickery, from tricher
to cheat, to trick, OF. trichier, trechier ; probably ol
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, Orb, ddd

j

TREACHETOUR

1533

TREBUCKET

See Trickery, Trick.] Violation of
allegiance or of faith and confidence ; treasonable or
perfidious conduct ; perfidy ; treason.
Chaucer.
Be ware, ye lords, of their treachery.
In the council chumber at Edinburgh, he had contracted a
Macauknj.
4eep taint of treachery and corruption.
Treach'e-tour (trSch'e-ter), | n. [See Treacher.]

It is used principally as a means of prison disciaxi&.
pline. Also, a mill worked by horses, dogs, etc., treading
an endless belt.

2. To discourse on ; to handle in a particular manner,
in writing or speaking ; as, to treat a subject diffusely.
3. To entertain with food or drink, especially the lat-

Teutonic origin.

Tread'-soft'ly (tred'sSft'ly
See under Nettle.

dim. of

a beast.

fl.jp

.emedy against

Cf.

See Theriac,

poison.

We kill the viper, and make
2.

A sovereign remedy
Molasses

;

is

to every

Jer. Taylor.

harm

Chaucer.

sometimes, specifically, the

molasses

which drains from the sugar-refining molds, and which is
also called sugarhouse molasses.
In the United States mjlasses is the common
name in England, treacle.

^W
;

A

4.
saccharine fluid, consisting of the inspissated
juices or decoctions of certain vegetables, as the sap of
the birch, sycamore, and the like.
Treacle mustard (Bot.), a name given to several species
of tlie cruciferous genus Erysimum, especially the E.
cheiranthoides, which was formerly used as an ingredient
Treacle water, a comin Venice treacle, or theriac.
pound cordial prepared in different ways from a variety
of ingredients, as hartshorn, roots of various plants,
flowers, juices of plants, wines, etc., distilled or digested
with Venice treacle. It was formerly regarded as a medicine of great virtue. JV^ares.
Venice treacle. (.Old Med.)
Same as Theriac, 1.

Trea'SOn-a-ble

—

—

Trea'SOn-OUS (-tis), a. Treasonable.
Shak.
The treasonous book of the Court of King James. Pepys.
Treas'ure (trezh'iir; 135), n. [OE. tresor, tresour,

&

Ye

that

• •

.

stately tread, or lowiy creep.

;

Jlilton.

;

Prior.

5.

See Treat, and

cf.

Manage-

Tractable.]

able; tractable; hence, moderate; not violent. [06*.]
"
i?. Parr.
treatable disposition, a strong memory."
Hooker.
A kind of treatable dissolution.
The heats or the colds of seasons are less treatable than with
Sir W. Temple.
us.
Treat'a-bly, adv. In a treatable manner. [06s.]
Treat'er (-er), n. One who treats one who handles,
or discourses on, a subject ; also, one who entertains.
Trea'tlse (tre'tls 277), n. [OE. tretis, OF. ireitis,
written composiiraitis, well made.
See Treat.] 1.
tion en a particular subject, in which its principles are
Chaucer.
discussed or explained a tract.
He published a treatise in which he maintained that a inarriage between a member of the Church of England and a dis

A

;

;

;

;

;

—

,

;

;

ever so airy a tread.
heart would hear her and beat.

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

,

;

—

—

of a foot lathe, or other
machine, which is pressed
or moved by the foot.
2. (Biol.) The chalaza of
a bird's egg the tread.
Tread'mlll' (trSd'mTl'),

;

—

;

;

;

worked by persons treading upon steps
on the periphery of a wide
mill

)

;

;

Treadmill.

wheel having a horizontal

;

;

;

;

full,

tip,

ftrn

;

pity

&

;

Tread'Jowl' (-foul'), n. A cock. [Obs.l
Chaucer.
Trea'dle (tr5d"l), n.
[OE. tredyl a step, AS. tredel.
See Tread.] 1. The part

rjide,

tractabilis.

;

it

unite,

;

;

A

use,

A

;

Manner or

A

Swift.

f

;

Tennyson.
style of stepping ; action ; gait ; as, the
horse has a good tread.
3. Way; track; path,
[i?.]
Shak.
4. The act of copulation in birds.
5. {Arch.) The upper horizontal part of a step, on
which the foot is placed.
6. (Fort.) The top of the banquette, on which soldiers
stand to fire over the parapet.
7. (3fach.) {a) The part of a wheel that bears upon
the road or rail. (6) The part of a rail upon which car
wheels bear.
8. (Biol.) The chalaza of a bird's egg ; the treadle.
9. (Far.)
bruise or abrasion produced on the foot
Dr ankle of a horse that interferes.
See Interfere, 3.
Tread'board' (-bord'), n. (Arch.) See Tread, n., 5.
Tread'er (-er), n. One who treads.
Isa. xvi. 10.

B.

us, will the eraperor treat

;

;

My

2.

Inform

;

6. To copulate with ; to feather ; to cover ;
said of
the male bird.
Chaucer.
To tread out, to press out with the feet ; to press out,
as wine or wheat ; as, to tread out grain with cattle or
horses.
To tread the stage, to act as a stageplayer to
perform a part in a drama.
Tread, n. \. A step or stepping ; pressure with the
foot ; a footstep ; as, a nimble tread ; a cautious tread.
Slie is coming, my own, my sweet

Were

with France.

To

;

;

—

Milton,

to terms of accommodation
envoys were appointed to

; as,

;

;

;

—

come

give a gratuitous entertainment, esp. of food ot
drink, as a compliment.
parley ; a conference. [Ohs."]
Treat, n. l.
Spenser,
Bid him battle without further treat.
2. An entertainment given as an expression of regard.
3. That which affords entertainment a gratification
a satisfaction as, the concert was a rich treat.
Treat'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [OE. trelable, F. traitable, L.
3.

&

;

v.

Ps. xliv.

to

;

Methought she trod the ground with greater grace. Dryden,
2. To beat or press with the feet as, to tread a path
to tread land when too light a vieW-troddeii path.
3. To go through or accomplish by walking, dancing,
" I am resolved to forsake Malta, tread a
or the like.
pilgrimage to fair Jerusalem."
Beau. <& Ft.
They have measured many a mile,
To tread a measure with you on this grass.
Shak.
4. To crush under the foot to trample in contempt
or hatred ; to subdue.
Through thy name will we tread them under that rise up
against us.

;

;

&

—

t.
l. To step or walk on.
Forbid to tread the promised land he saw.

negotiate

— often followed by with
treat

Chaucer.

;

Shak.
said of birds, esp. the males.
To tread on or upon, (a) To trample ; to set the foot
on in contempt. ' Thou shalt tread upon their high
places." Deut. xxiLVn. 2i>. (i) To follow closely. "Year
treads onYe&r."
Wordsworth.
To txi&i upon the heels
" Dreadful consequences that
of, to follow close upon.
tread upon the heels of those allowances to sin." Milton.
Cue woe doth tread upon another's heel.
Shak.

Tread,

To

2.

—

shortly of this story for to treat.
Now of love they treat.

;

or go ; especially, to walk with a stately or

To copulate

;

And,

F, tresor, L. thesaurus, Gr. 6i\<Tavp6<; a store laid xqt,
treasure, probably from the root of Ti6eva.i to put, place.
A
See Thesis, and cf. Thesaurus.] 1. Wealth accumulated ; especially, a stock or store of money in reserve.
This treasure hath fortune unto us given. Chaucer.
2. A great quantity of anything collected for future
JIacaulay.
senter was a nullity.
use abundance plenty.
^ff^ A treatise implies more form and method than an
We have treasures in the field, of wheat and of barley, and of essay,
fall short ot the fullness and completenesi
but
may
oil and of honey.
Jer. xli. 8.'
of a systematic exposition.
3. That which is very much valued.
Shak.
2. Story; discourse. [jK.]
Ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto me. Ex. six. 5.
Trea'tls-er (-er), n. One who writes a treatise. [Obs."]
From thy wardrobe bring thy chiefest treasure. Milton.
Treat'ment (tret'ment), n. [Cf. F. trailement. See
manageTreasore city, a city for stores and magazines. Ex. i. 11. Treat.] 1. The act or manner of tr' iting
s, unkind treatment manipulation handling usage
Treas'ure, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Treasured (-iird)
p.pr.
vb. n. Treasuring.]
To collect and deposit, as ment; medical treatment.
2. Entertainment treat. [J?.]
money or other valuable things, for future use to lay up
Accept such treatment as a swain affords.
Pop^<,
to hoard
usually with up; as, to treasure up gold.
Treas'ure-house' (-hous'), n. A house or building
Trea'ture (tre'tfir), n. Treatment. [06.S.] Fdbyan,
where treasures and stores are kept.
Treaties
(-tiz).
[OE.
(tre'ty),
n.
pi.
tretee,
Trea'ty
;
Treas'ur-er (-er), n. [OE. tresourer, F. tresorier.1 F. traite, LL. tractatus; cf. L. tructatus a handling, treatOne who has the care of a treasure or treasury an offi- ment, consultation, tractate. See Treat, and cf. Traccer who receives the public money arising from taxes tate.] 1. The act of treating for the adjustment of dif«
and duties, or other sources of revenue, takes charge of f erences, as for forming an agreement j negotiation. " By
the same, and disburses it upon orders made by tlie sly and wise treaty."
Chaucer.
proper autliority
one who has charge of collected
He cast by treaty and by trains
Spenser.
Her to persuade.
funds as, the treasurer of a society or corporation.
2. An agreement so made ; specifi^cally, an agreement,
Lord high treasurer of England, formerly, the third great
officer of the crown. His office is now executed by five league, or contract between two or more nations or
persons styled the lords commissioners of the treasury, sovereigns, formally signed by commissioners properly
or treasury lords.
authorized, and solemnly ratified by the several soverTreas'ur-er-ship, n. The office of treasurer.
eigns, or the supreme power of each state; an agreeTreas'ur-ess, n. A woman who is a treasurer. [JR.] ment between two or more independent states as, a
[Treasure -f- OF. treaty of peace a treaty of alliance.
Treas'ure-trove' (-trov'), n.
trove, F. trouv^, p. p. of OF. trover to find, F. trouver.
3. A proposal tending to an agreement. [Obs."] Shak.
See Trover.] (Common Law) Any mon-ey, bullion, or
Sir 2\ Brozcne.
4. A treatise a tract.
[Obs.]
the like, found in the earth, or otherwise hidden, the
Trelile (trgb"l), a. [OE. treble threefold, OF. treble,
owner of which is not known. In England such treas- treible, L. triplus. See Triple.] 1. Threefold triple.
ure belongs to the crowni whereas similar treasure found
A lofty tower, and strong on every side
With treble walls.
Dryden.
in the sea, or upon the surface of the laud, belongs to the
sharp as, a treble sound. JSofinder if no owner appears.
2. (Mus.) (a) Acute
tlie
highest
Playing
singing
part
or
most
(trgzh'ur-y),
Treasuries
(-Tz).
con.
(b)
or
pi.
Treas'ur-y
n.;
[OE. tresorie, F. tresorerie.'] 1. A place or building in acute sounds playing or singing the treble ; as, a treble
voice.
which stores of wealth are deposited especially, a place violin or
where public revenues are deposited and kept, and
Tre'ble, adv. Trebly ; triply. [06*.]
J. Fletcher.
where money is disbursed to defray the expenses of govTre'ble, n. [" It has been said to be a corruption of
ernment ; hence, also, the place of deposit and disburse- triplum [Lat.], a third part, superadded to the altus .and
bassus (high and low)." Grove.'] (Mus.) The highest
ment of any collected funds.
2. That department of a government which has charge of the four principal parts in music the part usually
sung by boys or women ; soprano.
of the finances.
3. A repository of abundance ; a storehouse.
^S^ This is sometimes called the first treble, to distin4. Hence, a book or work containing much valuable guish it from the second treble, or alio, which is sung by
knowledge, wisdom, wit, or the like ; a thesaurus ; as, lower female voices.
" Maunder's Treasury of Botany."
Tre'ble, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Tredled (-'Id) p. pr.
[Ofts.]
3farston. vb. n. Trebling.] 1. To make thrice as much to make
5. A treasure.
Tennyson,
Board of treasury, tlie board to which is intrusted the threefold. " Love trebled Hie."
2. To utter in a treble key to whine. [Obs.']
management of all matters relating to the sovereign's
[£»»</.] Brande S- C. —iTeascivil list or other revenues.
He outrageously
ury bench the first row of seats on the right hand of the
(When I accused him) trebled his reply.
Chapman.
so called because
Speaker i.i the House of Commons
Swifl.
Tre'ble, r. i. To become threefold.
occupied by the first lord of the treasury .and chief minTre'ble-ness, n. The quality or state of being treble
Treasury lord.
See Lord
ister of the crown. [Enr/.]
as,
the
trehleness
tones.
Bacon.
of
high treasurer of Enijlaiid, under Treasurer. [Eng.]
Treasury note ( U. S. Finance), a circulating note or bill
Treb'let (trSb'lSt), n. Same as Triblet.
issued by government authority from the Treasury
Tre'bly (trSb'ly), adv. In a treble mauBsr; with ;i
Department, and receivable in payment of dues to tlie threefold number or quantity triply.
Swift.
government.
Treb'U-Chet (treh'u-shgt), \ n. [OF. trebuchet, trebuTreat (trot), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Treated p. pr. &
Tre'buclc-et (tie'biik-5t),
kiet, an engine of war
[OE. treten, OP. Iraitier, F. trailer, for hurling stones, F. IrHiuchet a gin, trap, a kind of
vb. n. Treating.]
from L. tractsre to draw violently, to handle, manage, balance, fr. OF. trebuchier, trcbuguin; to stumble, trip,
treat, v. intens. from trahcre, tractum, to draw.
See F. trebucher.'] 1. A cucking stool a tumbrel. Coicell.
Trace, v. t., and cf. Entreat, Retreat, Trait.] 1. To
2. A military engine used in the Middle .\gcs for
handle to manage to use to bear one's self tow.ird
throwing stones, etc.
It acted by me.an.1 of a great
to treat children kindly.
as, to treat prisoners cruelly
weight fastened to the short arm of a lever, wliich, being

cautious step.
3.

;

;

a.

— Trea'son-a-ble-ness, n. — Trea'son-a-bly, adv.

LG.
AS. tredan ; akin to OFries. treda, OS. tredan, D.
treden, G. treten, OHG. tretan, Icel. troSa, Sw. trada,
tr&da, Dxn. irsede, Goth, trudan, and perhaps ultimately
to E. tramp ; cf. 6r. Spojios a running, Skr. dram to run.
Cf. Trade, Tramp, Trot.]
1. To set the foot ; to step.
Where'er you tread, the blushing flowers shall rise. Foj^e.
Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.
J'ope.
The hard stone
Under our feet, on which we tread and go. Chaucer.

3

C/iaucer.

Pertaining to treason
involving the crime of treason,

(-a-b'l),

consisting of treason ;
or partaMng of its guilt.
Most men's heads had been intoxicated with imaginations of
plots and treasonable practices.
Clarendon.
Syn. Treacherous ; traitorous ; perfidious ; insidious.

(-klj), a.
Like, or composed of, treacle.
Tread (trSd), v. i. [imp. Trod (trod) ; p. p. Trodden
(-d'n), Trod ; p. pr.
[OE. ireden,
vb. n. Treadinq.]

To walk

See Traitor,

If he be false, she shall his treason see.
Petit treason. See under Petit.

Trea'cly

2.

tradere to give up, betray.

treachery; perfidy.

—

&

fr.

;

[06s.]
treacle.

Christ which that

3.

a cure.

;

and cf. Tradition.]
1. The offense of attempting to
overthrow the government of the state to which the offender owes allegiance, or of betraying tlie state into the
hands of a foreign power ; disloyalty treachery.
The treason of the murthering in the bed. Chaucer.
^W^ In monarchies, the killing of the sovereign, or an
attempt to take his life, is treason. In England, to imagine or compass the death of the king, or of the queen
consort, or of the heir apparent to the crown, is high treason, as are many other offenses created by statute. In
the United States, treason is confined to tlie actual levying of war against the United States, or to an adhering
to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort.
2. Loosely, the betrayal of any trust or confidence;

1.

treacle of him.

;

ering up,

A

a compliment, or as an expression of friendship
or regard ; as, to t7'eat the whole company.
4. To negotiate to settle ; to make terms for. [Obs.]
To treat the peace, a hundred senators
Dryden.
Shall be commissioned.
5. (Med.) To care for medicinally or surgically; to
manage in the use of remedies or appliances ; as, to treat
a disease, a wound, or a patient.
6. To subject to some action ; to apply something to
Ute.
as, to treat a substance with sulphuric acid.
[Obs.']
Ld. Berners.
7. To entreat; to beseech.
Treat (tret), ai.i. 1. To discourse to handle a subject
usually
in writing or speaking ; to make discussion
with of; as, Cicero treats of old age and of duties.

ter, as

(Bot.) Spurge

Trea'SOn (tre'z'u), n. [OE. tresmi, treisun, traisoun,
OF. tra'ison, F. trahison, L. traditio a giving up, a deliv-

&

1. (Old Med.)

115), n.

Tread'Wheel' (-hwel'), n. A wheel turned by persons or animals, by treading, climbing, or pushing with
the feet, upon its periphery or face. See Treadmill.
Treague (treg), n. [It. tregua ; of Teutonic origin,
and akin to E. true.'\ A truce. \Obs.'\
Spenser.

(trech'er),
A. traitor.
[06«.]
)
" Treachour full of false despite."
Spenser.
Trea'cle (tre'k'l), n. [OE. triacle a sovereign remedy,
theriac, OF. triacle, F. theriaque (cf. Pr. triacla, iiriaca,
It. iriaca, teriaca), L. iheriaca an antidote against
Sp.
the bite of poisonous animals, Gr. firjpiaicij, fr. 6>)pia/c6! of
wild or venomous beasts, fr. Biqpiou a beast, a wild beast,

Treach'our

Theriac]

;

nettle.

;

food, i^ot

j

out, oil

;

chair

j

go

;

sims, igk

,•

ttien,

thin

;

boN

;

xb — x

in azure.

TRECHOMETER
end of the long arm with great velociwith much force.
Grose.
kind of balance for weighing. [Ofts.]

let fall, raised the
ty, hurling stones

A

3.

Tre-Chom'e-ter (tre-kSm'e-ter), n. [Gr. rpeyeiv to
run -|- -meter.2 An odometer for vehicles.
knight.
[D. trekschuit;
Treck'schuyt' (trek'sltoif), n.
trekken to draw
schuit a boat. Of. Tkaokscout.] A
covered boat for goods and passengers, used on the Dutch
and Flemish canals.
Tred'dle (tred'd'l), n. [See Teeadle.] 1. See Tkeadle.
II

+

Ford.
[OJf.]
2. A prostitute ; a strumpet.
Holland.
3. pi. The dung of sheep or of hares.
game
at
cards
for
three.
(tre-dil'),
re.
Tre-dille'
Tree (tre), n. [OE. tree, tre, treo, AS. (red, tre6w,
tree, wood akin to OFries. tre., OS. treo, trio, Icel. tre,
Dan. tras, Sw. tr'd, trad, Goth, triu, Kuss. drevo, W. derw
an oak, Ir. darag, darog, Gr. 5pCs a tree, oak, &6pv a beam,
spear shaft, spear, Skr. dru tree, wood, dai~u, wood.

A

;

V63, 241.

Dryad, Gekmandeb, Tak,

C£.

1. (Boi.)
size (usually

Any

Teough.]

ra.,

woody plant of considerable
over twenty feet high) and growing with a
perennial

single trunk.

^W^

The kind of tree referred to, in any particular
case, is often indicated by a modifying word as forest
tree, fruit tree, palm tree, apple tree, pear tree, etc.
;

2. Something constructed in the form of, or considered as resembling, a tree, consisting of a stem, or stock,
as, a genealogical tree.
3. A piece of timber, or something commonly made of
timber
used in composition, as in axlefree, hoottree,
chesstree, CToaatree, whif&etree, and the like.
4. A cross or gallows ; as Tyburn tree.
[Jesus] whom they 6lew and hanged on a tree. Acts x. 39.
B. Wood ; timber.
[06*.]
Chaucer.
In a great house ben not only vessels of gold and of silver
but also of tree and of earth.
Wyclif (2 Tim. ii. 20).
6. (Chem.) A mass of crystals, aggregated in arborescent forms, obtained by precipitation of a metal from
solution.
See Lead tree, under Lead.
Tree bear {Zo'ol.), the raccoon. [Local, {/. ;S.]— Tree

and branches

;

—

;

any one of numerous species of beetles
which feed on the leaves of trees and shrubs, as the May
beetles, the rose beetle, the rose chafer, and the goldsmith beetle. — Tree bug {Zool.), any one of numerous
species of hemipterous insects which live upon, and suck
the sap of, trees and shrubs. They belong to Anna, Pentatoma, Rhaphigaster, and allied genera. — Tree cat {Zool.), the common paradoxure {Paradoxurus musang). —
beetle (Zool.),

Tree clover {Boi.), a tall kind of melilot {Melilotus alba).
See Melilot.
Tree crab (^ooZ.), the purse crab.
See
under Purse. —Tree creeper {Zool.), any one of numerous
species of arboreal creepers belonging to Certhia, Climacteris, and allied genera.
See Ckeefes, 3.
Tree cricket
(Zool.), a nearly white arboreal
American cricket {(Ecanthus nivoBus) which is noted for its loud
stridulation
called also white

—

—

;

cricket.

—

—Tree crow

one of several

(Zoo/.),

—

—

—

aril

ty-five

>-

.

-^^
"~

e

The

—

—

—

era Capromys and Plagiodon.
They are allied to the
porcupines.
Tree serpent {Zool.), a tree snake.
Tree
shrike (Zool.), a bush shrike. —Tree snake (Zool.), any
one of numerous species of snakes of the genus Bendrophis. They live chiefly among the branches of trees, and
are not venomous. —Tree sorrel {Bot.), a kind of sorrel
(Rumex Lunaria) which attains the stature of a small
tree, and bears greenish flowers. It is found in the Canary Islands and Teneriffe.
Tree sparrow (Zool.), any
one of several species of small arboreal sparrows, especially the American tree sparrow (Spizella monticola),
and the common European species (Passer inontanus).
Tree swallow {Zool.), any one of several species of swallows of the genus Ilylochelidon which lay their eggs in
holes in dead trees. They inhabit Australia and adjacent
regions.
Called also martin in Australia.
Tree swift
(Zool.), any one of several species of swifts of the genus
Bendrochelidon which inhabit the East Indies and Southern Asia.— Tree tiger (Zool. ) a leopard.— Tree toad (Zool.),
any one of numerous species
of amphibians belonging to

—

—

—

—

—

Hyla and

genera of
the family Bylidx.
They
allied

are related to the common
frogs and toads, but have
the tips of the toes expanded into suckers by means of
which they cling to the bark
and leaves of trees. Only
one species (Hyla arborea) is

found

in

A

Trel'lised

Treo (tre), V. t. limp. & p. p. Tebed (tred) p. pr.
Treeino.] 1. To drive to a tree to cause to
ascend a tree as, a dog trees a squirrel. J. Burroughs.
2. To place upon a tree to fit with a tree to stretch
upon a tree as, to tree a boot. See Tree, re. 3.
Treeteard' (-herd'), n. (Bot.) A pendulous branching lichen ( Usnea barbaia)
so called from its resem;

;

;

,

—

blance to hair.
fills

Teeefuis

(-fulz).

The quan-

a tree.

Tree'less, a.

Destitute of trees.
C. Kingsley.
Treen (tren), a. [AS. tre6wen.1 1. Made of wood ;
wooden. [OJj.] " Treen cups."
Camden.
2. Relating to, or drawn from, trees. [06i.] Spenser.
obs. pi. of

Teee.

—

Evelyn.

" The shady <reere." Fairfax.

[Written also trenail, and irunnel."]
Tre'fle (trgf'l), re. IF. trifle. See Teefoii,.] (Fort.)
A species of mine ; so called from its resemblance in
form to a trefoil.
Tr6'fl6' (tra'flaO, a. [F. trifle. See Trefoil.]
(Her.) Having a three-lobed extremity or extremities,
as a cross also, more rarely, ornamented with trefoils
projecting from the edges, as a bearing.
E. foU leaf
Tre'foll (tre'foil), re. [L. ires three
cf. P. trefle. It. trifoglio, L. irifolium.
See Tri-, Foil
leaf, and cf. Teefle, Trifolt.] 1. (Bot.) Any plant of
the genus Trifolium, which includes the white clover,
red clover, etc. ;
less properly, applied also to the nonesuch, or black medic.
See
Clover, and Medio.
2. (Arch.) An ornamental
foliation consisting of three
Trefoils, 2.
divisions, or foUs.
3. (Her.) A charge representing the clover leaf.
Tre'ioiled' (-foild'), a. (Her.) Same as Teefl^.
Treg'et (trgj'et), re. [See Tregetour.] Guile trickRom. of R.
ery.
[OJs.]
Treg'et-our (-oor), n. [OF. tresgeteor. See Tbans-,
and Jet a shooting forth.] A juggler who produces
[Obs.]
illusions by the use of elaborate machinery.
;

Tree flib {Zool.), a
Cafifomia market fish {Sebas-

+

—

tichthys serriceps).
Tree frog.
(Zool.) {a) Same as Tree toad.
(6) Any one of numerous species of Old World frogs belonging to Chiromaniis, Rha-

-,

'

?r™;^(fi.!.rSfil;e;:

— Tree

gSi?l^inn".^-.toS!

hopper

one of numerous species of small leaping
hemipterous insects which live chiefly on the branches
and twigs of trees, and injure them by sucking
the sap. Many of them are very odd in shape,
the prothorax being often prolonged upward
or forward in the form of a spine or crest. —
Tree Jobber {Zool.), a woodpecker. [Obs.]
Tree kangaroo.
{Zool.) See Kangaroo. — Tree
lark (Zool.), the tree pipit.
[Prov. Eng.j —
Tree lizard {Zool.), any one of a group of
Old World arboreal lizards (Bendrosauria) Tree Hopper
(Membracis
comprising the chameleons.
Tree lobster.
bimacula(Zool.) Same as Tree crab, above.
Tre»
Nat.
*?)
louse (Zool.), any aphid
a plant louse.

—

—

—

;

(Boi.) (a)

Any moss

»le, senate,

;

—

eophorus, and allied genera of the family Ranidse.
Their toes are furnished _
„
„ .
,„ ^-^
with suckers for adhesion. ^^^^^^^-iP^^-^^S?- '««<'"%'")
The flymg frog (see under
S2'^„ ^^ '?lLf *
w-"™ f ^"^

—

or lichen

care,

"^^'

am, arm, ask,

;

Divers appearances
Chaucer.
Such as these subtle tregetours play.
Trickery; also, a trick.
(tr5j'St-ry), re.
Rom. of R.

Treg'et-ry
[Ofo.]

Tre-hala (tre-hSIa), n. (Chem.) An amorphous variety of manna obtained from the nests and cocoons
of a Syrian coleopterous insect (Larintis maculaius,

final,

all

;

ere,

fevent,

or

trellises.

Jeffrey.

;

[It.]

a.

—

II

longing

to

all

Many

classes.

species are found,

on the gills
and skin of fishes.
A few species are
parasitic on man,
and some,
of
which the fluke is
the most imporalso,

^ Distoma, young

mestic
The

with

a Anterior Sucker;

m

;

B Embryo of Polystomum. in the Egg:
Shell.
C Embryo of the same after hatching r
y Eyes m Mouth 6 Posterior Region,

animals.

trematodes

I

usually
have a
flattened
body

covered

:

6 Posterior Sucker ;
Mouth j Pliarynx ; c Stomach ; e Water Tubes i /Excretory Pore.

tant, are injurious
parasites of
do-

Operculum of

;

;

bearing several Rudimentary Suckers.

a

+

i.
[imp. &p. p. Trembled
& vb. re. Trembling (-bling).] [F. tremtremulus trembling, tremulous, fr. tremere to
shake, tremble; akin to Gr. rpefieiv, Lith. trimti. Cf.
Tremulous, Tremor.] 1. To shake involuntarily, as
with fear, cold, or weakness to quake to quiver ; t«
shiver to shudder
said of a person or an animal.

end, fern, recent

;

L.
ice,

(trgm'b'l), v.

pr.

(-b'ld) ; p.
bler, fr. L.

—

;

;

To

2.

;

;

I tremble still

with

Shale

fear.

Frighted Turnus trembled as he spoke.
said of a thing.
;
to shake
The Mount of Sinai, whose gray top

totter

;

(-ful), n. ; pi.

trellis

(Mus.) Trembling
used as a direction to perform a passage with a
general shaking of the whole chord.
(Zool.) One of the
Trem'a-tode (trgm'a-tod), re.
Trematodea. Also used adjectively.
Trem'a-to'de-a (trem'a-to'de-a), re. pi. [NL., from
Gr. rprjiJioLTuiSri^ having holes, from Tprjfj^a, rprifxaroi, a
hole.]
(Zool.) An extensive order of parasitic worms.
They are found in
the internal cavities of animals beZ&^f^^^J

;

Ihrydeiu

—

Shall tremble.

;

;

number which

Having a

Tre-man'dO (tra-man'do),

Trem'ble

& vb. n.

Tree'ful

(-list), a.

Cottages trellised over with exotic plants.
II

Fluke, Tristoma, and Cercaria.
Trem'a-toid (trem'A-toid), a. [From Gr. Tpi)|Ua, rpva hole
ctSos form.]
(Zool.) Of or pertaining
to the Trematodea. See Illustration in Appendix.

^^^^
2srA^s^.™ire^s^o^s ^^^^z.2i!J)'"'^
versicolor^
tree toad of the Northern

tity or

—

;

IxaTos,

Europe, but numer-

;

(Chem.) Mycose;

re.

;

chitinous skin, and are furnished with two or more
suckers for adhesion. Most of the species are hermaphrodite.
Called also Trematoda, and Trematoidea. See

II

ing species
confined to

iTse mosB.

—

—

the

nicle goose.
(Zool.), any

—

;

Tre'ha-lose' (tre'ha-los'),

so called because sometimes obtained from trehala.
Treil'lage (trSl'laj 48), re. [F. treillage. See TrelLatticework for supporting vines, etc. an espallis.]
ier ; a trellis.
Spectator.
I shall plant the roses against my treillage to-morrow. Walpole.
Trel'lls (trSl'lis), re. [OE. trelis, F. treillis, fr. treille
vine arbor, fr. L. trichila, tricla, triclea, triclia, ahov/er,
arbor, summer house.]
structure or frame of crosB*
barred work, or latticework, used for various purposes,
as for screens or for supporting plants.

Milton.

3. To quaver or shake, as sound ; to be tremulous ; as^
the voice trembles.
Trem'ble, re. An involuntary shaking or quivering,
I am all of a tremble when I think of it.
W. Black.
Trem'bler (-bier), n. One who trembles.
(-blTng),
Trem'bling
a.
Shaking ; tottering ; quivering.
Trem'bllng-ly, adv.
Trembling poplar (Bot.), the aspen.
Tre-mel'la (trt-mSl'la), re. [NL., fr. L. tremere, te
tremble cf. It. tremella, F. tremelle.] (Bet.) A genus
of gelatinous fungi found in moist grounds.
Tre-men'dOUS (tre-men'dtis), a. [L. tremendus that
is to be trembled at, fearful, fr. tremere to tremble.
See
Tremble.] Fitted to excite fear or terror ; such as may
astonish or terrify by its magnitude, force, or violence
terrible ; dreadful as, a tremendous wind ; a tremendous

—

II

:

;

shower ; a tremendous shock or

fall.

A tremendous mischief was afoot.

other.

X is t-

tropics.

onion {Bot.), a species of garlic {Allium, prolijerum) which produces bulbs in place of flowers, or among
its flowers. —Tree oyster {Zool.), a small American oyster
{Ostrea folium) which adheres to tiie roots of the mangrove tree
called also raccoon oyster.
Tree pie
{Zool.), any species of Asiatic birds of the genus Bendrocitta. The tree pies are allied to the magpie.
Tree
pigeon {Eodl.), any one of numeivus species of longwinged arboreal pigeons native of Asia, Africa, and Australia, and belonging to Uegaloprevia, Carpophaya, and
allied genera.
Tree pipit. {Zool.) See mider Pipit.— Tree
porcupine {Zool.), any one of several species of Central
and South American arboreal porcupines belonging to the
genera Chsetomys and Sphingurus. They have an elongated and somewhat prehensile tail, only four toes on
the hind feet, and a body covered with short spines mixed
with bristles. One South American species {S. villosiis)
is called also couiy ; another (S. prefiensilis) is called also
cmndou.
Tree rat {Zool.), any one of several species of
large ratlike West Indian rodents belonging to the gen-

Tree'nail' (tre'naF ; commonly trun'ngl), n. [_Tree
(Shipbuilding) A long wooden pin used in
-f- nail.']
fastening the planks of a vessel to the timbers or to each

of fronds
top.

—
— Tree

Treen Mquore, especially that of the date.

even higher,
and bearing
a cluster

at

—

—

—

Treen,

^.

feet

high, or

nidificans, etc.) which feeds on the foliage of a variety
of thistle. It is used as an article of food, and is called
also nest sugar.

—

—

Tree dove {Zool.), any
tooth.
one of several species of East Indian and Asiatic doves belonging
to Macropygia and allied genera.
They have long and broad tails,
are chiefly arboreal in their habits, and feed mainly on fruit.
Tree duck_(Zob7.), any one of sev- Tree Cricket. Nat. size,
eral species of ducks belonging
to Dendrocygna and allied genera. These ducks have a
long and slender neck and a long hind toe. They are
arboreal in their habits, and are found in the tropical
parts of America, Africa, Asia, and Australia.
Tree fern

an

(J) Any species of moss in the form of
a miniature tree.
Tree mouse (Zool.), any one of several
species of African mice of the subfamils' Dendromyinm.
They have long claws and habitually live in trees. Tree
nymph, a wood nymph. See Dryad.
Tree of a saddle,
a saddle frame.
Tree of heaven {Bot.), an ornamental
tree (Ailantas glandulosus) having long, handsome pinnate leaves, and greenish flowers of a disagreeable odor.
Tree of life {Bot. ), a tree of the genus Thuja ; arbor vitse.

growing on trees.

—

vhina and allied genera, intermediate between the true crows and
the jays. The tail is long, and
the bill is curved and without a

rescent fern h n ing
a straiglil
trunk, sometimes twenty or twen- ,.,

TREMULOUS

United States (H. versicolor) is noted for the facility with
which it changes its colors. Called also tree frog. See
also Piping frog, imder Prpraa, and Cricket frog, under
Crickbt.
Tree warbler (Zool.), any one of several species of arboreal warblers belonging to Phylloscopus and
allied genera.
Tree wool (Bot.), a fine fiber obtained
from the leaves of pine trees.

any

species of Old

World crows belonging to Crypsi-

iBot.),
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Syn.
ble

;

— Terrible;

Motley.

dreadful; frightful; terrific; horri-

awful.

— Tre-men'dous-Iy, adv. — Tre-men'dous-ness,

re.

Tre'mex (tre'mSks), re. [NL.] (Zool.) A. germs ot
large hymenopterous insects allied to the sawflies. The
female lays her eggs in holes which she bores in the
trunks of trees with her large and long ovipositor, and
the larva bores in the wood. See Illust. of Horntail.
The pigeon tremex ( Tremex columba), a common
American species, infests the elm, pear, and other trees.
Tre-mo-lan'dO (tra-mo-Ian'do), a. [It.] (Mus.) Same
as Teemando.
Trem'o-lite (trgm'o-lit), n. [From Tremola, a valley
in the Alps, where it was discovered.] (Min.) A white
variety of amphibole, or hornblende, occurring in long,
bladelike crystals, and coarsely fibrous masses.
[it.
Cf. Teemulous.]
Tre'mo-lo (tra'm6-lo), re.
{Mus.) (a) The rapid reiteration of tones without any
apparent cessation, so as to produce a tremulous effect.
(b)
certain contrivance in an organ, which causes the
notes to sound with rapid pulses or beats, producing s
tremulous effect ;
called also tremolant, and tremulant.
II

^S^
II

II

A

—

Tre'mor (tre'mor or trem'Sr
mere to tremble. See Tremble,

;

277),

?).]

re.

[L.,

from tre-

A trembling;

a shiv-

ering or shaking ; a quivering or vibratory motion ; as, the
tremor of a person who is weak, infirm, or old.
He fell into an universal tremor of all his joints. Harvey.
Trem'n-lant (trem'S-lant), a.
Tremulous ; treia[iJ.}
Trem'U-lent (trem'ia-lent), I bling ; shaking.
" With tremulent white rod."
Carlyle.
Trem'U-lous (trem'u-ms), a. [L. tremulus, fr. trerejere to tremble. See Tremble.] 1. Shaking ; shivering i
I

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, odd

;

-

TREMULOUSLY
a tremulous limb ; a tremulous motion of
lips
the tremulous leaf of the poplar.
2. Affected with fear or timidity ; trembling.
Dr. H. Mare.
The tender, tremulous Christian.
Trem'u-lous-ness, n.
Trem'u-louB-ly, adv.
Tren (trSn), n. [See Treen wooden.] A fish spear.
Ainsworth.
\Obs.'\
commonly trun'n'l), n. ^ShipTre'nall' (tre'nal'
Treenail.
as
building) Same
Trench (trgnch), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Trenched
[OF. trenchier
vb. n. Trenching.]
(trencht); p. pr.
to cut, F. trancher ; akin to Pr. trencar, trenchar, Sp.
1. To cut
Irinchar, It. trinciare ; of uncertain origin.]
to form or shape by cutting ; to make by incision, hewing, or the like.
Tlie wide wound that the boar had trenched
Shak.
In his soft flank.
juivering

;he

;

[as. trendel, iryndel, circle,
wheel,
cf. Trundie.]
;
a trundle. [06s.]
Sylvester.
The shafit the wheel, the wheel the trendle turns.
Tren'tal (trgn'tal), n. [LL. trenlale, fr. L. triginta
thirty ; akin to tres three cf OP. treniel. See Three,
and cf. Trigintal.] 1. (R. C. Ch.) An office and mass
for the dead on the thirtieth day after death or burial.
" Their trentals and their shrifts."
Spenser.
2. Hence, a dirge ; an elegy.
{Geol.) A
Tren'ton pe'ri-Od (treu'tun pe'rI-tSd).
subdivision in the lower Silurian system of America ;
so named from Trenton Falls, in New York. The rocks
are mostly limestones, and the period is divided into the
Trenton, Utica, and Cincinnati epochs. See the Chart

Tren'dle

as,

hand or the

(tiSn'd'l), n.

See Trend,
spindle, or the like

ring.

;

—

—

TREVET
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A

and

v. i.,

:

;

&

of Geology.
(tre-pSn'), re.
[F. trepan (cf. Sp. irepano,
trepano, trapano), LL. irepanum, fr. Gr. rpiinavov a
borer, auger, trepan, fr. TpvTrav to bore, rpvna a hole.
Cf. Trephine.] 1. (Surg.) A crown-saw or cylindrical
saw for perforating the skull, turned, when used, like a
See Trephine.
bit or gimlet.
2. (Mining) A kind of broad chisel for sinking shafts.
Tre-pan', v.t.& i. [imp.
p. p. Trepanned (-pSnd')
vb, n. Trepanning.]
[Cf. F. trepaner.
See
p. pr.
Trepan a saw.] {Surg.) To perforate (the skull) with a
trepan, so as to remove a portion of the bone, and thus
relieve the brain from pressure or irritation ; to perform
an operation with the trepan.
snare ; a trapaiu
Tre-pan', n. [See Trapan.] 1.
Snares and trepans that common life lays in its way. South.

Tre-pan'

This weak impress of love is as a figure
Trenched in ice, wliich witli an hour's lieat
Shak.
Dissolves to water, and doth lose its form.
2. {Fort.) To fortify by cutting a ditch, and raising a
rampart or breastwork with the earth thrown out of the
Pope.
iitch ; to intrench.
Shak.
No more shall trenching war channel her fields.
3. To cut furrows or ditches in ; as, to trench land for
bhe purpose of draining it.
4. To dig or cultivate very deeply, usually by digging
parallel contiguous trenches in succession, filling each
[rora the next ; as, to trench a garden for certain crops.
Trench, v. i. 1. To encroach ; to intrench.
Does it not seem as if for a creature to challenge to itself a
boundless attribute, were to trench upon the prerogative of the
/. Taylor.
livine nature ?
Bacon.
[if.]
2. To have direction ; to aim or tend,
To trench at, to make trenches against ; to approach by
trenches, as a town in besieging it. {Obs.]
Like powerful armies, trenching at a town
Young.
By slow and silent, but resistless, sap.
Trench, n. [OE. trenche, F. tranchee. See Trench,
1.
long, narrow cut in the earth ; a ditch ; ua,
V. <.]
Mortimer
il trench for draining land.
2. An alley ; a narrow path or walk cut through woods,
Ihrubbery, or the like. \_Obs.']
Chaucer.
In a trench, forth in the park, goeth she.

It.

&

&

A

2.

A deceiver

;

;

De

then- stations.

Quincey.

(trS-p5ng'), n.
[Malay trtpang.'] {Zo'61.)
one of several species of large holothurians, some of
which are dried and extensively used as food in China
called also beche de mer, sea cucumber, and sea slug.
[Written also tripang.^

Tre-pang'

Any

;

—

You
3. {Law)

To open the trenches (Mil.), to begin to dig or to form
the lines of approach.
Trench cavalier (Fort.), an elevation constructed (by a besieger) of gabions, fascines,
earth, and the like, about half way up the glacis, in order
Trench plow,
to discover and enfilade the covered way.
or Trench plough, a kind of plow for opening land to a
greater depth than that of common furrows.

Trepang (Uolothuria

—

Spenser.
[Obs."]
(-and), a. Trenchant.
[OF. trenchant, F. tranchant,
(-ant), a.
1. Fitted to trench or cut
See Trench, v. t.']
cutting; sharp. " 2Venc«ani was the blade." Chaucer.
2. Fig. : Keen ; biting ; severe ; as, trenchant wit.
Trench'ant-ly, adv. In a trenchant, or sharp, manner ; sharply severely.

Trench'and
Trench'ant

A

F. trephine.] {Surg.) An instrument for
trepanning, being an improvement on the trepan. It is a
circular or cylindrical saw, with a handle like that of a gimlet, and a little sharp perforator called the center pin.
p. p. Trephined (-find' or
Tre-phlne', v. t. [imp.
-fend') ; p. pr.
vb. n. Trephining.] To perforate with
a trephine ; to trepan.

trepan:

[OF. trencheoir, F. tranchoir, fr.
trancher to cut, carve. See Trench, v. <.] 1. One who
trenches esp., one who cuts or digs ditches.
(-er), n.

;

A

2.
large wooden plate or platter, as for table use.
3. The table ; hence, the pleasures of the table ; food.
It could be no ordinary declension of nature that could bring
some men, after an ingenuous education, to place their " sumbonum " upon their trenchers.
South.

.

Trep'ld

—

called Oxford cap, mortar board, etc.
Trencher fly,
a person who haunts the tables of others ; a parasite. [R.]
VEslranae.
Trencher friend, one who frequents the tables of others ; a sponger.
Trencher mate, a table companion ; a parasite ; a trencher fly. Hooker.
Trench'er-man (-man), n. ; pi. Trencher-men (-men).
1. A feeder ; a great eater ; a gormandizer.
Shak.
cook. [06s.]
2.
The skillf ulest trencher-men of Media. Sir P. Sidney.
3. A table companion ; a trencher mate.
Thacke7-ay
Trench'more (-mor), n. A kind of lively dance of a
rude, boisterous character. Also, music in triple time
appropriate to the dance. [06s.]
All the windows in the town dance a new trenchmore.

—

A

1;

)

(-plou'), v.

t.

To plow with deep

furrows, for the purpose of loosening the land to a greater depth than usual.
Trend (trSnd), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Trended; p.pr.
vb. n. Trendino.] [OE. trenden to roll or turn about
akin to OFries. trind,^ trund, round, Dan.
Sw. trind,
AS. irendel a circle, ring, and E. trendle, trundle."] To
have a particular direction ; to run ; to stretch ; to tend
asjthe shore of the sea trends to the southwest.
Trend, v. t. To cause to turn ; to bend. [iJ.]
Not far beneath i' the valley as she trends
Her silver stream.
W. Browne.
Trend, n. Inclination in a particular direction ; tendency ; general direction ; as, the trend of a coast.
Trend of an anchor. (Naut.) (a) Tlie lower end of the
shank of an anchor, being the same distance on the shank
xrom the throat that the arm measures from the throat
to the bill.
R. H. Dana, Jr. (6) Tlie angle made by the
line of a vessel's keel and the direction of the anchor
cable, when she is swinging at anchor.
Trend (trSnd), v. t. [Ct. G.
OD. trennen to separate.]
To cleanse, as wool. [Prov. Eni/."]
Trend, n. Clean wool. [Prov. Engl]
Trend'er (trSnd'Sr), re. One whose business is to free
wool from its filth. [Prov. Eng.]

&

&

;

rude,

full,

ap, Qrn

;

pity

;

;

Soon after

this,

noble Robert de Bruce

.

.

.

trespassed out of

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

Tressed (trest), a. 1. Having tresses.
Formed into ringlets or braids braided
;

;

curled.

Drayton.
Tres'sel (trgs'sel), re. A
Sylvester.
Tress'ful (trSs'ful), a. Tressy. [P.]
Tres'sure (tresh'ur), re. [F. tresser to twist, plait.
See Tress, re.] {Her.) A kind of border
similar to the orle, but of only half the
breadth of the latter.
Tres'sured (-urd), a. {Her.) Provided or bound with a tressure; arranged in the form of a tressure.
The tressured fleur-de-lis he claims
Spenser.

trestle.

;

{Naut.) One of two strong
Tres'tle-tree' (-tre'), re.
bars of timber, fixed horizontally on the opposite sides
of the masthead, to support the crosstrees and the frame
Totien.
generally used in the plural.
of the top ;

—

Tres'tle-work' (-wQrk'), re. A viaduct, pier, scaffold,
or the like, resting on trestles connected together.

Trestlework Viaduct or Bridge.

Tres'-tyne'

;

;

;

;

;

—

In the time of nis distress did ho tre!q)ase yet more against
8 Chron. xxviii. SK.
the Lord.
;

chajr

[L. tris, tres, three

ble; moder.ite.

-,

go

;

sIiik,

-f-

E.

[Obs.]

Chaticer.
By nature dcbonairo and tretahle.
Treth'lng (trgth'tng), re. [W. treth an allowance,

contribution, tribute, or tax, trethu to rate or tax.] A
tax an impost. [06s.]
Johnson.
;

(tre'tts), Tre'tys, re.
[See Treatise.]
A
also, a treaty.
;
[06s.]
Chaucer
Tre-tls' (trS-tTs'), Tre-tys', a. [OF. traitis.] Long
and well-proportioned; nicely made; pretty.
[06t.]
" Her nose treh/s."
Chaitcei:
Tre'vat (tie'vilt), re. A weaver's cutting instrument
for severing the loops of the pile threads of vrlvct.
Trev'et (trSv'St), n. [See Trivet.] A stcul or other
thing supported by tliroe legs ; a trivet.

Tre'tls

auy offense, or to do any act that in4. To
jures or annoys another to violate any rule of rectitude,
anotlier
licnce, in a moral sense, to
of
to the injury
transgress voluntarily any divine law or command to
often followed
to sin
violate any known rule of duty
by against.
coniuiit

out, oil

(trSs'tin'), n.

{Zool.) In the antler of a stag, the third tyue
above the base. This tyue appears in the third year. In
those deer in which the brow tyne does not divide, the
tres-tyne is the second tyne above the base. See Illusts.
under Rucervine, and under Rusine.
Tret (trSt), obs. 3d pcrs. sing. pres. of Tread, for
treadeth.
Chaucer.
Tret, re. [F. traite a drawing, trading, journey, tax on
diminishing
the
value
of coins,
wares in transit, anything
See Trait.] (Com.)
fr. OF. traire to draw, L. trahere.
An allowance to purchasers, for waste or refuse matter,
of four pounds on every 104 pounds of suttle weight, or
M^Culloch.
weight after the tare is deducted.
Tret'a-We (tret'A-b'l), a. [See Treatable.] Tractatyne.]

;

-,

de-lis).

Transom.]

A

—

;

food, fo'ot

Cf.

way, or the like.
2. The frame of a table.
Trestle hoard, a board used by architects, draughtsmen,
and the like, for drawing designs upon — so called because commonly supported by trestles.
Trestle bridge.
See under Bridge, ».

the time or patience of anotlier.

;

[OF.

re.

movable frame or support
1.
for anything, as scaffolding, consisting of three or four
legs secured to a top piece, and forming a sort of stool or
horse, used by carpenters, masons, and other workmen
also, a kind of framework of strong posts or piles, and
crossbeams, for supporting a bridge, the track of a rail-

(Law) To commit a trespass; esp., to enter unlawupon the land of another.
To go too far to put any one to inconvenience by
demand or importunity to intrude ; as, to trespass upon

2.
fully
3.

(tres''l),

transtrum a crossbeam.
[Written also tressel.]

Ld. Benwrs.

this uncertain world.

&

dnite,

Trembling;

trepidus.]

[L.

(trep'id), a.

Tres'ayle' (trSs'al'), re. [F. trisaiexil, from L. tris,
three -f F. aieul grandfather. Cf. Besaiel, and see
Ayle.] a grandfather's grandfather. [06s.]
Writ of tresayle (0. Enri. Law), a writ which lay for a
man claiming as heir to his grandfather's grandfather, to
recover lands of which lie had been deprived by an abateMozley <Se W.
ment happening on the ancestor's death.
Chaucer.
Tres'or (trSs'5r), re. Treasure. [06s.]
Tres'pass (trgs'pas), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Trespassed
trespasser
[OF.
(-past) p. pr. & vb. re. Trebpassiho.]
to go across or over, transgress, F. trepasser to die
See
pref. tres- (L. trans across, over) -f- passer to pass.
Pass, v. i., and cf. Transpabs.] 1. To pass beyond a
[Obs.]
limit or boundary hence, to depart to go.

)

&

&

ires,

Ft.

Marslon.

Trench'-plow'
Trench'-plOUgh'

Milton.

—

;

—

To dance the trenchmore.

[06s.]

.

—

Thackeray.
quaking.
[F. trepidation, L.
Trep'l-da'tlon (-T-da'shiin), re.
trepidatio, fr. trepidare to hurry with alarm, to tremble,
from trepidus agitated, disturbed, alarmed ; cf. trepit he
turns, Gr. rpeireiv to turn, E. torture.] 1. An involuntary trembling, sometimes an effect of paralysis, but
usually caused by terror or fear ; q^uaking ; quivering.
2. Hence, a state of terror or alarm ; fear ; confusion
fright ; as, the men were in great trepidation.
3. {Anc. Astron.) A libration of the starry sphere in
the Ptolemaic system ; a motion ascribed to the firmament, to account for certain small changes in the position of the ecliptic and of the stars.
Syn. Tremor ; agitation ; disturbance ; fear.
Tre-pld'1-ty (tre-ptd't-ty), re. Trepidation. [iJ.]

Trenchar cap, the cap worn by students at Oxford and
Cambridge Universities, having a stiff, flat, square appendage at top. A similar cap .used in the United States

Beau.

cf.

&

mum

i.

tuhulosa).

Gauden.
ful trepanners and impostors."
trebuchet. [06s.]
Trep'e-get (trSp'e-jet), re. (ilfi7.)
Tre-ph&e' (tre-fin' or -fen' ; 277), re. [A dim. of 1st

;

(-mor), v.

sin.

J. Baillie. Tressure Countertrestel,
fleury (a double
'Tressure, with
from L.
divided Fleurtranstillum a little crossbeam, dim. of

edible trepangs are mostly large species of
Uolothuria, especially H. edulis. They are taken in vast
quantities in the East Indies, where they are dried and
smoked, and then shipped to China. They are used as
an ingredient in certain kinds of soup.
Trep'an-lze (trep'an-iz), r. Z. To trepan. [06s.] "By
irepanizing the skull."
Jer. Taylor.
Tre-pan'ner (tre-pan'ner), re. One who trepans. "Piti-

p. pr.

Trench'more

;

tresteau, F. ireieau ; probably

The

—

—

rule of duty

Eph. ii. 1.
(a) An unlawful act committed with force
and violence {vi et armis) on the person, property, or
relative rights of another.
(6) An action for injuries
accompanied with force.
Trespass offering (Jewish Antiq.), an offering in expiation of a trespass.
Trespass on the case. (Law) See Action on the case, under Case.
Syn. Offense breach infringement transgression
misdemeanor misdeed.
Tres'pass-er (-er), n. One who commits a trespass
as
(a) (Law) One who enters upon another's land, or
violates his rights.
(6) A transgressor of the moral
law an offender a sinner.
Tress (trgs), re. [OE. tresse, OF. irece, F. iresse, LL.
tricia, fr. Gr. rpix"- threefold, because a tress is usually
formed by interlacing three pieces akin to rpeis three.
See Three.] 1. A braid, knot, or curl, of hair a ringlet.
Chaucer.
Her yellow hair was braided in a tress.
Fair tresses man's imperial race insnare.
Pope.
Keats.
2. Fig.
A knot or festoon, as of flowers.
.

Tres'tlO

IS

known

Tlie fatal trespass done by Eve.
who were dead in trespasses and sins.

tresses.

the a2iproaches.

use,

voluntary transgression of the moral law;

violation of a

To wreathe his shield.
Sir W. Scott.
Tress'y (trSs'y), a. Abounding in

3. {Fort.) An excavation made during a siege, for the
purpose of covering the troops as they advance toward
the besieged place. The term includes the parallels and

Trench'er

Any

2.

any

2.
;

A

Chaucer.
I you forgive all wholly this trespass.
If ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father
Matt. vi. 15.
forgive your tresjiasses.

a cheat.

He had been from the beginning a spy and a trepan. Macaulay,
Tre-pan', v. t. To insnare to trap to trapan.
Guards even of a dozen men were silently trepanned from

F. trSpas
or offense done

trespas,

Auy injury

to another.

.

—

[OF.

Tres'pass (trgs'pas), n.
death. See Trespass, v.] 1.

iQk

treatise

;

tlien,

tUin

;

boN

-,

zU = z

in uzurc.

TREW
N
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Chaucer.
Trew (tru), Trewe, a. True. lObs."]
Trews (truz), n. pi. Trovvsers especially, those of
the Scotch Highlanders. " He wore the treics, or close
trowsers, made of tartan."
Si}' W. Scott.
Chaucer.
Trewth (truth), n. Truth. \_Obs.']
Trey (tra), n. [OF. treis three, F. trois, L. ires. See
Three, and cf. Tkay-teip.] Three, at cards, dice, or
dominoes a card, die, or domino of three spots or pips.
Seven is my cliance and thine is cinq and trey. Chaucer.
;

TRIBUTARY

plane triangle is designated as scalene, isosceles, or eguilateral, according as it has no two sides equal, two sides
and also as riglit-anyled, or
equal, or all sides equal
oblique-angled, according as it has one right angle, or
none and an oblique-angled triangie is either acuteangled, or obtuse-angled, according as all the angles are
;

;

TrI1.

[Gr. rpi- or L. tri-, sometimes through
akin to L. tres three, and E. three. See Three.]
thrice, threefold; as in tri-

(tri-).
;

colored, ici'deutate.
prefix (also used adjectively) denoting
2. {Chem.)
proportional or combining parts,_ or the third degree of that to the name of which it is prefixed ; as in
insulphide, h'ioxide, fc't'chloride.
[From Try.] 1. Fit or posTri'a-ble (tri'a-b'l), a.
liable to be subjected to trial or test.
sible to be tried

A

;

" Experiments

Boyle.

triable.''^

(Law) Liable to undergo a judicial examination;
properly coming under the cognizance of a court as, a
cause may be triable before one court which is not triable
2.

;

in another.

Tri'a-ble-ness, n. Quality or state of being triable.
ociVZ.] {Chem.)
Trl-ao'ld (trt-as'id), a. [Pref. triCapable of neutralizing three molecules of a monobasic
acid or the equivalent ; having three hydrogen atoms
wliich maybe replaced by acid radicals;
said of certain bases ; thus, glycerin is a triacid base.
Trl'a-Cle (tri'a-k'l), n. See Treacle. [OS.s.] Chaucer.
[Gr.
Trl'a-con'ta-he'dral (tri'a.-kon'ta-he'dr»l), a.

+

—

Tpia/coi/Ttt

thirty

kipa. seat, base.]

-j-

Tri'a-COn'ter (tri'A-k5n'ter), n.
TpidKoi/Ta thirty.]
(Or. Antiq.)

sides.
[Gr. TpioKoi/T^pTjs, fr.

A vessel with thirty
banks of oars, or, as some say, thirty ranks of rowers.
Trl'ad (-Sd), n. [L. trias, -adis, Gr. Tpid9, -a8o9, fr.
Tpeis, Tpt'a, three
cf F. triade.
See Three, and cf.
Trias, Trio.] 1. A union of three ; three objects treated
as one a ternary a trinity as, a triad of deities.
2. {Mus.) (o) A chord of three notes. (6) The common chord, consisting of a tone with its third and fifth,
with or without the octave.
3. {Chem.) An element or radical whose valence Is
:

R

Having thirty

;

.

;

;

three.
Triads of the Welsh bards, poetical histories, in

which

the facts recorded are grouped by threes, three tilings or
circumstances of a kind being mentioned togethar. — Hindoo triad. See Trihukti.
[Pref. tri- -f Gr.
Tri'a-del'phous (-a-del'fiis), a.
a6eA(^d! brother.] (Bot.) Having stamens joined by filaments into three bundles. See Illust. under Adelphous.
(Chem.) Having the charTri-ad'iC (trt-Sd'Ik), a.
acteristics of a triad ; as, boron is triadic.
Tri'a-kis-OC'ta-he'dron (trl'a-kis-ok'ta-he'drSn), «.
[Gr. Tpidxci thrice
E. octahedron.'] (Crysiallog.)
trigonal trisoctahedron.
Tri'al (tri'al), n. [From Try.] 1. The act of trying
or testing in any manner. Specifically :
(a) Any eHbrt or exertion of strength f»r the purpose
of ascertaining what can be done or effected.
Millon.
[I] defy thee to the trial of mortal fight.

+

A

—

(b)

The

Repeated

act of testing by experience ; proof ; test.
and events of actions. Bp. Wilkins.

trials of tlie issues

(c) Examination by
istry, metallurgy, etc.

a

test

;

experimeut, as in chem-

2. The state of being tried or tempted ; exposure to
Buffering that tests strength, patience, faith, or the like ;
affliction or temptation that exercises and proves the
graces or virtues of men.
Others had trial of cruel mockings and scourgings. Heb. xi. 36.
3. That which tries or afHicts ; that which harasses
that which tries the character or principles ; that which

conduct was a sore trial.
Hogers.
Every station is exposed to some trials.
4. (Law) The formal examination of the matter in
issue in a cause before a competent tribunal the mode
of determining a question of fact in a court of law the
tempts to

evil

;

as, his child's

;

;

examination, in legal form, of the facts in issue in a cause
pending before a competent tribunal, for the purpose of
determining such issue.
Syn. Test ; attempt ; endeavor ; effort ; experiment
proof ; essay. See Test, and Attempt.

—

[L. tres, iria, three.]
Trl-al'i-ty (trt-al'i-ty), n.
Three united ; state of being three. [iJ.] H. Wharton.
Tri'a-lOgue (tri'a-log), n. [LL. trialogus ; tri- (see
logus as in L. dialogus, E. dialogue.']
disTri-)
course or colloquy by three persons.
\_Tri- -f- amide.']
Tri-am'ide (trt-Sm'id or -id), n.

+

A

(Chem.) An amide containing three amido groups.
[Pref. triamine.]
Tri-am'ine (-Tn or -en), n.
(Chem.) An amine containing three amido groups.
(Bat.) Any one of the
Trl'an'der (tri'an'der), n.

+

,

Triandria.

Tri-an'drl-a (trt-Sn'drT-a), n. pi. [NL. See Tri-,
and -ANDROUs.] (Bot.) A Linnjean class of plants having
three distinct and equal stamens.
Tri-an'dri-an (-an), 1 a. [Cf. F. triandre.] (Bot.)
Tri-an'drous (-drus), ( Of or
pertaining to tlie Triandria ; having three distinct and equal stamens in the same flower.
Tri'an'gle (tn'an'g'l), n. [L.
triangulum, fr. triavgulus triangular ; tri- (see Tri-)
angulus angle : cf. P. triangle.
See Angle a corner.] 1. (Geom.)
A figure bounded by three lines,
Triandrous Flower.
and containing three angles.
II

+

III^^_

A triangle iseither plane, spherical, or curvilinear,

according as
circles of

its sides

are straight lines, or arcs of great

a sphere, or any curved
ale, senate,

c&re,

lines whatever.

am, arm,

A

[Pref.

a.

tri-

basic:]

-f

;

—

radicals ;
said of certain acids ; thus, citric acid is a
Iribasic acid.
Trib'ble (tiTb'b'l), n. (Paper Manuf.)
frame on
wliicL paper is dried.
Knight.
Tribe (trib), n. [L. trihus, originally, a third part of
the lioman people, afterwards, a division of the people, a
tribe; of uncertain origin: ci.'S.tribu.] 1.
family,
race, or series of generations, descending from the same
progenitor, and kept distinct, as in the case of the twelve
tribes of Israel, descended from the twelve sons ol
Jacob. " The Lion of the tribe of Juda."
Eev. v. 5.
wealthy Hebrew of my tribe.
S/iak.
2. (Biol.)
number of species or genera having certain structural characteristics in common j as, a ti'ibe of
plants ; a tribe of animals.

A

A prefix meaning thj'ee,

th7-ee

(trt-ba'sTk),

A

;

French

Trl-ba'slC

(Chem.) Capable of neutralizing three molecules of a
mouacid base, or their equivalent having three hydrogen atoms capable of replacement by basic elements or

Triangles.
1

Equilateral Triangle
2 Isosceles Triangle ; 3 Right-angled
Triangle ; 4 Obtuse-angled Triangle
5 Scalene Triangle.
;

;

and

1. 2,

5,

are also Acute-angled Triangles.

acute, or one of them obtuse. The terms scalene, isosceles, equilateral, right-angled, acute-angled, and obtuseangled, are applied to spherical triangles in the same
sense as to plane triangles.
2. (Mus.) An instrument of percussion, usually made
of a rod of steel, bent into the form
of a triangle, open at one angle,

A

,

.

—

A

small
Aries and Andromeda. (6)
constellation near the South Pole,
containing three bright stars.
Triangle spider (Zo'uL), a small
American spider (Hyptiotes AineHcanus) of the family Ciniflonidse,
living among the dead branches of
evergreen trees. It constructs a triangular web, or net, usually comEosed of four radii crossed by a doule elastic fiber.
The spider holds
the thread at the apex of the web
and stretches it tight, but lets go
and springs the net when an insect
comes in contact with it.

Tri'an'gled

(tri'itn'g'ld), a.

ing three angles

Ainsworih.
2. A steel cylinder round which metal is drawTi in the
process of forming tubes.
Tomlinson.
3. (Blacksmilhing) A tapering mandrel.

Tri-bom'e-ter (trt-bom'e-ter), n. [Gr. rpipetv to rub -f-meler: cf. F. iribometre.] An instrument to ascertain
the degree of friction in rubbing surfaces. Brande
C.

&

Trl'brach (tri'brak), n. [L. iribrachys, Gr. rpiPpaxvi consisting of three short syllables; rpi- (see Tri-J
4 Ppaxvs sliortr] (Gr. & L. Pros.) A poetic foot ol
Spider

Triangle

—

under Figurate.
II

(trt-Sn'gii-la'rez),

71.

[L.]

pi.

The triangular, or maioid, crabs. See Illust. under Maiold, and Illust. of Spider crab, under Spider.
Tri-an'gU-lar'i-ty (-lar'i-ty), n. The quality or state
Bolingbroke.
of being triangular.
Tri-an'gU-lar-ly (-Sn'giS-ler-lJr), adv. In a triangular
Dainpier.
manner in the form of a triangle.
Trl-an'gu-late (-lat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Triangulated (-la'ted) p. pr. & vb. n. Triangulating.] 1. To
divide into triangles specifically, to survey by means of
a series of triangles properly laid down and measured.
(Zo'ol.)

;

;

;

To make

triangular, or three-cornered.
Trl-an'gU-la'tion (-la'shun), w. [Cf. F. triangulation.]
(Surv.) The series or network of triangles into
which the face of a country, or any portion of it, is divided in a trigonometrical survey ; the operation of measuring the elements necessary to determine the triangles
into which the country to be surveyed is supposed to be
divided, and thus to fix the positions and distances of the
several points connected by them.
Tri'ar-Chy (trl'ar-kj), n. ; pi. Triarchies (-kiz). [Gr.
rptapxia ; rpi- (see Tri-) -f apxeiv to rule.] Government
2.

by three persons ; a triumvirate

;

also,

a country under

Holland.

three rulers.
Trl-a'ri-an (trt-a'rT-an), a.

[L. triarii, pi., a class of
Roman soldiers who formed the third rank from the
front, fr. ires, tria, three.] Occupying the third post or
Cowley.
rank. [OJs.]
Trl'ar-tiC'U-late ([tri'ar-tTk'ii-lat), a. [Pref. triarticulate.]

Having three

Trl'as

[L., triad.

(Zo'ol.)
(tri'as), n.

+

joints.

See Triad.]

(Geol.)

The formation situated between the Permian and Lias,
and so named by the Germans, because consisting of
three series of strata, which are called in German the
Bunter sandstein, Muschelkalk, and Keuper.
Tri-as'slc (tri-Ss'sTk), a. (Geol.) Of the age

of,

or

pertaining to, the Trias, —n. The Triassio formation.
Tri-at'iC (trt-at'Ik), a. (Naut.) A term used in the
phrase triatic stay. See under Stay.
atomic.]
Tll'aTtOm'iC (tri'a-tom'Ik), a. [Pref. trisaid of certain
(Chem.) (a) Having three atoms;
elements or radicals. (6) Having a valence of three
trivalent ; sometimes, in a specific sense, having three
hydroxyl groups, whether acid or basic ; thus, glycerin,
glyceric acid, and tartronic acid are each triatomic.
Trib'al (trib'al), a. Of or pertaining to a tribe or
Bp. Warburton.
tribes ; as, a tribal scepter.

—

+

n.
The state of existing in
also, tribal feeling ; tribal prejudice or exclusive;
tribal peculiarities or characteristics.

Trib'al-ism (-iz'm),
tribes

ness

;

ask, final, a^l

!

^ve,

event,

-Ind.

three short syllables, as, meliiis.
[Pref. triTri-brac'te-ate (trt-brSk'te-at), a.
bracleale.]
(Bot.) Having three bracts.
Trib'u-al (trib'iJ-al), ) a. Of or relating to a tribe;
tribal as, a tribual characTrib'U-lar (-ler),
)
teristic ; tribular worship.
[iS.]

+

Hav-

{Hijptiotes Aineritriangular.
canus).
b Cue of
Tri-an'gU-lar (trt-an'gS-ler), a.
its Feet, much en[L. triangularis : cf. F. triangularged, c Its Web
laire.]
Having
three
angles
1.
;
having the form of a triangle.
2. (Bot.) Oblong or elongated, and having three lateral angles ; as, a triangular seed, leaf, or stem.
Triangular compasses, compasses with three legs for
taking off the angular points of a triangle, or any three
points at the same time.
Triangular crab [ZooD, any
maioid crab ;
so called because tlie carapace is usually
triangular.
Triangular numbers (Math.), the series of
numbers formed by the successive sums of the terms of
an aritlimstical progression, of which the first term and
the common difference are 1. See Figurate numbers,

Trl-an'gU-la'reS

A

;

rings.

;

—
—

;

A

tri-

angle.
kind of frame
4. (Mil.)
formed of three poles stuck in the _
Triangle and „
Rod, 2.
and
united
at the top, to
ground
which soldiers were bound when undergoing corporal
now disused.
punishment,
small constellation situated between
5. (Aslron.) (a)

A

1^^

By many recent naturalists, tribe has been used
for a group of animals or plants intermediate between
order and genus.
3.
nation of savages or uncivilized people a body
of rude people united under one leader or government
as, the tribes of the Six Nations ; the Seneca tribe.
division, class, or distinct portion of a people, from
4.
whatever cause that distinction may have originated
as, the city of Athens was divided into ten tribes.
5. (Slock Breeding)
family of animals descended
from some particular female progenitor, through the female line as, the Duchess ti'ibe of shorthorns.
Tribe, v. t. To distribute into tribes or classes. [B.]
Our fowl, fish, and quadrupeds are well tribed. Abp. Nicolson.
Trib'let (trib'let), 1 B. [F. Iriboidet.]
\. A goldsmith's tool used in making
Trib'0-let (-6-let), )

A

and sounded by being struck with
a small metallic rod.
3. A draughtsman's square in
the form of a right-angled

A
A

fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

The

tribual Uspings of the Ephraimites.

Fuller.

Trib'U-la'tion (-la'shun), n. [OE. tribulaciun, F.
tribulation, L. tribulalio, from tribulare to press, afflict,
fr. tribulum a thrashing sledge, akin to terere, tritum, td
rub. See Trite.] That which occasions distress, trouble,
or vexation

When

severe affliction.

;

tribulation or persecutioB ariseth because of the word^

by and by he

is

offended.

3[att. xiii. 21.

In the world ye shall have tribulation. John xvi. 33.
Tri-bu'nal (trt-bu'nal), n. [L. tribunal, fr. tribunus
a tribune who administered justice cf. F. tribunal. See
Tribune.] 1. The seat of a judge ; the bench on which
a judge and his associates sit for administering justice.
2- Hence, a court or forum
as, the House of Lords,
in England, is the highest tribunal in the kingdom.
Trib'U-na-ry (trib'fi-na-ry), a. Of or pertaining to
tribunes; as, tribunary powers or authority.
Trib'U-nate (-nat), n. [L. tribunatus: cf. F. triblt'
:

;

The state or office of a tribune ; tribunesliip.
Trib'une (trib'un ; 277), n. [L. tribunus, properly,
the chief of a tribe, fr. tribus tribe : cf. F. tribun. See
Tribe,]
1. (Pom. Antiq.) An officer or magistrate
chosen by the people, to protect them from the oppres.
sion of the patricians, or nobles, and to defend their liberties against any attempts that might be made upon
them by the senate and the consuls.
IIt^°"The tribunes were at first two, but their numbej
was increased ultimately to ten. There were also military tribunes, officers of the army, of whom there were
from four to six in each legion. Other officers were also
called tribunes ; as, tribunes of the treasury, etc.
2. Anciently, a bench or elevated place, from which
speeches were delivered ; in France, a kind of pulpit in
the hall of the legislative assembly, where a member
stands while making an address ; any place occupied by
a public orator.
Trlb'une-ship, n. The office or power of a tribune.
Trib'U-ni'cian (trTb'ii-uTsh'«n), l a. [L. tribunicius,
iribunilius :
cf.
Trib'U-nl'tial (trtb'iJ-nTsh'al), >
tribunitien.]
F.
Trib'U-ni'tlan (trTb'li-nlsh'an), )
Of or pertaining to tribunes ; befitting a tribune as,
tribunitial power or authority.
Dryden.
A kind of tribunician veto, forbidding that which is recogHare.
nized to be wrong.
Trib'n-nl'tious (-msh'iis), a. Tribunician; tribuninat. ]

;

tial.

Bacon.

\_Obs.]

Trib'U-ta-ri-ly (-ta-rt-lj), adv. In atributary manner.
Trib'u-ta-ri-neSS, n. The quality or state of being
tributary.

Trib'u-ta-ry (trTb'ii-ta-iy), <z. [OE. iribtitaire,¥. tributaire, L. tributarius.
See Tribute.] 1. Paying tribute
to another, either from compulsion, as an acknowledgment of submission, or to secure protection, or for the
purpose of purchasing peace.
[Julius] unto Rome made them tributary. Chaucer.
2. Hence, subject ; subordinate ; inferior.
Mlltm.
He to grace his tributary gods.
3. Paid in tribute.
" Tributary tears."
Shak.
4. Yielding supplies of any kind ; serving to form, oi
make up, a greater object of the same kind, as a part,

branch, etc. contributing as, the Ohio has many tributary streams, and is itself tributary to the MississippL
;

idea,

ill

;

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

;

TRIBUTARY
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TRICROTISM

Trlb'll-ta-ry (trlb'ii-ta-ry), n. ; pi. Teibutaeies
1. A ruler or state tliat pays tribute, or a seated
Bum, to a conquering power, for the purpose of securing
peace and protection, or as an acknowledgment of submission, or for the purchase of security.
2. A stream or river flowing into a larger river or into

Trich'1-nons (trTk'i-ni5s or tri-ki'niis), a. Of or pertaining to trichinae or trichinosis ; affected with, or containing, trichinae as, trichinous meat.
Trich'lte (trik'lt), n.
[Gr. epii, rpixos, hair.]
1. (Min.) A kind of crystallite resembling a bunch of
hairs, common in obsidian.
See Illust. of Crystallite.
2. (Zool.) A delicate, hairlike siliceous spicule, found
in certain sponges.
Trichite sheaf (Zool.), one of the small sheaf like fascicles of slender set* characteristic of certain sponges. See
Illust. under Spicule.

Treacheey, Trig, a., Triggeb.] 1. An artifice or stratagem a cunning contrivance a sly procedure, usually
with a dishonest intent as, a trick in trade.
He comes to me for counsel, and I show him a trick. South.

(-rfz).

a lake

;

an

;

affluent.

Trib'Ute (-fit), ra. [OE. tribut, L. tribidum, fr. tribuere, tributum, to bestow, grant, pay, allot, assign, origicf. F. tribut.
See
nally, to a tribe, from Iribus tribe
annual
Teibb, and cf. Attbibhte, Contribute.] 1.
;

An

Trich'i-u'ri-form (trTk'i-ii'ri-fSrm), a. (Zool.) Like
or pertainiug to the genus Trichiurus or family Trichiuridse, comprising the scabbard fishes and hairtails.
TriCh'i-U'roid (-roid), a. [Trichiurus -{--oid.} (Zool.)
Of, like, or pertaining to, Trichiurus.
II

tail.]

[Pref.

m

&

vb.
Trib'Ute, V. t. [imp. &p. p. Teibuted p. pr.
Teibutinq.] To pay as tribute. IB.] Whitlock {165i).
Trlb'U-ter (-ii-ter), n. (Mining) One wlio works for
a certain portion of tlie ore, or its value. [Eng.]
11^°° Tributers generally work in gangs, and have a
limited portion of a lode set them, called a tribute pitch,
beyond whicli they are not permitted to work, and for
which tliey receive a certain portion of the ore, or so
much i)er pound, as agreed upon, of the value of what
they raise.
Weale.
Tri'ca (tri'ka), n. ; pi. Tric^ (-se). [NL.] (Bot.)
An apothecium in certain lichens, having a spherical surface marked with spiral or concentric ridges and furrows.
Tri-car'bal-lyl'iC (trt-kar'bSl-ltl'tk), a. [Pref trlcarftoxyl -j- allyl
-ic.\ (C/iem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a complex tribasic organic acid, C3H5.(CO,H)3,
occurring naturally in unripe beet roots, and produced
artificially from glycerin as a white crystalline substance.
Trl-car'bi-mide (-kar'bi-mid or -mid), n. [Pref. trij- carbimide.'\ (Chem.) See under Cyanuric.
Trice (tris), V. t. [OE. irisen ; of Scand. or Low German origin cf. Sw. trissa a sheave, pulley, Iriss a spritsail brace, Dan. tridse a pulley, tridse to haul by means
of a puUey, to trice, LG. tiisse a pulley, D. trijsen to
hoist.]
[Written also trise.] 1. To pull ; to haul ; to
drag ; to pull away. [06j.]

weeds.

+

tricennial.

tmct order.
Tri-ohop'ter-an

(3fed.) Tricliinosis.
-

—

;

+

II

use, unite, r^de,

97

fyill,

Up, fim

;

pity

ata).

Tri'chro-mat'lc (tri'krS-mSt'ik), a. [Pref. tri- -f
chromatic.'] (Zool.) Having or existing in three different phases of color having three distinct color varieties
said of certain birds and insects.
Tri-chro'ma-tlsm (trt-kro'ma-ti z'm), n. (Zool. ) The
quality, state, or phenomenon of being tricliromatic.
[Pref. tri- -j- Gr.
Tri-chro'mlc (trt-kro'mtk), a.
vpujia color.] (Opt.) Of, pertaining to, or consisting of,
three colors or color sensations.
[Pref. tri- -\- chromic]
(Chem.)
Tri-chro'mic, a.
Containing three atoms of cliromium.
[See Triceps.] (Anat.)
Tri-clp'1-tal (-sip't-tol), a.
Having three heads, or three origins ; as, a tricipital

i!.

;

of the Trichoptera
{Neuronia semi/asci-

:

ni«3#.t./9 «i»» /*. VI
N
J
m
Tnch'l-lllze(trik'i-niz),r.
To Much enlarged.
render trichinous to affect with trichinae
chiefly used in the past participle ; as, trichinized pork.
Tri-chl'no-SCOpo (trT-kl'no-skop), n.
[Trichina
-scope.]
An apparatus for the detection of trichinae in
the flesh of animals, as of swine.
Trich'l-no'Sls (trIk'T-no'sTs), n.
[NL.
See TeiOHiNA.] (Med.) The disease produced by the presence of
trichinae in the muscles and intestinal tract.
It is
marked by fever, muscular pains, and symptoms resembling those of typhoid fever, and is frequently fatal.
/-

one

n.

+

;

—

muscle.

Trick

(trik), n.

Irekken to draw

j

[D. trek a pull, or drawing, a trick,
akin to LG. trekken, MHG. trecken,
and OFries. trekka.
Cf. Trace,

trechen, Dan. trtekke,
;

food, tifot

;

oat, oil

;

One who

:

.

.

there they are
B. Jonson.

.

tricks
a trickster.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.] Boyle.
art of dressing up artifice

re.

;

Trick'er, re. A trigger.
Trick'er-y (-f), n. The
stratagem fraud imposture.
Trick'i-ness (-I-ngs), n. The quality of being tricky.
Trick'ing, a. Given to tricks tricky. Sir W. Scott.
Trick'ing:, n. Dress ornament.
Shak.
Trick'ish, a. Given to tricks artful in making bargains
given to deception and cheating
knavish.
Trick'lsh-ly, adv.
Trick'ish-ness, n.
Tric'kle (trik'k'l), V. i. [i7np. & p. p. Trickled
(-k'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Trickling (-kling).]
[OE.
triklen, probably for striklen, freq. of striken to flow,
AS. sirican.
See Strike, v. t.]
To flow in a small,
gentle stream ; to run in drops.
;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

&

His

down as rain.
down

salt tears trickled

Chaucer,

Fast beside there trickled softly
gentle stream.

A

Trick'ment (trik'mgnt),

my

trickments but

Spenser.

Decoration. [Obs.]

re.

Beau.

tears."

diair

;

go

;

"No

& Fl.

Trick'si-ness (-sl-u5s), n. The quality or state of
being tricksy trickiness.
G. Eliot.
Trick'ster (-ster), re. One wlio tricks a deceiver a
tricker a cheat.
Trick'sy (-sy), a. [From Trick.] Exhibiting art" My fric/fcsy spirit "
fulness trickish.
Shak.
The tricksn policy which in the sevGnteenth century passed
;

;

;

!

wisdom.

Trick'track'

three parts -f- xefii/eii/ to cut or divide cf. F. trichotomie.]
Division into three parts.
Exhibiting trichroism
Tri-chro'lc (trt-kro'ik), a.
pleochroic ; pleochroisra.
[Pref. tri- -f- Gr.
Tri'chro-lsm (tri'kro-iz'm), n.
(Min.) The quality
XP«J5 color; cf. F. trichrdisme.]
possessed by some crystals of presenting different colors
in three different directions.

Worm in the encyst?^ ,=,""« imbedded
m Human Muscle.

(-er),

;

;

by means

forget that they are in the statutes
and their pedigrees.

for state

;

Their presence in the
muscles and the intestines in large Trichina
tTrichina
numbers produces trichinosis.
sinraiis). The Larval

[NL.]

of the

by being more or less covered with cilia.
[See TeichotTri-OhOt'O-mOUS (trt-kot'o-miis), a.
OMY.] Divided into three parts, or into threes threeMariyn.
forked as, a trichotomous stem.
[Gr. Tpixa threefold, in
Tri-chot'0-my (-my), n.

of the blood.

Trich'1-ni'a-SlS (trtk'i-nl'a-sTs),

One

+

II

II

II

,

of the Trichoptera.
Tri-chop'ter-ous (-vis), a. (Zool.) Of, pertaining to,
or characterizing, the Trichoptera.
Tri'Chord (tri'kSrd), n. [Gr. Tpi'xopSos three stringed
Tpi- (see Tri-)
X°P^V chord, or striug.] (Mus.) An
instrument, as a lyre or liarp, having three strings.
Trich'0-SCOl'l-ces (trik'6-sk51'i-sez), n. pi. [NL.,
(Zool.
from Gr. Spt'f , rpixotj hair
o-kwAijI a worm.]
An extensive group of wormlike animals characterized

II

n.

;

3. To draw in outline, as with a pen ; to delineate or
distinguisli without color, as arms, etc., in heraldry.

;

One

(Zool.)

;

cles, either directly, or indirectly

(-ter-an),

;

—

;

II

.

;

;

;

(Zool.)

n,

Tri-ohop'te-ra (-te-ra), n. pi.
[NL., fr. Gr. 6pC^, Tpixos, a hair-|TTTepoi' wing.]
(Zool.) A suborder
of Neuroptera usually having the
wings covered with minute hairs.
It comprises the caddice flies, and
is considered by some to be adis-

;

;

;

;

Trick'er

Trichoptera.

+

:

&

They

— Trich'o-phor'ic (f or'Ik), a.
Tri-chop'ter (trt-kSp'ter),

;

;

;

&

Trick (trik), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Tricked (trlkt) p.
pr.
vb. n. Tricking.]
1. To deceive by cunning or
artifice to impose on to defraud to cheat ; as, to trick
another in the sale of a horse.
2. To dress ; to decorate to set off ; to adorn fantastically;
often followed by up, off, or out. "Trick
her off in air."
Pope.
People lavish it profusely in tricking up their children in fine
clotlies, and yet starve their minds.
Locke.
They are simple, but majestic, records of the feelings of the
poet as little tricked out for the public eye as his diary would
have been.
Macaulay.

tricked, they

—

;

[22.]

+

a.

—

^

;

— Trich'o-gyn'ic (-jin'ik),

;

;

+

.

:

II

;

;

;

(J^

A

Several species are common in conservatories ; two are native in tlie United States.
Tri-ChOm'a-tOSe' (-tos'), a. [Gr. -rpCxia- ^
(Med.) Af- « ^^S^^^C^ej
IJ.a, -wMaTos, a growth of hair.]
fected with a disease which causes agglu- ^ Antheridia.
tination and matting together ;
said of
the hair when affected with plica. See Plica, 1.
Trich'ome (trlk'om), n. [See Trichomatose.] (Bot.)
A hair on the surface of a leaf or stem, or any modification of a hair, as a minute scale, or star, or gland. The
sporangia of ferns are believed to be of the nature of
trichomes.
Tri-chom'a-tOUS (tri-kSm'a-tus), a.
Trich'O-phore (trTk'o-for), «. [Gr. ept'f, rpixds, hair
-|- ^ip^Lv to bear.]
1. (Bot.) The special cell in red
See Hhist.
algae which produces or bears a trichogyne.
of Teichosyne.
2. (Zool.) One of the saclike organs from which the
setae of annelids arise.

Tri-cen'ni-al (trt-sen'nT-al), a. [L. tricennium thirty
years triginta thirty -j- annus year
cf. L. tricenna(u.]
Of or pertaining to thirty years ; consisting of
thirty years ; occurring once in every thirty years.
cenTri-cen'te-na-ry (-sen'te-nS-ry), a. [Pref. tritenary.']
Including, or relating to, the interval of three
hundred years ; tercentenary.
n.
A period of three
centuries, or three hundred years ; also, the three-hundredth anniversary of any event a tercentenary.
Tri'ceps (tri'seps), n. [NL., fr. L. triceps, having
three lieads tres, tria, three
caput head cf P. triceps.
See Three, and Chief.] (Anat.) A muscle having three
heads specif., the great extensor of the forearm, arising
by three heads and inserted into the olecranon at the
elbow.
[NL., fr. Gr. rpixCaTri-chl'a-SlS (trT-ki'a-sTs), n.
<rt!, fr. Spi'f, rpixoi, hair.]
(Med.) A disease of the eye,
in which the eyelashes, being turned in upon the eyeball,
produce constant irritation by the motion of the lids.
Tri-chi'na (-na), n. ; pi. TBICHIN.E (-ne). [NL., fr.
Gr. Tpi'xii'os hairy, made of hair, fr. 8pi^,
(Zool.) A small, slender
TptxoS) hair.]
nematoid worm ( Trichina spiralis) which,
in the larval state, is parasitic, often in immense numbers, in tlie voluntary muscles
of man, the hog, and many other animals.
When insufficiently cooked meat containing the larvae is swallowed by man, they
are liberated and rapidly become adult,
pair, and the ovoviviparous females produce in a short time large numbers of
young which find their way into the mus;

TrichiuruB (T. lepturus).

chlo-

middle of cup-shaped marginal involucres.

;

;

;

—

Tri-Chom'a-nes (tri-kom'a-nez), n.
kind of plant, from Gr. Tpixo^ai/e's.]
(Bot.) Any fern of the genus Trichomanes.
The fronds are very delicate and often
translucent, and the sporangia are borne
on threadlike receptacles rising from the

Out of his seat I will him trice.
Citaucer.
2. (Naut.) To haul and tie up by means of a rope.
Trice, n. [Sp. tris the noise made by tke breaking
of glass, an instant, en un iris in an instant probably
of imitative origin.]
A very short time an instant a
moment
now used only in tlie phrase in a trice.
"WithaMce." Turbervile. '^ On a, trice." Shah.
Young.
A man shall make his fortune in a trice.
Tri'cen-na'ri-OUS (tri'sen-na'rl-iis), a. Of or pertain-

—

sly,

;

[L., a

;

;

I know a trick worth two of that.
Sliak.
dexterous, or ingenious procedure fitted to
puzzle or amuse as, a bear's tricks ; a juggler's tricks.
3. Mischievous or annoying behavior
a prank
as,
the tricks of boys.
Prior.
4. A particular habit or manner
a peculiarity ; a
trait as, a trick of drumming with the fingers ; a trick of
frowning.
The trick of that voice I do well remember.
Shak.
He hath a trick of Cceur de Lion's lace.
Shak.
5. A knot, braid, or plait of hair. [Obs.]
B. Jonson.
6. (Card Playing) The whole number of cards played
in one round, and consisting of as many cards as there
are players.
Pope,
On one nice trick depends the general fate.
7. (Naut. ) A turn ; specifically, the spell of a sailor at
the helm,
usually two hours.
8.
toy ; a trifle ; a plaything. [Obs.]
Shak.
Syn.— Stratagem ; wile fraud cheat juggle finesse
sleight deception ; imposture delusion imposition.

A

2.

A

+

II

ing to thirty years

+

(Chem.)

II

+

Gr. 0pi(, rpi-

chloride having three atoms of chlothe molecule.
rine
Trich'0-bran'chi-a (trTk'S-brSn'kT-a), n. [NL., fr.
Gr. 6pi^, TpLx6%, hair
branchia.] (Zool.) The gill of
a crustacean in which the branchial filaments are slender
and cylindrical, as in the crawfishes.
Trich'0-cyst (-slst), n. [Gr. OpCi, rptxos, a hair
(cuo-Ti? bag.]
(Zool.) A lasso cell.
Trich'0-gyne (-jln), n. [F., fr. Gr. 0pi^, Tpixo'5, hair
-|- yui/^ woman, female.]
(Bot.) The slender, hairlike cell which receives the fertilizing particles, or antherozoids, in red sea-

n.

;

tri-

ride.'j

[Eng.]

.

fr.

com-

fishes

See Haietail.
Tri-chlo'ride (trtklo'iTd or -rid), n.

Tomlinson.

;

[NL.,

prising the hairtails.

tribute or tax. — Trib-

Syn. — See Subsidy.

(-i-u'riis), n.

hair -f" oupct
(Zool.) A ge-

nus of

A

Tribute money, money paid as a
nte pitch. (IJininy'i See under Teibuter.

Trich'i-U'rus

X05, a

A

Pryce.

;

;

or stated sum of money or other valuable thing, paid by
one ruler or nation to another, eitlier as an acknowledgment of submission, or as tlie price of peace and protection, or by virtue of some treaty ; as, the Romans made
their conquered countries pay tribute.
Millions for defense, but not one cent for tribute.
C. C. Finchiey.
2.
personal contribution, as of money, praise, service, etc., made in token of services rendered, or as that
which is due or deserved ; as, a tribute of affection.
Qray.
Implores the passing tribute of a sigh.
certain proportion of the ore raised,
3. (Mining)
or of its value, given to the miner as his recompense.
\_Eng.']

;

;

Coleridge.

(-trak'),

[F. trictrac.

re.

Cf.

Tick-

tack backgammon.] An old game resembling backgammon.
Trick'y (-y), a. Given to tricks ; practicing deception

trickish
knavish.
Tric'li-nate (trik'lT-nat), a. (Min.) Triclinic.
Trl-clln'1-a-ry (trt-klTu'I-a-ry), a. [L. tricl'iniaris.
See Triclinium.] Of or pertaining to a triclinium, or
to the ancient mode of reclining at table.
Tri-cUn'lc (-ik5, a. [Pref. tri- -f Gr. /cAiVeif to incline.]
(Crystallog.) Having, or characterized by, tliree
unequal axes intersecting at oblique angles. See tlie
;

;

Note under Crystallization.
Tri-clln'1-um (-T-iSm), n. ; pi. Triclinia (-a). [L.,
rptKAiVtoi/, TptVAtfo?
rpt- (see Tri-) -\- kAiVtj a
couch.] (Bom. Antiq.) (a) A couch for reclining at
meals, extending round three sides of a table, and usually in three parts,
(b) A dining room furnislied with
such a triple couch.
Tri-COC'COUS (-kSk'kiis), a. [Gr. tpi'kokkos with three
grains or berries rpt- (see Tri-) -|- kokkos grain, seed.]
(Bot.) Having three cocci, or roundish carpels.
Gray.
Trl'COl'or (tri'kiil'er), n. [F. tricolore, drapeau Iricolore a tricolored flag, fr. tricolore three-colored ; tn(see Tri-) -\- L. color color.]
[Written also tricolour.']
1. The national French banner, of three colors, blue,
white, and red, adopted at the first revolution.
2. Hence, any three-colored flag.
Tri'COl'ored (-kiil'erd), a. Having three colors.
Tri'cor-nlg'er-ous (-kSr-iiTj'er-iis), a. [L. tricomiger ; tricornis three-horned (see Tri-, and Horn) -f- -gt'
rere to bear.]
Having three horns.
Tri-cor'po-ral (tri-kSr'po-rol), ) a. ['L.tricorpor; triTri-cor'po-rato (-k8r'pft-rat), (
(see Tri-) -|- corpus, -oris, hoAy.] (ller.) Represented with three bodies conjoined to one head, as a lion.
Tri-oos'tate (-kOs'tut), a. [Pref. tri- -f costate.]
(Bot.) Three-ribbed ; liaving three ribs from the base.
Tri'OOt' (tre'ko'), n.
[F.] A fabric of woolen, silk,
or cotton knitted, or woven to resemble knitted work.
Trt-orot'lo (trt-krSt'Tk), a.
[Pref. tri- -\- Gr. /cpoTt^
to beat.]
(Physiol.) Of or pertaining to tricrotism;
characterized by tricrotism.
Tri'cro-tlsm (tri'krft-ttz'm), 71. (Physiol.) That condition of tlie arterial pulse iu wliicli tliere is a triple
II

from Gr.

sinK, ink

;

;

II

;

tfaen,

tliin

{

boN

t

zh = z

in azuie.

TRICROTOUS

1538

TRIGONAL

The pulse curve obtained in the sphygmographio
beat.
tracing characteristic of tricrotism shows two secendary
crests in addition to tlie primary.
Tri'cro-tOUS (tri'kro-tiJs), a. (Physiol.) Tricrotic.

Tried (trld), imp.
p. p. of Try. Also adj. Proved
tested ; faithful trustworthy ; as, a tried friend.
Trl-e'dral (trt-e'dral), a. See Trihedral.
Trl-en'nl-al (trt-Sn'nl-al), a. [L. triennium the space
of three years tri- (see Tri-) -)- annus year.
See Annual.] 1. Continuing three years ; as, triennial parliaments ; a triennial reign.
Howell.
2. Happening, coming about, or appearing once in
every three years ; as, triennial elections ; a triennial
catalogue a triennial visitation.
T. Warton.
Trl-en'ni-al, n. Something which takes place or appears once in three years.
Trl-en'nl-al-ly, adv. Once in three years.
[L., from tres, tria, three.]
Tri'ens (tri'enz), n.
(Rom. Antiq.) A Roman copper coin, equal to one third
of the as.
See 3d As, 2.

open space between the vaulting and the roof of the
aisles of a church, often forming a rich arcade in the interior of the church, above the nave arches and below
the clearstory windows.
Trl'form (tri'fSrm), a. [L. triformis; tri- (see Tri-)
-{-forma form.] Having a triple form or character.
" This triform antagonism."
/. Taylor.

Tri-cur'vate (trt-kfir'vat), a. IPtbI. ti-i- -j- curvate."]
(Zo'ol.) Curved in three directions ; as, a iricurvate spicule (see Jniust. of Spicule).
Trl-CUS'pld (trt-kus'pid), a. [L. irieuspis, -idis
tri- (see Tri-) 4- cuspis a point : cf. F. tricuspide.^
1. Having tliree cusps, or points ; tricuspidate ; as,
atricuspid molar.
2. (Anai.) Of or pertaining to the tricuspid valves;
as,

tricuspid obstruction.

Tricuspid valve (Anal.), the valve, consisting of three
triangular membranous flaps, at the opening of the right
auricle into the right ventricle in the lieart of most mamsometimes called the tricuspid valves, each flap
mals
being regarded as a valve.

—

;

ending in
Trl-cus'pld-ate (-it), a. Three-pointed
three points as, a tricuspidate leaf.
[Pref. tri- -|- -cycle as in
Trl'cy-cle (tri'sl-k'l), n.
bicycle.'\ A three-wheeled velocipede.
See Illust. under
Velocipede. Cf. Bicycle.
Trl-dac'na (tr t-dSk'na), n. [L. pi. a kind of oysters, fr. Gr. Tpi&anvo^ eaten
at three bites, rpt- tri- -f;

;

II

,

,

A

iaxveiv to bite.] (Zo'ol.)
genus of very large marine
bivalve shells found on the
coral reefs of the Indian and
Pacific Oceans. One species
(T. gigns) often weighs four
or five hundred pounds, and
is sometimes used for baptismal fonts.
Called also

;

II

Tri'er (-er), n. [From Thy.] 1. One who tries one
who makes experiments ; one who examines anything by
a test or standard.
Boyle.
;

Tndacna

(

Trulacna squa-

mosa).

1

;

+

)

.

:

{Biol.)

—

;

sportsmen.

Bailey.

Trl-dec'ane (tri-dSk'au), n. [Pref. tri- -f- Gr. Seica
So called from the number of carbon atoms in
the molecule.] (Chem.) A hydrocarbon, CjjHoj, of the
methane series, which is a probable ingredient both of
crude petroleum and of kerosene, and ia produced artiten.

as a light colorless liquid.
Tri'dec-a-tO'lc (tri'dek-a-to'ik), a. [Pref. iriGr.
5eVaTos tenth.] (Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, that acid of the fatty acids heterologous with tri^decane. It is a white crystallme substance.
ficially

+

Trl'de-cat'y-lene (trI'de-kSt'T-len), n. [Pref.
Gr. SeKaTOi tenth -|- E. ethylene.'] (Chem.) A
hydrocarbon, CjsHjr, of the ethylene ser'
'"es,
^
corresponding to tridecane, and obtained from
Burmah petroleum as a light colorless liquid

tri-

+

f

*

yy

called also Iridecylene, and tridecene.
Trl'dent (tri'dent), n. [L. tridens, -entis ;
tri- (see Tki-) -|- dens tooth
cf. F. trident. See
Tooth.] 1. (Class. Myth.)
kind of scepter
;

A

—

or spear with three prongs,
the common attribute of Neptune.
Antiq.)
2. (Rom.
A three-pronged spear or
used for urging horses ; also, the weapon used by one class of
gladiators.
three - pronged
3.
fish spear.
4. (Geom.)
curve
of third order, having

A

three infinite branches
in one direction

and a
branch

fourth infinite
in the opposite direc- Trident,
tion.

Trident bat (Zo'ol.), an Asiatic
BenA n( Poroior, Triiiont
Bat°lTr"Sn"p^"irfl rhinolophid bat (y^^^op. Perc!«),_ ha^mg the nose memcus). About nat. size,
f
brane in the shape of a trident.
Trl'dent, a. [L. tridens.} Having three teeth or

prongs; tridentate.
Trl-den'tate (trt-dgn'tat),
Trl-den'ta-ted (-ta-ted),
;

[NL. tridentatus. See
Trident.] Having three

a.

)

j

three-toothed.

Lee.

Trl'dent-ed (tri'dent-5d), a.
Having three
prongs
trident ; tridentate
as, a tridented
mace. [iJ.]
Quarles.
Tri'dent-U'er-ous (-Tf'er-us), a. [L. tridentifer; tridens trident -)-/en-e to bear.] Bearing
a trident.
Trl-den'tlne (trt-den'tTn), a. [From L. Tridentum Trent.] Of or pertaining to Trent, or
the general church council held in that city.
Tridentate
Tri-dl'a-pa'SOn (tri-d!'a-»a'z5n or trt- R/X Flower
;

di'a-pa'son),

;

[Pref.

n.

tri-

+

diapason.-\ °^ t;°"-^°P»>8-

(Anc. 3Tus.) A triple octave, or twenty-second. Busby.
Tri'di-men'Slon-al (trl'dl-m5n'shun-al), a.
[Pref.
ifi--\- dimensional.] (Chem.) Having three dimensions
extended in three different directions.
Trl'dlng (trl'ding), n. A riding. See Tbithing.
Trid'U-an (trld'ii-an), a. [L. triduanus, fr. Iriduum
space of three days ; tri- -j- dies day.] Lasting three
days ; also, happening every third day. [iJ.]
Blount.
Trid'y-mlte (trid'I-mlt), n. [Gr. rpi'Sv/oio! threefold.
So called in allusion to the supposed threefold nature of
the twin crystals.] (Min.) Pure silica, like quartz, but
crystallizing in hexagonal tables. It is found In trachyte

and

similar rocks.

aJe,

tries judicially.

;

a triennial festival
eras a year.] Kept or occurring once
triennial.
[i2.]
J. Gregory.
Trl'e-ter'lcs (-Tks), n. pi. [L. trieterica, pi., fr. Gr.
TpienjpiKos of a triennial festival.] (Class. Antiq.) Festival games celebrated once in three years, [i?.]
3fay.
Trl-eth'yl-am'ine (trt-Sth'il-Sm'In or -en), n. [Pref.
tri- -\- ethylamine.]
(Chem.)
tertiary amine analo-

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

-f-

;

A

Trl-fa'cial(-fa'shal), a. iVvet. iri- -{-facial.] (Anat.)
See Trigeminal.
Tri'fal'low (trI'fSl'lo), v. i. Zimp.
p. p. TeipallowED (-16d) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Trie allowing.]
[Pref.
tri- -\- fallow.
Of. Thrtf allow.] To plow the third
time before sowing, as land.
Mortimer.
Trl-fa'rl-OUS (trt-fa'ri-us), a. [L. trifarius of three
sorts or ways, threefold ; cf. Gr. Tpi(^a<nos. Cf. Biparious.] (Bot.) Facing three ways; arranged in three
vertical ranks, as the leaves of veratrum.
Tri-fas'cl-a'ted (-fash'I-a'tSd), a. [Pref. irifasciated.] Having, or surrounded by, three fasciae, or
bands.
Trl'fld (trl'fld), a. [L. trifidus ; iri- (see Tri-) -f the
root of findere to split : cf. F. trifide.] Cleft
to the middle, or sUghtly beyond the middle,
into three parts ; three-cleft.

&

&

+

a.

Trl-fls'tu-la-ry(trt-fis'tfi-la-rJ^),
[Pref. tri- -j- fistula, fistular.]
T. Browne.

Having three pipes. Sir
Tri'fle
trufle,

trufle

V^
w>

re.
[OE. trifle,
mockery, raillery,

probably the same word as
F. truffe truffle, the word being
Trifid Leaves,
applied to any small or worthless
object.
See Truffle.]
1. A thing of very little value
or importance ; a paltry, or trivial, affair.
trifle,

With such poor trifes

playing.
Trifles light as air

Drayton.

Are

to the jealous confirmation strong
proofs of holy writ.

Aa

Sliak.

Small sands the mountain, moments make the year,

And

Young.

trifles life.

A dish composed of sweetmeats, fruits, cake, wine,
with syllabub poured over it.

2.
etc.,

&

&

Tri'fle, V. i. limp.
p. p. TRIFLED (-fid) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Trifling (-fling).]
[OE. trifelen, truflen. See
Trifle, re.] To act or talk without seriousness, gravity,
weight, or dignity ; to act or talk with levity ; to indulge
in light or trivial amusements.
They trifle, and they beat the air about nothing which touchHooker.
eth us.
To trifle with, to play the fool with ; to treat without
respect or seriousness to mock ; as, to trifle with one's
feelings, or with sacred things.
Tri'fle, V. t.
1. To make of no importance ; to treat
Shak.
as a trifle.
\_Obs.]
2. To spend in vanity ; to fritter away ; to waste ; as,
"
Shak.
to trifle away money.
time."
trifle
;

We

Waterland.
Trl'fler (-fler), n. One who trifles.
Trl'fllng (-fling), a. Being of small value or importance ; trivial paltry ; as, a trifling debt ; a trifling affair.
Tri'fllng-ness, re.
Tri'fllng-ly, adv.
L. flos, fioTrl-Ho'ral (tr t-flo'ral), ) a. [Pref. triris, flower.] (Bot.) ThreeTrl-flo'rous (-riis),
)
flowered ; having or bearing three flowers ; as, a Iriflorous peduncle.
Tri-fluc'tU-a'tlon (-flilk'tii-a'shun), re. [Pref. tri- -\\_Obs.]
fluctuation.] A concurrence of three waves.
" A triflvctuation of evUs."
Sir T. Browne.
Trl-loll-ate (-fo'lT-at), 1 a. ITri- -\- foliate. Cf. Trefoil
Trl-loai-a'ted (-a'ted), )
J (Bot.) Having three
leaves or leaflets, as clover. See Illust. of Shamrock.
Iri- -f foliolate.]
[Pref.
Trl-Ioll-O-late (-o-lat), a.
(Bot. ) Having three leaflets.
Trl-fo'li-um (-fo'li-um), re. [L., clover.] (Bot.)
A genus of leguminous herbs with densely spiked flowers
and usually trifoliate leave? ; trefoil. There are many
See Clover.
species, all of which are called clover.
See TbifoTri'fo-ly (trl'f6-ly), re. [L. trifolium.
[06i.]
liate. Trefoil.] (Bot.) Sweet trefoU.
She was crowned with a chaplet of trifoly. B. Jonson.
Trl-fo'rl-nm (trt-fo'rl-iJm), re. [LL., fr. L. tri- (see
Tbi-) -|- foris, pi. fores, a door.] (Arch.) The gallery or

—

;

—

+

II

II

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

find,

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

time.
Gr. yo—+said of a

Trl-gas'trlc (trt-gSs'trTk), a. [Pref. tri(Anat.) Having three bellies;

arrjp belly.]

Dunglison.
Trl-gem'1-nal (-jSml-nal), a.
[See Trigeminods.]
(Anat.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, the fifth pair of
cranial nerves, which divide on each side of the head into
three main branches distributed to the orbits, jaws, and
parts of the mouth ; trifacial.
Trl-gem'1-nous (-niis), a. [L. trigeminus born three
together tri- (see Tei-) -I- geminus twin. Cf. TergemiNous.] Born three together ; being one of three born at
the same birth ; also, threefold.
E. Phillips.
Tri-gen'lc (-jgn'Ik), «. [Pref. tri- -j- gen-ic.
So
named in reference to its composition, it being supposed
to contain the radicals of three molecules of cyanic acid.]
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, an acid,
C4H;N302, obtained, by the action of the vapor of cyanic
acid on cold aldehyde, as a white crystalline substance
having a slightly acid taste and faint smell ;
called also
ethidene- or ethylidene-biiiret.
;

+

—

Tri-ges'l-mo-se-cun'do(-jSs1mo-se-kiip'co),a. [L.,
-.
\-\i\
i/ i /i
1

(tii'f'l),

OF.

Goddess Triform, I own thy triple spell.
Lowell.
Trl-lorm'1-ty (tri-f6rm'i-ty), re. [L. triformitas.]
state
of
being
triform,
The
or of having a tta-eef old shape.
Trl-fur'cate (-ffir'kat), la. I'L. trifurctts ; tri- (see
Trl-fur'ca-ted (-ka-ted), (
Tri-) -j- furca fork.]
Having three branches or forks trichotomous.
Trig (trig), V. t. [Cf. Dan. trykke to press, Sw. Irycka.]
To fill to stuff to cram. [_Obs.]
Dr. H. More.
Trig, a. [Formerly written trick, akin to trick to
dress.] Full also, trim neat.
{_Prov. Eng.
Scot.']
To sit on a horse square and trig. Brit. Quart. Rev,
Trig, V. t. [See Trigger.] To stop, as a wheel, by
placing something under it to scotch to skid.
Trig, re. [See Trigger.] A stone, block of wood, or
anything else, placed under a wheel or barrel to prevent
motion a scotch a skid. \_Eng.]
Wright.
Trlg'a-mlst (-a-mist), re. [See Tbigamy.] One who
has been married three times also, one who has three
husbands or three vrives at the same time.
Trlg'a-mous (-mils), a. [L. trigamus a thrice-married man, Gr. rptyaiao; thrice married Tpi- (see Tri-) -jyaixo^ marriage: cf. F. trigame.]
(Bot.) Having three
sorts of flowers in the same head,
male, female, and
hermaphrodite, or perfect, flowers.
Trig'a-my (-my), re. [L. trigamia, Gt. rpiyafuia: cf.
P. trigamie.
See Thigamous.] The act of marrying, or
the state of being married, three times also, the offense of having three husbands or three wives at the same

muscle.

gous to trimethylamine.

A

teeth

One who

2.

3. (Law) A person appointed according to law to try
challenges of jurors ; a trior.
Burrill.
4. That which tries or approves ; a test.
Shak.
Trl'er-arch
(tri'er-ark),
n.
_[L.
trierarchus,
Gr. rpi_
^papxo5 Tpi^pT)s a trireme -\- dpxos a leader, a chief.]
(Gr. Antiq.) (a) The commander of a trireme. (6) At
Athens, one who (singly, or jointly with other citizens)
had to fit out a trireme for the public service.
Trl'er-arch'y (-y), n. ; pi. Trierarchies (-iz).
[Gr.
The office or duty of a trierarch.
Tpiripapxia-]
[L. trietericus, Gr.
Tri'e-ter'lc-al (-e-tSr'i-kal), a.
Tpi- (see Tri-)
in three years

(trt-dSk'ttl), a. [Gr. Tpi8aKTOAo5
rpi(see Tm-)
BaKrvKos digit cf F. triHaving three fingers or toes, or composed of three movable parts attached to a common base.
Tri-dac'tyl-OUS (-us), a. (Biol.) Tridactyl.
Trld'dler (trid'dler), m. (.Zooi.) The jacksnipe. \_Local, U. S.}
Tride (trid). <2. [Cf. F. tride lively, quick.] Short
and ready fleet ; as, a tride pace ;
a term used by

Tri-dac'tyl
Trl-dac'tyle

;

Tpte-jTjptKof, fr. TpieTTipis (sc. eop-nj)

paw shell, ani fountain shell.
dactyle.']

&

;

fern,

recent

;

Ice,

in trigesimo-secundo in the thirtj'-secoiid, ] Having
thirty-two leaves to a sheet; as, a trigesimo-secundo
form, book, leaf, size, etc.
TrI-ges'i-mo-se-cun'do, re.
A book composed of
sheets so folded that each one makes thirty-two leaves
hence, indicating, more or less definitely, a size of book
usually written 32mo, or 32°, and called thirty-twomo.
Trlg'ger (trig'ger), re. [For older tricker, from D.
trekker, fr. trekken to draw, pull.
See Trick, re.] 1.
catch to hold the wheel of a carriage on a declivity.
2. (Mech.) A piece, as a lever, which is connected with
a catch or detent as a means of releasing it ; especially
(Firearms), the part of a lock which is moved by the
finger to release the cock and discharge the piece.
Trigger flsh (Zo'ol.), a large plectognath fish (Balistea
Caroiinensis otB. capriscu-s)

—

A

common on

the southern

coast of the United States,
and valued as a food fish in

some
skin

Its rough
used for scouring f

localities.
is

and polishing in the place
of sandpaper.
leather jacket,

Called also

and

turbot.

Trl-gln'tal (tri-jTn'tal),
Trigger iish.
re.
[LL. trigintale, fr. L.
triginta thirty.
See Teental.] (R. C. Ch.) A trenta].
glycerTri-glyc'er-ide (-glls'er-id), re. [Pref. triide.]
(Chem.) A glyceride formed by the replacement
of three hydrogen atoms in glycerin by acid radicals.
Tri'glyph (tri'glif ), re. [L. triglyphus, Gr. rpCyKv^ois ;
Tpi- (see Tri-) -j- yXv<j>ei.v to carve : cf. F. triglyphe.']
(Arch.) An ornament in the frieze of the Doric order,
repeated at equal intervals. Each triglyph consists of a
rectangular tablet, slightly projecting, and divided nearly
to the top by two parallel and perpendicular gutters, or
channels, called glyphs, into three parts, or spaces, called
femora. A half channel, or glyph, is also cut upon each
of the perpendicular edges of the tablet.
See Illust. of

+

Entablature.
Trl-glyph'lc (trt-gllfTk), \ a.
1. Consisting of, or
Tri-glyph'lc-al (-T-kal),
pertaining to, triglyphs.
(
2. Containing three sets of characters or sculptures.
Trlg'ness (trlg'nes), re. [See Trig trim, neat.] The
quality or state of being trig smartness neatness.
Their spars had no man-of-war trigness.
Kane.
Trl'gon (tri'gon), re. [L. trigonum, Gr. TptyMvoy
;

;

Tpi- (see Tri-) -f- yuivia a corner, angle
cf. F. trigone.]
figure having three angles ; a triangle.
1.
2. (Astrol.) (a)
division consisting of three signs.
(b) Trine, an aspect of two planets distant 120 degrees
:

A

A

from each

Sutton.

other.

&

3. (Cfr.
Rom. Antiq.) (a) A kind of triangular lyre
or harp, (b) A kind of game at ball played by three
persons standing at the angular points of a triangle.
Trlg'0-nal (trlg'S-nal), a. Having three angles, or

tdea,

ill

;

old,

6l)ey,

drb,

odd i

TRIMMER
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triangular ; as, a trigonal stem, or one baying
;
three piominent longitudinal angles.

[NL., fr. Gr. rpCMBoi of or with three stones ; rpt- (see
monument consistTri-)
\l6o? stone.] (Archseol.)
ing of three stones ; especially, such a monument formancient
Celts.
ing a kind of doorway, as among the
[OE. irillen to roll, turn round of
Trill (tril), V. i.
Scand. origin ; cf. Sw. trilla to roll, Dan. trilde, Icel.
pyrla to whirl, and E. thrill. Cf. Thrill.] To flow in
a small stream, or in drops rapidly succeeding each
Sir W. Scott.
other ; to trickle.
And now and then an ample tear tiillecl down
Skak.
Her delicate cheek.
Whispered sounds

comera

+

Tri'gone' (tre'gou'), n. [F., literally, a trigon. ]
(Anal.) A smooth triangular area on the inner surface
of the bladder, limited by the apertures of the ureters
and urethra.
[NL.
See Tmgon.
Tri-go'ni-a (trt-go'nt-a), n.
So called in allusion to the triangular
shape of some species.] (Zodl.) A genus of pearly bivalve shells, numerous
extinct species of which are characterA few livistic of the Mesozoic rocks.
ing species exist on the coast of AusII

;

II

Trlg'O-noc'er-OUS (trig'o-nos'er-Hs),
[Gr. Tpiyoit/ov triangle -j- /cepas horn.] Trigouia ( TrigoiZool.) Having horns with three anJ^^^'j^^ y^fife.
gles, hke those of some species of goats.
[Cf. F. h-igoTrlg'0-no-met'rio (-no-mSt'rlk), ) a.
nometrique.'] Of
Trig'0-no-met'ric-al (-rt-kal),
)
or pertaining to trigonometry ; performed by the rules

—

Trl'gram

-\-

-gram.']

;

;

;

—

Note
HON.
li

A

+

—

+

—

. .

.

bears upon

its

a.

[Pref.

tri-

+

rude,

f^tU,

Up,

turn.

triloculaire.]

F.

t

Having

locxdar heart.

luui
ture

TrU'O-gy (trTl'4-jy), re.
Tpafja;, pref. rpc-

Gr.

(see Tei-)

speech,
+ Aoyostrilogie.]

:

A

of three

cf.

„„,„

;

;

,

.,

pieura

;

t

Pygidium.

F.

discourse

b Ocular Sue Eye
d

;

«-„%- "r"^?e"r!

dramas
which, although each of them is in one sense
complete, have a close mutual relation, and
form one historical and poetical picture. Shakespeare's
" Henry VI." is an example.
On the Greek static, a drama, or acted story, consisted in re-

literal]

;

Of, per-

three cells or cavities; as, Trilobite (Dalmaa tnlocular capsule ; a tn- nites). a Glabcl-

surface a
Taylor.

pity

pi [NL.

+

—

unite,

re.

taining to, or containing, trilobites
as, trilobitic rocks.
Trl-loc'u-lar (trt-15k'ii-ler), a.
locular : cf.
[Pref. tri-

Consisting of three letters ; trigrammic ; as, a triliteral
root or word.
re.
A triliteral word.
Trl-Ut'er-al-lsm (-Tz'm), n. Same as Triliterality.
Trl-llt'er-al'1-ty (-ITt'er-ai'T-ty), ) n. The quality of
Trl-Ut'er-al-ness (-ITt'er-al-nes), (
being triliteral
as, the triliterality of Hebrew roots.
W. D. Whitney.
Trl'Uth (tri'lTth), re. Same as Trilithon.
Molle'tt.
Trl-Iith'lc (trt-lTth'Tk), a. Pertaining to a trilith.
TrU'1-thon (trtl'T-thSn), n.; pi. Trilithons {-th5nz).

Ose,

(tri'lo-bi'ta,),

Tri'lo-bit'ic (-bit'ik), a.

2.

See Trilinqdal.

Tri'lO-Wta

(Paleon.) An extinct order of arthropods comprising
the trilobites.
See TriTri'lo-bite (trl'lo-blt), re. [Cf. F. irilobite.
lobate.] (Paleon. ) Any one of numerous species of extinct arthropods belonging to the order Trilobita. Trilobites were very common in the Silurian
and Devonian periods, but became exSo tinct at the close of the Paleozoic.
named from the tliree lobes usually
seen on each segment.

+

stone

^•Si.^

II

II

series

ality of three clriiinas, called together a trilogy, and performed
Cohridgc,
consecutively in the course of one day.
Tri-lu'ml-nar (trt-Iii'mT-ner), ) a. [Pref. tri- -\- L.
lumen, luminis,
Tri-lu'ml-noUB (-lu'niT-n&s), I

Having three

light.]

Trim
p. pr.

(trim), V.

&

vb.

re.

t.

lights.

[imp.

Trimming.]

[/?.]

&

p.p. Trimmed (tiTmd);
[OE. trimen, triimen, AS.

trymian, trymman, to prepare, dispose,
;

food, fo'ot

;

ting, a certain tribasic acid (called also trimellitic acid,)
acid.
Trl-mem'bral (-mem'bral), a. [L. ()7'memJri.s triplemembered. See Tei-, and Membee.] Having, or consisting of, three members.
Tri'me-ra (trl'me-ra or SrTm'e-ra), re. pi. [NL. See
division of Coleoptera inTei-, and -j'sre.]
(Zodl.)
cluding those v/hich have but three joints in the tarsi.
(tri'mer-au
or
trim'er-Sn), re.
(Zo'61.)
Tri'mer-an
One of the Trimera. Also used adjectively.
Tri'mer-ous (-iSs), a, [See Trimera.] (Bot.) Hav.
ing the parts in threes.
Tri'me-Sit'ic (trl'me-sTt'Ik), a. [Pref. tri- -\- mesit-

metameric with trimesitic

"D
called because all the
parts of the plant are In Trillium (.Trillium erectum). (X)
threes.
TrUao (trellS ; E. trll'16), n. [It. See Teill.]
(Mus.)
See Teill.
triU or shake.
Trl-lo'bate (trt-lo'bat or tn'lt- ; 277),
Having three
a.
[Pref. iri- -{ lobate.]
lobes.
Tri'lO-ba'tlon (trl'lS-ba'shiin), n. The
state of being trilobate.
Tri'lobed (tri'lobd), a. [Pref. trilobe.]
Same as Trilobate.
Trilobate Leaf.

+

a.
Trl-lit'er-al (-Itt'er-al),

(-IT-iim),

—

;

Trl-lln'guar (-gwer),

TrUOl-um

[NL. ; cf. L. trilix
triple-woven, triple.]
(Bot.) A genus of liliaceous plants; the threeleaved nightshade ;
so

A

The much-noted Rosetta

+

Nu

under

n.

II

trilingual iDscription.

Of boats last night.
TrencA.
Trl-mac'U-la'ted (tri-mSk'ii-la'ted), a. [Pref. trimaculated.] Marked with three spots, or maculae.
Trl-mel'lic (-mel'lTk), a. [Pref. tri- -f L. mel, gen.
mellis, honey.]
(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designa-

a unit with eighteen ciphers annexed. See the

+

—

j

>

Same

Trl'gram-mat'ic (-mSt'Tk), a. [Gr. TpiypdiifnaTos
fypanna a letter.] Containing three letters or
characters, or three sets of letters or characters.
[Gr. Tptypoju/oio!.
Trl-gram'mlc (trt-grSm'mtk), a.
See Trigrammatic] Same as Trigrammatio.
-graph."] Three
Tri' graph (tri'graf ), n. [Pref. triletters united in pronunciation so as to have but one
sound, or to form but one syllable, as -ieu in adieu ; a
triphthong.
Trl'gyn (-jTn), n. (Bot.) Any one of the Trigynia.
TrT-gyn'I-a (trt-jTn'i-a), n. pi. [NL., Gr. rpi- (see
Tei-) -|- ywi^ a woman, a female.] {Bot.)
Linnaean
order of plants having three pistils or styles.
{Bot.) Hav1 a.
Tri-gyn'l-an (trt-jTn'i-an),
ing three pistils
Trlg'y-nous (trIj'i-niSs or tri'jT-), )
or styles of or pertaining to the Trigynia.
(tri-he'dral),
Trihedron.]
a. [See
(,Geom.)
Trl-he'dral
Having three sides or faces ; thus, a trihedral angle is
a solid angle bounded by three plane angles. [Written
also iriedral.]
Trl-he'dron (-dron), n. [Pref. tri- -\- Gr. ISpa a seat,
base.]
[Geom.) A figure having three sides.
AoraZ.] OcTrl-ho'ral (tri-ho'ral), a. [Pref. /ricurring once in every three hours.
TriJ'U-gate (trJj'ii-gat or tri'jii-'), a. [See Thijugous.]
{Bat.) In three pairs; as, a, trijugate leaf, or a pinnate
leaf with three pairs of leaflets.
Trll'u-gons (-giSs; 277), a. [L. trijugus threefold;
tri- -\- jugum a, yoke.]
(Bot.) Same as Trijugatb.
Gr. eixon
Trl'kO-sane (tri'ko-san), n. [Pref. tritwenty.] (Chem.) A hydrocarbon, C23H48, of the methane series, resembling paraffin
so called because it has
twenty-three atoms of carbon in the molecule.
Trl-lat'er-al (tri-15t'er-al), a.
[L. irilaterus ; trilatus, lateris, side : cf. F. trilateral.
(see Tri-)
See
Lateral.] (Geom.) Having three sides; being threeeided ; as, a trilateral triangle.
Trl-lat'er-al-ly, adv.
Trl-Iat'er-al-ness, n.
Trl-lem'ma (-ISm'ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr. rpi- (see Tri-)
4- ><riii,p.a. any thing received, in logic, an assumption.
Cf. Dilemma.]
1. (Logic) A syllogism with tliree conditional propositions, the major premises of which are
disjunctively affirmed in the minor. See Dilemma.
2. A state of things in which it is difficult to determine which one of three courses to pursue.
Trl-lin'e-ar (-ITn'e-er), a. (3Iath.) Of, pertaining to,
or included by, three lines ; as, trilinear coordinates.
Trl-Iln'gual (-ITn'gwal), a. [L. trilinguis ; tri- (see
Tei-) -f lingua tongue, language.
See Lingual.] Containing, or consisting of, three languages ; expressed in
three languages.
;

;

;

as Trigraph.
Tpi

;

—

[L. trigonus, Gr. rpiyuas Trigonal.
[Pref. Iri-

;

"And

—

(trig'o-niis), a.

(tri'gram), n.

tree.

;

—

Same

To make ready

3.

to clip or lop

—

—

n. ; pi. -TRIES (-triz).
cf . F. trigonometrie.

A

See Trigon.]

Goldsmith,
2. To dress ; to decorate ; to adorn ; to invest ; to emhellish ; as, to trim a hat.
Milton.
A rotten building newly trimmed over.
Shak.
I was trimmed in Juha's gown.

•"

[Gr. TpCyiavov a triangle -j- -metry :
See Teiqon.] 1. That branch of mathematics which
treats of the relations of the sides and angles of triangles, with the methods of deducing from certain given
parts other required parts, and also of the general relations which exist between the trigonometrical functions
of arcs or angles.
2.
treatise on this science.
Analytical trigonometry, that branch of trigonometry
which treats of the relations and properties of the trigoFlans trigonometry, and Spherical
nometrical functions.
trigonometry, those branches of trigonometry in which
its principles are applied to plane triangles and spherical
triangles respectively.

Trlg'O-nous

To make
to make

;

Sdrvey.

vos.

;

;

—

adv.

—

Trig'0-nom'e-try (-nSm'e-try),

;

&

&

Trigonometrical curve, a curve one of whose coordinates
Trigonometricis a trigonometrical function of the other.
Trigonometrical lines,
al function. See under Function.
lines whicli are employed in solving the different cases
of plane and spherical trigonometry, as sines, tangents,
secants, and the like. These lines, or the lengths of them,
are trigonometrical functions of the arcs and angles to
Trigonometrical survey. See under
whioli they belong.

—

trim

;

a.

—Trig' 0-no-met'rlc-al-ly,

1.
firm, strong; of uncertain origin.]
to put in due order for any purpose
to adjust.
right, neat, or pleasing
The hermit trimmed his little fire.

trum

or right by cutting or shortening j
to curtail ; as, to tri}n the hair ; to trim a
Byron.
fa-immed the cheerful lamp."
Olover.
4. (Carp.) To dress, as timber to make smooth.
Of waters, trilling from the riven stone.
5. (Naut.) (a) To adjust, as a ship, by arranging the
Trill (trTl), V. t. [OB. trillen; cf. Sw. Irilla to roU.]
Gascoigne. cargo, or disposing the weight of persons or goods, so
To turn round ; to twirl. [06^.]
at each end, that
Chaucer. equally on each side of the center and
Bid him descend and tHU another pin.
she shall sit well on the water and sail well ; as, to trim
[imp.
Trill, V. I.
p. p. Trilled (trild) ; p. pr.
a ship, or a boat, (b) To arrange in due order for sailvb. n. Trilling.]
[It. trillare ; probably of imitative
ing ; as, to trim the sails.
origin.] To impart the quality of a trill to ; to utter as,
[Collog.]
6. To rebuke ; to reprove ; also, to beat.
or with, a trill ; as, to t7-ill the r ; to trill a note.
To trim in (Carp.), to fit, as a piece of timber, into
Thomson.
The sober-suited songstress trills her lay.
put
in
order.
trim
to
dress
to
other work.
To
up,
Trill, V. i. To utter trills or a trill ; to play or sing
I found her trimming up the diadem
in tremulous vibrations of sound ; to have a trembling
Shsh.
On her dead niisiress.
sound ; to quaver.
Trim (trim), v. i. To balance to fluctuate between
To judjje of trilling notes and tripping feet. Dryden. parties, so as to appear to favor each.
See Trill to shake.]
[It. trillo, fr. trillare.
Trill, re.
Trim, re. 1. Dress ; gear ; ornaments.
1. A sound, of consonantal character, made with a
Seeime:
^ him iust pass the window in his woodland trim.
Sir W. Scott.
rapid succession of partial or entire intermissions, by the
vibration of some one part of the organs in the mouth
2. Order; disposition; condition; as, to be in good
"
Chapman.
against another part
an
encounter."
tongue, uvula, epiglottis, or lip
inm
of
trim.
The
as, the J- is a trill in most languages.
3. The state of a ship or her cargo, ballast, masts, etc.,
sailing.
2. The action of the organs in producing such sounds
by which she is well prepared for
as, to give a trill to the tongue.
4. (Arch.) The lighter woodwork in the interior of a
3. (Sfus.) A shake or quaver of the voice in singing, building ; especially, that used around openings, generor of the sound of an instrument, produced by the rapid ally in the form of a molded architrave, to protect the
alternation of two contiguous tones of the scale as, to plastering at those points.
give a trill on the high C.
See Shake.
In ballast trim (Naut.), having only ballast on board.
Trim of the masts (Naut.), their posiTril'la-chan (tril'la-chan), n. (Zodl.) The oyster B. H. Dana, Jr.
tion in regard to the ship and to each other, as near or
catcher.
IProv. Eng.]
Trim
raking.
1. One distant, far forward or much aft, erect or
Tril'ling (trtl'ltng), n. [Cf. G. drilling.]
reference to the
Wright. of sails (Naut.), that adjustment, with
of three children born at the same birth.
wind, which is best adapted to impel the ship forward.
2. {Crystallog.) A compound crystal, consisting of
Trim, a. [Compar. Trimmer (-mer) superl Trimthree individuals.
adjusted ; being in good'",
Tril'lion (tril'yiin), re. [F. trillion, formed from the mest.] [See Tkim, v. t.] Fitly
order,
or made ready for service or use firm compact ;
pref. tri- in imitation of million a million. Cf. Billion.]
as, the ship is trim, or trim built
According to the French notation, which is used upon the snug ; neat ; fair
is trim whem
Continent generally and in the United States, the num- everything about the man is trim; a person
trim when
ber expressed by a unit with twelve ciphers aimexed j a his body is well shaped and firm his dress is
It
fits closely to his body, and appears tight and snug ; amillion millions ; according to the English
man or a soldier is trim when he stands erect.
notation, the number produced by involvWith comely carriage of her countenance trim. Spenseci,
ing a million to the thud power, or the
So deemed I till I viewed their trim army
number represented by

tralia.

of trigonometry.

A

out, oil

;

obair

;

make
ico

;

strong,

Sing,

fr.

II

A

ylene -f- -ic] (Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating,
a tribasic acid, Cf,H3.(C02H)3, of the aromatic series, obtained, by the oxidation of mesitylene, as a white crystalline substance.
[Written also trimesic]
Tri-mes'ter (trt-mSs'ter), 71. [L. triniestris of threemonths tri- (see Tei-)
mensis month cf. F. trimes~
tre.]
A term or period of three months.
Tri-mes'tral (-tral), a. Trimestrial. [B.] Southey,

+

;

:

Tri-mes'tri-al (-trt-al), a. Of or pertaining to a trimester, or period of three months ; occurring once in.
every three months ; quarterly.
Trlm'e-ter (trlm'e-ter), a. [L. trimeirus, Gr. Tplp.eSee Meteb.
Tpot; Tpi- (see Tei-) -{- p-erpov measure.
measure.] (Pros.) Consisting of three poetical measures.
n.
A poetical division of verse, consisting of
Lowth..
three measures.
Tri-meth'yl- (tri-mSth'il-). (Chem.) A prefix or com.
bining form (also used adjectively) indicating the presence of three methyl groups.
Trl-meth'yl-am'lne (-Sm'Tn or -en), n. [Trimeihyl(Chem.) A colorless volatile alkaline liquid,
-\- amine.]
N.(CH3)3, obtained from herring brine, beet roots, etc.,
with a characteristic herringlike odor. It is regarded as
a substituted ammonia containing three methyl groups.
Tri-meth'yl-ene (-en), )). (Chem.) A gaseous hydrocarbon, C3H13, isomeric with propylene and obtained
from it indirectly. It is the base of a series of compounds analogous to the aromatic hydrocarbons.
Trl-met'rlc (trt-mSt'rtk), a. [Pref. tri- -j- Gr. p.iTpov
measure.] (Crystallog.) Sinne as Oethorhomeio.
Tri-met'ric-al (trt-mot'iT-kol), a. Same as Trimeter.
Trlm'ly (trlin'lj), adv. In a trim manner ; nicely.
Trim'mer (-mer), 71. 1. One who trims, arranges,
fits, or ornaments.
2. One who does not adopt extreme opinions in politics,
or the like one who fluctuates between parties, so as to
appear to favor each ; a tiineserver.
Thus llalitax was c trimmer on principle. Macauloff.
3. An instrument with which trimming is done.
4. (Arch.) A beam, into which are framed the ends
of headers in floor framing, as when a hole is to be left
for stairs, or to avoid bringing joists neiu' chimneys, andthe like. See Tllust. of Header.

l|}]i

—

;

;

tben, thin

;

bON

;

zb = z

in azure.

Trim'inlng (trTm'mTng),
The Whigs are, eesentially,
sort of a party.

a. from Teim, v.
inefSoient, trimming, halfway

an

Jeffrey.

Trimming joist (Arch.), a joist into which timber trimKnight.
mers are framed a header. See Header.
Trim'ming, ». 1. The act of one who trims.
;

2. That wliich serves to trim, make right or fitting,
adjust, ornament, or the like; especially, the necessary or the ornamental appendages, as of a garment
hence, sometimes, the concomitants of a dish ; a relish ;
usually in the plural.
3. The act of reprimanding or chastising ; as, to give

—

a boy a trimmmg.

[CoHog.]
Trlm'ming-ly, adv. in a trimming manner.
Trlm'ness, n. The quality or state of being trim;
orderliness compactness snugness neatness.
Tri'morph (tri'mSrf ), re. [See Thimokphous.] {Crystallog.) A substance which crystallizes in three distinct
forms, or which has three distinct physical states also,
any one of these distinct forms. See Tkimoephism, 1.
;

;

;

;

[Gr. TpCixop<j>o; threeTbi-)
; rpi- (see
Of, pertaining to, or characterized by,

Tri-mor'phic (tri-m6r'f tk),
Trl-mor'phOUS (-mSr'f us),
-f- fxop'fyri

form.]

—

)

a.

formed

j

contrasted with monomorphic, dimortrimorphism
phic, and polymorphic.
Trl-mor'phlsm (-mSr'fiz'm), re. [See Teimorphic]
;

of crystallizing in three
forms fundamentally distinct, as is the case with titanium dioxide, which crystallizes in the forms of rutile,
octahedrite, and brootdte. See PLEOMORPrasM.
2. (Biol.) The coexistence among individuals of the
same species of three distinct forms, not connected, as a
the condition among
rule, by intermediate gradations
individuals of the same species of having three different
concorresponding
parts ;
shapes or proportions of
1. (Crystallog.)

The property

;

—

trasted with polymorphism, and dimorphism.
Heterogenous trimorphism (Bot.), that condition in which
flowers of plants of the same species have three different
lengths of stamens, short, medium, and long, the blossoms! of one individual plant having short and medium
stamens and a long style, those of another having short
and long stamens and a style of medium length, and
those of a third having medium and long stamens and
a short style, the style of each blossom thus being of a
length not represented by its stamens.
[Skr. trimurti ; tri
Trl-mur'ti (tre-moor'te), n.
three -f- mUrli body.] {Hindoo Myth.) The triad, or
consisting
of
Brahma, the CreaHindoo
gods,
trinity, of
tor, Vishnu, the Preserver, and Siva, the IJestroyer.
[Spelled also Trimurtli.']
Trlm'y-a'rl-an (trTm'I-a'rT-an or tri'mT-), re. [Pref.
tri- -j- Gr. ixvi, ij.v6s, a muscle.] {Zool.) A lamellibranch
which has three muscular scars on each valve.
Trl'nal (tri'nal), a. [L. /rmws triple, <rini three each,
fr. ires, tria, three.
«.,
See Three, and cf. TErsE, a.
Milton.
Teen, a.] Threefold. " Trinai unity.
high.
Spenser.
In their ti^nal triplicities on
II

&

& n.

See Trundle.
Threefold triple
Tkinal.]
Trine
as, trine dimensions, or length, breadth, and thickness.
Trine, n. [F. trine, trin. See Trinal.] 1. (Astrol.)
The aspect of planets distant from each other 120 degrees, or one third of the zodiac trigon.
Milton.
In sextile, square, and trine.

Trln'aie

(trTn'd'l), V. t.
(trin), a.
[See

;

;

2.

A triad;

trinity.

[i2.]

A single trine of brazen tortoises.

Mrs. Browning.
Keble.
Eternal One, Almighty Trine
7llne, V. t. To put in the aspect of a trine. [iJ.]
By fortune he [Saturn] was now to Venus trined. Dryden.
Tri-nerv'ate (tr t-nerv'at), a. [NL. irinervatus ; pref.
(Bot.) Having three ribs or
(ri. _|_ L. nervus nerve.]
nerves extending unbranched from the base to the apex
Gray.
said of a leaf.
nerve.'} (Bot.)
Tri'nerve' (trl'nerv'), 1 a. [Pref. t7-iTeinervate.
Same
as
(-nervd'),
)
Trl'nerved'
genus of
[NL.]
(Zool.)
Trln'ga (trin'ga), re.
limicoline birds including many species of sandpipers.

—

+

A

II

See Dunlin, Knot, and Sandpiper.
Trln'gle (trin'g'l), re. [F. tringle.} A curtain rod
for a bedstead.
Trln'goid (-goid), a. \_Tringa -\- -oid.} (Zool.) Of
or pertaining to Tringa, or the Sandpiper family.
Trin'1-ta'ri-an (trin'i-ta'ri-an), a. [Cf. F. trinitaire.
See Trinity.] Of or pertaining to the Trinity, the doctrine of the Trinity, or believers in that doctrine.
Trln'l-ta'rl-an, n. 1. One who believes in the doctrine of the Trinity.
2. (Eccl. Hist.) One of a monastic order founded in
Rome in 1198 by St. John of Matha, and an old French
hermit, Felix of Valois, for the purpose of redeeming
Christian captives from the Mohammedans.
Trin'1-ta'rl-an-ism (-iz'm), re. The doctrine of the
Trinity ; the doctrine that there are three distinct persons in the Godhead.
Trl-nl'tro-cel'lU-lOSe' (tri-ni'tr6-sSl'\i-los'), n. Gun
cotton ;
so called because regarded as containing three
nitro groups.
Tri-ni'tro-phe'nol (-fe'nol), re. (Chem.) Picric acid.
Trln'1-ty (trln'i-ty), re. [OE. triniiee, F. trinite, L.
trinitas, fr. irini three each.
See Trinal.] 1. (Christian Theol.) The union of three persons (the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost) in one Godhead, so that all
the three are one God as to substance, but three persons
as to individuality.
2. Any union of three in one ; three units treated as
one ; a triad, as the Hindoo trinity, or Trimurti.
3. Any symbol of the Trinity employed in Christian

—

the triangle.

Trinity House,

an institution In London for promoting

commerce and navigation, by licensing pilots, ordering
and erecting beacons, and the like.
Trinity Sunday,
the Sunday next after Whitsunday
so called from
the feast held on that day in honor of the Holy Trinity.
Trinity term. {Law) See the Note under Teeu, re., 5.
:

ale,

—
—

—

[See Tbinitt, and

Trln'1-n'nl-ty (trin'I-u'nl-ty), n.
Unity.] Triunity trinity. lObs.}
for terms of trinity, triniunity,
ject them as scholastic notions.

Trink (trink),

.

.

.

and the

like,

they

re-

Milton.

A kind of fishing net.

Crabb.
Trin'ket (trln'kSt), n. [F. trinquet foremast, also, a
certain sail, tringuette a triangular sail, or Sp. tringuete
foremast, also, a certain sail probably fr. L. triquetrus
triangular.]
(Naut.) (a) The topsail or topgallant sail.
[Ofco.]
(6) The highest sail of the ship.
Sailing always with the sheets of our mainsail and trinket
warily in our hands.
Hakluyt.
Tlln'ket, re. [OE. trenket a sort of knife, hence, probably, a toy knife worn as an ornament ; probably from
an Old French dialectic form of irenchier to cut. Cf.
Trench, v. t.} 1. A knife ; a cutting tool.
Tusser.
2. A small ornament, as a jewel, ring, or the like.
3. A thing of little value ; a trifle ; a toy.
To give trinkets ; hence, to court
Trin'ket, v. i.
South.
favor ; to intrigue. [06«.]
Trin'ket-er (-er), re. One who trinkets. [OJs.]
Trin'ket-ry (-ry), re. Ornaments of dress ; trinkets,
re.

\_Obs.']

;

collectively.

No

trinketry

on

front, or neck, or breast.

Southey.

To act secretly, or in an
;
[06i.]
Wright.
[L. irinoctialis for
Trl-noc'tlal (trt-nSk'shal), a.
three nights ; tri- (see Tei-) -j- nox, noctis, night.] Lasting during three nights ; comprising three nights.
Trl-nod'al (-nod'ol), a. [L. trinodis three-knotted ;
nodus knot.] 1. (Bot.) Having three
iri- (see Tri-)
knots or nodes ; having three points from which a leaf
may shoot ; as, a trinodal stem.
2. (Geom.) Having three nodal points.
Trl-no'mi-al (-no'mi-al), n. [Pref. tri- -f -nomial as
in binomial: cf. F. Mreome.]
(Math.) A quantity consisting of three terms, connected by the sign -|- or
as, X -\- y -\- z, ov ax-\-2b
c''.
Trl-no'ml-al, a. (Sfath.) Consisting of three terms
of or pertaining to trinomials ; as, a trinomial root.
Trln'kle (trln'k'l), v. i.
underhand way to tamper.

+

—

—

;

Trl-nom'1-nal (-nom'i-nal), re. & a. [Pref. tri- -|- L.
nomen, nominis, name cf. L. trinominis three-named.]
:

(Math.) Trinomial.
Tri-nu'cle-US (-nii'kle-ils), re. [Pref.
iri- 4- nucleus.}
(Paleon.) A genus of
Lower Silurian trilobites in which the
glabella and cheeks form three roimded
elevations on the head.
Trl'O (tri'o or tre'o ; 277), re. [It., fr.
L. ires, tria, three
cf. F. irio, from the
Italian. See Three.]
1. Three, considered collectively; three in company or
acting together; a set of three; three
II

Trinucleus iT.
conceniricus).

united.

The trio were well accustomed
by

ties of

mutual

to act together,

and were linked
Dickens.

interest.

2. (Mus.) {a} A composition for three parts or three
instruments. (6) The secondary, or episodical, movement
of a minuet or scherzo, as in a sonata or symphony, or of
not limited to
a march, or of various dance forms ;
three parts or instruments.
triobolaris,
fr. L.
Trl-Ob'0-lar (trt-Sb'o-ler), ) a. [LL.
iriobolus a piece of
Tri-Ob'O-la-ry (-la-ry),
)
Obolds/]
Of
three oboli, Gr. rpuufioXov. See Tri-, and
the value of three oboli ; hence, mean ; worthless. yObs.}

—

It

may

pass current

.

.

.

for a triobolar ballad.

Cheyne.

(As[Pref. iri- -\- ociile.}
Trl-00'tUe (-Sk'ttl), re.
An aspect of two planets with regard to the earth
are three octants, or three eighths of a circle,
Hutton.
that is, 135 degrees, distant from each other.
[NL. See Trkecious.]
Trl-CB'cl-a (-e'shi-a), re. pZ.
Polygamia.
class
Linnaean
(Bot.) The third order of the
Trl-ce'clOUS (-shus), a. [Pref. iri- -f- Gr. oi/co; house.]
(Bot.) Having three sorts of flowers on the same or on
different plants, some of the flowers being staminate,
others pistillate, and others both staminate and pistilbelonging to the order Trioecia.
late
(Mus.) Same as
[See Triolet.]
Trl'ole (tre'ol), re.
Triplet
[Pref. iri- -f olein.}
Tri-O'le-ln (trt-o'le-Tn), re.
(Physiol. Chem.) See Olein.
[F. iriolet. See Trio.] A
Trl'0-let (tri'o-let), re.
short poem or stanza of eight lines, in which the first line
is repeated as the fourth and again as the seventh line,
Brande & C.
the second being repeated as the eighth.
Trl-on'y-ChOi'de-a (trt-on't-koi'de-a), re. pi. [NL.
See Triontx, and -oiD.] (Zool.) A division of chelonians which comprises Trionyx and allied genera
called also Trionychoides, and Trionychina.
Trl-on'yx (-on'iks), re. [NL., fr. Gr. rpt- (see Tbi-)
(Zool.) A genus of fresh-water or
oi/u| a claw.]
river turtles which have the shell imperfectly developed
and covered with a soft leathery skin. They are noted

irol.)

when they
II

;

II

;

+

—

II

for their agility and
soft-shell tortoise, and

Called also soft tortoise,

rapacity.

mud turtle.

^^ The common American

species (Trionyx, or Aspi-

donectus,ferox)
becomes over a
foot vi Ifngth
and is very voSimiracious.
lar species are

er),

re.

(Law)

Same

as Tbier,
3.

Tri-os'lde

tus,

ferox).

(

—

;

formerly caUed

On

—

the light fantastic toe.

MxlUnu

She bounded by, and tripped so light
to take a steady sight.

Dryden,
a brief journey or pleasure excursion as,

2. To make
to trip to Europe.

;

To take a quick

3.

when in danger
make a false step

step, as

of losing
to catch

one's balance ; hence, to
;
the foot to lose footing ; to stumble.
4. Fig.
To be guilty of a misstep ; to commit an
offense against morality, propriety, or rule ; to err to
mistake ; to fail. ' Till his tongue trips."
Locke.
A blind will thereupon comes to be led by a blind understanding there is no remedy, but it must trip and stumble. South.
Virgil is so exact in every word that none can be changed but
for a worse he pretends sometimes to trip, but it is to make
you think him in danger when most secure.
Dryden.
"What ? dost thou verily tnp upon a word ? M. Browmng.
1. To cause to stumble, or take a false
Trip, V. t.
step ; to cause to lose the footing, by striking the feet
from under ; to cause to fall ; to throw off the balance
to supplant ;
often followed by up ; as, to trip up a
;

:

;

:

;

—

man

in wrestling.

The words of Hobbes's defense

trip

up the

heels of his cause.

Abp. Bramhall.
2. Fig.
To overthrow by depriving of support ; to
put an obstacle in the way of ; to obstruct ; to cause to
:

fail.

To

trip the course of law, and blunt the sword.
Shak.
detect in a misstep ; to catch ; to convict. [iJ.]
These her women can trip me if I err.
Shak.
4. (Naut.) (a) To raise (an anchor) from the bottom,
by its cable or buoy rope, so that it hangs free, (b) To
pull (a yard) into a perpendicular position for lowering it.
5. (Mach.) To release, let fall, or set free, as a weight
or compressed spring, as by removing a latch or detent.
Trip, re. 1. A quick, light step ; a lively movement
of the feet ; a skip.
His heart bounded as he sometimes could hear the trip of a
light female step glide to or from the door.
Sir W. Scott,
2. A brief or rapid journey ; an excursion or jaunt.
I took a trip to London on the death of the queen. Pope.
3. A false step ; a stumble ; a misstep ; a loss of footing or balance. Fig. : An error a failure ; a mistake.
Imperfect words, with childish trips.
Milton.
Marie.
Each seeming trip, and each digressive start.
4.
small piece ; a morsel ; a bit. [_Obs.} " A trip
Chaucer.
of cheese."
5. A stroke, or catch, by which a wrestler causes his
antagonist to lose footing.
Dryden.
And watches with a trip his foe to fell.
It is the sudden trip in wrestling that fetches a man to the
ground.
South.
6. (Naut.) A single board, or tack, in plying, or beat-

3.

To

A

ing, to

7.

A

Eng.

windward.
herd or flock, as of sheep, goats,

etc.

[Prov.

& Scot.}

A

8.
troop of men ; a host. \_Obs.} Robert of Brunne.
flock of widgeons.
9. (Zool.)
Trl-pal'ml-tate (tri-p51'mT-tat), re. [Pref. iri- -\- palmitate.}
(Chem.) A palmitate derived from three molecules of palmitic acid.
Tri-pal'mi-tia (-pal'mT-tin), n. [Pref. iri- -{-palmitin.}
(Physiol. Chem.) See Palmitin.
Trl-pang' (tri-p5ng'), re. (Zool.) See Trepang.
[Pref. tri- -j- parted.^
Tri'part'ed (tri'part'ed), a.
1. (Her. ) Parted into three pieces
having three parts or pieces;
said of
the field or of a bearing ; as, a cross iri-

A

—

W/1^

parted.

2. (Bot.) Divided nearly to the base y^^:rM
.£V^
into three segments or lobes.
'^--tLi^f^
»
Trl-part'1-ble (trt-part'I-b'l), a. Divisible into three parts.
Triparted Leaf.
Tri-par'tlent (trt-par'shent), a. [See
said
Tripartite.] (Arith.) Dividing into three parts ;
of a number which exactly divides another into three
parts.
Trip'ar-tlte (trip'ar-tit or trt-par'tit ; 277), a. [L.
triparlitus ; tri- (see Tri-) -\- pariitus,x>. V- °^ partiri to
part, to divide.
See Part, v. i.} 1. Divided into three
parts ; triparted ; as, a iripartite leaf.
2. Having three corresponding parts or copies ; as, to

—

make

A. Smith.
indentures tripartite.
three parties ; as, a iripariite treaty.
Trip'ar-tite-ly, adv. In a tripartite manner.
3.

Made between

Trlp'ar-ti'tion(-tish'un),re. ICf. F. tripartition.} A
division by threes, or into three parts ; the taking of a
third part of any number or quantity.
Trl-pas'chal (trt-pSs'kal), a. [Pref. tri- -f- paschal.]
Including three passovers.
Tripe (trip), re. [OE. tripe, F. tripe; of uncertaii
origin
cf. Sp.
Pg. iripa, It. trippa, OD. tripe, W.
tripa, ArmoT. stripen.}
1. The large stomach of rumi.
natiug animals, when prepared for food.
Shak.
How say you to a fat tripe finely broiled ?
2. The entrails ; hence, humorously or in contempt,
Howell.
the belly
generally used in the plural.
Trlp'e-dal (trip'e-dal ; 277), a. [L. iripedalis ; iri(see Tbi-) -\- pes, pedis, a foot.] Having three feet.
Trlpe'-de-roche' (trep'de-rSsh'), re. [F.] (Bot.)
Same as Rock tripe, under Rock.
Trlp'el (trip'Sl), re. (Min.) Same as Tripoli.
maji
Tripe'man (trip'man), re. ; pi. -MEN (-mSn).
who prepares or sells tripe.
Trl-pen'nate (trt-pgn'nat), a. [Pref. tri- \-pgnnate.1
(Bot. ) Same as Tbipinnate.

&

—

II

Trionyx, or AspidanecSee also Illtist. in App.

American Trionyx

(trt-oks'Td or
-id), re. [frei. tri- {- oxide.} (CAem.) An oxide containing three atoms of oxygen as, sulphur trioxide, SO3 ;

senate, cAre, ftm» arm, ask, final, all;

;

They had not time

;

(trl'-

2 and

;

;

;

;

found in Asia
and Africa.
Tri'or

;

;

:

to each other

Trip (trip), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Tripped (trlpt) p. pr.
[OE. trippen; akin to D. trippen,
re. Tripping.]
Dan. trippe, Sw. trippa, and E. tramp. See Teamp.]
1. To move with light, quick steps
to walk or move
lightly to skip to move the feet nimbly
sometimes
followed by it. See It, 5.
This horse anon began to trip and dancs. Chaucer,
Come, and trip it, as you go,

&vb.

;

As

.'

art, especially

TRIPENNATE

1540

TRIMMING

triioxide.

eve, event,

end, fSm, recent;

Ice,

A

idea, ai;

old,

obey, drb, Odd)

1541

TRISTITIATE

A third thing correTrlp'll-cate (trTp'lT-kSt), re.
sponding to two others of the same kind.
Trlp'U-cate-ter'nate (-ter'nat), a. (Bot.) Tritemate.
Tflp'll-ca'Uon (-ka'shlin), n. [L. triplicatio : cf. F.

Of or pertaining to dancing; performed by dancing:" Tripudiary augurations."
Sir T. Browne.
[i?.]

TRIPERSONAL
+

[Pref. triperMilton.
Trl-per'son-al-ist, ^^. A Trinitarian.
Trl-per'son-al'1-ty (-Sl'i-ty), n. The state of existing
as three persons in one Godhead ; trinity.
place
Trlp'er-y (trip'er-y), n. [Cf. F. iriperie.l
where tripe is prepared or sold.
London Quart. Rev.
variety of anTrlpe'Stone' (trip'ston'), n. {Min.)
hydrite composed of contorted plates fancied to resemble pieces of tripe.
Trl-pet'al-old (tri-p6t'al-oid), a. [Pref. tri- -f petaloid.]
(Bot.) Having the form or appearance of three
petals ; appearing as if furnislied with three petals.
Trl-pet'al-OUS (-us), a. [Pref. tri- -f petalous : cf.
P. tripetale.~\
(Bot.) Having three petals, or flower
leaves three-petaled.

Trl-per'80n-al (trt-per'sBn-al), a.
Consisting of three persons.

sonal.']

A

A

;

ham'mer

Trip'

Tri'phane

(trip'

A tilt hammer.

ham'mer).

[6r. Tpi^avrj^ appearing three<l>aive(T$ai. to appear : cf. F. iri-

(tri'fan), n.

fold Tpi- (see Tki-) -jpfiane.} (Min.) Spodumene.
;

Triph'thong

(trlf 'thong or trip'- 115, 277), re. [Pref.
-phthong, as in diphthong: cf. F. triphthong iie.]
{Orthoepy) A combination of three vowel sounds in a
single syllable, forming a simple or compound sound
also, a union of three vowel characters, representing together a single sound a trigraph as, eye, -ieu in adieu,
•eau in beau, are examples of triphthongs.
Triph-thon'gal (-thon'gal 115), a. Of or pertaining to a triphthong ; consisting of three vowel sounds
pronounced together In a single syllable.
Triph'y-line (trif'Min or -len), n. Triphylite.
Trlph'y-lite (-lit), re. [Pref. triGr. ^v\ri a family,
class.
So called in allusion to its containing three phosphates.]
(Min.) A mineral of a grayish-green or bluish
color, consisting of the phosphates of iron, manganese,
;

tri- -|-

;

;

;

+

and
.

lithia.

iron

little

is

[Pref. tri- -\- pinnate."]
a.
bipinnate leaflets arranged a \(J

(Soi.) Having
on each side of a rhachis.
Tri'pin-nat'l-M (tri'pTn-nat'I-fid),

''^'

—

TpiTrAdo-tos thrice as many.t
Threefold ; triple ; treble. [Obs.] Cudworth.

—

—

—

;

—

&

&

;

Trl'ple-taU' (trTp"l-tal'), n.
'
'
(Lobotes Su-

(Zodl.)

An

A

edible fish

3. (Naut.) The loosing of an anchor from the ground
of its cable or buoy rope.
Tripping line (Naut.), a small rope attached to the
topgallant or royal yard, used to trip the yard, and in
lowering it to the deck ; also, a line used in letting go
Luce.
the anchor.
Trlp'plng-ly, adv. In a tripping manner; with a
light, nimble, quick step ; with agility ; nimbly.
Shak.
Sing, and dance it trippingly.
Shak.
Speak the speech . . . trippinghj on the tongue.

'

by means

rinainensis)

in

the warmer
parts of all
the oceans,

and common Fon the southern and middle coasts of

the Unitit

Trip'sis (trip'sTs). re. [NL., fr. Gr. rpt\jiii, fr. rpito rub.] (Med.) (a) Trituration, [i?.] (b) Sham[R.]
Trlp'tote (-tot), re. [L. iriptotum, Gr. tpi'tttioto! with
three cases Tpi- (see Tri-) -j- TrrmTos falling, fr. Ti'irreii/
to fall.] (Gram.) A noun having three cases only.
Trip'tych (-tik), re. [Gr. TpiVruxo! consisting of three
layers or plates Tpi- (see Tri-) -j- fruf tttux^o?, a fold,
layer.] Anything in three parts or leaves. Specifically:
(a) A writing tablet in three parts, two of wliich fold
over on the middle part.
(b) A picture or altarpjece in three compartments.
Tri-pu'dl-a-ry (trt-pu'dT-i-rj?), a. [L. tripudium a
measured stamping, a leaping, a solemn religious dance.]
II

States.
is

living
silvery

Pew
poo.

Triple-tail (Lohotes Sttrinamensis).

and becomes brown or blackish when dead. Its dorsal and anal fins are long, and extend back on each side
of
the tail. It has large silvery scales which are used in the
manufacture of fancy work. Called also, locally, black
perch, grouper, and flasher.
Trip'U-cate (-IT-ktit), a. [L. Mplicatus, p p. of tripligray,

;

;

care to triple, treble

; tri- (see Tri-)
-f plicare to fold.
v. «.] Made thrice as much threefold ; tripled.
Triplicate ratio (Math.), the ratio of the cubes of two
qnautitiea ; thus, the triplicate ratio of a to o is a^ : b'.

See Ply,

;

fise,

unite,

—

r^ide,

f^l,

ap, Qrn

;

pity

&

—

—

A

ed

consulting the Delphic oracle.

2. An excursionist.
Trlp'pet (-pet), re. (Mach.) A cam, wiper, or projecting piece which strikes another piece repeatedly.
1. Quick; nimble; stepping
Trip'plng (-pTng), a.
lightly and quickly.
2. (Her.) Having the right forefoot lifted, the others
remaining on the ground, as if he were trotting ; trippant ;
said of an animal, as a hart, buck, and the like,
used as a bearing.
Trlp'ping, re. 1. Act of one who, or that which, trips.
2.
light dance.
Milton.
Other trippings to be trod of lighter toes.

;

food, Xo^t

;

—

,

out,

oil

;

oliair

;

go

\

sing,

—

II

;

—

:

parts.

Trisected

Lea£

Tri-sep'al-OUS (-sgp'al-Os), a. [Pref.
sepal.] (Bot. ) Having three sepals, or calyx leaves,
Trl-se'ri-al (-se'rT-ol), a. [Pref. tri- -\- serial, sen-

(ri-

+

I

Tri-se'ri-ate (-rl-at), )
three vertical or spiral rows.

ate.']

Arranged in

(Bot.)

TrlS'mus

(trTs'mus), re.
[NL., from Gr. rpurnoi
gnashing of the teeth.] (Med.) The lockjaw.
TrlS-ni'trate (tris-ui'trSt), re. [Gr. rpi's thrice
E.
nitrate.]
(Chem.)
nitrate formed from three molecules of nitric acid ; also, !-."xg properly, applied to certain basic nitrates as, trisniircte of bismuth.
Trls-OC'ta-he'dron (trls-Qkta-he'dron), re. [Gr. rpw
thrice -f E. octahedron.']
(Crystallog.)
solid of
the
isometric
system
II

+

A

;

A

—

—

Triquetra (-tra). [NL.]

;

1^°" On such a stool. In the temple of Apollo at Delphi,
thePythian priestess sat while giving responses to those

—

.

; pi.

+

A

or its inhabitants ; Tripolitan.
2. Of or pertaining to tripoli, the mineral.
Tri-pol'l-tan (tri-p51'i-tan), a. Of or pertaining to
Tripoli or its inhabitants ; Tripoline.
n.
A native or
inhabitant of Tripoli.
Trl'pos (tri'pos), re / pi. Teiposes (-Sz). [Gr. rpiirov?
a tripod. See Tripod.] 1. A tripod. lObs.] Dryden.
2. A tmiversity examination of questionists, for
honors ; also, a tripos paper ; one who prepares a tripos
paper. [Cambridge University, Eng.']
Classical tripos examination, the final university examination for classical honors, optional to all who have
taken the mathematical honors. C. A. Bristed.
Tripos
paper, a printed list of the successful candidates for
mathematical honors, accompanied by a piece in Latin
verse. There are two of these, designed to commemorate
the two tripos days. The first contains the names of the
wranglers and senior optimes, and the second the names
of the junior optimes.
The word tripos is supposed to
refer to the three-legged stool formerly used at the examinations for these honors, though some derive it from
the three brackets formerly printed on the back of the
paper. C. A. Bristed.
Trip'pant (trTp'pant), a. (Her.) See Tripping, a., 2.
Trip'per (-per), n. 1. One who trips or supplants;
also, one who walks or trips nimbly ; a dancer.

Tri'ple (trTp"l), a. [L. triphis ; tri.
,
-f- -plus, as in diiplus double : _
cf. F. triple.
See DonELE, and cf. Tnpmnate Leaf.
Tbeble.] 1. Consisting of three united ; multiplied by
three ; threefold ; as, a triple knot ; a triple tie.
By thy triple shape as thou art seen.
Dryden.
2. Three times repeated ; treble. See Treble.
3. One of three ; third.
[Obs.j
Shak.
Triple crown, the crown, or tiara, of the pope. See Ti ae A,
Triple-expansion steam engine, a compound steam en2.
gine in which the same steam performs work in three
cylinders successively.
Triple measure (Mus.), a measure
of three beats of which the first only is accented.
Triple
ratio (Math.), a ratio which is eq^ual to 3. —Triple salt
(Chem.), a salt containing three distinct basic atoms as
radicals thus, microcosmic salt is a triple salt.
Triple
Btar (Astron.), a system of three stars in close proximity.
Triple time (Mus. ), that time in which each measure is
divided into three equal parts. —Triple valve, in an automatic air brake for railroad cars, the valve under each car,
by means of which the brake is controlled by a change of
pressure in the air pipe leading from the locomotive.
Tri'ple, V. t.
limp.
p. p. Tripled (-'Id) ; p. pr.
Vb. n. Tripliko (-ITng).]
[Cf. F. tripler.
See Triple,
a.] To make threefold, or thrice as much or as many
to treble ; as, to triple the tax on coffee.
Trl'ple-orowned' (-kround'), a.
Having three
crowns wearing the triple crown, as the pope.
Tri'ple-head'ed (-hSd'gd), a. Having three heads ;
three-headed ; as, the triple-headed dog Cerberus.
Trlp'let (trip'lSt), n. [From Triple.] 1. A collec_
tion or combination of three of a kind ; three united.
2. (Poetry) Three verses rhyming together.
3. (Mus.)
group of three notes sung or played in
the time of two.
4. pi. Three children or offspring bom at one birth.
(see Tri-)

When

Tri-que'trum (-trum), re.

(Anat.) One of the bones of the carpus ; the cuneiform.
See Cuneiform (b).
Trl-ra'di-ate (-ra'di-at), ) a. [Pref. tri- -f- radiaie.'i
Having three rays.
Tri-ra'dl-a'ted (-a'ted), )
Trl'rec-tan'gU-lar (tri'rek-tSn'gu-ler), a. [Pref. trirectangular.] (Spherical Trig.) Having three right
angles.
See Triquadrantal.
Trl'reme (tri'rem), re. [L. triremis; tri- (see Tri-) -fremus an oar, akin to E. row. See Row to propel with
an oar.] (Class. Anliq.) An ancient galley or vessel with
three banks, or tiers, of oars.
Trl'rhom-lJOld'al(-r5m-boid'al),ff. [Pref. ftv-frAoTO-boidal.]
Having three rhombic faces or sides.
Trl-sac'ra-men-ta'ri-an (tri-sSk'ra-mSn-ta'iT-an), n,\^Tei. tri- -\- sacrarnentarian.]
(Eccl.) One who recog-nizes three sacraments, and no more
namely, baptism,
the Lord's Supper, and penance. See Sacrament.
Trls-ag'i-on (tris-ag'i-on or -a'gi-6n), re. [NL., fr.
Gr. Tpicraytos thrice holy ; rpi's thrice -f- ayios holy.]t
(Eccl.) An ancient anthem,
usually known by its'
Latin name tersanctus. See Teesanctus.
Tri-sect' (trt-s5kt'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Trisected ;;
p. pr. Sz vb. re. Thisectino.] [Pref. tri- -f- L. sectus, p. p,
of secare to cut. See Section.] 1. To cut or divide
into three parts.
2. (Geom.) To cut or divide into three equal parts.
Tri-sect'ed, a. (Bot.) Divided into three parts or
segments by incisions extending to the
midrib or to the base
said of leaves.
Trl-sec'tion (-sgk'shun), re. [Cf. F.
trisection.]
The division of a thing into
three parts. Specifically
(Geoin.) the
division of an angle into three equal

iron and manganese.
Trlp'lO-blas'tlc (-16-blSs'tTk), a. [Gr. TpiirAdos threefold -p -blast -\- -ic]
(Biol.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, that condition of the ovum in which there are
three primary germinal layers, or in which the blastoderm splits into three layers.
Trip-loi'dlte (trip-loi'dit), n.
(Min.)
manganese
phosphate near triplite, but containing hydroxyl instead
of fluorine.
Trlp'ly (trip'I^), adv. In a triple manner.
Trip'mad'am (trlp'mSd'am), re. [F. iripe-madame,
trique-madame.] (Bot.) Same as Prickmadam.
Tri'pod (tri'pSd), re. [L. tripus, -odis, Gr. rptVous
rpt- (see Tri-) -\- ttou's, ttoSos, foot.
See Foot, ana cf.
Tripos, Tritet.] 1. Any utensil or vessel, as a stool,
table, altar, caldron, etc., supported on three feet.

;

'^^

(Bot.)
pinnatifid.']
Thrice pinnately cleft ;
said of a pinnatifid leaf when its segments are pinnatifid, and the subdivisions of these also
are pinnatifid.
Tri-pla'Sian (trt-pla'zhan), a. [Gr.

found

+

Trip'li-cos'tate (trTp'lT-kos'tat), a.
[Triple
cos(Bot.) Three-ribbed.
Trip'lite (trip'lit), re. [Cf. F. triplite. See Triple.]
(Min.) A mineral of a dark brown color, generally with
a fibrous, massive structure. It is a fluophosphate of
tate.]

;

;

Tri-pin'nate (trt-pin'nSt),

-)-

;

camera, or other instrument.
Tripod of life, or Vital tripod (Physiol.), the three organs, the heart, lungs, and brain — so called because
their united action is necessary to the maintenance of life.
(Mus.) An ancient
Tri-po'dl-an (trt-po'di-an), re.
stringed instrument
so called because, in form, it
resembled the Delphic tripod.
Trip'0-dy (trip'S-dy), re. [Pref. tri- -f- -pody, as in
dipody.] (Pros.) Three metrical feet taken together, or
included in one measure.
Tltp'o-ll (-IT), re. (Min. ) An earthy substance originally brought from Tripoli, used in polishing stones and
metals. It consists almost wholly of the siliceous shells
of diatoms.
Trlp'O-llne (-lin), o. 1. Of or pertaining to Tripoli

[Gr. Tpi<l>v\-

trt-fll'-), a.

Ao! ; Tpi- (see Tri-) -)- (|)vAAov a leaf : cf. F. triphylle.']
(Bot.) Having three leaves three-leaved.

[Pref. tri-

The

A

or clove-brown variety containknown as lithiophilite.

Trlph'yl-IOUS (trifil-lQs or

a.

1.

2.
three-legged frame or stand, usually jointed at
top, for supporting a theodolite, compass, telescope,

^W° A salmon-colored

ing out

Trl-pu'dl-ate (trt-pu'di-at), v. i. [L. tripudiare, tri-To dance. [-R.]
Cockeram.
Trl-pu'dl-a'tlon (-a'shUn), re. [L. trypudiaiio.] The
act of dancing.
[R.]
Bacon. Carlyle.
Tri'quad-ran'tal (tri'kwSd-rSn'tal), a. [Pref . <ji- -f(Spherical Trig.) Having three quadguadrantal.]
rants thus, a triquadrantal triangle is one whose three
sides are quadrants, and whose three angles are conse-quently right angles.
Trl-que'tral (trt-kwe'tral), a. Triquetrous.
[L. triguetrus.]
Tri-que'trous (-trus), a.
Three>
sided, the sides being plane or concave ; having three
salient angles or edges ; trigonal.

pudiatum.]

act of tripling, or making threefold, or adding three together.
Glanvill.
2. (Civil Law) Same as Sdreejoindeb.
[Cf. F. iripliciti, fr.
Trl-plic'1-ty (trt-plTs'i-t^), re.
L. triplex, triplicis, threefold. See Triplicate, a.] The
quality or state of being triple, or threefold ; trebleness.
In their trinal iriplicities on high.
Spenser.
triplication.']

bounded by twenty-four
equal faces, three corresponding to each face of
an octahedron.
Tetragonal
trlaoctaheTetragonal
a
trisoctahedron Trisoctahedron.

dron,

each face of which

is

Trigonal
Trisoctahedron

a

quadrilateral
called also trapezohedron and icositetrahedron.
Trigonal trisoctahedron, a trisoctahedron each
face of which is an isosceles triangle.
;

—

Trl'spast (trI'spSst),
Tri-spas'ton (trt-spSs'tSn),

)

re.

[NL. trispaston,

fr.

Gr. TpioTrao-TOs drawn
(
aTrav to draw.] (Mech.) A
machine with three pulleys which act together for raising great weights.
Brande
C.
[Pref. tri- -\- Gr.
Tri-sper'mous (-sper'mus), a.
three
avepiia seed.] (Bot.) Containing
seeds; threeseeded ; as, a trispermous capsule.
Tri-splanch'niC (-splSnk'mk), a. [Tri- .\- splanchnic] (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the three great splanchnic cavities, namely, that of the head, the chest, and the
abdomen
applied to the sympathetic nervous system.
i.
[imp. Triste.] To trust.
Tllst (trist), V. i.
threefold

;

+

rpi- (see Tri-)

&

;

—

&

Chaucer.
Trist, re. [See Tryst.] 1. Trust. [Obs.]
2. A post, or station, in hunting. [Obs.]
Chaiicer.
3.
secret meeting, or the place of such meeting;
See
Tryst.
tryst.
a
[06^.]
George Douglas caused a trist to be set between him and the
cardiual and four lords ; at the which trist he and the cardinal
Letter dated Sept., lo4S.
agreed finally.
[Obs.'\

A

[F. triste, L. tristis."]
Sad sorrowful
Trist, a.
gloomy. [Obs.]
Fairfax,
Triste (l:iTst), re. A cattle fair. [Prov. Eng.]
Trl-ste'a-rate (trt-sto'a-rSt), n. Tristearin.
Trl-ste'a-rin (-iTn), re. [Yxei. tri- -\- stearin.'] (Physiol
Chem.) See Stearin.
Trist'fUl (-ful), a. Sad sorrowful gloomy. Shak.
Kvfs so trti'tf'id, eyes so tris(t'td,
Heart so full of care and cumber.
Zon{zfeUou>.
Trlst'Iul-ly, adv. In a tristful nianner sadly.
Tris'tlch-ous (tiTs'tTk-fis), a. [Gr. Tpi'cmxos iu three
rows Tpi- (see Tni-) -(- arCxoi a row.] (Bot.) Arranged
;

;

;

;

;

in three verticiil rows.
Tri'stig-mat'Ic (trT'stTg-mSt'lk),
\a. [Pref. fn--f
Trl-stig'nia-tose' (tvt-stlg'nuV-tos'), ) stigma.] (Bot.)
Haviiin, or oonsistinj; of, three stigmas.
Gray.
TriS-ti'ti-ate (trts-ttsh'I-at), V. t. [L. /rislilin sadness, fr. Irislis sad.]
To make sad. [Obs.]
Fflthnia.

lijlc

;

then, thin

i

boN

;

zh = x

in azuie.
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TRISTOMA
II

TrlS'tO-ma (tris'to-ma), n. [NL., from Gr.
[Zo'dl.)
o-TOfia mouth.]

Tei-)

+

Any one

Trlt'U-rate (-rat ; 135),
rated (-ra'ted) ; p. pr.

[L. tri-

'

+

+

—

+

Contrite, Detriment, Tribulation, Try.] Worn
out ; common ; used until so common as to have lost
novelty and interest ; hackneyed ; stale ; as, a irife remark ; a trite subject.
Trlte'ly, adv.
Trlte'ness, n.
Trl-ter'nate (trt-ter'nat), a. [Pref. tri- -\- iernale.]
(£ot.) Three times ternate;
applied to a leaf whose
petiole separates into three branches, each of which divides into three parts which each bear three leaflets.
Tri'the-ism (tri'the-Iz'm), re. [Pref. tri- -f- Gr. fieds
God : cf. P. tritkeisme.'] The opinion or doctrine that
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are three distinct Gods.
Tri'the-lst, re. [Cf. r. tritheiste.'} One who believes
in tritheism.
Trl'the-is'tlc (-Ts'tTk),
a.
Of or pertaining to
tritheism. Bolingbroke.
Tri'the-ls'tlc-al (-ti-kol),
Trl'the-lte (tri'the-it), re. [Cf. F. tritheile.'] A triE. Phillips.
theist.
I0bs.~
'•]
Tri'thlng (trl'thTng), re. [See 1st Riding.] One of
three ancient divisions of a county in England ;
now
called riding.
[Written also triding."]
Blachstone.
Ttl-tbi'on-ate (trt-thi'on-at), re. {Chem.) A salt of
cf.

—

—

—

I

I

—

trithionic acid.

Tri'thi-on'ic (tri'tht-Cn'ik), a. [Pref.

iri- -\- thionic.']

(Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a certain thionic acid, HjSsOg, which is obtained as a colorless, odorless liquid.

—

Trit'lC-al (trit'i-kffl), a. Trite. [Obs.J T. Warton.
[06s.]
"Trlt'ic-al-ly, adu.
Trit'ic-al-ness, re. [06s.]
(Chem.) A carbohydrate
Trit'i-Cin (trit'i-sTn), re.
isomeric with dextrin, obtained from quitch grass (Agropyrum, formerly Triticum, repens) as a white amorphous
substance.
Trit'l-cum (-kiim), re. [L., perhaps fr. tritus, p. p.
of terere to grind.] (Bot.) A genus of grasses including
the various species of wheat.

—

II

[L., fr. Gr.

(tri'tSn), re.
1. (Gr. 3Iyth.)

A

Any one

of

Wordsworth.
species

many

cf marine gastropods belonging to Triton and allied genera, having a stout
_ ^.
spiral shell, often handsomely colored Triton 'Riton
va(
and ornamented with prominent varriegatum).
ices.
Some of the species are among
the largest of all gastropoda. Called also trumpet shell,
and sea trumpet.
3. (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of aquatic
salamanders.
The common European species are

Hemisalamandra cristata,
Molge palmata, and M.

—

ammonia.
Tri'valve

valve.']
-\-

a word.]

(Bom. Antiq.) Pertaining

Anyvalvti-

Burton,

+

to,

+

A

:

tripod.
[Written also trevet.']
2.
weaver's knife. See Trevat.

A

Knight.

by three legs. Dryden.
Triv'1-al (trTv'I-al ; 277), a.
[L. trivialis, properly,
that is in, or belongs to, the crossroads or public streets
hence, that may be found everywhere, common, fr. trivium a place where three roads meet, a crossroad, the public street ; tri- (see Tei-) -f- via a way cf. F. trivial.
Sea
Voyage.] 1. Found anywhere ; common. [06s.]
2. Ordinary ; commonplace ; trifling ; vulgar.
As a scholar, meantime, he was trivial, and incapable of
Trivet table, a table supported

:

A

labor.

Of

3.
fling

4.

&

Be Quincey.
worth or importance ; inconsiderable ; trias, a trivial subject or affair.
The trivial round, the common task.
Keble.

little

petty

;

;

paltry

;

Of or pertaining to the trivium.
name (Nat. Mist.), the specific name.

Trivial

Triv'i-al, n. One of the three liberal arts formingthe
trivium.
[06s.]
Skelion.
Wood.
trivial matter or
Triv'1-al-lsm (trivl-al-tz'm), re.
meth»d ; a triviality.
Carlyle.
Trlv'i-al'1-ty (-ai'i-tjf), re. ; pi. TEiTLiLiTiEs (-tiz).
[Cf. F. trivialUe.'\
1. The quality or state of being

;

A

1

2. To obtain victory ; to be successful ; to prevail.
Triumphing over death, and chance, and thee, O Time. Milton.
On this occasion, however, genius triumphed. Macaulay.
3. To be prosperous ; to flourish.
Where commerce triumphed or the favoring gales. Trumbull.
4. To play a trump card.
?6s.]
B. Jonson.
Tri'umph, v. t. To obtai-: a victory over ; to prevail
over ; to conquer. Also, to cause to triumph. [06s.J
Two and thirty legions that awe
Massinger.
All nations of the triumphed world.
Trl-nm'phal (trt-um'fal), a. [L. triumphalis : cf F.
triomphal.^
Of or pertaining to triumph ; used in a
triumph ; indicating, or in honor of, a triumph or victory ; as, a triumphal crown ; a triumphal arch.
Milton.
Messiah his triumphal chariot turned.
Tll-um'phal, re. A token of victory. [06s.]
Milton.
Joyless triumphals of his hoped success.
Trl-nm'phant (-fant), a. [L. triumphans, p. pr. of
triumphare : cf. F. triomphant.
See Triumph, v. i.]
1. Rejoicing for victory ; triumphing ; exultant.
Successful beyond hope to lead ye forth

-f-

L. ver'
or designating, certain days allowed to the pretor for hearing causeS)
when he might speak the three characteristic words of
his office, do, dico, addico. They were called dies fasti.
Triv'et (triv'et), n.
[Probably through French fr.
L. tripes, -edis, three-footed ; tri- (see Tri-)
pes, pedis,
foot cf. F. trepied. See Foot, and cf. Tpipod.]
1.
three-legged stool, table, or other support; especially, a
stand to hold a kettle or similar vessel near the fire ; a

2. Hence, any triumphal procession ; a pompous exhibition ; a stately show or pageant.
[06s.]
Our daughter.
In honor of whose birth these triumphs are,
Sits here, like beauty's child.
Shak.
3.
state of joy or exultation for success.
Great triumph and rejoicing was in heaven.
MiltonHercules from Spain
Dryden.
Arrived in triumph^ from Geryon slain.
4. Success causing exultation ; victory ; conquest ; as,
the triumph of knowledge.
5.
trump card ; also, an old game at cards. [06s.]
Tri'umph, v. i. limp.
p. p. Triumphed (-umft)
vb. re. Triumphino.]
[L. triumphare : cf. F.
p. pr.
triompher. See Triumph, re.] 1. To celebrate victory
with pomp to rejoice over success ; to exult in an advantage gained ; to exhibit exultation.
How long shall the wicked triumph f Ps. xciv. 3.
Sorrow on thee and all the pack of you
Shak.
That triumph thus upon my misery

&

[Pref. tri-

re.

Trlv'ant (trtv'ant), re. A truant. [06s.]
Tri-ver'W-al (trt-ver'bi-al), a. [Pref. tri-

bum

tained with a public feast.

A

(tri'vSlv),

thing having three valves, especially a shell.
Tri-val'VU-lar (trt-vSl'vu-ler), a. [Pref. trilar.~\
Having three valves ; three-valved.

^W' The general was allowed to enter the city crowned
with a wreath of laurel, bearing a scepter in one hand,
and a branch of laurel in the other, riding in a circular
chariot, of a peculiar form, drawn by four horses. He
was preceded by the senate and magistrates, musicians,
the spoUs, tlie captives in fetters, etc., and followed by
his army on foot in marching order. Theprocession advanced in this manner to the Capitoline HiU, where sacrifices were offered, and the victorious commander enter-

Milton.
THumphant out of this infernal pit.
2. Celebrating victory ; expressive of joy for success
a triumphant song or ode.
3. Graced with conquest ; victorious.
Pope.
Athena, war's triumphant maid.
Perkins.
So shall it be in the church triumphant.
[06s.]
triumphal.
pertaining
triumph
4. Of or
to a
;
Shak.
Captives bound to a triumphant car.

as,

Church triumphant, the church in heaven, enjoying a
disstate of triumph, her warfare with evil being over
tinguished from church militant. See under Militant.
Tri-um'phant-ly, adv. In a triumphant manner.
;

(trl'iimf-er),

1.

re.

—

(Bom. Aniiq.) One

;

Tri'umph-Ing,
victorious

a.

Having or celebrating a triumph
Trl'umph-lng-ly, adv.

triumphant.

;

—

Trl-um'vir (tri-um'ver), n. ; pi. L. Triumviri (-vIE. Triumvirs (-verz). [L., fr. tres, gen. trium, three
vir a man. See Three, and Virile.] (Bom. Antiq.)

II

ri),

DEH.
Trl'tone'(-tou'),ra. [Gr.
j-piTOKO! of three tones ;
rpi- tri
\- TWOS a tone.]
(Mus.)
superfluous or
augmented fourth, [jfj.]

-|-

of three men united in public office or authority.
(1^°° In later times the triumvirs oi Rome were three
men who jointly exercised sovereign power. Julius Caesar, Crassus, and Pompey were the first triumvirs Octavianus (Augustus), Antony, and Lepidus were the second

One

A

;

European Triton (Hemisala-

TEITUEItJM.

mandra

cristata).

Tli-to'vum (trt-to'vum), n.;

pi. Tkitova (-v4).
[NL., fr. Gr. TptVos third -|- L. ovum egg.] (Zo'dl.) An
embryonic insect which has twice cast its skin previous
to hatching from the egg.

ale,

+

A

who was honored with a triumph a victor.
2. One who triumphs or rejoices for victory.

See niust. under SAiiAMAN-

II

;

A

Tri'umph-er

alpestris, a red-bellied species common in Switzerland. The most common
species of the United States
is Diemyctylus viridescens.

Trl-to'rl-um (trt-to'rT«m), n. [NL.] Same as

Tri-U'nl-ty (trt-ii'nT-tjf), re. The quality or state of
being triune trinity.
J)r. H. More.
Triv'a-lence (triv'4-lens), re.
(Chem.) The quality
or state of being trivalent.
Triv'a-Ient (-lent), a. [Pref. triL. valens, -entis,
See Valence.]
p. pr.
(Chem.) Having a valence of
three ; capable of being combined with, substituted for,
or compared with, three atoms of hydrogen;
said of
triad atoms or radicals; thus, nitrogen is trivalent in

;

trivial

trivialness.

;

2. That which is trivial a trifle.
The philosophy of our times does not expend itself in furious
discussions on mere scliolastic trivialities.
Lyon Playjair.
Triv'i-al-ly (trlv'I-al-ly), adv. In a trivial manner.
;

Trlv'1-al-ness, re. Quality or state of being trivial.
Trlv'1-um (-iSra), re. [LL. See Trivlal.] 1. The
three " liberal " arts, grammar, logic, and rhetoric ;
being a triple way, as it were, to eloquence.
1^°° The trivium and quadrivium together made up
the seven liberal arts. See Quadrivium.

—

II

.

fabled sea

demigod, the son of Neptune and Amphitrite, and the trumpeter of Neptune.
He is represented by poets and painters
as having the upper part of his body
like that of a man, and the lower part
like that of a fish.
He often has a
trumpet made of a sheU.
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea.
Or hear old Tnton blow his wreathed horn.
2. (Zo'61.)

II

to pulverize and comminute thoroughly.
[Cf. F. trituration, L.
Trit'U-ra'tion (-ra'shiin), n.
trituraiio a thrashing of grain. ]
The act of triturating,
or reducing to a fine cr impalpable powder by grinding,
rubbing, bruising, etc.
Foley.
Trit'ure (trit'ur), re. [L. tritura, from terere, trilum,
to rub, rub to pieces.]
rubbing or grinding ; trituration.
[06s.]
Cheyne.
_
TrI-tU'rI-um (trt-tu'rT-um), re. [NL. ; cf. L. terere,
tritum to rub.] A vessel for separating liquids of different densities. [Written also tritorium.'\
Tri'tyl (tri'til), re. [Gr. rpiTOS third -f -yZ.] (Chem.)
Propyl, [i?.]
Trl'tyl-ene (tri'til-en), re. (Chem.) Propylene, [i?.]
Tri'umph (tri'fimf), re. [L. triumphus, OL. triumpus ; of uncertain origin ; cf . Gr. flpi'ofijSot a procession
in honor of Bacchus : cf. F. triomphe.
Cf. Trump at
cards.]
1. (Rom. AntiqJ)
magnificent and imposing
ceremonial performed in honor of a general who had
gained a decisive victory over a foreign enemy.

der

+

Tri'ton

.

&

t.

&

+

II

[Cf F. triiuraSir T. Browne.
[imp.
p. p. Tritua.

vb. re. Tsitukating.]
[L.
trituratus, p. p. of trilurare to thrash (grain), fr. terere,
trilum, to rub, rub to pieces. See Trite.] 1. To rub,
grind, bruise, or thrash.
2. To rub or grind to a very fine or impalpable pow-

sulcus
sulcus ; iri- (see Tki-)
Sometliing having Tristoraa (Trisloma sana furrow.]
three forks or prongs, as a trignineum).
"Jupiter's tri- aa Anterior Suckers; 6
dent.
[_Obs.'\
S""''^''
"»
Sir T. Browne.
£ulc."
S""'!!'''""
^°'^^'^Trl-sul'cate (trt-sul'kat), a.
Having three furrows, forks, or
[Pref. trU
sulcate.']
prongs ; having three grooves or sulci ; three-grooved.
sulTri-sul'phlde (tr t-sul'f Id or -fid), re. [Pref. iriphide-l {Chem.) A. sulphide containing three atoms of
sulphur.
[L. trisyllabus,
Trls'yl-lab'lc (trts'sTl-lSbTk), ) a.
Gr. TpioniAAajSos
Trls'yl-lab'iC-al (-ISb'i-kal), j
cn;AAaj8)j a syllable : cf. F. trissyllabique.']
Tpi- (see Tki-)
Of or pertaining to a trisyllable ; consisting of three syllables; as, "syllable" is a trisyllabic word.
Tlls'yllaMc-al-ly, adv.
Trl-syl'la-ble (trts-sTl'Ia-b'l or tris'sll'-; 277), re.
[Pref. trisyllable.}
A word consisting of three syllables only ; as, a-ven-ger.
Trite (trit), a. [L. tritus, p. p. of te7-ere to rub, to
wear out ; probably akin to E. throw. See Throw, and

TpiTwi'.]

v.

—

;

Trlt'u-ra-Me (trit'ii-ra^b'l ; 135),
Capable of being triturated.

6Ze.]

two small anterior ones. They
usually have broad, thin, and
disklike bodies, and are parasite
on the gills and skin of fishes.
Tl1St'y(trTst'y),«. SeeTKisT,
Ashmole.
a.
[06*.]
(tri'siilk), n.

[06s.]

^<uo>/

tion in asexual reproduction.

species of
belonging to

trematode worms
Trisloma and allied genera having a large posterior sucker and

Trl'sulc

TrI-nm'vi-ry (trt-iSm'vi-ry), re.
A triumvirate.
Shak,
_
Trl'une (tri'un 277), a. [Pref. tri- -f L. unus one.
See One.] Being three in one ;
an epithet used to express the unity of a trinity of persons in the Godhead.
Tri-un'gU-lus (trt-tin'gu-liis), re. / pi. Triungcm
(-li).
[NL.
See Tri-, and Ungulate.]
(Zool.) The
active young larva of any oil beetle. It has feet armed
with three claws, and is parasitic on bees. See Illust. of
Oil beetle, under On,.

Trl'tO-ZO'Old (tri'to-zo'oid), re. [Gr. TpiVos third -|an animal.] (Zo'dl.) A zooid of the third genera-

rpi- (see

numerous

of

TROCHE

senate,

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

and

last.

Trl-um'vl-rate (-vl-rSt), re. [L. triumviratus : cf. F.
triumvirat.}
1. Government by three in coalition or
association ; the term of such a government.
2.
coalition or association of three in office or authority ; especially, the union of three men who obtained
the government of the Roman empire.

A

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

2. (Zo'dl.) The three anterior ambulacra of echinoderms, collectively.

+

weekly.']
Trl'week'ly (tri'wek'ly), a. [Pref. triOccurring or appearing three times a week
thriceweekly as, a triweekly newspaper.
adv. Three times

^

^

;

a week.

re.

;

A triweekly publication.

I!!^°°' This is a convenient word, but is not legitimately
formed. It should mean occurring once in three weeks,
as triennial means once in three years. Cf. Biweekiit.
Troad (trod), re. See Trode. [Obs.']
Treat (trot), V. i. [Either onomatopoetic, or akin to
throat.] To cry, as a buck in rutting time.
Troat, re. The cry of a buck in rutting time.

Tro'car (tro'kar), n. [F. trocart (or trois-quarts, i. e.,
three quarters) ; trois three (L. tres) -f- carre the side of
a sword blade ;
so called from its triangular point.!
(Surg.) A stylet, usually with a triangular point, used
for exploring tissues or for inserting drainage tubes, aa
in dropsy.
[Written also trochar.]
Tro-Cha'lc (trS-ka'ik), n. (Pros.) A trochaic verse
or measure.
Dryden.
Tro-cha'lc (trS-katk), J a. [L. trochdicus, Gr. rpoxalTro-cha'lc-al (-T-kal), ) kos or TpoxaiiVcos. See Trochee.] (Pros.) Of or pertaining to trochees ; consisting
of trochees ; as, trochaic measure or verse.
Tro'chal (tro'kal), a. [From Gr. rpoxos a wheel.]
(Zo'dl.) Resembling a wheel.
Trochal disk (Zo'dl.), the cephalic disk of a rotifer. It
IS usually surrounded by a f rmge of cilia.

—

_

Tro-Chan'ter (trS-kSn'ter), re. [NL., fr. Gr. rpoxov1. (Anat.) One of two processes near the head
of the femur, the outer being called the great trochanter,
and the inner the small trochanter.
2. (Zo'dl.) The third joint of the leg of an insect, or
the second when the trochantine is united with the coxa.
Tro'chan-ter'lo (tro'kan-ter'ik), a.
(Anat.) Of or
pertaining to one or both of the trockanters.
Tro-chan'tlne (tro-kSn'ttn), re.
(Zo'dl.) The second
joint of the leg of an insect, -^ often united with the
coxa.
\\

Tijp.]

Tro'char (tro'kar), re. (Surg.) See Trocar.
Tro'che (tro'ke), re. [Gr. rpoxos anything round or
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

TROOPMEAL

TROCHEE

1543

a wheel, properly, a runner, fr. rpex^iv to run.
medicinal tablet or lozenge
Cf. Teochee.] (Pharm.)
strictly, one of circular form.
Tro'chee (tro'ke), n. [L. Irochaeus, 6r. rpoxa'os (sc.
Cf.
irovs), from rpoxaio! running, from Tpe'xeii' to run.
foot of two syllaTkochb, Teuck a wheel.] (Pros.)
bles, the first long and the second short, as in the Latin
'vord an(e, or the first accented and the second unaccented, as in the English word motion; a choreus.
Tro'chil (-kil), n. [Cf. F. Irochile. Sae TROCHiLns.]
{Zo'ol. ) The crocodile bird.
The crocodile . . . opens his chaps to let the trochil in to pick
Sir T. herhert.
his teeth, which gives it the usual feeding.

pi., Gr. TpoyyKoivrrii one who creeps Into holes ; rpioyAija
hole, cavern (fr. rptoyetv to gnaw) -|- SveLv to enter cf.
F. troglodyte.] 1. (Ethnol.) One of any savage race that
dwells in caves, instead of constructing dwellings ; a
cave dweller. Most of the primitive races of man were

circular,

A

A

[See Trochilics.] Of or
Tro-chll'lc (tro-ktl'ik), a.
pertaining to rotary motion ; having power to draw out
Camden.
or turn round. " By art frocMic.
[Gr. TpoxiAt'a the sheaf of a
Tro-Ctall'ics (-Iks), n.
The
pulley, roller of a windlass, from Tpd^civ to run.]
Wilkins.
science of rotary motion, or of wheelwork.
Tkochilus.]
See
(trok'i-li),
n.
pi.
[NL.
Troch'1-li
(Zo'ol.) A division of birds comprising the humming
II

birds.

[See TROomLrs.]
One who studies, or is versed in, the nature and habits
Gould.
of humming birds, or the Trochilidx.
Troch'1-los (trok'i-los), n. [NL. See Teochilus.]
(Zo'dl.) The crocodile bird, or trochil.
Tro-chll'i-dlst (tr6-kil'i-dTst), n.

II

Troch'i-lus (trok'i-lus), n. ; pi. Trochili (-11). ^ [L.
trochilus a kind of small bird, Gr. rpoxiAo!, fr. rpep^eiv
to run.] 1. (Zo'dl.) (a) A genus of humming birds. It
formerly included all the known species. (6) Any one of
several species of wrens and kinglets.
[Ois.] (c) The
crocodile bird.
2. (Arch.) An annular molding whose section is concave, like the edge of a pulley
called also scotia.
Tro'Ching (tro'kTng), n. [OF. troche cluster, group
cf. P. trochure a surantler, trochee branches of a seedling, trochet cluster of flowers or fruits.]
(Zo'ol.) One
of the small branches of a stag's antler.
Tro-chis'cUS (tr6-kTs'kus), n. ; pi. Trochisoi (-si).
[L., f r. Gr. rpoxt'o-Kos a small ball, dim. of rpoxo! a wheel.
See Troche.] (Pharm.)
kind of tablet or lozenge ; a
troche.
Tro'chisk (tro'kisk), n. [Cf. F. trocMsque.'] See
II

;

—

:

troglodytes.
In the troglodytes* country there is a lake, for the hurtful
Holland.
water it beareth called the " mad lake."

An anthropoid

2. (Zo'ol.)
3. (Zo'dl.)

ape, as the chimpanzee.

The wren.

Trog'lo-dy'tes (trSg'lo-di'tez or tro-glod'i-tez), n.
[NL. See Troglodyte.] 1. (Zo'ol.) A genus of apes
including the chimpanzee.
2. (Zo'ol.) A genus of singing birds including the
II

common

wrens.
Trog'lo-dyt'ic (trSg'lo-dtt'ik), a. [L. troglodyticus,
Gr. TpuyAoSuriKos.]
Trog'lO-dyt'lC-al (-I-kal),
)
Of or pertaining to a troglodyte, or dweller in caves.
Tro'gon (tro'gSn), re. [NL.] (.ZooZ. ) Any one of numerous species of beautiful tropical birds belonging to
the family Trogonidse. They are noted for the brilliant
colors and the resplendent luster of their plumage.
^W° Some of the species have a train of long brilliant
feathers lying over the tail and consisting of the upper
tail coverts. Unlike other birds having two toes directed
forward and two backward, they have the inner toe
turned backward. A few species are found in Africa and
India, but the greater number, including the most brilliant species, are found in tropical America. See Ulust,
of QUESAL.
)

[Trogon
Tro'gon-oid (tro'gou-oid), a.
(Zo'ol.) Like or pertaining to the trogons.

Trogue

-\-

-aid.]

[Cf. G. trog trough, E. trough.]

(trog), ».

(Mining) A wooden trough, forming a drain. Raymond.
Tro'iC (tro'ik), a. [L. Troicus, Gr. TpiuiKos, fr. Tpais.
Gladstone.
See Trojan.] Pertaining to Troy Trojan.
Tro'i-lite (-T-lit), n. [Named after Dominico Troili, an
;

(Min.) Native iron protoItalian of the 18th century.]
sulphide, FeS. It is known only in meteoric irons, and
is usually in imbedded nodular masses of a bronze color.

II

A

Tkochiscus.

Bacon.
(Pa-

\_Obs.']

Tro'chite

(tro'kit), n.

[Gr. rpoxo? a wheel.]

A wheel-like

joint of the stem of a fossil crinoid.
Troch'le-a (trok'le-a), re. [L., a case or sheaf containing one or more pulleys, Gr. rpoxMa.
See Trochilics.]
1. (Mach.)
pulley.
\_Obs.'}
pulley, or a structure resembling a
2. (Anat.)
pulley; as, the trochlea, or pulleylike end, of the humerus, which articulates with the ulna ; or the trochlea.,
or fibrous ring, in the upper part of the orbit, through
which the superior oblique, or trochlear, muscle of the
eye passes.
Troch'le-ar (-er), a. [L. trochlea block or pulley.]

leon.)
II

A

—

;

;

—

&

II

Tro'chus

(tro'kiis), n. ; pi.
wheel.] (Zo'ol.)

Trochi

(-ki).

[KD.,

fr,

Gr. rpoxos a
Any one of numerous species
of marine univalve shells belonging to Trochus and many

Troll

(Bot.)

Same

as

&

Globeflower
p. p. Trolled

(a).

(trold) p.
t.
limp.
Teolling.] [OE. trollen to roll, F. troler,
OF. trailer to drag about, to ramble probably of Teutonic origin cf. G. trollen to roll, ramble, sich trollen to
be gone ; or perhaps for trotter, f r. F. trotter to trot (cf.
Trot). Cf. Trawl.] 1. To move circularly or volubly
(trol), V.

& vb.

pr.

;

re.

;

An

;

to roll

to turn.

;

To
2.

dress

and

Then doth she

the tongue, and roll the eye. Milton.
to circulate, as a vessel in drinking.

troll

To send about
troll to

;

me the

Troll the

bowl.

Gammer

brown bowl.

Gurton's Needle.

;

V.
as,

i.

Bancroft.

Troll,

old Eng-

—

game
lawn
;

called also

Nat. size.

catch

&

Trod (trSd), imp.
p. p. of Tread.
Trod'den_(-d'n), p. p. of Tread.
Trode (trod), archaic imp. of Tread.
On burnished hooves his war-horse trode. Tennyson.
Trode, n. [AS. trod, fr. iredan to tread. See Tread.]
Tread ; footing. [Written also Zroati.] [Ofo.] Spenser.
Ose,

;

unite, r^de,

277), n.

f^l,

[L. troglodytae.
ttp,

Om;

1.

The act of moving round

A

Trochus (Ti'ochus zizyphinus).

Trog'lO-dyte (trSg'lo-dlt

re.

repetition.
song the parts of
2.

billiards.

pity;

(d) (Electric Railway) A truck which travels
along the fixed conductors, and forms a means of connec-

them and a railvifay car.
TroU'my-dames' (trol'mi-damz'), re. [F. trou-madame pigeon holes.] The game of nineholes. [Written

tion between

Shale,
[,Obs.]
also trolmydames.]
Trol'lop (trSl'lSp), n. [From Troll to roU, to stroll
but cf. also Trbll.]
stroller; a loiterer; esp., an
idle, untidy woman ; a slattern ; a slut ; a whore.
kind of loose dress for
Trol'lop-ee' (-§'),

A

» A

women.

Goldsmith.

lObs.]

Trom'bone (trSm'bon

;

It.

trom-bo'na

aug. of tromba a trumpet
cf F. trombone. See Trump
a trumpet.] 1. (Mus.) A
powerful brass instrument

277),

;

[It.,

re.

.

„

.

Trombone,
the trumpet kind.
thought by some to be the ancient sackbut, consisting of
a tube in three parts, bent twice upon itself and ending
in a bell.
The middle part, bent double, slips into the
outer parts, as in a telescope, so that by change of the
vibrating length any tone within the compass of the instrument (which may be bass or tenor or alto or even, in
of

rare instances, soprano) is commanded. It is the only
member of the family of wind instruments whose scale,
both diatonic and chromatic, is complete without the aid
of keys or pistons, and which can slide from note to note
as smoothly as the human voice or a violin. Softly blown,
it has a rich and mellow sound, which becomes harsh
and blatant when the tones are forced used with discretion, its effect is often solemn and majestic.
;

2. (Zo'ol.)

Trom'mel

The common European

re.
[Cf. G. trommel a drum.]
huddle or sieve for separating, or

(trom'mel),

A revolving

(Mining)

bittern.

Raymond.

sizing, ores.

Tromp (tromp), re. [F. irombe, trompe, a waterspout,
a water-blowing machine. Cf. Trump a trumpet.] A
blowing apparatus, in which air, drawn into the upper
part of a vertical tube througli side holes by a stream of
water within, is carried down with the water into a box
or chamber below, from which it is led to a furnace.
[Written also trompe, and trombe.]
Tromp, Trompe, re. [See Trump a trumpet.] A
trumpet a trump. [OSs.]
Chaucer.
Tromp'il (tromp'il), re. [OF. irompille, equiv. to F.
trompette a trumpet.] An aperture in a tromp.
Tron (tron), re. See 3d Trone, 2. lObs. or Scot.]
Tro'na (tro'na), re. [Of Egyptian or North African
origin.]
(Chem.
3Iin.) A native double salt, consisting of a combination of neutral and acid sodium carbonate, Na2CO3.2HNaCO3.2H2O, occurring as a white crystalline fibrous deposit from certain soda brine springe
and lakes ;
called also urao, and by the ancients nitrum.

—

(tron'Sj), re.
[From Trone a steelyard.]
toll or duty paid for weighing wool
also, the act of
weighing wool. \_Obs.'\
Na^-es.
Tro-na'tor (tro-na'tor), re. [LL. See Tronage.] An
officer in London whose duty was to weigh wool.
[06s.]
Trone (tron), re. A throne. \.Obs.]
Chancer.
Trone, re. [Cf. Prov. F. trogne a belly.] A smaL'
drain.
\Obs. ox Prov. Eng.]
Trone (tron), 1 re. [LL. trona, fr. L. trutina a balTrones (tronz), ) ance ; cf. Gr. 7pvTi.vi\.] 1. A
steelyard.
^Prov. Eng.]
2. A form of weighing machine for heavy wares, consisting of two horizontal bars crossing each other, beaked
at the extremities, and supported by a wooden pillar. It
is now mostly disused.
\_Scot.]
Jamieson.
Trone stone, a weight equivalent to nineteen and a half
pounds. [Scot.]—lTone weight, a weight formerly used
in Scotland, in which a pound varied from 21 to 28 ounces

Tron'age

A

;

;

routine

Burke.
which are sung in succession a
;

a round.

Tlicncc the catch and (roZ?, while "Laughter, holding both
his sides," sheds tears to eong and ballad pathetic on the woes
Fro/. Wilson.
of married life.
trolley.
3.

A

Troll plate (Afach.), a rotative disk with spiral ribs or
grooves, by wliich several pieces, as the jaws of a chuck,
can be brought together or spread radially.

TroU'er

(-er), n.

food, fcjbt;

One who

oat,

oUt

trolls.

chair;

;

avoirdupois.

Troop

got

[F. troupe,

re.

;

As honor,

OF.

trope, trupe,

LL.

I

;

love, obedience, troops of friends

must not look

to have.

—

Shak,

—

2. Soldiers, collectively ; an army ;
now generally
used in the plural.
Farewell the plumed troop, and the big ware.
Shak.
His troops moved to victory with the precision of maohines.

Macaulay.
3. (Mil.) Specifically, a small body of cavalry, light
horse, or dragoons, consisting usually of about sixty men,
commanded by a captain ; the unit of formation of cavalry, corresponding to the company in infantry.
Formerly, also, a company of horse .artillery ; a battery.
company of stageplayers ; a troupe.
4.
W. Coxe.
particular roll of the drum; a quick march.
5. (Mil.)
Troop, V. i. limp.
p. p. Trooped (troopt) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Troopino.]
1. To move in numbers ; to como
or gather in crovifds or troops,
'Armies
troop to
their standard."
Milton.
2. To march on to go forward in haste.

A

A

&

&

;

Nor do I, as an enemy to peace,
Troop in the throngs of military men.
Shak.
Troop'blrd'^(-berd'), re. (Zo'ol.) Any troupial.
Troop'er (-er), n. A soldier in a body of cavalry ; a
cavalryman ; also, the horse of a cavnlrvnian.
Troop'Jowl'

(trobp'foul/), ".

(Zo'i'il.)

The American

[Local, U. S.\

scauji (luck.

Troop'1-al

Same

ns Troupial.
Troop'meal' (-mel'), adv.
ITroop -f -meal as io
piecemeal.] By troops ; in crowds. lObs.]
So, trnopmial, Troy pursued a while, laying on with swords

and
siniEi

(troop),

troppus; of uncertain origin; cf. Icel. porp a hamlet,
village, G. dorf a village, dial. G. dorf a meeting, Norw.
torp a little farm, a crowd, E. thorp. Cf. Troupe.] 1. A
collection of people a company a number ; a multitude.
That which should accompany old age —

.Sir IF. Scott.

3. To sing the parts of in succession, as of a round, a
catch, and the like ; also, to sing loudly or freely.
ShaJi.
Will you troll the catch ?
His Bonnets charmed the attentive crowd,
Hudibras.
By wide-mouthed mortal trolled aloud.
4. To angle for vrith a trolling line, or with a hook
dravni along the surface of the water ; hence, to allura.
5. To fish in ; to seek to catch fish ifrom.
With patient angle trolls the finny deep. Goldsmith.

in flsh.

(-ko),

A form of truck which can

of cranes,

;

.

Tro'co
lisn

;

Troll flower.

1. To roll ; to run about ; to move
to troll in a coach and six.
rapidly
to wag.
F. Beaumont.
;
2. To move
3. To take part in trolling a song.
line
runs
on
a reel ; also,
4. To fish with a rod whose
to fish by drawing the hook through the water.
Their young men . . troUed along tlie brooks that abounded

shells.

n.

;

Tro'1-lus (troT-liis), n. ; pi. L.
Troili (-11), E. Troiluses (-ez). [NL.,
fr. L. Troilus, Gr. Tpwt'Aos, the son of
Priam.]
(Zo'ol.) A large, handsome
American butterfly (Euphceades, or Papilio, troilus).
It is black, with yellow marginal spots on the front
wings, and blue spots on the rear wings.
Tro'Jan (tro'jan), a. [L. Trojanus, fr. Troja, Troia,
Troy, from Tros, Gr. Tpia^, Tpuos, Tros, the mythical
founder of Troy.] Of or pertaining to ancient Troy or
its inhabitants, ^n.
A native or inhabitant of Troy.
Troll (trol), n, [Icel. troll. Cf. Droll, Trdll.]
(Scand. Myth.) A supernatural being, often represented
as of diminutive size, but sometimes as a giant, and
fabled to inhabit caves, hills, and like places a witch.

Troll,

ehidse. Some of
the species are
called also top-

(a)

n.

&

Troilus (Euphaades troilm),
a Imago 6 Pupa.

around

genera of
the family Tro-

allied

\ (tr'SlIf),

;

A

(Anat.) Shaped like, or resembling, a pulley ; pertaining
to, or connected with, a trochlea ; as, a trochlear articular surface ; the trochlear muscle of the eye.
Trochlear nerve. See Pathetic nerve, under Pathetic.
Trooh'le-a-ry (-a-r^), a. (Anat.) Pertaining to, or
connected with, a trochlea ; trochlear ; as, the trochlear}/, or trochlear, nerve.
Tro'choid (tro'koid), n. [Gr. rpoxos a wheel -f -oid :
cf. F. trocho'ide.
See Troche.] (Geom.) The curve described by any point in a wheel rolling on a line ; a
cycloid ; a roulette ; in general, the curve described by
any point fixedly connected with a moving curve while
the moving curve rolls without slipping on a second fixed
curve, the curves all being in one plane. Cycloids, epicycloids, hypocycloids, cardioids, etc., are all trochoids.
Tro'choid, a. 1. (Anat.) Admitting of rotation on
an axis
sometimes applied to a pivot joint like that
between the atlas and axis in the vertebral column.
2. (Zo'ol.) Top-shaped; having a flat base and conical
spire
said of certain shells.
3. (Zo'ol.) Of or pertaining to the genus Trochus or
family Trochidse.
Tro-choid'al (trS-koid'al), a. 1. (Geom.) Of or pertaining to a trochoid ; having the properties of a trochoid.
2. (Anat.
Zo'ol.) See Trochoid, a.
Tro-Chom'e-ter (-k3m'e-ter), n. [Gr. Tpoxos a wheel
-\- -meter.'] A contrivance for computing the revolutions
of a wheel ; an odometer.
Troch'O-sphere (trSk'S-sfer), n. [Gr. Tpoxos a wheel
-(- sphere.]
(Zo'ol.) A young larval form of many annelids, mollusks, and bryozoans, in which a circle of cilia
is developed around the anterior end.

Trolley

be tilted, for carrying railroad materials,
Trol'ly )
or the like. \_Eng.] (b) A narrow cart that is pushed
by hand or dravm by an animal. [jBnjr.] (c) (Mach.)
A truck from which the load is suspended in some kinds

iQk;

(-I-"l),

re.

(Zo'ol.)

darts.

tlien,

tVi<i>iwian.

thin;

bON

;

zli

=z

in azure.

{

TrOOp'shlp' (troop'shTp'), n. A vesBel bu!lt or fitted
for the conveyance of troops ; a transport. lEng."]
TroOSt'ite (troosflt), n. [So named after Dr. Gerard
2Voos<, of Nashville, Tenn.] (3Iin.) Willemite.
TrO-paB'O-lin (tr6-pe'6-lTn), n. (Chem.) A name given
to any one of a series of orange-red dyestutts produced artificially from certain complex sulplionic acid derivatives
of azo and diazo hydrocarbons of the aromatic series ;
so called because of the general resemblance to the shades
of nasturtium ( Tropseolum).
Trope (trop), n. [L. Iropus, Gr. Tpdrros, fr. TpeVeii'to
turn.
See Tortcee, and cf. Trophy, Tropis, TroubaDOTO, Trover.] (Rhet.) (a) The use of a word or expression in a different sense from that which properly
belongs to it ; the use of a word or expression as changed
from the original signification to another, for the sake of
giving life or emphasis to an idea ; a figure of speech.
(6) The word or expression so used.
In his frequent, long, and tedious speeches, it has been said

—

Bancroft.

that a trope never passed his lips.

^ff° Tropes are chiefly of four kinds metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and irony. Some authors make^i?ures the genus, of which trope is a species others make
them different things, defining trope to be a change of
sense, and pgure to be any ornament, except what becomes so by such change.
Tro-pe'lne (trS-pe'In or -en), n. {Chem.) Any one
:

;

of a series of artificial ethereal salts derived from the
alkaloidal base tropine.
Tro'phi (tro'fi), n. pi. [NL., fr. Gr. rpoc^d? a feeder,
fr. Tpi<l>ei.v to feed.]
{Zool.) The mouth parts of an insect, collectively, including the labrum, labium, maxilla,
mandibles, and lingua, with their appendages.
See
Troph'lc (t'rof'ik), a. [Gr. rpo^iKos nursing.
Trophi.] (Physiol.) Of or connected with nutrition;
nutritional nourishing ; as, the so-called trophic nerves,
which have a direct influence On nutrition.
Tro'phled (tro'fid), a. Adorned with trophies.
Pope.
The trophied arches, storied halls, invade.
II

;

Tro-phO'ni-an (trS-fo'nT-an), a. [L. Trophonianus,
Trophonius, Gr. Tpoc^iuKios, a Grecian architect, fabled
to have been the builder of the first temple of Apollo at
Delphi. He was worshiped after death, and had a celebrated oracle in a cave in Boeotia.] Of or pertaining to
Trophonius, his architecture, or his cave and oracle.
Troph'O-SOme (trof'o-som), n. [Gr. Tpo<j>6? a feeder
(Zool.) The nutritive zooids of a hy-f- -some Ijody.]
droid, collectively, as distinguished from the gonosome,
or reproductive zooids.
Troph'O-Spenu (-6-sperm), re. [Gr. Tpo(^ds a feeder
tT.

-f- a-Trepfia

seed

cf.

:

F. trophosperme.

See

Taophi.]

The placenta.
Tro'phy (tro'fj'),

{£ot.)

Trophies (-fiz). [F. trophic (cf. It. &
tropaeum, irophaeum, Gr.
rpoTTaioi/, strictly, a monument of the enemy's defeat, fr.
rpoTT^ a turn, especially, a turning about of the enemy, a
putting to flight or routing him, f r. TpineLv to turn. See
Trope.] 1. ((?»-. & Rom. Antiq.) A sign or memorial
of a victory raised on the field of battle, or, in case of a
naval victory, on the nearest land. Sometimes trophies
were erected in the chief city of the conquered people.
^^^ A trophy consisted originally of some of the armor, weapons, etc. of the defeated enemy fixed to the
trunk of a tree or to a post erected on an elevated site,
with an inscription, and a dedication to a divinity. The
n. ; pi.
Sp. trofeo), L.

,

Romans often erected their trophies in the

Capitol.
of such a memorial, as on a
medal; esp. (Arch.), an ornament representing a group
of arms and military weapons, offensive and defensive.
3. Anything taken from an enemy and preserved as
a memorial of victory, as arms, flags, standards, etc.

The representation

2.

America, and

common

is

at the

And
And

the posts hung helmets, darts, and spears,
captive chariots, axes, shields, and bars.
broken beaks of ships, the trophies of their wars.

;

God

;

Now

Tropine.]

;

Trop'O-lOg'ic (trop'o-15j'ik), ) a. [Gr. TpotroKoyi koi :
cf. F. tropologiqne.
Trop'0-lOg'iC-al (-T-kal),
j
varied by
See Tropology.] Characterized by tropes
tropes ; tropical. Burton.
Trop'0-log'lc-al-ly, adv.
in
a tropouse
(tro-pol'6-jTz),
v.
t.
To
Tro-pol'0-gize
logical sense, as a word
[i?.]
to maie a trope of.
If .
Minerva be tropologized into prudence. Cudworth.
Tro-pol'0-gy (-jy ), n. [Gr. TpojroAoyi'o ; Tpdir05 a trope
cf. F. tropologie.']
A rhetorical
-f- Adyo! discourse
mode of speech, including tropes, or changes from the
original import of the word.
Sir T. Browne.
Tros'sers (tros'serz), re. pi. Trousers. [065.] Shah.
\imp. &p.p. Trotted; p.pr. &vb.
Tsrot (trot),?;, i.
re. Tkotting.]
[OE. trotten, OF. troter, F. trotter; probably of Teutonic origin, and akin to E. tread ; cf. OHG.
trotton to tread.
See Tread.] 1. To proceed by a certain gait peculiar to quadrupeds to ride or drive at a
trot.
See Trot, re.
2. Fig.
To run to jog ; to hurry.
He that rises late nmst trot all day, and will scarcely overtake
;

;

.

:

;

;

Franklin.

his business at night.

Trot, v. t. To cause to move, as a horse or other animal, in the pace called a trot ; to cause to run without
galloping or cantering.
To trot out, to lead or bring out, as a horse, to show his
paces hence, to bring forward, as for exhibition. [Slang]
Trot, re. [F. See Trot, V. i.] 1. The pace of a horse
or other quadruped, more rapid than a walk, but of
various degrees of swiftness, in which one fore foot and
the hind foot of the opposite side are lifted at the same
time. "The limbs move diagonally in pairs in the trot."
Stillman (The Horse in Motion).
2. Fig.
A jogging pace, as of a person hurrying.
a woman.
3. One who trots a child
;

:

;

Shah.
(troth ; 115), n.
[A variant of truth. See
Truth.] 1. Belief; faith; fidelity.
Bid her alight
Shah.
And her troth plight.
Shah.
2. Truth ; verity ; veracity ; as, by my troth.
In troth, thou art able to instruct gray hairs. Addison.
3. Betrothal.
Trotbless, a. Faithless ; false ; treacherous.
Thrall to the faithless waves and trothless sky. Fairfax.
Troth'pllght' (-plif), V. t. To betroth. [06s.]
old trot with ne'er a tooth.

Troth

Any evidence or memorial of victory or conquest
every redeemed soul is a trophy of grace.
Trophy money, a duty paid formerly in England, annually, by housekeepers, toward providing harness,
drums, colors, and the like, for the militia.
Trop'lc (trop'ik), a. \_Mropme -\- -ic.'] (Chem.) 01,
pertaining to, or designating, an acid obtained from atropine and certain other alkaloids, as a white crystaUine
Bubstance slightly soluble in water.
Trop'lc, re. [F. tropique, L. tropicus of or belonging
Troth'pUght', o. Betrothed; espoused; affianced.
" "
Shah.
to a turn, i. e., of the sun, Gr. tpottiko; of the solstice, [06s.]
rpoTriKo; (sc. kvk\o^) the tropic or solstice, fr. rpe'Treii/
Troth'pUght', n. The act of betrothing, or plighting
to turn. See Trope.] 1. (Astron.) One of the two faith; betrothing. [06s.]
Shah.
small circles of the celestial sphere, situated on each
Troth'plight'ed, a. Having fidelity pledged.
side of the equator, at a distance of 23° 28', and parallel
Trot'ter (trot'ter), re. 1. One that trots especially,
to it, which the sun just reaches at its greatest declina- a horse trained to be driven in trotting matches.
tion north or south, and from which it turns again to2. The foot of an animal, especially that of a sheep
ward the equator, the northern circle being called the also, humorously, tlie human foot.
Tropic of Cancer, and the southern the Tropic of CapriTrot'toir (-tw6r), re. [F., from trotter to trot. See
corn, from the names of the two signs at which they Trot.] Footpath pavement sidewalk.
touch the ecliptic.
Headless bodies trailed along the trottoirs. Froude.
2. (Geog.) (a) One of the two parallels of terrestrial
Trouta-dour' (troo'ba-door'), re. [F. troubadour, fr.
latitude corresponding to the celestial tropics, and called
Pr. irobador, (assumed) LL. tropator a singer, tropare to
by the same names, (b) pi. The region lying between
sing, fr. tropus a kind of singing, a melody, song, L. irothese parallels of latitude, or near them on either side.
pus a trope, a song, Gr. rpoTros a turn, way, manner, parThe brilliant flowers of the tropics bloom from the windows ticular mode in music, a trope. See Trope, and cf. TrouBancroft.
of the greenhouse and the saloon.
vere.] One of a school of poets wlio flourished from the
Trop'lc, a. Of or pertaining to the tropics ; tropical.
eleventh to the end of the thirteenth century, principally
Tropic bird (Zool.), any one of three spein Provence, in the south of Prance, and also in the north
cies of oceanic birds belonging to the ge^
of Italy. They invented, and especially cultivated, a kind
4.

as,

'

;

;

;

;

nus Phiiethon, found chiefly in
tropical seas. They are mostly
white, and have tlie two central

tail

very

of lyrical poetry characterized by intricacy of rneter
rhyme, and usually of a romantic, amatory strain.

found on the Atlantic

coast

troublesome.

(trtib'la-b'l),

[06s.]

(triib''l), v.

Yellow-biUed Tropic Bird t,Phaethon

of

ale,

and

Causing trouble;
a.
Chaucer.
" Troublable ire."
t.
[imp.
&
p.p. Troubled (-'Id)
Trou'ble
p. pr. & vb. re. Troubling.] [F. iroubler, OF. trobler,
trubler, tourbler, fr. (assumed) LL. turbulare, L. turbare

Trou'bla-Me

feathers

long and

slender. The yellow-billed tropic
bird, Phnethon
flaviroslris (called
also boatswain), is
Jtavirostris').

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

to disturb, or L. turbula a disorderly group, a little
crowd; both from turba a disorder, tumult, crowd;
akin to Gr. rvpfirf, and perhaps to E. thorp; cf. Skr.
final,

gU

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

agitation ; uneasiness vexation calamity.
Lest the fiend . . . some new trouble raise.
Milton,
Foul whisperings are abroad unnatural deeds
Do breed unnatural troubles.
Shak.

;

;

;

That which gives disturbance, annoyance, or vex-

ation

hydrocarbon obtained by the dry diswith quicklime. It is regarded as
being homologous with dipropargyl.
or -pen), re. [From Atropine.]
(tro'pTn
Tro'pino
(Chem.) A white crystaUine alkaloid, CgHisNO, produced
decomposing
atropine.
by
Trop'ist (trop'ist), re. [Cf. F. tropiste. See Trope.]
One who deals in tropes specifically, one who avoids the
literal sense of the language of Scripture by explaining it
as mere tropes and figures of speech.
liquid

:

;

;

tillation of tropine

.

Locke,

give occasion for labor to ;
used in polite phra; as, I will not trouble you to deliver the letter.
To disturb ; perplex; afflict; distress; grieve;
annoy ; tease ; vex ; molest.

;

ance

2.

—

27.'

me

he so troubles

Trou'ble (trub''l), a. Troubled; dark; gloomy,
" With fulUrou6Ze cheer."
Chaucer.
Trou'ble, n. [F. trouble, OF. tivble, truble.
See
Trouble, v. <.] 1. The state of being troubled disturb-

like odor.

[See

;

[06s.]

;

re.

John xii.

soui troubled.

you

Syn. —
harass

;

(tro-ptl't-den),

;

—

To

3.

seology

;

A

my

to

v. 4.

Mdton,
to distress ; to

all his host.

'T is past enduring.
ShaJc.
Never trouble yourself about those faults wliich age will cure.

—

Tro-pil'1-dene

is

Take the boy

;

;

(Chem.)

looking forth will trouble

2. To disturb ; to perplex ; to aiflict
grieve ; to fret ; to annoy ; to vex.

;

;

John

troubled the water.

;

;

An

Dryden.

tvar, tuT, to hasten.
1. To put into oorrfused motion ; to disturb ; to agitate.
An angel went down at a certain season into the pool, and

it

Trop'ic-al (trBp'T-kal), a. [Cf. L. tropicus of turning, Gr. TpojTtKos.
See Tropic, re.] 1. Of or pertaining
to the tropics
characteristic of, or incident to, the
tropics being within the tropics as, tropical climate
tropical latitudes tropical heat tropical diseases.
2. [From Trope.]
Rhetorically changed from its exact original sense being of the nature of a trope figurative metaphorical.
Jer. Taylor.
The foundation of all parables is some analogy or similitude
between the tropical or allusive part of the parable and the
thiirg intended by it.
South.
Tropical month. See Lunar month, under Month.
Tropical year, tlie solar year tire period occupied by the
sun in passing from one tropic or one equinox to the same
again, having a mean length of 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 40.0 seconds, which is 20 minutes, 23. 3 seconds shorter
than the sidereal year, on account of the precession of
the equinoxes.
Trop'ic-al-ly, adv. In a tropical manner figuratively
metaphorically.
Trop'i-dine (trop'i-dtn or -den), re. [See Teopinb.]
(C/iem.) An alkaloid, CsHisN, obtained by the chemical
dehydration of tropine, as an oily liquid having a conine-

;

Around

Bermudas, where

Cf. Turbid.]

breeds.

;

(

TEOUT
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TROOPSHIP

zee,

;

that whicli

afflicts.

3. (Milling) A fault or interruption in a stratum.
To get into trouble, to get into difficulty or danger.
[Colloq.] — To take the trouble, to be at the pains to ex;

to give one's self inconvenience.
;
She never took the trouble to close them.
BryantSyn. Affliction ; disturbance ; perplexity annoyance molestation vexation inconvenience calamity
misfortune ; adversity ; embarrassment anxiety ; sorrow; misery.
Trou'bler (-ler), re. One who troubles or disturbs ;
one who afflicts or molests a disturber ; as, a troubler
of the peace.
ert one's self

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The rich troublers of the world's repose.
Waller.
Trou'ble-some (triib''l-sam), a. Giving trouble or
anxiety vexatious burdensome wearisome.
This troublesome world. Book of Common Prayer.
;

;

;

These troublesome disguises that we wear.
Milton.
Pope.
My mother will never be troublesome to me.
Uneasy; vexatious; perplexing; harassing;
Syn.
annoying disgustmg irksome afflictive burdensome;
tiresome wearisome importunate.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

— Trou'ble-some-ly, adv. — Trou'ble-Bome-ness,
Trou'blOUS

"In

trouble.

re.

Full of trouble causing
doubtful time of <»-0!;6Zot;s need." Byron.
(trub'lus), a.

;

A tall ship tossed in troublous seas.

Spenser.

Trou'-de-loup' (troo'de-ldo'),

re. ; pi. Teous-de-loup
(troo'-).
[F. Iron hole -\-deoi-(- ^
pit in the
loup wolf.] (3fil.)
(XIXIXDKDKiXI
form of an inverted cone or pyra- " >^'/k '^ ^^^"V'/i'
mid, constructed as an obstacle to
II

A

the approach of an enemy, and
having a pointed stake in the middle. The pits are called also ti-apholes.

rxixixixixixi

Trough (trof; 115), n.
trough, trogh, AS.
trog, troh ; akin to
D., G.,
Icel. trog,

&

Sw. trag, Dan. trug ;
probably originally
Trous-de-Loup.
meaning, made of
wood, and akin to E. tree. V63 & 241. See Tree, and
cf. Trug.]
1. A long, hollow vessel, generally for holding water or other liquid, especially one formed by excavating a log longitudinally on one side a long tray also,
a wooden channel for conveying water, as to a mill wheel.
2. Any channel, receptacle, or depression, of a long
and narrow shape as, a trough between two ridges, etc.
Trough gutter (.Arch.), a rectangular or V-shaped gutter,
Trough of th»
usually hung below the eaves of a house.
sea, the depression between two waves.
;

;

;

—

Trough'-shell'

(-shSl'),

of the genus Mactra.

Troul (trol), V. t. &
Trounce (trouns),

re.

(Zool.)

See Mactha.
i.
See Troll.
[imp.
v. t.

&

&

Any

bivalve shell

p. p. TEOUNCEtt

[F.
(trounst) p. pr.
vb. n. Trouncing (troun'sing).]
trance, tranche, a stump, piece of wood. See Truncheon. J
To punish or beat severely ; to whip smartly ; to flog
to castigate.
[Colloq.']
comTroupe (troop), re. [F., troop. See Troop.]
pany or troop, especially the company of performers in.
;

A

i|

a play or an opera.

Troup'1-al (troop'T-al), n. [F. iroupiale.'] (Zool.y
of numerous species of bright-colored American birds belonging to Icterus and allied genera, especially Icterus icterus, a native of the West Indie? and
South America. Many of the species are called orioles
in America.
[Written also troopial.']

Any one

Trouse

(trouz),

re.

Trousers.

Trou'ser-ing (trou'zer-Tng),

re.

Spenser.
Cloth or material for

[06s.]

making trousers.
Trou'sers (-zerz), n. pi. [OF. trousses breeches worn
by pages, from trousse, trosse, a bundle, a truss. See
Truss, and cf. Teossers, Tkouse.] A garment worn by
men and boys, extending from the waist to the knee or
to the ankle,

and covering each leg separately.
Trous'seau' (troo'so'), re. [F., fr. OF. trossel, dim.
of trousse a bundle, truss.
See Truss.] The collective
lighter equipments or outfit of a bride, including clothes,
jewelry, and the like ; especially, that which is provided
II

by her family;
Trout (trout), re. [AS. truht, L. tructa, tructus ; akin
to Gr. rpiixTri^ a sea fish with sharp teetli, fr. Tpdyeiv to
gnaw.] 1. (.ZcciZ.) Anyone of numerous species of fishes
belonging to Salmo, Salvelinus, and allied genera of the
family Salmonidse. They are highly esteemed as gamefishes and for the quality of their fiesh.
All the species'
for her

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, add

breed in fresh water, but after spawning many of them
descend to the sea if they have an opportunity.

The most important
European species are tlie
river, or

H^^

1.
pledge of truth or peace made on payment
of a tax,
Ld. Bcmers.
lObs.]
2.
tax or impost tribute. [Ohs."] R. of Gloucester.
Tru'an-cy (trii'an-sj), n. The act of playing truant,
or the state of being truant as, addicted to truancy.
a.
See Truant. [Obs.J
Tru'and (-and), n.
Tru'ant (-ant), n. [F. truand, OF. truant, a vagrant,
beggar ; of Celtic origin ; cf. W. tru, truan, wretched,

A

;

;

{.Salmo fo-

the

salmon

miserable, truan a wretch, Ir. irogha miserable, Gael.
truaghan a poor, distressed, or wretched creature, truagh
One who stays away from business or any
wretched.]
duty especially, one who stays out of school without
Dryden.
leave ; an idler a loiterer a shirk.

and

trout,

A

Tp j 3.]

&

brown, trout
ri 0),

the sewen.
The most impor-

tant American

;

Brook Tr«ut ii^aUdinus

species are the

JonUnala,')

;

broolf, specified,

or red-spotted, trout (Salvelinus fonlinalis) of the Northern United States and Canada the red-spotted trout, or
Dolly Varden (see Malma) ; the lake trout (see NamayCUSH); the black -spotted, mountain, or silver, trout
(Salmo purpurahis) the golden, or rainbow, trout (see
under Rainbow) ; the blueback trout (see Oquassa) ; and
the salmon trout (see under Salmon). The European
trout has been introduced into America.
2. (Zool.) Any one of several species of marine fishes
more or less resembling a trout in appearance or habits,
but not belonging to the same family, especially the California rock trouts, the common squeteague, and the
southern, or spotted, squeteague ;
called also salt-water
trout, sea iroiit, shad trout, and gray trout.
See Squeteague, and Itnck trout under Rock.
Trout perch (Zo'61.), a small fresh-water American fish
IPercovsis guttatus), allied to the trout, but resembling
a perch in its scales and mouth.
;

;

—

Trout'bird' (trout'berd'), ra. (Zool.) The American
golden plover. [Local, U. S'.]
Trout'-COl'ored (-kiiVerd), a. White, with spots of
black, bay, or sorrel

;

as, a trout-colored horse.

Trout'let (-let), n. A little trout a troutling. Hood.
Trout'llng (-ling), n. A little trout a troutlet.
Trou'v^re' (troo'vSr'), 1 n. [F. irouveur, trouvlre.
llTrou'veur' (troo'ver'), )
See Thocbadoue.] One
of a school of poets who flourished in Northern France
;

;

II

from the eleventh to the fourteenth century.
Tro'ver (tro'ver), n. [OF. trover, truver, to find, F.
Irouver; probably originally, to invent or compose (melodies), fr. (assumed) LL. tropare. See Troubadour, Trope,
and cf. Contrive, Retrieve, Trouveur.] {Law) (a) Ihe
gaining possession of any goods, whether by finding or by
other means. (6) An action to recover damages against
one who found goods, and would not deliver them to the
owner on demand ; an action which lies in any case to
recover the value of goods wrongfully converted by another to his own use. In this case the finding, though
alleged, is
version.

an immaterial fact the injury
j

lies in

the con-

A

Trow

with an open well amidships.
Knight.
Trow
&
[OE. trowen, AS. ireowan to
trust, believe, fr. treow trust, ireSwe true, faithful.
See
True.] To believe to trust ; to think or suppose. [Ar(tro), n.
boat
It is used in spearing fish.
(tro), V. i.
i.

;

So that ye trow in Christ, and you baptize.

A better priest, I trow, there nowhere none

is.

Chaucer.
Chaucer.

was worn, I trow.
Tennyson.
I^p" / (row, or trow alone, was formerly sometimes
added to (questions to express contemptuous or indignant surprise.
It never yet

/ trow, threw this whale
What is the matter, trow

.

.

.

ashore

Shak.
Shak.

?

?

TrOW'el (trou'51), n.
[OE. truel, OF. truele, F.
LL. truella, L. trulla, dim. of trua a ladle probably akin to Gr. Topvmr) a stirrer, ladle, G. quirl a stirrer, MHG. twirel, OH(j. dwiril, Icel. pvara, AS. pwiril.
Cf. Twirl.]
1. A mason's tool, used in spreading and
dressing mortar,

truelle,

and

;

breaking

bricks

to

shape

A

garden-

«'''«^*.°o''

nave a truant been

;

;

;

;

;

I

dare not be the author
truanting the time.

Of

Ford.

Like a truant in idleness.
The conduct of a truant ; neglect of
idleness; truancy.
Ascham.
trufQe.
[06s.]
Trub (triib), re. [Cf. Truffle.]
Trub'tail' (-tal'), «• [Prov. E. trub slut cf. Sw. triib6t(? stumpy.]
A short, squat woman. [06s.] Ainsworth.
Tru-bU' (troo-bob'), n. (Zodl.) An East India herring
{Clupea toli) which is extensively caught for the sake of
its roe and for its flesh.
Truce (trus), n. [OE. irewes, iriwes, ireowes, pi. of
trewe a truce, properly, pledge of fldelity, truth, AS.
1. {Mil.) A
tredw fidelity, faith, troth.
See True.]
suspension of arms by agreement of the commanders of
opposing forces ; a temporary cessation of hostilities, for
negotiation or other purpose ; an armistice.
2. Hence, intermission of action, pain, or contest;
temporary cessation ; short quiet.
Tra'ant-ly, adv.

;

Tru'ant-Slllp, n.

employment;

Where he may likeUest find

some-

—

Without a truce

a.

;

unforbearing.

Two minds in one, and each a truceless guest. H. Brooke.
Truch'man (trSch'man), re. [Cf. F. imcheman. See

An

interpreter.

And
Her truchman, she

after,

See Dragoiian.
by the tongue,

[06s.]

reports the mind's each throw. B. Jonson.

Tru'cl-da'tion (tru'si-da'shiin), re. [L. trucidalio, fr.
trucidare to slaughter.] The act of killing. [06s.]
Truck (trQk), n. [L. trochus an iron lioop, Gr. rpoXos a wheel, fr. Tpex^'-" ''O mn. See Trochee, and cf.
Truckle, iJ. ).] 1. A small wheel, as of a vehicle; specifically (Ord.), a small strong wheel, as of wood or iron,
for a gun carriage.
2. A low, wheeled vehicle or barrow for carrying goods,
stone, and other heavy articles.
Goods were conveyed about the town almost exclusively in
Macaulay.
trucks drawn by dogs.
3. {Railroad Mack.) A swivellng carriage, consisting of a frame with one or more pairs of wheels and the
necessary boxes, springs, etc., to carry and guide one
sometimes called bogie in
end of a locomotive or a car ;
England. Trucks usually have four or six wheels.

Trowel bayonet. See Spade bayonet, under Spadb.
Pish trowel. See Fish slice, under Fisa.

—

Truck'age,

freight.
(-er), n.
One

Trowelfuls

;

to

fill

(-fulz).

Truck'er
No man having

(trouzd), a.
Wearing trousers. [06j.]
Trow'sers (trou'zerz), n. pi. Same as Trousers.
Troy (troi), n. Troy weight.

Troy weightj the weight by which gold and silver, jewws, and the like, are weighed.
It was so named from
Troyes,
France, where it was first adopted in Europe.
Ihe troy ounce is supposed to have been brought from
Cairo durmg the crusades. In this weight the pound is
divided into 12 ounces, the ounce into 20 pennyweights,
and the pennyweight into 24 grains hence, the troy
ounce contains 480 grains, and the troy pound contains
5760 grains. The avoirdupois pound contains 7000 troy
grains ; so that 175 pounds troy equal 144 pounds avoirs
upois, or 1 pound troy
0.82286 of a pound avoirdupois,
and 1 ounce troy =: 1 ^/, or 1.09714 ounce avoirdupois.
Troy weight when divided, the pound into 12 ounces, the
ounce into 8 drains, the dram into 3 scruples, and the scruple into 20 grains, is called a^iothecaries' weight, used in
"jeighine medicines, etc. In the standard weights of the
U nited States, the troy ounce ie divided decimally down
to the ijjgj part.
Troy'ounce' (-ouns'), n. See Troy ounce, under Troy
weight, above, and under Ounce.
Tru'age (trH'aj), n. [Cf. OF. truage a tax. See

m

;

=

r^de,

full,

iip,

Qm

;

who trucks

a trafficker.

;

ever yet driven a saving bargain with this
South.

The business

Truck'ing, n.

of conveying goods

on

trucks.

Truc'kle (triik'k'l), re. [Dim. of truck a wheel or
from the kindred L. trochlea a block, sheaf containing
one or more pulleys.
See Truck a wheel.] A small
wheel or caster.
Hudibras.
;

Truc'kle, v. i. [From truckle in truckle-bed, in allusion to the fact that the truckle-bed on which the pupil
slept was rolled under the large bed of the master.]
To
yield or bend obsequiously to the will of another ; to
submit to creep. " Small, truckling states."
Burke.
Religion itself is forced to truckle to worldly policy. NoiTis.
;

Truc'kle,

v.

[imp.

t.

&

& p. p. Truckled (-k'ld)

;

p. pr.

To roll or move upon truc-

vb. n. Truckling (-kling).]
kles, or casters
to trundle.
Truc'kle-bed' (-bed'), re.
;

A low bed

may be pushed under

another bed
standing bed and truckle-bed."

;

on wheels, that
a trundle-bed. " His
Shak.

One who truckles, or yields
Truc'kler (-kler), n.
servilely to the will of another.
Truck'man (trtik'man), re. , pi. Truckmen (-men).
1. [From Truck barter.]
One who does business in
the way of barter or exchange.
2. [Prom Truck a carriage.] One who dr-ves a truck,
or whose business is the conveyance of goods on trucks.
Tru'CU-lence (tru'ki5-lens), re. [L. truculentia.'] The
Tru'CU-len-cy (-len-sy 277) )
quality or state of being truculent savageness of manners ferociousness.
Tru'CU-lent (-lent), a. [L. trucxdentiis, fr. triix, gen.
trueis, wild, fierce cf. F. truculent.'] 1 Fierce savage
ferocious ; barbarous ; as, the truculent inhabitants of
Scythia.
Ray,
2. Cruel ; destructive ; ruthless.
I

;

;

:

;

More or less truculent plagues.
Harvey.
Tru'cu-lent-ly, adv. In a truculent manner.
Trudge (triij), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Trudged (trujd)
[Perhaps of Scand. origin,
p. pr. & vb. re. Trudging.]
and originally meaning, to walk on snowshoes cf. dialSw. truga, trudja, a snowshoe, Norw. truga, Icel. prUga.']
To walk or march with labor ; to jog along to move
;

wearily.

And

trudged to

Trudge'man
True (tru),

Rome upon my naked feet.

(-man),

A truchman.

re.

Dryden.

[06s.]

[Compar. Truer (-er)
superl.
[OE. trewe, AS. tredwe faithful, true, from
a.

;

Truest.]
treow fidelity, faith, troth akin to OFries. triuwe, adj.,
ireuwa, n., OS. triuwi, adj., trewa, n., D. trouw, adj.
;

&

G. treu, adj., treue, n., OHG. gitriuwi, adj., (riuwa, n., Icel. tryggr, adj., Dan. tro, adj.
n., Sw. trogen,
adj., tro, n., Goth, iriggws, adj., iriggica, n., trauan to
trust, OPruss. druwis faith.
Cf. Trow, Trust, Truth.]
1. Conformable to fact ; in accordance with the actual
state of things ; correct ; not false, erroneous, inaccurate,
or the like ; as, a true relation or narration a true history ; a declaration is true when it states the facts.
2. Right to precision ; conformable to a rule or pattern ; exact ; accurate ; as, a true copy ; a true likeness
of the original.
Making his eye, foot, and hand keep true time. Sir JF. Scott.
n.,

&

;

pity;

so

ti-ue,

;

As

a trowel.

Trowsed

unite,

Milton.

coin.

for the conveyance of

;

great trucker for souls.

;

;

;

;

Money paid

re.

goods on a truck

Thy

trowelled.']

much as a trowel will hold enough
Trowl (trol), n. See Troll.

practice of bartering

;

Milton.
So faithful, love unequaled.
Herbert.
Dare to be tnte : nothing can need a lie.
4. Actual not counterfeit, adulterated, or pretended
genuine pure real as, irtie balsam true love of country a true Christian.
The true Ught which lighteth every man that Cometh into the

;

pi.

The

re.

;

Trow'eled (-Sid), a. Formed with a trowel ; smoothed
with a trowel
as, troweled stucco, that is, stucco laid
on and ready for the reception of paint. [Written also
(-Sl-ful), n.

48),

;

;

;

A

use,

(-aj

exchange barter truck.
The truckage of perishing

;

3. Steady in adhering to friends, to promises, to a
prince, or the like ; unwavering
faithful ; loyal ; not
false, fickle, or perfidious ; as, a true friend ; a wife true
to her husband an officer true to his charge.

plants, stirring the earth, etc.
3. {Founding)
tool used for smoothing a mold.

Trow'el-fnl

Truck'age
goods

;

Mason's TroweL

what like a scoop,
used in taking up

—

—

;

Milton,
Truce to his restless thoughts.
Flag of trtice (Mil.), a white flag carried or exhibited
by one of the hostile parties, during the flying of wliich
'Truce of God, a suspension of
hostilities are suspended.
arms promulgated by the church, which occasionally
took place in tlie Middle Ages, putting a stop to private
hostilities at or within certain periods.
Truce'break'er (-brak'er), n. One who violates a
truce, covenant, or engagement.

Truceless,

Hakluyt.

Garden track, vegetables raised for market. [Colloq.]
Truck farming, raising vegetables for market;
.S.]
market gardening. [Colloq. U. S.]
[U.

A

;

Exchange of com-

1.

;

;

;

[Cf. F. iroc.']

2. Commodities appropriate for barter, or for small
trade ; small commodities esp., in the United States,
garden vegetables raised for the market. [CoWog.]
3. The practice of paying wages in goods instead of
money ; called also truck system.

Shak.

to chivalry.

;

—

them.
2.

1

Track (trSk), n.
modifies; barter.

;

To play tma' t, to stray away to idle to loiter especially, to stay out of school witliout leave. Sir T. Browne.
Tru'ailt, a. Wandering from business or duty loitering ; idle, and ihirking duty as, a truant boy.
While truant Jove, in infant pride.
Played barefoot on Olympus' side.
Trumbull.
tra'aat, V. i. ICf.F. truander.] To idle away time
Shak.
to loiter, or wander to play the truant.
By this means they lost their time and truanted on the fundasaving
knowledge.
Lowell.
mental grounds of
Tru'ant, v. t. To idle away to waste. [-R.]

Dkagoman.]

chaic]

What tempest,

TRUE-HEARTED
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TROUTBIRD

;

;

Side View of one form of Railway Truck.
Truck Frame B Axle Guard C Swing Beam
E Rubber Springs.
J) Axle Box
4. (Naut.) {a) A small wooden cap at the summit of
having
holes in it for reeving
a flagstaff or a masthead,
halyards through. (6) A small piece of wood, usually
cylindrical or disk-shaped, used for various purposes.
[Eng.}
5. A freight car.
used for vari6. A frame on low wheels or rollers;
ous purposes, as for a movable support for heavy bodies.
Truck, V. t To transport on a truck or trucks.

A

;

;

—

&
&

[imp. & p. p. Trucked (trukt) p. pr.
vb. n. Truckinq.] [OE. trukken, F. troquer ; akin to Sp.
Pg. trocar,- of uncertain origin.] To exchange to give
in exchange ; to barter ; as, to truck knives for gold dust.

Truck,

V.

t.

;

;

We will

supposing the international trade to be in
always is in reality, an actual truckinq of oiio

b^gin

form, what

commodity

it

Ti'ue ease in

tg^"" True

J. S. Mill.

Truck, V. i. To exchange commodities ; to barter
to trade to deal.
A master of a ship, who deceived them under color of truckPalfrey.
ing with them.
Despotism itoelf is obliged to truck and huckster. Ilurke.
higgle
for
a
private
good.
Emerson.
truck
and
To
;

out, oil;

oliiir;

go;

is

writing comes from

sometimes used

art,

not chance.

i.

9.

Pope.

elliptically for It is true.

Out of true, varying from correct mechanical form,
snid of a wall that is not
alignment, adjustment, etc.
perpendicular, of a wheel whose civounifereiu'e is not in
the same plane, and the like. [Colloq.] — A true bilUinic),
a bill of indictment which is returned by the grand jury
so indorsed, signifying that the charges appear to be true.
True time. See under Time.
True, adv. In accordance with truth truly. Shak.
True'-blue' (-bin'), a. Of inHexible honesty and fidelity
a term derived from the true, or Coventry, blue,
formerly celebrated for its unchanging color. See True
;

—

—

;

;

—

under Blue.
True'-blue', re.

blue,

liy

against another.

food, f&ot;

John

world.

;

;

A

person of inflexible integrity or

fidelity.

True'-born' (-bSrn'), a. Of genuine birth having a
right by birth to any title as, a true-born Enghshman.
True'-bred' (brgd'), a.
1. Of a genuine or right
;

;

breed as, a true-bred beast.
Shak.
2. Being of real breeding or education ; as, a true-bred
gentleman.
True'-heart'ed (-hiirt'Sd), a. Of a faithful heart;

slug, igk

;

;

then, thin;

boN

;

zti

=z

in azure.

TKUE-HEARTEDNESS
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TRUNK

honest sincere ; not faithless or deceitful as, a truehearted friend.
Trne'-heart'ed-ness, n.
True'love' (tru'liiv'), n. 1. One really beloved.
See Paris.
2. (Bot.) A plant.
3> An unexplained word occurring in Chaucer, meaning, perhaps, an arobiatic sweetmeat for sweetening the
T. S. Lounsbui-y.
breath.
_
Chaucer.
Under his tongue a truelove ke bore.
Truelove knot, a complicated, involved knot that
does not readily untie tlie
emblem of interwoven af-

Trump'er-y (trHmp'er-y), re. [F. tromperie deceit, fr.
See Trump to trick.] 1. Deceit;
fraud.
\_Obs.']
Grenewey.
2. Something serving to deceive by false show or pretense ; falsehood ; deceit ; worthless but showy matter ;
hence, things worn out and of no value ; rubbish.
The trumpery in my house, go bring it hither.
For stale to catch these thieves.
Shak.
Upon the coming of Christ, very much, though not all, of this
idolatrous trumpery and superstition was driven out of the

Trump'et-weed' (trOmp'St-wed'), re. (Bot.) (a) Ao
herbaceous composite plant (Eupatorium purpureum),
often having hoUovv stems, and bearing purplish flowers
in small corymbed heads,
(b) The sea trumpet.
Trump'et-wood' (-wSod'), re. (Bot.) A tropical American tree (Cecropia peliata) of the Breadfruit family,
having hoUow stems, which are used for wind instru-

—

;

;

tromper to deceive.

world.

;

—

fection or engagement
called also true-lover'' s knot.
True'ness, n. The quality of being true ; reality
genuineness ; faithfulness
sincerity ; exactness truth.
True'-pen'ny (-peu'uy),
n. An honest fellow.
;

Truelove Knots.

[OF.

277), n.

trufle,

(Mus.)

A

Modern Trumpet, with

as articles of food.
the genus Zei-

fly of

(-fid), a. Provided or cooked with truffles
stuffed with truffles ; as, a truffled turkey.
trough, or tray.
Trug (trug), n. [Cf. Trough.] 1.
Specifically
(a)
hod for mortar. (J) An old measure of wheat equal to two thirds of a bushel.
Bailey.
Taylor (1630).
concubine ; a harlot. [Ois.]
2.
Trug'ging-house' (-gTng-lious'), n. [See Trug, re.,
A brothel. [Obs.']
Robert Greene.
2.]
Tru'lsm (tru'Iz'm), n. [From True.] An undoubted
or self-evident truth a statement which is plainly true

Truffled

A

A

A

;

— opposed
;

a proposition needing no proof or argument
to falsism.

;

;

a.
Of
[iJ.]

J. P. Smith.

or pertaining to

4. (Mach.) A funnel, or short, flaring pipe, used as a
guide or conductor, as for yarn in a knitting machine.
Ear trumpet. See under Ear.
Sea trumpet {Bot.), a
great seaweed (Ecklonia buccinalis) of the Southern
Ocean. It has a long, hollow stem, enlarging upwards,
which may be made into a kind of trumpet, and is used
for many purposes.
Speaking trumpet, an instrument
for conveying articulate sounds with increased force. —
Trumpet animalcule (ZooL), any infusorian belonging to
Stentor and allied genera, in whioli the body is trumpetshaped. See Stentor.
Trumpet SiSh (Bol.), the trumpet
creeper, [^nff.] —Trumpet conchiZool.), a trumpet shell,
or triton.
Trumpet creeper (Bot.), an American climbing plant (Tecoma radicuns) bearing clusters of large red
trumpet-shaped flowers
called also trumpet flower,
and in England trumpet ash.
Trumpet fish. (Zo'61.) (a)
Tlie bellows fish, (b) The fistularia.
Trumpet flower.
(Bot.) (a) The trumpet creeper also, its blossom, (b) The
trumpet honeysuckle, {c) A West Indian name for
Trumpet
several plants with trumpet-shaped flowers.
fly (.ZooL), a botfly.
Trumpet honeysuckle (Bot.), a twining plant (Lonicera sempervirens) with red and yellow
called also trumpet flower.
trumi)et-sliaped flo%vers
Trumpet leaf (Bot.), a name of several plants of the genus
Sarracenia. —Trumpet major (Mil.), the chief trumpeter
of a band or regiment.
Trumpet marine (Mus.), a monochord, having a thick string, sounded Vv'itli a bow, and
stopped with the thumb so as to produce the harmonic
tones
said to be the oldest bowed instrument known,
and in form the archetype of all others. It probably
owes its name to ** its external resemblance to the large
speaking trumpet used on board Italian vessels, which is
of the same length and tapering shape." Grove.
Trumpet shell (ZooL), any species of large marme univalve sheUs belonging to Triton and allied genera. See
Triton, 2. —Trumpet tree. (Bot.) See Trumpetwood.
Trump'et, v. t. limp.
p. p. Trumpeted p. pr.
vb. re. Trumpeting.]
[Cf. F. trompeler.'] To publish
by, or as by, sound of trumpet to noise abroad to proclaim as, to trumpet good tidings.
They did nothing but publish and trumpet all the reproaches

—

;

A

;

2.
girl
a wench ; a lass. \_Obs.']
Trul'li-za'tion (-li-za'shiin), re. [L. trullissatio, from
trullissare to trowel, to plaster, fr. trulla a trowel.] The
act of laying on coats of plaster with a trowel.
Trn'ly (tru'ly), adv. [From True.] 1. In a true
manner ; according to truth ; in agreement with fact ; as,
to state things truly ; the facts are truly represented.
1 can not truly say flow I came here.
Shak.
;

—

—

precisely accurately as, to es2. Exactly justly
timate t7-uly the weiglit of evidence.
honestly really faithfully as, to be
3. Sincerely
trtily attached to a lover
the citizens are truly loyal to
Burke.
their prince or their coumtry.
4. Conformably to law legally legitimately.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Shak-

His innocent babe [is] truly begotten.
6. In fact in deed ; in reality ; in truth.
Beauty is excelled by manly grace

And wisdom, which

alone is truly fair.
Milton.
(triimp), re. [OE. trtimpe, trompe, F. Irompe ;
probably fr. L. triumphare to triumph, to exult, hence,
probably, to make a joyous sound or noise. See Triumph,
V. i.
re., and cf. Trombone, Tromp, Trump at cards,
wind inTbumpert, Trumpet, Trunk a proboscis.]
etrument of music ; a trumpet, or sound of a trumpet ;
used chiefly in Scripture and poetry.

Trump

&

A

aft

—

be changed, in a moment, in the twinlcling of an

eye, at the last trump.

1 Cor. xv. 51, 52.

The wakeful trump

of

doom.

Milton.

Trump, V. i. [Cf. OF. tromper. See Trump a trumpTo blow a trumpet. [Oii.] WycliJ (Malt. vi. 2).
et.]
Trump, re. [A corruption of triumph, F. triomphe.

See Triumph, and cf. Trump a trumpet.] 1. A winning
card one of a particular suit (usually determined by
chance for each deal) any card of which takes any card
of the other suits.
2. An old game with cards, nearly the same as whist
called also ruff.
Decker.
3. A good fellow an excellent person.
ISlang^
Alfred is a trump, I think you say.
Thackeray.
To put to one's trumps, or To put on one's trumps, to
force to the last expedient, or to the utmost exertion.
But when kinj;:s come so low as to fawn upon philosophy,
which before tliey neither valued nor understood, it is a sign
;

—

;

that fails not, they are then put to their last trump.
Milton.
Fut the housekeeper to her trumps to accommodate them.
IF. Irving.

Trump, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Trumped (triimt 215)
vb. n. Trumping.]
p. pr.
To play a trump card when
one of another suit has been led.
Trump, V. t. To play a trump card upon to take
with a trump card as, she trumped the first trick.
;

&

;

;

Trump,

tromper to deceive, in OP. to blow
a trumpet, se tromper de to mock. See Trump a trumpet.]
1. To trick, or impose on; to deceive.
[04s.]
" To trick or trump mankind."
B. Jsnson.
2. To impose unfairly ; to palm off.
Authors have been trumped upon us.
C. Leslie.
To trump np, to devise to collect with unfairness to
rabncate ; as, to trump up a charge.
V.

t.

[F.

,

;

ale,

senate, c&re,

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

We sliali

—

—

;

;

&m, arm, ask,

they could devise against the Irish.
Bacon.
Trump'et, v. i. To sound loudly, or with a tone like
to utter a trumplike cry.
;
Trump'et-er (-er), n. 1. One who sounds a trumpet.
2. One who proclaims, publishes, or denounces.
Bacon.
These men are good trumpeters.
3. (Zo'61.) (a) Any one of several species of longlegged South American birds
of the genus Psophia, especially P. crepitans, which is
abundant, and often domesticated and kept with other
poultry by the natives. They
are allied to the cranes. So
called from their loud cry.
Called also agami, and yakamik. (b)
variety of the
domestic pigeon.
(c) An
American swan (Olor buccinator) wliich has a very loud
note.
large edible
4. (Zo'ol.)
fish (Latris Tiecateia) of the
family Cirrhitidx, native of

a trumpet

A

A

Tasmania and New Zealand.
It sometimes weighs as much Golden-breasted Trumpeter
(Psophia crepitans).
as fifty or sixty pounds, and
is highly esteemed as a food fish.
channel cut behind the
A
(Mining)
n.
Trump'et-ing,
brick lining of a shaft.

Raymond.
Trump'ets (triSmp'gts),

re.

pi.

(Bot.)

(Zo'ol.)

re.

tree.

The Richardson's

;

Chapman.
Trun'cal

Of or per-

(triin'kal), a.

&

[imp.
t.
p. p.
vb. re.
p. pr.
;
[L. truncatus, p. p. of
truncare to cut off, mutilate, fr. truncus maimed, mutilated, cut short. See
Trunk.] To cut off ; to lop to maim.
Trun'cate (-kat), a. [L. truncatus,
Appearing as if cut off at the Truncate Leafp. p.]
lets.
tip
as, a truncate leaf or feather.
Trun'ca-ted (-ka-tSd), a.
1. Cut off; cut short;

&

;

;

maimed.

^^

2. (Min.) Replaced, or cut off, by a plane,
especially when equally inclined to the adjoining faces ; as, a truncated edge.
3. (Zo'ol.) Lacking the apex ;
said of certain spiral shells in which the apex naturally

—

A

(

oSTruncated SheU
Truncated cone or pyramid (fffom.), a (Trvncatella truncone or ijyramid whose ver- catula). a Adult
tex is cut off by a plane. Shell ; 6 Young
the plane being usually par- Shell before Truncation.
allel to the base.
Trun-ca'tlon (trun-ka'shiin or trun-), re.
[L. truncatio.J 1. The act of truncating, lopping, or cutting

'ii'Ol'S

—

;

Trull (triil), n. [G. trolle, trulle; cf. OD. drol a jester,
Dan. trold an elf, imp, Sw. troll a goblin, loel. troll, troll,
a giant, fiend, demon. Cf. Droll, Troll.] 1. A drab
a strumpet a harlot a trollop.
Shak.
;

Dryden.

trumpeter.
2. (Mil.)
Clarendon.
3. One who praises, or propagates praise, or is the instrument of propagating it.
Shak.
That great politician was pleased to have the greatest wit of
those times ... to be the trumpet of his praises.
Dryden.

;

Trifling truisms clothed in great, swelling words.

Tru'ls-mat'ic (-Tz-m5t'ik),
truisms consisting of truisms.

Pistons.

A

worm (ZooL), the larva of a

(triim'pt),

skua (Stercorarius parasiticus).
Trump'llke' (triimpllk'), a. Resembling a trumpet,
as, a trumplike voice.
esp. in sound

Truncating.]

trumpet's loud clangor
Excites us to-arms.

Truffle.

— called also snakewood, and trumpet

Trun'cate (-kat), v.
Truncated (-ka-tSd)

value in the orchestra. It consists of a long metallic
tube, curved (once or twice) into a convenient shape,
and ending in a bell. Its scale in the lower octaves is
limited to the first natural harmonics; but there are
modern trumpets capable, by means of valves or pistons,
of producing every tone within their compass, although
at the expense of the true ringing quality of tone.

F

odes, injurious to truffles.

:

1.

;

Trum'pie

taining to the trunk, or body.

The

much esteemed

(T. seslivum) are

Worthless or deceptive in character.
Thackeray.
[F. trompelie, dim. of trompe.

wind instrument of
great antiq uity,
much used in war
and military exercises, and of great

_
;

rum) and tlie English trufTruffle

a.

A trumpery little ring."

et.]

ish color.
The French
truffle (Tuber melanospofle

Trump'er-y,
"

Trump'et (-§t), n.
See Trump a trump-

;

Shak. Bacon,
Trul'fle (tru'f 'i or trilf'f 'I
truffe ; akin to Sp. trufa,
of
uncertain
tarlufo ;
origin ; perhaps from L.
tuber a tumor, knob, truffle.
Cf. Tdber, Trifle.]
Any one of several kinds
of roundish, subterranean
fungi, usually of a black-

South.

ments

off.

2.

The

state of

being truncated.
(Min.) The replacement of an edge or solid
angle by a plane, especially
Truncation, 3.
when the plane is equally inclined to the adjoining faces.
Truncheon.]
A stake a
(triinch),
re.
[See
Trunch
small post. [06s.]
[OE.
tronchoun
Trun'Cheon (trun'shiin 277), re.
the shaft of a broken spear, broken piece, OF. tronchon,
tron<;on, F. trongon, fr. OF. & F. troncc, tronche, a piece
of wood cf. OF. irons, tros, trois ; all perhaps from L.
thyrsus a stalk, stem, staff.
See Thyrsus, and cf.
Trounce.] 1. A short staff; a club; a cudgel; a shaft
of a spear.
3.

;

;

;

With

he so rudely struck.

his truncheon

Spenser.

A baton,

or military staff of command.
Shak.
The marshal's trimcheon nor the judge's robe.
3. A stout stem, as of a tree, with the branches lopped
Gardner.
off, to produce rapid growth.
Trun'Cheon, v. t. To beat with a truncheon. Shak.
Trun'cheoned (-shQnd), a. Having a truncheon.
Trun'cheon-eer' (-shun-er' or -chun-er'), n. A person
armed with a truncheon. [Written also truncheoner.'\
Trun'cus (trun'kiis), re. [L.] (Zo'ol.) The thorax
of an insect.
See Trunk, re., 5.
Trun'dle (trtin'd'l), re. [AS. tryndel a little shield.
See Trend, v. «.] 1. A round body ; a little wheel.
2. A kind of low-wheeled cart ; a truck.
3. A motion as of something moving upon little wheels
or rollers; a rolling motion.
4. (Mach.) (a) A lantern wheel. See under Laktebm,
(b) One of the bars of a lantern wheel.
Trun'dle, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Trundled (-d'ld) p.
pr.
vb. re. Trundling (-dlTng).] 1. To roll (a thing)
on little wheels ; as, to trundle a bed or a gun carriage.
2. To cause to roll or revolve ; to roll along ; as, to
trundle a hoop or a ball.
R. A. Proctor.
Trun'dle, v. i. 1. To go or move on small wheels
as, a bed trundles imder another.
2. To roll, or go by revolving, as a hoop.
Tmn'dle-bed' (-bSd'), re. A low bed that is moved
on trundles, or little wheels, so that it can be pushed
under a higher bed ; a truckle-bed ; also, sometimes, a
Chapman,
similar bed without wheels.
Trun'dle-head' (-bed'), n. 1. (Gearing) One of the
disks forming the ends of a lantern wheel or pinion.
2. The drumhead of a capstan ; especially, the drumhead of the lower of two capstans on the same axis.
Trun'dle-tail' (-tal'), re. Around or curled-up tail;
Shak.
also, a dog with such a tail.
Trunk (trunk), re. [F. ironc, L. iruneus, fr. truncus
torquere
to
twist,
maimed, mutilated ; perhaps akin to
wrench, and E. torture. Trunk in the sense of proboscis is fr. F. trompe(tla& same word as trompe a trumpet),
but has been confused in English with trunk the stem ol
a tree (see Trump a trumpet). Cf. Truncate.] 1. Tha
stem, or body, of a tree, apart from its limbs and roots
the main stem, without the branches; stock ; stalk.
About the mossy trunk I wound me soon.
For, high from ground, the branches would require
Thy utmost reach.
Milton.
2. The body of an animal, apart from the head and
2.

II

&

&

;

(-shapf), a.

limbs.
3. The main body of anything ; as, the trunk of a vein
or of an artery, as distinct from the branches.
4. (Arch.) That part of a pilaster which is between
the base and the capital, corresponding to the shaft of a

ful, far-reaching voice or speech,

5. (Zo'ol.) That segment of the body of an insect
which is between the head and abdomen, and bears the
wings and legs the thorax the truncus.

plant (Sarracenia flava) with long, hollow
leaves.

Trump'et-Bhaped'

Tubular Trumpet-shaped Flower of Trumpet
Creeper,
with one end dilated.
as the flower of the trumpet creeper.
Trump'et-tongued' (-tungd'), a. Having a power-

final,

^.U

;

ere, event,

end, lem, recent

column.

;

;

Ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

;

dbey, drb, Sdd

;

I

TEUNK

TRY
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6. (Zool.) (a) The proboscis of an elephant. (6) The
proboscis of an insect.
long tube through which pellets of clay, peas,
7.
«tc., are driven by the force of the breath.
He shot sugarplums at them out of a trunk. Howell.

A

To take

2.

fast hold of

pounce upon.

to seize

;

and hold firmly

;

benefit of another; also, a person in whose hands the
effects of another are attached in a trustee process.
Trustee process (Law), a process by which a creditor
may attach his debtor's goods, effects, and credits, in the
called, in some States, the
hands of a third person ;
process of foreign attachment, garnishment, or factorizing process, [u. S.]

to

lObs.]

Who trussing me as eagle

doth his prey.

Spenser.

3. To strengthen or stiffen, as a beam or girder, by
—
means of a brace or braces.
4. To skewer to make fast, as the wings of a fowl to
the body in cooking it.
Trus-tee' (triSs-te'), v. t. 1. To commit (property) to
5. To execute by hanging ; to hang ;
usually with
the care of a trustee as, to trustee an estate.
up. [Slang'i
Sir W. Scott.
2. {Law) To attach (a debtor's wages, credits, or
To truss a person or one's sel^ to adjust and fasten property in the hands of a third person) in the interest
Locked up in chests and trunks,
Shak.
the clothing of especially, to draw tight and tie the of the
creditor.
9. {Mining) A flume or sluice in which ores are sepa- laces
[U. S.]
of garments. [Obs.\ "Enter Honeysuckle, in his
rated from the slimes in which they are contained.
Trus-tee'shlp, n. The office or duty of a trustee.
nightcap, dJ-ussiK^ himself." J. Webster (IvVl). —1o truss
10. {Steam Engine) A large pipe forming the piston up, to strain to make close or tight. — Trussed beam, a
Trust'er (trtist'er), n. 1, One who trusts, or credits.
rod of a steam engine, of sufficient diameter to allow one beam which is stiffened by a system of braces constitu2. {Scots Law) One who makes a trust;
the correlend of the connecting rod to be attached to the crank, ting a truss of which the beam is a chord.
ative of trustee.
and the other end to pass within the pii)e directly to the
Trust'!
(triist'f
Ul
ul),
a.
1,
Full
of
trust
trusting.
Truss'ing (trUs'ing), n. 1. {Arch. & Engin.) The timpiston, thus making the engine more compact.
2. Worthy of trust faithful
trusty trustworthy,
bers, etc., which form a truss, taken collectively. Weale.
11. A long, large box, pipe, or conductor, made of
Trust'ful-ly,
adv.
Trust'ful-ness, re.
2. {Arch. & Engin.) The art of stiffening or bracing

A

box or chest usually covered with leather, metal,
8.
or cloth, or sometimes made of leather, hide, or metal,
for containing clothes or other goods ; especially, one
used to convey the effects of a traveler.

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

plank or metal plates, for various uses, as for conveying
air to a mine or to a furnace, water to a mUl, grain to an
elevator, etc.

Tnmk

marine engine, the piston rod of which
See Trunk, 10.
Trunk hose, large breeches
formerly worn, reacliing to the knees.
Trunk line, the
main line of a railway, canal, or other route of conveyance.
Trunk turtle (ilooZ.), the leatherback.
engine, a

—

a trmik.

IE

—

—

Trunk (triink), V. <. [CtF. tronguer. SeeTEUNCATE.]
1. To lop oft; to curtail; to truncate; to maim. [Ofts.]
" Out of the irunked stock."
Spenser.
2. {Mining) To extract (ores) from the slimes in which
they are contained, by means of a trunk. See Trunk,
»., 9.

Weale.

Thickset with strong and vell-trunked

Trunk'flsh'

(triSnk'fish'),

several species of plectognath fishes, belonging to the

m

resting of the mind on the integrity, veracity, justice,
friendship, or other sound principle, of another person
confidence ; reliance. " O ever-failing trust in mortal

justly deserving confidence

Any one

of

;

Tnink'ful

Tnmk'work'
be eoncealed

Tnm'nel

Tbunkpuls (-fulz). As much
enough to fill a trunk.

(-ful), n. ; pi.

;

;

(-wfirk'), ».

Trun'nel,

\Obs.'\
[i2.]

A trundle.

Trim'nlon (triin'yun; 106), n. [OF. irognon the
stock, stump, or tnmk of a tree, F. trognon a core,

A

stalk, fr. ft-OTi a trunk, stem. Of. Trunk.] 1. (Gun.)
cylindrical projection on each side Oi a piece, whether
gun, mortar, or howitzer, serving to support it on the
cheeks of the carriage. See Illusi. of Cannon.
2. {Steam, Engine)
gudgeon on each side of an oscillating steam cylinder, to support it. It is usually tubular, to convey steam.

A

a.
Provided with trunnions
the trunnioned cylinder of an oscillating steam engine.
Tni'sion (tru'zhiin), n.
[L. trudere, irusum, to
thrust, shove : cf. F. trusion."] The act of pushing or
thrusting.
[iJ.]
Bentley.
Truss (trus), n. [OE. trusse, F. irousse, OF. also
iourse ; perhaps fr. L. thyrsus stalk, stem. Cf Thyrsus,
Torso, Trousers, Trousseau.] 1. A bundle ; a package
as, a truss of hay or straw ; a truss of grass.
Fabyan.
Bearing a truss of trifles at his back.
Spenser.
is

56 lbs. of old

;

;

He that trusts every one without reserve will at last be deceived.
Johnson.

—

and

2. A
to
protect the body from the effects of friction ; also, a
part of a woman's dress ; a stomacher. [_Obs.'\
Nares.
Puts off his palmer's weed unto his truss, which bore
The stains of ancient arms.
Drayton.
3. {Surg.)
bandage or apparatus used in cases of
hernia, to keep up the reduced parts and hinder further
protrusion, and for other purposes.
4. {Bot.) A tuft of flowers formed at the top of the
main stalk, or stem, of certain plants.
5. {Naut.) The rope or iron used to keep the center
of a yard to the mast.
6. {Arch.
Engin.) An assemblage of members of
wood or metal, supported at two points,
and arranged to transmit pressure vertically to those points, with
the least possible

6.

A

King-post Truss, 6.
a Tie-beam ; 6 King-post
c c Struts J d d Rafters.

;

&

full,

iip,

Om

;

pity

;

to intrust.

"A

—

Truss rod, a rod which forms the tension member of a
trussed beam, or a tie rod in a truss.
Truss, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Trussed (trJist) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Trussing.]
[F. trousser. See Truss, m.]
1. To
bind or pack close ; to make into a truss.
Shak.
It [his hood] was trussed up in his wallet.
Chaucer.

rude,

Jjryden.

care

6. To give credit to ; to sell to upon credit, or in confidence of future payment ; as, merchants and manufacturers trust their customers annually with goods.
7. To risk ; to venture confidently.
[Beguiled] by thee
MUton.
To trust thee from my side.
Trust, V. i. 1. To have trust ; to be credulous ; to be
won to confidence ; to confide.
More to know could not be more to trust.
Shak.
2. To be confident, as of something future ; to hope.
Jsa. xii. 2.
I will ti~ust and not be afraid.
3. To sell or deliver anything in reliance upon a promise of payment ; to give credit.
It is happier sometimes to be cheated than not to ti^nst. Johnson.
To trust in. To trust on, to place confidence in : to rely
on to depend. " Trust in the Lord, and do good." Ps.
priest . . .on whom we trust."
Chaucer.
xxxvii. i.
Her widening streets on new foundations tinist. Ih-j/den.
To trust to or unto, to depend on ; to have confidence
in ; to rely on.
They tivsted unto the liers in wait. Judges xx. ,%.

i
length
ber.
Architectural
trusses when left visible, as in open timber roofs, often
contain members not needed for construction, or are built
with greater massiveness than is requisite, or are composed in unscientific ways in accordance with the exigeneies of style.

unite,

Now to suspect is vain,
To commit, as to one's

Merchants were not willing to trust precious cargoes to any
custody but that of a man-of-war.
Macaulay.

&

use,

To

give credence to ; to believe ; to credit.
Tri:st me, you look well.
Shak.
usually with a
3. To hope confidently ; to believe ;
phrase or infinitive clause as the object.
1 trust to come unto you, and speak face to face. 2 John 12.
We tr^tst we have a good conscience, Heb. xiii, 18,
4. To show confidence in a person by intrusting (bun)
with something.
Whom, with your power and fortune, sir, you trust.
2.

new hay ; a truss of straw is 36 lbs.
padded jacket or dress worn under armor,

across the
of any mem-

;

;

60 lbs. of

strain

B.

Trusting.] lO'E.trusien,trosten. See Trust, «.] 1. To
place confidence in to rely on , to confide, or repose
faith, in as, we can not trust those who have deceived us.
I will never trust his word after.
Shak.

.

England

Ps. Ixxi.

some specific use.
Trust, a. Held in trust ; as, trust property ; trust
money.
Trust, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Trusted p. pr. & vb. n.

Trun'nloned (-yund),

in

my youth.

trust.

—

as,

hay

from

tee, for

[H.]

truss of

trust

[Canf^
Syn. Confidence belief ; faith ; hope ; expectation.
Trust deed {Law), a deed conveying property to a trus-

—

B^^ A

my

(Law) An estate devised or granted

a sugar

Trunnion plate {Gun.), a plate in the carriage of a gim,
mortar, or howitzer, which covers the upper part of the
cheek, and forms a bearing under the trunnion.
Trunnion ring (Gun.), a ring on a cannon next before the
trunnions.

;

in confidence
that the devisee or grantee shall convey it, or dispose of
the profits, at the will, or for the benefit, of another ; an
estate held for the use of another ; a confidence respecting property reposed in one person, who is termed the
trustee, for the benefit of another, who is called the
cestui que trust.
8. An organization formed mainly for the purpose of
regulating the supply and price of commodities, etc. ; as,
1.

{Shipbuilding) See Treenail.

n.

;

Trus-tee' (triSa-te'), n. {Law) A person to whom
property is legally committed in trust, to be applied
either for the benefit of specified individuals, or for
one who is intrusted with property for tlie
public uses

;

Plows, to go true, depend

food,

f<it>t

;

out, ell

;

cliair

;

go

;

—

;

much on

the truth of the ironwork.

Mortimer.

constancy; steadfastness; faithfulness.
they had been friends in youth,

(c) Fidelity;

Alas
But whispering tongues can poison truth.
I

Coleridge,

The

practice of speaking what is true ; freedom
from falsehood ; veracity.
If this will not suffice, it must appear
That malice bears down truth.
Shak.
2. That which is true or certain concerning any matter or subject, or generally on all subjects ; real state of
things ; fact ; verity ; reality.
Speak ye every man the truth to his neighbor. Zech. viii. 16.
I long to know the ttnith hereof at large.
Shak.
The trutJi depends on, or is only arrived at by, a legitimate deduction from all the facts which are truly material. Coleridge.
3.
true thing ; a verified fact ; a true statement or
proposition ; an established principle, fixed law, or the
like ; as, the great tivths of morals.
Even 60 our boosting ... is found a truth. 2 Cor. vii. 14.
4. Righteousness ; true religion.
Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.
John i. 17.
Sanctify them through thy truth ; thy word is truth.
John xvil. 17.
In truth, in reality ; in fact.
Of a truth, in reality
certainly.
To do truth, to practice what God commands.
He that doeth truth cometh to the light. John iii. 21.
Truth, V. t. To assert as true ; to declare, [i?.]
Had they [the ancients] dreamt this, they would have truthed
it heaven.
Ford.
Truth'ful (truth'ful), a. Full of truth; veracious;
reliable.
Truth'lul-ly, adv.
Truth'ful-ness, n.
Truth'less, a. Devoid of truth dishonest ; spuri{d)

A

—

—

—

—

;

ous

;

Truth'Iess-ness, «.

faithless.

One who

loves the truth.
Tennyson,
was our English Duke.
i?.]
Marston.
Truth. [Obs,
Truth'-tell'er (-tSl'er), re. One who teUs the truth.
Truth-teller was our England's Alfred named. Tennyson.
Truth'y (-5^), a. Truthful ; likely ; probable. [iJ.]
"A more truthy import."
W. G, Palgrave.
Tni'ti-na'tlon (tru'tt-nS'shiin), re. [L. trutinan to
weigh, from trutina a balance. See Trone a steelyard.]
Sir T. Browne.
The act of weighing. [Obs.']
Trut-ta'oeous (triSt-ta'shiSs), a. [LL. trutta a trout,
L. tructa. See Trout.] {Zo'61.) Of, pertaining to, or
resembling, a trout as, fish of the truttaceous kind.
Try (tri), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Tried (trid) ; p. pr. Sc
[OE. trien to select, pick out, F. trier
vb. re. TRYiNa.]
to cuU, to pick out, LL. tritare to triturate (hence the
sense of, to thresh, to separate the grain from the straw,
to select), L. terere, tritiim, to rub, bruise, grind, thresh.
See Trite.] 1. To divide or separate, as one sort from
frequently
another ; to winnow ; to sift ; to pick out
followed by out; as, to ti-y out the wild corn from the
Sir T. Elyot.
good. [Obs.]
2. To purify or refine, as metals to melt out, and procure in a pure state, as oil, tallow, lard, etc.
Shak.
The words of the Lord are pure words : as silver tried in a

Truth'-lOV'er

(-Itiv'er), n.

Truth-lover

Truth'ness,

&

re.

;

&

;

—

;

Ps. xii. 6k
furnace of earth, purified seven times.
For thou, O God, hast proved us : thou hast trid us, as silver
is tried.

Ps. Ixvl.

1(5.

3. To prove by experiment to apply a test to, for the
purpose of determining the quality to examine to
prove ; to test as, to try weights or measures by a
standard to try a man's opinions.
Let the end try the man.
Shak.
4. To subject to severe trial to put to the test to
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

cause suffering or trouble

Thus

;

;

:

like.

;

;

;

;

serve

hope.
Lord God, thou art

Work or devices suitable to

a secret stratagem.

(trfin'nSl), n.

6.

reliance

;

reliable.
Your trusty

;

;

;

him truly that will put me in trust.
Shak.
Reward them well, if they observe their trust. Venham.
That upon which confidence is reposed ground of
[I]

;

;

;

ti-um).

[Compar. Trustier (-i-er) superl.
Admitting of being safely trusted
fit to be confided in
trust-

a.

1.

;

;

Trunkfish (Ostracion' trique-

(-5^),

and most valiant servitor.
Shak.
2. Hence, not liable to fail ; strong firm.
His trusty sword he called to his aid.
Spenser.
3. Involving trust as, a trusty busiuess. [2?.] Shak.
Truth (truth), n. ; pi. Truths (truths). [OE. treuthe,
trouthe, treowpe, AS. tredwcS. See True
cf. Troth, Betroth,] 1. The quality or state of being true as
(a) Conformity to fact or reality
exact accordance
with that which is, or has been, or shall be.
exactness close correspond(6) Conformity to rule
ence with an example, mood, object of imitation, or the

;

Howell.

trees.

(Zo'dl.)

boxfish.

as a trunk will hold

worthy

;

;

consisting of bony scales.
Some of the species are
called also coffer Jisk, and

Trust'y
Trustiest,]

Milton.

I

—
—

;

;

;

—

;

;

^>dB§S85BBRv/"1
-.sf^-f"***!^^^

genus Os<)-oc;on,orthefamily Ostracioniidse, having
an angular body covered
with a rigid integument

Trust'1-ly (-i-ly), adv. In a trusty manner,
Trust'i-ness, re. The quality or state of being trusty.

Trust'ing, a. Having or exercising trust confiding
unsuspecting trustful,
Trust'ing-ly, adv.
Trust'less, a. That may not be trusted ; not worthy
of trust unfaithful,
Trust'less-ness, re.
Trust'WOr'thy (-wflr'thy), a. Worthy of trust or
confidence; trusty,
Trust'WOr'thi-ness (-thi-nSs), re.

Most take things upon trust.
Locke.
2. Credit given
especially, delivery of property or
merchandise in reliance upon future payment exchange
without immediate receipt of an equivalent as, to sell
or buy goods on trust.
3. Assured anticipation
dependence upon something
future or contingent, as if present or actual hope be" Such trust have we through Christ." 2 Cor. iii. 4.
lief.
His trust was with the Eternal to be deemed
Equal in strength.
Milton.
4. That which is committed or intrusted to one ; something received in confidence charge deposit.
5. The condition or obligation of one to whom anything is confided responsible charge or office.

(-bSk'), n.
(ZoSl.) The leatherback.
(triinkt), a.
Having (such) a trunk.

Trunked

;

a set of timbers, or the like, by putting in struts, ties,
etc., till it has something of the character of a truss.
3. The act of a hawk, or other bird of prey, in seizing
its quarry^ and soaring with it into the air.
\Obs.'\
Trust (triist), n. [OE. trust, trost, Icel. traust confidence, security akin to Dan. & Sw. trost comfort, consolation, 6. trost, Goth, trausti a convention, covenant,
and E. true.
See True, and cf. Trtst.] 1. Assured

strength

TrunkOback''

;

sIuk, li}k

;

to.
far to try thoe, Adam, I

then, thin

;

bON

;

zli

wns

=z

plcnBcd.

In azure.

Mitton,
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TRY

N

;
to test by use ; as, to try a
for disease to ii'y a liorse.
Shak.
try upon yourselves what you have seen me.
Swift.
To ease her cares the force of sleep she tries.

To experiment with

5.

lemedy

;

Come,

6. To strain ; to subject to excessive tests ; as, the
repeated disappointments try one's
light tries his eyes
patience.
7. (Law) To examine or investigate judicially ; to examine by witnesses or other judicial evidence and the
principles of law ; as, to try a cause, or a criminal.
;

specifically, to
8. To settle to decide ; to determine
decide by an appeal to arms ; as, to try rival claims by a
duel to try conclusions.
;

;

;

Left

Shak.

the court, to see this quarrel tried.

I

To experience

9.

to have or gain knowledge of by

;

Hilton.
Dryden.
Libyan heat or Scythian cold.
endeavor.
10. To essay to attempt to
Milton.
Let us try ... to found a path.
To try on. (a) To put on, as a garment, to ascertain
whether it fits the person. (6) To attempt to undertake.
experience.

Or

try the

;

;

;

[Slang]

Dickens.

Syn. — To attempt endeavor; strive; aim; examine.
Attempt. To try is the generic, to attempt is the
specific, term. When we try, we are usually uncertain
as to success when we attempt, we have always some
definite object in view which we seek to accomplish. We
may be indifferent as to the result of a trial, but we rarely

— Try,

;

;

attempt anything without a desire to succeed.

Q

He

first

To

live

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

II

;

(trTp-sTn'o-jen), n. ^Trypsin -|- -gen.']
(Physiol.) The antecedent of trypsin, a substance which
is contained in the cells of the pancreas and gives rise to
the trypsin.
Tryp'tiO (trip'tik), a. (Physiol.) Relating to trypsin
or to its action ; produced by trypsin as, tryptic digestion.
Tryp'tone (-ton), n. (Physiol. Chem.) The piptone
formed by pancreatic digestion ;
so called because it is
formed through the agency of the ferment trypsin.
Try'sall (tri'sal ; among sailors, tri's'l), n. (Naut.)

Tryp-sin'O-gen

;

—

A fore-and-aft sail, bent to a gaff, and

hoisted on a lower

mast or on a small mast, called the trysail mast,
abaft a lower mast ;
used chiefly as a storm

—

Called also spencer.

close
sail.

Totten.

Try'-square' (trr'skwSr'),^. An instrument used by
carpenters, joiners, etc., for laying off right angles, and
testing whether work is square.
Tryst (trist ; Scot, trist), n. [OE. trist, tryst, a variant of trust ; cf. Icel. treysta to make trusty, fr. traust
confidence, security. See Trust, re.] 1. Trust. \_Obs.J
2. An appointment to meet ; also, an appointed place
or time of meeting ; as, to keep tryst ; to break tryst.
[Scot, or Poetic']
To bide tryst, to wait, at the appointed time, for one
with whom a tryst or engagement is made to keep an
engagement or appointment.
The tenderest-hearted maid
That ever bided tryst at village stile.
Tennyson.
Tryst, V. t. [OE. tristen, irysten. See Teyst, re.]
;

1.

To trust. lObs.']
To agree with to meet

at a certain place to make
an appointment with. \_Scot.']
Burns.
Tryst, V. i. To mutually agree to meet at a certain

2.

place.

;

[Scot."]

Tryst'er

(-er),

re.

One who makes an appointment, or

one who meets with another,
Tryst'ing, n. An appointment a tryst.
Trystine day, an arranged day of meeting or assembling,
as of soldiers, friends, and the like.
And named a trysting day,
tryst

;

;

And

bade his messengers ride forth
East and west and south and north.

To summon

— Trysting

his array.

Macaulay.

place, a place designated for the assembling of
soldiers, the meeting of parties for an interview, or the
like ; a rendezvous. Byron.

Tsar
the emperor of Russia. See
Czar.
Tsa-ri'na (tsa-re'na), ) re. [Russ. tsaritsa. Cf. CzATsa-rit'sa (tsii-ret'sa),
RINA.] The title of the empress of Russia. See Czarina.
Tschak-meck' (chak-mek'),re. (Zo?JZ.)Thechameck.
Tsche'gO (cha'go), re. [From a native name.] (Znol.) A West African anthropoid ape allied to the gorilla
and chimpanzee, and by some considered only a variety
(tsar), n.

The

title of

I

II

II

ale,

senate,

c&ie,

of the chimpanzee. It is noted for buildinglarge, nmbrella-shaped nests in trees. Called also tscheigo, Ischiego, nscliego, nscheigo,
Tse'be (tsFbe^ n. (Zool.) The springbok.

Tset'se
African

re.
(Zool.)
(Glossina morsi-

(tset'se),

fly

A venomous

Am, arm, ask,

two-winged

whose bite is very poisonous, and even fatal, to
horses and cattle, but
harmless to men.
It
L
renders e x tensive districts in
tans)

which

it
abounds uninhabitable
during c e r-

Tsetse Fly (Glossina Jnorsitans). a Adult
Fly ; b Mouth Parts, much enlarged.

TuTier-Cle
tuber
1.

;

Tu'ber-cled

(-k'ld), a.
Having, or affected with, tutuberculate as, a tuhercled lung or stalk.
Tu-ber'CU-lar (tu-ber'kfi-ler), a. 1. Having tubercles
affected with tubercles tubercled tuberculate.
2. Like a tubercle
as, a tubercular excrescence.
3. (died.) Characterized by the development of tuber-

about

A

;

cwt. , etc.
3. Any structure shaped like a tub
as, a certain old
form of pulpit a short, broad boat, etc. ;
often used
jocosely or opprobriously.
All being took up and busied, some in pulpits and some in
tubs, in the grand work of preaching and holding forth. South.
4. A sweating in a tub a tub fast.
[Obs.]
Shak.
5. A small cask ; as, a tub of gin.
6. A box or bucket in which coal or ore is sent up a
shaft ;
so called by miners.
Tub fast, an old mode of treatment for the venereal disease, by sweating in a close place, or tub, and fasting.
[Obs.] Shak.
Tub wheel, a horizontal water wheel, usually in the form of a short cylinder, to the circumference of
which spiral vanes or floats,
placed radially, are attached,
turned by the impact of one or
more streams of water, conducted so as to strike against the
floats in the direction of a tangent to the cylinder.
1

—

;

—

—

&
&

[imp.
Tub, V. t.
p. p.
TtTBEED (tubd) p. pr.
vb. re.
ToBBiNQ.] To plant or set in a
tub as, to tub a plant.
~ Wheel,
tvu„„,
Tub
Tub,t;.z. To make use of a
bathing tub to lie or be in a bath to bathe. [CoUog."]
London Spectator.
Don't we all tub in England ?
Tu'ba (tii'ba), re. [L., trumpet.] (Mus.) (a) An anSax-tuba.
cient trumpet,
sax-tuba.
See
(b) A
Tub'al (tub'al), a. Of or pertaining to a tube specifically, of or pertaining to one of the Fallopian tubes
as, tubal pregnancy.
Tub'bing (tul/bing), re. 1. The forming of a tub;
also, collectively, materials for tubs.
2. A lining of timber or metal around the shaft of a
mine especially, a series of cast-iron cylinders bolted
together, used to enable those who sink a shaft to penetrate quicksand, water, etc., with safety.
TnbTjy (-by), a. Resembling a tub; specifically,
sounding dull and without resonance, like a tub wanting elasticity or freedom of sound ; as, a tubby violin.
Tube (tub), n. [L. tubus ; akin to tiiba a trumpet
cf. F. Z«6e.]
1. A hollow cylinder, of any material, used
for the conveyance of fluids, and for various other purposes a pipe.
Milton.
2. A telescope.
"Glazed optic fafte."
3. A vessel in animal bodies or plants, which conveys
a fluid or other substance.
4. (Bot.) The narrow, hollow part of a gamopetalous
,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

cles

;

as,

tubercular diathesis.

Tu-ber'cu-late (-kij-lat), la.
[NL. tuberculatus
Tu-ber'cu-la'ted (-la'ted), )
cf. F. tubercule.]
Tubercled

;

tubercular.

Tu-ber'CU-lin (tu-ber'kii-lin), «.- [See Tubercle.]
fluid containing the products formed by the growth of

the tubercle bacillus in a suitable culture medium.
Tu-ber'CU-li-za'tion (-kiS-lI-za'shiSn), n. (Med.) The
development of tubercles ; the condition of one who is
affected with tubercles.

Tu-ber'CU-lOSe'

Tu-ber'CU-lOUS

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

—

See Truffle.
2. (Anat.)

aU ;

A

tuberosity

;

a tubercle.

eve, event, end, fern, recent

;

ice,

J
;

II

II

Tu-ber'cu-lum

(tu-ber'kfi-lum),re.; pi.

Tubercula

dim. of <!(icr a swelling.] (^oiii.) A tubercle.
Tu'ber-if'er-ous (tu'ber-Tf'er-Bs), a. [Tuber -\-'-/erous.] Producing or bearing tubers.
Tube'rose' (tiib'roz' or tu'ber-os' 277), n. [Cf. G.
tuberose, F. tubereuse, NL. Polianthes tuberosa.
See
Tuberous.] (Bot.) A xi\a.nt (Polianthes tuberosa) with a,
tuberous root and a liliaceous flower. It isjnuch cultivated for its beautiful and fragrant white blossoms.
Tu'ber-ose' (tu'ber-os'), a. Tuberous.
Tu'ber-OS'i-ty (-6s'i-ty), n, ; pi. Tuberosities (-tiz).
1. The state of being tuberous.
[Cf. F. tuberosite.']
prominence ;
a
2. An obtuse or knoblike
protuberance.
tuberosus: cf. F.
Tu'ber-ous(tii'ber-iIs),a. [L.
also Tubekose.]
tubereux.
See Tuber, and cf.
wartlike promi1. Covered with knobby or
nences knobbed.
2. (Bot.) Consisting
of, or bearing, tubers
resembling a tuber.
(-la).

[L.,

;

;

— Tu'ber-ous-

ness,

re.

Tube'-shell'
(tub'shel'), n.

Tuberous Plant. Base of Stem of Je-

(Zo-

rusalem Artichoke (Helianthus tube*
rosus). a Old Tuber from wliich the
lusk which secretes
Plant has grown 6 b Growing Tubers.
a shelly tube around
its siphon, as the watering-pot shell.
ol.)

Any bivalve mol-

;

Tube'worm' (tub'wQrm'), n.
Any annelid which constructs

(Zool.)

one of the Tubicolae.
Tub'fish' (tub'f ish'), n. (Zool.)

a tube

;

The sapphirine gurnard (Trigla hirundo). See Illust. under Guenaed.
[Prov. Eng.1

Tub'ful

Tubpuls

(tiib'ful), n. ; pi.

As much

as a tub will hold ;
a tub.
Tu-blc'i-nate (tiJ-bofs'T-nat), v. i.
[L. tubicen a trumpeter ] To blow a
trumpet.
Tu-blc'o-lsB
(-fulz).

siphons of a bivalve moUusk.
Capillary tube, a tube of very fine bore. See CapillaFire tube ( Steam Boilers), a tube which forms a flue.
EY.
—Tube coral. (Zool.) Same as Tubipore. Tube foot (.?ool.), one of the ambulacral suckers of an eehinoderm.
Tube plate, or Tube sheet ( Steam. Boilers), a flue plate. See
under Flue.
Tube pouch (Mil.), a pouch containing
priming tubes. —Tube spinner (Zool.), any one of various
species of spiders that construct tubelike webs. They
Water
belong to Tegennria, Agelena, and allied genera.
tube ( Steam Boilers), a tube containing water and surrounded by flame or hot gases.
vb.
Tube, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Tubed (tubd) ; p. pr.
n. Tubing.]
To furnish with a tube ; as, to tube a well.
tubutube
;
Tube'form (-fSrm), a. in the form of a
lar ; tubiform.
Tube'-nosed' (tub'nozd'), a. (Zool.) (a) Having the
nostrils prolonged in the form of horny tubes along the
sides of the beak ;
said of certain sea birds. (6) Belonging to the Tubinares.
Tu'ber (tii'ber), n. [L., a hump, knob; probably
akinto tumere to swell. Cf. Tumid.] 1. (Bot.) (a) A
fleshy, rounded stem or root, usually containing starchy
matter, as the potato or arrowroot ; a thickened rootstock. See Hhist. of Tuberous,
(h) A genus of fungi.

Having tuberc 1 e s ; affected
tubercular.

a.

)

Tu-ber'CU-lo'sis (-lo'sis), n. [NL. Se..; Tubercle.]
(Med.) A constitutional disease characte. ized by the
production of tubercles in the internal organs, and especially in the lungs, where it constitutes the most common variety of pulmonary consumption.

enough to

A

priming tube, or friction primer. See
under Priming, and Feiction.
6. (Steam Boilers) A small pipe forming part of the
boiler, containing water and surrounded by flame or hot
gases, or else surrounded by water and forming a flue for
the gases to pass through.
7. (Zool.) (a) A more or less cylindrical, and often
spiral, case secreted or constructed by many annelids,
crustaceans, insects, and other animals, for protection or
concealment. See Illust. of Tubewobm. (6) One of the

final,

(tij-ber'kii-los'),
(tfi-ber'kfi-liis),

with, or characterized by, tubercles

;

corolla.
5. (Gun.)

;

;

;

—

;

.

er natural or morbid ; as, a tubercle on a plant ; a tubercle
on a bone the tubercles appearing on the body in leprosy.
2. (3Ied.) A small mass or aggregation of morbid
matter ; especially, the deposit which accompanies scrofula or phthisis. This is composed of a hard, grayish,, or
yellowish, translucent or opaque matter, which gradually
softens, and excites suppuration in its vicinity.
It ismost frequently found in the lungs, causing consumption.
Tubercle bacillus (Med.), a minute vegetable organism
(Bacillus tuberculosis) discovered by Koch, a German
physician, in the sputum of consumptive patients and in
tuberculous tissue, and believed to be the exciting cause
of tubercles and tuberculosis.
bercles

;

(tu'ber-k'l), n.
[L. tiiberculum, dim. of
cf F. tubercule, OF. also tubercle.
See TcBEB.}

:

A small knoblike prominence or excrescence, wheth-

tain seasons of the year. [Written also tzetze, and tsetse.]
T' square' (te' skwSr'). See under T.
Tu'a-te'ra (too'a-ta'ra), n. (Zool.) See Hatteria.
Tub (tub), n. [OE. tubbe; of Dutch or Low German
origin ; cf. LG. tubbe, D. tobbe.^
1. An open wooden
vessel formed with staves, bottom, and hoops
a kind
of short cask, half barrel, or firkin, usually with but one
head,
used for various purposes.
2. The amount which a tub contains, as a measure of
quantity ; as, a tub of butter ; a tub of camphor, which is
:

deceased she for a little tried
without him liked it not, and died. Sir H. Woiton.
Alack, I am afraid they have awaked,
And 't is not done. The attempt, and not the deed.
Confounds us.
Shak.
Try (tri), V. i. 1. To exert strength to endeavor
to make an effort or an attempt ; as, you must try hard
if you wish to learn.
2. To do to fare ; as, how do you try f IPi-ov. Eng.'}
[Oii. or
screen, or sieve, for grain.
Try, n. 1.
Holland.
Prov. Eng.']
2. Act of trying ; attempt experiment ; trial.
This breaking of his has been but a try for his friends. Shak.
Try cock, a gauge cock. See under GAnoE.
Try, a. [Cf Thy, v. /.] Refined select ; excellent
" Sugar that is try."
choice.
Chaucer.
lObs.]
Try'gon (trl'gon), n. [L., a sting ray, from Gr.
rpvyuiv a kind of fish with a prickle in the tail.] {Zool.)
Any one of several species of large sting rays belonging
to Trygon and allied genera.
Trying, a. Adapted to try, or put to severe trial
severe ; alHictive as, a trying occasion or position.
Tryp'sin (trip'sin), n. [Gr. rpii/d? a rubbing, fr. rpijSetf to rub, grind.
So called because it causes proteid
matter to break up or to fall apart.] (Physiol.) A proteolytic ferment, or enzyme, present in the pancreatic
Unlike the pepsin of the gastric juice, it acts in a
juice.
neutral or alkaline fluid, and not only converts the albuminous matter of the food into soluble peptones, but also,
in part, into leucin and tyrosin.
.

TUBINARES

fill

"

II

Tubeworm.

(ta-bik'o-le), re.
A Spirorbis luci- pi. [L. tubus a
dus; 6 Operculum, tube -f- coZere to
B S. Siimpsonii ; inhabit.] (Zoo Operculum.
division
^^^
of annelids including those which

A

construct, and habitually live in,
tubes.
The head or anterior segments usually bear gills and cirri.
Called also Sedenlaria, and Capitibranchiala.
See Serpula, and

Sabella.
Tu-bic'O-lar

(Zool.)

(-ler), a.

Tubicolous.

TuTji-cole (tu'bi-kol), n.
ol.)

One

(Zo\

ef the Tubicolae.

Tu-bic'0-lous (tu-bik'o-lus), a.
[See TuBicoL^.] (Zool.) Inhabiting a tube as, tubicolous worms.
Tu'bl-corn (tii'bi-kSrn), n. [L.
tubits tube -f- comu horn
cf. P.
tubicorne.]
(Zool.) Any rumiOne of the Tubicola
nant having horns composed of a {AmphiU~ite onmiay
bony axis covered with a horny b Branchiae c Cirri:
sheath
a hollow-horned rumi- s Ventral Shields I
;

:

;

;

;

Tori.

nant.

Tu'bi-corn'ous (-kSm'iSs), a. Having hollow horns,
Tu'bi-Iorin (-fSrm), a. Having the form of a tube;
tubeform. " Tubiform cells."
Carpenter.
Tu'bi-na'res (tii'bT-na''rez), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. tubus
tube -|- nares the nostrils.] (Zool.) A tribe of sea birds
idea, SI

;

old,

dbey, drb,

odd

~

;

I

TUBING
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TULE

comprising the petrels, shearwaters, albatrosses, hagdous, and allied birds having tubular horny nostrils.
TulJ'ing (tub'Ing), n. 1. The act of making tubes.
a length or
2. A series of tubes tubes, collectively
piece of a tube material for tubes as, leather tubing.
Tu-bip'O-ra (tii-bTp'o-ra), n. [NL., from L. tabus

Tu'bU-U-cole' (tu'bft-lT-kol' or tii-bu'-), n. [L. /m6mfes little tube "l-cotoe to inhabit.] (Zool.) Any hydroid
which has tubular chitinous stems.
dentate.']
Tu'bu-li-den'tate (-den'tSt), a. [Tubule
(Zool.) Having teeth traversed by canals ;
said of cer-

Tysdagr. V244. See Deitt,
The third day of the week, folcf. Jovial.]
lowing Monday and preceding Wednesday.
Tu'et (tu'St), re. J,Zodl.) The lapwing. [Prov. Eng.]
Tu'la (tu'f a or too'f a), re. [It. tufo soft, sandy stone,
L. tofus, tophus. Cf. ToFUS, Toph, and Tophin.] (Min.)
(a) A soft or porous stone formed by depositions from

;

;

;

;

II

porus passage, pore.]
genus of halcyonoids
in which the skeleton, or coral
t\ibe -{IZo'dl.)

[Of. F. tubuliforme.1
Tu'bu-li-form' (-fSrm'), a.
of a small tube.
TuObU-li-pore' (-por'), n. (Zodl.) Any one of nu-

A

Having the form

merous

species of Bryozoa
belorging to Tubulipora and
allied genera, having tubular

(called organ-pipe coral), consists of a mass of parallel cylindrical tubes united at intervals
These
by transverse plates.
corals are usually red or purple
and form large masses. They
are natives of the tropical parts
of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
TuTji-pore (tu ' bl - por), n.
(Zool.) Any
[CI. F. tubipore.']
species of the genus Tubipora.
Tu'M-pO-rite (-p6-rit), n.
{Paleon.) Any fossil coral of

calcareous calicles,

TuTju
a.

''

.

Tubipora (r. masica).

composed wlioUy of tubulous florets ; as,
a tubulous compound flower.
Tubulous boiler, a steam boiler composed chiefly of
tubes containing water and surrounded by flame and hot
sometimes distinguished from tubular boiler.
gases ;
Tu'bU-lure (-liir), n. [Cf. F. tubulure.] (Chem.) A
short tubular opening at the top of a retort, or at the top
or side of a bottle ; a tubulation.
Tu-can' (too-kan'), re. (Zool.) The Mexican pocket
gopher (Geoinys 3Iexicanus). It resembles the common
pocket gopher of the Western United States, but is larger.
Called also tugnn, and tuza..
Tu'cet (tti'set), re. See Tucket, a steak. [06^.]
Tuch (tiich), re. [See Touchstone.] A dark-colored
kind of marble ; touchstone. \_Obs.~\ Sir J. Harrington.
ically (Bot.),

-

;

—

;

—

trunk or

low

tube, made

of

Tuck

iron plates riveted together, as

The gonoare

large hose, and a tuclc, as it was then called, or raSir W. Scott.
tremendous length.
[Cf. Tocsin.]
Tlie beat of a drum. iScot.]
t.
[imp.
p. p. Tucked (tiikt) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Tucking.]
[OE. tuH-en, LG. tukken to pull up,
tuck up, entice ; akin to OD. tocken to entice, G. zucken
to draw with a short and quick motion, and E. tug. See
Tug.] 1. To draw up ; to shorten ; to fold under ; to
press into a narrower compass ; as, to tuck the bedclothes
in ; to tuck up one's sleeves.
2. To make a tuck or tucks in ; as, to tuch a dress.
3. To inclose ; to put within ; to press into a close
place ; as, to tuck a child into a bed ; to tuck a book
under one's arm, or into a pocket.
4. [Perhaps originally, to strike, beat cf. F. ioquer
to touch. Cf. Tocsin.] To fuU, as cloth. [Prov. Eng.']
Tuck, V. i. To contract ; to draw together. [Obs.]
Tuck, re. 1. A horizontal sewed fold, such as is
made in a garment, to shorten it ; a plait.
2. A small net used for taking fish from a larger one
pier, of

Tuck, re.
Tuck, V.

space between
them.
[NL.]

(Zool.)

A

3. A pull; a lugging. [Obs.'] SeeTuG. Life of A.Wood.
4. (Naut.) The part of a vessel where the ends of the

at the bases of the
outer tentacles.
Tu'bu-la'rl-ae

[NL.]
See TuBULARiDA.
Tii/hn la'H
an
,,i"'"\" **""*"
(-la'ri-an), ra. (Zool.) Any hydroid
belonging to the
o,.l^/^».^a«
suborder rri,T^.,in^;
Tubulanda.

i^^idivisa).

hy-

droids usually form
tufts of delicate
tubes, and both

bread.]

Hydrauth with Cluaters of
Male Gonophores(ce'); b Stem
(Blastostyle) bearing

Internal Tube
m
Mouth; p ProbosciB;

specifically,

a
ClusterolGbnophores;
A-Cnitinous Sheath of
sta\k or Hydrocaulus ;
'

Tuck'er

;

Outer Tentacles

;

t'

IV,","^?^^!^^ f,^^;? '^-sss
'^

Ca™-?"^

^'Sores

Tuck'et

v.

To

t.

(-St),

re.

;

to weary

— usually with out.

;

[It. toccata

a prelude,

—

A

a collop. [Obs.]
Tnck'-net' (-net'), re. See Tuck,

gravy.]

;

of materials.

steak

Jer. Taylor.

;

(Ckem.) The act
of providing with a
the tubulation of a

(tu'biJ-la'shiJn), n.

making a tube, or

a tube or tubulure

;

as,

retort.

A

Tu'bU-la'ture (-la'tiir ; 135), «. (CAero.)' tubulure.
Tu'bule (tu'biil), n. [F. (ubule, or L. tubulus, dim.
of tubus a tube, a pipe.]
1.
small pipe or fistular
body a little tube.
2. {Anut.)
minute tube lined with glandular epithelium as, the uriniferous tubules of the kidney.
Tu'bn-U-bran'cM-an (tu'bii-lt-brSn'ki-on), n. (Zool.) One of tlie Tubulibranchiata.
Tu'bu-U-bran'chl-a'ta (-brSn'kT-a'ti), n. pi. [NL.,
from L. tubulus a little tube
branchia a gill.] (Zool.)
group of gastropod raoUusks having a tubular shell.

A

;

A

;

II

+

A

Vermetus

is

an example.

use,

unite,

n?de,

fijill,

iip,

firn

;

pity

2.

re.,

Tu'cum (tu'kum), re. [So called by the Indians of
Brazil.]
A fine, strong fiber obtained from tlie young
leaves of a Brazilian palm (Aslrocaryum vulgare), used
for cordage, bowstrings, etc. ; also, tlie plant yielding
Called also tecum, and tecum fiber.
this fiber.
Brazilian palm
Tu-CU'ma (tii-ku'ma), re. (Bot.)
(Aslrocaryum Tucuma) which furnislies an edible fruit.
or
pertaining
to
a royal line
Tu'dor (tii'der), a. Of
of England, descended from Owen Tudor of Wales, who
married the widowed queen of Henry V. The first reignthe last, Elizabeth.
ing Tudor was Henry VII.

A

II

also,

toccare to

II

Tubulated bottle or retort (Chem.), a bottle or retort

;

The

;

;

Tudor style (Arch.), the latest development of Gothic
arcliitecture in England, under tlie Tudors, characterized
by flat four-centered arches, shallow moldings, and a profusion of paneling on the walls.
(Zool.) The parson bird.
(Arch.) See To-FALl. [Eng.'\
re.
See TuviiKE.
pair of blacksmith's tongs.
Tues'day (tuz'dS ; 48), re. [OE. Tewesday, AS. Ti>i>es
akin to OHG.
dasg the day of Tiw the god of war
Zi'o- Icel. lyr, L. iTrepiter, Gr. ZeiJi; cf. OHG. Ziostac

Tu'e

(tii'e), re.

Tue'fall (tu'fal), re.
Tue'-l'ron (-i'um),
Tue'-l'rons, re. pi.

A

;

food, t^ot

;

out, oil

;

obalr

;

go

;

slnK, ink

tufted crowtoe,

and pale jessamine.

Milton.

I'ope.
Tufted trees and springing corn.
Tufted duck (Zool.), the ring-necked duck. [Local, U. S.]
hanger-on to noblemen,
Tuf t'hunt'er (-hunt'er), re.
or persons of quality, especially in English universities
a toady. See 1st Tuft, 3. [Cant, Eng.]
Halliwell.
Tuft'hunt'ing, re. The practice of seeking after, and
hanging on, noblemen, or persons of quality, especially
In English universities.
[Cant, Eng.]

A

Tuft'y

(-y), a.

1.

Abounding with

Both in the tufty

tufts.

and in the mossy

frith

fell.

Drayton.

Growing in tufts or clusters.
Where tufty daisies nod at every gale. W. Browne.
Tug (tiig), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Tugged (tugd) p. pr.
& vb. re. Tugging.] [OE. toggen ; akin to OD. tocken
2.

;

to entice, G. zucken to jerk, draw, Icel. toga to draw,
AS. tedn, p. p. togen, to draw, G. Ziehen, OHG. ziohan,
Goth, tiuhan, L. ducere to lead, draw. Cf. Duke, Team,
Tie, v. t., Touch, Tow, v. t., Tuck to press in. Toy a
plaything.]
1. To pull or draw with great effort ; to
drag along with continued exertion to haul along ; to
tow ; as, to tug a loaded cart ; to tug a ship into port.
There sweat, there strain, tuff the laborious oar. Roscommon.
2. To pull ; to pluck.
[Obs.]
;

To

Tug,
labor

;

2.

ease the pain,

Hudibras.
His tugged ears suffered with a strain.
to strain in
1. To pull with great effort
tug at the oar ; to tug against the stream.

V. i.
as, to

He
To

;

labor

to strive

;

;

down

they came.
to struggle.

tugged, he shook,

till

Milton,

England now is left
To tug and scanible and to part by the teeth

The unowed interest of proud-swelling state.
Shak,
pull with the utmost effort, as in the
Tug, re. 1.
athletic contest called tug of war ; a supreme effort.
At the tug he falls,
Vast ruins come along, rent from the smoking walls. Diyden.
sort of vehicle, used for conveying timber and
2.

A

A

heavy

articles.

[Prov. Eng.]

Halliwell.

A

3. (Ifaut.)
small, powerful steamboat used to tow
vessels
called also steam tug, tugboat, and towboat.
4.
trace, or drawing strap, of a harness.
5. (Slining) An iron hook of a hoisting tub, to which
;

—

A

a tackle

is affixed.

Tug iron, an iron hook or button to which a tug or trace
be attached, as on the shaft of a wagon.
Tu-gan' (too-gan'), re. (Zool.) Same as Tucan.
Tug'boat' (tiJg'bof), re. See Tug, re., 3.

may

Tug'ger

Let the trumpets sound

having a stoppered opening for the introduction or re-

Tu'bu-la'tion

fr.

Shak.
The tucket sonance and the note to mount.
Tuck'et, re. [Cf. It. tocchetto a ragout of fish, meat,
fr. tocco a bit, morsel, LL. tucettim, tuccefum, a thick

(Zodl.) An
extensive division of Hydroidea ; the tubularians ;
called also Athecata, Gymnoblasiea, and Tubularise.
Tu'bU-late (tu'bu-lat), a. [L. tubulatus. See Tubular.] Tubular ; tubulated ; tubulous.
Tu'bU-la'ted (-la'ted), a. Made in the form of a small
tube provided with a tube, or elongated opening.

[NL.]

tire

See Toccata, Touch.] A slight flourish on a
trumpet; a fanfare. [Obs.]
Tucket sonance, the sound of the tucket. [Obs.l

(Zodl.) Of or pertaining to the

Tu'bU-lar'1-da (-ISr'I-da), n. pi.

tube

&

touch.

tubularians.

of shaping or

—

[Colloq. U. S.]

See Ulust. under Gonosome, and Gtmnoblastea.

moval

1. One who, or that which, tucks
re.
an instrument with which tucks are made.

(-er),

A

of the species
become free jellyfishes ; those of other species remain
permanently attached as medusoid buds or sporosacs.

Tu'bu-la'rl-an, a.

curious vegetable production of the

A narrow piece

Tuck'er,

;

many

A

of linen or the like, folded across
the breast, or attached to the gown at the neck, forming
a part of a woman's dress in the 17th century and later.
[Prov. Eng.]
fuller.
3. [See Tuck, v. t., 4.]
2.

eonophores and hy- °P!^°/afi„^4Ss''of the same Species,
dranths are naked, ^jth their Hydrocauli adhering together
The gonophores of at It' r Hydrorhiza.

II

(Bot.)

Southern Atlantic United States, growing under ground
and often attaining immense size. The
unknown. Called also Indian bread, and

like a truffle
real nature is
Indian loaf.

I

II^^These

;

;

;

Tubularia

—

water, usually calcareous
called also calcareous tufa.
(b) A friable volcanic rock or conglomerate, formed of
consolidated cinders, or scoria.
Tu-Ia'ceous (tiS-fa'shiis), a. [Cf. It. tufaceo, L. tofticeus,tofaeius.
See Tufa.] (ilfire.) Pertaining to tufa;
consisting of, or resembling, tufa.
Tuff (tiif), re. (Min.) Same as Tufa.
Tuf-foon' (tuf-foon'), re. See Typhoon. [R.]
Tuft (tuft), re. [Prov. E. tuff, F. louffe ; of German
origin ; cf. G. zopf a, weft of hair, pigtail, top of a tree.
See Top summit.] 1. A collection of small, flexible, or
soft things in a knot or bunch ; a waving or bending and
spreading cluster ; as, a tuft of flowers or feathers.
2. A cluster ; a clump ; as, a tuft of plants.
Milton.
Under a tvft of shade.
Kebte,
Green lake, and cedar tuft, and spicy glade.
3. A nobleman, or person of quality, especially in the
English universities ;
so called from the tuft, or gold
tassel, on the cap worn by them.
[Cant, Eng.]
Several young tti/ts, and others of the faster men. T. Hughes.
vb. n.
Tuft, V. t. [imp. <ij p. p. Tufted ; p. pr.
Tufting.] 1. To separate into tufts.
Thomson.
2. To adorn with tufts or with a tuft.
Tuft, V. i. To grow in, or form, a tuft or tufts.
Tuf-taf'f e-ta (tiif-tSff e-ta), re. A silk fabric formerly
in use, having a nap or pile.
[Written also tuft-taffeta.]
Tuft'ed (taft'Sd), a. 1. Adorned with a tuft ; as, the
tufted duck.
2. Growing in tufts or clusters ; tufty.

bottom planks meet imder the stern.
[Slang]
T. Hughes.
5. Food pastry sweetmeats.
[North American Indian,
Tuck'a-hoe (-a-ho), re.

II

Icel.

Day, and

— called also tuclc-net.

small,

pi.

&

&

:

and form clusters

(-J), n.

See Stock.] A
Shah.

;

He wore

Lawrence, at

der, usually simple,

stems.

stocco ; both of

It.

.

bridge over the

genus of hydroids
having large, naked, flowerlike hydranths at the summits of long, slen-

phores

cf

the V ictoria

—

Tu'l)U-la'rl-a (tu'bu-la'rt-a), n.

[F. estoc ;

re.

origin, and akin to E. stock.
narrow sword a rapier. [06i.]

long,

St.

Britannia Tubular Brid

(tuk),

German

Montreal, Canada, and the Britannia bridge
over the Menai
Straits.
Tubular
girder, a plate
girder having
two or more vertical webs with a

II

Tu'bu-1
[Cf

BULE.J ^. xb^oi:;uiviiug, \ji lu 1Aj?'9 =
^JQJtJnWt
the form of, a tube ; longitu- VjAl,
i^^^S^
^ A.*!ft4/
dinally hollow ; specifically ^"^ (Bot.), having a hollow cylindrical corolla, often expanded Tubulipore CTubulipora
ser2>e7is).
or toothed at the border ; as,
a tubulose flower.
2. Containing, or consisting of, small tubes ; specif-

the genus Syy-ingopora consisting of a cluster of upright
tubes united together by small transverse tubules.
Tuti-valve (-valv), re. [See Tube, Valve.] (Zool.)
A shell or tube formed by an annelid, as a serpula.
Tub'man (tiib'man), n. ; pi. Tubmen (-men). (Eng.
Law.) One of the two most experienced barristers in the
Court of Exchequer. Cf. Postman, 2.
Tu'bu-lar (tu'blS-ler), a. [L. tubulus, dim. of tubus a
tube, or pipe. See Tube.] Having the form of a tube, or
pipe consisting of a pipe fistular as, a tubular snout
a tubular calyx. Also, containing, or provided with, tubes.
Tubular boiler. See imder Boiler.
Tubular breathing
(Med,), a variety of resi^iratory sound, heard on auscultation over the lungs in certain cases of disease, resemthe
air
passing
bling that produced by
through the
trachea. — Tubular bridge, a bridge in the form of a hol;

—+

tain edentates.

Tuesday, G. Dienslag,

(-ger),

Tug'ging-ly

re.

One who

(-ging-ly), adv.

tugs.

In a tugging manner

witli laborious pulling.
Tuille (twTl), re. [Cf. F. tuile

a tile.] In plate arSee
mor, a suspended plate in front of the thigh.
Illust. of Tasses.

Tu-i'tlon (tfi-Tsh'ijn), re. [L. tiiitio protection, guarding, from tueri, p. p. tuitus, to see, watch, protect : cf.
F. tuition. Cf. Tutor.] 1. Superintending care over a
young person ; the particular watch and care of a tutor
or guardian over his pupil or ward guardianship.
2. Especially, the act, art, or business of teaching ; instruction ; as, ciiildren are sent to school for tuition; his
tuition was thorough.
3. The money paid for instruction ; the price or payment for instruction.
Tu-i'tlon-a-ry (-fi-ry), a. Of or pertaining to tuition.
Tu'kO-tU-ko (toa'ko-too-ki3), re. [From the native
;

name.]
(Zool.) A burrowing South American rodent
(Ctenomys Brazil iensi.':). It 1ms small eyes and ears and
a short tail. It resembles tlie pocket gopher in size,
form, and liabits, but is more nearly allied to the porcupines.
[Written also tucn-tuco.]
Tu'la met'al (tu'liV mWal or -'1). An alloy of silver,
copper, and lead made at Tula in Russia. [Written also
toola,

metal.]

Tu'le (too'le), n.
[MexJ (Bot.) A largo bulrush
(Scirpus lacu.ttris, and S. Tatora) growing abundantly
on overflowed land in California and elsewliero.
;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zli

=z

in azure.
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TUNE

piece attached to, or forming part
3. (Firearms)
the hammer of a gunlock, upon which the mainspring
acts and in which are the notches for the sear point to
enter.
drinking glass, without a foot or stem ;
4.
so
called because originally it had a pointed or convex base,
and could not be set down with any liquor in it, thus
compelling the drinker to finish his measure.
variety of the domestic pigeon remark5. (Zool. )
able for its habit of tumbling, or turning somersaults,

great noise, uproar, and confusion of voices ; burly-burly;
noisy confusion.
What meaneth the noise of this tumult t 1 Sam. iv. 14.
Till in loud tumult all the Greeks arose.
Pope.
2. Violent commotion or agitation, with confusion ol
sounds ; as, the tumult of the elements.
Addison,
3. Irregular or confused motion ; agitation ; high excitement ; as, the tumult of the spirits or passions.
Syn.
Uproar; ferment; disturbance; turbulence;
disorder ; confusion ; noise ; bluster ; hubbub ; bustle

TULIP

N

Ta'llp (tu'lTp), n. [F. tulipe,
lipano, tulipa, from Turk.
iulbend, dulbend, literally,
a turban, Per. dulband ;
BO called from the resemblance of the form of this
flower to a turban. See Tubban.] (Bot.) Any plant of
the liliaceous genus Tulipa.
Many varieties are cultivated for their beautiful,
often variegated flowers.
(a)
large
Tulip tree,
American tree bearing tuliplike flowers.
See LikioDENDRON. (6) A West Indian malvaceous tree {Pari'
Hum, or Hibiscus, liliaceum).

OF. also tulipan,

It. tu-

—

—

A

A

during

its flight.

They were formerly used

game.
7.

A kind of cart

Tum'bler-fnl (tum'bler-ful), n. ; pi. Tumblerfuls
As much as a tumbler will hold enough to fill

(-fulz).

prick-eared;

;

— said

of certain dogs.

Tu'Up-lst, n. A person who is especially devoted to
the cultivation of tulips.
Sir T. Browne.
Tn'lip-0-ma'ni-a (-o-ma'nT-a), n. \Tulip -f- 'm.ania.'\
violent passion for the acquisition or cultivation of
tulips ;
a word said by Eeckman to have been coined

—

(tQm'b'l-wed'), n.

Amarantus

albus, etc.
(-bling), a.

Tum'bllng

(-brgl),

In Holland, in the first half of the 17th century,
the cultivation of tulips became a mania. It began about
the year 1634, and, like a violent epidemic, seized upon
all classes of the community, leadnig to disasters and
misery such as the records of commerce or of bankruptcies can scarcely parallel. In 1636, tulip marts had been

Tum'brU

(-brll),

(tu'lTp-shgl'),

n.

(Zo'ol.)

A

large,

& vb.

n.

,

TumTirel

established in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Haarlem, Leyden,
and various other towns, where tulip bulbs were sold and
resold in the same manner as stocks are on the Stock
Exchange of London.
Baird.
Tu'lip-o-ma'ni-ac (-Sk), n. One who is affected with
tulipomania.

plant

from Tumble, v.
Tumbling barrel. Same as Rumele, ?!. 4. — Tumbling bay,
an overfall, or weir, in a canal.

by Menage.

^W

Any

(Bot.)

which habitually breaks away from its roots in the autumn, and is driven by the wind, as a light, rolling mass,
over the fields and prairies ; as witch grass, wild indigo,

;

&

(tu'me-fi), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Tumefied
vb. n. Tcmepying.]
[F. tumefier, fr. L.
tumere to swell -|- -ficare (in comp.) to make; cf. L. tumefacere to tumefy. See Tumid," and -fy.] To swell
to cause to swell, or puff up.

Tu'me-fy

handsomely colored, marine univalve

(-fid)

shell {Faseiolaria tulipa) native of the
Southern United States. The name is
sometimes applied also to other species

of Fusciolaria.

;

&

p. pr.

Tu'lip-wood' (-wood'), n. The beaustriped wood of a
Brazilian tree (Physocalymna floribunda), much used by cabinetmakers for

To

swell, tumefy, stiffen, not the diction only, but the tenor
J5e Quincey.

of the thought.

inlaying.

v. i.
To rise in a tumor ; to swell.
(-mid), a.
[L. tumidus, fr. tumere to swell
cf. Skr. tumra strong, fat.
Cf. Thumb.]
1. Swelled,
enlarged, or distended ; as, a tumid leg ; tumid flesh.
2. Rising above the level ; protuberant.

Tu'me-fy,

Queensland tnllpwood, the variegated

(Harpulliavendula).

Tull

Smith

(tul), V.

To

t.

allure

;

3. Swelling in sound or sense ;
flated ; bombastic ; falsely sublime
expression ; a tumid style.

[06s.]

to tole.

tull.

—

;

Tu-mid'i-ty (tfi-mid'i-ty), n.
Tulip-shell.

kind of silk lace or light netting, used for veils, etc.
Tul'11-an (tiil'li-an), a. [L. Tullianus, from Tullius,
the name of a Roman gens.]
Belonging to, or in the
style of, Tully (Marcus Tullius Cicero).
Tul'li-bee (tul'lT-be), n. (Zool.) A whitefish (Coregonus tullibee) found in the Great Lakes of North Amer;

— called also mongrel whitefish.

&

(tiim'b'l), v. i.
{imp.
p. p. Titmblbd
vb. n. Tumblino (-blTng).]
p. pr.
[OE. tum-

&

(-b'ld) ;
blen, AS.

tumbian to turn heels over head, to dance violently
akin to D. iuimelen to fall, Sw. tumla, Dan.
iumle, Icel. tumba ; and cf. G. taumeln to reel, to stagger.]
1. To roll over, or to and fro to throw one's self
about as, a person in pain tumbles and tosses.
2. To roll down to fall suddenly and violently ; to be
precipitated as, to tumble from a scaffold.
;

;

;

;

;

He who

from a tower surely has a greater blow than
from a molehill.
South.
3. To play tricks by various movements and contortions of the body to perform the feats of an acrobat.

he who

tumbles

slides

;

Howe.
To tumble home (.Naut.\ to incline inward, as the sides
of a vessel, above the bends or extreme breadth
used
;

esp. in the phrase tumbling

Tum'ble,

Milton.

[Obs.'\

Milton.

(-t-rf

;

;

[L. tumultuarius!

135), a.

;

"A temutoffir'?/ conflict."
Eikon Basilike.
A tumultuary attack of the Celtic peasantry. Macaulay.

ous.

Sudden
2. Restless

De

flight or iitmultuary skirmish.

Quincey.

agitated ; unquiet.
who live without religion live always in a tumultuary

Men
and

;

Atterbury,

reetless state.

[L. tumultuatus, p. p. of
Tu-mul'tU-ate (-at), v. i.
tumultuari to make a tumult.]
To make a tumult.
" He will murmur and tumultuate."
[Obs."]
South.
[L. tumultuatio.^
Tu-mul'tU-a'tlon (-a'shtin), n.
Irregular or disorderly movement commotion as, the
tumultuation of the parts of a fluid. [Obs.]
Boyle.
Tu-mul'tU-OUB (tii-mul'tii-iis), a. [L. tumultuosus :
cf. F. tumultueux.']
characterized
X. Full of tumult
by tumult disorderly turbulent.
The flight became wild and tumultuous. Macaulay.
2. Conducted with disorder
noisy confused boisterous disorderly as, a tumultuous assembly or meeting.
3. Agitated, as with conflicting passions disturbed.
His dire attempt, which, nigh the birth
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

v.

1.

t.

home.

Cf.

To turn over

;

—

Wall-sided.
to turn or throw

about, as for examination or search ; to roll or move in a
rough, coarse, or unceremonious manner ; to throw dovm
or headlong ; to precipitate ;
sometimes with over,
about, etc. ; as, to tumble books or papers.
2. To disturb ; to rumple ; as, to turrtble a bed.
Tum'ble, n. Act of tumbling, or rolling over ; a fall.

—

TumOlle-lJUg'

(-b>ig'), n.

Tum'ble-down'

See Tumbledcno.

(-doun'), a.

Ready

to fall ; dilapidated; ruinous; as, a, tumble-down house. {Colloq.'\
TumTile-dung' (-diiug'), n, {Zool.) Any one of numerous species of scaraboid beetles belonging to
Scarabseus, Copris, Phanssus, and allied genera.
The female lays her eggs
in a globular mass of dung

which she rolls by means
of her hind legs to a burrow excavated in the earth
ic which she buries it.

tui'gid

;

;

puffy

as,

in-

;

a tumid

The

Tum'mals

(tum'iaalz), n.

(Mining)

A great quantity
Weale.

or heap.

Tu'mor

[L., fr. tumere to swell cf. F.
morbid swelling,
iumeur.
1. (Med.)
See Tumid.]
prominence, or growth, on any part of the body ; espedeposition
of new tissue
cially, a growth produced by

(tu'mer), n.

:

A

a neoplasm.

;

bulent
less

be a flippant, than, by a revolting form of
tumor and perplexity, to lead men into habits of intellect such
Better, however, to

from the modern vice of English

Encysted tumor, a

tumor which

is

style.

De

Quincey.

mem-

inclosed in a

brane called a cyst, connected with the surrounding parts
by the neighboring cellular substance. —Fatty tumor. See
under Fatty. — Innocent tumor, or Benign tumor, one
which does not of itself threaten life, and does not usually tend to recur after extirpation. —Malignant tumor,
a tumor which tends continually to spread, to become
generalized in different parts of the body, and to recur
after extirpation, and which, if left to itself, causes death.
Tu'mored (tii'merd), a. Distended; swelled. [iJ.]
" His tumored breast."
-R- Junius.
Tu'mor-OUS (tii'mer-ils), a. [L. iumorosus inflated.]
Sir H. Wotton.
1. Swelling
protuberant. [iJ.]
B. Jonson.
2. Inflated ; bombastic.
[iJ.]
(tiimp), n.
[W. twmp, twm, a round mass or
Ainsworth.
heap, a hiUock.]
little hillock ; a knoU.
p. p. Tumped (tumt 215) p.
Tump, V. t. [imp.
pr.
1. To form a mass of earth or
vb. n. Tumping.]
a hillock about ; as, to tump teasel.
2. To draw or drag, as a deer or other animal after it
Bartlett.
has been killed. [Local, U. S.]
strap placed across a man's
Tump'line' (-lln'), n.
forehead to assist him in carrying a pack on his back.
Bartlett.
[Local, U. 5.]
dish made in the West
Tum'-tum' (tvim'tiim'), n.
Indies by beating boiled plantain quite soft in a wooden
;

Tump

A

&

&

;

;

A

A

mortar.

Tu'mu-lar (tu'mii-ler), a. [L. tumulus a mound cf.
Consisting in a heap
See Tumulus.]
F. tumulaire.
Pinherton.
formed or being in a heap or hiUock.
Tu'mu-late (-lat), v. t. [L. tumulatus, p. p. of tumulare to tumulate. See Tumulus.] To cover, as a corpse,
:

mound

or

tomb

;

to bury.

A

am, arm, ask,

Tu'mu-lOUS
mulus a mound.]

[Ofts.]

[L. tumulosus, fr. tu-

Full of small hills or

mounds

;

hilly

Bailey.
Tu'mult (tu'mult), re. [L. tumultus ; probably akin
to
tumere
L.
perhaps
to
and
to Skr. tumula noise, noisy,

tumulose.

[iJ.]

1. The commotion
sweU, E. tumid: cf. F. tumulte.']
or agitation of a multitude, usually accompanied with

final,

^il ^

eve,

event,

find,

;

violent ;
riotous ; seditious.
;

II

Tu'mu-lUS

Tumuli

(tu'mii-lus), n. ; pi.

(-li).

re.

[L.,

a mound, a sepulchral mound, probably from tumere to
swell.
Cf. Tumid.] An artificial hillock, especially one
raised over a grave, particularly over the graves of persons buried in ancient times a barrow.
Tun (tiin), re. [AS. tunne. See Ton a weight.] 1. A
large cask ; an oblong vessel bulging in the middle, like
a pipe or puncheon, and girt with hoops ; a wine cask.
2. (Brewing) A fermenting vat.
3. A certain measure for liquids, as for wine, equal to
two pipes, four hogsheads, or 252 gallons. In different
countries, the tun differs in quantity.
4. (Com.) A weight of 2,240 pounds.
See Ton. [JK.]
Shak,
5. An indefinite large quantity.

A tun of man in thy large bulk is writ.

fern,

recent

;

ice,

A

6.

drunkard;

— so

Any

7. (Zool.)

genera

;

Dryden.

called humorously, or in con-

Dryden.
belonging to Dolium and sillied

tempt.
shell

— called also tun-shell.

[imp. & p. p. Tunned
(tiind)
vb. n. Tunning.]
p. pr.
To put into tuns, or casks. Boyle.

Tun,

V.

i.

&

;

Tu'na
Tu'na,
(a)

n.

See Prickly pear,
|

[Cf.

Tunny.]

(6) The
(tiin'a-b'l), a.

ol being tuned, or

ous

(Zool.)
bonito, 2.

The tunny.

Tun'a-ble

The

(Bot.)

(tu'na), n.

Opuntia Tuna.
under Prickly.

I

Capable

made harmoni-

hence, harmonious ; musical

;

tuneful.

—

Tun'a-ble-ness,
Tun'a-bly, adv.

And

re.

—

tunable as sylvan pipe or song.
Milton.

Tun-shell (.Dolium
perdix).

Tun'-beVlled (tiin'bSl'lid), a.
Having a large, protuberant belly, or one shaped

like

si

tun; pot-bellied.

A

tunnel. [Obs.]
Tun'-dish' (-dish/), n.
Shak.
Tun'dra (-dra), re. [Russ., from a native name.]
rolling, marshy, mossy plain of Northern Siberia.
(tiin), n.
sound &
[A variant of tone.'] 1.

A

II

A

Tune

;

note; atone. "The teree of your voices."
Shak.
2. (Mus.) (a) A rhythmical, melodious, symmetrical
series of tones for one voice or instrument, or for any
number of voices or instruments in unison, or two or
more such series forming parts in harmony ; a melody ;
an air; as, a merry tune; a mournful tune; a slow
tun,e ; a psalm tune.
See AiK. (b) The state of giving
the proper sound or sounds ; just intonation ; harmonious accordance ; pitch of the voice or an instrument
adjustment of the parts of an instrument so as to harmonize with itself or with others ; as, the piano, or the
organ, is not in tune.
Like sweet

;

(tii'mu-liis), a.

as,

;

— Tu-mul'tu-ousjly, adv. — Tu-mul'tu-ous-ness,

2. Affected pomp ; bombast ; swelling words or expressions ; false magiiificence or subUmity. [i5.]

as result

MUton.
a tumultuous speech.
confused; tur; irregular; noisy;
agitated ; disturbed ; boisterous ; law-

violent

;

Syn. — Disorderly

;

quality or state of

WHkins.
Tu'mu-late, v. i. To swell. [Obs.1
Bailey.
Tu'mu-lose' (-los'), a. Tumulous. [iJ.]
state of
or
quality
The
n.
(-los'i-tj'),
Tu'mu-lOS'1-ty
Bailey.
being tumulous hilliness. [JJ.]

rious motions of the body j
an acrobat,
2.
movable obstruc- Tumbledung (Phameua carta_
fex).
tion in a lock, consisting
of a lever, latch, wheel, slide, or the like, which must be
adjusted to a particular position by a key or other means
before the bolt can be thrown in locking or unlocking.

senate, care,

pompous
;

being tumid.

with a

Tum'bler (-bier), n.
1. One who tumbles
cue who plays tricks by va-

ale,

Now rolling, boils in his tumultuous breast.

4. Turbulent

Milton.

hills.

— Tu'mld-ly, adv. — Tu'mid-ness, n.

Chaucer.

[F.
Tulle (tul), n.
so called
from the town of Tulle, in France.] A

TnmlJle

to the fear of a revolt.

ii>

F. tumuUuaire.'] 1. Attended by, or producing, a
disorderly promiscuous ; confused ; tumultu-

tumult

.

So high as heaved the tumid

Econ. Plants).
[OB. tullen.
See

{Diet.

With empty hands men may no hawkes

ica

Tu-mul'tU-a-ry
cf.

Tu'mid

wood of an Austrahan sapindaceous tree

ToLE.]

to be

;

;

tiful rose-colored

J.

To make a tumult

i.

tumultuary.

;

Teutonic origin.
the punishment of scolds,
2. A rough cart.
Tusser. Taller.
3. (Mil.) A cart or carriage with two wheels, which
accompanies troops or artillery, to convey the tools of
pioneers, cartridges, and the like.
4. A kind of basket or cage of osiers, willows, or the
like, to hold hay and other food for sheep.
{Eng.^
Tu'me-fac'tlon (tu'me-fak'shun), n. [Cf. F. tumeThe act or process of tumefying, swelling, or
faction.']
rising into a tumor ; a tumor
Arbulhnot.
a swelling.

(tu'mvilt), V.

Tu-mul'tU-a-ri-ly (tii-miil'tfi-a-ri-l^), adv. In a tumultuary manner.
Tu-mul'tu-a-rl-ness, n. The quality or state of being

n.

fr.

riot.

;

Tu'mult-er (-er), n. A maker of tumults.
He severely punished the tumulters.

[OF. tomberel, F. tombereau,
tomber to fall, to tumble of
(
Cf. Tumble.]
1. A cucking stool for
)

brawl

Tu'mult

;

Tum'ble-weed'

Tulip.

Tu'lip-eared' (-erd'), a.
Having erect, pointed ears

;

great commotion.
[Ofci.]
Importuning and tumulting even

a tumbler.

(Zo'dl.)

Tu'llp-shell'

pursuing

in hunting rabbits.
\_Prov. Eng.
Scot.l

&

a tumbrel.

;

—

stir

A breed of dogs that tumble when

6. (Zool.)

A

A

A

of,

3.

Order

;

bells jangled,

out of tune and harsh.

harmony concord
;

;

fit

Shak.

disposition, temJ^e^,

humor right mood.
A child will learn three times as much when he is in tune, aswhen he ... is dragged unwillingly to [his task].
Zoeke.
Tune, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Totted (tund) p. pr. &
or

;

;

Tuning.] 1. To put into a state adapted to produce the proper sounds to harmoni.je to cause to be in
vb. n.

;

;

idea, Bl

;

old,

fibey,

drb,

ddd

TURBINATION

TUNE

1551

to correct the tone of ; as, to (une a piano or a
" Tmie your harps."
Dryden.
give tone to ; to attune ; to adapt in style of
harmonious.
music ; to make
Milton.
For now to sorrow must I tune my song.
3. To siug with melody or harmony.
Fountains, find ye, that warble, as ye flow.
3Iilion.
Melodious murmurs, warbhng tune his praise.
Shak.
4. To put into a proper state or disposition.

cellulose a substance present in the mantle, or tunic,
of the Tunicates, which resembles, or is identical with,
the cellulose of the vegetable kingdom.
Tu'nl-cle (tu'ni-k'l), n. [L. tunicula a little tunic,
coat, or membrane, dim. of tunica a tunic cf. OF. tunislight natural covering ; an integument.
1.
cle.J
The tunicles that make the ball or apple of the eye. Holland.

tune

Tu'ni-cate (tu'ni-kat), ».
Tu'nl-Cin (tii'ni-sTn), n.

;

tiolin.

To

2.

1. To form one sound
(tun), V. i.
form accordant musical sounds.

Tune
to

:

A

2. (R. C. Ch.) A short, close-fitting vestment worn by
bishops under the dalmatic, and by subdeacons.

to another

Tun'ing

Whilst

The
2.

To

tmiiiig to the water's fall,
small birds sang to her,

utter inarticulate

Tune'ful

(-ful))

tone/M? note's.

ful-ly,

;

;

—

— Tune'lul-ness, n.

arfi).

have I led thy sportive choir,
timeless pipe, beside the nmrniuring Loire

Goldsmith.

I

;

—

;

is

to tune musical instruments.

Tun'-great' (tun'graf),

Having the circumfer-

a-

ence of a tun. [OJs.]
Chaucer.
Tung'state(tung'stat),ra. [Ci.'E.tungstate.'] (,Chem.)
A salt of tungstic acid ; a vvolframate.
Tung'sten (-stSn), ». [Sw. tungsten (cf. Dan. tungsteen, G. tungstein) ; tung heavy (akin to Dan. tttng, Icel.
pungr) -\- sten stone. See Stone.] 1. (Chem.) A rare
element of the chromium group found in certain minerals, as wolfram and scheelite, and isolated as a heavy
steel-gray metal which is very hard and infusible.
It
When alloyed in
has both acid and basic properties.
email quantities with steel, it greatly increases its hardness.
Symbol
(Wolframium). Atomic weight, 183.6.

;

Tlie

A

lObs.']

Timnel head (Metal.), the top of a smelting furnace

Of or pertaining to
tungstenic ores, [i?.]
Of or pertaining to
tungsten ; derived from, or resembling, tungsten ; wolframic ; as, tungstic oxide.
Tungstic acid, an acid of tungsten, H2WO4, analogous
to sulphuric and chromic acids.
Tung'stite (-stit), n. (3fin. ) The oxide of tungsten,
B yellow mineral occurring in a pulverulent form. It is
often associated with wolfram.
group
Tun-gUS'eS (toon-goos'Sz), n. pi. (Ethnol.)
of roving Turanian tribes occupying Eastern Siberia and
the Amoor valley. They resemble the Mongols. [Written also Tungooses.']
Tun-gUS'iC (-ik), a. Of or pertaining to the Tunguses
as, the Tungiisic dialects.
Tun'hOOl' (tiin'hoof), n. [Cf. Alehoof.] (Bot.)
Ground ivy ^lehoof.
Tu'nic (tu'nik), n. [L. tunica: cf. F. tunigue.'\
1. (Horn. Antiq. ) An under-garment worn by the ancient Romans of both sexes.
It was made with or without sleeves, reached to or below the knees, and was confined at the waist by a girdle.
2. Any similar garment worn by ancient or Oriental
peoples
also, a common name for various styles of
Tung-Sten'lc (tQng-sten'Ik),
;

containing tungsten

Tung'Stlc

(-stik), a.

where the materials are put in. — Tunnel kiln, a limekiln
which coal is burned, as distinguished from a flame
kiln, in which wood or peat is used. — Tunnel net, a net
with a wide mouth at one end and narrow at the other. —
Timnel pit, Tunnel shaft, a pit or shaft sunk from the top
of the ground to the level of a tunnel, for drawing up the
earth and stones, for ventilation, lighting, and the like.
Tun'nel, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Tunneled (-nSld) or
Tunnelled p. pr. & vb. n. Tunneling or Tunnelling.]
1. To form into a tunnel, or funnel, or to form like a
tunnel as, to tunnel fibrous plants into nests. Derham.

a.

as,

;

in

(C/ietn.)

;

A

;

2.
3.

under

in

especially

—

A

II

A

animal kingdom, intermediate,
in some respects, between the
invertebrates

the latter.
classed

(Bot.) A North American
(Nyssa multiflora) of the Dogwood family, having
acid
red berries. The wood
brilliant, glossy foliage and
Called also
is crossgrained and very difficult to split.
black gum, sour gum, and pepperidge.
Large tupelo, or Tupelo gum (Bot.), an American tree
Sour
(Nyssa uniflora) with softer wood than the tupelo.
tnpelo (Bot.), the Ogeechee lime.

and vertebrates,
united with

acephalous

mol-

The body is usually covered with a firm external tunic,
consisting in part of cellulose,
and having two openings, one
for the entrance and one for
the exit of water. The pharynx
is usually dilated in the form
of a sac, pierced by several series
of ciliated slits, and serves as a
lusks.

gill.

8^°" Most of the species when
mature are firmly attaclied to
substances, but have
free-swimming larvae which are
foreign

—

Tup'man
II

One of the Tunicata.

^ _B Two

Views

different

of Cioita ociilata. e Excurrent Opening
i Incurrent Orifice or Mouth;
Ganglion; b Branchia;
;

c

m

;

;

remarkable

pitj^

Turtan-top' (tflrOjan-tSp'), n. (Bot.) A kind of
fungus with an irregularly wrinkled, somewhat globular
pileus (Helvella, or Gyromitra, esculenta).
[LL.
Tur'ba-ry (-ba-ry), n. ; pi. Turbaries (-riz).
turbaria a place for digging peat, from turba peat. See
on
another
of
digging
turf
Turf.] (Eng. Law) A right
man's land also, the ground where turf is dug.
Tur'tiel-la'ri-a(tfir'bgl-la'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,dim. fr,
L. turbo a whirlm _ e n e'
d
;

II

(Zool.) An
extensive group of
ing.]

worms which have

food,

;

~

"

J i^

docoela and DenFormerdroccela

a

ittum)

Otolith

hi

Mouth

n Body

,

Cavity containing Food ; cc^ d Male OrOvaries,
the nemerteans g^°^ " "'
were also included in this group.
Tur'bel-la'ri-an (-an), n. (Zool.) One of the Turbellaria.
Also used adjectively.
Tur'beth (tQr'bSth), n. See Turpeth.
Tur'bid (-bid), a. [L. iurbidus, from turba tumult,
disturbance, akin to turbare to disturb. See Trouble,
and cf. Disturb, Perturb.] 1. Having the lees or sediused
ment disturbed ; roiled muddy thick ; not clear
of liquids of any kind ; as, lurbid water ; turbid wine.
ly,

'

;

On

;

;

—

that strong, turbid water, a small boat.

Guided by one weak hand, was seen to float. Wltittier.
" Such turbid
2. Disturbed ; confused ; disordered.
Howell.
intervals that use to attend close prisoners."
Turbidness.
(tfir-bid'I-ty),
n.
Tur-bld'i-ty
Tur'bid-ly (tQr'bid-ly), adv. 1. In a turbid man)r ; with muddiness or confusion.
[A Latinism. JJ.]
2. Proudly ; haughtily.
Yoxtng.
One of great merit turbidly resents them.

m

',

TurHbld-ness, n. The quality or state of being turmuddiness foulness.
Tur-bil'lion (tfir-bil'yiin), n. [F. tourbillon, from L.

(id

;

;

A

turbo a wliirl.]

whirl

;

Spectator.

a vortex.

Tur'bi-na'ceous (tQr'bi-na'shiis), a. [See Turbary.]
Of or pertaining to peat, or turf of the nature of peat,
;

Sir W. Scott.
peaty turfy.
Tur'bl-nal (tQr'bi-nal), a. [L. turbo, turben, -inis, a
scroll-like; tur(^rea<.) Rolled in a spiral
binate
applied to the thin, plicated, bony or cartilaginous plates which support the olfactory and mucous
membranes of the nasal chambers.
There are usually several of these plates in each
nasal chamber. The upper ones, connected directly with
the ethmoid bone, are called elhmolurbinals, and the
lower, connected with the maxillse, maxillo-turbinals.
Incurved portions of the wall of the nasal chamber are
sometimes called pseudoturbinals, to distinguish them
from the true turbinals which are free outgrowths into
the chambers.
Tur'bl-nal, n. (Anat.) A turbinal bone or cartilage.
Tur'bl-nate (-nat), v. i. To revolve or spin like a top ;
or turf

;

;

top, whirl.]
;

;

—

^^

to whirl,

[i?.]

Tur'bi-nate (-bT-nSt), ) a. [L. turbinaius,
turben, -inis,
Tur'bi-na'ted (-na'tSd),
a whirl, top.] 1. Whirling in the manner

fr.

turbo,

)

of a top.

A spiral and turbinated motion of the whole.
Shaped like a top, or inverted
narrow at the base, and broad at the
apex as, a turbi- Turbinate

Caii-

;

;

obalr

;

go

i

sing,

^^'X^^^ I-"^"

carp, or root.
3. (Anal.) Turbinal.
4. (Zool.) Spiral with the
yg^"^
whorls decreasing rapidly from
pointed apex
Turbinate Shell (Marse- a large base to a
said of certain shells,
nina prodila). a Front
view; h Dorsal view.
Tur'bl-na'tlOH (-na'shttn), n.
Natural size.
[(jj. l. turbinalio a pointing in
the form of a cone. See Turbinate.] The act of spinning or whirling, as a top.

lAX^P''

N\

)

^v_^^

—

Whito-crostcd Turacou
(Tuvacus corj/thaix).

out, oil

;

nated ovary, peri-

for

fo~bt

...5ii»*ife^"«ih'.,^«*5'-^'n'*^°^

Bentlcy.

[See Turacou,
ra'co-ver'dln (-ko-ver'dTn), n.
and Verdant.] (Phy.iiol. Chem.) A green pigment found
See Turaoin.
in tlie feathers of tli'e turacou.
;

^

^-

W

>,
the body covered \^ ^
externally with vi- „*«(^^g3^£,
_
Z ii
It X20^*aHfcaifei
brating cUia.
includes the Rhab- One of the Turbcllai la (Ihici ustomum au.

cone

Tu

nse of insects.
;

—

2. (Bot.)

their
in
feathers. [Written also touraco,
and toiiracou.]

;

ap, firn

A

found

;

fyll,

A man

the peculiar green
and red pigments

;

rude,

(-men).

the genus Turacus, native of AfThey are
rica.

Tu'nl-cate (tu'nT-kit), ) a. [L. tunicatus, p. p. of luTu'nl-ca'ted (-ka'tSd), J
nicare to clothe with a tunic, fr. tunica a tunic]
1. (Bot.) Covered with a tunic
covered or coated with layers as, a tunicaled bulb.
2. (Zool.) (a) Having a tunic, or mantle pf or pertaining to the Tunicata. (b) Having each joint buried
in the preceding funnel-shaped one, as in certain auten-

unite,

Tupmen

(toor), n.

"A

of sevspecies of
eral
plantain eaters of

;

;

;

; pi.

breeds, or deals

Tur

Tu-ra'nI-an (tii-ra'ni-an), a. [From Tur, the name, in
Persian legendary history, of one of the three brothers
from whom sprang the races of mankind.] Of, pertaining to, or designating, an extensive family of languages of
simple structure and low grade (called also Altaic, UralAltaic, and Scythian), spoken in the northern parts of
Europe and Asia and in Central Asia ; of, pertaining to,
or designating, tlie people who speak these languages.
Tu-ra'Hi-an (tiS-ra'nl-an), n. One of the Turanians.
Tn-ra'ni-ans (tii-ra'ni-anz), n. pi. (Elhnol.) (a) An
extensive division of mankind including the Mongols
and allied races of Asia, together with the Malays and
Polynesians. (6) A group of races or tribes inhabiting
Asia and closely related to the Mongols.
Tu'ratt (too'rSt), n. (Zool.) The hare kangaroo.
Tur'ban (tQr'ban), n. [OE. turband, turbant, tolibant, F. turban. It. turbanie, Turk, tulbend, dulbend, fr.
Per.dulband. Cf. Tulip.] 1. A headdress worn by men
in the Levant and by most Mohammedans of the male
sex, consisting of a cap, and a sash, scarf, or shawl, usually of cotton or linen, wound about the cap, and sometimes hanging down the neck.
2. A kind of headdress worn by women.
3. (Zool.) The whole set of whorls of a spiral shell.
Tur'band (-band), re. A tuiban.
Balfotir (Cyc. of Ind.).
Tur'baned (tflr'band), a. Wearing a turban.
Shak.
malignant and a turbaned Turk."
Tur'ban-shell' (-ban-shSl'), «• (Zool.) A sea urchin
when deprived of its spines ; popularly so called from
a fancied resemblance to a turban.
Milton.
Tur'bant (-bant), n. A turban. [Obs.]
Hoivell.
I see the Turk nodding with his turhant.

Any one

Atrium
Stomach
I
Esophagus n Intes;

(tup'man), n.

[Prov. Eng.]
in, tups.
(Zool.) The urns.
[Pol.]
(Physiol.
Chem.)
red or
(tii'ra^sin),
n.
Tu'ra-cln
crimson pigment obtained from certain feathers of sevIt
the
name.
contains
whence
turacou
of
;
eral species
nearly six per cent of copper.
Tu-ra'cou (t66-rii'koo), n. [Cf. F. touraco.'] (Zool.)

who

furnished with an elongated tail
tine n' Anus o Ovary;
and somewliat resemble a tad- r Oviduct
(
Tost, or
Tunic, translucent in
pole. In this state the larva has
this species.
a urochord and certain other
structures resembling some embryonic vertebrates. See Ascidian, Douolum, Salpa,
Ueochord, and Illust. of Social ascidian, under Social.

use,

American Indian name.]

tive
tree

vreiters

They were formerly

with

&

&

A

natural covering ; an integument ; as, the
5. (Bot.)
tunic of a seed.
6. (Zool.) See Mantle, n., 3 (a).
Tu'nl-ca-ry (tu'nl-kS-ry), n. ; pi. Tunicaries (-rlz).
(Zool.) One of the Tunicata.
pj. temca a tunic]
Tu'ni-ca'ta (-nT-ka'ta), n. pi. [NL. See Tunicate.]
division
of the
{Zool.)
grand

and by some

as, to tunnel a mountain ; to tunnel a river.
[L. thurk(tiin'ny), n. ; pi. Tunnies (-niz).
:

over-garments worn

under-garments and

;

Tun'ny

;

modern times by Europeans and others.
3. (R. C. Ch.) Same as TuNicLE.
4. (Anai.) A membrane, or layer of tissue,
when enveloping an organ or part, as the eye.

To catch in a tunnel net.
To make an opening, or a passageway, through or

cf. It. tonno, F.
Pr.
nus, thynnus, Gr. Bvvvo';, 6vvo^
(Zool.) Any one of several species of large
thon.l
oceanic fishes belonging to the Mackerel family, especially the common or great tunny (Orcynus or Albacora
thynnus) native of the Mediterranean Sea and the AtlanIt sometimes weighs a tjousand pounds or
tic Ocean.
more, and is extensively caught in the Mediterranean.
On the American coast it is called horse mackerel. See
[Written also
Illust. of Horse mackerel, under Horse.
thunny.l
11^°" The little tunny (Gymnosarda slletterata) oi the
Mediterranean and North Atlantic, and the long-finned
tunny, or albioore (see Albicorb), are related species of
smaller size.
Tup (tup), V. i. i. [Probably akin to top summit,
head.] 1. To butt, as a ram does. \_Prov. Eng.']
said of a ram.
Shah.
2. To cover ;
ram.
Tup, n. (Zool.)
Tu-pai' (t66-pi'), ra. (Zool.) Any one of the tupaiids.
Tu-pai'id (tSo-pi'id), n. (Zool.) Any one of several
species of East Indian and Asiatic insectivores of the
family Tupaiidse, somewhat resembling squirrels in size
and arboreal habits. The nose is long and pointed.
Tu'pe-lo (tu'pe-lo), n. [Tupelo, or tupebo, the na-

;

loose-fitting

Spenser.

—

Xungsten ocher, or Tungstic aclier(^m.), tungstite.

tungsten

smoke forth threw.

3. An artificial passage or archway for conducting
canals or railroads under elevated ground, for the formation of roads mider rivers or canals, and the construction of sewers, drains, and the like.
level passage driven across the meas4. (Mining)
ures, or at right angles to veins which it is desired to
distinguished from the drift, or gangway, which
reach ;
is led along the vein when reached by the tunnel.

W

Specific gravity, 18.
2. (3Im.) Scheelite, or calcium tungstate.

;

;

Not employefl in making music as, tuneless harps.
Not expressed in music or poetry ; unsung, [i?.]
Tun'er (-er), n. One who tunes especially, one whose

occupation

Tuning Fork.

(tunk), n. A sharp blow a thump.
[^Prov,
Eng. or Colloq. U. S.]
Tun'ker (tun'ker), n. (Eccl.) Same as Dunker.
Tun'nage (tun'naj 48), n. [From TuN ; cf. TONNAGE.] See Tonnage.
[F. ionnelle a semicircular,
Tun'nel (tuu'uel), n.
wagon-headed vault, a tunnel net, an arbor, OF. also
tonnel ; dim. of tonne a tun;
so named from its resemblance to a tun in shape. See Ton.] 1. A vessel
with a broad mouth at one end, and a pipe or tube at
the other, for conveying liquor, fluids, etc., into casks,
bottles, or other vessels a funnel.
2. The opening of a chimney for the passage of smoke
a flue ; a funnel.
And one great chimney, whose long tunnel thence

Tunk

;

2.
3.

v.

„

of tunes.

How often
With

from Tone,

ments, or for ascertaining the pitch

Tune'less, a. 1. Without tune inharmonious unCowley.
musical. " Thy tuneless serenade."
;

& n.

wliich, being struck, gives a certain fixed
tone. It is used for tunhig instru-

;

(^-

(tun'Ing), a.

Tuning fork (Mus.), a steel instrument consisting of

two prongs and a handle,

to hum.
[i2.]
Harmonious melodious musical
" Tuneful hivds." Milton.
Tune'-

sing without pronouncing words
as,

Drayton.
voice ; to

harmony with the

One of the Tunicata,
(Physiol. Chem.) Animal

(2'oo;.)

;

iQk

;

then, tbin

;

boN

;

sb = z

in azure.

N

Turljlne (tfli/bTn), n. [L. turbo, -inis, that which
gpms or whirls round, whirl.] A water wheel, commonly
horizontal, va^
r

i

o u s 1 y con-

its

[L., a thrush.]

(tfir'dus), n.

Tu-reen'ful

B

^jPSts-

much

impulse

^ Qne form of Turbine, complete B Wheel
outward from removed from the Case, to show its shape.
a central chamber, inward from an external casing, or from above
also called turbine
downward, etc.
;

—

;

wheel.

[Written also terreen.}

Tureenfuls (-fulz). As
enough to fill a tureen.
n.;pl. Turfs {ttLvis), Obs. Turves (tfirvz).

(tfJrf),

;

&

twves.
Milton.
2. Peat, especially when prepared for fuel. See Peat.
horse racing
3. Race course
preceded by the.
Cowper.
. . . claim the honors of the ter/.
;

;

some turbines, the water is
supplied to the vfheel from below, instead
Turbines in which the water
of above.
[NL.,
Tur'bi-nei'la (-bl-nel'la), n.
dim. fr. L. turbo, -inis, a top.] (Zo'ol.) A
genus of large marine gastropods having
a thick heavy shell with conspicuous
folds on the columella.
Tur'bi-nite (tflr'bi-nlt), n. [NL. Tur- Turbinella
(Turhmella, or
bo, the generic name, fr. L. turbo a whirl,
^'•''
top ci. F. turbinite.] (Pa^eon.) Apetri- j""^""'
fied shell resembling the genus Turbo, [i?.]
Tur'bi-nold (tOr'bt-noid),
a.
[See Turbo, and -oiD.]
{Zool.)
Like or pertaining to Turbo or the
family Turbinidse.
Tur'bit (-bit), n. [Cf. Tubbot.]
II

:

The

turbot.

2. (Zool.) A variety of the domestic pigeon, remarkable for its
short beak.
Tur'bite (-bit), n. {Paleon.) A
fossil turbo.

Tur'bith

(-bi th), n.

[F. , f r. Per.

See Tdkpeth.

See TxjEPETH.]

TurT)0

(tQr'bo), n.
[L. turbo,
SeeTDKBiNE.] (Zool.)
of numerous marine gas"o™(«? 6*°0p°r: ^'''PO'^^ of tl'e genus Turbo or famiculum of T. sinarag- ly Turbmtdx, usually havmg a turbinate shell, pearly on the inside,
dus.
-I71W,

atop.

Any one

•

and a calcareous operculum.

Tur'bot (-biit), n.
its shape, and from

[F.

;

— probably

named from

so

a top, a
whirl.] {Zool.) (a)
large "TSuropean

L. turbo

A

esteemed as a food
fish.
It often
weighs from thirty

—

—

&

&

;

Turfy (-y), a. [Compar. Turfier (-I-er) superl.
Tubfiest.] 1. Abounding with turf; made of, or covered with, turf. " The <M)/y mountains.
Shak.
2. Having the nature or appearance of turf.
3. Of or pertaining to the turf, or horse racing.
Tur'gent (tfir'jent), a. [L. turgens, -enlis, p. pr. of
turgere to swell.] 1. Rising into a tumor, or a puffy
state swelling tumid ; as, turgent humors.
2. Inflated ; bombastic ; turgid ; pompous.
Burton.
Recompensed with turgent titles.
;

;

;

&

&

2.

tubercles scattered
over the surface European Turbot (.Rhombus m&ximus).
The lower, or blind,
side is white. Called also bannock fluke.
(6) Any one of
numerous species of flounders more or less related to the
true turbots, as the American plaice, or summer flounder (see Flounder), the halibut, and the diamond flounder
(Hypsopsetta guttulata) of California, (c) The filefish;
so called in Bermuda, (rf) The trigger fish.
Spotted turbot. See Windowpane.

—

Tur'bu-lenoe (-bu-Iens), n. [L. tm-bulentia: cf. F.
turbulence.']
The quality or state of being turbulent a
disturbed state tumult disorder agitation.
Skak.
The years of
warfare aud turbulence which ensued. Southey.
Syn. — Agitation; commotion; tumult; tumultuousness termagance unruliness insubordiuatiou rioting.
Tur'bU-len-cy (-len-sy), n. Turbulence.
"What a tale of terror now its turbulency tells
Poe.
Tur'bU-Ient (-lent), a. [L. turbulentus, fr. turba disorder, tumult cf. F. turbulent. See Turbid.]
1. Disturbed agitated tumultuous roused to violent commotion as, the ttirbulent ocean.
Calm region once.
And full of peace, now tossed and turbulent. Milton.
2. Disposed to insubordination and disorder restless
;

;

.

;

;

I

:

;

;

;

;

unquiet

;

refractory

;

as, turbulent spirits.

Sagacious, bold, and turbulent of wit.

ditious

;

Dryden.

agitated tumultuous riotous
insubordinate refractory unquiet.
;

;

;

;

;

se-

;

In a turbulent manner.
Tur'cism (-siz'm), n. A mode of speech peculiar to
the Turks a Turkish idiom or expression also, in general, a Turkish mode or custom.
Tur'CO-man(tar'ko-man), n. ; pi. Turcomans (-manz).
1. A member of a tribe of Turanians inhabiting a region east of tlie Caspian Sea.
TurObU-lent-ly, adv.
;

2.

;

A Turcoman carpet.

Turcoman carpet or rug, a kind of carpet or rug supposed to be made by the Turcomans.

TaT'di-for'mes (tflr'di-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL., fr. L.
turdusa, thrush -|- /<""'«(J form.] (Zool.) A division of
singing birds including the thrushes and allied kinds.
II

ale,

Empty

magnificence or pompousness

senate,

c4re,

;

inflation

;

—

A

.

;

—

—

;

;

B. Jonson.
(-ils), a.
Turgid. [_Obs.']
Tu'ri-o (tu'ri-6), n. ; pi. Turiones (-o'nez). [L.]
Gray.
(Bof.) A slioot or sprout from the ground.
Tu'ri-Ole (-51), n. The golden oriole. [Prov. Eng.}

Tur'gid-ous
II

Tu'rl-on (-on), n. (Bol.) Same as TuRio.
Tu'ri-O-nif er-OUS (-o-nTf'er-us), a. [L. turio a sprout
Barton.
-/erous.']
Producing shoots, as asparagus.
Turk (tflrk), n. [Per. Turk ; probably of Tartar origin: cf. F. Turc] 1. A member of any of numerous
Tartar tribes of Central Asia, etc.; esp., one of the dominant race in Turkey.
2. A native or inhabitant of Turkey.
3. A Mohammedan
esp. one living in Turkey.
It is no good reason for a man's religion that he was born and
brought up in it for then a r«r^- would have as much reason

+

,

;

am, arm, ask,

Chillingiuorth.
Turk as a Chrisciata to be a Christian.
4. {Zool.) The plum weevil. See Curculio, and Plum
weevil, under Plum.
Turk's cap. (Bot.) (a) Turk's-cap lily. See under Lilt.
tulip,
(c)
(6)
plant of the genus Melocactus ; Turk's
Turk's head.
head. See Melon cactus, under Melon.
(a) (Naut.)
knot of turbaulike form worked on a rope
with a piece of small line. R. H. Dana, Jr. (b) (Bot.)
See Tmk^s cap (e) above.
Turk's turban (Bot.), a plant
of the genus Ranunculus ; crowfoot.
Turkish.
[Cf. Turquoise.]
Tur'keis (tar'kls), a.
Chaucer.
lObs-l
An
empire
Turkey.]
Tur'key (tflr'ky), n. [Cf. 2d
in the southeast of Europe and southwest of Asia.
Turkey carpet, a superior kind of carpet made in Asia
Minor and adjoining countries, having a deep pile and
composed of pure wool with a weft of different material.
It is distinguishable by its coloring and patterns from
Turkey
similar carpets made in India and elsewhere.
to be a

A

A

—

A

—

oak.

(Bot.)

final,

gU

See Ceebis.
;

eve,

— Turkey

event,

—

red.

(a)

A brilliant red

£nd, fern, recent

;

Ice,

Ameri-

Central
lata) is

more

ele-

gantly colored
than the common
species. See unNorth American Wild Tuitey {Meleagris ^t"^ Ocellated.

The

gallopavo).

Australian,

or native, turkey
a bustard {Chorions australis). See under Native.
Turkey beard (Bot.), a name of certain American perennial liliaceous herbs of the genus Xerophijllum. They
have a dense tuft of hard, narrowly linear radical leaves,
and a long raceme of small whitish flowers. Also called
turkey's beard.
Turkey berry (Bot.), a West Indian
name for the fruit of certain kinds of nightshade ( Solanuin mammosum, and /S. torvum).
Turkey bird (Zool.),
the wryneck. So called because it erects and ruffles the
feathers of its neck when disturbed.
[Prov. Eng.] —
Turkey buzzard (Zool.), a black or nearly black buzzard

is

—

—

(Cul/iartes aurir), a,bun-

dant in the Southern
United States. It is so
called because its naked and warty h e a i

resemble

and neck

those of a turkey. It is
noted for its high and
graceful flight. Called
also turkey vulture.
Turkey cock (Zool.), a
male turkey.
Turkey
hen (Zool.), a female
turkey.
Turkey pout

—

—

—
young tur— Turkey vul-

(Zool.), a
key. [A.]
tiure

(Zool.),

Turkish.

the tur(-kTs), a.

[06s.]

Johnson.
a.

;

3. Producing commotion ; disturbing ; exciting.
Whose heads that turbxdent liquor fills with fumes. MUton.

Syn. — Disturbed

came
cf . F.

can, or ocellated,
turkey (M. oceU

Tur'keys

[L. turgescens, -enlis, p. pr.
See Turgesce.] Beof turgescere: cf. P. turgescent.
coming turgid or inflated ; swelling growing big.
Tur'gid (tdr'jid), a. [L. turgidus, from turgere to
sweU.] 1. Distended beyond the natural state by some
internal agent or expansive force ; swelled ; swollen
especially applied to an enbloated ; inflated ; tumid ;
larged part of the body ; as, a turgid Umb ; turgid fruit.
Boyle.
bladder , . held near the fire grew turgid.
vainly ostentatious
2. Swelling in style or language
bombastic pompous as, a turgid style of speaking.
Tur'gid-ly (tOr'jid-iy), adv.
Tur'gid-ness, ».
Tur-gid'i-ty (tfir-jid'i-ty), n. The quality or state of
being turgid.

;

:

white instead of
brownish chestnut, and its flesh
is
white.
The

key buzzard.

bombast; turgidity.
Tur-ges'cent (-sent),

;

it

See Turk.]

{Zool.) Any large American
gallinaceous bird belonging to
the genus Melcagris, especially
the North American wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), and
the domestic turkey, which was
probably derived from the Mexican wild turkey, but had been
domesticated by the Indians
long before the discovery of

Sir T. Browne.

with small roundish

;

Turguie Turkey.

act of sweDing, or the state of being swollen, or turgescent.

;

that

from Turkey

originally

—

to forty pounds. Its
color on the upper
side
is
brownish

;

ously believed

—

Turf drain, a dram made with turf or peat.
Turf hedge,
a hedge or fence formed with turf and plants of diflerTurf bouse, a house or shed formed of turf,
ent kinds.
common in the northern parts of Europe. Turf moss
Turf spade, a
a tract of turfy, mossy, or boggy land.
spade for cutting and digging turf, longer and narrower
than the common spade.
Turf, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Turfed (tflrft) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Turfing.]
To cover -with turf or sod ; as, to tur/
a bank, or the border of a terrace.
A. Tucker,
Turf'en (-'n), a. Made of turf ; covered with turf.
Turi'i-ness (-I-nes), n. Quality or state of being turfy.
Turfing, n. The act or process of providing or covering with turf.
Turfing iron, or Turfing spade, an implement for cutting,
and paring oil, turf.
Turfite (-it), n. A votary of the turf, or racecourse
hence, sometimes, a blackleg. [_Colloq.']
Thackeray.
Turfless, a. Destitute of turf.
(-man),
pi.
Turfmen
(-men).
A turfite
Turfman
n. ;
a votary of the turf, or race course. \_Colloq.'\

(tdr-jes'), v. i. \imp.
p. p. TuRGESCED
[L.
(-jgsf) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Turgescing (-jes'sing).]
turgescere, v. incho. fr. turgere to swell.] To become
turgid ; to swell or be inflated, [i?.]
Tur-ges'cence (-jes'sens), ) n. [Cf. F. turgescence.
Tur-ges'cen-cy (-sen-sy), ) SccTurgescent.] 1. The

{Rhombus
maximus) highly

.

—

;

15^^ Tur/ is often used adjectively, or to form com- America.
pounds which are generally self-explaining as, tur/
^r" The Mexican wild turashes, tur/ cutter or /w?'/-cutter, tur/ pit or <ur/-pit, turjkey is now considered a variety Common Cock Turkey.
built, <«r/-clad, <uj'/-covered, etc.
Turf ant (Zool.), a small European ant (.Formica flava) of the northern species (var.
which makes small ant-hills on heaths and commons. — Mexicana). Its tail feathers and coverts are tipped with

Tur-gesce'

flounder

.

imparted by madder to cottons, calicoes, etc., the fiber of
which has been prepared previously with oil or other
(b) Cloth dyed with this red.
fatty matter,
Ttirkey
sponge. (Zool.) See Toilet sponge, under Sponge. —Turkey stone, a kind of oilstone from Turkey novaculite
— called also Turkey oilstone.
Tur'key (tflr'ky), n. ; pi. Turkeys (-kTz). [So called
because it was formerly errone-

;

flows in a direction parallel to the axis are
called parallel-flow turbines.

1. (Zool.)

—

"We

^W^ In

R

A

IAS. tur/ ; akin to D. tm-f peat, G. tor/, OHG. zurba
Sw.
Icel. torf turf, peat, Dan. t'drv, Skr. darbha
a kind of grass, a tuft of grass. V242.] 1. That upper
stratum of earth and vegetable mold wliich is filled with
the roots of grass and other small plants, so as to adhere
and form a kind of mat ; sward ; sod.
At his head a grass-green turf.
Shak.
The Greek historian sets her in the field on a high heap of
turf,

or reaction in
flowing either

{Zool.)

(-fui)) w. / pi.

as a tureen can hold

Turf

floats

or buckets,
against which
the water acts

by

Tnr'dns

I)

genus of singing birds including the true thrushes.
Tu-reen' (tfl-ren'), n. [F. terrine, L. terra earth.
See Terrace.] A large, deep vessel for holding soup,
or other liquid food, at the table.

structed, but
usually having
a series of

curved

TURMOIL

1552

TURBINE

Turkey Buzzard.

Chaucer.

Turk'lo (tfirk'ik), a. Turkish.
Tur'kls (tfirOtls), n. {Min.) Turquois. [06i.]
Turk'ish (tfirk'ish), a. Of or pertaining to Turkey
or the Turks.
n.
The language spoken by Turks, esp.

—

that of the people of Turkey.

— Turk'ish-ly,

adv.

—

Turk'lsh-ness,

n.
(tflrk'iz'm), n.
Same as Tuecism.
turtle.
[Obs. or Illiterate']
Tur'kle (tfir'k'l), ».
Turk'o (t(iik'6),n. ;^?. TuRKos(-oz). [F.turco.] One
of a body oi native Algerian tirailleurs in the French
army, dressed as a Turk. [Written also Turco.]
Tur-kols' (tfir-koiz' or -kez' ; 277), n.&a. Turquoise.
Tur'ko-man (tflr'ko-man), n.; pi. Turkomans

Turk'ism

A

Same

(-monz).

as

Turcoman.

(tQr'lii-pin), n.
[F.] {Fr. Bed. Hist.)
of the precursors of the Reformation ;
a nickname
corresponding to Lollard, etc.
(tfirm), n.
[L. turma.]
troop ; a company.

Tur'lu-pln

—

One

A

Turm

[Obs. or Poetic]
Legions and cohorts, turms of horse and wings.

Tur'ma-line (tflr'ma-lin),
Tur'mer-lc (-mer-ik), n.

n.

Milton.

{Min.) See Touemalink.

[F. terre-mente, NL. terrcumerila, turmerica ; apparently meaning, excellent earth,
but perliaps a corruption of Ar. kurkum. Cf. Curcuma.]
1. {Bot.) An East Indian plant of the genus Curcuma,
of the Ginger family.
2. The root or rootstock of the Curcuma longa. It is
externally grayish, but internally of a deep, lively yellow or saffron color, and has a slight aromatic smell,
and a bitterish, slightly acrid taste. It is used for a dye,

a medicine, a condiment, and a chemical test.
Tur'mer-ic, a. {Chem.) Of or pertaining to turmeric
resembling, or obtained from, turmeric
specif., designating an acid obtained by the oxidation of turmerol.
Turmeric paper (Chem.), paper impregnated vrith turmeric and used as a test for alkaline substances, by which
it is changed from yellow to brown.
Turmeric root. (But.)
(a) Bloodroot.
(A) Orangeroot.
;

—

+

Tur'mer-ol (-51), n.
[Turmeric
L. oZeum oil.]
{Chem.) Turmeric oil, a brownish yellow, oily substance
extracted from turmeric by ligroin.
Tur'moil (tflr'moil; sometimes tfir-moil'), n. [Of
uncertain origin perhaps fr. OF. tremouille the hopper
;

of a mill, trembler to tremble (cf. E. tremble)

;

infiuenced

by E. turn and moil. ] Harassing labor trouble molestation by tumult disturbance worrying confusion.
And there I'll rest, as after much turmoil,
;

;

A blessed soul doth in Elysium.

idea,

HI

;

old,

;

;

3bey, drb, 5dd

Shak.

TUKMOIL
(tflr-moil'), "• tlimp. &p. p. Tuemoilbd
vb. n. Tukmoillng.] To harass with
p. pr.
;
to disquiet ; to worry. [Obs.']
It is her fatal misfortune ... to be miserably tossed and turSpenser.
moiled with these storms of afflietiou.
Tur-moil', v. i. To be disquieted or confused to be
Milton.
\_Obs.'\
commotion.
in
Turn (tflvn), v.t. [imp. &p.p. Turned (tflrnd) p. pr.
& vb. n. TuKNiNO.] [OE. turnen, toui-nen, OF. iourner,
lorner, turner, F. tourner, LL. tornare, fr. L. tornare to
turn in a lathe, to round off, f r. totiius a lathe, Gr. rdpro?
a turner's chisel, a carpenter's tool for drawing circles
probably akin to E. throw. See Throw, and cf. Attorney, Ketcrn, Tornado, Tour, Tournament.] 1. To cause
tb move upon a center, or as if upon a center to give
circular motion to to cause to revolve to cause to move
round, eitliar partially, wholly, or repeatedly ; to make
to change position so as to present other sides in given
directions ; to make to face otherwise as, to turn a wheel
or a spindle ; to turn the body or the head.
Milton.
Turn the adamantine spindle round.

Tur-moll'

(-moUd')

one's goods or money, and the like, to exchange in the
course of trade to keep in lively exchange or circulation ; to gain or increase in trade.
To turn one's hand
to, to adapt or apply one's self to
To
to engage in.

&

;

;

commotion

—

;

;

;

turns

;

to reverse the position of ; as, to
twn a box or a board to turn a coat.
3. To give another direction, tendency, or inclination
to to direct otherwise ; to deflect ; to incline differently ;
used both literally and figuratively ; as, to turn
the eyes to the heavens ; to turn a horse from the road,
or a ship from her course ; to trim the attention to or
from something. " Expert when to advance, or stand,
Milton.
or iuiti the sway of battle."
Thrice 1 deluded her, and turned to sport
MiUon.
Her importunity.
Addison.
My thoughts are turned on peace.
divert,
as
to
4. To change from a given use or office
to another purpose or end ; to transfer ; to use or employ ; to apply ; to devote.
Therefore he slew him, and turned the kingdom unto David.
;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

Tuin (tflrn), V.

1. To move round to have a circular
motion ; to revolve entirely, repeatedly, or partially
to change position, so as to face differently ; to whirl or

the passage is open, land will be turned most to cattle ;
Sir ]V. Temple.
shut, to sheep.

5. To change the form, quality, aspect, or effect of ;
to alter ; to metamorphose ; to convert ; to transform
often with to or into before the word denoting the effect or product of the change ; as, to turn a worm into
a winged insect ; to tui-n green to blue to turn prose
into verse ; to turn a Whig to a Tory, or a Hindoo to

wheel round

;

;

;

turns on a pivot

;

;

;

;

a Christian ; to tm-n good to evil, and the like.
The Lord thy God will turn thy captivity, and have compassion upon thee.
Deut, xxx. 3.
And David said.O Lord, I pray thee, ^w?*n the counsel of
Ahithophel into foolishness.
2 Sam. xv. 31.
Impatience turns an ague into a fever. Jer. Taylor.
6. To form in a lathe ; to shape or fashion (anything)
by applying a cutting tool to it while revolving ; as, to
turn the legs of stools or tables to tui-n ivory or metal.
I had rather hear a brazen canstick iuryted.
Shak.
7. Hence, to give form to ; to shape
to mold ; to put
" The poet's pen turns
in proper condition ; to adapt.
them to shapes."
Shak.

;

3. To result or terminate ; to come about to eventuate ; to issue.
If we repent seriously, submit contentedly, and serve him
Wake.
faithfully, afflictions shall turn to our advantage.
4. To be deflected ; to take a different direction or
tendency ; to be directed otherwise ; to be differently
applied ; to be transferred ; as, to turn from the road.
Ex. xxxii. 12.
Turn from thy fierce wrath.
Turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways. Ezek. xxxiii. 11.
reflects
on its
itself,
and
The understanding tui-ns inward on
;

;

;

own

Locke.

operations.

5. To be changed, altered, or transformed to become
transmuted also, to become by a change or changes; to
grow as, wood turns to stone water turns to ice one
color turns to another to turn Mohammedan.
Shak.
I hope you have no intent to turn husband.
Bacon.
Cygnets from gray twn white.
as,
6. To undergo the process of turning on a lathe
;

how turned, how broad his shoulders spread Pope.
He was perfectly well twned for trade.
Addison.
1

;

—

;

;

8. Specifically
(a) To translate ; to construe ; as, to turn the Iliad.
Who turns a Persian tale for half a crown.
Pope.
:

i.

a spindle
as, a wheel turns on its axis
a man turns on his heel.
Milton.
The gate ... on golden hinges twiiing.
2. Hence, to revolve as if upon a point of support to
hinge to depend as, the decision turns on a single fact.
Conditions of peace certainly turn upon events of war. Swift.

—

His limbs

;

;

—

Citron. X. 14.

these evils the occasion of a greater good, by
Tillotson.
to advantage in this world.

When
when

;

—

make

them

turning

;

;

—

—

;

1

—

;

—

;

will

—

—
—

—

Pope.
him to his royal guest.
2. To cause to present a different side uppermost or
outmost to make the upper side the lower, or the inside

God

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

to be the outside of

—

;

;

;

;

—

turn out. (a) To drive out to expel as, to turn a family out of doors ; to turn a man out of office.
Shak.
I '11 turn you out of my kingdom.
(b) To put to pasture, as cattle or horses, (c) To produce,
as the result of labor, or any process of manufacture to
furnish in a completed state, (d) To reverse, as a pocket,
bag, etc., so as to bring the inside to the outside ; hence,
to produce, (e) To cause to cease, or to put out, by turning a stopcock, valve, or the like as, to turn out the
lights.
To turn over, (a) To change or reverse the position of; to overset; to overturn; to cause to roll over.
(b) To transfer ; as, to turn over business to another hand.
(c) To read or examine, as a book, while turning the
leaves. " We turned o''er many books together. " Hhak.
(d) To handle in business
to do business to the amount
of as, he turns over millions a year. [Colloq.]
To turn
over a new leaf. See under Leaf.
To turn tail, to run
away ; to retreat ignominiously. To turn the back, to
flee ; to retreat.
To turn the back on or upon, to treat
with contempt to reject or refuse unceremoniously
To turn the corner, to pass the critical stage to get by
the worst point hence, to begin to improve, or to succeed.
To turn the die or dice, to change fortune.
To
turn the edge or point of, to bend over the edge or point
of so as to make dull to blunt.— To turn the head or brain
of, to make giddy, vi'ild, insane, or the like
to infatuate
to overthrow the reason or judgment of ; as, a little success turned his head. —To turn the scale or balance, to
change the preponderance to decide or determine something doubtful.
To turn the stomach of, to nauseate ;
to sicken.
To turn the tables, to reverse the chances or
conditions of success or superiority to give the advantage to the person or side previously at a disadvantage.
To turn tippet, to make a change. [Obs.] B. Jonson.
— To turn to profit, advantage, etc^ to make profitable or
advantageous.
To turn up. (a) To turn so as to bring
the bottom side on top as, to turn up_ the trump. (6) To
bring from beneath to the surface, as in plowing, digging,
etc. (c) To give an upward curve to to tilt as, to turn
up the nose. To turn upon, to retort to throw back
as, to turn the arguments of an opponent upon himself.
To turn upside down, to confuse by putting things
awry ; to throw into disorder.
This house is turned iipf^ide down since Robin Ostler died. Shak.

;

The monarch

TURNERY

1553

;

acid or sour to ferment ; to curdle, etc.
(6)
as, to turn cider or wine
electricity tm~ns milk quickly.
(c) To sicken; to nauseate; as, an emetic turns one's
;

;

;

stomach.
To be turned

ivory turns well.
7. Specifically

—

:

— said of milk, ale, etc.

(a) To become acid ; to sour
of, to be advanced beyond as, to be turned
said of the head or brain.
(6) To become giddy ;
sixty-six.
To turn a cold shoulder to, to treat with
I '11 look no more ;
neglect or indifference.
To tiu:n a comer, to go round a
Shak.
brain turn.
Lest
my
corner.
To turn adrift, to cast off, to cease to care for.
said of the stomach.
(c) To be nauseated ;
To turn a flange (Mech. ), to form a flange on, as around
said
a metal sheet or boiler plate, by stretching, bending, and
(d) To become inclined in the other direction;
hammering, or rolling the metal. To turn against, (a) of scales.
To direct against; as, to turn one's arguments against
from
flow
to
flow,
or
ebb
(e) To change from ebb to
himself. (6) To make unfavorable or hostile to as, to
said of the tide.
turn one's friends against him.
To turn a hostile army.
(/) (Obstetrics) To bring down the feet of a child in
To turn the enemy's flank, or the like (Mil.), to pass
round it, and take a position behind it or upon its side. the womb, in order to facilitate delivery.
To turn a penny, or To turn an honest penny, to make
8. (Print.) To invert a type of the same thickness, as
a small profit by trade, or the like.
To turn around a temporary substitute for any sort which is exhausted.
on6|8 finger, to have complete control of the will and
to turn
To
turn about, to face to another quarter
actions of ; to be able to influence at pleasure.
To turn
To turn again, to come back after going; to
aside, to avert.
To turn away, (a) To dismiss from serv- around.
To turn against, to become unfriendly
return. Shak.
ice to discard ; as, to turn away a servant. (6) To avert
To turn aside or away, (a) To turn from
or hostile to.
as, to turn away wrath or evil.
To turn bat'i. (a) To the direct course to withdraw from a company to de•give back ; to return.
viate. (6) To depart to remove, (c) To avert one's face.
We turn not back the silks upon the merchants,
To turn back, to turn so as to go in an opposite direcWhen we have soiled them.
Shak. tion ; to retrace one's steps.
To turn In. (a) To bend
(b) To cause to return or retrace one's steps ; hence, to
inward. (6) To enter for lodgings or entertainment, (c)
drive away; to repel. -S/io/c
To turn down, (a) To fold To go to bed. [Colloq.]
To turn into, to enter by making
or double down. (6) To turn over so as to conceal the a turn ; as, to turn into a side street.
To turn oft, to be diface of ; as, to turn doion cards, (c) To lower, or reduce verted to deviate from a course as, the road turns off
in size, by turning a valve, stopcock, or the like ; as, turn to the left.
To turn on or upon, (a) To turn against ; to
down the lights.
To turn In. (a) To fold or double confront suddenly in hostility or anger, (h) To reply to
under ; as, to turn in the edge of cloth. (6) To direct in- or retort, (c) To depend on as the result tu,rns on one
wards as, to turn the toes in when walking, (c) To con- condition. To turn out. (a) To move from its pl.ace, as
tribute ; to deliver up ; as, he turned in a large amount. a bone, (b) To bend or point outward as, his toes turn
[Colloq.]
To turn in the mind, to revolve, ponder, or out. (c) 'To rise from bed. [Colloq.] (rf) To come abroad
meditate upon ;
with about, over, etc. '' Turn these to appear as, not many turned out to the fire, (e) To
ideas about TO your Mivnd." I. Watts. —To tmn o«.
(a)
prove in the result to issue to result as, the crops
To dismiss conteiirptuously ; as, to turn offs, sycophant turned out poorly. To turn over, to turn from side to side ;
oraparasite. (i) To give over ; to reduce, (e) To divert
To turn round, (a) To change poto roll ; to tumble.
to deflect ; as, to turn off the thoughts from serious sub- sition so as to face in another direction. (J) To change
jects to turn off a joke, (d) To accomplish ; to perform,
one's opinion ; to change from one view or party to
as work, (e) (Mech.) To remove, as a surface, by the proc- .another. —To turn to, to iipply one's self to; to have reess of turning ; to reduce in size by turning.
(/) To course to to refer to. " Holvious's tables may bo turned
shut off, as a fluid, by means of a valve, stopcock, or other to on all occasions." Locke— To turn to account, profit,
device ; to stop the passage of ; as, to turn off the water advantage, or tlie like, to bo made profitable or ndvnutaor the gas.
To turn on, to cause to flow by turning a ceoiis to bccoino worth tlio wliilo.
To turn under, to
valve, stopcock, or the like to give passage to
lipud, or be foMcd, dowiiwaid or under. —To turn up. (o)
as, to
turn on Rteara.
To turn one's coat, to change one's uni- To bend, or bn lidiibli'il, upward, (h) To appear ; to come
form or colors ; to go over to the opposite party. To turn to liglit ; to transpire to occur ; to happen.

—

—

—

;

—

;

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—
—

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

Ose,

—

;

—

;

unite, rude,

;

—

full,

up, fua

;

;

pity

n.

1.

The act

of turning

movement

;

oi

revolution

;

the turn of a wheel.

as,

2. Change of direction, course, or tendency ; different
alteration ; vicissiorder, position, or aspect of affairs
tude ; as, the turn of the tide.
At length his complaint took a favorable (wi-n. Macaulay.
"The turns and varieties of all passions.
hooker.
Too well the turns of mortal chance I know.
Pope,
3. One of the successive portions of a course, or of a
series of occurrences, reckoning from change to change
hence, a winding a bend a meander.
And all its [the river's] thousand tmms disclose
Some fresher beauty varying round.
Byron
circuitous walk, or a walk to and fro, ending
4.
where it began ; a short walk a stroll.
Come, you and I must walk a turn together.
Shak.
Dryden.
I will take a turn in your garden.
5. Successive course ; opportunity enjoyed by alternation with another or with others, or in due order due
chance; alternate or incidental occasion; appropriate
" Nobleness and bounty . . . had their turns in
time.
his [the king's] nature."
His iuiyi will come to laugh at you again. Denham,
Every one has a fair turn to be as great as he pleases. Collier.
;

;

;

A

;

;

6. Incidental or opportune deed or office ; occasional
act of kindness or malice ; as, to do one an ill turn.
Chaucer,
Had I not done a friendee turn to thee ?
Thanks are half lost when good turns are delayed. Fairfax.
7. Convenience; occasion;
this will not serve his turn.

p'jrpose;

exigence;

as,

have enough to serve mine own turn.
Shak.
used in a
8. Form ; cast ; shape manner fashion ;
hence, form of expression
literal or figurative sense
mode of signifying as, the turn of thought ; a man of a
sprightly turn in conversation.
The turn of both his expressions and thoughts is unharmoniDryden.
ous.
I

—

;

;

;

;

The Roman poets, in their description of a beautiful man,
Addison.
often mention the tuim of his neck and arms.
9. A change of condition especially, a sudden or recurring symptom of illness, as a nervous shock, or fainting spell as, a bad turn. [Colloq.']
10. A fall off the ladder at the gallows ; a hanging ;
so called from the practice of causing the criminal to
stand on a ladder which was turned over, so throwing
him off, when the signal was given. [Obs.]
11. A round of a rope or cord in order to secure it, as
about a pin or a cleat.
12. (Mining) A pit sunk in some part of a drift.
13. (Eng. Law) A court of record, held by the sheriff
twice a year in every hundred within his county. Blount.
14. pi. (3Ied.) Monthly courses menses. [Colloq.]
15- (3Ius.) An embellishment or grace (marked thus,
;

—

;

;

common-

'*'),

ly consisting
of the principal note, or
that on which

the turn

r~

r v4/
•

I

'

is

Performed thus,

made, with the
note above, and the semitone below, the note above being
sounded first, the principal note next, and the semitone
below last, the three being performed quickly, as a trippreceding the marked note. The turn may be inverted
so as to begin with the lower note, in which case the

let

;

.

To make

Tarn (tfirn),

motion about, or as if about, a center or axis

;

food, ftfbt

;'

out, oil {

chair

;

go

;

sign

is

either placed

on end thus

^, or

drawn thus

fc-

turns, (a) One after another
alternately in sue.
" [They] feel by tunis the
cession,
(b) At intervals.
bitter change." Milton.
In turn, in due order of succession.
a turn, exactly; perfectly; as, done to a
turn ;
a phrase alluding to the practice of cooking on a
revolving spit.
To take turns, to alternate to succeed
one another in due order.
Turn and turn about, by equal
alternating periods of service or duty by turns.
Turn
bench, a simple portable lathe, used on a bench by clockmakers and watchmakers.
Turn buckle.
See TurnEUCKLEj in Vocabulary.
Turn cap, a sort of chimney

By

;

;

—

—

—To

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

cap which turns round with the wind so as to present its
opening to the leeward. G. Francis. — Turn of life (J/erf.),
change of life. See under Change. — Turn screw, a screwdriver.

Turn'broach'

(-broch'), n.

A turnspit.

TTirn'-buc'kle (-biik'k'l), n.
sleeve with a screw
thread at one end and
a swivel at the other,
used for tightening

—

{3Iech.)

q^^ f^rm

A

a rod, stay,

[06s.]

Beau.

that was her turnbroach."

etc. (o)
gr.avitating catch, as for fastening

(a)

"One

& Fl.

A loop or

of Turn-buckle,

a shutter, the end of

a chain, or a hasp.
Turn'bull's Wue' (-bulz blu'). {Chem.) The double
cyanide of ferrous and ferric iron, a dark blue amorphous substance having a coppery luster, used in dyeing,
calico printing, etc. Of. Pmssian blue, under Prussian.
Turn'coat' (-kof), n. One who forsakes his party or
his principles ; a renegade ; an apostate.
He is a turncoat, he was not true to his profession. Bimyan.
Tur'nep (tQi'nSp), n. (.Bo<.) See Turnip. [Obs.]
Turn'er (tflrn'er), n. 1. One who turns especially,
one whoso occupation is to form articles with a lathe.
2. (Zool.) A variety of pigeon ; a tumbler.
Tur'ner(toor'ner),K. [6.] A person who practices
athletic or gymnastic exercises.
Tur'ner-lte (tQr'ner-it), «. [So called from the Englisli clunuist and mineralogist, 0. H. 'Turner.]
{Min.)
;

II

A

variety of moiiazite.
Turn'er-y (tOrn'or-S^), n. [Cf. F. taurnerie.] 1. The
art of fashioning solid bodies into cylindrical or other
forms by means of a lathe.
2. Things or forms made by a turner, or in the lathe.
Chairs of wood, the seats triangular, tho backs, arms, and W«t
loaded with turnery.
JValpotc.

slug, iQk

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

In azure.

TURNEY

N

Tnr'ney (tfir'nj?),
"In open ferBg!/."

n.

& v.

Toumey. [06j.] Chaucer.
Spenser.

Turn'hal'le (toom'hal'le), n.
exercise gymnastics
halle hall.]
II

+

Milton.

from lurnen to
building used as a

[G-.,

A

school of gymEastics.
II

Tur'm-ci-mor'phS

[NL.

(tQr'ni-si-m8r'f e), n. pi.

See TuBNix, and -morphous.] (Zool.) A division of birds
including Turnix and allied genera, resembling quails in
appearance but differing from them anatomically.
Tum'ing (tflrn'ing), n. 1. The act of one who, or
that which, turns ; also, a winding ; a bending course ;
a flexure ; a meander.
Milton.
Through paths and turnings often trod by day.
of a turn an angle or corner, as of a road.

The place

2.

;

Coleridge.
preached at every turning.
3. Deviation from the way or proper course. Harmar.
4. Turnery, or the shaping of solid substances into
various forms by means of a lathe and cutting tools.
5. pi. The pieces, or chips, detached in the process of
turning from the material turned.
It is

A

maneuver by which an enemy or a

6. (ilil.)
tion is turned.

Taming and boring mill, a kind
and horizontal face

tical spindle

posi-

of lathe having a verplate, for turnmg and

—

boring large work.
Tuming bridge. See the Note under
Dbawbridoe. Turning engine, an engine lathe. —Turning lathe, a lathe used by turners to shape their work.
Turning
Taming pair. See the Note under Pair, n.
Solnt, the point upon which a question turns, and which

—

—

—

ecides a case.
n.
The quality of turning ; instabiltergiversation.
Sir P. Sidney.
[0J«.]
(tQr'nTp), n. [OE. iurnep ; probably fr. turn.,
or F. tour a turn, turning lathe -\- OE. nepe a turnip,
AS. nsepe, L. napus. Cf. Turn, v. (., Navew.] (Bot.)
The edible, fleshy, roundish, or somewhat conical, root of
a cruciferous plant {Brassica campesiris, var. Napus) ;
also, the plant itself.
[Formerly written also iurnep.']

Turn'lng-ness,

ity

;

Tur'nip

R

Swedish tumip (Bot.), a kind of turnip. See Ruta-baqa.

— Tumip flea (ZooL), a small flea-beetle (Haltica, or Phijlwhich feeds upon the turnip, and often
seriously injures it. It is black with a stripe of yellow
on each elytron. The name is also applied to several
other small insects which are injurious to turnips. See IIlust. under Flea-beetle.
Turnip fly. {Zool.) (a) The
lotreta, strioluta),

—

flea.
(J) A two-winged fly (Anthomyia radicum)
whose larvae live in the tumip root.
Tur'nlp-shell' (-shao, n. {Zool.) Anyone of several large, thick, spiral marine shells belonging to Papa

tumip

S

and allied genera, somewhat turnip-shaped.
Tur'nlx (tdr'niks), n. [NL., fr. L. coturniz
{Zool.)

a,

quail.]

Any one

of
species

numerous

birds belonging
to Turnix or Semiof

&

Tnrn'plke' (tfim'pik'), v. t.
limp.
p.
PIKED (-pikf) p. pr. & vb. n. Tubnpikino.]
as a road, in the manner of a turnpike road
into a roimded form, as the path of a road.
;

Turn, Solas,

—

[Written also

A

meat was

(-stn'), n.

1.

—

Tnr'peth (tfir'peth), n. [NL. turpethum, fr. Per. tirbid a cathartic, turbad a purgative root. Cf. Turbith.]
[Written also turbeth, and turbith.'} 1. (Bot.) The root
of Ipomcea Turpethum, a plant of Ceylon, Malabar, and
Australia, formerly used in medicine as a purgative ;
sometimes called vegetable turpeth.
heavy yellow powder, HggOjSOi, which
2. (Chem.)
consists of a basic mercuric sulphate ;
called also torpeth mineral.
Tur'pin (-pin), re. (Zool.)
land tortoise. [Obs.']
Tur'pi-tUde (-pl-tud), re. [L. turpitude, from turpis
foul, base.]
Inherent baseness or vileness of principle,
words, or actions ; shameful wickedness ; depravity. Shak.

—

A

Tur-quolse'
Tur-QUOis'

.

Turnstile,

A

1.

similar arrangement
2.
for registering the number of persons passing through a
gateway, doorway, or the like.
Turn'Stono' (-ston'), re. (Zool.) Any species of limicoline birds of the genera
Strepsilas and Arenaria,
allied
to the plovers,
especially the common

American and European
species (Strepsilas interpres). They are so called
from their habit of turning up small stones in
search of mollusks and
other aquatic animals.
Called also brant bird.
Common Turnstone {Strepsilas
interpres).
sand runner, sea quail,
sea lark, sparkback, and skirlcrake.
Black turnstone, the California tumstone (Arenaria
melanocephala). The adult in summer is mostly black,
except some white streaks on the chest and forehead,

ican

loral spots.

copper

;

pi. Turnkeys (-kez').
has charge of the keys of a prison,

(tflm'ke')>

n. ;

for opening and fastening the doors ; a warder.
2. (Dentistry) An instrument with a hinged claw,
used for extracting teeth with a twist.
Turn'-OHt' (-ouf ), n. ; pi. Turn-outs (-outs'). 1. The
act of coming forth ; a leaving of houses, shops, etc. esp.
a quitting of employment for the purpose of forcing increase of wages ; a strike ;
opposed to lockout.
2.
short side track on a railroad, which may be occupied by one train while another is passing on a main
track ; a shunt ; a siding ; a switch.
3. That which is prominently brought forward or exhibited ; hence, an equipage ; as, a man with a showy
carriage and horses is said to have a fine turn-out.
4. The aggregate number of persons who have come
out, as from their houses, for a special purpose.
5. Net quantity of produce yielded.
Tnrn'O'ver (-o'ver), n. 1. The act or result of turning over ; an upset ; as, a bad turnover in a carriage.
semicircular pie or tart made by turning one half
2.
of a circular crust over the other, inclosing the fruit or
other materials.
3. An apprentice, in any trade, who is handed over
from one master to another to complete his time.
Tuin'O'ver, a. Admitting of being turned over ; made
to be turned over ; as, a turnover collar, etc.

—

;

—

A

A

(-pik'),

re.

[Turn

-{-

pi^e."]

1.

A

frame

consisting of two bars crossing each other at right angles and turning on a post or pin, to hinder the passage
of beasts, but admitting a person to pass between the

See Turnstile,

move upon

my

1.

axle like a turnpike.

B. Jonson.

A

2.
gate or bar set across a road to stop carriages,
animals, and sometimes people, till tolJ is paid for keeping the road in repair ; a tollgate.
3.
turnpike road.
De Foe.
4.
winding stairway. ISooi."]
Sir W. Scott.
5. {Mil.)
beam filled with spikes to obstruct passage ; a cheval-de-frise. [iJ.]

A
A

A

Turnpike man, a man who collects tolls at a turnpike. —
Turnpike road, a road on which turnpikes, or tollgates,
are established by law, in order to collect from the users
tolls to defray the cost of building, repairing, etc.

senate, care,

am, arm, ask,

lio,

necessaries.
3. (Mil.)

A revolving tower constructed of thick iron plates, within
which cannon are mounted. Turrets
are used on vessels of war and on land.
4. (Railroads) The elevated central Turret (" Tourelle
portion of the roof of a passenger car.
^^^^'f^ Paris in
Its sides are pierced for
^hich Maratlived.
light and ventilation.
Turret clock, a large clock adapted for
an elevated position, as in the tower of a
church.— Turret head (Mach.), a vertical

cylindrical revolving tool holder for bringing different tools into action successively
Turret lathe,
in a machine, as in a lathe.
a turning lathe having a turret head.
Turret ship, an ironclad war vessel, with low

to bear in any required direction.
1. Furnished with a
Tur'ret-ed, a.
or turrets; specifically (Zool.),
CVroplion cla- having the whorls somewhat flattened on
*''® upper side and often ornamented by
(ly'^GunnerV)
spines or tubercles ;
said of certain spiNat. size,

—

2.

A Imago r Wings reversed
show Markings of under side.

'?umus.

J Turn 'vo- rein'

(toorn'fe-rin'),n. [G.,

to

B

;

Larva.

from tumen to exercise -|- verein a union.] A company
or association of gymnasts and athletes.
Turn'wrest' (tfim'resf ), re. (a) Designating a cumbersome style of plow used in England, esp. in Kent.
a kind of hillside plow, [^'rejr.] Knight.
TU-ro'ni-an (tii-ro'nT-0!n), re. (Geol.) One of the subdivisions into which the Upper Cretaceous formation of
(6) Designating

Europe is divided.
Tur'pen-tlne (tfir'pgn-tln),

A

A turban.

a turreted
Bacon.

[See Turban.]

With hundred turrets like a turribant.
Tur'ric-al (-ri-kal), a.
Of or pertaining
to a turret, or tower ; resembling a tower.
\a. [L.
Tnr-rlc'U-late (ttir-rlk'u-lat),
Tur-riC'U-la'ted (-rIk'u-la'tSd), ) turricuia small tower, turret.] Furnished with, or formed like, a
email turret or turrets somewhat turreted.
[L. turria
Tur'rl-Ute (tiir'rT-lit), n.
tower -|- Gr. Ai'flos stone cf. F.
lurrilite.'] (Paleon.) Any fossil ammonite of the genus Tur_j_
rilites.
The shell forms an g
open spiral with the later
whorls separate.
;

Tur'ri-tel'la (-rT-tgl'la), n.
fr. L. turris tower.]

[NL., dim.

Any spiral marine gastropod belonging to Turritella
and allied genera. These mollusks have an elongated, tur(Zool.)

many

It is a
obtained from Larix Europxa.
having a tendency to sohdify.
Canada turpentine, or Canada balsam, is the purest of
all the pine turpentines (see under Balsam). The Carpathian and Hungarian varieties are derived from Pinus
Cembra and Pinus Mugho. Carolina turpentine, the
most abundant kind, comes from the long-leaved pine
(Pinus palustris). Strasburg turpentine is from the silver fir (Abies pectinata).
Oil of turpentine (Chem.), a colorless oily hydrocarbon,
OinHio, of a pleasant aromatic odor, obtained by the distillation of crude turpentine. It is used in making varnishes, in medicine, etc. It is the type of the terpenes and
Called also terebenthene, terpene.
is related to cjmiene.

reted shell, composed of many
whorls. They have a rounded
aperture, and a horny multi-

is

clear, colorless balsam,

event,

as,

\_Obs.']

varieties of turpentine. Chian
turpentine is produced in small quantities by the turpentine tree {Pistacia Terebinthus). Venice, Swiss, or larch

;

;

:

[F. tirSbenthine, OF.
re.
also iurbentine ; cf. Pr. ierebenlina, terbentina. It. terebentina, trementina; fr. L. terebinthinus of the turpentine tree, from terebinthus the turpentine tree, 6r. repesemifluid or fluid
See Terebinth.]
PivOo?, Tepij.Lv0o^.
oleoresin, primarily the exudation of the terebinth, or
turpentine, tree (Pistacia Terebinthus), a native of the
Mediterranean region. It is also obtained from many
coniferous trees, especially species of pine, larch, and fir.

gU

ral shells.
like a tower

Formed

lamp.
Tur'rI-bant (-rt-bant), n.

under

Swallowtail.

final,

—

made

and

eve,

has a blue, or bluish green, color,

Turreted Shell turret

also tiger swallowtail.

turpentine,

calaite. It

on which heavy guns are mounted
within one or more iron turrets, which
may be rotated, so that the guns may be

barred with black,
and with an orangered spot near the posterior angle of the
hind wings.
Called

are

—

sides,

The

51^^ There

re.
[F. tur.
Sp. iurquesa, It.

277),

—

or Jasoniades,

See lllusi.

;

&

cf. Pr.

high, usually moved on wheels, and
employed in approaching a fortified
place, for carrying soldiers, engines,
ladders, casting bridges, and other

reof

wings are yellow,

margined

or -kez'

Tur'rel (ttir'rel), re. [Cf. OF. touroul a little wooden
instrument to fasten doors or windows.] A certain tool
used by coopers.
Sherwood.
Tur'ret (-rSt), re. [OE. touret, OF. tourette, dim. of
tour a tower, L. turris. See Tower.]
1. (Arch.) A little tower, frequently a merely ornamental structure at
one of the angles of a larger structure.
2. (Anc. Mil.) A movable building, of a square form, consisting of
ten or even twenty stories and sometimes one hundred and twenty cubits

swallowtail

glaucus.

guoise;

that of choice mineral turquoise.

large,

now

(tflr-koiz'

LL. turchesius, turchina;
so called
because first brought from Turkey. See 1st Turkey.]
(Min.) A hydrous phosphate of alumina containing a

handsome, Amer.

)

)

turchese, turchina,

^W

A

revolving frame in a footpath,
preventing
the passage of
horses or cattle, but admitting
that of persons; a turnpike.
See Turnpike n., 1.

A common,

—

A

and usually occurs in reniform masses with a botryoidal
surface. [Formerly written also turcois, and turkois.'\
Turquoise is susceptible of a high polish, and
when of a bright blue color is much esteemed as a gem.
The finest specimens come from Persia. It is also found
in New Jrfexico and Arizona, and is regarded as identical
with the chalchihuill of the Mexicans.
Tur-quoise', a. Having a fine light blue color, like

roasting.

Tum'stUe'

of

little

dogs were formerly much used
for turning a spit on which

garded as one
the forms of Papi-

ale,

Helioteopb.]

cf.

plant of the genus Heliotropium ; heliotrope ;
so named because its flowers are
supposed to turn toward the sun. (b) The sunflower,
(c) A kind of spurge (Euphorbia Helioscopia).
(d) The
euphorbiaceous plant Chrozophora iinctoria.
2. (Chem.) (a) Litmus.
[Ois.]
(6) A purple dye
obtained from the plant turnsole. See def. 1 (d).
Tum'splt' (-spTf), n. 1. One who turns a spit;
hence, a person engaged in some menial office.
His lordship is his majesty's turnspit.
Burke.
2. (Zool.) A small breed of dogs having a long body
and short crooked legs. These

hind toe is
Africa, Southern Europe, the East Indian Islands, and
esp in AustraUa and adjacent islands, where they are
called quails (see Quail, n., 3). See Titknicimobph;e.

I

Bacon.

{_Obs.'\

—Turpentine moth (Zool.), any one of several species
small tortricid moths whose larvae eat the tender
shoots of pine and fir trees, causing an exudation of pitch
Turpentine tree {Bot.), the terebinth tree, the
or resin.
original source of turpentine. See Turpentine, above.

etc.

II

.

a turnstile.

and

a.,

1. (Bot.) (a)

turnsol.']

butterfly,

;

Giddy.

A

_
.
,„
„
The ^""''^ {Tumix, or Ortygis, mgrofrons).
usually lacking. They are found in Asia,

arms

a.

Knowles.

Turn'-sick', n. {Far.) A disease with which sheep
are sometimes affected ; gid ; sturdy. See GiD.
Turn'sole' (-sol'), n. [F. toumesol. It. tornasole ; tornare to turn (LL. tornare) -\- sole the sun, L. sol. See

characteristics.

Tum'pike'

A turntable.

—

portant anatomical

1.

to throw

large revolving platform,
Tum'ta'ble (-ta'b'l), re.
for turning railroad cars, locomotives, etc., in a different direction ;
called also turnplate.
Tui/nUB (tflr'nus), n. [NL., fr. L. Turnus, the king
of
the
Rutuli,
mentioned in the
^neid.]
(Zool.)

ble quails and partridges in general
appearance and in
some of their habits, but differ in im-

A person who

n.

tton-

p.

To form,

;

Tum'plate' (-plaV),
Tum'-slck' (-sik'),

and two white

podius and allied
genera of the family Turnicidx.
These birds resem-

Turn'key'
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6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

spiral

/ffe'"

operculum.

'
j

Turr

i 1 i

t

e

(Turrihtes
a.
Tur'rl-tel'lold (-loid),
c«'™«'''^>
(Zool.)
[Turri/ella -f -oiil]
Of, pertaining to, or resembling, the turritellas.

Turritella (T-HrriteUa inibricaia).
Nat.

"'^-

turtledove.

Tur'tle,

idea,

Tur'tle (tijr't'l), re. [AS. turtle, L. turCf.
tur; probably of imitative origin.
TURTLE the sea tortoise.] (Zool.) The

ai

;

re.

[Probably the same word as the word

old,

obey, orb, 5dd

TURTLEDOVE
Tusked
Tusk'er

Box

turtle, etc.
turtle (Zo'dl.),

Box, etc.— Green
genus Chelo-

form

is

See under Alligatob,
a marine turtle of the

having
usually a

nia,

smooth
or

greenish

olive-col-

ored
It

shell.

highly

is

which

(-shSl'), «•
{Zo'dl.) See
(tiisk'j), a.
Having tusks.

re.,

2.

scar in-

Tut'-WOrk'man

(-wfirk'man),

Tut-workmen

; pi.

re.

(Mining) One who does tut-work.

(-men).

Tu-whit'

(tii-hwit'),
Tu-WhOO' (tii-hwoo'),

Thy
Thy

1

&

Tomlinson.

Words

imitative of the notes of the owL

re.

)

interj.

tu-whits are lulled, I wot.
tu-wlioos of yesternight.

Tennysitn.

Tu'yfere' (twe'ySr'), n. [F. ; akin to tuyau a pipe
Teutonic origin. Cf. Tweer, Tewel.] A nozzle,
mouthpiece, or fixture through which the blast is delivered to the interior of a blast furnace, or to the fire
of a forge.
[Corruptly written also tweer, and twier.]
Tuyire arch, the embrasure in the wall of a blast furnace through which the tuyere enters.
Tuz (tiiz), re. [Cf. W. tusw a wisp, a bunch, tus that
binds or wraps, tusiaw to bind round, to wrap. Cf Tussock.] A lock or tuft of hair.
[Obs.]
Dryden.
Tu'za (tii'za), re. (Zo'dl.) The tucan.
t.
[See Twattle.] To
Twad'dle (twSd'd'l), v. i.
talk in a weak and silly manner, like one whose faculties
are decayed to prate to prattle.
Stanyhursl,
Twad'dle, re. Silly talk gabble ; fustian.
I ha"^
put in this chapter on fighting
because of the
cant ana twaddle that 's talked of boxing and fighting with fists
II

of

A

Such laying of the hair in tussocks and tufts.
Same as Tussock grass, below.

Latimer.

2. (Bot. )

A

knowB one of which ( Chelonia Midas) inhabthe warm part of the Atlantic Ocean, and sometimes
weighs eight hundred pounds or more ; the other G. virgata) inhabits the Pacific Ocean. Both species are similar
habits and feed principally on seaweed and other ma-

m

is

—

rine plants, especially the turtle grass.
Turtle cowrie
(Zo'dl.), a large, handsome cowrie { Cyprxa tesludinaria) ;
the turtle-shell ;
so called because of its fancied resemblance to a tortoise in color and form.
Turtle grass
(Bot.), a marine plant {Thalassia tesludinum) with grasslike leaves, common about the West Indies.
Turtle
ihell, tortoise shell.
See under Tortoise.

—

—

(tflr't'I-diiv'),

duced into Scotland from the Falkland

1. {Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous
species of pigeons belonging to Turtur
allied genera, native of various
parts of the Old World ; espe-

Tus'SUCk (-suk), re. See Tussock.
Tut (tiit), interj. Be still hush
;

which

;

Turtledove {Titrtur vulgaris).

2. The state of being under a guardian
tection enjoyed.
Tu'te-lar (tu'te-ler), ) a. [L. tutelaris

2. {Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of pigeons more
or less resembling the true turtledoves, as the American
mourning dove (see imder Dove), and the Australian
turtledove {Stietopelia cuneata).

S^^

The

Tu'tele
Tutelage.]

Piers Plowman.
the charge of a child or
pupil and his estate ; a guardian.
(c) A private or public teacher.
(d) (Eng. Universities) An officer or member of some
hall, who instructs students,
discipline.

;

—

pecially to certain teeth of horses.
Tusk (tusk), n. {Zo'dl.) Same as Torsk.
Tusk, n. [OE. tusk, the same word as tusch, AS. tusc
See Tush a tooth.]
1. {Zo'dl.) One of the elongated
incisor or canine teeth of the wild boar, elephant, etc.
hence^ any long, protruding tooth.
2. (Zo'dl.)
toothshell, or Dentalium
called also

shall tutorize

.

Tu'tor-flhlp,

guardianship

re.

The

him some day.

office,

J.

H. Newman.

duty, or care of a tutor

Sclden.

(

guardian

tusk-shell.

A

a

;

Tut'san

projecting
mamber like a tenon, and
serving the same or a similar purpose,
but composed of several steps, or
offsets.
Thus, in the illusaaTuskst Carv
t^rp.j.
)
tratiou, a is the tusk, and
each of the several parts, or offsets, is called a tooth.

(L. totus)

A

-{-

plant of

from which

I

"toress.

;

Hooker.
Holinshed.

tutelage.

;

Tu'tor-y (-y), re. Tutorage. [_Obs.]
Tu'tress tji'trSs), »^. Tutoress. [_Obs.]
Tu'trls (tii'ti'Tks), re. [L. See Tutor.]

;—

pity

.

.

A

female

Smollett.

[iJ.]

[F. toute.iaine; tout, toule, a\\
.lain, suine, sound, healthy, L. saniis.~\ (Bot.)

(int'siin),

Ji.

genus Hypericum (H. Androswmum),
healing ointment is prepared in Spain;

tlie
.1

—

called also parkteaves.
W

Tut'ti (fcwt'te),

—

re.

pi.

[It., fr.

L.

totxis, pi. toti, all.]

(Mas.) All;
a direction for all the sinpcrs or players
Moore (Encyc. of Music).
to perform together.
;

food, fd'ot

;

out,

oil

;

re.

from Twaddle,

Twain

v.

&

[OE. twein, tweien, tweyne,
re.
nearly obsolete
See Two.] Two;
discourse, but used in poetry and burlesque.
" Children /waire."
Chaucer.
And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him
twain.
Matt. v. 41.
In twain, in halves ; into two parts ; asunder.
When old winter split the rocks in twain. Dryden.
Twain cloud. (Meteor.) Same as Cdmulo-stratus.
(twan), a.

—

AS. twegen, masc.
in

common

—

Twalte
shad

(twat),

re.

[Prov. E.]

— called also twaite shad.

;

Twalte,

Eng. Law)

(0.

re.

(Zo'dl.)

A

European

See Shad.

A piece of cleared ground.

See Thwaite.
Twang (twSng), re. A tang. See Tang a taste. [iJ.]
Twang (twang), V. i. [imp.^ p. p. Twanged
(twSngd) p. pr.
vb. re. Twanging.]
[Of imitative
origin
cf. Tang a sharp sound, Tinkle.]
To sound
with a quick, harsh noise to make the sound of a tense
string puUed and suddenly let go
as, the bowstring
twanged.
Twang, V. t. To make to sound, as by puUing a tense
string and letting it go suddenly.
Sounds the tough horn, and twangs the quivering string. Pope.
Twang, n. 1. A harsh, quick sound, like that made
by a stretched string when pulled and suddenly let go
as, the twang of a bowstring.
2. An affected modulation of the voice ; a kind of nasal sound.
He has such a twang in his discourse. Ai'butlinot,
Twan'gle (twan'g'l), v. i. t. To twang.
While the twangling violin
Struck up with Soldier-laddie.
Tennyson.
Twank (twSnk), v. t. To cause to make a sharp,
twanging sound to twang, or twangle.
Addison.
Twan'kay (twSn'kt), n. See Note under Tea, n., 1.
'T was (tw6z). A contraction of it was.
Twat'tle (twSt't'l), V. i. [Cf. Tattle, Twaddle.]'
To prate to talk much and idly to gabble to chatter to twaddle as, a ttvattling gossip.
L'' Estrange.
Twat'tle, V. t. To make much of, as a domestic ani-

&

&

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

mal to pet. \_Prov. Eng.]
Grose.
Twat'tle, re. Act of prating idle talk twaddle.
Twat'tler (-tier), re. One who twattles a twaddler.
Tway (twa), a. &re. [O^.twei. See Twain.] Two;;
;

;

twain.

chair

;

go

;

Spenser.

lObs.]

Tway'blade' (-blad'), n. (Bot.) Any one of several
orchidaceous plants which have only two leaves, as the
species of Listera and of Liparis.
[Written also twyblade.]

Tweag

t.
To tweak. [06s.]
A pinching condition ; perplexity
trouble distress. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
This put the old fellow in a rare tweague. Arhnthnot.

(tweg), V.

Tweag,
Tweague,

Tweak

Ire.
f

;

(twek),

V.

[OE. twikken, originally the

t.

same word as twicchen ; cf. LG. twikken. See Twitch.]
To pinch and pull with a sudden jerk and twist to
;

twitch

;

to tweak the nose.
Shak.
n.
1. A sharp pinch or jerk; a twist or
as, a tweak of the nose.
Swift.
as,

Tweak,

twitcli
2. Trouble ; distress ; tweag.
3.
prostitute.
[O/w.]
;

I

&

;

;

[OE. tusch, AS. tuse ; akin to OFries. tusk,
lusch, and probably to AS. toS tooth.
See Tooth, and
cf. Tusk.]
A long, pointed tooth a tusk
applied es-

(-dling), a.

;

responsible for their

&

&

One who

re.

;

is

{A7n. Colleges) An instructor of a lower rank than
a professor.
Tu'tor, V. t. limp.
p. p. Tutored (-terd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Tutoring.]
1. To have the guardianship or
care of ; to teach ; to instruct.
Shak.
Their sons are well tutored by you.
2. To play the tutor toward ; to treat with authority
Addison.
or severity.
Tu'tor-age (-Sj ; 48), n. The office or occupation of
a tutor; tutorship; guardianship.
Tu'tor-ess (-Ss), re. A woman who performs the duan instructress.
E. Moore.
ties of a tutor
Tu-tO'ri-al (tu-to'rT-«l), a. [L. tutorius.] Of or pertaining to a tutor belonging to, or exercised by, a tutor.
Tu'tor-lsm (tu'ter-Tz'm), re. Tutorship. \_E.]
Tu'tor-lze (tii'ter-iz), v. t. To teach ; to instruct.

re.

;

and

T. Hughes.

(-dler),

Twad'dling

(e)

pi.; sing. TuscA-

up, ilrn

Law) One who has

(b) (Civ.

Tus^r

fi.ill,

—

ure."

(-ra).
{Ethnol.) A tribe of North American Indians formerly living on the Neuse and Tar rivers in
North Carolina. They were conquered inl713, after which
the remnant of the tribe joined the Five Nations, thus
forming the Six Nations. See Six Nations, under Six.
(-k5r), re.
[See Tusk.] A tush of a horse.
Tush (tUsh), interj. An exclamation indicating check,
rebuke, or contempt ; as, tiish, tush ! do not speak of it.
Tush, say they, how should God perceive it ?
Bk. of Com. Prayer (Ps. Ixxiii. 11).

unite, r^de,

A

:

BOBA

ase,

{Obs.]

A

was not used by the Greeks, but by the Komans under
the Empire. See Order, and Illust. of Capital.
Tus'can, n. A native or inhabitant of Tuscany.

A

Tutelage.

:

—

;

See
Howell.

[L. tutela: cf. F. tutelle.

(tu'tel), n.

;

Marryat.

;

.

[F. toutenague ; cf. Pg.
re.
Tu'te-nag
tutenaga, tutanaga. See Tutty.] (Metal.) {a) Crude
zinc.
\_India] (6) Packfong. [Written also tutenague.]
Tut'-mouthed' (tat'mouthd'), a. Having a projecting under jaw prognathous.
Holland.
iObs.]
snub nose. IProv. Eng.]
Tut'-nose' (-noz'), n.
Tu'tOr (tii'ter), re. [OE. tutour, L. tutor, fr. tueri to
watch, defend cf. F. tuteur. Cf. Tuition.] One who
guards, protects, watches over, or has the care of, some
person or thing. Specifically
" Tutour of your treas(a)
treasurer ; a keeper.

Turves (tQrvz), obs. pi. of Turf.
Tus'can (tus'kan), a. [L. Tuscanus, Tuscus.'] Of
or pertaining to Tuscany in Italy ;
specifically designating one of the five orders of architecture recognized and
described by the Italian writers of the 16th century,
or characteristic of the order. The original of this order

re.

Knox.

(tu'te-nSg),

act, practice, or art of

(tiSs'ka-ro'raz),

V.

.

Slow- footed, [i?.]
Tur'tle-foot'ed (-f56t'ed), a.
" Turtle-footed Peace."
Ford.
Tur'tle-head' (-hSd'), n. {Bot.) An American perennial herb {Chelone glabra) having white flowers shaped
like the head of a turtle. Called also snakehead, shell
flower, and balmony.
Tur'tler (-tier), n. One who catches turtles or tortoises.
"The Jamaica tertZers."
Dampier.
Tur'tle-Shell' (-t'l-shSl'), n. The turtle cowrie.
(tfir'tling), n.
turtles.

care or pro-

;

: cf
P. tuteTu'te-la-ry (-la-ry), J laire. See Tutelage.] Having the guardianship or charge of protecting a person or
a thing ; guardian ; protecting ; as, tutelary goddesses.
This, of all advantages, is the greatest .
. the
most tutelary
of morals.
Landor.

The turtledove of the Scriptures is probably Turtur risorius, a species which is still plentiful in Egypt and
other Eastern countries. It is closely allied to the European turtledove.

{Carp.)

Macaulay.

tutelage of the clergy.

.

Twad'dy (twod'dyj, «• Idle trifling twaddle.
Twag'ger (twag'ger), re. A lamb. [Prov. Eng.]

Grew.

—

;

.

prates in a weak and
silly manner, like one whose faculties are decayed.

Twad'dler

;

abits.

Tus'ca-ro'ras

A

;

^m" The South Af-

Tur'tllng

(b)

an exclamation
used for checking or rebuking.
Tut, re. [Cf. Sw. tut a point, pipe, tube, Dan. tut a
cornet.] 1. An imperial ensign consisting of a golden
globe with a cross on it.
2. A hassock. _ \_Obs. or Prov. Eng."]
Tu'te-lage (tu'te-Ifij 48), re. [L. tutela protection,
fr. tutus safe, fr. tueri to watch, defend.
Cf. Tuition.]
1. The act of guarding or protecting
guardianship
protection as, the king's right of seigniory and tutelage.
The childhood of the European nations was passed under the

common European

rican turtledove (T.
albiventris), and the
ashy turtledove of India ( T. rubicolus), are
similar to the Eurogean species in their

.

uow-a-daya.

—

and

species {Turiur vulgaris),
is noted for its plaintive note, affectionate,
disposition, and devotion to its mate.

Islands,

;

;

tufted grass (Aira cssspitosa). (c) Any kind of sedge ( Carex) wluch forms dense tufts in a wet meadow or boggy
place.
Tussock moth (Zo'dl.), the imago of any tussock
caterpillar. They belong to Orgyia, Halecidota, and allied genera.
Tus'SOCk-y (-y), a. Having the form of tussocks
full of, or covered with, tussocks, or tufts.

[See 1st Turtle.]

n.

;

Tussock grass. (Bot.) (a) A tall, strong grass of the
genus Dactylis (D. cxspitosa), valuable for fodder, intro-

—

Tur'tle-dove'

&

3. (Zo'dl.)
caterpillar of anyone of numerous species of bombycid moths.
The body of these caterpillars
covered with hairs which form long tufts or brushes.
Some species are very injurious to shade and fruit trees.
Called also tussock caterpillar. See Okgyia.

;

(

3.

"The

Midas').

its

Tosh,

2d Tusk,

Tusk'y

.

Green Turtle (Chelonia

rieties are

catching

Tusk'-shell'

A

used

the

elephant having

Tus'SOCk

especially for
turtle soup.
Two distinct
species or va-

cially,

An

dented by the tusky boar."
Dryden.
Tus'sac grass' (tus'sak gras/). Tussock grass.
Tus'sah silk' (tus'sa silk'). [Probably fr. Hind, tasar a shuttle, Skr. tasara, trasara.']
{a) A silk cloth
made from the cocoous of a caterpillar other than the
common silkworm, much used in Bengal and China. (6)
The silk fiber itself. [Written also ttisseh silk.']
Tus-Slc'U-lar (tiis-sik'Si-ler), a. [L. tussicularis, fr.
tussicula, dim. of tussis a cough.] Of or pertaining to a
cough.
Dunglison.
Tus'sle (tOs's'l), V. i. & i. [See Tousle.] To strug-

Tus'sle, n.

flesh,
is

(Zo'dl.)

[^Colloq.]
;
to struggle with.
struggle ; a scufile. \_Colloq.]
(tQs'sQk), re. [From Tuz.]
[Written also
tussuck.]
tuft, as of grass, twigs, hair, or the like
X.
especially, a dense tuft or bunch of grass or sedge.

for
the delicacy
its

n.

Milton.

gle, as in sport; to scuffle

valued

of

(tiisk'er),

Tut'ty (tat'ty), n. [F. tutie; cf. Sp. tutia, atuUa,
LL. tutia; all from Per. tutiya.] (Chem.) A yellow or
brown amorphous substance obtained as a sublimation
product in the flues of smelting furnaces of zinc, and
consisting of a crude zinc oxide.
Tut'-work' (-wiirk'), re. (Mining) Work done by
the piece, as in nonmetaliferous rock, the amount done
being usually reckoned by the fathom.
Tomlinson.

[Ofc.]

large tusks.

([I^"In the United States the land and fresh-water
2. {Printing) The curved plate in which the
held in a type-revolving cylinder press.

I. To bare or gnash the teeth.
(tSskt), a. Furnished with tusks.
The tusked boar out of the wood.

"I'nBk (tBsk), f .

tortoises are also called turtles.

Alligator turtle,
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preceding, and substituted (probably by sailors) for the
Spanish or Portuguese name ; cf. Sp. toriuga tortoise,
turtle, Pg. tariaruga, also P. tortue, and E. tortoise.']
1. (Zo'dl.) Any one of the numerous species of Testudinata, especially a sea turtle, or chelonian.

A
Tweed

[_Obs.]

Brathwait.
[Probably a corruption of twills.
See Twill.] A soft and flexible fabric for men's wear,
made wholly of wool except in some inferior kinds, the
wool being dyed, usually in two colors, before weaving.
Twee'dle (twe'd'l), v. t. [Cf. Twiddle] [Written
(twod),

re.

—

also twidlfi.] 1. To liandlo lightly;
said witli reference to awkward fiddling; hence, to influence as if by
fiddling ; to coax ; to allure.
A fiddler brought in with him a body of lusty young follows,
whom he had twcedlal into the service.
Adilison.
2. To twist.
IProv. Enq.]
HalliweU.
Tweel (twel), re. V. Aeo Twill.
Tweer (twer), n. Same as TuviiRB.

sing, igk

&

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

In azuie.

TWEESE
Tweese
Tweeze

)

[OE. tweeze, tweese,

(twez), n.

;

;

—

;

;

twelve.
2. Constituting, or being one of, twelve equal parts
into which anything is divided.
Twelfth, n. 1. The quotient of a unit divided by
twelve ; one of twelve equal parts of one whole.
2. The next in order after the eleventh.
3. (3fus.) An interval comprising an octave and a
fifth.

Twelfth'-cake'

An ornamented cake

(-kak'), n.

dis-

tributed among friends or visitors on the festival of
Twelfth-night.
Twelfth'-day' (-da'), n. See Twelfthtide.

Twelfth'-nlght'

The evening

(-uif ), n.

of Epiph-

any, or the twelfth day after Christmas, observed as a
festival by various churches.
(Physics) A unit
Twelfth'-sec'ond (-sek'iind), n.
for the measurement of small intervals of time, such
that 1012 (ten trillion) of these units make one second.
Twelfth'tlde' (-tid'), n.
The twelfth d"V after
Christmas Epiphany ;
called also Twelflh-da\,

—

;

Twelve

(twSlv), a.
[OE. twelve, twelf, AS. tioelf;
akin to OFries. twelf, twelef, twilif, OS. ticelif, D.
twaalf, G. zw'dlf, OHG. zwelif, Icel. tolf, Sw. tolf, Dan.
tolv, Goth, twalif, from the root of E. two -j- the same
element as in the second part of E. eleven.
See Two,

and Eleven.]
One more than eleven two and ten;
twice six ; a dozen.
Twelve-men's morris.
See the Note imder MoRRIS.
Twelve Tables. (Rom. Antiq.) See under Table.
The
number next following eleven;
Twelve, n. 1.
;

—

the sum of ten and two, or of twice six ; twelve units or
objects ; a dozen.
2.
symbol representing twelve units, as 12, or xii.
The Twelve (Script.), the twelve apostles. Matt, xxvi. 20.
Twelve'mo (-mo), a. n. See Duodecimo.
year which consists
Twelve'month (-munth), n.
of twelve calendar months.
I shall laugh at this a twelvemonth heiice.
Shak.

A

&

Twelve'pence

A

A shilling

(-pens), n.

sterling, being

about twenty-four cents.

Twelve'pen-ny

(-pSn-ny),

a.

Sold for a shilling

worth or costing a shilling.
Twelve'score' (-skor'), n. & a. Twelve times twenty two hundred and forty.
Twen'ti-eth (twSn'ti-eth), a. [From Twenty; cf.
AS. twentigoSa. See Twenty.] 1. Next in order after
the nineteenth ; tenth after the tenth coming after
;

nineteen others

;

— the ordinal of twenty.

2. Constituting, or being,

into which anything

;

one of twenty equal parts

divided.

is

;

;

&

akin to OFries. twinlich, OS. twentig, D.
LG.
OHG. zweinzug, G. zwanzig, Goth, iwai tigjus ;
two tens. See Twain, Two, and Ten.] 1. One
more than nineteen ; twice ten as, twenty men.
2. An indefinite number more or less than twenty. Shak.
Maximilian, upon twenty respects, could not have been the
man.
Bacon.
tig ;

twintig,

that

is,

;

Twen'ty,

n. ; pi.

Twenties

(-tiz).

1.

The number

next following nineteen the sum of twelve and eight,
or tvrice ten ; twenty units or objects a score.
;

;

A symbol representing twenty imits, as 20, or xx.
Twen'ty-fOld' (-fold'), a. Twenty times as many.
Twen'ty-four'mo (-fSr'mo), a. Having twenty-four
leaves to a sheet as, a twenty-fourmo form, book, leaf,
size, etc.
n. A book composed of sheets, each of which
2.

—

;

folded into twenty-four leaves hence, indicating more
or less definitely a size of book whose sheets are so
folded ;
usually written 24mo, or 24°.
Twey (twa), a. [See Two.] Two. [Oi«.] Chaucer.
is

;

—

Twey'fOld' (-fold'), a. Twofold. lObs.']
Chaucer.
Twlljll (twi'bll), 71. [AS. twibill; twi- (in comp.)
two
bill, bil, an ax, hoe, bill.
See Twice, and Bill a

+

cutting instrument.] 1. A kind of mattock, or ax ; esp.,
a tool like a pickax, but having, instead of the points,
flat terminations, one of which is parallel to the handle,
the other perpendicular to it. [Prov. Eng.^
2. A tool for making mortises. {Obs-I
3.
reaping hook.
Twl'billed (-btld), a. Armed or provided with a tvribil or twibils.
Twice (twis), adv. [OE. twies (where the s is the
adverbial ending ; see -wards), twie, AS. twiges, twiwa ;
akin to twi- (in comp.) two, G. zwie-, OHG. zwi-, Icel.
Ivi-, L. bi-, Gr. Si-, Skr. dvi-, and E. two.
See Two.]

A

1.

Two times

;

once and again.

He twice essayed to cast his son

Dryden.
2. Doubly ; in twofold quantity or degree
as, twice
the sum ; he is twice as fortunate as his neighbor.
in gold.

;

11^°° Twice is used in the formation of compounds,
mostly self-explaining as, ttvice-hora, twice-conqaeied,
twice-iiilimted, twice-told, and the like.
i'wld'dle (twTd'd'l), V. t. [Probably of imitative origin.
Cf. TwEEDLE.]
To touch lightly, or play with ; to
tweedle ; to twirl ; as, to twiddle one's thumbs to twiddle a watch key.
[Written also twidle.1
Thackeray.
Twld'dle, V. i. To play with anything ; hence, to be
busy about trifles.
Halliwell.
;

;

ale,

senate,

c4re,

1

(twid'd'l), n.

A

slight twist with the

fingers.
2.
pimple.

am, arm, ask,

or more crystals, or parts of crystals, in revereedposition
with reference to each other.

A

\_Prov. Eng.'\
Halliwell.
Twi'fal'low (twi'fal'lo), v. t. [imp. &p.p. TwiealLOWED (-lod)
pr.
vb. n. Twit allowing.] [AS. twi(see Twice) two
fallow.']
To plow, or fallow, a sec;

+
ond time (land that has

been once fallowed).
[AS. twifeald. See Twice, and

Tvsri'fold' (-fold'), a.

Twofold.]

cf.

Twofold

double.

;

[OA*.]

t.
[imp. & p. p. TwiGOED (twTgd)
Twigging.] [Of. Tweak.] To twitch;
to tweak.
[Obs. or Scot.]
Twig, V. t, [Gael, tuig, or Ir. tuigim, I understand.]
1. To understand the meaning of
to comprehend
as, do you Z«)i5r me ?
[Colloq.]
Marryat.
2. To observe s'yly
also, to perceive
to discover.
" Now twig him now mind him."
Foote.
As if he were lookinfj rifjht into your eyes and twigged something there which you had half a mind to conceal. Hawthorne.
Twig, re. [AS. twig ; akin to D. twijg, OHG. zwlg,
zwi, G. zweig, and probably to E. two.] A small shoot
or branch of a tree or other plant, of no definite length

Twig

p. pr.
to pull

(twig), V.

&

vb. n.

;

;

;

;

size.

The Britons had boats
outside with hides.

made

of willow twigs, covered on the
Sir IV. Raleujii.

Twig borer (Zool.), any one of several species of small
beetles which bore into twigs of shrubs and trees, as the
apple-tree twig borer (Ampkicerus btcaudatus). — Twig
girdler.
(,Zool.) See Girdlek, 3. — Twig msh (Bot.), any
rushlike plant of the genus Cladium having hard, and
sometimes prickly-edged, leaves or stalks.
See Saw
grass, under Saw.
Twig, v. t. To beat with twigs.
Twig'gen (-ggn), a. Made of twigs wicker. [Obs.]
Twig'ger (-ger), n. A fornicator, [Eng.] Halliwell.
Twig'gy (-gy), a. Of or pertaining to a twig or
twigs like a twig or twigs ; full of twigs ; abounding
with shoots. " Twiggy trees."
Evelyn.
;

;

Twight

(twit), V. t.
To twit. [Obs.]
Spenser.
Twlght, obs. p. p. of Twitch.
Chaucer.
Twight'e (t.vit'e), obs. imp. of Twitch.
Chaucer.
Twig'less (twjg'lSs), a. Having no twigs.
Twig'SOme (-siim), a. Full of, or abounding in,

twigs; twiggy.

" Twigsome

[P.]

Dickens.

trees."

Twi'light' (twi'Kt'), n. [OE. twilight, AS. twi- (see
Twice) -|- leoht light hence the sense of doubtful or
;

cf. LG. twelecht, G. zwielicht.
See Light.]
light perceived before the rising, and after the
setting, of the sun, or when the sun is less than 18° below
the horizon, occasioned by the illumination of the earth's
atmosphere by the direct rays of the sun and their reflection on the earth ; crepuscular light.
2.
faint light ; a dubious or uncertain medium

half light
1.

;

The

A

through which anything is viewed.
As when the sun
from behind the moon,
In dim eclipse, disastrous twiligtit sheds.
Milton.
Locke.
The twilight of probabihty.
Twilight', a. 1. Seen or done by twilight. Milton.
2. Imperfectly illuminated shaded obscure.
O'er the tivihght groves and dusky caves.
Pope.
Twill (tw'il), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Twilled (twTld) p.
pr. & vb. re. TwillingI] [Scotch tweel; probably from
LG. twillcn to make double, from twi- two akin to AS.
twi-, E. twi- in twilight.
See Twice, and cf. Tweed,
Tweel.] To weave, as cloth, so as to produce the appearance of diagonal lines or ribs on the surface.
Twill, n. [Scotch tweel. See Twill, v. t.] 1. An
appearance of diagonal lines or ribs produced in textile
fabrics by causing the weft threads to pass over one and
under two, or over one and under three or more, warp
threads, instead of over one and under the next in reg,

.

.

;

ular succession, as in plain weaving.
2. A fabric woven with a twill.
3. [Perhaps fr. quill.]
A quill, or spool, for yarn.
machine for
Tvrtlly (twini^), re. [Cf. Willy.]
cleansing or loosening wool by the action of a revolving
cylinder covered with long iron spikes or teeth ; a willy
or willying machine ;
called also twilly devil, and devil.

A

—

Tomlinson.
[See Quilt.] A quilt. [Prov. Eng.]
[OE. twin double, AS. getwinne two
and two, pi., twins akin to D. tweeling a twin, G. zwilling, OHG. zwiniling, Icel. ivennr, tvinnr, two and two,
twin, and to AS. twi- two.
See Twice, Two.] 1. Being
one of two bom at a birth ; as, a twin brother or sister.
2. Being one of a pair much resembling one another
standing in the relation of a twin to something else
Shak.
often followed by to or with.
3. (Bot.) Double ; consisting of two similar and cor-

and Willy.

6,

Twilt

(twilt),

Twin

(twin), a.

re.

;

;

—

responding parts.
to

4. (Crystallog.) Composed of parts united according
some definite law of tvrinning. See Twin, re. , 4.

Twin

boat, or Twin ship (Naut.),
a vessel whose deck and upper works

rest

on two

crystal.

parallel hulls.

See Twin, ».,

4.

m

;

;

eve.

event,

Twin

of Staurolite.

end, fern,

relative position of the parts of a twin

recent

;

ice,

may

be explained by supposing one part to be revolved 180°
about a certain axis (called the twinning axis), this axis
being normal to a plane (called the twinning plane) which
is usually one of the fundamental planes of the crystal.
This revolution brings the two parts into parallel position,
or vice versa. A contact twin is one in which the parts
are united by a plane surface, called the composition
face, which is usually the same as the twinning plane.
A penetration twin is one in which the parts interpenetrate each other, often very irregularly. Twins are also
called, according to form, cruciform, geniculated., etc.
Twin (twin), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Twinned (twTnd) p.
pr. & vb. n. Twinning.] 1. To bring forth twins. Tiisser.
2. To be bom at the same birth.
Shak.
Twin, v. t. 1. To cause to be twins, or like twins in
any way.
Shak.
;

Still

we moved

Together, twinned, as horse's ear and eye. Tennyson,
separate into two parts; to part; to divide;
hence, to remove ; also, to strip ; to rob. [Obs.]
The life out of her body for to twin.
Chaucer.

To

2.

Twin, r. i. To depart from a place or thing. [Obs.'\
" Ere that we farther twin."
Chaucer.
Twln'born' (-bSrn'), a. Born at the same birth.
Twine (twin), n. [AS. twin, properly, a twisted OP
double thread akin to D. twijn, Icel. tvinni; from twi-.
See Twice, and cf. Twin.] 1. A twist; a convolution.
Typhon huge, ending in snaky twine.
Milton,
2. A strong thread composed of two or three smaller
threads or strands twisted together, and used for various purposes, as for binding small parcels, making nets,
and the like a small cord or string.
3. The act of twining or winding round.
J. Philips.
Twine reeler, a kind of machine for twisting twine a
kind of mule, or spinning machine.
Twine, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Twined (twTnd) p. pr.
& vb. re. Twining.] [OE. twinen, f r. AS. twin a twisted
thread akin to D. twijnen to twine, Icel.
Sw. ivinna,
Dan. tvinde. See Twine, re.] 1. To twist together to
form by twisting or winding of threads ; to wreathe as,
fine twined linen.
2. To wind, as one thread around another, or as any
flexible substance around another body.
;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

Let

Mine arms about

To wind about

3.

me

twine

that body.

Shak.

embrace to entwine.
triumph now my temples twine.
to

;

;

Let wreaths of
Pope.
4. To change the direction of.
[Obs.]
Fairfax.
5. To mingle
to mix.
[Obs.]
Crashaw.
Twine, f i. 1. To fnutually twist together to become mutually involved.
2. To wind ; to bend ; to make turns ; to meander.
As rivers, though they bend and twine,
;

.

;

Still to the sea their course incUne.
Swift.
3. To turn round; to revolve.
[Obs.]
Chapman.
4. To ascend in spiral lines about a support
to climb
spirally
as, many plants twine.
Twin'er (twin'er), re. (Bot.) Any plant which twines
;

;

about a support.

Twinge (twTnj), v. t.

&

p. pr.

vb. n.

gan; akin

to

[imp. &p. p. Twinged (twTnjd)
TwmoiNO.] [OE. twengen, AS. twenOE. twin gen to pain, afflict, OFries,

thwinga, twinga, dwinga, to constrain, D. dwingen, OS.
thwingan, G. zwingen, OHG. dwingan, thwingan, to
press, oppress, overcome, Icel. pvinga, Sw. tvinga to subdue, constrain, Dan. tvinge, and AS. pyn to press, OHG.
dUhen, and probably to E. thong. Perhaps influenced
by twitch. Cf. Thong.] 1. To pull with a twitch ; to
pinch ; to tweak.

When a man

past his sense,

is

*b no way to reduce him thence,
But twinging him by the ears or nose.
Or laying on of heavy blows.
HudiJbras.
2. To affect with a sharp, sudden pain; to torment
with pinching or sharp pains.
The gnat
twinged him [the Hon] till he made him teai
himself, and so mastered him.
VEstrange.
Twinge, V. i. To have a sudden, sharp, local pain,

There

.

.

.

like a tvrftch ; to suffer a keen, darting, or shooting pain
as, the side twinges.
Twinge, re. 1.
pinch ; a tweak a twitch.
A master that gives you . twinges by the ears. L' Estrange.
;

.

—

^11

^W^ The

.

A

sudden, sharp pain ; a darting local pain of momentary continuance as, a twinge in the arm or side.
•'
A twinge for my own sin."
Dryden.
Twin'lng (twinTng), a. Winding around something
twisting embracing climbing by winding about a support as, the hop is a twining plant.
Twin'lng, n. The act of one who, or that which,
twines; (Bot.) the act of climbing spirally.
Twink (twTnk), V. i. [OE. twinken. See Twinkle.]
2.

(Sot.), a delicate evergreen
plant (Linniea borealis) of northern
climates, which has prettyj fragrant,
pendulous flowers borne
pairs on
Twin - screw steama slender stalk.
er, a steam vessel propelled by two
screws, one on either side of the
plane of the keel.
Twin, re. 1. One of two produced at a birth, especially by an
animal that ordinarily brings forth
Twin Flower.
used chiefly
but one at a birth ;
in the plural, and applied to the young of beasts as well
as to human young.
2. pi. (Astron.) A sign and constellation of the zodiac
Gemini. See Gemini.
3. A person or thing that closely resembles another.
4. (Crystallog.) A compound crystal composed of two

final,

]i

etration (Cruciform)

A

— Twin
— Twin

flower

—

A Octahedron showing the Twinning Plane
Twinned Octahedron (Contact Twins). C Pen-

Crystals.

abed ef.

;

;

See Devil, n.,

Twin

;

;

or

^/H

&

p

;

Twen'ti-eth, n. 1. The next in order after the nineone coming after nineteen others.
2. The quotient of a unit divided by twenty one of
twenty equal parts of one whole.
Twen'ty (-ty), a. [OE. twenty, AS. twentig, twen-

teenth

Twld'dle

P. ituis,

fr.

pi. of etui a case, sheath, box
probably
)
Teutonic origin
cf. MHG. stuche a wide sleeve in
which articles could be carried, OHG. stuhha, G. stauche
a short and narrow muff.
A
Cf. !lETni, Tweezers.]
Howell.
surgeon's case of instruments.
Twee'zers (twe'zerz), n. jo/. [See Tweese.] Small
pinchers used to pluck out hairs, and for other purposes.
Twelfth (twelfth), a. [For Iwelft, OE. twelfle, AS.
See Twelve.] 1. Next in order after the elevtwelfta.
the ordinal of
enth
coming after eleven others

sf
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;

;

;

;

To

twinkle.
[Obs.]
Twink (twink), re. 1. wink ; a twinkling. [Obs ]
2. (Zool.) The chaffinch.
[Prov. Eng.]
Twin'kle (twin'k'l), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Twinkled
(-k'ld) p. pr.
vb. n. Twinkling (-klTng).] [OE. twinkten, AS. twinclian ; akin to OE. twinken to blink, wink,
G. zwinken, zwinkern, and perhaps to E. twitch.] 1. To
open and shut the eye rapidly to blink to wink.
The owl fell a moping and twinkling. UEatrange.

A

&

&

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obby, drb, Sdd

;

;

TWINKLE
2.

;

Shak.

Twit'lark'

Twit'ter

—

or reproaches

to insinuate ;
used reflexively ; as,
avarice twisls itself into all human concerns.
6. To unite by winding one thread, strand, or other
flexible substance, round another
to form by convolution, or winding separate things round each other
as,
to twist yarn or thread.
Shak.
7. Hence, to form as if by winding one part around
another ; to wreathe to make up.
Was it not to this end
That thou began'st to iwist so fine a story ?
S/iak.

To form

into a thread from many fine filaments
wool or cotton.
1. To be contorted
to writhe to be
distorted by torsion to be united by winding round each
other to be or become twisted as, some strands will
twist more easily than others.
2. To follow a helical or spiral course to be in the
;

;

unite,

a bending.

riide,

fuill,

ilp,

Qm

;

pity

(Zool.)

value of twopence.

Two'-ply' (too'pli'), a. 1. Consisting of two thicknesses, as cloth double.
2. Woven double, as cloth or carpeting, by incorporating two sets of warp thread and two of weft.
Two'-ranked' (-rankt/), a. (Bot.) Alternately disposed on exactly opposite sides of the stem so as to form
two ranks ; distichous.
Two'-sid'ed (-sid'gd), a. 1. Having two sides only }
hence, double-faced ; hypocritical.
2. (Biol.) Symmetrical.
;

Two'-tongued'

Twy'Wade'

[imp.

&p.

p.

Twittered

twittering

twits,

certain parish

;

from the straw-built shed.

;

food, fobt

Gray.
;

out,

oil

;

cbair

;

go

{

and ward

offices.

;

;

;

;

(twi'blad'), n.

Ty-chon'ic (tt-kSu'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to Tyeho
Brahe, or his system of astronomy.
Ty-coon' (tt-koon'), n. [Chinese tai-knn great prince.]
The title by which the shogun, or former coniniander
in chief of the Japanese army, was known to foreigners.
Ty'dy (ti'dj), «. (Zool.) Same as Tidy.
Tye(ti),?(. 1. A knot a tie. IB.} See Tie.
2. (A'aiit.) A chain or rope, one end of which passes
through the mast, and is made fast to the center of a
yard the other end is attached to a tackle, by means of
which the yard is hoisted or lowered.
3. (Mining) A trough for washing ores.
Knight.
Tye, ('. t. See Tie, the proper orthography.
Ty'er (ti'er), n. One who ties, or unites, [if.]
Ty-foon' (tl-fobn'), ti. See Typhoon.

J

;

;
deiSandys,

See Twatblade.
Ty'-all' (tl'al'), 71. Something serving to tie or secure.
[06s.]
Latimer.
Ty'burn tlck'et (ti'bflrn tTk'St). [So called in allusion to Tyburn, formerly a place of execution in England.]
(0. Eng. Law) A certificate given to one who
prosecutes a felon to conviction, exempting him from

an upbraider.
i.

Double-tongued

(-tiingd'), a.

ceitful.

The meadow

which, twitters.
2. A slight nervous excitement or agitation, such as is
caused by desire, expectation, or suspense.
A widow, who had a twittering towards a second husband,
L* Kfiranye.
took a gossiping companion ta manage the job.

a

Not the least turn or twist in the fibers of any one animal
which does not render them more proper for that particular
animal's way of lite than any other cast or texture.
Addison.

use,

n.

[From Twit.] One who

To make the sound

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

a convolution

;

of a half-suppressed laugh to
Fletcher.
to giggle.
3. [Perhaps influenced by twitch.} To have a slight
trembling of the nerves; to be excited or agitated.
Cowper.
Twit'ter, V. t. To utter with a twitter.
Twit'ter,". 1. The act of twittering; a small, tremulous, intermitted noise, as that made by a swallow.
a fit of laughter partially
2. A half-suppressed laugh
Hitdibrns.
restrained a titter a giggle.
3. A alight trembling or agitation of the nerves.
1. The act of one who, or that
Twlt'ter-lng, n.
titter

as, to tioist

;

;

V.

The swallow
2.

;

;

;

&

;

a contortion

;

(-terd) p.
[OE. ttviteren ; of imitative
pr.
vb. n. Twittering.]
origin ; cf. G. zwitschern, OHG. ztvizziron, D. kwetteren,
Sw. qvittra, Dan. quiddre. Cf. Titter.] 1. To make a
succession of small, tremulous, intermitted noises.

Twit'ter,

;

;

(twTt'lark'),

as,

3. Using either hand equally well ambidextrous.
TwO'-lipped' (-lipf), a. 1. Having two lips.
2. (Bot.) Divided in such a manner as to resemble the
two lips wlien the mouth is more or less open bilabiate.
Two'-part'ed (-part'gd), a. (Bot.) Divided from the
border to the base into two distinct parts ; bipartite.
TwO'pence (tob'pgns or tup'ens 277), n. A small
coin, and money of account, in England, equivalent to
two pennies, minted to a fixed annual amount, for almsgiving by the sovereign on Maundy Thursday.
Two'pen-ny (too'pen-ni^ or tup'en-ny), a. Of the

V

(twit'tei), n.

;

—

;

IProv. Eng.}

pipit.

dichotomous.

(-hSnd'gd), a. 1. Having two hands
often used as an epithet equivalent to large, stout,
" Two-handed sway."
strong, or powerful.
Milton.
2. Used with both hands as, a two-handed sword.
That two-handed engine Lthe sword].
Milton,

IProv. Eng.}

Waller.

;

Employing two hands

Two'-hand'ed

A

;

of a fork

See Dactylology.

the two-hand alphabet.

A

twisted about with wreaths of flame.
T. Burnet.

of twisting

somewhat after the manner
Two'—hand' {-hSnd'), a.

Twitch, n. 1. The act of twitching ; a pull with a
;
a short, sudden, quick pull ; as, a twitch by the
sleeve.
2.
short, spastic contraction of the fibers or muscles; a simple muscular contraction; as, convulsive
twitches ; a twitch in the side.
stick with a hole in one end through which
3. (Far.)
passes a loop, which can be drawn tightly over the upper
By twisting the stick the comlip or an ear of a horse.
pression is made sufficiently painful to keep the animal
J. H. Walsh,
quiet during a slight surgical operation.
Twltch'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, twitches.
Twitch' grass' (gras'). (Bot.) See Quitch grass.
(Zool.) (a) The European tree
Twite (twit), n.
sparrow. (6) The mountain linnet (lAnota flavirostris).

;

flexure

;

jerk

to convolve.
;
Twist it into a serpentine form.
Pope.
2. Hence, to turn from the true form or meaning ; to
pervert as, to twist a passage cited from an author.
3. To distort, as a solid body, by turning one part relatively to another about an axis passing through both ;
to subject to torsion ; as, to twist a shaft.
4. To wreathe ; to wind ; to encircle ; to unite by
intertexture of parts. " Longing to twist bays with that

form of a helix.
Twist, n. 1. The act

;

;

;

to crook spirally

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

This these scoffers twitted the Christians with. Tillotson.
of their errors, without twitting them for
Estrange.
what is amiss.
Twitch (twich), V. t. limp. &p.p. Twitched (twicht);
[OE.
twicchen,
fr.
(doubtvb. n. Twitching.]
p. pr.
ful) AS. twiceian ; akin to AS. angeltwicca a worm used
for bait, literally, a hook twitcher, LG. twikken to tweak,
G. zivicken. Cf. Tweak.] To pull with a sudden jerk
to pluck with a short, quick motion ; to snatch as, to
twitch one by the sleeve ; to 'twitch a thing out of another's hand ; to twitch off clusters of grapes.
Pope.
Thrice they twitched the diamond in her ear.

;

Having

;

;

;

(Bot.)

a.

bicapsular.
;

&

;

Msop minds men

Byron.

;

&

(too'kSp'siild),
;

(Bot.) Divided about half
Two'-CleJt' (-kleff ), a.
way from the border to the base into two segments bifid.
Two'-deck'er (-dek'er), n. A vessel of war carrying
guns on two decks.
Two'-edged' (-Sjd'), a. Having two edges, or edgea
on both sides as, a two-edged sword.
Two'fold' (-fold'), a. [Cf. Twifold.] Double duplicate multiplied by two as, a twofold nature a itvofold sense a twofold argument.
Two'fold', adv. In a double degree doubly.
Two'-loot' (-iSoV), a. Measuring two feet two feetlong, thick, or wide as, a two-foot rule.
Two'-forked' (-fSrkf), a. Divided into two parts^

;

;

;

V. i.

Two'-cap'SUled
two distinct capsules

;

;

Twist,

;

;

;

;

8.

;

(Kinematics) See under Pair, m., 7.
(twit), V. t.
limp.
p. p. Twitted p. pr.
Twitting.] [OE. atwiten, AS. selw'dan to reproach,
blame »< at -f- witan to reproach, blame originally,
to observe, see, hence, to observe what is wrong (cf. the
meanings of E. animadvert) akin to G. vevweisen to
censure, OHG. ^twizan, Goth, fraweitan to avenge, L.
videre to see. See Vision, Wit.] To vex by bringing
to notice, or reminding of, a fault, defect, misfortune, or
the like to revile to reproach to upbraid ; to taunt
as, he twitted his friend of falsehood.

Twirl, V. i. To revolve with velocity to be whirled
round rapidly.
Twirl, n. 1. The act of twirling; a rapid circular
motion a whirl or whirling ; quick rotation.
2. A twist a convolution.
Woodward.
Twist (twist), V. t. limp. & p. p. Twisted p. pr.
vb. n. TwisTiNO.]
[OE. twisten, AS. twist a rope, as
made of two (twisted) strands, fr. twi- two akin to D.
twist a quarrel, dissension, G. zwist, Dan. & Sw. tvist,
Icel. tvistr the deuce in cards, tvisir distressed.
See
Twice, Two.] 1. To contort; to writhe to complicate

;

One who

1.

Twit

;

into

Two

(too), n.
1. The sum of one and one ; the number next greater than one, and next less than three two
units or objects.
2. A symbol representing two units, as 2, II., or ii.
In two, asunder into two parts ; in halves ; in twain
as, cut in two.

Twisting pair.

&

To wind

One or two, a phrase often used indefinitely for a small

number.

vb. n.

vb. n. Twirling.]
[Of. AS. pwiril a churn
staff, a stirrer, flail, /lu^eraM, apweran, to agitate, twirl,
G. zwirlen, quirlen, querlen, to twirl, to turn round or
about, quirl a twirling stick, OHG. dweran to twirl,
stir.
Cf. Trowel.]
To move or turn round rapidly ; to
whirl round to move and turn rapidly with the fingers.
See ruddy maids.
Some taught with dexterous hand to twirl the wheel. Dodsley.
No more beneath soft eve's consenting 6tar

5.

Chaucer.
subjected

;

&

Chaucer.
Twlre, V. i. To sing, or twitter. [06s.]
Twire'-plpe' (-pip')) ". A vagabond musician. [06s.]
You are an ass, a twire-pipe.
Beau. Sf Fl.
You looked like Twire-pipe, the taborer. Chapman.
Twirl (twerl), V. i. limp. &p. p. Twirled (twerld)

smoke

(-er), n.

;

;

pillars of

;

hence, perverted.

twists
specifically,
the person whose occupation is to tvpist or join the
threads of one warp to those of another, in weaving.
2. The instrument used in twisting, or making twists.
He, twirling his twister, makes a twist of the twine. WalUs.
Craig.
3. (Carp.) A girder.
4. (Man.) The inner part of the thigh, the proper
Craig.
place to rest upon when on horseback.
Twist'ic-al (-T-kal), a. Crooked ; tortuous ; hence,
Bartlett.
perverse unfair dishonest. ISlang, U. S.}
n. from Twist.
Twist'ing, a.

;

ivy."
There are

a.

;

;

+

;

;

Twlst'er

winter winter.
Twln'ter (-ter), re. [AS. hoi- two
See Twice, and Winter.] A domestic animal two winGrose.
ters old.
IProv. Bng.~\
Twire (twlr), n. [Cf. D. tweern, G. zwirn, and E.
tivine.}
A twisted filament a thread. [06s.] Locke.
Twlre, V. i. [Cf. MHG. zwieren, E. thwart, and queer.}
1. To peep ; to glance obliquely
to leer.
[06«.]
Which maids will twire at 'tween their fingers. E. Jonson.
I saw the wench that tioired and twinkled at thee.
Bean, tt Ft.
2. To twinkle; to glance; to gleam.
[06s.]

&

I^^

Twisted cturve (Geom.), a curve of double curvature.
See Plane curve, under Curve. —Twisted surface (Geom.),
a surface described by a straight line moving according to
any law whatever, yet so that the consecutive positions
of the line shall not be in one plane a warped surface.

—

jocund Castanet.

imp. of Twist.
Contorted crooked spirally

(twTst'e), o6s.

Twlst'ed,

—

twirls his

Two is often joined with other woids, forming
compounds signifying divided into, consisting of, or liaving, two parts, divisions, organs, or the like as /i(0-bladed»
too-celled, too-eared, <it'0-flowered, iuo-hand, ^uo-headed, too-horse, too-leafed or ^ico-leaved, too-legged, hvolobed, to'O-masted, two-named, /«'o-part, <iiJO-petaled, hi>opronged, tu'O-seeded, too-sided, too-story, <?('0-stringed,
?!('0-toothed, /ico-valved, to'o-winged, and the like.

-v.

Twisfe
to torsion

Polysynthetic twinning, repeated twinning of crystal
lamellae, as that of the triclinic feldspars.
Repeated
twinning, twinuing of more than two crystals, or parts
of crystals.
Twinning azia. Twinning plane. See the
Note under Twin, n.

Fandango

—

A twig. lObs.} Chaucer. Fairfax.
/.]
Gain twist, or Gaining twist (Firearms), twist of which
the pitch is less, and the inclination greater, at tlie muzzle than at the breech. — Twist drill, a drill the body of
wbich is twisted like that of an auger. See IlUist. of
Drill. —Uniform twist (Firearms), a twist of which the
spiral course has an equal pitch throughout.

(-ning), ra. {Crystallog.) Tlie assemblage
of two or more crystals, or parts of crystals, in reversed
position with reference to each other in accordance with
Bonie definite law ; also, rarely, in artificial twinning
(accomplished for example by pressure), the process by
which this reversal is brought about.

(too), a.

;

,

Twin'nlng

(Anat.) The thalamen-

(-bran'), n.

[OE. two, twa, properly fem. & neut.,
twei, twein, tweien, properly masc. (whence E. twain),
AS. twa, fem. & neut., twegen, masc, tU, neut. akin to
OEries. twene, masc, twa, fem. & neut., OS. twene,
masc, twa, fem., twe, neut., D. twee, OHG. zwene, zw5,
zwei, G. zioei, Icel. tveir, tvxr, tvau, Sw. tva, Dan. ?o,
Goth, tioai, twos, twa ; Lith. du, Russ. dva, Ir. & Gael.
da, W. dau, dwy, L. duo, Gr. &vo, Skr. dva.
V300.
Cf. Balance, Barouche, Between, Bi-, Combine, Deuce
two in cards. Double, Doubt, Dozen, Dual, Duet,
Dyad, Twain, Twelve, Twenty, Twice, Twi'^ight, Twig,
Twine, n., Twist.] One and one; twice one. "Twe
great lights." Gere. i. 16. " Tmjo black clouds. " Millon.

Two

mascus twist.
(A) (Firearms & Ord.) The spiral course of the rifling
gun barrel or a cannon.
(i) A beverage made of brandy and gin.
ISlang}
4. [OE.
so called as being a too-forked branch.

—

p. pr.

'Twixt'-brain'

of a

;

;

cephalon.

—

See Twist,

Twat-

[See

(twit't'l-twot't'l), n.

L'Estra7ige.
Tattle gabble.
'Twist (twikst). An abbreviation of Betwixt, used
in poetry, or in colloquial language.

tle.]

—

:

with upbraiding.

;

Twit'tle-twat'tle

Arhuthnot.

twist.

formed by twisting, convoluting, or

is

uniting parts. Specifically
(a) A cord, thread, or anything flexible, formed by
winding strands or separate things round each other.
(6) A kind of closely twisted, strong sewing silk, used
by tailors, saddlers, and the like.
(c) A kind of cotton yarn, of several varieties.
{d) A roll of twisted dough, baked.
(e) A little twisted roll of tobacco.
usu(/) (Weaving) One of the tlireads of a warp,
ally more tightly twisted than the filling.
(Firearms)
material
A
for
gun
barrels,
consisting
(g)
of iron and steel twisted and welded together ; as, Da-

.

sparkling stars twire not.

That which

3.

;

When

and the

length, the thickness,

;

.

ner

;

In a twitting man-

(twTt'ting-ly), adv.

Twlt'ting-ly

2. The form given in twisting.
[He] shrunk at first siglit of it he found fault with the

To shine with an intermitted or a broken, quivering

to flash at intervals ; to sparkle ; to scintillate.
These stars do not twinkle when viewed through telescopes
iV/- /. Newton.
that have large apertures.
The western sky twinkled with stars. Sir \V. Scott.
(twTn'k'l),
n.
1.
closing
opening, or
A
or
Twln'kle
a quick motion, of the eye ; a wink or sparkle of the eye.
Suddenly, with twinkle of her eye,
Spenser.
The damsel broke his misintended dart.
2. A brief flash or gleam, esp. when rapidly repeated.
Vryden.
3. The time of a wink ; a twinkling.
Twin'kler (-kler), n. One who, or that which, twinkles, or winks ; a winker ; an eye.
Twin'kling (-kll. g), n. 1. The act of one who, or
of tliat which, twinkles ; a quick movement of the eye
Holland.
a wink ; a twinkle.
2. A shining with intermitted light ; a scintillation j a
sparkling ; as, the tivinkling of the stars.
3. The time of a wink ; a moment
an instant.
In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the Uist trump,
.
1 Cor. xv. 52.
the dead ^hall be raised incorruptible.
Twln'leaf (twTn'lef), n. {Bot.) See Jeffeksonia.
Twln'liSte' (-lik'), o. Closely resembling ; being a
counterpart.
Twin'llke'ness, n.
Twin'llng (-ITug), n. \_Twin -|- 1st -ling.'} A young
or little twin, especially a twin lamb.
Twinned (t"'ind), «. (Crystallog.) Composed of parts
united according to a law of twinning. See Twin, n., 4.
Twin'ner (-ner), n. One who gives birth to twins
Tusser.
a breeder of twins.
liglit

TYLARUS

1557

Ty'ger
Ty'lng
Ty'ing,
ores

sing, ink

ill

;

".

tiger.

[06*.]

(Mining) The not or process of washing

a buddlo.

Tyke
II

A

(ti'ger), n.
(Zoo/.)
(ti'Ing), p. pr. of Tie.

(tik). n.
See 2d TntB.
(ti'hi-rBs), n. ; pi.

Ty'la-rus

then, thin

;

boN

i

zli

Tylari

=z

(-ri).

in azuie.

[NL.,

llfc.

Gr.

(Zool.)

a cushion.]

tu'Aj)

One

of the pads

on the

under surface of the toes of birds.
Ty'ler (tl'ler), n. See 2d Tilek.
Ty-lop'O-da (tt-lop'6-da), n. pi.
II

-poda.'} (Zool.) A
cushion
ing the camels.
Ty-lo'sis (tt-lo'sTs), n. ; pi. Tyloses (-sez). [NL., fr.
Gr. TvAos a lump, knot.] {Bot.) An intrusion of one
vegetable cell into the cavity of another, sometimes formGoodale.
ing there an irregular mass of cells.
II

Tym'bal

(tim'bal), n.

[P. limbale, Sp. tivibal ; of.

Cf. Atabal, Timatabal; probably of Arabic origin.
[Written also timbal.']
brel.] A kind of kettledrum.
Frior.
A tijmbal's sound were better than my voice.
Tymp (timp), re. [Cf. Tympan.] (Blast Furnace) A
hollow water-cooled iron casting in the upper part of the
archway in which the dam stands.
Tym'pan (tim'pan), n. [F., fr. Tj. tympanum a kettledrum, a panel of a door. See Tympanum, and cf.
Tymp.] 1. A drum. [06*.]
2. (Arch. ) A panel a tympanum.
3. (Print.) A frame covered with parchment or cloth,
on which the blank sheets are put, in order to be laid on
the form to be impressed.
Tsrmpan sheet (Print.), a sheet of paper of the same
size as .,hat to be printed, pasted on the tympan, and
serving as a guide in laying the sheets evenly for printW. Savage.
ing.
;

Tympanic.

Tym'pa-nal
Tym-pan'lc (tlm-pSn'Ik 277),
1. Like a tympanum or drum
(tTm'pa-nal), n.

[See Tympanum.]
acting like a drum-

a.

;

;

a tympanic membrane.
2. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the tympanum.
Tympanic bone (Anat.), a bone of the skull which incloses a part of the tympanum and supports the tymTympanic membrane. {Anat.) Seethe
Sanic membrane.

head

;

as,

—

ote under Ear.

Tym-pan'lc, re. (Anat.) The tympanic bone.
Tym'pa-nist (-pa-nist), re. [L. tympaniste, Gr. ruti.One who beats a drum, [ii.]
Tym'pa-nl'tes (-ni'tez), re. [L., fr. Gr. Tv/tirai/inj?,

jrario-T>)5.]
II

fr. Tvij.wavou

{Med.)

a kettledrum.]

tion of the belly

A

flatulent disten-

tympany.

;

Tym'pa-nlt'ic (-nTt'ik), a. [L. tympanilicus one af(3Ied.) Of, pertaining to, or
flicted with tympanites.]
affected with, tjanpanites.

Tym'pa-ni'tis

(-ni'tTs),

re.

&

Tym'pa-nize, v. t. (imp.
p. p. Tympanized (-nizd)
vb. re. Tympanizing (-ni'zTng).]
To stretch, as
p. pr.
a skin over the head of a drum ; to make into a drum or
drumhead, or cause to act or sound like a drum. [Oftj.]
" Tympanized, as other saints of God were."
Oley.
Tym'pa-no (tTm'pa-nS), re. / pi. Tympani (-ne). [It.

&

—

II

timpano. See Tympanum.]
(BIus.) A kettledrum;
chiefly used in the plural to denote tlie kettledrums of an
[Written also timpano.']
orchestra. See Kettledrum.
Tym'pa-no- (tTm'pa-n6-). A combining form used
in anatomy to indicate connection with, or relation to,
the tympanum ; as in tyynpanobyai, tympano-Eustachian.
Tym'pa-no-hy'al (-hi'al), a. (Aiiat.) Of or pertainThe
re.
ing to tlie tympanum and tlie hyoidean arch.
proximal segment in the hyoidean arch, becoming a part
of the styloid process of the temporal bone in adult

—

man.

Tym'pa-num

(tTm'pa-niim),

Tympanums
a kettledrum, a drum
/ pi.

re.

E.

(-numz), L. Tympana (-na). [L.,
or wheel in macliines, the triangular area in a pediment,
the panel of a door, Gr. rvfiTravov, rvwavov, fr. Tunreiv to
strike, beat.
See Type, and cf. Timbrel.] 1. (Anat.)
(a) The ear drum, or middle ear. Sometimes applied incorrectly to the tympanic membrane. See Ear. (b) A
chamber in the anterior part of the syrinx of birds.
2. (Zobl.) One of the naked, inflatable air sacs on the
neck of the prairie chicken and other species of grouse.
3. (Arch.) (a) The recessed face of a pediment within
the frame made by the upper and lower cornices, being
usually a triangular space or table. (J) The space within
an arch, and above a lintel or a subordinate arch, spanning the opening below the arch.
4. (Meek.) A drum-shaped wheel with spirally curved
partitions by which water is raised to the axis when the
wheel revolves with the lower part of the circumference
submerged,
used for raising water, as for irrigation.
Tym'pa-ny (-nj), re. [Gr. Tvix-Kavia^, fr. riit.navov a
kettledrum. See Tympanites.]
X. (Med.) A flatulent
tympanites.
distention of the belly
Fuller.

—

;

2. Hence,
•'

Thine

inflation ; conceit
a tympany of sense."

's

;

bombast

;

turgidness.
Dry den.

A plethoric and tautologic tympany of sentence. De Quincey.
[See Tine to shut in.] To shut
Tynd (ttnd), v.
t.

to close.

iObs.]

Tyne

(tin), v.

" His

bliss

Tyne,
Tyne,

t.

v. i.

n.

[Icel. tyna.l

To

lose.

Wyclif.
\Obs. or Scot.]

Piers Plowman. Sir W. Scott.
To become lost to perish. [OJs.] Spenser.
[See Tine a prong.]
(Zo'61.) A prong or

gan he

;

;

;

;

;

tyne.''''

;

;

;

.

.

Bonrgeois

German

IV2

number

Haeckel.
of main divisions or types.
(Fine Arts) The original object, or class of objects,
scene, face, or conception, which becomes the subject of
a copy esp., the design on the face of a medal or a coin.
(c) (Chem.) A simple compound, used as a model or
pattern to which other compounds are conveniently regarded as being related, and from which they may be
(b)

2

Saxon

2K

Norse

;

actually or theoretically derived.
JE^— The fundamental types used to express the simplest and most essential chemical relations are hydrochloric acid, HCl ; water, HoO ; ammonia, NH3 ; and me-

(Typog.) (a)

Euby

3^4

A

raised letter, figure, accent, or
other character, cast in metal or cut in wood, used in
printing,
(b) Such letters or characters, in
general, or the whole quantity of them used
in printing, spoken of collectively ; any
number or mass of such letters or characters, however disposed.
5.

Brilliant

3

thane, CH4.

d^" Type are mostly made by casting
type metal in a mold, though some of the
larger sizes are made from maple, mahogany, or boxwood. In the cut, a is the body;
b, the face, or part from which the impression is taken c, the shoulder, or top of tlie
body d, the nick (sometimes two or more
are made), designed to assist the composi-

4

Excelsior

4'/2

Diamond

5

Pearl

5V4

Agate

;

bottom of the face
e, the groove made in the
ii»f>fsl Tvtip
each type as cast "^"^"'' J-ype.
process of finishing,
having attached to the bottom of the body a jet, or small
piece of metal (formed by the surplus metal poured into
the mold), which, when broken off, leaves a roughness
that requires to be removed. The fine lines at the top
and bottom of a letter are technically called ceriphs, and
when part of the face projects over the body, as in the
letter /, the projection is called a kern.
The type which compose an ordinary book font consist
of Roman CAPITALS, small capitals, and lower-case
letters, and Italic CAPITALS and lower-case letters,
with accompanying figures, points, and reference marks,
Including the
in all about two hundred characters.
various modern styles of fancy type, some three or four
hundred varieties of face are made. Besides the ordinary Roman and Italic, some of the most important of
the varieties are
tor in distinguishing the

from the top;

A

Totype, monotype.

[F. type ; cf. It. iipo, from L. typus a
figure, image, a form, type, character, Gr. tuito? the mark
of a blow, impression, form of character, model, from
the root of roirTeii' to beat, strike ; cf. Skr. tup to hurt.]
re.

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

6

Nonpareil

7

Minion

8

Brevier

—

—

—

33Iat6 Eetter.

Diagram of

the " Points " by which sizes of Type are graduated
in the " Point System."

—

Tjrpe founder, one who casts or manufactures type.
Type foundry. Type foundery, a place for the manufacture
of type.
Type metal, an alloy used in maljing type,
stereotype plates, etc., and in backing up electrotype
plates.
It consists essentially of lead and antimony,
often with a little tin, nickel, or copper.
Type wheel, a
wheel having raised letters or characters on its periphery, and used in typewriters, printing telegraphs, etc.
Unity of type (Biol.), that fundamental agreement in
structure which is seen in organic beings of the same class,
and is quite independent of their habits of life. Darwin.
Tsrpe (tip), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Typed (tipt) p. pr. &
t)6. re. Typing.]
1. Torepresentby a type, model, or symbol beforehand to prefigure. [.R.]
White (Johnson).
2. To furnish an expression or copy of
to represent;

—

—

—

Old Style.
Boldface.

French Elzevir.
Antique.

Clarendon.

Gothic.

;

;

Typewriter.

;

to typify.

in common use is diamond then folsize, pearl, agate, nonpareil, minion, brebourgeois (or two-bne diamond), long primer (or
two-line pearl), small pica (or two-line agate), pica (or
two-line nonpareil), English (or two-line minion), Columbian (or two-line brevier), great primer (or two-line bourgeois), paragon (or two-line long primer), double small
pica (or two-line small pica), double pica (or two-line
pica), double English (or two-line English), double great
primer (or two-line great primer), doubleparagon (or twoline paragon), canon (or two-line double pica). Above this,
the sizes are called five-line pica, six-line pica, seven-line
pica, and so on, being made mostly of wood. The following alphabets show the different sizes up to great primer.

The smallest body

;

low in order of
vier,

Brilliant

.

abcdergliijiilmnopqrstuvwiyz

.

Diamond

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwiyz

Pearl

.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

.

abcdefghijklnmopqrstuvwxyz

.

Agate

.

Brevier

.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Bourgeois

Long primer

.

Small pica

.

.

Pica

.

.

.

.

English.

.

.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwx

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv

abcdefghijklmnopqrs

abcdefgliijklmno
Great primer, abcdcf ghijklllin
Columbian.

.

The foregoing account is conformed to the designations
made use of by American type founders, but is substantially correct for

flual,

gU

;

England.

eve,

event,

Agate, however,

;

;

&

A

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Nonpareil
Minion

[iJ.]

Let us type them now in our own lives.
Tennyson.
Type'set'ter (-sef ter), re. One who, or that which,
sets type a compositor a machine for setting type.
Type'set'ting, re. The act or art of setting type.
i.
To write with a typeType'write' (-lif ), v. t.
writer.
IRecent]
Type'writ'er (-rit'er), re. 1. An instrument for writing by means of type, a typewheel, or the like, in which
the operator makes use of a sort of keyboard, in order to
obtain printed impressions of the characters upon paper.
2. One who uses such an instrument.
Type'writ'lng, n. The act or art of using a typewriter ; a^lso, a print made with a typewriter.
Typh-li'tls (tlf-li'tis), re. [NL., fr. Gr. Tv<l>K6g blind,
closed (as applied to the caecum) -j- -itis.J (Med.) Inflammation of the caecum.
[Gr. Tv<;)Xds blind -h
Typh'lO-SOle (tlf'lo-sa), re.
(Zo'ol.)
fold of the wall which protriaXriv channel.]
into
jects
the cavity of the intestine in bivalve mollusks,
certain annelids, starfishes, and some other animals.
Ty-phO'e-an (tt-fo'e-an), a. [L. Typhoius, from Typhoeus, Gr. Tuijxoeus, Tuc^ws.] Of or pertaining to Typhoons (tt-fo'us), the fabled giant of Greek mythology,
having a hundred heads ; resembling Typhoeus.
51^°" Sometimes incorrectly VTritten and pronounced
Ty-phce^an (ti-fe'an), or Ty-phe'an.
II

;

ale,

9

.

;

(tip),

American

1

tained within the group.
Since the time of Cuvier and Baer
the whole animal
kingdom has been universally held to be divisible into a small

;

point of an antler.
Tyne, re. [See Teen, re.] Anxiety tine. [06s.] "With
labor and long <)/ree.
Spenser.
Ty'ny (ti'ny), a. [See Tiny.] Small tiny. [Obs.]
Typ'al (tip/al), a. Relating to a type or types ; belonging to types ; serving as a type ; typical.
Owen.
-type (-tip). [See Type, re.]
combining form signifying impressed form ; stamp ; print ; type ; typical
form; representative; as in steveotype, phototype, fer-

Type

\

;

—

;

[NL. See Tympanum,
and -ITI3.] (3Ied.) Inflammation of the lining membrane of the middle ear.
Tym'pa-nlze (-mz), v. i. [L. tympanizare to beat a
Coles.
drum, Gr. xv/iiTrai'ifeii'.j To drum, [i?.]
II

1. The mark or impression of something ; stamp ; im- ruby, in England, where, also, a size intermediate between nonpareil and minion is employed, called emerald.
pressed sign emblem.
Point system of type bodies (Type Founding), a system
The faith they have in tennis, and tall stockings,
Short blistered breeches, and those types qI travel. Shak. adopted by the type founders of the United States by
which
the various sizes of type have been so modified and
2. Form or character impressed style semblance.
changed that each size bears an exact proportional relaThy father bears the type of king of Naples.
Shale.
tion to every other size. The system is a modification of
3. A figure or representation of something to come a a French system, and is based on the pica body. This pica
correlative to antitype.
token a sign a symbol
body is divided into twelfths, wliich are termed " points,"
A type is no longer a type when the thing typified comes to and every type body consists of a given number of these
Many of the type founders indicate the new
points.
SoutJi.
be actually exhibited.
4. That which possesses or exemplifies characteristic sizes of type by the number of points, and the old names
are gradually being done away with. By the point sys(Biol.)
qualities the representative.
Specifically: (a)
type founders cast type of a uniform size and height,
A general form or structure common to a number of in- tem
whereas formerly fonts of pica or other type made by difdividuals hence, the ideal representation of a species, ferent founders would often vary slightly so that they
genus, or other group, combining the essential character- could not be used together. There are no type in actual
istics
an animal or plant possessing or exemplifying the use corresponding to the smaller theoretical sizes of the
essential characteristics of a species, genus, or other point system. In some cases, as in that of ruby, the term
group. Also, a group or division of animals having a used designates a different size from that heretofore so
called.
certain typical or characteristic structure of body main;

[NL., from tv'At) a
tribe of ungulates compris-

+

TYPHOID
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TYLER

is

£nd, fern, recent

called
;

Ice,

+

-oid : cf. F. tyTy'phold (tl'foid), a. {Typhus
pho'ide, Gr. TV(j><iSr)i.
See Typhus.] (3Ied.) Of or pertaining to typhus
resembling typhus ; of a low grade
;

typhus as, typhoid symptoms.
Tjrphoid fever, a disease formerly confounded with
typhus, but essentially different from the latter. It ia
characterized by fever, lasting usually three or more
weeks, diarrhoea with evacuations resembling pea soup
in appearance, and prostration and muscular debility,
gradually increasing and often becoming profound at
the acme of the disease. Its local le.sions are a scanty
eruption of spots, resembUng flea bites, on the belly, enlargement of the spleen, and ulceration of the intestines

like

idea,

;

iU

;

old,

dbey,

5rb,

ddd

,

TYPHOMALARIAL
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over the areas occupied by Peyer's glands. The virus, or
contagion, of this fever is supposed to be a microscopic
vegetable organism, or bacterium. Called also enteric feTyphoid state, a condition comver. See Peyer's glands.
mon to many diseases, characterized by profound prostration and other symptoms resembling those of typhus.
(Med.)
Ty'phO-ma-la'ri-al (ti'f6-ma-la'rT-al), a.
Pertaining to typhoid fever and malaria ; as, typhomalarial fever, a form of fever having symptoms both of
malarial and of typhoid fever.
Ty'pho-ma'ni-a (-ma'ni-a), w. [NL. See Typhus, and
Mania.] (Med.) A low delirium common in typhus fever.
Ty'phon (ti'fSu), n. [Gr. Tv4io)v, and Tv<f>S>v. See
Typhoon.]
(Class. Mythol.) 1. According to Hesiod,
the son of Typhoeus, and father of the winds, but later

Ty-poth'e-taB (tt-p5th'e-te or tl'po-the'te), n. pi.
[NL., fr. E. type
Gr. TifleVai to put, set.] Printers
used in the name of an association of the master printers
of the United States and Canada, called The United Typothetse of America.

—

identified

with

liim.

Typhon
^W By modern
Egyptian
who represents physical
writers,

is

Set,

identified with the
evil. Encye. Brit.

A violent whirlwind a typhoon. [06i.]
The circling typhon whirled from point to point.

2.

;

Thomson.
Ty-phOOn'Jtt-foon'), n. [Earlier tuffoon, tuffon, Pg.
tufao, Ar. tufan a violent storm probably fr. Gr. tu^wi/,
Tv<tiw, a violent whirlwind, that rushes upward from the
earth, whirling clouds of dust (cf. Typhus); or perhaps
from Chin. faUJung a cyclonic wind.]
violent whirlwind specifically, a violent whirlwind occurring in the
;

A

;

Chinese seas.

+

liquid dejecta.

Typhous

(ti'f5s), a.
;

[Cf. P. typkeux.l
(Bled.)
of the nature of typhus.

Of

A

dhupa smoke.] (Med.)
contagious continued fever
lasting from two to three weeks, attended with great
prostration and cerebral disorder, and marked by a copious eruption of red spots upon the body. Also called
jail fever, famine fever, putrid fever, spotted fever, etc.
See Jail fever, under Jail.
Typ'ic (tip'ik), a. Typical. ^^ Typic sha.ies." Boyle.
[L. typicus, Gr. -ruiriKos, from
Typ'io-al (-I-kal), a
TuTTos type: cf. F. typiqiie.
See Type.] 1. Of the nature of a type; representing something by a form, model,
or resemblance ; emblematic prefigurative.
The Levitical priesthood was only typical of the Christian.

Ty'ran
Ty'ran,

;

re.
[See Tyrant.]
Lordly love is such a iyran

(ti'ran),

Atterhury.
or exhibiting the essential

2. (Nat. Hist.) Combining
characteristics of a group ; as, a typical genus.

— Typ'lc-al-ly, (idv. — Typ'lc-al-ness,

re.

Typ'Ui-ca'tion (-i-fl-ka'shiin), n. The act of typifying, or representing by a figure.
Typ'l-fi'er (tIp'T-fi'Sr), n. One who, or that which,
typifies.
Bp. Warburton.

v.

t.

t.

&

To play the tyrant toward

Tyr'an-ness(tir'an-ng6),ro.

unite,

r^de, full,

fip,

taa ;

pity

;

A

^^^^^

ored birds, but often
have a bright-col-

.

iar

examples.

Tyrant flycatcher (^o'ol.),
of tyrants which have a

flycatcher

Acadicus) and the vermilion flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubineus) are
examples.
Tyrant
shrike (Zo'ol.), any one

:

kills a tyrant.

Tyr'an-nish
nical.

Like a tyrant

ft/rarereisA

;

tyran-

Roman." Gower.

&

(-niz), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Tyrannized
pr.
vb. n. Tyrannizing (-ni'zing).]
[Cf.
; p.
P. tyranniser, Gr. rupavviieiv to take the part of tyrants.] To act the tyrant ; to exercise arbitrary power ;
to rule with unjust and oppressive severity ; to exercise
power over others not permitted by law or required by
justice, or with a severity not necessary to the ends of
justice and government ; as, a prince will often tyrannize over his subjects; masters sometimes tyrannize
over their servants or apprentices.
Tyr'an-nize, v. t. To subject to arbitrary, oppressive, or tyrannical treatment ; to oppress.
Tyr'an-nOUS (-nils), a. Tyrannical ; arbitrary ; unjustly severe ; despotic.
Sir P. Sidney.
Tyr'annous-ly, adv.
Tyr'an-ny (tlr'an-nj^), re. [OE. tirannye, OF. tirannie, P. tyrannic; cf. It. tirannia ; Gr. rvpapvCa, Tupavns,
L. tyrannis. See Tyrant.]
1. The government or authority of a tyrant ; a country governed by an absolute
ruler ; hence, arbitrary or despotic exercise of power
exercise of power over subjects and others with a rigor
not authorized by law or justice, or not requisite for the

&

Liddell

rant.

&

Scoit.

2. Specifically, a monarch, or other ruler or master,
uses power to oppress his subjects ; a person who
exercises unlawful authority, or lawful authority in an
unlawful manner; one who by taxation, injustice, or
cruel punishment, or the demand of unreasonable services, imposes burdens and hardships on those under his
control, which law and humanity do not authorize, or
which the purposes of government do not require ; a
''This false tyrant, this
cruel master; an oppressor.

who

Chaucer.

Nero.
Love, to a yielding heart,

is

a king, but to a

;

out, oil

;

of

numerous species

The Acadian
{Empidonax

habits.

—

Tyrant Flycatcher (Empidonax
Acadicus).

numerous species of
American tyrants of the genus Tyrannus having a strong
toothed bill and resembling the shrikes in habits. The

resistinfr, is

a

kingbird

cbair

;

go

;

sing, isk

an example.

is

Ty'rant
the tyrant

Tyre

(tl'rant), v.
;

To

i.

to be tyrannical.

act like a tyrant
[Obs.]

to play
Fuller.

;

[Tamil tayir.] Curdled milk. [India']
Tyre, n. & v. Attire. See 2d and 3d Tire. [Obs.]
Tyre, v. i. To prey upon. See 4th Tire. [Obs.]
Tyr'l-an (tTr'i-nn), a. [L. Tyrius, from Tyrus Tyre,
(tir), n.

1. Of or pertaining to Tyre or its people.
2. Being of the color called Tyrian purple.
The bright-eyed perch with fins of Tyrian dye. Pope.
Tyrian purple, or Tyrian dye, a celebrated purple dye
prepared in ancient Tyre from several mollusks, especially lanthina, Murex, and Purpura. See tlie Note under

Gr. Tupos.]

Purple, re., 1, and PuriAe of mollusca, under Purple, re.
Tyr'l-an, re. [L. Tyrius.] A native of Tyre.
Ty'ro (ti'ro), n. ; pi. Tyros (ti'roz). [L. tiro a newlylevied soldier, a beginner.] A beginner in learning one
who is in the rudiments of any branch of study a person imperfectly acquainted with a subject
a novice
[Written also tiro.]
The management of tyros of eighteen
;

;

;

Cowper.

Is difficult.

Ty'ro-cin-y (ti'ro-sTn-J), re. [L. tirocinium first servSee Tyro.]
ice or trial, fr. tiro.
The state of being a
tyro, or beginner

apprenticeship. [Obs.]
Blount.
;
Tyr'O-lite (tir'S-lit), re. [Prom Tyrol, where it occurs.]
A translucent mineral of a green color and pearly
or vitreous luster. It is a hydrous arseniate of copper.
Ty'ro-nlsm (ti'ro-niz'm), n. The state of being a
tyro, or beginner.
[Written also tironism.]
Tyr'o-sin (tir'6-sin or -sen), re. [Gr. rvpo^ cheese.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A white crystalline nitrogenous substance present in small amount in the pancreas and
spleen, and formed in large quantity from the decomposition of proteid matter by various means,
as by pancreatic digestion, by putrefaction as of cheese, by the
action of boiling acids, etc. Chemically, it consists of
oxyphenol and amidopropionic acid, and by decomposition yields oxybenzoio acid, or some other benzol derivative.
[Written also tyrosine.]
Tyr'o-tos'i-con (tir'S-toks'T-kon), re. [NL., fr. Gr.
Tvpds cheese -f- toIikoj/. See Toxic] (Physiol. Chem.)
A ptomaine discovered by Vaughau in putrid cheese and
other dairy products, and producing symptoms similar to
cholera infantum. Chemically, it appears to be related
to, or identical ivith, diazobenzol.

(Min.)

—

Tyr'O-tOX'lne (-in), re. Same as Tyrotoxicon.
Ty'son-ite (ti'sun-it), re. [After S. T. Tys07i.] (Min.)
A fluoride of the cerium metals occurring in hexagonal
crystals of a pale yellow color. Cf. Fluooerite.
[Cf. Icel. peisti, Norw. teiste."]
Ty'stle (ti'sti), re.
(Zo'ol.) The black guillemot.
[Prov. Eng.]
Tythe (tith), «. See Tithe.
Tyth'lng (tItii'Tng), re. See Tithinq.
Tzar (zar), re. The emperor of Russia. See CzAB.
n.
The empress of Russia.
Tza-rl'na (za-re'ni),
See Czarina.
Tza-rlt'za (zii-rTt'sa),
1

)

Tzet'ze

Sir P. Sidney.

tyrant.

food, fdbt

any one

^-"

of

(tlr'an-nlsh), a.

"The proud

[Obs.]

Tyr'an-nize

i^f^^/pSs.iS

''
scissorstail, are
handsomely colored. The kingbird and pewee are famil-

Ty-ran'nI-clde (tt-rSn'uI-sid), n. [L. tyrannicidium
the killing of a tyrant, iyrannicida the killer of a tyrant tyrannus a tyrant -^- caedere to kill cf. F. tyrannicide.']
1. The act of killing a tyrant.
Hume.

One who

and strength. They
are mostly plain-col-

Crested Tyrant ^Sr^(Myiarchus crini-

Ty-ran'ni-Ci'dal (tt-rSn'nl-si'dal), a. Of or pertaining to tyrannicide, or the murder of a tyrant.
Booth.

2.

ceeding them in size

,^^^^

@^

I

— Ty-ran'nlc-al-ly, adv. — Ty-ran'nic-al-ness, n.

—

;

5

flattened bill, toothed
at the tip, and resemble
the true flycatchers in

;

;

J^^

These birds are noted for
their irritability and pugnacity,
and for the courage with which
they attack
rapacious birds far ex-

A female tyrant.

;

—

—

also tyrant bird.

[Obs."]

;

-

one of numerous species of American
clamatorial birds belonging to
the family Tyrannidse ;
called

[Ofo.]

to tyranSpenser.
[Obs.]
"That proud <j?rarereeM."
Spenser. Akenside.
Ty-ran'nlc (t t-rau'nik ; 277), ) a.
[L.
tyrannicus,
Ty-ran'niC-al (-nl-kal),
Gr. npawiKo^ : cf.
(
F. tyrannigue. See Tyrant.] Of or pertaining to a tyrant ; suiting a tyrant ; imjustly severe in government
absolute ; imperious ; despotic ; cruel ; arbitrary ; as, a
tyrannical prince ; a tyrannical master ; tyrannical government. "
power tyrannical. "
Shak.
Our sects a more tyrannic power assume. Roscommon.
The oppressor ruled tyrannic where he durst.
Pope.
nize over.

Any

Spenser.

fell.

purposes of government.
" Sir," would he [Seneca] say, *' an emperor mote need
Chaucer.
Be virtuous and hate tyranny."
2. Cruel government or discipline ; as, the tyranny of
a schoolmaster.
3. Severity rigor ; Inclemency.
The tyranny of the open night 's too rough
Shak.
For nature to endure.
Ty'rant (ti'rant), re. [OE. tirant, tiraunt, tyraunt,
OF. tiran, tirant (probably from confusion with the p. pr.
of verbs), F. iyran, L. tyrannjus, Gr. rvpawoq, originally,
an absolute sovereign, but afterwards, a severe or cruel
a sovereign unrestrained
1. An absolute ruler
ruler.]
by law or constitution a usurper of sovereignty.
having superseded
[in
Greece]
governments
Free
I^p"
the old hereditary sovereignties (/SaaiAeiai), all who obtained absolute power in a state were called Tvpavvoi,
for the term rather regards
tyrants, OT TUftheT despots;
the irregular way in which the power was gained,
whether force or fraud, than the way in which it was exercised, being applied to the mild Pisistratus, but not to
the despotic kings of Persia. However, the word soon
came to imply reproach, and was then used like our ty-

[imp. &p. p. Typified (-fid); p.
pr.
vb. n. Typifying.]
\_Type -f- -/?/.] To represent
by an image, form, model, or resemblance.
Our Savior was typified, indeed, by the goat that was slain,
and the scapegoat in the wilderness.
Sir T. Browne.
Ty'po (ti'po), n. [An abbreviation of typographer.^
A compositor. \_CoHoq.'\
Typ'O-COS'my (tlp'o-cSz'm^ or ti'po-), n. [Gr. tu'jtos
type -f- k6(7/ios the world.] A representation of the
world. [iJ.]
Camden.
Ty-pog'ra-pher (tt-pog'ra^fer or ti- ; 277), n. [Cf. T.
iypographe. See Typography.] A printer. T. Wai-fon.
Ty'po-graph'ic (ti'po-graf'Ik or tTp'o- ; 277), ) a. (Cf.
Ty'po-graph'ic-al (-graf'i-kal ; 277),
F. tyJ
pographique.'] 1. Of or pertaining to the act or art of
representing by types or symbols ; emblematic ; figurative ; typical.
[06s.]
Johnson.
2. Of or pertaining to typography or printing ; as, the
typographic art.
Ty'po-graph'lc-al-ly, adv.
Ty-pog'ra-phy (tt-pog'ra-fi^ or tT-), n. [Type -{-graphy : cf. F. typographie.'\ 1. The act or art of expressing by means of types or symbols ; emblematical or
hieroglyphic representation. [Ofts.]
Sir T. Browne.
2. The art of printing with types
the use of types
to produce impressions on paper, vellum, etc.
Typ'0-lUe (tip'6-lit), n. [Gr. Ti/Tros image, type -f4ite: cf. F. typolitke.'] (Min.) A stone or fossil which
has on it impressions or figures of plants and animals.
Ty-pol'0-gy (tt-p5I'o-ji^ or tl-), re. [.Type -|- -logy.']
1. (Theol.) A discourse or treatise on types.
2. (Theol.) The doctrine of types.
(-fi), V.

A tyrant.

3. (Zo'ol.)

—

—

;

flse,

+

(-nizd)

or pertaining to typhus
Ty'phus (-fus), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Tu<iioi smoke, cloud,
stupor arising from fever ; akin to tv'^hv to smoke, Skr.

Typ'l-fy

TZETZE

;

Ty'phos

(ti'fBs), n. [NL.] (Med.) Typhus. iObs.']
-toxic]
Ty'phO-tOX'ln (-f6-t5ks'in), n. ITyphoid
(Physiol. Chem.) A basic substance, CjHj^NO^, formed
from the growth of the typhoid bacillus on meat pulp.
It induces in small animals lethargic conditions with
II

II

;

(zSt'se),

tben, tbin

;

re.

(Zo'ol.)

bON

;

Same

zb = z

as Tsetse.

in azure.

u
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M

U.
the tweuty-first letter of the English alphabet,
U(u),
is a cursive form of tlie letter V, with which it was
formerly used intercliaugeably, both letters beiug theu
used both as vowels and cousouants. U and V are now,
however, differentiated, U beiug used only as a vowel or
semivowel, and V only as a consonant. The true primary vowel sound of U, in Anglo-Saxon, was the sound
which it still retains in most of the languages of Europe,
that of long oo, as in tool, and short oo, as in wood, answering to the French ou in tour. Etyniologically U is
most closely related to o, y (vowel), w, and v ; as in two,
d«et, d?/ad, twice top, tuit
sop, sap ; awspice, &via.vy.
See V, also O and Y.
See Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 130-144.
Ua-ka'ri (wa-ka're), ?i. (Zoo'l.) Same as OtTAKARi.
;

;

U'ber-OUS (u'ber-us), a. [L. uber.'\ Fruitful copiSir T. Herbert.
abundant; plentiful. [06s.]
[L. ubertn.^.'] Fruitfulness copiU'ber-ty (-ty), re.
ousness; abundance; plenty. I0bs.~\
Florio,
U'bi-ca'tlon (u'bi-ka'shQn), 11. [NL. ubicatio, ubie;

ous

;

;

I

tas, fr. L. ubi where.]
U-bi'e-ly (iS-bi'e-ty),
)
The quality or state of being in a place local relation
position or location
Glanvill.
whereness. [-R.]
U'bi-qua'rI-anCu'bT-kwa'rT-an),a. Ubiquitous. \_R.'\
[L. ubique
re.
O'bi-quist (u'bl-kwTst),
everywhere
U-biq'ui-ta'ri-an (u-btk'wT-ta'ri-on), (
cf. F. iibiifiiste, zibiquilaire.
See Ubiquity.] {Eccl.
Hist.) One of a school of Lutheran divines which held
that the body of Christ is present everywhere, and especially in the eucharist, in virtue of his omnipresence.
Called also ubiquitist, and uhiquitary.
Quality
U-biq'ui-ta-ri-ness (li-bTk'wT-tii-rT-nes), re.
or state of being ubiquitary, or ubiquitous, [i?.] Fuller.
U-biq'ul-ta-ry (-ta-ry), a. [L. ubique everywhere.
See Ubiquitarian.] Ubiquitous.
Hoicell.
U-biq'ui-ta-ry, re. ; pi. Ubiqditaeies (-riz).
1. One
who exists everywhere.
B. Jonson.
2. {Eccl. Hist.) A ubiquist.
Bp. Hall.
U-Wq'ui-tlst (-tist), re. Same as Ubiquist.
U-biq'ui-tOUS (-tus), a.
[See Ubiquity.]
Existing
or being everywhere, or in all places, at the same time
omnipresent.
U-blq'ui-tOUS-ly, adv.
lu this sense is he ubiquitous. R. D. Eiichcock.
U-biq'Ui-ty (-ty), re. [L. ubique everywhere, fr. ubi
where, perhaps for cubi, quobi (cf alicubi anywhere), and
if so akin to E. who: cf. P. ubiquite.']
1. Existence
everywhere, or in all places, at the same time omnipresence as, the ubiquity of God is not disputed by those
who admit his existence.
The arms of Rome
were impeded by . . the wide spaces
;

;

;

I

:

R

—

;

.

;

;

.

to be traversed

.

and the

.

.

ubiquity of the

enemy.

C. Merivale.

2. {Theol.) The doctrine, as formulated by Luther,
that Christ's glorified body is omnipresent.
U'chees (ii'chM), n. pi. (Ethnol.)
tribe of North
American Indians belonging to the Creek confederation.
Uck'e-wal'Ust (uk'e-wol'ist), re. (Eccl. Hist.) One
of a sect of rigid Anabaptists, which originated in 1637,
and whose tenets were essentially the same as those of
the Mennonists. In addition, however, they held that
Judas and the murderers of Christ were saved. So called
from the founder of the sect, Ucke Wallis, a native of
Friesland._
Eadie.
IT'dal (u'dnl), re.
[Icel. oSal allodium, an hereditary
estate akin to Sw. odal allodial, Dan. odel.l In Shetland and Orkney, a freehold ; property held by udal, or

A

;

allodial, right.

—

U'dal, a. Allodial
a term used in Finland, Shetland, and Orkney. See Allodial.
Burrill.
;

In the Shetland and Orkney
U'dal-man (-man), ( islands, one who holds property
by udal, or allodial, right.
Sir W. Scott.
Ud'der (ud'der), n. [OE. uddir, AS. nder ; akin to D.
uijer, G. enter, OHG. Utar, Hiiro, Icel. jUgr, Sw. jtifver,
jur, Dan. yver, L. uber, Gr. ovSap, Skr. udhar. V216.
Of. Exuberant.]
1. (Anai.) The glandular organ in
which milk is secreted and stored
popularly called
the bag in cows and other quadrupeds. See Mamma.

U'dal-er

(-er),

l

n.

;

A lioness,
2.

with udders

all

drawn

dry.

Shak.

of the breasts of a woman.
[iJ.]
Yon Juno of majestic size,
With cowlike udders, and with oxlike eyes.

Pope.

(tid'derd), a.
Having an udder or udders.
Ud'der-less, a. 1. Destitute or deprived of an udder,
Hence,
2.
without mother's milk ; motherless ; as,
udderless lambs.
\_Poetic']
Keats.
U-dom'e-ter (il-dom'e-ter), re. [L. udv^ wet, moist
-|- -vieter.l
{Meteor.) A rain gauge.
Ugh (oo), interj. An exclamation expressive of disgust, horror, or recoil.
Its utterance is usually accompanied by a shudder.
Ug'le-some (ug"l-sum), a. [V3. See Ugly.] Ugly.
[06s.] " Such an iiglesome countenance."
Latimer.
Ug'li-fy (ug'lT-fl), V. i.
[Ugly
To disfigure
-/?/.]
to make ugly.
[iJ.]
3fad. D'Arbloy.
Ug'U-ly, adv. In an ugly manner with deformity.
Ug'll-ness, re. The quality or state of being ugly,

Ud'dered

+

;

(ug'ly), a.

ICompar. Uglier

UOLIEST.]

(-li-er)

;

suj

[Icel. uggligr fearful, dreadful
vggr fear
(akin to ugga to fear)
-Kgr (akin to E. -ly, like). V3.
Cf. Awe.] 1. Offensive to the sight ; contrary to beauty
;

+

ale,

senate,

care,

;

O, I have passed a miserable night,
So full of ugly sights, of ghastly dreams.
Shak.
2. Ill-natured ; crossgrained quarrelsome ; as, an ugly
temper to feel ngly. [Colloq. U. 5.]
3. Unpleasant
disagreeable
likely to cause trouble
;

;

;

am, arm, ask,

;

an ugly rumor an ugly customer. [Colloq.']
A shade for the face, projecting from
\_Colloq. Etig.'}
C. Kingsley.
Richardson.
Ugly, V. t._ To make ugly, [i?.]
{Ethnol.) A Mongolian
U'gri-an (u'grl-au), ». pi.
race, ancestors of the Finns.
[Written also Uigrian.~\
Ug'some (ug'siim), a. [VS. See Ugly.] Ugly offensive
loathsome. [06s.]
Ug'SOme-ueSS, re. [06s.]
" The horrpr and ugsonieness of death."
Latimer.
Uh'lan,(u'lan G. oo'lan), re. [G. uhlan, Pol. ulan,
hulan, from Turk, oglan a youth, lad; of Tartar origin.]
[Written also ulan, and formerly hulan.'] 1. One of a
certain description of militia among the Tartars.
2. {Mil. ) One of a kind of light cavalry of Tartaric
origin, first introduced iuto European armies in Poland.
They are armed with lances, pistols, and sabers, and are
or loss

as,

;

Ug'ly

;

(ug'ly), n.

the bonnet.

;

—

;

;

employed

re.
[Cf. OF. hulotte, E. howlet.] (Zool.)
European owl {Syrnium aluco) of a tawny color

Ul'let (ai'lgt),

;

;

chiefly as skirmishers.

A

;

UU'mann-ite (ai'man-It),
Ullman, a German chemist.]

[So named after J. C.
(Min.) A brittle mineral
of a steel-gray color and metallic luster, containing anti-

U-lar'bu-rong (oo-liir'b68-rong), n. [From the native
Malay name.] {Zool.) A large East Indian nocturnal
tree snake {Dif>sas dendrophila). It is not venomous.
Ul'cer (Ql'ser), re. [F. ulcere, L. ulcus, gen. ulceris,
akin to Gr. eAxo;.] 1. {3Ied.) A solution of continuity
in any of the soft parts of the body, discharging purulent
matter, found on a surface, especially one of the natural
surfaces of the body, and originating generally in a constitutional disorder ; a sore discharging pus.
It is distinguished from an abscess, which has its beginning, at
least, in the depth of the tissues.
2. Fig. : Anything that festers and corrupts like an
open sore ; a vice in character.
Cold ulcer (.Med.), an ulcer on a finger or toe, due to deficient circulation and nutrition. In such cases the extremities are cold.
Fuller.
Ul'cer, V. t. To ulcerate. [iJ.]
Ul'cer-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of ulcerating.
Ul'cer-ate (-at), v. i. {imp.
p.p. Ulcerated (-a'ted);
[L. ulceratus, p. p. of ulvb. re. Ulcerating.]
p. pr.
cerare, f r. ulcus ulcer.]
To be formed into an ulcer ; to

&

&

become ulcerous.
Ul'cer-ate, v.
or ulcers.

To

t.

affect with, or as with,

an ulcer
Harvey.

Ul'cer-a'ted (-a'ted), a. Affected with, or as with, an
ulcer or ulcers ; as, an ulcerated sore throat.
Ul'cer-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. [L. ulceratio : cf. F. ulceration.] (3Ied.) The process of forming an ulcer, or of
becoming ulcerous ; the state of being ulcerated also, an
;

ulcer.

Of or pertaining

Ul'cer-a-tlve (iil'ser-S-tTv), a.
ulcers as, an ulcerative process.

to

;

Ul'cered (til'serd), a. Ulcerous ulcerated.
Ul'cer-OUS (ul'ser-Os), a. [L. ulcerosus: cf. P. ulcereux.]
1. Having the nature or character of an ulcer
if. Browning.
discharging purulent or other matter.
2. Affected with an ulcer or ulcers ulcerated.
;

;

It will

Ul'CUS-cle (ul'kiis-'l),
Ul-cus'cule (iSl-kus'kiSl),

A

little ulcer.

Shak.

but skin and film the ulcerous place.

— Ul'cer-ous-ly, adv. — Ul'cer-ons-ness,
I

)

re.

re.

[L. ulcusculum., dim.
See Ulcer.]
of ulcus.

[i2.]

A

Mexican and Central
U'le (u'le), re. [Sp.] {Bot.)
American tree {Casiilloa elastica and C. Markhamiana)
Its milky juice contains
related to the breadfruit tree.
caoutchouc. Called also ule tree.
U-le'ma (ob-le'ma), re. [Ar. 'ulemd the wise or learned
men, pi. of 'dlim wise, learned, fr. alima to know.]
college or corporation in Turkey composed of the hierarchy, namely, the imams, or ministers of religion, the
muftis, or doctors of law, and the cadis, or administrators of justice.
Ulex-ite (tl'leks-Tt), re. [After a German chemist.]
{Min. ) A mineral occurring in white rounded crystalline
masses. It is a hydrous borate of lime and soda.
U-lig'i-nose' (iS-lTj'i-nos'), I a. [L. uliginosus, fr. itligo, -inis, moisture, fr.
U-lig'i-nous (li-lIg'T-nus), )
«j)ereto be moist.] Muddy ; oozy ; slimy also, growing

A

;

in

muddy

places,

Woodward.

[i?.]

Ul'lage (ul'laj 48), re. [OP. eullage, ouillage, the
up of a cask, fr. ouillier, oillier, euillier, to fill a
wine cask properly, to add oil to prevent evaporation,
as to a flask that is nearly full, fr. OF. oile oil. See Oil.]
(Com.) The amount which a vessel, as a cask, of liquor
lacks of being full wantage deficiency.
;

filling

;

;

finol,

filX

;

eve,

;

event,

«nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

re.

mony,

arsenic, sulphur,' and nickel.
(ul-lu'ko), «.
(Bot.) See Melluco.
(ul-ma'shtis), a.
[L. uhnus an elm.]
(Bot. ) Of or pertaining to a suborder of urticaceous plants,
of wliich the elm is the type.
Ul'mate (ul'mat), n. (Chem.)
salt of ulmic acid.
Ul'mic (iil'mTk), a. [L. ulmus an elm cf. F. id-

UHu'oo

Ul-ma'ceous

A

:

mique.] (Chem.) Pertaining to ulmin; designating an
acid obtained from ulmin.
Ul'min (ul'mTn),re. [L. reZmus an elm cf.P.wtejne.]
(Chem.) A brown amorphous substance found in decaying vegetation. Cf. HuMiN. [Formerly written jf^mme.]
Ul'mus (ul'miis), re. [L., an elm.] (Bot.) A genus
:

II

of trees including the elm.
Ul'na (iil'na), n. [L., theelbov/. See Ell.] 1. (Anai.)
The postaxial bone of the forearm, or brachium, corresponding to the fibula of the hind limb. See Radius.
2. (0. Eng. Law) An ell ; also, a yard.
Burrill.
II

Ul'nage
(Old Eng.

U-in'ta-the'ri-um (il-Tu'ta-the'rT-um), re. [NL., fr.
Uinta, the Indian name of the region where the animals
were discovered -(- Gr. Orjpiov beast.] {Paleon.) An extinct genus of large Eocene ungulates allied to Diuoceras.
This name is sometimes used for nearly all the known
species of the group.
See Dinocekas.
U-kase' (iS-kas'), re. [F., fr. Russ. uJcas'' ; pref. u- -fkazate to show, to say.] In Russia, a published proclamation or imperial order, having the force of law.
U'lan (ii'lan), re. See Uhlan.

—

called also uluia.

Ul'nar

II

—

One

Ug'ly

being of disagreeable or loathsome aspect unsightly repulsive deformed.
The litjlij view of his deformed crimes.
Spenser.
Like the toad, iigln and venomous.
Shak.

(iil'naj),

ulna, or the elbow
II

[See Ulna, and cf. Alnage.]
the ell alnage.
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the
as, the ulnar nerve.
re.

Law) Measurement by

;

(ul'ner), a.
;

Ul-na're (ul-na're),

pi.

re.,-

Ulnaeia

[NL.

(-ri-a).

See Ulna.] (Anal.) One of the bones or cartilages of
the carpus, which articulates with the ulna and corresponds to the cuneiform in man.
U'Io-den'dron(u'lo-d5n'drbn),n. [NL.,fr. Gr.oS\o5,
for oAos whole -|- SevSpov tree.]
(Paleon.) A genus of
II

fossil trees.

U'lo-na'ta (u'16-na'ta), re. jo;. [NL.] (Zo'dl.) A. di-.
vision of insects nearly equivalent to the true Orthoptera.
II

(Authropol.) Of or
U-lOt'ri-chan (ii-lot'rT-kan), a.
pertaining to the Ulotrichi.
re.
One of the Ulotrichi.
(-ki),
pi.
[NL.,
fr.
Gr. oiiAdepif oi\6re.
U-lot'ri-Chi
Tpt;(os, woolly-Iiaired
ouAos woolly -f- 6pi^, rpt^o?, hair.]

^

,

II

;

(Anthropol.) The division of mankind which embraces
the races having woolly or crispy hair. Cf. Leiotrichi.
U-lOt'ri-chous (-kus), a. (Anthropol.) Having woolly
or crispy hair
opposed to leiotrichous.
long, loose overcoat, worn by
Ul'Ster (ul'ster), n.
;

—

A

men and women,
Ireland.
Ul-te'ri-or

beyond, on

originally

made

of frieze

from

Ulster,

te'rt-er), a.
[L., comp. of ultra, ultro,
the other side, properly cases of an old adjec(iil

formed with a comparative suffix, which is akin to
uls beyond, L. olim formerly, liereafter, orig., at that
ille that, OL. olle, ollus.
Cf. Outrage.]
1. Situated beyond, or on the farther side thither ;
correlative with hither.
2. Further remoter ; more distant ; succeeding as,
ulterior demands or propositions ; ulterior views what
ulterior measures will be adopted is uncertain.
tive,

OL.

time,

—

;

;

;

;

Ulterior object or aim,
is

an object or aim beyond that which

avowed.
Ul-te'rl-or, re. Ulterior side or part, [i?.] Coleridge.
More distantly or remotely.
Ul-te'rl-or-ly, adv.
Ul'ti-ma (ul'tl-ma), a. [L., fem. of ultimus last.}
II

Most remote

furthest ; final ; last.
Ultima ratio [L.], the last reason or argument ; the last
Tntlma Thule. [L.] See Thule.
Ul'ti-ma, re. [L., fem. of ultimus last.] (Gram.
Pros.) The last syllable of a word.
Ul'ti-mate (-mat), a. [LL. ultimatus last, extreme,
fr. L. ultimare to come to an end, fr. ultimus the farthest, last, superl. from the same so'urce as ulterior. See
Ulterior, and cf. Ultimatum.] 1. Farthest ; most remote in space or time ; extreme ; last final.
Milton.
My harbor, and my •ultimate repose.
Many actions apt to procure fame are not conducive to this
resort.

;

—

&

;

our ultimate happiness.

Addison.

2. Last in a train of progression or consequences
tended toward by all that precedes arrived at, as the
;

last result

;

final.

Those ultimate truths and those universal laws of thought
Coleridge.
which we can not rationally contradict.
3. Incapable of further analysis incapable of further
elemental as, an
division or separation ; constituent
ultimate particle ; an ultimate constituent of matter.
Ultimate analysis (Chem.), organic analysis. See under
Organic.
Ultimate belief. See under Belief. — Ultimate
ratio (Math.), the limiting value of a ratio, or that toward
which a series tends, and which it does not pass.
Syn. Final; conclusive. See Pinal.
Ul'ti-mate (-mat), v. t.
i.
[imp.
p. p. Ultimated (-ma'ted) p. pr.
vb. re. Ultimating.] 1. To come
[i?.]
or bring to an end or issue ; to eventuate to end.
[if.]
2. To come or bring into use or practice,
Ul'tl-mate-ly (-mat-ly), adv. As a final consequence ;
at last in the end as, afflictions often tend to correct
immoral habits, and tillimately prove blessings.
Ul'ti-ma'tion (-ma'shtin), re. State of being ultimate
that which is ultimate, or final ; ultimatum, [if.] Swift.
Ul'ti-ma'tum (-ttim), re. ,- pi. E. Ultimatums (-tilmz),
L. Ultimata (-ta).
[NL. See Ultimate.] A final
;

;

;

—

—

&

;

&

&
;

;

;

;

II

idea,

ai

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 5dd

ULTIME
proposition, concession, or condition
especially, the
final proportions, conditions, or terms, offered by either
of the parties in a diplomatic negotiation ; the most favorable terms that a negotiator can offer, the rejection
of wliicli usually puts an end to the negotiation.
Ul'time (ul'tTm), a. Ultimate ; final. [Obs.^ Bacon.
Ul-tlm'i-ty (ul-tim'i-ty), n. [LL. ulHmitas extremity,
The last stage or consequence
ir. L. ultxTnus the last.]
;

finality.

Bacon.

[_Obs.'\

cinerea) of Arctic America, and other similar species.
See Illust. of Owl.

Ul'U-lant (ul'u-lant), a. Howling wailing.
Ul'U-late (-lat), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Ululated (-la'tSd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Ululating.] [L. ululatus, p. p. of ululare
to howl, yell, shriek.] To howl, as a dog or a wolf to
wail as, ululating jackals.
-Sir T. Herbert.
Ul'U-la'tlon (-la'shiSn), n. [L. ululatio.'] A howling, as of a dog or wolf a wailing.
;

;

;

;

Ul'U-mo

(ul'tT-m6).
[L. ultimo (mense) in the last
In the month immediately preceding the present as, on the 1st ultimo ;
usually abbreviated to ult.
Cf. Proximo.
Ul'tion (M'shun), n. [L. ultio.'\ The act of taking
vengeance ; revenge. [Ofo.]
Sir T. Browne.
A prefix from the Latin ultra beDl'tra- (iil'tra-).
yond (see Ulterior), having in composition the signification beyond, on the other side, chiefly when joined with
words expressing relations of place ; as, ullravadjcme,
In
wWramontane, jiHramuudane, wttratropical, etc.
other relations it has the sense of excessively, exceedII

month.]

—

;

common,

natural, right, or proper ;
as, t/Wraconservative, «/<rodemocratic, «Zij-adespotic, ul^oliberal, «Z<raradical, etc.
Ul'tra, a. [See Ultra-.] Going beyond others, or beyond due limit ; extreme fanatical ; uncompromising ,
as, an ultra reformer ; ultra measures.
Ul'tra, n. One who advocates extreme measures ; an
ingly,

beyond what

is

UMBRACULIFORM

1561

;

He may

fright others with his nhilation.

Wither.

Ul'va (ul'va), n. [L., sedge.] {Bot.) A genus of
thin papery bright green seaweeds including the kinds
called sea lettuce.
Um'be (um'b«), prep. [AS. ymbe; akin to OHG.
umbi, G. um. Cf. Amb-.] About. [06s.]
Layamon.
Um'be-cast' (-kasf), v. i. \Umbe -f cast.'] To cast
about ; to consider to ponder. \_Obs.] Sir T. Malory.
Um'bel (um'bel), n. [L. umbella a little shadow,
umbrella, dim. of umbra shade. See
Umbrella.] (£oi. ) A kind of flower
cluster in which the flower stalks
radiate from a common point, as in
the carrot and milkweed. It is simple
or compound in the latter case, each
peduncle bears anotlier little umbel,
called umbellet, or umoellule.
UmlJel-lar (-ler), a. (Bot.) Of or
pertaining to an umbel; having the
II

;

;

an extremist a radical.
Brougham. form of an umbel.
Ul'trage (ul'trSj), n. Outrage. \_Obs.']
Um'bel-late (-bgl-lSt), \a. [NL.
Umbel.
Ul'tra-ism (iil'tra-Iz'm), n. [Cf. F. ultrdisme. See
UmOjel-la'ted (-la'tSd), f umbelUltra-.] The principles of those who advocate extreme latus.] (Bot.) Bearing umbels pertaining to an umbel
measures, as radical reform, and the like. Dr. H. More. umbel-like as, umbellate plants or flowers.
One who puslies a principle or measure
Ul'tra-lSt, n.
Um'bel-let (-let), n. {Bot.) A small or partial umto extremes an extremist a radical an ultra.
bel an umbellule.
Ul'tra-ma-rlne' (-ma-ren'), a. [Pref ultra- -\- marine-l
Um-bellic (iim-bgllTk), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to,
Situated or being beyond the sea.
Burke. or obtained from, certain umbelliferous plants ; as, umUl'tra-ma-rlne', n. [Cf. Sp. uUramarino. So called bellic acid.
because the lapis lazuli was originally brought from beTTmbellic acid. (Chem.) (a) Anisic acid.
[Obs.] (6) A
yond the sea,
from Asia.] (Chem.) A blue pigment yellow powder obtained from umbelliferone.
formerly obtained by powdering lapis lazuli, but now
Um-bel'li-fer (-ll-fer), n. [NL. See Umbelliferous.]
produced in large quantities by fusing together silica, (Bot. ) A plant producing an umbel or umbels.
alumina, soda, and sulphur, thus forming a glass, colored
Um'bel-IU'er-one (Qm'bel-lif'er-on), n. (Chem.) A
blue by the sodium polysulphides made in the fusion. tasteless white crystalline substance, C9H6O3, found in
Also used adjectively.
the bark of a certain plant (Daphne Mezereum), and also
Green ultramarine, a green pigment obtained as a first obtained by the distillation of certain gums from the
product in the manufacture of ultramarine, into which it Umbelliferie, as galbanum, asafetida, etc. It is analois changed by subsequent treatment. — Ultramarine ash
gous to coumarin. Called also hydroxy-coumarin.
or ashes (.Paint.), a pigment which is the residuum of
Um'bel-lU'er-OUS (-us), a. iUmbel -f -ferous: cf.
lapis lazuU after the ultramarine lias Ijeen extracted. It
was used by the old masters as a middle or neutral tint F. ombellifere.'] (Bot.) (a) Producing umbels. (6) Of
or
pertaining to a natural order (UmbelUferse) of plants,
for flesh, skies, and draperies, being of a purer and tenderer gray than that produced by the mixture of more of which the parsley, carrot, parsnip, and fennel are
positive colors. Fairholt.
well-known examples.
r.
i
«
» '^*
Um-bel'lu-la'ri-a (iim-bSl'Ul'tra-mon'tane (-mon'tan), a. [LL. ultramontanus
L. ultra beyond -f- montanus belonging to a mountain, lij-la'ri-a), n. [NL. See Umbelfrom mons, montis, mountain cf. F. ultramontain. It. lule.] (Zo'ol.) A genus of deepoltramoniano. See Ultra-, and Mountain.] Being be- sea alcyonaria consisting of a
yond the mountains ; specifically, being beyond the Alps, cluster of large flowerlike polyps
situated at the summit of a long,
in lespect to the one who speakSi
slender stem which stands upJ^"" This term was first applied, somewhat contemptuously, by the Italians, to the nations north of the Alps, right in the mud, supported by a
especially the Germans and French, their painters, ju- bulbous base.
rists, etc.
At a later period, the French and Germans apUm'bel-lule (tim'bel-liil), n.
plied it to the Italians. It is now more particularly used [NL. rmibellula, dim. of uinbella
m respect to religious matters and ultramontane doc- cf. F. ombellule.'X (Bot.) An umtrines, when spoken of north of the Alps, denote the
extreme views of the pope's rights and supremacy main- bellet.
Um'ber (iim'ber), n. [F. omtained by Bellarmin and other Italian writers.
bre ocherous ore of iron, terre
Ul'tra-mon'tane, n. 1. One who resides beyond the
d'ombre.
It.
terra
d' ombra,
mountains, especially beyond the Alps a foreigner.
literally, earth of
shadow or
2. One who maintains extreme views favoring the
shade, L. umbra shadow, shade. Umbellularia ( UmbeTtula
pope's supremacy. See Ultramontanism.
Sai,-/in}. a Side View
Cf. Umber, 3
4, Umbrage.]
Ul'tra-mon'ta-nism (-ta-nlz'm), n. [Cf. F. ultramonultraist

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

—

,

II

:

ombilie. See Navel.] 1. The navel ; the center. [06j.1
" The umbilic of the world."
Sir T. Herbert.
2. (Geom.) An umbilicus.
See Umbilicus, 5 (6).
Um-bll'lc (um-bTl'ik), a. (Anal.) See Umbilical, 1.
Um-bil'io-al (-i-kal), a. [Cf. F. ombilical. See Umbilic, ?i.]
1. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to an umbilicus,
or umbilical cord ; umbilic.
2. Pertaining to the center ; central, [i?.]
DeFoe.
Umbilical cord, (a) (Anat.) The cord which connects the
fetus with the placenta, and contains the arteries and the
vein through which blood circulates between the fetus
and the placenta; the navel-string. (6) (Bot.) The little
stem by which the seeds are attached to the placenta
called also Junicular co?-rf.
Umbilical hernia (Med.),
hernia of the bowels at the umbilicus.
Umbilical point
(Geom.), an umbilicus.
See Umbilicus, 5.
Umbilical
region (Anal.), the middle region of the abdomen, bounded
above by tlie epigastric region, below by the hypogastric
region, and on the sides by the lumbar regions.
Umbilical vesicle (Anat.), a saccular appendage of the developing embryo, containing tlie nutritive and unsegmented
part of the ovum the yolk sac. See Blust. in Appendix.

—

—

—

—

;

Um-bil'i-cate(um-bil'i-kat), la. [h.umbilicatus. See
Um-bll'1-ca'ted (-i-ka't6d), )
Umbilic] (a) Depressed in the middle, like a navel, as a flower, fruit, or
leaf ; navel-shaped ; having an umbilicus ; as, an umbilicated smallpox vesicle. (6) (Bot.) Supported by a stalk
at the central point.
Um-bil'i-ca'tlon (-ka'shiin), n.
slight, navel-like depression, or dimpling, of the center of a rounded body ;
as, the umbilication of a smallpox vesicle ; also, the condition of being umbilicated.
Um'bi-li'cus (um'bl-li'kus), n. [L. See Umbilic]
1. (Anat.) The depression, or mark, in the median liue
of the abdomen, which indicates the point where the umbilical cord separated from the fetus
tlie navel.
2. (Gr.
Bom. Antiq.) An ornamented or painted
ball or boss fastened at each end of the stick on which
manuscripts were rolled.
Dr. 'W. Smith,
3. i^Bot.) The hilum.
4. (Zool.) (a) A depression or opening in
the center of the base of many spiral shells.
(6) Either one of the two apertures in the iT*

A

II

;

&

j
'

calamus of a feather.
5. (Geom.) (a) One of the

X2''

foci of an elor other curve. [_Obs.] (6) A point " U!i)'"'.'.<=}"
^
of a surface at which the curvatures of the
eleyans.'^
normal sections are all equal to each other.
A sphere may be osculatory to the surface in every direction at an umbilicus.
Called also umbilic.
Um'ble pie' (iim'b'l pi'). A pie made of umbles.

See To eat humble pie, under Humble.

Um'bles (um'b'lz), n. pi. [See Nombles.] The entrails and coarser parts of a deer; hence, sometimes,
entrails, in general.
[Written also humbles.] Johnson.
Um'bO (iim'bo), n. ; pi. L. Umbones (iSm-bo'nez),
E. Umbos (lim'boz). [L.] 1. The boss of a sliield, at
II

or near the middle, and usually projecting, sometimes
in a sharp spike.
2. A boss, or rounded elevation, or a coiTesponding
depression, in a palate, disk, or membrane ; as, the
umbo in the integument of the
larvae of ecliino-

derms or in the
tympanic membrane of the ear.
of

WW Umbos

of Dacnjdiam vitreum
and Poromi/agranulataiB).

;

.1.

The principles of those within the Roman
Catholic Church who maintain extreme views favoring
the pope's supremacy
so used by those living north
;

—

&
m

A brown or

(Pa™^)

reddish

pigment used
both oil and
water colors, obtained from cer-

—

^.^f "Xn^Sl,

End

of

Sif

Stem and Bulb.

by the oxides of iron
of the Alps in reference to the Italians
rarely used
and manganese. It is commonly heated or burned bein an opposite sense, as referring to the views of those
fore being used, and is then called burnt umber; when
living north of the Alps and opposed to the papal claims.
not heated, it is called raw umber. See Burnt umber,
Cf. Gallicanism.
;

tain natural clays variously colored

below.
2. An umbrere.

Ul'tra-mon'ta-nlst (-nist), n. One who upholds ultra-

[06s.]
(Zool.) See Gray3. [F. ombre, umbre, L. umbra."]
ling, 1.
4. [Cf. NL. Scopus umbrella, F. ombrette ; probably
from L. umbra shade, in allusion to its dark brown col-

xnontanism.

Ul'tra-mun'dane (-miin'dan), a. [L. ultramundanus.
See Ultra-, and Mundane.] Being beyond the world,
or beyond the limits of our system.
Boyle.
re(f.]
Ul'tra-rea' (-rgd'), a. [Pref. ultra(Physics) Situated beyond or below the red rays
as, the
ultrared rays of the speotrum, which are less refrangible
than the red.

+

;

a pigment.]
An African wading
bird (Scopus umbrella) allied
to the storks and herons. It
is dull dusky brown, and has
a large occipital crest. Called

+

Ul'tra-trop'lc-al (-trop'i-kal), a. [Pref. ultratropSituated beyond, or outside of, the tropics ; extratropical ; also, having an excessively tropical temperature ; warmer than the tropics.
Ul'tra-vi'o-let (-vi'S-let), a.
[Pref. ultra^ -f- violet.']
(Physics) Situated beyond or above the violet rays ; as,
the ultraviolet rays of the spectrum, which are more refrangible than the violet rays.
Ul'tra Vl'res (vl'rez). [Law Latin, from L. prep.
ultra beyond -\- vires, pi. of vis strength.]
Beyond
power ; transcending authority ;
a phrase used frequently in relation to acts or enactments by corporations
in excess of their chartered or statutory rights.
Ul'tra-ZO-ai'a-cal (-z6-di'a-kal), a. [Pref. ultra- -f
zodiacal.] (Astron.) Outside the zodiac being in that
part of the heavens that is more than eiglit degrees from
the ecliptic ; as, ultrasodiacal planets, tliat is, tliose planets which in part of their orbits go beyond the zodiac.
Ul-tro'ne-OUS (iil-tro'ne-iis), a. [L. ultroneus, from
ultra to the further side, on his part, of one's own accord. See Ultra-.]
Spontaneous; voluntary. [Obs.']
Jer. Taylor.
'm-XWno-Wi.B-ly, adv. [06jj.]
Ul-tro'-

ical.']

ximbrette,
umber bird.

umber, whicli

fyll,

fip,

arn

;

pity

is

penumbra.
2. (Zool.) Any one of several species of sciasnoid food
of the genus
,
^"^i^,
''^/
especially l.,'.
'j

/ta»t^
^aaa^Sw^psfiV^'^^jiJ^jif^^^f?^^
^-etnnaioiwvsT^tww.i

which

changed by

;

i

s

;

Umbra tree (Hot.), a tree (Phytolacca dioica) of the
same genus as pokoweod. It is a native of Soutli America,
but is now grown in southern Europe. It lias large dark
leaves, and a somber aspect. Tlio juice of its berries is
J. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants).
used for coloring wine.

Umber

(Scopus umbretta).
J. R. Drake.

t.

as, to

;

food, fo~ot

;

out, oil

:

{JJntbrina cirrhosa).

ombre, and umbrine.

To color witiv umber; to shade or
umber over one's face.
B. Jonson.
Um'ber-y (-y), a. Of or pertaining to umber; like
umber as, umbery gold.
Um-bll'iO (tlm-btl'Ik), n. [From L. umbilicus : cf. F.
v.

Common Umbra

called also

Tliat hides tlie blusli of wakint' day.

;

.^^^

teemed as
a market

;

Um'ber,

The

cirrhosa),

Their harps are of the nnibcr shade

darken

(6)

—

species(t'.

;

;

II

rjjde,

See Penumbra.

terranean

—

;

—

unite,

-

penumbra.

central dark portion, or nucleus, of a sun spot, (c) The
fainter part of a sun spot ;
now more commonly called

highly es-

Cologne earth.
Um'ber, a. Of or pertaining to umber
resembling
umber olive-brown dark
brown dark dusky.

ne-ous-nesB, n. \_Obs.]
Ul'U-la (ul'u-la), n. [L., a screech owl.] (Zool.)
A genus of owls including the great gray owl (Ulula

use,

II

the Medi-

process from an olive
to a bright reddish
brown.
Cologne, or German,
umber, a brown pigrmeut obtained from lignite.
See

;

•

Um'bO-nate (um'bo-nat), ) a. [NL. umbonatus. See
Um'bo-na'ted (-na'tSd), ( Umbo.] Having a conical
or rounded projection or protuberance, like a boss.
Um'bra (um'bra), n. ; pi. Umbr^
(-bre).
[L., a shadow.] 1. (Aslron.)
(a) The conical shadow projected from
a planet or satellite, on the side opposite to the sun, within which a spec\ ' .. ,.
tator could see no portion of the sun's tt_>,
Umbonat^^ Mushdisk ;
used in contradistinction from

this

—

4-1^1
„,,
above
the hinge
of a bivalve shell.

Umbrina,

Burnt lunber (Pam^), apigment made by burning raw

brown

(A),

3. (Zool.) One
the
lateral

fishes

umbre, and

also

II

—

Umber

or.
See
(Zo'ol.)

^

lipse,

;

tanisme.']

—

chair

;

bo

;

sing, iok

Um-brac'u-lU'er-ous (ilm-brSk'ii-ITf'Br-iis), a.
[L.
uiubrell:i(diin. oi umbra sliado) -|- -/c»'0!<j.]
(Bot.) Bearing sometliing like an oiumi umbrella.
Um-brac'U-U-form (iim-brilk'ii-ll-f6rin), a. [L. i<mhracuhnii any thing tliat furnishes shade, a bower, umbrella (dim. of umbra, a shade) -\- -form.]
Having tlie
form of anytliing that serves to sluide, as a tree top, an
umbrella, and tlie like; specifically (Bot.), having the
form of an umbrella ; iimbrella-slmped.

umbraculum

;

tlien,

thin

;

bow

;

zlx

=z

in azure.

UMBRAGE

1562

Um'brage (ttm'braj ; 48), n. [F. ombrage shade,
suspicion, umbrage, L. umbraticus belonging to shade,
Cf. Umbee, Umbrella, Umbeatic]
fr. umbra a shade.
1. Shade; shadow; obscurity; hence, that which affords a shade, as a screen of trees or fohage.
Where highest woods, impenetrable
To star or sunlight, spread their umbrage broad. Milton.

Um'brll (Qm'brll), n. An umbrere. [06«.]
Um'brine (iim'brln), ra. {Zool.) SeeUMBEA,2.
UmTarose' (Qm'bros'), a. [L. umbrosus, fr. umbra a
shade.] Shady; umbrageous.
[OisJ
Um-bros'i-ty (iim-brSs'i-ty), «. The quality or state
shadiness.
of being umbrose
[06s.]
Sir T. Browne.
{Zool.) An African twoUm-hO'fO (iim-ho'fo), n.

Shadowy resemblance

2.

The
on

opinioii carries

its side.

shadow. [Ofti.]
no show of truth nor umbrage of reason
Woodward.
;

feeling of being overshadowed; jealousy of
another, as standing in one's light or way ; hence, suspicion of injury or wrong ; offense ; resentment.
Evelyn.
Which gave umbrage to wiser than myself.
Persons who feel most umbrage from the overshadowing aris-

The

3.

"

Sir W. Scott.

tocracy.

[Cf. F. ombra(iim-bra'jiis ; 277), a.
See
skittish, suspicious, in OF. also, shady.
1. Forming or affording a shade ; shady
Umbrage.]
shaded ; as, umbrageous trees or foliage.
Umbrageous grots and caves
Of cool recess, o'er which the mantling vine
Milton.
Lays forth her purple grape.

Um-bra'geous

geux shy,

P

easily perceived, as if from being darkened or
-Sir H. Wotton.
obscure.
[OA.?.]
3. Feeling jealousy or umbrage ; taking, or disposed to
[OJs.] Bp. Warburion.
take, umbrage ; suspicious.
Um-bra'geous-ly, adv.
Um-bra'geous-ness, n.
Um'brate (iim'brat), V. t. [L. umbratus, p. p. of umbrare to shade, fr. umbra a shade.] To shade ; to shadow; to foreshadow. [OJs.]
Um-brat'lc (iim-brSt'ik), ) a. [L. umbraticus, from
umbra shade. See UmUm-brat'lc-al (-i-kal),
)
brage.]
Of or pertaining to the shade or darkness;

Not

2.

shaded

;

—

—

Q

shadowy; unreal; secluded; retired. [iJ.^ B. Jonson.
Um'bra-tUe (ura'br4-tTl), a. [L. umbratilis, fr. um^
B. Jonson.
bra shade.] Umbratic. [B.J
Um-bra'tious (um-bra'shus), a. [L. umbra a shade.
Suspicious; captious; disposed to
Cf. Umbrageous.]
Sir M. Wotlon.
take umbrage. [06s. & i?.]
Um'bre (iim'ber), n. (Zool.) See Umber.
Um-brel' (iim-brel'), n. An umbrella. lObs. or Colloq.1
Shelton.
Each of them besides bore their unibrels.
Um-brel'la (-la), n. [It. ombrella, fr. ombra a shade,

S

umbra ;

L. xmibella a sunshade, a parasol.
Cf.
Umbel, Umbkage.] 1. A shade, screen, or guard, carried in the hand for sheltering the person from the rays
of the sun, or from rain or snow.
It is formed of silk, cotton, or other
fabric, extended on strips of whale-

L.

cf.

bone, steel, or other elastic material, inserted in, or fastened to, a
rod or stick by means of pivots or
hinges, in such a way as to allow of
being opened and closed with ease.
See Pakasol.
Underneath the umbrella's oily shed.
Gay.
2. {Zool.) The umbrellalike disk,
Umbrella
or swimming bell, of a jellyfish.

Any marine tectibran3. (.ZToo?.)
^
'
,7
J
f i-u
rr
chiate gastropod of the genus t/ra,

Shell

(Pm;

—

—

horned rhinoceros {Atelodus, or Rhinoceros, simus)
called also chukuru, and while rhinoceros.
Umlaut (oom'lout), n. [G., from am about laut
sound.] {Pliilol.) The euphonic modification of a root
vowel sound by the influence of a, t, or a in the suc;

+

II

ceeding syllable.
11^°" It

peculiar to the Teutonic languages, and
In German the umlauted

is

was common

in Anglo-Saxon.

a, o, u, and they are written either a, o, «, or
ae, oe, ue; as, manner or maenner, men, from mann, man.

vowels are

Examples

of

forms resulting from umlaut in English are

geese pi. of goose,

men pi.

Um'laut-ed, a.
umlauted vowels.
There

man, etc.
Having the umlaut;

of

{Philol.)

as,

no natural connection between umlauted forms and

is

EarU.

plurality.

Um'pi-rage (tim'pT-raj or iim'pir-aj 48), re. [From
1. The office of an umpire ; the power, right,
or authority of an umpire to decide.
The mild umpirage of the federal Union. E. Everett.
2. The act of umpiring ; arbitrament.
Bp. Hall.
;

Umpire.]

[OE. nompere, nounpere (also
impier, fr. F. impair uneven), fr. OF. nomper uneven,
F. non-pair; hence the meaning, uneven, i. e., third
person non not -j- OF. per even, equal, peer, F. pair ;
cf. L. impar uneven, unequal.
See Non-, and Peer, ».]
1. A person to whose sole decision a controversy or
question between parties is referred
especially, one
chosen to see that the rules of a game, as cricket, base-

Um'plre

(iim'pir),

re.

;

;

ball, or

the like, are strictly observed.

A man, in questions of

umpire between himself and
Barrow.
2. {Law) A third person, who is to decide a controversy or question submitted to arbitrators in case of
Blaci:.stone.
their disagreement.
Syn. Judge ; arbitrator ; referee. See Judge.
Um'plre, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Umpired (-pird) p. pr.
vb. n. Umpibing.]
1. To decide as umpire ; to arbithis kind, is able to be
others.

a

skillful

—

&

&

;

to settle, as a dispute.
Judges appointed to umpire the matter in contest between
them, and to decide where the right hes.
ISoiUh.
2. To perform the duties of umpire in or for ; as, to

trate

;

;

umpire a game. [Colloq."]
Um'pire, v. i. To act as umpire or arbitrator.
Jewel.
Um'pire-Ship, n. Umpirage ; arbitrament.
Um'press (-pres), re. Female umpire. [iJ.] Marston.
umwhile
for
Um'ClUllile (ilm'kwil), adv. [Cf. OE.
a time. See While.] Some time ago formerly. [Scot.']
Sir W. Scott.
a.
Former. [Scot.']
Un-. [OE. un-, AS. ?m-, ore-, the unaccented form of
the accented prefix and- (cf. a!nswee) akin to D. ont-,
;

G. ent-, OHG. int-, Goth. and-. See Anti-.] An inseparable verbal prefix or particle. It is prefixed (a) To
verbs to express the contrary, and not the simple negative, of the action of the verb to which it is prefixed ; as
:

in ztrebend, uncoil, unAo, ttrefold.
(6) To nouns to form
verbs expressing privation of the tiling, quality, or state
expressed by the noun, or separation from it ; as in unchild, imsex.
Sometimes participles and participial adjectives formed with this prefix coincide in form with
compounds of the negative prefix un- (see 2d Un-) ; as in

Mwdone (from tmdo), meaning unfastened, ruined and
jtredone (from 2d un- and done) meaning HOt done, not
finished.
Vn- is sometimes used with an intensive force
;

merely

Umbrella Ant (%).

a Female

;

6

Worker, carrying a Piece of

a Leaf.

—

Called also parasol an<.
Umbrella bird (Zool.), a South
American bird ( Cephalopierus ornatus) of the family Cotingidm. It is black, with
a large and handsome crest;
consisting of a mass of
soft, glossy blue feathers
curved outward at the tips.
It also has a cervical plume
consisting of a long, cylindrical dermal process covered with soft hairy feathCalled also dragoon
ers.
Umbrella lea.t(BoL),
Wr-rf.

—

an American perennial
herb (Diphylleia cymosa),
having very large peltate
and lobed radical leaves.
Umbrella shell. (Zool.) See

—

3.

Umbrella

^W^ Compounds of this prefix are given in full in their
proper order in the Vocabulary.
[OE. & AS. un-; akin to OPries. un-, D. ore-,
Un-.
OS., OHG., & G. un-, Icel. o-, S-, Sw. o-, Dan. «-, W. an-,
L. in-, Gr. i.v-, a-, Skr. an-, a-. V193. Cf. A- not.
In- not, No, adv.] An inseparable prefix, or particle, signifying not ; in- ; non-. In- is prefixed mostly to words
of Latin origin, or else to words formed by Latin suffixes ;
are- is of much wider application, and is attached at will
to almost any adjective, or participle used adjectively,
or adverb, from which it may be desired to form a corresponding negative adjective or adverb, and is also, but
less freely, prefixed to nouns.
Un- sometimes has merely
an intensive force ; as in aremerciless, areremorseless.
I.

Un-

Umbrella Bird.

a kind of magnolia (M. Umbrella) with the
large leaves arranged in umbreUalike clusters at the ends
of the branches. It is a native of Pennsylvania, Virginia,
and Kentucky. Other plants in various countries are
called by this name, especially a kind of screw pine (Pandanus odoraiissimus).
tree (Bot.),

prefixed to adjectives, or to words used ad-

is

jectively.
Specifically
(a) To adjectives, to

designated

—

Umbrella,

as in areloose.

;

by the

Umbrette'

(iim-brSt'), «.

[F.

ombrette.']

{Zool.)

See Umber, 4.
Dm-brif'er-ons (iim-brtfer-us), a.
[L. umbrifer
UTO&ra a shade -[- /erre to bear.] Casting or making a
shade; umbrageous.
Um-brll'er-ons-ly (-IJ), adv.

—

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

—

denote the absence of the quality

adjective

;

as,

—

Unapparent
Unappeasable

Unabsurd
Unabundant
Unaccordant

Unapplanslve
Unappreciable
Unapprehenslble
Unapprehensive
Unapproachable

Unadoptable
Unadventnrous
Unaffable

Unartificial

)

Spenser.

:

Unabolishable
Unabsolvable

Um-brere' (iim-brer'), n, [F. ombre a shade, L. Unaffectlonate
Um-brlere' ( umbra; cf. F. ombrelle a sunshade, Unafraid
OF. also ombriire. See Umbrella.] In ancient armor, Unalllable
a visor, or projection like the peak of a cap, to which a Unallowable
face guard was sometimes attached.
This was some- Unalterable
times fixed, and sometimes moved freely upon the helmet and could be raised like the beaver. Called also UnamblguouB
Unambltioas
umber, and umbril. [06s.]
But only vented up her wm&rtcre.

Unamendable
Un-American
Unamaaive
Unangular
UnansiouB
Unapocryphal
UnapostoUc
final,

^;

Undrahiable

Uncblldlsb
UnchlvalrouB
Uncholerlc
Unchristianlike

Undramatic
Undrinkable
Undurable
Undnteous

UncircomBpect

UndutUul

Uncivlc
Unclasslble
Unclassic
Unclassical
Uncleanly
Unclear
Unclerlcal

Uneamest
Uneatable
Unecclesiastlcal

Unedible
Unelaborate
Unelective
Unelusive

UnclerkUke

Unemotional
Unemphatic
Unemployable
Unendurable

Unclose

Uncloudy
Unclubbable
Uncoagulable
Uncogitable
Uncollectible

;

having an umbrella-shaped
called also umbrella shell.
Umbrella ant (^ooZ.), the sauba ant — so called because
it carries bits of leaves over Its back when foraging.

brella,
shell ;

;

—

'll'^.^^f'ff^irASl'
^ Side View or Anim^l with Shell
B
Shell, Dorsal view,

i.

UNUncheery

Unblissful
Unboafitful

Uncompact
Uncompanionable
Uncompassionate

Unconcealable
Unconcurrent
Uncondltionate

Unccim table
Unconnterfeit

UncourteouB
Uncourtierllke

Uncourtly
Uncrafty
Uncreatable

Unbribable
Unbrotherly

Uninquisitlve
Unlnstnictlve
Unintelligent
Unintelligible

Uiijustiflable

Unklngly
Unknightly
Unknotty

Unfamous
Unfashionable
Unfast
Unfatherly
Unfathomable
Unfaulty
Unfearful
Unfeasible
Unfelicitous
Unfelt

Unfeminine
Unfermentable
Unfestival
Unflne
Unfleshy
Unfluent
Unforcible
Unfordable

Unknowable
Unlaborions
Unladylike
Unlevel
Unlibidinous

Unlightsome
Unlimber
Unllneal
Unlogical

Unlordly
Unlosable
Unlovable
Unlucent

Unluminoiu
UnlustroQS
Unlusty

Unmaldenly
Unmakable
Unmalleable

Unmanageable
Unmanful
Unmanlike

Unmanly

Unmeek
Unmeet

Unglad

Unmlghty
Unmild

Undecomposable
Undefinable
Undelectable
Undeliberate
Undelightful
Undeliverable

Undemocratic
Undemonstrable
Undemonstrative
Undeniable
Underogatery

Unbelieffnl

Unchallengeable

Unchaageable

Unhandy
Unhardy

Undivldable
Undivine

old-,

Unmarketable
Unmarriable
Unmarriageable
UnmarvelouB

UnmascuUne
Unmatchable
Unmatronlike

UnmelodiouB

Unmendable
Unmentionable
Unmercenary
Unmerciable
Unmeritable

Unmerry
Unmetaphorlcal

Unmllitary
Unmindful
Unmlngleable
UnmlraculouB

Unmiry
Unmitigable
Unmodlflable

UnmodlBh
UnmoiBt
UnmonklBh
Unmotherly
UmnuBcular

Unharmful
Unhasty
UnhazardoQi

Unmusical
UnmyBterloiu

Unhealable
UnhealtMiil

Unsatlve
Unnavlgable
Unneedfoi
Unnegotiable
Usnlggard
Unnoble

Unhealthy
Unheavenly
Unheedfol
Unhelpful
Unheritable

Undomestlc
Undonbtfal

HI;

Ungoodly
Ungorgeous
Ungranunatical
Ungrave
Unguldable

Unhale

Undiscordant

idea,

UngodUke
Ungood

Unguilty
Unhabile
Unhabitable

Undiflcoverable
UndiBsolvable
Undlstingnishable

ice,

Uningenlous
Uningenuoua
Uninhabitable
UninJuriouB

Ungainable
Ungainful
Ungallant
Ungenlal
Ungenteel
Ungentle
Ungentlemanllke
Ungentlemanly
Ungeometrical
Unghostly

Unbelievable
Unbeneflcial

fSm, recent;

Uninfluential

Undecelvable
Undecidable
Undecipherable
Undeclinable

Undisciplinable

Uncheerftil

Uninflammable

Unfriable
Unfrightful
Unfrustrable
Unfoll

Undlllgent

Uncharjr
Unchaetlsable

Unlncldental
Unlncreasable
UnlndlSerent
Unlndulgent
UnlndustrlooB

Uncustomary
Undangerous
Undaughterly
Undead

Undimlnishablo
Undlscemible

Unceremonloas

Unimprovable
Unimpugnable

Uncorlous

Uncandld

Uncelestial

Unimpressible
Unimpressionable

Unformal
Unframable
Unfratemal

Unbusy
Uncanonlcal
Uscaptions
Uncareful

Unlmpllclt

Unimportant

UnjoyouB

Unforeseeable
Unforgetful
Unforgivable

Undespondent
Undevout
Undiaphanoos

Unbusinesslike

Unimaginable
Unimaginative

Unimmortal

UnfactlouB
Unfadable

Unforeknowable

Uncritical
Uncrystalllne
Uncultivable

Unlllnsory

Unextinct

Unfaln
Unfamiliar

Unconvertible
Uncoquettish
Uncordlal
Uncorpulent
Uncorrespondent
Uncorruptible
UncorrUptive
Uncostly
Uncounselable

Unhurt
Unhurtful
Unhygienic
Unideal
Unidle

Unexpugnable

Uncontamlnate

Unconvonable
Unconventional
Unconversable
Unconversant

Unhostile

Unexp>ainable
Unexpress
Unexpressible

Unexpectant

Uncontradictable
Uncontrite

Untaonotlble

Unhopetal

Unintsntional
Uninteresting
Uninterpretable
Uninventive
Unlnvestlgable
U^jealons
Unjoyful

Unconfutable
Uncongealable
Uncongenial
Unconjugal
Unconjunctive
Unconquerable
Unconsecrate
Uncontainable

Undescendlble
Undescrlbable
Undesirable
Undesirous

Unbold
Unbookish
Unbounteoas

Unexemplary
Unexempt
Unezhaustible
Unexistent
Unexpectable

Unconinable

Unattainable
Unattentive
Unauthentic
Unavailable
Unbailable
Unbearable
Unbeantifnl

find,

Unexceptionable
Uneiclusive

Uncomplimentary

Unbardensome

event,

Unexact
Unexamlnable

Uncompellable
Uncompetitive
Uncompiaint
Uncomplaisant

UnartlBtic
Unassailahle

Unbenevolent
Unblamable

eve,

Unblemlshable

Uncomlc
Unconunendable
Uncommercial
Uncommunicable
Uncommunicative

Un-English
Unentlre
Unenviable
Unenvlous
Uneplscopal
Unequable
Unerrable
Unescapable
Unevangellcal
Uneventful
Unevldent

UnUgh

Unnamable

UnohJeetloDalile

&bey, drb, Sddi

miobneslani
TTnobierrable

Unrecumbent

Unobservant
VnobBtractive
Unobvioua
Unofficial

Unofficious

Unoppreasiva
Unordinary
Unordinate
Unoriginal

Unactnated

UnsubmlSBlve
Unsubordinato
Unsubstantial
Unsuccesslve
Unsuccorable
Unsuggestive
Unsuitable

Unreformable
UnrefuBable

Unregardable
Unregaidant
Unrelative
Unrelievable
Unrelnctant

Unbodied
Unboiled
Unbolted
Unbonneted
Unbooklearned
Unbooted

Unacyectived
Una(^UBted

Unsunny

Unadmired
Unadmitted
Unadmonished
Unadored
Unadorned

UnsuperfluouB

Unadulterated

Unbonght
Unbounded
Unbounden
Unbraided

Unaffeared

Unrememberable

Unsupplo
Unsure
Unsurpassable

Unadvantaged

Unornamental
Unorthodox

Unbranded
Unbreeched

Unremorseful

Unsusceptible

Unatfrighted

Unostentatious
Unpacifiable
Unpaclfic
Unpainful
Unpalatable
Unparallelable

Unremovable
Unremuneratlve

Unsuspect
Unsuspectakle

Unrepairable
Unrepealable

Unsuspicious
Unsustainable

Unaided
Unalanned
Unallayed

Unbribed
Unbridged
Unbroached
Unbroke

Unaltered

Unbroken

Unrepentant
Unreprovable
Unrepugnant

Unsweet
Unsyllogistical
UnB3rmbolic

Unamazed
Unamended
Unamused

Unrequisite
Unrequitable
Unresolvable
Unrespectable
Unrestful
Unretentive

Unsympathetic
Unsystematic
Untamable

UnanaJyzed
Unanimated
Unannealed

Untame

Unannoyed

Unburned
Unbnmished

Unteachable
Untechnlcal
Untenable
Untenable

Unanolnted

Uncabled

Unanswered

Uncalcified

Unanticipated

Uncalcined
Uncalled
Uncanceled

Unpardonable
Unpartable
Unparticipant
Unpassionate
Unpastoral
Unpatbetic
Unpatriotic
Unpeaceable
Unpeaceful
Unpedantic
Unperceivable
Unperceptible
UnperllouB

Unremarkable
Unremediable

Unretumable

Unafflicted

Uncrooked
Uncropped
Uncrossed

Unbruised

Unbuckramed
Unbudded
UnbuUt

Unrough

Untheologlcal

Unroyal
Unruinable
Unruly

Unthinkable
Unthlrsty

Unthomy

Unapproved

Uncastled
Uncatechised

Unsacrlflclal

Unsafe

Unthoughtfnl
Untidy

Unarmed
Unarmored

Uncelebrated

Unsage

Untillable

Unsallable
Unsalable

Untoothsome
Untouchable

Unpitiful

Unsane
Unsanguine
Unsanitary

Unplain

Unsatisfactory

Untraceable
Untractable
Untragic
Untranquil
Untransferable
Untranslatable
Untransmutable
Untransparent
Untranspassable
Untraversable

Unarralgned
Unarrayed
Unarrested
Unarrived

Unthankful

Unromantlc

Unsatisfiable

Unsaturable

Unsavory
Unscalable

Unscaly
Unscholarly

Unplamb

Unscholastic

Unpoetic
Unpoetical

UnBcientific

Unpopular
UnpopulooB
Unportable
Unpotable
UnprecariouB
Unprecise

Unpregnant
Unprejudicate
Unprelatlcal

Unpremedi table

Unscriptural
Unsculptural

Unseaworthy
Unsectarian
Unsecular
Unsedentary

UnpresumptuouB

Unshamefaced
Unshamefast
Unshapely

Unpretentious

Unshy

Unpretty
Unprevalent

Unsick
Unsicker
Unsightly
Unsimple

Unpresentable
Unpreservable

Unpriestly

Unprimitive
Unprincely
Unprocurable
Unproducible
Unproductive
Unprofessional
Unprofitable

Unsleek
Unslumberous
Unsly

Unsmooth
Unsmotherablo

Unpronounceable
Unprophetic

Unsober

UnpropitlouB
Unproportionable
Unproportionate

Unsociable
Unsocial

Unsolemn

Unspeakable

Unwieldsome

Unspeedy

Unwillful

Unpunishatile

Unspiritual

UnwUy

Unpure

Unspontaneous

Unwitty

Unqualiflable

Unsporttul

Unwomanly

Unquenchable
Unquiet

Unsportsmanlike
Unstatutable
Unsteadfast
Unsteady

Unrational
Unreadable
Unreasonable
Unrecallable
Unreclaimable
Unrecognizable
Unreconcllable

Unstormy
Unstout
Unatrong
Unsubduable
UnBUbject

and the

Unabolished
Unabsolved

Unaccorded

fifle,

Unaccommodated
Unaccompanied
Unaccredited

unite,

rf^de,

fi^U,

flra

;

Uncompassed
Uncompassioned
Uncompelled
Uncompensated
Uncompleted
Uncompounded
Uncompressed
Uncomprised
Unconcealed
Unconceived
Unconcocted

Unbeloved
Unbeneficed
Unbenefited

Uncondited
Unconducted
Unconferred
Unconfessed
Unconfined
Unconfirmed
Unconfused
Unconfuted
Uncongealed
Unconnected
Unconquered
UncoDsecrated
Unconsoled
Unconstrained
Uncensulted

pity

Unblasted
Unbleached
Unblenched
Unblessed
UnoleBt
Unbllghted
Unbloodled
Unblotted

Undiscerned
Undischarged
Undisciplined
Undlscomfited

Undiscouraged
Undiscoursed
Undiscovered
Undiseaaed

Unemotioned
Unemployed
Unemptied
Unenabled
Unenchanted

;

out, oil

|

Ungainsaid
Ungalled

Ungarmented
Ungarnished
Ungarrisoned
Ungartered
Ungathered

Ungauged
Ungenerated
Ungilded
Ungilt

Unglnned
Ungirded
Ungirt
Unglazed

Ungloomed
Unglorified

Ungloved
Unglutted
Ungorged
Ungoverned
Ungraced
Ungr anted

Unexamined
Unexampled

Ungratified

Ungraved
Ungraven
Unground
Ungrounded

Unexcelled

Unexchanged
Unexcised
Unexecuted
Unexempllfied

Ungrown

Unextlrpated
Unextorted
Unfabled
Unfaded

Unfallowed

Unhidden
Unhindered
Unhlred
Unholpen

Undispunged
Undisputed

Unfeattaered

;

go

>

Bing, Isk

t

then, tfatn

;

Unlessoned
Unlettered
Unleveled
Unlicensed
Unllfted

Unlighted
Unliquored
Unlisted

Unlooped
Unlost

Unloved

Unmacadamlzed

Unmaimed
Unmanaged

Unmarried
Unmarshaled

Unfaacinated
Unfasbioned

Unfed
Unfeed
Unfenced

Unleft

Unharmed

Unfanned
Unfarrowed

Undiaquieted
UndlBsembled

Unleavened
Unlectured
Unled

Unmanured
Unmarked
Unmarred

Unhelped

Unfatlgued
Unfeared

Unlaureled
Unlavished

Unmanufactured

Unfamed

Unfathomed

Unlackeyed
Unladen
Unlamented
Unlarded
Unlashed

Unhandled
Unhanged
Unhardened

Undismissed
Undispatched
Undispersed
Undlsplayed
Undispleased

Undismayed

Unkneaded
Unknotted

Unmangled
Unmannered

Unhelred

Unfalalfied

Unkilled

Unkindled
Unkissed

Unhampered

Unhswed
Unhewn

Undlsjoined

Unkenned
Unkept

Unbailed
Unhalsed

Unhatched
Unhazarded
Unhealed
Unheated
Unhedged
Unheeded

Uneyed

Uninvited

Uninvoked
Uninvolved
Unjaundiced
Unjudged

Unliquefled

Ungrudged
Unguarded
Unguerdoned
Unguessed
Unguided
Unhabited
Unbacked
Unhackneyed

Unexercised
Uuexerted

Undisgraced
Undisguised
Undlshonored

oliair

Unintroduced
Uninured
Uninvaded
Uninvented

Unfurrowed
Unfused
Ungained

Unentranced
Unenvied
Unescutcheoned
Unespied
Unessayed
Unevolved
Unezacted
Unezaggerated

Unin tombed
Unintrenched
Unintricated

Unfurnished

Unentombed

Unintended
Unintermitted
Unintermixed
Uninterpreted
Uninterred
Uninterrupted
Uninthralled

Unfunded

Unenclosed

Unenfeebled
Unenfranchised

Unindented

Unfulfilled

Unencumbered
Unendangered
Unendeared
Unendowed

Unfalien

Uncontrolled
UnooBtroverted

Unfranchised
Unfrighted
Unfrozen
Unfrue ted
Unfueled

Unembowered

Undisflgnred

Uncontented
Uncontested
Uncontradicted

Unblunted

food, lobt

Undiluted
Undiminished
Undinted

Unframed

Unelected
Unembittercd

Unexhausted
Unexpanded
Unexpected
Unexpired
Unexplained
UnexpUcated
Unexplored
Unexposed
Unexpounded
Unexpressed
Unextinguished

Undiked

Unfought
Unfouled
Unfractured

Unelbowed

Undevoted
Undigested

Unfostered

Uneffaced
Unegested

Unexempted

Uncontemned
Uncontended

Unblown

;

Uneducated

Undeterroined
Undeterred
Undevised

,

Unblamed

like.

Undeprived
Underived
Undescribed
Undescried
Undeserved
Undesigned
Undeaired
Undestined
Undestroyed

Undipped
Undisbanded

Uncondemned

Unbenlghted
Unbesought
Unbespoken
Unbestowed
Unbetrayed
Unbowalled
Unbiased
Unbigotad
Unbit
Unbltted
Unbitten

Unaccorsed
Unachieved
Unacknowledged
Unacquired
Unacted
ilp,

Uncommixed
Unc«mmunicated
Uncompacted
Uncompanied
Uncompanioned

Unbehe.'d

—

Unaccented

Uncommissioned
Uncommitted

Unbefriended
Unbegirt
Unbeguiled

(6) To past participles, or to adjectives formed after
the analogy of past participles, to indicate the absence
of the condition or state expressed by them ; as,

Unabased
Unabashed
Unabated

Uncombed

Unbearded
Unbeaten
Unbeavered
Unbeclouded
Unbedded
Unbedewed

Unzealoufl

Uncoffined
Uncoifed
Uncollected

Uncommanded
Uncommended

Unbattered

UnworshipfUl
Unwrathful
Unwritable

Undeluded
Undeluged
Undelved
Undemolished
Undephlegmated
Undeplored
Undepraved
Undepreciated

Uncomforted

Unbated
Unbathed

Unworkable
Unworkmanlike
Unworldly

Undelivered

Uncolored

Unbaptized
Unbarbered

Unpunctoal

Undejected
Undelayed
Undelegated
Undelighted

Unfortified
UnfoEsilized

Unedified

Undegraded

Unbagged
Unbaked

UnpunctillouB

Unsolvable

Uneclipsed

Uncinctured
Uncircumcised
Uncircumscribed

Unbaffied

UnsolicltoUB

Uninfringed
Uninhabited
Uninitiated
Uninjured
Uninscribed
Uninspired
Uninstructed

Uneased
Uneaten

Un-Englished
Unenjoyed
Unenlarged
Unenlightened
Unenlivened
Unenslaved
Unentangled
Unentered
Unenthralled

Unavowed
Unawaked
Unawed

Unprosperous
Unprovable

Uninformed

Unforgiven
Unforgotten
Unformalized
Unforsaken

Unengaged

UnveraciouB

Unweary
Unwelcome
Unwet
Unwholesome

Unforfeited

Undrowned
Undubbed

Undefouled

Unavised

Unwatery
Unwealthy
Unwearable

Unsmutty

Undriven

Unchosen

Unavenged

Unvocal
Unvoidable
UnvoluptuouB
Unvoyageable
Unvulgar
Unwalkable
Unwarlike
Unwatchful

Uninfected
Uninflamed
Uninfluenced

Undeformed

Unvenomoua

Unvltrifiable

Unforewarned

Unchewed

Uncleared
Unclouded
Uncloven
Uncoacted

Uninclosed
Unincorporated

Undrilled

Unchilled

Unclarified

Unfollowed
Unfooted
Unforbidden
Unforced
Unforded

Unimpeded
Unimplored
Unimportnned
Unimposed
Unimpressed
Unincensed

Undressed

Unassisted
Unastonished

Unattested
Unattired
Unattracted
Unauthenticated
Unauthorized

Unfixed
Unfianked
Unfiattered
Unfleshed
Unfoiled

Unimmured
Unimpaired
Unimparted
Unimpassioned
Unimpeached

Uncumbered
Uncurbed
Uncured

Unassayed

Unclaimed

Unfitted

Unillustrated

Unforeknown

Undefied
Undefiled
Undefined
Undeflowered

Unattempted
Unattended

Unimagined
UnimmerBed

Unfingered
Unflred

Undoubted
Undowered
Undraped

Unchecked
Uncheered

Unattained
Unattainted

Unveritable
Uuvigilant
Unvigoroufl
Unvirtuona
Unvital

Unsizable

Unchastised

Unatoned
Unattacked

Unverdant

Unsinewy

Unprolillc

Unaspirated
Unassailed
Unassaulted

Unvariant
Unvenerable

Unsentlent
Unsentimental
Unserviceable
Unsevere

Unchained
Unchallenged
Unchanged
Unchanted
Uncharged
Unchastened

Unasked

Unuseful
Unvanquishable

Unselfish

Uncertificated
Uncertified

Unfilleted

Unforeseen
Unforethought
Unforetold

Undeceived
Undecided
Undeciphered
Undeclared
Undeclined
Undecorated
Undedicated
Undefaced
Undefecated
Undefended
Undefensed

Uncaught

Unarticulated
Unascertained

Untremulous
Untriumphant
Untrustworthy
Untrusty
Untumultuoos
Untunable
Ununiform
Unusable

Unscomful

Unpolitical

Uncapped

Unlllnmed
Unilluminated

Undreaded
Undrenched

Undangered
Undashed
Undazzled
Undebased
Undebauched

Uncarpeted
Uncast

Unhnsbanded
Unhushed

Unfettered
Unflgured
UnfiUed

Undrawn

Undamaged
Undamped

Uncanonized
Uncanopied

Unfermented
Unfetched

Unculled
Uncultivated
Uncultured

Uncurled
Uncursed
Uncurst

Unpersonable
Unpersplrable
Unpersuadable
Unpersuasive
Unphilanthropic
Unphilosophic
UnphilOBOphical
Unpbysical
Unpicturesque
Unpierceable

Untender
Unterrestrial
Unterrific

Unridiculous
Unrightful

Uncuckolded

Unburied

UndlBsevered
Undiselpated
Undissolved
Undistempered
Undistinguished
Undistorted
Undistracted
Undistresaed
Undistributed
Undisturbed
Undiverted
Undivided
Undivorced
Undivulged
Undomesticated

Undoomed

Uncrowded
Uncrowned

Unpermanent

Unrevengeful
Unridable

Unconvinced
Uncorrected
Uncorroborated
Uncorrupted
Uncounseled
Uncounted
Uncountenanced
Uncourted
Uncovoted
Uncowled
Uncrannied
Uncredited
Uncrippled

Unappareled
Unappeased
Unapplied
Unappointed
Unappreciated
Unapprehended
Unapprised
Unapproached

Unplauslble
Unplausive
Unpleadable
Unpleasurable
Unpliable
Unpliant

UN-
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UNUnrecoverable

Unmasked
Unmastered

Unmatched
Unmated
Unmatriculatad

Unmeasured
Unmeditated
Unmellowed
Unmelodlzed
Unmelted
Unmentloned
Unmerited

Unmet
Unmeted

Unhonored
Unhooked
Unhorned
Unhumbled

Unmethodlzed
Unmilked

Unhung

Unmindcd

boN

;

xh = z

Unmlll«d

in azuce.

iriiinlngled

Unprized

Unreverted

Unmisaed
Unmitigated

Unprobed

Unrevoked
Unrewarded

Unmixed
Uzunoaned

Unmocked
Unmod«mized

Unrhymed
Unrifled

UnproUbited

Unmodified

Unprojected

Unmoistened
Unmolested
Unmortared
Unmortgaged

Unpromised
Unpronounced
Unproportioned
Unproposed
Unpropped
Unprotected
Unproved
Unprovided
Unprovoked
Unpruned
Unpublished
Unpulled
Unpunished
Unpurged

Unmortifled

Unmonnded
Unmourned

Unmown
Unmammied
Unmurmured
Unmascled
Unmntilated

Unnamed
Unnaturalized

Unnavigated
Unnerved
Unnetted
Unnotched
Unnoted
Unnoticed
Unnourished
Unnurtnxed
Unobeyed
Unobjected
Unobscured
Unobserved
Unobstructed
Unobtained
Unoccupied
UnoSered
Unoiled

Unopened
Unopposed
Unordaioed
Unordered

Unornamented
Unovertaken
Unozidized
Unpacified

Unpacked
Unpaid
Unpained
Unpainted
Unpanged
Unpardoned
Unparroted
Onparted
[Tnpartlelpated

Unpassionated
Unpassioned

Unpastured
Unpatronized
Unpatterned

Unpawned
Unpenciled
Unpensioned
Unpeopled

u

Unproclaimed
Unprocured
Unprofaned
Unprofessed

Unpeppered
Unperceived
Unpercussed
Unperfected
Unperformed
Unperiahed
Unperjured
Unperplezed
Unpersecuted
Unpersuaded
Unperturbed
Unperused
Unperverted

Unrigged
Unrlghted
Unripened
Unrippled
Unriven
Unroasted
Unrobbed

Unrobed
Unrolled
Unrotted

Unrounded
Unrouted
Unruined
Unsacked
Unsaid
Unsalaried
Unsalted
Unsaluted
Unsalved

Unprepossessed
Unprescribed
Unpresented
Unpressed
Unprivileged

Unvenomed

Untainted

Unvented

Unstartled
Unstationed

Untaken

Unventllated
Unverified

Unstayed
Unsteadied
Unsteeped
UnstiHed
Unstigmatized
Unstimulated

Untamed
Untanned

Unversed

Unrefiecting

Unvexed

Unrefunding
Unrefusing

Unslumbering
Unspeaking

Unrejoicing

Unstinting
Unstirring

Untalented

Untarnished
Untasked
Untasted

Untaught
Untempered
Untempted
Untendered

Unstinted
Unstirred

Unstopped

Unscorched
Unsecured
Unscratched
Unscreened
Unsealed
Unsearched
Unsecured
Unseduced
Unseized
Unsent
Unsentenced
Unsepulchered
Unsepnlchred

Unrealized

Unreasoned
Unreaved
Unrebated
Unrebuked
Unrecalled
Unreceived

Unrecked
Unreckoned
Unreclaimed

Unsequestered

Unserved

Unrecognized

Unsettled

Unrecompensed

Unsevered

Unreconciled

Unsown

Unrecorded
Unrecounted
Unrecovered
Unrecruited
Unredressed
Unreduced

Unshaded
Unshadowed
Unshaken
Unshamed

Unshackled

Unshared
Unsharpened

Unrefined
Unreflected

Unshattered

Unreformed

Unshaven

Unrefracted
Unrefreshed

Unsheltered
Unshielded
Unshivered

Unregarded

Unterrified

Unwalled

Unthawed
Unthinned
Unthought
Unthreatened
Unthreshed

Unwanted
Unwappered
Unwarded
Unwarmed
Unwarned
Unwarranted
Unwasted
Unwatered
Unweakened
Unweaned
Unweaponed
Unwebbed

Unsubscribed
Unsubstantiated
Unsucceeded
Unsuccored

Unsucked
Unsued
Unsngared
Unsullied

Unsummed
Unsummoned

Untrenched
Untried

Unsunned

Untrimmed

Unsuperscribed

Untrod
Untrodden
UntroUed
Untroubled
Untrumpeted
Untrussed
Untuned
Unturbaned
Untutored
Ununited
Unurged

Unsupped

Unailing

Unaiming
Unalarming

Unremedied

Unbearing

Unbelieving
Unbleaching
Unbleeding

Unresisted
Unresolved
Unrespected
Unrespited

Unsolicited

Unsolid
Unsolved

Unsoothed
Unsought
Unsonled

Unrested
Unrestored
Unrestrained

Unsounded
Unsoured

Unrestricted

Unspaxed

Unretarded
Unretracted

Unspecified

Unsown

Unspecked
Unspent
Unspied

Unretumed
Unrevealed
Unrevenged
Unreversed
ale,

senate,

Unspoiled

UnspokeB
c&re,

&m, arm,

Unaltering
Unappreclatlng

Unapproving
Unaspiring
Unassisting

Unattempting
Unattending

Unbeginning

Unblemishing
Unblenching
Unblossoming
Unhlusbing
Unboding
Unbranching
Unbreathing
Unburning
Uncalculating

Unceasing
Unchanging

Uncharming
Uncommunicating

Unconsumlng
Uncontending
Uncontriving
Unconverslng
Unconvincing

ask, final,

^

;

Undesiring
Undespairing
Undetesting
Undeviating
Undiscerning
Undiscording
Undlscrlminatlng
Undisobliging
Undispensing
Undissemhling
Undissolving
Undlstingulshing
Undistracting
Undisturbing

Unbefitting

Unconfessing
Unconniving
Unconsenting
Unconsidering
Unconspiring
Unconsulting

Undecaying
Undelaying
Undependjng
Underogating
Undeserving

Undifierencing

Unavailing

Uncomplaining
Uncomplying
Unconceiving
Unconducing

Undawning

Undoubting
Undreading
Undrooping
Unebbing
Unechoing
Unedifying
Unending
Unendurlng
Unengaging
Unenjoying
Unentering
Unenterprising
Unentertaining

Unenvying
Unexisting
Unfadging
Unfading
Unfainting
Unfaltering

Unfearing
Unfeigning
Unfighting
Unfitting
Unflagging
Unflattering
Unflinching

eve^ event,

Unstooping
Unsubmltting
UnsufScing
Unsuiting
Unsurging
Unsuspecting

Unresisting
Unresolving
Unresting

Unsweating
Unswerving
Unsympathizing

and the

Untastlng
Unthriving
Untiring
Untoiling
Untrading
Untrembllng
Untrespasslng
Untrifiing

Unvaclllating

Unvarying
Unwalking
Unwandering

Unwaning
Unwasting
Unwavering
Unweeping
Unwinking
Unwlnning
Unwithdrawing
Unwitherlng
Unwondering
Unworking
Unwritlng
Unyielding

like.

The above classes of words are unlimited in extent,
and such compounds may be formed by any writer or
speaker at will from almost all the adjectives or parti-

Unwed
Unwedded
Unweeded
Unwept
Unwhipped
Unwhipt
Unwhirled

Unwinged
Unwiped
Unwished

ciples in the language, excepting those wliich have a recognized and usual negative correspondent with the prefix in-.
No attempt wiU be made, therefore, to define them all in
this Dictionary ; many will be omitted from its Vocabulary which are negations of the simple word, and are
readily explained by prefixing a not to the latter. Derivatives of these words in -ly and -ness will also, for the
most part, be omitted for tlie same or similar reasons.
There will be inserted as separate articles with definitions, the following :
1. Those which have acquired an opposing or contrary,
instead of a merely negative, meaning ; as, unfriendly,
ungraceful, unpalatable, unquiet, and the like or else an
intensive sense more than a prefixed not would express
as, unending, unparalleled, undisciplined, undoubted,
unsafe, and the like.
2. Tliose which have the value of independent words,
inasmucli as the simple words are eitlier not used at all,
or are rarely, or at least much less frequently, used
as, unavoidable, unconscionable, undeniable, unspeakable,
unprecedented, unridy, and the like ; or inasmuch as they
are used in a different sense from the usual meaning of
the primitive, or especially in one of the significations of
the latter; as, unaccountable, unalloyed, unbelieving,
unpretending, unreserved, and the like or inasmuch as
they are so frequently and familiarly used that they are
hardly felt to be of negative origin ; as, uncertain, uneven, and tlie like.
3. Those which are anomalous, provincial, or, for some
other reason, not desirable to be used, and are so indicated ; as, unpure for impure, unsatisfaction for dissatisfaction, unexpressible for inexpressible, and the like.
n. Un- is prefixed to nouns to express the absence of,,
or the contrary of, that which the noun signifies ; as, unbelief, unfaith, unhealth, unrest, untruth, and the like.
;

Unwithered
Unwithheld
Unwithstood
Unwitnessed

Unwived
Unwooed
Unworn
Unworshipsd
Unwounded
Unwoven
Unwreaked
Unwrecked

Unfolding
Unforbearing
Unforebodlng
Unfortseelng
Unforgiving
Unglving

;

51^^ Compounds of this last class are given in full in
their proper order in the Vocabulary.
Un'a-bil'i-ty (un'a-bil'i-ty), n. Inability.
[OJj.]
Un-a'ble (un-a'b'l), a. Not able ; not having sufficient strength, means, knowledge, skill, or the like ; impotent ; weak ; helpless ; incapable ;
now usually fol-

—

lowed by an infinitive or an adverbial phrase as, unable
work ; unable to bear fatigue.
Sapless age and weak unable limbs.
Shak^
Un-a1)led (-b'ld), a. Disabled. \_Obs.']
B. Jonson.
Un-a'ble-ness (-b'l-nBs), n. Inability. [Oto.] Hales^
:

Ungrudging

for

Unharmlng
Unheeding
Unhesitating

Unhoping
Unhurting
Unimportlng
Unlmposlng
Unlmprovlng

U'na boat' (u'na bof ).
(Naut.) The Enghsh name
for a catboat ;
so called
because Una was the name
of the first boat of this
kind taken to England.

—

Uninteresting
Unintermitting
Unintozicating
Uninviting
Unjarrlng
'
Unlaboring
Unlingerlng
Unllstening
Unloving

D. Kemp.
Un'a-brldged' (iSn'a-

Not abridged,
; full
com-

brljd'), a.

or shortened
plete

;

;

entire

;

whole.

Un'ab-sorb'a-ble
(Qn'Sb-s8rb'a-b'l), a. Not
absorbable ; specifically
(Physiol.), not capable of

Unmeddling

absorption unable to pass
una Boat,
by osmosis into the circulating blood
as, the unabsorbable portion of food.
Un'ac-cept'a-bll'i-ty (fin'ak-sept'a-bil'l-ty), n. The
quality of being unacceptable ; unacceptableness.
Un'ac-cept'a-ble (-sept'a-b'l), a.
Not acceptable;
not pleasing ; not welcome unpleasant disagreeable
displeasing ; offensive.
Un'ac-cept'a-ble-ness, n.
Un'ac-cept'a-bly, adv.
Un'ac-cess'i-ble (-ses'T-b'l), a. Inaccessible. Herbert.
Un'ac-cess'1-ble-ness, n.
Un'ac-cess'l-bly, adv.

Unmeriting
Unmlstrusting
Uiunovlng

;

;

Unmurmuring
Unobliging

Unobserving

—

Unoffending

Unopening
Unpardoning
Unpaying

—

Unperceiving
Unperforming
Unperishing
Unpitying
Unpleasing
Unpossessing
Unpreacbing
Unprepossessing

—

;

—

;

Unpretending
Unprevailing
Unprevaricating
;

;

Un'ac-com'pllshea (-kom'plTsht), a.
Not accomplished or performed ; unfinished ; also, deficient in accomplishments unrefined.
Un'ac-com'pllsh-ment (-plTsh-ment), n. The state
of being unaccomplislied.
Milton.
\Obs.'\
Un'ac-count'a-bil'i-ty (-kount'a-bil'i-ty), n.
The
quaUty or state of beiug unaccountable.
Un'ac-count'a-ble (-kount'a-b'l), a. \. Not accountable or responsible ; free from control.
South.
2. Not to be accounted for inexplicable not consonant with reason or rule strange ; mysterious.
-Un'ac-count'a-ble-ness. n. -Un'ac-count'a-bly, adv-

Unpresnming

£nd, fern, recent

Unrepenting
Unrepining
Unreproving
Unrepulsing

Unremembering

—

Unaccommodating
Unachlng

Unshrined
Unshriven

Unsoftened
Unsoiled
Unsold

Unrelishing

Unsupplanted
Unsupplied
Unsupported
Unsuppressed
Unsurpassed
Unsurrendered
Unsurrounded
Unwrinkled
Unsuspected
UnwTought
Unsuspended
Unwrung
UnsuBtained
Unutilized
Unyielded
and the like.
(c) To present participles which come from intransitive verbs, or are themselves employed as adjectives,
to mark the absence of the activity, disposition, or condition implied by the participle ; as,

Unrelieved
Unrelinquished

Unsmoked
Unamote
Unsoaped
Unsodden

Untombed
Untormented

Unstink

Unshown

Unslackened
Unslain
Unalaughtered
Unsmirched
Unsmitten

Untilled

Untranslated

Unsung

Unrelated

Unremembered

Untickled
Untiled

Untorn
Untortuped
Untouched
Untraced
Untracked
Untrampled

Unsoited

Unrejoiced
Unrelated

Unrehearsed
Unreined

Unthrown

Unrelaxing

Unvowed
Unwaked
Unwakened

Unstraitened

Unshocked
Unshod
Unshook
Unshored
Unshorn
Unshortened

Unregistered
Unregretted

Unvlctualed
Unviolated
Unvisited
Unvoiced

Unstormed
Unstowed

Untimbered

Unskilled

Unprepared

Untagged

Unstanched

Untinctured
Untinged
Untired
Untoiled

Unrepaid
Unrepaired
Unrepealed
Unrepeated
Unrepented
Unreplenished
Unrepresented
Unrepressed
Unreprieved
Unreproached
Unrequested
Unrequired
Unrequited
Unresented
Unreserved

Unpolished
Unpolluted
Unportioned
Unpossessed
Unposted
Unpracticed
Unpralsed
Unpreferred
Unpremeditated

Unstamped

Unquailing
Unquestioning
Unreasoning
Unrecalling
Unreclining
Unrecurring
Unreferring

Unsubdued
Unsuborned

Unsinged
Unsingled

Unpointed

Unvariegated
Unvarnished

Unstuffed

Unremoved
Unrenewed

Unplumbed

Unsworn
Unsyllabled
Unsystematized

Unstabled
Unstaid
Unstained

Ungated

Unscattered
Unschooled
UnscisBored

Unpromising
Unproving

Unsanctifying
Unsatisfying
Unsearching
Unseeing
Unsetting
Unshrinking
Unsinking
Unsleeping
Unslipping

Unsaved
Unscanned
Unscanted
Unscathed

Unquenched
Unquickened
Unracked
Unraked
Unransacked
Unransomed
Unraptured
Unravaged
Unrazed
Unreached
Unread

Unretumlng
Unrewarding

Unprofitlng

Unvantaged
Unvaried

Unsatisfied

Unremitted

Unpleased
Unpledged
Unploughed
Unplucked

Unswilled

Unqnelled

Unsapped

Unphyslcked
Unpierced
UnpiUared
Unpillowed

Unpinked
Unplagued
Unplanted
Unpleaded

Unnttered
Unvanquished

Unqualified

Unsanctified

Unsanctioned
Unsandaled

Unpetrified

Unpinioned

Unswayed
Uuswept

Unquafied
Unquailed

Unpurposed
Unpursued
Unpurveyed
Unputre&ed

Unshunned
Unshut
Unslnewed

Unpiloted

Unspread
Unsquared
Unsqueezed

Unstrengthened
Unstrewed
Unstringed
Unstripped
Unstruck
Unstrung
Unstudied

Unpurifled

UNACCOUNTABLY
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UN-

;

;

;

Ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey, 6rb, ddd

4

OS" For other words

UNACCURATE
Un-ac'CU-rate-neSS, ».

(mi'Sk-kiis'tilmd), a.

Un'ac-CUS'tomed

—

Un'ap-pU'a-ble

Boyle.
Boyle.

Inaccurate.
inaccuracy.

TJll-aC'CU-rate (un-ak'kiS-rat), a.

Inapplicable.

(Hn'Sp-pli'a-b'l), B.

Un-ap'pU-Ca-ble (an-5p'plT-ka-b'l),

Inapplicable.

a.

with to.
Un'ap-pro'pri-ate (uu'ap-pro'prT-St), a. [Pref. unhabituated ; unfamiliar ; unused
Chastened as a bullock unaccustomed to the yoke. Jer. xxxi. 18. not -f- appropriate, a.] 1. Inappropriate ; unsuitable.
2.
Not appropriated.
Bp. Warburton.
2. Not usual ; uncommon ; strange ; new.
Un'ap-pro'pri-ate (-at), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- approShale.
What unaccustomed cause procures her hither ?
Un'ac-quaint'ance (-kwant'ans), n. The quality or priate, V. t.] To take from private possession to restore to the possession or right of all ; as, to unapprostate of being unacquainted ; want of acquaintance
priate a monopoly.
Milton.
[iJ.]
ignorance.
Un'ap-pro'pri-a'ted (-a'tSd), a. [Pref. un- not -fHe was then in happy unacquaintance with everything conhaving no
Sir W. Hamilton. appropriated.'] 1. Not specially appropriate
nected with that obnoxious cavity.
J. Warton.
Cowper. special application.
Un'ac-quaint'ed, a. 1. Not acquainted.
2. Not granted to any person, corporation, or the hke,
2. Not usual unfamiliar ; strange. \Obs.'\
to
the
exclusion
lands.
of
others
;
as,
unappropriated
And the unacquainted light began to fear. Spenser.
3. Not granted for, or applied to, any specific purtTn'ac-quaint'ed-ness, n. Unacquaintance. Whiston.
pose
as, the unappropriated moneys in the treasury.
;
Un-aCUve (iin-Sk'tiv), a. Inactive ; listless. [iJ.]
Un'ap-proved' (Sn'Sp-proovd'), a. 1. Not approved.
Milton.
"While other animals unactive range.
2. Not proved.
[06s.]
Un-ac'tlve, v. t. fist pref un- -\- active ; or from un- ytril-apt' (iin-apf), a. 1. Inapt ; slow dull. Bacon.
•acHfe, a.] To render inactive or listless. [Ote.] Fuller.
Unsuitable
2.
;' unfit; inappropriate.
Macaulay.
Un-ac'tlve-ness, n. Inactivity. [06s.] Jer. Taylor.
3. Not accustomed and not likely ; not disposed.
InadmissiUn'ad-mis'sl-We (iin'ad-mTs'sT-b'l), I a.
I am a soldier and unapt to weep.
Shak.
[-B.]
ble.
Un'ad-mit'ta-ble (iin'ad-mTt'ta-b'l), )
Un-apt'ly, adv.
Un-apt'ness, re.
Un'a-dtll'ter-ate (-a-dtil'ter-at), 1 a. Not adulterated
(un'a-kwl t'), a. [See Un- not, and Acquit.]
Un'a-qult'
"
Unadulpure.
Un'a-dul'ter-a'ted (-a'ted),
(
06s.]
Gower.
Unrequited, [-ff.
ierate air."
Cowper.
Un'a-dul'ter-ate-ly, adv.
Un-ar'gued (iin-ar'gud), a. 1. Not argued or debated.
Un'ad-Vis'a-ble (-Sd-viz'a-b'l), a. Not advisable ; inMilton.
2. Not argued against undisputed.
[06s.]
advisable; inexpedient. Lowth.
Un'ad-vis'a-bly, arff
[A Latinism. 06s.]
3. Not censured.
B. Jonson.
On'ad-vised' (-vizd'), a. 1. Not prudent ; not disUn-arm' (un-arm'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -j- arm.'] To
Shak.
creet ill advised.
Sir T. Browne.
disarm.
2. Done without due consideration ; wanton ; rash
Un-arm', v. i. To put off, or lay down, one's arms or
inconsiderate ; as, an unadvised proceeding.
armor. " I '11 unarm again."
Shak.
Un'ad-vls'edUn'ad-vls'ed-ly (-viz'ed-iy), adv.
Un-armed' (tln-armd'), a. [Pref. un- not -|- armed.']
UGSS Tim
1. Not armed or armored ; having no arms or weapons.
Ull'af-fect'ed (un'Sf-fekt'6d), n. 1. Not affected or
2. {Nat. Hist.) Having no hard and sharp projections,
moved ; destitute of affection or emotion ; uninfluenced.
as spines, prickles, spurs, claws, etc.
A poor, cold, unspirited, unmannered,
Un-art'ed (un-arfed), a. 1. Ignorant o^ the arts.
V
Unhonest, unaj^'ected^ undone fool.
Fletcher.
l\ot

;

not in equipoise having
balance."]
1. Not balanced
no counterpoise, or having insufficient counterpoise.
;

Milton.

Not used

1.

UNBELIEVING
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UN-, sec

with prefix
pp. 1562-64.

;

;

Let Earth unbalanced from her orbit

Pope,

fly.

2. {Com.) Not adjusted; not settled; not brought to
an equality of debt and credit ; as, an unbalanced account unbalanced books.
3. Being, or being thrown, out of equilibrium hence,
disordered or deranged in sense unsteady ; unsound
as, an unbalanced mind.
Pope.
Un-bal'last (un-bai1ast), v. t. [1st pref. un- + ballast.]
To free from ballast to discharge ballast from.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

—

—

&

—

—

;

;

—

—

J.

2. Free from affectation ; plain ; simple ; natural
real ; sincere genuine ; as, unaffected sorrow.
Un'af-f ect'ed-ness, n.
Un'af-fect'ed-ly, adv.
Un'a-lUed' (un'.T,-fild'), a. Uudefiled. [Obs.'] Gotoer.
1. Disagreeable.
Un'a-gree'a-ble (un'a-gre'a-b'l), a.
2. Not agreeing or consistent unsuitable.
Shak.

—

—

;

;

— Un'a-gree'a-ble-ness, n. — Un'a-gree'a-bly, adv.
Un-ald'a-ble (un-ad'a-b'l),

Incapable

a.

of

being
Shak.

"Her Kna!(/o6?e estate."
Un-al'ien-a-ble (iin-al'yen-a-b'l), a. Inalienable ; as,
unalienable rights. Swift.
Un-al'ien-a-bly, adv.
U'nal-ist (u'nol-ist), ?i. [L. unus one.] (Eccl.) An
ecclesiastic who holds but one benefice ;
distinguished
aided.

—

—

iiom. pluralist.

[-Enr/.]

V.

Knox.

Un'al-lied' (tiu'al-lid'), a. Not allied ; having no ally
having no connection or relation ; as, unallied species or
genera.
Un'al-loyed' (-loid'), a. Not alloyed; not reduced
by foreign admixture ; unmixed ; unqualified ; pure ; as,
unalloyed metals ; unalloyed happiness.
I enjoyed unalloyed satisfaction in his company. Sfit/ord.
TTn-almsed' (On-amzd'), a. Not having received alms.
i?.]
Pollok.
lObs.

&

Un-am'bi-gU'J-ty (un-am'bi-gii't-t^), re. Absence of
ambiguity clearness perspicuity.
Un'am-bi'tion (un'Sm-bisb'iin), n. The absence of
ambition. [^.]
F. W. Newman.
;

;

Un-a'ml-a-bil'l-ty (iin-a'mT-a-bil'T-ti^), n. The quality or state of being uuamiable ; moroseness.
Un-a'ml-a-ble (fiu-a'mt-a-b'l), a. Not amiable ; morose ; ill-natured ; repulsive.
Un-a'mi-a-bly, adv.
Un-an'chor (iin-an'ker), v, t. [1st pref. un- -{ anchor.
To loose from the anchor, as a ship. Be Quincey.
Un'a-neled' (fln'a-neld'), a. Not aneled ; not having
received extreme unction.
Shak.
V-nan'i-mate (ii-nSn'T-mat), a.
[See Unanimous.]

—

'[

Unanimous. [06sJ
U'na-nim'i-ty (u'na^uTm'T-ty), n.
F. unanhnite.']

The quality or state

unanimitas :

cf.

;

determination

consentient not
as, the assembly
was unanimous ; the members of the council were unanimous. "Both in one faith wrearezmoKS."
Milton.
2. Formed with unanimity ; indicating unanimity
having the agreement and consent of all ; agreed upon
without the opposition or contradiction of any ; as, a
unanimous opinion ; a unanimous vote.
U-nan'1-mous-ly, adv.
U-nan'i-mous-ness, n.
Un-an'swer-a-bll'i-ty (Qn-an'ser-a-bll'i-ty), n.
The
quality of being unanswerable ; unanswerableness.
;

;

harmonious

;

;

—

—

Un-an'swer-a-ble

(un-5u'ser-a-b'l), a. Not answerable
irrefutable conclusive
decisive ; as, he gave an
unanswerable argument.
Un-an'SWer-a-ble-ness, n.
;

—
— Un-an'8wer-a-bly, adv.
;

Un-an'swered

(-serd), a.

;

Not answered

1.

not re-

;

plied to
as, an unansivered letter.
2. Not refuted
as, an unanswered
;

3.

Not responded to

in

kind

;

argument.
unrequited as, unan;

swered affection.
Un'ap-palled' (Qn'itp-pald'), a. Not appalled
not
frightened; dauntless; undaunted.
Mlillon.
Un'ap-par'el (-par'gl), v. t. [1st pref. unapparel.']
;

To

Un'ar-tis'tlc (iSn'ar-tis'tTk), a.

Un'a-served'

;

to strip.

Un'ap-peal'a-ble (-pel'a-b'l), a. 1. Not appealable
that can not be carried to a higher tribunal by appeal
as, an unappealable suit or action.
2. Not to be appealed from
said of a judge or a
judgment that can not be overruled.
The infallible, unappealable Judge [God].
Sovth.
We submitted to a galling yet unappealable necessity. Shelley.
Un'ap-peal'a-bly, adv.
;

—

—

use,

unite,

riide,

fi^ll,

dp, firn

;

pity

;

;

;

Inartistic.

Not

Not

1. Not assured

a.

;

;

n.

(ii-na'),

[Brazilian.]

toed sloth {Choiopus didaciylus), native of

{Zo'dl.)

;

;

You

shall not unbarricade the door.

J. Webster (1623).

Un-bar'ri-ca'doed (-ka'dod), a. Not obstructed by
open as, unbarricadoed streets.
Burke.
Un-bash'ful (iin-bash'ful),a. Not bashful or modest;
bold impudent shameless.
Shak.
yUn-bay' (tin-ba'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- bay to dam.]
To free from the restraint of anything that surrounds or

^^ «!^^feSk_
^<^_^^^^te:r«>.

;

;

incloses to let loose ; to open.
[06s.]
X ought ... to unbay the current of my passion.
;

Norris.

To cause

be.]

&

[1st pref. urn.- -|Un'be-come' (iin'be-kiim'), V. t,
To misbecome. [06s.]
Bp. Sherlock,
Un'be-COm'ing (tin'be-ktim'ing), a. [Pref. un- not -|becoming.] Not becoming
unsuitable unfit indeco-

become.]

;

;

;

rous; improper.

My grief lets unbecomino speeches fall.

Dryden.

bed.] To
Un-bed' (tin-bed'), v. t. [1st pref. unraise or rouse from bed.
Eels unbed themselves and stir at the noise of thunder. Walton.

/t

''

re.

a. Not filled with din.
Un'be-fool' (iin'be-f obi'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -|- beTo deliver from the state of a fool; to awaker,
the mind of to undeceive.
Un'be-get' (-get'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f beget.] To
deprive of existence.
Dryden.
Un'be-gilt' (-gilt'), a. Not gilded ; hence, not re.warded with gold.
begot, be[Pref. un- not
) a,
Un'be-got' (-gSf),
Not begot not yet
gotten.]
Un'be-gOt'ten (-t'n), (
generated also, haviug never been generated self -existent eternal.
Un'be-guile' (-gil'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Unbeguiled
(-gild') p. pr. & vb. n. Unbegulling.] [1st pref. un- -\beguile.] To set free from the influence of guile to un-

Un'be-dinned' (un'be-dTnd'),

;

+

Unau.

;

Un-au'thor-lze (un-a'thor-Tz), V. i. [1st pref. un- -f
To disown'the authority of ; to repudiate.
Un'a-VOid'a-blo (tin'a-void'a-b'l), a. 1. Not avoidinevitaable incapable of being shunned or prevented

authorize.]

;

;

ble ; necessary ; as, unavoidable troubles.
2. {Law) Not voidable ; incapable of being made null
Blackslone.
or void.

Unavoidable hemorrhage {Med.), hemorrhage produced
afterbirth, or placenta, being situated over the
of the womb so as to require detachment before
the child can be born.

by the
mouth

— Un'a-vold'a-ble-ness, n. — Un'a-void'a-bly, adv.

Un'a-VOid'ed, a. 1. Not avoided or shmmed. Shak.
[06s.]
B. Jonson.
2. Unavoidable inevitable.
Un'a-ware' (iSn'a-wSr'), o. Not aware; not noticing;
Swift.
giving no heed thoughtless ; inattentive.
Dryden.
Un'a-ware', adv. Unawares. \_Poetic']
;

Un'a-wares' (-wSrz'), adv. Without design or prepasuddenly without premeditation unexpectedly.
" Mercies lighting unatvares."
J. H. Newman.
Lest unawares we lose
;

;

;

;

&

;

;

"Then ?m6e^m7e

deceive.

Un'be-gun'

(-gtin'), a.

Donne.

thyself."

Not yet begun ;

also, existing

without a beginning.

Un'be-hove'ly (-hoovlj?), a. Not behooving or beGower,
coming; unseemly. [06s. &iJ.]
Un-be'ing (un-be'Iug), a. Not existing. [06s.] "BeSir T. Browne.
ings yet unbeing."

Un'be-known'
known.

;

(iSn'be-non'),

a.

Not known

;

un-

[Collog.]

Un'be-Uef

(-lef), n. [Pref. nn- not -f belief: cf.
1- The withholding of belief; doubt;

AS.

inungeleafa.]
credulity ; skepticism.
2. Disbelief ; especially, disbelief of divine revelation,
or in a divine providence or scheme of redemption.

,

Milton.
This our high phice, our sanctuary, our hill.
unaware, or At imawares, unexpectedly ; by surprise.
Dryden.
Hf breaks at unawares upon our walks.
So we met
In this old sleepy town at unaware. R. Broioning.

(iSn-bakf), a.
l. Never mounted by a
Shak.
unbroken. " Unbacked colts."
Not supported or encouraged not countenanced

Un-backed'
;

;

;

Daniel.

unaided.

(Hn-bSg'), V. t.
[1st pref. un- -f- bag.]
To
pour, or t.ake, or let go, out of a bag or bags.
Un-bal'anoed (Hn-bSl'anst), a. [In senses 1 and 2,
in sense 3, 1st pref. un- -fpref. un- not -|- balanced

Un-bag'

out, Ail

-\-

^

Howe.

;

[1st pref. un-

t.

to cause to be another.
[06s.
B..]
How oft, with danger of the field beset,
Or with home mutinies, would he unbe
Himself I
Old Play,
Un-bear' (iin-bSr'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -)- bear to sup.
port.] To remove or loose the bearing rein of (a horse).
Un-beast' (tin-best'), !;. <. [1st pref. ««--(- 6eas<.] To
deliver from the form or nature of a beast.

fool.]

Inauspi-

;

(iin-be'), v.
;

-\-

;

as-ptsh'us), a.

;

— Un'be-com'lng-ly, adv. — Un'be-com'ing-ness,

South America. It ia
about two feet long. Its
is a uniform grayish brown, sometimes
with a reddish tint.
Un-au'di-enced (una'di-enst), a. Notgivei
an audience
not re-

cious.

;

The two-

color

food, t^ot

;

;

;

Un-be'

2.

;

plumes as, an unbarbed feather.
Un-bark' (iJn-bark'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- bark rind.]
deprive of the bark to decorticate to strip as, to
unbark a tree.
Bacon,
Un-bark', v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- bark the vessel.] To
cause to disembark to land. [06s.]
Hakluyt,
Un-bar'rel (iin-bar'rSl), V. t, [1st pref. un- -\- barrel.]
To remove or release from a barrel or barrels.
Un-bar'ri-cade' (un-bSr'ri-kad'), v. t. [1st pref. unTo unbolt to unbar to open.
-f- barricade.]

To

not to be

rider

;

;

bold or confident.
Spenser.
2. Not to be trusted. [06s.]
3. Not insured against loss ; as, unassured goods.
Un'a-ton'a-ble (iiu'a-ton'a-b'l), a. 1. Not capable of
being brought into harmony ; irreconcilable. " Unatonable matrimony." [06s.]
Milton.
2. Incapable of being atoned for ; inexpiable.
Un'at-taohed' (un'at-tachf), a. 1. Not attached
not adhering ; having no engagement ; free.
2. (Mil.) Not assigned to any company or regiment.
i?. Junius.
3. (Law) Not taken or arrested.
Un'at-ten'tive (-tSn'tiv), a. Inattentive careless.
\attire.2
To
Un'at-tire' (-tir'), v. t. [1st pref. undivest of attire ; to undress.

At

+
+

+

;

not

Donne.

[Ofcjt.]

;

(-servd'), a.

assuming manners.
Un'as-sured' (iln'a-shurd'),

U-nau'

;

;

barricades

descried.
[06s.]
served. [06«.]
Un'as-SUm'lng (iSn'as-sum'Tng), a. Not assuming
not bold or forward ; not arrogant or presuming ; humble ; modest ; retiring ; as, an unassuming youth ; un-

Un'a-scried' (fiu'a-skrid'), a.

+

divest of clotliing

;

;

;

—

ration

;

;

;

Un'aus-pl'cious (iin'-

:

discordant or dissentient

2.

ceived or heard.
[Li.

of being unanimous.
[L. unanimus, una-

U-nan'1-mous (ii-nSn'i-miis), a.
nimis; unus one -)- animus mind cf. F. unanime. See
Unit, and Animate.] 1. Being of one mind agreeing
in opinion, design, or

E. Walerhouse.
Feltham.
Not artificial plain; simple. [06s.]
Un-art'fUl (-ful), a. Lacking art or skill artless.
Congreve.
Un-art'flll-ly, adv. Swift. Burke.
\_Obs.'\

Totten,

&

Un-bal'last, a. Not ballasted. [06s.
i?.] Addison,
Un-bal'last-ed, a. 1. [Properly p. p. of unballast.']
Freed from ballast having discharged ballast.
2. [Pref. un- not -|- ballasted.]
Not furnished with
ballast not kept steady by ballast unsteady
as, unballasted vessels unballasted wits.
Unballasted by any sufficient weight of plan. De Quincey,
Un-band'ed (-band'ed), a. [1st unhand
-ed.']
Wanting a band or string unfastened. \_Obs.]
Shak.
Un-bank' (iin-bank'), V. t. [1st pref. unbank.]
To remove a bank from; to open by, or as if by, the
removal of a bank.
H, Taylor.
V-Uli-bar' (tin-bar'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- bar.] To
remove a bar or bars from to unbolt to open as, to
unbar a gate.
Heber.
Un-barbed' (un-barbd'), a. 1. Not shaven. [06s.]
2. Destitute of barbs, or of reversed points, hairs, or

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

igk

Blind iinbelie/is sure to err,
scan his work in vain.

And

Coirper.

Syn. — See Disbelief.

Un'be-lisved' (-levd'), a. Not believed disbelieved.
Un'be-llev'er (-lev'Sr), ti. 1. One who does not believe
an incredulous person a doubter a skeptic.
2. A disbeliever especially, one who does not believe
that the Bible is a divine revelation, and holds that
Christ was neither a divine nor a supernatural person
an infidel a freethinker.
Syn.
See Infidel.
Un'be-Uov'ing, a. 1. Not believing; incredulous;
doubting distrusting skeptical.
2. Believing the thing alleged not to be true; disbelieving
especially, believing that the Bible Lf not a
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

.

tt^ For other words
with prefix UN-, see
pp. 1562-64.

UNBELIEVINGLY

N

Un-booked'

divina revelation, or that Christ was not a divine or a supernatural person. " Unbelieving Jews." Acts xiv. 2.
Un'beUn'be-llev'lng-ly (iln'be-lev'ing-ly), adv.

—

Uev'lng-ness, n.
Un-belt' (uu-bglf),

Un-bOOt'

(iin-boot'),

life."
[Ist pref. are-

^

4).

take off the boots from.

+

To
[1st pref. un1). t.
bell.J
remove or loose the belt of ; to ungird.
Unbent
[imp.
v.
t,
&
(un-bSnd'),
p. p.
Un-bend'
(-bSnf) p. pr. & vb. n. Unbendino.] [1st pref. un- -\to make, or allow to
bend.']
1. To free from flexure
become, straight ; to loosen as, to unbend a bow.
2. To remit from a strain or from exertion to set at
ease for a time to relax ; as, to unbend the mind from

Un-born'
into life

to appear

;

not yet brought

Un-bor'rowed

sorrow, ripe in fortune's

womb.

Shak.
Pope.
;

;

V.

[imp.

t.

&

Un-

p. p.

bosomed (-iimd) p. pr. & vb. n. Unbosoming.] [1st
|- bosom.]
pref. un
To disclose freely ; to reveal in

—

;

study or care.
Shak.

3. {Naut.) (a) To unfasten, as sails, from the spars
or stays to wliich they are attached for use. (6) To cast
loose or untie, as a rope.
Un-bend', v. i. 1. To cease to be bent ; to become
atraight or relaxed.
2. To relax in exertion, attention, severity, or the
like ; hence, to indulge in mirth or amusement.
Un-bend'lng, a. [In senses 1, 2, and 3, pref. un- not
-\- bending; in sense 4, properly p. pr. of unbend.'}
1. Not bending ; not suffering flexure ; not yielding
applied to material things.
to pressure ; stiff ;
Flies o'er the unbending corn, and skims along the main. Pope,

—

2. Unyielding in will ; not subject to persuasion or inapplied to persons.
fluence ; inflexible ; resolute ;
ap3. Unyielding in nature ; unchangeable ; fixed ;
plied to abstract ideas ; as, unbending truths.
[JJ.]
4. Devoted to relaxation or amusement.
It may entertain your lordships at an unbending hour. Howe*

;

confidence, as secrets ; to confess
ively ; as, to unbosom one's self.

Un-bOS'om-er

"An

;

— often

used

reflex-

Milton.

One who unbosoms, or

(-er), n.

dis-

««6osomer

of secrets." Thackeray.
Un-bOt'tomed (iin-bot'tiirad), a. 1. [Ist pref. un- -)bottom -{- -ed.] Deprived of a bottom.
2. [Pref. un- not -j- bottomed.] Having no bottom ;
bottomless.
3filton.

[R.]

closes.

Un-bound' (un-bound'), imp. &p.p. of Unbind.
Un-bOUnd'a-bly (-a^biy), adv. infinitely. [Obs.]
I am
unboundably beholding to you. J. Webster (1607).
Un-bOUnd'ed, a. Having no bound or limit as, unbounded space an unbounded ambition. Addison.
.

.

.

—

;

;

Un-bound'ed-ly, adv.

— Un-bound'ed-ness, n.

Un-bow' (iin-bou'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- bow.]
Fuller.
To unbend. [jBJ
Un-bowed' (im-boud'), a. [Pref. un- not -)- bowed.]
Byron.
Not bent or arched not bowed down.
Un-bow'el (Qn-bou'Sl), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Unboweled
(-eld) or Unbowelled p. pr. & vb. n. Unboweling or
Un-bend'lng-ness, n.
Un-bend'lng-ly, arfu.
|- bowel.]
pref. un
To deprive
Un'be-nev'O-lence (Sn'be-nSv'o-lnns), n. Absence or Unbowelling.] [1st
Dr. H. More.
of the entrails
to disembowel.
want of benevolence ill will.
Un-bOS' (On-bSks'), v. i. [1st pref. «n- -)-6oa;.] To
Un'be-nlgn' (-nin'), a. Not benign malignant.
Un'be-numb' (-num'), v. i. [1st pref. un- -j- benumb."] remove from a box or boxes.
Un-boy' (iin-boi'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- boy.] To
To relieve of numbness to restore sensation to.

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

(-rev''n), a.
Unbereft. [E.]
Un'be-reit' (-reft'), a. Not bereft ; not taken away.
Un'be-seem' (-sem'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- beseem.']

Un'be-reav'en

to; to misbecome.
un- not -1- beseeming.']

To be unbecoming or unsuitable

Un'be-seem'ing, a. [Pref.
Unbecoming not befitting.
Un'be-Seem'lng-ly, adv.

—

;

— Un'be-seem'lng-ness, n.

(-spek'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- bespealc.]
[_Obs.]
Pepys.
lience, to annul or cancel.
[1st pref. un- -f- beUn'be-think' (-think'), v. i.
\_Obs.]
think.] To change the mind of (one's self).
Un'be-Ware' (-w3r'), adv. Unawares. \_Obs.] Bale.
Un'be-witch' (-wich'), v. t. [1st un- -{ bemtch.]
South.
To free from a spell ; to disenchant. [iJ.]
Un-bl'as (iin-bi'as), v. t. [1st pref. un- -|- bias.] To

Un'be-speak'

To unsay

;

free from bias or prejudice.

Swift.

Un-bi'ased (-ast), a. [Pref. un- not -f- biased.] Free
from bias or prejudice unprejudiced; impartial.
UnUn-bi'ased-ness, n.
bl'ased-ly, adv.
Un-bid' (iin-bid'), ) a. 1. Not bidden ; not commanded.
Vn-bid'den (-d'n), )

—

Thorns

and

—

;

bring thee forth
Uhbid; and thou shalt eat the herb of the field. Milton.
also

thistles it shall

as, unbidden guests.
;
3. Being without a prayer.
[06*.]
Un-bind' (un-bind'), v. t. {imp.
vb. n. Uneindikg.]
(-bound') ; p. pr.

Shak.
Spenser.

2. Uninvited

&

&

U

p. p. Unbodhd
[AS. unbindan.

See Un-, and Boid.] To remove a band from ; to set
free from shackles or fastenings ; to untie ; to unfasten
to loose ; as, unbind your fiUets ; to unbind a prisoner's
arms ; to unbind a load.
[1st pref. un- -\Un-bish'op (iSn-btsh'up), v. t.
Mshop.] To deprive, as a city, of a bishop ; to deprive,
[2J.]
as a clergyman, of episcopal dignity or rights.

" Then he unbishops himself."

Milton.
p. p. Unbitted ; p.
Un-blt' (iin-bTf), v. t. [imp.
pr.
vb. n. Unbitting.] [1st pref. un- -\- bit.] (Naut.)
To remove the turns of (a rope or cable) from the bits ;
Totten.
as, to unbit a cable.

&

&

Un-blem'ished (-blSm'Tsht),

a.

Not blemished pure
;

;

as, an unblemished reputation or life. Addison.
[1st pref. un- -\- bless.]
Dn-bless' (Qn-blSs'), v. t.
To deprive of blessings to make wretched. [Obs.] S/iak.
(iin-blBsf),
a.
[Pref.
un- not -j- blessed,
Un-blessed'
blest.]
Not blest; excluded from
Un-blest'
(
" Unble.'ised
benediction hence, accursed
wretched.

spotless

;

;

1

;

Unbloody
(6)

Un-brace'

sacrifice,

(a)

A sacrifice

in

The Mass.

(R. C. Ch.)

Un-blush'lng

(iin-blush'ing),

a.

— Un-blush'ing-ly, adv.

(tin-bras'), V.

To free from tension

blushing;

[1st pref.

-\-

brace.]

;

—

&

&

t.
[1st pref. un- -\- bridle.]
set loose.
[Pref.
un- not -|- bridled.]
(-d'ld),
aUn-bri'dled
Loosed from the bridle, or as from the bridle ; hence, unrestrained ; licentious ; violent ; as, unbridled passions.

Un-brl'dle

To

free

(iin-bri'd'l), V.

from the bridle ; to

" Unbridled boldness."
B. Jonson.
Lands deluged by unbridled floods. Wordsworth.
Abp. Leighton.
Un-bro'ken (-bro'k'n), a. Not broken; continuous;
unsubdued as, an unbroken colt.
Un-buc'kle (iin-buk'k'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -{- buckle.]
To loose the buckles of ; to unfasten as, to unChaucer.
buckle a. &hoe. " E/nftacMe anon thy purse."
Un-bulld' (5n-bild'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -|- build.] To
Shak.
demolish to raze. " To unbuild the city."
Un-bon'dle (iin-btin'd'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -j- bundle.]
To release, as from a bundle to disclose.
Un-bung' (iin-biing'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- bung.]

— Un-bri'dled-ness, n.
;

;

;

;

To remove the bung from
Un-bur'den
den.]
2.

X.

as, to
;
(iin-bQr'd'n), V. t.

unbung a

cask.
[1st pref. wi-

bur-

-\-

To reUeve from a burden.

To throw

off,

as a burden

;

to unload.

Un-bur'1-a-ble (On-bgr'ri-a-b'l),
proper to be buried.

Not ready

or not
Tennyson.
[1st pref. un- -f bura.

Un-bnr'row (iin-btlr'ro), V. t.
row.] To force from a burrow to unearth.
Un-bur'then (un-bflr'th'n), v. t. [1st pref. un- -fhurthen.] To unburden to unload.
Un-bur'y (iin-bSr'ry), v. t. [Ist pref. un- -\- bury.]
To disinter to exhume fig., to disclose.
Un-bns'ied (iin-btz'zTd), a. Not required to work;
;

;

;

;

[JR.]

These unbusied persons can continue in
become a toil.

this playing idleness

2p. Rainbow.

till it

un- -J-

[1st pref.

t.

2.

To

Un-ca'pa-ble (un-ka'pa-b'l), a. Incapable.
[Obs.]
" Uncapable of conviction."
Locke.
Un-cape' (iin-kap'),t). t. [1st pref. un- -j- cape.] To
remove a cap or cape from. [Oft*.]
Un-cap'per (un-kap'per), n. An instrument for removing an exploded cap from a cartridge shell.
Un-car'di-nal (un-kar'dl-nal), v. t. [1st pref. un- -fcardinal.] To degrade from the cardinalship.
Un-cared' (un-kSrd'), a. Not cared for not heeded
with Jor.
Un-car'nate (iin-kar'nat), a. Not fleshly specifically,
Sir T. Browne.
not made flesh not incarnate. [B.]
Un-oar'nate (-nat), v. t. [1st pref. un.- -\- carnate.]
;

—

;

;

To

divest of flesh.

Un-cart' (iin-karf), r. ^ [Ut -pret. un- -^ cart.] To
take from, or set free from, a cart to unload.
Un-case' (iin-kas'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -j- case."]
1. To take out of a case or covering ; to remove a case
or covering from to uncover.
L'' Estrange.
;

;

2. To strip to flay.
[Obs.]
3. {Mil.') To display, or spread to view, as a flag, or
the colors of a military body.
Un-cas'tle (tin-kSs"l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -)- castle.]
To take a castle from ; to turn out of a castle.
Having no antecedent
Un-caused' (iin-kazd'), a.
A.Baxter.
cause; uncreated; self-existent; eternal.
Un-cau'te-lOUS (un-ka'te-Ius), a. Incautious. [Obs.]
;

Un-cau'tlous (uu-ka'sbus),

Incautious.
a.
Incautiously.
[L. uncus hook.]
claw.

Un-cau'tious-ly, adv.

Unce

(ijus),

A

71.

[Obs.]

n. [L. uncia ounce. See Ounce a weiglit.] An
a small portion. [Obs.] " By unces hung his
locks."
Chaucer,
Un-ceas'a-ble (un-Bes'4-b*i), a. Not capable of being
ended unceasing. [R.]
Un-oen'ter (un-sln'ter), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- center.]
To throw from its center.
Un-cen'tre )
Un-cen'tu-ry (-tii-ry), v. i. [1st pref. un |- century.]

Unce,

ounce

;

;

un-

;

which no victim is
unemployed ; not busy.

Not

Clarendon.

[iJ.]

t.

to relax ; to loose ; as, to iinbrace
Spenser.
a drum to unbrace the nerves.
Un-braid' (un-brad'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- braid.]
To separate the strands of ; to undo, as a braid ; to unravel ; to disentangle.
Un-breast' (un-brSsf), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f- breast.]
To disclose, or lay open ; to unbosom. [Obs.] P. Fletcher.
Un-breathed' (un-brethd'), a. 1. Not breathed.
2. Not exercised ; unpractieed.
[Obs.] " Their unShak.
breathed memories."
Un-bred' (un-brSd'), a. 1. Not begotten ; unborn.
Shak.
[Obs.] " Thou age unbred."
Dryden.
2. Not taught or trained ;
with to.
Locke.
3. Not well-bred ; ill-bred.
[Obs.]
Un-breecta' (un-brech'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. UnUnbreeching.]
beeeched (-brechf) ; p. pr.
vb. n.
[1st pref. un- -)- breech.]
1. To remove the breeches
Shak.
of ; to divest or strip of breeches.
2. (Gun.) To free the breech of, as a cannon, from its
Pennant.
fastenings or coverings.
Un-brewed' (un-brud'), a. Not made by brewing;
Young.
unmixed ; pure ; genuine. [P.]

;

;

enchanter."
Milton.
Sylvester.
Un-blest'ful (-fi^l), a. Unblessed. IE.]
Un-bllnd' (un-bilnd'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f blind.]
To free from blindness ; to give or restore sight to to
open the eyes of. [i?.]
J. Webster (1607).
Un-bllnd'fold' (-fold'), v. t.
[1st pref. un- -\- blindfold.] To free from that which blindfolds.
Spenser.
Un-blOOd'y (-blM'y), a. Not bloody.
Dryden.
slain.

divest of the traits of a boy.

(fin-kSn'iin-iz), V.

1. To deprive of canonical authority.
To reduce from the rank of a canonized saint.
(un-kap'),
v. t.
[1st pref. un- -)- cap.]
Un-cap'
remove a cap or cover from.

Not borrowed being

(iin-bor'rod), a.

own native; original.
Un-bOS'om (uu-booz'um),

one's

;

Un-can'on-ize
canonize.]

future.

;

See future sons, and daughters yet unborn.

;

—

still

Some unborn

;

You do wibend your noble strength.

Not born

(iin-bSrn'), a.

being

;

;

Q

Not written in a book
Masson.
To
-j- tooi.]

(5n-bo8kt'), a.

" Unbooked English

unrecorded.

—

UNCHRISTEN

1566

I

—

To remove from
It

its

has

actual century.
first to

uncentury

[R.]

M. Drummond.

itself.

Un-cer'taln (un-ser'tTn), a. [Pref. mm- not -|- certain.
Cf. Incektain.]
1. Not certain; not having certain
knowledge not assured in mind ; distrustful. Chaucer,
;

Man, without the protection of a superior Being,
certain of everything that he hopes for.
2. Irresolute
as,

inconstant

;

an uncertain person

;

variable

;

.

.

.

is

un

Tillotson.

untrustworthy

;

an uncertain breeze.

O woman

! in our hours of ease,
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please

3. Questionable ; equivocal indefinite
fashion of uncertain evils."

4.

From
Not sure

Sir W. Scott.

I

problematical.
MiltonDryden.
certain dangers to uncertain praise.
;

"The

;

liable to fail or err ; fallible.
;
Dryden.
Soon bent his bow, uncertain in his aim.
Gay.
Whistling slings dismissed the uncertain stone.

Syn. — See PRECARiona.
v. t.
[1st pref. un- -\- certain ; or fr. unTo make uncertain. [Obs.] Sir W. Raleigh,
Un-cer'tain-ly, adv. In an uncertain manner.
Un-cer'tain-ty (-tj), n. ; pi. Uncektaihties (-tiz).
1. The quality or state of being rmcertain.
2. That which is uncertain something unknown.
Our shepherd's case is every man's case that quits a moral certainty for an uncertainty.
L^ Estrange.

Un-cer'taln,

certain, a.]

;

Un-ces'sant(iin-s§s'sant), a. Incessant. [Obs.] Dr.
Un-ces'sant-ly, adv. [Obs.]
Un-chain' (iin-chan'), V. t. [let pref. un- -j- chain.]
To free from chains or slavery ; to let loose.
Prior,
Un-chan'cy (iin-chan'sy), a. [Pref. un- not -\- Scot.
chancy fortunate, safe.] 1. Happening at a bad time
unseasonable ; inconvenient.
A. Trollope.
2. Ill-fated unlucky. [Prov. Bng.
Scot.]
3. Unsafe to meddle with ; dangerous.
[Scot.]
Un-ohap'lain (iin-chap'lTn), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f
chaplain.] To remove from a chaplaincy.
Un-charge' (tin-charj'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -j- charge.]
1. To free from a charge or load ; to unload.
Wyclif.
2. To free fi'om an accusation; to make no charge
against to acquit.
Shak.
[1st pref. un- -{Un-char'i-ot (iin-char'i-ot), V. t.
chariot.] To throw out of a cliariot.
Pope.
Un-cnar'1-ta-ble (-i-ta-b'l), a. Not charitable ; contrary to charity severe in judging ; harsh censorious
as, 'uncharitable opinions or zeal. Addison.
Un-Char'1-ta-ble-ness, n.
Un-char'1-ta-bly, adv.
Tennyson.
Un-ohar'i-ty (-ty), n. Uncharitableness.

S. More.

—

&

;

;

;

—

;

—

J. Webster.
'T were much uncharity in you.
Un-Chann' (un-charm'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f charm.]
To release from a charm, fascination, or secret power to
;

Beau. & Fl.
Un-char'nel (un-char'nSl), v. i. [imp. & p. p. UnCHAKNELED (-ngld) p. pr. & vb. n. Unchakneling.]
Her soul unbodied of the burdenous corse. Spenser.
[1st pref. un- -|- charnel.]
To remove from a charnel
Byron.
house to raise from the grave to exhume.
Un-bod'y, V. i. To leave the body; to be disembodied;
said of the soul or spirit.
Un-cage' (tin-kaj'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- cage.] To
Chaucer.
[iJ.]
Un-chaste' (un-chasf), a. Not chaste; not continent; lewd.— Un-ohaste'ly, ciii;.— Un-chaste'ness,n.
Un-bOlt' (un-bolf), V. t. [1st pref. wm- -f- bolt:] To loose, or release, from, or as from, a cage.
Un-called'-for' (un-kald'fSr'), a. Not called for not
The quality or
remove a bolt from to unfasten to unbar ; to open.
Un-Chas'ti-ty (iin-chSs'tT-ty), n.
state of being uncliaste lewdness ; incontinence.
"He shall unbolt the gates."
Shak. required or needed improper ; gratuitous wanton.
Un-caUn' (tin-kam'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f- calm.]
Not capable of
Un-bolt', V. i. To explain or unfold a matter ; to make
Un-check'a-ble (un-chSk'a-b'l), a.
Dryden. beiug checked or stopped. [R.]
a revelation. [Obs.] " I will unbolt to you."
Shak. To disturb to disquiet.
Un-camp' (iin-kamp'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -{- camp.]
UB-bone' (fin-bon'), V. t. [Ist pref. «n- -f- bone.]
Un-cMld' (iin-child'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -|- child.]
To break up the camp of ; to dislodge frf m camp. [B.]
Shak.
1. To deprive of bones, as meat to bone.
1. To bereave of children
to make childless.
If they could but now uncamp their enemies. Hilton.
2. To twist about, as if boneless.
2. To make unlike a child ; to divest of the charac[2f.]
Milton.
teristics of a child.
£p. Hall.
Un-bOn'net (im-bon'net), V. t. & i. [1st un- -f- bonUn-can'ny (iin-kiin'n^), a. Not canny unsafe
chrisTo take a bonnet from to take off one's bonnet
net.]
Un-Ohris'ten (iSn-kris"n), v. t. [1st pref. unweird ; ghostly. Sir W. Scott.
Un-can'nistrange
MUton.
to uncover ; as, to unbonnet one's head.
G. Eliot. ten.] To render unchristian. [Obs. & R.]
Sir W. Scstt. ness, n.

shameless.

Un-bod'y (iin-bod'y), V. t. [1st pref. unTo free from the body to disembody.

{

Un-but'ton

body.]

;

—

;

To

(iin-biit't'n), v.

loose the buttons of

t.

[1st pref. un-

-\-

but-

to vmfasten.
Un-bux'om (vIn-biSks'iim), a. Disobedient. [Obs.]
UnPiers Plowman.
Un-bUS'om-ly, adv. [Obs.]
bos'om-ness, n. [Obs.]

ton.]

disenchant.

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

senate, c&re, a<m,

—

;

arm, ask,

final,

^U

;

eve,

event,

;

£nd, fern, recent

+

;

Ice,

idea,

Ql

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

ns^ For other words

UNCHRISTENED

pp. 15&-64.

+

Icel. ai great grandfather.] 1. The brother of one's father or mother ; also applied to an aunt's
husband ;
the correlative of aunt in sex, and of nephew
and niece in relationship.
2. A pawnbroker.
Thackeray.
[Slang]
My uncle, a pawnbroker. [Stano]— Uncle Sam, a humorous appellation given to the United States Government. See Uncle Sam, in Dictionary of Noted Names in

grandmother,

Un-chlls'tened (8n-krTs"nd), a. [Pref. un- not
Not christened ; as, an unchristened child.
christened.']
Chris[Pref. un- not
011-cllliB'tlan (-Chan), a.
1. Not Christian ; not converted to the Christian
tian.']

—

+

faith ; infidel.
2. Contrary to Christianity

not like or becoming a
Christian as, unchristian conduct.
To
[1st pref. un--{- Christian.]
Un-chris'tlail, v. t.
South.
make unchristian. [OJs.]
ChrisUn-Chrls'tlan-ize (-iz), v. t. [1st pref. uniianize.]
To turn from the Christian faith ; to cause to
abandon the belief and profession of Christianity.
Milton.
On-Chrls'llan-ly, a. Unchristian.
Un-Chris'tlan-ly, adv. In an unchristian manner.
Un-chrls'tian-ness, n. The quality or state of being
Eikon Basilike.
unchristian,
[i?.]
;

;

Fiction.

+

See Un[AS. unclsene.
Un-clean' (iin-klen'), a.
not, and Clean.]
1. Not clean
foul ; dirty : filthy.
2. Ceremonially impure needing ritual cleansing.
He that toucheth the dead body of any »nan shall be micUan
seven days.
Xum. xix. 11.
" Adultery of the heart, consist3. Morally impure.
ing of inordinate and unclean affections."
Perkins.
Un-clean'ly, adv.
Un-clean'ness, n.
Unclean animals (Script.), those which the Israelites
were forbidden to use for food.
Unclean spirit (Script.),
,

;

—

Un-Churoh' (un-chflrch'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f
church.]
1. To expel, or cause to separate, from a
church

to excommunicate.

;

Sir

M.

II

a demon. Mark i. 27.
Un-cleans'a-ble (-klSnz'a-b'l), a. Incapable of being

a wicked spirit

To cease from
Un-cloak'

&

;

&

Un-clue' (iin-klu'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- clue.] To
unwind to untangle.
Un-clUtch' (un-kliich'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -{- clutch.]
" Unchdch
1. To open, as something closely shut.
Dr. H. More.
his griping hand."
;

;

To disengage, as a clutch.
Un'CO (un'ko), a. [Scot. The same word

cinatei hooked.] {Anat.)T'he
Stem and Uncinate PricWeB
unciform bone.
of Smilax gtauca.
Un-Cl'nus (iin-sl'nus),
[L., a hook.] {Zo'ol.) One of the
n. ; pi. Uncini (-ni).
peculiar minute chitinous hooks found in large numbers
in the tori of tubicolous annelids belonging
to the Uncinata.

unTo decipher; as, to tmcipher a
-\- cipher.]
Sir W. Temple.
letter.
lObs.]
[1st pref.

[1st pref. un- -\115), v. i.
release from a cofBe.
To
coif.]
Un-COil' (un-koif), v. t. [1st pref. unYoung.
deprive of the coif or cap.
Un-COll' (iSn-koil'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -)- coil.] To
Derham.
unwind or open, as a coil of rope.
Un-COined' (iin-koind'), a. 1. Not coined, or minted

trite)f

2.

;

Burke.

Un-clv'1-li-za'tlon (Qn-siv'T-lI-za'shun), n. The state
savagery or barbarism, [i?.]
Un-clv'Mized(i3n-sIv'i-lizd), a. 1. Not civilized ; not
;

declaimed from savage life ; rude barbarous savage
as, the uncivilized inhabitants of Central Africa.
coarse; clownish, [i?.]
Addison.
2. Not civil
Dn-civ'11-ly, adv. In an uncivil manner.
;

;

Un-olasp' (un-klasp'),

v. t.
[1st pref. «re- -f clasp.]
loese the clasp of ; to open, as something that is fastened with, or as with, a clasp as, to unclasp a book
to unclasp the hands ; to unclasp one's heart.
Uu'ele (iin'k'l), n. [OE. uncle, OF. oncle, uncle, F.
onele, fr. L. avunculus a maternal uncle, dim. of avus
B grandfather ; akin to Lith. avynas uncle, Goth, awo

To

;

r|}de,

ffiU,

iip,

Oru

;

pity

Want

(-sern'), n.

freedom from solicitude

;

of concern ; absence
indifference.
;

A listless unconcern.
Cold, and averting from our neighbor's good. Thomson.
Not concerned; not
Un'COU-cerned' (-sernd'), a.
anxious or solicitous easy in mind carelessly secure ;
indifferent as, to be unconcerned at what has happened
to be unconcerned about the future.
Un'COn-cem'ed-ly (-sern'gd-iy), adv.
Un'con-cern'ed-ness, re.
;

;

—

—

Happy

Dryden.

mortals, unconcerned for more.

Not interesting or affecting;
Un'con-cern'ing, a.
insignificant not belonging to one.
Addison.
\_Obs.]
;

The state of being
n.
sh<ire or concern ; uncon-

Un'con-cern'ment (-ment),
unconcerned, or of having no
cernedness.

South.

\_Obs.]

Un'con-clud'ent (-klud'ent), la. Inconclusive. [Obs.]
Locke.
Un'con-clud'ing (-klud'ing), )
Un' con Jer. Taylor.
clud'ing-ness, n. lObs.']^
(-klu'siv),
Inconclusive.
[Obs.]
a.
Un'con-clu'slve

—

Un'COn-dl'tlon-al (-dlsh'un-al), a. Not conditional
limited, or conditioned ; made without conditions ; absolute ; unreserved ; as, an unconditional surrender.
O, pass not, Lord, an absolute decree,
Or bind tliy sentence unconditional,
Dryden.

silver.

Not fabricated

1. Not conditioned
or subject to conditions ; unconditional.
2. (Metaph.) Not subject to conditions or limitations;
infinite ; absolute ; hence, inconceivable
incogitable.
;

Sir W. Hamilton.
The unconditioned (Metaph.), all that which is inconceivable and beyond the realm of reason whatever is inconceivable under logical forms or relations.
Un-con'fi-dence (iin-kSn'f i-dens), re. Absence of con;

doubt.
; uncertainty
Ull'COn-torm' (iin'k5n-f6rm'), a. Unlike. [Obs."]
Not unconform to other shining globes.
Milton.
Un'oon-form'a-bll'l-ty (-a-btl'l-tj), n. 1. The quality or state of being unconformable unconf ormableness.
2. (Geol.) Want of parallelism between one series of
fidence

;

;

disturbance

a

„

of the position
, .,
lacrlifir Unconformability.
nf
oi fiia
line earner

strata oeioie
the latter were
deposited.

;

uneasy

—

food,

;

out,

—

oU

|

;

(iin-kon'uTng), a. Not knowing ignoIgnorance. [Obs.]
Chaucer.
n.
Not conUn-con'quer-a-ble (un-k5n'ker-a-b'l), a.

Un-COn'ning
rant.

;

go

;

slug;,

—

[Obs.]

;

querable; indomitable. —Un-con'quer-a-bly, adv.
1. Not
Un-con'scion-a-ble (Qn-kSu'sUun-a-b'l), a.
conscionable ; not conforming to reason unreasonable ;
exceeding the limits of any reasonable claim or expecas, an unconscionable
tation ; inordinate ; extravagant
person or demand ; unconscionable size.
Which use of reason, most reasonless and uncomcionahle,\%
Milton.
the utmost that any tyrant ever pretended.
His pinntship is gone somewhat crestfallen,
;

;

Stalking wUli less iniconscionahle strides.

2.

Not guided

Milton.

by, or conformed to, conscience. [06,?.]

Ungonerons as well as unconscionable practices.
South.
-Un-con'sclon-a-ble-ness, n -Un-con'sclon-a-bly adv
Un-con'scious (-shris), <7. 1. Not conscious having
no consciousness or power of mental perception without
cerebral appreciation hence, not knowing or regarding
ignorant as, an unconscious man.
Cowpcr,
2. Not known or apprehended by consciousness a-s, an
unconscious movement unconscious cerebration. " t'n.

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

con.u-ioits

3.

causes."

Having no knowledge by pxporiciu'c

;

—

JUackniore.
followed by

Pope.
of; as, a nuile iivcouscious of tho yoke.
Un-con'scious-ly, adv.
Un-con'sclous-ness,

;

ohalr

Not conform[the rule of our
I. Watts.

+

;

tii'ot

1.
it

1^^ With some authors unconformity is equivalent ro
unconformabilitv ; but it is often used more broadly, for
example, to include the case when the parallelism ol
strata once conformable has been disturbed by faulti.ig
and the like.
conUn'con-found' (-found'), v. t. [1st pref. unfound.] To free from a state of confusion, or of being
Milton.
confounded.
[Pref. un- not -f conUn'con-Iound'ed (-Sd), a.
Bp. Warbvrton.
founded.] Not confounded.
Un'con-geal' (-jel'), v. i. [1st pref. un- -\- congeal.]
Tennyson.
To thaw to become liquid again.

;

;

a.

;

tact.

uncommon courage.
Syn. — Rai'e scarce infrequent unwonted.
Un-com'mon-ly, adv.
Un-com'mon-ness, re.
;

.

;

;

or heat

„.

,

;

of one's position.
2. Causing discomfort ; disagreeable ; unpleasant ; as,
an uncomfortable seat or situation.
Tliu most dead, uncov<\forU.ihh time of the year. Addison.
-Un-com'fort-a-ble-ness, ». - Un-com'fort-a-bly, adv.
Un-com'mon (un-koiii'miJn), a. Not common unusual ; infrequent rare ; hence, renmrk.ablo ; strange
as, an uncommon season ; an uncommon degree of cold
;

.

to these Strata,

2. (Geol.) Not conformable; not lying in a parallel
position ; as, unconformable strata.
— Un'con-form'a-ble-ness, re. -Un'con-form'a-bly, adv.
Un'COn-fonn'iBt, re. A nonconformist. [Obs.]
Un'COn-form'1-ty (-i-ty), re. 1. Want of conformity
South.
incongruity inconsistency.
2. (Geol.) Want of parallelism between strata in co;i-

a.
1. Feeling
be uncomfortable on account

as, to

„

.

ef ah Horizontal Strata

upon the Inclined Strata beneath

Un'con-form'a-ble (-f6rm'a-b'l),

;

;

;

nesting

cd are also Unconformable
both above and beneath,

able ; not agreeable ; not conforming.
Moral evil is an action uncor^formable to

Un-Com'fOrt-a-We (un-kum'fert-A-b'l),
discomfort

;

strata and another, especially when due to

;

;

;

finite,

of anxiety

;

not complaisant discourteous
imporude unpolished ; as, uncivil behavior.
lite
Un'Cl-vU'l-ty (un'sj-vil'T-ty), n. Incivility. [06s.]

Ose,

uncoined

Locke.
not artificial or counterfeit nat" Plain and uncoined constancy."
Shak.
ural.
Un-COlt' (un-kolf), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f- colt.] To
Shak.
unhorse. [Obs. & P.]
Un'com-bine' (un'kom-bin'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\in
as
substances
combination
separate,
combine.] To
[i?.]
Daniel.
to release from combination or union,
Not to be
Un'COme-at'a-We (tiu'kiim-St'il-b'l), a.
come at, or reached inaccessible. [Colloq.] Addison.
My honor is infallible and uncomealahte. Congreve.
Un-COme'ly (un-kum'ly), a. Not comely. adv. In
1 Cor. vii. 3G.
an uncomely manner.

as,

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

To

coffle.]

;

of being uncivilized

&

Un-cot'fle (iin-kSf'f'l

of

/^1^~ l'^.

Dn-clr'CUIU-ci'slon (un-s5r'kum-si2h'un), re. 1. The
absence or want of circumcision.
2. (Script.) People not circumcised the Gentiles.
Un-Oir'oum-Stan'tial (-st2n'shal), a. 1. Not circumstantial not entering into minute particulars.
2. Not important not pertinent
trivial.
[OJs.]
Un-clt'y (iin-sit'y), v. t. [1st pref. un- -{- city.] To
deprive of the rank or rights of a city. \_Ohs.]
Un-clv'll (Qn-si vTl), a.
1. Not civilized
savage
barbarous; uncivilized.
Men can not enjoy the rights of an uncivil and of a civil state

;

;

;

II

;

Unknown

as E. un-

unusual, or sur-

strange, or foreign ;
;
distant in manner ; reserved. IScot.]
Un'CO, adv. In a high degree ; to a great extent
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
greatly very.
Un'CO, n. A strange thing or person. [Scot.]
Un-COach' (fin-koch'), v. t. [1st pref. un--^- coach.]
Chapman.
To detach or loose from a coach, [Obs.]
Un-COCk' (iin-kbk'), 1/. <. [Ist un- -\- cock.] 1. To let
down the cock of, as a firearm.
2. To deprive of its cocked shape, as a hat, etc.
3. To open or spread from a cock or heap, as hay.

couth.]
prising

,

;

—

—

Un'con-cem'

duty].

2. (Mech.)

Un'cl-na'tum (On'sT-na'[NL. from L. antiim), n.

civil

4.

—

II

Not

2 Cor. v.

Un-clothed' (iin-klothd'), a. 1. [Properly p. p. of
unclothe.] Divested or stripped of clothing.
Byron.
2. [Pref. un- not -J- clothed.] Not yet clothed ; wanting clothes ; naked.
Bacon.
Un-cloth'ed-ly (-kloth'ed-lj^), adv. iObs.]
Un-oloud' (iSn-kloud'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- cloud.]
To free from clouds to unvail ; to clear from obscurity,
•
Beau.
Fl.
gloom, sorrow, or the like.

;

together.

;

;

;.

;

[1st pref. un- -{ clothe.]
to make naked. /. '(Vatts.

t.

strip of clothes or covering
[Wei do groan being burdened not for that we would be un-

;

2.

(iin-kloth'), V.

clothed, but clothed upon.

II

;

cloak.]

;

To

'Philiathie."
1 Sam. xvii. 26.

—

Un'con-di'tion-al-ly, adv.
+ —Un'con-di'tioned
(-dlsh'iind), a.

;

Unciform bone (Anat.), a bone of the
carpus at the bases of t^e fourth and Ope of the Uncinata (Fabricia Leififth metacarpals ; the hamatum.
(lyi).
A Dorsal
view; b BranUn'cl-fomi, n. (4na<.) The uncichiffi
e Anterior
form bone. See Illust. of PeeissodacOcelli; e' Posterior
TYLA.
Ocelli. B Side
Un'cl-na'ta(-na'ta), n.pZ. [NL.,
View of Posterior
(Zo'ol.) A difr. L. unciraui a hook.]
Segments 5 Dorsal Setse; t Torus,
vision of marine chsetopod annelids
CUncini. D Dorwhich are furnished with umcini, as
sal Setse.
the serpulas and sabellas.
[L. uncinatus, from uncinus
Un'cl-nate (-nit), «.
a hook, from uncus a hook.]
Hooked bent at the tip in the
form of a hook as, an uncinate process.

Not Uncinus

-|-

;

Un-Clothe'

(-ser'kiim-sizd), n.

Milton.

[Obs.]

[1st pref. wra-

t.

disencumber of a clog, or of difficulties and obstructions
to free from encumbrances ; to set at liberty.
Shak.
[1st pref. unUn-Clols'ter (tin-klois'ter), v. t.
cloister.]
To release from a cloister, or from confinement or seclusion to set free to liberate.
i.
[1st pref. un- -f close.]
Un-Close' (un-kioz'), v. t.
1. To open ; to separate the parts of ; as, to unclose a
letter ; to unclose one's eyes.
2. To disclose ; to lay open ; to reveal.
Un-Closed' (iln-klozd'), a. [Pief. un- not -f closed.]
Clarendon.
1. Not separated by inclosures ; open.
Madison.
2. Not finished ; not concluded. [iJ.]
Byron.
3. Not closed ; not sealed ; open.

Having the
tus a hook -)- -form.]
shape of a hook ; being of a curved or
hooked form ; hooklike.

"Thiauncircumcised

clinging or adhering.

(iin-klok'), V.

;

II

hence, not of t h e Israelites.

South.

[Obs.]
Shak.
Un-com'pro-mi'sing (fin-kom'prS-mi'zTng), a. Not
admitting of compromise ; making no truce or concessions ; obstinate ; unyielding ; inflexible.
Un-COm'promi'sing-ly, adv.
InconceivUn'con-ceiv'a-ble (iin'k5n-sev'a-b'l), a.
able.
Locke.
iObs.]
Un'con-ceiv'a-ble-ness, n.
\_Obs.]
Un'con-celv'a-bly, adv. [Obs.]

;

;

c, and were seldom used

;

Lamb.
To

+ clevi.]

To remove a cloak or cover from to deprive of a cloak
or cover to unmask to reveal.
Un-cloak', v. i. To remove, or take off, one's cloak.
Un-clOg' (un-kl8g'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f- clog.] To

after the 10th century A. d., being superseded by the cursive style.
Un'clal, n. An uncial letter.
Un'cl-a'tlm (iin'shT-a'tIm), adv.
[L.] Ounce by ounce.
Un'ci-fonn(iSn'si-f8rm),a. [L. «re-

Un-Cll'OUm-clBed

Narrow-spirited, uncomprehensive zealot*.

2. Incomprehensible.

;

caies^nero

Oircumcised

[1st pref. un-

t.

;

nou KxBeoous necjeno

t.

(iin-klii'), v.

unwind, imfold, or untie hence, to undo to ruin. Shak.
Un-Clinch' (un-kllnch'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -j- clinch.]
To cause to be no longer clinched to open ; as, to unclinch the fist.
[Written also unclench.]
Un-cllng' (iJn-klTng'), v. i. [1st pref. un- -\- cling.]

twelfth part
of a pound or
a foot, from
uncia the
Kiisi
twelfth part
of a pound or
Uncial Letters from a Latin Bible.
of a foot, an
ounce, an inch : cf. F. oncial. See Inch a measure.] Of,
pertaining to, or designating, a certain style of letters
used in ancient manuscripts, esp. in
Greek and Latin manuscripts. The
letters are somewhat rounded, and
the upstrokes and downstrokes usuThese
ally have a slight inclination.
letters were used as early as the 1st

(iin-si'fer), v.

Same as Unclinch.
The office or position

of an uncle.

Un-clew'

Un'COm-plete' (un'kSm-plet'), a. Incomplete. Pope,
Un-com'pre-hend' (un-k5m'pre-hgnd'), V. t. [1st un-j- comprehend.]
To fail to comprehend. [JJ.] Daniel.
Un-com'pre-hen'slve (-hSn'stv), a. 1. Unable to
comprehend.

;

Un-clench' (un-klench'), v. t.
Un'cle-shlp (vin'k'1-shTp), re.

A

Un-cl'pher

;

cleansed or cleaned.

A

B.

—

—

Hale.

2. To deprive of the character, privileges, and authorSouth.
ity of a church.
[L.
See
Un'cl-a (i3n'shi-a), n. ; pi. Unci* (-e).
Ounce a measure of weight.] 1. (JRom. Antiq.)
twelfth part, as of the Roman as ; an ounce.
numerical coeflScient in any particular
2. (Alg.)
case of the binomial theorem.
[06«.]
Un'clal (un'shal), a. [L. uncialis amounting to the

century

UNCONSCIOUSNESS
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with prefix UN-, see

—
igk

;

—

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh

«

=z

In azure.
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UNCONSECRATE

pp.

Un-COn'se-crate (un kon'se-krat), V. I. [1st pref unconsecrate.']
To render not sacred; to deprive of
.

•^-

sanctity

to desecrate.

iSoiith.
[06j.]
InUn-COn'se-quen'tial (un-kon'se-kwen'shal), a.
Johnson.
consequential.
Inconsider(un'k5n-sTd'er-at),
a.
Un'COn-Sid'er-ate
ate; heedless; careless. [Ofe.] Daniel.
Un'con-sid'Hales.
er-ate-ness, n. [Obs.]
Un'con-sld'ered (-erd), a. Not considered or attended
to J not regarded ; inconsiderable ; trifling.
ShakA snapper-up of unconsidered trifles.
Un-COn'SO-nant (un-kon'so-nant), a. Incongruous
'^
Hooker.
inconsistent.
A thing unconso7ia7it."
Un'COn-spic'U-OUS (iin'kon-spik'ii-us), a. InconspicHd. Rev.
uous,
[i?.]
Inconstancy.
Un-con'stan-cy (un-kSn'stan-sy), n.
Fuller.
foundation."
[Obs.]
"The wnco«s/anci/ of the
;

—

;

Un-COn'Stant
fickle

Not constant

(-stout), a.

[Obs.]

cliaugeable.

;

S/mA:.

;

inconstant

— Un-con'stant-ly,

adv.
[06«.]— Un-con'stant-ness, n. \_Obs.']
Un-con'sti-tu'tion-al (-sti-tu'slmn-ol), a. Not coDetitutional
not according to, or consistent with, the
terms of a constitution of government ; contrary to the
constitution as, an unconstitutional law, or act of an
Burke.
officer.
Un-con'sti-tu'tion-al'i-ty (-al'I-ty),
n.
Un-con'sti-tu'tion-al-ly (-ai-iy), adv.
On'con-straint' (un'kon-stranf), n. Freedom from
Felton.
constraint ease.
Un'con-sum'inate (-sum'mat), a. Not consummated
Dryden.
not accomplished. [Ofo.]
Un'con-test'a-ble (-test'a-b'l), a. Incontestable.
Un-con'ti-nent (iiu-kon'ti-nent), a. Not continent
;

;

—

—

;

;

Wychf

JDContiueut.

(2

Tim.

iii.

3).

1. IncaUn'con-trol'la-ble (un'k5n-trol'la-b'l), a.
ungovernable ; irresistible
pable of being controlled
uncontrollable events.
as, an uncontrollable temper
2. Indisputable ; irrefragable ; as, an uncontrollable
maxim an uncontrollable title, [i?.]
Sivift.
- Un'con-trol'la-ble-ness, n. - Un'con-trolla-bly, adv.
Un-con'tro-ver'so-ry (un-kon'tr6-ver'so-ry), a. Not
Bp. Hall.
involving controversy.
[06«.]
Un-COn'tro-ver'ti-ble (-tl-b'l), a. Incontrovertible.
Un-con'tro-ver'tl-bly, adv. Incontrovertibly.
Un'con-ven'ient (fiu'kon-ven'yent), a. Inconvenient.
Udall.
Bale.
Un'con-ven'ient-ly, adv.
;

;

;

;

—

Un'con-ver'sion (iiu'kon-ver'shun), re. The state of
being unconverted impenitence. [iJ.]
Un'con-vert'ed (-vert'ed), a. 1. Not converted or
exchanged.
2. Not changed in opinion, or from one faith to an;

—

other.
Specifically
(a) Not persuaded of the truth of the Christian reli:

Hooker.
heathenish.
Baxter.
sinful impenitent.
(6) Unregenerate
[l&t^rei. un- -\- cord.] To
Un-oord' (un-kSrd'), t;.
release from cords to loosen the cord or cords of to
unfasten or unbind as, to uncord a package.
Un-cork' (iin-kork'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- cork.'] To
draw the cork from as, to uncork a bottle.
Dryden.
Un'cor-reot' (iin'kor-rekt'), a. Incorrect.

gion

;

;

;

i!.

;

;

;

;

Incorrigible
Un-cor'ri-gi-ble (un-kor'rl-jl-b'l), a.
not capable of correction. lObs.]
Incorrupt.
(un'kSr-rapf),
a.
Un'cor-rupt'
Incorruptible.
"The
Un'cor-rupt'1-ble (-T-b'l), a.
glory of the uncorruptible God."
Rom. i. 23.
Un'cor-rup'tlon (-riSp'shiin), n. Incorruption.
Un-COU'ple (un-kup"l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- couple.]
To loose, as dogs, from their couples also, to set loose
to disconnect ; to disjoin ; as, to uncouple railroad cars.
Un-OOU'ple, i". «'. To roam at liberty. [Obs.] Chaucer.
;

Un-cOUItli-nesS (un-kort'lt-nes),
courtliness

rudeness

;

;

Absence of

re.

Addison.
hooked, as n., a
Sir T. Browne.
lObs.]
[OE. uncouth, AS. uncuS

rusticity.
a.
[L. ttncus

Un'COUS (un'kus),
hook.] Hooklike ; hooked.
Un-COUtll' (iin-kooth'), a.
unknown, strange un- (see Un- not)
cUS known, p. p.
of cunnan to know.
See Can to be able, and cf. Ukco,
Unked.]
1. Unknown.
[06^.] "This uncouth errand."
Milton.
To leave the good that I had in hand.
In hope of better that was uncoutlt.
Spenser

+

;

Uncommon

rare ; exquisite elegant.
l_Obs.]
Harness ... so uncoutJi and so rich.
Cttaucer.
3. Unfamiliar
strange ; hence, mysterious
dreadful ; also, odd
awkward boorish ; as, uncouth man" Uncouth in guise and gesture."
ners,
/. Taylor.
I am surprised with an uncouth fear.
Shak.
2.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Thus sang

the uncouth swain.

Milton.

Syn. —See Awkward.

— Un-couth'ly, adv. — Un-couth'ness, n.
Un-COV'e-na-ble (un-kiiv'e-na-b'l), a. Not covenable
inconvenient.
[Obs.]
WycliJ (1 Tim. iv. 7).
Un-COV'e-nant-ed (-nant-Sd), a. 1. Not covenanted
not granted or entered into under a covenant, agreement, or contract.
Bp. Horsley.
2. Not having joined in a league, or assented to a covenant or agreement, as to the Solemn League and Covenant of the Scottish people in the times of the Stuarts.
In Scotland a few fanatical nonjurors may have grudged
their allegiance to an uncoienanted king.
Sir T. E. May.
3. (Theol.) Not having entered into relationship with
God through the appointed means of grace also, not
promised or assured by the divine promises or conditions
as, uncovenanted mercies.
Un-COV'er (un-kiiv'er), v. I. [imp. & p. p. UncovEBED (-erd) p. pr. & vb. n. Uncoverino.] [1st pref.
uncover.]
1. To take the cover from to divest of
covering as, to uncover a box, bed, house, or the like
to uncover one's body.
" To un2. To sliow openly
to disclose to reveal.
;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

cover his perjury to the oath of his coronation." Milton.
3. To divest of the hat or cap to bare the head of ;
as, to uncover one's head
to uncover one's self.
;

;

ale,

senate,

cftre,

am, arm, ask,
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with prefix UN-, see
lo(J2-(>4.

tJn-COV'er (un-kiiv'er), v. i. 1. To take off the hat
or cap to bare the head in token of respect.
We are forced to uncover after them. AddisoJi.
2. To remove the covers from dishes, or the like.
Uncover, dogs, and lap.
Shak.
Un-COWl' (iin-koul'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- cowl.] To
divest or deprive of a cowl.
Pope.
;

Un'cre-ate'

(iin'kre-at'), V.

To deprive

ate.']

ef existence

[1st pref.

t.

un-

cre-

-\-

"Who can uncreate thee, thou shalt know.
Hilton.
Un'ore-ate' (-at'), a. [Pref. un- not -f create, a.] Uncreated self-existent.
Book of Common Prayer.
Un'cre-at'ed, a. [In sense 1, properly p. p. of 7(Hcreate ; in senses 2 and 3, pref. un- not
created.]
;

+

2.

Deprived of e.xisteuce annihilated.
Beau. & Fl.
Not yet created as, misery uncreated.
Milton.

3.

Not

1.

;

;

existing

by creation

;

self-existent

;

eternal

God is au uncreated being.
Locke.
Un'cre-at'ed-ness, n. The quality or state of being

as,

uncreated.
Un-cred'i-ble (tin-krgd 'T-b'l),

a.
Incredible. Bacon.
Un-cred'lt (iSn-kred'it), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- credit.]
to be disbelieved
to discredit. [Obs.] Fuller.
Un-cred'it-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Discreditable. [Obs.]
Un-crown' (iSn-kroun'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- crown.]
To de()rive of a crown to take the crown from hence,
to discrown to dethrone.
He hath done me wrong,
And therefore I "11 uncrown him ere 't be long.
Shak.

To cause

;

;

;

;

Un-crud'ded

[See Un- not, and

(iSn-krud'ded), a.

CnED.] Not cruddled, or curdled. \_Obs.]
Her breast like to a bowl of cream uncrudded. Spenser.
Unc'tion (iink'shun), re. [OE. unccioun, uncioun,
OF. oncion, onction, F. onction, fr. L. unclio, fr. uiigere,
uYictum, to anoint.
See Unguent.]
1. The act of
anointing, smearing, or rubbing with an unguent, oil, or
ointment, especially for medical purposes, or as a sym;
as, mercurial unction.
To be heir, and to be king
sacred unction, thy deserved right.

bol of consecration

By
That which

Milton.

used for anointing an unguent an
ointment hence, auj'thing soothing or lenitive.
The l^ing himself the sacred unction made. Drjiden.
2.

is

;

;

;

Lay not

that flattering unction to your soul.
Shak.
3. Divine or sanctifying grace.
[22.]
4. That quality in langu^ige, address, or the like, which
excites emotion especially, strong devotion
religious
;

;

fervor and tenderness; sometimes, a simulated, factitious,
or unnatural fervor.
The delightful equivoque and unction of the passage in Farquhar.
Hazlitt.
The mention of thy glory
Is unction to the breast. N'eale (Rhythm of St. Bernard).
Extreme unction (7?. C. Ch.
Gr. C/i.), the sacrament of
anointing in the last hours; the application of consecrated
oil by a priest to all the senses, that is, to eyes, ears, nostrils, etc., of a person when in danger of death from illness,
done for remission of sins. [Jaines v. 14, 15.]

&

—

Uno'tious

Unctuous.

(iink'shus), a.

\_Ohs.]

[Cf. F. onctut,Sir T. Browne.

Unc'tU-OS'i-ty (-tfi-os'T-ty ; 135), re.
Quality or state of being unctuous.

siie.]

Unc'tU-OUS (fink'tii-iis ; 135), a. [F. onciueux, LL.
unctuosus, fr. L. unctus anointment, fr. ungere, unctum,
to anoint. See Unguent.]
1. Of the nature or quality
" The
of an unguent or ointment ; fatty ; oily ; greasy.
unctuous cheese."
Longfellow.
2. Having a smooth, greasy feel, as certain minerals.
3. Bland ; suave ; also, tender ; fervid ; as, an unctuous speech ; sometimes, insincerely suave or fervid.
Unc'tu-ous-ly, adv.
Unc'tu-ous-ness, re.
Un-CUl'pa-ble (Qu-kiil'pa-b'l), a. Inculpable; not
Hooker.
blameworthy. [R.]
[Pref. are- not -f- L. cultus,
Un-CUlt' (un-kiilt'), a.
p. p. of colere to cultivate. Cf. Incult.] Not cultivated
rude; illiterate. lObs.]
TJn-Cal'ture (un-kul'tilr ; 135), re. Want of culture.
" Idleness, ill husbandry . . . unculture."
Bp. Hall.
Un-cun'ning (un-kan'nTng), a. Ignorant. lObs.]
I am young and uncunning, as thou wost [knowest]. Chaucer.
Un-cun'ning-ly, adv. Ignorantly. [_Obs.]
Un-cun'ning-ness,_re. Ignorance. lObs.]
Un-cur'a-bie (un-kur'a-b'l), a. Incurable.
Un-cur'a-bly, adv. In an uncurable manner.
Un-curb'a-ble (-kflrb'a-b'l), a. Not capable of being
curbed.
Shak.
Un-curl' (iin-tQrl'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f curl.] To
loose from curls, or ringlets to straighten out, as anything curled or curly.
He sheaths his paw, uncurls his angry mane. Dryden.
Un-curl', V. i. To become uncurled, or straight.

—

Un-dam'

(fin-sT'fer), V.

(tin-dam'), V.

See Unciphbe.
un- -|- dam.']

t.

[1st pref.

t.

To

from a dam, mound, or other obstruction. Dryden.
Un-damp'ned (un-dSmp'ned), a. Uncondemned.

lObs.]
Wyclif (Acts xvi. 37).
Un'da-ted (iin'da-ted), a. [L. undutus, p. p. of undare to rise in waves, to wave, to undulate, fr. unda a
wave. See Undulate.] {Bot.) Rising and falling in
waves toward the margin, as a leaf waved.
[Pref. un- not -\- dated.]
Un-dat'ed (rin-dat'ed), a.
Not dated having no date of unknown age as, an undated letter.
;

to annihilate.

;

Un-cy'pher
free

—

;

;

;

Un-daunt'a-ble (un-daut'a-b'l), o. Incapable of being daunted intrepid fearless indomitable. Bp. Hall.
Un-daunt'ed (tin-dant'ed), a. Not daunted not subdued or depressed by fear.
Shak.
Syn. — Bold; feailess; brave; courageous; intrepid.
Un-daunt'ed-ly, adv.
n.
Un-daunt'ed-ness,
Un'd6 (un'de), a. IF.onde.] (Her.) V/nving or wavy,
;

;

;

;

—
—
— applied to ordinaries,' or division lines.
Un-dead'ly (un-dedly), a. Not subject to death immortal.
[Ois.] — Un-dead'li-ness,
[Obs.]
Wyclif.
;

re.

Un-deaf ' (un-def or -del'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- deaf.]
To free from deafness to cause to hear. \_Obs.] Shak.
Un-dec'a-gon (-dek'a-g5n), n. [L. undecim eleven -f;

Gr. yuivia. an angle.]
(Geom.) A figure having eleven
angles and eleven sides.
tin'de-cane (Qn'de-kan), re. [L. undecim eleven.]
(Chem.) A liquid hydrocarbon, Ci,H24, of the methane
series, found in petroleum
so called from its containing eleven carbon atoms in the molecule.
Un'de-ceive' (iin'de-sev'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- deceive.]
To cause to be no longer deceived ; to free from
deception, fraud, fallacy, or mistake.
South.
Un-de'cen-cy (un-de'scn-sy), re. Indecency.
[0A«.]
"Decency and jHirfetfnc!/."
Jer. Taylor.
Un'de-cen'na-ry (Qn'de-sen'na-ry), a. [L. undecim,
eleven (unus one
decern ten) -|- -ennary as in decennary. Cf. Undecennial.] Occurring once in every period of eleven years
imdecennial.
An xmdecennary account laid before Parliament. E. Stiles.
Un'de-cen'ni-al (-nl-al), a. [See Undecennary, and
cf. Decennial.]
Occurring or observed every eleventh
year ; belonging to, or continuing, a period of eleven
years undecennary as, an undecennial festival.
Un-de'cent (un-de'sent), a. Indecent. \_Obs.]

—

;

+

;

;

;

Un'de-clde' (Qn'de-sid'),

V.

t.

[1st pref.

un-

-\-

decide,']

To

reverse or recant, as a previous decision.
Un'de-ci'slve (-si'siv),a. Indecisive. [R.] Glanvill.
Un-deck' (un-dek'), v. t. [1st pref. undeck.']
To
divest of ornaments.
Shak.
Un-decked' (fin-dgkf), a. 1. Not decked ; unadorned.
[Eve] undecked, save with herself, more lovely fair

+

Than wood nymph.
a deck

Not having

2.

Milton.
;

as,

an undecked

vessel.
[t/rerfecylenic

Un'de-COl'io (iSn'de-kol'Ik), a.
-|- pro.
p'wlic]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid,
CiiHjgOj, of the propiolic acid series, obtained indirectly
from undecylenic acid as a white crystalline substance.

Un'de-creed' (-kred'), a.

Not decreed.

[Frei.un- not -\- decreed.']

1.

+

2. [1st pref. undecree.]
Reversed or nullified by
decree, as something previously decreed.
Un'de-cyl (uu'de-sTl), ?j. [Undecane -j- -yl.] (Chem.)
The radical regarded as characteristic of undecylic acid.
Un-dec'y-len'ic (iSu-dgs'i-len'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid, CjiHuoOs, homologous with acrylic acid, and obtained as a white crystalline substance by the distillation of castor oil.
Un'de-cyl'ic (un'de-sTl'Tk), a. (Chem.) Related to,
derived from, or containing, undecyl ; specifically, designating that member of the fatty acids which corresponds
to undecane, and is obtained as a white crystalline sub-

;

;

Un-CUr'rent (un-kiir'reut), a. Not current. Specifically : Not passing in common payment
not receivable
Shak.
at par or full value as, uncurrent notes.
Un-curse' (iin-k{jrs'), V. t. [1st pref. un^ -j- curse.]
Shak.
To free from a curse or an execration.
curUn-Cur'tain (iSn-kfir'ttn), v. t. [1st pref. unMoore.
tain.]
To remove a curtain from to reveal.
llUn'CUS (fin'kus), re. /j9?. UNCi(iin'si). [L.] {Zo'ol.)
;

;

+

;

A hook or

claw.

Un-CUS'tom-a-ble (iin-kiis'tiim-a-b'l), a. Not customcustoms duties.
Ua-CUS'tOZned (-tumd), a. Uncustomable also, not
having paid duty or customs.
Smollett.
Un-CUt' (un-kuf), a. 1. Not cut not separated or divided by cutting or otherwise
said especially of books,
periodicals, and the like, when the leaves have not been
separated by trimming in binding.
2. Not groimd, or otherwise cut, into a certain shape
as, an uncut diamond.
Uncnt velvet, a fabric woven like velvet, but with the
loops of the warp threads uncut.
Un-CUth' (vSn-ktith'), a. Unknown strange. [_Obs.]

able, or subject to

;

;

—

;

stance, CjjHooO,.
Un-deed'ed (Qn-ded'ed), a. 1. Not deeded or transferred by deed
as, undeeded land.
2. Not made famous by any great action. [06*.] Shak,
Ua'de-Jat'i-ga-ble (un'de-fSt'I-ga-b'l), a.
Indefati" Undefatigable pains."
gable.
\^Obs.]
Camden.
Un'de-Iea'si-ble (-fe'zT-b'l), a. Indefeasible. [Ofo.]
Un'de-fine' (an'de-fin'), v. i.
[1st pref. tin- -\- deTo make indefinite ; to obliterate or confuse the
fine.]
definition or limitations of.
;

;

final,

;

A

stranger.

all

;

eve,

[Ota.]

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

—

;

Into one place.

;

— n.

+

Un-de'i-fy (Qn-de'T-fi), v. t. [1st pref. undeify.']
state of deity ; to deprive of the
character or qualities of a god to deprive of the reverence due to a god.
Addison.
Un'de-ni'a-Dle (un'de-ni'a-b'l), a. 1. Not deniable
incapable of denial palpably true ; indisputable obvious as, undeniable evidence.
2. Unobjectionable
unquestionably excellent as, a
person of t,rt(fp?2!oWe connections. \^Colloq.]
G.Eliot.
adv.
In an undeniable manner.
Un'de-ni'a-bly,
Un'de-part'a-ble (-piirt'a-b'l), a. Incapable of being
parted inseparable. \_Obs.]
Chaucer.
Wyclif.
Un'der (un'der), prep. [AS. under, prep.
adv.
akin to OFries. under, OS. undar, D. onder, G. unter,
OHG. untar, Icel. undir, Sw. & Dan. under, Goth, undar, L. infra below, inferior lower, Skr. adhas below.
V201. Cf. Inferior.] 1. Below or lower, in place or
position, with the idea of being covered; lower than-,
beneath ;
opposed to over ; as, he stood under a tree ;
the carriage is under cover a cellar extends under tha
whole house.
Fruit put in bottles, and the bottles let down into wells under
water, will keep long.
Bacon.
Be gathered now, ye waters under heaven,

To degrade from the

Milton.

2. Hence, in many figurative uses which may be classified as follows
(a) Denoting relation to some thing or person that is
:

—

superior, weighs upon, oppresses, bows down, governs,
directs, influences powerfully, or the like ; in a relation

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd
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UNDERHANDED

of subjection, subordination, obligation, liability, or the
to live under exlike i as, to travel under a heavy load
treme oppression ; to have fortitude und»r the evils of
life ; to have patience under pain, or under misfortunes
to behave like a Christian under reproaches and injuries
under the pains and penalties of the law ; the condition
under vfhich one enters upon an ofSce ; under the necessity of obeying the laws ; under vows of chastity.
Both Jews and Gentiles . . are all under sin, Rortu m. 9.
That led the embattled seraphim to war
Milton.
Under thy conduct.
Who have their provand
Only for bearing burdens, and sore blows
Shak.
JTor sinking under them.
Denoting relation to something that exceeds in
(fi)
rank or degree, in number, size, weight, age, or the
like ; in a relation of the less to the greater, of inferiority, or of falling short.
Spenser.
Three sons he dying left under age.
Medicines take effect sometimes under^ and sometimes above,

sustains ; especially, at a funeral, one of those who bear
the corpie, as distinguished from a bearer, or pallbearer,
who helps to hold up the pall.
Ull'der-bid' (iin'der-bTd'), v. t. To bid less than, as
when a contract or service is offered to the lowest bidder ; to otter to contract, sell, or do for a less price than.

Un'der-es'ti-mate (iin'der-gs'tT-mat), V. t. To set too
low a value on to estimate below the truth.
Un'der-es'tl-mate (-mat), re. The act of underestimating too low an estimate.
Un'der-Iac'tion (iin'der-f Sk'shiin), n. A subordinate
party or faction.
Un'der-lac'Ul-ty (-fak'iil-ty), n.
An inferior or sub-

Hooker.
the natural proportion of their virtue.
There are several hundred parislies in England under twenty
Swi/'t.
pounds a year.
It was too great an honor for any man under a duke. Addison.

sistant builder.
An underbuilder in the house of God.

;

;

Un'der-bind' (-bind'), v. t. To bind beneath. Fairfax.
Un'der-board' (un'der-bord'), adv. Under the board,
hence, secretly unfairly underhand. See the
Note under Aboveboard.
Un'der-brace' (-bras'), v. i. Te brace, fasten, or bind
underneath or below.
Cowper.
Un'der-branch' (-branch'), «. 1. A lower branch.
2. A twig or branchlet.
[06s.]
Spenser.
Un'der-bred' (-bred'), a. Not thoroughly bred iUbred as, an underbred feUow.
Goldsmith.
Un'der-brush' (-briish'), n. Shrubs, small trees, and
the like, in a wood or forest, growing beneath large trees
undergrowth.
Un'der-bUild'er (-blld'er), n. A subordinate or asor table

.

ITn'deT-buUd'lng,

Un'der-buy'

;

—

for

—

1 Cor. ix. 27.

The

minstrel fell, but the foemau's chain
Could not bring his proud soul under.
Moore.
.^.^'^ Under is often used in composition with a verb
to indicate lowness or inferiority in position or degree,
in the act named by the verb ; as, to underiine ; to
undermine ; to underprop.

—

;

;

;

or

.

.

.

are parts necessary or

A

(-Sk'ter), n.

01 under-age protestation.

(iJn'der-arm'), a.

Un'der-bear'

(Cricket)

Done

;

does

(as

[AS. underberan.

t.

to support.]

Un'der-bear'er
use,

;

to face
[Obs.l

1.

(-bSr'er),

unite,

rude,

».

;

To support

as, cloth of

;

One who
full,

to en-

gold underShak.
supports or

up, Orn

;

pity

to under-

—

—

Acts xxvii,

;

i

food, fo"ot

17.

Applied under the
put on fitted to be so

is

;

Underwent (-wgnf)

[imp.

t.

;

;

;

;

;

As infinite as man may undergo.
Sttak
4. To undertake ; to engage in to hazard.
[06.J.]
I have moved already
Some certain of the noblest-minded Komans
;

To undergo with me an enterprise.
subject or amenable to to underlie.

To be

5.

Shak.

[06s.]
Shak.

;

Claudio undergoes

my challenge.

Un'der-gOd' (iin'der-gSd'), re.
A lower or inferior
god a subordinate deity a demigod.
Un'der-gore' (-gor'), v. t. To gore underneath.
Un'der-gown' (-goun'), re. A gown worn under another, or under some other article of dress.
An undergouM and kirtle of pale sea-green silk. Sir W. Scott.
Un'der-grad'U-ate (-grad'u-St), re. A member of a
university or a college who has not taken his first degree
a student in any school who has not completed his course.
Un'der-grad'U-ate, a. Of or pertaining to an undergraduate, or the body of undergraduates.
Un'der-grad'u-ate-sbip, re. The position or condition
of an undergraduate.
Un'der-groan' (-gron'), I). <. To groan beneath. [06s.]
Earth undergroaned their high-raised feet.
Chapman,
Un'der-ground' (-ground'), n. The place or space
beneath the surface of the ground subterranean space.
;

;

;

A spirit raised from depth of underground.

Shak.

Un'der-ground', a.
1. Being below the surface of
the ground as, an underground story or apartment.
;

2. Done or occurring out of sight secret.
IColloq."]
Underground railroad or railway. See under Railroad.
Un'der-groiind', adv. Beneath the surface of the
;

earth.

Un'der-grove'

(-grov'),

re.

A grove of

trees under taller ones.

To
(-gro'), v. i.
tlie usual, size or height.

Un'der-grow'
less

than

shrubs or low
Wordswoj'th.
inferior, or

grow to an

Wyclif.

Undergrown. [06.?.]
a.
Chaucer.
Un'der-grown' (-gron'), a. Of small stature; not
grown to a full heiglit or size.
Un'der-growth' (un'der-groth'), n. That which grows
Un'der-grow',

under trees

among

;

specifically,

shrubs or small trees growing

large trees.
(-grab'), v.

Un'der-grub'

t.

To undermine.

Milton.
[Prov.

HaUiwdl.

Eng.-]

Un'der-hand' (On'der-hSnd'), a. 1. Secret ; clandestine
hence, mean; unfair; fraudulent.
Addi.wn.
2. (Saseball, Cricket, etc.) Done, as pitching, with Iho
;

&

;

;

(-go'), v.

;

;

;

Shale.

;

;

than
required a small or insufficient dose.
i.
To give an underdose
Un'der-ilose' (-dos'), v. t.
or imderdoses to to practice giving insufficient doses.
An luiderground
Un'der-draln' (tin'der-dran'), 71.
drain or trench with openings through which the water
may percolate from the soil or ground above.
Un'der-draln' (-dran'), v. t. To drain by forming an
unilerdrain or underdraius in
as, to underdrain land.
Un'der-dressed' (-drSsf), o. Not dressed enough.

See

before the glaze

;

trickery. Milton.

a shirk.

;

i

[06s.]

To line

to guard
borne with blue tinsel.
2.

v.

;

Un'der-dolv'en (-d51v''n), obs.p. p. of Underdelve.
Un'der-dose' (iiu'der-dos'), re. A dose which is less

(^Brewing) A vessel which
rtows from the mashing tub.

(-bSr'),

Under, and Bear
dure.

it

;

;

Over-arm and Round-arm.
Un'der-back' (-bSk'), n.
receives the wort as

underhand dealing unfair practice

;

bowling) with the arm not raised above the elbow, that
is, not swung far out from the body ; underhand.
Cf.

is,

the ship.

(iin'der-glaz'), a.

p. p. Undergone (-gon' 115) p. pr. & f6. n. Undergoing.] [AS. undergan. See Under, and Go.] 1. To
go or move below or under. [06s.]
2. To be subjected to
to bear up against ; to pass
through to endure to suffer ; to sustain as, to undergo
toil and fatigue
to undergo pain, grief, or anxiety to
undergo the operation of amputation ; food in the stomach undergoes the process of digestion.
Certain to undergo like doom.
Milton.
3. To be the bearer of
to possess.
[06s.]
Their virtues else, be they as pure as grace.

G. Eliot.

;

Un'der-a'gent (-a'jent), n. A subordinate agent.
Un'der-aid' (-ad'), v. t. To aid clandestinely. [OJs.]

[06s.]

— said of colors in porcelain painting.

;

Un'der-gO'

;

Un'der-do' (-doo'), v. i. To do less than is requisite
opposed to overdo.
or proper
Grew.
tjn'der-do', v. t. To do less thoroughly than is requispecifically, to cook insufficiently as, to underdo
site
the meat
opposed to overdo.
One who underUn'der-do'er (Qn'der-dob'er), n.

Webster.

J,

A garment

re.

get under or beneath
R. of Gloucester.
To bind below ; to gird

;

ditch or ditches in, so as to drain the surface
drain as, to underditch a field or a farm.

;

Un'der-ann'

applied

;

Dryden.
subordinate actor.
Un'der-age' (-aj'), a. Not having arrived at adult
age, or at years of discretion ; hence, raw
green ; immature; boyish; childish. [06s.]
I myself have loved a lady, and pursued her with a great deal

Un'der-ac'tor

glaze, that

Under-

[06s.]
Un'der-delve' (-dilv'), v. t. To delve under.
Un'der-dlg' (-dig'), v. t. To dig under or beneath to
undermine. [06.5.]
Wyclif.
Un'der-dltoh' (-dich'), v. t. To dig an underground

an episode.

The least episodes or underactions
convenient to carry on the main design.

Un'der-glaze'

;

;

;

as

Running beneath the surface
Un'der-cur'rent, a.
Tennyson.
[^.] '^ Undercurrent woe."
Un'der-cut' (-kiif ), re. The lower or under side of a
sirloin of beef
the fillet.
Un'der-cut' (-kQt'), v. t. To cut away, as the side of
an object, so as to leave an overhanging portion.
Un'der-deal'lng (iin'der-del'Tng), n. Crafty, unfair,

;

understand.

To

t.

Un'der-gird' (-gerd'), v. t.
round the bottom.
They used helps, undergirding

hidden.

_

story

also, to

v.

;

Same

n.

;

;

(iin'der-gar'ment),

Un'der-get' (-gSf),

warmth.

All the while there was a busy undercurrent in her.

;

;

Un'der-gar'ment
worn below another.

Un'der-cur'rent (iin'der-kiir'rent), re. 1. A current
below the surface of water, sometimes flowing in a contrary direction to that on the surface.
Totten.
2. Hence, figuratively, a tendency of feeling, opinion,
or the like, in a direction contrary to what is publicly
shown an unseen influence or tendency as, a strong
undercurrent of sentiment in favor of a prisoner.

Un'der, a. Lower in position, intensity, rank, or desubject subordinate
generally in composition
with a noun, and written with or vrithout the hyphen
as, an undercurrent
undertone underdose under-ga,iment underoQiceT undersheriS.
Under covert (Zool.), one of the feathers situated beneath the bases of the quills in the wings and tail of a
bird. See JRlust. imder BntD.
Un'der-aot' (-Skf), v. t. To perform inefficiently, as
a play to act feebly.
Uu'der-ac'tlon (iin'der-ak'shiin), n. Subordinate action a minor action incidental or subsidiary to the main

;

;

&

;

;

;

A

;

;

Un'der-lur'nish (-ffir'nTsh), v. t.
To supply with
than enough to furnish insufficiently.
Collier.
Un'der-Jur'rOW (-fiir'ro), v. t. To cover as under a
furrow to plow in as, to underfurrow seed or manure.
less

A

In a lower, subject, or subordinate condition ; in subjection ;
used chiefly in a few
idiomatic phrases ; as, to bring under, to reduce to subjection ; to subdue to keep under, to keep in subjection
to control ; to go under, to be unsuccessful ; to fail.
I keep under my body, and bring it into subjection.

;

A

;

—

;

;

A

j

;

;

;

To

t.

A

;

;

as Substruction.

i.
To buy at
buy cheaper than.

v.

insnare
sustain

to circumvent.
[06s.]
Spenser.
to support ; to guard.
Nash.
[06s.]
;
Un'der-foot' (-foot'), adv.
Under the feet; underneath below. See Under foot, under Foot, re.
Un'der-foot', a. Low base ; abject trodden down.
Un'der-frlnge' (un'der-frlnj'), n.
lower fringe;
a fringe underneath something.
Broad-faced, with underfringe of russet beard. Tennyson.

1.
coat worn under anUn'der-coat' (-kof), n.
other ; a light coat, as distinguished from an overcoat, or
a greatcoat.
growth of short hair or fur partially concealed
2.
by a longer growth as, a dog's undercoat.
lower conduit ; a
Un'der-COn'duct (-kon'diSkt), n.
subterranean conduit. [06s.]
Sir H. Wotton.
Un'der-COn-SUIup'tloil (-kon-siimp'shtin), n. (Polit.
Ficon.) Consumption of less than is produced ; consumption of less than the usual amount. F. A. Walker,
sly trick or deUn'der-oraft' (iin'der-kraft'), n.
vice ; as, an undercraft of authors.
[iJ.]
Sterne.
Un'der-creep' (-krep'), v. i.
To creep secretly or
privily.
[06s.]
Wyclif.
Un'der-crest' (-krSst'), v. t. To support as a crest
to bear. [06s.
Shak.
i?.]
Un'der-croft' (iin'der-krSft'), n. {Tinder -f- Prov. B.
croft a vault ; cf. OD. krochte crypt, and E. crypt.'\
(Arch.) A subterranean room of any kind; esp., one
under a church (see Crypt), or one used as a chapel or
for any sacred purpose.
Un'der-cry' (-kri'), v. i. To cry aloud. [06s.] Wyclif.

—

gree

Same

;

To
To

2.
3.

clothes.

—

;

to

Un'der-cloth'ing (-kloth'ing),

—

(iiu'der), adv.

re.

;

Jer. Taylor.

;

;

Ua'der

;

Un'der-fol'low (-fol'16), v. t.
To follow closely or
immediately after. [06s.]
Wyclif.
Un'dor-fong' (-fong'), v. t. [AS. underfongen, p. p.
of underfon to undertake under under -\- fon to take.
See Fang to seize.] 1. To undertake to take in hand
to receive. [06s.]
Piers Plowman. Rom. of R.

XJn'der-charge' (-eharj'), v. t. 1. To charge below
or under to charge less than is usual or suitable for as,
to undercharge goods or services.
2. To put too small a charge into ; as, to UTidercharge
a gun.
Undercharged mine (Mil.), a mine whose crater is not as
wide at top as it is deep.
W. P. Craighill.
Un'der-Charge' (Qn'der-charj'), n. A charge that is
less than is usual or suitable.
Un'der-clay' (-kla'), n.
(Geol.) A stratum of clay
lymg beneath a coal bed, often containing the roots of
coai plants, especially the Stigmaria.
A subordinate cliff on a
Un'der-clUf' (-klTf), n.
shore, consisting of material that has fallen from the
higher cliff above.
trn'der-clothes' (-klothz' or -kloz'), n. pi. Clothes
worn under others, especially those worn next the skin

and a divine.
Felton.
Under this head may come in the several contests and wars
betwixt popes and the secular princes.
C. Leslie.
{d)' Less specifically, denoting the relation of being
subject, of undergoing regard, treatment, or the like as,
a biU under discussion.
Abject and lost, lay these, covering the flood,
Under amazement of their hideous change.
Jlilion.
Under arms. (Mil.) (a) Drawn up fully armed and
equipped. (6) Enrolled for military service as, the state
has a million men under arms. — Under canvaa. (a) (Naut.)
Moved or propelled by sails
said of any vessel with her
sails set, but especially of a steamer using her sails only,
as distinguished from one under steam. Under steam ana
canvas signifies that a vessel is using both means of propulsion, ib) (Mil.) Provided with, or sheltered in, tents.
— Under fire, exposed to an enemy's fii-e; taking bart in
a battle or general engagement. — Under foot. See under Foot, n.
Under ground, below the surface of the
grovmd.
Under one's signature, with one's signature or
name subscribed attested or confirmed by one's signature. Cf. the second Note under Oveb, prep.
Under
flail.
(Naut.) [a) With anchor up, and under the influence
of sails moved by sails in motion.
(6) With sails set,
though the anchor is down, (c) Same as Under canvas
(a), above.
Totlen.
Under sentenc*. having had one's
sentence pronounced. — Under the breath, with low voice
very softly.— Under the lee (Naut.), to the leeward; as,
under the lee of the land. — Under the rose. See under
Rose, n.
Under water, below the surface
the water.
— Under way, or Under weigh (iVaw^), in a ofcondition to
make progress hence, making progress having started.
;

;

A

poet

;

Un'der-farm'er (-fiirm'er), re. An assistant farmer.
To feed with too little
Un'der-feed' (-fed'), v. t.
food to supply with an insufficient quantity of food.
Un'der-lel'low (vin'der-fel'lo), re. An underling; a
mean, low fellow. [J?.]
Sir P. Sidjiey.
Un'der-iill'ing (-f il'iug), re. The filling below or beneath the under part of a building.
Sir JS. Wotton.

(-hi'), v.

;

Un'der-cast' (-kasf ),

(c) Denoting relation to something that comprehends
or includes, that represents or designates, that furnishes
a cover, pretext, pretense, or the like ; as, he betrayed
him tinder the guise of friendship ; Morpheus is represented under the figure of a boy asleep.
A crew who, under names of old renown . . . abused
Milton.
Fanatic Egypt.
Mr. Duke may be mentioned under the double capacity of a

—

ordinate faculty.

;

less than the real
[jB.] J. Fletcher.
cast imder or beneath.
Un'der-cham'ber-lain (-cham'ber-lln), n.
deputy
chamberlain of the exchequer.
Ua'der-chant'er (-chant'er), n. Same as Subchantes.
Un'der-chaps' (iln'der-chops'), n. pi.
The lower
laps or jaw.
Paley.

value or worth

Swift.

;

;

;

sometimes means at, with, or for, less
than ; as, he would not sell the horse under sixty dollars.
Several young men could never leave the pulpit under half a
conceits.

;

;

1^^ Hence, it

dozen

;

;

;

out, oil

;

cluUr

;

go

;

hand lower than the shoulder, or, as bowling, with the
hand lower than the elbow.
Un'der-hand' (-hiind'), adv. 1. By secret meims in
a clandestine manner hence, by fraud unfairly.
Such mean revenge, committed underhand. Jirfjden.
;

;

Baillic

;

Macwheeble provided Janet, underhand, with meal

their maintenance.

—

sing, iuk

A'ij-

2. (Ba.vball, Cricket, etc.) In
said of pitdiing or bowling.

Un'der-hand'ed,
;

tlien,

tian

;

a.

bow

X.
;

ir.

lot
Scott.

an underhand manner;

Underhand

xh = z

;

chuidestine.

in azure.

UNDERHANDEDLY
Insufficiently provided with

2.

N

short-handed

Norway

.

.

,

sparsely populated.
might defy the world,

1570

hands or workers

;

.

.

but

it is

much

handed now.

under-

Coleridge.

;

Un'der-hang'man (iin'der-hSug'man), n. An assistShak.
ant or deputy hangman.
blockhead, or stupid perUn'der-head' (-hSd'), n.
Sir T. Browne.
son a dunderhead. [Ote.]
Un'der-heave' (-hev')> ^- *• T° heave or lift from beWyclif.
low.
lObs.-]
tln'der-hew' (-hvi')» "• t. To hew less than is usual
or proper specifically, to hew, as a piece of timber
which should be square, in such a manner that it appears to contain a greater number of cubic feet than it
Haldeman,
really does contain.
Un'der-hon'est (Rn'der-5n'5st), a. Not entirely hon"We think him overproud and underhonest,
[is.]
Shak.
est."
Un'der-hung' (-hung'), a. 1. (Carp.) Resting on a
track at the bottom, instead of being suspended ;
said
of a sliding door.
Forney.
2. Having the lower jaw projecting.
T. Hughes.
Un'der-Jaw' (un'der-ja'), n. The lower jaw. Puley.
Un'der-Joln' (-join'), v. t. To join below or beneath ;
to subjoin.
Wyclif.
Un'der-keep' (-kep'), v. t. To keep under, or in subjection ; to suppress.
[Ois.]
Spenser.
Un'der-keep'er (iin'der-kep'er), n.
subordinate
keeper or guardian.
Gray.
Un'der-klnd' (-kind'), n. An inferior kind. Vryden.
(-kiug'diim),
subordinate
Un'der-king'dom
n.
or
dependent kingdom.
Tennyson.
On'der-la'bor-er (-la'ber-er), n. An assistant or subordinate laborer.
Locke.
Un'der-laid' (-lad'), a. Laid or placed underneath ;
also, having something laid or lying underneath.
Un'der-lay' (-la'), v. t. [AS. underlecgan. See Under, and Lay, v. i.'] 1. To lay beneath to put under.
2. To raise or support by something laid under
as, to
underlay a cut, plate, or the like, for printing. See Un-

A

;

;

—

A

A

R

;

;

DEELAY,

re.,

2.

To put a tap on

3.

\_Prov. Eng.'\
{Mining) To incline from the ver_ Un'der-lay', v. i.
tical to hade ;
fault,
said of a vein,
or lode.
Un'der-lay' (un'der-la'), n. 1. (Mining) The inclination of a vein, fault, or lode from the vertical ; a hade
called also underlie.
2. (Print.)
thickness of paper, pasteboard, or the
like, placed under a cut, or stereotype plate, or under
type, in the form, to bring it, or any part of it, to the
proper height ; also, something placed back of a part of

(a shoe).

—

;

—

A

the tympan, so as to secure the right impression.
Un'der-lay'er (-la'er), n. 1. One who, or that which,
underlays or is underlaid ; a lower layer.
2. (Mining) A perpendicular shaft sunk to cut the
lode at any required depth.
Weale.
Un'der-leal' (-lef), n. A prolific sort of apple, good
for cider,

Mortimer.

\_0bs.1

Un'der-lease' (-IBS'), n. (Law) A lease granted by a
tenant or lessee especially, a lease granted by one who
is himself a lessee for years, for any fewer or less number
of years than he himself holds ; a sublease.
Burrill.
Un'der-let' (-ISf), v. t. l. To let below the value.
All my farms were underlet.
Smallett.
2. To let or lease at second hand to sublet.
Un'der-let'ter (-t§r), n. A tenant or lessee who grants
a lease to another.
Un'der-lle' (-U'), v. t. [AS. underKcgan. See Undeb,
and Lie to be prostrate.] 1. To lie under to rest beneath to be situated under ; as, a stratum of clay underlies the surface gravel.
2. To be at the basis of to form the foundation of
to support as, a doctrine underlying a theory.
3. To be subject or amenable to.
[iJ.]
The knight of Ivanhoe . . . underlies the challenge of Brian
de Bois Guilbert.
Sir W. Scott.
Un'der-llo', v. i. To lie below or under.
Un'der-lle' (un'der-li'), n. See Undeelay, n., 1.
Un'der-llne' (-h"n'), v. t. 1. To mark a line below, as
words to underscore.
2. To influence secretly. \_Obs.'\
Sir H. Walton.
;

U

;

;

;

;

;

;

Un'der-ling (im'der-ling), re. tUnder -{- -Kng.'\ An
inferior person or agent ; a subordinate ; hence, a mean,
Borry fellow.
Milton.
The fault, dear Brutus, ia not in our stars,
But in ourselves, that we are underlings.
Shak.
Un'der-llp' (-lip'), n. The lower lip.
Un'dsr-lock' (-13k'), re.
lock of wool hanging under
the belly of a sheep.
Un'der-Iook'er (-lS6k'er), n. (Mining)
person
who inspects a mine daily ; called also underviewer.
Un'der-ly'ing (iau'der-lltng), a. Lying under or beneath; hence, fundamental; as, the underlying strata
of a locality ; underlying principles.
Un'der-manned' (-mSnd'), a. (Naut.) Insufficiently

A

A

—

furnished with

men

short-handed.
UH'der-mast'ed (iin'der-masf ed), a. (Naut.) Having masts smaller than the usual dimensions ;
said of
;

—

Teasels.

Totten.

Un'der-mas'ter (-mas'ter), re. A master subordinate
to the principal master ; an assistant master.
Un'der-match' (-m2ch'), n. One who is not a match
for another.
Fuller.
Un'fler-meal' (-mSV), n. [AS. under under
mael
part or portion ; cf. AS. undermsel midday. See Under,
Melai, a part, and cf. Undern.]
1. The inferior, or after,
park of the day ; the afternoon. lObs. or Prov. Eng.^
In undermeals and in mornings.
Chaucer.
2> Hence, something occurring or done in the after-

+

ale, seaate,

noon esp., an afternoon meal; supper; also, an afternoon nap a siesta. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
Another great supper, or undermeal, was made ready for
them, coming home from ditching and plowing. Withals (16()S).

care,

am, axm, ask,

Un'der-prop'per (iin'der-prSp'per),

;

;

.

Un'der-hand'ed-ly (tin'der-hSnd'gd-iy), adv. In an
underhand manner.
Un'der-hang' (-hang'), v. t. & i. To hang under or
Holland.
down to suspend.

Q

UNDERSTAIRS

I think I am furnished with Cattern [Catharine] pears tor one
undermeal.
£, Joiiwn.
In a narrower limit than the forty years' undermeal of the
seven sleepers.
JVa.^h.

Un'der-mine' (iin'der-min'), V. t. 1. To excavate the
earth beneath, or the under part of, especially for the
purpose of causing to fall or be overthrown ; to form a
mine under ; to sap ; as, to undermine a wall.
A vast rock undermined from one end to the other, and a
highway running through it.
Addison.
2. Fig. : To remove the foundation or support of by
clandestine means ; to ruin in an underhand way as, to
undermine reputation ; to undermine the constitution of
the state.
He should be warned who are like to undermine him. Locke.
Un'der-mln'er (-min'er), re. One who undermines.
Un'der-min'is-ter (-lulu'ls-ter), v. t. To serve, or
minister to, in a subordinate relation. [06s.]
Wyclif.
subordinate or inferior
Un'der-min'ls-try (-try), n.
ministry.
Jer. Taylor.
Un'der-mirth' (tin'der-merth'), re. Suppressed or concealed mirth. [06s.]
The Coronation.
Un'der-mon'eyed(-miin'id),a. Bribed. [JJ.] Fuller.
;

A

(-most'), a. [From Under ; cf. Aftermost.] Lowest, as in place, rank, or condition. Addison.
Un'dem (uu'dern), n. [AS. undern ; akin to OS. un-

Un'der-most'

0H6. untarn, untorn, Icel. undorn mid afternoon,
mid forenoon, Goth, undaurnimats the midday meal.
The time between the
Cf. Undermeal, Undertime.]
time between sunrise and noon specifically, the third
dorn,

;

;

hour of the day, or nine o'clock in the morning, according
to ancient reckoning ; hence, mealtime, because formerly
the principal meal was eaten at that hour ; also, later,
the afternoon; the time between dinner and supper.
[06s. or Prov. Eng.'\
Betwixt undern and noon was the field all won. i2. ofBrunne.
In a bed of worts still he lay
Till it was past undern of the day.
Chaucer.
Un'der-neath' (Qn'der-neth' or -neth'), adv. [OE.
undirnepe. See Under, and Beneath.] Beneath ; below ; in a lower place ; under ; as, a channel underneath
the

soil.

Milton.
Or sullen mole, that runneth underneath.
Un'der-neath', prep. Under beneath ; below.
;

Underneath

this stone

doth

lie

As much beauty as could die.
B. Jonson.
Un'der-nlce'ness (-nis'nes), n. A want of niceness
indelicacy

ceive

\_0bs.1

(-nim'), v.

to perceive.

Chaucer.
2. To reprove; to reprehend. [06s.] Piers Plowman.
subordinate officer.
Un'der-Of'ii-Cer (-off I-ser), n.
subordmate part.
Un'der-part' (-parf ), n.
It should be lightened with underparts of mirth. Dryden.
Un'der-pay' (-pa'), v. t. To pay inadequately.
Un'der-peep' (-pep'), v. t. To peep under. "The

A

A

one's influence

[06s.]

secretly.

Ld. North.

Un'der-puU'er

(-er),

re.

One who

underpulls.

[06s.]

Un'der-put' (-put'), v. t. To put or set under. [06s.]
Un'der-rate' (-rat'), v. t. To rate too low to rate
below the value to undervalue.
Burke,
Un'der-rate' (un'der-rif), n. A price less than the
value as, to sell a thing at an underrate.
Couiey.
Un'der-reck'on (-rek"n), v. t. To reckon below what
is right or proper
to underrate.
Bp. Hall.
Un'der-run' (-run'), v. t. To run or pass under especially (Naut.), to pass along and under, as a cable, for
the purpose of taking it in, or of examining it.
(5^^ The cable passes over the bows and stem of the
boat used, while the men haul the boat along by pulling
;

;

;

;

;

upon the

cable.

Totten.

To underrnn a tackle (Naut.), to separate its parts and
put them in order.
Un'der-sail' (-sal'), v. i. To sail alongshore. [05s.]
Un'der- sailed' (tin 'der- said'), a. Inadequately
equipped with sails. [OAs.]
Un'der-Sat'U-ra'ted (-s5t'u-ra't5d), a. Not fully saturated

imperfectly saturated.

;

Un'der-say'

(-sa'), v.

or contradiction.

To say by way

t.

of derogation

[06s.]

Spenser.

Un'der-score' (-skor'), v. t. To draw a mark or line
under to underline.
J. Tucker.
Un'der-sec're-ta-ry (-s5k're-ta-ry), n. A secretary
who is subordinate to the chief secretary an assistant
secretary as, an undersecretary of tlie Treasury.
Un'der-sell' (-sel'), v. t. To sell the same articles at
a lower price than to sell cheaper than.
Un'der-serv'ant (-serv'ant), n. An inferior servant.
Un'der-set' (-set'), v. t. To prop or support. Bacon.
Un'der-set' (iSn'der-sef), n. (Naut.) Undercurrent.
Un'der-set'ter (-ter), n. One who, or that which,
undersets or supports a prop ; a support a pedestal.
Un'der-set'tlng (-ting), re. Something set or built
under as a support a pedestal.
Sir H. Wotton.
Un'der-shap'en (-sbap"ii), a. Under the usual shape
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

or size

small dwarfish. [Poetic]
His dwarf, a vicious undershapen thing.

;

;

Tennysan.

A sheriff's deputy.

Un'der-sher'iff (-sher'if), n.
Un'der-sher'ifl-ry (-rj^), n.
Undershrievalty. [06s.]
(un'derUn'der-shirt'

A

shert'), re.
shirt worn next
the skin, under another shirt;

— called also %i.ndervest.
t.

(-shoot'), v.
(a mark).

To shoot short of

Un

'

der - shot '

shot'), a.

the savor vndemom
"Which that the roses and the lilies cast.

He

To exert

(-pul'), v..i.

Un'der-shoot'

t.
limp. Undeenom (-nom').]
See Undee, and Nim.] 1. To re-

Un'der-nime'
;

Un'der-pull'

impropriety,

;

[OE. undernimen.

One who, or

n.

that which, underprops or supports.

(un'derHaving

1. (Zool.)

the lower incisor teeth proUndershot Jaw of
jecting beyond the upper ones.
Bulldog.
as in the bulldog.
2. Moved by water passing beneath ;
said of a water
wheel, and opposed to overshot; as, an undershot wheel.

—

Un'der-shrlev'al-ty
(-shrev'al-tj^),

re.

The office or

would urerfejyeejj her lids. " [iJ.]
Shak.
.
Un'der-shrieve' (-shrev'),
Un'der-peer' (-per'), v. t. To peer under. [iJ.]
An undersheriff. [06s.]
n.
Un'der-peo'pled (-pe'p'ld), a. Not fully peopled.
Un'der-shrub' (-shrub'), n.
Un'der-pight' (-pit'), imp. of Underpitch.
(Bot. ) A low shrub a woody
Un'der-pln' (-pin'), v. t. [imp. &p. p. Underpinned
Undershot "Wheel.
plant of low stature.
1. To lay
(-pind') ; p. pr. & vb. n. Undekpinning.]
Un'der-shrub', a. Partly shrublike.
stones, masonry, etc., under, as the siUs of a building, on
Un'der-shut' (-shiif), a. Closed from beneath.
which it is to rest.
Undershut valve (Mach.), a valve which shuts by being
2. To support by some solid foundation ; to place
lifted against a seat facing downward.
h'n ight.
something imderneath for support.
Un'der-side' (-sid'), n. The lower or lowest side of
Un'der-pin'nlng (tin'der-pin'ning), n. 1. The act
stones,
anything.
of one who underpins ; the act of supporting by
Paley.
masonry, or the like.
Un'der-Sign' (-s!n'), v. t. To write one's name at the
2. (Arch.) (a) That by which a building is under- foot or end of, as a letter or any legal instrument.
pinned the material and construction used for support,
The undersigned, the person whose name is signed, or
introduced beneath a wall already constructed.
(6) the persons whose names are signed, at the end of a document the subscriber or subscribers.
The foundation, esp. of a frame house. [Local, U. /S.]
[imp. Underpioht.]
Un'der-pltch' (-pich'), v. t.
Un'der-sized' (iin'der-slzd'), a. Of a size less than is
[OE. underpicchen. See Under, and Pitch to throw, common.
fix.]
To fill underneath to stuff. [06s.]
Un'der-skink'er (-skTnk'Sr), re. Undertapster. [06s.]
He drank and well his girdle underpight. Chaucer.
Un'der-sklrt' (-skerf), re. A petticoat ; the founda/Un'der-play' (-pla'), v. i. 1. To play in a subordi- tion skirt of a draped dress.
Un'der-Sky' (-ski'), re. The lower region of the sky.
nate part, or in an inferior manner ; to underact a part.
Tennyson.
Floating about the undersky.
2. (Card Playing) To play a low card when holding a
high one, in the hope of a future advantage.
Un'der-sleeve' (-slev'), n. A sleeve of an under-garThe
(Card
Playing)
(iin'der-pla'),
ment
re.
another.
a
sleeve
worn
under
Un'der-play'
act of underplaying.
Un'der-soil' (-soil'), re. The soil beneath the surface
Un'der-plot' (iiu'der-plSV), n. 1. A series of events understratum subsoil.
in a play, proceeding collaterally with the main story,
Un'der-sold' (-sold'), p. p. of Underseil.
Dryden.
and subservient to it.
Un'der-song' (un'der-song'), re. 1. The burden of a
Addison. song the chorus the refrain.
Dryden.
2. A clandestine scheme a trick.
2. Accompanying strain subordinate and underlying
Un'der-poise' (-poiz'), v. t. To weigh, estimate, or
Marston. meaning accompaniment undertone.
rate below desert to undervalue. [-B.]
In the very best [poetry] there is often an undersong of sense
Un'der-pOS-sess'or (-poz-z6s'er or -p8s-ses'er), n.
One who possesses or holds anything subject to the su- which none "beside the poetic mind . can comprehend.
flame

.

position of an undersheriff.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

Jer. Taylor.

Landor,

Un'der-praise' (-praz'), v. t. To praise below desert.
Un'der-prize' (-priz'), v. t. To undervalue to unShak.
derestimate.
(Polit.
Un'der-pro-dUC'tion (-pro-diik'shiin), n.
Econ.) The production of less than is demanded, or of
F. A. Walker.
less than the usual supply.
Un'der-proof (iin'der-proof), a. Containing less alcohol than proof spirit. See Proof spirit, under Spirit.
Un'der-prop' (-prop'), v. t. To prop from beneath
to put a prop under to support to uphold.

Un'der-sparred' (-spard'), a. (Naut.) Having spars
smaller than the usual dimensions
said of vessels.
Un'der-spend' (-spgnd'), v. t. To spend less than.
Un'der-sphere' (^sfer'), re. 1. A sphere which is

perior right of another.

;

;

;

Underprop the

liead that bears the

.

crown.

Un'der-pro-por'Uoned (-pr6-por'shund),

a.

equate or inferior proportions ; small ; poor.
Scanty and underproportioned returns of civility.
final,

aU;

eve, event,

Fenion.

Of inad-

;

—

smaller than, and in its movements subject te, another;
a satellite.
2. An Inferior sphere, or field of action.
Un'der-spore' (-spor'), v. t. To raise with a spar, or
piece of wood, used as a lever.
[06s.]
Give me a staff that I may underspore.
Chaucer.
Un'der-Stair' (un'der-star'), a. Of or pertaining to
the kitchen, or the servants' quarters ; hence, subordinate menial. [06s.]
Un'der-stalrs' (-stSrz'), n. The basement or cellar.
;

Collier.

end, fem, recent}

ice,

idea, illj

aid,

6bey, orb, 6dd

0®"

UNDERSTAND
Un'der-Stand'

(fin'der-stand'), V.

&

limp.

i,

p. p.

(-stSod'), and Archaic U^jderstanded jo.
Understanding.] [OE. underslunden, AS.
underslandan, literally, to stand under cf. AS. iorsiandan to understand, G. veistehen. The development of
sense is not clear. See Under, and Stand.] 1. To have
just and adequate ideas of
to apprehend the meaning or
intention of to have knowledge of to comprehend to
know as, to understand a problem in Euclid to under-

&

;

vb. n.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

stand a proposition or a declaration ; the court understands
the advocate or his argument ; to understand the sacred
oracles to understand a nod or a wink.
Speaketh \i. e., speak thou] so plain at this time, I you pray,
Chaucer.
That we may understande what ye say.
I understand not what you mean by this.
Shak\
Understood not all was but a show.
JUilton.
A tongue not understanded of the people. Bk. of Com. Prayer.
2. To be apprised, or have information, of to learn
to be informed of ; to hear ; as, I understand that Congress has passed the bill.
3. To recognize or hold as being or signifying ; to suppose to mean ; to interpret to explain.
The moi>t learned interpreters understood the words of sin,
and not of Abel.
Locke.
4. To mean without expressing ; to imply tacitly ; to
take for granted ; to assume.
War, then, war.
Open or understood^ must be resolved.
Milton.
5. To stand under ; to support. [Jocose
i?.] Shak.
To give one to understand, to cause one to know.
To
mak* one's self understood, to make one's meaning clear.
Un'der-Stand', v. i. 1. To have the use of the intel-

Un'der-suit' (un'der-suf), n.
other suit a suit of underclothes.

;

;

;

&

—

to be an intelligent being.
Imp&radised in you, in whom alone
I understand^ and grow, and see.
Donne.
2. To be informed to have or receive knowledge.
I came to Jerusalem, and understood of the evil that Ehashib
did for Tobiah.
jSWi. xiii. 7.

Un'der-stand'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Capable of being understood intelligible.
Chillingirorth.
Un'der-Stand'er (-er), n. One who understands, or
knows by experience, [i?.]
Dryden.
Un'der-Stand'ing, a. Knowing intelligent skillful
as, he is an understanding man.
Un'der-Stand'ing, n. 1. The act of one who understands a thing, in any sense of the verb knowledge discernment ; comprehension interpretation explanation.
2. An agreement of opinion or feeling adjustment of
differences
harmony anything mutually understood
or agreed upon as, to come to an understanding with
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

another.
He hoped the loyalty of his subjects would concur with him
in the preserving of a good understanding between him and his
people.
Clarendon.
3. The power to understand ; the intellectual faculty
the intelligence ; the rational powers collectively conceived and designated ; the higher capacities of the intellect the power to distinguish truth from falsehood,
and to adapt means to ends.
There is a spirit in man and the inspiration of the Almighty
giveth them understanding.
Job xxxii. 8.
The power of perception is that which we call the understanding. Perception, which we make the act of the understanding, is
of three sorts
1. The perception of ideas in our mind
2. The
;

;

:

;

perception of the signification of signs 3. The perception of the
connection or repugnancy, agreement or disagreement, that
there is between any of our ideas. AU these are attributed to
the understanding, or perceptive power, though it be the two
latter only that use allows us to say we understand.
Locke.
In its wider acceptation, understanding is the entire power of
perceiving and conceiving, exclusive of the sensibility
the
power of dealing with the impressions of sense, and composing
them into wholes, according to a law of unity and in its most
comprehensive meaning it includes even simple apprehension.
;

;

;

Coleridge.

4. Specifically, the discursive faculty the faculty of
knowing by the medium or use of general conceptions or
relations.
In this sense it is contrasted with, and distinguished from, the reason.
I use the term understanding, not for the noetic faculty, intellect proper, or place of principles, but for the dianoetic or discursive faculty in its widest signification, for the faculty of
relations or comparisons and thus in the meaning in which
" verstand " is now employed by the Germans.
Sir W. Hamilton.
Syn. Sense intelligence ; perception. See Sense.
;

;

—

;

Un'der-stand'ing-ly, adv. in an tinderstanding manintelligibly
ner
with full knowledge or comprehension intelligently as, to vote upon a question understandingly ; to act or judge understandingly.
;

;

;

;

The gospel may bo neglected, but
ingly disbelieved.

it

can not be understand-

J. Hawes.
Un'der-State' (-staf), v. t. To state or represent less
stronRly than may be done truthfully.

Un'der-State'ment (-ment), n. The act of understating, or the condition of being understated ; that which
is under.stated
a statement below the truth.
Un'der-StOCk' (-stok'), v. t. To supply insufficiently
with stock.
A.Smith.
Un'der-stood' (-stood'), imp. &p. p. of Understand.
Un'der-Strap'per (un'der-strSp'per), n. A petty fellow an inferior agent ; an underling.
This was going to the fountain head at once, not applying to
the underslra/ipers.
Goldsmith.
;

^

;

Un'der-strap'ping,
subservient.

a.

Becoming an understrapper

;

Sterne.

[/?.]

Un'der-stra'tum (-stra'tiim), n. ; pi. L. Understrata
Understratums (-tQmz). The layer, or stratum,
of earth on which the mold, or soil, rests subsoil.
(-ta), E.

;

Un'der-Stroke' (-strok'),

To

underline or underscore.
Swift.
Un'der-stud'y (-stiid'y), v. t.
i. (Theater) To study,
as another actor's part, in order to bo his substitute in
an emergency to study anotlier actor's part.
Un'der-stud'y, n.
One who studies another's part
with a view to assuming it in an emergency.
v.

i.

&

;

Ose,

unite,

rjide,

full,

iip,

ftm

;

pity;

under an-

;

;

;

;

;

;

To second, or oppose, or undertake
The perilous attempt.
Milton.
2. Specifically, to take upon one's self solemnly or expressly to lay one's self under obligation, or to enter
into stipulations, to perform or to execute ; to covenant
to contract.
I 'U undertake to land them on our coast.
Shak.
3. Hence, to guarantee ; to promise ; to affirm.
And he was not right fat, I undertake.
Chaucer.
And those two counties I will undertake
Your grace shall well and quietly enjoy.
Shak.
I dare undertake they will not lose their labor.
Woodward.
4. To assume, as a character.
[Obs.}
Shak.
5. To engage with ; to attack.
[06*.]
It is not fit your lordship should undertake every companion
;

you give offense to.
Stiak.
To have knowledge of to hear. [Obs.'\ Spenser.
To take or have the charge of [Oi«.] " Who tmrferteAeiyou to your end."
Shak.
Keep well those that ye undertake.
Chaucer.
Un'der-take', v. i. 1. To take upon one's self, or assume, any business, duty, or province.
that

6.

;

7.

.

O Lord, I am oppressed

;

;

A suit worn

;

Un'der-tak'a-ble (-tak' a-b'l), a. Capable of being
undertaken practicable.
Un'der-take' (-tak'), v. I. [imp. Undertook (-t65k')
p.p. Undertaken (-tak''n); p.pr. & vb. n. UndertakLNQ.]
[Under -\- take.} 1. To take upon one's self; to
engage in to enter upon to take in hand to begin to
perform to set about to attempt.

;

lectual faculties

UNDISCERNING

1571

pp. 1562-64.

Understood
pr.

otner words

J5or

with prefix UN-, see

2,

To venture
It is

imdertake for me.

;

to hazard. [Obs.']
the cowish terror of his

Isa. xxxviii. 14.

;

spirit

That dare not undertalce.
Shak.
give a promise or guarantee
to be surety.
But on mine honor dare I undertake
For good lord Titus' innocence iu all.
Shak.
Un'der-tak'er (-tak'er), n. 1. One who undertakes
one who engages in any project or business. Beau.
Ft.
2. One who stipulates or covenants to perform any
work for another a contractor.
To sign deputations for undertakers to furnish their proportions of saltpeter.
Evelyn.
In come some other undertakers, and promise us the same or
greater wonders.
South.
3.

To

;

;

&

;

one

3. Specifically,
ment of funerals.

who

takes the charge and manage-

Un'der-tak'ing, n. 1. The act of one
or engages in, any project or business.

who undertakes,
Hakluyt.

That which is undertaken any business, work, or
project which a person engages in, or attempts to perform an enterprise.
3. Specifically, the business of an undertaker, or the
2.

;

;

management

;

A promise or pledge a guarantee.
A. Trollope.
Un'der-tap'Ster (-tap'ster), n. Assistant to a tapster.
Un'der-taxed' (fin'der-taksf ), a. Taxed too little, or
at a lower rate than others.
Un'der-ten'an-cy (-ten'<zn-sy), n. Tenancy or tenure
under a tenant or lessee the tenure of an undertenant.
Un'der-ten'ant (-ant), n. The tenant of a tenant;
one who holds lands or tenements of a tenant or lessee.
Un'der-thing' (-thing'), n. Something that is inferior and of little worth.
[Obs.'}
Beau. & Fl.
Un'der-tlde' (-tid'), ) n. [Under -\- tide, time. Cf.
Undern.]
The under or
Un'der-time' (-tim'), )
after part of the day undermeal evening. [Obs.}
He, coming home at undertime, there found
The fairest creature that he ever saw.
Spenser.
Un'der-tone' (-ton'), n. A. low or subdued tone or
utterance a tone less loud than usual.
Un'der-took' (-tookO, imp. of Undertake.
Un'der-tow' (iin'der-to'), n. (Naut.) The current
that sets seaward near the bottom when waves are breaking upon the shore.
An assistant
Un'der-treas'ur-er (-trgzh'fir-er), n.
;

;

;

;

;

—

Un'der-turn' (-tQm'),

v.

t.

To turn

upside

down

;

to

subvert ; to upset. [Obs.}
Wyclif.
Un'der-val'U-a'tion (-v31'ii-a'shiin), n. The act of undervaluing ; a rate or value not equal to the real worth.
Un'der-val'ue (-vSl'lS), v. t. 1. To value, rate, or estimate below the real worth ; to depreciate.
2. To esteem lightly ; to treat as of little worth ; to
hold in mean estimation ; to despise.
In comparison of it I undervalued all ensigns of authority.
Atterbury.
I write not this with the least intention to undervalue the
other parts of poetry.
Dryden.

Un'der-val'ne, n. A low rate or price a price less
than the real worth undervaluation.
Milton.
Un'der-val'u-er (-ii-er), n. One who undervalues.
Un'der-verse' (iin'der-vers'), n. The lower or second verse. [Obs.}
Spenser.
Un'der-vest' (-vSsf), n. An undershirt.
Un'der-vlew'er (-vii'er), n. See Underlooker.
Un'der-wear' (-wSr'), n. That which is worn under
the outside clothing underclothes.
;

;

;

Un'der-ween' (-wen'), v.
Un'der-went' (-wgnf),
imp. of Undergo.
Un'der-wing' (un'derwTng'), n. 1. (Zo'dt.) One

t.

To undervalue.

[Obs.l

;

;

ures

to undermine.
But thou from loving England art so far,
That thou hast underwrought his lawful king.

;

To expend too

2.

of

numerous species

food, fo"ot;

out, oil;

work upon

To do

3.

like

may underwork

work

at a less price

Shak,

underwork
Dryden.
as, one mason

as, to

;

than

;

another.

Un'der-work',

v.

i.

1.

To work or operate

or clandestinely.

in secret

B. Jonson.

To do less work than is proper or suitable.
To do work for a less price than current rates.
Un'der-work' (un'der-wfirk'), n. Inferior or subordinate work petty business.
Addison.
Un'der-work'er (-er), n. 1. One who underworks.
2. An inferior or subordinate workman.
Walerland,
Un'der-WOrld' (-wflrld'), n. 1. The lower or inferior
2.
3.

;

world

the world which is under the heavens the earth.
That overspreads (with such a reverence)

;

;

Daniel,
This undei-world.
2. The mythological place of departed souls ; Hades.
3. The portion of the world which is below the horizon ; the opposite side of the world ; the antipodes. [-K.]
Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail,
That brings our friends up from the underworld. Tennyson.
4. The inferior part of mankind,
[if.]
Atterbury.

Un'der-write'

(-rlf), v.

[imp.

i.

Underwrote

(-rot'),

Obs. Underwrit (-rif) ; p. p. Underwritten (-rit't'n),
Obs. Underweit ; p. pr.
vb. n. Underwritinq.] 1. To
write under something else ; to subscribe.
What addition and change I have made I have here under..written.
Bp. Sanderson.
2. To subscribe one's name to for insurance, especially
for marine insurance to write one's name under, or set
one's name to, as a policy of insurance, for the purpose
of becoming answerable for loss or damage, on consideration of receiving a certain premium per cent ; as, individuals, as well as companies, may underioriie policies o£
insurance.
.
B. Jonson.
The broker who procures the insurance ought not, by under.'
wnlmg the pohcy, to deprive the parties of his unbiased testl-

&

;

"lony.

Marstiall,
_

Un'der-write', v. i. To practice the business of insurto take a risk of insurance on a vessel or the like.
Un'der-writ'er (un'der-rit'er), n.
One who underwrites his name to the conditions of an insurance policy,
especially of a marine policy an insurer.
Un'der-wrlt'ing, n. The business of an underwriter.
Un'der-yoke' (-yok'), v. t. To subject to the yoke to
;

;

;

make

subject.

Un'de-serve'

Wyclif.

[1st pref. un- -\- deserve.} To fail to deserve.
[Obs.}
3filton.
Un'de-serv'er (-zerv'er), n. One of no merit ; one

who

is

(iin'de-zerv'), V.

t.

not deserving or worthy.

[Obs.}

Shak.

Un'de-sign'ing (-zin'ing), a. Having no artful, ulterior, or fraudulent purpose ; sincere
artless
simple.
;

Un'de-Stroy'a-ble

;

(-stroi'a-b'l), a.

Un'de-ter'ml-na-We

Indestructible.
(-ter'mT-na-b'l), a.
Not deter-

minable indeterminable.
Un'de-ter'ml-nate (-nSt),

Locke.
not

;

settled or certain

Not determinate

a.

indeterminate. South.

;

;

— Un'de-ter'-

ml-nate-ness, n.
Br. H. More,
Un'de-ter'ml-na'tion (-ter'ml-na'shun), «. Indetermination.
SirM. Hale.
Un-dev'U (iin-dgv''l), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f devil.}
To free from possession by a devil or evil spirit to ex;

[Obs.}

The boy having

gotten a habit of counterfeiting
would
not be undeviled by all their exorcisms.
Fuller,
Un'de-vo'tion (iin'de-vo'shiin), n. Absence or want
.

.

.

of devotion.
Un-did' (un-dTd'), imp. of Undo.
Un-dif'fer-en'ti-a'ted
(iin-differ-gn'shT-a'tgd),
a.
Not differentiated specifically (Biol.), homogeneous, or
nearly so ;
said especially of young or embryonic tissues which have not yet undergone differentiation (see
Differentiation, 3), that is, which show no visible separation into their different structural parts.
Un-dig'e-nous (Su-dTj'e-nus), a. [L. unda a wave
-|- -genous.}
Generated by water, [i?.]
Kirwan,

—

;

Un'di-gest'1-ble (liu'dT-jSst'I-b'l),

a.

Indigestible.

Un-dlght' (Qn-dif), V. l. [1st pref. iin- -j- </('(7/(^] To
put off to lay aside, as a gnrmeut. [Obs.}
'Sj>enser,
Un-dlgne' (un-din'), a. Uuworthy. [Obs.} Chaucer,
Un-dine' (tin-den' or tin'den), n. [G. undine, or F.
ondin, ondine, from L. unda a wave, water.] One of a
class of fabled female water spirits who might receive
a human soul by intermarrying with a mortal.
Un-dl'0-cesed (Qn-di'd-sest"), a. Unprovided with a
diocese having no diocese. [B.}
Milton.
;

;

an

Any one

little

a painting.

Un'dl-rect' (iSn'dt-iSkt'), v. t. [1st pref. ?«»- -J- diTo misdirect ; to mislead. [Obs.}
Who make false Brcs to undircci seamen in a tempest. Fuller.
Un'dl-rect', a.
[Pref. un- not -)- direct.} Indirect.
Un'di-rect'ed, a. [In senses 1 and 2, pref. un- not -fdirectcd; in sense 3 properly p. p. of undircct.} 1. Not
directed not guided ; left without direction.
2. Not addressed
not superscribed, as a letter,
3. Misdirected
misled ; led astray. [jS.j
Un'dl-rect'ly (-ly), adr. Indirectly.
Stri/pe.
rect, v. t.]

of the posterior wings of

of noctuid motlis belonging to
Catocala and allied genera, in which the hind
wings are banded wltli
red and black or other

AdiJison.

Un'der-WOrk' (iin'der-wfirk'), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Underworked (-wCirkf) or Underwrought (-rat') p. pr. &
vb. n. Underworking.]
1. To injure by working seto destroy or overthrow by clandestine meascretly

orcise.

treasurer.

;

;

within the shade of oaks and cedars.

ing

of funerals.

4.

iusect.
2. {Zoul.)

conspicuous colors. Many of the species are called red
underwing.
Un'der-wit'ted (riu'der-wTfted), a. Weak in intellect; half-witted; silly. [R.}
Bp. Kennet.
Small trees and
Un'der-WOOd' (uu'der-wood'), n.
bushes that grow among large trees
coppice underformerly used iu the plural.
brush
Shrubs and nndencoods look well enough while they grow

;

;

;

Rod Undcrwing
vltronia).

Larva.

cHair

;

a

(.Catocala
Imago ! b

Un'dls-cern'ing (iin'dTz-zern'Iug), n.
cernment. [R.}

go; alng, ink; then, thin; bON

;

zU: z
:

Want

of disSpectator.

in azure.

;;;
;

83" For other words

UNDISCLOSE

N

—

Un'dla-cre'tion (-krSsh'iiu), n. Indiscretion.
Un'dis-pen'sa-ble (-pen'sa-b'l), a. 1. Indispensable.
Ftdler.
[06i.]
2. Unavoidable inevitable.
3. Not to be freed by dispensation. [Oft*.]
;

;

—

;

;

separated or disunited ; unbroken ; whole ;
as, plains undivided by rivers or mountains.
2. Not set off, as a share in a firm ; not made actually
separate by division ; as, a partner, owning one half in a
firm, is said to own an undivided half so long as the
business continues and his share is not set off to him.
3. Not directed or given to more than one object
Shak.
as, undivided attention or affection.
4. (Bot.) Not lobed, cleft, or branched ; entire.
(-vld'fl-al),
a.
Indivisible.
[Oi«.]
DH'di-vld'U-al
True courage and courtesy are undividual companionB. Fuller.
;

Indivisible.

(iin-doo'), v. i.
[AS. undon. See Ist Un-, and
perform.] 1. To reverse, as what has been done
to annul ; to bring to naught.
Shak.
What 's done can not be undone.
To-morrow, ere the Betting sun.
She 'd all undo that she had done.
Swift.
2. Te loose to open to take to pieces to unfasten to
tintie
heaoe, to unravel ; to lolve ; as, to undo a knot
to undo a puzzling question to undo a riddle. Tennyson.
Pray you, undo this button.
Shak.
She took the spindle, and, undoing the thread gradually,
measured it.
Sir W. Scott.
8. To bring to poverty ; to impoverish ; to ruin, as in
reputation, morals, hopes, or the like
as, many are
undone by unavoidable losses, but more undo themselves
by vices and dissipation, or by indolence.
Shak.
That quaiHng and drinking will undo you.
Un-dOCk' (iin-d5k'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f- dock.']
{Naut. ) To take out of dock ; as, to undock a ship.
Un-do'or (iSu-dob'er), n. One who undoes anything
especially, one who ruins another.
Un-do'ing, n. 1. The reversal of what has been done.
Hooker.
2. Kuin. " The utter imdomgr of some."

On-do'

Do to

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Vn'dO-mes'ti-cate (iin'do-mSs'tT-kat), V. t. [1st pref.
un- -\- domesticate.'} To make wild or roving.
Un-done' (fin-dBn'),p. p. of Undo.
Un-done', a. [Pref. a>j- not -)- done."] Not done or
performed neglected.
Un-dou'ble (un-dvib"l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -|- double^ To unfold, or render single.
Un-dOUbt'a-bie (iin-douf a-b'l), a. Indubitable.
Un-doubt'ed, a. Not doubted not called in question
indubitable
indisputable as, undoubted proof an undoubted hero.
Un-doubt'ed-ly, ctdv.
Un-drape' (-drap'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- drape.] To
strip of drapery ; to uncover or unveil.
Un-draw' (iin-dra'), V. t. [1st pref. un- \- draw.'] To
draw aside or open to draw back.
Angels undrew the curtain of the throne.
Young.
Not dreamed, or
Cn-dreamed' (vin-dremd'), a.
;

;

;

y

;

;

—

;

;

1

Un-dreamt'

(iin-dr5mt'),

—

dreamed

|

of

not

;

often followed by of.
not imagined
Unpathed waters, undreamed shores.
Shak.
Un-dress' (iin-dres'), v. t. [1st pref. un- \- dress.]
1. To divest of clothes to strip.
Shak.
2. To divest of ornaments to disrobe.
3. (Med.) To take the dressing, or covering, from ; as,
to undress a wound.

thought of

;

;

;

•

Un'diess

(tin'drgs), n.

1.

A

loose, negligent dress

ordinary dress, as distinguished from full dress.
2. (Mil. & Naval) An authorized habitual dress of officers and soldiers, but not full-dress uniform.
Undress parade (Mil.), a substitute for dress parade, allowed in bad weather, the companies forming without
arms, and the ceremony being shortened.
Un-du'bi-ta-ble (iin-dii'bT-ta-b'l), a. Indubitable
an undubitable principle. [OJs.]
Locke.
Un-due' (iiu-d5'), a. 1. Not due not yet owing as,
an undue debt, note, or bond.
2. Not right not lawful or legal
improper as, an
undue proceeding.
Bacon.
3. Not agreeable to a rule or standard, or to duty
disproportioned ; excessive
immoderate ; inordinate
as, an undue attachment to forms ; an undue rigor in
the execution of law.
Undae influence (Law), any improper or wrongful constraint, machination, or urgency of persuasion, by wlilch
one's will is overcome and he is induced to do or forbear
an act which he would not do, or would do, if left to act
;

as,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

freely.

Abbott.

Un-due'neBS, n._ The quality of being undue.
tJn-dnke' (iin-duk'),

v.

t.

[1st pref. un-

-\-

duke.]

To

deprive of dukedom.
Swift.
Un'du-lant (un'dfi-lant), a. Undulating. [iJ.]
Un'du-la-ry (-IS-ry), a.
[See Undulate.]
Moving
like waves undulatory.
Sir T. Browne.
lObs.]
Un'dU-late (-lat), a. [L. undulatus undulated, wavy,
a dim. from unda a wave cf. AS. yS, Icel. unnr; perhaps akin to E. water. Cf. Abound, Inundate, EeDOUND, SDEBOtJHD.] Same as Undulated.
;

;

Sle,

senate,

c&re,

&

move backward and forward,

or up and down, in undulations or waves ; to cause to vibrate.
Breath vocalized, that is, vibrated and undulated. Holder.
Un'du-late, v. i. To move in, or have, imdulations or
waves ; to vibrate to wave ; as, undulating air.
Un'du-la'ted (-la'tSd), a. 1. Resembling, or in the

having a wavy surface undulatory.
2. (^Bot. ) Waved obtusely up and down, near the margin, as a leaf or corolla wavy.
3. (Zool.) Formed with elevations and depressions
resembling waves; having wavelike color markings
as, an undu-

waves

of,

;

;

;

lated shell.

Un'du-la'tlng, a.
falling

waves

like

;

Rising and
resembling

&m, arm, ask,

medium

undulating ground.
Un'du-la'tlng-ly, adv.
nn'du-la'tlon (-la'shiin),
n.
;

A

—

A

;

Un'dU-la-tO-ry (tin'dfi-la-to-ry 277), a. [Cf. F. oreMoving in the manner of undulations, or
resembling the motion of waves, which successively rise or swell and fall pertaining to a propagated
alternating motion, similar to that of waves.
Undulatory theory, or Wave theory (of light) (Opt.), that
theory which regards its various phenomena as due to
undulations in an ethereal medium, propagated from the
radiant with immense, but measurable, velocities, and
producing different impressions on the retina according
to their amplitude and frequency, the sensation of brightness depending on the former, that of color on the latter.
The undulations are supposed to take place, not in the
direction of propagation, as in the air waves constituting
sound, but transversely, and the various phenomena of
;

dulatoire.]
;

;

refraction, polarization, interference, etc., are attributable to the different affections of these undulations in different circumstances of propagation. It is computed
that the frequency of the undulations corresponding to
the several colors of the spectrum ranges from 458 millions of millions per second for the extreme red ray, to
727 millions of millions for the extreme violet, and their
lengths for the same colors, from the thirty-eight thousandth to the sixty thousandth part of an inch. The
theory of ethereal undulations is applicable not only to
the phenomena of light, but also to those of heat.

Un-dull'

(iin-diil'), v.

[1st pref. un-

t.

-\-

dull.]

To

Whitlock.
remove the dullness of to clear. [Obs.]
Un'du-lOUS (unMu-lus), a. Undulating undiilatory.
Un-dU'ly (Qn-du'ly), adv. In an undue manner.
;

;

Un-dump'lsh (tin-dump'ish), v.
ish.]
To relieve from the dumps.

[1st

t.

un-

-\-

dumpFuller.

[06^.]

Un-dUBt' (iin-(iast'), v. t. [1st pref. un--\-dust.] To
from dust. \_Obs.]
Uninhabitable.
Un-dwell'a-ble (iin-dwel'a-b'l), a.

free

" k\3,-aiundwellable."

[06*.]

—

Wyclif.

with in.
Not lived (in)
Not dying imperishable
unending
undying souls of men.
Un-eared' (tSn-erd'), a. Not eared, or plowed. Shak.
Un-earned' (un-emd'), a. Not earned not gained
by labor or service.
Unearned Increment (Polit. Econ.), an increase in the
value of land due to no labor or expenditure on the part

Un-dwelt'
On-dy'tag

(tin-dwelt'), a.
(tin-di'ing), a.
immortal ; as, the

;

;

Un-edge'

;

;

;

but to natural causes, such as the increase of
population, the growth of a town in the vicinity, or the
like.
Some hold that this should belong to the nation.
of the owner,

v.

t.

[imp.

&

& p. p.

Uneaethed

[1st pref. un(-ertbf) p. pr.
vb. n. Unearthing.]
To drive or draw from the earth ; hence, to
-f- earth.]
to bring out from concealment ; to bring to
light to disclose as, to unearth a secret.
To unearth the root of an old tree. Wordsworth.
Un-earth1y, a. Not terrestrial; supernatural; preternatural hence, weird ; appalling terrific as, an unearthly sight or sound.
Un-earth'll-ness (-IT-nes), re.
nil-ease'(iin-ez'),ra. Want of ease uneasiness. [Obs.]
(iin-ez'i-ly),
adv. In an uneasy manner.
Un-eas'i-ly
Un-eas'i-ness, n. 1. The quality or state of being
anxiety.
disquietude
uneasy restlessness ;
2. The quality of making uneasy discomfort ; as, the
Bp. Burnet.
uneasiness of the road. [Obs.]
[iJ.]
Un-eas'y (Qn-ez'y), o. 1. Not easy difficult.
Things ... so uneasy to be satisfactorily understood. Boyle.
Sir W. Srott.
The road will be uneasy to find.
2. Restless ; disturbed by pain, anxiety, or the like
disquieted perturbed.
The soul, UTieasj/ and confined from home,
Pope.
Rests and expatiates in a life to come.
3. Not easy in manner constrained ; stiff ; awkward ;
not graceful ; as, an uneasy deportment.
4. Occasioning want of ease constraining ; cramping
'
disagreeable ; unpleasiug. "His uneasy station. Milton,
A sour, untractable nature makes him uneasy to those who
Addison.
approach him.
;

uncover

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

final,

gll

;

eve, event,

;

un-

[1st pref.

t.

To

edge,]

-\-

deprive of the edge to blunt.
J. Fletcher,
Un'ef-f ee/tu-al (tin'gf-f Sk'tii-al), a. IneHectual. "His
uneffectual &Te."
Shak.
Un'e-las'tio (iin'e-lSs'tTk), a. Not elastic inelastic.
Un'e-las-tic'i-ty (-15s-tTs'i-ty), n. Inelasticity.
Un-ei'e-gant (iin-el'e-gant), a. Inelegant.
Un-el'1-gi-ble (-T-jt-b'l), a. Ineligible.
Rogers.
Un'em-bar'rassed (un'Sm-bSr'rast), a. Not embar.
;

;

—

mind not confused as, the
speaker appeared unembarrassed.
(6) Free from pecuniary difficulties or encumbrances
as, he and his property are unembarrassed.
(c) Free from perplexing connection
as, the question
comes into court unembarrassed with irrelevant matter.
;

;

Un'em-bar'rass-ment

£nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Freedom from

(-ras-ment), n.

embarrassment.

Un'em-bOd'ied (-bSd'Td), a. 1. Free from a corporeal body
disembodied as, unembodied spirits. Byron.
2. Not embodied
not collected into a body not yet
organized as, unembodied militia.
Not empirUn'em-plr'io-al-ly (-pTr'i-kal-lJ^), adv.
;

;

;

;

;

ically

without experiment or experience.

;

Un'em-ployed' (-ploid'), a, 1. Not employed in
manual or other labor having no regular work.
2. Not invested or used
as, unemployed capital.
Un'en-CUm'ber (-Sn-kQm'ber), v. t, [1st pref. un- -\encumber.] To free from incumbrance to disencumber.
Un-endly (iin-6nd'ly), a. [Pref. un- not -j- end -jSir P, Sidney,
-ly.]
Unending endless. [Obs.]
Un'en-tan'gle (iSn'en-tSn'g'l), v, t, [Ist pref. unentangle.] To disentangle.
Un-e'qual (un-e'kwal), a. [Cf. Inequal.] 1. Not
equal
not matched
not of the same size, length,
;

;

;

;

+

;

;

breadth, quantity, strength, talents, acquirements, age,
station, or the like ; as, the fingers are of unequal length
peers and commoners are unequal in rank.
2. Ill balanced or matched ; disproportioned ; hence,
not equitable partial unjust ; unfair.
Against unequal arms to fight in pain.
Milton.
;

;

Jerome, a very unequal relator of the opinion of his adversaJohn Worthmgton.
To punish me for what you make me do
Shak.
Seems much unequal.
3. Not uniform ; not equable ; irregular ; uneven ; as,
unequal pulsations ; an unequal poem.
4. Not adequate or sufficient ; inferior ; as, the man
was unequal to the emergency ; the timber was unequai
to the sudden strain.
5. (Bot.) Not having the two sides or the parts symmetrical.
Un-e'qual-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Not capable of being
Boyle.
equaled or paralleled. \_Obs.]
Un-e'Ctnaled (-kwald), a. Not equaled ; unmatched
in a
unparalleled unrivaled exceeding ; surpassing ;
good or bad sense ; as, unequaled excellence ; unequaled
ingratitude or baseness.
[Written also unequalled.]
Un-e'qual-ly (-kwal-ly), adv. In an unequal manner.
Unequally pinnate (Bot.), piimate, but with an odd numries.

;

ber of

—

;

;

leaiiets.

Un-e'C[ual-ness, n. The quality or state of being
unequal inequality ; unevenness.
Jer, Taylor,
Un-eq'ui-ta-ble (iiu-5k'wi-ta-b'l), a. Inequitable.
Un-eq'ui-ty (-ty), n. Want of equity or uprightness
injustice wickedness ; Iniquity.
Wyclif,
[06*.]
Un'e-(iuiv'0-cal (un'e-kwiv'o-kal), a. Not equivocal
not doubtful ; not ambiguous clear ; evident sincere
plain as, unequivocal evidence ; unequivocal words,
Un'e-quiv'0-cal-ly, adv,
Un'e-qulv'o-cal-ness, n.
;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

Un-err'ing (iin-er'ring or-er'ring),

no mistake

;

unfailing

as,

;

Un-earth' (un-erth'),

(un-Sj'), v.

;

Undulated Shell of Astarte undata.
Nat.
[Cf. F. ondulalion.]
1. The act
size.
of undulating; a waving motion
or vibration ; as, the undulations of a fluid, of water, or
of air ; the undulations of sound.
wavy appearance or outline ; waviness. Evelyn.
2.
3. (Mus.) (a) The tremulous tone produced by a peculiar pressure of the finger on a string, as of a violin.
(6) The pulsation caused by the vibrating together of
called also beat,
two tones not quite in unison ;
motion to and fro, up and down, or
4. {Physics)
from side to side, in any fluid or elastic medium, propagated continuously among its particles, but with no translation of the particles themselves in the direction of the
propagation of the wave ; a wave motion a vibration.
Un'dU-la'tlon-iSt, n. One who advocates the undufVhewell.
latory theory of light.
Un'du-la-tive (iin'dia-la-tTv), a. Consisting in, or
accompanied by, undulations ; undulatory.

waves

;

:

—

;

;

a.
[AS, une&Se ; wn-not-f edSe
easy; akin to OS. oSi easy, OHG. odi,]
Not
easy difficult ; hard. [Ofts.]
Who he was, uneath was to descry.
Spenser,
Un-eath', adv. Not easily hardly scarcely. [OJs.]
(Jneath may she endure the flinty streets.
Shak.

Un-eath' (iin-eth'),

easily,

Specifically
rassed.
(a) Not perplexed in

wave form or motion undulatory
roUiug wavy as, an undulating
;

not
continuous

R

&

(iin'du-lat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Undulated
vb. n. Undulatinq.]
To cause to

p. pr.

;

;

Un-dl3'pu-ta-ble (un-dis'piJ-ta-b'l), a. Indisputable.
Addison.
Un-dis'pu-ta-ble-ness, n.
On'dls-tinc'tive (tin'dis-tTnk'tiv), a. Makingno distinctions ; not discriminating impartial.
As widistinctive Death will come here one day. Dickens,
Un'dlS-tlnct'ly (-tTnkt'ly), adv. Indistinctly.
Un'di-vld'ed (iin'dT-vid'ld), a. 1. Not divided

Un'du-late
(-la'ted)

nature

disinclination.

;

UNEXCEPTIONABLE

;

Un'dis-pensed' (-pensf), a. 1. Not dispensed.
Tooker.
[iJ.]
2. Not freed by dispensation.
Un'dis-pos'ed-ness (-poz'Sd-n5s), n. Indisposition

;

;
;

pp. 1562-64.

TJn'dlS-ClOSe' (Hn'dTs-kloz'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\Daniel.
To keep close or secret. \_Obs.']
Un'dis-creet' (un'dis-kref), a. Indiscreet. Chaucer.
n.
adv.
Un'dis-creet'ness,
Un'dls-creet'ly,

Un'dl-vis'l-'ble (-vTz'I-b'l), a.

;

;

1572

with prefix UN-, Bee

disdose.']

—

;

;

a.

Committing

incapable of error or failure ; certain
the unerring wisdom of God.

Hissing in air the unerring weapon flew.

;

sure

Dryden,

Un-err'ing-ly, adv. In an unerring manner.
Not essen1.
Un'es-sen'tial (un'es-sen'shal), a.
tial
not of prime importance not indispensable unimportant.
Addison.
Milton.
2. V^oid of essence, or real being. [B.]
Un'es-sen'tial, n. Something not constituting essence, or something which is not of absolute necessity
as, forms are among the unesseniials of religion.
Un'es-sen'tial-ly, adv. In an unessential manner.
Un'es-tab'lish (-tab'lTsh), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- es;

;

tablish.]

To

disestablish.

The Parliament demanded of
latical

government.

Un-eth'

(iin-eth'),

;

[iJ.]

the king to unestablish that preMilton.

Un-ethes'

(-eths'), adv.

With

dif-

ficulty
scarcely.
See Uneath. [Written also uneihe,
unneth, unnethe, unnethes, etc.] [Obs.]
Chaucer.
Un-e/ven (iin-e'v'n), a. [AS. unefen. See Un- not,
and Even, a.] 1. Not even not level not uniform
rough as, an uneven road or way uneven ground.
2. Not equal not of equal length.
Peacham.
Hebrew verse consists of uneven feet.
3. Not divisible by two without a remainder
odd
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

numbers

;

—

as, 3, 7, and 11 are uneven numbers.
orfv.
Un-e'ven-ness, n.
Un-ev'i-ta-ble (iin-ev'T-ta-b'l), a. Inevitable. [OJj.]

said of

— Un-e'ven-ly,

;

—

Not exact; inexact.
a.
Un'ex-an'pled (-am'p'ld), a. Having no example or
similar case ; being without precedent unprecedented
unparalleled.
revolution . . . unexampled for gia,n.
deur of results."
L>e Quincey.
Un'ex-act' (un'ggz-5kt'),

;

"A

Un'ex-cep'tlon-a-ble (iSn'gk-sSp'shiin-i-b'l), a. Not
any exception or objection unobjectionable

liable to

idea,

iU

;

;

old,

obey, orb, &dd

I

—

;;

;; ;;

O^

For other words
with pretix UN-, see

UNEXCEPTIONABLENESS

.

UNGODLINESS

1573

pp. 1562-64.

faultless good ; excellent ; as, a man of most unexceptionable ciiaracter.
Un'ex-cep'tion-a-ble-ness (fin'ekeSp'shun-a-b'l-nes), n.
Un'es-cep'Uon-a-bly, adv.
;

—

Chesterfield is

an unexceptionable witness.

Macaulay,

nn'ex-cept'lve(un'ek-sept'Iv), a. Not exceptive; not
Including, admitting, or being, an exception.

Un'ex-cus'a-ble (iin'eks-kuz'a-b'l),
Un'es-cus'a-ble-ness, n.

Hayward.

—

Inexcusable.

a.

Un'ez-liaust'1-ble (-egz-ast'I-b'l), a. Inexhaustible.
On-ex'pec-ta'tlon (un-SkVpek-ta'shun), n. Absence
of expectation ; want of foresight.
\_Obs.']
Bp. Hall.
Un'es-pect'ed (Qn'Sks-pSkt'ed), a. Not expected
coming without warning sudden.
Un'es-pect'ed-ly,
adv.

—

;

—

Un'es-pect'ed-ness, re.
Un'ex-pe'di-ent (-pe'di-ent), a. Inexpedient. [Ofo.]
Ull'ex-pen'sive (-pen'si v), a. Inexpensive. Milton.
Un'ex-pe'rl-ence (-pe'ri-ens), re. Inexperience. [06s.]
Un'ex-pe'ri-encsd (-enst), a, 1. Not experienced
being without experience inexperienced.
Swifi.
2. Untried;
applied to things.
Cheyne.
Un'ex-pe'ri-ent (-ent), a. Inexperienced. \_Obs.'\
Un'ex-pert' (-pert'), a. Not expert inexpert. Milton.
Un'ex-pert'ly, adv.
In an unexpert manner.
Inexpressible.
Un'ex-press'i-ble (-pres'T-b'l), a.
Tillotson.
Un'ex-press'1-bly, adv.
Un'ex-press'ive (-tv), a. 1. Not expressive; not
having the power of utterance inexpressive.
2. Incapable of being expressed ; inexpressible
un;

—

;

—

;

;

utterable; ineffable.
[Obs.]
Run, run, Orlando carve on every tree
;

The

fair,

the chaste

and unexpressive

— Un'ex-preas'lve-ly, adv.

Un'ex-Un'guish-a-ble (-tTn'gwTsh-a-b'l),
tinguishable.

Shak.

she.

Inex-

a.

—

Un'ex-tln'guiih-a-bly, adv.
Un-ex'tri-ca-ble (lin-gks'tri-ka-b'l), a. Not extrica-

ble; inextricable.

Dr. H. More.

[06s.]

To
-j- face.}
remove the face or cover from ; to unmask ; to expose.
Un-fail'a-ble (un-fal'4-b'l), a.
Infallible.
[06s.]
" This unfailable word of truth."
Bp. Hall.
Un-f ail'ing, a. Not failing ; not liable to fail ; inexhaustible ; certain ; sure.
Dryden.
Un-fail'ing-ly,
adv.
Un-fall'ing-ness, re.
Un-falr' (un-far'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -^Jair.l To
deprive of fairness or beauty. [A]
Shak.
tJn-Jair', a.
[AS. unfseger unlovely.
See TJn- not,
and Paie, a.] Not fair ; not honest ; not impartial
disingenuous ; using or involving trick or artifice ; dishonest ; unjust ; unequal.
You come, like an unfair merchant, to charge me with being
In your debt.
Swift.
Un-face' (uu-fas'),

un-

[1st pref.

t.

t).

Un-fet'ter (fin-fgt'ter), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- fetter.']
loose from fetters or from restraint to unchain to
unshackle ; to liberate as, to unfetter the mind.
Un-feu'dal-lze (un-fu'd«l-iz), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\feudalize.] To free from feudal customs or character
to make not feudal.
Carlyle.
Un-flle' (un-fil'), ?;. t. [1st pref. un- -{- file."] To remove from a file or record.
Ford.
Un-filed' (-fild'), a. [Pref. un- not -\- filed, ^. p. of
Surrey.
Not defiled pure. [06s.]
file to defile.]
Un-fll'ial (un-fil'yal), a.
Unsuitable to a son or a
daughter undutif ul not becoming a child.
Un-lU'-

To

— Un-Iair'ly.

«<?«.

— Un-fair'ness,

re.

;

;

;

—

;

;

lal-ly, adv.

Un-fin'ished (-fin'Tsht), o. Not finished; notbrought
end imperfect incomplete left in the rough
wanting the last hand or touch as, an unfinished house
an unfinished picture an unfinished iron casting.
Un-firm' (iSn-ferm'), a. Infirm. [iJ.]
Dryden.
Un-firm'ness, re. Infirmness. [iJ.]
Un-flt' (uu-flf), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\-fit.'] To make
unsuitable or incompetent to deprive of the strength,
skill, or proper qualities for anything
to into disable
to an

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

capacitate ; to disqualify ; as, sickness unfits a man for
labor sin unfits us for the society of holy beings.
Un-tlt', a. [Pref. un- not -\-fit.'\ Not fit; unsuitable.
Un-Ht'ly, adv.
Un-fit'ness, re.
Un-flx' (un-fiks'), V. I. [1st pref. un- -{-fix.'] 1. To
loosen from a fastening ; to detach from anything that
holds ; to unsettle ; as, to unfix a bayonet ; to unfix the
mind or affections.
[iJ.]
2. To make fluid ; to dissolve.
The mountain stands ; nor can the rising sun
Di-yden.
Unfix her frosts.
;

—

—

Not fledged; not

(un-flgjd'), a.

feath-

hence, not fully developed immature.
Dryden.
Un-flesh' (un-flesh'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- flesh.]
of flesh to reduce to a skeleton. " Unfleshed
humanity."
Wordsworth.

ered

;

;

To deprive

;

Un-fleshly
flesh

(iin-flSsh'ly), a.

Not pertaining

to the

spiritual.

;

re.
Absence or want of faith;
distrust ; unbelief,
[if.]
;
Faith and unfaitk can ne'er be equal powers ;
Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all.
Tennyson.

Un-falth' (un-fath'),

Un-fiex'i-ble

Inflexible.

(iin-fleks'i-b'l), a.

Un-flinch'ing (iin-flTnch'ing), a. Not flinching or
unyielding.
Un-flinch'ing-ly, adv.
Un-flow'er (iin-flou'er), v. t. [1st pref. un--\- flow-

shrinking

—

;

To strip of flowers. [iJ.J
G. Fletcher.
Un-fold' (Qn-fold'), V. t. [AS. unfealdan. See 1st
Un-, and Fold, v. t.] 1. To open the folds of to expand to spread out as, to unfold a tablecloth.
er.]

;

;

;

Unfold thy forehead gathered into frowns.
2.

To open,

as anythmg covered

or close

;

Herbert.

to lay open

to view or contemplation ; to bring out in all the details,
or by successive development to display ; to disclose
to reveal ; to elucidate ; to explain ; as, to unfold one's
designs ; to unfold the principles of a science.
Shak.
Unfold the passion of my love.
3. To release from a fold or pen
as, to unfold sheep.
Un-fold', V. i. To open ; to expand ; to become disclosed or developed.
The wind blows cold
While the morning doth unfold.
J. Fletcher.
;

Un-falth'ful

(-ful), a.

Not

\.

faithful

;

not observant

of promises, vows, allegiance, or duty ; violating trust
or confidence ; treacherous ; perfidious ; as, an unfaithful subject ; an unfaithful agent or servant.
My feet, through wine, mifaitttful to their weight. Pope.

His honor rooted

in dishonor stood,
falsely true.

And faith unfaithful kept him

Tennyson.

2. Not possessing faith ; infidel.
Milton.
[iJ.J
Un-falth'lul-ly, arfv.
Un-falth'ful-ness, re.
TJn-fal'ca-ted (iin-fal'ka-ted), a. 1. Not falcated, or

—

—

One who, or that which, unfolds.
re.
Un-fold'ment (-ment), n. The act of unfolding, or
the state of being unfolded.
The extreme unfoldment of the instinctive powers. C. Morris.
Un-fold'er

(-er),

[1st pref. un- -f
feather.']
To deprive of feathers ; to strip. [JJ.]
Un-fea'tured (iiu-f e'turd ; 135), a. Wanting regular

Un-fOOl' (un-fool'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\-fool.] To
restore from folly, or from being a fool.
[06s.]
Shak.
Un'f ore-see' (un'for-se'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -[-foresee.]
Bp. Hacket.
'To fail to foresee.
Un'fore-see'a-ble (-se'a-b'l), a. Incapable of being
foreseen.
South,
Un-fore'skinned (un-for'skTnd), a. [1st pref. un- -f
foreskin -f- -ed.] Deprived of the foreskin circumcised.
Milton.
[R.]
Un'for-get'ta-ble (un'for-ggt'ta-b'l), a. Not forgettable enduring in memory.
Emerson.
Pungent and unforgettable truths.
Un-fonn' (un-f6rm'), V. i. [1st pref. un--j-form.]
To decompose, or resolve into parts to destroy the form
of
to unmake,
[if.]
Good.
Un-fonned' (un-fdrmd'), a. [In sense 1 properly p. p.
{formed.]
of unform; in senses 2 and 3 pref. un- not
1. Decomposed, or resolved into parts; having the

features ; deformed.
" Visage rough, deformed, unfeatured, and a skin of buff."
Dryden.

form destroyed.
2. Not formed

hooked.
2.

Having no deductions

not curtailed, or shortened

;

undiminished. [iJ.]
Un-fal'U-ble (un-fal'lT-b'l),

Ua-fas'ten

(iln-fas''n), v.

;

Swift.

Shak.

InfalUble.

a.

[1st pref. «re- -f fasten.^
To loose to unfix ; to unbind ; to untie.
Un-fa'therea (un-fa'therd), a. 1. Having no father;
t.

;

;

fatherless hence, born contrary to nature.
Shak.
2. Having no acknowledged father ; hence, illegitimate spurious ; bastard.
Un-fa'vor-a-ble (un-fa'ver-a-b'l), a. Not favorable
not propitious ; adverse contrary ; discouraging.
Cn;

;

;

—

— Un-la'vor-a-bly, adv.
;

fa'vor-a-ble-ness,

Un-feath'er

re.

(iin-fgth'er),

v.

;

;

not arranged into regular shape, order,
or relations shapeless amorphous.
3. (Biol.) Unorganized
without definite shape or
structure as, an unformed, or unorganized, ferment.
(Astron.),
stars
not grouped into any
Unformed stars
constellation informed stars. See Sporades.
Un-for'tU-nate (un-f8r'tii-nat), a. Not fortunate unattended with
successful
not prosperous ; unlucky
unhappy as, an unfortunate adventure
misfortune
an unfortunate man an unfortunate commander unfortunate business, ^re. An unfortunate person. Hood.
Un-for'tu-nate-ly, adv.
Un-for'tu-nate-ness, re.
Un-found'ed (iSn-found'gd), a. 1. Not founded not

Not

;

;

;

;

:

terfeit

;

(iin-fand'), a.
not hypocritical
real

own.

;

Not feigned
;

sincere

;

not coungenuine as,
;

to dissociate

r^ide,

fyll,

Up, Urn

;

pity

unfounded expectations.
Un-frame' (un-fram'),

t.

Milton.
baseless

;

vain

;

idle

;

as,

Foley.
v.

[Ist pref.

un-

-]-

frame.]
Dryden.

;

;

;

unite,

;

apart, or destroy the frame of.
Un-fran'gi-ble (un-fran'ji-b'l),a. Infrangible. ['06s.]
"Impassible and !i»/rore(7/6/e."
Jer. Taylor.
Un-frank'a-ble (un-fiSnk'.a-b'l), a. Not frankable
incapable of being sent free by public conveyance.
Un-fraught' (-fraf), a. X. [Pref. mi- not -{-fraught.]
Not fraught not burdened.
2. [1st pref. un- -\- fraught.] Removed, as a burden
unloaded.
P. Fletcher.
Un-free' (un-fre'), a. Not free held in bondage.
There had always been a slave class, a class of the nttt'ree,

(tin-feus'), v. t.
[1st pref. un- -|- fence-l
strip of a fence
to remove a fence from.
Un-fer'tlle (un-fer'tTl or -til), a. Not fertile ; infertile; barren. —Un-ler'tUe-ness, re.
nn-fest'llch (un-fS.st'lTcli), a.
Unfit for a feast
hence, jaded ; worn. [06s.]
Chaucer.

Use,

built or established.
2. Having no foundation

To take

;

Un-fenoe'

To

—

;

;

to dissever.
Death quite unfellaws us.
Mrs. Browning.
Un-fel'lowed (-lod), a. [Pref. un- na\, -\- fellowed.''\
Being without a follow ; unmatched ; unmated.
Shak.
;

;

—

re.

;

arate from one's fellows

;

;

—

—

;

;

Oray.

unfeigned piety unfeigned love to man. " Good faith
unfeigned.'''' Chaucer.
Un-feign'efl-ly (un-f au'Sd-iy ),
adv.
Un-lelgn'ed-ness, re.
Un-Ieiaow (un-fSl'lS), V. t. [1st pref. un- ->rfellow.-\
To prevent from being a fellow or companion to sep;

;

;

emy.

\R.]

Carlyle.

Un-friend'ed, a. Wanting friends; not befriended;;
not countenanced or supported.
Goldsmith.If Richard indeed does come back, it must be alone, unfollowed, unfriended.
Sir W. Scott.
Un-frlend'ly, a. 1. Not friendly not kind or benevolent hostile as, an unfriendly neighbor.
2. Not favorable
not adapted to promote or support
any object as, weather unfriendly to health,
Un-friend'li-ness (-ii-ngs), re.
Un-friend'ship, re. The state or quality of being
unfriendly unfriendliness enmity.
An act of unfHendship to my sovereign person. Sir W. Scott.Un-frock' (iin-frok'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- frock."]'
To deprive or divest of a frock specifically, to deprive
of priestly character or privilege; as, to unfrock a priest.
Un-fruit'fnl (iin-frut'ful), a. Not producing fruit oroffspring unproductive inJEertile
barren sterile as,
an unfruitful tree or animal unfruitful soil an un;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

fruitful

;

;

— Un-frult'fnl-ly,

or effort.

life

;

;

adv.

— Un-

fruitf ul-ness, re.
Un-fumed' (un-fumd'), a. Not exposed to fumes ;,
3Iilton..
not fumigated.
[1st pref. un- -\-furl.y
i.
Un-furl' (iin-ffirl'), v. i.
To loose from a furled state to unfold to expand ; tO'
open or spread as, to unfurl sails to unfurl a flag.
Un-fur'nlsh (un-ffir'ntsh), v. t. [1st pref. un- -{-fur-

&

;

To

nish.]

;

;

strip of furniture

Un-fU'si-ble

;

to divest to strip.
Infusible,
[i?.]
;

(iin-fii'zi-b'l), a.

Un-galn' (iin-gan'), a. [OE. ungein. See Ungainlt.J
Ungainly clumsy ; awkward also, troublesome inconvenient. [06s. or Prov. Eng.]
Beau. & Fl.
Un-galn'U-ness, re. The state or quality of being ungainly awkwardness.
;

;

;

;

Un-gain'ly, a. [OE. ungeinliche, adv., fr. ungein inconvenient; an- not -|- Icel. j'ejfre ready, serviceable; adv.,
against, opposite. See Un- not, and Gain, a., Aqain.J
1. Not gainly ; not expert or dexterous ; clumsy ; awkward ; uncouth ; as, an ungainly strut in walking.
His ungainly figure and eccentric manners. Macaulaft[06s.]
Hammond2. Unsuitable
unprofitable.
Un-gain'ly, adv. In an ungainly manner.
;

[1st pref. un- -{- gear.'] To
to throw out of gear.
[Pref. un- not -f geld payment.] {Anglo-Sax. Laui)
person so far out of theprotection of the law, that if he were murdered, no geMy
or fine, should be paid, or composition made by him thnt
kiDed him.
Cowell. Burrill.

Un-gear'

(iin-ger'), V.

strip of gear

i.

to unharness

;

Un-geld' (un-ggld'),

;

re.

A

Un-gen'er-OUS (un-jgn'er-iis), a. Not generous ;
ignoble unkind dishonorable.
The victor never will impose on Cato

eral

;

illib-

;

;

Ungenerous terms.

Addi^oit.

Un-gen'er-OUS-ly, adv. In an ungenerous manner.
Un-gen'i-tured (-T-tfird), a. [Pref. un- not -|- geniture.]
Shak.
Destitute of genitals impotent. [J?.]
Un-gen'tle (iin-jen't'l), a. Not gentle lacking good
;

;

breeding or delicacy

;

harsh.

Vicious, ungentle, foolish, blunt, unkind.
ShaA:
That ungentle flavor which distinguishes nearly all our native
and uncultivated grapes.
JUawthoiiie.-

—

— Un-gen'tle-ness,

re.
Un-gen'tly (-tly), adv.
Un-get' (tin-get'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -{- get.] To>
cause to be unbegotten or unborn, or as if uubegotten or
unborn. \_R.]
I '11 disown you, I 'II disinherit you, I '11 unget you. Sheridan^.

Un-gilt'ed (un-glft'gd), a. Being without gifts, especially native gifts or endowments.
Cou'per..
[1st pref. un- -{- gird.Ji
Un-glrd' (lin-gerd'), v. i.

To

;

Un-glve'

;

the English as

food,

i<i'oi

;

among

all

out, oil

;

Qertuan peoples.

chair

;

go

J. It ureeii.

;

sluci M}k

-f-

(iSn-giv'), V.

giveh

Ung'ka

To

yield

(iiiig'ka),

ungka ape.
Ung'ka-pu'tl

t.

&

{Zo'ol.)

re.

to unload.
Gen. xxir. 32;

[1st pref. un- (inten-

i.

to relax

;

;

;

to give way.

The siamang

;

[06s.]

— called

also

(-poo'tT), n.

{Zo'ol.)

The

— called also ungka-pati, and unqka-etam.

agile

gibbonf

See Gibbon.

[ist pref. un- -f- glaze.')
(un-glaz'), v. t.
strip of glass ; to remove the glazing, or glass, from^

Un-glaze'

To

as a window.

Un-glo'rl-fy (tin-glo'rT-fi), v. t. [1st pref. un- -)- glo..
/. Watts
To deprive of glory. [iJ.]
iln-glo'rl-ous (-us), a. Inglorious. [06s.]
Wyclif.
Un-glove' (un-glfiv'), V. t. [1st pref. xm- •{- glove.^
To take off tlie glove or gloves of ; as, to unglore the
liand.
Beau. <t- Fl.
Un-glae' (tin-glii'), v. t. [1st pref. nn- -f glue.] Tc
separ.ate, part, or open, as anything fastened with glue.
She stretches, pipes, unglncs hor eyes,
rify.]

And ayks if it he time to rise.
SwifX
Un-god' (iin-gSd'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -{- god.] 1. To
deprive of divinity ; to undeify. [i?.]
Donne,
2. To cause to recognizo no god ; to deprive of a pod ;
to

make

atheistical.

Dryden.

[A'.]

a.
1. Not godly ; not having regard for
disobedient to God wicited ; impious ; siufuV
2. Polluted by sin or wickedness.
The hours of this ttngndlt/ day.
Shak.
Un-god'U-ly (-1T-1J), adv.
Un-godil-ness, n.

Un-god'ly,

God

;

among

loose the girdle or band of ; to unbind
He ungirded his camels.

sive)

;

;

;

Un-Ieigned'

They quit their thefts and unfreguent the fields. J. PhilipB.
[Pref. un- not -|- frequented.]
Un'fre-quent'ed, a.
Rarely visited seldom or never resorted to by human
Addison.
beings as, an unfrequented place or forest.
Un-fret' (iin-frgt'), V. i. [1st pref. un- -\-fret.] To
smooth after being fretted. [©6s.]
Un-friend' (un-frgnd'), re. One net a friend ; an en-

;

Without kind feelings cruel hard-hearted.
To each his sufferings all are men.
Condemned alike to groan
The tender for another's pain.

— Un-feel'lng-ly, adv. — Un-feel'lng-ness,

freezeJ]/,

—

;

;

Sir P. Sidney.
(iin-fel'Tng), a.
1. Destitute of feeling
void of sensibility ; insensible ; insensate.

Til' unfeeling for his

-)-

On-fre'quent-Iy, adv.
Infrequent. J. H. Newman.
[1st pref. wn- -}Un'fre-Ciuent' (iSn'fre-kwgnt'), V. t.
frequent.
[06s.]
cease
to
frequent.] To

;

;

Un-feel'ing

;

un-

[1st pref.

t.

;

t.

Un-foat'y (un-let'y), a. lUn- not -{-feat, a.]
feat; not dexterous ; unskillful; clumsy.
[06s.]

2.

(iin-frez'), v.

[06s.]

nn-fre'quen-cy (iin-fre'kwen-sjr), re. Infrequency.
Un-fre'quent (-kwent), a. [Pref. un- not -^ freguent.2,

;

;

faithlessness

Un-freeze'

To thaw.

;

0n-fledged'

—

—

;

;

—
;

;

;

—

then, tliin

;

boN

;

zli =:

z

In axure.

;;
;

C@~ For other worde
with prefix UN-, see

UN GORED

pp.

[Pref. un- not
bloodied.

Un-gOred' (un-gord'), a.
Not stained with gore not
;

blood.]
+ gore
Sylvester.

+

;

;

;

— Un-gov'ern-a-Wy, adv.

;

;

Goldsmith.

Un-gown' (un-goun'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -}- goicn.}
To strip of a gown to unfrock.
Un-gowned' (-gound'), a. 1. [1st pref. un- -{- goicn.1
Stripped of a gown unfrocked.
;

;

2. [Pref. un- not
ing, a gown.

Un-graoe'ful

-)-

gozoned.']

Not having, or not wearNot graceful

(iin-gras'ful), a.

marked with ease and dignity
elegance inelegant awkward
manners ungraceful speech.
;

;

not

;

deficient In beauty

;

;

clumsy ;

as,

and

ungraceful

;

The

and ungraceful trunk.
Sir W. Scott.

—

—

Un-grace'f ul-ly, adv.
Un-grace'f ul-ness, n.
1. Not gracious
Un-gra'cioUS (Qn-gra'shSs), a.
Bhowing no grace or kindness ; being without good will

Q

unfeeling.
Shak.
2. Having no grace ; graceless wicked. [Oii.] Shak.
3. Not well received ; offensive ; unpleasing ; imaoceptable ; not favored.
;

Anythiog of grace toward the Irish rebels was
at Oxford as at London.

— Un-gra'clous-ly,

as ungracious
Clarendon.

—

adv.
Un-gra'cious-ness, n.
Displeasing ; ungrateful
Un-grate' (un-graf), a.
ingrate.
[OSs.]
Jer. Taylor.
Un-grate'flU (un-grat'ful), a. 1. Not grateful not
thankful for favors; making no returns, or making ill
return for kindness, attention, etc. ingrateful.
South.
2. Unpleasing unacceptable ; disagreeable ; as, harsh
Bounds are ungrateful to the ear.
Un-grate'ful-ly, adv.
Un-grate'ful-ness, n.
Un-grave' (un-grav'), v. t. [Ist pref. un- -f grave.']
To raise or remove from the grave ; to disinter ; to untomb to exliume. [_Obs.]
Fuller.
Un'gual (un'gwal), a. [L. unguis a nail, claw, hoof.]
1. Of or pertaining to a nail, claw, talon, or hoof, or
;

;

—

—

;

resembling oue.
said of
2. Having a nail, claw, or hoof attached;
certain bones of the feet.
guard.] To
Un-guard' (iin-gard'), v. t. [1st tindeprive of a g-uard to leave unprotected, [i?.] Sterne.
Un'gue-al (iin'gwe-al), a. [Cf. F. ongueal. See Ungual.] Ungual.
Un'guent (un'gwent 277), n. [L. unguenium, from
unguere, ungere, to anoint cf. F. ongucnt. See Ointment, and cf. Ukction, Unctuous.] A lubricant or salve
an ointment.
Cowper.
for sores, burns, or the like

—

+

;

;

:

;

111^°* An unguent
than a cerate.

is stiffer

than a liniment, but softer

Un'guen-ta-ry (un'gwen-ta-rj),

U

[L. unguentarius.] Like an unguent, or partaking of its qualities.
Un-guen'tOUS (iin-gwSn'tus), a. Unguentary.
Un-gaest'like' (Qn-gest'lik'), adv. In a manner not
becoming to a guest, [i?.]
Milton.
Un'guio-al (un'gwT-kol), a.
[L. unguis a nail or
claw. Cf. Ungual.] Ungual.
_Un-gUio'U-lar (un-gwik'iS-ler), a.
[L. unguiculus,
dim. of unguis a nail.] Of or pertaining to a claw or
a nail ungual.
Un-guic'u-la'ta (un-gwTk'li-la'ta), n. pi. [Nl., fr.
L. unguiculus a finger nail.] {Zool.) An extensive division of Mammalia including those having claws or nails,
a.

.

;

II

as distinguished from the hoofed animals (Ungulata).
Un-guic'u-late (un-gwTk'i5-lat), n.
(Zool.) One of
the Unguiculata.

Un-guic'u-late,
Vn-gulc'u-la'ted
clawed.
See the
Note under Nail,

\a.
(-la'tSd),

)

1.
Furnished with
nails, claws, or hooks

;

II

;

(Bot.)

fitalklike base, as

the petals
carnation.

-j-

lo deprive

hair.]

I

(un-liSl'16), v.

Un-hal'lowed (-ISd), a. [Pref. un- not ^. "^fbfa f °6
hallowed.]
Not consecrated ; hence. Tarsal Bones
c Metatarsus,
profane ; unholy ; impious wicked.
In the cause of truth, no unhallowed violence p J . 9 'J/V* ?
;

.

eithernecessary or admissible.

is

.

E.D.
V.

to let go.
Hold off unhand me, graybeard loon
Eftsoons his liand dropped he.

hand.]

-)-

I

nn-hand'some (un-hSn'sum),
not beautiful
plain homely.

ungraceful

;

1.

a.

I

Coleridge.

Not handsome

^

;

Shak.
"Were she other than she is, she were unhandsome.
I can not admit that there is anything unhandsome or irreguWoodward.
lar ..
in the globe.
.

Wanting noble or amiable qualities dishonorable
low disingenuous mean indecorous ; as, tin" Vn^
handsome conduct, treatment, or imputations.
handsome pleasures."
J. Fletcher.
3. Unhandy; clumsy; awkward inconvenient. \_Obs.]
The ships were unwieldy and unhandsome. Holland.
2.

;

illiberal

;

;

;

;

;

;

A narrow, straight path by the water's side, very unhandsome

for an army to pass that way, though they found not a man to
Sir T. i^ orth.
keep the passage.

— Un-hand'some-ly, adv. — Un-hand'some-ness, n.
Un-hand'y

Clumsy; awkward;

(un-hand'y), a.

as,

an unhandy man.

Un-hang' (un-hSng'),
1. To divest or strip

Unknown to fame

(6)

;

;

Un-hap'py
nate

1. Not happy or fortuas, affairs have taken an

(ttu-hap'pj'), a.

unfortunate

;

unlucky ;

;

obscure.

;

Glanvill.

Un-heard'-Of (un-herd'5v), a. New ; unprecedented
unparalleled.
Swift.
Un-heart' (un-harf), v. i. [1st pref. un- -f- heart.]
To cause to lose heart ; to dishearten. [06s.]
Shak.
Un-heed'y (iin-hed'j?), a. Incautious precipitate ;
heedless.
\_Obs.]
Milton.
Un-heired' (un-Srd'), a. Destitute of an heir.
;

;

To leave him
Un-hele'

Chapman.

utterly unheired.

Same

(un-hel'), n.

as

Unheal,

[06s.]

n.

[AS. unhelian.
See 1st Un-, and
To uncover. [06s.] Spenser. Murston.
Un-helm' (iin-hSlm'), v. t. [1st pref. unhelm.]
To deprive of the helm or helmet.
Sir W. Scott.
Un-helmed' (un-hSlmd'), a. 1. [Properly p. p. of
unhelm.'] Divested or deprived of the helm or helmet.
2. [Pref. un- not -)- helm.]
Not wearing a helmet
without a helmet.
Sir W. Scott.
(iin-hgl'mSt),
Un-hel'met
v. i.
[1st pref. un- -\- helmet.] To deprive of the lielmet.
Sir W. Scott.
Un-hide' (On-hld'), v. t. [1st «nhide.]
To bring
out from concealment to discover. [06s.] P. Fletcher.
Un-blnge' (tin-hTnj'), V. t. [Ist pref. un- -\- hinge.]
1. To take from the hinges
as, to unhinge a door.
2. To displace to unfix by violence.
Blackmere.
3. To render unstable or wavering to unsettle as, te
unhinge one's mind or opinions to unhinge the nerves.
Wliy should I then unhinge my brains, ruin my mind ? South,
His sufferings, nay the revolutions of his fate, had not in the
least unhinged his mind.
Walpole,
Un-IUnge'ment (-ment), n. The act of unhinging, or
the state of being unhinged.
Un-liele', v.
Hele to coverj

i.

+

unhappy

turn.
2. In a degree miserable or wretched ; not happy
sad ; sorrowful ; as, children render their parents un;

;

as,

an un-

Milton.

Shak.

;

;

;

Un-hitch' (un-hich'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- hitch.]
free from being hitched, or as if from being hitched
to unfasten to loose
as, to unhitch a horse, or a trace.
Un-hive' (un-h!v'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -)- hive.']
1. To drive or remove from a hive.
2. To deprive of habitation or shelter, as a crowd.
Un-hoard' (un-hord'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -)- hoard."]
To take or steal from a hoard to pilfer.
Milton.
Un-hOld' (tin-hold'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- held.]
To cease to hold to unhand to release. [06s.] CHway.
Un-hO'ly (un-ho'iy), a. Not holy ; unhallowed not
consecrated
hence, profane wicked impious.
Un-

To

;

;

<zrf«).

i.

—
;

arfi).

— Un-ho'li-ness, n.

(tin-on'est),
Dishonest
— Un-Uon'est-ly,
adv.

Un-hon'est
A.Hcliam.

;

;

;

ho'li-ly (-li-iy),

a.

;

dishonorable.
Udall.

+

hood.]
Un-hood' (un-h66d'), v. t. [1st pref. unQuarterly Rev,
To remove a hood or disguise from.
Un-book' (iin-hSSk'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -)- hook.]
To loose from a hook to undo or open by loosening or
unfastening the hooks of as, to unhook a fish to un;

;

;

hook a dress.

Un-hoop' (iin-hoop' or iin-h56p'), v. t.
-\- hoop.]
To strip or deprive of hoops
the hoops

[1st pref.
;

to take

un-

away

of.

Un-hoped' (un-hopf),
" With unhoped success."

[1st pref. un- -\- hang.']
t.
of hangings ; to remove the

hangings from, as a room.
2. To remove (something hanging or svringing) from
that which supports it as, to unhang a gate.
lObs.]
lln-hap' (tin-hSp'), n. Ill luck misfortune.
" The cause of her unhap."
Sir P. Sidney.
Shak.
(-ptd),
Made
unhappy.
lObs.]
Un-hap'pied
a.

a.

Not hoped or expected.
Dryden.

Blessings of friends, which to my door
Unasked, unhoped^ have come.
J. H. Newman.

Unhoped unexpected.
[1st pref. un- -j- horse."]
cause
to dismount also, to
to
take a horse or horses from as, to unhorse a rider ; to
unhorse a carriage.
Cowper,
Un-hoped'-for (-fSrJ,
Un-horse' (un-h8rs'),

To throw from a horse

a.
v.

;

t.

;

;

;

Un-hosed' (un-hozd'), a. Without hose.
Un-Jios'pl-ta-ble (un-h5s'pi-ta-b'l), a. Inhospitable.
house.]
Un-house' (Qn-houz'), v. t. [1st pref. unTo drive from a house or habitation ; to dislodge ; hence,
to deprive of shelter.
Un-housed' (iin-houzd'), a. 1. [Properly p. p. of «nhouse.] Driven from a house ; deprived of shelter.
2. [Pref. un- not -f- housed.]
Not provided with a
house or shelter houseless ; homeless.
Un-hou'seled (un-hou'zSid), a. Not having received
the sacrament. \_Obs.] [Written also unhouselled.]
To die like the houseless dog on yonder common, unsliriven
and unhouseled.
Sir W. Scott,

+

;

Not human inhuman.
a.
Un-hu'man-ize (-iz), v. t. [1st pref. un- 4- humanTo
render
barbarous.
J. Barlow,
inhuman or
Milton.
heaths." [Obs.']
Un-husked' (Qn-huskf), a. 1. [Pref. un- not -jUn'har-mo'nl-OUS (iin'har-mo'ni-us), a. Inharmo- husked.]
Not husked having the husk on.
discordant.
nious
unsymmetrical
also, unmusical
2. [1st pref. un- {- husk, n.] Having the husk reSwift.
Un'har-mo'nl-ous-ly, adv.
moved without husk,
Bp. Hall,
Un-har'ness (un-har'ngs), v. i. [1st pref. un- -\- harSee One.] A prefix
U'ni- (u'nT-).
[L. unus one.
ness.]
to loose from harness or
X. To strip of harness
;

unprotected.

Un-hu'man (Bn-hu'man),

;

" Unharbored

ize.]

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Flower of Lagerstrcemia with TTnguicti-

(iSn'gwi-f8rm), a.
[L. unguis a nail or claw
a claw or claws.

Un'gui-nous

;

tiduigs.

v.

1. Having no harbor or shelter
2. Affording no harbor or shelter.

nails

Un'gul-form

;

Nor was his name unlieard or unadored.
Milton.
Unheard of. (a) Not heard of of which there are no

;

bored.']

gwTf 'er - iSs),
a.
unguis
XLi,
nail or claw -fferous.] Producing, having, or

3.

;

not comely or pleasing

;

— Un-hap'pi-ness, n.
[1st pref. un- + har•Un-har'bor (iin-har'ber), v.
bor.]
To drive from harbor or shelter.
[Pref. un- not + harUn-harOjored (-herd), a.

-

late Petals.
-J-

-form.^

Having the form of

II

insect.
3. {Bot.) The slender base of a petal in
a claw called also ungula.

as,

Cowper.
Solinshed.

to unharness horses or oxen.
to divest of armor.

To disarm

;

Un-hasp' (tin-hasp'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -)- hasp.]
To unloose the hasp of to unclose.
Un-hat' (iin-hat'), "j. t. & i. [1st pref. un- -f hat.]
To take off the hat of to remove one's hat, especially

some flowers

;

[L.,
1.

A

boof, elaw, or talon.
3> {Geom.)
section or part df a cylinder, cone, or

A

&m, arm, ask,

signifying one, once; as in tmiaxial, unicellular.
member of the
U'ni-at (-St), \
n. {Eccl.)

A

as a

mark

H.

of respect.

Spencer.

Un-head' (un-hed'), v. i. [1st pref. un- -)- head.]
1. To take out the head of
as, to unhead a cask.
T. Broum.
2. To decapitate to behead.
[06s.]
Un-heal' (un-hel'), n. [Pref. un- not -|- heal health.]
;

Greek

U'ni-ate (-at), ) Church, who nevertheless acknowledges the supremacy of the Pope of Kome ; one of the
United Greeks. Also used adjectively.
U'ni-ax'al (ii'nT-Sks'al), a. [Uni- -{- axaU] Uni-

;

—

U'niras'al-ly, adv.
axial.]
U'nl-as'i-al (-i-ol), a. iUni1. {Crystalbut one optic axis, or line of no double re-

axial.

+

log.) Having
fraction.

;

Chaucer.
Misfortune calamity sickness. [06s.]
Un-heal', v. t. To uncover. See Unhele. [06s.]
Un'health (un'hath), re. Unsoundness; disease.
not perUn-heard' (fin-herd'), a. 1. Not heard
ceived by the ear as, words unheard by those present.
2. Not granted an audience or a hearing not allowed
to speak not having made a defense, or stated one's side
;

;

llUn'gu-la (Qn'gu-U), n.; pi. Ungul/E (-le).
a claw, hoof, from unguis a nail, claw, hoof.]

senate, c&re,

;

;

(-niis), a.

ointment.]

ale,

gear
2.

[L. unguinosus, fr. unguen,
Consisting of, or resembling, fat
or oil ; oily ; unctuous ; oleaginous.
Un'gms (tin'gwis), n. ; pi. Ungues (-gwez). [L.,
nail, claw, or hoof.]
1. The nail, claw, talon, or hoof of
a finger, toe, or other appendage.
2. {Zool.) One of the terminal hooks on the foot of an

-inis, fat,

pS^in^o-L
l'"'"'"e'=s-

;

—
Un-hap'pi-ly (-pT-ly),
~

Un-guU'er-ons

supporting
or claws.

Griffin-

[1st pref. un-

t.

condemn

obscure.

;

Un-hand' (iin-hSnd'),
To loose from the hand

as, to

;

^

t.

;

+
.

;

;

To profane to

hallow.]

unheeded

;

What pangs I feel, unpitied and unheard ! Dryden.
Not known to fame ; not illustrious or celebrated

;

Shak.

-/
[1st pref.
desecrate. UngulataTlIind
The vanity itnhallows the virtue. ^Estrange. Foot of Deer.

Un-hall0W

tin- -\-

disregarded

;

man unheard.

+

of hair, or of hairs

unhair thy head.

'11

of a question

a

;

unhair hides for leather.

as, to

;

a^^

of

—

Un'gu-li-grade (Qn'gu-lT-grad), a. [L.
ungula hoof -|- gradi to walk.] {Zool.)
Having, or walking on, hoofs.
Un'gu-lous (-lus), a. [See Ungula.]
{Zool.) Same as Ungulate.
Un-hair' (un-hSr'), v. i. [1st pref. un-

;

Furnished with a
claw, or a narrow

(iSn

—

;

happy by misconduct.
3. Marked by infelicity
calamitous
evil
happy A&y. ^^Iliaa unhappy mora."
4. Mischievous wanton
wicked. [06s.]

n., 1.

2.

;;

UNIBRANCHIATE

other solid of revolution, cut off by a plane oblique to
the base
so called from its resemblance to the hoof of a horse.
3. {Bot.) Same as Unguis, 3.
Spherical ungula {Geom.), a part of a
sphere bounded by two planes intersecting in a diameter and by a lune of the surface of the sphere.
Un'gu-lar (iSn'gii-ler), a. {Anai.) Of
or pertaining to a hoof, claw, or talon
Ungula 2.
ungual.
Un'gU-la'ta (-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., fr. L. ungula hoof.]
(Zool. ) An extensive group of mammals including all those that have hoofs. It comprises the Artiodactyla and Perissodactyla.
Un'gU-Iate (Qn'giS-lat), a. [L. ungulatus.
See UngclaT] 1. Shaped like a hoof.
2. {Zool.) Furnished vrith hoofs.
See
the Note under Nail, n., 1.
{Zool.) Any hoofed
Dn'gu-late, n.
quadruped one of the Ungulata.
[L. ungula a
Un'guled (un'guld), a.
claw.] {Her.) Hoofed, or bearing hoofs
used only when these are of a tincture ditfei'ent from the body.

;

R

1574

;

other oak remaining a blackened

;

;;
;

15ti2-G4.

gored, p. p. of 3d
Un-gored', a. [Pref. un- not
Not gored or pierced.
Shali.
gore.']
Un-gOt' (iin-gotO, f a. 1. Not gotten not acquired.
Un-gOt'ten (-t'n), / 2. Not begotten. lObs. or Po" His loins yet full of zoijo^ princes. "
Waller.
elic']
Un-gOV'ern-a-tole (iin-guv'eru-A-b'l), a. Not governable not capable of being governed, ruled, or restrained
licentious wild unbridled as, ungovernable passions.
;

;

;

;

;

;

final,

gU

;

eve,

event,

Uni, fern, recent

;

See,

In uniaxial crystals, the optic axis has the direction of the vertical crystallographic axis. All tetragonal
and hexagonal crystals are uniaxial.
2. {Biol.) Having only one axis; developing along a
single line or plane ;
opposed to mtiltiaxial.
U'ni-ax'i-al-ly, adv. in a imiaxial manner.
U'ni-bran'chi-ate (-brSn'kT-at), a. {Uni- -f- branchu
ate.] (Zool.) Having but one gill, as certain moUusks.

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, odd

;

;;

;

ira~ For other worda
with prefix UN-, see

UNICAMERAL

UNION

1575

pp. 1562-64.

U'nl-cam'er-al (u'nT-kSm'er-al), a. lXfni--{-'L.camera vault.] Having, or consisting of, a single chamber

Having only one thread involving the use of only one
thread, wire, fiber, or the like as, imijilar suspension.

[i?.]
F. I/ieber.
.said of a legislative assembly,
U'ni-cap'SU-lar (-kSp'sii-ler), a. \_Uni- -\- capsular :
unicapsulaire.~\
(Bot.)
Having
but one capsule to
of. F.
each flower.
U'nl-car'1-na'ted (-kar'I-na'ted), a. lUni- -j- cariCraig.
Having one ridge or keel.
nated.']
(Biol.)
cell.']
U'ni-celled' (u'ui-seld'), a. \_Uni-

Unifllar magnetometer (Physics), an iustrumeut which
consists of a magnetic bar suspended at its center of
gravity by a long thread, constituting a delicate means
for accurately measuring magnetic intensities, also for
determining declinations of the magnetic needle.

;

—

;

;

U'ni-fla-gel'late

+

U'nl-cel'lu-lar (u'nt-sSI'fi-ler), a. \_Uni- -\- cellular.]
(Biol.) Having, or consisting of, but a single cell; as, a

Unicentral development, that form of development which
takes place primarily around a single central point, as in
the lowest of unicellular organisms.
See
[L. unicus single.
U-nlC'i-ty (iJ-nis'i-ty), n.
Unique.] The condition of being united quality of the

unus one

+ cornu

;

Coleridge.

;

.

a

—

;

Canst thou bind the unicorn with his
band in the furrow ?
Job xxxix. 10.

B^p" The unicorn mentioned in
the Scriptures was probably the
urns. See the Note under Reem.

—

Unicorn, in British
Royal Coat of Arms.
3. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any large beetle
having a hornlike prominence on the head or prothorax.
(J) The larva of a unicorn moth.
4. (Zo'dl.) The kamichi ;
called also unicorn bird.
5. {Mil.)
howitzer. \_Obs.]

U'ni-form, v. t. 1. To clothe with a uniform as, to
uniform a company of soldiers.
2. To make conformable.
Sir P. Sidney.
[Obs.]
U'ni-form'al (-fSrm'al), a. Uniform. lObs.] Herrick.
U'ni-form'ism (-iz'm), n. [From Uniform.] {Geol.)
The doctrine of uniformity in the geological history of
the earth
in part equivalent to uniformitarianism,
but also used, more broadly, as opposed to catastropkism.
;

—

A

nnicom, or Fossil nnicorn's horn {Med.), a sub.stance formerly of great repute in medicine — named
from having been supposed to be the
"bone or the horn of the unicorn.—
Unicorn flsh, Unicorn whale (Zo'dl.),
the narwhal.
Unicorn moth (Zo'dl.),
a notodontian moth (Ccelodasys unicornis) whose caterpillar has a promiFossil

;

{Geol.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, the view or doctrine that existing causes, acting in the same manner and with essentially the same intensity as at tlie present time, are
sufficient to account for all geological changes.
{Geol.) One who accepts
U'ni-form'i-ta'ri-an, n.
uniformitarianism, or the uniformitarian doctrine.
U'nl-form'l-ta'ri-an-ism (-tz'm), n.
{Geol.) The
uniformitarian doctrine.
U'nl-form'i-ty (-fSrm'i-ty), n. [L. 7iniformitas : cf.
F. uniformite.] 1. The quality or state of being uniform
freedom from variation or difference ; resemblance to itself at all times ; sameness of action, effect,
etc., under like conditions
even tenor; as, the ^/?^^/'or»^the uniformity of nature.
ity of design in a poem
2. Consistency ; sameness ; as, the uniformity of a
man's opinions.
3. Similitude between the parts of a whole
as, the
uniformity of sides in a regular figure ; beauty is said to
consist in uniformity with variety.
4. Continued or unvaried sameness or hkeness.
5. Conformity to a pattern or rule ; resemblance, consonance, or agreement ; as, the uniformity of different
churches in ceremonies or rites.

U'nl-form'1-ta'ri-an (-T-ta'rT-on), a.

—

nent horn on its back
called
also unicorn prominent. — Uni;

name

of

two

North American plants, the

yel-

corn root [Bot.), a

low-flowered colicroot (Aletris
farinosa) and the blazing star

Both

(Chamwlirium luteum).

--Unicorn
several

(Co?Zo(7asys a™„"?e<i, in medicine.
^^^^ {Zool.), any one of
unicornis), a Larva ;
species of mab Imago.

Tnicorn Moth

i

;

n e gastro-

pods having a prominent spine on the
lip of the shell.
Most of them belong
to the genera Monoceros and Leucozo-

U'nl-cor'nous (i!'nT-kSr'nus), a.
{Zo'dl.) Having but a

— said

;

of certain insects.

" Unicornous beetles. " Sir T. Browne.
U'ni-OOS'tate (-kos'tat), a.
[Uni~\- oostate.]
{Bot.) Having a single rib
or strong nerve running upward from

—

Unicorn Shell
the base
said of a leaf.
U'nI-OUr'sal (-kQr'sal), a. [Uni-+ (.Leucozonia cingw"
L. currere, cursum, to run.] (Geom.)
That can be passed over in a single course
said of a
•curve when the coordinates of the point on the curve can
he expressed as rational algebraic functions of a single
parameter 6.
;

;

Act of Uniformity (Eng. Hist.), an act of Parliament,
passed in 1661, prescribing the form of public prayers, administration of sacraments, and other rites of the Established Church of England. Its provisions were modified
by the " Act of Uniformity Amendment Act," of 1872.
U'nl-fonn'ly (u'ni-fdrm'ly), adv. In a uniform manner without variation or diversity by a regular, constant, or common ratio of change
with even tenor as,
a temper uniformly mild.
To vary uniformly (Math.), to vary with the ratio of the
corresponding increments constant
said of two dependent quantities with regard to each other.
U'ni-form'ness, n. The quality or state of being uniform uniformity.
U'ni-fy (ii'ni-fi), %k i. [imp. & p. p. Unified (-fid)
[Uni- -[- -fy : cf.
p. pr. & vb. n. Unifying (-fi'Ing).]
P. unifier.] To cause to be one to make into a unit

—

;

;

'^^ As e varies from minus infinity to plus infinity, to

;

each value

of e there corresponds one, and only one, point
of the curve, wliile to each point on the curve there corresponds one, and only one, value of 0. Straight lines,
•conic sections, curves of the third order with a nodal
point, curves of the fourth order with three double
points, etc., are nnicursal.

;

;

—

;

Un'i-de'aed (un't-de'ad),
less

;

frivolous.

"

Having
a.
i7nirfeae(Z girls."

no ideas senseMrs. Hemans.
;

He

[Bacon] received the unideae.d page [VilHcrs] into his
mtimacy.
Lord Campbell.
Un'i-de'al (-al), a.
1. Not ideal; real; unimaginative.
,

;

to unite

to

;

Perception

a pinnate l^af.
U'nl-la'bl-ate

a natural law is a unifter of phenomena.
U'nl-H'lar (u'ni-fl'lSr), a. [ UiiiL. fUum a tliread.]

+

full,

Hnkewill.
Not ima.
not to be called iu question exempt from
liability to accusation
free from stain, guilt, or fault
irreproacliable blameless ; as, an unimpeachable reputation
unimpeachable testimouy. Burke.
Un'impeach'a-ble-ness, n.
Un'im-peach'a-bly, adv.

be impaired.

Un'lm-peach'a-ble (un'im-pech'a-b'l),

peachable

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

Un-im'pli-oate (un-im'pli-kat),
" Unimplicate

portance

Un'im-proved'

Not implicated.
R. Browning.

(-proovd'), a.

made

Want

of imJohnson.
not
not advanced iu knowledge, man-

(iin'im-pfir'tans), n.

triviality.

;

a.

in folly."

Un'lm-por'tance

Not improved

1.

;

better or wiser
ners, or excellence.
2. Not used; not employed; especially, not used or
employed for a valuable purpose as, unimproved opportunities unimproved blessings.
Cowper.
3. Not tilled, cultivated, or built upon ; yielding no
revenue as, unimj^roved land or soil.
;

;

;

;

U'ni-muS'CU-lar (vi'nT-miis'kiS-ler), a. [ Uni- -\- mus(Zo'dl.) Having only one adductor muscle, and
one muscular impression on each valve, as the oyster
monomyarian.
Un'ln-cum'bered (un'in-kfim'berd), a. 1. Not incumbered not burdened.
2. (Law) Free from any temporary estate or interest,
or from mortgage, or other charge or debt as, an estate unincumbered with dower.
Un'in-Mn'gi-ble (iin'in-frTn'jT-b'l), a. That may
not be infringed as, an uninfringible monopoly.
Un'in-tel'li-gence (iin'Tn-tel'li-jens), n. Absence or
lack of intelligence unwisdom ignorance.
Bp. Hall.
Un-in'ter-essed (un-tn'ter-est), a. Uninterested uncular.]

;

;

;

;

;

;

affected.

[Obs.]

Glanvill.

Un-in'ter-est-ed (-est-ed), a. 1. Not interested not
having any interest or property in having nothing at
stake as, to be uninterested in any business.
2. Not having the mind or tlie passions engaged as,
to be uninterested in a discourse or narration.
Un-ln'ter-mis'sion (-mish'un), n. Want or failure
of intermission.
[7?.]
Bp. Parker,
[Uni- -fU'ni-nu'cle-a'ted (ii'ni-nu'kle-a'tgd), a.
nucleated.]
(Biol.) Possessed of but a single nucleus
as, a uninuclealed cell.
[NL., fr. L. unio unity, union, a
U'nl-o (u'nT-o), n.
;

;

;

;

single large pearl.

See Union.] (ZoAny one of

ol.)

numerous species

fresh-water

of

mussels

many

belong-

Unio and

ing to

allied gene-

ra.

fip,

arn

;

pitf

(ii'nT-IJi'bT-at),

a.

[Uni-

-f-

;

;

;

food, fo"ot

;

out, oil

U'ni-oc'u-lar
(-ok'ii -ler), a.
[Uni |- ocular.]
Unio (Unio radiatus).
Of, pertaining to,
or seated in^ one eye monocular.
Un'ion (un'yiin 277), n. [F., from L. unio oneness,
union, a single large pearl, a kind of onion, fr. umis one.
See One, and cf. Onion, Unit.] 1. The act of uniting or
joining two or more things into one, or the state of being
united or joined junction ; coalition combination.

—

;

;

—

labiate.]

;

chair

j

go

j

;

;

Union differs from connection,^ as it implies that
the bodies are in contact, without an iiiterveniug body
whereas things may be connected by the intervention of
a third body, as by a cord or cliam.
;

2. Agreement and conjunction of mind, spirit, will,
affections, or the like
harmony concord.
3. That which is united, or made one
something
formed by a combination or coalition of parts or mem;

;

;

bers; a confederation; a consolidated body; a league;
as, the weavers have formed a union; trades unions
the United States of
have become very numerous
A. Hamilton.
America are often called the Union.
4. A textile fabric composed of two or more materiiJs,
as cotton, silk, wool, etc., woven together.
[Obs.]
5. A large, fine pearl.
If they [pcnrls] be white, great, round, smooth, and weighty
call them
our dainties and delictites here at Rome
unions, as a man would say " singular," and by themselves
;

.

.

.

.

.

Holland.

alone.

In the cup an union shall he throw.
Richer than that which four successive kings
In Dcnmiirk's crown have worn.

Jlamilton.

Having one lip only as, a vnilabiate corolla.
U'nl-lat'er-al (-ISt'or-nl), a. [Uni- -f- lateral: cf. F.
unilat/'ral.]
1. Being on one side only; affecting but
one side one-sided.
(Bot.)

One who, or that which,

as,

r«de,

\V.

;

Flcmintj.

unite,

Sir

;

;

Use,

act.

U-nig'e-nous (iS-nTj'e-nus), a.
[L. unigena; unus
one -f- genere, giguerc, to beget.] {Biol.) Being of one
kind being of tlie same genus.
U-nlJ'U-gate (ii-uTi'ii-gat or u'nT-ju'gSt), a. [Uni-f- L. jugitm yoke, pair: cf. L. imifugus having one
yoke.] {Bot.) Having but one pair of leaflets
said of

U-nSI'ic (u-iut'Tk), a. Making one or unity unifying.
U'ni-fl-ca'tlon (u'nt-fr-ka'shun), n.
[See Unify.]
The act of unifying, or the state of being unified.
Unificatimi with God was the final aim of the Neoplatonicians.

;

thus a unifying

;

face?.

unifies

is

Qnincey.

[L. unigenitus onlyU'nl-gen'1-ture (-jSn'T-tiSr), n.
begotten xinus one -j- gignere, genitum, to beget.] The
state of being tlie only begotten.
[7?.]
Bp. Peai-son.

;

n.

;

.

faculty.
))p

[iJ.]
Johnson.
U'ni-dl-men'Slon-al (u'nT-dT-mSn'shBn-al), a. [Uni4- dimensional.] (Math.) Having but one dimension.
See Dimension.
U'nl-fa'cial (-fa'shwl), a.
\_Uni- -{- facial]
Having
but one front surface as, some foliaceous corals are
un /facial, the polyp mouths being confined to one sur-

(ii'iiT-fr/er),

view as one.

A comprehensive or uni/'ying act of the judging

2. Unideaed.

U'nl-fl'er

;

;

[See Unicorn.]
;

U'ni-lit'er-al (ir'ni-llfer-al), a. lU7ii--\- literal.] Conone letter only as, a uniliteral word or sign.
[Uni- -f lobar.] Consisting
U'lll-lO'bar (-lo'ber), a.
of a single lobe.
U'ni-lOC'U-lar (-ISk'fi-ler), a.
lUni- -\- locular : cf.
(Biol.) Having one cell or cavity
F. uniloculaire.]
only as, a unilocular capsule or shell.
Un-im'l-ta-ble (iSu-im'i-ta-b'l), a. Inimitable. \_Obs.]
Un'lm-pair'a-Ue (uu'im-par'a-b'l), a. That can not
sisting of

;

nia.

single horn

—

;

—

r

;

sonant.
The only doubt is ... how far churches are bound to be
uniform in their ceremonies.
Hooker.
Uniform matter, that which is all of the same kind and
texture ; homogeneous matter.
Uniform motion, the motion of a body when it passes over equal spaces in equal
times equable motion.
Hutlon.
U'ni-form, n. [F. uniforme. See Uniform, a.] A
dress of a particular style or fashion worn by persons in
the same service or order by means of which they have
a distinctive appearance ; as, the uniform of the artillery, of the police, of the Freemasons, etc.
There are many things which a soldier will do in his plain
clothes which he scorns to do in liis uniform. F. W. Robertson.
In full uniform (Mil.), wearing the whole of the prescribed uniform, with ornaments, badges of rank, sash,
side arms, etc.
Uniform sword, an officer's sword of the
regulation pattern prescribed for the army or navy.

—

3

;

;

;

"l

;

;

horn
cf. L. unicornuus a unicorn. See One, and Horn.]
1. A
fabulous animal with one horn
the monoceros
often represented in heraldry as a supporter.
2. A two-horned animal of some
unknown kind, so called in the Authorized Version of the Scriptures.
;

floris, a

2. (Biol.) Pertaining to one side; one-sided; as, a
unilateral raceme, in which the flowers grow only on one
side of a common axis, or are all turned to one side.
Unilateral contract (Law), a contract or engagement requirmg future action only by one party.

;

;

\_Uni- -\- 6r. nAiVeii' to
U'nl-cll'nal (u'nl-kli'ual), a.
(Geol.) See Monoclinal.
incline.]
U'nl-COl'or-OUS (li'nT-kiil'er-iSs), a. \_Uni- -\- colo7:]
{Zo'dl.) Having tlie surface of a uniform color.
U'ni-corn (ii'ni-k6rn), n. [OE. unicorne, F. unicorne,
li. unicornis one-horned, having a
;

-{- 'L.
flos,

[Uni-

:

;

;

horn

Having but one ttagellum;

U'nl-Iorm (ii'ni-fSrra), a. [L. uniformis;
unus one -\- forma form cf. F. uniforme.]
1. Having always the same form, manner, or
degree not varying or variable unchanging
consistent
equable
homogeneous as, the
dress of the Asiatics has been uniform from
early ages the temperature is uniform ; a Unifoliolate
stratum of uniform clay.
Whewell. ange Tree.''
2. Of the same form with others agreeing
with each other conforming to one rule or mode con-

unique unification.
Not unity, but what the schoolmen call unicity. De Quincey.
This unicity we strive not to express, for that is impossible,

single

a.

:

U'nl-cen'tral (-sen'tral), a. lUnt--}- central.] (Biol.)
Having a single center of growth.

by the nearest analogy.

-flaj'Sl-liit),

flower cf. F. uniflore.] {Bot.) Bearing one flower only
as, a uniflorous peduncle.
U'ni-fo'li-ate (S'nT-fo'lT-at), a.
[_Uni- -f
{Bot.) Having only one leaf.
foliate.]
\_Uni- -\U'ni-fo'U-0-late (-fo'lI-S-lat), a.
foliolate.]
{Bot.) Having only one leaflet, as
the leaves of the orange tree.

unicellular organism.

to designate

or

(ii'iii-fla-jgl'lat

lUiii- -{-flagellate.]
{Biol.)
as, uniflagellate organisms.
(-fio'rus),
O'ni-flO'rous
a.

Unicellular.

but

;;

Sltak.

A device

emblematic of union, used on a natioual
flag or ensign, sometimes, as in the military standard of
Great Britain, covering the wliole field sometimes, as
in tlie flag of the United States, and the English naval
and marine fl.ag, occupying the upper inner corner, the
6.

;

rest of the flag being called the fly.
Also, a flag ha\ iug
such a device especially, the flag of Great Britain.
li^"" The union of the United States eusifi'n is a clustoi- of white stars, iloiuilint; tin- uuidii of llh> Slates aiul,
propeily, equal in iiuiiil>erto that cif the States, ili-iplaved
oiuiblue tielil tho,;/v beiu); eouiposeil ot alternate stripes
of red and white. Tlie union of the British ei\sit;n i^ ho
throe crosses of St. George, St. Andrew, ami St. I'alriek,
in combination, denoting tlio union ot Kuglaiul, Scot laud,
and Ireland, displayed on a blue field in the natioual

Bing, iak

;

;

1

i

tlion,

thin

;

bow

;

zh = z

in azure.

;

og~ For other words
with prefix UN-, see

UNIONISM

N

chant service.
7. (Mach.) A joint or other connection uniting parts
of machinery, or tlie like, as tlie elastic pipe of a tender
connecting it with the feed pipe of a locomotive engine
especially, a pipe fitting for connecting pipes, or pipes
and fittings, in such a way as to facilitate disconnection.
8. (^Brewing) A cask suspended on trunnions, in which
is

carried on.

—

HypoBtatio union. (Tkeol.) See imder Hypostatic.
Legislative Union i£ng.
Latin union. See under Latin.
Nisi.), the union of Great Britain and Ireland, which
took place Jan. 1, 1801. —Union, or Act of Union (Eng.
Hist.), the act by which Scotland was united to England,
or by which the two kingdoms were incorporated into one,
Union by the first, or second, intention. (Surg.)
in 1707.
See To heal by t/iejir.^t, or second, intention, under IntenUnion down (Naui.), a signal of distress at sea
tion.
made by reversing the flag, or turning its union downUnion
Union Jack. {Naut.} See Jack, n., 10.
ward.
joint formed by means of a union.
(Meek.) (a)
Joint.
piece of pipe made in the form of the letter Tlb)

—

—

—
—

A

Syn.

—

A

— Unity

connection ; concord alli;
Union,
ance
coalition
combination confederacy.
Unitt. Union is the act of bringing two or more things
together so as to make but one, or the state of being
miited into one. Unity is a state of simple oneness, either
of essence, as the unity of God, or of action, feeling, etc.,
as unity of design, of affection, etc. Thus, we may speak
of effecting a union of interests which shall result in a
unity of labor and interest in securing a given object.
Milton.
One kingdom, joy, and union without end.
;

;

;

a

junction

—

;

to

[i\Iaii] is

.

.

.

:

beget

Like of his like, his image mmtipUed,
In wiity defective which requires

and dearest amity.

Miltgn.

Un'lon-lsm (Sn'yiin-iz'm), n. 1. The sentiment of
attachment to a federal union, especially to the federal
union of the United States.
2. The principles, or the system, of combination among
workmen engaged in the same occupation or trade.
Un'ion-ist, n. 1. One who advocates or promotes
union especially, a loyal supporter of a federal union,
as that of the United States.
;

A member

or supporter of a trades union.
Un'ion-ls'tlC (-Ts'tTk), a. Of or pertaining to union
or unionists ; tending to promote or preserve union.
2.

U'nl-0'vu-late

[Uni-

(ii'ni-o'vi5-lat), a.

[Bot.) Containing but one ovule.
U-nip'a-ra (ii-nTp'a-ra), n. [NL.
woman who has borne one child.
U-nip'a-rous (-rus), a. [i7KtL.
forth.]
1. {Zo'dl.) Producing but one
II

A
a

-\-

ovulate.']

See Unipakous.]
parere to bring
egg or young at

time.

U'nl-ped (li'ui-ped),
Having only one foot.

one axis of inflorescence;

—

\Uni-

-\-

{Gram.) Used

in only

one person, especially only

in the third person, as some verbs ; impersonal.
{Theol.) One who believes
U'nl-per'son-al-ist, n.
th.it the Deity is unipersonal.
6r. ^lavrj
U-nlph'0-nOUS (ii-nTf'6-n2s), a. [JTnisound.] Having but one sound, as the drum, [i?.]
[Uni- -{- plicate.]
U-nlp'll-cate (ii-nip'lT-kat), a.
Having, or consisting of, but one fold.
U'nl-po'lar (u'nl-po'ler), a. [Uni- -\- polar.] \. {Physics) Having, or acting by means of, one pole only.
2. (Anat.) Having but one pole or process;
applied
to those ganglionic nerve cells wliich have but one radiating process ;
opposed to multipolar.

+

u

See One, and Sound a noise.] 1.
concord union.

—

—

Unipolar induction (Elec), induction, as in a conducting circuit, by only one pole of a magnet.
Unipolar
•timnlation (Physiol.), the stimulation sometimes produced when one electrode of an induction apparatus
is applied to a nerve ;
called also unipolar induction ac-

—

—

Du Bois-Reymond.
U-nlque' (ii-nek'), a. [F. unique; cf. It. unico ; from
L. unicus, from unus one. See One.] Being without a
like or equal
unmatched unequaled unparalleled
single in kind or excellence ; sole.
U-ni(XUe1y, adv.
U-nlque'ness, n.
U-nlque', n. A thing without a like something untion.

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

equaled or unparalleled.

The phenix,

[iJ.]

De

the unique of birds.

Quincey.

U-nlq'ul-ty (ia-nik'wi-t^), n. The quality or state of
being unique uniqueness. [_E.]
Walpole.
U'ni-ra'di-a'ted (u'ni-ra'dT-a'ted), a.
[Uniraiiated.]
Having but one ray.
U'nl-ra'mous (-ra'miis), a. [ Uni- L. ramus branch.]
'Biol.) Having but one branch.
U'ni-sep'tate (-sep'tat), a. [Uni- -|- septate.] {Bot.)
Having but one septum, or partition
said of twoceUed fruits, such as the siUcles of cruciferous plants.
C'ni-se'ri-al (-se'rt-al), a. [Uni- -{- serial.] Having
only one row or series.
U'ni-se'ri-ate (-se'rT-at), a. [Uniseriate.]
Having one line or series uniserial.
U'ni-se'ri-ate-ly adv.
U'nl-sex'U-al (-seks'ii-al), o.
[Uni- -\- sexual : cf.
F. unisexuel.]
{Biol.) Having one sex only, as plants
which have the male and female flowers on separate individuals, or animals in which the sexes are in separate
ndividuals; dioecious
distinguished from bisexual, or
iermaphrodiie. See Dimcious.
D'ni-sil'i-cate (-sTl'T-kSt), n.
[Uni- -f sUicate.]
(Min.) A salt of orthosilicic acid, HjSiOi;
so called
because tlie ratio of the oxygen atoms united to the basic metals and silicon respectively is 1:1; for example,
MgjSiO^ or 2Mg0.Si0j.
U'nl-BOn (li'nT-siin 277), n. [LL. unisonus having the
came sound ; L. unus one -|- sonus a sound cf F. vnisson,
;

+

+

;

—

;

;

—

+

,

—

—

;

:

ale,

senate,

c&re,

Harmony

and

2. {Mus.) Identity in pitch; coincidence of sounds
proceeding from an equality in the number of vibrations
made in a given time by two or more sonorous bodies.
Parts played or sung in octaves are also said to be in
unison, or in octaves.
i^" If two cords of the same substance have equal
length, thickness, and tension, they are said to be in
unison, and their sounds will be in unison. Sounds of
very different qualities and force may be in ttnison, as
the sound of a bell may be in unison with a sound of a

Unison, then, consists in identity of pitch alone,
irrespective of quality of sound, or timbre, whether of
instruments or of human voices. A piece or passage is
said to be sung or played in unison when all the voices
or instruments perforin the same part, in which sense
flute.

contradistinguished from harmony.
unvaried tone. [B.]
Pope.
In imiBon, in agreement ; agreeing in tone ; in concord.
U'ni-son (n'nT-siin ; 277), a. [Cf. It. unisono. See

unison
3.

is

A single,

Unison, ».]

[Obs.]
[Sounds] intermixed with voice,

Choral or unison.

Milton.

Sounded alike in pitch; unisonant; unisounison passages, in which two or more parts

2. {Mus.)

nous

;

as,

unite in coincident sound.

—

+

;

2. {Arith.)

The

least

whole number

iTniis are the integral parts

3.

;

one.

of any large number.

I.

Watts.

A gold coin of the reign of James I., of the value of

twenty

Camden.

shillings.

4. Any determinate amount or quantity (as of length,
time, heat, value) adopted as a standard of measurement
for other amounts or quantities of the same kind.
5. {Math.) A single thing, as a magnitude or number,
regarded as an undivided whole.

Abstract unit, the unit of numeration ; one taken in the
abstract the number represented by 1. The term is used
in distinction from concrete, or denominate, un it, that is, a
unit in which the kmd of thing is expressed ; a unit of
measure or value as 1 foot, 1 dollar, 1 pomid, and the
;

— Complex

number

of the

;

unit

(Theory of Numbers), an imaginary

form «

.

am, arm, ask,

+ 6V—
—

1,

when

a'^-\-b-

^1.

—

Buodecimal unit, a unit in the scale of numbers increasing or decreasing by twelves.
Fractional unit, the unit
of a fraction ; the reciprocal of the denominator ; thus,
Integral unit, the miit
\ is the unit of the fraction J
of integral numbers, or 1.
Physical unit, a value or
magnitude conventionally adopted as a unit or standard
in physical measurements. The various physical units
are usually based on given units of length, mass, and
time, and on the density or other properties of some substance, for example, water. See Dyne, Ekg, Faead, Ohm,
PouNDAL, etc. —Unit deme (Biol.), a unit of the inferior
order or orders of individuality.
Unit Jar (Elec. ), a small,
insulated Leyden jar, placed between the electrical machine and a larger jar or battery, so as to announce, by
its repeated discharges, the amount of electricity passed
into the larger jar.
Unit of heat (Physics), a determinate quantity of heat adopted as a unit of measure ; a
thermal unit (see under Thermal). Water is the substance generally employed, the unit being one gram or
one pound, and the temperature interval one degree of
the Centigrade or Fahrenheit scale. When referred to
the gram, it is called the gram degree. The British unit
of heat, or thermal unit, used by engineers in England
and in the United States, is the quantity of heat necessary to raise one pound of pure water at and near its
temperature of greatest density (39.1^ Fahr.) through
Unit
one degree of the Fahrenheit scale. Rankine.
of illumination, the light of a sperm candle burning 120
grains per hour. Standard gas, burning at the rate of
hve cubic feet per hour, must have an illuminating power
equal to that of fourteen such candles.
Unit of measure
(as of length, surface, volume, dry measure, liquid measure, money, weight, time, and the like), in general, a determinate quantity or magnitude of the kind designated,
taken as a standard of comparison for others of the same
kind, in assigning to them numerical values, as 1 foot,
1 yard, 1 mile, 1 square foot, 1 square yard, 1 cubic foot, 1
peck, 1 bushel, 1 gallon, 1 cent, 1 ounce, 1 pound, 1 hour,
and the like ; more specifically, the fundamental unit
adopted in any system of weights, measures, or money,
by which its several denominations are regulated, and
which is itself defined by comparison with some known
magnitude, either natural or empirical, as, in the United
States, the dollar for money, the pound avoirdupois for
weight, the yard for length, the gallon of 8.3389 pounds
avoirdupois of water at 39.8^ Fahr. (about 231 cubic
in Great Britain, the
inches) for liquid measure, etc.
pound sterling, the pound troy, the yard, or xbsVts Pa^rt
of the length of a second's pendulum at London, the gallon of 277.274 cubic inches, etc. ; in the metric system,
Unit of power.
the meter, the liter, the gram, etc.
(Mach.) See HoESE power. —Unit of reaistance. (Elec.)
See Resistance, n., 4, and Ohm. —Unit of work (Physics),
the amount of work done by a unit force acting through
a unit distance, or the amount required to lift a unit
weigl]t through a unit distance against gravitation. See
Erg, Foot Pound, Kilogr ammeter. —Unit stress (Mech,
Physics), stress per unit of area; intensity of stress. It
is expressed in ounces, pounds, tons, etc., per square
inch, square foot, or square yard, etc., or in atmospheres,
or inches of mercury or water, or the like.
Capable of union by
U-nit'a-ble (tl-nlt'a-b'l), a.
Owen.
growth or otherwise.
U'ni-ta'ri-an (ii'nl-ta'ri-an), n. [Cf. F. um'taire, uniSee Unity.] 1. (Theol.) One
tairien, NL. unitarius.
.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

final,

all

;

eve,

event,

Of or pertaining to

U'nl-ta'ri-an (u'nT-ta'rT-an), a.
Unitarians, or their doctrines.

U'ni-ta'rl-an-ism (-Iz'm), n.
The doctrines of Unitarians.

tarianized

(-izd)

(-iz), v.

t.

&

;

To change

zing).]

[Cf. F. unitairianisme.]

&

i.
[imp. & p. p. Univb. n. UNriARiANiziNG (-!'p. pr.
or turn to Unitarian views.

U'ni-ta'ri-an-ize

U'nit-a-ry (ii'nit-a-ry), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a
unit or units ; relating to unity as, the unitary method
j

in arithmetic.
2. Of the nature of

a unit

not divided united.
Unitary theory (Chem.), the modern theory that the
molecules of all complete compounds are units, whose
parts are bound together in definite structure, with mutual and reciprocal influence on each other, and are not
mere aggregations of more or less complex groups;
distinguished from the duulistic theory.
U-nite' (ii-nit'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. United p. pr. &
vb. n. Uniting.]
[L. unitus, p. p. of tmire to unite, from
unus one. See One.] 1. To put together so as to make
one to join, as two or more constituents, to form a
whole to combine to connect to join to cause to
adhere ; as, to tmite bricks by mortar to unite iron bare
by welding to unite two armies.
2. Hence, to join by a legal or moral bond, as families by marriage, nations by treaty, men by opinions
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

U-nis'0-nal (ii-nis'o-nal), a. Being in unison; unisU-nls'0-nal-ly, adv.
U-nls'O-nance (-nans), n. [See Unisonant.] Accordance of sounds unison.
sonant. See UniU-nis'0-nant (-nant), a. [Unison.] Being in unison ; having the same degree of gravity or acutencss ; sounded alike in pitch.
U-nls'O-nous (-nus), a. [See Unison.] Being in unison unisonant.
Bzisby.
U'nit (u'nit), n. [Abbrev. from uniti/.] 1. A single
thing or person.
onant.

;

;

Sounding alone.

1.

who denies the doctrine of the Trinity, believing that
God exists only in one person a uiiipersonalist also,
one of a denomination of Christians holding this belief.
2. One who rejects the principle of dualism.
[R.]
3. A monotheist
Fleming.
;

;

is

—

personal God.
2.

;

the word which at once characterizes true religion
describes the upper world.
/. Taylor.

Unison

like.

L. pes, pedis, foot.]
Wright.
U'ni-per'son-al (-per'siin-al), a. \Uni--{- personal.']
1. Existing as one, and only one, person ; as, a unia.

unisono.

agreement

to join in interest, affection, fellowship, or the like ; to
to harmonize ; to associate to attach.
;
Under his great vicegerent reign abide,
United as one individual soul.
3nUon.
The king proposed nothing more than to unite his kingdom in
one form of worship.
Clarendon.

cause to agree

end, foru,

recent

;

ice,

;

Syn. —To add

annex ; attach. See Add.
; join ;
D-nite', V. i. 1. To become one ; to be cemented or
consolidated ; to combine, as by adhesion or mixture ; to
coalesce ; to grow together.
2. To join in an act to concur ; to act in concert ; as,
all parties united in signing the petition.
United
U-nlte', a. [L. unitus, p. p. See Unite, v.
joint as, unite consent.
[Obs.]
J. Webster,
U-nit'ed, a. Combined ; joined ; made one.
United Brethren.
(Eccl.) See Moravian, n.— United
flowers (Bot.), flowers which have the stamens and pistils
The United Kiagdom, Great Britain
in the same flower.
and Ireland
so named since January 1, 1801, when the
Legislative Union went into operation.
United Creeks
(Eccl. ), those members of the Greek Church who acknowlcalled also uniats.
edge the supremacy of the pope ;
Dryden.
U-nit'ed-ly, adv. In a united manner.
U-nit'er (-er), n. One who, or that vi^hich, unites.
Un-it'er-a-ble (iin-Tt'er-a-b'l), a. Not iterable ; incapable of being repeated. [Oftj.] " To play away an uniterable life."
Sir T. Browne.
U-lU'tion (ii-nlsh'un), n. [LL. unitio, from L. unire.
See Unite, v. i.] The act of uniting, or the state of being united ; junction.
[Obs.]
Wiseman.
U'nl-tive (ii'm-tTv), a. [LL. unitivus : cf. F. unitif.]
Having the power of uniting; eausing, or tending to produce, union.
Jer. Taylor.
Cudworth.
U'ni-tive-ly, a(fw. In a tmitive manner.
U'nit-lze (u'nit-iz), v. t. [imp.
p. p. UNmzED
(-Izd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Unitizing (-i'zTng).] To reduce
to a unit, or one whole ; to form into a unit ; to unify.
H. Spencer.
U'ni-tude (ii'ni-tiid), n. Unity. [E.]
;

y

;

;

+

2. {Bot.) Producing but
oaid of the scorpioid cyme.

It.

;

;

Collateral love,

UNITY
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pp. lot>2-64.

banner used on shore, on a red, white, or blue field in
naral ensigns, and with a white border or fly va the mer-

fermentation

;

;

—

—

—

—

&

&

U'ni-ty (u'nT-ty), n. ; pi. Unities (-tiz). [OE. unite,
F. unite, L. unitas, from unus one. See One, and cf
Unit.] 1. The state of being one oneness.
Whatever we can consider as one thing suggests to the under;

standing the idea of wniiy.
Locke.
(!^°° Unity is affirmed of a simple substance or indivisible monad, or of several particles or parts so intimately and closely united as to constitute a separate
body or thing. See the Synonyms under Union.
2.

Concord; harmony; conjunction; agreement; unias, a unity of proofs ; unity of doctrine.
and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell

formity

;

Behold, how good
together in unity 1

Ps. cxxxiii.

1.

3. {Math.) Any definite quantity, or aggregate of
quantities or magnitudes taken as one, or for which 1 is
made to stand in calculation thus, in a table of natura.1
sines, the radius of the circle is regarded as unity.
;

(Ed^ The number 1, when

it is

not applied to any par-

ticular thing, is generally called unity.

&

4. {Poetry
Bhet.) In dramatic composition, one of
the principles by which a uniform tenor of story and propriety of representation are preserved conformity in a
composition to these principles ; in oratory, discourse,
etc., the due subordination and reference of every part
to the development of one leading idea or the establishment of the main proposition.
;

(II^°" In the Greek drama, the three unities required
were those of action, of time, and of place ; that is, that
there should be but one main plot that the time supposed should not exceed twenty-four hours; and that
the place of the action before the spectators should be
one and the same throughout the piece.
5. {Fine Arts
Mus.) Such a combination of parts
as to constitute a whole, or a kind of symmetry of style
;

&

and character.
6. {Law) The peculiar characteristics of an estate
held by several in joint tenancy.
WW^ The properties of it are derived from its unity,
which is fourfold unity of interest, unity of title, unity
of time, and unity of possession ; in other words, joint
tenants have one and the same interest, accruing by one
and the same conveyance, commencing at the same time,
and held by one and the same undivided possession.
:

Unity of possession is also a joint possession of two rights
the same thing by several titles, as when a man, having
a lease of land, afterward buys the fee simple, or. having
in

idea,

ill

;

old,

ftbev,

6rb,

odd

;

"

estate.

Syn. — Union oneness
;

See under Type.
junction concord harmony.
(Biol.)

;

;

;

See Union.

V-niv'a-lence (ii-nTv'a-lens), n. (Ckem.) The quality
or state of being univalent.

+

U-nlv'a-lent(-leut),a. [UtiiL. valens, -eniis, p. pr.
See Valence.] \Chem.) Having a valence of one capable of combining with, or of being substituted for, one
;

atom

of

hydrogen ; monovalent

and radicals.
U'ni-valve (v/nT-valv),

;

— said of

{Uni-

n.

certain atoms

-\-

A

{Zodl.)
cf. F. univalve.']
shell
consisting of one valve only; a moUusk
whose shell is composed of
a single piece, as the snaUs

valve:

aquatic toad (Bombinator igneus). Its back is dark ; its
Called also feuerki-'ote.
belly is marked with crimson.
Un'ked (un'kSd), a. [Corrupted fr. uncouth, or OE.
unhid; wre- not -f- p. p. of AS. cySan to make known,
1. Odd ; strange ugly
fr. CM^f known. See Uncouth.]
[Prov. Eng.]
old uncouth.

see

2.

—

;

out exception

quality or state of being

universality.
U'ni-verse (u'nT-vers), n.
;

[L. universum, from universus universal ; unus one
vertere, versiim, to turn,
that is, turned into one, combined into one whole cf
r. univers. See One, and Vekse.] All created things
viewed as constituting one system or whole the whole
body of things, or of phenomena; the to TTav of the
Greeks, the mundus of the Latins the world ; creation.

+

:

;

;

How may

,

II

Same

as Gastropoda.
U'ni-val'vu-lar (-vSl'vu-ler), a.

(Bot.

& Zo'ol.)

Same

as Univalve, a.

Adore

And

thee,

all this

cf.

F.

OF. also univeisal.

See Universe.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the universe extending to, including,
or affecting, the whole number, quantity, or space unlimited general
all-reaching
all-pervading as, universal ruin'; universal good
universal benevolence or
" Anointed ttJiJj'ersaZ King.
Hilton.
beneficence.
;

;

;

;

;

;

The

cause
Acts not by partial, but by general laws.

From harmony,

?/n;rer5rt7

Pope.

harmony.

Ironi heavenly

Drifden.
This wni'yersaf frame began.
Universal and its derivatives are used in common
discourse for general and its derivatives. See General.
2. Constituting or considered as a whole ; total
entire ; whole ; as, tlie universal world.
Shah

J^^

;

At which the

xinivcrsal host

up

sent
8hout that tore Hell's concave.

Milton.

3. {Msch.^ Adapted or adapt£,ble to all or to various
uses, shapes, sizes, etc. ; as, a universal milling machine.
relatively
4. (Logic) Forming the whole of a genus
unlimited in extension ; affirmed or denied of the whole
opposed to
of a subject ; as, a universal proposition ;
particular ; e. g. (universal affirmative) All men are animals ; (universal negative) No men are omniscient.
;

—

—

—

—

the one

may

give rotary

motion to the other
when forming an angle
with it, or may move

U'nl-ver'si-ty (-ver'sl-ty ), n. ; pi. UNrvEESlTlES (-tiz).
[OE. universite, L. tmiversitas all together, the whole,
the universe, a number of persons associated into one
body, a society, corporation, fr. universus all together,
universal
cf. F. universile.
See Universe.] 1. The
universe the whole. [06*.]
Dr. H. More.
2. An association, society, guild, or corporation, esp.
one capable of having and acquiring property. \_Obs.]
The universities, or corporate bodies, at Rome were very numerous. There were corporations of bakers, farmers of the
revenue, scribes, and others.
Eng. Cue
3. An institution organized and incorporated for the
purpose of imparting instruction, examining students,
and otherwise promoting education in the higher branches
of literature, science, art, etc., and empowered to confer degrees in tlie several arts and faculties, as in theology, law, medicine, music, etc. A university may exist
without having any college connected with it, or it may
consist of but one college, or it may comprise an assemblage of colleges established in any place, with professors
for instructing students in the sciences and other branches
:

of learning.

.

R^?/

^ff" From the Roman words universitas, collegium,
corpus, are derived the terms university, college, and corporation, of modern languages and though these words
nave obtained modified significations in modern times, so
as to be indifferently applicable to the same things, they
all agree in retaining the fundamental signification of the
terms, whatever may have been added to them. There is
now no university, college, or corporation, which is not a
juristical person in the sense above explained [see def. 2,
above] wherever these words are applied to any association of persons not stamped with this mark, it is an abuse
of terms.
Eng. Cyc.

1

11

Pv

///

freely in all directions
the
with respect
to
other, as by means of
a cross connecting the"
forked ends of the two
shafts (Fig. 1).
Smce
this joint can not act

;

is less

;

;

reason, of the universal.

sir

]V.

rjide,

quality or state

[iJ.]

Raleirih.

full,

up, <irn

;

pity

;

un- not
disheveled
;

-j-

as.

;

Spenser.

un- Jr kennel.]
unkennel a fox.
Shak.
2. Fig.
To discover to disclose.
^e^ to know.]
Un-kent' (uu-kenf), a. [Un- not
W. Browne.
Unknown strange. [Obs. or Scot.']
Un-keth' (-keth'), «. Uncouth. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]

TJn-ken'nel (Hn-kSn'nel), V. t.
1. To drive from a kennel or hole

[1st

as, to

;

;

:

+

;

Un-kind' (iin-kind'), a. [See Kin kindred.] Having
Shak.
no race or kindred childless. [Obs. & JR.]
Un-klnd', a. 1. Not kind contrary to nature, or the
law of kind or kindred unnatural. [Obs.] "Suchwre;

;

;

Chaucer.
A'mrf abominations.
2. Wanting in kindness, sympathy, benevolence, gratitude, or the like ; cruel ; harsh ; unjust ; ungrateful.
is

unkind that recompenseth not

— Un-kind'ly,

adv.

;

but he

most unkind

is

Sir T. Elyot.

— Un-kind'ness, n.

(-li-nSs), n. Unkindness. Tennyson.
unkind ungracious.
1. Not kindly
" Uncontrary to nature.
[Obs.]
kindly ciime."
Spenser.
Milton,
annoying malignant.
3. Unfavorable
Un-kin'dred (iin-kTn'dred), a. Not kindred not of
the same kin. [Obs.] Howe.
Un-kill'dred-ly, a.
[1st pref. un- -j- king."]
Un-king' (iin-ktng'), V. t.
To cause to cease to be a king. [iJ.]

Un-kindll-ness
TJn-kind'ly, a.

;

;

2. Unnatural;

;

;

;

—

Shall his condescension, therefore, unking him ?
South.
Un-king'ship, n. The quality or condition of being
unkinged abolition of monarchy. [Obs.]
(Tnkingskip was proclaimed, and his majesty's statues thrown
;

down.

Evelyn.

Un-kiss'

(iin-kis'), V.

[1st pref.

t.

un- -f

To

kiss.]

cancel or annul what was done or sealed by a kiss ; to
cancel by a kiss. [Obs.]
Let me vnkiss the oath *twixt thee and me.
Shak.
UnTde (iin'k'l), re. See Uncle. [Obs.]
Un-knlght' (iSn-nlf), v. t. [1st pref. un- -j- knight.]
To deprive of knighthood.
Euller.
Un-knit' (Qn-nTf), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f- knit.] To
undo or unravel what is knitted together.
Fie, fie! unkmt that threatening unkind brow.
Shak.

Un-knot' (un-nof),
To free from knots ; to

v. t.
[1st pref. un- -{- knot.]
untie.
(un-no'), v. t.
[1st pref. un- -\- knotv.']
1. To cease to know ; to lose the knowledge of. [Obs.]
2. To fail of knowing; to be ignorant of. [Obs.]
Unknown.
Un-knO'W', a.
[See Un- not. Know.]
[Obs.] " French of Paris was to her wreJKOJC." Chaucer.
Un-knowl'edged (un-nSl'ejd), a. Not acknowledged
or recognized.
[Obs.]
For wkich bounty to us lent
B. Jonson,
Of him unknowledged or unsent.

Un-know'

Un-known' (-non'), a. Not known

— Un-known'ness, n.

B]i. Hall.

?

U-niv'0-Ca'tion (-ka'shun), n. [Cf. F. univocation.]
[Obs.]
Whiston.
of name and meaning.
Un-Joln' (un-join'), f. <. list nn- -\- join.] To disjohi.
[1st
vnjoint.]
To
(-joint'),
«'.
disjoint.
i.
Un-Joint'
[Properly p. p. of vvjoint.] 1. DisUn-jolnt'eil, a.
lience, incoherent.
Sbak.
jointed unconnected
2. [Pref. un- not -j- jointed.] Having no jomt or aras, an uirjointed stem.
ticulation
Un-Just' (un-jiist'), a. 1. Acting contrary to the
standard of right; not animated or controlled by jusdishonest as, an unjust iimn or judge.
tice ; false
2. Contrary to justice and right prompted by a spirit
wrongful as, an unjust sentence an unof injustice
just doniand an unjust accusation.
Un-]ust'ness, n.
Un-just'ly, adv.
Un-jUS'tlce (un-jtis'tls), n. Want of justice injus;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

tice.

;

not apprehended.

Camden.
[R.]
1. Not produced by
Un-la1)ored (un-la'berd), a.
labor or toil. " [/reZaJorerf harvests.
Dryden.
2. Not cultivated
unfilled ; as, an unlabored field.
3. Not laboriously produced, or not evincing labor as,
an unlabored style or work.
Tickell.
;

;

un- -\- lace.']
1. To loose by undoing a lacing
as, to unlace a shoe.
2. To loose the dress of to undress ; hence, to ex-

Un-lace'

(tin-las'),

v.

[1st

t.

pref.

;

pose

JIales.

\()hs.'\

Un'kard (un'kord), a. SocUnked. \_Prov. Kny.]
Un'ke ((Jon'ke), re. [G.unke.] (J?ori/.) A European
II

food, fo"bt

;

;

to disgrace.

What *s

a.

;

;

abstract conception, so called
to, or predicable of,
each individual or species contained under It. (b) A uniyersal proposition.
See Universal, a., 4.
U'ni-ver-sa'Il-an (-ver-sa'll-an), a. Of or pertaining
to Universaliam ; Universalist.
\_R.]
U'nl-ver'sal-lsm (-ver'snl-Tz'in), n. [Cf. F. univermlisme.] (Theol.) Tlie doctrine or belief that all men
(vill be saved, or made happy, in the future state.
U'nl-ver'sal-lst (-sal-iat), re.
[Cf. F. universaliste.]
1. (Theol.) One who believes in Uiiiversalism ; one of
I denomination of Christians holding this faith.

unite,

:

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

i

8l»Bi iuk

the matter.

That you unlace your reputation thus

Shak.

?

3. {Naut.) To loose, and take off, as a bonnet from a
sail, or to cast off, as any lacing in any part of the rigTolten.
ging of a vessel.
Un-lade'(un-lad'),i). <. [1st pref. tm- -f- to/e.] 1. To
take the load from ; to take out the cargo of as, to un;

lade a ship or a wagon.

The venturous merchant
Shall here unlade

2.

To unload

.

.

him and depart no more.

Dn/den.

to remove, or to have removed, as a
to discharge.
There the ship was to unlade her burden. Ads xxi. S.
;

load or a burden

;

not
Un-Iaid' (iin-lad'), a. 1. Not laid or placed
fixed.
Hooker.
2. Not allayed ; not pacified ; not laid finally to rest.
;

[P.]
3.

"Stubborn,

Not

Mre?airf

ghost."
[P.]

Dlilton

B. Jonson.

laid out, as a corpse.

Unlaid paper.

+

A general

215), a.

;

Cowper.

[Obs.]

[Pref.
;

Agreement

trom being universally applicable

use,

The

Sir T. Browne.
[L. univocus ; unus one -fSee One, and Voice.] 1. Having one meaning only ;
contrasted with equivocal.
2. Having unison of sound, as the octave in music.
See Unison, re., 2.
3. Having always the same drift or tenor uniform
Sir T. Browne.
certain regular.
[E.]
Jer. Taylor.
4. Unequivocal; indubitable.
[Obs.J
Logic)
A generic
(Aristotelian
n.
1.
U-niV'0-cal,
term, or a term applicable in the same sense to all the
species it embraces.
2. A word having but one meaning.
U-nlV'O-cal-ly, adv. In a univocal manner in one
term in one sense not equivocally.
How is sin univocalhj distinguished into venial and mortal, if
of being univocal.

the venial be not sin

;

2. (Logic) (a)

(ii-nTv'o-ka-sj^), n.

;

;

Unkempt.

;

U-niv'O-ca-cy

;

;

a.

kempt, p. p. of kemb.] 1. Not combed
an urchin with unkempt hair.
Not smoothed ; unpolished rough.
2. Fig.
My rhymes be rugged and unkempt.

volves.

;

1 Single Universal Joint! a b
of the
Shafts
c Cross.
2 Double
than 140^^, a
Universal Joint
a h Shafts
joint
double
of the same
cc Crosses; d Connecting Link.
kind is sometimes used
for giving rotary motion at angles less than 140° (Fig. 2).
—Universal umbel (Bot.), a primary or general umbel the
first or largest set of rays in a compound umbel — opposed to partial umbel. A universal involucre is not unfrequently placed at the foot of a universal umbel.
Syn.— General; aU; whole; total. See General.
TJ'nI-ver'sal, n.
1. The whole
the general system
of the universe ; the universe,
\_0bs.1
Plato calleth God the cause and original, the nature and

shafts

U'ni-ver'SO-log'ic-al (-sS-lSj'i-kal), a. Of or pertaining to universology.
U'ni-ver-sol'o-glst (-s51'o-jist), n. One who is versed
in universology.
U'ni-ver-sol'o-gy (-jy), n. [Universe -f- -logy.] The
science of the universe, and the relations which it in-

;

when the angle

Un-kempt' (un-kemf

;

—

yy^
Jl—^^

/:^^l

(un-kemd'),

.

vox, vocis, a voice, word.

*/5

;

Un-kemmed'

.

The present universities of Europe were, originally, the greater
part of them, ecclesiastical corporations, instituted for the education of churchmen. .
What was taught in the greater part
of those universities was suitable to the end of their institutions,
either theology or something that was merely preparatory to
theology.
A. Smith.

U-niv'O-cal (-o-kol),

^—ss

\,yi..sy//

;

that forgetteth.

Milton.

!

;

Universal chnck (Mach.), a chuck, as for a lathe, having
jaws which can be moved simultaneously so as to grasp
objects of various sizes.
Universal church, the whole
church of God in the world ; the catholic church. See
the Note under Catholic, a., 1.
Universal conpling.
(Mach.) Same as PniperiaOo™', below. —Universal dial,
a dial by which the hour may be found in any part of the
Universal inworld, or under any elevation of the pole.
strument (Astron.), a species of altitude and azimuth instrument, the peculiarity of which is, that the object end
of the telescope is placed at right angles to the eye
end, with a prism of total reflection at the angle, and
the eye end constitutes a portion of the horizontal axis of
the instrument, having the eyepiece at the pivot and in
the center of the altitude circle, so tliat the eye has convenient access to both at the same time.— Universal Joint
(Mach.), a contrivance
used for joining two
shafts or parts of a machine endwise, so that

Lonely dreary unkard. [Prov. Eng.]
Weston is sadly unked without you.

He

I

Author of this universe
good to man

;

[L. universalis:

U'nl-ver'«al (-ver'sal), a.

A

The

U'ni-ver'sal-ness, n.
universal

^7

;

Coleridge.
In a universal manner ; withas, God's laws are universally binding on

his creatures.

[Cf. F. univalve.'] {Bot. Univ.ilves. A Siphonostomatous
" °' -^eto /m'Waria ; B
Zodl.)
Having one S'^f
,'
Holostomatous """=""
Shell of Cina«?a
,
valve only; as, a univalve areolata.
"
Bliell or pericarp.
U'nl-val'Tl-a (u'ni-val'vT-a),-n. pi. [NL.] (Zo'ol.)

universel,

;

;

;

2.

;

;

a.

&

;

to generalize.
U'nl-ver'sal-Iy, adv.

pteropods. A large number
of univalves belonging to
the gastropoda are conical,
cup-shaped, or shieldlike,
as the limpets.
U'nl- valve (u'nT-vav),

O'ni-valved (-vSlvd),

;

;

and conchs.
(J^^ Most univalves are
spiral and are the shells of
gastropods, but many belong to cephalopods and

;

One who affects to understand all the particulars
statements or propositions. [06i.]
Bentley.
U'ni-ver'sal-ist (ii'nT-ver'sol-ist), a. Of or pertaining
to Universalists or their doctrines.
U'ni-ver'sal-ls'Uc (-Ts'tik), a. Of or pertaining to
the whole universal.
U'ni-vor-sal'i-ty (-ver-sSl'T-ty), n. ; pi. Universalities (-tiz).
[Cf. F. universalite.]
The quality or state
of being universal unlimited extension or application
generality
distinguished from particularity ; as, the
universality of a proposition
the universality of sin
the universality of the Deluge.
U'ni-ver'sal-Ize (u'ni-ver'sal-iz), v. t. \imp. &p. p.
Universalized (-izd) p. pr. & vb. n. Universalizino
(-i'zing).]
[Cf. P. universaliser.]
To make universal

UN-,

in

atone.— Unity of type.

.

UNLAW

witli prefix
pp. io62-iH.

an easement in the land of another, buys the servient

"
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B^" For other words

*

UNIVALENCE
Atnnlty,

"

; .;;

Un-land'

See La id ijaper, under Laid.
[1st pref. un- -\- land.]
t.

(un-litnd'), v.

deprive of lands.
iln-lap' (un-lJlp'),
fold.
[Obs.]

V.

[1st pref. tm-

Z.

-|-

top.]

To

To un-

Wyclif.
[1st pref. un- -f iasli]
Un-lash' (tin-lSsh'), v. t.
(Xaul.) To loose, as that which is lashed or tied down.
Un-latch' (fln-Mch'), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Unlatched
(-lilcht')
[1st pref. un/). pr. &. vb. n. Unlatching.]
-|~ latch.]
To open or loose by lifting the latch ; as, to
unlatch a door.
Un-Iaugh' (itn-liif), V. t. [1st pref. vn- -f laugh.'] To
recall, as former laugliter.
[Obs.
Sir T. ifore.
K.]
Un-laW (rui-la'), II. /. [1st prof, un- -\- lau:] 1. To
deprive of the authority or chanu-ter of law. [OA.'.l
2. To put beyond protection of law to outlaw. [Obs.]
3. (Scots Law) To impose a tine upon
to flue.
;

&

;

;

i

tlien,

tliin

;

bON

;

zli

=z

in azure.

;;;

83- For other words
with prefix UN-, eee

UNLAW

N

+

Vn-law' (Hn-laO, n. [Pref. un- not
Any transgression or offense

A fine

(Scots
laio.']
against the law.

imposed as a penalty for violation of the law.

Un-lawed' (un-lad'), a. [Pref. un- not -f- lawed, p. p.
Not having the claws and balls of the forefeet

of lawe."]
cut oil
;

— said of dogs.

Un-law'£ul

—

(uu-la'f ul), a.

—

Not lawful

contrary to

;

Un-law'ful-ness, n.
law.
Un-law'iul-iy,'arft'.
Unlawful assembly. (Law) See under Assembly.
according to law being
Not
Un-law'like' (-llk'), aMilton.
or done in violation of law ; unlawful.
lay.l (Naut.)
Un-lay' (un-la'), v. t. [1st pref. unTo untwist ; as, to unlay a rope.
;

+

Cn-learn'

(iin-lern'),

V.

un-

[1st pref.

t.

1. To forget, as what has been learned
anemory also, to learn the contrary of,

+

learn.'\

from

to lose

;

1 had learned nothing right

I

;

had

to unlearn everything.

Milner.

To

[Oi«.]

to learn.

fail

Dr. H. Slore.

+

learned.']
1. Not
Un-learn'ed, a. [Pref. un- not
learned untaught uneducated ignorant illiterate.
2. Not gained by study not known.
as, unlearned verses.
3. Not exhibiting learning
Un-learn'ed-ness, n.
Un-learn'ed-ly, at^i;.
i.
leash."]
[1st pref. unUn-leash' (iin-lesh'), V.
To free from a leash, or as from a leash to let go to
release as, to unleash dogs.
Un-leav'ened (-lSv''nd), a. Not leavened containing no leaven as, unleavened bread.
[Formerly, onles, onlesse,
Un-less' (tin-les'), conj.
onlesse that, that is, in less, in a less case. See On, and
liESS.] Upon any less condition than (the fact or thing
stated in the sentence or clause which follows) if not
supposing that not if it be not were it not that ; except as, we shall fail unless we are industrious.
i^^'By the omission of the verb in the dependent
a
clause, unless was frequently used prepositionally,
construction common in Shakespeare and still employed
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

+

;

;

;

Q

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

colloquially.
SJiak.
Here nothing breeds luiless the nightly owl.
Un-licked' (un-llkf), a. Not licked hence, not properly formed; ungainly.
Cf. To lick into shape, under
Shak.
I/ICK, V.
Un-like' (iJn-lik'), a. 1. Not like dissimilar diverse
Laving no resemblance ; as, the cases are unlike.
2. Not likely ; improbable unlikely.
lObsoles.]
TTnlike quantities (Math.), quantities expressed by letters which are different or of different powers, as a, b, c,
;

;

;

;

a-, a3, xn,

and the like. —Unlike
and minus ( ).

signs {Math.), the signs

—

plus (-J-)
Un-like'li-hOOd (-lT-h5od), n. Absence of likelihood.
Un-like'li-ness (-li-nSs), n. The quality or state of
being unlikely.
Un-like'iy, a. 1. Not likely improbable ; not to be
reasonably expected ; as, an unlikely evest ; the thing
you mention is very unlikely.
2. Not holding out a prospect of success likely to
Hooker.
fail; unpromising; as, unlikely means.
unattractive disa3. Not such as to inspire liking
"
The unlikely eld ot Tae." Chaucer.
greeable. lObs.]
Un-like1y, adv. In an unlikely manner.
Un-lik'en (un-lik"n), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f- liken.]
Wyclif.
To make unlike to dissimilate. \Obs.]
Un-like'ness, n. The quality or state of being undissimilarity.
Tennyson.
like want of resemblance
Un-Uin''ber (un-llm'ber), V. I. [1st pref. un- -|- limber.] (Mil.) To detach the limber from ; as, to unlimber
a gun.
Locke.
Un-lIm'lt-a-We (-Tt-a-b'l), a. Illimitable.
Un-lim'lt-ed, a. 1. Not limited having no bounds
unlim
tied
expanse
of ocean.
boundless as, an
2. Undefined ; indefinite not bounded by proper ex" Nothing doth more
ceptions
as, unlimited terms.
Hooker,
prevail than unlimited generalities."
3. Unconfiued ; not restrained unrestricted.
Ascribe not unto God such an unlimited exercise of mercy as
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

U

UNNECESSARINESS

1. Not located or
Un-lo'ca-ted (un-lo'ka-tSd), a.
not fixed in a place.
2. Not surveyed, or designated by marks, limits, or
boundaries, as appropriated to some individual, company, or corporation as, unlocaled lands.
Un-lock' (un-lok'), V. t. [Of. AS. unlUcan. See 1st
Un-, and Lock, v. t.] 1. To unfasten, as what is locked
as, to unlock a door or a chest.
2. To open, in general to lay open to undo.
Unlock your springs, and open all your shades.
Pope.
[Lord] unlock the spell of sin.
J. H. Newman.

Un-mean'lng (Qn-men'Tng), a. 1. Having no meaa
ing or signification ; as, unmeaning words,
2. Not indicating intelligence or sense ; senseless; ex-

placed

;

;

;

;

;

;

his justice.

Jiotjers.

Unlimited problem (Math.), a problem which is capable
Unlimited pump, a
of an infinite number of solutions.
kind of deep-well pump placed at the level of the water,

Un-lOdge'
dislodge

;

(iin-loj'),

— Un-llm'it-ed-ly, adv. — Un-lim'lt-ed-ness, n.
Dn-llne' (iin-lm'), V. t. [1st pref. untake the lining out of ; hence, to empty
;

-\- line.]
To
as, to unline

one's purse.

v.

-f-

recall or retract, as a look,

un-

-\-

To

look.]

Richardson.

[i?.]

[Pref. un- not -f looked.]

(tiu-156kt'), a.

Not observed

To

lodge.]

Carew.

[1st pref.

i.

—

generally with
or foreseen unexpected
" Unlooked success."
Denliam.
Pope.
She comes unlooked for, if she comes at all.
Un-lOOked'-for (-f8r), a. Not looked for; unexpected as, an unlooked-for event.
Un-loose' (iin-166s'), V. t. [1st pref. un- (intensive)
-\- loose.]
To make loose to loosen to set free. Shak.
Un-loose', v. i. To become unfastened; to lose all
connection or union.
Un-lOOS'en (-'n), v. t. [1st pref. un- (intensive) -|;

;

for.

;

To loosen

loosen.]

;

;

to unloose.

To
[1st pref. un^ -\- lord.]
3Iilton.
deprive of the rank or position of a lord.
Un-lord'ed, a. 1. [Properly p. p. of unlord.] Deprived of the rank of a lord.
2. [Pref. un- not -\- lorded."] Not raised to the rank
Milton.
of a lord.
Un-love' (tin-luv'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -{- love.] To
cease to love ; to hate.
\_Obs.]
Un-love'ly (iin-liiv'lj), a. Not lovely ; not an\iable
possessing qualities that excite dislike ; disagreeable
displeasing ; unpleasant.
Un-love'li-ness (-IT-nes), n.
Un-luck'1-ly (-luk'I-ly), adv. In an unlucky manner.
Un-lUCk'i-neSS, n. Quality or state of being unlucky.
Un-luck'y (iin-liik'J^), a. 1. Not lucky ; not successas, an unlucky
ful ; unfortunate ; ill-fated ; unhappy
Un-lord'

(iin-lSrd'), v.

i.

—

;

man an unlucky adventure an unlucky throw of dice ;
an unlucky game.
51^°° This word is properly applied to incidents in which
failui'e results from chance or fortuity, as in games of
hazard, rather than from lack or feebleness of effort.
2. Bringing bad luck Ul-omened inauspicious.
Dryden.
Haunt me not with that unlucky/ face.
\_CoUoq.]
3. Mischievous as, an unlucky wag.
Un-lust' (iin-Iust'), n. Listlessness ; disinclination.
Chaucer.
\_Obs.]
"Idleness and M)!fes^"
Un-lute' (tin-lut'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f lute.] To
separate, as things cemented or luted to take the lute
;

;

;

;

;

;

Boyle.
or the clay from.
Un-made' (un-mad'), a. 1. [Pref. un- not -f- made.]
Shak.
Not yet made or formed ; as, an unmade grave.
Deprived of form,
2. [Properly p. p. of unmake.]
character, etc.
disunited.
Un-mag'is-trate (im-majts-trSt), v. t. [1st pref. unm agistrate.] To divest of the office or authority of a
IJilton.
magistrate.
lObs.]
Un-maid'en (uu-mad''n), v. i. [1st un- -\- maiden.]
To ravish; to deflower. [Obs.]
make.]
Un-make' (un-mak'), v. t. [1st pref. unTo destroy the form and qualities of ; to deprive of being ; to imcreate.

+

God

does not

make

or

unmake things

to try experiments.
T. Burnet.

(iJn-mSn'), V. t.
[1st pref. un- -\- man.]
1. To deprive of the distinctive qualities of a human
South.
being, as reason, or the like,
[i?.]
2. To emasculate ; to deprive of virility.
3. To deprive of the courage and fortitude of a man
to break or subdue the manly spirit in to cause to despond ; to dishearten ; to make womanish.

Un-man'

;

Let's not

unman

Byron.

eacli other.

To deprive of men as, to unman a ship.
Un-man'a-Cle (-a^k'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- manaTennyson.
cle.]
To free from manacles.
Un-man'bood (-hood), n. Absence or lack of man4.

;

hood.

Chaucer.

[Obs.]

;

Un-llq'ul-da'ted (-ITk'wT-da'ted), a. Not liquidated
; not adjusted or settled.
Unliquidated damages (Law), penalties or damages not
ascertained in money.
Burrill.
Un-liq'uored (un-lTk'erd), a. 1. Not moistened or
wet with liquor dry. " Unliquored coach." Sp. Hall.
2. Not in liquor ; not intoxicated sober.
Like an untiquored Silenus.
Milton.
;

not exactly ascertained

;

;

(iin-liv'), V.

t.

[1st pref.

un-

-f-

To
manner

live.]

a contrary manner, as a life to live in a
contrary to. IS.]
Glanvill.
Un-Uved' (iiu-livd'), a. [See 1st pref. Un-, and Life,
Live.] Bereft or deprived of life.
Shak.
lObs.]
Vn-loai' [un-lod'), V. t. list -pvet. un- -\- load.] I. To
take the load from to discharge of a load or cargo to
disburden as, to unload a ship to unload a beast.
2. Hence, to relieve from anything onerous.
3. "Eo discharge or remove, as a load or a burden
as,
to unload the cargo of a vessel.
4. To draw the charge from as, to unload a gun.
5. To sell in large quantities, as stock to get rid of.
IBrokers'' Cant, U. S.]
Un-load', r. i. To perform the act of unloading anything as, let tis unload now.
Un-load'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, unloads ; a device for unloading, as hay from a wagon.

live in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ale,

senats,

care,

am, arm, ask,

1. [Properly p. p. of
(fin-mSnd'), a.
of manly qualities deficient in vigor,
strength, courage, etc. ; weak ; effeminate.
(Falconry) Not
-ed.]
2. [Pref. un- not
man
tamed not made familiar with, or subject to, man ; —
also used figuratively.
[06s.]
Hood my unmanned blood bating in my cheeks
Shak.
With thy black mantle.

unman.] Deprived

;

—

+

;

un- not

3. [Pref.

men

;

as,

-f-

an unmanned

manned.]

Not furnished with

ship.

Not
(iin-man'ner-ly), a.
adv. Uncivilly ; rudely.

Un-man'ner-ly
ill-bred

;

rude.

ner-U-ness

—

mannerly;

— Un-man'-

(-ll-nes), n.

Un-man'tle (-t'l), v. t. [1st pref. un--\-mmiile.] To
divest of a mantle ; to uncover.
Nay, she said, but I will unmantU you. Sir W. Scott.
Un-mar'ry (un-mSr'ry), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f marMilton.
To
annul the marriage of ; to divorce.
ry.]
Un-mar'tyr (un-mar'ter), V. t. [1st un- -f- martyr.]
Fuller.
[Obs.]
from
the
rank
a
martyr.
To degrade
of
[1st pref. un(un-mas'kii-lat), V. I.
Fuller.
[Obs.]
-f masculaie.] To emasculate.
Un-mask' (un-mask'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f- mask.]
expose.
To strip of a mask or disguise to lay open ; to

Un-mas'CU-late

;

Shak.
Un-mas'ter-a-lJle (un-mas'ter-a-b'l), a. Incapable of
Sir T. Browne.
being mastered or subdued. [Obs.]
Un'ma-te'rl-al (iin'ma-te'ri-al), a. Not material im-

Un-mask',

v. i.

To put

off

a mask.

;

material.
final,

3,11

Daniel.

[Obs.]
i

eve,

event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

an unmea7iing face.
blazoned on the unmeaning brow.

Trumbull.

Not meant or intended;

a.

imintentional.

Un-meas'ur-a-Me

(iin-mezh'iSr-a-b'l), a.

—

Dryden,
Immeasur.

Swift.
Un-meas'ur-a-ble-ness, n.
Un-meas'ur-a-bly, adv.
Un-mech'an-ize (un-mek'an-Iz), v, t. [1st pref. unTo undo the mechanism of ; to unmake
-f- mechanize .]
as, to «nmecAan?je a structure.
[Obs.]
Sterne.
Un-mech'an-lzed (-izd), a, [Pref. an- not -J- mechanized.] Not mechanized.
Paley,
Un-meet' (rm-mef), a. Not meet or fit ; not proper
unbecoming unsuitable ; usually followed by for. ' Unmeet for a wife."
Tennyson,
And all unmeet our carpet floors.
Emerson,
Un-meet1y, adv.
Un-meet'ness, n.
able.

—

;

'

—

—

Un-mem'ber (Qn-mem'ber),

V.

[1st pref.

I.

un-

-\-

member.] To deprive of membership, as in a church.
Un-men'tlon-a-bles (un-men'shiin-a-b'ls), n. pi. The
breeches

;

[Jocose]

trousers.

Un-mer'chant-a-ble (un-mer'ch«nt-a,-b'l), a, (Com.)
not fit for market being of a kind,
quality, or quantity that is unsalable.
McElrath,
Un-mer'Cied (iSn-mer'sTd), a, [Pref. un.- not -f mer.
merciless.
Drayton,
cy.] Unmerciful
[Obs.]

Not merchantable

;

;

;

Un-mer'ci-ful

Not merciful indisposed
inhuman merciless unkind.

(-si-tul), a.

mercy or grace

to

cruel

;

;

;

— Un-mer'ci-f ul-ly, adv. — Un-mer'cl-ful-ness, n,
;

;

Un-mer'ci-less, a. [Pref. un- not (intensive) -|- merciless.]
Utterly merciless.
[Obs.]
Joye,
Un-mew' (fin-mu'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- mew to confine.]
To release from confinement or restraint. Keats.
Un-min'gle (iin-min'g'l), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f mingle.]
To separate, as things mixed.
Bacon.
Incapable
Un'mis-tak'a-ble (iln'mTs-tak'a-b'l), a.
of being mistaken or misunderstood clear ; plain ; obvious; evident.
Un'mis-tak'a-bly, adv.
Un-ml'ter (un-mi'ter), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- miier,^
To deprive of a miter to depose or deUn-mi'tre (
grade from the rank of a bishop.
Milton,
Un-mold' \(\m-moli'),v. t. [1st pref. Mn--j-»)oZd.]
To change the form of to reduce from
Un-mould''
any form. " t/Tzmo Win gr reason's mintage."
Milton.
;

—

)

;

;

(

Un-mon'eyed (fin-miin'Td), a. Destitute of money;
Shenstone,
not rich. [Written also unmonied.]
Un'mo-nop'O-llze (iin'mo-uop'o-liz), V. t. [1st pref.
xin- -j- monopolize.]
To recover or release from the
state of being monopolized. [R.]
Unmonopolizing the rewards of learning and industry. Miltotu

+

moor,"]
Un-moor' (iin-moor'), v. t, [1st pref. unTo cause to ride with one anchor less than
before, after having been moored by two or more anchors. (6) To loose from anchorage. See MooK, v. t,

(Naut.) (a)

;

+

sits

Un-meant' (un-menf),

;

Un-manned'

Un-link' (un-lTnk'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -|- link.] To
separate or undo, as links to uncoil ; to unfasten. Shak.

Un-Uve'

un-

[1st pref.

t>- 1.

as,

;

There pride

— Un-mean'ing-ly, adv. — Un-mean'ing-ness, n.

;

to deprive of lodgment.

Un-look' (Qn-165k'),

—

and operated from above ground.

pressionless

;

;

;

may destroy

;;
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Un-lOOked'

;

2.

;

pp. 1662-&4.

ZjUw) (a)
(6)

—

;-

Sir W. Scott,
Un-moor', v. i. To weigh anchor.
Un-mor'al (un-mor'al), a. Having no moral percep.
involving no idea of morality}
distinguished from both moral and immoral.
Un'=

tion, quality, or relation

—

;

—

mo-ral'1-ty (un'm6-rai'i-ty), n.

Un-mor'al-ized (un-moi'al-izd), a. Not restrained op
Norris,
tutored by morality.
Un-mor'rlsed (iin-mor'rTst), a. Not arrayed in the
Beau. & Ft.
dress of a morris dancer. [Obs.]
Un-mor'tise (un-m6r'tis), v. t. [1st pref. un--\- mor-

To

tise.]

loosen, unfix, or separate, as things mortised

Tennyson,

together.

Not according

Un'-Mo-sa'lc (tin'mo-za'Ik), a.
Moses unlike Moses or his works.

to

;

By this reckoning Moses sliould be most un-Mosaic. Milton^
[1st pref. un- -\Un-moth'ered (un-miith'erd), a.
mother.] Deprived of a mother motherless.
Un-mov'a-ble(iin-moov'a-b'l), a. Immovable. "Stead1 Cor. xv. 58. Locke.
fast, unmovable."
J. Ellis,
Un-mov'a-bly, adv. Immovably. [jB.]
Un-moved' (un-moovd'), a. Not moved fixed firm;
unshaken ; calm ; apathetic.
Un-mov'ed-ly, adv.
Un-mul'fle (tin-muf'f'l), V. t. [1st wn- -f- muffle.]
1. To take a covering from, as the face ; to uncover.
2. To remove the muffling of, as a drum.
Un-mu'ta-ble (un-mu'ta-b'l), a. Immutable. [06s.]
Un-muz'zle (iSn-muz'z'l), V, t. [1st pref. un- -f muz~
zle.]
To loose from a muzzle ; to remove a muzzle from.
Un-nail' (Sn-nal'), V, t. [1st pref. «n- -f- nail.] To
remove the nails from ; to unfasten by removing nails.
Un-napped' (Qn-napf), a. Finished without a nap.
I did not attempt her with a threadbare name,
Beau, if JUnnapped with meritorious actions.
Un-nat'U-ral (un-nSf iJ-ral ; 135), a. Not natural;
contrary, or not conforming, to the order of nature ; being without natural traits ; as, unnatural crimes.
Syn. See Factitious.
Un-nat'a-ral-ness, n,
Un-nat'u-ral-ly, adi'.
Un-nat'U-ral-iZe (iin-n5t'ii-ral-iz), V. t. To make unHales,
natural.
[R.]
;

;

—

—

—

;

—

Un-na'tnre (uu-na'tiir), v. t. [1st pref. un^-\- nature.]
To change the nature of to invest with a different or
;

contrary nature. [Obs.]
A right heavenly nature, indeed, as

it

were unnaturing them,
Sir P. Sidney.

doth so bridle them [the elements].

un- not -f natujre.] The conUn-na'ture, n.
trary of nature that which is unnatural. [^R.]
[Pref.

;

So as to be rather unnature, after

all,

than nature. H. Buslmdl,

Not near; not close to; at
Davies(Mtise^s Sacrifice).
[Obs.]
Un-neo'es-sa-ry (un-nes'Ss-sa-rJ), a. Not necessary
not required under the circumstances; useless; needless;
as, unnecessary labor, care, or rigor.
Un-nec'eS-SSri-ly (-ri-iy), adv.
Un-nec'es-sa-il-ness, n.
Un-near'

(iin-ner'), pr-ep.

a distance from.

—

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, 6dd

—

;;;

;

BS~ For other words
with prefix UN-, see

UNNECESSITY

pp.

Un'ne-ces'sl-ty (Hn'ue-sSs'sT-tJf), n. The state of besomething unnecessary. [06j.]
Being without
Un-nelgh'bored (Qn-na'berd), a.
Cowper.
neighbors.
ing uuneceseary

TJn-pas'tor (un-p4s'ter), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f pasTo cause to be no longer pastor ; to deprive of

tor.]

;

Un-nelgh'bor-ly

a.

(-ber-Ij?),

reserved ; solitary
tant
neighborly manner.
;

Not

exclusive.

;

pastorship.

—

;

"The smooth, xinpathwayed

plain."
Wordsworth.
Un-pa'tlence (un-pa'shens), n. Impatience. [06*.]
Un-pa'tlent (-shent), a. Impatient. \_Obs.] Wyclif.
Un-paved' (un-pavd'), a. 1. Not paved not furnished with a pavement.
Hakewill.
" Unpaved eunuch."
2. Castrated.
\_Obs.]
Shak.
Un-pay' (tin-pa'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- pay.] To
undo, take back, or annul, as a payment.
Shak.
Un-peace' (Qn-pes'), n. Absence or lack of peace.
[06i'.]
Testament of Love.
UB-ped'l-greed (un-pSd'I-gred), a. Not distinguished

Shah.
Enervate. [06s.]
Un-nerv'ate
nerve.2
Un-nerve' (Qn-nerv'), V. t. [1st pref. unTo deprive of nerve, force, or strength ; to weaken to
enfeeble as, to unnerve the arm.
Unequal match'd,
.

+

;

;

;

.

.

The unnerved father falls.
ITn-neSt' (tSn-nesf), V. t. [1st pref. un[iS.]
eject from a nest ; to unnestle.
Un-nes'tle (iin-nSs"l),
as Unnest.
[iJ.]

v.

t.

[1st pref.

Shak.

{

un-

To
Adams.

nest.']

T.

FtUler.

[iJ.]

Un-pathed' (vin-pathd'), a. Not having a path. Shak.
Un-path'wayed' (Qn-path'wad'), a. Pathless. [E.]

neigliborly disadv. Not in a

(iin-nerv'at), a.

UNPRUDENCE
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lo(>2-64.

-\- nestle.']

by a

Same

pedigree.

Pollok.

\_E.]

See
\adv. With difficulty.
Un-nethe' (iin-neth'),
Un-nethes' (iin-neths'), | Uneath. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Shak.
Un-no'ble (un-no'b'l), a. Ignoble.
J. Fletcher.
Un-no'bly, adv. Ignobly.
Un-nooked' (-n68kt'), a. Without nooks and corners
" Unnooked simplicity."
Marslon.
guileless.
[06i.]

Un-peeled' (iin-peW), a. 1. [1st pref. un- (intensive)
\-peel.] Thoroughly stripped ; piUaged. [_Obs.] Shak.
2. {Vret. un- not -\- peeled.] Not peeled.
Un-peer'a-ble (iSn-per'a-b'l), a. Incapable of having
a peer, or equal.
Un-peered' (iin-perd'), a. Having no peer ; une[1st pref. un- -\- no- qualed; unparalleled. " J/repeered excellence. " Jl/«?'i<ore.
Un-no'tl-fy (ian-no'tT-fi), v. t.
Un-peg' (iln-pgg'), V. t. [1st pTei.un--\-peg.] To
Walpole.
To retract or withdraw a notice of.
tify.']
Un-num'bered (iSn-ntSm'berd), a. Not numbered; remove a peg or pegs from ; to unfasten ; to open. Shak.
Un-pen' (Qn-pen'), V. t. [1st pTei. un- -\- pen.] To
Di-yden.
not counted or estimated ;_innumerable.
Un-nu'mer-a-ble (iin-nu'mer-a-b'l), a. Innumerable. release from a pen or from confinement. " If a man tm" An unniimerable multitude."
^ens another's water."
Blackslone.
Udall.
\_Obs.]
Un-pen'e-tra-ble (-e-tr4-b'l), a. Impenetrable.
nun.] To
Un-nun' (tin-nun'), V. t. [1st pref. unUn-pen'1-tent (-i-tent), a. Impenitent.
Sandys.
remove from the condition of being a nun. [iJ.]
Un-peo'ple (iin-pe'p'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- peoMany did quickly unnun and disf riar themselves. Fuller.
ple.] To deprive of inhabitants ; to depopulate.
Shak.
Disobedience.
Un'0-be'dl-ence (un'6-be'dl-ens), n.
[Pref. un- not
Un'per-e'gal (iin'pgr-e'gal), a.
Wyclif.
lObs.]
[_Obs.]
peregal.] Unequal.
Chaucer.
Un'0-be'dl-ent (-eny, a. Disobedient. [OJs.] Slilton.
Un-per'fect (un-pSr'fekt or un'per-fgkt'), v. t. [1st
Ull'Ob-serv''ance (un'Sb-zerv'ans), n. Want or neg- pref. unTo mar or destroy the perfection
-f- perfect.]
Whitlock.
lect of observance ; inobservance.
of.
\_Obs.'\
Sir P. Sidney.
Un'Ob-tru'slve (-tru'sl v), a. Not obtrusive not preUn-per'ieot (tin-per'fekt), a. [Pref. un- not -\- pei-suming ; modest.
Un'ob- fect.] Imperfect.
tjn'ob-tru'slve-ly, adv.
lObs.] Holland. —Vn-'pei'tect-ly,
tru'slve-ness, n.
adv.
[Obs.] Hales.
Un-per'fect-ness, n. lObs.]
Un'of-ten'sive (iin'of-fSn'sTv), a. Inoffensive.
Un'per-fec'tlon (fin'per-fek'shiin), re. Want of perUn-Of'ten (un-5f''n ; 115), adv. Not often. iObs.]
fection ; imperfection.
[Obs.]
Wyclif.
Un-oil' (un-oil'), V. i. [1st pref. un- -\- oil.] To reUn-per'ish-a-ble (iin-pSr'Ish-a-b'l), a. Imperishable.
Dryden.
move the oil from.
Un-per'ish-a-bly, adv. Imperishably.
Producing no
Un-op'er-a-tlve (un-op'er-i-tiv), a.
Un'per-plex' (uu'per-pleks'), V. t. [Ist pref. un- -{
South.
effect inoperative.
\_Obs.]
perplex.] To free from perplexity. [7J.]
Bonne.
TJn'O-per'cu-la'ted (un'o-per'kii-la'tSd), a. Destitute
Un'per-sua'sion (-swa'zhun), n. The state of not beof an operculum, or cover.
ing persuaded ; disbelief ; doubt. [JJ.] Abp. Leighton.
Un-or'der (un-8r'der), V. t. [1st pref. un- -j- order.]
Un'per-vert' (-vert'), v. i. [1st pref. un- -\- pervert.]
lo countermand an order for. [iS.]
To free from perversion ; to deliver from being perverted ;
Un-or'der-ly, a. Disorderly. \_Obs.] Bp. Sanderson. to reconvert. [_Obs.]
Sterne.
Disorderly ; irreguUn-Or'dl-nate (un-8r'di-nat), a.
Un'phi-lOS'O-phize (Bn'fT-los'o-flz), v. t. [1st pref.
lar inordinate.
\_E.]
Un-or'dl-nate-ly, a(?v. [R.]
undegrade from the character
philosop/dze.]
To
Un-Or'gan-ized (fin-Sr'gan-izd), a. Not organized
of a philosopher.
Pope.
IE.]
being witliout organic structure ; specifically (Biol.),
Un-pick' (iin-pik'), V. t. [1st pref. un- (intensive) -\not having the different tissues and organs characterispick.] To pick out ; to undo by picking.
tic of living organisms, nor the power of growth and deUn-plcked' (iSn-pTkt'), a. 1. [Properly p. p. of unvelopment ; as, the unorganized ferments. See the Note pick.]
Picked out ; picked open.
under Ferment, n., 1.
3Iilton.
2. [?iet. un- not -\- picked.] Not picked.
Un'O-rig'l-na'ted (iSn'«-rij'T-na'tSd), a. 1. Not origiUn-pin' (iin-pTn'), v. t. [let pref. un- -f-^:"'".] To loose
nated existing from all eternity.
F. W. Newman.
from pins ; to remove the pins from ; to unfasten ; as, to
2. Not yet caused to be, or to be made; as, possible
unpin a frock ; to unpin a frame.
inventions still unoriginated.
pinUn-pln'lon (un-pTn'yun), v. t. [1st pref. unUn'0-rlg'l-nate-ly (-nat-ly), adv. Without origin.
ion.] To loose from pinions or manacles ; to free from
Un-os'si-lied (iin-os'si-fid), a. (Zodl.) Destitute of
Goldsmith.
restraint.

+

+

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

+

;

+

a bony structure.

Un-plt'led (iin-pTt'Td),

Un-owed' (iin-od'), a. 1. Ownerless. lObs.] Shak.
Not owed as, to pay money unoived.
Un-OWn'ed (tin-ond'), a. [Pref. un- not -f- (sense 1)

2.

1.

a.

Not

pitied.

Shak.
\_Obs.]
wicked.
1. Impious
Un-pi'tOUS (ijn-pl'tus), a.
iObs.] " The life of the unpiious." Wyclif {Prov. xv. 8).
[Obs.]
Chaucer.
2. Destitute of pity pitiless.
Un-pi'toos-ness, n.
Un-pi'tous-ly, adv.
[06^.]
2. Pitiless; merciless.

;

;

owned possessed, and (sense 2) owned granted, acknowledged.] X. Not owned having no owner.
Milton.
2. Not acknowledged not avowed.
Gay.
Un-pack' (iin-pSk'), V. t. [\&t un- -\- pack.] 1. To
separate and remove, as things packed ; to open and remove the contents of as, to unpack a trunk.
2. To relieve of a pack or burden.
[iJ.]
Shah.
Un-pack'er (-er^, n. One who unpacks.
Un-pa'gan-ize (iin-pa'gan-iz), V. t. [1st pref. unpaganize.] To cause to cease to be pagan to divest of

—

;

—

;

;

Wyclif.

\_Obs.]

Un-pol'lsb (un-p51'Tsh), v. t. [1st pref. un- -[-polish.]
To deprive of polish to make impolite.
Not polite
impolite
Un'po-llte' (an'po-lit'), a.
Un'po-lite'ness, re.
rude.
Un'po-lite'ly, adv.
Un-pol'i-Uc (un-pol'I-tik), a. Impolitic imprudent.
Un-poUed' (un-pold'), a. Not polled. Specifically :
(a) Not enumerated or registered ; as, an unpolled vote
[06s.] " Unpoll'd Araor voter. (6) Not plundered.
;

—

—

;

;

Fanshau-e.

bian wealth."

Un-pope'

(-pop'),

[1st pref. «re-

i). <.

+ joope.]

To

1.

divest of the character, office, or authority of a pope.
2. To deprive of a pope.
[Obs.]
Rome will never so far unpope herself as to part with her pretended supremacy.
Fuller.

Importunate;
Un-por'tU-nate (Sn-pSr'tiS-nat), a.
troublesome with requests. [Obs.]
Golden Boke.
Un-por'tU-OUS (iin-por'tii-Qs), a. Having no ports.
[Obs.] " An unporttwus cosist."
Burke.
Un'pOS-sess' (iSn'p5z-z6s' or iSn'p3s-sgs'), v. t. [1st
pref. un- -\- possess.]
To be without, or to resign, possession of.
[Obs.]
Un-pos'si-bll'l-ty (-pSs'sT-bTl'i-ty), re. Impossibility.
[E.] " Vtter unpossibilily."
Foe.
Un-pos'si-ble (un-pos'si-b'l), a. Impossible, [if.]
Un-pow'er (Qn-pou'er), re. Want of power ; weakPiers Plowman.
ness.
[Obs.]

Un-pow'er-ful (-ful), a. Not powerful weak. Cowley.
Un-prac'U-ca-ble (un-prSk'tl-ka-b'l), a. Impracti;

not feasible.
Un-prac'ti-cal (-kal), a. Not practical ; impractical.
" Unpractical questions."
H. James.
I like him none the less for being impractical.
Lowell.

cable

;

Un-praise'

(iin-praz'), V.

To withhold praise from
Un-pray' (un-pra'), i).

;

[1st pref.

t.

un-

•\- praise.]

\E.]

to deprive of praise.

[\st-pTei.un--\-pray.] To
revoke or annul by prayer, as something previously
prayed for. [E.]
Sir 31. Hale.
Un-pray'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Not to be influenced or
moved by prayers obdurate. [E.]
Wyclif.
Un-prayed' (uu-prad'), a. [With for.] Not prayed
«.

;

Sir T. 3Iore.

[Obs.]

for.

Un-preach' (iln-prech'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -[-preach.]
To undo or overthrow by preaching. [E.]
Be Foe.
Un-prec'e-dent-ed (un-pres'e-dent-gd), a. Having no
precedent or example not preceded by a like case not
having the authority of prior example novel new
unexampled.
Un-prec'e-dent-ed-ly, adv.
Un'pre-dlot' (un'pre-dlkf), V. i. [1st pref. un- -f pre;

;

;

—

dict.]

;

To retract or falsify a previous prediction. Milton.
a.
1. Not prejufree from undue bias or prepossession not pre-

Un-pre]'U-diced (un-prej'iS-dist),
diced

;

;

occupied by opinion impartial ; as, an unprejudiced
an unprejudiced judge.
2. Not warped or biased by prejudice
as, an unprejudiced judgment.
Un-prei'u-dlced-ness, n. V. Knox.
Un-prel'a-ted (iin-prgl'S-ted), a.
[1st pref. un--\prelate.] Deposed from the office of prelate.
;

mind

;

;

—

Un'pre-vent'ed (iin'pre-vgnt'ed), a.
1. Not prevented or hindered as, unprevenied sorrows.
Shak.
2. Not preceded by anything.
[Obs.]
Milton.
Un-prioed' (fin-prisf), a. Not priced ; being without a fixed or certain value also, priceless. " Amethyst
unpriced."
Aeale {Eliylhm of St. Bernard).
Un-prlest' (un-presf), v. t. [1st pref. un- -{- priest.]
To deprive of priesthood ; to unfrock. [E.]
Milton.
Un-prlnce' (un-prTns'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -[-prince.]
To deprive of the character or authority of a prince to
;

;

;

divest of principality or sovereignty.
[E.]
Swift.
Un-prin'ci-ple (un-prin'si-p'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -)principle.] To destroy the moral principles of.
[E.]
princiUn-prln'ci-pled (-p id), a. [Pref. un- not
pled.] Being without principles ; especially, being without right moral principles; also, characterized by absence of principle.
Un-prin'ci-pled-ness, re.
Un-prls'on (ijn-prlz''n), V. t. [1st pref. un-.\- prison.]
To take or deliver from prison.
Un-prlz'a-ble (un-prlz'a-b'l), a. 1. Not prized or
valued ; being without value. [Obs.]
2. Invaluable ; being beyond estimation.
[Obs.]
Un-prob'a-bly (vSn-pr5b'a-bly), adv. [Pref. un- not

+

Wyclif.
Un-pl'tOUS-ty (-tj?), n. Impiety. [Obs.]
Want of piety. [Obs.]
Un-pit'y (un-pit'y), n.
Un-pla'ca-ble (Qn-pla'ka-b'l), a. Implacable. [Obs.]
Un-placed' (On-plasf), a. Not placed.
plaid.]
Un-plaid' (iin-plad'), v. i. [1st pref. unTo deprive of a plaid.
deplored or be(tin-pland'), a.
Not
Un-plalned'
pagan character. [iJ.]
Cudworth.
wailed unlamented. [Obs.]
Spenser.
\ls^ un- -\- paint.]
To
Un-palnt' (Hn-panf), v. t.
Un-plat' (un-plSf), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f plat] To
remove the paint from to efface, as a painting. Parnell.
probably.] Improbably.
take out the folds or twists of, as something previously -fUn-palred' (iin-pSrd'), a. Not paired ; not suited or
Un-prob'a-bly, adv.
[Un- not 4- L. probabilis applatted to unfold to unwreathe.
matched.
provable, fr. probare to approve. Cf. Probable.] In a
Not approving ; disap- manner not
v), a.
Un-plau'slve (un-pla'si
"
And minds unpaired had better think alone. Crabbe.
to be approved of improperly. [Obs. & R.]
proving.
Shak.
[Obs.]
To diminish, by the authority of wise and knowing men,
Un-palped' (-pSlpf), a. (Zodl.) Destitute of a palp.
Uu-plead'ed (iln-pled'gd), a. 1. Not used as a plea; things unjustly and unprobabbj crept in.
Strype.
Un-pan'nel (iSn-p5n'nSl), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- pan- not urged as, an unpleaded excuse.
Want of
Un'pro-fl'clen-cy (ian'pro-flsh'en-sj), n.
ne!.] To take the saddle off to unsaddle. lObs.] jervas.
2. Not supported by pleas undefended ; as, an unproficiency or improvement.
Bp. Hall.
Un-par'a-dise (un-pSr'a-dls), v. t. [1st pref. unpleaded suit.
Un-prof'it (an-prSf'it), re. Want of profit ; unprofitparadise.] To deprive of happiness like that of paraUn-pleas'ant (iin-plSz'ant), a. Not pleasant not ami- ableness. [Obs.]
Wyclif.
dise to render unhappy.
[iJ.]
Young, able or agreeable displeasing offensive.
Un-pleas'^hak.
Un-prof'it-ed, a. Profitless. [R.]
Dn-par'a-goned (-g5nd), a. Having no paragon or ant-ly, adv.
Un-pleas'ant-ness, re.
(iin-prSm'ts), V. t.
Un-prom'lse
[1st pref. un- -\equal matchless peerless. [JB.]
Un-pleas'ant-ry (-ry),re. pi. Unplbasamtribs (-rtz). promise.] To revoke or annul, as a promise.
Chapman.
Your unparagoned mistress is dead.
Shak.
[E.]
1. Want of pleasantry.
Un-prop' (Rn-prSp'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- prop.]
Un-par'al-leled (-al-lSld), a. Having no parallel, or
2. A state of disagreement a falling out. Thackeray.
To remove a prop or props from to deprive of support.
equal unequaled unmatched.
Unpleasant.
[Obs.]
Un-pleas'lve (lin-plez'Iv), a.
Un-prop'er (-er), a. Not proper or peculiar; imBp. Hall.
The unparalleled perseverance of the armies of the United " An unpleasive passion."
proper.
[06s.]
Un-prop'er-ly, arfc. [Obs.]
States, under every suffering and discouragement, was little
[1st pref. un- -f pleat.]
Un-pleat' (un-plef), v. t.
(t\u-pr5s'e-lit), v. t.
[1st pref. tinshort of a miracle.
Washington. To remove the plaits of to smooth.
W. Browne. -\- Un-pros'e-lyte
proselyte.] To convert or recover from the Btate o'
(Qn-pllt'),
-\Un-parched' (Un-parchf ), a. [Pref. un- not (intenV.
t.
pref.
plight.]
[1st
unUn-plight'
proselyte.
a
Fuller
sive) -f- pare Aec?.]
Dried up withered by heat. [06«.] To unfold; to lay open; to explain. [Obs.]
Chancer.
Un-prot'es-tant-lze (lin-prSt'Ss-tnnt-iz), v. t.
[1st
"My tongue . wiparched."
Crashaw.
Un-plumb' (i5n-plum'), v. t. [1st pref. vn- -\- plumb.] pref.
«mprotestantize.]
To
render
other
than
ProtUnpar'ent-ed (un-par'ent-Sd), a. Having no parent, To deprive of lead, a^ of a leaden cofBn. [R.] Burke.
estant to cause to change from Protestantism to some
or no acknowledged parent. \_E.]
-\plume.]
Un-plume' (un-pium'), v. t. [1st pref. unother form of religion to deprive of some Protestant
Un-par'Ua-men'ta-ry
strip of plumes or feathers hence, to humiliate.

—

;

+

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

,•

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

.

+

.

;

parliamentary
tary bodies.

—
—

(un-pdr'lt-mSn'ta-rJ'), a. Not
contrary to the practice of parliamen-

;

To

Un-polsed'
2.

fyll,

ilp,

fim

;

pity

Not poised or balanced.

;

unhesitating.

;

[Obs.]

Un-pol'SOn (iSn-poi'jt'n), v. t. [Ist
son.] To remove or expel poison from.

—
—

rifde,

1.

Not poised or weighed

quences

—

uulte,

(-poizd'), a.

hence, regardless of conseMarston.
pref. un- -f poi[06.?.]
South.
Un-pol'l-cled (iin-p51'I-BTd), a. 1. Not having civil
form vji
of i^uvci
or tv
a regular
icguini luiiii
government.
iiiiiaiib.
polity,
pviii>y, ui
[06s.]
2. Impolitic imprudent.
[06*.]
Shak.
Shak.

Un-par'lla-men'ta-ri-ness (-rT-nSs), n.
Un-par'tlal (un-par'slml), a. Impartial. [Ote.J Bp.
Sanderson.
Un-par'tlal-ly, adv. lObs.] Hooker
Un-pass'a-ble (Qn-pas'a-b'l), a. Impassable. jB. A.
Freeman.
Un-pass'a-ble-ness, n. Fvelyn.
Uu-pas'slon-ate
lo Oiuu-Miv V^iui-ptinii(un-pSsh'un-at),
uii-ut;, u.
passionate ;
a.
Not puHoiuiiuto
x^ut
dispassionate.
)nate.
adv,
Un-pas'sion-ate-ly, adv.

Oae,

;

;

feature or characteristic.
The attempt to luiinotcstnniiie the Church of England. Froude.
Un'pro-vlde' (ftn'iuS-vid'), v. /. [1st yiaf. un- -]- provide.]
To deprive of necessary provision ; to unlurnish.
Lest her
beauty mi/noride my mind again.
Shak.
.

;
;

;

food,

fo~ot

;

out,

oil

;

cliair

;

go

;

slusi

.

.

Un-prov'l-dent (un-pri5v'T-dent), a.
Improvident.
" Who
vv no lor
tor thyself
luyseii art so jtn
unprovident."
Shak.
Un-pru'dence (iin-pru'dens), n. Imprudence. [Obs,]

[06s.]
LVt^v.J

^U^

i

tUen,

tliln

;

boM

;

zii

=z

in azuie.

"

;;;

iK5" For other words
with prefix UN-, see

UNPRUDENT

N

Un-pure' (un-pvir'), a. Not pure impure. Donne.
Un-pure'ness, n.
Un-purely, adv.
Un-pursed' fun-pflrst'), a. [lat pref. un- -I- purse
-ed.} 1. Robbed of a purse, or of money, [i?.] Polio!:.
2. Taken from tlie purse expended. [06«.] Gower.

+

;

XJn-qnal'i-fy (un-kwol't-fi), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\Swift.
To disqualify ; to unfit.
[1st pref. un--^ quality.']
Un-qual'i-tied (-tTd), a.
Shak.
Deprived of the usual faculties. \_Obs.']
queen.'}
Un-qneen' (Hn-kwen'), v. i. [1st pref. unShak.
To divest of the rank or authority of queen.
Un-ques'tion-a-ble (un-kwSs'chiin-a-b'l), a, 1. Not
questionable as, an unquestionable title.
2. Not inviting questions or conversation. [i2.] Shak.
Un-ques'tion-a-bly, adv.
Un-ques'tioned (-chund), a. 1. Not called in quesnot doubted.
tion
2. Not interrogated ; having no questions asked not
Shak.
examined or examined into.
She muttering prayers, as holy rites she meant.
Through the divided crowd unquestioned went. Dryden.

(intensive)

& B.]

;

—

;

—

;

+

R

8

;

;

an xmread book.
2. Not versed in literature
Un-read'i-ne8S (-i-ngs), n.

;

Hooker.
Dryden.

illiterate.

The quality

or state of

being unready.

Un-read'y (iin-rgd'y), a. 1. Not ready or prepared
Dryden.
not prompt slow awkward clumsy.
Nor need the unready virgin strike her breast. Kehle.
Beau. & Ft.
2. Not dressed undressed. [06s.]
Un-read'y, v. t. [1st pref. un- -|- ready.'] To unSir P. Sidney.
dress. [06s.]
Un-re'al (iin-re'al), a. Not real unsubstantial fan;

;

;

;

;

;

ciful

Un-re'al-izo

His fancy
Un-re'al-ly, adv.
.

.

be reproaclied

In an unreal manner

;

ideally.

+

(Un-re'z'n), n.
[Pref. !m- not
reason.]
of reason ; unreasonableness absurdity.
;

Abbot of Unreanon. See Abbot of Misrule, under Abbot.
reason.] To undo,
Un-rea'son, v. t. [1st pref. un^
disprove, or refute by reasoning. [06s.]
To unreason the equity of God's proceedings.
South.
Un-rea'son-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Not reasonable; irraimmoderate ; exorbitant.
tional
Un-rea'son-a-bleUn-rea'son-a-bly, adv.
ness, re.

+

;

—

—

Un-rea'soned

Not supported by reason

(-z'nd), a.

" Unreasoned habits."
Un-reave' (iJn-rev'), v. t. [See Unreeve.]

Burke.

unreasonable.

To im-

wind to disentangle to loose. [06s.]
Spenser.
[See Un- not, and, for
Un-reaved' (un-revd'), a.
-reaved, cf. Rive, and AS. red/an to break.] Not torn,
split, or parted
Bp. Hall.
not torn tojjieces. [05s.]
Un're-bnk'a-ble (i5n're-buk'a-b'l), a. Not deserving
;

;

;

rebuke or censure blameless.
Un're-cur'lng (iin're-kur'ing),
" Some unrecuring wound."

1

;

a.

Tim.

Incurable.

vi. 14.

[06s.]

Shak.
Un're-deemed' (tin're-demd'), a. Not redeemed.
pref.
reeve,
unv. t.J
Un-reeve' (lin-rev'), v. t. [1st
{Naut.) To withdraw, or take out, as a rope from a
block, thimble, or the like.
Un-ref'or-ma'tion (-refor-ma'shun), n. "Want of reformation state of being unreformed. [06s.] Bp. Hall.
Un're-gen'er-a-cy (un're-jgn'er-i-sj^), n. The quality or state of being umregenerate.
Glanvill.
Un're-gen'er-ate (-tt),
Not regenerated
\ a.
Un're-gen'er-a'ted (-a'ted), ( not renewed in heart
remaining or being at enmity with God.
Un're-gen'er-a'tion (-a'shiin), n. TJnregeneracy.
Un-rein' (iin-ran'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f- rein.] To
loosen the reins of to remove restraint from. Addison.
Un're-lent'lng(iin're-lent'ing), a. Not relenting; unyielding rigid hard stern cruel.
Un're-lent'Ingly, adv.
Un're-lent'ing-ness, n.

+

;

;

—
;

;

;

—

;

Not

reliable; untrustworthy. See Reliable.
Un're-li'a-ble-ness, n.
Alcibiades .
was too unsteady, and (according: to Jlr. Coleridge's coinage) *^ jmreliabJe : '* or perhaps, in more correct
English, too " unrelyuponable.'*
De Quincey.
Un're-ll'glflus (-ITj'us), a. Irreligious. Wordsworth.
Un're-mem'brance (-mem'brans), n. Want of remembrance ; forgetfulness.
I. Watts.
Un're-mit'ting (-mlt'ting), a. Not remitting ; incessant ; continued ; persevering ; as, unremitting exertions.

Un're-li'a-ble
.

Cowley.

Not capable

(-re-prev'a-b'l), a.

Un're-proved' (-proovd'),
2.

of

Shak.
Not reproved. Sandys.

1.

a.

Not having. incurred reproof

;

In unreproved pleasures

[06s.]

blameless.

JliUon.

free.

Un-rep'n-ta-ble (un-rgp'iS-ta-b'l), a.
Disreputable.
Un're-serve' (Hn're-zerv'), n. Absence of reserve
frankness; freedom of communication.
T. Warton.
Un're-served' (-zervd'), a. Not reserved not kept
back
not witlilield in part
unrestrained.
Un'reserv'ed-ly (-zerv'gd-ly), adv.
Un're-serv'ed-ness, n.
Un'rc-sist'anoe (-zlst'ans), re. Nonresistance passive submission
irresistauce.
Bp. Hall.
Un're-sist'ed, a. 1. Not resisted; unopposed. Beniley.
;

;

;

—

—

;

;

2. Resistless

;

as, wn«s)'s<ed fate,

Pojie.

[i?.]

(-t-b'l), a.
Irresistible.
W. Temple.
\_Obs.]
Un're-speot' (un're-spgkt'), re. Disrespect.
" Unrespect of her toil."
Bp. Hall.
Un're-spon'si-ble (-spon'sl-b'l), a.
Irresponsible.
Fuller.
Un're-spon'si-ble-ness, re.
Un-rest' (Qn-rgsf), re. Want of rest or repose; un-

Un're-8lst'i-ble

—

uneasiness ; disquietude.
quoth she, the cause of your unrest ? Chaucer.
Can calm despair and wild unrest
Be tenants of a single breast ?
Tennyson.
Un're-Stralnt' (un're-strauf), re.
Freedom from re-

quietness

sleeplessness

;

;

Is this,

freedom liberty license.
Un-rest'y (Qn-rgst'y), a. Causing unrest; disquiet-

straint

;

;

Un-ni'ln-ate (Hn-ruTn-at),
Un-ru'in-a'ted (-a'tgd),
ruinaled towers."

Not ruined or d»" VnBp. Hall.

a.

)

stroyed. [06s.]

)

Un-ruled' (iin-ruld'), a. 1. Not governed or con" Unruled and undirected."
trolled.
Spenser.
2. Not ruled or marked with lines ; as, unruled paper.
Un-rul'1-ment (iin-rul'i-ment), re. Unruliness. [06s.]

" Breakmg forth with rude unruliment."

irreproachable.

;

Un're-priev'a-We

;

Spenser.
Quality or state of being unruly.
a.
\_Compar. Unbuliee (-i-er),
superl. Unruliest.]
[Pref. un- not -|- rtde. Cf. Ruly.]
Not submissive to rule disregarding restraint ; disposed
to violate law ; turbulent ungovernable refractory ; as,
an unruly boy ; unruly conduct.
But the tongue can no man tame ; it is an unruly evil, full oi
deadly poison.
James iii. 8.
Un-rum'ple (un-rUm'p'l), v. t. [1st pref. unrum^
pie.] To free from rumples to spread or lay even.
Un-sac'ra-ment (iin-sak'ra-ment), V. t. [1st pref. un-\- sacrament.]
To deprive of sacramental character or
efficacy; as, to rensaera?nen^ the rite of baptism.
[06s.]
Un-sad' (iin-sad'), a. [AS. unsxd unsated, insatiable.
See Un- not, and Sad.] Unsteady fickle. [06s.]
O, stormy people, unsad and ever untrue. Chaucer.

Un-rul'i-ness,

re.

Un-rul'y (un-rul'y),
;

;

;

+

;

;

Un-sad'den (-d'n), v.
To relieve from sadness;

[1st pref.

t.

to cheer.

un- -f sadden.'\
Whitlock.

[iJ.]

1. To
-f- saddle.]
to take the saddle from, as a horse.
2. To throw from the saddle
to unliorse.
Un-sad'ness, n. [From Unsad.] Infirmity; weakness.
[06s.]
Wyclif.
Un-safe'ty (iin-saf'ty), n. The quality or state of
being in peril absence of safety insecurity.
Bacon.
Un-saint' (iin-sant'), V. i. [1st un- -f saint.] To deprive of saintship to deny sanctity to.
[JJ.]
South.
Gauden.
Un-saint'ly, a. Unbecoming to a saint.
Un-sal'a-ble (un-sal'a-b'l), a. Not salable ; unmer-

Un-sad'dle

(-d'l), v.

strip of a saddle

t.

[1st pref. un-

;

;

;

;

;

[06s.]
as, xmresiy sorrows.
Chaucer.
That which can not be sold. Byron.
Un-rev'e-nued (un-rSv'e-nud), a.
Not furnished chantable.
n.
with a revenue. [JR.]
Milton.
Un-sano'ti-U-ca'tlon (Qn-sank'ti-fi-ka'shiin), re. AbUn-reT'er-ence (-er-ens), n. Absence or lack of rev- sence or lack of sanctification.
Shak.
erence irreverence. [06s.]
Wyclif.
Un-sa'ti-a-bil'i-ty (un-sa'shT-a-bTl'I-ty), n. Quality
insatiability.
Un-rev'er-end (-end), a. 1. Not reverend.
of being unsatiable
[06s.]
2. Disrespectful irreverent.
[06s.]
Shak.
Un-sa'ti-a-ble (iin-sa'shT-a-b'l), a. Insatiable. [06s.]
Un-rey'er-ent (-ent), a. Irreverent. [R.]
Shak. Hooker.
Un-sa'ti-a-ble-ness,». [06s.]— Un-sa'ti-aUn-rev'er-ont-ly, arft'. Irreverently. \_E.] B. Jonson. bly, adv. [06s.]
Un-rid'dle (Qn-r id'd'l),
t. & i.
[1st pref. un- -\- ridUn-sa'ti-ate (-shT-at), a. Insatiate.
Dr. H. More
dle.]
To read the riddle of to solve or explain as, to
Un-sat'is-fac'tion (tin-saf Is-fak'shiSn), n.
Dissat
unriddle an enigma or a mystery.
Macaulay. isfaction. [06s.]
Bp. Hall.
\. Capable ol
And where you can't unriddle, learn to trust, rarnell.
Un-sat'u-ra'ted (!in-sSt'ii-ra'ted), a.
Un-rid'dler (-dler), re. One who unriddles. Lovelace. absorbing or dissolving to a greater degree as, an unUn-rig' (un-rig'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -)- rig.] (Naut.) saturated solution.
2. (Chem.) Capable of taking up, or of uniting with,
To strip of rigging as, to unrig a ship.
Totten.
[AS. unriht.
Un-llght' (iin-rit'), a.
See Un- not, certain other elements or compounds, without the elimiand Right.] Not right; wrong. [06s.]
Gower. nation of any side product; thus, aJdehyde, ethylene,
and ammonia are unsaturated.
Un-right', n. A wrong. [06s.]
Un-sat'U-ra'tion (-ra'shiin), re. The quality or state
Chaucer.
Nor did I you never unright.
of being unsaturated.
Un-right', V. t. [1st pref. un- -J- right.] To cause
Un-say' (Qn-sa'), v. t. [1st pref. un- \- say.] To re(something right) to become wrong. [06s.]
Gower.
cant or recall, as what has been said ; to retract to take
Un-light'eous (iin-ri'chils), a. [OE. unrightwise, AS. back again to make as if not said.
unrihttols.
1. Not
See Un- not, and Righteous.]
You can say and unsay things at pleasure. Goldsmith.
righteous ; evil wicked sinful as, an unrighteous man.
Un-scale' (Qn-skal'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- scale.] To
2. Contrary to law and equity unjust as, an unrightdivest
of
scales to remove scales from.
eous decree or sentence.
[An eagle] purging and unsealing her long-abueed sight at the
Un-right'eous-ly, adv.
Un-right'eous-ness, re.
fountain itself of heavenly radiance.
Milton.
Un-right'wlse' (un-nt'wiz'), a. Unrighteous. [06s.]
Un-scap'a-ble (iin-skap'a^b'l), a. Not to be escaped
Wyclif.
Un-right' wise'ly, adv. [06s.]
WycliJ.
Un-ringed' (un-ringd'), a. Not having a ring, as in inevitable. [06s.]
Un-scep'tered ( (tin-sgp'terd), a. 1. [Pref. un- not -fthe nose. " Pigs «rerm£rerf.
Hudibras.
Un-soep'tred I sceptered.] Having no scepter.
Hn-ri'Ot-ed (iin-rl'iit-ed), a. Free from rioting. [06s.]
" A chaste, unriotedhonse.^^
2. [1st pref. un- -\- scepter.]
Deprived of a scepter.
^fay (Lucan).
Un-SCi'ence (un-si'ens), re. Want of science or knowlUn-rip' (iin-rlp'), V. t. [1st pref. un- (intensive) -|rip.]
To rip to cut open.
Bacon. edge ignorance. [06s.]
If that any wight ween a thing to be otherwise than it is, it i»
Un-ripe' (un-rIp'), a. 1. Not ripe as, unripe fruit.
Chaucer.
Sir P. Sidney. not only unscience, but it is deceivable opinion.
2. Developing too early premature.
Un-screw' (vin-skrji'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- screw.]
Un-ripe'nesB, n. QuaUty or state of being unripe.
To
draw
the
screws
from
to
loose
from
screws
to
Un-rl'valed (-ri'vald), a. Having no rival without
a competitor peerless. [Spelt also unrivalled.] Pope. loosen or withdraw (anything, as a screw) by turning it.
Un-scru'pu-lous (un-skru'pii-lus), a. Not scrupurivet.] To take
Un-rlV'et (iin-rTv'gt), V. t. [1st unlous unprincipled.
Un-SCru'pU-lOUS-ly, adv.
out, or loose, the rivets of
Unas, to unrivet boiler plates.
Un-robe' (iin-rob'), V. t. &,i. [1st un- -]- robe.] To scru'pn-lous-ness, re.
Un-soru'ta-ble (-ta-b'l), a. Inscrutable, [i?.]
disrobe to undress to take off the robes.
Destitute of
Un-scutch'eoned (iin-skiich'tind), a.
Un-roll' (iin-rql'), v. i. [1st pref. im- -|- roll.] [WritPollok.
ten also unrol-.] 1. To open, as what is rolled or con- an escutcheon. \_R.]
seal.] 1. To
Un-seal' (iin-sel'), v. t. [1st pref. «revolved as, to unroll cloth ; to unroll a banner.
break
or
remove
the
seal
of
;
to
open,
as
what
is
sealed
Dryden.
2. To display ; to reveal.
as, to unseal a letter.
3. To remove from a roll or register, as a name.
Unable
to
unseal
lips
beyond
the
width
of
quarter
of an
his
a
If I make not this cheat bring cut another ... let me be unSir W. Scott.
Shak. inch.
rolled and my name put in the book of virtue
To
2.
disclose,
Coronation.
as
a
secret.
[06s.]
The
Un-Ro'man-lzed (iin-ro'man-izd), a. 1. Not subVn-seara' {nn-sem'), v. t. [Istpref. «re--|- seojre.] To
J. Whitaker.
jected to Roman ai-ms or customs.
Shak,
to cut open.
2. (Eccl.) Not subjected to the principles or usages of open the seom or seams of ; to rip
Un-searoh'a-ble (un-serch'a-b'l), a. Not searchable
the Roman Catholic Church.
Un-roof (un-roof), V. t. [1st pref. un- -j- roof.] To inscrutable; hidden; mysterious.
Shak.
The counsels of God are to us unsearchable.
Hogers.
strip off the roof or covering of, as a house.
Un-rooled' (Qn-rooff), a. 1. [Properly p. p. of unUn-search'a-ble-ness, n.
Un-search'a-bly, adv.
pref.
roof.] Stripped of a roof, or similar covering.
(iin-se'z'n),
v.
t.
[1st
unseason.]
Un-sea'son
-f
1. To make unseasoned
to deprive of seasoning.
Broken carriages, dead horses, unroofed cottages, all indiSir W. Scott.
cated the movements of hostile armies.
2. To strike unseasonably to affect disagreeably or
unfavorably. [06s.]
2. [Pref. un- not
roofed.] Not yet roofed.
Why do I send this rustic madrigal,
Un-roost' (iin-roost'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- roost.]
That may thy tuneful ear unseason quite ? Spenser.
Shak.
To drive from the roost.
root.] To
Un-sea'son-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Not seasonable being,
[1st pref. unUn-root' (un-roof), V. t.
done, or occurring out of the proper season; ill-timed;
tear up by tiie roots to eradicate to uproot.
Un-roof, v.i. lohe torn up by the roots. Beau. & Ft. untimely too early or too late ; as, he called at an
rude. In unseasonable hour
unseasonable advice unseasonable
Un-rude' (un-rud'), a. [Pref. un- not
Un-sea'son-a-ble-ness, re.
sense 2 «re- is intensive.] 1. Not rude; polished. //err!c/c. frosts; unseasonable food.
"
how
the
unUn-sea'son-a-bly,
adv.
See
rude.
\_Obi.
&
P.]
2. Excessively
Un-sea'soned (-z'nd), a. 1. Not seasoned.
B. Jonson.
rude rascal backbites him."
Shak.
2. Untimely; ill-timed.
[06s.]
Un-ruf'fle (iin-riif'f'l), V. i. [1st pref. un- -f- ruffle.]
Dryden.
Un-seat' (tin-set'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f seat.] 1. To
To cease from being rulHed or agitated.
throw
from
one's
Cowper.
Not
seat
to
deprive
of
a
seat.
Un-ruf'fled (-fid), a. [Pref. un- not -f ruffled.]
2. Specifically, to deprive of the right to sit in a legisrufHed or agitated; smooth; calm; tranquil; quiet.
Macaulay.
Addison. lative body, as for fraud in election.
Calm and unruffled as a sumnier's sea.

ing

—

;

;

;

;

—

•;;.

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

i.

Un-rea'son

Want

state

[1st pref. unreunreal ; to idealize.
. vnrealizes everything at a touch.
Lowell.

(iin-re'al-iz), V.

To make

alize.']

+ remorseless.]

a.

;

The quality or

Un're-al'i-ty (un're-al'I-tj^), n.
of being unreal ; want of reality.

U

;

ideal.

;

[Pref. un- not
Utterly remorseless. [06s.

being reprieved.

—

;

— Un're-mit'tlng-

Un're-pent'ance (-pent'ans), n. Impenitence, [i?.]
Un're-proach'a-ble (-proch'a-b'l), a.
Not liable to

;

3. Indisputable ; not to be opposed or impugned.
Their unquestioned pleasures must be served. B. Jonson.
Un-quick' (iSn-kwTk'), a. Not quick. [J?.] Daniel.
Un-qui'et (un-kwi'gt), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- quiet.']
Ld. Herbert.
To disquiet. \Obs.]
Un-qui'et, a. [Pref. un- not -f- quiet.] Not quiet
restless uneasy agitated ; disturbed.
Un-qul'et-ly,
adv.
Un-qui'et-ness, n.
nn-qui'e-tufle (-e-tud), n. Uneasiness ; inquietude.
Un-rav'el (un-rav''l), v. i. [1st pref. un- (intensive)
ravel.]
1. To disentangle ; to disengage or separate
the threads of ; as, to unravel a stocking.
2. Hence, to clear from complication or diflSculty ;
to unfold to solve ; as, to unravel a plot.
3. To separate the connected or united parts of ; to
throw into disorder ; to confuse. " Art shall be conjured
Dry den.
for it, and nature all unraveled."
Un-rav'el, v. i. To become unraveled, in any sense.
Un-rav'el-m«nt (-m«nt), n. The act of unraveling,
or the state of being unraveled.
Un-ra'zored (-ra'zerd), a. Notshavtn. \_R.] Milton.
Un-read' (iin-red'), a. 1. Not read or perused as,

adv.

Unremorseless death."

^'

;;

UNSEAT

Un're-morse'less (un're-m8rs'lg3),

qualify.]

+

— Un'rs-mlt'ting-ly,

Cowper.
ness, n.

;

—

1580

pp. 1562-64.

Un-pra'dent (tin-pru'dent), a. Imprudent. [06s.]
Imprudent.
Un'piU-den'tial (un'pru-den'shal), a.
[Ofo.] ^^Themostunwiseandunprudentialsict." Milton.
Un-puck'er (un-puk'er), V. t. [1st pref . un- -j-pucker.^
To smooth away the puckers or wrinkles of.

—

;

;

(-li'a-b'l), a.

—

.

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

+

;

I

;

—

—

;

;

+

+

;

;

;

;

+

;

—

—

;

final,

^

;

«ve, event,

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd

;

;;;

;;
;

!!&• For other words
with prefix UN-, see

UNSECONDED

niI-8U0'0nil-ed (Bn-sgk'8nd-5d), a. 1. Not seconded ;
not supported, aided, or assisted as, the motion was
unseconded ; the attempt was unseconded.
" Strange
\_Obs.']
2. Not exemplified a second time.
Sir T. Browne.
and unseconded shapes of worms."
(un-se'krSt),
V.
t.
secret.'\
[1st
pref.
unUn-se'cret
Bacon.
To disclose to divulge. [06i.]
[Pref.
unnot
Not secret
Un-se'cret, a.
-f- secret.'\
" We are
indiscreet.
not trusty
not close
[Ofti.]
Shak.
so unsecret to ourselves."

+

;

sparing, p. pr. of spare.] 1.
monious liberal ; profuse.
2. Not merciful or forgiving.

shot

Un-spar'iug-ly (un-spSr'ing-lj), adv.
ing-ness, n.

also,

;

not discharged or fired oH.

Un-shout' (iiu-shout'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -J- shout.]
To recall what is done by shouting. [Obs.]
Shak.
shroud.]
Un-3hroud' (iJn-shroud'), v. t. [1st unTo remove the shroud from to uncover.
P. Fletcher.
Un-shrubbed' (iin-shrabd'), a. Being without shrubs.
Un-shut' (uu-shuf), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- shut.] To

ITn-sec'U-lar-ize (iiu-sSk'fi-ler-iz), ;;. t. [1st pref. unsecularize.^ To cause to become not secular ; to detach from secular things to alienate from the world.
Un'se-cure' (un'se-kur'), a. Insecure, [i?.] Milton.

open, or tlirow open.

Ua-seel' (uu-sel'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f- seel.'] To
open, as the eyes of a hawk that have been seeled
hence, to give light to to enlighten. \_Obs.'] B. Jonson.
seem.]
Un-seem' (iin-sem'), V. i. [1st pref. unShak.
Not to seem. [065.]
Un-seem'ing, a. Unbeseeming not fit or becoming.

not seeing or examining. [Colloq.]
Unsight onseen, a colloquial plirase, denoting unseeing
unseen, or unseen repeated; as, to buy a thing unsight
unseen, that is, without seeing it.
For to subscribe, tin^iqht. mtseen.
To a new church discipline.
Hudibras.
There waa a great coniluence of chapmen, that resorted from
every part, with a design to purchase, which they were to do

;

;

+

;

Un-seem'li-ness (-ll-ues), n. The quality or state of
Udall.
being unseemly unbecomingness.
Un-seem'ly, a. Not seemly unbecoming indecent.
;

" unsight unseen.'*

Un-Sight'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Invisible. [Obs.]
Un-slght'*d, a. 1. Not sighted, or seen.
Suckling.
2. (Gun.) Not aimed by means of a sight; also, not
furnished with a sight, or with a properly adjusted sight
as, to shoot an unsighted rifle or cannon.

Hawthorne.

miseemly outbreak of temper.

Un-geem'ly, adv. in an unseemly manner.
Un-seen' (un-seu'), a. 1. Not seen or discovered.
2. Unskilled

;

inexperienced.

quently,

Clarendon.

[06«.]

Not seldom

Un-sel'dom (uu-sel'dum), adv.

fre-

;

Un'slg-nil'1-cant

in.]

Not blessed or happy

—

;

;

;

—

;

(un-s5p'a-r4-b'l),

Coleridge.
Inseparable.

a.

" In loyeunseparable."
Shak.
Un-serv'lce (tin-serv'is), n. Neglect of duty idleindolence.
Massinger.
ness
[04^.]
Un-set' (un-s§t'), o. Not set not fixed or appointed.
Un-set'tle (un-sSt't'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- settle.]
\_Obs.]

;

;

;

;

settled position or state
to disorder ; to confuse.

To become unsettled or unfixed

;

to

;

to

skilUulness.
;

quality or state

state of being unsettled

Though

disturbance.

;

J. JS,

&

R.]

"To

as,

(iin-shal'), V.

I will not

umhale the

un-

[1st praf.

i.

from

jest before

it

Not

;

to derange.

shaped

;

sliapeless

misshapen

;

;

Un-sheathe' (un-sheth'), v. t.
shealh.]
To deprive of a sheath;
sheath or scabbard, as a sword.

make war.

Un-shed'

1.

(fin-shSd'), a.

ugly.

un-

pref.

-\-

draw from the

Not parted or divided, as

[Obs.]

Spenser.

Not spilt, or made to

flow, as blood or tears. Milton.
Un-shell' (iin-shgl'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f shell.] To
atrip the shell from to take out of the shell
to hatch.
Dn-shelve' (un-shelv'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f shelve.]
To remove from, or as from, a shelf.
Un-shent' (un-shSnt'), a. Not shent ; not disgraced
2.

;

blameless.

;

;

I

Un-Sher'llf (iin-shSr'If), V, t. [Ist pref.
To depose from the office of sheriff, [i?.]
iff.]
UB-Shet'(un-shet'),i'. <. To unshut. \_Obs.] Chaucer.
Un-Shift'a-ble (iin-shTft'4-b'l), a. 1. That may not
be shifted.
2. Sliiltless; helpless.

;

;

Not well selected

ill-cliosen.

;

The purpose you undertake is aangerous the friends vou
have named uncertain the time itself unsorted.
Shak.
;

{Obs.']

;

Un-BOul'

[1st pref. undeprive of soul, spirit, or principle. [P.]

;

ttp,

flrn

;

pity

t.

-f-

soul.]

;

inexpressible

;

unutterable

;

ineffable

;

— Un-spsak'a-bly, adv.

unspeakable grief or rage.

Ye

with joy unspeakable and full of glory.

rejoice

1 Pet.

i.

8.

Uu-spe'cial-ized (un-spesh'al-Izd), a. Not specialspecifically (Biol.), not adapted, or set apart, for
ized
any particular purpose or function as, an unspeciaU
ized unicellular organism.
W. JC. Brooks.
Un-sped' (tin-sped'), a. Not performed; not dis;

;

patched.

Garth.

[Obs.]

Un-spell' (iln-spel'), ;;. t.
break the power of (a speU)

[1st pref.

;

.

Un-sphere'

To remove,

un-

spell.]

-;-

to release (a person)
to disenchant.
[R.]
;

the influence of a spell
Such practices as these,
The more judicious Israelites
(iiu-sfer'), v.

.

Dryden.

unspelled.

[ist pref.

t.

un-

-j-

sphere.]

as a planet, from its sphere or orb.

Un-spike'

(dn-spik'), v.

un

[1st pref.

t.

To

from

—

Shak,
spike.]

\-

To remove

a spike from, as from the vent of a cannon.
Un-SI)ilt' (-spilt'), a. Not spilt or wasted ; not shed.
Un-spin' (iin-spiu'), 1). <. [1st pref. ?m- -)- spin.] To
untwist, as something spun.

Un-splr'it (8n-splr'it),

v.

+ spirit.]

[1st pref. un-

C.

To

dispirit.
Sir W. Temple.
[Obs.]
Un-splr'it-U-al-ize (-li-al-Jz), v. t. [1st pref. un- 4spiritunlize.]
deprive
of
To
spirituality.
South.

Un-spleened' (iiu-splend'), a. [1st pref. un- -fDeprived of a spleen.
Un-spot'ted (iin-spot'tSd), a. Not spotted free from
spot or stain especially, free from moral stain unblemished immaculate
as, an unspotted reputation.
Un-

spleen.]

;

;

;

—

;

;

spot'ted-ness, n.

Un-squire'

[1st pref. un--\- squire.]
To divest of tlie title or privilege of an esquire.
Swift.
Un-Sta'ble (iin-sta'b'l), a. [Cf. Instable.] Not stable ; not firm, fixed, or constant ; subject to change or
overthrow.
Un-sta'ble-ness, n. Chattcer.

(iin-skwir'), v.

t.

—

Unstable equilibrium.

See Stable equilibrium, under

Stable.

Un-Stack'

+

t.
[1st pref. unstack.]
or take away, from a stack; to remove, as
something constituting a stack.
Un-Starch' (iln-starcli'), V. t. [Pref. un- -f starch.]
To free from starch to make limp or pliable.
[1st pref. un- -\- state.]
Un-state' (lin-stat'), v. t.

(iln-stSk'), v.

To remove,

;

To deprive

of state or dignity.
[R.]
High-battled Caesar will unstate his happiness.

Shak.

Un-Steel' (fm-stel'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f steel.] To
disarm to soften.
Richardson,
[1st pref. un- -\- step.]
Un-step' (tin-step'), v. i.
{Naut.) To remove, as a mast, from its step.
Un-Stlck' (un-stik'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f stick.] To
release, as one thing stuck to another.
Richardson.
Un-Still' (tin-stTl'), o. [AS. mutille. See Un- not, and
Still, a.] Not still restless.
[R.]
Un-Stmg' (iin-sting'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f- sting.]
To disarm of a sting; to remove the sting of. [R.]
" Elegant dissertations on virtue and vice
will not
.
unsting calamity."
J. M. Mason
Un-stitch' (fin-stich'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- stitch.]
To open by picking out stitches to take out, or mido, tho
stitches of; &&, to unstitch a, seam.
Collie'
Un-StOCk' (iin-stok'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f stock ]
1. To deprive of a stock
to remove the stock from
to loose from that which fixes, or holds fast.
2. To remove from the stocks, as a ship.
Un-stock'inged (un-st5k'ingd), a. 1. [Pref. un- not
-\- stocking.]
Destitute of stockings.
Sir W. Scott.
2. [1st pref. un- -\- stocking.] Deprived of stockings.
[1st pref. un- -|- stop.]
Un-8top' (un-st(5p'), V. t.
1. To take tlie stopple or stopper from
as, to unstop
a bottle or a cask.
;

.

.

;

;

—

i

a.

—

;

food, £o"ot

;

out,

oU

;

chair

;

;

go

;

free

from any obstruction

Un-Strain'

(tin-stran'), V.

t.

;

to open.

[1st pref. un-

+ strain.]

To relieve from a strain to relax.
B. Jonson.
[Pref. un- not -|Unstrained' (tin-strand'), a.
slrain.]
strained
cleared
not
or purified by
1. Not
;

;

straining as, unstrained oil or milk.
2. Not forced; easy; natural; as,
duction or inference.
;

an unstrained deHakewill.
Un-strat'1-fied (5n-strat'T-fid), a. {Geol.) Not stratified ;
applied to massive rocks, as granite, porphyry,
etc., and also to deposits of loose material, as the glacial till, wliicli occur in ntasses without layers or strata.
Un-Strength' (un-strSugth'), n. Want of strength ;
weakness; feebleness. [Obs.]
Wyrlif.
Un-Stri'a-ted (tin-stri'a-tSd), a.
{Nat. i^w^) "Non-

^

striated

;

uivstriped.
(tin-strtng'), v. t.
[1st pref. un1. To deprive of a string or strings; also, to

+

Un-String'
string.]

take from a string as, to unstring beads.
2. To loosen the string or strings of as, to unstring
a harp or a bow.
" His garland
3. To relax the tension of ; to loosen.
they unstring." Ihyden. Used also figuratively; as,
his nerves were itn.strung by fear.
;

;

To
;

To

2.

Un-Strlped'

Shetlon.

Not sound not whole
not solid defective; infirm; diseased.
Un-sound'ly,
adv.
Un-sound'nesB, n.
Un-spar' (Qn-spSr'), V. t. [Ist pref. un- 4- spar.] To
take the spars, stakes, or bars from. [R.] oir W. Scott.
[Pref. un- not -f
Un-spar'lng (Hn-spfir'tng), a.

;

r^de, fyll,

(iln-sol'), V.

Un-SOUnd' (un-sound'),

;

;

finite,

|

;

2.

Un-Shlp' (un-ship'), V. I.
[1st pref. un- -f ship.]
1. To take out of a ship or vessel as, to unship goods.
2. (Naut.) To remove or detach, as any part or implement, from its proper position or connection when in
use as, to unship an oar ; to unship capstan bars to
unship the tiller.
Un-slllp'ment (-m«nt), n. The act of unshipping, or
the state of being unshipped displacement.

QBe,

—

;

Bp. Hall.
un- -f- sher-

\_Obs.]

S/iak.

+

quately described
as,

;

;

[1st

to

To unsheathe the sword, to
the hair.

[1st pref.

v. t.

;

;

;

[R.]

speakUn-speak'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [Pref. un- not
able.] Not speakable
incapable of being uttered or ade-

;

+

deformed

Spenser.

fall unsoft,

un- -\- solder.] To separate or disunite, as what has been
soldered hence, to divide ; to sunder. [Formerly written also unsoder.]
Tennyson.
Not equipped
Un-SOl'dlered (iln-sol'jerd
106), a.
like a soldier unsoldierlike.
[Obs.]
J. Fletcher.
Un-sol'em-nize (un-sol'em-ulz), v. t. [1st pref. un-\- solemnize.]
To divest of solemnity.
Un-SO'na-ble (fln-sO'na-b'l), a. [Pref. un- not -f- L.
sonabilis sounding, from sonare to sotmd.] Incapable of
being sounded. [Obs.]
Un-SOn'sy (iin-s8n'sy), a. [See Un- not, and SoNCY.]
Not soncy (sonsy) not fortunate. [Scot.]
Un-800t' (un-soof), a. [AS. unswete. See Un- not,
and Sweet.] Not sweet. [Obs.]^
Spenser.
Un'SO-plUS'tl-cate (iin'so-fls'ti-kSt), a. Not sophisticated pure
Un'SO-phls'tl-ca'ted (-fls'tT-katSd),
innocent genuine.
Un'BO-pIlls'tl-ca'ted-ness, n.
Un-sor'rowod (tin-sSr'rod), a. Not sorrowed for
Beau. & Fl.
unlamented.
Un-SOrt'ed (un-s8rt'5d), a. 1. Not sorted not clasunsorted
a
lot
of
goods.
sified
as,

[Pref. un- not
shaped, shapen.] Not

a.

)

)

[Obs^
Great climbers

Shak.

[JB.]

—

Un-sol'der (un-s5d'er or un-s61'der),

;

Un-shaped' (un-shapf),
Un-shap'en (iin-shap''n),

softly.

Marston.

Un-Shape' (iSn-shap'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- shape.]
To deprive of shape, or of proper shape ; to disorder to
confound

;

unsay.

;

;

;

\_Obs.]

be ripe.

;

unslacked lime.

—

shale.]

-\-

to uncover.

;

;

Un-SO'cia-bil'1-ty (iin-so'sha^bTlT-tJ), n. The quality
or state of being unsociable ; unsociableness.
Un-SCcla-ble (iin-so'sha-b'l), a. Not sociable; not
inclined to society averse to companionship or conversation ; solitary ; reserved ; as, an unsociable person or
temper.
Un-so'cla-bly, adv.
Un-80'cia-ble-ness, n.
Un-SOCk'et (un-sok'St), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f socket.]
To loose or take from a socket.
Un-SOft' (un-soff; 115), a. Not soft ; hard; coarse;
rough. [Obs.] " Bristles of his beard anio/!. " Chaucer.
Un-SOft', adv. [AS. unsofte. See Un- not, and Soft.]

;

strip the shale, or husk,

Shak.

unslaked

;

+

Un-shale'

Not slacked

(iin-slakt'), a.

the

;

+

;

To

make

Un-slaked' (iin-slakt'), a. Not slaked; unslacked;
an unslaked thirst unslaked lime.
Un-sling' (iin-sling'), V. t. [1st pref. un- 4- sling.]
{Naut.) To take off the slings of, as a yard, a cask, or
the like to release from the slings.
Totten.
Un-Slulce' (tin-slils'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- sluice.]
To sluice ; to open the sluice or sluices of ; to let flow
to discharge.
Dryden.

+

&

the unskillful laugh, can not but

as,

;

&

make

Un-slacked'

Fuller.
sew.] To
Un-sew' (iin-so'), V. t. [Ist pref. unundo, as something sewn, or something inclosed by sewing to rip apart to take out the stitches of.
Un-sex' (iin-sSks'), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Unsexed (unsSkst') p. pr.
[Ist pref. unvb. n. Unsexing.]
sex.]
To deprive of sex, or of qualities becoming to
one's sex ; esp., to make unfeminine in character, manners, duties, or the like ; as, to unsex a woman.
Un-sez'U-al (im-sSks'iS-al), a. Not sexual not proper
or peculiar to one of the sexes.
De Quincey.
Un-shac'kle (un-shak'k'l), V. t. [1st pref. unshackle.] To loose from shackles or bonds ; to set free
from restraint ; to unfetter.
Addison.
Un-Shak'a-ble (Qn-shak'a-b'l), a. Not capable of being
shaken firm ; fixed.
Shak. J. S. Mill.
Un-shaked' (vin-shakf), a. Unshaken. [Obs.] Shak.
;

it

— Un-sklll'ful-ly, adv. — Un-sklll'fnl-ness, n.

unseven the sacraments of

Rome."

;

;

;

judicious grieve.

Newman.

Un-sev'en (un-sSv"n), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- seven.]
To render other than seven; to make to be no longer
\_Obs.

;

;

Un-set'tle-ment (-ment), n. The act of unsettling, or

seven.

;

;

The

(-t'ld-nSs), n.

of being unsettled.

the church of

Sylvester.

[Obs.]

Un-Sklll'ful (-ful), a. [Spelt also unskilful.] 1. Not
skillful
inexperienced awkward bungling as, an unskillful surgeon or mechanic
an unskillful logician.
2. Lacking discernment injudicious ignorant.

Shak.

Un-set'tled-ness

;

;

To move or loosen from a

— Un-spar'-

;

;

unfix to displace
On-set'tle, v. i.
be disordered.

;

;

;

Un-sep'a-ra-We

+

;

;

to purify.

lusignifl-

a.

[Obs.]
Holland.
Un-Sll'ly (un-sTl'iy), a. See Unsely. [Obs.]
Un'slm-pllc'i-ty (iin'slm-plis'l-ty), n.
Absence of
simplicity artfulness.
C. Kingsley.
sin.]
To deprive
Un-sln' (uu-sin'), V. t. [1st unof sinfulness, as a sin to make sinless. [Obs.] Feltham.
Un'Sln-cere' (un'sTn-ser'), a. Not sincere or pure insincere. [Obs.] Dryden.
Un'sln-oere'ness, n. [Obs.]
Un'sln-cer'1-ty (-sSr'T-ty), n. The quality or state of
being unsincere or impure insincerity. [Obs.] Boyle.
Un-sln'ew (iin-sin'sS), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f- sinezv.]
To deprive of sinews or of strength. [R.]
Dryden.
Un-sis'ter (iin-sls'ter), V. t. [1st un- -f- sister.] To
separate, as sisters ; to disjoin. [Poetic &R.] Tennyson.
Richardson.
Un-sis'ter-ly, a. Not sisterly.
Unresisting.
[Obs.]
Un-slst'lng (iin-sTst'Ing), a.
" The unsisting postern."
Shak.
Un-slt'ting (un-sTt'ting), a. Not sitting well unbecoming. [Obs.] " Unsitting -words."
Sir T. 3fore.
Un-skill' (un-skTl'), n. Want of skill ignorance un-

[AS. unsaelig.

(Qn-se'ly), a.

(iin'sig-nifl-kaut),

oant.

See Un- not,
wretched unfortu[Written also «K6?7/j(.] [06j.] Chaucer.
nate.
Un[Ofe.]
Chaucer.
Be'll-ness, n.
Un-sem'1-nared (fin-sem'I-nSrd), a. [See 1st Un-,
and Semen.] Deprived of virility, or seminal energy
made a eunuch. [OJs.]
Shak.
Un-sensed (un-sensf), a. Wanting a distinct meaning having no certain signification. \_R.~\
Puller.
Un-sen'si-ble (iin-sen'si-b'l), a. Insensible. [OJs.]
Un-sen'su-al-izo (-shu-al-iz), v. t. [1st pref. un- 4sensualize.] To elevate ifrom the domain of the senses

Un-se'ly
and Silly. ]

Spectator.

;

;

An

Milton.

Un-speak' (iin-spek'), i;. i. [1st pref. un- -\- speak.]
To retract, as what has been spoken to recant to

Chaucer.

[Obs.]

Un-Shut'ter (-ter), v. t. [1st pref. un- 4- shutterS]
To open or remove the shutters of.
T. Hughes.
Un-slght' (iin-sit'), a. Doing or done without sight

-j-

[R.]

—

;

;

parsi-

Burke.

;

+

;

Not sparing; not

Un-shot' (un-sh5f ), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f shot.] To
remove the shot from, as from a shotted gun to unload.
Un-shot', a. [Pref. un- not -|- shot.] Not hit by a
;

;

.

UNSTUDIED

1581

pp. IXH-iH.

;

.

1. Not striped.
Without marks or striations

(iin-strtii't/), «.

2. {Nat. Jii.st.)

ated

;

as,

unstriped nuisole

;

nonstri-

fibers.

Un-Stud'led (tin-atnd'Td), o. 1. Not studied; not acquired by stiuly unlaboieii natural.
2. Not skilled
unversed;
followed by JH.
3. Not spent in study. [Obs.]
"To cloak the defects
;

;

;

—

of tlieir unstudied years."

sins, ink

;

then, thin

;

boN

,

Milton,

zh = z

in azuie.

0@~ For other words
with prefix UN-, see

UNSUBSTANTIAL

pp.

N

;

.

To make

etantialize.2

unsubstantial.

[iJ.]

[1st pref. undivesting of substantiality.

Un'sub-stan'ti-a'tion (-shl-a'slmn), n.
-f-

A

subslantiation.']

On'sac-ceed'a-ble

Not able or
Sir T. Browne.
Want of success failure
Prof. Wilson.
Not successful; not proi^not fortunate meeting vv'ith,

[OJi.]
Un'SUC-C6SS' (-s5s'), n.
misfortune.

Un'snc-cess'ful (-ful)>
ducing the desired event
;

;

;

—

Un'SUCor resulting in, failure; unlucky; unhappy.
Un'suc-cess'ful-ness, n.
oess'iul-ly, adv.
Insufferable.
Un-SUf'ier-a-We (uu-suf'fer-a-b'l), a.
lObs.']
\}n-sai'tex-a.-\Ay,ndv.
[0*5.] Hooker.

—
—

Un-suf'fer-ing, n. Inability or incapability of endur[OJs.]
Wyclif.
ing, or of being endured.
Un'SUf-li'oience (un'suf-fTsh'ens), ) n. Insufficiency.
Hooker.
[06s.]
Un'suf-fi'clen-cy (-fish'en-sy),
(
[OJj.]
sul-li'clent (-flsh'ent), a. Insufficient.
suil.'\
Not
Un-suit' (un-suf), V. t. [1st pref. unQuarles,
to suit to be unfit for. [06a.]
Insupport(iin'siJp-porfa-b'l),
a.
Un'sup-port'a-ble
able ; unendurable.
Un'sup-port'a-ble-ness, n. Bp.

Un

+

;

—

Wilkins.

Q

— Un'sup-port'a-bly, adv.

Un-SUred' (tin-shurd'), a. Not made sure. [06i.]
Thy now ttnsiued assurance to the crown.
Shak.
Un-SUre'ty (lin-shur'ty), n. Want of surety; uncerSir T. More.
tainty; insecurity; doubt.
[06*.]
InsurLocke.
mountable.
Un'SUS-pl'cion (un'siis-pish'un), n. The quality or
Dickens.
state of being unsuspecting.
Un-swad'dle (un-swSd'd'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\swaddle.'] To take a swaddle from ; to unswathe.
Dn-swathe' (un-swath'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\twathe.] To take a swathe from; to relieve from a

Un'sur-niouitt'a-ble (iiu'sQr-mount'a-b'l), a.

bandage

to unswaddle.

;

Addison.

Un-sway'a-ble (tin-swa'a^b'l),

Not capable of being

a.

+

Un-think'

(vin-thTnk'), v. t.
[1st pref. xmthink.']
recall or take back, as something thought.
Shak.
(-er), n.
[Pref. un- not
thinker.]
person who does not think, or does not think wisely.
Un-thlnk'lng, a. 1. Not thinking; not heedful;

To

+

Un-think'er

thoughtless

(tin'siik-Eecl'a-b'l), a.

likely to succeed.

2.

inconsiderate

;

Sfiak.
Un-swear' (un-swSr'), v. i. [1st pref. un--\- swear.']
To recant or recall, as an oath ; to recall after having
sworn to abjure.
J. Fletcher.
Spenser.
Un-swear', v. i. To recall an oath.
sweat.]
Un-sweat' (iSn-swSf), v. t. [1st pref. unTo relieve from perspiration ; to ease or cool after exer[-E.]
Milton.
cise or toil.
«weH.] To
Un-swell' (iSn-swel'), ?;. i. [1st pref. aresink from a swollen state ; to subside. [06«.] Chaucer.
Un'sym-met'ric-al (iin'sim-met'ri-kal), a. 1. Wanting in symmetry, or due proportion of parts.
2. {Biol.) Not symmetrical being without symmetry,
as the parts of a flower when similar parts are of different size and shape, or when the parts of successive circles differ in number.
See Symmetry.
3. (Chem.) Being without symmetry of chemical structure or relation ; as, an unsymmetrical carbon atom.
;

+

+

;

Unsymmetrical carbon atom iCJiem.)^ one which is united
at once to four different atoms or radicals. This condition usually occasions physical isomerism, with the attendant action on polarized light.

Un'sym-jnet'ric-al-ly, adv. Not symmetrically.
Un-sym'pa-thy (iSu-sim'pa-thy), n. Absence or lack

Un-tack'

(iiu-tak'), V.

separate, as

U

what

[1st pref.

t.

tacked

iack.'\

To

;

Un-tac'kle (un-t5k'k'l), v.

To unhitch

+

un-

to disjoin ; to release.
Being untacked from honest cares.
Barrow.
is

;

to unharness.

Un-talked' (un-takf),

— often with

a.

[1st pref.

t.

un-

-\-

tackle.]

Tusser.

[^Colloq.]

Not talked not mentioned
;

;

Shak.

of.

IntangibiUty.

Un-tan'gl-bll'l-ty (-tan'jT-bil'i-tJ), n.

Un-tan'gi-ble (un-tSn'ji-b'l), a. Intangible. [iJ.]
Un-tan'gi-bly, adv. Intangibly. [JB.]
Un-tan'gle (un-tan'g'l), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f tangle.]

To

loose from tangles or intricacy ; to disentangle ; to
resolve ; as, to untangle thread.
Untangle but this cruel chain.
Prior.

Un-tap'plce (iin-tap'pis), ?;. i. [1st pref. un--\- tappice.] To come out of concealment. [06s.] Massinger.
Un-taste' (uu-tasf), v. t. [1st pref. are- -f taste.] To
deprive of a taste for a thing.

Un-teach'
1.

(!in-tech'), V.

To cause

disbelieve

Daniel.

[i2.]

t.

[1st pref.

un-

+ teach.]

from memory,

to forget, or to lose

or to

what has been taught.

reflection
thoughtless.
earnest eyes, and round unthinking iace,
first the snuffbox opened, then the case.
Pope.

unteach

+

;

;

Un-tent' (un-tSnt'), v. t.
fcring out of a tent.
[iJ.]

[1st pref. un-

-\-

tent.]

To

Shak.

Un-tent'ed, a. [Pref. un- not \- tent a covering.] Having no tent or tents, as a soldier or a field.
Un-tent'ed, a. [Pref. un- not -f tented, p. p. of tent
to probe.] Not tented ; not dressed.
See 4th TENT,

The untented woundings

of a father's curse
Pierce every sense about thee

He

— Un-think'ing-ly, adv. — Un-tMnk'ing-ness, n.
Un-thread' (uu-thred'),
1.

1

Shak.

(tin-thank'), n. [AS. unpank. See XJn- not,
Ihank.] No thanks T ill will ; misfortune.
[06s.]
Unthank come on his head that bound him bo. Chaucer.

ale,

senate,

v.

a needle.
2. To deprive of ligaments
3.

c^re,

dm, arm, ask,

[1st pref, un-

t.

To draw or take out a thread from

;

-\-

as, to

thread.]

unthread

to loose the ligaments

;

He with his bare wand can unthread thy joints,
To make one's way through; to traverse;

unthread a devious path.

of.

Hilton.

to

as,

De Quincey.

Un'thrift' (iin'thrlff ), n. 1. Want of thrift ; unthriftiness; prodigality.
2. An unthrifty person.
[06s.]
Dryden.
Un-thrift' (vin-thrlft'), a. Unthrifty. [06s.]
Un-thrilt'ful-ly (-ful-iy), adv. Not thriftily.
[06s,]
" Unthriflfully spent."
Sir J. Cheke.

Un-thrlft'i-head (-i-hSd),Un-thrm'Hiood(-hood), n.
Unthriftiuess.
[06s.]
Spenser.
Un-thrift'i-ly (-I-lj^), adv. 1. Not thriftily.
2. Improperly; unbecomingly.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Un-thlUt'i-ness, n. The quality or state or being
unthrifty profuseness lavishuess.
Udall.
Un-thrllt'y (-3^), a. Not thrifty profuse.
Spenser.
Un-throne' (iin-thron'), V. t. [1st un- throne.] To
remove from, or as from, a throne to dethrone. Milton.
Un-ti'dy (iin-ti'dy), a. 1. Unseasonable untimely.
[06s.] '' Untidy tales."
Piers Plowman.
2. Not tidy or neat careless slovenly.
Un-tl'dl-ly (-di-iy), acZv.
Un-U'di-ness, n.
Un-tie' (iin-ti'), v. t.
[AS. untygun.
See 1st Un-,
and Tie, v. t.] 1. To loosen, as something interlaced or
knotted to disengage the parts of as, to untie a knot.
;

;

;

+

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

Sacharissa's captive fain
untie his iron chain.

Would

Waller.

Her snakes untied sulphureous waters
,

drink.

Po}ie.

3.

;

;

To

resolve

to unfold

;

They quicken
Un-tle',

to clear.

;

V.

i.

unto) -f- til till ; cf. Dan. indtil, Sw. inlill.
See Unto,
and Till, prep.]
used of
1. To; unto; towards;
material objects. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Taverners until them told the same. Pi'crs Plowman.
He roused himself full blithe, and hastened them until.

—

;

Spenser.

— used

2. To up to ; till ; before ;
staid until evening ; he will not
of the month.

come

of time as, he
back until the end
;

;

troublesome vexatious unlucky
3. Inconvenient
unfortunate as, an untoivard wind or accident.
;

^W

Un-tll', conj. As far as to the place or degree that
till.
See Till, conj.
especially, up to the time that
In open prospect nothing bounds our eye.
Until the earth seems joined unto the sky, Dryden.
But the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand
;

;

Rev. xx,

years were finished.

5.

Un-tlle' (lin-tn'), ?;. «. [1st pref. an- -f- h7e.] To take
the tiles from to uncover by removing the tiles.
Un-tlme' (iin-tlm'), n. An unseasonable time. [06s.]
;

A man shall not eat in untime.

Chaucer.

Un-tlme'li-ness (-lT-n5s), n. Unseasonableuess.
Un-time'ly, a. Not timely done or happening at an
unseasonable
unnatural, unusual, or improper time
premature inopportune as, untimely frosts untimely
remarks ; an untimely death.
Un-time'ly, adv. Out of the natural or usual time
inopportunely prematurely unseasonably. " Let them
Shak.
know
what 's untimely done."
Un-tlnie'ous(-\is), a. Untimely. [.K.] Sir W.Scott.
Un-tlme'OUS-ly, adv. Untimely unseasonably, [i?.]
Un-tithed' (un-tithd'), a. Not subjected to tithes.
Un-ti'tled (iin-tl't'ld), a. 1. Not titled; having no
;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

;

;

Perverse ; froward
Un-tO'ward-ly, a.
untoward.
" Untowardly tricks and vices."
Locke.
(un-trad'ed),
a.
1.
Not
dealt
with in
Un-trad'ed
trade not visited for purposes of trade. [06s.] Hakluyt.
2. Unpracticed; inexperienced.
[06s.]
Udall.
3. Not traded in or bartered
hence, not hackneyed
uimsual not common.
Shak.
Shak.
Un-trained' (un-trand'), a. 1. Not trained.
;

;

;

;

2. Not trainable
indocile.
[06s,]
Herbert.
Un-tram'meled (un-trSm'meld), a. Not hampered or
impeded free, [Written also imtrammelled.]
Un-trav'eled (un-tr5v'eld), a. [Written also untravelled.]
not trodden by passengers
1. Not traveled
as, an untraveled forest.
2. Having never visited foreign countries not having
gained knowledge or experience by travel as, an un;

;

;

;

;

traveled Englishman.

Addison.
Un-tread' (iSn-tred'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- tread.]
Shak.
To tread back to retrace.
Un-treas'ure (tin-trezh'iSr), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f;

treasure.] To bring forth or give up, as things previously
treasured. " The quaintness with which he untreasiired,
as by rote, the stores of his memory."
J. Milford.
Un-treas'ured (-iSrd), a. 1. [Properly p. p. of untreasure.] Deprived of treasure.
[06s.]
Shak.
2. [Pref. un- not -f- treasured.] Not treasured ; not
kept as treasure.
Un-treat'a-ble (iSn-tret'a-b'l), a. Incapable of being
treated not practicable.
Dr. H. More.
[iJ.]
Being
without
Un-trenched' (iin-trenchf), a
;

whole ; intact. [06s.]
Un-tressed' (un-trgsf), a. Not tied up in tresses
unarranged
Chaucer.
said of the hair.
Un-trow'a-ble (iin-tro'a-b'l), a. Incredible. [06s.]
" Untroivable fairness."
Wyclif.
Un-true' (un-tru'), a. 1. Not true ; false contrary
trenches

;

—

;

to the fact as, the story is untrue.
2. Not faithful ; inconstant ; false ; disloyal.
Untrue', adv. Untruly. [06s. or Poetic]
;

statement.

(-Tz'm), n.

& i?.]

[Recent

I

for the purpose of flogging
[06s,]
£. Jonson.
Un-trust' (un-trusf), n. Distrust. [06s.] Chaucer.
(-ful),
Not
trustful
or
trusting.
a.
1.
Un-trust'lul
2, Not to be trusted
not trusty. [JJ.] Sir W. Scott.
Un-truth' (vin-truth'), n. 1. The quality of being un-

Un-truss'er

them

(-er),

)

a public whipper.

;

;

contrariety to truth ; falsehood ; want of veracity
Chancer.
also, treachery
faithlessness ; disloyalty.
2. That which is untrue ; a false assertion ; a falsehood
a lie ; also, an act of treachery or disloyalty.
Shak.
;

;

— Lie falsehood. See Lie.
Un-truth'ful (-ful), a. Not truthful; unveracious;
contrary to the truth or the fact.
Un-trUtIl'fQl-ly»
adv.
Un-truth'Iul-ness, n.
Un-tuck'(un-tak'), t'. «. list ^let un- -\- tuck.] To unfold or undo, as a tuck to release from a tuck or fold.
Un-tnne' (iin-tun'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f- tune.] Tomake incapable of harmony, or of harmonious action
to put out of tune.
Shak.
Un-turn' (Qn-tilru'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -f turn.] Toturn in a reverse way, especially so as to open something as, to unturn a key.
Keats.
Un-turned' (fm-tfirnd'), a. [Pref. un- not -f- turned.]
Not turned not revolved or reversed.
To leave no stone unturned, to leave nothing untried f oraccomplishing one's purpose.
Syn.

;

—

—

;

;

;

[He]

;

—

;

;

;

revealed
2.

;

as,

untold secrets.

Not numbered or counted

Un-tol'er-a-ble

untold money.
Intolerable. [06s,]
tomb.]
[1st pref. un-

;

as,

(-tol'er-a-b'l), a.

+

Un-tomb' (tin-tobm'), V. t.
To take from the tomb to exhume to disinter. Fuller.
Un-tongae' (fin-tfing'), v. t. [1st pref. ^i,n--\- tongue.]
Fuller.
To deprive of a tongue, or of voice. [06s.]
;

Un-tOOth' (un-tobth'),

To take out the teeth
final,

all;

eve,

V,

of.

event,

t.

[1st pref.

un-

-)-

tooth.]

Cowper.

£nd, fern, recent;

ice,

l^'t

unturned no stone

To make my guilt appear, and hide his own. Dryden.
Un-twain' (iin-twan'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- twain.]
Skelton.
To rend in twain to tear in two. [06s.]
Un-twine' (tin-twin'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -+- twine.]
To untwist; to separate, as that which is twined or
;

twisted

;

to disentangle ; to untie.
long and powerful counter sympathy in a nacustom whxch bind a people to the
Sir W. Hamiltoru

It requires a

To untwist

;

;

A. Trollope.

+

und, OS. und until, conj. (cf. OS. unto
unto, OHG. umi), Goth, und imto, until. See To, and cf
Until.] 1. To
now used only in antiquated, formal,
or scriptural style. See To.
2. Until; till.
[06s.] " He shall abide in it Mn<o the
Num. xxxv. 25.
death of the high priest."
" Unto this year
Un'to, conj. UntU till. [06s,]
Chaucer.
be gone."
Un-told' (iin-told') a. 1. Not told not related not

+

Chaucer.
Chaucer.
a false

;

;

tion to uutu'ine the ties of
established and the old.

until, OPries.

Something not true

Un-trunked' (lin-trtSnkt'), a. [Ist pref. un- -\- trunk."]
Separated from its trunk or stock. [06s.]
truss."]
Un-truss' (un-trus'), V. t. [1st pref. unTo loose from a truss, or as from a truss ; to untie or unfasten to let out to undress,
Dryden,
[i?.]
Un-truss' (un-trtis'), re. One who untrussed persons

Spenser.
or appellation of dignity or distinction.
Shak.
2. Being without title or right ; not entitled.
Vn'tO {iin'tob), prep. [OE. unto; un- (only in unto,
akin
to
AS.
until) unto, as far as
is
o3
to to
this tm-

title,

;

;

— Un-to'ward-ly, adv. — Un-to'ward-ness, n.

true

He and his sono were priests to the tribe of Dan until the day
Judg. xviii, 30,
of the captivity.
In contracts and like documents until is construed
as exclusive of the date mentioned unless it was the
manifest intent of the parties to include it.

+

Un-to'ward
1. Froward

Un-tru'lsm
Denham.

sloth, perplexities untie.

To become untied or

loosed.
Un-tlght'en (iin-tit"n), V. t. [1st pref. un--\- tighten.]
To make less tight or tense ; to loosen.
Un-tU' (un-til'), prep. [OE. until, ontil ; un- (as in

.

(tin-to'erd), prep.
[Unto -j- -ward.}
[06s,]
Gower.
(-werd), a. [Pref. un- not
totcard.]
perverse. " Save yourselves from this
untoward generation."
Acts ii. 40.
ungraceful.
"Untoward words."
2. Awkward;
Creech. " Untoward manner." Swift.

Un-tO'ward

Toward.

;

To

free from fastening or from restraint to let
to unbind.
Though you untie the winds, and let them fight
Against the churches,
Shak.
All the evils of an untied tongue we put upon the accounts of
drunkenness.
Jer. Taylor.
2.
loose

;

Un-thank'

;

With

;

Experience will iinteach us.
Sir T. Browne.
One breast laid open were a school
mankind the lust to shine or rule. Byron.
2. To causa to be forgotten ; as, to unteach what has
been learned.
Dryden.
Ull-team'(iin-tem'), r. <. [1st pref. «ra<eam.] To
unyoke a team from. [iJ.]
Jer. Taylor.
Un-tem'per (tin-tem'per), V. t. [1st pref. un- -f- temper.] To deprive of temper, or of the proper degree of
temper to make soft.
Un-tem'per-ate (-at), a. Intemperate. [06s.]
Un-tem'per-ate-ly, adv. Intemperately. [06s.]
Un-tempt'er (iin-tSmfer 215), n. One who does not
tempt, or is not a tempter. [06s.]
Wyclif.
Un-ten'ant (Un-ten'ant), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- tenant.] To remove a tenant from.
\_R.]
Coleridge.

Which would

A

unthinking youth.

as,

;

Not indicating thought or

swayed.

of sympathy,

UNUSUALITY

1582
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Un'SUb-Stan'tlal (Sn'sub-stSn'shal), a. Lacking in
matter or substance visionary chimerical.
Un'sub-stan'tial-ize (-iz), v. t. [1st pref un- -\- sub;

;;;; .

;

.;

;

Un-twlne', v. i. To become untwined.
Un-twlrl' (iSn-twerl'), v. t, [1st pref. un;

Milton.
-j-

twirl.]

Ash,

to undo.

Un-twist' (un-twisf), V. t. & i. [1st pref. un- -)twist.]
1. To separate and open, as twisted threads to
turn back, as that which is twisted to untwine.
;

;

one of the twines of the twist do untwist.
The twine that untwisteth. untwisteth the twist. WalUsi
Milton,
2. To untie
to open ; to disentangle.
Young.
Un-ty' (iin-ti'), V. t. To untie. [Archaic]
Un-U3'age (tin-uz'aj ; 48), n. Want or lack of usage.
Chaucer.
[06s.]
Un-used' (Qn-uzd'), a. 1. Not used; as, an unused
book an unused apartment.
2. Not habituated ; unaccustomed.
Tliomson.
Unused to bend, impatient of control.
Un-U'su-al (tin-ii'zhij-al), a. Not usual; uncommon;
rare as, an unusual season ; a person of unusual grace or
erudition.
Un-u'su-al-nes8, n.
Un-u'su-al-ly, adv.
Poe,
Un-U'SU-al'1-ty (-51'i-ty), n. Unusualness.
If

;

;

;

—

—

idea, HI;

old,

obey, drb, ddd

;;;;

C6B*" For other words
with prefix UN-, see

UNUTTERABLE

;;
;

;;

UPAS
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Un-Ut'ter-a-We (un-ut'ter-a-b'l), a. Not utterable ;
incapable of being spolien or voiced inexpressible inas, unutterable anguish.
sfCable ; unspeakable
Sighed and looked unutterable things.
Thomson.
Un-ut'ter-a-Wy, adv.
Un-ut'ter-a-We-ness, n.
;

;

;

—

—

Un-vail' (iin-val'), v. t. & i. See Unveil.
Un-val'u-a-ble (fin-vSl'ii-a-b'l), a. 1. Invaluable
[0J«.]
South.
being beyond price.
having little value, [if.] T. Adams.
2. Not valuable
Un-val'ned (-ud), a. 1. Not valued not appraised
hence, not considered ; disregarded valueless ; as, an
Shak.
unvalued estate. " Unvalued persons."
2. Having inestimable value invaluable.
[Obs.l
;

;

unwieldy body of fifty-eight years old." Clarendon.
Un-wield'i-ly (-T-ly), arfw.
Un-wield'i-ness, n.
Un-wlld' (un-wild'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -\- wild.] To
Sylvester.
tame to subdue. lObs. & E.]
Un-will' (uu-wil'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -)- will.] To
annul or reverse by an act of the will.
Longfellow.
Un-willed' (iin-wild'), a. [1st pref. un- -f will.] Deprived of the faculty of will or volition. Mrs. Broioning.
Un-wlll'ing (iin-wTl'ing), a. Not willing loath disinclined reluctant as, an unwilling servant.

—

—

Two golden

apples of unvalued price,

Sjieuser.

Un-Va'rl-a-ble (un-va'ri-a-b'l), a. Invariable. Donne.
To
veil.l
Un-veil' (un-val'), V. t. [1st pref. unremove a veil from to divest of a veil to uncover to
disclose to view
to reveal as, she unveiled her face.
Un-Vell', V. i. To remove a veil to reveal one's self.
Un-vell'er (-er), n. One who removes a veil.
Dn've-rac'1-ty (iin've-rSs'T-ty), n. Want of veracity
Carlyle.
untruthfulness as, unveracity of heart.
vessel.']
To
D'n-ves'sel (un-vSs'sel), v. t. [Ist uncause to be no longer a vessel to empty.
[06s.] Ford.
vicar.] To
Un-vlc'ar (Dn-vlk'er), V. t. [1st undeprive of the position or office of a vicar. [iJ.] Slrype.

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

+
+

;

tln-vl'O-la-ble (rm-vi'6-14-b'l),

Un-Vls'ard (8n-vTz'erd),

v.

;

;

;

[Obs.]

Fuller.

+ vote.]

To reverse
Bp. Burnet.
Having no vowel
Un-VOW'eled (iin-vou'Sld), a.
sounds or signs. [Written also unvowelled^
SJdnner.
Un-VUl'gar-lze (Qn-vul'ger-Iz), V. i. [1st pref. unUn-VOte' (iin-vot'), V. t. [1st unpr annul by vote, as a former vote.

To

vulgarize.]
vulgar.

divest of vulgarity

[iJ.]

;

make

to

;

— Un-ware'ly,
[06s.]— Un-ware'ness,
[06s.]
Un-Wares' (iin-wSrz'), adv. Unawares unexpectedly; — sometimes preceded by
[06s.]
Holinshed.
a«.

;

;

;

Un-warped' (un-warpf), a.

[Pref. U7i- not

Not warped hence, not biased impartial.
Un-war'rant-a-ble (un-w8r'rant-a-b'l),
;

rantable

+ laarped.]

Not war-

a.

indefensible ; not vindicable not justifiable
illegal
unjust improper.
Un-war'rant-a-ble-ness,
n.
Un-war-rant-a-bly, adv.

—

;

;

—

;

;

Un-war'rant-ed, a. Not warranted being without
warrant, authority, or guaranty unwarrantable.
Un-wa'ry (un-wa'ry ), a. [Cf. Unwabe.] 1. Not vigilant against danger not wary or cautious unguarded
precipitate ; heedless careless.
2. Unexpected; unforeseen unware. lObs.] Spenser.
Un-washed' (im-woshf), a. Not washed or cleansed
filthy ; unclean.
Un-wash'en (un-wosh"n), a. Not ffashed. [Archaic]
"To eat with unwashen hands."
Matt. xv. 20.
Un-wayed' (Qn-wad'), a. 1. Not used to travel ; as,
oolts that are unwayed.
[06s.]
Suckling.
2. Having noways or roads; pathless. [06s.] Wycl-^'.
Un-wea'ried (un-we'rld), a. Not wearied; not fatigued or tired ; hence, persistent not tiring or wearying ; indefatigable.
Un-wea'ried-ly, adv.
Un-wea'xled-nesB, n.
Un-wea'ry (fin-we'rj?), v. t. [1st un- -j- weary.] To
cause to cease being weary ; to refresh. \_Obs.] Dryden.
Un-weave' (iin-wev'), v. t. [1st pref. un--\- weave.]
To unfold to undo to ravel, as what has been woven.

scious

Fuller.
to explain.
[R.]
Un-wont' (un-wiSnt'), a. Unwonted unused ; unaccustomed. \_Archaic]
Sir W. Scott.
Un-wont'ed (un-wunt'5d), a. 1. Not wonted unaccustomed ; unused ; not made familiar by practice ; as,
a child unwonted to strangers.
3Iilton.
2. Uncommon ; unusual ; infrequent ; rare ; as, unwonted changes. " Umoonted lights."
Byron.
Un-wont'ed-ly, adv.
Un-wont'ed-ness, n.
Un-work' (iin-wflrk'), V. t. [1st pref. un- -j- work.]
To undo or destroy, as work previously done.
Un-world'ly (un-wfirld'ly), a. Not worldly; spiritual holy. Hawthorne.
Un-WOrld'11-neSB (-IT-nes), n.

Un-well'ness,

Un-wro'ken(un-ro'k'n), a. [See UN-not,and Wreak.]
Surrey.
Not revenged unavenged. [06«.]
Un-yoke' (un-yok'), v. I. [1st pref. 7m- -\- yoke.]
1. To loose or free from a yoke. " Like youthful steers
unyoked, they take their courses."

-f-

[AS. unhal. See Un- not,
unsound. lOb.i.]
Un-Wleld'y (Bn-weld'y), a. Not easily wielded or
oarried
unmanageable
u»uiniit«^cjauic3
" .a.
bulky
uuiny
ponderous.
puiiuciuuo.
A liii/,
fat,
;,

;

;
,

dse,

dnlte,

ivde,

;
,

fiyOl,

tip,

Orn ;

pity

un-

+

Not worthy; wanting

—

—

n.

+

;

of

mouth

oral or traditional

;

;

(un-hol'), a.

Not whole

[1st pref.

t.

—

;

Un-Whole'

(iln-w(ir'thy), a.

—

Quality or state of being unwell.
Un-wemmed' (fin-wSmd'), a. Not blemished undeflled; pure.
[06s.]
Wyclif.
Wiih body clean and with unwemmed thought. Chaucer.

and Whole.]

V.

Unwritten law. [Cf. L. lei: noii .icripla.] That
doctrines.
part of the law of England and of the United States which
is not derived from express legislative enactment, or at
least from any enactment now extant and in force as
such. This law is now generally contained in the reports
of judicial decisions. See Common taw, under Common.
Unwritten laws, such laws as have been handed down
by tradition or in song. Such were the laws of the early
nations of Europe.

n.

;

;

put up your weapons.
I!^°" Up is used elliptically for gel up, rouse up, etc..
expressing a command or exhortation. '' Up, and let us
be going. '^ Judg. xix. 28.
Up, up. my friend and quit your boobs,
Or surely you '11 grow double.
Wordswortfu
It is all up with hiin, it is all over with him he is lost»
— The time is up, the allotted time is past. To be up in,
to be informed about; to be versed in. "Anxious that
their sons should be well up in the superstitions of twi.
thousand years ago. " H. Spencer. — To be up to. (a) To
be equal to, or prepared for; as, he is up to the business, or the emergency. [Colloq.]
(6) To be engaged
in to purpose, with the idea of doing ill or mischief; as,
I don't know what he 's up to. [Colloq.] — To blow up.
(a) To inflate
to distend.
(6) To destroy by an explosion from beneath, (c) To explode as, the boiler blew
up.
(d) To reprove angrily
[Slang] — Tcs
to scold.
bring up. See under Bring, v.i.—lo come np with. See
under Come, v. i. — To cut up. See under Cut, v. t.
i. — To draw up.
See under Draw, v. t. — To grow up,
to grow to maturity. — Up anchor (Naut.), the order to
man the windlass preparatory to hauling up the anchor.
Up and down, (a) First up, and then down from one
state or position to another. See under Down, adv.
Fortune
led him up and down.
Chaucer,
said of the cable
(6) (Natil.) Vertical; perpendicular;
when the anchor is under, or nearly under, the hawse
Totten. — Up helm {Naul.),
hole, and the cable is taut.
the order given to move the tiller toward the upper, or
windward, side of a vessel. — Up to snnS. See under
Snuff. [;S(oh£/]— What Isnp? What is going on ? [Slang]
Up, prep. 1. From a lower to a higher place on, upon,
or along at a higher situation upon at the top of.
In going up a hill, the knees will be most weary in going
Bacon.
down, the thighs.
2. From the coast towards the interior of, as a country from the mouth towards the source of, as a stream
to sail up the Hudson.
as, to journey 7ip the country
" Pp pain of death."
\_Obs.]
Chaucer.
3. Upon.
Up, n. The state of being up or above a state of elerarely occurring except
vation, prosperity, or the like
in the phrase ups and doims.
ICollog.]
Ups and downs, alternate states of elevation and depres>
sion, or of prosperity and the contr.ary
Colloq.]
They had their ups and dou'ii.^ of fortune. Thackerat/.
Up, a. Inclining up; tending or going up; upward;
as, an up look
an up grade the up train.
U'pas (u'pAs), n.
[Mnlay puhn-upas; ptihi a tree

—

been handed down by word

the English language.

V Estrange,

{d) To or in a state of completion completely ; wholly
quite ; as, in the phrases to eat up ; to drink up ; to burn
up; to sum up ; etc. ; to shut 7ip the eyes or the mouth;
to sew up a rent.
11^°° Some phrases of this kind are now obsolete ; as,
to spend up (Prov. xxi. 20) ; to kill up {B. Jonson).
(e) Aside, so as not to be in use ; as, to lay up riches

—

Unwritten doetrlneB (Theol.), such doctrines as have

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

for

—

;

;

good health somewhat ill ailing.
2. (Med.) Specifically, ill from menstruation affected
with, or having, catamenial discharges menstruant.
1!^" This word was formerly regarded as an Americanism, but it IS now in common use among all who speak
;

to

iJ.

+

not

be up and doing.
;

;

Browning.
Un-Won'der (un- wun'der), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- wonder.] To divest of the quality of wonder or mystery
to interpret

us, then,

any fate.
Longfellow.
(c) To or in a position of equal advance or equality not
short of, back of, less advanced than, away from, or th».
like;
usually followed hy to or with; as, to be up to
the chin in water to come up with one's companions ;
to come up with the enemy to live up to engagements.
As a boar was whetting his teeth, up comes a fox to him.

-\-

wrap.]
(un-r5p'), v. t.
[1st pref. unas what is wrapped or folded. Chaucer.
Un-wray' (un-ra'), v. t. See Unwkie. \_Obs.]
Un-wreathe' (Qu-reth'), v. t. [1st pref. un- wreathe.]
To untwist, uncoil, or untwine, as anything wreathed.
Un-wrle' (Hn-rl'), v. t. [AS. onwredn; on- (see 1st
UN-)-j-?(iredn to cover.] To uncover. [06s.] Chaticer.
[1st pref. un- -\Un-wrin'kle (Qn-rin'k'l), v. t.
wrinkle.] To reduce from a wrinkled state ; to smooth.
Un-write' (iin-rit'), v. t. [1st pref. un- -\- write.] To
cancel, as what is written ; to erase.
Milton.
1. Not written
not
Un-wrlt'ten (iSn-rTt't'n), a.
reduced to writing oral as, unwritten agreements.
2. Containing no writing ; blank as, Knion'ttere paper.

;

ID

woman

of the qualities of a

Addison
Let

With a heart

un-

[1st pref.

t.

Un-wrap'

;

;

V.

Roger was up.

;

To open or undo,

;

indisposed

To deprive

— Un-wor'Uil-ness,

—

;

—

(un-woom'cn),

[i?.]

;

(un-w5j'a-b'l), a.
Not to be split
[06s.]
Shak.
[See Un- not, and
Chaucer. Spenser.
TJn-weet'ing-ly, adv. [06s.]
Milton.
Un-welghed' (un-wad'), a. Not weighed not pondered or considered ; as, an unweighed statement.
Un-welgh'ing (un-wa'ing), a. Not weighing or pondering inconsiderate.
Shak.
Un-weld' (Qn-wSld'), Un-weld'y (,-f), a. Unwieldy
unmanageable; clumsy. [06s.]
Our old limbs mowe [may] well be umveld. Chaucer.

Not well

;

tJn-WOr'thy

Un-weet'lng (Qn-wet'ing), a.
Weet, Wit.] Unwitting. [06s.]

;

B. Jonson.
uncon-

(Qn-wTt'tTng), a. Not knowing
ignorant.
TIn-wit'ting-ly, adv.

merit, value, or fitness ; undeserving ; worthless ; unbecoming
often with of.
Un-WOr'thi-ly (-thi -ly ), adv.

Un-wedge'a-ble

1.

—

;

with wedges.

a.

Chaucer.

\_Obs.]

tJn-WOr'shlp (fin-wfir'ship),

;

0n-well' (un-wgK),

To

Shak.

worship.] To deprive of worship or due honor; to dishonor. [06s.]
Wyclif.
Un-wor'ship, n. [Pref. un- not -f- worship.] Lack
Gower.
of worship or respect dishonor.
[06s.]
Un-WOrth' (un-wCrth'), a. [AS. unweorS.] UnMilton.
worthy. [06s.]
Carlyle.
Un-WOrth', ». Un worthiness. [iJ.]

—

—

Rebels there are up.
put the Englishmen unto the sword.
ShaJt,
His name was up through all the adjoining provinces, even toItaly and Rome ; many desiring to see who he was that could
withstand so many years the Roman puissance.
Milton.
Thou hast fired me ; my soul 's up in arms. Dryden.
Grief and passion are like floods raised in little brooks by ft
sudden rain they are quickly up.
Dryden.
A general whisper ran among the country people, that Sil

And

of wit or

—

;

;

+

Want

[if.]

Un-wom'an

;

—

+ wit.]

Un-WOrmed' (un-wflrmd'), a. Not wormed ; not tiaving had the worm, or lytta, under the tongue cut out ;
said of a dog.

;

;

ignorance.

;

;

;

;

un- not

—

;

—

Spenser.
Wyclif.
wit.]

[06s.]
[Pref.

Un-wit'ung

;

;

;

craft,

Atterbury.

condition of elevation, prominence, advance, proficiency,
excitement, insurrection, or the like ;
used with verba
of rest, situation, condition, and the like ; as, to be up
on a hill the lid of the box was up ; prices are up.
And when the sun was up, they were scorched. Matt. xiii. 6.
Those that were up themselves kept others low. Spenser,
Helen was not up
was she ?
Shak..

Dn-Wltch' (un-wTch'), V. t. [1st pref. un (- witch.]
To free from a witch or witches to free from witch-

unsex.

Un-Wa'ri-ly (-wa'rT-iy), adv. In an unwary manner.
On-wa'rl-ness, n. The quality or state of being unwary carelessness heedlessness.
Un-wann' (fin-warm'), V. i. [1st pref. un- -f- warm.^
To lose warmth ; to grow cold. [J?.]
On-warp' (-warp'), v. t, [1st un- -f- warp.] To restore
from a warped state to cause to be no longer warped.

;

;

Chaucer,
;

;

and up rose Emelye.
Chaucer.
up into this degree of Christian

;

knowing unwitting. [06s.]
Un-wlt' (iin-wit'), V. i. [1st pref. un-

Milton.

(6) In a higher place or position, literally or figuratively ; in the state of having arisen ; in an upright, or nearly
upright, position standing mounted on a horse ; in a.

+

[06s.]
2. Not

rose the sun,

indifference.

;

woman.]

ra.

;

kings

—

Fs. Ixxxviii. 16.

;

Un-wit', n.
understanding

;

;

tell.

—

Up

Un-wlsely, adv. [AS. unwisUce.] In an unwise
manner foolishly.
Un-WlSh' (un-wTsh'), V. i. [1st pref. unwish.]
To wish not to be to destroy by wishing. [06s.]
Now thou hast unwished five thousand men.
Shak.
Un-wlst' (un-wisf), a. 1. Not known unknown.

deprive of wit.

;

man unwise

an unwise

center or eccentric, hard to

We have wrought ourselves

;

as,

;

;

;

;

unwise measures.

+

Lamb.

adi).

foolish

;

;

;

Un-wlse' (un-wiz'), a. [AS. unwis. See Un- not, and
Not wise defective in wisdom injudicious

indiscreet

[06s.]

:

;

;

yielded.

;

By

;

;

Not

2. Hence, in many derived uses, specifically
(a) From a lower to a higlier position, literally or figuratively ; as, from a recumbent or sitting position from,
the mouth, toward the source, of a river; from a dependent or inferior condition ; from concealment ; from
younger age from a quiet state, or the like ;
used withverbs of motion expressed or implied.
But they presumed to go up unto the hilltop. JVum. xiv. 44.
I am afflicted and ready to die from my youth up.

;

;

to be not

TJn-vul'ner-a-ble (-ner-a-b'l), a. Invulnerable. \_Obs.]
Dn-ware' (un-wSr'), a. [AS. unwxr unwary. See
Un- not, and Waky.] 1. Unaware not foreseeing being off one's guard.
\_Obs.]
Chaucer. Fairfax.
2. Happening unexpectedly unforeseen.
\_Obs.]
The unware woe of harm that cometh behind. Chaucer.

;

—

Pope.

(un-wind'), v. t. [AS. unwindan. See 1st
to coil.] 1. To wind off to loose or
separate, as what is wound or convolved to untwist ; to
untwine ; as, to unwind thread to unwind a ball of yarn.
2. To disentangle.
Hooker.
[06s.]
Un-wind', v. i. To be or become unwound to be
capable of being unwound or untwisted.
Un-wis'dom (un-wlz'dum), n. Want of wisdom ; unwise conduct or action folly ; simplicity ignorance.
Sumptuary laws are amonf the exploded fallacies which we
have outgrown, and we smile at the unwisdoui which could
expect to regulate private habits and manners by statute.
J. A. Froude,

Wise, a.]

visard or mask from to unmask. [Written
Milton.
aisounvizard.] \_Ol}s.]
Un-ViS'l-ble (-T-b'l), a. Invisible. [Obs.]
Wyclif.
Un-vis'i-bly, adv. Invisibly. \_Obs.]
Un-vi'tl-a'ted (-vish'I-a'ted), a. Not vitiated pure.
Un-VOl'un-ta-ry (iin-vSl'un-tS-rJ^), a. Involuntary.

To take the

;

Un-wlnd'

Wind

Shak.

[if.]

a.

is

;

— Un-will'lng-ly, adv. — Un-will'lng-ness, n.
Un-, and

unrestrained,

;

he taken unyolden."
Chaucer.0n-zoned' (un-z6nd'), a. Not zoned ; not bound with
Prior.
a girdle as, an unzoned bosom.
Up (up), adv. [AS. up, ttpp, up; akin to OFries. up,
op, D. op, OS. Up, OHG. «/, G. auf, Icel. & Sw. upp,
Dan. op, Goth, iup, and probably to E. over. See Ovee.]
1 Aloft on high in a direction contrary to that of
gravity toward or in a higher place or position above ;
the opposite of down.
But up or down,

but in miwilliuij ears,

at last,

This saving counsel, " Keep your piece nine years."

Inviolable.

a.

[1st pref. un--\- visard.]

t,

3. Licentious

Un-yold'en (un-yold'en),

;

;

And drop

Freed or loosed from a yoke.

" [By] force ...

;

;

;

2.

Shak.
to disjoin to disconnect.
2. To part
Shak.
Un-yoked' (fin-yoltt'), a. [In sense 1 pref. un- not
-|- yoked; in senses '2 and 3 properly p. p. of unyoke.]
yet j^uiiou
yoked iiui>
1. J.1UU
Not ^co
not iDiviii^
having worn
wuiii the
tiio yuivo.
±.
yoke.
;

;

;
,

tood, fo~bt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

!

—

;

;

;

;

;

&

—

;

.

.

.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

.

[

;

;

iipas poison.]

1. (Bot.)

A tree

{.-Intiaris loxicaria),

common in the forests of Java
neighboring islands. Its secretions are poisonous, and it has been fabulously reported that the atmosphere ftoouL
puore
about It
it IS
is Qeieterioiis.
deleterious.
Called ail
uniiect
also bo/iuti tipas.
of the Breadfruit family,

and

sing, ink

;

tlio

ttaen>

thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

"

;
;

UPBAR
virulent poison used in Java and the adjacent
2.
islands for poisoning arrows. One kind, upas antiar, is
derived from the upas tree {^Antiaris toxicaria). Upas tieute is prepared from a climbing plant {Strychnos 1 ieute).
Up-bar' (up-bar'), V. t. 1. To fasten witli a bar. [2J.]
2. To remove the bar or bars of, as a gate ; to unbar.
Spenser.
lObs.]
To bear up ; to raise aloft
tfp-ljear' (up-btr'), v. t.
to support in an elevated situation ; to sustain. Spenser,
One short sigh of human breath, ui^onie

Even

God.

to the seat of

Milton.

A monstrous wave upbore
The chief, and dashed him on the craggy shore. Pope.
Up-bind' (Bp-bind'), v. t. To bind up. [i?.] Collins.

Up-blOW'

(iip-blo'), V.

To

t.

inflate.

Spenser.

[06.5.]

Up-blOW', V. i. To blow up; as, the wind npblows
Spenser.
from the sea. \_Obs.']
Up-braid' (tip-brad'), v. t. [imp. & p. p. Upbraided
p.pr. & rb. n. Upbraiding.] [OE. upbreiden; AS. upp
up -)- bregdan to draw, twist, weave, or tlie kindred Icel.
bregSa to draw, brandish, braid, deviate from, cliange,
break off, upbraid.
See Up, and Braid, v. t.'] 1. To
charge with something wrong or disgraceful to reproach
to cast sometliing in tlie teeth of — followed by with or
for, and formerly of, before the tiling imputed.
And upbraided them with their unbelief. Mark xvi. 14.
;

;

;

Yet do not
Upbraid us with our distress.
Shak.
severely ; to rebuke ; to chide.
Then began he to upbraid tlie cities wherein most of his
mighty works were done.
Matt. xi. 20.
How much doth thy l^indness upbraid my wickedness

To reprove

2.

Q

Up-hang' (iip-hSng'), V. t. To hang up.
Spenser.
Up-hasp' (iip-liasp'), V. t. To hasp or fasten up to
;

sleep uphasps the eyes.
Stanyhurst.
[i2.]
Up'taeaped' (tip'hepf), a. Piled up ; accumulated.
God, which shall repay all with upheaped measure. Udall.

close

as,

;

Up-heav'al

The

(tip-hev'al), n.

the state of being r.pheaved
tion of the earth's crust.

esp.,

;

;

;

side
as, to walk uphill.
Up'hill' (up'hTl'), a. 1. Ascending; going up; as, an
uphill road.
2. Attended with labor ; difficult ; as, uphill work.
Up-hilt' (tip-hTlf), V. t. To thrust in up to the hilt as,
to uphilt one's sword into an enemy. [iJ.] Stanyhurst.
Up-hoard' (-hord'), v. t. To hoard up. [06s.] Shak.
Up-hold' (lip-hold'), V. t. 1. To hold up ; to lift on
high ; to elevate.
The mournful train with groans, and hands upheld.
Besought his pity.
Dnjden.
;

;

2.

To keep
falling

erect; to support; to sustain; to keep
to maintain.
upJiold the humble in spirit. Prov. xxix. 23.

;

Honor shall

I

Sir P. Sidnep.
3.
4.

up;

To
To

treat with contempt.
Spenser.
[0J«.]
object or urge as a matter of reproach to cast
with /o before the person. [06*.]
Bacon.

—

;

Syn.— To reproach

condemn.
Pope.
To utter upbraidings.
;

blame

;

censure

;

Op-brald', v. i.
Op-braid', n. The act of reproaching; contumely.
[_Obs.']
'' Foul upbraid."
Spenser.
Up-braid'er (-er), n. One who upbraids, or reproves.
Up-braid'ing, n. The act or utterance of one who
upbraids a reproof or reproach.
Up-braid'ing-ly, adv. In an upbraiding manner.
Up-bray' (up-bra'), v. t. [See Upbraid.] To cause
shame or distress to to upbraid. [06s.]
Spenser.
Up-bray', n. Reproach contumely. [06«.] " Unmeet upbrays."
Spenser.
Up-break' (up-brak'), v. i. To break upwards to
force a way or passage to the surface.
TJp'break' (up'brak'), n. A breaking upward or bursting forth an upburst.
Mrs. Browning.
Up-breathe' (up-breth'), v. i. To breathe up or out
to exhale.
[06s.]
Marslon.
Up-breefl' (up-bred'), V. t. To rear, or bring up to
"
nurse.
t/'p6ce(Z in a foreign country.
Holinshed.
Up-brought' (lip-brat'), a. Brought up ; educated.
[Obs.']
Spenser.
Up-buoy'ance (Qp-bwoi'ans or -boi'ans), n. Tlie act
of buoying up
uplifting.
[iJ.]
Coleridge.
The act of bursting upUp'burst' (iip'bQrst'), n.
wards a breaking through to the surface an upbreak
or uprush as, an upburst of molten matter.
Up'oast' (up'kasf or up-kasf ), a. Cast up thrown
upward as, with upcast eyes.
Addison.
1. {Bowling) A cast
a
Up'cast' (iip'kasf ), n.
throw.
Shak.
2. (Mining) The ventilating shaft of a mine out of
ivhich the air passes after having circulated through the
mine;
distinguished from the downcast. Called also
upcast pit, and upcast shaft.
;

;

;

S

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

U

—

3. Ail upset, as

A

4.

from a carriage.

taunt; a reproach.

;

Up'caught'

{Scot.l

Sir W.Scott.

\_Scot.'\

Up-cast' (tip-kasf), V. t.
turn upward. [06s.]
2. To taunt to reproach

1.

To

cast or

throw up

;

to

Chaucer.
to upbraid.

;

(iip'kat' or Qp-kat'), a.

[Scot.']

Seized or caught

" She bears upcaught a mariner away."
Cowper.
Up-Cheer' (up-cher'), v. t. To cheer up.
Spenser.
(-klim'),
v.
t.
i.
To
climb
&
up to ascend.
Up-climb'
Upclomb the shadowy pine above the woven copse. Tennyson.
Up-OOil' (up-koil'), V. t. & i. To coil up; to make

up.

;

into a coil, or to be

made

into a coil.

(iip'kiin'try), adv.
In an upcountry direction; AS, to live upcountry.
[Colloq. U. S.]

Up'COUn'try

Up'COUn'try, <t. Living or situated remote from the
seacoast; as, an upcountry residence. [Colloq. U. S."]

—

n.

The

interior of the country.
[Colloq. U. <S.]
t.
To curl up. [iJ.] Tennyson.

Up-curl' (iip-kflrl'), V.
Up-dlve' (up-div'), V.

i.

To

upward

spring

to rise,

;

Davies (Microcosmos).

[i?.]

Up-draw'

(fip-dra'), v.

Up-end' (up-end'),

V.

i.

i.

To draw up. [.R.] 3{ilton.
To end up to set on end, as
;

a cask.

U'pey-gan' (u'pa-g3n'),

(Zool.) The borele.
Up-fill' (up-fil'), V. t.
To fill up. [06s.]
Up-flow' (-fio'), V. i. To flow or stream up. Southey.
Up-flung' (iip-flung'), a. Flung or thrown up.
Up-gath'er (iip-gath'er), •;;. t. To gatlier up to contract to draw together. [06s.]
Himself he close upgathered more and more. Spenser.
7J.

act of upheaving, or

an elevation of a por-

Lubbock.
Up-heave' (iSp-hev'), v. t. To heave or lift up from
beneath to raise.
Milton.
Up-held' (Qp-held'), imp. & p. p. of Uphold.
Up'her (up/her 277), n. (Arch.) A fir pole of from
four to seven inclies diameter, and twenty to forty feet
long, sometimes rouglily hewn, used for scaffoldings,
and sometimes for slight and common roofs, for which
use it is split. [Spelt also ufer.'] [Eng.']
Gwill.
Up-hUl' (up-hil'), adv. Upwards on, or as on, a hill-

from

In spite of

Faulconbridge,
upholds the day.

spite, alone

Stiak.

3. To aid by approval or encouragement to countenance as, to uphold a person in wrongdoing.
Up-hold'er (-er), ra. [Up -\- holder. Cf. Upholsterer.]
;

;

1.
2.

3.

A broker or auctioneer

a tradesman. [06s.]
undertaker, or provider for funerals. [06s.]
The upholder, rueful harbinger of death.
Gay.

An
An

upholsterer.

;

[06s.]

4. One who, or that which, upholds a supporter a
defender a sustainer.
Up-hol'Ster (iip-hol'ster), v. i. [See Upholsterer.]
To furnish (rooms, carriages, bedsteads, chairs, etc.)
with hangings, coverings, cushions, etc. to adorn with
;

;

;

;

furnishings in cloth, velvet, silk, etc. as, to upholster
a couch to upholster a room with curtains.
Caxton.
Up-hol'ster, n. 1. A broker. [06s.]
Strype.
2. An upholsterer.
[06s.]
Up-hol'Ster-er (-er), re. [A substitution for older upholder, in OE., broker, tradesman, and formerly also
written upholster, upholdster.
See Upholder, and
-ster.] One who provides hangings, coverings, cushions, curtains, and the like ; one who upholsters.
;

;

(Zool.) See Poppy bee, under Poppy.
Up-hol'ster-y (-y), re. The articles or goods supplied
by upholsterers the business or work of an upholsterer.
U'phroe (u'vro 277), re. (Naut.) Same as Eophroe.
Up'land (lip'land), re. 1. High land ground elevated
above the meadows and intervals which lie on the banks
land which is
of rivers, near the sea, or between hiUs
generally dry
opposed to lowland, meadow, marsh,
swamp, interval, and the like.

Upholsterer bee.

;

;

;

;

—

;

The country,

as distinguished from the neighbor[06s.]
Upland, a. 1. Of or pertaining to uplands ; being
on upland ; high in situation ; as, upland inhabitants
upland pasturage.
Sometimes, with secure delight
Milton.
The upland hamlets will invite.
2. Pertaining to the country, as distinguished from
the neighborhood of tovpns ; rustic rude ; unpolished.
Chapman.
[06s.] " The race of upland giants."
Upland sandUpland moccasin. {Zool.) See MOCCASIN.
piper, or Upland plover (iToo?.), a large
2.

hood of towns.

;

—

American sandpiper (Bartramia

lo7igi-

cauda) much valued as a game bird.
Unlike most sandpipers, it frequents
fields and uplands.
Called also Bartramiun sandpiper, Bartram^s tattler, field vlover, grass plover, highland

(iip-gaz'), V. i.
Byron.
To gaze upward.
(iSp-gTv'), V. t.
To give up or out. [06s.]
Up-grow' (-gro'), V. i. To grow up. [iJ.]
Milton.
Op'growth' (lip'groth'), n. The process or result of

Up-gaze'
Up-glve'

;

growing up progress development.
The new and mighty upqrowth of poetry in Italy. J. R. Green.
Up'gush' (-gush'), n. A gushing upward. Hawthorne.
Up-gUSh' (tip-gush'), V. i. To gush upward.
Up-lial' (tip-haf), o6s. imp. of Upheave.
Chaucer.
Up'hand' (up'hSnd'), a. Lifted by the hand, or by
both hands ; as, the BpAajjii sledge. [iS.]
Mozon.
;

;

ale,

senate,

Donne.
To hoard. [06s.]
To lead upward. [06s.]
To lean or incline upon anyi.

t.

Spenser.

[06s.]
t.

[imp. Uplifted

;

p. p. Up-

lifted, 06s. or Poetic Uplift p.pr.&vb.n. Upliftins. ]
To lift or raise aloft ; to raise ; to elevate as, to uplift
Cowper.
the arm ; to uplift a roct.
;

;

Satan, talking to his nearest mate.
With head uplift above the wave, and eyes
That sparkling blazed.

;

eve, event,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

Up'per-ten'dom (-tgn'dtim), re. [ Upper ten -f -dom.]
The highest class in society the upper ten. See Upper
;

under Upper. [Colloq.]
Up-pile' (up-pll'), V. t. To

ten,

pile, or heap, up. Southey.
Up'pish (lip'pTsh), a. [From Up.] Proud ; arrogant; assuming; putting on airs of superiority. [Colloq.]
T. Brown. —'Up'pish-ly, adv.
[Colloq.]
V'p'-

&p.

p. of Uppluck.
;

—

Up-raise' (up-raz'), v. t. To raise to lift up.
Byron.
Up-rear' (iip-rei'), v.Z. Tojraise; to erect.
Up-ridged' (Qp-rljd'), a.
Kaised up In a ridge or
ridges as, a billow upridged.
Cowper.
Up'right' (ap'rif see Note, below), a. [AS. itpriht,
uppriht. See Up, and Right, a.] 1. In an erect position
or posture perpendicular vertical, or nearly vertical
pointing upward as, an upright tree.
With chattering teeth, and bristling hair upright. Dryden,
;

£zid,

fern,

;

All have their ears upright.
2. Morally erect having rectitude honest
a man upright in all his ways.
;

And

;

man

was perfect and
3. Conformable to moral rectitude.
that

[Job]

Spenser,
;

just

upright.

;

Job

as,
i.

1.

Conscience rewards upright conduct with pleasure.
J. M. Mason.
upward ; flat on the back. [06s.]

4. Stretched out face
" He lay ?(pr»^(/.

Chaucer.

Upright drill (ilach.), a drilling machine having the spindle vertical.
This word and its derivatives are usually pro-

nounced in prose with the accent on the first syllable.
But they are frequently pronounced with the accent on
the second in poetry, and the accent on either syllable is
admissible.

Milton.

A

raising or upheaval of
Up'lift' (iiplTft'), re. (Geol.)
strata so as to disturb their regularity and uniformity,
aud to occasion folds, dislocations, and the like.

c^e, Am, arm, ask, &aai, -^

—

;

in the upland ; hence, a countryman
[06s.]
[Local, U. S.}
2. (Zool.) The upland sandpiper.
Up-land'ish (iip-12nd'ish), a. 1. Of or pertaining to
Chapman.
uplands ; dwelling on high lands. [06s.]
[06s.]
2. Rude rustic ; unpolished ; uncivilized.
His presence made the rudest peasant melt.
That in the wild, uptandish country dwelt. Marlowe.

(iip-lTft'), V.

;

;

^P^'""! sandpiper.

One dwelling

Up-Uft'

;

;

;

a rustic.

thing.

:

:

:

;

n.

Up-lay' (up-la'), v. t.
Up-lead' (iip-led'), V.
Up-lean' (fip-len'), v.

:

;

:

;

;

;

^W^

Up-pluck' (up-pltik'), t). Z. To pull or pluck up. [06s.]
said
Up-pricked' (tip-prlkt'), a. Upraised erect
of the ears of an animal.
Mason.
Donne.
Up-prop' (iSp-prop'), V. t. To prop up,

shrub of the genus Rhus
{Rhus glabra), used in
tanning and dyeing.
1.

—

—

—

(-er),

;;

(Railroad) A line «r traeJUp'-llne' (fip'liu'), n.
leading from the provinces toward the metropolis or a
principal terminus ; the track upon which up-trains run.
See Up-train. [Eng.l
Up-lock'(up-lok'),'D. <. To lock up. [06s.]
Shak.
Up-lOOk' (Qp-look'), V. i. To look or gaze up. [06s.]
Up'most' (tSp'mosf), a. [Cf. Uppermost.] Highest;
topmost ; uppermost.
Spenser. Dryden.
U'po-ko-ro'ro (oo'p6-ko-ro'ro), re. [From the native
Maori name.] (Zool.) An edible fresh-water New Zealand fish (Prototroctes oxyrhynchus) of the family Haplochitonidse.
In general appearance and habits, it resembles the northern lake whitefishes aud trout.
Called
also grayling.
Up-on' (iip-on'), prep. [AS. uppan, uppon ; upp up
-|- on, an, on.
See Up, and On.] On ;
used in all the
senses of that word, with which it is interchangeable.
" Upon an hill of flowers."
Chaucer
Our host upon his stirrups stood anon.
Chaucer
Thou Shalt take of the blood that is tipon the altar. Ex. xxix. 21
The Philistines be upon thee, Samson. Judg. xvi. 9
As I did stand my watch upon the hill.
Shak.
He made a great difference between people that did rebel
upoyi wantonness, and them that did rebei upon want.
Bacon,
This advantage we lost upon the invention of firearms.
Addison.
Upon the whole, it will be necessary to avoid that perpetual
repetition of tlie same epithets which we find in Homer, yope.
He had abandoned the frontiers, retiring upon Glasgow.
Sir W. Scott.
Philip swore upon the Evangelists to abstain from aggression
in my absence.
Landor.
Upon conveys a more distinct notion than on carries with it of something that literally or metaphorically
bears or supports. It is less employed than it used to be,
on having for the most part taken its place. Some expressions formed with it belong only to old style as,
xipon pity they were taken away that is, in consequenci
upon the rate of thirty thousand ; that is,
of pity
amounting to the rate to die upon the hand ; that is, by
means of the hand he had a garment upon ; that is, upon
liimself
the time is coming fast upon ; that is, upon
the present time. By the omission of its object, upon acquires an adverbial sense, as in the last two examples.
To assume upon (Law), to promise; to undertake. —To
come upon. See under Come. —To take upon, to assume.
Up-pent' (up-pgnf), a. Pent up ; confined. [06s.]
Up'per (up'per), a. ; comp. of Up. Being further
up, literally or figuratively
higher in place, position,
rank, dignity, or the like superior ; as, the upper lip the
upper side of a thing ; the upper house of a legislature.
The upper hand, the superiority; the advantage. See
To have the upper hand, under Hand. Jowett (Tlmcyd.).
Upper Bench {Eng. Hist.), the name of the highest
court of common law (formerly King's Bench) during
the Commonwealth.
Upper case, the top one of a pair
of compositor's cases. See the Note under 1st Case, k., 3.
Upper covert (Zool.)., one of the coverts situated above
the oases of the tail quills.
Upper deck (Naut. ), the topmost deck of any vessel ; the spar deck. Upper leather,
the leather for the vamps and quarters of shoes. — Upper
strake (Naut.), the strake next to the deck, usually of
'.lard wood, and heavier than the other strakes.
Upper
ten thousand, or (abbreviated) Upper ten, the ten thousand, more or less, who are highest in position or wealth
the upper class; the aristocracy. [Colloq.]
Upper topsail (Naut.), the upper half of a double topsail. —Upper
works (Naut.), all those parts of the hull of a vessel that
are properly above water.
Upper world, (a) The atmosphere. (6) Heaven, (c) This world the earth ; in
distinction from the underworld.
Up'per, re. The upper leather for a shoe ; a vamp.
Up'per-most' (iip'per-mosf), a. [From Up, Uppee ;
formed like aftermost. Cf. Upmost.] Highest in place,
position, rank, power, or the like ; upmost ; supreme.
Whatever faction happens to be uppermost.
Sio\ft.

pish-ness, re. [Colloq.]
Up-pllght' (ilp-pllt'), o6s. imp.

plover, hillbird, humility,
prairie plover, prairie
pigeon, prairie snipe, papabote, quaily, and uplander.
Upland sumach
(Bot.), a North American

Up'land-er

;

UPRIGHTEOUSLY
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A

N

"

;

lecent

;

ice,

Up'right', n. Something standing upright, as a piece
of timber in a building.
See lllu.<!t. of Frame.
Up-rlght'eous-Iy (up-rl'chus-ly), adv.
[See Righteous.] In an upright or just manner. [06s.]
Shak

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

.

;

;;

UPRIGHTLY
(iSp'rif IJ), adv.
In an upright manner.
Xlie quality or state of being

Op'rlght'ly

Op'rlgllt'lieSB (-uSs), n.
upright.

Up-rlse' (iip-riz'), V. i. 1. To rise ; to get up to appear from below the horizon. " Uprose the sun." Cotoley.
Uprose the virgin with the morning light.
Pope,
2. To have an upward direction or inclination.
Uprose the mystic mountain range.
Tennyson,
;

Up-rise', n. The act of rising ; appearance above the
horizon; rising. [iJ.]
Did ever raven sing so like a lark,
That gives sweet tidings of the sun's uprise f
Shak.
Up-lls'ing, «. 1. Act of rising ; also, a steep place
an asceut. " The steep uprising of the hill."
Shak.
2. An insurrection ; a popular revolt.
J, P. Peters.
Chaucer.
Up-rlst' (up-risf), n. Uprising.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Up-rlat', ois. imp. of UpEiSB. Uprose.
Nor dim nor red, like God's own head
;

The glorious sun uprist.
Coleridge,
Up'roar' (itp'ror'), n. [D. oproer; akin to G. aufruhr, Dan. opror, Sw. uppror; D. op up
roeren to
etir
akin to AS. hreran to stir, hror stirring, active, G.
riihren to stir, OHG. ruoren, Icel. hrsera, Dan. rare, Sw.
rora. Cf. Rearmouse.]
[In verse, sometimes accented
on the second syllable.] Great tumult violent disturband
noise
noisy
ance
confusion ; bustle and clamor.
But the Jews which believed not,
set all the city on an

+

;

;

;

.

vproar.

Acts ivii.

5.

tJp-roar' (iip-ror'), V. t. To throw into uproar or con" Uproar the universal peace." Shak.
[06s.]
Uproar', v. i. To make an uproar. [iJ.]
Carlyle.
Op-roar'i-OUS (-i-tis), a. Making, or accompanied by,
uproar, or noise and tumult ; as, uproarious merriment.
Up-roar'l-ous-ly, adv.
Up-roar'l-ous-ness, n.
Up-roll' (iip-rm'), V. t. To roll up.
Milim.
Up-root' (up-root'), V. t. To root up ; to tear up by
the roots, or as if by the roots ; to remove utterly ; to
eradicate ; to extirpate.
Trees uprooted left their place.
Brydm.
At his command the uprooted hills retired.
Milton.
Up-ronse' (Sp-rouz'), v. t. To rouse up ; to rouse
from sleep ; to awake ; to arouse.
Shak.
Up-run' (up-rim'), v. i. To run up ; to ascend.
The young sun
That in the Ram is four degrees uprun.
Chaucer.
[A son] of matchless might, who, like a thriving plant,
Upran to manhood.
Comper.
Up-rush' (up-riish'), V. i. To rush upward. Southey.
Up'rush' (iip'rHsh'), n. Act of rushing upward ; an upbreak or upburst ; as, an uprush of lava. iJ. A . Proctor.
Up'sar-o'kas (Qp'sar-o'kaz), n. pi.
(Ethnol.) See
fusion.

—

—

Crows.

Up-seek'

(iip-sek'), V.

" Upseeking eyes
Up-send'

To seek

i.

suffused with

(ilp-sgnd'), V.

t.

or strain upward.
tears."
Southey.
send, cast, or throw up.

. .

To

URANOSO-
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.

As when some island situate afar .
Upsends a smoke to heaven.

.

Cowper.

Up-spear' (Dp-sper'), v. %. To grow or shoot up like
a spear as, upspearing grass. [iJ.]
Cowper.
Up-sprlng' (-spring'), V. i. To spring up. Tennyson.
Up'sprlng' (iip'spriug'), n. 1. An upstart. [06s.]
" The swaggering upspring."
Shak.
;

2.

A

spring or leap into the
;

spurner or conJoye.

[06s.]
Up the stairs

Up-stalrs' (up-stSrz'), adv.

in or to-

;

story.

Up'Stalrs' (lip'starz'),
upstairs room.

Up-Stand'
ed to rise.

A

n.

;

ward an upper

Chapman.

[i2.]

air.

Up'Bpurn'er (up'spflrn'er),
temner a despiser a scoffer.

Being above stairs;

a.

To stand up

as,

an

to be erectSpenser. Milton.
At once upsiood the monarch, and upsiood
The wise Ulysses.
Cowper.
Up-Stare' (iip-star'), v. i. To stare or stand upward
hence, to be uplifted or conspicuous. " Rearing fiercely
ihfiir upstaring crests."
Spenser.
Up-Start' (up-starf), V. i. To start or spring up suddenly.
Spenser.
Tennyson.
Up'Start' (up'starf), n. 1. One who has risen suddenly, as from low life to wealth, power, or honor a parvenu.
Bacon.
2. (Bot.) The meadow saffron.
Dr. Prior.
Up'Start', a. Suddenly raised to prominence or consequence. " A race of upstart creatures."
Milton.
To sustain ; to support.
Up-Stay' (Qp-sta'), v. t.
[06s.] '^ Sis massy spea,! upstayed."
Milton.
Up-Stert'e (iip-stert'e), o6s. imp. &p. p. of Upstart.
Up'stlr' (up'ster'), n. Insurrection ; commotion disturbance.
[06s.]
Sir J. Cheke.
Up-stream' (iip-strem'), adv. Toward the higher part
of a stream ; against the current.
Up-8treet' (iip-stret'), adv. Toward the higher part
of a street
as, to walk upstreet.
G. W. Cable.
Up'Strote' (Qp'strok'), n. An upward stroke, especially the stroke, or line, made by a writing instrument
when moving upward, or from the body of the writer, or
a line corresponding to the part of a letter thus made.
Some upstroke of an Alpha and Omega. Mrs. Browning.
Up'sun' (iip'sun'), n. (Scots Law) The time during
which the sun is up, or above the horizon ; the time between sunrise and sunset.
Burrill.
Up-SWarm' (iip-swarm'), v. i.
t.
To rise, or cause
to rise, in a swarm or swarms.
[JJ.]
Shak. Couper.
Up-sway' (iip-swa'), V. t. To sway or swing aloft
as, to upsway a club.
[ifJ.]
Sir W. Scott.
Up-swell' (up-3w51'), V. i. To swell or rise up.
Up'sy-tur'vy (lip'sy-tfir'vj^), adv. [Cf. Upside down,
under Upside, and Topsy-turvy.] Upside down topsyturvy.
[06s.]
Robert Greene.
Up'tallS' air (Qp'talz' al').
1. An old game at
cards.
[06s.]
2. Revelers ; roysterers.
Decker.
[06s.]
3. Revelry ; confusion ; frolic.
Herrick.
[06s.]
Up-take' (up-tak'J, v. t. To take into the hand ; to
take up to help. xOhs.]
Wyclif. Spenser.
Up'take' (up'tak'), n. (Steam Boilers) 1. The pipe
leading upward from the smoke box of a steam boiler to
the chimney, or smokestack ; a flue leading upward.
2. Understanding ; apprehension. [Scot.] Sir W. Scott.
Milton.
Up-tear' (up-t3r'), v. t. To tear up.
(iip-stSnd'), v.

i.

;

;

Up-set' (tip-set'), V. t. 1. To set up
" With sail on mast upset."

to put upright.
K. of Brunne.

;

2. (a) To thicken and shorten, as a heated piece of
iron, by hammering on the end.
(6) To shorten (a tire)
in the process of resetting, originally by cutting it and

hammering on the ends.
3. To overturn, overthrow, or overset ; as, to upset a
carriage; to upset an argument. "Determined somehow to upset the situation."
Mrs. Humphry Ward.
4. To msturb the self-possession of ; to disorder the
nerves of ; to make ill ; as, the fright upset her. IColloq.']
Up-set', V. i. To become upset.
Up'set' (fip'sgf ), a. Set up ; fixed ; determined ;
used chiefly or only in the phrase upset price ; that is,
the price fixed upon as the minimum for property offered in a public sale, or, in an auction, the price at which
property is set up or started by the auctioneer, and the
lowest price at which it will be sold.
After a solemn pause, Mr. Glossin offered the upset price for
the lands and barony of Ellangowan.
Sir TV. Scott.

Up-set'tlng (Hp-aSt'tlng), a. Conceited assuming
an upsetting fellow. [&o/.]
Jamieson.
Up-Shoot' (lip-shoot'), V. i. To shoot upward. " Trees
;

as,

upshooti7ig high."
Spenser.
Up'shot' (iip'shSf ), n. lUp
shot, equivalent to scot
ehare, reckoning. Cf. the phrase to cast up an account.']
Final issue ; conclusion ; the sum and substance the end
the result ; the consummation.
I can not pursue with any safety this sport to the upshot. Shak.
We account it frailty that threescore years and ten make the
upshot of man's pleasurable existence.
De Quincey.
Up'slde' (lip'sid'), n. The upper side ; the part that

+

;

uppermost.
To be upsides with, to be even with. [Prov. Eng. &
Sir W. Scott. T. Hughes.
Upside down. [Perhaps a corruption of OE. up so down, literally, up as
down.J With the upper part undermost hence, in contusion ; in complete disorder topsy-turvy.
Shak.
These that have turned the world upside down are come
is

—

Scot.]

;

;

hither also.
,.

Up'sl-down'

Acts xvii.
(ilp'st-doun'),

adv.

See

[06s. or Colloq.']
Up'slt'ting (up'sTf tTng), n.
sitting
after her confinement, to receive and
friends.
[06s.]

A

To

6.

(iip-til'),

woman

of a

entertain her

+

Bodown.

Chaucer.

unite,

rude,

100

full,

fip,

Spenser.

tie up.

To

[06s.

against.

;

& iJ.]

Up-tOWn'

Shak.
or in the upper part

To

(up-toun'), adv.

town as, to go xiptown. \Colloq. U. S.]
Up'town' (lip'toun'), a. Situated in, or belonging to,
the upper part of a town or city as, an tiptown street,
shop, etc. uptown society.
\_Colloq. U. S.]
Up-trace' (iip-tras'), V. t. To trace up or out.
Up-traln' (tip-tran'), v. t. To train up to educate.
[06s.] " Daughters which were well uptrained." Spenser.
Up' train' (tip' tran'). 1. A train going in the direction of the metropolis or the main terminus.
{_Eng.]
of a

;

iirn

;

pity;

;

oipaiog of the tail cf. L. uraeus, adj.] (Zo'dl.) The
posterior half of an animal.
Pertaining to, or designating, the
U'ral (li'ral), a.
Urals, a mountain range between Europe and Asia.
U'ral-Al-ta'iC (u'ral-al-ta'ik), a. Of or pertaiuing to
the Urals and the Altai ; as the Ural-Altaic, or Turanian,
languages.
U'ra-11 (ir'ra-li), re. [See Woueali.] See Curare.
Of or relating to the
U-ra'U-an (iS-ra'lI-an), 1 a.
Ural Mountains.
U-ral'lc (ii-rSl'ik),
j
[So called because first obU'ral-ite (ii'ral-it), re.
served in the Ural Mountains.] (Min.) Amphibole rcr
suiting from the alteration of pyroxene by paramorphism.
It is not uncommon in massive eruptive rocks.
(Geol.) The
U'ral-1'tl-za'tion (5'ral-i'tT-za'sliun), re.

;

acid.

U-ra'nl-a (iS-ra'nt-a), re. [L., from Gr. Ovpavia, i. e.,
the Heavenly, fr. ovpavio^ heavenly, fr. oiipavS^ heaven.]
1. (Class. Myth.) One of the nine Muses, daughter of
Zeus by Mnemosyne, and patron of astronomy.
2. (Zo'ol.) A genus of large, brilliantly colored moths
native of the West Indies and South America. Their
bright colored and tailed hind wings and their diurnal
flight cause them to closely resemble butterflies.
(Astron.) Of or pertaining to
U-ra'ni-an (-an), a.
the planet Uranus as, the Uranian year.
U-raH'ic (ii-rSn'ik), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the
heavens ; celestial ; astronomical.
On I know not what telluric or uranic principles. Carlyle.
2.
(Chem.) Pertaining to, resembling, or containing
uranium ; specifically, designating those compounds in
which uranium has a valence relatively higher than in
;

uranous compounds.
U'ra-nln (u'ra-nin),

re.
(Chem.) An alkaline salt of
fluorescein, obtained as a brownish red substance, which
is used as a dye
so called from the peculiar yellowish
green fluorescence (resembling that of uranium glass) of
its solutions.
See Fluorescein.
U-ran'1-nlte (ij-rSn't-nit), re. (3Iin.)
mineral consisting chiefly of uranium oxide with some lead, thorium,
etc., occurring in black octahedrons, also in masses with
a pitchlike luster ; pitchblende.
U'ra-nis'oo-plas'ty (u'ra-nts'ko-plSs'ty), n. [Gr. oipaviaKo^ top of a tent, palate (fr. oupoi/os sky) -j- -plasty.] (Surg.) The process of forming an artificial palate.
U'ra-nis-COr'a-phy
[Gr. oipa1 (-nTs-kor'a-f y), re.
U'ra-nis-cor'rha-phy (
vCo-ko^ the top of a tent, the
palate (fr. oipai/ds sky) -\- pa<j>ri a seam.] (Surg.) Suture of the palate. See Staphylokaphy.
U'ra-nite (ii'ra-nit), re. [Cf. G. uranit, F. uranite.]
(Min.)
general term for the uranium phosphates, autunite, or lime uranite, and torbernite, or copper uranite.
U'ra-nlt'iC (u'ra-utt'Ik), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining
to uranium
containing uranium.
U-ra'ni-um (iJ-ra'nT-iSm), re. [NL., from Uranus the
planet. See Uranus.] (CTem.) An element of the chromium group, found in certain rare minerals, as pitchblende, uranite, etc., and reduced as a heavy, hard,
;

A

A

;

nickel-white metal which is quite permanent. Its yellow
oxide is used to impart to glass a delicate greenish-yellow tint which is accompanied by a strong fluorescence,
and its black oxide is used as a pigment in porcelain
painting.
Symbol U. Atomic weight 239.

t^"" Uranium was discovered in the state of an oxide
by Klaproth in 1789, and so named in honor of Herschel's

train going in the direction conventionally called

discovery of the planet Uranus in

up.

lU.S.]
Up-turn' (Hp-tflrn'), t;. t. To turn up to direct upward to throw up as, to upturn the ground in plow" A sea, oi upturned faces."
ing.
D. Webster.
;

;

;

So scented the grim feature, and upturned
His nostril wide into the murky air.
Milton.
(ii'pii-pa
277), re. [L., the hoopoe.] (Zo'dl.)
A genus of birds which includes the common hoopoe.
Up-waft' (up-waff), V. t. To waft upward. Cowper.
Up'ward (Qp'werd), ) adv. [AS. upweardes. See
Up, and -wards.] 1. In a
Up'wardS (up'werdz),
direction from lower to higher toward a higher place
in a course toward the source or origin ;
opposed to
doionward ; as, to tend or roll upward.
I. Watts.
Looking inward, we are stricken dumb looking upward, we
speak and prevail.
Hooker.
2. In the upper parts above.
Dagon his name, sea monster, upward man,

U'pU-pa

;

|

—

;

;

;

;

And downward fish.
Tet more indefinitely more

Milton.

;

;

;

3.

;

o/"

;

From the extremcst upward of tliy head.
Shak.
Up-Whlrl' (iip-liwerl'), v. t. & i. To rise upward in n
whirl to raise upward with a whirling motion.
;

food, fo'bt

1

out,

oil

;

(u'ran-o'ker),

1781.

[Cf. F. xiranochre."]
earthy incrus)
tation, consisting essentially of the oxide of uranium,
)

re.

A yellow,

(Min.) (a)

but more or less impure.
U'ra-no-graph'lc (ir'ra-no-gr5f'Tk), ) a. Of or perU'ra-no-graph'Ic-al (-T-knl),
taining to ura)
nography as, a urnnoqraphic treatise.
U'ra-nog'ra-phlst (ii'ra-ii5g'r4-flfst), n. One practiced in uranography.
;

U'ra-nog'ra-phy (-if), re. [Gr. ovpavoypa(t>Ca; oupo.
heaven -|- ypdcjeii' to write.] A description or plan
of the heavens and the heavenly bodies the construction
of celestial maps, globes, etc. ; uranology.
U-ran'O-Ute (ii-rSn'o-lit), re. [Gr. oupaTOj heaven -fI/O!

;

-lite.]

A

meteorite or aerolite.

[06sJ

llutton.

U'ra-nol'O-gy (u'ra-n51'o-jy),

re.
[Gr. ovpavi^ heaven
discourse or treatise on the heavens and the
heavenly bodies ; the study of the heavens uranography.
U'ra-nom'e-trl'a (-nSm'e-tri'a), re. [NL.] A ura-

-|-

-logy.]

A

II

i.

have been your wife in this obedience
twenty years.
Shak.
Up'ward, a. [AS. upweard. See Up, and -ward.]
Directed toward a higher place ; as, with upward eye
with upward course.
Up'ward, re. The upper part ; the top. [06s.]

Upmnnl

U'ran-O'cher
U'ran-O'chre

;

above over.
From twenty years old and upward.
A^rn.
Upward of, or Upwards of, more than above.
3.

—

A

;

2.

;

change of pyroxene to amphibole by paramorphism.
U-ram'U (ij-rSm'il), n. (Chem.) Murexan.
U'ra-nate (u'ra-nat), n. (Chem.) A salt of uranic

;

I

your ladyship to a lady's upsittina. Beau. Sr Fl.
Up'sldp'(ap'skTp'), K. An upstart. [06s.] Latimer.
Up-snatCh' (irp-snSch'), v. t. To snatch up. [/?.]
Up-80ar' (up-sor'), V. i. To soar or mount up. Pope.
Up'so-down' (up'so-douu'), adv.
[Pjo
so as -f
down.l Upside down. [06s. or Colloq.]
Wyclif.
In man's sin is every manner order or ordinance turned uninvite

flse,

To

t.

prep.

She, poor bird, as all forlorn.
Leaned her breast ujitill a thorn.

Upsodown.
Spenser.

up

Coleridge.

(lip-ti'), V.

Up-till'

—

Up'set', n. The act of upsetting, or the state of being
upset ; an overturn ; as, the wagon had an upset.

[R.]

Up-tle'

Spenser.

up.

II

fr.

&

like thunder.

To wind

II

+

;

Drayton.
Up-ttaOW' (iip-thro'), V. t. To throw up.
Up'throw' (lip'thro'), re. (Mining) See Throw, n.,%.
Up-thun'der (up-thiin'der), v. i. To send up a noise

t.

II

;

;

(up-wind'), V.

;

;

;

[06s.]

Up-Wtad'

Up-wreath' (up-reth'), v. i. To rise with a curling
Longfellow.
motion to curl upward, as smoke.
Chaucer.
Up-yaf' (tip-yaf), o6s. imp. of Upgive.
Ur (ur), Ure, re. (Zo'dl.) The urus.
U'ra-ChUS (u'ra-kiis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. oipov urine
-(- exei-" to hold.]
(Anat.) A cord or band of fibrous tissue extending from the bladder to the umbilicus.
U-raB'mi-a (iS-re'mi-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. oxipov urine
(Med.) Accumulation in the blood of
a'fia blood.]
the priuciples of the urine, producing dangerous disease.
U-raB'miC (-mik), a. (Med.) Of or pertaining to uraemia as, ursemic convulsions.
U-raB'um (ii-re'um), n. [NL., from Gr. to oupaioi',

chair

;

go

;

Biug,

nometry.
U'ra-nom'e-try (-nBm'e-try),

[Gr. ovpavot heaven

re.

-f -mclry.] (Astron.) A chart or catalogue of fixed
stars, especially of stars visible to the naked oye.
U'ra-no-jplas'ty (u'rA-nft-pIKs't.V), re. [See'llRANisoopr,ASTY.]
(Surg.) The plastic operation for closing a fissure in the liurd p.alate.

U'ra-nOS'CO-py

(ii'nl-nSs'ko-pj?), ».

[Gr. oypai'6?

-|-

Observiition of the heavens or heavenly borlii>8.
U'ra-no'SO- (u'rA-no'sft-), a. (Chem.) A coniliiuiiig
form (also used ailjectively) from vraniiim :
nscd iu
-.<!copy.]

ink

—

;

then, thin

;

bON

;

zh

r=

x

In azure.

;

certain complex compounds
oxide, urajwso-uTanic sulphate.

naming

N

;

as in uranoso-UTanic

U'ra-nous (ii'ra-niis), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
designating those compounds in
containing, uranium
whicli uranium has a lower valence as contrasted with
the uranic compounds.
;

tJ'ra-nuS (-niis), n. [L. Uranus, Gr. Ovpavo? Uranus,
{Gr. Myth.)
Cf. Uranium.]
1.
ovpavo'; heaven, sky.
The son or husband of Gaia (Earth), and father of Chronos (Time) and tlie Titans.
It is about
2. (Astron.) One of the primary planets.
1,800,000,000 miles from the sun, about 36,000 miles in
round
the sun is
revolution
of
its
period
diameter, and
nearly 84 of our years.
B^^ This planet has also been called Herschel, from
Sirwilliam Herschel, who discovered it in 1781, an«l who
named it Georgium Sidus, in honor of George III., then

King

of England.
U-ran'-U-tan' (oo-ran'oo-tSn'), n. {Zool.) The orang-

outang.

A salt of uric acid ; as, sodiiun urate ; ammonium urate.
U-rat'lc (ij-rSt'Tk), a. {Physiol. Chem.) Of or containing urates as, uratie calculi.
Ur'toan (flr'ban), a. [L. urbanus belonging to the
city or town, refined, polished, fr. urbs, urbis, a city cf.
F. urbain. Cf. Urbane.] 1. Of or belonging to a city
or town ; as, an urban population.
2. Belonging to, or suiting, those living in a city ; cultivated ; polite ; urbane as, urban manners.
Urban aervitnde. See_Predial servitude, under Servi;

:

;

tude.

Ur-bane' (fir-ban'), a.
manners polite refined
;

;

[See Urban.]

Courteous in

elegant.

;

Urtian-lste (flr'ban-ist), re. (Bot.) A large and delicious pear of Flemish origin.
Ur-ban'1-ty (fir-bSn't-ty), re. [L. urbanitas: cf. F.
ciurbaniie.']
1. The quality or state of being urbane
politeness refinement.
vility or courtesy of manners
;

;

;

The marquis

did the honors of his house with the urbanitt/ of

his country.

TT^ Irving.

Dryden.
2. Polite wit ; facetiousness.
lObs.]
Raillerv is the sauce of civil entertainment and without
Estrange.
some such tincture of urbanity, good humor falters.
;

— Politeness

Ur'ban-lze
bane to refine

suavity

;

;

(flr'ban-iz), v. t

;

;

To

V

courtesy.
render urban, or ur-

affability

;

to polish.

Howell.
Ur-blc'o-lae (flr-bik'o-le),
n. pi.
[NL. , f r. L. urbs, urbis, a city -f- colere to inhabit.]
(Zool.) An extensive family
of butterflies, including those
known as skippers {Hespe-

'

'

uj,

JVlarkinjrs

Urceolate.
Ur'ce-0-late (-lat), a. [L. urceolus, dim. of urceus a
pitcher or waterpot.] {Nat. Hist.) Shaped like a pitcher
or urn; swelling below, and contracted at
the orilice, as a calyx or corolla.
Ur'ce-ole (Qr'se-ol), re. [See Urceolate.]
{R. C. Ch.) A vessel for water for washing
the hands also, one to hold wine or water.
;

Ur-ce'0-lUS (fir-se'o-liSs), re. ; pi. Urce(-li).
[L., a little pitcher.]
{Bot.) Any
urn-shaped organ of a plant.
Ur'chln (Qr'chTn), re. [OE. urchon, irchon, a hedgehog, OF. iregon, erifon, herifen, herichon, F. herisson, a derivative fr.
L. eWciMS, from era hedgehog, for Aer; akin y,
, »
to Gr. xw. Cf. Herisson.] 1. {Zool.) A 'JXtf Va^I
hedgehog.
Spenser, cinium.
2. (Zool.) A sea urchin. See Sea urchin.
3. A mischievous elf supposed sometimes to take the
form of a hedgehog. " We 'U dress [them] like urchins,
ouphes, and fairies."
Shak.
4. A pert or roguish child ;
now commonly used
only of a boy.
II

OH

/-,

—

And the urchins that stand

with their thievish eyes
Forever on watch ran ofi each with a prize.
iV. Howitt.
You did indeed dissemble, you urchin you ; but where 's the
girl that won't dissemble for an husband ?
Goldsmith.
5. One of a pair in a series of small card cylinders,
arranged around a carding drum
so called from its
fancied resemblance to the hedgehog.
Knight.
Urchin fish {Zool.), a diodon.
Ur'chln, a. Rough pricking ; piercing. [iJ.] "Helping all urchin blasts."
Milton.
Ur'chon (fir'chon), re. {Zool.) The urchin, or hedgehog.
Ur'du (oor'doo), re. [Hind, urdu."] The language
more generally called Hindoostanee.
Ura (ur), re. [OE. ure, OF. oevre, ovre, euvre, work,
F. (euvre, L. opera. See Opbra, Opebate, and cf. Inure,
Manure.] Use ; practice exercise. [Obs.]
Fuller.
Let us be sure of this, to put the best in ure
;

—

;

_

_

;

That

lies in us.

t.

To use

practise.

[06i.]

Ure,

by

V.

The French

to exercise

;

;

to inure

;

Chapman.
to accustom

.

ale,

;

.']

calculated accordingly.
(Chem.) A glucoside exU're-Chi'tin (-ki'tin), re.
tracted from the leaves of a certain plant ( Urechitis suberecta) as a bitter white crystalline substance.
U're-Chl-tOX'in (-kt-toks'in), n. {Urechit'm -\- toxic
-»'».]
(Chem.) A poisonoi\s glucoside found accompanying urechitin, and extract&d aa a bitter white crystalline substance.
U-re'dO (ii-re'do), n. [L., a blast, blight, a burning
itch, fr. urere to burn, to scorch.]
1. (Bot.) A genus
of minute parasitic fungi found on the leaves and stems

+

II

of

many

5^^

plants.

The powdery spores are yellowish or brownish in
thus differ from the sooty black spores of smut

color, and
{Ustilago).

Cf.

Rust,

re., 2.

2. (Med.) Nettle rash.
See Urticaru.
(Bot.) A kind of spore
U-re'do-spore (-spor), re.
found in fungi of the genus Uredo and its
allies.

_

(Chem.)
U're-lde (u're-td or -id), n.
of the many complex derivatives
of urea; thus, hydantoin, and, in an extended sense, guanidine, caffeine, etc., are
ureides.
[Written also ureid."]
A suffix with the same
-n-ret (-ii-rgt).
meaning as -ic^e. See -IDE. [06s J
U-re'ter (ii-re'ter; 277), re. [NL., fr.
Gr. ovpi)n}p. See Urine.] (Anat.) The
duct which conveys the urine from the kidney to the bladder or cloaca. There are
two ureters, one for each kidney.
[NL. See a a UredoU-re'ter-1'tls (-I'tts), re.
Ureter, and -iTis.] {3Ied.) Inflammation spores b Teleutospore.
Dunglison.
of the ureter.
U-reth'ane (ii-reth'an), re. (Chem.) A white crystalline substance, NHj.CO.OCoHj, produced by the action
of ammonia on ethyl carbonate. It is used somewhat in
medicine as a hypnotic.
By extension, any one of the
series of related substances of which urethane proper is
the type.
U-re'thra (ii-re'thra), re. [L., fr. Gr. otrpijflpo. See
Urine.] (Anat.) The canal by which the urine is conducted from the bladder and discharged.
U-re'thral (-thral), a. Of or pertaining to the urethra.
Urethral fever (Jftrf.), fever occurring as a consequence
of operations upon the urethra.

Any one

II

U're-thri'tis (u're-thrl'tTs), re. [NL. See Urethra,
-ITIS.]
(3fed.) Inflammation of the urethra.
U-re'thro-plas'ty (u-re'thro-plas'tjr), n. lUrethra-\-plasty.']
(Surg.) An operation for the repair of an injury or a defect in the walls of the urethra.
U-re'throII

and

—

plas'tlo (-tik), a.

[Urethra -\- -scope.']
U-re'thro-scope (-skop), re.
(Med.) An instrument for viewing the interior of the
urethra.

U're-thros'co-py (u're-thros'ko-p^), re. (Med.) Examination of the urethra by means of the urethroscope.
_U-re'thro-tOme (ii-re'thr6-tom), re. ^Urethra -f Gr.
Te'/ni/en' to cut.]
An instrument for cutting a urethral
stricture.

+

U're-throt'0-my (ii're-throfo-m^), re. [Urethra
Gr. TeV"*'" to cut.] (Surg.) Any incision of the urethra,
esp. incision for relief of urethral stricture.
[L. uretieus, Gr. ovprjTiKos.
U-ret'iC (li-ret'Tk), a.
See Urine.] (Med.) Of or pertaining to the urine ; diuretic
urinary ; as, ureiic medicine.
Urge (Qrj), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Urged (Qrjd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Ubgino (ar'jTng).]
[L. urgere ; akin to E.
wreak. See Wreak, v. t.] 1. To press; to push; to
drive ; to impel ; to force onward.
Through the thick deserts headlong urged his flight. Tope.
;

&

&

2. To press the mind or will of to ply with motives,
arguments, persuasion, or importunity.
;

Did urge me

To provoke

My brother never
in hie act

;

1 did inquire

Shal.

it.

to exasperate. [R.]
Shak.
Urge not my father's anger.
4. To press hard upon ; to follow closely.
jPope.
Heir urges heir, like wave impelling wave.
5. To present in an urgent manner ; to press upon attention ; to insist upon
to
as, to urge an argument
urge a petition to urge the necessity of a case.
6. To treat with forcible means to take severe or violent measures with as, to urge an ore with intense heat.
3.

youth have been prac-

ssnate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

2.

;

;

;

;

Syn. — To animate
;

final,

;

incite

;

impel

;

instigate

;

stimu-

;

;

;

Ur'gent-ly, adv.

all

;

eve,

In an urgent manner.

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

Ice,

&

Beau.
Ur'ger^flr'jer), re. One who urges.
Fl.
U'rlc (u'rik), a. [Gr. o6poi/ urine : cf. F. urique.
(Physiol. Chem.)
See Ukine.]
Of or pertaining to
urine ; obtained from urine ; as, uric acid.
Uric acid, a crystalline body, present in small quantity
in the urine of man and most mammals. Combined in
the form of urate of ammonia, it is the chief constituent
of the urine of birds and reptiles, forming the white part.
Traces of it are also found in the various organs of the
body. It is likewise a common constituent, either as the
free acid or as a urate, of urinary or renal calculi and of
the so-called gouty concretions. From acid urines, uric
acid is frequently deposited, on standing in a cool place,
in the form of a reddish yellow sediment, nearly always
crystalline. Chemically, it is composed of carbon, hydro-

gen, nitrogen, and oxygen, C5H4N4O3, and by decomposition yields urea, among other products. It can be made
synthetically by heating together urea and glycocoll. It
was formerly called also lithic acid, in allusion to its occurrence in stone, or calculus.
U'rim (u'rim), n. [Heb. iirlm, pi. of Ur flame, fire,
A part or decoration of the breastplate of
or light.]
the high priest among the ancient Jews, by which Jehovah revealed his wiU on certain occasions. Its nature
has been the subject of conflicting conjectures.
Thou shall put in the breastplate of iudgment the Urim and
II

Thummim.
And when Saul

the

JUx. sxviii: 30.

inquired of the Lord, the Lord answered him
by dreams, nor by Urim, nor by prophets.
1

.Sam. xxviii.

6.

B^^ Professor Plumptre supposes the C/Viot to have
been a clear and colorless stone set in the breastplate
of the high priest as a symbol of light, answering to
the mystic scarab in the pectoral plate of the ancient
Egyptian priests, and that the Thummim was an image
corresponding to that worn by the priestly judges of
Egypt as a symbol of truth and purity of motive. B^
gazing steadfastly on these, he may have been thrown
into a mysterious, half ecstatic state, akin to hypnotism,
in which he lest all personal consciousness, and received

a spiritual illumination and insight.
U'ri-nal (ii'rT-nal), re. [L. urinal, fr. urina urine : of.
F. urinal.'] 1. A vessel for holding urine especially,
a bottle or tube for holding urine for inspection.
2. A place or convenience for urinating purposes.
U'ri-na'ri-um (u'rt-na'ri-um), re. [LL. urinarium.J^
(Agric.) A rese_rvoir for urine, etc., for manure.
[L. urina urine : cf. F.l
tj'rl-na-ry (u'rT-na-ry), a.
urinaire.]
1. Of or pertaining to the urine; as, thej
urinary bladder ; urinary excretions.
2. Resembling, or being of the nature of, urine.
Urinary calcnlas {Med.), a concretion composed of some '
one or more crystallme constituents of the urine, liable
to be found in any portion of the urinary passages or in
the pelvis of the kidney.
Urinary pigments (Physiol,
Chem.), certain colored substances, urochrome, or urobilin, uroerythrin, etc., present in the urine together
with indican, a colorless substance which by oxidation is
convertible into colored bodies.
U'ri-na-ry, re. A urinarium also, a urinal.
U'ri-nate (-nat), v. i. [LL. urinare.l To discharge
urine ; to make water.
U'ri-na'tion (u'ri-na'shiln), re. The act or process of
voiding urine ; micturition.
U'ri-na-tive (ii'ri-na-tTv), a. Provoking the flow of
urine uretic diuretic. [R.]
Bacon.
U'ri-na'tor (-na'ter), re. [L., from urinari to plunge
under water, to dive.] One who dives under water in
search of something, as for pearls ; a diver. [J?.] Ray.
U'rine (u'rtn), re. [F. urine, L. urina ; akin to urinari to plunge under water, to dive, Gr. oipov urine ; cf.
Skr. var water, Icel. ur drizzling rain, AS. wxr the sea.]
(Physiol.) In mammals, a fluid excretion from the kidneys in birds and reptiles, a solid or semisolid excretion.
;

',

—

;

;

;

;

111^'°' In man, the urine is a clear, transparent fluid of
an amber color and peculiar odor, with an average den-

sity of 1.02.
The average amount excreted in 24 hours
is from 40 to 60 ounces (about 1,200 cubic centimeters).
ChemicaUy, the urine is mainly an aqueous solution of
urea, salt (sodium chloride), and uric acid, together with

some hippuric

acid and peculiar pigments. It usually has
an acid reaction, owing to the presence of acid phosphates
of soda or free uric acid. Normally, it contains about 960
parts of water to 40 parts of solid matter, and the daily

average excretion

is 35

grams

(540 grains) of urea, 0.75

gram (H

grains) of uric acid, and 16.5 grams (260 grains) of
Abnormally, it may contain sugar as in diabetes,
albumen as in Bright's disease, bile pigments as in jaundice, or abnormal quantities of some one or more of the
normal constituents.
U'rine, v. i. To_urinate. [Obs.]
Bacon,
U'rl-nlf'er-ons (u'rT-nifer-iis), a. [Urine
-ferous.]
Bearing or conveying urine as, uriniferous tubules.
U'ri-nip'a-rouB (-nTp'a-riSs), a. [Urine -f- L. parere
to produce cf. P. tmnipare.] (P/u/siol.) Producing or
preparing urine as, the uriniparous tubes in the corsalt.

+

;

:

;

portion of the kidney.
U'ri-no-gen'i-tal (-no-jen'i-tal), a. (Anat.) Pertaining to the urinary and genital organs ; genitourinary
urogenital aa, the urinogenittd canal.
tical

;

A

U'rl-nom'e-ter (-nom'e-ter), re.
[Urine -f- -meter.']
small hydrometer for determining the specific gravity

of urine.

The estimatioa
re.
by the urinometer.

U'rl-nom'e-try (u'ri-nSmt-try),
of the specific gravity of urine

encourage.

;

quality or condition of being urgent insistence ; pressure as, the urgency of a demand or an occasion.
Ur'gent (flr'jent), a. [L. urgens, p. pr. of urgere: cf.
F. urgent. See Urge.] Urging ; pressing besetting
plying with importunity ; calling for immediate atten"The Mr^'eni hour." Shak,
tion ; instantly important.
Some urgent cause to ordain the contrary.
Hooker,
The Egyptians were urgent upon the people that they might
Ex. xii. 33.
send them out of the land in haste.

;

late

;

not, neither

;

soldiers
.
.
from their
ured in feats of arms.

and
Sir T. More.
Ure, re. {Zool.) The urus.
U're-a (n're-a), re.
[NL.
See Urine.]
(Physiol.
Chem.) A very soluble crystalline body which is the

ticed

Urea ferment, a soluble ferment formed by certain bacwhich, however, yield the ferment from the body
of their cells only after they have been killed by alcohol.
It causes urea to take up water and decompose
into carbonic acid and ammonia. Many different bacteria possess this property, especially Bacterium, urex and
Micrococcus urex, which are found abundantly in urines
undergoing alkaline fermentation.
U're-al (ii're-al), a. Of or pertaining to urea containing, or consisting of, urea as, ureal deposits.
\_Urea -\- -meter
U're-am'e-ter (u're-Sm'e-ter), re.
(Physiol. Chem.) An apparatus for the determination
of the amount of urea in urine, in which the nitrogen
evolved by the action of certain reagents, on a given
volume of urine, is collected and measured, and the urea

;

(fir-bik'o-

Ur-blc'0-lOUS

city; urban.
Ur CO-O-loA \ui oc-w-ioiy,

U

isomeric.

it is

teria,

II

riadse).
liSs), a.

51^°* It is the main product of the regressive metamorphosis (katabolism) of proteid matter in the body,
and is excreted daily to the amount of about 500 grains
by a man of average weight. Chemically it is carbamide,
CO(NH2)2, and when heated with strong acids or alkalies
is decomposed into carbonic acid and ammonia. It unites
with acids to form salts, as nitrate of urea, and it can be
made synthetically from ammonium cyanate, with which

II

II

V. i.
1. To press onward or forward. [iJ.]
To be pressing in argument to insist to persist.
Ur'genoe (flr'jens), re. Urgency. [Obs.]
Ur'gen-cy (Qr'jen-sy), re. [Cf. P. urgence.] The

Urge (flrj),

chief constituent of the urine in mammals and some
other animals. It is also present in small quantity in
blood, serous fluids, lymph, the liver, etc.

;

+

(Chem.)
-yl.^
lUramum
U'ra-nyl (u'ra-nil), «.
The radical UO2, conveniently regarded as a residue of
many uranium compounds.
(Jfm.) See Trona.
[Sp.]
tJ-ra'O (u-ra'6), re.
U-ra're (-rii're), U-ra'rl, n. See Curare.
{Physiol. Chem.)
[Cf.
F.
urate.']
(u'rat),
n.
U'rate

Syji.

URINOMETRY

1586

URANOUS

;

idea,

HI

;

old,

obey,

orb,

5dd

;
;

1587

USAGE

applied to the normal coloring matter of the urine, on
the supposition that it is formed either directly or indirectly (through bilirubin) from the hsematin of the blood.
See Ukochrome, and Urobilin.
tJ'ro-hy'al (u'ro-hi'al), a. [2d uro- -\- the Gr. letter
Y.]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to one or more median
and posterior elements in the hyoidean arch of fishes.
n.
A urohyal bone or cartilage.
U-rol'0-gy (ij-r61'o-jy), ». list uro-logy.] (Med.)
See Uronologt.
U'ro-mere (ii'ro-mer), n. [2d uro- -j- -mere.] (Zo'ol.)
Any one of the abdominal segments of an arthropod.
U'ro-nol'0-gy (ri'ro-nol'6-jy), n. [Gr. oSpoi/ urine
-logy.]
(Med.) That part of medicine which treats of
urine.
Dunglison.
_
U'ro-pod (u'ro-pod), n. [2d uro-pod.] (Zo'ol.)
Any one of the abdominal appendages of a crustacean,
especially one of the posterior ones,
,
*
which are often larger than the rest, d
and different in structure, and are used ^
chiefly in locomotion.
See Illust. of

near the pole, and contains the stars which form the Sipper, or Cliarles's Wain, two of which are the Pointers, or
Ursa Minor
stars which point towards the North Star.
[L.], the Little Bear, the constellation nearest the north
It contains the north star, or polestar, whicii is
pole.
situated in the extremity of the tail.
(Zo'ol.) The ursine seal.
See
Ur'sal (Qr'sal), re.

URINOSE
U'rl-nose' (u'rl-nSs'), ) a. [Cf. F. urineux. See
U'ri-noOB (u'rT-nfia), ( Ukine.] Of or pertaining to
urine, or partaking of its qualities i having the character
Arbuthnot.
or odor of urine; similar to urine.
0'rite (u'rit), n. [Gr. ovpa. tail.] (Zodl.) One of the
of
the
abdomen
or
post-abdomen
arthropods.
Begments
of
U'rlth (u'rtth), n. The bindings of a hedge. [Obs.
Malliwell.
or Prov. Eng.'\
Urn (flrn), n. [OE. urne, L. urna ; perhaps f r, iirere
to bum, and so called as being made of burnt clay (cf.
Bast) : cf. F. urne.'] 1.
vessel of various forms, usually
a vase furnished with a foot or pedestal, employed for
different purposes, as for holding liquids, for ornamental
uses, for preserving the ashes of the dead after cremation, and anciently for holding lots to be drawn.
A rustic, di;^ging in the ground by Pndua, found an nm, or
earthen pot, in which there was another itni.
Bp. Wilkins.
His scattered limbs with my dead body burn.
And once more join us in the pious urn,
Dryden.
:

A

: Any place of burial ; the grave.
in an unworthy Mm,
Tombless, with no remembrance over them.

2. Fig.

Or lay these bones

Shdk.

;

Toung.

;

;

A

{Physiol. Chem.)
yellow pigment
identical with hydrobilirubin, abundant in the highly colored urine of
fever, and also present in normal
urine.
See 'Urocheome.
U'ro-cele (u'rS-sel), n. [1st uro-

(Med.) A mor-f- Gr. Kyj^-q tumor.]
bid swelling of the scrotum due to
extravasation of urine into it.
U'ro-cer'a-ta (u'rS-sgr'a-ta), n.
pi.
[NL., fr. Gr. oiipa. tail
/ce'pa?,
-OT05, horn.]
{Zodl.) A division of
boring Hymenoptera, including Tremex and allied genera. See Illust. of
Ii

+

HOENTAH,.
D'ro-Chord
uro-

-j-

—

Ur'son

(Zo'ol.) The Can[Cf. Urchin.]
See Porcupine.
bearded seal.

(fir'son), n.

ada porcupine.

(Zo'ol.) The
(flr'sQk), n.
(Zo'ol.)
Ur'su-la (Gr'sii-la), n.

Ur'suk

A

beautiful

North

American but-

\^

(Basilarchia, or Limenitis, aslyanax).
terfly
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(u'ro-kSrd),

n.

[2d

certain adult tunicatea.
[Written also urocord.']
U'ro-Chor'da (ii'ro-k8r'da), n. pi.
[NX. See Ukochokd.] (Zo'ol.) Same
as T0NICATA.
U'ro-chor'dal (-dal), a. (Zodl.) Of
or pertaining to the Urochorda. „ Urochord of an Aacidian.
U'ro-Chiome (u'ro-krom), n. a Papillas for Adhesion
h Opening of Neural Cav[1st uro- -\- Gr. XP'"'^'" color.]
ity c Mouth
d Otolith
(Physiol. Chem.) A yellow uri
projecting into the Neural
nary pigment, considered by Cavity; e Pharyngeal
Thudichum as the only pigment Cavity / Eye h Brani i' Branpresent in normal urine. It is chial Vessel
regarded by Maly as identical chial Slits k Endoderm
Blood Corpuscles
I
m
with urobilin.
Stomach n Atrial OpenU'rochs (u'rSks), n. (Zodl.) ing op Neural Tube.
See AxjKocHs.
D'ro-cord (u'r6-k8rd), n. (Zo'ol.) See Uhochord.
U'ro-cyst (-sTst), n. [1st uro- -\- cyst.] (Anat.) The
urinary bladder.
U'ro-de'la (u'ro-de'la), n. pi. [NL.; Gr. ovpa. tail -jStjAo! visible.]
(Zo'ol.) An order of amphibians having
tl'C tail well developed and often long.
It comprises the
salamanders, tritons, and allied animals,

+

;

;

;

;
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;

;

—

;
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;

;
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(Zo'ol.) The central
in the tail of larval ascid-

chord.']

axis or cord
ians and of

—

Uraino dasyure'
(Zo'ol.) See Chacma.
(Zo'ol.), the Tasmanian devil. —Ursine howler (Zo'ol.), the
araguato. See Illust. under Howler.
Ursine seal. (Zool.) See Sea bear, and the Note under 1st Seal.

+

;

-j-

;

bling a bear.
Ursine baboon.

II

;

[1st uro-

Ur'si-form (Qr'sT-fSrm), a. [L. ursus, ursa, a bear
-form.] Having the shape of a bear.
Ul'sine (flr'siu or -sin), a. [L. ursinus, from ursus a
bear. See Ursa.] Of or pertaining to a bear resem-

U-rop'0-dal (ii-rop'o-dal), a. (Zo^«<g _
Of or pertaining to a uropod.
U'ro-po-et'ic (u'r6-jpS-et'ik), a.„ tlropods of a Pill Its wings are
List uro- -f- Gr. iroieif to make.]
Bug. Enlarged. nearly black
1. (Med.) Producing, or favoring bp d Plconods; e with red and
Bo^" of Heou, or blue spots and
the production of, urine.
2. (Zo'ol.) Of, pertaining to, or des- ^ye^<^'"^blotches. Called
ignating, a system of organs which eliminate nitrogenous also red-spotted
waste matter from the blood of certain invertebrates.
purple.
U'ro-pyg'l-al (-pTj'i-(xl), a. [See Uropygium.] (Anat.)
Ur'su-llne
Of or pertaining to the uropygium, or prominence at the (Qr'sii-lTn or -lin), n.
[Cf. F. ursuline.] (B. C. Ch."}
base of the tail feathers, in birds.
One of an order of ntms founded by St. Angela Merici, at
Uropygial gland, a peculiar sebaceous gland at the base Brescia, in Italy, about the year 1537, and so called from
of the taU feathers in most birds. It secretes an oily fluid St. Ursula, under whose protection it was placed.
The
which is spread over the feathers by preening.
order was introduced into Canada as early as 1639, and
U'rO-pyg'i-um _(-um), n. [NL., fr. Gr. bppoTrvyi.ov, into the United States in 1727. The members are de(corrupted form) ovpomiyioj'
oppo; the end of the os voted entirely to education.
sacrum
Tvyn rump.] (Anat.) The prominence at the
Ur'su-line, a. Of or pertaining to St. Ursula, or the
posterior extremity of a bird's body, which supports the order of Ursulines as, the Ursuline nuns.
feathers of the tail ; the rump
sometimes called
Ur'SUS (Qr'sus), n. [L., a bear.] (Zo'ol.) A genus
pope's nose.
of Carnivora including the common bears.
tj'ro-sa'cral (u'ro-sa'kral), a.
Ur-ti'ca (flr-ti'ka), re. [L., anettle.] (Bot.) A genus
[2d nro- •{- sacral.]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to both the caudal and sacral of plants including the common nettles. See Nettle, re.
parts of the vertebral column ; as, the urosacral verteUr'tl-ca'ceous (flr'tt-ka'shus), a. (Bot.) Of or perbrae of birds.
taining to a natural order ( Urticacese) of plants, of which
U-ros'co-py (ii-r5s'k6-py), n. [1st uro- -f- -scopy: the nettle is the type. The order includes also the hop,
cf. F. uroscopie.]
The diagnosis of diseases by inspec- the elm, the mulberry, the fig, and many other plants.
tion of urine.
Resembling nettles;
said
Sir T. Browne.
Ur'tic-al (Qr'tl-kal), a.
U'ro-some (u'rS-som), n. [2d uro- -f- -some body.] of several natural orders allied to urticaceous plants.
(Zo'ol.) The abdomen, or post-abdomen, of arthropods.
[NL. See Urtica.]
Ur'tl-ca'ri-a (fir'tl-ka'rl-a), n.
U'ro-Stege (ii'ro-stej), n. [2d uro- -f Gr. o-Tc'yij roof.] (Med.) The nettle rash, a disease characterized by a
(Z^l.) One of the plates on the under side of the tail of transient eruption of red pimples and of wheals, accoma serpent.
panied with a burning or stinging sensation and with
0-ros'te-on (ii-rSs'te-on), n. ; pi. L. XJrostea (-a), itching ; uredo.
E. Urosteons (-onz). [NL. , f r. Gr. oupa the tail -f- otTreov
i.
[imp. & p. p. UetiUr'ti-cate (Qr'ti-kat), v. t.
a bone.] (Anat.) A median ossification back of the lo- CATED (-ka'ted) p. pr. & vb. re. Urticating.] To sting
phosteon in the sternum of some birds.
with, or as with, nettles to irritate to annoy.
sternum.]
G. A. Sala
U'ro-Ster'nlte (u'r6-ster'nit), n. [2d uro(Zo'ol.) The sternal, or under piece, of any one of the
Ur''ti-ca'tIon (-ka'shiin), re. (Med.) The act or process,
uromeres of insects and other arthropods.
of whipping or stinging with nettles
sometimes used
U'ro-Style (u'rS-stil), n. [2d uro- -j- Gr. crrSAos a in the treatment of paralysis.
pillar.] (Anat.) A styliform process forming the posterior
U-ru-bu' (oo-roo-boo'), re. [Cf. Pg. urubu a certain
extremity of the vertebral column in some fishes and Brazilian bird.] (Zo'ol.) The black vulture (Catharista
atrata).
amphibians.
It ranges from the Southern United States tO'
U'ros (u'roks), n. [See Aurochs, and cf. Urus.] South America. See Vulture.
(Zodl.) The aurochs.
SeeU'rus (u'rus), re. [L. of Teutonic origin.
U-rox'a-nate (ii-roks'a-nSt), n. (Chem.) A salt of Atteochs.] (Zo'ol.) A very large, powerful, and savage
uroxanic acid.
extinct bovine animal (Bos urus or primigenius) an[Uric
alloxan.] ciently abundant in Europe. It appears to have still
U'ros-an'lc (u'roks-Sn'Tk), a.
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid, CjHgN^Og, existed in the time of Julius Caesar. It had very large
which is obtained, as a white crystalline substance, by horns, and was hardly capable of domestication. Called
also ur, ure, and tur.
the slow oxidation of uric acid in alkaline solution.
[NL.]
(Zo'ol.) The crab-eating
Ur'va (fir'va), re.
U'ro-san'thin (u'ro-zan'thTn), n. [1st uro- -)- xanichneumon (Herpestes urva), native of India. The fur is
thin.]
(Physiol. Chem.) Same as Indican.
[1st u7-o- -f- Gr. poSov black, annulated with white at the tip of each hair, and^
Ur-rhO'dln (ur-ro'dln), n.
a rose.] (Physiol. Chem.) Indigo red, a product of the a white streak extends from the mouth to the shoulder.
decomposition, or oxidation, of indican. It is sometimes
Us (lis), pron. [OE. us, AS. Us ; akin to OFries. &'
Sw. oss, Dan. os, Goth.
found in the sediment of patliological urines. It is solu- OS. as, D. ons, G. uns, Icel.
ble in ether or alcohol, giving the solution a beautiful red uns, L. nos we, us, Gr. ^/xets we, Skr. nas us.
V186.
Cf. Nostrum, Our.] The persons speaking, regarded as
color.
Also called indigrubin,
the objective case of we. See
Ur'ry (iir'ry), n. [Cf. Gael, uir, uireach, mold, clay.] an object; ourselves;
Chaucer.
We. "Tellw.satale."
A sort of blue or black clay lying near a vein of coal.
Matt. vi. U.
Give us this day our daily bread.
Ur'sa (fir'sa), n. [L. ursa a she-bear, also, a constellation, fem. of ursus a bear.
Cf. Arctic]
(Astron.) EiUs'a-ble_(uz'a-b'I), a. Capable of being used.
ther one of the Bears. See the Phrases below.
Us'age (uz'aj 48), re. [F. usage, LL. usaticiim. See
Ursa Major [L.], the Great Bear, one of the most con- Use.] 1. The act of using mode of using or treating
spicuous of the northern constellations. It is situated treatment conduct with respect to a person or a thing
as, good tisage ; ill usage ; hard usage.

Urn'al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to an urn effected
by an urn or urns. " CVnannterments." Sir T. Browne.
Uin'fnl (-ful), n. ; pi. Uenfuls (-fulz). As much as
an urn will hold enough to fill an urn.
Urn'-Shaped' (flrn'shapf), a. Having the shape of
an urn a_s, the urn-shaped capsules of some mosses.
U'ro- (u'ro-). A combining form fr. Gr. ovpov, urine.
U'ro-. A combining form from Gr. ovpa, the tail, the
ca%idal extremity.
U'ro-bVlin (5'r6-bi'lTn), n.

the Note under 1st Seal.
-|-

+

o/.)

—

When horror universal shall descend.
And heaven's dark concave wn all human race.

^

—

+

Crustacea, and Stomapoda,

3. {Eom. Anliq.) A measure of capacity for liquids,
containing about three gallons and a half, wine measure.
It was half the amphora, and four times the congius.
4. {Bot. ) A hollow body shaped like an urn, in which
the spores of mosses are contained ; a spore case ; a theca.
6.
tea urn. See under Tea.
moases (Bot.), the order of true mosses
so called
because the capsules of many kinds are urn-shaped.
nin, V. t. To inclose in, or as in, an urn ; to inuru.

A
Um

—

;

;

;

;

&

—
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;

;

;

IMy brother

One

Is prisoner to the bishop here, at whose
lie hath good lusage and great hberty.

of the tJrodela (Desmognathus fuscusf.

2.

Tl'ro-dele (u'rSj^del), n. (Zo'ol.) One of the Urodela.
(Zo'ol.) Of or perU'ro-de'li-an (u'ro-de'lT-an), a.
taining to the Urodela.
n.
One of the Urodela.

Manners

In courteous
;

firn

;

pity

Spensor.

iisni/e.

;

4. Customary use or employment, as of a word or
phrase in a particular sense or signification.
[Oi«.]
6. Experience.
Cfiaitcer.
In eld [old »^:el is both wisdom and ttsafje.
Syn. — Custom use habit. — Usage, Custom. These
worils, ns here coniiiared, ni^roc in oxprossius; tlic idea of
habitual practice but a cii.'.roiii is not iioi'ossarily a usiii/e.
Aciisloni may bclonp to many, or to a single individual.
A »«/(/<• lu'opcrlv boloutjs to the threat body of a lu'ople.
llouoii, we speak of nsaiic, not of cii.'ttoiii, ns tho l.>« of
lauRunge. Again, a cii.'^toiii is mei'ely that wliicli has been
often repeated, so as to have become, in a good degree,
;

;

:

Vrm Major, a |3 The Pointers a |3 -y S e f ))
Dipper, The Wagon, or Chnvlea's Wain. The three coujiles
of stars across the right-hand lower corner are in the Feet
of the Bear e ^fj are in the Tail of the Bear.

Constellation

;

The

+

fip,

Shak.

usnge of Parliaments to near, u\ respectful silence, nil expressions, acceptable or unacceptable, wliich are uttered from the
Macaulaij.
throne.

+

full,

hands

\_Obs.]

3. Long-continued practice ; customary mode of proChaucer,
cedure custom habitual use ; method.
It has now been, dining many years, the grave and deeoroua

—

Ti|do,

beliavior.

;

was found,
Hight Astery, excellingall the crew

—

unite,

conduct

A gentle nymph

U'ro-e-ryth'rin (-e-rlth'rtn), n. [See 1st Uko-, and
Ehytheik.] (Physiol. Chem.) A reddish uriuary pigment, considered as the substance which gives to the
urine of rheumatism its characteristic color.
It also
causes the red color often seen in deposits of urates.
U'ro-gas'trlc (-giSs'trTk), a.
[2d uro- -\- gastric]
(Zo'ol.) Behind the stomach;
said of two lobes of the
carapace of certain crustaceans.
U'ro-gen'1-tal (-j5n'T-tal), a. [1st urogenital.]
(Anat.) Same as Urinogenital.
U'ro-glau'Cln (-gla'sTn), n. [1st uro- -f L. glancus
bright.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A body identical with indigo
blue, occasioually found in the urine in degeneration of
the kidneys. It is readily formed by oxidation or decomposition of indican.
D'ro-hffim'a-tln (ii'ro-hEm'a-tTn or -he'mA-), n. [1st
urohxmatin.] (PhiiML Chem.) Urinary htematin ;

use,

;

}

;

food, foot

;

out, oil

;

clialr

;

go

;

siuK, ink

;

then,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

:

;

repeated and of or service. We employ it when we turn that service into
A usage must be both often
Hence, we speak of a " new custom," but a particular channel. We use words to express our gennot of a " new usage." Tims, also, the '^customs of so- eral meaning we em-ploy certain technical terms in refciety" is not so strong an expression as the " usages of erence to a given subject. To make use of, implies pasBociety." " Custom, a greater power than nature, seldom sivity in the thing as, to make use o/a pen and hence
"Of tilings once there is often a material difference between the two words
fails to make them worsliip." Locke.
received and confii-med by use, long usage is a law suf- when applied to persons. To speak of "making use of
ficient." Booker. In lnw, the words usage and custom another " generally implies a degradmg idea, as if we had
are often used interchangeably, but the word custom also used him as a tool while emjjloy has no such sense. A
confidential friend is employed to negotiate ; an inferior
has a technical and restricted sense. See Custom, n., 3.
agent is made use of to carry on an intrigue.
Ds'a-ger (uz'a-jer), n. IF. usager.J One who has the
I would, my son, that thou wouldst use the power
Daniel.
use of anything in trust for another. [06s.]
Which thy discretion gives thee, to control
Ds'ance (uz'ans), n. [F. See Use, v. I.] 1. Use;
And manage all.
Cowper.
Spenser.
employment.
[06«.]
usage
To study nature will thy time employ
Knowledge and innocence are perfect joy. Dri/den.
2. Custom practice usage. [Obs.'] Gower. Chaucer.
Shak.
[Obs."]
3. Interest paid for money ; usury.
Use (uz), V. i. 1. To be wont or accustomed to be
4. {Com.) The time, fixed variously by the usage be- in the habit or practice as, he used to ride daily
now
exchange
is
pay- disused in the present tense, perhaps because of the
tween different countries, when a bill of
able as, a bill drawn on London at one usance, or at similarity in sound, between " use to," and " used to."
double usance.
They use to place him that shall be their captain on a stone.
Using ; accustomed.
[OF.]
Us'ant (uz'ant), a.
Spejtser.
Chaucer.
lObs.] " Usant for to steal."
Fears use to be represented in an imaginary fashion. Bacon.
Us'begS (Ss'bSgz), ) n. pi. (Ethnol.) A Turkish tribe
Thus we w-se to say, it is the room that smokes, when indeed
Us'beks (us'beks), ) which about the close of the 15th it is the fire in the room.
South.
century conquered, and settled in, that part of Asia now
Now Moses used to take the tent and to pitch it without the
[Written also Uzbecks, and Uzbeks-I
called Turkestan.
camp.
£a:. xxxiii. 7 (Tilei;. Ver.).
Use (us), n. [OE. us, F. us use, usage, L. usus, from
2. To be accustomed to go to frequent to inhabit
uti, p. p. usus, to use.
See Use, v. /.] 1. The act of emsometimes followed by o/. [06s.] "Where
to dwell;
ploying anything, or of applying it to one's service the
Spenser.
never foot did use."
application emstate of being so employed or applied
useih every day to a merchant's house.
B. Jonson.
He
ployment conversion to some purpose as, the use of a
Ye valleys low, where the mild whispers use
pen in writing his machines are in general use.
Of shades, and wanton winds, and gushing brooks. Milton.
Bacon.
Books can never teach the use of books.
Use'ful (iis'ful), a. Full of use, advantage, or profit
Shak.
This Davy serves you for good uses.
producing,
or having power to produce, good ; serviceWhen he framed
helpful toward advancing
able for any end or object
Milton,
All things to man's deligluful use.
profitable
advantageous as,
any
purpose
beneficial
2. Occasion or need to employ necessity ; as, to have
Shak. vessels and instruments useful in a family books useful
no further use for a book.
3. Yielding of service ; advantage derived ; capability for improvement useful knowledge useful arts.
Milton.
To what can I be Ms^/uL'
of being used usefulness utility.
God made two great lights, great for their use
Use'ful-ly, adv. In a useful manner.
Milton.
To man.
Use'tul-ness, n. The quality or state of being useful
'T is use alone that sanctifies expense.
Pope. utility ; serviceableness advantage.
Addison.
customary em4. Continued or repeated practice
Syn.
Utility value profit. SeeUiiLrry.
ployment usage custom manner habit.
Use'less, a. Having, or being of, no use ; unserviceLet later age that noble use envy.
Spenser.
able
producing no good end ; answering no valuable
How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable,
Seem to me all the uses of this world
Shak. purpose not advancing the end proposed unprofitable
ineffectual as, a useless garment useless pity.
6. Common occurrence ordinary experience. [iJ.]
Not to sit idle with so great a gift
Shak.
O CjEsar these things are beyond all use.
Useless, and thence ridiculous.
Milton.
6. {Eccl. ) The special form of ritual adopted for use
—
Useless, Fruitless,
Syn.
Fruitless
ineffectual.
as, the Sarum, or Canterbury, use; the
in any diocese
Ineffectual. We speak of an attempt, effort, etc., as
use;
etc.
Hereford use; the York use; the Roman
being useless when there are in it inherent difficulties
From henceforth all the whole realm shall have but one use.
which forbid the hope of success, as fruitless when it
Pre/, to Book of Common Prayer. fails, not from any such difficulties, but from some unex7. The premium paid for the possession and employ- pected hindrance arising to frustrate it as, the design
was rendered /ruj'rtess by the death of its projector. Inment of borrowed money interest usury. [06s.]
nearly resembles /rwiVZess, but implies a failure
Thou art more obliged to pay duty and tribute, use and prin- effectual
of a less hopeless character as, after several ineffectual
Jer. 'fat/for.
cipal, to him.
efforts, I at last succeeded.
8. [In this sense probably a corruption of OF. oes, fr.
Usele^ss are all words
Cf. OpeeI/, opus need, business, employment, work.
Till you have writ " performance " with your swords.
established.
long standing.
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;

;
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;
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;
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;
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;

;

;
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U

ATE.]
(Law) Tlie benefit or profit of lands and tenements.
Vse imports a trust and confidence reposed in a
man for the holding of lands. He to whose use or benefit the trust is intended shall enjoy the profits.
An estate is granted and limited to A for the tise of B.
9. (Forging) A slab of iron welded to the side of a
forging, as a shaft, near the end, and afterward drawn
down, by hammering, so as to lengthen the forging.
Contingent, or Springing, nae (Laiv), a use to come into
operation on a future uncertain event.
In use. (a) In
employment ; in customary practice or observance. (6)
In heat ;
said especially of mares. J. H. Walsh.
Of
Of use, useful ; of
no use, useless ; of no advantage.
advantage ; profitable.
Out of use, not in employment.
r-Eesnlting use (Law), a use, which, being limited by
the deed, expires or can not vest, and results or returns
to him who raised it, after such expiration.
Secondary,
or Shifting, use, a use which, though executed, may
change from one to another by circumstances. Blackstone.
Statute of uses (,Eng. Law), the stat. 27 Henry
VIII., cap. 10, which transfers uses into possession, or
which unites the use and possession. To make use of.
To put to use, to employ ; to derive service from ; to use.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

&

Use (uz), V. I. limp.
p. p. Used (uzd) p. pr.
vb. n. Using.]
[OE. usen, F. user to use, use up, wear
out, LL. usare to use, from L. uti, p. p. usus, to use, OL.
oeti, oesus ; of uncertain origin.
Cf. Utility.]
1. To
make use of ; to convert to one's service ; to avail one's
self of ; to employ ; to put to a purpose ; as, to use a
plow ; to use a chair ; to use a book ; to use time ; to use
flour for food ; to use water for irrigation.
Launcelot Gobbo, use your legs.
Shak.
Some other means I have which may be used. Milton.
2. To behave toward ; to act with regard to ; to treat
as, to MS« a beast cruelly. "I will Kse him well." Shak.
How wouldst thou use me now ?
Milton.
Cato has used me ill.
Addison.
3. To practice customarily ; to make a practice of ; as,
to t«e diligence in business.
Use hospitality one to another.
1 Pet. iv. 9.
4. To accustom ; to habituate ; to render familiar by
practice ; to inure ;
employed chiefly in the passive
participle ; as, men used to cold and hunger ; soldiers
used to hardships and danger.
I am so used in the fire to blow.
Chaucer.
Thou with thy compeers,
Used to the yoke, draw'st his triumphant wheels. Milton.
To use one's self, to behave. [Obs.\ "Pray, forgive
me, if I liave used myself unmannerly.'' Shak. —To use
mp. (a) To consume or exhaust by using to leave nothing of as, to use np the supplies. (6) To exhaust to
tire out ; to leave no capacity of force or use in ; to overthrow ; as, he was used, up by fatigue. [Colloq.]
;

—

;

;

;

Syn. — Employ. — Use, Employ. We tise a thing, or
make use of it, when we derive from it some enjoyment
ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

The

Beau. 6r Ft.
other is for waiving.
Waiving all searches into antiquity, in relation to this controversy, as being either needless or fnatless.
Waterland.
Even our blessed Savior's preaching, who spake as never
man spake, was ineffectual to many.
Bp. Stillingjleet.

— Use1ess-ly, adv. — Use'less-ness, n.

Shah.
Us'er (uz'er), re. 1. One who uses.
2. (Law) Enjoyment of property use. Mozley & W.
Ush'er (ash'er), re. [OE. ussher, uschere, OF. ussier,
;

a dooros mouth.
See

uissier, oissier, hussier, huissier, fr. L. ostiarius

fr. ostium a door, entrance, fr.
Oeal, and cf. Ostlary.] 1. An officer or servant who
has the care of the door of a court, hall, chamber, or
the like hence, an officer whose business it is to introduce strangers, or to walk before a person of rank. Also,
one who escorts persons to seats in a church, theater,
" The ushers and the squires."
Chaucer.
etc.
Shak.
These are the ushers of Marcius.
kind
attached
to
I^^ There are various officers of this
the royal household in England, including the gentleman
usher of the black rod, who attends in the House of Peers
during the sessions of Parliament, and twelve or more
gentlemen ushers. See Black Rod.
2. An under teacher, or assistant master, in a school.
Ush'er, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Ushered (-erd) p. pr.
vb. n. UsHEEmo.]
To introduce or escort, as an usher,
sometimes folforerunner, or harbinger to forerun
lowed by in or forth ; as, to usher in a stranger to
usher forth the guests to usher a visitor into the room.

keeper,

;

&

;

;

;

—

;

;

The

stars that usher evening rose.

Milton.
a letter, setting

The Examiner was

ushered into the world by
forth the great genius of the author.

Addison.

The act

of ushering, or the
Shaftesbury.
[06s.]
state of being ushered in.
Ush'er-dom (-diim), n. The office or position of an
usher ; ushership ; also, ushers, collectively. [iJ.]
Marston.
Ush'er-less, a. Destitute of an usher.

Ush'er-ance

(-ans), n.

Ush'er-ship, n.

A compound

1.

Scotland

The

office of

Us'1-ta-tive (uz'i-tS-tTv),

a.

an usher

;

usherdom.

[L. usilari to use often.]
"The usitative

Denoting usual or customary action.

Alford.

aorist."

Us'ne-a (iis'ne-&), n. [NL., from Ar. usnah moss.]
(Sot.)
genus of lichens, most of the species of which
have long, gray, pendulous, and finely branched fronds.
Usnea barbata is the common bearded lichen which
grows on branches of trees in northern forests.
Us'nlc (iis'nik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a complex acid obtained, as a yellow crystalline
substance, from certain genera of lichens (Usnea, Parmelia, etc.).
Us'que-liaugll (us'kwe-ba), n. [Ir. or Gael, uisge
beatha, literally, water of lite visge water -|- beaiha life
akin to Gr. ^i05 life. See Quick, a., and cf. Whisky.]

A

2.

liquor

spirit, raisins,

all

;

eve,

event,

end, fern- recent

;

ice,

compounded of brandy, or other strong
cinnamon and other spices. Brande dc C.
Ourselves.

Us'sell' (lis'sSlf), n. pi.
Wyclif.

[Obs.']

Piers Plowman. Chaucer.
US'tlon (us'chiin), n. [L. ustio, fr. urere, ustum, to
burn cf. F. usiion.] The act of burning, or the state of
being burned. [i2.]
Johnson.
:

[L. urere, ustirm, to
Us-tO'ri-ons (us-to'rT-fis), a.
burn.] Having the quality of burning. [JJ.] /. Watts.
Us'tU-late (us'tii-lat), a. [L. ustulatus, p. p. of nsttilare to scorch, urere to burn.] Blackened as if burned.
Us'tU-la'tion (-la'shiSn), n.
[Cf. F. ustulation.]
1. Tlie act of burning or searing, [if.] Sir W. Petty,
2. (Old Chem.) The operation of expelling one substance from another by heat, as sulphur or arsenic from
ores, in a muffle.
3. (Pharm.) (a) The roasting or drying of moist substances so as to prepare them for pulverizing. (6) The
burning of wine.
4. Lascivious passion concupiscence. [06s.]
;

It is not certain that they took the better part when they choBfl
ustutation before marriage, expressly against the apostle.
Jer. Taylor.

U'SU-al (u'zhii-al), a. [L. usualis, from ustis use cf.
F. usuel. See Use, re.] Such as is in common use such
as occurs in ordinary practice, or in tlie ordinary course
of events customary
ordinary habitual common.
Consultation with oracles was a tiling very usual and frequent
:

;

;

;

;

;

in their times.

fluoker.

We can make friends of these

usual enemies.

— U'su-al-ly, adv.j— U'su-al-ness, n.

Baxter.

U'SU-cap'tion (u'zii-kap'shun 277), re.
[L. usucapere, usucaptum, to acquire by long use usu (ablative
of usus use) -f- capere to take
cf. usucapio usucap;

;

:

(Roman Law) The

acquisition of the title or right
to property by the uninterrupted and undisputed possession of it for a certain term prescribed by law ;
the same
as prescription in common law.
[L. usufructus,
U'SU-fruct (u'zu-frukt; 277), n.
usu.^fructus, usus et fructus ; usus use -\-fructus fruit.]
(Law) The right of using and enjoying the profits of an
estate or other thing belonging to another, without im^
pairing the substance.
Burrill.
U'SU-lruc'tU-a-ry (-friSk'tii-a-ry), re. [L. usufructuwrius.]
(Law)
person who has the use of propertytion.]

—

A

and reaps the

profits of it.
Wharton,
U'SU-£ruc'tU-a-ry, a. (Law) Of or pertaining to a;
usufruct having the nature of a usufruct.
Tlie ordinary graces bequeathed by Christ to his church, as
the usufructuary property of all its members.
Coleridge,
[L. usurarius
U'SU-ra'rl-OUS (u'zhiJ-ra'ri-iis), ) a.
that serves for
U'su-ra-ry (u'zhli-ra-ry),
use, that pays interest. See Usurer.] Usurious. [06s.]
" Usurarious contracts."
Jer. Taylor. Bp. Hall.
U'sure (ii'zhiir 135), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Usured
(u'zhurd) p. pr.
[Cf. OF. usurer,
vb. n. Usurino.]
LL. usurare.] To practice usury; to charge unlawful
interest.
[06s.] '^ The usuring senate."
Shak.
I usured not ne to me usured any man.
Wyclif {Jer. xv. 10).
U'sure (u'zhiir), n. [F.] Usury. [06s.]
Wyclif.
Foul usure and lucre of villainy.
Chaucer.
U'su-rer (ii'zhu-rer), n. [F. usurier, LL. usurarius.
See Usury, and cf. Usurarious.]
1. One who lends
money and takes interest for it a moneylender. [06s.]
If thou lend money to any of my people that is poor by thee,
thou Shalt not be to him as a usurer, neither shalt thou lay
upon him usury.
Ex. xxii. 25.
2. One vpho lends money at a rate of interest beyond
that established by law one who exacts an exorbitant
rate of interest for the use of money.
Shak.
He was wont to call me usurer.
[From Usury.]
U-su'rl-OUS (ti-zhu'rT-us
277), a.
1. Practicing usury
taking illegal or exorbitant interest for the use of money
as, a usurious person.
2. Partaking of usury ; containing or involving usury
as, a usurious contract.
U-su'ri-ous-ly, adv.
U-su'ri-ons-ness, re.
[imp. & p. p. Usurped
U-surp' (ii-zflrp'), V. t.
(-zflrpf)
[L. usurpare,
vb. re. Usurping.]
p. pr.
usurpatum, to make use of, enjoy, get possession of,
usurp the first part of usurpare is akin to xisus use (see
Use, n.) cf. P. usurper.]
To seize, and hold in possession, by force, or without right as, to usurp a throne
to usurp the prerogatives of the crown to usurp power
to usurp the right of a patron is to oust or dispossess him.
;

)

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

&

;

;

:

;

;

Alack, thou dost usurp authority.

Shak.

Another revolution, to get rid of this illegitimate and umrped
government, would of course be perfectly justifiable.
Burke.
(5^°°' Usurp is applied to seizure and use of office, functions, powers, rights, etc.
it is not applied to common
dispossession of private property.
Syn. To arrogate ; assume; appropriate.
;

—

U-SUrp', V. i. To commit forcible seizure of place,
power, functions, or the like, without right to commit
unjust encroachments to be, or act as, a usurper.
The parish churches on which the Presbyterians and fanatics
had iisurpQd.
Evelyn.
;

;

And now

the Spirits of the Mind
Are busy witli poor Peter Bell
the rights of visual sense
Usurping, with a pievalence

A

flnol,

in Ireland and

Scottish returns being vested in grouse, white hares,
pickled salmon, and iisgw£6au(;A.
Sir W.Scott.

II

;

made

distilled spirit

whisky.

;

The

;

;

;

;;

;

USURPATION

1588

USAGER

N

;

;;;

Upon

More

U-snrp'ant

terrible

thaa magic

spell.

Wordsworth.

[L. usurpans, p. pr.] UsurpGauden.
[06s.]
U'sur-pa'tion (ii'zQr-pa'shun), re.
[L. usnrpatio a
making use, usurpation cf. F. usurpation.] 1. The
act of usurping, or of seizing and enjoying, place, power,
functions, or the like, withou',' r'ght: an unauthorized,
arbitrary assumption and exer.;ise of pov.cr, especially as

ing

;

(-ant), a.

encroaching.

:

idea,

ill

;

old,

5bey,

flib.

Odd

I

—

;

;;

;;

USUEPATORY

1589

UTTERMOST

Infringing on the rights of others ; specifically, the illecommonly used with
gal seizure of sovereign power ;
usurpation of a
of, also used with on or upon ; as, the
tlirone ; the usurpation of the supreme power.
He contrived their destruction, with the usurpation of the
-Sir T. More.
regul dignity upon him.
A law [of a State] wliich if a usurpation upon the general govO. Ellsworth.
ernment.
Manifttt usurpation on the rights of other Statee. D. Webster.
Usurpation, in a peculiar sense, formerly denoted the absolute ouster and dispossession of the i>atron
of a church, by a stranger presenting a clerk to a vacant

sometimes, reproachfully, evincing, or character;
ized by, a regard for utility of a lower kind, or marked
sordid
spirit ; as, titilitarian narrowness ; a utilitaby a
rian indifference to art.
2. Of or pertaining to utilitarianism ; supporting utilitarianism ; as, the utilitarian view of morality ; the
J. S. Mill.
Utilitarian Society.
U-tU'l-ta'll-an (ii-til'I-ta'rT-an), re. One who holds
the doctrine of utilitarinniBm.

[L. utriculus a little womb,
0'trl-cle (ii'trl-k'l), re.
a calycle, dim. of uter, utris, a bag or bottle made of an
animal's hide : cf. F. utricule.] 1. A little sac or vesicle, as the air cell of a fucus, or seaweed.
2. {Physiol.) A microscopic cell in the structure of an
egg, animal, or plant.
small, thin-walled, one-seeded fruit, as of
3. (Bot.)
goosefoot.
Gray.
4. {Anat.) A utriculus.
U-trio'n-lar (ii-trik'fi-ler), a. [Cf. F. utriculaire.']
1. Of or pertaining to a utricle, or utriculus ; containing, or furnished with, a utricle or utricles ; utriculate
as, a utricular plant.
2. Eesembling a utricle or bag, whether large or minute ;
said especially with reference to the condition ol
certain substances, as sulphur, selenium, etc., when condensed from the vaporous state and deposited upon cold
bodies, in which case they assume the form of small globules filled with liquid.
[NL.] {Bot.) A genus
U-triC'U-la'ri-a (-la'rT-a), re.
of aquatic flowering plants, in which the submersed
leaves bear many little utricles, or ascidia. See Ascidium.
U-trlc'U-late (fi-trTk'iS-lat), a. Resembling a bladder
Dana.
swollen like a bladder ; inflated ; utricular.
[L. utriculus a little womb,
TJ-trlc'U-lOid (-loid), a.
a calycle -f -oid.] Resembling a bladder; utricular;

etc.

—

1^~

The utilitarians are for merging all the particular virtues into
their place the greatest uiefulness,
one, and would substitute
as the alone principle to which every question respecting the
Chalmers.
morality of actions should be referred.
But what is a utilitarian ? Simply one who prefers the useSir W. Jiandlion.
ful to the useless ; and who does not ?

m

thereupon admitted and instituted.
Bp. Pearson.
[Ofo.]
2. Use; usage; custom.
U-SUrp'a-tO-ry (\i-zfirp'a-to-ry), a. [L. usurpatorius.']

benefice,

who

is

Marked by usurpation

;

usurping.

U-tU'i-ta'ri-an-ism (-Iz'm), re. 1. The doctrine that
the greatest happiness of the greatest number should be
the end and aim of all social and political institutions.

[i2.]

" Be[i?.]
U-SUrp'a-ture (-tiir), n. Usurpation,
iS. Browning.
neath man's usinp<iture."
U-SUrp'er (-er), n. One who usurps; especially, one
who seizes illegally on sovereign power ; as, the usurper
of a throne, of power, or of the rights of a patron.
A crown will not want pretenders to claim it, nor usurpers, if
South.
their power serves them, to possess it.
U-SUrp'ing-ly, adv. In a usurping manner.
U'SU-ry (u'zlm-ry), n. [OE. usurie, usure, P. usure,
L. usura use, usury, interest, fr. uti, p. p. usus, to useSee Use, v. <.] 1. A premium or increase paid, or stipulated to be paid, for a loan, as of money ; interest. lObs.
or Archaic]
Thou Shalt not lend upon usunj to thy brother murij of
money, usunj of victuals, usury of anything that is lent upon

Bentham.
2. The doctrine that virtue is founded in utility, or
that virtue is defined and enforced by its tendency to proJ. S. Mill.
mote the highest happiness of the universe.
3. The doctrine that utility is the sole standard of
morality, so that the rectitude of an action is determined
by its usefulness,
[OE. utilite, F. utilite,^,.
U-tii'i-ty (ij-til'i-ty), n.
See Utile.] 1. The quality
utilitas, fr. utilis useful.
or state of being useful ; usefulness ; production of good
profitableness to some valuable end ; as, tlie utility of
manures upon land ; the utility of the sciences ; the utility of medicines.
The vtdity of the enterprise was, however, so great and obMacaulay.
vious that ail opposition proved useless.
2. {Polii. Econ.) Adaptation to satisfy the desires or
;

;

Deut. xxiii. 19.
Thou oughtest therefore to have put my money to the exchangers, and then at my coming I should have received mine
Matt. xxv. 27.
own with vsiiry.
What he borrov^s from the ancients, he repays with usury of
usvri/.

his

;

re.

tave

;

The marriage was

;

;

[Cf. P. utilisation.']
U'til-i-za'tion (-T-za'shun), re.
act of utilizing, or the state of being utilized.

The

U'tU-lze (u'til-iz), V. t. [imp. &p.p. Utilized (-Izd)
p. pr. & vb. re. Utilizing (-i'zing).] [Cf. F. utiliserj]
To make useful ; to turn to profitable account or use
to make use of
as, to utilize the whole power of a
machine to utilize one's opportunities.
In former ages, the mile-long corridors, with their numerous
dungeons. Hawthorne.
alcoves, might have been utilized as
;

;

the ocCowell.

.

II

&

;

+

(Sr° The uterus

is simply an enlargement of the ovimammals there is one on each side,
the higher forms the two become more or less completely united into one. In many male mammals there
IS a small vesicle, opening into the urinogenital canal,
which corresponds to the uterus of the female and is
called the male uterus, or [NL.] uterus masculinus.
2. {Zool.) A receptacle, or pouch, connected with the
oviducts of many invertebr.ates in which the eggs are
retained until they hatch or until the embryos develop
more or less. See Lllust. of Hbkmaphkodite in Append.
Utes (uts), re. pi. ; sing. Ute. (Ethnol.) An extensive
tribe of North American Indiana of the Shoshone stock,
inhabiting Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, and
adjacent regions. They are subdivided into several subordinate tribes, some of which are among the most de-

in

2. Hence, <nny place or state of ideal perfection.
U-tO'pi-an (-ffu), a. Of or pertaining to Utopia ; resembling Utopia; hence, ideal; chimerical; fanciful;
founded upon, or involving, imaginary perfections as,
Utopian projects ; Utopian happiness.
U-tO'pl-an, re. An inhabitant of Utopia ; hence, one
who believes in the perfectibility of human society a
Hooker.
visionary an idealist an optimist.
U-tO'pl-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The ideas, views, aims,
etc., of a Utopian impracticable schemes of human perfection optimism.
A Utopian ; Mjjj^imfit.
U-to'pl-an-lst, re.
U-top'lc-al (ii-top'T-kal), a. Utopian ; laeal. [Obs.]
" CTo/«roi perfection." _
Bp. Hall.
;

North American Indians.
re.
[NL.] {Zool.) Any species of
large West Indian rodents of the genus Capromys, or
Utia.
In general appearance and habits they resemble
rats, but they are as large as rabbits.
U'tl-ca (u'tT-ka), a.
[So called from Utica, in New

griided of

U-tO'plst (it-to'pTst or u'to-),
U'tra-qulst (u'trii-kwist), n.

:

fip,

firn

;

pity

II

Dana.

utriculate.

U-tric'U-lUS (-liis), re. [L., a little womb or matrix,
a calycle.] {Anat.) A little sac, or bag ; a utricle; especially, a part of the membranous labyrinth of the
ear.
See the Note under Ear.
U'tro- (u'tro-). A combining form used in anatomy to
indicate connection with, or relation to, the uterus; as
in Kfo'O-ovariau.
[OE. utter, originally the same
Dt'ter (ut'ter), a.
word as outer.
See Out, and cf. Outer, Utmost.]
\_Obs.]
1. Outer.
"Thine utter eyen." Chaucer.
" By him a shirt and utter mantle laid."
Chapman.

As doth an hidden moth
The inner garment fret, not th' utter touch. Spenser.
2. Situated on the outside, or extreme limit ; remote,
from the center outer. [06,?.]
Through utter and through middle darkness borne, M'itoTZ;

The very

utter part of Saint

Adelmes point

is iive

Sandwich.

miles froni<
Holinshed.-

3. Complete; perfect; total; entire; absolute; as^
utter ruin utter darkness.
They
are utter strangers to all those anxious thoughts^
which disquiet mankind.
Atterbury.;

.

.

.

4. Peremptory; unconditional; unqualified; final; as,,
an utter refusal or denial.
Clarendon,Utter bar (Law), the whole body of junior barriateusj
See Outer bar, under 1st Outer. [Eng.]
Utter barrisltaf
(Law), one recently admitted as barrister, who is accustomed to plead without, or outside, the b.ar, as distinguished from the benchers, who are sometimes permitted
to plead within the bar. [Eng.]
Cowell,

—

V. t.
[imp. & p. p. Uttered (-terd) p. pr.
Utteeins.] [OE. outren, freq. of outen to utput out, AS. atian to put out, eject, fr. Ut out. V198,
See Out, and cf. Utter, a.] 1. To put forth or out
to reach out.
[Obs.]

Ut'ter,

&

vb.

;

re.

ter,

How braglv [proudly] it begins to bud,
And utter his tender head.
Spenser.
dispose of in trade ; to sell or vend. [06s.]
Such mortal drugs I have, but Mantua's law
Is death to any he that utters them.
Shaft,
They bring it home, and utter it commonly by the name oi
Newfoundland fish.
Abp. Abbot.
3. Hence, to put in circulation, as money ; to put off,
as currency ; to cause to pass in trade ;
often used, specifically, of the issue of counterfeit notes or coins, forged
or fraudulent documents, and the like ; as, to utter coin
or bank notes.
The whole kingdom should continue in a firm resolution,
never to receive or utter this fatal coin.
Swift.
4. To give public expression to ; to disclose ; to pub" Sweet as from blest
lish ; to speak ; to pronounce.
voices, uttering joy."
Milton.
The words I utter
Let none think flattery, for they 'U iind 'em truth. Shak.
And the last words he uttered called me cruel. Addison.
To

2.

—

— To deliver

Syn.
charge

;

pronounce.

Ut'ter-a-ble

;

give forth

;

issue

;

liberate

dis-

;

See Deliver.
Capable of being uttered.

(-a-b'l), a.

Ut'ter-ance (tit'ter-ans), re. 1. The act of uttering.
Specifically
(a) Sale by offering to the public.
\_Obs.]
Bacon,
(^b) Putting in circulation; as, the utterance of falsa
or
of
forged
com,
notes,
(c) Vocal expression ; articulation
speech.
At length gave utterance to these words.
Milton.
2. Power or style of speaking
as, a good utterance.
They
began to spealt with other tongues, as the Spirit
Acts li. 4.
gave them utterance.
O, how unlike
Keats^
To that large utterance of the early gods
:

—

•-

;

.

.

.

I

[F.outrance. SeeOuTBANOE.]
Ut'ter-ance, re.
extremity ; the end; death; outrance. \_Obs.]
Annibal forced those captives whom he had taken of our

The

last

to skirmish

one against another to

tlic

men

Holland.

utterance.

Ut'ter-er (-er), re. One who utters.
Spenser.
Ut'ter-est, obs. snperl. of Utter. Uttermost.

To

Chaucer.

the uttcrest jiroof of her courage.

;

;

{Geol.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a subdivision of the Trenton Period of the Lower Silurian,
characterized in the State of New York by beds of sliale.
U'tUo (ii'tTI), a. [L. utilis, fr. uti to use cf. F. utile.
See Use, v. t.] Profitable ; useful. [06«.]
U-tU'l-ta'ri-an (6-til'i-ta'rT-an), a,
[See Uth-ity.]
1. Of or pertaining to utility ; consisting in utility
aiming at utility as distinguished from beauty, ornament.
full,

—

;

;

York.]

iTfde,

;

;

(n'shi-il),

unite,

;

;

duct, and in the lower

Qse,

.

possess.]

2. Hence, festivity ;
[F. utensile, usiensile,
tJ-ten'sil (ii-tgn'sil ; 277), n.
L. utensile, fr. utensilis that may be used, fit for use, fr.
uti, p. p. usus, to use.
See Use, v. i."]
That which is
used ; an instrument ; an implement ; especially, an instrument or vessel used in a kitchen, or in domestic and
farming business.
"Wagons fraught with utensils of war.
Milton.
U'ter-lne (u'ter-In or -in ; 277), a. [L. uterinus born
of the same mother, from uterus womb: cf. F. uterin.']
1. Of or pertaining to the uterus, or womb.
2. Born of the same mother, but by a different father.
Walter Pope, uterine brother to Dr. Job. Wilkins. Wood.
U'te-ro-ges-ta'tlon (u'te-rS-jes-ta'shun), re. \_Uterus
Gestation in the womb from conception
gestalion.l
to birth ; pregnancy.
Pritchwrd.
{Uterus -f- vagiU'te-ro-vag'i-nal (-vSj'T-nal), a.
nal.] Pertaining to both the uterus and the vagina.
1. {Anai.) The organ
U'te-rus (ii'te-riJs)j re. [L.]
of a female mammal in which the young are developed
previous to birth ; the womb.

U'U-a

.

U'ti pos'si-de'tls (u'tt pos'si-de'tTs). [L., as you
1. (Lntemat. Law) The basis or principle of
a treaty which leaves belligerents mutually in possession
of what they have acquired by their arms during the
Brande
war.
C.
2. (Roman Law) A species of interdict granted to one
who was in possession of an immovable thing, in order
Burrill.
that he might be declared the legal possessor.
U'tis (ii'tis), re. See Utas. [Obs.]
Outlawry. [Ois.]
Camden.
XJt'la-ry (iit'la-r^), re.
Ut'most' (ut'mosf), a. [OE. utmeste, utemest, AS.
Utemest, a superlative fr. Ute out. V198. See Out, and
1. Situated at
cf. Aftermost, Outmost, Uttermost.]
the farthest point or extremity farthest out most distant; extreme; last; as, the ut7nost limits of the land;
Spenser.
the utmost extent of human knowledge.
We coasted within two leagues of Antibes, which is the utmost town in France.
Evelyn.
Betwixt two thieves I spend my utmost breath. Herbert.
2. Being in the greatest or highest degree, quantity,
number, or the like greatest ; as, the utmost assiduity
the utmost harmony ; the utmost misery or happiness.
Sha^.
He shall answer ... to his utmost peril.
Shak.
Six or seven thousand is their utmost power.
Ut'most', re. The most that can be ; the farthest limit ; the greatest power, degree, or effort ; as, he has done
his utmost ; try your utmost.
We have tried the utmost of our friends.
Shale.
U-tO'pl-a (ii-to'pT-a), re. [NL., fr. Gr. oi not -f- T07ro5
a place.] 1. An imaginary island, represented by Sir
Thomas More, in a work called Utopia, as enjoying the
greatest perfection in politics, laws, and the like. See
Utopia, in the Dictionary of Noted Names in Fiction.

and in the utas
was crowned.
Holinshed,
merriment. [Ois.]
Shak.

celebrated at Canterbury,

of St. Hilary next ensuing slie

but

;

;

[OF. huitieves, wiiieves, witaves,

eighth day after any term or feast
as, the utas of St. Michael.

J. S. Mill.
benefit profit
Usefulness hsis

service.
Utility, Usefulness.
an Anglo-Saxon prefix, utility is Latin and hence the
former is used chiefly of things in the concrete, while the
latter is employed more in a general and abstract sense.
Thus, we speak of tlie utility of an invention, and the
tisefulness of the thing invented of the utility of an institution, and the usefulness of an individual. So beauty
and utility (not usefulness) are brought into comparison.
Still, the words are often used interchangeably.
Capable of being
U'til-i'za-ble (ii'til-I'za-b'l), a.
utilized ; as, the utilizable products of the gas works.

oitieves, pi. of huitieve, witieve, etc., eighth, L. octavus.
[Written also uiis.']
1. (0. Eng.
See Octave, re.]

Law) The

;

avail;

;

(ii'tSs),

—

Syn. — XTsefulness advantageousness

See Solmization.

U'tas

intrinsic value. See

;

in use is utility,

;

(Mus.) The first note
in solmization, oot), n.
in Guide's musical scale, now usually superseded by do.
(ut

of

Value

[06i.]
2. The practice of taking interest.
Ifs^ury . . . bringeth the treasure of a realm or state into a few
Bacon.
hands.
3. {Law) Interest in excess of a legal rate charged to
a borrower for the use of money.
(5^°' The practice of requiring in repayment of money
lent anytliing more than the amount lent, was formerly
thought to be a great moral wrong, and the greater, tlie
more was taken. Now it is not deemed more wrong to take
pay for the use of money than for the use of a house, or a
horse, or any other property. But the lingering influence of the former opinion, together with the fact that the
nature of money makes it easier for the lender to oppress
the borrower, has caused nearly all Christian nations to
fix by law the rate of compensation for the use of money.
of late years, however, the opinion that money should be
borrowed and repaid, or bought and sold, upon whatever
terms the parties should agree to, like any other properAm. Cyc.
ty, has gained ground everywhere.

Ut

men

Note under Value, 2.
and nothing else, and in political economy should be called by that name and no other. F. A. Walker.
the greatest good, or happiness, of the
3. Happiness
greatest number,
tlie foundation of utilitarianism.
wants

Dryden.

own.

A

re.

A

Utopian.

[L. uterque, fem. utra-

One who receives the euch.ii'ist in both
kinds; esp., one of a body of Hussites who in the 15th
century fought for the right to do this.
Called also

Ut'ter-less, a. Incapable of being uttered. [Obs.]
A clamoring debate of uttcrless things.
Miltrtt.
Ut'ter-ly, nrfi>. In an utter manner; to the full extent fully totally ; as, utterly ruined it is utterly vain.
Ut'ter-more' (-mor'), a. [Cf. Uttermost.] Pu'rther ;
outer ; utter. [Obi:. & P.]
Ifolland.
;

que, both.]

Calixtines.
;

food, fo'bt

;

out, oil

}

chair

;

go

;

;

;

Ut'ter-most' (-moat'),

a.

[From Utter,

a.

;

cf.

Ut-

most, and Outermost.]
Extreme; utmost; being in
the farthest, greatest, or highest degree ; as, the uttermost extent or end. " In tliis uttermost distress." Milton.-

sImb, ink

5

then, thin

;

boN

;

zli =:

z in axure.

;;

;
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UTTERMOST

N

.

The utmost the high-

obtained as a white crystalline substance by the decom-

Tennyson.
est or greatest degree ; the farthest extent.
Wherefore he is able also to save them to the uttermost that
Heb. vii. 25.
come unto God by him.
He can not have sufficient honor done unto him but the
Hooker.
uttermost we can do, we must.
Ut'ter-ness, n. The quality or state of being utter,
[iJ.]
or extreme extremity ; utmost ; uttermost.
small
(Bot.)
[L., a grape.]
U'va (u'v4), n.
pulpy or juicy fruit containing several seeds and having
a thin skin, as a grape.
conserve made
U'vate (u'vat), n. [L. uva grape.]
of grapes.
U'va-ur'sl (u'va-Qr'st), n. [NL., fr. L. uva grape
-j- ursus bear.]
(Bot.) The bearberry.
U've-a (u've-a), n. [NL., fr. L. Mf a grape.] (Anat.)
The posterior pigmented layer of the iris ; sometimes
applied to the whole iris together with the choroid coat.
U've-ous (-us), a. [See Uvea.] Resembling a grape.
U'vlo (u'vTk), a. [L. uva grape.] (Chem.) Pertain-

position of tartaric and pyrotartaric acids.
[From L. uva a grape. So
U-vit'ic (ii-vit'ik), a.
called because it may be produced indirectly from tartaric acid, which is found in the grape.]
(Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid, CH3C(;Hg(C02H)2, obtained as a white crystalline substance by the partial
oxidation ©f naesitylsne
called alio niesitic acid.

eration of removing the uvula.

U'vl-ton'lc (u'vif-t8n'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertainine to,
or designating, an acid which is obtained as a white crystalline substance by the action of ammonia on pyrotar-

Uz-»r'i-ci'dal (uks-or'I-si'dal), a.
Of »t pertftising
to uxoricide ; tending to uxoricide.
Ux-or'i-clde (-sld), n. [L. uxor wife
eaedere t» kill.]
1. The murder of a wife by her husband.
2. One who murders his wife.
Ux-0'ri-ous (!iks-o'ri-us), a. [L. uxorius, fr. uxor a
wife.] Excessively fond of, or submissive to, a wife being
a dependent husband. " fTioj-iow^ magistrates." Milton.
How wouldst thou insult,
When I must live uxorious to thy will
In perfect thraldom
Milton.

Ut'ter-mOSt' (Qt'ter-moef),

n.

;

j

;

A

II

A

ii

—

II

ing

au

or obtained from, grapes ; specifically, designating
organic acid, CIB.^Os^ai&ocailei pyrotrilartaric acid).
to,

;

taric acid.

U'vrou

—

_

See Edthkoe.
U'VU-la (il'vii-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. uva a grape,
the uvula.] (Anat.) The pendent fleshy lobe in the middle of the posterior border of the soft palate.
^W° The term is also applied to a somewhat similar
lobe on the under side of the cerebellum and to another
on the inner surface of the neck of the bladder.
U'VU-lar (-ler), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to a uvula.
U'VU-la-tome (-la-tom), n. [Uvula
Gr. re/ivuv to
cut.] (Surg.) An instrument for removing the uvula.
(u'vrou), n.

II

+

U'vn-lat'0-my

U-wa'ro-Wlte

(u'vii-lSt'o-my), n.

(Surg.)

The

op-

(Min.) Ouvarovite.
Us-0'ri-al (tiks-o'ri-al), a. [See UxoRiors.] Dotingly
fond of, or servilely submissive to, a wife; uxoriaus;
also, becoming a wife
pertaining t» a wife. [^.]
Tlie speech [of Zipporah, Ex. iv. 25] is not a speech »t re»r«>ch
(oo-va'ro-vit), n.

;

or indiffnatian, but of uxorial endearment.

O^ddes.

+

;

I

— Ux-o'rl-ous;ly, adv. — Uz-o'rl-ons-ness, n.
U'ze-ma

II

(u'ze-m&), n.

A Barman measure ot twdre

miles.

Q

y.
1. V, the twenty-second letter of the English
V(ve).
alphabet,

a vocal consonant. V and U are only
same character, U being the cursive form,
while V is better adapted for engraving, as in stone. The
two letters were formerly used indiscriminately, and till
a comparatively recent date words containing them were
ofteu classed together in dictionaries and other books of
reference (see U). The letter V is from the Latin alphabet, where it was used both as a consonant (about like
English w) and as a vowel. The Latin derives it from a
form (V) of the Greek vowel Y (see Y), this Greek letter
being either from the same Semitic letter as the digamma
F (see F), or else added by the Greeks to the alphabet
which they took from the Semitic. Etymologically v is
most nearly related to u, w, /, b, p; as in Jiine, wine
anoirdupois, hajit, ha^e sa/e, save trover, trou6adour,
tro^je.
See U, F, etc.
See Guide to Pronunciation, § 265 also 55 155, 169,
is

R

varieties of the

;

;

;

178-179, etc.
2. As a numeral,
stands for five, in English and
Latin.
Vaag'mer (vag'mer), n. [Icel. vagmeri a kind of
flounder, literally, wave mare.] (Zool.) The dealfish.
[Written also vaagmser, and vaagmar."]
Va'can-cy (va'kan-sy), re. ; pi. VACANCffiS (-siz).
[Cf. F. vacance.l
1. The quality or state of being va-

V

cant

;

emptiness

hence, freedom from employment

;

intermission

U

leisure ; idleness ; listlessness.
;
All dispositions to idleness or vacancy, even before they are
habits, are dangerous.
Sir R. Wotton.
2. That which is vacant.
Specifically :
(a) Empty space ; vacuity ; vacuum.

—

How is *t with you,
;

;

No interim, not a minute's vacanci/.
Those

little

vacancies tTora

A place or post unfilled

;

toil

are sweet.

an unoccupied

Shak.
Dryden.

office

;

as,

a vacancy in the senate, in a school, etc.
Va'cant (va'kant), a. [F., fr. L. vacans, -antis, p. pr.
of vacare to be empty, to be free or unoccupied, to have
leisure, also vocare ; aJsin to vacuus empty, and probably
to E. void. Cf. Evacuate, Void, a.] 1. Deprived of
contents not filled empty as, a vacant room.
Stuffs out his vacant garments with his form.
Shak.
Being of those virtues vacant
Shak.
There is no iireside, howsoe'er defended,
But has one vacant chair.
Zongfdlow.
2. Unengaged with business or care
unemployed
unoccupied disengaged free ; as, vacant hours.
Religion is the interest of all but philosophy of those ... at
leisure, and vacant from the affairs of the world. Z>r. H. More.
These was not a minute of the day which he left vacant.
Bp. Fell.
3. Not filled or occupied by an incumbent, possessor,
or officer ; as, a vacant throne ; a vacant parish.
Special dignities which vacant lie
For thy best use and wearing.
Shak.
4. Empty of thought thoughtless not occupied with
study or reflection as, a vacant mind.
The duke had a pleasant and vacant face. Sir B. Wotton.
When on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood.
Wordsworth.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

5. (Law) Abandoned ; having no heir,
claimant, or occupier ; as, a vacant estate.

inanely.
t.
[imp. &p. p. Vacated
Vacating.] [L. vacare, vaSee Vacant.] 1. To make vacant
to leave empty to cease from filling or occupying as,
it was resolved by Parliament that James had vacated
the throne of England the tenant vacated the house.
2. To annul to make void to deprive of force to
make of no authority or validity as, to vacate a commission or a charter ; to vacate proceedings in a cause.
That after act vacating the authority of the precedent.
Eikon Basilike.
The necessity of observing the Jewish Sabbath was vacated
by the apostolical institution of the Lord's Day.
R. Nelson.
3. To defeat to put an end to. [£.]
Dryden.
He vacates my revenge.
Va-Ca'tion (va-ka'shiln), re. [F., fr. L. vacatio a being
free from a duty, service, etc., fr. vacare. See Vacate.]
1. The act of vacating
a making void or of no force ;
as, the vacation of an office or of a charter.
2. Intermission of a stated employment, procedure, or
office
a period of intermission rest ; leisure.
It was not in his nature, however, at least till years had chastened it, to take any vacation from controversy.
Palfrey.

Va'cate (va'kat

(-ka-ted)

possessor,

Bouvier.
Vacant snccesBion (Law), one that is claimed by no perwhere all the heirs are unknown, or where all the
known heira to it have renounced it.
Burrill.
Syn. Empty void ; devoid free ; unemployed dis-

;

p. pr.

277), v.

;

&

vb. n.

catum, to be empty.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hence, specifically

:

—
;

;

;

;

&

;

—

;

;

;

The

virus of vaccinia used in vaccination.
Vao-cin'i-a (vak-sin'i-a), re. [NL. See Vaccine.]
See Cowpox.
(il/ed.) Cowpox; vaccina.
Vac'ci-nlst (v3k'si-nTst), re. A vaccinator.
[L., the blueVac-cin'l-U£: (vak-sin'i-ilm), re.
genus of ericaceous
berry, or whortleberry.] (Bot. )
shrubs including the various kinds of blueberries and
the true cranberries.
II

II

A

engaged
Empty.

;

thing

;

;

unmcumbered
is

;

uncrowded

;

empty when there

ale, senate,

c&re,

idle.
is

— Vacant,

nothing in

&m, arm,

it

To

2.

II

;

[Southwestern U.

ask, final,

^;

SA

eve, event,

Faley.

fluctuate in mind or opinion
;
to waver.

€nd, fem, recent;

Ice,

;

to be unsteady or

inconstant

—

Syn.

See Fluctuate.
Vac'il-la'tlng (-la' ting), a. Inclined to fluctuate;
wavering.
Tennyson.
Vac'll-la'ting-ly, adv.
Vac'll-la'tion (vSs'tl-la'shGn), re. [L. vacillatio : cf
F. vacillation.]
1. The act of vacillating ; a moving ont
way and the other ; a wavering.
His vacillations, always exhibited most pitiably in emergea.
cies.
Uacatuay.
2. Unsteadiness of purpose ; changeableness.
There is a vacillation, or an alternation of knowledge and

—

doubt.

J«j-.

Taylor.

Inclined to vacil-

Vac'il-la-tO-ry (v5s'il-14^to-ry), o.

wavering irresolute.
Hawthorne.
Vac'u-ate (vSk'iJ-at), v. t. [L. vacuatus, p. p. of vacuare to empty, from vacuus empty. See Vacant.]
To
make void, or empty. [R.]
Vac'U-a'tion (vSk'ii-a'shun), n. The act of emptylate

;

;

[i?.]

Vac'U-ist (vSk'ii-ist), re. [Cf. F. vacuiste.] One who
holds the doctrine that the space between the bodies of
the universe, or the molecules and atoms of matter, is a

vacuum

—

opposed to plenist.
Va-cn'i-ty (va-kii'i-ty), re. [L. vacuitas. See VAOtr1. The quality or state of being vacuous, or not
filled
emptiness ; vacancy ; as, vacuity of mind ; vacuity of countenance.
Hunger is such a state of vacuity as to require a fresh supply
of aliment.
ArhuthnoU
2. Space unfilled or unoccupied, or occupied with an
invisible fluid only emptiness ; void vacuum.
;

ous.]

;

;

;

A vacuity la interspersed among the particles of

II

Bartlett.
Vach'er-y (vash'er-y), n. [F. vacherie, from vache a
cow, L. vacca. Cf. Vaccakt.] 1. Au inclosure for cows.
Prompt. Parv.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
2. A dairy.

A

;

ing; evacuation,

(a) (Law) Intermission of judicial proceedings
the
space of time between the end of one term and the beginning of the next nonterm ; recess. " With lawyers
in the vacation."
Shak.
(b) The intermission of the regular studies and exercises of an educational institution between terms
holidays as, the spring vacation.
(c) The time when an office is vacant esp. (Ecel.), the
time when a see, or other spiritual dignity, is vacant.
Vac'ca-ry (vSk'ka-r^), re. [LL. vaccarium, from L.
vacca cow. Cf. Vachert.] A cow house, dairy house,
or cow pasture.
Wright.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.']
Vac-ci'na (vSk-si'na), re. [NL.] (Med.) Vaccinia.
Of
or
pertaining
(Med.)
(vSk'sT-nal),
a.
Vac'ci-nal
to vaccinia or vaccination.
p. p. Vaccinated
Vac'cl-nate (-nat), v. t. [imp.
(-na'ted); p.pr. &vb.n.YA.coiNAxn!a.2 [See Vaccine.]
To inoculate with the cowpox by means of a virus, called
vaccine, taken either directly or indirectly from cows.
Vac'ci-na'tion (-na'shiin), re. The act, art, or practice of vaccinating, or inoculating with the cowpox, in
order to prevent or mitigate an attack of smallpox. Cf.
Inoculation.
8^^ In recent use, vaccination sometimes includes inoculation with any virus as a preventive measure ; as,
vaccination of cholera.
Vac'cl-na'tor (vak'sl-na'ter), re. One who, or that
which, vaccinates.
Vac'clne (vSk'sin or -sTn ; 277), a. [L. vaccinus, fr.
vacca a cow cf. Skr. vag to bellow, to groan.] Of or
pertaining to cows pertaining to, derived from, or caused
re.
by, vaccinia as, vaccine virus the vaccine disease.

Va'cher' (va'sha'), re. [F., from vache a cow. Cf.
Vaqueeo.] a keeper of stock or cattle a herdsman.

;

&

axis to another.

;

;

&

Vac'il-late (-lat), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Vacillated
(-la'ted) p. pr.
vb. re. Vacillating.]
[L. vacillare,
vacillatum ; cf. Skr. vaRc] 1. To move one way and
the other to reel or stagger ; to waver.
[A spheroid] is always liable to shift and vacillate from one

;

son, or

—

Vac'11-lan-cy (vSsTl-lan-sJ^), n. The quality or state
of being vacillant, or wavering.
[iJ.]
Dr. S. More.
Vac'll-lant (-lant), a. [L. vacillans, p. pr. of vacillare: cf. F. vacillant. See Vacillate.] Vacillating;
wavering ; fluctuating ; Irresolute.
;

;

That you do bend your eye on vacancy f
Shak.
(b) An open or unoccupied space between bodies or
things an interruption of continuity ; chasm ; gap as,
a vacancy between buildings ; a vacancy between sentences or thoughts.
(c) Unemployed time ; interval of leisure ; time of intermission; vacation.
Time lost partly in too oft idle vacancies given both to schools
and universities.
Milton.

(d)

an empty room, or an empty noddle. Vacant adds the
idea of having been previously filled, or intended to be
or occupied ; as, a vacant seat at table ; a vacant
vacant hours. When we speak of a vacant look
;
or a vacant mind, we imply the absence of the intelligence naturally to be expected there.
Va'cant-ly (va'kant-Ij?), adv. In a vacant manner
as,

filled
office

God
ity

.

. .

alone can answer

all

our longings and

matter.

fill

of our soul.

3.

BentUy.
every vocuRogeri.

Want

of reality ; inanity ; nihiUty. [iJ.]
Their expectations will meet with vacuity.

Glanvill.

[L., fr. vacuus unoccupied.]
Va-CU'na (-na), re.
(Rom. Myth.) The goddess of rural leisure, to whom
the husbandmen sacrificed at the close of the harvest.
She was especially honored by the Sabines.
II

Vao'u-0-la'ted (vSk'ti-S-la'tgd),
vacuoles, or small air cavities

;

as,

a.

(Biol.) Full of

vacuolated

cells.

(Biol.) Formation
Vac'U-0-la'tion (-la'shiin), re.
into, or multiplication of, vacuoles.
Vac'U-ole (v5k'iJ-ol), re. [L. vacuus empty : cf. F.
vacuole.] (Biol.)
small air cell, or globular space, in
the interior of organic cells, either containing air, or a
pellucid watery liquid, or some special chemical secre-

A

tions of the cell protoplasm.
Contractile vacuole.
(Zool.) See under Contkactile,
and see Illusts. of Infusoria, and Lobosa. —Food vacuole.
(Zool.) See under Food, and see Illust. of Infusoria.

Vac'u-ous

(vSk'ii-us), a.
[L. vacuus. See Vacant.]
unfilled ; void ; vacant.
Boundless the deep, because I am who fill
Infinitude nor vacuous the space.
Milton.
That the: few may lead selfish and vacuous days. J. Morley.
Vac'U-OUS-ness, re.
The quality or state of beinp
vacuous ; emptiness ; vacuity.
W. Montagu.
Vac'u-um (-iim), re. ; pi. E. Vacuums (-iimz), L. Vacu;,
[L., fr. vacuus empty.
(-&).
See Vacuous.] 1. (Phys
ics)
space entirely devoid of matter (called also, bj
way of distinction, absolute vacuum) ; hence, in a more
general sense, a space, as the interior of a closed vessel,

Empty

;

;

A

idea,

HI;

old,

dbey, drb, Sdd;

II
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VALEDICTION

4. (^Arch.) The shaft of a terminus, from which the
bust or figure seems to issue or arise.

2. To lower, or take off, in token of inferiority, reverence, submission, or the Uke.
France must vaU her lofty-plumed crest I
Shak,
Without vailing his bonnet or testifying any reverence for the

VADANTES
which has been exhausted to a high or the highest degree by an air pump or other artificial means as, water
boils at a reduced temperature in a vacuum.
;

[Cf. F. vaginal.']
Vag'i-nal (vaj'i-nal; 277), a.
resembling a vagina,
1. Of or pertaining to a vagina

2. The condition of rarefaction, or reduction of pressure below that of the atmosphere, in a vessel, as the
condenser of a steam engine, which is nearly exhausted
of air or steam, etc. ; as, a vacuum of 26 inches of mercury, or 13 pounds per square inch.

;

or sheath ; thecal
as, a vaginal synovial membrane
the vaginal process of the temporal bone.
pertaining
2. (Anat.) Of or
to the vagina of the genital canal ; as, the vaginal artery.
Vag'i-nant (vSj'T-nant), a. [Cf. F. vaginant. See
Vagina.] Serving to invest, or sheathe sheathing.
Vaginant leaf {Bot.),a leaf investing the stem or branch
by its base, which has the form of a tube.
;

Vacuum brake, a kind of continuous brake operated by
exhausting the air from some appliance under each car,
and so causing the pressure of ihe atmosphere to apply
Vacuum pan ( Technol.), a kind of large closed
the brakes.
metallic retort used in sugar making for boiling down
sirup. It is so connected with an exhausting apparatus
that a partial vacuum is formed within. This allows tlie
evaporation and concentration to take place at a lower
atmospheric pressure and hence also at a lower temperature, which largely obviates the danger of burning the
Vacuum pump. Same
sugar, and shortens the process.
Vacuum tube (P/itjs.), a glass tube proas PuLSOMETER, 1.
vided with platinum electrodes and exhausted, for the
passage of tlie electrical discharge a Geissler tube.—
Vacuum valve, a safety valve opening inward to admit air
to a vessel in which the pressure is less than that of the
Torricellian
atmosphere, in order to prevent collapse.
vacuum. See under Tokeicellian.
[NL., from L. vaVa-dan'tes (va-d5u'tez), n. pi.
dans, p. pr. of vadare to wade, to ford.] (Zo'dl.) An
extensive artificial group of birds including the wading,

;

—

Vag'i-nate (vSj'i-nat), a. [See VAGINA.] Invested
with, or as if with, a
Vag'i-na'ted (-na'ted), )
sheath as, a vaginate stem, or one invested by the tubular base of a leaf.
Vag'i-na'tl (vSj'T-na'ti), n. pi. [NL.] (Zool.) A
tribe of birds comprising the sheathbills.
[L. vagus wandering
Vag'i-nei-VOSe' (-ner-vos'), a.
-)- E. nervose.]
(Bot.) Having the nerves, or veins,
placed in apparent disorder.
Vag'i-nlo'0-la (-nik'S-la), re. [NL.,
from L. vagina sheath -)- colere to inhabit.]
(Zo'dl.) A genus of Infusoria
which form minute vaselike or tubular
cases in which they dwell.
I

;

—

—

II

;

—

II

II

swimming, and cursorial birds.
Vado (vad), V. i. [For /arfe.]
vanish.

To fade

Vag'I-nls'mus (vaj'I-nTs'mus), re.
painful spasmodic con[NL.] (Med.)
traction of the vagina, often rendering
copulation impossible.
II

hence, to
Shak.
iJaded."

"Summer

;

leaves all
They into dust shall vade.

[Oii.]

Spenser.

II

A

Vag'l-ni'tiS (-ni'tis),

re.

[NL.

alleged sanctity of the relic.

Sir W. Scott.
V. i.
To yield or recede ; to give place ; to
yielding,
uncovering,
respect
by
show
or the like. [Written also vale, and veil.] [06s.]
Thy convenience must vail to thy neighbor's necessil^. South.
Vail, re. Submission ; decline descent. [06s.]
Vail'er (-er) re. _One who vails. [06s.]
Overbury.
Val'mure (va'mur), re. An outer, or exterior, wall.
See Vauntmure. {Obs.]
Hakluyt.
Vain (van), a. \_Compar. Vainer (-er) ; superl. Vainest.]
[P. vain, L. vanus empty, void, vain.
Cf. Vanish, Vanity, Vaunt to boast.]
1. Having no real substance, value, or importance ; empty ; void ; worthless
" Thy vain excuse."
unsatisfying.
Shak.
Every man walketh in a vain show.
Ps. xxxix. 6.
Let no man deceive you with vain words. Eph. v. 6.
Vain pomp, and glory of this world, I hate ye
Shak.
Vain wisdom all, and false philosophy.
Milton.
2. Destitute of force or efficacy effecting no purpose ;
fruitless
ineffectual as, vain toil a vain attempt.
Bring no more vain oblations.
Jsa. i. 13.
Vain is the force of man
To crush the pillars which the pile sustain. Dryden,
3. Proud of petty things, or of trifling attainments
havmg a high opinion of one's own accomplishments
with slight reason conceited ; puffed up inflated.
But wilt thou know, O vain man, that faith apart from works

VaU (val),

;

,

I

;

is

barren

;

;

II

;

Showy

4.

;

James ii. 20 (_Rev. Ver.).
The minstrels played on every side,
Vain of their art.
Dryden,

?

ostentatious.

;

Load some vain church with old

Syn. — Empty worthless
unreal shadowy showy
;

;

stant

;

deceitful

;

;

tubular florets in composite flowers.

Senslow.
Vag'i-nule (vaj'i-nSl), re. (Bot.) A vaginula.
(vaj'Is-sat),
i.
[L.
Vag'ls-sate
v.
vagari to stroll or

Vae

(va), n.
See Voe. [Scot.']
(va'frus), a.
[L. vafer.^ Crafty ; cunning
sly as, va/rous tricks.
[06s.]
Feltham.
(vag'a-bond),
a.
[F., fr. L. vagabundtis,
Vag'a-bond
from vagari to stroll about, from vagus strolhng. See
Vague.] 1. Moving from place to place without a set-

Va'frous
;

To caper or frolic. [06s.]
Va'gOUS (va'giis), a. [L. vagus. See Vague.] Wan-

wander.]

dering; unsettled.

[06s.]
(va'gran-sy), n.

Va'gran-cy

tled habitation ; wandering.
"Vagabond exile." Shak.
2. Floating about without any certain direction ; driven

Ayliffe.

The

quality or state of

being a vagrant a wandering without a settled home
an unsettled condition ; vagabondism.
Threatened away into banishment and vagrancy. Barrow.
Va'grant (va'grant), a. [Probably fr. OF. waucrant,
wacrant, p. p. of waucrer, wacrer, walcrer, to wander
(probably of Teutonic origin), but influenced by F. vagant, p. pr. of vaguer to stray, L. vagari. Cf. Vagary.]
1. Moving without certain direction; wandering; er;

to and fro.
their prayers

Flew up, nor missed the way, by envious winds
Milton.
Blown vagabond or frustrate.
3. Being a vagabond strolling and idle or vicious.
who
wanders
n.
One
from
place
to
Vag'a-bond,
place, having no fixed dwelling, or not abiding in it, and
of
honest
livelihood
a
va- ratic unsettled.
usually without the means
grant a tramp ; hence, a worthless person ; a rascal.
That beauteous Emma vagrant courses took. Prior.
A fugitive and a vagabond shalt thou be. Gen. iv. 12. While leading this vagrant and miserable Ufe, Johnson fell in
love.
Macaulay.
1^°° In English and American law, vagabond is used
2. Wandering from place to place without any settled
in bad sense, denoting one who is without a home
a
strolling, idle, worthless person.
Vagabonds are de- habitation as, a vagrant beggar.
scribed in old English statutes as " such as wake on the
Va'grant, re. One who strolls from place to place
night and sleep on the day, and haunt customable tav- one who has no settled habitation an idle wanderer a
erns and alehouses, and routs about and no man wot
sturdy
beggar an incorrigible rogue a vagabond.
from whence they came, nor whither they go." In
Vagrants and outlaws shall oSend thy view.
Prior.
American law, the term vagrant is employed in the same
sense. Cf. Kogue, n., 1.
Burrill. Bouvier.
Va'grant-ly, adv. In a vagrant manner.
Va'grant-ness, n. State of being vagrant vagrancy.
Vag'a-bond, v. i. To play the vagabond to wander
Vague (vag), a. [Compar. Vaguer (vag'er) superl.
like a vagabond
to stroll.
Vaguest.] [F. vague, or L. vagus. See Vague, v. i.]
On every part my vagabonding sight
1. Wandering; vagrant; vagabond.
lArchaic] "To
Did cast, and drown mine eyes in sweet delight. Drummond.
Sayward.
set upon the vague villains."
Vag'a-bond'age (vSg'a-bond'aj
[Cf. F.
48), n.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Vanity

Vain, n.
the phrase
For vain.

;

theatric state.

fruitless

Pope,

ineffectual
ostentatious light
;

;

;

;

idle

mcoo-

unimportant trifling.
emptiness
now used only in

delusive

;

II

;

To heaven

;

;

;

;

See

Va'de me'CUm (va'de-me'kfim). [L., go with me.] Vagina, and -itis.] (3fed.) Inflammation
A book or other thing that a person carries with him as of the vagina, or the genital canal, usually of its mucous lining membrane.
a constant companion a manual a handbook.
Vag'I-no-pen'nOUS (-no-pen'nOs), a.
[L. vadimonitim.']
Vad'i-mo-ny (v5d'i-mo-ny), n.
(Law) A bond or pledge for appearance before a judge [L. vagina a sheath -f- penna a feather,
pi.
pe7inae a, -wing.] (Zo'dl.) Having elyon a certain day. [OJi.]
Va'dl-um (va'dT-um), n. [LL., from L. vas, vadis, tra sheath-winged. [S.']
Va-gin'U-la (vS-jtn'u-la), re. [L., Vaginicola
bail.]
(Law) Pledge security bail. See Mortgage.
\FVadium vivum [LL.] (Law), a living pledge, which ex- dim. of vagina sheath.] (Bot.) (a) A
'^J/'"^
little
sheath, as that about the base of the
ists where an estate is granted until a debt is paid out of
enlarged,
pedicel of most mosses. (6) One of the
its proceeds.
;

;;
;

;;

;

;

;

;

;

—

vain.

ire

—

See In vain. [06s.] Shak.
In vain, to no
purpose without effect ineffectually. " In vain doth
valor bleed." Milton. " /re fojre they do worship me."
Matt. XV. 9.
To take the name of God in vain, to use the
name of God with levity or profaneness.
;

;

—

Vain'glo'ri-ous (van'glo'rT-us), a. Feeling or indicating vainglory ; elated by vanity ; boastful. " Arrogant
and vainglorious expression." Sir M. Hale.
Valn'glo'rl-ous-ly, adv.
Vain'glo'ri-ous-ness, re.
\_\'ain -\- glory.]
Vain'glo'ry (-ry), re.
Excessive
vanity excited by one's own performances empty pride
undue elation of mind vain show ; boastfulness.
He had nothing of vainglory.
Bacoju
The man 's undone forever for if Hector break not his neck
i' the combat, he 'II break 't himself in vainglory.
Stiak.
Vainly (van'ly), adv. In a vain manner in vain.
Vain'ness, re. The quality or state of being vain.
Vair (vSr), re. [F. vair, from OF. vair, a., L. varius
various, variegated.
See Various, and cf. Meniveb.]
The skin of the squirrel, much used in the fourteenth
century as fur for garments, and frequently mentioned
by writers of that period in describing the costly dresses
of kings, nobles, and prelates.
It is represented in heraldry by a series of small shields placed close together,
and alternately white and blue.
Fairholt,
No vair or ermine decked his garment. Sir W. Scott.
Counter vair (Her.), a fur resembling vair, except in
the arrangement of the patches or figures.

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

She danced along with vague, regardless eyes. Keats.
2. Unsettled ; unfixed ; undetermined ; indefinite
ambiguous as, a vague idea ; a vague proposition.
This faith is neither a mere fantasy of future glory, nor a
/. Taylor.
vague ebullition of feeling.
,
The poet turned away, and gave himself up to a sort of vague
revery, which he called thought.
Hawttionie.
3. Proceeding from no known authority; unauthenticated ; uncertain flying as, a vague report.
Some legend strange and vague.
Longfellow.
Vague year. See Sothiac year, under Sothiac.
Syn.
Unsettled ; indefinite ; unfixed ; ill-defined ;
ambiguous ; hazy loose lax ; uncertain.
Vague, re. [fii.'E. vague.'] An indefinite expanse, [i?.]
The gray vague of unsympathizing sea.
Lowell.
Vague, V. i. [F. vaguer, L. vagari, fr. vagus roaming.]
To wander to roam to stray. [06s.] " [The

The condition

of a vagabond ; a state
or habit of wandering about in idleness ; vagrancy.
Vag'a-bond'ism (-iz'm), ra. Vagabondage.

vagabondage.l

;

Vag'a-bond'lze (-iz), v. i. To play the vagabond to
wander about in idleness.
Vag'a-bond'ry (-ry), n. Vagabondage.
Va'gal (va'gal), a. [See Vagus.] (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the vagus, or pneumogastric nerves pneumo;

;

gastric.

;

Va'gan-cy

[From

(va'gan-sy), n.

A wandering
A thousand vagancics of

See Vagantes.]

;

L. vagans, p. pr.
vagrancy. [06s.]

glory and desight.

—

Milton.

Va-gan'tes (va-gan'tez), re. pi. [NL., fr. L. vagans,
(Zo'dl.)
p. pr. of vagari to stroll or wander.]
tribe of
spiders, comprising some of those which take their prey
in a web, but which also frequently run with agility, and
chase and seize their prey.
Given to, or characVa-ga'ri-ous (va-ga'ri-Qs), a.

;

II

A

off,

and

into strange vagaries fell.

II

Vail, re. [Aphetic formof avaz7, n.] 1. Avails ; profit
return proceeds. [06s.]
My house is as 'twere tlie cave where the young outlaw

(va'jt-ent), a.
[L. vagiens, p. pr. of vagire
Crying like a child. [Oto.]
(va-ji'na), n. ; pi. Vxoinm (-ne).
[L. vagina a scabbard or sheath.] 1. (Aiiat.) (a)
sheath ; a
theca ; as, the vagina of the portal vein. (6) Specific-

;

hoards the stolen

A

;

;

the canal which leads from the uterus to the external orifice of the genital canal, or to the cloaca.
2. (Zo'dl.) The terminal part of the oviduct In insects
and various other invertebrates. See Ulust. of Spebma-

;

which

;
;

fip,

tan

;

pity

;

f«rod,

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

A

(vi3h'na-va),re. [Iskr. vaishnava.] (Hinworshiper of the god Vishnu in any of

his incarnations.

Valsh'na-vism (-vTz'm), re. The worship of Vishnu.
Vais'ya (vls'ya), re. [Skr. vai(;ya.] The third of the
four great original castes among the Hindoos, now either
extinct or partially represented by the mercantile class
of Banyas.
See the Note under Caste, 1.
Val'VOde (va'vod), re. [Cf. F. vayvode. See WaywoDE.] See Waywode.
Va-keel' (vii-kel'), re. [Ar. u'ak'd.'] A native attorney or agent also, an ambassador. [India]
Val'ance (vSl'ans), re. [Perhaps fr. OF. avalant descending, hanging down, p. pr. of avaler to go down, let
down, descend (cf Avalanche) ; but probably from the
town of Valence in France.] 1. Hanging drapery for a
bed, couch, window, or the like, especially that which
hangs around a bedstead, from the bed to the floor.
II

II

;

.

[Written also valence.]
Valance of Venice gold in needlework.
Shak,
2. The drooping edging of the lid of a trunk, which
covers the joint when the lid is closed.
Val'ance, v. t. [imp.
p. p. valanced (-oust) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Valancino (-an-sTng).]
To furnish with a
decorate
with
valance to
hangings or drapery.
His old fringed chair valanced around with party-colored

&

&

;

worsted bobs.

Vale

Sterne,

[OE. val, F. val, L. vallis ; perhaps
akin to 6r. eAo? low ground, marsh meadow. Cf. Avalanche, Vail to lower, Valley.] A tract of low ground,
" Make me a cottage
or of land between hills a valley.
in the vale."
Tennyson.
Beyond this rale of tears there is a life above. Monlgomtri/.
(viil),

n.

;

Ill

l^W

those fair rahs, by nature formed to please.

Vale

is

more commonly used

and common discourse.
Syn. — Valley dmglo dell
Vale, re. See 2d Vail, 3.

in poetry,

Jlarie.

and valktj

in prose

;

;

frfbt

See Vair.

Vaish'na-va

—

[Written also vale, and veil.'] 1. To let fall to
allow or cause to sink. [Obs."]
Vail your regard
Upon a wronged, I would '^lin
i\\\ have said, a maid I
Shak.

Vale.]

theca.

njde, fuU,

Chapman.

vails of his occupation.

2. An unexpected gain or acquisition a casual advantage or benefit a windfall. [06s.]
3. Money given to servants by visitors ; a gratuity
usually in the plural. [Written also vale.]
Dryden.
[Aphetic form of avale.
See Avals,
Vail, V. t.

ally,

unite,

;

ures.

doo Myth.)

!'.

Va-gi'na

use,

—

applied especially to the pneumogastric nerve,
^re. The vagus, or pneumogastric, nerve.
t.
Same as Veil.
Vail (val), re. &

dering

Va'gl-ent

basal expansion of certain leaves,
inwraps the stem a sheath.

[06s.] Holinshed.

Vague'ly, adv. In a vague manner.
What he vaguelf/ hinted at, but dared not speak. Hawthorne.
Vague'ness, ". The quality or state of being vague.
Va'gUS (va'gus), a. [L., wandering.] (Anat.) Wan-

Milton.

The

Holland.

;

to cry like a young child.]

3. (Bat.)

;

and wander."

Vague, re. A wandering a vagary.

;

A

Flew

;

;

soul] doth vague

terized by, vagaries capricious whimsical ; crochety.
Va-ga'ry (va-ga'ry), n. ; pi. Vagakies (-riz).
[L.
vagari to stroll about. See Vague.]
1.
wandering
or strolling.
[Ohs.']
2. Hence, a wandering of the thoughts ; a wild or fanciful freak; a whim; a whimsical purpose.
"The vagaries of a child."
Spectator.
They changed their minds.
;

;

Vair'y (-j?), a. [F. vaire. See Vair, re.] (Her.)
Charged with vair; variegated with shield-shaped fig-

;

;

dale.

Val'e-dlc'tlon (vSl'J^-dTk'shHn), n.
[L. valedicere,
valedicliim, to say farewell;
i'nte//(7»)H,
farewell I'o/e
(iinperativo of
vale farewell (iinpe

sing, ink

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

—

;
;

;;
;

VALEDICTORIAN

1592

VALUE

valere to be strong or well) -|- dicere to say. See VAiifarewell a bidding farewell. Donne.
lANT, Diction.]
One who
Val'e-dlC-tO'ri-an (v51'e-dTk-to'ri-an), re.
pronounces a valedictory address especially, in American colleges, the student who pronounces the valedictory
of the graduating class at the annual commencement,
usually the student who ranks first in scholarship.
Bidding farewell
Vai'e-dlo'tO-ry (-dik'to-ry), a.
suitable or designed for an occasion of leave-taking;
as, a valedictory oration.
A valVal'e-(Uo'tO-ry, n. ; pi. Valedictoeies (-rlz).
edictory oration or address spoken at commencement in
American colleges or seminaries by one of the graduating class, usually by the leading scholar.
Va'Ience (va'lens), n. [From L. valens, -entis, p. pr.
See Valiant.]
of vulere to have power, to be strong.
{Chevi.) The degree of combining power of an atom (or
radical) as shown by the number of atoms of hydrogen
(or of other monads, as chlorine, sodium, etc.) with
which it will combine, or for which it can be substituted,
or with which it can be compared ; thus, an atom of hydrogen is a monad, and has a valence of one ; the atoms
of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon are respectively dyads,
triads, and tetrads, and have a valence respectively of
two, three, and four.
J^°" The valence of certain elements varies in different compounds. Valence in degree may extend as high
as seven or eight, as in the cases of iodine and osmium
respectively.
The doctrine of valence has been of fundamental importance in distinguishing the equivalence
from the atomic weight, and is an essential factor in explaining the chemical structures of compounds.

See Varlet, and Vassal.] 1. A male
waiting servant ; a servant who attends on a gentleman's
person ; a body servant.
2. (Man. ) A kind of goad or stick with a point of iron.
Valet do chambre (va'la' de shiiN'br') [F.], a body servant, or personal attendant.
[L.
Val'e-tU'dl-na'ri-an (vai'e-tu'dT-na'rT-an), a.
valetudinarius, from valetudo state of health, health, ill
health, fr. valere to be strong or well cf. F. valetudinaire. See Valiant.] Of infirm health ; seeking to recover health ; sickly weakly ; infirm.
My feeble health and valetudinarian stomach. Coleridge.
The virtue whicli the world wants is a healthful virtue, not

[L. vallaris.] Of or pertaining
Vallar
to a rampart.
Vallar crown (Rom. Antiq.), a circular gold crown with
palisades, bestowed upon the soldier who first surmounted the rampart and broke into the enemy's camp.

;;:

H

A

;

;

O

Q

Va-len'ci-a (va-18n'shT-a), n. [Perhaps fr. Valence in
France.] A kind of woven fabric for waistcoats, having
the weft of wool and the warp ol silk or cotton. [Written also valentia.1
Va-len'cl-ennes' lace' (va-l5n'sT-enz' las'). [F.
60 called after the town of Valenciennes-I A rich kind
Each piece is
of lace made at Valenciennes, in France.
made throughout, ground and pattern, by the same person and with the same thread, the pattern being worked
in the net.
Val'en-cy (v51'en-sy or va'len-sy), n. ; pi. Valencies
(-siz). (CAe)n.) («) Sea Valence. (6) A unit of combining power a so-called bond of affinity.
Va-len'tl-a (va-lSn'sht-a), n. See Valencia.
Val'en-tlne (val'en-tln), n. 1. A sweetheart chosen
on St. Valentine's Day.
2. A letter containing professions of love, or a missive
of a sentimental, comic, or burlesque character, sent on
;

;

St.

Valentine's'^ay.

the
St. Valentine's Day, a day sacred to St. Valentine
14th of February.
It was a very old notion, alluded to
by Shakespeare, that on this day birds begm to mate.
Hence, perliaps, arose the custom of sending love tokens
at that time.
Val'en-tin'1-an (val'en-ttn'if-an), n. (^Eccl. Hist.) One
of a school of Judaizing Gnostics in the second century
so called from Valenlinus, the founder.
Val'er-am'ide (val'er-Sm'id or -Id), n. [Fa?eric
{Chem.) The acid amide derivative of valeric
aynide.]
acid, obtained as a white crystalline substance.
salt of valeric
Val'er-ate (v51'er-at), n. (Ckem.)
;

—

+

A

acid.

varlet, vaslet.

II

:

;

;

a valetudinarian virtue.

;

Swift.

scold.

Val'e-tU'dl-na'ri-an-lsm (-tz'm), re. The condition
a state of feeble health infirmity.
Val'e-tU'di-na-ry (-tii'di-na-ry), a. Infirm; sickly;
valetudinarian.
Val'e-tu'dl-na-rl-ness, re.

of a valetudinarian

;

;

—

It

renders the habit of society dangerously valetudinary. Surke.

Val'e-tU'di-na-ry,

A valetudinarian.

re.

Val'e-tu'di-nous (-niis), a. Valetudinarian. [06s.]
" The valetudinous condition of King Edward." Fuller.
[Icel. valholl, literally,
Val-hal'la (val-hal'la), n.
hall of the slain valr the slain (akin to AS. wsel, OHG.
ival battlefield, ivuol defeat, slaughter, AS. u-ol pestilence) -)- h'dll a royal liaL. See Hall, and cf. Walhalla.]
[Written also walhalla.] 1. (Scand. 3Iyth.) The palace
of immortality, inhabited by the souls of heroes slain in
;

battle.
2. Fig.

A hall or temple adorned with statues and
memorials of a nation's heroes specifically, the Pantheon
near Ratisbon, in Bavaria, consecrated to the illustrious
dead of all Germany.
Val'lance (vSl'yans), ) n. [Cf. F. vaillance. See Valiant.] The quality or state
Val'lan-cy (-yan-sy), (
of being valiant bravery ; valor. [06s.] "His doughty
:

;

;

Spenser.

valiance."

Val'iant (vSl'yant), a. [OE. valiant, F. vaillant, OF.
vaillant, valant, originally p. pr. of OF.
F. valoir to
be worth, L. valere to be strong. See Wield, and cf.

&

Avail, Convalesce, Equivalent, Prevail, Valid.]
1. Vigorous in body ; strong
powerful ; as, a valiant
fencer.
Walton.
[06s.]
2. Intrepid in danger courageous brave.
Shak.
A valiant and most expert gentleman.
And Saul said to David ... be thou valiant for me, and fight
the Lord's battles.
1 Sam. xviii. 17.
" Thou
3. Performed with valor or bravery heroic.
Milton.
•bearest the highest name for valiant acts."
[The saints] have made such valiant confessions.
J. H. Newman.
Val'lant-ness, n.
Val'Iant-ly, ad«j.
Val'id (vSl'id), a. [F. valide, L. validus strong, from
valere to be strong. See Valiant.] 1. Strong power. .
ful; efficient.
[06s.] "Perhaps more valid arms
Milton.
may serve to better us."
in
founded
2. Having sufficient strength or force ;
truth ; capable of being justified, defended, or supgood ; efficaported not weak or defective sound
cious as, a valid argument ; a valid objection.
An answer that is open to no valid exception. I. Tar/lor.
executed
3. (Law) Having legal strength or force
with the proper formalities; incapable of being righta valid
a
valid
deed
fully overthrown or set aside
as,
covenant a valid instrument of any kind ; a valid claim
or title ; a valid marriage.
;

;

;

;

—

—

;

.

;

+

+ -ine.]

;

;

;

;

;

;

Syn. —Prevalent available ; efficacious just ; good';
weighty sufficient sound well-grounded.
;

;

;

;

Val'i-date

;

[See Valid.]
to give legal force to.

(-I-dat), v.

to render valid

;

The chamber of deputies

t.

.

.

.

To confirm

London

Spectator.

[Cf. F. validation.]

Val'i-da'tlon (-da'shiSn), re.
act of giving validity,
[i?.]

The

Knowles.

Va-Ud'l-ty (va-lId'T-ty), n. [Cf. F. validite, L. validitas strength.] 1. The quality or state of being valid
strength ; force ; especially, power to convince ; justness ; soundness ; as, the validity of an argument or
the validity of an objection.
;
2. (Law) Legal strength, force, or authority; that
quality of a thing which renders it supportable in law,
or equity ; as, the validity of a will ; the validity of a contract, claim, or title.
Shak.
[06s.] "Rich vaZiffrty."
3. Value.
Val'ld-ly (vai'id-iy), adv. lu a valid manner ; so as
to be valid.
Val'ld-ness, n. The quality or state of being valid.
Val'inch (val'inch), re. [Cf. F. avaler to let down,
tube for drawing liquors
drink up. Cf. Avalanche.]
from a cask by the bunghole. [Written also velinche.]
Va-Use' (va-les'; 277), re. [F. valise; cf. It. valigia,
Sp. balija, LL. valisia, valesia ; of uncertain origin, perhaps through (assumed) LL. vidulitia, from L. vidulus
small sack or case,
a leathern trunk ; a knapsack.]
usually of leather, but sometimes of other material, for
containing the clothes, toilet articles, etc., of a traveler
proof

A

A

;

;

+

;

—

;

ale,

senate, care,

am, arm,

ask,

finol,

all

|

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent;

ice,

vallar crown.

Same

(vSl'la-r^), a.

as Vallar.

Val-la'tlon (vSl-la'shtin), re. [L. vallatio, fr. vallare
to surround with a rampart, fr. vallum rampart. See
Wall, n.] A rampart or intrenchment.
1

Valla-tO-iy (vSl'la-to-rJ^), a. Of or pertaining to a
used for a vallation
as, vallatory reeds.
Sir T. Browne.
Val-lec'U-la (vSl-lgk'iS-la), n. ; pi. VALLECOLiE (-15).

vallation
[06s.]

;

;

II

[NL., dim. fr. L. vallis, valles, a valley.] 1. (Anal.) A
groove ; a fossa as, the vallecula, or fossa, which separates the hemispheres of the cerebellum.
2. (Bot.) One of the grooves, or hollows, between the
ribs of the fruit of umbelliferous plants.
Val'let's' pills' (val'lfiz' ptlz'). [From Dr. Vallet of
Paris.]
(Med.) Pills containing sulphate of iron and
carbonate of sodium, mixed with saccharine matter
called also ValleVs mass.
Valley (vSl'li), n. ; pi. Valleys (-ITz). [OE. vale,
;

;

—

valeie, OF. valee, valede, F. vallee, LL. vallata, L. vallis, valles.
See Vale.] 1. The space inclosed between
ranges of hills or mountains ; the strip of land at the

bottom of the depressions intersecting a country, including usually the bed of a stream, with frequently
broad alluvial plains on one or both sides of the stream.
Also used figuratively.

The
Of

valley of the

and

liiU

shadow of death.

Fs. zziii.

Sweet interchanee
woods, ana plains.

valley, rivers,

4.

Slilton,

m^^

Deep and narrow valleys with abrupt sides are
by water, and are called
gorges, ravines, cations, gulches, etc.
2. (Arch.) (a) The place of meeting of two slopes of
a roof, which have their plates running in different directions, and form on the plan a reentrant angle. (6) The depression formed
by the meeting of two slopes on a flat roof.
usually the results of erosion

Valley board (Arch.), a board for the reception of the lead gutter in the valley
of a roof. The valley board and lead
gutter are not usual in the United States.
Valley rafter, or Valley piece (Arch.),
the rafter which supports the valley.
Valley Koof.
Valley root (Arch.), a roof having one or
more valleys. See Valley, 2, above.
Val'lum (-Itim), n. ; pi. L. Valla (-lal, E. Vallums
(-lumz).
[L.
See Wall.] (Rom. Anliq.) A rampart
a wall, as in a fortification.
Va-lO'ni-a (va-lo'nT-a), re. [It. vallonia, vallonea, fr.
NGr. paXavta, /3aAai/iSia, the holm oak, jSoAdi'i, jSoAai/i'St,
an acorn, Gr. j3aAai/os.] 1. The acorn cup of two kinds
of oak (Que7'cus macrolepis, and Q. vallonea) found in
Eastern Europe. It contains abundance of tannin, and
is much used by tanners and dyers.
2. [Perhaps named from Its resemblance to an acorn.]
(Bot.) A genus of marine green algae, in which the whole
frond consists of a single oval or cylindrical cell, often
an inch in length.
Val'or (vSl'er), n. [OE. valour, OF. valor, valur, valour, P. valeiir, LL. valor, fr. L. valere to be strong, or
worth. See Valiant.] [Written also valour.] 1. Value;
worth. lObs.] " The valor oi a -penny." Sir T. More.
2. Strength of mind in regard to danger ; that quality
which enables a man to encounter danger with firmness
personal bravery ; courage ; prowess ; intrepidity.
Ifilton.
For contemplation he and valor formed.
When valor preys on reason,
Shak.
It eats the sword it fights with.
Fear to do base, unworthy things is valor. B. Jonson.
Ld. Lytton.
3.
brave man ; a man of valor. [JJ.]
Syn. Courage ; heroism ; bravery ^gallantry ; boldness fearlessness. See Courage, and Heroism.
Val'or-OUS (-vis), a. [Cf. F. valeureux, LL. valorocourasus.]
Possessing or exhibiting valor ; brave
geous ; valiant ; intrepid.
Val'or-OUS-ly, adv.
Val-sal'Vl-an (v51-sal'vi-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Valsalva, an Italian anatomist of the 17th century.
Valsalvlan experiment (Med.), the process of inflating
the middle ear by closing the mouth and nostrils, and
blowing so as to puff out the cheeks.

—

—

II

A

refusing to vaKrfa'e at once the

election of an official candidate.

A

re.

Val1a-ry

JIacaulay.

Val'e-tU'dl-na'ri-an, n A person of a weak or sickly
constitution one who is seeking to recover health.
Valetudinarians rjust live where they can command and

(Chem.) A base, CijHjjN', produced together with valeridine, which it resembles.
Val'er-O-. (Chem.) A combining form (also used ad- a traveling bag ; a portmanteau.
jectively) indicating derivation from, or relation to, valeVal-liyr'i-a (val-klr'T-a), re. [Icel. valkyrja (akin to
rian or some of its products, as valeric acid as in valero- AS. wselcyrie) valr the slain -+- kjosa to choose. See
lactone, a colorless oily liquid produced as the anhydride Valhalla, and Choose.]
(Scand. Myth.) One of the
of an hydroxy valeric acid.
maidens of Odin, represented as awful and beautiful,
yal'cr-one(v51'er-on),n. (Chem.) A keto^ of valeric who presided over battle and marked out those who
'
acid obtained as an oily liquid.
were to be slain, and who also ministered at the feasts
Val'sr-yl (-T1), n.
-yl."]
(Chem.) The of heroes in Valhalla. [Written also Valkyr, and Walkyr.]
IValeric
hypothetical radical CsH„0, regarded as the essential
Val-kyr'i-an (-an), a. Of or pertaining to the Valnucleus of certain valeric acid derivatives.
kyrias hence, relating to battle. " Ourself have often
Tennyson.
Val'OT-yl-ene (-en), re. (Chem.) A liquid hydrocar- tried Valley rian \\ymns."
bon, OjHs ;
[From Valance.] A
called also pentine.
Val-lan'cy (vSl-lSn's^), re.
[06s.]
Val'et (vSl'gt or vSl'a
[F. vnlei, OF. vallet. large wig that shades the face.
277), re.

Iroxiiim

Val'lar,

;

;

Va-le'rl-an (va-le'ri-an), n. [LL. Valeriana, perhaps
from some person named Valerius, or fr. L. valere to be
strong, powerful, on account of its medicinal virtues
of. F. valeriane.'] (Bot.) Any plant of the genus Valeriana. The root of the officinal valerian (K. officinalis)
has a strong smell, and is much used in medicine as an
antispasmodic.
Greek valerian (Bot.), a plant (Polemonium cseruleum)
with blue or white flowers, and leaves resembling those
of the officinal valerian.
Va-le'ri-an-a'ceous (-a'shiis), a. (Bot.) Of, pertaining to, or resembling, plants of a natural order (Valerianacese) of which the valerian is the type. The order includes also the corn salads and the oriental spikenard.
Va-le'rl-an-ate (-le'rt-an-at), n. (Chem.) A valerate,
Va-le'rl-an'io (-Sn'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
obtained from, valerian root specifically, designating an
acid which is usually called valeric acid.
Va-ler'lo (va-Igr'Ik or val'er-ik), a. (Chem.) Valespecifically, designating any one of three metarianic
meric acids, of which the typical one (called also inactive
valeric acid), C4H9CO0H, is obtained from valerian root
and other sources, as a corrosive, mobile, oily liquid,
having a strong acid taste, and an odor of old cheese.
Active valeric acid, a metameric variety which turns
the plane of polarization to the right, although formed
by the oxidation of a levorotatory amyl alcohol.
Va-ler'I-fline (va-ierT-dlu or -den), n.
(Chem.) A
base, CjoHigN, produced by heating valeric aldehyde with
ammonia. It is probably related to the conine alkaloids.
Val'er-in(vSl'er-Tn), re. IValeric -\- glycerin.'] (Chem.)
A salt of valeric acid with glycerin, occurring in butter,
dolphin oil, etc., and forining an oily li(Jftid with a slightly unpleasant odor.
Va-ler'I-trlne (va-lerT-trTn or -tren), n.
IValerio

(vSller), a.

—

;

;

—

Val'u-a-ble (vSl'ii-a-b'l), a. 1. Having value or
worth possessing qualities which are useful and esteemed precious ; costly as, a valuable horse valua;

;

;

ble land ; a valuable cargo.
2. Worthy ; estimable ; deserving

;

esteem

;

as,

a val-

uable friend ; a valuable companion.
Valuable consideration (Law), an equivalent or compensation having value given for a thing purchased, as money,
Blackstone. Bouvier.
marriage, services, etc.
pracious possession; a thing of
Val'U-a-ble, n.
value, especially a small thing, as an article of jewelry

A

— used mostly in the plural.

The food and valuables they offer to the gods. Tylor.
Val'u-a-l)le-ness, n. The quality of being valuable.
Val'U-a-Wy, adv. So as to be of value.
Val'U-a'tlon (vSl'iS-a'shiin), re. 1. The act of valuing, or of estimating value or worth ; the act of setting
a price ; estimation ; appraisement ; as, a valuation of
lands for the purpose of taxation.
2. Value cet upon a thing ; estimated value or worth
as, the goods sold for more than their valuation.
Since of your lives you set
Shak.
So slight a valuation.
Val'U-a'tor (vSl'ii-a'ter), n. One who assesses, or sets
Sii'ift.
a value on, anything ; an appraiser.

Val'ue

f r.

Valiant.]

1.

idea,

[OF. value, fr. valoir, p. p. valu,
L. valere to be strong, to be worth. See
or aggregate properties oi

(val'u), n.

to be worth,

iU;

The property

old,

obey, orb, odd;

I

J

;;;
;

VALUE

portion of certain anthers, wnich opens like a trapdoor
to allow the pollen to escape, as in the barberry.
5. (Zool.) One of the pieces or divisions of bivalve or
multivalve shells.
Air valve. Ball valve. Check valve, etc. See under Am,
Ball, Check, etc.
Double-b«at valve, a kind of balance valve usually consisting of a movable, open-ended,
turban-shaped shell provided with two faces of nearly
equal diameters, one above another, which rest upon two
corresponding seats when the valve is closed.— EqulUbrlain
v)Jt«. (a) A balance valve. See under Balance. -(6) A
valve for permitting air, steam, water, etc., to pass
into or out of a chamber so as to establish or maintain
equal pressure within and vrithout. —Valve chest (ifecA.),
a chamber in which a valve works; especially {Steam
Engine), the steam chest —called in England valve box,
and valve casing. See Steam chest, under Steam. —Valve
face (Much.), that part of the surface of a valve which
comes in contact with the valve seat.—V&lve gear, or
Valve motion (Steam Engine), the system of parts by
which motion is given to the valve or valves for the distribution of steam in the cylinder. For an illustration of
one form of valve gear, see Link motion.
Valve seat.
(ilach.) (a) Tlie fixed surface on wliich a valve rests or
against which it presses. (6) A part or piece on wliich
such a surface is formed. —Valve stem iilach.), a rod attached to a valve, for moving it.
Valve yoke (Mach.), a
strap embracing a slide valve and connecting it to the
valve stem.
Valved (valvd), a. Having a valve or valves ; valvate.
Valvelet (vSlv'lgt), n. A little valve ; a valvule ; especially, one of tlie pieces which compose the outer covering of a pericarp.
Valve'-Shell' (vSlv'shel'), n. (Zool.) Any fresh-water
gastropod of the genus Valvata.
Val'vu-la (v51'vii-li), n. ; pi. Valvule (-le). [NL.,
dim, Ir. L. valva fold, valve of a door.] (Aiiat.) A little
valve or fold ; a valvelet ; a valvule.
Valv'U-lar (vSlv'ii-ler), a. [Cf. F. valvulaire."] 1. Of
or pertaining to a valve or valves ; specifically (Med.), of or pertaining to the
valves of the heart ; as, valvular disease.
2. Containing valves ; serving as a
valve ; opening by valves ; valvate ; as, a
valvular capsule.
Valvule (-iil), n. [Cf. P. valvule-l
1. A little valve ; a valvelet.
2. (Zool.) A small valveUke process.
Val'yl-ene (vai'Il-gn), n. [ Faterian
,
,
r,
-yl.-]
(Chem.) A volatile liquid hydro- ^^'^^J,^^ ^''^
carbon, CsHg, related to ethylene and
acetylene, but possessing the property of unsaturation in
the third degree. It is the only known member of a distinct series of compounds. It has a garlic odor.
Vam'brace (vam'bras), n. [See Vantbrass.] (Anc.
Armor) Tlie piece designed to protect the arm from the
elbow to the wrist.
Va-mose' (va-mos'), v. i.
i.
[Sp. vamos let us go.]
To depart quickly ; to decamp ; to depart from. [Written also vamos, and vamoose.^
\_Slang, Eng.
U. <S.]
Vamp (vamp), v. i. To advance ; to travel. [06s.]
Vamp, n. [OE. vampe, vaumpe, vauntpe, F. avantpied the forefoot, vamp ; avant before, fore -f- pied foot,
L. pes. See Advance, Van of an army, and Foot.]
1. The part of a boot or shoe above the sole and welt,
and in front of the ankle seam ; an upper.
2. Any piece added to an old thing to give it a new
appearance. See Vamp, v. t.
Vamp, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Vamped (vamt ; 215) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Vamping.]
To provide, as a shoe, with new
upper leather ; hence, to piece, as any old thing, with a
new part ; to repair ; to patch ;
often followed by up.
I had never much hopes of your vamped play.
Swift.
Vamp'er (-er), n. One who vamps ; one who pieces
an old thing with something new ; a cobbler.
Vamp'er, v. i. [Cf. Vaunt.] To swagger ; to make
an ostentatious show. l_Prov. Eng.
Scot.'] Jamieson.
Vam'pire (vam'pir), n. [F. vampire (cl. It. vampiro,
6.
D. vampir), ir. Servian vatnpir.'] [Written also
vampyre."] 1. A blood-sucking ghost; a soul of a dead
person superstitiously believed to come from the grave
and wander about by night sucking tlie blood of persons
asleep, thus causing tlieir death.
This superstition is
now prevalent in parts of Eastern Europe, and was especially current in Hungary about the year 1730.
The persons who turn vampires are generally wizards, witches,
suicides, and persons wlio have come to a violent end, or have
been cursed by their parents or by the church.
Encyc. Brit.
2. Fig. : One who lives by preying on others ; an extortioner ; a bloodsucker.
3. (Zool.) Either one of two or more species of South
American blood-sucking bats
belonging to the genera Desmodus and Diphylla. These
bats are destitute of molar

;

;

—

Mat'shall.

&

PoUi. Econ.) Worth estimated by any
2. (Trade
standard of purchasing power, especially by the market
price, or the amount of money agreed upon aa an equivilent to the utility and cost of anything.

An article may be possessed of the highest degree of utility,
or power to minister to our wants and enjoyments, and may
be universally made use of, without possessing excliangeable
value.

Value

is

the

power

to

command commodities
.^1.

Value

is

;

31*Culloch.
generally.

L. Chapin iJo/ins07i's Cyc).

the generic term which expresses

power in exchange.
F.A. tValker.

—

His design was not to pay him the value of his pictures, because they were above any price.
Dryden.
In political economy, value is often distinguished
as intrinsic and excliangeable. Intrinsic value is the same
as utility or adaptation to satisfy the desires or wants of
men. Exchangeable value is that in an article or product
which disposes individuals to jive for it some quantity
of labor, or some other article or product obtainable by
labor ; as, pure air lias an intrinsic value, but generally
not an exchangeable value.
3. Precise signification ; import ; as, the value of a
word ; the value of a legal instrument.
Mitford.
4. Esteem; regard,
Dryden.

^W^

My

was

relation to the person
JO great.

so near,

and

my

—

value for him
By. Burnet.

II

(Mus.) The relative length or duration of a tone or
note, answering to quantity in prosody ; thus, a quarter
6.

note

[

]

j

has the value of two eighth notes

[

H D ]•

6. In an artistioal composition, the character of any
one part in its relation to other parts and to the whole
often used in the plural as, the values are well given,
or well maintained.
7. Valor.
[Written also valew.'] [OJj.]
Spenser.

—

;

Value received, a phrase usually employed in a bill of
exchange or a promissory note, to denote that a consideration has been given for it.
Bouvier.

Val'ue

+ „

&

p. p. VAiuED (-lid)
vb. n. Valiung.]
p. pr.
1. To estimate the value, or
worth, of ; to rate at a certain price to appraise ; to
reckon with respect to number, power, importance, etc.
The mind doth value every moment.
Sacon.
The queen is valued thirty thousand strong.
Shak.
The king must take it ill.
That he 's so slightly valued in his messenger.
Shak.
Neither of them valued their promises according to rules of
honor or integrity.
Clarendon.
2. To rate highly; to have in high esteem ; to hold in
respect and estimation ; to appreciate ; to prize j as, to
value one for his works or his virtues.
Which of the dukes he values most.
Shak.
3. To raise to estimation
to cause to have value,
either real or apparent ; to enhance in value.
[Ofo.]
Some value themselves to their country by jealousies of the
crown.
Sir W. Temple.
4. To be worth ; to be equal to in value. [06s.]
The peace between the French and us not values
The cost that did conclude it.
Shak.
Syn. —To compute ; rate appraise ; esteem ; respect
regard estimate ; prize ; appreciate.
Val'ued (-iid), a. Highly regarded esteemed ; prized;
as, a valued contributor ; a valued friend.
Valued policy. See under Policy.
(vSl'ii), v.

limp.

t.

&

;

&

&

;

—

;

;

&

Val'ue-less, a. Being of no value having no worth.
Val'U-er (-ii-er), n. One who values an appraiser.
Val'nre (-iJr), n. Value. [06s.]
Ld. Berners
Val'va-sor (-va-s8r), n. {Feud. Law) See Vavasoe.
Val-va'ta (vSl-va'ta), n.
[NL.
cf. L, valvalus
having folding doors. See Valve.] {Zool.) A.
^^,
genus of small spiral fresh-water gastropods *j^^Qhaving an operculum.
«8ij^n
^~*«>'
Valv'ate (vSlv'St), a. [L. valvatus having folding doors.]
1. Resembling, or Valvata Val(
•""" tricariserviug as, a valve consisting of, or opennata).
Nat.
ing by, a valve or valves valvular.
2. (Boi.) (a) Meeting at the edges without overlapping
said of the sepals or the petals of flow;

;

&

;

;

.

;

;

—

ers in aestivation, and of leaves in vernation. (6) Opening as if by doors or valves, as most kinds of capsules
and some anthers.
Valve (vSlv), n. [L. valva the loaf, fold, or valve of
adoor:cf. F. valve.^ 1.
door; especially, one of a
pair of folding doors, or one of the leaves of such a door.
Swift through the valves the visionary fair
Repassed.
Pope.
Heavily closed, . . . the valves of the barn doors. Longfellow.
lid, plug, or cover, applied to an aperture so that
2.
by its movement, as by swinging, lifting and falling,
sliding, turning, or the like, it will open or close the aperture to permit or prevent passage, as of a fluid.
|@i^ valve may act automatically so as to be opened
by the eftort of a fluid to pass in one direction, and closed
by the effort to pass in the other direction, as a clack
valve; or it may be opened or closed by hand or by mechanism, as a screw valve, or a slide valve.
3. (Anat.) One or more membranous partitions, flaps,
or folds, wliich permit the passage of the contents of a
vessel or cavity in one direction, but stop or retard the
flow in the opposite direction ; as, the ileocolic, mitral,
and semilunar valves.
4. (Bol.'i (a) One of the pieces into which a capsule
naturally ooparates when it bursts. (6) One of tlie two
similar portions of the sliell of a diatom, (c) A small

A

Sinite,

rvjde,

full,

up, Orn

;

pity

n.

cf.

A

1.

lEng.]

2.

[L. vannus a van, or fan, for winnowing
F. van.
Cf. Fan, Van a wing. Winnow.]
fan or other contrivance, as a sieve, for winnow-

Van,
grain:

ing grain.
2. [OF. vanne, F. vanneaii beam feather (cf. It. vanno
a wing) fr. L. vannus. See Etymology above.] A wing
with which the air is beaten. lArchaic'] " [Angels] on
their plumy vans received him."
Milton.
He wheeled in air, and stretched his vans in vain
;

His vans no longer could his

Dryden,

flight sustain.

Van, V. t. [Cf. P. vanner to winnow, to fan. Sea
Van a winnowing machine.] To fan, or to cleanse by
fanning

to winnow.
Bacon.
[06s.
Van'a-date (-a-dat), n. [Cf. F. vanadate.'] (Chem.)
of vanadic acid.
[Formerly also vanadiate.]
Va-nad'ic (va-nad'Tk), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or
obtained from, vanadium ; containing vanadium specifically, designating tliose compounds in whicli vanadium
has a relatively higher valence as contrasted with the
vanadious compounds ; as, vanadic oxide.
Vanadic acid (Chem.), an acid analogous to phosphoric
acid, not knovi^n in the free state but forming a well;

A salt

;

known

series of salts.

(Min.) A mineral
Va-nad'i-nite (va-nad'I-nit), n.
occurring in yellowish, brownish, and ruby-red hexagonal
crystals. It consists of lead vanadate with a small proportion of lead chloride.
Va-na'di-OUS (va-na'di-ils), a,
(Chem.) Pertaining
to, or containing, vanadium ; specifically, designating
those compounds in which vanadium has a lower valence
as contrasted with the vanadic compounds as, vanadious acid. [Sometimes written also vanadous.]
Van'a-dite (vSn'a-dit), n. (Chem.) A salt of vanadious acid, analogous to a nitrite or a phosphite.
Va-na'di-um (va-na'dl-um), re. [NL., fr. Icel. Vanadis, a surname of the Scandinavian goddess Freya.]
(Chem.) A rare element of the nitrogen-phosphorus
group, found combined, in vanadates, in certain minerals, and reduced as an infusible, grayish-wliite metallic
powder. It is intermediate between the metals and the
non-metals, having both basic and acid properties. Symbol V (or Vd, rarely). Atomic weight 51.2.
Van'a-dous (van'a-diis), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining
to vanadium obtained from vanadium
said of an acid
containing one equivalent of vanadium and two of oxygen.
;

—
+

;

;

Van'a-dyl (-dll), n. iVanad'mm
-yl.]
(Chem.)
The hypothetical radical VO, regarded as a characteristic
residue of certain vanadium compounds.
[F. avant-courrier.
Van'-COU'ri-er (-koo'rl-er), n.
See Avant, Van of an army, and Coukiek, and cf.
AvANT-cocEiEE, Vaunt-courier.] One sent in advance ;
an avant-courier a precursor.
Van'dal (vau'dal), 71. [L. Vandalus, Vandalius ; of
Teutonic origin, and probably originally signifying, a
wanderer.
Cf. Wander.]
1. (Anc. Hist.) One of a
Teutonic race, formerly dwelling on the south shore of
the Baltic, the most barbarous and fierce of the northern
nations that plundered Rome in the 5th century, notorious for destroying the monuments of art and literature.
2. Hence, one who willfully destroys or defaces any
;

work

of art or Uterature.

The Vandah
Sworn

Van'dal

foes to sense

(vSn'dal),

)

of our
and law.

a.

isle,

Cowper,

Of or pertaining to the
Vandals resembling the

Van-dal'lC (viln-dSl'Tk),
Vandals in barbarism and destructiveuess.
;

|

and

;

The

(vaii'd«l-Tz'm), n.

ferocious cruelty

;

spirit or

liostility to

literature, or willful destruction or

their

conduct
the arts

defacement of

monument.

Van-dyke' (vSu-dili'), a. Of or pertainmg to the
Vandyke the painter used or represented by

otiier animals, as well as man, Skull of True Vampire (Desuwdits).
They
chiefly during sleep.
have a ca^cal append.age to the stomacli, in wliicli the

style of

blood with which they gorge them-

Vandyke brown (Paint.), a pigment of a deep seinitransparent brown color, supposed to be the color used by
Vandyke in his pictures.
Vandyke collar or cape, a
broad collar or cape of fine linen and laoe witli a deep
pointed or sonlloped edge, worn lyinp on the shoulders

selves is stored.
4. (Zo'i'il.) Any one of several
species of liarmless tropical American bats of the genus Vampyrus,
especially
V. spectrum.
These
bats feed upon insects and fruit,

and animals.

Vam'plr-lsm (vilm'pTi-Tz'm
food, i^ot

;

out, oil

;

" His Vandyke dress." Macaulay.

[Written

;

— so called from its Hppear.ince in pictures by Vandyke
— Vandyke edge, an edge having oniamental triiuigiil.ir
points.

».,

Van-dyke', n. A picture liy Vandyke. Also, a VandykocoUar, ora Vandyke edge. [Written also I'andyck.]
Van-dyke', r. t. To fit (U- turnibh with n Vandyke
to form with points
scallops lilto a Vandyke. [A'.]

Called also false

vampire.
Vampire bat (2o5/.), a vampire,

;

Vandyke.

also Vandyck.]

—

but were formerly erroneously supposed to suck the blood of man

;

der Cak,

of the Vandals

they make punctured wounds
from which they suck the
blood of horses, cattle, and

A

v5m'pir-Tz*m), n. [Cf. F. vampirisme.'] 1. Belief in the
existence of vampires.
2. The actions of a vampire ; the practice of bloodsucking.
3. Fig. : The practice of extortion.
Carlyle.
Vam'plate' (vam'plaf), n. [F. avant before, fore -jE. plate.'] A round plate of iron on the shaft of a tilting spear, to protect the hand.
[Written also vamplet.]
Va'mure (va'mur), n. See Vauntmijee. [06s.]
Van (vSn), n. [Abbrev. fr. va^.guard.'] The front of
an army ; the first line or leading column ; »lso, the
front luie or foremost division of a fleet, either in sailing
or in battle.
Standards and gonfalons, Uwixt van and rear,
Stream in the air.
Milton,
Van, n. [Cornish.] (Mining) A shovel used in
cleansing ore.
Van, V. t. (Mining) To wash or cleanse, as a small
portion of ore, on a shovel.
Raymond.
Van, n. [Abbreviated from caravan.'] 1. A light
wagou, either covered or open, used by tradesmen and
others for tire transportation of goods.
\_Eng.]
2. A large covered wagon for moving furniture, etc.,
also for conveying wild beasts, etc., for exhibition.
3. A close railway car for baggage. See the Note un-

Van'dal-ism

teeth, but have strong, sliarpi
cutting incisors with which

A

use,

&

&

;

II

VANE
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S tbing by which it is rendered useful or desirable, or the
degree of such property or sum of properties worth
excellence utility ; importance.
Ye are all physicians of no value.
Job xiii. 4.
Ye are of more vahie than many sparrows. 3Iait. x. 31.
Ciesar is well acquainted with your virtue,
And therefore sets this value on your life. Addison.
Before events shall have decided on the value of the measures.

;

m

3.

or

Head of False Vampiro
( Vampyrus spectrum).

cliair

;

go

;

[Writtfli also Vandyck.]

sing, iQk

Vane
j

(viin), n.

tUen, tliiu

[01';.

;

bou

&
;

Prov. K. fane woathorcook,

all

=z

in azure.

;

banner, AS. Jana a banner, flag ; akin to D. vaan, G.
fahne, OHG. fano cloth, gund /ano flag, Icel.fani, Sw.
/ana, Dan. /ane, Goth, /ama cloth, L. pannus, and perhaps to Gr. Trrjros a web, irriviov a bobbin, spool. Cf.
Fanon, Pane a compartment, panel.] 1. A contrivance
attached to some elevated object for the purpose of
shov/ing which way the wind blows ; a weathercock.
It is usually a plate or strip of metal, or slip of wood,
often cut into some fanciful form, and placed upon a
perpendicular axis around which it moves freely.
Chaucer.
Aye undiscreet, and changing as a vane.
2. Any flat, extended surface attached to an axis and
moved by the wind as, the vane of a windmill hence,
a similar fixture of any form moved in or by water, air,
or other fluid as, the vane of a screw propeller, a fan
blower, an anemometer, etc.
3. (Zool.) The rhachis and web of a feather taken to-

Van'lsh-lng (viSnlsh-Ing),

;

gether.
4. One of the sights of a compass, quadrant, etc.
Vane of a leveling staff. (Surv.) Same as Target,

—

—

a

syllable,

Many of Vanessad'anessaffrar^-oXrWrngs
'^"""""^ *° *°" Markmgs.
these species have the
edges of the wings irregularly scalloped.
Van-es'sl-an (vSn-gs'si-an), n. {Zool.) A Vanessa.
lied genera.

[P. av ant-fosse ; avant beVan'Ioss' (van'fSs'), n.
fore -\- fosse ditch. Cf. Fosse.] {Fort.) A ditch on the
outside of tlie counterscarp, usually full of water.
Vang (vang), n. [D. vangen to catch, seize. See
Fang.] {Naiii.) A rope to steady the peak of a gaff.
Van'glo (vSn'glo), n. {Bot.) Benne {Sesamuin orientale)
also, its seeds
so called in the West Indies.
Van'guard' (vSn'gard'), n. [For vantgiiard, avantgarde
guard, F. avant-garde ; avant before, fore
guard. See Avant, Ab-, Ante-, and Guakd, and cf. Advance, Vamp, Van of an army, Vaward.] {Mil.) The
troops who march in front of an army ; the advance
guard ; the van.
Va-nll'la (va-nT11a), n. [NL., fr. Sp. vainilla, dim.
of Sp. vaina a sheath, a pod, L. vagina ; because its grains, or seeds, are
contained in little pods.] 1. {Bot.)
genus of climbing orchidaceous
plants, natives of tropical America.
2. The long podlike capsules of Vanilla planifolia, and V. claviculata,
remarkable for their delicate and
agreeable odor, and for the volatile,
odoriferous oil extracted from them
also, the flavoring extract made from
the capsules, extensively used in confectionery, perfumery, etc.
;

—

+

A

1^°° As a medicine, vanilla

is supposed to possess powers analogous to
valerian, while, at the same time, it
is

U

far

more

Van'i-ty

;

;

vanity.
I may well show the vanity of that
the story of Walsingham.

Here

TT-.-ii,.

iri„wori„»

I^,S a^nTpod"^

Va-nil'late (-lat), n. (Chem.) A salt of vanillic acid.
Va-nil'llc (-lik), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, or derived from, vanilla or vanillin resembling vanillin specifically, designating an alcohol and an acid respectively,
vanillin being the intermediate aldehyde.
Va-nll'lin (-Im), H. {Chem.) A white crystalline aldehyde having a burning taste and the characteristic
odor of vanilla. It is extracted from vanilla pods, and is
also obtained by the decomposition of coniferin, and by
the oxidation of eugenol.
Va-nil'loes (-loz), n. pi. An inferior kind of vanilla,
the pods of Vanilla Pompona.
Va-nll'lyl (-111), n. iVaniUic \- -yl.l {Chem.) The:
hypothetical radical characteristic of vanillic alcohol.
Va-nil'O-qusnce (-o-kwens), n. [L. vaniloguentia;
vanus vain -j- loqueniia talk, loqui to speak.] Vain or
;

;

a.

&

:

;

;

;

j

horse vanished . . , out of sight.
vanish into air ; away I

Chaucer.
Shak.
The champions vanished from their posts with the speed of
lightning.
Sir IV. Scott.
Gliding from the twilight past to vanish among realities.
Naivthorne.

Go

;

" AH
2. To be annihilated or lost
to pass away.
these delights will rajiish."
3filton.
Van'lsSl (vSn'Tsh), n. {Phon.) The brief terminal
part of a vowel or vocal element, differing more or less
in quality from the main part as, a as in ale ordinarily
ends with a vanish of i as in ill, o as in old with a vanisli
;

;

Rush.

of 00 as in foot.

The vanish
^W
term

is

included by Mr. Bell under the gen-

glide.

ale,

Eccl. i. 2.
reported in
Sir J. Davies.
is

grounds

slight

empty

;

when woman's transient

breath

is fled.

That all her vanities at once are dead
Pope.
Succeeding vanities she still regards.
4. One of the established characters in the old moralities and puppet shows.
See Morality, re., 5.
;

You

.

.

Shak.

take vanity the puppet's part.

.

— Egotism

Syn.

emptiness worthlessness
pride
See Egotism, and Pride.
(Zool.)
The Australian pied
(vSn'jas),
re.
Van'jas
crow shrike {Strepera graculina). It is glossy bluish
black, with the under tail coverts and the tips and bases
of the tail feathers white.
machine for conVan'ner (vau'ner), n. {Mining)
centrating ore. See FauE vahnek.
Van'ner hawk' (hak'). The kestrel. IProv. Eng.']
Van'ning, n. {Mining) A process by which ores are
washed on a shovel, or in a vanner.
Van'quish (van'kwish), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Vanquished (-kwisht) p. pr. & vb. re. VANQrasHiNS.] [OE.
venquishen, venquissen, venldsen, F. vaincre, pret. vainqitis, OF. veinire, pret. venqui, venquis (cf. an OF. infin.
vainquir), It. L. vincere ; akin to AS. wig war, battle,
wigend a warrior, wigan to contend, fight, OHG. wigant
a warrior, ivigan to fight, Icel. vJg battle, Goth, weihan
to fight, contend. Cf. Convince, Evict, Invincible, Victor.] 1. To conquer, overcome, or subdue in battle, as
Hakluyt.
an enemy.
;

;

;

seU-suiHciency.

A

&

;

. .

;

Syn. — To conquer; surmount; overcome; confute;
See Conquer.

silence.

Van'quish,

{Far.)

re.

they pine away.

A

ssnate,

c&re, &va,

arm, ask,

Vap'ld (vSp'Id), a. [L. vapidus having lost its life
and spirit, vapid akin to vappa vapid wine, vapor vapor.
See Vapor.] Having lost its life and spirit ; dead spirflat
dull unanimated as, vapid beer
insipid
itless
a vapid speech a vapid state of the blood.
;

;

;

Milton.
of vanquishing,
Bp. Hall.
or the state of being vanquished.
Van'sire (vSn'sir), re. [The native name : cf. F. vansire.^
{Zool.) An ichneumon {Herpestes galera) native
It is reddish
of Southern Africa and Madagascar.
brown or dark brown, grizzled with white. Called also
vondsira, and marsh ichneumon.
Vant (vant), V. i. See Vaunt. [Obs.'\
[Aphetic form of OE.
Van'tage (vau'taj ; 48), re.
avantage, fr. F. avaniage. See Advantage.] X. Superior or more favorable situation or opportunity ; gain ;
profit

;

advantage.

(-ment),

2.

re.

The act

[iJ.]

Shak.

^^

When the server wins this point, it is called vantage in; when the receiver, or striker out, wins, it is
called vantage out.
To have at vantage, to have the advantage of ; to be in
a more favorable condition than. " He had them at vantage, being tired and harassed with a long march." Pacon.
Vantage ground, superiority of state or place the
place or condition which gives one an advantage over
Bacon.
another. "The vantage ground ot truth."

—

;

him

his actual standing,

he looks around him.

and

/.

it is

Taylor.

Van'tage, v. t. To profit to aid. [06*.] Spenser.
Vant'brace (vant'bras), re. [F. avant fore -f- bras
arm cf F. brassard arVant'brass (-br^s),
)
mor for the arm, brace, forearm. Cf. Vambrace.] {Anc.
Milton.
Armor) Armor for the arm vambrace.
;

I

:

.

;

Vant'-cou'rl-er (-koo'rl-er), n.

An

avant-courier.

Holland.
Being on, or towards, the
a.
"
De
Quincey.
van, or front.
The vanward frontier."
Vap (v5p), re. [See Vapid.] That which is vapid, inSee Van-courier. [Ofe]
Van'ward (van'werd),

sipid, or lifeless; especially, the lifeless part of liquor or

wine.
[Obs.l
In vain it is to wash a goblet, if you mean to put into it nothJer. Taylor,
ing but the dead lees and vap of wine.
final,

gll

;

Sve,

;

A cheap, bloodless reformation, a guiltless liberty, appear ilat
Burke.
and vapid to their taste.
Vap'id-ly (vap'id-ly), adv.
Vap'ld-nesB, re.
Va-pid'1-ty (va-ptd'i-ty), re. The quality or state of
being vapid vapidness.
Va'por (va'per), re. [OE. vapour, OF. vapour, vapor,
vapeur, F. vapeur, L. vapor ; probably for cvapor, and
akin to Gr. kotti/os smoke, Kan-vetv to breathe fo»lh, Lith.

—

—

;

kvepti to breathe, smell. Buss, kopote fine soot. Cf.
Vapid.] [Written also vapojir."] 1. {Physics) Any substance in the gaseous, or aeriform, state, the condition of
^which is ordinarily that of a liquid or solid.
The term vapor.ia sometimes used in a more extended sense, as identical with gas; and the difference
between the two is not so much one of kind as of degree,
the latter being applied to all permanently elastic fluidB
except atmospheric air, the former to those elastic fiuids
which lose that condition at ordinary temperatures. The
atmosphere contains more or less vapor of water, a portion of which, on a reduction of temperature, becomes
condensed into liquid water in the form of rain or dew.
The vapor of water produced by boiling, especially in its
economic relations, is called steam.
Vapor is any substance in the gaseous condition at the maximum of dentity consistent with that condition. This is the
jVichel,
strict and proper meaning of the word vapor,
2. In a loose and popular sense, any visible diffused
substance floating in the atmosphere and impairing its
transparency, as smoke, fog, etc.
The vapour which that fro the earth glood [glided]. Chaucer.
Fire and hail ; snow and vapors ; stormy wind f ulfiUing his
Ps. cxlviii. 8.
word.
Bacon,
3. Wind; flatulence.
[06s.]
4. Something unsubstantial, fleeting, or transitory;
unreal fancy ; vain imagination ; idle talk ; boasting.
For what is your life ? It is even a vapor, that appeareth for
James iv. 14.
a little time, and then vanisheth away.
5. pi. An old name for hypochondria, or melancholy
"
Pope.
the blues.
tt of vapors."
medicinal agent designed for adminis6. {Pharm.)
Brit. Pharm,.
tration in the form of inhaled vapor.
Vapor bath, (a)
bath in vapor the application of
vapor to the body, or to a part of it, in a close place also,
the place itself. (6) (Chem.) A small metallic drying
oven, usually of copper, for drying and heating filter pamodipers, precipitates, etc.
called also air bath.
fied form is provided with a jacket in the outside partition for holding water, or other volatile liquid, by which
the temperature may be limited exactly to the required
degree.
Vapor burner, a burner for burning a vaporized
hydrocarbon.— Vapor density (Chem.), the relative weight
of gases and vapors as compared with some speciflc standard, usually hydrogen, but sometimes air. The vapor
density of gases and vaporizable substances as compared
with hydrogen, when multiplied by two, or when compared with air and multiplied by 28.8, gives the molecular
weight.
Vapor engine, an engine worked by the expan>
sive force of a vapor, esp. a vapor other than steam.
Va'por, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Vapored (-perd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Vaporing.] [From Vapor, re. - cf. L. vapoi'are ]
[Written also vapour.^ 1. To pass off in fumes, or as a
moist, floating substance, whether visible or invisible
to steam ; to be exhaled ; to evaporate.
[iJ.]
2. To emit vapor or fumes.
Running waters vapor not so much as standing waters. Bacon.
3. To talk idly ; to boast or vaunt ; to brag.
Milton*
Poets used to vapor much after this manner.
We vapor and say, By this time Matthews has beaten them.

C^^

A

A

A

;

;

;

—

A

—

—

&

&

Walpole*

Va'por, V. t. To send off in vapor, or as if in vapor;
vapor away a heated fluid. [Written also vapour.^

as, to

He

*d

laugh to see one throw his heart away,
£. Jonsoii,

Anothei-, sighing, vapor forth his soul.

Vap'O-ra-Wl'i-ty (vap'6-ra-bll'i-tj?), re. The quality
or state of being vaporable.
Vap'0-ra-ble (-ra-b'l), a. Capable of being converted
into vapor by the agency of heat ; vaporizable.
[L. vaporare, vaporatum.
Vap'o-rate (-rat), v. i.
See Vapor.] To emit vapor ; to evaporate. [A]
Vap'O-ra'tion (-ra'shiSn), re. [Cf. F. vaporation, L.
vaporatio.^ The act or process of converting into vapor,
or of passing off in vapor evaporation. [iJ.]
Va'pored (va'perd), a. 1. Wet with vapors moist.
2. Affected with the vapors.
See Vapor, re., 5.
Va'por-er (va'pSr-er), ?j. One who vapors a braggart.
Vaporer moth. (Zool.) See Orqyia.
Vap'0-rif'er-ous (vap'o-rif'er-iis), a. [L. vaporifer;
vapor -{-ferre to bear.] Conveying or producing vapor.
[L. vapor vapor -|- facere to
Vap'O-ril'ic (-ik), a.
make.] {Chem.) Producing vapor ; tending to pass, or
to cause to pass, into vapor; thus, volatile fluids are
vaporific ; heat is a vaporific agent.
Va-por'l-Jorm (vfi-por'T-fSim), a. Existing in a vaporous form or state as, steam is a vaporiform substance.
Vap'0-rim'e-ter (vap'S-rim'e-ter), re. [Vapor -{- -meter."] An instrument for measuring the volume or the tension of any vapor specifically, an instrument of this sort
used as an alcoholometer in testing spirituous liquors.
Va'por-ing (va'per-Tng), a. Talking idly; boasting;
vaunting.
Va'por-lng-ly, adv.
Va'por-ish, a. 1. Full of vapors ; vaporous.
2. Hypochondriacal ; affected by hysterics ; splenetic i
peevish humorsome.
Pope
Pallas grew vap'rish once and odd.
Vap'0-rl'za-ble (vSp'o-ri'za-b'l or va'per-T'- ; 110), a.
Capable of being vaporized, or converted into vapor.
Vap'0-ri-za'tion (vap'6-ri-za'shiin or va'per-i-), n.
[Cf. F. vaporisation.']
The act or process of vaporizing,
or the state of being converted into vapor ; the artificial
formation of vapor ; specifically, the conversion of water
into steam, as in a steam boiler.
;

;

;

O happy vantage of a kneeling knee
{Lawn Tennis) The first point after deuce.

It is these things that give
from this vantage ground that

;

;

quishes.

Van'quish-ment

;

;

disease in sheep, in which

[Written also vinquish.']

Van'quish-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. That may be vanquished.
Van'quish-er (-er), re. One who, or that which, van-

1

Talking foolishly. \_Obs.'\
Van'ish (vSn'Ish), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Vanished
(-Tsht) p. pr.
vb. n. Vanishing.] [OB. vanissen, OF.
vanir (in comp.) cf. OF. envanir, esvanir, esvanuir, F.
B'evanoiiir ; fr. L. vanus empty, vain; cf. L. vanescere,
evanescere, to vanish. See Vain, and cf. Evanescent,
-isH.]
1. To pass from a visible to an invisible state to
go out of sight to disappear to fade as, vapor vanishes
from the sight by being dissipated a ship vanishes from
the sight of spectators on land.

eral

Tliink not,

[OSs.]

Va-nil'0-quent (-kwent),

The

mind upon

inflation of

all

This bold assertion has been fully vanquished in a late reply
Atterbury.
to the Bishop of Meaux's treatise.
For e'en though vanquished, he could argue still. Goldsmith.

—

;

An

which

;

pride inspired by an overweening conceit of one's personal attainments or decorations ; an excessive desire for
notice or approval ; pride ; ostentation ; conceit.
The exquisitely sensitive vanity of Garrick was galled.
Macaulay.
3. That which is vain ; anything empty, visionary, unreal, or unsubstantial ; fruitless desire or effort ; trifling
labor productive of no good ; empty pleasure ; vain pursuit ; idle show ; unsubstantial enjoyment.
Eccl. i. 2.
Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher.
Vanity possesseth many who are desirous to know the cerSir P. Sidney.
tainty of things to come.
Milton.
[Sin] with vanity had filled the works of men.

.

Holy.

;

vanishing.
[06.S.]
(-ment), re.
[OE. vanite,
re. ; pi. Vanitees (-tiz).

(-i-ty),

They
vanquished the rebels in all encounters. Clarendon.
2. Hence, to defeat in any contest ; to get the better
to put down ; to refute.

grateful.

foolish talk.

A

Van'ish-ment

of

Cuban vanilla, a sweet-scented West
Indian composite slirub (Eupatorium,
Dalea),
Vanilla bean, the long cai)sule of the vanilla plant.
Vanilla
gass.
Same as Moly grass, under

—

jius/t.

F. vanite, L. vanitas, fr. vanus empty, vain. See Vain.]
want of sub1. The quality or state of being vain
stance to satisfy desire ; emptiness ; unsubstantialness
unrealness; falsity.

2.

one of numerous species of handsomely colored butterflies belonging to Vanessa and al-

v.

;

is

3.

Vanessa.
See Vanessa, in the Dictionary
of Noted Names in FicAny
tion.]
(Zool.)

;

from Vanish,

—

poem

R

& n.

Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, vanity of vanities

[Probably from Swift's

re.

a.

Vanishing fraction (Math.), a fraction which reduces to
the form g for a particular value of the variable which
enters it, usually in consequence of the existence of a
common factor in both terms of the fraction, which factor
becomes for this particular value of the variable. Math.
Diet.
Vanishing line (Persp.), the intersection of tlie
parallel of any original plane and the picture one of the
Vanishing point
lines converging to the vanishing point.
(Persp.), the point to which all parallel lines in the same
Gwilt.
VaniBhing
plane tend in the representation.
strsBs (Phon.), stress of voice upon the closing portion of

;

;

Van-es'sa (v3n-gs'sa),
of Cadenus and

VAPORIZATION
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VANESSA

II

;;

;

.

event,

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

;

;

—

;

tdea,

iU

;

old,

Sbey,

drb,

6dd

,

;;
;

;
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VARIX

F. foj'iarei. See Vary.] 1. Varying in form,
character, or the like variable different diverse.
2. Changeable; changing; fickle. \_Obs.]

individual, or group of individuals, of a
(
species differing from the rest in some one or more of the
characterietics typical of the species, and capable either
of perpetuating itself for a period, or of being perpetuated by artificial means ; hence, a subdivision, or peculiar
form, of a species.

VAPORIZE
Vap'O-rlze (vSp'o-rlz or va'per-iz), v.

limp.

t.

&

&p. p.

(-rizd) p. pr.
vb. n. Vaporizing (-n'zTng).]
{Cf. F. vaporiser.'] To convert into vapor, as by the application of heat, whether naturally or artificially.

Vapoeized

;

(Steam Boilers) See Evaporating
Vaporizing surface.
mrface, under Evaporate, v. t.
Vap'O-rize, v. i. To pass off in vapor.
Vap'O-ri'zer (vSp'6-ri'zer or va'per-i'-), re. One who,
Dr that which, vaporizes, or converts into vapor.
Va'por-ose' (va'per-os'), a. Full of vapor vaporous.
Va'por-ons (-iJs), a. [L. vaporosus : ci.F.vaporeux.']
Holland.
1. Having tlie form or nature of vapor.
Shak.
2. Full of vapors or exhalations.
The warmer and more vaporoiis air of the valleys. Derham.
3. Producing vapors; hence, windy; flatulent. Bacon.
The food which is most vaporous and perspirable is the most
;

Arbutlmot.

aasily digested.

unsubstantial vain ; whimsical.
Such vaporous speculations were inevitable. Carhjle.
Va'por-OUS-ness, re. The quality of being vaporous.
Va'por-y (-y), a. 1. Full of vapors vaporous.
4. Unreal

;

;

;

2. Hypochondriacal

Vap'U-la'tlon

The

flogged.]

splenetic

;

(vSp'ii-la'shiin),

peevish.

;

re.

[L. vapulare to

act of beating or whipping.

be

[06*.]

cowherd, fr. vaca a
cow, L. vacca. Cf. Vacher.] One who has charge of
cattle, horses, etc.
a herdsman. [Southwestern U. <S.]
Va'ra (va'rii), re. [Sp. See 1st Vake.] A Spanish
measure of length equal to about one yard. The vara
Johnson's Cyc.
now in use equals 33.385 inches.
II

Va-que'ro

(va-Jia'ro),

re.

[Sp.,

;

II

Va'ran

n.

(va'rSn),

[F.]

(Zo'dl.)

The monitor.

See Monitor, 3.
Va-ran'gi-an (va-rSn'jT-an), re. One of the Northmen
who founded a dynasty in Russia in the 9th century
also, one of the Northmen composing, at a later date, the
imperial bodyguard at Constantinople.
Va-ra'nus (-ra'nfis), re. [NL., fr. Ar. uaran, uaral :
{Zo'dl.) A genus of very
cf. F. varayi, from the Arabic]
large lizards native of Asia and Africa. It includes the
monitors. See Monitor, 3.
Vare (vSi'), re. [Sp. vara staff, wand, L. vara forked
II

A wand

or staff of authority or justice.
[06«.]
Dryden.
His hand a vare of justice did uphold.
weasel.
IProv. Eng.']
Vare, re. (Zo'dl.)
Vare widgeon (Zo'dl.), a female or young male of the
smew a weasel duck
so called from the resemblance
of the head to that of a vare, or weasel. [Prov. Eng.]

pole.]

A
;

;

—

Var'ec (var'ek), re. [F. varech; of Teutonic origin.
Wrack seaweed, wreck.] The calcined ashes of any
coarse seaweed used for the manufacture of soda and
iodine also, the seaweed itself ; fucus ; wrack.
See

;

II

Va'ri

tailed
tail is

(va'rl),

[Cf. F. vari.]

re.

{Zo'dl.)

The

ringIts long

lemur (Lemur catta) of Madagascar.
annulated with black and white.

[Cf. F. variaVaTi-a-ftil'l-ty (va'rT-a-bTl'T-ty), re.
1. The quality or state of being variable ; vari-

'Klite.']

ableness.
2. (Biol.)

The power possessed by living organisms,
both animal and vegetable, of adaptmg themselves to
modifications or changes in their environment, thus
possibly giving rise to ultimate variation of structure
or function.
Va'ri-a-ble (va'ri-a-b'I), a. [L. variabilis: cf. P.
variable.']
1. Having the capacity of varying or changing ; capable of alteration in any manner changeable ;
as, variable winds or seasons ; a variable quantity.
2. Liable to vary ; too susceptible of change ; mutable fickle unsteady ; inconstant as, the affections of
men are variable; passions are variable.
Lest that thy love prove likewise variable.
Shak.
His heart, I know, how variable and vain
Hilton.
Variable exhaust (Steam Eng.), a blast pipe with an
adjustable opening.
Variable quantity (Math.), a vari;

;

;

;

I

—

—

Variable stars (Astron.), fixed stars which vary in
their brightness, usually in more or less uniform periods.
able.

— Changeable

Syn.
steady

;

mutable

;

fickle

;

wavering ; un-

versatile ; inconstant.
Va'ri-a-ble, ?i. 1. That which is variable; that which
varies, or is subject to change.
2. {Math.) A quantity which may increase or decrease
a quantity which admits of an infinite number of values
in the same expression ; a variable quantity ; as, in the
y'^zzi Jl^, z and tj are variables.
equation a;^
3. {Naut.) {a) A shifting wind, or one that varies in
force.
(6) pi. Those parts of the sea where a steady
wind is not expected, especially the parts between the
;

—

trade-wind belts.
Independent variable (Math.), that one of two or mora
variables, connected with each other in any way whatever, to which changes are supposed to be given at will.
Thus, in the equation a:2
j/2
R-, if arbitrary changes
are supposed to be given to x, then x is the independent
variable, and y is called a, function oix. There may be
two or more independent variables in an equation or
problem. Cf Dependent variable, under Dependent.

—

;

He

is

;

;

so variant, he abit [abides] nowhere.

Chaucer.

Va'ri-ant(va'rT-ant),re. [Ci.'F.va'i-ianle.] Something
which differs in form from another thing, though really
the same as, a variant from a type in natural history
;

;

a variant of a story or a word.
Va'rI-ate (-at), v. t. & i. [L. variatus, p. p. of variare.
See Vary.] To alter to make different to vary.
-.Va'ri-a'tion (-a'shun), n.
[OE. variatioun, F. variation, L. variatio.
See Vary.] 1. The act of varying a
partial change in the form, position, state, or qualities
of a thing
modification
diveralteration mutation
sity
deviation
as, a variation of color in different
lights a variation in size
variation of language.
The essences of things are conceived not capable of any such
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

variation.

Locke.

2. Extent to which a thing varies ; amount of departure from a position or state amount or rate of change.
3. {Gram.) Change of termination of words, as in de;

clension, conjugation, derivation, etc.
4. {3Ius. ) Repetition of a theme or melody with fanciful embellishments or modifications, in time, tune, or
harmony, or sometimes change of key the presentation
of a musical thought in new .and varied aspects, yet so
that the essential features of the original shall still preserve their identity.
5. {Alg.) One of the different arrangements which can
be made of any number of quantities taking a certain
number of them together.
;

Annual variation (Astron.), the yearly change in the
right ascension or declination of a star, produced by the
combined effects of the precession of lihe equinoxes and
the proper motion of the star.
Calculus of variations.
Variation compass.
See under Calculus.
See under
Compass.
Variation of the moon (Astron.), an inequality of the moon's motion, depending on the angular distance of the moon from the sun. It is greater at the
octants, and zero at the quadratures.
Variation of the
needle (Oeog.
Naut.), the angle included between the
true and magnetic meridians of a place the deviation
of the direction of a magnetic needle from the true north
and south line ;
called also declination of the needle.
Syn.
Change ; vicissitude ; variety ; deviation.
(var't-sgl'la),
[NL., dim. of LL. J)arire.
Var'i-cel'Ia
ofa smallpox.]
{Med.) Chicken pox.
Var'I-ces (var'i-sez), n. pi. See Varix.
[Varix -\- -form,.']
Va-ric'1-form (va-ris'I-fSrm), a.
{Med. ) Resembling a varix.
Var'1-co-cele (var't-ko-sel), n. [Varix a dilated vein
Gr. K17A1J tumor : cf. F. varicocele.] {Med.) A varicose
enlargement of the veins of the spermatic cord ; also, a
like enlargement of the veins of the scrotum.
Var'i-COSe' (var'I-kos' ; 277), a. [L. varicosus, from
varix, -ids, a dilated vein ; cf. varus bent, stretched,
crooked.] 1. Irregularly swollen or enlarged ; affected
with, or containing, varices, or varicosities of or pertaining to varices, or varicosities ; as, a varicose nerve
fiber ; a varicose vein ; varicose ulcers.
2. {3Ied.) Intended for tlie treatment of varicose
veins ;
said of elastic stockings, bandages, and the like.
Var'i-COS'i-ty (-kSs'i-ty), n. 1. The quality or state
of being varicose.
2. An enlargement or swelling in a vessel, fiber, or
the like a varix ; as, the varicosities of nerve fibers.
Var'1-cous (var't-kiis), a. Varicose. [Obs.]
Va'ried (va'rTd), a. Changed ; altered ; various ; diversified ; as, a varied experience ; varied interests
varied scenery.
Va'ried-ly, adv.
Cowper.
The varied fields of science, ever new.

—

—

—

—

&

;

—

—

+

;

—
;

—

Va'rI-e-gate (va'ri-e-gat), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Varie[L. vavb. n. Variegating.]
(-ga'ted) ; p. pr.
riegatus, p. p. of variegare to variegate ; varius various
-)- agere to move, make.
Agent.]
To
See Various, and
diversify in external appearance ; to mark with different
colors ; to dapple ; to streak ; as, to variejate a floor with
marble of different colors.
The shells are filled with a white spar, which varieijates and
Woodward.
adds to the beauty of the stone.

&

gated

Va'ri-e-ga'ted (-ga'ted), a. Having marks or patches
of different colors ; as, variegated leaves, or flowers.
Pope.
Ladies like variegated tulips show.
Va'rl-e-ga'tion (va'rT-e-ga'shi5n), re. The act of variegating or diversifying, or the state of being diversified,

by different colors

;

species.

Darwin.
and what as varietal.
used in givVa-ri'e-taS (-tSs), re. [L.] A variety;
ing scientific names, and often abbreviated to var.
Va-rl'e-ty (-ty ), re. pi. Varieties (-tiz). [L. varietas :
See Various.] 1. The quality or state
cf. F. variele.
of being various ; intermixture or succession of different
things ; diversity multifariousness.

—

II

,•

;

Variety is nothing else but a continued novelty. South.
variety of colors depends upon the composition of light.
Sir L A'fwtnn.
Milton.
For earth hath this variety from licaven.
There is a variety in the tempers of goixl men. Atterbury,

The

;

.

2.

That which

is

various.

Specifically

:

—

A number or collection of

different things a varied
a variety of cottons and silks.
He
wants more time to do that variety of good which his
soul thirsts after.
Law,
{b) Something varying or differing from others of the
same general kind one of a nunvber of things that are
akin a sort as, varieties of wood, land, rocks, etc.
(a)

assortment
.

variance, in disagreement in a state of dissension
or controversy ; at enmity. " What cause brought him
ao soon at variance with himself ? "
Milton.
;

.

;

;

as,

.

;

Va'rl-ant (-ant),

use,

a.

unite,

[L. varians, p. pr. of variare to

rude,

full,

ttp,

Orn

;

pity

;

;

(|^°° Varieties usually differ from ipecies in that any
twe, however unlike, will generally propagate indefinitely (unless they are in their nature unfertile, as seme
varieties ef ros* and other cultivated plants) iu boiag a
result of climate, food, or other extrinsic conditions or
influences, but generally by a sudden, rather than a
gradual, development and iu tending in many cases t9
;

;

lose their distinctive peculiarities when tlie individuals
are left to a state of nature, and especially if restored to
the conditions tliat are natural to typical individuals of
the species. Many varieties of domesticated animals and
of cultivated plants have been directly produced by man.
{d) In inorganic nature, one of those forms in which a
species may occur, which differ in minor characteristics
of structure, color, purity of composition, etn.

B^^'These may be viewed as variations from the typical
species in its most xierfect and purest form, or, as is more
commonly the case, all the forms, including the latter,
may rank as varieties. Thus, the sapphire is a blue variety, and the ruby a red variety, of corundum again,
calcite has many varieties dift'eriug in form and structure, as Iceland spar, dogtooth spar, satin spar, and also
others characterized by the presence of small quantities
of magnesia, iron, manganese, etc. Still again, there are
varieties of granite differing in structure, as graphic
granite, porphyritic granite, and other varieties differing
in composition, as albitic granite, homblendic, or syenitic, granite, etc.
Geographical variety (Biol.), a variety of any species
which is coincident with a geographical region, and is
usually dependent upon, or caused by, peculiarities of
climate.
Variety hybrid (Biol.), a cross between two
individuals of different varieties of the same species; a
;

—

mongrel.

;

food, £o~bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

—

— Diversity

Syn.

;
difference; kind.
Variety, Diof employments wlien he
things which are not a mere repetition of the
same act ; he has a diversity of employments when the
several acts performed are unlike each other, that is, diverse. In most cases, where there is imriety there will be
more or less of diversity, but not always. One who sells
railroad tickets performs a great variety of acts in a day,
while there is but little diversity in his employment.

A man has a variety

versity.

does

many

All sorts are here that all the earth yields I
Variety without end.
Milton,
see in all corporeal nature's scene,
"What changes, what diversities, have been ! Blackmore,

But

+

[L. varius various
Va'ri-iorm (va'rl-fSrm), a.
Having different shapes or forms.
Formed with different
Va'rl-formed (-fSrmd), a.
shapes having various forms variform.

-forr.i.]

;

;

[L. varius various -\- -fy.] To
; to variegate.
[Li.]
Sylvester,
Va-ri'O-la (va-ri'6-la), re. [LL., fr. L. varius various.

Va'ri-fy

make

v.

(-fi),

different

t.

to vary

;

(Med.) The smallpox.
Va-ri'0-lar (-ler), a. (Med.) Variolous.
Va'ri-0-la'tion (va'ri-o-la'shun), re. (3Led.) Inocula*
tion with smallpox.
Va'ri-Ol'ic (va'ri-ol'ik), a. {Med.) Variolous.
Va'ri-o-lite (va'rT-6-iit), re.
[L. varius various -|-lite: cf. F. varioliie.] (Geol.) A kind of diorite or diabase containing imbedded whitish spherules, which give
the rock a spotted appearance.
See Various.]

Va'ri-0-lit'iC (va'ri-o-ltt'Ik), a.
[From Variola.]
1. Thickly marked with small, round specks ; spotted.
2. (Geol.) Of, pertaining to, or resembling, variolite.
Va'rl-0-loid (va'rT-6-loid or var'i- 277), a. [Variola
(Med.) Resembling small-f- -oid: cf F. variolo'ide.]
pox ; pertaining to the disease called varioloid.
Va'rl-0-loId, re.
[Cf. F. variolo'ide.
See Vaeioloid,
a.]
(Med.) The smallpox as modified by previous inoculation or vaccination.
;

.

^W^ It is almost always a milder disease than smallpox, and this circumstance, with its shorter duration,
exhibits the salutary effects of previous vaccination or
inoculation.
Dunglison.
Va-ri'0-l0U3 (va-ri'6-lus), a. [LL. variolosus, fr. va
ci. F. varioleux.]
(Med.) Of or pertaining to the smallpox ; having pits, or sunken impressions, like those of the smallpox
variolar ; variolic.
Va'rl-O'rum (va'rl-o'rum), o. [L., abbi-ev. fr. cter-:
notis variorum with notes of various persons.] Contairing notes by different persons
applied to a publication ; as, a variorum edition of a book.
Va'rl-OUS (va'rl-us), a. [L. varius. Cf. Vair.] 1. Different diverse
several manifold ; as, men of i'arioi:t

WoZa the smallpox

:

;

II

go

;

bIuk,

i|>k

;

;

;

—

names; various occu\^at'iona; various colors.
So many and so various laws are given.

A

;

from an individual or

An

;

diversity of colors.

Va'ri-er (va'rT-er), re. [From Vary.] A wanderer
one who strays in search of variety. [Poetic]
Tennysoti.
Pious rariers from the church.
Va-ri'e-tal (va-rl'e-tal), a. Of or pertaining to« variety
characterizing a variety constituting a variety,

specific,

—

Biol.)

(c)

II

Perplexed in determining what differences to consider as

Va'rl-a-l)Ie-ness, n. The quality or state of being
variable ; variability.
James i. 17.
Va'rl-a-bly, adv. In a variable manner.
Va'ri-ance (-ans), re. [L. variantia.] X. The quality
or state of being variant ; change of condition ; variation.
2. Difference that produces dispute or controversy
disagreement ; dissension discord dispute quarrel.
That which is the strength of their amity shall prove the
mnnediate author of their variance.
Shak.
3. (Law) A disagreement or difference between two
parts of the same legal proceeding, which, to be effectual, ought to agree,
as between the writ and the declaration, or between the allegation and the proof. Bouvier.

At

cf.

in distinction

.

;

:

;

^

;

change

wit as various, gay, grave, sage, or wild.

2. Changeable

uncertain

Milton,

Byron,

inconstant ; variable.
A man so vai'ious, that ho seemed to be
Not one, but al! mankind's epitome.
Dryden,
The names of mixed modes . are very various. Locke,
diversified
not
monotonous.
3. Variegated ;
A happy rural seat of various view.
Milton,
Va'rl-OUS-ly, adv. in various or difl'eront ways.
Var'ls-Clte (vitr'Is-sit), n. [So called from ]'ariscia
in Germany.]
(Min.) An apple-green minor.il occurring
in ri'uiform masses.
It is a hydrous phosphate of alumina.
(vA-rTs'),
Va-rlsse'
n.
[Cf. F. varice varix.
Cf. VARIX.]
{Far.) An imperfoction on the inside of the hind
leg in liorses, different from a curb, but at the same
height, and frequently injuring the sale of the animal
by growing to an unsightly size.
Craig.
;

;

.

.

;

II

Va'rls

(vii'rTks),

re.

/

pi.

Varices

(viSr'i-soz).

[L.j

An uneven, permanent dilatation of a vein.
(J^" Varices are owing to local retardation of the venous oirculation, and iu some oases to ivhixation of the
Iiarietea of the veins.
They are very common in the superflclal veins of tlie lower limbs.
DimglisoH.
1.

;

(j\/ed.)

tUea, thin

;

boN

;

zl»

=z

in azure.

"

:;
;

VARK

aperture.

LD. varken a pig.]
bush hog, or boshvark.

(vark), n.

The

Vor'lot

[OF.

n.

(viir'lSt),

to be

;

Shak.
What a brazen-faced varlet art thou
In a pack of playing cards, the court card now
I

3.
called the knave, ox jack.
\_Obs.']
[Cf. OF. valeterie the
Var'let-ry (-ry), n.
unmarried nobles.] The rabble ; the crowd ; the
Shall they hoist me up,
And show me to 1A\q shouting vartetry
Of censuring Rome.

greater or less degree, the influences of air and moisture.
^^^ According to the sorts of solvents employed, the
ordinary kiuds of varnish are divided into three classes
spirit, turpentine, and oil varnishes.
Encyc. Brit.
artificially

An

which resembles varnish, either naturally or
; a glossy appearance.
The varnish of the holly and iTy.
Macaulay.

covering to give a, fair appearance to
any act or conduct ; outside show gloss.
And set a double varnish on the fame
artificial

;

The Frenchman gave you.
Shak.
Varnish tree (Bot.), a tree or shrub from the juice or
resin of which varnish is made, as some species of the
fenus Rhus, especially R. vernicifera of Japan. The
lack varnish of Burmah is obtained from the Melanorrhcett usitatissima, a tall East Indian tree of the Cashew
family. See Copal, and Mastic.
v. t.
limp. &p. p. Vaenished (-nTsht) p.
vb. n. Vaenishing.]
[Cf. F. vernir, vernisser.
See Varnish, re.] 1. To lay varnish on ; to cover with a
liquid which produces, when dry, a hard, glossy surface ;
as, to varnish a table ; to varnish a painting.
2. To cover or conceal with something that gives a
fair appearance ; to give a fair coloring to by words
to gloss over ; to paUiate ; as, to varnish guilt. " Beauty

Var'nish,

;

&

doth varnish age."

Shak.

Close ambition, varnished o'er with zeal.
Milton.
Cato's voice was ne'er employed
Addison.
To clear the guilty and to varnish crimes.
n.
1. One who varnishes; one
whose occupation is to varnish.
2. One who disguises or palliates; one who gives a
fair external appearance.
Pope.
Var'nlsh-ing, n. The act of laying on varnish ; also,

Var'nlsh-er

(-er),

materials for varnish.

Var'ta-bed (-ta-bed), n. [Armen., a doctor, master,
preceptor.] (Eccl.)
doctor or teacher In the Armenian
church. Members of this order of ecclesiastics frequently
have charge of dioceses, with episcopal functions.
Va-ru'na (va-ru'na), n. [Skr. Varuna.'] {Hindoo

A

II

Myth.) The god of the
waters ; the Indian Neptune. He is regarded as
regent of the west, and
lord of punishment, and
is represented as riding
on a sea monster, holding in his hand a snaky
cord or noose with which
to bind offenders, under
(var'vSl),

jesses.

Var'veled (-^Sld), a. Having varvels, or rings. [Written also varvelled, and vervelled.']
^ff^ In heraldry, when the jesses attached to the legs
of hawks hang loose, or have pendent ends with rings at
the tips, the blazon is a hawk (or a hawk's leg) jessed and
varveled.

&

Va'ry

(va'ry), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Varied (-rid)
vb. n. Varying.]
p. pr.
[OE. varien, F. varier, L.
varirtre, fr. varius various.
See Various, and cf. Variate.] 1. To change the aspect of to alter in form, appearance, substance, position, or the like ; to make different by a partial change ; to modify ; as, to vary the
properties, proportions, or nature of a thing ; to vary a
posture or an attitude ; to vary one's dress or opinions.

&

;

we vary our

device at will,

Even as new occasion appears ?
2. To change to something else to transmute
change to alternate.
;

Spenser.
;

to ex-

;

Gods, that never change their

ana hate.

state,

Waller.

We are to vary the customs according to the time and country
ale,

Webster (1623).

Shak.
Va'ry, re. Alteration change, \_0bs.1
Va'ry-ing, a. & n. from Vary.
Varying hare (.Zool.), any hare or rabbit which becomes
;

white in winter, especially the common hare of the
Northern United States and Canada.
Vas (v5s), ?i. ; jo/. Vasa (va'sa). [L., a vessel. See
Vase.] {Anat.) A vessel ; a duct.
Vas deferens pi. Vasa deferentia. [L. vas vessel
(Anal.) The excretory duct
-I- deferens carrying down.]
of a testicle a spermatic duct.
(v3s'kii-ler),
[L. vasculum a small
a.
Vas'cu-lar
vessel, dim. of vas vessel cf. F. vasculaire.
See Vase,
and cf. Vessel.] 1. {Biol.) (a) Consisting of, or containing, vessels as an essential part of a structure full
II

;

II

;

:

;

of vessels; specifically (5o/.), pertaining to, or containing, special ducts, or tubes, for the circulation of sap.
(6) Operating by means of, or made up of an arrangement of, vessels ; as, tlie vascular system in animals, including the arteries, veins, capillaries, lacteals, etc. (c)
Of or pertaining to the vessels of animal and vegetable

bodies ; as, the vascular functions.
2. (Bot.) Of or pertaining to the higher division of
plants, that is, the phsenogamous plants, all of which are
vascular, in distinction from the cryptogams, which to a
large extent are cellular only.
Vascular plants (Bot.), plants composed in part of vascular tissue, as all flowering plants and the higher cryptogamous plants, or those of the class Pteridophyta. (Si.
Cellular plants, under Cellular.
Vascular system (Bot.),
the body of associated ducts and woody fiber ; the fibrovascular part of plants.
Vascular tissue (Bot.), vegetable
tissue composed partly of ducts, or sap tubes.
Water
vascular system (Zo'ijl.), a system of vessels in annelids,
nemerteans, and many otlier invertebrates, containing
a circulating fluid analogous to blood, but not of the
same composition. In annelids the fluid which they contain is usually red, but in some it is green, in others yellow, or whitish.

—

—

—

Vas'cu-lar'i-ty (vSs'kiS-lSr'i-ty), n.

;

pi.

Vasculari-

The quality or state of being vascular.
(Physiol.)
Vas'CU-lar-l-za'tlon (-ler-T-za'shun), re.
The process of becoming vascular, or the condition of
being vascular as, the vascularization of cartilage.
Vas'CU-lose' (vas'kii-los'), re. [Bot.) One of the substances of which vegetable tissue is composed, differing
from cellulose in respect to its solubility in certain media.

ties (-tiz). (Biol.)

;

Vas'CU-lum

(-lum),

re.

; pi.

Vascula

(-la).

[L.,

a

small vessel.] 1. (Boi.) Same as Ascidium, n., 1.
2. A tin box, commonly cylindrical or flattened, used

lies.

senate, c&re,

hryden.

&m, arm, as]^

A

+

;

laxation and rest.

Vas'0-form'a-tive (-f6rm'a-tiv), a. [L. vas a vessel
foi'mative.']
{Physiol.) Concerned in the develop-

-{-

ment and fonnation

of blood vessels and blood corpuscles; as, the vasoformative cells.
Vas'O-hy'per-ton'ic (-hi'per-ton'Ik), a. [See Hypeb-,

and Tonic]

See Vasoconstrictor.
Vas'o-hy'po-ton'ic (-p6-ton'Ik), a. [See Hypo-, and
See Vasodilator.
Vas'o-in-hlb'i-to-ry (-Tn-hib'i-to-ry), a. {Physiol.)
See Vasodilator.
motor
Vas'O-mo'tor (-mo'ter), a. [L. vas a vessel
that which moves, fr. WiOWJ'e to move.] {Physiol.) Caustlie
vasomotor
ing movement in the walls of vessels as,
mechanisms the vasomotor nerves, a system of nerves
distributed over the muscular coats of the blood vessels.
Vasomotor center, the chief dominating or general center which supplies all the unstriped muscles of the arterial system with motor nerves, situated in a part of the
medulla oblongata a center of reflex action by the working of whicli afferent impulses are changed into efferent,
— vasomotor impulses leading either to diiatiun oi' constriction of the blood vessels.
Vas'sal (vSs'sal), re. [F., fr. LL. vassallus, vassus;
cf. W.
Corn, gtvus a youth, page,
of Celtic origin
servant. Arm. gwaz a man, a male. Cf. Valet, Varlet,
Vavasor.] 1. {Feud. Law) The grantee of a fief, feud,
or fee one who holds land of a superior, and who vows
fidelity and homage to him ; a feudatory
a feudal

Tonic]

+

;

;

;

&

Vase

It.
(vas or vaz ; 277), re.
[F. vase ; cf. Sp.
vaso ; fr. L. vas, vasum. Cf. Vascular, Vessel.] 1.
vessel adapted for various domestic purposes, and anciently for sacrificial uses ; especially, a vessel of antique
or elegant pattern used for ornament as, a porcelain
vase ; a gold vase ; a Grecian vase. See Illust. of Port-

A

;

;

Burrill.

tenant.

A subject

a dependent a servant ; a bondman a
Milton,
"The t)aOTa/i of his anger."
Rear vassal, the vassal of a vassal ; an arriere vassal.
Vas'sal, a. Resembling a vassal ; slavish ; servile.
The sun and every vassal star.
Keble.
To treat as a vassal; to subject to
Vas'sal, V. i.
Beau. & Fl,
control to enslave.
lObs.']
Vas'sal-age (-Sj 48), re. [OE. vassalage, F. vasselage, LL. vassallatictim.^ 1. The state of being a vassal,
2.
slave.

A

etc. Of modern English pracMr. A. J. Ellis (1874) says " Vase has four pronunciations in English vaz, which I most commonly say, is
going out ofuse, vdz'l hear most frequently, vaz very
rarely, and vas I only know from Cull's marking. On the
analogy of case, however, it should be the regular sound.
3. (Bot.) The calyx of a plant.

tice,

:

;

or feudatory.
2. Political servitude

Vas'e-Ime (vSs'e-lTn or -15n), re. [Said by the manufacturer to be derived from 6. wasser water -}- Gr.
cXaiov olive oil.] A yellowish translucent substance, almost odorless and tasteless, obtained as a residue in the
purification of crude petroleum, and consisting essentially of a mixture of several of the higher members of
the paraflSn series.
It is used as an unguent, and for
various purposes in the arts.
See the Note under Pet[Written also

vnselin.'i
a.

Vase'-Shaped' (vas'shapf),

Formed

flowerpot.

[L. vas a vessel -|;
vessel, or duct.
Vaslfonn tissue (Bot. ), tissue containing vessels, or ducts.
Vas'0-COIl-Strlct'or (-o-kon-strlk'ter), a. {Physiol.)

aU

;

subjection

;

;

slav-

as,

Shak..
[iJ.]
4. Vassals, collectively ; vassalry.
5. Valorous service, such as that performed by a vasChaucer.
sal; valor; prowess; courage.
[06j>.]
Spenser.
female vassal. [iJ.]
Vas'sal-ess, ra.
Vas'sal-ry (-rj?), n. The body of vassals. [-/?.]
ICompar. Vaster (-er) superl.
Vast (vast), a.
Vastest.]
[L. vastus empty, waste, enormous, immense cf. F. vaste. See Waste, and cf. Devastate.]
1. Waste ; desert ; desolate ; lonely.
[06i.]

A

;

:

Shak.
The empty, vast, and wandering air.
Of great extent ; very spacious or large also, huge
in bulk
immense enormous as, the vast ocean ; vast
mountains ; the vast empire of Russia.
Zlilton.
Through the vast and boundless deep.
3. Very great in numbers, quantity, or amount ; as, a
vast army a vast sum of money.
4. Very great in force mighty as, vast labor.
5. Very great in importance
as, a subject of vast
2.

;

;

;

;

eve, eveiU,

;

;

;

concern.

— Enoimous; huge; immense; mighty.
Vast, re. A waste region boundless space ; immen" The watery vast,"
Pope,
sity.
Syn.

;

Michael bid sound
the vast of heaven
Milton.

sounded.

It

Vas-ta'tion (vas-ta'shiin), re. [L. vastatio, fr. vastare
to lay waste, fr. vastus empty, waste.] A laying waste
Bp. Hall.
waste depopulation devastation. [OJs.]
Fuller.
Vas'tel (vos'tel), n. See Wastel. [06s.]
;

;

[Cf. OF. vastite, L.
re.
Vas-tid'i-ty
Vastness ; immensity. [06s.] " All the world's-

(vSs-tld'I-ty),

vastitas.']

Shak.

vastidity."

Vast'i-tude (vast'I-tud),

re.

ness ; immense extent. [JJ.]
2. Destruction ; vastation.

Vast'1-ty

[L. vasiitudo.'\

The huge

Joye.

[06s.]

[L. vastitas.']

(-ty), n.

1. Vast-

Vastness.

iObs.']

Holland.

vastity of the world.

Vast'ly, adv. To a vast extent or degree ; very
Jer. Taylor.
immensely.
Vast'ness, n. The quality or state of being vast.
immense.
[22.]
Vast;
Vast'y (-y), a. [From Vast.]
Shak.
I can call spirits from the vasty deep.
Va'sum (va'siim), re. [L., a vase. See Vase.]

greatly

;

II

{Zo'ol.)

A

including
species

of

genus
several
large

marine gastropods having massive

pyriform

with conspicuous folds ou
the columella.
shells,

like a vase,

Vas'i-fonn (vSs'i-fSrm 277), a.
{Biol.) Having the form of a
-form.']

final,

dependence

;

the Greeks were held in vassalage by the Turks.
" The (5ountship of
3. A territory held in vassalage.
Milman.
Foix, with six territorial vassalages."
ery ;

;

common

;

The archangel trumpet. Through
Pope.

rhyme with phrase, maze,

or like a

;

;

;

gold,

—

rolatum.

&

;

;

in collecting plants.

5^^

Varuna.

also vervel.l

where the scene «f action

;

we vary for.

vessel similar to that described in
the first definition above, or the representation of one in
a solid block of stone, or the like, used for an ornament,
as on a terrace or in a garden.
See Plusi. of Niche.
(6) The body, or naked ground, of the Corinthian and
Composite capital;
called also tambour, and drum.
Until the time of Walker (1791), vase was made to
rhyme witli base, case, etc., and it is still commonly so
pronounced in the United States. Walker made it to

re.

Vai-y oft their love

—

;

;

opinion.
rich jewel which

The

2. {Arch.) {a)

[Written

Shall

;

II

Causing constriction of the blood vessels ; as, the vaioconstrictor nerves, stimulation of which causes constriction of the blood vessels to which they go. These nerves
are also called vasohypertonic.
Vas'O-den'tine (vas'6-den'tTn), n. [L. vas avessel -|modified form of dentiue, which
E. detitine.li (Ajiat.)
is permeated by blood capillaries ; vascular dentiue.
Vas'0-di-lat'or (-di-lat'er or -dt-), a. [L. vas a vessel
dilator.'] {Physiol.) Causing dilation or relaxation of
the blood vessels as, the vasodilator nerves, stimulation
of which causes dilation of the blood vessels to which they
These nerves are also called vaso-inhibitory, and
go.
vasohypotonie nerves, since their stimulation causes re-

;

land vase, under Portland.
No chargers then were wrought in burnished
Nor silver rases took the forming mold.

[F. vervelle.']
In falconry, one of the rings
secured to the ends of

the

To differ, or be different to be unlike or diverse
the laws of France vary from those of England.
3. To alter or change in succession to alternate ; as,
one mathematical quantity varies inversely as another.
While fear and anger, with alternate grace,
Pant in her breast, and vary in her face.
Addison.
4. To deviate ; to depart
followed by
to swerve
from ; as, to vary from the law, or from reason. Locke.
as,
6. To disagree
to be at variance or in dissension
2.

as,

;

water.

Var'vel

4.

;

men vary in

(-nlsh), n.

;

(vS'ryi, v. i.
l. To alter, or be altered, in any
to Buffer a partial change to become different
modified ; as, colors vary in different lights.
That each from other differs, first confess ;
Next, that he varies from himself no less.
Pope.

Shak.

akin to F. vernir to varnish,

2. Tliat

to prekey, measure, etc.
fancifully

;

young
mob.

[OE. vernish, F. vermis, LL. verfr. (assumed) LL.
vitrinire to glaze, from LL. vitrinus glassy, fr. L. vitrum
glass.
See Vitreous.] 1. A viscid liquid, consisting of
a solution of resinous matter in an oil or a volatile liquid,
laid on work with a brush, or otherwise.
When applied
the varnish soon dries, either by evaporation or cliemical
action, and the resinous part forms thus a smooth, hard
surface, with a beautiful gloss, capable of resisting, to a

Var'nish

pr.

;

;

;

3.

To embellish to change
new aspects, as of form,

4. {Mus. )

A

;

;

;

See Varlation,

footman. [Ofo.]
Spenser. Tusser. vv Varices of
Triton
gran2. Hence, a low fellow a scoundrel
dimaculatum.
a rascal as, an impudent varlet.

;

of different kinds to make different from
to diversify to variegate.
varied their inclinations. Sir T. Browne.
God hath here
Varied his bounty so \vith new deligiits.
Milton.
;

God hath

Va'ry
manner

varlet,

vaslet, vallet, servant, young man, young
noble, dim. of vassal. See Vassal, and
1.
servant, especially
cf. Valet.]
to a knight ; an attendant ; a valet ; a

niciuin

To make

sent under

Vark

(Zool.)

3.

one another

;

VAT
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2. (Zool.) One of the prominent ridges or ribs eztending across e«cli of tlie wliorls of certain
imivalve sliells.
81^^ Tlie varices usually indicate
etages of growth, each cue showing a
former position of the outer lip of the
II

;

;

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

Vat
[A
for

(vat),
re.
dialectic form
frit, OE. fat,

AS. fxt; akin to
idea,

ill

;

old,

Vasum ( Vnsum comigerum). a Side -vieTTwith Animal

;

6 Front

dbey, drb, 5dd

view of

Shell.

;

;;
;

VAT
&

as over a staircase (see Rampant vault, under Rampant),
Coved
or curved in plan, as around the apse of a church.
vault.
(Arch.) See under 1st Cove, v. t.
Groined vault
(Arch.), a vault having groins, that is, one in which different cylindrical surfaces intersect one another, as distinguished from a barrel, or wagon, vault.
Rampant
vault. (Arch.) See under Rampant.
Ribbed vault (Arch. ),
a vault differing from others in having solid ribs which
bear the weight of the vaulted surface. True Gothic
vaults are of this character.
Vault light, a partly glazed
plate inserted in a pavement or ceiling to admit light to
a vault below.

—

;

ity of

;

an arched cellar. [_Obs.']
Vault'ed, a. 1. Arched concave
2. Covered with an arch, or vault.
3. (Bot.)

concave.
Shah.
(vans or vans), v. i.
[See Advance.] To advanced [OJs.]
Spenser,
Vaunt (vant or vant 277), v. i. limp.
Jaunted p. pr. vb. re. Vaunt- y^„,t^^ p^,^,_
^n i'ING.]
[F. vanter, LL. vamtare, fr. L. vamis
vain.
See Vain.] To boast ; to make a vain display of
one's own worth, attainments, decorations, or the like
to talk ostentatiously to brag.
Pride, which prompts a man to vaunt and overvalue what he is,
;

*

does incline him to disvalue what he has.

Gov. of Tongue.
Vaunt, V. t. To boast of ; to make a vain display of ;
to display with ostentation.
Charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up. 1 Cor. xiii. 4.
My vanquisher, spoiled of his vaunted spoil. Milton.
vain display of what one is, or has, or
Vaunt, re.
has done ; ostentation from vanity ; a boast ; a brag.
The spirits beneath, whom I seduced
Milton.
With other promises and other vaunts.
Vaunt, re. [F. avant before, fore. See Avant, VanShak.
GUAKD.] The first part. [06s.]

A

Taylor.

;

Vaunt, V. t. [See Avant, Advance.] To put forSpenser.
ward to display. lObs.'] '^ Vaunted speai."
And what so else his person most may vaunt. Spenser.
;

See Van-courier.
Shak.
Vaunt'er (-er), n. One who vaunts a boaster.
Vaunt'ful (-ful), a. Given to vaunting or boasting

Vannt'-COU'ri-er

;

;

;

vainly ostentatious ; boastful ; vainglorious.
Vaunt'ing-ly, adv. In a vaunting manner.
Vaunt'mure' (-mur'), n. [F. avant-mur. See Vanfalse wall a work raised
guard, and MuKE.] (Fort.)
in front of the main wall.
[Written also vaimure, and
Camden.
vamure.']
Vauque'lin-ite (vok'lin-It), n. [So called after the
French chemist Vauquelin, who died in 1829 cf. F.
vauquelinite.^ (Min.) Chromate of copper and lead, ol
various shades of green.
Vaut (vat), V. i. To vault ; to leap. [06.S.] Spenser.
Spenser.
Vaut, re." A vault ; a leap. lObs.']
Vaut'y (-y), a. Vaulted. " The haughty t'a!(/u welTaylor (1611).
kin." lObs.']
Vav'a-sor (vSv'a-sor), re. [OE. vcroasoiir, OF. vavassor, vavassour, F. vavasseur, LL. vavassor, probably
See
contr. from vassus vassorum vassal of the vassals.
Vassal.] (Feud. Law) The vassal or tenant of a baron
and
who
also
had
tenants
one who held under a baron,
under him ; one in dignity next to a baron ; a title of
dignity next to a baron. Burrill. " A worthy vavaChaucer, [Also written vavasour, vavassor, valsour.''''
vasor, etc.]
Vavasours subdivide again to vassals, exchanging land and

Ci/c.

A

& pi.

&

The long-drawn aisle and fretted vault.
Gray.
arched apartment; especially, a subterranean
room, usedforstoring articles, for a

An

inter-

ment, or the like
a cell
a cellar.
;

"Charnel vaults."
Milton.

The

silent vaults of

Sandys.

To

Motley.
human or otlierwise, against fealty.
[F. vavassorie.']
(Fetid,
Vav'a-SO-ry (-so-ry), n.
Law) The quality or tenure of the fee held by a vavasor
also, the lands held by a vavasor.
Va'ward' (va'ward'), n. [For vamrard, equivalent to
The fore
See Vanguaed, Ward guard.]
vanguard.

cattle,

banish rats that

haunt our

vault.

Swift.

3.

The

canopy

heaven ; the sky.
That heaven's i^ault
should crack. Sliak.
4. [F. voile, It.
of

volta, originally,

turn,

word
(o)
(b)

part
Vault,

2.

Specifically

:

—

;

tiie like.
I

in this

word was formerly often suppressed

;

In pronunci.ation.
Barrel,

Cradle,

Oylindrlcal, or

kind of vault having two

same section or
use,

Wagon, vault

par.allel

profile at all points.

linite,

r\ide,

full,

(A7-cli.),

a

ahutnients, and the
It

we

—

A

may

be rampant.

up, firu

;

pity

;

food,

f<><>t

;

Vec'tl-ta'tlon (vSk-tT-ta'shun), «. [L. vectitatus borne
about, fr. vectarc, v. intens. fr. vehere, vectum, to carry.]
The act of carrying, or state of being carried. [06s.]
Vec'tor (vek'tor), re. [L., a bearer, carrier, fr. vehere,
vectum, to carry.] 1. Same as Radius vector.
2. (Math.) A directed quantity, as a straight line, a
Vectors are said to be equal when
force, or a velocity.
their directions are the same and their magnitudes equal.
Cf. Scalar.

B^"" In a triangle, either side is the vector sum of the
other two sides taken in proper order ; the process of finding the vector sum of two or more vectors is vector addition (see under Addition).
Vec'ture

(vSk'tiir

;

135), n.

[L. vectura,

from vehere,

vectum, to carry. Cf. Vettura, Voiture.] The act of
carrying conveyance carriage. [06s.]
Bacon.
Ve'da (va'da or ve'da 277), n. [Skr. veda, properly,
knowledge, from vid to know. See Wit.] The ancifent
sacred literature of the Hindoos also, one of the four
collections, called Big-Veda, Yajur-Veda, Sama-Veda,
and Atharva-Veda, constituting the most ancient por;

;

;

;

tions of that literature.

<SS^^ The language of the Vedas is usually called Vedic
Sanskrit, as distinguished from the later and more settled form called classical Sanskrit.

Ve-dan'ta (ve-dSn'ta), re. [Skr. Vedanta.'] A system
of philosophy among the Hindoos, founded on scattered
texts of the Vedas, and thence termed the " Anta," or
end or substance.
Balfour (Cyc. of India).
Ve-dan'tlc (-tik), a. Of or pertaining to the Vedas.
Ve-dan'tist (-tist), n. One versed in the doctrines of
the Vedantas.
Ved'dahs (ved'daz), n. pi. (Ethnol.) A primitive peoEncyc. Bril.
ple of Ceylon.
[Written also Weddahs."]
[F. vedette. It. vedetta, for
Ve-dette' (ve-def), re.
veletta (influenced by vedere to see, L. videre), from It.
veglia watch,!,, vigilia. See Vigil.] A sentinel, usually
on horseback, stationed on the outpost of an army, to
watch an enemy and give notice of danger ; a vidette.
Ve'dic (va'dik or ve'-), a. Of or pertaining to the
Max Miiller.
Vedas, or one of the Vedas.
Russian liquid
[Russ.]
Ve'dro (va'dro), re.
measure, equal to 3.249 gallons of U. S. standard measMcElrath,
ure, or 2.706 imperial gallons.
Veer (ver), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Veered (verd) ; p.
birar),
virar,
pr.
virer
(cf.
Sp.
vb. re. Veerino.]
IF.
LL. virare; perhaps fr. L. vibrare to brandish, vibrate
viriola
bracelets,
viriae
armlets,
(cf. Vibrate)
or cf. L.
To
Cf. Environ.]
a little bracelet (cf. Ferrule).
wind
veers
the
change direction ; to turn ; to shift ; as,
" His wen'rejr gait. " Wordstoorth,
to the west or north.
And as he leads, the following navy veers. Dryden.
An ordinary community which is hostile or friendly as pasBurke.
sion or as interest may veer about.
To veer and haul (Naut.), to vary the course or direction;— said of the wind, which vee7-s aft and hauls forward. The wind is also said to veer when it shifts with
the sun.
Veer, v. t. To direct to a different course ; to turn
to wear ; as, to veer, or wear, a vessel.
To veer and haul (Naut.), to pull tight and slacken alternately. ToWere.
To veer away or out (A'oh/.), to let out
to slacken and let run; to payout; as, to veer aicay ttia
cable ; to veer out a rope.
Veer'a-We (-a-b'l), a. Changeable; shifting; as,

A

II

&

&

;

—

Dampier.
winds veerable to southwest.
Veer'ing-ly, adv.
Veer'ing, a. Shifting.
thrush
(TurAmerican
Veer'y (ver'y), n. (Zo'ol.) An
dus fuscescens) common
in the Northern United
States and Canada. It is

—

tawny brown above.
breast is pale buff,
thickly spotted with brown.
Called also Wilson's thrush.
Sometimes I hear the veery's

light

The

clarion.

Tliorcau.

Ve'ga

(Astron.)
[Ar. wagi', properly, falling:
F. IVega.]
brilliant star
of the first magnitude, the
brightest of those constituting
,.„,..
,,
Y^eryiTurdusfiiscescens^
the constellation Lyra.
Veg'e-ta-bil'i-ty (vej'e-t4-bYl'T-ty), n. The quality or
Sir T. Browne.
state of being vegetable.
[06s.]
Veg'e-ta-ble (vgj'e-ta-b'l), a. [F. vegetable growing,
capable of growing, formerly also, as a noun, a vegetable,
from L. vegetabilis enlivening, fi'om vegelare to enliven,
invigorate, quicken, vegetus enfivened, vigorous, active,
vegere to quicken, arouse, to be lively, akin to vigere to
be lively, to thrive, vigil watchful, awake, and probably
to E. tcake, v. See Vigil, Wake, v.'] 1. Of or pertaining
to plants having the nature of, or produced by, plants
as, a vegetable nature ; vegetable gi'owths, juices, etc.
Blooming ambrosial fruit
(ve'ga), m.

A

cf.

;

Of vegetable so\ii.

Milton,

2. Consisting of, or comprising, plants as, the vegetable kingdom.
Vegetable alkali (Cheni.), an alkaloid, -Vegetable brimBtone.
(JSol.) See Vigrlahle sulphur,
below.
Vegetable butter (Dot.), a
name of several kinds of ooniu'eto vegetable oil; as that produced by the
Indian butter tree, the African shea
tree, and tlie Pc>dadcs}iui bulyracca,
a tree of the order Oultifcr:i', also African.
Still luiother knul is pressed
from the nei'ds of cocoa ( 'fheohroma).
Vegetable flannel, a textile material,
;

—

[Ofe.]

liave tlie vnward of the day.
Sliak.
(va'za pSr'rut). (Zo'ol). Any one of
several species of parrots of the genus Coracopsis, native
called also vasa parrot,
of Madagascar ;
Ve'a-dar (ve'iV-diir), ». The thirteenth, or intercalary,
month of the Jewish ecclesiastical calendar, which is
added about every third year.
Veal (vel), n. [OE. veel, OF. veel, F. veau, L. vilellus,
dim. of Vilnius a calf akin to E. wether. See Whther,
and cf. Vellum, VrruLiNE.] The fiesh of a calf when
killed and used for food.
Vec'Uon (vSk'ahDn), ?),. [L. vectio, from vehere, vectmn, to carry.] Vectitation. [04«.]

(Man.) The bound or leap of a horse a curvet.
leap by aid of the hands, or of a pole, spring-

I!^°" The

van.

Va'za par'rot

See the Etymology above.]

A

board, or

;

Since

a

and the same
as volta an arch.

leap or bound.

;

:

canopy.

fleath.

(-koo'ri-er), n.

lObs.']

[F.] 1. An inhabitant, or the inhabitants, of the Swiss canton of Vaud.
2. A modern name of the Waldenses.
Vau-dOUX' (vo-doo'), re.
a.
See Voonoo.
Vault (valt; see Note, beloiv), n. [OE. voide, OF.
voute, volte, F. voute, LL. volta, for voluta, volidio, fr. L.
volvere, volutum, to roll, to turn about.
See Voluble,
and cf. Vault a leap, Volt a turn, Volute.] 1. (Arch.)
An arched structure of masonry, forming a ceiling or

for

&

;

;

;

prison,

;

Vaunce

II

2.

mouth, as the

;

Va-tic'I-na'tor (va-tis'i-na'ter), n.
[L.]
One who
a prophet.
Vat'i-cine (vat'I-sin), re. [L. vaticinium.l A prediction a vaticination.
[Ois.]
Holinshed.
Vaude'vllle ( vod'vll), re. [F. , fr. Vau-de-vire, a village in Normandy, where Olivier Basselin, at the end of
the 14tli century, composed such songs.] [Written also
vaudevil.']
1. A kind of song of a lively character, frequently embodying a satire on some person or event,
sung to a familiar air in couplets with a refrain a street
song ; a topical song.
2. A theatrical piece, usually a comedy, the dialogue
of which is intermingled with light or satirical songs, set
to familiar airs.
The early vaudeville, which is the forerunner of the opera
Johnson's

like the roof of the

Vault'y (-3?), a. Arched
" The «««(?<!/ heaven."
\_Obs.'\

&

and piquant.

Arched

;

—

ivo-iv/a.'), n. sing.

Shak.
a vaulted roof.

;

upper lip of many ringent flowers.
Vault'er (-er), n. One who vaults; a
leaper a tumbler.
B. Jonson.
Vanlt'ing, n. 1. Tlie act of constructing vaults a vaulted construction.
2. Act of one who vaults or leaps.

;

light, graceful,

as,

;

;

;

was

Addison.

2. To exhibit feats of tumbling or leaping to tumble.
Vault'age (-aj), n. Vaulted work; also, a vaulted

;

iWaa-AolS'

;

youth.

place

t.
[L. vaticinatus, p. p.
Va-tlc'1-nate (-nat), v. i.
of vaticinari to prophesy, fr. vaticinus prophetical, fr.
vates a prophet.] To prophesy ; to foretell to practice
prediction to utter prophecies.
Va-tic'i-na'tion (-na'shun), n. [L. vatieinatio.l Prediction prophecy.
It is not a false utterance ; it is a true, though an impetuous,

ooufle,

;

;

the anathemas, or denuncia-

1.

&

;

2. [See Vault, v. i.]
To leap over ; esp., to leap
over by aid of the hands or a pole as, to vault a fence.
I will vault credit, and aifect high pleasures. Webster (1623).
[Cf. OF. volter, F. voltiger. It. voltare
Vault, V. i.
to turn. See Vault, »., 4.] 1. To leap to bound to
jump ; to spring.
Vaulting ambition, which o*erleaps itself.
Shak.
Leaning on his lance, he vaulted on a tree.
Dryden.
Lucan vaulted upon Pegasus with all the heat and intrepid-

;

vaticinates

t.

;

Vat'i-can-ism (-Tz'm), re. The doctrine of papal supremacy extreme views in support of the authority of
the pope ultramontanism
a term used only by persons who are not Roman Catholics.
n.
One
who
Vat'i-can-lst,
strongly adheres to the
papal authority an ultramontanist.
Vat'i-cide (-sid), re. [L. vates a prophet -|- caedere to
kill.] The murder, or the murderer, of a prophet. " The
caitiff valicide."
Pope.
Va-tic'1-nal (va-tls'i-nal), a. [See Vaticinate.] Of
or pertaining to prophecy prophetic.
T. Warton.

vaticination.

(valt), V.

;

thority.

;

&

[imp.
p. p. Vaulted p. pr.
vb. re. Vaulting.]
[OE. vouten, OF. volter, vouter, P.
voUter.
See Vault an arch.] 1. To form with a vault,
or to cover with a vault to give the shape of an arch to
to arch as, to vazclt a roof to vault a passage to a court.
The shady arch that vaulted the broad green alley. Sir W. Scott.

Vault

;

;

—

—

C

;

—

—

&

;

VEGETABLE
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Sw. fat, Dan.
D. vai, OS. /at, G. fass, OHG. faz, Icel.
fad, Lith. pudas a pot, and probably to G. fassen to seize,
to contain, OHG. fazzOn, D. vatten. Cf. Fat a vat.]
1. A large vessel, oistern, or tub, especially one used
for holding liquors in an immature state, chemical preparations for dyeing, or for tanning leather, or the like.
Let him produce his vats and tubs, in opposition to heaps
of arms and standards.
Addison.
2. A measure for liquids, and also a dry measure ; especially, a liquid measure in Belgium and Holland, corresponding to the hectoliter of the metric system, which
contains 22.01 imperial gallons, or 26.4 standard gallons
in the United States.
m^" The old Dutch grain vat averaged 0.762 Winchester
bushel. The old London coal vat contained 9 bushels. The
solid-measurement vat of Amsterdam contains 40 cubic
feet ; the wine vat, 241.57 imperial gallons, and the vat
for olive oil, 225.45 imperial gallons.
3. (Metal.) (a) A wooden tub for washing ores and
mineral substances in. (6) A square, hollow place on the
back of a calcining furnace, where tin ore is laid to dry.
4. (iJ.
Ch.) A vessel for holding holy water.
Vat (v5t), V. t. limp. &p.p. Vatted (vSt'tSd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Vatting.]
To put or transfer into a vat. [iJ.]
Vat'fnl (-ful), re. ; pi. Vatfuls (-fulz). As much as a
vat will hold enough to fill a vat.
Vat'lc-al (-i-kol), a. [L. vates a prophet.] Of or pertaining to a prophet ; prophetical. [06j.]
Bp. Hall.
Vat'i-can (v5t'i-kan), re.
[L. Vaticanus, mons, or
collis, Vaticanus, the Vatican hill, in Rome, on the western bank of the Tiber : cf. F. Vatican, It. Vaticano.] A
magnificent assemblage of buildings at Rome, near the
church of St. Peter, including the pope's palace, a museum, a library, a famous chapel, etc.
ffl^"" The word is often used to indicate the papal auThtmders of the Vatican,
tions, of the pope.

;;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

—

manufactured iuGcrniany from pineneedle wool, a down or fiber obtained
from the leaves of tlm I'iniis siilvestris.
Veg«tablo ivory. See Jrori/ nut,
under Ivouv.
Vegetable .lolly.
See
Pectin.
Vegetable kingdom.
(A'at.
/list.)
See the last Phrase, below.—

sins, iQk

—

—

;

tlien,

—

thin

;

bON

;

zh

=z

Aegrogntc l'>uit of
Ivor^v Pnlm. containing Vegetable
Ivory Nuts.

in azure.

;;
;

;
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(a) (Bot.) A slirubby West Indian
Vegetable leather,
spurge (Euphorbia punicea), with leathery foliage and
crimson bracts, (b) See Vegetable leather, nndeThBXTiTER.
Vegetable marrow (Bot.), an egg-shaped gourd, commonly eight to ten inches long. It is noted for the very tender quality of its flesh, and is a favorite culinary vegetable in England. It has been said to be of Persian origin,
but is now thought to have been derived from a form of
Vegetable oyster (Bot. ), the
the American pumpkin.
oyster plant. See under Oystek. — Vegetable parchment,
papyrine. — Vegetable sheep (But.), a white woolly plant
(Rnonlia exiinin) of New Zealand, which grows in the
form of large fleecv cusluons on the mountains. —Vegetable silk, a cottonlike, fibrous material obtained from
the coating of the seeds of a Brazilian tree Chorisia speciosa). It is used for various purposes, as for stuffing
cushions, and the like, but is incapable of bemg spun on
Vegeaccount of a want of cohesion among the fibers.
Vegetable sulphur, the fine
See 1st Loop.
table sponge.
and highly inflammable spores of the club moss (LycopoVegetable tallow, a subdium clavatum) witch meal.
stance resembling tallow, obtained from various plants
as, Chinese vegetable talloio, obtained from the seeds of
the tallow tree. Indian vegetable tallow is a name sometimes given to piney tallow. —Vegetable wax, a waxy excretion on the leaves or fruits of certain plants, as the
bayberry.
Vegetable kingdom (Nat. Hist.), that primary division of
living tilings which includes all plants. The classes of the
vegetable kingdom have been grouped differently by various botani.st3. The following is one of the best of the
many arrangements of the principal subdivisions.

as plants, by nutriment imbibed by means of roots and
leaves ; to start into growth to sprout to germinate.
See dying vegetables life sustain,
See life cfissolving vegetate again.
Pope.

—

—

(

—

—

—

;

;

Dicotyledons (called also Exo— Seeds with two or more
Stems with tlie pith,
woody fiber, and bark concentricDivided into two
ally arranged.
Angiosperms, having
subclasses

'1.

GENS).

cotyledons.

:

Ph^inogamia
(called also PhaneI.

the woody fiber interspersed with
dotted or annular ducts, and the
seeds contained in a true ovary
Gymnosperms, having few or no
ducts in the woody fiber, and the
seeds naked.

ROGAMIA).
Plants
having distinct'
flowers and true
seeds.

2.

—

DOGENs).
ledon. Stems with slender bundles
of woody fiber not concentrically
. arranged, and with no true bark.
'1. Ackogens.
Plants usually with

—

distinct stems and leaves, existmg
in two alternate conditions, one of

which
ic,

is nonsexual and sporophorthe other sexual and oophoric.

Divided into Vascular Acrogens,
or Pteridophyta, having the sporophoric plant conspicuous and consisting partly of vascular tissue, as
in Ferns, Lycopods, and Equiseta,

and Cellular Acrogens, or BryoPHYTA, having the sexual plant
most conspicuous, but destitute of
vascular tissue, as in Mosses and

n. Crtptogamia.

Plants without
true flowers, and
reproduced by minute spores of various kinds, or by
simple cell division.

Scale Mosses.
2.

Thallogens. — Plants without dis-

tinct

stem and leaves, consisting of

a simple or branched mass of cellular tissue, or reduced to a shigle
cell.

Reproduction effected

vari-

Divided into Alo^, which
contain chlorophyll or its equivaously.

and which live upon air and
water, and Fungi, which contain no
chlorophyll, and live on organic
lent,

matter. (Lichens are now believed
to be fungi parasitic on included
.

algoe.)

Many botanists divide the Phsenogamia primarily
^W
Gymnosperms and Angiosperms, and the

latter into

into

Dicotyledons and Monocotyledons.
Others consider
Pteridophyta and Bryophyta to be separate classes.
Thallogens are variously divided by different writers,
and the places for diatoms, slime molds, and stoneworts
are altogether uncertain.
For definitions, see these

;

;

fruits.

See Vegetable.]
Veg'e-tal (-tal), a.
[F. vegetal.
1. Of or pertaining to vegetables, or the vegetable
kingdom of the nature of a vegetable ; vegetable.
All creatures vegetal, sensible, and rational.
Burton.
;

2. {Biol.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, that class
of vital phenomena, such as digestion, absorption, assimilation, secretion, excretion, circulation, generation, etc.,
which are common to plants and animals, in distinction
from sensation and volition, which are peculiar to animals.
B. Jonson.
Veg'e-tal, n. [P.]
vegetable.
[JJ.]
Veg'e-tal'i-ty (-tai'T-ty), n. l. The quality or state
of being vegetal, or vegetable,
[i?.]
2. (Biol.) The quality or state of being vegetal, or exhibiting those physiological phenomena which are common to plants »nd animals. See Vegetal, a., 2.
One who holds that
VeB'e-ta'rl-au (-tS'rT-an), n.
vegetables and fruits are the only proper food for man.
Strict vegetarians eat no meat, eggs, or milk.
Veg'e-ta'ri-an, a. Of or pertaining to vegetarianism ;

A

a vegetarian diet.
Veg'e-ta'ri-an-ism (-tz'm), n.

as,

The theory

or prac-

upon vegetables and fruits.
(vej'e-tat), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Vegetated
pr.
vb. n. Vegetating.]
[L. vegetatus, p.
; p.
See Vegetable.] 1. To grow.
p. of TCjefare to enliven.

tice of living

Veg'e-tate

(-ta'ted)

&

&

ale,

senate,

care,

am,

iirm,

ask,

.

3. (Med.) To grow exuberantly; to produce fleshy or
warty outgrowths as, a vegetating papule.
Veg'e-ta'tlon (vej'e-ta'shun), n. [Cf. F. vegetation, L.
vegetatio an enlivening.
See Vegetate.] 1. The act or
process of vegetating, or growing as a plant does vegetable growth.
;

;

2.

The sum

general

of vegetable life
vegetables or plants in
as, luxuriant vegetation.

;

;

3. (Med.) An exuberant morbid outgrowth
part, especially upon the valves of the heart.

Vegetation of salts

(

upon any

;

screen, usually of gauze, crape, or similar diaphanoue
material, to hide or protect the face.
The veil of the temple was rent in twain. Matt, xxvii. 61.
She, as a veil down to the slender waist.
Her unadorned golden tresses wore.
Milton.
2. A cover ; a disguise a mask
a pretense.
[I will] pluck the borrowed veil of modesty from the so-seeming Mistress Page.
Shak.
3. (Bot.) (a) The calyptra of mosses.
(6) A membrane connecting the margin of the pileus of a mushroom
with the stalk ;
called also velum.
4. (Eccl. ) A covering for a person or thing ; as, a.
;

;

—

nun's veil ; a paten veil
5. (Zool.)

Same

as

;

an altar

Velum,

veil.

3.

To take the veil (Eccl.), to receive, or be covered with, a
veil, as a nun, in token of retirement from the world ; to
become a nun.
Veil (val), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Veiled (vald) p. pr.
& vb. n. Veiling.] [Ct. OF. veler, F. voiler, L. velare.
See Veil, re.]
[Written also vail.} 1. To throw a veil
over to cover with a veil.
Her face was veiled : yet to my fancied sight,
;

Old Chem.), a crystalline growth of

an arborescent form.

;

Veg'e-ta-tive (vgj'e-ta-tTv), a.
[Cf. F. vegetatif.2
1. Growing, or having the power of growing, as plants
capable of vegetating.
2. Having the power to produce growth in plants as,
the vegetative properties of soil.
;

3. (Biol.) Having relation to growth or nutrition
partaking of simple growth and enlargement of the systems of nutrition, apart from the sensorial or distinctively animal functions vegetal.
Veg'e-ta-tive-ly, adv.
Veg'e-ta-tive-ness, re.
Ve-gete' (ve-jef), a. [L. vegelus. See Vegetable.]
Lively ; active sprightly vigorous. [06i.]
Even her body was made airy and vegete. Jer. Taylor.
Veg'e-tive (vgj't-ttv), a. [See Vegetate, and Vegetative.] Having the nature of a plant vegetable as,
;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

vegetive

Tusser.

[Ji.]

life.

Veg'e-tive, ».

A vegetable.

That dwell

[Obs.']

The blest infusions
in vegetives, in metals, stones.

Skak.

Veg'e-tO-an'i-mal (-to-5u'i-mol), a. (Biol.) Partaking of the nature both of vegetable and animal matter ;
a term sometimes applied to vegetable albumen and gluten, from their resemblance to similar animal products.
Veg'e-tOUS (-tSs), a. [L. vegetus. See Vegete.] Vigorous; lively; active; vegete. [OJs.]
B. Jonson.
Ve'he-mence (ve'he-mens), n. [L. vehementia : cf.
F. vehemence.'} 1. The quality or state of being vehement ; impetuous force ; impetuosity ; violence fury ; as,
the vehemence of the wind ; to speak with vehemence.
2. Violent ardor ; great heat
animated fervor ; as,
the vehemence of love, anger, or other passions.
Addison.
I . tremble at his vehemence of temper.
Ve'he-men-cy (-men-sy), n. Vehemence. [iJ.]
The vehemency of your affection.
Shak.
Ve'he-ment (-ment), a. [L. vehemens, the first part
of which is perhaps akin to vehere to carry, and the
second mens mind : cf. F. vehement. Cf. Vehicle, and
Mental.] 1. Acting with great force ; furious ; violent
impetuous ; forcible ; mighty ; as, a vehement wind ; a
vehement torrent ; a vehement fire or heat.
2. Very ardent ; very eager or urgent ; very fervent
passionate; as, a «)eAe7nen< affection or passion. "Vehement inatigation." Shak. " Vehement deBire." Milton.

—

;

;

.

.

Syn. — Furious;
ate

;

ardent

;

violent; raging; impetuous; passion;
hot fervid ; burnmg.

eager

;

Ve'he-ment-ly, adv. In a vehement manner.
Ve'hi-Cle (ve'hT-k'l), n. [L. vehiculum, fr. vehere to
carry akin to E. ivay, wain. See Way, n. , and cf Convex, Inveigh, Veil, Vex.] 1. That in or en which any
person or thing is, or may be, carried, as a coach, car.

;

wagon,
conveyance
riage,

;

names in the Vocabulary.
Veg'e-ta-ble (vej'e-tar-b'l), n. X. (Biol.) A plant.
See Plant.
2. A plant used or cultivated for food for man or domestic animals, as the cabbage, turnip, potato, bean,
dandelion, etc. also, the edible part of such a plant, as
prepared for market or the table.
^W^ Veqetables and fruits are sometimes loosely distinguished by the usual need of cooking the former for
the use of man, while the latter may be eaten raw but
the distinction often fails, as in the case of quinces, barberries, and other fruits, and lettuce, celery, and other
vegetables. Tomatoes if cooked are vegetables, if eaten
raw are

:

Monocotyledons

(called also EnSeeds with single coty-

;

2. Fig. To lead a life too low for an animate creature
to do notliing but eat and grow.
Cowper.
would have vegetated stupidly in the places
Persons who
where fortune had fixed them.
Jeffrey.
.

"

VELIFEROUS

;

.

;

a means of
cart, car, sleigh, bicycle, etc.
specifically, a means of conveyance upon
;

land.
2. That which is used as the instrument of conveyance
or communication ; as, matter is the vehicle of energy.
A simple style forms the best vehicle of thought to a popular
\Virt.
assembly.
3. (Pharm.)
substance in which medicine is taken.
4. (Paint.) Any liquid with which a pigment is applied,
including whatever gum, wax, or glutinous or adhesive

A

is combined with it.
I^F" Water is used in fresco and

substance

;

Conveyed in a vehicle; furVe'hl-cled (-k'ld), a.
M. Green.
nished with a vehicle.
[L. vehicularis : cf.
(ve-hTk'ii-ler),
a.
Ve-hlc'u-lar
F. vehiculaire.'] Of or pertaining to a vehicle serving
as a vehicle as, a vehicular contrivance.
Ve-hic'U-la-ry (-la-rj), a. Vehicular.
Ve-hlc'U-late, v. t. & i. To convey by means of a veCarlyle.
hicle to ride in a vehicle.
Ve-hic'U-la'tion (-la'shiSn), re. Movement of vehicles.
Ve-hic'U-la-tO-ry (-lA-tS-ry), a. Vehicular. Carlyle.
Veh'mlo (ve'mik or va'- 277), a. [G. vehm, fehm,
fehme, a secret tribunal of punishment, MHG. veime,
veme : cf. F. vehmique.} Of, pertaining to, or designa;

;

;

;

ting, certain secret tribunals which flourished in Germany
from the end of the 12th century to the middle of the 16th,
usurping many of the functions of the governments which

were too weak to maintain law and order, and inspiring
all

who came

within their jurisdiction.

Encyc. Brit.

Veil (val), n. [OE. veile,^ OF. veile, F. voile, L. velum
a sail, covering, curtain, veil, probably fr. vehere to bear,
carry, and thus originally, that which bears the ship
[Written also vail.}
on. See Vehicle, and cf. Reveal.]
1. Something hung up, or spread out, to intercept the
view, and hide an object; a cover; a curtain; esp., a
final,

stU

;

eve,

event,

:

;

end, fern, recent

j

ice,

A

,

work

of a leaf.
3. (Zo'ol.) One of the ribs or nervures of the wings of
insects.
See Venation.
4. (Geol. or Mining)
narrow mass of rock intersecting other rocks, and filling inclined or vertical fissures
not corresponding with the stratification ; a lode ; a
dike;
often limited, in the language of miners, to a
mineral vein or lode, that is, to a vein which contains useful minerals or ores.
fissure, cleft, or cavity, as in the earth or other
5.
" Down to the wtre« of earth.
substance.
Milton.

A

—

A

Let the glass of the prisms be free from veins. Sir I. Newton.
6. A streak or wave of different color, appearing in
in marble and other stones ; variegation.
7. A train of associations, thoughts, emotions, or the
like ; a current ; a course.
He can open a vein of true and noble thinking. Swift.
8. Peculiar temper or temperament ; tendency or turn
of mind
a particular disposition or cast of genius
humor strain ; quality ; also, manner of speech or action as, a rich vein of humor a satirical vein.
Shak.
Certain discoursing wits which are of the same veins. Bacon.
Invoke the Muses, and improve my vein.
Waller.
Vein, V, t. [imp.
p. p. Veined (vand) p. pr.
vb. n. Veining.]
To form or mark with veins ; to fill or
cover with veins.
Tennyson.
Vein'al (van'al), o. Pertaining to veins venous. [R.}
Veined (vand), a. 1. FuU of veins ; streaked ; variegated ; as, veined marble. " Veined follies."
Ford.
2. (Bot.) Having fibrovascular threads extending
throughout the lamina as, a veined leaf.
Vein'less (van'les), a. Having no veins ; as, a vein-

wood, and

;

;

;

;

&

&

;

;

;

less leaf.

Veln'let (van'lSt), re. A small vein.
Vein'OUS (-us), a. Marked with veins ; veined veiny.
The excellent old gentleman's nails are long and leaden, and
;

his

hands lean and

Dickens.

veinous.

Vein'stone' (-ston'), n. The nonmetalliferous mineral or rock material which accompanies the ores in a
vein, as quartz, calcite, barite, fluor spar, etc. ;
called
also veinstuff.
Vein'y (-y), a. [From Vein cf. F. veinL} Full of

—

:

veins

;

.

veinous

Ve'lar
to a

;

veined

;

as,

veiny marble.

[See Velum.] 1. Of or pertaining
esp. (Anat.), of or pertaining to the soft

(ve'ler), a.

velum;

palate.
2. (Phon.) Having the place of articulation on the
soft palate ; guttural ; as, the velar consonants, such as

k and hard

in water-color painting, the colors being consolidated with gum arable size
is used in distemper painting.
In oil painting, the fixed
oils of linseed, nut, and poppy, are used ; in encaustic,
Fairholt.
wax is the vehicle.

dread in

Love, sweetness, goodness, in her person shined. Milton,
2. Fig.
To invest ; to cover ; to hide ; to conceal.
To keep your great pretenses veitud.
Shak.
Veiled (vald), a. Covered by, or as by, a veil hidden. " Words used to convey a veiled meaning." Earle.
Veil'ing (val'i ng) «.
veil ; a thin covering ; also,
material for making veils.
Veil'less, a. Having no veil.
Tennyson.
[OE. veine, F. veine, L. vena.}'
Vein (van), n.
1. (Anat.) One of the vessels which carry blood,
either venous or arterial, to the heart. See Artery, 2.
2. (Bot.) One of the smaller branches of the frame-

g.

Ve-la'ri-um (ve-la'rT-um), n. ; pi. Velaria (-a). [L.,
(Zool.) The marginal membrane of certain
medusEe belonging to the Discophora.
Ve'late (ve'lat), a.
[L. velaius, p. p. of velare to
veil.
See Veil.] (Bot.) Having a veil; veiled.
II

a covering.]

Spenser.
(vel), n.
A veil. [Obs.}
Ve-lel'la (ve-lSl'la), «. [NL., dim. from L. velum a
a sail.] (Zool.) Any species of oceanic Siphonophora belonging to the
genus Velella.

Vele
II

veil,

1^=

These

crea-

tures are brilliantly
colored and float at the
surface of the sea.
They have an oblong,
disklike body, supported by a thin chiti-

nous plate, from which
rises

a thin diagonal

crest

which acts as a
The feeding and

sail.

reproductive z o o i d s
hang down from the
under side of the disk.

Ve-lif'er-ous
ITf'er-iis),

lifer ;

[L.

a.

velum a

(veve-

sail -|-

ferre to bear.] Carrying or bearing sails.
[Obs .} " Veliferous
chariots."
Evelyn.

idea,

ill

5

old,

Velella (.Velella

View with
Dorsal View.

obey, 6rb, oda

mutica).
Sail

a

Side

expanded

;

b

"

;

[NL., fr. L. velum a veil
n Vel'I-ger (vSl'T-jer), n.
gerere to bear.] {Zoo!.) Any larval gas^^'Siyfe
tropod or bivalve moUusk in the stage
when it is furnished with one or two ciliated
membranes for swimming.
(-ta'shiSn),
Vel'I-ta'tion

+

in the latter, retarded velocity; the acceleration or retardation itself being also either uniform or variable.
Virtual velocity. See under Virtual.

—

(11^°' In variable velocity, the velocity, strictly, at any
given instant, is the rate of motion at that instant, and
IS expressed by the units of space, which, if the velocity
at that instant were continued uniform during a unit of
time, would be described in the unit of time thus, the
velocity of a falling body at a given instant is the number of feet which, if the motion which the body has at
that instant were continued uniformly for one second,
it would pass through in the second. The scientific sense
of velocity differs from the popular sense in being applied
to all rates of motion, however slow, while the latter implies more or less rapidity or quickness of motion.
Syn. Swiftness celerity rapidity fleetness speed.
Ve-lours' (ve-loor'), re. [F. See Velure.] One of
many textile fabrics having a pile like that of velvet.
Velt'fare (vSlt'fSr), re. [See Fieldfake.] (Zo'ol.) The

[L. velitatio, fr. velitari,
n.
velitaius, to skirmish, from
a light-armed
veles, -itis,
dispute or consoldier.]
slight
contest ; a
test : a
skirmish. [iJ.] Sir 31. Hale.

;

A
^

.

,.

.

.

,

we parted,
Evelyn,

Veligers of Gastropods,
metus
b Natica.
much enlarged.

a VerBoth

;

—

Ve-llv'0-lant (ve-liv'o-lant), a. [L. velivolans ; ve-\- volare to fly.]
Flying with sails ; passing

luTn a sail

under full sail.
Veil (vSl), n.

[iJ.]

[Cf. L. vellus the skin of a sheep with
a fleece, a hide or pelt, or E. fell a hide.]
The salted stomach of a calf, used in making cheese a
rennet bag. l_Prov. Eng.'\
Veil, V. t. [Cf. Vell, m.] To cut the turf from, as
\_Prov. Eng.'}
Halliwell.
for burning.
Vel-le'1-ty (veUe'i-ty), ?«. [F. velleite (cf. It. velleila),
fr. L. velle to will, to be willing.]
The lowest degree of
desire imperfect or incomplete volition.
Locke.
Spenser.
Vel'let (vSl'lSt), 71. Velvet. [06s.]
(-IT-kat),
v.
[imp.
Velli-cate
t.
p. p. Vellicated
(-ka'tSd) p. pr. & vi. n. Vellioating.]
[L. vellicatus,
p. p. of vellicare to twitch, fr. vellere to pluck, pull.] To
twitch to cause to twitch convulsively.
Convulsions, arising from something vellicating a nerve in its

the wool on

fieldfare.

membrane

A

Vel'U-tl'na (vgl'ii-tl'na), re.
Any one of several species
marine gastropods belonging
to Velutina and allied genera.
(ve-lu'tiVe-lu'tl-nous
of

;

nus), a.

See Velvet.] (Bot.) Having
the surface covered with a fine
and dense silky pubescence
velvety as, a velutinous leaf.

Vellum cloth, a fine kind of cotton fabric, made very
transparent, and used as a tracing cloth.
Vel'lum-y (-y), a. Kesembliug vellum.
Vel'O-oim'e-ter (vel'o-stm'e-ter), n. [L. velox, -ocis,
rapid -|- •meter.'] An apparatus for measuring speed, as
of machinery or vessels, but especially of projectiles.
Va-lOC'i-pede (ve-lSs'I-ped), re. [L. velox, -ocis, swift -fpes, pedis, a foot. See Velocity, and Foot.] A light
road carriage propelled by the feet of the
rider.
Originally it was propelled by striking the tips of the toes on the

Vel'ver-et' (vel'ver-§t'), n.
cotton back.

A

—

'^,'=J""j°-;,.«.Z'?'?™.--''_"?'
ta ; b Velutina Issvigata.
Both nat. size.

The

re.

[Prov. Eng.]
velvet having

veltfare.

A kind of

Vel'vet (vel'vSt), re. [OE. velouefte, veluet, velwet;
cf. OF. velluau, LL. velluetum, vellutum. It. velluto, Sp.
velludo ; all f r. (assumed) LL. villutus shaggy, f r. L. vilSee
lus shaggy hair akin to vellus a fleece, and E. wool.
Wool, and cf. Villous.] 1. A silk fabric, having a short,
Inferior qualities are made
close nap of erect threads.
with a silk pile on a cotton or linen back.
2. The soft and highly vascular deciduous skin which
envelops and nourishes the antlers of deer during their
;

rapid growth.
Cotton velvet, an imitation of velvet, made of cotton.
Velvet cork, the best kind of cork bark, supple, elastic,
Velvet crab (Zo'dl.), a Euand not woody or porous.
ropean crab (Portunus puber). When adult the black
carapace is covered with a velvety pile. Called also lady
Velvet dock (Bot.), the common
crab, and velvet fiddler.
Velvet duck. (Zo'dl.) (a) A
mullein.
large European sea duck, or scoter ( Oidemia fusca). The adult male is glossy,
velvety black, with a white speculum
on each wing, and a white patch behiad each eye. (6) The American white-

roadway, but commonly now by
the action of the feet on a pedal
or pedals connected with the
axle of one or more of the wheels,

I

(vel'verd),

—

—

and causing their revolution.
They are made in many forms,
Old Form of Two-wheeled ^'*'^ t^o> three, or four wheels.
Velocipede.
See Bicycle, and Teioyclb.

—

—

winged

scoter.

See Scoter.

Velvet

—

flower

love-

(Bot.),

lies-bleeding.

See under

Love.

—

grass
a

Deglandi).

of Three-wheeled Velocipedes, or Tricycles.

Ve-lOC'1-pe'dlst (-pe'dTst), n.

One who

rides

runner (Zo'dl.), the water rail ;
its quiet, stealthy manner of running.
Velvet scoter. (Zo'dl.) SameasFeZwiducA,
aponge. (Zo'dl.) See under Sponge.

Ve-lOC'1-ty (-T-ty), re. / pi. Velocities (-tiz). [L.
from velox, -ocis, swift, quick perhaps akin to
volare to fly (see Volatile) cf. F. velocite.l 1. Quickness of motion ; swiftness
speed ; celerity ; rapidity
as, the velocity of wind ; the velocity of a planet or comet
in its orbit or course ; the velocity of a cannon ball ; the

velocitas,

also soft grass.
so called from

—

[Prov. Eng.]
above. —Velvet

a.

;

;

—

—

;

mercenary motives, a mercenary marriage, etc. Venal
goes further, and supposes either an actual purchase, or
a readmess to be purchased, which places a person or
thing wholly in the power of the purchaser as, a venal
press. Brissot played ingeniously on the latter word in
his celebrated saying, " My pen is venal that it may not
be mercenary," meaning that he wrote books, and sold

them

to the publishers, in order to avoid the necessity of
being the hireling of any political party.
Thus needy wits a vile revenue made.
And verse became a mercenary trade.
Dryden.
Pope.
re.
[L. venalitas : cf. F. vSquality or state of being venal, or purchasa^
ble mercenariness prostitution of talents, ofiices, or
services, for money or reward ; as, the venality of a corrupt court the venality of an official.
Complaints of Roman venality became louder. ISilman.
Ve'nal-ly (ve'nal ly), adv. In a venal manner.
Ve-nan'tes (ve-nan'tez1,re. pi. [NL., fr. L. venans,
(Zo'dl.) The hunting spiders,
p. pr. of venari to hunt.]
which run after, or leap upon, their prey.
Ven'a-ry (ven'a-ry), a. [LL. venarius, fr. L. venari,
Of or pertaining to hunting.
p. p. venatus, to hunt.]
Ve-nat'lo (ve-n3t'Tk), 1 a. [L. vcnaticus, fr. venatus
hunting, fr. venari, p. p. veVe-nat'io-al (-i-kal), )
natus, to hunt.] Of or pertaining to hunting used in
hunting. [iJ.] " Fereah'ca? pleasure.
Howell.

The

;

;

;

II

See Vinatico.
Ve-na'tion (ve-na'shtin), re. [L. vena a vein.] The
arrangement or system of veins, as in the wing of an insect, or in the leaves of a plant. See Illust. in Appendix.
Ve-na'tion, re. [L. venalio, fr. venari, p. p. venatus,
to hunt. See Venison.] The act or art of hunting, or
the state of being hunted.
[Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
re.

Ven'a-tO'ri-al (ven'a-to'ri-al), a. [L. venatorius.] Of
or pertaining to hunting venatic.
[P.]
Vend (v6nd), V. t. [imp. p. p. Vended ; p. pr.
vb. re. Vending.]
[F. vendre, L. vendere, from ventim
dare ; venus sale -\- dare to give. See 2d Venal, Date
time.] To transfer to another person for a pecuniary
equivalent ; to make an object of trade ; to dispose of by
sale ; to sell ; as, to vend goods ; to vend vegetables.
;

&

&

^W^ Vend differs from barter. 'We vend for money;
barter for commodities. Vend is used chiefly of wares,
merchandise, or other small articles, not of lands and
tenements.
Vend, re. 1. The act of vending or selling ; a sale.
2. The total sales of coal from a colliery.
[Eng.]
Ven'dace (ven'das), re. (Zo'dl.) A European lake
whitefish (Coregonus Willughbii, or C. Vandesius) native of certain lakes in Scotland and England. It is regarded as a delicate food fish. Called also vendis.
Vend-ee' (vSnd-e'), n. The person to whom a thing ia
vended, or sold
the correlative of vendor.
we

;

II

—

Ven'd^'miaire' (vaN'dS'mySr'),

re.

[F., fr. L. fire-

first month of the French repubfrom September 22, 1792.
Jgg^ This calendar was substituted for the ordinary
calendar, dating from the Christian era, by a decree of
the National Convention in 1793. The 22d of September,
1792, which had been fixed upon as the day of the foundation of the republic, was also the date of the new calendar. In this calendar, the year, which began at mic
night of the day of the autumnal equinox, was divided
into twelve months of thirty days, with five additioni
days for festivals, and every fourth year six. Eac
month was divided into three decades of ten days eacl
the week being abolished. The names of the months in

demia vintage.]

The

lican calendar, dating

,

their order were, Vendemiaire, Brumaire, Frimaire, JVvose, Pluviose, Ventose, Germinal, Fhrenl, Prairia
Messidor, Thermidor (sometimes called Fervidor), ar
Fi~uctidor.
This calendar was abolished December 3^
,

;

1805,

and the ordinary one restored January

1, 1806.

;

.

;

;

;

II

[Local, U. S.]

velocity is more generally used
than celerity. We apply celerity to animals as, a horse
or an ostrich runs with celerity; but bodies moving in the
air or in ethereal space move with greater or less velocity,
not celerity. This usage is arbitrary, and perhaps not
universal.

IS^^ In such phrases,

Vel'vet-een' (-en'), re. [Cf. F. velvantine. See Velvet.] A kind of cloth, usually cotton, made in imitation
of velvet cotton velvet.
Vel'vet-ing (vSl'vSt-Tng), re. The fine shag or nap of

;

;

velvet ; a piece of velvet velvet goods.
Vel'vet-leal' (-lef), re. (Bot.) A name given to several
plants which have soft, velvety leaves, as the Abulilon
Avicennse, the Cissampelos Pareira, and the Lavatcra
arborea, and even the common mullein.
Vel'vet-y (-J), a. Made of velvet, or like velvet
;

2. (3Iech.) Rate of motion ; the relation of motion to
time, measured by the number of units of space passed
over by a moving body or point in a unit of time, usually
the number of feet passed over in a second. See the

Note under Speed.

soft

—

Angular velocity. See under Angular.
Initial velocity,
the velocity of a moving body at starting especially, the
velocity of a projectile as it leaves the mouth of a firearm
from which it is discharged.
Relative velocity, the velocity with which a body approaches or recedes from another body, whether both are moving or only one.
Uniform velocity, velocity in which the same number of units
of space are described in each successive unit of time.
Variable velocity, velocity in which the space described
varies from instant to instant, either increasing or decreasing — in the former case called accelerated velocity.

II

A

;

—

up, arn

;

pity

delicate.
(ve'na), re. ; pi.
;

VeNjK

(-ne).

See Vein.]

[L.

vein.
;

pi.

VEN.K CKym.

[L.

,

liter.ally,

—

;

;

full,

smooth

hollow vein.]
(Anat.) Any one of the great systemic venis connected
directly with the heart. — Vena contracta. [L., liter,ally,
oontracted vein.] (Bydrautirs) The contracted portion of
a liquid jet at and near the orifice from which it issues.
Vena portse pi. VEtiM, port.«. |L., literally, vein of the
entrance.] (Anat.) The portal vein of the liver. See under Portal.

—

r^ide,

;

Ve'na

Vena cava

~

iinite,

venous

;

;

velocity of light.

use,

;

a.

Vend'er (vSnd'er), re. [From Vend: cf. F. vendeif,
Made of velvet soft and delicate, like vel- OF. vendeor. Cf Vendor.] One who vends one who
Milton. transfers the exclusive right of possessing a thing, either
vet velvety. " The cowslip's velvet head."
Peacham. his own, or that of another as his agent, for a price . r
Vel'vet, V. i. To paint velvet, [i?.]
Vel'vet, «.<. To make like, or cover with, velvet. \_R.] pecuniary equivalent a seller a vendor.
Vel'vet-breast' (-brgsf), n. (Zo'dl.) The goosander.
Ven-det'ta (ven-det'ta), re. [It.] A blood feud priVel'vet,

j

:

;

Velvet
(Bot.),

grass

—

— Velvet

on a ve-

Jocipede.

tall

lana( Holcus
tus) with velvety stem and
leaves;— called

American Velvet Dnc^ (Oidemia

Forms

venado a deer,

vena a vein.]

;

;

Vel'verd

Ve'nal,

Ve-nat'i-ca (-i-ka),

velluto velvet.

[It.

Vellum (vgl'lum), n. [OE. velim, F. velin, fr. L. vitulinus of a calf, fr. Vilnius a calf.
fine
See Veal.]
kind of parchment, usually made from calfskin, and rendered clear and white,
used as for writing upon, and
for binding books.

,

[NL. See Velvet.] (Zo-

ol.)

II

ing to veins

naliti.]

A

;

a nerve vellicates.
Vel'll-ca'tlon (-ka'shiln), n. [L. vellicaiio.'] 1. The
net of twitching, or of causing to twitch.
2. (Med.) A local twitching, or convulsive motion, of a
muscular fiber, especially of the face.
Velll-ca-tive (vel'lT-ka-tiv), a. Having the power of
vellicating, plucking, or twitching causing vellication.
Vel-lon' (vel-lyon'), n. [Sp.] A word occurring in
the phrase real vellon. See the Note under 1st Real.

Sp.

Of or pertainas, venal blood.
[P.]
;
[L. venalis, from venus sale ; akin to 6r.
Capable of being
uivoi price, Skr. vasna : cf. F. venal.]
bought or obtained for money or other valuable consideration ; made matter of trade or barter held for sale
salable ; mercenary ; purchasable ; hireling
as, venal
" Paid court to venal beauties."
services.
Macaulay.
The venal cry and prepared vote of a passive senate. Burke.
Syn. Mercenary ; hireling ; vendible. Venal, Mercenary. One is mercenary who is either actually a hireling (as, mercenary soldiers, a mercenary judge, etc.), or
is governed by a sordid love of gain
hence, we speak of
[L.

my

:

as,

[Of.

re.

The pudu.

(ve'nal), a.

Ve-nal'i-ty (ve-nal'T-tJ),

V Velum of Dysniorphosa
that partially fuigurans ; n Young Zooids budding from the
incloses the space beneath the
Manubrium.
umbrella of hydroid medusae.
membrane
delicate funnel-like
around the flagel(6)
lum of certain Infusoria. See Tllust. a of Protozoa.
Vel'ure (vel'iir), re. [F. velours, OF. velous, from L.
womvillosus hairy. See Velvet.] Velvet. [Obs.] "
Shah.
an's crupper of z;eZ!ere.

Arbuihnot.

(Zo'dl.)

Ve'nal

This verse be thine,
friend, nor thou refuse
This, from no venal or ungrateful muse.

A

cular

;

to twitch

^

(Isoetes).
veil-like organ
3. (Zool.)
or part. Especially (a) The cir-

&

;

—

2. (Bot.) (a) See Veil, ra., 3 (6).
(ft) A thin membrane surrounding the sporocarps of quillworts

;

To move spasmodically

A

veil.

under Palate.

;

v. i.

a

(ve-na'da),

Ve-na'da
stag.]

;

Eng.]

Ve'lum

II

ing,

;

Vel'li-cate,

;

(ve'lum), re. ; pi. Vela (-la).
[L., an awnSee Veil.] 1. (Anat.)
curtain or covering ;
applied to various membranous partitions, especially to the soft palate.
See

it,

extremity, are not very dangerous.

[_p7-ov.

;

;

;

;

VENDITION

1599

VELIGER

After a short »;d!<a<ion

"

;

;

food,

fri'ot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

so

;

sing,

;

vate revenge for the murder of a kinsman.
The quality or
Vend'l-bil'l-ty (vSnd'T-bTl'I-tJ), re.
state of being vendible, or salable.
Vend'i-l)le (vgnd'T-b'l), a. [L. vetidibilis : cf. OF.
Capable of being vended, or
vendible, F. veiidable.]
sold
that may be sold salable.
Tlie regulating of prices of tilings vendible.
Bacon.
1^^ Vendible differs from marketable; the latter signifies proiKr or Jit for market, according to the laws or
(uistoms of a place.
Vendible has no reference to such
;

;

legal fitnais.

Vend'1-ble, ». Something to be sold, or offered for
Veal'1-ble-ness, n.
Vendl-Uy, adv.
Ven'dl-tate (vSn'dl-tilt), v. t.
[See Venditation.]
To cry up, as if f»r siilo to blazon. [06.'.]
Holland.
(tS'shnn),
Ven'dl-ta'tion
re.
[L. rendilatio, fr. renditare, venditalmn, t© offer agnin and again for sale, v.
froq. »f vendere. See Vend.] The act of setting forth
ostentatiously a boastful display.
[06,?.]
B. Jonson.
Ven-dl'tlon (v6n-dTsh'un), n.
[L. venditio: cf. F.
vendition.] The act of vending, or soiling sale.

Ink

sale.

—

—

;

;

;

;

then, thia

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azuro.

;;;

VENDOR
Vend'or

N

seller

A

[See Vender.]

(vgnd'5r), n.

vender

;

&

&

;

;

As

a rojrue in grain

Veneered with sanctimonious

Tennyson.

tlieory.

Ve-neer', n. [Cf. 6. fumier or Journier. See Veneer, V. t.'] A thin leaf or layer of a more valuable or
beautiful material for overlaying an inferior one, especially such a thin leaf of wood to be glued to a cheaper
wood hence, external show gloss false pretense.
Veneer moth (Zobl.), any moth of the genus Chilo ;
80 called because the mottled colors resemble those of
veneering.
Ve-neer'ing, n. 1. The act or art of one who veneers.
2. Thin wood or other material used as a veneer.
Ve-nel'ic-al (vt-nSfl-kal), a. [L. veneficus.'] Vene" I'enej?cannstruments."
B. Jonson.
ficial.
[06s.]
Ven'e-tioe (v5n'e-fTs), n. [L. veneficium fr. veneficus
make
cf. F.
poison
to
poisoning
renenum
-f- Jacere
;

;

;

—

,

:

;

The

t/^ne/ice.]

[OJi.]

act or practice of poisoning.

Ven'e-fi'cial

(-f Tsh'al),

Ven'e-fl'clous

I

Acting by poison

a.

(-fIsh'iSs), j

;

in poisoning or in

used
sor-

Sir T.
[06«.] "An old veneficious practice."
Ven'e-fi'oious-ly, adv. \_Obs.']
Ven'e-mous (vSn'e-mus), a. Venomous. [06«.]
Ven'e-nate (-nat), v. t. [L. venenalus, p. p. of veneTo
Cf. Venom.]
naj'e to poison, from t'fncHum poison.
Harvey.
poison to infect with poison. [/J,]
Woodward.
Ven'e-nate (-nat), a. Poisoned.
Ven'e-na'tlon (-na'shiJn), n. 1. The act of poisoning.
cery.

Browne.

—

;

venom. [Ofti.]
Sir T. Browne.
2. Poison
Ve-nene' (ve-nen'), a. Poisonous; venomous. \_Obs.']
Ven'e-nose' (ven'e-nos'), a. [L. venenosus, fr. vene;

n«ni poison.

[Ote.]
Cf. VENOMOtrs.] Poisonous.
Ven'er-a-bll'i-ty (vgn'er-i-bTl't-tJ^), n. The quality
or state of being venerable venerableness. Dr. H. More.
;

Ven'er-a-ble (vSn'er-a-b'l), a. [L. venerahilis ; cf. F.
worthy of
venerable.}
1. Capable of being venerated
veneration or reverence deserving of honor and respect
generally implying an advanced age as, a venerable
magistrate a venerable parent.
He was a man of eternal self-sacrifice, and that is always ven;

;

—

Ve-ne're-an (ve-ne're-an),

a

Vends (vendz), n. pi. (Ethnol.) See Wends.
Ven-due' (vSn-du'), n. [OF. vendue, from F. vendre,
A public sale of anything,
p. p. vendu, vendue, to sell.]
by outcry, to the highest bidder ; an auction. [Obsoles.^
Vendue master, one who is authorized to sell any proj)erty by vendue ; an auctioneer. [Obsoles.]
p. p. Veneered
Ve-neer' (ve-ner'), v. I. [imp.
[G. furnieren,
(-nerd') p. pr.
vh. n. Veneering.]
/ourniren, fr. F. fournir to furnish. See Furnish.] To
overlay or plate with a thin layer of wood or other maas, to veneer a piece
terial for outer finish or decoration
Used also figuratively.
of furniture with mahogany.

De

erable.

Venerable
generation.

men

I

you have come down

Quincetf.

us from a former
D. Webster.

to

2. Rendered sacred by religious or other associations
that should be regarded with awe and treated with reverence as, the venerable walls of a temple or a church.
51^°° This word is employed in the Church of England
as a title for an archdeacon. In the Roman Catholic
Church, venerable is applied to those who have attained
to the lowest of the three recognized degrees of sanctity,
but are not among the beatified, nor the canonized.
Ven'er-a-ble-ness, n.
Ven'er-a-Wy, adv.
[NL. See
Ven'e-ra'ce-a (vSn'e-ra'she-a), n. pi.
Venus.]
{Zo'dl.) An extensive tribe of bivalve moUusks
of which the genus Venus is
the type. The shells are usu;

—

—

ally oval, or

somewhat

heart-

V.

t.

[imp. & p. p. Venerated
(-a'tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Venerating.]
[L. veneratus, p.
p. of venerari to venerate ;„
,,
^ ^.
,„
°* "^^ Veneracea (.Totakin to rra7/iVpTiii'j
Slir iotm
aKin
ce/iMS Venus, SKr.
van 0"^
^^^^
^^ Gemma, gemma).
to like, to wish, and E. winsome. See Winsome.] To regard with reverential respect to honor with mingled respect and awe to reverence to revere as, we venerate parents and elders.
And seemed to venerate the sacred shade. Dryden.
1 do not know a man more to be venerated for uprightness of
heart and loftiness of genius.
Sir W. Scott.
Sy 11. To reverence; revere; adore; respect.
Ven'er-a'tion (-a'shun), K. [Jj. veneratio : cf. F. veneration.'} The act of venerating, or the state of being
venerated the highest degree of respect and reverence
respect mingled with awe
a feeling or sentiment excited by the dignity, wisdom, or superiority of a person,
by sacredness of character, by consecration to sacred
services, or by hallowed associations.
Vie find a secret awe and veneration for one who moves about
us in a regular and illustrious course of virtue.
Addison.
Syn.
Awe reverence respect. See Reverence.
Ven'er-a'tor (ven'er-a'ter), n. [L.] One who vener;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

ates.

Jer. Taylor.

^
^
Vo-ne're-al (ve-ne're-al), a. [L. venereus, venerius,
fr. Ve7tus, Veneris, Venus, the goddess of love.
See Venerate.] 1. Of or pertaining to venery, or sexual love
relating to sexual intercourse.
Into the snare I

Of

fair, fallacious looks,

fell

venereal trains.

Softened with pleasure and voluptuous

Milton;

;

;

senate,

;

;

;

;

;

phlebotomy.
Ve-ne'tlan (ve-ne'shan). a. [Cf. It. Veneziano, L. Venetianus.} Of or pertaining to Venice in Italy.
Venetian blind, a blind for windows, doors, etc., made of
thin slats, either fixed at a certain angle in the shutter,
or movable, and in the latter case so disposed as to overlap each other when close, and to show a series of open
spaces for the admission of air and light when in other
positions.
Venetian carpet, an inexpensive carpet, used
for passages and stairs, having a woolen warp which conceals the weft the pattern is therefore commonly made
up of simple stripes. — Venetian chalk, a white compact
talc or steatite, used for marking on cloth, etc. — Venetian door (^rcA.), a door having long, narrow windows or
panes of glass on the sides.
Venetian glass, a kind of glass
made by the Venetians, for decorative purposes, by the
combination of pieces of glass of different colors fused
together and. wrought into various ornamental patterns.
— Venetian red, a brownish red color, prepared from sulphate of iron
called also scarlet oclier. — Venetian soap.
See Castile soaj}, under Soap. — Venetian smnac (Boi.), a
South European tree (Rhus Cotinus) which yields the yellow dyewood called /jmW ;— also called smoke tree.—
Venetian window (Arch.), a window consisting of amain
window with an arched head, having on each side a long
and narrow window with a square head.

—

;

—

;

—

A

native or inhabitant of Venice.
Ve-ne'tian, n.
Ven'ew (vSn'ii), n. [F. vemie, lit., an arrival, from
venir, p. p. venu, venue, to come.
bout,
See Venue.]
or turn, as at fencing ; a thrust ; a hit ; a veney. [Obs.}
Fuller.
Ven'ey (vgn'y ; 277), n. [Cf Venew or Visne,]
Beau.
Ft.
bout ; a thrust ; a venew. [Obs.}

A

.

&

Three veneys for a dish of stewed prunes.

A

Sliak:

[F. venger. See Vengeance.] To
avenge ; to punish to revenge. [Obs.} See Avenge, and
Revenge. Chaucer: " To iwijre me, as I may. " Shah.

Venge

(venj), v.

t.

;

deserving
[Obs.}
Venge'auce (-ons), n. [F. vengeance, fr. venger to
avenge, L. vindicare to lay claim to, defend, avenge, fr.
vindex a claimant, defender, avenger, the first part of
which is of uncertain origin, and the last part akin to
dicere to say.
See Diction, and cf. Avenge, Revenge,
Vindicate.] 1. Punishment inflicted in return for an
injury or an offense retribution ;
often, in a bad sense,
passionate or unrestrained revenge.

Venge'a-ble

revenge.

Revengeful
— Venge'a-My,

(vSnj'a-b'l), a.

Spenser.

[Obs.}

—

;

To me

belongeth vengeance and recompense. Deut. xxxii. 35.
Milton,
To execute fierce vengeance on his foes.

Harm

2.

;

«<?''•

;

mischief.

..Shak.

[Obs,}

—

emWhat a vengeance, or What the vengeance, what
phatically. [Obs.] "But what a vengeance -makes thee
fly!" Hudihras. " What the vengeance ! Could he not
speak 'em fair ? " Shnk,
With a vengeance, with great
violence; ?ia, to stfike with a vengeance. [CoHoq.]
Venge'ance-ly, orfw. Extremely ; excessively. [Obs.}
" He loves that vengeancely,''''
Fl.
Beau.
Venge'ful (-ful), a. Vindictive ; retributive revenge'^
ful.
Vengeful ire." Milton. —V&aze'tal-\y, adv.
Venge'ment (-ment), n. [OF. vengement.} Avengement ; penal retribution vengeance. [Obs.} Spenser.
Ven'ger (ven'jer), re. An avenger. [Obs.} Spenser.
!

c&re,

&

;

;

[L. veniabilis, fr. venia
pardonable. [Obs.} Sir
[Obs,} Sir T, Browne.
Ve'ni-al (-al), a. [OF. venial, F. veniel, L. yenialis,
from venia forgiveness, pardon, grace, favor, kindness
akin to venerari to venerate. See Venerate.] 1. Capable of being forgiven ; not heinous excusable ; pardonable ; as, a venial fault or transgression.
Shak,
So they do nothing, 't is a venial slip.
" Permitting him
2. Allowed; permitted.
[Obs.}
Milton.
the while venial discourse unblamed."

Ve'ni-a-ble

(ve'nit-a-b'l), a.

forgiveness, pardon.]
T.

Browne.

Venial

— Ve'ni-a-bly, adv.
;

;

Venial sin (R. C. Theol.), a sin which weakens, but does
not wholly destroy, sanctifying grace, as do mortal, or
deadly, sins.

— Ve'ni-al-ly, adv. — Ve'nl-al-ness, n.

Bp. Hall.

The quality or state
Jer. Taylor.
venialness.
[L., make, or
(ve-ni're
fa'sht-as).
Ve-ni're fa'cl-as
judicial writ or precept
cause, to come.] (^Law) (a)
directed to the sheriff, requiring him to cause a certain
number of qualified persons to appear in court at a speciwrit in
(J)
fied time, to serve as jurors in said court.
the nature of a summons to cause the party indicted on
venire.
a penal statute to appear. Called also
Ven'i-son (ven'I-z'n or ven'z'n 277), n. [OE. veneison, veneson, venison, OF. veneison, F. venaison,'L. venatio hunting, the chase, game, fr. venari, p. p. venatus, to
hunt ; perhaps akin to 0H6. weidinon, weidenen, to pasture, to hunt, G. weide pasturage. Cf. Gain to acquire.
Fabyan,
Venation.] 1. Beasts of the chase. [Obs,}
2. Formerly, the flesh of any of the edible beasts of
the chase, also of game birds ; now, the flesh of animals
of the deer kind exclusively.
Ve'ni-al'l-ty (ve'nT-al'i-ty), n.

of being venial

;

II

A

A

;

life.

2. {Med. ) (a) Arising from sexual intercourse as, a
venereal disease ; venereal virus or poison, (b) Adapted
to the cure of venereal diseases as, venereal medicines.
3. Adapted to excite venereal desire
aphrodisiac.
4. Consisting of, or pertaining to, copper, formerly
called by chemists Venus.
[OJs.]
Boyle.
Ve-ne're-al, n. (Med.) The venereal disease ; syphilis.

ale,

[Obs.}

Chaucer.
1. Venereal

—

shaped, with a conspicuous luSee Venus.

nule.

Ven'er-ate (ven'er-at),

De-

venMen.']

venereal.

(-us), a.
[L. venereus.}
aphrodisiac.
[Obs.}
lascivious ; libidinous.
Derham.
[R.}
Ven'er-OUS (ven'er-tis), a. Venereous. [Obs.} Burton,
Ven'er-y (-y), n. [L. Venus, Veneris, the goddess of
love.]
Sexual love ; sexual intercourse ; coition.
Contentment, without the pleasure of lawful venery, is continence of unlawful, chastity.
Grew.
Ven'er-y, n. [OE. venerie, F. vinerie, fr. OF. vener
to hunt, L. venari.
The art, act, or
See Venison.]
practice of hunting ; the sports of the chase. " Beasts
of venery and fishes."
Sir T. Browne.
Chaucer.
I love hunting and venery.
Ve'ne-sec'tlon (ve'ne-sSk'shiin), n. [NL. venaesectio ;
L. vena vein -(- sectio section.]
(Med.) The act or operation of opening a vein for letting blood bloodletting

II

U

;

Ve-ne're-OUS

;

;

[Cf. F.

a.

voted to the offices of Venus, or love
" I am all venerean in feeling."
exciting lust
2. Lustful

am, arm, ask,

final,

gll

;

eve,

event,

;;

VENT

1600

— the correlative of vendee.

;

;

;;

end,

f era,

recent

;

ice,

II

son

Ve-nl'te (ve-nl'te), n. [L., come, imperative 2d perpi.
So called from its opening word in the Latin
(Eccl.) The 95th Psalm, which is said or sung

version.]

regularly in the public worrfiip of many churches.
a musical composition adapted to this Psalm.

Also,

Ven'om

(ven'tim), n.
[OE. venini, OF. venim, venin,
F. venin, L. venenum. Cf. Venenate.] 1. Matter fatal
poison ; particularly, the poisonous
or injurious to life
matter which certain animals, such as serpents, scorpions, bees, etc., secrete in a state of health, and communicate by biting or stinging.
Or hurtful worm with cankered venom bites. Milton.
;

2. Spite

;

malice

malignity

;

Chaucer.

evil quality.

;

" The

venom of such looks."
Shak.
Syn. — Venom virus bane. See Poison,
Ven'om, v. t. [OE. venimen, OF. venimer, L. venenare.
See Venom, n,} To infect with venom; to envenom to poison. [E,} " Venomed yengea,nce," Shak.
Ven'Om-OUS (-us), a. [OE. veneiyious, venimous, F.
venimeux, L. venenosus, fr. venenum poison. See Venom,
and cf. Venenose.] 1. Full of venom; noxious to animal life poisonous as, the bite of a serpent may be
;

;

.

;

;

;

venomous,
2. (Zo'dl,) Having a poison gland or glands for the
secretion of venom, as certain serpents and insects.
3. Noxious ; mischievous malignant ; spiteful ; as, a
venomous progeny a venomous writer.
;

;

Venomous snake

(Zo'dl.),

any serpent which has poison

and fangs, whether dangerous to man or
flands
hese serpents constitute two tribes, the viperine

not.
ser-

pents, or Solenoglypha, and the eobralike serpents, or
Proteroglypha. The former have perforated, erectile
fangs situated in the front part of the upi>er jaw, and
are without ordinary teeth behind the fangs the latter
have permanently erect and grooved fangs, with ordi;

nary maxillary teeth behind them.

— Ven'om-ous-ly, adv. — Ven'om-ons-ness,

re.

Ve-nose' (ve-nos'), a. [See Venous.] Having numerous or conspicuous veins veiny as, a venose frond.
Ve-nos'1-ty (ve-nos'I-tjr), n. 1. The quality or state
of being venous.
2. (Med.) A condition in which the circulation is retarded, and the entire mass of blood is less oxygenated
than it normally is.
Ve'nous (ve'nus), a. [L. venosus, from vena a vein.
See Vein.] 1. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to a vein or
veins as, the venous circulation of the blood.
2. Contained in the veins, or having the same qualities
as if contained in the veins, that is, having a dark bluish
color and containing an insufficient amount of oxygen so
as no longer to be fit for oxygenating the tissues
said
of the blood, and opposed to arterial.
3. Marked vrith veins veined as, a venous leaf.
Venous leaf (Bot,), a leaf having vessels branching, or
variously divided, over its surf ace.
Venous hum (Med.),
a humming sound, or bruit, heard during auscultation
of the veins of the neck in aniemia.
Venous pulse (Physiol.), the pulse, or rhythmic contraction, sometimes seen
in a vein, as in the neck, when there is an obstruction to
the passage of blood from the auricles to the ventricles,
or when there is an abnormal rigidity in the walls of the
greater vessels. There is normally no pulse in a vein.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—
—

Vent (vent), re. [P. vente, fr. L. vendere, -itum, to sell
perh. confused with E. vent an opening.
See Vend.]
Shelton.
Sale opportunity to sell market.
[Obs.}
There is no vent for any commodity but of wool.
;

;

Sir W. Temple.
V. t.
To sell to vend. [Obs.}
Therefore did those nations vent such spice.

Vent,

;

Vent,

Vent

[Sp. venta a poor inn, sale, market.
baiting place an inn. [Obs.}
[Cf F. venter to blow, vent wind (see

re.

A

sale.]

Vent,

Sir W. Raleigh,

V. i.

See

;

.

Ven-

but prob. influenced by E. vent an opening.] To
;
to breathe or puff out ; to snort. [Obs,} Speyiser.
[OE. fent, fente, a slit, F. fiente a
(vSnt), re.
slit, cleft, fissure, from Jendre to split, L. findere ; but
probably confused with P. veyit wind, L. ventus. See
Fissure, and cf. Vent to snuff.] 1.
small aperture
a hole or passage for air or any fluid to escape as, the
vent of a cask the vent of a mold ; a volcanic vent.
Look, how thy wounds do bleed at many vents. Shak.
Long 't was doubtful, both so closely pent,
Which first should issue from the narrow vent. Fope.
tilate)
snuff

;

Vent

A

;

;

—

2. Specifically:
(a) (Zo'dl.) The anal opening of certain invertebrates
fishes ; also, the external cloacal opening of reptiles,
birds, amphibians, and many fishes.
(b) (Gun.) The opening at the breech of a firearm,
through which fire is communicated to the powder of the

and

charge

touchhole.
(c) {Steam Boilers) Sectional area of the passage for
gases divided by the length of the same passage inieet.
3. Fig.
Opportunity of escape or passage from confinement or privacy outlet.
4. Emission ; escape ; passage to notice or expression
publication ; utterance.
Milton,
Without the vent of words.
Shak,
Thou didst make tolerable vent of thy travel.
To give vent to, to suffer to escape ; to let out ; to pour
forth as, to give vent to anger.
To take vent, to escape
to be made public.
Vent feather (Zo'dl,), one of
[/J.]
the anal, or crissal, feathers of a bird.
Vent field ( Gun.),
aflat raised surface around a vent.
Vent piece. (Oun.)
(a) A bush.
breech block.
See 4th Bush, re., 2. (b)
vb. n.
Vent, V. I, [imp,
p. p. Vented p. pr.
Venting.] 1. To let out at a vent, or small aperture ;
to give passage or outlet to.
2. To suffer to escape from confinement ; to let out
to utter to pour forth as, to vent passion or complaint.
The queen of heaven did thus her fury vent. Dryden.
;

:

;

;

—

—

—

—

A

&

;

3.

To

&

;

;

utter

;

to report

;

to publish.

[Obs,}

Milton.
By mixing somewhat true to vent more lies.
Thou hast framed and vented very curious orations. Barrow.
4. To scent, as a hound.
Turbervile.
[Obs.}

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

;;
;

;
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VENUS

the fifth, or pseudoccele, situated between the hemispheres,
front of, or above, the fornix, and entirely
disconnected with the other cavities. See Brain, and
CCELIA.
2. The stomach.
[06s.]

2. To put or send on a venture or chance ; as, to venture a horse to the West Indies.
[iJ.]
3. To confide in ; to rely on ; to trust.
A man would be well enough pleased to buy silks of one whom
Addison.
he would not venture to feel his pulse.

VENTAGE
To

B.

furnish with a vent

went a mold.

Vent'age

;

make a vent

to

A small

(vSnt'aj), n.

in

;

as, to

hole, as the stop in a

Shak.
a vent.
Vent'all (vSnVal), n. [OF. ventaille, F. ventail. See
That part of a helmet
cf. Avkhtail.]
sometimes
which is intended for the admission of air,
Spenser.
in the visor.
Her ventail up so high that he descried
Her goodly visage and her beauty's pride. Fairfax.
Vent'er (-er), n. One who vents ; one who utters,
flute

;

Venthate, and

—

Barrow.
reports, or publishes.
[R.l
Ven'ter (vgn'ter), n. [L.] 1. (^ma<.) (a) The belly;
sometimes applied to any large cavity
the abdomen
(c) A
containing viscera.
(6) The uterus, or womb,
belly, or protuberant part a broad surface ; as, the venter of a muscle ; the venter, or anterior surface, of the
II

;

—

;

scapula.
2. (Zo'ol.) The lower part of the abdomen in insects.
pregnant woman ; a mother
3. (Rom.
O. E. Law)
as, A has a son B by one venter, and a daughter C by
another venter ; children by different venters.
touchhole ; a vent.
Vent'hOle' (vSnt'hoF), n.
Ven'tl-dUCt (vSn'ti-dukt), n. [L. vent^tsvlmA -f- dueius a leading, conduit, fr. ducere, ductum, to lead.]
passage for wind or air ; a passage or pipe for ventilating
Gwilt.
apartments.
[imp.
Ven'tl-late (-lat), v. t.
p. p. Ventilated
[L. veniila<-la'tgd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Ventilatino.]
tus, p. p. of ventilare to toss, brandish in the air, to fan,
See
to winnow, from ventus wind ; akin to E. wind.
Wind rushing air.] 1. To open and expose to the free
passage of air ; to supply with fresh air, and remove impure air from ; to air ; as, to ventilate a room ; to venti^
late a cellar ; to ventilate a mine.
2. To provide with a vent, or escape, for air, gas, etc.
«s, to ventilate a mold, or a water-wheel bucket.
3. To change or renew, as the air of a room. Harvey.
4. To winnow ; to fan ; as, to ventilate wheat.
6. To sift and examine ; to bring out, and subject to

&

A

A

A

&

&

penetrating scrutiny ; to expose to examination and discussion ; as, to ventilate questions of policy.
Ayhffe.
6. To give vent to to utter ; to make public.
Macaulay took occasion to ventilate one of those startling, but

;

;

;

;

—

A

[i.

K

to

allied

Many

^W

them

of

were shaped like vases,
others like mushrooms.

They belong to the hexactinellids, and are allied
to the Venus's basket of

To lay a venue (Law), to allege a place.

(-liis),

[L. ventriculosus of

„

;

full,

iip,

;

pity

per

;

—

4. (Zool.)

Anyone

+

;

;

gant, cornucopia-shaped, hexactinellid
sponge {Euplectella speciosa) native of

the East Indies. It consists of glassy,
transparent, siliceous fibers interwoven and soldered together so as to form
a firm network, and has long, slender,
divergent anchoring fibers at the base
by means of which it stands erect in
rhe soft mud at the bottom of the
sea Called alao Venus's flower basket.
and Venvs\t pu7-se. — Venus's comb.
(A>
(o) (Bot.) Same as Lady's comb.
(Zool.) A species of Murex (M. tenuispinus). It haB a long, tubular canal,
« ith a row of loiog, slender spines alonft
both of its borders, and rows of similar
bpines covering- the body of the shell
Cilledalso Venus's shell. — 'Vinii.i'a fan
(Zool.), a common reticulated, fanshaped gorgoiiia (Gorgonia flabel-

;

;

I,

Dryden.

in this venture, double gains pursue.

2. An event that is not, or can not be, foreseen
an accident; chance; hap; contingency; luck. Bacon.
a stake a risk ; espe3. The thing put to hazard
cially, something sent to sea in trade.
;

him) native of Flor-

;

My ventures are not in one bottom trusted.
;

1

IV yellow, or a mixlure of the two.

or

al

Genus's

34.

Hudibras.

a venture was originally

'

Vcnna'9 Basket

at aven-

Ven'ture,

&

v,

[imp.

i.

& p.

p.

Ventured

(-tiird)

;

p.

Venturing.]
1. To hazai-d one's self
to
have the courage or presumption to do, undertake, or
Bunyan.
say something to dare.
to
2. To make a venture ; to run a hazard or risk
vb. n.

Who freights a ehip to

venture on the seas.

J".

Dryden,

.Tr.

To venture at, or To venture on or upon, to dare to engage in to attempt witliout any certainty of success
" Wlieu I
as, it is rasli to venture upon such a project.
Waller.
venture at the comic style."
Ven'ture, v. t. X. To expose to hazard to risk to
hazard as, to venture one's person in a balloon.
;

;

;

;

I

;

food,

am

fdbt

;

afraid

out,

;

and yet

oU

;

I 'II

venture

chair

;

Shak.

it.

go

;

siiiK,

2.

flytrap.

See Flytrap,

— Venus's

girdle »
fiat,!

along,

ribbonlike,
very'
delicate, transpar-

Veneris) which swims ui tlio open sea.
Its form is duo to the enormous development of two spheromeres. See II-

;

;

Hot.)

ent and iridescent ctenophore(Cc,s/«;,'i

;

take the chances.

I

{/?!(- (.Z'oo/.),

plertella sijeciosti).

ture, that is, al adventure.

pr.

—

.

.

A bargain at a venture made.
1^°" The phrase

and the West

u lies. When fresh
e color is purple

;

;

U

"

Shak.

At a venture, at hazard without seeing the end
mark without foreseeing the issue at random.
A certain man drew a bow at a venture. 1 Kings xxii.

numer-

;

t;ereft'o-inguinal.

;

of

of marine bivalve
genus Venus or family Veneridx.
Many of these
shells are large, and ornamented
with beautiful frills others are Venus, or Venus's Shell
smooth, glossy, and handsomely ^g^-fvi?: ? fL^n^ulei
colored.
Some of the larger spe- „ umbo m Ligament
cies, as the round clam, or quaArea. B Side View,
hog, are valued for food.
Venus's basin (Bot.), the wild teasel — so called because
the connate leaf bases form a kind of receptacle for wa"ormerly gathered for use in the toilet.
{'.c bath. — Venus's basket (.Zool.), an ele-

ous species
shells of the

;

;

fira

Hesperus.
(Alchem.) The metal copprobably so designated
from the ancient use of the metal
in making mirrors, a mirror being
still the astronomical symbol of
the planet Venus. [ArchaicJ
star,
3.

called

;

101

;

;

ameter is 7,700 miles, and its sidereal period 224.7 days. As the
morning star, it was called by the|
ancients iMct/er/ as the evening

ventriloquism.

— so

(-iSl),

vein

;

;

i^ide,

[L. venula, dim. from vena vein.]
n.
a veinlet specifically (Zool.), one of the
small branches of the veins of the wings in insects.
Ven'u-lose' (-fi-los'), a. Full of venules, or small veins.
Ve'nus (ve'niis), n. [L. Venus, -eris, the goddess of
love, the planet Venus.]
1. (Class. Myth.) The goddess
of beauty and love, that is, beauty or love deified.
2. (Astroji.) One of the planets, the second in order
from the sun, its orbit lying between that of Mercury
and that of the Earth, at a mean distance from the sun
of about 67,000,000 miles. Its di-

Ven'ule

A small

modem seas.

Ven-tric'u-lous

&

(ven'tooz), v. t.
i.
See Ventouse. [Obs-I
[F. venue a coming, arrival, fr.

(vgn'Si), n.

;

Ventricugenera,
characteristic of the Cretaceous period.

;

unite,

Ven'ue

;

—

Qse,

Ven'tuse

II

(IIgi=

;

venir to come, L. venire ; hence, in English, the place
whither the jury are summoned to come. See Come, and
cf. Venew, Veney.]
1. (Law) A neighborhood or near
place the place or county in which anything is alleged
to have happened ; also, the place where an action is laid.
The twelve men who are to try the cause must be of the same
Blackstone,
venue where the demand is made.
In certain cases, the court has power to change
the venue, which is to direct the trial to be had in a different county from that where the venue is laid.
See Venew. [iJ.]
2. A bout ; a hit ; a turn.

;

and

;

— Ven'tur-ous-lVjjJti?'. — Ven'tnr-ous-ness, n.

Ven-trlc'u-lar (vgn-trTk'iS-ler), a. [Cf.
F. ventriculaire.'] Of or pertaining to Ventricose Shell
iSiptio pubescens).
a ventricle bellied.
Ven-tric'u-lite (vgn-trik'ii-Ut), n.
[See Ventricu-

lites

(Japan-

This said, he paused not, but with venturous arm
He plucked, he tasted.
Milton.

in which the valves are strongly convex.

belonging

Aventurine.]

[Cf.

;

A

Ventricose shell.
spiral
(Zool.) (a)
shell having the body whorls rounded or
swollen in the middle. (6)
bivalve shell

(Paleon.) Any
LDS.]
one of numerous species
of siliceous fossil sponges

(-tiir-Tn), n.

(Anat.) PerVen'tro-in'gul-nal (-Tn'gwT-nal), a.
taining both to the abdomen and groin, or to the abdomen and inguinal canal as, ventro-inguinal hernia.
Ven'tUre (ven'tiir 135), n. [Aphetic form of OE.
aventure.
1. An undertaking of
See Adventure.]
chance or danger
the risking of something upon an
event which can not be foreseen with certainty a hazard ; a risk a speculation.

Ven'tral (-trol), a. [L. ventralis, fr. venter the belly
perhaps akin to G.wanst: cf. F. ventral.] 1. (Anat.)
Of, pertaining to, or situated near, the belly, or ventral
side, of an animal or of one of its parts
hemal abdominal as, the ventral fin of a fish the ventral root of a
spinal nerve
opposed to dorsal.
2. (Bot.) (a) Of or pertaining to that surface of a carpel, petal, etc., which faces toward the center of a flower,
(b) Of or pertaining to the lower side or surface of
a creeping moss or other low flowerless plant. Opposed
to dorsal.
Ventral flns (Zool.), the posterior pair of fins of a fish.
They are often situated beneath the belly, but sometimes
beneath the throat.
Ventral segment. (Acoustics) See
Loop, «., 5.
Ven'trl-cle (v5n'trl-kn), n.
[L. ventriculus the
stomach, a ventricle, dim. of venter the belly cf. F.
ventricule.
See Ventral.] 1. (^ma<.) A cavity, or one
of the cavities, of an organ, as of the larynx or the
brain specifically, the posterior chamber, or one of the
two posterior chambers, of the heart, which receives
the blood from the auricle and forces it out from the
heart.
See Heart.
^W' The principal ventricles of the brain are the
fourth in the medulla, the third in the midbrain, ttte. first
and second, or lateral, ventricles in the cerebr.al hemiepheres, all of which are connected with eacli otlier, and

&

[iJ.]

ning) Gold powder for covering varnished surfaces.
Ven'tur-OUS (-us), a. [Aphetic form of OE. aventurous.
See Adventurous, Venture, re.] Daring; bold;
hardy ; fearless venturesome adventurous as, a venturous soldier.
Spenser.

)

II

;

a prostitute.

;

—

Ven'tur-ine

ventricosus, fr. L. venter belly.]
(Nat. Hist.)
Swelling out on one side or unequally ; bellied ; ventricular ; as, a ventricose corolla.

;

;

— opposed to dorsad.

Ven'trl-COUS (ven'trl-kus),

eral

1.

an adventurer.

;

;

&

[L. ventositas : cf. F.
Ven-tOS'1-ty (v6n-t8s'i-ty), re.
See Ventose, a.]
Quality or state of being
windiness hence, vainglory pride.
Bacon.
[F.]
A cupping glass.
Ven'touse (vSn'tooz), n.
Chaucer.
[06«.]
Ven'touse, v. t. & i. To cup ; to use a cupping glass.
i[06«.]
[Written also ventuse.l
Chaucer.
Ven'trad (vSn'trSd), adv. [L. venter belly -|^ ad to.]
{Anat.) Toward the ventral side on the ventral side

ventrally

(ven'tiir-er), n.

A strumpet

;

;

[F. ventdse.

;

of as opera-

[imp.
Ven-trll'o-qulze (-kwiz), v. i.
p. p. Ventriloquized (-kwizd) p. pr. & vb. n. Ventriloquizing
(-kwi'zing).] To practice ventriloquism; to speak like
a ventriloquist.
Ven-tlll'0-qilOUS (-kwus), a. [L. ventriloquus a ventriloquist
venter the belly
loqui, p. p. locutus, to
speak. See Ventral, and Loquacious.] Of or pertaining to a ventriloquist or ventriloquism.
Ven-tril'O-quy (-o-kwy), n. [Of. F. ventriloquie.2
Same as Ventriloquism.
Ven'tri-mes'on (vgn'tri-mgs'8n),n. [NL. See Venter, and Meson.] (Anat.) See Meson.
Ven'tro— (vgn'tro-). [L. venter belly.] A combining
form used in anatomy to indicate connection with, or relation to, the abdomen ; also, connection with, relation
to, or direction toward, the ventral side; as, ventrolat-

ventosite.
;

2.

These [ideas] are begot in the ventricle of
Shak.
memory.
Ven'trl-cose' (vgn'tri-kos'), ) a. [NL.

a.

One who

ventures, or
Beau.
Ft.
J. Webster (1607).
(-siim),
a.
Inclined
venture
not
to
Ven'ture-SOme
loth to run risk or danger venturous ; bold ; daring ; adventurous; as, a venturesome boy or act.
Ven'tureVen'ture-some-ness, n.
some-ly, adv.

Ven'tur-er

puts to hazard

ting.

is skilled in,

flatulent.

;

heart beats, and my
5»- M. Hale.

Ventriloquist monkey (Zool.), the onappo ;
from the character of its cry.

Richardson (Did.).
See Ventose,
The sixth month of the calendar adopted by the
<!.]
first French republic.
It began February 19, and ended
March 20. See Vendemiaire.

pentose

my

hollow place, in which any

II

A

Ven'tose' (vaN'toz'), n.

function

Any cavity, or
may be conceived
:

.

Insuring, for the laboring man, better ventilation.
F. W. Robertson.
2. The act of refrigerating, or cooling ; refrigeration ;
Harvey.
as, ventilation of the blood.
lObs.}
3. The act of fanning, or winnowing, for the puipose
of separating chaff and dust from the grain.
4. The act of sifting, and bringing out to view or
examination ; free discussion ; public exposure.
The ventilation of these points diffused them to the knowledge of the world.
Bp. Hall.
" Ventilation
5. The act of giving vent or expression.
of his thoughts."
Sir H. Wotion.
Ven'tl-la-tive (vSn'tT-la-tiv), a. Of or pertaining to
ventilation ; adapted to secure ventilation ; ventilating ;
as, ventilative apparatus.
Ven'tUa'tor (-la'ter), n. [Cf. F. ventilateur, L. ventilator a winnower.]
contrivance for effecting ventilation ; especially, a contrivance or machine for drawing
off or expelling foul or stagnant air from any place or
apartment, or for introducing that which is fresh and pure.
Ven-tOSe' (vSn-tos'), m. Aventouse. [Ofo.] Holland.
[L. ventosus windy.
See Ventilate.]
Ven-tose', a.
II

3. Fig.

ventricular.

[L. ventilatio: cf. F.
Ven'tl-Ia'tlon (-la'shiSn), n.
iventilaiion.']
1. The act of ventilating, or the state of
being ventilated ; the art or process of replacing foul air
by that which is pure, in any inclosed place, as a house,
a church, a mine, etc. ; free exposure to air.

Windy;

Whether I will or not, while I live,
ventricle digests what is in it.

VpTi-trir'n-lnH
fvSn Ventriculite CCceloptychmm See° '"•'
bachi). A Side View B Part of
J, yf
"/^f \y™
trik'u-lus),w./pZ.
Ven- the Skeleton.
TRicuLi (-li). [L., belly,
dim. fr. venter beDy.] (Zool.) (a) One of the stomachs
of certain insects,
(b) The body cavity of a sponge.
Ven'tri-lo-cu'tlon (vgn'trT-16-ku'shiin), n. [See YenTEiLOQUOUs.] Ventriloquism.
Ven'tri-lo'qul-al (-lo'kwi-al), a. Ventriloquous.
[See VenVen-tril'0-qulsm (vgn-trll'o-kwTz'm), n.
triloquous.] The act, art, or practice of speaking in
such a manner that the voice appears to come, not from
the person speaking, but from some other source, as from
the opposite side of the room, from the cellar, etc.
One who practices, or
Ven-tril'0-quist (-kwlst), n.

J. C. Shairp.

very profound, paradoxes.

m

the belly.]
Somewhat
distended in the middle

;

.not

—

;;

—

Appendix.
Venus's boir (Hot.),
adulicate and graceful fern (Adiantum
CaiiiUiis - Veneris) having a slender, Venus's Flytrap,
black and .shining stem and branches.
Vonus's hair stone Mill.), quartz penetrated by aoiculnr
crystals of rutile.
Venus's looking-glass ( Hal.), an annual
I)Iant of the genus ^S/j^rw/f/r/f/ allioil to Uio bellllower;
also called ladi/'s lookinij-aliiss.
Vonus's navolwort(/>(iM,
any one of several species of Oiitjiliuloilix, low borapinaVenus's
ceous herbs with sinnll blue or white How ers.
See unSrlde (Hot.), an old name for Quaker lailii's.
er Quaker. —Vonus's puree.
(Zo'ol.) Same as Venus's
lust. in

—

ink

—

(

—

—

—

;

tben,

tliin

;

bON

;

zli

=z

in uxure.

;

VENUST

N

—

See Caeinaeia.

Ve-nust' (ve-nusf), a. [L. venuslus, from Venus the
goddess of love.] Beautiful, [i?.]
E. Walerhouse.
Ve-ra'cious (ve-ra'shiis), a. [L. verax, -acts, fr. vei'us
habitually
true.
1. Observant of truth
See Veet.]
speaking truth truthful as, a veracious historian.
The Spirit is most perfectly and absolutely veracious. Barrow,
2. Characterized by truth true not false ; as, a veracious account or narrative.
;

;

;

;

;

The young,

ardent soul that enters on this world with heroic
purpose, with veracious insight, will find it a mad one. Carlyle.

Ve-ra'cious-ly, adv. In a veracious manner.
Ve-rac'i-ty (ve-rSs'I-ty), n. [Cf. F. veracite.'] The
quality or state of being veracious ; habitual observance
of truth ; truthfulness truth ; as, a man of veracity.
Ve-ran'da (ve-r5n'da), re. [A word brought by the
English from India; of
cf.
uncertain origin ;
Skr. varanda, Pg. va-

Ver'bal-1-za'tlon (ver'bal-T-Ea'shSn), re. The act of
verbalizing, or the state of being verbalized.
Ver'bal-ize (ver'bal-iz), v. t. limp.
p. p. Verbalized (-izd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Verbalizing (-i'zTng).]
[Cf.
F. verbaliser."] To convert into a verb ; to verbify.
Ver'bal-lze, v. i. To be verbose.

&

&

Ver'bal-ly, adv. 1. In a verbal manner orally.
2. "Word for word
verbatim.
Dryden.
Ver-ba'ri-an (yer-ba'rl-an), a. Of or pertaining to
;

;

words

verbal.
[jR.]
Coleridge.
Ver-ba'ri-an, re. One who coins words. [iJ.]
Southey gives himself free scope as a verbarian. Fitzed. Hall.
Ver-ba'rl-um (-iim), n. [NL., fr. L. verbum word.]
game in word making. See Logomachy, 2.
Ver-ba'tim (-tlm), adv. [LL., fr. L. verbum word.]
Word for word ; in the same words verbally as, to
tell a story verbatim as another has related it.
Verbatim et literatim [LL.], word for word, and letter
;

A

II

;

;

for letter.

;

Q

A

(!l^°°"

;

three sides of the

alous plants of which Verbena is the type. The order
includes also the black and white mangroves, and many
plants noted for medicinal use or for beauty of bloom.

inner court.
Mrs. H. H. Jackson.

Ver'a-tral'bins (ver'a-tr51'bin or -ben), n.
yellowish
(C/iem.)
amorphous alkaloid ex-

A

tracted from the rootstock of Veratrum album..

Ve-ra'trate (ve-ra'trat),

{Chem.)

re.

A

salt of vera-

&

cient sacrifices

Ver'ber-ate

Ve-ra'trl-a (-trT-a), re. [NL.] {Chem.) Yeratrine.
Ve-ra'tric (-trik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, or derived from, plants of the genus Veratrum.
Veratrio acid (Chem.), an acid occurring, together with
veratrine, in the root of white hellebore ( Veratrum alextracted as a white crysbum), and in sabadilla seed
talline substance which is related to protocatechuic acid.
II

;

Ver'a-trl'na

—

(vSr'a-tri'na),

[NL.]

n.

(Chem.)

Same

as Veeatrine.
Ve-ra'trine (ve-ra'trTn
See Verateum.] (Chem.)

[Cf. F. veratrine.

277), n.

;

A poisonous alkaloid obtained

of hellebore (Veratrum.) and from sabadilla seeds as a white crystalline powder, having an acrid,
burning taste. It is sometimes used externally, as in
ointmefits, in the local treatment of neuralgia and rheu-

from the root

matism. Called also veratria, and verairina.
(Chem.) A
IVeratric
Ve-ra'trol (-trol), re.
ol.J
liquid hydrocarbon obtained by the decomposition of veratric acid, and constituting the dimethyl ether of pyro-

+

Ve-ra'trum (ve-ra'trJim), n. [L. veratrum hellebore.] (Bot.) A genus of coarse liliaceous herbs having
very poisonous qualities.
^W^ Veratrum album of Europe, and Veratrum viride
They grow in
of America, are both called hellebore.
wet land, have large, elliptical, plicate leaves in three
vertical ranks, and bear panicles of greenish flowers.
Verb (verb), n. [F. verbe, L. verbum, a word, verb.
See WoED.] 1. A word; a vocable. [06s.]
South.
2. (Gram.) A word which affirms or predicates something of some person or thing a part of speech expressing being, action, or the suffering of action.
^ff^ A verb is a word whereby the chief action of the
mmd [the assertion or the denial of a proposition] finds
;

expression.
Earle.
Active verb. Auxiliary verb. Neuter verb, etc.
See Active, Auxiliary, Neuter, etc.
Ver'bal (ver'bal), a. [F., fr. L. wrftaKs. SeeVEEB.]
1. Expressed in words, whether spoken or written,
but commonly in spoken words ; hence, spoken ; oral
not written ; as, a verbal contract ; verbal testimony.
Made she no verbal question ?
Shak.
We subjoin an enj^raving,
which will give the reader a
far better notion of the structure than any verbal description
could convey to the mind.
Mayhew.
.

.

.

2. Consisting in, or having to do with, words only
dealing with words rather than with the ideas intended
to be conveyed as, a verbal critic ; a verbal change.
;

loses,

though but

verbal, his reward.

Mere verbal refinements, instead

Milton.

of substantial knowledge.
\yheicell.

3.

Having word answering to word

;

word

for

word

a verbal translation.
4. Abounding with words verbose.
[Ofts.]
Shak.
5. (Gram.) Of or pertaining to a verb
as, a verbal
group derived directly from a verb as, a verbal noun
used in forming verbs as, a verbal prefix.

literal

;

as,

;

;

;

;

;

—

Verbal inspiration.
See under Inspiration.
Verbal
noun ( Gram.), a noun derived directly from a verb or verb
stem a verbal. The term is specifically applied to infinitives, and nouns ending in -ing, esp. to the latter.
See
Geeund, and -iNG, 2. See also. Infinitive mood, under
;

Infinitive.

(Gram.) A noun derived from a verb.
Ver'bal-ism (-iz'm), re. Something expressed vera verbal remark or expression.
Ver'bal-ist, re. A literal adherent to, or a minute
critic of, words
a literalist.
Ver'bal, n.

bally

rites.

(-ber-at), v.

[L. verberatus, p. p. of

t.

;

+

To make
Verb'i-fy (verb'i-fl), v. t. [Verb
Sy-']
into a verb to use as a verb to verbalize. [iJ.] Earle.
Ver-bose' (ver-bos'), a. [L. verbosus, from verbum a
word. See Verb.] Abounding in words using or containing more words than are necessary tedious by a
multiplicity of words
as, a verbose
prolix ; wordy
speaker a verbose argument.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Too

II

And

and

verberare to beat, from verber a lash, a whip.] To beat
to strike. [Ofts.] " The sound . . . rebounds again and
Mir. for Mag.
verberates the skies."
Ver'ber-a'tlon (-a'shun), re. [L. verberatio: cf. F.
verberation.^ 1. j?he act of verberating ; a beating- or
Arbuthnot.
striking.
2. The impulse of a body, which causes sound, [i?.]
Ver'bi-age (-bt-aj ; 48), n. [F. verbiage, from OF.
verbe a word. See Veeb.]
The use of many words
without necessity, or with little sense ; a superabundance
of words ; verbosity wordiness.
Verbiage may indicate observation, but not thinking. W. Irving.
Tennyson.
This barren verbiage current among men.

;

catechin.

U

&

Ver'be-nate (ver'be-nat), v. t. \imp.
p.p. Verbe(-na'ted) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Veebenating.]
[L.
verbenaius crowned with a wreath of sacred boughs. See
Verbena.] To strew with verbena, or vervain, as in an-

nated

Veranda.

tric acid.

II

re.

Romans, and the Druids, in

(Arch.)

An open, roofed gallery
or portico, adjoining a
dwelling house, forming an out-of-door sitting room. See Loggia.
The house was of adobe,
low, with a wide veranda
on the

[L.
See Vervain.] (Bot.)
genus of herbaceous plants of which several species
are extensively cultivated for the great beauty of their
flowers; vervain.
(-be'na),

Verbena, or vervain, was used by the Greeks, the
Brewer.
their sacred rites.
Essence of verbena. Oil of verbena, a perfume prepared
from the lemon verbena also, a similar perfume properly called grass oil.
See Grass oil, under Grass. —
Lemon, or Sweet, verbena, a shrubby verbenaceous plant
iLippia citriodora), with narrow leaves which exhale a
pleasant, lemonlike fragrance when crushed.
Ver'be-na'ceOUS (ver'be-ua'shtis), a. (Bot.) Of or
pertaining to a natural order ( Verbenacese) of gamopet-

randa, Sp. baranda, Malay baranda.']

Ver-be'na

;

;

Ver-bal'i-ty (ver-bSl'i-ty), re.
being verbal mere words bare
"More verbality than matter."
;

;

ale, senate,

The

quality or state of

literal expression.

care,

[iJ.]

Bp. Hall.

&m, arm, ask,

verbose in their

way of speaking.

— Ver-bose'ly, adv. — Ver-bose'ness,

Ayliffe.

re.

,-

[L. verbositas :
of being verbose ; the use of more words than are necessary ; prolixity ; wordiness ; verbiage.

The worst fault,
bosity of his style.

by

a forest for fuel,

far, is the

extreme diffuseness and verJejffrey.

Verd (verd), re.
est Law) (a) The

[See Veet, Verdant.] 1. (Eng. Forprivilege of cutting green wood within
(ft) The right of pasturing animals in a

forest.
2. Greenness; freshness.

Ver'dan-cy (ver'dan-sy),

Burrill.

Nares.

[Ofo.]
n.

The

quality or state of

being verdant.

Ver'dant (-dant), a. [F. verdoyant, p. pr. of verdoyer
to be verdant, to grow green, OF. verdoier, verdeier, fr.
verd, vert, green, fr. L. viridis green, fr. virere to be
green cf OF. verdant verdant, L. viridans, p. pr. of
viridare to make green. Cf. Faethingale, Verjuice,
Vert.] 1. Covered with growing plants or grass green
fresh flourishing ; as, verdant fields ; a verdant lawn.
Let the earth
Milton.
Put forth the verdant grass.
:

.

;

;

2. Unripe in knowledge or judgment unsophisticated
raw; green; ?iZ, a verdant yowth. [_CoUog.'\
Verd' an-tique' (verd' an-tek'). [F. vert antique a
kind of marble verd, vert, green -f- antique ancient
;

;

;

verde antico.']
pentine marble. (6)
verd antique.
cf. It.

(Min.) (a) A mottled-green sergreen porphyry called oriental

A

Law) An

who

has the charge of the king's
forest, to preserve the vert and venison, keep the assizes,
view, receive, and enroU attachments and presentments
officer

Blackstone.
of trespasses.
Ver'dict (-dikt), re. [OE. verdit, OF. verdit, veirdit, LL.
verdictum, veredictum ; L. wre truly (fr. verus ttae)
dietum a saying, a word, fr. dicere, dictum, to say. See
Very, and Dictum.] 1. (Law) The answer of a jury
given to the court conceriiing any matter of fact in any
cause, civil or criminal, committed to their examination
and determination ; the finding or decision of a jury on
the matter legally submitted to them in the course of
of all

manner

+

the

trial of a cause.
The decision of a judge or referee, upon an issue
of fact, is not called a verdict, but a, finding, or a finding
Abbott.
fact.
of

m^^

final,

aU

;

eve,

judgment opinion pronounced
;

;

condemned by the

event,

find,

fern,

;

as, to

be

verdict of the public.

These were enormities condemned by the most natural verdict of common humanity.
South.
Two generations have since confirmed the verdict which was
pronounced on that night.
Macaulay,

Ver'dl-griS (ver'dl-gres), n. [F. vert-de-gris, apparently from verd, vert, green -{- de ot -\- gris gray, but
really a corruption of LL. viride aeris (equivalent to L.
aerugo), from L. viridis green -I- aes, aeris, brass. See
Veedant, and 2d Ore.] 1. (Chem.) A green poisonous
substance used as a pigment and drug, obtained by the
action of acetic acid on copper, and consisting essentially
of a complex mixture of several basic copper acetates.
2. The green rust formed on copper.
\_Collog.'\
51^= This rust is a carbonate of copper, and should not
be confounded with true verdigris. U. S. Disp.
Blue verdigris (Chem:), a kind of verdigris having a blue
color, used as a pigment, etc.
Distilled verdigris (Old
Chem.), an acid copper acetate;
so called because the
acetic acid used in making it was obtamed from distilled
vinegar.
Verdigris green, clear bluish green, the color of

—
—

—

verdigris.

Ver'di-grls, v. t. To cover, or coat, with verdigris,
" An old iierdfjrmcd brass bugle. "
Hawthorne.
Ver'din (ver'din), re. [Cf. Sp. verdino bright green,
F. wrtfm the yellow-hammer] (Zo'dl.) A small yellowheaded bird (Auriparus flaviceps) of Lower California,
allied to the titmice ;
called also goldtit.
Ver'dlne (ver'din or -den), re. [F. verd, vert, green.]
(Chem.) A commercial name for a green aniline dye.
Ver'din-gale (-dTn-gal), re. See Farthingale. [Spelled
[i?.]

—

also verdingall.']
[Ofts.]
Chaucer.
Ver'dlt (ver'dit), re. Verdict. [Ofti.]
Ver'di-ter (-di-ter), re. [F. vert-de-terre, literally,
green of earth.] (Chem.) (a) Verdigris. [06s.] (6)
Either one of two pigments (called blue verditer, and
green verditer) which are made by treating copper nitrate with calcium carbonate (in the form of lime, whiting, chalk, etc.).
They consist of hydrated copper carbonates analogous to the minerals azurite and malachite.

Verditer blue, a pale greenish blue color, like that of
the pigment verditer.

Ver'dl-ture (ver'di-tfir

135),

:

Verditer.]

[Cf.

re.

The faintest and palest gieen.
Ver'doy (-doi), a. [F. verdoyer to become green. See
Verdant.] (Her.) Chargsd with leaves, fruits, flowers,
etc.

;

— said of a border.

Ver'dure (ver'diSr), re. [F., fr. L. viridis green. See
Verdant.] Green greenness freshness of vegetation
;

;

the verdure of the meadows in June.
wide expanse of living verdure, cultivated gardens, shady
Motley.
groves, fertile cornfields, flowed round it like a sea.
as,

A

Ver'dured(-dilrd),

Ver'dure-less

a.

Covered with verdure.

Poe.
Destitute of verdure.

(-diSr-lSs), a.

Covered with verdure ; clothed
with the fresh green of vegetation verdured verdant
Milton.
as, verdurous pastures.
Ver'e-Cund (vSr'e-kund), a. [L. verecundus, fr. vereri

Ver'dur-OUS

(-iSs), a.

;

;

Bashful; modest. [06s.]
Ver'e-CUn'di-OUS (-kun'di-iis), a. Verecund. [06s.]
" Verecundious generosity."
Sir H. Wotton.
Ver'e-cun'di-ty (-ty), n. The quality or state of being verecund modesty.
[06s.]
Ver'e-til'lum (-tillQm), re. [L., dim. of veretrum
the private parts.]
(Zool.) Any one of
numerous species of club-shaped, compound Alcyonaria belonging to Verelillum and allied genera, of the tribe Pennatulacea. The whole colony can move
<',bout as if it were a simple animal.
Ver'ga-lieu (ver'ga-loo), re. [Cf.
(Bot.)
Virgouleuse.]
Ver'ga-loo )
See VlEGALIEU.
to feel awe.]

II

I

Verge

(verj), re.
[F. verge, L. virga
rod or
1.
carried as an emblem of authority
as, the verge, carried before a dean.
2. The stick or wand with which persons were formerly admitted tenants, they

A

perhaps akin to E. wisp.J

'

staff,

holding

it in the hand, and swearing
fealty to the lord.
Such tenants were
called tenants by the verge.
lEng.']
3. (Eng. Laiv) The compass of the court
of Marshalsea and the Palace court, within which the lord steward and the marshal of the king's household had special jurisdiction
so called from the
Veretillum
verge, or staff, which the marshal bore. ( V. cynomorum).
[06s.]
4.
virgate a yardland.
5.
border, limit, or boundary of a space ; an edge,
margin, or brink of something definite in extent.

—

;

A
A

;

Even though we go to the extreme verge of possibility to inimplies an
vent a supposition favorable to it, the theory .
.

.

Ver'dant-ly (ver'dant-iy), adv. In a verdant manner.
Ver'der-er (-der-er), > ^. [F. verdier, LL. viridarius,
(Eng.
fr. L. viridis green.]
Ver'der-or (-or),
)
Forest

2. Decision

;

re.

pi. Verbosities (-tlz).
The quality or state
cf. F. verbosite.']

Ver-bos'i-ty (-bos'i-ty),

;

VERGE

1602

—

above.
Venns'e shell. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any species of
Cypraea: a cowrie. (6) Same as Fereas's com ft, above, (c)
Same as Venus, 4. Venue's slipper, {a) (Bot.) Ajiy plant
of the genus Cypripedium. See Lady's slippee. (6)
(Zool.) Any heteropod shell of the genus Carinaria.
basJcet,

;;

:;;

recent

;

ice,

absurdity.

J. S. Mill.

But on the horizon's verge descried.
Hangs, touched with light, one snowy
a ring.
6. A circumference a circle
;

31.

sail.

Arnold.

;

The

inclusive verge

Shak.
Of golden metal that must round my brow.
7. (Arch.) (a) The shaft of a column, or a small ornamental shaft. Oxf. Gloss.
(6) The edge of the tiling
projecting over the gable of a roof.
Encyc. Brit.
8. (Horol.) The spindle of a watch balance, especially
one with pallets, as in the old vertical escapement. See

under Escapement.
9. (Ilort.) (a) The edge or outside of a bed or border.
slip of grass adjoining gravel walks, and dividing

(6)

A

them from the borders in a parterre.
10. The penis.
11. (Zool.) The external male organ
lusks,

of certain mol-

worms, etc. See Illustration in Appendix.
— Border edge ; rim brim margin brink.

Syn.

idea, SI

;

;

old,

;

obey,

orb,

;

;

odcl

t

.;;
;

&

p. p. Verged (verjd) ; p.
Verge (verj), v. i. limp.
vb. n. Vebgino (ver'jTng).]
[L. vergere to bend,
pr.
turn, incline ; cf. Skr. Vjy to turn.]
X. To border upon
to tend ; to incline ; to come near ; to approach.
2. To tend downward ; to bend ; to slope ; as, a hill
verges to the north.
Our Boul, from original instinct, vergeth towards him as its

&

Barrow.

center.

to that period of Ufe

which

is

to be labor

Swift.

+

hoard. Cf
Verge'board' (verj'bord'), n. [ Verge
Bargeboakd.] {Arch.) The ornament of woodwork upon
the gable of a house, used extensively in the 15th century. It was generally suspended from the edge of the
projecting roof (see Verge, »., 4), and in a position par-

Called also bargeboard.
1. The act of verging or
approaching ; tendency ; approach, [i?.]
2. (Opt.) The reciprocal of the focal distance of a
lens, used as a measure of the divergence or converHumphrey Lloyd.
gence of a pencil of rays. [R.]
Vet'^tt (-jer), n. [F. verger, from verge a rod. See
Ist Verge.]
One who carries a verge, or emblem of

the gable wall.

allel to

Ver'gen-cy

(ver'jen-sy), n.

Specifically

office.

:

—

An

attendant upon a dignitary, as on a bishop, a
•
Strype.
dean, a justice, etc. [_Eng.']
(6) The official who takes care of the interior of a
(a)

church building.
Ver'ger, ra. [F.]

A garden or orchard. [0J«.]
Ver'get't^' (var'zhi'ta'), a. [Cf. F. vergeie.'] Divided
W. Berry.
by pallets, or pales paly.
Ver-gette' (ver-j5t'), n. [F.] {Her.) A small pale.
[L. veridicus ; verus
Ve-rtd'ic-al (ve-rtd'I-kal), a.
true
dicere to say, tell.]
Truth-telling ; truthful
;

+

Carlyle.
veracious,
[i?.]
Capable of being
Ver'1-fi'a-ble (vgr'i-fl'4-b'l), a.
verified ; confirmable.
Bp. Hall.
Ver'l-H-ca'tlon (-f I-ka'shiin), m. [Cf. F. verification.']
1. The act of verifying, or the state of being verified
confirmation ; authentication.
2. {Law) (a) Confirmation by evidence, (i) A formal

phrase used in concluding a plea.
Verification of an eaoation (Math.), the operation of
testing the equation of a problem, to see whether it expresses truly the conditions of the problem.
Bavies & Peek (Math. Diet.).
Ver'1-fi-ca-tlve (vSr'I-fl-ka-tiv), a. Serving to ververifying ; authenticating ; confirming.
;
Ver'l-ll'er (v§r1-fi'er), n. One who, or that which,

ify

verifies.

&

Ver'l-fy (-fl), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Veeitied (-fid)
vb. n. Veeipting.]
[F. verifier, LL. veriflcare,
p. pr.
from L. verus true
See Very, and
-ficare to make.
-pt.]
1. To prove to be true or correct ; to establish
lie truth of ; to confirm ; to substantiate.
This is verified by a number of examples.
Bacon.
So shall thou best fulfill, best verify.
The prophets old, who sung thy endless reign. Milton.
2. To confirm or establish the authenticity of by examination or competent evidence ; to authenticate ; as,
to verify a written statement ; to verify an account, a
pleading, or the like.
To verify our title with their lives.
Shak.
3. To maintain ; to affirm ; to support. [06s.] Shak.
Ve-rll'O-quent (ve-ril'6-kwent), a. [L. verus true
loguens speaking.] Speaking truth ; truthful. [06.S.]
Ver'i-ly (vSr'I-lJ^), adv. [From Very.] In very truth
beyond doubt or question ; in fact ; certainly.
Bacon.
Trust in the Lord and do good j so shalt thou dwell in the
land, and verily thou shalt be fed.
Ps. xxxvii. 3.
Ver'lne (vSr'ifn or -en), n.
[Contr. from veratiine.']
\Chem.) An alkaloid obtained as a yellow amorphous
substance by the decomposition of veratriue.
Ver'l-sim'l-lar (ver'l-slm'i-ler), a. [L. verisimilis ;
verus true
similis like, similar. See Very, and SmiHaving the appearance of truth; probable;
tAE.]
" How verisimilar it looks."
likely.
Carlyle.
Ver'i-si-mil'i-tude (-sT-mil'I-tud), n. [L. verisimilitudo : cf OF. verisimilitude. See Verisimilar.] The
quality or state of being verisimilar ; the appearance of
truth probability ; likelihood.
Verisimilitude and opinion are an easy purchase; but true
knowledge is dear and difficult.
Glanvill.
All that gives verisimilitude to a narrative. Sir W. Scott.

&

+

+

+

1. Vermilion

beautiful red.

(-tj^),

n.

A

II

metus.

Ver-me'tus (ver-me'tiis), n. [NL., from L. vermis
worm.] {Zo'ol.) Any one of many species
of marine gastropods belonging to Vermetus
and allied genera, of the family Vermetidse.
II

Their shells are regularly spiral when young,
but later in life the whorls become separate,
and the shell is often irregularly
bent and contorted like a worm

Ver'ml-cel'U (ver'me-chSl'lT or
-sSl'li),

Vei-ml'clous (ver-mish'us), a. [L. vermis a worm.]
Of or pertaining to worms wormy.
Ver-mic'U-lar (-mlk'iS-ler), a. [L. virmiculus a litcf. F. vermiculaire.
tle worm, dim. of vermis a worm
See Vermicelli.] Of or pertaining to a worm or worms
resembling a worm shaped like a viform ; especially, resembling the motion or track of a worm as, the vermicular, or peristaltic, motion of the intestines. See PeriCowper.
staltic. "A twisted form nermicatar."
;

:

;

;

See under Veemiculated.
Ver-mic'u-late (-lat), v. t. [imp. & p. p. VeehiotjLATED (-la'tSd) p. pr. & vb. n. Veemiculating.] [L.
vermiculalus inlaid so as to resemble the tracks of worms,
p. p. of vermiculari to be full of worms, vermiculus a
little worm.
See Vermiculae.] To form or work, as by
inlaying, with irregular lines or impressions resembling
the tracks of worms, or appearing as if formed by the mo;

;

like worm tracks ; as, a vermiculate nut.
2. Crawling or creeping like a worm ; hence, insinuating; sophistical. "Vermiculate questions." Bacon.
" Vermiculate logic." R. Choaie.
(-la'ted), a.

Made

or

marked with

wavy

lines or imvermiculate.
Vermiculated work, or Vermicular work (Arch.), rustic
work so wrought as to have
the appearance of convoluted
worms, or of having been eaten into by, or covered with
tracks of, worms.
Gwilt.
;

;

II

South American ant-eaters. The tongue is long, slender,
exsertile, and very flexible, whence the name,
(b) A
tribe of Old World lizards which comprises the chameleon.
They have long, flexible tongues.
[F. vermilion.
See
Ver-mil'lon (ver-mll'yiin), n.
Vermeil.] 1. {Chem.) A bright red pigment consisting
of mercuric sulphide, obtained either from the mineral
cinnabar or artificially. It ho.s a fine red color, and is
much used in coloring sealing wax, in printing, etc.

;

eaten.
very fine wavy crosswise color marking,
4. {Zo'ol.)
or a patch of such markings, as on the feathers of birds.
Ver'ml-cule (ver'mT-kul), n. [L. vermiculus, dim. of
vermis a worm. See Vermicular.] A small worm or
\_li-]
Derliam.
insect larva also, a wormlike body,
[L. vermiculus,
Ver-mlc'U-llte (ver-mTlc'ii-lit), n.
dim. of vermis worm.] (Min.) A group of minerals
having a micaceous structure. Tliey are hydrous silicates, derived generally from tlie alteration of some kind
of mica. So called because the scales, when heated, open
out into wormlike forms.

A

;

shall find
every syllable a faithful verity.

By
Shak.
Ver'Julce' (ver'jiJs'), n. [OE. vergeous, F. verjus,
that is, the juice of green fruits ; verd, vert, green -\-jus
juice.
See Verdant, and Juice.] 1. The sour juice of
crab apples, of green or unripe grapes, apples, etc. ; also,
iin acid liquor made from such juice.
2. Tartness; sourness, as of disposition.
Ver'meU. (-mil), n, [F., vermilion, fr. THi. vermicutus, fr. L. vermiculus a little worm, the coccus Indicus,
from vermis
/«»• a.
a worm. Dee
See Worm,
yyoiira, auu
and ci.
cf. Vermioule.]
v kkmiuulk.j

(-los'),
[L. vei-miculostis.
a.
See
Vermicule.] Containing,
(
resembling worms.
Ver'mi-fomi (ver'mi-f8rm), a. [L. vermis a worm -f•fonn.] Kosembling a worm in form or motions vermicular as, the vermiform process of tlie cerebellum.
appendix (yinaf.;,
(Anat.), a Slender
Vermiform appenaix
vormilorm
slender blind
BUna process OJ
of

Ver-mlc'u-lose'

Ver-miC'U-lous

or full of,

worms

1

(-liis),

;

;

;

;

food, fo'ot

;

out, oil

;

a lively and

.

Hence, in contempt, noxious human beings.

3.

You are my

prisoners, base vermin.

'i''er'ini-nate (-mT-nat), v.

i.

Hudibras-

[L. verminare to have

worms, fr. vermis a worm.] To breed vermin.
[L. verminatio the
Ver'ml-na'tion (-na'shun'), n.
worms, a disease of animals, a crawling, itching pain.]
1. The generation or breeding of vermin.
Derham.

A griping of the bowels.

2.

Ver'mln-ly (ver'mTn-lJ), a. & adv. Resembling vermin in the manner of vermin. [Obs.]
Gauden.
Ver'min-ous (-iis), a. [L. verminosus, fr. vermis a
;

worm

F. vermineux.'] 1. Tending to breed vermin
by vermin.
Some
verminous disposition of the body. Harvey,
2. Caused by, or arising from the presence of, vermin as, verminous disease.
Ver'niln-OUS-ly, adv. In a verminous manner.
Ver-mip'a-rous (ver-mip'a-rtis), a.
[L. vermis a
worm -\- parere to bring forth.] Producing or breeding
worms. "FermiparoMS animals."
Sir T. Browne.
Ver-mlv'O-rous (-miv'S-riis), a. [L. vermis a worm
vorare to devour cf. F. vermivore.'} (Zo'ol.) Devouring worms ; feeding on worms as, vermivorous birds.
:

cf.

infested

.

.

.

;

:

;

;

Mark what I say, which you

t.

Ver'muth (vSr'muth), n. [F. vermout.] A liqueur
made of white wine, absinthe, and various aromatic drugs,

Ver-mlc'n-la'tion
shijn), n.
[L. vermiculaiio a
being worm-eaten.] 1. The
act or operation of moving in
the manner of a worm conVermiculated Work.
tinuation of motion from one
part to another as, the vermiculation, or peristaltic motion, of the intestines.
2. The act of veruiiculating, or forming or inlaying so
as to resemble the motion, track, or work of a worm.
3. Penetration by worms ; the state of being worm-

tiuth ; a reality.

;

To

color with vermilion, or as if
with vermilion ; to dye red ; to cover with a delicate red.
Ver'mi-ly (ver'mT-ly), n. Vermeil. \Obs.] Spenser.
Ver'min (-min), n. sing. &pl. ; used chiefly as plural.
[OE. vermine, F. vermine, from L. vermis a worm ; cf.
LL. vermen a worm, L. verminosus full of worms. See
Vermiculae, Worm.] 1. An animal, in general, \0bs.1
Wherein were all manner of fourfooted beasts of the earth,
and vermin, and worms, and fowls.
Acts x. 12 {Geneva Bible).
This crocodile is a mischievous fourfooted beast, a dangerous
vermin, used to both elements.
Holland.
2. A noxious or mischievous animal ; especially, noxious little animals or insects, collectively, as squirrels,
" Cruel hounds
rats, mice, worms, flies, lice, bugs, etc.
or some foul vermin."
Chaucer.
Great injuries these vermin, mice and rats, do in the field.
Mortimer.
They disdain such vermin when the mighty boar of the forest ..
is before them.
Burke.
v.

+

(-la'-

Veritas. See under Bureau.
Ver'i-ty (-ty), n. ; pi. Verities (-tiz). [F. verite, L.
Veritas, fr. verus true.
See Very.] 1. The quality or
state of being true, or real ; consonance of a statement,
proposition, or other thing, with fact ; truth ; reality.
*' The verity of certain
words."
Shak.
It is a proposition of eternal verity, that none can govern
While he is despised.
South.
2. That which is true ; a true assertion or tenet ; a

pity

worms.

Ver-mic'u-late (-lat), a. 1. Wormlike in shape covert with wormlike elevations; marked with irregular
fine lines of color, or with irregular wavy impressed lines

Ver-mic'u-la'tsd

[NL.]
See Pho-

Ver-mif 'U-gal (ver-mif 'ii-gal), a. [L. vermis a worm
-[-fugare to drive away, ii.fugere to flee. See Worm,
and Fugitive.] {Med.) Tending to prevent, destroy, or
expel, worms or vermin ; anthelmintic.
Ver'mi-fuge (ver'mi-fiij), n. [Cf. F. vermifuge. See
Vermifugal.] {Med.) A medicine or substance that expels worms from animal bodies an anthelmintic.
Ver'mil (-mil), n. See Vermeil. [Obs.]
Spenser.
Ver'mi-lln'gui-a (-ml-lTn'gwI-a), n. pi. [NL., fr. L.
vermis worm -f lingua tongue.]
also
"Vermi[Called
Ungues.] (Zo'dl.) (a) A tribe of edentates comprising the

Vermicular work.

irregular
pressions

A tribe of worms including Phoronis.

)

Ver-mU'ion,

;

tion of

Ver'mi-for'mi-a (ver'mi-f6r'mT-4), n. pi.

EONIS.

2. Hence, a red color like the pigment
;
as, cheeks of vermilion.

A

The Bureau

;

II

{Zo'ol.

brilliant red

slender, %vormlike form, whence
VermetuB.
the Italian name.
When the a Vermetus lumbricalis ;
b V. radicula. Young
paste is made in larger tubes, it
Shell with the Amis called macaroni.
mal o Operculum.
Vei'ml-clde (ver'mT-sId), n.
medicine which
[L. vermis a worm -)- caedere to kill.]
Pereira.
destroys intestinal worms ; a worm killer.

—

flm

of vermicello,

a little worm, dim. of
verme a worm, L. vermis.
See
Worm, and cf. Vermicule, Vermeil.]
The flour of a hard and
small-grained wheat made into
dough, and forced through small
cylinders or pipes till it takes a

;

fip,

[It., pi.

;

literally,

(-sTm'i-lus), a. Verisimilar. [06i.]
Ver'i-ta-ble (ver'I-ta-b'I), a. [F. veritable. See VerAgreeable to truth or to fact ; actual real ; true
genuine. "The veritable Deity." Sir W. Hamilton.
Ver'i-ta-My, adv.
Ver'1-tas (-tSs), n.
[Cf. F. Veritas.
See Vekity.]

full,

n.

—

the caecum in man and some other animals
called also
vermiform appendage, and vermiform process. Small
solid bodies, such as grape seeds or cherry stones, sometimes lodge in it, causingserious, or even fatal, inflammation. See Illusl. under Digestion.

5!^°' The kermes insect has long been used for dyeing
red or scarlet. It was formerly known as the worm dye,
vermiculus, or vermiculum, and the cloth was called vermiculatia. Hence came the French vermeil for any red
dye, and hence tlie modern name vermilion, although the
substance it denotes is very different from the kermes,
being a compound of mercury and sulphur.
R. Hunt.

tube.

Verisimilitude.
[06ji.]
Sir T. Browne.

mde,

Spenser.

;

Ver'I-sim'Mous

Ose, unite,

&

A

verisimility or probable truth.

ity.]

;

In her cheeks the vermeill red did show
Like roses in a bed of lilies shed.

;

The

also, the color of vermilion, a bright,
iJ.]
\_Poeiic

2. Silver gilt or gilt bronze.
3.
liquid composition applied to a gUded surface to
Knight.
give luster to the gold.
Ver'me-Ol'O-glSt (ver'me-ol'o-jTst), n. One who treats
of vermes, or worms a liebninthologist.
Ver'me-Ol'O-gy (-j^), n. [L. vermes worms -f- -logy.']
(Zo'ol. )
discourse or treatise on worms ; that part of
zoology which treats of worms ; helminthology. [iJ.]
Ver'mes (ver'mez), n. pi. [L. vermes, pi. of vermis
a worm.] {Zo'ol.) (a) An extensive artificial division of
the animal kingdom, including the parasitic worms, or
helminths, together with the nemerteans, annelids, and
allied groups.
By some writers the branchiopods, the
The
bryozoans, and the tunicates are also included.
name was used in a still wider sense by Linnseus and his
followers, (b) A more restricted group, comprising only
the helminths and closely allied orders.
Ver'me-tid (-me-tid), n. {Zo'ol.) Any species of ver-

.

Ver'I-Si-mil'i-ty

TERNAL

1603

VERGE

I find myself verging
and sorrow.

;

;

ctaair

;

go

>

Bing,

used to excite the appetite. [Written also vermouth.]
Ver'na-Cle (ver'na-k'l), re. See Veronica, 1. [Obs.]
Ver-nac'U-lar (ver-nSk'u-ler), a. [L. vernaculus born
in one's house, native, fr. verna a slave born in his maS'
ter's house, a native, probably akin to Skr. vas to dwell
E. VDas.] Belonging to the country of one's birth one's
own by birth or nature ; native ; indigenous
now used
chiefly of language
as, English is our vernacular lan;

—

;

;

guage.
His skill

"A ?je)'nac«to7' disease."

Harvey.

in tlie vernacidar dialect of the Celtic tongue.

Fuller.

in our vernacxdar idiom may be thus interpreted. Fope.
Ver-nac'U-lar, n. Tlie vernacular language
one's
mother tongue often, the common forms of expression
in a particular locality.
Ver-nac'u-lar-lsm (-Tz'm), n. A vernacular idiom.
Ver-nac'u-lar-1-za'tlon (-T-za'shiSn), n.
The act or
process of making vernacular, or the state of being made
vernacular.
Pitted. Hall.
Ver-nac'U-lar-ly (-nitk'ii-ler-ly), adv. In a vernacular manner
in tlie vernacular.
Earie.
Ver-nac'u-louB (-IHs), a. [L. vernaculus. See VekNAOOLAR.] 1. Vernacular. [Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
2. [L. vemacnli, pi., bulToons, jesters.] Seofllng scurrilous. [ALatinism.
Obs.] "Subject to the petulancy
of every vemuculous orator."
B. Jonson.
Ver'nage (vur'ntj), n. [it. vemaccia.1 A kind of
sweet wine from Italy. [06,?.]
Chaucer.
Ver'nal (-n«l), a. [L. vcmalis, fr. vemus vernal, vcr
spriiig; aluu to Gr. eap, Skr. vasanta, Icel. vSr, and
E. Haster, east.]
1. Of or iwrtaining to the spring; appearing in the spring as, vernal bloom.
And purple all the ground with
witli iicniaJ
venial flowers. Milton.

Which

Ijjls

;

;

;

;

;

j

tben, thin

;

boN

;

*n = z

in azure.

;

;;;

VERNANT

N

2. Fig.

:

Belonging to youth, the spring of
the long v&mal day of life.

Ver'sa-bll'l-ty (ver'sa-bll'T-tj^), n.

life.

Thomson.

And seems it hard thy vernal years
Keble.
Few vernal joys can show ?
Vernal equinox [Asiron.), the time when the sun crosses
the equator when proceeding northward. — Vernal grass
a low, soft grass (Anthoxanthum odoratuvi), proin the spring narrow spikelike panicles, and noted
for the delicious fragrance which it gives to new-mown
hav
also called sweet vernal grass. See /Jlust. in ApVernal signs {Astron.], the signs, Aries, Taurus,
pendix.
and Gemini, in which the sun appears between the vernal

state of being versable.

ducing
;

—

equinox and

summer

solstice,

The quality or
Sterne.

[i?.]

Ver'sant

[L. versans, p. pr. of versare to

(-sant), a.

turn about frequently, to turn over in the mind, to mediSee Versatile.] Famihar ; conversant, [if.]
Men not versant with courts of justice. Sydney Sjitith.
Ver'sant, n. [F.] The slope of a side of a mountain
chain hence, the general siope of a country aspect.
Ver'sa-tlle (-sa-tTl). 3. [L. versatUis, fr. versare to
turn around, v. freq. of vertere: cf. F. versatile. See
Harte.
Verse.] 1. Capable of being turned round.
2. Liable to be turned in opinion changeable variable unsteady inconstant ; as, a versatile disposition.
3. Turning with ease from one thing to another
readily applied to a new task, or to various subjects
many-sided as, versatile genius a versatile politician.
was the
Conspicuous among the youths of high promise
JIacanlay.
quick and versatile [Charles] Montagu.
4. (,]yat. Hist.) Capable of turning; freely movable;
as, a versatile anther, which is fixed at
one point to the filament, and hence is
very easily turned aroimd a versatile
toe of a bird.
Ver'sa-tlleVer'sa-tUe-ly, adv.
ness, n.
Ver'sa-tU'l-ty (-tll'I-t^), n. [Cf. P.
versalilite.']
The quality or state of be- Versatile Stamens
°^ P"^^'"" ^^'"'"
tate.

;

;

Ver'nant (ver'nant), a. [L. vemans, p. pr. of vernare
Flourishing, as in spring
to flourish, from ver spring.]
" Vernani &oweis."
Milton.
[OJjf.]
vernal.
Ver'nate (-nat), v. i. [See Vebnant.] To become
again.
\_Obs.'\
young
;

P

Ver-na'tion (-na'shiJn), n. [F. vernation: cf. L. vernatio the sloughing of the skin of snakes.] {Bot.) The
arrangement of the leaves within the leaf bud, as regards
their folding, coiling, rolling, etc. ; prefoliation.
Veronica.
See VeVer'ni-Cle (ver'nT-k'l), n.
Piers Plotcman.
EONicA, 1. [06«.]
Chaucer.
A vemicle had he sowed upon his cap.
Ver'nl-cose' (-kos'), a. [See Varnish.] (Bot.) Havsome
leaves.
surface,
as
ing a brilliantly polished
Ver'ni-er (-nl-er), n. [So named after the inventor,

^^
A

Pierre Ver-

A

short
nier-l
scale made to

—

slide along

the

divisions

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

—

versltileness.

;

Vers' de sCcl^'t^' (vSr/ de

so'sya'ta').

See

[F.]

(vers), n.
[OE. vers, AS. fers, L. versus a line
in writhig, and, in poetry, a verse, from vertere, versum,

Verse

m

;

to turn, to turn round akin to E. worth to become cf.
See Worth to become, and cf. Advertise,
Averse, Controversy, Convert, Divers, Invert, Obverse, Prose, Suzerain, Vortex.] 1. A line consisting
of a certain number of metrical feet (see Foot, n., 9)
disposed according to metrical rules.
II^°° Verses are of various kinds, as hexameter, pentameter, tetrameter, etc., according to the number of feet
in each. A verse of twelve syllables is called an Alexandrine. Two or more verses form a stoma or strophe.
2. Metrical arrangement and language that which is
composed in metrical form versification poetry.
:

;

F. vers.

;

;

;

Such prompt eloquence
their lips in prose or numerous verse.
Virtue was taught in verse.

Flowed from

Milton.
Prior.

Donne.
embalms virtue.
3. A short division of any composition. Specifically
{a) A stanza a stave
as, a hymn of four verses.
^W" Although this use of verse is common, it is objectionable, because not always distinguishable from the
Verse

:

;

Vernier Calipers

;

a Vernier b Gradu;

Vernier compass, a surveyor's
accurate measurements.
compass with a vernier for the accurate adjustment of
the zero point in accordance with magnetic variation.
Vernier transit, a surveyor's transit instrument with a
vernier compass.
Ver'nile (-nil), a. [L. vernilis servile. See VernacSuiting a slave ; servile ; obsequious. [iJ.]
ITLAB.]
The example ... of vemile scurrility. De Quincey.

(6) [Script.)
ters in the Old

[li. vemilitas.']
FawnVer-nll'I-ty (ver-ntl'I-ty), n.
Bailey.
ing or obsequious behavior servility, [if.]
Ver'nlne (ver'nln or ver'nen), n. [Fernal -| tne.]
(CAem.) An alkaloid extracted from the shoots of the
vetch, red clover, etc., as a white crystalline substance.
Varnish. [Oto.] Chaucer.
v.
Ver'nish (-nTsh), n.
Ver'no-nin ( ver'n6-nTn), n. ( Chem. ) A glucoside extracted from the root of a South African plant of the
genus Vernonia., as a deliquescent powder, and used as
a mild heart tonic.
Ver'0-nese' (ver'S-nez' or -nes'), a. [It. Veronese.']
pi.
A
Of or pertaining to Verona, in Italy, ^n. sing.
native of Verona collectively, the people of Verona.
so called from
Ve-ron'1-ca (ve-r5n'i-ka), n. [LL. ;
Veronica, a woman who, according to an old legend, as
Christ was carrying the cross, wiped his face with a
cloth, which received an impression of his countenance
Veronica is fr. MGr. Bepoviiai, fr. Macedonian Bepevi'io;,
?or Gr. *epeyiKi), literally, carrying off victory, victorious.] 1. A portrait or representation of the face of our
Savior on the alleged handkerchief of Saint Veronica,
preserved at Rome ; hence, a representation of this portrait, or any similar representation of the face of the
Savior. Formerly callev>' Iso Vernacle, and Vemicle.
2. (Bot.) A genus of 'Scrophulariaceous plants; the
speedwell. See Speedwell.
J^^ Several herbaceous species are common in both
Europe and America, most of which have small blue
flowers.
few shrubby species from New Zealand are

by a

—

U

—

;

&

II

&

—

;

A

Bometimes found in cultivation.
Ver'ray (v6r'ra), a. Very true. [_Ol)S.']
Chaucer.
Ver'ray-ment (-ment), adv. [OP. veraiement. See
Very.] Verily; truly. lObs.]
Chaucer.
Ver'rel (-rel), n. See Ferrule. lObs."]
;

Ver-rlc'U-late (vSr-rlk'ii-lat), a.
[L. verriculum a
net, seine.] (Zool.) Having thickset tufts of parallel
hairs, bristles, or branches.
Ver-ru'cl-fonn (ver-ru'si-f6rm), a. [L. verruca wart
-j- -form.~\
Shaped like a wart or warts.
Ver'ru-cose' (vgr'ru-kos'), a. [L. verrucosus, fr. verruca a wart.] Covered with wartlike elevations tuberculs!te ; warty ; verrucous ; as, a verrucose capsule.
Ver'ru-cous (-kus), a. Verrucose.
Ver-ru'cu-lose' (vSr-ru'kiS-los'), a.
[L. verrucula,
dim. of verruca a wart.] Minutely verrucose.
;

Ver-ru'gas

Vers

(-gaz), m.^i. [Sp., warts.] (Med.) Yaws.
(vers), n. sing.
verse or verses. See
pi.

Terse, n.

&

[OJs.]

ale.

A

"Tenders or twelve."
senate,

—

;

stricter use in the sense of a line.

ated Bar.

—

Chaucer.

c^e, am, arm, ask,

See Verse, and -py.]
I'll

Ver'si-fy,

compose in

v.

One
and

of the short divisions of the chap-

New

versify in spite,

To

To make

my

and do

verses.

Dryden.

best.

relate or describe in verse

Testaments.

versify the truth, not poetize.

To turn

into verse

;

Daniel,

to render into metrical form;

as, to versify the Psalms.
Ver'sion (-shiin), re. [P.,

Chaucer.

from L. vertere, versum, to
turn, to change, to translate. See Verse.] 1. A change
of form, direction, or the like ; transformation ; conversion ; turning.
[Oii.]
The

version of air into water.

Bacon.

A

is

condition of the uterus in which its axis
2. {Med.)
deflected from its normal position without being bent

upon

itself.
See Anteversion, and Retroversion.
3. The act of translating, or rendering, from one language into another language.
4. A translation that which is rendered from another
language as, the Common, or Authorized, Version of
the Scriptures (see under Authorized) ; the Septuagint
Version of the Old Testament.
5. An account or description from a particular point
of view, especially as contrasted with another account
as, he gave another version of the affair.
Ver'slon-lst, n. One who makes or favors a version
;

;

a translator,

[if.]

[L. versus, p. p. of vertere to turn
(Print.) The reverse, or left-hand, page
cf. F. verso.]
of a book or a folded sheet of paper
opposed to recto.
Ver'sor (ver'sSr), re. [NL., fr. L. vertere, versus, to
turn.
See Version.] (Geom.) The turning factor of a

Ver'so

(-so),

re.

;

—

quaternion.

^W' The change of one vector into another is considered in quaternions as made up of two operations 1st, the
rotation of the first vector so that it shall be parallel to
the second 2d, the change of length so that the first vector shall be equal to the second. That which expresses
in amount and kind the first operation is a versor, and
is denoted geometrically by a line at right angles to the
plane in which the rotation takes place, the length of this
line being proportioned to the amount of rotation. That
which expresses the second operation is a tensor. The
product of the versor and tensor expresses the total
operation, and is called a quaternion. See Quaternion.
Quadrantal versor. See under Quadrantal.
;

;

Verst

(verst),

re.

[Russ. versta

:

cf.

(c)

A

(Mus.)
portion of an anthem to be performed
single voice to each part.
" This verse be thine." Pope.
piece of poetry.

A

Blank verse, poetry in which the lines do not end in
rhymes. Heroic verse. See under Heroic.
Verse, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Versed (verst) p. pr. &
vb. n. Versing.]
To tell in verse, or poetry. \_Obs.]
Shak.
Playing on pipes of corn and versing love.

—

;

Verse,
It is not

v. i.

To make

rhyming and

verses

versing that

;

to versify.

maketh a

[Obs.]

II

;

Versed (verst), a. [Cf. F. verse, L. versalus, p. p. of
versari to turn about frequently, to turn over, to be engaged in a thing, passive of versare. See Versant, a.]
Acquainted or familiar, as the result of experience, study,
practice, etc. ; skilled ; practiced.
Deep versed in books and shallow in iiimself Milton.
Opinions
derived from studying the Scriptures, wlierein
Southey,
he was versed beyond any person of his age.
These men were versed in the details of business. Macaulay.
.

.

Versed,
1st

.

.

a.

Versed.]

Versed sine.

Verse'man

See

[L. versus turned, p. p. of vertere.

(Blath.) Turned.

See under Sine, and Rlust. of Functions.

Same as
re.
(-mvin'ger), «.

(-man),

Verse'mon'ger

Versemonger. Prior.

A

\vriter of verses

a writer of commonplace poetry a poetaster
a rhymer
used humorously or in contempt.
B. Jonson.
Vers'er (vers'er), re. A versifier.
Milton.
Vers'et (-et), n. [F.] A verse. [Obs.]
especially,
;

—

;

;

[L. versiculus, dim. of
Ver'sl-cle (ver'sT-k'l), re.
See Verse.] A little verse ; especially, a short
verse or text said or sung in public worship by the priest
or minister, and followed by a response from the people.
The psalms were in number fifteen, . . . being digested into

versus.

Strype.

versicles.

[L. versicolor; verVer'si-COl'or
sare to change -)- color
Ver'si-COl'ored (-kiil'erd), f
in color.
changeable
color.]
Having various colors ;
" Versicolor, sweet-smelling flowers."
Burton.
Versicle.]
Of
Ver-slo'u-lar (ver-sTk'u-ler), a. [See
or pertaining to verses designating distinct divisions of
a writing.
Ver'si-Il-oa'tlon (ver'si-f i-ka'shiin), re. [L. versificaThe act, art, or practice, of
tio: cf. 'F. versification.]
versifying, or making verses ; the construction of poetry
(-kiil/er),

\a.

;

metrical composition.
Ver'Sl-H-ca'tor (ver'sT-fl-ka'ter), n. [L.]
" The best versificator next Virgil."
[.E.]
final,

^U

;

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

A versifier.
Dryden.

recent

;

ice,

—

;

wood.
2. (Her.) The color green, represented in a drawing
or engraving by parallel lines sloping downward toward
the right.
Ver'te-ber (ver'te-ber), re. A vertebra. [Obs.]
II

poet. Sir P. Sidney.

A

F. verste.]

Russian measure of length containing 3,500 English feet.
[Written also werst.]
Ver'su-al (ver'shu-al), a. Of or pertaining to a verse.
Ver'SUS (ver'sus), prep. [L., toward, turned in
the direction of, from vertere, versum, to turn.
See
Verse.] Against as, John Doe versus Richard Roe
chiefly used in legal language, and abbreviated to v. or vs.
Ver-sute' (ver-siit'), a. [L. versutus, fr. vertere, ver.SM»!, to turn.]
Crafty; wily; cunning; artful, [if.]
Vert (vert), re. [P., green, from L. viridis. See Verdant, and cf. Verd.] 1. {Eng. Forest Law) (a) Everything that grows, and bears a green leaf, within the forest as, to preserve vert and venison is the duty of the
verderer. (b) The right or privilege of cutting growing
;

(!I^=" The author of the division of the Old Testament
into verses is not ascertained. Tlie New Testament was
divided into verses by Robert Stephens [or Estienne], a
French printer. This arrangement appeared for tlie first
time in an edition printed at Geneva, in 1551.

4.

to

;

verse.
I'll

2.

1.

t.

;

Society verses, under Society.

„ vernier 6 Graduated Limb of Instrument,
e t e r, for
indicating parts of divisions. It is so graduated that a
certain convenient number of its divisions are just equal
to a certain num"ber, either one less or one more, of the
divisions of the instrument, so that parts of a division are
determined by observing what line on the vernier coincides with a line on the instrument.
Vernier calipers. Vernier gauge, a gauge with a graduated bar and a sliding jaw bearing a vernier, used for

&

make.

.

;

—

II

;

verse the ideas of another written in prose; as. Dr.
Watts was a versifier of the Psalms.
Ver'si-fy (-fi), v. i. [imp._& p. p. Versified (-fid);
vb. re. Versifying (-fi'ing).]
[OE. versifien, P.
p. pr.
versifier, L. versificare ; versus a verse -f- -ficare to

;

ing versatile

of a graduated
instrument, as
the limb of a
sextant, or the
scale of a bar

;

1. One who versifies, or
Ver'sl-fl'er (ver'sT-fi'er), re.
makes verses as, not every versifier is a poet. Dryden.
2. One who converts into verse one who expresses in
;

Ver'sa-ble (ver'sa-b'l), a. [L. versabilis: cf. F. versable. See Versatile.]
Capable of being turned. [iJ.]
Ver'sa-ble-ness, n. Versability. IE.']
Ver'sal (-sal), a. Universal. lObs. or Colloq.] Shak.

<Bot.),

—

VERTEBRA

1604

When after

;;:

;

Ver'te-bra

(-bra), n. ; pi.

VERTESKiE

(-bre).

[L.

I'er.

teb}-a, fr. vertere
to turn, change.

See

Verse.]

1. (Anat.) One
of the serial segments of the spi-

nal column.
11^°" In many
fishes the vertebrie

are simple

cartilaginous
disks or short
cylinders, but in
the higher vertebrates they
are composed of
many parts, and
the vertebrae in
different portions of the same

Vertebrje of Man.

seen from above.
column vary A Sixth Dorsal Vertebra
very greatly. A B The same from the right side. C Third
Lumbar Vertebra from above. D The

well - developed
vertebra usually

consists of a
more or

less cy-

lindrical and solid body, or cen-

Bame from the right side, a Centrum b
Pedicle forming the Side of the Neural
Arch c Lamina forming the Top of the
Neural Arch ; d Spinal Foramen ; e Spinous Process f Transverse Process ; g
g'' Posterior
Anterior Articular Process
h Capitular Facet i
Articular Process
fc
Metapophysis
Facet
i Tubercular
;

;

;

;

which is
surmounted dorsally by an arch,
Z Anapophyeis.
leaving an opening which forms a part of the canal containing the spinal
trum,

:

;

cord. Prom this dorsal, or neural, arch spring various
processes, or apophyses, which have received special
names a dorsal, or neural, spine, spinous process, or
neurapophysis, on the middle of the arch two anterior
and two T^osterior articular processes, or zygnpophyses
and one or two transverse processes on eacli side. In
those vertebrae which bear well-developed ribs, a tubercle near the end of the rib articulates at a tubercular
facet on the transverse process (diapophysis), while the
end, or head of the rib articulates at a more ventral capitular facet which is sometimes developed into a second.
:

;

,

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, drb, 6dd

I

;

;
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VESPA

Ver'tl-cal'l-ty ver ' tT - kSl ' T - tf), n. The quality or
state of being vertical verticalness.
[i?.]
The different points of the verticality. Sir T. Browne.
Ver'tl-oal-ly (ver'tT kal-ly), adv. In a vertical manner, position, or direction perpendicularly
as, to look
down vertically ; to raise a thing vertically.
Ver'ti-cal-riess, n. Quality or state of being vertical.
[L. vertidllus, dim. of vertex a
Ver'tl-Cil (-tl-sTl), n.
whirl: cf. F. verticille. See Vertex.] (Bot.) A circle
either of leaves or flowers about a stem at the same node
a whorl. [Written also verticel.}
Ver'ti-Cil-las'ter (-15s' ter), a. [NL., fr. L. verlicillus
a whirl -|- aster a star.] (Bot.) A whorl of flowers apparently of one cluster, but composed of two opposite
axillary cymes, as in mint.
See Illust. of Whoel.
[See VertiVer-tlc'il-late (ver-trs'Il-lat 277), 1 a.

in a high degree ; to no emalf
extent exceedingly excessively extremely as, a very
great mountain a very bright sun a ve7-y cold day the
river flows very rapidly he was very much hurt.
Ves'bi-um (vSz'bl-iim), re. [NL., from L. Vesuvius,
contr. Vesbius, Vesuvius.] (Chem.) A rare metallic element ->i which little is known. It is said by Scacchi to
have been extracted from a yellowish incrustation from
the cracks of a Vesuviau lava erupted in 1631.
Vese (vez), re. [Cf Feese, re.] Onset ; rush violent
draught or wind. \_Obs.']
Chaucer.
Ve-Si'ca (ve-si'ka), re. [L.] A bladder.

VERTEBRAL
or ventral, transverse process (parapophysis). In vertebrates with well-developed hiud limbs, the spinal column
is divided into five regions in each of which the vertebrae
are specially designated those vertebrse in front of, or
anterior to, the first vertebra which bears ribs comiected
with the sternum are cervical ; all those which bear ribs
and are back of the cervicals are dorsal; the one or more
directly supporting the pelvis are sacral and form the sacrum those between the sacral and dorsal ave lumbar;
and all those back of the sacral are caudal, or coccygeal.
In man there are seven cervical vertebrae, twelve dorsal,
five lumbar, five sacral, and usually four, but sometimes
five and rarely three, coccygeal.
2. {Zo'61.) One of the central ossicles in each joint of
tlie arms of an ophiuran.
Ver'te-bral (ver'te-bral), a.
[Cf. F. vertebral.'^
i. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to a vertebra, vertebrae, or
the vertebral column ; spinal rachidian.
2. Vertebrate.
Ver'te-bral, m. (ZooZ.) A vertebrate, [i?.]
Ver'te-bral-ly, adv. (Anal.) At or within a vertebra
distinguished from interveriebrallij.
or vertebrae ;
Ver'te-brar-te'rl-al (-brar-te'ri-al), a. (Anat.) Of or
pertaining to a vertebra or vertebrae and an artery ;
said of the foramina in the transverse processes of cervical vertebrae and of the canal which they form for the
vertebral artery and vein.
Ver'te-bra'ta (-bra'ta), K. joZ. [NL.] (Zodl.) One
of the grand divisious of the animal kingdom, comprising
all animals that have a backbone composed of bony or
cartilaginous vertebras, together with Amphioxus in
which the backbone is represented by a simple undivided
notochord. The Vertebrata always have a dorsal, or
neural, cavity above the notochord or backbone, and a
ventral, or visceral, cavity below it.
Tlie subdivisions
or classes of Vertebrata are Mammalia, Aves, Reptilia,
Amphibia, Pisces. Marsipobranchia, and Leptocardia.
Ver'te-brate (ver'te-brSt), n. (Zodl.) One of the
Vertebrata.

(

;

:

;

;

;

;

verticillate leaves of a plant
illate shell.

;

a vertic-

A

^^

;

^^

.

;

:

;

Some

;

;

They

[the

De

vertiginous whirl of fortune,

2. Affected with vertigo

Quincey.

giddy ; dizzy.
angels] grew vertiginous, and fell from the
;

battle-

ments of lieaven.
Jer. Taylor.
Ver-tig'i-nous-ly, adv.
Ver-tlg'l-nous-ness, n.
Ver'tl-gO (ver'tT-go L. ver-ti'go 2772,
^- ^^^'
'J'^'tigoes (-goz), L. Vertigines (ver-tij'i-nez). [L., fr. vertere to turn. See Verse.] 1. (i)/ed. ) Dizziness or swimming of the head; an affection of the head in which
objects, though stationary, appear to move in various
directions, and the person affected finds it diflScult to
maintain an erect posture giddiness.
Quain.
2. (Zodl.) Any one of numerous species of small land
snails belonging to the genus Vertigo,
having an elongated or conical spiral shell
and usually teeth in the aperture.

—

—

—

;

A

Ver'te-bro- (-bro-).
A combining form used in
anatomy to indicate connection with, or relation to, a
vertebra, vertebrx, or the vertebral column ; as in vertelirocostal.

(Anat.) Iliolumbar.
Ver'te-bro-11'l-ao (-Tl'i-ak), a.
(ver'tSks), n. ; pi. E. Vektexes (-Sz), L. Ver[L. vertex, -ids, a whirl, top of the head,
top, summit, from vertere to turn.
See Verse, and cf.
Vortex.]
A turning point; the principal or highest
point ; top ; summit ; crown ; apesi. Specifically
(a) (Anat.) The top, or crown, of the head.
(b) (Aslron.) The zenith, or the point of the heavens
directly overhead.
(c) (Math. ) The point in any figure opposite to, and
fartliest from, the base ; the terminating point of some
particular line or lines in a figure or a curve ; the top, or
the point opposite the base.

"

;

;

Ver'tes

tices (-ti-sez).

—

(ver'tl-lin'e-er),
a.
Ver'ti-lln'e-ar
[Fertical -f- linear.'] Straight; rectilinear.

[iJ.]

Ver'tu

(ver'tu),

re.

Virtue power.
Chaucer.

1.

;

See Virtue. [Oi.s.]
2. See Virtu.

Ver'tu-ous

(-us), a.

Virtuous

;

power-

Spenser,
Ver'u-mon-ta'num (ver'6-mon-ta'num), re. [NL.] (Anat.) An elevation, or
crest, in the wall of the urethra where the
seminal ducts enter it.
ful.

[Obs.'\

II

^ff^ The principal vertex of a conic section is, in the
{Jarabola, the vertex of the axis of the curve in the elipse, either extremity of either axis, but usually the lefthand vertex of the transverse axis in the hyperbola,
;

;

fr.

or myrtle, a class of plants ; cf. verbenaca vervain. Cf.
Verbena.] (Bot.) Any plant of the genus Verbena.
Vervain mallow (Bot. ), a species of mallow (Malva Alcea)
with rose-colored flowers.

—

Verve (verv), re. [F.] Excitement of imagination
such as animates a poet, artist, or musician, in composing or performing rapture enthusiasm spirit energy.
Ver'vel (ver'vgl), re. See Varvel.
Ver'vet (-vgt), re. (Zodl.) A South African monkey
Cercopithecus
pygerythrus, or Le(
landii).
The upper parts are grayish green, finely specked with black.
The cheeks aud belly are reddish
white.
II

;

2. Perpendicular to the plane of the horizon
as, a vertical line.

plumb

;

upright

;

Vertical angle (Astron. & ffeod.), an angle measured on
a vertical circle, called an angle of elevation, or altitude,
when reckoned from the horizon upward, and of depression when downward below the horizon.
Vertical anthers (Bot.), such anthers as stand erect at the top of the
filaments. — Vertical circle (Astron.), an azimuth circle.
See under Azimuth.
Vertical drill, an upright drill.
See under Upright.
Vertical fire (^fil.), the fire, as of
mortars, at high angles of elevation. — Vertical leaves
(Bot.), leaves which present their edges to tlie earth and
the sky, and their faces to the horizon, as in the Australian species of Eucalyptus.— Vertical limb, a graduated
arc attached to an instrument, as a theodolite, for meas-

—

Ver'y

&

;

He

Prime vertical

unite,

r^ide,

fi^ll,

up,

ikin

;

cf.

:

F. vesicant.']

&

;

;

;

—

;

;

:

;

:

;

but he that
Prov. xvii. 11.

the two?" Shale. "The i)eries' liermit in the nation."
Pope. " He had spoken the very truth, and transformed
/lawthome.
it into the veriest falsehood."
Very Reverend. See the Note under Reverend.

food,

fo^t

;

out, oil

;

cbair

—

;

;

A

small bladderlike
(a) (Bot.)
body in the substance of a vegetable, or upon the surface of a leaf.
small, and more
(b) (Med. )
or less circular, elevation of tlie
cuticle, containing a clear watery

A

fluid.

(Anat.)

(c)

A cavity or sac,

pecially one filled with fluid

the umbilical
(d) (Zodl.)

esas,

;

vesicle.

A small convex hol-

low prominence on the surface of
a shell or a coral.
(Geol.) A small cavity,
(e)
nearly spherical in form, and usually of the size of a pea or smaller,
Vesicles of Eockweed
such as are common in some vol(.Fucus nodosus).
canic rocks. They are produced by
the liberation of watery vapor in the molten mass.
Ves'i-CO- (vgs'i-ko-). A combining form used in anatomy to indicate connection with, or relation to, the bladder ; as in ?)e5!coprostatic, vesicovaginal.
VeS'1-CO-pro-Stat'iC (-prS-stSt'ik), a. (Anat.) Of or
pertaining to the bladder and the prostate gland.
Ves'i-CO-U'ter-ine (-u'ter-Tn or -in), a. (Anat.) Of or
pertaining to the bladder and the uterus.
Ves'i-CO-Vag'i-nal (-vSi'T-nol), a. (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the bladder and the vagina.
Ve-slc'u-la (ve-sTk'ii-la), re. / pi. VESicuL.ffi; (-le).
(Anat.
Med?) A vesicle.
[L., dim. of vesica.]
Ve-SiC'U-lar (-ler), a. [Cf. F. vesicidaire.] 1. Of or
pertaining to vesicles; esp., of or pertaining to the air
vesicles, or air cells, of the lungs ; as, vesicular breathing, or normal breathing, in which the air enters freely
the air vesicles of the lungs.
2. Containing, or composed of, vesicles or vesiclelike
structures ; covered with vesicles or bladders vesiculate
as, a vesicular coral ; vesicular lava ; a vesicular leaf.
as, a
3. Having the form or structure of a vesicle
vesicular body.
Vesicular column (Anat.), a series of nerve cells forming
also
one of the tracts distinguished in the spinal cord
Vesicular emphyaem''
called the ganglionic column.
(Med.), emphysema of the lungs, in which the air ves;Vesiculij
cles are distended and their walls ruptured.
murmur (Med.), the sound, audible on auscultation of the chest, made by the air
entering and leaving the air vesicles of
the lungs in respiration.

&

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

[NL.
Ve-sic'u-la'ri-a (-la'rT-a), re.
See Vesicle.] (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of marine Bryozoa belonging
II

They
to Vesicularia and allied gei ra.
ached
have delicate tubular cells
clusters to slender flexible stems..Ve-slc'U-la'ta (-ta), re. pi. [NL. See
The campauularian
Vesicle.] (Zodl.)

i

|

medusae
Ve-Slc'U-late (ve-stk'iS-lat), a. Bladdery full of, or covered with, bladders

'

;

;

vesicular.

Ve-slc'U-late

(-lat), v.

t.

;

go

To form

vesi-

;

(J^^" Very is sometimes used to make the word with
it is connected emphatic, and may then be paraphrased )3y same, self-same, itself, and the like. "Tlie
very hand, the very words." S/iak. " The very rats instinctively have quit it."
Shale.
"Yea, there where
Very is used occavery desolation dwells." Milton.
sionally in the comparative degree, and liiore frequently
in the superlative. " Was not my lord the verier wag of

;

Fiscis.

A vesicatory.

(3fed.)

Ves'I-cate (-kat), v. t. {imp. &j>. p. Vesicated (-ka'[See Vesicant.]
tgd)
vb. n. Vesicating.]
p. pr.
(iled. ) To raise little bladders or blisters upon
to inWiseman.
flame and separate the cuticle of to blister.
[Cf. F. vesication.']
Ves'i-ca'tion (-ka'shiin), re.
(Med.) The process of vesicating, oi of raising blisters.
Ves'i-ca-tO-ry (vgs'T-ka-tS-ry 277), a. [Cf. F. vesi^
catoire.]
(Med.) Tending, or having power, to raise a
blister.
n.
A blistering application or plaster a vesicant an epispastic.
[L. vesicula, dim. of vesica
(ves'i-k'I),
re.
Ves'1-cle
a bladder, blister akin to Skr. vasti bladder cf. F.
vesicule.] A bladderlike vessel a membranous cavity a
cyst a cell. Specifically

cles

ill,

as lava.

Ve-sic'u-la'tlon (-lii'shiin), re. (Geol.)
Tlie state of containing vesicles, or the
process by which vesicles are formed.
Ve-slc'u-lose' (-158'),)

Ve-slc'u-lous

which

a.

pity

that covercth a transgression seeketh love

plainness and brightness. Milton.
I looked on the considL'ration of public service or public ornaBurke.
ment to be real and very justice.

[iJ.]

See under Pbiue,

/

;

The very essence of truth is

(

dial.

;

repeatetli a matter separatetti very friends.

—

use,

Vesica piscis. [L., fish bladder.] (Eccl. Art)
glory, or aureole, of oval shape, or com-

posed of two arcs of circles usually represeuted as surrounding a divine personage.
More rarely, an oval composed of two arcs]
not representing a glory a solid oval, etc.

II

wahr, D. waar; perhaps originally,
Vervet.
is or exists, and akin to E.
Cf. Aver, J), t.. Veracious,
Verdict, Verity.] True real actual veritable.
Whether thou be my very son Esau or not. Gen. xxvii. 21.

der.

vertical,

A

;

that
was.

a sash sliding up and down. Cf. French .lasli, under ;id
Sash.
Vertical Bteam engine, a steam engine having the
crank shaft vertically above or below a vertical cylin-

Ftlme

[Compar.

L. verax true, veracious, fr. verus
OS. war, G.
true ; akin to OHG.

;

;

a.

;

uring vertical angles. —Vertical line, (a) (Dialin'j) A line
perpendicular to tlie horizon, (b) ( Conic Sections) A right
line drawn on the vertical plane, and passing through the
vertex of the cone, (c) (Surv.) The direction of a plumb
line
a line normal to the surface of still water, (d)
(Oeom., Drawing, etc.) Aline parallel to the sides of a
page or sheet, in distinction from a horizonlnl line parallel to the top or bottom.
Vertical plane, (a) Conic Sections) A plane passing through the vertex of a cone, and
through its axis. (Jj) (Projections) Any plane which
passes through a vertical line, (c) (Persp.) The plane
passing through the point of sight, and peiijendicular to
the ground plane, and also to the picture. — Vertical sash,

Ver'tl-cal, n. 1. Vertical position zenith.
2. (Math.) A vertical line, plane, or circle.

(vSr'i^),

;

;

Verier (-T-er) superl. Veriest.]
[OE. verai, verray, OF. verai, vrai,
F. vrai, (assumed) LL. veracus, for

—
—

—

;

;

;

.

II

8^°° This is sometimes written vera montanum.
[OE. verveine, F. verveine,
Ver'vain (ver'van), re.
L. verbena, pi. verbenae sacred boughs of laurel, olive,

either vertex, but usually the right-hand vertex of the
transverse axis.
Vertex of a curve (Math.), the point in which the axis
of the curve intersects it.
Vertex of an angle (Math.),
the point in which the sides of the angle meet.
Vertex
of a solid, or of a Borface of revolution (Math.), the point
in which the axis pierces the surface.
Ver'ti-cal (-tt-kal), a. [Cf. F. vertical. See Vertex.]
1. Of or pertaining to the vertex
situated at the vertex, or highest point ; directly overhead, or in the zenith ; perpendicularly above one.
Charity ... is the vertical top of all religion. Jer. Taylor.

;

II

'

;

;

;

;

;

F. verticite. See Vertex.] The quality
or power of turning ; revolution rotation.
[-R.]
Locke.
I hardly believe he hath from elder times
unknovrn the veriicity of the loadstone.
y.
Sir T. Browne,
Vf
'
Ver'tl-cle (ver'tT-k'l), n. [L. ver|
ticula a joint.]
An axis; a hinge; a
|
turning point.
E. Waterhouse.
I
"'
Ver-tlg'i-nate (ver-tTj'i-nat), a.
Turned round giddy, [i?.] Coleridge. Verticillate Leaves
of
Indian
CucumVer-tlg'i-noUS (-nus), a. [L. vertiginosus, fr. vertigo a whirling around,
giddiness cf. F. vertigineux. See Vertigo.] 1. Turning
round whirling rotary revolving as, a vertiginous
motion.

said of the arms of ophiurans.
;
4. (Zodl.) Of or pertaining to the Vertebrata
used
©nly in the form vertebrate.
vertebra.
Ver'te-bre (-ber), n. (Anat.)
[OJs.]

—

;

ter

[Cf.

nr.

;

;

;

;

ticil.

Ver-tic'1-ty (ver-tls'i-ty),

(ver'y), adv.

Ves'i-cal (ves'T-kal), a. [L. vesica bladder.] (Anat.) Of or pertaining to the bladBunglison.
der.
[L. vesica blis- Vesica
Ves'1-cant (-kant), n.

Ver'ti-cil'lus (ver'ti-sTl'liis), n.
[L., a whirl.]
(Bot.)
whorl ; a ver-

) a.
[L. vertebraius.']
Ver'te-brate (ver'te-brat),
Ver'te-bra'ted (ver'te-bra'ted), ) 1. (^raa<.) Having
a backbone, or vertebral column, containing the spinal
marrow, as man, quadrupeds, birds, amphibia, and fishes.
2. (Bot.) Contracted at intervals, so as to resemble
the spine in animals.
Henslow.
3. (Zodl.) Having movable joints resembling verte-

:

"

II

II

;

(Bot.

;

—

—

"
CIL.]

Ver-tic'il-la'ted(-tis'il-la'tSd),
Zodl.) Arranged in a transverse whorl
or whorls like the rays of a wheel as,

—

brae

—

;

;

Ver'y

;

sin^;,

-I), r^

(-IBs),

/Vcfc

[L. rvsivulo.\-us : cf. F. i'^xteuBladdery vesicular
leux.]
vesiculate ; composed of vesicles ; covered with vesicles
as, a vcsiculose shell.
Ves'pa (vga'pA) n. [L..
wnsp.]
(Zodl.) A gonuB of

Vnlve

Hymonoptera inchiding tbo

;

II

VcRiculoBO Shell of

ink

vusfii/osiis.

It

l><ir8ul

common wasps and

h Veiitml Valve.

;

tlien,

tlkln

;

boN

;

xli

=z

hornets.

in azure*

;

;;;

VESPER
(vSs'per), n.

west

;

;

;

Cf.

to E. west.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

II

II

P

;

;

:

Q

;

;

I

II

;

;

;

;

[They drank] out of these noble vessels.
Chaucer.
2. A general name for any hollow structure made to
float upon the water for purposes of navigation
especially, one that is larger than a common rowboat ; as, a
war vessel; a passenger vessel.
[He] began to build a vessel of huge bulk.
Milton.
3. Pig.
A person regarded as receiving or containing
something; esp. {Sc7'ipt.), one into whom something is
conceived as poured, or in whom something is stored for
use ; as, vessels of wrath or mercy.
He is a chosen vessel unto me.
Acts ix. 15.
[The serpent] fit vessel, fittest imp of fraud, in whom
;

:

To

U

enter.

Milton.

4. {Anai.) Any tube or canal in which the blood or
other fluids are contained, secreted, or circulated, as the
arteries, veins, lymphatics, etc.
5. (Bot.) A continuous tube formed from superposed
large cylindrical or prismatic cells (tracheae), which have
lost their intervening partitions, and are usually marked
with dots, pits, rings, or spirals, by internal deposition
of secondary membranes ; a duct.
Acoustic vessels. See under Acocstic.
Weaker vessel,
a woman ; now applied humorously. " Giving honor
unto the wife, as unto the weaker vessel." 1 Peter iii. 7.
*' You are the weaker vessel."
Shak.
Ves'sel, V. i. To put into a vessel. [Obs."]
Bacon.

—

—

V

Ves'sel-ful (-ful), n. ; pi. Vesselptos (-fulz).
As
much as a vessel will hold ; enough to fill a vessel.
Ves'ses (-sSz), )n. A kind of worsted
also, a
Ves'setS (-sgts), ) worsted cloth. [Prov. Eng.']
Ves'slo-non (-sik-nSnV ) n. [F. vessigon, fr. L. vesica
Ves'Slg-non (-sig-non), J a bladder, blister.] (Far.)
A soft swelling on a horse's leg a windgall.
Vest (vgst), n. [L. vestis a garment, vesture akin to
•3to'i.\. wasti, and E. wear: cf. F. veste.
See Wear to
car / on the person, and cf. Divest, Invest, Travesty.]
1. An article of clothing covering the person an outer
garment a vestment a dress ; a vesture a robe.
Irf state attended by her maiden train.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Who

;

bore the vests that holy rites require.

Any

Dryden.

outer covering array garb.
Not seldom clothed in radiant vest
Deceitfully goes forth the morn.
Wordsworth.
3. Specifloaily, a waistcoat, or sleeveless body garment,
for men, worn under the coat.
Syn.
Garment; vesture; dress; robe; vestment;
waistcoat.
Vest, Waistcoat. In England, the original
word waistcoat is generally used for the body garment
worn over the shirt and immediately imder the coat. In
the United States thii garment is commonly called a
vest, and the name waistcoat is often improperly given to
an under-garment.
2.

;

—

Vest,

Vesting.]
See Vest,

;

—

V.

[imp.

t.

&

p. p. Vested

;

vb. n.
vestir, F. vetir.

[Cf. L. vestire, vestitum, OF.
1. To clothe with, or as with, a

encompass

to dress

;

;

to robe

;

vestment,

to cover, surroimd, or

closely.

Came

—

:

—

A

Syn.

— HaU

passage.

;

—

Vestibule, Hall, Passage.

vestibule is a small apartment within the doors of a
building.
hall is the first large apartment beyond the
vestibule, and, in the United States, is often long and
narrow, serving as a passage to the several apartments.
In England, the hall is generally square or oblong, and a
long, narrow space of entrance is called a passage, not a
hall, as in America. Vestibule is often used in a figurative
" The citizens of
sense to denote a place of entrance.
Rome placed the images of their ancestors in the vestibules of their houses.'' Bolingbroke.

A

Ves-tlb'U-lnm (vSs-tlb'ii-liim), m. ; pi. Vestibula
(-la).
[L., vestibule.]
cavity into which, in
(Zo'ol.)
certain bryozoans, the esophagus and anus open.
Ves'tl-gate (v5s'ti-gat), v. i. [L. vestigatus, p. p. of
vestigare.
See Vestige.] To investigate. \_Obs.]
Ves'tlge (-tij), re. [F., from L. vestigium footprint,
trace, sign ; the last part (-stigium) is probably akin to
E. sty, V. i. Cf. Investigate.] The mark of the foot
a sign
left on the earth ; a track or footstep ; a trace
hence, a faint mark or visible sign left by something
which is lost, or has perished, or is no longer present
remains ; as, the vestiges of ancient magnificence in Palmyra ; vestiges of former population.
What vestiges of liberty or property have they left ? Surhe.
Ridicule has followed the vestiges of Truth, but never
Landor.
usurped her place.
II

A

;

—

;

Syn. Trace mark sign token. — Vestige, Trace.
These words agree in marking some indications of the
past, but differ to some extent in their use and applicaVestige is used chiefly in a figurative sense, for the
tion.
remains of something long passed away as, the vestiges
;

;

;

A

trace is litof ancient times ; vestiges of the creation.
erally something drawn out in a line, and may be used in
this its primary sense, or figuratively, to denote a sign or

evidence left by something that has passed by, or ceased
to exist.
Vestige usually supposes some definite object of
the past to be left behind while a trace may be a mere
indication that something has been present or is present
as, traces of former population
a trace of poison in a
given substance.
;

vested all in white, pure as her mind.

Milton.

With ether vested, and a purple sky.
Dryden.
2. To clothe with authority, power, or the like to
put in possession to invest ; to furnish to endow ; —followed by with before the thing conferred as, to vest a
oourt with power to try cases of life and death.
;

;

;

;

Had

legatee dies before the testator, his representative shall
receive it. Blackstone.
Vested remainder (Law), an estate settled, to remain to a determined person, after the
particular estate is spent. Blackstone. Kent.
[See Vestiary.]
Ves'ti-a'rl-an (vSs'tT-a'rl-an), a.
Of or pertaining to a vestiary or vestments.
Ves'U-a-ry (vSs'tl-S-ry), «. [L. vestiarium. See VesFuller.
try.] A wardrobe ; a robing room ; a vestry.
Ves'tl-a-ry, a. Pertaining to clothes, or vestments.
pertaining
(ves-tTVlS-ler),
a.
Of
or
to a
Ves-tlb'U-lar
vestibule ; like a vestibule.
Ves'ti-bule (vSs'tl-biil), n. [L. vestibulum, of uncerThe porch or entrance
tain origin
cf. F. vestibule.']
into a house ; a hall or antechamber next the entrance
a lobby ; a porch ; a hall.
Vestibule of the ear. (Anat.) See under Ear. —Vestibule of the vtUva (Anat.), a triangular space between the
nymphae, in which the orifice of the urethra is situated.
Vestibule train (Railroads), a train of passenger cars
having the space between the end doors of adjacent
cars inclosed, so as to admit of leaving the doors open
to provide for intercommunication between all the cars.

;

&

p. pr.

re.]

or garment

Ves'tl-ture (vgs'tT-tfir
vestiture.

1 been vested with the monarch's power.

ale,

senate,

care,

Prior.

am, arm, ask,

;

Of or pertaining to a
Ves-tlg'I-al (vSs-tijir-al), a.
remnant ; like a vestige.
n.
Cloth
for vests ; a vest pat(vSst'ing),
Vest'lng

;

(vgst'lSt),

re.

pering to the base, and two
separate circles of tentacles

which they dwell,
whence the name.
lining, in

Vest'ment

(vest'ment),

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

re.

[OE. vestement, vestiment,
OF. vestement, vestiment, F.
vetement,

fr. L. vestimenlum,
vestire to clothe, fr. vestis a
garment, clothing. See Vest.]
f r.

A

covering oi garment ; some
part of clothing or dress spe;

(EccL), any priestly
garment. "'Royal vestiment."
Chaucer.
"Priests in holy
vestments." Shak.
cifically

'

The sculptorcould not give vestmen ts suitable to the quality ot^^the Vestlet ( Cerianthus borealisl
persons represented.
Dryden.
Ves'try (vgs'tr5^), re. ; pi. Vestries (-trTz). [OE. i;e>ftT/e, F. vestiaire, L. vestiarium, fr. vestiarius belonging
to clothes, fr. vestis a garment.
See Vest, re., and cf.
Vestiary.] 1. A room appendant to a church, in which
sacerdotal vestments and sacred utensils are sometimes
kept, and where meetings for worship or parish business
are held a sacristy
formerly called revestiary.
He said unto him that was over the vestry, Bring forth vestments for all the worshipers of Baal.
2 Kings x. 22.
2. (Ch. of Eng.) A parochial assembly; an assembly
of persons who manage parochial affairs
so called because usually held in a vestry.
3. (Prot. Epis. Ch.) A body, composed of wardens
and vestrymen, chosen annually by a parish to manage
its temporal concerns.
Metropolitan vestry, in the city of London, and certain
specified parishes and places in England, a body composed of householders who pay poor rates. Its duties include the repair of churches, care of highways, the ap;

;

—

;

—

pointment of certain officers, etc. — Select vestry, a select
number of persons chosen in large and populous English
parishes to represent and manage the concerns of the parish for one year. Mozley & W. — Vestry board (Ch. of
Eng.), a vestry. See def. 2, above.
Vestry clerk, an officer chosen by the vestry, who keeps a record of its proceedings also, in England, one who keeps the parish
accounts and books. — Vestry meeting, the meeting of a
vestry or vestry board also, a meeting of a parish held

—

;

;

in a vestry or other place.

Ves'try-man (-man),

member
member

re.

; pi.

Vestrymen

(-men).

A

of a vestry ; especially (Prot. Epis. Ch. ), a
other than a warden. See Vestry.

Ves'ture

(vgs'tiir; 135),

[OF. vesture, vesteure.

re.

F. veture, LL. veslitura, from L. vestire to clothe, dress.
See Vest, v, t., and cf. Vestitcre.]
1. A garment or
garments ; a robe ; clothing ; dress ; apparel ; vestment
covering ; envelope.
Piers Plowman.
Approach, and kiss her sacred vesture^s hem. Milton.
Rocks, precipices, and gulfs, appareled with a vesture of
Bentley.

plants.

There polished chests embroidered

Pope.

vestures graced.

2. (O. Eng. Law) (a) The corn, grass, underwood,
stubble, etc., with which land was covered; as, the vesture of an acre, (b) Seizin ; possession.
Ves'tured (-tlird), a. Covered with vesture or gar-

ments ; clothed

;

enveloped.

We be vestured with poor cloth.

Ld. Bemers,
[Cf. P. VSsuvien, It.
Vesuviano.]
Of or pertaining to Vesuvius, a volcano
near Naples.
See Vesuvian, a.]
Ve-su'vl-an, n.
[G. vesuvian.
(3fin.) Vesuvianite.
Ve-sn'vl-an-ite (-it), re. (Min.) A mineral occurring
in tetragonal crystals, and also massive, of a brown to
green color, rarely sulphur yellow and blue. It is a silicate of alumina and lime with some iron and magnesia,
and is common at Vesuvius. Also called idocrase.
Ve-SU'Vlne (-vin or -ven), re. A trade name for a
brown dyestuff obtained from certain basic azo compounds of benzene ;
called also Bismarck brown, Manchester brown, etc.
Vetch (vSch), re. [Also^^cA; O'E. ficche, feche,ior
veche, OF. veche, vecce, vesche, vesce, P. vesce, fr. L. vvda.] (Bot.) Any leguminous plant of the genus Vici.a,
some species of which are valuable for fodder. The

Ve-SU'vl-an (ve-su'vt-an), a.

—

common

species is V. saliva.
also applied to

^W^ The name is

many

other legumi-

nous plants of different genera as the chichling vetch,
of the genus Lathyrus ; the horse vetch, of the genus Hippocrepis ; the liidney vetch (Anthyllis vulneraria) the
milk vetch, of the genus Astragalus ; the licorice vetch,
or wild licorice (Abrus precatorius).
-ling.]
(Bot.)
Vetch'llng (vech'lTng), re. IVetch
Any small leguminous plant of the genus Lathyrus,
especially L. Nissolia.
Vetch'y (-f), a. 1. Consisting of vetches or of pea
" A. velctiy bei."
straw.
Spenser.
2. Abounding with vetches.
Vet'er-an (vgfer-an), a. [L. veteranus, from vetus,
;

;

+

veteris, old ; akin to Gr. eroi year, Skr. vatsara.
See
Wether.] Long exercised in anything, especially in
military life and the duties of a soldier ; long practiced
or experienced ; as, a veteran officer or soldier ; veteran

The insinuating eloquence
diplomatists and courtiers.

eve,

.

a tough, flexible, feltlike
tube with a smooth internal

skill.

;

In-

Adj

(Zo'ol.)

around the mouth. They form

tern.

aU

[See Vesture.]
vest.]

one of several species of actinians belonging to the genus
These animals
Cerianlhus.
have a long, smooth body ta-

vestige or

final,

135), n.

[Dim. of

[-R.]

Vestlet

;

;

;

VETERAN

1606

3. To place or give into the possession or discretion
[L., the evening, the evening
akin to Gr. ecrn-epos, ecTTrepa, and perhaps of some person or authority to commit to another
with in before the possessor as, the power of life and
Hespeeian, Vespers.] The evening star
hence, the death is vested in the king, or in the courts.
Hesper Venus, when seen alter sunset
Shak.
Empire and dominion was [were] vested in him.
evening.
Locke.
Ves'per, a. Of or pertaining to the evening, or to the
to put ; as, to vest money in goods,
4. To invest
service of vespers as, a vesper hymn vesper bells.
land, or houses.
[-B.]
5. (Law) To clothe vrith possession as, to vest a perVesper sparrow, the grass finch. See under Grass.
son with an estate also, to give a person an immediate
Ves'per-al (-al), a. Vesper evening. IE.']
Ves'pers (-perz), n. pi. [OF. vespres, F. vepres, LL. fixed right of present or future enjoyment of as, an
Bouvier.
vesperae, fr, L. vespera evening. See Vesper, m.] {R. estate is vested in possession.
Vest (vest), V. i. To come or descend to be fixed to
C. Ch.) (a) One of the little hours of the Breviary, (i)
take effect, as a title or right
followed by in ; as,
The evening song or service.
upon the death of the ancestor, the estate, or the right to
See under SiciLlAif, a.
Sicilian vespers.
the estate, vests in the heir at law.
Ves'per-til'i-0 (vSs'per-till-o), M. [L., abat.] {ZoVes'ta (ves'ta), re. [L. Vesta, akm to Gr. 'Ea-rCa. Vesol.) A genus of bats including some of the common small
ta, iaria the hearth of the house, and perhaps to Skr.
insectivorous species of North America and Europe.
ush to burn (see East), or perhaps to Skr. vas to dwell,
Ves'per-tU'i-o'nes (-o'nez), n. pi. [NL.] {ZoSl.) and
E. was.'] 1. (Rom. Myth.) One of the great diviniA tribe of bats
ties of the ancient Romans, identical with the Greek Hesincluding the
tia.
She was a virgin, and the goddess of the hearth
common insechence, also, of the fire on it, and the family round it.
tivorous bats
2. (Astron.) An asteroid, or minor planet, discovered
of America
by Olbers in 1807.
and Europe,
3. A wax friction match.
Simmonds.
belonging
to
Ves'tal (-tal), a. [L. 'Vestalis belonging to Vesta,
Vespertilio
vestal.
See Vesta.] Of or pertaining to Vesta, the virand allied gen- Qne of the Vespertilionea. American Red
gin goddess of the hearth hence, pure chaste.
era. They lack
Bat (Atalapha Noveboracensis).
cf. P. vestale.
[L. 'Vestalis (sc. virgo)
Ves'tal, n.
a nose membrane.
See Vestal, a.] 1. (Rom. Antiq.) A virgin consecrated
Ves'per-til'l-o'nlne (-nin), a. {Zodl.) Of or pertainto Vesta, and to the service of watching the sacred fire,
ing to the Vespertiliones.
which was to be perpetually kept burning upon her altar.
Ves'per-tl'nal (vgs'per-ti'nal), a. Vespertine. Lowell.
^SS^ The Vestals were originally four, but afterward
Ves'per-tlne (-tin or -tin), a. [L. vespertinus. See
six, in number.
Their term of service lasted thirty
Vesper.] 1. Of or pertaining to the evening; happening
years, the period of admission being from the sixth to
or being in the evening.
Gray. the tenth year of the candidate's age.
2. {Bot.) Blossoming in the evening.
2. A virgin a woman pure and chaste also, a nun.
Ves'pi-a-ry (-pi-S-rf ), n. [L. ve.'tpa a wasp.] A nest,
How happy is the blameless vestaVs lot
Pope.
or habitation, of insects of the wasp kind.
Ves-tales (vSs-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL. See Vestal.]
Ves-pil'lo (vSs-pil'lo), m. ; pi. Vespilloes (-loz). [L.]
(Rom. Anliq.) One who carried out the dead bodies of (Zo'ol. ) A group of butterflies including those known as
virgins, or gossamer-winged butterflies.
the poor at night for burial.
wearing
1. Clothed ; robed
Vest'ed (vgst'ed), a.
Like vespilloes or grave makers. Sir T. Browne.
vestments. " The vested priest."
Milton.
Ves'sel (vgs'sel), re. [OF. vessel, veissel, vaissel, vais2. (Law) Not in a state of contingency or suspension
tiel, F. vaisseau, fr. L. vascellum, dim. of vasculum, dim.
fixed as, vested rights ; vested interests.
of vas a vessel.
Cf. Vasoijlar, Va5B.]
1. A hollow or
Vested legacy (Law), a legacy the right to which comconcave utensil for holding anything ; a hollow receptacle
mences in priesenti, and does not depend on a continof any kind, as a hogshead, a barrel, a firkin, a bottle, a
gency as, a legacy to one to be paid when he attains to
kettle, a cup, a bowl, etc.
twenty-one years of age is a vested legacy, and if the

VOB'por

atar, the

:

'

idea,

ill

;

old,

and

delicate flattery of veteran

obey, orb, 5dd

Macaulay.

;;;

;;;

VETERAN
Vet'er-an (ySfer-an),

n.
[L. veieranus (sc. miles) ;
F. vHiran.'^ One who has been long exercised in
any service or art, particularly in war ; one who has had
much experience, or has grown old or decrepit in service.
Ensigns that pierced the foe's remotest lines.
The hardy veteran with tears resigns.
Addison.
In the United States, during the ciril war, soldiers
who liad served tlirough one term of enlistment and had
reenlisted were specifically designated veterans.

Vex'll-la-ry

II

To

Vetoes

W

veti-

(-toz).

—

—

—

;

lute, as in the case of the Tribunes of the People in ancient Rome, or limited, as in the case of the President
of the United States. Called also the veto power.
an act of prohibi(6) The exercise of such authority
tion or prevention as, a veto is probable if the bill passes.
(c) A document or message communicating the reasons
of the executive for not officially approving a proposed
taw
called also veto message.
[ Z7. S.]
1^°° Veto is not a term employed in the Federal Constitution, but seems to be of popular use only.
Abbott,
Ve'to, V. t. limp.
p. p. Vetoed (-tod) p. pr. &
vb. n. Vetoing.]
To prohibit to negative also, to
refuse assent to, as a legislative bill, and thus prevent
its enactment ; as, to veto an appropriation bill.
Ve'tO-lst, n. One who uses, or sustains the use of,
the veto.
Vet-tU'ra (vgt-too'ra), n. ; pi. Vbttuee (-ra). [It.
vetiura, fr. L. vectura conveyance. Cf. Vectbke.] An
Italian four-wheeled carriage, esp. one let for hire; a
hackney coach.
Vet'tu-rl'no (vSt'too-rt'uo), n. ; pi. VETTtmrai (-re'nt).
[It'-]
!• One who lets or drives a vettura.

Vi'a-duct

above the ground or wa-

And this distilled liquor drink thou off.

—

;

vox, originally, to shake, toss, in carrying, v. intens. fr.
vehere, vecium, to carry. See Vehicle.] 1. To toss back
and forth ; io agitate ; to disquiet.
"White curl the waves, and the vexed ocean roars. Pope.
2. To make angry or annoyed by little provocations
to irritate ; to plague ; to torment ; to harass ; to afflict
totroubiB* to tease. "I will not t)ea; your souls." Shak.
Ten thousand torments vex my heart.
Frior,
3. To twist ; to weave. [i2.]
Some English wool, vexed in a Belgian loom. Dryden.

—

(-er), n.
A feeder; an eater; also, one
provides viands, or food ; a host. [06«.] Holinshed.
(ve'ap'p'l),
n. See Otaheite apple.
Vl'-ap'ple
Vi'a-ry (vi'a-rj?), a. [L. viarius, fr. via a way, road.]
Of or pertaining to roads ; happening on roads. lObs,"]
Vi'a-tec'ture (-tSk'tfir ; 135), n. [L. via way -f -lecThe art of making roads or
ture, as in architecture.']
ways for traveling, including the construction of bridges,
canals, viaducts, etc.
B. Park.
IB.]
Vi-at'lc (vi-5t'ik), a. [li. viaticus, fr. via a way. See
Voyage.] Of or pertaining to a journey or traveling.
Vl-at'l-CUm (-i-kum), n. [L., from viaticus, a. See
Viatic] 1. (Bom. Antiq.) An allowance for traveling
expenses made to those who were sent into the provinces
to exercise any office or perform any service.
Davies ( Wifs Pilgr.).
2. Provisions for a journey.
3. (R. C. Ch.) The communion, or eucharist, when
of
death.
given to persons in danger
Vl'a-tom'e-ter (vi'a-tom'e-ter), re.
viameter.
Vi-bi'ces (vi-bl'sez), n. pi. [L., pi.
of vibex, -ids, the mark of a blow.]
(Med.) More or less extensive patches
of subcutaneous extravasation of blood.

Vl'and-er

who

Syn. — See Tease.
Vex, V. i. To be irritated

;
to fret,
[i?.]
Chapman.
[L. vexatio : cf. F. vexa1. The act of vexing, or the state of being vexed
agitation ; disquiet ; trouble ; irritation.
Passions too violent . . . afford us nothing but vexation and
pain.
Sir W. Temple.
Those who saw him after a defeat looked in vain for any trace
of vexation.
Macaiday.
2. The cause of trouble or disquiet ; afiflictiou.
Your children were vexation to your youth.
Shak.
harassing by process of law ; a vexing or trou3.
ibKag, as by a malicious suit.
Bacon.

Vex-a'tlon (vSks-a'shun), n.

iion.'\

A

grief

;

sorrow

A

uneasiness
See Chagrin.

distress.

;

;

[See Vexation.]

II

Causing vexation ; agitating afflictive annoying
a vexatious controversy
a vexatious neighbor. " Continual
vexatious wars."
South.
2. Full of vexation, trouble, or disquiet ; disturbed.
(-shJis), a.
;

;

;

1.
as,

;

II

— Ves-a'tlous-ly, adv. — Vex-a'tlous-ness, n.
Vexed (vgkst), a.
2. Much debated

Annoyed

1.

or contested

;

;

harassed troubled.
causing discussion
;

a vexed question.

Vex'er

(vSks'er), n.

Vex'll (vSks'il), n.
Vex'11-lar (-ler),

One who vexes or

troubles.

A vexillum.
)

a.

unite,

r^de,

full,

re.;

:

[Cf. F. vexillaire, L. vexillarius a standard bearer.]

Vex'11-la-ry (-li-rj^), )
1. Of or pertaining to an ensign or standard.
2. (Bot.) Of or pertaining to the vexillum, or upper
petal of papilionaceous flowers.
VexUlary aestivation (Bo<.), amode of aestivation in which
one large upper petal folds over, and covers, the other
lanmller petals, as in most papilionaceous plants.

use,

Vl-lbrac'U-lum (vt-brSk'ii-liim),

[NL., dim. from
pi. ViBRACCLA (-la).
L. vibrare to vibrate.] (Zo'ol.) One of
the movable, slender, spinelike organs
or parts with which certain bryozoans
are furnished. They are regarded as
specially modified zooids, of nearly the
same nature as Avicularia.
Vi'bran-cy (vi'bran-sy),re. The state
of being vibrant ; resonance.
Vl'tirant (vi'brant), a. [L. vibrans,
See Vibrate.]
cf. F. vibrant.
p. pr.

He leads a vexatious life.
Sir K. Digby.
Vexations onlt (Law), a suit commenced for the purpose
uf giving trouble, or without cause.

as,

Shak.

&

&

;

;

especially,

p. p. ViALED (-aid) or Vialled ;
Vl'al, V. t. limp.
vb. n. ViALiNG or Vialling.] To put in a vial
p. pr.
Milton.
or vials. " Precious vialed liquors."
Vi-am'e-ter (vt-Sm'e-ter), n. [L. via a way -|- -meAn odometer ; called also viatomeier.
ter.']
[F. viande meat, food, LL. vianVl'and (vi'and), n.
da, vivanda, vivenda, properly, things to live on, fr. L.
vivere to live ; akin to vivus living. See Vivid, and cf.
Victuals.] An article of food ; provisions ; food ; victCowper.
used chiefly in the plural.
uals ;
Pope.
Viands of various kinds allure the taste.

A vettura.

Vex-a'tlous

;

;

Ve-tust' (ve-tiist'), a.
[L. vetustus old, ancient.]
Venerable from antiquity ancient; old. [Ois.]
Vex (vgks), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Vexed (vSkst) p. pr.
vb. n. Vexino.]
[F. vexer, L. vexare, vexatum, to

trouble

a bridge

.

II

agitation; mortification

;

Viaduct of Masonry.
one for crossing a valley
or a gorge. Cf Teestlework.
Vl'agfe (vi'aj), n. [See Voyage.] A voyage a journey. [Obs.]
Chaucer. Gower.
Vl'al (vi'al), n. [OE. viole, flole, F. fiole. See Phial.]
A small bottle, usually of glass ; a little glass vessel with
a narrow aperture intended to be closed with a stopper
as, a vial of medicine.
[Written aisophial.']
Take thou this vial, being then in bed,

;

II

Syn. — Chagrin;

-duct, as in aque-

road, as a railroad, high
ter

;

&

-f-

A

—

;

a way

.

;

&

[L. via

(-diikt), M,

duct : cf F. viadue. See
Via, and Aqueduct.]
structure of considerable
magnitude, usually with
arches or supported on
trestles, for carrying a

;

2.

—

;

pi.

Up, Orn

;

pity

;

Vibrating ; tremulous
vibrant drums.

resonant
as,
Longfellow.
etuiyibrnculaof
t.
limp.
CeUularia
vb.
p. p. Vibrated (-bra-tBd) p. pr.
nata ; a a Avicre. Vibrating.] [L. vibratus, p. p. oiviularia CO Onbrare, v. t. & v. i., to sliake, brandisli,
ciii
s s Shields
in front of Ctlls
vibrate akin to Skr. vip to tremble,
or Zocecia.
Icel. vei/a to wave, vibrate. See Waive,

Vl'brate (vi'brSt),

;

;

v.

;

&

&

;

;

;

food, fobt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

eo

;

;

to set in vibration.

Breath vocalized, that is, vibrated or undulated,
impress a swift, tremulous motion.

V-

—

(a) A power or right possessed by one department of
government to forbid or prohibit the carrying out of
projects attempted by another department especially,
iix a constitutional government, a power vested in the
chief executive to prevent the enactment of measures
passed by the legislature. Such a power may be abso-

;

pendulum vibrating seconds.
3. To affect with vibratory motion

II

This contemptuous veto of her husband's on any intimacy
with her family.
G. Eliot.
:

(-la).

Vi'a (vl'a), re. [L. See Way.] A road or way.
Via Lactea [L.] iAstron.), tlie Milky Way, or Galaxy.
See Galaxy, 1.
Via media [L.] ( TheoL), the middle way
a name applied to their own position by the Anglican
liigli-cliurchmen, as being between the Roman Catholic
Church and what they term extreme Protestantism.
A, prep. [L.,ablativeof Ilia way. See Way.] By the
way of as, to send a letter via Queenstown to London.
Vl'a-bil'1-ty (vi'a-bil't-ty), n. The quality or state of
being viable. Specifically :
(a) (Law) The capacity of living after birth. Bouvier.
(b) The capacity of living, or being distributed, over
wide geographical limits ; as, the viability of a species.
Vi'a-ble (vi'a-b'l), a. [F., from vie life, L. vita. See
Vital.]
(Law) Capable of living ; born alive and with
such form and development of organs as to be capable of
living ;
said of a newborn, or a prematurely born, infant.
51^°° Unless he [an infant] is born viable, he acquires no
rights, and can not transmit them to his heirs, and is
considered as if he had never been born.
Bouvier.

An

2. Specifically

Vexilla

V

letter

[L. veto I forbid.]
;
authoritative prohibition or negative ; a forbidan interdiction.

;

pi.

so as to vex, tease, or irritate.
Taller.
hook' (ve' h56k'). (Steam Engine) A gab at the
end of an eccentric rod, with long jaws, sliaped like the

vert,

ding

n. ;

;

;

;

;

1.

(veks-il'liim^,

and cf. Whip, v. t.] 1. To brandish to move to and fro}
to swing as, to vibrate a sword or a stafl'.
2. To mark or measure by moving to and fro ; as, a

;

;

[Sometimes written

Vex-il'lum

a standard, a flag.] 1. (Bom. Antiq.) (a) A flag or
standard, {b) A company of troops serving under one
standard.
2. {Eccl.) (a) A banner.
(6) The sign of the cross.
3. (Bot. ) The upper petal of a papilionaceous flower
the standard.
4. {Zool.) Tlie rhachis and web of a feather taken
togetlier
the vane.
Vex'ing-ly (vEks'Tng-Iy), adv. In a vexing manner

reenlist for service as a
Gen. W. T. Sherman.
[L. veieriVet'er-i-na'rf-an (vet'er-i-na'rl-an), 11.
narius. See Veterinasy.] One skilled in the diseases
of cattle or domestic animals ; a veterinary surgeon.
Vet'er-i-na-ry (vet'er-i-na-ry), a. [L. veterinarius of
or belonging to beasts of burden and drauglit, fr. veterinus, probably originally, of or pertaining to yearlings
cf. F. veierinaire.
See Vetekan, Wether.] Of or pertaining to the art of healing or treating the diseases of
domestic animals, as oxen, horses, sheep, etc. ; as, a
veterinary writer or school.
Vet'l-ver (-T-ver), ». (Bot.) An East Indian grass
{Andropogon muricatus) also, its fragrant roots whicli
Also
are much used for making mats and screens.

and viiiveri.']
Ve'tO (ve'to), re.

Tennyson.

[L.,

\_U. S.']

«alled kuskus, and khuskhus.

[L. vexillaritis: cf. F.

Vex'il-la'tlon (-la'shun), n. [L. vexillatio.'] {Bom.
Antiq.) A company of troops under one vexillum.

^W^

(-iz), v, i.

(ySks'Il-lS-rJ?), n.

A standard bearer.

vexillaire.']

*

Vet'er-an-lze

VICAR

1607

cf.

soldier.

;

siug, ink

Star to star vibrates light.

may

.

.

.

Holder.
Tennyson.

Vl'brate (vi'brat), v. i. 1. To move to and fro, or
side to side, as a pendulum, an elastic rod, or a
stretched string, when disturbed from its position of
rest ; to swing to oscillate.
2. To have the constituent particles move to and fro,
with alternate compression and dilation of parts, as the
air, or any elastic body ; to quiver.
3. To produce an oscillating or quivering effect of
sound ; as, a whisper vibrates on the ear.
Pope,
4. To pass from one state to another to waver ; to
two
opinions.
fluctuate as, a man vibrates between
Vi'bra-tlle (vi'bra-tTl), a. [Cf. F. vibralile.] Adapted
to, or used in, vibratory motion ; having the power of
vibrating vibratory as, the vibralile organs of insects.
[Cf. F. vibratHite.] The
Vi'bra-til'i-ty (-tTl'I-ty), n.
quality or state of being vibratile ; disposition to vibraBush.
tion or oscillation.
Vl-bra'tion (vi-bra'shun), n. Ih. vibratio : cf. F. vibration.']
X. The act of vibrating, or the state of being
vibrated, or in vibratory motion ; quick motion to and
fro ; oscillation, as of a pendulum or musical string.
As a harper lays his open palm
Upon his harp, to deaden its vibrations. Longfellow.
2. (Physics) A limited reciprocating motion of a particle of an elastic body or medium in alternately opposite directions from its position of equilibrium, when
that equilibrium has been disturbed, as when a stretched
cord or other body produces musical notes, or particles
of air transmit sounds to the ear. The path of the particle may be in a straight line, in a circular arc, or in any
curve whatever.
m^^ Vibration and oscillation are both used, in mechanics, of the swinging, or rising and falling, motion of
a suspended or balanced body ; the latter term more appropriately, as signifying such motion produced by gravity, and of any degree of slowness, while the former applies especially to the quick, short motion to and fro
which results from elasticity, or the action of molecular
forces among the particles of a body when disturbed
from their position of rest, as in a spring.
Amplitude of vibration, the maximum displacement of
a vibrating particle or body from its position of rest.
Phase of vibration, any part of the path described by a
particle or body in making a complete vibration, in distinction from other parts, as while moving from one extreme to the other, or on one side of the line of rest, in
distinction from the opposite. Two particles are said to
be in tlje same phase when they are moving in the same
direction and with the same velocity, or in corresponding
parts of their paths.

from

;

;

;

;

;

—

Vi-bra'tl-un'cle (-shT-un'k'l), n. [Dim. of vibration."]
Chambers.
IB.]
Vibrating; vibratory.
Vi'bra-tlve (vi'bra-tiv), a.
" A vibrative motion."
Sir I. Newton.
Vi'bra-tO-ry (-t6-ry), a. [Cf. F. vibratoire.] Consisting in, or causing, vibration or oscillation ; vibrating
as, a vibratory motion ; a vibratory power.
Vlb'rl-0 (vib'rT-o), re./ pi. E. Vibrios (-oz), L. VibeiONES (-o'nez). [NL. , f r. L. vibrare to vibrate, to move by
undulations.] (Biol.) A genus of motile bacteria characterized by short, slightly sinuous filaments and an uudulatory motion ; also, an individual of this genus.
Vi-brls'sa (vt-brTs'sa), re. / pi. Vibrissa (-se). [L.
vibrissae, pi., the hairs in the nostrils of man, fr. vibrare
so called because touching them tickles a
to vibrate ;
person, and causes him to shake his head.] 1. (Anat.)
One of the specialized or tactile hairs which grow about
the nostrils, or on other parts of the face, in many ani.
mals, as the so-called whiskers of the cat, and the hairs
of the nostrils of man.
2. (Zo'ol.) The bristlelike feathers near the mouth of

A small vibration.

II

II

—

many

birds.
1. An instrument
Vi'bro-scope (vi'br6-skop), re.
for observing or tracing vibrations.
2. An instrument resembling the phenakistoscope.
[L., the wayfaring
(vt-bfir'ntim), re.
genus of shrubs having opposite, petioflowers, several species of wh^ch
are cultivated as ornamental plants, as the laures(;,uo
II

Vl-bur'num

tree.] (Bot.)
late leaves and

A

cymose

and the guelder-rose.
Vio'ar (vtk'er), re.

[OE. vicar, viker, vicair, F.

vi-

See Vicarious.] 1. One deputed
or authorized to perform the functions of another; a
[-R.]
substitute in office a deputy.
2. (Eng. Eccl. Law) The incumbent of an appropriated benefice.
The distinction between a parson [or rector'] and
vicar is this: The -parson has, for the most part, the
whole right to the ecclesiastical dues in his parish ; but a
vicar has generally an appropriiitor over him, entitled to
the best part of the profits, to whom he is in fact perpetBurrill.
ual curate with a standing salary.
ApoBtoHo vicar, or Vicar apostolic. (/?. C. Ch.) (a) A
bishop to whom the Roman pontiff delegates a portion of
liis jurisdiction.
(6) Any ecclesiastic acting under a
papal brief, commissioned to exercise episcopal authority,
(c) A titular bishop in a country wliere tliere is no
episcopal see, or where the succession has been interr\iptea. — Vlcar forane.
[Cf. LL. foraneus situated outside of the episcopal city, rural. See Vicar, and Foreign.] (A*. C. Ch.) A dignitary or parish priest appohited
by a bishop to exercise a limited jurisdiction in a particiilar town or district of a diocese.
Addis it- Arnold. —
Vicar-general, (a) ( Ch. of Eng.) The deputy of the Archbishop of Canterbury or York, in whose court the bisbopc
of the province are confirmed. Enci/c. £rit. {b) {}i. C.
Ch.) An assistant to a bishop in tlio discharge of lus
caire, fr. L. vicarius.
;

d^^

official

functions.

—Vlcar

of Jesus Christ (R. C, CA.),

pope as representing Christ on earth.
;

tben,

thla

;

bON

;

zli

=x

In azure.

the

;

48), n.

1.

The

N

Vlce'inail (vis'mSn), n. ; pi. Vicemen (-mSn).
at the vice instead of at the anvil.

benefioe of a

A smith

who works

vicar.

of a vicar.
Vl-ca'rl-al (vt-ka'rl-al), a. [Cf. F. vicarial.^ 1. Of
as,
vicarial
tithes.
or pertaining to a vicar ;
2. Delegated ; vicarious ; as, vicarial power.
Ilarslon.
vicar.
[OJs.]
Vl-ca'ri-an (-an), n.
Vl-ca'rl-ate (-at), a. Having delegated power, as a
Barrow.
vicar; vicarious.
[LL. vicariatus, or F. vicariat.'\
Vl-ca'rl-ate, ».
Delegated office or power ; vicarship ; the office or over-

VlC'e-na-ry (vTs'e-na-r^ 277), a. [L. vicenarius, fr.
viceni twenty each ; akin to viginti twenty.] Of or pertaining to twenty consisting of twenty.
Vl-cen'nl-al (vt-sSn'nl-al), a. [L. vicennium a period
of twenty years ; viceni twenty
annus year.] 1. Lasting or comprising twenty years.
2. Happening once in twenty years; as, a vicennial

sight of a vicar.

viceroy or viceroyalty.

The house or residence

2.

A

i-icaria(c of that part of

The

Germanywhich

is

governed by

Robertson.
tlie elector of Saxony.
Vi-ca'ri-OUS (-us), a. [L. vicarius, iiomvicis change,
one peror
office
of
place,
position,
alternation, turn, the
son as assumed by another ; akin to Gr. elKeiv to yield,
also
to E.
probably
give way, G. xoechsel a change, and
weak. See Weak, and cf. Vice, prep.'] 1. Of or pertaining to a vicar, substitute, or deputy deputed ; delegated as, vicarious power or authority.
2. Acting or suffering for another ; as, a vicarious
agent or oificer.
The soul in the body is but a subordinate efficient, and vica^
Sir J/. Hale.
rious ... in the hands of the Almighty.
3. Performed or suffered in the place of another substituted ; as, a vicarious sacrifice vicarious punishment.

the Saxon laws devolved on

;

;

;

+

celebration.

Vlce'-re'gal

Of or pertaining

(vis're'gal), a.

to a

Macaulay.

[F. vice-roi ; pref . vice- in the
place of (L. vice) -\- roi a king, L. rex. See Vice, prep.
and RoTAL.] 1. The governor of a country or province
who rules in the name of the sovereign witli regal authority, as the king's substitute
as, the viceroy of India.
2. (Zo'dl.)
large and handsome American butterfly
{Basilarchia, or iirnenilis, archippui).
Its wings are orange-

Vlce'roy

(vls'roi), n.

;

A

;

;

;

The

Q

vicarious

work of the Great Deliverer.

—

I.

Taylor.

said of abnormal
4. (Med.) Acting as a substitute;
action which replaces a suppressed normal function ; as,
vicarious hemorrhage replacing menstruation.
Vl-ca'ri-OUS-ly, adv. In a vicarious manner.
Vlc'ar-Ship (vtk'er-ship), n. The office or dignity of

d

vicar.

A

[OJi.]
A defect; a
Vice
fault ; an error ; a blemish ; an imperfection ; as, the
vices of a political constitution ; the vices of a horse.
vicar.
[L. vicarius.l
(-J), n.
(vis), ?t.
[F., fromL. I'iViwm.]
1.

Vlc'ar-y

Withouten

Mark

vice of syllable or letter.
the vice of the procedure. Sir

Chaucer.
W. Hamilton.

2. A moral fault cr failing especially, immoral conduct or habit, as in the indulgence of degrading appetites
customary deviation in a single respect, or in general, from a right standard, implying a defect of natural
character, or the result of training and habits ; a harmful custom immoraUty depravity wickedness ; as, a
life of vice; the vice of intemperance.
Shak.
I do confess the vices of my blood.
Milton.
Ungoverned appetite ... a brutish vice.
When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway.
Addison.
The post of honor is a private station.
3. The buffoon of the old English moralities, or moral
dramas, having the name sometimes of one vice, somecalled also Iniqiiily.
times of another, or of Vice itself
I^°° Tliis character was grotesquely dressed in a cap
with ass's ears, and vpas armed with a dagger of lath one
of his chief employments was to make sport with the
Devil, leaping on his back, and belaboring him with the
dagger of lath till he made him roar. The Devil, howNares.
ever, always carried him off in the end.
How like you the Vice in the play ?
... I would not give a rush for a Vice that has not a
B. Jonson.
Wooden dagger to snap at everybody he meets.
Syn. Crime ; sin iniquity fault. See Chime.
1. (3Iech.) A kind of instruVice, n. [See Vise.]
ment for holding work, as in filing. Same as Vise.
2. A tool for drawing lead into cames, or flat grooved
[Written also vise.'^
rods, for casements.
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

—

U

;

;

A gripe or grasp.

[06s.]
Shale.
vb. n.
p. p. Viced (vist) ; p. pr.
Vice, V. t. \imp.
Vicing (vi'sTng).] To hold or squeeze with a vice, or as
3.

&

&

if

with a vice.
The coachman's hand was

Shak.
and

viced between his upper

lower thigh.

-De ijuincey.

Vl'ce (vi'se),^r-e^. [L., abl. of vicis change, turn.
See Vicarious.] In the place of; in the .stead of; as,
A. B. was appointed postmaster vice C. D. resigned.
Vice (vis), a. [Cf F. vice-. See Vice, prep."] Denoting one who in certain cases may assume the office or
duties of a superior ; designating an officer or an office
that is second in rank or authoribv ; as, vice president
vice agent vice consul, etc.
II

.

red, with black lines

and a row

F. vice-amirul.} (a) An officer holding rank next below an admiral. By the existing laws,
the rank of admiral and vice admiral in the United States
Navy will cease at the death of the present incumbents.
(b) A civil officer, in Great Britain, appointed by the
lords commissioners of the admiralty for exercising admiralty jurisdiction within their respective districts.
Vice admiralty, the office of a vice admiral. —Vice-admiralty
court, a court with admiralty jurisdiction, established by
authority of Parliament in British possessions beyond
the seas. Abbott.
Vice chamberlain, an officer in court
next in rank to the lord chamberlain. [Eng.]
Vice chancellor,
(a) (Law) An officer next in rank to a chancellor.
(6) An officer in a university, chosen to perform certain
duties, as the conferring of degrees, in the absence of the
chancellor, (e) (R. C. Ch.) The cardinal at the head of
the Roman Chancery. —Vice consul [cf. P. vice-consul],
a subordinate officer, authorized to exercise consular
functions in some particular part of a district controlled
by a consul. Vice king, one who acts in the place of a
king a viceroy.
Vice legate [cf. F. vice-legat]. a legate
second in rank to, or actmg in place of, another legate.
Vice presidency, the, office of vice president.
Vice president [cf. F. vice-president], an officer next in rank below
[Cf.

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Swpresident.

Viced

(vist), a.

Vice-ge'ren-cy

Vicious

;

corrupt.

(vis-je'ren-sj?), n.

[OJs.]

The

office of

gerent.

Shak.
a viceSouth.

Vlce-ge'rent (-rent), a. [ Vice, a. -|- gerent : cf F. vicegerant.]
Having or exercising delegated power acting by substitution, or in the place of another.
Milton.
Vlce-ge'rent, n. An officer who is deputed by a superior, or by proper authority, to exercise the powers of
another a lieutenant a vicar.
Bacon.
The symbol and jjtceffereni of tlie Deity. C. A. Young.
.

;

;

;

gle,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

Viceroy {Ba^larchia archijomcs).

Wings

(vis-roi'al-ty),

reversed to

n.
under side.
dignity, office,
or jurisdiction of a viceroy.

r

show markings of

The

;

;

;

;

Vicinal planes (Min.), subordinate planes on a crystal,
which are very near to the fundamental planes in angles,
and sometimes take their place. They have in general
very complex symbols.
Vlc'lne (vTs'in), a. [li. vicinus : ct. F. voisin.'] Near;

Gkinvill.
neighboring vicinal, [i?.]
Vlc'lne (vTs'in or -en), w. (Chem.) An alkaloid extracted from the seeds of the vetch ( Vicia saliva) as a
white crystalline substance.
[L. vicinitas, from
Vl-cln'1-ty (vT-sTnT-ty 277), n.
vicinus neighboring, near, from vicus a row of houses, a
village
akin to Gr. otxos a house, Skr. vega a house,
vif to enter, Goth, weihs town cf. OF. vicinite. Cf
Diocese, Economy, Pakish, Vicinage, Wick a village.]
1. The quality or state of being near, or not remote
nearness propinquity proximity as, the value of the
estate was increased by the vicinity of two country seats.
A vicinity of disposition and relative tempers. Jer. Taylor.
2. That which is near, or not remote that which is
adjacent to anything adjoining space or country neighBeJttley.
borhood. "The OTCi'ntV!/ of the sun."
Syn. Neighborhood vicinage. See Nbiohboehood.
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Vl'ci-OS'i-ty (vTsh'I-5s'i-ty), n. Vitiosity. [i?.]
Vi'ClOUS (vish'iis), a. [OF. vicious, F. vicieux, fr. L.
vitiosus, fr. vitium vice.
See Vice a fault.] 1. Characterized by vice or defects ; defective ; faulty ; imperfect.
Shak.
Though I perchance am vicious in my guess.
of these lords

was vicious

2. Addicted to vice
ples

;

wicked

;

;

De

Quincey.

corrupt in principles or conduct

as, vicious children

;

vicious

vicious conduct.
Wlio
heard this heavy curse.
Servant of servants, on his vicious race.
.

.

made an

exam-

.

Milton.

Wanting purity ; foul bad ; noxious ; as, vicious
Dryden.
water, etc.
4. Not correct or pure ; corrupt as, vicious language
vicious idioms.
5. Not weU tamed or broken ; given to bad tricks
unruly refractory ; as, a vicious horse.
6. Bitter ; spiteful ; malignant. IColloq."]
Syn. Corrupt ; faulty ; wicked ; depraved.
Vl'cious-ly, adv.
Vi'clous-ness, n.
Vl-cis'si-tude (vT-sIs'sT-tud), n. [L. vicissitude, fr.
change,
turn:
See Vicarious.]
vicis
cf. F. vicissitude.
1. Regular change or succession from one thing to
another ; alternation ; mutual succession ; interchange.
God made two great lights . . .
To illuminate the earth and rule the day
Milton.
In their vicissitude, and rule the night.
2. Irregular change ; revolution ; mutation.
This man had, after many vicissitudes of fortune, sunk at last
Macaulay.
into abject and hopeless poverty.
Subject to
Vl-cis'si-tu'dl-na-ry (-tu'dl-na-ry), a.
3.

;

air,

A

;

railroad accident.
4. Hence, one who is duped, or cheated

; a dupe
a.
iCoUoq.]
Vlc'tlm-ate (-at), v. t. [L. vicHmatus, p. p. of victimare to sacrifice.] To make a victim of ; to sacrifice
Bullokar.
to immolate. [06s.]
[imp.
Vlc'tim-lze (-iz), v. t.
p. p. VicTinizEr
(-izd) p. pr. & vb. n. Victimizing (-I'zing).]
To makea victim of, esp. by deception to dupe to cheat.
Vic'tor (vik'ter), n. [L. victor, fr. vincere, victum, to
vanquish, to conquer. See Vanquish.] 1. The winner
in a contest
one who gets tlie better of another in any
struggle esp., one who defeats an enemy in battle a vanquisher a conqueror ;
often followed by at, rarely by oj.
In love, the victors from the vanquished fly
They fly that wound, and they pursue that die. 'Waller.

;

—

—

Donne.

vicissitudes.

Vi-cls'sl-tu'dl-nous (-nus), a. Full of, or subject to,
changes.
Vl-cls'sy duck' (vT-sTs'sy diik'). (Zo'dl.) A West
Indian duck, sometimes domesticated.
Vl-con'tl-el (vi-k5n'tT-Sl), a. [From OE. vieounte a
final,

gll

;

eve,

;

;

;

event,

;

—

;

;

Z.

A destroyer.

;

& Poetic]

[iJ.

There, victor of his health, of fortune, friends,
And fame, this lord of useless thousands ends. Pope.
Vic'tor, a. Victorious. " The victor Greeks." PopeSpenser.
Vlc'tor-ess (-es), «. A victress. \_Obs.]
[NL.] 1. (Bot.)
geVlc-to'rl-a (vik-to'rT-a), n.
nus of aquat-

A

Victoria Regia.

na and Brazil.

Its large, spreading leaves are often over
five feet in diameter, and have a rim from three to five

inches high

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

its

immense rose-white flowers sometimes^

attain a diameter of nearly two feet.
2.
kind of low four-wheeled pleasure carriage,
a calash top, designed for two
persons and the driver who occupies a high seat in front.
3. (Astron.) An asteroid dis-

A

covered by Hind in 1850

;

with

—

called also Clio.
Victoria cross, a bronze Maltese cross, awarded for valor to
members of the British army or
navy. It was first bestowed in
1857, at the close of the Crimean war. The recipients also
have a pension of £10 a year.
Victoria green. (Chem.)
See Emerald green, under Green.
Victoria lily (Bot.),
the Victoria regia. See def. 1, above.
Vlc-tO'rl-an (-an), a. Of or pertaining to the reign,
of Queen Victoria of England ; as, the Victorian poets.
Victorian period. See Dionysian period, imder DionySIAN.
Vic'tor-ine' (vTk'ter-en'), n.
woman's fur tippet.
[L. victoriosus : cf.
ViC-to'rl-OUS (vik-to'ri-iis), a.
F. victorieux. See Victoet.] Of or pertaining to victory, or a victor; being a victor; bringing or causing
a victory ; conquering ; winning ; triumphant ; as, a victorious general ; victorious troops ; a victorious day.

—

—

A

But

I shall rise victorious,

My vanquisher.

and subdue
Milton..

Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths.

— Vic-to'rl-ous-ly, adv. — Vlc-to'rl-ous-ness, n.

Sltak.

pi. Victories (-riz).
[OE.
victorie, OP. victorie, victoire, F. victoire, L. victoria.
See Victor.] The defeat of an enemy in battle, or of an
antagonist in any contest ; a gaining of the superiority in

Vic'to-ry (vTk't6-ry), n.

any struggle or competition

;

;

conquest

;

triumph

;

— the

opposite of defeat.

;

—

offering of.

Led like a i^ictir^, to my death I '11 go.
Dryden,
person or thing destroyed or sacrificed in the
pursuit of an object, or in the gratification of a passion ;
as, a victim to jealousy, lust, or ambition.
3. A person or living creature destroyed by, or suffering grievous injury from, another, from fortune or from
accident as, the victim of a defaulter ; the victim of a
2.

Burke.

in its origin.

A charge against Bentley of vicious reasoning.
;

A

or

;

;

depraved

Of or pertain*

—

Vicontiel writB, sucb
Vicontlel rente. See Vicontiels.
writs as were triable in the sheriff, or county, court.
[See Vicontiel.]
Vi-con'tl-els .(vi-k5n'ti-61z), n. pi.
(0. Eng. Law) Things belonging to the sheriff; especially, farms (called also vicontiel rents) for which the
sherilf used to pay rent to the king.
Vl'count (vi'kount), n. See Viscount.
Vlc'tlm (vik'tim), n. [L. victima : cf. F. victime."]
living being sacrificed to some deity, or in tha
1.
performance of a religious rite ; a creature immolated,

;

Vice'roy-Slllp (vis'roi-shTp), n. Viceroyalty.
Vl'ce-ty (vi'se-ty), n. [From Vice a fault.] Fault
defect; coarseness. [06s.]
B. Jonson.
Vl'chy wa'ter (ve'shy wa/fer). A mineral water
found at Vichy, France. It is essentially an effervescent
solution of sodium, calcium, and magnesium carbonates,
with sodium and potassium chlorides also, by extension,
any artificial or natural water resembling in composition
the Vichy water proper. Called also, colloquially, Vichy.
Vi'cl-ate (vTsh'i-at), V. t. See Vitiate, [i?.]
Vlc'1-nage (vts'i-naj 48), n. [OF. veisinage, F. voisinage, from OF. veisin, F. roisin, neighboring, a neighbor, L. vicinus.
The place or places
See Vioikity.]
adjoining or near
neighborhood vicinity as, a jury
must be of the vicinage. "To summon the Protestant
gentlemen of the vicinage."
Macaulay.
Civil war had broken up all the usual ties of vicinage and
Sir W. Scott.
good neighborhood.
Vlc'1-nal (-nal ; 277), a. [L. vicinalis: cf. F. vicinal.]
Near vicine.
T. Warion.

title

viscount. See Viscount.] (0. Eng. Law)
ing to the viscount or sherilf of a county.

&

Vice-roy'al-ty

The

;

gull.

of white

spots along the outer
margins. The larvae
feed on willow, poplar, and apple trees.

;

Vice admiral.

the nervures

along

;
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VICARAGE
VlC'ar-age (vlk'er-aj

;

;.

;

'Victory

Death is swallowed up in victory. 1 Cor. xv. 54.
Shak.
God on our side, doubt not of victory.
may be honorable to the arms, but shameful to the

counsels, of a nation.

Bolingbroke.

yic'tress (-tres), n. [Cf. L. victrix.]
wins a victory a female victor.

A woman who-

;

Vlc'trice (-tris), n. A -victress, [i?.]
B. Jonson.
Vic'trix (-trlks), n. [L.] A victress.
0. Bronte.
Vict'ual (vlf'l), TO. 1. Food;
now used chiefly in
the plural. See Victuals.
2 Chron. xi. 23. Shak.
He was not able to keep that place three days for lack of

—

victual.

Knolles.

There came a f air-hair'd youth, that in his hand
Bare victual for the mowers.
Tennyson.
Longfellow.
Short allowance of victual.
Jamieson.
[Scot.]
(-'Id)
Victualed
[imp.
p. p.

2. Grain of any kind.
Vlct'ual (vTf'l), V. t.

&

&

or Victualled ; p. pr.
vb. n. Victualino or Victualling.] To supply -with provisions for subsistence
to
provide with food ; to store with sustenance ; as, to victual a,n army ; to victual a ship.
I must go victual Orleans forthwith.
Shak.
Vlct'ual-age (vTf'l-aj ; 48), n. Victuals ; food. [iJ.l
"With my cargo of OTciaaJa^e."
C.Bronte,
;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, 6dd

;;

VICTUALER
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[F. victuaiUeur.'] [Written
1. One who furnishes victuals.
also viciualler.^
2. One who keeps a house of entertainment ; a tavern
;

an innkeeper.

6.
sion

Shak,

3. A vessel employed to carry provisions, usually for
military or naval use a provision ship.
4. One who deals in grain ; a com factor.
[Scot.']
;

See under Licensed.
Vlct'ual-lng, a. Of or pertaining to victuals, or profisions
supplying provisions as, a victualing ship.
Vict'uals (vif'lz), n. pi. [OE. vitaille, OF. viiaille,
F. viciuaille, pi. mctuailles, fr. L. victualia, pi. of victualis belonging to living or nourishment, fr. victus nourishment, from vivere, vicium, to iive ; akin to vivus living.
See Vivid.] Food for human beings, esp. when it is
cooked or prepared for the table ; that which supports
human life ; provisions ; sustenance ; meat ; viands.
Jer. xliv. 17.
Then had we plenty of victuals.
Licensed vlctoaler.

;

;

I

II

I

-J-

dominus master,

2.

Shak.
Milton.

of

Vicufia

officers

unseen.

cf.

A government

;

;

;

;

;

with the best of their family. Addison.

;

;

labors and vigils of many months."
Nothing wears out a fine face like the

An old

Cf. Viol.]

;

m

stringed

And say,

—

;

;

;

;

Thenceforth I thought thee worth my nearer view, Milton.
Objects near our view are thought greater than those of a
more remote.
Locke.
Surveying nature with too nice a view.
Dryden.

Tlieir earthly charge
I dread.

3.

2. Mental survey ; intellectual perception or examination ; as, a just view of the arguments or facts in a case.
I have with exact view perused thee, Hector.
Sliak.
_

of- seeing,
;

either physically or mentally
extent of prospect.

The walls of Pluto's palace are in view.
Dryden.
4. That which is seen or beheld
sight presented to
;

unite,

rwc^.e,

full,

ilp,

flrn

;

pity

Guard

;

of these the vigilance

Milton.

;

:

the natural or intellectual eye ; scene ; prospect ; as, the
viezv from a window.
'T is distance lends enchantment to the view. Campbell.
6. The pictorial representation of a scene ; a sketch,
either drawn or painted ; as, a fine vieio of Lake George.

use,

;

;

" In at this gate none
watch.
[Obs.']
Milton.
pass the vigilance here placed."
Vigilance committee, a volunteer committee of citizens
for the oversight and protection of any interest, esp.
one organized for the summary suppression and punishment of crime, as when the processes of law appear inadequate.
Vlg'1-lan-cy (-lon-sj),??.. Vigilance. [Obs.] Fuller.
Vig'1-lant (-l«nt), a. [L. viijilans, -antis, p. pr. of
vigilare to watch, fr. vigil awaice cf F. vigilant.
See
Vigil.] Attentive to discover and avoid danger, or to
provide for safety
wakeful watchful circumspect
wary. "Bo sober, be vigilant."
1 I'et. v. S.
Sirs, take your plnoee, and be vigilant.
Shak.
Vlg'1-lant-ly, adv. In a vigilant manner.

larger size that are

Power

or force of

—

;

mind capacity for exertion, physicor morally force ; energy.
The vigor of this arm was never vain.
Dryden.
body

or

;

ally, intellectually,

;

2. Strength or force in animal or vegetable nature or
as, a plant grows with vigor,
3. Strength
efficacy potency.
But in the f ruithful earth ...
His beams, unactive else, their vigor iind.
Milton,

action

;

;

;

d^^

Vigor and its derivatives commonly imply active
strength, or the power of action and exertion, in distinction from passive strength, or strength to endure.
Feltham.
Vlg'or, V. t. To invigorate. [Obs.]
Vig'or-ite (-it), re. [L. vigor strength.] An explosive containing nitroglycerin. It is used in blasting.
Vig'O-ro'SO (-o-ro's6), a.
adv.
[It.]
(Mus.) Vigorous ; energetic with energy ;
a direction to perform ,

&

—

vigoros, F. vigov;reux, LL. vigorosus.] 1. Possessing vigor full of physical or mental strength or active force ; strong ; lusty
robust ; as, a vigorous youth ; a vigorous plant.
Famed for his valor, young,
;

;.

At sea successful, vigorous and

;

food,

fo^ot

;

out,

oil

;

The beginnings

;

gro

i

sing,

of confederacies have been always vigorous

and successful.
Vig'or-ous-ly,

—

arfu.

Vl'klng (vi'king),

— Vlg'or-ous-ness, n.

Davenant.

[Icel. vikingr, fr. vik

a bay,
One belonging to the pirate crews from among
the Northmen, who plundered the coasts of Europe in
the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries.
Of grim Vikings, and the rapture
Of the sea iight, and the capture,
re.

inlet.]

And

the Hfe of slavery.

Longfellow.

15^^ Viking differs in meaning from sea king, with
which it is frequently confounded. "The sea king was.
a man connected with a royal race, either of the small
kings of the country, or of the Haarfager family, and
who, by right, received the title of king as soon he took
the command of men, although only of a single ehip'&
crew, and without having any land or kingdom. . .
Vikings were merely pirates, alternately peasants and
pirates, deriving the name of viking from the vicks,
wicks, or inlets, on the coast in wliich they liarbored with
their long ships or rowing galleys."
Laing,
Chaucer.
Vll'a-ny (vil'a-ny), re. Villainy. [Obs.]
Vl'la-yet' (ve'la-yef), re. [Turk., from Ar. wilayah.]
One of the chief administrative divisions or provinces
of the Ottoman Empire
formerly called eyalet.
Vlld (vlld), a. [As if the p. p. of a verb to vile, "e.o
Vile, a.] Vile. [Obs.] "That mVd race." Spenser. Spe7i.':cr.
Vlld'ly, adv. [Obs.]
^
.

;

—

Vile (vil), a. [Comp. Viler (-er) superl. ViLEt.T.'l
[OE. vil, F. vil, from L. vilis cheap, worthless, vile, base.
;

Low

1.

base

;

poor

man

mean

despicable.
in vde raiment.
James n.

wortliless

;

A
The
tents,

;

;

The

2.

craft either of tisliing, which was Peter's, or of mak:ng
which was Paul's, were [was] more vile than the sciencfr

Ridlty.

of physic.

inhabitants account gold but as a vile thing.

Abp. Abbjt.

2. Morally base or impure depraved by sin
hateful
wicked
ill
the sight of God and men ; sinful
had.
" Such rile base practices."
Shak.
Behold, I am vile; what shall I answer thee ? Job xl. 4.
;

;

;

Syn.

;

— See Base.

— VUe'ly, adv. — Vlle'neBS.

re.

Viled (vild),o. [SecVlLD.] Abusive; scurrilous; defamatory vile. _[Ote.] " (Vei/ speeches." Hayward.
I

;

VlVeyns

(vTl'auz), a.
[See Villain.] VillaiuouB.
" ri?e?/H.s siuiul deeds make a churl." Chaucer,
The act of viliVll'i-fl-ca'tion (vil'i-f i-ka'slum), n.
fying (U' defaming abuse.
South.
Vll'1-H'er (vil'T-fi'er), n. One who vilifies or defames.
[imp.
Vll'l-ty (vTl'T-fi), V. t.
p. p. Vilified (-fid)
vb. n. Vilifying.]
[L. vilis vile -f -/)// cf. L.
p. pr.
vilijicarc to esteem of little value.]
1. To make vile
to debase
to degrade
to disgrace.
[P.]
When themselves they vili^ed
[Oft.f.]

;

&

&

;

To
2.

;

serve unpovoniod nppotite.

To degrade

traduce

Many

;

chair

;

;

.

;

;

Waller^

strong.

2. Exhibiting strength, either of body or mind ; powerful strong forcible ; energetic ; as, vigorous exertions
a vigorous prosecution of a war.

;

;

;

reach or range of sight

;

"

Shak.
To-morrow is St. Crispian."
(c) A religious service performed in the evening preceding a feast.
Vigils, or Watchings, of flowers (Bot.), a peculiar faculty
belonging to the flowers of certain plants of opening and
closing their petals at certain hours of the day. [R.]
[L. vigilantia : cf. F. vigiVlg'i-lance (-t-lans), re.
1. The quality or state of being vigilant forlance.l
bearance of sleep wakefulness.
2. Watchfulness in respect of danger care
caution
circumspection.
Cowper,
And flaming ministers to watch and tend

—

;

of the card table

other religious exercises.
So they
heaven their odes and vigils tuned. Milton.
Be sober and keep vigil.
The Judge is at the gate. Neale {Bhythm of St. Bernard).
3. {Feci.) {a) Originally, the watch kept on the night
before a feast, (i) Later, the day and tlie night preceding a feast.
He that shall live this dav, and see old age,
"Will yearly on the vigil feast his neighbors,

Instrument played upon with a wheel ; a hurdy-gurdy.
Vl-en'na paste' (ve-5n'na past'). (Pharm.) A caustic application made up of equal parts of caustic potash
and quicklime
called also Vienna caustic.
Vi'en-nese' (ve'Sn-nez' or -nes'), a.
Of or pertaining to Vienna, or the people of Vienna.
n. sing. & pi.
An inhabitant, or the inhabitants, of Vienna.
View (vu), n. [OF. veue, F. vue, f r. OF. veoir to see, p.
p. veu, F. voir, p. p. vu, fr. L. videre to see.
See Vision,
and cl. Interview, Purview, Review, Vista.] 1. The
act of seeing or beholding sight
look survey examination by the eye inspection.
;

Macaulay.

,

vigils

and those cutting passions which attend them.
Addison.
2. Hence, devotional watching waking for prayer, or

And vying malice with my gentleness,
Pick quarrels with their only happiness.
Herbert.
Vie, n. A contest for superiority ; competition ; rivalry ; strife ; also, a challenge ; a wager. lObs. ]
We 'II all to church together instantly,
And then a vie for boys.
J. Fletcher.
[F.

—

;

While Waterloo with Cannse's carnage vies.
Byron.
Vie, V. t. 1. To stake to wager. [Obs.J B. Jonson.
2. To do or produce in emulation, competition, or riyalry ; to put in competition ; to bandy. [OJi.]
She hung about my neck ; and kiss on kiss
She vieil so fast.
Sliak.
Nor was he set over us to fiewisdom with his Parliament, but
to bt guided by them.
Milton.

Vl-elle' (vi-Sl'), n.

[L.

a.

vigesimus quartus twenty-fourth. Cf. Duodecimo.] Having twenty-four leaves to a sheet as, a vigesimo-quarto
form, book, leaf, size, etc.
Vl-ges'i-mo-quar'to, re./ pi. -tos (-toz). A book
composed of sheets each of which is folded into twentyfour leaves hence, indicating more or less definitely a
size of book so made
usually written 24mo, or 24°.
Vig'll (vTj'il), re.
[OE. vigile, L. vigilia, from vigil
awake, watchful, probably akin to E. icake : cf. F. vigile.
See Wake, v. i., and cf. Reveille, Sukveillakoe, Vedette, Vegetable, Vigor.] 1. Abstinence from sleep,
whether at a time when sleep is customary or not the
act of keeping awake, or the state of being awake sleeplessness; wakefulness; watch.
"Worn out by tlie

L. inviiare to invite of uncertain origin. Cf. Invite,
Envie.] 1. To stake a sum upon a hand of cards, as in
the old game of gleek. See Revie.
[OJs.]
2. To strive for superiority to contend to use emulous effort, as in a race, contest, or competition.
In a trading nation, the younger sons may be placed in such a
to vie

sight;

intent

Vl-ges'i-mo-quar'tO (vt-jSs'i-m6-kwar'to),

F. viduite.']

;

.

Pope.

the

Pleasing to

on showy absurdities and viewy enterprises rather than sohd work.
London Spectator.
VU'da (vlf'da), n. In the Orkney and Shetland Islands, beef and mutton hung and dried, but not salted.
[Scot.']
[Written also vivda.']
Jamieson.
Vl-ges'l-mal (vt-jes'if-mal), a. [L. vigesimus twentieth, from OT'p'M/i twenty.]
Twentieth; divided into, or
consisting of, twenties or twenty parts.
Tylor.
Vl-ges'1-ma'tlon (-ma'shiin), re. The act of putting
to death every twentieth man.
[iJ.]

Ld. Ellenborough.

.

)a.

(vti'iy),

ful ; visionary ; unpractical ; as, a viewy person.
2. Spectacular ; pleasing to the eye or the imagination.

Vie (vi), V. i. [imp. & p. p. Vied (vid) p. pr. & vb.
n. Vying (vi'ing).]
[OB. vien, shortened fr. envien, OF.
eiivier to invite, to challenge, a word used in gambling,

;

Shak.
air.

;

—

or bereaved ; loss ^ bereavement. [.R.]
Vi-dU'1-ty (vT-du'i-ty ), n. [L. viduitas ;
Widowhood. [J2.] " Chaste viduity."

.

;

;

;

;

as

;

A

View'some (vu'silm), ) sightly. IProv. Eng.'\
a passage with energy and force.
Vlew'y (vu'y), a. 1. Having peculiar views fanciVig'Or-OUS (vig'er-iSs), a. [Cf. OF.

—

A

way of life

Vl-gnette' (vtn-ygf or vin'ygt 277), re. [F. vignette,
vigne Sivine. See Vine, and cf.ViNETTE.] 1. (Arch.)
running ornament consisting of leaves and tendrils,
used in Gothic architecture.
2. A decorative design, originally representing vine
branches or tendrils, at the head of a chapter, of a manuscript or printed book, or in a similar position hence,
by extension, any small picture in a book hence, also,
as such pictures are often without a definite bounding
line, any picture, as an engraving, a photograph, or the
like, which vanishes gradually at the edge.
Vl-gnette', v. t. To make, as an engraving or a photograph, with a border or edge insensibly fading away.
Vl-go'lli-a (vi-go'ni-a), a.
[Cf. F. vigogne vicuna.
See Vicuna.] Of or pertaining to the vicuna characterizing the vicuna
said of the wool of that animal,,
used in felting hats, and for other purposes.
Prescott.
Vlg'or (vTg'er), n. [OE. vigour, vigor, OF. vigor, vi~
gur, vigour, F. vigueiir, fr. L. vigor, f r. vigere to be lively
or strong. See Vegetable, Vigil.] 1. Active strength

ir.

II

Vlew'ly

II

;

;

" Viewless winds."

Swift through the valves the visionary fair
Repassed, and viewless mixed with common

II

.

all its

;

;

,

to consider; as, to

;

[06,s.]

Chaucer.
[L. vigintiviVl'gin-tlv'1-rate (vi'jTn-tlv'I-rat), n.
ratus iT vigintiviri ; viginti tv/enty -\-vir a. msca.] The
oflBce of the vigintiviri, a body of officers of government
consisting of twenty men ; also, the vigintiviri.
[JB.]

A

originally represented the bishops, but later erected
their offices into fiefs, and became feudal nobles.
Vi'Je (vi'de), imperative sing, of L. videre, to see
used to direct attention to something ; as, vide supra,
see above.
Vi-del'1-oet (vi-da'i-sSt). adv. [L., contr. fr. videre
licet, literally, it is easy to see, one may or can see.]
To
wit namely
often abbreviated to viz.
Vl-dette' (vT-def), re.
{Mil.) Same as Vedette.
Vl-dO'ni-a (vT-do'nl-a), n. [Of. Pg. vidonho the quality of grapes, Sp. vedtino.'\
dry white wine, of a tart
flavor, produced in Teneriffe ;
called also Teneriffe.
Vid'U-age (vTd'ii-ai), n. [See Vidual.] The state of
widows or of widowhood also, widows, collectively.
Vld'U-al (-al), a. [L. vidualis, fr. vidua a widow, fr.
viduus widowed. See Widow.] Of or pertaining to the
Btate of a widow ; widowed.
[iJ.]
Jer. Taylor.
Vid'U-a'tlon (-a'shun) n. The state of being widowed

3.

;

aspects.
The happiest youth, viewing his progress through. Shak.
Vlew'er (vu'er), n. 1. One who views or examines.
2. {Laio)
person appointed to inspect highways,
fences, or the like, and to report upon the same.
3. The superintendent of a coal mine.
[Bng.l
yiew'i-ness (vu'I-nSs), n. The quality or state of
being viewy, or of having unpractical views.
Vlew'leSS, a. Not perceivable by the eye invisible

who

—

;

To survey or examine mentally

view the subject in

lord.]

Law) One

a class of temporal

;

;

L. vice instead of

(Fr, Feud.

vb. n.

O, let me view his visage, being dead.
Nearer to view his prey, and, unespied.
To mark what of their state he more might learn.

llVl-dame' (ve-dam')>
n. [F., fr. LL. vice-domifr.

View

(vu), V. t.
lonp. &p. p. Viewed (viid); p. pr.
Viewing.] 1. To see to behold especially, to
look at with attention, or for the purpose of examining
to examine with the eye to inspect to explore.

finch'). (.^ooi.)Thewhidah bird.

nus,

—

—

&

A vigil.

[L. vigilia.]

VIg'l-ly (vTj'T-iy), n.

;

—

;

II

;

—

Vlc'tUS (vTk'fciis), n. [L.] (Zo'ol.) Food diet.
Cf. Vi(ve-koon'yii), n.
Vl-cn'na
[Sp. vicuna.
gonia.]
(Zodt.) A South American
Vi-OU'gna
mammal {Auchenia vicmina) natiye oi the elevated plains
of the Andes, allied to tlie llama but smaller.
It has a thick coat of very fine reddish brown
wool, and long, pendent
white hair on the breast
and belly. It is liunted
for its wool and flesh.
(vid'a
Vid'a tinch'
II

VILIFY

Mode

of looking at anything ; manner of apprehenconception opinion judgment ; as, to state one's
;
views of the policy which ought to be pursued.
To give a right view of this mistaken part of liberty. Locke.
7. That which is looked towards, or kept in sight, as
object, aim, intention, purpose, design ; as, he did it
with a view of escaping.
No man sets himself about anything hut upon some view or
other which serves him for a reason.
Locke.
8. Appearance; show; aspect.
\_Obs.']
IGracesl which, by the splendor of her view
Dazzled, before we never knew.
Waller.
Field of view. See under Field.
Point of view. See
under Point.
To have in view, to have in mind as an
incident, object, or aim ; as, to have one's resignation in
view. —View halloo, tlie shout uttered by a hunter upon
seeing the fox break cover.
View of frankpledge (Law), a
court of record, held in a hundred, lordship, or manor,
before the steward of the leet. Blach'.tone.
View of
premises (Laic), tlie inspection by the jury of the place
where a litigated transaction is said to have occurred.

Vlct'nal-er (vlt"l-er), n.

keeper

J
;;
;

;;

;

or debase
to calumniate.

Milton.

by report; to defame; to
/. Taylor,

passions dispose us to depress

and

i>i7i^ the merit

one rising in the esteem of mankind.
3. To treat as vile
to despise.
[Obs.'\
I do vilify yo'ir censure.

iQk

of
Additon.

;

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

Beau.

in azure.

4-
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VILIPEND

VINE
A

[L. viHpendere; vilis
VU'l-pend (vll'I-pgnd), V. t.
vHe -{- pendere to weigh, to value: cf. F. vilipender.']

Vll'la-nel' (vil'la-nSl'),
ballad.
[Obs.]

To

Vll'la-nella (-nSl'la), n. ; pi. ViLLANELLE (-le). [It.,
a pretty country girl.] (Mus.) An old rustic dance,
accompanied with singing.

value lightly

To

;

to depreciate

;

to slight

;

to despise.

vilipend the art of portrait painting.

Vll'1-pend'en-cy (-pend'en-sy), n. Disesteem slight
E- Waterlwuse.
disparagement, [i?.]
;

[L. vilitas : cf. V. vileie, vilite,
Vil'l-ty (vll'i-ty), n.
Kennet.
OF. vilte.} Vileness ; haseness. \_Obs.']
Vill (vil), n. [OF. ville, vile, a village, F. ville a town,
village.
houses
a
;
city. See Villa.] A small collection of
" Every manor, town, or vill."
Sir M. Male.
Nor should e*er the crested fowl
From thorp or vill his matins sound for me. Wordstoorth.

A word of various significations in English law ; as,
a manor; a tithing; a town; a township; a parish; apart
Engof a parish a village. The original meaning of tiiK,
land, seems to have been derived from the Roman sense
a
of the term villa, a single country residence or farm
manor. Later, the term was applied only to a collection
of houses more than two, and hence came to comprehend
towns and cities. Burrill. The statute of Exeter, 14 Edward I., mentions entire-vills, demivills, and hamlets.

^S^

;

Vll'la (vil'la), n. ; pi. Villas (-laz). [L. villa, LL.
F. villa.
also village, dim. of L. vicus a village : cf. It.

&

See Vicinity, and cf. Vill, Village, Villain.] A country seat ; a country or suburban residence of some preDryden. Cowper.
tensions to elegance.
Vil'lage (-laj ; 48), n. [P., fr. L. villaticus belonging
to a country house or villa. See Villa, and cf . Villatio.]
small assemblage of houses in the country, less than
a town or city.

A

Village cart, a kind of two-wheeled pleasure carriage
without a top.
Syn.
Village, Hamlet, Town, City. In England,
a hamlet denotes a collection of houses, too small to have
a parish church. A village has a church, but no market.
A toicn has both a market and a church or churches. A
city is, in the legal sense, an incorporated borough town,
which is, or has been, the place of a bishop's see. In the
United States these distinctions do not hold.
VU'la-ger (-la-jer), n. An inhabitant of a village.
Brutus had ratlier be a I'iUager

—

Than to repute himself a son of Rome
Shak:
Under these hard conditions.
VU'lage-ry (-l£j-ry), n. Villages a district of villages.
[06s.] " The maidens of the tiiHojre;-!/. " Shak.
Vll'lain (-lin), re. [OE. vilein, F. vilain, LL. villanus, from villa a village, L. villa a farm. See Villa.]
1. {Feudal Law) One who holds lands by a base, or
;

servile, tenure, or in villenage ; a feudal tenant of the
lowest class a bondman or servant. [In this sense written also villan, and villein.']
If any of my ancestors was a tenant, and a servant, and held
his lands as a villain to his lord, his posterity also must do so,
though accidentally they become noblie.
Jer. Taylor.
;

Villains were of two sorts: villains regardant,
ut«
that is, annexed to the manor (LL. adscripti glebx) and
villains in gross, that is, annexed to the person of their
lord, and transferable from one to another.
Blackstone.
[i?.]
2. A baseborn or clownish person a boor,
Pour the blood of the villain in one basin, and the blood of the
gentleman in another, what difference shall there be proved?
;

;

Becon.
3. A vile, wicked person
a man extremely depraved,
and capable or guilty of great crimes ; a deliberate scoundrel a knave ; a rascal ; a scamp.
;

;

Like a villain with a smiling cheek.
Shak.
Calm, thinking villains, whom no faith could fix. Fqpe.
[F. vilain.J ViUainous.
Vll'lain, a.
[i?.]
Shak.
Vll'lain, V. t. To debase to degrade.
[Obs.'\
;

;

;

Sir T. More.
[Written also villanous.']
depraved as, a villainous per-

a.

(-lis),

mean

;

j

son or wretch.
2. Proceeding from, or showing, extreme depravity;
suited to a villain as, a villainous action.
3. Sorry
mean mischievous
in a familiar sense.
" A villainous trick of thine eye."
Shak.
ViUainous Judgment (0. Eng. Law), a judgment that
oasts reproach on the guilty person.
Vll'laln-ous-ly, adv.
Vlllain-ous-ness, «.
Vll'laln-y (-y), n. ; pi. Villainies (-iz). [OE. vilanie,
OF. vilanie, vilainie, vileinie, vilenie, LL. villania. See
Villain, n.] [Written also villany.'] 1. The quality or
state of being a villain, or villainous extreme depravity
atrocious wickedness; as, the villainy of the seducer.
" Lucre of vilanye."
Chaucer.
The commendation is not in his wit, but in his villainy. Shak.
Z. Abusive,
reproachful
language; discourteous
speech foul talk. \_Archaic']
He never yet no vihinye ne said
;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

In all his life, unto no manner wight.
Chaucer.
In our modern language, it [foul language] is termed riUaimi,
men of coarsest education

as being proper for rustic boors, or

and

er.-.ployment.

Barrow.

Villainy til) a very late day expressed words foul and disgraceful to the utterer much oftener than deeds.
Trench.

3.

The

act of a villain

;

a deed of deep depravity

;

villainies

That execrable sum of

roused Horace
all villainies

i'-.t."

wrath.

commonly

irorte.

Vil'la-Wn (la-kln),

VU'lan (vil'lan),
VU'lan-age (-ij

n.

A little villa.

A villain.

n.

Dryden.

called a slave
ju/,n Wesley.

[iJ.]

Gay.

[J?.]

re.
[F.] A poem written in tertwo rhymes, the first and third verse of the
stanza alternating as the third verse in each successive stanza and forming a couplet at the close. B. W. Gosse.
Vil'la-nette' (-net'), re.
[Dim. of villa; formed on
the analogy of the French.] A small viUa. [iJ.]
Vil'lan-ize (vil'lan-iz), v. t. {imp.
p. p. ViLLANIZED (-izd) p.pr.
vb. re. Villanizino (-i'zTng).]
To
make vile; to debase ; to degrade; to revile. \_R.]
II

Vil'la-nelle' (-nel'),

cets with but

48), n.
[OF. villenage, vilenage.
1. (Feudal Law) The state of a villain,
base servitude ; tenure on condition of doing the
meanest services for the lord. [In this sense written also
;

;

villenage, and villeinage.']
I speak even now as if sin were
mllanage, never to be manumitted.

Some faint

condemned in a perpetual
Hilton.

traces of villanagp
CO late as the days of the Stuarts.

2. Baseness

;

infamy
ale,

;

were detected by the curious
Macaulay.
villainy.
[06s.]
Dryden.

senate,

c&re,

&

&

;

Were

virtue by descent, a noble

Could never

name

villanize hie father's

4. (Zo'ol.) A commissure uniting the two mairi tendom
In the foot of certain birds.
Vin-de'ml-al (vln-de'mt-al), a. [L. vindemialis, fr.
vindemia a vintage. See Vintage.] Of or pertaining to
a vintage, or grape harvest. [iJ.]
Vin-de'ml-ate (-at), ?;. i. \ti.vindemiare. SeeViNDEMiAL.] To gatlier the vintage. [06j!.]
Evelyn.
Vin-de'ml-a'tlon (-a'shtin), n. [LL. vindemiatio.]
The operation of gathering grapes. [06s.]
Bailey.
Vin'di-ca-ble (vin'dl-ka-b'l), a. Capable of being
vindicated.
Vln'di-ca-bil'l-ty (-bil'i-ty), n.
Vin'di-cate (-kat), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Vikdicatei
(-ka'ted) p. pr.
vb. re. Vindicating.] [L. vindicatus,
p. p. of vindicare to lay claim to, defend, avenge.
See
Vengeance.] 1. To lay claim to;, to assert a right to
to claim.
IR.]

—

&

&

;

;

fame.

liryden.

Vlllan-i'zer (-i'zer), «. One who viUanizes. [_R.]
Vil'lan-ous (-lis), a., Vil'lan-ous-ly, adv., Vil'IanOUS-ness, re. See ViLLAiNons, etc.
Vil'lan-y (-J?), re. See Villainy.
Vil-lat'lc (vil-iat'Tk), a.
[L. villaticus belonging to a
country house. See Village.] Of or pertaining to a farm
or a village rural. "Tame t)j'HoWc fowl."
Milton.
VU'lein (vTl'lTn), n. (Feudal Law) See Villain, 1.
Vil'len-age (vil'lgn-aj),re.
[See Villanage.] (Feudal Law) Villanage.
Blackstone.
Vil'len-OUS (-tis), a. Of or pertaining to a viUein.
;

Vil'li (vil'li), n., pi. of Villus.
Vil'li-form (-li-f6rm), a. IVillus -\- -form.] Having
the form or appearance of villi ; like close-set fibers,
either hard or soft as, the teeth of perch are villiform.
Vll-lose' (vTl-los'), a. (Bot.) See Villous.
ViI-lOS'1-ty (-los'i-ty), n.
l. state of being villous.
2. (Bot.) A coating of long, slender hairs.
3. (Anat.) A villus.
Vll'lous (vTl'lus), (t. [L. villosus: cf. F. villeux. Of.
Velvet.] 1. Abounding in, or covered with, fine hairs,
or a woolly substance shaggy with soft hairs ; nappy.
2. (Anat.) Furnished or clothed with villi.
Vil'lus (-Itis), re. ; pi. Villi (-11). [L., shaggy hair,
a tuft of hair.] 1. (Anat.) One of the minute papillary
processes on certain vascular membranes a villosity
as, villi cover the lining of the small intestines of many
animals and serve to increase the absorbing surface.
2. pi. (Bot.) Fine hairs on plants, resembling the pile

Is thine alone the seed that strews the plain ?
The birds of heaven,shall vindicate their grain.

Fope.

2. To maintain or defend with success to prove to be
valid ; to assert convincingly to sustain against assault
as, to vindicate a right, claim, or title.
3. To support or maintain as true or correct, against
denial, censure, or objections ; to defend ; to justify.
"When the respondent denies any proposition, the opponent
;

;

must

directly inndicate

.

.

.

/

that proposition.

H'atts,

Laugh where we must, be candid where we can.
But vindicate the ways of God to man.
Pope.
4. To maintain, as a law or a cause, by overthrowing

II

enemies.

Milton.

5.

To

liberate
to set free ; to deliver. [06.S.]
I nm confident he deserves much more
Tliat vindicates his country from a tyrant
Massinger,
Than he that saves a citizen.

6.

To avenge

;

;

;

II

;

;

of velvet.

Vim

(vTm), re. [L., accusative of vis strength.] Powforce; energy; spirit; activity; vigor.
IColloq.]
(vi'mSn), re.
(Bot.)
long,
[L., a twig.]
slender, flexible shoot or branch.
Vlm'l-nal (vim'l-ual ; 277), a. [L. viminalis pertaining to osiers, fr. vimen a pliant twig, osier.] Of or pertaining to twigs ; consisting of twigs producing twigs.
Vl-mln'e-OUS (vi-mTn'e-us 277), a. [L. vimineus, fr.
vimen pliant twig.] 1. Of or pertaining to twigs made of
" In the hive's OT'mireeous dome." Prior.
pliant twigs.
2. (Bot.) Producing long, slender twigs or shoots.
Vi-na'ceoua (vt-na'shiis; 277),a. [h.vinaceus. See
Vine.] 1. Belonging to, or like, wine or grapes.
2. Of the color of wine, especially of red wine.
Vln'al-grette' (vTn'a-grSf), n. [F., fr. vinaigre vinegar.]
1. (Cookery)
sauce, made of vinegar, oil, and
other ingredients,
used esp. for cold meats.
2. A small perforated box for holding aromatic vinegar contained in a sponge, or a smelling bottle for smelling salts ;
called also vinegarette.
3. A small, two-wheeled vehicle, like a Bath chair, to
be drawn or pushed by a boy or man. [iJ.]
Vln'al-gTOUS (vTn'a-grus), a. [F. vinaigre vinegar.]
1. Resembling vinegar ; sour.
Carlyle.
2. Fig. : Unamiable ; morose.
Vl-nasse' (vt-nas'), re. [F.] (Chem.) The waste liquor remaining in the process of making beet sugar,
used in the manufacture of potassium carbonate.
Vl-nat'i-00 (vi-nSt't-ko), re. \V%.vinhatico.] Madeira
mahogany ; the coarse, dark-colored wood of the Persea
Indica.
Vin-cen'tlan (vin-s5n'shan), a. Of or pertaining to
Saint Vincent de Paul, or founded by him.
[i?.]
Vln-cen'tlan, n. (R. C. Ch.) (a) Same asLAZABiST.
(6) A member of certain charitable sisterhoods.
VIn'ce-tOX'ln (vln'se-toks'Tn), re. (Chem.) A glucoside extracted from the root of the white swallowwort
family)
( Vincetoxicum officinale, a plant of the Asclepias
as a bitter yellow amorphous substance ;
called also
asclepiadin, and cynanchin.
Vin'ol-bil'l-ty (-sT-bTl'T-tj^), re. The quality or state
of being vincible ; vincibleness.
Vln'cl-ble (vTn'sI-b'l), a. [L. vincibilis, fr. vincere to
vanquish, conquer: cf. F. vincible. See Viotoe.] Capable of being overcome or subdued ; conquerable. " He,
not vincible in spirit . . . drew his sword." Hayward.
" Vincible by human aid." Paley.
er

;

II

A

Vl'men

;

;

;

—

A

—

—

,

—

Vincible Ignorance (.Theot.)^ ignorance within the individual's control and for which, therefore, he
is responsible liefore God.

punish

God

bellion.

Syn. — To

assert; maintain; claim. SeeAssEKT.
Vin'dl-ca'tion (-ka'shun), re. [L. vindicatio a laying
claim, defense, vindication.
See Vindicate.]
1. The
act of vindicating, or the state of being vindicated 'defense
justification against denial or censure
as, the
vindication of opinions his vindication is complete.
;

;

;

;

Occasion for the vindication of this passage in my book. Locke,
2. ( Civil Law) The claiming a thing as one's own ; the
Burrill.
asserting of a right or title in, or to, a thing.
Vln'di-ca-tive (vin'dl-kS-tlv ; 277), a. [Cf. F. vindU
Cf. ViNDicTrvE.]
1. Tending to vindicate; vincatif.
dicating as, a vindicative policy.
[06s.]
2. Revengeful; vindictive.
Vindicative persons live the life of witches, who, as they are
mischievous, so end they infortunate.
Bacon.
;

— Vln'dl-ca-lve-ness, u.

Vln'dl-ca'tor (-ka'ter), n. [LL., an avenger.] One
vindicates ; one who justifies or maintains.
Locke.
Vln'dl-ca-tO-ry (-ka-to-rj), a. 1. Tending or serving
to vindicate or justify ; justificatory ; vindicative.
2. Inflicting punishment ; avenging ; punitory.
The afflictions of Job were no vindicatory punishments to
take vengeance of his sins.
Abp. Bramhalt.
Vin-dic'tive (vTn-dTk'tTv), a. [For vindicative, confused with L. vindicta revenge, punishment, fr. vindicare
to vindicate. Cf. Vindicative.] 1. Disposed to revenge
prompted or characterized by revenge ; revengeful.
I am vindictive enough to repel force by force. Dryden.
2. Punitive.
[06s.]
Vindictive damages. (Law) See under Damage, re.
VIn-dlc'Uve-ly, adw.
Vln-dlc'tlve-ness, n.
Vine (vin), n. [F. vigne, L. vinea a vineyard, vine,
from vineus of or belonging to wine, vinum wine, grapes.
See Wine, and cf. Vignette.] (Bot.) (a) Any woody
climbing plant which bears grapes. (6) Hence, a climb,
ing or trailing plant ; the long, slender stem of any plant
that trails on the ground, or climbs by winding round a
fixed object, or by seizing anything with its tendrils, or
claspers ; a creeper ; as, the hop vine; the bean vine; tho
vines of melons, squashes, pumpkins, and other cucurbj«
taceous plants.
There shall be no grapes on the vine.
.

who

—

—

Jer. viii. 13,
And one went out into the field to gather
herbs, and found a wild vine, and gathered
thereof wild gourds.
2 Kings iv. 39.

Vine apple (Bot.), a small kind of
squash. Roger Williams.
Vine beetle
(Zo'ol.), any one of several species of
beetles which are injurious to the leaves
or branches of the grapevine. Among
the more important species are the
grapevine fidia (see FiDi A), the spotted Vine Beetle
(Oraptodera
Pelidnota (see Butilian), the vine fleachalybea).
beetle (Graptodera chalybea), the rose
beetle (see under Rose), the vine weevil, and several species of Colaspis and Anomala. —Vino

—

(Zo'dl.) (a) Any one of
several species of beetles whose
larvE bore in the wood or pith
of the grapevine, especially

borer.

ter sesostris,

brown weevil

a small reddish Vine Borer (Sinoxylon basU
(called also vine
tare), a Larva
b Pupa;

weevil),

&m, arm, ask,

final,

^11

j^2

—X

A band
;

eve,

-{-

y.

or bundle of fibers;

galls on the branches
(6)
clearwing raofhi A: geria polistiformis), .vhose larva bores in the
roots of the grapevine and is often
destructive.
Vine dragon, an old
and fruitless branch of a vine. [06s.]

A

c Vinculum of
a Scansorial Foot
I
;

to
to

gnd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

—
— Vine

forester (Zo'ol.), any
one of several species of moths beForester (Aly- longing to Alypia and allied genera,
pia octomaculata). whose larvae feed on the leaves of

Holland.

IV First
_
Fourth Vine

Toes; aa^
66Plantar
Tendons.

event,

;

c Imago.

which produces knotlike

ViNCDLA (-la), E. Vinculums (-liimz). [L.,
from vincire, vinctum, to bind.] 1. A bond

pression a;2 -|3. (Anat.)
a f raenum.

I

small

species the larva of which bores
in the stems, and Am,peloglyp-

A

A

to punish ; as, a war to vindicate or
Bacon.
[06s.]
to exact subjection and to vindicate reBp. Pearson.

more powerful

Sinoxylon basilare, a

Vin'cl-ble-ness, n. The quality or state
of being vincible.
Vlnc'ture (vlnk'tiJr; 135), n. [L. vincbindtura, fr. vincire, vinctum, to bind.]
ing.
[06s.]
Vta'CU-lum (vin'kii-lBm), n. ; pi. L.

of union ; a tie.
2. (Math.)
straight, horizontal mark
placed over two or more members of a
compound quantity, which are to be subjected to the same operation, as in the ex-

;

infidelity.

is

II

See Villain.]
or serf

Cotton.

a

crime.

Such

Villanblle.]

first

m

VU'laln-OUB
1. Base
vile

[See

II

Longfellow

;

n.

;;

a Larva; 6 Female the grapevine. —Vine fretter (Zo'ol.),
Imago.
a plant louse, esp. the phylloxera.
idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey,

drb,

ddd

;

;,

;

;;
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VIOLET

that injures the grapevine. —Vine grub (ZooL), anyone
of numerous species of insect larvae
tliat are injurious to the gi-apeVine hopper (Zool.), any one
vine.
of several species of leaf hoppers
which suck the sap of the grapevine,
especially Enjtiironeura vitis. See

dealer such cards that the sum of their pips, or spots, is
twenty-one, or a number near to it.
Vlngt'un' (vSN'tiiN'), n. Contraction for Vingt et UK.
Vin'ic (vTn'ik or vi'nik), a. (Chem.) Of or pertaining to wine as, vinic alcohol.
Vln'i-CUl'ture (vTn'i-kul'tiSr), n. [L. vinum wine -fcultura culture.] The cultivation of the vine, esp. for
making wine viticulture.
Vin'newed (vTn'iid), a. [See Fenowed.] Moldy;
musty. [Written also OT'reewe)^.] [Obs. ox Prov. Eng.1

Vl'O-las'cent (vi'o-lSs'sent), a. Violescent. [ij.]
limp.
p. p. Violated
Vi'o-late (vi'o-lat), v. t.
vb. n. Violating.]
[L. violatus, p.
(-la'tSd) ; p. pr.
See Viop. of violare to violate, fr. vis strength, force.
lent.] 1. To treat in a violent manner ; to abuse.

—

;

Must, of Grape hopper, under
Grape. — Vine Inchworm {Zoo I.).
the larva of any species of geometrid
moths which feed on the leaves of
the grapevine, especiallj^ Cidaria

diversilineata.—
Zo-

Vine-leaf roller

— Vin'newed-ness,

(

diversilineata.

and

a small moth b Imago.
{Desinia niaculalis)
whose larva makes a nest by rolling up
the leaves of the grapevine. The moth
is brownish black, spotted with white.

Vine louse {Zoo/.), the phylloxera.
Vine mildew ( Bot.), a fungous
growth which forms a white, delicate, cottony layer upon the leaves,
young shoots, and fruit of the vine,
caushig brown spots upon the green
parts, and finally a hardening and
destruction of the vitality of the
Vine-Leaf Roller (Des- surface. The plant has been called
ynaculalis).
OidiiimTuckeri, hut isnow thought
Male Imago b Lar- to be the conidia-producing stage
va, nat. size.
^f a^u Brysiplie.
Vina of Sodom
(Bot.), a plant named in the Bible (.Dent, xxxii. 32), now
thought to be identical with the apple of Sodom. See
Apple of Sodom, under Apple.
Vine
»a,wfly (ZooL), a small black savvfly (Selaiidria vitis) whose larva feeds upon the
leaves of the grapevine. The larvae stand
side by side in clusters while feeding.
Vine slug (ZooL), the larva of the vine
sawfly.
Vine sorrel (Bot.), a climbing
Tine Sings.
plant { Cissus acida) related to the grapeTine, and having acid leaves.
It is found in Florida
and the West Indies.
Vine sphinx (ZooL), any

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

one of several species of
hawk moths. The larvae

—Vine weevil.

(ZooL)

See Vine borer
above, and Wou7id

gall,

a.

[L. vinealis.'] Of or pertaining to vines; containing

dressers.

;

—

't.

Slialc.

—

vinegar, acetic

acid.

See under Thief. — Vinegar eel
(ZooL), a minute nematode worm
(Leptodera oxophila, or Angnillula

gar.

commonly found

— Thlevea'

vine-

_

in

—

;

;

;

A

Halliwell.

Vln'ewed

(vTn'ud), a.
Same as Vinnewed.
Vlne'yard (vTn'yerd), n. [For OE. winyard, AS.
wlngenrd ; influenced by E. vine. See Wine, and Yard
an inclo.sure.] An inclosure or yard for grapevines;

A

complex nitrogenous substance, produced as a yellow
crystalline substance, aud regarded as a complex deriva-

a plantation of vines producing grapes.

One who

cultiv.ates

a vineyard.

tive of barbituric acid.

Vl'0-la-quer'cit-rln (-Ift-kwer'sTt-rtn), n. (Chem.) A
yellow crystalline glucoside obtained from the pansy ( Viola tricolor), and decomposing into glucose and quorcitrin.

Vlngt'

[F., twenty and one.]
et' un' (v5n' tS' un').
at cards, played by two or more persons. The
fortune of each player depends upon obtaining from the

A game

riide,

full,

tip.

Urn

;

pity

;

food,

f<>bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

siiig,

.

;

—

.

.

;

;

;

;

pression.

To

Vi'O-lence,
; also, to bring
by violence ; to compel. \_Obs.]
B. Jonson.
violentus,
from vis
Vi'O-lent (-lent), a. [F., from L.
strength, force ; probably akin to Gr. is a muscle,
strength.] 1. Moving or acting with physical strength
urged or impelled with force ; excited by strong feeling
or passion ; forcible ; vehement ; impetuous ; fierce
furious ; severe ; as, a violent blow ; the violent attack
v.

t.

assault

;

to injure

of a disease.
Float upon a wild and violent sea.

Sfiak.

A violent cross wind from either coast.
2. Acting, characterized, or produced
improper force ; outrageous ; unauthorized
attack on the right of free speech.

To
3.

Milton.

by unjust or
;

as,

bring forth more violent deeds.

a violent
Milton.

Some violent hands were laid on Humphrey's life. Sliak.
Produced or effected by force not spontaneous
;

unnatural; abnormal.
These violent delights have

No violent state
Vows made

violent ends.

can be perpetual.
Ease would recant

in pain, as violent

and void.

Shak.
T. Burnet.
Jlilton.

Violent presumption (Law), presumption of a fact th.it
arises from proof of circumstances which necessarily attend such facts.
Violent profits (Scots Law), rents or
profits of an estate obtained by a tenant wrongfully
holding over after warning. They are recoverable in a
process of removing.

—

—

Syn. Fierce; vehement; outrageous; boisterous;
turbulent; impetuous; p.assionate severe; extreme.
Dr. II. More.
Vl'0-lent, n. An assailant. [Obs.]
[Cf. F. violenler.]
To urge with \'\oVl'0-lent, V. t.
[Ohs.]
lence.
Fuller.
Vl'0-lent, V. i. To be violent to act violently. [Ofo.]
;

II

[L. violacens, fr. viola a
Vl'O-la'ceousC-la'shiSs), a.
bluish purple.
violet.]
1. Resembling violets in color
2. (Bot. ) Of or pertaining to a natural order of plants,
violet
is
the
contains
which
the
type.
It
about twenty
of
genera and two hundred and fifty species.
-\- ani(-15n'i-lTn
or
-len),
n.
[Violat
Vi'0-lan'l-llne
(Chem.)
line.']
dyestuff of the induline group, made
from aniline, and used as a substitute for indigo in dyeing wool and silk .a violet-blue or a gr.ay-bliie color.
Vl'0-lan'tln (-tin), n. [See VioLunic] (Chem.)

;

;

;

II

—

;

;

;

produ-

[F. viole ; cf . Pr. viola, viula, Sp.
viola, Jjii. vitula ; of uncertain origin; per-

—

;

;

;

(vi'ul), n.
It.

seal

reverence, or observance
profanation infringement
unjust force outrage assault.
Do violence to no man.
Luke iii. 14.
We can not, without offering violence to all records, divine
and human, deny an universal deluge,
T. Burnet.
Looking down, he saw
The whole earth filled with violence.
Milton.
3. Ravishment rape
constupration.
To do violence on, to attack to murder. " She
did
violence on herself." Shak.
To do violence to, to outrage to injure as, he does violence to his own opinions,
Syn.— Vehemence; outrage; fierceness; eagerness;
violation infraction infringement
transgression op-

:

VUl'er (vin'er), n. A vinedresser. [06«.]
Vln'er-y (-3^), ra. 1. A vineyard. [06«.] "TheOTBen/ of Earner."
Fabyan.
2. A structure, usually inclosed with glass, for rearing
and protecting vines a grapery.
Vl-nette' (vT-nSf), n. [Cf. ViaNETTE.] A sprig or
[Archaic']

&

—

Hoping that he hath vinegared his senses
As he was bid.
B. Jonson.
Vln'e-gar-ette' (-Sf), n. See Vinaigrette, n., 2.
Vln'e-gar-y (vin'e-ger-y), a. Having the nature of
vinegar sour unamiable.

Cinite,

That

II

—

use,

Of or pertaining to vines

force.

ask with such a violence, the king,
Mine and your master, with his own hand gave me. Shak,
All the elements
At least had gone to wrack, disturbed and torn
With the violence of this conflict.
Milton.
2. Injury done to that which is entitled to respect,

(-ner), n.

(vin'y), a.

;

You

—

;

II

impetuosity

II

—

Vlne'yard-lst, n.

;

II

great numbers in vinegar, sour paste,
and other fermenting vegetable substances ;
called also vinegar worm,
_
-Vinegar lamp (CTem.), a fanciful Vinegar Eel.Female,
name of an apparatus designed to oxi- much enlarged, m
dize alcohol to acetic acid by means
Mouth ;o Eggs'; v
of platinum black.
Vinegar plant.
Genital Opening
See 4th Mother.
Vinegar tre6(7io<.),
x Anus,
the stag-horn sumac (Rhus lyphina),
whose acid berries have been used to intensify the sourness of vinegar.
Wood vinegar. See under Wood.
Vln'e-gar, v. t. To convert into vinegar ; to make
like vinegar to render sour or sharp.
\Obs.'\

branch.

;

;

;

J^^^ The name is now applied as a general term to
designate instruments of the violin kind, as tenor viol,
bass viol, etc.
2. (Naut.) A large rope sometimes used in weighing
Totten.
anchor. [Written also voyal, and voyoL]
Vi'O-la (vi'o-la), n. [L., a violet. See Violet.]
[Bot.) A genus of polypetalous herbaceous plants, including all kinds of violets.
[It.
See Viol.]
Vl'o-la (vi'o-14 or ve-6'la), n.
(3Ius.) An instrument in form and use resembling the
compass.
violin, but larger, and a fifth lower in
Viola da hraccio [It., viol for the arm], the tenor viol,
or viola, a fifth lower than the violin. Its part is written
in the alto clef, hence it is sometimes called the alto.
Viola da gamba [It., viol for the leg], an instrument resembling the viola, but larger, and held between the
Viola da spalla [It. , viol
knees. It is now rarely used.
for the shoulder], an instrument formerly used, resembling the viola, and intermediate in size between the
Viola dl amore ("It., viol
viola and the viola da gamba.
of love cf. F. viole dUrmour], a viol, larger than the viola,
having catgut strings upon, and brass or steel wires
under, the keyboard. These, sounding sympathetically
with the strings, yield a peculiarly soft and silvery
sound. It is now seldom used.
Vi'0-la-ble (vi'o-la-b'l), o. [L. violabilis : c,i. F. violable. See Violate.] Capable of being violated, broken,
or injured.
Vl'O-la-Wy , adv.

,

Aromatic vinegar, strong acetic acid highly flavored
with aromatic substances.
Mother of vinegar. See 4th

;

[L.] One who violates
Vl'o-la'tor (-la'ter), n.
an
infringer
a profaner ; a ravisher.
Chaucer,
Vi'ole (vi'ol or ve-ol'), n. A vial. \_Obs.]
Vi'0-lence (vi'o-lens), n. [F., fr. L. violentia. See
Violent.] 1. The quality or state of being violent ; highly
excited action, whether physical or moral; vehemence;

;

Pg.,

2. Hence, anything sour
used also metaphorically.
Here 's the challenge
I warrant there 's vinegar and pep-

—

violate.

haps from L. vitulari to celebrate a festival, keep holiday, be joyful, perhaps originally, to sacrifice a calf (vitulus ; cf. Veal). Cf. Fiddle, Vielle, 2d Viola, Violin.]
1. (Mus.) A stringed musical instrument formerly in
use, of the same form as the violin, but larger, and having six strings, to be struck with a bow, and the neck
furnished with frets for stopping the strings.
Mc softer airs befit, and softer strings
Of lute, or viol still, more apt for mournful things. Milton,

beer, or the hke.
I^^" The characteristic sourness of vinegar is due to
acetic acid, of which it contains from three to five per
cent.
Wine vinegar contains also tartaric acid, citric
acid, etc.

;

;

Vi'Ol

Isa. Ixi. 5.

acetiglutinis),

as, a

abounding in, vines.
P. Fletcher.
Vl'nyl (vi'nil), ra. [L. «MMm wine -f- -y^-] (Chem.)
The hypothetical radical C2H3, regarded as the characteristic residue of ethylene and that related series of
unsaturated hydrocarbons with which the allyl compounds are homologous.

Vln'e-gar (vin'e-ger), n. [OE. vinegre, F. vinaigre
vin wine (L. vinum) -f- aigre sour.
See Wine, and
Eaqek, a.] 1. A sour liquid used as a condiment, or as
a preservative, and obtained by the spontaneous (acetous)
fermentation, or by the artificial oxidation, of wine, cider,

—

;

:

;

vinous taste.
Vln'qulsh (vTn'kwish), n. {Far.) See VANQtnsH, n.
Vint'age (vTnt'aj 48), n. [Corrupted by influence
of vintner, vintry, from OE. vindage, vendage, for vendange, OF. vendenge, F. vendange, from L. vindemia
vinum wine, grapes -f- demere to take off de -j- emere,
originally, to take.
See Wine, Redeem, and cf. VindeMlAL.]
1. The produce of the vine for one season, in
grapes or in wine as, the vintage is abundant ; the vintage of France wine of the vintage of 1810.
2. The act or time of gathering the crop of grapes, oi
making the wine for a season.
Vintage spring, a wine fount.
Vintage time, the time
of gathering grapes and making wine.
Milton.
Vlnt'a-ger (-o-jer), n. [From Vintage cf. F. vendangeur.'] One who gathers the vintage.
Vlnt'a-glng (-a-jing), n. The act of gathering the
vintage, or crop of grapes.
;

cing, or

Vlne'dress'er (vin'drSs'-

— Radical

vinum wine cf.
Of or pertaining to wine hav-

[L. vinosus, fr.

(vi'ntis), n.

See Wine.]
F. vineux.
ing the qualities of wine

VIn'y

One who cultivates, vine Sphinx (Darapsa myron).
prunes, or cares for, grapeA Imago ; B Larva,
vines ; a laborer in a vineyard.
The sons of the alien shall be your plowmen and your vine-

Mother.

F. vi-

;

er), n.

per in

Vi'nous

cf.

;

;

Vl-nose'

(vt-nos'), (7.
Vinous.
Vi-nos'1-ty (vt-ubs'i-ty), m. [L. vinnsitas :
nosite.]
The quality or state of being vinous.

;

:

II

[OE. vintener, viniter, OF. vineLL. vinetarius, fr. L. vinetum a vineyard,
fr. vinum wine.
See Wine.] One who deals in wine a
wine seller, or wine merchant.
VInt'ry (-ry), n. [OB. viniterie, from OF. vinotier,
vinetier, wine merchant. See Vintner.] A place where
wine is sold. [Obs.J
Ainsworth.

vine; ornamented with vine
leaves. " FtnetZ and figured
columns." Sir H. Wot/on.

.

;

—

;

Vin-om'e-ter (vTn-5m'e-ter), n. [L. vinum wine -|-meter.] An instrument for determining the strength or
purity of wine by measuring its density.
Vln' or'di'naire' (vSn' Sr'de'nSr'). [F., lit., common
wine.] A cheap claret, used as a table wine in France.

Vlnt'ner

vines, [i?.] Sir T. Browne.
Vlne'-clad' (vin'kiSd'),
Covered with vines.
Vined (vind), a. Having
leaves like those of the

.

;

tier, vinotier,

a.

:

;

'Twixt the souls of friend and friend.
Skak.
Oft have they violated
The temple, oft the law, with foul affronts. Milton.
3. To disturb to interrupt. " Employed, it seems, to
OToZa/e sleep."
Milton.
4. To commit rape on ; to ravish
to outrage.
Syii.
To injure ; disturb ; interrupt infringe transgress; profane; deflour; debauch; disbonnr.
Vl'0-la'tion (-la'shiSn), n. [L. violatio : cf. F. violet
tion.]
The act of violating, treating with violence, or
injuring ; the state of being violated.
Specifically
(a) Infringement ; transgression
nonobservance as,
the violation of law or positive command, of covenants,
promises, etc. "The OT'o/cr<ion of my faith."
Shak.
(b) An act of irreverence or desecr>ation ; profanation or
contemptuous treatment of sacred things as, the violation of a church.
Udall,
(c) Interruption, as of sleep or peace ; disturbance.
(d) Ravishment ; rape ; outrage.
Shak.
Vl'0-la-tive (vi'o-la-ttv), a. Violating, or tending to

were, vinnewed
F. Beaumont.

:

under Wound.

Vi'ne-al (vi'ne-ol),

it

—

feed on grapevine
(a)

;

Violated vows

of Chaucer's words arc become, as
hoary with over-long lying.

;

Milton.

violence to, as to anything that should be
held sacred or respected ; to profane to desecrate ; to
break forcibly to trench upon ; to infringe.

Vin'ny (vin'ny), ff. Vinnewed. [Obs.oT Prov.Eng.']
Vin'O-len-cy (-S-len-sy), n. [L. vinolentia. See ViNOLENT.] Drunkenness. \_Obs.~\
Vin'0-lent (-lent), a. [L. vinolentus, fr. vinum wine.]
Given to wine drunken intemperate. [Obs.^ Chaucer.

—

daughters with

stripes, his

To do

2.

[Oi«.]

ra.

Many

ol.),

leaves.

His wife Boadicea violated with
rape.

;

Vine Inchworm.
a Larva of Cidaria

&

&

;

The

grief is flue, full, perfect, that I taste,
violenteth in a sense as strong
that which causeth it.

And
As

Shak.

in a violent manner.
Vi'0-les'cent (-IBs'sent), a. [L. viola a violet.] Tending to a violet color violascent.
[F. violette a violet (cf. violet
Vl'o-let (vi'o-lSt), ra.
violet-colored), dim. of OP. viole a violet, L. viola ; akin
to Gr. lov.
Cf. Iodine.]
1. (Bot.) Any plant or flower
of the genus 'iolo, of many species. The violets are generally low, herbaceous plants, and the flowers of many
of the species are blue, while others are white or yellow,
or of several colors, as the pansy (Viola tricolor).
U^ff^ The cultivated sweet violet is Viola odornta of
Europe. The common blue violet of the eastern United
StatoH is V. cucullata ; the sand, or bird-foot, violet is
Vl'0-lent-ly, adv.

;

I

pedala.
2. The color of a violet, or that part of the spectrum
farthest from red. It is the most refrangible part of
the spectrum.
3. In art, a color produced by a combination of red and
blue in equal proportions ; a bluish purple color. MoUett.

ink

V.

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=:

z

in azure.

{

;

4. (Zo'dl.)
Any one of
violet-colored butterflies belonging to Ly- ^=„.^
csena,
or Rusticus,
and allied genera.

Corn

violet.

der Corn.
violet.

numerous species of small

\ /

fl

entire leaves, and solitary heads of yellow flowers. The
long, white, carrot-shaped roots are used for food in Spain
and some other countries. Called also viper grass.

Vlr'gln (ver'jin), a. 1. Being a virgin; chaste of
or pertaining to a virgin ; becoming a virgin ; ihaidenly
modest indicating modesty ; as, a virgin blush. " Virgin

;

pi.

(Zo'dl.)

See Vipee-

See
Violet

(Polyommatm

pseudargioltts),

a Male Imago b Side View.
See under Dogtooth.
Water violet {Bot.), an aquatic European herb (Hottonia palustris) with pale purplish flowers and pinnatifid
;

—

leaves.

:

cf.

F.

Viperine snake. (Zo'dl.) (o) Any venomous snake of the
Viperidoe.
(b) A harmless snake resembling a
viper in form or color, esp. Tropidonoi us viperinus, a small
European species which resembles the viper in color.
Vl'per-ish, a. Somewhat like a viper viperous.
[NL. See Viper,
Vi'per-r,i'de-a (-oi'de-a), ) re. pi.

family

;

II

[Cf. F. violet.
See Violet, n.]
Vi'o-let (vi'S-lgt), a.
Dark blue, inclining to red ; bluish purple ; having a color
produced by red and blue combined.

— called also

Violet shell (Zoiil.), any species of lanthina ;
Violet wood, a
violet snail.
See Ianthina.

—

name given

to several kinds of hard purplisli or reddish woods, as
king wood, my.all
wood, and the wood
of the Andira violacea, a tree of Guiana.

A

n.

;

woman who has the robust body and
of a man
a female warrior.

(Polygonia interroIts wings
are mottled with

To arms

shades of
red and brown and

Violet-tip.

(vi'o-lTn or

-len),

oi viola.

See

Vlre (ver), re. [OF. vire, fr. virer to turn. Cf. Veer,
Vireton.] An arrow, having a rotary motion, formerly
used with the crossbow. Cf. Vireton.
Ganger.
Vlr'e-lay (vlr'e-la), re. [F. virelai; virer to turn -flai a song, a lay.]
An ancient French song, or short
poem, wholly in two rhymes, and composed in short
lines, with a retrain.
Of such matter made he many lavs.
Chaucer.

Sonars, complaints, roundels, viretat/es.

or to turn, to the other."

player on the violin.

Violin.
Vl'Ol-ist (vi'iil-ist), re. [Cf. F. violiste.']
A player on the viol.
Vl'O-lon-cel'llSt (ve'o-15n-sel'lTst), re. [Cf. F. I'iolonplayer on the violoncello.
eelliste. It. violonceUista.']
[It. vioVl'0-lon-cel'lo (-chel'16 or -sel'lo ; 277), re.
loncello, dim. of violone a baas viol.
See Violone.]
(Miis.) A stringed instrument of music; a bass viol of
four strings, or a bass violin %vith long, large strings,
giving sounds an octave lower than the viola, or tenor or
alto violin.
Vi'0-lO'ne (ve'6-16'na), n. [It. violone, augment, of
viola a viol. See Viol.] (Mus.) The largest instrument of the bass-viol kind, having strings tuned an octave below those of the violoncello ; the contrabasso ;
called also double ba.ss. [Written also violono.']
Vl'0-lous (vi'o-liisj, «. Violent. [06s.] J. Fletcher.
Vl'O-lU'rle (vi'o-lu'rik), a. {Violet 4- ha.Tbituric.']
{Chem.) Of, pertaining to, or designating, a complex
nitroso derivative of barbituric acid. It is obtained as
a white or yellow crystalline substance, and forms characteristic yellow, blue, and violet salts.
Vl'per (vi'per), re. [F. vipere, L. vipera, probably
parere to bring forth,
contr. fr. vivipera ; vivus alive
because it was believed to be the only serpent that brings
forth living young.
Cf. Quick, a., Parent, Viviparous,

A

II

V

.

WW^

age of the violet ( Viola), (b) Mauve
aniline.
See under Mauve.
[Cf. F.
Vi'o-lln'ist (-Itn'ist), re.
vioHniste, violoniste. It. violinista.'\

—

+

WlVERN,

Nares.

Vl'rent (vi'rent), a. [L. virens, p. pr. of virere to be
green.] Green ; not withered, [i?.]
Sir T. Browne.
Vlr'e-0 (vir'e-o), re. [L., a species of bird.] (Zo'dl.)
Any one of numerous species of American
singing birds belonging to Vireo and allied
genera of the family Vireonidse.
In many of the species the back is
greenish, or olive-colored. Called
also greenlet.

most

species are the
white-eyed vireo (Vireo
Soveboracensis), the redeyed vireo {V. olivaceus).
Red-eyed Vireo (FiVeo
the blue-headed, or soliolivaceus).
tary, vireo ( V. solitarius),
the warbling vireo ( V. gilvus), and the yellow-throated
vireo ( V. flavifrons). All these are noted for the sweetness of their songs.
Vl-res'cence (vt-res'sens), n. (Bot.) The act or state
of becoming green through the formation of chlorophyll.
Vi-res'cenf (-sent), a. [L. virescens, p. pr. of virescere to grow green, verb incho. fr. virere to be green.]
Beginning to be green ; slightly green greenish.
Vir'e-ton (vir'e-t5n), re. [F. See Vire.] An arrow
or bolt for a crossbow having feathers or br? ss placed at
an angle with the shaft to make it spin in flying.
Vlr'ga-Ueu (ver'ga-loo), re. [Cf. Viegouleuse.] (Bot.)
valuable kind of pear, of an obovate shape and with
more properly called
melting flesh of delicious flavor ;
'White Doyenne.
[Written also virgaloo, vergalieu, vergaloo, etc.]
Vir'gate (-gat), a. [L. rirgatus made of twigs, fr.
(iJo/. ) Having the
j^M-jra a twig, rod. See Verge a rod.]
form of a straight rod wand-shaped straight and slender.
Vir'gate, n. [LL. virgata, virgata terrae, so much
land as virga terrae, aland measure, contains, fr. L. virga
a twig, rod.]
yardland, or measure of land varying
T. Warton.
from fifteen to forty acres. [OAs.]
Vlr'ga-ted (ver'ga-ted), a. [L. virgatus striped. See
ViRGATE, ffj Striped streaked. \Obs.']
Virge (verj), n. A wand. See Verge. [06s.]
Vir'ger (ver'jer), n. See Verger. [06s.]
Vir-gil'l-an (ver-jil'i-an), a. [L. Virgilianus, better
Vergilianus.'] Of or pertaining to Virgil, the Roman poet
resembling the style of Virgil. [Spelt also Vergilian.l
;

A

—

;

;

A

;

Common European Viper

(,Pelias bents).

family Viperidse.
There came a viper out of the heat, and fastened on his hand.
Acts xxviii.

^W^ Among the best-known

species are the

3.

European

adder (Pelias berus), the European asp ( Vipera nspis),
the African horned viper ( V. cerastes), and the Indian
viper (Daboia Russellii).
2.

A dangerous,
To

treacherous, or malignant person.
Who committed
such a viper his most sacred trust

Of secrecy.

Homed viper.

(Zo'dl.)

Milton.

See Cerastes.

— Eed viper

(.Z'ooZ.),

the copperhead. —Viper fish (Zo'dl), a small, slender,
phosphorescent deep-sea flsh (.Chmiliodus Sloanii). It
has long ventral and dorsal fins, a large mouth, and very
long, sharp teeth. — Viper's bngloss (Bot.), a rough-leaved
bienrnal herb (Echium rulgare) having shovry purplish
blue flowers. It is sometimes cultivated, but has become
a pestilent weed in fields from New York to Virginia.
Also called blue t«ee(i.
Viper's grass (Boi.), a perennial
composite herb (Scorzonera Hispanica) with narrow.

—

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

The rich Virgilian rustic measure
Of Lari Maxume.

Tennyson.

(ver'jin), re. [L. virgo, -inis: cf. OF. virgine,
woman who has
virgene, virge, vierge, F. vierge."] 1.
had no carnal knowledge of man a maid.
2.
person of the male sex who has not known sexual

Vlr'gln

A

;

A

indulgence. [Archaic]
These are they which were not defiled with women

Wyclif.

; for they
£ev. xiv. 4.

are virgins.

He his flesh hath overcome
He was a

virgin, as

he

;

said,

Gower.

3. (Astron.) See Virgo.
4. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of gossamerwinged butterflies of the family Lycasnidx.
5. (Zo'dl.) A female insect producing eggs from which
young are hatched, though there has been no fecundation by a male ; a parthenogenetic insect.

The Virgin, or The Blessed Virgin, the Virgin Mary, the
Mother of our Lord. — Virgin's bower (Bot.), a name given
to several climbing plants of the genus Clematis, as C.
Vitalba of Europe, and C. Virginiana of North Americafinal,

^

;

eve, event,

Cowley.
Innocence and virgin modesty
That would be wooed, and not unsought be won. Milton.
undefiled unmixed fresh ; new ; as, virgin
2. Pure
"Virgin Hatch."
soil; f ir^tre gold.
G. TV. Cable.
The white cold virgin snow upon my heart.
Shak.
A few ounces of mutton, with a little virgin oil. Zandor,
3. Not yet pregnant impregnant.
Milton.
Vlr'gln, V. i. To act the virgin to be or keep chaste
followed by it. See It, 5. [06s.] " My true lip hath
virgined it e'er since [that kiss]."
Shak.
Vir'gln-al (-al), a. [L. virginalis : cf. F. virginal.']
Of or pertaining to a virgin becoming a virgin maid" Chastity and honor virginal."
enly.
Spenser.
;

;

.

.

;

;

—

;

;

;

Virginal generation (St'oZ.), parthenogenesis.
membrane (Anat.), the hymen.

Vlr'gin-al,

[Cf F. virginale

re.

.

;

— Virginal

— probably so called

from being used by young girls, or virgins.] (3Ius.) An
instrument somewhat resembling the spinet, but having
a rectangular form, like the small piano. It had strings
and keys, but only one wire to a note. The instrument
was used in the sixteenth century, but is now wholly obsolete.
It was sometimes called a. pair of virginals.
Vlr'gin-al, v. i. To play with the fingers, as if on a
virginal
[06s.] " StiU TOrjireaZjn*^ upon
to tap or pat.
Shak.
his palm "
Vir'gin-hood (-hood), re. Virginity; maidenhood.
;

Vlr-gln'l-a (ver-jlu'l-a), re. One of the States of the
Of or pertaining to the
a.
United States of America.
State of Virginia.
Virginia cowslip (Bot.), the American lungwort (Mer-

—

tensia Viryinica).

— Virginia

creeper

a common ornamental North
American woody vine (Ampelopsis
(Bot.)^

quinquefolia), climbing extensively
called also
by means of tendrils
;

—

woodbine, and American ivy. [U.S.]
— Virginia fence. See Worm fence,
under Fence. — Virginia nightingale
{Zo'dl. ), the cardinal bird. See

under Cardinal.

— Virginia
—

quail (Zo'dl.), the bobwhite.

'

Virginia reel, an old English
coiitradance ;
so called in the
United States. Bartlett. Virginia
stock. (Bot.) See Mahon stock-

—

—

[OE.
Virginia Creeper.
Vlr-gln'1-ty (-T-ty), re.
virginitee, F. virginite, L. virginitas.]
1. The quality or state of being a virgin ; undefiled

purity or chastity

The unmarried

;

maidenhood.

Chaucer.
celibacy.
[065.]
Vlr'go (ver'go), n. [L. virgo a virgin, the constellation Virgo in the zodiac.
See Virgin.] (Astron.) (a)
sign of the zodiac which the sun enters about the 2ist
conof August, marked thus [II])] in almanacs.
(6)
stellation of the zodiac, now occupying chiefly the sign
Libra, and containing the bright star Spica.
Vlr'gou-leuse (ver'goo-liis), re. [F. virgouleuse, from
the village of Virgoulee, near Limoges.] (Bot.) An old
French variety of pear, of little value.
Vlr'gTl-la'ri-an (-gii-la'ri-an), n. [From L. virgula a
small rod.]
(Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous
species of long, slender Alcyonaria belonging
to Virgularia and allied genera of the family
Virgidaridas. These corals are allied to the Q?
sea-pens, but have a long rodlike rhachis inclosing a slender, round or square, calcareous
axis.
The polyps are arranged in transverse
rows or clusters along each side of the rhachis.
Vlr'gu-late (-lat), a. Shaped like a little
twig or rod.
Vir'gule (-gul), re. [F. virgule, fr. L. virgula, dim. of virga. See Verge a rod.]
2.

life

;

A

11^^ In the Eastern
United States the

common

shame."

!

!

To which a lady sung a virelay.
Dryden.
" The virelay admitted only two rhymes, and,
after employing one for some time, the poet was virer,

re.

(Chem.) (a) A pale yellow amorphous substance of alkaloidai nature
and emetic properties, said to have
been extracted from the root and foli-

U

to

I

.

^m.

arms

the Serce virago cries.
Pope.
2. Hence, a mannish woman ; a bold, turbulent woman
a termagant ; a vixen.
Virago . serpent under femininity.
Chaucer.

tips.

Vi'O-lin' (vi'6-lTn'), re. \lt. violino,
{Mus.) A small instrument
Viol.]
with (our strings, played with a bow
fiddle.
a
(5^°° The violin is distinguished for
the brilliancy and gayety, as well as
the power and variety, of its tones,
and in the orchestra it is the leading
and most important instrument.

A

masculine mind

;

gatioiiis).

Vl'0-Iine

—

;

a

various

R

;

A

very

have violet

;

a virago.
Vi-ra'go (vt-ra'gS ; 277), n. ; pi. Viragoes (-goz).
[L. virago, -inis, from vir a man.
See Virile.] 1.
woman of extraordinary stature, strength, and courage

(Zo'dl.)

handsome
American butterfly

Q

—

istics of

Vl'0-let-tlp'
(-tip'),

and -oiD.]
(Zo'dl.) A
Vi'per-Oi'des (-oi'dez),
(
division of serpents which includes the true vipers of the
Old World and the rattlesnakes and moccasin snakes of
America
called also Viperiv x.
Vi'per-OUS (->is), a. Having the qualities of a viper
malignant venomous as, a viperous tongue. " This
viperous slander."
Shak.
Vi'per-OUS-ly, adv.
Vi'ra-gin'i-an (vi'ra-jtn'I-an), a. Of or pertaming to
Milton.
a virago having the qualities of a virago.
Vi'ra-gin'i-ty (-I-ty), re. The qualities or characterII

;

;'

;

.

[L. viperinus

277), a.

viperin.^ Of or pertaining to a viper or vipers; resembling a viper.

— Dame 'B
(Bot.)

re.

11

Vi'per-ine (vi'per-Tn

Damewort. —Dogtooth violet. (Bot.)

;

VIRILE

Vi'per-i'na (vi'per-i'na),
OIDEA.

See un-

;
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VIOLET

N

—

;;;

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

A

A

comma.

[iJ.]

In the MSS. of Chaucer, the line is always broken
by a caesura in the middle, which is pointed by a vir-

Hallam.
[L. vis, viris, force.] _^
Vlr'l-al (vTr'T-al), re.
(Physics) A certain function relating to a
system of forces and their
points of application,
first used by Clausius in the
investigation of problems

gule.

T

in molecular physics.
Vir'id (vT-'id), a.
viridis green.
See

[L.

Ver-

dant.]

Green.

[06s.]

The vivid marjoram
Her sparkling beauty did
but see.

Crornpton.

Vlr'i-fles'cence (-i-des'sens), re.
Quality or state
of being viridescent.
Vir'i-des'cent (-sent), a.

Virgularian
bilis).

(

Virgularis •mirof

a Bulb and Lower

Part of Stem

;

6

A

portion

enlarged.

viridescens, p. pr. of
j)ir!(?escece to grow green.]
Slightly
„
„ green ; greenish.
„
Vlr'l-dlne (vTrT-dln or -den), n. [L. viridis green.]
(Chem.)
greenish, oily, nitrogenous hydrocarbon,
CjjHjgN,, obtained from coal tar, and probably consisting of a mixture of several metameric compounds which
are higher derivatives of the base pyridine.
Vir'l-dlte (-dlt), re.
[L. viridis green.]
(3Iin.)
greenish chloritic mineral common in certain igneous
rocks, as diabase, as a result of alteration.
Vi-rid'i-ty (vl-rtd'i-tj^), re.
[L. viriditas, fr. viridis
green : cf. F. viridite. See Verdant.] 1. Greenness,
verdure the color of grass and foliage.
2. Freshness
soundness. [06s.]
Evelyn.
Vlr'id-ness (vlr'Id-nSs), n. Viridity ; greenness.
Vl'rlle (vi'ril or vir'il ; 277), a. [L. virilis, f r. vir a
man; akin to AS. xver: cf. F. virU. See Werewols,
[L.

,

,

_

A

A

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, fidd

'

;; ;;
;
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VIRILITY
World, and cf. Decemvik, Vieaoo, Vietue.] Having
the nature, properties, or qualities, of an adult man
characteristic of developed manhood hence, masterful
opposed to
forceful specifically, capable of begetting
womanly, feminine, and puerile; at, virile age, virile
power, virile organs.
[L. virilitas : cf. F.
Vl-rll'1-ty (vt-ril'i-tj? or vl-), n.
virilite.']
The quality or state of being virile developed
manhood; manliness; specif., the power of procreation;
as, exhaustion of fi7-i7i<2/. " FiWfeVy of visage. " Holland.

—

;

;

;

;

Vl-rlp'O-tent (vI-rTp'o-tent),
fit

a.

Developed in manhood

for.]

;

[L. virvadin-\-polens
hence, able to beget

marriageable. [06s.]
Beiug not of ripe years, nor viripotent.

—

;

virtue of, through the force of ; by authority of. " He used
to travel through Greece by virtue of this fable, which proAddison. " This
cured him reception in all the towns.
they shall attain, partly in virtue of the promise made by
God, and partly in virtue of piety." ^tter6ttru. —Theological virtues, the three virtues, faith, hope, and charity.
See 1 Cor. xiii. 13.

;

;

my friends as a piece of

be sliown to

virtii.

Goldsmith.

See
[Cf. F. viriuel.
VIr'tU-al (ver'tiS-ol; 135), a.
Virtue.] 1. Having the power of acting or of invisible
«fficacy without the agency of the material or sensible
part potential energizing.
Heat and cold have a virtual transition, without communica-

;

whom mere

actual existence.
To mask by slight differences in the
tity in the substance.

manners a

2. Vii'tuosos, collectively.
Carlyle.
3. An art or study affected by virtuosos.
Vir'tU-0'SO (ver'tu-o'so), n. ; pi. K. Virtuosos (-soz)

virtual idenDe Quincet/.

virtual velocity of its point of application

;

;

a

is

critic in

;

;

Fope.

;

Addison.

:

A

particular moral excellence ; as, the virtue of
temperance, of charity, etc. " The very virtue of compassion." Shak. " Remember all his OT'rtees." .4rfrft.so«.
7. Specifically : Chastity ; purity ; especially, the chasvirginity.

II

I believe the girl

has virtve.
she luis, I should be the last man in the world to
attempt to corrupt it.
Goldsmith.
8. pi. One of the orders of the celestial hierarchy.
Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers. Milton.

See under Cardinal,

unite,

nfdc, xuU,

iip,

a.

— In,

firn

;

;

Vls'age (vTz'aj ; 48), n. [F. visage, from L. vv!us a
seeing, a look, fr. videre, visum, to see. See Vision.] The
face, countenance, or look of a person or an animal

or By,
pitjp-

&

;

if

use,

—

;

;

fo'od,

fdbt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

are more or less viscid.
Vis-cid'1-ty (vTs-sid'i-ty), n. [Cf. F. viscidite.'] The
quality or state of being viscid ; also, that which is
viscid ; glutinous concretion ; stickiness.

gums,

etc.,

A

clear, viscous, tasteVls'Cln (vis'sin), M. {Chem.)
less substance extracted from the mucilaginous sap of
the mistletoe (Viseum album), holly, etc., and constituting an essential ingredient of birdlime.
Vls-COld'al (vis-koid'al), a. Somewhat viscous. Cf

Mobile, a., 2.
[Viscosity
Vis'CO-sim'e-ter (vTs'k6-sTm'e-ter), n.
-j- -meter.']
An instrument for measuring the degree
of viscosity of liquids, as solutions of gum.
Vis-COS'1-ty (vis-k3s'i-tjr), n. [Cf. F. viscosite, LL.
1. The quality or state of being viscous.
2. {Physics) A quality analogous to that of a viscous
fluid, supposed to be caused by internal friction, especially in the case of gases.
[OE. vicounte, OF. visVis'count' (vi'kounf), n.
conle, vescunte, F. vicomte, LL. vicecomes ; L. vice (see
Vice, a.) -\- comes a companion, LL., a count.
See
Count.]
1. (O. Eng. Law) An officer who formerly
supplied the place of the count, or earl ; the sheriff of
'

viscositas.']

the county.
2. A nobleman of the fourth rank, next in order below
an earl and next above a baron ; also, liis degree or title
of nobility.
See Peer, n., 3. [Eng.']
Chauct
Vis'COunt'cy (-sy), n. The dignity or jurisdiction of
Sir B. Burke.
a viscount.
Vls'count'ess (-Ss), n. [F. vicomtesse, LL. vicecomiThe wife of a viscount.
iissa.l
The quality,
[F. vicomte.1
Vls'count'Shlp, 1m.
rank, or office of a viscount.
Vls'count'y (-y), )
See Visoiiv.]
[L. viscosus.
Vis'COUS (vTs'kQs), a.
Adhesive or sticky, and having a ropy or glutinous consistency ; viscid ; glutinous ; clammy ; tenacious ; as, a
viscous juice.
Vis'cous-ness, n.
.

—

—

—

Specifically, moral excellence ; integrity of character ; purity of soul ; performance of duty.

Cardinal vlrtueB.

;

;

;

6.

;

;

Taylor.

m

.

women

&

\imp.
Vls'cer-ate (-at), v. t.
p. p. Viscerated
(-a'tSd)
To deprive of
p. pr. & vb. n. Viscerating.]
the viscera, or entrails to eviscerate to disemljowel.
Vis'cer-0-skel'e-tal (-o-skel'e-tffl), a. (Anat.) Of or
pertaining to the framework, or skeleton, of the viscera
Mivart.
as, the visceroskelelal system of muscles.
Vls'cld (vTs'sid), a. [L. viscidus, fr. viseum the mistletoe, birdlime made from the berries of the mistletoe
akin to Gr. ijds cf. F. viscide.'] Sticking or adhering,
and having a ropy or glutinous consistency viscous glutinous sticky tenacious clammy ; as, turpentine, tar,

;

I made virtue of necessity.
Chaucer.
In the Greek poets, . .
the economy of poems is better observed than in Terence, who thought the sole grace and virtue
of their fable the sticking in of sentences.
B. Jonson.

If

/.

II

out of him, turned liim about.
Mark v. 30.
A man was driven to depend for his security against misunderstanding, upon the pure virtue of his syntax.
De Quincey.
The virtue of his midnight agony.
Keble.
3. Energy or influence operating without contact of
the material or sensible substance.
She moves the body which she doth possess.
Yet no part toucheth, but by virtue's touch. Sir J. Davies.
4. Excellence ; value ; merit ; meritoriousness ; worth.

nature cries aloud
her works, he must delight in virtue.

fishes.

;

:

;

And that there is all

Having moral excellence

—

•

makes our bliss below.
there 's a Power above us.

—

;

Built too strong

Virtue only

—

virtuous.

;

For force or virtue ever to expugn.
Chapman.
Active quality or power ; capacity or power ade
quate to the production of a given effect ; energy
strength potency efficacy ; as, the virtue of a medicine.
Jesus, immediately knowing in himself that virtue had gone
;

:

Visceral arches (ylmai.), the bars or ridges between the
visceral clefts.
Visceral cavity oj- tube (Anal.), the ventral cavity of a vertebrate, which contains the alimentary
canal, as distinguished from the dorsal, or cerebro-spinal,
canal.
Visceral clefts (Anal.), transverse clefts on the
sides just back of the mouth in the vertebrate embryo,
which open into the pharyngeal portion of the alimentary canal, and correspond to the branchial clefts in adult

[06s.]

Vtr'u-lent (-lent), a. [L. virulentus, fr. virus poison
cf. F. virulent.
See Virus.] 1. Extremely poisonous
or venomous very active in doing injury.
A contagious disorder rendered more virulent by uncleanSir W. Scott.
ness.
2. Very bitter in enmity ; actuated by a desire to injure malignant ; as, a virulent invective.
Vto'U-lent-ed, a. Made virulent ; poisoned. [06s.]
Vir'U-lent-ly, adv. In a virulent manner.
Vl'rus (vl'riis), n. [L., a slimy liquid, a poisonous
liquid, poison, stench; akin to Gr. tds poison, Skr. visha.
1. (Med.) (a) Contagious or poisonCf. Wizen, tJ. i.]
ous matter, as of specific ulcers, the bite of snakes, etc.
applied to organic poisons. (6) The special contagion,
inappreciable to the senses and acting in exceedingly
minute quantities, by which a disease is introduced into
the organism and maintained there.
51^'°' The specific virus of diseases is now regarded as a
microscopic living vegetable organism which multiplies
within the body, and, either by its own action or by the
associated development of a chemical poison, causes the
phenomena of the special disease.
2. Fig.
Any morbid corrupting quality in intellectual or moral conditions ; something that poisons the
mind or the soul as, the virus of obscene books.
Vis (vTs), n. [L.] 1. Force power.
2. (Lato) (a) Physical force.
(6) Moral power.
Principle of vis viva (Mech.), the principle that the
difference between the aggregate work or the accelerating forces of a system and that of the ret?rding
forces is equal to one half the vis viva accumulated or
lost in the system while the work is being done.
moving
Via impressa [L.] (Mech.), force exerted, as
a body, or changing the direction of its motion; impressed force. —Vis Inertise. [L.] (a) The resistance of
matter, as when a body at rest is set in motion, or a
body in motion is brought to rest, or has its motion
changed, either in direction or in velocity. (6) InertVis inertiir. and inertia are not strictly
ness inactivity.
synonymous. The former implies the resistance itself
whicli is given, while the latter iiuphes merely the propVis mortua [L.] (Mech.), dead
erty hyv/\nch it is given.
force doing no active work, but only producing
force
pressure.
Via vltae, or Via vltalls [L.] (Physiol.), vital
force. —Vis viva [L.| (Mech.), living force; the force of
a body moving against resistance, or doing work, in disthe kinetic
tinction from vis mortua, or dead force
energy of a moving body the capacity of a moving body
to do work by reason of its being in motion. See Kinetic
The term vis viva is
enerfjti, in tlie Note under Enerqt.
not usually understood to include that part of the kinetic
energy of the body which is due to the vibrations of its
molecules.
Vl'sa (ve'zfi,), n. [F.] See Vise.
p. pr.
Vl'sa, V. t. {imp. & p. p. Visaed (-t&A)
To indorse, after examination, with the
vb. n. Visaing.]
word visli, as a passport to vis^.

;

M. And

—

limities of the other.

—

H.

brave.

II

II

;

;

14.

articles at the mouth of its burrows.
Called also bisect.cha, bizcaeha, vischacha, vishatscha.
Vis'ce-ra (vis'se-ra), n., pi. of Viscus.
Vls'cer-al (vTs'ser-al), a. [Cf. F. visceral, liL. visceralis.J
1. {Anat.) Of or pertaining to the viscera;
splanchnic.
Having deep sensibility. [iJ.] Bp. Reynolds.
2. Fig.

;

I

to facilitate the investigation of statical problems. With
respect to any given force of a number of forces holding
a material system in equilibrium, it is the projection,
upon the direction of the force, of a line joining its point
of application with a new position of that pomt indefinitely near to the first, to which the point is conceived to
have been moved, without disturbing the equilibrium of
the system, or the connections of its parts with each
other. Strictly speaking, it is not a velocity but a length.
Virtual work. (Mechi) See Virtual moment, above.
Vlr'tU-al'1-ty (-51'I-tJ), n. [Cf. F. virtualite.'\ 1. The
quality or state of being virtual.
2. Potentiality ; eflBcapy ; potential existence.
[OJj.]
In one grain of corn, there Ueth dormant a virtualily of many
other.
Sir T. Browne.
Vir'tU-al-ly (ver'tiS-al-li^), adv. In a virtual manner
in efficacy or effect only, and not actually ; to all intents
and purposes ; practically.
VJr'tu-ate (-at), v. t. To make efficacious; to give
virtue or efficacy to.
[_Obs.'\
Harvey.
Vlr'tue (-tu ; 135), n. [OE. verlu, F. vertu, L. virtus
strength, courage, excellence, virtue, fr. vir a man. See
Virile, and cf. Virtu.] 1. Manly strength or courage
bravery ; daring ; spirit ; valor. [06s.]
Shak.

tity of

A

—

a minute hypothetical displacement, assumed in analysis

8.

Uryden.

them.

2. {Mus.)
performer on some instrument, as the violin or the piano, who excels in the technical part of
a brilliant concert player.
his art
Vlr'tU-O'SO-ship, n. The condition, pursuits, or occuBp. Hurd.
pation of a virtuoso.
Vlr'tU-OUS (ver'tii-tis 135), a. [OE. vertuous, OF.
vertuos, vertuous, F. vertueux, fr. L. virtuosus. See Vir1. Possessing or exhibiting
tue, and cf. Virtuoso.]
Specifically
virtue.
(a) Exhibiting manly courage and strength ; valorous

—

— sometimes called virtual wort.—Virtual velocity (Mech.),

2.

II

Virtuosi (-se). [It. See Virtuous.] 1. One devoted
to virtu one skilled in the fine arte, in antiquities, and
the like a collector or ardent admirer of curiosities, etc.
Virtuoso the Italians call a man who loves the noble arts, and
It.

(c)

—

—

all

C. Kingsley.

so fondly.

characterized by morality ; upright ; righteous ; pure ; as, a virtuous action.
The virtuous mind that ever walks attended
Milton.
By a strong siding champion, conscience.
applied especially to women.
2. Chaste ; pure ;
Mistress Ford ... the virtuous creature, that hath the jealous
fool to her husband.
Shak.
Ly, adv.
yir'tu-qus-ness, n
yii'Xu-ovLS-ly,
(vTr'u-!lens),
[Cf.
F.
virulence,
L.
n.
viVir'u-lence
rulenlia an offensive odor,
Vlr'U-len-cy (-len-sy),
J
quality
or
state
of
being
virulent
Or
a stench.] 1. The
venomous ; poisonousness ; malignancy.
2, Extreme bitterness or malignity of disposition.
" Refuted without satirical virulency."
Barrow.
The virulence of one declaimer, or the profundities and sub-

Fleming.

—

Through

hung

C/iapman.

all the conditions

its

by the

.

(6) Having power or efficacy ; powerfully operative
Chaucer.
efficacious; potent.
[06s.]
Lifting tip his vii'tuous staff on high,
He smote the sea, which calmed was with speed. Spensei:
Every virtuous plant and iiealing herb.
Milton.

Principle of virtual velocities (Mech.), the law that when
several forces are in equilibrium, the algebraic sum of
their virtual moments is equal to zero.
Virtual focus
(Opt.), the point from which rays, having been rendered
divergent by reflection or refraction, appear to issue
the point at which converging rays would meet if not reflected or refracted before they reach it.
Virtual image.
Virtual moment (of a force)
( Optics) See under Image.
(Mech.), the product of the intensity of the force multi-

plied

.

.

Old Priam's son, amongst them all, was chiefly

;

A thing has a viHual existence wlien it has
necessary to

artistic feeling or aesthetic cultivation

takes the place of religious character sentimentalism.
This famous passage
over which the virtuosity of modern
times, rejoicing in evil, has

lii.

Waller.

II

;

in

Isa.

48), ». <. To face. [06s.] Chaucer.
Having a visage.
a.
Shak.
Vis'ard (vtz'erd), n. A mask. See VisoB.
mask.
v.
t.
To
Vis'ard,
ViS'-a-VlS' (ve'za-ve'), n. [F., opposite, face to
face.]
1. One who, or that which, is face to face with
another ; esp., one who faces another in dancing.
2. A carriage in which two persons sit face to face.
Also, a form of sofa with seats for two persons, so arranged that the occupants are face to face while sitting
on opposite sides.
Vis'-a-vis', adv. Face to face.
Vis-ca'cha (vTs-ka'cha), Vlz-ca'cha (viz-ka'ch4),
n.
[Sp.]^ (Zool.) A large burrowing South American
rodeut (Lagostomus trichodactylus) allied to the chinchillas, but much larger. Its fur is soft and rather long,
mottled gray above, white or yellowish white beneath.
There is a white band across the muzzle, and a dark band
on each cheek. It inhabits grassy plains, and is noted for
its extensive burrows and tor heaping up miscellaneous

;

valiant

Every kind that lives,
Fomented by his virtual power, and warmed. Jifilton.
2. Being in essence or effect, not in fact as, the viriual presence of a man in his agent or substitute.

" A visage

Chaucer.

face.

Vls'age (vTz'aj;
Vis'aged (-fijd),

Destitute of virtue
Vlr'tue-less (ver'tli-lSs), a.
without efficacy or operating qualities powerless.
Virtudess she wished all herbs and charms. Fairfax.
Vlr'tU-OS'1-ty (-t<i-8s'i-ty), n. 1. The quality or state
of being a virtuoso
in a bad sense, the character of one

Bacon.

tion of substance.

human

His visage was so marred more than any man.
Love and beauty still that visage grace.

'

:

;

;

chiefly applied to the
of demand." Shak.

'

;

To

YlSt

;

Holinshed.

Vlr-mll'ion (ver-mll'yiin), n. See Vermilion. [iJ.]
Vi-role' (vT-rol'), n. [F., a ferrule. See Ferrule.]
{Her.) A ring surrounding a bugle or hunting horn.
Vl-roled' (vl-rold'), a. (Her.) Furnished with a virole or viroles
said of a horn or a bugle when the rings
are of a different tincture from the rest of the horn.
(vi-ros'),
[L. virosus. See Virus.] Hava.
Vl-rose'
[-R.]
ing a nauseous odor fetid poisonous.
Vlr-tu' (vir-too' or ver'too 277), n. [It. virtu virtue, excellence, from L. virtus. See Virtue.] A love of
the fine arts ; a taste for curiosities.
J. Spence.
An article, or piece, of virtu, an object of art or antiquity a curiosity, such as those found in museums or
private collections.
I had thoughts, in my chambers to place it in view.
;

.;

;;:;

15^°" There is no well-deflned distinction in meanirbetween viscous and viscid.

.'

A

genus of
VlS'cum (vTs'kum), n. [L.] 1. {Bol.)
parasitic shrubs, including the mistletoe of Eurrpe.
berries
is
often
made
from
the
Birdlime,
which
of
2.
the European mistletoe.
(-se-ril).
[L.,
perVls'cus (-kiis), «. / pi. Viscera
haps akin to E. viscid.} {Anat.) One of the organs, as
the brain, heart, or stomacli, in the great cavities of the
especially used in the plural, and
body of .an animal;
II

II

—

applied totlo organs contained
in the abdomen.
Vise (vis), n. [F. vis a screw,

winding

stairs,

OP.

i

vis, viz, fr.

L. vitis a vine ; prob.ibly akin
to E. withy.]
An instrument
consisting of two jaws, closing
a
screw,
lever,
by
cam, or the
like, for holding work, as ill

[Written also vice.]
V1-S6' (ve-zii'), n. [F. visS,
viscr to put a visa to, f r.
L. visus seen, p. p. of videre to
filing.
II

p. p. of

see.]

An indorsement made on

Ono form

of Swiveling

Bench "N^iso, with the
Jaws holding a Block.

a passport by the proper authorities of certain countries

sIuk, Igk

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

in azure.

;

N

vis6
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on the continent of Europe, denoting that it has been
examined, and that the person who bears it is permitted
to proceed on his journey a visa.
Vl-s6' (ve-za'), v. t. limp. & p. p. Viseed (-zad); p.
pr. & vb. n. ViSEiNG.] To examine and indorse, as a

inspect ; as, a bishop vitits his diocese ; a superintendent
visits persons or works under his charge.
3. (Script. ) To come to for the purpose of chastising,
rewarding, comforting ; to come upon with reward or
retribution ; to appear before or judge ; as, to visit one
in mercy ; to visit one in wrath.
[God] hath visited and redeemed his people, Luke i. G8.
Vis'lt (viz'it), V. i. To make a visit or visits ; to
maintain visiting relations ; to practice calling on others.
Vis'it, n.
[Cf. F. visile.
See Visit, v. I., and cf.
VisiTE.] 1. The act of visiting, or going to see a person
or thing ; a brief stay of business, friendship, ceremony,
curiosity, or the like, usually longer than a call ; as, a
visit of civility or respect ; a visit to Saratoga ; the visit
of a physician.
2. The act of going to view or inspect ; an official or
formal inspection ; examination ; visitation ; as, the visit
of a trustee or inspector.
Eight of visit (Internal. Law), the right of visitation.
See VISITATION, 4.

through or between intervening objects, as trees a view
or prospect through an avenue, or the like ; hence, the

;

passport

to visa.
Vlsh'nu (vish'noo), n. [Skr. Vishiyu, from vish to
pervade, to extend tlirough
nature.]
(Hindoo Myth.) A
divinity of the modern Hindoo
trimurti, or trinity. He is regarded as the preserver, while
Brahma is the creator, and Siva
the destroyer of the creation.
(viz'i-bil'iVls'1-bU'i-ty
[L. visibilitas : cf. F.
tj?), n.
The quality or
visibilite.^
state of being visible.
;

il

Vls'l-We

F.

see
cf.
Vision.]
:

[L.

(viz'i-b'l), a.

visum, to
See

visibilis, fr. videre,

visible.

1. Perceivable by
capable of being
the eye
Vishnu.
Been ; perceptible ; in view
as, a visible star ; the least spot is visible on white paper.
Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and invisible.
Bk. of Com. Prayer.
Virtue made visible in outward grace.
Young.
2. Noticeable ; apparent ; open ; conspicuous.
Shak.
The factions at court were greater, or more visible, than be;

Q

Clarendon.

fore.

Visible chtirch ( Theol.), the apparent church of Christ on
earth the whole body of professed believers in Christ, as
contradistinguished from the invisible, cr real, church,
Visible horizon. Same
consisting of sanctified persons.
as Apparent horizon, under Appabent.
Vis'i-ble-ness, n.
Vis'i-bly, adv.
Vls'1-goth (vTz'i-gSth), re. [L. Visegothae, pi. Cf.
West, and Goth.] One of the West Goths. See the Note
under Goth.
Vis'l-goth'ic (-gSth'Ik), a.
[OE. visioun, F. vision, fr. L.
Vi'sion (vTzh'iin), re.
visio, from videre, visum, to see akin to Gr. iSelv to see,
oiSa I know, and E. wit.
See Wit, v., and cf. Advice,
Claibvotant, Envt, Evident, Provide, Revise, Subvet,
View, Visage, Visit.] 1. The act of seeing external objects ; actual sight.
Faith here is turned into vision there. Hammond.
2. (Physiol.) The faculty of seeing sight; one of the
five senses, by which colors and the physical qualities of
external objects are appreciated as a result of the stimulating action of light on the sensitive retina, an expansion of the optic nerve.
3. That which is seen ; an object of sight.
Sha&.
4. Especially, that which is seen otherwise than by
the ordinary sight, or the rational eye ; .a supernatural,
prophetic, or imaginary sight ; an apparition ; a phantom ; a specter ; as, the visions of Isaiah.
;

—

—

—

R

—

;

;

The

baseless fabric of this vision.

No dreams, but visions strange.
5.

Shak.
Sir P. Sidney.

Hence, something unreal or imaginary ; a creation

Locke.
Arc of vision (Astron.), the arc which measures the
sun
distance
from
the
at
which,
when
least
the sun is below the horizon, a star or planet emerging from his rays
Beatific vision (Theol.), the immediate
becomes visible.
heaven.
vision
sight of God in
Direct
(Opt.), vision
when the image of the object falls directly on the yellow
spot (see under Yellow) also, vision by means of rays
which are not deviated from their origmal direction.—
Field of vision, field of view. See under Field.
Indirect vision (Opt.), vision when the rays of light from an
object fall upon the peripheral parts of the retina.
Sbilected vision, and Refracted vision, vision by rays reflected from mirrors, or refracted by lenses or prisms,
respectively. — Vision purple. (Physiol.) See Visual purple, tinder Visual.
Vi'sion. V. t. [imp.
p. p. Visioned (-und) p. pr.
vb, re. VisioNiNG.]
To see in a vision; to dream.
For them no visioned terrors daunt.
Their nights no fancied specters haunt. Sir W. Scott.
Vl'slon-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to a vision.
Vi'sion-a-ri-ness (-a-ri-nes), re. The quality or state
of being visionary.
[Cf. F. visionnaire.']
Vi'sion-a-ry (-ry)_, a.
1. Of
or pertaining to a vision or visions ; characterized by, apappropriate to, or favorable for, visions.
The visionary/ hour
When musing midnight reigns.
Thomson.
2. Affected by phantoms disposed to receive impressions on the imagination given to reverie
apt to receive, and act upon, fancies as if they were realities.
Or lull to rest the visionary maid.
Pope,
3. Existing in imagination only
not real fanciful
imaginary having no solid foundation as, a visionary
prospect a visionary scheme or project.
Swift.
Syn.
Fanciful fantastic unreal. See Fanciful.
Vi'Slon-a-ry, n. ; pi. VitiONAHiES (-riz).
1. One
whose imagination is disturbed one who sees visions or
of fancy.

—

U

;

;

—

;

—

—

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

phantoms.
2. One whose imagination overpowers his reason and
controls his judgment ; an unpractical schemer ; one who
builds castles in the air a daydreamer.
Vj'sioned (vTzh'und), a. Having the power of seeing
^sions inspired also, seen in visions. [J?.]
Shelley.
Vl'sion-Ist (vTzh'un-Tst), n.
visionary.
Vi'slon-less, a. Destitute of vision .sightless.
Vls'it (viz'it), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Visited p. pr.
vb. n. Visiting.]
[F. visiter, L. visitare, fr. visere to
go to see, to visit, fr. videre, visum, to see. See Vision.]
1. To go or come to see, as for purposes of friendship,
business, curiosity, etc. ; to attend ; to call upon ; as, the
physician visits his patient.
2. Specifically : To go or come to see for inspection,
examination, correction of abuses, etc. ; to examine ; to
;

;

;

A

Vis'it-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. Liable or subject to be visited
or inspected. " All hospitals built since the Reformation
are visitable by the king or lord chancellor."
Ayliffe.
Vis'it-ant (-ant), re. [L. visitans, -antis, p. pr. : cf.
F. visitant.'] One who visits ; a guest ; a visitor.

When

the visitant comes again, he

is

no more a stranger. South.

Visiting.
Wordsworth.
Vis'lt-ant, a.
[L. visitatio : cf F. visitaVis'it-a'tion (-a'shiin), re.
tion.]
1. The act of visiting, or the state of being
visited ; access for inspection or examination.
.

Nothing but peace and gentle
;

What win ye do

day of visitation ? Isa. x. 3.
6. (Eccl.) A festival in honor of the visit of the Virgin
Mary to Elisabeth, mother of John the Baptist, celebrated on the second of July.
The Order of the Visitation of Otir Lady (R. C. Ch.), a
religious community of nuns, founded at Annecy, in
Savoy, in 1610, and in 1808 established in the United
States. In America these nuns are devoted to the educain the

tion of girls.
Vis'it-a-tO'ri-al (-Tt-a-to'rT-al), a. [Cf. LL. visitator
a bishop temporarily put in place of another.] Ofm- pertaining to visitation, or a judicial visitor or superintend-

ent

;

visitorial.

An

archdeacon has visitatorial power.

ale,

senate, c&re,

;

am, arm, ask,

Ayliffe.

The queen, however, still had over the church a visitatorial
Macaulay.
power of vast and undefined extent.
Vl-Site' (ve-zef), re. [F. See Visit, re.] A light cape
or short cloak of silk or lace worn by women in summer.

A

visitor.
Vis'lt-er (vTz'It-er), re.
vb. n. from Visit.
Vis'lt-lng, a.

&

Visiting ant. (Zo'ol.) See Driver ant, xmier DnvTEB..—
Visiting book, a book in which a record of visits received,
made, and to be made, is kept. Thackeray.— VisMas
card. See under Caed.
[Written also
[Cf. P. visiieur.]
Vis'it-or (-er), re.
visiter.]
1. One who visits : one who comes or goes to
see another, as is civility or friendship. " This great
Shak.
flood of visitors.'^
superior, or a person lawfully appointed for the
2.
purpose, who makes formal visits of inspection to a
corporation or an institution. See Visit, v. t., 2, and Vis_

A

itation,

re.,

2.

The king is the

visitor of all lay corporations.

Blackstone.

Same as Visitatorial.
Vis'lt-0'ri-al (-o'rT-al), a.
Vl'sive (vi'sTv), a. [Cf. F. visif, LL. visivus. See
[Obs.]
Vision.] Of or pertaining to the sight ; visual.
I can not satisfy myself how
about this visive faculty.

Vlsne (ven or

ve'ne

visnet, neighborhood,

;

LL.

men

should be so

little

surprised
Berkeley.

(Law) NeighborSee Vicinity.]
boring, a neighbor.
hood ; vicinity ; venue. See Venue.
Vis'no-my (vTz'no-mj^), n. [Contr. fr. physiognomy.]
Spenser. LambFace ; countenance. [Colloq.]
Vi'son (vi'son), n. [F.] (Zool.) The mink.
ViS'or (vTz'er), re. [OE. visere, F. visiere, fr. OF. vis
face.
See Visage, Vision.] [Written also visar, visard,
vizard, and vizor.] 1. A part of a helmet, arranged so
as to lift or open, and so show the face. The openings
for seeing and breathing are generally in it.
very
mask used to disfigure or disguise.
2.
Shak,
visor began to assume life."
visor.
Mv' weaker ^government since, makes you puU off the

"My

A

Sir P. Sidney.

3. The fore piece of a cap, projecting over, and protecting the eyes.
Vis'oreA C-erd), a. Wearing a visor ; masked.
Visored falsehood

and t^se

forgery.

Milton.

[It., sight,
Vls'ta (vTs'ta), n.; pi. Vistas (-taz).
view, fr. vedere, p. p. vislo, veduto, to see, fr. L. videre,
visum. See View, Vision.] A view especially, a view
;

finol,

g.11

;

eve,

event,

The finished garden to the view
Its vistas opens, and its alleys green.
Thomson.
In the groves of their academy, at the end of every vista, yon
see nothing but the gallows.
Burke.
The shattered tower which now forms a vista from his window.
Sir W. Scott,
vista ; a prospect.
[P.]
Gay.
Vis'to (viG'to), re.
Through the long visto of a thousand years.
Young.
Vls'U-al (vizh'ii-al), a. [L. visualis, from visus a seeing, sight cf. F. visuel. See Vision.] 1. Of or pertaining to sight ; used in sight ; serving as the instrument of
seeing ; as, the visual nerve.

A

:

The air,
Nowhere so clear, sharpened his visual ray.
Milton,
That canbe seeii; visible. [R.]
Visual angle. (Opt.) See under Angle. —Visual cone
(Persp.), a cone whose vertex is at the point of sight, or
the eye. — Visual plane, any plane passmg through the
point of sight. — Visual point, the point at which the visual
2.

—

rays unite

the position of the eye.
;
Visual purple
(Physiol.), a photochemical substance, of a purplish red
color, contained in the retina of human eyes and in the
eyes of most animals. It is quickly bleached by light,
passing through the colors, red, orange, and yellow, and
then disappearing.
Also called rhodopsin, and vision
purple. See Optogeapht.
Visual ray, a line from the
eye, or point of sight.
Visual white (Physiol.), the final
product in the action of light on visual purple. It is
reconverted into visual purple by the regenerating action
of the choroidal epithelium. —Visual yellow (Physiol.),
a product intermediate between visual purple and visual
white, formed in the photochemical action of light on
visual purple.

—

—

Vis'u-al-lze (-Iz), v. t. To make visual, or visible;
[Written also visualise.]
to see in fancy.
No one who has not seen them [glaciers] can possibly visualize
Lubbock.
them.
[See Victuals.]
Vi-tallle' (vi-tal' or vTfal), n.
Piers Ploivman. Chaucer,
Food victuals. [Obs.]
Vi'tal (vi'tal), a. [F., fr. L. vitalis, fr. vita life ; akin
to vivere to live.
See Vivid.] 1. Belonging or relating
to life, either animal or vegetable; as, vital energies;
vital functions ; vital actions.
2. Contributing to life ; necessary to, or supporting,
life ; as, vital blood.
Spen.ner.
Do the heavens afford him vital food ?
;

And vital virtue infused, and vital warmth. Milton.
3. Containing life living. " Spirits that live throughMilton.
out, vital in every part."
4. Being the seat of life ; being that on which life
;

mortaL
The dart fiew on, and pierced a vital part.
Pope.
Very necessary ; highly important essential.

depends
6.

;

;

A competence is vital to content.

Young.

[P.]
6. Capable of living ; in a state to live ; viable.
Pythagoras and Hippocrates . . . affirm the birth of the seventh month to be vital.
Sir T. Browne.
Vital air, oxygen gas ;
so called because essential to
animal life. [06«.]
Vital capacltyC/'Ai/yto^Kthebreathing capacity of the lungs
expressed by the number of
cubic inches of air which can be forcibly exhaled after
a full inspiration.
Vital force. (Biol.) See under Fobce.
The vital forces, according to Cope, are nerve force
(neurism), growth force (bathmism), and thought force
(phrenism), all under the direction and control of the
vital principle. Apart from the phenomena of consciousness, vital actions no longer need to be considered as of
a mysterious and unfathomable character, nor vital force
as anything other than a form of physical energy derived from, and convertible into, other well-known forces
of nature.
Vital functions (Physiol.), those functions or
actions of the body on which life is directly dependent,
as the circulation of the blood, digestion, etc.
Vital
principle, an immaterial force, to which the functions peculiar to living beings are ascribed.
Vital statistici, statistics respecting the duration of life, and the circumstances affecting its duration.
Vital tripod. (Physiol.)
See under Tripod.
Vital vessels (Bot.), a name for latex
ti'bes, now disused. See Latex.
VI tal, re. A vital part one of the vitals. [P.]
Vi-tal'lc (vt-tSl'ik), a. Pertaining to life; vital. [P.]
Vi'tal-ism (vi'tal-iz'm), re. (Biol,) The doctrine that
all the functions of a living organism are due to an un
known vital principle distinct from all chemical and
physical forces.
believer in the
Vi'tal-ist (vi'tal-Tst), re. (Biol.)
theory of vitalism ;
opposed to physicist.
Vi'tal-lS'tiC (-is'tik), a. (Biol.) Pertaining to, or involving, vitalism, or the theory of a special vital principle.
[L. vitalitas: cf. F.
Vi-tal'i-ty (vt-tal'T-ty 277), re.
vitalite.]
The quality or state of being vital; the principle of life ; vital force animation ; as, the vitality of
eggs or vegetable seeds the vitality of an enterprise.
Vl'tal-l-za'Uon (vi'tal-I-za'shvln), re. The act or process of vitalizing, or infusing the vital principle.
Vi'tal-ize (vi'tal-iz), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Vitalized

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

A

—

;

[OF. visne, veisinS,
277), re.
vicinatus,ir. L. titcireMS neigh-

;

&

&

Shak.

visitation.

The

act of a superior or superintending officer who, in the discharge of his office, visits a
corporation, college, church, etc., to examine into the
manner in which it is conducted, and see that its laws
and regulations are duly observed and executed ; as, the
visitation of a diocese by a bishop.
3. The object of a visit.
[Ohs.] " O flowers, . . .
my early visitation and my last."
Milton.
4. (Lnternat. Law) The act of a naval commander who
visits, or enters on board, a vessel belonging to another
nation, for the purpose of ascertaining her character and
object, but without claiming or exercising a right of
searching the vessel. It is, however, usually coupled
with the right of search (see under Seaech), visitation
being used for the purpose of search.
5. Special dispensation ; communication of divine favor
and goodness, or, more usually, of divine vnrath and vengeance ; retributive calamity ; retribution ; judgment.
2. Specifically

;

form the avenue.

trees or other objects that

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

;

;

&

&

(-Tzd) ; p. pr,
[Cf. F.
vb. re. Vitalizing (-I'zTng).]
vitaliser,]
To endow with life, or vitality; to give life
to to make alive ; as, vitalized blood.
Vi'tal-ly, adv. In a vital manner.
Vi'tals (vi'talz), re. pi. 1. Orcans that are necessary
;

life
more especially, the ht
lungs, and brain.
2. Fig.
The part essential to ohe life or health oi
anything as, the vitals of a state. " The vitals of the
public body."
.
Glanvill.
Vit'el-la-ry (vlt'el-la-ry 277), a. [L. vitellus a Httle
calf, the yolk of an egg
(Biol.) Vitelline.
J
(Zool.) Producing
Vit'el-lig'e-nous (-lij'e-niis), a.
yolk, or vitelline substance
appjied to certain cells
(also called 7iutritive, or yolk, cells) formed in the ovaries of many insects, and supposed to supply nutriment
to the developing ova.
Vl-tel'lin (vi-tel'lTn or vit'S-), re.
[See Vitbllus.]
(Physiol. Chem. ) An albuminous body, belonging to the

for

;

:

;

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

—

obey, orb, 6dd

;

.;;;

;

;; ;

; ;
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VITELLINE

VIVIPARITY
wonder. . . But five died for the
[Queen Elizabeth's] reign.

from yolk of egg, of which it
Vlt'rl-li-cate (vlt'rT-fT-kat), V. t.
To convert into
Bacon.
the chief proteid constituent, and from the seeds of glass to vitrify. [06j.]
Vit'ri-fl-ca'tion (-ka'shun), n. [See VrrEiPY.] Same
From the latter it can be separated in
plants.
ViTEip
as
ACTION.
Sir
Ure.
form.
T.
Browne.
crystalline
Vlt'ri-fled (vlt'ri-ftd), a. Converted into glass.
Vl-tel'llne (vf-tgl'lln or vlt'Sl-), a. [L. vitellus the
the
yoJk
of
(-fSrm),
Vit'ri-form
a.
[L. vitrum glass
-form.']
yolk of an egg.] {Biol.) Of or pertaining to
eggs ; as, the vitelline membrane, a smooth, transparent Having the form or appearance of glass ; resembling
glass
glasslike.
membrane surrounding the vitellus.
\imp.
Vlt'rl-ly (-fi), V. t.
p. p. VlTEiriED (-fid)
Vl-tel'lO-gene (vi-tSl'16-jeu), n. [See Vitellos, and
vb. n. VlTBiPYiNO (-fi'ing).]
p. pr.
[F. vitrifier
-OEN.] {Zodl.) A gland secreting the yolk of the eggs
L. vitrum glass -|- -ficare to make.
See Vitreous, -fy.]
in trematodes, turbellarians, and some other helminths.
Vi-tel'lUS (vt-tSl'lus), n. lL., the yolk of an egg.] To convert into, or cause to resemble, glass or a glassy
substance, by heat and fusion.
1- (Biol.) The contents or substance of the ovum ; egg
Vit'rl-fy, V. i. To become glass ; to be converted into
yolk. See Illust. of Ovum.
glass.
condition.
early
(Bot.)
Perisperm
in
an
2.
Chymists make vessels of animal substances, calcined, which
p. p. Vitiatbd
Vl'tl-ate (vTsh'I-at), v. t. limp.
will not vitrify in the fire.
Arhuthnot.
[L. vitiatus, p. p.
vb. n. VrriATiNa.]
(-a'tSd) p. pr.
See Vice
of vitiare to vitiate, fr. vitium a fault, vice.
Vl-tri'na (vit-tri'na), n. [NL., fr. L. vitrum. glass.]
vicious,
make
a fault.] [Written also vidate.'] 1. To
(Zodl. ) A genus of terrestrial gastropods,
faulty, or imperfect ; to render defective ; to injure the having transparent, very thin, and delicate ly
_
substance or qualities of ; to impair ; to contaminate ; to shells,
whence the name.
"^J,
spoil as, exaggeration vitiates a style of writing ; sewer
Vlt'rl-Ol (vit'rl-ul), n. [F. vitriol ; cf Pr.
jas vitiates the air.
vitriol, vetriol, Sp.
Pg. vitriolo. It. vitriuoA will vitiated and grown out of love with the truth disposes lo ; f r. L. vitreolus of glass, vitreus vitreous. Vitrina ( V.
South.
the understanding to error and delusion.
See Vitreous.] (Chem.) (a) A sulphate of i'mpida). x 2
Without care it may be used to vitiate our minds. Burke. any one of certain metals, as copper, iron, zinc, cobalt.
This undistinguishing complaisance will vitiate the taste of So called on account of the glassy appearance or luster,
Gatth.
readers.
(ft) Sulphuric acid ;
called also oil of vitriol.
So called
2. To cause to fail of effect, either wholly or in part
because first made by the distillation of green vitriol.
binding
force See Sulphuric acid, under Sulphuric.
or
to make void ; to destroy, as the validity
ICollog.]
of an instrument or transaction ; to annul ; as, any undue
Blue vitriol. See under Blue.
Sreen vitriol, ferrous
influence exerted on a jury vitiates their verdict ; fraud sulphate ; copperas. See under Geeen.
Oil of vitriol,
vitiates a contract.
sulphuric or vitriolic acid ;
popularly so called because
[L. vitialio.'} The act of it has the consistency of oil.
Ked vitriol, a native sulVl'tl-a'tlon (-a'shiin), n.
phate of cobalt.
Vitriol of Mars, ferric sulphate, a white
vitiating, or the state of being vitiated ; depravation
crystalline substance which dissolves in water, forming
corruption ; invalidation as, the vitiation of the blood
a red solution.
White vitriol, zinc sulphate, a white
the vitiation of a contract.
crystalline substance used in medicine and in dyeing. It
The vitiation that breeds evil acts.
Q. Eliot. is usually obtained
by dissolving zinc in sulphuric acid,
[L. viticula, dim.
Vl-tlC'U-lOSe' (vt-tTk'ii-los'), a.
or by roasting and oxidizing certain zinc ores. Formerly
of vitis vine.] (Bot.) Having long and slender trailing called also vitriol of zinc.
stems.
Vit'ri-0-late (-ri-6-lat), V. t.
[imp.
p. p. ViteioVit'l-cul'tur-al (vlf i-kiU'tur-ol ; 135), a. Of or per- lated (-la'tSd) p. pr.
vb. n. ViTEiOLATma.]
(Old
;
taining to viticulture.
Chem.) (a) To convert into, or change to, a vitriol ; to
Vlt'l-cul'ture (vlt'T-kQl'tur), n. [L. vitis vine -f- E. make into sulphuric acid or a sulphate. (6) To subject
VuUure.\ The cultivation of the vine ; grape growing.
to the action of, or impregnate with, vitriol.
clasa of globulins, obtained
is

.

twenty years of her

first

Fuller.

;

faith of Christianity is far more vivacious than
ravishment of the imagination can ever be.

The

many

;

;

&

—

cifically

;

One engaged

Vlt'I-cul'tur-lst, n.

in viticulture.

[L. vUiositas. See
Vl'tl-OS'1-ty (vlsh'I-Sst-tJ^), n.
Vicious.] Viciousness ; depravity.
South.
The perverseness and vitiosity of man's will.

Vitriolic acid (Old
[Colloq.]

,

II

as, vitreous rocks.

Of or pertaining to glass; derived from glass ; as, vitreous elec2.

Vitreous body (^raa?.), the vitreous

—

humor.

See the Note under Eye.
Vitreous electricity (Elec), the kind
Of electricity excited by rubbing
glass witli certain substances, as silk
— opposed to
positive electricity

—

;

resinous, or negative, electricity.
Vitreous humor. (Anat.) See the Note
under Eye. Vitreous sponge {Zodl.),
any one of numerous species of siliceous sponges having large, often
fibrous, glassy spicules wliich are
normally six-rayed : a hexactiuellid

—

See Yenus s basket, under
Venus.
Vlt're-ous-nesa, n. The quality

;

sponge.

;

Vitreous Sponge
iRossella velata).

or state of being vitreous.

;

Vi-tres'cence (vl-trgs'sens), n. The quality or state
of being vitreous glassiness, or the quality of being vitrescent
capability of conversion into glass
susceptibility of being formed into glass.
Eirwan.
Vi-tres'cent (-sent), a. [See Vitreous.] Capable of
being formed into glass tending to become glass.
;

;

perating

;

Vl-tres'ci-ble (-si-b'l), a.

be vitrified

[Cf. F. vitrescible.']

severe censure

;

blame.

by

fierce-

Donne.

Uttering or
Vi-tu'per-a-tive (vt-tu'per-S-tTv), a.
writing censure containing, or characterized by, abuse
scolding ; abusive.
Vl-tU'per-a-'llve-ly, adv.

That

;

vitrifiable.

;

Vlt'rlc (vTt'rik), a.

;

n man becomes imtractable and inaccessible
ness and pride, then vituperation comes upon him.

;

may

abuse

;

When

—

[L. viirum glass.] Having the
qualities of glass; glasslike;
distinguished

Vituperative appellations derived from their real or supposed
ill qualities.
2i. Jouaon.

Vlt'rI-fac'tlon (vifrT-fSk'sUan), n.
[Cf. Vitrification.] The act, art, or process of vitrifying ; also, the
state of being vitrified.
Vlt'rl-fac'ture (-f Sk'tiir ; 135), n. [L. vitrum glass
facere, factum, to make.] The manufacture of glass and

ates, or censures abusively.
Vi'tu-pe'ri-OUS (vi'tu-pe'ri-tis), a. Worthy of vituperation ; shameful ; disgraceful.
[06.?.]

—

nature and
from ceramic.

Vi-tu'per-a'tor (-a'ter), n.

+

heat and fusion

;

ritrified,

as, flint

II

;

[Cf. F. vitrifiable."]
or converted into glass by

and alkalies are

pity

vituper-

—

[L. viva.r:, -acts,
Vl-va'ClOUS (vt-vii'shils
277), a.
vivere to live. See Viviu.]
1. Having vigorous powers of life ; tenacious of life ; long-lived.
[Ofti.]
have been
Hitherto tiie
iinnerto
the £.ngnsii
English bishops
uisnops iiuvu
ocon t^n'aetot/.i
vivacious ailllosc
almost to
;

V.«-trlf'l-ca-ble
i A-uti-uio v.vi-brii'
(vt-trlf'i-k4-b'l),
i-nit-u i;, u.
a. Vitrifiable.
viLiiuauio. n^yA.j
[Oii.]

;

;

fr.

vitrifiable.

Sbo, unite, nfde, full, up, firn

One who

Vl-va'ce(ve-vii'chit), «•&«*". [It.] (il/HS.) Brisk;
vivacious with spirit
a direction to perform a passage
in a brisk and lively niaiuier.

Vlt'rl-fl'a-ble (vtt'rT-fl'a-b'l), a.

Capable of being

[L.]

j

food, t^ot

;

out, oil

i

chair

;

go

;

{

;

Vl'ven-cy

[L. vivens, p. pr. of vivere
life or veg.
Sir T. Brovbne,
(vi-vSr'ra),
ferret.]
(Zodl.) ik
m.
[L.,
a
Vl-ver'ra
genus of carnivores which comprises the civets.
Vl-ver'rlne (-rin), a. (Zodl.) Of or pertaining to tha
Viverridse, or Civet family.
[F. vivres, pi. of vivre,
Vl'vers (ve'verz), n. pi.
orig.jtolive.] Provisions ; victuals. [Prov.i!ng.& Scot.]
(vi'ven-sj?), n.

to live.]

Manner of supporting or continuing

etation.

[Obs.]

II

I

'11

join

you

at three, if the vivers

can tarry

so long.

Sir W. Scott.

Vives

[OF. vives, F. avives (cf. Sp. abi,
Ar. ad-dhiba. Cf. Fives vives.] (Far.)

(vivz), n.

vas, adiva) fr.
disease of brute animals, especially of horses, seated
in the glands under the ear, where a tumor is formed
which sometimes ends in suppuration.
Vlv'1-an-lte (vlv'I-an-it), «. [So called by Wernei
after the English mineralogist F. G. Vivian.]
(Min.) A
hydrous phosphate of iron of a blue to green color, growing darker on exposure. It occurs in monoclinic crystals, also fibrous, massive, and earthy.
Viv'ld (vivTd), a. [L. vividus, from vivere to live ;
akin to vivus living. See Quick, a., and cf. Revive,
Viand, Victuals, Vital.] 1. True to the lile ; exhibiting the appearance of life or freshness ; animated ; spirited ; bright strong ; intense ; as, vivid colors.
Cowper.
In dazzling streaks the vivid lightnings play.
Arts which present, with all the vivid charms of painting, the

See Viteiol

A

By word of mouth

[L.]

II

A

;

human face and human form divine.
2. Forming brilliant images,
colors

;

Body

II

tricity.

vo'se).

(vlv'd4), n.
See Vipda.
Vive (vev). [F., imperative sing. pres. fr. vivre to
live, L. vivere.]
Long live, that is, success to ; as, vive le
roi, long live the king
vive la bagatelle, success to trifles
or sport.
Vive (viv), a. [L. vivns: cf. F. vif. See Vivm.]
Lively ; animated ; forcible. [Obs.]
Bacon.
Vlve'ly, udv. In a lively manner. [Oii.]
If I see a thing vively represented on the stage. B. Jonson.

A

;

.

Viv'da

;

the ocelli of certain arthropods.
Vlt're-0-e-lec'trlc (vit're-o-MSk'trtk), a. [See VlTBEous, and Electric] (Physics) Containing or exhibiting positive, or vitreous, electricity.
Vlt're-OUS (?it're-us), a. [L. vitreus, from viirum
glass perhaps akin to videre to see (see Vision).
Cf
Vaenish.] 1. Consisting of, or resembling, glass ; glassy;

.

orally.

(b).

II

Fuller.
;

;

;

Vl'va VO'ce (vi'va

II

&

Chem.), sulphuric acid.

;

.

—

yit'rl-ol-l'za-ble (vtt'ri-iU-i'za-b'l), a.
Capable of
being converted into a vitriol.
Vit'ri-Ol-i-za'tion (-i-za'shiin), n. [Cf. F. vitriolisation.']
(Old Chem.) The act of vitriolizing, or the state
of being vitriolized ; vitriolation.
[Cf. F. vitrioliser.l
Vlt'rl-Ol-lze (vTfrl-til-iz), v. t.
To convert into a vitriol to vitriolate.
Vl-trl'0-lous (vT-tri'o-liis), a. See ViTEiOLic. [Obs.']
kind of
Vit'rite (vit'rit), n. [L. viirum glass.]
glass which is very hard and difiScult to fuse, used as an
insulator in electrical lamps and other apparatus.
Of or pertaining to
Vl-tru'vi-an (vi-tru'vi-an), a.
Vitruvius, an ancient Roman architect.
Vitruvian scroll (Arch.), a name given to a peculiar pattern of scrollwork, consisting of convolved undulations.
It is used in classical architecture.
Oxf. Gloss.
Vlt'ta (vit'ta), n. ; pi. Vitt;e (-te). [L. villa ribbon, fillet.] 1. (Bot.) One of the oil tubes in the fruit
of umbelliferous plants.
2. (Zodl.)
band, or stripe, of color.
Vit'tate (-tat), a. [L. vittatus bound with a fillet, fr.
vitia fillet.]
1. (Bot.) Bearing or containing vittse.
2. Striped longitudinally.
Vit'U-llne (-ii-lin ; 277), a. [L. viiulinus, fr. Vilnius
a calf. See Veal.] Of or pertaining to a calf or veal.
[L. viluperabiVl-tU'per-a-ble (vt-tu'per-a-b'l), a.
lis: cf. F. viiuperable.]
Liable to, or deserving, vituperation, or severe censure.
Vl-tU'per-ate (vt-tii'per-at 277), v. t. [L. vituperavitium a
tus, p. p. of vituperare to blame, vituperate
fault -\- pnrare to prepare. See Vice a fault, and Pare,
To find fault with ; to scold ; to overwhelm with
V. t.]
wordy abuse to censure severely or abusively ; to rate.
[L. vituperatio : cf.
Vi-tU'per-a'tion (-a'shiSn), n.
OF. vituperation. See Vituperate.] The act of vitu-

;

as,

;

;

;

Vl'tlOUS (vTsh'Bs), a., Vl'tlOUS-ly, adv., Vi'UouSness, n. See VicioDS, VicionsLT, Viciousness.
Vl'tls (vi'tis), n. [L., a vine.] (Bot.) A genus of
plants including sUl true grapevines.
Vl'tO-e (ve'to-a), n. (Zodl.) See DuEUKULi.
Vl-trel'la (vT- trgl'la), n. [NL., dim. of L. viirum
glass.]
(Zodl.) One of the transparent lenslike cells in

natural vigor. [Obs.']
is little less than a

II

Vitriolated.
[i2.]
Vlt'rl-0-late (-lat), a.
(Old Chem.) A sulphate.
Vtt'ri-0-late, n.
(Old Chem.) Changed
Vlt'll-O-la'ted (-la'tSd), a.
into a vitriol or a sulphate, or subjected to the action of
sulphuric acid or of a sulphate ; as, vitriolated potash,
i. e., potassium sulphate.
Vlt'rl-0-la'tlon (-la'shiSn), n. (Old Chem.) The act,
process, or result of vitriolating.
iGi.¥.vitrioUque.'\ (Chem.)
Vit'rl-ol'lo (-Sl'ik), a.
Of or pertaining to vitriol ; derived from, or resembling,
vitriol
vitriolous ; as, a vitriolic taste. Cf . Vitriol.

Vlt'l-U'gO (vit'i-li'go), n. [L., a kind of tetter, fr.
vUium blemish, vice.] (Med.) A rare skin disease consisting in the development of smooth, milk-white spots
upon various parts of the body.
Vlt'1-Ut'l-gate (vTf T-lTt'i-gat), V. i. [L. vitilitigare
to quarrel disgracefully ; vitium vice -\- Ktigare to quarrelj To contend in law Utigiously or oavilously. [06s.]
Vit'l-ltt'l-ga'tlon (-ga'shfln), n. Cavilous litigation
Hiidibras.
cavillation.
[Obs.']
II

;

;

—

&

vital force

;

II

—

—
—

—

animation spiritedness liveliness sprightthe vivacity of a discourse a lady of great
vivacity ; vivacity of countenance.
Syn. — Liveliness gayety. See Liveliness.
[F.
See Viand.]
Vl'van'difere' (ve'vaN'dySr'), n.
In Continental armies, especially in the French army, a
woman accompanying a regiment, who sells provisions
and Uquor to the soldiers a female sutler.
Vl-va'ri-um (vt-va'rT-tim), n. ; pi. E. Vivariums
(-fimz), L. Vivaria (-a).
[L., fr. vivarius belonging to
living creatures, fr. vivus alive, living.
See Vivid.] A
place artificially arranged for keeping or raising living
animals, as a park, a pond, an aquarium, a warren, etc.
Vi'va-ry (vl'va-ry) n. ; pi. Vry Aries ( -riz). A vivarium. "That
vivaryot fowls and beasts." Donne,

.

j

:

(b) Life

liness

&

—

;

vivacity of some of these pensioners
miracle, they lived so long.

—

—

;

;

The

II

;

;

(a) Tenacity of life

&

&

;

;

—

II

;

i'aylor,

lively merry as,
2. Sprightly in temper or conduct
V. Knox.
a vivacious poet. " Vivacious nonsense."
3. (Bot.) Living through the winter, or from year to
year; perennial. [JJ.]
Sprightly active animated sportive gay
Syn.
merry; jocund; light-hearted.
Vi-va'cious-ly, ad«.— Vi-va'cious-ness, n.
[L. vivaciias : cf. F.
Vi-vac'1-ty (vt-vSs'i-ty), n.
vivacile.]
The quality or state of being vivacious. Spe-

+

&

any mere
/.

cise

.

.

;

.

Syn. — Clear

quick

Bp. lidbart.

or painting in lively
lively ; sprightly as, a vivid imagination.
is a fit workhouse for sprightly, vivid faculties to exerthemselves in.
South.
lucid ; bright
sprightly ; active.

;

— Viv'id-ly,

;

;

strong

;

striking

;

lively

— Vlv'ld-ness, n.

ffrf!'.

The quality or

VI-vid'1-ty (vi-vTd'i-ty), n.
being vivid vividness. [E.]

state of

;

Vi-vll'ic (vt-vif'ik), \a.

[L. vivificus

:

F. vivifique.

cf.

Vl-vU'lc-al (-T-kal), f See Vivify.] Giving life reviving enlivening.
Ray.
[R.]
Vi-vlf'i-cate (-T-kat), V. i. [L. vivificatus, p. p. of viviSee Vivify.] 1. To give life to ; to animate ; to
ficare.
revive to vivify.
[R.]
God vivificate^ and actuates the whole world. Dr. H. More.
2. (Chem.) To brhig back a metal to the nietallio
form, as from an oxide or solution to reduce. [Ofts.]
Vlv'I-fi-ca'tlon (vIv'T-fl-ka'shun), n. [L. virificatio:
cf. F. vivificalion.]
1. The act of vivifying, or the state
Bacon.
of being vivified restoration of life ; revival.
2. (Physiol.) One of the changes of assimilation, in
which proteid matter which lias been transformed, and
made a part of tlio tissue or tissue cells, is endowed with
life, and tluis enabled to manifest the phenomena of irri;

;

;

;

;

McKendHck.

tability, contractility, etc.

3. (Chem.) The act or process of vivificating.
[Obs.]
Viv'i-fl-ca-tlve (vIv'I-fI-ki»-tTv), a. Able or tendii>g
vivifying.
to vivify, aninmto, or give life
Vlv'l-ly (vtv'T-fl), V. t. [imp. & p. p. ViYiPiBD (-fid)
rb. n. Vivifying (-fi'tng).] [F. vii'ifier, L. vivip. pr.
To endue with
ficnre. See Vivid, -py; cf. Vivifioate.]
life
to make to be living to quicken
to animate.
Sitting on eggs doth vivify, not noxu-iah.
Bacon.
Vl-vlp'a-ra (vt-vTp'ft-nV), n. pi. [NL. See Viviparous.] (Zodl.) An artificial division of vertebrates inoliuiiiig those that produce their young alive
opposed
;

&

;

;

;

II

;

—

to Oi'ijuira.

Vlv'i-par'1-ty (vYv't-p!tr'T-ty), n.
ity oi
condition ui
or ^uiiuitiuii
of being
uuiiig viviparous.
viviparuii
^^y

slug, ink

;

tlien,

tliin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

The qualU. Spencer,

(Biol.)

in azure.

"

N
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VOICED

Vl-Vlp'a-rous (vt-vIp'a-rSs), a, [L. viviparus ; virus
alive -\-parere to bear, bring forth. Cf. Vipeb.] {Biol.)
Producing young in a living state, as most mammals,
or as those plants the offspring of which are produced
alive, either by bulbs instead of seeds, or by the seeds
themselves germinating on the plant, instead of falling,
opposed to oviparous.
as they usually do ;

(Anat.), the part of the air passages above the inferior
ligaments of the larynx, including the passages through
the nose and mouth.

parents of the growing generation will be satisfied with what i9
to be taught to their children in Westminster, in Eton, or in
Winchester.
Burke.
Use may revive the obsoletest words,
And banish those that now are most in vogue. Hosf^ommon.

Viviparous flsh. (Zool.) See Embiotocoid.
any one of numerous species of operculated fresh-water gastropods belonging to Viviparus, MeAantho,
and allied genera. Tlieir young, when
bom, have a well-developed spiral shell.

— Viviparous

shell (Zool.),

perform vivisection upon
to dissect
[Collog.]
Pop. Sci. 3Ionthly.
;

vivisection-

-|-

(viv'i-sSk'shiiu), n.
E. section : cf. F.

See Vivid, and Section.]

yiyin^rous Shell
dissection of an animal while alive, (^lekintho decisa).
for the purpose of making physiological
Nat. size,
investigations.
Vlv'i-seo'tlon-al {-o.\), a. Of or pertaining to vivisection.
One who practices or advoViv'1-seo'tlon-Ist, n.
cates vivisection ; a vivisector.

The

A
A female fox.

vivisectionist.
VIv'l-sec'tor (-sSk'ter), n.
[AS. fixen a she-fox, for fyxen,

Vls'en (viks''n), n.
tem.ot/ox. .SeeFox.]

1.

Eng.-]

A

lObs.oiProv.

—

person ;
formerly used of
Barrow.
now only of a woman.
She was a vixen when she went to school.
Skak.
Vls'en-lsh, a. Of or pertaining to a vixen resembling a vixen.
Barrow.
Vlx'en-ly, a. Like a vixen ; vixenish.
Viz (viz), adv. [Oontr. fr. videlicet.} To wit that
2.

cross, ill-tempered

either sex,

;

;

is;

namely.

[See VisoK.] A mask ; a visor.
Sir W. Scott.
lArchaic} '^ A gioteaque vizard."
To mislead and betray them under the vizard of law. Hilton.
Shak.
Vlz'ard-ed, a. Wearing a vizard, [if.]
Vlz-ca'Cha (viz-ka'cha), n. [Sp.] {Zool.) Same as

Vlz'ard (vtz'erd),

n.

II

VlSCACHA.
Viz'iei (viz'yer or vT-zer'), n. [Ar. wezir, wazlr,
properly, a bearer of burdens, a porter, from wazara to
bear a burden cf. F. vizir, visir. Cf. Alquazil.] A
councilor of state
a high executive officer in Turkey
and other Oriental countries. [Written also visier, vizir,
:

;

and

vizier,

the chief minister of the Turkish empire

— called also vizier-azem.

Vlz'ler-ate (-at), n. [Cf. F. vizirat.} The ofSce, dignity, or authority of a vizier.
Vl-zier'-a-zem' (vi-zer'a-z5m'), n. [Ar. azam great.
II

U

A grand vizier.

See under YiziEB.
Of, pertain[Cf. F. vizirial.']
Vi-zier'I-al (-I-al), a.
ing to, or issued by, a vizier. [Written also vizirial.]
See Vizier.
Vl-Zlr' (vi-zer'), n.
Vlz'or (viz'er), n. See VisoR.
Vliss-ma'kl (vlls-ma'kl), n. [From the native name.]
{Zool.) The diadem indris. See Indeis.
moth' (ve' mSth'). {Zool.) A common gray European moth {Halia vauaria) having a V-shaped spot of
dark bro^vn on each of the fore wings.
Vo'ca-ble (vyka-b'l), n. [L. vocabulum an appellation,
designation, name, f r. vocare to call, f r. vox, rods, a voice,
a word cf. F. vocable. See Voice.] A word a term
a name specifically, a word considered as composed of
certain sounds or letters, vrithout regard to its meaning.
Swamped near to drowning in a tide of ingenious vocables.
See Vizier.]

V

:

;

;

;

Carlyle.

Vo-cab'u-la-ry (v6-k5b'u-la-ry), n. ; pi. VocabulaBlES (-riz). [LL. vocabularium, vocabularius : cf. F. vocabulaire. See Vocable.] 1.
list or collection of words
arranged in alphabetical order and explained a dictionary or lexicon, either of a whole language, a single work
or author, a branch of science, or the like ; a word-book.
2. A sura or stock of words employed.
His vocabulary seenw to Jiave been no larger than was neces-

A

;

Macaulo.y.
sary for the transaction of business.
Vo-oab'u-list (-list), n. [Cf. F. vocabuliste.'] The
writer or maker of a vocabulary a lexicographer.
Vo'cal (vo'kal), a. [L. vocalis, fr. vox, rods, voice
cf. F. vocal.
See Voice, and cf. Vowel.] 1. Of or per•.

:

taining to the voice or speech ; having voice
with utterance ; full of voice, or voices.

endowed

;

To hill or valley, fountain, or fresh shade,
Made vocal by my song.
Jlilton.
2. Uttered or modulated by the voice oral as, vocal
melody wcaZ prayer. " Foca? worship.
3Iilton.
3. Of or pertaining to a vowel or voice sound also,
spoken with tone, intonation, and resonance sonant
;

;

;

;

;

—

sonorous
said of certain articulate sounds.
4. {Pkon.) {a) Consistingof, or characterized by, voice,
or tone produced in the larynx, which may be modified,
either by resonance, as in the case of the vowels, or by
obstructive action, as in certain consonants, such as v, I,
etc., or by both, as in the nasals m, n, ng ; sonant
intonated voiced. See Voice, and Vowel, also Guide to
Pronunciation, §§ 199-202.
pertaining
to
a
(J) Of or
vowel having the character of a vowel vowel.
Vocal cords or chords.
{Anat.) See Larynx, and the
Note under Voice, n., 1. Vocal fremitus (L. fremitus a
dull roaring or murmuring] {Med.), the perceptible vibra^
tion of the chest wall, produced by the transmission of
the sonorous vibrations during the act of using the voice.
Vocal mualc, music made by the voice, in distinction
from instrnmeritol music; hence, music or tunes set to
words, to be performed by the human voice.
Vocal tube
;

;

—

[L. vocalis (sc. littera) a
Of or pertaining to vowel

Vo'cal-ism (vo'kal-Iz'm), n. 1. The exercise of the
vocal organs ; vocalization.
2. A vocalic sound,
[i?.]
Vo'cal-ist, n. [Cf. F. vocaliste.} A singer, or vocal
musician, as opposed to an instrumentalist.
[Cf. L. vocalitas euVo-cal'i-ty (vd-k51'I-ty), n.
phony.] 1. The quality or state of being vocal ; utterableness ; resonance ; as, the vocality of the letters.
2. The quality of being a vowel ; vocalic character.
Vo'cal-i-za'tion (vo'kal-I-za'shiin), n. 1. The act of
vocalizing, or the state of being vocalized.
2. The formation and utterance of vocal sounds.
Vo'cal-ize (vo'kal-Iz), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Vocalized
[Cf. F.
(-izd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Vocalizing (-i'zing).]
vocaliser.}
1. To form into voice; to make vocal or
sonant ; to give intonation or resonance to.
It is one thing to give an impulse to breath alone, another

&

&

thing to vocalize that breath.
2. To practice singing on the vowel sounds.

Holder.

Vo'cal-ly, adv. 1. In a vocal manner with voice
orally with audible sound.
2. In words verbally as, to express desires vocally.
Vo'cal-ness, n. The quality of being vocal vocality.
Vo-ca'tion (vo-ka'shun), n. [L. vocatio a bidding,
invitation, fr. vocare to call, fr. vox, vocis, voice
cf. F.
vocation.
See Vocal.] 1. A call a summons a citation
especially, a designation or appointment to a particular state, business, or profession.
What can be urged for them who, not having the vocation of
poverty to scribble, out of mere wantonness make themselves
ridiculous ?
Dryden.
calling oc2. Destined or appropriate employment
cupation trade business ; profession.
He would think his service greatly rewarded, if he might obtain by that means to live in the sight of his prince, and yet
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

2. Influence

practice his

own chosen vocation.

3. (TAeoi.)

Sir P. Sidney.

Acallingbythewillof God.

Specifically: —

(a) The bestowment of God's distinguishing grace
upon a person or nation, by which that person or nation
is put in the way of salvation
as, the vocation of the
Jews under the old dispensation, and of the Gentiles
under the gospel. " The golden chain of vocation, elecJer. Taylor.
tion, and justification."

sway.

;

[06s.]

Sirype.

Advocate, Advowson, Avouch, Convoke, Epic, Vocal,
Vouch, Vowel.] 1. Sound uttered by the mouth, espeby human beings in speech or song
sound thus uttered considered as possessing some special
quality or character; as, the himian voice; a pleasant
voice ; a low voice.
He with a manly voice saith his message. Chaucer.
Her voice was ever soft,
Gentle, and low an excellent thing in woman.
Sliak
;

Thy voice is music.
Shah.
Join thy voice unto the angel choir.
Milton,
{Phon.) Sound of the kind or quality heard ir

2.

speech or song in the consonants b, v, d, etc., and in the
vowels; sonant, or intonated, utterance tone;
distinguished from mere breath sound as heard in/, s, sh, etc.,
and also from whisper.

—

;

^S^ Voice, in this sense, is produced by vibration of
the so-called vocal cords in the larynx (see Illust. of Larynx) which act upon the air, not in the manner of the
strings of a stringed instrument, but as a pair of membranous tongues, or reeds, which, being continually forced
apart by the outgoing current of breath, and continually
brought together again by their own elasticity and muscular tension, break the breath current into a serie.s of
putts, or pulses, sufficiently rapid to cause the sensation
of tone. The power, or loudness, of such a tone depends
on the force of the separate pulses, and this is determined
by the pressure of the expired air, together with the resistance on the part of the vocal cords which is continually overcome. Its pitch depends on the number of aerial
pulses within a given time, that is, on the rapidity of
their succession. See Guide to Pronunciation, II 5, 14b, 155.
3. The tone or sound emitted by anything.
After the fire a still small voice. 1 Kings xix. 12*
Canst thou thunder with a voice like him ? Job xl. 9.
The floods have lifted up their voice. Fs. xciU. 3,

O ilavcus, I am warm'd
Leaps

;

;

;

power

cially that uttered

;

;

;

Voice (vois), re. [OE. vots, voys, OF. vois, voiz, F.
voix, L. vox, vocis, akin to Gr. cttos a word, oifj a voice,
Skr. vac to say, to speak, G. erwahnen to mention. Cf.

4.

;

ray heart

at the trumpet's voice.

The faculty or power

of utterance

Addison.
;

as, to cultivate

the voice.
5.

Language

;

words ; speech

expression

;

significa-

;

tion of feeling or opinion.
I desire to be present with you now, and to change my voice
for I stand in doubt of you.
Gat. iv. 20.
My voice is in my sword.
Shak
Let us call on God in the voice of his church. Bp. Fell.

;

vizer."]

Grand

;

;

alive.

Viv'l-sec'tion

;

;

vowel.
See Vocal, a.]
sounds consisting of the vowel sounds.
Earle.
The Gaelic language being uncommonly vocalic. Sir W. Scott.

;

{L. vivus alive

Vo'cal (vo'kal), n. [Cf. F. vocal, LL. vocalis.}
1. (PA on.) A vocal sound; specifically, a purely vocal
element of speech, unmodified except by resonance a
vowel or a diphthong a tonic element a tonic
distinguished from a subvocal, and a nonvocal.
2. (if. C. Ch.) A man who has a right to vote in certain elections.
Vo-cal'lo (vo-k51'Ik), a.

Vl-vlp'a-rous-ly, adv. {Biol.) In a
viviparous manner.
Vi-vlp'a-rous-ness, n. {Biol.) The
quality of being viviparous viviparity.
To
Viv'i-sect' (viv'i-sekf), V. t.

Q

,;

VIVIPAROUS

—

O

;

;;
;

!;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

ale,

senate^ c&re,

am, arm, ask,

{b)

Opinion or choice expressed

judgment; a vote.
;
now, my masters 1 have you chose this rjan ?
has our I'oices, sir.
Shak.
Some Isws ordain, and some attend the choice
Of holy senates, and elect by voice.
Dryden,

Sic.
1 at.

A call to special religious work, as to the ministry.

Every member of the same [the Churcti],

in his vocation and
J3k: of Com. Prayer.

ministry.

[L. vocativus, fr. vocare
Voc'a-tlve (vSk'4-tiv), a.
to call.] Of or pertaining to calling used in calling
appellative
specifically {Gram.), used in address
said of that case or form of the noun, pronoun, or adas,
jective, in which a person or thing is addressed
Domine, O Lord.
Voc'a-tive, n. [L. vocativus (sc. casus) : cf. F. vo;

;

;

—

;

{Gram.) The vocative case.
Vo-cil'er-ance (vo-slfer-ans), n. Vociferation ; noise ;
-R. Browning.
clamor. [J?.]
Vo-cif'er-ant (-ant), a. [L. vocijerans, p. pr.] Noisy
Gauden. E. Browning.
clamorous.
Vo-clf'er-ate (-at), v. i. [L. vociferatus, p. p. of voferre to bear.
ciferari to vociferate ; vox, vocis, voice
To cry out with veheSee Voice, and Bear to carry.]
Cowper.
mence ; to exclaim ; to bawl ; to clamor.
p. p. VocirERATEo
Vo-cif'er-ate, v. t.
limp.
(-a'ted) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Vocipebatinq.] To utter with
a loud voice ; to shout out.
Though he may vociferate the word liberty. V. Knox.
Vo-cii'er-a'tlon (-a'shiin), n. [L. vociferatio : cf F.
vociferation.']
The act of vociferating ; a violent outcry ; vehement utterance of the voice.
Violent gesture and vociferation naturally chake the hearts of
catif.}

+

&

&

.

Spectator.
the ignorant.
Plaintive strains succeeding the vociferations of emotion or of
Myron.
pain.
Vo-clf'er-a'tor (-ter), n. One who vociferates, or is

clamorous. [i2.]
Vo-cif'er-OUS (-us), a. [Cf. F. vocifere.'] Makmg a
loud outcry clamorous noisy as, vociferous heralds.
Vo-cif'er-ons-ness, n.
Vo-cll'er-ous-ly, adv.
Voc'ule (vSk'ul), re. [L. vocula, dim. of vox, vocis,
a faint
voice.]
{Phon.) A short or weak utterance
or feeble sound, as that heard on separating the lips in
VoCU-lar (-u-lar), a.
pronouncing p or 6. Rush.
Vo-da'ni-um (vo-da'nl-um), n. [NL.] {Old Chem.)
A supposed element, afterward found to be a mixture of
several metals, as copper, iron, lead, nickel, etc.
Vod'ka (vSdfki), n. [Russ.] A Russian drink dis-

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

tilled

6.

from

rye.

Voe (vo), n. [Cf. Icel. ver sea, voar a fenced-in
so called in
landing place.] An inlet, bay, or creek;
Jamieson.
the Orkney and Shetland Islands.

—

How
He

—

7. Command ; precept ;
now chiefly used in scriptural language.
shall
So
ye .perish because ye would not be obedient unto
the voice of the Lord your God.
Z>eut. viii. 20.
;

8.

One who speaks
{Gram.)

Active voice {Gram.), that form of the verb by which
subject is represented as the agent or doer of the action expressed by it.
Chest voice {Phon.), a kind of
voice of a medium or low pitch and of a sonorous quality
ascribed to resonance in the chest, or thorax ; voice of the
thick register. It is produced by vibration of the vocal
cords through their entire width and thickness, and with
convex surfaces presented to each other.
Head voice
{Phon.), a kind of voice of high pitch and of a thin quality ascribed to resonance in the head voice of the thin
register falsetto. In producing it, the vibration of the
cords is limited to their thin edges in the upper part,
which are then presented to each other.
Middle voice
( Gram.), that form of the verb by which its subject is represented as both the agent, or doer, and the object of the
action, that is, as performing some act to or upon himself,
or for his own advantage.
Passive voice. {Gram.) See
under Passive, a. —Voice glide {Pron.), the brief and obits

—

—

;

;

—

—

scure neutral vowel sound that sometimes occurs between
two consonants in an unaccented syllable (represented
by the apostrophe), as in able (a'b'l). See Glide, re., 2.
Voice stop. See Voiced stop, under Voiced, a. —With
.
cried
one voice, unanimously. " All with one voice
out. Great is Diana of the Ephesians." Acts xix. 34.
Voice, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Voiced (voist) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Voicing (voi'sTng).]
1. To give utterance or expression to ; to utter to publish to announce ; to divulge ; as, to voice the sentiments of the nation. " Rather
assume thy right in silence and . . . then voice it with
Bacon.
claims and challenges."
It was voiced that the king purposed to put to death Edward

—

.

;

;

;

To vote

4.

Voice,

;

one

vein,
Herbert.
One air of thoughts usurps my brain.
Whatsoever its vogue may be, I still flatter myself that the

finol,

^M;

eve, event.

6nd, fern,

recent;

ice,

Bacon,

Plantagenet.

2. {Phon.) To utter with sonant or vocal tone to pronounce with a narrowed glottis and rapid vibrations of
the vocal cords to speak above a whisper.
3. To fit for producing the proper sounds ; to regulate the tone of
as, to voice the pipes of an organ,

(vo'g'l), n.

vogue,

&

;

;

(vog), n.

One

.

&

Vo'gle

—

of

Tennyson.

A

particular mode of inflecting or conjugating verbs, or a particular form of a verb, by means of
which is indicated the relation of the subject of the verb
to the action which the verb expresses.
9.

Vogue

{Mining) Same as Vtrao.
[F. vogue a rowing, vogue, fashion.
It. voga, fr. vogare to row, to sail ; probably f r. OHG.
wagon to move, akin to E. way. Cf. Wat.] 1. The way
or fashion of people at any particular time ; temporary
mode, custom, or practice popular reception for the
used now generally in the phrase in vogue.
time ;

" A potent voice

a speaker.

;

Parliament."

Voiced

V. i.

;

to elect

;

Shak.
[Obs.]
to appoint.
South.
to cry out. [Obs.]
;
Furnished with a voice ; ex-

To clamor

(voist), a.

1.

pressed by the voice.
2. {Phon.) Uttered with voice; pronounced with vibrations of the vocal cords ; sonant ;
said of a sound
uttered with the glottis narrowed.
Voiced stop. Voice stop {Phon.), a stopped consonant
made with tone from the larynx while the mouth organs
are closed at some point ; a sonant mute, as b, d, g hard.

—

Idea,

ill;

old,

obey, 6rb, 6dd

;

;
.

VOICEFUL
Volce'fnl
a loud voice or many voices vocal sounding.
; having
Beheld the Iliad and the Odyssey

ity

;

Rise

;

swelling of the voiceful sea.

to the

Coleridge.

1- Having no voice, utterance, or
VolOe'lesS, a.
vote ; silent ; mute ; dumb.
I live and die unheard,
With a most voiceless thought, sheathing it as a sword. Byron.
2. (Phon.) Not sounded with voice ; as, a voiceless
consonant ; surd.
Voiceless stop (Phon.), a consonant made with no audible£Ound except in the transition to or from another
aouira a surd mute, as p, i, k.
Volce'less-ly, adv.
Voice'less-ness, n.
;

—

—

[OE. voide, OF. voit, voide, vuit,
(assumed) LL. vocihis, fr. L. vocare,
an old form of vacare to be empty, or a kindred word.
Cf. Vacant, Avoid.]
1. Containing nothing; empty;
vacant not occupied not filled.
Gen. i. 2.
The earth was without form, and void.
Shak.
I 'U get me to a place more void.
I *11 chain him in my study, that, at void hours,

Void (void), a.
'vuide, F. vide, fr.

;

2.

;

Massinger.
I may run over the story of his country.
Having no incumbent unoccupied
said of offices
;

and the

;

—

lilie.

Divers great offices that had been long void. Camden.
3. Being without ; destitute ; free ; wanting ; devoid
Milton.
as, void of learning, or of common sense.
A conscience void of offense toward God. Acts xxiv. 16.
He that is void of wisdom despiseth his neighbor. Prov. xi. 12.
4. Not producing any effect ; ineffectual ; vain.

[My word]

shall not return to
I please.

me

void, but

it

which

pliBh that

shall accomIsa. Iv. 11.

make void the counsel of Judah. Jer. xix. 7.
5. Containing no immaterial quality; destitute of
mind or soul. "Idol, void aud vain."
Pope.
6. (Lmv) Of no legal force or effect
incapable of conI will

;

firmation or ratification ; null. Cf. Voidable, 2.
Void space (Physics), a, vacuum.

Syn. — Empty; vacant; devoid; wanting; unfurunsupplied unoccupied.
Void, n. An empty space a vacuum.
Pride, where wit fails, steps in to our defense.
And fills up all the mighty lyoid of sense.
Pope.
Void, V. i. limp. & p. p. Voided p. pr. & vb. n.
Voiding.] [OF. voidier, vuidier. See Void, a.] 1. To
remove the contents of ; to make or leave vacant or
empty ; to quit ; to leave as, to void a table.
Void anon her place.
Chaucer.
If they will fight with us, bid them come down.
Or void the field.
Shak.
2. To throw or send out ; to evacuate
to emit ; to
discharge ; as, to void excrements.
A watchful application of mind in voiding prejudices. Barrow.
nished

;

;

;

;

;

;

"With shovel, like a fury, voided out
The earth and scattered bones.
J. Webster.
3. To render void ; to make to be of no validity or effect ; to vacate ; to annul ; to nullify.
After they had voided the obhgation oi the oath he had
iaken.
Bp. Burnet.
It was become a practice ... to void the security that was at
any time given for money so borrowed.
Clarendon.

Void, V. i. To be emitted or evacuated.
Wiseman.
Vold'a-ble (-a-b'l), a. 1. Capable of being voided, or
evacuated.
2. (Law) Capable of being avoided, or of being adjudged void, invalid, and of no force ; capable of being
either avoided or confirmed.
If the metropolitan .
grants letters of administration, such
administration is not void, but voidable by sentence.
Ayliffe.
.

.

II^°" A voidable contract may be ratified and confirmed to render it null and of no effect, it must be
avoided ; a void contract can not be ratified.
;

Vold'ance (-ans), n. 1. The act of voiding, emptying, ejecting, or evacuating.
2. (Eccl.) An ejection from a benefice.
3. The state of being void ; vacancy, as of a benefice
which

without an incumbent.
4. Evasion ; subterfuge.
[06s.]
Hacon.
Void'ed, a. 1. Emptied evacuated.
2. Annulled ; invalidated.
3. (Her.) Having the inner part cut away, or left
vacant, a narrow border being left at the sides, the color
of the field being seen in the vacant space
said of a
is

;

;

—

II

;

—

;

Chaucer.

their lust volage.

Vo'lant (vo'lant 277), a. [L. volans, -antis, p. pr. of
volare to fly : cf. F. volant.'] 1. Passing through the air
upon wings, or as if upon wings ; flying ; hence, passing
from place to place ; cun-ent.
English silver now was current, and our gold volant in the
;

pope's court.

Fuller.

2. Nimble; light
volant tonch."

"His

and quick; active; rapid.

Milton.
3. (Her. ) Represented as flying, or having the wings
spread as, an eagle volant.
Volant piece (Anc. Armor), an adjustable piece of armor,
for guarding the throat, etc., in a joust.
;

Vo-lan'te (vo-liin'ta), n.
[Sp., prop., flying.]
A
in Cuba.
Vol'a-puk' (v61'a-puk'), n. Literally, world's speech
the name of an artificial language invented by Johan
Martin Schleyer, of Constance, Switzerland, about 1879.
II

cumbrous two-wheeled pleasure carriage used

One who is conversant with, or
Vol'a-piik'ist, n.
wlio favors the adoption of, Volapiik.
Vo'Iar (vo'ler), a. [L. vola the palm of the hand, the
sole of the foot.]
(Anat.) Of or pertaining to the palm
of the hand or the sole of the foot.
Vol'a-ry (vol'a-ry), n. See Volert. [06s.]
Vol'a-tUe (vol'a-til), a. [F. volaiil, L. volatilis, fr.
volare to fly, perhaps akin to ijelox swift, E. velocity. Cf
VoLLET.] 1. Passing through the air on wings, or by
the buoyant force of the atmosphere ; flying ; having the
power to fly. [06s.]
2. Capable of wasting away, or of easily passing into
the aeriform state ; subject to evaporation.
Ill^^Substances which affect the smell with pungent
or fragrant odors, as musk, hartshorn, and essential oils,
are called volatile substances, because they waste away
on exposure to the atmosphere. Alcohol and ether are
called volatile liquids for a similar reason, and because
they easily pass into the state of vapor on tlie application
of heat. On the contrary, gold is a fixed substance, because it does not suffer waste, even when exposed to the
heat of a furnace ; and oils are called fixed when they do
not evaporate on simple exposure to the atmosphere.
3. Fig. : Light-hearted ; easily affected by circumstances ; airy ; lively ; hence, changeable ; fickle ; as, a
volatile temper.

You

and volatile as ever.
Sunft.
Volatile alkali. (Old Chem.) See under Alkali.
Volatile liniment, a liniment composed of sweet oil and ammonia, so called from the readiness with which the latter
evaporates. — Volatile oUa.
(Chem.) See Essential oils,
under Essential.
[Cf.
F.
Vol'a-tile, n.
volatile.']
A winged animal
wild fowl game. £06s.]
Chaucer, Sir T. Browne.
Vol'a-tUe-nesS,
\n. Id. F. volatilite.'] QualVol'a-til'1-ty (-til't-tj^), (
ity or state of being volatile disposition to evaporate changeableness fickleness.
—
Syn. See Levity.
Vol'a-tll-l'za-We (vol'a-tTl-T'za-b'l), a. [Cf. F. volatilisable.']
Capable of being volatilized.
are as giddy

—

;

;

;

Vol'a-tll-i-za'tion (-I-za'shiin), n.
[Cf. F. volatiliThe act or process of volatilizing, or rendering
tlie state of being volatilized.
;
Vol'a-til-ize (vol'a-til-iz), v. t.
[imp.
p. p. Volatilized (-izd) p. pr.
vb. n. Volatilizing (-I'zTng).]
[Cf. F. volatiliser,]
To render volatile ; to cause to exhale or evaporate ; to cause to pass off in vapor.
The water . . . dissolving the oil, and volatilizing it by the
action.
Sir I. Newton.
sation.']

volatile

&

&

;

Vold'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, voids,
empties, vacates, or annuls.
2. A tray, or basket, formerly used to receive or convey that which is voided or cleared away from a given
place ; especially, one for carrying off the remains of a
meal, as fragments of food ; sometimes, a basket for containing household articles, as clothes, etc.
Piers Plowman laid the cloth, and Simplicity brought in the
voider.

Decker.
The cloth whereon the earl dined was taken away, and the
voider, wherem the plate was usually put, was set upon the cupboard s head.
Hist, of Richard IJainam.
servant whose business is to void, or clear away,
3.
a table after a meal. [iJ.]
Decker.
4. {Her.) One of the ordinaries, much like the flanch,

A

but less rounded aud therefore smaller.
Vold'lng, n. 1. The act of one who, or that which,

[NL.]
(Zool.) Same as
Vo-la'tor (vo-la'tor), n.
VOLADOR, 1.
Vol'-au'-vent' (vo'16'vaN'), n. [F.] (Cookery) A
light puff paste, witii a raised tiorder, filled, after baking, usually with a ragout of fowl, game, or fish.
Vol'borth-lte (vol'b6rth-it), n. [So named after Volborth, wlio first discovered it.] (3Iin.)
mineral occurring in small six-sided tabular crystals of a green or yellow color. It is a liydrous vanadate of copper and lime.
Vol-ca'nl-an (vol-ka'nT-an), a. Volcanic. [iJ.] Keats.
Vol-oan'ic (vol-kSu'Tk), a. [Cf. F. volcanique. It.
vulcanico.] 1. Of or pertaining to a volcano or volca-

A

noes

;

as,

volcanic

Bp. Hall.
which is voided that which is ejected or
evacuated a remnant ; a fragment. [iJ.]
Powe.
Voiding knife, a knife used for gathering up fragments
of food to put them into a voider.
;

;

^Old'lng,

a.
Receiving what is ejected or voided.
our voiding lobby hast thou stood ? "
Shak.
Vold'neSB, n. The quality or state of being void
emptiness vacuity imllity want of substantiality.
Voir dire (vwar der). [OF., to say the truth, fr. L.
in

;

;

;

;

II

uae,

unite,

r«de,

fiin,

102

tip,

lieat.

2. Produced by a volcano, or, more generally, by igneous agencies as, volcanic tufa.
3. Changed or affected by the lieat of a volcano.
Volcanic bomb, a mass ejected from a volcano, often of
molten lava having a rounded form. — Volcanic cone, a
;

conical in form, built up of cinders, tufa, or lava,
during volcanic eruptions. — Volcanic foci, the subterranean centers of volcanic action the points beueatli
volcanoes where tlie causes producing volcanic phenomena are most active. — Volcanic glass, the vitreous form
of lava, produced by sudden cooling
obsidian.
See
Obsidian. — Volcanic mud, fetid, sulphurous nuid discharged by a volcano.
Volcanic rocks, rocks which have
been produced from the discharges of volcanic matter,
as the various kinds of basalt, tracliyte, scoria, obsidian,
etc., whetlier compact, scoriaceous, or vitreous.
Vol-can'lo-al-ly (-T-kal-iy), adv. Like a volcano.
hill,

Cf. Neptunist.
Vol-can'i-ty (vol-kan'T-tJ), n. [See Volcanic, and
Volcanicity.] The quality or state of being volcanic, or
canist.

of volcanic origin

volcanicity.
\_E.]
Vol'can-i-za'tion (vol'kan-i-za'shtin), n. The act oi
volcanizing, or tiie state of being volcanized ; the process
of undergoing volcanic heat, and being affected by it.
Vol'oan-ize (vol'kan-iz), v. t. limp.
p. p. Volcanized (-izd) p.pr.
vb. n. Volcanizing (-i'zTug).] [Cf.
Vulcanize.] To subject to, or cause to undergo, volcanic heat, and to be affected by its action.
Vol-ca'no (vol-ka'no), n. ; pi. Volcanoes (-noz). [It.
volcano, vulcano, fr. L. Vulcanus Vulcan, the god of fire.
See Vulcan.] (Geol.) A mountain or hill, usually more
or less conical in form, from which lava, cinders, steam,
sulphur gases, and the like, are ejected ;
often popularly called a burning mountain.

Vol'can-lc'l-ty (v81'kan-Ts'I-ty), n.
Quality or state of being volcanic

cite.]

fo~ot

i

out,

oU

J

;

&

&

;

—

^W^

Volcanoes include many of the most conspicuous
and lofty mountains of the earth, as Mt. Vesuvius in
Italy (4,000 ft. high), Mt. Loa in Hawaii (14,000 ft.), Cotopaxi in South America (nearly 20,000 ft.), which are examples of active volcanoes.
The crater of a volcano is
usually a pit-shaped cavity, often of great size. The
summit crater of Mt. Loa has a maximum length of
13,000 ft., and a depth of nearly 800 feet.
Beside the
chief crater, a volcano may have a number of subordi.
nate craters.

Vole

(vol),

A

[F.]

ra.

the tricks.

Vole,

V.

deal at cards that draws all
Swift.
all the tricks by

(Card Playing) To win

i.

a vole.
Vole, n.

Pope,

(Zool.) Any one of numerous species of
micelike rodents belonging to Arvicola and allied genera
of the subfamily Arvicolinse.
They have a thick head,
short ears, and a short hairy tail.
15^°°

The water vole, or water

amphibius)

mon

large

rat, of

Europe (Arvicola

a comaquatic

is

species. The shorttailed field vole (A.
agrestis) of Northern

and Central Europe,
and Asia, the Southern

field vole (A. arvalis), and the Sibe-

rian

root

vole

(A.

osconomu.'s), are

im-

American Vole, or Meadow Mouse
(Arvicola riparius).

portant European species. The common species of the
Eastern United States (A. riparius) (called also meadoio
mouse) and tlie prairie mouse (A. ansterus) are abundant,
and often injurious to vegetation. Other species are
found in Canada.

Vol'er-y (v51'er-y), n. [F. volerie a flying, voliere a
large bird cage, f r. voter to fly, L. volare. See Volatile. ]
flight of birds.
1.
[iJ.]
Locke.
large bird cage ; an Aviary.
2.
Volge (v51j), n. [L. vulgus.] The common sort of
people ; the crowd ; the mob. [06s.]
Fuller.
Vol'l-ta-ble (vol'I-ta-b'l), a. Volatilizable. [06s.]
Vol'l-ta'tion (-ta'shiln), n. [L. volitare, volitatum, to
fly to and fro, v. freq. from volare to fly.]
The act of
flying ; flight.
[i2.]
Sir T. Broione.
Vo-ll'tlent (v6-lTsh'ent), a.
Volition.]
[See
Exercising the will ; acting from choice ; willing, or having
power to wiU. "What I do, I do volitient, not obedient."

A
A

Mrs. Browning,
Vo-Il'tlon (vo-lish'iin), n. [F., fr. L. volo I will, velle
to will, be willing.
See Voluntary.] 1. The act ol
willing or choosing ; the act of forming a purpose ; the
exercise of the will.
Volition is the actual exercise of the power the mind has to
order the consideration of any idea, or the forbearing to consider it.
LockeVolition is an act of the mind, knowingly exerting that dominion it takes itself to have over any part cf the man, by cp"; ploying it in, or withholding it from, any particular action.
Locke.
2. The result of an act or exercise of choosing or willing ; a state of choice.
3. The power of willing or determining ; will.

Syn.

—

chair

;

— Will

;

Biug,

i|jlc

;

preference determination
;

an "elective preference."

up our miuds "

;

pui*-

When we have "maiie

we

say) to a thing, i. e., have a settl d
state of choice respecting it, that state is called an immanent volition ; when we put forth any particular act of
choice, that act is called an einanent, or executive, or «'*perative, volition. When an immanent, or settled state
of, choice, is one which controls or governs a series of
actions, we call that state a jtredominant volition wliile
we give tlie name of siibordinide volitions to those particular acts of choice wliicli carry into effect the object
sought for by tlie governing or " predominant volition."
(as

;

See Will.
Vo-Ii'tion-al i-al), a. Belonging or relating to voli"The I'o^VfOjmnnipulse."
Bacon.
Vol'1-tive (vSl'i-tTv), a. [See Volition.] 1. Of or
pertaining to the will ; originating in the will ; having
the power to will. " They not only perfect the intellectual f acuity but the volitive."
Sir M. Hale,
2. (Gram.) Used in expressing a wish or permission;
as, a rolilivc proposition.
tion.

j^

Volks'Ued (ffilks'lef), n. ; pi. Volkslieder (-le'dSr),
(Mas.) A popular song, or national air.
Vol'ley (vSl'iy), re. ; pi. Volleys (-ITz). [P. voKe a,
II

[6.]

a volley, or discharge of several guns, fr. voter to
L. volare.
See Volatile.] 1. A flight of missiles,
as arrows, bullets, or the like ; the simultaneous discharge ol a number of small arms.
flight,
fly,

volcanic power.

go

choice

i

viz.,

[Cf. F. voleani;

;

pose.
VoLrrioN, Choice. Choice is the familiar, and
volition the scientific, term for the same state of the wi'

;

—

Orn; pity; food,

Volcanic power or

action ; volcanicity.
Vol'can-ist, n. [Cf. F. volcaniste, vulcaniste.'] 1. One
versed in the history and phenomena of volcanoes.
2. One who believes in the igneous, as opposed to the
aqueous, origm of the rocks of the earth's crust ; a vul-

II

;

'oids2. That

Vol'can-lsm

(vSl'kan-Tz'm), n.

;

II

charge.

How

+

verus true
dicere to say.] (Law) An oath administered to a witness, usually before being sworn in chief,
requiring him to speak the truth, or make true answers
in reference to matters inquired of, to ascertain his competency to give evidence.
Greenleaf. Ld. Abinger.
Voi'ture (voi'tiir), n. [F., fr. L. veclura a carrying,
conveying. Cf. Vettuka.] A carriage.
Arbulhnoi.
Vol'vode (-vod^, n. See Watwode.
Longfellow.
Vo-Ia'clous (vo-la'shus), a. [L. volare to fly.] Apt
or fit to fly. [is.]
Vo-la-dor' (vS-la-dor'), n. [Sp.] (Zool.) (a) A flying fish of California (Exoccetus Califo>-n.icus)
called
also volator.
(b) The Atlantic flying gurnard.
See under Flying.
Vo-lage' (vo-lazh'), a. [F.] Light giddy. [06s.]

They wrcughten all

:

VOLLEY
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Having a voice or vocal qual-

(vois'ful), a.

:

Each
;

tben,

Fiory durta in (Liming voVcps flow.
volley tells that tliousands ueaso to breathe.

thin

;

boN

;

zh

:

z in azure.

iCiUon.
Bjiron.

;;

;

A

burst or emission of many things at once ; as, a
2.
B. Jonson.
volley of words. " This volley of oaths."
Pope.

Rattling nonsense in full voUeys breaks.

3. (a) (^Tennis) A return of the ball before it touches
the ground. (6) (Cricket) A sending of the ball full to
the top of the wicket.

A

A

—

—

;

V.

t.

[imp.

&

vb. n. Volleying.]
p. pr.
with, a volley.

Discharged with a sudden
(v51'lTd), a.
in a volley ; as, volleyed thunder.
t.
[From
the answer, Volo I will, in
V.
Vol'OW (-o),
the baptismal service. Richardson (Did.).'] To baptize;
used in contempt by the Re ormers. [t>5i.] Tyndale.
Vol'OW-er (-er), n. One who volows. [06s.]
Volt (volt), n. ["P. volte; ci.lt. volta. See Vauxt a
circular tread; a gait by which a
leap.]
1. (Man.)

Vol'leyed

if

—

Q

A

horse going sideways round a center

makes two concen-

tric tracks.
2. (Fencing)
sudden movement to avoid a thrust.
Volt, n. [So called after Alessandro Volta, a celebrated
Italian electrician.] (Elec.) The standard unit of electromotive force. It IS the electro-motive force which produces a current of one ampere in a circuit having a resistance of one ohm, and is about one tenth less than the
electro-motive force of a Daniell's sulphate of copper cell.
Vol'ta (vSl'ta), n. ; pi. Volte (-ta). [It. volta a

A

II

See Volt a tread.] (Miis.) A
turning a time ;
chiehy used in phrases signifying
that the part is to be repeated one, two, or more times
as, ^ma volta, once.
Seconda volta, second time, points
to certain modifications in the close of a repeated strain.
Vol'ta-e-lec'tric (-e-lek'trlk), a. Of or pertaining to
voltaic electricity, or voltaism.
Vol'ta-e'lec-trom'e-ter (-e'lSk-tr6m'e-ter), n. An instrument for the exact measurement of electric currents.
Vol'tage (vSl'tij), n. (Elec.) Electric potential or
potential difference, expressed in volts.
turn, turning, a time.

—

;

•

Vol-tag'ra-phy (vol-tag'ra-fy),n.

[

Voltaic

+

•graphy.l In electrotypy, the act or art of copying, in
metals deposited by electrolytic action, a form or pattern which is made the negative electrode, [i?.]
Vol-ta'ic (-ta'ik), a. [Cf. F. voltaigue, It. voltaico."]
1. Of or pertaining to Alessandro Volta, who first devised apparatus for developing electric currents by chemical action, and established this branch of electric science discovered by Volta ; as, voltaic electricity.
2. Of or pertaining to voltaism, or voltaic electricity
as, voltaic induction ; the voltaic arc.
(5^°° See the Note under Galvanism.
Voltaic arc, a luminous arc, of intense brilliancy, formed between carbon points as electrodes by the passage of a powerful voltaic
current.
Voltaic battery, an apparatus variously constructed, consisting of a series of
plates or pieces of dissimilar metals, as copper
and zinc, arranged in pairs, and subjected to
the action of a saline or acid solution, by
which a current of electricity is generated
whenever the two poles, or ends of the series,
are ccmected by a conductor a galvanic batVoltaic
tery.
See Battery, 4 (b), and Note.
circuit.
See under Circuit. Voltaic couple or
element, a single pair of the connected plates
Voltaic electricity. See the Note
of a battery.
under Electricity. — Voltaic pile, a kind of
voltaic battery consisting of alternate disks
of dissimilar metals, separated by moistened
Voltaic procloth or paper. See 5th Pile.
tection of metals, the protection of a metal Voltaic Pile,
exposed to the corrosive action of sea water, a U j;- p e r
—
Disk
saline or acid liquids, or the like, by associaof
ting it with a metal which is positive to it, as Zi n c I b
when iron is galvanized, or coated with zinc.
;

U

\_Voltaic -^

type.]

An

leaf.
[It.] (Mus.), turn over quickly.
Vol'ti-geur' (vol'te-zher'), n. [F., fr. voUiger to
vault. It. volteggiare.
See Volt a tread.] 1. A tumbler a leaper or vaulter.
2. (3Iil. ) One of a picked company of irregular riflemen in each regiment of the French infantry.
[2d volt -\- -meter.]
Volt'me'ter (volt'me'ter), n.
(Elec.) An instrument for measuring in volts the differences of potential between different points of an elec-

Volti subito

—

;

—

—

—

—

Lower

Disk of

Vol-tair'e-an (-tar'e-an), a. [Cf. F. voU Copper or
Of or relating to Voltaire, the Silver.
French author.
J. Morley.
Vol-talT'lsm (-Iz'm), n. The theories or practice of
Voltaire.
J, Morley,
Vol'ta-ism (vSl'ta-Tz'm), n. [Cf. F.
voltdisme.]
(Physics) That form of
electricity which is developed by the
chemical action between metals and diftairien.]

ferent liquids ; voltaic electricity ; also,
the science which treats of this form
of electricity ;
called also galvanism,
from Galvani, on account of his experiments showing the remarkable influence
of this agent on animals.
Vol-tam'e-ter (vol-tSm'e-ter),""?}.
\yoltaic -|- -meter.'] (Physics) An instrument for measuring the voltaic electeicity passing through it, by its effect
in decomposing water or some other
chemical compound acting as an
Voltameter,
electrolyte.

—

Vol'ta-plast (vol'ta-plSst), re.
[FoWoic -j- Gr. TrAao-Tos molded.]
A form of voltaic, or galvanic,
battery suitable for use in electrotyping.
G. Francis.
ale> senate,

;

occurring in implanted spherical globules of a yellowish
called also voltzine.
or brownish color
Vo-lu'bi-late (v6-lu'bT-lat), 1 a. [See Voluble.] Turning, or wliirUng ; windVol'U-bile (v51'ij-bil),
j
ing twining voluble.
Vol'U-bll'i-ty (-bil'i-ty), n. [L. volubilitas : cf. F.
voliibilite.]
The quaUty or state of being voluble (in any
of the senses of the adjective).

—

;

;

;

Vol'u-ble

(vSl'iS-b'l), a.
[L. volubilis, fr. volvere, voto roll, to turn round ; akin to Gr. eiAveii/ to ininwrap, eAu'eii/ to roll, G. welle a wave cf. F.
voluble.
Cf. Well of water. Convolvulus, Devolve,
Involve, Revolt, Vault an arch. Volume, Volute.]
1. Easily rolling or turning ; easily set in motion ; apt
to roll ; rotating as, voluble particles of matter.
2. Moving with ease and smoothness in uttering
words ; of rapid speech ; nimble in speaking ; glib ; as, a
flippant, voluble tongue.
SlinJc.
[Cassio,] a knave very voluble.
B^"* Vohible was used formerly to indicate readiness
of speech merely, without any derogatory suggestion.
" A grave and voluble eloquence."
£p. Backet.
3. Changeable ; unstable ; fickle. [Ois,"]
4. (Bot.) Having the power or habit of turning or
twining ; as, the voluble stem of hop plants.
Itttiim,

fold, to

:

;

Voluble stem (Bot.), a stem that climbs
twining, round another body.
Vol'u-ble-ness, n.
Vol'u-bly, adv.

—

by winding, or

—

from L. volumen a roll of
volvere, volutum, tfi roll.
a scroll ; a written document
for keeping or for use, after the manner of

Vol'ume

(vSl'iim), n.

writing, a book, volume,

See Voluble.]

A roll

1.

[F.,

from
;

rolled up
the ancients. \_Obs.]
The papyrus, and afterward the parchment, was joined together [by the ancients] to form one sheet, and then rolled
upon a staff into a volume (volumen).
Ericyc. Brit.
2. Hence, a collection of printed sheets bound together, whether containing a single work, or a part of a work,
or more than one work ; a book ; a tome ; especially,
that part of an extended work vphich is bound up together in one cover ; as, a work in four volumes.
An odd volume of a set of books bears not the value of its proportion to the set.
Franklin.
3. Anything of a rounded or sw elling form resembling
a roll ; a turn ; a convolution ; a coil.
So glides some trodden serpent on the grass,
And long behind his wounded volume trails, Dryden.
Undulating billows rolling their silver volumes.
W. Irving.

4. Dimensions ; compass ; space occupied, as measured
by cubic units, that is, cubic inches, feet, yards, etc.
mass ; bulk ; as, the volume of an elephant's body ; a

volume

of gas.

5. (3Ius.) Amount, fullness, quantity, or caliber of
voice or tone.
Atomic volume. Molecular volume (Chem.), the ratio of
the atomic and nolecular weights divided respectively
by the specific gravity of the substance in question.
Specific volume CheTn.), the quotient obtained by dividing the sum of the atomic weight of the constituents of
the molecule by the specific gravity. In the case of organic liquids, the specific gravity employed is that of the
liquid at its boiling point, or at some determinate temperature below the boiliug point.
Vol'umed (vol'lSmd), a. 1. Having the form of a
volume, or roll ; as, volumed mist.
The distant torrent's rushing sound
Byron.
Tells where the volumed cataract doth roll.
2. Having volume, or bulk ; massive ; great.
Vol'U me-nom'e-ter (-fi-me-nom'e-ter), w. [L. volv^
men volime -f- -meter.] (Physics) An instrument for
measuring the volume of a body, especially a solid, by
means of the difference in tension caused by its presence
and absence in a confined portion of air.

—

(

Vol'U-me-nom'e-try (-try), n. (Chem. & Physics)
The method or process of measuring volumes by means
of the volumenometer.
[^Volume -fVo-lu'me-scope (vo-lu'me-skop), n.

-scope.]
(Physics) An instrument consisting essentially
of a glass tube provided with a graduated scale, for exhibiting to the eye the changes of volume of a gas or gaseous mixture resulting from chemical action, and the like.
Vo-lu'me-ter (-me-ter), n. [Cf. F. volumetre. See
Volumetric] (Physics) An instrument for measuring
the volumes of gases or liquids by introducing them into
a vessel of known capacity.

Vol'U-met'rlc (vol'u-met'rik), a. [Volume -\- -metOf or pertaining to the measurement of volume.
Volumetric analysis ( Chem.), that system of the quantitative analysis of solutions which employs definite volumes
ric-^

of standardized solutions of reagents, as measured by
burettes, pipettes, etc. also, the analysis of gases«by volume, as by the eudiometer.
;

a a Glass

Tubes

for collecting
the gases produced by
electrolysis ; b b Binding Screws ; c c Electrodes ; d d Conduct-

ing Wires.

c^e, &m, arm, ask,

Vol'n-met'rlc-al (-rl-kal), a.

Volumetric.

— Vol'U-

met'rlc-al-ly, adv.

Vo-lu'ml-nous
cf.

(a) Consisting of many folds, coils, or convolutions.
But ended foul in many a scaly fold.
Voluminous and vast.
Milton,
Over which dusky draperies are hanging, and vdluminotis curtains have long since fallen.
De Quincey.
(b) Of great volume, or bulk ; large.
B. Jonson.
(c) Consisting of many volumes or books ; as, the collections of Muratori are voluminous.
(d) Having written much, or produced many volumes ;
copious diffuse ; as, a voluminous writer.
Vo-lu'mi-nous-ly, adv.
Vo-lu'ml-nons-ness, n.
Vol'U-miSt (vol'ii-mTst), n. One who writes a volume ; an author. [Obs.]
Milton.
Vol'un-ta-rl-ly (v51'iin-ta-ri-lj'), adv. In a voluntary
manner ; of one's own will spontaneously.
Vol'un-ta-rl-ness, n. The quality or state of being
voluntary ; spontaneousness specifically, the quality or
state of being free in the exercise of one's will.
Vol'un-ta-ry (-ry), a.
[L. voluntarius, fr. voluntas
will, choice, from the root of velle to will, p. pr. volens ;
akin to E. will : cf. F. volontaire, OF. also voluntaire.
See Will, v. I., and cf. Benevolent, Volition, Volunteer.] 1. Proceeding from the will ; produced in or by
an act of choice.
That sin or guilt pertains exclusively to voluntary action is
the true principle of orthodoxy.
iV". W. Taylor.
2. Unconstrained by the interference of another ; unimpelled by the influence of another ; not prompted or
persuaded by another ; done of his or its own accord
spontaneous ; acting of one's self, or of itself ; free.
Our voluntary service he requires.
Milton.
She fell to lust a voluntary prey.
Pope.
3. Done by design or intention; intentional; purposed ; intended ; not accidental ; as, if a man kills another by lopping a tvee, it is not voluntary manslaughter.
4. (Physiol.) Of or pertaining to the will ; subject to,
or regulated by, the wiU ; as, the voluntary motions of an
animal, such as the movements of the leg or arm (in distinction from involuntary motions, such as the movements
of the heart) ; the voluntary muscle fibers, which are the
agents in voluntary motion.
5. Endowed with the power of willing ; as, man is a
voluntary agent."
God did not work as a necessary, but a voluntarji. agent, intending beforehand, and decreeing with himself, that which did
outwardly proceed from him.
Hooker,
6. (Law) Free ; without compulsion ; according to
the will, consent, or agreement, of a party ; without con.
sideration ; gratuitous ; without valuable consideration.
7. (Eccl.) Of or pertaining to voluntaryism; as, a
voluntary church, in distinction from an established or
state church.
Voluntary afSdavlt or oath (Law), an affidavit or oath
made
an extrajudicial matter.
Voluntary conveyance
(Law), a conveyance without valuable consideration.
Voluntary escape (Late), the escape of a prisoner by the
express consent of the sheriff.
Voluntary jurisdiction.
(Enrj. Eccl. Law) See Contentious jurisdiction, under
Contentious.
Voluntary waste. (Law) See Waste, re., 4.
;

—

—
;

trical circuit.

Vol'ley, V. i. 1. To be thrown out, or discharged, at
once ; to be discharged in a volley, or as if in a volley
Tennyson.
to make a volley or volleys.
2. (a) (Tennis) To return the ball before it touches
the ground, (b) (Cricket) To send the ball full to the
jR. A. Proctor.
top of the wicket.
burst, or as

(v51'ti-tip), n.

[_E.]

Vol'ti (vSl'te), imperative. [It., fr. voltare to turn.
See Volt a tread.] (Mas.) Turn, that is, turn over the
II

& p. p. Volleyed (-ltd)
Voltz'ite (volts'It), n. [So named in honor of Voltz,
To discharge with, or as a French engineer.] (Min.) An oxysulphide of lead
;

P

Vol'ta-type
electrotype.

II

return of the ball immediHalf volley, (a) (.Tennis)
ately after it has touched the groimd. (6) (Cricket)
sending of the ball so that after toucliing the ground it
On
£. A. Proctor.
flies towards the top of the wicket.
the volley, at random. [Obs.] "What we spake on the
Volley gun, a gun
voUey begins to work." Massinger.
with several barrels for firing a number of shots simmtaaeously a kind of mitrailleuse.

Volley (vol'Iy ),

VOLUPTUOUS
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VOLLEY

;;

'

(v6-lu'mi-niis), a.

F. volumineux.]

umes.

Specifically

final,

s^;

:

—Of

[L. voluminosus

:

or pertaining to volume or vol-

eve, event, Sud, lern, recent;

ice,

;

—

m

—

—

Syn.

—
— See Spontaneous.

re. ; pi.
Voluntaries (-rTz).
in any affair of his own free will

Vol'un-ta-ry,

who engages
teer.

1.
;

[E.]

One

a volunShak.

A

2. (Mus. )
piece played by a musician, often extemporarily, according to his fancy ; specifically, an organ
solo played before, during, or after divine service.
3. (Eccl.) One who advocates voluntaryism.
(Eccl.) The principle
Vol'un-ta-ry-lsm (-iz'm), m.
of supporting a religious system and its institutions by
voluntary association and effort, rather than by the aid

or patronage of the state.

Vol'un-teer' (vSl'un-ter'),

[P. volontaire. See
into, or offers for,

re.

Voluntary, a.] 1. One who enters
any service of his own free will.
2. (Mil.)

One who

enters into service voluntarily, but
is subject to discipline and regula;
opposed to conscript ; specifically, a voluntary member of the organized militia of a
country as distinguished from the standing army.
3. (Law) A grantee in a voluntary conveyance ; one
to whom a conveyance is made without valuable consideration ; a party, other than a wife or child of the
grantor, to whom, or for whose benefit, a voluntary con-

who, when in service,

tions like other soldiers

veyance

is

—

made.

Burrill.

Vol'nn-teer', a. Of or pertaining to a volunteer or
volunteers ; consisting of volunteers ; voluntary ; as,
volunteer companies ; volunteer advice.
Vol'un-teer', 'v, t.
[imp.
p. p. Volunteereo
(-terd') ; p. pr.
vb, re. Volunteering.]
To offer or
bestow voluntarily, or without solicitation or compulsion ; as, to volunteer one's services.
Vol'un-teer', v, i. To enter into, or offer for, any
service of one's own free will, without solicitation or
compulsion ; as, he volunteered in that undertaking.
Vol'u-pere (vol'ii-per), re. [Cf. Envelop.] A wornan's cap.
[ Obs.]
Chaucer.

&

&

Vo-lup'tu-a-ry (vS-liip'tii-a-ry ; 135), re. / pi. Voluptuaries (-riz).
[L. volupiuarius or voluptarius, fr. vo^
liiptas pleasure.]
A voluptuous person one who makes
his physical enjoyment his chief care one addicted to
luxury, and the gratification of sensual appetites.
;

;

A good-humored, but hard-hearted, voluptuary,
Syn.

— Sensualist

Vo-lup'tu-a-ry,

;

a.

iiir

W.

Scoti.

epicure.

Voluptuous

;

luxurious.

Vo-lup'tU-OUS

(-lis), a,
[F. voluptueux, L.' voluptt'.ovoluptas pleasure, volup agreeably, delightfully
probably akin to Gr. eXireaBai to hope, eATris hope, and
to L. velle to wish.
1. Full of deSee Voluntary.]
light or pleasure, especially that of the senses ; ministering to sensuous or sensual gratification ; exciting sensual desires ; luxurious ; sensual.
Music arose with its voluptuous swell.
Byron,
Sink back into your voluptuous repose. De Quinceu-

siis, fr.

idea, ill;

old,

obey, drb, fidd;

;;

VOLUPTUOUSLY
Rnd voluptuous livers."

Vom'1-td-rl'tlon (v5m'T-ti5-rish'iin), re. [Cf. P. vomi(Med.) (a) An ineffectual attempt to vomit.
The vomiting of but little matter also, that vomiting
which is effected with little effort.
Dunglison.
Vond-Sl'ra (vSnd-si'ra), n. (Zo'ol.) Same as Vansike.
Voo'dOO (voo'doo), re. 1. See Voodooism.
2. One who practices voodooism a negro sorcerer.
Voo'doo, a.
Of or pertaining to voodooism, or a
voodoo as, voodoo incantations.
Voo'doo-Ism (-iz'm), re. [Probably (through Creole
French vatidoux a negro sorcerer) f r. F. Vaudois Waldensian, because the Waldenses were accused of sorcery.]

Softened with pleasure and voluptuous

(b)

Milton.

life.

[Cf. F. volupte pleasure.
Vo-lup'ty (vo-lQp't^), n.
See VoLUPTno0S.2 Voluptuousness. [06«.]
Vo-lu'ta (vo-lu'ta), n. ; pi. E. Volutas (-taz), L. VomiM (-te). [L., a spiral scroll. See
Volute.] {Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous
species of large, handsome marine gastropods belonging to Voluta and allied

;

A

include
to

;

;

;

II

tlie

(-voks), n.

spi-

(Bot.)

A

genus of

mi,

pale -green, globular organisms,
about one fiftieth of an inch in diameter,
found rolling through water, the motion
nute,

Vortex atom (Chem.), a hypothetical ring-shaped mass
of elementary matter in continuous vortical motion. It is
conveniently regarded in certain mathematical speculations as the typical form and structure of the chemical
atom.
Vortex wheel, a kind of turbine.

being produced by minute colorless cilia.
It has been considered as belonging to
the flagellate Infusoria, but is now referred to the vegetable kingdom, and
each globule is considered a colony of

many
cies

—

individuals. The commonest speVolvox
Volvox globator, often called gldbator).
is

Vor'ti-cal (-tT-kal), a. Of or pertaining to a vortex
or vortexes ; resembling a vortex in form or motion
whirling ; as, a vortical motion.
Vor'tl-cal-ly, adv.
See Vortex.]
[Cf. F. voriicelle.
Vor'ti-cel (-sel), ».

V.
x 25

(

—

globe animalcule.

[NL., fr. L. volvere to turn
about, to roll.]
(Med.) (a) The spasmodic contraction
of the intestines which causes colic. (6) Any twisting
or displacement of the intestines causing obstruction
ileus.
See Ileus.
Vol'yer (-yer), «. (Zo'ol.) A lurcher. IProv. Eng.']
[L., a plowshare.]
llVo'mer (vo'mer), n.
(Anat.)
(a) A bone, or one of a pair of bones, beneath the ethmoid region of the skull, forming a part of the partition between the nostrils in man and other mammals.
(6)^The pygostyle.
"
a.
Of or pertaining to the vomer.
Vo
7o'mer-ine (-Tn),
Vom'l-ca (v8m'T-ka), n. [L., fr. vomere to throw
up, vomit.] (Med.) (a) An abscess cavity in the lungs.
(ftV An abscess in any other parenchymatous organ.
VOm'l-Cllie (-sin), n. [From nux vomica.'] (Chem.)
See Brucine.
Vom'ic nut' (vSm'tk niJf ). [Cf. F. noix vomigue.]
Same as Nux vomica.
Vom'it (-it), V. i. limp. & p. p. Vomited p. pr.
[Cf. L. vomere, vomitum, and v.
vb. n. Vomitino.]
See Vomit, n.] To eject the. contents
freq. vomitare.
of the stomach by the mouth to puke to spew.
Vom'lt, V. t. 1. To throw up; to eject from the
stomach through the mouth to disgorge to puke to
spew out ;
often followed by up or out.
vomited out Jonah upon the dry land. Jonah ii. 10.
The fish
2. Hence, to eject from any hollow place; to belch
to emit ; to throw forth
forth
as, volcanoes vomit
II

Vol'vu-lus

(-vu-ltis), n.

—

[NL., dim.

Any

.

.

flame, stones, etc.
Like the sons of Vulcan, vomit smoke.

[See Votary, re.] A woman
re.
Shah.
is a votary.
Vo'ta-rist (-rist), re. [See Votary.] A votary.
Milton.
Like a sad votanst in palmer's weed.
Vo'ta-iy (-Tf), a. [Prom L. votus, p. p. of vovere to
vow, to devote. See Vote, Vow.] Consecrated by a vow
or promise consequent on a vow devoted promised.

Vo'ta-ress (vo'ta-r5s),

Shale.
ready love's firm votary.''''
'T was the coldness of the votary, not the prayer, that was in

But thou,

Vote

pity

:

;

We reached

a votive stone, that bears the

name

Wordsworth.
Of Aloys Reding.
Embellishments of tlowers and votive garlands. Motley.
Votive medal, a medal struck in grateful commemoraVotive offering, an offertion of some auspicious event.
ing in fulfillment of a religious vow, as of one's person or
property.

—

— Vo'tlve-ly, adv. — Vo'tive-ness,
Vo'tress

& vb.

&p.

[imp.

t.

re.

A votaress.

(vo'trSs), n.

Vouch (vouch), D.

p.

Dryden.

Vouched (voucht);

[OE. vouchen, OF. vocMer
to call, fr. L. vocare to call, fr. vox, vocis, voice. See
Voice, and cf. Avouch.] 1. To call to summon. \Obs.]
[They] vouch (as I might say) to their aid the authority of the
p. pr.

Vouching.]

re.

;

Sir T. Elyot.

writers.

To

2.

call

upon to witness

Vouch the
3.
test

silent stars

;

to obtest.

and conscious moon.

To warrant; to'maintain by
to affirm

;

affirmations;

Dryden.
to at-

to avouch.

;

They made him ashamed to vouch the truth of the relation,
Atterbury.
and afterwards to credit it.
4. To back to support to confirm ; to establish.
;

;

Me damp

horror chilled

At such bold words vouched with a deed so bold. Milton.
call into court to warrant and defend, or
make
good a warranty of title.
to
B.

(Law) To

vouches the tenant in

tail,

who

common

vouches over the

Blackstone,
;

;

;

.

4. Expression of judgment or will by a majority legal
decision by some expression of the minds of a number
as, the vote was unanimous; a vole of confidence.
5. Votes, collectively ; as, the Tory vote ; the labor

.

Shah.
To assert to aver to declare.
Vouch, re. Warrant attestation. [_Obs.]
Shak,
The vouch of very malice itself.
Vouch-ee' (-§'), re. (Law) The person who is vouched,
or called into court to support or make good his warranty
2.

;

;

;

Blackstone.
of title in the process of common recovery.
Vouch'er (vouch'er), re. 1. One who vouches, or gives
witness or full attestation, to anything.
Shak.
"Will his vouchers vouch him no more ?
The great writers of that age stand up together as vouchers
Spectator.
for one another's reputation.
book, paper, or document which serves to vouch
2.
the truth of accounts, or to confirm and establish facts
of any kind also, any acquittance or receipt showing tlie
payment of a debt; as, the merchant's books are liif
notes,
vouchers for the correctness of his accounts
bonds, receipts, and other writings, are used as vouchers

A

;

;

in proving facts.
3. (Law) (a) The act of calling in a person to make
good his warranty of title in the old form of action for
the recovery of lands, (b) The teu.ant in a writ of right
one who calls in another to establish his warranty of
In common recoveries, there may be a single
title.
Blackslon".
voucher or double vouchers.
solemn assertion. [iJ.]
Vouch'ment (-ment), re.
Voucher,
as
3 (6).
Same
Vouch'or (-5r), re. (Law)
p. p. VouchVouch-safe' (vouch-saf), v. t. [»?»p.
[Vouch
Vouohsapinq.]
vb. n.
safed (-stiff) p. pr.
-\- safe, that is, to vouch or answer for safety.]
1. To
condescend to grant ; to concede to bestow.
Chaucer.
If yc rouchs<\fe that it be so.
Shak.
Shall I vouchsm'c your worship a word or two ?
It is not said by the apostle that God vouchsafed to the
South.
heathens the means of salvation.

A

&

&

;

;

2.

To

receive or accept in condescension. [06s.] Shak.
to deign ; to
;

To condescend
Vouch-sale', v. i.
to descend or stoop.

yield

Chaucer.

;

Vouchsafe,

;

;

v.

Vot'ist, re. One who makes a vow. lObs.] Chapman.
Vo'tive (vo'tiv), a. [L. votivus, fr. votum, a vow cf.
F. votif. See Vow.] Given by vow, or in fulfillment of
a vow ; consecrated by a vow ; devoted as, votive offerKeble.
ings; a, votive tablet. "Fo^iw incense."

;

O

Lord, to keep us this day without
JSk. qi'

sin.

Com. Pro
raj/er.

Orniond, to behold
cluunis of beauty had of old.

Voiictisiifr. illustrious

Wlint power

tlie

Drydeti.

;

;

vote.

Cumulative,
i

food,

The

act of vouchsafing,
or that wliich is vouchsafed ; a gift or grant in condeGlanvill.
scension.
Vous'SOir' (viios'swiir'), re. [F., akin to votlle an
arch, a vault.] (Arch.) One of the wedgeliko stones

Vouch-safe'ment

(-lucut), n.

II

Casting vote, Cumulative vote, etc.

Qitihoii.

;

1.

[Obs.]

suffrage.
rules, regulations, etc.
3. That by means of which will or«preference is expressed in elections, or in deciding propositions ; voice*
a ballot a ticket as, a written vote.
Tlic freeman casting with unpurchased hand
Holmes.
The vnle that sliakcB the turrets of the land.

.

flm

a prayer.

;

;

;

fip,

?

will, fr. vovere,

An ardent
Massinger.
2. A wish, choice, or opinion, of a person or a body of
persons, expressed in some received and authorized
way the expression of a wish, desire, will, preference,
or choice, in regard to any measure proposed, in which
the person voting has an interest in common with others,
either in electing a person to office, or in passing laws,

;

full,

(vot), n.
:

Vom'1-tO-ry (vom'T-tS-rjr), a. [L. vomitorius.'] Causemetic vomitive.
Vom'1-tO-ry, re. ; pi. Vomitories (-rtz). 1. An emetic
a vomit.
Harvey.
2. [L. vomitorium."]
(Arch.) A principal door of a
large ancient building, as of an amphitlieater.
Sixty-four vomitories
poured forth the immense nmltirijde,

votary, weepest thou

[L. votum a vow, wish,
See Vow.]
cf. F. vole.

;

II

unite,

my

votum, to vow
wish or desire a vow

or power of vomiting.
Grew.
Vom'l-tlve (v5m'i-tTv), a. [Cf. F. vomitif.'] Causing
the ejection of matter from the stomach ; emetic.
Vo-ml'tO (vo-me'to ; Sp. vo'me-to), n. [Sp. v6mito,
ix. Jj. vomitus.
See Vomit, re.] (7l/e(i.) The yellow fever
in its worst form, when it is u "'ally attended with black
vomit. See Black vomit.

use,

Sp. Fell.
Emerson.

fault.

—

tude.

is

;

;

;

;

made equipollent to custom. Bacon.
Vo'ta-ry, n. ; pi. Votaries (-riz). One devoted, consecrated, or engaged by a vow or promise hence, especially, one devoted, given, or addicted, to some particular
" You are alservice, worship, study, or state of life.

;

ing vomiting

;

;

Milton.

&

.

who

Vom'lt, n. [L. vomilus, from vomere. vomitum, to
vomit; akin to Gr. ejaeZi/, Skr. vam, Lith. vemti, Cf.
Emetic, Vomito.] 1. Matter that is vomited esp., matter ejected from the stomach through the mouth.
Like vomit from his yawning entrails poured. Sandys.
2. (Med.) That which excites vomiting
an emetic.
He gives your Hollander a vomit.
Shale.
Black vomit. (Med.) See in the Vocabulary.
Vomit
out, nux vomica.
Vom'lt-ing, n. The spasmodic ejection of matter
from the stomach through the mouth.
Vo-ml'tlon (vo-mTsli'iin), re. [L. vomitio.'] The act

;

Voting paper, a form of ballot containing the names of
more candidates than there are offices to be filled, tlie
voter making a mark against the preferred names. [£ng.]

;

[Cf. Vertiginous.]
(v8r-tTj'i-niis), a.
rapidly round a center ; vortical. [iJ.] Couper.

Votary resolution

as, an independent voter.
n. from Vote,
Vot'ing, a.

gist

obtest ; declare ; affirm attest ; warrant
confirm asseverate aver ; protest assure.
Vouch, V. i. 1. To bear witness ; to give testimony
or full attestation.
He will not believe her until the elector of Hanover shall
affirmed.
Swift.
vouch for the truth of what she has

Vor-tlg'i-nous

;

;

declare by general opinion or common consent,
as if by a vote ; as, he was voted a bore.
ICollog.]
4. To condemn ; to devote ; to doom. [Ofo.] Olanvill.
Vot'er (vot'er), re. One who votes ; one who has a legal
right to vote, or give his suffrage ; an elector ; a suffra-

To

3.

Syn. — To

or less bell-shaped body
with a circle of vibrating
cilia around the oral disk.
Vorticella. Much enlarged.
Most of the species have
slender, contractile stems, either simple or branched.
Vor'ti-cose' (v6r'tT-kos'), a. [L. vorticosus.] Vortical ; whirling ; as, a vorticose motion.

Moving

Vote, V. t. 1. To choose by suffrage ; to elect ; as, to
vote a candidate into office.
2. To enact, establish, grant, determine, etc., by a
formal vote as, the legislature voted the resolution.
Parliament voted them one hundred thousand pounds Swift.

He

They have a more

lidse.

To vote for a duelist is to assist in the prostration of justice,
L. Beeeher.
and, indirectly, to encourage the crime.
To vote on large principles, to vote honestly, requires a great
£^. W. Hobertson.
amount of information.

vouchee.

la and many other genera
of the famUy Vorticel-

.

;

(-laz),

species of ciliated Infusoria belonging to Vorticel-

;

;

Voeticellas

1

(-sel'le).

L. vortex.

fr.

Vortex.]
(Zo'ol. )
one of numerous

See

;

;

Vorticella

L.

;

&

A

vorticella.
Vor'ti-cel'la (sgl'la), n. ; pi. E.

(Zo'ol.)

I

;

;

A

plant develops.

[NL.]

—

—

A

(vSl'va), m.
11,. volva, vulva,
(Bot.)
saclike envelope of certain fungi

Vol'vox

;

;

tices (-ti-sez).
[L. vortex, vertex, -ids, fr. vortere, vertere, to turn. See Vertex.] 1.
mass of fluid, especially
of a liquid, having a whirling or circular motion tending
to form a cavity or vacuum in tlie center of the circle,
and to draw in towards the center bodies subject to its
action ; the form assumed by a fluid in such motion ; a
whirlpool ; an eddy.
2. (Cartesian System)
supposed collection of particles of very subtile matter, endowed with a rapid rotary
motion around an axis which was also the axis of a sun
or a planet. Descartes attempted to account for the
formation of the universe, and the movements of the
bodies composing it, by a theory of vortices.
3. (Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous species of small Turbellaria belonging to Vortex and allied genera.
See
Illustration in Appendix.

[Cf. LL.
Vo-lU'tion (vo-lu'shiSn), n.
voluiio an arch, vault.]
1. A spiral turn
or wreath.
2. {Zo'ol.) A whorl of a spiral shell.
Volute Spiin".

covering.]
A
which bursts open as

;

;

ral scroll.

Vol'va

;

;

;

^

II

human sacrifices and cannibalism in some of its
It is prevalent among the negroes of Hayti, and
in the United States, and is regarded as a

some extent

relic of African barbarism.
Vo-ra'ciOUS (v6-ra'shus), a. [L. vorax, -acts, fr. vorare to devour akin to Gr. /3opd meat, food, jSi/Spmo-Ketf
to devour, Skr. gar. Cf. Devour.] Greedy in eating
very hungry eager to devour or swallow ravenous
gluttonous edacious rapacious as, a voracious man
or appetite a voracious gulf or whirlpool. Dampier.
Vo-ra'olous-ly, adv.
Vo-ra'clous-ness, n.
Vo-rac'i-ty (vo-rSs'T-ty), n. [L. voracitas : cf. F.
voraeite.] The quality of being voracious voraciousness.
Vo-rag'1-nous (vo-rSj'i-nus), a. [L. voraginosus, fr.
vorago an abyss, fr. vorare to swallow up.] Pertaining
to a gulf full of gulfs hence, devouring, [i?.] Mallet.
Vor'tes (vSr'teks), n. ; pi. E. Vortexes (-Sz), L. Vor-

voluta.

Having a volute, or

degraded form of superstition and sorcery, said to

rites.

Volute spring, a spring formed of a spiral scroll of plate,
rod, or wire, extended or extensible in tlie
direction of the axis of the coil, in which
direction its elastic force is exerted and
a.

;

;

genera.
Vol'U-ta'tlon (vSl'ii-ta'slitin), n. [L.
::olutaiio, from volutare to roll, wallow,
verb freq. fr. volvere, volutum, to roll.]
A rolling of a body ; a wallowing. [J?.]
Sir T. Broxone.
Vo-lute' (v6-luf ), n. [F. volute (cf.
It. voluta), L. voluta, from volvere, volittom,torolI. See Voluble.] 1. (Arch.)
A spiral seroU wliicli forms the chief Voluta (.Valuta
feature of the Ionic capital, and which,
imperialis).
on a much smaller scale, is a feature in
the Corinthian and Composite capitals. See niust. of
Capital, also Helix, and Stalk.
2. (Zo'ol.) A spiral turn, as in certain shells.

employed.
Vo-lut'ed,

Vote (vot), V. i. \imp. & p. p. Voted ; p. pr. & vb. n.
VoTiNo.] lCi.F. voter.] To express or signify the mind,
will, or preference, either viva voce, or by ballot, or by
other authorized means, as in electing persons to office,
in passing laws, regulations, etc., or in deciding on any
proposition in which one has an interest with others.

turition.']

Atterbtiry.

— Vo-lup'tu-ous-ly, adv. — Vo-lup'tu-ous-ness, n.

Any

VOUSSOIR
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2. Given to the enjoyments of luxury and pleasure
ladulging to excess in sensual gratifications. " The jolly

3. (Zool.)

;
;

;;

fd'ot

See under Casting,

of

etc.
;

out,

oil

;

ctaalr

;

go

;

sine,

iQk

;

which an arch

then, thin

is

;

composed.

bON

;

zh

=z

in azuie.

'

;

N

vow

1620

Vow (vou), 71. [OE. vou, OF. vou, veu, vo, vu, F. vfsu,
from ii. votum, from vovere, volum, to vow. Cf. Avow,
Devodt, Vote.] 1. A solemn promise made to God, or
to some deity an act by which one consecrates or de-

Myth.) The god of fire, who presided over the working
answering to the Greek Hephsestus.
of metals
Vul-ca'nl-an (viil-ka'nl-on), a. [L. Vulcanius.l 1. Of
or pertaining to Vulcan made by Vulcan hence, of or

;

votes himself, absolutely or conditionally, wholly or in
part, for a longer or shorter time, to some act, service,
or condition ; a devotion of one's self or one's posseseions as, a baptismal vow ; a vow of poverty. " Nothing . . . thatmay . . . stainmy i»owof Nazarite." Millon.
;

I

am

me go and pay my

vow.
combined by a sacred vow,

pray thee,

I

let

2

Sam. xv.

7.

Shak.

2. Specifically, a promise of fidelity ; a pledge of love
or affection as, the marriage vow.
Knights of love, who never broke their vow ;
Dryden.
Firm to their plighted faith.
;

&

&

[imp.
p. p. Vowed (voud) ; p. pr.
[OE. vouen, OP. vouer, voer, F. vouer,
vb. n. Vowing.]
LL. votare. See Vow, ra.] 1. To give, consecrate, or
dedicate to God, or to some deity, by a solemn promise ;
to devote to promise solemnly. " When thou vowest a
Eccl. v. 4.
vow unto God, defer not to pay it."
Shak.
[Men] that vow a long and weary pilgrimage.

Vow (vou), V.

t.

;

To

2.

assert solemnly

Vow,
Better
CBt

V. i.

vow and

;

to asseverate.
or solemn promise.

To make a vow,

that thou shouldest not vow^ than that thou shouldEccl. v. 5.
not pay.

is it

Vow'el

Q

(-el),

[F. voyelle, or an

n.

OF. form without

y, L. vocalis (sc. liitera), from vocalis sounding, from vox,
vocal, or
vocis, a voice, sound. See Vocal,] (Phon.)
sometimes a whispered, sound modified by resonance in
each
case
peculiar
resonance
in
the
passage,
the oral

A

giving to each several vowel its distinctive character or
distinguished from a conquality as a sound of speech ;
sonant in that the latter, whether made with or without
vocality, derives its character in every case from some
kind of obstructive action by the mouth organs. Also, a
See
letter or character which represents such a sound.
Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 5, 146-149.

—

R

B^^ In the English language, the written vowels are
a, e, i, 0, u, and sometimes w and y. The spoken vowels
much more numerous.
Close vowel.
See under Close, a.— Vowel point. See
under Point, n.
Vow'el, a. Of or pertaining to a vowel vocal.
Vow'eled (-Sid), a. Furnished with vowels. [WritDryden.
ten also vowelled.J
Vow'el-ish (-el-ish), a. Of the nature of a vowel.
[iJ.] " The power [of w] is always TOtiieKsA." B.Jonson.
are

;

Vow'el-lsm

(-Iz'm), n.

Vow'el-ize (-Iz),
a vowel to.

v.

t.

The use of vowels. [-R.]
To give the quality, sound, or

office of

Bale.
One who makes a vow.
Vow'-fel'lOW (-fSl'lo), n. One bound by the same
Shak.
vow as another. [iJ.l

Vow'er

Vox

II

(-er), n.

(voks), n.

[L.

See Voice.]

A voice.

Vos humana (hiS-ma'na) [L., human voice] (Mus.), a reed
stop in an organ, made to imitate the human voice.

Voy'age (voi'aj ; colloq. va'ij or voij ; 48), re. [OE.
veage, viage, OF. veage, viage, veiage, voiage, F. voyage,
LL. viaticum, fr. L. viaticum traveling money, provision
for a journey, from viaticus belonging to a road or journey, fr. via way, akin to E. way. See Wat, n., and cf.

U

;;

Convey, Deviate, Devious, Envoy, Teivial, Viaduct,
Viaticum.] 1. Formerly, a passage either by sea or land
a journey, in general ; but now chiefly limited to a passing by sea or water from one place, port, or country, to
another especially, a passing or journey by water to a
;

distant place or country.
1 love a flea voyage and a blustering tempest.
So steers the prudent crane
Her annual voyage, borne on winds.
All the voyage of their life
1b bound in shallows and in miseries.

J. Fletcher.

Milton.

Shak.

Shak.

[OJj.]

Voy'age, v. i. limp. &p. p. VaTAOEO (-ajd) p. pr.
& vb. re. VoTAQiNQ (-a-jing).] [Cf. F. voyager.] To
tak« a voyage ; especially, to sail or pass by water.
;

A mind forever
Voyaging through strange seas of thought alone. Wordsworth.
Voy'age, v. t. To travel ; to pass over ; to traverse.
[1]

voyaged the unreal,

Voy'age-a-ble

may

With what pain
unbounded deep.

vast,

(-a-b'l), a.

Milton.

[Cf. P. voyageable.']

be sailed over, as water or air

That

navigable.
Voy'a-ger (-a-jer), re. [Cf. F. voyager traveling.]
One who voyages ; one who sails or passes by sea or water.
Voy'a'geur' (vwa'yfi/zher'), n. [P., fr. voyager to
travel.
See Voyage.]
traveler
applied in Canada
to a man employed by the fur companies in transporting
goods by the rivers and across the land, to and from the
remote stations in the Northwest.
Voy'Ol (voi'Cl), n. (iVoM^.) (a) SeeViOL, 2. (6) The
block through which a messenger passes. [Written also
;

II

A

;

—

and voyal."]
Vrai'sem'blance' (vra'saN'blaNs'), n.

viol,
II

appearance of truth

[F.]

The

; verisimilitude.
(Mining)
re.
cavity in a lode ;
called also vogle.
ViU'can (vfil'can), re. [L. Vvlcanus, Volcanus; cf.
Skr. ulka a firebrand, meteor. Cf. Volcano.] {Rom.

Vugg
Vugh f
)

ale,

—

A

(vijog),

senate,

c&re,

&111,

VYINGLY

—

;

;

pertaining to works in iron or other metals.
Ingenious allusions to the Vvlcanian panoply which Achilles
lent to his feebler friend.
Macaulay.
2. (Geol.) Volcanic.
Vul-can'iO (-kan'Ik), a. 1. Of or pertaining to Vulcan made by Vulcan Vulcanian.
2. Of or pertaining to volciaioes specifically, relating
to the geological theory of the Vulcanists, or Plutonists.
Vul'can-ic'i-ty (vai'kon-Ts'i-ty), n. Volcanicity.
;

;

;

arm, ask,

Vul'gate

Of or pertaining to the Vul.

(viSl'gat), a.

gate, or the old Latin version of the Scriptures.

Vul'ner-a-bil'1-ty (viil'ner-a-bTl'i-ty), re. The quality
or state of being vulnerable ; vulnerableness.
[L. vulnerabilit
Vul'ner-a-ble (vfil'ner-a-b'l), a.
wounding, injurious, from vulnerare to wound, vulnus a
wound akin to Skr. vrana : cf. F. vulnerable.] 1. Capa;

ble of being wounded ; susceptible of
injuries ; as, a vulnerable body.
Anhilles

wanting

was vulnerable

in his heel
a Paris to infix the dart.

;

wounds or external

and there

will never be
Dr. T. JJwight.

2. Liable to injury ; subject to be affected injuriously
assailable
as, a vulnerable reputation.
His skill in finding out the vulnerable parts of strong minds
;

Vul'can-lsm

(vijl'kan-iz'm), re.
Volcanism.
Vul'can-lst, re. A volcanist.
Vul'can-lte (-it), re. Same as Ebonite.
Vul'can-i-za'tion (-T-za'shun), re.
[See Vulcan.]
The act or process of imparting to caoutchouc, guttapercha, or the like, greater elasticity, durability, or
hardness by heating with sulphur under pressure. Cf.

Caoutchouc, and Rubbee.
Vul'can-ize (vul'kan-iz), V. t. limp. & p. p. Vulcanized (-izd) p. pr. & vb. re. Vulcanizing (-i'zing).]
To change the properties of, as caoutchouc, or India rubber, by the process of -.'ulcanization.
Vidcanized fiber, paper, paper pulp, or other fiber, chemically treated, as with metallic chlorides, so as to form a
;

substance resembling ebonite in texture, hardness, etc.
Knight.
Vulcanized rubber. India rubber, vulcanized.
Vul'can-i'zer (-i'zer), n. One who, or that which, vulcanizes; esp., an apparatus for vulcanizing caoutchouc.

—

Vul-ca'no (viil-ka'no), n. A volcano. lObs.']
Vul'can-Ol'O-gy (viil'kan-Bl'o-jj^), re. [See Vulcan,
and -LOGY.] The science which treats of phenomena due
to plutonic action, as in volcanoes, hot springs, etc. [iJ.]
Vul'gar (vul'ger), a. [L. vulgaris, from vulgus the
multitude, the common people ; of uncertain origin : cf.
F. vulgaire. Cf. Divulge.] 1. Of or pertaining to the

mass, or multitude, of people common general ordinary public hence, in general use ; vernacular. " As
common as any the most vulgar thing to sense." Shak.
Things vulgar, and, well-weighed, scarce worth the praise.
;

;

;

;

;

Milton.
It might be more useful to the EngUsh reader ... to write in
our vulgar language.
Bp. Fell.
The mechanical process of multiplying books had brought
the New Testament in the vulgar tongue within the reach of
Bancroft.
every class.
2. Belonging or relating to the common people, as distinguished from the cultivated or educated ; pertaining
not select or distinguished
to common life ; plebeian
hence, sometimes, of little or no value. " Like the vulShak.
gar sort of market men."
Men who have passed all their time in low and vulgar life.
;

Addisoji.

In reading an account of a battle, we follow the hero with our
whole attention, but seldom reflect on the vulgar heaps of
Rambler.
slaughter.
3. Hence, lacking cultivation or refinement ; rustic
boorish ; also, offensive to good taste or refined feelings ;
low ; coarse ; mean ; base ; as, vulgar men, minds, language, or manners.
Shak.
Be thou familiar, but by no means vulgar.
Vulgar fraction. (Arilh.) See under Fraction.
Vul'gar, re. [Cf. F. vulgaire.'] 1. One of the common people ; a vulgar person. lObs.]
These vile vulgars are extremely proud. Chapman.
2. The vernacular, or common language.
lObs.]
Vul-ga'll-an (viil-ga'ri-an), re. A vulgar person ; one
who has vulgar ideas. Used also adjectively.
Vol'gar-fim (vul'ger-Iz'm), re. [Cf. F. vulgarisme.]
1. Grossness; rudeness; vulgarity.
2. A vulgar phrase or expression.

A

[06«.]
2. The act or practice of traveling.
Nations have interknowledge of one another by voyage into
Bacon.
foreign parts, or strang'zrs that come to them.
3. Course; way.

;

;

:

was consummate.

Macaulay.

Vul'ner-a-ble-ness, re. The quality or state of being
vulnerable ; vulnerabiiity.
Vul'ner-a-ry (-S-ry), a. [L. vulnerarius : cf . F. vulneraire.]
Useful in healing wounds
adapted to the
cure of external injuries as, vulnerary plants or potions.
" Such uaZreerary remedies. " Sir W. Scott.
n.
[Cf.
F. vulneraire.] (3Ied.) A vulnerary remedy.
Vul'ner-ate (-at), v. t. [L. vulneratus, p. p. of vulnerare to wound.] To wound to hurt. lObs.]
;

;

;

Vul'ner-a'tion (-a'shtin), n.
[L. vulneralio.] The
act of wounding, or the state of being wounded.
lObs.]
Vul'ner-ose' (-os'), a. Full of wounds ; wounded.
Vul-nif'io (vul-nif'ik), ) a. [L. vulnificus; vulnus a
wound -^/acere to make.]
Vul-nil'io-al (-I-kal), (

Causing wounds inflicting wounds wounding.
Vul-nose' (-nos'), a. Having wounds vuluerose.
;

;

;

II

from, or designating, an acid obtained from a lichen
(Cetraria vulpina) as a yellow or red crystalline substance which on decomposition yields pulvinic acid.
Vul'pi-cide (-pT-sid), re. [L. vulpes a fox
caedere
to kill.] One who kills a fox, except in hunting also,
the act of so killing a fox. [Written also vulpecide.]
Vul'pine (-pin or -pin; 277), a. [L. vulpinus, from
vulpes a fox.] Of or pertaining to the fox resembling
the fox foxy cunning crafty ; artful.
Vulpine phalanglBt IZool.), an Australian carnivorous
marsupial {Phulangista, or Trichosurus, vulpina);
called also vulpine phxdanger, and vulpine opossum.

+

;

;

;

;

;

—

Vul-pln'iC (viil-pTn'Ik),
;

Bartholomew
B. Jonson.

&

(-izd) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Vulgarizing (-i'zing).]
To make vulgar,
[Cf. F. vulgariser, LL. vulgarizare.]

garized
or

common.

V. Knox.
Exhortation vulgarized by low wit.
Vul'gar-ly, adv. In a vulgar manner.
Vul'gar-ness, re. The quality or state of being vulgar.
Vul'gate (-gat), re. [NL. vulgaia, from L. vulgatus
usual, common, p. p. of vulgare to make general, or common, fr. vulgus the multitude cf. F. vulgate. See Vulgar, a.] An ancient Latin version of the Scriptures, and
the only version which the Roman Catholic Church admits to be authentic ;
so called from its common use
in the Latin Church.
1^^ The Vulgate was made by Jerome at the close
of the 4th century. The Old Testament he translated
mostly from the Hebrew and Chaldaic, and the New
Testament he revised from an older Latin version. The
Douay version, so called, is an English translation from
the Vulgate. See Douay Bible.
:

—

final,

3/II

;

eve, event,

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

The quality

of beinf

;

tl^^ In most of the spehead and neck are
naked or nearly so. They
cies the

feed chiefly on carrion. The
condor, king vulture, turkey
buzzard, and black vulture
(Catharista atrata) are well

known American species.The griffin, lammergeir, and
Pharaoh's chicken, or Egypvulture,

tian

common

are

277),

vulgarity of the frequenters of

re.

;

ous species of rapacious birds
belonging to Vultur, Cathartes, Catharista, and various
other genera of the family
Vulluridx.

Vul-gar'i-ty (vul-gSrl-tJ^), re. [Cf. F. vulgaritS, L.
vulgaritas the multitude.]
1. The quality or state of
being vulgar ; mean condition of life ; the state of the
Sir T. Browne.
lower classes of society.
2. Grossness or clownishness of manners or language ;
absence of refinement ; coarseness.

Vnl'gar-1-Za'tion (viil'ger-I-za'shiin), re. The act or
process of making vulgar, or common.
Vul'gar-ize (viil'ger-iz), V. t. & i. limp. &p. p. Vul-

{Chem.) Same as Vulpic.

a.

Vul'pln-lsm (-pTn-iz'm),

cunning like the fox craft artfulness. [jR.]
He was without guile, and had no vulpinism at all. Carlyle.
Vul'pi-nlte (-pT-nit), re. [So called after Vulpino, ic
Italy.]
{Min.) A scaly granular variety of anhydrite of
a grayish white color, used for ornamental purposes.
VlU'tern (-tern), n. (Zool.) The brush turkey (Talegallus Lathami) of Australia. See Brush turkey.
Vul'ture (vQl'tiir 135), re. [OF. vultur,'L.vultur!
cf. OF. voltour, F. vautour.]
(Zool.) Any one of numer-

Old World vultures.

The reprobate

[iJ.]

A

re.
[L., a fox.] {Zool.)
Vul'pes
genus
of Carnivora including the foxes.
(Chem.) Pertaining oo, derived
Vul'plc (-pTk), a.

(vQl'pez),

fastidious taste will find offense in the occasional vulgarisms, or what we now call " slang," which not a few of our writColeridge.
ers seem to have affected.

Fair.

—

Vul'tur-ine (-Tn or
[L.

a.

-in

;

vulturinus.]

Of or pertaining to a vulture
resembling a vulture ^ , .
-5, ,.
„
j.^.
°,
,-...
..
California Vulture (Pseudo.

;
'

m

,

,

qualities or looks as, the
yryphus Califomianus).
vullurine sea eagle (Gypohierax Angolensis) ; vullurine rapacity.
The vidturine nose, which smells nothing but corruption,
;

no

credit to its possessor.

Vul'tur-lsh,

is

C. Kingsley.

Vulturous.

a.

re.
The quality or state of berapaciousness.
Like
a vulture rapacious.
Vul'tur-OUS
Vul'va (vul'va), re. [L. vulva, volva, from volvere to
roll.]
1. (Anai.) The external parts of the female
genital organs ; sometimes, the opening between the
projecting parts of the external organs.
2. (Zool. ) The orifice of the oviduct of an insect or
other invertebrate.
Vul'vl-form (-vi-f8rm), a. [L. vulva, volva, a wrapper -f -form.] (Bot.) Like a cleft with projecting edges.
[NL. See Vulva, and
llVul-vl'tis (vtil-vi'tis), re.
-iTis.]
(Med.) Inflammation of the vulva.
Vul'VO-U'ter-ine (vul'vo-u'tei-In or -in), a. (Anal.)
Pertaining both to the vulva and the uterus.
Vul'VO-vag'i-nal (-vaj'i-nal), a. (Anal.) Pertaining
both to the vulva and the vagina.
Vyce (vis), re. [Cf. Vise.] (Coopering) A kind of
clamp with gimlet points for iiolding a barrel head while
the staves are being closed around it.
Knight.
re. from Vie.
Vy'ing (vi'ing), a.
Vy'Ing-ly, adv.

Vul'tur-lsm

(-Iz'm),

ing like a vulture

;

(-lis), a.

&

idea,

ill

;

old,

;

—

dbey, drb, 5dd

:;

;

w
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w.
Wade

The act of wading. IColloq.']
1. One who, or that which, wades.
long-legged bird that wades in the
water in search of food, especially any species of limicoline or grallatorial birds ;
called also wading bird.
See Illust. g, under AvES.

W(dab"l

u), the twenty-third letter of the English
alphabet, is usually a consonant, but sometimes
a vowel, forming the second element of certain diphthongs, as in feio, how. It takes its written form and its
name from the repetition of a V, this being the original
form of the Roman capital letter which we call U. Etymologically it is most closely related to v and u. See V,
and U. Some of the uneducated classes in England, especially in London, confuse w and v, substituting the one
for the other, as weal for veal, and veal for weal ; wine
for vi?ie, and vine for wine, etc.
See Guide to Pronun-

(wad),

re.

Wad'er

(-er), re.
{Zo'dl.) Any

2.

it is

—

Wad'lng,
Wading

a.

&

from Wade,

re.

v.

Wadek,

(Zoo?.) See

bird.

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

)

&

;

;

:

—

;

—

—

&

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

No

;

;

;

;

1

&

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

^W

medium

to float.
Drfiden.
And now the shouts waft near the citadel.
wave or current of wind. " Every
Waft, re. 1.
Longfellow.
wa/if of the air."
In this dire season, oft the whirlwind's wing
Sweeps up the burden of whole wintry plains
Tliomson.
In one wide waft.
signal made by waving something, as a flag, in
2.

dles.

Wad'dling-ly, adv. In a waddling manner.
Wade (wad), re. Woad. [Oi«.]
Mortimer.

Wade (wadV

V.

i.

limp.

WadingT] [OE. waden

&

p. p.

Waded

;

p. pr.

to wade, to go, AS.

wadan ;

akin to OPries. wada, D. waden, G. loaten, OHG. watan,
vaSa, Sw. vada, Dan. vade, L. vadere to go, walk,
vadum a ford. Cf. Evade, Invade, Pervade, Waddle.]
1. To go ; to move forward.
[0J«.]
Vi^hen might is joined unto cruelty,
Alas, too deep will the venom wade.
Chancer.
Forbear, and wade no further in tliis speech. Old Plaij.
2. To walk in a substance that yields to the feet ; to
wove, sinking at each step, as in water, mud, sand, etc.
So eagerly the fiend
With head, hands, wings, or feet, pursues his way,
.

.

swims, or sinks, or wades, or creeps, or

A

the

;

;

to progress
" Thus we

dlfnculties.

;

;

Milton.

O
Thou wafter
2.

t.

To pass or

cross

by wading

;

as,

he waded

up, 0rn

;

pity

Beau,

tf

;

food,

f o^t

;

out,

oU ;

obair

;

go

;

may

;

IColloq.']

see,"

Wag,

re.
[From Was, v.] 1. The act of wagging
a shake as, a wag of the head. IColloq.']
2. [Perhaps shortened from wag-halter a rogue.] A
man full of sport and humor ; a ludicrous fellow a
humorist ; a wit a joker.
We wink at wags when they offend.
Dryden.
;

;

;

A counselor never pleaded without a piece

of pack thread in

which he used to twist about a finger all the while he
was speaking the wags used to call it the thread of his dis*
his hand,

;

Addison.
small East Indian wild cat (Felis wagati), regarded by some as a variety of the leopard cat.
Wage (waj), V. t. limp.
p. p. Waged (wajd) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Waging (vva'jiug).]
[OE. loagen, OF.
wagier, gagier, to pledge, promise, F. gager to wager,
lay, bet, tr. LL. wadium a pledge of Teutonic origin ;
cf. Goth, wadi a pledge, gaioadjon to pledge, akin to E,
wed, G. welte a wager. See Wed, and cf. Gage.] 1. To
pledge ; to hazard on the event of a contest ; to stake
to bet ; to lay to wager ; as, to wage a dollar. Hakluyt.
course.
II

Wa-ga'ti (wa-ga'te),

A

{Zo'dl.)

re.

&

&

;

;

My life I never held but as a pawn
To wage

against thy enemies.
Shak.
one's self to, as a risk ; to incur, as a
to venture to hazard. " Too weak to wage an
instant trial with the king."
Shak.
To wake and wage a danger profitless.
Shak.

To expose

2.

danger

;

;

To engage in,

as a contest, as if by previous gage or
to carry on, as a war.
[He pondered] which of all his sons was fit
To reign and wage immortal war with wit. Dryden,
The two are waging war, and the one triumphs by the de3.

pledge

;

struction of the other.

I.Taylor,

To adventure, or

4.
out.

"Thou

[06s.]

lay out, for hire or reward
.

.

.

5. To put upon wages
to hire
wages to. [06s.]
Abundance of treasure which he had
;

might wage
6. (0.

;

Spenser,
to employ ; to pay

in store, wherewith ho

soldiers.

Ilolinslied.

would have them waged for their

I

to hire
for

;

must wage thy works

wealth."

labor.

Latimer.

Eng. Law) To give security for the perform-

Burrill.
ance of.
To wage battle (O.Eng. Latr), to give gage, or security,
for joimng in the duetlam, or combat.
See Wager of
Burrill.
battel, under Wager, re.
To wage one's law
(Law), to give security to make one's law. See Wager
of law, under Wager, re.
Wage, «>. t. To bind one's self to engage. [06s.]
Wage, n. [OF. wage, gage, guarantee, engagement.
See Wage, v. t.] 1. That which is staked or ventured ;
that for which one incurs risk or danger prize gage.
Spenser.
[06s.] "That warlike joofirc."
2. That for which one labors meed ; reward stipulated payment for service performed hire pay compensation
at present generallj' used in the plur-al. See
Wages. " My day 's wniye. " Sir W.Scott. "Atle.tstl
earned my wage." Thackeray. " Pay them a wage in advance." J. Morley. "The tcw^es of virtue." Tennyson.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

By Tom

;

;

Tliunih, a fairy page,

He sent it, and doth him engage,
Bv promise of a mighty wage.
It secretly to carry.

Jllmfitor,.

Our praises are our wages.
Shnk.
Existing legislation on the subject of wages, Encyc. Brit.
and
first
W<iqe
is
used
adjectively
as
the
port
of
^^W^
coiiipotnids wluch are usually self-explaining; as, wage
worker, or »'«ye-worker ; «'(r;/<'-earner, etc.
Board wagoo. See luider 1st Board.
Syn. Hire; reward; stipend; salary; allowaiica;

—

pay

;

compousation

Wag'el(w.V5I),

Fl.

Wa'gen-boom'

Ainsworth.

boat for passn^e.
;

the rivers and swamps.

use, unite, r^ide, full,

A

Charon,

of the soul to bliss or bane.

Waf'ture (waf'tfir; 136), re. The act of waving;
2i. Browning.
a wavelike motion a waft.
An angry «;n/'<i"-« of your hand.
Sliak.

JJavcnant.
V.

air.

An unpleasant flavor. [06s.]
4. (Naut.) A knot, or stop, in the middle of a flag.
[Written also ivhefl.}
(1^°' A flag witli a waft in it, when hoisted at the
staff, or liall way to the gaff, means, a man overboard
at the peak, a desire to communicate at the masthead,
" Recall boats."
Waft'age (-aj 48), re. Conveyance on a buoyant meShak.
dium, as air or water.
Drajjton.
Boats prepared for waftagc to and fro.
Waft'er (-er), re. 1. One who, or that which, wafts.

S. Hence, to move with difficulty or labor ; to proceed
Blowly among objects or circumstances that constantly
tinder or embarrass ; as, to wade through a dull book.
And wades through fumes, and gropes Iiis way. Drj/den.
The king's admirable conduct has waded through all these

Wade,

To

3.

to stir.

;

quoth he, " how the world wags." Shak.
go ; to depart ; to pack off. [i?.]
I will provoke him to 't, or let him wag.
Shak.

3.

.

flies.

;

A

&

loel.

And

;

16.

;

;

;

vb. n.

Jer. xviii.

^S^ ^ag expresses specifically the motion of the head
and body used in buffoonery, mirth, derision, sport, and
mockery.
Wag, V. i. 1. To move one way and the other to be
shaken to and fro to vibrate.
The resty sieve wagged ne'er the more.
Dryden.
2. To be in action or motion
to move to get along

;

&

discerner durst wag his tongue in censure.
Shdk.
that passeth thereby shall be astonished, and wag

Every one
his head.

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

2.

Wad'mol

(wod'mol), re. [Of Scand. origin cf. Icel.
vadnial a woollen stuff, Dan. vadmel. Cf. Wad a small
mass, and Woodmeil.] A coarse, hairy, woollen cloth,
ciation, §§ 266-268.
formerly used for garments by the poor, and for various
Waag (wiig), n. _(Zodl.) The grivet.
other purposes. [Spelled also wadmal, wadmeal, wadWaa-hoo' (wa-hoo'), n. (Sol.) The burning bush
moll, vadmel, etc.] Beck {Draper's Diet.). Sir IK. Scott.
said to be so called after a quack medicine made from it.
Wad'set (-set), ?;. [Scot, wad a pledge akin to Sw.
Wab'ble (wiSb'b'l), v. i. [C(. Prov. G. wabbeln to' vad a, v/agei. See Wed.] (Scots Law) A. 'kind of pledge
wabble, and E. wltap. Cf. Quaver.] To move stagger- or mortgage. [Written also wadsett.}
ingly or unsteadily from one side to the other to vacilWad'set-ter (-ter), n. One wlio holds by a wadset.
late
to move in the manner of a rotating disk when the
Wad'y (wod'y),re. / p/.'WADiES (-Tz). [Ar. wddi a
axis of rotation is inclined to that of the disk
said of valley, a channel of a river, a river.] A ravine through
a turning or whirling body; as, a top wabbles; abuzz which a brook flows the channel of a water course,
Baw wabbles.
which is dry except in the rainy season.
Wab'ble, n. A hobbling, unequal motion, as of a
Spenser.
Wae (wa), re. A wave. [06s.]
wheel unevenly hung ; a staggering to and fro.
Waeg (wag), n. (ZooZ.) The kittiwate. IScol.']
Wabljly (-bly ), a. Inclined to wabble wabbling.
(wa'fer),
re.
[OE.
OF.
loavfre,
gaiifre,
Wa'fer
wafre,
Wack'e (wak'e or wak), n. [G. luacke, MHG. wacTte F. gaufre ; of Teutonic origin cf. LG.
D. wafel, G.
alarge stone, OHG. wagrsro waffel, Dan. vaffel, Sw. vaffla ; all akin to G. wabe a honWack'y (wSk'y),
(
a pebble.] (Geol.) A soft, earthy, dark-colored rock or eycomb, OHG. waba, being named from the resemblance
clay derived from the alteration of basalt.
to a honeycomb.
G. wabe is probably akin to E. weave.
Wad (wod), n. [See Woad.] Woad. [06s.]
See Weave, and cf. Waffle, Gauffer.] 1. (Cookery)
Wad, n. [Probably of Scand. origin cf. Sw. vadd A thin cake made of flour and other ingredients.
wadding, Dan. vat, D. & G. watte. Cf. Wadmol.] 1. A
Wafers piping hot out of the gleed.
Chaucer.
little mass, tuft, or bundle, as of hay or tow.
Holland.
The curious work in pastry, the fine cakes, wafers, and
2. Specifically A little mass of some soft or flexible marchpanes.
Holland.
.
material, such as hay, straw, tow, paper, or old rope
A woman's oaths are wafers break with making. B. Junson.
yarn, used for retaining a charge of powder in a gun, or
2. (Eccl.) A thin cake or piece of bread (commonly
for keeping the powder and shot close also, to diminish unleavened, circular, and stamped with a crucifix or with
or avoid the effects of windage. Also, by extension, a the sacred monogram) used in the Eucharist, as in the
disk of felt, pasteboard, etc., serving a similar purpose.
Roman Catholic Church.
3. A soft mass, especially of some loose, fibrous sub3. An adhesive disk of dried paste, made of flour, gelastance, used for various purposes, as for stopping an tin, isinglass, or the like, and coloring matter,
used in
aperture, padding a garment, etc.
sealing letters and other documents.
Wad hook, a rod with a screw or hook at the end, used
Wafer cake, a sweet, thin cake. Shah.
Wafer irons,
icr removing the wad from a gun.
or Wafer tongs ( Cookery), a pincher-shaped contrivance,
vb. n. having flat plates, or blades, between which wafers are
Wad, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Wadded p. pr.
Wafer woman, a woman who sold wafer cakes
Wadding.] 1. To form into a mass, or wad, or into wad- baked.
also, one employed in amorous intrigues. Beau. & Fl.
ding as, to wad tow or cotton.
W&'leT, V. t. limp. & p. p. Wafeked (-ferd) p. pr.
2. To insert or crowd a wad into
as, to wad a gun
& vb. n. Wafering.] To seal or close with a wafer.
also, to stuff or line with some soft substance, or wadWa'fer-er (-er), n. A dealer in the cakes called wading, like cotton as, to load a cloak.
Chaucer.
Wad, Ire. (iifira.) (a) An earthy oxide of manganese, fers a confectioner. [06s.]
Waffle (wof'f '1), re. [D. wafel. See Wafee.] 1. A
Wadd, ) or mixture of different oxides and water,
thin
cake
baked
and
then
rolled
a
wafer.
with some oxide of iron, and often silica, alumina, Jtme,
2. A soft indented cake cooked in a waffle iron.
or baryta
black ocher.
There are several varieties.
Waffie iron, an iron utensil or mold made in two parts
(6) Plumbago, or black lead.
Wad'dlng (wSd'diing), n. [See Wad a little mass.] shutting together, used for cooking waffles over a fire.
Waft (waft), V. t. limp.
p. p. Wafted p. pr. &
1. A wad, or the materials for wads
any pliable sub[Prob. originally imp. & p. p. of wave,
vb. re. Wafting.]
stance of which wads may be made.
2. Any soft stuff of loose texture, used for stuffing or V. t. See Wave to waver.] 1. To give notice to by wavpadding garments esp., sheets of carded cotton pre- ing something to wave the hand to to beckon. [06s.]
Shal:.
But soft who wafts us yonder ?
pared for the purpose.
Wad'dle (wSd'd'l), V. i. limp. & p. p. Waddled
2. To cause to move or go in a wavy manner, or by
(-d'ld) p. pr.
vb. n. Waddling (-dlTng).]
[Freq. of the impulse of waves, as of water or air to bear along
wade ; cf AS. wsedlian to beg, from wadan to go. See on a buoyant medium as, a balloon was wafted over the
Wade.] To walk with short steps, swaying the body channel.
Milton.
A gentle wafting to immortal hfe.
from one side to the other, like a duck or a very fat
Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul,
person
to move clumsily and totteringly along
to
the
Pope.
sigh
from
Indus
to
pole.
And
a
waft
toddle to stumble as, a child waddles when he begins
3. To cause to float to keep from sinking to buoy.
to walk a goose waddles.
Shak.
Sir
T. Browne.
[06s.]
She drawls her words, and waddles in her pace. Young.
regular but waft was formerly someWad'dle, v. t. To trample or tread down, as high times This verb isShakespeare,
instead of wafted.
used, as by
grass, by walking through it.
[/?.]
Drayton.
To
be moved, or to pass, on a buoyant
V. i.
Waft,
Wad'dler (-dler), n. One who, or that which, wad;

Wag

(w5g), V. t. limp. &, p. p. Wagged (w5gd) p,
pr. & vb. re. Wagging.] [OE. waggen; probably oJ
Scand. origin cf. Sw. vagga to rock a cradle, vagga
cradle, Icel. vagga, Dan. vugge ; akin to AS. wagian to
move, wag, wegan to bear, carry, G. & I), bett'ejrere tc
move, and E. weigh. V136. See Weigh.] To move
one way and the other with quick turns to shake to
and fro to move vibratingly to cause to vibrate, as a
part of the body as, to wag the head.

A

on tree.] (Bot.)
tea grandi/hra)

;

wagon

sing, ink

i

;

renuuieratiou

re.

(Zo'ol.)

;

fruit.

SeeWAOOEL.
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WAGER

N

Wa'ger

(wa'jev), n.
[OE. wager, wajour, OF. wagiere, or icageure, F. gageure. See Wage, v. /.] 1. Somethiug deposited, laid, or hazarded on the event of a contest or an unsettled question ; a bet ; a stake ; a pledge.
Besides these plates for horse races, the wagers may be as the
Sir \V. Temple.
persons please.
If any atlieist can stake his soul for a wager against such an
inexhaustible disproportion, let him never hereafter accuse
Btntley.
others of credulity.
2. (Law)
contract by which two parties or more
agree that a certain sum of money, or other tiring, shall
be paid or delivered to one of them, on the happening or
Bouvier.
not happening of an uncertain event.
At common law a wager is considered as a legal

A

O

Q

ceiling (Arch.),

a semicircular, or wagon-headed, arch or

— sometimes used also

of a ceiling whose section
is polygonal instead of semicircular.
Wagon master, an
officer or person in charge of one or more wagons, especially of those used for transporting freight, as the supplies of an army, and the like.
Wagon shoe, a skid, or
shoe, for retarding the motion of a wagon wheel a drag.
Wagon vault. (Arch.) See under 1st Vault.
ceiling

;

—

—

—

;

Wag'on (wag'iin),«).Z.
p. pr.

& vb.

wagons

n.

[imp. Sip. p. Wagoned (-und)
To transport in a wagon or

Wagoning.]

goods are wagoned from city to city.
Wag'on, V. i. To wagon goods as a business as, the
man wagons between Philadelphia and its suburbs.
;

as,

;

Wag'on-age (-Sj), n. 1. Money paid for carriage or
^^°
conveyance in a wagon.
contract which the courts must enforce unless it be on a
2.
A collection of wagons ; wagons, collectively.
immoral,
or
tending
subject contrary to public policy, or
Wagonage, provender, and a piece or two of cannon. Carlyle.
to the detriment of the public, or affecting the interest,
feelings, or character of a third person. In many of the
Wag'on-er (-er), n. 1. One who conducts a wagon ;
United States an action can not be sustained upon any one whose business it is to drive a wagon.
wager or bet.
Chilly, Bouvier.
2. (Astron.)
The constellation Charles's Wain, or
3. That on which bets are laid ; the subject of a bet.
Ursa Major. See Ursa major, under Ursa.
Wager of battel, or Wager of battle (0. E)ig. Law), the
Wag'on-ette' (-ef), n. A kind of pleasure wagon,
giving of gage, or pledge, for trying a cause by single uncovered and with seats excombat, formerly allowed in military, criminal, and civil tended along the sides, decauses. In writs of right, where the trial was by champions, the tenant produced his champion, who, by throw- signed to carry six or eight
mg down his glove as a gage, or pledge, thus waged, or persons besides the driver.
stipulated, battle with the champion of the demandant,
Wag'on-ful (-f ul), n. ; pi.
who, by taking up the glove, accepted the challenge. Wagonfuls (-fulz). As much
The loager of battel, which has been long in disuse, was as a wagon will hold ; enough
Wagonette.
abolislied in England in 1819, by a statute passed in conto fill a wagon ; a wagonload.
sequence of a defendant's havmg waged his battle in a
Wag'on-head'ed (-hSd'Sd), a. Having a top, or head,
case which arose about that period. See Battel.
Wager
shaped like the top of a covered wagon, or resembling in
of law (Law), the giving of gage, or sureties, by a defendant in an action of debt, that at a certain day assigned section or outline an inverted U , thus, f) i as, a wagonhe would take a law, or oath, in open court, that he did headed ceiling.
not owe the debt, and at the same time bring with him
Wag'on-load' (-lod'), n. Same as Wagonpdl.
eleven neighbors (called cornpurgalors), who should avow
Wag'on-roofed' (-rooff ), a. Having a roof, or top,
upon their oaths that they believed in their consciences shaped like an inverted
wagon-headed.
(J
that he spoke the truth.
Wager policy. (Insurance Law)
Wag'on-ry (-ry), n. Conveyance by means of a
See under Policy.
Milton.
wagon or wagons. [Obs."]
Wa'ger, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Wagered (-jerd) ; p. pr.
Wag'on-wrlght' (-rif), n. One who makes wagons.
vb. n. Wagering.]
To hazard on the issue of a conWag'tall' (-tal'), n. (Zool.) Any one of many spetest, or on some question that is to be decided, or on
cies of Old World singing birds belonging to Motacilla
some casualty ; to lay ; to stake ; to bet.
and several allied genera of the family Motacillidx.
And ivagered with him
They have the habit of constantly jerking their long tails
Pieces of gold 'gainst this which then he wore,
Shak.
up and down, whence the name.
Wa'ger, i). i. To make a bet ; to lay a wager.
Field wagtail, any one of several species of wagtails of
'T was merry when
the genus Biidytes having the tail shorter, the legs longer,
You wagered on your angling.
Shak.
and the hind claw longer and straighter, than do the
Wa'ger-er (-er), n. One who wagers, or lays a bet.
water wagtails. Most of the species are yellow beneath.
Garden wagtail, the Indian
Wa'ger-lng, a. Hazarding ; pertaining to the act of Called also yellow wagtail.
Pled wagblack-breasted wagtail (Nemorieola Indica).
one who wagers.
tail, the common
Wagering policy. (Com.) See Wager policy, imder Policy.
European water
Wa'ges (wa'jSz), n., plural in termination, but sin- wagtail (Motacilgular in signification. [Plural of wage ; cf. F. gages, pi., la lugubris). It is
wages, hire. See Wage, n.] A compensation given to a variegated with
hired person for services ; price paid for labor ; recom- black and white.
The name is appense; hire. See Wage, n., 2.
plied also to othThe wages of sin is death.
Rom. vi. 23. er allied species
Wages fund (Polit. Econ,), the aggregate capital existing having similar
at any time in any country, which theoretically is uncon^^'^ ^«St^" (Motacilla lugubris).
ditionally destined to be paid out in wages. It was for- lllrhiPd^^dm.
merly held, by MiU and other political economists, that washer. —'Ws.gta.il flycatcher, a true flycatcher (Saulothe average rate of wages in any country at any time de- procta motacilloides) common in Southern Australia,
pended upon the relation of the wages fund to the num- where it is very tame, and frequents stock yards and
ber of laborers. This theory has been greatly modified gardens and often builds its nest about houses — called
by the discovery of other conditions atEecting wages, also black fanlail. Water wagtail, (a) Anyone of sevwhich it does not take into account.
Encyc. Brit. eral species of wagtails of the restricted genus Motacilla.
They live chiefly on the shores of ponds and streams.
Syn. See under Wage, m.
(b) The American water thrush.
See Water thrush.
Wag'gel (wSg'gSl), n. (Zool.) The young of the Wood
wagtail, an Asiatic wagtail (Calobates sulphurea)
great black-backed gull (Larus marinus), formerly con- having a slender bill and short legs.
sidered a distinct species. [_Prov. Eng.~\
Wall (wa), n. (Zool.) The panda.
Wag'ger-y (-ger-5f), n. ; pi. Waggeries (-Tz). [From
(wa-hii'be), n. [Ar. wahabi."] A follower
Wag.] The manner or action of a wag ; mischievous of Wa-ha'bee
Abdel Wahab (b. 1691 ; d. 1787), a reformer of Momerriment ; sportive trick or gayety
good-humored hammedanism. His
doctrines prevail particularly among
sarcasm ; pleasantry ; jocularity ; as, the waggery of a
the Bedouins, and the sect, though checked in its influschoolboy.
Locke. ence, extends
to most parts of Arabia, and also into InA drollery and lurking wagf/er?/ of expression. W. Irving. dia. [Written also Wahaby.]
Wag'gie (-gi), n. The pied wagtail. [Prov. Eng.'\
Wald (wad), a. [For weighed.] Oppressed with
Wag'glsh (-gish), a. 1. Like a wag ; mischievous in weight; crushed; weighed down. [Obs.]
Tusser.
sport roguish in merriment or good hmnor ; frolicsome.
Waif (waf), n. [OF. waif, gaif, as adj., lost, un" A company of waggish boys."
L'Estrange. claimed, chose gaive a waif, LL. wayfium, res vaivae;
2. Done, made, or laid in waggery or for sport ; sport- of Scand. origin.
See Waive.] 1. (Eng. Law) Goods
ive ; humorous as, a waggish trick.
found of which the owner is not known ; originally,
Wag'gish-ly, adv.
Wag'gish-ness, n.
such goods as a pursued thief threw away to prevent beWag'gie (wSg'g'l), V. i. [Freq. of wag ; cf. D. wag- ing apprehended, which belonged to the king unless the
gelen, G. wackeln^ To reel, sway, or move from side to owner made pursuit of the felon, took him, and brought
side ; to move with a wagging motion ; to waddle.
him to justice.
Blackstone.
Why do you go nodding and waggling so ? L' Estrange.
2. Hence, anything found, or without an owner ; that
Wag'gie, V. I. \imp.
p. p. Waggled (-g'ld) p. which comes along, as it were, by chance. " Rolling in
pr.
vb. n. Waggling (-glTng).]
To move frequently his mind old waifs of rhyme."
Tennyson.
one way and the other ; to wag ; as, a bird waggles his
3. A wanderer a castaway ; a stray ; a homeless child.
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A waif

tail.

Wag'-hal'ter

who moves
ICollog.

&

IWag

(-hal'ter), n.

or wears a halter

-f-

halter.']

One

one likely to be hanged.

;

I can

tell

you, I

am

a

mad

wag-halter.

Marston.

(Min.) A fluophosphate of
magnesia, occurring in yellowish crystals, and also in
massive forms.
Wag'on (-un), n. [D. wagen. V136. See Wain.]
1. A wheeled carriage
a vehicle on four wheels, and
usually drawn by horses especially, one used for carrying freight or merchandise.
In the United States, light wagons are used for
.J^^
the
conveyance of persons and light commodities.
2. A freight car on a railway.
lEng,]
3. A chariot.
[06s.]
Spenser.
4. (Astron.) The Dipper, or Charles's Wain.
This
word
and
its
compounds
are
often
written
f^"
{waggon, ivaggonage, etc.), chiefly in Eng1
J ^?.^'^
Jand.
The forms wagon, wagonage, etc., are, however,
etymologically preferable, and in the United States are
almost universally used.
Wagon boiler. See the Note under Boiler, 2. Wagon

Wag'ner-lte

Cowper.
Desirous to return, and not received.
(waft), n.
waif.
Spenser.
[Obs.]
(wal), V. t,
[Cf. Icel. val choice, velja to choose,
akin to Goth, waljan, G. wdhlen.] To choose ; to select.

A

Walft

Wail

Obs.-]

(-ner-It), n.

;

;

—

ale,

seoatei c^re,

am, arm, ask,

" Wailed wine and meats."
Henryson.
Wail, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Wailed (wald) p. pr. &
Wailing.] [OE. wailen, weilen, probably fr. Icel.
vsela ; cf. Icel. vse, vei, woe, and E. wayment, also OE.
wai, wei, woe. Cf. Woe.]
To lament to bewail to
[Obs.]

;

vb. n.

;

grieve over

Wail, V.
ful outcry

;

i.

as, to

;

Shak.

wail one's death.

To express sorrow audibly

;

to

make mourn-

to weep.
Micah i. 8.
Therefore I will wail and howl.
Wall, n. Loud weeping ; violent lamentation wail"
Longfellow.
ing.
The wail of the forest."
Wall'er (-er), n. One who wails or laments.
Wail'er-eSS (-es), n. A woman who wails. [Obs.]
;

;

Wail'tul

(-ful). <!

Sorrowful

;

mournful.

" Like

wailful widows." Spenser. " Wailful sonnets." Shak.
Wall'lng-ly, adv. In a wailing manner.
"Wall'ment (-ment), re. Lamentation ; loud weeping
Bp. Hacket.
wailing.
[Obs.]
final,

gll

;

«
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eve, event, £nd, fern,

recent;

ice,

(wa'mSnt), V. & n. See Wayment. [Obs."]
Wain (wan), n. [OE. wain, AS. wiegn : akin to D.
& G. wagen, OHG. wagan, Icel. & Sw. vagn, Dan. vogn,
and E. way. V136. See Way, Weigh, and cf Wagon.]
1. A four-wheeled vehicle for the transportation of
goods, produce, etc.
a wagon.
The wardens see nothing but a wain of hay. Jeffrey.

Wal'ment

.

;

Driving in ponderous wains their household goods
shore.

to the sea-

Longfellow.

A chariot.

2.

[Obs.]

Pope.

The Wain. (Astron.) See Charles's Wain, in the Vocabulary.
Wain rope, a cart rope. Shak.

—

Wain'a-We

(-a-b'l), a.

Capable of being plowed ot
j

cultivated

arable

tUlable.
[Obs.]
Cowell.
[From Wain.]
48), n.
finding of
carriages, carts, etc., for the transportation of goods,
;

Wain'age

produce,

(-aj

;

A

;

etc.

Ainsworth.

Wain'age, n. (O.-Eng. Law) See Gainage, a.
Wain'bote' (-bof),
[Wain -\- bote.] (0. Eng. Law)
?!..

See Cartbote.

See also the Note under Bote.
[OD. waeghe-schot,
277), n.

Wain'scot (wan'skot
D. wagen

-

schot,

;

a clap-

board, fr. OD. waeg, weeg,
a wall (akin to AS. wah;
cf. Icel. reggr) -j- schot a
covering of boards (akin to
E. shot, shoot).] 1. Oaken
timber or boarding. [Obs.]

A wedge of wainscot is fittest
and most proper for cleaving
of an oaken tree.
Urquhart.
Inclosed in a chest of wainJ. Dart.

scot.

A

2. (Arch.)
wooden
lining or boarding of the
walls of apartments, usually made in panels.
3. (Zool.) Any one of
numerous species of European motlis of the family

Leucanidx.
(Il^= They are reddish
or yellowish, streaked or
lined with black and white.

Their larvae feed on grasses

and sedges.
Wain'scot, v. t. [imp.
& p. p. Wainscoted p.
pr. & vb. n. Wainscoting.]
;

To

with boards or
panelwork, or as if with
pauelwork as, to wainscot a hall.
Music soundeth better in
chambers wainscoted than
line

;

One

Pattern of Wainscot.

Bacon.

hanged.

The other is wainscoted with looking-glass. Addison.
Waln'SCOt-ing, n. 1. The act or occupation of covering or lining with boards In panel.
2. The material used to wainscot a house, or the wainscot as a whole ; panelwork.
Waln'wrlght' (-rif), re. Same as Wagonwright.
Wair (wSr), n. (Carp.) A piece of plank two yards
long and a foot broad.
Bailey.
Waist (wast), ra. [OE.wast; originally, growth, akin
to AS. weaxan to grow; cf. AS. wsestm growth. See
W^x to grow.] 1. That part of the human body which
is immediately below the ribs or thorax ; the small part
of the body between the thorax and hips.
Chaucer.
I am in the waist two yards about.
Shak.
2. Hence, the middle part of other bodies especially
(Naut.), that part of a vessel's deck, bulwarks, etci
which is between the quarter-deck and the forecastle
the middle part of the ship.
3. A garment, or part of a garment, which covers the
body from the neck or shoulders to the waist line.
4.
girdle or belt for the waist.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Waist anchor. SeeSHEET ANCHOR, 1, in the Vocabulary.
;

A

Walsfband (-bond), n. 1. The band which encompasses the waist ; esp., one on the upper part of breeches,
trousers, pantaloons, skirts, or the like.
2.
sash worn by women around the waist. [R.]
WaiSt'clOtll (-klSth ; 115), n. 1. A cloth or wrapper
worn about the waist; by extension, such a garment
worn about the hips and passing between the thighs.
2. (Naut.) A covering of canvas or tarpaulin for the
hammocks, stowed on the nettings, between the quarterdeck and the forecastle.

A

Waist'coat (wasfkot colloq. wgs'kut 277), re. (a)
A short, sleeveless coat or garment for men, worn under
the coat, extending no lower than the hips, and covering the waist a vest, (b) A garment occasionally worn
by women as a pait of fashionable costume.
;

;

;

^W^ The waistcoat was a part of female attire as well
as male. ... It was only when the waistcoat was worn
without a gown or upper dress that it was considered the
Nares.
mark of a mad or profligate woman.
Syn. — See Vest.
Waist'coat-eer' (-er'), n. One wearing a waistcoat
woman wearing one uncovered, or thought fit for
such a habit; hence, a loose woman strumpet. [Obs."]
Do you think you are here, sir.
Amongst your waistcoateers, your base wenches ? Beau. Sf FI
Walst'OOat-ing, n. A fabric designed for waistcoats
esp., one in which there is a pattern, differently colored
yarns being used.
Walst'er (wasfer), n. (Naut.) A seaman, usually a
green hand or a broken-down man, stationed in the waist
esp., a

;

of a vessel of war.
Wait (wat), V. i.

[imp.

&

p. p.

iJ. H. Dana, Jr.
Waited p. pr. &
;

Waiting.] [OE. waiten, OF. waitier, gaitier, to
watch, attend, F. guetter to watch, to wait for, fr. OHG.
wahta a guard, watch, G. wacht, from OHG. wahhen to
vb. n.

idea, HI;

old,

Sbey, drb, 5dd;

;;

;;

1623

watch, be awake.
V134. See Wake, v. i.] 1. To
watch to observe to take notice. [06i.]
**
But [ unless] ye wait well and be privy,
Cfitzucer.
I wot right well, I am but dead," quoth she.
2. To stay or rest in expectation to stop or remain
to
Btati onary tUl the arrival of some person or evant
rest in patience ; to stay ; not to depart.
All the days of my appointed time will I wait, till my change

akin to OPries. waka, OS. wakon, D. waken, G. wachen,
OHG. wahhen, Icel. vaka, Sw. vaken, Dan. vaage, Goth.
wakan, v. i., uswakjan, v. t., Skr. vajay to rouse, to im1. To
pel. V134. Cf. Vigil, Wait, v. i.. Watch, v. ?'.]

;

be or to continue awake

to watcli not to sleep.
;
The father waketh for the daughter. Ecclus. xlii. 9.
Milton.
Though wisdom wake, suspicion sleeps.
I can not think any time, waking or sleeping, without being

;

;

;

Job xiv. 14.
who only stand and wait. Milton.
dear father 't is no time t5WJai(. Drydm.
To wait on or upon, (a) To attend, as a servant ; to
perform services for as, to wait on a gentleman ; to wait

Locke.
sensible of it.
2. To sit up late for festive purposes ; to hold a night
revel.
The king doth wake to-night, and takes his rouse.
Keeps wassail, and the swaggering upspring reels. Shak.

on the table. "Authority and reason on her wait.''''
Milton. " I must tonit on myself, must I ? " Shak. (b)
To attend to go to see to visit on business or for ceremony, (c) To follow as a consequence to await. " That
ruin that ivaits on such a supine temper." Dr. H. More.
to follow with the eye to
Id) To look watchfully at
watch. [R.] " It is a point of cunning to wait upon him
with whom you speak with your eye." Bacon, (e) To
shall
attend to to perform. " Aaron and his sons
wait on their priest's office." Num. iii. 10. (/) (Falconry)
To fly above its master, waiting till game is sprung
Baid of a hawk. Encyc. Brit.
Wait (wat), V. t. 1. To stay for to rest or remain stationary in expectation of to await as, to wait orders.
Awed with these words, in camps they still abide,

3. To be excited or roused from sleep to awake to
be awakened ; to cease to sleep
often with up.
He infallibly woke up at the sound of the concluding doxology.

some.

They

^

WALK

WAIT
;

Haste,

also serve

my

!

;

;

;

;

,

G. Eliot.

4. To be excited or roused up ; to be stirred up from
a dormant, torpid, or inactive state to be active.

;

.

;

.

;

Gentle airs due at their hour
Milton.
fan the earth now waked.
Keble.
Then ivake, my soul, to high desires.
(wak), V, i, 1. To rouse from sleep ; to awake.
The angel . . . came again and waked me. Zech. iv, 1.
2. To put in motion or action ; to arouse ; to excite.
" I shall waken all this company."
Chaucer.
Lest fierce remembrance wake my sudden rage. Milton.
Even Richard's crusade woke little interest in his island realm.
J. R. Green.
3. To bring to life again, as if from the sleep of death
to reanimate ; to revive.
To second life
Waked in the renovation of the just.
Milton.
4. To watcli, or sit up with, at night, as a dead body.
Wake, re. 1. The act of waking, or being awaked
\_Obs. or Poetic]
also, the state of being awake.
Making such difference 'twixt wake and sleep. Shak.
Singing her flatteries to my morning wake. Dryden.
2. The state of forbearing sleep, especially for solemn

To

.

;

—

Wake

;

;

;

And wait with longing looks their promised guide. Dryden.
2. To attend as a consequence to follow upon to accompany to await. [06*.]
3. To attend on to accompany especially, to attend
;

;

;

;

;

with ceremony or respect.

[OJs.]

He chose a thousand horse, the flower of alj
Dryden.
His warlike troops, to wait the funeral.
of heart shall wait thee.
Rowe.
And everlasting anguish be thy portion.
said of
4. To cause to wait ; to defer ; to postpone ;
a meal ; as, to wait dinner. \Colloq.']
Walt, n. [OF. xoaite, guaite, gaite, F. guet watch,
watching, guard, from OHG. wahta. See Wait, v. i.]
1. The act of waiting ; a delay ; a "jalt.
There is a wait of three hours at the border Mexican town of
& £. Griffin.
El Paso.
Milton.
2. Ambush. " Kn enemy in wait."
[06i.]
3. One who watches ; a watchman.
played
town
musicians
by
4. pi. Hautboys, or oboes,
Halliwell.
not used in the singular. [^Obs.']
5. pi. Musicians who sing or play at night or in the
early morning, especially at Christmas time ; serenaders
musical watchmen. [Written formerly wayghtes.']
Beau, fy Ft.
Hark 1 are the waits abroad ?
The sound of the waits, rude as may be their minstrelsy,
breaks upon the mid watches of a winter night with the effect
of perfect harmony.
W. Irving.
To lay wali;, to prepare an ambuscade.
To lie in wait.
See under 4th Lie.
Walt'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, waits
an attendant ; a servant in attendance, esp. at table.
The waiters stand in ranks the yeomen cry,
•• Make room," as if a duke were passing by.
Swift.
Remorse and heaviness

—

or festive purposes a vigil.
The warlike wakes continued all the night.
And funeral games were played at new returning light.
Dryden.
The wood nymphs, decked with daisies trim.
Milton.
Their merry wakes and pastimes keep.
3. Specifically (a) (Ch. of Eng.) An annual parish
festival formerly held in commemoration of the dedication of a church.
Originally, prayers were said on the
evening preceding, and hymns were sung during the night,
in the church ; subsequently, these vigils were discontinued, and the day itself, often with succeeding days,
was occupied in rural pastimes and exercises, attended
by eating and drinking, often to excess.
Great solemnities were made in all churches, and great fairs
Xa. Bemers.
and wakes throughout all England.
And every village smokes at wakes with lusty cheer. Drayton,
(b) The sitting up of persons with a dead body, often
attended with a degree of festivity, chiefly among the
" Blithe as shepherd at a wake."
Coxoper.
Irish.
Wake play, the ceremonies and pastimes coimected with
Chaucer.
above.
\_Obs.\
Wake,
3
(ft),
awake. See
re.,
Wake'ful (-ful), a. Not sleeping indisposed to sleep
watchful ; vigilant.
Dissembling sleep, but wakeful with the fright. Dryden.
;

:

—

—

;

A

2.

on which something
a salver.
See under Coast, n.

vessel or tray

clishes, etc.

;

is carried, as

;

Coast waiter.

Walt'lng, a. & n. from Wait, v.
In waiting, in attendance as, lords in waiting. [Eng^
—Waiting gentlewoman, a wOEas.ii who waits upon a person of rank. — Waiting maid. Waiting woman, a maid or
woman who waits upon another as a personal servant.

— Wake'ful-ly,

;

By

Walt'lng-ly, adv.

«<?«.

— Wake'ful-ness,

waiting.

&

;

;

;

They introduce
Their sacred song, and waken raptures high.

Wak'en-er (wak''n-er), n. One who wakens.
Wak'en-ing, re. 1. The act of one who wakens
the act of ceasing to sleep

;

2. (Scots

to forego.

;

2.
3.

To throw away to cast off
(Law) (a) To throw away
;

;
;

too much
process against Janet.

Wak'er

Barrow.

The term was applied to a woman, in the same
iifc»
sense as outlaw to a man. A woman could not be outlawed, in the proper sense of the word, because, according to Bracton, she was never in law, that is, in a frankpledge or decennary ; but she might be waived, and held
as abandoned.
Burrill.
Waive, V. i. To turn aside to recede. [Obs.']
To waive from the word of Solomon.
Chaucer.
Waiv'er (-er), n. (Law) The act of waiving, or not
Insisting on, some right, claim, or privilege.
Walv'ure (-iSr), n. See Waiver, [i?.]
Wai'wcfle (wa'wod), n. See Waywodb.
Wake (wak), n. [Originally, an open space of water
surrounded by ice, and then, the passage cut through ice
\v>T a vessel, probably of Scand. origin
cf loel. v'o'k a
hole, opening in ice, Sw. vale, Dan. vaage, perhaps akin
to E. humid.'] The track left by a vessel in the water
by extension, any track as, the wake of an army.
This effect followed immediately in the wake of his earliest
'

;

Quincey.

Several humbler persons . . . formed quite a procession in the
dusty wake of his chariot wheels.
Thackeray.

Wake,

V. i.

Use,

[imp.

& vb.

n.

iiiiite,

&

p. p.

Waked

Waking.]

rude,

(wakt) or Woke
[AS. wacan, wacian ;

f^,

ilp,

too.

;

pity

an awakening.
an action.
Burrill.
to bring any wakening of the

revival of

ashamed

Sir W. Scott.

One who wakes.

Wald-hel'ml-a(wald-lu'mi-a),re.

(-rSb'in), n.

;

food, t^ot

Any

(Bot.)

plant of the

A

;

out, oil

t

chair

[NL.]

;

go

;

(Zo'ol.)

A

of brachiopods of
which many species are

found

few

A

in the fossil state.

exist in the

still

deep

\

sea.

[AS. walu
a mark of stripes or blows,
Waldhemna
probably originally, a rod ;
akin to Icel. v'olr, Goth. a Waldliewua Jlaiescens. lutG.
J W.,
rior, showing Loop.
walus a rod, statt. V14:6.
ci^anium, of Atlantic Ocea^
Cf. Goal, Weal a wale.]
streak or mark made on the skin by a rod or
1.
whip ; a stripe ; a wheal. See Wheal.
Holland.
2.
ridge or streak rising above the surface, as oi
cloth ; hence, the texture of cloth.
Thou 'rt rougher far,
And of a coarser wale, fuller of pride. Beau, fy Fl.
3. (Carp.) A timber bolted to a row of piles to secure
Knight.
them together and in position.
4. (Naut.) (a) pi. Certain sets or strakes of the outside
planking of a vessel ; as, the main wales, or the strakea
of planking under the port sUls of the gun deck channel wales, or those along the spar deck, etc. (6) A wale
knot, or wall knot.
Wale knot. (Naut.) See Wall knot, under 1st Wall.
Wale, v. t. 1. To mark with wales, or stripes.
2. To choose ; to select ; specifically (3Iining), to pick
out the refuse of (coal) by hand, in order to clean it.
[Pror. Eng.
Scot.]
[Cf. G. wa'Oialla.
Wal-hal'la (wol-hal'la ; 277), re.
See Valhalla.] See Valhalla.
Wal'ing (wal'ing), re. (Naut.) Same as Wale, re., 4,
Walk (wak), V. i. [imp. p. p. Walked (wakt)
[OE. walken, probably from
vb. re. Walking.]
p. pr.
AS. wealcan to roll, turn, revolve ; akin to D. walken to
felt hats, to work a hat, G. walken to full, OHG. walchan
to beat, to full, Icel. valka to roll, to stamp, Sw. valka to
full, to roll, Dan. valke to full; cf. Skr. valg to spring;
but cf. also AS. weallian to roam, ramble, G. wallen.
V130.] 1. To move along on foot ; to advance by
steps ; to go on at a moderate pace ; specifically, of
two-legged creatures, to proceed at a slower or faster
rate, but without running, or lifting one foot entirely
before the other touches the ground.
At the end of twelve months, he walked in the palace of the
Dan. iv. 29.
kingdom of Babylon.
When Peter was come down out of the ship, he walked on
Matt. xiv. 29.
the water, to go to Jesus.
Sy" In the walk of quadrupeds, there are always two,
ana for a brief space there are three, feet on the ground
at once, but never four.
2. To move or go on the feet for exercise or amusement ; to take one's exercise ; to ramble.
3. To be stirring ; to be abroad ; to go restlessly
about ;
said of things or persons expected to remain
quiet, as a sleeping person, or the spirit of a dead person ; to go about as a somnambulist or a specter.
I have heard, but not believed, the spirits of the dead
May walk again.
Shak.
When was it she last walked t
Shak.
4. To be in motion ; to act ; to move ; to wag. [Obs.]
" Her tongue did walk in foul reproach."
Spenser,
Do you think I 'd walk in any plot ?
B. Jonson.
I heard a pen walking in the chimney behind the cloth. Latimer.
5. To behave ; to pursue a course of life ; to conduct

Wale (wal), n.

A
A

;

&

&

&

—

one's pelf.

We

ruajk perversely with
us.

od,

and he

will

walk crookedly

toward
6.

To move off
He will make
;

Jer. Taylor.

to depart. [Obs. or Colloq.]
their cows and garrans to walk.
Spenser.

—

To walk In, to go in to enter, as into a house.
To
walk after the flesh (Script. ]\ to indulge sensual appetites, and to live in sin.
Rom. viii. 1. — To walk after the
Spirit (.ScWp;.), to be guided by the counsels and influences of the Spirit, and by the word of God. Rom. viii.
1.
To walk by faith (Script.), to live in the firm belief
of tlie gospel and its promises, and to rely on Christ for
salvation. 2 Cor. v. 7.
To walk in darkness (Script.),
to live in ignorance, error, and sin. 1 John i. G. — To walk
;

—

—

In the flesh (Script.), to live tliis natural life, which is
To
subject to infirmities and calamities. 2 Cor. x. 3.
walk in the light (Scxipi.), to live in the practice of reTo
ligion, and to enjoy its consohatious. 1 John i. 7.
said
walk over, in racing, to go over a course at a walk

—
—

;

—

of a horse when there is no other entry hence, colloquiTo walk
ally, to gain an easy victory in any contest.
through the fire (Script.), to be exercised with severe

—

;

—

;

^wok) ; p. pr,

esp.,

In the fourth waking of the night. WyclifiMatt. xiv. 25).
Wa'la-way (wa'la-wa), iVe)> SeeWELAWAY. [Obs.]
forest
Wald (wald), re. [AS. weald. See Wold.]
used as a termination of names. See Weald.
Wal-den'aes (wol-d5u'sez ; 277), re. pi. [So called
from Petrus Waldtis, or Peter Waldo, a mercliant of
Lyons, who founded this sect about A. D. 1170.] (Eccl.
Hist.) A sect of dissenters from the ecclesiastical system of the Roman Catholic Church, who in the 13th
century were driven by persecution to the vijUeys of
Piedmont, where the sect survives. Tliey profess substantially Protestant principles.
Wal-den'slan (-shan), a. Of or pertaining to the
Waklonses. —re. One holding the Waldensian doctrines.
Wald'grave (wald'griiv), re. [See Wald, and Margrave.] In the old German empire, the head forest
keeper.

.

De

;

;

;

exertions.

re.

;

Milton.

genus Arum, especially, in England, the cuckoopint
(Arum maculatum).
^W^ In America the name is given to several species
of Trillium, and sometimes to the Jack-in-the-pulpit.
Wake'time' (-tim'), re. Time during which one is
Mrs. Browning.
awake. [R.]
Wak'lng, re. 1. The act of waking, or the state or
period of being awake.
[Obs.1 " Bodily pain . . .
2. A watch a watching.
Chaucer.
standeth in prayer, in wakings, in fastings."

;

;

(-er),

Wake'-rob'ln

to reject ; to desert.
to relinquish volun-

a right which one may enforce if he chooses.
Burrill.
{0. Eng. Law) To desert to abandon.

tarily, as

(6)

Law) The

They were

He waiveth milk, and flesh, and all.
Chaucer,
We absolutely do renounce or waive our own opinions, absolutely yielding to the direction of others.

;

;

Waive, V. t. [imp. Sip. p. Waived (wavd) ; p. pr. &
WAr/iNO.] [OE. waiven, weiven, to set aside, remove, OF. weyver, guesver, to waive, of Scand. origin
cf. Icel. veifa to wave, to vibrate, akin to Skr. vip to
tremble. Cf. Vibrate, Wait.X [Written also wave.^
1. To relinquish to give up claim to ; not to insist on
to refuse

li

genus

;

vb. n.

;

re.

&

[imp.
(wak''n), v. i.
p. pr. Wakened
[OE. waknen, AS.
vb. re. Wakening.]
p. pr.
wsecnan; akin to Goth, gsiwaknan. See Wake, v. i.]
To wake ; to cease to sleep to be awakened.
Dryden.
Early, Tumus wakening with the light.
Wak'en, v. t. 1. To excite or rouse from sleep to
wake to awake ; to awaken. " Go, waken Eve." Milton.
2. To excite ; to rouse to move to action to awaken.
Then Homer's and Tyrtaeus' martial muse
Roscommon.
Wakened the world.
Milton.
Venus now wakes, and wakens love.

Wak'en

(-'nd)

Walt'ress (-rSs), «. A female waiter or attendant
a waiting maid or waiting woman.
Waive (wav), n. [See WAir, and Waive, v. <.] 1. A
waif; a castaway. \Obs.'\
Donne.
2. (0. Eng. Laio) A woman put out of the protection
of the law. See Waive, v. t., 3 (6), and the Note.

or claim

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

afilictious.
Jsa. xliii. 2.
To walk with Goi (Scrijit.), to
live in obedience to his commands, and have communion

with him.
t.
1. To pass through, over, or upon; to
to perambulate ; as, to ivalk the streets.
As we walk our earthly round.
Xeble.
2. To cause to walk ; to lead, drive, or ride with a
slow pace; as to iwtt cue's horses. " I will rather trust
. , . a thief to «'rt/A: my ambling gelding."
Shak.
See Walk to move on foot.]
3. [AS. wealcan to roll.
To subject, as cloth or yarn, to the fulling process ; to
[Obs. ov Scot.]
full.
To walk the plank, to walk off the plank into the water
an expression derived from the pracand be drowned
tice of pirates who extended a phmk from the side of a
ship, and compelled those whom they would drown to
walk off into the water ; figuratively, to vacate an office
by compulsion.
Bartlett.

Walk,

traverse

V.

;

;

—

Walk, re. 1. The act of walking, or moving on the feat
with a slow pace advance without running or leaping.
2. The act of walking for recreation or exercise as, a
morning walk ; .an evening walk.
3. Manner of walking
gait step ; as, we often know
a person at a distance by his walk.
4. That in or through which one walks place or distance walked over ; a place for walking
a path or
avenue prepared for foot passengers, or for taking air

aing, Igk

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

in azure.

"

;

;

WALKABLE
N

and exercise way road
which animals may graze
;

as,

;

a sheep walk.
A woody mountain

;

;

with goodliest trees

.

.

Planted, with walks and bowers.

Milton.

He had walk for a hundred sheep.
Amid the sound of steps that beat
The murmunng walks like rain.

Latimer.

Bryant.

A

frequented track ; habitual place of action
as, the walk of the historian.
Sandys.
The mountains are his walks.
He opened a boundless walk for his imagination. Fope.
behavior.
6. Conduct course of action
7. The route or district regularly served by a vender
an, a milkman's walk.
lEng."]
Pit to be walked on ; caV(?'alk'a-ble (wak'a-b'l), a.
Sivift.
[iJ.]
piible of being walked on or over.
B.

o

;

(

phere

;

;

;

;

Walk'er

1.

(-er), n.

One who walks

That with whicli one walks

;

a pedestrian.

[06s.]
Lame Rlulciber, his walkers quite misgrown. Chapman.
3. {Law) A forest oflScer appointed to walk over a
certain space for inspection ; a forester.
4. [AS. wealcere. See Walk, v. i., 3.]
fuller of
cloth.
Scot.}
lObs. or Prov. Eng.
li.

;

a

foot.

A

&

She cursed the weaver and the walker
Fera/s Reliqv£s.
cloth that had wrought.

The
6. {Zool.)
etick insect.

Any

Walk'ing,

ambulatorial orthopterous insect, as a

& n.

a.

from Walk,

v.

—
—

See Beam, 10.
Walking crane, a kind
See under Cbane. —Walking fern.
{Bot.) See Walking leaf, below.
Walking fish (Zoo/.),
any one of numerous species of Asiatic fishes of the genus
Ophiocephalus, some of which, as 0. marulius, I^ecome
over four feet long. They have a special cavity over the
gills lined with a membrane adapted to retain moisture
to aid in respiration, and are thus able to travel considerable distances over the land at niglit, wlieuce the name.
They construct a curious nest for their young. Called
also /rtns/i/a.
Walking gentleman (rAe(7/er), an actor who
usually iiUa subordinate parts which require a gentlemanly appearance but few words. [Co?)<] Walking lady
( Theater), an actress who usually fills such parts as require
only a ladylike appearance on the stage. [Cant] —Walk-

Walking beam.

of traveling crane.

R

—

—

ing

S

laaf.

(a)

A

(Bot.)

American

little

—

fern (Camptosorus rhizophyllus);
so
called because the fronds taper into
slender prolongations which often root
at the apex, thus producing new plants,
(ft)

(Zo'ol.)

Leap.

—

A

leaf

—

stick insect ;
called also walking
straw.
See Illust. of Slick insect, under Stick.
Walking wheel (Mack.\ a
prime mover consisting of a wheel driven bythe weight of men or animals walking either in it or on it ; a tread wheel.

—

(-mil'), n.
IWalk to
fulling miU.
iProv.

Walk'-mill'

+
zp««

mill.-i

A

rr«7;-, ^77
Salliwell.

-1

•^^l.
Walk'-C'ver
,

u

,

-

,

~

.

(Camptosorus
rhizojhytlus).

;

;

Wail

[AS. weall,

(wal), n.

from L. vallum a wall, vallus a
stake, pale, palisade ; akin to Gr.
ijAos
a nail.
Cf. Interval.] Wall Knot, a Strands (1,
work or structure of ?; ^V"-"?"\^i, *° f"™
1.
"^""'P'""''^
'
stone, brick, or other materials,
gjot
raised to some height, and intended for defense or security, or for an inclosure ; a
solid and permanent inclosing fence, as around a field, a
park, a town, etc. ; also, one of the upright inclosing
parts of a building or a room.

A

The

plaster of the wall of the King's palace.

Dan.

v.

5.

2. A defense
a rampart a means of protection in
the plural, fortifications, in general ; works for defense.
The waters were a wall unto them on their right hand, and on
iheir left,
Ex. xiv. 22.
In such a night,
Troilus, methinks, mounted the Troyan walls.
Shak.
To rush undaunted to defend the walls.
Dryden.
3. An inclosing part of a receptacle or vessel} as, the
walls of a steam-engine cylinder.
4. (Mining) {a) The side of a level or drift. (J) The
country rock bounding a vein laterally.
Raymond.
;

;

;

B^^

Wall is often used adjectively, and also in the formation of compounds, usually of obvious signification
as in wall paper, or toaK-paper wall fruit, or wall-txmt
;

;

i^aHflower, etc.

Blank wall. Blind wall, etc.

—
—

See under Blank, Blind,

To drive to the wall, to bring to extremities to
to extremes to get the advantage of, or mastery
over.
To go to the wall, to be hard pressed or driven
to be the weaker party to be pushed to extremes.
To
take the wall, to take the inner side of a walk, that is,
ihe side next the wall ; hence, to take the precedence.
" I will take the wall of any man or maid of Montague's."
etc.

push

;

;

~

;

»s

senate,

c&re,

;

&m, .arm, ask,

of a very light gray or whitish

Booth,

in
of
glaucoma is not a disease of the crystalline humor, nor is
wall-eye a disease at all, but merely a natural blemish.
Tully. In the north of England, as Erockett states, persons are said to be wall-eyed when the white of the eye
is very large and distorted, or on one side.
2. (Zo'dl.) (a) An American fresh-water food flsh

—

;

(Stizosledion vilreiim) having large and prominent
eyes;
called also glasseye, pike perch, yellow pike, and
(b) A California surf fisli (Holconotus
argenteus). (c) The alewif e ;
called also wall-eyed her.
ring.

—

wall-eyed perch,

some of them with white
and the tail is blackish.

distally,

spots,
Called also spider catcher.
Wall
cress {Bot.), a name given to several low cruciferous herbs, especially to the mouse-ear cress. See

—

—

I

under Mouse-ear. — Wall frame
(Mach.), a frame set in a wall to

receive a pillow block or bearing
for a shaft passing tlirough the
wall ;
called also ti'a/< ftox.
Wall Tir„,, r^ „„„«/ 7',„7„,7,.^
"'"''' "^
fruit, fruit borne by trees trained ^^"
^''X'^il
'""'°"'«^
'""
against a wall. -Wall gecko {Zo(,l.\
any one of several species of Old World geckos which live
in or about buildings and run over
the vertical surfaces of walls, to
which they cling
by means of suckers on the feet.—

—

—

Wall

common

European
Wall Gecko (P/otjidactylus mauritanicus).

crevices of walls

(Zo-

lizard

a

ol.),

lizard

—

Wall'f low'er (-flou'er), n. 1. (Bot.) A perennial, cruciferous plant (Cheiranlhus Cheiri), with sweet-scented
flowers varying in color from yellow to orange and deep
red.
In Europe it is very common on old walls.
<S^^ The name is sometimes extended to other speciesof Cheiranlhus and of the related genus Erysimum, especially the American Weste7'n icallfiower (Erysimum as*
perum), a biennial herb with orange-yellow nowers.
2. A lady at a ball, who, either from choice, or becausa
not asked to dance, remains a spectator. IColloq.]
Wall'hlck' (wal'hik'), n. (Zo'dl.) The lesser spotted

houses, and lives

and

—

—

—

Wall (wal), V. t.
p. p. Walled (wald)
1)6.

;

[imp.
p. pr.

&
&

strength."

WaU

of

Eue.

Shak.

The king of Thebes, Amphion,
That with
2.

To defend by waUs,
The

Chaucer.

his singing walled that city.

or as

terror of his

if

name

by walls ; to

fortify.

that walls us in.

Denham.

species of kangaroos belonging to the genus Halmaturus,
native of Australia and Tasmania, especially the smaller
species, as the brush kangaroo (H. Bennettii) and the
pademelon (H. thetidis). The wallabies chiefly inhabit
[Written also
the wooded districts and bushy plains.
wallabee, and whallabee.']
Wal'lah (wol'Ia), n. (Zo'dl.) A black variety of the
jaguar ;
[Written also loalla.}
called also tapir tiger.
Wal'la-roo' (-la-roo'), n. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several
species of kangaroos of the genus Macropus, especially
BI. robustus, sometimes called the great wallaroo.
Walltird' (wal'berd'), n. (Zo'dl.) The spotted flycatcher.
\_Prov. Eng.']
Wall'er (wal'er), n. One who builds walls.
vyairer, n." [G.] (Zo'dl.) The wels.
Wal-le'rl-an de-gen'er-a'tion (wol-le'ri-an de-jgn'_^

—

(Med.)
form of degeneration occurring in
er-a'shiin).
so called
nerve fibers as a result of their division;
who
published
an account of it in 1850.
from Dr. Waller,

—

Wal'let (wol'let), n. [OE. walet, probably the same
word as OE. watel a bag. See Wattle.] 1. A bag or
sack for carrying about the person, as a bag for carrying
the necessaries for a journey a knapsack a beggar's
receptacle for charity ; a peddler's pack.
Chaucer.
[His hood] was trussed up in his walet.
;

;

A

2.
pocketbook for keeping money about the person.
" Wallets of
3. Anything protuberant and swagging.
Shak.
flesh."
One who carries a wallet a
Wal'let-eer' (-er'), n.
;

foot traveler

;

Wall'-eye'
final,

^;

Wright.
a tramping beggar. ^Colloq.']
(wal'i'), n.
[See Wall-eted.] 1. An

eve,

;

Wal-loons' (w51-loonz'), ??./>/.; SMy. Walloon (-loon').

A Romanic people inhabiting that part
of Belgium which comprises the provinces of Hainaut,
Namur, Li^ge, and Luxembourg, and about one third of
[Cf. F. wallon.']

the language spoken by this people. Used'
[Written also Wallons.'] " A base WalShak,
thrust Talbot with a spear.
WaUoon guard, the bodyguard of the Spanish monarch
so called because formerly consisting of Walloons.
Wal'lop (wBlliip), V. i. [Cf. OFlem. walop a gallop
of uncertain origin.
Cf. Gallop.]^ To move quickly,,
Scot.}
but witli great effort ; to gallop. [Prov. Eng.
Wal'lop, n. A quick, rolling movement; a gallop.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.']
[imp.
Wal'lop, V. i.
p. p. Walloped (wSl'liipt)
[Probably f r. AS. weallan
vb. n. Walloping.]
p. pr.
to spring up, to boil or bubble.
V3 47. See Well, n.
V. i.]
1. To boil with a continued bubbling or heaving
Brockett.
and rolling, with noise. [Prov. Eng.]
2. To move in a rolling, cumbersome manner ; to wadHalliivell.
dle.
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
3. To be slatternly.
[Prov. Eng.]
Wallop, V. t. 1. To beat soundly ; to flog to whip.
[Prov. Eng., Scot,
Colloq. U. S.]
2. To wrap up temporarily. [Prov. Eng.]
3. To throw or tumble over.
[Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
Wal'lop, n. 1. A thick piece of fat.
2. A blow. [Prov. Eng., Scot.,
Colloq. U. S.]
Wal'low (wol'16), V. i. [imp. &p. p. Wallowed
(-lod) ; p. pr.
[OE. walwen, AS.
vb. n. Wallowing.]
weahcian ; akin to Goth, wahcjan (in comp. ) to roll, L.
volvere; cf. Skr. val to turn. y/lVl. Cf. Voluble,
Well, n.] 1. To roll one's self about, as in mire to
tumble and roll about ; to move lazily or heavily in any
medium ; to flounder ; as, swine wallow in the mire.
Shak.
I may wallow in the lily beds.
2. To live in filth or gross vice ; to disport one's self
in a beastly and unworthy manner.
God sees a man wallowing in his native impurity. South.
[Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
3. To wither ; to fade.
Wal'low, V. t. To roll ; esp., to roll in anything defiling or unclean. "Wallow thyself in ashes." Jer. vi. 26.
kind of roUing walk.
Wal'low, n.
One taught the toss, and one the new French wallow. Dryden,
Wall0W-er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, wallows.
2. (Mach.)
lantern wheel ; a trundle.
Wallow-ish, a. [Scot, wallow to fade or wither-l
Overbury.
Flat ; insipid. [Obs.]
Wali'-plat' (wal'plaf), n. (Zo'dl.) The spotted fly.
[Prov. Eng.]
catcher. It buildsits nest on walls.

Brabant

;

also,

also adjectively.

loon

.

.

.

—

&

event, ^nd, fern, recent;

Ice,

&

&

&

&

;

&

A

A

(Naut.) Havmg sides
Wall'-sid'ed (-sid'ed), a.
nearly perpendicular ;
said of certain vessels to distinguish them from those having flaring sides, or sides tum~

—

home (see under Tumble, v. i.).
Wall'wort' (-wflrf ), n. (Bot.) The dwarf
danewort (Sambucus Ebulus).
blinq

Walm (wam),

elder, or

[AS. weallan cf. wselm., billow.
V147.] To roll; to spomt; to boil up. [Obs.] Holland.
Wal'nut (wol'nut 277), n. [OE. walnot, AS. wealhhnutu a Welsh or foreign nut, a walnut wenlh foreign.
V. i.

.•

;

;

idea,

ill;

I

&

;

To close or fill with a wall, as a doorway.
Wal'la-ba (wol'la^ba), n. (Bot.) A leguminous tree
(Eperua falcata) of Demerara, with pinnate leaves and
clusters of red flowers. The reddish brown wood is used
for palings and shingles. J. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants).
Wal'!a-by (wol'la-by), n. ; pi. Wallabies (-biz).
[From a native name.] (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous
3.

A

walls.

material for walls.
Walling wax, a composition of wax and tallow used by
etchers and engravers to make a bank, or wall, round thtr
edge of a plate, so as to form a trough for holding the acid
FairhoU.
used in etching, and the like.
2. Walls, in general

&

with a wall, or as with a wall.

"Seven walled towns

woodpecker (Dryobates minor). \_Prov. Eng.]
Wall'ing, n. 1. The act of making a wall or

&

Wallikg.]"!. To inclose

n.

+

knows no pity.

frequents

in the chinks

—
—

(wal'Id'), a.
[Icel. valdeygSr, or vaglvagi a beam, a beam in the eye (akin to Sw.
vagel a roost, a perch, a sty in the eye)
eygr havingeyes (from auga eye). See Eye.] Having an eye of a
very light gray or whitish color.
Booth.
11^^ Shakespeare, in using wall-eyed as a term of reproach (as '"wall-eyed rage," a '^wall-eyed wretch"),
alludes probably to the idea of unnatural or distorted
vision.
See the Note under Wall-ete. It is an eye
which is utterly and incurably perverted, an eye that
fr.

(Lacerta iniiralis)

called also wall newt.
Wall louse,
a wood louse. —Wall moss (Bot.), any species of moss
grovving on walls.
WaU newt (Zool.), tlie wall lizard.
Shak.
WaU paper, paper for covering the walls of
rooms; paper hangings. —Wall peUltory (Bot.), a European plant (Parietaria officinalis) growing on old
walls, and formerly esteemed medicinal.
Wall pennywort (Bot.), a plant (Cotyledon Umbilicus) havinr; rounded
flesliy leaves.
It is found on walls in Western Europe. —
Wall pepper (Bot.), a low mosslike plant (Scdum acre)
with small fleshy leaves having a pungent taste and bearing yellow flowers. It is common on walls and rocks in
Europe, and is sometimes seen in America.
WaU pie
(Bot.), a kind of fern wall rue. —WaU piece, a gun pL^nted on a wall. H. L. Scott.— WeM plate (ylreA.), apiece
of timber placed horizontally upon a wall, and supporting
posts, joists, and the like. See Ilbist. of Roof.
WaU
rock, granular limestone used in building walls. [K <S.l
Bartletl.
WaU rue (Bot.), a
species of small fern (Asplenium
Rvta-muraria)
growing
on
walls, rocks, and the like. —WaU
spring, a spring of water issuing
from stratified rocks.
Wall
tent, a tent with upright cloth
sides corresponding to the walla
of a house.
WaU wasp (Zonl.),
a common European solitary
wa.sp ( Odynerus pnrietus) which
makes its nest in the crevices of
;

Wall-eye (Stizostedion vitreum).

Wall'— eyed'

eygr ;

which

walls.

In racmg,

(-o'ver), n.

the going over a course by a horse which has no competitor for the prize ; hence, colloquially, a one-sided contest
an uncontested, or an easy, victory.
WalOsyr (wCl'kir), n. {Scand. Myth.) SeeVALKTKlA.
Wall (wal), n. {Naut.) A kind of knot often used at
the end of a rope ; a wall knot ; a wale.
Wall knot, a knot made by unlaying the strands of a
rope, and makmg a bight with
the first strand, then passing the
cL "^gm.
b
-*=5iffiia
second over the end of the first,
and the tliird over the end of tlie
second and through the bight of
the first
a wale knot.
Wall
knots may be si7igle or double,
crowned or double-crowned.

iris is

— said usually of horses.

crystalline

—

Walking Leaf, or
Walkmg Fern

;

has defined wall-eye to be " a disease
^W Johnsonhumor
the eye glaucoma." But
the

—

the hand for support or amusement
when walking; a cane. (6) (Zo'61.) A

in

eye in which the
color

—

—

A

(Hordeum

;

or Walking

ticket, an order to leave ; dismissal, as
from office. [Colloq.] Bartlett. Walking stick,
(a)
stick or staff carried

full

—

—

See under

insect.
papers,

Walking

—

Shak.
Wall barley (Bol.), a kind of grass
barley
squirrel grass.
See under
Sqcikrel.
Wall box.
(Mach.)
See Wall frame, below.
Wall
creeper (Zo'dl.), a small bright-colored bird (Tichodrovia muraria)
native of Asia and Southern Europe.
It climbs about over old
walls and clitf s in search of insects
and spiders. Its body is asli-gray
above, the wing coverts are carmine-red, the primary quills are
mostly red at the base and black

murinun) much resembUng
;

.

WALNUT

1624

hence, a place or region in
place of wandering range

;

;

old,

obey, drba odd;

,

"

1625

Btrawge, n., a Welshman, Celt (akin to 0H6. Walk, properly, a Celt, from tlie name of a Celtic tribe, in L. Volcae)
-|- hnutu a nut ; akin to D. walnooi, G. walnuss, Icel. valhnot, Sw. valnot, Dan. valnod. See Nut, and cf. Welsh.]
{Bot. ) The fruit or nut of any tree of the genus Juglans ;
The seven or eight known
also, the tree, and its timber.
species are all natives of the north temperate zone.

(w5n), V. i. To grow wan ; to become pale or
" All his visage wanned.
Shak.
sickly in looks.
And ever he mutter'd and madden'd, and ever wanned with
Tennyson.
despair.

Wan

[Of Scand. origin cf Icel. vondr,
akin to Dan. vaand, Goth, wandus ; perhaps originally,
a pliant twig, and akin to E. wind to turn.] 1. A small
stick a rod a verge.
With good smart blows of a rcand on his back. Locke.

15^°* In some parts of America, especially in New England, the name -loalnut is given to several species of hickory ( Carya), and their fruit.
Asb-leaved walnut, a tree (Juglans fraxinifolia), native
Black walnut, a North American tree
in Transcaucasia.
(/. nigra) valuable for its purplish brown wood, which is
extensively used in cabinetwork and for gunstocks. The
nuts are thick-shelled, and nearly globular. —Sngllsh, or
European, walnut, a tree (J. reyia), native of Asia from
the Caucasus to Japan, valuable for its timber and for its
excellent nuts, which are also called Madeira nuts.
Walnut brown, a deep warm brown color, like that of the
Walnut oil, oil exheartwood of the black walnut.
tracted from walnut meats. It is used in cooking, making
White walnut, a North American tree (/. cinsoap, etc.
erea), bearing long, oval, thick-shelled, oily nuts, commonly called butternuts. See Butternut.

;

cf.

;

ratlier

—

[D. walrus; of Scand.
(wSl'rtis; 277), n.
Dan. valros, Sw. vallross, Norw. hvalros ;

Wan'der (wSn'der), v. I. [imp. & p. p. Wandered
(-derd) p. pr. & rb. re. Wandering.]
[OE. wandren,
wandrien, AS. wandrian ; akin to G. wandern to wander fr. AS. windan to turn. See Wind to turn.] 1. To
ramble here and there without any certain course or
with no definite object in view to range about ; to
stroll
to rove as, to wander over the fields.
They wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins. Heb. xi. 37.

;

;

;

akin to Icel. hrosshvalr, AS.
;
(Zool.) A very large
(Trichecus rosmarus) of the Seal famThe male has long and
ily, native of the Arctic Ocean.
powerful tusks descending from the upper jaw. It uses
these in procuring food and in fighting. It is hunted for
It feeds largely on mollusks.
its oil, ivory, and skin.
^
_
Called also mo; se.
horshwssl. See

marine

;

Whale, and Hokse.]

;

mammal

;

He wandereth abroad for bread.
Job xv. 23.
2. To go away ; to depart to stray oS ; to devir.te
to go astray as, a writer wanders from his subject.
When God caused me to wander from my father's liouse.
;

;

O, let
3.

me not wander from

To be

Syn. —

Gen. XX.
thy conimandments. Ps. cxix.

13.
10.

; not to be under the guidance
of
the mind wanders.
To roam; rove; range; stroll; gad; stray;

delirious

reason ; to rave

as,

;

err swerve deviate depart.
Wan'der, v. t. To travel over without a certain
course; to traverse; to stroll through. [iJ.] "[Elijah]
wandered this barren waste."
Milton.

straggle

;

;

;

Wan'der-er
one who roves

&

;

A

roll

over

crank

;

as, a wally ship.

;

(waits), n.

—

A

'

&

&

A

Waly

of Malabar.

also

The common American

(Zool.)

Long and

eider.

(w5m-pe'), re. (Bot.) (a) A tree {Cookia
punctata) of the Orange family, growing in China and
tlie East Indies
also, its fruit, which is about the size of
a large grape, and has a hard rind and a peculiar flavor.
[Southern U. <?.]
(6) Tlie pickerel weed.
Wam'pum (wSm'pum 27T), re. [North American
Indian wampum, wompam, from the Mass. wSmpi, Del.
wape, white.] Beads made of shells, used by the North
American Indians as money, and also wrought into

[imp.

;

an ornament.
Eound his waist his

belt of

wampum.

Longfellow.

perhaps originally, worn out by

toil,

use,

unite, ryde,

fiytU,

;

wanness,

sleep.

fip,

tmx

I.

n.

;

From having wishes in consequence of our wants, we often
wants in consequence of our wishes.
Rambler.
Pride is as loud a beggar as want, and more saucy. Franklin.
;

;

;

;

how others can

desti-

;

be in want.

to con.
Swif't.

;

moons
;

V.

;

&

t.

;

;

;

;

Cltaucer.

periods keep.

Addison.

to fail ; to sink.
but sorrow in its waninf/ form.

Dryden.

tlieir settled

wax and

want honesty, want onything. Beau. If FU
Nor think, though men were noiie,
That heaven would want spectators, God want praise. Milton.
The unhappy never icant enemies. Richardson.
2 To have occasion for, as usef id, proper, or requisite ;
to require to need as, in winter we want a fire in

They

ivane together. Sir,7. Child.

that

.

;

;

;

summer we want cooling breezes.
to wish or
3. To feel need of
" What wants my son 1
crave.
;

long for

;

to desire

;

to

Addison.
you about something. A. Trollope.
Want, V. i. [Icol. ranta to be wanting. See Want
to lack.] 1. To be absent to be deficient or lacking
to fail ; not to be sufficient to fall or come short to
lack
often used impersonally with of; as, it ivants ten
minutes of four.
The disposition, the manners, ond the thoughts are all before
where any of tlmse are wanting or imperfect, so much wants
it
I ivant to speak to

;

;

;

—

;

:

or

Dryden.
imperfect in the imitation of human life.
To be in a state of destitution to be needy ; to lackYnu hove a gift, sir (thonk your education),
B. Jonson.
Will never let you luant.
For 08 in bodies, thus in souls, wc find
What want:i in blood and spirits, swelled with wind. rope.

is

2.

To cause to decrease. [Obs.] B. Jonson,
1. The decrease of the illuminated part of

Halliwell.
edge on a
cut from a log not perfectly squared, or
that is made in the process of squaring. See Wany, a.
(wSng), re. [OE. wange, AS. wange, wonge,
cheek, jaw akin to D. wang% OS.
OHG. wanga, G.

;

m^r* Want was formerly used impersonally with an
" Him loojj^eci audience."
Chancer.
Wa'n't (want). A colloquial contraction of was noi.
Want'age (-aj 48), n. That which is wanting de-

indirect object.

;

;

is

ficiency.

;

Absent lacking missing also, deficient; destitute; needy; as, one of the twelve is UJonKnyj
I shall not be wanting in exertion.

Wang

;

;

feel

3. An inequality in a board. [Prov. Eng.]
Wan'ey (wan'y), re. A sharp or uneven

board that

[i?.]

plti^

;

;

;

Tennyson.

;

neuter of vanr lacking, deficient. V139- See Wane, v.
i.]
1. The state of not having ; the condition of being
without anything absence or scarcity of what is needed
or desired deficiency lack as, a ivant of power or
knowledge for any purpose ; want of food and clothing.
And me, his parent, would full soon devour
For wa7it of other prey.
Hilton.

clothing.

moon to the eye of a spectator.
2. Decline failure ; diminution ; decrease ; declension.
An age in which the church is in its wane.
South.
Though the year be on the wane.
Kcble.

.

being wan
Tinged with ivan from lack of

sun, but a wannish glare,
In fold upon fold of hueless cloud.
Tennyson.
re.
[AS. waretiwyrpe a mole ; cf. Prov.
G. wond, wonne, Norw. vond, dial. Sw. hvann.] {Zool.)
A mole. [Obs.]
She hath the ears of a want.
Lyly.
Want (277), re. [Originally an adj., from Icel. vant,

;

i.

trade ever will
".

No

Want (want),

the

from

flo

Wan, re. The quality of

decline

Wane,
Wane,

[is] wan and of a leaden hue.
Chaucer.
pale and wan, fond lover ?
Suckling.
With the wan moon overhead.
Longjellow,
.

v.

You saw

to labor, strive. See Win.] Having a pale or
sickly hue ; languid of look ; pale ; pallid. " Sad to view,
his visage pale and wan."
Spenser.
.

To

;

;

;

Waned

p. p.
p. pr.

Waninij

winnan

My color
Why

a

Like the moon, aye wax ye ond wane.
2.

;

[imp.
p. p. Wanted p. pr. & vb. n.
Wanting.] 1. To be without to be destitute of, or deficient in
not to have to lack as, to want knowledge
to want judgment ; to want learning to want food and

—

Wan
Wan

lurid, livid,

flexible, like

(wan),

Land and

;

Want,

a.

;

Girded with his wampum braid.
Whittier.
^ff^ These beads were of two kinds, one white, and the
other black or dark purple. The term wampum is properly applied only to the white ; the dark purple ones are
'called suckanhock.
See Seawan. "It [wampum] consisted of cylindrical pieces of the shells of testaceous
fishes, a quarter of an inch long, and in diameter less
than a pipestem, drilled ... so as to be strung upon a
thread.
The beads of a white color, rated at hall the
value of the black or violet, passed each as the equivalent
of a farthing in transactions between the natives and the
planters."
Palfrey.
(wSn), obs. imp. of Win. Won.
Chancer.
(wQn), a. [AS. wann, wonn, wan, won, dark,

;

;

;

(wSnd'y ),

en,

belts, etc., as

;

;

A

(wand)
& vb. n.
Waning.] [OE. wuniAS. wanian, Iranian, from wan, won, deficient, wanting akin to
Wanderoo. Male.
D. wan-, G. wahnsmn,
insanity, OHG. jcnre, wana-, lacking, wanon to lessen,
Icel. vanr lacking, Goth, vans ; cf. Gr. eSi/^ bereaved,
Skr. Una wanting, inferior. V139. Cf. Want lack, and
Wanton.] 1. To be diminished; to decrease; contrasted with wax, and especially applied to the illuminated part of the moon.

;

:

;

—

Brockets.

Wane
&

;

&

4. {Mining)
depression in coal strata, hollowed out
before the subsequent deposition took place. [Eng.]
Syn.
Indigence deficiency defect ; destitution j
lack ; failure ; dearth ; scarcity scarceness.

some-

[Prov. Eng.]

wand.

Wam-pee'

—

3. That which is needed or desired ; a thing of which
the loss is felt ; what is not possessed, and is necessary
for use or pleasure.
Habitual superfluities become actual wants.
Paley.

1

allied species.

Wand'y

;

;

ceive
1

times applied also to other

[From the North American Indian

cheek tooth

poverty penury indigence need.
Nothing is so hard for those who abound in riches, as

silenus, %
lion-tailed

is

Cliaucer.

a blow.

;

tooth, a

2. Specifically, absence or lack of necessaries

boon, and great loande
[Written also ouandervo.']

<S^^ The name

slap

;

1

maha,

bhunder,

[Obs. or

[Prov. Eng.]
Halliu-ell.
a molar. [Obs.] Chaucer,
Wang (wSng), re. See Whang. [Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Wan'gan (wSn'gan), n. [American Indian.] A
so called by
boat for conveying provisions, tools, etc.
Bartlett,
Maine lumbermen. [Written also uiaregrwre.]
Wang'er (wang'er) re. [AS. wangere. See 1st Wang.]
A pillow for the cheek a pillow. [Obs. R.]
His bright helm was his loanger.
Chaucer.
Wang-hee' (wSug-he'), re. [Cliin. wang yellow -f hee
a root.] {Bot.) The Chinese name of one or two species of bamboo, or jointed cane, of the genus Phyllostachys. The slender stems are much used for walking
sticks.
[Written also whanghee.]
Wang'O (wSng'o), re. A boomerang.
Wan'hope' (won'hop'), re. [AS. wan, won, deficient,
wanting -f- hopa hope cf. D. wanhoop. V139. See
Wane, and Hope.] Want of hope despair also, faint
or delusive hope
delusion.
[Obs.] Piers Plowman.
" Wanhope and distress."
Chaucer.
Wan'horn' (-hSm'), re. [Corruption fr. Siamese wanhom.i {Bot.) An East Indian plant (Ksempferia Galanga) of the Ginger family. See Galanga.
Wan'i-and (wBn'I-and), n. [See Wanion.] The wane
[Obs.]
Halliiuell.
of the moon.
Wan'ing (wan'ing), re. The act or process of waning,
or decreasing.
This earthly moon, the Church, hath her fulls emi. wanings,
and sometimes her eclipses.
Bp. Halt.
Wan'lon (wSn'yun), re. [Probably for OE. waniand
waning, p. pr. of wanien ; hence, used of the waning of
the mosn, supposed to be an unlucky time. See Wane.]
A word of uncertain signification, used only in the phrase
with a wanion, apparently equivalent to with a vengeance, with a plague, or with misfortune. [Obs.]
B. Jonson. Latimer.
_Wan'kle(w8n'k'l), a. [k&. wancol.] Not to be depended on weak unstable. [Prov. Eng.]
Grose.
Wan'ly (won'lj^), adv. In a wan, or pale, manner.
Wanned (wond), a. Made wan, or pale.
Wan'noss (won'nSs), re. The quality or state of
being wan a sallow, dead, pale color paleness pallor
as, the wanness of the cheeks after a fever.
Wau'nish (-ntsh), a. Somewhat wan of a pale hue.

tution

bh

is

or nearly so, but ha
long white or gray be
encircling the face. Call

;

name.]

It

A

2.

Wang

monkey

large

(Macacus silenus) na

—

re.

A

{Zool.)

&

Wamp (wSmp),

;

—

Longfellow.

[iJ.]

v.

—

[6. walzer, from ioalzen to roll, revolve, danceVOHG. walzan to roll ; akin to AS. weallan.
dance performed by two persons in
See Welter.]
circular figures with a whirling motion ; also, a piece of
music composed in triple measure for this kind of dance.
Waltz, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Waltzed (waltst) ; p. pr.
vb. n, WaltzinqJ To dance a waltz.
person who waltzes.
WaltZ'er (walts'er), n.
Wal'we (wBl'we), i;. To wallow. lObs.'] Chaucer.
(wa'iy or wa'ly), interj.
[Cf. Welawat.]
An exclamation of grief.' [Obs. or Prov. Eng. Scot.1
Waill1)le (wSm'b'l), V. i. [Cf. Dan. vamle, and vammel squeamish, ready to vomit, Icel. vxmato feel nausea,
vseminn nauseous.] 1. To heave ; to be disturbed by
nausea ;
said of the stomach.
L^Estrange.
2. To move irregularly to and ^lo ; to roll.
Wam'ble, re. Disturbance of the stomach ; a feeling
of nausea.
Holland.
Wam'We-cropped' (-krBpf), a. Sick at the stomach also, crestfallen; dejected. \_Slang']
Wam'mel (-mSl), v. i. To move irregularly or awkwardLy ; to wamble, or wabble. [Prov. Eng.']

Waltz

deviates from duty.

—

(wal'ter), iJ. i. [SeeWELTEE.] To roll or walScot.']
to welter.
lObs. or Proi'. Eng.
walrus.
[06«.] Woodward.
Wal'tron (-triSn), n.
Wal'ty (wal'tj), a. [Cf. Walter to roll.] Liable to

Wal'ter

who

from Wander,

re.

;

—

__ The walrus of the North Pacific and Behring
Strait ( Trichecus obesus) is regarded by some as a distinct species, by others as a variety of the common walrus.
low

&

a.

a rambler

;

Wandering albatross (Zool.), the great white albatross.
Wandering cell (Physiol.), an
See Illust. of Albatross.
animal cell which possesses the power of spontaneous
movement, as one of the white corpuscles of the blood.
Wandering Jew (Bot.), any one of several creeping species
of Tradescanlia, which have alternate, pointed leaves,
and a soft, herbaceous stem which roots freely at the
joints. They are commonly cultivated in hanging basWandering kidney (j)/ed.), a
kets, window boxes, etc.
morliid condition in which one kidney, or, rarely, both
kidneys, can be moved in certain directions — called
Wandering liver
also jloating kidney, movable kidney.
(Med.), a morbid condition of the liver, similar to wanWandering mouse (Zool.), the whitedering kidney.
footed, or deer, mouse. See Plust. of Mouse. — Wandering spider (Zool.), any one of a tribe of spiders that
wander about in search of their prey.
Wan'der-ing-ly, adv. In a wandering manner.
Wan'der-ment (-ment), re. The act of wandering, or
Bp. Hall.
roaming. [Obs.'\
Wan'der-OO' (-oo'), re. [Cingalese wanderu a monkey.]

Male.

rosniarus).

One who wanders

hence, one

;

Wan'der-lng,
Walrus (Trichecus

;

(-er), n.

wange.] 1. The jaw, jawbone, or cheek bone.
Prov. Eng.]
So work aye the wangs in his head.

,

conjurers, diviners, magicians, etc.
Pious bore a buckler in his hand
His other waved a long divining wand.
Dryden.
Wand of peace (Scots Law), a wand, or staff, carried by
the messenger of a court, which he breaks when deforced
(that is, hindered from executing process), as a symbol of
the deforcement, and protestif or remedy of law. Bzirrill.

whale horse

literally,

A staff of authority.

(a)

:

A rod used by

(Jb)

—

origin

.

Sir P. Sidney.

—

Wal'rus

;

Though he had both spurs and wand, they seemed
marks of sovereignty than instruments of punishment.

—

•

n.

;

2. Specifically

;;

'

WANTING

WALRUS

Wand (w5nd),

"

;

food, fo^bt

&

;

oat, oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

siiiK,

igk

Want'ing,

:

a.

tben, tbin

;

;

boN

i

;

zb = z

;

in azure.

;;;
;

;

Wantless

Having no want abundant

(want/lSs), a.

;

;

fruitful.

[OE. wanioun, contr. from
(wSn'tiin), a.
waniowen ; pref. wan- wanting (see Wane, v. i.), hence
towen, p. p., AS. togen, p. p. of
expressing negation
te6n to draw, to educate, bring up; hence, properly,

Wan'ton

+

bred. See Tug, v. f] 1. Untrained undisciplined
luxuriant ; roving
imrestrained ; hence, loose ; free
sportive. " In woods and wanton wilderness." Spenser.
"
Shak.
wild and wanton herd. "
Chaucer.
A wanton and a merry [friar].
iShe] her imadorned golden tresses wore
Milton.
)isheveled, but in wanton ringlets waved.
How does your tongue grow wanton in her praise Addison.
2. Wandering from moral rectitude ; perverse ; dissolute. " Men grovra wanton by prosperity." Eoscommon.
3. Specifically : Deviating from the rules of chastity ;
lewd lustful ; lascivious ; libidinous ; lecherous.
Chaucer.
Not with wanton looking of folly.
iThou art] froward by nature, enemy to peace,

ill

;

;

;

A

I

;

P

Shak.

^ascivious, wanton.

4. Reckless ; heedless ; as, wanton mischief.
roving, frolicsome thing ; a trifler
Wan'ton, n. 1.
used rarely as a term of endearment.
Shak.
I am afeard you make a wanton of me.
Peace, my wanton;^ ; he will do
B. Jonson.
More than you can aim unto.

A

—

One brought up without

2.

That

's

dry and wholesome

A lewd person

;

; a pampered pet.
Anything, sir.
no bred wanton. Beau. ^ Fl.

restraint

am

I

a lascivious man or woman.
Wan'ton, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Wantoned (-tund)
p. pr. & vb. n. Wantoning.] 1. To rove and ramble
without restraint, rule, or limit to revel to play loose3.

WARD

1626

WANTLESS

N

;

&

;

;

;

to frolic.

Nature here wantoned as

Wap'l-tl (wSp'I-tl), n.
Bartlett.] {Zool.) The Amer-

somewhat exceeds in size.
H^^ By some writers it

How merrily we

R

under the

first

in the streams

Milton.

others. It is
for the

branching antlers of
the male.
Wapp (w5p),
re.
[Cf. Prov.
E. wap to wrap
{Naut.)
up.]

Wan'ton,

v.

lewdness

Wan'ton-lze
;

to play the wanton ; to play

To cause

t.

to
[06s.]

waste in wantonness.
frolic

;

(-iz),

to wanton.

v.

[iJ.]

become wanton

;

also, to

To behave wantonly to
Lamb.
In a wanton manner without
i.

;

;
Wan'ton-ly, adv. 1.
regularity or restraint ; loosely ; sportively ; gayly ;
playfully ; recklessly ; lasciviously.
2. Unintentionally ; accidentally.
[Oft«.]
J. Dee.
Wan'tOS-ness, n. The quality or state of being wannegligence of restraint ; sportiveness ; recklesston
Gower.
ness lasciviousnesa.
The tumults threatened to abuse all acts of grace, and turn
;

;

them into wantonness.

Eikon

Young gentlemen would

Shak.

[Pref. wan- as in wanton -f
Failing or diminishing trust ; want of trust or

Wan'trust'
trust.^

Basilike.

be as sad as night

Only for wantonness.

confidence

(-triisf), n.

distrust.
[Ofts.]
Chaucer.
n.
One destitute of wit or
a blockhead a fool. [06-5.]
Shak.
Wan'ty (wBn'ty), n. [For womb tie, that is, bellyband. See Womb, and Tie.] A surcingle, or strap of
leather, used for binding a load upon the back of a beast
also, a leather tie
a short wagon rope. [Prov. Eng. ]
Chancer.
Wan'y (wan'y), V. i. To wane. [06«.]
a.
Waning
1.
or diminished in some parts
Wan'y,
not of uniform size throughout;
said especially of
sawed boards or timber when tapering or uneven, from
being cut too near the outside of the log.
said of timber.
2. Spoiled by wet
Halliwell,
Wanze (wanz), v. i. To wane to wither. [Obs."]
"Vltty (w5p), V. t. & i. [See Whap.] To beat to whap.
Sir T. Blalory.
lObs. or Prov. Eng.']
Wap, n. A blow or beating a whap. \_Prov. Eng.]
Wap'a-CUt (w5p'4-kat), n. (Zool.) The American
hawk owl. See under Hawk.
Wap'a-tOO' (-i-too'), n. {Bot.) The edible tuber of
;

Want'wlt' (want'wTf),

sense

;

;

;

U

—

;

—

(o)Afair-leader.
(b) A rope M/ith
Wapiti, Male,
wall knots in it
with which the shrouds are set taut.
Wap'pa-tO (wop'pa-to), n. {Bot.) See Wapatoo.
Wap'pened (wSp'p'nd), a. [Cf. Waped, Wapper.]
A word of doubtful meaning used once by Shakespeare.
This [gold] is it
That makes the wappen'd widow wed again.

by some that it is an error for wappered,
meaning tremulous or exhausted.
Wap'per (-per), v. t. & i. [Freq. of wap, v. ; cf dial.
G. wappem, wippem, to move up and dovm, to rock.]

It is conjectured

.

to shake to tremble to move tremiilously, as
from weakness to totter. [Ote.]

To cause

;

;

;

;

;

—

a species of arrowhead {Sagitiaria variabilis)
so called
by the Indians of Oregon. [Written also wappato.]
;

W

(wap'per), n.

\_Zodl.]

A

[Prov.

gudgeon.

Eng.]

Wap'pet (-pet), n. A small yelping cur. [Prov. Eng.]
Fuller.
Wap'ping (-ping), n. Yelping. [P.]
Chaucer.
War (wSr), a. Ware aware. [Obs.]

Waped (wapt), a. [Prov. E. ivape pale, v., to stupefy, akin to wap to beat. Cf. Whap, and Wappened.]
Cast down ; crushed by misery ; dejected. [Ofc.]
Wap'en-take (wSp'en-tak;

[AS. wxpenge277), n.
from Icel. vapnatak, literally, a weapon
taking or weapon touching, hence an expression of as;^c, wsepentac,

sent ("

si displicuit sententia fremitu aspernantur ; sin
placuit frameas concutiunt." Tacitus, " Germania," xi.).
Bee Weapon, and Take. This name had its origin in a
custom of touching lances or spears when the hundreder,
"
or chief, entered on his office.
quis accipiebat
"praefecturam wapentachii, die statuto in loco ubi consueverant congregari, omnes majores natu contra eum conveniebant, et descendente eo de equo suo, omnes assurgebant ei.
Ipse vero, erecta lancea sua, ab omnibus
secundum morem foedus accipiebat ; omnes enim quotquot venissent cum lanceis suis ipsius hastam tangebant,
et ita se confirmabant per contactum arraorum, pace
palam concessa. Wxpmi enim arma sonat ; tac, tactus
est
hac de causa totus ille conventus dicitur Wapentac,
eo quod per tactum armorum suorum ad invicem confoederati sunt." LL. Edward Confessor, 33. D. Wilkins.]
In some northern counties of England, a division, or
district, answering to the hundred in other counties.
Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and Nottinghamshire are divided into wapentakes, instead of hundreds. [Written
also wapentac]
Selden. Blackstone.

Cum

—

Wap'ln-schaw (wSp'in-sha), re.

[Scot,

See Weapon,

and Show.] An exhibition of arms, according to the
rank of the individual, by all persona bearing arms
formerly made at certain seasons in each district. [_Scot.]
;

Jamieson.
ale,

senate, c4re,

—

Sir W. Scott.

am, arm, ask,

War (war), n, [OE. & AS. werre ; akin to OHG.
werra scandal, quarrel, sedition, iverran to confound,
mix, D. warren, G. wirren, verwirren, to embroil, confound, disturb, and perhaps to E. rvorse; cf. OF. werre
war, F. guerre, of Teutonic origin. Cf. Gheeeilla, WahKIOE.] 1. A contest between nations or states, carried
on by force, whether for defense, for revenging insults
and redressing wrongs, for the extension of commerce,
for the acquisition of territory, for obtaining and establishing the superiority and dominion of one over the
other, or for any other purpose armed conflict of sovereign powers ; declared and open hostilities.
Men will ever distinguish war from mere bloodshed.
;

F.

Robertson.

}¥.

!^°* As loar is the contest of nations or states, it always implies that such contest is authorized by the monarch or the sovereign power of the nation. A war begun
by attacking another nation, is called an offensive war.

and such attack is aggressive. War undertaken to repel
invasion, or the attacks of an enemy, is called defensive.
2. {Law) A condition of belligerency to be maintained
by physical force. In this sense, levying war against the

The profession of arms the art of war.
Thou art but a youth, and he is a man of war from
5.

Prior.

his youth.

1 Sara. xvii. 33.

A

state of opposition or contest ; an act of opposition ; an inimical contest, act, or action ; enmity
Milton.
hostility.
"Raised impious Miar in heaven."
The words of his mouth were smoother than butter, but war
Ps.

his heart.

Iv. 21.

war, a war between different sections or parties
Holy war. See under
of the same country or nation.
Holy.
Man of war. (Naut.) See in the Vocabulary.
Public war, a war between independent sovereign states.
War cry, a cry or signal used in war; as, the Indian
war cry.
War dance, p. dance among savages preliminary to going to war. Among the North American Indians, it is Degun by some distinguished chief, and whoever
joins in it thereby enlists as one of the party engaged in
a warlike excursion. Schoolcraft.— Wai field, a field of
war or battle. —War horse, a horse used in war ; the horse
of a cavalry soldier ; especially, a strong, powerful,
spirited horse for military service ; a charger.
War paint, paint put on
the face and other parts
of the body by savages,
as a token of going to war.
" Wash the ivar paint
from your faces." LongCivil

—

—

—

—

—

—

fellow.— Wa.T song, asong
of orpertaining to war ; es-'
pecially, among the American Indians, a song at the
war dance, full of incitements to military ardor.
War whoop, a war cry,
especially that uttered by
the American Indians.

—

War Horse,
caparisoned.
;

&

p. pr.
or attack

a state or nation with force of arms to carry on hostilito be in a state of contest by violence.
Eezin the king of Syria, and Pekah the son of Kemaliah, king
of Israel, went up toward Jerusalem to war against it. Isa. vii. 1.
Why should I war without the walls of Troy ? Shak.
Bj/ron.
Our countrymen were warring on that day
" Lusts
2. To contend to strive violently to fight.
Pet.
ii. 11.
1
which war against the soul."
;

;

1

final,

gjiX

;

eve,

War'ble,

v.

"And

touch the
Milton.
to

To be quavered or modulated

1.

i.

;

be uttered melodiously.
Such strains ne'er warble in the hnnet's throat.
Gay.
2. To sing in a trilling manner, or with many turns and
variations. " Birds on the branches warbling." Milton.
3. To sing with sudden changes from chest to head
tones to yodel.
War'ble, n. A quavering modulation of the voice;
a musical trill a song.
And he, the wondrous child,
;

;

Whose

silver

warble wild

Outvalued every pulsing sound.
Emerson,
1. One who, or that which, warWar'bler
applied chiefly to birds.
bles ; a singer ; a songster ;
Tickell.
In lulling strains the feathered warblers woo.
(-bier), n.

2. {Zool.)

—

Any one

of numerous species of small Old
birds belonging to the family Sylviidse,

World singing

which are noted songsters. The bluethroat,
blackcap, reed warbler (see under Reed), and sedge warbler (see under Sedge) are well-known species.
3. {Zool.) Any one of numerous species of small, often

many

of

colored,

briglit

American

singing
birds of the family
or subfamily 3fnioiiliidx, or Sylvicolinse.

They are

to the Old
World warblers, but most
of them are not particu-

allied

larly musical.

1!!^=

The

American

warblers are often divided, according to their
habits, into bush warblers,
creeping v/aTbleTS,Jly-catching warblers, ground war-

wood warblers, wormeating warblers, etc.
Bush warbler (Zool.), any
American warbler of the genus Opornis, as tlie

;

event, £nd, fern, recent

war-

—

bier (0. agilis).
Creeping warbler
(Zubl.), any one of several
species of very small American warblers belonging to
Parula, Mniotilta, and allied
genera, as the blue yellow-

backed warbler (Parula
Americana), and the black-

j -RnnAeH Wnrhlef
wo,-hi»r»
and.whitecreeper(Jfe,-o?,7teY^!;b|'-v„f„,H°?„^^^
'varia)

—Tly-catchmg

-wa,!-

Uer

(Zool.), any ooe of several species of warblers

^^ting Vfarblev (^Helmitherm

vernmorus).
C Cape May
Warbler (Oendroica tigrina}.
All Male.

belonging to SetopAaga,
Sylvania, and aUied genera
having the bill hooked and notched at the tip, with strong
rictal bristles .at the base, as the hooded warbler ( Sylvania mitrata), the black-capped warbler (S. pusilla), the
Canadian warbler (S. Canadensis), and the American redstart (see Redstaet).
Ground warbler (Zool.), any American warbler of the genus Geothlypis, as the mourning
ground warbler (O. Philadelphia), and the Maryland yellowthroat (see Yellowtheoat).
Wood warbler (Zodl.)^
any one of numerous American warblers of the genus Dendroica. Among the most common wood warblers in the
Eastern States are the yeliowbird, or yellow warbler (see
under Yellov/), the black-throated green warbler (Dendroica virens), the yellow-ruraped warbler (D. coronata),
the blackpoU (D. striata), the bay-breasted warbler (D.
castanea),the chestnut-sided vi'arbler (D. Pennsylvanica),
the Cape May warbler (D. tigrina), the prairie warbler
(see under Peairie), and the pine warbler (D.vinus). See
also Magnoliawarbler, imder Magnolia, and BlackbubnlAN W AEBLER.
War'bling-ly, adv. In a warbling manner.

—

—

War'burg's

tinc'ture(war'bergztTnk'tiSr). {Pharm.)

preparation containing quinine and many other ingredients, often used in the treatment of malarial affectious.
It was invented by Dr. Warburg of London.

Ancient

;

;

3. To cause to quaver or vibrate.
ivarbled ati-mg."

A

War, V. i. [imp. & p. p. Wakeed (ward)
1. To make war
to invade
vb. n. Waeeinq.]
ties

re. Waebling (-bling).]
[OE. icerbelen, OF. werbier ; of Teutonic origin
cf. G. wirbeln to turn, to warble, D. wervelen, akin to B. whirl.
See Whihl.] 1. To
sing in a trilling, quavering, or vibratory manner ; to
modulate with turns or variations ; to trill ; ai. certain
birds are remarkable for warbling their songs.
2. To utter musicaDy ; to modulate ; to carol.
If she be right invoked in warbled song.
Milton.
Warbling sweet the nuptial lay.
TruTnbulU

Coimecticut
Milton.

;

was in

.

blers,

sovereign authority is treason.
[Poetic]
3. Instruments of war.
His complement of stores, and total war.
[Poetic]
4. Forces ; army.
On their embattled ranks the waves return.
And overwhelm their war.

6.

Daniel,

;

;

2. To sport in
lasciviously.

to fight. [JJ.J

& vb.

large,

Lamb.

;

to defend.

A

is

noted

sally forth into the fields, and strip
of the sun, and wanton like young dace

and borders

the Scot,

To carry on,
.

variety of the
red deer, but it
is considered a
distinct species

would

warmth
I

To make war upon

1.

t.

as a contest ; to wage.
[E.]
That thou . mightest war a good warfare. 1 2Ym. i. 18.
War'-beat'en (-bef'n), a. Warworn.
War'ble (war'b'l), n. [Cf. WoRMiL.] 1. {Far.) (a)
small, hard tmnor which is produced on the back of a
horse by the heat or pressure of the saddle in traveling.
(6) A small tumor produced by the larvae of the gadfly
in tlie backs of horses, cattle, etc.
Called also warblet,
warbeetle, ivarnles.
2. {Zool.) See Wokmil.
War'ble, v. t. [imp. &. p. p. Warbled (-b'ld) ; p. pr.
2.

thought to be a

by

(war), V.

To war

ican elk (Cervus Canadensis).
It is closely related to the
European red deer, which it

Wap'per

in her prime.

War

[Probably the Iroquois name.

;

ly

;

.

;

ice,

-ward

(-werd),

-wards

(-werdz).

&

[AS.

-weard.

-weardes; akin to OS.
OFries. -ward, OHG. -wert, G.
-ivHrts, Icel. -verSr, Goth, -vairps, L. vertere to turn, verSee
y/'iAZ.
sus toward, and E. worth to become.
Worth, v. i., and cf. Veese. Adverbs ending in -wards
(AS. -weardes) and some other adverbs, such as besides,
betimes, since (OE. sithens), etc., were originally genitive forms used adverbially.]
Suffixes denoting course
or direction to ; motion or tendency toward ; as in backward, or backward* / toward, or towards, etc.
Ward (ward), n. [AS. weard, fem., guard, weard,
idea,

iU

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

;

WARD

,

;

;

;

The assieged castle's ward
Their steadfast stands did mightily maintain.
For want of other ward.
He lifted up his hand, his front to guard.

Spenser.

Dryden.

under guard or guardianship;
conftnement under guard the condition of a cliild under
a guardian custody.
And he put them in ward in the house of the captain of the

The

3.

state of being

;

;

Oen.

guard.
I

must attend

his majesty's

command,

to

xl. 3.

whom I am now in
Shak.

ward.

It is also inconvenient, in Ireland, that the wards and marriages of gentlemen's children should be in the disposal of any
Spenser.
of those lords.

A

guarding or defensive motion or position, as in
guard. " Thou knowest my old ward; here I
Shak.
lay, and thus I bore my point."
5. One who, or that which, is guarded. Specifically
(a) A minor or person under the care of a guardian
" You know our father's ward,
as, a loard in chancery.
Otway.
the fair Monimia."
division
of
[_Eng. & Scot.']
A
a
county.
(6)
(c) A division, district, or quarter of a town or city.
Throughout the trembling city placed a guard,
Di^den.
Dealing an equal share to every ward.
{d) A division of a forest.
[£«</.]
as, a fever ward.
(e) A division of a hospital
6. (a) A projecting ridge of metal in the interior of a
lock, to prevent the use of any key which has not a corresponding notch for passing it. (6) A notch or slit in
s key corresponding to a ridge in the lock which it fits
Knight.
a ward notch.
more secure by attaching wards to the
The lock is made
front, as well as to the back, plate of the lock, in which case the
key must be furnished with corresponding notches. Tomlinson.
Ward penny (0. Bng. Law), money paid to the sheriff or
Ward ataff,
castellan for watching and warding a castle.
a constable's or watchman's staff. [06s.]
Ward (ward), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Warded p. pr.
vb. n. Warding.] [OE. wardien, AS. weardian to keep,
protect akin to OS. wardon to watch, take care, OFries.
wardia, OHG. warten, G. warlen to wait, wait on, attend
to, Icel. varSa to guarantee defend, Sw. vdrda to guard,
to watch cf. OF. warder, of German origin. See Ward,
1. To keep in
»., and cf. Award, Guard, Reward.]
safety
formerly, in a specific
to watch
to guard
sense, to guard during the day time.
Whose gates he found fast shut, no living wight
4.

fencing

;

:

—
;

;

,

.

.

.

—

&

;

;

;

;

;

To ward
2.

;

the same.

To defend

;

Spenser.

to protect.

;

;

—

It instnicts the scholar in the various methods of warding off
Che force of objections.
7. Watts.
Ward, V. i. 1. To be vigilant ; to keep guard.

2. To act on the defensive with a weapon.
She redoubling her blows drove the stranger to no other shift
than to ward and go back.
Sir P. Sidney.
Ward'-corn' (-kSrn'), n. [Ward
F. come horn,
L. cormt.'l (0. Eng. Laio) The duty of keeping watch
and ward (see the Note under Watch, re., 1) with a horn
to be blown upon any occasion of surprise.
Burrill.

Ward'er

(-er), n.

.

1.

2.

;

.

War'ence

spread.

;

pity

re.

—

;

With

Warlock,

their caps of darkness liooded

Longfellow.

1

Of or pertaining to a warlock or war-

a.

locks; impish.

[iJ.]

Thou Shalt win the warlock fight. J. P. Drake.
War'lock-ry (-ry), re. Impishness magic.
;

Warlike.
Bums.
\_Compar. Warmer (-er) superl.
Warmest.] [AS. wearm; akin to OS., OFries., D., &G.
warm, Icel. varmr, Sw.
Dan. varm, Goth, warmjan
to warm probably akin to Lith. virti to cook, boil ; or

War'ly

(war'iy), a.

Warm (warm),

a.

;

&

Ware1. To

[OF. warance, F. garance,

re.

garantia.']

A

;

;

perhaps to Skr. gkarma heat, OL. formus warm. V32,
224.] 1. Having heat in a moderate degree not cold;
as, warm milk. " Whose blood is wann within." Shak.
Wai-m and still is the summer night. Longfellow.
2. Having a sensation of heat, esp. of gentle heat
;

3. Subject to heat ; having prevalence of heat, or little
or no cold weather ; as, the warm climate of Egypt.
4. Fig.
Not cool, indifferent, lukewarm, or the like,
in spirit or temper ; zealous ardent ; fervent ; excited
sprightly ; irritable ; excitable.
Mirth, and youth, and warm desire
Milton.
Each warm wish springs mutual from the heart. Pope,
They say he 's a warm man and does not care to be made
:

;

I

Addison,
mouths at.
I had been none of the warmest of partisans. Hawthorne,
passionate ;
5. Violent vehement furious excited
as, a warm contest
a warm debate.
Welcome, daylight we shall have warm work on 't. Dryden,
6. Being well off as to property, or in good circumstances; forehanded; rich. \_CoUoq.]
;

;

;

;

;

Warm householders,

2. Contest

of our

warfare are not carnal. S Cor. x. 4.
military life ; to carry on

Camden.

continual wars.

War'far'er
a military

(wiir'fSr'er),

man

food, toTot

;

;

a soldier

;

out, oil

One engaged
a warrior.

in warfare

it.

;

chair

;

go

;

;

;

—

Syn. — Ardent;
astic

&

;

cordial

;

zealous; fervent; glowing; enthus]>
violent furious hot.

keen

;

;

;

& p. p. Warmed (warmd) p. pr
Warming.]
[AS. wcarmian. See Warm, a.]
communicate
To
a moderate degree of heat to to

Warm,

v.

t.

{imp.

;

i'6. re.

1.

To lead a

every one of them. W. Irving.
have a draft upon him, payable at sight and let me
is as wanji a man as any within five miles round

Goldsmith.
7. In children's games, being near the object sought
for hence, being close to the discovery of some person,
[_Collog.]
thing, or fact concealed.
riere, indeed, young Mr. Dowse was getting "wann," at
children say at blindnian's buff.
Black.
8. {Paint.) Having yellow or red for a basis, or in
said of colors, and opposed to cold,
their composition ;
which is said of blue and its compounds.

i

Milton.

shall

you he

him.

struggle.

;

The weapons
War'fare', v. i.

;

You
tell

;

This day from battle rest
Faithful hath been your warfare.

I

Qm

Milton.

soldierly. See Martial.
;
Quality of being warlike.
Warllng (-ling), re. One often quarreled with ; a
word coined, perhaps, to rhyme with darling. [06s.]
Better be an old man's darling than a young man's warling.
Camden.
War'lock (-15k), re. [OE. warloghe a deceiver, a name
for the Devil, AS. wserloga a belier or breaker of his
agreement, word, or pledge ; wSr covenant, troth (akin
to L. verus true ; see Very) -)- loga a liar (in comp.), le^gan to lie. See 3d Lie.] A male witch ; a wizard a
sprite ; an imp.
[Written also warluck,]
Dryden.
It was Eyvind Kallda's crew
Of warlocks blue,

;

hostilities ; war.
The Philistines gathered their armies together for warfare, to
1 Sam. ixviii. 1.
fight with Israel.

mies

;

d.p,

;

hostile

;

;

(Bot.) Madder.
room in which goods
Ware'room' (wSr'room'), re.
are stored or exhibited for sale.
Wares (wSrz), re. pi. See 4th Ware.
War'fare' (war'fSr'), re. [ War -j- OE. fare a journey,
a passage, course, AS. faru. See Fare, re.] 1. Military service military life ; contest carried on by ene-

;

full,

Syn. — Martial
Warlike'ness,

.

(wSr'ens),

Uj. warentia,

That they should charge.
Drayton.
(-i-an), a. Designating, or pertaining to, a
kind of glass inclosure for keeping ferns, mosses, etc.,
or for transporting growing plants from a distance as, a
Wardian case of plants
so named from the inventor,
Nathaniel B. Ward, an Englishman.
Ward'mote' (-mof), re. Anciently, a meeting of the
inhabitants of p. ward also, a court formerly held in
each war of 1 .ohdon for trying defaults in matters relating to uh« watch, police, and the like.
Brande & C.
" Wardu and vardmotes."
Piers Plowman,
rf}de,

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

Surceased.

;

&

[06s.]

to recover.

;

;

[imp,
(-houz'), v. t.
p, p.
vb, n. Warehousing.]
;

;

shall warish

.

;

;

Ware'house'

.

;

;

;

.

;

;

.

To be cured

i.

;

;

;

;

and escape. Chaucer.
War'i-SOn (wSr'I-s'n), re. [OF. warison safety, supplies, cure, F. guerison cure.
See Warish, v. t.]
1. Preparation protection provision supply. [06s.]
2. Reward requital guerdon. lObs, or Scot,]
Wit and wisdom is good warysoun. Proverbs of Hending.
Wark (wark), re. [See Work.] Work; a building.
Spenser.
[06s. or Scot.]
Wark'loom (-loom), re. A tool an implement. [/Scot]
War'llke' (war'Uk'), a. 1. Fit for war disposed for
war as, a warlike state a warlike disposition.
Old Siward, with ten thousand warlike men.
Shak.
2. Belonging or relating to war military martial.
warlike
The great archangel from his
toil

;

;

V.

Your daughter

;

Ward'1-an

uulte,

War'lsh,

;

1

ase,

;

;

;

;

;

;

a guard.

—

;

(wSr'Tsh), v. i, [OF. warir to protect, heal,
cure, F. guerir to cure
cf. OHG.
of Teutonic origin
werian, weren, to protect, to hinder. See Garret.] To
protect from the effects of ; hence, to cure ; to heal.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
My brother shall be warished hastily.
Varro testifies that even at this day there be some who warish
and cure the stinging of serpents with their spittle.
Holland.

—

[See Ware, re.] Unwary ;
(wSr'les), a.
incautious ; unheeding careless ; unaware. [06«.]
And wareless of the evil
That by themselves unto themselves is wrought. Spenser.
Ware'ly, adv. Cautiously warily. [06s.]
They bound him hand and foot with iron chains.
Spenser.
And with contiimal watch did warehj keep.

A truncheon

;

—

;

;

;

;

War'lsh

(wardz'man), n. ; pi, Wardsmen (-men).
a guard. [iJ.] Sydney Smith.
Ware (wSr), obs, imp, of Wear. Wore.
Ware, v, t, (Naut,) To wear, or veer. See Wear.
Ware, «. [AS. war.} (Boi.) Seaweed. \_Obs. or
Prov, Eng,]
Ware goose (Zo'dl,), the brant
so called because it
feeds on ware, or seaweed. [Prov. Eng.]
Ware, n, [OE. ware, AS. waru ; akin to D. waar, G.
waare, Icel. & Sw. vara, Dan. vare ; and probably to E.
worth, a. See Worth, a,] Articles of merchandise the
sum of articles of a particular kind or class style or class
of manufactures especially, in the plural, goods commodities merchandise. " Retails his wares at wakes."
Shak. " To chaffer with them and eke to sell them their
ware,"
Chaucer.
If the people of the land bring ware or any victuals on the
Sabbath day to sell, that we would not buy it of them on the
Sabbath, or on the holy day.
Neh. x. 31.
11^°* Although originally and properly a collective
noun, it admits of a plural form, when articles of merchandise of different kinds are meant. It is often used
in composition as in hardtware, glassware, tinware, etc.
Ware, a, [OE. war, AS. wser. V142. See Wart.]
Aware taking notice hence, wary cautious on one's
guard. See Beware. [Ote.]
She was ware and knew it bet [better] than he. Chattcer,
Of whom be thou ware also.
2 Tim. iv. 15.
He is ware enough he is wily and circumspect for stirring
Latimer.
up any sedition.
The only good that grows of passed fear
Spenser.
Is to be wise, and ware of like again.
Ware, re. [AS. waru caution.] The state of being
ware or aware heed. \_Obs.]
Wyclif.
Ware, v. t. [AS. warian.] To make ware to warn
to take heed of to beware of to guard against. {_Obs.~\
" Ware that I say."
Chaucer.
Cttaucer.
ware you fro the sin of avarice.
God
Dryden.
Then ware a rising tempest on the main.
Ware'ful (-ful), a. Wary watchful cautious. [_Obs.'\
cautiousness.
\_Obs.]
Ware'ful-ness, n. Wariness ;
" Full of umrefulness,"
Sir P, Sidney,
Wa-re'ga fly' (wa-re'ga fli'). (Zool.) A Brazilian
fly whose larvEe live in the skin of man and animals, producing painful sores.
Ware'house' (wSr'hous'), n.; pi. Warehouses (-houz'Addison.
§z).
A storehouse for wares, or goods.
;

A

;

WardS'mau

;

[06s.] Spenser,
(Zool.)
South

tiousness. " An almost reptile wariness," 6. W. Cable.
To determine what are little things in religion, great wariness is to be used.
Sprat,
Syn. Caution watchfulness circunwpection ; foresight care ; vigilance scrupulousness.

;

;

—

American monkey, one of the sapajous.
Wa'ri-ness (wa'rl-ngs), n. The quality or state of
being wary care to foresee and guard against evil cau-

Ware'less

One who wards or keeps; a

He cast it up with his auspicious hand,
Which was the signal, through the English

Wa'ri-ment (-ment) n. Wariness.
War'ine (war'in or wa-ren'), re.

room occu-

pied as a messroom by the commissioned officers of a
war vessel. See Gunroom.
Totten.
2. A room used by the citizens of a city ward, for
meetings, political caucuses, elections, etc. [i/. /S.]
-wards (-werdz). See -ward.
Ward'Ship (ward'shTp), n. 1. The office of a ward
or keeper care and protection of a ward ; guardianship
right of guardianship.
Wardship is incident to tenure in socage. Blackstone.
2. The state of being under a guardian ; pupilage.
It was the wisest act ... in my wardship.
B. Jonson.

A man who keeps ward

Fit for

-f hable.]

;

" The warders of the gate." Dryden.
or staii carried by a king or a commander in chief, and used in signaling his will.
When, lo the king suddenly changed his mind,
Casts down his warder to arrest thern there.
Daniel,
Wafting his warder thrice about his head.
keeper

A

,

warden.

)

1. (Naut.)

or keeper of a dock warehouse or wharf store.
2. One who keeps a wholesale shop or store for Man[^Eng,]
chester or woolen goods.
Warehonaeman's Itch (Med,), a form of eczema occurring
on the back of the hands of warehousemen.
Ware'hOUS'ing (-houz'Ing), re. The act of placing
goods in a warehouse, or in a customhouse store.
Warehousing system, an arrangement for lodging imported articles in the customhouse stores, without payment of duties until they are taken out for home consumption. If reexported, they are not charged with a
duty. See Bonded warehouse, under Bonded, a.

wardens on the
battlements. Sir W. Scott.
2. An officer who keeps or guards ; a keeper ; as, the
warden of a prison.
3. A head official ; as, the warden of a college ; specifically (EccL), a churchwarden.
4. [Properly, a keeping pear.] A large, hard pear,
chiefly used for baking and roasting.
[_Obs.^
1 would have had him roasted like a warden. Beau. Sf Ft.
Warden pie, a pie made of warden pears. [Obs.] Shak.
Ward'sn-ry {-rf), \ n. The office or jurisdiction of a
.

Chaucer.

[Ote.]
(-room'), n.

Ward'room'

War

Ware'house'mail (-hous'man) re. ; pi. Warehousemen (-men). 1. One who keeps a warehouse the owTier glowing.

;

called to the

T. Hughes.

pair of saddlebags containing his wardrobe,

A privy.

3.

[

;

deposit or secure in a warehouse.
2. To place in the warehouse of the government or
customhouse stores, to be kept until duties are paid.

Ward'COrps' (-korO, M. \_Ward -\- corps."] Guardian;
" Though thou
one set to watch over another. [OJs.]
pieyedest Argus ... to be my wardcorps."
Chaucer.
Ward'en (ward"n), n. [OE. wardein, OF. wardein,
gardein, gardain, F. gardien. See GnAEDiAN, and Ward
guard.] 3.. A keeper a guardian ; a watchman.

Ward'en-shlp,

With a

(war'ha'b'l), a.

" iKarAa6ie youth."
[06s.]
Spenser.
[OE. wariangel,
War'l-an'gle (wi5r'I-5n'g'l), re.
weryangle ; cf. AS. wearg outlaw, criminal, OHG. warg,
warch, Goth, wargs (in comp.), G. wiirgengel, i. e., destroying angel, destroyer, killer, and E. worry.] (Zool,)
called also
The red-backed shrike (Lanius collurio)
wurger, woiTier, and throttler. [Written also warriangle,
or
Prov.
Eng.]
weirangle, etc.] lObs.
Wa'rl-ly (wa'ri-ly), adv. In a wary manner.
war.

;

housed (-houzd') p, pr.

+

He

War'ha'ble

Ward'robe' (ward'rob'), n. [OE. warderobe, OF.
warderobe, F. garderobe ; of German origin. See Ward,
V, i,, and Robe.]
1. A room or apartment where clothes
are kept, or wearing apparel is stored a portable closet
for hanging up clothes.
2. Wearing apparel, in general ; articles of dress or
personal decoration.
Milton.
Flowers that their gay wardrobe wear.

.

Tell him it was a hand that warded him
From thousand dangers.
Shak.
3. To defend by walls, fortifications, etc.
\_Obs.']
4. To fend off to repel to turn aside, as anything
tnisohievous that approaches
usually followed by off.
Now wards a felling blow, now strikes again. Daniel.
The pointed javelin warded off his rage. Addison.
;

WARM

1627

masc., keeper, guard ; akin to OS. ward a watcher, warden, G. wart, OHG. wart, Icel. vorSr a warden, a watch,
Goth, -luards in d&UT&wards a doorkeeper, and E. wary ;
See Wake, o..
cf. OF. warde guard, from the German.
Wary, and cf. Guakd, Wraith.] 1. The act of guarding
watch guard guardianship specifJcaUy , a guarding during the day. See the Note under Watch, n., 1.
Still, when she slept, he kept both watch and ward, Spenser.
2. One who, or tliat which, guards garrison defender ; protector ; means of guarding ; defense ; protection.
Shak.
For the beat ward of mine honor.
;

;;

; ;

;

render warm to supply or furnish heat to
warjns an apartment.
Tlien shall it [an ash tree] be for a man to burn
take thereof and warm himself.
Enough to warm, but not enough to burn.

bIuei IqIi

;

;

•

tfaen,

thin

;

boN

;

zh = z

as, a

stove

:
for he will
Jsa. xliv. 15.

LongJ'eltoio,

in azure.

—

;;

WARM
or earnest ; to interest ; to ento excite ardor or zeal in ; to enliven.
I formerly warmed my head with reading controversial wi-itPope.
IngB.
Keble.
Bright hopes, that erst the bosom warmed.

gage

;

Warm (warm), V.

[AS. wearmian.^

i.

WARRE

1628

To make engaged

2.

N

To become

1.

or moderately heated ; as, the earth soon warms
in a clear day in summer.
There shall not be a coal to warm at. /so. xlvii. 14.

warm,

To become ardent or animated
warms as he proceeds.
2.

the speaker

as,

;

To weave

&

Nares.
to fabricate. [R.
Poelici
While dotb he mischief warp.
Stemhold.
B. (Naut.) To tow or move, as a vessel, with a line, or
warp, attached to a buoy, anchor, or other fixed object.
6. To cast prematurely, as young;
said of cattle,
sheep, etc. [Prov. Eng.]
7. (Agric. ) To let the tide or other water in upon (lowlying land), for the purpose of fertilization, by a deposit
of warp, or slimy substance.
[Prov. Eng.\
8. (Rope Making) To run off the reel into hauls to be
4.

;

—

tarred, as yarns.
9. (Weaving)

To arrange (yams) on a warp beam.
Warped surface (.Geom.), a surface generated by a
straiglit line moving so that no two of its consecutive
Davies & Peck.
applied especially to those animals, as positions shall be in the same plane.
warm blood
Warp (warp), V. i. 1. To turn, twist, or be twisted
birds and mammals, whicli liave warm blood, or, more
The act of warming, or the state of being
Sickens.
warmed a warming a heating. ICollog.']
(Physiol.) Having
Warm'-talOOd'ed (-blfid'ed), a.

Warm,

n.

;

;

—

;

properly, the power of maintaining a nearly uniform temperature whatever the temperature of tlie surrounding

See Homoiothermal.

air.

warmth as, a icarmful garment. [iJ.] Chapman.
Warm'-heart'ed (-hart'Sd), a. Having strong affec-

it

tion

;

;

sincere

;

hearty

;

sympathetic.

— Warm'-

;

;

water bream,

or sunfish
called also red-eyed bream.

(Chsenobrytlus gidosus)

;

—

(warmth), re.
1. The quality or state of
being warm gentle heat as, the warmth of the sun
the warmth of the blood vital warmth.
Here kindly warmth their mounting juice ferments. Addison.
2. A state of lively and excited interest
zeal ardor
lervor
passion ; enthusiasm
earnestness
as, the
warmth of love or piety he replied with much warmth.
" Spiritual xoarmth, and holy fires."
Jer. Taylor.
That warmth
which agrees with Christian zeal. Sprat.
3. (Paint.) The glowing effect which arises from the
use of warm colors hence, any similar appearance or
elfect in a painting, or work of color.
Syn.
Zeal; ardor; fervor; fervency; heat; glow;
earnestness cordiality animation ; eagerness excitement; vehemence.
Warmth'leSS, a. Being without warmth not communicating warmth cold. [JJ.]
Coleridge.
Warn (warn), V. t. [OE. wernen, AS. weornan, wy7-nan.
Cf. Warn to admonish.]
To refuse. [Written
also wem, trarre.]
[OJs.]
Chaucer.
Warn, v. t. limp. &p. p. Warned (warnd) p. pr. &
[OE. warnen, wamien, AS. warnian,
vb. re. Warning.]
wearnian, to take heed, to warn akin to AS. wearn denial, refusal, OS. warniany wernian, to refuse, OHG. warnen, G. warnen to warn, OFries. warna, werna, Icel.
varna to refuse and probably to E. wary, v'142.] 1. To
make ware or aware to give previous information to
to give notice to
to notify
to admonish
hence, to
notify or summon by authority as, to warn a town
meeting to warn a tenant to quit a house. " Warned
of the ensuing fight."
Dryden.
Cornelius the centurion
was warned from God by an holy
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

angel to send for thee.

Acts

x. 22.

Who is it that hath warned us to the walls ?
Shak.
give notice to, of approaching or probable danto
caution
against
;
anything that may prove
injurious. " JuturHa warns the Daunian chief of Lausus'
danger, urging swift relief."
Dryden.
To

ger or

evil

To ward off. [fibs.']
Spenser.
(-er), re.
One who warns an admonisher.
Warn'er, re. A warrener. [Oi«.] Piers Plowman.
Warn'ing, a. Giving previous notice cautioning
admonisliing as, a warning voice.
3.

Warn'er

;

;

;

That warning timepiece never ceased. Longfellow.
Warning piece. Warning wheel (Horol. ), a piece or wheel
which produces a sound shortly before the clock strikes.

Warn'ing,

w

re.

" At a montli's
Dryden.

1. Previous notice.

warning."

A great journey to take upon so short a warning.

L' Estrange.
2. Caution against danger, or against faults or evil

which incur danger ; admonition monition.
Could learning make the world more just or wise. Dryden.
Warn'ing-ly, adv. In a warning manner.
Warn'store (-stor), v. t. [Cf. OF. warnesture, garnesture, provisions, supplies, and B. garnish.'] To furnish.
[fibs.] "To M'orrerfore your house."
Chaucer.
j»-actices

Warp

;

&

p. p. Warped (warpt) ;
p.pr.
vb. re. Warping.] [OE. warpen; fr. lc<i\."varpa
to throw, cast, varp a casting, fr. verpa to throw ; akin to
Dan. varpe to warp a ship, Sw. varpa, AS. lueorpan to

(warp),

V.

t.

[imp.

&

&

werpan, OFries. uerpa, D.
LG. werpen, G.
werfen, Goth, walrpan ; cf . Skr. vrj to twist. V144Cf. Wrap.] 1. To throw ; hence, to 'send forth, or throw
out, as words ; to utter.
\Obs.']
Piers Plowman.
2. To turn or twist out of shape ; esp., to twist or
bend out of a flat plane by contraction or otherwise.
The planks looked warped.
Coleridge.
Walter warped his mouth at this
cast, OS.

3.

To something so mock solemn, that I laughed. Tennyson.
To turn aside from the true direction to cause to
;

bend or incline
This

lirst

; to pervert.
avowed, nor folly warped

I have no private considerations to
versy-

We
lects,

wood

to the

end of another,

casting, or warping.

to

keep

Jloxon.

To turn or

incline from a straight,, true, or proper
to deviate ; to swerve.
There is our coniniission.
From which wc would not have you warp.
Shak.
3. To fly with a bending or waving motion ; to turn
and wave, like a flock of birds or insects.
A pitchy cloud
Of locusts, warping on the eastern wind.
Milton.
2.

course

;

cast the young prematurely
\_Prov. Eng.']
cattle, sheep, etc.

To

4.

my

mind.

warp me

Dryden.

in this contro-

Addisan.

senate,

to slink

;

— said of

(Weaving) To wind yarn off bobbins for forming
web to wind a warp on a warp beam.
re.
[AS. wearp ; akin to Icel. varp a casting,
throwing, Sw. varp tlie draught of a net, Dan. varp a
towline, OHG. warj warp, G. werft. See Warp, v.']
1. ( Weaving) The tlireads whicli are extended lengthwise in the loom, and crossed by the woof.
2. (Naut. ) A rope used in hauling or moving a vessel,
usually with one end attached to an anclior, a post, or
other fixed object a towing line a warping hawser.
5.

the warp of a

;

;

3. (Agric.)
tides, etc., by

of

&m, arm, ask,

slimy substance deposited on land by
is formed. L/yell.

[Prov. Eng.']
esp., four herrings

sheep, etc.

5. Four ;
\_Prov. Eng.]
6. [From Warp, v.]

— said

of cattle,

See Cast, n., 17.
Wright.
The state of being warped or
twisted as, the warp of a board.
Warp beam, the roller on which the warp is wound in a
;

a cast.

;

loom.— Warp

fabric, fabric

produced by warp knitting.

Warp frame, or Warp-net frame, a maciiine for making
warp lace, Iiaving a number of needles and employing a
thread for each needle. — Warp knitting, a kind of knitting in which a number of threads are intercliained each
with one or more contiguous threads on eitlier side —
also called warp weaving. — Warp lace, o)' Warp net, lace
having a warp crossed by weft threads.
Warp'age (-Sj 48), re. The act of warping also, a
charge per ton made on shipping in some harbors.
War'path' (war'path'), re. The route taken by a party
;

;

;

on a warlike expedition.
Schoolcraft.
On the warpath, on a hostile expedition hence, colloquially, about to attack a person or measure.
Warp'er (warp'er), re. 1. One who, or that which,
warps or twists' out of shape.
2. One who, or that which, forms yam or thread into
warps or webs for the loom.
Warp'lng, re. l. The act or process of one who, or
of Indians going

;

that whiclr, warps.
2. The art or occupation of preparing warp or webs
for the weaver.
Craig.
Warping bank, a bank of earth raised round a field to
enriching
land.
retain water let in for tlie purpose of
Craig.
Warping hook, a hook used by rope makers for
hanging tlie yarn on, when warping it into hauls for tarring.
Warping mill, amacliine for warping yarn. — Warping penny, money, varying according to the length of the
thread, paid to the weaver by the spinner on laying the
warp. \Prov. Eng.] 'Wright.
Warping post, a strong
post used in warping rope-yam.

—

—

—

War'prool' (war'probf), re. Valor tried by war.
War'ra-gal (w'8r'ra-gal), n. (Zo'ol.) The dingo.
War'ran-dice (wor'rau-dis), re. [See Warrahtise.]
(Scots Law) The obligation by which a person, conveying
a subject or a right, is bound to uphold that subject or
right against every claim, challenge, or burden arising
from circumstances prior to the conveyance warranty.
;

[Written also irarrandise.]

Craig.
(wor'ront), re.
[OE. warant, OF. warant
a warrant, a defender, protector, F. garant, originally a
p. pr. of German origin, fr. OHG. weren to grant, warrant, G. gew'dhren ; .akin to OFries. wera.
Cf . Guarantee.] 1. That which warrants or authorizes ; a commission giving authority, or justifying the doing of anything;
an act, instrument, or obligation, by which one person
authorizes another to do something which he has not
otherwise a rigiit to do ; an act or instrument investing
one with a right or authority, and thus securing him
from loss or damage commission ; authority. Specific-

War'rant

ally :
(a)

—

;

A

writing which authorizes a person to receive
money or other thing.
(b) (Law) A precept issued by a magistrate authorizing an officer to make an arrest, a seizure, or a search,
or do other acts incident to the administration of justice.

(3Iil.&Nav.) An official certificate of appointment
issued to an olficer of lower rank than a commissioned
officer.
See Warrant officer, below.
2. That which vouches or insures for anything ; guaranty; security.
(c)

which cloud the intelmen.
Southey.

c&re,

A

;

which a rich alluvial soil
premature casting of young ;

A

4.

are divested of all those passions

and warp the understandings,
ale,

;

Warp,

Warmth

V

from

Shak.
piece of

;

cordial

Warm'ing, a. & n. from Warm, v.
Warming pan, a long-handled covered pan into which
live coals are put, — used for warming beds.
Shak.
Warm'ly, adv. In a warm manner ardently.
Chaucer.
Warm'ness, n. Warmth.
War'mon'ger (war'miin'ger), n. One who makes
war a trade or business a mercenary, [i?.]
Spenser.
War'moutll (-mouth), re. (Zodl.) An American fresh-

2.

warp, warp.

They clamp one

beart'ed-ness, n.

U

;

;

ber,

giving

Q

out of shape esp., to be twisted or bent out of a flat
plane as, a board warps in seasoning or shrinlung.
One of you will prove a shrunk panel, and, like green tim-

Warm'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, warms.
Warm'ful (-ful), a. Abounding in capacity to warm

warrant of thy place.
warrant Sot his welcome hither.

Shak.
Shak.

I give thee

His worth
final,

^

;

is

eve, event,

—

;

€nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

3. That which attests or proves a voucher.
legality ; allowance.
4. Right
Shak.
lObs.]
Bench warrant. (Law) See in the Vocabulary.
Dock
warrant (Com.), a customhouse license or authority.
General warrant. (Law) See under General.
Land warrant. See uhder Land.
Search warrant. (Zaw) See under
Warrant of attorney (Law), written authorSearch, re.
ity given by one person to another empowering him to
transact business for him specifically, written authority
given by a client to his attorney to appear for liim in
court, aud to suffer judgment to pass agamst him by confession in favor of some specified person. Bouvier.
Warrant ofScer, a noncommissioned officer, as a sergeant,
corporal, bandmaster, etc., in the army, or a quartermaster, gunner, boatswain, etc., in tlie navy
Warrant
to sue and defend,
(a) (0. Eng. Law) A special warrant
from the crown, authorizing a party to appoint an attorney to sue or defend for him. (6) A special authority
given by a party to his attorney to commence a suit, or to
appear and defend a suit in his behalf. This warrant is
;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

.

now

disused.

—

Burrill.

War'rant (wor'rant), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Wakbanted ;
vb. re. Warranting.]
p. pr.
[OE. warantert, OF.
warantir, garantir, guarantir, garentir, garandir, F.
garantir to warrant, fr. OF. warant, garant, guarant, a
warrant, a protector, a defender, F. garant. •v'142. See
Warrant, n.] 1. To make secure to give assurance
against harm ; to guarantee safety to to give authority
or power to do, or forbear to do, anything by which the
person authorized is secured, or saved harmless, from
any loss or damage by his action.

&

;

;

I first my body to warrant.
Chaucer.
warrant him from drowning.
Shak.
In a place
Less warranted than this, or less secure,
I can not be.
Milton.
2. To support by authority or proof ; to justify ; to
maintain ; to sanction as, reason warrants it.

That show
I'll

;

True fortitude is seen in great exploits.
That justice warrants, and that wisdom guides. Addison.
How little while it is since he went forth out of his study,—
chewing a Hebrew text of Scripture in his mouth, I warrant.
Iiawtho)'ne,

3. To give a warrant or warranty to
to assure as if
by giving a warrant to.
[My neck is] as smooth as silk, I warrant ye, L*Esirange.
;

(Law)

(a) To secure to, as a grantee, an estate
to assure.
(J) To secure to, as a purchaser of
to the same to indemnify against loss.
(c) To secure to, as a purchaser, the quality or qnautity
of the goods sold, as represented.
See Warranty, re., 2.
(d) To assure, as a thing sold, to the purchaser ; that is, to

4.

granted
goods,

;

tlie title

engage that

tlie

;

thing

what

is

it

appears, or

War'rant-a-ble

(-a-b'l), a.

is

represent-

make good any

ed, to be, which implies a covenant to
defect or loss incurred by it.

Authorized by commisas, the

precept, or right justifiable defensible
seizure of a thief is always warrantable by law
sion,

;

;

;

and jue

falsehood is never warrantable.
His meals are coarse and short, his employment warrantable,

tice

;

his sleep certain

and

refreshing.

— War'rant-a-ble-ness,

re.

South,

— War'rant-a-Wy, adv.

War'ran-tee' (-ran-te'), n. (Law) The person to
whom a warrant or warranty is made.
War'rant-er (w5r'rant-er), re. 1. One who warrants,
gives authority, or legaHy empowers.
2. (Law) One who assures, or covenants to assure;
one who contracts to secure another in a right, or to
make good any defect of title or quality one who gives
a warranty a guarantor as, tbe warranter of a horse.
War'rant-ise (-Is), re. [OF. warentise, warandise, go,
rantise.
See Warrant, re.] Authority security warranty.
[Obs.]
Shak.
War'rant-ise, v. i. To warrant. [Obs.]
Hakluyt.
War'rant-or (-or), re. (Law'y One who warrants.
War'rant-y (-y), n. ; pi. Warranties (-Tz). [OF.
warantie, F. garantie. See Warrant, re., and cf. Guaranty.] 1. (Anc. Law) A covenant real, whereby the
grantor of an estate of freehold and his heirs were bound
to warrant and defend the title, and, in case of eviction
by title paramount, to yield other lands of equal value
in recompense.
This warranty has long since become
obsolete, and its place supplied by personal covenants
for title.
Among these is the covenant oj warranty,
which runs with the land, and is in the nature of a real
covenant.
Kent.
;

;

;

;

;

2. (Modern Law) An engagement or undertaking,
express or implied, that a certain fact regarding the subject of a contract is, or shall be, as it is expressly or impliedly declared or promised to be. In sales of goods by
persons in. possession, there is an implied warranty of
title, but, as to the quality of goods, the rule of every
sale is, Caveat emptor.
Chitty.
Bouvier.
stipulation or engagement by
3. (Insurance Law)
a party insured, that certain things, relating to the subject of insurance, or affecting the risk, exist, or shall exTliese warrantist, or have been done, or shall be done.
ies, when express, should appear in the policy ; but there
are certain implied warranties.
Bouvier.
4. Justificatory mandate or precept ; authority ; warrant.
Shak.
[P.]
If they disobey any precept, that is no excuse te us, nor gives
us any warranty ... to disobey likewise.
Ketilewell.

A

5. Security

guaranty.
; warrant
The stamp was a warranty of the public.
Syn. — See Guarantee.
War'rant-y, v. t. To warrant to guarantee.
;

Locke.

;

War'ray

(-ra), v.

t.

[OF. werreier, werrier, guer-

roier, F. guerroyer, from OF. xverre war, F. gueirre; of
German origin. See War.] To make war upon. [Obs.]

" When a man warraye<A truth."
Chaucer.
Warre (war), a. [OE. t^erre; of Scand. erigin. See
Worse.] Worse. [Obs.]
They say the world is much warre than it wont Sfr'^aer.

Fairfax.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, Add

;;

; ;

WARREN
War'ren

rene, F. garenne, from OF. warer, garer, to beware, to
take care ; of Teutonic origin ; cf. 0H6. waron. (in
comp.), OS. waron to talte care, to observe, alsin to E.
waT^. V142. SeeWAKY.] 1. {Eng. LmcJ (a)
pla.ce
privileged, by prescription or grant from tlie king, for
keeping certain animals (as hares, conies, partridges,
pheasants, etc.) called beasts and fowls of icarren. Burrill,
privilege which one has iu his lauds, '.y royal
(b)
grant or prescription, of hunting and taking wild beasts
and birds of warren, to the exclusion of any other person
Spelman.
not entering by his permission.
They wend both in warren and in waste. Piers Plowman.

A

A

<S^^ The warren is the next franchise in degree to the
and a forest, which is the highest in dignity, compreliends a chase, a park, and a free warren.
park

;

A piece
A place

of ground for the breeding of rabbits.
for keeping fish, in a river.
War'ren-er (wor'ren-er), n. The keeper of a warren.
War'rl-an'gle (w5r'ri-an'g'l), n. {Zool.') See "WabiANGLE. \Obs. or Prov. Eng.~\
War'rie (war'rT), v. t. See Wakte. [OJs.]
War'rln (wSr'rTn), n. [From a native name.] {Zool.) An Australian lorikeet {Trickoglossus nmUicolor)
remarkable for the variety and brilliancy of its colors ;
called also blue-bellied lorikeet, and blue-bellied parrot.
War'rlor (war'yer or wor'rT-er; 277), n. [OE. wer-

2.
3.

—

reour, OF. werreour, guerreor, from guerre, werre, war.
See Wab, and Wakrat.]
man engaged or experienced
iu war, or in the military life ; a soldier ; a champion.
Warriors old with ordered spear and shield.
Milton.
Warrior ant (Zool.), a reddish ant (Formica sanguinea)
native of Europe and America. It is one of the species
which move in armies to capture and enslave other ants.
female warrior. [06.S.] Spenser.
Wai'llor-ess, n.
War'ry (war'ry), V. t. See Warye. [Oto.]
War'saw (war'sa), ra. {Zool.) {a) The black grouper
{Epinephelus nigri'tus) of the southern coasts of the
United States. (6) The jewfish ;
called also gicasa.
Wart (wart), n. [OE. werte, AS. wearte ; akin to D.
wrat, G. loarze, OHG. loarza, Icel. varta, Sw. varta, Dan.
vorle ; perh. orig., a growth, and akin to E. wort; or
cf. L. verruca wart.]
small, usually bard,
1. {Med.)
tumor on the skin formed by enlargement of its vascular
papillae, and thickening of the epidermis which covers

A

A

—

War'ye

them.

An

excrescence or protuberance more or less resembling a true wart; specifically {Boi.), a glandular
excrescence or hardened protuberance on plants.
Fig wart. Moist wart (Med.), a soft, bright red, pointed
or tufted tumorfound aboutthe genitals, often massed into
groups of large size. It is a variety of condyloma. Called
also pointed wart, venereal wart. L. A. Duhring.
Wart
cresB (Bot.), the swine's cress. See under Swine. —Wart
enake (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of East Indian
colubrine snakes of the genus Acrochordus^ having the
body covered with wartlike tubercles or spmose scales,
and lacking cephalic plates and ventral scutes. — Wart
Bpnrge(£o<.), a kind of wstTtv/oit (Euphorbia Belioscopia).

—

Wart'ed,
face

;

Having little knobs on the sura loarted capsule.
{Zool.) Either one of two species

{Boi.)

a.

verrucose

Wart' hog'

as,

;

(h5g').

of large, savage
African wild hogs
of the genus Pha-

Ethiopian Wart

Hog

(Pkacochcet-us jEthiopicus).

ward.
The body is scantily covered with bristles, but
there is a long dorsal mane. The South African species
(Phacochcerus JElMopicus) is the best known. Called
also vlacke vark.
The second species {P. Mliani) is
native of the coasts of the Red Sea.
Wartless, a. Having no wart.

Wart'weed' (-wed'), n.
Wart'WOrt' (-wQrt'), n.

{Bot.)
{Bot.)

Same as Wabtwoet.
A name given to sev-

eral plants because they were thought to be a cure for
warts, as a kind of spurge {Euphorbia Helioscopia), and

to

condemn

Cf.

also, to

;

;

;

A

&

Wash
&

&

;

;

;

;

;

To waste or abrade by the force of water in motion
heavy rains wash a road or an embankment.
4. To remove by washing ; to take away by, or as by,
the action of water ; to drag or draw off, as by the tide
often with atoay, off, out, etc. ; as, to wash dirt from
3.

;

as,

—

;

the hands.

and be baptized, and wash away thy sins. Acta xxii. 16.
The tide will wash you off.
Shak.
5. To cover with a thin or watery coat of color to

Arise,

;

tint lightly and thinly.
6. To overlay with a thin coat

of metal;

as, steel

washed with silver.
To wash gold, etc., to treat earth or gravel, or crushed
ore, with water, in order to separate the gold or other
metal, or metallic ore, througli their superior gravity.
To wash the hands of. See under Hand.

—

Wash, v. i. 1. To perform the act of ablution.
Wash iu Jordan seven times.
2 Kings v. 10.
2. To clean anything by rubbing or dipping it in water ; to perform the business of cleansing clothes, ore,
" She can wash and scour."
etc., in water.
Shak.
3. To bear without injury the operation of being
washed; as, some calicoes do not wasA. ICollog.l
4. To be wasted or worn away by the action of water,
as by a r unnin g or overflowing stream, or by the dashing
of the sea ;
said of a road, a beach, etc.
Wash, n. 1. The act of washing ; an ablution ; a
cleansing, wetting, or dashing with water ; hence, a quantity, as of clothes, washed at once.
2. A piece of ground washed by the action of a sea

—

;

1.

Having warts

;

;

A

&

OHG. wara notice, attention, Gr. opav to see. Cf.
Aware, Garment, Garnish, Garrison, Panorama.Wakd,
r. t.. Ware, a., Warren.]
1. Cautious of danger; carefully watching and guarding against deception, artifices,
and dangers timorously or suspiciously prudent circu/nspect; scrupulous; careful. " Bear a wan/ eye. " Shah.
We should be wary, therefore, what persecutron we rniso

—

Wash leather, split sheepskin dressed with oil,
gilding.
in imitation of chamois, or shannny, and used for dustalso, alumed, or bulf,
ing, cleaning glass or plate, etc.
leather for soldiers' belts.

;

;

Milton.

2. Characterized by caution guarded ; careful.
It belioveth our words to be wary and few.
Hooker.
Syn. Cautious ; circumspect ; watchful. See Caunotis.

Wash,

;

—

unite,

r^de, f^U,

iip,

firn

;

pity

;

;

;

men.

;

7. {Naui.) {a) The blade of an oar, or the thin part
which enters the water. (J) The backward current or
disturbed water caused by the action of oars, or of a
steamer's screw or paddles, etc.
8. The flow, swash, or breaking of a body of water, as
a wave also, the sound of it.
\_Prov. Eng."]
9. Ten strikes, or bushels, of oysters.
Wash ball, a ball of soap to be used in washing the
hands or face. Swift. — Wash barrel (Fisheries), a barrel
nearly full of si)lit mackerel, loosely put in, and afterward filled with salt water in order to soak the blood
from tlie fish before salting. — Wash bottle. (Chem.) (a)
A bottle partially filled with some liquid through which
gases are passed for the purpose of purifying them, especially by removing soluble constituents, (b) A w.iahing
bottle. See under Washing. — Wash gilding. See Water

n. {Min.)
dark brown
or black mineral, occurring in prismatic crystals imbedded in limestone near Warwick, New York. It consists of the borate and titanate of magnesia and iron.
War'worn' (-worn'), a. Worn with military service
as, a warv)or7i soldier
a warworn coat.
Shak.
Wa'ry (wa'rj), a. \_Compar. Warier (wa'rT-er) ; superl. Wariest.]
[OE. war, AS. wser ; akin to Icel.
varr, Dan.
Sw. var, Goth, wars, G. %Kwahr aware,

egainst the living labors of public

A liquid dentifrice.
A liquid preparation for the hair as, a hair wash,
A medical preparation in a liquid form for exter-

or preservation.

elevations.

;

—

a lotion.
(e) {Painting) A thin coat of color, esp. water color.
thin
of metal laid on anything for beauty
A
coat
(/)

;

War'wlck-lte (war'wTk-it),

B. Edwards.
6. That vrith which anything is washed, or wetted,
smeared, tinted, etc., upon the surface. Specifically:
(a) A liquid cosmetic for the complexion.
tillation.

{d)
nal application

warts

full of

A

(c)

{Lampsana communis).

;

Mortimer.
water hath a long time settled.
4. Waste liquid, the refuse of food, the collection
from washed dishes, etc., from a kitchen, often used
Shak.
as food for pigs.
5. {Distilling) {a) The fermented wort before the
molasses,
mixture
of
dunder,
spirit is extracted.
(6)
water, and scumniings, used in the West Indies for dis-

(b)

overgrown with warts as, a loarty leaf.
2. Of the nature of warts as, a warty excrescence.
Warty egg (Zool.), a marine univalve shell (Ovulum
verrucosum), having the surface covered with wartlike

use,

;

;

strong, and both
pairs curve up-

a.

[AS. wergian, wyrgean.

t.

to execrate

being, essence, war was, Icel. vera to be, imp. var, Goth.
wisan to be, to dwell, to remain, imp. was, Skr. vas to
remain, to dvpell. V148.
Cf. Vernacular, Wassail,
Were, «.] The first and third persons singular of the
verb be, in the indicative mood, preterit (imperfect)
tense as, I ivas ; he icas.
bundle of
Wase (was), n. [Cf. Sw. vase a sheaf.]
straw, or other material, to relieve the pressure of burdens carried upon tlie head. \_Prov. Eng.]
Hallitvell.
(vvSsh), V. t.
limp.
p. p. Washed (wosht)
vb. n. Washing.]
[OE. waschen, AS. wasp. pr.
can ; akin to D. wasschen, G. waschen, OHG. wascan,
Icel.
Sw. vaska, Dan. vaske, and perhaps to E. water.
V150.] 1. To cleanse by ablution, or by dipping or
rubbing iu water to apply water or other liquid to for
the purpose of cleansing ; to scrub with water, etc., or
as with water as, to wash the hands or body to wash
garments ; to icash sheep or wool to wash the pavement or floor ; to wash the bark of trees.
When Pilate saw that he could prevail nothing, ... he took
water and loaslterl his hands belore the multitude, saying, I am
innocent of the blood of this just person.
Matt, xxvii. 24.
2. To cover with water or any liquid ; to wet
to fall
on and moisten ; hence, to overiiovir or dash against ; as,
waves wash the shore.
Fresh-blown roses washed with dew.
Milton.
[The landscape] washed with a cold, gray mist. Longfelloiv.

;

are large and

(-y),

v.
;

[SpeUed also warrie, worry, and wary.']
" Whom I thus blame and warye."
Chaucer.
Was (woz). [AS. wies, 2d pers. wsere, 3d pers. wies,
pi. U'neron, with the inf. wesan to be
akin to D. wezen, imp. was, OHG. wesan, imp. was, G. wesen, n., a

;

of large,
rough, fleshy tubercles behind the
tusks and a second
pair behind the
eyes.
The tusks

pair

Wart'y

To curse

\_Obs.']

or river, or sometimes covered and sometimes left dry
the shallowest part of a river, or arm of the sea also, a
bog a marsh a fen as, the washes in Lincolnshire.
" The Wash of Edmonton so gay."
Cowper.
Shak.
These Lincoln washes have devoured them.
3. Substances collected and deposited by the action of
water ; as, the wash of a sewer, of a river, etc.
The wash of pastures, iields, commons, and roads, where rain

These
animals have a
cochcerus.

the nipplewort

(war'I),

Worry.]
vex.

A

2.

WASP

1629

[OF. waresne, warenne, ga-

(wBr'rSn), n.

; ;

;

2.
as,

a.

1.

Washy; weak.

[Ofc.?.]

Their bodies of so weak and wash a temper. Btau. t( Ft.
Capable of being washed without injury ; washable

wash goods.

food, f<^t

;

IColloq.']

out,

oil

;

chair

;

eo

;

slug,

ink

Wash'a-ble (w8sh'a-b'l), a. Capable of being washe(f
without damage to fabric or color.
Wash'boaid' (-bord'), n. 1. A fluted, or ribbed, board
on which clothes are rubbed in washing them.
2. A board rmming round, and serving as a facing for,
the walls of a room, next to the floor a mopboard.
3. {Naut.) A broad, thin plank, fixed along the gunwale of a boat to keep the sea from breaking inboard
also, a plank on the sill of a lower deck port, for the
3/ar. Diet.
called also wasleboard.
same purpose
^Vash'bOWl' (-boi'), n. A basin, or bowl, to hold water for washing one's hands, face, etc.
Wash'dish' (-dish'), n. 1. A washbowl.
2. {Zool.) Same as Washerwoman, 2.
IProv. Eng."]
Washed (wSsht), a. {Zool.) Appearing as if overlaid witli a thin layer of different color
said of the
;

;

—

;

—

colors of certain birds and insects.
Chaucer.
Wash'en (wosh''n), obs. p. p. of Wash.
Wash'er (-er), n. [AS. wsescere.] 1. One who, or
that wliich, washes.
2.
ring of metal, leather, or
other material, used to relieve fric- i
tion, to secure tightness of joints, or
for other purposes, as between the
Washer, 2.
hub of a wheel and the linchpin or
the shoulder of the axle, beneath the head of a screw, etc.
3. {Plumbing)
fitting, usually having a plug, ap'
plied to a cistern, tub, sink, or the like, and forming
the outlet opening.
4. {Zool.) The common raccoon.
\_Prov. Eng."]
5. {Zool.) Same as Washerwoman, 2.
Wash'er-man (-man), n. ; pi. Washermen (-men). A
man who washes clothes, esp. for hire, or for others.
Wash'er- WOm'an(-w66m'an), n. ; pi. Washerwomen
(-wim'en). 1. A woman who washes clotlies, especially
for hire, or for others.
so called iu allusion
2. {Zool.) The pied wagtail;
to its beating the water with its tail while tripping
along the leaves of water plants. \_Prov. Eng."]
Wash'hOUse' (-hous'), n. An outbuilding for washing, esp. one for washing clothes a laundry.
Wash'i-ness (w5sh'i-nSs), n. The quality or state of
being washy, watery, or weak.
Wash'ing, n. 1. The act of one who washes; the
act of cleansing with water ablution.
2. The clothes washed, esp. at one time ; a wash.

A

,

A

—
;

;

—

Washing bottlo
{Zool.), the raccoon.
(Chem.), a bottle fitted with glass tubes passing through
the cork, so that on blowing into one of the tubes a stream
of water issuing from the otlier may be directed upon anything to be washed or rinsed, as a precipitate upon a filWashing fluid, a liquid used as a cleanser, and
ter, etc.
consisting usually of alkaline salts resembling soaps in
Washing machine, a machine for washing
their action.
Washing
specifically, a machine for washing clothes.
soda. (Chem.) See /Sorfiam carjona^e, under Sodidm.

Washing bear

—

—

—

;

—

stuff, any earthy deposit contaming gold enough
pay for washing it — so called among gold miners.
1. Pei>
Wash'ing-tO'ni-an (w5sh'Ing-to'ni-an), a.
taining to, or characteristic of, George Washington ; as,'
a Washingtonian policy.
Lowell.
2. Designating, or pertaining to, a temperance society
and movement started in Baltimore in 1840 on the prin-

Washing

to

;

—

A

ru
member of the Washciple of total abstinence,
ingtonian Society.
Wash'-olf (-Sf ; 115), a. {Calico Printing) Capable of being washed off ; not permanent or durable ;
said of colors not fixed i>y steaming or otherwise.
Wash'OUt' (-out'), n. The washing out or away of
earth, etc., especially of a portion of the bed of a road or
also, a place,
railroad by a fall of rain or a freshet
especially iu the bed of a road or railroad, where the

—

;

earth has been washed away.

Wash'pot' (-pSf), n. 1. A pot or vessel in which
anything is washed.
2. {Tin-Plate Manuf.) A pot containing melted tin
into wliich the plates are dipped to be coated.

A

piece of furniture holdWash'Stand' (-stSnd'), n.
ing the ewer or pitcher, basin, and other requisites for
washing the person.
Wash'tuh' (-tiib'), n. A tub iu wliich clothes are

washed.

Wash'y
damp

;

(wSsl/y),

soft.

[From Wash.]

a.

1.

" Washy ooze."

Watery;
3IiUon.

2. Lacking substance or strength weak ; thin ; dilute
feeble ; as, washy tea ; washy resolutions.
polish . . . not over thin and washy. Sir H. Wotton.
;

A

Not firm or hardy ; liable to sweat profusely with
labor as, a washy horse. [Local, U. <S.]
Wa'site (wa'sit), ?j. [See Wasium.] (il/i'n.) A variety of allanite from Sweden supposed to contain wasium.
Wa'Si-um(wa'sT-um),n. [NL. So called from TFoia,
3.

;

or ]'asa, the name of a former royal family of Sweden.]
{Chem.) A rare element supposed byBahrto have been
extracted from wasite, but now identified with thorium.
Wasp (w5sp), n. [OE. waspe, AS. wveps, ica'/i; akin
to D. ice.tp, G. wespe, OHG. wajfsa, wefsa, Lith. rapsa
gailfly, Russ. osa wasp, L. vespa, and perhaps to E.
7reare.1
{Zoi'/l.) Any one of numerous species of stinging hymenoptorous insects, esp. any of the numerous
species of the genus Vespa, which includes the true, or
social, wasps, some of which are called yellow jackets.

(t^r* The social wasps make a complex series of combs,
of a substance like stiff paper, often of large size, and
protect them by a paperliko covering. The larvie are
reared in the cells of the combs, and eat insects and insect
larvm brought to them by the adults, but the latter feed
mainly on the honey and pollen of flowers, and on the
swoet juices of fruit. See Jllv.'!t. in Appendix.
Bigger wasp, any one of numerous species of solitary
wasps that make their nests in burrows which they dig
in the ground, as the sand wasps. ,Soe Saiul it'tisf*. luulor
Sand. - Mud waip. See under Mud.
Potter wasp. See
Wasp fly, a species of fly resembling a
under Potter.
wasp, but without a sting.

—

—

;

tliea,

titia

;

boN

,

zh

=3

z

in azure.

:;

;;;;

Wasp'lSh
{orm
2.

(wSsp'Tsh), a.
1. Resembling a wasp in
having a slender waist, like a wasp.
Quick to resent a trifling affront characterized by
;

petulant ; snappish.
enappishness ; irritable ;
;
He was naturally a waspish and hot man. Bp. Hall.
Much do I suffer, much, to keep in peace
This jealous, waspish, wrong-head, rhyming r^ce. Pope.
Syp. Snappish ; petulant ; irritable ; irascible ; testy
peevish ; captious.
Wasp'lsh-ness, n.
Wasp'ish-ly, adv.
Was'sail (wSs'sIl), n. [AS. wes hal (or an equivalent form in another dialect) be in health, which was the
form of drinking a health. The form wes is imperative.
See Was, and Whole.] 1. An ancient expression of
jood wishes on a festive occasion, especially in dr inkin g
irascible

—

,

—

to some one.
Geoffrey of

Monmouth

relates, on the authority of Walter
lady [Rowena], the daughter of Hengist,
approach of the king, and, presenting Tiim
exclaimed, Lord king wees heil, that is, litN. Drake.
you.
2. An occasion on which such good wishes are expressed in drinking ; a drinking bout a carouse. " In
merry tuassail he . . . peals his loud song." Sir W. Scott.
The king doth wake to-night and takes his rouse.
Shak.
Keeps wassail.
The victors abandoned themselves to feasting and wasi^ail.

Calenius, that this
knelt down on the
witfi a cup of wine,
erally. Health be to

;

Frescott.

The

liquor used for a wassail esp., a beverage formerly much used in England at Christmas and other festivals, made of ale (or wine) flavored with spices, sugar,
toast, roasted apples, etc. ;
called also lamb's wool.
A jolly wassail bowl,
Old Song.
A wassail of good ale.
3.

4.

ditty, I

'T

is

lObs.}

a handsome, drowsy

assure you.

Beau. If Fl.
a.
Of or pertaining to wassail, or to a
convivial ; as, a luassail bowl. "
wassail canlord, all tallow."
Shak.

'll

Was'sail,
wassail
dle,

;

my

A

Wassail bowl, a bowl in which wassail was mixed, and
the table. "Spiced wassail bowl."
J.
letcher. "When the cloth was removed, the butler
brought in a huge silver vessel. . . . Its appearance was
hailed with acclamation, being the wassail bowl so renowned in Christmas festivity." W. Irving. Wassail
cup, a cup from which wassail was drunk.
Was'sail, V. i. To hold a wassail ; to carouse.
Spending all the day, and good part of the night, in dancing,
caroling, aud wassailing.
Sir P. Sidney.

?laced upon

—

Was'sall-er (-er), n. One who drinks wassail one who
engages in festivity, especially in drinking a reveler.
The rudeness and swilled insolence
Of such late luassailers.
Milton.
Wast (w5st). The second person singular of the verb
Je, in the indicative mood, imperfect tense;
now used
only in solemn or poetical style. See Was.
Wast'age (wast'Sj 48), n. Loss by use, decay, evaporation, leakage, or the like waste.
Waste (wast), a. [OE. wast, OP. wast, from L. vascf. OHG.
tus, influenced by the kindred German word
wuosii, G. w'jist, OS. ivosti, D. looest, AS. weste. Cf.
Vast.] 1. Desolate devastated stripped bare hence,
dreary ; dismal gloomy cheerless.
The dismal situation waste and wild.
Milton.
His heart became appalled as he gazei forward into the waste
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

darkness of futurity.
2. Lying
less ; refuse

unused

Sir W. Scott.

unproductive
worthless
valueas, waste land
waste paper.

;

;

rejected

;

;

;

;

u

(wast), V. i. 1. To be diminished ; to lose bulk,
substance, strength, value, or the like, gradually ; to be
consumed ; to dwindle ; to grow less.
The time wasteth night and day.
Chaucer.
The barrel of meal shall not waste. I Kings xvii. 14.
But man dieth, and wasteth away.
Job xiv. 10.

;

To procure or sustain a reduction of
a jockey in preparation for a race, etc.
[OE. ivaste ; cf. the kindred AS. westen,

(Sporting)

2.
;

— said of

Waste,

n.

&

OHG.

f.]
See WASTi;, a.
wosti, wuosti, G. wiiste.
of wasting, or the state of being wasted
a squandering ; needless destruction ; useless consumption or expenditure devastation loss without equivalent
gain ; gradual loss or decrease, by use, wear, or decay
" Waste
as, a waste of property, time, labor, words, etc.
Chaucer.
... of catel and of time."
For all this waste of wealth, and loss of blood. Milton.
He will never . in the way of waste, attempt us again. Shak.
Little ivastes in great establishments, constantly occurring,
may defeat the energies of a mighty capital.
L. Beccher.

1.

The act

;

;

;

;

.

.

2. That which is wasted or desolate ; a devastated,
uncultivated, or wild country a deserted region an unoccupied or unemployed space a dreary void ; a desert
Emerson.
a wilderness. " The wastes of Nature."
;

;

;

All the leafy nation sinks at

And Vulcan

last.

triumph o'er the waste.

rides in

Driiden.

The gloomy wa.^^te of waters which bears his name is his
Bancroft.
tomb and his monument.
worthless remnants
3. That which is of no value
;

;

Speciflcally Remnants of cops, or other refuse
refuse.
resulting from the working of cotton, wool, hemp, and
the like, used for wiping machinery, absorbing oil in the
axle boxes of railway cars, etc.
4. (Laio) Spoil, destruction, or injury, done to houses,
woods, fences, lands, etc., by a tenant for life or for
years, to the prejudice of the heir, or of him in reversion

;

;

But his tvaste words returned to him in vain. Spenser.
Not a waste or needless sound.
Till we come to holier ground.
Milton.
HI day which made this beauty waste.
Emerson.
3, Lost for want of occupiers or use superfluous.

or remainder.

m^^ Waste is voluntary, as by pulling down buildings
or permissive, as

by suiiering them to

want of

fall for

necessary repairs. Whatever does a lasting damage to
the freehold is a waste.
Blackstone.
5. (Mining) Old or abandoned workings, whether left
as vacant space or filled with refuse.
Syn.
Prodigality
dissipation
diminution
loss
destruction devastation ; havoc desolation ravage.
(-bas'kSt),
n.
basket
used
in offices,
A
Waste1)as'ket
libraries, etc., as a receptacle for waste paper.
(Nr.ul.)
See
Washboard,
3.
WasteT)Oard'(-bord' ),?!..
Waste'liook' (-b5ok'), n. (Com.) A book in which
rough entries of transactions are made, previous to their
being carried into the journal.
Waste'ful (-ful), a. 1. Full of waste destructive
to property
ruinous
as, wasteful practices or negligence ; wasteful expenses.
2. Expending, or tending to expend, property, or that
which is valuable, in a needless or useless manner lavish
prodigal
as, a wasteful person
a wasteful disposition.
[06s.]
untilled.
3. Waste ; desolate ; unoccupied
In wilderness and wastqfid deserts strayed. Spenser.
Syn. Lavish; profuse; prodigal; extravagant.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

— Waste'ful-ly, adv. — Waste'ful-ness, n.
Was'tel

(w5s'tSl), n.
[OF. wastel, gastel, P. gateau,
LL. wastellus, fr.
wastel a kind of bread cf. OHG.
AS. wist food.]
kind of white and fine bread or
cake ;
called also wastel bread, and wastel cake. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Roasted flesh or milk and wastel bread.
The simnel bread and wastel cakes, which were only used at
the tables of the highest nobility.
Sir iV. Scott.

MHG.

&

;

A

—

Waste'ness (wast'nes), n. 1. The quality or state of
And strangled with her waste fertility.
Milton. being waste
a desolate state or condition desolation.
a gate by which the superfluous water of a
A day of trouble and distress, a day of ivasteness. Zeph. i. 15.
;

;

;

Waste

gate,

—

Waste paper. See
reservoir, or the like, is discharged.
under Paper.
V/aste pipe, a pipe for carrying off
waste, or superfluous, water or other fluids. Speciflcally
See under Escape.
(a) (Steam Boilers) An escape pipe.
(6) (Plumhiny) The outlet pipe at the bottom of a bowl,
Waste steam, (a) Steam which estub, sink, or the like.
capes from a safety valve, or leaks from the machinery
Waste trap, a trap for
into the air. (J) Exhaust steam.
a waste pipe, as of a sink.

—

—

—

Waste,
Wasting.]

V.

& p. p.

[imp.

t.

Wasted

;

p. pr.

&

vb. n.

[OE. wasten, OF. waster, guaster, gaster,

P. gater to spoil, L. vastare to devastate, to lay waste,
fr. vastus waste, desert, uncultivated, ravaged, vast, but
influenced by a kindred German word cf. OHG. wuosten, G. wusten, AS. westan. See Waste, a.] 1. To bring
to ruin to devastate to desolate to destroy.
Thou barren ground, whom winter's wrath hath wasted.
Art made a mirror to behold my plight.
Spenser.
;

;

;

;

The Tiber
and wastes our fruitful grounds. Dnjden.
2. To wear away by degrees to impair gradually to
diminish by constant loss to use up to consume ; to
spend ; to wear out.
Until your carcasses be wasted in the wilderness. Num. xiv. 33.
Insults our walls,

;

;

;

To waste

it all

;

O, were I able
myself, and leave ye none

life,

Milton.

Milton.
the infirmities of age daily
Robertson.

3. To spend unnecessarily or carelessly; to employ
prodigally ; to expend without valuable result ; to apply
to useless purposes ; to lavish vainly ; to squander ; to
^ause to be lost ; to destroy by scattering or injury.
The younger son gathered all together, and . wasted his
substance with riotous living.
Luke xv. 13.
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.
Gray.
4. {Law) To damage, impair, or injure, as an estate.
.

ale,

senate,

c&ie,

;

;

He also that

a spendthrift

;

.

&m, arm,

a prodigal.

is brother to him that is a
Prov. xviii. 9.
SwiftSconces are great wasters of candles.
2. An imperfection in the wick of a candle, causing it
Halliwell.
to waste ;
called also a thief.
3. A kind of cudgel ; also, a blunt-edged sword used
as a foil.
Half a dozen of veneys at wasters with a good fellow for a
Bean. &; Fl.
broken head.
Being unable to wield the intellectual arms of reason, they
Sir T. Browne.
are fain to betake them unto wasters.
is

slothful in his

work

great waster.

—

Waste'thrilt' (-thriff), ».

A

\_Obs.'\
spendthrift.
Waste'weir' (-wer'), n. An overfall, or weir, for the
escape, ov overflow, of superfluous water from a canal,
reservoir, pond, or the like.

Wast'ing, a. Causing waste also, undergoing waste
diminishing as, a wasting disease a ivasting fortune.
Wasting palsy (Med.), progressive muscular atrophy.
See under Progressive.
Wast'or (-er), n. A waster; a thief. [Obs. or J?.]
[Written also vjastour.']
Chaucer. Southey.
Wast'0-rel (-o-rSl), n. See Wastrel. [06s.]
Wast'rel (-rel), n. 1. Any waste thing or substance
Carew.
as
(a) Waste land or common land.
[06s.]
\_Prov. Jlng.]
(c) A neglected child
(6) A profligate.
a street Arab. lEng.J
2. Anytliing cast away as bad or useless, as imperfect
bricks, china, etc.
[06s. or Pro?). Eng."]
Watch (woch), n. [OE. wacche, AS. wsecce, fr. loacian to wake akin to D. wacht, waak, G. wacht, loache.
^134. See Wake, v. t'.] 1. The act of watching for;

;

1

Here condemned
To waste eternal days in woe and pain.
Wasted by such a course of
grew on him.

That which is waste ; a desert ; a waste. [2?.]
Through woods and wasteness wide him daily sought. Spenser.
Wast'er (-er), a. [OE. wastour, OF. wasteor, gasteor.
See Waste, v. t.'] 1. One who, or that which, wastes
one who squanders one who consumes or expends ex2.

travagantly

;

:

ask, final,

;

;

;

afil

;

eve, event,

end, fern, lecent

;

;

;

;

Waste

flesh

bearance of sleep ; vigil ; wakeful, vigilant, or constantly
observant attention close observation guard preservative or preventive vigilance
formerly, a watching or
guarding by night.
Shepherds keeping watch by night.
Milton.
All the long night their mournful watch they keep. Addison,
Watch
was
formerly
distinguished
from
ward,
the
^ff^
former signifying a watching or guarding by night, and
the latter a watching, guarding, or protectnig by day.
Hence, they were not unfrequently used together, especially in the phrase to keep ivaich aitd ward, to deaote
continuous and uninterrupted vigilance or protection, or
both watching and guarding. This distinction is now
rarely recognized, watch being used to signify a watchuig
or guarding both by night and by day, and tcard, which
is now rarely used, having simply the meaning of guard,
or protection, without reference to time.
Still, when she slept, he kept both watch and tvard.
Spetiser.
Ward, guard, or custodia, is chiefly applied to the daytime,
in order to apprehend rioters, and robbers on the highway.
Watch, is properly applicable to the ni^ht only,
and it begins when ward ends, and ends when that begins. Blackstone.
2. One who watches, or those who watch
a watchman, or a body of watchmen a sentry a guard.
Pilate said unto them, Ye have a watch; go your way, make
;

dissipate; lavish; desolate.

:

A festive or drinking song or glee.

Have you done your wassail?

suffering the buildings, fences, etc,

Syn. — To squander;

;

—

by

voluntarily, or
to go to decay.

;

—

WATCH

1630

WASPISH

;

;

ice,

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

;

it

as sure as

ye can.

Matt, xxvii.

65.

a watchman ; also, the place
posted, or where a guard is kept.
He upbraids lago, that he made him
Brave me upon the watch.
Shak.
4. The period of the night during which a person does
duty as a sentinel, or guard the time from the placing
of a sentinel till his relief ; hence, a division of the night.
I did stand my watch upon the hill.
Shak.
Might we but hear
Or whistle from the lodge, or village cock
Count the night watches to his feathery dames. Milton.
5.
small timepiece, or chronometer, to be carried
about the person, the machinery of which is moved by
a spring.

The post or

3.

office of

where a watchman

is

;

.

.

.

A

513^ Watches are often distinguished by the kind of
escapement used, as an anchor watch, a lever toatch, a
chronometer watch, etc. (see the Note under Escapement,
M., 3)

also,

;

by the kind

of case, as a gold or silver watch,

an open-faced watch, a hunting watch, or hunter,
6. (Naut.)

etc.

An

allotted portion of time, usually
four hours, for standing watch, or being on deck ready for
duty. Cf. Dogwatch. (6) That part, usually one half,
of the officers and crew, who together attend to the
working of a vessel for an allotted time, usually four
hours. The two watches are designated as the^ort watch,
(a)

and the starboard watch.
Anchor watch (Naut.), a detail of one or more men who
keep watch on deck when a vessel is at anchor. — To be
on the watch, to be looking steadily for some event.
Watch and ward (Law), the charge or care of certain officers to keep a watch by night and a guard by day in
towns, cities, and other districts, for the preservation of
the public peace. Wharton. Burrill. — Watch and watch
(Naut.), the regular alternation in being on watch and
off watch of the two watches into which a ship's crew
is commonly divided. —Watch barrel, the brass box in a
watch, containing the mainspring. — Watch bell (Naut.),
a bell struck when tlie half-hour glass is run out, or at
the end of each half hour. Croto. — Watch bill (Naut.),
a list of the officers and crew of a ship as divided into
watches, vrith their stations. Totlen. — Watch case, the
case, or outside covering, of a watch also, a case for hol4ing a watch, or in which it is kept. — Watch chain. Same
as Watch guard, below. — Watch clock, a watchman's
clock see under Watchman. — Watch fire, a fire lighted
at night, as a signal, or for the use of a watch or guard.
— Watch glass, (a) A concavo-convex glass for covering
the face, or dial, of a watch — also called watch crystal.
(6) (Naut.) A half-hour glass used to measure the time
of a watch on deck. — Watch guard, a chain or cord by
which a watch is attached to the person. — Watch gun
(Naut.), a gun sometimes fired on shipboard at 8 p. M.,
when the night watch begins. — Watch light, a low-burning lamp used by watchers at night formerly, a candle
having a rush wick. — Watch night, the last night of the
year — so called by the Methodists, Moravians, and others, who observe it by holding religious meetings lasting
until after midnight. — Watch paper, an old-fashioned
ornament for the inside of a watch case, made of paper
cut in some fanciful design, as a vase with flowers, etc. —
Watch tackle (Naut.), a small, handy purchase, consisting
of a tailed double block, and a single block with a hook.

—

;

;

;

;

;

Watch (woch), v. i. [Cf AS. wcBccan, wacian. V134.
See Watch, n., Wake, v. i.] 1. To be awake; to be or
continue without sleep ; to wake ; to keep vigil.
Shak.
I have two nights watched with you.
Couldest thou not watch one hour ? Mark xiv. 37.
2. To be attentive or vigilant to give heed ; to be on
the lookout ; to keep guard ; to act as sentinel.
Mark xiii. 33.
Take ye heed, watch and pray.
The Son gave signal high
.

;

To

the bright minister that watched.

Milton.

3. To be expectant ; to look with expectation ; to wait
to seek opportunity.
My soul waiteth for the Lord more than they that watch for
Ps. cxxx. 6.
the morning.
4. To remain awake with any one as nurse or attendant ; to attend on the sick during the night ; as, to watch

with a man in a fever.
5. (Naut.) To serve the purpose of a watchman by
said of a buoy.
floating properly in its place ;
To watch over, to be cautiously observant of ; to inspect,

—

superintend, and guard.
Watch, V. t. limp. p. p.

&

Watched (wocht) p. pr.
give heed to to observe
the actions or motions of, for any purpose ; to keep in
view not to lose from sight and observation as, to
watch a rogue ; to watch the progress of a bill in the

&

vb. n.

Watching.]

1.

To

;

;

;

;

legislature.

Saul also sent messengers unto David's house to watch him,
to slay him.
1 Sam. xix.
I must cool a little, and watch my opportunity. Lander
In lazy mood I watched the little circles die. Longfellow

H

and

idea,

xll

;

old,

obey, drb, 5dd

;

;;;

WATCHDOG
To tend :

2.

to guard

;

to have in keeping.
to watch and tend
Milton.

Ppris watched the fioclcs in the groves of Ida.

Broome.

Watch'dog' (wSch'dSgO, n. A dog kept to watch and
guard premises or property, and to give notice of the
approach of intruders.
Watch'er (-er), n. One who watches one who sits
up or continues awake a diligent observer specifically,
one who attends upon the sick during the night.
Watch'es (-Sz), n. pi. (Bot.) The leaves of Sarracenia flava. See Trumpets.
WatCh'et (-St), a. [Probably from P. vaciet bilberry,
whortleberry c£. L. vaccinium blueberry, whortleberry.]
Pale or light blue. [06s.] " Watchet mantles." Spenser.
;

;

;

;

Who stares in Germany

at loatchei eyes ?
Dnjden.
(-f ul)> a.
Full of watch ; vigilant ; attencareful to observe closely ; observant ; cautious
with of before the thing to be regulated or guarded ;
as, to be watchful of one's behavior
and with against before the thing to be avoided ; as, to be watchful against
the growth of vicious habits. " Many a watchful night."
Shak. "Happy !ffa/cA/i(i shepherds." Milton.
'Twixt prayer and watchful love his heart dividing. Keile.
Vigilant attentive ; cautious ; observant ; cirSyn.
cuiBspect; wakeful; heedful.
Watch'£ul-ly, adv.
Watch'ful-ness, n.

Watch'ful
;

;

— Water
with

—

;

—

—

(-hous'), n. ; pi. Watchhouses (-houz'1.
house in which a watch or guard is placed.
2.
place where persons under temporary arrest by
the police of a city are kept ; a police station a lockup.
WatCh'malE'er (-mak'er), n. One whose occupation
is to make and repair watches.
Watch'man (-man), n. ; pi. Watchmen (-men).
1. One set to watch ; a person who keeps guard ; a
guard ; a sentinel.
2. Specifically, one who guards a building, or the streets
of a city, by night.

Watch'house'

A

5z).

A

;

—

Watchman beetle (Zool.), the European dor.
Watchman's clock, a watchman's detector in which the apparatus for recording the times of visiting several stations is contained within a single clock. — Watchman's
detector, or Watchman's time detector, an apparatus for recording the time when a watchman visits a station on his
rounds. — Watchman's rattle, an instrument having at the
end of a handle a revolving arm, which, by the action of
a strong spring upon cogs, produces, when in motion, a
loud, harsh, rattling sound.
Watch'tow'er (-tou'er), n. A tower on which a sentinel is placed to watch for enemies, the approach of
danger, or the like.
Watch'word' (-wQrd'), n. 1. A word given to sentinels, and to such as have occasion to visit the guards,
used as a signal by which a friend is known from an
enemy, or a person who has a right to pass the watch
from one who has not ; a countersign a password.
2. A sentiment or motto esp., one used as a rallying
cry or a signal for action.
Nor deal in watchwords overmuch.
Tennyson.
Wa'ter (wa'ter), n. [AS. wseter ; akin to OS. watar,
OFries. wetir, weter, LG. & D. water, G. wasser, OHG.
wazzar, Icel. vatn, Sw. vatten, Dan. vand, Goth, wato,
0. Slav. & Russ. voda, Gr. iiSaip, Skr. udan water, ud to
wet, and perhaps to L. unda wave. V137. Cf. Dropsy,
;

;

Htdba, Ottek, Wet, Whisky.]
1. The fluid which
descends from the clouds in rain, and which forms rivers,
" We wiU drink water.''' Shak. "Powlakes, seas, etc.

of crystallization (Chem.), the water combined
salts in their crystalline form. This water is

loosely, but, nevertheless, chemically, combined, fo^ it is
held in fixed and definite amount for each substSnce con-

Thus, while pure copper sulphate, CUSO4,
Is a wliite amorplious substance, blue vitriol, the crystallized form, CuSOj.SHoO, contains five molecules of water
of crystallization. — Water on the brain {Med.), hydrocephalus. — Water on the chest (Med.), hydrothorax.
(5^^ Other phrases, in which water occurs as the first
element, will be found in alphabetical order in the Votaining

it.

cabulary.

Wa'ter (wa'ter),

&

V.

t.

[imp.

& p. p. Watered (-terd)

vb. n. Watering.]
[AS. icseterian, geicsetep. pr.
rian.J
1. To wet or supply with water ; to moisten
to overflow with water ; to irrigate ; as, to water land
to loater flowers.
With tears watering the ground.
Milton.
Men whose lives glided on like rivers that water the woodlands.
Longfellow.
2. To supply with water for drink ; to cause or allow
to drink ; as, to water cattle and horses.
3. To wet and calender, as cloth, so as to impart to it
a lustrous appearance in wavy lines ; to diversify with
wavelike lines; as, to water silk. Cf. Water, n., 6.
4. To add water to (anything), thereby extending the
quantity or bulk while reducing the strength or quality
to extend to dilute to weaken.
To water stock, to increase the capital stock of a company by issuing new stock, thus diminishing the value of
the individual shares. Cf. Water, n., 7. [Brokers' Cant]
Wa'ter, v. i. 1. To shed, secrete, or fill with, water
or liquid matter ; as, his eyes began to water.
If thine eyes can water f 01 his death.
Shak.
2. To get or take in water ; as, the ship put into port
to icater.
;

;

;

The month waters, a phrase denoting that a person or
animal has a longing desire for somethmg, since the sight
of food often causes one who is hungry to have an increased flow of saliva.
Wa'ter ad'der (ad'der).
{Zodl.)
(a) The water
moccasin. (6) The common, harmless American water
snake {Tropidonotus sipedon). See Illust. under Water
Snake.

Wa'ter-age (-Sj ; 48), n.
tion of goods, etc., by water.

Money

A

Wa'ter ag'rl-mo-ny (ag'rt-mo-ny).
{Bot.)
kind
of bur marigold (Bidens tripartita) found in wet places
in

Europe.

Wa'ter al'oe (51'o). (Bot.) See Water soldier.
Wa'ter an'te-lope (Sn'te-Iop). See Water buck.
Wa'ter a'rum (a'rum). (Bot.) An aroid herb (CaHa
palustris) having a white spathe.
the north temperate zone.

It is

an inhabitant of

Wa'ter back' (bSk'). See under ist Back.
Wa'ter bail'Uf (bal'If). An officer of the customs,
whose duty it is to search vessels. [Eng."]
Wa'ter bal'last (bSl'last). (Naut.) Water confined
in specially constructed compartments in a vessel's hold,

A

(b4-r5m'e-ter).
(Physics)
barometer in which the changes of atmospheric pressure
are indicated by the motion of a column of water Instead
of mercury. It requires a column of water about thirtythree feet in height.
device for regulating the
Wa'ter bath' (bath').
temperature of anything subjected to heat, by surrounding the vessel containing it with another vessel containing water which can be kept at a desired temperature
also, a vessel designed for this purpose.
voltaic
Wa'ter bat'ter-y (bat'ter-y). 1. (Elec.)
battery in which the exciting fluid is water.
2. (Mil.) A battery nearly on a level with the water.
Wa'ter bear' (bSr'). (Zool.) Any species of Tardigrada, 2. See Illust. of Tardiqrada.
Wa'ter-bear'er (-er), n. (Astron.) The constellation

A

mum

density, 39° Fahr. or 4° C, it is the standard for
specific gravities, one cubic centimeter weighing one
fram. It freezes at 32=" Pahr. or 0^ C. and boils at 212°
ahr. or 100° C. (see Ice, Steam). It is the most important natural solvent, and is frequently impregnated with

foreign matter which is mostly removed by distillation
hence, r<iin water is nearly pure. It is an important iufredient in the tissue of animals and plants, the human
ody containing about two thirds its weight of water.
2. A body of water, standing or flowing ; a lake, river,
or other collection of water.
Remembering he had passed over a small water a poor scholar
When first coming to the university, he kneeled.
Fuller.
3. Any liquid secretion, humor, or the like, resembling
water esp., the urine.
4. (Pharm.) A solution in water of a gaseous or readily volatile substance ; as, ammonia Jfoto'. U. S. Pharm.
5. The limpidity and luster of a precious stone, especially a diamond
as, a diamond of the first water, that
is, perfectly pure and transparent.
Hence, of the first
water, that is, of the first excellence.
6. A wavy, lustrous pattern or decoration such as is
imparted to linen, silk, metals, etc. See Water, v. I. 3,

A

Aquarius.

Wa'ter bed' (bed'). A kind of mattress made of, or
covered with, waterproof fabric and filled with water.
It is used in hospitals for bedridden patients.
Wa'ter beech' (bech'). (Bot.) The American hornbeam. See Hornbeam.
Vfra'ter bee'tle (be't'l). (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of aquatic beetles belonging
to Dytiscus and allied genera of the family Dytiscidse, and to
various genera of the
family Hydrophiliddc.

;

;

,

and Damaskeen.

These beetles swim
with great agility, the

An

addition to the shares representing the capital
of a stock company so that the aggregate par value of
the shares is increased while their value for investment
Is diminished, or " diluted."
[Brokers' Canf]
(1^°" Water is often used adjectively and in the formation of many self-explaining compounds as, water drainage water gauge, or ivater-gauge ; waterfowl, water-fowl,
or water fowl ; water-heaten, water-home, water-civcled,
wa;«r-gird!ed, tvater-Ushed, water-roclied, etc.

Wa'ter
(bSl'ltis).

as

Troijp.
(boui').
(Xooi.) Any
„ j^j^,,j g^^j, ,j^j_ ^j^g. ,^ j^^^^^
aquatic bn-d ; a water
„£ D. marfjinalU; c Sexual Suckers
fowl.
on one of the Legs of the Male.

Wa'ter

Ose, unite, rude,

fyll,

Op,

am

;

plty^

blaok'-

blrd (blSk'berd). (Zool.) The European water ousel,
or dipper.
Vfa'ter-board' (-bord'), n. A board set up to windward in a boat, to keep out water.
Nam. Nav. Encyc.
Vra'ter boat'man (bot'mirn). (.^oii/.) A boat bug.
Vra'ter-bok' (-bOU'), n. [D.] (Zool.) A water buck.
Vfa'ter-bound' (-bound'), a. Prevented by a flood

;

from proceedhig.

Wa'ter brain'
;

food, fdbt

;

A disease

(bran').

out, oil

Any arthropod

(Zool.)

breathes by means of

Wa'ter bridge'
See

Boiler.';)

Water

Wa'ter buck'

A

that

gills.

(brij').

(Steam

table.
(Zool.)

(buk').

heavy antelope (Kobus
ellipsiprymnus) native of Cenlarge,

Africa.

tral

frequents

It

the

banks of rivers and is a good
swimmer. It has a white ring
around the rump.
Called also
photomok, water antelope, and
waterbok.

The name is also applied
to other related species, as the
leche (Kobus leche), which has
similar habits.
Wa'ter bul'fa-lo (buf'fa-)o).
The European buffalo.
„
,„,
„
Wa'ter bug' (^bug'). iZool.)^^f^fJJ^^^^^^^}^o.
f^^ emimprymnus).
(0) TheCrotonbug. (6) Anyone
of numerous speciee of large, rapacious, aquatic, hemipter(Zoo/.)

,

,

ous insects belonging to Belostoma,
Benacus, Zaitha, and other genera
of the family Belostomatidse.
Their
hind legs are long and fringed, and
act like oars.
Some of these insects
are of great size, being among the
largest existing Hemiptera. Many of
them come out of the water and fly
about at night.
Wa'ter butt' (but'). A large,
open-headed cask, set up on end, to
contain water.
Dickens.
Wa'ter cal'trop (kSl'trSp). (Bot.)
The water chestnut.
Wa'ter can' (kan'). (Bot.) Any
one of several species of Nuphar the _, ^
„
, ^
yellow frog lily; -so called from ^„t"^Bug.!;,tJT
the shape of the seea vessel.
See
Nuphar, and cf. Candook.
Dr. Prior.
Wa'ter can'ker (kan'ker). (Med.) See Canker, m., 1.
Wa'ter car'riage (kSr'rij). 1. Transportation or
conveyance by water means of transporting by water.
2. A vessel or boat.
Arbuthnot.
[06«.]
Wa'ter cart' (kiirf). A cart carrying water esp.,
one carrying water for sale, or for sprinkling streets,
gardens, etc.
Wa'ter ca'vy (ka'vy). (Zool.) The capybara.
Wa'ter cel'er-y (sgl'er-y). (Bot.) A very acrid herb
,

;

,

;

(Ranunculus sceleratus) growing in ditches and wet
places

;

— called also cursed croivfoot.
A

Wa'ter

cell containing water; specell' (s81').
one of the cells or chambers in which
up in the stomach of a camel.

cifically (Zool.),

water

is

stored

Wa'ter ce-ment' (se-mSnf or

sem'Snt).

Hydraulic

cement.

Wa'ter chest'nut

(chSs'nSt).
Trapa natans and Trapa bicornis,
Old World water plants bearing
edible nutlike fruits armed with
several hard and sharp points
also, the plant itseU ;
called also
water caltrop.
Wa'ter chev'ro-taln' (shev'ro-tan').
(Zool.)
large West

The

(Bot.)

fruit

of

,

—

Water Chestnut, Eipe
A
Fruit.
African chevrotain (Hyiemoschus
aqnaticus). It has a larger body and shorter legs than the
other allied species. Called also water deerlet.

Wa'ter chick'en
American

The common

(Zool.)

(chlk'en).

gallinule.

Wa'ter chlck'weed' (chTk'wed').

(Bot.)

A

small

annual plant (Montia fontana) growing In wet places in
southern regions,

Wa'ter chln'qua-pln
American

lotus,

and

its

(chTn'ka-pTn).
(Bot.) The
edible seeds, which somewhat

resemble chinquapins. Cf. Yoncopin.
Wa'ter clock' (klSk'). An instrument or machine
serving to measure time by the fall, or flow, of a certain
quantity of water a clepsydra.
Wa'ter-Clos'et (-klbz'et), n. A privy especially, a
privy furnished with a contrivance for introducing a
stream of Wiiter to cleanse it.
Wa'ter cock' (k5k'). (Zodl.) A large gallinule (Gallicrex ci-istatus) native of Australia, India, and the East
Indies. In the breeding season the male is black and
has a fleshy red caruncle, or horn, on the top of Its head.
Called also kora.
Wa'ter COl'or (kHl'er). (Paitit.) 1. A color ground
with water and gum or other glutinous medium a color
the vehicle of which is water
so. called in distinction
;

;

;

—

oil color.

^W^

bellows
Same

(Med.) See under

brSsh'),

(breth'er).

;

;

Hard water. See under Hard. —Inch of water, a unit
of measure of quantity of water, being the (luantity which
will flow through an orifice one inch square, or a circular
orifice one inch In diameter, in a vertical surface, under
a stated constant head also called miner's inch, and ivaler inch. The shape of the orifice and the head vary in
different localities.
In the Western United States, for
hydraulic raining, the standard aperture is square ntid the
head from 4 to 9 inches above its center. In Europe,
lor experimental hydraulics, the orifice is usually round
and the head from ^ of an inch to 1 inch above its top.
— Mineral waters, waters which are 80 impregnated with
loreigu ingredients, such as gaseous, sulphureous, and

Wa'ter breath'er

from

fringed hind legs acting together like oars.

;

Wa'ter brash' (wa'ter
Brash.

;

paid for transporta-

[Eng.']

Wa'ter ba-rom'e-ter

fire, air, water, and earth."
3Iilton.
11^^ Pure water consists of hydrogen and oxygen,
H2O, and is a colorless, odorless, tasteless, transparent
liquid, which is very slightly compressible. At its maxi-

v. t.,

—

to serve as ballast.

ers of

Damask,

—

many

;

;

7.

saline substances, as to give them medicinal properties,
or a particular flavor or temperature.
Soft water, water
not impregnated with lime or mineral salts.
To hold
water. See under Hold, v. t.—To keep one's head above
water, to keep afloat fig., to avoid failure or sinking in
the struggles of life. [CoHoa.]
To make water, (a) To
pass urine. Swift. (6) (iVaw^.) To admit water; to leak.

—

Tlieir earthy charge.

—

WATER CRAKE

1631

And flaming ministers,

tive

;

;

diair

of slieep
;

go

;

;

gid.

bIiik,

ink

It preserves its consistency when dried in a solid
cake, wliieli is used by rubbinc off a portion on a moistened palette. Moist water colors are water colors kept
In a semifluid or pasty state In little metal tubes or pans.
2. A picture painted with such colors.
Wa'ter-col'or-lst, n. One who paints in water colors.

A

Wa'ter course' (kors'). 1.
stream of water; a
river or brook.
Jsa. xliv. 4,
2. A natural channel for water also, a canal for the
conveyance of water, especially in draining lands.
;

(Law)

A

running stream of water having a bed
and banks the easement one may have in the flowing of
such a stream in its accustomed course. A water course
3.

;

may

bo sometinioa dry.

Angell.

Wa'ter
wator

;

Biirrill.

cratt' (kriut').
Any vessel or boat plying
vessels and boats, ooUectlvely.

on

Wa'ter crake' (kriik').
(Zoiil) (a) The dipper.
(b) The spotted crake (Por:ana manietta).
See Bltist,
of Crake,
(c) The swamp hen, or crake, of Austr.alia.
•,

then, thin

;

boN

;

zh = x

in axure.

;

N
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Wa'ter crane' (wa'ter kran'). A goose-neck apparatus for supplying water from an elevated tank, as to
the tender of a locomotive.
Wa'ter cress' (kres'). (Bot.) A perennial cruciferous
herb (^Nasturtium officinale) growing usually in clear
running or spring water. The leaves are pungent, and
used for salad and as an antiscorbutic.
Wa'ter crow' (kro'). [So called in allusion to its
(Zool.) (a) The dipper.
(6) The
dark plumage.]

2. An instrument for measuring or ascertaining the
depth or quantity of water, or for indica^-

coot.

Wa'ter crow'foot' (kro'feof). (Bot.) An aquatic
kind of buttercup (Ranunculus aquatilis), used as food
for cattle in parts of England.
Great water crowfoot, an American water plant (Ranunculus uniltifidus), having deep yellow flowers.
Wa'ter cure' (.kiir'). 1. (3Ied.) Hydropathy.
2. A hydropathic institution.
Wa'ter deck' (dek'). A covering of painted canvas
Wilhelm.
for the equipments of a dragoon's horse.
Wa'ter deer' (der'). (Zodl.) (a) A small Chmese
deer (Hydropotes inermis). Both sexes are destitute of
antlers, but the male has large, descending canine
(b) The water chevrotain.
Wa'ter deer'let (der'let). See Water chevrotain.
Wa'ter dev'il (dev'U). (Zodl.) The rapacious larva

tusks,

ting the height of its surface, as in the boiler of a steam engine. See Gauge.
Wa'ter gav'ei (wa'ter gSv'Sl). (0.
Eng. Law) A gavel or rent paid for a privilege, as of fishing, in some river or water.

Wa'ter ger-man'der

;

(Chem.)

(glas').

Wa'ter lime' (lim').
Wa'ter line' (lln').

See

;

1. (Zodl.) A dog accustomed
to the water, or trained to retrieve waterfowl. Retrievers, water spaniels, and Newfoundland dogs are so trained.
2. (Zodl.) The menobranchus.
small floating cloud, supposed to indicate rain.
3.
[_Colloq.'\
4. A sailor, esp. an old sailor an old salt.
drain or channel for drainWa'ter drain' (dran').
off
water.
ing
Wa'ter drain'age (dran'aj 48). The draining off of
water.
Wa'ter dress'lng (dres'Tng). (Sred.) The treatment of wounds or ulcers by the application of water
also, a dressing saturated with water only, for application to a wound or an ulcer.
Wa'ter drop'wort' (drop'wQrf). (Bot.) A European poisonous umbelliferous plant ((Enanlhe fistulosa)
with large hollow stems and finely divided leaves.
Wa'ter ea'gle (e'g'l). (.Z'ooL) The osprey.
Wa'ter el'der (el'der). (Bot.) The guelder-rose.
Wa'ter el'e-phant (Sl'e-fant). (Zodl.) The hippo-

A

;

A

;

[iJ.]

„,

,
^ater

A

Wa'ter ham'mer (ham'mer). (Phys1.

ics)

A

vessel partly filled with water,
air, and hermetically sealed.

„

;

Gauge.^_^o

Tube of
Water "^—
Gan^e
"-'
-- the Water
wliich
6 Glass

stands ut
the
Level of that (c)
in the Boiler
;

e e

Cocks.

mergence when loaded.

exhausted of

When

See Euryale, Lotus, and Victoria, 1.
Hydraulic lime.
1. (Shipbuilding) Any one of
certain lines of a vessel, model, or plan, parallel with
the surface of the water at various heights from the keel.
1^= In a half-breadth plan, the water lines are outward curves showing the horizontal form of the ship at
their several heights in a .sheer plan, they are projected as straight horizontal lines.
2. (Kaut.) Any one of several lines marked upon the
outside of a vessel, corresponding with the surface of the
water when she is afloat on an even keel. The lowest
line indicates the vessel's proper submergence when not
loaded, and is called the light loater line ; the highest,
called the load water line, indicates lier yroper subtoria.

A

fabuWa'ter god' (gbd'). (3Syth.)
lous deity supposed to dwell in, and preside over, some body of water.
liquid food
Wa'ter gru'el (gru'el).
composed of water and a small portion
of meal, or other farinaceous substance,
boiled and seasoned.

A

(Bot.)
plant
Wa'ter let'tuce (wa'ter Igt'tis).
(Pistia stratiotes) whicli floats on tropical waters, and
leaves.
forms a rosette of spongy, wedge-shaped
J. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants).
Wa'ter lev'el (lev'gl). 1. The level formed by the
surface of still water.
2. A kind of leveling instrument. See under Level, n.
blossom or plant of
Wa'ter lll'y (IH'y). (Bot.)
any species of the genus Nympliiea, distinguished for its
large floating leaves and beautiful flowers. See Ntmph.s;a.
(J^^ The name is extended to various plants of other
related genera, as Nuphar, Buryale, Xehimbo, and Vic-

A

mSn'der).

—

Wa'ter glass'

an hydropathist.
Wa'ter dog' (dog').

potamus.

-

Soluble glass, under Glass.

of a large water beetle (Hydrophilus piceus), and of
other similar species. See Illust. of Water beetle.
tall, coarse dock growWa'ter dock' (dSk'). (i?o<.)
ing in wet places. The American water dock is Rumex
orbiculatus, the European is R. Hydrolupaihum.
Wa'ter dOC'tor (dok'ter). (Med.) (a) One who professes to be able to divine diseases by inspection of the
urine,
physician who treats diseases with water
(b)

A

(jer

A

(Bot.)
labiate plant (Teucrium Scordiuin) found in marshy places in Europe.
Wa'ter glld'ing (gTld'Ing). The act,
or the process, of gilding metallic surfaces
by covering them with a thin coating of
amalgam of gold, and then volatilizing the
mercury by heat
called also was/i gilding.

A

a

WATER MITE

WATER CRANE

European

;

;

reversed or shaken, the water being ^mimpeded by
the sides in solid mass with a sound like that

air, strikes

of a hammer.
concussion, or blow, made by water in striking,
2.
as against the sides of a pipe or vessel containing it.
small American hare
Wa'ter hare' (hSr'). (Zodl.)
or rabbit (Lepus aquaticus) found on or near the southcalled also water
ern coasts of the United States;
rabbit, and swamp hare.'
poisonous
Wa'ter hemlock (hemlok). (Bot.) (a)
umbelliferous plant (Cicuta virosa) of Europe ; also, any
poione of several American plants of that genus, (b)
sonous plant (QSnanthe crocata) resembling the above.
Wa'ter hemp' (hemp'). (Bot.) See under Hemp.
Wa'ter hen' (hSn'). 1. (Zodl.) Any gallinule.
2. (Zodl.) The common American coot.
Wa'ter hog' (hog'). (Zodl.) The capybara.
Wa'ter hore'hound' (hor'liound'). (£o^)Bugleweed.
pile of salted fish heaped
Wa'ter-horse' (-hSrs'), n.
up to drain.
(Bot.) Either of
Wa'ter hy'a-clnth (hI'a-sTnth).
several tropical aquatic plants of the geuus Eichhornia,
rel.ated to the pickerel weed.
Wa'ter ice' (is'). Water flavored, sweetened, and
frozen, to be eaten as a confection.
Wa'ter-ie (wa'ter-e), n. (Zodl.) The pied wagtail;
so called because it frequents ponds.
Wa'ter inch' (inch'). Same as Inch of water, un-

A

A

—

A

A

Water-line model (Shiiibuilding), a model of a vessel
formed of boards which are shaped according to the
water lines as shown in the plans and laid upon each
other to form a solid model.

Wa'ter llz'ard

the

;

chine for extinguishing

fires

a

;

fire

engine.

(-er), n.
One who, or that which, waters.
Wa'ter-Iall' (-fal'), n. 1. A fall, or perpendicular descent, of the water of a river or stream, or a descent
nearly perpendicular a cascade a cataract.
2. (Hairdressing) An arrangement of a woman's back
hair over a cushion or frame in some resemblance to a

Wa'ter-er

A

—

;

;

waterfall.
3. A certain kind of

u

neck

T.

scarf.

Hughes.

The quality or state of
Wa'ter-i-ness (-T-nSs), n.
being watery moisture humidity.
Wa'ter-ing, a. & n. from Water, v.
Watering call (Mil.), a sound of trumpet or bugle summoning cavalry soldiers to assemble for the purpose
Watering cart, a sprinkling
of watering their horses.
cart.
See Water. —Watering place, (o) A place where
water may be obtained, as for a ship, for cattle, etc. (b)
A place where there are springs of medicinal water, or a
place by the sea, or by some large body of water, to which
;

;

—

(Bol.) The water vio- people resort for bathing, recreation, boating, etc. — WaWa'ter feath'er (fetli'er).
Wa'ter feath'erT-foil' (-foil'). ( let (Hottonia palus- tering pot. (a) A kind of bucket fitted with a rose, or perforated nozzle, — used for watering flowers, paths, etc.
tris)
also, the less showy American plant H. inflata.
(6) (Zodl.) Any one of several species of marine bivalve
Wa'ter flag' (flSg'). (Bot.) A European species of shellB
of the genus Aspergillum, or Brechites. The valves
I

;

Pseudacorus) having bright yellow flowers.
(flSn'nSl).
(Bot.) A floating mass
of a Euro-

Iris (Iris

Wa'ter flan'nel

formed in pools by the entangled filaments
pean fresh-water alga (Cladophora crispata).

A

;

—

;

t^^

webbed feet.
Wa'ter fox' (foks'). (Zool.) The carp;— so called
on account of its cunning.
Walton.
Wa'ter frame' (fram'). A name given to the first
power spinning machine, because driven by water power.
Wa'ter fur'row (ftir'ro). (Agric.) A deep furrow
for conducting water from the ground, and keeping the
surface soil dry.

Wa'ter-fur'row, V. t. To make water furrows
Wa'ter gage' (gaj'). See Water gauge.

in.

gall' (gal').
1. A cavity made in the earth
by a torrent of water a washout.
2.
watery appearance in the sky, accompanying the
rainbow a secondary or broken rainbow.
These water galls, in her dim element,
Foretell new storms to those already spent.
Shak.
False good news are [is] always produced by true good, like
the u-ater gall by the rainbow.
M'alpole.

Wa'ter

;

A

;

^

Wa'ter gang'

(gSng').

(0.

Eng. Law)

made

A

passage for

in a sea wall, to drain

Burrill.

Wa'ter gas' (gSs'). (Chem.) See under Gas.
Wa'ter gate' (gat'). A gate, or valve, by which a
flow of water

is

permitted, prevented, or regulated.

Wa'ter gauge'
1.

A

[Written also water gage.']
wall or bank to hold water back.
Craig.
(gaj').

ale,

senate,

of the Mississippi valley.
;

c^e, am, aim, ask,

—

Wa'ter-man (-mon), n. ; pi. Watermen (-men).
1. A man who plies for hire on rivers, lakes, or canals,
or in harbors, in distinction from a seaman who is engaged on the high seas a man who manages fresh-water
craft a boatman a ferryman.
2. An attendant on cab stands, etc. , who supplies water
Dickens.
\_Eng.}
to the horses.
Tylor.
water demon.
3.
indicating
the
mark
(-mark'),
n.
A
1.
Wa'ter-mark'
height to which water has risen, or at which it has stood ;
the usual limit of high or low water.
2. A letter, device, or the like, wrought into paper
during the process of manufacture.
;

;

;

A

IS^° " The watermark in paper is produced by bending
the wires of the mold, or by wires bent into the shape of
the required letter or device, and sewed to the surface
of the mold — it has the effect of making the paper thinner in places. The old makers employed watermarks of
an eccentric kind. Those of Caxton and other early printers were an oxhead and star, a collared dog's head, a
crown, a shield, a jug, etc. A fool's cap and bells, employed as a watermark, gave the name to foolscap paper
a postman's horn, such as was formerly in use, gave the
Tomlinson.
name to pjost paper."
[J?.]
3. (Naut.) See Water line, 2.
Wa'ter mead'OW (mSd'o). (Agric.) A meadow, or
piece of low, flat land, capable of being kept in a state of
fertility by being overflowed with water from some adjoining river or stream.
Wa'ter meas'ure (mSzh'iir). A measure formerly
used for articles brought by water, as coals, oysters,
etc.
The water-measure bushel was three.^allons larger
Cowell.
than the Winchester busliel.
;

;

.

Wa'ter meas'ur-er (-er). (Zodl.) Any one of numerous species of water insects the skater. See Skater, n.,2.
Wa'ter-mel'on (-mel'iSn), n. (Bot.) The very large
ovoid or roundish fruit of a cucurbitaceous plant ( Citrulalso, the plant itself.
his vulgaris) of many varieties
The fruit sometimes weighs many pounds its pulp is usuIt is
ally pink in color, and full of a sweet watery juice.
a native of tropical Africa, but is now cultivated in many
countries. See Illu.it. of Melon.
Wa'ter me'ter (me'ter). A contrivance for measuring a supply of water delivered or received for any
purpose, as from a street main.
Wa'ter mil'foil (mtl'foil). (Bot.) Any plant of the
genus Myriophylluw, aquatic herbs with whorled
leaves, the submersed ones pinnately parted into capil;

Watering Pot (Shell) (AspergiTlum

vagini/erum').

s Valves of

the Shell.

are small, and consolidated with the capacious calcareous
tube which incases the entire animal. The tube is closed
at the anterior end by a convex disk perforated by numerous pores, or tubules, and resembling the rose of a
watering pot.
Watering trough, a trough from which
cattle, horses, and other animals drink.

—

a.
[AS. wasterisc.'] 1. Resembling wawatery.
Shak.
Feed upon such nice and waierish diet.

Wa'ter-ish,
ter

;

thin

;

Somewhat watery
Wa'ter-lsh-ness, n.

;
as, waierish land.
quality of being waterish.
Wa'ter joint' (joinf). (Arch.) A joint in a stone
pavement where the stones are left slightly higher than
elsewhere, the rest of the surface being sunken or dished.
The raised surface is intended to prevent the settling of

2.

water

;

moist

The

(jiin'kgt).

(Zodl.)

The common

sandpiper.

Having a left-hand twist
(-lad'), n.
;
as, a irater-laid, or left-hand, rope.

—Wa'ter-laid'
said of cordage

n. (Eccl. Hist.) One
Wa'ter-land'er (-ISnd'er),
of a body of Dutch
Wa'ter-land'i-an (-land'I-rrn),
Anabaptists who separated from the Mennonites in the
sixteenth century
so called from a district in North
Holland denominated Waterland.
1

j

;

—

Wa'ter la'ver-OCk (wa'ter

la'ver-ok).

The

(Zodl.)

common

sandpiper.
Wa'ter-leaf (-lef), n. (Bot.) Any plant of the American genus Hydrophyllum, herbs having white or pale
Gray.
blue bell-shaped flowers.
Wa'ter leg' (leg'). (Steam Boilers) See Leg, 7.
Wa'ter lem'on (lem'iin). (Bot.) The edible fruit of
two species of passion flower (Passiflora laurifolia, and
P. maliformis)
so called in the West Indies.
Chaucer.
Wa'ter-leSS, a. Destitute of water ; dry.
;

final,

^11

;

—

eve,

;

;

lary divisions.
Wa'ter mill'

moved by water
a steam

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

A kind

(mil').

;

A

mill whose' machinery ie

— distinguished

from a windmill, and

mill.

Wa'ter mint'

the joints.

in

Wa'ter jun'ket

water, such as was usually
water out of marshes.

swamps

,

Wa'ter flea' (fle'). (Zodl.) Any one of numerous
species of small aquatic Entomostraca belonging to the
genera Cyclops, Baphnia, etc. ;
so called because they
swim with sudden leaps, or starts.
[AS.
flood
Wa'ter-flOOd' (-fliid'), n.
wxterflod.']
of water an inundation.
Wa'ter floun'der (floun'der). (Zodl.) The windowpane (Pleuronectes maculatus). [_Local, U. S.']
Wa'ter-fowl' (-foul'), n. Any bird that frequents the
water, or lives about rivers, lakes, etc., or on or near the
used also collectively.
sea an aquatic fowl ;
Of aquatic fowls, some are waders, or furnished
with long legs ; others are swimmers, or furnished with

—

w

aquatic lizard

Wa'ter-logged' (-ISgd'), a. Filled or saturated with
said
water so as to be heavy, unmanageable, or loglike
of a vessel, when, by receiving a great quantity of water
into her hold, she has become so heavy as not to be manageable by the helm.

Wa'ter en'glne (Sn'jTn). An engine to raise water
also, an engine or ma- der Water.
or, an engine moved by water
;

Any

(Zodl.)

(llz'erd).

genus Varanus, as the monitor of the Nile. See
Monitor, n., 3.
Wa'ter lO'CUSt (lo'kiist). (Bot.) A thorny leguminous tree (Gleditschia monosperma) which grows in
of the

^-^
(mint').

mint (Mentha
oquatica) growing in wet
places,
and sometimes
having a perfume resembling bergamot.
Wa'ter mite' (mif).
(Zodl.) Any one of numerous species of aquatic
of

mites belonging to

Hy-

drachna and

allied genera of the family Hydrachnidse, usually having the legs fringed and

adapted

for

swimming.

They are often red or red Water Mite (Hyd) achna fornw««) a Adult 6 Palpi, much
and black in color, and
;

enlarged
while young are parasites
of fresh-water insects and mussels.

tick,

;

c Palpus, side view.

Called also tvater

and water spider.

idea,

ill

;

old,

Sbey, orb, 6dd

;

WATER MOCCASIN

1633

WATER TWIST

Wa'ter-proof (wa'ter-proof), V. t. To render impervious to water, as cloth, leather, etc.
Wa'ter-proot'ing, n. 1. The act or process of making
waterproof.
2. Same as Waterproof, n., 1.
Wa'ter purs'lane (pfirs'lan). {Bot.) See under Purslane.
Wa'ter qualm' (kwam'). {3Ied.) See Water brash,

European spider {Argyoneta aqualica) which conBtructs

ter viper.

under Brash.

Wa'ter mole' (wa'ter mol').
{Zool.) (a) The shrew mole.

{Zool.) See Water hare.
{Bot.) A coarse ye'Uowflowered ^\d.nt {Nasturtium amphibium) reXaXed' to the
water cress and to the horse-radish.
Wa'ter rail' (ral'). {Zool.) Any one of numerous
species of rails of the genus Rallus, as the common European species {Rallus aquaticus). See Illust. of Rail.
Wa'ter ram' (ram'). An hydraulic ram.
Wa'ter rat' (rat'). 1. {Zool.) (a) The water vole.

a diving bell, and
filled with a i r
which the spider

Wa'ter moc'ca-sln (wa'ter mSk'ka-sIn).
-Tenomous North American snake
{Ancisirodon piscivorus) allied
to the rattlesnake but destitute
of a rattle. It lives in or about
feeds
pools and ponds, and
Called also
largely on fishes.
water snake, ivaier adder, war

under Shrew.

-See

(J)

(Zool.)

A

Wa'ter rab'bit
Wa'ter rad'ish

The

duck luole. See under Ddok.
Wa'ter mon'1-tor (mon't_^

A

{Zool.)
very large lizard
of InIt frequents the borders of
streams and swims actively. It
becomes five or six feet long.
Called also two-banded monitor,
ter).

{Varatms salvator) native
dia.

Water Moccasin,
The name is
applied to other aquatic mcjitors.
water engine.
Wa'ter mo'tor (mo'ter). 1.
water wheel
2.
especially, a small water wheel
driven by water from a street main.
Wa'ter mouse' (mous'). (.ZoSZ.) Anyone of several
species of mice belonging to the genua Sydromys, native
of Australia and Tasmania.
Their hind legs are strong
and their toes partially webbed. They live on the borders of streams, and swim well. They are remarkable as
being the only rodents found in Australia.

and kabaragoya.

-.also

plants.

carries down in the
of small bubbles attached one
at a time to the

form

spinnerets and
hind

A kind of

(miir'rin).

murrain

;

water spider.
Wa'ter-spout'

1. {Bot.)

A

Indian rice. See under Rice.
(o-pos'siSm). {Zool.) See Yapock,
:and the Note under Opossum.
Wa'ter or'de-al (8r'de-al). Same as Ordeal by wa4er.
See the Note under Okdeal, n.,1.
Wa'ter ou'sel (oo'z'l), Wa'ter ou'zel. {Zool.) Any
one of several species of
small insessorial birds of
the genus Cinclus (or Hydrobates), especially the
European water ousel (C.
aquaticus), and the American water ousel {C. 3fexieanus).
These birds live
about the water, and are in
the habit of walking on the
Water Ousel
bottom of streams beneath
the water in search of food. ("ncZ«s, or Hijdrobates, cinclus).

&

"Many an

;

river or lake.
2. The line of division between two adjacent rivers or
lakes with respect to the flow of water by natural channels into them ; the natural boundary of a basin.
Wa'ter shield' (-sheld'). {Bot.) An aquatic American plant {Brasenia peltata) having floating oval leaves,
and the stems covered with a clear jelly.
sprig or shoot from
Wa'ter-ShOOt' (-shobf), n. l.
the root or stock of a tree.
I0bs.~\
That
which
serves
guard
2. {Arch.)
to
from falling
water ; a drip or dripstone.
3.
trough for discharging water.
Wa'ter shrew' (shru'). {Zool.) Any one of several
species of shrews having fringed feet and capable of
swhnming actively. The two common European species
{Crossopus fodiens, and C. ciliatus) are the best known.
The most common American water shrew, or marsh
shrew {Neosorex palustris), is rarely seen, owing to its
nocturnal habits.
Wa'ter snail' (snal'). 1. {Zool.) Any aquatic pul-

{Arch.) A molding, ot
Wa'ter ta'ble (ta'b'l).
other projection, in the wall of a building, to throw oil
the water,
generally used in the United States for the
first table above the surface of the ground (see Table,
re.
9), that is, for the table at the top of the foundation
and the beginning of the upper wall.
Wa'ter-tath' (-tath'), re. [ Water -f tath, n.] A kind
of coarse grass growing in wet grounds, and supposed to
be injurious to sheep. [Prov. Eng.]
Wa'ter ther-mom'e-ter (ther-mSm'e-ter).
{Physics) A thermometer filled with water instead of mercury, for ascertaining the precise temperature at which
water attains its maximum density. This is about 39°
Falir., or 4° Centigrade; and from that point down to
32° Eabr., or 0° Centigrade, or the freezing point, it ex-

monate gastropod belonging to Planorbis, lAmniea, and
allied genera
a pond snail.
2. (Mech.) The Archimedean screw.
[J?.]
Wa'ter snake' (suak'). {Zool.) (a) A common North
American colubrine snake

ican bird of the genus Seiurus, belonging
to the Warbler family, especially the common species {S. Noveboracensis).

—

,

A

A

Wa'ter thleJ' (thef). A pirate,
Wa'ter thrush' (thrush'). (.^ooZ.)

;

A

brookweed.

Wa'ter pipe (pip'). A pipe for conveying water.
Wa'ter pitch'er (pich'er). 1. A pitcher for water.
{Tropidonotus
sipedon)
2. {Bot.) One of a family of plants having pitclier- which lives chiefly in the
ahaped leaves. The sidesaddle fiower {Sarracenia pur- water, (i) Any species
purea)

is

the type.

Wa'ter plant'
ter

;

an

(plant').
aquatic plant.

A

plant that gi'ows in wa-

;

;

103

firn

;

pity

as

Large-billed Water

fill

Thrush (Seiurus motacilla).

Water Snake
(

Tropidonotus sipedon).

(spSn'ySl).

soitchet.']

A curly-haired

See

breed of

naturally

very fond of the wa-

Wa'ter

spar'row
{Zodl.) {a)

The reed warbler.
[Prov. Eng.] (6) The
[Prov.

reed bunting.
Eng.-]

Wa'ter speed'well (sped'wSl).
{Bot.') A kind of speed-

Water SpomeL

well (Veronica Anagallis) found in wet places in Europe

and America.

Wa'ter spi'der
;

iooi, fd^t

;

(spi'der).

out, oil

Water

See

Same

(ti'ger).

{Zool.) A diving, or water, beetle, especially the larva of a
water beetle. See Illust. b of

(-tit'), a.

;

{Zool.)

cbair

;

(a)

go

An
;

Beetle.
So tight as to retain, or not

not leaky.
(torch').

{Bot.)

The common

cat-tail

the spike of which makes a good torch
Dr. Prior.
A large metal pipe made to

latifolia),

when soaked in oil.
Wa'ter tOW'er (tou'er).

ter.

(spSr'rS).

;

Wa'ter torch'
{Typha

served
[Written also water

Wa'ter span'iel

tick' (tik').
mite.

Water
Wa'ter-tlght'
to admit, water

ZOUTCH.
spaniels,

thyme'

(Bot.)

Wa'ter ti'ger

Wa'ter-soak' (-self),
t.
To soak in water

fish stewed and
in a little water.

;

<lp,

Wa'ter

{Cookery) A
(soSch'y).
dish consisting of small

;

full,

Anacharis.

Wa'ter souch'y

;

Use, unite, r^ide,

Wa'ter
(tlnf).

all

the interstices of
with water.
^Wa'ter sol'dier (soi'jer).
{Bot.) An aquatic
European plant {Siraiiotes aloides) with bayonet-shaped leaves.

;

European
(c) The

of snakes of the family

to

;

The

pied wagtail.

Homalopsidse,

V.

Goodale.

ANorthAmer-

water ousel,

habits.

Wa'ter-pot' (-pbf), n. A vessel for holding or conveying water, or for sprinkling water on cloth, plants, etc.
Wa'ter pow'er (pou'er). 1. The power of water
employed to move machinery, etc.
2. A fall of water which may be used to drive machinery a site for a water mill a water privilege.
Wa'ter pox' (poks'). {Med.) A variety of chicken
pox, or varicella.
Dunglison.
Wa'ter priv'1-lege (priv'T-lej). The advantage of
using water as a mechanical power also, the place where
water is, or may be, &o_ used. See under PRivrLEOE.
Wa'ter-proof' (-proof), a. Proof against penetration
or permeation by water impervious to water as, a waterproof garment a waterproof roof.
Wa'ter-prool', n. 1. A substance or preparation for
rendering cloth, leather, etc., impervious to water.
2. Cloth made waterproof, or any article made of such
cloth, or of other waterproof material, as rubber esp.,
Bn outer garment made of such material.

Shak.

[i?.]

(a)

{b)

of
which are aquatic in their

Wa'ter plaa'tain (plSn'tan). {Bot.) A kind of plant
with acrid leaves. See under 2d Plantain.
Wa'ter plate' (pliif). A plate heated by hot water
contained in a double bottom or jacket.
Knight.
Wa'ter po'a (po'a).
{Bot.) Meadow reed grass.
See under Reed.
Wa'ter poise' (poiz'). An hydrometer.
Wa'ter pore' (por'). 1. {Zool.) A pore by which
the water tubes of various invertebrates open externally.
2. {Bot.) One of certain minute pores in the leaves of
some plants. They are without true guardian cells, but
in other respects closely resemble ordinary stomata.

[22.]

Shak.

low star-shaped blossoms.
Wa'ter star'wort' (-wQrf ). See under Starwort.
Wa'ter sup-ply' (sOp-pli'). A supply of water specifically, water collected, as in reservoirs, and conveyed,
as by pipes, for use in a city, mill, or the like.
Wa'ter tab'by (tSb'by). A kind of waved or watered
tabby. See Tabby, re., 1.

A

(fez-'ant).
{Zool.) (a) The pinSee Pintail, n., 1. (S) The goosander, (c) The
Jiooded merganser.
Wa'ter pi'et (pi'et). {Zool.) The water ousel.
Wa'ter pig' (pTg'). 1. {Zool.) The capybara.
2. {Zool.) The gourami.
Wa'ter pU'lar (pil'ler).
waterspout. [06.S.]
Wa'ter plm'per-nel (pTm'per-nel). {Bot.)
small

Tear-filled.

orphan's water-standing eye."

star' grass' (star' gras'). {Bot.) An aquatic
plant {Schollera graminea) with grassy leaves, and yel-

Wa'ter screw' (skru'). A screw propeller.
[Cf. G. wasserscheide ;
Wa'ter-shed' (-shgd'), re.
-\- scheide a place where two things separate, fr. scheiden to separate.]
1. The whole region or
extent of country which contributes to the supply of a

Waterwort.

(-stSnd'ing), a.

Wa'ter

wasser water

Wa'ter pheas'ant

A remarkable meteorolog-

A

Wa'ter-stand'lng

—

tail.

re.

ical

cruciferous

—

Wa'ter pars'nip (pars'nip). {Bot.) Any plant of the
aquatic umbelliferous genus Shim, poisonous herbs with
pinnate or dissected leaves and small white flowers.
Wa'ter par'tridge (piir'trij). {Zool.) The ruddy
duck. ILocal, U. S.]
Wa'ter pen'ny-wort' (pSn'nT-wfirf). {Bot.) Marsh
pennywort. See under Marsh.
Wa'ter pep'per (pgp'per). {Bot.) {a) Smartweed.

(-spout'),

—

phenomenon, of the nature of a tornado or whirlwind,
usually observed over the sea, but sometimes over the
land.
11^°* Tall columns, apparently of cloud, and reaching
from the sea to the clouds, are seen moving along, often
several at once, sometimes straight and vertical, at other
times inclined and tortuous, but always in rapid rotation.
At their bases, the sea is violently agitated and heaped up
with a leaping or boiling motion, water, at least in some
cases, being actually carried up in considerable quantity,
and scattered round from a great height, as solid bodies
are by tornadoes on land.
Sir J. Herschel.
sprite, or spirit, imagined
Wa'ter spriie' (sprit').
as inhabiting the water.
J. M. Drake.

See under Rice.

rice.

;

;

to water-rot.

Wa'ter rice' (ris'). Indian
Wa'ter rock'et (rok'et).

^"

;

J

&

A water lily (Nymphxa).

;

)

;

water, as flax

water mite,

Any spider that
habitually lives on
or about the water.
Water Spider (Argyoneta aqualica).
especially the large a Spider about to descend with a Bubble
American species of Air 6 Spider diving c Spider filling
{Dolomedes lance- ""^ '''="' ^"^^ "'*'^
olatus) which runs rapidly on the surface of water
called also raft spider.
Wa'ter spin'ner (wa'ter spln'ner). {Zool.) The

plant {Nasturtium sylvestre) with small yellow flowers.
2. A kind of firework to be discharged in the water.
Wa'ter-rot' (-rof), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Water-rotted ; p. pr.
vb. n. Water-rotting.]
To rot by steeping in water ; to water-ret ; as, to water-rot hemp or fiax.
Wa'ter sail' (sal'). {Naut.) A small sail sometimes
set under a studding sail or under a driver boom, and
reaching nearly to the water.
Wa'ter sap'phire(saf'iro)--er). I'EqaiY.toF. saphir
d'eati.']
(Min.) A deep blue variety of iolite, sometimes
used as a gem ;
called also saphir d^eau.
Wa'ter-scape' (-skap'), re. [Cf. Landscape.] A sea
view ;
distinguished from landscape. [Jocose'] Fairholt.
Wa'ter scor'pi-on (skSr'pT-iSn). {Zool.) See Nepa.

Wa'ter oat' (of).
Wa'ter o-pos'sum

white-flowered shrub

;

A

(6)
(c)

manteus)
places near water.
Wa'ter-ret' (-ref ), v. t. limp. & p. p. Water-retted p. pr. & vb. n.' Water-retting.] To ret, or rot, in

af-

iecting cattle.
Crabb.
Wa'ter newt' (nuf). {Zool.) Any one of numerous
species of aquatic salamanders ; a triton.
Wa'ter nymph' (nlmf). 1. {Myth.) A goddess of
any stream or other body of water, whether one of the
Naiads, Nereids, or Oceauides.
2. {Bot. )

(-tier).

Called

feet.

also diving spider.

{Zool.) The diamond rattlesnake {Crotalus adafrom its preference for damp

rat'tle (rat't'l).

—rat'tler
so called

water

It lives in

open beneath like

(rSb'bTt).
(rad'ish).

;

Wa'ter
Wa'ter

beneath

a bell-shaped
structure of silk,

See under Vole.
(c) The beaver
(6) The muskrat.
rat.
See under Beaveb.
2. A thief on the water
a pirate.
Wa'ter rate' (rat'). A rate or tax for a supply of

;

Wa'ter mur'rain

(6)

water oh

A

A

web

its

the surface of the

aquatic

be extended vertically by sections, and used for discharging water upon burning buildings.
Wa'ter tree' (tre'). {Bot.) A climbing shrub {Telra'
cera alnifolia, or potatoria) of Western Africa, which
pours out a watery sap from the freshly cut stems.
Wa'ter tre'foil' (tre'foil'). {Bot.) The buck bean.
Wa'ter tube' (tub'). (Zool.) One of a system of tubular excretory organs having external openings, found
in many invertebrates. They are believed to be analogous
in function to the kidney's of vertebrates.
See Illust.
luider Trematodea, and Sporooyst.
Wa'ter tu'pe-lo (tii'pe-lo). (Bot.) A species of large
tupelo (Nyssa aqiiatica) growing in swamps in the southern parts of the United States. See OoEECHEE LIME.
Wa'ter tur'key (tflr'ky).
(Zodt.) Tlie American
snakeliird.
See Snakebiro.
Wa'ter tu'yfere' (twft'yfir'). A tuyere kept cool by
water circulating within a casing. It is used for hot blast.
Wa'ter twist' (twTsf). Yarn made by the throstle,
or water frame.

eiug, Igk

;

then, tbin

;
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;
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vin').
{Bot.) Any plant of the
genus Phytocrene, climbing shrubs of Asia and Africa,
the stems of which are singularly porous, and when cut
stream with a limpid potable juice.
Wa'ter vi'O-let (vi'o-let). (^Bot.) See under Violbt.
Wa'ter vi'per (vi'per). (Zool.) See Water moccasin.
Wa'ter vole' (vol'). (Zool.) See under Vole.
Wa'ter Wag'tail'(vv5g'tal'). See under Waotaii,.
Wa'ter-Way' (-wa'), n. (Naut.) Heavy plank or timber extending fore and aft the whole length of a vessel's
deck at the line of junction with the sides, forming a
channel to the scuppers, which are cut through it. In
iron vessels the waterway is variously constructed.
Wa'ter way'. Same as Water codrse.
Wa'ter-weed' (-wed'), re. (Bot.) See Anachabis.

species (A. mellivora) is dark brown, finely streaked with
white. Called also goruck creeper.
2. (Zool.) The Australian brush turkey.
Wat'tled (wSt't'ld), a. Furnished with wattles, or
pendent fleshy processes at the chin or throat.
The wattled cocks strut to and fro. Lonafellow.

Wa'ter vine' (wa'ter

(hwel').
1. Any wheel for propelling machinery or for other purposes, that is made to rotate by the direct action of water ;
called an overshot
wheel when the water is applied at the top, an undershot
wheel when at the bottom, a breast wheel when at an intermediate point ; other forms are called reaction wheel,
vortex wheel, turbine wheel, etc.
2. The paddle wheel of a steam vessel.
3.
wheel for raising water ; a noria, or the like.
{Bot.) An American
Wa'ter wU'lOW (wIl'lS).

Wa'ter wheel'

—

A

Q

aquatic plant (Dianthera Americana) with long willowlike leaves, and spikes of small purplish flowers.
Wa'ter wing' (wing'). (Arch.) One of two walls
built on either side of the junction of a bridge with the
bank of a river, to protect the abutment of the bridge
and the bank from the action of the current.
Wa'ter witch' (wtch'). (Zodl.) (a) The dabchick.

The stormy petrel. \_Prov.
Wa'ter-Withe' (-with'), n.

(6)

Eng.']
(Bot.)

A vinelike

plant

iyHis Caribsea) growing in parched districts in the West
and containing a great amount of sap which is
sometimes used for quenching thirst.
Indies,

Wa[ter-work'

1. (Paint.) Painting executed in size or distemper, on canvas or walls,
formerly,
frequently taking the place of tapestry. Shak. Fairholt,
2. An hydraulic apparatus, or a system of works or
fixtures, by which a supply of water is furnished for
useful or ornamental purposes, including dams, sluices,
pumps, aqueducts, distributing pipes, fountains, etc. ;
used chiefly in the plural.
Wa'ter-wom' (-worn'), a. Worn, smoothed, or polished by the action of water ; as, waterworn stones.
Wa'ter-wort' (-wflrf), n. (Bot.) Any plant of the
natural order Elatinese, consisting of two genera (Elatine,
and Bergia), mostly small annual herbs growing in the
edges of ponds. Some have a peppery or acrid taste.
Wa'ter-y (-y), a. [AS. wseterig.'] 1. Of or pertain" The watery god."
ing to water ; consisting of water.
Dryden. " Fish within their tiiaierj/ residence. " Milton.
2. Abounding with water ; wet ; hence, tearful.
3. Resembling water ; thin or transparent, as a liquid
as, watery humors.
The oily and watery parts of the aliment. Arbuthnot.
(-wflrk'), n.

—

—

U

4. Hence, abounding in thin, tasteless, or insipid fluid
tasteless ; insipid ; vapid ; spiritless.
Watt (wot), n. [So called after the distinguished
mechanician and scientist, James Watt.']
(Elec.) The
electrical unit of power, proposed by Dr. C. W. Siemens,
being the amount conveyed by a current of one ampere
through a difference of potential of one volt, or a resistance of one ohm ; the amount of work necessary to raise

one coulomb to one volt.

One horse power is very nearly

equal to 746 watts.

Wat'tle

[AS. watel, watul, watol, hurdle,
covering, wattle cf. OE. watel a bag. Cf. Wallet.]
1. A twig or flexible rod
hence, a hurdle made of
(wot't'l), n.
;

;

And there

A little

he built with wattles from the marsh
lonely church in days of yore.
Tennyson.

A

rod laid on a roof to support the thatch.
2.
3. (Zool.) (a)
naked, fleshy, and usually wrinkled
and highly colored, process of the skin hanging from the
chin or throat of a bird or reptUe. (b) Barbel of a fish.
4. (a) The astringent bark of several Australian trees
of the genus Acacia, used in tanning ;
called also wattle bark,
(b) (Bot.) The trees from which the bark is
obtained. See Savanna wattle, under Savanna.

A

—

W

ttirkey.

Wat'tle,

& vb. n.

V. t.

•

SameasBRnsH turket.
&p. p. Wattled (-t'ld)

(Zool.)

[imp.

;

p. pr.

Wattling (-tlTng).] 1. To bind with twigs.
To twist or interweave, one mth another, as t^vigs
to form a network with to plat as, to wattle branches.
3. To form, by interweaving or platting twigs.
2.

;

;

The folded flocks, penned in their wattled cotes. Milton.
Wat'tle-blrd' (-berd'), re. 1. (Zool.) Any one of several species of honey eaters belonging to Anthochxra and allied genera of the family Meliphagidx,
These birds usually have a large
and conspicuous wattle of naked
skin hanging down below each ear.

They

are natives of Australia

Waught (
Waul (wal),
cat

;

to squall

The

;

any

Jamieson.
IScot.j
V. i.
[Of imitative origin.] To cry as a
to wail. [Written also wawl.]
of

liquid.

coming wauling and crying

helpless infant,

iifto the
Sir \r. Scott.

world.

Waur (war),

Worse.

[See Worse.]

a.

Murder and waur than murder.
.Sir W. Scott.
V. t. See Waive. Sir H. Wotton. Burke.
Wave, V. i. [imp. &p. p. Waved (wavd) p. pr. &
vb. re. Waving.]
[OE. waven, AS. wajian to waver, to

Wave

(wav),

;

wonder

hesitate, to

MHG. wabem
about

akin to wsej're wavering, restless,
to be in motion, Icel. vaj'ra to hover

Icel.

cf.

;

;

Waft, Waver.]
a wave, one way and

vdja to vibrate.

Cf.

1. To play loosely
to move like
the other ; to float to flutter to undulate.
His purple robes waved careless to the winds. Trumbull.
Where the flags of three nations had successively waved.
Hawttiome.
2. To be moved to and fro as a signal.
B. Jonson.
3. To fluctuate ; to waver ; to be in an unsettled state
to vacillate.
[06*.]
He waved indiiferently 'twixt doing them neither good nor
harm.
SItak.
;

;

d^F" The best-known species

;

Wave, V. t. 1. To move one way and the other to
" [.ffineas] waved his fatal sword. " Dryden.
brandish.
2. To raise into inequalities of surface ; to give an
undulating form or surface to.
Horns whelked and waved like the enridged sea. Shak.
3. To move like a wave, or by floating; to waft.
[Obs.]
Sir T. Browne.
4. To call attention to, or give a direction or command to, by a waving motion, as of the hand to signify
;

by waving

to beckon ; to signal to indicate.
Look, with what courteous action
It waves you to a more removed ground.
She spoke, and bowing waved
;

;

Dismissal.

Shak.
Tennyson.

;

;

;

;

;

Build a ship to save thee fro^ the flood,
I '11 furnish thee with fresh wave, bread, and wine.

Chapman.

Unevenness inequality of surface. Sir I. Newton.
A waving or undulating motion a signal made with

4.

;

5.

;

the hand, a flag, etc.
6. The imdulating line or streak of luster on cloth
watered, or calendered, or on damask steel.
7. Fig.
A swelling or excitement of thought, feeling,
or energy a tide as, waves of enthusiasm.
Wave front (Physics), the surface of initial displacement of the particles in a medium, as a wave of vibration
advances.
Wave length (Physics), the space, reckoned
in the direction of propagation, occupied by a complete
wave or undulation, as of light, sound, etc. the distance
from a point or phase in a wave to the nearest point at
which the same phase occurs. Wave line (Shipbuilding), a line of a vessel's hull, shaped in accordance mth
the wave-line system.
Wave-line system, Wave-line theory (Shiphtiilding), a system or theory of designing the
lines of a vessel, which takes into consideration the length
and shape of a wave which travels at a certain speed.
Wave loaf, a loaf for a wave offering. Zef viii. 27.
Wave moth (Zo'dl.), any one of numerous species of small
geometrid moths belonging to Acidalia and allied genera
so called from the wavelike color markings on the
wings.
Wave offering, an offering made in the Jewish
services by waving the object, as a loaf of bread, toward
the four cardinal points. JS'um. xviii. 11.
Wave of vi-

bushwattlebirds.belonging to the

genus Anellobia, are closely
ale,

senate,

care,

—

;

—

—

—
—

.

;

—

—

—

(Physics), a wave which consists in, or is occasioned by, the production and transmission of a 'ibratory
Wave
state from particle to particle through a bod,
surface,
(a) (Phijxics) A surface of simultaneous and
equal displacement of the particles composing a wave of
vibration,
(b) (Geoni.) A mathematical surface of the
fourth order which, upon certain hypotheses, is the locus
of a wave surface of light in the interior of crystals. It
is used in explaining the phenomena of double refracWave theory. (Physics)
tion. See under Refraction.

bration

—

;

;

;

Wave'less
turbed

(AntTiocheera
carunculata).

The most common
a,m,

;

—

arm, ask,

(wav'les), a.

not agitated

Wave'let

re-

but lack conspicuous wattles.

;

;

;

bee-eater, wattled honey eater.
Another spbcies (A. inaiiris) is
streaked with black, gray, and
white, and its long wattles are
white, tipped with orange. The Wattlebird

vb. re. Wavering.]
[OE. waveren, from AS.
p. pr.
wsefre wavering, restless. See Wave, v. ».] 1. To play
or move to and fro ; to move one way and the other
hence, to totter to reel ; to swing ; to flutter.
With banners and pennons wavering with the wind. Ld. Bernert,
Thou wouldst waver on oue of these trees as a terror to all evil
speakers against dignities.
Sir W. Scott,
2. To be unsettled in opinion ; to vacillate
to be undetermined to fluctuate ; as, to waver in judgment.
Let us hold fast . without wavering. Heb. x. 23.
In feeble hearts, prepense enough before
To waver, or fall oft and join with idols.
Milton.
Syn. To reel totter ; vacillate. See Fluctuate.
;

;

;

.

—

.

;

Wa'ver,

[From Wave,

re.

standing

in _a fallen

Wa'ver-er

(-er),

Waver,

or

wood.

A

v.]

sapling

[Prov.Eng.] Malliwell.

One who wavers

re.

;

one who

is

un-

settled in doctrine, faith, opinion, or the like.
Shak.
Wa'ver-lng-ly, adv. In a wavering manner.
Wa'ver-lng-neSS, n. The quality or state of wavering.
Wave'SOn (wav'siin), re. [From Wave cf Jetsam.]
(0. Eng. Law) Goods which, after shipwreck, appear
floating on the waves, or sea.
Wave'-wom' (-worn'), a. Worn by the waves.
The shore that o'er his wave-woi-n basis bowed.
Shak.
.

;

Wa'vey

(wa'vy), re. (Zo'dl.)
U. S.]
(wav'I-uSs), n.

& Local

dian,

Wav'1-ness

The snow goose. [CanaThe quality or

state of

being wavy.

Wav'ure

Wav'y

See Watvure. [E.]
1. Rising or swelling in waves

(-Gr),
(-^), a.

re.

;
full
" The wavy seas."
of waves.
Chapman.
2. Playing to and fro ; undulating ; as, wavy flames.
Let her glad valleys smile with wavy corn.
Prior,

;

as,

Free from waves; undis-

the waveless sea.

A little

wave

a ripple.
Wa'vel-llto (wa'vSl-lit), n. [After Dr. Wm. Wavel,
(3Iin.)
the discoverer.]
hydrous phosphate of alumina, occurring usually in hemispherical radiated forms
varying in color from white to yellow, green, or black,
(-let), n.

;

A

final,

^

;

eve,

event,

3. (Bot. ) Undulating on the border or surface ; waved.
Wa-was'keesh (wa-wos'kesh), re. [Prom an Indian name.] (Zo'dl.) The wapiti, or American elk.
(wa), n.
[See Woe.] Woe. [Obs.]
(wa), n.
[OE. wawe, waghe; cf. Icel. vagr
akin to E. wag ; not the same word as wave.] A 'Wave.
[Obs.]
Chaucer. Spenser.
II

Wawe
Wawe

Wawl (wal), V.
Was (wSks), V.

See Waul.
Shak,
[imp. Waxed (wSkst)
p. p.
Waxen (waks'n) p. pr. Si
vb. n. Waxing.]
[AS. weaxan ; akin to OFries. waxa^
D. wassen, OS. & OHG. wahsan, G. tuachsen, Icel. vaxa,
Sw. viixa, Dan. voxe, Goth, icahsjan, Gr. av^aveiv to increase, Skr. vaksh, uksh, to grow.
V135. Cf. Waist.].
i.

Waxed, and

Wave, re. [Prom Wave, v. ; not the same word as
OE. wawe, waghe, a wave, which is akin to E. wag to
move. V136. See Wave, v. i.~\ 1. An advancing ridge
or swell on the surface of a liquid, as of the sea, resulting from the oscUlatory motion of the particles composing it when di.sturbed by any force from their position
of rest an undulation.
The wave behind impels the wave before.
Pope.
2. (Physics) A vibration propagated from particle to
particle through a body or elastic medium, as in the transmission of sound an assemblage of vibrating molecules
in all phases of a vibration, with no phase repeated
a
wave of vibration an undulation. See Undulation.
" Deep drank
3. Water a body of water.
[Poetic']
Lord Marmion of the wave."
Sir W. Scott.

;

wattles, in life, are light blood-red.
Called also wattled crow, wattled

&

I

;

;

white stripe on each feather, and
the wing and tail quills dark brown
or blackish, tipped with wliite. Its

& p. p. Wavered (-verd)

[imp.

i.

;

See Undidatory theory, under Undulatobt.
Waved (wavd), a. 1. Exhibiting a wavelike form or
outline
undulating indented wavy as, a wared edge.
marked with wave2. Having a wavelike appearance
like lines of color as, waved, or watered, silk.
said of
3. (Her.) Having undulations like waves;
one of the lines in heraldry which serve as outlines to
the ordinaries, etc.

(Anthochiera carunculata) has the
upper parts grayish brown, with a

Wa'ver (wa'ver), v.

left

[Scot-I

—

and

the adjacent islands.

nted,

Wat'tllng (-tling), re. The act or process of binding
or platting with twigs ; also, the network so formed.
Made with a wattling of canes or sticks. Dampier.
Waucht ) (wat), re. [Cf. Qdatf.] A large draught

:

such rods.

Wattle

WAX

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

i.

;

Obs. or Poetic

;

1. To increase in size to grow bigger
or fuller ;
opposed to wane.

—

;

The waxing and

the

;

to become larger

waning of the moon.

HakewilU

never shall wax ne wane. P. Plowman.
To pass from one state to another to become to
grow as, to wax strong to wax warmer or colder to
wax feeble to wax old to wax worse and worse.
Truth's treasures

.

.

.

2.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Your clothes are not waxeyi old upon you. Deut. xzix. 5.
Where young Adonis oft reposes,
Waxing well of his deep wound.
Milton.
Waxing kernels (Med.), small tumors formed by the enlargement of the lymphatic glands, especially in the

—

groins of children
popularly so called, because supposed to be caused by growth of the body.
Dunglison.
Wax, re. [AS. xveax ; akin to OFries. wax, D. was, G.
wachs, OHG. icahs, Icel. & Sw. vax, Dan. vox, Lith.
vaszkas, Russ. vosk\] 1. A fatty, solid substance, produced by bees, and employed by them in the construc;

—

tion of their comb ;
usually called beeswax. It is first
excreted, from a row of pouches along their sides, in the
of scales, which, being masticated and mixed mth
saliva, become whitened and tenacious. Its natural color
is pale or dull yellow.

form

^W

Beeswax consists essentially of cerotic acid (constituting the more soluble part) and of myricyl palmitato
(constituting the less soluble part).
2. Hence, any substance resembling beeswax in consistency or appearance. Specifically
(a) (Physiol.) Cerumen, or earwax.
See Cerumen.
(b)
waxlike composition used for uniting surfaces,
for excluding air, and for other purposes ; as, sealing
wax, grafting wax, etching wax, etc.
(c)
waxlike composition used by shoemakers for rubbing their thread.
(d) (Zo'dl.) A substance similar to beeswax, secreted
by several species of scale insects, as the Chinese wax.
:

—

A

A

See Wax insect, below.
(e) (Bot.)
waxlike product
plants.
See 'Vegetable wax, under

A

by

secreted

certaiiv

Vegetable.
(/) (Min.) A substance, somewhat resembling wax^
found in connection with certain deposits of rock salt
and coal
called also mineral wax, and ozocerite.
(g) Thick sirup made by boiling dov™ the sap of the
sugar maple, and then cooling it. [Local, U. S.]
Japanese wax, a waxlike substance made in Japan from
the berries of certain species of Rhus, esp. R. snccedanea.
— Mineral wax. (Min.) See Wax, 2 (/), above.— Wax cloth.
See Waxed cloth, under Waxed. — Wax end. See Waxed
end, under Waxed.
Wax flower, a flower made of, or
resembling, wax. —Wax insect (Zo'dl.), any one o£ several
species of scale insects iDelonging to the family Coccidse,
which secrete fvom their bodies a waxlike substance,
especially the Chinese wax insect (Coccus Sinensis) from
which a large amount of the commercial Chinese wax is
;

—

—

—

obtained. Called also pela.
Wax light, a candle ortaper of wax. —Wax moth (Zo'dl.), a pyralid moth (Galleria cereana) whose
larvae feed upon honeycomb, andconstruct
silken galleries

among

the fragments. The
moth has dusky gray
wings streaked with
brovm near the outer
edge. The larva is yelWax Moth. a Imago b Larva.
lowish white with
brownish dots. Called also bee moth,
Wax myrtle. (Bot.X
;

idea,

jil

;

old,

obey,

drb,

ddd

;

;

WAX
—

two thirds

resin

and one third wax, which,
wlien melted with a third
of fat, makes excellent
Brazilian
candles, (b)
(Copernicia ceritree
fera) the young leaves
of which are covered with
a useful waxy secretion.
Wax paper, paper prepared with a coating of

A

white

wax and other

—

Wax

in-

—

with

A

Wnx Palm
(Cero.ri/lon Andicola).

wax. (6) A kind of sumac
(Rhus succeclanea) of Japan, the berries of which yield a
sort of wax. (e) A rubiaceous tree {Elieagia ntilis) of New
Grenada, called by the inhabitants '" arbol del cera." —
Wax yellow, a dull yellow, resembling the natural color
of beeswax.
Wax (waks), V. I. [imp. & p. p. Waxed (wSkst) p.
pr. & vb. n. Waxins.] To smear or rub with wax to
treat with wax as, to wax a thread or a table.

—

(-ber'ry), n.

(,Boi.)

(Zo'ol.)

(-bil').

Any one

of

color,

Bardolph, Peto, and Gadshill shall rob those men
we have already waylaid.
Shak,
She often contrived to waylay him in his walks. Sir W. Scott.
Waylay'er (-er), n. One who waylay;, another.
Wayless, a. Having no road or path pathless.
Way'le-way (wa'le-wa), interj. See Welaway. [06s.]
Way'mak'er (-mak'er), ra. One who makes a way a
precursor.
Bacon.
[B..']
Way'mark' (-mark'), n. A mark to guide in traveling.
Way'ment (wa'mSnt), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Way[OE. waymenmented p. pr.
vb. n. Waymentino.]
ten, OF. waimenter, gaimenter, guaimenter, from wai,
guai, woe (of Teutonic origin see Woe) and L. lamentari to lament.
See Lament.] To lament to grieve
[Written also waiment.} [06s.]
to wail.
Thilke science
maketh a man to waymenten, Chaucer.
For what boots it to weep and wayment.
When ill is chanced ?
Spenser.
Way'ment, n. Grief lamentation mourning. [Written also waimenl.} [06s.]
Spenser.
Way' shaft' (shaft'). 1. (3Iach.) A rock shaft.
2. (Mining) An interior shaft, usually one connecting
Falstaff,

;

;

i

.

and
in

resembling

two

;

;

Men have marble, women waxen^ minds.
Shak.
Waxen chatterer (Zool.), the Bohemian chatterer.
Wax'1-noss (-T-nes), n. Quality or state of being waxy.

;

ward,
one's

(~wTug'), n. {Zo'61.) Any one of several
species of small birds of the genus Ampelis, in which
some of the secondary quills are usually tipped with
small horny ornaments resembling red sealing wax. The
Bohemian waxwing (see under Bohemian) and the cedar
bird are examples. Called also ivaxbird.
Wax'work' (-wfirk'), n. 1. Work made of wax;
especially, a figure or figures formed wholly or partly
of wax, in imitation of real beings.
2. (Bot.) An American climbing shrub (Cetorfr-M^scaredens). It bears a profusion of yellow berrylike pods,
which open in the autumn, and display the scarlet coverings of the seeds.
Was'WOrk'er (-er), n. 1. One who works in wax

;

When

streets, then wander forth the sone
Of Belial, flown with insolence and wine.
Milton.
Way (wa), V. i. To go or travel to to go in, as a way

Darkens the

;

or path.

Way,

or consistency viscid ; adhesive ; soft ; hence, yielding ; pliable impressible. "?raa;j/ to persuasion."
Bp. Hall.
;

;

Waxy

degeneration (Med.), amyloid degeneration. See
under Amyloid. — Waxy kidney, Waxy liver, etc. (Med.),
a kidney or liver affected by waxy degeneration.

out of the hedge.
Seklen.
Way'fare' (wa'fSr'), »'. t. [Way
fare to go.} To
journey ; to travel ; to go to and fro. [Ofts.]
A certain Laconian, as he wayt'ared, came unto a place where
IloUand.
there dwelt an old friend of his.
Way'fare', n. The act of journeying ; travel pas[06s.]
sage.
JloUand.
Way'far'er (-er), n. One who travels ; a traveler ; a
flies

+

;

;

;

passi^nger.

;

;

plt^

[i?.]

;

;

<im

Wijclif.

go.

Way'toung' (-biing'), n. (Zool.) An Australian inses(Corcorax metanorhamphus) noted for the
curious actions of the male during the breeding season.
It is black with a white patch on each wing.
Wayed (wad), a. Used to the way broken, [i?.]
A horse that is not well wayed ; he starts at every bird that

—

iip,

;

sorial bird

[Aphetic form of away."] Away.
Chaucer.
To do way, to take away to remove. [Obs.] "Bo way
your hands." Chat(cer.
1o make way with, to make
away with. See under Away. [Archaic]
Way, n. [OE. wey, way, AS. wep ; akin to OS., D.,
OHG., & G. weg, Icel. vegr, Sw. vdg, Dan. vei, Goth.
wigs, L. via, and AS. wef/an to move, L. vehere to carry,
Skr. vah. V136. Cf. Convex, Inveigh, Vehicle, Vex,
Via, Voyage, Wag, Wagon, Wee, Weigh.] 1. That by,
apon, or along, which one passes or progresses opportunity or room to pass place of passing passage road,
street, track, or path of any kind
as, they built a loay
to the mine.
"To find the ?fo?/ to heaven."
Shale.
1 shall him eeek by way and eke by street.
Chaucer.
The way seems diflicult, and steep to scale.
Milton.
The season and j«a//s were very improper for his maiesty's
forces to march so grciit a distance.
Evelyn.
(wa), adv.
[Obs. or Archaic']

f^ll,

;

(Plantago major).

Way

ryde,

"In land not wm/eti."
move to progress to

A

A bee that makes or produces wax.
Was'y (-y), a. Resembling wax in appearance
2.

;

lObs.']
V. i.
To

On a time as they together wayed.
Spenser.
list of passengers in a public
Waytlll' (-bil'), n.
vehicle, or of the baggage or goods transported by a
common carrier on a land route. When the goods are
transported by water, the list is called a bill of lading.
WaylJSread' (-brgd'), n. [AS. wegbrxde. See Way,
(Bot.) The common dooryard plantain
and Beoad.]

one who makes waxwork.

;

night

Traveling
Way'far'lng, a.
" A. wayfaring maw."

;

passing

journey.

being on a
Judg.xix.ll.
;

Wayfaring tree (Hot.), a European shrub (Viburnum
lantfirta) having large ovate leaves and dense cymes of
American wayfaring tree(fio<.), the
small white flowers.
hobblebush ( Viburnum lantanoides).

—

;

food,

fo~o»;

;

out,

oU

;

ehair

;

go

;

turned away. See Away, and -ward.] Taking
disobedient

;

;

f

reward

;

perverse ; willful.

My wife is in a wayward mood.
Wayward beauty doth not fancy move.
Wilt thou forgive the wayward thought

Shak.
Fairfax.
?

— Way'ward-ly, adv. — Way'ward-ness, n.

—

;

Wax'Wing'

e.,

i.

own way

;

—

Raymond.

levels.

—

—

;

A

—

—
—

.

suflSx formed from way by the ad-ways (-waz).
dition of the adverbial -s (see -wards). It is often used
interchangeably with wise ; as, endwaj/s or endtt'fse/ noways or nowise; \e.xv^Va.ways or lengthwise, etc.
Way'slde' (wa'sld'), n. The side of the way ; the
edge or border of a road or path.
Way'slde', a. Of or pertaining to the wayside as,
wayside flowers. " A wayside inn."
Longfellow.
Way'ward (-werd), a. [OE. weiward, for aweU

—

—

sealing wax.
SevCrimEon-eared Waxbill (Bstrelda
eral of the species
phcenicotis').
are often kept as cage birds.
WaxTllrd' (-herd'), n. (Zool.) The waxwing.
Wax'en (waks''n), a. 1. Made of wax. " The female
bee, that . . . builds her «;aa:e?i cells."
Milton.
2. Covered with wax ; waxed ; as, a waxen tablet.
3. Resembling wax ; waxy hence, soft
yielding.

.

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

—

;

that

;

;

;

;

Way'-Wise'

(-wiz'), a.

well acquainted with the
ing traveled.

Skillful in finding the

way

Keble,

way ;

hav

or route ; wise from

Way'wls'er (-er), re. [Cf. G. wegweiser a waymark,
a guide weg way -)- weisen to show, direct.] An instrument for measuring the distance which one has traveled

—
—

bill is

unite,

;

jo. jpr.

;

wait for

cially, to

—

and Aus-

Ose,

;

—
—

Asia,

red

& 1)6. TC. Waylaying.] [Way -{- lay.} To
to meet or encounter in the way espewatch for the passing of, with a viev. to seize,
rob, or slay to beset in ambush.
(-lad')

lie in

;

—

numerous

^.nd allied genera,

The

;

Way

—

See Bayberey,

species of finchlike birds belong.ag
to
Eslrelda

usually

;

;

The wax-covered

wax

large, conical,

;

—

;

myrtle, or bayberry.
and Candleberrt tree.

tralia.

;

—

and covered with shoemaker's wax, used in sewing
and the like — called also

of

;

—In the way, so as to meet, fall in with, obstruct,
hinder, etc.
In the way with, traveUng or going with
meeting or being with ; in the presence of. Milky way.
{Astron.) See Galaxy, 1.
No way. No ways. See Noway, Noways, in the Vocabulary.
On the way, traveling or going
hence, in progress ; advancing toward
completion ; as, on the way to tiiis country on the way
to success.
Out of the way. See under Out.
Right of
way (Law), a right of private passage over another's
ground. It may arise either by grant or prescription.
It may be attached to a house, entry, gate, well, or city
lot, as well as to a country farm. Kent.
To be under way,
or To have way (Naut.), to be in motion, as when a ship
begins to move.
To give way. See under Give.
To go
one's way, or To come one's way, to go or come to depart
or come along. Shak.
To go the way of all the earth, to
die.
To make one's way, to advance in life by one's
personal efforts.
To make way.
See under Make,
V. t,
Ways and means, (a) Methods; resources; facilities.
(6) (Legislation) Means for raising money; resources for revenue.
Way leave, permission to cross, or a
right of way across, land ; also, rent paid for such right.
[£ng.]
Way of the cross (Eccl.), the course taken in visiting in rotation the stations of the cross. See Station,
n., 7 (c).
Way of the rounds (Fort.), a space left for the
passage of the rounds between a rampart and the wall of
a fortified town.
Way pane, a pane for cartage in irrigated land. See Pane, M., 4. [/"rov.^ng.] —Way passenger, a passenger taken up, or set down, at some intermediate place between the principal stations on a line of travel.
Ways of God, his providential government, or his works.
Way station, an intermediate station between principal
stations on a line of travel, especially on a railroad.
Way train, a train which stops at the intermediate, or
way, stations; an accommodation train. —Way warden,
the surveyor of a road.
Syn. Street; highway; road. —Way, Street, Highway, Road. Way is generic, denoting any line for passage or conveyance a highway is literally one raised for
the sake of dryness and convenience in traveling ; a road
is, strictly, a way for horses and carriages
a street is,
etymologically, a paved way, as early made in towns and
cities; and, hence, the word is distinctively applied to
roads or highways in compact settlements.
All keep the broad highway, and take delight
With many rather for to go astray.
Spenser.
There is but one road by which to climb up. Addison,
ily.

—

leather, as for boots, shoes,
wax end. Brockett.

Mative
Africa,

;

;

;

Wax'bUl'

to fail.
LongfeUow.
passage progression journey.
Shak.
I prythee, now, lead the way.
4. Course or direction of motion or progress ; tendency of action ; advance.
Milton.
If that way be your walk, you have not far.
Bryden.
And let eternal justice take the way.
5. The means by which anything is reached, or anything is accomplished scheme device plan.
My best way is to creep under his gaberdine. Shak.
By noble ways we conquest will prepare. Dryden.
Prior.
What impious ways my wishes took
6. Manner method mode
fashion
style ; as, the
way of expressing one's ideas.
7. Regular course
habitual method of life or action
plan of conduct mode of dealing. " Having lost the
way of nobleness."
Sir P. Sidney.
Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are

A moving

)

;

the

Or iiis heart began

3.

;

cloth covered with a coating of wax, used
as a cover of tables and for other purposes ;
called
also wax cloth.
Waxed end, a thread pointed with a
cloth,

Waa;1)er'ry

Way'gate' (wa'gaf), n. The tailrace of a mill. Knight.
Way'-gO'lng (-go'Ing), a. Going away ; departing
of or pertaining to one who goes away.
Way-going crop (Law of Leases), a crop of grain to
which tenants for years are sometimes entitled by custom grain sown in the fall to be reaped at the next harvest a crop which wiU not ripen until after the termination of the lease.
Burrill.
'-goose' (-gobs'), K. SeeWAYZ-G00SE,re.,2. [Eng."]
Wayk(wak), o. Weak. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Way'lay (wa'la' ; 277), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Waylaid

a great

By the way, in passing apropos aside apart from,
though connected with, the main object or subject of
discourse. — By way of, for the purpose of as being in
character of. — Covert way. (Fort. See Covered way,
under Covered. — In the family way. See under Fam-

;

fruit of

as,

;

certain insects make a
thick deposit of a substance resembling white

bristle

;

Frov. iii. 17.
When men lived in a grander way. LongfeUow.
Jer. Taylor.
8. Sphere or scope of observation.
The public ministers that fell in my way. Sir W. 2'emple.
9. Determined course ; resolved mode of action or
conduct as, to have one's way.
10. (Aaut.) (a) Progress; as, a ship has way. (b)
pi. The timbers on which a ship is launched.
11. pi. {Mach.) The longitudinal guides, or guiding
surfaces, on the bed of a planer, lathe, or the like, along
which a table or carriage moves.
12. (Law) Right of way. See below.

Wax
foliage.
tree.
(Bot.) (a)
tree or
shrub (Ligustrum lucidum) ot China, on which

Waxed

interval

peace.

Indian).
(6) The Hoya
carnosa, a climbing plant
with polished, fleshy
leaves, (c) Certain spe-

Begonia

;

;

:

of

distance

;

;

plant

Indian pipe (see under

similar

of space

And whenever the way seemed long,

!

name given to
several plants, as (a) The

cies

Length

;

a

{.Bot.),

2.

way ; a long way.

;

—

gredients.

WEAK

1635

See Batbebrt.— Wax painting, a kind of paintingpracticed
by the ancients, under the name of encaustic. The pigments were ground with wax, and diluted. After being
applied, the wax was melted with hot irons and the color
Wax palm. (Bot.) (a) A species of palm
thus fixed.
Anclicol(i)
( Ceroxylon
native of the Andes, the
stem of which is covered
with a secretion, consisting of

;

;;

;

on the road an odometer, pedometer, or perambulator.
The waywiser to a coach, exactly measuring the miles, and
;

showing them by an index.
Evelyn.
Way'WOde (-wod), n. [Russ. voevoda, or Pol. woiewoda ; properly, a leader of an army, a leader in war.
Cf. Vaivode.]
Originally, the title of a military commander in various Slavonic countries ; afterwards applied
to governors of towns or provinces. It was assumed for
a time by the rulers of Moldavia and Wallachia, who
were afterwards called hospodars, and has also been
given to some inferior Turkish officers. [Written also
vaivode, voivode, waiwode, and woiwode.}
Way'wode-ship, n. The ofiice, province, or jurisdiction of a waywode.
Way'worn' (wa'worn'), a. Wearied by traveling.
Wayz'-goose' (waz'goos'), n. [Wase stubble -|goose.}
1. A stubble goose.
[06s. or Prov. Eng.}
2. An annual feast of the persons employed in a
printing office.
[Written also xcay-goose.} [Eng.}
(we), pron. ; pi. of I.
[Pass. Our (our) or Ours
(ourz); obj. Us (us). See I.] [AS. ive ; akin to OS.
wl, OFries.
L6. wi, D. wij, G. wir, Icel. ver, Sw.
Dan. vi, Goth, loeis, Skr. vayam. V190.] The plural
nominative case of the pronoun of the first person the
word with which a person in speaking or writing denotes
a number or company of which he is one, as the subject
of an action expressed by a verb.
15^°° We is frequently used to express men in general,
including the speaker.
We is also often used by individuals, as autliors, editors, etc., in speaking of themselves, in order to avoid the appearance of egotism in the
too frequent repetition of the pronoun /.
The plural
style is also in use among kings and other sovereigns,
and is said to have been begun by King John of England.
Before that time, monarchs used the singular miiiiiier in
their edicts.
The German and the French sovereigns
followed the example of King John in a.d. 1200.
Weak (vek), a. [Compirr. Weaker (-er) ; superl.
Weakest."; [OE. weik, Icel. veikr; akin to Sw. t'ek,
Dan. veg soft, flexible, pliant, AS. wac weak, soft, pliant,
D. week, G. weich, OHG. wcili ; all from the verb seen ia
Icel. vJkja to turn, veer, recede, AS. wican to yield, give
way, G. wcichen, OHG. wihhan, akin to Skr. vij, and
probably to E. week, L. ricis a clmiige, turn, Gr. fi/teiK
to yield, give way. V132. Cf. Week, Wink, v. i.. Vicissitude.] 1. Wanting physical strength. Specifically:
(a) Deficient in strength of body; feeble; infirm;
sickly ; debilitated ; enfeebled exhausted.
A poor, infirm, weak, and despised old man.
Shak.
Weak with hiuiger, mad with love.
Dryden.
(b) Not able to sustain a great weight, pressure, or
strain ; as, a ire<:k timber a weak rope,
(c) Not firmly united or adhesive; easily broken or
separated into pieces not compact ; as, A vvak ship.
(d) Not stiff; pliant; frail; soft; as, the weak stalk
of a plant.

sing, Ink

We

&

&

;

—

;

;

;

;

then, thin

;

bow

;

zh

=z

in azure.

"

"

;;;

WEAK
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

O

;

;

;

;

2. Not possessing or manifesting intellectual, logical,
moral, or political strength, vigor, etc. Specifically
wanting discernment ; lacking
(a) Feeble of mind
vigor spiritless ; as, a weak king or magistrate.
To think every thing disputable is a proof of a weak mind and
:

—

;

;

Beattie,

captious temper.

;

first

full

cided or confirmed

Q

Him that is
disputations.

feeblefoolish idiotic.
Weak'-mind'ed-ness, n.
Weak'ness, n. 1. Thequality or state of being weak;
want of strength or firmness ; lack of vigor ; want of resolution or of moral strength ; feebleness.
2. That which is a mark of lack of strength or resolution a fault ; a defect.
Many take pleasure in spreading abroad the weaknesses of an
exalted character.
Spectator.

minded

Syn. — Feebleness;

1.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

To him

Milton.
linked in weal or woe.
Never was there a time when it more concerned the public
weal that the character of the Parliament should stand high.
Macaulaj/.

The body politic; the state; commonwealth.
The

;

xiv.

infirmity

;

;

Weal,

;

Kom.

;

debility; languor imbecility
indecrepitude frailty faiutness.
Weal (wel), n. The mark of a stripe. See Wale.
Weal, V. t. To mark with stripes. See Wale.
Weal, n. [OE. wele, AS. wela, iceola, wealth, from
wel-weW. See Well, arfi'., and cf. Wealth.] 1. A sound,
healthy, or prosperous state of a person or thing prosperity happiness welfare.
Chaucer.
God
grant you wele and prosperity.
As we love the weal of our souls and bodies.
Bacon.

firmness

2.

(d) Not able to withstand temptation, urgency, persuasion, etc. ; easily impressed, moved, or overcome; accessible vulnerable ; as, weak resolutions ; weak virtue.
Guard thy heart

—

;

;

;

Milton,

confidence or conviction not devacillating ; wavering.
weak in the faith receive ye, but not to doubtful

Not having

(fi)

;

If evil thence ensue.
will accuse.

weak indulgence

his

Having a weak

a.

mind, either naturally or by reason of disease

.

Origen was never weak enough to imagine that there were
Waterland.
two Goda.
(b) Resulting from, or indicating, lack of judgment,
discernment, or firmness unwise hence, foolish.

She

Weak'-mlnd'ed (wek'mind'gd),

easily

;

subdued or overcome as, a weak barrier a weak fortress.
(/) Lacking force of utterance or sound not sonorous low small feeble faint.
A voice not soft, weak, piping, and womanish. Ascham.
with
(g) Not thoroughly or abmidantly impregnated
the usual or required ingredients, or with stimulating
and nourishing substances; of less than the usual
strength as, weak tea, broth, or liquor a weak decoction or solution a weak dose of medicine.
(A) Lacking ability for an appropriate function or
ofBce as, weak eyes ; a weak stomach a weak magistrate a weak regiment, or army.

V.

special

watchmen

\_Obs.'j

of our English xueal.

To promote the weal

t.

of

Shak.

to cause to be
Beau.
Fl.

;

&

prosperous.

{Obs.\
Weal'-lial'anced (-bSl'anst), a. Balanced or considered with reference to public weal.
[06s.]
Shak.
Weald (weld), n. [AS. See Wold.] A wood or
forest a wooded land or region ; also, an open country
often used in place names.
Fled all night long by glimmering waste and weald.
And heard the spirits of the waste and weald
;

—

;

On this weak side, where most our nature fails. Addison.
as, weak
(e) Wanting in power to influence or bind
Moan as she fled.
Tennyson.
ties
a weak sense of honor or of duty.
Weald clay Geol. ), the uppermost member of the Weald(/) Not having power to convince not supported by
strata.
en
See
Wealden.
arguunsustained
as,
a
weak
reason
or
truth
fol-ce of
ment or case. " Convinced of his weak arguing." Milton.
Weald'en (weld"n; 277), a. [AS. weald, wald, a
So called because this formation occurs
Hooker. forest, a wood.
, hath been much persisted in.
A case so weak
in
the wealds, or woods, of Kent and Sussex.
See
as, a
{g) Wanting in point or vigor of expression
Weald.] {Geol.) Of or pertaining to the lowest division
weak sentence a weak style.
of
the
and
on
the
ConCretaceous
formation
in
England
(h) Not prevalent or effective, or not felt to be prevaShak. tinent, which overlies the Oolitic series.
" TFeo A prayers.
lent; not potent; feeble.
Weald'en, n. {Geol.) The Wealden group or strata.
(i) Lacking in elements of political strength not wieldWeald'isb, a. Of or pertaining to a weald, esp. to the
ing or having authority or energy deficient in the reFuller.
weald
in the county of Kent, England.
[06s.]
sources that are essential to a ruler or nation as, a weak
Chaucer.
Weal'fUl (wel'ful), a. Weleful. lObs.]
monarch a loeak government or state.
(-men).
Wealsmen
(welz'man),
n.
pi.
WealS'man
;
I must make fair weather yet awhile,
Shak. IWeal -^ man.'] A statesman a politician. [iJ.] Shak.
Till Henry be more weak, and I more strong.
Wealth (w61th), n. [OE. u-elthe, from wele ; cf. D.
(k) {Stock Exchange) Tending towards lower prices
weelde luxury. See Weal prosperity.] 1. Weal welas, a weak market.
;

;

R

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Gram.) (a) Pertaining to, or designating, a verb
which forms its preterit (imperfect) and past participle
by adding to the present the sufiix -ed, -d, or the variant
form -t ; as in the verbs abash, abashed ; abate, abated;
deny, denied ; feel, felt. See Strong, 19 (a). (6) Per3.

taining to, or designating, a noun in Anglo-Saxon, etc.,
the stem of which ends in -n. See Strong, 19 (b).
(3^°' Weak is often used in the formation of self-explaniing compounds as, weoA-eyed, «)eoA--handed, weakhearted, weai-minded, weoA-spirited, and the like.
;

U

Weak conjugation {Gram.), the conjugation of weak
verbs
called also new, or regular, conjugation, and distinguished from the old, or irregular, conjugation.
Weak declension (Anglo-Saxon Gram.), the declension of
weak nouns also, one of the declensions of adjectives.
Weak Bide, the side or aspect of a jjerson's character or
disposition by which he is most easily affected or influ-

—

—
—

;

enced

;

weakness

infirmity.

;

— Weak

sore or tilcer (Med.),

a sore covered with pale, flabby, sluggish granulations.
Weak (wek), V. t. & i. [Cf. AS. wxcan, wacian. See
Weak, a.] To make or become weak to weaken. [iJ.]
Marston.
Never to seek weakling variety.
Weak'en (wek''n), v. t. [imp. & p. p. We-ikened
vb. n. Weakening.] 1. To make weak
(-'nd) p. pr.
to deprive of strength
to
to lessen the strength of
to enervate as, to weaken the
debilitate to enfeeble
body or the mind to weaken the hands of a magistrate
to weaken the force of an objection or an argument.
Their hands shall be weakened from the work, that it be not
;

&

;

;

;

;

;

Neh.

done.

To reduce

in quality, strength, or spirit

vi. 9.

as, to

;

weaken any solution or decoction.
Weak'en, v. i. To become weak or weaker to lose
strength, spirit, or determination to become less posi-

weaken tea

to

;

;

;

tive or resolute; as, the patient JceffA-fnerf

/

the witness

weakened on cross-examination. " His notion weakens,
his discemings are lethargied."
Shak.
Weak'en-er (-er), n. One who, or that which, weak" [Fastings] weakeners of sin."
ens.
South.
Weak'fish' C-flsh'), n. (Zodl.) Any fish of the genus
Cynoscion ; a squeteague
so called from its tender
mouth. See Squeteague.
;

—

Weak'-heart'ed
;

;

(-hart'Sd), a.
Having little cour" Weakdispirited faint-hearted.
;

Shak.

Weak'ish, a. Somewhat weak rather weak.
Weak'ish-ness, n ._ Quality or state of being weakish.
Weak'-kneed' (-ned'), a. Having weak knees hence,
;

;

easily yielding

wanting resolution.

;

IT.

James.

[WeaJc -{- -ling-l A weak or
" AU looking on him as a weakfeeble creature. Shak,
ling, which would post to the grave."
Fuller.
We may not be weaklings because we have a strong enemy.

Weak'ling

(-ling), ».

Latimer.

Weakaing, a. Weak feeble.
Sir T. North.
Weak'ly adv. In a weak manner with little strength
;

;

,

or vigor

;

feebly.

Weak'ly,

ICompar. Weakliee

superl.
Weakliest.] Not strong of constitution ; infirm feeble
as, a weakly woman ; a man of a weakly constitution.
a.

(-IT-er)

;

;

ale,

;

;

;

;

—

;

senate,

c4re,

&m, arm, ask,

;

;

;

Weap'on-less (-iin-les), a. Having no weapon.
Weap'on-ry (-ry), n. Weapons, collectively
;

array of weaponry.

Wear
Wear

wealth to lose.
Shak.
Each day new wealth, without their care, provides. Dryden.
Wealth comprises all articles of value and nothing else.
F.A. Walker.
Active wealth. See under Active.
little

Syn. — Riches; affluence; opulence; abundance.
Wealth'ful (-ful), a. Full of wealth wealthy pros-

—

;

;

[i?.] Sir T. More.
WsaXXh'tal-ly, adv. [i?.]
Wealth'l-ly (-i-ly), adi). In a wealthy manner richly.
Sliak.
I come to wive it wealthily in Padua.
The quality or state of being
Wealth'i-ness, n.

perous,

;

wealthy, or rich

richness

;

Wealth'y (-y), a. [Compar. Wealthier (-T-er) superl. Wealthiest.]
1. Having wealth ; having large
possessions, or larger than most men, as lands, goods,
money, or securities opulent ; affluent rich.
Shak.
A wealthy Hebrew of my tribe.
Thou broughtest us out into a wealthy place. P$. Ixvi. 12.
;

;

;

ample full satisfactory
The wealthy witness of my

2. Hence,

;

Wean

(wen),

v.

;

& p.

limp.

t.

p.

;

abundant.

[iJ.]

B. Jonson.

pen.

Weaned (wend)

[OE. wenen, AS. wenian,
p. pr. & vb. n. Weaning.]
wennan, to accustom akin to D. wennen, G. getoohnen,
OHG. ^wennan, Icel. venja, Sw. v'dnja, Dan. vxnne,
Icel. vanr accustomed, wont; cf. AS. siwenian to wean,
G. entwohnen. See Wont, a.~\ 1. To accustom and reconcile, as a child or other young animal, to a want or
deprivation of mother's milk to take finally from the
breast or udder
to cause to cease to depend on the
mother for nourishment.
And the child grew, and was weaned ; and Abraham made a

away from, and her stern
as she turns
to veer.

Wear,

v.

[imp.

t.

is

presented to, the wind, and,
fill on the other side

farther, her sails

still

Woeb

(w5r)

;

p. p.

Worn

;

;

Gen. xxi. 8.
same day that Isaac was weaned.
2. Hence, to detach or alienate the affections of, from

great feast the

of desire

to reconcile to the

;

want or

troubles of age were intended ... to
from our fondness of life.

Wean,

loss of

" TKean tliem from themselves.
Shak.
wean us gradually

anything.

A

Swift.

a young child.
being but a yearling wean. Mrs. Browning.
Wean'ed-neSS, n. Quality or state of being weaned.
Spenser.
weanling. [06s.]
Wean'el (-el), n.
n.

weanling

;

I,

A

Wean'ing,
The

a.

& n.

jveani7ig of the

from Wean,

whelp

kennel man.

Weaning brash.

Wean'Ung

v.

the great test of the skill of the
J. H. Walsh.

is

{Med.) See under Bbash.

(-ITng), n.

[Wean

-\- -ling.']

A

child or

animal newly weaned a wean.
Milton.
Weanling, a. Recently weaned.
Weap'on (wep'On 277), n. [OE. xoepen, AS. wsepen;
akin to OS. wapan, OFries. wepin, wepen, D. wapen, G.
waffe, OHG. waffan, wafan, Icel. vapn, Dan. vaaben,
Sw. vapen, Goth, wepna, pi. of uncertain origin. Cf.
Wapentake.] 1. An instrument of offensive or defensive combat something to fight with anything used, or
;

;

;

;

final,

^

;

;

eve,

event,

(worn)

p. pr. & vb. n. Wearing. Before the 15th century loear
was a weak verb, the imp. & p. p. being Weared.]

[OE. weren, icerien, AS. werian to carry, to wear, aa
akin to OHG. icerien, loeren, to clothe,
Goth, xcasjan, L. vestis clothing, vestire to clothe, Gr.
ei'j'vi'ai, Skr. vas.
Cf. Vest.]
1. To carry or bear upon
the person to bear upon one's self, as an article of clothing, decoration, warfare, bondage, etc.
to have appendant to one's body to have on as, to wear a coat to
wear a sword to wear a crown to wear a shackle.
What compass will you wear your farthingale ? Shak.

arms or clothes

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

On her white breast a sparkling cross she wore.
Which Jews might kiss, and inlidels adore.

Pope.

To have or exhibit an appearance of, as an aspect
manner to bear as, she wears a smile on her coun-

2.

or
tenance.

;

;

"He

wears the rose of youth upon him." Shak.
His innocent gestures wear
A meaning half divine.
Keble.
3. To use up by carrying or having upon one's self;
hence, to consume by use to waste to use up as, to
;

;

;

wear clothes rapidly.
4. To impair, waste, or diminish, by continual attrition, scraping, percussion, or the like
to consume grad;

to cause to lower or disappear ; to spend.
That wicked wight his days doth wear.
Spenser.
The waters wear the stones.
Job xiv. 19.
5. To cause or make by friction or wasting; as, to
wear a channel ; to wear a hole.
6. To form or shape by, or as by, attrition.
Trials wear us into a liking of what, possibly, in the first essay,

ually

;

displeased us.

Locke.

To wear away, to consume to impair, diminish, or deby gradual attrition or decay. To wear off, to diminish or remove by attrition or slow decay as, to wear
To wear on or apon, to wear. [Obs.]
off the nap of cloth.
" [I] iceared upon my gay scarlet gites [gowns.]" Chaucer. — To wear out. (a) To consume, or render useless, by
attrition or decay as, to wear out a coat or a book. (6)
To cousume tediously. "?'o wear out miserable days."
Milton, (c) To harass to tire. " (He) shall wear out the
saints of the Most High. " Dan. vii. 25. W) To waste the
strength of as, an old man worn out in military service.
To wear the breeches. See under Breeches. [Colloq.]
Wear, v. i. 1. To endure or suffer use to last under employment to bear the consequences of use, aa
waste, consumption, or attrition as, a coat wears well

—

stroy,

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

— hence, sometimes applied to
;

or

ill

;

character, qualifi-

cations, etc. ; as, a man wears well as an acquaintance.
2. To be wasted, consumed, or diminished, by being
used ; to suffer injury, loss, or extinction by use or time

" Thus wore out
to decay, or be spent, gradually.
night."
Slilton.
Away, I say time wears.
Shak.
Thou wilt surely wear away, both thou and this people that
is with thee.
Ex. xviii. 18.
His stock of money began to wear very low. Sir W. Scott.
The family . wore out in the earlier part of the century.
;

.

.

;

any object

an

;

;

opulence.

;

as,

[Poetic']

277), n. ' Same as Weir.
(wSr), v. t.
[Cf. Veer.]
(Naut.) To cause to
go about, as a vessel, by putting the helm up, instead of
alee as in tacking, so that the vessel's bow is turned

(wer

;

have

I

The

Spotted weakflsh (Zodl.), the spotted squeteague.

age of feeble spirit
hearted enemies."

prosperity; good. [06s.] " Let no man seek his
own, but every man another's wealth."
1 Cor. x. 24.
2. Large possessions
a comparative abundance of
things which are objects of human desire; esp., abundance of worldly estate affluence opulence riches.
fare

;

;

;

2.

;

:

;

;

;

designed to be used, in destroying, defeating, or injuring
an enemy, as a gun, a sword, etc.
The weapons of our warfare are not carnal. 2 Cor. x. 4.
They, astonished, all resistance lost,
All courage down their idle weapons dropped. Milton.
The means or instrument with which one
2. Fig.
as, argument was his only
contends against another
weapon. " Woman's lueopons, water drops."
Shak.
3. {Bot.) A thorn, prickle, or sting with which many
plants are furnished.
Concealed weapons. See under Concealed.
Weapon
salve, a salve which was supposed to cure a wound by
being applied to the weapon that made it. [06s.] Boyle.
Weap'oned (wgp'iind), a. Furnished with weapons,
or arms armed equipped.

(

;

;

;;

WEARINESS
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resist external force or onset

Not able to

(e)

N

;

;

6nd, fern,

recent

;

Ice,

Beaconsjield.

To wear off, to pass away by degrees as, the follies of
youth wear off with age.
To wear on, to pass on as,
time wears on. G. Eliot. — To wear weary, to become
weary, as by wear, long occupation, tedious employment,
;

—

;

etc.

Wear, n. 1. The act of wearing, or the state of being worn consumption by use^ diminution by friction
as, the wear of a garment.
2. The thing worn ; style of dress ; the fashion.
Motley 's the only wear.
Shak.
Wear and tear, the loss by wearing, as of machinery in
use the loss or injury to which anything is subjected by
;

;

use, accident, etc.

Wear'a-ble

(-a-b'l), a.

Capable of being worn

;

suit-

able to be worn.

Wear'er

(-er), n.

One who wears or

1.

carries aa
of a cloak, a

appendant to the body as, the wearer
sword, a crown, a shackle, etc.
Cowls, hoods, and habits, with their wearers,
;

2.

And fluttered into rags.
That which wastes or diminishes.

tossed.

Milton,

Wea'ri-a-ble (we'rT-a-b'l), a. That may be wearied.
Wea'ri-ful (-ful), a. Abounding in qualities which
cause weariness wearisome.
Wea'ri-ful-ly, adv.
Wea'rl-less, a. Incapable of being wearied.
Wea'ri-ly, adv. In a weary maimer.
Wea'ri-ness, n. The quality or state of being weary

—

;

or tired

lassitude exhaustion of strength fatigue.
With weariness and wine oppressed.
Dryden
would die, though he were neither valiant nor misonly upon a weariness to do the same thing so oft over
;

;

;

A man

erable,
and over.

idea,

ill

Bacon.
;

51d,

dbey, drb, ddd

;;

,;
;
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WEB

— 'Wea.thei box. Same as Weather
I'hackeray. — Weather breeder, a fine day
supposed to presage foul weather. — Weather
bureau, a popular name for the signal service. See Signal
service, under Signal, a, [ U. S.] — Weather cloth (Navt.),
a long piece of canvas or tarpaulin used to preserve the
hammocks from injury by the weather when stowed in
the nettings. — Weather door. (Mining) See Trapdoor, 2.
— Weather gall. Same as Water gall, 2. [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.
Weather house, a mechanical contrivance in
the form of a house, which indicates changes in atmospheric conditions by the appearance or retirement of
toy images.

Weath'er-fend' (wgth'er-f6nd'), v. t. To defend froro
the weather to shelter.
Shak.
[We] barked the white spruce to weather-fend the roof.
Emerson.

WEARING
Wear'lng (wSrTng), n. 1. The act of one who wears
the manner in which a thing wears use conduct consumption.
Belike lie meant to ward, and there to see his weanuQ. Latimer.
[OJs.]
2. That which is worn clothes garments.
Shak.
Give me my nightly wearing and adieu.
a.
(wSr'Tng),
Pertaining
designed
to,
or
Wear'ing
;

;

for,

wear

as,

;

[Collog. U. 8.] Sarllett.

house, below.

;

;

which

;

;

;

whose ingenious thought
Devised the weather house, that useful toy
Pep-ce to the artist

I

— Weather of a windmill
the obliquity of the sail,
or the angle which
makes with its plane of revolution.
— Weather report, a daily report of meteorological observations, and of probable changes in the weather esp.
one published by government authority. — Weather spy,
a stargazer one who foretells the weather. [R.] Donne.
— Weather strip (Arch.), a strip of wood, rubber, or other
sail,

it

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

material, applied to an outer door or window so as to
cover the joint made by it with the sill, casings, or threshold, in order to exclude rain, snow, cold air, etc.
Weath'er (wSth'er), ;;. t. [imp.
p. p. Weathered
(-erd)
vb. n. Weathering.]
1. To expose to
p. pr.
the air ; to air ; to season by exposure to air.
[An eagle] soaring through his wide empire of the air
To weather his broad sails.
Spenser.
This gear lacks laeatheHng.
Latimei'.
2. Hence, to sustain the trying effect of ; to bear up
against and overcome ; to sustain ; to endure ; to resist
as, to weather the storm.
For I can weather the roughest gale.
Longfelloro.
You will weather the difficulties yet. F. W. Robertson.

;

— Wea'ri-some-ly, adv. — Wea'ri-some-ness,
Wea'ry

re.

\_Compar. Weakiek (-rT-er) superl.
[OE. weri, AS. werig ; akin to OS. worig,
OHG. wuorag ; of uncertain origin of. AS. worian to
ramble.] 1. Having the strength exhausted by toil or
exertion worn out in respect to strength, endurance,
(-ry), a.

;

Weaeiest.]

;

tired ; fatigued.
1 care not for my spirits if my legs were not weary. Shak.
[I] am weary, thinking of your task.
Longfellow.

;

2.

Causing weariness; tiresome.
"Weary way."
" There passed a tfiear;/ time. " Coleridge.
Having one's patience, relish, or contentment ex-

Spenser.
3.

hausted

tired

sick

— with

of before the cause as,
weary of marching, or of confinement ; weary of study.
;

;

Syn. — Fatigued

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

—

;

Shak.
(Naut.) A turn of the cable
about the end of the windlass, without the bits.
Weath'er-bit', v. t. (A^aut.) To take another turn
Totten.
with, aG a cable around a windlass.
Weath'er -bit'ten (-btt't'n), a. Eaten into, defaced,
Coleridge.
or worn, by exposure to the weather.

pecially to severe weather.

Least Weasel (Putoritis nivalis) in
the ermine and ferSummer Pelage.
ret.
They have a
Blender, elongated body, and are noted for the quickness

Weath'er-Mt'

for their bloodthirsty habit in

destroying poultry, rats, etc.
The ermine and some
other species are brown in summer, and turn white in
winter ; others are brown at all seasons.
Malacca weasel, the rasse.
Weasel coot, a female or
young male of the smew ; so called from the resemblance of the head to that of a weasel. Called also weasel duck.
Weasel lemur, a short-tailed lemur (Lepilemur
mustelinus). It is reddish brown above, grayish brown
below, with the throat white.

Having a

;

(we'zer), n.

thin, sharp face,

A

edged board used in weatherboarding.
Weath'er-board', v. t. {Arch.) To nail boards upon
so as to lap one over another, in order to exclude rain,
Gwilt.
snow, etc.
Weath'er-board'lng, re. {Arch.) («) The covering or
siding of a building, formed of boards lapping over one
another, to exclude rain, snow, etc. (6) Boards adapted
or intended for such use.
Weath'er-bound' (-bound'), a. Kept in port or at anchor by storms ; delayed by bad weather as, a weather-

The American mer-

{Zool.)

— called also lueaser sheldrake.

Wea'sl-ness (-zT-nes), n.
weasy full feeding sensual
;

;

[Local, U. S.']
Quality or state of being
indulgence. \_Obs.'] Joye.
Weasand.] Given to sen[06i.]
Joye.

Wea'sy (we'zy), a. [Cf.
sual indulgence ; gluttonous.
Weath'er (weth'er), n.
[OE. weder, AS. weder
akin to OS. wedar, OFries. weder, D. weder, weer, G.
wetter, OHG. wetar, Icel. veSr, Dan. veir, Sw. vdder
wind, air, weather, and perhaps to OSIav. vedro fair
weather or perhaps to Lith. vetra storm, Russ. vieter\
vietr', wind, and E. wind.
Cf. Wither.]
1. The state
of the air or atmosphere with respect to heat or cold,
wetness or dryness, calm or storm, clearness or cloudiness, or any other meteorological phenomena ; meteorological condition of the atmosphere
as, warm weather ;

;

bound
Weath'er-cock' (-k5k'), n. 1. A vane, or weather
so called because originally often in the figure
vane
of a cook, turning on the top of a spire with the wind,
and showing its direction. " As a wedercok that turneth his face with every wind."
Chaucer,
vessel.

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Weath'ered

—

—

unite,

i^de,

full,

iip,

fijn

;

pity

;

;

connection or intermixture
This weaves

To

1. {Arch.)

Made

;

food,

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

eo

slug,

Shak.
silk

Milton.

for these words, thus woven into song.

Byron.
;

;

;

;

;

a loom.
2.

To become woven or interwoven.
A particular method or pattern
re.

Weave,
ing

;

as,

of weav-

the cassimere weave.

One who weaves, or whose occupation is to weave. " ITeawers of linen. " P. Plowman,
1.

(-er), n.

2. {Zool.)
3. (Zool.)

A weaver bird.
An

aquatic beetle of the genus Gyrinus,

See Whirligig.

x

Weaver bird (Zool.), any one of
Asiatic, East Indian, and African
birds belonging to Ploceus and
allied genera of the family Ploceiclie.
Weaver birds resemble
finches and sparrows in size, colors, and shape of the bill. They
construct pensile nests composed
of interlaced grass and other similar materials.
In some of the
species the nest is retort-shaped,
with the opening at the bottom of
the tube.
Weavers' shuttle (Zool.), an East Indian marine univalve shell (Radius volva)
so
called from its shape. See Ilhist.
of Shuttle shell, under Shuttle.

numerous species

of

,

—

;

—

Weav'er-lish' (-fish'), re. [See
Weever.] {Zool.) See Weever.

Weaving,

1.

re.

The

act of

one who, or that which, weaves
the act or art of forming cloth in
a loom by the union or intertex;

ture of threads.
The Baya Weaver Bird
{Ploceus baya), with
2. {Far.) An incessant motion
its two kinds of Nests.
of a horse's head, neck, and body,
from side to side, fancied to resemble the motion of a
hand weaver in throwing the shuttle.
Youatt.
Wea'zand (we'zond), re. See Weasand. [Ofo.]
Wea'zen (we'z'n), a. [See Wizen.] Thin ; sharp
withered ; wizened as, a weazen face.
They were weazen and shriveled.
Dickens.
;

Wea'zen-y

a.

(-y),

Somewhat weazen

;

shriveled.

"IFforere?/, baked pears."
(wSb), re. [6'&. webbe, K?!. loelba.

Lowell.
See Weave.]
Chaucer,
Web, re. [OE. web, AS. webb ; akin to D. »ceft, icebbe,
OHG. weppi, G. geicebc, Icel. vej'r, Sw. viif, Dan. vsev.
See Weave.]
1. That which is woven
a texture textile fabric; esp., something woven in a loom,
[Colloq.']

Web
A we.aver.

[Obs.']

;

Penelope, for her Ulysses' sake,
Devised a tceb her wooers to deceive.

Not a wcu
of exile.

might bo woven, not

e.

;

Spenser.

shuttle tlirown, iu penalty

Bancrqtt.

2. A whole piece of linen cloth as woven.
3. The texture of very fine thread spun by a spider for
catching insects as its prey ; a cobweb. " The smallest
spider's web."
4. Fig. Tissue
life

ink

Shak.
texture ; complicated fabrication.
our forefathers, who wove their trt',** of

;

:

The somber

sloping, so as

;

weave the smooth-haired

2. To form, as cloth, by interlacing threads to compose, as a texture of any kind, by putting together texto weave a
tile materials
as, to weave broadcloth
carpet
hence, to form into a fabric
to compose ; to
fabricate ; as, to weave the plot of a story.
When she weaved the sleided silk.
Shak.
Her starry wreaths the virgin jasmin weaves. Ld. Lytton.
Weave, v. i. 1. To practice weaving ; to work with

;

fdbt

to unite intimately.

perforce, into my business.
millions of spinning worms

in their green shops
deck her sons.

And

;

itself,

work

Set to

That

sure to the elements.

;

use,

(-3rd),n.

of,

Wafer, Waffle, Web, Weevil, Wept, Woof.] 1. To
unite, as threads of any kind, in such a manner as to
form a texture to entwine or interlace into a fabric
as, to weave wool, silk, etc.
hence, to unite by close

throw off water as, aweathercd cornice or window sill.
2. {Geol.) Having the surface altered in color, texture, or composition, or the edges rounded off by expoto

the action
;

;

Dryden.
4. A
lObs."]
Wyclif.
Stress of weather, violent winds
force of tempests.
To make fair weather, to fl.atter ; to give fl.attering representations. [R.\
To make good, or bad, weather [Nnnt.),
to endure a gale well or ill
said of a vessel.
Slatk.
—Under the weather, ill also, flnaucially embarrassed.
I

;

Weath'er-worn'
by exposure to, the weather.
;

,

thoughts presage
light rain
a shower.

Waywiser.] SomeDerham.
[Obs.'\

Worn by

Weave (wev), v. t. [imp. Wove (wov) p. p. Woven
(wov"n), Wove p. pr. & vb. re. Weaving. The regular
imp. & p. p. Weaved (wevd), is rarely used.]
[OE.
weven, AS. we/an ; akin to D. weven, G. weben, OHG.
veban, Icel. vefa, Sw. vafva, Dan. vseve, Gr. v<f>aCveiv, v.,
ii<^05 web, Skr. urnavdbhi spider, lit., wool weaver.
Cf.

;

Weath'er-cock', v. t. To supply with a weathercock to serve as a weathercock for.
Wliose blazing wyvern weathcrcocked the spire. Tennyson.
Weath'er-drlv'en (-drTv"n), a. Driven by winds or
forced by stress of weather.
stoi'nia
Carcw.

;

;

My

—

Noisy weathercock/^ rattled and sang of mutation. Lon (ilvltov\
2. Hencfc, any thing or person that turns easily and
frequently one who veers witn every change oi current
opinion a fickle, inconstant person.

weather ; wet weather; dry loeather.. etc.
Wot amiss to cool a man's stomach this hoo weather. Shak.
Fair weather Cometh out of the north. Job xxxvii. 22.
2. Vicissitude of season
meteorological change alternation of the state of the air.
Bacon.
3. Storm tempest.
What gusts of weather from that gathering cloud
Col6.

;

re.

A

like a weasel.

Wea'ser

or

;

—

(-fasf), a.

(-bit'),

Weath'er-board' (-bord'), re. 1. (^Maut.) (a) That
side of a vessel which is toward the wind
the windward
side,
piece of plank placed in a porthole, or other
(b)
opening, to keep out water.
2. (Arch.) (a) A board extending from the ridge to the
eaves along the slope of the gable, and forming a close
junction between the shingling of a roof and the side
of the building beneath.
clapboard or feather(6)

—
—

ganser

Mar. Diet.

Weath'er-beat'en (-bet^'n), a. Beaten or harassed
by the weather worn by exposure to the weather, es-

[Cf.

(-er), n.

(-worn'), a.

:

—

ward.

movements and

Weath'er-Wis'er

thing that foreshows the weather.

Weav'er

—

weasel.]
of
various species of
small carnivores
belonging to the
genus Putorius, as

Wea'sel-faced'

weather quarter,

lifts,

Weather gauge, (a) (Naui.) The position of a ship to the
of another, (b) Fig. A position of advantage
or superiority ; advantage in position.
To veer, and tack, and steer a cause
Against the weather gauge of laws.
Hudibras.
Weather helm (Naut.), a tendency on the part of a sailing vessel to come up into the wind, rendering it necessary to put the helm up, that is, toward the weather side.
Weather shore (Naiit.), the shore to the windward of a
yorten. —Weather tide (jVai;^), the tide which sets
ship,
against the lee side of a ship, impeDing her to the wind-

windward

Any one

of their

;

—

braces, weather gauge, weatfier
weather shrouds, etc.

cat,

(Zool. )

.

Weath'er, a. {JVaut.) Being toward the wind, or
windward
opposed to lee ; as, weather bow, weather

;

po9,

.

If. Ililler.

;

;

;

Weath'er-glass' (-glas'), re. An instrument to indicate the state of the atmosphere, especially changes of
atmospheric pressure, and hence changes of weather, a»
a barometer or baroscope.
Poor man's weatherglass. (Bot.) See under Poor.
Weath'er-ing, re. (Geol.) The action of the elements
on a rock in altering its color, texture, or composition,
or in rounding off its edges.
Weath'er-11-ness (-li-ngs), n. '{Naut.) The quality
of being weatherly.
Weath'er-ly, a. {Naut.) YTorking, or able to sail,
close to the wind as, a weatherly ship.
Cooper.
Weath'er-most' (-most'), a. {Naut.) Being farthest
to the windward.
Weath'er-proof (-proof), a. Proof against rough
weather.
Weath'er-wise' (-wiz'), a. Skillful in forecasting the
changes of the weather.
Hakluyt,

—

;

—

;

To weather a point, [a) (Naui.) To pass a point of land,
leaving it on the lee side, (b) Hence, to gain or accomplish anything against opposition.
To weather out, to
encounter successfully, though with difficulty; as, to
weather out a storm.
Weath'er, v. i. To undergo or endure the action of
the atmosphere
to suffer meteorological influences
sometimes, to wear away, or alter, under atmospheric
influences to suffer waste by weather.
The organisms
seem indestructible, while the hard matrix
in which they are imbedded has weathered from around them.

;

;

To

sail or pass to the windward of ; as, to
to weather another ship.
(^Falconry)
To
place (a hawk) unhooded in the open
4.
air.
Encyc. Brit.

3. (JVaut.)

weather a cape

tiresome irksome wearisome.
Wea'ry, v. t. limp. & p. p. Weakied (-rid) p. pr.
vb. n. Wearying.] 1. To reduce or exhaust the physical strength or endurance of
to tire to fatigue as, to
weary one's self with labor or traveling.
So shall he waste his means, weary his soldiers. Shak.
2. To make weary of anything; to exhaust the patience of, as by continuance.
I stay too long by thee I weary thee.
Shak.
3> To harass by anything irksome.
I would not cease
To weary him with my assiduous cries.
Milton.
To weary out, to subdue or exhaust by fatigue.
Syn.
To jade tire fatigue fag. See Jade.
Wea'ry, v. i. To grow tired; to become exhausted
or impatient
as, to weary of an undertaking.
Wea'sand (we'zond), n. [OE. wesand, AS. wdsend;
akin to OFries. wasende, wasande ; cf. OHG. weisunt.i
The windpipe
called also, formerly, wesil. [Formerly,
written also wesand, and wezand."]
Cut his weasand with thy knife.
Shak.
Wea'sel (we'z'l), n. [OE. icesele, AS. icesle ; akin
to D. wezel, G. wiesel, OHG. wisala, Icel. hieysivlsla,
Dan. vdsel, Sw. vessla; of uncertain origin cf. Gr.
ate'Aoupos, a t A o u ;

&

&

;

;

etc.

Cowper.

—Weather molding, or Weather moulding (Arch.), a canopy
or cornice over a door or a window, to throw off the rain.

;

;

is

—

wearing apparel.

Wear'lsh (wer'ish), a. [Etymol. uncertain, but pershrunk.
withered
haps akin to weary.']
X. Weak
" A wearish hand."
Ford.
[Obs.'\
A little, ivearish old man, very melancholy by nature. Burton.
2. Insipid; tasteless unsavory.
[OJj.]
Palsgrave.
Wearish as meat is that is not well tasted.
Causing weariness
Wea'ri-SOme (we'rl-sum), a.
tiresome tedious ; weariful as, a weariso7ne march ; a
wearisome day's work a wearisome book.
These high wild hills and rough uneven ways
Draws out our miles, and makes them wearisome. Shak.
Syn. — Irksome tiresome tedious fatiguing annoying vexatious. See Irksome.

;

'

spirit of

with hardly a

.

.

.

thread of rose-color or gold. Jiuwilionie.

Such has been the perplexing ingenuity of conimcntatora
it is diflicult to extricate the truth from the web of conjec-

that

tures,

jr.

Irring.

5. (Carriages) A band of webbing used to regulate
the extension of the hood.
;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

la azuie.

—

;

WEB
A thin metal sheet,

6.

.N

And

plate, or strip, as of lead.
up in webs of lead. Fairfax,

Christians slain roll

—

—

—

web (Med.), two diseases of the eye, caligo and
pterygium — sometimes wrongly explained as one disease. SeePiN, n., 8, and Web, «., 8. " He never yet had
pinne or weije, his sight for to decay." Gascoigne.—
Web member (Engin.), oue of the braces in a web system.
— Web press, a printing press which takes paper from a
Pin and

;

—Web

roll instead of being fed with sheets.
gin.), the system of braces connectmg
lattice girder, post, or the like.

system [Enthe flanges of a

[imp. & p. p. Webbed (wgbd) p.
Web (web), V.
& vb. n. Webbino.] To unite or surround with a
t.

;

pr.

with a web to envelop ; to entangle.
(wSbd), a. 1. Provided with a web.
2. {Zool.) Having the toes united by a membrane, or
web as, the webbed feet of aquatic fowls.
Web'ber (wSb'ber), n. One who forms webs; a
weaver; awebster. [OJs.]
Web'blng (-blng), n. A woven band of cotton or
flax, used for reins, girths, bed bottoms, etc.
Web'by (-by), a. Of or pertaining to a web or webs
like a web ; filled or covered with webs.
Bats on their webby wings in darkness move.
Crabbe.
;

Webbed
;

We'ber

(va'ber), n.

[From the name

of Professor
(Elec.) The standard
also of current.
See

Weber, a German electrician.]
unit of electrical quantity, and

Coulomb, and Ampere.

Shak.

let

honor, wait the wedded dame.

love."

A

if

To contract matrimcny; to marry.

i.

wed."
;

of a colter.
{d)
Engin.) A plate or thin portion, contin7. (Mack.
uous or perforated, connecting stiffening ribs or flanges,
or other parts of an object. Specifically
(a) The thin vertical plate or portion connecting the
upper and lower flanges of an iron girder, rolled beam,
or railroad rail.
disk or solid construction serving, instead of
(6)
spokes, for connecting the rim and hub, in some kinds
of car wheels, sheaves, etc.
(c) The arm of a crank between the shaft and the
wrist.
(d) The part of a blacksmith's anvil between the face
and the foot.
Shale.
called also we Jej/e.
8. (Med.) Pterygium;
9. (Anat.) Tlie membrane which unites the fingers or
toes, either at their bases, as in man, or for a greater part
of their length, as in many water birds and ampliibians.
10. (Zool.) The series of barbs implanted on each side
of the shaft of a feather, whether stiff and united together by barbules, as in ordinary feathers, or soft and
separate, as in downy feathers. See Featheb.

web, or as

V.

I shall

Let wealth,

Pommel
The blade of a saw.
The thin, sharp part
The bit of a key.

:

R

(wSd),

\_Obs.'\

Web'eye' (web'i'), n. (3Ied.) See Web, n., 8.
Web'-fin'gered (-fin'gerd), a. Having the fingers
web for a considerable part of their length.
Web'Ioot' (-fffof), re. / pi. Webfeet (-f ef ). 1. A foot

united by a

the toes of which are connected by a membrane.
2. {Zool. ) Any web-footed bird.
Web'-IOOt'ed, a. Having webbed feet palmiped as,
a goose or a duck is a web-Jooted fowl.
Web'Ster (web'ster), n. [AS. webbestre. See Web,
Weave, and -stee.] A weaver originally, a female
weaver. [Obs.']
Brathwait.
Web'Ster-ite (w5b'ster-It), n. [So named after Web{Min.) A hydrous sulphate of aluster, the geologist.]
mina occurring in white reniform masses.
Web'-toed' (-tod'), a. Having the toes united by a
web for a considerable part of tlieir length.
Web'worm' (-wflrm'), n. (Zool.) Any one of various
species of moths whose gregarious larvge eat the leaves
of trees, and construct a large web to which they retreat
when not feeding.
t^^ The most destructive webworms belong to the
family Boinbijeidse, as the fall webworm (Hyphantria
textor), wliich feeds on various fruit and forest trees, and
the common tent caterpillar, wliich feeds on various
f roit trees (see Tent caterpillar, under Tent). Tlie grapevine webworm is the larva of a geometrid moth (see Vine
;

;

;

inehworm, under Vine).

Fope.

Of or pertaining to wedlock, or marriage. " Wedded

2.

Fairfax.

&

Q

Wed

" When

Wed'dahs (wed'd4z), n. pi. (Ethnol.) See Veddahs.
Wed'ded (-d8d), a, l. Joined in wedlock married.

rich stone, hilt gold.

lb)
(c)

WEEDY

1638

Specifically :
[Obs.']
(a) The blade of a sword.
The sword, whereof the web was steel,

Milton.

Wed'der (-derj, n. See Wethee.
Sir W. Scott.
Wed'ding (-dmg), n. [AS. weddung.] Nuptial ceremony nuptial festivities marriage nuptials.
;

;

;

Simple and brief was the wedding, aa that of Ruth and of
Boaz.
Long/ellow.
Certain anniversaries of an unbroken marriage
have received fanciful, and more or less appropriate,
names. Thus, the fifth anniversary is called the wooden
wedding ; the tenth, the tin wedding ; the fifteenth, tlie
crystal wedding; the twentieth, the c/iiria weddiyig ; the
twenty-fifth, the silver wedding ; the fiftieth, the golden
wedding ; the sixtieth, the diamond wedding. These anniversaries are often celebrated by appropriate presents
of wood, tin, china, silver, gold, etc., given by friends.
(3^°" Wedding is often used adjectively ; as, wedding
cake, wedding cards, wedding clothes, wedding day, wedding feast, wedding guest, wedding ring, etc.
Let her beauty be her wedding dower.
Shak.
Wedding favor, a marriage favor. See under Maerlvge.
Chaucer.
Wed'er (w-gd'er), n. Weather [Obs.]
Wedge (wej), n. [OE. wegge, AS. wecg ; akin to D.
wig, wigge, OHG. wecki, G. week a (wedge-shaped) loaf,
Icel. veggr, Dan. vsegge, Sw. vigg, and probably to Lith.
vagis a peg. Cf. Wiqg.] 1. A piece of metal, or other
hard material, thick at one end, and tapering to a thin
edge at the other, used in splitting wood, rocks, etc., in
raising heavy bodies, and the like. It is one of tlie six
elementary machines called the mechanical powers. See
Tllust. of Mechanical powers, under Mechanical.
solid of five sides, having a rectangular
2. (Geom.)
base, two rectangular or trapezoidal sides meeting in an
edge, and two triangular ends.
3.
mass of metal, especially when of a wedgelike
form. "Wedges oi gold."
Shak.
4. Anything in the form of a wedge, as a body of troops

^W

A

A

drawn up

in

such a form.

In rhombs, and wedges, and half-moons, and wings. Milton.
5. The person whose name stands lowest on the list of
the classical tripos ;
so called after a person ( Wedgewood) who occupied this position on the first list of 1828.
C. A. Bristed.
[Cant, Cambridge Univ., Eng.]
Carpentry) See vmder Fox.
Fox wedge. (Mach.
Spherical wedge (Geom.), the portion of a sphere included
between two planes wliich intersect in a diameter.

—

&

Wedge,

V.

&p. p. Wedged

[imp.

t.

Wedging.]

1.

(wejd)

;

p. pr.

;

wedged with a sigh, would rive in twain."
2. To force or drive as a wedge is driven.

Among the crowd in
just the sort of

Shak.

the abbey where a finger

Could not be wedged
's

&

To cleave or separate with a wedge
wedge to rive. "My heart, as

or wedges, or as with a

He

in more.

Shak.

man to wedge himself into

a snug berth.
Mrs. J. H. Ewing.

To force by crowding and pushing as a wedge does
Milton.
to wedge one's way.
4. To press closely ; to fix, or make fast, in the manner of a wedge that is driven into something.
Wedged in the rocky shoals, and sticking fast. Dryden.
5. To fasten with a wedge, or with wedges ; as, to
wedge a scythe on the snath ; to wedge a rail or c piece
of timber in its place.
6. (Pottery) To cut, as clay, into wedgelike masses,
and work by dashing together, in order to expel air bub3.

as,

bles, etc.

Wedge'blll'

An

(Zool.)

(-btl'), n.

Tomlinson.
Australian crested

(Sphenostoma crislatum)
having a wedge-shaped biU. Its color is
dull brown, like the earth of the plains
where it lives.
Wedge'-formed' (-fSrmd'), a. Having the form of a wedge cuneiform.
Wedge-formed characters. See Arrowheaded characters, under Abeowheaded.
Wedge'-Shaped' (-shapf), a. 1. Having the shape of a wedge cuneiform.
2. (Bot.) Broad and truncate at the
summit, and tapering down to the base ;
as, a wedge-shaped leaf.
insessorial bird

lIIvcs''.^^

Wedge'-Shell' (-shel'), n. (Zool.) Any one of numerous species of small marine bivalves belonging to Donax and allied genera in which the shell is wedge-shaped.
,3

[imp.

&

Wedded

;

p. p.

Wedded

or

Wed

vb. n. Wedding.]
[OE. loedden, AS. icedp. pr.
dian to covenant, promise, to wed, marry
akin to
OFries. weddia to promise, D. wedden to wager, to bet,
G. wetten, Icel. veSJa, Dan. vedde, Sw. vddja to appeal,
Goth, gawadjon to betroth. See Wed, «.] 1. To take
for husband or for wife by a formal ceremony ; to
marry ; to espouse.
With this ring I thee wed. Bk. of Com. Prayer.
Since the day
I saw thee first, and wedded thee.
MUton.
2. To join in marriage ; to give in wedlock.
And Adam, wedded to another Eve,
Shall live with her.
Milton.
3. Fig. : To unite as if by the affections or the bond of
marriage ; to attach firmly or indissolubly.
;

Thou

wedded to calamity.
wedded to their lusts.

art

Shaic.

Men are
Tillotson.
[Flowers] are wedded thus, like beauty to old age. Cowper.
4. Totaketoone'sselfandsupport; toespouse. [Obs.]
-Ihey positively and concernedly wedded his cause. Clarendon.
ale,

senate,

c&re,

Wed

;

&m, arm, ask,

a Side View

6 Dorsal

View

variabilis).

c Interior of Right Valve.
.

tail

.

—

rest
less

attenuate
said of certain birds.
See Jlliist. of Wood
hoopoe, under Wood.
Wedge-tailed eagle, an Australian eagle (Aguila audax)
which feeds on various small species of kangaroos, and on

lambs — called also mountain eagle, bold eagle, and eagle
hawk. —Wedge-tailed gull, an arctic gull (Rlwdostethia rosea) in which the plumage is tinged with rose — called
;

;

In the manner of a wedge.
Wedg'WOOd ware' (wgj'wdSd wSr'). [From the
name of the inventor, Josiali Wedgwood, of England.]
A kind of fine pottery, the most remarkable being what
is called jasper, either white, or colored throughout the
body, and capable of being molded into the most delicate
forms, so that fine and minute bas-reliefs like cameos
were made of it, fit even for being eet as jewels.
final,

^11

;

,

(-wiz'), adv.

eve,

.

An
wife

Syn.

age of discord or continual strife

a married woman,.

;

V.

To marry

t.

"Man

[E.]

thus

;

>

Shak.

B. Jonson.

[Obs.]

— See Maeriage.

Wed'lock,
wed.

is

marriage

men

that

.

For what

A

2.

matrimony. " That
;
clepeth [call] spousal, or
Chaucer.
wedlock forced 'jut a hell,

state, of

wedlock."

to unite in marriage

to
Milton.

«re(«ocA-e(f."

Wednes'day (wenz'da

;

[OE. wednesdai,
wodnesdei, AS. Wodnes dseg. i. e., Woden's day (a translation of L. dies Mercurii) it. Woden the highest god
of the Teutonic peoples, but identified with the Roman
god Mercury akin to OS. Wodan, OHG. Wuotan, Icel.
OSinn, D. woensdag Wednesday, Icel. oSinsdagr, Dan.
& Sw. onsdag. See Day, and cf. Woden, Wood, a.] The.
fourth day of the week the next day after Tuesday.
Ash Wednesday. See in the Vocabulary.
Wee (we), n. [OE. we a bit, in a little we, probably
originally meaning, a little way, the word we for wei being later taken as synonymous mth liille. See Wat.]
A little a bit, as of space, time, or distance. [Obs. or
48),

•

«.

;

;

;

;

Scot.]

Wee,

Very small

a.

;

[Colloq.

little.

& Scot.]

A little wee face, with a little yellow beard.
Weech'-elm'

(wech'Slm'), n.

(Bat.)

Shak.

The wych-elm.

[Obs.]

Bacon.
Weed (wed), n. [OE. wede, AS. wsede, waed; akin to
OS. wadi, giwadi, OFries. wede, wed, OD. wade, OHG.
wat, Icel. vSS, Zend vadh to clothe.] 1. A garment
clothing especially, an upper or outer garment. " Low" Woman's weeds."
ly shepherd's weeds." Spenser.
Shak. "This beggar woman's weed." Tennyson.
He on his bed sat, the soft weeds he wore
Put oft.
Chapman.
2. An article of dress worn in token of grief a mourning garment or badge as, he wore a weed on his hat
especially, in the plural, mourning garb, as of a woman;
as, a widow's weeds.
In a mourning weed, with ashes upon her head, and tears
abundantly flowing.
Milton.
Weed, n. A sudden illness or relapse, often attended
with fever, which attacks women in childbed. [Scot.]
Weed, n. [OE. weed, weod, AS. we6d, wiSd, akin to
OS. wiod, LG. woden the stalks and leaves of vegetables,
D. wieden to weed, OS. wiodon.] 1. Underbrush ; low
shrubs. [Obs. or Archaic]
One rushmg forth out of the thickest weed. Spenser.
A wild and wanton pard . .
Crouched fawning in the weed.
Tennyson.
2. Any plant growing in cultivated ground to the injury of the crop or desired vegetation, or to the disfigurement of the place an unsiglitly, useless, or injurious
;

;

.

;

plant.

much manuring filled that
Jg^" The word has no definite
Too

field

with weeds. Denhanu

application to any particular plant, or species of plants. Whatever plants grow
among corn or grass, in hedges, or elsewhere, and are
useless to man, mjurious to crops, or unsightly or out of
place, are denominated weeds.
3. Fig.
Something unprofitable or troublesome ; anything useless.
4. (Stock Breeding) An animal unfit to breed from.
5. Tobacco, or a cigar.
[Slang]
Weed hook, a hook used for cutting away or extirpating
weeds.
Tusser.
vb. n.
Weed, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Weeded ; p. pr.
Weeding.] [AS. we6dian. See 3d Weed.] 1. To free
from noxious plants ; to clear of weeds ; as, to weed corn
or onions ; to weed a garden.
2. To take away, as noxious plants ; to remove, as something hurtful to extirpate. "IFeed up thyme." Shak.
Wise fathers . . weeding from their children ill things.
Ascham,
Revenge is a kind of wild iustice, which the more man's
nature runs to, the more ought taw to weed it out.
Bacon.
3. To free from anything liurtful or offensive.
He weeded the kingdom of such as were devoted to Elaiana.
:

&

&

4. (Stock Breeding)

To

Howelli
reject as unfit for breeding

purposes.

Weed'er

(-er), n.
One who, or that which, weeds, or
from anything noxious.
n.
Weeds, collectively; also, a place
(-y),
full of weeds or for growing weeds. [B,.] Dr. H. MoreWeed'ing, a. & n. from Weed, v.

frees

Weed'er-y

forceps, an instrument for taking up some sorts of plants
in weeding.
Weeding fork, a strong, three-pronged fork,

—

used in clearing ground of weeds — called also weeding
— Weeding hook. Same as Weed hook, imder Sd
— Weeding iron. See Weef/iretr/or/c, above. —Weeding tongs. Same as Weeding forceps, above.
;

iron.

Weed.

Weed'ing-rhim'

event, €nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

(-rim'), n.

[Of. Prov. E.

rim to

re-

move.] A kind of implement used for tearing up weeds,
esp. on summer fallows.
[Prov. Eng.]
Weed'leSS, a. Free from weeds or noxious matter.

Weed'y

(-y), a.

Weediest.]
of weeds.

also Ross's gull.

Wedge'wise'

emony, or the
blissful yoke

—

{Donax

;hell

(Zool.) Having a
Wedge'-tailed' (-taid'), a.
which has the middle pair of feathers longest, the
successively and decidedly shorter, and all more or
;

wedge-shaped.

Weeding chisel, a tool with a divided chisel-like end, for
Weeding
cutting the roots of large weeds under ground.

Chaucer.
V. t.

;

-:

.

;

Wed,

Like a wedge

(wgj'y), a.

Wed'lock (wed'lSk), n. [AS. wedlac a pledge, bewedd a pledge + lac a gilt, an offering. Seo
Wed, n., and cf. Lake, v. i.. Knowledge.] 1. The cer-

;

;

;

Wed (w5d), n. [AS. wedd; akin to OFries. wed, OD.
wedde, OHG. ivetti, G. wette a wager, Icel. veS a pledge,
Sw. vad a wager, an appeal, Goth, wadi a pledge, Lith.
vadtUi to redeem (a pledge), LL. vadium, L. vas, vadis,
bail, security, vadimonium security, and Gr. aeSAoi/,
&B\ov a prize. Of. Athlete, Gage a pledge. Wage.]
A pledge a pawn. [Obs.] Gower. Piers Plowman.
Let him beware, his neck lieth to wed [t. e., for a security],

Wedg'y
trothal

;

In warlike muster they appear.

vb. n.

;;

;

;

[Compar. Weediek (-T-er) superl.
weeds ; consisting
;

1. Of or pertaining to
"IFeerf?/ trophies."

Abounding with weeds ;
garden weedy corn.
2.

as,

Shak.

weedy grounds ; a weedy

;

See from the weedy earth a rivulet break.
Bryant.
3. Scraggy ; ill-shaped
said of colts or
ungainly ;
horses, and also of persons.
[Colloq.]
Weed'y, a. Dressed in weeds, or mourning garments.
[R. or Colloq.]
She was as weedy as In the early days of her mourning. Dickens
;

idea.

Ql

;

old,

—

dbey, 6rb, odd

"

;

WEEK
Week

(wek), n. [OE. weke, wike, woke, wuke, AS.
wucu ; akin to OS. wika, OFries. wike, D.
week, G. woche, OHG. wohka, wehha, Icel. vika, Sw.
vecka, Dan. aj'e, Goth, wiko, probably originally meaning, a succession or change, and akin to G. wechsel change,
L. vicis turn, alternation, and B. weak. Cf. Weak.]
period of seven days, usually that reckoned from one
Sabbath or Sunday to the next.

WEIGHT

Weep'lng-ly (wep'tng-ly ), adv. In a weeping manner.
Weep'ing-ripe' (-rip'), a. Ripe for weeping; ready to
weep.

Shak.

[06s.]
Weer'ish (wer'Ish), a.

See Weaeish. \_0bs.1
See Weasel.
Wet. [06s.]
&
Chaucer.
Weet
Weet, V. i. [imp. Wot (w5t).] [See Wit to know.]
To know to wit. [06s.]
Tyndale. Spenser.

Wee'sel

(we'z'l), n.
(wet), a.
n.

A

forming an opinion or coming to a conclusion
mate deliberately and maturely to balance.
A young man not weighed in state affairs.

Had no
The

(Zo'dl.)

Weet'-bird' (-herd'), n. (Zo'dl.) The wryneck ;— so
from its cry. [Prov. Eng.]
Spenser.
Weet'ing-ly, «(Zv. Knowingly. [06s.]
Weet'less, a. Unknowing also, unknown unmean-

Luke sviii, T2.
week] did not enter into the calintroduced
at Rome till
endar of the Greeks, and was not
after the reign of Theodosius, it has been employed from
time immemorial in almost all Eastern countries.

called

[the

;

;

to esti-

;

strength he

Regard not who

it is

Bacon.

better weighed

was to cope witli, or his own.
Milton,
which speaketh, but weigh only what is

Hooker.
In nice balance, truth with gold sheweipAs.
Pope.
Without sufficiently weighing his expressions. Sir W. Scott^

spoken.

;

I fast twice in the week.
it

;
;

.

1639

^veocu, wicu,

S^°" Although

"

6. To consider as worthy of notice
OT Archaic] "1 weigh not you."

;

to regard.

[06s.

Shak.

All that she so dear did weigh.

;

S23enser.

[06s.]
Spenser.
To weigh down, (a) To overbalance. (6) To oppress
Weet'— weet' (wet'wef), n. [So called from its pip- with weight to overburden to depress. " To weigh
when disturbed.] (Zo'dl.) (a) The common Eu- thy spirits doton." MUton.
—
ropean sandpiper. (6) The chafiinch. [Prov. Eng.]
Weigh (wa), v. i. 1. To have weight to be heavy.
See under Day.
Wee'ver (we'ver), n. [Probably from F. vive, OF. " They only weigh the heavier."
Cowper.
Week'ly (wek'ly), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a week, vivre, a kind of fish, L. vipera viper. Cf. Vipek.] (Zo'dl.)
2. To be considered as important to have weight in
or week days as, weekly labor.
Any one of several species of edible marine fishes be- the intellectual balance.
heb- longing to the genus Trachinus, of the family Trachinidse.
2. Coming, happening, or done once a week
Your vows to her and me
will even weigh.
Shak,
domadary as, a weekly payment a weekly gazette.
They have a broad spiuose head, with the eyes looking
This objection ought to weigh with those whose reading is
Week'ly, n. ; pi. Weeklies (-liz). A publication upward. The long dorsal fin is supported by numerous designed
for much talk and little knowledge.
Locke,
ing.

Encijc. Brit.

;

;

—

Prophetic week, a
Feast of Weeks.
See Pentecost, 1.
week of years, or seven years. Dan. ix. 24. Week day.

ing cry

;

;

;

;

.

.

;

issued once in seven days, or appearing once a week.

strong, sharp spines which cause painful wounds.

Once a week by hebdomadal perieach performs service weekly.
Week'wam (-w5m), n. See Wigwam, [i?.]
Week'ly, adv.

ods

&

Weel

Of science or

love's

(tig^ The two British species are the great, or greater,
weever (Trachinus draco), which becomes a foot long
(called also gowdie, sea cat, stingbull, and weaverjish), and
the lesser weever ( T. vipera), about half as large (called
also otter pike, and stingfish).

Wee'vll (we'v'l), n. [OE. wivel, wevil, AS. wifel,
wibil; akin to OD. wevel, OHG. wibil,
wibel, G. u-iebel, wibel, and probably
to Lith. vabalas beetle, and E. weave.

comphment,

&

;

merous

Chaucer.
p. pr.

&

[OE. wepen, AS. wepan, from w5p

And they wept together in silence. Zongfellow.
2. To lament; to complain.
"They weep unto me,
saying. Give us flesh, that we may eat."
Num. xi. 13.
3. To flow in drops ; to run in drops.
The blood weeps from my heart.
Shak.
4. To drop water, or the like ; to drip ; to be soaked.
6. To hang the branches, as if in sorrow to be pendent to droop ;
said of a plant or its branches.
Weep, V. t. 1. To lament to bewail ; to bemoan.
'^Iweep bitterly the dead."
A. S. Hardy.
We wandering go
Through dreary wastes, and weep each other's woe. Pope.
2. To shed, or pour forth, as tears
to shed drop by
drop, as if tears as, to weep tears of joy.
Tears, such as angels weep, burst forth.
liilton.
Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm. Milton.
(-er), n.

1.

One who weeps

;

esp.,

one

;

;

—

who

sheds tears.
2. A white band or border worn on the sleeve as a
badge of mourning.
Goldsmith.
3. (Zo'dl.) The capuchin.
See Capuchin, 3 (o).
Weep'ful (-ful), a. Full of weeping or lamentation

I

Wehr'gelt' (-gSlf ),

[06s.]

Having slender, pendent branches
weeping willow a weeping ash.

;

So
after

An expedition was got under weigh from New York.

Thackeray.
Imrried on board and with considerable
The Athenians
Jowett ( Thitcyd.).
diihculty got under weigh.
p. p. Weigbed (wad) ; p. pr.
Weigh, V. t. [imp.

grounds."
Mortimer.

.

— said of trees

&

.

.

&

[OB. weien, weyen, weghen, AS.
wegan to bear, move akin to D. wegen to weigh, G. wdgen, wiegen, to weigh, heu'egen to move, OHG. wegan,
Icel. vega to move, carry, lift, weigh, Sw. v'dga to weigli,
Dan. veie, Goth. ga.n'igan to shake, L. vehere to carry,
Skr. vah. V136. See Way, and cf. Wey.] 1. To be.ar
up to raise to lift into the air to swing up as, to weigh
Cowper.
anchor. " Ifeij/Zt the vessel up.
to ascertain the weight
2. To examine by the balance
of, that is, the force with which a thing tends to the
center of the eartli to determine the heaviness, or quanas, to weigh sugar
to weigh gold.
tity of matter of
Thou art iveigked in the balances, and art found wanting.
Dan. v. 27.
3. To be equivalent to in weight ; to counterbalance
to have the heaviness of.
"A body weighing divers
ounces."
Boyle.
4. To pay, allot, take, or give by weight.

;

4. Pertaining to lamentation, or to those

N

A hardy
garden shrub (Diervilla Japonica) belonging to the
Honeysuckle family, with white or red flowers. It was
introduced from China.
Weigh (wa), n. (Naut.) A corruption of Way, used
only in the phrase under weigh.

Wyclif.

n.
The act of one who weeps ; lamentation with tears ; shedding of tears.
Weep'ing, a. 1. Grieving ; lamentuag ; shedding
" Weep2K(7 eyes."
tears.
I. Watts.
2. Discharging water, or other liquid, in drops or very

"Weepmj

See Werewolf.

re.

L
)n.
(wl'gel-a),
[
named
Wei-ge'11-a (wt-ge'lT-a or wt-je'-), )
(Sot.)
C. E. Weigel, a German naturalist.]
Wei'gel-a

Weep'ing,

slowly; surcharged with water.

Wekegild.

)

Wehr'wolf' (wer'wulf),

;

grieving.

A
A

the warp from selvage to selvage the thread carried by
the shuttle in weaving.
2. A web
a thing woven.
Grew.
Weft'age (wgft'aj), n. Texture. [06s.]
We'gO-tism (we'go-tiz'm), n. [From we, in imitation of egotism.'] Excessive use of the pronoun we;
called also weism.
[Colloq. or Cant]
Wehr'geld' (wer'gSld'), ra. (O. Eng. Law) See

;

who weep.

vb. n.

Weighing.]

;

Weeping

cross,

erected on or

a cross

by the

highway, especially for
the devotions of penitents; hence, to return
by the weeping cross, to

;

return from some undertaking in humiliation or
penitence.
Weeping

—

from
which water gradually
issues. — Weeping sinew,
a ganglion.
glion, n.,

;

;

See Gan-

—

[Colloq.]
spring, a spring
2.

Weeping
discharges w.ater
slowly. — Weeping willow

iBol.), a species of wil-

low (Saliz Babylonica)
whose branches grow
Weeping Willow.
very long and slender,
and hang'down almost perpendicularly.
-ndh

&ilte»

iifde,

;

;

that

fise,

;

;

;

;

rock, a porous rock

full,

Hy, too.

Tht'y weighed for

my

price thirty pioces of silver.

Zech. xi.

;

pity

;

12.

To examine or test as if by the balance to ponder
the mind to consider or examine for the purpose of

5.
in

Weigh1)0ard'

(Mining) Clay inter-

(wa'bord'), n.

secting a vein.

Weale.
;

;

weighed.

&

a.

from Weigh,

re.

;

out, oil

;

diair

;

go

;

v.

Weighing cage, a cage in which small living animals
may be conveniently weighed. Weighing house. See
Weigh-house.
Weighing machine, any large machine or
apparatus for weighing; especially, platform scales arranged for weighing heavy bodies, as loaded 'wagons.
Welgh'lOCk' (wa'lSk'), re. A lock, as on a canal, in
which boats are weighed and their tonnage is settled.

—

Weigb'maS'ter

One whose

(-m^s'ter), n.

to weigh ore, hay, merchandise, etc.

is

;

business

it

one Uceused as

a public weigher.

Weight (wat), n. [OE. weght, wight, AS. gewiht;
akin to D. gewigt, G. gewicht, Icel. vxti, Sw. vigt, Dan
visgi.
See Weigh, v.;.] 1. The quality of being heavy
that property of bodies by which they tend toward the
center of the earth the effect of gravitative force, especially when expressed in certain units or standards, as
pounds, grams, etc.
i^^ Weight differs from gravity in being the effect of
gravity, or the downward pressure of a body under the
influence of gravity hence, it constitutes a measure of
the force of gravity, and being the resultant of all the
forces exerted by gravity upon the different psrticlea
of the body, it is proportional to the quantitj' of matter
in the body.
2. The quantity of heaviness comparative tendency
to the center of the earth the quantity of matter as
estimated by the balance, or expressed numerically with
reference to some standard unit as, a mass of stone having the weight of five hundred pounds.
For sorrow, like a heav^'-hanging bell.
Once set on ringing, with his own weight goes.
Shak.
3. Hence, pressure
burden as, the weight of care
"
or business.
The weight of this sad time."
Shak.
For the public all this weight he bears.
Milton.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

[He]

who

s\ngly bore the world's sad weight.

4. Importance
quence moment

power

;

;

;

;

influence

impressiveness

;

;

as,

efficacy

Keble.

conse-

;

a consideration

of vast weight.
In such a point of weight, so near mine honor.
6.

A scale, or graduated standard, of heaviness
;

;

A man

Shak,

a mode
avoirdupois weight ; troy

estimating weight
as,
weight; apothecaries' weight.
6. A ponderous mass something heavy
weight ; a paper weight.
of

;

;

a clock

as,

leapeth better with weights in his hands.

Bacon.

A definite mass of

iron, lead, brass, or other metal,
to be used for ascertaining the weight of other bodies
as, an ounce weight.
8. (Mech.) The resistance against which a machine
acts, as opposed to the power which moves it.
[06s.]
7.

Atomic

Element.

(Chein.) See under Atomic, and cf.
weight. Feather weight. Heavy weight,

weight.

— Dead

See under Dead, Feather,

Light weight, etc.

Weight of
expressing

&

obaerv,ations i..lslion.

Physics), a

etc.

—

number

probable relative value of each observiition in dctciiniuing the result of a series of observations of the same kind.
S.VII. — Ponderousness gravity
heaviness; pressure;
burden; load; importance; power; influence; efficacy;
conseiiuence moment impressiveness.
Weight, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Weighted p. pr. & vb,
n. Weighting.]
1. To load with a weight or weights;
to load down to make heavy
to attach weights to
as, to weight a horse or a jockey at a race
to weight a
tlie ni.ist

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

whip liandle.
The arrows
2. (Astron.

;

food, f<jbt ;

of large steel-

— also called weighmas-

;

—

of the

(we'z'l), n.
(Zo'dl.) See Weasel.
(wSft), o6s. imp. &p. p. of Wave.
[Cf.
Waif.]
thing waved, waived, or cast
n.
Weft,
Spenser.
away; a waif . [06s.] "
forlorn we/!.
[AS.
weft, wefta, fr. we/an, to weave. See
Weft, n.
Weave.] 1. The woof of cloth ; the threads that cross

;

yard for weighing merchandise
ter's beam.

Welgh'ing,

Weft

;

Bouvier,

A kind

(wa'bem'), n.

like, are

Wee'zel

;

Weigh'beam'

of

species are very injurious to cultivated
plants. The larvae of some of the species live in nuts,
fruit, and grain by eating out the interior, as the plum
weevil, or curculio, the nut weevils, and the grain weevil
(see under Plum, NtrT, and Grain).
The larvae of other
species bore under the bark and into the pith of trees
and various other plants, as the pine weevils (see under
Pine). See also Pea weevil. Rice weevil. Seed weevil,
under Pea, Rice, and Seed.
Wee'vlled (we'v'ld), a. Infested by weevils ; as, weeviled grain.
[Written also weevilled.']
Wee'vll-y (we'v'l-y), a. Having weevils ; weeviled.
[Written also weevilly.]

;

A

;

weighing merchandise.

or

Weevils, a Ampetoglypter sesostris,
7; b Otiorhynchus sulcatus, X 2.

;

Weep'er

Many

ward.

;

—

species
beetles,

snout

Rhynchophora,
in
which the head is
elongated and usually curved down-

lamentation akin to OFries. wepa to lament, OS. wop
lamentation, OHG. wuof, Icel. op a shouting, crying,
OS. wopian to lament, OHG. wuoffan, wuoffen, Icel.
eepa, Goth, wopjan. V129.]
1. Formerly, to express
sorrow, grief, or anguish, by outcry, or by other manifest signs in modern use, to show grief or other passions
by shedding tears to shed tears to cry.
And they all wept sore, and fell on Paul's neck. Ads xx. 37.
Fhocion was rarely seen to weep or to laugh, jilit/ord.
Mrs. Hemans.
And eyes that wake to weep.
;

;

Weigh'brldge' (wa'brTj'), n. A weighing machine
on which loaded carts may be weighed platform scales.
Welgh'er (wa'er), re. One who weighs specifically,
an officer whose duty it is to weigh commodities.
Welgh'-house' (wa'hous'), n. ; pi. Weigh-houses
(-houz'6z).
A building at or within which goods, and the

See Weave.] (Zool.) Any one of nu-

—

Weeping.^

To judge

;

Great Weever CTrachinus draco).

3Tr3. Browning.
I ween they smelt as sweet.
(wep), n. (Zool.) The lapwing; the wipe;

eo called from its cry.
Weep, ohs. imp. of Weep, for wept.
Weep, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Wept (wSpt)

weiglts

A

A

&

;

to press hard.

;

upon the

heart.
Shak.
to estimate.
[B.]
Could not weigh of worthiness aright.
Spender,
To weigh down, to sink by its own weight.
certain quantity estimated
Weigh, n. [See Wey.]
by weight an English measure of weight. See Wey.
Weigh'a-ble (wa'a-b'l), a. Capable of being weighed.
duty or toll paid for
Weigh'age (wa'Sj 48), n.

4.

Ween

vb. n.

heavily

Cleanse the stuffed bosom of that perilous stuff

A

;

Weep

To bear
Which

(wel), a.
adv. Well. [06s. or Scot.\
whirlpool. XObs.']
Weel, n. [AS. wsel. V147.]
(wel),
Weel
1 n.
[Prov. E. tueel, weal, a wicker basWeel'y (-j^), ) ket to catch eels prob. akin to willow, and so called as made of willow twigs.]
kind of
trap or snare for fish, made of twigs. [06s.]
Carew.
(wen), v. i. [OE. wenen, AS. wenan, fr. loen
hope, expectation, opinion ; akin to D. waan, OFries.
wen, OS.
OHG. wan, G. wahn delusion, Icel. van
hope, expectation, Goth, wens, and D. wanen to fancy,
G. w'dhnen, Icel. vana to hope, Goth, wenjan, and perhaps to B. winsome, wish."] To think ; to imagine ; to
fancy.
Spenser. Milton.
[ 06s. or Poetic']
I have lost more than thou wenest.
Chaucer.
For well I ween,
Never before in the bowers of light
Had the form of an earthly fay been seen. J. S. Drake.
Though never a dream the roses sent

3.
as, a

3.

;

as,

;

.

;

Bine, Ink

;

of satire,

&

then, tliin

.

.

Physics)
;

bON

;

.

weighted with sense.

To

Coleridge,

assign a weight to;

zh = z

in azure.

to

M

WELL-BRED

express by a number the probable accuracy of, as an obSee Weight of observations, under Weioht.
Bervation.
Welght'i-ly (wat'i-Iy ), adv. In a weighty manner.
The quality or state of being
Weight'1-ness, n.
weighty weight ; force importance impressiveness.
Weight'less, a. Having no weight imponderable
Shak.
hence, light.
Weight'y (-y), a. \_Compar. WEioHTrER (-i-er) suponweight;
heavy;
Having
1.
perl. "Weiohtiest.]
derous as, a iveigJdy body.
balance
in
the
mind,
or
to
2. Adapted tc turn the
convince; important; forcible; serious; momentous.
Shak.
"For sundry iveighiy reasons."
Swift.
Let me have your advice in a weighty affair.
severe ; afflictive. [iJ.] " Attend our
3. Rigorous
Shak,
weightier judgment.''''

Weld (w51d), n. [OE. welde ; akin to Scot, wald, Prov.
G,wande,(i.wau,'Da,n.&^vi.vau,'D.wouio.'] 1. (Bot.)
An herb {Reseda luteola) related to mignonette, growing in Europe, and to some extent in America dyer's
broom dyer's rocket dyer's weed wild woad. It is
used by dyers to give a yellow color.
[Written also
woald, wold, and would."]
2. Coloring matter or dye extracted from this plant.
Weld, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Welded p. pr. & vb. n.
Welding.] [Probably originally the same word as loell
to spring up, to gush perhaps from the Scand.
cf. Sw.
vdlla to weld, uppvalla to boil up, to spring up, Dan.
vselde to gush, G. wellen to weld.
See Well to spring.]
1. To press or beat into intimate and permanent union,
as two pieces of iron when heated almost to fusion.
^W^ Very few of the metals, besides iron and platinum, are capable of being welded. Horn and tortoise

Well boring, the art or process of boring an artesian well»
drain or vent for water, somewhat
WeU drain, (a)
like a well or pit, serving to discharge the water of wet

;

;

;

;

;

;

— Heavy

Syn.
forcible

;

ponderous

momentous
Wear,

;

;

burdensome

;

efficacious

;

onerous

;

impressive

;

cogent.

;

AS. wer ; akin to
G. wehr, AS. werian to defend, protect, hinder, G. wehren, Goth, xoarjan ; and perhaps to E. wary ; or cf. Skr.
vr to check, hinder. yi4:2. Cf. Gakeet.] 1. A dam
in a river to stop and raise the water, for the purpose of
conducting it to a mill, forming a fish pond, or the like.
2. A fence of stakes, brushwood, or the like, set in a

Weir

(wer),

[OB.

n.

stream, tideway, or inlet of the sea, for taking fish.
3. A long notch with a horizontal edge, as in the top
of a vertical plate or plank, through which water flows,
used in measuring the quantity of fiowing water.
Weird (werd), n. [OE. wirde, werde, AS. wyrd fate,
fortune, one of the Fates, fr. weorcSan to be, to become ;
akin to OS. wurd fate, OHG. wuri, Icel. urSr. sJliZ.
See Worth to become.] 1. Pate ; destiny ; one of the
Fates, or Norns ; also, a prediction. [_Obs. or Scot.'\
Sir ]V. Scott.
[_Obs. or Scot.']
2. A spell or charm.
Weird, a. 1. Of or pertaining to fate ; concerned

—

with destiny.
2. Of or pertaining to witchcraft
caused by, or suggesting, magical infiuence
supernatural
unearthly
wild ; as, a weird appearance, look, sound, etc.
;

;

;

Tennyson.
Myself too had weird seizures.
Those sweet, low tones, that seemed like a weird incantation.
Longfellow.

Weird

sisters,

O. Douglas.
the Fates. {Scot.l
the term for the three witches

^S^ Shakespeare uses

inMacbeth.

The weird sisters, hand

in

hand.

Posters of the sea and land.

Weird,

V.

To

t.

destine to.

foretell the fate of

;

Shak.
to predict to
;

Jamieson.

[Scot."]

The quality
n.
Same

or state of being weird.
as Weqotism.
Gower.
See Waive. [06s.]
New Zealand rail {Ocy{Zool.)
short
as
dromus australis) which has wings so
to be
incapable of flight.
We'kau (we'ka), n. (Zool.) A small Australian owl
(Sceloglaux albifacies). It has short wings and long legs,

Weird'ness,

n.

We'ism (we'Iz'm),
Weive (wev), v. I.
We'ka (we'ka), n.

and

We-keen'

A

on the ground.

lives chiefly

{Zool.)

(we-ken'), n.

The meadow

pipit.

[OE. welaway, walaway, weilawey ; ivei wo (Icel. vei) -\- la\o\ (AS. la)
[06i.]
wei wo
See Woe.] Alas
cf. AS. wd la wa.
Wyait.
Then welaiva;/, for she imdone was clean.
Wel'-be-gone' (w61'be-gon' 115), a. [OE. wel-begon.
See Well, and Begone.] Surrounded with happiness or
(wSl'a-wa), interj.

+

!

;

!

!

;

U

prosperity.

[06«.]

and young and wel-begone.
Chaucer.
Welch (welch), a. See Welsh, [i?.]
WelCh'er (-er), n. See Welshee. [i?.]
Welch'man (-m«n), n. See Welshman, [if.]
Wel'come (wel'kiim), a. [OE. welcome, welcume,
wilcume, AS. wilcuma a welcome guest, from wil-, as a
prefix, akin to willa will -|- cuma a comer, fr. cuman
to come hence, properly, one who comes so as to please
another's will cf. Icel. velkominn welcome, G. willkommen. See Will, n., and Come.] 1. Received with gladness
admitted willingly to the house, entertainment,
or company as, a welcome visitor.
Fair and rich

;

;

;

;

W hen the glad soul

is made Heaven's welcome guest. Coioper.
Producing gladness grateful pleasing as, a tvelcome present ; welcome news. " O, welcome hour "
;

;

;

!

W

Slilton.

Free to have or enjoy gratuitously; as,
welcome to the use of my library.
^W^ Welcome is used elliptically for yo\i are
" Welcome, great monarch, to your own."
Welcome-to-our-house (Bot.), a kind of spurge

you are

3.

welcome.
Dryden.
(Euphor-

Dr. Prior.

bia Cyparissias).

Wel'come, n. 1. Salutation to a newcomer.
come ever smiles."
2. Kind reception of a guest or newcomer
entered the house and found a ready welcome.
;

To

Wd

"WelShak.
as,

shell possess this useful property.

2. Fig.

Weld,

:

n.

To unite closely or intimately.
Two women faster welded in one love. Tennyson.
The state of being welded the joint made
;

by welding.
of

two pieces.
Weld'a-ble

Weld'er (-er), m. One who welds, or unites pieces of
by welding.
Weld'er, n. 1. One who welds, or wields. \_Obs.]
2. A manager an actual occupant.
\_Ireland.
Obs.]
who
lives miserably. "
"The welder
Swift.
Wel'don'S proc'ess (wel'diinz pros'es). (Chem.) A
process for the recovery or regeneration of manganese
dioxide in the manufacture of chlorine, by means of milk
iron, etc.,

;

,

of lime

Shak.
(-kiimd)

&

;

land."

Addison.

Thus we

salute thee with our early song.
welcome thee, and wish thee long.
Milton.
Wel'COme-ly, adv. In a welcome manner.
Wel'come-ness, n. The quality or state of being
welcome gratefulness ; agreeableness kind reception.

And

;

;

Wel'com-er

(-er), n.

Weld

ale,

senate, care,

am,

.

.

and the oxygen

.

.

of the air

;

— so called after

the

inventor.

[See Weal prosperity.] Prosperity
Chaucer.
happiness; well-being; weal. [Obs.]
Wele'ful (-ful)i «• Producing prosperity or happiChaticer.
ness blessed.
[Obs.]
(we'lu), V. t.
To welk, or wither. [_Obs.]

Wele

Shak.
Chaucer.

arnij

A

A
A

;

Welew

Wel'Iare' (wel'fSr'), n. \_Well -\- fare to go, to proceed, to happen.] Well-doing or well-being in any respect the enjoyment of health and the common blessings
of life ; exemption from any evil or calamity prosperity
happiness.
Shak.
How to study for the people's welfare.
In whose deep eyes
Men read the welfare of the times to come. Emerson.
Wel'far'ing, a. Faring well ; prosperous ; thriving.
" A. welfaring xierson."
Chaucer.
\_Obs.]
Welk (wSlk), V. i. [imp. p. p. Welked (welkt)
G.
[OE. welken ; cf. D.
vb. re. Welking.]
p. pr.
welken to wither, G. welk withered, OHG. welc moist.
See Welkin, and cf. Wilt.] To wither; to fade ; also,
[Obs.]
to decay ; to decline ; to wane.
When ruddy PhtEbus 'gins to welk in west. Speriser.
The church, that before by insensible degrees welked and impaired, now with large steps went down hiU decaying. Milton.
Welk, V. t. 1. To cause to wither to wilt. [Obs.]
Mot thy welked neck be to-broke [broken]. Chaucer.
[Obs.]
2. To contract ; to shorten.
Spenser.
Now sad winter welkid hath the day.
[Prov. Eng.]
3. To soak ; also, to beat severely.
Whelk.
2d
pustule.
See
n.
A
Welk,
Welk, re. {Zool.) A whelk. [R.]
'W'elked (wSlkt), v. t. See Whelked.
Wel'kln (wel'kTn), n. [OE. welken, welkene, welkne,
wolcne, loeolcne, AS. wolcen, pi. wolcnu, a cloud akin
to D. wolk, OFries. wolken, OS. wolkan, G. wolke, OHG.
wolchan, and probably to G. welk withered, OHG. welc
OSlav. vlaga moisture, Lith. vilgyti to
moist, Russ.
moisten.] The visible regions of the air the vault of
heaven ; the sky.
Chaucer.
On the welkne shoon the sterres lyght.
;

—

—

&

&

;

&

;

The

J^^Used
"

Spenser.

fair welkin foully overcast.

Wordsworth.
When storms the welkin rend.
adjectively by Shakespeare in the phrase,

Your welkin eye," with uncertain meaning.

Well

& vb.

(wSl),

re.

;

or fountain. V147.
water from the earth

See Well, v. i.] 1.
a spring a fountain.

An

issue of

;

;

Milton.
Begin, then, sisters of the sacred well.
2.
pit or hole sunk into the earth to such a depth
as to reach a supply of water, generally of a cylindrical
form, and often waUed with stone or bricks to prevent

A

the earth from caving

The woman
with,
3.

and the

is

in.

unto him,

saith

well

Sir,

thou hast nothing

to

draw

Jolin iv.

deep.

11.

A shaft made in the earth to obtain oil or brine.
4. Fig.
A source of supply ; fountain ; wellspring.
" This well of mercy."
Chaucer.
:

Dan

Chaucer,

toell

of English undefiled.

Spenser.
Keble.

6. {Naut.) (a) An inclosure in the middle of a vessel's
hold, around the pumps, from the bottom to the lower
deck, to preserve the pumps from damage and facilitate
compartment in the middle of
their inspection. (*)
the hold of a fishing vessel, made tight at the sides, but
having holes perforated in the bottom to let in water
for the preservation of fish alive while they are transvertical passage in the stern
ported to market, (c)

A

A

which an auxiliary screw propeller may be drawn
up out of water, (d) A depressed space in the after part
often called the cockpit.
of the deck
into

;

^

A hole

6. {Mil.)

or excavation in the earth, in mining,

from which run branches or

galleries.

7. {Arch.) An opening through the floors of a builda wellhole.
ing, as for a staircase or an elevator
8. {Metal.) The lower part of a furnace, into which
;

falls.

Artesian well, Driven well. See under Abteslan, and
above.
(Naut.) See Well, 5 (a), above.—
—Pnmp
Pnmp weU. (iVaM(.)

Driven.

ask, finol,

—

s^

;

eve,

event,

(wgl), V.

[imp. Si p. p.

i.

Welled

6nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

(weld)

p. pr.

;

Welling.] [OE. wellen, AS. wyllan, wellan,tT.

n.

akin to OFries. walla, OS. & OHG. wallan, G.
wallen, Icel. vella, G.' welle, wave, OHG. wella, walm,
AS. wylm; cf. L. volvere to roll, Gr. eiKveiv to inwrap,
i\v€Lv to roll.
Cf. VoLDBLE, Wallop to boil, Wallow,
Weld of metal.] To issue forth, as water from the
" [Blood] welled from out
earth to flow to spring.
" [Ton spring] wells softly
the wound."
Dryden.
forth."
Bryant.
From his two springs in Goiam's sunny realra.
Pure welling put, he through the lucid lake
Of fair Dambea rolls his infant streams.
Thomson.
Spenser.
Well, V. t. To pour forth, as from a well.
Well, adv. [Compar. and superl. wanting, the deficiency being supplied by better and best, from another
root.]
[OE. wel, AS. wel; akin to OS., OFries., & D.
wel, G. wohl, OHG. wola, wela, Icel.
Dan. vel, Sw.
vdl, Goth, waila; originally meaning, according to one's
will or wish.
See Will, v. i., and cf. Wealth.] 1. Iil
a good or proper manner; justly; rightly; not ill or'
wickedly.

weallan

;

;

&

If thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door.

Gen.

iv. 7.

2. Suitably to one's condition, to the occasion, or to a
proposed end or use suitably abundantly fully ade;

;

quately
Lot

.

.

all

the plain of Jordan, that

are well able to overcome it.
She looketh well to the ways of her household.

Servant of God, well done

The

better fight.

Fully or about

;

was

it

_

We

3.

;

;

thoroughly.

;

beheld
tered everywhere.
.

xiii. 10.

xiii. 30.

Prov. xxxi.

manner

4. In such

satisfactorily

;

;

27.

ifilton.

— used

with numbers.

[Obs.]

Chaucer.

Well nine and twenty in a company.

Chaucer.

so as one could
as is desirable
confavorably ; advantageously
;

;

Dryden.

"It boded toeK to you."

veniently.

wa-

Oen.

Num.

" IFeH a ten or twelve.

wish

well

well hast thou fought

1

Know
In measure what the mind may well contain.
All the world speaks well of you.

not a little far.
Abraham and Sarah were old and well stricken in

B. Considerably

11^°" Well

;

sometimes used

is

Milton.

Pope.

;

age.

Oen. xviii. 11.
it is well,
has been said

elliptically for

as an expression of satisfaction with what
or done, and sometimes it expresses concession, or is
merely expletive as, icell, the work is done ; well, let U8
;

well, be it so.
Well, like above, ill, and so, is used before many
participial adjectives in its usual adverbial senses, and
subject to the same custom with regard to the use of the
hyphen (see the Note under III, adv.) as, a weH-affected

go;

tvell,

i^^

;

he was well affected toward the project a
well-tvaiued speaker he was well trained in speaking
«e/?-educated, or well educated; t(;eH-dressed, or welt
dressed «'e??-appearing weH-behaved M'eH-controlled ;
supporter

;

;

;

;

;

u-eH-designed
well

minded

-

;

;

;

;

weH - pleasing

pleased;

;

weH-directed well-iormed well-raeant,
well - performed v well well - ordered

;
;

;

M)e/?-seasoned

well-steered;

;

well-tasted; u-ell-told, etc.
Such compound epithets,
usually have an obvious meaning, and since they may
be formed at will, only a few of this class are given in the

Vocabulary.
As weU. See under As. As well as, and also together with not less than one as much as the other as, a
sickness long, as well as severe London is the largest'
city in England, as well as the capital.
Well enough,
well or good in a moderate degree so as to give satisfac-

—

;

;

;

;

;

[OE. welle, AS. ivella, wylla, from
weallan to well up, surge, boil akin to D. wel a spring

Well

—

—

;

&

—WeU

—

(wel), n.

One who welcomes; one who the metal

salutes, or receives kindly, a newcomer.
(wSld), V.
v.t.
t.
To wield. [Obs.]
[OJi.]

.

A well of serious thought and pure.

Wel'come, v. t. [imp.
p. p. Welcomed
vb. n. Welcoming.]
p. pr.
[AS. wilcumian.] To
salute with kindness, as a newcomer
to receive and
entertain hospitably and cheerfully; as, to welcome a
visitor ; to welcome a new idea.
" I welcome you to

&

Capable of being welded.

(-a-b'l), a.

—

land,
(b)
drain conducting to a well or pit.
room, (a)
room where a well or spring is situated ;
especially, one built over a mineral spring. (6) (Naut.)
A depression in the bottom of a boat, into which water
may run, and whence it is thrown out with a scoop.
Well sinker, one who sinks or digs wells.
WeU
sinking, the art or process of sinking or digging wells.
Well staircase (Arch.), a staircase having a wellhole
(see Wellhole (b) ), as distinguished from one which occupies the whole of the space left for it in the floor.
Well sweep.
Same as Sweep, «.,12.
Well water, the
water that flows into a well from subterraneous springs
the water drawn from a well.

;

—

Butt weld. See under Butt.
Scarf weld, a joint made
by overlapping, and welding together, the scarfed ends

we

His warmest welcome at an inn.
Shensione.
Truth finds an entrance and a welcome too.
South.
welcome, to receive with professions of kindness.
To thee and thy company I bid

A hearty welcome.

;

;

;

2.

;

;

\_Prov. Eng.']

Wel'a-way

;

;

;

iver,

;

T

;;;
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;

R

"

WEIGHTILY

;

Q

"

;

;

—

;

tion, or so as to require no alteration. —Well off, in good
condition ; especially, in good condition as to property
Well to do,
or any advantages thriving : prosperous.
" The
well off
prosperous
used also adjectively.
WeU to
class well to do in the world." /. H. Newman.
Uve, in easy circumstances ; well off ; well to do. Shak,
;

;

;

—

—

—

Well, a. 1. Good in condition or circumstances ; desirable, either in a natural or moral sense ; fortunate
convenient advantageous ; happy ; as, it is well for
the country that the crops did not fail ; it is well that
the mistake was discovered.
Num. xi. 18.
It was welt with us in Egypt.
2. Being in health ; sound in body ; not ailing, diseased, or sick ; healthy ; as, a well man ; the patient is
Shak.
perfectly ueH. " Your friends are weK.
Is your father well, the old man of whom ye spake? Qen. xliii. 27.
favored
fortunate.
3. Being in favor ;
;
;

He

followed the fortunes of that family, and was well with.

Dryden.
Henry the Fourth.
as, a ship warranted
4. (Marine Insurance) Safe
Burrill.
well at a certain day and place.
Well'a-day (-a-da), interj. [Corrupted from wela;

way.]

Alas!

Wellat

Shak.

Welaway!

(wel'lat),

(Zool.)

re.

The kuig parrakeet.

See under King.
(-be'ing), re.
The state or condition of
welfare ; happiness prosperity as, virtue
essential to the well-being of men or of society.
Well'-born' (-b6rn'), a. Born of a noble or respectable famUy ; not of mean birth.
Well'-bred' (-bred'), a. Having good breeding ; refined in manners ; polite cultivated.
I am as well^ed
i
tuefwwea as tne
the earl's
granddaughter. Tkackerccy*
ean-s gn

Well'-be'ing

being well

;

;

is

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, 6rb, 5dd;

;

"

"

;;

;

WERRE

WELLDOER

1641

Well'dO'er (wSI'doo'er), n. One who does well ; one
wlio does good to another ; a benefactor.
Well'do'ing, n. A doing well ; right performance of
Also used adjectively.
duties.
[imp.
Well'draln' (-dran'), v. 't.
p. p. WellPHAiNED (-drand') p. pr. & vb. n. Wexl-draining.] To
drain, as land, by means of wells, or pits, which receive
the water, and from which it is discharged by machinery.
Well'fare' (-far'), n. See Welpaee. [Ofti.]

one who bets, without a chance of being able to pay one
who receives money to back certain horees and absconds
with it. [Written also welcher.] [Slang, Eng.]
Welsh'man (wSlsh'man), re. ; pi. Welshmen (-men).
1. A native or inhabitant of Wales one of the Welsh.
2. (Zo'ol.) (a) A squirrel fish, (b) The large-mouthed
black bass. See Black bass. [Southern U. S.]
Wel'some (wel'siim), a. Prosperous; well. [Obs.]

Handsome; well(-fa'verd), a.
beautiful ; ple.%sing to the eye.
Rachel was beautiful and ivell-favored. Gen, xxix. 17.
Well'head' (-hSd'), n. A source, spring, or fountain.
Spenser.
At the wellhead the purest streams arise.

Welt (wglt), re. [OE. welte, probably fr. W. gwald a
hem, a welt, ^ttiaWa to welt or to hem.] 1. That which,
being sewed or otherwise fastened to an edge or border,

;

&

;

;

Well'-la'vored
formed

;

Our public-school and university
new and irresponsible words.
(-hoi'), n.

life is

;

a great weUhead of
Earle.

;

Dutchmen who had

;

;

sold themselves to France, as the well21acaidatj.

Well'-known' (-non'),
tnown or acknowledged.

a.

Fully

known

Being

(-lik'ing), a.

in

generally

M. Arnold.
good condition.

\Pbs. or Archaic]

They

also shall bring forth
well-liking.

be fat and

more

fruit in their age,

and

shall

;

£k. of Com. Frwjer (Ps. xcii.).
a. Polite ; well-bred

;

Well'-man'nered (-mSn'nerd),

drink with drunkards.
Latimer.
These wizards welter in wealth's waves.
Spenser.
He must not float upon his watery bier
Unwept, and welter to the parching wind,
Without the meed of come melodious tear. Milton.
The priests at the altar . . . weltering in their blood. Landor.

Dryden.
courteous.
(-men'er), n. One whose intention is
"
Dryden.
good.
lFe?i-me<!ner« think no harm.
Well'— mean'ing, a. Having a good intention.
Well'-na'tured (-ua'turd), a. Good-natured ; kind.
complaisant

;

Well'-mean'er

Well-natured, temperate,

Denkam.

and wise.
;

" Her well-plighted frock."
Spenser.
Well'—read' (-rgd'), a. Of extensive reading deeply
often followed by in.
Well'— seen' (-sen'), o. Having seen much hence,

[Obs.]

;

—

Trench.
Through this blindly weltering sea.
Wel'ter, «. «. [Cf. Wilt,!;, t.] To wither; to wilt. [B.]

;

Weltered hearts and blighted

, . .

memories.

/.

Taylor.

;

&

(Horse Bacing) Of, pertaining to, or
designating, the most heavily weighted race in a meetWel'ter,

experienced. [06^.]
Beau.
Fl.
}VeU-seen in arms and proved in many a fight. Spenser.
Well'-set' (-set'), a. 1. Properly or firmly set.
2. Y/ell put together ; having symmetry of parts.

accomplished,

;

ing

as, a

;

welter race

The
sies.

1. Speaking well
speaking with fitness or grace
speaking kindly. '^ A 'knight icell-spoken."
Shak.
2. Spoken with propriety ; as, well-spoken words.
fountain a spring a
Well'spring' (-spring'), re.
source of continual supply.
Understanding is a wellsprirtg of life unto him that hath it
but the instruction of fools is folly.
Prov. xvi. 22.
Well'-Will'er (-wll'er), re. One who wishes well, or
means kindly. [R.] " A well-wilier ot youvs." Brydges.
Well'-Wlsh' (-wish'), re. A wish of happiness. " A
well-wish for his friends.'''
Addison.
Well'wish'er (-er), n. One who wishes another well
one who is benevolently or iriendlily inclined.
'11 (wel).
Contraction for we will or we shall.
"We 'II follow them.
Shak.
;

foul welter of our so-called reUgious or other controverCarlyle.

A rising

and falling, as of waves ; as, the welter of
the welter of a tempest.
Wel-WitSCh'1-a (wSl-wTch'i-a), «. [KL. So named
after the discoverer. Dr. Friedrich Welwitsch.]
(Bot.)
An African plant (Welwitschia mirabilis) belonging to
the order Gnetacese. It consists of a short, woody, topshaped stem, and never more than two leaves, which are
the cotyledons enormously developed, and at length split
into diverging segments.
2.

the billows

;

II

;

—

Welwitschia, a

Wem
uterus

—

Wem,

[Obs.]

Wen
skin

iise,

unite,

n>de,

full,

iip,

;

pity

The abdomen; the

Spot

;

blemish

;

harm

;

;

a.

Having no wem, or blemish

;

spotless.

especially, a sebaceous cyst.

(wgnch),

[OE. wenche, for older wenchel

re.

a cliild, originally, weak, tottering cf. AS. wencle a maid,
a daughter, wencel a pupil, orphan, wincel, winclu, children, offspring, ivencel weak, icancol unstable, OHG.
wanchol; perhaps akin to E. wi7ik. See Wink.] X.
;

A

young woman

He

a girl a maiden.
Shak.
Lord and lady, groom and wench.
Chaucer.
Thut tlit-y may send ajcain
My most sweet wench, and gifts to boot. Chapman.
was received by the dauglitcr of the house, a pretty, buxom,
;

;

blue-eyed little wench.
W. Jihtck.
low, vicious young woman ; a drab
2.
a strumpet.
She shall bo called his wench or his leinnn. Chancer.
It is not a digression to talk of bawds in u discourse upon

A

;

wenclies.

a horse race;
tiru

[Obs.]
[AS. warn, wamm.]

"'Virgin wemless."
Chaucer.
(wSn), re. [AS. wenn; akin to W. iven, LG.
(Med.) An indolent, encysted tumor of the

Wench

Welsh, re. 1. The language of Wales, or of the Welsh
people.
2. pi. The natives or inhabitants of Wales.
111^= The Wehh call themselves Cymry, in the plur.al,
and a Welshman Cymro, and their country Cymru, of
which the adjective is Ciimreig, and the name of their
language Cymrc.eg. They are a branch of the Celtic
family, and a relic of the earliest known population of
England, driven into the mountahis of Wales by the Anglo-Saxon invaders.
che;.ts at

Plant.

[Obs.]

wenne.]

&

One who

Young

Womb.]

womb.

Wem'less,

—

re.

re.

[Cf.

Wyclif.
Withouten wem of you, through foul and fair. C/iauccr.
Wem, V. t. [AS. wemnian.] To stain; to blemish;
[Obs.]
to harm ; to corrupt.

—

(-er),

(w5m), n.
the

;

hurt.

—

Welah'er

re.

One who wenches

;

a lewd man.

&

&

;

—

;

A

—

&

;

—

;

Shall breathe itself awhile after so long a went. Spenser.

He knew the diverse went of mortal ways. Spenser,
Wen'tle-trap' (wgn't'l-trap'), re.
[D. wenteltrap a
winding staircase
cf.
G. wendeltreppe.]
(Zo'ol.) Any one of numerous species of elegant, usually white,
marine shells of the genus Scalaria,
especially Scalaria preiiosa, which
was formerly highly valued
called
also staircase shell.
See Scalaria.
Wep (wgp), obs. imp. of Weep.
;

Wep'en

(-en),

re.

—

Weapon.

Wept (wgpt), imp. &p.p.
Werche

(werch), v.
work. [Obs.]
(wer),
v. t.
Were
See 3d Wear. [Obs.]

&

t.

[Obs.]

of

&

Weep.
To

i.

Chaucer.
i.

To wear.

Chaucer.
A weir. See Weir.
Chaucer. Sir P. Sidney. Wentletrap (^Scala^
Were, v. t. [AS. werian.] To ria 2iretiosa). (X)
guard to protect. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Were (wer; 277). [AS. wstre (thou) wast, icasron
(we, you, they) were, wsei-e imp. subj. See Was.] The
imperfect indicative plural, and imperfect subjunctive
singular and plural, of the verb be. See Be.
Were (wer), re. [AS. wer; akifi to OS. & OHG. wer,
Goth, wair, L. vir, Skr. vira. Cf. Weregild, aud Werewolf.] 1. A man. [Obs.]
2. A fine for slaying a man
tlie money value set upon
a man's life; weregild. [Obs.]
Every man was valued at a certain sum, which was called his

Were,

re.

[Obs.]

;

Bosworth.

were.

Wels (wSlz), re. [G.] (Zo'ol.) Tlie sheatfish;
called also waller.
Welsh (wSlsh), a. [AS. wselisc, welisc, from wealh
a stranger, foreigner, not of Saxon origin, a Welshman,
a Celt, Gael ; akin to OHG. ivalh, whence G. waUch or
welsch, Celtic, "Welsh, Italian, French, foreign, strange,
OHG. walhisc; from the name of a Celtic tribe. See
Walnut.] Of or pertaining to Wales, or its inhabitants.
[Sometimes written also Welch.]
WelBh flannel, a fine kind of flannel made from the
fleece of the flocks of the Welsh mountains, and largely
manufactured by hand.
Welsh glaive, or Welsh hook, a
weapon of war used in former times by the Welsh, commonly regarded as a kind of poleax. fiairholt. Craig.
Welsh mortgage (0. Eng. Law), a species of mortgage, being a conveyance of an estate, redeemable at any time on
payment of the principal, with an understanding that the
profits in the mean time shall be received by the mortgagee without account, in satisfaction of interest. B^lrrill.
Welsh mutton, a choice and delicate kind of mutton
obtained from a breed of small sheep in Wales.
Welsh
onion (Bot.), a kind of onion (Allium flstulosum) having
hollow inflated stalks and leaves, but scarcely any bulb,
a native of Siberia. It is said to have been introduced
from Germany, and is supposed to have derived its name
from the German term wdlsch foreign.
Welsh parsley,
hemp, or halters made from hemp. ]()bs.
Jocular] J.
Fletcher.
Welsh rabbit. See under Rabbit.

—

(-er),

a.
Being without a wench.
Shak.
(wend), obs. p. p. of Wene.
Chaucer.
Wend, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Wended, Obs. Went p.
[AS. wendan to turn, to go,
pr.
vb. re. Wending.]
cans, of windan to wind ; akin to OS. wendian, OFries.
wenda, D. icenden to turn, G. icenden, Icel. venda, Sw.
v'dnda, Dan. vende, Goth, wandJan.
See Wind to turn,
and cf. Went.] 1. To go ; to pass ; to betake one's self.
" To Canterbury they wend."
Chaucer.
To Athens shall the lovers wend.
Shak.
2. To turn round.
[Obs.]
Sir W. Baleigh.
Wend, V. t. To direct; to betake; used chiefly in
the phrase to ivend one's way.
Also used reflexively.
" Great voyages to wend."
Surrey,
Wend, n. (0. Eng. Law) A large extent of ground;
a perambulation a circuit. [Obs.]
Burrill.
Chaucer.
Wende (wgnd), obs. imp. of Wene.
Wend'ic (wgnd'ik), la. Of or pertaining to the Wends,
Wend'ish (-ish),
or their language.
(
Wend'ic (-ik), re. The language of the Wends.
Wends (wSndz), n. pi. ; sing. Wend. (Ethnol.)
Slavic tribe which once occupied the northern and eastern parts of Germany, of which a small remnant exists.
Chaucer.
Wene (wen), v. i. To ween. [Obs.]
WenlOCk group' (wgn'lok groop'). (GeoZ.) The middle subdivision of the Upper Silurian in Great Britain
so named from the typical locality in Shropshire.
Wen'ncl (wen'nSl), re. See Weanel. [Obs.] Tusser.
Wen'nlsh (-nish), ) a. [From Wen.] Having the
nature of a wen ; resembling a
Wen'ny (-ny),
)
wen ; as, a wennish excrescence.
We-no'na (ne-no'na), n. (Zo'ol.) A sand snake (Charina plumbea) of Western North America, of the family
Erycidse.
now obsolete
Went (wgnt), imp. p. p. of Wend
except as the imperfect of go, with which it has no etymological connection. See Go.
To the church both be they went.
Chaucer.
Went, re. Course ; way ; path journey ; direction.
" At a turning of a were/e."
[Obs.]
Chaucer,
But here my weary team, nigh overspent.

Wench'less,

;

We

—

Wench'er

Wend

;

;

+

;

a.

the welter stakes.
Wel'ter, n. 1. That in which any person or thing
welters, or wallows ; filth mire ; slough.

Well'-sped' (-spSd'), a. Having good success.
speak.]
Well'-spo'ken (-spo/k'n), a.
[Well

A

&

;

;

2. To rise and fall, as waves ; to tumble over, as billows. "The iffHennj waves."
Milton.
Waves that, hardly weltering, die away. 'Wordsworth.

Well'-nlgh' (-ni'), arfv. Almost nearly. Chaucer.
Being well folded.
Well'-plight'ed (-pllVed), a.
versed

;

;

;

A church well known with a well-known rite.
Well'-llk'lng

:

;

X.

intentioned party.

Wyclif.

serves to guard, strengthen, or adorn it as (a) A small
cord covered with cloth and sewed on a seam or border
to strengthen it
an edge of cloth folded on itself, usually over a cord, and sewed down.
(6) A hem, border,
or fringe.
[Obs.] (c) In shoemaking, a narrow strip of
leather around a .shoe, between the upper leather and
sole,
(d) In st'iam boilers and sheet-iron work, a strip
riveted upon the edges of plates that form a butt joint.
(e) In ship carpentry, a strip of wood fastened over a
flush seam or joint, or an angle, to strengthen it. (/) In
machine-made stockings, a strip, or flap, of which the
heel is formed.
2. (Her. ) A narrow border, as of an ordinary, but ilot
extending around the ends.
Welt Joint, a joint, as of plates, made with a welt, instead of by overlapping the edges. See Weld, n., 1 (d).
Welt, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Welted p. pr. & vb. re.
Welting.] To furnish with a welt; to sew or fasten a
welt on as, to welt a boot or a shoe to welt a sleeve.
Welt, V. t. To wilt. [B.]
Welte (w51t), obs. imp. of Weld, to wield. Chaucer.
Wel'ter (wSl'ter), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Weltered
(-terd) p. pr. & vb. re. Weltering.]
[Freq. of OE.
walten to roll over, AS. wealtan ; akin to LG. welteryi,
G. wahen to roll, to waltz, sich w'dlzen to welter, OHG.
walzan to roll, Icel. velta, Dan. vslte, Sw. viiltra, vdlta ;
cf. Goth, waltjan ; probably akin to E. wallow, well, v. i.
V14:6. See Well, v. i., and cf. Waltz.] 1. To roll,
as the body of an animal
to tumble about, especially in
anything foul or defiling to wallow.
When we welter in pleasures and idleness, then we eat and

(Arch.) (a) The open space
(b) The open
in a floor, to accommodate a staircase,
space left beyond the ends of the steps of a staircase.
2. A cavity which receives a counterbalancing weight
in certain mechanical contrivances, and is adapted also
for other purposes.
W. M. Buchanan.
Correctly inWell'-ln-formed' (-Tn-f6rmd'), a.
formed
provided with information ; well furnished
with authentic knowledge ; intelligent.
[NL.
So
Wel'ling-tO'nl-a (wSl'ling-to'nT-a), n.
named after the Duke of Wellington.'] [Bot.) A name
given to the "big trees" (Sequoia gigantea) of California, and still used in Englaaid.
See Sequoia.
Wel'llng-tons (wel'lTng-tunz), n.pl. [After the Duke
of Wellington.] A kind of long boots for men.
Well'-in-ten'tioned (-Tu-tSn'shund), a. Having upright intentions or honorable purposes.

Well'hOle'

— Wel'some-ly, adv.

Wyclif.

&

p. p. Wenched
Wench (wSnch), v. i. [imp.
(wgncht) p. pr.
vb. re. Wenching.]
To frequent
the company of wenches, or women of ill fame.

3.

;

A

food,

Spectator.

colored

t^ot

;

woman

;

a negress.

oat, oil

;

[1^.5.]

chair

;

go

;

sing,

Were'gild' (wer'gild'), n. [AS. wergild; wer a, man,
value set on a man's life -\-gild payment of money ; akin
toG. wehrgeld. VZSS. See Were a man, and Geld, )i.}
(0. Eng. Law) The price of a man's head ; a compensation paid for a man killed, partly to the king for the loss
of a subject, partly to the lord of a vassal, and partly to the
next of kin. It was paid by the murderer. [Written
also iceregehl, weregelt, etc.]
Blackstone.
Were'WoU' (-wulf), n. ; pi. Werewolves (-wulvz').
[AS. werwulf ; wer a man -\-%culf a wolf; cf. G. w'drwolf, udhrwolf, icehrwol/, a werewolf, MHG. werwolf.
V285. See Were a man, and Wolf, and cf. Virile,
World.] A person transformed into a wolf in form and
appetite, either temporarily or permanently, whether by
supernatural influences, by witchcraft, or voluntarily a
lycanthrope. Belief in werewolves, formerly general, is
not now extinct.
The u'erit'o{/"went about his prey. William qfPaleme.
The brutes that wear our form and face.
The wcreioolvcs of the human race.
LongfeUow,
Werk (werk), re., Werke, v. See Work. [Ofts.l
(wern), 1'. i. [See 1st Warn.] To refuse. [Obs.']
He is too great a niggni-d that will iwrn
;

T

Wem

A man to light a candle at his lantern. Chaucer,
Wer-ne'rl-an (wer-ne'rT-on), a. Of or pertaining to
A. G. Werner, the Germiui mineralogist and geologist,
who classified minerals according to their external characters, and advocated the theory that the strata of the
earth's crust were formed by depositions from water;
designating, or accoi-ding to, Werner's system.
Wer'ner-lte (wer'ner-it), n. [See Werneiuan.] (Min.)
Tlio common grayish or white variety of scapolite.
We-roo'le (wj-roo'lc), «. (Zodl.) An Australian lorikeet (/ViVo.fc/c?^ versicolor) noted for the variety of its
colors ;
called also varied lorikeet.
Werre (wer or wer're), jj. War. [Obs.]
Chaucer.

iijk

—

;

then, Uiin

j

boN

;

zh = z

in aaure.

1

;;

WERREY
and subjunctive moods, imperfect tense, of the verb Je.
It is formed from H'ere, with the ending -t, after the analogy of least. Now used only in solemn or poetic style.
Chmicer.
Wert, n. A wart. [06s.]
See Wariangle.
Wer'y-an'gle (wer'i-an'g'l), n.
Chaucer.
See Weasand. [Ofo.]
imp. of Wash. Washed. Chaucer.
See Weasand. [06«.]
We'sil
Wes'ley-an (wgs'lT-an), a. [See Wesleyanism.] Of
Wesley
or Wesleyanism.
pertaining
to
or
Wes'ley-an, K. (JSccl.) One who adopts the princiMethodist.
We-sleyanism
a
ples of
Wes'ley-an-lsm (-Iz'm), n. (Eccl.) The system of
doctrines and church polity inculcated by John Wesley
(b. 1703 d. 1791), the founder of the religious sect called
Methodists; Methodism. See Methodist, rt., 2.
West (wgst), n. [AS. ivest, adv. akin to D. icest, G.
west, westen, OHG. jcestan, Icel. restr, Sw. vest, vester,
veslan, Dan. vest, vesten, and perhaps to L. vesper evening,
Gr. to-irepa.
V148. Cf. Vesper, Viskjoth.] 1. The
point in the heavens where the sun is seen to set at the
equinox or, the corresponding point on the earth that
one of the four cardinal points of the compass which is
in a direction at right angles to that of north and south,
and on the left hand of a person facing north ; the
IPbs.']

(we'zand), n.

Wesh (wgsh),

obs.
(we'zll), n.

;

;

;

;

;

point directly opposite to east.

And

from the wes^t is the free wind's breath. Bryant.
2. A country, or region of country, which, mth regard to some other country or region, is situated in the
direction toward the west.
3. Specifically
(o) The Western hemisphere, or the
New World so called, it having been discovered by sailing westward from Europe; the Occident,
(ft) {U. S.
Hist. & Geog.) Formerly, that part of the United States
west of the Alleghany mountains now, commonly, the
whole region west of the Mississippi river; esp., that
part which is north of the Indian Territory, New Mexico, etc.
Usually with the definite article.
West by north. West by south, according to the notation of the mariner's compass, tliat point which lies 11^°
to the north or south, respectively, of the point due west.
West northwest, West southwest, that point which lies
22^° to the north or south of west, or halfway between
west and northvcest or southwest, respectively. See
niust. of Compass.
West, a. Lying toward the west situated at the west,
or in a western direction from the point of observation
or reckoning
proceeding toward the west, or coming
from the west as, a west course is one toward the west
an east and west line a west wind blows from the west.
This shall be your ivest border. Xum. xxxiv. 6.
West end, the fashionable part of London, commencing
from the east, at Charing Cross.
West, adv. [AS. icest.l Westward.
West, V. i. 1. To pass to the west to set, as the
" The hot sun gan to west."
Chaucer.
sun.
[Oft*.]
2. To turn or move toward the west to veer from
the north or south toward the west.
West'er-lng (-er-ing), a. Passing to the west.
Toward heaven's descent had sloped hie westering wheel.
fresh

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jlilton.

West'er-ly, a. Of or pertaining to the west ; toward
the west coming from the west western.
West'er-ly, adv. Toward the west westward.
West'em (-eru), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the west
;

;

;

situated in the west, or in the region nearly in the direction of west ; being in that quarter where the sun sets
the western ocean.
as, the western shore of France
Far o'er the glowing luestern main.
Kehle.
;

as, a ship makes a west2. Moving toward the west
ern course coming from the west as, a western bi'eeze.
Western Church. See Latin Church, under Latin.
Western empire (//w^.), the western portion of the Roman
empire, as divided, by the will of Theodosius tlie Great,
between his sons Honorius and Arcadius, A. D. 395.
West'ern-er (-er), n. A native or inhabitant of the
west.
Situated the farthest
West'ern-most' (-most'), a.
towards the west most western.
)
Belonging
West' In'di-a (in'di-a or Tnd'ya).
West' In'dl-an (Tn'dl-an or ind'yan). ) or relating
to the West Indies.
West India tea (Bot.), a shrubbyplant (Capraria biflora)
having oblanoeolate toothed leaves which are sometimes
used in the West Indies as a substitute for tea.
West' In'dl-an. A native of, or a dweller in, the
;

;

;

—

;

West Indies.
West'ing (wesfing),

& Surv.) The distance, reckoned toward the west, between the two meridians passing through the extremities of a course, or
portion of a ship's path the departure of a course which
lies to the west of north.
n.

(Naut.

;

West'ling

(-ITng), n.

A westerner,

[i?.]

West'miii'ster As-sem'bly (west'mln'ster Ss-sSm'See under Assembly.
West'most' (-most'), a. Lying farthest to the west
westernmost.
West'ward (-werd), ) adv. [AS. loestweard. See
West'wards (-werdz),
West, and -waed.] Toward
the west as, to ride or sail westumrd.
Westward the course of empire takes its way. Berkeley.
West'ward, a. Lying toward the west.
"^'nnd same star that 's westward from the pole.
Shak.
West'ward, n. The western regions or countries;
biy).

|

;

the west.

West'ward-ly, adv.

West'y

Wet
test.]

(-y), a.

In a westward direction.
Dizzy giddy. IProv. Eng.j
;

(wgt), a. ICompar. Wetter (-ter) ; superl. Wet[OK wet, weet, AS. lowt ; akin to OFries. wet,

ale, senate,

c&re,

Am, arm, ask,

Sw. v&t, Dan. vaad, and S. water. V137.
See Water.] 1. Containing, or consisting of, water or
other liquid moist soaked with a liquid having water
or other liquid upon the surface ; as, U'et land ; a iret
" Wet cheeks."
Shak.
cloth; a tt'e( table.
2. Very damp ; rainy as, icet weather ; a wet season.
" Wet October's torrent flood."
Milton.
3. {Chem.) Employing, or done by means of, water
or some other liquid ; as, the iret extraction of copper,
in distinction from idry extraction in which dry heat or

Icel. vair,

;

;
;

WHARF

1642

Wer'rey (wer'ra), v. t. To warray. [06«.] Chaucer.
WeiBt (werst), 11. See Vekst.
Wert (wert). The second person singular, indicative

We'sand

"

;
:

.

;

;

whales. The most important species of whalebone whales
are the bowhead, or Greenland, whale iseelllusl. ofRiGHT
whale), the Biscay whale, the Antarctic whale, the gray
whale (see under Gray), the humpback, the finback, and
the rorqual.

;

fusion is employed.
Prior.
4. Refreshed with liquor drunk.
ISlang']
Wet blanket. Wet dock, etc. See under Blanket,
Dock, etc. —Wet goods, intoxicating liquors. [.Slang]
Syn.— Nasty; humid; damp; moist. See Nasty.
Wet (wet), n. [AS. wsSta. See Wet, o.] 1. Water or
wetness moisture or humidity in considerable degree.
Have here a cloth and wipe away the wet.
Chaucer.
Now the sun, with more eifectual beams,
Had cheered the face of earth, and dried the wet
Milton.
From drooping plant.
;

;

2.

Rainy weather

3.

A dram

foggy or misty weather.
a drink. [Slangl
Wet, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Wet (rarely Wetted) p. pr.
&'rb. n. Wetting.] [AS. icsStan.] To fill or moisten
with water or other liquid
to sprinkle
to cause to
have water or other fluid adherent to the surface to dip
or soak in a liquid as, to icet a sponge to wet the hands
" [The scene] did draw tears from me and
to tcet cloth.
Burke.
u)e«ed my paper."
Ye mists and exhalations, that now rise
Whether to deck with clouds the uncolored sky,
Milton.
Or ivet tlie thirsty earth with falling showers.
To wet one's whistle, to moisten one's throat to drink
a dram of liquor. [Colloq.]
Let us drink the other cup to icet our whistles. Walton.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

;

(-berd'), n.
(Zool.) The chaffinch, whose
[_Prov. Eng.]
cry is thought to foretell rain.
Weth'er (weth'er), n. [OE. wether, AS. u-eSer ; akin
to OS. icethar, U'ilhar, a ram, D. u-eder, G. widder, OHG.

Wefbird'

widar, Icel. veSr, Sw. vadur, Dan. vsedder, Goth, wipriis
a Iamb, L. vitulus calf, Skr. vatsa, L. vetus old, Gr. eVo5
year
originally meaning, a yearling.
Cf. Veal, Veteran.] A castrated ram.
Wet'ness (wSt'ngs), n. 1. The quality or state of being
wet moisture humidity as, the ivetness of land the
icetness of a cloth.
a state
2. A watery or moist state of the atmosphere
of being rainy, foggy, or misty as, the wetness of weather or the season.
S^^ Wetness generally implies more water or liquid
than is implied by humianess or moisture.
Wet' nurse' (nflrs'). A nurse who suckles a child,
especially the child of another woman. Cf. Dky nurse.
Wet'-Shod' (-sh5d'), a. Having the feet, or the shoes
on the feet, viet.
Wet'tlsh (-tlsh), a. Somewhat wet; moist; humid.
We'vil (we'v'l), n. See Weevil.
(wgks), ». <. & J. To grow; to wax.
[06s.]
Chaucer. '" Each wexivg moon." Dryden.
Chaucer.
Wes, obs. imp. of Wex. Waxed.
Wes, n. Wax. [06s.] " Yelwe as joea;." Chaucer.
Chaucer.
(wa), n. Way road path.
[06«.]
Chaucer.
Wey, V. t. i. To weigh. [OftsJ
(wa), n.
[OE. iceye, A3, iviege weight. V136.
See Weigh. ] A certain measure of weight. lEiig.] " A
Piers Plowman.
weye of Essex cheese."
A wey is 6S tods, or 182 pounds, of wool a load, or
five quarters, of wheat
40 bushels of salt, each weighing
32 cloves of cheese, each weighing seven
56 pounds
pounds 48 bushels of oats and barley and from two cwt.
Simmonds.
to three cwt. of butter.
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Wex

Wey
Wey

;

;

&

^W

;

;

;

;

;

Weyle

Wey'Ie-way

Weyve

&

To

Chaitcer.
wail.
[06s.]
(wa'le-wa), ra^erj. SbbWelaway. [06s.]

(wal), v.

t.

i.

Chaucer.
(wav), i'. i. To waive.
[06s.]
(we'zond), n. See Weasand. [06s.]
(hwap), n. [So called from one of its notes.]

We'zand

Whaap

—

called also aup,
{Zool.) {a) The European curlew;
whaup, great whaup, and stock ichaup. (6) The whimbrel ;
called also ISfay whaup, little iL'haup, and tang
tvhaup.
Scot.}
[Prov. Eng.
(hwak), V. t. {imp. &p. p. Whacked (hwSkt)
To strike
vb. n. Whacking.]
[Cf. Thwack.]
p. pr.
to beat
to give a heavy or resounding blow to ; to
t'arash
whacks.
to make with
IColloq.^
Rodsmen were whacking their way through willow brakes.

—

&

Whack
&

;

;

;

G.W.

Cable.

Wliacb, v. i. To strike anything with a smart blow.
To whack away, to continue striking heavy blows as,
to whack away at a log.
[Colloq.]
Whack, «. A smart resounding blow. {Collog.']
Whack'er (-er), n. 1. One who whacks. ICollog.']
2. Anything very large specif., a great lie awhapper.
;

;

;

Halliwell.

IColloq.)

Whack'lng, a. Very large whapping. \_Colloq.']
Wha-hOO' (hwa-hoo'), n. (Bot.) An American tree,
;

the winged elm ( TJlmus alata).
Whale (hwal), V. t. [imp. p. p. Whaled (hwald)
p. pr. & vb. n. Whaling.] [Cf Wale.] To lash with
[Prov. Eng. &
stripes to wale to thrash to drub.
Halliwell. Bartlett.
Colloq. U. S.2
Whale, n. [OE. rchal, AS. hwsel ; akin to D. woZvisch,
6. wal, wal6sch, OHG. wal, Icel. hvalr, Dan. & Sw. hval,

&

.

;

;

hvalfisk.

Cf.

;

Narwhal, Walrus.]

(.^o6?.

)

Any

aquatic

mammal of

the order Cetacea, especially any one of the
large species, some of which become nearly one hundred
feet long.
Whales are hunted chiefly for their oil and
baleen, or whalebone.
8!^^ The existing whales are divided into two groups
the toothed whales (Odontocete), including those that
have teeth, as the cachalot, or sperm whale (see Speem
whale); and the baleen, or whalebone, whales (Mysticete),
comprising those that are destitute of teeth, but have
plates of baleen hanging from the upper jaw, as the right
final,

jfU

;

eve,

event, £nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Whale (Baliena

Biscay

Cisarctica).

(Zool.) (a) Any one of several species of
large Antarctic petrels which follow whaling vessels, to
feed on the blubber and floating oil especially. Prion turtur (called also blue petrel), and Pseudoprion desolatus.
(6) The turnstone ;
so called because it lives on the
carcasses of whales. [Canada]— Wha.\e fln (Com.), whaleSimmonds.
bone.
Whale fishery, the fishing for, or
occupation of taking, whales.— Whale louse (Zool.), any
one of several species of degraded amphipod crustaceans belonging to the
\ll a
genus Ct/amus, especially
C.ceti. They are parasitic
b'
—
on various cetaceans.
Whale's bone, ivory. [06s.
Whale shark.
(ZooL.

Whale

bird.

;

—
—

•

—

(a)

The basking, or

shark.

liver,

A very large
shark (Rhino-

(6)

harmless

don typicus) native of the
Indiaii Ocean.
It some^
times becomes sixty feet ^i^ ,'^t"'
m:
us
i^^CT
_ wi,oi,>
^_^
long. —
Whale ^v/,/
shot, fhc
the Whale Louse CCya,
a Ventral View
name formerly given to

;

—

sal

spermaceti.
Whale's
tongue (Zool.), a balanoglossus.

delphib Dor-

View.

See Enteropneusta.

Whale'boat' (hwal'bof), m. (Naut.) Along, narrow
boat, sharp at both ends, used by whalemen.

Whale'hone'

(-bon'),

A

n.

firm,

elastic

substance

resembling horn, taken from the upper
baleen.
It is
jaw of the right whale
used as a stiffening in stays, fans, screens,
and for various other purposes. See Ba;

leen.

m^^" Whalebone is chiefly obtained from
the bowhead, or Greenland, whale, the
Biscay whale, and the Antarctic, or southern, whale. It is prepared for manufacture by being softened by boiling, and
dyed

black.

Whale'man
men

(-men).

(-man), n.

;

pi.

Whale-

A man employed in the whale

fishery.

Whal'er

A

(-er), n.

vessel or person

employed in the whale fishery.
Whal'er, n. One who whales, or beats

;

Whalebone

in

a big, strong fellow; hence anything of
^',^„te" A s'inYle
great or unusual size. [Colloq. U. b.i
slab of Baleen.
Whal'ing, n. The hunting of whales. Much reduced.
Whal'ing, a. Pertaining to, or employed
in, the pursuit of whales
as, a ivhaling voyage
a whaling vessel.
Wball (hwal), n. [See Wall-eye.] A light color of
the iris in horses wall-eye. [Written also M'6aw?.]
Whall'y (-5?), a. Having the iris of light color
" Wholly eyes."
said of horses.
Spenser.
Whame (hwam), n. (Zool.) A breeze fly.
Wham'mel (hwam'mgl), v. t. [Cf. Whelm.] To turn
over.
[Prov. Eng.'\
Chaucer.
Whan (hw5n), adv. When. [06s.]
Whang (hwSng), n. [Cf. Thong.] A leather thong.
[Prov. Eng.
Colloq. U. SJ
Whang, V. t. To beat. [Prov. Eng. & Colloq. U. S."]
Whang-hee' (hwSng-he'), n. (Bot.) See Wanghee.
Whap (hw5p). Whop, v. i. [Cf. OE. quappen to
To
palpitate, E. quob, quaver, wabble, awhape, wap.~\
;

;

;

;

—

&

throw one's self quickly, or by an abrupt motion to
turn suddenly as, she lohapped down on the floor the
Bartlett,
fish ivhapped over,
^W° This word is used adverbially in the north of England, as in the United States, when anything vanishes, or
is gone suddenly; as, whap went the cigar out of my
;

;

;

mouth.

Whap, Whop,

& vb.

p. pr.

n.

V.

t.

[imp.

Whapping.]

Whap, Whop,

& p. p. Whapped (hwSpt)
To beat or strike.

A blow,

or quick, smart stroke.
Whop'per, n. [See Whap.] Somelarge of the kind something astonishing
[Collog.1
applied especially to a bold lie.
Whap'ping (-ping), Whop'plng, a. Very large;
monstrous astonishing as, a whapping .story. [Colloq.'j
Wharf (hwarf ), n. ; pi. Wharfs (hwarfs) or Whaevks
(hwarvz). [AS. hwerf, hirearj, a returning, a change,,
from hw-eorfan to turn, turn about, go about akin to
D. werj a wharf, G. werft, Sw. uarj a shipbuilder's yard,
Dan. verjt wharf, dockyard, G. werben to enlist, to engage, woo, OHG. werban to turn about, go about, be
active or occupied, Icel. hverfa to turn, Goth, hu'uirban,
structure or plathwarbon, to \v3.\\l. Cf. Whirl.] 1.
form of timber, masonry, iron, earth, or other material,
built on the shore of a harbor, river, canal, or the like,
and usually extending from the shore to deep water, so
that vessels may lie close alongside to receive and discharge cargo, passengers, etc. a quay ; a pier.
Commerce pushes its wharves into the sea. Bancroft,
Out upon the wharfs they came.
Tennyson,
Knight and burgher, lord and dame.
The plural of this word is generally written
wharves in the United States, and viharfs in England
but many recent English writers use wharves.

Whap'per

thing

n.
(-per),

uncommonly
;

;

—

;

;

;

A

;

^W

2. [AS. hwearfl
The bank of a river, or the shore
of the sea.
[06s.] " The fat weed that roots itself in
Shak,
ease on Lethe tt'Aar/.

Wharf
idea,

boat, a
ill

;

kind of boat moored at the bank of

old,

Sbey, drb, Sdd ;

s

;;

WHARF

&

ties.

who owns,

Wharl

(hwarl),

1

)

I

& adv.

Wtiat should I tell the answer of the knight.
Chaucer.
But ivhnt do I stand reckoning upon advantages and gains
by the misrule and turbulency of the prelates ? What do
pick up so thriftily their scatterings and dimiuisliings of the

side.
Called also checkbird, chickell, dykehopper, fallow chat, fallow finch,

and whitetail.
Wheat'en (-'n), a. [AS.
hwseten.']
Made of wheat
as, u'/iea^ere bread. Cowper.

—

Wheat'sel

;

&
&

;

;

—

;

;

(hwet'stonz brij').
See under Bridge.

Whatever Earth, all-bearing mother, yields.
Milton.
Whatever be its intrinsic value. J. H. Newman.
Whatever often follows a noun, being used ellip" There being no room for any physical discovtically.
ery whatever " [sc. it may be].
Whately.

Wheat'worm'
worm

&

!

!

I

I

;

!

:

I

—

—

—

;

^

.

.

.

which

wheat

—

;

lip,

Oru

;

pity

;

food, foot

;

out,

oil

;

oliair

;

go

:

sing,

Dryden.
or chiefly coa-

—

of,

His exammation

is

like that

which

is

made by

the rack

and

Addison.
m^^ This mode of torture is said to have been first
employed in Germany, in the fourteenth century. The
criminal was laid on a cart wheel with his legs and arms
extended, and his limbs in that posture were fractured
with an iron bar. In France, where its use was restricted
to the most atrocious crimes, the criminal was first laid
on a frame of wood in the form of a St. Andrew's cross,
with grooves cut transversely in it above and below the
knees and elbows, and the executioner struck eight blows
v.'ith an iron bar, so as to break the limbs in those places,
sometimes finishing by two or three blows on the chest
or stomach, which usually put an end to the life of the
blows of
criminal, and were hence called coups-de-grace
mercy. The criminal was then unbound, and laid on a
small wheel, with his face upward, and his arms and legs
doubled under him, there to expire, if he had survived
Brande.
the previous treatment.
(c) (Kaut.) A circular frame having handles on the
periphery, and an axle
which is so connected
with the tiller as to form
a means of controlling the
rudder for the purpose of
wheel.

—

steering.
(d) (Pottery)

wheel.

—

;

the wheel

sisting of, a wheel.
Specifically
(a) A spinning wheel.
See under Spinning.
(6) An instrument of torture formerly used.

Then

A

potter's

See under Potter.
went down to the

I

potter's house, and, behold,

he

wrought a work on the zvheeh.
.".

Jer. sviii.

)

;

;

The gasping charioteer beneath
Of his own car.
2. Any instrument having the form

Turn, turn,

i

full,

;

—

)

rude,

flatter

;

I

unite,

v. i.

V218. Cf. Cycle, Cyclopedia.] 1. A circular frame
turning about an axis a rotating disk, whether solid, or
a frame composed of an outer rim, spokes or radii, and
a central hub or nave, in which is inserted the axle,
used for supporting and conveying vehicles, in machinery, and for various purposes as, the wheel of a
wagon, of a locomotive, of a mill, of a watch, etc.

;

use,

Congreve,

To

to coax to cajole.
Wheel (hwel), n. [OE. wheel, hweol, AS. hweSl,
hweogvl, hweowol ; akin to D. wiel, Icel. kvel, Gr. kvkAos, Skr. cakra; cf. Icel. hjol, Dan. hiul, Sw. hjxtl.

—

—

enlarged.

&

Whee'dle,

—

—

Wheatworm. Much

in

wheedled out of her.

—

—

small nema-

;

'

;

A

•

;

—

)

(Zool.)

the ear. It is found in wheat affected with smut, each
of the diseased grains containing a large number of the
minute young of the worm.
Whed'er (hwed'er),pra». &conj. Whether. [06i.]
Whee'dle (hwe'd'l), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Wheedled
vb. n. Wheedling (-dling).]
[Cf. G.
(-d'ld) p. j>r.
wedeln to wag with the tail, as a dog, wedel a fan, tail,
brush, OHG. wodo.l; akin to G. wehen to blow, and E.
wind, 11.]
1. To entice by soft words; to cajole; to
flatter to coax.
Dryden.
The unlucky art of loheedling fools.
And ivheedle a world that loves him not. Tennyson.
2. To gain, or get away, by flattery.
A deed of settlement of the best part of her estate, which I

—
—

—

—

at-

tacks the
grains o f

.

;

(-wfirm'), n.

(A7iguillala tritici)

—

—

(Elec.)

tode

^W

;

;

of

Wheat'stone's bridge'

What'not (hw5t'not), n. [See the Note under What,
pron., 5.] A kind of stand, or piece of furniture, having
shelves for books, ornaments, etc. ; an ^tagere.
What'SO (-so), indef. pron. Whatsoever ; whosoever
whatever ; anything that. [05i.]
atives.
Whaiso he were, of high or low estate.
Chaucer.
What in this sense, when it refers to things, may be
Whatso the heaven in his wide vault contains. Spenser.
when it reused either substantively or adjectively
What'SO-e'er' (-ar' or -S,r'), pron. A contraction of
fers to persons, it is used only adjectively with a noun
whatsoever ;
used in poetry.
Shak.
expressed, who being the pronoun used substantively.
Whatever. " In
What'SO-ev'er (-ev'er), pron.
a.
2. As an exclamatory word
whatsoever
shape
lurk."
Milton.
he
(a) Used absolutely or independently
often with a
Wtiatsoever God hath said unto thee, do. Gen. xxxi. 16.
question following. "IFAaZ/ welcome be thou." Chaucer.
(5^^ The word is sometimes divided by tmesis. " What
What, could ye not watch with rae one hour ? Matt. xxvi. 40.
things
soever
ye desire."
Mark xi. 24.
{b) Used adjectively, meaning hoio remarlcable, or how
Whaul (hwal), n. Same as Whall.
great ; as, what folly 1 what eloquence what courage
Wiiaup (hwap), n. (Zool.) See Whaap. [Prov.Eng.1
'
Wltat a piece of work is man
SliaJc.
Wheal (hwel), n. [OE. whele, AS. hicele putrefacYonng.
O mhat a riddle of absurdity
tion, AzceKara to putrefy.] A pustule a whelk. Wiseman.
What
this
use
on
in
has
a
or
between
itself
and
its
^ff^
Wheal, n. [Cf. Wale.] 1. A more or less elongated
noun if the qualitative or quantitative importance of the
mark raised by a stroke ; also, a similar mark made by
object is emphasized.
any
cause ; a weal ; a wale.
(c) Sometimes prefixed to adjectives in an adverbial
2. Specifically {Med.), a flat, burning or itching emisense, as nearly equivalent to how ; as, what happy boys
nence on the skin, such as is produced by a mosquito
What partial judges are our love and hate
Dryden.
bite, or in urticaria.
3. As a relative pronoun
Wheal, n. [Cornish hwel.'] {^lining) A mine.
(a) Used substantively with the antecedent suppressed,
Wheal'WOnn' (-wflrm'), n. (Zool.) The harvest
equivalent to that which, or those [persons] who, or those mite
so called from the wheals, caused by its bite.
[things] %ohich ;
called a compound relative.
Wheat (hwet), re. lOE. whete, AS. hio^te ; ^
With ]oy beyond what victory bestows
Coivjier.
akin to OS. hweii, D. weit, G. weizen, OHG.
I'm thinking Captain Lawton will count the noses of what weizzi, Icel. hveiti, Sw. hvete, Dan. hvede, if
are left before they see their whaleboats.
Cooper.
Goth, hwaiteis, and E. ivhite. See White.] |s
'^
What followed was in perfect harmony with this beginning.
(Trilicmn vulgare) and
Macaiday. (Bot.) A cereal grass
I know well
how little you will be disposed to criticise its grain, which furnishes a white flour for
bread, and, next to rice, is the grain most
what comes to you from me.
J. H. yewman.
largely used by the human race.
(6) Used adjectively, equivalent to the . . . which; the
sort or kind of. . . which ; rarely, the . . on, or at, which.
II[^°° Of this grain the varieties are nuSee what natures accompany what colors.
Bacon. merous, as red wheat, white wheat, bald
To restrain what power either the devil or any earthly enemy wheat, bearded wheat, winter wheat, sumlike.
Wheat is not
hath to work us woe.
Milton. mer wheat, and the
known to exist as a wild native plant, and
"We know what master laid thy keel,
What workmen wrought thy ribs of ateel. Longfellow. all statements as to its origin are either incorrect or at best only guesses.
(c) Used adverbially in a sense corresponding to the
GerBuck wheat. (Bot.) See Buckwheat.
adjectival use ; as, he picked what good fruit he saw.
Guinea
man wheat. {Bot.) See 2d Spelt.
4. Whatever ; whatsoever ; what thing soever
used wheat {Bot.), a name for Indian corn.
Inindefinitely.
"PTAa^ after so befall."
Chaucer. dian wheat, or Tartary wheat {Bot.), a grain
Whether it were tlie shortness of his foresight, the strength {Fagopyrum Tartaricum) much like buckof his will, ... or wttat it was.
Bacon. wheat, but only half as large.— Turkey wheat {Bot.), a name for InWheat. o Bald (or
5. Used adverbially, in part ; partly
somewhat ;
Beardless) Wheat
Wheat aphid, or Wheat
with a following preposition, especially with, and com- dian corn.
6 Bearded Wheat.
aphis {Zool.), any one of several
monly with repetition.
species of Aphis and allied genera,
What for lust [pleasure] and what for lore.
Chaucer. which suck the sap of growing wheat.
Wheat beetle. (.ZoThus, what with the war, what with the sweat, what with the ol.) (f.'i A small, slender, rusty brown
gallows, and vitiat with poverty, I am custom shrunk.
Stiafc.
beetle Sylvanus Surinamensis) whose
The year before he had so used the matter that what by force, larvae feed upon wheat, rice, and other
what by policy, he had taken from the Christians above thirty grains,
very small, reddish
ib) A
email castles.
iCnoltes.
hrown, oval beetle {Anobium paniwhose larvse eat the interior of
^W^ In such phrases as / tell you what, what antici- ceum
Wheat duck {Zool.),
pates the follownig statement, being elliptical for what I grains of wheat.
V.
[ Wt'.sleni
think, what it is, how it is, etc. " I tell thee what, corpo- the American widgeon.
ral Bardolph, I could tear her."
Shak. Here H'Ao< re- ,S.l -Wheat fly. (Zoul.) Same as Wheat wheat Beetle iAnoWheat grass {But.), bimn paniceum).
lates to the last clausi.. " I could tear her " this is what midge, below.
(Agropyrum
caninum) a Imago 6 Larva,
a kind of grass
I tell you.
It
What not is often used at the close of an enumera- somewhat resembling wheat.
tion of several particulars or articles, it being an abbre- grows in the northern parts of Europe and America.
(Zool.)
Wheat louse
See .Tointworm.
viated clause, the verb of which, being either the same as Wheat Jointworm.
Wheat maggot iZo'nl.), tlie
that of the principal clause or a general word, as be, say, {ZouD, any wheat aphid.
midge.
of
wheat
Wheat
midge.
(Zocil.
(o) A
larva
a
mention, emimerute, etc., is omitted. " Men hunt, hawk,
Kni what not ." Becon. " Some dead puppy, or log, or small two-winged fly {Biwhat not." C. Kimjsley. " Battles, tournaments, hunts, plosis trilici) which is very
and wliat not." De tinmcey. Hence, the words are often destructive to growing
used in a general sense with the force of a substantive, wheat, both in Europe and )*^l
equivalent to anythiny you please, a miscellami, a vnri- America. The female lays
et!/,etc.
From this arises the name u'Ao(no^ applied to her eggs in the flowers of
in e.lagire, as being a piece of furniture intended for re- wheat, and the larvai suck
the juice of the young kerceivmg miscellaneous articles of use or ornament.
nels .and when lull grown
X5
But what is used for but that, usually .after a neg- change to pupae in the ^mi||Ci^'~
ative, and excludes everything contrary to the assertion
earth, {b) The Hessian fly.
" Hei needle is not so abso- Sop under Hessian. —Wheat
in the following sentence.
wheat Midge tDiplosis tritici).
lutely perfect in tent and cross stitcli but what luv super- moth {Zool.), any niotli
a l.arvo) in Flowcrsof Wheat:
intendence is advisable."
Sir W. Scott. "Never fear whose larviM devour the
6 Larva on a Cirainof Wheat
b-ut what our kite shall fly as high."
JA. Lytton.
c Larva
U Female Imago.
grains of
wheat, chiefly
WTiat ho an exclamation of calling. — What If, what after it is harvested ; a

—

(-sei

The male

thechaflBnch. iProv. Eng.]

1

:

bird'

herd'), (.^ooi.)

;

;

grom-

a trouble-

stonechat,

Jlilton.

;

{Bot.),
it is

Wheat'ear' (-er'), n. (Zool.) A small Wheat Thrips.
European singing bird (Saxicola ctnanlhe). imago^^Much
The male is white beneath, bluish gray enlarged,
above, with black wings and a black stripe
through each eye. The tail is black at the tip and in the
middle, but white at the base and on each

;

;

thief

chaffinch.

What-e'er' (-ar' or -^i'),pron. A contraction of whatever ;
used in poetry. " Whatever is in his way. " Shak.
What-ev'er (-Sv'er), pron. Anything soever which
the thing or things of any kind being this or that of
one nature or another one thing or another anything
that may be all that the whole that all particulars
that
used both substantively and adjectively.
Whatever fortune stays him from his word.
Shak.

Fuller.

See Angochois Moth, also Grain moth, un-

—Wheat

called because

Wheat'blrfl' (hwet'berd'), n. (Zool.)
that feeds on wheat, especially the

time the

?

— so
(

Ivi. 3.

meaner subject

;

some weed in wheat fields. See Gkomwell.
— Wheat thrips {Zool.), a small brown
thrips Thrips eerealium) which is very injurious to the grains of growing wheat. —
Wheat weevil. {Zool.) (a) The grain weevil.
(b) The rice weevil when found in wheat.

lost

[AS. hwiBl, neuter of
ku'd who; akin to OS. hwai what, OFries. hwet, D.
liG. uat, G. ivas, OHG. uaz, hivaz, Icel. hvat, Sw.
Dan. hvad, Goth. htoa. V182. See Who.] 1. As an
interrogative pronoun, used in asking questions regarding either persons or things; as, lohat is this? what
did you say? what poem is this? what child is lost ?
Shal:.
Wliot see'st thou in the ground ?
What is man, that thou art mindful of him ? Ps. viii. 4.
What manner of man is this, that even the winds and the sea
Matt. viii. 27.
obey him
<^^ Originally, what, when, tvkere, which, who, why,
etc., were interrogatives only, and it is often difficult to
determine whether they are used as interrogatives or rela.,

well

;

;

Wharp (hwarp), n. A kind of fine sand from the
banks of the Trent, used as a polishing i,o".vder. lEng.~i

What (hw6t), pron.,

A bird

der Grain.

morn m/sterious visions brings.
Pope.
What (hw5t), n. Something thing stuff. [06«.]
And gave him for to feed.
Such homely what as serves the simple clown.
Spenser.
What, interroff. adv. Why? For what purpose ? On
what account ? [06s.]

Knight.
[For wharfager.1 A man
a wharf.
n. A guttural pronunciation of the
letter r ; a burr. See Bhrk, «., 6.

A strange, uncouth ivkarling m their speech.

Ps.

What

(-Tn-jer), n.
or has the care of,

Wharl'ing,

grain moth.

;

;

;

Wharf'in-ger

matter if what will happen or be the result if.
'^Whatif it beapoisou?" MoA-.— What of this? that?
what follows from this, that, it, etc., often with
the implication that it is of no consequence. " All tliis
is so; but xchat of this, my lord ? "
Shak. " The night
is spent, why, xvhat of that ? " Shak. —What though, even
granting that allowing that supposing it true that.
" What though the rose have prickles, yet 'tis plucked."
Shak. — What time, or What time as, when. [Obs. or Ar" What time I am afraid, 1 will trust in thee."
chaic]
will it

it? etc.,

;

cured by
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river, and used for a wharf, in places where the height of
the water is so variable that a fixed wharf would be useless. [U.S.] Barlletl.—Wha.it T&t. (2 oijl.) (a) The common brown rat. (6) A neglected boy who lives around
the wharfs. [Slung]
Wbart (hwarf), V. t.
limp.
p. p. Whakfed
(hwarft) ; p. p'r.
vb. n. Whaeflng.]
1. To guard or
secure by a firm wall of timber or stone constructed like
a wharf ; to furnish with a wharf or wharfs.
to bring to a wharf.
2. To place upon a wharf
Wharf'age (-ij ; 48), 7i. 1. Tlie fee or duty paid for
the privilege of using a wharf for loading or unloading
goods ; pierage, collectively ; quayage.
2. A wharf or wharfs, collectively wharfing.
Wharf'ing, n. 1. 'Wharfs, collectively.
2. (Hydraul. Engin.) A mode of facing sea walls
and eniuaukmeuts with planks driven as piles and se-

&

;

ink

A

my

ivheell

This

earthen jar
touch can make, a touch cai'
mar.
Longfellow.
(e)

(Pyrotechny)

A

fire-

work which, while burning,

1(c).

caused to revolve on an
axis by the reaction of the escapmg gases.
(/) (Poetry) The burden or refrain of a song.
^T' "This meaning has a low degree of authority, but
is supposed from the context in the few cases where the
word is found."
Sares.
You must sing a-down a-down.
An you call him ii-tinwiwi.
:/'/(,</
how
tlu'
O.
becomes it
Shak.
is

I

;

tlien,

tliiu

;

boN

;

zli =:

z in azure.

"

;

N
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bicycle or a tricycle a velocipede.
3.
rolling or revolving body ; anything of a circu4.
a disk ; an orb.
Milton.
lar form
turn or revolution ; rotation ; compass.
5.

Wtaeel'lng (hwel'Ing), n. 1. The act of conveying
anything, or traveling, on wheels, or in a wheeled vehicle.
2. The act or practice of using a cycle
cycling.
3. Condition of a road or roads, which admits of passing on wheels ; as, it is good wheeling, or bad wlieeling.
4. A turning, or circular movement.
Wheel'man (-man), n. ; pi. Wheelmen (-men). One
who rides a bicycle or tricycle ; a cycler, or cyclist.
Wheel'-shaped' (-shapf), a. 1. Shaped like a
wheel.
2. (Bot.) Expanding into a flat, circular border at top,
with scarcely any tube as, a wheel-shaped corolla.
Wheel'swart' (-swarf or -swarf), n. See Swarf.

A
A

;

;

A

According to the common vicissitude and wheel of things, the
proud and the insolent, after long trampling upon others, come
South.
at length to be trampled upon themselves.
[He] throws his steep flight in

many

an aery wheel.

Milton.

A wheel within a wheel, or Wheels within wheels, a comBalance wheel.
plication of circumstances, motives, etc.
Bevel wheel. Brake wheel. Cam wheel,
See in the Vocab.
Fifth wheel, Overshot wheel. Spinning wheel, etc. See under
mortise
Core wheel, (iliuh.) («)
Bevel, Brake, etc.
gear,
ib) A wheel having a rim perforated to receive
wooden cogs the skeleton of a mortise gear. Measuring
Wheel and axle
wheel, an odometer, or perambulator.
(Mech.}, one of the elementary ma'^^'if-^'mfr^^_
chines or mechanical powers, consisting of a wheel fixed to an axle,
and used tor raising great weights,
by applying the power to the circumference of the wheel, and at-

—

—
—

A

;

—

—

taching the weight, by a rope or
chain, to that of the axle. Called

Wheel Animal {,McliWheel barometer. iPkijsics)
certa hiloha). Much
See under Barometer. —Wheel
enlarged.
boat, a boat with wheels, to be used
either on water or upon inclined planes or railways.
Wheel bug (ZooL),
a large North American hemipterous in-

—

—

sect iPrioniihis cris-

which sucks the

taiits)

blood

other

of

—

—

—
—

See under Letter. (J) A kind of gunlock in which
sparks were struck from a flint, or piece of iron pyrites,
a revolving wheel, (c) A kind of brake for a carriage.
Wheel ore (ilin.), a variety of bournonite so named
from the shape of its twin crystals. See Bournonite.
Wheel pit {Steam Engine), a pit in the ground, in which
the lower part of the fly wheel runs.
Wheel plow, or
Wheel plough, a plow having one or two wheels attached,
to render it more steady, and to regulate the depth of
the furrow.
Wheel press, a press by which railway-car
wheels are forced on, or off, their axles. —Wheel race, the
place in which a water wheel is set.
Wheel rope (Xanf.),
a tiller rope. See under Tiller.
Wheel stitch (Needlework), a stitch resembling a spider's web, worked into the
material, and not over an open space.
Canlfeild & S.
(Diet, of xfeedlework). — Wheel tree (Bot.), a tree (Aspidosperma ercelsum) of Guiana, which has a trunk so curiously fluted that a transverse section resembles the hub
and spokes of a coarsely made wheel. See Paddlewood. —
Wheel urchin {ZooD, any sea urchin of the genus Rotiila
having a round, flat shell. —Wheel window (Arch.), a circular window having radiating mullions arranged like the
Bpokes of a wheel. Ct. Rose window, under Rose.
lock.

by

—

—

—

—

—
—

Wheel (hwel), V. t. limp. & p. p Wheeled (hweld) ;
p. pr. & vb. n. Wheeling.] 1. To convey on wheels, or
in a wheeled vehicle as, to wheel a load of hay or wood.
2. To put into a rotatory motion
to cause to turn or
revolve
to cause to gyrate
to make or perform in a
circle.
"The beetle icAeeZs her droning flight." Gray.
Now heaven, in all her glory, shone, and rolled
;

;

;

;

Her motions,

as the great first
First wheeled their course.
V. i.

to

;

mover's hand
Milton.

1. To turn on an axis, or as on an
move about to rotate to gyrate.
;

axis

;

The moon

carried about the earth always shows the same
face to UB, not once wheeling upon her own center.
Bentley.

W

2.

To change

revolving upon an axis
as, the troops wheeled to the right.

direction, as

if

or pivot to turn
Being able to advance no further, they are
;

;

in a fair

wheel about to the other extreme.

3.

To go round

4.

To

Then

way

forward.

Thunder mixed with hail.
Hail mixed with fire, must rend the Egyptian sky,
And wtieel on the earth, devouring where it rolls. Milton.

Wheel'band' (-band'), n. The tire of a wheel.
Wheel'bar'row (-bSr'rS), n. A light vehicle for conveying small loads. It has two handles and one wheel,
and is rolled by a single person.

Wheel'blrd'

(-herd'), n.

\Zodl.)

The European goat-

sucker.

[Prov. Eng-I
(hweld), a. Having wheelr
used chiefly
in composition
as, a fonv-wheeled carriage.
Wheel'er (hwel'er), n. 1. One who wheels, or turns.
2. A maker of wheels ; a wheelwright.
[Ois.]
3. A wheel horse.
See under Wheel.
4. {A' ant.) A steam vessel propelled by a paddle wheel
or by paddle wheels;
used chiefly in the terms sidewheeler and stern-whteler.
5. A worker on sewed muslin.
[Eng.']
6. {Zool.) The European goatsucker.
^Prov. Eng."]
Wheel'house' (-hous'), n. (Naut.) (o) A small house
on or above a vessel's deck, containing the steering wheel.
paddle box. See under Paddle.
<6)

Wheeled

;

—

;

—

A

ale,

A man

whose occupation is
to make or repair wheels and wheeled vehicles, as carts,
wagons, and the like.

Wheel'y

(-lif), n.

Circular

(-y), a.

&

(hwez), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Wheezed
(hwezd) p. pr.
vb. n. Wheezing.]
[OE. wheseyi, AS.
hwesan (cf. Icel. hvaesa to hiss, Sw. hvasa, Dan. hvsese)
akin to AS. htrosta a cough, D. hoest, G. husten, OHG.
huosto, Icel. hosti, Lith. kosti to cough, Skr. kas. V*3.
Cf. Husky hoarse.] To breathe hard, and with an audible piping or whistling sound, as persons affected with
asthma. " IFAeezraff lungs.
Shak.
Wheeze, n. 1. A piping or whistling sound caused

&

by

difficult respiration.

2. {Phon.) An ordinary whisper exaggerated so as to
produce the hoarse sound known as the " stage whisper." It is a forcible whisper with some admixture of

Breathing with

(hwez'j^), a.

Used

wheezing.

;

difficulty
also figuratively.

senate,

care,

a,m,

(hwgft), n.
(JVant.) See Waft, «., 4.
Whelk (hwglk), n. [OE. tcelk, wilk, AS.
weloc, wiloc. Cf. Whilk, and Wilk.]
(.Z'ooZ. ) Any one of numerous species
^
of large marine gastropods belonging to

Buccinum and

and

—

;

;

in the grounds.
4. Which time
I

Whelks

arm, ask,

bBuc

a Buccinum Tottenu
cimun cyaneum.

of

A

whele.
See Wheal a pustule.]
papule ; a pus1.
" His U'helks white."
tule acne.
Chaucer.
2. A stripe or mark ; a ridge ; a wale.
Chin whelk (Med.), sycosis.
Rosy whelk (Med.), grog

Shak.
(5^°° When was formerly used as an exclamation of
surprise or impatience, like what
hither mend my ruff
thou art such a tedious lady I J. Webster,
that, at the time that ; when.
[Obs.]
When as sacred light began to dawn.
Milton.
Wlien that mine eye is famished for a look.
Shak.

Come

Here, when

When

—

Whenas,

(hwelkt), a. Having whelks ; whelky ; as,
whelked horns.
Shak.
Whelk'y (hwelk'y), a. 1. Having whelks, ridges,
or protuberances ; hence, streaked ; striated.
2. Shelly.
"IFAett?/ pearls."
Spenser.
Whelm (hwglm), V. t. {imp.
p. p. Whelmed
(hwglmd) p. pr.
vb. n. Whelming.]
[OE. whelmen
to turn over, akin to OE. whelven, AS. whelfan, hwylfan,
in awhyljan, awhelfan, to overwhelm, cover over ;
akin to OS. Mhwelbian, D. welven to arch, G. wblben,
OHG. welben, Icel. hvelfa to overturn ;' cf. Gr. koAttos
bosom, a hollow, a gulf.]
1. To cover with water
or other fluid ; to cover by immersion in something that
envelops on all sides ; to overwhelm ; to ingulf.
Shak.
She is my prize, or ocean whelm them all I
The whelming billow and the faithless oar.
Gay.
2. Fig. : To cover completely, as if with water ; to
immerse ; to overcome as, to whelm, one in sorrows.
" The ichelming weight of crime."
J. H. Newman.
3. To throw (something) over a thing so as to cover it.

&

&

;

Barrow.
(hwens), adv. [OE. whennes, whens (with
properly a genitive ending
see -wards),
also whenne, whanene, AS. hwanan, hwanon, hwonan,
hwanone ; akin to D. when. See When, and cf. Hence,
Thence.] 1. From what place; hence, from what or
which source, origin, antecedent, premise, or the like
used interrogatively.
how
Whence hath this man this wisdom ? Matt. xiii. 54.
Whence and what art thou ?
Milton.
2. From what or vfhich place, source, material, cause,
etc.; the place, source, etc., from which;
used rela-

Whence

;

s,

;

—

tively.

Grateful to acknowledge whence his good
Descends.
Milton.
All the words of this class, whence, where, whither,
u-hereabouts, etc., are occasionally used as pronouns by a
harsh construction.
O, how unlike the place from whence they fell 1 Milton.
la^^From whence, though a pleonasm, is fully authorizea by the use of good writers.

A

—

—

&

—

When

hwan, OD. wan, OHG. wanne, G. wann when, wenn if,
when, Goth, hwan when, and to E. who. V182. See
used interrogatively.
Who.] 1. At what time
Matt. xxiv. 3.
T^en shall these things be ?
51^^ See the Note under What, pron., 1.
;

;

eve,

(-ev'er), adv.

& conj.

'

1,

Whencesoever.

When-ev'er (hwSn-5v'er), adv.
"IFAenewr that shall be."

—

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

& conj.

At whatever

time.

When'nes

Milton.

(-n6s), adv.
Chaucer.
Whence. [Obs."]
conj. At what time
When'SO-ev'er (-so-ev'er), adv.
soever ; at whatever time ; whenever.
Mark xiv. 7.

Wher
[Obs.]

&

(hwSr), pron. & conj. [See
[Sometimes written wAe'r.J
Piers Plowman.
Men must enquire (this is mine assent),
(hwer).

Whether.]

Where

Whether.

Wlier she be wise or sober or dronkelewe.

Where

Chaucer.

[OE. wher, whar, AS. hwser
akin to D. waar, OS. hwar, OHG. hwar, war, wa, G. wo,
Icel. and Sw. hvar, Dan. hvor, Goth, hwar, and B. who ;
cf. Skr. karhi when.
V182. See Who, and cf. There.]
1. At or in what place ; hence, in what situation, position, or circumstances
used interrogatively.
God called unto Adam, . . . Where art thou ? (Jen. iii. 9.
51^°° See the Note under What, pron., 1.
2. At or in which place at the place in which ; hence,
in the case or instance in which
used relatively.
(hw^r), adv.

;

—

;

;

—

she was so happy.
Sir P. Sidney.
Where I thought the remnant of mine age
Should have been cherished by her childlike duty.
Shak.
Where one on his side fights, thousands will fly.
Shak.
But where he rode one mile, the dwarf ran four. Sir W. Scott.
3. To what or which place hence, to what goal, result, or issue
whither
used interrogatively and relatively as, wliere are you going ?

She visited that place where

;

;

—

first

;

;

Mortimer.

[AS. kwelp ; akin to D. welp, G.
welf, Icel. hvelpr, Dan. hvalp, Sw. valp."]
One
of
the
young
of a dog or a beast of prey ; a
X.
puppy ; a cub ; as, a lion's whelps. " bear robbed of
2 Sam. xvii. 8.
h^iX whelps."
2.
child ; a youth ;
jocosely or in contempt.
That awkward whelp with his money bags would have made
Addison.
his entrance.
3. (Naut.) One of the longitudinal ribs or ridges on
usually in the
the barrel of a capstan or a windlass;
plural ; as, the whelps of a windlass.
4. One of the teeth of a sprocket wheel.
Whelp, V. i. [imp.
p. p. Whelped (hwelpt) ; p.
pr.
vb. n. Whelping.]
To bring forth young; said
of the female of the dog and some beasts of prey.
Whelp, V. (,. To bring forth, as cubs or young; to
give birth to.
Unless she had whelped it herself, she could not have loved a
B. Jonson.
thing better.
Did thy foul fancy whelp so black a scheme ? Young.
(hwen), adv.
[OE. jchen, ivhan, ivhenne,
whanne, AS. hwsenne, hwanne, hwonne; akin to OS.

3II

—

—

But wliere does this tend ?
Lodged in sunny

(hwelp), n.

& OHG.

final,

(hwSn'Sz'), conj. Whereas ; while. [06s.}
they would inquire into themselves, they would

if

adverbial

Whelked

&

:

When'as'

blossom.

A

;

!

When

as,

find no such matter.

;

Whelp

— used elliptically as a noun.

ever.

[OE.

;

;

heir by his consent
his oath is broke.

ivtien,

;

as food

dim.

;

;

a dog
See under

whelk e,

then
was adopted

Since

Whence'forth' (-forth'), adv. From, or forth from,
what or which place whence. [Obs.']
Spenser.
Whence'SO-eV'er (-so-Sv'er), adv. & conj. From
what place soever from what cause or source soever.
Any idea, whencesoever we have it.
Locke.
When-e'er' (hwen-ar' or -Sr'), adv. & conj. When-

tingle,

n.

—

;

Whence-ev'er

in Europe.

Whelk,

;

[i?.]

on the coasts both
of Europe and
North America, and

whelk.
Dog.

;

From whence come wars and fightings among you ? James iv.
Of whence, also a pleonasm, has become obsolete.

al-

undatum, common

Whelk

may

Kings

E^^

weoloc,

lied genera ; espec i a 1 1 y, Buccinum

much used

;
;;

;

Take their advantage when and how they list. DanieL
Book lore ne'er served, w/ien trial came,
Nor gifts, when faith was dead.
J. H. Newman.
whereas although
3. While
used in the manner
of a conjunction to introduce a dependent adverbial sentence or clause, having a causal, conditional, or adversative relation to the principal proposition as, he chose to
turn highwayman when he might have continued an
honest man he removed the tree when it was the best

suitable to rotation.

;

[Obs.'l

to

South.

in a circuit ; to fetch a compass.
wheeling down the steep of heaven he flies.
Pope.

roll

the action of

Wheft

riage moving on
TTTt„, „„„
j i.i„u. u v„„T,n.
orWheelropea(iVoH^.), Wheel Bug. ^ Adult ; B Young,
the chains or ropes connecting the wheel and rudder.
Wheel cutter, a machine for shaping the cogs of gear
wheels; a gear cutter. —Wheel horse, one of the horses
nearest to the wheels, as opposed to a leader, or forward
horse
called also icheeler.
Wheel lathe, a lathe for
turning railway-car wheels.
Wheel lock, (a) A letter

Wheel,

;

Wheel'wrlght'

with a wheeze

wheels.- Wheel chains,

to revolve

wheels

Wheez'y

So named from
the curious shape of
the prothorax.—
Wheel carriage, a car-

U

Worn by

(-worn'), a.
as, a wheel-worn road.

tone.

in-

sects.

;

(-wfirk'), n.

Wheel'— worn'

;

See Mechanical powers,

ing a ciliated disk at the anterior
end.

{Mack.) A combination of
wheels, and their connection, in a machine or mechanism.

Wheeze

under Mechanical. — Wheel animal,
or Wheel animalcule (Zo'ol.), any one
of numerous species of rotifers hav-

Q

;

Wheel'work'

;

2. At what time ; at, during, or after the time that J
at or just after, the moment that ;
used relatively.

;

;

—

;

WHEREABOUTS

Wheen (hwen), n. [Cf. AS. hwene, hwasne, a little,
somewhat, hwon little, few.] A quantity a goodly
number. [Seo<.] " A H'AeeK other dogs." Sir W. Scott.

also axis in perilrochio, and perjietual lever,
the principle of equilibrium involved being the same as in
the lever, while its action is con-

tinuous.

!

;

Goldsmith.
cleft,

Bryant,
Where the cold breezes come not.
Where is often used pronominally with or without a preposition, in elliptical sentences for a place in
which, the place in which, or what place.
The star . stood over where the young child was. 3fatt. ii. 9.
The Son of man hath not where to lay his head. 31att. viii. 20.
Within about twenty paces of where we were. Goldsmith.
Dickens.
Where did the minstrels come from ?
m^p" Where is much used in composition with prepositions, and then is equivalent to a pronoun. Cf Whereat,

^W

.

.

.

Whereby, Wherefore, Whereot, etc.
Where away (Naut.), in what direction
is

;

as,

where away

the land ?
See Whither.

Syn.

—

Where., conj. whereas.
And fight and die is death destroying death
Where fearing dying pays death servile breath.
Shak,
n.
Place ; situation. lObs. or Colloq.']
Finding the nymph asleep in secret where. Spenser,
Where'a-hOUt' (-a-bouf),
) adv.
1. About where
near what or which
Where'a-bOUtS' (-a-bouts'), (
place
used interrogatively and relatively ; as, whereabonts did you meet him ?
It^°° In this sense, whereabouts is the common form.
" The object
2. Concerning which ; about which.
Hooker,
whereabout they are conversant."

Where,

;

idea,

—

ill

;

old,

bbey, drb, odd

a;

;

;

WHEREABOUT
they did not linow

as,

[From Whie.]
1. To
(hwSr'rgt), v. t.
Bickerstaff.
to trouble to tease.
[06«.]
2. To box (one) on the ear ; to strike or box (the ear)
as, to wherret a child.
\Obs.'\
Fl.
box on the ear. [06*.] Beau.
Wher'ret, n.
Wher'ry (hwSr'ry), n. ; pi. Whekeies (-riz). [Of.
Icel. hverfr shifty, crank, hverfa to turn, E. whirl,
passenger barge or lighter plywharf.] {Naut.) (a)
ing on rivers ; also, a kind of light, half-decked vessel
used in fishmg. 'iEvg.] (b)
long, narrow, light boat,
sharp at both ends, tor fast rowing or sailing ; esp., a

At

(hwSr-Sz'), adv.

Wordsworth.

wiiich place

\Obs.~\

;

;

racing boat rowed by one person with sculls.
[Cf. W. chwerw
Wher'ry, re.
made from the pulp of crab apples

;

—

;

1.

—

At which

used relatively.
whereupon
They vote whereat his speech he
;

;

Whereat he was no
•obey Zelmane.
2.

At what

less

thug renews.

you offended ?

Where-by'
" You

adv.

(-bi'),

my

talse

tively.

whereby ITive."
2.

By what how
;

Stilton.

By which

1.

to

— used

;

Shak.

Wherefore didst thou doubt

The reason why.

n.

Whet,

+

Where'ness

;

The quality or

(hwar'nSs), n.
;

—

;

state of

first it is sometimes only indicated by the particle not or
no after the correlative, and sometimes it is omitted entirely as being distinctly implied in the whether of the first.
And now who knows

(hwSr-Sf' or -8v'), adv. 1. Of which ; of
whom ; formerly, also, with which ; used relatively.
I do not iiud the certain numbers whereof their armies did

—

But you, Lorenzo,

You have

Let

it

work

—

On what

stand

Where'SO-e'er'

(-ar'

In

or -Sr'), adv.

whatever place

(-Sv'er), adv.

Milton.

In what place soever

(-throo'), adv.
Through which,
"Wherethrough thsitlTnay]s.now."
Chancer.

Windows,
Delights to

wherethrough the sun
peep, to gaze therein on thee.
.

Shak.

(-too'),

;

" Whereto

Whereto
;

;

—

;

;

sequence of which after which.
The townsmen mutinied and sent to Essex whereupon ho
came thither.
Clarendon.
Wher-ev'er (hwSr-Sv'er), adv. At or in whatever
place wheresoever.

whistle, expressing astonishment, scorn, or dislike.
Whew duck, the European widgeon. [Prov. Eng.]

;

;

;

He can not but love virtue whei-ever it is.
Where-Wlth' (hwSr-wTth' or -with'), adv.

— used relatively.
The love loherewith thou hast loved me.
With what — used interrogatively.

which
2.

Atterbury.
1.

Whew'er

xvii. 26.

Wherewith shall I save Israel ?
Judg. vi. 15.
n.
The necessary means or instru-

Where-with',
ment.
So

shall I

to

have wherewith to answer him. Ps. cxix. 42.
meet excessive loss by radiation. H. Spencer.

Where'wlth-al' (-wTth-al'), adv. & n. Wherewith.
"Wherewithal shall we be clothed ? "
3Iatt. vi. 31.
Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way ? Pa. cxi^c. 9.
FThe builders of Babel), still with vain design,
Babels, had th«y wherewithal, would build.

New

Use,

unite,

rfide,

full,

Up, idm

;

as from fright.

Milton.

;

(Min.) Calcium oxaof Cambridge, England.]
occurring in colorless or white monoclinic crystals.
(hwij'er), ?i.
[Cf. W. cMiiiwell a widgeon,
chwiivs widgeons, waterfowls ; or cf. E. iphew, v. i.]
[Prov. Eng.]
{Zool.) The European widgeon.
Whey (hwa), re. [AS. hwseg ; cf. D. wei, hut. Fries.
weye, LG. wey, waje.] The serum, or watery part, of
milk, separated from the more thick or coagulable part,
In tills process,
esp. in the process of making cheese.
the thick part is called curd, and the thin part whey.
Whey'ey (-y), a. Of the nature of, or containing,
whny resembling whey ; wheylsh.
Bacon.
Whey'lace'(-f5s'^re. One who is pale, as from fear.
Whey'-tacefl' (-fast'), a. Having a pale or white face,
late,

;

The wherewith

i.

IFAeweH

With

;

John

pity

;

;

Zood,

fo'bt

;

"Whey-faced cmnWem."
out, oil

:

chair

;

go

town.

Whld'ah bird' (hwTd'a herd').
(Zool.) Any one of several species
of finchlike birds belonging to the
genus Vidua, native of Asia and Af-

sing,

In the breeding season the

rica.

male has very long, drooping

tail

feathers.
Called also vida finch,
lohidah finch, wliydah bird, wkydah
finch, widow bird, and widow
finch.

^W^ Some of the species are often
kept as cage birds, especially Vidua
paradisea, which is dark brownish
above, pale buff' beneath, with a reddish collar around the neck.

,.

W
irs;

(hwid'er), adv. WhithChaucer.
[Obs.]
(hwTf), re.
[OE. weffe vapor, whiff, probably of imitative
origin cf Dan. vift a puff, gust, W.

Whid'er

er.

Whiff

.

;

cAuii/^'a wl;iff, puff.]
1.
expulsion of air from the

A sudden

mouth a Paradise Whidah
Bird ( Vidua paraquick puff or slight gust, as of air
disea). Male.
or smoke.
But with the whijf and wind of his fell sword
Shak.
The unnerved father falls.
Tlie skipper, he blew a whiffirom his pipe.
And

;

a scornful laugh laughed he.

A glimpse

a hasty view.
3. {Zool.) The marysole, or
[imp.
V.
t.
p. p.
Whiff,

2.

re.

sume

in whiff's

Whiffing.]

Longfellow.

[Prov. Eng.]

;

&

& vb.

sail fluke.

Whiffed (hwTft) p. pr.
To throw out in whiff's to con-

1.

;

;

to puff.

;

2. To carry or convey by a whiff, or as by a whiff ; to
puff or blow away.
Old Empedocles, . . who, when he leaped into Etna, having
a dry, sear body, and light, the smoke took hiui, and whiffisa
B. Jonson.
him up into the moon.
Whiff, V. i. To emit whiffs, as of smoke ; to puff.
little wliiff or puff.
Whiffet (hwTf'fSt), re.
Whiffing (hwTf'Iug), re. 1. The act of one who, or
that which, whiff's.
2. A mode of fishing with a hand line for pollack,
mackerel, and the like.
Whiffle (hwTf'f'l), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Whiffled
[Freq. of
vb. n. Whiffling (-fling).]
(-fid) ; p. pr.
whiff to puff, perhaps influenced by D. weifelen to
waver.] 1. To waver, or shake, as if moved by gusts of
wind ; to shift, turn, or veer about.
Dumpier.
2. To change f i om one opinion or course to another
to use evasions ; to prevaricate to be fickle.
.

A

&

;

A

person of whiffling and unsteady turn of
close to a point of controversy.

mind can

not keep
Watts,

7.

1. To disperse with, or as with, a whiff,
or putt'; to scatter. [Obs.]
Dr. //. More.
2. To wave or shake quickly ; to cause to whiffle.

Whiffle,

V.

Whiffle,

re.

Whlf 'fler

i.

^A

fife

(-fler), n.

or small flute.

[Obs.]

Douce-

One who whitlles, or frequently

1.

changes his opinioi: or course one who uses shifts and
evasions in argument hence, a trifler.
Every wluffler in a laced coat who frequents the chocolate
;

;

house

2.
3.

Aytoun.
;

;

&

To whistle with a shrill pipe, like a
Whew,
[Prov. Eng. & Scot.]
plover.
(liil'el-it),
re.
[So named after Prof.
Whew'ell-ite
V.

ii. 7.

Carltjle.

;

Gardner.

adv.
1. To which
relawe have already attained. " Phil. iii. 16.
sharpens, or stimulates.
all bonds do tie me day by day.
Shak.
[Obs.]
Steele.
2. A tippler one who drinks whets.
to what end
2. To what
used interrogatively.
Whet'tle-bones (-t'l-bonz), n. pi. The vertebrte of
Where'un-to' (-fin-too'), adv. Same as Wheeeto.
Dunglison.
the back. [Prov. Eng.]
Where'up-on' (-iip-Sn'), adv. Upon which in conWhew (hwu), re. & interj. A sound like a half-formed

Where-tO'

tively.

James

;

of the afterbirth in

South.

which ye are

) pron. & a. Whether one
Which-ev'er (-Sv'er),
WMoh'so-ev'er (-so-ev'er), ( or another whether
one or the otlier which that one (of two or more)
which as, whichever road you take, it will lead you to

8.

H^^ Some whetstones are used dry, others are moistened with water, or lubricated with oil.
To give the whetstone, to give a premium for extravagance in falsehood. [Obs.\
Whet'ter (-ter), n. 1. One who, or that which, whets,

.

— used

The retention

zor.

Where-through'
{i?.]

n.

the

'i

convenient."

[Cf. Whitile.]
(Zodl.) The
(hwgt'Il), re.
green woodpecker, or yaffle. See Yaffle. [Prov. Png.]
Whet'Stone' (hwSt'ston'), re. [AS,.,hwet.'^tan.] Apiece
of stone, natural or artificial, used for whetting, or sharpening, edge tools.
The dullness of the fool is the whetstone of the wits. Shak.
Diligence is to the understanding as the whetstone to the ra-

wherever.

;

siv.

Shak.

work which

11^°° Which, referring to a series of preceding sentences,
or members of a sentence, may have all joined to it adjectively.
"All which, as a method of proclamation, is very

Whet'Ue

Wheresoever.

"ir/teresoe'er they rove."

Where'SO-ev'er

Rom.

Wheth'er-ing,

Out

of which.
[i2.]
The cleft whereout the lightuing breaketh. Holland.
Where'SO (hwSr'so), adv. Wheresoever. \_Obs.']
[Poetic']

the forest judge.

cows.

?

(-out'), adv.

called

—

whereon to build.
Milton.
used interrogatively ; as, whereon do

—

;

times used by way of emphasis.
Do not they blaspheme that worthy name by

things, or whether not \
Wliether the sun, predominant in heaven.
Rise on the earth, or earth rise on the sun, ...
Milton.
Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid.
Whether or no, in eit'ner case ; in any case ; as, I will go
whether or no.
Whether that, whether.
Shak.

O fair foundation laid
Where-OUt'

let

Shah.

all his

A

But whether thus these

;

2.

but wliether wisely or no,

are the Lord's.

—

we

;

am yours ?

on the seventh day from

rested

.

Gen. ii. 2.
Matt. vi. 9.
Our Father, which art in heaven.
Cor.
iii. 17.
temple of God is holy, which temple ye are. 1

The

For whether we live, we live unto the Lord ; and whether we
die, we die unto the Lord ; whether we live therefore, or die, we

like Borgias' wine.

Whereof his sire, the pope, was poisoned. Marlowe.
Edward's seven sons, ui/iereo/ thyself art one.
Shak.
used interrogatively.
2- Of what
Whereof was the house built ?
Johnson.
Where-on' (-on'), adv. 1. On which; used relatively as, the earth whereon we live.
;

said

wliether I

.

compound relative or indefinite pronoun, stand4.
ing for any one u'hich, whichever, that which, those which,
the . . . which, and the like ; as, take which you will.
t^^" The which was formerly often used for which.
The expressions which that, wfiich as, were also some-

Sliak.

Sir J. Savies.

consist.

;

.

he had made.

—

used to introduce the
Wheth'er, conj. In case if
of two or more alternative clauses, the other or othor,
or
whether. When the
ers being connected by
or by
second of two alternatives is the simple negative of the

Grew.

Where-Of

—

first

;

to nothing.

;

—

I

I

yourself whether that you liketh. Cfiaucer.
One day in doubt I cast for to compare
Whether in beauties' glory did exceed.
Spenser.
Whether of them twain did the will of his father ? Matt. xxi. 31.

having a place ubiety situation position. [22.]
A point hath no dimensions, but only a whereness^ and is next
;

oilstone.

And when thou fail'st — as God forbid the hour
Must Edward fall, which peril heaven forfend

God

Now choose

—

;

and

— called also whetstone

V182. See Who, and cf. Eithee, Neither, Or,
conj.] Which (of two) which one (of two)
used interrogatively and relatively.
[Archaic]

Shak.
Emerson.

?

sons.

;

;

1.

Which of you conviuceth me of sin ?
John viii. 46.
3. A relative pronoun, used esp. in referring to an
antecedent noun or clause, but sometimes with reference
to what is specified or iniijlied in a sentence, or to a following noun or clause (generally involving a reference,
however, to something which has preceded). It is used
in all numbers and genders, and was formerly used of per-

act of whetting.

who.

—

The brook, whereinto he loved to look.
2. Into what
used interrogatively.

The

Wheth'er (hweth'er), pron. [OE. whether, AS. hwseSer; akin to OS. hweSar, OFries. hweder, OHG. hwedar, wedar, G. iveder, conj., neither, Icel. hvarr whether,
Goth, hioapar, Lith. katras, L. uter, 6r. Korepos, Trdrepos,
Skr. katara, from the interrogative pronoun, in AS. hwa

;

used relatively.
thing, time, respect, or the like ;
Chaucer.
Her clothes wherein she was clad.
There are times wherein a man ought to be cautious as well as
innocent.
Swift.
2. In what ;
used interrogatively.
Yet ye say, Wherein have we wearied him 1 Mai. ii. 17.

Sometimes intrude not

1.

cutting instruments ; novaculite

;

•,

Note under What, pron.,

Shak.
re.

Chaucer.

An interrogative pronoun, used both substantively!
adjectively, and in direct and indirect questions, to
ask for, or refer to, an individual person or thing among
several of a class ; as, which man is it ? which woman
was it ? which is the house ? he apked which route he
should take ; which is best, to live or to die ? See the
Z.

Byron.

That which whets or sharpens esp., an appetizer.
Spectator.
drams, and whets."
Whet slate (Min.), a variety of slate used for sharpening

;

;

[Obs.]
And which they weren and of what degree.

Milton.

Sips,

state,

Where'In-to' (hwSr'in-too'), adv. 1. Into which
used relatively.
Where is that palace whereinto foul things

scythe.
the wolf, the eagle whets hiS beak.

wheyj

like

re.

and

;

2.

"

\_Colloq.']

—

\_Obs.]

&

instigate.

from.']
Where-lrom' (hwSr-f rom'), adv. [ Where
Tennyson.
from which or what place.
Where-ln' (-in'), adv. 1. In which in which place,

S'rom which

Wheresoever.

i.

Somewhat

a.

— Whey'ish-ness,

.

who.

;

Chaucer.
Matt. xiv. 31.

?

V.

(hwa'ish),

J. Philips.

Which (hwich), pron. [OE. which, whilk, AS. hwilo,
hwylc, hwelc, from the root of hwa who -\- lie body
hence properly, of what sort or kind ; akin to OS. hwilik
which, OFries. hicelik, D. welk, G. welch, OHG. welih,
hweWi, Icel. hvilikr, Dan. & Sw. hvilken, Goth, hwileiks,
hweleiks ; cf. li. giialis. V182. See Who, and Like, a.,
and cf Such.] 1. Of what sort or kind what what a

2. To make sharp, keen, or eager ; to excite ; to stimulate ; as, to ^l!het the appetite or the courage.
Since Cassius first did whet me against Ctesar,
Shak.
I have not slept.
To whet on. To whet forward, to urge on or forward to

—
—

my tale.

(hwSt),

Here roams

&

I tell

\_Prov.
called crab wherry.
Halliwell.

(hw^r'so), adv.

The mower whets his

—

But wherefore that

liquor
after the verjuice is

wheyey.

;

rela-

Luke i. 18.
Whereby shall I know this ?
Wher-e'er' (hwSr-ar' or -Sr'), adv. Wherever;
Cowper.
contracted and poetical form.
conj. {Where -\-for.']
Where'fore (hwSr'for), adv.
reason
;
used
relatively.
For
which
;
so
1.
Wherefore by their fruits ye shaUdtnow them. Matt. vii. 20.
used interrogatively.
2. For what reason ; why ;

Where'lore,

Whet

when you take the means

life

— used interrogatively.

;

&

whereat are

as,

;

— sometimes

A

bitter.]

Chaucer.
[imp.
p. p. Whetted p. pr.
vb. n. WHETTiNa.]
[AS. hivettan ; akin to D. wetten,
G. wetzen, OHG. wezzen, Icel. hvetja, Sw. vattja, and
AS. hioxt vigorous, brave, OS. hwat, OHG. waz, was,
sharp, Icel. hvatr bold, active, Sw. hvass sharp, Dan.
hvas, Goth, hwassaba sharply, and probably to Skr. cud
to impel, urge on.] 1. To rub on or with some substance,
as a piece of stone, for the purpose of sharpening ; to
sharpen by attrition as, to whet a knife.

Sir P. Sidney.

interrogatively

;

Wher'so

upon which

;

angry and ashamed than desirous

— used

;

expressed

Eng.]

Sivat.

with true knowledge.
Where-at' (-Sf), adv.

&

A

the basis of declarations, afBrmatious, commands, requests, or the like, that follow.
the case
while on the contrary
2. When in fact
implying opposition to
being in truth that although
recognition
of
a
precedes
or
implying
that
something
facts, sometimes followed by a different statement, and
something
consequent.
inferences
or
sometimes by
Are not those found to be the greatest zealots who are most
notoriously ignorant ? whereas true zeal should always begin
is

;

;

A

;

—

;

;

A

where.
Chaucer.
;

At last they came whereas that lady bode. Spenser.
Where-as', conj. 1. Considering that it being the
used to introduce a preamble whicli
case that since
;

Wbe^'lsh

Wher'ret

hurry

Shak.

whei-eabouis.

liia

A puzzling notice of thy 'jjhereaboiit.
Where-as'

WHIFFLER
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WhOTO'a-bont' (liwSr'a-bouf), ]n. The place where
Where'a-bouts' (hwSr'a-bQuts'), ( a person or thing
,Is;

;;

igk

;

sliall

talk of the constitution.

Swif't.

One who plays on a whiffle a fifer or piper. [Obs.]
An officer who went before processions to clear tha

then, titin

;

;

boN

,;

zh = x

in azure.

;;
;

;;

WHIFFLETREE

N

way
who

SaeDis to prepare his way.

Shak.

proper companies on the Lord Jlayor's day, sometimes
with flags, were called whijflers^ or bachelor whijpers^
not because they cleared the way, but because they went
JSares.
fiv&t, aswhifflers Hid."
\_Local, U.S.']
4. (Zodl.) The golden-eye.
Same as WbippleWhif'fle-tree' (hwTf'f 'l-tre'), n.
TREE.
Whig (hwTg), n. [See Whet.] Acidulated whey,
sometimes mixed with buttermilk and sweet herbs, used
as a cooling beverage. lObs. or Prov. Eng."}
Whig, n. [Said to be from whiggam, a term used in
Scotland in driving horses, whiggamore one who drives
horses (a term applied ^o some western Scotchmen), contracted to whig. In 1648, a party of these people marched
to Edinburgli to oppose the king and the duke of Hamilton (the Whiggamore raid), and hence the name of Whig
was given to the party opposed to the court. Cf. Scot.
whig to go quickly.] 1. {Eng. Politics) One of a political party which grew up in England in the seventeenth century, in the reigns of Charles I. and 11., when
great contests existed respecting the royal prerogatives
and the rights of the people. Those who supported the
king in his high claims were called Tories, and the advocates of popular rights, of parliamentary power over the
crown, and of toleration to Dissenters, were, after 1G79,
called Whigs. The terms lAberal and Padical have now
generally superseded Whig in English politics. See the
Note under Tory.
2. (Amer. Hist.) (a)
friend and supporter of the
American Revolution ;
opposed to Tory, and Royalist.
(6) One of a political party in the United States from
about 1829 to 1856, opposed in politics to the Democratic
party.
Whig, a. Of or pertaining to the Whigs.

A

—

(-ga-mor), n. [SeeWme.] A Whig;
applied in contempt to Scotch Presbyte-

Whlg'ga-more

— a cant term
rians.

IScot.']

Whlg'gar-chy

(-gar-ky), w.

ernment by Whigs.

Whlg'ger-y
of the Wliigs

;

Sir W. Scott.
[Whig-\--archy.'\ Gov-

\_Cant~\

The

(-ger-y), n.

Swift.
principles or practices

Whiggism.

Whig'gish

(-gish), a.
Of or pertaining to Whigs
or characterized by, the principles of Whigs.
Whlg'glsh-ly, adv. In a Whiggish manner.
Whig'glsm (-gtz'm), n. The principles of the Whigs.
Whlg'ling (-ling), n.
petty or inferior Whig ;
used in contempt.
Spectator.
While (hwD), n. [AS. hwll ; akin to OS. hwll, hwlla,
OFries. hwile, D. wijl, G. iveile, OHG. wlla, hwlla,
'hwll, Icel. hvila a bed, hvlld rest, Sw. hvila, Dan. hvile,
Goth, hweila a time, and probably to L. quietus quiet,
and perhaps to Gr. /catpos the proper time or season.
yZO. Cf. QniET, Whilom.] 1. Space of time, or continued duration, esp. when short ; a time as, one while
we thought hun innocent. " All this while.''
Shak.

partaking

of,

—

A

;

This mighty queen may no while endure.
Chaucer.
[Some guest that] hath outstaid his welcome wJdle,

And tells the jest without

U

I will

the smile.

go forth and breathe the

Coleridge.

air a while.

Longfellow.

2. That which requires time ; labor ; pains. [OJs.]
Satan
cast him how he might quite her while. Chaucer.
At whiles, at times ; at intervals.
And so on us at whiles it falls, to claim
Powers that we dread.
J. H. Kewnian.
The while. The whilea, in or during the time that
meantime while. Tennyson. —Within a while, in a short
time soon.
Worth while, worth the time which it requires worth the time and pains hence, worth the expense as, it is not always worth while for a man to
prosecute for small debts.
.

.

.

—

;

;

—

;

IB^^ Whilk is sometimes used in Chaucer to represent
the Northern dialect.
Whi'lom (hwi'liim), adv. [AS. hwllum, properly, at
times, dative pi. of hwll ; alrin to G. weiland formerly,
OHG. hwllom. See While, «.] Formerly; once; of
old erewhile
at times.
[Obs. or Poetic]
Spenser.
;

Whim (hwim),
European widgeon.
Whim,

V. t.
[imp. & p. p. Whiled (hwild) p. pr.
Whiling.] To cause to pass away pleasantly
&
or without irksomeness or disgust ; to spend or pass
usually followed by away.
The lovely lady whiled the hours away. Longfellow.
;

—

W

While, V. i. To loiter. [R.I
Spectator.
While, conj. 1. During the time that as long as
whilst; at the same time that; as, while I write, you
sleep.
" While I have time and space."
Chaucer.
Use your memory; you will sensibly experience a gradual
Improvement, ivhile you take care not to overload it. L Watts.
;

I

may

be conveyed into your chamber
under your bed while midnight. Beau.
Fl.
Whil'ere' (hwfl'ar' or -Sr'), adv. [ While
ere.]
little while ago
recently; just now; erewhile. [Obs.]
Helpeth me now as I did you whilere.
Chaucer.
He who, with all heaven's heraldry, whilere
Entered the world.
Milton.
Whiles (hwilz), adv. [See While, n., and -wabds.]
;

I 'U lie

S,-

+

A

;

1. Meanwhile meantime,
[i?.]
The good knight whiles humming to himself
;

the lay of some
Sir TV. Scott.

enamored troubadour.

Sometimes at times. [Scot.]
The whiles. See under While, n.
Whiles, conj. During the time that
2.

Sir W. Scott.

;

;

while.

[Ar-

eha^e]

Chaucer. FuUer.
Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art in the
'
way with himMeat. v. 26.
ate,

senate, care,

am, acm, ask,

Whimbeel.]

[Cf.

(Zool.)

The

;

;

;

;

;

dmm

—

whim gin, and whimsey.
Whim ghi [Mining), a.-vhxm.

See Whim,

2.

— Whim shaft
is

raised

Syn.— Freak; caprice; whimsey; fancy. — Whim,
Freak, Caprice. Freak denotes an impulsive, inconsiderate change of mind, as by a child or a lunatic.
Whim is a mental eccentricity due to peculiar processes
or habits of thought. Caprice is closely allied in meaning to freak, but implies more definitely a quality of willfulness or wantonness.

Whim, V. i. To be subject to, or indulge in, whims;
to be whimsical, giddy, or freakish. [R.]
Congreve.
WhimTjrel (hwTm'brel), n. [Cf. Whimper.] (Zool.)
Any one of several species of small curlews, especially
the European species (Numenius pfiseopus), called also
jack curlew, half curlew, stone curlew, and tang whaup.
See Illustration in Appendix.
Eudsonian, or Eskimo, whlmbrel, the Hudsonian curlew.
Whimllng (-ling), n. [Whim -\- -ling.] One given
to whims hence, a weak, chUdish person ; "a child.
Go.whimling, and fetch two or three grating loaves. Beau. If Fl.
Whlm'my (-my), a. Full of whims whimsical.
The study of Rabbinical Uterature either iinds a man whimmy or makes him so.
Coleridge.
Whim'per (-per), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Whimpered
;

;

&

(-perd) p. pr. & vb. n. Whimpering.]
[Cf. Scot, whimmer, G. wimmern.] To cry with a low, whining, broken
voice to whine to complain as, a child whimpers.
;

;

;

Was there ever yet preacher but there were gainsayers that
spurned, that winced, that whimpered against him ?
Latimer.
Whim'per, v. t. To utter in a low, whining tone.
Whim'per, n. A low, whining, broken cry a low,
whining sound, expressive of complaint or grief.
Whim'per-er (-er), re. One who whimpers.
Whim'ple (hwim'p'l), V. t. See Wimple.
Whim'ple, V. i. [Cf. Whiffle.] To whiffle ; to veer.
;

Whim'sey
Whim'sy

Whimseys (-zIz) or Whim[See Whim.] ,1. A whim;
)
a freak a capricious notion a fanciful or odd conceit.
" The whimsies of poets and painters."
Ray.
I

/ pi.
sies (-zTz).

(-zj^),

re.

;

;

Men's foUy, whimsies, and inconstancy.
Swift.
Mistaking the whimseys of a feverish brain for the calm revelations ot truth.

Bancroft.

2. (Mining)

to

A whim.

Whim'sey, v.
make fantastic

t.
;

To
Whlm'Si-cal (hwIm'zT-kal),
1.

[From Whimsey.]

a.

Full of, or characterized by, whims actuated by a
having peculiar notions ; queer ; strange freak;

;

''

ish.

;

A.

whimsical insult."

Macaulay.

My neighbors call me whimsical.
2. Odd or fantastic in appearance
"
fantastic.
whimsical chair. "

A

Syn.

— Quaint

capricious

;

;

;

fanciful

Addison.

quaintly devised

Evelyn.
;

fantastic.

Whim'si-cal'i-ty (-kSl'i-ty), re. The quality or state
of being whimsical whimsiealness.
Whlm'si-cal-ly (hwim'zi-kal-l^), adv. In a whim;

manner

freakishly.
Whim'si-cal-ness, n.

sical

whimsical

;

The

quality or state of being

whimsical disposition.
re.
A whimsey.
(-hwam), re. [Formed from whim by
reduplication.]
1. A whimsical thing an odd device
a trifle a trinket a gimcrack. [R.]
They '11 puU ye all to pieces for your whimwhams. Beau, tf FL
2. A whim, or whimsey ; a freak.
Whin (hwTn), n. [W. chwyn weeds, a single weed.]
1. (Bot.) (a) Gorse; furze.
See Furze.
Through the whins, and by the cairn.
Bums.
Gray.
(6) Woad-waxen.
2. Same as Whikstone.
[Prov. Eng.]
Moor whin, or Petty whin (Bot.), a low prickly shrub
Gen ista Anglica) common in Western Europe.
Whin
bruiser, a machine for cutting and bruising whin, or furze,
to feed cattle on.
Whin sparrow (Zool.), the hedge sparrow. [Prov. £reff.]
Whin thrush (Zool.), the redwing.
[Prov. Eng.]
Whin'ber-ry (-ber-rj^), n.
(Bot.) The English bilberry
so called because it grows on moors among the
whins, or furze.
Dr. Prior.
;

freakishness

Whim'sy

;

(-zy),

Whim'wham

;

;

;

—

(

—

;

fl&<tl,

—

—

gU;

&».

it

common

in

—

Europe

called also whinchacker,
whincheck,
whin-clocharet.
Whine (hwin), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Whined
(hwind) p. pr.
vb.

&

&

;

Whihing.]
re.
[OE.
whinen, AS. hwlnan

Whinchat.
make a whistling.
whizzing sound akin to Icel. hvlna, Sw. hvina, Dan.
hvine, and probably to G. wiehern to neigh, OHG. wihon,
hweijon; perhaps of imitative origin. Cf. Whxnut, v. i.]
To utter a plaintive cry, as some animals to moan with
a childish noise to oomplain, or to tell of sorrow, distress, or the hke, in a plaintive, nasal tone
hence, to
complain or to beg in a mean, unmanly way to moan
" TFAireire^ plovers.
basely.
Spenser.
The hounds were
. staying their coming, but with a whinto

;

;

;

;

.

.

ing accent, craving liberty.

Sir P. Sidney.
Dost thou come here to whine ?
Shak.
To utter or express plaintively, or in a
mean, unmanly way ; as, to whine out an excuse.
plaintive tone ; the nasal, childish tone
Whine, n.
of mean complaint mean or affected complaint.
Whin'er (hwin'er), n.
One who, or that which,

Whine,

V.

t.

A

;

Whinge

(hwinj), v. i. To whine. [Scot.]
(hwing'er), n. [See Whintaed.]

Whing'er

Burns.
kind

A

of hanger or sword used as a knife at meals and as a
weapon. [Scot.
Prov. Eng.]
The chief acknowledged that he had corrected jer with his
whinger.
Sir W. Scott.

&

Whin'ing-ly

(hwTn'Ing-ly), adv. In a whining manmean complaint.
(hwln'ner),
«. i.
To whinny. [Colloq.]
Whin'ner
Whin'ny (-ny), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Whinnied (-nid)
[From Whine.] To utter
vb. re. Whinnying.]
p. pr.
the ordinary call or cry of a horse ; to neigh.
Whin'ny, n. ; pi. Whinnies (-nlz). The ordinary cry
or call of a horse
a neigh. " The stately horse .
.
stooped with a lov/ whinny."
Tennyson.
Whin'ny, a. Abounding in whin, gorse, or furze.
A fine, large, whinny, . . . unimproved common. Sterne.
Whin'OCk (hwTn'iik), re. [Cf. Scot, whin, quhene, a
few, AS. hwene, hwiene, a little, hwon little, few.
Cf,
Wheen.] The small pig of a litter. [Local, U. S.]
stone; cf. Scot.
Whin'stone' (-ston'), re. [Whin
quhynstane.]
A provincial name given in England to
basaltic rocks, and applied by miners to other kinds of
dark-colored unstratified rocks which resist the point of
the pick,
for example, to masses of chert. Whin-dikes,
and whin-sills, are names sometimes given to veins or

ner

in a tone of

;

&

.

;

+

—

beds of basalt.

&

Whin'yard (-yerd), n. [Cf Prov. E.
Scot, whingar, whinger ; perhaps from AS. winn contention, war
-f- geard, gyrd, a staff, rod, yard ; or cf AS. hwlnan to
whistle, E. whine.] 1.
sword, or hanger. [06^.]
2. [From the shape of the bill.] (Zool.) (a) The shov»
.

.

A

[Prov. Eng.] (b) The poachard. [Prov. Eng.]
Whip (hwTp), V. t. [imp. &p. p. Whipped (hwipt);
vb. n. Whipping.]
[OE. whippen to overlay^
p. pr.
as a cord, with other cords, probably akin to G.
D,
wippen to shake, to move up and down, Sw. vippa, Dan,
vippe to swing to and fro, to shake, to toss up, and L.
vibrare to shake.
Cf. Vibrate.]
1. To strike with a
lash, a cord, a rod, or anything slender and lithe; to
lash ; to beat ; as, to whip a horse, or a carpet.
2. To drive with lashes or strokes of a whip to cause
to rotate by lashing with a cord as, to whip a top.
3. To punish with a whip, scourge, or rod ; to flog to
beat as, to whip a vagrant to whip one with ttirtyniue lashes to whip a perverse boy.
Who, for false quantities, was whipped at school. Bryden.
4. To apply that which hurts keenly to to lash, as
with sarcasm, abuse, or the like ; to apply cutting laneler.

&

&

;

;

;

To fill with whimseys, or whims
to craze.
[R.]
have a man's brain whimsied with his wealth. J. Fletcher.

whim

[So called because

n.

whines.

(Mining), a shaft through which ore, water, etc.,
from a mine by means of a whim.

;

Whln'chat' (hwin'chSt'),
quents whins.] (Zool.) A small warbler
(Pralincola rubetra)

;

[Prov. Eng.]

[Cf. Icel.

;

;

;

n.

a capricious notion a humor a caprice.
Let every man enjoy his whim.
Churchill.
2. (Mining) A large capstan or vertical
turned
by horse power or steam power, for raising ore or water,
etc., from mines, or for other purposes;
called also

;

2. Hence, under which circumstances in which case
though whereas.
While as. While that, during or at the time that. [Ois.]
WiaX6,prep. Until; till. [Obs. oi Prov. Eng.& Scot.}

n.

hvima to wander with the eyes,
vim giddiness, Norw. kvima to whisk or flutter about, to
trifle, Dan. vim^e to skip, whisk, jump from one thing to
another, dial. Sw. hvimsa to be unsteady, dizzy, W.
chwimio to move briskly.] 1. A sudden turn or start of
the mind a temporary eccentricity a freak a fancy

;

vb. n.

;

Whilom, as olde stories tellen us,
There was a duke that highte Theseus.
Chaucer.
Whilst (hwilst), adv. [From Whiles ; cf. Ahongst.]
While. [Archaic]
Whilst the emperor lay at Antioch.
Gibbon.
The whilst, in the meantime ; while. [Archaic] Shak.

:

While,

A

ol.)

;

1^°" " Whifflers, or filers, generally went first in a procession, from which circumstance the name was transferred to other persons who succeeded to that ofiice, and
at length was given to those who went forward merely to
clear the way for the procession. ... In the city of Londoii, young freemen, who march at the head of their

Q

WhJlk (hwTlk), n. [See Whelk a mollusk.] 1. {Zokind of mollusk, a whelk. [Prov. Eng.]
2. (Zool.) The scoter. [Prov. Eng.}
Whilk, pron. Which. [Obs. or Scot.]

;

;

WHIP
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by blowing a horn, or otherwise hence, any person
marched at the head of a procession a harbinger.
Which like a mighty wUi£ler 'fore the king,

"

;

eve, «veirt| god, fern, recaitj

ice,

;

;

;

;

guage

to.

They would whip me with their fine wits.
Shak.
To thrash to beat out, as grain, by striking as,
to whip wheat.
6. To beat (eggs, cream, or the like) into a froth, as
5.

;

;

with a whisk, fork, or the like.
7. To conquer ; to defeat, as in a contest or game

to
[Slang, XJ. S.]
(a cord, rope, or the like) with other
cords going round and round it ; to overcast, as the edge
of a seam ; to wrap ;
often with about, around, or over.
Its string is firmly whipped about with small gut. Jloxon,

beat
8.

;

;

to surpass.

To overlay

—

9. To sew lightly ; specifically, to form (a fabric) into
gathers by loosely overcasting the rolled edge and drawing up the thread ; as, to whip a ruffle.
In half-wAj>j)erf musUn needles useless lie.
Gay.
10. To take or move by a sudden motion to jerk ; to
snatch ;
with into, out, up, off, and the like.
She, in a hurry, whips up her darling under her arm.

—

;

L*Estrangb.

Se whips out his pocketbook every
scriptions of everything he sees.

moment, and writes

de.

Walpole.

11. (Naut.) (a) To hoist or purchase by means of a
whip, (b) To secure the end of (a rope, or the like)
from untwisting by overcasting it with small stuff.
12. To fish (a body of water) with a rod and artificial
fly, the motion being that employed in using a whip.
Whipping their rough surface for a trout. Emei-soru
To whip in, to drive in, or keep from scattering, as
hounds in a hunt hence, to collect, or to keep together,
as members of a party, or the like.
To whip the cat.
(a) To practice extreme parsimony.
[Prov. Eng.] Forby.
(b) To go from house to house working by the day, as
itinerant tailors and carpenters do. [Prov.
U. S.]
;

—

&

idea, 21

j

old,

Sbey, drb, odd;

;
;

;;

WHIP
Whip (hvvTp), V. i. To move nimbly to start or turn
suddenly and do something to whisk as, he ivhipped
around the corner.
With speed from thence he whipped.
SacbvUle^
Two friends, travehug togetlier, met a bear upon the way
the one whips up a tree, and the other throws himself flat upon

the peculiar notes which
ten also ichippowil.]

;

;

;

persons

;

with which he

is

A

2.

coachman

;

a driver of a carriage

A nimble lita whippersnapper.
Shah.
Every puny whipster gets my sword.
Whip'Stick' (-stik'), n. Whip handle whipstock.
so called in
Whip'StitCh' (-stich'), n. 1. A tailor
contempt.
hence,
2. Anything hastily put or stitched together

a good

;

;

;

a hasty composition,

arm reckoned from the shaft.
4. (Naut.) (a) A small tackle with a single rope, used
See Pento hoist light bodies.
(6) The long pennant.

ridges, as laud.

(a).

A

Whip and spur, with the utmost haste. — Whip crane,
or Whip piu-chase, a simple form of crane having a small
drum from which the load is suspended, turned by pulling on a rope wound around a larger drum on the same
axle. — Whip gin. See Gin block, under 5th Gin. — Whip
grafting.
See under Gkafting, — Whip hand, the hand
with which the whip is used hence, advantage mastery as, to have or get the whip hand of a person. Dryden. —Whip ray (Zo'dl.), the European eagle ray. See
under Ray. — Whip roll ( Weaving), a roll or bar, behind
the reeds in a loom, on which the warp threads rest. —
Whip scorpion (Zool.), any one of numerous species of

^^^^^^&

^^

wings.

A kind

—

twisted.

{Zodl.) (a)

A large

sting

ray (Dasybatis, or Trygon, Sayi) native of the Southern
United States. It is destitute of large spines on the body
and tail. (6) A large sting ray {Rhinoptera bonasus, or
,R. quadriloba) of the Atlantic coast of the United States.
Its snout appears to be four-lobed when viewed in front,
whence it is also called cow-nosed ray.
Whlp'per (hwip'per), n. 1. One who whips especially, an officer who inflicts the penalty of legal whipping.
2. One who raises coal or merchandise with a tackle

Whirl, n, [Cf. Dan. hvirvel, Sw.
the crown of the head, G, wirbel
head, D. wervel. See Whirl, v. <.]
fill

[JEng.']

kind of simple willow.

A

Whipping post,
legally whipped.

from Whip, v.
a post to which offenders are

1.

A

;

.

tied, to

.

He saw Falmouth under gray,

iron skies,

and whirls of March
Carhjle.

dust,

A revolving

in twisting, as the hooked
spindle of a rope machine, to which the threads to be

3.

hook used

twisted are attached.

be

& Zo'dl.) A whorl. See Whorl.
Whlrl'a-bOUt' (-a-bo«t'), n. Something that whirls or
turns about in a rapid manner a whirligig.
WhlrlObat' (-bSt'), n. Anything moved with a whirl,

[See Whip, and cf.
Whlp'ple-tree' (-p'l-tre'), n.
Whiffletree.] 1. The pivoted or swinging bar to which
the traces, or tugs, of a harness are fastened, and by
which a carriage, a plow, or other implement or vehicle,
is drawn
a whiffletree
a swingletree
a singletree.
See Singletree.
;

;

as preparatory for a blow, or to augment the force of
applied by poets to the cestus of ancient boxers.
Tlie tvhirlhat and tlic rapid race shall bo

—

;

Dryden.
A whirling blast of wind.
behind tlie hill, Wordsworth.
Whirl'bone' (-bou'), n. (Anat.) («) The buckle bone,
[Obs.] (b) The patella, or kneop.an, [Ote,] Ainsworth.
Whlrl'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, whirls,
Whirl'i-COte (-I-kot), n. An open car or chariot.

Whirl'—Wast' (-blasf), n.
A whirl-ijlast from

2. {Bot.)

ican bird [Antrostomus vociferus)
lied to the nighthawk

it

Reserved for Ca;sar.

own whippleiree in the woodlot. Emerson.
The cornel tree.
Chaucer.
Whip'-poor-will' (-poor-wTP), ra. (^ooZ.) An Amer-

[People] cut their

al-

and goatsucker;
in

[Obs.-\

iiaitation of

Of old time coaches were not known
iots,

in this island, hut char-

or whirl Icofes.

With a

Whip-poor-will.

use,

unite,

rude,

full,

horses.
whirligig of jubilant mosquitoes spinning about each

Am

;

pity

;

food,

fi>bt

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

6

;

I.

Whirling table,

An

(Physics)

(a)

apparatus provided

of centrifugal force,

and the

like,

A

(6)

potter's wheel.

Whirl'pit'(-pTt'),

Whirling Table,

A whirlpool.
" Raging
[Obs.]

n.

a Footboard

Whirl'pOOl'

;

b

Wheel

;

c

Pulley

dAim; e/ Uprights,

whirlpits." Sandys.
(-pool'),

An eddy or

1,

re.

;

vortex of wa-

a place in a body of water where the water moves
in a circle so as to produce a depression or cavity
in the center, into which floating objects may be drawn ;
any body of water having a more or less circular motion
caused by its flowing in an irregular chaimel, by the coming together of opposing currents, or the like.
2.
sea monster of the whale kind. [Obs.'] Spenser.
The Indian Sea breedeth the most and the biggest fishes that
are among which the whales and iyAzr/poofe, called " balajnje,"
arpeuts of land. Holland.
take upinlengthasmuchas four
ter

;

round

A

;

.

Whirl'wlg'

(-Wig'),

.

.

[Cf.

re.

Earwig.]

A

(Zq'61.)

whirligig.

(-wind'), re. [Cf. Icel. hvirfilvindr, Sw.
See
hvirfvelvind, Dan. hvirvelvind, G. wirbehoind.
Whirl, and Wind, n.] 1.
violent windstorm of limited
extent, as the tornado, characterized by an inward spiral
motion of the air with an upward current in the center a
vortex of air. It usually has a rapid progressive motion.
The swift dark whirlwind that uproots the woods
And drowns the villages,
Bryant.
;

(l^p°* Some meteorologists apply the word whirlwind to
the larger rotary storms also, such as cyclones.

A body of objects sweeping violently onward.
2. Fig.
" The whirlwind of hounds and hunters,"
Macaulay.
Whlr'ry (hwer'ry), V. i. To whir. [Obs.]
Whir'tle (-t'l), n. (Mech.) A perforated steel die
through which wires or tubes are drawn to form them.
Whisk (hwisk), re. [See Whist, re.] A game at cards
:

whist.

go

;

Taylor (1630).
[Probably for tuish, and of Scand. origin
a wisp akin to Dan. visk, Sw. viska, D.

[Obs.]

Whisk,
cf. Icel.

re.

visk

;

OHG. wise, G. wisch. See Wisp.] 1. The act of
whisking a rapid, sweeping motion, as of something
light a sudden motion or quick puff.
wisch,

;

;

This

first

sad luhisk

Takes off thy dukedom thou art but an earl. J. Fletcher.
2. A small bunch of grass, straw, twigs, hair, or the
like, used for a brush
hence, a brush or small besom,
;

;

as of
3.

broom com.

A

small culinary instrument made of wire, or the
like, for whisking or beating eggs, cream, etc.
Boyle.
4.
kind of cape, forming part of a woman's dress.

A

5.
6.

My wife in her new lace lahisk.
An impertinent fellow. [Prov. Eng.]

Pepys.

Halliwell.

A plane used

by coopers for evening chines.
[imp. & p. p. Whisked (hwiskt)

p. pr.
Whisk, V. t.
[Cf. Dan. viske, Sw. viska, G.
vb. re. Whisking.]
1. To sweep,
wischen, D. rvisschen.
See Whisk, n.]
as, to
brush, or agitate, with a light, rapid motion
whisk dust from a table; to u-hisk the white of eggs
into a froth.
2. To move with a quick, sweeping motion.
He that walks in gray, ivhishing his riding rod, J. Fletcher.
1 beg she would not impale worms, nor whisk carp out of one-

&

;

;

element into another,

ii'alpole.

Whisk, V i. To move nimbly and with
make a sudden agile movement.
1. One who, or
Whisk'er (-er), re.

velocity

;

to

that which,
whisks, or moves with a quick, sweeping motion.
2. Formerly, the hair of the upper lip ; a mustache
usually in the plural.
Hoary ichiskers and a forky beard.
Pope.
3. pi. That part of the beard which grows upon the
sides of the face, or upon the chin, or upon both ; as,
side whiskers ; chin whiskers.
4. A hair of the beard.
5. One of the long, projecting hairs growing at the
sides of the mouth of a cat, or other animal.
6. pi. (Naui.) Iron rods e.\teiKling on either side of
the bowsprit, to spread, or guy out, the stays, etc.
WhiSk'ered (-erd), a. 1, Formed into whiskers ; furnished with whiskers having or wearing whiskers.

—

;

Our
2. (Zo'dl.)
tles

forefathers, a grave, whiskered race.

Having elongated

Cowper.

hairs, feathers, or bris-

on the cheeks.

The whi.ikcrcd vermin race.
Grainger.
Whisk'er-less (-er-16s), a. Being without whiskers.
WhiS'ket (hwTs'kBt), re, [Cf, Wisket,] 1, A basket;
esp., a straw provender basket. [Prov. Eng.] ITalliwell.
2. (Mach.)

O. W. Cable.

head.
iip,

v.

with one or more revolving disks, with
weights, pulleys, and
other attachments,
for illustrating the
phenomena and laws

Stotr.

Whirl'i-glg (-gtg), n. [ Whirl -\- gig.-] 1. A child's
toy, spun or whirled around like a wheel upon an axis,
Johnson.
or like a top.
2. Anything which whirls around, or in which persons
or things are wliirled about, as a frame with seats or

wooden

ho-

&

from Whirl,

turning with

4. (Bot.

;

rapidly.
The larva is
Called also weaver, whirlWhirligig ( Gyrinvs
wig, and whirlwig beetle.
j-ealis).
a imago
Whirl'ing (hwerl'Ing), a.
n.
Larva. Nat. size.

aquatic.

;

huntsman who keeps

& n.

(-pTng), a.

hvirfvel, Icel, hvirwhirl, crown of the

rapidity or velocity rapid rotation or circumvolution ;
quick gyration
rapid or confusing motion ; as, the
whirl of a top ; the whirl of a wheel. " In no breathless
J. tl. Newman.
whirl.''''
The rapid . whirl of things here below interrujjts not the
South.
inviolable rest and calmness ot the noble beings above.
2. Anything that moves with a whirling motion.

the hounds from wandering, and whips them in, if necessary, to the line of chase.
2. Hence, one who enforces the discipline of a party,
and urges the attendance and support of the members
on all necessary occasions.
Whip'per-snap'per (-snap'per), n. A diminutive, insignificant, or presumptuous person.
[CoMog.l " Little
wliipper snappers like you."
T. Hughes.

Whlp'ping

&

;

;

X.

ity in a gyrating, or circular, manner, but they are also able to dive

and swim

A

[iJ.]

&

&

;

(-in'), n.

To

whiz.]

A

Whlp'gralt' (hwip'graff ), V. t.
[imp. & p. p. Whipgrafted p. Whip Scorpion {Thelyphonus cavdatus').
pr. & vb. n. Whipqraptino.] To
graft by cutting the scion and stoek in a certain manner. See Whip grafting, under Grafting.
Whlp'Iash' (-ISsh'), n. The lash of a whip,
usually made of thongs of leather, or of cords, braided or

Whlp'per-in'

Whib to

[See

t.

This world to me is like a lasting storm.
Whirring me from my friends.
Shah.
buzzing or whizzing
Whir, n.
whipworm,
sound produced by rapid or whirling mo- jj^j^^ mniih ention ; as, the whir of a partridge ; the larged.' s Spicule,
whir of a spinning wheel.
Whirl (hwerl), v. t. [imp. p. p. Whirled (hwerld)
vb. n. Whirling,] [OE. whirlen, probably from
p. pr.
Sw. hvirfla, Dan. hvirvle ; akin
the Scand. ; cf. Icel.
to D. wervelen, G. wirbeln, f req. of the verb seen in Icel.
See Wharf, and cf. Warble,
hverfa to turn. \i.6.
Whorl.] 1. To turn round rapidly ; to cause to rotate
with velocity ; to make to revolve.
He whirls his sword around without delay. Bryden.
2. To remove or carry quickly with, or as with, a reChaucer.
volving motion ; to snatch ; to hurry.
See, see the chariot, and those rushing wheels,
That whirled the prophet up at Chebar flood. Milton.
The passionate heart of the poet is whirVd into folly. Tennyson.
Whirl, V. i. 1. To be turned round rapidly to move
round with velocity ; to revolve or rotate with great
speed ; to gyrate. " The whirling year vainly my dizzy
J. H. Neivman.
eyes pursue."
The wooden engine flies and whirls about. Vryden.
2. To move hastily or swiftly.
But whirled away to shun his hateful sight, Dryden.

or braided cord,

A

V.

hurry along with a whizzing sound.

sometimes used for making whip-

3. {Spinning)

and usually dark colored with a
These beetles
bronzeiike luster.
live mostly on the surface of water,
and move about with great celer-

Whirl'wind'

Beattie.

Whir,

instrument for punishing petty offend-

firm, oval or boatlike in form,

is

;

lashes.

ship's hold.

j^^gy

;

:

«

&

.

;

—

(-pa-re'),

Dry den.
of whipstitching.
To rafter; to plow in

lEng.']

&

;

arachnids belonging to Thelyphonus and allied genera. They somewhat resemble true scorpions, but
have a long, slender bristle, or
lashlike organ, at the end of the
Whip
body, instead of a sting.
snake {Zo'dl.), any one of various
species of slender snakes. Specifically
(a) A bright green South
American tree snake (PhUodryas
viridissimits) having a long and
slender body. It is not venomous.
Called also emerald whip snake.
(6) The coachwhip snake.

Whip'pa-ree'

(Agric.)

J^^^g

;

of hard-twisted

t.

—

needed. (6) A call made upon members of a Parliamentary party to be in their places at a given time, as when
a vote is to be taken.

(-k8rd'), n.

V.

Whip'stock' (-stok'), n. The rod or handle to which
the lash of a whip is fastened.
Whipt (hwTpt), i7np. &p. p. of Whip, Whipped.
Whip'-tom'-kel'ly (hwip'tora'kSl'ly), n. [So called
(Zool.) A vireo (Ficeo altiloin imitation of its notes.]
called
quus) native of the West Indies and Florida;
also black-whiskered vireo.
Whip'worm' (hwTp'wQrm'), n. [So called from its
shape.]
(Zool.) A nematode worm
) —^^=^
( Trichocephalus dispar) often found parasitic in the human intestine.
Its body
is thickened posteriorly, but is very ^^^^^M?
long and threadlike anteriorly.
^^^^^^t
Whir (hwer), V. i. limp.
p. p. =^^^^E5
Whirred (hwerd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. ^^^^^^B
Whirring.] [Perhaps of imitative origin cf D. hvirre to whirl, and E. hitrr, ^^^^^^^S^
htirry, whirl.
^C"
V16.] To whirl round, j^
or revolve, with a whizzing noise to fly
or move quickly with a buzzing or whiz- ^^B~
~
zing sound to whiz.
The partridge bursts away on whirring

A

Whip'cord'

[i?.]

The act or process

3. {Agric.)

Whip'Stitch',

5.
huntsman who whips in the hounds ; whipper-in.
person (as a member of Par6. (Eng. Politics) (a)
liament) appointed to enforce party discipline, and secure
the attendance of the members of a Parliamentary party
at any important session, especially when their votes are

;

—

;

the

called

fellow

tle

Beaconsfield.
3. (Mach.) (a) One of the arms or frames of a windmill, on which the sails are spread.
(6) The length of

from a

;

A

whip.

nant

a fret saw.

also,

;

A mediaeval

3,

being a kind of wooden cage turning on a pivot, in
which the offender was whirled round with great velocity.
4, (Zo'dl. ) Any one of numerous
species of beetles belonging to Gyrinus and allied genera. The body
ers,

Whip'stalk' (-stak'), n. A whipstock.
Whip'ster (-ster), re. [Whip -\- -ster.']

supposed
Addison.

as,

;

[Writ-

(-shapf), a. Shaped like the lash of
long, slender, round, and tapering ; as, a whipshaped root or stem.
bar attached to
Whlp'Staff (-staf), n. (Naut.)
the tiller, for convenience in steering.

[OE. mhippe. See Whip, v. <.] 1. An inn.
strument for driving horses or other animals, or for correction, consisting usually of a lash attached to a handle,
or of a handle and lash so combined as to form a flexible
" [A] «oA?^'s lash."
Chaucer.
rod.
ivkip^

utters in the evening.

Whip'-shaped'

a whip

Whip,

to drive the horses of the sun,

it

Whip'saw' (hwTp'sa'), n. A saw for dividing timber
lengthwise, usually set iu a frame, and worked by two

L' Estrange.

the ground.

In his right hand he holds a

WHISKET

1647

sing, lijk

;

A

small lathe tor turning

tben, tliln

;

boN

;

zli

=z

wooden

in azure.

pins.

—

;.

Same as WmsKT, a liquor.
pi. Whiskeys (-kiz) or Whiskies.
A liglit car[See Whisk, v. i.
n.]
called also tim-whiskey.
riage built for rapid motion ;
WhiSk'ln (hwisk'in), n. A shallow drinking bowl.
Ray.
{Prov. Eng.']
Whisk'ing, a. 1. Sweeping along lightly.

WhlsOiey

N

(hwis'ky), n.

Wltls'key,

I

Whls'ky,

I

n. ;

Large; great.

2.

&

—

\_Prov. Eng.']

or Gael, uisge water
(perhaps akin to E. wash, water) in
(
Cf . Usqueuisgeliealha whiskey, properly, water of life.
baugh.] An into.xicating liquor distilled from grain,
Ireland,
Scotland,
and the
in
especially
potatoes, etc.,
United States. In the United States, whisky is generally
but
and
wheat,
in
Scotland
maize,
rye,
or
distilled from
Ireland it is often made from malted barley.
Bourbon wMeiy, corn whisky made In Bourbon County,
Crooked
Kentucky.
whisky.
See under

Whis'ky
Whls'key

I

(hwis'ky), n.

[Ir.

—

— Whisky

Ckooked.

Jack (Zoo!.), the Canada jay (Peri.^oreus

grayish blue, lighter
beneatli. Called also

Whis ky fled
Whis ' key - fled
'

1

[ Whisky

(hwTs'ky-fid), a.

Drunk with whisky

)

+

-/)/.]

intoxicated.

;

Thackeray.

lJfIumo7-ous']

Whlsp

(hwTsp), n. See Wisp.
flock of snipe.
Whisp, n. (Zool.)
p. p. Whispered
Whis'per (hwTs'per), V. i. [imp.
[AS. hwisprian ;
(-perd) p. pr. & vb. n. Whispemng.]
akin to G. iinspem, wispeln, OHG. hwispnlon, Icel.
hrlskra, Sw. hviska, Dan. hviske ; of imitative origin. Cf
Whistle.] 1. To speak softly, or under the breath, so
as to be heard only by one near at hand to utter words
without sonant breath ; to talk without that vibration in
the larynx which gives sonorous, or vocal, sound. See

A

&

;

;

Whisper,
2.

n.

To make

a low, sibilant sound or noise.

Thomson.
suspicion, or timorous caution ; to
converse in whispers, as in secret plotting.
All that hate me whisper together again;;t me. Ps. xli. 7.
Whis'per, v. i. 1. To utter in a low and nonvocal
tone ; to say under the breath ; hence, to mention privately and confidentially, or in a whisper.
They might buzz and whisper it one to another. Bentley.
{^Archaic]
%. To address in a whisper, or low voice.
And whisper one another in the ear.
Shak.
Where gentlest breezes whisper souls distressed. Kehle.
3. To prompt secretly or cautiously ; to inform privately.
[Obs.\ " He came to whisper Wolsey." Sliuk.
low, soft, sibHaut voice or utterWhis'per, n. 1.
ance, which can be heard only by those near at hand ;
voice or utterance that employs only breath sound without tone, friction against the edges of the vocal cords
and arytenoid cartilages taking the place of the vibration
of the cords that produces tone ; sometimes, in a limited
sense, the sound produced by such friction as distinguished from breath sound made by friction against parts
of the mouth. See Voice, m., 2, and Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 5, 153, 154.
The inward voice or whisper can not give a tone. Bacon.
Drr/den.
Solt ivhispers through the assembly went.
South.
2. A cautious or timorous speech.
3. Something communicated in secret or by whispering a suggestion or insinuation.
"The whispers of the
4.
low, BibUant sound.
leaves."
Tennyson.
Whis'per-er (-er), n. 1. One who whispers.
2. A tattler ; one who tells secrets ; a conveyer of intelligence secretly ; hence, a backbiter ; oue who slanders
Tlie lioUoiv, whisperirtfj breeze.

3.

To speak with

A

;

A

Prov. xvi. 28.

secretly.

Whis'per-lng,
Whispering

a.

gallery,

& n.

from Whisper,

v.

t.

or Whispering dome, one of such a

form that sounds produced in certain parts of it are concentrated by reflection from the walls to another part, so
that whispers or feeble sounds are audible at a much
greater distance than under ordinary circumstances.
Whis'per-sng-ly, adv. In a whisper, or low voice
with whispers.
Tennyson.
in a whispering manner
;

Whis'per-ous-ly

(-us-ly), adv.
Wliisperingly.
[Cf. G. st! pst! bst!
(hwist), interj.
Cf . Hist.] Be silent ; be still ; hush ; silence.
certain
Whist, n. [From Whist, interj.^

Whist

A

—

[ie.]

V43.

game

so called because it requires silence and close
at cards ;
attention. It is played by four persons (those who sit
opposite each other being partners) with a complete pack
of fifty-two cards. Each player has thirteen cards, and
when these are played out, the hand is finished, and the
cards are again shuffled and distributed.
m^^" Points are scored for the tricks taken in excess of
six, and for the honors held.
In lonij whi.-it, now seldom
played, ten points make the game ; in short whist, now

usually played in England, five points make the game.
In America?! whist, so-called, honors are not counted,
and seven points by tricks make the game.
Whist, V. t. [From Whist, interj."] To hush or silence.
[06s.]
Spenser.
Whist, V. i. To be or become sUent or stUl to be
hushed or mute, [i?.]
Surrey.
Whist, a. [Properly p. p. of whist, v.] Not speaking ; not making a noise ; silent ; mute ; still ; quiet.
" So whist and dead a silence.'"
Sir J. Harrington.
The -winds, with wonder whist,
Smoothly the waters kissed.
Milton.
This adjective generally follows its noun, or is
used predicatively.
;

C^^

ale,

—

uhite."

senate, cdxe,

San.,

arm, ask,

Chaucer.
White as the whitest

;

7vith or down the wind, when turned loose, and abandoned."
Nares.
Whis'tle, n. [AS. hwistle a pipe, flute, whistle. See
Whistle, v. i.~] 1. A sharp, shrill, more or less musical
sound, made by forcing the breath through a small orifice of the lips, or through an instrument which gives
a similar sound ; the sound used by a sportsman in calling his dogs the shrill note of a bird ; as, the sharp
whistle of a boy, or of a boatswain's pipe the blackbird's
mellow whistle.
;

;

Might we but hear
penned in their wattled cotes,

The folded flocks,
Or whistle from the lodge.
Milton.
The countryman could not forbear smiling, . . and by that
means lost his whistle.
Spectator.
They fear his whistle, and forsake the seas. Dryden.
2. The shriU sound made by wind passing among
trees or through crevices, or that made by a bullet, or
the like, passing rapidly through the air the shrill noise
(much used as a signal, etc.) made by steam or gas escaping through a small orifice, or impinging against the edge
.

.

.

.

;

of a metallic bell or cup.
3. An instrument in which gas or steam forced into a
cavity, or against a thin edge, produces a sound more or
less like that made by one who whistles through the
compressed lips ; as, a child's whistle ; a boatswain's
whistle; a steam whistle (see Steam whistle, under Steam).
The bells she jingled, and the whistle blew.
Poi^e.

The mouth and throat

4.

;

— so called

as being the or-

gans of whistling. [CoUoq.']
Chaucer.
So was her jolly whistle well ywet.
Let 's drink the other cup to wet our whistles. Walton.
Whistle duck i,Zodl.), the American golden-eye.
Whls'tle-flsh' (-fish'), n. {Zool.) A gossat, or reck-

— called

also whistler, three-bearded rockling, sea
and sorghe^
Whis'tler (-ler% re. [AS. hiuistlere.] 1. One who,
or that wliich, whistles, or produces a whisthng sound.
2. (Zool.) (a) The ring ousel.
(J) The widgeon.
The golden
[Prov. Eng."}
(rf)
(c) The golden-eye.
plover and the gray plover.
3. (Zool.) The hoary, or northern, marmot {Arctomys
ling
loach,
;

pruinosus).
4. (Zool.)

The

whistlefish.
(-'l-wing'), n.

Whis'tle- wing'

The American

(Zool.)

golden-eye.

Whis'tle-WOOd' (-wo5d'), K. (Bot.) The moosewood,
or striped maple. See Maple.
Whls'tUng (-Hng), a. & n. from Whistle, v.
Whistling buoy. (.Naut.) See under Buoy. — Whistling
coot (Zool.), the American black scoter. —Whistling Dick.

An

Australian shrike thrush (Colluricincla
Whistling
.'Selbii).
[Prov. £m<7.]
(i) The song thrush.
duck. (Zool.) (a) The golden-eye. (b) A tree duck.
Whistling eagle (Zool.), a small Australian eagle (Halias(Zool.)

(a)

—

— called

also whistling Imwk, and little
plover. (Zool.) (a) The golden
Whisplover, (b) The black-bellied, or gray, plover.
Whistling
tling snips (Zool.), the American woodcock.
called
swan. (Zool.) (a) The European whooper swan
also wild swan, and elk.
(b) An American swan (Olor
Colurnbianus). See under Swan. —Whistling teal (Zool.),
Whisa tree duck, as Dendrocygna awsuree of India.
tling thrush. (Zool.) (a) Any one of several species of
singing birds of the genus Myiovhonus, native of Asia,
AustraUa, and the East Indies. They are generally black,
glossed with blue, and have a patch of bright blue on
each shoulder. Their note is a loud and clear whistle.
[Prov. Eng.]
(b) The song thrush.

tur sphejiurus);

swamp

eagle.

—Whistling

—
—

—

;

—

Whis'tling-iy, adv.

In a whistling manner shrilly.
In a whist manner si;

Whlst'ly (hwisfly), adv.

;

[Obs.]
Whit (hwit), n. [OE. wight, wiht, AS. wiht a creature, a thing.
See Wight, and cf. Aught, Naught.]
The smallest part or particle imaginable a bit a jot
generally used in an adverbial phrase in a
an iota ;
"Samuel told him every whit."
negative sentence.
" Every wAi^ as great."
South.
1 Sam. iii. 18.
Shak.
So shall I no whit be behind in duty.
Cowley.
It does not me a whit displease.
lently.

—

;

;

[Compar. Whiter (-er) ; superl.
(hwit), a.
Whitest.] [OE. whit, AS. hwit; akin to OFries. and OS.
kiult, D. wit, 6. weiss, OHG. wlz, hwiz, Icel. hvltr, Sw.
hvit, Dan. hvid, Goth, hweits, Lith. szveisti to make
bright, Russ. svieV light, Skr. fveta white, fvit to be
bright. V42. Cf. Wheat, Whitsunday.] 1. Reflecting
to the eye all the rays of the spectrum combined not

White

;

final,

^

;

eve, event, €nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

LnngJ'ellow.

;

;

They come
3.
ish,

!

they come

"

Byron.

I

Having the color of purity free from spot or blemor from guilt or pollution innocent pure.
;

;

;

White as thy fame, and as thy honor clear.
No whiter page than Addison's remains.
4. Gray, as

;

;

on a stream.

lily

2. Destitute of color, as in the cheeks, or of the tinge of
blood color ; pale pallid as, white with lear.
Or whispering with white lips, " The foe 1

;

;

"Whisky Jack.

bird.
-

tinted with any of the proper colors or their mixtuieB
having the color of pure snow ; snowy ;
the opposite of
black or dark ; as, white paper; a white skin. "Pearls

;

To prey at fortune.
Shak.
IJ^^ " A hawk seems to have been usually sent off in
this way, against the wind when sent in search of prey

Its color is dull

moose

;

The weary plowman leaves tlie task of dey,
And, trudging homeward, whistles on the way.
Gay.
2. To make a shrill sound with a wind or steam instrument, somewhat like that made with the lips to
blow a sharp, shrill tone.
3. To sound shrill, or like a pipe
to make a sharp,
shrill sound
as, a bullet whistles through the air.
The wild winds whistle, and the billows roar.
Pope.
Whis'tle, V. i. 1. To form, utter, or modulate by
whistling as, to whistle a tune or an air.
2. To send, signal, or call by a whistle,
lie elianccd to miss his dog we stood still till he had n-histle'l him up.
Addison.
To whistle off. (a) To dismiss by a whistle — a term in
hawking. " As a long-winged hawk, when he is first
whistled off the &st, mounts oAoit." Burton. (6) Hence,
in general, to turn loose to abandon to dismiss.
I 'Id whistle her off, and let her down the wind
;

the camps of lumbermen in the winter seaeon.

&

;

from age

;

having sUvery hair

Your high engendered
So old and white

Brgdern.
Pope..

hoary.

;

head

battles 'gainst a
as this.

Shak.

5. Characterized by freedom from that which disturbs, and the like ; fortunate happy ; favorable.
On the whole, however, the dominie reckoned this as one of
the white days of his life.
Sir W. Scott.
;

6.

;

frequents

it

&

V. i.
[imp.
p. p. Whistled
vb. n. Whistling (-ling).]
p. pr.
[AS. hwisakin to Sw. hvissla, Dan. hvisle, Icel. hvlsla to
whisper, and E. whisper. V43. See Whisper.] 1. To
make a kind of musical sound, or series of sounds, by
forcing the breath through a small orifice formed by contracting the lips also, to emit a similar sound, or series
of notes, from the mouth or beak, as birds.

Whis'tle (hwTs"l),

(-'Id)

tlian ;

;

Canadensis'!.
It is
noted for its fearless
and familiar habits

when
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WHISKEY

;

:

;

Regarded with especial favor
Come forth, my white

am

I

his white boy,

and

;

favorite

;

darling.

spouse.

will not be gulled.

Chaucer^
Ford*

1^°' White is used in many self - explaining compounds, as iw/irte-backed, u'AiVe-bearded, white-iooteA.
White alder. (Bo/.) See -Sjceei pepper 6«s/(, under Pepper. —White ant (Zool.), any one of numerous species of
social pseudoneuropterous insects
of the genus Termes. These insects
are very abundant in tropical counand form large and complex cl'~
communities consisting of numer- .A
ous asexual workers of one or more <e
tries,

kinds, of large-headed asexual individuals called soldiers, of one or
(or fertile females) often having the body enor-

more queens

mously distended by the
eggs, and, at certain seasons, of numerous winged

males, together with the larvae and pupae of each kind in
various stages of development. Many of the species
construct large and complicated nests, sometimes in
the form of domelike struct

ure

rising several

s

feet

,

I

above the ground and connected with extensive sub- ^hij^ ^^ts (Tei-mes
lucifugus).
terranean gaileries and
„ Larva Y Worker c Sol
chambers. In their social
aier
d Male e Female or
habits they closely resemQueen after losing her wings;
ble the true ants. They feed
/Older Queen distended with
upon animal and vegetable £ggs.
,•

:

;

:

substances of various kinds,
including timber, and are often very destructive to buildings and furnitui'e.
White arsenic iChem.), arsenious oxide, AS2O3, a substance of a white color, and vitreous
adamantine luster, having an astringent, sweetish taste.
It is a deadly poison.
While bass (Zool.), a fresh-water
North American bass (Roccxts chrysops) found in the
Great Lakes. White bear (Zool.), the polar bear. See
under Polar. —White blood cell. (Physiol.) See Leucocyte.
White brant (Zool.), the snow goose. —White
brass, a white alloy of copper; white copper.
White
campion. (Bot.) (ff) A kind of catchfly (Silene stellata)
with white flowers. (6) A white-flowered Lychnis (Lychnis vespertina).
White canon (^. C. Ch.), a Premonstratensian.
White caps, the members of a secret organization in various parts of the United States, who attempt
to drive away or reform obnoxious persons by lynch-law
methods. They appear masked in white.
White cedar
(Bot.), an evergreen tree of x^^orth America (Thuja occidentalis), also the related Ctipressus thyoides, or Chamsecyparis sphceroidea, a slender evergreen conifer which
grows in the so-called cedar swamps of the Northern and
Atlantic States. Both are much valued for their durable
timber. In California the name is given to the Libocedrus decurrens, the timber of which is also useful, though
often subject to dry rot. Goodale. The white cedar of
Demerara, Guiana, etc., is a lofty tree (Idea, or Bursera,
altissina) whose fragrant wood is used for canoes and
cabinetwork, as it is not attacked by insects.
White

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(Physiol.) See Leucocyte.
White-cell blood (Med.),
leucocytliaemia.
White clover (Bot.), a species of small
perennial clover bearing white flowers. It furnishes excellent food for cattle and horses, as well as for the honeybee. See also under Clover.
White copper, a whitish
alloy of copper.
See German silver, under German.
White copperas (Min.), a native hydrous sulphate of
iron; coquimbite.
White coral (.^ooZ.), an ornamental
branched coral (Amphihelia oculnta) native of the MediWhite corpuscle. (PA i/«oL) See Leucocyte.
terranean.
White cricket (Zool.), the tree cricket.
White crop, a
crop of giain wliich loses its green color, or becomes
white, in ripening, as wheat, rye, barley, and oats, as
distinguished from a green crop, or a root crop.
White
currant (Bot.), a variety of the common red currant, having white berries.
White daisy (iJo<.), the oxeye daisy.
White damp, a kind of poisonous gas
See mider Daisy.
encountered in coal mmes. Raymond.
White elephant
(Zool.), a whitish, or albino, variety of the Asiatic elephant.
White elm (Bot), a majestic tree of North America ( Wnjas Americana), the timber of wliich is much used
for hubs of wheels, ard for other purposes.
White ensign.
See Saint George's ensign, under Saint.
White
feather, a mark or symbol of cowardice. See To shoio Die
white feather, under Feather, n.
White fir (Bot.), a
name given to several coniferous trees of the Pacific
States, as Abies grandis, and A. concolor.
White flesher
(.?oSZ.),therufl:edgrouse. See under Ruffed. [Canada]
cell.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

White frost. See Hoarfrost.
White game (ZooL), the
white ptarmigan.
White garnet (Min.), leucite. — Whit5
grass (Bot.), an American grass (Leersia Virginica) with
greenish-white paleae.
White grouse. (Zool.) (a) The
white ptarmigan, (b) The prairie chicken. [Local, U.
White grub (Zool.), the larva of the June bug and
;S.]
other allied species. These grubs eat the roots of grasses
and other plants, and often do much damage.
White
hake (Zool.), the squirrel hake. See under Squirrel.
White hawk, or White kite (Zool.), the hen harrier.—
White heat, the temperature at which bodies become incandescent, and appear wlute from the bright light which
they emit.
White hellebore (Bot.), a plant of the genua

^

—

—

—

—

idea, iU

;

old,

3bey, drb,

5dd

—

—

;
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Veralrum (V. album). See Hellebohe, 2. —White herring,
a fresh, or uusmoked, herring, as distinguished from a

White (hwit), n. 1. The color of pure snow one of
the natural colors of bodies, yet not strictly a color, but
a composition of all the colors the opposite of black
whiteness. See the Note under Color, n., 1.

or ciH'ed, herring. [R.] i'/uiA-. —White hoolet(iroo/.),
the barn owl. [Prov. Eng.]— White horses (Naut.), whiteThe White House. See under
topped waves; whitecaps.
House. —White ibis {Zo'dl.), an American ibis {(fuara
alba) having the plumage pure white, except the tips of
the wings, which are black. It inhabits tropical America
and the Southern United States. Called also Spanish
ctiiietv. —White iron. («) Thin sheets of iron coated with
tin tinned iron. (6) A liard, silvery-wliite cast iron conWhite
taining a large pronortion of combined carbon.
White land, a tough
Iron pyrites {Min.},' marcasite.
clayey soil, of a whitish hue when dry, but blackish after
rain.
[Eng.]
White lark {Zo'dl.), the snow bunting.—
White load, (rr)
carbonate of lead mucli used in painting, and for other purposes; ceruse. (6) dl/ra.) Native lead
carbonate cerusite.
White leather, buff leather leather
tanned with alum and salt. —White leg (Med.), milk leg.
See under Milk. —White lettuce (Bot.), rattlesnake root.
White lie. See under Lie.
See under Rattlesn.\ke.
White light, (a) (Physics) Light having tlie different colors in the same proportion as in the light coming directly
from the sun, without having been decomposed, as by
passing through a prism. See tlie Note under Color,
n., 1.
(b) A kind of firework which gives a brilliant white
illumination for signals, etc.
White lime, a solution or
whitewash.
preparation of lime for whitewashing
White Une (Print.), a void space of the breadth of a line,
on a printed page; a blank line. White meat, (a) Any
liglit-colored flesh, especially of poultry. (6) Food made
from milk or eggs, as butter, cheese, etc.
Driving their cattle continually with them, and feeding only
upon their milk and white meats.
Spenser,
White merganser (Zo'dl.), the smew.
White metal.
(a) Any one of several white alloys, as pewter, britannia,
j'erf,

—

—

;

—

—

A

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

A

fine grade of copper sulphide obtained
at a certain stage in copper smelting.
White miller.
(Zo'dl.) (a) The common clothes moth.
common
(J)
etc.

(b)

(Metal.)

—

A

American bombycid moth (Spilosoma Virginica) which
is pure white with a few small black spots — called also
ermine moth, and virgin moth. See Woolly bear, under
Woolly. — White money, silver money. — White mouse

;

;;

Whlte'-heart' (hwit'harf), re. (Bot.) A somewhat
heart-shaped cherry with a whitish skin.
Whlte'-hot' (-hSf), a. White with heat heated to
whiteness, or incandescence.
White'-limed' (-limd'), a.
Whitewashed or plastered with lime. "White-limed VfaUs."
Shak.
White'-liv'ered (-liv'erd), a. Having a pale look;
feeble; hence, cowardly; pusUlanimous dastardly.
They must not be milksops, nor white-livered knights. Latimer.
Whlte'ly, a. Like, or coming near to, white. [Obs.J
Whit'en (hwifn), v. i. limp.
p. p. Whitened
(-'nd) p. pr.
vb. n. Whitening.] [OE. whitenen; cf.
Icel. hvltna.']
To grow white to turn or become white
or whiter as, the hair whitens with age the sea whitens with foam the trees in spring whiten with blossoms.
Whit'en, V. t. To make white to bleach to blanch
to whitewash as, to whiten a wall to whiten cloth.
The broad stream of the Foyle then whitened by vast ilocka
of wild swans.
Macaulay.
Syn. See Blanch.
Whlt'en-er (-er), re. One who, or that which, whitens a bleacher a blancher a whitewasher.
White'neSS (hwit'nSs), re. [AS. hwilness."] 1. The
quality or state of being white white color, or freedom
from darkness or obscurity on the surface.
Chaucer,
2. Want of a sanguineous tinge paleness, as from ter" The whiteness in thy cheek."
ror, grief, etc.
Shak.
3. Freedom from stain or blemish purity cleanness.

;

;

;

;

Shak.
Finely attired in a robe of white.
2. Something having the color of snow; something
white, or nearly so ; as, the white of the eye.
3. Specifically, the central part of the butt in archery,
which was formerly painted white the center of a mark
at which a missile is shot.
'T was I won the wager, though you hit the white. Shak.

;

;

4. A person with a wliite skin a member of the white,
or Caucasian, races of men.
5. A white pigment as, Venice white.
6. (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous species of butterflies
belonging to Pieris and allied genera in which the color
Is usually white.
See Cabbage butterfly, under Cabbage.
Black and white. See under Black, n.
Flake white,
Paris white, etc. See under Flake, Paris, etc. —White of
a seed (Bot.), the albumen. See Albumen, 2. White of egg,
the viscous pellucid fluid which surrounds the yolk in an
egg, particularly in the egg of a fowl. In a hen's egg it
is alkaline, and contains about 86 jjer cent of water and
1-1 per cent of solid matter, tlie greater portion of which
is egg albumin.
It likewise contains a small amount of
globulin, and traces of fats and sugar, with some inorganic
matter. Heated above 60° C. it coagulates to a solid iuass,
owing to the albumin which it contains. Parr.— White
of the eye (Anat.), the wliite part of the ball of the eye
surrounding the transparent cornea.

;

:

;

V.

[irap.

t.

&

;

—

;

(Zo'dl.), the albino variety of the common mouse. —White
mullet (Zo'dl.), a silvery mullet (Mugil curema) ranging
from the coast of the United States to Brazil
called
also blue-back mullet, and liza.
White nun (Zo'dl.), the
smew
so called from the white crest and the band of
black feathers on tlie back of its head, which give the
;

—

—

;

—

arance of a hood. — White oak. (Bot.) See under Oak.
White owl. (Zo'dl.) (a) The snowy owl. (6) The barn
owl.— White partridge (Zo'dl.), the white ptarmigan.—
White perch. (Zo'dl.)
(a) A North American fresh-water bass
(Morone Americana)
valued as a food fish
api"

—

<6)

The croaker, or

fresh -water drum
Any California
surf fish.

White Perch (Morone Americana).

America ;

abele.

— White poppy
—

m

;

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

unite,

black-tailed godwit.

Whites

n.

Same

(Bot.)

A

A

Whitlow

as

A

;

rude,

"104

full,
'

Up, firn

;

pity

a., 6.

One

;

—

throat

parts.

also,

the seal

itself.

The skin

of a

newborn

also

[Sealers' Canf]

1.

Any wash

or liquid

&

&

;

;

of sev-

;

ease of sheep.

Whlte'weed' (-wed'), n. (Bot.) A perennial composherb (Chrysanthemuin Leucanthemum) with conspicuous white rays and a yellow disk, a common weed in

ite

grass lands and pastures — called also oxeye daisy.
(-wing'),
(a) The chaffinch;
—Whlte'wlng'
so called from the wliite bands on the wing,
The

salmons.

;

They inhab-

(Zo'dl.)

re.

the lakes
of the coldit

(b)

velvet duck.

parts
North
Americ a,

er
of

Whlte'WOOd' (-wood'), n. The soft and easily-worked
wood of the tulip tree (Liriodendron). It is much used

)

\_

in cabinetwork, carriage building, etc.

Asia, and

Lake Whitefish (CorcjonKS

^W^

rfuTJet/brmw).

Several other kinds of light-colored wood ara
called ichitcwood in various countries, as the wood of
Bignoiiio leucoxyion in the West Indies, of Pittosporum
bicolor in Tasmania, etc.

and most important American species (C.
clupeiformis) is abundant in the Great Lakes, and in
largest

other lakes farther north.
bass,

(b)

Called also lake whiteflsh,
(c) The beluga,

Whitewood bark.

The menhaden,

(-fl?/), n.
[See Whitlow.] (Med.) A
[Ois.]
Holland.
White'-fOOt' (-fOSf), n. (Far.) A white mark on the
foot of a horse, between the fetlock and tlie coffin.
White' Irl'ar (fri'er). (Eccl.) A mendicant monk of
the Carmelite order, so called from the wliite cloaks
worn by the order. See Carmelite.
Whlte'-lront'ed (-f runt'Sd), a. Having a white front

White'flaw'

whitlow.

the white-fronted- lemur.
White-fronted goose (Zonl.), the white brant, or
goose. ScB Snow goose, under Snow.
as,

Whlte'head' (-liSd'), n.
snow goose, (b) The surf
fo'bt

i

out, oil

(Zo'dl.) (a)

The blue-winged

scoter.
;

chair

;

snow

go

;

See the Note under Canella.
n.
(Bot.) (a) Wild camomile.

Whlte'wort' (-wCrf),

or white whale.
(5^^ Various other fishes are locally called whitefish,
as tlie silver salmon, the whiting [a), the yellowtail, and
the young of the bluefish (Pomatoinus sallatrit).

food,

(-wSsh'), n.

;

allied to the

and Oswego

fly-

;

eral species of Coregonus, a
genus of excellent food fislies

The

The spotted

[Prov. Eng.']

;

—

Anyone

(Zo'dl.) (a)

(-fish'), n.

(Zo'dl.)

re.

from the white color of the under

making the skin

wh ite-blaze.

White'lish'

— so called

composition for whitening something, as a wash for
fair.
Addison.
2. A composition of lime and water, or of whiting,
size, and water, or the like, used for whitening walls,
ceilings, etc.
milk of lime.
White'wash', v. t. [imp.
p. p. Whitewashed
(-wbshf) p. pr.
vb. n. Whitewashing.] 1. To apply a
white liquid composition to to whiten with whitewash.
2. To make white to give a fair external appearance
to
to clear from imputations or disgrace
hence, to
clear (a bankrupt) from obligation to pay debts.
White'wash'er (-er), re. One who whitewashes.
Whlte'-wa'ter (-wa'ter), n. (Far.) A dangerous dis-

seal

White'-ear' (-er'), n. (Zo'dl.) The wheatear.
White'-eye' (-!'), n. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of small Old World singing birds of the genus Zoslerops, as Zosierops palpebrosus of India, and Z. ccerulescens of Australia.
The eyes are encircled by a ring
Called also bush
of white feathers, whence the name.
creeper, and white-eyed tit.
Whlte'-face' (-fas'), n. A white mark in the forecalled
head of a horse, descending almost to the nose
;

;

White'wash'

freshening.

is

(Bot.) Fiorin.

(-top'), re.
(-wal'),

Whlte'wall'
catcher

A

Whlte'coat' (-kof), n.

curruca).

( S.

Whiie'top'

—

when the wind

1. (ilferf.) Leucorrhoea.

(liwits), M.^jZ.

2. The finest flour made from white wheat.
3. Cloth or garments of a plain white color.
White'side' (hwlt'sid'), re. (Zo'dl.) The golden-eye.
1. One who works in
Whlte'smith' (-smith'), n.
tinned or galvanized iron, or white iron ; a tinsmith.
2.
worker in iron who finishes or polishes the work,
in distinction from one who forges it.
Whlte'ster (-ster), n. \_White -f -ster.']
bleacher ol
linen; awhitener; a whitster.
[Prov. Eng.'\
White'tall' (-tal'), n. 1. (Zo'dl.) The Virginia deer.
2. (Zo'dl.) The wheatear.
[Prov. Eng.']
White'thorn' (-thSrn'), n. (Bot.) The hawthorn.
White'Shroat' (-throf), n. (Zo'dl.) Any one of several species of Old World warblers, esp. tlie common European species (Sylvia cinered), called also strawsmear,
nettlebird, muff, and whitecap, the garden whitethroat,
or golden warbler (S. horlensis), and the lesser white-

The American

(Zo'dl.) (a)

Chapman.

;

favorite.
[06s.]
See
(-boi'), n.
1.
" One of God's lohiteboys."
Bunyan.
of an association of poor Roman Catholics
which arose in Ireland about 1760, ostensibly to resist the
collection of tithes, the members of which were so called
from the white shirts they wore in their nocturnal raids.
White'boy'ism (-iz'm), n. The conduct or principles of the Whiteboys.
White'cap' (-kap'), n. 1. (Zodl.) (a) The European
redstart
so called from its white forehead, (b) The
whitethroat ;
(c) The
so called from its gray head,
European tree sparrow.
2.
wave whose crest breaks into white foam, as
2.

—

—

(-bel'ly), n.

him wept. Byron.

;

of

—

White'boy

(Bot.), the opium-yielding poppy.
White
See Poppy.
powder, a kind of gunpowder formerly believed to exist,
and to have the power of exploding without noise. [Obs.]
A pistol charged with ichite powder. Beau. ^- Fl.
White precipitate. (Old Chem.) See under Precipitate.
—White rabbit. (.^ooZ.) (a) The American northern hare
its winter pelage,
(b) An albino rabbit.— White rent,
(a) (Eng. Law) Formerly, rent payable in silver
opposed to WacA; reni. SeeBLACKHAiL, n., 3. (6) A rent, or
duty, of eight pence, payable yearly by every tmner in
Devon and Cornwall to the Duke of Cornwall, as lord of
the soil. [Prov. Eng.]— White, rhinoceros. (Zo'dl.) (a) The
one-horned, or Indian, rhinoceros (Rhinoceros Indicus).
See Rhinoceros, (b) The umhof o.
White ribbon, the distinctive badge of certain organizations for the promotion
of temperance or of moral purity ; as, the White-ribbon
Army. —White rope (Naut.), untarred hemp rope.
White rot. (Bot.) (a) Either of several plants, as marsh
pennywort and butterwort, which were thought to produce the disease called rot in sheep. (6) A disease of
grapes. See VVAz7b ro<, under Rot.
White sage (So/.),
a white, woolly undershrub (Eurotia lanata) of Western
North America ; called also winter fat.
White salmon
iZo'dl.), the silver salmon.
White salt, salt dried and
calcined decrepitated salt.
White scale (Zo'dl.), a scale
insect (Aspidiotus Nerii) injurious to the orange tree.
See Orange scale, under Orange.
White eh&xy (Zo'dl.),
a species of man-eating shark.
See under Shark.—
White softening. (Med.) See Softening of the brain, under Softenino.
White spruce. (Bot.) See Spruce, m., 1.
White squall (Nant.), a sudden gust of wind, or furious
blow, which comes up without being marked in its approach otherwise than by whitecaps, or white, broken
water, on the surface of the sea.
White staff, the badge
of the lord high treasurer of England.
Macauluy.
White stork (ZooZ.), the common European stork. —White
sturgeon. (Zo'dl.) See Shovelnose (rf).— White sucker. (Zool.) (a) The common sucker,
(b) The common red horse
{Moxostoma mac7-olepidotum).-~'fnnte swelling (Med.), a
chronic swelling of the knee, produced by a strumous inflammation of the synovial membranes of the kneejoint
and of the cancellar texture of the end of the bone forming tlie kneejoint;- applied also to a lingering chronic
swelling of almost any kind.
White tombac. See Tombac. —White trout (Zo'dl.), the white weakfish, or silver
aqueteague (Cynoscion nothus), of the Southern United
btates. —White vitriol (Chem.), hydrous sulphate of zinc.
See Wlnte vitriol, under Vitriol.
White wagtail (Zo'dl.),
the common, or pied, wagtail. —White wax, beeswax rendered white by bleaching.
White whale (Zo'dl.), the beluga. —White widgeon (Zo'dl.), the smew.
White wine,
^ny wme of a clear, tr.-insparent color, bordering on white,
as Madeira, sherry, Lisbon, etc. ;
distinguished from
wines of a deep red color, as port and Burgundy. " White
'Wine of Lepe."
Chaucer.
White witch, a witch or wizard whose supernatural powers are supposed to be exercised for good and beneficent purposes. Addi.wn. Cotton
Mather. -White wolf. (Zo'dl.) (a) A light-colored wolf
(Cams laniner) native of Thibet
called aim chanco,
golden wolf, and Thibetan wolf, (b) The albino variety of
the gray wolf.
White wren (Zo'dl.), the willow warbler
80 called from the color of the under parts.

use,

White'bel'Iy

o'er

A

widgeon, or baldpate. (b) The prairie chicken.
White'bill' (-bll'), n. (Zo'dl.) The American coot.
White'-Waze' (-blaz'), n. See White-face.

White,

ulus alba) often cultivated as a shade tree in

—

"

WhiteTjlOW' (-bio'),
Whitlow.

—White

;

(Zo'dl.)

The canvasback.
(a) The young

kept

4. Nakedness.
[Obs.l
5- (Zo'dl.)
flock of swans.

grass, under

(Bot.) See the

Note mider Pine. —
White poplar (Bot.), a
European tree (Pop-

—

White'bait'

(Zo'dl.)

re.

liad

and thus men

whiteness of his soul,

Whit'en-ing (hwif'n-Tng), re. 1. The act or process
of making or becoming white.
2. That which is used to render white
whiting, [i?.]
Whitening etone, a sharpening and polishing stone used
cutlers
finishing
grindstone
by
also, a
of fine texture.
White'-pot' (-pSf), n. A kind of food made of milk
or cream, eggs, sugar, bread, etc., baked in a pot. King.
Whlte'rump' (-rump'), n. (Zo'dl.) The American

several species of herrings, especially of the common
herring, esteemed a great delicacy by epicures in England.
(b) A small translucent fish (Salanx Chinensis) abundant
at certain seasons on the coasts of China and Japan, and
used in the same manner as the European whitebait.
White'beain' (-bem')i
(Bot.) The common beam
tree of England (Pyrus A ria) ;
so called from the white,
woolly under surface of the leaves.
White'beard' (-herd'), n. An old man ; a graybeard.

<

<c)

pine.

(-bSk'),

;

;

He
The

;

.

(-bat'), n.

;

;

;

;

Whlte'back'

;

;

;

Whiting.] [AS. hicltan.^
;
;
to whitewash ; to bleach.
Whited sepulchers, whicli indeed appear beautiful outward,
but are within full of .
uncieanness.
Matt, xxiii. 27.
So as no fuller on earth can white them. Mark ix. 3.
.

;

;

Whited p. pr. & vb. n.
To make white to whiten

p. p.

;

;

—
—

White,

&

&

;

;

A kind of Solomon's seal (Polygonum officinale).
Whlt'llaw' (liwlt'fla'), re. [See Whitlow.] Whitlow.
" The nails fallen off bv whitffaws."
Jfcrrick.
Whlth'er (hwitli'er), adv. [OE. whidcr, AS. hwider

(6)

[Obs.]

akin to E. where, who; cf. Gotli. htadri} wliither. See
cf. Hithkr, Thitheu.]
1. To what place;
used interrogatively as, whither goest thou ? " Whider
may I flee ? "
Chaucer.

—

Who, and

;

Sir Valentine, whtther

—

away so

fast ?

To what or which place
used relatively.
That no man sliould know
whider that ho went.
2.

;

Shak.

. .
Chaucer.
unto the huid whither thou scntest us. Xum. xiii. 37.
point, degree, end, conclusion, or design;
whereunto ; whereto ;
used in a sense not physical.
Nor have I
whither to appeal.
Milton.
Any whither, to any place ; anywhere. [Obs.] " Any

sui«, iuk

.

We came
3.

To what

—
.

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

.

j

.

zh =: z

in azure.

;
;

WHITHERSOEVER
whither, in hope of life eternal."
whither, to no place ; nowhere. [ObS.\

Syn.

— Where. — Whither,

Jen

Taylor.

2 Kings

—Vo

v. 25.

C. Kingsley.

a cloak or shawl.
shawl, below.

Whlt'tle

The yaffle. [Prov. Eng.']
Whlt'lng (hwif Ing), re. [From White.] 1. (Zool.)
(a) A common European food fish {Melangus vulgaris)
called 3.\so fittin.
(5) A North
of the Codfish family

—

Same

[OE. thwitel,

(hwit't'l), n.

fr.

AS. pwitan

A

He wore
Whlt'tle,

V.

a Sheffield whittle in his hose.

[imp.

t.

&

&

Betterton.

Whittled (-t'ld) p.
1. To pare or cut off

p. p.

;

pr.
vb. n. Whittling (-tlTng).]
the surface of with a small knife to cut or shape, as a
piece of wood held in the hand, vrith a clasp knife or
pocketknife.
2. To edge to sharpen to render eager or excited
esp., to excite with liquor
to inebriate.
[Obs.]
;

;

;

;

When men are well whittled, their tongues

" In vino Veritas."

run

at

random.

Withals.

Whlt'tle, V. i. To cut or shape a piece of wood with
a small knife ; to cut up a piece of wood with a knife.
Dexterity with a pocketknife is a part of a Nantucket educabut I am inclined to think the propensity is national.

tion

;

Americans must and

will whittle.

Willis.

(-tlTngz), n. pi. Chips made by one who
whittles shavings cut from a stick with a knife.
weasel. [Scot.]
Whit'tret (-tret), re. (Zool.)
Whit'tues'day (-tuz'da), n. (Eccl.) The day follow-

Whlt'tUngS
;

A

American Whiting C^erlucius

vtilgaris).

American fish {Merlucius vulgaris) allied to the preceding
called also silver halce.
(c) Any one of several
species of North American marine sciasnoid food fishes
belonging to the genua Menticirrhus, es^ieciaMy 31. Americanus, found from Maryland to Brazil, and M. littoralis,
common from Virginia to Texas; called also silver
whiting, and surf whiting.
;

—

—

m^p" Various other fishes are locally called whiting, as
the kingfish (o), the butterfish, the sailor's choice (6), the
Pacific tomcod, and certain species of lake whitefishes.
2. Chalk prepared in an impalpable powder by pulverizing and repeated washing, used as a pigment, as an ingredient in putty, for cleaning silver, etc.
Whiting pollack. {Zool.) Same as Pollack.
pont (Zool.), the bib, 2.

Whlt'lng-mop'
young whiting.

(-mop/),

1. (Zool.)

[06^.]

re.

— Whiting
A

[_Prov. Eng.']

2. A fair lass. " This pretty u'A/7Jn5'-mojD." Massinger.
Whit'lsh, a. [From White.] 1. Somewhat white;
approaching white white in a moderate degree.
2. (Bot.) Covered with an opaque white powder.
Whit'ish-ness, n. The quality or state of being

;

Sir Joseph Whitworth, of Manchester, England.
(5^°° In Mr. Whitworth's system, the bore
of the gun has a polygonal section, and the
twist is rapid. The ball, which is pointed in
front, is made to fit the bore accurately, and

;

Whit'lOW (-lo), n. [Prov. E. whickflaw, for quickflaw, i. e., a flaw or sore at the quick cf. Icel. kvika the
quick under the nail or under a horse's hoof. See Quick,
a., and Flaw.]
1. (Med.) An inflammation of the iuigers or toes, generally of the last phalanx, terminating
usually in suppuration. The inflammation may occupy
any seat between the skin and the bone, but is usually
applied to a felon or inflammation of the periosteal structures of the bone.
2. {Far.) An inflammatory disease of the feet.
It occurs round the hoof, where an acrid matter is collected.
Whitlow grass {Bot.), a name given to several inconspicuous herbs, which were thought to be a cure for the whitlow, as Saxifraga tridactylites, Draha verna, and several
species of Paronychia.
Whit'low-wort' (-wQrf ), re. (Bot.) Same as Whitlow grass, under Whitlow.
;

Whlt'mon'day

(-miin'da; 48), re. (Eccl.) The day
following Whitsunday
called also Whitsiin Monday.
Whlt'ney-lte (hwTt'nt-It), re. [So called after J. D.
Whitney, au American geologist.] {3Iin.) An arsenide
of copper from Lake Superior.
WlUt'Sfn (hwifsun), a. See Whitsun. \_Obs.]
sour.] (Bot.)
Whit'sour' (-sour'), n. IWhite
sort of apple.
;

—

+

B. L.

ter.

;

;

the fiftieth day, after Easter ; a festival of the church in
commemoration of the descent of the Holy Spirit on the
day of Pentecost; Pentecost;
so called, it is said, because, in the primitive church, those who had been newly
Taaptized appeared at church between Easter and Penteeost in white garments.
2. (Scots Law) See the Note imder Term, re., 12.
Whit' sun-tide' (hwit's'n-tid'), re. [Whitsunday -{tide.]
The week commencing with Whitsunday, esp. the
fast three days
Whitsunday, Whitsun Monday, and
Whitsun Tuesday the time of Pentecost. P. of Gloucester.
Whit'ten tree' (hwif'n tre'). [Probably from white ;
cf. AS. hwitingtreow.]
(Bot.) Either of two shrubs ( Viburnum Lantana, a,nd V. Opnlus), so called ou account of
their whitish branches.
Whit'ter-ick (-ter-Tk), re. The curlew. [Prov. Eng.]
Whlt'tle (hwTt't'l), re. [AS. hwltel, from hwit white
akin to Icel. hvitHl a white bed cover.
See White.]
(a) A grayish, coarse double blanket worn by countrywomen, in the west of England, over the shoulders, like

—

_

—
;

ale,

senate,

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

321

f

;

—

Whole

Notes.

Whole snipe iZo'dl.), the common snipe,
as distinguished from the smaller jacksnipe. [Prov. Eng.\
Syn.
All ; total ; complete entire integral ; undivided uniujured unimpaired ; unbroken ; healthy.
Whole, Total, Entire, Complete. When we use tha
word whole^ we refer to a thing as made up of parts,
none of which are wanting as, a whole week a whole
year the whole creation. When vi'e use the word total,
we have reference to all as taken together, and forming
a single totality ; as, the total amount ; the total income.
When we speak of a thing as entire, we have no reference to parts at all, but regard the thing as an integer,
i. e., continuous or unbroken; as, an entire year; entire
prosperity. When we speak of a thing as comjplete, there
IS reference to some progress which results
a filling
out to some end or object, or a perfected state with no
deficiency ; as, complete success a complete victory.
Shak.
All the whole army stood agazed on him.
ber an integer.
;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

One

entire

and perfect

chrysolite.

Sliak.

Lest total darkness should by night regain
Her old possession, and extinguish Ufe.
So absolute she seems.

And in

Whole

(hoi

Milton.

herself complete.

110),

;

Milton.

1.

re.

The

entire thing

;

the en-

assemblage of parts totality all of a thing, without
defect or exception a thing complete in itself.
tire

;

A

2.

;

life to live,

Nor all o£ death to die.
J. Montgomery.
regular combination of parts ; a system,

Pope.
Parts answering parts shall slide into a whole.
Upon
Committee of the whole. See under Committee.
the whole, considering all things ; taking everything into
account in view of all the circumstances or conditions.
Syn. Totality; total; amount; aggregate; gross.

—

Scott.

Whlt'y-hrown' (hwit'^broun'),

Of a ^^^^^^"^

a.

color between white and brown.
Pegge.
Whiz (hwiz), V. i. [imp. p. p. Whizzed (hwizd)
vb. re. Whizzing.]
[Of imitative origin. V43.
p. pr.
Cf. Whistle, and Hiss.] To make a humming or hissing
sound, like an arrow or ball flying through the air ; to fly
or move swiftly vrith a sharp hissing or whistling sound.
[Written also whizz.]
It flew, and, whizzing, cut the liquid way.
Dryden.

&

&

Whiz,

A hissing and humming sound.

n.

Like the

wliiz of

my crossbow.

Coleridge.

With a whizzing sound.

(-zTng-ly), adv.
(hoo), pron.
[Possess,

Who

Whose

(hooz); object.
Whom (hoom).] [OB. who, wha, AS. hwa, interrogative
pron., neut. hwset ; akin to OFries. hiua, neut. hwet,
OS. hwe, neut. hwat, D. wie, neut. wat, G. wer, neut.
was, OHG. wer, hwer, neut. was, hwaz, Icel. hvat, neut.,
Dan. hvo, neut. hvad, Sw. ho, hvem, neut. hvad, Goth.
hwas, fem. hwo, neut. hwa, Lith. kas, Ir.
Gael, co,
W. pivy, L. quod, neuter of qui, Gr. jrorepos whether,
Skr. kas. V182. Cf. How, Quantity, Quorum, Quote,

&

What, When, Where, Whether, Which,

Ubiquity,

Whither, Whom, Why.]

1. Originally,

pronoun, later, a relative pronoun also

an interrogative
used always
;

—

substantively, and either as singular or plural. See the
Note under What, pron., 1. As interrogative pronouns,
ivho and whom ask the question What or which person
or persons ? Who and lohom, as relative pronouns (in the
:

sense of that), are properly used of persons (corresponding to which, as applied to things), but are sometimes,
less properly and now rarely, used of animals, plants,
etc.
Who and whom, as compound relatives, are also
used especially of persons, meaning the person that ; the
persons that the one that ; whosoever. " Let who wiU
Macaulay.
be President."
[He] should not tell whose children they were. Chaucer.
There thou tell'st of kings, and who aspire ;
Who fall, who rise, who triumph, who do moan. Daniel.
Adders vjko with cloven tongues
Shak.
Do hiss me into madness.
;

Whom I could

pity thus forlorn.

The

Addison.
Who cheapens Ufe, abates the fear of death. Young.
brace of large greyhounds, who were the companions of
Sir W. Scott.

his sports.

One any one.
who should say.]

2.

as

;

As who should satj,
in

it

[Obs., except in the archaic phrase,

were a very dangerous matter

if

man

a

his forefathers were.
Rdbyiison {Moi-e's Utopia).

any point should be found wiser than

Whoa, (hwo),

interj.

Stop

stand

;

WhO'bub (hoo'bub), re. Hubbub.

—

Whole'-hooted' (hol'hooff),

hold. See Ho, 2.
Fl.
[Obs.] Beau.
;

Having an imdi-

a.

vided hoof, as the horse.
(hol'lSngth'), a. Representing the
whole figure
said of a picture or statue.
re.
portrait or statue representing the whole figure.
Whole'ness, re. The quality or state of being whole,
entire, or sound
entireness ; totality ; completeness.
Whole'sale' (hol'sal'), re. Sale of goods by the piece
or large quantity, as distinguished from retail.

WhOle'-length'
;

—

—

A

;

Bjr wholesale, in the mass in large quantities ; vrithout
distinctiou or discrimination.
Some, from vanity or envy, despise a valuable book, and
throw contempt upon it by wholesale.
I. Watts.
;

Whole'sale', a.
1. Pertaining to, or engaged in,
trade by the piece or large quantity ; selling to retailers
or jobbers rather than to consumers; as, a wholesale
merchant ; the wholesale price.
2. Extensive and indiscriminate as, U'Aotoa?e slaugh"
ter.
time for wholesale trust."
;

A

Mrs. JSumphry Ward.

Whole'SOme (hol'sum), a. [Compar. Wholesomes
(-er) ; superl. Wholesomest.] [Whole -\- some ; cf. Icel.
heilsamr, G. heilsam, D. heilzaam.] 1. Tending to promote health ; favoring health ; salubrious ; salutary.
Milton.
Wholesome thirst and appetite.
From which the industrious poor derive an agreeable and
A. Smith.
wholesom.e variety of food.
2. Contributing to the health of the mind ; favorable
conducive to good
to morals, religion, or prosperity
salutary; sound; as, wholesome advice ; wholesome doctrines ; wholesome truths ; wholesome laws.
A wholesome tongue is a tree of life. Prov. zv. 4.
I can not .
. make you a wholesome answer ; my wit's dis;

.

eased.

A wholesome suspicion began to be entertained.

Shak.
Sir W. Scott,

Shak.
Sound healthy. [Obs.]
Whole'some-ly, adv.
Whole'some-ness, n.
Whole'-souled' (hol'sold'), a. Thoroughly imbued
3.

—

—

;

with a right

spirit

noble-minded ; devoted.

;

WhOl'ly (hol'ly 110), adv. 1. In a wliole or commanner entirely completely perfectly.

3iiUon.

How hard is our fate, who serve in the state.

;

;

Whlt'sun-day (hwTt's'n-da or hwif siin'da 277), n.
{White -(- Sunday.] 1. (Eccl.) The seventh Sunday, and
_

longest duration in common
use a semibreve.—-Whole number (Math.), a number which
is not a fraction or mixed num-

2.

;

A

Whit'ster (-ster), n. [Contracted fr. whitester.] A
wMtener; a bleacher; a whitester. \_Obs.]
The whitsters in Datchet niead.
Shak.
Wtait'SUn (hwit'sun), a. Of, pertaining to, or observed at, Whitsuntide
as, Whitsun week
Whitsun
Tuesday Whitsun pastorals.

blood.

which represents a tone of

;

very much elongated, its length being about
three and one half times as great as its diame-

Whiz'zlng-ly

+

Whlt'leath'er (hwlt'leth'er), re. [Wliiie
leather.]
1. Leather dressed or tawed with alum, salt, etc., remarkable for its pliability and toughness white leather.
2. {Anat.) The paxwax.
See Paxwax.
Whit'llng(-ling),re. lWhite+-ling.] (^'ooZ.) A young
bull trout during its second season.
[Prov. Eng.]

{Law of Descent) See under Blood, n.,
note {Mus.), the note

Whole

— Whole

'T is not the whole of

is

;

whitish or somewhat white.

;

—

Whitmonday
called also Whitsun Tuesday.
Whit'wall' (-wal'), n. (Zool.) Same as Whetile.
(hwit'wilrth bal'). (Gun.) A prohall'
Whit'worth
jectile used in the Whitworth gun.
Whit'worth gun' (gun'). (Gun.) A form
of rifled cannon and small arms invented by
ing

3. Possessing, or being in a state of, health and soundnd.'
healthy sound ; well.
;
[She] findeth there her friends hole and sound. Chaucer.
They that be whole need not a physician. Matt. ix. 12.
When Sir Lancelot's deadly hurt was whole. Tennyson.

as Whittle

woolen shawl, originally

fine

to cut. Cf. Thwtttle, Thwaite a piece of ground.]
knife; esp.,apocket, sheath, or clasp knife. "Abutcher's
whittle." Dryden.
'' Rude whittles."
Macaulay.

+

Carlyle.
means too apparent.
Wblt'ile (hwIt'Tl), n. [Perhaps properly, the cutter
{Zo'dl.)
witwal.']
whitewall,
or
cf.
(see Whittle, v.),

(b)

ness

Wbeee. Whither propWhittle shawl, a kind of
and where rest in a place. and especiaUy a white one.

;

WHOOP

1650

erly implies motion to a place,
Whither is now, however, to a great extent, obsolete,
except in poetry, or in compositions of a grave and serious character and in language where precision is required.
Where has taken its place, as in the question, " Where
are you going? "
WWth'er-SO-ev'er (hwTth'er-so-5v'er), adv. [Whither
soever.'\
To whatever place ; to what place soever
wheresoever ; as, I wOl go whithersoever you lead.
WMth'er-ward (hwTth'er-werd),o(Zt). In what direcJt. of Brunne.
tion ; toward what or which place.
Whitherward to turn for a good course of life was by no

;

:

;;

;

plete

;

;

;

Nor wholly overcome, nor wholly yield.
2.

To the

exclusion of other things

Dryden.

totally ; fully.
employed themselves wholly in domestic life. Addison.
;

They
Whom (hoom), pron. [OE. wham, AS. dative hwam,
hwtem. See Who.] The objective case of who. See Who.
J!S*°° In Old English, whom was also commonly used as
a dative. Cf Him.
And every grass that groweth upon root
.

She shall eke know, and whom

&

Whom'so-ev'er (-so-ev'er),
WhO-ev'er (hoo-Sv'er), pron. Whatever person any whosoever.
See Whosoever.
person who he or she who any one who as, he shall

it

will

p7-on.

do

Chaucer.
objective of

boot,

The

;

Whole

(hoi

;

may

'^Whoever envies or
Shak.
favors. "

be.

" TFAoewr the king

Milton.

repines."

;

;

;

be punished, whoever he
110), a.

[OE.

;

;

;

unarmed."

3filton.

Shak.
mankind.
2. Complete entire ; not defective or imperfect not
broken or fractured ; unimpaired uninjured integral
as, a whole orange
the egg is whole; the vessel is whole.
2 Sam. i. 9.
My life is yet whole in me.
of

;

;

;

;

whomsoever he

Whoop (hoop),

&

Whoop,

^

;

eve,

event,

6nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

V.

i.

re.

[imp.

&

re.

p. p.

Whooped

(hoopt)

;

p. pr.

vb. n. Whooping.]
[OE. houpen. See Hoop, v. i.]
1. To utter a whoop, or loud cry, as of eagerness, en»

thusiasm, or enjoyment; to cry out; to shout; to halto hoot, as an owl.
; to utter a war whoop ;
Each lohooping with a merry shout. Wordsworth.
When naught was heard but now and then the howl
Of some vile cur, or whooping of the owl.
W. Brovme.
2. To cough or breathe with a sonorous inspiration,
as in whooping cough.
Whoop, V. t. To insult with shouts ; to chase witti
loo

derision.

And

;

final,

kingdom of men, and giveth it
Dan. iv. 17.
Shak.
Hubbub. [Obs.]
[See Hoopoe.] (Zool.) The hoopoe.

ruleth in the
will.

Wh00l)Ub_(hoo'biib),

&

OS. hsl,
hal well, sound, healthy ; akin to OFries.
D. heel, G. heil, Icel. heill, Sw. kel whole, Dan. heel,
Goth, hails well, sound, Olr. eel augury. Cf. Hale,
Hail to greet. Heal to cure, Health, Holy.] 1. Containing the total amount, number, etc. ; comprising all
the parts free from deficiency all ; total ; entire as,
the whole earth ; the whole solar system ; the whole
army ; the whole nation. " On their whole host I fiew

The whole race

The Most High

to

hole, hoi, hool, hal,^AS.

suffered

Whooped out
idea,

iU

;

old,

me by
of

the vofce of slaves to be

Rome.

obey, drb, 5dd

Shak.

W

;

;

;.

WHOOP
;

Whoop'ing,

;

& n.

a.

from Whoop,

v.

;

(hoot), V.

Whop,

n.

Whop (hwop),

V.

To
Whap.

[See Hoot.]

i.
i.

Same

Same
Whap.

as

hoot.

Forby.

unlawful sexual

;

courtesan prostitute strumpet.
[imp. & p. p. Whored (hord) p. pr.
»6. n. Whoking.] [Cf. Icel. Aoro. See Whore, n.]
1. To
have unlawful sexual intercourse to practice lewdness.

Whore,

;

;

;

v. i.

&

;

;

Whore,

v.

t.

^

;

[i?.]
Congreve.
Whore'dom (hor'dum), n. [OE. hordom; cf. Icel.
hordomr.2 1. The practice of unlawful intercourse with
the other sex fornication lewdness.
;

O

sin of worsliiping idols

Ephraim, thou committest whoredom, and
.
. turn unto their God.

they will not

;

This game

A

;

;

;

—

Whor'ish-ness,

;

n.

to AS. hweorfa the whirl
of a spindle, hweorfan to

turn cf. OD. u'orvel the
whirl of a spindle.
See
;

&

t'.]
1. (Bot.)
of two or more Whorls.
a Whorled Leaves of
(i^)
leaves, flowers, or other
Woodruff,
b Whorled
Flowers of Black Horehound.
organs, about the same
part or joint of a stem.
2. (Zool.)
volution, or turn, of the spire of a unira.

circle

A

with, wickers or wickerwork.

A

texture of osiers,
Wick'er-work' (-er-wflrk'), re.
twigs, or rods articles made of such a texture.
^viket,
OF.
loiket, guichet,
Wick'et (wTk'et), re. [OE.
P. guichet; probably of Scand. origin; cf. Icel. vik a
small gate
small creek, inlet, bay, vik a corner.] 1.
or door, especially one forming part of, or placed near,
a larger door or gate a narrow opening or entrance cut
in or beside a door or gate, or the door which is used
to close such entrance or aperture. Piers Plowman.
;

A

;

"Heaven's u'ieto."

And

;

—

Whorled

The

fly of

a spindle.

(hwflrld or hwSrld), a.

Fur-

nished with whorls arranged in the form
of a whorl or whorls ; verticiUate
as,
whorled leaves.
;

;

;

Whorl'er

(hvpfirl'er),

A

n.

;

;

potter's

wheel.

;

;

—

;

Whort (hwiJrt), re. [See Whortleber(i?o/.) The whortle, or bilberry.
See
Whortleberry (a).
Whor'tle (hwQr't'l), re. (Bot.) The whor-

tleberry, or bilberry.
[He] looked ahead of him from behind Whorls of Bela cana tump of whortles.
R. D. Blackmore.
cellata. a Nuclear

Whorls 6 Whorls
Whor'tle-her'ry (hwQr't'i-bSr'ry
of the Spire
c
[AS. wyrlil a small shrub
277), n.
Body Whorl.
(dim. of wyrt wort) -|- E. berry. See
Wort, and cf. Huckleberry, Hdrtleberry.] (Bot.) (a)
In England, the fruit of Vaccinium Myrtillus ; also, the
plant itself. See Bilberry, 1. (b) The fruit of several
shrubby plants of tlie genus Gnylussacia ; also, any one
of these plants.
See Huckleberry.
Whose (hooz), pron. [OE. u'hos, whas, AS. hwrns,
(Vn. of Itn'a.
See Who.] Tlie possessive case of who or
which. See Who, and Which.
;

;

Whose daughter

art tliou

?

tell

me, I pray thee. Qen. xxiv.

—

irAososIirinks or falters
Iiis

now,
brow

.

.

;

rude,

full,

2.3.

depr.avity

;

Whittier.

;

pity

;

sinfulness.
that the wickedness of man was great.
Their inward part is very wickedness.

God saw
2.

A

wicked thing or act

;

Gen.

vi.

ti.

Ps. v.

II.

crime; sin; iniquity.

I Ml never care wliat v>icked7icss I do,
If this man comes to good.

wicket, often opened,

knew

Dryden.

the key.

A small gate by which the chamber of canal locks
emptied, or by which the amount of water passing to

a water wheel

regulated.

is

A

small framework at which the ball
3. (Cricket) (a)
bowled. It consists of three rods, or stumps, set vertically in the ground, with one or two short rods, called
bails, lying horizontally across the top.
(b) The ground

is

on which the wickets are

set.

—

4. A place of shelter made of the boughs of trees,
used by lumbermen, etc. [Local, U. S.']
Bartleit.
5. (Mining) The space between the pillars, in postand-stall working.
Raymond.
Wicket door, Wicket gate, a small door or gate a wicket.
See def. 1, above. Bunyan. —Wicket keeper (Cricket), the
player who stands behind the wicket to catch the lialls
and endeavor to put the batsman out.
Wick'ing, n. The material of which wicks are made ;
esp., a loosely braided or twisted cord or tape of cotton.
;

(^il^'l«-'t)' «•

Wick'"ia-!te

See Wyclifite.

I

Wic'o-py (wik'o-py),

(Bot.) See

n.

Leatherwood.

Wid'dy (wid'dy), re. [Cf. Withy.] A rope or halter
made of flexible twigs, or withes, as of birch. \_Scot.']
Wide (wid), a. [_Compar. Wider (-er) superl.
;

Widest.] [OE. icid, wyde, AS. wid ; akin to OFries.
& OS. wid, D. wijd, G. weit, OHG. wit, Icel. viSr, Sw. &
Dan. vid ; of uncertain origin.] 1. Having considerable
distance or extent between tlie sides spacious across
much extended in a direction at right angles to that of
length not narrow broad as, wide cloth a icide table
a wide highway a wide bed a wide hall or entry.
The chambers and the stables weren wyde. Chaucer.
Wide is the gate
that leadeth to destruction. Matt. vii. 13.
extended spa2. Having a great extent every way
cious broad vast extensive as, a wide plain the n-ide
world."
Chaucer.
ocean; a Ji'ic^e difference. "Tliiswyrfe
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Forsceptered cynics earth were far too ivide a den. Byron.
When the wide bloom, on earth that lies.
Bryant.
Seems of a brighter world than ours.

Of large scope comprehensive
wide views a ivide understanding.

3.
as,

;

;

liberal

;

tree' (wTk'«n tre'). Same as Quicken tree.
(wTk'er), re.
[OE. wiker, irikir, osier, probably akin to AS..
AS. wlcan to
give way. Cf.
„.. Weak.]
.„^..„....j.
1. __
_.
A
..^
;

food, fo^ot

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

;

and widest culture. M. Arnold.
4. Of a certain measure between the sides measuring
in a direction at right angles to that of length ; as, a
table three feet zvide.
of strongest head

;

Remote

5.

;

distant

;

far.

The contrary being so ivide
the attributes of God.

from the truth of Scripture and
lianimond.

Far from truth, from propriety, from necessity, or
the like. " Our loY/e expositors."
Milton.
6.

It is far

wide that the people have such judgments.
How wide is all this long pretense
!

On one

7.

side or the other of the

mark

;

Latimer.
Herbert.

too far side-

wise from the mark, the wicket, the batsman, etc.
Spenser,
Surely he shoots wide on the bow hand,
Massinger.
I was but two bows wide.
Made, as a vowel, with a less tense, and
more open and relaxed, condition of the mouth organs
opposed to primary as used by Mr. Bell, and to narrow as used by Mr. Sweet. The effect, as explained by
Mr. Bell, is due to tlie relaxation or tension of the viharynx as explained by Mr. Sweet and others, it is due to
the action of tlie tongue. Tlie wide of e (eve) is T (Til)
See Guide to Pronunciation,
of ii (ate) is 5 (Snd), etc.

8. (Phon.)

—

;

§§13-15.
Itl^'^ Wide is often prefixed to words, esp. to participles
and participial adjectives, to form self-explaining compounds; as, H(V/r-boauiing, »'i(?<'-braiiched, iciWc-chopped,

jivV/r-echoiug, »ii/(-extoiHUHl,«'iV/c-nioutlicd,(('W()-spread,
tCiV/p-spreadiug, and the like.

Far and wide.

See under Fab.

Note under Gauge,

— Wldo

gango.

See the

(i.

adv.
1. To a distance; far;
[AS. wide.}
widely to a great dist.anco or extent as, his fame was
spread wide.
[I] went wyde in this world, wonders to hear. Piers Plowinan.

Wide,

;

;

2. So as to leave or have a great space between tlie
sides so as to form a large opening.
Sh<ik.
3. So as to be or strike far from, or on one side of, on
object or purpose aside ; astray.
Wide, re. 1. Tliat which is w'ide wide space ; width;
" The waste wide of that abyss."
extent.
Tennyson,
_.
2. That wliicli goes
wide, or to one side of the mark.
j,
;

Sliak.

broad

;

Men

;

Wlck'en
Wlck'er

.

up, tun

;

;

;

Whosoever will, let him take . freely. Rex\ xxii. 17.
(hwot), a. Hot. [0/;.s.]
Spenser.
(hwflr), i;.
V. i. [Probably of imitative origin. Cf.
Cf,
iinite,

;

;

;

;

use,

;

;

;

Who'so-ev'er (lioo's6-5v'er), pron. Whatsoever person ; any person whatever that whoever.
.

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

I

;

;

;

The question whose solution I require.
Dryden.
Whose'ao-ev'er (-sft-ev'er), pron. The possessive of
whosoever. See Whosoever.
Who'so (hoo'so), yjrore.. Whosoever. Piers Plowman.
Brand the craven on

;

;

This were a wicked way, but whoso had a guide. P. Plowman.
3. Ludicrously or sportively mischievous ; disposed to
mischief ; roguish. lCollo<].J
Pen looked imcotnmonly tvieked.
T/tackeray.
Syn. Iniquitous sinful ; criminal guilty ; immoral
unjust unrighteous iiuholy irreligious ungodly profane vicious pernicious atrocious nefarious hemous
flagrant fl.agitious abandoned. See Iniquitous.
Wlck'ed-Iy, adv. In a wicked manner in a manner,
or with motives and designs, contrary to the divine law
or tlie law of morality.; viciously corruptly immorally.
I have sinned, and I have done wickedly.
2 Sam. xxiv. 1".
Wick'ed-ness, re. 1. The quality or state of being
wicked ; departure from the rules of the divine or the
moral law ; evil disposition or practices ; immorality

.

The

;

I

Milton.

.
and came to the great
to the high street, .
Ld. Bei-ners.
and wicket was fast closed.

went

2.
is

;

Thy offspring, to the place of evil, hell,
Milton.
Thou and thy wicked crew
Pope.
Never, never, icicked man was wise.
2. Cursed baneful
hurtful bad
pernicious dangerous.
Shak.
[06s.] "Wicked dew."

ET.]

so

tower, but the gate

;

3. (Spinning)

Whur

—

;

;

valve shell.

WhOt

;

;

;

A

.

(wTch),

;

Whorl (hwfirl or hwSrl
[OE. whorvil the
277), n.
whirl of a spindle
akin

Whirl,

m

with a why-not
Hudibras.
the lurch.
was like to have been lost with a why-not.
Nvgae Antiq.

See Pawnees.
Wick (wlk), or Wich (wich), n. [AS. wic village,
fr. L. vicus.
In some names of places, perhaps fr. Icel.
vlk an inlet, creek, bay. See Vicinity, and cf. Villa.]
1. A street
a village a castle a dwelling a place of
work, or exercise of authority
now obsolete except in
composition as, hsXiiwick, 'Warwick, Greenwich. Stow.
2. (Curling) A narrow port or passage in the rink or
course, flanked by the stones of previous players.
Wick (wTk), re. [OE. wicke, weyke, iceke, AS. weoca
or wecca ; cf. D. wiek a roll of lint, Prov. G. wicke, and
wieche, OHG. wiohha, Sw. veke, Dan. vsege ; of uncertain origin.] A bundle of fibers, or a loosely twisted or
braided cord, tape, or tube, usually made of soft spun
cotton threads, which by capillary attraction draws up
a steady supply of the oil in lamps, the melted tallow or
wax in candles, or other material used for illumination,
in small successive portions, to be burned.
But true it is, that when the oil is spent
The light goes out, and wick is thrown away. Spenser.
Wick, -y. i. (Curling) To strike a stone in an oblique
direction.
Jamieson.
Wick'e (wik'e), a. Wicked. [Obs.'] Piers Plowman.
" With full wikke intent."
Chaucer.
used chiefly in
Wicked (wikt), «. Having a wick
composition as, a tvto-ivicked lamp.
Wick'ed (wik'ed), a. [OE. wicked, fr. wicke wicked
probably originally the same word as wieche wizard,
witch.
See Witch.] 1. Evil in principle or practice;
deviating from morality contrary to the moral or divine
law addicted to vice or sin sinful immoral profligate
said of persons and things; as, a wicked king;
a wicked woman a ivicked deed wicked designs.
Hence, then, and evil go with thee along,

—

;

bird.

Pawnees.

—

;

The whidah

re.
A variant of 1st Wick.
Wich'i-tas (wich'i-taz), n. pi. ; sing. Wichita (-ta).
(Ethnol.) A tribe of Indians native of the region between
the Arkansas and Red rivers. They are related to the

Wich

(-mas'ter), n.
1.
man who praca lecher ; a whoremonger.
One who keeps or procures whores for others; a
pimp a procurer.
Whore'mas'ter-ly, a. Having the character of a
whoremaster ; lecherous ; libidinous.
Whore'mon'ger (hor'miSn'ger), n. A whoremaster
a lecher ; a man who frequents the society of whores.
Whore'son (-sun), n. A bastard ; colloquially, a low,
scurvy fellow
used generally in contempt, or in coarse
humor. Also used adjectively. [Archaic^
Shak.
Whor'lsh (hor'ifsh), a. Resembling a whore in character or conduct ; addicted to unlawfxil sexual pleasures
incontinent lewd unchaste,
Whor'ish-ly, adv.

lewdness

.

.

;

I{os. v. 3, 4.

Spenser.

or covered

Ships of light timber, wickered with osier between, and covMilton.
ered over with leather.

.

Was taken

idolatry.

Israel is defiled

.

Whore'mas'ter

tices
2.

Made of tine twigs, entrailed curiously.
Wick'ered (-erd), a. Made of, secured by,

—

;

;

The

—

Why'-not' (hwl'nof), n. A violent and peremptory
procedure without any assigned reason a sudden conclusive happening.
\_Obs.'\
When the church

a whore of; to debauch,

2. (Script.)

(ZoOl.)

(finch').

with, twigs

;

;

To worship false and impure gods.
To corrupt by lewd intercourse to make

2. {Script.)

Chapman,

it.

or osiers, or wickerwork.
Each one a little wicker basket had.

them to the shore. Vicars.
Whurt (hwQrt), n. (Bot.) See Whort.
(hwi), adv.
[OE. whi, why, AS. hici, hwy, instrumental case of hwa, hwset ; akin to Icel. hvi why,
Dan. & Sw. hvi; cf. Goth. hwe. V182. See Who.]
1. ITor what cause, reason, or purpose
on what account
wherefore
used interrogatively.
See the
Note under What, ^rore., 1.
Turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways for whii will ye die, O

;

commerce with men, especially one who prostitutes her
body for hire a prostitute a liarlot.
Wyclif.

Syn. — Harlot

Of wicker pressed

Same as 1st Wike. IProv. Eng.']
Wick'er (wTk'er), a. Made of, or covered

jyhurrijing the chariot with

;

;

3.

;

Whore

practices

Halliwell.
Whur (hwGr), «. A humming or whirring sound, like
that of a body moving through the air with velocity ; a
whir.
Whur'ry (hwur'ry), V. t. [See Hurry.] To whisk
along quickly ; to hurry. [iJ.]

;

Wickerwork a piece

2.

;

—

[06«.]

as
(hwop'per), 11. [Cf. Whappek.] 1. One
wliich, wliops.
2. Same as Whapper.
(hor), n.
[OE. hore, AS. hore ; akin to D.
Acer, hoere, G. hiire, OHG. huora, huorra, Icel. hOra,
Dan. hore, Sw. Iiora, Goth, kors an adulterer, AS. hor
adultery, OHG. huor, and probably to L. carus dear. Cf

;

;

;

Whop'per

a woman who

1. To make a rough, humming small, pliant twig
who pronounces the letter r with too work, and the like

force to whir to birr.
2. To snarl or growl, as a dog.

house of Israel ?
Ezek. xxxiii. 11.
2. For which ; on account of which ;
used relatively.
No ground of enmity between us known
Why he should mean me ill or seek to harm. Milton.
Turn the discourse I have a reason why
I would not have you speak so tenderly.
Dryden.
3. The reason or cause for which ; that on account of
wliich ; on what account ; as, I know not why he left
town so suddenly
used as a compound relative.
I!!^°" Why is sometimes used as an interjection or an expletive in expression of surprise or content at a turn of
" HVij/, Jessica ! "
affairs ; used also in calling.
Shak.
If her chill heart I can not move.
Why, I 'II enjoy the very love.
Cowley.
Sometimes, also, it is used as a notm.
The how and the why and the where. Goldsmith.
For why, because why SeeFoRWHY. [Obs. or Colloq.]
Why, n. A young heifer. IProv. Eng."]
Grose.
Whyd'ah bird' (hwid'a berd), or Whyd'ah finch'

who, or that

Chakity.]

much

;

—

Whoot

or osier ; a rod for making basketa withe.
of wickerwork, esp. a basket.
Then quick did dress
His half milk up for cheese, and in a press

HuBR, Hurey, Whir.]
sound, like one

Why

t.

Whooping cough {Med.), a violent, convulsive cough,
returning at longer or shorter intervals, and consisting
of several expirations, followed by a sonorous inspiration, or whoop chin cough; hooping cough. Diinglison.
Whooping crane (Zool.), a North American crane (Grus
Americana) noted for the loud, whoopUke note which it
utters.
Whooping swan (2'ooZ.), the whooper swan. See
the Note under Swan.

—

WIDE

1651

Whoop (hoop), n. 1. A shout of pursuit or of war a
cry of eagerness, enthusiasm, enjoyment, vengeance, teran halloo a hoot, or cry, as of an owl.
ror, or the like
A fox, crossing the road, drew oft" a considerable detachment,
who clapped spurs to their horses, and pursued him with whoops
Addison.
and halloos.
The whoop of the crane.
LongJ'ellow.
2. A loud, shrill, prolonged sound or sonorous inspiration, as in whooping cough.
Whoop'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, whoops.
Whooper swan. (Zool.) See the Note under SwAN.
;

;;

;;;

sing, ink

;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

xh

=z

in azure.

—

WIDE-AWAKE
WMO'-a-Wake' (wid'a-wak'), a. Fully awake not
drowsy or duU hence, knowing; keen; alert. Dickens.
Wlfle'-a-wake', n. A broad-brimmed, low-crowned
;

felt liat.

—

{Zool.) The angler
Wlde'gap' (wid'gSp'), n.
called also tvidegab, and widegut.
Widely, adv. 1. In a wide manner to a wide deas, the gospel was
gree or extent ; far ; extensively
widely disseminated by the apostles.
to a great degree or extent as, to
2. Very much
differ u-idehi in opinion.
(wid''n), V. t.
p. p. Widened (-'nd)
limp.
To make wide or wider to
rb. n. Widekino.]
p. pr.
to increase the width of ; as, to
extend in breadth
widen a field ; to widen a breach ; to widen a stocking.
Wid'en, i: i. To grow wide or wider ; to enlarge
to spread to extend.
Pope.
Arches widen^ and long aisles extend.
;

;

;

;

;

&

WWen
&

;

;

;

The quality or state of
bemg wide breadth width great extent from side to
" 1 landed in a small
Bide
as, the wideness of a room.

Wlde'ness

(.vld'nSs), n.

;

1.

;

;

;

Siuift.
creek about the wideness of my canoe."
broadness great2. Large extent in all directions
ness as, the wideness of the sea or ocean.
Wide'spread' (-sprSd'), a- Spread to a great distance widely extended extending far and wide as,
widespread wings a widespread movement.
[See Wide, and
Wide'where' (wid'hwar'), adv.
Chaucer.
Wheke.] Widely ; far and wide. lObs.']
Wld'geon (wij'un), ». [Probably from an old French
form of F. vigeon, vingeon, gingeon ; of uncertain origin
(Zool.) Any
cf. L. vipio., -onis, a kind of small crane.]
one of several species of fresh-water ducks, especially
those belonging to the subgenus Mareca, of the genus
Anas. The common European widgeon (Anas penelope)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(wId'o-hd8d), n. 1. The stale of being
the time during which a woman is a widow
the state of being a widower.
Johnson clung to her memory during a widowhood of more
than thirty years.
Leslie Stephen.
2. Estate settled on a widow.
[Ois.] " I '11 assure
her of her widou'hood . . . in all my lands."
Shak.
Wld'OW-hunt'er (-hiinfer), ti. One who courts
widows, seeking to marry one with a fortune. Addison.
Wld'OW-ly, a. Becoming or like a ^vidow.
Wld'OW-mak'er (-mak'er), n. One who makes widows by destroying husbands, [i?.]
Shak.
Wld'OW-wail' (-wal'), «. (Bot.) A low, narrowleaved evergreen shrub (Cneorum tricoccon) found in
Soutliern Europe.
Width (wTdth), n. [From Wide.] Tlie quality of
being wide extent from side to side breadtli ; wideness as, the width of cloth the width of a door.
Wid'U-al (wid'ii-al), a. Of or pertaining to a widow
vidual.
\_Obs.']
Bale.
Wld'we (wid'we), n. A widow. [Oi«.]
Chaucer.
Wield (weld), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Wielded p. pr.
vb. n. Wielding.]
[OE. welden to govern, to have
power over, to possess, AS. geweldan, gewyldaii, from
wealdan ; akin to OS. waldan, OFries. waldu, G. walten,
OHG. waltun, Icel. valda, Sw. valla to occasion, to cause,
Dan. volde, Goth, waldan to govern, rule, L. valere to be
strong. Cf. Herald, Valiant.] 1. To govern to rule ;
to keep, or have in charge ; also, to possess. [06s.]
When '. strong armed man keepeth his house, all things that
he wieldeih ben in peace.
WyctifCLuke xi. 21).
Wile [ne will] ye wield gold neither silver ne money in your
;

also, rarely,

;

;

&

&

;

;

Wiicti/Olalt. k.il).

girdles.

2. To direct or regulate by influence or authority
manage to control to sway.

to

;

The famous orators

.

.

whose

.

resistless

democraty.
Her newborn power was wielded from the
pled and ambitious men.

To use with

Milton.

by unprinci-

first

De

Quiacey.

;

Wleld'a-ble

and the American widgeon (A. Americana) are the most
important species. The latter is called also baldhend,
baldpale, boldface, baldcrown, smoking duck, wheat duck,
and whitehelly.
Bald-faced, or Green-headed, widgeon, the American widgeon. — Black widgeon, tlie European tufted duck. — Gray

—

Greatwidgeon, ^a) The gadwall. (6) The pintail duck.
Pied widgeon.
(«) The
headed widgeon, the poachard.
Saw-billed widgeon, the
poachard.
(b) The goosander.
Sea widgeon.
See in the Vocabulary.
merganser.
Spoon[Prov. Eng.]
Spear widgeon, the goosander.
White widgeon, the smew.
billed widgeon, the shoveler.
Wood widgeon, the wood duck.
Tyndall.
Wid'ish (wid'Tsh), a. Moderately wide.
Wid'man-stikt'ten Ug'ures (vTd'man-stSt't'n flg'Crz).
(Min.) Certain figures appearing on etched meteso called after A. B. Widmanslatten, of
oric iron;
Vienna, who first described them in 1808. See the Note
and Ulust. under Meteorite.
Wld'OW (wtd'o), n. [OE. wideice, widwe, AS. weoduwe, widuwe, wtiduwe ; akin to OFries. iridice, OS.
widowa, D. weduwe, G. wittwe, witwe, OHG. wituwa,
wilawa, Goth, widuwo, Kuss. vdova, Olr. fedb, W.
gweddw, L. vidua, Skr. vidhavd ; and probably to Skr.
vidh to be empty, to lack ; cf. 6r. riiBeov a bachelor.
woman wlio has lost her husV284. Cf. ViDUAL.]
band by deatli, and has not married again ; one living
"
Chaucer.
bereaved of a husband.
A. pooi widotv."
OrasB widow.
See under Grass.- Widow bewitched, a
woman separated from her husband ; a grass widow.
[Co//w/.]
Wldow-ln-moumlng (Zool.), the macavahu.
Widow monkey iZool.), a small South American monkey
{Callillirijr liiriens);—BO called on account of its color,
which ia l)lack except the dull whitish arms, neck, and
face, and a ring of pure wliite around the face. —Widow's
chamber (Enf/. Law), in London, the apparel and furniture
of the bedchamber of tlie widow of a freeman, to which

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

W

she was formerly entitled.
a. Widowed. " A widow woman." 1 Kings
"ThiB widow lidy." Shak.
Wld'OW, V. t. \in>p. & p. p. WiI)0WED (-Sd) p. pr.
& vb. n. Widowing.] 1. To reduce to tlie condition of
rarely used except
a widow to bereave of a husband

Wld'OW,

;

;

;

—

in the past participle.

Thouch

in this city

he

Hath widowed end uncliilded many a one.
to this hour bewail the injury.
Shak.
2. To deprive of one who ia loved
to strip of anything beloved or highly esteemed to make desolate or
bare to bereave.
The widowed isle, in mourning.
Dries up her tears.
Dryden.

Which

;

;

;

queen

t

J. Philips.
lUher.
forgotten Sion, mourn.

Shak.
S. To endow with a widow's right.
[J?.]
4. To become, or survive as, the widow of. [06«.]
r^t me be married to three kings in a forenoon, and widow
them all.
Shak.

Wld'OW

blrd^ (bSrd').

(Zool.) See

Wbidah

bird.

A man who

Wld'ow-er

(-er), n.
deatli, and lias not married again.
Wld'ow-«r-hood (-hJKid), n.

has lost bis wife by
Shak.
The state of being a

widower.
ale,

ti.

The

of

son&te,

c&re,

&in,

ttrm,

Ask,

Wigg

A

Wigged
wig

;

;

;

—

;

cited, agitated, inspired, vip to tremble, L. vibrare to viInesse
brate, E. vibrate.
Cf. Tacitus, [" Germania" 8]
quin etiam sanctum aliquid et providum putant, nee aut
consilia earum aspernantur aut responsa neglegunt. Cf.
woman ; an adult female
HcssY a jade. Woman.] 1.
now used in literature only in certain compounds and
phrases, as aleii'(/e, fishtt't/e, goodit'i/e, and tlie like.
:

A

—

" Both
2.

men and

Piers Plowman^.

wives."

Chaucer.
On the green he saw sitting a wife.
The lawful consort of a man a woman wlio is
;

united to a man in wedlock
band ; a married woman;
" The husband of one wife."

a

;

woman

wlio has a husof husband.

— correlative

1 Tim. iii. 2.
Let every one of you ... so love his wife even as himself,
Eph. v.
and the ir(fe see that she reverence her husband.
To give to wife. To take to wife, to give or take (a
woman) in marriage. Wife's equity (Law), the enuitable
right or claim of a married woman to a reasonable and
adequate provision, by way of settlement; or othcrnise,
out of her choses in action, or out of any property of hers
which is under the jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery,
Jiurritl.
for the support of herself and her children.
WllellOOd C-hSod), n. [AS. wlfhad.} 1. WomanChancer.
hood. [06s.]
the character of a wife.
2. The state of being a wife
Wifeless, a. Without a wife unmarried. Chaucer.

—

;

;

Wlfellke' (-Ilk'), "• Of, pertaining to, or like, a wife
Shak.
woman. "H'l/e/i^e government."
Wifely, a. [AS. wifUc.} Becoming or like n wife

or a

;

With

a wife.

all

"

Il'i/e/y patience.

"

the tendeme«s of w\/ely love.

Chaucer.
Orj/deti.

Wig (wig), n. [Abbreviation from periwig.'] 1. A
covering for tlie head, consisting of liair interwoven
or united by a kind of network, either in imitation of
the natural growth, or in abundant and flowing curls,
worn to supply a deficiency of natural hair, or for ornament, or according to traditional usage, oa a part of an
official or professional dress, the latter especially in England by judges and barristers.
so called by fishermen.
2. An old seal
Wig tre«. (Bol.) See Smoke tree, under SuoKC
;

final,

^

;

(wigd),

—

Sve, dve&t,

find,

fdm, recent

;

Having the bead covered with a

a.

wearing a wig.

;

Wlg'ger-y (wig'ger-J),
hair,

n.

A wig

1.

or nigs ; false
A. Trollope.

[i?.]

Any

cover or screen, as led-tapism.
Fire peels the wiggeries away from them

2.

[iJ.]

Carlyle.

[facts].

Wlg'gle (wig'g'l), v. t. & i. [V136. Cf. Wag, v. t..
Waggle.] To move to and fro with a quick, jerking
motion to bend rapidly, or with a wavering motion,
from side to side to wag to squirm to wriggle as, the
dog wiggles his tail the tadpole wiggles in the water.
;

;

;

;

;

;

[Pror. r.ig.

&

Colloq. U. S.]
Wlg'gle, re. Act of wiggling; a wriggle. [Colloq.]
Wig'gler (wTg'gler), n. (Zool.) The young, either
larva or pupa, of the mosquito ;
called also wiggtetail.

—

WlgTier

(-her),

V.

i.

[Cf. G.

To neigh ; to
Beau.
Fl.
Weiglit. [Ohs.]
wight,
n.
[OE.
tviht,
a
Wight,
Wiffglers.
a Larva,
wiglit, a whit, AS. wiht, wuht, a
6 Pupa, of Sfosquito,
tvicht
creature, a thing akin to D.
(X5)
a child, OS.
OHG. wiht a creature, thing, G. wicht a creature, Icel. vsettr a wight, rietta
a whit, Goth, waihts. waiht, thing ; cf. Russ. veshche a
thing. V136. Cf. Whit.] 1.
whit ; a bit ; a jot. [06s.]
whine.]

icieltern, E.

whinny.

&

[06s.]

Wight (wit), re.

A

She was fallen asleep a Uttle wight.

Chaucer.

A

Chaucer.
supernatural being. [06s.]
being ; a person, either male or female
now used chiefly in irony or burlesque, or in humorous
Chaucer.
language. " Worst of all wightes."
Chaucer.
Every icight that hath discretion.
Milton.
Oh, say me true if thou wert mortal wight.
probably
of
Scand.
[OE. wight, wiht,
Wight, a.
origin
cf. Icel. rigr in fighting condition, iieut. tfj/, fr.
vig war, akin to AS. wig. See Vanquish.] Swift nimble ; agile strong and active.
[06s. or Poetic]
2.
3.

A human

—

;

;

'T is full wight, God wot, as

Ice,

Chaucer.

a roe.
was so wimble and so wight.
is

Spenser,
He
Thev were Night and Day, and Day and Night.

;

;

—

;

;

being wielded.

act or

;

;

A

;

of or pertaining to

Trees of their shriveled fruits
Ar« widowed, dreary stonns o'er all prevail.
tm</ow«</

(-ons),

3.'>.

xvii. 9.

Mourn,

Capable

(-a-b'l), a.

power of wielding.
[06.V.]
Bp. Hall.
"Our weak wi'eMance."
One who wields or employs a
Wleld'er (-er), n.
manager a controller.
MUmun.
A wielder of the great arm of the war.
Wleld'lng, n. Power ; authority rule. [06j.]
To have them in your might and in your wielding. Chaucer.
Wleld'less, a. Not to be wielded unmanageable
Spenser.
unwieldy. [iJ.] "JFieWtei might."
Wleld'SOme (-sum), a. Admitting of being easily
Golding.
wielded or managed. [06s.]
Wield'y (-y), a. Capable of being wielded manageable wieldable ;
opposed to i/nn't'eWy. [.R.] Johnson.
Wler (wer), n. Same as Weir.
Wler'an'gle (wer'Sn'g'l)), n. (Zool.) Same as WaeiANGLE. \_Obs. or Prov. Eng.}
Wler'y (wer'y or wir'y), a. [Cf. Wearish.] Wet
moist; marshy. [06s.]
[From Wire cf.
Wl'er-y (wi'er-5^ or wir'j?), a.
Peacham.
Fiery.] Wiry. [06s.] "Wiery gold."
Wife (wif), n. ; pi. Wn-ES (nivz). [OE. wif, AS.
Ml/; akin to OFries. & OS. wtf, D. wijf, G. weib, OHG.
iclb, Icel. t'T/, Dan. viv ; and perhaps to Skr. vip ex-

Wield'ance

American Widgeon CAnas Americana).

&

t.

A

command

or power, as a thing not
too heavy for the holder ; to manage to handle ; hence,
to use or employ ; as, to wield a sword ; to wield the
scepter.
Base Hungarian wight I wilt thou the spigot wield f Shak.
Part wield their arms, part curb the foaming steed. Milton,
Nothing but the influence of a civilized power could induce a
6'. .S. Smith.
savage to wield a spade.
To wield the scepter, to govern with supreme command.
full

f.

Wigging

;

eloquence

fierce

(wig),

vb. n.

hold up to reprobation

&

;

;

3.

Wig

[imp.
p. p. WiGGED (wigd) ; p. pr.
(-ging).] To censure or rebuke; to
to scold.
[SlangJ
kind of canvaslike cotton fabric,
Wlg'ail (-an), 7!.
used to stihen and protect the lower part of trousers and
of the skirts of women's dresses, etc.
so called from
Wigan, the name of a town in Lancashire, England.
widgeon, [i?.]
Wi'geon (wlj'iin), n. (ZoolA
(wig), Wig, re.
[Cf. D. uegge a sort of bread,
G. week, orig., a wedge-shaped loaf or cake. See Wedge.]
kind of raised seedcake. " Wiggs and ale."
Pepys.

&

;

;

;

WILD

Wld'OW-hood

a widow

Wielded at will that

—

:

1652
;

.N

"

;;
;
;

;;

Emerson,
tci'j'u with steps'forthrighf.
Swiftly ; nimbly ; quickly. [06s.]
wig.
Having
wearing
no
(wTg1?s),
a.
or
Wigless
Wlg'wag' (-wiig'), V. i. [See Wag, v. t.] (Xattl.)
side
to side
To signal by means of a flag waved from
[Colloq,]
according to a code adopted for the purpose.
Wlg'wam (-w3ra ; 277), ». [From the Algonquin
or Massachusetts InPilgrims

Wlght'ly, adi\

dian word wek,
"his house," or
" dwelling place
with possessive and
;

locative affixes, tvekou-om-ut, " in his
(or their) house,"

by the
to weekwarn, ani wigwam.]
An Indian cabin or
hut, usiiall}' of a
contracted

English

conical

made

form, and

of a frameof poles cov-

work

ered with hides,
bark, or mats

—

;

called

also

tepee.

[Sometimes written

Large

Chief.

^^i^"\'

also week'wam.]
Very spocious was the wigwam.
Made of deerskin dressed and whitened.
With the gods of the Dflcotahs
Longfellow.
Drawn and painted on its curtains.
"The wigwam, or Indian house, of a circular or
over
a frameovaTshape, was made of bark or mats laid
work of branches of trees stuck in the ground in such a
manner as to converge at tlie top, where was a central
ai>erture for tlie escape of smoke from the fire beneath.
Tlio better sort had also a lining of mats. For entranct,
and egress, two low openings were left on opposite sides,
one or the other of which was closed with hark or iiiats,
Palfrey.
according to the direction of the wuid."

^W^

Wlke (>vik), n. A tempor.iry mark or boundary, at
a bough of a tree set up in marking out or dividing anything, as titlies, swaths to be mowed in common ground,
etc.
[Prov. Eng.]
called also wicker.
Wlke, 71. [AS. trie. See Wick a village.] A home ;
a dwelling.
[Obs. ox Prov. Eng.]
Chaucer.
Wlk'ke (wlk'ke), a. Wicked. [06s.]
;

—

Wild (wild), a. [Compar. Wilder (-er) stiprrl.
Wildest.]
[OE. wilde, AS. wilde; akin to OFries.
Wilde. D. ivild, OS. & OHG. iiiWi, G. «-i7</. Sw. & Dan.
;

Goth, wilpeis
wild game, deer of uncertain oria state of nature inhabiting natural
haunts, as the forest or open field; not familiar with,
or not easily approached by, man not tamed or domesticated as, a wild boar a iiiW ox a wild cat.
Winter 's not gone yet, if the wild cceae fly thot way. Shak,
vilir wild, bewildered, astray,

villi, Icel.

wild,
gin.]

and G.
1.

& OHG.

Linng

;

in

;

;

;

;

;

Growing or produced without culture growing or
prepared without the aid and care of man native not
cultivated
brought forth by unassisted nature or by
2.

;

;

;

tdea, HI

;

Sid,

Obey, Arb, Odd

;

;
;

;

.

;;;

WILL

"WILD

1653

animals not domesticated as, vild parsnip, tcild camomile, wild germander, wild strawberry, iriVrf liouey.
Thy woods uiul dcsfrl cuves.
With tcilti thyme oiid tlio guddiiig vine o'eryrown. Milton.
not inliiibited or cultivated as, ivild land.
3. Desert
" To trace the forests wild."
S/tak:
4. Savage ; micivilized
not refined by culture ferocious rude ; as, tlie wild natives of Africa or America.
6. Not submitted to restraint, training, or regulation
ungoverned
turbulent
tempestuous
violent
licentious ; inordinate disorderly irregular fanciful
imaginary; visionary; crazy, " Valor grown h'iW by pride."
Prior. "A iciW, speculative project." Swift.

poli/olin. See Marsh rosemary, under Rosemary.
•age. (Hot.) See Saqebrush.
WUd sarsapajiUa (Bot.i, a
species of ginseng (Aridia niidicnulis) beariug a single
long-stalked leaf.
Wild sensitive plant (Bot.), either
one of two annual leguminous herus (Cassia Clianiiicri.sla, and ('. niilitansi, in both of which the leaflets
close quickly when the plant is disturbed.
WUd service.
(But.) See Siutn.
WUd Spaniard (But.), anyone of
several umbcUiicrous plants of the genus Acipttylla,
natives of New Zealand.
The leaves bear numerous
bayoiietlike spines, and the plants form an impenetrable
thicket.
WUd turkey. (Zoo/.) See 2d Turkey.

power or faculty of preferring or selecting one of two
or more objects.
It is necessary to form a distinct r.otion of what is meant by
the word " volition " in order lo understand the import ot the
word will, for this last word expresses the power of mind of
which " volition " is the act.
Stewart.
Will is on ambiguous word, being sometimes nut for the faculty of willing sometimes for the act of that faculty, besides
"
"
meanings.
But
volition
siguifles
[liaVing] other
always
the
Jycid.
uet of willing, and notliing else.
-Vppetite is the ifdTs solicitor, and the will is appetite's controller
what we covet according to the one, by the other we

WU(l(wild),H. An uninhabited and uncultivated tract
or region a forest or desert a wilderness a waste as,
the wilds of America; the wilds of Africa.

often reject.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

What

are these

—
;

;

;

;

viild roadstead.
7. ludicatiug strong emotion, iutense excitement, or
bewildermeut ; as, a wild look.
said of a vessel.
8. (A'atU.) Hard to steer;

—

E^'" Many plants are named by prefixing wild to the
names of other bi'ttcr known or cultivated phmts to
which they be.ir a real or faiicieil rescuiblauce as, iciVif

Wlld'ed

Become

(.wild'Sd), n.

An old

wild,

—

Wll'der-ment (wll'der-ment),

The

quench

Greek

;

fire.

Wiid'lng,

a.

[Poe/ic]

Not tame, domesticated,

And the
Wild'lsh,

a.

or cultivated

by

squirrel ?ayly chirps
;

Wordsicorth.

In a wild manner; without cultivaadv.
tion; with disorder ; rudely; distractedly; extravagantly.
quality or state of being wild;
The
n.
Wild'ness,
an uncultivated or untamed state ; disposition to rove or
savageness ; irregularity
rudeness
;
unrestrained
go
;
distraction.

Wild-goose chase, the pursuit of something unattainable,
or of something as unlikely to be caught as the vrila
S/iak.
Wild honey, houey made by wild bees,
goose.
Wild hyaand deposited in trees, rocks, and the like.
cinth. (Bot.) See Htacisth, 1 li).— Wild Irishman (Bot.),
a thomv bush (BIscaria Toumatou) of the Buckthorn
family, found in New Zealand, where the natives use the
spines in tattooing. —Wild land, (at Land not cultivated, or in a state that renders it unfit for cultivation, (b)
Land which is not settled and cultivated. —Wild licorice.
Wild mammee (£o?.), the ob(Bot.) See under Licorice.
long, yellowish, acid fruit of a tropical American tree
{Rheedia lateriflora);
s,o called in the West Indies.—
Wild marjoram (Bot.), a labiate plant (Onganam rulgare)
much like the sweet m.trjoram, but less aromatic. Wild
oat.
(Bot.) (a)
tall, oatlike kind of soft grass (Arrtienatherum aveiiaceum). (h) See Wild oats, under Oat.
WUd pieplant (Bot.), a species of dock (Ettmex hymenosepalus) found from Texas to California. Its acid, juicy
stems are used as a substitute for the garden rhubarb.
WUd pigeon. (Zool.) (a) The rock dove, (b) The pasWild vmi. (Bot.), an American plant
senger pigeon.
(Silene Pe'nnsy!vanica)v;ith pale, pinkish flowers a kind
of catchflv.
Wild plantain ^Bot.), an arborescent endogenous "herb (Heliconia BiJiai) much resembling the
banana. Its leaves and leaf sheaths are much used in the
West Indies as coverings for packages of merchandise.
WUd plmn. (Bot.) (a) Any kind of plum growing without

—

Not more almighty

Than

;

;

;

Oxn

;

pity

;

;

South African prune. See under
See Indian rice, under KicE.
rosemary (Bot.), the evergreen siirub Andromeda

The
— WUd(b)rice.
(Boi.)

cultivation,

fip,

Spenser.
to while or

;

;

—

full,

;

Tennyson.
Wile'ful (-ful), a. Full of wiles ; trickish deceitful.
Wil'ful (wTl'tul), Cf., WU'ful-ly, adv., Wil'ful-ness,
n See Willpdl, Willfully, and Willfulness.
Wili-ly (vri'li-ly), adv. [From Wily.] In a wily
manner by stratagem ; with insidious art. Josh. ix. 4.
wi'li-ness, n. The quality or state of being wily
guile.
craftiness cunning
Wilk (wilk), K. (Zoo/.) See Whelk. [06s.]
Will (wil), n. [OE. u'ille, AS. icilla ; akin to OFries.
vili, Dan.
wiJla, OS. willeo, wilUo, D. wil, G. wille, Icel.
See Will, v.'\ 1. The
villie, Sw. vilja, Goth, wilja.
power of choosmg the faculty or endowment of the soul
by which it is capable of choosing the faculty or power
to do the
of the mind by which we decide to do or not

—

rude,

Milton.

upon ; to deceive

To draw or turn away, as by diversion
while away to cause to pass pleasantly.

;

ilnite,

11.

;

;

;

food, fd'ot

;

out,

oil

i

(ibair

;

See

under Nuncupative.

(Law).^ at pleasure.

To hold an

—

—

—

—

;

;

&

[imp. Would (w58d).
auxiliary,
(wTl), v. I.
Indie, present, I will (Obs. I wol), thou wilt, he will
(Obs. he wol); we, ye, they icill.'] [OE. tvillen, imp.
wolde; AS. willan, imp. wolde ; akin to OS. willian,
OFries. ivilla, D. willen, G. wollen, OHG. wollan, wellan,
Sw. vilja, Dan. ville, Goth, wiljan, OSlav. voliliy
Icel.
L. velle to wish, volo I wish ; cf. Skr. vc to choose, to
1. To
Cf. Voluntaey, Welcome, Well, adv.l
prefer.
wish ; to desire ; to incline to have.
[should]
A wife as of herself no thing no sholde
Wille in effect, but as her husband wolde [would]. Chaucer.
Judg. i. 14.
Caleb said unto her, What wilt thou ?
Prov. i. 30.
They would none of my counsel.

WiU

&

2. As an auxiliary, will is used to denote futurity dependent on the subject of the verb. Thus, in the first
person, "I will " denotes willingness, consent, promise;
and when "will" is emphasized, it denotes determination or fixed purpose as, I will go if you wish ; I inill
go at aU hazards. In the second and third persons, the
idea of distinct volition, wish, or purpose is evanescent,
expressed;
as,
and simple certainty is appropriately
" Tou will go," or " He will go," describes a future
event as a fact only. To emphasize will denotes (according to the tone or context) certam futurity or fixed de;

termination.
auxiliary, may be used elliptically for will
"/'//to her lodgings." Marlott'e.
in shall (which see), the second and third persons may he virtually converted into the first, either by
question or indirect statement, so as to receive the meaning which belongs to will in that person thus. Will you
go''" (answer, I will go") asks assent, requests, etc.
wliile " Will he go ? " simply inquires concerning futurity
thus, also, " He says or thinks he wdl go," " You say or
think you will go," both signify willingness or consent.
11^°° Would, as the preterit of will, is chiefly employed
in conditional, subjunctive, or optative senses; as, he
ivould go if he could; he could go if \ie would; he said
that he loould go I rooidd fain go, but can not I would
that I were young again and other like phrases. In the
last use, the first personal pronoun is often omitted ; as,
would that he were here would to Heaven that it were
so and, omitting the to in such an adjuration, " Would
God I had died for thee." Would is used for both present and future time, in conditional propositions, and tcould
have for past time as, he would go now if he were ready
he would have gone,
if it should rain, he would not go

(i^= Will,

go.

^ff° As

;

wxles.

2.

—

use,

all

1. To practice artifice
Wile V
[i?.]
to beguile; to' allure,

—

— WUd

our might,
our plots and

to resist

wise to frustrate

t.

—

Pbtike.

i-pti-

against the wiles of the devil.

—

—

,

;

—

A

^

Wild'WOOd (-wood), n. A vrild or unfrequented
wood. Also used adjectively ; as, wildwood flowers
Burns.
wildwood echoes.
Wile (wil), n. [OB. wile, AS. wil ; cf. Icel. re/, vxl.
for
insnarpracticed
stratagem
A trick or
Cf. GtriLE.]
ing or deception ; a sly, insidious artifice ; a beguilement an allurement.
Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be able to stand
vi.

t^Branta Canadensis).

, .

estate at the
will of another, is to enjoy the possession at his pleasure,
and be liable to be ousted at any time by the lessor or
An estate at will is at the will of both parproprietor.
111 wUl, enmity ; unties.
Good wiU. See under Good.
To have one's wiU, to obtain
friendliness; malevolence.
what is desired to do what one pleases. WiU worship,
worship according to the dictates of the will or fancy
formal worship. [Obs.] —WiU worshiper, one who offers
[Obs.] Jer. Taylor. —With a wUl, with
will worship.
willingness and zeal with all one's heart or strength
earnestly; heartily.

;

WUdly,

—

At wiU

wilding bee

ish destiny."

;

will,

B^^ WUIs are written or nunmpalive, that is, oral.

his den,

Bryant.
hums merrily by.
Somewhat wild rather wild. " A wild-

consents

you

is

ii'unctipative will,

Tennyson.

^'Wilding Qovrers."

The ground

will,

thing

;

Dryden.
wildings in the wood 1 found.
The fruit of the tree ... is small, of little juice, and bad
Lander.
quality. 1 presume it to be a wilding.
wild.

my

liquitl

;

Ten ruddy

—

any

;

Spenser.

plant.

go

;

(

Stewart.
strongly wished or desired.
Shak.
What 's your will, good friar ?
Coleridge.
The mariner hath his will.
6. Arbitrary disposal ; power to control, dispose, or
determine.
Deliver me not over unto the will of mine enemies. Ps. xxvii. 12.
7. (Law) The legal declaration of a person's mind as
to the manner in which he would have his property or
the written instruestate disposed of after his death
ment, legally executed, by whicli a man makes disposition of his estate, to take effect after his death testament devise. See the Note under Testament, 1.
5. That whicli

A

a"

Law.

willingly."

A

of such

vi. 10.

purpose.

;

as synonymous with incU; not in the strict logical sense, as the immediate
antecedent of action. It is with the same latitude that
the word is used in common conversation, when we speak
of doing a thing which duty prescribes, against one's own
will : or wiien we speak of doing a thing willingly or un-

waldgrave, or
See Wild, and cf. Margrave.]
graaf.
head forest keeper. See Waldgrave.
The wildgrave winds his bugle horn. Sir W. Scott.
wild or imcultivated plant;
(Bot.)
Wlld'ingr, n.
especially, a wild apple tree or crab apple ; also, the fruit

—

desire

nation

Moore.

Brimstone, pitch, wildfire . . . burn cruelly, and are hard to
Bacon.
quench.
2. (Med.) (a) An old name for erysipelas, (i) A disease of sheep, attended with inflammation of the skin.
3. A sort of lightning imaccompanied by thunder, [i?.]
Wlld'giave' (-graV), n. [G. wildgraf or D. vnld-

—

Wild Goose

My

;

—

;

And drink it off,
the word will is plainly used

;

—

Matt.
will be done.
be according to the will of God.

Juliet,
po\crty, but not

Flit this in

state of being

[OE. wildernesse,
Wll'der-ness (wll'der-nSs), n.
wilderne, probably from AS. wildor a wild beast cf. D.
See Wildeh, v. /.]
1. A tract
wildernis wilderness.
of land, or a region, imcultivated and uninhabited by human beings, whether a forest or a wide, barren plain a
wild ; a waste ; a desert ; a pathless waste of any kind.
Waller.
The v.-at'ry wililerness yields no supply.
Cowper.
2. A disorderly or neglected place.
[_Obs.'\
3. Quality or state of being wild ; wildness.
These paths and bowers doubt not but our joint hands
Milton.
Will keep from wilderness with ease.
Wlld'Uro' (vrild'flr'), n. 1. A composition of inflamhard
to
when
kindled,
is
very
which,
mable materials,

i,

tmder Beax.

n.

;

—

Eomeo and

in

bewilderment.

;

And snatched her breathless from beneath
This wilderment of wreck and death.

—

goose,

confusion

;

a command

(E^°" ^'Inclination is another word with which will is
frequently confounded. Thus, when the apothecary says,

J. Earle.

cf.

bewildered

;

Thy

;

—

of one who has authordiscretionary pleasure.

The choice or determination
a decree

Our prayers should

&

&

;

4. Strong wish or inclination

AS. wilder a wild animal. See Wild, «.,
and cf. Wilderness.] To bewilder ; to perplex.
Pope.
Long lost and irildered in the maze of fate.
.-V^iiin the tvildered fancy dreams
Of spouting tountains, frozen as" they rose. Bryant.
(Bo/.) A plant growWlld'or-lng (wIld'er-lDg), n.
ing in a state of nature especially, one which has run
wild, or escaped from cultivation.
bewilder;

—

Bean

Stciuart.

3.
ity

[imp.
(wll'dSr), V. t.
p. p. WiLDERED
[Akin to E. wild,
(-derd) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Wh-dering.]
Dan. ioTvilde to bewilder, Icel. rillr bewildered, villa to

Wll'der

;

—

acceptation, but is frequently substituted for "volition,'* as
when I say that my hand moves in obedience to my loill.

[i?.]

garden plant escaped and wdded.

;

See the Phrases below.
To run wild, to go unrestrained or untamed to live or
Brow without culture ortruuiug.— To bow one's wild oats.
Bee mider Oat,
Wild allspice (Bot.), spicewood. — Wild balsam apple
(Bot.), an American climbing cucurbitaceous plant (Ac/iinocustis lobiila*.
Wild basil {llol.), a fragrant labiate
herb [Calaminlha CI inopodium) common in Europe and
America.
Wild bean (Bot.). a name of several leguminous plants, mostly species of P/iaseolus and Ainos.
Wild bee i/io'ol.), any one of numerous species of undomesticated social bees, especially the domestic bee wlien
it has csciiijed from domestication and built its nest in
{Hot.)
c hollow tree or among rocks. — Wild bergamot.
Wild boar {Zoiil.). the European
Be" under Berg.\.mot.
wilu hoB(.S>/,s scroja), from which the common domesticated swine is descended. — Wild brier (Hot.), any uncultivated species of brier.
See Bkier. — Wild bagloss
(Bot.), an annual rough-leaved plant {Lycopsis arveiisis)
with small blue flowers. —Wild camomile (Bot.), one or
more plants of the composite genus Motriairia, much
Wild cat. i/ioOI.) tui .\ Euroresemblini; camomile.
pean cai-iiivore (Ftiis catns) somewhat resembling tlie
domestic cat, but larger and stronger, and haviug a short
tail.
It isdMtructive to the smaller domestic animals,
Buch as l.imbs, kids, poultry, .-uid the like. (6) The common American IvTix, or bay lynx, (o) (Xaut.) A wheel
which can be adjusted so as to revolve either with, or
Wild celery. (Bot.)
on. the shaft of a capstan. Z«ce.
See Tape r;rass, under T.vpe,
Wild cherry. (Hot.) (a)
Any uncultivated tree which bears cherries. The wild
red cherrv is Prnnus Peniisi/lvanlo. The wild black
cherry is P. serolinn, the wood of which is much used for
cabinetwork, being of a light red color and a compact
texture. (b\ The fruit of various species of Primus.
Wild
Wild cinnamon. See the Note under Canella.
comfrey (fio/.>, an American plant (0/nog/o.?5-«w Virginicuni) of the Borage family. It haslaree bristly leaves
and sm,all blue tlowers. —Wild comln (Bot.), an annual
umbelliferous pl.ant ^L/ificecia cuminoides) native in the
countries about the Mediterranean. — Wild drake (Zool.),
the m.illard.
Wild elder (Bot. an American plant (AraWild fowl (Zool.),
lia hispida^ of the Ginseng family.
any wild bird, especially any of those considered as game
birds.
Wild goose (Zool.), any one of several species of
geese, especially the Canada goose
vmdomesticated
(Brania Canadensis), the European bean goose, and the
CTaylag. See Graylag. and
allspice, wild pink, etc.

—

2. Tlie choice which is made ; a determination or preference which results from the act or exercise of the
power of choice ; a volition.
Tlie word " willj" however, is not always used in this its proper

—

;

JJookrr.

by which the mind chooses anything.

will is plainly that

J. Kdii'tirJs.

said to liave been originally applied
unsafe ;
to the notes of an insolvent bank in Michigan upon which
there was the figure of a panther.
2. (Hailroad) Kunning without control ; runnhig
along the line without a train ; as, a wild-cat locomotive.
WUde'beest' (wild'besf), n. [D. wild wild -f- beeste
beast.]
{X:ul.) The gnu.
si)onsible

The «'i7(/ are cotustunt, und the cunning known. Pope.
6. Exposed to the wind and sea unsheltered as, a

—

;

The

;

;

Search then the rulinj? passion, there, alone

—

;

Then Libya finst, of all her moisture drained,
Addison.
Became a barren waste, a wild of sand.
Shak:
Wild, adv. Wildly as, to talk u'ild.
Wild '-cat' (-kilt'). ". 1. Unsound; worthless; irre-

;

;

—

—

;

So withered ond so wild in tlieir iittire ?
Shak.
With mountains, us with weapons, armed which makes
Wild work in heaven.
Millou.
The wild winds howl.
Addison.

—WUd

—

—

,

i

;

;

;

|

;

;

;

had he been

able.

Would

not, as also will not, signifies

angry, and would not go in," Luke
Would is never a past participle.
XV. 23.
(5^°' In Ireland, Scotland, and the United States, especially in the southern and western portions of the
refusal.

sing, ink

;

"He was

then, thin

;

tON

;

zh = z

in azuie.

i

;

;

TTnited States, shall and will, should and would, are often
misused, as in the foUcwing examples
I am able to devote as much time and attention to other subjects as I will [shall] be under the necessity of doing next winChalmers.
ter.
A countryman, telling us what he had seen, remarked that
if the conflagration went on, as it was doing, we would [should]
have, as our next season's employment, the Old Town of Edin:

—

Ji- Miller.

to rebuild.

I feel assured that I will [shall] not have the misfortune to
find conflicting views held by one so enlightened as your exJ. y. Mason.
cellency.
Will (wTl), V. i. To be vrilling ; to be inclined or disposed ; to be pleased ; to wish ; to desire.
And behold, there came a leper and worshiped him, saying.
Lord if thou ^llilt, thou canst make me clean. And Jesus . . .
Matt. viii. 2, 3.
touched him, saying, I will; be thou clean.

(J^^ This word has been confused with will, v. i., to
choose, which, unlike this, is of the weak conjugation.
Will I, Bill I, or Will ye, nlll ye, or Will he, nill he, whether
hence, without choice comI, you, or he will it or not
sometimes corrupted into willy nilly. " If I
pulsorily ;
must take service !/-)/«(/ 7»7Zj/." J. H. Newman. "Land
for all who would till it, and reading and writing will ye,
Lowell.
nill ye."
Will, t'. t. limp.
p. p. Willed (wild) ; p. pr.
Indie, present I icill, thou willeth, h'e
vb. n. Willing.
wills; we, ye, they will.'\ [Cf. AS. willian. See Will,
1. To form a distinct volition of ; to determine by
^^.]
an act of choice ; to ordain to decree. " What she will
Milton.
to do or say."
By all law and reason, that which the Parliament will not, is
Milton.
no more established in this kingdom.
Two things he [God] willeth, that we should be good, and that
Barrow.
we should be happy.
2. To enjoin or command, aa that which is determined
by an act of volition ; to direct ; to order. \_Obs. or i?.]
Shak.
They willed me say so, madam.
;

—

;

&

&

;

Send for music.
use their best of cunning
Beau. 6r Fl.
As you go, will the lord mayor . .
To attend our further pleasure presently. J, Webster.
3. To give or direct the disposal of by testament to
bequeath ; to devise as, to will one's estate to a child ;
also, to order or direct by testament as, he willed that
his nephew should have his watch.
Will, V. i. To exercise an act of volition to choose
to decide ; to determine ; to decree.
At Winchester he lies, so himself willed. Jidbert ofBrunne.
He that shall turn his thoughts inward upon what passes in
Locke.
his own mind when he wills.
I contend for liberty as it signifies a power in man to do as he

And vjill the cooks to
To please the palate.

.

;

;

;

;

Collins.

wills or pleases.

Wll'lem-ite (wTl'lem-!t), n.

[From Willem

kuig

I.,

of the Netherlands.] (Min.) A silicate of zinc, usually
occurring massive and of a greenish yellow color, also in
reddish crystals (troostite) containing manganese.
Will'er (wil'er), n. One who wills.
Wil'let (wil'lSt), n. (Zool ) A large North American
snipe {S-yviphemia semipalmata)
called

—

,

also piil-icillet, uill-willet,
tattler,

semtpalmated

or snipe,dnck «!ipe,and stone cut lew
Hudsonian godwit,

Carolina wlllet, the

+

Will'fUl (wil'ful), a. IWill
full-l [Written also u>t7/!(?.] 1 Of
set purpose self-determined voluntary ; as, icillful murder. Foze.
£a willful poverty chose to lead
his

Thou
Art

all

to

WiUet
perverse ; inflexible ; stubborn; refractory; as, auillful man or horse.
Will'ful-ly, ad».
Will'tul-ness, n.
Willi-er (wil'll-er), n. One who works at a willying
;

—

machine.

Will'lng (wTl'Tng), a. [From Will, v. t.'\ 1. Free
having the mind inclined not opto do or to grant
posed in mind not choosing to refuse disposed not
averse; desirous; consenting; complying; ready.
Felix, willing to show the Jews a pleasure, left Faul bound.
;

;

;

;

;

Acts xxiv.

With wearied wings and

willing feet.

27.

Milton.

[Fruit] shaken in

August from the willing boughs. Bryant.
2. Received of choice, or without reluctance
submitted to voluntarily chosen desired.
[They] are held, with his melodious harmony,
In wilting chains and sweet captivity.
Milton.
3. Spontaneous ; self-moved,
[i?.]
No spouts of blood run willing from a tree. Dryden.
;

;

WiU'ing-ly, adv. In a willing manner; with free
will ; without reluctance ; cheerfully.
Chaucer.
The condition of that people is not so much to be envied as
some would willingly represent it.
Addison.
Wlll'ing-ness, n. The quality or state of being willing free choice or consent of the will ; freedom from
reluctance ; readiness of the mind to do or forbear.
Sweet is the love which comes with willingness. Dryden.
;

Wil'li-waw 1 (wiiai-wa), n. {Naut.) A whirlwind,
Willy-waw f or whirlwind squall, encountered in
the Straits of Magellan.
W. C. Russell.
(-IQk), n.
(Zool.) (a) The common guilleThe puffin. IProv. Eng.l
Will'-o'-the-wisp' (wil'6-the-wlsp'), n. See Ignis

Wil'lock
mot.

(6)

FATiros.

Wil'low

(willo), n. [OE. wUowe, wilwe, AS. wilig,
welig ; akin to OD. wilge, D. wilg, LG. loilge.
Cf.
WiiLY.] 1. {Bot.) Any tree or shrub of the genus Salix,
ineiuding many species, most of which are characteri2ed
by slender, pliant branches.
The willow, especially the weeping willow, is
ale,

Wlm'ble

—

—

—

;

Willow (wil'lo), V.

To open and

t.

—

Wimajrel

wool, by means of a willow. See Willow, re., 2.
Willowed (-lod), a. Abounding vrith willows containing mllows
covered or overgrown with willows.
"Tri7/ou'ed meads."
Collins.
Wil'lOW-er (-er), n. A willow. See Willow, n., 2.
Wil'lOW-herb' (-erb' or -heriy), n. {Bot.) A perennial herb {Bpilobium spicalum) with narrow willowlike
leaves and showy rose-purple flowers. The name is sometimes made to include other species of the same genus.
Spiked willow-herb, a perennial herb (Lythrum Saliearia) with willowy leaves and spiked purplish flowers.
Willow-ish, a. Having the color of the willow resembling the willow willowy.
Walton.
{Bot.)
thorny EuroWil'lOW-tllorn' (-thSm'),
pean shrub {Hippophae rhamnoides) resembling a willow.
European
Wil'lOW-weed' (-wed'), n. {Bot.) (o)
species of loosestrife {Lysimachia vulgaris), {b) Any
;

;

;

;

«

A

A

Wim'ple

;

also wilsome.']

;

senate, care,

&m, arm, ask,

nil'ly (wil'li ml'li).

See Will I,

nill I, etc.,

[AS. wilnian.J To wish to
desire. [Ofc.] "He wiHTiett no destruction." Chaucer.
Wilt (wilt), Idpers. sing, of Will.
vb. n.
Wilt, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Wilted p. pr.
Wilting.] [Written also welt, a modification of welk.l
To begin to wither to lose freshness and become flaccid, as a plant when exposed to drought, or to great heat
in a dry day, or when separated from its root ; to droop
to wither.
[Prov. Eng. & U. 5.]
Wilt, V. i. 1. To cause to begin to wither to make
[Prov. Eng. & U. S."]
flaccid, as a green plant.
to depress or destroy
2. Hence, to cause to languish
U. iS.]
the vigor and energy of. [Prov. Eng.
Despots have wilted the human race into sloth and imbecility.
Dr. T. Dwight.
Wil'ton car'pet (wTl'tfin kar'pgt). A kind of carpet woven with loops like the Brussels, but differing
from it in having the loops cut so as to form an elastic
velvet pile
so called because made originally at Wilton, England.
Chaucer.
(-we),
Willow. [Obs.]
re.
Wil'we
'Wil'y (wil'y), a. [Compar. Wilier (-T-er); superl.
tricks,
or stratwiles,
Full
of
Wiliest.] [From Wile.]
agems ; using craft or stratagem to accomplish a purwise."
"TFiZyand
pose; mischievously artful; subtle.
Chaucer, " The jciiy snake. " Milton.
This false, wily, doubling disposition of mind. South.
Syn. Cunning artful sly crafty. See Cunning.
Wlm'ble (wTm'b'l), n. [OE. wimbil; akin to Dan.
vimmel, OD. wemelen to bore. Cf. Gimlet.] An instrument for boring holes, turned by a handle. Specifically
" It is but like the little wimble, to let in
(a) A gimlet.
the greater auger." Selden. (6) A stonecutter's brace
for boring holes in stone, (c) An auger used for boring
i.

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

&

—

—

;

;

;

in earth.

Wlmnble
(-b'ld)

final,

;

(wim'b'l),
vb. n.
p. pr.

all

&

;

eve,

V.

Wimple,

merly worn by women as an outdoor protection, and still retained in the dress

of nims.

Full seemly her wympel ipinched is.
For she had laid her mournful stole aside.
And widowlike sad wimple thrown away.

Then Vivian

Chaucer,
Spenser.

rose,

And from her brown-locked head the wimple throws.
M. Arnold.
2.

A flag or streamer.

Weale.

Wim'ple, V. i. [imp. & p.
re. WiMPLiNG (-pling).]

p.

& vb.

Wimpled (-p'ld) p. pr.
To clothe with a wim;

1.

to cover, as with a veil ; hence, to hoodwink. " She
well."
Chaucer.
This wimpled, whining, purblind, wayward boy. Shak.
draw
down,
as
veil
to
lay
in
folds
or
plaits,
2. To
a

ple
sat

;

ywympled

;

as a

veil.

3. To cause to appear as if laid in folds or plaits to
cause to ripple or undulate as, the wind wimples the
surface of water.
Wim'ple, V. i. To lie in folds also, to appear as If
"Winvlaid in folds or plaits to ripple; to undulate.
Longfellow.
pling waves."
For with a veil, that wimpled everywhere.
Spenser.
Her head and face was hid.
With me through
meadows stray.
Where wimpling waters make their way. Ramsay.
Win (win), V. t. [imp.
p. p. Won (wun), Obs.
[OE. winnen,
Wan (wan) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Winning.]
akin to
AS. winnan to strive, labor, fight, endure
OFries. winna, OS. winnan, D. winnen to win, gain, G.
;

;

;

.

.

.

&

&

;

OHG. winnan

to strive, struggle, Icel. vinna
to labor, suffer, win, Dan. vinde to win, Sw. vinna, Goth.
winnan to suffer, Skr. van to wish, get, gain, conquer.
V138. Cf. Venerate, Winsome, Wish, Wont, a.] 1. To
gain by superiority in competition or contest ; to obtain
by victory over competitors or rivals ; as, to win the prize
in a game ; to win money ; to win a battle, or to win a
country. "This city for to win."
Chaucer.
thus shall Canaan Wire."
Milton,

gewinnen,

"Who

well-breathed horse
Impels the flying car, and wins the course.

Dryden.
2. To allure to kindness; to bring to compliance ; to
gain or obtain, as by solicitation or courtship.
Thy virtue wan me ; with virtue preserve me. Sir P. Sidney.
Shak.
She is a woman ; therefore to be won.
3. To gain over to one's side or party to obtain the
render
friendly
favor, friendship, or support of to
or
approving ; as, to wir> an enemy ; to win a jury.
4. To come to by toU or effort ; to reach ; to overtake.
[Archaic]
Spenser.
Even in the porch he him did win.
;

And when the stony path began,
By which the naked peak they loan.

t.

[imp.

Wimbling

event,

&

flew the

;

snowy ptarmigan.

Sir W. Scott.

;

;

;

Nor

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

is it

aught but just

That he, who in debate of truth hathzcOBj
Milton.
Should vnn in arms.
To win of, to be conqueror over. [Obs.] ShaJc. — To
win on or upon, (a) To gain favor or influence with.
"You have a softness and beneficence winning on the
hearts of others."
Dryden. (b) To gain ground on.
" The rabble .
Shak.
will in time win upon power."
.

.

Wince (wins), v. i. [imp. & p. p. Winced (winst)
vb. re. Wincing (wTn'sIng).]
[OE. wincen,
p. pr.
winchen, OF. guencir, guenchir, guenchier, guencier^
guinchier, and (assumed) winchier, winchir, to give way,

&

fr. OHG. wankjan, wenken, to give way, to
waver, f r. ivinchan to turn aside, to nod, akin to E. wink.
See Wdjk.] 1. To shrink, as from a blow, or from pain
to flinch to start back.

to turn aside,

;

Shah.
stir, nor wince, nor speak a word.
or floimce when unsteady, or impatient of
horse winces.
Wince, re. The act of one who winces.
Calico PrintWince, re. [See Winch.] {Dyeing
ing)
reel used in dyeing, steeping, or washing cloth ;
a winch. It is placed over the division wall between two
wince pits so as to aBow the cloth to descend into either
I will not

To kick

2.

a rider

;

as, a

&

A

compartment,

at will.

Wince pit. Wince pot, a tank or a pit where cloth in the
process of dyeing or manufacture is washed, dipped in a
mordant, or the like.
Win'cer (wTn'ser), re. One who, or that which, vrincet,
shrinks, or kicks.

Win'cey

(-sy),

re.

Linsey-woolsey.

Winch

(winch), V. i. [See Wince.] To wince; tc
to kick with impatience or uneasiness.
kick, as of a beast, from impatience
Winch, re.
Skelton.
or uneasiness.
shrink

;

A

Winch,

[OE. winche, AS. wince a winch, a reel
to wind thread upon. Cf. Wink.] 1. A crank with a
handle, for giving motion to a machine, a grindstone, etc.
2. An instrument with which to turn or strain some-

Wimbled
To bore or thing

p. p.

(-bling).]

Up

Raymond.
5. {Mining) To extract, as ore or coal.
Syn. — To gain get procure earn. See Gain.
Win, V. i. To gain the victory to be successful ; to
triumph ; to prevail.

2.

under 3d Will.

;

[OE. wimpel,

re.

;

a.
[Written
[Ofts.]

Same as 1st Willow,

(wil'ne), V.

(-p'l),

Thy

Wil'lOW-wort' (-wfirf), re. {Bot.) {a) Same as Willow-weed. (6) Any plant of the order Salicacex, or the
Willow family.
Wil'IOW-y (-y), a. 1. Abounding with willows.
Gray.
Where willowy Camus lingers with delight.
flexible
pendent
2. Resembling a willow ; pliant

Wil'ne

Spenser.
{Zobl.)i:h&

re.

AS. winpel ; akin to D. & G. wim^
pel a pennant, streamer, OHG. wimpal a veil, Icel. vimpill, Dan. & Sw.
vimpel a pennant, streamer of unCf. Gimp.]
certain origin.
1. A
covering of silk, linen, or other ma-i
terial, for the neck and chin, for-

kind of Polygonum with vrillowlike foliage.

Wiiay

(-brgl),

.

;

cleanse, as cotton,

flax, or

Willying machine.

(wTm'b'l), a.

whimbrel.

A

2. Governed by the will
without yielding to reason

;

—

;

things under heaven, all

—

(

—

me

a wimble. "A foot soldier > . . wimthrough said coffin."
Wood.
[Cf Sw. vimmelkantig giddy,
whimsical, dial. Sw. vimmla to be giddy or skittish, and
E. whim.'] Active ; nimble. [Obs.]

pierce, as with
bled also a hole

—

1. Willful; obstinate.
Halliwell.
\_Prov. Eng.']
2. Fat indolent.
\_Prov. Eng."]
Halliwell.
3. Doubtful; uncertain.
Will'some-ness, re. [06s.]
large wicker
Wll'ly (wil'ly), n. [Cf. Willow.] 1.
Halliwell.
basket. [Prov. Eng.'\
2. (Textile Manuf.) Same as 1st Willow, 2.
cleansing
wool,
process
of
cotton,
Wil'ly-ing, re. The
or the like, with a willy, or willow.

places thou.
Who, for my willful crime, art
banished hence.
Milton.

obstinate

—

;

Chaucer.

life.

—

—

drooping; graceful.
Will'some (wil'sum),

;

;

emblem of sorrow, desolation, or deser"A wreath of willow to show my forsaken plight."
Sir W. Scott. Hence, a lover forsaken by, or havmg lost,
the person beloved, is said to wear the willow.
And I must wear the willow garland
For him that 's dead or false to me.
Campbell.
2. {Textile 3Ianuf.) A machine in which cotton or
wool is opened and cleansed by the action of long spikes
projecting from a drum which revolves within a box
studded with similar spikes
probably so called from
having been originally a cylindrical cage made of willow
rods, though some derive the term from winnow, as denoting the winnowing, or cleansing, action of the machine.
Called also willy, tuilly, twilly devil, and devil.
Almond willow. Pussy willow. Weeping willow. (Bot.)
See under Almond, Pussy, and Weeping.
Willow biter
(.^ooL), the blue tit. [Prov. E7ig.]~Willow fly (Zool.),
a greenish European stone fly (CMoroperla viridis);
called also yellow Sally. —Willow gall (Zool.), a conical,
scaly gall produced on willows by the larva
of a small dipterous &y iCecidomyia strobiloides).
Willow grouse (Zodl.), the white
ptarmigan. See Ptarmigan. —Willow lark
(Zool.), the sedge warbler.
[Prov. Eng.]
— Willow ptarmigan Zool.), the white ptarmigan. See Ptarmigan.
Willow sparrow.
(Zool.) (a) The European reed bunting, or
black-headed bunting.
See under Reed.
(b) A sparrow (Passer salicicohis) native of
Asia, Africa, and Southern Europe.
Willow tea, the prepared leaves of a species of
willow largely grown in the neighborhood
of Shanghai, extensively used by the poorer
classes of Chinese as a substitute for tea.
McElrath.
Willow thrush (Zool.), a vari- Willow Gall.
ety of the veery, or Wilson's thrush. See
Nat. size.
Veert.
Willow warbler (Zool.), a very
small European warbler (Phylloscopus trocliilus)
called
also bee bird, luiybird, golden wren, pettychaps, sweet
William, Tom Thumb, and willow wren.
often used as an

tion.

;

;;
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WILL

burgh

;

;
:

re.

forcibly.

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, odd

;;

;;;;

;
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WINDOW

3. Ab axle or drum turned by a crank with a handle, or
by power, for raising weights,

8. (jPar.)
disease of sheep, in which the intestines
are distended with air, or rather affected with a violent
inflammation. It occurs immediately after shearing.
9. Mere breath or talk ; empty effort ; idle words.
Nor think thou with wind
Milton.
Of airy threats to awe.
10. (Zool.) The dotterel. [_Prov. Eng.']
Wind is often used adjectively, or as the first part

Wlnd'faU'en (wTnd'faF'n), a. Blown down by the
wind.
Wind'-fer'ti-lized (-fer'ti-lizd), a. (Bot.) Anemophilous fertilized by pollen borne by the wind.

as f rem tiie hold
minefi, etc.

of a ship, frona

a windlass.

;

A wince.

4.

Wln'eing(win'sTng),K. The
act of washing cloth, dipping
it in dye, etc., with a wince.

^g^

(a) A wince.
A succession of winces.

of

Wincing machine,
Ure. (6)

(Bot.)

A

in the wind. (Naut.) See under All, n. —Before the
Between wind and wawind. (Naut.) See under Before.
ter (Naut.), in that part of a ship's side or bottom which
is frequently brought above water by the rolling of the
ship, or fluctuation of the water's surface. Hence, colloquially, (as an injury to that part of a vessel, in an en-

Uttle red flower,

no doubt the pimpernel, which,
when it opens in the morning,
is supposed to bode a fair day.

One form

of Winch, ap-

;

&

&

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gov. of Tongue.
5. To cover or surround with something coiled about
as, to ^Dind a rope with twine.
To wind off, to unwind ; to unooU. —To wind oat, to exTo wind up. (a) To coil into
tricate. [Obs.] Clarendon.
a ball or small compass, as a skein of thread to coil completely, (ft) To bring to a conclusion or settlement ; as,
into discourse.

—

;

wind up one's affairs to wind up an argument, (e) To
put in a state of renewed or continued motion, as a clock,
a watch, etc., by winding the spring, or that which carries the weight
hence, to prepare for continued movement or action to put
order anew. "Fate seemed to
Wind him MP for fourscore years." Dryden. "Thus they
to

:

;

m

;

wound up his temper to a pitch." Atterbury. (d) To
tighten (the strings) of a musical instrument, so as to tune
it. " Wind up the slackened strings of thy lute." Waller.
Wind (wind), V. i. 1. To turn completely or repeatedly ; to become coiled about anything ; to assume a
convolved or spiral form ; as, vines wind round a pole.
Dryden.
So swift your judgments turn and wind.
2. To have a circular course or direction ; to crook
to bend ; to raeander ; as, to wind in and out among trees.
And where the valley winded out below.
The murmuring main was heard, and

scarcely heard, to flow.

Thomson.
therefore turned him to the steep and rocky path which
winded through the thickets of wild boxwood and other
low aromatic shrubs.
Sir W. Scott.
3. To go to the one side or the other ; to move this
way and that ; to double on one's course ; as, a hare pursued turns and winds.
The lowing herd wind slowly o'er the lea.
Gray.
To wind out, to extricate one's self ; to escape.
Long struggling underneath ere they could wind
Out of such prison.
Milton.
Wind (wind), re. The act of wdndiug or turning ; a
turn ; a bend ; a twist a winding.
Wind (wTnd in poetry and singing often wind 277),
n. [AS. wind; akin to OS., OFries., D., &G. wind, OHG.
Sw. vind, Icel. vindr, Goth, winds, W.
ioint, Dan.
gwynt, L. venius, Skr. vdta (cf. Gr. d^njs a blast, gale,
aiivai. to breathe hard, to blow, as the wind) ; originally
a p. pr. from the verb seen in Skr. vci to blow, akin to AS.
wawan, D. waaijen, G. wehen, OHG. wden, wdjen, Goth.

He

.

.

—

is particularly dangerous) the vulnerable part
Cardinal winds. See under Caror point of anytliing.
Down the wind, (a) In the direction of, and
dinal, a.
moving with, the wind; as, birds fly swiftly down the
wind, (b) Decaying; declining; in a state of decay.
Estrange.
[Obs.^ "He went down the wind still."
In the wind's eye (Naut.), directly toward the point from
Three sheets in the wind, unwhich the wind blows.
To be in the wind,
steady from drink. [Sailors'' Slang]
to be suggested or expected ; to be a matter of suspicion
To carry the wind (Mm.), to toss
or surmise. [CoHog. J
To raise the
the nose as high as the ears, as ahorse.
To take, or have, the
wind, to procure money. [Colloq.]
To take
wind, to gain or have the advantage. Bacon.
the wind out of one's sails, to cause one to stop, or lose
way, as when a vessel intercepts the wind of another.
To take wind, or To get wind, to be divulged ;
[Colloq.]
to become public ; as, the story got wind, or took ivind.
Wind band (Mus.), a band of wind instruments ; a military
Wind
band the wind instruments of an orchestra.
chest (Mus.), a chest or reservoir of vrind in an organ.
Wind dropsy. (Med.) (a) Tympanites, (b) Emphysema of
the subcutaneous areolar tissue.
Wind egg, an imperfect, unimpregnated, or addled egg.
Wind furnace. See
the Note under Furnace.
Wind gauge. See under
Gauoe.
Wind gun. Same as Air gun.
Wind hatch
(Mining), the opening or place where the ore is taken
out of the earth.
Wind instrument (J/as.), an instrument
of music sounded by means of wind, especially by means
of the breath, as a flute, a clarinet, etc.
Wind pump, a
pump moved by a windmill. Wind rose, a table of the
points of the compass, giving the states of the barometer,
etc., connected with winds from the different directions.
Wind sail, (a) (Naut. ) wide tube or funnel of canvas,
used to convey a stream of air for ventilation into the
lower compartments of a vessel. (6) The sail or vane of
a windmill.
Wind shake, a crack or incoherence in timber produced by violent winds while the timber was
growing.
Wind shock, a wind shake. Wind side, the
Mrs.
[B.]
side next the wind
the windward side.
Browning. —Wind thrush (Zo'dl.), the redwing. [Prov.
Eng.]
Wind wheel, a motor consisting of a wheel moved
by wind. —Wood wind (Mus.), the flutes and reed instruments of an orchestra, collectively.
Wind (wind), V. t. [imp. p. p. Winded p. pr.
vb. re. WiNDiNO.] 1. To expose to the wind to winnow
to ventilate.
2. To perceive or follow by the scent ; to scent ; to

gagement,

plied to a Derrick.

See Pimpernel.
There is a small red flower in the stubble fields, which country
people call the wincopipe ; which if it opens in the morning, you
Bacon,
may be sure a fair day will follow.
Wind (wind), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Wound (wound)
[OE. loin(rarely Winded) p. pr. & vb. re. WiNDiNa.]
G. winden,
den, AS. windan; akin to OS. windan, D.
Sw. vinda, Dan. vinde, Goth, winOHG. wintan, Icel.
dan (in comp.). Of. Wander, Wend.] 1. To turn completely, or with repeated turns especially, to turn about
something fixed to cause to form convolutions about anything to coil to twine to twist to wreathe as, to
wind thread on a spool or into a ball.
Whether to ^ind
Milton.
The woodbine round this arbor.
2. To entwist to infold to encircle.
Sleep thou, and I will wind thee in my arms.
Shak.
3. To have complete control over to turn and bend
at one's pleasure to vary or alter ?t wiU to regulate
to govern. "To turn and «jind a fiery Pegasus." Shah.
Chaucer.
In his terms so he would him wind.
Gifts blind the wise, and bribes do please
Herrick.
And wind all other witnesses.
Were our legislature vested in the prince, he might wind and
Addison.
turn our constitution at his pleasure,
4. To introduce by insinuation to insinuate.
You have contrived ... to wind
Shak.
Yourself into a power tyrannical.
Little arts and dexterities they have to wijid in such things
;

compound words.

AU

See lyiNCE. Knight.
Win'co-plpe (wTn'ko-pIp),
n.

A

.

;

wainn.

V131.

Cf.

Am, Ventail, Ventilate, Window,

Winnow.] 1. Air naturally in motion with any degree
of velocity a current of air.
Except luind stands as never it stood.
It is an ill wind that turns none to good.
Tusser.
Winds were soft, and woods were gresn. Longfellow.
;

2. Air artificially put in motion by any force or action
as, the wind of a camion ball the wind of a bellows.
3. Breath modulated by the respiratory and vocal organs, or by an instrument.
Their instruments were various in their kind,
Some for the bow, and some for breathing wind. Dryden.
4. Power of respiration
breath.
If my wind were but long enough to say my prayers, I would
repent.
Shak.
5. Air or gas generated in the stomach or bowels
flatulence
as, to be troubled with wind.
6. Air impregnated with an odor or scent.
A pack of dogfish had him in the wind.
Swift.
direction from which the wind may blow ; a point
7.
of the compass ; especially, one of the cardinal points,
which are often called the four winds.
Come from the ionr winds, O breath, and breathe upon these
llain.
Ezek, xxxvii. 9.
;

;

;

A

^ff^ This sense seems to have had its origin in the
East.
The Hebrews gave to each of the four cardinal
joints the name of wind.
use,

iinite,

ni.de,

full,

iip,

Qm
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In a winding manner.

Wind'ing-ly, adv.

&

V.
See Windlass. [Obs.']
(wind'las), re.
. . . with windlaces and quarrels. Sir W. Scott.
Windlass (-las), re. [Perhaps from wind to turn
winding and circuitous way; a roundabout
lace.]

Wind'lace

Two

arblasts,

+

A

a shift.
Wind'lass, v.

course

;

To take a roundabout course ; to
i.
Hammond.
[Obs.]
indirect means.
windelas, windas, Icel. vindilass,
[OE.
Wind'lass,
ass a pole cf. Goth, ans a
vindds, fr. vinda to wind
beam. See Wind to turn.] 1. A machine for raising
work warily or by
re.

+

;

weights, consisting of a horizontal cylinder or roller
moving on its axis, and turned by a crank, lever, or similar means, so as to wind up a rope or chain attached to
In vessels the windlass is often used inthe weight.
stead of the capstan for raising the anchor. It is usually
set upon the forecastle, and is worked by hand or steam.

&

;

;

; as, the hounds winded the game.
3. (a) To drive hard, or force to violent exertion, as
a horse, so as to render scant of wind to put out of
breath. (6) To rest, as a horse, in order to allow the
breath to be recovered to breathe.
To wind a ship (Naut.), to turn it end for end, so that
the wind strikes it on the opposite side.
Wind (wind), V. t. [From Wind moving air, but confused in sense and in conjugation with wind to turn.]
[imp,
p. p. Wound (wound), R. Winded p. pr. &
vb. n. Winding.]
To blow ; to sound by blowing esp.,
to sound with prolonged and mutually involved notes.
" Hunters who wound their horns."
Pennant.
Ye vigorous swains, while youth ferments your blood,

nose

;

;

&

;

;

.

Wind the shrill horn.
That blast was winded by the king.

.

.

Pope.
Sir W. Scott.

Wlnd'age (wmd'aj ; 48), n. [From Wind air in motion.]
1. (Gun.) The difference between the diameter
of the bore of a gun and that of the shot fired from it.
2. Tlie sudden compression of the air caused by a
projectile in passing close to another body.
Wind'as i-as), n. See 3d Windlass. [Obs.^

Wind'tiore'

;

&

—

—

—

;

Wind'ilOW'er (-flou'er), re. (Bot.) The anemone;
so called because formerly supposed to open only when
the wind was blowing. See Anemone.
soft tumor or synoWind'gall' (-gal'), re. {Bar.)
so called
vial swelling on the fetlock joint of a horse ;
'
from having formerly been supposed to contain air.
Wind'ho V'er (-huv'er), re. [From its habit of hovercalled also'
ing over one spot.] (Zo'dl.) The kestrel;
windbibber, windcuffer, windfanner. [Prov. Eng.']
Wind'i-ness (-i-nSs), re. 1. The quality or state of
being windy or tempestuous; as, the windiness of the
weather or the season.
2. Fullness of wind flatulence.
3. Tendency to generate wind or gas ; tendency to
produce flatulence ; as, the windiness of vegetables.
4. Tumor pufliness.
The swelling windiness of much knowledge. Brerewood.
Wind'ing (wInd'Tng), re. [From Wind to blow.]
(Naut.) A call by the boatswain's whistle.
Wind'ing, a. [From Wind to twist.] Twisting from
Keble.
a direct line or an even surface ; circuitous.
turn or turning ; a bend ; a curve
Wind'ing, re.
flexure meander ; as, the windings of a road or stream.
To nurse the saplings tall, and curl the grove
Milton.
With ringlets quaint, and wanton vnndmgs wove.
Winding engine, an engine employed in mining to draw
up buckets from a deep pit a hoisting engine. —Winding sheet, a sheet in which a corpse is wound or wrapped.
Winding tackle (Naut. ), a tackle consisting of a nxed
triple block, and a double or triple movable block, used
Totten.
for hoisting heavy articles in or out of a vessel.

lift

of

pumps

(-bor'),

re.

Chancer.

The lower, or bottom, pipe in a

in a mine.

An.'ited.

Wind'toound' (-bound'), a. (Naut.) Prevented from
sailing, by a contrary wind.
See Weatherbound.
Wind'-toreak' (-brak'), v. t. To break the wind of
to cause to lose breath to exhaust. [P.J
'T would ivind-hredk a mule to vie burdens with her. Ford.
Wind'—break', n. A clump of trees serving for a pro[Local, U. /S.]
tection against the force of vfind.
Wind'—too'ken (-bro'k'n), a. Having the power of
breathing impaired by the rupture, dilatation, or running
together of air cells of the limgs, so that while the inspiration is by one effort, the expiration is by two ; affected
with pulmonary emphysema or with heaves \ - said of a
;

of Windlass, a a Carrick Bitts ; h Barrel, Drum, or
Spindle with Whelps; cc Brakes for working the Nipping
Levers, d ; e Pawl and Ratchet Wheel ; / Dog for catching
and holding the Cable.
2. An apparatus resembling a winch or windlass, for
bending the bow of an arblast, or crossbow. [Obs.] Shak.

One form

Chinese windlass.

Wind'lass,

Yountt.

(wlnd'er), re. [From Wind to turn.] 1. One
who, or that which, winds ; hence, a creeping or winding plant.
2. An apparatus used for winding silk, cotton, etc.,
on spools, bobbins, reels, or the like.
3. (Arcli.") One in a flight of steps which are curved
in plan, so that each tread is broader at one end than
distinguished from flyer.
at the other ;
i.
[Prov. E. winder a fan,
Wind'er (wTnd'er), V. t.
and to wuinow. V131. Cf. Winnow.] To fan to clean
[Prov. Eng.']
grain with a fan.
blow taking away the breath. [Slang~\
Wind'er, re.
Wind'er, v. i. To wither ; to fail. [Obs.'] Holland.
1. Anything blo\vn dovra or
Wind'fail' (-faV), re.
off by the wind, as fruit from a tree, or the tree itself,
or a portion of a forest prostrated by a violent wind, etc.

Wind'er

—

&

;

A

" They became a windfall upon the sudden."
2. An unexpected legacy, or other gain.

Ue had
food, f<^t

;

a mighty windj'all out of doubt.

out,

oil;

chair;

go;

t.

&

i.

To

The Century.

lass.

Win'dle (wTn'd'l), re.
[From Wind to turu.] 1. A
spindle

;

a kind of reel ; a

winch.

The redwing.

2. (Zool.)

[Prov. Eng.]

Windless (wTndles), a.
Having no wind ; calm.
Wanting wind out of

1.

2.

;

breath.

Win'dle-strae' (wTn'd'lstra').
Win ' die - straw'

A

grass
(-stra'), re.
(Bot.)
used for making ropes or
for plaiting, esp. Agrostis
Spica-ventis. [Prov. Eng.
Shelley.
Scot.]

&

Wind'miU' (wTnd'mTl'),

A mill operated by the
power of the wind, usually fe
by the action of the wind rupon oblique vanes or sails
which radiate from a horiChaucer. One form
zontal shaft.

re.

Win'dore (wTn'dor),
[A corrupt,
peril,

re.

sides cut
Interior,

of Windmill, with
away to show the

of %oindow ; or

coined on the wrong assumption that

windmo

is

door.] A window.
[Ofcs.]
Hudibras.
(wTu'do), n. [OE. windowe, windage, IceL
vindauga window, properly, wind eye ; akin to Dan. vindue.
V131. See Wind, re., and Eye.] 1. An opening
in the wall of a buildiug for tlie admission of liglit and
air, usually closed by casements or sashes containing
some transparent material, as gloss, and capable of being

from

ii'ind -f-

Win'dOW

opened and

Bacon.

I

B. Jonson.

siHEi

v.

raise with, or as with, a
vrindlass; to use a wind-

;

horse.

See Differential windlass, under Dif-

ferential.

ink.;

then,

sliut at pleasure.
leaped from the window of the citadel.
Then to come, in spite of sorrow.
And ut my window bid good morrow.

thin;

boN

;
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—

;

To place at or in a window. [iJ.]
Wouldst thou be windowed in great Rome and

Thy master thus with pleach'd arms, bending
His corrigible neck ?

Wln'dowed
[i?.]

" Looped and

tt)ire(io!«e(?

down
Shak.

Shak.

raggedness.

Carlyle.
Wln'dOW-less, a. Destitute of a window.
Wln'dow-pane' (-pan'), n. 1. (Arch.) See Fane, n.,
(3) 6.

2.
thin,

[In this sense, written also windoio pane.']
(Zool.)

A

spotted

culatus) remarkable for its translucency. It is not
valued as a food
fish.
Called also
spotted turbot,
daylight, spotted
sand flounder,
and water floun-

;

deceived thereby is not wise.
Prov. xx. 1.
Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape
Crushed the sweet poison of misused wine.
JfiUon.

I!^°" Wine is essentially a dilute solution of ethyl alcohol, containing also certam small quantities of ethers and
ethereal salts which give character and bouquet. According to their color, strength, taste, etc., wines are called
red, white, spirituous, dry, light, still, etc.

A

liquor or beverage prepared from the juice of
any fruit or plant by a process similar to that for grape
2.

wine;

wme /

currant

as,

The

3.

gooseberry

mne /

effect of drinking wine in excess

Noah awoke from

palm wine.
intoxication.
Gen. is. 24.

;

his wine.

Birch wine. Cape wine, etc. See under Biech, Cape, etc.
Spirit of wine.
See under Spikit.— To have drunk wine
of ape or wine ape, to be so drunk as to be foolish. [Ohs.]
Chdiicer.
Wine acid. (Chem.) See Tartaric acid, under
Tartaric. [Colloq.]— Wine apple (Bot.), a large red apple, with firm flesh and a rich, vmous flavor.— Wine bag, a
wine skin. Wine biscuit, a kind of sweet biscuit served
with wine. Wine cask, a cask for holding wine, or which
holds, or has held, wine.
Wine cellar, a cellar adapted
or used for storing wine.
Wine cooler, a vessel of porous earthenware used to cool wine by the evaporation of water also, a stand for wine bottles, containing
ice.
Wine fly (Zool.), a small two-winged fly of the
genus Piophila, whose larva lives in wine, cider, and
other fermented liquors.
Wine grower, one who cultivates a vineyard and makes wine.
Wine measure, the
measure by which wines and other spirits are sold, smaller
than beer measure.
Wine merchant, a merchant who
deals in wines.
Wine of opiiun (Pharm.), a solution of
opium in aromatized sherry wine, having the same
strength as ordinary laudanum ;
also called Sydenham's laudanum
Wine press, a machine or apparatus
in which grapes are pressed to extract their juice.
Wine
skin, a bottle or bag of skin, used, in various countries,
for carrying wine.
Wine stone, a kind of crust deposited in wine casks. See 1st Tartar, 1.
Wine vault, (a)
vault where wine is stored, (b) A place where wine is
served at the bar, or at tables ; a dramshop. Dickens.
Wine vinegar, vinegar made from wine.
Wine whey,
whey made from milk coagulated by the use of wine.

—

—

—
—

(c) (Bot.) Either of the two side petals of a, papilionO'
ceous flower.
8. One of two corresponding appendages attached t»
the sides of anything ; or, a single appent age so attached
a sidepiece. Hence
(a) (Arch.) A side building, less
than the main edifice as, one of the wings of a palace.
(b) (Fort.) The longer side of crownworks, homworks,
etc., connecting them with the main work,
(c) (Hort.)
A side shoot of a tree or plant a brp.nch growing up by
the side of another.
[Obs.]
(d) (Mil.) The right or
left division of an army, regiment, etc. (e) (Naut.) That
part of the hold or orlop of a vessel which is nearest the
sides.
In a fleet, one of the extremities when the ships
are dra%vn up in line, or when forming the two sides of
a triangle. Totten. (/) One of the sides of the stage
in a theater.
On the wing, (a) Supported by, or flying with, the
wings flying, (b) On the road moving from one place
tr another.
On the wings of the wind, with the utmost
velocity.
Under the wing, or wings, of, under the care
or protection of. —Wing and wing (Xant.), with sails hauled
out on either side
said of a schooner, or her sails, when,
going before the wind vrith the foresail on one side and
the mamsail on the other also said of a square-rigged vessel which has her studding sails set. Cf. Goosewinged.
Wing case (Zo'ol.)^ one of the anterior wings of beetles,
and of some other msects, when thickened and used toprotect the hind wings an elytron
called also wing
cover.
Wing covert (Zool.), one of the small feathers
covering the bases of the wing quills. See Covert, n., 2.
Wing gudgeon (Mach.), an iron gudgeon for the end of
a wooden axle, having thin, broad projections to prevent
it from turning in the wood.
See Phist. of Gudgeon.
Wing shell (Zo'ol.), a wing case of an insect. —Wing stroke,
the stroke or sweep of a wing. — Wing transom (Navt. ),
the uppermost transom of the stern frame — called also
main transom. J. Knowles,
Wing (wing), V. t. [imp. p. p. Winged (wingd)
p. pr. & vb. n. Winging.] 1. To furnish with wings
to enable to fly, or to move with celerity.
:

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

&

;,

Who heaves old ocean, and who wings the storms. Pope..
Living, to wing with mirth the weary hours. Longfellovj.

;

—

8

To supply with wings

2.

or sidepieces.

The main battle, whose puissance on either side
Shall be well winged with our chiefest horse.
Shak^

To

transport by flight

to cause to fly.
an old turtle,
withered bough.
Shak,
4. To move through in flight ; to-fly through.
There 's not an arrow wings the sky
But fancy turns its point to him.
Moore.
to wound in the wing toB. To cut off the wings of
disable a wing of as, to wing a bird.
To wing a flight, to exert the power of flying ; to fly.
Winged (wingd), a. 1. Furnished with wings ; transported by flying ; having winglike expansions.
2. Soaring with wings, or as if with wings ; hence, elevated ; lofty sublime, [i?.]
How winged the sentiment that virtue is to be followed for itsown sake.
J. S. Harford.
3. Swift ; rapid. " Bear this sealed brief with winged'
haste to the lord marshal."
Shak.
4. Wounded or hurt in the wing.
5. (Bot.) Furnished with a leaflike appendage, as thefruit of the elm and the ash, or the stem in certainplants ; alate.
6. (Her.) Represented with wings, or having wings,
of a different tincture from the body.
3.

;

I,

Will wing

me to some

;

;

;

;

^i°dowpane

(Pleuronectes maculatus).

each other.

Totten.

Wind'row' (win'ro' 277), n. [ Wind -f row.'] 1. A
TOW or line of hay raked together for the purpose of being
;

rolled into cocks or heaps.
2. Sheaves of grain set up in a row, one against anoth-

that the wind may blow between them. [Eng.]
3. The green border of a field, dug up in order to
carry the earth on other land to mend it. \_Eng.]
p. p. Windeowed (-rod)
Wind'row, v. t. [imp.
p. pr. & vb. n. WiNDHowiNG.] To arrange in lines or
windrows, as hay when newly made.
Forby,
Wind'SOr (win'zer; 277), n. A town in Berkshire,
England.
Windsor bean. (Bot.) See under Bean. —Windsor chair,
a kind of strong, plain, polished, vifooden chair. Simmonds.
Windsor soap, a scented soap well known for its
er,

&

—

excellence.

WiJld'Stonn (wTnd'storm), n. A storm characterized
by high wind with little or no rain.
Wind'-SUCk'er (wind'suk'er), n. 1. (Far.) A horse

Law.

given to wind-sucking.

ThekestreL
Wlnd'-suck'ing, n. (Far.)
2. (Zool.)

B. Jonson.

A

vicious habit of a
horse, consisting in the swallowing of air
usually ascrib-biting,
sociated with
or cribbing. See Cribbing, 4.
Wind'tlght' (-tlf), a. So tight as to prevent the
;

—

passing through of wind.
Bp. Hall.
Wind'ward (-werd; among sailors -erd), n. The
point or side from which the wind blows ; as, to ply to
the windward ;
opposed to leeward.
To lay an anchor to the windward, a figurative expression, signifying to adopt precautionary or anticipatory measures for success or security.
Wind'ward, a. Situated toward the point from which
the wind blows as, the Windxcard Islands.
Wind'ward, adv. Toward the wind ; in the direction
from which the wind blows.

—

;

\Compar. Wendiee

(-3?), a.

(-T-er)

;

superl.

Windiest.]

[AS. viindig.] 1. Consisting of wind ; accompanied or characterized by wind ; exposed to wind.

" The windy hill."
Blown with the windy tempest of my
2. Next the wind ; windward.
It keeps

3. Tempestuous

;

A
wimSs^^S^^w??^

—

Wlnd'y

&

—

A

tide opposed to

;

.

Having little crossings or openings like the
(f), a.
sashes of a window. [JJ.]
Bonne.
Wind'pipe' (wlnd'pip' ; 277), n. (Anat.) The passage
trachea
the
larynx
to
the
lungs
;
the
for the breath from
the weasand. See Illust. under LuNQ.
windflower.
Wind'-piant' (-planf ), n. {Bot.)
Wlnd'-rode' (-rod'), a. (Naut.) Caused to ride or
drive by the wind in opposition to the course of the
tide
said of a vessel lying at anchor, with wind and
;

:

—

American turbot
(Pleuronectes ma-

Wln'dOW-V

" A urarf)/ colic."
Arbuthnol.
6. Fig.
Empty airy. "TFindj/ joy."
Milton.
Here's that windy applause, that poor, transitory pleasure,
for which I was dishonored.
South.
Wine (win), n. [OE. win, AS. win, fr. L. vinum (cf.
OS.jOFries.,
OHG. «(Tn,G. wein, D. icijn, Goth, rcein,
Icel. vln ; all from the Latin)
akin to Gr. of I'o?, polvo^,
and probably to L. vitis vine, viere to twist together,
and E. withy. Cf. Vine, Vinetakd, Vinous, Withy.]
1. The expressed juice of grapes, esp. whenfermented
a beverage or liquor prepared from grapes by squeezing
out their juice, and (usually) allowing it to ferment.
" Red wine of Gascoigue."
Piers Plowman.
Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging, and whosoever is

—
—

see

Having windows or openings.

(-dod), a.

;

tines.

—

with windows.
2.

4. Serving to occasion wind or gas in the intestines
as, windy food.
5. Attended or caused by wind, or gas, in the intes-

flatulent

;;

,
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2. {Arch.) Theshutter, casement, sash with its fittings,
or other framework, which closes a window opening.
3. A figure formed of lines crossing each other.
[iJ.]
Till he has windows on his bread and butter.
King
French window [Arch,)^ a casement window in two
called also French
folds, usually reaching to the floor
casement.
Window back (Arch.), the inside face of the
low, and usually thin, piece of wall between the window
Window blind, a blind or shade
sUl and the floor below.
for a window. — Window bole, part of a window closed
by a shutter which can be opened at will. [Scot.] Window box, one of the hollows in the sides of a window
frame for the weights wliich counterbalance a lifting
Window frame, the frame of a window which
sash.
Window
receives and holds the sashes or casement.
the kind of glass
glass, panes of glass for windows
Window martin (Zool.), the common
used in windows.
European martin. [Prov. fin^.]— Window oyster (Zo'dl),
a marine bivalve shell (Placuna placenta) native of the
East Indies and China. Its valves are very broad, thin,
and translucent, and are said to have been used formerly
in place of glass. —Window pane, (a) (Arch.) See Pane,
n., 3 lb). (0) (Zo'dh) See Windowpane, in the VocabuWindow sash, the sash, or light frame, in which
lary.
Window seat, a seat
panes of glass are set for windows.
arranged in the recess of a window. See Window stool,
under Stool.
Window shade, a shade or blind for a window usually, one that is hung on a roller. Window
shell iZool.), the window oyster.
Window shutter, a
shutter or blind used to close or darken windows. — Window sill {Arch.), the flat piece of wood, stone, or the
like, at the bottom of a window frame.
Window swallow
(Zooi.), the common European martin. [Prov. Eng.]
Window tax, a tax or duty formerly levied on all windows, or openings for light, above the number of eight in
houses standing in cities or towns. [Eng.]
Win'dow (win'do), V. t. [imp. & p. p. Windowed
(-dod)
1. To furnish
p. pr. & vb. n. Windowing.]
;

;

;

ale,

on

the

windy

boisterous

senate,

side of care.

;

as,

M.

Arnold.

heart.

Shak.

Shak.

windy weather.

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

(-bgr'ry), n.
(Bot.) (a) The red curbilberry,
peculiar New Zealand
(c)
shrub (Coriaria ruscifolia), in which the petals ripen
and afford an abundant purple juice from which a kind of
wine is made. The plant also grows in Chili.

Wine'ber'ry
(b) The

A

rant,

Wine1)il)'l)er (-biVber), n. One who drinks much
wine. Prov. xxiii. 20.
Wine1)ib'I)ing (-bing), n.
Wine'glass' (-glas'), n. A small glass from which to
drink wine.

—

(-ful), n. ; pi. Wineslassfuls (-fulz).
will hold ; enough to fill a wineIt is usually reckoned at two fluid oimces, or four
tablespoonfuls.
Wlneless, a. Destitute of wine ; as, wineless Ufe.
place where
Win'er-y (-er-y), n. [Cf. F. vinerie.]
grapes are converted into wine. [Local, U. S.]
(wing), TO. [OE. winge, wenge; probably of
Scand. origin ; cf. Dan.
Sw. rlnge, Icel. vsengr.] 1. One
of the two anterior limbs of a bird, pterodactyl, or bat.
They correspond to the arms of man, and are usually
modified for flight, but in the case of a few species of
birds, as the ostrich, auk, etc., the wings are used only
as an assistance in running or swimming.
As an eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young,
spreadeth abroad her icijigs, taketh them, beareth tliem on her

Wine'glass'ful

As much as a wineglass
glass.

A

Wing

&

Deui. xxxii.

wings.

11.

wing of a bird the long quill feathers are
in series. The primaries are those attached to the ulnar
side of the hand the secondaries, or wing coverts, those
(5^°° In the

;

of the forearm

humerus

;

the scapulars, those that

lie

over the

and the bastard feathers, those of the short
outer digit. See Illust. of Bird, and Plumage.
2. Any similar member or instrument used for the
purpose of flying. Specifically: (Zool.) (a) One of the
two pairs of upper thoracic appendages of most hexapod
insects.
They are broad, fanlike organs formed of a
double membrane and strengthened by chitinous veins
;

or nervures. (6) One of the large pectoral fins of the
flying fishes.
3. Passage by flying ; flight ; as, to take wing.
Light thickens and the crow
Shak.
Makes wing to the rooky wood.
;

4. Motive or instrument of flight ; means of flight or
of rapid motion.
Shak.
Fiery expedition be my wing.
5. Anything which agitates the air as a wing does, or
which is put in winglike motion by the action of the air,
as a fan or vane for winnowing grain, the vane or sail
of a windmill, etc.
6. An ornament worn on the shoulder ; a small epaulet or shoulder knot.
7. Any appendage resembling the wing of a bird or
insect iq shape or appearance. Specifically (a) (Zo'ol.)
One of the broad, thin, anterior lobes of the foot of a
pteropod, used as an organ in swimming. (6) (Bot.) Any
membranaceous expansion, as that along the sides of
certain stems, or of a fruit of the kind called samara.
:

final,

^11

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

7. Fanned with wings
swarming with
winged air darked with plumes."
;

birds.

" The

Milton.
Wing'er (wTng'er), n. (Naut.) One of the casks
stowed in the wings of a vessel's hold, being smaller
than such as are stowed more amidships.
Totten.
Wing'fish' (-fi.sh'), n. (Zo'ol.) A sea robin having
large, winglike pectoral fins. See Sea robin, under Robin.
Wlng'-fOOt'ed (-f66f ed), a. 1. Having wings attached to the feet ; as, wing-footed Mercury ; hence, swift ; moving with rapidity

Drayton.

fleet.

2. (Zo'ol.) (a) Having part or all of the
feet adapted for flying, (b) Having the anterior lobes of the foot so modified as to form a
pair of winglike swimming organs
said of
;

—

the pteropod moUusks.

Wing'-hand'ed

(-hSnd'ed), a.
(Zo'ol.)
Ha-ving the anterior limbs or hands adapted
for flight, as the bats and pterodactyls.
Wing'-leaved' (-levd'), a. (Bot.) Having
pinnate or pinnately divided leaves.
Wingless, a. Having no wings not able
to ascend or fly.
;

Wingless bird

(Zo'ol.),

the apteryx,

Wing'let (-let), n. 1. A little wing; a wine-footei'
. .»
very small wing.
JNIollusk
2. (Zo'ol.) A bastard -wing, or alula.
(Dex io,

branchiea
p a u c idens). Side

Wing'man-ship (-man-ship), n. [From
in imitation of horsemanship.] Power
or skill in flying,
Duke of Argyll.
[i?.]

Wing,

Wing'-Shell'

(-shel'),ra.

(Zo'ol.) (a)

View, w

Any

Wings.

one of various species of marine bivalve shells
belonging to the genus Avicida, in which the hinge
der projects like a
wing,
rine

(b)

bor-

Any ma-

gastropod

shell of the

genus

S trombus.

See
Strombus. (e) Any
pteropod shell.

Wing'y

(-¥),

.„.

,

,

Wing-shell (Avicula htrvndo).

a.

Having wings

„

,

(X)

rapid.
With wingy speed outstrip the eastern wind. Addison.
with
2. Soaring
wings, or as if with wings volatile ;
airy.
[Obs. or R.]
Those wingy mysteries in divinity. Sir T. Browne^
1.

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

ddd

*

—

;;
;

WINK
&

3.

&

Cf.

Wench, Wince,

v.

1.

t".]

To nod

;

baby of some three months old, who ivinked, and turned
aside its little face from the too vivid light of day. Hawthorne.
4. To give a hint by a motion of the eyelids, often those
of one eye onlj'.
Wink at the footman to leave him without a plate. Swift.
5. To avoid taking notice, as if by shutting the eyes to
generally with at.
connive at anything ; to be tolerant

A

The times

God

toinked at. Acts
And yet, as though he knew it not,
His knowledge luinks, and lets his humors reign. Herbert.

of this ignorance

Obstinacy can not be winked

To be dim and

at,

xvii. 30.

but must be subdued. Locke.

winks
Winking monkey (ZooL), the white-nosed monkey (Cer6.

flicker

as, the light

;

copithecus nictitans).
Wink, D. i. To cause (the eyes) to wink. \_Colloq.'\
Wink, n. 1. The act of closing, or closing and opening, the eyelids quickly ; hence, the time necessary for
such an act a moment.
I have not slept one ^oink.
Shak.
I could eclipse and cloud them with a wink.
Donne.
2. A hint given by shutting the eye with a significant
cast.
Sir P. Sidney.
The stockjobber thus from 'Change Alley goes down,
And tips you, the freeman, a wivJc.
Swift,
Wlnk'er (-er), n. 1. One who winks.
Pope.
2. A horse's blinder ; a blinker.
Wink'lng-ly, adv. In a winking manner ; with the
;

Peacham.

eye almost closed.

Win'kle

[AS.

(win'k'l), n.

xoincle.']

{Zo'ol.) (a)

Any

periwinkle.
Holland, (b) Any one of various marine
'spiral gastropods, esp., in the United States, either of two
'species of Fulgur {F. canalioulata, and F. cariea).

Milton.

To

as, to

separate chaff from

.

grain.

To

Wimioio not with every wind.
Ecclvs. v. 9.
(-er), n.
One who, or that which, win-

;

winnows.
(-ro'),

re.

A windrow.

;

;

*

;

;

Misled by ill example, and a winsome nature.
Jeffrey.
2. Causing joy or pleasure ; gladsome ; pleasant.
plotting how their hungry ear
That winsome voice again might hear.
Still

Emerson.

Win'some-ness, re. The characteristic of being winsome attractiveness of manner.
J. JR. Green.
Wln'ter (-ter), n. [AS. winter ; akin to OFries. & D.
;

&

& OHG. wintar, G. winter, Dan. Sw. vinGoth, winlrus ; of uncertain origin; cf.
Old Gallic vindo- white (m comp.), Olr. find white.
1. The season of the year in which the sun
V137.]
sliines most obliquely upon any region
the coldest season of the year. "Of thirty M'm^er he was old." Chaucer.
And after summer evermore succeeds
winter, OS.

ter, Icel. veir,

;

Barren winter, with his wrathful nipping

;

Winter lingering chills the lap of Hay.
Goldsmith.
1^°° North of the equator, winter is popularly taken to
include the mouths of December, January, and February
(see Season). Astronomically, it may be considered to

;

;

;

_^

~\

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

by

These are large mollusks which often destroy
of oysters by drilling their shells and

—

penter's square.] A rectangular rent made in cloth
[Local, If. <?.]
called also winkle-hole.
Bartlett.
Win'nard (wiu'nerd), n. The redwing. [Prov. Eng.^
;

WIn'ne-ba'goes (-ne-ba'goz), n.; sing. Winnebago
tribe of North American Indians who
(-go). {Ethnol.)
originally occupied the region about Green Bay, Lake

A

;

—

{Mining) (a)

A new

opening.

(6)

The portion

Acts xxvii. 12.
feed, or manage, during the
winter as, to winter young cattle on straw.
Wln'ter-beat'en (-bet"n), a. Beaten or harassed by
the severe v/eather of winter.
Spenser.
{Bot.)
plant which
Win'ter-green' (-gren'), re.
keeps its leaves green through the winter.
11^°" In England, the name wintertjreen is applied to
the species of Pyrolit which in America are called English icinterijreen, and shin leaf (see Sliin leaf, under
Shin). In America, the name wiiitergrecn is given to
Girullhf'riii jirocumbens, a low evergreen aromatic plant
with oval li^:ivi:',s chistered at the top of a short stem, and
bearing small white flowers followed by red berries
called also chrckerherry, and sometimes, though improperly, jtartridiir berry.
Chlckweed wintergreen, a low perennial primulaceous
herb {Triciilalis Americana) —also called slar/loirer.
Flowering wintergreen, a low plant (PolygaUi jiin/cifolia)
with leaves somewhat like those of the wintergreen
(Oaulthcria), and bearing a few showy, rose-purple blossoms.
Spotted wintergreen, a low evergreen plant (C'/dmaphila maculata) with ovate, white-spotted leaves.

Win'ter,

in style."
(-nln-tsh)), n.
(Zool.)

common salmon. [CayiarJa']
(win'no), V. I.
[imp.
p. p. Winnowed
p. pr. S(, vb. n. Winnowing.] [OE. loindewen,
winewen, AS. windwian; akin to Goth, winpjan (in
comp.), wfn/Jt-skauro a fan, L. ventilare to fan, to winnow cf. L. vannus a fan for winnowing, G. wanne,

&

;

See

V131.

Ventilate.]

Wind moving

and

air,

1.

;

ese,

unite,

r^de,

t.

;

To keep,

;

cf.

To

separate, and drive oif, the
chaff from by means of wind ; to fan as, towinnow grain.
He winnoweth barley to-night in the threshing floor. Eutit iii. 2.
2. To sift, as for the purpose of separating falsehood
Irom truth ; to separate, as bad from good.
Winnow well tliis thought, and you shall find
•T is light as cliaft that flies before the wind.
Dryden,
re..

v.

A

J. Morley.

The land-locked

;

OHG. wanna.

m

;

;

Wln'now

Ean,

;

;

part advised to depart thence.

variety of the
(-nod)

Wire (wir), n. [OE. wir, AS. xvlr ; akin to Icel. rirr,
Dan. vire, LG. wir, wire ; cf. OHG. wiara fine gold
perhaps akin to E. withy.
Vl^l.] 1. A thread or
slender rod of metal a metallic substance formed to an
even thread by being passed between grooved rollers, or
drawn through holes in a plate of steel.
()I^°° Wire ismade of any desired form, as round, square,
triangular, etc., by giving this shape to the hole
the
drawiilate, or between the rollers.
hence, an electric tele2. A telegraph wire or cable
graph as, to send a message by wire. [Colloq,]
Wire bed. Wire mattress, an elastic bed bottom or mattress
made of wires interwoven or looped together in various
ways. —Wire bridge, a bridge suspended from wires, or

;

—

''Winningness

Wln'nin-ish

—
—

;

Win'ning-ly, adv. In a winning manner.
Wln'ning-neSS, n. The quality or state of being
winning.

Wir'ble (wer'b'l), V, i. [imp. & p. p. Wirbled (-b'ld)
p. p. & vb. n. WiEBLLNG (-bling).] [Cf. Wabble, Whirl.}
To whirl ; to eddy. [P.]
The waters went wirhling above and around. Owen Meredith.
Wirche (werch), II. i. & <. To work. [Obs.] Chaucer.

—

&

of

a coal field laid out for working.
Winning headway (Mining), an excavation for exploraWinning post, the post,

tion, in post-aud-stall working.
or goal, at the end of a race.

barrel.

—

Win'ning, n. 1. The act of obtaimng sometliing, as
Jn a contest or by comiDetitiou.
2. The money, etc., gained by success in competition
or contest, esp. in gambling ;
usually in the plural.
Ye seek land and sea for your loinnings.
Chancer.
3.

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

full,

iip,

tirn

j

pity

—

;

—

;

food, fo^ot

;

out, oil

j

—

chair

;

bo

;

sine,

;

;

—

Michigan, but were driven back from the lake and nearly
exterminated in 1640 by the Illinois.
Win'ner (win'ner), n. One who wins, or gains by
success in competition, contest, or gaming.
Win'ning (-nlng), a. Attracting adapted to gain
favor charming as, a winning address. " Each mild
and winning note."
Keble.

[covin] or gile be

;

—

—

—

;

by coveyne

—

or Winter lodgment. (Bot.) Same as HlWinter mew. (Zool.) Same as Winter gull,
above. [Prov. Bng.]—Wiatei moth (Zool.), anyone of
several species of geometrid moths which come forth in
winter, as the European species (Cheimalobia brumata).
These moths have rudimentary mouth organs, and eat no
food in the imago state. The female of some of the species is wingless.
Winter oil, oil prepared so as not to
solidify in moderately cold weather.
Winter pear, a
kind of pear that keeps well in winter, or that does not
ripen until winter.
Winter quarters, the quarters of
troops during the winter ; a winter residence or station.
Winter rye, a kind of rye that is sown in autumn.
Winter shad (Zool.), the gizzard shad.
Winter sheldrake
(Zool.), the goosander.
[Local, U. S.]
Winter sleep
(Zool.), hibernation.
Winter snipe (Zool.), the dunlin.
Winter solstice. (Aslron.) See Solstice, 2. Winter teal
(Zool.), the green-winged teal. —Winter wagtail (Zool.),
the gray wagtail (Motaeilla melanope). [Prov. Eng.]~
Winter wheat, wheat sown in autumn, which lives during
the winter, and ripens in the following summer.
Winter
wren (Zool.), a small American wren (Troglodytes hiemalis) closely resembling the common wren.
Win'ter, v. i. [imp.
p. p. Wintered (-terd); p.
pr. & rb. n. Wintering.] To pass the winter to hibernate as, to winter in Florida.
Rocause the haven was not commodious to winter in, the more

BERNAOULUM.

—

Spenser.
wiped beside their goods.
Rdbynsan (More's Utopia),
^0 wipe a joint (Plumbing), to make a joint, as between pieces of lead pipe, by surrounding the junction
vi'ith a mass of solder, applied in a plastic condition by
means of a rag with which the solder is shaped by rubbing.
To wipe the nose of, to cheat. [Old Slang]
Wipe, re. 1. Act of rubbing, esp. in order to clean.
2. A blow a stroke ; a hit a swipe.
[Zoio]
a jeer ; a severe sarcasm.
3. A gibe
Sioift.
4. A handkerchief.
[Thieves'' Cant or Slang]
" Slavish wipe."
5. Stain ; brand,
[Obs.]
Shak.
Wip'er (-er), re. 1. One who, or that which, wipes.
2. Something used for wiping, as a towel or rag.
3. {Mach.) A piece generally projecting from a rotating or swinging piece, as an axle or rock shaft, for the
purpose of raising stampers, lifting rods, or the like, and
leaving them to fall by their own weight a kind of cam.
4. {Firearms) A rod, or an attachment for a rod, for
holding a rag with which to wipe out the bore of the

— Winter lodge,

sucking their blood.
Sting winkle, a European spinose marine shell (Murex
erinuceus). See Illtisi. of Mukex.
Win'kle-hawk' (-hak'), n. [T>. winkel-haak a car-

;

;

[Obs.]

out.

It they

pneumonia. [CoWog.] —Winter flounder. (Zool.) Seethe
Note under Flounder. — Winter gull (Zool.), the common
European gull; — called also winder meu: [Prov. Eng.]
— Winter itch. (Med.) See Prairie itch, rmder Praieie.

numbers

large

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

'

—
—

;

;

;

begin with the winter solstice, about December 21st, and
to end with the vernal equinox, about March 21st.
2. The period of decay, old age, death, or the like.
Life's autumn past, I stand on winter's verge. Wordsworth.
Winter apple, an apple that keeps well in winter, or
that does not ripen until winter.
Winter barley, a kind
of barley that is sown in autumn.
Winter berry (Boi.),
the name of several American shrubs (Hex verticillata,
I. Imvigaia, etc.) of the Holly family, having bright red
berries conspicuous in winter.
Winter bloom. (Hot.) (a)
A plant of the genus Azalea, (b) A plant of the genus
Ha'mamelis (H. Virginica) witch-hazel
so called from
Its flowers appearmg late in autumn, while the leaves
are falling. —Winter bud (Zool.), a statoblast.
Winter
cherry (Bot.), a plant (Physalis Alkekengi) of the Nightshade family, which has a red berry inclosed in the
inflated and persistent calyx. See Alkekengi. —Winter
cough (Med.), a form of chronic bronchitis marked by a
cough recurring each winter.
Winter cress (Bot.), a yellow-flowered cruciferous plant (Barbarea vulgaris).
Winter crop, a crop which will bear the winter, or which
may be converted into fodder during the winter. Winter duck. (Zool.) (a) The pintail, (b) The old squaw.
Winter egg (Zool.), an egg produced in the autumn by
many invertebrates, and destined to survive the winter.
Such eggs usually differ from the summer eggs in having
a thicker shell, and often in being enveloped in a protective case. They sometimes develop in a manner different from that of the summer eggs. — Winter fallow,
that is fallowed in winter. -Winter fat. (Bol.)
f round
ame as White sage, under White. Winter fever (Med.),
;

>

;

Shak.

cold.

;

;

;

Winsome. [06s.]
Chaucer.
[Compar. Winsomer (-er)
superl. WiNSOMEST.]
[AS. wynsum, fr. wynn joy akin
to OS. tvunnia, OHG. wunna, wunni, G. wonne, Goth.
wunan to rejoice (in nmtiunands sad), AS. wunian to
dweU. V138. See Win, ?;. i., Wont, a.] 1. Cheerful;
merry gay light-hearted.
(-sTng), a.
Win'some (-siSm), a.

—

;

Shak.

;

Win'row'
Win'sing

—

;

.

;

—

Winkle (Fidmcr canaliculata). Female, c Canal, or Tube
Siphon
r Radula
h Head p Proboscis
m m Mantle
Foot o Operculum.

.

winter-ground thy corse.

Win'ter-kill' (-kil'), ;;. t. [imp. & p. p. Winterkilled (-kild') p. pr. & vb. re. Winterkilling.] To
kill by the cold, or exposure to the inclemency of winter as, the vi'iie&tvi&s winterkilled.
[U.S.']
Like winter wintry cold hence,
Win'ter-ly, a.
disagreeable, cheerless as, winterly news. [iJ.] Shak,
The air growing more winterly in the month of April. Camden,
Win'ter-proud' (-proud'), a. Having too rank or
forward a growth for winter.
"When either corn is winter-proud, or other plants put forth
and bud too early.
Holland.
Win'ter-rig' (-rig'), v. t. [See Winter, and Ridge.]
To fallow or till in winter. [Prov. Eng.l
Win'ter's bark' (-terz b'ark'). {BotJ) The aromatic
bark of a tree (^Drimys, or Dry mis, Winteri) of the Magnolia family, which is found in Southern Chili. It was
first used as a cure for scurvy by its discoverer. Captain
John Winter, vice admiral to Sir Francis Drake, in 1577.
Tennyson.
Win'ter-tide' (-tid'), n. Winter time.
Win'ter-weed' (-wed'), re. (,Pot.) A kind of speedwell {Veronica hederifolia) which spreads chiefly in
winter.
Dr. Prior.
Win'ter-y (-y), a. Wintry.
Win'try (-try), a. [AS. wintrig.'] Suitable to winter
resembling winter, or what belongs to winter
brumal hyemal cold stormy wintery.
Touch our chilled hearts with vernal smile,
Our wintry course do thou beguile.
Keble.
Win'y (win'y), a. Having the taste or qualities of
wine vinous as, grapes of a winy taste.
Dampier.
Winze (winz), n. {Mining) A small shaft sunk from
one level to another, as for the purpose of ventilation.
Wipe (wip), n. [Cf. Sw. vipa, Dan. vibe, the lapwing.] (.Zooi.) The lapwing., [Prov. Eng.
Wipe, V. t. [imp. & p. p. Wiped (wipt) p. pr. & vb.
re. Wiping.]
[OE. wipen, AS. wipian ; cf. LG. wiep a
wisp of straw, Sw. vepa to wrap up, to cuddle one's self
up, vepa a blanket perhaps akin to E. whip,] 1. To
rub with something soft for cleaning to clean or dry
by rubbing as, to wipe the hands or face with a towel.
Let me wipe thy face.
Shak.
I will wijie Jerusalem as a man wipeth a dish, wjjnng it, and
turning it upside down.
2 Kings xxi. 13.
2. To remove by rubbing to rub off to obliterate
usually followed by away, off, or out. Also used figura^
" To wipe out our ingratitude."
tively.
Shak.
Some natural tears they dropped, but wiped them soon. Milton.
3. To cheat to defraud to trick ;
usually followed

nows specifically, a winnowing machine.
Wln'nOW-ing, n. The act of one who, or that which,

;

—

Wln'ter-ground' (wln'ter-ground'), V. t. To cover
over in the season of winter, as for protection or shelter
winter-ground the roots of a plant.
The ruddock would
bring thee all this,
Yea, and furred moss besides, when flowers are none

;

Win'now-er

Tillotson.
They are not blind, but they wink.
close and open the eyelids quickly ; to nictitate

;

To beat with wings, or as with wings. [PoeiicJ
Now on the polar winds then with quick fan

Winnows the buxom air.
Wln'now (win'no), V. i.

to sleep

Chaucer.
[06«.] " Altliougli I wake or wink."
2. To shut the eyes quickly ; to close the eyelids with
a quick motion.
Chaucer.
He must wink, so loud he would cry.
Shak.
And I will wink, so shall the day seem night.
3. To
to blink.

WIEE
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p. p. Winked (winkt)
Wlnll (wtnk), V. i. [imp.
[OE. winken, AS. wincian ;
vb. n. Winking.]
p. pr.
akin to D. wenken, G. winken to wink, nod, beckon,
OHG. winchan, Sw. vinka, Dan. vinke, AS. wancol
wavering, OHG. wanchal vvavering, wanchon to waver,
G. wanken, and perhaps to E. weak; cf. AS. wincel a
corner.
to nap.

; ;;

;

cables

made

of wire.

—Wire

having the shot inclosed

cartridge, a shot cartridge
wire cage.
Wire cloth, a

in a

—

—
—

made of woven metallic wire, used for
strainers, and for various other purposes.
Wire edge,
the thin, wireUIte thread of metal sometimes formed on
the edge of a tool by the stone in sharpening it.
Wire
fence, a fence consisting of posts with strained horizontal
wires, wire netting, or other wire« orU, lu'tw een.
Wire
gauge or gage, (n)
gauge for measuring the diameter
of wire, thickness of sheet metal, etc., often consisting of
a metal plate with a series of notches of various widths in
its edge. (6)
standard series of sizes arbitrarily indicated, as by numbers, to which the diameter of wireor the
thickness of sheet metal is usually made, and which is
used in describing the size or tluekuess. Tliere are many
ililferent standards for \\'ire gimj^t^s, as in dilTeront countries, or lor diUVrent kinds of uiet;',!, tlio Hiruiingliam
coarse cloth

—

—

A

A

wire gauges ;ind tlie Auieiit'ini wire gauge being often
used and designated by the aldireviatious />'. ir.'w. and
A, I'', (f. respectively. —Wire gauze, a texture of finely
interwoven wire, resembling gauze. -Wire grass (Boi.),

Ink

;

ttien,

thin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.

%

"

;
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either of the two common grasses Eleusine Indica, valuable for hay and pasture, and Pva compressa, or blue grass.
Wire
Wire grub (Zo'dl.), a wireworm.
See Blue grass.
Wire lathing, wire cloth or wire
iron, wire rods of iron.
netting applied in the place of wooden lathing for holdWire mattress. See Wire bed, above.
ing plastering.
Wire micrometer, a micrometer having spider lines, or fine
Wire nail,
wires, across the field of the instrument.
a nail formed of a piece of wire which is headed and
pointed. — Wire netting, a texture of woven wire coarser
Wire rod, a metal rod from
than ordinary wire gauze.
which wire is formed by drawing. Wire rope, a rope
formed wholly, or in great part, of wires.

between knowledge and wisdom ; wisdom always supposing action, and action directed by it."

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(wir), V.

t.

&p. p.

Wibed

aires

(wird)

;

p. pr.

Wiring.] 1. To bind with wire to attach with
to apply wire to
as, to wire corks in bottling

n.

;

;

;

liquors.
2. To put upon a wire ; as, to wire beads.
3. To snare by means of a wire or wires.
[Colloq."]
4. To send (a message) by telegraph.
Wire, V. i. 1. To pass like a wire to flow in a wireP. Fletcher.
like form, or in a tenuous stream,
[i?.]
\_Colloq.'\
2. To send a telegraphic message.
Wlre'draw' (-dr^), ^- t. limp. Wiredrew (-dru')
vb. n. Wiredrawp. p. Wiredrawn (-dran') ; p. pr.
ing.]
1. To form (a piece of metal) into wire, by drawing it through a hole in a plate of steel.
2. Hence, to draw by art or violence.
;

&

My sense has been wiredrmtm into blasphemy.
3. Hence,
and tenuity

Such

;

Drr/den.

also, to draw or spin out to great length
as, to wiredraw an argument.

twisting, such wiredrawing,

was never seen

in a court of

Macaulaif.

justice.

4. (Steam Engine') To pass, or to draw off, (as steam)
through narrow ports, or the like, thus reducing its

pressure or force by friction.

Wlre'-draw'er
WIre'-heel'

(Far.)

(-hel'), n.

A disease

in the feet

Wire'-pull'er
as of a puppet

an

;

make

able to

;

—

A

;

;

demeanor and strong sense."
He bore his age well, and seemed

to

retam a

Dickens.
and

wii^j vigor

Hawtltoi-ne.

alertness.

Wis

[Aphetic form of iwis, ywis ; or fr.
See Ywis.] Certainly really indeed.
"
Chaucer.
[_Obs.']
As wis God helpe me."
Wis, V. t. [Due to- mistaking OE. iwis certain, AS.
gewiss, toT I wis. SeeTwis.] To think; to suppose to
imagine
used chiefly in the first person sing, present tense, I wis. See the Note under Ywis. [Obs. or
" Howe'er you ms.
R.Browning.
Poetic']
Nor do I know how long it is
(wis), adv.

Icel. viss certain.

;

;

—

WiS'ard

;

;

(For I have lain entranced, I wis).
(wTz'erd), n. See Wizard.

Coleridge.

[AS. wisdom. See Wise, a., and
-OOM.] 1. The quality of being wise knowledge, and
use of it knowledge of the
capacity
make
due
the
to
best ends and the best means discernment and judg-

Wis'dom

(-diim), n.

There was, mine

Fal.

me

:

but she

;

dexterity.
ment ; discretion ; sagacity
We speak also not in wise words of man's wisdom, but in the
doctrine of the spirit.
fVycHf(^l Cor. ii. 13).
Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart
from evil is understanding.
Job xxviii. 28.
It is hoped that our rulers will act with dignity and wisdom ;
that they will yield everything to reason, and refuse everything
;

;

Ames.

to force.

an uncommon degree

is

what

wi.tdom.

the world calls
Coleridge.

2. The results of wise judgments scientific or practical truth ; acquired knowledge ; erudition.
Closes was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and
was mighty in words and in deeds.
Acts vii. 22.
;

Syn. — Prudence knowledge. — Wisdom, Prudence,
Knowledge. Wisdom has been defined to be " the use of
the best means for attaining the best ends." " We conceive," says Whewell, " prudence as the virtue by which
we select right means for given ends, while wisdom im;

plies the selection of right

ends as well as of right means."
Hence, wisdom implies the union of hig:h mental and
moral excellence. Prudence (that is, providence, or fore-

more negative character; it rather consists
in avoiding danger than in taking decisive measures for
the accomplishment of an object. Sir Robert Walpole
cast) is of a

was in many respects a prudent statesman, but he was
far from being a wise one. Burke has said that prudence,

when carried too far, degenerates into a " reptUe virtue,"

simple apprehension of facts or relations. '^In strictness of language," says Paley, " there is a difference

seuate,

c&re,

Imx,

arm, ask,

Shak.

.

Wish'a-ble

Milton.

;

iii.

dexterous

15.

an old

host,

fat

woman even now

was 't not the wise woman

with

of Brentford

?

calculating ; shrewd ; wary
art ... no novice, but a

;

" Thou

;

Chaucer.

Nor, on the other
Will I be so penuriously wise

As

to

side,

that 's my slave, my^idol. Beau, fy Fl.
Lords do not care for me :
too wise to die yet.
Ford.

make money,
I

am

5. Dictated or guided by vrisdom ; containing or exhibiting wisdom ; well adapted to produce good effects
judicious; discreet; as, a wue saying ; a wise scheme or
plan wise conduct or management ; a wise determination.
"Eminent in wise deport."
Milton.
To make it wise, to make it a matter of deliberation.
;

"

[Obs.']

Chaucer.

We

thought

— Wise

it

was not worth

in years, old

from age and experience

to

make

it wise.''''

enough to be wise; wise

hence, s^ed

;

;

old.

A very grave, stale bachelor, my dainty one
He

my

love her in
beste ivyse.
This song she sings in most commanding wise.

Cliaitcer.

Sir P. Sidney.

Abused be, or spilt in profane wise.
Fairfax.
(!^= This word is nearly obsolete, except in such
phrases as in any wise, in no wise, on this wise, etc. " Fret
not thyself
0K2/ tfue to do evil. " Ps. xxxvii. 8. "He
shall in no wise lose his reward." Matt. x. 42. "On this
wise ye shall bless the children of Israel." Num.. vi. 23.
15^^ Wise is often used as a suflSx in composition, as in
likewise, nowise, lengthwise, etc., in which v.fords -ways
is often substituted with the same sense
as, noways,

m

;

lengthu'sys, etc.
(-a-ker), n.
sager a foreteller, prophet,

[OD. toijssegger or G. weisfrom weissagen to foretell, to

prophesy, OHG. wissagon, corrupted (as if compounded
of the words for wise and say) fr. wizzagon, fr. wizzago
a prophet, akin to AS. witiga, witga, from the root of
E. wit. See Wit, t;.] 1. A learned or wise man. [Obs.]
Pythagoras learned much
becoming a mighty wiseacre.
.

.

.

Leland.

to wisdom ; a
hence, in contempt, a simpleton

One who makes undue pretensions

would-be-wise person
a dunce.

Wise'-heart'ed
sapient

;

Wise; knowing;
a.
Ex. xxviii. 3.
Resembling that which is

(-hart'ed),

erudite

(-Uk'),

wise or sensible

The

;

;

;

a.

prudent.

judicious.
only wise-like thing I heard anybody say.

Wlse'ling

;

(-ling), n.

W.

Sir

One who pretends

Scott.

to be wise

;

Donne.
a witliug.
Wise'ly, adv. In a wise manner; prudently; judiciously discreetly with wisdom.
a wiseacre

;

;

And

wisely learn to curb thy sorrows wild.

dfilton.

wisdom.

Spenser.
[Obs.]
Wish (wish), V. i. [imp.
p. p. Wished (wisht)
vb. n. Wishing.]
[OE. wischen, weschen, wusp. pr.
chen, AS. wyscan; akin to D. wenschen, G. wiinschen,
Icel. xskja, Dan. onske, Sw. 'onska; from AS. wUsc a
wish
akin to OD.
G. wunsch, OHG. wunsc, Icel.
osk, Skr. vancha a wish, vdnch to wish ; also to Skr.
van to like, to wish. VISS. See Winsome, Win, v. t.,
and cf. Wistful.] 1. To have a desire or yearning ; to
long ; to hanker.
They cast four anchors out of the stern, and vnshed for the
Acts xxvii. 29.
day.
This is as good an argument as an antiquary could wish for.
n.

&

&

&

;

Some

ills

we wish

for

Arbuthnot.
Young.

when we wish to hve.

To be disposed or inclined.
To entertain hope or fear in respect

final,

all

v.

t.

—

Wish'y-wash'y
weak

;

(-j^-wosh'^), a.

[See Wash.]

without strength or substance

;

wishy-washy

Fig.,

weak-minded

;

;

Thin

— orig-

spiritless.

man who had

Wish'y-wash'y,

n.

A weak

hardly any mind of his
A. TroUope.
or thin drink or liquor

wish-wash.

Wisliet

A whisket,

(wis'kSt), n.

[Prov.
Ainsworth.

or basket.

Eng.]

Wis'ly (wisiy), adv. [See Wis, adv.]
[Obs.] " God so u't's??/ have mercy on me. "

Certainly.

Chaucer.

Wisp

(wisp), n. [OE. ^visp, wips; probably akin to
D.
G. wisch, Icel. visk, and perhaps to L. virga atwig, rod. Cf. Verge a rod, Whisk, n.] 1.
small
bundle, as of straw or other like substance.
In a small basket, on a wisp of hay.
Dryden.
2.
whisk, or small broom.
Will-o'-the-wisp ; an ignis fatuus.
3.
The wisxi that flickers where no foot can tread. Tennyson.
Wisp, V. t. [imp.
p. p. Wisped (wispt) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Wisping.]
1. To brush or dress, as with a wisp.
2. To rumple.
[Prov. Eng.] '
Halliwell.
Wisp'en (wisp"n), a. Formed of a wisp, or of wisps
a
as,
wispen broom. [Obs.]
Wis'se (wis'se), V. t. [AS. wisian. See Wise, a.] To
show ; to teach to inform ; to guide ; to direct. [Obs.]
Ere we depart I shall thee so well wisse
That of mine house ne shalt thou never misse. Chaucer.
Wist (wist), archaic imp. p. p. of Wit, v. Knew.
Wis-ta'ri-a (wTs-ta'rT-a), n. [NL. So named after
Caspar Wistar, an American anatomist.] (Bot.) A genus
of climbing leguminous plants bearing long, pendulous
clusters of pale bluish flowers.
(11^°° The species commonest in cultivation is the Wistaria Sinensis from Eastern Asia.
W. fruticosa grows
wild in the southern parts of the United States.

&

A

A
A

&

&

;

&

Wist'ful (wist'ful), a. [For wishful ; perhaps influenced by wistly, which is probably corrupted from OE.
wisly certainly (from Icel. viss certain, akin to E. wit).
See Wish.] 1. Longing wishful desirous.
Lifting up one of ray sashes, I cast many a wistful, melan.
;

;

choly look towards the sea.

Swift.

;

Wise'ness,

2.
3.

from Wish,

own.

Let not these blessings then, sent from above,

Wise'a-cre

& n.

;

A weak

Ford.

;

To

a.

;

Ford.
[OE. wise, AS. wise; akin to OS. wisa,
Wise, n.
OFries. wis, D. wijs, wijze, OHG. wTsa, G. weise, Sw.
vis, Dan. viis, Icel. oStmvIs otherwise ; from the root of
E. wit; hence, originally, knowledge, skill. See Wit, v.,
and cf Guise.]
Way of being or acting manner
mode ; fashion. "All armed in complete wise." Spenser.
.

Wish'ing,

Wishing bene. See Wishbone.
Wishing cap, a cap fabled to give one whatever he wishes for when wearing it.
Wish'ly, adv. According to desire ; longingly with
wishes.
Chapman.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Wish'ton-wish (-t6n-wTsh), re. [Probably of American Indian origin.] (Zo'dl.) The prairie dog.
Wlsh'-wash' GwSsh'), n. Any weak, thin drink.

inally said of liquids.

's

Wise'-like'

in front of

—

—

and pale

wise in years, and of a temperate warmth.
are too wise in years, too full of counsel,
For my green experience.

skillful

The forked bone

— called also merrythought, and

the breastbone in birds
wishing bone. See Merrythought, and Fueculum.
Wlsh'ed-ly, adv. According to wish; conformably
Chapman.
to desire.
[Obs.]
Wish'er (-er), n. One who wishes or desires one
who expresses a wish.
Shak.
Wish'ftU (-ful), a. [Cf. Wistful.] 1. Having desire, or ardent desire ; longing.
2. Shomng desire ; as, wishful eyes.
From Scotland am I stolen, even of pure love
To greet mine own land with my wishful sight. Shak,
3. Desirable ; exciting wishes.
[R.]
Chapman.
Wlsh'ful-ly, adv.
Wish'ful-ness, n.

[Obs.]

You

2.

UdaU.

;

;

spe-

;

Capable or worthy of being

(-a-b'l), a.

;

sir,

4. Hence, prudent
subtle crafty.
[B.]

which is the more dangerous for its plausible appearance.
Knowledge, a more comprehensive term, signifies the

ale,

skillful

;

Shak.

;

skill

— See Desire.

desirable.
Wish'hone' (-bon'), n.

gone.

's

Pray you,

;

Common sense in

2 Tim.

thee wise unto salvation.

3. Versed in art or science

;

A

.

wished for

cifically, skilled in divination.

;

of a puppet ; hence, secret influence or management,
especially in politics intrigue.
Wire'— tailed' (-tald'), a. (Zool.) Having some or all
of the tail quills terminated in a long, slender, pointed
shaft, without a web or barbules.
Wire'work' (-vrtirk'),re. Work, especially openwork,
formed of wires.
Wire'-work'er (-er), n. One who manufactures
articles from wire.
Wire'wonn' (-wflrm'), n. (Zo'dl.) (a) One of the
larviE of various species
of snapping beetles, or
elaters;
so called
from their slenderness
and the uncommon hardness of the integument. Wireworms are sometimes very destructive to the roots of
gaUeyworm.
plants.
Called also wire grub. (6)
Wir'l-ness (wir'I-nes), n. The quality of being wiry.
Wir'y (-y), a. [Written also wiery.l 1. Made of
wire like wire ; drawn out like wire.
sinewy ; as, a wiry
2. Capable of endurance tough
little wiry sergeant of meek
frame or constitution. "

2.

;

invocation or imprecation.
Blistered be thy tongue for such a wish.
3. A thing desired ; an object of desire.
Will he, so wise, let loose at once his ire . .
To give bis enemies their wish ?

;

One who puUs the wires,
who operates by secret means

and convention packers. Lowell.
The act of pulling the wires, as

Shak.
3 John

;

Political wire-pitllers

n.

;

the best means for accomplishing them sagacious.
When clouds appear, wise men put on their cloaks. Shak.
From a cliild thou hast known the holy scriptures, which are

intriguer.

Wlre'-puU'ing,

of

world but you.

;

knowledge
discerning and judging soundly concerning what is true
or false, proper or improper choosing the best ends and

(-pul'er), n.

hence, one

making due use

2. Hence, especially,

in the

;

;

governor wily and loise."

of a horse or other beast.

Syn

are wise to do evil, but to do good they have no knowlJer. iv. 22.

edge.

to

Wish, n. 1. Desire eager desire ; longing.
Behold, I am according to thy wish in God's stead. .7o& xxxiii. 6.
2. Expression of desire ; request ; petition
hence,

learned.

;

;

would not wish

things that thou mayest prosper.

all

;

and cf. Righteous, Wisdom.] 1. Having knowledge
knowing enhghtened of extensive infonuation eru-

into

wire.

Any companion

v.,

They

;

to have a

;

I wish above

;

dite

1. To desire
to long -tor
mind or disposition toward.

t.

2. To frame or express de'Sires concerning ; to invoke
in favor of, or against, any one ; to attribute, or cal
down, in desire to invoke to imprecate.
I would not wish them to a fairer death.
Shak,
I wish it may not prove some ominous foretoken of misfortune to have met with such a miser as I am.
Sir P. Sidney.
Let them be driven backward, and put to shame, that wish
me evil.
Ps. xl. 14.
3. To recommend ; to seek confidence or favor in behaH of. [Obs.]
Shak.
I would be glad to thrive, sir.
And I was wished to your .worship by a gentleman. £. Jonson.

—

;

V.

I

;

;

(wish),

hanker after

;

Sim.

One who draws metal

(-«r), n.

Wish

Knowledge and wisdom, far from being one.
Have ofttimes no connection. Knowledge dwells
In heads replete with thoughts of other men
Wisdom, in minds attentive to their own.
Knowledge, a rude, unprofitable mass,
The mere materials with which wisdom builds.
Till smoothed, and squared, and fitted to its place,
Does but encumber whom it seems to enrich.
Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much
Wisdom IS humble that he knows no more.
Cowper.
Wisdom tooth, the last, or back, tootli of the full set on
each half of each jaw in man
familiarly so called, because appearing comparatively late, after the person may
be supposed to have arrived at the age of wisdom. See
the Note under Tooth, 1.
\_Compar. Wiser (-er)
superl.
Wise (wiz), a.
Wisest.]
[OE. wis, AS. wis; akin to OS. & OFries.
wis, D. wijs, G. weise, OHG. wis, wisi, Icel. vlss, Sw.
vis, Dan. viis, Goth, weis ; akin to wit, v. i.
See WiT,
;

Wire

& vb.

[imp.

;;;

WIT

WIRE
—

;

;;;
;

;

eve,

event,

£nd, fern,

Addison.

;

eagerly attentive ; meditative
musing pensive contemplative.
That he who there at such an horn* hath been,
Will wistful hnger on that hallowed spot.
Byron.
;

;

;

— Wist'ful-ly,

— Wist'ful-ness,

otiv.

Wis'tit (wis'tTt), n.
F. ouistiti.]
a marmoset.

Wist'ly

(Zo'dl.)

A

;

[Written also wistiti, and ouistiti.]
(wTst'iy), adv. [See Wistful.] Attentively

observingly.

[Obs.]

Wis'ton-wish (wis'ton-wish),
TONWISH.

Wit

ice,

re.

[Prob. from native name : cf.
small South American monkey

(Zo'dl.)

n.

;

Shak.
Bee Wisb-

.

(wit), V.

t.

&

i.

[inf.

(To)

Wrr

;

pres. sing.

Wot,

imp. Wist(e) p. p. Wist; p. pr. & vb. n.
See the Note below.] [OE. witen, pres. ich
wot, wat, I know (wot), imp. wisle, AS. witan, pres. wat,
imp. wiste, wisse; akin to OFries. wita, OS. witan, D.
weten, G. wissen, OHG. wizzan, Icel. vita, Sw. veia,
Dan. vide, Goth, witan to observe, wait I know, Russ.
pi.

WiTE

;

;

Wit(t)ing.

vidiete to see, L. videre, Gr.

to anything.

recent

2. Full of thought

idea,

ill

;

old,

iSeti',

Skr. vid to

obey, drb, 5dd

know,

;
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WITHERNAM

and distorted bramches of the silver fir, caused by the
attack of some fungus.
Maunder (Treas. of Bot.) —

To denote having as a possession or an appendage
the firmament with its stars a bride with a large
" A maid with clean hands."
Shak.
^ff^ With and by are closely allied in many of their
uses, and it is not easy to lay do\vn a rule by which to
distinguish their uses. See the Note under By.
[With -f all.'] 1. With
With-al' (with-al'), adv.
this with that.
[Ofts.]

WIT
learn ; cf. Skr. vid to find. V133. Cf. Histokt, Idea,
?i.,Wot.]
Idol, -oid. Twit, Veda, Vision, Wise, o.
To know to learn. " 1 wot and v;ist alwa,y." Chaucer.
U^"" The present tense was inflected as follows : sing.
1st pers. wot ; 2d pers. wost, or woHt)est ; 3d pers. wot, or
wot(t)eth ; pi. witen, or wite. Tlie following variant forms
3d pers. wat, wool ; pres. pi.
also occur pres. sing. 1st
wyien, or wyte, weele, wote, wot ; imp. wuste (Southern
dialect) ; p. pr, wotting. Later, other variant or corrupt
forms are found, as, in Shakespeare, 3d pers. sing. pres.

&

Witches' butter (Bot.), a name of several gelatinous cryptogamous plants, as Nostoc comJaune, and Exidia glandulosa.
See Nostoc.
Witch grass (Bot.), a kind of grass
(Panicum caviUare) with minute spikelets on long, slender pedicels forming a light, open panicle.
Witch meal
(Bot.), vegetable sulphur. See under Vegetable.
Witch (wich), V. t. \:imp. p. p. Witched (wicht)
vb. re. Witching.] [AS. wiccian.'] To bewitch ;
p. pr.
to fascinate ; to enchant.
[I Ml] witch sweet ladies with my words and looks. Shak.
Whether within us or without
The spell of this illusion be
That witches us to hear and see.
Lowell.
WitCh'craft' (-kraff), n. [AS. wiccecrseft.'X 1. The
practices or art of witches ; sorcery ; enchantments ; intercourse with evil spirits.
2. Power more than natural ; irresistible influence.
He hath a witchcraft
Over the king in 's tongue.
Shak.
Wltch'-elm' (-elm'), n. {Bot.) See Wych-elm.
Witch'er-y (-er-y), n. ; pi. Witcheries (-Tz). 1. Sorcery ; enchantment ; witchcraft.
Great Comus,
Deep skilled in all his mother's witcheries,
Milton.

;

wots.
Brethren,

—

—

&

:

we do you

to wit

[make you

to

know] of the grace of

When that the

sooth

is

wUt.

Cliaucer.

is now used only in the infinitive, to wit,
employed, especially in legal language, to call

15^°" This verb
is

attention to a particular thing, or to a

more

specification of what has preceded,
namely, thai is to say.

is

and

particular
equivalent to

Wit (wTt), re. [AS.
witz, OHG. ivizzi, Icel.
Wit,

1.

v.I

Mind

Who knew the

;

Witt, ^oit ; akin to OFries. wit, G.
vit, Dan. vid, Sw. vett. V133. See
intellect
understanding sense.
;

wit of the Lord

?

;

or

who was

his counselor

Wycli/iHom.

&

&

Uod bestowed on the churches of Mucedonia.
2 Cor. viii. 1.
Thou wost full little what thou meanest. Cliaucer.
We witen not what thing we prayen here. Chaucer.
which

?

xi. 34).

A prince most prudent, of an excellent

A woman infamous

And unmatched wit and judgment.
Shak.
Will puts in practice what the tvit deviseth. Sir J. Davies.
He wants not ivit the danger to decline.
Dryden.

2. Fascination

Coleiidge.

;

Locke.
;

Stiak.

;

;

;

;

wipra against, Skr. vi asunder. Cf. Withdraw, Withers, Withstand.] With denotes or expresses some situation or relation of nearness, proximity, association,
connection, or the like. It is used especially
1. To denote a close or direct relation of opposition or
hostility ;
equivalent to against.
Thy servant will . fight with this Philistine. 1 Sam. xvii. 32.
II^°° In this sense, common in Old English, it is now
obsolete except in a few compounds as, unth)io\d withstand ; and after the verbs jigldi contend, struggle, and
the like.
2. To denote association in respect of situation or environment ; hence, among ; in the company of.
I will buy loith you, sell toith you, talk with you, walk with
you, and so following; but I, will not eat with you, drink
with you, nor pray with you.
Shak.
Pity your own, or pity our estate.
Nor twist our fortunes with your sinking fate. Dryden.
See where on earth the flowery glories lie
With her they flourished, and with her they die. Pope.
There is no living with thee nor without thee. Tatler.
Such arguments had invincible force with those pagan phi;

Wyclif (Ada

He

.

4. To denote the accompaniment of cause, means, insometimes equivalent to by.
strument, etc.
That with these fowls I be all to-rent.
Chaucer.

viii. 9).

;

;

Thou

WiVt receiving your friends within and amusing them without, you lead a good, pleasant, bustling life of it.
Goldsmith.
5. To denote association in thought, as for comparison
or contrast.
Can blazing carbuncles with her compare ?
Sandj/s.
6. To denote simultaneous happening, or iimuediate
succession or consequence.
With that ahe told me
that she would Iiide no truth from
me.
Sir P. Sidfwy.
With her they flourished, and with her they die.
i'ope.

,

A

Witch balls, a name applied to the interwoven rolling
tnassea of the stems of herbs, which are driven by the
winds over the steppes of Tartary. Cf. Thmbleweed.
Maunder (Treas. of Bot.).—YlMbai' boBomo (Bot.), tufted
full,

tip,

ftm

;

pity

wilt be like a lover presently,

Addison.

2. An ugly old woman ; a hag.
Shak.
3. One who exercises more than common power of
attraction ; a charming or bewitching person also, one
given to mischief ;
said especially of a woman or child.
iCoUoq.']
4. {Geom.)
certain curve of the third order, described by Maria Aynesi under the name versiera.
5. (Zool.) The stormy petrel.

rwde,

—

And tire the hearer irith a book of words.
Shak.
(He] entertained a coffeehouse with the following narrative.

Shak.

unite,

Addison.

To denote a connection

of friendship, support, alliance, assistance, countenance, etc. ; hence, on the side of.
Fear not, for I am ivith thee, and will bless thee. Gen. xxvi. 24.
3.

S,-

me,

:

losophers.

.

With
;

food, fo~bt

;

this

out,

.

.

he pointed to his face.

oU

;

chair

;

SO

I)rj/den.

i

Shak.

will scarce be plesised withal.

Fy on
But
If

a

if

;

same time

at the

possession

man be virtuous withal.
Chaucer
I am yoius withaL
Shak

you choose that, then

How modest in exception, and withal
How terrible in constant resolution.

Shak.

—

put after its object, at the
With-al', prep. With
end of the sentence or clause in which it stands. [Ois.]
This diamond he greets your wife withal.
Shak.
Whatsoever uncleanness it be that a man shall be defiled
;

withal.

Lev. v.

3.

With'am-lte (wTth'am-It), n. [From its discoverer,
H. Wilham.'] {Min.) A variety of epidote, of a reddish
color, found in Scotland.

With-draw'
(-dru')

(with-dra'),

Withdrawn

p. p.

;

V.

t.

(-dran')

+

;

[imp. Withdrew
vb. n.
p. pr.

&

Withdrawing.] [ With against
draw.]
1. To take
back or away; as what has been bestowed or enjoyed to
draw back to cause to move away or retire ; as, to with;

;

draw

Impossible
anything.
2.

the

aid, favor, capital, or
that

it is

like.

God should withdraw his presence from
Hooker.

To take back

;

to recall or retract

;

withdraw

as, to

false charges.

With-flraw',

company or

To

v. i.

place

;

retire

;

away

to go

;

to quit a
he withdrew from

to retreat
as,

;

When the

sea JoMdre!;;." King Horn.
Syn. To recede ; retrograde ; go back.
With-draw'al (-ol), re. The act of withdrawing
withdrawment ; retreat ; retraction.
Fielding,

"

the company.

—

With-draw'er

(-er),

One who withdraws one who

re.

;

takes back, or retracts.

With-draw'ing-roojn' (-Tng-room'), re. [See Withdraw, and cf. Drawing-room.] A room for retirement
from another room, as from a dining room a drawing;

room.

A

door in the middle leading to a parlor and withdrawingroom.
Sir W. Scott.
With-draw'ment (-ment), n. The act of withdrawing withdrawal.
W. Belsham.
Withe (with 277), re. [O'E. withe. V141- See Withy,
re.]
[Written also icith.] 1. A flexible, slender twig or
branch used as a band a willow or osier twig a withy.
2. A band consisting of a twig or twigs twisted.
3. {Naut. ) An iron attachment on one end of a mast or
boom, with a ring, through which another mast or boom
is rigged out and secured
a wythe.
R. H. Dana, Jr.
4. (Arch.) A partition between flues in a chimney.
Withe, v. i. [imp.
p. p. WiTHED (wTtht) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Withikg.]
To bind or fasten with withes.
You shall see him withed, and haltered, and staked, and
baited to death.
Bp. HalL
_With'er (wTth'er), v. i.
[imp.
p. p. Withered
(-erd)
vb. n. Withering.]
[OE. uideren;
p. pr.
probably the same word as wederen to weather (see
Weather, v.
n.) ; or cf. G. vencittern to decay, to be
weather-beaten, Lith. vysti to wither.] 1. To fade ; to
lose freshness ; to become sapless ; to dry or shrivel up.
Shall he not pull up the roots thereof, and cut off the fruit
thereof, that it tvitlier ?
Ezek. xvii. 9.
2. To lose or want animal moisture ; to waste ; to pine
away, as animal bodies.
This is a man, old, wrinkled, faded, withered.
Sl>ak,
There was a man which had his hand wit/tered. Matt. xii. 10.
Now warm in love, now withering in the grave. Dryden.
3. To lose vigor or power ; to languish ; to pass away.
" Names that must not wither.''''
Byron.
States thrive or wither as moons wax and wane. Cowper.
;

8in»,

;

;

;

&

&

&

&

;

&

V. t.
1. To cause to fade, and become dry.
no sooner risen with a burning heat, but it witherand the flower thereof falleth.
James i. 11.
2. To cause to shrink, wrinkle, or decay, for want of
animal moisture. " Age can not wither her."
Shak.

With'er,

Tlic sun

is

eth the grass,

Shot forth pernicious

Among the
3.

accursed, that withered

all their

blight

;

fire

streugUi.

To cause

;

;

—

.

;

lodges here ... is a rare man of art tliey
a witch.
Beau.
Ft
can not abide the old woman of Brentford he swears

i'ae'&a.witch.

—

—

—

's

the national council, or legislature, of England in the

;

!

Thy master that

;

days of the Anglo-Saxons, before the Norman Conquest.
Wit'fish' (wTt'fish'), re. {Zool.) The ladyflsh (a).
Chapman,
Wlt'ful (-ful), a. Wise sensible, [i?.]
With (wTtli), re. See WrrHE.
With (with), prep, [OE. with, AS. wiS with,
against akin to AS. loiSer against, OFries. with, OS.
wiS, wiSar, D. zveder, weer (in comp.), G. wider against,
wieder again, OHG. tvidar again, against, Icel. viS
against, with, by, at, Sw. vid at, by, Dan. ved, Goth.

—

say he

;

men

or occurrence, and, by a sudden turn, presenting it under
aspects whoDy new and unexpected
apparently natural
and admissible, if not perfectly just, and bearing on the
subject, or the parties concerned, with a laughable keen"
ness and force.
What I want," said a pompous orator,
aiming at his antagonist, "is common sense." "£;r«f<i^ ."' was the whispered reply. The pleasure we find in
wit arises from the ingenuity of the turn, the sudden surprise it brings, and the patness of its application to the
case, in the new and ludicrous relations thus flashed upon
the view. Humor is a quality more congenial to the English mind than wit.
It consists primarily in taking up
the peculiarities of a humorist (or eccentric person) and
drawing them out, as Addison did those of Sir Roger de
Coverley, so that we enjoy a hearty, good-natured laugh
at his unconscious manifestation of whims and oddities.
From this original sense the term has been widened to embrace other sources of kindly mirth of the same general
character.
In a well-known caricature of EngUsli reaerve, an Oxford student is represented as standing on
the brink of a river, greatly agitated at the sight of a
drowning man before him, and crying out, " O that I had
been introduced to this gentleman, that Imight save his
life "
The " SUent Woman " of Ben Jonson is one of
the most humorous productions, in the original sense
•of the term, which we have in our language.
Witch (wich), n. [Cf. Wick of a lamp.] A cone of
paper which is placed in a vessel of lard or other fat, and
used as a taper. \^Prov. Eng."]
[OE. wicche, AS. wicce, fem., wicca,
Witch, re.
masc. ; perhaps the same word as AS. wltiga, wltga, a
soothsayer (cf. Wiseacre) ; cf. Pries, wikke a witch,
LG. wikken to predict, Icel. vilki a wizard, vitka to bewitch.] 1. One who practices the black art, or magic ;
•one regarded as possessing supernatural or magical power
by compact with an evil spirit, esp. with the Devil ; a
sorcerer or sorceress ;
now applied chiefly or only to
women, but formerly used of men as weU.
There was a man in that city whose name was Simon, a
witch.

He

;

Chaucer.

Chaucer.
Spenser.
Chaucer.
Wit'en (wit"n), obs. pi. pres. of Wit.
Wit'e-na-ge-mote' (wTt'e-na-ge-mof 277), re. [AS.
witena gemot an assembly of the wise wita a wise man
gemot assembly.] {AS. Hist.) A meeting of wise

— Ingenuity humor satire sarcasm irony
burlesque. — Wit, Humor.
Wit primarily meant mind, +
find now denotes the power of seizing on some thought
;

Chaucer.

See Wite,

[AS. wite punishment. V133.
Wite,
t;.]
Blame ; reproach. lObs, or Scol."]
Wite'less, a. Blameless. [Oft.s.]
n.

The five wits, the five senses ; also, sometimes, the five
qualities or faculties, common wit, imagination, fantasy,
estimation, and memory.
Chaucer. Nares.

;

;

'

that I be jealous, wite me not.
Therefore if that I misspeak or say,
Wite it the ale of Southwark, I you pray.

A

;

;

Though

U

But my Jive wits nor my five senses can
Dissuade one foolish heart from serving thee.

—

;

those either blaspheMilton.
Intemperate wits will spare neither friend nor foe.
Estrange.
wit herself, Amelia weds a loit.
Young.

Syn.

;

.

;

atheistical, or libelous.

felt

;

;

mous and

never

;

;

2. Together with this ; likewise
ia addition ; also.
\_Archaic}

;

a man of
genius, fancy, or humor one distinguished for bright or
amusing sayings, for repartee, and the like.
In Athens, where books and wits were ever busier than in any
other part of Greece, I find but only two sorts of writings which
the magistrate cared to take notice of

Sir W. Scott,
enchantment.

for witcheries.

a joker. [Ofts.]
Shak,
Wlt'craft' (-kraff), re. 1. Art or skill of the mind
contrivance invention wit. [Oft*.]
Camden,
2. The art of reasoning ; logic.
[-R.]
Wite (wit), V, t, [AS. wltan ; akin to D. wijten, G.
veiweisen, Icel. vita to mulct, and E. tvit ; cf AS. wltan
to see, L. animadvertere to observe, to punish. V133.
See Wit, v,J To reproach ; to blame to censure also,
to impute as blame. [Obs, or Scot.]
Spenser,

Wit lying most in the assemblage of ideas^ and putting those
with quickness and variety wherein can be found any
resemblance or congruity, thereby to make up pleasant pictures

A person of eminent sense or knowledge

.

7.

as,

fortune.

;

•together

4.

.

;

;

in the fancy.

.

irresistible Influence

The witchery of the soft blue sky. Wordsworth.
The dear, dear witchery of song.
Bryant.
Witch'-ha'zel (-ha'z'l), n.
[See Wych-elm, and
Hazel.] (^Bot,) (a) The wych-elm. (ft) An American
shrub or small tree (Uamamelis Virginica), which blossoms late in autumn.
Wltch'ing, a. That witches or enchants suited to
enchantmeut or witchcraft bewitching. " The very
witching time of night." Shak,
Witch'ing-ly, adv,
Witch'-tree' (-tre'), re. {Bot.) The witch-hazel.
Wit'chuck' (wTt'chiik'), re. (ZodL) The sand martin, or bank swallow.
\_Prov. Eng,^
Wit'-crack'er (-krSk'er), n. One who breaks jests

mental faculty, or power of the mind ;
used in
2.
this sense chiefly in the plural, and in certain phrases
as, to lose one's loits; at one's xcits' end, and the like.
"Men's wittes ben so dull."
Chaucer.
I will stare him out of his wits.
S/tak.
3. Felicitous association of objects not usually connected, so as to produce a pleasant surprise ; also, the
power of readily combining objects in such a manner.
The definition of luit is only this, that it is a propriety of
thoughts and words or, in other terms, thoughts and words
elegantly adapted to the subject.
Drjjden.
Wit which discovers partial likeness hidden in general divereity.

;

He

—

A

;;;

;

to languish, perish, or pass
as, a reputatiou witliered by calumny.

Milton.

away

;

to

The passions and the caies that luither life. Bn/ant.
With'er-hand'(-band'),«. [Withers -^ band.] {Far.)

A

piece of iron in a saddle near a horse's withers, to

strengthen the bow.
(-erd), a.
Faded; dried up; shriveled;
wasted awaj;.
Wlth'ered-ness, n. Bp. Hall.
Wlth'er-ing (-er-ing), a. Tending to wither causing

With'ered

—
—
to shrink or fade.
With'er-lng-ly, adv.
wilted

;

;

With'er-ite (-Tt), re. [So called after Dr. W. Wither{Min.) Barium carbonate occurring in wliite or
ing.]
gray six-sided twin crystals, and also in columnar or
granular masses.

With'er-ling

A

re.
[Wither .\- -ling.]
withis decrepit.
[Obs.]
Chapman.
(-nitm), «.
[AS.
wiSer
against
navi a seizure, fr. niiiian to take.] {Law)
second or reciprocal distress of other goods in lieu of
goods wliich were taken by a first distress and have
been eloigned; a taking by way of reprisal;
chiefly
used in the expression capias in withernam, which ia
the name of a writ used in connection with the notion
of replevin (sometimes called a writ of reprisal), n hich
issues to a defendant in replevin when ho has obtaijied
judgment for a return of tlie cliattels replevied, and fails
to obtain them on the writ of return.
Blackstone.

ered person

in^

;

oiio

(-ITng),

who

wiSemdm;

With'er-nam

+

A

—

;

then, tliin

;

toon

;

xl»

=z

in azux«.

"

WITHE-ROD
WiUie'-rod' (wTth'rSd'), n. (Bot.) A North Amerimidiim) whose tough osierlike
( Viburnum

shoots are sometimes used for binding sheaves.
[Properly, the parts
Wlth'ers (wlth'erz), n, pi.
which resist the pull or strain in drawing a load ; fr. OE.
wither resistance, AS. wiSre, fr. wiSer against; akin to
G. Mirferrist withers. See 'VVith, j»rep.] The ridge between the shoulder bones of a horse, at the base of the
neck. See Illnst. of Horse.
Let the galled jade wince our t^iVAers are unwrung. Shak.
Wlth'er-wrung' (-er-rtmg'), a. Injured or hurt in
the withers, as a horse.
[imp. Withheld
With-hoiii' (with-hold'), V. t.
(-hSld'); p. j3. Withheld, Obs. or ^rcAoic Withholden
(-hold''n) ; p. pr. & vb. n. Withholding.] \_With again,
against, back -|- hold.']
1. To hold back ; to restrain ;
to keep from action.
Withhold. O sovereign prince, your hasty hand
From knitting league with him.
Spenser,
2. To retain to keep back ; not to giant ; as, to wiChhold assent to a proposition.
Forbid who will, none shall from me withhold
;

;

Longer thy offered good.
Milton.
to maintain
to retain.
[06.S.]
withhold
it
To
the more easily in heart.
Chaucer.
With-hOld'er (-eri, re. One who withholds.
With-hold'ment (-ment), n. The act of withholding.
With-In' {-in'}, prep. [OE. withinne, wiihinnen, AS.

To keep;

;

wiS with, against, toviatA -\- innan in, in;
wardly, within, from in in. See With, ^re^.. In, prep.]
1. In the inner or interior part of ; inside of ; not
without as, within doors.
O. unhappy youth
wiSinnan

;

I

Come

not within these doors

within this roof

;

—

of all your graces lives.
Shak.
cured by religion, it is as impossible for a man
that is, pleased and contented within himself

to be happy
BB it is for a sick

R

—

man

to be at ease.

2. In the limits or

Tillotson.

compass of

not further in length
;
not longer in time than ; as,
within an hour ; not exceeding in quantity ; as, expenses
kept within one's income.
"That he repair should
again within a little while."
Chaucer.
Within these five hours lived Lord Hastings,
Untainted, unexamined, free, at liberty.
Shak.
3. Hence, inside the limits, reach, or influence of not
going outside of; not beyond, overstepping, exceeding,
or the like.
Both he and she are still within my power.
Dryden.
Within himself
The danger lies, yet lies within his power.
Milton.
Were every action concluded within itself, and drew no consequences after it, we should, undoubtedly, never err in our

than

as,

;

within

five

miles

;

;

choice of good.

Locke.

With-In', adv.

In the inner part inwardly internally.
"The wound festers tOiVAm."
Carew.
Ills from within thy reason must prevent.
Dryden.
2. In the house in doors as, the master is within.
With-In'forth' (-forth'), adv.
Within inside
inwardly. \_Obs.']
Wyclif.
[It is much greater labor] for to withinforth call into mind,
without sight of the eye withoutiorth upon images, what he before knew and thought upon.
Bp. Peacock.
Wlth-ln'side' (-sid'), adv. In the inner parts inside.
[Obs.']
Graves.
[OE. withoute, withouten,
With-out' (-out'), prep.
AS. wiSutan ; wits with, against, toward -|- utan outside,
fr. ut out.
See With, prep.. Out.] 1. On or at the
outside of out of not within as, without doors.
1.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Without the gate

Some

and some the coursers rein. Dryden.
2. Out of the limits of ; out of reach of beyond.
Eternity, before the world and after, is without our reach.
drive the oars,

;

r. Burnet.

Not with

otherwise than with
in absence of,
not with use or employment of independently of exclusively of with
omission of as, without labor without damage.
X wolde it do ivithouten negligence.
Chaucer.
Wise men will do it without a law.
Bacon.
Without the separation of the two monarchies, the most advantageous terms
must end in ourdestruction. Addison.
There is no living with thee nor without thee. Tatler.
To do without. See under Do.
Without day [a translation of L. sine die], without the aijpointment of a day
to appear or assemble again finally
as, the Fortieth
Congress then adjourned without day. Without recooise.
See under Recoukse.
With-out', conj. Unless except
introducing a
3.

;

;

separation from, or destitution of
;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

clause.

You

will never live to

in breath with exercise,

my

and

age without you keep yourselves

in heart with joyf ulness.

Sir P. Sidney.

1^°"

Now rarely used by good writers or speakers.

Wlth-OUt', adv.

1.

On

or at the outside

not within ; outwardly ; externally.
Without were fightings, within were fears.
2. Outside of the house ; out of doors.

inside

;

not on the

;

2 Cor.

vii. 5.

The people came unto the house without. Chaucer.
With-out'-door' (-dor'), a. Outdoor; exterior. [Obs.]
" Her u'ithout-door form."
Shak.
With-OUt'eil (-'n), prep. Without. [Obs.'} Chaucer.
With-out'2ortJl' (-forth'), adv.
Without; outside;
outwardly. Cf. WrrniNFORTH. [Obs.]
Chaucer.

Wlth-Say' (-sa'), v. t.
To contradict; to gainsay;
to deny ; to renounce.
Gower.
[Obs.]
If that he his Christendom withsay.
Chaucer,
With-set' (-sgf), V. t.
To set against; to oppose.
" Their way he them withset."
B. of Brunne.
Wlth-stand' (-stSnd'), v. t, [imp. & p. p. Withstood (-stood') p. pr. & vb. n. Withstanding.] [AS.
wiSstandan. See With, prep., and Stand.] To stand
against ; to oppose
to resist, either with physical or
]Obs.]

;

;

ale,

senate, cSre,

as, to withstand an attack of troops
to
withstand eloquence or arguments.
Piers Plowman.
I withstood him to the face.
Gal. ii. 11.
;

;

Some village Hampden, that, with dauntless breast.
The little tyrant of his fields tvithstood.
Gray.
Wlth-Stand'er (wlth-stand'er), n. One who withstands, or opposes an opponent a resisting power.
Wlth-stOOd' (-std5d'), imp. & p. p. of Withstand.
With'Vine' (with'vin'), re. [Withe -]- vine.] (Bot.)
;

;

Quitch grass.

Wlth'wind'

(-wind'), n.

[AS. wiSoivinde.] (Bot.)

A

kind of bindweed {Convolvulus arvensis).
He bare a burden ybound with a broad list.
In a witheioyndes wise y bounden about. Piers Plowman.
Wlth'Wine' (-win'), n. (Bot.) Same as Withtine.
With'y (-y), re. ; pi. Withies (-Iz). [OE. withe, wipi,
AS. wiSig a willow, willow twig akin to G. weide willow, OHG. wlda, Icel. vlSir a willow, viS, viSja, a vpithy,
Sw. vide a \villow, vidja a willow twig, Dan. vidie a willow, osier, Gr. 'nea, and probably to L. viiis a vine, riei'e
to plait, Russ. tJiVe. V141. Cf. Wine, Withe.] 1. (Bot.)
The osier willow {Salix viminalis). See Osier, n. (a).
;

2. A withe.
See Withe, 1.
With'y, c. Made of withes like a withe flexible
and tough also, abounding in withes.
The stream is brimful now, and lies high in this little withy
;

;

;

plantation.

G. Eliot.

Wlt'ing (wTtlng), re. [See Wit, v.] Knowledge.
[Obs.] " Withoutep wiiing of any other wight."
Chaucer.

Witless (wTt'lfes), a. Destitute of wit or understanding; wanting thought ; hence, indiscreet not under the
guidance of judgment. " TRi/eM bravery.
Shak.
A witty mother wittesf: else her son.
Shak.
Witless pity breedeth fruitless love.
Fairfax.
;

I

The enemy
Til] this be

moral force

am, arm, ask,

— Wit1ess-ly, adv. — Witless-ness,
[Wit + -ling;
Wit'Iing (-ling),

re.

re.
cf. G. witzling.]
person who has little wit or understanding a pretender to wit or smartness.
A beau and witling perished in the throng.
Pope.
Ye newspaper witlings ye pert scribbling folks Goldsmith.
(-nes),
n.
witnes,
gewitnes,
from
witan
[AS.
Wit'ness
to know. V133. See Wit, v. i.]
1. Attestation of a
fact or an event testimony.
May we with
the witness of a good conscience, pursue
him with any further revenge ?
Shak.
If I bear witness of myself, my witTzess is not true. John v. 31.
2. That which furnishes evidence or proof.
Laban said to Jacob,
This heap be witness, and this pillar

A

;

.'

!

;

.

.

.

.

be witness.

Gen. xxxi.

;

3. One who is cognizant
a person who beholds, or
otherwise has personal knowledge of, anything as, an
" Thyself art witness I am
; an eaxicitness,
betrothed."
Shak,
Upon my looking round, I was witness to appearances which
filled me with melancholy and regret.
i?. Hall.
4. (Law) (a) One who testifies in a cause, or gives
evidence before a judicial tribunal as, the witnesses in
court agreed in all essential facts. (6) One who sees the
execution of an instrument, and subscribes it for the purpose of confirming its authenticity by his testimony one
who witnesses a will, a deed, a marriage, or the like.
Privileged witnesses.
(Laiv) See under Privileged. —
With a witness, effectually to a great degree with great
force, so as to leave some mark as a testimony. [Colloq.]
This, I confess, is haste with a witness.
South.
Wit'ness, v. t. [imp. & p. p. Witnessed (-nSst) p.
pr.
vb, re. Witnessing.]
1. To see or know by personal presence to have direct cognizance of.
This is but a faint sketch of the incalculable calamities and
horrors we must expect, should we ever witness the triumphs of

matter by stamping.

;

;

;

&

;

modem infidelity.

Ji.

General Washington

Marshall,
;

and subscribe

for the purpose of establishing its authenticity
as, to witness a bond or a deed.
Wit'ness, v, i. To bear testimony ; to give evidence
Chaucer,
to testify.
The men of Belial witnessed against him. 1 Kings xxi. 1.3.
The witnessing of the truth was then so generally attended
with this event [martyrdom] that martyrdom now signifies ^ot
South.
only to witness, but to witness to death.
Wit'ness-er (-er), re. One who witnesses.
Wit'-snap'per (-sniip'per), re. One who affects repShak.
artee; a wit-cracker.
[Obs.]
Wit'-starved' (-starvd'), a. Barren of wit ; destiExaminer.
tute of genius.
Wit'ted (-ted), a. Having (such) a wit or understanding as, a quick-itiWerf boy.
Wlt'tlc-as'ter (-tlk-Ss'ter), re. [Formed like criticasMilton.
witling.
[P.]
ter.]
witty
Wlt'tl-Cism (-ti-siz'm), re. [From Wittt.]
saying ; a sentence or phrase which is affectedly witty
Milton.
an attempt at wit ; a conceit.
He is full of conceptions, points of epigram, and witticisms;
Addison.
all which are below the dignity of heroic verse.
;

;

A

A

+

Wit'tl-fied (-fid), a, [Witty
-fy -\- -ed,] Possessed
P. North.
of wit ; witty.
[R,]
wisely; ingenadv.
In
witty
manner;
a
Wit'ti-ly,
iously ; artfully
with wit with a delicate turn or
phrase, or with an ingenious association of ideas.
Dryden.
Who his own harm so loiitily contrives.
;

;

Wit'tl-ness, re. The quality of being witty.
Wit'ting-ly (-ting-ly), adv. [See Wit, v.] Knowwith knowledge by design.
Wit'tol (-till), re. [Said to be for white (ail, and so
called in allusion to its white tail; but cf. witwal.J
[Prov. Eng.]
1. {Zo'dl.) The wheatear.
2. A man who knows his wife's infidelity and submits

ingly

;

;

finol,

aUf

eve, event,

6i.d,

fem, recent;

ice,

;

;

;

)
1

i.
[imp. & p, p. Wived (wivd) p. pr.
Wiving.] [AS. wifian, gewifian. See Wife.]
as a man to take a wife.
Wherefore we pray you hastily to unve.
Chaucer.
Wive, V. t. 1. To match to a wife to provide with
a wife. "An I could get me but a wife .
I were
manned, horsed, and tvived."
Shak,
2. To take for a wife to marry.
I have wived his sister.
Sir W. Scott.
Wlve'hood (-h5Sd), re. Wifehood. [Obs.] Spenser.
Homilies.
'iWlve'less, a. Wifeless.
[Obs.]

&

Wive
vb.

(wiv), V.

;

re.

To marry,

;

;

.

;

Wive'ly,

Wifely.

[Obs.]
Udall.
[OE. wivere a serpent, OF.
wivre, guivre, F. givre, guivre,
wiver, from L. vipera ; probably influenced by OHG. wipera, from the Latin.
See Viper, and cf. Weevee.]
1. {Her.) A fabulous two-legged, winged creature, like
a cockatrice, but having the head of a dragon, and without spurs. [Written also wyvern.]
The jargon of heraldry, its griifins, its mold warps, its wivems,
and its dragons.
Sir W. Scott.
2. {Zo'dl.) The weever.
a.

Wiv'er (wTv'er),
Wiv'ern (-em),

)

re.

J

Wives

(wivz), re., pi. of Wipe.
(wlz'erd), re.
[Probably from wise
a sage. [Obs.]
;
See how from far upon the eastern road
The star-led loizards [Magi] haste with odors sweet

Wiz'ard
1.

A wise man

+ -ard.]
Milton.

I

2. One devoted to the black art ; a magician ; a conjurer a sorcerer ; an enchanter.
The wily wizard must be caught.
Dryden,
;

Wiz'ard, a. 1. Enchanting charming.
Collins,
2. Haunted by wizards.
Where Deva spreads her wizard stream.
Milton.
Wiz'ard-ly, a. Resembling or becoming a wizard
;

wizardlike

weird.

;

Wiz'ard-ry (-ry), n. The character or practices of
wizards; sorcery; magic. "He acquired a reputation
bordering on wizardry."
J. A. Symonds.
Wiz'en (wiz"n), V. i. [OE. wisenen, AS. wisnian;
akin to weornian to decay, OHG. wesanen to grow dry,
G. verwesen to rot, Icel. visna to wither, Sw. vissna, Dan.
visne, and probably to L. virus an offensive odor, poison.
Cf. Vieds.]
Scot.]
To wither; to dry. [Prov. Eng.
Wiz'en, a. Wizened thin weazen withered.

&

;

;

;

A little lonely, wizen, strangely clad boy.
Wiz'en,
shrunken

;

[Prov. Eng.

The weasand.

re.

Wiz'ened

weazen

;

as,
;
(-'n-fast'), a.

Dickens.

& Scot.]

Dried shriveled
a wizened old man.

(wiz''nd), a.

Wiz'en-f aced'

;

it

;

;

Hall.

To give testimony to to testify to to attest.
Behold how many things they witness against thee. Mark xv. 4.
3. {Law) To see the execution of, as an instrument,
2,

;

—

did not live to witness the restoration of

peace.

;

amusing humorous satirical ironical taunting.
(-wal'), re.
Wit'wal'
[Akin to G. uittewal, wiedeWit'wall'
wall, MHG. witewal, D. xciedewaal,
ivielewaal, OD. weduwael, and perhaps the same word
as OE. wodewale. Cf. Wood, re., Wittol.] {Zo'dl.) (o)
The golden oriole. (6) The greater spotted woodpecker.
[Prov. Eng.]
Wit'WOrm' (-wfirm'), re. One who, or that which,
feeds on or destroys vrit.
[Obs.]
B. Jonson.

;

;

;

;

;

unmercifully witty upon the women."
Addison,
Syn. Acute; smart; sharp; arch; keen; facetious;

;

;

Knight.

Wit'ty (wit'tjr), a. [Compar. Wittier (-ti-er) superl. Wittiest.]
[AS. witig, wittig.
See Wit, re.]
knowing wise skillful judi1. Possessed of wit
cious; clever; cunning.
[06s.] "The deep-revolving
witty Buckingham."
Shak.
2. Especially, possessing wit or humor ; good at repartee droll facetious sometimes, sarcastic ; as, a witty
remark, poem, and the like. " Honeycomb, who was so

;

;

;

;

51, 52.

eyeivitness

—

to it a tame cuckold
so called because the cuckoo
lays its eggs in the wittol's nest.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Wit'tOl-ly (wif tai-ly), a. Like a wittol cuckoldly.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Witts (wTts), re. {Mining) Tin ore freed from earthy

.

.

;

WODEN

1660

can shrub

3.

"

;;

;

withered

J

Having a shriveled, thin,

withered face.

Wlat'some

(lat'siim), a.

Murder

is

.

.

.

Wo

[AS. wlatian to disgust, irk,

Loathsome disgusting

wlaeltaloaXidu^.]

;

wlatsom and abhominable
a.
See Woe. [Obs.]

;

to

hateful. [Obs.']
God. Chaucer.

(wo), re. &
Chaucer,
Woad (wod),re. [O'E. wod, AS. wad ; akin to D. u'eede,
G. waid, OHG. xveit, Dan. vaid, veid, Sw. veide, L. vitrum.] [Written also wad, and wade.] 1. {Bot.) An
herbaceous cruciferous plant {Isatis tinctoria). It was
formerly cultivated for the blue coloring matter derived

from
2.

its leaves.

A blue dyestuff, or coloring matter,

consisting of the

powdered and fermented leaves of the Isatis tinctoria.
It is now superseded by indigo, but is somewhat used
with indigo as a ferment in dyeing.
Their bodies
painted with woad in sundry figures. Milton,
.

.

.

the weld (Reseda luteola). See Weld.
a mill for grinding and preparing woad.
Woad'ed, a. Colored or stained with woad. "Man
Tennyson,
tattoed or ivoaded, winter-clad in skins.
Wild woad

— Woad

(Bot.),

mill,

Woad'-wax'en(-waks''n),re. [Cf. Wood-wax.] (Bot.)
leguminous plant {Genista tinctoria) of Europe and
Russian Asia, and adventitious in America
called also
greenwood, greenweed, dyer^s greenweed, and whin, woodloash, wood-icax, and wood-ivaxen.

A

;

Woald

—

See Weld.
i.
See Wabele.
[AS. wod.] Mad. See Wood, a.
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
Chaucer.
Chaucer.
Wode, re. Wood. [Obs.]
Wode'geld' (-geld'), re. [See Wood, and Geld.] (O.
Eng. Law) A geld, or payment, for wood.
Burrill.
Wo'den (wo'den), re. [AS. Woden; akui to OS. Wodan, OHG. Wuotan, Icel. OtSinn, and probably to B.
wood, a. Cf. Wednesday.] {Northern Myth.) A deity
corresponding to Odin, the supreme deity of the Scandinavians.
Wednesday is named for him. See Odin.
(wold),

Wob'ble

Wode

idea, ill;

re.

(wob'b'l), v.

(wod),

a.

old,

6hey, drb, odd;

;;;

WOE
Woe

Eskimo dog. —Wolf

eel

{

Zo'ol.),

a wolf

fish.

—Wolf

—

unhappy sad.
;
woeful widows left to
sad disgrace

—

Daniel.
as,

;

a woe-

;

;

mournfully miserably dolefully.
Wo'lul-ly, )
Woe'fuI-neSS, ) n. The quality or state of being woeful
misery wretchedness.
Wo'lul-ness,
Woe'some (wo'aiim), a. Woeful. [06s.] Langhorne.
Woke (wok), imp. &p. p. of Wake.
Wol (wol), V. t. & i. See 2d Will. [06s.] Chaucer.
Wold (wold), n. [OE. u-old, wald, AS. weald, wald, a
wood, forest; akin to OFries. & OS. wald, D. woud,
G. wald, Icel. vollr a field, and probably to Gr. aAcros a

—

;

;

;

)

;

Wolf'llng

Wol'fram-ate

n.

See

A young wolf.

See Uterus.
2. {Anal.) The uterus.
3. The place where anything is generated or produced.
The ivojnb of earth the genial seed receives. Dryden.

or wulf'ram

(Chem.)

(-at), n.

;

A salt of

Byron.

Weld.

Wolde (wold), obs. imp. of Will. See WorLD.
Wolf (wulf), n.; pi. Wolves (wulvz). [OE. wolf, wulf,

&

AS. wulf ; akin to OS. wulf, D.
G. wolf, Icel. Ulfr, Sw.
Dan. ulv, Goth, wulfs, Lith. vilkas, Ruas. volk', L.
lupus, Gr. AuKos, Skr. V7-ka ; also to Gr. ehcetv to draw,
drag, tear In pieces. V286. Cf. Lupine, a.. Lyceum.]
1. (Zool.) Any one of several species of wild and savage carnivores belonging to the genus Canis and closely
The best-known and most
allied to the common dog.
destructive species are the European wolf ( Canis lupus),
the American gray, or timber, wolf (C. occidentalis), and
the prairie wolf, or coyote. Wolves often hunt in packs,
and may thus attack large animals and even man.
ulf,

—

{Euphorbia)
so called from its acrid milky juice.
Well (wol or wol), V. t. & i. See 2d Will. [06s.]
Wol'las-ton-ite (w61'las-tiin-it or wool'-), n. [After
Dr. W. H. WoUaston, an English chemist, who died in
{Min.) A siKcate of lime of a white to gray, red,
1828.]
;

or yellow color, occurring generally in cleavable masses,
rarely in tabular crystals ; tabular spar.
Chaucer.
Wool. [06s.]
(wol), n.
Wol'ver-ene' 1 (wul'ver-en'), n. [From Wolf, with
prob. so called from
a" dim. sufHx
Wol'ver-ine' I
1. {Zool.) The glutton.
its supposed wolfish qualities.]
2. A nickname for an inhabitant of Michigan. [U. S.']
Wolf.
pi.
of
(wulvz),
n.,
Wolves
Shok.
WolV'lsh (milv'ish), a. Wolfish.
Wom'an (wSomfan) n. ; pi. Women (wTm'Sn). [OE.

The

Wom'bat (wom'bSt
womback, wombach,
tralia.]

Any one

occidentalis).

woman, womman, wumman,wimman,wifmon, AS. itnfmann, wimmann ; zcif woman, wife -j- mann a man.
See Wife, and Man.] 1. An adult female person a
grown-up female person, as distinguished from a man or
a child sometimes, any female person.
Shah.
Women are soft, mild, pitiful, and flexible.
And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from man, made
;

;

;

A

he a woman.
I have observed among
themselves more than the

6. {Mus.) (a)

The harsh, howling sound

of

some

of

the chords on an organ or piano tuned by unequal temperament. (6) In bowed instruments, a harshness due
to defective vibration in certain notes of the scale.
7. {Textile Manuf.) A willying macliine.
Knight.
Black wolf. (Zool.) (a) A black variety of the European
wolf which is common in tlie Pyrenees. (6) A black variety of the American gray wolf. —Golden wolf (Zool.),
the Thibetan wolf (Canis laniger) —called n\so clirmco.
Indian wolf (Zool.), an Asiatic wolf (Cavis pallipe.i)
which somewhat resembles a jackal.
Called also
landriak.
Prairie wolf (Zool.), the coyote.
Sea wolf.
(Zo'ol.) See in the Vocabulary. - Strand wolf (Zool.), the
striped hyena. — TaBmanian wolf (Zool.), the zebra wolf.
Tiger wolf (Zool.), the spotted liyena. — To keep the
wolf from the door, to keep away poverty
to prevent
etarvation. See Wolf, 3, above. Tcnvyson. —Vlo\t Aog.
(Zool.) (a) The mastiff, or shepherd dog, of the Pyrenees,
supposed by some authors to be one of the ancestors of
the St. Beriiard dog. (6) The Irish greyhound, supposed
to have been <ised formerly by the Danes for cliasing
wolves, (c) A dog bred between a dog and a wolf, as the

—

;

;

(-nn-hBd), Wom'an-hede (-bed), n.
Chaucer.
Womaiiliood. [06s.]
1. The state of boiiic; a
(-bdSd),
ii.
Wom'an-hOOd
wouian tho distinguisliing character or qualities ot a
woman, or of womankind.
Spemer,
Unspotted faith, and comely womanhood.

;

unite,

rjjde,

t^ll,

Up, ftm

;

;

food, fo^jt

;

out, oil

;

obalr

;

bo

;

sine,

ji j.

i

.iiuiiaiiiiuL.

Wonder

is

upon ignorance.

the eftect of novelty

Johnson.

U^^

Wonder expresses less than astonishment, and
much less than amazement. It differs from orfm/;(/?ion,
as now used, in not being necessarily accompanied \vith
love, esteem, or approbation.
2.
cause of wonder ; that

which excites surprise ; a
A
strange thing; a prodigy; a miracle. "Babylon, the

Milton.
icotider of all tongues."
To try things oft, and never to give over, doth wonders. Bacon.
Ps. Ixxi. 7.
I am as a ivonder unto many.
See in the Dictionary of
Seven wonders of the world.
Noted Names in Fiction.

&

p. p. Wondered (-derd) ; p.
Won'der, v. i. limp.
[AS. wundrian.] X. To be
vb. n. Wondering.]
pr.
affected with surprise or admiration ; to be struck with
astonishment to be amazed to marvel.

&

;

;

I could not sufficiently wonder at the intrepidity of these
Swit't.
diminutive mortals.
Wc cease to tvonder at what we understand. Johnson.
with
curiosity
to
wait
uncertain
doubt
and
2. To feel
as, he wondered
expectation ; to query in the mhid
;

;

why

tliey

came.
I wonilcr, in

my

soul.

What you would ask mc, that 1 should
Won'der, a. Wonderful. [06s.]

Won'der,

deny.

After that he said a wonder thing.
Wonderfully. [06s.]
ad<'.

Won'dered

(-derd), a.

Having performed

Shak.

Gower,
Chaucer,

Chancer.
womier.--

Shak,
[06s.]
able to pertorm wonderful things.
Won'der-er (-er), n. One wlio wonders.
Adapted to excite wonder ox
Won'der-ful (-ful),
admiration; surprising; strange; astouisliing.

c

Syn.— lM:irviiUms

;

amazing.

Soo Mauvf.i.ous.

— Won'der-f ul-ly, adr. — Won'der-ftil-ness, n,
Won'der-lng-ly, adr. In a wondering iiumner.
Won'der-land' (-mud'), n, A ^huid full of wondera,
or marvels.

Won'der-ly,
Tennyson

jl,uj.„
.„„^... ^
f'^m^m^^^^^^mB^^

;

;

Perhaps the smile and the tender tone
Came out ot her pitying ii-omanhooil.

Shak.
[06s.]
277), ?i. [From the native name,

Won

—

Wom'an-head

—

Ose,

22.

in Aus{Zool.)
of three
of Aus-

;

the genus Phascolomys, e s p e - Common Wombat (^Phascolomys vrsinvs).
cially the common species (P. ursinus). They are nocturnal in their
habits, and feed mostly on roots.
Shak.
Womb'y (woom'y), a. Capacious. [06s.]
Wom'en (wim'en), n.,pl. of Woman.
(wiin), imp. & p. p. of Win.
Won, i;. t. [See IstWoNE.] To dwell or abide. [06s.
Milton.
or Scot.~\ " Where he icons in forest wild."
Spenser.
This land where I have woned thus long.
Spenser.
Won, n. Dwelling wone. [06s.]
rounder,
AS.
Won'der (wiin'der), n. [OE. ivonder,
loundor ; akin to D. iconder, OS. wundur, OHG. wuntar,
G. wunder, Icel, undr, Sw. & Dan. under, and perhaps
1. That emotion which is
to Gr. aSpelv to gaze at.]
excited by novelty, or the presentation to the sight or
mind of something new, unusual, strange, great, extraordinary, or not well understood ; surprise ; astonishment
admiration ; amazement.
They were filled with wonder and amazement at that which
Acts iii. 10.
had hajipened unto him.

;

—

pity

;

that,

" By her ii'oman
3. A female attendant or servant.
Shak.
I sent your message."
Woman hater, one who hates women one who has an
i^wift.
aversion to the female sex a misogynist.
Wom'an, v. t. 1. To act the part of a woman in
Daniel.
with indefinite if.
[iJ.]
Shok.
2. To make elfeminate or womanish.
"To
[/?.]
3. To furnish with, or unite to, a woman.
Shak.
have him see me H'ovuni'd."

;

—

ii.

women ornament
wherever found, they are

nations that the

the same kind, civil, obliging, humane, tender beings, inclined
J. Leityunl.
to be gay and cheerful, timorous and modest.
2. The female part of the human race ; womankind.
woman.
Thackeray.
prey
to
be
a
destined
to
Man is

Jer. Taylor.

Bide.

Gen.

all

men

center spike of gold

species
tralian burrowing marsupials of

;

2. (.Zobl.) One of the destructive, and usually hairy,
larvae of several species of beetles and grain moths ; as,
the bee wolf.
3. Fig. ; Any very ravenous, rapacious, or destructive
person or thing ; specifically, want starvation ; as, they
toiled hard to keep the wolf from the door.
white worm, or maggot, which infests granaries.
4.
Cf. Lupus.
6. An eating ulcer or sore.
[06i.]
If God should send a cancer upon thy face, or a wolf into thy

cavity containing and enveloping anything.

Which burns deep in the bluebell's womb. R. Browning.
Womb, V. t. To inclose in a womb, or as in a womb ;

WoUe

American Gray Wolf (Canis

Any

to breed or hold in secret.

woUramic

;

'

Tennyson.

4.

Carlyle.
[G.]
277), n.

a tungstate.
Wol-fram'lo (wol-frSm'ik or wulf-rSm'ik), a. {Chem.)
Of or pertaining to wolframium. See Tungstic.
Wol'fram-ite (w61'fram-it or wulf'ram-it), n. [G.,
wolframit, wolfram ; u'olf wolf -f- rohm cream, soot
cf. G. wolfsruss wolfram, lit., wolf's soot.]
{Min.)
Tungstate of iron and manganese, generally of a brownish or grayish black color, submetallic luster, and high
specific gravity.
It occurs in cleavable masses, and also
crystallized.
Called also wolfram.
Wol-fra'mi-um (wol-fra'mi-iim), n. [NL. See WoLFEAM.]
{Chem.) The technical name of tho element
tungsten. See Tungsten.
{Sot.) A poisonous
WolfS'bane' (wulfs'bau'), n.
plant {Aconitum Lycoctonum), a kind of monkshood
also, by extension, any plant or species of the genus
Aconitum. See Acokite.
Wolf's'-claw' (-kla'), m. {Bot.) A kind of club moss.
See Lycopodium.
See
Wolf'S'-ioot' (-fSof), n. {Bot.) Club moss.
LYCopODru:!.
kind
of
spurge
(-milk'),
n.
{Bot.)
Any
Wolf 's'— milk'
acid

A

Wold,

—

(-ling), n.
(vi-ol'fram

Wol'fram

A

The wind that beats the mountain, blows
More softly round the open wold.

ivamrne, ivampe, Icel. vomb, Sw. vanib, Dan. vom, Goth.
wamba.'] 1. The belly ; the abdomen. [06s.] Chaucer.
And he coveted to fill his womb of the cod.'; that the hogs eat,
Wyclif(Luke xv. 16).
and no man gave him.
An I had but a belly of any indifferency, I were simply the
most active fellow in Europe. My womb, my womb, my womb
Shak.
undoes me.

;

{Min.) Same as Wolfhamite.

grove, Skr. vdta a garden, inclosure. Cf. Weald.] 1.
wood ; a forest.
2.
plain, or low hill; a country without wood,
whether hilly or not.

And from his further bank .^tolia's wolds espied.

;

;

Donne.
;

;

;

Udall.

Womb (woom), n. [OE. wombe, wambe, AS. wamb,
womb; akin to D. warn belly, OS. & OHG. wamba, G.

—

I

more honestly
feminine aa,
Arbuthnot.

Wom'an-ly, adv. In the manner of a woman with the
Gascoigne.
grace, tenderness, or affection of a woman.

modern embryology.
Wolffian body, the mesonephros.
Wolffian dnct, the
duct from the Wolffian body.
Wolf'lsh (-ish), a. Like a wolf having the qualities
or form of a wolf as, a wolfish visage wolfish designs.
Wolf'ish-ly, adv.
Wolf 'ish-ness, n.
Wolf'kin (-kin), m. A little or young wolf. Tennyson.

;

is

;

A blushing, womanly discovering grace.

(^na<.) Discovered, or
first described, by Caspar
Friedrich
Wolff (1733-

Zebra Wolf.

Wretched paltry miserable poor.
What ivoeful stuff this madrigal would be
Pope.
Woe'lul-ly, ) adv. In a woeful manner sorrowfully
3.

Tasmanian wolf.

1794), the founder of

Philips.

Becoming a woman

Wom'an-ly, a.
womanly behavior.

a.

;

I

There is nothing wherein their womanliness
garuibhed tlian with silence.

WolJ'ber'ry (wulf'bSr'ry), n.
An American shrub (Symphoricarpus occidentalis)
which bears soft white
r==^.;^^^j|g|^^^]jfe(
40 -.^sij^^SB^SJaiSR-. berries.
Wolff'1-an (wulf'i-an),

bow

2. Bringing calamity, distress, or affliction
Jul event looeful want.
O woeful ASiyl O day of woe

;

Tennyson.
Womanlike, taking revenge too deep.
The quality or state of
(-IT-nes), n.

Wom'an-li-ness
being womanly.

(Bat.)

;

!

;

into which womankind, with her tools of magic,
Hawthorne.
broom and mop, has very infrequent access.
Wom'an-less, a. Without a woman or women.
Wom'an-like' (-lik'), a. Like a woman womanly.

—

— called also

V. Knox.
The females of the human

A sanctuary

—

;

n.

the

a savage carnivorous marsupial (Thylucinus cynocevhahis) native of Tas-

mania

;

—

make effeminate. [06s.]
Wom'an-kind' (-kind'),
women, collectively.
race

of several species of large, voracious
marine fishes of the genus Avnrrhickas, especially the
common species (A. lujms) of Europe and Nortli America.
These fishes have large teeth and powerful jaws.
Called also catfish, sea cat, sea wolf, stone biter, and
sioinefish.
Wolf net, a kind of net used in fishing,
which takes great numbers of fish.
Wolfs peach (Bot.),
the tomato, or love apple (Lycopersicum esculentum).
Wolf spider (Zool.), any one of numerous species of
running ground spiders belonging to the genus Lycosa,
or family lycusidw. These spiders run about rapidly in
search of their prey. Most of them are plain brown or
bhickishmcoloi. See llhtst. in App.
Zebra wolf (.2oo<.),

I

To

;

;

lupits).

any one

(Zool.),

womankind.

;

—

—
Wolf Fish {Anarrldchas

m

How many

collectively

Wom'an-ish (w68m'an-Ish), a. Suitable to a woman;
having the qualities of a woman effeminate not becomusually in a reproachful sense. See the
ing a man
Note under Effeminate. "Thy tears are womanish."
3Iacaulay.
"iromaHtsA entreaties."
Shak.
A voice not soft, weak, piping, and womanish, but audible,
Aschain.
strong, and manhke.
Wom'an-ish-ness, n.
Wom'an-lsh-ly, adv.
Wom'an-ize (-iz), v. t. To make like a woman to
;

!

wretched

Women,

2.

flab

&

1

;

WONDERLY
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[OE. wo, wa^ woo, AS. wa, interj.
(wo), ra.
OHG. we, G. weh, Icel. vei, Dau.
akin to D. loee, OS.
vee, Sw. ve, Goth, wai; of. L. vae, Gr. oi.
V128.
Cf. Wail.] [Formerlywritten alsoit'o.] 1. Grief; sorrow ; misery ; heavy calamity.
Thus saying, from her eide the fatal key,
Milton.
Sad instrument of all our woe, she took.
Pope.
[They] weep each other's woe.
2. A curse ; a malediction.
vengeance
Can there be a woe or curse in oil the stores of
South.
equal to the malignity of such a practice ?
<^^ Woe is used in denunciation, and exclamations
Isa. vi. 5.
of sorrow. " Woe is me for I am undone."
Chancer.
O woe were us alive [i. <?., in life].
Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker I Isa. xlv. 9.
Woe worth, woe be to. See Worth, v. i.
Woe worth the chase, woe irorth the day.
Sir W. Scott.
That costs thy life, my gallant gray
Woe, a. Woeful ; sorrowful. [065.]
His clerk was woe to do that deed. Robert ofl3runne.
Woe was this knight and sorrowfully he sighed. CJtavcer.
And looking up he waxed wondrous woe. Spenser.
Woe'-be-gone' (wo'be-gSn' ; 115), a. [OB. wo begon.
See Woe, and Beoone, p. p.]
Beset or overwhelmed
with woe ; immersed in grief or sorrow ; woeful. Chaucer.
Fairfax.
So woe-begone was he with pains of love.
Woe'ful ) (wo'ful), a. 1. Full of woe ; sorrowful
Wo'ful } distressed with grief or calamity; afflicted

;;

;

wondrously.

iQk

;

[AS. wundoiiice.}

nrfi'.

Jff. Arnold.
Wonderfully;

Chavctr.

[06s.]

then, tliln

;

boN

;

zh = a;

in azure.

,

;;

WONDERMENT
Won'der-ment (wSn'der-ment),
ishment ; a wonderful appearance
All the

common

;

Surprise astonn.
Bacon.
a wonder.
;

sights they view,

Sir W. Scoti.
Their wonderment engage.
Won'der-OUS (-us), a. Same as Wondbous.
Won'ders (-derz), adv. See Wondkous. lObs."]
Sir T. More.
They be wonders glad thereof.

Struck with wonder,
Sryden.
admiration, or surprise.
Won'der-work' (-wflrk'), n. [AS. wundorweorc.'] A
wonderful work or act a prodigy ; a miracle.
Such as in strange land
He found in wonderworks of God and Nature's hand. Byron.
Won'der-work'er (-er), n. One who performs won-

Won'der-struck'

(-striik'), a.

;

ders, or miracles.

Won'der-work'ing,

Doing wonders or surprising

a.

things.

Won'drous (-drus), adv. [OE. wonders, adv. (later
In a wonalso adj.). See Wonder, n., and cf. -wakds.]
derful or surprising manner or degree wonderfully.
race.
their
ancient
For sylphs, yet mindful of
Fope.
Are, as when women, wondrous fond of place.
And now there came both mist and snow,
;

Coleridge.
And it grew wondrous cold.
Won'drous, a. Wonderful astonishing admirable
such as may excite surprise and astonishment strange.
Ps. xxvi. 7.
That I may
tell of all thy wondrous works.
Won'drous-ness, n.
^Won'drous-ly, adv.
;

marvelous

;

;

;

.

—

.

.

—

Chloe complains, and wondrously

Wone

(won),

v.

's

aggrieved. Granville.

lOE. wonen,iotmen, wonien, wu-

i.

nien, AS. wunian. V138. See Wont, a.] To dwell to
Piers Ploivman.
abide.
[_Obs.']
Chancer.
Their habitation in which they waned.
;

Wone,
ing

,•

[OE. See WoNE,v. *., Wont, a.]

m.

habitation

;

abode.

WOOD

1662
shaped

cells of various lands, usually interwoven with
the shining bands called silver grain.
^^^ Wood consists chiefly of the carbohydrates cellulose and lignin, which are isomeric with starch.
4. Trees cut or sawed for the fire or other uses.
Wood acid. Wood vinegar (Chem.), a complex acid liquid
obtained in the dry distillation of wood, and containing
large Quantities of acetic acid hence, specifically, acetic
acid. Formerly called pyroligneous acid.— Wood anemone
(Bot.), a delicate flower (Anemone nemorosa) of early
spring;
also called windftower. See Illust. of Anemone. —Wood aMt (Zo'dl.), a large ant (Formica ra/rt) which
lives in woods and forests, and constructs large nests.
Wood apple. (Bot.) See Elephant apple, under Elephant.
—Wood baboon (Zo'dl.), the drill. Wood betony. (Bot.)
;

—

—

—

Same as Betony. (6) The common American lousewort (Pedicularis Canadensis), a low perennial herb with
(a)

—

yellowish or purplish flowers.
Wood borer. (Zo'dl.)
(a) The larva of any one of numerous species of boring
beetles, esp. elaters, longicorn beetles, buprestidans,
and certain weevils. See Apple borer, under Apple, and
Pine weevil, under Pine. (6) The larva of any one of
various species of lepidopterous insects, especially of the
clearwing moths, as the peach-tree borer (see under
Peach), and of the goat moths, (c) The larva of various
species of hymenopterous insects of the tribe Urocerata.
See Tremex. (d) Any one of several bivalve shells which
bore in wood, as the teredos, and species of Xylophaga.
(e) Any one of several species of small Crustacea, as the
Limnorin, and the boring amphipod (Chelura terebrans).
Wood carpet, a kind of floor covering made of thin
pieces of wood secured to a flexible backing, as of cloth.
Knight. —Wood cell (Bot.), a slender cylindrical or prismatic cell usually tapering to a point at both ends. It is
the principal constituent of woody fiber.
Wood choir,
the choir, or chorus, of birds in the woods. [Poetic]
Coleridge.
Wood coaJ, charcoal; also, Ugnite, or brown
coal. —Wood cricket (Zo'dl.), a small Europe-

—

—

—

—
—

an cricket (Nemobius sylvestris). Wood culWood cut,
ver (Zo'dl.), the wood pigeon.
an engraving on wood also, a print from
Wood dove (^ooZ.), the
such an engraving.

DwellChaucer.

1.

[Obs.']

—

Custom; habit; wont; use; usage. [OJs.]
Chaucer.
To liven in delight was all his wone.
Wong (wong), n. [AS. wang, wong.'] A field. [06s.]
Havelok the Dane.
Spelman. "Woods and won^es."
Chaucer.
Wong'er (-er), n. See Wanqek. [06«.]

Won'ing (wou'ing), re. Dwelling. [06s.]
Won't (wont). A collo(iuial contraction of wall not.
Will not. See Will.
15^°' Often pronormced w^nt in New England.
Wont (wunt), a. [For xooned, p. p. of won, wone, to
dwell, AS. wunian; akin to D. wonen, OS. wunon,
OHG. wonen, G. wohnen, and AS. wuna, geiouna, custom, habit orig. probably, to take pleasure ; cf. Icel.
una to dwell, to enjoy, Goth, zvunan to rejoice (in unwunands sad) and akin to Skr. van to like, to wish.
V138. Cf Wean, Win.] Using or doing customarily
" As he was wont to
accustomed habituated used.
go."
Chaucer.
If the ox were wont to push with his horn. Ex. xxi. 29.
\

—Wood

drink, a decoction or infusion of medicinal woods.

stockdove.

2.

—

A

Wood

very
duck. (Zo'dl.) (a)
beautiful American duck (Aix
sponsa). The male has a large

;

.

;

;

Wont,
They

;

Custom

n.

;

habit

use

;

;

are ... to be called out to their military motions, under
to the season, as was the Roman wont.
Milton.
u
Cowper.
From childly loont and ancient use.

sky or covert, according

Wont,

V.

&

p. pr.

uated

;

[imp.

i.

Wont

p. p.

;

Wont, or Wonted

;

To be accustomed

or habit-

to be used.
A yearly solemn feast she wont to make.

Spenser.

vb. n.

Wont,

V.

Wont'ed,

Wonting.]

To accustom

t.

;

Accustomed

a.

— used reiiexively.

;

n.

The

[ij.]

Wontless,

a.

customary ; usual.

quality or state of being acJEiJcon Basilike.

Unaccustomed.

\_Obs.'\

&

Woo (woo), V.

Spenser.
(wood) ; p. pr.

t.
limp.
p. p. Wooed
n. WooiNQ.]
[OE. wowen, wo^en, AS. u'ogian, fr.
bent, crooked, bad ; akin to OS. wcih evil, Goth.
unwahs blameless, Skr. vaRc to waver, and perhaps to
E. vacillate.} 1. To solicit in love ; to court.
Each, like the Grecian artist, wooes
Prio}\
The image he himself has wrought.
2. To court solicitously ; to Invite with importunity.
Thee, chantress, oft the woods among
Milton.
I woo, to hear thy even song.
I woo the wind
That still delays his coming.
Bryant.

& vb.

woh

Dryden.
Woo, V. i. To court to make love.
Wood (wdod), a. [OE. wod, AS. wod ; akin to OHG.
wuot, Icel. oSr, Qofh. loods, D. woede madness, G. wuih,
wui, also to AS. woS song, Icel. oSr, L. vates a seer, a
poet. Cf Wednesday.] Mad insane possessed rabid
[Written also «'0(Ze.]
furious; frantic. [06s.]
Our hoste gan to swear as [if] he were wood. CJiaucer.
;

;

.

Wood,

V.

i.

to mad.

[06s.]

Wood,
to OHG.

n.

To grow mad

;

;

;

to act like a

t^Aix sponsa').

madman

;

Chaucer.
[OE. xvode, wude, AS. wudu, wiodu ; akin
wilu, Icel. viSr, Dan. & Sw. ved wood, and
probably to Ir. & Gael, fiodh, W. groydd trees, shrubs.]
1. A large and thick collection of trees ; a forest or
grove ;
frequently used in the plural.
Light thickens, and the crow
Makes wing to the rooky wood.
ShaJ:.
2. The substance of trees and the like the hard fibrous
substance which composes the body of a tree aud its
branches, and which is covered by the bark
timber.
"To worship their own work in wood and stone for
gods."
Milton.
3. {Bot.) The fibrous material which makes up the
greater part of the stems and branches ot trees and
shrubby plants, and is found to a less extent in herbaceous stems. It consists o£ elongated tubular or needle-

Male.

engraver on wood.

(Zool

(6)

)

Any one

beneath

engravings

;

—

engraving on wood
also, a print
from such an engraving
Wood fern. (Bot.) See
Shield fern, imder Shield.

—

fiber,

(o)

reoi

duced to a powdery
dusty mass. — Wood frettei
"
(Zo'dl.), any one of numer- „
,
u ^u tt
ous species of beetles whose Furrows made by the Hickory
Engraver (Scolyt,^ calarvsB bore in the wood, or
l!°fryiej.
beneath the bark, of trees. —
Wood frog (.?oS?.), a common North American frog (Rana
sylvntica) which lives chiefly in the woods, except during
the breeding season. It is clrab or yellowish brown, with
a black stripe on each side ot the head. — Wood germander. (Bot.) See under Germander. — Wood god, a fabled
sylvan deity. — Wood grass. (Bot.) See under Grass.
Wood grouse. (Zo'dl.) (a) The capercailzie. (6) Thespruce
partridge. See under Spruce. — Wood guest (Zo'dl.), the

asl

„

i

—

ringdove. [Prov. Eng.]
one of several species of

— Wood

hen.

(a)

(Zo'dl.)

Any

Old World short-winged
rails of the genus Ocyaromus, including the weka
and allied species. (6) The
American woodcock. —

be-

(Irrisor
erytli rorhynchos').

Wood

ibis (Zo'dl.), anyone of several
species of large, long-legged,
wading birds belonging. to the
genus Tantalus. The head and
neck are naked or scantily covered with feathers.

The American wood
ibis
tOT)

(

Tantalus loculais

Florida.

common

— Wood

(Zo'dl.),

a

European
rea),

the

in
lark

small
lark

(Alauda

arbo-

which,

like
skylark, ut-

ters its notes while
Ibis

(

Tantalus locw.

lator).

finol,

gOl

;

eve,

—

nightshade (Bot.), woody nightshade.
Wood
nut (Bot.), the filbert.
Wood nymph, (a) A nymph inhabiting the woods a fabled god-«
dess of the woods a dryad. " The|
wood nymphs, decked with daisies trim." Milton,
(b) (Zodl.)
Any one of several species of -ghandsomely colored moths be- '
longing to the genus Eudryas.
The larvae are bright-colored, and
some of the species, as Eudryas
grata, and E. unio, feed on the
leaves of the grapevine, (c) (Zool.) Any one of several species of
handsomely colored South American humming birds belonging to
the genus Thalurania. The males
are bright blue, or green and blue.
Wood offering, wood burnt on Wood Nymph (Eudryas
grata).
A Imago B
the altar.
^^^' ""
We cast the lots ... for the wood ^'argea.
]±ZIIa^

—

;

;

'

—

;

iVeA. x. 34.

offering.

—Wood

oil (Bot.), a resinous oil obtained from several
East Indian trees of the genus Dipterocarpus, having
properties similar to those of copaiba, and sometimes
substituted for it. It is also used for mixing paint. See
GuRjUN. —Wood opal (Min.), a striped variety of coarse
Wood paper,
opal, having some resemblance to wood.
Wood
paper made of wood pulp. See Wood pulp, below.
pewee (Zo'dl.), a North American tyrant flycatcher (Coniojnis virens).
It closely resemble the pewee, but is

—

—

smaller.^Wood pie (Zo'dl.), any black and white woodpecker, especially the European great spotted woodpecker. —Wood pigeon. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any one of numerous
species of Old World pigeons belonging to Palumbus and
allied genera of the family Columbidse. (b) The ringdove.
Wood puceron (Zodl.), a plant louse. Wood pulp (TecAwo?.), vegetableiiber obtained from the poplar and other
white woods, and so softened by digestion with a hot
solution of alkali that it can be formed into sheet paper,

—

—

—

Wood
feathers.
Wood rabbit (Zodl.), the cottontail.
rat (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of American wild
rats of the genus Neoioma found in the Southern United
States;— called also bush rat. The Florida wood rat
(Scotoma floridana) is the best-known species. —Wood
reed grass (Bot.), a tall grass (Cinna nrundinacea) growing
Wood reeve, the steward or overseer of
in moist woods.
Wood rush (Bot.), any plant of the gea wood. [End.]
nus Luziila, differing from the true rushes of the genus
Jiincvs chiefly in having very few seeds in each capsule.
Wood sage (Bot.), a name given to several labiate plants
Wood screw,
of the genus Teucrium. See Germander.

^

—

a metal screw formed with
a sharp thread, and usually
with a slotted head, for ipsertion in wood.
Wood Screw,
sheldrake (Zo'dl.), the hooded
merganser.
Wood ahock(.^ool.), the fisher.
See Fisher, 2. —Wood shrike (Zo'dl.), any
one of numerous species of Old World singing birds belonging to Grallina, Collyricincla, Prionojis, and allied
genera, common in India and Australia. They are alUed
to the true shrikes, but feed upon both insects and berries.
Wood snipe. (Zo'dl.) (a) The American woodcock.
(6) An Asiatic snipe (Gallinago nemoricola).^'Wood soot,
soot from burnt wood.
Wood sore. (Zo'dl.) See Cuckoo
spit, under Cuckoo.
Wood sorrel (Bot.), a plant of the
fenus Oxalis (Oralis Acetosella), having an acid taste,
ee Ft'ust. (a) of Shamrock.
Wood spirit. (Chem.) See
Methyl alcohol, under Methyl.
Wood stamp, a carved
or engraved block or stamp of wood, for impressing figures or colors on fabrics.
Wood star (Zo'dl.), any one of
several species of small South American humming birds
belonging to the genus Calothorax. The male has a bril-

—Wood

—

—

—

—

Wood Hoopoe

common

Wood

Much

—

and other

colors.

— Wood

sucker (2'oS?.), the yaflJe.
Wood swallow (Zool.), any one
of numerous species of Old World passerine birds belonging to the genus Artarmis and allied genera of the family
Ariamida:. They are common in the East Indies, Asia,
and Australia. In form and habits they resemble swallows,
but in structure they resemble shrikes. They are usually
black above and white beneath. ^Wood tapper (Zo'dl.), any
woodpecker.
Wood tar. See under Tar. Wood thrush.
(Zo'dl.) (a) An American thrushCTifJ'fiwsmMsieZireMSJnoted
for the sweetness of its song.
See under Thrush. (6)
The missel thrush. Wood tick. See in Vocabulary.
Wood tin. (Min.) See Cassiterite.
Wood titmouse
(Zo'dl.), Vae goldcrest.
Wood tortoise (.^ooZ.), the sculptured tortoise.
Wood vine
See under Sculptured.
^

are
closely allied to

American

—
— Wood

liant gorget of blue, purple,

They

the
hoopoe, but have
a curved beak,
and a longer tail.

—

—

longing to Irrisor
and allied genera.

—

—

any one of several
species of Old World
birds

'

of several species of small, wingless, pseudoneuropterous insects of the family /"socidtv, which live in the crevices of walls and
among old books and papers. Some of the
species are called also book lice, and death_
ticks, or deatliwalches.
'Woai Tiat&(Zo'dl.), -wood Louse
any one of numerous small mites of the q,. Deathwatcli
family Oribatidx. They are found chiefly (^ciothilla
in woods, on tree trunks and stones.
puhatoria).
Wood mote. (Eng. Law) (a) Formerly, the
e nforest court. (6) The court of attachment, larged.
Wood nettle. (Bot.) See under Nettle.

—

Wood hoopoe (Zo'dl.),
arboreal

;

i

—
—

Fi-

(a) (Bot.)

—

—

An

wood cut;

—Wood

—

—

as the red-crested wood quail (R. roulroul), the male
of which is bright green, with a long crest of red hairlike

;

a

—

—

especially, Xyleboriis xylographus. Wood engraving, (a)
The act or art of engraving on wood
xylograpliy.
(6)

o/n).

Wood
etc. It is now produced on an immense scale.
quail (Zo'dl.), any one of several species of East Indian
crested quails belonging to BolluJus and allied genera,

more

;

am, arm,

of several spe-

cies of small beetles whose
larv£3 bore
the
bark of trees, and excavate
furrows in the wood often
or less resembling

;

senate, care,

The

(c)

Australian maned goose (Chlamydochoi jubata). — Wood
(a) An
echo, an echo from the wood. — Wood engraver,

—

ale,

plumage

merganser.

Wood comminuted, and

I.^ Estrange.

Wont'ed-ness,
customed,

Wood Duck

bro vascular tissue.

Again his wonted weapon proved.
Spenser.
Like an eld piece of fui'niture left alone in its wonted corner.
Sir W. Scott.
She was wonted to the place, and would not remove.

its

varied with green,
purple, black, white,
and red. It builds its
nest in trees, whence
the name. Called also
bridal duck, summer
duck, and wood widgeon. (6) The hooded
is

coarse

usage.

and

crest,

Chaucer.

;

;

European evergreen shrub (Daphne Laure'
Wood leopard (Zo'dl.), a European spotted motb
(Zeusera lesculi) allied to the goat moth. Its large fleshy
larva bores in the wood of the apple, pear, and other fruit
Wood lily (Bot.), the lily of the valley. Wood lock
trees.
(Naut.), a piece of wood close fitted and sheathed with
copper, in the throating or score of the pintle, to keep
Wood louse. (Zo'dl.) (a) Any one
the rudder from rising.
of numerous species of terrestrial isopod
Crustacea belonging to Oniscus, Armadillo, and related genera. See Sow bug, under
Sow, and Pill bug, under Pill, (b) Any one

laurel (Bot.), a

©vent,

on the wing. So
called from its
habit of perching
Wood
on tiees.

—

6nd, fem, recent;

Ice,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the white bryony.
Wood vinegar. See Wood
above. —Wood warbler.
(Zo'dl.) (a) Any one of
numerous species of American warblers of the genus
(Bot.),

acid,

Dendroiea.
See Wakblee.
(6) A European warbler
(Phylloscopus sibilalrix)
called also green wren, wood
wren, and yellow wren.
Wood worm (Zo'dl.), a larva that
bores in wood a wood borer. —Wood vn-en. (Zo'dl.t <n^
The wood warbler. (6) The willow warbler.
;

—

—

;

Wood
vb. n.

of

wood

idea,

for

HI;

;

& p. p. Wooded

p. pr. Ss
supplies
as, to tcood a steamboat or a locomotive.

(wood), V.

Wooding.]

old,

i.

[imp.

;

To supply with wood, or get
fit.ey,

drb,

Sdd;

;.

WOOD
Wood (w58d),

To take

or get a supply of wood.
Dry den.
Wood'blnd' (-bind'), n. Woodbine.
A garland ... of woodbind or hawthorn leaves. Chaucer.
Woodtjine' (-bin'), n. [AS. wuduhind black ivy
See Wood,
JO named a3 binding or winding about trees.
(Bot.) (a) A climbing plant having
and Bind, v. i.~\
flowers of great fragrance {Lonicera Periclymenum) ;
the honeysuckle. (6) The Virginia creeper.
See Vir[^Local, U. S.I
ginia creeper, under Vikginia.
who
even
now
Beatrice,
Shak.
Is couched in the woodbine coverture.
And there the gadding woodbine crept about. Bryant.
V. i.

;

Wood'-bound'

Incumbered with

(-bound'), a.

WOOLD

Wooden ware, a general name for buckets, bowls, and
other articles of domestic use, made of wood. —Wooden
wedding. See under Wedding.

(wood'ser'), re. The time when there is
no sap in the trees the winter season. [Written also
wood-seer.]
\_Obs.]
Tusser.
Woods'man (woodz'man), re. ; pi. Woodsmen (-men).
A woodman ; especially, one who lives in the forest.
fusible alloy con.
Wood's' met'al (woodz' met'al).
sisting of one or two parts of cadmium, two parts of tin,
four of lead, with seven or eight parts of bismuth. It
melts at from 66° to 71° C. See Fusible metal, under

Wood'en-ly

We

B. North.

Quality of being wooden clumre.
stupidity ; blockishness.
set our faces against the woodenness which then charac;

;

German

terized

philology.

Sweet.

Wood'hack' (wdod'hak'),
Wood'hack'er (-liak'er),
Wood'hew'er (-hu'er), n.
Wood'hole'

tall,

C-hol'),

re.

)

(Zo'ol.)
The yaffle.
\_Prov. Eng.]
(Zo'ol.)
woodpecker.

re.

J

A

A place where wood is stored.
A house or shed in which

Wood'house' (-hous'), re.
wood is stored, and sheltered from the weather.
Wood'i-ness (-i-nes), re. The quality or state

of being

woody.

Evelyn.

Wood'knack'er (-nSk'er), re. (Zodl.) The yaffle.
Wood'Iand (-land or -land'), n. Land covered with
wood or trees forest land on which trees are suffered
;

;

to grow, either for fuel or timber.

Here hills and vales, the woodland and the plain.
Here earth and water seem to strive again.
Fope.
"Woodlands and cultivated fields are harmoniously blended.

printing.

A print from such a plate.
Wood'Chat' (-chSf), n. {Zodl.)
2.

(a) Any one of several species of Asiatic singing birds belonging to the genThey are closely allied to
6ra lanthia and Larvivora.

Bancroft.

Wood'Iand

(-land), a.
Of or pertaining to woods or
living in the forest sylvan.
She had a rustic, woodland air.
Wordsworth.
Like summer breeze by looodland stream.
Keble.

woodland

The males are usually bright blue
the European robin.
nbove, and more or less red or rufous beneath. (6) A
European shrike (JEnneoctoniis riifus). In the male the
bead and nape are rufous red the back, wings, and tail
ire black, varied with white.
1. (Zodl.) A common
Wood'chuok' (-chuk'), n.

;

;

Woodland

caribou.

See under Cakibou.
A dweller in a woodland.

(Zo'ol.)

;

Wood'land-er
Wood'-Iay'er

(-15nd-er),

re.

A

(Bot.)
young oak, or
other timber plant, laid down in a hedge among the
whitethorn or other plants used in hedges.
Wood'less, a. Having no wood ; destitute of wood.

North American
marmot {Arciomys molarge

nax).
It is usually reddish brown, more or less
grizzled with gray.
It

Mitford.

(-la'er),

re.

—

Wood'less-ness, re.
Wood'ly, adv. In a wood, mad, or raving manner
madly; furiously, [_Obs.]
Chaucer.

makes extensive burrows,

Wood'man (-man), re. / pi. Woodmen (-men). [Written also woodsman.]
1. A forest officer appointed to
take care of the king's woods ; a forester. [Eng.]
2. A sportsman ; a hunter.
[The duke] is a hQiter woodman than thou takest him for. Shak.
3. One who cuts down trees
a woodcutter.
Woodman^ spare that tree.
G. F. Morris.
4. One who dwells in the woods or forest ; a bushman.
Wood'meU (-mal), re. See Wadmol.

tmd is often injurious to
growing crops. Called also
ground hog.

or Woodchuck (Arctomys monax).
green woodpecker. [Prov. Eng.']
Wood'cock' (-kSk'), re. [AS. wuducoc.'] 1. (Zodl.)
Any one of several spe-

The

stupidly

;

Wood'en-ness,
siness

[After the name
A process in photoof the inventor, W.
graphic printing, in which a rehef pattern in gelatin,
which has been hardened after certain operations, is
pressed upon a plate of lead or other soft metal. An intaglio impression is thus produced, from which pictures
may be directly printed, but by a slower process than in

2. (Zodl.)

Clumsily

(wd5d''n-ly), adv.

blockishly.

(-bSr-y-tip'), n.
Woodbury.'] 1.

yaffle,

;

cies of long-billed limic-

oline

birds belonging

Wood'mon'ger
Wood'ness,

(-miin'ger),

n.

Awood

re.

seller.

[From Wood mad.]

Wood'-note'

(-not'),

pax and Philohela,
mostly

nocturnal

in their
habits, and are highly esteemed as game
birds.

(!!^=

The most im-

portant species are
the European woodcock (Scolopax rits,„,„ „„„ Woodcock.
nr„„j„„„,
American
licola) and the Amerloan woodcock (PA(7oAefa minor), which agree very close-

Vocabulary.

— Woodcock

the bellows

fish,

fish.

— Wood-

;

2.

a bold

man

wooden figure on it.
His singing was,

is

stiff; spiritless.

Wood'rock'

out of countenance, he makes a very

Wood'ruft'

We

and

irvdii.rofe.
of.

Ruff

(Bot.)

A

a,s,

a pleasant

;

food,

;

" The

Bryant.

MJOodj/ wilderness.

Milton.

;

nymphs,

fair

Hamadryades.

Spenser.

Woody fiber. (Bot.) (a) Fiber or tissue consisting of
slender, membranous tubes tapering at each end. (o)
Woody
single wood cell.
See under Wood. Goodale.
nightshade. (Bot.) See Bittersweet, 3 («). —Woody pear
(Bot.), the inedible, woody, pear-shaped fruit of several
Australian proteaceous trees of the genus Xylomelum;
called also u'oodcn pear.

A

—

—

Woo'er (wob'er), re. [AS. wSgere. See Woo, v.
One who wooes one who courts or solicits in love

t.'i

;
a
Cibber.

;

"A thriving u'ooec."

suitor.

Woof (woof), re. [OE. oof, AS. owef, oweb, aweb;
on, an, on -\- wef, web, f r. wefan to weave. The initial
See On, Weave,
is due to the influence of E. weave.
and cf. Abb.] 1. The threads that cross the warp in a
woven fabric the weft the filling the thread usually
carried by the shuttle in weaving.
Pope.
2. Texture cloth as, a pal! of softest woof.
Woo'lell (woo'fel), re. (Zo'dl.) The European blackthat
hath
a
golden
bird.
"The woofell near at hand

w

;

;

;

Having a close texture

a.

Drayton.
dense ;
;

J. Baillie.

a woofii cloud.
re.

The

(Zo'dl.)

sailfish.

(wob'Tng-ly), adv. In a wooing manner.Shak.
with persuasiveness.
Chancer.
(wok), obs. imp. of Wake. Woke.
Wool (wool), re. [OE. wolle, wulle, AS. wull ; akin to
Sw. ull, Dan. aid,
D. u'ol, OHG. ivolla, G. wolle, Icel.
Goth, wulla, Lith. vibia, Russ. volna, L. velliis, Skr
Cf. Flannel,
ur7i.(i wool, vr to cover.
287.
-sfliS,
Velvet.] 1. The soft and curled, or crisped, species of
hair which grows ou sheep and some other animals, and
chiefly
which in fineness sometimes approaches to fur
applied to the fleecy coat of the sheep, which constitutes
a most essential material of clothing in all cold and temperate climates.
;

;

—

—

—

1

I

stapler.

Mule.

ha,v-

taste.
It is
for flavoring wine.

;

Wood worm,

2. Consisting of, or containing, wood or woody fiber ,ligneous as, the woody parts of plants.
3. Of or pertaining to woods ; sylvan. [iJ.] " Woody

European Red-henrted Woodpecker,

oM

wood.

Secret shades

a plaited col-

out,

See

Of woody Ida's inmost grove.

(}i)

+

;

go

>

One who

d(>nls in

wool.

(6)

One who

sorts

f.

packed for

Seelllust. of WiiOBt.

ohalr

(«)

wool according to its staple, or its adaptation to differmiumfacturing purposes. —Wool winder, a person
employed to wind, or make up, wool into bundles to be
on

(wSod'sar'), n. iWood
Prov. E. .'tare
(Bot.) A kind of froth seen on herbs.
[OJs.]

fo'ot

of

(Zo'dl.)

Abounding with wood or woods;

1.

a.

la,-ai.

wrought

—

Wood'-sare'
for sore.]

wopdy

is

re.

—

See Wood,

little

sometimes used

—

pity

re.,

iiig

;

;

[AS.

herb (Asperula odorata)

(b) In some American colleges, the lowe.st
appointee of the junior year sometimes, one especially
popular in his class, without reference to scholarship.
Formerly, it was a custom for classmates to present to
this person a wooden spoon with formal ceremonies.

Up, Orn

re.

lar.]

Macaulay.

full,

under Wood.
Woofi'y (-y),

(-wflrm'),

—

re.

(-rSf),
(-roof),

Wood'roof

—

nfde,

Wood'worm'

wool.
See under Mineral. — Philosopher's wool.
Pulled wool, wool
(Chem.) See Zinc o.vide, under Zinc.
pulled from a. pelt, oi undressed hide. — Shag wool. Same
Wool ball, a ball or
as Mineral wool, under Mineral.
—
Wool burler, one who removes little burs,
mass of wool.
knots, or extraneous matter, from wool, or the surface of
Wool comber, [a) One \^hoso occupation
woolen cloth.
is to comb wool,
ib) A machine for comlniig wool. — Wool
grass (Bot,), a kind of bulrush (Scirpiis Eriophorum) with
Wool scribbler. See
nuuierous clustered woolly spikes.
Woolen .trribbirr, under Woolen, fl. — Wool sorters disease (jUed.), a disease, resembling malignant pustule, occuvriug among those who handle the wool ot goats and
sheep. — Wool staple, a city or town whore wool used to
be brought to the king's staple for sale. [A'h;;.] — Wool

(31in.) A compact woodlike
variety of asbestus.

Collier.
I confess, a little

unite,

;

part of any structure which

eral

(Zo'dl.),

(-r5k'),

etc.

3. (Bot.) A sort of pubescence, or a clothing of dense,
curling hairs on the surface of certain plants.
MinDead pulled wool, wool pulled from a circass.

the

Woodpecker hornbill

a showy plant in California, the Azores,

Wool consists essentially of keratin.
2. Short, thick hair, especially when crisped or curled.
Wool of bat and tongue of dog.
Shak.

the

villosus),

is

Wood'-wash' (wood'wosh'), 1 re. [AS. wuditweaxe.]
>
(Bot.) SameasWoADWood'-was' (-waks'),
Wood'-wax'en (-waks"n), ) waxen.
Wood'WOrk' (-wilrk'), re. Work made of wood that

i^^

a black and white Asiatic hornbill (Huceros pica) which resembles a woodpecker in color.

wooden. O. MacDonald
Wooden spoon, (o) (Combridoe University, Eng.) The
last junior optime who takes a university degree,
denoting one who is only fit to stay at home and stir porridge.
"
submit that a wooden, sjioon of our day would not
be justified in calling Galileo and Napier blockheads
because they never heard of the difl'erential calculus."

use,

cans)

Carolinus)
(_M.
the superciliary
(M, superciliahairy woodpecker

(B. pubesthree-toed woodpecker (Picoides Americaniis),
the golden-winged woodpecker
(see Plickek), and the sap
suckers. See also Carpintero.

Sir W. Scott.
(wood''n), a.
1. Made or consisting of
pertaining to, or resembling, wood ; as, a loooden
a wooden leg ; a wooden wedding.

Clumsy; awkward; ungainly;

After
[NL.
Wood-war'di-a (wdod-war'di-a), re.
Thomas J. Woodwai-d, an English botanist.] (Bot.) A
genus of ferns, one species of which ( Woodwardia radi-

Chad),

cens),

;

When

Woodpecker,

Male.

downy woodpecker

Wood'en
box

Wood'ward' (-ward'), re. (Eng. Forest Law) An offlcer of the forest, whose duty it was to guard the woods.

woodpecker
the
(Bryobates

uni-

Young.
nunctata).
Much enlarged.

woodwale, and xcoodwele.]

woodpecker

wooded and watered.
The brook escaped from the eye down a deep and wooded

wood

Ivory-billed

principalis).

13

ris),

Wood Tick (^Ixodes

(.^00?.)

&

one of the largest
known species, the red-headed woodpecker, or red
head (Melanerpes erythrocephalus), the red-bellied
(see

of several

Wook

(see imder Pileated),
the ivory-billed woodpecker

as, land
dell.

Wood'wall' (wood'wal'),
The yaffle. [Written also

Any one

Woo'lng-ly

pecker

Campefiltilus

pvnctnta.

enticingly

The best-known American
wood-

(

Wood' tick' (wSod' tik'). (Zo'ol.)
species of ticks of the genus Ixodes whose young cling to bushes, but quickly fasten themselves
upon the bodies of any animal
with which they come in contact.
When they attach themselves to the human body they
often produce troublesome sores.
The common species of the Northern United States is Ixodes uni-

Woo'lido' (woo'hoo'),

species are the plicated

which

Wood'stone' (wobd'ston'), re. (Jfire.) A striped variety of hornstone, resembling wood in appearance.
WoodS'y (woodz'i?), a. Of or pertaining to the woods
or forest. \_Colloq. U. S.]
It [sugar making] is woodsy, and savors of trees. J. Burroughs.

Woof'y (woof 'y),

major),
the lesser
spotted woodpecker (O. minor), and the green woodpecker, or yaffle (see Yaffle).

I

Fdsible.

as,

copus

—

A

bill."

The most common European species are the greater
spotted woodpecker (Bendro-

cock owl, the short-eared owl (Asio brachyotus). —Woodcock shell, the shell of certain moUusks of the genus
Miirex, having a very long canal, with or without spines.
Woodcock snipe. See imder Snipe.
Wood'orack'er (-krak'er), n. (Zool.) The nuthatch.
IProv. Eng.']
Wood'cratt' (-kraft'), n. Skill and practice in anything pertaining to the woods, especially in shooting, and
«ther sports in the woods.
Men of the glade and forest leave
Your woodcraft for the field of fight.
Bryant.
Wood'CUt' (-kuf), re. An engraving on wood ; also,
a print from it. Same as tVood cut, under Wood.
Wood'CUt'ter (-ter), re. 1. A person who cuts wood.
2. An engraver on wood,
[i?.]
Wood'cut'ting, re.
1. The act or employment of
cuttmg wood or timber.
2. The act or art of engraving on wood.
[JJ.]
Wood'ed, a. Supplied or covered with wood, or trees

;

:

sticker,

.'

Wood'-sere'

;

the sap of trees (see Sap
under Sap), others
spend a portion of their time
on the ground in search of
ants and other insects.

A

—

A wild

[-R.]

of insect larvaa upon which
most of the species feed. A
few species feed partly upon

ly in appearance and habits.
2. Fig.
simpleton. [06s.]
If I loved you not, I would laugh at you, and see you
Run your neck into the noose, and cry, "A ivoodcoch *^
Beau. S( Fl.
Little woodcock,
(a) The common American snipe.
Sea woodcock.
See in the
f6) The European snipe.
;

mad-

Chaucer.

Or sweetest Shakespeare, fancy's child.
Milton.
Warble his native wood-notes wild.
Wood'peck' (-pek'), n. (Zo'ol.) A woodpecker. [Obs.]
Wood'peck'er (-er), re. (Zo'dl.) Any one of numerous
species of scansorial birds belonging to Picus and many
allied genera of the family Picidse.
1^^ These birds have the tail feathers pointed and
rigid at the tip to aid in
climbing, and a strong chisellike bill with which they are
able to drill holes in the bark
and wood of trees in search

to the genera Scolo-

They are

;

Spenser.

[TFoorf, n. -freeze.]

re.

or natural note, as of a forest bird.

\_Obs.]

Anger

ness; insanity; rage. \_Obs.]
Woodness laughing in his rage.

European Woodcock,

"

1663

—

woody liedgerows.
Wood1)Ur-y-type'

common

"

;;

sing, i|ik

Woold

&
;

vb.

ri.

sale.

(woold),

V. t.

WooLDiNo.]

then, thin

;

&

[imp.
p. p. Woolded ; p. pr.
[D. tvoeten, bewoelen : akin to G.

boN

-,

zb = z

in azure.

"

"

;
;

WOOLDER

;

;

Word (wQrd), re. [AS. word; akin to OFries. & OS.
word, D. woord, G. wort, Icel. orS, Sw. & Dan. ord,
Goth, waurd, OPruss. wirds, Lith. vardas a name, L.
verbum a word or perhaps to Gr. pvjriop an orator. Cf.
Veee.] 1. The spoken sign of a conception or an idea
an articulate or vocal sound, or a combination of articulate and vocal sounds, uttered by the human voice, and
by custom expressing an idea or ideas a single component part of human speech or language a constituent
part of a sentence ; a term ; a vocable. " A glutton of
Piers Plowman.
words."
You cram these words into mine ears, against
;

;

;

[Written also

Cloth

looollen.']

made

;

A

;

;

;

districts.

\_Eng.']

Wool'head'

The buffel duck.
The quality or state of be-

[Zodl.)

re.

(-IT-nes), n.

ing woolly.
1. Consisting of wool ; as, a looolly covering ; a woolly fleece.
"
of the nature of wool.
2. Resembling wool
Shale.
fleece of wooHi/ hair.

Wool'ly,

Shak.

?

;

Account

4.

tidings

;

message

;

;

Vrf/den.

communication

— used only in the singular.

;

pray you
bring
world goes.

I

.

How

.

.

me word

;

in-

a.

My

;

"WooHj/ breeders."
Shak.
3. Clothed with wool.
4. (Bot.) Clothed with a fine, curly pubescence resembling wool.
Woolly bear (Zodl.), the hairy larva of several species
the
of bombycid moths. The most common species
United States are the salt-marsh caterpillar (see under

m

;

Wore

Shak.

command ; direction.
5. Signal ; order
Give the word through.
Shak.
6. Language considered as implying the faith or authority of the person who utters it ; statement ; affirmapromise.
tion ; declaration
Skak.
Obey tliy parents keep thy ?i;o?-(/ justly.
I know you brave, and take you at your word. Dryden.
I desire not the reader should take ray word. Dryden.
;

;

;

dispute.
words there grew 'twixt Somerset and me.

Some

;

Shak.

—

'*
And gave the
In a word, briefin profesword, in declaration
sion. " Let us not love in word,
.
but in deed and in
truth." 1 John iii. 13.
Nuns of the Word Incarnate (Ji. C.
Ch.}, an order of nuns founded in France in 1U25, and approved in 1638. The order, which also exists in the United
States, was instituted for the purpose of doing honor to
the " Mystery of the Incarnation of the Son of God."
The word, or The './ord. (Theol.) (a) The gospel message ;
esp., the Scriptures, as a revelation of God. "Bold to
speak the word without fear." tthU. i. 14. (b) The second person in the Trinity before his manifestation in time
by the incarnation among those who reject a Trinity of
persons, some one or all of the divine attributes personified.
John i. 1. —To eat one's words, to retract what has
been said. To have the words for, to speak for to act as
spokesman. [Obs.] "Our host /ladde the ivordes for us
all." C'/ffjacer.
Word blindness (Physiol.), ina.bi\ity to understand printed or written words or symbols, although
the person alf ected may be able to see quite well, speak
Word
fluently, and write correctly. Landois& Stirling.
deafness (Physiol.), inability to understand spoken words,
though the person atfected may hear them and other
Word dumbness {Physisounds, and hence is not deaf.
ol.), inability to express ideas in verbal language, though
the power of speech is unimpaired.
Word for word, in
the exact words verbatim ; literally exactly as, to repeat anything icord for word.
Word painting, the act
of describing an object fully and vividly by words only,
00 as to present it clearly to the mind, as if in a picture.
—Word picture, an accurate and vivid description, which
presents an object clearly to the mind, as
if in a picture.
Word square, a series of
words so arranged that they can be read
vertically and horizontally with like results.
Syn.
See Term.
T
Word, V. i. To use words, as in discus Word Square.
sion to argue ; to dispute.
\_R.]
vb. n.
Word, V. t. limp.
p. p. Worded ; p. pr.
WoEDiKG.] 1. To express in words to phrase.
The apology for the king is the same, but worded with greater
Addison,
deference to that great prince.
2. To ply with words
also, to cause to be by the use
Howell.
of a word or words.
[_Obs.]
Shak.
3. To flatter with words
\_Obs.]
to cajole.
To word it, to bandy words; to dispute. [Obs.] " To
Estrange.
word it with a shrew.
[Cf. D. woordenboek, G.
WordlJOOk' (-book'), re.
wdrterbuch.] A collection of words ; a vocabulary ; a
dictionary a lexicon.
Word'-oatoh'er (-kach'er), re. One who cavils at words.
Whitlock.
Word'er (-er), n. A speaker. [Obs.]
Word'l-ly (-i-ly), adv. In a wordy manner.
Word'i-ness, re. The quality or state of being wordy,
or abounding with words ; verboseness.
Jeffrey.
Word'lng, re. The act or manner of expressing in
words style of expression phrasing.
It is believed this wording was above his known style. Milton.

commendation

favorable account.
harmless fellow a good word." Pope.

ly

;

sum

to

—

;

— In

up.

;

.

—

.

—

;

—

acrsea).

Nat. size.

Salt), the black and red woolly bear, or larva of the Isabella moth (see Illust., under Isabella Moth), and the
yellow woolly bear, or larva of the American ermine
moth (Spilosoma Virginica). Woolly butt(Bo<.), an Australian tree (Eucalyptus longifolia), so nampd because of
its fibrous bark.
Woolly louse (Zodl.), a plant louse
(Schizoneura, or EHsoma, lanigera) which is often very
injurious to the apple tree. It is covered with a dense
coat of white filaments somewhat resembhng fine wool
or cotton. It exists in two forms, one of which infests
the roots, the other the branches.
See Illust. under
Blight. — Woolly macaco (Zodl.), the mongoose lemur.
WooUy maki (Zodl.), a long-tailed lemur hidris lanigej')
native of Madagascar, having fnr somewhat like wool
called also avnhi, and woolly lemur. — Woolly monkey
(Zodl.), any South American monkey of the genus Lagotkrix, as the caparro.
WooUy rhinoceros (Falcon.), an

—

—

;

—

(

—

—

extinct rhinoceros (Rhinoceros tichorhinus) which inhabited the arctic regions, and was covered with a dense
coat of woolly hair. It has been found frozen in the ice
of Siberia, with the flesh and hair well preserved.

Wool'ly-head'

(-hed'),

Wool'man (wool'man),
who deals in wool.

A negro.

re.

re.

/ pi.

[Low']

wool weigh-

A

sack or bag of wool specifchancellor of England in the
of Lords, being a large, square sack of wool resembling a divan in form.
;

House

Wool'StOOk'

[From Wool.]

re.

(-stok'),

re.

for milling cloth.
Wool'ward (-werd), aeZw.

A

Linsey-woolsey.

heavy wooden hammer

[Wool -\- -ward.'] In wool;

with woolen raiment next the skin.

[Obs.]

I go wool-ward for penance.

Shale.

A

Wool'ward— go'ing

(-go'Ing), n.
wearing of woolen
clothes next the skin as a matter of penance. [Obs.]
Their . . woolward-going, and rising at midnight. Tyndale.
.

Woon (won),

re.

Dwelling.

See Wone.

{,Obs.]

Woo'ra-11 (woo'ra-li), n. Same as Cueare.
Woos'y (wooz'y), a. Oozy; wet. \_Ohs.] Drayton,
WootZ (woots), re. [Perhaps a corruption of Canarese
ukku steel.] A species of steel imported from the East
Indies, valued for making edge tools Indian steel. It
has in combination a minute portion of alumina and silica.
Woo'yen (woo'ygn), «. {Zodl.) See TuEN.
Wo'pen (wo'p'n), obs. p. p. of Weep. Wept. Chaucer.
;

Wor'ble

(wSr'b'l),

ale,

re.

—

—

;

;

HEART
EMBER
ABUSE
RESIN
RENT

—

—

;

&

&

;

;

of

WooVsack' (-sak'), re.
ically, the seat of the lord
(-sy),

—

;

Woolmen (-mgn). One

Wool'pack' (-pSk'), n. A pack or bag
ing two hundred and forty pounds.

Wool'sey

—

;

(Zodl.) See

senate,

care,

Woemil.
a,m,

arm, ask,

V

;

;

;

Respecting words
full of words
Word'ish, a.
wordy. [R.] Sir P. Sidney.
'Word'ish-ness, re.
truth
The
they hide by their dark wordishness. Sir K. DUjhy.

—

Wor'dle

(wSr'd'l), «.

One

;

of several pivoted pieces

forming the throat of an adjustable die used in drawing
Knight.
wire, lead pipe, etc.
not
Word'less (wflrd'les), a. Not using words
;

speaking

;

speechless.
(wflrdz'mSn), re.

silent

WordS'man

or in mere words
wordsman."

Word'y
final,

sdl

;

;

a verbalist.

eve,

[iJ.]

Shak.
who deals in words,

" Some speculative

H.

(wfird'y), a.
;

One

Bushnell.

[Compar. Woediee

event,

[OE. work, werk, weorc, AS. weorc,

re.

&

loorc ; akin to OFries. werk, wirk, OS., D.,
G. werk,
OB.d. were, werah, Icel.
Sw. verk, Dan. vxrk, Goth.
^ViWaurki, Gr. epyoi/, fipyov, work, pe'^eti' to do, opyafoi'
an instrument, opyia secret rites, Zend verez to work.
V145. Cf. BuLWAKK, Energy, Erg, Geoegic, Litdegt,

&

Metallurgy, Oegak, Orgy, Surgeon, Weight.]

Ex-

1.

ertion of strength or faculties physical or intellectual
eftort directed to an end ; industrial activity ; toil ; employment sometimes, specifically, physical labor.
Man hath his daily work of body or mind
Appointed.
Milton.
;

;

2. The matter on which one is at work
that upon
which one spends labor material for working upon

I

;

subject of exertion ; the thing occupying one ; business
duty ; as, to take up one's work ; to drop one's work.
Come on, Nerissa I have work in hand
That you yet know not of.
Shak.
In every work that he began ... he did it with all his heart,
and prospered.
2 Chron. xxxi. 21.
3. That which is produced as the result of labor anything accomplished by exertion or toil ; product ; performance fabric manufacture ; in a more general sense,
act, deed, service, effect, result, achievement, feat.
To leave no rubs or blotches in the work.
Shak,
;

;

6nd, fern,

(-i-er)

recent

;

The work some

And some the

;

ice,

praise,

architect.

Miltoru

Fancy
oft,

and most

The composition or dissolution of
chief ivork of elements.

.

.

.

in dreams.

Milton,
bodies ... is the
Sir K. Dighy,

mixed

(a) That which is produced by mental
a composition ; a book as, a work, or the works,
Flowers,
figures, or the like, wrought
(6)
with the needle embroidery.
I am glad 1 have found this napkin; . , .
I'll have the work ta'en out,

4. Specifically

labor

:

;

;

of Addison.

;

And give 't lago.

Shak,

Structures in civil, military, or naval engineering,
as docks, bridges, embankments, trenches, fortifications,
and the like ; also, the structures and grounds of a maut
(c) pi.

ufacturing establishment; as, iron works; locomotive
works ; gas works, (d) pi. The moving parts of a mechanism as, the works of a watch.
5. Manner of working
management treatment as.
unskillful work spoiled the effect.
Bp. Stillingfleei.
6. (jMech.) The causing of motion against a resisting
force.
The amount of work is proportioned to, and is
measured by, the product of the force into the amount
of motion along the direction of the force.
See Conservation of energy, under Conseetation, Unit of icork,
under Unit, also Foot pound. Horse powee, Poundal,
and Eeg.
Energy is the capacity of doing work.
Work is the trans;

;

;

.

.

;

.

ference of energy from one syste'm to another.

Clerk Maxwell.

7. (3Iining) Ore before it is dressed.
Raymond.
8. pi. (Script.) Performance of moral duties; right-

—

Woolly Bear, or Salt-Marsh Caterpillar (^Spilosoma

of

Work (wdrk),

Wild work produces

brief remark or observation ; an expression ; a
phrase, clause, or short sentence.
All the law is fulfilled in one word, even in this ; Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself.
Gal. v. 14.
She said but at the happy loord ** he lives,*'
My father stooped, re-fatnered, o'er ray wound. Tennyson.
There is only one other point on which I offer a word of reDickens.
mark.
By word of mouth, orally by actual speaking. Boyle.
Good word,
Compound word. See under Compoxjnd, a.

—

Weak.
Waee.

(wor), imp. of

Wore, imp.

;

A

8.

;

;

tliither

tlie

7. pi. Verbal contention

;

;

;

;

(-hSd'),

Wool'll-ness

be full of words

Be thy words severe
Sharp a5 he merits, but the sword forbear.

;

—

;

;

Why sliould calamity

thin, light fabric of wool.

+

Shak.

sense.

;

of

[Written also woollenet, woolenelte, and woolleneite.l
Woo'lert (woo'lert), re. (.ZTooZ.) The barn owl. \_Prov.
[Written also oolert, and oiolerd.']
E7ig.]
A
fell a skin.]
Wool'iell' (wool'fel'), re. [ Wool
skin with the wool a skin from which the wool has not
been sheared or pulled. [Written also uwolfel.']
Wool'gath'er-ing (-gSth'er-tng), a. Indulging in a
vagrant or idle exercise of the imagination roaming
upon a fruitless quest idly fanciful.
Indulgence in idle imaginaWool'gath'er-lHg, re.
tion a foolish or useless pursuit or design.
Burton.
His wits were a ivooJgathtiring, as they say.
Wool'grow'er (-gro'er), n. One who raises sheep for
Wool'grow'Ing, re.
the production of wool.
Wool'-hall' (-hal'), re. A trade market in the woolen

my

;

formation

wool woolen goods.
Wool'en-et' (-et'), n

of

Amongst men who confound their ideas with words, there
must be endless disputes.
Locke.
2. Hence, the written or printed character, or combination of characters, expressing such a term as, the
ivords on a page.
3. pi. Talk
discourse speech language.

;

re.

superl. WoEDEBST.]
1. Of or pertaining to words ; con
sisting of words
verbal as, a wordy war.
Cowper,
2. Using many words
verbose as, a wordy speaker.
3. Containing many words ; full of words.
We need not lavjsli hours in wordy periods. Philips.

;

The stomach

;;

WORK

1664

tBuhlen,'bewuhlen. V146.] (iVaai.) Towind, or wrap;
especially, to wind a rope round, as a mast or yard
made of two or more pieces, at the place where it lias
been fished or scarfed, in order to strengthen it.
Woold'er (woold'er), n. 1. {Naut.) A sticlt used to
tighten the rope in vvoolding.
2. (^Rope MaHng) One of the handles of the top, formed
by a wooden pin passing through it. See 1st Top, 2.
Woold'ing, n. (Naut.) (a) The act of winding or
wrapping anything with a rope, as a mast, (t) A rope
used for binding masts and spars.
Wool'-dyed' (wool'did'), a. Dyed before being made
into cloth, in distinction irom piece-dyed ; ingrain.
Wooled (woold), a. Having (such) wool ; as, a fineU'ooted sheep.
Wool'en (w651'en), a. [OE. laollen; cf. AS. wyllen.
See Wool.] [Written also 'H-ooHra.] 1. Made of wool
consisting of wool as, woolen goods.
2. Of or pertaining to wool or woolen cloths as, woolen manufactures a woolen mill ; a woolen draper.
Woolen scribbler, a machine for combing or preparing
wool in thin, doAvny, translucent layers.

Wool'en,

;

;;

eous conduct.
He shall reward every man according to his works. Matt. xvi. 27,
Faith, if it hath not works, is dead.
James ii. 17.
Muscular work (Physiol.), the work done by a muscle
through the power of contraction.
To go to work, to begin laboring to commence operations to contrive to
manage. " I '11 go another way to work with him." Shak.
To set on work, to cause to begin laboring to set to
work. [Obs.] Hooker. —To set to work, to employ; to
cause to engage in any business or labor.
Work (wfirk), V. i. [imp. p. p. Woeked (vvQrkt),
or Weought (rat)
[AS.
vb. re. Working.]
p. pr.
loyrcean (imp. worhie, xcrohte, p. p. geworht, geicroht)
akin to OFries. werka, wirka, OS. wirkian, D. irerken,
G. tcirken, Icel. verka, yrkja, orka, Goth, waurkjan.
V145. See Work, re.] I. To exert one's self for a purpose to put forth effort for the attainment of an object
to labor to be engaged in the performance of a task, a
duty, or the like.
O thou good Kent, how shall I live and work.
Shak.
To match thy goodness ?
Go therefore now, and ivork; for there shall no straw be givec
Dx. V. IB.
you,
Whether we work or play, or sleep or wake.

—

;

;

;

—

;

&
&

;

;

;

;

Sir J. Davies.
Our life doth pass.
Hence, in a general sense, to operate to act to
perform as, a machine loorks well.

2.

;

;

;

We bend to that the

Sliak.
working of the heart.
''
Hence, flguratively, to be effective ; to have effect
or influence ; to conduce.
We know that all things work together for good to them that
Rom. viii. 28.
love God.
This 60 w7'onglit upon the child, that afterwards he desired to

Locke.

be taught.

She marveled how she could ever have been wrought upon to
Dawtliome.
marry him.
4. To carry on b'jsiness to be engaged or employed
customarily to perform the part of a laborer ; to labor .
;

;

to toil.

They that wort in fine flax .. shall be confounded. Isa. xix. 9.
5- To be in a state of severe exertion, or as if in such
a state to be tossed or agitated to move heavily ; to
strain to labor ; as, a ship works in a heavy sea.
.

;

;

;

Confused with working sands and rolling waves. Addison.
6. To make one's way slowly and with difficulty to
move or penetrate laboriously to proceed with effort
with a following preposition, as down, out, into, up,
through, and the like as, a scheme works out by degrees
to work into the earth.
Till body up to spirit work, in bounds
^niton.
Proportioned to each kind.
;

;

;

idea,

ill

;

old,

6bey, 6rb, 8dd

;

—

I

;;;

WORK
To ferment,

'7>

of beer

the

barm

is

put

Bacon.

in.

.

.

—

;

Work

(wflrk), V. t.
1. To labor or operate upon ; to
give exertion and effort to ; to prepare for use, or to
utilize, by labor.
He could have told them of two or three gold mines, and a
silver mine, and given the reason why they forbare to work
them at that time.
Sir W. Raleigh,
2. To produce or form by labor ; to bring forth by exertion or toil ; to accomplish ; to originate ; to effect
as, to

work wood or iron into a form desired, or

utensil

to tuork cotton or wool into cloth.
Each herb he knew, that works or good or

into a

Works itself clear, and as it runs, refines.
by degrees the floating mirror shines.

Addison.

by acting upon to prevail upon
" Work your royal father to

influence
to lead.
;

;

;

to
his

ruin."

Philips.
5. To form with a needle and thread or yarn ; especially, to embroider ; as, to work muslin.
6. To set in motion or action ; to direct the action of
to keep at work ; to govern ; to manage ; as, to work a
juachine.
Knowledge in building and working ships. Arbutknot.
Now, Marcus, thy virtue 's on the proof
Put forth thy utmost strength, work every nerve. Addison.
The :nariners all 'gan w07-k the ropes,
Where they were wont to do.
Coleridge.
7. To cause to ferment, as liquor.
To work a passage (Jfaut.), to pay for a passage by doing work.
To work double tides (Naut.), to perform the
labor of three days in two
a phrase which alludes to
a practice of working by the night tide as well as by the
<lay
To work in, to insert, introduce, mingle, or interweave by labor or skill. To work into, to force, urge, or
insinuate into as, to work one's self into favor or confidence.
To work off, to remove gradually, as by labor, or
a gradual process as, beer works off impurities in fermenting.
To work out. (a) To effect by labor and exer'
tion.
Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling." Phil. ii. 12. (b) To erase ; to efface. [R.]
Tears of joy for your returning spilt.
Work out and expiate our former guilt.
Dryden.
ic) To solve, as a problem,
(d) To exhaust, as a mine, by
working.
To work up. (a) To raise ; to excite ; to stir
up ; as, to work up the passions to rage.
;

—

;

.

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

The

sun, that rolls his chariot o'er their heads,
fire and color in their cheeks.
Addison.

;

;

as,

fact; as, workless faith.

AD

in

Sir T. More.

[06«.]

Work'man

(wflrk'man), n. ; pi. Workmen (-men).
[AS. tveorcmann.'] 1.
man employed in labor, whether
in tillage or manufactures
a worker.
2. Hence, especially, a skillful artificer or laborer.

Work'man-llke'

(-lik'),

especially a skillful one

Work'man-ly,

;

skillful

well performed ; workmanlike.
Work'man-ly, adv. In a skillful manner

skillful

workman

;

;

Work'man-shlp,

man-

in a

;

ner becoming a skillful workman.

Shak.

;

1.

Due reward
For her praiseworthy workmanship to yield.
Beauty is nature's brag, and must be shown
Where most may wonder at the workmanship.

That which

.

all

men

in perfection,

a

pecially,

A

Work'y-day' (-y-da'), ?;. [See Workday, WorkingA week day or working day, as distinguished from
Sunday or a holiday. Also used adjectively. [Written
also workiday, and workaday.']
lObs. or Colloq.']
Prithee,

tell

her but a workyday fortune.

Shak.

World (wQrld), n. [OE. world, werld, weorld, weoreld,
AS. weorold, worold ; akin to OS. werold, D. wereld,

OHG.

weralt, worolt, werolt, werlt, G. welt, Icel. verold,

Sw. verld, Dan. verden ; properly, the age of man, lifetime, humanity AS. wer a man
a word akin to E.
old ; cf AS. yld lifetime, age, ylde men, humanity. Cf
Werewolf, Old.] 1. The earth and the surrounding
heavens the creation the system of created things

+

;

.

;

;

existent creation

the universe.
The invisible things of him from the creation of the world
;

Rom.

are clearly seen.

With

desire to

i.

20.

know.

;

Amongst innumerable

stars, that

shone

Stars distant, but nigh-hand seemed other worlds.
Milton.
There may be other worlds, where the inhabitants have never

violated their allegiance to their almighty Sovereign.

W. B. Sprague.

;

like.
Work'bas'ket (-bas'ket), n.
basket for
materials for needlework, or the like.

A

holding

A

Work'bench'

The earth and

3.

holding needlework, and the

(-bSnch'), n.
bench on which work
is performed, as in a carpenter's shop.
Work'box' (-boks'), ».
box for holding instruments or materials for work.

A

Work'day' (-da'), M. & a.
which work is performed, as

[a?,, weorcdxg.'] A day on
distinguished from Sunday,
festivals, etc. ; a working day.
Work'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which, works
a laborer ; a performer ; as, a worker in brass.
Professors of holiness, but workers of iniquity.
South.
2. (Zool.) One of the neuter, or sterile, individuals of
the social ants, bees, and white ants. The workers are
generally females having the sexual organs imperfectly
developed. See Ant, and White ant, under White.
Work'fel'lOW (-fel'lo), re. One engaged in the same
work with another a companion in work.
Work'folk' (-fok'), 71. People that labor.
Work'Jul (-fill), a. Pull of work ; diligent. [iJ.]

sum

the

of

human

its inhabitants,

affairs

and

with their concerns

interests.

That forbidden tree, whose mortal taste
Brought death into the world, and all our woe. Milton.
4. In a more restricted sense, that part of the earth
and its concerns which is known to any one, or contemplated by any one a division of the globe, or of its inhabitants ; human affairs as seen from a certain position,
or from a given point of view ; also, state of existence
scene of life and action; as, the Old World; the New
World ; the religious world ; the Catholic toorld ; the
upper world ; the future world ; the heathen world.
One of the greatest in the Christian world
Shall be my surety.
Shak.
;

Murmuring that now they must be put to make
the world's end
for so they counted Britain.

—

war beyond
Milton.

5. The customs, practices, and interests of men ; general affairs of life
human society ; public affairs and
occupations as, a knowledge of the world.
;

;

;

Work'house' v-hous'), n. ; pi. Workhouses (-houz'Sz).
[AS. weorchus.'] 1.
house where any manufacture is
carried on ; a workshop.
2. A house in which idle and vicious persona are confined to labor.
house where the town poor are maintained at
3.
public expense, and provided with labor ; a poorhouse.

A

A

Work'lng,

a.

& n.

from Work.

The word must cousin be to the working. Chaucer.
Working beam. See Beam, «., 10. —Working class,' the
•class of people who are engaged in manual labor, or are
dependent upon it for support laborers operatives
— chiefly used in the plural. Working day. See under
Day, n. — Working drawing, a drawing, as of the whole or
part of a structure, machine, etc., made to a scale, and
intended to be followed by the workmen. Working drawmgs are either general or detail drawings. — Working
house, a house where work is performed
a workhouse.Working pohit (Uac.h.), that part of a machine at which
the effect required is produced the point where the use-

—

;

;

;

;

;

ful

work

is

done.

Work'ing-day

Tertaining to, or characteristic of, working days, or v/orkdays ; everyday ; hence,
plodding ; hard-working.
O, how full of briers is this working-day world.
Shak.

use,

(-da'), a.

unite,

njde,

full,

105

fip,

am;

pity;

Happy

she that from the world retires.
Waller,
If knowledge of the world makes man perfidious.
May Juba ever live in ignorance.
Addison.
is

6. Individual experience of, or concern with, life
course of Ufe sum of the affairs which affect the individual as, to begin the loorld with no property to lose
all, and begin tlie world anew.
the human race
7. The inhabitants of the earth
people in general the public mankind.
Since I do purpose to marry, I will think nothing to any purpose that the world can say against it.
Shak.
Tell me, wencli, how will the world repute me
For undertaking so unstaid a journey
Shak.
8. The earth and its affairs as distinguished from
heaven concerns of this life as distinguished from those
the present existence and its interof the life to come
ests hence, secular affairs engrossment or absorption
in the affairs of this life
worldly corruption ; the ungodly or wicked part of mankind.
I pray not for the world, but for tliem which thou hast given
me for they are thine.
John xvii.
Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world.
If any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him.
For all that is in the world, the lust of the llcsh, and the lust
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'i

;

;

;

;

;

St.

;

of the eyes,
the world.

9.

and

the pride of

food, lo^t

life, is

not of the Father, but
1

As an emblem
;

John

ii.

is

of

Ifi,

Hi.

of immensity, a great multitude or

out,

oU;

chair;

;

;

" I thus neglecting

tcoj'W??/ ^nds.
Shak.
hath continued, standing by no other worldly
but that one only hand which erected it.
Hooker,

Many years it
mean

2. Pertaining to this world or

life,

in contradistinction

from the life to come ; secular temporal ; devoted to
this life and its enjoyments
bent on gain as, worldly
pleasures, affections, honor, lusts, men.
With his soul fled all my worldly solace.
Shak.
;

;

;

day. ]

;

;

actions.

carried on.

(-wo6m'an), n. ; pi. Workwomen
woman who performs any work esskilled in needlework.

woman

Shak.
Rogers.
Keble,

And worldlings blot the temple's gold.
Worldly, a. [AS. woroldlic.] 1. Relating to the
world human common as, worldly maxims worldly

Work'ta'ble (-ta'b'l), n. A table for holding working materials and implements; esp., a small table with
drawers and other conveniences for needlework, etc.

;

;

A foutre for the world and worldlings base.

we consider the expectations of futurity, the worldling gives

If

Work'shlp, n. Workmanship. [i2.]
Work'shop' (-shop'), n. A shop where any manufac-

Work'wom'an

addictedness to gain

;

up the argument.

used especially for labor.

(-wTm'Sn), n.

covetousness

;

;

by being

Sir W. Raleigh.

;

is

life

;

Work'mas'ter (-mas'ter), n. The performer of any
work a master workman. [iJ.]
Spenser.
Work'room' (-room'), n. Any room or apartment

ture or handiwork

—

;

and temporal enjoyments worldly-mindedness.
World'ling (-ITng), n. \_World -f -ling.] A person
whose soul is set upon gaining temporal possessions one
devoted to this world and its enjoyments.

;

By how much Adam exceeded

—

;

things of this

;

the immediate workmanship of God.

—

;

World'li-ness (wfirld'li-nes), n. The quality of being
a predominant passion for obtaining the good

Hilton.

effected,

is

—

worldly

.

made, or produced manufacture especially, something made by manual labor.
Nor any sltilled in workmanship embossed.
Spenser.
2.

are alone,

;

Spenser.

.

to see

;

The art or skill of a workthe execution or manner of making anything.
n.

a world

'tis

;

when men and women

.

;

;

—

well performed.

;

tame,

A meacock

wretch can make the curstest shrew. Shak,
For all the world, (a) Precisely ; exactly. (J) For any
consideration.
Seven wonders of the world. See in the
Dictionary of Noted Names in Fiction.
To go to the
world, to be married. [Obs.] "Thus goes every one to
the world but I .
.
I may sit in a corner and cry heighho for a husband!" -SAaA.
World's end, the end, or
most distant part, of the world the remotest regions,
World without end, eternally ; forever civerlastingly as
if in a state of existence having no end.
Throughout all ages, world without end. Amen. Eph. iii. 21.

Becoming a workman,

a.

skillful

Becoming a

a.

you are novices

O,

How

;

Works up more

Work'a-ble (wQrk'a-b'l), a. Capable of being worked,
or worth working as, a workable mine workable clay.
Work'a-flay (-a-da'), n. See Wohkydat.
Work'bag' (-bag'), n. A bag for holding implements
or materials for work especially, a reticule, or bag for

—

A

What nearer might concern him, how this world
To expend in any work, as materials as, they have
Of heaven and earth conspicuous first began.
Milton.
worked up all the stock, (c) (Naut.) To make over or
into something else, as yarns drawn from old rigging,
2. Any planet or heavenly body, especially when conmade into spun yarn, foxes, sennit, and the like also, to sidered as inhabited, and as the scene of interests analkeep constantly at work upon needless matters, as a crew ogous with human interests as, a plurality of worlds.
in order to punish them. R. H. Dana, Jr.
"Lord of the worlds above."
/. Watts.
(J)

this wood lack worlds of company.
Shak.
A world of woes dispatched in little space. Dryden.
... in the world, all that exists ; all that is possible
as, all the precaution in the world would not save him.
A world to see, a wonder to see ; something admirable or
surprising to see. [Obs.]

Nor doth

Work'less, a. 1. Without work not laboring
people were still workless.
2. Not carried out in practice ; not exemplified

;

Till

To
manage

;

many

Harte.

ill.

To produce by slow

4.

(-mSn). A laboring man
port by manual labor.

man

;

degrees, or as if laboriously
io bring gradually into any state by action or motion.
" Sidelong he works his way."
Milton.
So the pure, limpid stream, when foul with stains
Of rushinfT torrents and descending rains.
3.

Work'lng-man (wQrk'Ing-m5n), n. ;pl. Workinomen quantity a large number. " A world oi men." Chap
a man who earns his daily sup- man. " A worM of blossoms for the bee." Bryant.
;

when

8. To act or operate on tlie stomach and bowels, as a
oathartic.
Purges . work best, that is, cause the blood so to do, , .
in warm weather or in a warm room.
Grew,
To work at, to be engaged in or upon ; to be emploj^ed
in.
To work to windward (Naut.)^ to sail or ply against
the wind to tack to windward.
Mar. Diet.
.

;

WORM
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as a liquid.

The working

"

;
.;

;

3. Lay, as opposed to cZericaZ.
[06s.]
Chaucer,
World'ly, adv. With relation to this life in a worldly
manner.
Subverting worldly strong and worldly wise
By simply meek.
Milton.
World'iy-mind'ed (-mind'ed), a. Devoted to worldly
interests
mindful of the affairs of the present life, and
forgetful of those of the future loving and pursuing this
world's goods, to the exclusion of piety and attention to
spiritual concerns.
World'ly—mind'ed-ness, n.
World'-wlde' (-wid'), a. Extended throughout the
world as, world-wide fame.
Tetinyson.
;

;

;

—

;

World'ly-Wise' (-wiz'), a. Wise in regard to things
of this world.
Bunyan.
(wflrm), n. [OE. worm, wurm, AS. loyrm;
akin to D. worm, OS.
G. xcurm., Icel. ormr, Sw.
Dan. arm, Goth, luaurms, L. vermis, Gr. polios a wood
worm. Cf. Vermicelli, Vermilion, Vermin.]
1.
creeping or a crawling animal of any kind or size, as a
serpent, caterpillar, snail, or the like.
[Archaic]
There can:eaviper out of the heat, and leapt on his hand.
When ihe men of the country saw the worm hang on his hand,
they said, This man must needs be a murderer.
Tyndale (.Acts sxviii. 3, 4).
'Tis slander.
Whose edge is sharper than the sword, whose tongue
Outvenoms all the worms of Nile.
Shak,
When Cerberus perceived us, the great loorm.
His mouth he opened and displayed his tusks. Longfellow.
2. Any small creeping animal or reptile, either entirely
without feet, or with very short ones, including a great
variety of animals ; as, an ea,Ttlni'orm ; the blindit'orm.
Specifically : (Zodl.) (a) Any helminth ; an entozodn.
(c) An insect larva,
(6) Any annelid,
(d) pi. Same as

Worm

&

&
A

Vermes.

An

internal tormentor ; something that gnaws or
one's mind with remorse.
The wot^i of conscience still begnaw thy soul 1 Shak.
4. A being debased and despised.
I am a worm, and no man.
Ps. xxii. 6.
5. Anything spiral, vermiculated, or resembling a
worm as (a) The thread of a ccrew.
The threads of screws, when bigger than can be made in screw
plates, are called wonns,
Moxon.
spiral instrument or screw, often like a double
(6)
corkscrew, used for drawing balls from firearms, (c)
(Anat.)
certain muscular b.and in the tongue of some
animals, as the dog ; the lytta. See Lytta. (d) The
condensing tube of a still, often curved and wound to
economize space. See Uliist. of Still, (e) {Slach.)
short revolving screw, the threads of which drive, or are
driven by, a worm wheel by gearing into its teeth or cogs.
See Illust. of Worm, gearing, below.
Worm abscess {Med.), an abscess produced by the irritation resulting from the lodgment of a worm in some part
of the body.
Worm fence. See uuder Fence. Worm gear.
(Mach.) (a)
worm wheel, (b) Worm gearing. —Worm
gearing, getiring consisting of a «orm
3.

afilicts

:

;

A

A

A

—

—

A

and worm wheel working

— Worm
root, 2
St'dinn.
ities as
(

grass.
((().

(!))

{Bot.) (a)

togetlior.

See Pink-

The white stonecrop

album) reputed to have qual-

—

a vermifuge.
Dr. Prior.
(Mid.), an anthelmintic
consisting of oil obtained from the
seeds of Chcnopodiiim ciiit/uhiiinti
('(mi.— Worm powder (Mfd.), i\n nn-J
thelmintic powder.
Worm snake.

Worm

oil

;

—

(Zoiil,)

See Thunder snake

Thunder.

— Worm

(b),

under

tea (Med,), an anthelmintic tea or tisane.
Worm
tincture iMed,), a tincture prepared
from dried earthworms, oil of tartar,
spirit of wine, etc. (Ofc.J— Worm wheel,
a cogwheel having teeth formed to fit

go; Bins, iukf

then, thin;

—

boN

;

xh = x

Worm

a Worm

Gouring.
;

6

Wheel.

in

azura

Worn

"

;

WORM
N

;

Worm

illusl. of

—

gearing, above.

Worm (wiJrm), V. Ii7>ip. & p. p. Wosmed (wfJrnid);
& vb. n. WoKJiiNS.] To work slowly, gradually,
i.

p. pr.

end secretly.

When

O

debates and fretting jealousy
Did worm and work witliin you more and more,
Herbert.
Your color faded.
Worm, V. i, 1. To effect, remove, drive, draw, or the
often followed hy out.
Hke, by slow and secret means
They lind themselves wormed out of all power. Swift.
They . wormed thiugs out of me that I had no desire to

—

;

.

.

Dicke-iis.

tell.

2. To clean by means of a worm ; to draw a wad or
cartridge from, as a firearm. See Wokm, 7i. 5 (6).
3. To cut the worm, or lytta, from under the tongue
of, as a dog, for the purpose of checking a disposition to
gnaw. The operation was formerly supposed to guard
against canine madness.
assisted the laird in his sporting parties, wormed
his dogs, and cut the ears of liis terrier puppies.
Sir W. Scott.

The men

4. (Naut.) To wind rope, yarn, or other material,
between the strands of, as a cable to
wind with spun yarn, as a small rope.

spirally round,

Bopes

.

.

;

are generally 7t'ormc(? before they are served. ToUen.

.

To worm one's
and insinuations

Q

Wor'mal

self into, to
as, to

enter into gradually by arts

worm

;

one's self into favor.

(Zodl.) See Wokmil.
Worm'-eat'en (wQrm'ef'n), a. 1. Eaten, or eaten
into, by a worm or by worms ; as, irorm-eaten timber.
Concave as a covered goblet, or a ivorm-eaten nut. Shak.
2. Worn-out; old; worthless. [iJ.] Sir W. Raleigh.

(wSr'mal), n.

— Worm'-eat'en-ness,

n.
Dr. John Smith.
[i?.]
Wormed (wQrmd), o. Penetrated by worms injured
by worms; worm-eaten; as, irormed tinaher.
Worm'hole' (-liol'), n. A burrow made by a worm.
Wor'ml-an (w6r'mT-an), a. {Aiiat.) Discovered or
described by Olanus Wormiiis, a Danish anatomist.
Wormian bones, small irregnlar plates of bone often interposed in tlie sutures between the large cranial bones.
Wor'mil(-mTI),n. [Cf. 1st Wabble.] 1. (Zool.) Any
botfly larva which burrows in or beneath the skin of domestic and wild animals, thus producing sores. They
belong to various species of Hypoderma and allied genera.
Domestic cattle are often infested by a large species.
See Gadfly.
Called also icarble, and worble.
[Written also wormal, uormid, and wornil.']
;

Warble,

2. (Fur.) See 1st

1 (6).

Worm'ling (wQrm'ling), n. A little worm.
O dusty womiUng ! dost thou strive and stand
With heaven's high monarch ?
Worm'seed' (-sed'), n. (Bot.)
plants, us Artemisia sanionica, and

Sylvester.

Any one

of several

Chenopodium

miniicum, whose
worms from the stomach and intestines.
Wormseed mustard, a slender, cruciferous plant (Erysimum cheiranthoides) having small lanceolate leaves.
Worm'-Shaped' (-shapf ), a. Shaped like a worm
thick and almost cylindrical, but variously curved or
bent as, a worm-shaped root.
;

;

(Zool.)

(-shel'), n.

Any

species of

Vermetus.

Wor'mul

U

and anxiety to vex to annoy to torment to tease to
" A church worried with
fret to trouble to plague.
reformation."
South.
Let them rail,
And worry one another at their pleasure.
Jioive.
Worry him out till he gives his consent.
Swift.
3. To harass with labor ; to fatigue.
[Collog.]
Wor'ry (wiir'ry), v. i. To feel or express undue care
and anxiety to manifest disquietude or pain to be fretful
to chafe as, the cliild worries ; the horse worries.
;

wSr'mul), re. (Zool. ) See Wormil.
Worm'WOOd (wQrm'wo8d), n. [AS. wermod, akin to
OHG. luermuota, wcrmuota, G. wermuih, wermiit ; of uncertain origin.] 1. (Bot.) A composite plant (Artemisia
Absinthium), having a bitter and slightly aromatic taste,
formerly used as a tonic and a vermifuge, and to protect woolen garments from moths. It gives the peculiar
flavor to the cordial called absinthe.
The volatile oil is
a narcotic poison. The term is often extended to other
species of the same genus.
2. Anything very bitter or grievous bitterness.
Lest there should be among you a root that beareth gall and
(

Dent. xxix.

tuoruiwood.

Roman wormwood

18.

an American weed (Ambrosia

(Bot.),

—

—

;

W

—

Worm'y (-y), a. [Compar. Wormier (-i-er); superl.
Wormiest.] 1. Containing a worm; abounding with
worms. " IFormt/ beds.
Shak.
worm ; earthy ; groveling.
(worn), p. p. of Wear.
Worn land, land that has become exhausted by tillage,
or wliich for any reason has lost its fertility.
2.

Like or pertaining to a

Worn

Wor'ry,

by wearing

Wor'ral
Wor'rel

;

(wSr'ral),
(w5r'rel),

as,
1

worn-out garments.
(Zool.) An Egyptian forktongued lizard, about four feet

K.

)

when full grown.
Wor'rl-er (wur'rl-er), n.

long

Wor'ri-ment
snxiety

;

(-ment),

worry.

re.

One who worries.
[See Worry.] Trouble;

\_Colloq. U. iS.]

Wor'ri-somo (-stim), a. Inclined to worry or fret
also, causing worry or annoyance.
Wor'rlt (-rit), V. t. To worry ; to annoy, lllliierate^
Wor'rlt,

&

vb.

re.

Worry

(-r^), v.
re.

t.

;

[imp.

&

Worrying.]

;

;

ale,

senate,

c&ie,

Worries

&m, arm, ask,

A

(-rlz).

undue

state of

;

;

;

;

;

OHG.

wirsiro, Icel. rerri, S\v. v'drre, Dan. vasrre,

Goth, tcalrsiza, and probably to OHG. tverran to bring
into confusion, E. war, and L. verrere to sweep, sweep
along. As bad has no comparative and superlative, worse
and worst are used in lieu of them, although etymologically they have no relation to bad.]
Bad, ill, evil, or
corrupt, in a greater degree more bad or evil less good;
specifically, in poorer liealth
more sick
used both in
a physical and moral sense.
Or worse, if men it-orse can devise.
Chancer.
[She] was nothing bettered, but rather grew worse. Mark v. 26.
Evil men and seducers shall wax worse and itoi-se. 2 7'ini.iii. 13.
There are men who seem to believe they are not bad wliile
another can be found worse.
Hauibler.
;

;

;

"But

"Love him? Worse
Loss disadvantage ;

him."

I love

—

;

e.ni worse."

Gay.

Worse, n. 1.
defeat. " Judah
was put to the worse before Israel."
Kings xiv. 12.
2. That which is worse sometliing less good ; as, think
not the worse of him for his enterprise.
Worse, adv. [AS. ti'ie7-s, wyrs ; akin to OS. & OHG.
;

;

wirs, Icel. verr, Goth, walrs ; a comparative adverb witli

no corresponding
degree

positive.
See Worse, a.] In a worse
manner more evil or bad.
deal worse with thee than with them. Gen. xix. 9.
V. t.
[OE. xi'ursien, AS. wyrsian to become

in a

;

Nov will we

Worse,
To make worse

worse.]
discomfit

;

to put to disadvantage; to
;
See Worst, v.

to worst.

Weapons more

May

Wors'en

when next we meet.

violent,

and worse our foes.
To make worse

serve to better us

(wfirs"n), v.

MiUon.

to deteto impair.
It is apparent that, in the particular point of which we have
been conversing, their condition is greatly worsened.
Southey.
riorate

1.

t.

;

;

To get the better of to worst. [E.]
Wors'en, v. i. To grow or become worse. De Quincey.
;

which seemed rather

Indifferent health,
prove.

to

worsen than imCartyle.

Wors'er
From

(wfirs'Sr), a.
Worse. [E.]
Thou dost deserve a worser end.
Beau. Sc Fl.
worser thoughts which make me do amiss. Banyan.
dreadful quiet felt, and, worser far
Than arms, a sullen interval of war.
Dryden.

A

5^°° This old and redundant form of the comparative
occurs occasionally in the best authors, although commonly accounted a vulgarism. It has, at least, the analogy of lesser to sanction its use. See Lesser. " The experience of man's xvorser nature, which intercourse with
ill-chosen associates, by choice or circumstance, peculHallam.
Wor'shlp (wflr'shTp), re. [OE. worschipe, wurSscipe,
AS. weorSscipe ; weorS worth -f- -scipe -ship.
See
Worth, a., and -ship.] 1. Excellence of character; dignity; worth; worthiness.
Shak.
[Obs.]
Chaucer.
A man of worshiyj and honour.
iarly teaches."

Elfin, born of noble state.

2.

And muckle worship in his native land.
Honor respect civil deference. [Obs.]
Of which great worth and ivorshij) may be won

Spejiser.

;

;

My father desires your worships' company.

Shale.

act of paying divine honors to the Supreme
religious reverence and homage ; adoration, or
acts of reverence, paid to God, or a being viewed as God.
" God with idols in their worship jouied."
3IiUon.
The worship of God is an eminent part of religion, and
2'illoison.
prayer is a chief part of religious worship.
4.

The

Being

;

Obsequious or submissive respect
miration adoration.
5.

;

extravagant ad-

;

is

Your bugle

Shak.

An

object of worship.
In attitude and aspect formed to be
At once the artist's worship and despair. Longfellow.
See
SevU worship. Fire worship. Hero worship, etc.
under Devil, Fire, Hero, etc.
(-shipt)
Worshiped
i.
[imp.
V.
Wor'ship,
p. p.
or Worshipped ; p. pr.
vb. re. Worshiping or Woeto treat with civil
shipping.]
1. To respect ; to honor
Chaucer.
reverence. [Obsoles.]
shall have a tongueless mouth.
Our grave
Shak.
Not worshiped with a waxen epitaph.
Foxe.
This holy imoge that is man God worshipeth.
6.

&

&

;

.

.

to reverence with supreme
respect and veneration ; to perform religious exercises
in honor of ; to adore ; to venerate.
Shak.
But God is to be worshiped.
When all our fathers worshiped stocks and stones. Milton.
3. To honor with extravagant love and extreme submission, as a lover ; to adore to idolize.
Carew.
With bended knees I daily worship her.
Syn. To adore; revere; reverecce ; bow to; honor.
2.

To pay divine honors to

;

;

—

final,

^U

;

eve.

event,

end, fern,

homage

fathers iroishiped in this mountain ; and ye say that in
Jerusalem is the place where men ought to worship. John iv. P"
Was it for this I have loved . . . and worshiped in silence ?
LongJ'ellow.
Wor'Ship-a-bU'i-ty (-a-bil'i-ty), re. The quality of

being wortliy to be worshiped,

[ij.]

Wor'ship-a-ble (wQr'shTp-a-b'l),
worshiped

wortliy of worship.

Coleridge.

a.

Capable of being

Carlyle.
Wor'ship-er (-er), n. One who worships ; one wlio pays
divine honors to any being or thing; one who adores.
[Written also ivorslnpper.]
Wor'Ship-ful (-ful), a. Entitled to worship, reverence, or high respect ; claiming respect worthy of honor
often used as a term of respect, sometimes iron" This is M)ora/itp/M? society."
ically.
Shak.
[She is] so' dear and worshipful.
Chaucer.
:

;

[JJ.]

—

;

—Wor'ship-ful-ly, adv. — Wor'ship-lul-ness,
Worst (vvQrst), a.,

Bad.

superl. of

re.

[OE. wersi,

irorste,

wurste, AS. wyrst, wierst, wierrest. See Worse, a.] Bad,
evil, or pernicious, in the highest degree, whether in a
" Heard so oft
physical or moral sense. See Worse.
in worst extremes."
Milton.
I have a wife, the worst that may be.
Chaucer.
If thou liadst not been born the loorst of men,
Thou hadst been a knave and flatterer.
Shak.

Worst,

re.

That which

is

most bad or evil the most sewicked state or degree.
The worst is not
;

vere, pernicious, calamitous, or

So long as we can &fxy. This is the worst.
Shah.
always sure of finding diversion when the worst comes
Addison.
Worst. 'J. t. [imp.
vb. n.
p. p. Worsted p. pr.
WoRSTiNtr.j [See Worse, v. t.
a.]
To gain advantage
over, in contest or competition
to get the better of to
defeat ; to overthrow ; to discomfit.
The
Philistines were worsted by the captivated ark. South.

He

is

to the worst.

&

&

;

&
;

.

.

;

.

Worst,

V.

" Every face

To grow worse

i.
.

.

;

to deteriorate.

[B.]

Jane Austen.
n.
[From

worsting."

.

Worst'ed (wust'ed or wur'stSd

277),

;

now spelled Worstead, a town in Norfolk,
for Worthsteud. See Worth, n., and Stead.]
Well-twisted yarn snun of long-staple wool which
has been combed to lay the fibers parallel, used for carpets, cloth, hosiery, gloves, and the like.
2. Fine and soft woolen yarn, untwisted or lightly
twisted, used in kbitting and embroidery.
Wort (wilrt), re. [OE. wort, iDurt, AS. wyrt herb,
root akin to OS. wurt, G. trurz, Icel. ju7-t, urt, Dan.
urt, Sw. iirl, Goth, wauris a root, L. radix, Gr. pi'fa a
root, pabapuoi a branch, young shoot, pdSi^ a branch,
and E. rool, n. Cf. Licorice, Orchard, Radish, Root,
Wor.'iled,

England

;

1.

;

)!.,

Whortleberry, Wort an infusion

A plant of any kind.
^^^ This word is now chiefly used
in colett'ort, &swort, St. John's-wort,

of malt.] 1. (Bot.)
in combination, as

woundwort,

etc.

2. pi. Cabbages.
Wort (wQrt), re. [OE. worte, wurte, AS. wyrte ; akin
to OD. wort, G. iciirze, hxerieiirze, Icel. virtr, Sw. vort.
See Wort an herb.] An infusion of malt which is unfermented, or is in the act of fermentation ; the sweet infusion of malt, which ferments and forms beer hence, any
similar liquid in a state of incipient fermentation.
;

18^°' Wort consists essentially of a dilute solution of
sugar, which by fermentation produces alcohol and carbon dioxide.

Worth (wQrth), v. i. [OE. worthen, wurpen, to become, AS. ireorSan ; akin to OS. werSan, D. worden,
G. werden, OHG. werdan, Icel. verSa, Sw. varda, Goth.
walrpan, L. vertere to turn, Skr. rrt, v. i., to turn, to
^roU, to become.
V143. Cf. Verse, -ward. Weird.}
To be to become to betide
now used only in the
phrases, woe worth the day, woe worth the man, etc., in
which the verb is in the imperative, and the nouns day,
man, etc., are in the dative. Woe be to the day, woe be
to the man, etc., are equivalent phrases.
I counsel ... to let the cat wortke.
Piers Plowman.
He worth upon [got upon] his steed gray.
Chaucer,
[OE. worth, xcurp, AS. weortS, wurS ;
Worth, a.
akin to OFries. werth, OS. icerS, D. waard, OHG. iperd,
G. wert, werth, Icel. verSr, Sw. r'drd, Dan. vserd, Goth.
wairps, and perhaps to E. ^oary. Cf. Stalwart, Ware
an article of merchandise. Worship.] 1. Valuable of
worth; worthy; estimable; also, worth while. [Obs.]
It was not worth to make it wise.
Chaucer.
2. Equal in value to furnishing an equivalent for
proper to be exchanged for.
A ring he hath of mine worth forty ducats.
Shcth,
;

;

—

;

;

not your inky brows, your black silk hair.
eyeballs, nor your cheek of cream.
That can entame my spirits to your worship.

'T

(wQ/'shTp), V. i. To perform acts of
esp. , to perform religious service.

;

Our

;

Spenser.

Then ehalt thou have worship in the presence of them that
Luke xiv. 10.
sit at meat with thee.
3. Hence, a title of honor, used in addresses to certain magistrates and others of rank or station.

.

anxiety. [Illiterate]
p. p. Worried (-rid) ; p.
[OE. worowen, wirien, to
strangle, AS. wyrgan in awyrgan ; akin to D. worgen,
wurgen, to strangle, OHG. lourgen, G. wiirgen, Lith.
verszti, and perhaps to E. wring.']
1. To harass by
pursuit and barking ; to attack repeatedly also, to tear
or mangle with the teeth.
A hellhound that doth hunt us all to death
That dog that had his teeth before his eyes,
Stiak.
To worry lambs and lap their gentle blood.
2> To harass or beset with importunity, or with care

Wor'ry

pr.

n. ; pi.

a state of disturbance from care and anxiety
vexation anxiety ; fret as, to be in a xcorry. " The
whir and worry of spindle and of loom."
Longfellow.
Wor'ry-ing-ly, adv. In a worrying manner.
Worse (wQrs), a., compar. of Bad. [OE. werse,
worse, wurse, AS. wiersa, Ji'yrsa, a comparative witli no
corresponding positive akin to OS. wiisa, OFries. icirra,

or adoration

;

;

solicitude

Wor'shlp

;

;

Wor'nil (wSr'nll), re. (Zool.) See Wormil.
Worn'-out' (worn'ouf), a. Consumed, or rendered
useless,

;

;

;

;

arteni isi^efolia) ; hogweed.
Tree wormwood (Bot.), a
species of Artemisia (probably Artemisia rariabilis) with
woody stems. Wormwood hare (.^o5Z. ), a variety of the
common hare (Lepus timidus)
so named from its color.

;

;

;

2.

anthelseeds have the property of expelling

Worm'-shell'

WORTH
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Into the spiral spaces of a screw called a worm, so that
the wheel may be turned by, or may turn, the worm
called also worm gear, and sometimes tangent wheel. See

;;

;

recent

;

ice,

All our doings without charity are nothing worth.
Bk, of Com. Prayer.
your arguments produce no convicticn, they are worth
nothing to me.
Beaitie.
3. Deserving of
in a good or bad sense, but chiefly
in a good sense.
Milton.
To reign is worth ambition, though in hell.
This is life indeed, life worth preserving.
Addison.
4. Having possessions equal to j having wealth or estate to the value of.
At Geneva are merchants reckoned wortli twenty hundred
If

;

—

crowns.

Addison^

Worth

See imder While, re.
Worth, r.. [OE. worth, wurp, AS. weorS, wurS ;
weorS, wurS, adj. See Worth, a.] 1. That quality of
a thing which renders it valuable or useful sum of valuable qualities which render anything useful and sought
value hence, often, value as expressed in a standard, as
money equivalent in exchange price.
while, or

Worth the

while.

;

;

;

;

What '8 worth in anything
But so much money as 't will bring ?
Eudibras»
2. Value in respect of moral or personal qualities;
idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, 5dd

"

;; ;

WORTHFUL

1667

excellence ; virtue ; eminence ; desert ; merit ; usefulness; as, a man or magistrate of great worth.
X know tlie gentleman
To be of worth, and worthy estimation.
Shak.
As none but she, who in that court did dwell,
Could know such worth, or worth describe so well. Waller.
To think how modest worth neglected lies. Shenstone.

breach of the skin and flesh of an animal, or in the
substance of any creature or living thing
a cut, stab,
rent, or the like.
Chaucer.

Syn. — Desert; merit;
Worth'lul

excellence; price; rate.
Full of worth; worthy;

(wflrth'ful), a.

\_Obs.']
deserving.
Marston.
Wor'thi-lV (wQr'thi-ly), adv. In a worthy manner
deservedly ; according to merit ; justly
excellently
suitably; becomingly.
You worthily succeed not only to the honors of your ancesDryden.
tors, but also to their virtues.
South.
Some may very worthily deserve to be hated.

;

Showers of blood
Rained from the ivounds of slaughtered Englishmen. Shak.
2. Fig.
An injury, hurt, damage, detriment, or the
like, to feeling, faculty, reputation, etc.
3. ( Criminal Law) An injury to the person by which
the skin is divided, or its continuity broken ; a lesion of
the body, involving some solution of continuity.
:

^

m^^ Walker condemns the pronunciation woond as a
" capricious novelty." It is certainly opposed to an important principle of our language, namely, that the Old
English long sound written ou, and pronounced like
French oti or modern Enirlish oo, has regularly changed,
when accented, into tlie diphthongal sound usually written with the same letters ou in modern English, as in
ground, hound, round, sound. The use of ou in Old EngWor'thl-ness, n. The quality or state of being wor- lish to represent the sound of modern English oo was
thy ; desert merit excellence dignity virtue worth. borrowed from the French, and replaced the older and
Anglo-Saxon spelling with u. It makes no difference
"Who is sure he hath a soul, unless
Donne. whether the word was taken from the Frencli or not, proIt see, and judge, and follow worthiness ?
vided it is old enough in Englisli to have suffered this
She is not worthy to be loved that hath not some feeling of
cliange to what is now the common sound of ou ; but
Sir P. Sidney.
her own worthiness.
words taken from the French at a later time, or influThe prayers which our Savior made were for his own luorfhi- enced by French,
may have the French sound.
ness accepted.
Hooker.
Wound gall (ZooL), an elongated swollen or tuberous
Worth'Iess (wQrth'les), n. [AS. weor&le&s.J Destitute
gall on the branches of the grapevine, caused
of worth having no value, virtue, excellence, dignity,
by a small reddish brown weevil {Ampeloglypor the like undeserving valueless useless vile mean
ter sesostris) whose larvae inhabit the galls.
as, a worthless garment
a worthless ship a worthless
Wound (woond or wound), v. t.
.man or woman a worthless magistrate.
[imp. & p. p. Wounded; p. pr.
'T is but a worthless world to win or lose.
Byron.
^*'
"• Wounding.]
[AS. wmidian,
S*>
See Wound, k.] 1. To hurt
Worth'less-ly, adv.
Wortli'less-ness, n.
ij/g V140.
I
by violence to produce a breach, or
Wor'thy (wQr'tiiy), a. \_Compar. Wohthier (-ttiT-er)
separation of parts, in, as by a cut, stab,
superl. Worthiest.]
[OE. worthi, wurpi, from worth,
blow, or the like.
wurp, n. cf. Icel. verSugr, D. waardig, G. leurdig, OHG.
wirdig.
See Worth, ji.] 1. Having worth or excelThe archers hit him and he was sore
wounded of the archers.
1 Sam. xxxi. 3.
lence possessing merit
valuable deserving estimable excellent virtuous.
2. To hurt the feelings of to pain
A r. ^^ c
Full worthy was he in his lordea war.
Chaucer, th? G?rpTvinl f "ft '^y disrespect, ingratitude, or the like
These banished men that I have kept withal
Side View of Adult to cause injury to.
Are men endued with worthy qualities.
(AmpeloWhen ye sin so against the brethren,
Shak. Weevil
and rooiind their weak conscience, ye sin
Happier thou mayst be, ivorthier canst not be. Milton. glypter sesostris).
against Christ.
1 Cor. viii. 12.
This worthy mind should worthy things embrace. Sir J. Davies.
Wound'a-ble (woond'a-b'l or wound'-), a. Capable
2. Having suitable, adapted, or equivalent qualities of being wounded vulnerable.
[iS.]
Fuller.
or vajue
usually with of before the thing compared
Wound'er (-er), n. One who, or that which, wounds.
or the object more rarely, with a following infinitive
Wound'1-ly (v/ound'i-iy), aSv. In a woundy maninstead of of, or with that ; as, worthy of, equal in ex- ner; excessively; woundy.
[Ofo.]
cellence, value, or dignity to entitled to meriting
Wound'less (woond'lgs or wound'-), a. Free from
usually in a good sense, but sometimes in a bad one.
wound or hurt exempt from being wounded invulnerNo, Warwick, thou art worthy of the sway.
Shak. able. "Knights whose woimdtes armor rusts." Spenser.
The merciless Macdonwald,
[Slander] may miss our name.
Worthy to be a rebel.
And hit the ivoundless oir.
Shak.
Shak.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

;

—

—

;

^
^

;

;

;

;

;

;

w

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Whose

And thou

shoes I

am

not ivorthy to bear.

Ifati.

worthy that thou shouldst not

art

3'

More
The lodging is well worthy of the guest.
Of high station of high social position.

women

11.

Hilton.

Dryden.
[_Obs.'\

;

Worthy

iii.

know

happiness.

of the town.

Chaucer.

Worthiest of blood (.Eng. Law of Descent), most worthy
of those of the same blood to succeed or inherit
applied
to males, and expressive of the preference given them
over females.
Burrill.
;

—

Wor'thy, n. ; pi. Worthies (-thiz). A man of emione distinguished for useful and
;
estimable qualities ; a person of conspicuous desert ;
much used in the plural ; as, the loorthies of the church ;
political worthies ; military worthies.
nent worth or value

The blood

Wor'thy,
hero.

—

of ancient worthies in his veins.

To render worthy;

v. t.

Cowper.

to exalt into a

Shak.

\_Obs.']

Wost

(wost or wost),

pers. sing. pres. of Wit, to
Spenser.
Wot (wot), 1st 3d pers. sing. pres. of Wit, to know.
See the Note under Wit, v. [06s.]
Brethren, I wot that through ignorance ye did it. Acts iii. 17.

know.

2d!

[Obs.']

&

Wot'est (-est), Wot'test, 2d pers. sing. pres. of Wit, to
know. [06s.]
Wot'eth (-Sth),Wot'teth, Simpers, sing. pres. of Wit,
to know. [OSs.] " He twortett neither what he babbleth,
nor what he meanetli.
Tyndale.
Woul (woul), V. i. To howl. [OJs.]
Wycbf.

Would

[OE. & AS. wolde.
Commonly used as an auxiliary verb,

(wood), imp. of Will.

See Will, v. t.']
either in the past tense or in the conditional or optative
present.
See 2d & 3d Will.
I!I^=" Wgnld was formerly used also as the past par-

Will.

ticiple of

Bight as our Lord hath would.

Chaucer.

Would

(woold), re. See 2d Weld.
Would'-be' (wood'be'), a. Desiring or professing
to be ; vainly pretending to be ; as, a would-be poet.
Would'ing, n. Emotion of desire ; inclination ; vel'e'ty-

Hammond.

[Ci.s.]

Would'lng-ness, ». Willingness; desire.
Woulte' bot'tle (woolf bSft'l). {Chem.)
wash bottle with two or three necks
;

—

\_Obs.^

A kind of

so called after the inventor, Peter Woulfe,

an English chemist.
Wound (wound), imp.
of

Wind

to twist,

& p. p.

sound by blowing.
;

wounded, OHG. wunt,
Goth, wunds, knd perhaps also
sore,

S°
WoulJe Bottles.Ca a).
,'i''VI

';.'','"'/ ''>''''

winnan to suffer, E. win. V140. Ct. Zounds.]
hurt or injury caused by violence specifically, a

to Goth,

A

;

use,

unite,

ryde,

fu^l,

up,

Om

;

pity;

re.

(rSn'g'l), n.
angry dispute
an altercation.
;

;

a noisj

a squabble

;

— Altercation

Syn.

bickering; brawl; jar; jangle
contest controversy. See Altercation.
Wran'gler (-gler), n. 1. An angry disputant; one
who disputes with heat or peevishness. "Noisy ail&
contentious wrare^/ers.
/. Watts.
2. One of those who stand in the first rank of honors
in the University of Cambridge, England.
They are
called, according to their rank, senior wrangler, second
torangler, third wrangler, etc.
Cf. Optime.
Wran'gler-ship, n. The honor or position of being a
wrangler at the University of Cambridge, England.
Wran'gle-some (-sum), a. Contentious; quarrelsome. [Prov. Eng.2
Ualliwell.
Wran'nook (ran'nuk), 1 n.
{Zool.) The common
Wran'ny (rSn'ny),
wren. [Frov. Eng.'\
)
Wrap (rap), V. t. [A corrupt spelling of rap.'] To
snatch up to transport ;
chiefly used in the p. p. wrapt.
Lo where the stripling, wrapt in wonder, roves. Seattle.
Wrap, V. t.
[imp.
p. p. Wrapped (rSpt) or
Wrapt p. pr.
vb. n. Wrapping.]
[OE. wrappen,
probably akin to E. icarp. V144Cf. Wabp.]
1. To
wind or fold together ; to arrange in folds.
Then cometh Simon Peter, .
and seeth . . . the napkin
that was about his head, not lying with the linen clothes, but
wrapped together in a place by itself.
John xx. 6, 7.
Like one that luraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams. Bryant.
2. To cover by winding or folding ; to envelop completely ; to involve ; to infold ;
often with up.
I .
wrapt in mist
Of midnight vapor, glide obscure.
Milton.
3. To conceal by enveloping or infolding ; to hide
hence, to involve, as an effect or consequence ; to be
followed by.
Wise poets that wrap truth in tales.
Carew.
To he wrapped up in, to be wholly engrossed in ; to be
entirely dependent on to be covered with.
;

;

—

;

!

&

&

;

.

.

—

.

.

;

Leontine's young wife, in whom all his happiness was wrapped
few days afterthe death of her daughter. Addison.
Things reflected on in gross and transiently, . . are thought
to he wrapped up in impenetrable obscurity.
Locke.
up, died in a

.

—

A

Wrap,

n.
wrapper ;
often used in the plural for
blankets, furs, shawls, etc., used in riding or traveling.
Wrap'page (-paj 48), n. 1. The act of wrapping.
2. That which wraps ; envelope
covering.
Wrap'per (-per), n. 1. One who, or that which,
;

;

wraps.

That in which anything

2.

envelope

;

is

wrapped, or

incl'osed

covering.

a loose outer garment an article of
dress intended to be wrapped round the person as, a
morning wrapper ; a gentleman's wrapper.
Wrap'ras'cal (-ras'kal), n. A kind of coarse upper
coat, or overcoat, formerly worn.
Wrasse (ras), re. [W. gwrachen.'] (Zo'dl.) Any one
3. Specifically,

;

;

of

numerous

edible, marine, spiny-finned fishes of the

genus Labrus, of which several species are found in the
Mediterranean and on the Atlantic coast of Europe.

Many of

the species are bright-colored.

Same

as Curaee.
Wou'-WOU' (wou'wou'), n. [So called from its cry.]
{Zo'ol. ) The agile, or silvery, gibbon ;
called also camper.
See Gibbon. [Written also wow-wou).^
(wov), imp.
rare p. p. of Weave.
Wov'en (-'D),p. p. of Weave.
Woven paper, or Wove paper, writing paper having an
even, uniform surface, without watermarks.
(wou), V. t.
To woo. [06s.]
i.
Chaucer.
Disordered or unsettled in intel(wouf), a.

—

Wove

&

Wowe

&

Wowf

deranged. IScot.J
Sir W. Scott.
Chaxicer.
Wowke (wouk), n. Week. [06s.]
Wow'-wow' (wou'wou'), n. {Zo'ol.) See Wou-wou.
Goiver.
(woks), o6s. imp. of Wax.
Chaucer.
Wox'en (-'n), obs. p. p. of Wax.
Wrack (rSk), n. A thin, flying cloud ; a rack.
Wrack, v. t. To rack to torment. [iJ.]
Wrack,™. [OE. wmi- wreck. See Wreck.] 1. Wreck;
ruin destruction. [06s.] Chaucer. " A world devote

lect

;

Wos

Three-spotted Wrasse (Labrus trimacidatus').

dty^ Among the European species are the ballan wrasse
(Zabrus macidatus), the streaked wrasse (L. lineatus), the
red wrasse (X. mixtus), the comber wrasse (Z. comber), tile
blue-striped, or cook, wrasse (see Peacock fish, under Peacock), the rainbow \vrasse (L. vulgaris), and the seawife.
Wras'tle (ras"l), v. i. [OE. torastlen. See Wrestle.]
To wrestle. [06s. or Prov. Eng. & Colloq. U. <S.]

Who wrastleth best naked, with oil enoint. Chaucer.
Wrath (riith 277), n. [O'E.wrathe, wrappe, tcrethe,

;

;

to universal wrack." 3filton.
2. Any marine vegetation cast up on the shore, especially plants of the genera Fucus, Laminaria, and Zostera, which are most abundant on northern shores.
3. (Bot.) Coarse seaweed of any kind.
Wrack grass, or Grass wrack {Bot.), eelgrass.
Dryden.
Wrack, v. t. To wreck. [06s.]
Wrack'ful (-tul), «. Ruinous; destructive. [06s.]
Wraln'-bOlt' (ran'bolf), n. Same as Wringbolt.
Wraith (rath), n. [Scot, wraith, warth; probably
originally, a guardian .angel, from Icel. vorSr a warden,
guardian, akin to E. ward. See Ward a guard.] 1. An
apparition of a person in his exact likeness, seen before
death, or a little after ; hence, an apparition ; a specter ;
a vision ; an unreal image. [Scot.'\
She was uncertain if it were the gypsy or her loraith.
Sir W. Scott.
Tennyson.
O, hollow wraith of dying fame.
improperly,
spirit
thought
Sometimes,
a
to preside
2.
called also leader wraith. M. G. Lewis.
over the waters
Wran'gle (rSn'g'l), v. i. [imp.
p. p. Wrangled
(-g'ld)
vb. n. Wrangling (-glTng).]
[OE.
p. pr.
wravglen to wrestle. See Wrong, Wring.] 1. To argue
to dispute.
[06s.]
to debate
to quarrel peevishly and noisi2. To dispute angrily
"In spite of occasional
ly; to brawl; to altercate.

—

&

&

;

(woond or wound
[OE. tcounde, wunde,
AS. wund; akin to OFries.
wunde, OS. wunda, D. wonde, '''
OHG. wunta, Q. lounde, loel.
und, and to AS., OS., & G. wund Generating Fluhk with
277), n.

1.

D

;

and Wind to

Wound

Wound'wort' (-wfirf), n. (Bot.) Any one of certain
plants whose soft, downy leaves have been used for
dressing wounds, as the kidney vetch, and several species of the labiate genus Stachys.
Wound'y (wcuud'y), a. Excessive. [OJi.]
Such a world of holidays, that *t is a woundy hindrance to a
Estrange.
poor man that lives by his labor.
Wound'y, ad^. Excessively ; extremely. [Obs.'\
Ford.
I am woundy cold.

An

Wran'gle
quarrel

;

Wou'ra-li (woo'ra-lT),

;;
;i

WRAWL

;

;

"

;;

;

;

wranglings."

;

wrxSSe, AS. wrmSSo, fr. loraS wroth akin to Icel.
reiSi wrath. See Wroth, o.] 1. Violent anger vehement exasperation indignation rage fury ire.
;

;

For a score of kingdoms you should wrangle.

;

—

;

to embroil,

v.

t.

Xo

involve in a quarrel or dispute

food, fo^ot

;

out,

oil'

chair;

go;

sinK,

—

,

;

;

—

—

;

Wrath'y

Very angry. [Colloi}.}
[Cf. dial. S«'. vrd willful, disobedient.]
wratliful.
[06.«.]
this spei'ch the cook wex wroth and wraw.
Chaucer,
(-J), a.

Wraw (ra), a.
Angry

;

Bp. Sanderson.

[if.]

;

;

Addison.

Wran'gle,

;

;

Sliitk.

nointa.

;

;

Wrath is a fire, and jealousy a weed.
Spenser.
When the wrath of king Ahasuerus was appeased. Esther ii. 1.
Now smoking and frothing
Its tumult and wrath in.
Southey.
2. The effects of anger or indignation the just punishment of an oiiense or a crime. " A revenger to execute wrath upon him that doetli evil."
Horn. xiii. 4.
Syn. Anger; fury; rage; ire; vengeance; indignation resentment passion. See Anger.
Wrath, a. See Wroth. [06s.]
also used imperWrath, V. t. To anger to enrage
sonally.
[06s.]
"I will not JcraMeii him." Chaucer.
If him wrathcth, be ywar and his way shun. J^icrs JPloicman.
Wrath'ful (-ti.tl), a. 1. Full of wrath v"ry angry
greatly incensed ireful; passionate; as, atvUhful raan.
2. Springing from, or expressing, wrath as, a wrathSprat.
ful countemmce. ^' Wra/hful imssions."
Syn. — Furious; raging; indign.iut resentful.
Wrath'ful-ly, adv.
».
Wrath'f ul-ness,
Wrath'i-ly (-T-lj?), adv. In a wrathy manner ; very
angrily wrathfuUy.
IColloq.]
Wrath'less, a. Free from anger or wrath.
Waller.

Macaulay.

He did not know what it was to wrangle on indifferent

;

;

ink;

;

With

vexed

Wraw'lul

;

tlien,

Ill-tempered. [06,?.]
Chaucer.
[Cf Dan. vraale, Sw. rr<Va to bnviil,

(-tvl), «.

Wrawl (ral), V.
thin;

i.

.

bow;

zh = z

in azure.

"

;;

;

;

'

;

&

.

;

;

;

The

stork, the wrekere of avouterye [adultery],

Wreak'ful
[06s.]

Wreak'less,

Wreath

;

wrethe, AS. wrseS

[06s.]

Unrevengeful

a.

(reth

Chaucer.

Revengeful; angry; furious.

a.

(-ful),

— Wreak'iul-ly, adv.

;

WRIGGLE

Wreck (rSk), v. i. [imp. &p. p. Wrecked (rSkt); p.
vb. n. Wrecking.] 1. To destroy, disable, or seripr.
ously damage, as a vessel, by driving it against the shore
or on rocks, by causing it to become unseaworthy, to
founder, or the like to shipwreck.
Supposing that they saw the king's ship wrecked. Shak.
2. To bring wreck or ruin upon by any kind of violence to destroy, as a railroad train.
hence, to cause to suffer
3. To involve in a wreck
ruin ; to balk of success, and bring disaster on.
Weak and envied, if they should conspire,
They wreck themselves.
Daniel.
Milton.
Wreck, v. i. 1. To suffer wreck or ruin.
2. To work upon a wreck, as in saving property or
lives, or in plundering.
Wreck'age (-Sj ; 48), ra. 1. The act of wreclring, or
state of being wi-ecked.
2. That which has been wrecked remains of a wreck.
Wreck'er (-er), ra. 1. One who causes a wreck, as by
false lights, and the like.
2. One who searches for, or works upon, the wrecks
of vessels, etc. Specifically (a) One who visits a wreck
for the purpose of plunder. (6) One who is employed
in saving property or lives from a wrecked vessel, or in
saving the vessel itself as, the wreckers of Key West.

[imp. & p. p. Weestbp ; p. pr.
t.
[OE. wreslen, AS. wrsestun; akin
a twisted band, and wrlSan to twist. See
WRrrrE.] 1. To turn to twist esp., to tvrist or extort
by violence to pull or force away by, or as if by, violent
wringing or twisting. " The secret wrested from me."
Hilton.

ra.

; pi.

[06s.]

See Writhe.]
1. Something tmsted, intertwined, or
curled as, a wreath of smoke ; a wreath of flowers. " A
wrethe ot gold."
Chaucer.
;

[He] of his tortuous train

many a wanton wreath.
Milton.
a chaplet, esp. one given to a victor.

Curled
2.

A garland

;

Conquest doth grant

Her dear wreath

to the Grecian combatant.

Cha-pman.

Far back in the ages,
Bryant.
The plow with wreaths was crowned.
3. {Her.) An appendage to the shield, placed above
It, and supporting the crest (see Ulust. of Crest).
It
generally represents a twist of two cords of silk, one
tinctured like the principal metal, the other like the
principal color in the arms.
Wreathe (reth), v. t. [imp. Wreathed (rethd) p.
p. Wreathed ; Archaic Wreathen (-'u) p. pr. & vb.
[See Wreath, «.]
[Written also
n. Wreathing.]
wreath.']
1. To cause to revolve or writhe ; to twist
about to turn. [06s.]
And from bc heavy sight his head did wreathe. Spenser.
2. To twist ; to convolve ; to wind one about another
to entwine.
The nods and smiles of recognition into which this singular
physiognomy was wreathed.
Sir W, Scott.
From his slack hand the garland wreathed for Eve
;

;

;

Down

dropped.

Milton.

3. To surround with anything twisted or convolved ;
to encircle ; to infold.
Each wreathed in the other's arras.
Shak.
Dusk faces with white silken turbants wreathed. Milton.
And with thy winding ivy wreathes her lance. Dryden.
4. To twine or twist about ; to surround ; to encircle.

In the flowers that wreathe the sparkling bowl.
Fell adders hiss.
Prior.
Wreathe, v. i. To be interwoven or entwined ; to
twine together ; as, a bower of wreathing trees. Dryden.
Wreath'en (-'n), a. Twisted ; made into a wreath.
"Wreathen work of pure gold."
Ex. xxviii. 22.
Wreath'less (reth'lgs), a. Destitute of a wreath.
Wreath'-Shell' (-shel'), n. (Zodl.) A marine shell
See Turbo.
of the genus Turbo.
Wreath'y (reth'i^ or reth'y), a. Wreathed twisted
curled; spiral; also, full of wreaths. "'Wreathy spires,
Sir T. Browne.
and cochleary turnings about."
Wrec'Che (r§t'che or rech), ra. A wretch. I0bs.~]
Chaucer.
Wrec'che, a. Wretched. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Wrecho (rek), n. Wreak. [06s.]
Wreck (rek), v. i. ra. See 2d cz Sd Wreak.
Wreck, n. [OE. wrak, AS. wrxc exile, persecution,
misery, from wrecan to drive out, punish ; akin to D.
wrak, adj., damaged, brittle, n., a wreck, wraken to reject, throw off, Icel. rek a thing drifted ashore, Sw. vrak
;

;

&

See Wreak, v. t., and cf.
Wrack a marine plant.] [Written also wrack.] 1. The
destruction or injury of a vessel by being cast on shore,
or on rocks, or by being disabled or sunk by the force of
winds or waves shipwreck.
Hard and obstinate

Dan.

refuse, a wreck,

Drag'.

;

As

a rock amidst the raging floods,
'Gainst which a ship, of succor desolate,
Doth suffer wreck, both of herself and goods.
is

Spenser.

2. Destruction or injury of anything, especially by
violence ; ruin ; as, the wreck of a railroad train.
The wreck of matter and the crush of worlds. Addixon.
Its intellectual life was thus able to go on amidst the vjreck of
J. R. Green.

its political lite.

The ruins

a ship dashed against
rocks or land, and broken, or otherwise rendered useless,
by violence and fracture as, they burned the wreck.
4. The remains of anything ruined or fatally injured.
To the fair haven of my native home,
The wreck of what I was, fatigued I come.
Cowper.
6. {Law) Goods, etc., which, after a shipwreck, are
cast upon the land by the sea.
Bouvier.
3.

of a ship stranded

;

;

ale,

senate, c&re,

&

;

Wrest

vb.

to

&

(rSst), V.

Wresting.]

ra.

wrxS

;

;

;

Our country's cause,

;

That drew our swords, now wrests them from our hand.

;

Addison.

They instantly wrested the government out of the hands of
Hastings.
Macautay.
2. To turn from truth to twist from its natural or
proper use or meaning by violence to pervert to distort.
Wrest once the law to your authority.
Shak.
Thou shalt not wrest the judgment of thy poor. Ex. xxiii. 6.
Their arts of wresting, corrupting, and false interpreting the
;

;

;

'

holy text.

Simth,

To time with a wrest, or key. [06s.]
Wrest, n. 1. The act of wresting a wrench

;

3.

;

lent twist ; hence, distortion ; perversion.
2. Active or moving power.
[06s.]

:

minstrel

which hung the

.

.

;

&

Spenser.

neck a silver chain, by
or key, with which he tuned his liarp.

wore round

.

wrest,

his

Sir

;

by vireckers.
Wreck'flsh' (-fish'), n. [So called because it often
comes in with wreckage.] {Zool.) A stone bass.
Wreck'ful (-ful), a. Causing wreck involving ruin
" By ttT«ei/«i wind.
destructive.
Spenser.

vio-

ITodixr.

A key to tune a stringed instrument of music.

3.

The

A vessel employed

3.

a

;

A partition

4.

in a

IV. Scott.

water wheel, by which the form of

the buckets is determined.
Wrest pin (Piano Manuf.), one of the pins around which
the ends of the wires are wound in a piano. Knight.
Wrest plank (Piano Manuf.), the part in which the wrest
pins are inserted.

—

from Wreck, v.
Wrecking car (.Railway), a car fitted up with apparatus
Wrest'er (-er), re. One who wrests.
and implements for removing the wreck occasioned by
Wres'tle (rSs"l), v. i. [imp. &j). p. Wrestled (-'Id)
an accident, as by a collision. — Wrecking pump, a pump p. pr. & vb. re. Wrestling (-ling).] [OE. wrestlen,
especially adapted for pumping water from the hull of a
wrastlen, AS. wrsestlian, freq. of torsestan to wrest akin
wrecked vessel.
to OD. wraslelen to wrestle. See Wrest, v. t.] 1. To
Wreck'-mas'ter (-mas'^er), n. A person appointed contend, by grappling with, and striving to trip or throw
by law to take charge of goods, etc., thrown on shore
down, an opponent as, they icrestled skillfully.

Wreck'ing,

a.

n.

;

weak.

Wreaths

(rethz).
[OE.
a twisted band, fr. wriSan to twist.

277),

,;;
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WRAWNESS
to roar, Dan. vraal a bawling, roaring, yrsele to cry, weep,
Spenser.
whine.] To cry, as a cat to waul. [06s.]
WraWnesS (ra'nes), n. Peevishness ; ill temper
Chaucer.
anger.
[06.S.]
Wray (ra), v. t. [AS. wregan to accuse. See Bewkay.]
To reveal; to disclose. [OJx.]
To no wight thou shalt this counsel vjray. Chaucer.
Wreak (rek), v. i. To reck to care. [Obs.'\ Shak.
Wreak (rek), v. t. limp. & p. p. Wkeaked (rekt)
[OE. loreken to revenge,
vb. n. Wreaking.]
p. pr.
punish, drive out, AS. torecan ; akin to OFries. wreka,
wreken
to avenge, G. r'dcken,
punish,
D.
OS. wrekan to
OHG. rehhan, Icel. reka to drive, to take vengeance,
distress, vargti
vargas
Goth, wrikan to persecute, Lith.
to suifer distress, L. urgere to drive, urge, Gr. elp-yeii/ to
Wreck,
Wretch.]
shut in, Skr. vrj to turn away. Cf Urge,
^Archaic]
to avenge.
1. To revenge
Chaucer.
He should wreake him on his foes.
Spenser.
Another's wrongs to wreak upon thyself.
Come wreak his loss, whom bootless ye complain. Fairfax.
2. To execute in vengeance or passion ; to inflict ; to
hurl or drive as, to wreak vengeance on an enemy.
Milton.
On me let Death wreak all his rage.
Now was the time to be avenged on his old enemy, to wreak
Macaulay.
a grudge of seventeen years.
But gather all thy powers.
And wreak them on the verse that thou dost weave. Bryant.
Wreak, n, [Cf. AS. wrsec exile, persecution, misery.
See Wreak, v. t.J Revenge ; vengeance furious pas[OSs.]
Shak. Spenser.
sion; resentment.
Chaucer.
Wreak'en (-'n), obs.v. p. of Wreak.
Wreak'er (-er), n. [See Wreak.] Avenger. [06s.]

;

;;

am, arm, ask,

after a shipwreck.
Wreke (rek), Wreeke, v. t. See 2d Wreak. [06s.]
[OE. wrennc, AS. wrenna, wrxnna,
(rSn), ra.
perhaps akin to wrsene lascivious.]
1. (Zool.) Anyone of numerous
species of small singing birds belonging to Troglodytes and numerous allied genera of the family
Troglodytidse.
(lg^°" Among the species best
known are the house wren ( Troglodytes aedon) common in both

Wren

Europe and America, and the
American winter wren (T. hiemalis).

See also

Cactus

;

To-morrow, sir, I wrestle for my credit, and he that escapes
without some broken limb shall acquit him well.
Shak.
Another, by a fall in wrestling, started the end of the clavicle
from the sternum.
Wiseman.
2. Hence, to struggle ; to strive earnestly ; to contend.
Shak.
Come, wrestle with thy affections.
We wrestle not against flesh and blood. Eph. vi, 12.
DiflRculties with which he had himself wrestled. M. Arnold.
Wres'tle, v. t. To wrestle with; to seek to throw

me

down

;

;

wren.

Marsh wren, and Rock wren, un- House Wren (Troglodytes aedon').
der Cactus, Marsh, and Rock.
2. {Zool.) Any one of numerous species of small singing birds more or less resembling the true wrens in size
and habits.

1^^ Among these are several species of European
warblers as, the reed wren (see Reed warbler (a), imder
Reed), the sedge wren (see Sedge warbler, under Sedge),
the willow wren (see Willow warbler, under Willow),
the golden-crested wren, and the ruby-crowned wren
(see Kinglet).
Ant wren, any one of numerous South American birds
of the family Formicaridx, allied to the ant thrushes.
Blue wren, a small AustraUan singing bird (Malurus
cyaneus), the male of which in the breeding season is
bright blue.
Called also sitperb tvarbler. — Emu wren.
Wren babbler, any one of numerSee in the Vocabulary.
ous species of small timaline birds belonging to Alcivpe,
Stachyris, Timalia, and several allied genera. These
birds are common in Southern Asia and the East Indies.
Wren tit. See Ground wren, under Ground. Wren
warbler, any one of several species of small Asiatic and
African singing birds belonging to Prinia and allied genera. These birds are closely allied to the tailor birds, and
build their nests in a similar manner. See also Pincpinc.
Wrench (rSnch), re. [OE. wrench deceit, AS. wrenc
deceit, a twisting akin to G. rank intrigue, crookedness, renken to bend, tvrist, and E. wring. V144>. See
Wring, and cf. Ranch, v. t.] 1. Trick deceit fraud
stratagem. [06s.]
His wily wrenches thou ne mayst not flee. Chaucer.
2. A violent twist, or a pull with twisting.
Skelton.
He wringeth them such a wrench.
The injurious effect upon biographic literature of all such
;

Whom

in a wrestle the giant catching aloft,
broke three of his ribs.

—

—

—

;

;

;

wrenches to the truth, is diffused everywhere.
De Quincey.
3.
sprain ; an injury by twisting, as in a joint.
Bacon.
4. Means contrivance.
[06s.]
5. An instrument, often a simple bar or lever with
jaws or an angular orifice either at the end or between the
ends, for exerting a twisting strain, as in turning bolts,
nuts, screw taps, etc. a screw key. Many wrenches have
adjustable jaws for grasping nuts, etc., of different sizes.
6. {Slech.) The system made up of a force and a couple
Any
of forces in a plane perpendicular to that force.
number of forces acting at any points upon a rigid body
may be compounded so as to be equivalent to a wrench.

A

;

;

Carriage wrench, a wrench adapted for removing or
tightening the nuts that confine
the wheels on the axles, or for
turning the other nuts or bolts
of acarriage or wagon.— Monkey
wrench. See under Monkey.
Carriage Wrench.
Wrench hammer, a wrench with
the end shaped so as to admit of being used as a hammer.
Wrench, v. t. [imp. &p. p. Wrenched (rencht) p.
pr.
vb. ra. Wrenching.] [OE. wrenchen, AS. wrencan
to deceive, properly, to twist, from wrenc guile, deceit,
a twisting. y/VH. See Wrench, ra.] 1. To pull with a
twist ; to wrest, twist, or force by violence.
Shak.
Wrench his sword from him.
Forthwith this frame of mine was wrenched
Coleridge.
With a woeful agony.
2. To strain; to sprain; hence, to distort ; to pervert.
Swift.
You wrenclted your foot against a stone.

—

;

&

s^O.

;

eve,

event, £nd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

with a

terrible

hug
Milton.
Wres'tler (rgs'ler), re. [AS. wrWstlere.] One who
wrestles one who is skillful in WTestling.
Wretch (rech), ra. [OE. wrecche, AS. wrecca, wrsecca,
an exile, a wretch, fr. wrecan to drive out, punish properly, an exile, one driven out, akin to AS. ioriec an exile,
OS. wrekkio a stranger, OHG. reccheo an exile. See
Wreak, v. t.] 1, A miserable person one profoundly
unhappy. "^The wretch that lies in woe."
Shak.
;

;

;

Hovered thy spirit
Wretch even then,

—

final,

as in wrestling.

Wres'tle, ra. A struggle between two persons to see
which will throw the other down ; a bout at wrestling
a wrestling match a struggle.

2.

o'er thy sorrowing son.
life's journey just begun

Cowper.
?
or degradation a base, despicable
a vile knave ; as, a profligate wretch.

One sunk in vice

person

;

;

^W^ Wretch is sometimes used by way of shght or ironor contempt, and sometimes to express tenderness; as we say, ^oor thing.
"Poor wretch was never
frighted so."
Drayton.
Wretch'efl, a. 1. Very miserable ; sunk in, or accompanied by, deep afSiction or distress, as from want,
anxiety, or grief calamitous
woeful ; very afilicting.
" To what wretched state reserved "
Milton.
O cruel Death to those you are more kind
Than to the wretched mortals left behind.
Waller.
2. Worthless ; paltry very poor or mean ; miserable
as, a wretched poem ; a wretched cabin.
3. Hatefully contemptible ; despicable ; wicked. [O6S.3
" Wretched ungratefulness."
Sir P. Sidney.
Nero reigned after this Claudius, of all men loretchedest, ready
to all manner [of] vices.
Capgravt.
Wretch'ed-ly, adv. In a wretched manner; miserably ; despicably.
WretCh'ed-nesS, ra. 1. The quality or state of being
wretched ; utter misery.
Sir W. Raleigh.
2. A wretched object ; anything despicable.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Eat worms and such wretchedness.
WretCh'Jnl (-ful), a. Wretched. [06s.]
Wyelif.
Wietch'less, a. [See Reckless.] Reckless; hence,
disregarded.
[06s.]
[06s.]
Wretch'less-ly, adv.
Wretch'less-ness, re. [06s.] Bk. of Com. Prayer.
Your deaf ears should listen
Unto the wretchless clamors of the poor. J. Webster.
Chaucer.
Wrey (ra), v. t. See Wray. [06s.]
Chaucer.
Wrie (ri), a. V. See Why. [06s.]
Skelton.
Wrig (rig), V. t. To wriggle. [06s.]
p. p. Wriggled
Wrig'gle (rig'g'l), V. i. [imp.
[Freq. o*
(-g'ld) ; p. pr.
vb. re. Wriggling (-glTng).]
wrig, probably from OE. wrikken to move to and fro
cf. LG. wriggeln, D. wrikken, Sw. vricka, Dan. vrikke.]
To move the body to and I'ro with short, writhing motions, like a worm; to squirm; to twist uneasUy or
quickly about.
Both he and his successors would often wriggle in their seats,
as long as the cushion lasted.
Swift.
Wrig'gle, V. t. To move with short, quick contortions ; to move by twisting and squirming, Uke a worm.
Covetousness will wriggle itself out at a small hole. Fuller.
Wriggling his body to recover
Hudihras.
His seat, and cast his right leg over.
Wriggling ; frisky ; pliant ; flexible.
Wrig'gle, a.
Spensef
[06s.] " Their wriggle tails."
ical pity

;

;

I

I

;

—

—

&

&

idea,

ill

;

old,

&

obey, drb, 5dd
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WRONG

produced in some cases of nervous disease by suddenly
bending the hand back upon the forearm. — Wrist drop
(Med.), paralysis of the extensor muscles of the hand,
affecting the hand so that when an attempt is made to
hold it out in line with the forearm with the palm down,
the hand drops. It is chiefly due to plumbism. Called
also hand droj?. —Wiist plate (Steam Engine), a swinging plate bearing two or more wrists, for operating the

3. A clerk of a certain rank in the service of the late
East India Company, who, after serving a certain number of years, became a factor.

WRIGGLER
Wrig'gler

One who,

(rig'gler), n.

wriggles.

Wright

or that which,
Coivper.

[OE. wrighte, ivri/ite, AS. wyrhta,
fr. u'yraean to work.
V145. See Work.] One who
is engaged in a mechanical or manufacturing business
an artilicer a workman a manufacturer a mechanic
esp. a worker in wood
now chiefly used in compounds,
as in mUlwright, shipwright, wheelwright, etc.
He was a well good Wright, a carpenter. Chaucer.
Wrlght'ine (-Tn or -en), k. {Chem.) A rare alkaloid
found in the bark of an Bast Indian apocynaceous tree
(Wrightia antidysenterica), and extracted as a bitter
white crystalline substance. It was formerly used as a
remedy for diarrhoea. Called also conessine, and neriine.
n.

(rit),

;

;

;

,

;

Wring
Obs.

(ring), V.

—

;

;

valves.

The
colloq. rTz'band), n.
Wrisftoanfl (rTst'band
band of the sleeve of a shirt, or other garment, which cov;

ers the wrist.

Wrist'er (-er), re.
Wrlst'let (-let), n.

p. pr.

wringen, AS. wringan ;
OHG. ringan to struggle, G. ringen, Sw. vranga to distort, Dan. vringle to twist.
Cf. Wrangle, Wrench,
Wrong.] 1. To twist and compress to turn and strain
with violence to writhe to squeeze hard to pinch
" Earnestly wringing
as, to wring clothes in washing.
Waverley's hand." Sir W. Scott. " IFWmj him by the
nose." Shak.
[His steed] so sweat that men might him wring. Chaucer.
The king began to find where his shoe did wring him. Bacon.
The priest shall bring it [a dove] unto the altar, and wring off
;

;

act by the person to whom it is directed as, a writ of
entry, of error, of execution, of injunction, of mandamus, of return, of summons, and the like.
;

^^^

Writs are usually witnessed, or tested, in the name
of the chief justice or principal judge of the court out of
which they are issued and those directed to a sheriff,
or other ministerial oflicer, require him to return them
on a day specified. In former English law and practice,
writs in civil cases were either original or judicial ; the
former were issued out of the Court of Chancery, under
the great seal, for the summoning of a defendant to
appear, and were granted before the suit began, and in
order to begin the same ; the latter were issued out of
the court where the original was returned, after the suit
was begun, and during the pendency of it. Tomlins.
Brande. Encyc. Brit. The term writ is supposed by Mr.
Reeves to have been derived from the fact of these Jormulss having always been expressed in writing, being, in
this respect, distinguished from the other proceedings in
the ancient action, which were conducted orally.

;

;

or obtain by twisting and compressing
to squeeze or press (out) ; hence, to extort to draw forth
by violence, or against resistance or repugnance ;
usually with out or from.
;

—

;

Youroverkindness doth wring tears from me.

Shak.

He rose up early on the morrow, and thrust the fleece together, and wringed the dew out of the fleece.
Judg. vi. 38.
5. To subject to extortion
to afilict, or oppress, in
order to enforce compliance.
To wring the widow from her 'customed right. Shak.
The merchant adventurers have been often wronged and
wringed to the quick.
Hayward.
6. (Naul.) To bend or strain out of its position as, to
wring a mast.
Wring, V. i. To writhe to twist, as with anguish.
;

Writ of account, Writ of capias, etc. See under Account,
Capias, etc.
Service of a vralt. See under Service.
Writ'a-bil'i-ty (rit'a-bll'i-ty), re. Ability or capacity
Walpole.
to write.
[iJ.]
Writ'a-ble (rit'a-b'l), a. Capable of, or suitable for,
being written down.
Wrlt'a-tive (-tTv), a. Inclined to much writing

—

;

;

'T is all men's office to speak patience
those that wring under the load of sorrow.
Shak.
Look where the sister of the king of France
Sits wringing of her hands, and beats her breast. Marlowe.

To

Wring,

A writhing,

as in anguish

;

correlative to talkative.

a twisting a
Bp. Hall.
Wr&g'bolt' (-bolt'), re. (Shipbuilding) A bolt used
by shipwrights, to bend and secure the planks against
the timbers till they are fastened by bolts, spikes, or
treenails
not to be confounded with ringbolt.
Wring'er (-er), n. 1. One who, or that which,
wrings hence, an extortioner.
2. A machine for pressing water out of anything, pargriping.

n.

;

;

Write

[Obs."]

;

I chose to write the thing I durst not speak
her I loved.

To

;

Wrln'lEle, v. t. limp. & p. p. Wrinkled (-k'ld) p.
pr. & vb. re. Wrinkling (-kling).] 1. To contract into
furrows and prominences to make a wrinkle or wrinkles
in ; to corrugate as, to wrinkle the skin or the brow.
" Sport that wrinkled Care derides."
Milton.
Her wrinkled form in black and white arrayed. Pope.

—

;

;

;

Write, V. i. 1. To form characters, letters, or figures,
as representative of sounds or ideas ; to express words

2. Hence, to make rough or uneven in any way,
A keen north wind that, blowing dry,

To shrink

Wrin'kle,

v.

(-kly), a.

i.

dency to be wrinkled

;

into furrows

and

(rist),

re.

and sentences by written
So

Bryant.

;

Carlyle.

4.

pity

went out of

up into
Esdras iv. 4U.

his realm
1

[AS. tvrXtere.'] 1. One who writes,
re.
a scribe a clerk.
They [came] that handle the pen of the un-iter. Judg. v. 14.
My tongue is the pen of a ready writer. Ps. xlv. 1.

Writ'er

(rit'er),

or has written

—

;

letters.

ivrote for all the .lews that
Jewry concerning their freedom.

—

up, taa

To compose or send

Ho

;

fvdl,

Felton.

thors.

&

r^de,

;

;

[OE. wriste, wrist, AS. wrist ; akin

unite,

Then Satan first knew pain,
writhed him to and fro.
Milton.
writhed, her forehead taught to frown. Dryden.
His battle-«jn7Ae« arms, and mighty hands. Tennyson.

And

To wrest

2.

to distort

;

to pervert.

;

yieldeth showeth the least part of his
whereunto his words are writhed. Hooker.
[i?.]
3. To extort to wring; to wrest,
The nobility hesitated not to follow the example of their sovereign in writhing money from them by every species of oppression.
Sir W. Scott.
Writhe, v. i. To twist or contort the body to be distorted as, to writhe with agony. Also used figuratively.
After every attempt, he felt that he had failed, and writhed
with shame and vexation.
Macaulay.
Writh'en (-'n), a. Having a twisted or distorted form.

The reason which he

meaning

to be that
;

;

;

A writhen staff his step unstable guides.
Wri'thle (rTth"l),
wrinkle.

v.

[Freq. of

t.

;

food, foot

;

To
Shak.

[0J«.]

Writ'ing (rit'tng), re. 1. The act or art of forming
letters and characters on paper, wood, stone, or other
material, for the purpose of recording the ideas which
characters and words express, or of communicating them
to others by visible signs.
2. Anything written or printed anything expressed in
;

characters or letters ; as : (a) Any legal instrument, as a
deed, a receipt, a bond, an agreement, or the like, (b)
Any written composition ; a pamphlet ; a work ; a literary production ; a book ; as, the writings of Addison.
(c) An inscription.
And Pilate wrote a title. . . .
Nazareth, the King of the Jews.

Handwriting

3.

And

the writing was, Jesus of

John xix.

chirography.

;

19.

—

Writing book, a book for practice in penmanship.
Writing desk, a desk vrith a sloping top for writing upon
also, a case containing writing materials, and used in a
similar manner.
Writing lark (ZooL), the European
gellow-hammer ;
so called from the curious irregular
nes on its eggs. [Prov.Eng.]—VlriUns machine. Same
as Typewriter.
Writing master, one who teaches the
art of penmanship.
Writing obligatory (Law), a bond.
Writing paper, paper intended for writing upon with
ink, usually finished with a smooth surface, and sized.
Writing school, a school for instruction in penmanship.
Writing table, a table fitted or used for writing upon.

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Writ'ten (rif'n), p. p. of Write, v.
Wriz'zle (riz'z'l), v. t. To wrinkle. [06s.] Spenser.

Wro'ken

(ro'k'n), obs. p. p. of Wreak.
Chaucer,
(rSng), obs. imp. of Wring. Wrung. Chaucer.

Wrong
Wrong

(rong ; 115), a. [OE. wrong, wrang, a. & n.,
AS. wrang, n. ; originally, awry, wrung, fr. loringan to
wring akin to D. wrang bitter, Dan. vrang wrong, Sw.
vrang, Icel. rangr awry, wrong. See Wring.] 1. Twisted; wry; as, a z«rore(7 nose. lObs.'] Wyclif (Lev. icxi. 19).
2. Not according to the laws of good morals, whether
divine or human not suitable to the highest and best
end not morally right deviating from rectitude or duty
not just or equitable not true not legal as, a wrong
practice wrong ideas wrong inclinations and desires.
3. Not fit or suitable to an end or object not appropriate for an intended use not according to rule unsuitable improper incorrect as, to hold a book with
the wrong end uppermost to take the wrong way.
I have deceived you both
I have directed you to wrong
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Shak.

places.

Not according

not conforming to fact or
intent; not right; mistaken; erroneous; as, a wrong
statement.
5. Designed to be worn or placed inward ; as, the wrong
side of a garment or of a piece of cloth.
Syn. Injurious; unjust; faulty; detrimental; incorrect ; erroneous ; unfit unsuitable.
Wrong, adv. In a wrong manner not rightly ; amiss
morally ill ; erroneously wrongly.
Ten censure wrong for one that writes amiss.
Pope.
Wrong, re. [AS. wrang. See Wrong, (T.] That which
Specifically
is not right.
(a) Nonconformity or disobedience to lawful .authority, divine or human deviation
from duty ;
the opposite of moral right.
When 1 had wrong and she the right.
Chaucer.
One spake much of right and wrong.
Milton,
4.

to truth

;

—

;

;

:

—

;

(b) Deviation or departure from
falsity ; error ; as, to be in the

truth or fact

wrong,

(c)

;

state of

Whatever

deviates from moral rectitude usually, an act that iuvolves evil consequences, as one which inflicts injury on
a person any injury done to, or received from, another
a trespass a violation of right.
;

;

;

;

2. One who is engaged in literary composition as a
profession ; an author ; as, a writer of novels.
This pitch, as ancient writers do report, doth defile. Shak.
;

Fairfax.

writhe.}

;

;

ridges.

to OPries. wriusl, LG. wrist, G. rist wrist, instep, Icel.
rist instep, Dan.
Sw. vri.'it, and perhaps to E. writhe.^
1. (Anat.) The joint, or the region of the joint, between the hand and the arm the carpus. See Carpds.
He took me by the wrist, and held me hard.
Shak.
2. (Mach.) A stud or pin which forms a journal;
also called wrist pin.
Bridle wrist, the wrist of the left hand, in which a horseman holds the bridle. Wrist clonua. [NL. clonus, fr. Gr.
kAoj/os.
See Clonic] (Med.) A series of quickly alternating movements of flexion and extension of the wrist,

use,

stead you, I will write.

command.
Shak.
2. To be regularly employed or occupied in writing,
copying, or accounting to act as clerk or amanuensis
as, he writes in one of the public offices.
3. To frame or combine ideas, and express them in
written words to play the author to recite or relate in
books to compose.
They can write up to the dignity and character of the au-

Marslon.

last.

Chaucer.

signs.

it

Please you

Milton.

Full of wrinkles ; having a tencorrugated ; puckered. G. Eliot.

His old wrinkly face grew quite blown out at

—

;

Her mouth she

;

4. To impress durably ; to imprint ; to engrave ; as,
truth written on the heart.
5. To make known by writing ; to record ; to prove by
one's own written testimony
often used reflexively.
He who writes himself martyr by his own inscription is like
an ill painter, who, by writing on a shapeless picture which he
hath drawn, is fain to tell passengers what shape it is, which
Milton.
else no man could imagine.
To write to, to communicate by a written document to.
Written laws, laws deriving their force from express
legislative enactment, as contradistinguished from unwritten, or common, law. See the Note under Law, and
Common law, under Common, a.

;

Wrin'kly

Prior.

3. Hence, to compose or produce, as an author.
I purpose to write the history of England from the accession
of King James the Second down to a time within the memory
Macaiday.
of men still living.

\_Colloq.'\

Wrinkled the face of deluge, as decayed.
Then danced we on the wrinkled sand.
To wrinkle at, to sneer at. [Obs.]

Shak.

loves.

;

have a new wrinkle.

;

;

;

;

as, to

;

;

;

plank used in applying

;

—

;

;

;

Writer of the tallies (Eng. Law), an officer of the exchequer of England, who acted as clerk to the auditor of
the receipt, and wrote the accounts upon the tallies from
the tellers' bills. The use of tallies in the exchequer
has been abolished. Wharton (Law Diet.). —WiiteT'a
cramp, palsy, or spasm (Med.), a painful spasmodic affection of the muscles of the fingers, brought on by excessive use, as in writing, violin playing, telegraphing, etc.
Called also scrivener''s palsy.
Writer to the signet. See
under Signet.
Writ'er-ship (rit'er-ship), re. The office of a writer.
Wrltlie (rith), V. t. limjy. Writhed (rithd) p. p.
Writhed, Obs. or Poetic Writhen' (rith"n) p. pr. & vb.
re. Writhing.]
[OE. writhen, AS. loi-lSan to twist akin
to OHG. ridan, Icel. riSu, Sw. vrida, Dan. vride. Cf.
Wreathe, Wrest, Wroth.] 1. To twist to turn now,
usually, to twist or turn so as to distort; to wring.
"With writhing [turning] of a pin."
Chaucer.

;

a crease a slight fold as, wrinkles in the skin a
wrinkle in cloth. " The wrinkles in ray hrov/s." Shak.
Within I do not find wrinkles and used heart, but unspent
youth.
Emerson.
2, Hence, any roughness unevenness.
Not the least wrinkle to deform the sky.
Dryden.
3. [Perhaps a different %vord, and a dim. of AS. wrene
a twisting, deceit. Cf. Wrench, re.] A notion or fancy

Wrist

;

;

;

;

p. Written
vb.
p. pr.

;

Wrin'kle (rin'k'l), re. A winkle. iLocal, U. S.']
Wrln'kle, n. [OE. wrinkil, AS. wrincle; akin to
OD. wrinckel, and prob. to Dan. rynke, Sw. rynka, Icel.
hrukka, OKG. runza, G. runsel, Ij. ruga. V144.] 1. A
small ridge, prominence, or furrow formed by the shrinking or contraction of any smooth substance a corruga-

a whim

;

;

from clothes after they have been washed.
Wring'ing, a. & n. from Wring, v.
Wringmg machine, a wringer. See Wringer, 2.
Wrlng'staff' (-staf), n. ; pi. Wringstaves (-stavz').

;

Wrote (rot) p.
p. p. Writ (rit)

&
; Archaic imp. &
Writing.] [OE. writen, AS. wrltan; originally, to
scratch, to score akin to OS. wriian to write, to tear, to
wound, D. rijten to tear, to rend, G. reissen, OHG. rizan,
Icel. rlta to write, Goth, loriis a stroke, dash, letter. Cf
Race tribe, lineage.] 1. To set down, as legible characters ; to form for the conveyance of meaning to inscribe
on any material by a suitable instrument as, to ivrite
the characters called letters to write figures.
2. To set down for reading to express in legible or
as, to write a deed
intelligible characters ; to inscribe
to write a bill of divorcement hence, specifically, to set
down in an epistle to communicate by letter.
Last night she enjoined me to write some lines to one she

ticularly

tion

Pope.

[-E.]

limp.

t.

(rif'n)

;

A strong piece of

(rIt), V.

—

re.

—

(Shipbuilding)
wringbolts.

Milton.

Then to his hands that writ he did betake,
Which he disclosing read, thus as the paper spake. Spenser.
Babylon, so much spoken of in Holy Writ.
Knolles.
2. (Law) An instrument in writing, under seal, in an
authority,
comepistolary form, issued from the proper
manding the performance or nonperformance of some

Lev. i,lS.

To extract

band worn around the

not named."

2. Hence, to pain ; to distress ; to torment ; to torture.
Too much grieved and wrung by an uneasy and strait fortune.
Clarendon.
Didst thou taste but half the griefs
That wring my soul, thou couldst not talk thus coldly. Addison.
3. To distort
to pervert ; to wrest.
How dare these men thus wring the Scriptures ? Whitgi/t.

4.

elastic

—

;

his head.

An

&

;

;

A covering for the wrist.

wrist, as for the purpose of securing the upper part of a
glove.
Writ (rIt), obs. Zd pers. sing. pres. of Write, for
Chaucer.
wriielh.
Dryden.
Writ, archaic imp.
p. p. of Write.
Writ, re. [AS. writ, gewrit. See White.] 1. That
which is written ; writing ; scripture ;
applied especially to the Scriptures, or the books of the Old and New
Testaments ; as, sacred writ. " Though in Holy Writ

& p. p. Whuno (rung),
& vb. n. Wringing.] [OE.
akin to LG. & D. wringen,

\i7np.

t.

Wringed (ringd)

;

;.

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

Friend, I do thee no iorong.
Matt. xx. 13.
Ah the king of England can do no wrong, so neither can he do
right but in his courts and by his com-ts.
Milton.
The obligation to redress u wrong is at least as binding as that
of paying a debt.
L\ A'rt.'i-t'^.

sing, ii}k

_

fflcp^
;

Wrongs,

legally, are private or public.

then, thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

in azure.

Private

;;

;

WRONG
&

(rong 115), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Weonged
1. To treat with
vb. n. Weohging.]
p. pr.
withhold some
or
to
injustice
to deprive of some right,
act of justice from to do undeserved harm to to deal
unjustly with ; to injure.

Wrong

;

&

;

;

;

;

wrongeth his own soul. Prov. viii. 36.
He that sinneth
2. To impute evil to imjustly as, if you suppose me
capable of a base act, you wrong me.
.

.

.

;

I rather choose

To wrong the dead, to wrong myseU and you,
Shak.
Than I will icrong such honorable men.
Wrong'dO'er (-doo'er), n. 1. One who injures another, or who does wrong.
2. {Law) One who commits a tort or trespass ; a tresAyliffe.
passer ; a tort feasor.
Wrong'do'lng, n. Evil or wicked behavior or action.
Wrong'er (-er), n. One who wrongs or injures an" Wrongers ot the v/OTld."
Tennyson.
other. Shak.
Wrong'ful (-ful), a,. Full of wrong; injurious; unjust ; unfair as, a wrongful taking of property ; wrongful
Wrong'ful-ness, n.
dealing.
Wrong'ful-ly, adv.
person of a perverse unWrong'head' f-hSd'), n.
[iJ.]
derstanding or obstinate character.

—

—

;

A

Wrong'head', a.
Wrong'head'ed,

Wrongheaded.

Pope.

[i?.]

Wrong

in opinion or principle ;
Wrong'having a perverse understanding ; perverse.
a.

—

head'ed-ly, ad?;.— Wrong'head'ed-ness, n. Macaulay.
Wrong'less, a. Not wrong void or free from wrong.
[06s.]
Wrongless-ly, adv. [06*.] Sir P. Sidney.
Wrong'ly, adv. In a vnrong manner; unjustly;
erroneously wrong amiss
as, he judges wrongly of
" And yet wouldst wrongly win."
Shak.
jny motives.
Wrong'ness, n. The quality or state of being wrong
wrongfulness error fault.
The best have great wrongnesses within themselves. £p. Butler.
The lightness or wrongness of this view. Latham.

—

;

;

;

;

(rSn'gus or -us), a.
[Of. OE. wrongSee Wkonq, and cf. Righteous.] 1. Constituting,
or of the nature of, a wrong unjust wrongful. [iJ.]
2. {Scots Law) Not right ; illegal ; as, Wrongous imCraig.
prisonment.
Wrong'-tlmed' (rSng'timd' ; 115), a. Done at an
improper time ill-timed.
Wroot (rot), obs. irrip. of WErrE. Wrote. Chaucer.
Wrote (rot), V. i. [OE. wroten. See 1st Root.] To
Chaucer,
root with the snout. See 1st Root. [06s.]
archaic p. p. of Weite.
Wrote, imp.
wroth,
wrap,
[OE.
AS. wrdS
Wrotll (rath), a.
wroth, crooked, bad ; aldn to wriSan to writlie, and to
OS. wreS angry, D. wreed cruel, OHG. reid twisted,
Sw. vi-ed. See Weithe, and
Icel. reiSr angry, Dan.
Full of wrath; angry; incensed; much
cf. Wbath.]

Wron'gOUS

wis.

;

;

;

&

&

Ma kingdom

to see

Milton.

fail."

Revel and truth as in a low degree,
They be full wroth [i. €., at enmity] all day.
Cain was very wroth, and his countenance fell.
Wrotlght (rat), imp. &p. p. of Woek.
Alas that I was wrought [created]
Wrought, a. Worked ; elaborated not rough
;

Chaucer.

or crude.

See under Ieon.
Wrung (riing), imp. &p. p. of Weino.
Wry (ri), V. i. [AS. toredn.^ To cover.
Wrie you in that mantle.
iron.

[06s.]
Chaucer.
\_Conipar. Weiee (ri'er) ; superl. WeiEST.] [Akin to OE. wrien to twist, to bend, AS. wrigian
to tend towards, to drive.]
1. Turned to one side
twisted ; distorted ; as, a wry neck a wry mouth.
2. Hence, deviating from the right direction ; misdirected out of place as, wi~y words.
Not according to the wry rigor of our neighbors, who never
take up an old idea without some extravagance in its applica-

Wry

the neck around in different directions.
Called also
cuckooes mate, snakebird, summer bird, tonguebird, and
W7itheneck.

Chaucer.
Gen. iv. 5.

!

.

Wrought

(ri), a.

Wry 'necked' (ri'nEkf), a. Having a distorted neck
having the deformity called wryneck.
Wry'neSS, n. The quality or state of being wry, oi
W. Montagu.
(rith"n), obs. p. p. of Weithe.
Writhen.
Wul'len-lte (wul'fen-it), n. [So named after F. X.
Wulfen, an Austrian mineralogist.] {Min.) Native lead
molybdate occurring in tetragonal crystals, usually tabu-

distorted.

Wryth'en

lar,

and

of a bright orange-yellow to red, gray, or

— also called yellow lead ore.
WuU (will), V. & See 2d Will.

color

brown

;

t.

i.

Pour out

[06^.]

to all that wull.

Spenser.

;

;

;

;

Landor.

tion.

Wrested; perverted.
He . puts a wnj sense upon
3.

.

,

Protestant writers.

Atterhury.

Wry lace, a distortion of the countenance indicating
impatience, disgust, or discomfort a grimace.
Wry, V. i. 1. To twist to writhe to bend or wind.
2. To deviate from the right way; to go away or
astray to turn aside to swerve.
This Phebus gan away ward for to wryen. Chaucer.
;

;

;

;

;

How many
Must murder wives much better than themselves

;

;

"Wroth

exasperated; vnrathful.

;;

XANTHORHIZA

1670

wrongs are civil injuries, immediately affecting individuals ; public wrongs are crimes and misdemeanors which
Blackstone.
affect the community.
(rongd)

;

;

I

&

Ceookbill.

Wry 'mouth' (-mouth'), m.

flying fox, but smaller.
Wur'mal (-mal), n.

{Zool.) See Woemil.
Wur'ra-luh (w66r'ra-16oh), n. {Zool.) The Australian
white-quilled honey eater {Eniomyza albipennis).
Wust (wust), Wuste, obs. i7np. of Wit. P. Plowman.

Wy'an-dotS'
(-dot).

andoites,

(wi'an-dots'), n. pi. ; sing.

(iJrtnoZ.) Same as
and Yendols."]

Wych'-elm'

HuEONS.

Wtandot

[Written also

H'i/-

[OB. wiche a kind of
elm, AS. wice a kind of tree. Cf. Wicker.] {Bot.) A
species of elm {Ulmus moniana) found in Northern and
Western Europe Scotch elm.
11^°' By confusion this word is often written witch-elm.
(wTch'glm'), n.

;

For wrying but a little
Shak.
Wry, V. t. [imp. p. p. Weied ; p. pr. vb. n. WktING.] [OE. wrien. See Wey, «.] To twist ; to distort
to writhe ; to wrest ; to vex. Sir P. Sidney.
Guests by hundreds, not one caring
If the dear host's neck were wried. R. Browning.
WrybiU' (ri'bil'), n. {Zool.) See

&

Wung'-OUt' (wijng'ouf), a. Having the sails set in
the manner called wing-dnd-wing. [Sailors'' slang}
Wur'ba-gOOl (wflr'bA-gool), n. {Zool.) A fruit bat
{Pteropus medius) native of India. It is similar to the

—

Wych'-ha'zel (-ha'z'l), M. {Bot.) The wych-elm;
so called because its leaves are Uke those of the hazel.
follower of Wyclif,
WyclU-ite ) (wTk'lTf-it), n.
the English reformer ; a Lollard.
Wyc'lilf-ite )
(wid), a. Wide.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
(wi), n. ; pi. Wttes (wiz).
1. The letter Y.
kind of crotch. See Y, n. {a).
2.
(wik), n.
Week. [06s.]
Chaucer.
helmeted Australian
Wy'la (wi'la), n. {Zool.)
{Calyptorhynchus
cocliatoo
called also/«funereus) ;
neral cockatoo.
(wind), n. [See Wind to turn.]
narrow lane

A

Wyd
Wye
A

{Zool.)

Wyke

Any one

of several species of large,
elongated, marine fishes of the genus
Crypiacanlhodes, especially C. niaculatus of the American coast.
whitish variety is called ghosifish.

A

A

—

A

Wynd

Jamieson.
Bryant
{Zool.) The Euro-

or alley. [iSeoi.]
The narrow wynds, or alleys, on each side of the

Wry'neck'(ri'ngk'),7i. {Med.)
1. A twisted or distorted neck
a deformity in wliieh the neck is
dra^vn to one side by a rigid contraction of one of the muscles of
the neck ; torticollis.
_,

Wyn'ker-nel
pean moor hen.

.„ ,
,
, .
^'^^'^'^'^ iJynx torqmlla-).
.

2. {Z<ydl.) Anyone of several
species of Old World birds of the genus Jynx, allied to
the woodpeckers ; especially, the common European species (J. torquilla) ;
so called from its habit of turning

—

(wTn'ker-nel), n.

street.

[Prov. Eng.}

Wynn (win), n. A kind of timber truck, or carriage^
Wype (wip), n. The wipe, or lapwing. [Prov. Eng.}
Wythe (with), n. {Naut.) Same as Withe, n., 4.
Chaucer.
Wys (wiz), a. Wise. [06s.]
Wyte

Wy'ten

(witi,

Wy'vern

(wi't'n), o6s. pi. pres. of

(wi'vern), «.

{Her.)

Same

Wit.

as Wives.

X.
X, the twenty-fourth letter of the English
alphabet, has three sounds a compound nonvocal
ks), as in wax; a compound vocal sound
(that of gz), as va. example; and, at the beginning of a
word, a simple vocal sound (that of z), as in xanthic. See
Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 217, 270, 271.
are from the Latin X, which
The form and value of
Is from the Greek X, which in some Greek alphabets had
the value of ks, though in the one now in common use it
represents an aspirated sound of k.

X(Sks).

;

sound (that of

X

Xanth-am'ide (zSnth-Sm'id or

-id), n.

[Xanthia

+

amide.'} {Chem.) An amido derivative of xanthic acid obtained as a white crystalline substance, C2H5O.CS.NH2
called also xanthogen amide.
Xan'thate (zan'that), n. [See Xanthic] {Chem.)
salt of xanthic acid
a xanthogenate.
Xan'the-las'ma (-the-lSz'ma), n. [NL. ; Gr. laveoi
yellow -|- eAatr/na a metal plate.] {Med.) See Xanthoma.
Xan'thi-an (zSn'thit-an), a. Of or pertaining to JTanthus, an ancient town of Asia Minor ;
applied especially
to certain marbles found near that place, and now in the
British Museum.
Xan'thio (zSn'thTk), a. [Gr. (a.ve6^ yellow cf. F.
xanthique.} 1. Tending toward a yellow color, or to one
of those colors, green being excepted, iu which yellow is
a constituent, as scarlet, orange, etc.
2. {Chem.) (a) Possessing, imparting, or producing a
yellow color as, xanthic acid. (6) Of or pertaining to
xanthic acid, or its compounds ; xanthogenic. (c) Of or
pertaining to xanthin.

—
A

;

II

—

:

;

Xanthic acid (Chem.), a heavy, astringent, colorless
C2H5O.CS.SH, having a pungent odor. It is produced
by leading carbon disulphide into a hot alcoholic solution
of potassium hydroxide. So called from the yellow color
of many of its salts. Called also xanthogenic acid.
XanHilc colors {Bot.), those colors (of flowers) having some tinge
Of yellow —opposed to cyanic colors. See under Cyanic.
oil,

—

;

Xan'thlde (-thTd or
-thid), n.

[See

A

A

;

—

II

A

;

A

Xan'tho-oar'pous

(-kar'piis),

a.

[Xantho-

{Bot.) Having yellow fruit.
Xan-thooh'ro-i (zan-thok'r6-i), n. pi.

-\-

Gr.

Kapirds fruit.]

[NL.

See

A

{Ethnol.)
division of the Caucasian
races, comprising the lighter-colored members.
The Xanthochroiy or fair whites,
are the prevalent inhabitants of Northern Europe, and the type may be traced into
Tylor.
North Africa, and eastward as far as Hindostan.

Xahthooheoic]

A

THO-.] (C^em.)
compound or derivative of

,

xanthogen. [Archaic}

liXan-thld'i-um
(zSu-thid'f-iim), n. ;
Xanthidia, magnified.
pi. Xanthidia (-a).
[KL., fr. Gr. ^01-605 yellow.] {Bot.)
genus of minute

A

senate, c^re,

A

II

Xan-

ale,

unicellular algse of the family of desmids. These algae
have a rounded sliape and
are armed with glocliidiate
or branched aculei.
Several
species occur in ditches, and
others are found fossil in flint
or liornstone.
Xau'thin (zSn'thTn), n.
[Gr. gai/Sos yellow.] 1. {PhysXanthidia, magnified.
iol. Chem.)
crystalline nitrogenous body closely related to both uric acid and
hypoxanthin, present in muscle tissue, and occasionally
found in the urine and in some urinary calculi. It is
also present in guano.
So called from the yellow color
of certain of its salts (nitrates).
2. {Chem.)
yellow insoluble coloring matter extracted from yellow flowers ; specifically, the coloring
matter of madder. [Formerly written also xanthein.}
3. {Chem.) One of the gaseous or volatile decomposition products of the xanthates, and probably identical
with carbon disulphide. [06s.]
Xan'thl-nine (-thi-nTn or-nen), n. [Gr. ^avSoi yellow
-j- quinine.]
complex nitrogenous substance
{Chem.)
related to urea and uric acid, produced as a white powder
so called because it forms yellow salts, and because its solution forms a blue fluorescence like quinine.
Xan'thi-um (zSn'thi-iim), n. [NL., fr. Gr. idveu>v
a plant used for dyeing the hair yellow, said to be the
Xanthium strtimarium, from ^av96i yellow.] {Bot.)
genus of composite plants in which the scales of the involucre are united so as to form a kind of bur ; cocklebur clotbur.
combining form from Gr.
Xan'tho- (zan'tho-).
favflo! yellow ; as in xanthocohaltic salts. Used also adjectively in chemistry.

&m, arm, ask,

.

.

[Xantho- -JXan'tho-chro'lc (zSn'tho-kro'ik), a,
Gr. xP^"- color.] {Ethnol.) Having a yellowish or fair
complexion ; of or pertaining to the Xanthochroi.
final,

gU

;

eve,

event,

end, fern,

recent

;

Ice,

[XanthoXan'thO-don'tOUS (zSn'thS-don'tus), a.
ofioiis, 656j'TOS, tooth.]
Having yellow teeth.
Xan'thO-gen (zan'tho-jen), n. [Xantho- -f -gen.}
{Chem.) {a) The hypothetical radical supposed to be

\- Gr.

[Archaic}

characteristic of xanthic acid.

phocyanogen.

(6) Persul-

[R.}

Xan'tho-gen-at8

{Chem.)

(-at), n.

A salt of xanthic

acid.

Xan'tho-gen'lo (-jgn'Ik), a. [See Xantho-, and -gen.]
{Chem.) Producing a yellow color or compound; xanSee Xanthic acid, under Xanthic.
Xan-tho'ma (zau-tho'ma), n. [NL. See Xantho-,
and -OMA.] {Med.) A skin disease marked by the devel-

thic.
II

opment

of irregular yellowish patches upon the skin,
especially upon the eyelids ;
called also xanthelasma.
[Xantho- {- Gr.
Xan'thO-phane (zan'thS-fan), n.
^aiveiv to show.] {Physiol.) The yellow pigment present in the inner segments of the cones of the retina in
animals.
See Cheomophane.

—

+

[XanthoGr. ^vXXov
n.
matter found in yellow
also produced artificially from chlorophyll ;
formerly called also phylloxanthin.
Xan'thO-pous (-pus), a. [Xantho- -\- Gr. ttou's, ttoSos,
foot.]
(Bot.) Having a yellow stipe, or stem.
Xan'tho-pro-te'ic (-pr6-te'ik), a. {Physiol. Chem.)

Xan'tho-phyll

leaf.]

(-fil),

A yellow coloring

{Bot.)
leaves,

autumn

—

and

Pertaining to, or derived from, xanthoprotein showing
the characters of xanthoprotein as, xanthoproteic acid
the xanthoproteic reaction for albumin.
;

;

Xan'tho-pro'te-in (-pro'te-in), n. [Xantho- -{-pro{Physiol. Chem.) A yellow acid substance formed
of hot nitric acid on albuminous or proteid
matter. It is changed to a deep orange-yellow color by
tein.}

by the action

the addition of ammonia.

Xan'tho-puc'olne (-puk'sm or -sen), n. [Xantho- -\puccoon -\- -inc.} {Chem.) One of three alkaloids found
in the root of the yellow puccoon {Hydrastis Canadensis).
It is a ;fellow crystalline substance, and resembles
berberine.

Xan'tho-rham'nln (-rSm'nin), n. [Xantho- -{- NL.
Ehamnus, the generic name of tlie plant bearing Persian
berries.]
{Chem.) A glucoside extracted from Persian
berries as a yellow crystalline powder, used as a dyestuff.
Xan'tho-rhl'za (-ri'za), n. [NL. f r. Gr. faySos yellow
{Bot.)
genus of shrubby ranunculaceout
-f- pt'fa root.]
plants of North America, including only the species
,

II

A

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, drb, Sdd

.

;

:

apiifolia, which has roots of a deep yellow
The bark is intensely bitter, and is
yellovTroot.
Bometimes used as a tonic.
[NL., from Gr.
Xan'tho-rhoe'a (z5n'tho-re'a), n.
peiv to flow.] {Bot.)
genus of endog4a-v86'; yellow
to
AustraUa,
having
a thick, someenous plants, native
times arborescent, stem, and long grasslike leaves. See

Xanihorhiza
;

II

+

A

Gkass tree.
Xan'those

An

orange-yellow sub(-thos), n. (Chem.)
stance found in the pigment spots of certain crabs.
Xan-thO'siS (zau-tlio'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. fai/flo?
II

yellow.] (Med.) The yellow discoloration often observed
in cancerous tumors.
Xan'thO-sper'moUS (zSn'tho-sper'mus), a. \_Xaiiiho-\- Gr. cnrepfLo. sperm.]
{Bot.) Having yellow seeds.
Xan'thOUS (zSu'tlms), a. [Gr. lai-Ws yellow.] Yel(Etltnol.),
specifically
of or
low;
pertaining to those races of man
which have yellowish, red, auburn,
or brown hair.

(-lum),

II

Xanthoxylum (X.

A

the order Hsimodoracese, having

Xiph'i-old (ztf'i-oid),

+ -oid.}

{Zo'dl.)

Xy-lin'de-in (zt-lTn'de-Tn), n. {Chem.) A green or
blue pigment produced by Peziza in certain kinds of decayed wood, as the beech, oak, birch, etc., and extracted
as an amorphous powder resembling indigo.
{Chem.) A
[Gr. fv'Aoi/ wood.]
Xy'lite (zi'lit), re.
liquid hydrocarbon found in crude wood spirits.
Xy'li-tone (zi'lT-ton), re. {Chem.) A yellow oil having a geraniumlike odor, produced as a side product in

making phorone
Xy'lO-

;

— called also xylite
A

(zi'lo-).

oil.

combining form from Gr. (v\ov

wood ; as in xylogen, xylogva.p'ii.
Xy'lo-bal'sa-mum (zi'lS-bal'sa-mum), re. [NL., fr.
Gr. (v\ou wood -j- pdKaafj.ov the balsam tree, balsam
II

L. xylobalsamum balsam wood, Gr. |^/Ao^aAo•o/io>/.]
{3fed.) The dried twigs of a Syrian tree {Balsamoden'U. S. Disp.
dron Gileadense).
Xy'lO-oar'pous (-kar'pus), a. \_Xylo- -\- Gr. Kapno!
fruit.]
{Bot.) Bearing fruit which becomes hard or
woody.
Xy-lOC'O-pa (zt-lok'o-pa), re. [NL., fr. Gr. ^v^okotto^
cf.

wood; ^v\ov wood

ter bees.

Xiphioid Whale {Mesoplodon Sowerbiensis).

Xebec.

Arctic fork-tailed

guU

;

II

(a)

—

II

Xiph'i-US (zifi-tis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ft'c^os a sword.]
A genus of cetaceans having a long, pointed,

{Zo'dl.)

bony beak, usually two tusklike teeth in the lower jaw,
but no teeth in tlie upper jaw.
Xlph'O-don (-6-don), n. [Gr. |i'(Jios a sword -|- o8ous,
a tooth.] {Paleon.) An extinct genus of artiodactylous mammals found in tlie European Tertiary formations. It had slender legs, didactylous feet, and small
canine teeth.
Xiph'Oid (zTf'oid; 277), a. [Gr. fi(J)oei«>j? swordeiSos form; shape cf. F. xiphoshaped Jt(f)05 a sword
ide.]
{Anat.) (a) Like a sword; ensiform. (6) Of or
pertaining to the xiphoid process xiphoidian.
Xiph-Oid'i-an (zlf-oid'i-on), a. {Anat.) Xiphoid.
Xi-phoph'yl-lous (zi-fof'il-lQs or zTf'o-fll'lus), a.
[Gr. fi'(|)o! sword -{-i^vKKov leaf.] {Bot.) Having sword66di/T05,

+

;

Re-

hospitality.
[iJ.]
Xe-nog'a-my (ze-nog'a-my), n. [Gr. fcVos strange,
foreign
y6.)xos marriage.]
{Bot.) Cross fertilization.
Xen'0-gen'e-sis (zen'o-jen'e-sis), n.
[Gr. ^eVo9 a
stranger -f- E. genesis.'] {Biol.) (a) Same as HetekoGENEsis.
(6) The fancied production of an organism of
one kind by an organism of another.
Huxley.
Xen'0-ge-net'lc (-je-nSt'Jk), a.
(Biol.) Of or pertaining to xenogenesis
as, the xenogenetic origin of
;

—

[NL.,

pi.

^t</)09

+

sword

{Zo'dl.)

DEA.

-j-

Same

X

ray.

of beetles

[Gr.

^vKov

avOpa^

coal.]

n,
-j-

wood.

[Gr. |ei'dTi;i09 honoring
'guests or strangers feVot guest, stranger -\- Ti/j-ri honor
cf. G. xe7iotim.'i
{Min.) A native phosphate of yttrium
occurring in yellowish-brown tetragonal crystals.
Xe-nu'rlne (ze-nu'rin), n. [Gr. ^61/09 strange
ovpa
tail.]
{Zo'dl.) A cabassou.
Xen'yl (zSn'Tl oi- ze'ml), n. [Gr. f eVo5 strange -f- -yl.l,
(Chem.) The radical characteristic of xeuylic compounds.
Xe-nyl'lc (ze-nfl'Ik), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, certain amido compounds obtained by reducing certain nitro derivatives of diplienyl.
Xer'a-phlm (zSr'a-f Im), n. [Pg. xarafin, xerajin, fr.
Ar. ashrafl noble, tlie name of a gold coin.] An old
money of account in Bombay, equal to three fifths of a
Tupee.
Xer'es (zgr'gs), n. Sherry. See Sherry.
Xer'it (zSr'if ), n. A shereef.

[See Xy-

re.

Any

(6)

Any one

II

A

—

Xy-loph'i-lan

[See XYLOPHiLOtrs.]

(zi-15f'I-lnn), «.

One of a tribe of beetles {XylophiU) whose InrviB
on decayed wood.
[Xylo- -f- Gr. c^iAeti/ to
Xy-loph'i-lOUS (-lus), a.
love.] (Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining to the xvlophilans.
{Zodl.)

live

One of the Xiphura (Limuhts).
Under Side of the Boily of the
Male; ahc First, Socniid, and

—

;

m

;

;

;

{-gan),

{Zo'dl.) {a) One of a tribe
larvse bore or live in

species of Xyloi)haga.
Xylophaga (.Y".
of the Xylophagides.
dorsfdis). Shell.
Xy'lo-phag'i-des (zl'lo-faj'l-dez), n.
tribe or famSee Xylophagous.] {Zo'dl.)
pi. [NL.
larvse
live
in
decayed
wood.
whose
ily of dipterous flies
Some of the tropical species are very lai'ge.
(zi-lot'.a-gus),
a.
[Gr.
fuAo0ayo9
eatXy-loph'a-gOUS
ing wood JvAof wood -|- i^jayeii' to eat.] {Zodl.) {a) Eatsaid especially of
ing, boring in, or destroying, wood ;
(J) Of
certain insect larvae, crustaceans, and moUusks.
or pertaining to the genus Xylophaga.
(c)

Third Pairs of ApiK'ndnjies
coal, or charcoal;
Mouth; g First Abdominal
Api)endage, or Operculum
so called in distinction
e Last Pair of Lej^s ./' Rudifrom mineral coal.
mentary Appendaf^e: // Gills
Xy'late (zl'lSt), n.
nCephalothorax; oAbdomen.
{Chem.) salt of xylic acid.
Xy'lem (zi'Iem), re. [Gr. fwAoi/ wood.] (5o/.) That portion of a fibrav.ascular bundle wliicli luas developed, or will
distinguished {roin jyhlo'em.
develop, into wood cells;
Xy'lene (zi'len), re. [Gr, fuAoi/ wood.] {Chem.) Any
one of a group of three metameric hydrocarbons of tlie
aromatic series, found in coal and wood tar, and so
named because found in crude wood spirit. Tliey are
colorless, oily, inflammable liquids, C,|H.,.(CH,|)2, being

n.

See Xyloph-

whose

;

Wood

Xy'lO-phone (zi'lS-fen

l

'*'"'"-

[

;.

^- Gr. (^wtoj sound.]

(Mus.) An
instrument common among the
1.

;

A

+

pity

Xy-loph'a-gan
LOPHAGOUS.]

+
acid

'Tliey are destitute of scales.

wood

See Zylonite.

(zl'lon-It), m.

are allied to Pholas.

(z t - lam ' td
[Xyl'ic

acid, obtained as a white
crystalline substance.
Xy-lan'thrax (z t - I5n'tliraks),

Xylene.

Xy-loph'a-ga (zt-lSfa-ga), re. [NL.
AGODS.] (Zo'dl.) A genus of marine bivalves which bore holes in wood. They

(Chem.) An
amide derivative of xylic

+

—

II

See under Ray.
n.

as

Xy'lon-ite

tail.]

Xe-nop'te-ryg'1-i (ze-nSp'te-rij'I-i), n. pi.
[NL.,
from Gr. feVos strange
irTepuyioi', dim. of tttcov^ a
wing.] {Zo'dl.) A suborder of fislies including Gobiesox
and allied genera. These fishes have soft-rayed fins, and
a ventral sucker supported in front by the pectoral fins.

;

Same

Called also Xipho-

or -Id),
amide.]

II

Up, Ora

;

as Limuloi-

Xy-iam'ide

(zSn'S-mi), n. pi.
[NL., from Gr. JeVo5
strange.] {Zo'dl.) A suborder of soft-rayed fresh-water
fishes of which the blackfish of Alaska {Dallia pectoralis)
is the type.

a.

;

from Gr.
ovpa

)

)

+

siira.

Saintsbury.

Xen'O-mi

full,

[Cf. F. xylographique.] Of or pertaining to xylography, or wood engraving.
-graphy:
Xy-lOg'ra-phy (zt-log'ra^fy), re. IXylocf. F. zytographie.]
1. The art of engraving on wood.
2. The art of making prints from the natural grain of
Knight.
wood.
3. A method of printing in colors upon wood for purt/re.
poses of house decoration.
Xy'loid (zi'loid), a. [Xylo- -j- -oid.] Resembling
wood having the nature of wood.
Xy-lOid'in (zt-loid'in), re. IXylo- -f -oid.] {Chem.)
A substance resembling pyroxylin, obtained by the accalled also nilramidin.
tion of nitric acid on starch
Xyaol (zi'lol), re. [Xylo- -f L. o^eum oil.] {Chem.)

Xy'lO-graph'Ic (zi'IS-grafik),
Xy'lo-graph'lC-al (-i-kal),

II

microzymes.
Huxley.
Xen'0-ma'nl-a (-ma'nt-a), ». [Gr. leVos strange
E. mania.'} A mania for, or an inordinate attachment
to, foreign customs, institutions, manners, fashions, etc.

rude,

;

II

re.

a.

xylography.

shaped leaves.
(zTfoXiph'o-su'ra
sii'ra), n. pi. See Xiphura.
Xi-phu'ra (zi-fu'ra),

;

{Zodl.)

Xy'lo-gen (zi'lo-jgn), re. \_Xylo--\- -gen.] {a) {Bot.)
Nascent wood wood cells in a forming state. (6) Lignin.
Xy'lo-graph (zilS-graf), n. iXylo- + -graph.] An
engraving on wood, or the impression from such an engraving a print made by xylography.
Xy-Iog'ra-pher (zt-log'ra-fer), re. One who practices

:

;

+

[i?.]

+

[NL.,

The

—

II

Jei/oSoxi'a.]

Xlph'l-Ster'num

(-na).

II

Xe-nOd'0-Chy (ze-nod'o-ky), n. [Gr.

—

(-ster'niim), n. ; pi. Xiphisterna
rferream.] {Anal.)
fr. Gr. Ji'c^os a sword
posterior segment, or extremity, of the sternum
sometimes called metasternum, ensiform cartilage, ensiform process, or xiphoid process. (6) The xiphiplastron.
Xlph'i-ster'nal (-nal), a.

Sabinii).

Xen'e-la'Si-a (zgn'e-la'zht-a), n.
[NL., from Gr.
expulsion of strangers.] {Gr. Antiq.) A Spar"tan institution which prohibited strangers from residing
in Sparta without permission, its object probably being
1;o preserve the national simplicity of manners.
Xe'nl-um (ze'ni-um), n. ; pi. Xenia (-a). [L., from
Gr. ^dviov gift to a guest, fr. JeVos guest.] {Class. Antiq.) A present given to a guest or stranger, or to a for«ign ambassador.
Xen'O-dO-Chi'um (zen'6-do-ki'um), n. [LL., fr. L.
xenodochium a building for the reception of strangers,
Gr. ^evo&oxeiov.'] {a) {Class. Antiq.) A house for the
reception of strangers. (6) In the Middle Ages, a room
in a monastery for the reception and entertainment of
strangers and pilgrims, and for the relief of paupers.
[Called also Xenodocheion.'\
II

fei-ijAao-ia

Konreiv to cut.]

;

Xlph'l-plas'tron (zif'I-plas'tr5n), n.; pi. XiphiPLASTKA (-tra). [NL., fr. Gr. ft(|)05 a &word-{- plastron.']
{Anat.) The posterior, or fourth, lateral plate in the
plastron of turtles
called also xiphisternum.
II

An

-{-

hymenopterous insects including the carpenXySee Carpenter bee, under Carpenter.

loc'0-pine (-pin),

{Zo'dl.)

linite,

lene and metaxylene.

II

sairs.

Xen'O-tlme (zSn'6-tim),

0^°° The xylidine of commerce, used in making certain dyes, consists chiefly of the derivatives of paraxy-

cutting

or both.

•ception of strangers

acid.

Xy'li-dine (zi'lT-dTu or -den), n. (Chem.) Any one
metameric hydrocarbons, (CH3)2.C(;H3.NH2, resembling aniline, and related to xylene. They are liquids,
or easily fusible crystalline substances, of which three
are derived from metaxylene, two from orthoxylene, and
one from paraxylene. They are called the amido xylenes.
of six

A genus of

were formerly
armed and used by cor-

use,

IXiphins

a.

Of, pertaining to, or resembling, a cetacean of the genus
Xiphius or family Xiphiidae.

Xebecs

II

two-ranked, sword-

shaped leaves.

small three-masted vessel, with projecting bow
and stern and convex
decks, used in the Mediterranean for transporting merchandise, etc. It
carries large square sails

(zem), n.

metameric with uvitic

^iXtiv to

II

Americatium).

Xe'bec (ze'bek), n. [Sp. Jabeque, formerly spelt zabegue, or Pg. xabeoo; both from Turk, sumbeki a kind of
Asiatic ship ; of . P e r
sujnbuk. At. sumbuk a
small ship.] {Naut.) A

•(Xema

dry+

I'ljpds

A

ly ash, under Prickly.

Xeme

[Gr.

2. (Astroyi.)
{a) The constellation Dorado.
(6)
comet shaped like a sword.
Xi-ph!d'i-um (zT-f Id'i-um), n. [NL., from Gr. ii.<j>C{Bot.)
penus of plants of
Siov, dim. of |ii^05 sword.]

The commonest

sails,

a.

II

;

or lateen

—

+

;

n.

theNorthern
thoxylum Americanum. See Prick-

Xe-ron'iC (ze-ron'Tk), a. [Gr. |T)pd5 dry-|-citraco?H'c.]
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, an acid, C8H]204,
related to fumaric acid, and obtained from citraconic
acid as an oily substance having a bittersweet taste
so called from its tendency to form its anhydride.
Xe-roph'a-gy (ze-rof'a-jy), n. [L. xerophagia, Gr.
Among the
fijpo(^ayia
f))pos dry -)- <f)0.ye'lv to eat.]
primitive Cliristians, the living on a diet of dry food in

{Bot.) Drought-loving; able to withstand the absence or lack of moisture.
Plants which are peculiarly adapted to dry climates are termed
Goodale.
by De Candolle xcrojihilous.
Xe'roph-thal'mi-a (ze'rof-th51'mT-a), n. [L., fr. Gr.
60SaA/ids the eye.
See Ophfijpd; dry
^ripo(t>8aAfjLia
thalmia.] {Med.) An abnormal dryness of the eyeball
produced usually by long -continued inflammation and
subsequent atrophy of the conjunctiva.
Xe'roph-thal'my (-my), ?j. {Med.) Xerophthalmia.
Xiph'1-as (zif'i-as), n. [L., a swordfish, a swordshaped comet, fr. Gr. ^i<^io9, fr. f i'i#ios a sword.] 1. {Zool.) A genus of fishes comprising the common swordfish.

+

species in
United States is Xan-

;

acid.

love.]

[NL., from Gr. ^avBos yellow
fvKov wood.] {Bot.) A genus of
prickly shrubs or small trees, the
bark and roots of which are of a
deep yellow color prickly ash.
11^°°

;

;

oil.

Xan-thox'y-lum

of six metameric phenol derivatives of xylene,
obtained as crystalline substances, (CH3)2.C|-,H3.0H.
Xy-let'iC (zt-let'Ik), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, or designating, a complex acid related to mesitylenic acid, obtained as a white crystalline substance by the action of
sodium and carbon dioxide on crude xylenol.
Xy'Uc (zi'lTk), a. {Chem.) Pertaining to, derived
from, or related to, xylene specifically, designating any
one of several metameric acids produced by the partial
oxidation of mesitylene and pseudo-cumene.
{Chem.) Pertaining to, or
Xy-lld'iC (zi-lld'ik), a.
designating, either one of two distinct acids which are
derived from xylic acid and related compounds, and are

—

II

Lent and on other fasts.
Xe-roph'i-lOUS (-T-liis),

Xan-thox'y-lene (zSn-thoks'l[See Xanthoxylum.]
n.
(Chein.) A liquid hydrocarbon of
the terpene series extracted from
the seeds of a Japanese prickly ash
{Xanthoxylum piperitum) as an
II

Any one

[See Shereef.]
A gold coin
Xer'UI (zer'If), n.
formerly current in Egypt and Turkey, of the value of
also, in Morocco, a ducat.
about 9s. Gd., or about $2.30
Xe'ro-der'ma (ze'ro-der'ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ^Tjpos
dry -f Se'pjia skin.] {Med.) (a) Ichthyosis. (J) A skin
disease characterized by tlie presence of numerous small
pigmented spots resembling freckles, with which are
subsequently mingled spots of atrophied skin.
Xe'ro-nate (ze'ro-nat), n. {Chem.) A salt of xeronic

;

len),

aromatic

XYLOPYROGRAPHY
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XANTHORHCEA
•color

;

—

dimetliyl benzenes, and are called respectively orthoxyCalled also .tv/o/.
lene, metiirylcne, und paraxylene.
([cy Eacli of those xylenes in the nucleus and prototype of a distinct series of compounds.

;

Xy'le-nol

(zi'le-n<51),

food, fo^t

out,

;

[A'///e»e

re.

oil

;

chair

;

-f-

-ol.]

go

;

{Chem.)

Russians, Poles,

and Tartars,
consisting of

—
Xylophone ,„

a

,

,

^
(.l/,,.-.).

series of strips
of wood or glass graduated in length to the musical scale,
resting on belts of straw, and struck with two small
liammers. Called in Germany strohfiedel, or straw fiddle.
2. An instrument to determine the vibrative properties of dill'cront kinds of wood.
Kniqht,
-plaslicl
[XyloXy'lo-plas'tlc (-pHts'tlk), a.
(Tecliiiol.) ii'ininod of wood pulp by molds ; relating to
casts made of wood pulp in molds.
Xy'lo-py-rog'ra-phy (zi'lft-pt-rBg'rA-fy), n. [-Vj/toTlie art or prac-f- Gr. Trip, 7rup()9, fire -f- -graphy.]
tice of burning pictures on wood with a hot iron ;

sing, ink

+

—

;

tUen,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=z

ia azure.

i

)

;

;

YAPOCK

XYLOQUINONE
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See Poker picture, under
Poker.
Xy'lO-qnl'none (zl'Io-kwi'non or -kwTn'on), n. \.Xy(Chem.) Any one of a group of
quinone-l
Jene
quinone compounds obtained respectively by the oxidaIn
tion of certain xylene and xylidine compounds.
general they are yellow crystalline substances.
orcin. 2 (Chem.)
Xy-lor'cln(zi-16r'sifn),m. [Xylene
A derivative of xylene obtained as a white crystalline
substance which on exposure in the air becomes red

bivalves closely allied to Teredo, and equally destructive
to timber. One
species (Xylotrya fimbriala)

called also poker painting.

+

+

;

—

called also betaorcin.

Xy-los'te-in (zt-los'te-Tn), n. [Xylo- -f Gr. oo-te'oi'
bone.]
{Chem.) A glucoside found in the poisonous
berries of a species of honeysuckle (Lonicera xylosteum),
and extracted as a bitter, white, crystalline substance.
Xy'lO-tlle (zl'lo-til), n. Same as Pakkesine.
Xy-lO'try-a (zt-lo'trT-a), re. [NL. f r. Gr. ^vXov wood
(Zo'61.) A genus of marine
Tpiieiv to rub, wear out.]

+

,

II

is

very

common

on the Atlantic
coast

1

Nl.^ J

United States.
Xy'lyl (zi'.
\i\),n. [Xylo- Xylottja ex.

+

-i/Z.

Any

fimbriata-).
b Interior of Shell

] ( Chem.

one

Xyr'l-da'ceoas (ztr'T-da'shus), a. (Sot.) Of or perato a natural order (Xyridex) of endogenoas>
plants, of which Xyris is the type.
Xy'riS (zi'rTs), n. [L., a kmd of Iris, Gr. fupis, fr.
(Bot.)
genus of endogenous herbs
^vpov a razor.]
with grassy leaves and small yellow flowers in short,
scaly-bracted spikes; yellow-eyed grass.
There are
about seventeen species in the Atlantic United States.
) n.
[L. xystus, Gr. Iuo-tos, from
Xyst (zist),
Xys'tUS (zTs'tiis), ) ^v€(.v to scrape, polish ;
so
called from its smooth and polished floor.] (Anc. Arch.)
long and open portico, for athletic exercises, as wrestling, running, etc. , f or use in winter or in stormy weather.
Xyst'arch(zist'ark), n. [L. xystarches, Gr. Jvo-Toipxr)?
Jvo-TO! a xyst -\- ap-^eiv to rule.] (Gr. Antiq.) An officer
having the superintendence of the xyst. Dr. W. Smith.
Xys'ter (zTs'ter), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ^varqp a scraper.].
(Surg.) An instrument for scraping bones.
taining
II

A

U

the

of

:

x
;

2.

a Exterior

—

II

;

c Pallets.

A

of

three metameric radicals which are characteristic respectively of the three xylenes.
Xy'lyl-ene (-en), n. (Chem.) Any one of three metameric radicals, CHj.CeHj.CHj, derived respectively from
the three uylenes. Often used adjectively ; as, xylylene
alcohol.

Y.
Y, the twenty-fifth letter of the English alphabet, at the beginning of a word or syllable, except when a prefix (see Y-), is usually a fricative vocal
consonant ; as a prefix, and usually in the middle or at
the end of a syllable, it is a vowel. See Guide to Pronunciation, §§ 145, 178-9, 272.
It derives its form from the Latin T, which is from
the Greek Y, originally the same letter as V. EtjTnologically, it is most nearly related to u, i, 0, and j, g ; as
in full, fill, AS. fyllan ; E. crypt, grotto ; young, juveSee U, I, and J, G.
nile ; day, AS. dxg.
11^°' Y has been called the Pythagorean letter, because
the Greek letter Y was taken to represent the sacred
triad, formed by the duad proceeding from the monad
and also because it represents the dividing of the paths
of vice and virtue in the development of human life.
Something shaped
(wl), n. ; pi. Y's (wiz) or Ys.
; a forked piece resembling in form the
like the letter
letter Y- Specifically : (a) One of the forked holderdfor
supporting the telescope of a leveling instrument, or the
forked or bifurcated
axis of a theodolite ; a wye. (6)
pipe fitting, (c) (Railroads) A portion of track consisttwo
diverging
tracks
connected
by a cross track.
ing of
T leveKSurv.), an instrument for measuring differences
Y moth
of level by means of a telescope resting in Y s.
(Zool.), a handsome European noctuid moth (Plusia
gamma) which has a bright, silvery mark, shaped like the
letter Y, on each of the fore wings. Its larva, which is
green with five dorsal white stripes, feeds on the cabbage,
turnip, bean, etc. Called also gamma moth, and silver Y.
King Horn. Wyclif.
Y(i),pron. I. [Obs.']
G. ge-,
Y- (T-), or I-. [OE. y-, i-, AS. ge-, akin toD.
OHG. gi-, ga-, Goth, ga^, and perhaps to Latin con- ; originally meaning, together. Cf. Com-, Aware, ENonsH,
prefix of obscure meaning, origHandiwork, Ywis.]
inally used with verbs, adverbs, adjectives, nouns, and
pronouns.
In the Middle English period, it was little
employed except vrith verbs, being chiefly used with
past participles, though occasionally with the infinitive.
Ycleped, or yclept, is perhaps the only word not entirely obsolete which shows this use.
Chaucer.
That no wight mighte it see neither yheere.
Chaucer.
Neither to ben yburied nor ybrent.
Chaucer's
use
of
this
prefix
examples
of
Some
t^p"
are ; tbe, j'been, icaught, ycovae, ydo, idoon, t/go, iproved,
ywrouglit. In inough, enough, it is combined with an
adjective. Other examples are in the Vocabulary.
Spenser and later writers frequently employed this
prefix when atfectuag an archaic style, and sometimes

Y(wi).

T

Y

A

—

&

A

used

incorrectly.
adv. Yea. [06s.]
Yac'a-re' (y5k'a-ra'), n. [See Jacare.]

TachtB'man (ySts'man), n. ; pi. Yachtsmen (-men).
One who owns or sails a yacht a yachter.
Yat (yaf ), obs. imp. of Give. [AS. geaf, imp. of giefan
;

Chaucer.
See Give.] Gave. See Give.
Yaf'fin-gale (ySffin-gal), n. [See Yapfie, and cf.

to give.

(Zool.) The yaflSe.
\_Prov. Eng.']
Yal'fle (ySf'f'l), n. [Probably imitative of its call
or cry.] (Zool.) The

NightingaleJ

European green woodpecker (Picus, or
cinus,

viridis).

noted for

GeIt

is

[See Llama.]
llama.

like note.
Called also
eccle, heivhole, highhoe,
laughing bird, popinjay,
Yaffle.
rain bird, yaffil, yaffler,
yafflngale, yappingale, yackel, and woodhack.
Ya'ger (y a'ger or y a'ger ; 277), n. [G. j'dger

(yii),

(Zo'61.)

American
crocodil-

ian (Ja-

&

II

the

;

of the United States.

From meannees

And etill

'

in
size and

gator

___^

Yacare {Jacare

sclerops).

The eye

A

Yacht meaaurement.

See the Note imder Tonnage, 4.
Yacht, 1). i,^ To manage a yacht ; to voyage in a yacht.
Yacht'er (-er), n. One engaged in sailing a yacht.
Yacht'lng, n. Sailing for pleasure in a yacht.
Yachfman (-man), n. See Yachtsman,
ale,

a coarse pillow lace made from the silky hair

(Zool. ) See Trumpeter, 3 (a).
Yak'a-re' (-a-ra'), n. (Zool.) Same as Yacare.
Yaldn (ya'kin), n. (Zool.) A large Asiatic antelope
(Budorcas taxicolor) native of the higher parts of the
Himalayas and other lofty mountains. Its head and
neck resemble those of the ox, and its tail is like that of
the goat. Called also budorcas.
Ya-koots' (yii-koots'), n. pi. ; sing. Yakoot (-koof).
(Ethnol.) A nomadic Mongohan tribe native of Northern
Siberia, and supposed to be of Turkish stock. They are
mainly pastoral in their habits. [Written also Yakuts.'}
Yak'sha (yak'sha), re. [Skr.] (Hindoo Myth.)
kind of demigod attendant on Kuvera, the god of wealth.
Yal'lah (yal'la), n. The oil of the mahwa tree.
(yam), n. [Pg. inhame, probably from some nalarge, esculent, farinaceous tuber
tive name.]
(Bot.)
of various climbing plants of the genus Dioscorea ; also,
the plants themselves, mostly natives of warm climates.
The plants have netted-veined, petioled leaves, and pods
The commonest species is D.
with three broad wings.
saliva, but several others are cultivated.
ChlneBe yam, a plant (Dioscorea Batatas) with a long
and slender tuber, hardier than most of the other species.
Wild yam. (a) A common plant (Dioscorea villosa) of the Eastern United States, having a hard and
knotty Tootstock. (6) An orchidaceous plant ( ffas^rorfta
sesamoides) of Australia and Tasmania.

Yak'a-mik (-a-mtk), n.

orbits are connected together, and surrounded by prominent bony ridges. Called also spectacled
alligator, and spectacled cayman. . [Written also Jacare.]
11^°' The name is also applied to allied species.
Yac'ca (yak'ka), n. (Bot.)
West Indian name for
two large timber trees (Podocarpus coriaceus, and P.
Purdicanus) of the Yew family. The wood, which is
much used, is pale brownish with darker streaks.
Yacht (ySt), n. [D. jagt,jacht; perhaps properly, a
chase, hunting, from jagen to chase, hunt, akin to G.
jagen, OHG. jagon, of uncertain origin ; or perhaps akin
to OHG. jraAi quick, sudden (cf. Gat).] (Naut.) Alight
and elegantly furnished vessel, used either for private
parties of pleasure, or as a vessel of state to convey distinguished persons from one place to another ; a seagoing vessel used only for pleasure trips, racing, etc.
habits.

lace,

of the yak,

^^^^^^-^^"^-^SSfe. 60

senate,

c4re,

first this
all

meanness

A

II

Yam

A

—

Ya'ma (ya'ma), re. [Skr. yama a twin.] (Hindoo
Myth.) The king of the infernal regions, corresponding
II

am, arm, ssk, Saal,

3JI

;

eve,

event,

find,

Portsmouth Yankey
his conduct flows.

fern,

recent

;

Ice,

rose,

A Poem by an American (Boston, 1765)i-

a.
Of or pertaining to a Yankee
the Yankees.

Yan'kee,

Yak, Male.

teristic of

^

to

Oppression,

A

alli-

&

;

sometimes by foreigners to any inhabitant

also, applied

Tak

care sclerops) re-'
BemMing rK'**~°~ -

The

(yamp), n.
(Bot.)
An umbelliferous plant (Carum Gairdneri); also, its
a hunter, small fleshy roots, which are
(Mil.) In the German eaten by the Indians from
Irom jagen to chase, hunt.]
army, one belonging to a body of light infantry armed Idaho to California.
^ama.
with rifies, resembling the chasseur of the French army.
Yang (ySng), ra. [Ofimitative origin.]
The cry of the wild goose ; a honk.
[Written aXso jager."]
Yang, V. i. To make the cry of the wild goose.
Ya'glia-run'dl (ya/gwa-riui'dT), n. (Zool.) Same as
Jaguakondi.
[Written also yaguarondi, and yagouaYank (y3nk), n. [Cf. Scot, yank a sudden and severs,
blow.] A jerk or twitch. ICollog. U. S.']
rondi.']
Yank, V. t. [imp.
YaJ'nr—Ve'da (yaj'flr-va'da or -ve'da), n. f Skr.
p. p. Yanked (ySnkt) p. pr.
vb. n. Yanking.] To twitch strongly ; to jerk. XColloq^
yajur^eda.'] See Veda.
Yat (ySk), n. [Thibetan gyag."] (Zool.) A bovine U. S.~\
mammal (Poepkagus grunniens) native of the high
Yank, n. An abbreviation of Yankee. [Slang"}
plains of Central Asia. Its neck, the outer side of its
Yan'kee (ySn'ke), n. [Commonly considered to be a
corrupt pronunciation of the word English, or of th»
legs, and its flanks, are covered with long, flowing, fine
and
French
white,
is
valword Anglais, by the native Indians of America.
often
hair.
Its tail is long and bushy,
ued as an ornament and for other purposes in India and According to Thierry, a corruption of Jankin, a diminusome
tive
varieties,
of
of
John,
and a nickname given to the English coloChina. There are several domesticated
which lack the mane and the long hair on the flanks. nists of Connecticut by the Dutch settlers of New York.
Called also chauri gua, grunting coio, grunting ox, sar- Dr. W. Gordon (" Hist, of the Amer. War," ed. 1789, vol.
i., pp. 324, 325) says it was a favorite cant word in Camlac, sarlik, and sarlyk.
bridge, Mass., as early as 1713, and that it meant excellent ; as, a yankee good horse, yankee good cider, etc.
Cf. Scot, yankie a sharp, clever, and rather bold woman,,
and Prov. E. hovi-yankees a kind of leggins worn by
agricultural laborers.] A nickname for a native or citizen of New England, especially one descended from old
New England stock by extension, an inhabitant of the
Northern States as distinguished from a Southerner;

Chaucer.

South

(Zool.)

Yamp

it

Ya

soula»-

Yam

loud laugh-

its

Greek Pluto, and also the judge of departed
In later times he is more exclusively considered the dire
judge of all, and the tormentor of the wicked. He is represented as of a green color,
with red garments, having a
crown on his head, his eyes
inflamed, and sitting on a
buSalo, with a club and
noose in his hands.
'ma (ySm'ma), n.
to the

;

charac-

Hawthome.
See Japan clover, under Japan.
1. The name of a
tune adopted popularly as one of the national airs of the
United States.
2. Humorously, a Yankee.
We might have withheld our political noodles
From knocking their heads against hot Yantcee-Doodles. Moore.Yan'kee-ism (-iz'm), n. A Yankee idiom, word, cusLowell.
tom, or the like.
Yaourt (yoort or yourt), re. [Turk. yoghurt.\ A..
fermented drink, or milk beer, made by the Turks^

The

Yankee

alertness of the Yanlxe aspect.

(Bot.)

clover.

Yan'kee-Doo'dle

(-doo'd'l), n.

II

Yap (yap), V. i.

[Icel.

gjalpa ; akin to E.
Cf. Yaup.]
To bark
yelp. L'' Estrange.

Yap(yap),re.
bark ; a yelp.

;

to

A

Ya'pock (ya'p5k
n.
277),
[Probably
from
;

,

the river Oyapok, %

between French
Guiana and Brazil.]

South

(Zool.)

A

American

aquatic opossum
(Chironectes variegatus) found in

Guiana and
idea,

ai

;

Brazil,

old,

Yapock.
Its hind feet are

Sbey, 6rb, 5dd

webbed, and

its

;

;

TAPON
;

;

—

;

A

A

2.

branch a twig. [06s.]
The bitter frosts with the
;

and rain

sleet

Destroyed hath the green in every yerd.
Chaucer.
3.
long piece of timber, as a rafter, etc. \_Obs.'\
4.
measure of length, equaling three feet, or tliirtysix inches, being the standard of English and American

A
A

measure.

The

5.

penis.

6. {Naut.) A long piece of timber, nearly cylindrical,
tapering toward the ends, and designed to support and
extend a square sail. A yard is usually hung by the center to the mast. See Illusl. of Ship.

Golden Yard, or Yard and Ell {A.^lron.), a popular name
Under yard U'. e.,
Chaucer.
Yard, n. [OE. yard, yerd, AS. geard ; akin to OFries.
garda garden, OS. gardo garden, gard yard, D. gaard
garden, G. garlen, OHG. garlo garden, gart inclosure,
Icel. garSr yard, house, Sw. gard, Dan. guard, Gotli.
gards a house, garda sheepfold, L. hortus garden, Gr.
XopTO! an inclosure. Cf. Court, Garden, Garth, HortiCDLTURE, Orchard.] 1. An inclosure usually, a small
inclosed place in front of, or around, a house or barn
as, a coyixtyard ; a cov/yard ; a barnyard.
of tlie three stars in tlie belt of Orion.
under the rod], under contract. [Obs.]

—

;

Ayoid

inclosed all about with sticks
In which she had a cock, hight chanticleer.
.

.

Chaucer,
is

Liberty of the yard, a liberty, granted to persons imprisoned for debt, of walldng in the yard, or within any
other limits prescribed by law, on their giving bond not
Prison yard, an inclosure
to go beyond those limits.
about a prison, or attached to it. —Yard grass {Bot.), a
low-growing grass (Eleusine Indica) having digitate
spikes. It is common in dooryards, and like places, especially in the Southern United States. Called also crab

—

— Yard
V.

t.

To confine

(cattle) to the

said to be yardarm and yardarm
80 near as to touch, or interlock their yards.

(J^^ Ships are
Yard'ful

Yardfuls

(-ful), n. ; pi.

land of
acres

a virgate.

tlie

greater

;

Yark

(yiirk), v.

Yar'ke

t.

&

;

rise in blisters,

&

ward,

Icel.

fyll,

;

Y-be' (T-be'), obs. p. p. of Be. Been.
Y-cleped' (I-UI(5pt'), p. p, [AS. geclipod,

pity

;

—

[Spelt sxlso'yclept.]
It is full fair to ben yclt'iit madnnie.
Chaucer.
But come, thou goddess fair and free,
MiUnti.
In heaven yclcpt'd Euphrosyue.

'''lower.

;

Chaucer,
p. p. of cli-

See Clepk, and also the
obsolete, except in
named

Y-.]
Called ;
arcliaic or liuMiorou.'j writings.

'

Shak.

;

Note iiudor

up, firn

and

Those
;

charinin^r little inissivos i/rtr/ifd valontinos.

food, fo^t

;

out,

oil

;

cliair

j

go

;

Linnb.

slug,

in liim

Amen."

2 Cor.

i.

20.

Yead (yed), v. i. Properly, a variant of the defective
imperfect yode, but sometimes mistaken for a present.
See the Note under Yede. [Obs.]
Years yead away and faces fair deflower.
Drant.
Yean (yen), v. t. i. [imp. & p. p. Yeaned (yend)
vb. re. Yeaning.]
[AS. ednian, or geeanian ;
p. pr.
perhaps akin to E. ewe, or perhaps to L. agnus, Gr.
(iftfos.
Cf. Ean.]
To bring forth young, as a goat or
a sheep to ean.
Shak.

&

&
;

;

piiiu, rlen/)inn, cliopian, to call.

—

r^ide,

;

&

flowers.

ropean bar-tailed godwit
called Yarrow, a Flowering
also yardkeep, and yarwhelp.
See Stem, much re-

unite,

—

Yawn

2.

I therein do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice. Phil. i. 18.
11^°" Yea sometimes introduces a clause, with the
sense of indeed, verily, tridy. " Yea, hath God said, Ye
shall not eat of every tree of the garden ? "
Gen. iii. 1.
Yea, re. An affirmative vote ; one who votes in the
affirmative
as, a vote by yeas and nays.
l^p" In the Scriptures, yea is used as a sign of certainty
or stability. " All the promises of God in him are yea,

to throw the neck back.]
(Naut.) To steer wild, or out
of the line of her course ; to deviate from her course, as
when struck by a heavy sea
said of a ship.
Just as he would lay the ship's course, all yawing being out
of the question.
Lowell.

&

Yar'whlp' (yar'hwTp'), n.
[So
from its sliarp cry uttered
when taking wing.] {Zool.) The Eu[Prov. Eng.]

gagr bent back, gaga

Nay, adv.,

Cf.

jA''.

called

''

—

Taupon.

;

;

use,

breaking in white

froth, as cane juice in the clarifiers in sugar works.
Yaw, V. i.
t.
[Cf. Prov. G.
gagen to rock, gageln to totter,
shake, Norw. g^iga to bend back-

press desire by yawning ; as, to yawn for fat livings.
" One long, yawning gaze."
Landor.
Yawn, re. 1. An involuntary act, excited by drowsiness, etc., and consisting of a deep and long inspiration
following several successive attempts at inspiration, the
mouth, fauces, etc., being wide open.
One person yawning in company will produce a spontaneous
yawn in all present.
Clnpman.
2. The act of opening wide, or of gaping.
Addison.
[S..]
3. A chasm, mouth, or passageway.
Now gape the graves, and through their yawns let loose
Imprisoned spirits.
Marsion.
Yawn'ing-ly, adv. In a yawning manner.
(yap),
V.
re.
See
Yaup.
Yawp
Yaws (yaz), n. [African yaw a raspberry.] (Med.)
A disease, occurring in tlie Antilles and in Africa, cliaracterized by yellowish or reddish tumors, of a contagious cliaracter, which, in shape and appearance, often
resemble currants, strawberries, or raspberries. There
are several varieties of tliis disease, viiriously known as
frambiesia, plan, verrugas, and crab-yaws.
Yaw'-we9d' (ya'v\ed'), n. (Bot.) A low, shrubby,
rubiaceous jihiiit (Morinda Boyoc) growing along tlie
seacoast of tlie West Indies. It has small, white, odorous

;

;

''"='^<1

&

When churchyards yawn.

;

GODWIT.

To

3. To open the mouth, or to gape, through surprise or
bewilderment.
Shak.
4. To be eager
to desire to swallow anything to ex-

Yarn (yam), n. [OE. yarn, ^am, AS. gearn ; akin to
D. garen, G., OHG., Icel., Sw., & Dan. gam; of uncertain origin. Cf. CoKD.] 1. Spun wool woolen thread
also, thread of other material, as of cotton, flax, hemp,
or silk material spun and prepared for use in weaving,
knitting, manufacturing sewing thread, or the like.
2. {Eope Making) One of the threads of which the
strands of a rope are composed.
3. A story told by a sailor for the amusement of l)is
companions a story or tale as, to spin a yam. [_CoUoq.]
Yarn'en (-en), a. Made of yarn consisting of yarn.
" A pair of yarnen stocks."
[0J.5.]
Turbervile.
Yar'nut' (yiir'nuf ), re. (Bot.) See Yerndt.
Yarr (.yiir), v. i. [OE. ^ai-ren.J To growl or snarl as
a dog. [OAi-.]
Ainsworth.
[Prov. E, yar sour, yare
Yar'rish (yar'rtsh), a.
brackish.] Having a rough, dry taste.
[Prov. Eng.]
Yar'row (yar'ro), re. [OE. yarowe yarwe, yarowe.
AS. gearwe; akin to D. gerw, OHG.
garwa, garawa, G. garbe, schafgarbe,
and perhaps to E. yare.] {Bot.) An
American and European composite
plant {Achillea Millefolium) with
very finely dissected leaves and small
white corymbed flowers.
It has a
strong, and somewhat aromatic, odor
and taste, and is sometimes used in
making beer, or m dried for smoking.
Called also milfoil, and nosebleed.

;

i.]

n.

;

To yerk. IProv. Eng.'\
{Zool.) Same as Saki.

;

p.

or exit of .anything.
'T is now the very witching time of night,

Cursor Mundi.
[Obs.']
Shak.

i.

(yar'ke), n.

;

;

Sir W. Raleigh.

slow.

(ya), V.

;

& p.
& vb.

i.
[imp.
(yad)
p. pr.
Yawing.] "[Cf. Yew, v.

&

[OSs.]

is

Yaw

;

(-land'), n.

Yare, adv. Soon. \_Obs.']
Yare'ly, adv. In a yare manner.

pon.]

Yawed

Yawl'-rigged'

Yard'stlck' (-stlk'), n. A stick three feet, or a yard,
in length, used as a measure of cloth, etc.
Yard'wand' (-wond'), n. A yardstick.
Tennyson.
Yare (ySr), a. [OE. yare, ^aru, AS. gearu; akin to
OS. garu, OHG. garo, G. gar, Icel. gerr perfect, g'drva
quite, G. gerben to tan, to curry, OHG. garawen, garwen,
to make ready.
Cf. Carouse, Garb clothing. Gear,
re.]
Ready; dexterous; eager; lively; quick to move.
" Be yare in thy preparation."
\_Obs.']
Shak.
The lesser [ship] will come and go, leave or take, and isyai-e ;
whereas

A

There howling Scyllas yawling round about. Fairfax.
(-rTgd'), a.
(Naut.) Having two
masts with fore-and-aft sails, but differing from a
schooner in that the after mast is very small, and stepped
as far aft as possible. See Illustration in Appendix.
(yan), v. i. [imp. &p.p. Yawned (yand) p.pr.
vb. re. Yawning.] [OE. yanien,^anien, ganien, gonien,
AS. gdnian; akin to ginian to yawn, ginan to yawn,
open wide, G. gdhnen to yawn, OHG. ginen, geinon,
Icel. g'lna to yawn, gin the mouth, OSlav. zijati to yawn,
L. hiare to gape, yawn and perhaps to E. begin, cf. Gr.
Xeia. a hole.
V47 b. Cf. Begin, Gin to begin. Hiatus.]
1. To open the mouth involuntarily through drowsi" The
ness, dullness, or fatigue ; to gape ; to oscitate.
lazy, yawning drone."
Shak.
And while above he spends his breath,
TnwibuU.
The yawning audience nod beneath.
2. To open wide to gape, as if to allow the entrance

when

enough to fill a yard.
{O. Eng. Law) A measure of
uncertain quantity, varying from fifteen to forty

;

&

Yawl, V. i. [OE. ^aulen, joiden, gaulen, goulen, Icel.
gaula to low, bellow. Cf. GowL.] To cry out like a
dog or cat to howl to yell.
Tennyson.

As much

(-fulz).

rage, or tlie
in pain.
[Scot.
Colloq. U. S.]
2. {Zool.) The blue titmouse.
[Prov. Eng.]
Yaup'er (-er), n. One who, or that whicli, yaups.
Yau'pon (ya'pon), re. (Bot.)
shrub (Ilex Cassine)
of the Holly family, native from
Virginia to Florida. The smooth
elliptical leaves are used as a substitute for tea, and were formerly
used in preparing the black drink
of tlie Indians of North Carolina.
Called also South-Sea tea. [Written also yapon, youpon, and yu-

yaul.]

yard ; to shut up,

;

Yard'land'

[Written also yawp.] 1. A cry of distress,
like, as tlie cry of a sickly bird, or of a child

&

or keep, in a yard as, to yard cows.
Yard'arm' (-arm' ),n. {Naut. ) Either half of a squarerigged vessel's yard, from the center or mast to the end.

as a yard will contain

re.

Chaucer.
Dreaded.

&

yawp.]

Yaup,

;

See Yardl and.

of land.

&

;

also

Done.

Dread.

Yet nothing did he dread, but ever was ydrad. Spenser,
Ye, Ye (the), an old method of printing the article the
(AS. pe), the " y " being used in place of the Old English
character thorn (p).
It is sometimes incorrectly pronounced ye. See The, and Thorn, re., 4.
Y'e (e'e), n. ; pi. Yen (e'en). An eye. [Obs.]
From his yen ran the water down.
Chaucer,
Ye (ye), pron, [OE. ye, ;e, nom. pi., AS. ge, ge ; cf.
OS. ge, gl, OFries. gl, J, D. gij, Dan.
Sw. i, Icel. er,
OHG. ir, G. ihr, Goth. Jus, Lith. Jus, Gr. u/net;, Skr.
yuyam. V189.] The plural of the pronoun of the second person in the nominative case.
Ye ben to me right welcome heartily.
Chaucer,
But ye are washed, but yc are sanctified. 1 Cor. vi. 11..
This would cost you your life in case ye were a man. Udall.
^^T" In Old English ye was used only as a nominative,
and you only as a dative or objective. In the 16th century, however, ye and yoit became confused and were often used interchange.ibly, both as nominatives and objectives, and you has now superseded ye except in solemn or
poetic use. See You, and also the first Note under Thou.
Vain pomp and glory of this world, I hate ye.
Shak.
I come, kind gentlemen, strange news to tell ye. Dryden^
Ye (ya), adv. [See Yea.] Yea ; yes. [Obs.] Chaucer,
Yea (ya or ye 277), adv. [OE. i/e, ya, ^e, ^a, AS.
gea; akin to OFries. ge, ie, OS., D., OHG., G., Dan.
Sw. Ja, Icel. Jd, Goth, ja, Jai, and probably to Gr. Jf
truly, verily.
VISS. Cf. Yes.] 1. Yes ; ay ; a word
expressing assent, or an affirmative answer to a question,,
now superseded by yes. See Yes.
Let your communication be yea, yea ; nay, nay. Matt. v. 37,
2. More than this ; not only so, but ;
used to mark
the addition of a more specific or more emphatic clause.

Yaw, re. (Naut.) A movement of a vessel by which
she temporarily alters her course ; a deviation from a
straight course in steering.
Yawd (yad), re. [Cf. Icel. jalda a mare, E. Jade a
nag.] A jade
an old horse or mare. [Written also
yaud.] [Prov. Eng.
Scot.]
Grose.
Dan. joHe,
Yawl (yal), re. [D. jol; akin to LG.
Sw. Julie. Cf. JoLLY-BOAT.] (Nuut.) A small ship's
boat, usually rowed by four or six oars.
[Written also

;

Yard,

Y-dO' (T-dob'), obs. p. p. of Do.
Y-drad' (T-drSd'), obs. p. p. of

&

;

.

2. An inclosure within which any work or business
carried on as, a dockyard ; a shipyard.

grass.

Tat'a-ghan (ySfa-gSn), n. [Turk, yataghan.] A
long knife, or short saber, common among Mohammedan
nations, usually having a double curve, sometimes nearly
straight.
[Written also ataghan, attaghan.]
Chaticer.
Yate (yat), n. A gate. See 1st Gate. [Obs. or Prov.
Eng. ]
Spenser.
Yaud (yad), re. See Yawd. [Prov. Eng. Scot.]
Yaul (yal), re. {Naut.) See Yawl.
Yaulp (yalp), V. i. To yaup.
Yaup (yap), V. i. [See Yap, and Yelp.] To cry out
like a child
to yelp.
[Scot.
Colloq. U. S.]
[Written

;

;
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fore feet do not have an opposable thumb for climbing.
Called also water opossum.
[Written also yapack.']
Ya'pon (ya'pon or ya'- 277), n. (Bot. ) Same as YauPON.
Yar'age (ySr'aj; 48), n. [See Yaee, a.] (Naui.)
The power of moving, or being managed, at sea
said
witli reference to a ship.
Sir T. North.
Yard (yard), n. [OE. yerd, AS. gierd, gyrd, a rod,
stick, a measure, a yard
akin to OFries. ierde, OS. gerda, D. garde, O. gerte, OHG. gartia, gerta, gart, Icel.
gaddr a goad, sting, Gotli. gazds, and probably to L.
hnsta a spear.
Cf. Gad, n., Gikd, re.. Gride, v. i., Hastate.] 1.
rod a stick a staff. [Ois.] P. Plowman.
If men smote it with a yerde.
Chaucer.

Yeanling

[Yean -\- -ling. Cf. Eanling.]
an eanling.
Shak.
[OE. yer, yeer, ^er, AS. gear; akin to
OFries. ier, ger, OS. Jdr, ger, D. Jaar, OHG. Jar, G.
Jahr, Icel. ar, Dan. aar, Sw. ar, Goth. Jer, Gr. oipa a
season of tlie year, springtime, a part of the day, an
hour, mpo5 a year, Zend yare year. V4, 279. Cf. Hour,
Yore.] 1. The time of the apparent revolution of tlie
sun through the ecliptic the period occupied by the
earth in making its revolution around the sun, called
the astronomical year ; also, a period more or less nearly
agreeing with this, adopted by various nations as a measure of time, and called the civil year ; as, the common
lunar year of 354 days, still in use among the Mohammedans the year of 360 days, of 3G5 days, etc. In common
usage, the year consists of 3C5 days, and every fourth
year (called bissextile, or leap year) of 366 days, a day
being added to February on that year, on account of the
excess .above 365 days (see Bissextile).
Of twenty year of age he was, I guess.
Chancer.
^S^ The civil, or legal, year, in England, formerly commenced on the 2otli day of March. This pr.actice continued throughout the British dominions till the year 1752.
2. The time in which any planet completes a revolution iibout the sun
as, the year of Jupiter or of S.aturn.
3. p/. Age, or old age
as, a man in years.
Shak,
Anomalistic year, the time of the earth's revolution
from perihelion to perihelion again, wdiich is 365 days, 6
hours, lli minutes, and 48 seconds. — A year's mind (Eccl,),
a commemoration of a deceased person, as by a Mass, a
year after his death. Cf.
monlh\^ mind, under SIonth.
— Bissextile year. See Bissextile. — Canicular year. See
under Canicular. — Civil year, tlie year adopted by any
nation for the computation of time. — Common lunar year,
the period of 12 lunar mouths, or 354 days. — Common
year, each year of 3(!5 days, as distinguished from leap

A lamb

Year

(-ling), M.

or a kid
(yer),

;

re.

;

;

;

;

.-t

year. — Embolismic year, or Intercalary lunar year, the period of 13 lunar nioiitlis, or 384 days. — Fiscal year {Com.),
the year by which accounts are reckoned, or the year
between one annual time of settlement, or balancing
of accounts, and another. — Great year.
See Platonic
year, under Platonic. — Gregorian year, Julian year. Seo
under Gregorian, and Juh.\n. — Leap year. See Leap
year, in the Vocabulary. — Lunar astronomical year, tlie
period of 12 Umar syiiodical monllis, or 3.'i4 days, 8 hours,
48 minutes, 36 seconds. — Lunisolar year. See under Lunisolar. — Periodical year. Seo Anouialistir year, above.
Platonic year, Sabbatical year. See under Platonic, and
SAniJA'ruAi.. -- Sidereal year, the time in which the sun, departiiit; Iroiii any fixed star, returns to tlie same. This is
365 da;\'.s,
hours, minutes, and H.3 seconds. — Tropical
year. See umlor Tuopical. - Ye.ar and a day ((i. Bug.
/.me), a time to be allowed for an act or an event, in order
that an entire year uiitrhl bo secured lioyoiul all question.
Abbott. — Year of grace, any year of the Christian
era Anno Domini A. D. or A. D.
(/lot.) The California poison
Ye-a'ra (yft-ii'rii), ».
oak {Jihus dircrsiloba). See under Poison, a.
-

(>

;)

;

;

Year'bOOk' (yer'bmdc'),

n.

1.

A

bocdc

publi.'ihod

yearly; iniy annual report or summary of iho .statistics
or facts of a year, dei<igned to be used as a rol'oi'euce
book as, tlie Congregational Yearbook,

ink

;

;

tlien,

tliin

;

bow

;

xii~x

la azuie.

;:
;

YEARED
A

book containing annual reports of
2, {Eng. Law)
oases adjudged in the courts of England.
Yearbooks
are the oldest English reports exThe
tant, beginning with the reign of Edward II., and ending with the reign of Henry VIII. They were published
annually, and derive their name from that fact. They
consist of eleven parts, or volumes, are written in Law
French, and extend over nearly two hundred years.
There are, however, several hiatuses, or chasms, in the
Kent. Bouvier.
series.
Yeared (yerd), a. Containing years ; having existed
B. Jonson.
or continued many years ; aged. [Ofti.]
Year'ling (yer'lTng), ?i. [Year -\- -ling.'] An animal
applied
one year old, or in the second year of its age
chiefly to cattle, sheep, and horses.
Year'ling, a. Being a year old. " A yearling bulPope.
lock to thy name shall smoke."
Year'ly (yer'ly), a. [AS. geMie."] 1. Happening,
accruing, or coming every year; annual; as, a yearly
incoihe a yearly feast.
2. Lasting a year ; as, a yearly plant.
3. Accomplished in a year ; as, the yearly circuit, or
;

—

;

Shak.
revolution, of the earth.
Annually ; once a
[AS. gearlice."]
Year'ly, adv.
year ; from year to year ; as, blessings yearly bestowed.
Yearly will I do this

Shak.

rite.

&

p. p. Yeaened (yernd)
vb. n. Yeaenins.]
[Also earn, ern ; probably
p. pr.
a corruption of OE. ermen to grieve, AS. ierman, yrman,
or geierman, geyrman, fr. earm wretched, poor akin
to D. & G. arm, Icel. armr, Goth. arms. The y- in
English is perhaps due to the AS. ge (see Y-).] To pain
to grieve to vex. [06s.] " She laments, sir, for it, that
Shak.
it would yearn your heart to see it."
Shak.
It yearns me not if men my garments wear.
v.

[imp.

t.

&

;

;

;

Yearn,

To be pained

v. i.

or distressed; to grieve
"Falstafi he is dead, and we must
Shak.
[See Yeaenings.] To curdle, as

[06s.]
to mourn.
yearn therefore."

Yearn,

&

v. i.

i.

milk. [Scot.]
Yearn, v. i. [OE. yemen, }ernen, yeomen, AS. geornian, gyriian, fr. georn desirous, eager akin to OS. gem
desirous, girnean, gernean, to desire, I), gaarne gladly,
willingly, G. gem, OHG. gerno, adv., gem, a., G. gier
greed, OHG. giri greed, ger desirous, geron to desire, G.
hegehren, Icel. girna to desire, gjarn eager, Goth, faiimgairns covetous, gairnjan to desire, and perhaps to
Gr. x^'Pf'" to rejoice, be glad, Skr. hary to desire, to
like.
V33.] To be filled with longing desire to be
harassed or rendered uneasy with longing, or feeling the
want of a thing to strain with emotions of affection or
tenderness to long to be eager.
Joseph made haste for his bowels did yearn upon his brother
and he sought where to weep.
Ge7i. xliii. 30.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Your mother's
Tearn'ful (-ful), «.
[Obs.]

Desirous.

Yearn'lng-ly, adv.

Yearn'ings

heart yearns towards you.

[OE. ^eomful, AS. geomfull.]
P. Fletcher.

Ormxdum.
With yearning.

(-ingz), n. pi.

See 4th Earn.]

nan, to run.

Addison.

AS. geiman, geyrThe maws, or stomachs, of
[Cf.

young

calves, used as a rennet for curdling milk. [Scot.]
" Is,
(yerth), n. The earth.
[06s.]
son
dead or hurt or on the yerihe felled ? "
Ld. Berners.
Yeast (yest), n. [OE. ^eest, ^est, AS. gist ; akin to B.
gest, gist, G. gischt, giischt, OHG. jesan, jerian, to ferment, G. gischen, gaschen, gahren, Gr. (ecrro^ boiled,
(tiv to boil, Skr. yas.
VUl-l 1- The foam, or froth
(top yeast), or the sediment (bottom yeast), of beer or
other liquor in fermentation, which contains the yeast
plant or its spores, and under certain conditions produces
fermentation in saccharine or farinaceous substances a
preparation used for raising dough for bread or cakes,
and making it light and puffy ; barm ; ferment.
2. Spume, or foam, of water.
They melt into thy yeast of waves, which r.iar
Alike the Armada's pride, or spoils of Trafalgar. Byron.
Yea8t cake, a mealy cake impregnated with the live
germs of the yeast plant, and used as a conveniently
Yeast plant (Bot.),
transportable substitute for yeast.
the vegetable organism, or fungus, of which beer yeast
consists. The yeast plant is composed of simple cells, or
granules, about one three-thousandth of an inch in diameter, often united into filaments which reproduce by budding, and under certain circumstances by the formation
of spores. The name is extended to other ferments of

my

Yearth

;

—

See Sacchakomyces. — Yeast powder, a
baking powder,— used instead of yeast in leaveuiug bread.
Yeast'-blt'ten (-btt't'n), a. {Brewing) A term used
of beer when the froth of the yeast has reentered the

the same genus.

body of the beer.
Yeast'i-ness (-T-nSs),
ing yeasty, or

The quality or

n.

state of be-

f rotliy.

Yeast'y (-3?), a. Frothy foamy ; spumy, like yeast.
Yed'ding (yed'dlng), n.
[AS, geddung, giddung,
gieddiyig, from gieddian, giddian, to sing, speak.]
The
song of a minstrel hence, any song. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Yede (yed), obs. imp. Went. See Yode.
;

;

All as he bade fulfilled was indeed
This ilke servant anon right out yede.

Chaucer.
SEg^ Spenser and some later writers mistook this for a
present of the defective imperfect.^/orfe. It is, however,
jnly a variant of yode. See Yode, and cf. Yead.
[He] on foot was forced for to yeed.
Spenser.
(yel), n.
An eel. [Obs.]
Holland.
Yeld'hall' (ygld'haV), n. GuildhaU. [Obs.] Chaucer.
Yel'drin (ySl'drTn) or Yel'drlne, n. [Cf. Yellow.]

Yeel
(Zool. )

— called

The yellow-hammer
[Prov. Eng.]
Same as Yolk.
;

also yeldrock,

and voldrin.

Yolk
Yell

[imp.

& p.

yellow, a yellow

;

&

p.

&

ale,

senate,

Infernal ghosts and hellish furies round
Environed thee some howled, some yelled.

Milton.

;

Yell (yel), V. i. To utter or declare with a yell to
proclaim in a loud tone.
Shak.
Yell, n. A sharp, loud, hideous outcry.
;

Their hideous
Rend the dark welkin.

yells

J. Philips.

Yellow (ygl'lo), a. [Compar. Yellower (-er)

;

superl.

Yellowest.] [OE. yelotc;yehve,;elow,^eolim; from AS.
geolu; akin to D. geel, OS. & OHG. gelo, G. gelb, Icel.
gulr, Sw. gul, Dan. guul, L. helvus light bay, Gr. x-^oi
young verdure, X'^wpos greenish yellow, Skr. hari tawny,
yellowish.
V49. Cf. Chlorine, Gall a bitter liquid.
Gold, Yolk.]
Being of a bright safl'ronlike color; of
the color of gold or brass having the hue of that part
of the rainbow, or of the solar spectrum, which is between the orange and the green.
Her yellow hair was browded [braided] in a tress. Chaucer.
A sweaty reaper from his tillage brought
First fruits, the green ear and the yellow sheaf. Jlilton.
;

The

line of yellow light dies fast

away.

Keble.

Yellow atrophy (Med.), a fatal affection of the liver, in
it undergoes fatty degeneration, and becomes rapidly smaller and of a deep yellow tinge.
The marked
symptoms are black vomit, delirium, convulsious, coma,
Yellow bark, calisaya bark.
Yellow bass
and jaundice.
(Zool.), a North American fresh-water bass (ilorone internipla) native of the lower parts of the Mississippi and
It is yellow, with several more or less
its tributaries.
broken black stripes or bars. Called also barjish. Ye\low berry. (Bot.) Same as Persian berry, under Persian. —Yellow boy, a gold coin, as a guinea.
[Slang]

which

—

—

—

—

(Bot.) See under Brier.Arbuthnot.
Yellow brier.
Yellow bugle (Bot.), a European labiate plant (Ajugri Chamiepiiys).
Yellow bunting (Zool.), the European yeUowhammer.— Yellow cat (Zool.), a yellow catfish especially,
the bashaw.
Yellow copperas (J/in.), a hydrous sulphate
Yellow copper ore, a
of iron ;
called also copiapite.
sulphide of copper and iron ; copper pyrites. See ChalCOPYRITE.
Yellow cress (Bot.), a yellow-flowered, cruciferous plant (Barbarea precox), sometimes grown as a
salad plant.
Yellow dock. (Bot.) See the Note under
Dock. —Yellow earth, a yellowish clay, colored by iron,
Yellow fever
sometimes used as a yellow pigment.
(Med.), a malignant, contagious, febrile disease of warm
climates, attended with jaundice, producing a yellow color
of the skin, and with the black vomit. See Black vomit,
in the Vocabulary.
Yellow flag, the quarantine flag. See
Yellow Jack, (a) The
under Quarantine, and 3d Flag.
yellow fever. See under 2d Jack. (6) The quarantine
Yellow jacket (Zool.),
nag.
See under Quarantine.

—

—
—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
—

lain,

antimonate, obtained by fusing together tartar emetic,
lead nitrate, and common salt. —Patent yellow (Ola
Chem.), a yellow pigment consisting essentially of a lead
oxychloride
called also Tumer^s yellow.
Yellow (ySl'16), V. t. [imp. Sip. p. Yellowed (-lod)'
p. pr. & vb. n. Yellowing.] To make yellow to cause
to have a yellow tinge or color to dye yellow.
Yel'lOW, V. i. To become yellow or yellower.
Yel'lO w-am'mer (-am'mer), n. {Zool. ) See Yellow
;

—

;

;

HAMMER.
{Zool.) The American scoter,
{Zool.) {a) The American
See Goldfinch. (6) The
common yellow warbler; called also summer yellowbird.
See Illust. of Yellow warbler, under Yellow, a,
Yel'low-cov'ered (-kiiv'erd), a. Covered or bound
in yellow paper.
Yellow-covered literature, cheap sensational novels and
trashy magazines;
formerly so called from the usual
color of their covers. [Colloq. U. S.]
Bartlett.

Yel'lOW-bill'

(-bil'), n.

Yel'lOW-bird' (-herd'),

?i.

or thistle bird.

goldfinch,

—

—

Yel'low-eyed'

Having yellow eyes.
any plant of the genus Xyria.

(-id'), a.

Yellow-eyed grass (Bot.),

Yel'lOW-fin' (-fin'), n. {Zodl.) A large squeteague.
Yel'lOW-tish' (-fish'), n. {Zool.) A rock trout {Pleu-

rogrammus monopterygius) found on the coast of Alas?
ka
called also striped fish, and Atka mackerel.
Yellow-golds' (-goldz'), n. {Bot.) A certain plant,
;

—

probably the yellow oxeye.
B. Jonson'.
Yel'low-ham'mer (-hSm'mer), n. [For yellow-ammer, where ammer is fr. AS. amore a kind
of bird akin to G. ammer a yellow-hammer,
OHG. amero.] {Zool.) {a) A com;

mon European

finch {ISniberiza ciThe color of the male i
bright yellow on the breast,
neck, and sides of the head,
with the back yellow and
brown, and the top of the
head and the tail quills'*
blackish.
Called also
yellow bunting, scrib- Yellow-hammer (Emheriza
"^"°^- ^^'''''=bling lark, and loriting
irinella).

j^^^^^^^W

lark.

[Written also yelloiv-ammer .]

The

Vb)

c4re,

citri-

flicker,

[Local, U. S.]
Yel'iow-lng, n. The act or process of making yellow.
Softened ... by the yellowing which time has given. G. ElioU

Yel'low-ish,
yellowish color.

a.

Somewhat yellow

as,

— Yel'low-lsh-ness, n.

Yel'low-legS'

;

amber

is

of a

Any

one of several species of long-legged sandpipers of the genus Tetanus, in which the legs are bright yellow
called also
stone snipe, tattler, telltale, yellowshanks, and yellotoshins.
See Tattler, 2.
Yel'low-ness, n,
1. The quality or state of being
yellow as, the yelloumess of an orange.
{Zool.)

(-legz'), n.

any one of several species of American social wasps of
the genus Vespa, in which the color of the body is partly
bright yellow. These wasps are noted for their irritability, and for their painful stings. —Yellow lead ore (Min.),
wulfenite.
Yellow lemur (Zool.), the kinkajou. —Yellow
Yellow mackerel (Zool.),
macauco (Zool.), the kinkajou.
Yellow metal. Same as Muntz metal, under
the jurel.
Metal. Yellow ocher (Min.), an impure, earthy variety
2. Jealousy.
[06s.]
Yelof brown iron ore, which is used as a pigment.
I will possess him with yellowness.
Shak.
low oxeye (Bot.), a yellow-flowered plant (Chrysanthe—Yel(-roof), n.
{Bot.) Any one of several
daisy.
Yel'lOW-root'
mum segetum) closely related to the oxeye
low perch (Zool.), the common American perch. See plants with yellow roots. Specifically
(a) See XakYellow pine thorhiza. (6) Same as Orangeroot.
Perch. — Yellow pike (Zool.), the wall-eye.
(£o<.), any one of several kinds of pine; also, their yelYel'lows (-loz), n. 1. {Far.) A disease of the bile
lowish and generally durable timber. Among the most in horses,
cattle, and sheep, causing yellowness of the
common and valuable species are Pinus milis and P. pa- eyes; jaundice.
lustrls of the Eastern and Southern United States, and
sped with spavins, rayed with the yellows. Shak.
P. ponderosa and P. Arizonica of the Rocky Mountains His horse
and Pacific States.
YeUow plover (Zool.), the golden
2. {Bot.) A disease of plants, esp. of peach trees, in
plover.
Yellow precipitate (Med. Cheni.), an oxide of which the leaves turn to a yellowish color jeterus.
mercury which is thrown down as an amorphous yellow
3. {Zool.) A group of butterflies in which the predompowder on adding con-osive sublimate to limewater.
Yellow inating color is yellow. It includes the common small
Yellow puccoon. (Bol.) Same as Oeangeroot.
yellow butterflies. Called also redhorns, and sulphurs.
rail (Zool.), a small American rail (Porzana Noveboracensis) in which the lower parts are dull j;ellow, dark- 'See Sulphue.
est on the breast. The back is streaked with brownish
Yel'low-seed' (-lo-sed'), re. {Bot.) A kind of pepper
yellow and with black, and spotted with white. Called grass {Lepidium campestre).
Yellow rattle, Yellow rocket. (Bot.)
also yellow crake.
Yel'low-shanks' (-shSnks'), n. {Zool.) See Yel.
Yellow Sally (Zool.),
See under Battle, and Rocket.
lowlegs.
Yel'low-shins' (-shlnz'),
(
a greenish or yellowish European stone fly of the genus
(-tal'), n.
{Zodl.) (a) Any one of sevYel'low-tail'
sculphi
Yellow
Chloroperla ;
anglers.
so called by
(Zool.), the dragonet.
Yellow snake (Zool.), a West eral species of marine carangoid fishes of the genus SeIndian \>o-d, (Chilohothrus inornatns) common in Jamaica. riola; especially, the large California species {S. dorsaIt becomes from eight to ten feet long. The body is yel- lis) which sometimes weighs thirty or forty pounds, and
lowish or yellowish green, mixed with black, and ante- is highly esteemed as a food fish;
called also cavasiriorly with black lines.
YeUow spot, (a) (Anal.) A small na, and white salmon. (6) The mademoiselle, or silver
yellowish depression in the center of the retina where perch.
menhaden.
(c)
The
vision is most acute
called also fovea centralis. See
(d) The runner, 12.
(e) A
Ilhist. of- Eye.
(b) (Zool.) A small American butterfly
(Pontes Peckius) of the Skipper family. Its wings are California rockfish {Sebastodes
brownish, with a large, irregular, bright yellow spot on flavidus).
(/) The sailor's
each of the hind wings, most conspicuous beneath. Called choice {Diplodus rhomboides),
alsoPeci's skipper. See Ilhist. under Skipper, n., 5.
^ff^ Several other fishes are
Yellow tit (Zool.), anyone of several spec'es of, crested also
locally called yellowtail.
titmice of the genus Macldolophus, native of India. The
and
yellow
Yel'low-throat' (-throf), n. Maryland Yellowthroat
predominating colors of the plumage are
Yellow {Zodl.) Any one of several
green.
Yellow viper (Zool.), the fer-de-lance.
iGeothlypnst7^ichas). Male.
warbler (Zool.), any one of several species of American species of American ground
warblers of tlie genus
warblers of the genus Geothlypis, esp. the Maryland yelBendroiea in which the
lowthroat (G. trichas), which
predominant color is
is a very common species.
D.
;

—
—

—

—

—

;

—

—

:

.

—

—

.

;

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

;

1

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

yellow,

especially

Yel'low-top'

which is a very
abundant and familiar
species
called also garden warsestiva,

(-t3p'),

n.

{Bot.) A kind of grass, perhaps a species of Agrostis.
bler, golden tcarbler, summer yelYel'low-woofi' (-w56d'), n.
lowbird, summer warbler, and
(Bot.) The wood of any one
yellow-poll loarbler, YeUow wash
of several different kinds of
(Pharm.), yellow oxide of mercutrees; also, any one of the trees
ry suspended in water,
a mixture prepared by adding corrosive Yellow Warbler {Ben- themselves. Among the trees
droiea sestiva). Male. so called are the Cladrasiis
sublimate to limewater. — Yellow
tinctoria, an American legumiwren.
(Zool.) (a) The European
willow warbler. (6) The European wood warbler.
nous tree the several species
more
of prickly ash (Xanthoxylum)
Yel'lOW, n. 1. A bright golden color, reflecting
the color of that part the Australian Flinder'sia Ozlight than any other except white
of the spectrum which is between the orange and green. leyana, a tree related to the Yellowwood
(Cladraatis
" A long motley coat guarded with yellow."
tinctoria).
Shak. mahogany certain South Afria Flowering
Branch, much reduced;
can species of Podocarpus,
2. A yellow pigment.
Seed
b
Pod c Flower.
Cadmium yeUow, Chrome yellow, Indigo yellow. King's trees related to the yew the
;

—

—

—

'

;

Yelled

(ySld) ; p. pr.
vb. n. Yelling.] [OE. yellen, ^ellen, AS. giellan, gillan, gyllan; akin to D. gillen, OHG. gellan, G. gellen,
Icel. gjalla, Sw. gdlla to ring, resound, and to AS., OS.,
OHG. galan to sing, Icel. gala. Cf. 1st Gale, and
i.

See under Cadmium, Chrome, etc. —Naples
amorphous pigment, used in oil, porceand enamel painting, consisting of a basic lead met-

yeUew, etc.

noise

;

(ySlk), n.
(yel), V.

To Cry out, or shriek, with a hideous
to cry or scream as with agony or horror.
They yelleden as f eendes doon in helle.
Chaucer.
Spenser.
Nor the night raven, that still deadly yells.

NioHTiNSALE.]

^g"

Yearn (yem),

YELLOWWOOD
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&m, arm, ask, &ial,

;

;

i

;

gil

;

eve, event, Snd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, drb, odd

i

;

;

YELLOWWORT
Swietenia).
trees furnish valuable timber.

;
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East Indian Podoearpus latifolia; and the true satinAll these Old World

wood (Chloroxylon

;

YIN

addition, socsething which precedes

this— 2/es, you have done more.

;

as,

you have done all

to the pines, but having a peculiar berrylike fruit instead
of a cone. It frequently grows in British churchyards.
2. The wood of the yew. It is light red in color, compact, fine-grained, and very elastic. It is preferred to all
other kinds of wood for bows and whipstocks, the best
for these purposes coming from Spain.

"Yes, you despise the
Pope.

man to books confined."
The fine distinction between
A European
__

Yel'low-wort' (yel'lo-wflrf), n. (Bot.)
yea' and 'yes,'
yellow-flowered, geutianaceous plant (Chlora perfoliata). 'nay ' and ' no,' that once existed in English, has quite
The whole plant is intensely bitter, and is sometimes used disappeared. 'Yea' and 'nay' in Wyciif's time, and a
good
deal later, were the answers to questions framed
as a tonic, and also in dyeing yellow.
in the affirmative. ' Will he come ? ' To this it would
Yelp Cy8Ip)i 'V- i- limp.
p. p. Yelped (ySlpt); p. have been replied, 'Yea ' or 'Nay,' as the case might be.
pr.
vh. n. Yelpinq.]
[OB. yelpen, ^elpen, to boast, But, ' Will he not come ? ' To this the answer would have
boast noisily, AS. gielpan, gilpan, gylpan ; akin to OHG. been 'Yes' or ' No.' Sir Thomas More finds fault with
gelph arrogant ; of. Icel. gjalpa to yelp.
Cf. Yap.] Tyndale, that in his translation of the Bible he had not
observed this distinction, which was evidently therefore
1. To boast.
[06s.]
going out even then, that is, in the reign of Henry VIII.
I keep [care] not of amies for to yelpe.
Oiaucer.
and shortly after it was quite forgotten."
Trench.
2. To utter a sharp, quicli cry, as a hound ; to bark
Yest (yest), re.^ See Yeast.
Shak.
shrilly with eagerness, pain, or fear ; to yaup.
Yes'ter (yes'ter), a. [See Yesterday.] Last ; last
A little herd of England's tin^orous deer.
past next before the present ; of or pertaining to yesMazed with a yelping kennel of French curs I Shale.
terday.
At the least flourish of a broomstick or ladle, he would fly to
[An enemy] whom yester sun beheld
the door with a yelping precipitation.
W. Irving,
Mustering her charms.
Dryden.
sharp, quick cry ; a bark.
Chaucer,
Telp, n.
[J^°° This word is now seldom used except in a few
Yelp's! (-er), n. An animal that yelps, or makes a compounds ; as, yestei-day, yesieraight, etc.
yelping noise. Specifically: {Zo'dl.) (a) The avocet;
[OE. ^isterdai, AS. geostran
Yes'ter-rtay (-da), re.
so called from its sharp, shrill cry.
\_Prov. Eng.l
dasg, froni geostran, geostra, giesiran, gistran, gystran,
\_Local, U. «.]
(b) The tattler.
yesterday (akin to D. gisteren, G. gestern, OHG. gesYe'man (ya'man), n.
yeoman. [06s.] Chaucer. iaron, Icel. gser yesterday, to-morrow, Goth, gisiraYen (yen), re. The unit of value and account in dagis to-morrow, L. heri yesterday, Gr. x^^'s> Skr. hyas)
Japan. There is a gold yen (worth about 100 cents) and +• dseg day. Cf. Hestern.
V235.] 1. The day last
a silver yen (worth about 73 cents). The yen is equal to past ; the day next before the present.
100 sen.
All our yesterdays have lighted fools
Yens (yend), v. t. To throw ; to cast. \_Prov. Eng."]
The way to dusty death.
Shak.
Ye'nite (ye'nit), n. [After Jena, in Germany.] {3fin.)
We are but of yesterday, aud know nothing. Job viii. 9.
silicate of iron and lime occurring in black prismatic
recent time ; time not long past.
2. Fig. :
crystals ;
also called ilvaite.
[Spelt also jenite.l
The proudest royal houses are but of yesterday, when comYeo'man (yo'man), n.; pi. Yeomen (-men). [OE. pared with the line of supreme pontiifs.
Ilaeaulay.
yoman, ^eman, ^oman ; of uncertain origin ; perhaps the
Yes'ter-day, adv. On the day last past on the day
first syllable is akin to OFries. ga district, region, G.
preceding to-day ; as, the affair took place yesterday.
gau, OHG. geivi, gouwi, Goth. gawi. VIOO.] 1. A
Yes'ter-eve' (y5s'ter-ev'),
The
) re.
common man, or one of the commonalty of the first or
Yes'ter-e'ven-mg(-e'v'n-ingor-ev'ning), I evening
most respectable class ; a freeholder a man free born.
of yesterday ; the evening last past.
ISS" yeoman in England is considered as next in orYes'ter-morn' (-mSrn'), ) re. The morning of yesterder to the gentry. The word is little used in the United
day.
Coleridge.
Yes'ter-morn'ing,
)
States, unless as a title in law proceedings and instruYes'tern (-tem), a. [See Yestek.] Of or pertaining
ments, designating occupation, and this only in particu- to yesterday
relating to the day last past.
;
lar States.
Yes'ter-night' (yes'ter-nif), n. The last night ; the
2.
servant ; a retainer. [06s.]
night last past.
A yeman hadde he and servants no mo. Chancer.
[AS. gystran niht. See YesYes'ter-nlght', adv.
3.
yeoman of the guard ; also, a member of the yeo- terday.] On the last night.
B. Jonson,
manry cavalry. \_Eng.']
(-noon'),
The noon of yesterday;
Yes'ter-noon'
re.
4. (Naut.) An inferior officer under the boatswain, the noon last past.
gunner, or carpenters, charged with the stowage, account,
Yes'ter-week' (-wek'), n, The week last past ; last
and distribution of the stores.
week.
Yeoman of the guard, one of the bodyguard of the EngThe year last past; last
Yes'ter-year' (-yer'), n,
lish sovereign, consistmg of one hundred yeomen, armed
year.
with partisans, and habited in the costume of the sixteenth
Yester-evening ; yesterYes'treen' (ygs'tren'), re.
century. They are members of the royal household.
night ; last night. [^E. ox Scot.']
Yeo'man-lUce' (-lik'), a. Kesembling, or suitable to,
Yestreen I did not know
a yeoman yeomanly.
How largely I could live.
Bp. Coxe.
Yeo'man-ly, a. Pertaining to a yeoman ; becoming,
Shak.
Yest'y (y§st'y), a. See Yeasty.
or suitable to, a yeoman ; yeomanlike.
S. Jonson.
(Zo'dl.") Any one of several species of
(ySt), re.
Yet
Well could he dress his tackle yeomanly.
Chaucer, large marine gastropods belongYeo'man-ry (-ry), n. 1. The position or rank of a ing to the genus Yelus, or
yeoman. [Ois.j '' His estate of yeomanry." Chaucer. Cymba ; a boat shell.
2. The collective body of yeomen, or freeholders.
Yet, adv, [OE. yet, jet, ^t,
The enfranchised yeomanry began to feel an instinct for do- AS. git, gyt, giet, gieta ; akin to

;

Prov, Eng.]

He

and he speaketh through the nose. Chaucer.
[AS. geocsa a sobbing, hiccough. Cf. Yex,
[Written also yox, aud J/isa:.] [06s.
ov Prov. Eng.] "The excessive ye.r."
Holland,
Yez'de-ger'dl-an (yez'de-jer'di-an 277), a. Of or
pertaining to Yezdegerd, the last Sassanian monarch of
Persia, %vho was overthrown by the Mohammedans ; as,
the Yezdegerdian era, which began on the 16th of June,
A. D. G32.
The era is still used by the Parsees.

Yes,

A

;

Yez'di (yez'de), re. Same as Izedi.
Yez'i-dee (-i-de), Yez'i-dl (-de), re.

A

Y-fere'

Y'ghe

A

_

European. yellow-hammer.
Yer (yer), rirep. Ere; before. [06s.]
Sylvester.
llYer'ba (yer'ba; E. yer'ba), n.
[Sp.]
(Bot.) An
herb a plant.
It^^ This word is much used in compound names of
plants in Spanish; as, yerba buena [Sp., a good herb], a
name applied in Spain to several kinds of mint (Mentha
sativa, viridis, etc.), but in California universally applied
to a common, sweet-scented labiate plant (Micromeria
;

tinuance from a former state

[Sp., herb of the she-bear.] A kind of
huckthoTn (Rhamnus Califor7iica).
Yerba mansa. [Sp.,
herb, soft herb.] A plant (Anemopsis Californica)
with a pungent, aromatic rootstock, used medicinally by
the Mexicans and the Indians.
Yerba reuma. [Cf. Sp.
reuma rheum, rheumatism.] A low California undershrub {Frankenia grandifolia).
Yerd (yerd), «. See 1st & 2d Yaed. [Obs.-] Chaucer.

still.

Yerba del osa.

—

a mild

—

use,

—

njde, t^\. Up, firn

;

pity

[065.]

Yew

;

request.

To

way

to cease opposition to be no longer
a hindrance or an obstacle as, men readily yield to the
current of opinion, or to customs ; the door yielded.
Will ye relent,
And yield to mercy while 't is offered you ?
Shak.
3.

give

4. To give place, as inferior in rank or excellence as,
they will yield to us in nothing.
Nay tell me first, in what more happy fields
The thistle springs, to which tlie lily yields f
Pope.
Yield (yeld), n. Amount yielded; product;
applied especially to products resulting from growth or cul" A goodly yi'eM of fruit doth bring. " Bacon.
tivation.
Disposed to yield or comply.
Yleld'a-b)a (-a-b'l), a.
[iJ.]— Yleld'a-ble-ness, re. [/?.]
Bp, Hall,
(-ans),
n.
Yleld'ance
1. The act of producing;
;

—

[/?•]
[JJ.]

Bp, Hall,
South.

;

;

m

is

to D. ijf, OHG. ixva,
iha, G. eibe, Icel. yr;
cf. Ir. inbhar, Gael, iu-

mentioned aud reserved.

Syn. —Obsequious;

.ittentive.

— Yielding,

Burrill,

Obsequi-

ous, Attentive. In many cases a man may be idlailiie
or yieldinn in a liich degree without any sacrilioe of his
dignity but he wlio is obsequious seeks to gain fnvor by
excessive and mean compliances for some selfish end.

bhar, iughar, W. yw,
ywen, Lith. j'eva the

;

—Yield'lng-ly, adv. — Yleld'lng-ness, n.

black alder tree.]
1. (Bot,) An ever-

Yleld'less,

green tree (Taxus baccata) of Europe, allied

out, oil

;

;

;

[OE. ew,
AS. edw, tw, eoh; akin
re.

;

;

;

Yaw.

food, fdbt

;

Yield'er (-er), n. One who yields.
Shak.
Yleld'ing, a. Inclined to give way, or comply flexible compliant accommodating as, n yielding temper.
Yielding and paying (Law), the initial words of that
clause in leases
winch the rent to be paid by the lessee

Given. [06s.] Chaucer,
See
(u), V. i.

;

Keble,

Yield, V. i. 1. To give up the contest to submit to
surrender ; to succumb.
He saw the fainting Grecians yield.
Dryden.
2. To comply with
to assent ; as, I yielded to his

yield; as, the y/e/<?«Hfe of the earth.
2. The .act of yielding ; concession.

Chaucer.

Yev'en(ySv"n),p. p.

Yew,

;

yields his willing breath.
;

Syn.— See However.
Yeve (yev), v. i. To
give.

— often followed by up.

;

One calmly

—

+

unite,

pire

—

&

;

;

Yet (Cymbra, or Yetvs,
Facts they had heard while they
cymbium).
yet heathens.
Addison.
3. Up to the present time ; thus far ; hitherto ; until
now; and with the negative, not yet, not up to the
present time ; not as soon as now ; as, Is it time to go ?
Not yet. See As yet, under As, conj.
He never yet no villainy no said.
Chaucer,
4. Before some future time ; before the end ; eventually ; in time. "He '11 be hanged ye/."
Shak,
used emphatically.
5. Even ;
Men may not too rashly believe the confessions of witches,
nor ?/et the evidence against them.
Bacon.
Yet (ySt), conj. Nevertheless ; notwithstanding ; however.
Yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like one of these.
Jlatt. Vi. 29.

Yerk (yerk), v. t. [imp.
p. p. Yehked (yerkt)
vb. re. Yekking.]
p. pr.
[See Jbkk.] 1. To throw or
thrust with a sudden, smart movement; to kick or
strike suddenly ; to jerk.
Their wounded steeds . . .
Yerk out their armed heels at their dead masters. Shak.
2. To strike or lash with a whip.
[06s. or Scot.']
Yerk, v. i. l. To throw out the heels ; to kick ; to jerk.
They ilirt, they yerk, they backward . . . fling. Drayton.
2. To move with a quick, jerking motion.
Yerk, ». A sudden or quick thrust or motion ; a jerk.
Yern (yem), v. i. See 3d Yearn. [06s.]
Yern, a. [OE. ^erre, ieorne, AS. georn desirous, eager.
See Yeaen to long.]
Eager; brisk; quick; active.
[05s.] " Her song . . . loud and yerre."
Chaucer.
Yerne (yern), adv. [OE. ^eorne. See Yern, a.] Eagerly; briskly; quickly.
[06s.]
Piers Plowman.
My hands and my tongue go bo yei-ne.
Chaucer.
7er'nut' (yer'nBf), re. [Cf. Dan. jordn'od, Sw. jordn'ot, earthnut. Cf. Jarnut.] An earthnut, or groundnut.
See Geodndndt (d). [Written also yarnut.']
Yerst (yerst), adv. See Erst. [(96s.]
Sylvester.
Yes (ySs), adv. [OE. yis, }is, ^es, ^ise, AS. gese, gise ;
probably fr. ge(t yea
swa so. V188. See Yea, and
So.] Ay ; yea ;
a word which expresses affirmation or
consent ;
opposed to no.
I^^ Yes is Dsed, like yea, to enforce, by repetition or

&

;

were

—

perforce, I'll

;

by con-

Douglasii).

;

make him yield the crown. Shak.
up all their virtue, all their fame. Milton.
4. To admit to be true to concede ; to allow.
I yield it just, said Adam, and submit.
Milton.
6. To permit to grant as, to yield passage.
6. To give a reward to
to bless.
[06s.]
Chaucer.
Tend me to-night two hours, I ask no more,
And the gods yield you for 't.
Shak,
God yield thee, and God thank ye.
Beau, tt Fl.
To yield the breath, the ghost, or the life, to die to ex-

mercy.
Atterbury.
The rapine is madeyet blacker by
the pretense of piety and iustice.
L^JEstrange.
;

&

Shall yield

A

At the same time

(e'e),

And, force

MHG.

iezuo, ieze,novf, G,jetzo,jetzt.]
1. In addition ; further ; be-,
sides ; over and above ; still.
"
little longer ; yet a little
longer."
Dry den.
This furnishes us with yet one
more reason why our Savior lays
such a particular stress on acts of

2.

iObs,'^

;

;

ita,

Tylor.
as Izedi.

(i-go'), o6s.

&

A

eta,

Same

See Ifeee.

re.
Eye. [Obs,]
Chaucer.
Chaucer.
p. p, of Go. Gone.
(i-ground'), o6s. p, p, of Geimd. Chaucer,
Y^hold'e (i-hold'e), o6s. p, p, oi Hold.
Chaucer.
Yield (yeld), v, t. [imp.
p, p. Yielded o6s. p, p,
YoLD (yold) ; p, pr,
vb. n. Yielding.]
[OE. yelden,
jelden, jilden, AS. yieldan, gildan, to pay, give, restore,
make an offering; akin to OFries. jeWa, OS. geldan, D.
gelden to cost, to be worth, G. gelten, OHG. geltan to
pay, restore, make an offering, be worth, Icel. gjalda to
pay, give up, Dan. gielde to be worth, Sw. g'dlla to be
worth, g'dlda to pay, Goth, gildan in tcagildan, usgildan,
Cf. 1st Geld, Guild.] 1. To give in return for labor expended ; to produce, as payment or interest on what is
expended or invested; to pay; as, money at interest
yields six or seven per cent.
To yelde Jesu Christ his proper rent.
Chaucer.
When thou tillest the ground, it shall not henceforth yield
unto thee her strength.
Gen. iv. 12.
2. To furnish to afford ; to render ; to give forth.
" Vines yield nectar."
3Iilton,
[He] makes milch kine yield blood.
Shak,
The wilderness yieldeth food for them and for their children.
Job xxiv. 5,
3. To give up, as something that is claimed or demanded ; to make over to one who has a claim or right
to resign ; to surrender ; to relinquish ; as a city, an
opinion, etc.

Y-go'

;

OFries. ieta,

Together.

adv.

Y-ground'

A

Bancroft.
cavalry.
{Eng.']
Yeomanry cavalry, certain bodies of volunteer cavalry
liable to service in Great Britain only. [Eng,'\
Yeor'llng (y8r'ling), re. [Cf. Yellow.] (Zo'dl.) The

(i-f er'),

As friends do when they be met yfere.
Chaucer.
Yg'dra-syl (ig'dra-sil), n. (Scand, Myth.) See in
the Dictionary of Noted Names in Fiction.

;

The yeomanry

yexeth

re.

A hiccough.

V. i.]

II

3.

•

;

—

mmion.

baccata, var. CanadeU'

Yew

A

—

(

a low and straggling or prostrate bush, never form
Ing an erect trunk. The California yew (Taxus brevifolia) is a good-sized tree, aud its wood is used for bows,
spear handles, paddles, and other similar implements.
Another yew is found in Florida, and there are species
in Japan and the Himalayas.
3. A bow for shooting, made of the yew.
(!i), a.
Of or pertaining to yew trees; made of
the wood of S yew tree as, a yew whipstock.
Yew'en (S'en), a. Made of yew as, yeicen bows.
Yes (yeks), v. i. [OE. jexen, yesken, AS. giscian to
sob.]
To hiccough. [Written also yox, yux.'\ \Obs, or
sis) is

;

A

The American yew Taxus

15^°°

&

&

Yew
;

(

YUKyTft),

7'axus baccata').

chair

;

bo

;

Blng, lak

Yin
;

ttien,

«.
re.

Without yielding unyielding. [06s.]
[Ohs.] " Great yiftes." C/iauc4r.
;

Gift.

re.

A

thin

;

(ytn),

Chinese weight of 2^^ pounds.

boN

•,

ih = z

in axux«.

•

"

;

;;;
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YOUTH

H«ck yoke, Pig yoke. See under Neck, and Pis. — Toke
elm (Bot.), the European hornbeam {Carpinus Betalus),
a small tree with tough white wood, often used for making yokes for cattle.

ace, Goth, izwis; of uncertain origin
ySr, dat.
Cf. YouE.]
The pronoun of the second person,
nominative, dative, and objective case, indicating
the person or persons addressed. See the Note vmdei Yb.

YIS
YiB

[06s.]

Yes.

(yta), adv.

" Yi3, sir," quod he, " yis, host."
Chaucer.
Chaucer.
Yit {ytt), conj. Yet. [Obs.']
yellow-hammer.
European
The
(yit),
«.
(Zodl.)
Ylte

&

Chaucer.
i.
To give, [fibs.']
(ylv), V. t.
suffix
[Gr. uAt) wood, material.] (Chem.)
used as a characteristic termination of chemical radicals
as in ethyl, carhonyl, hydroxyl, etc.
5^°" -yl was first used in 1832 by Liebig and Wohler in
naming benzoyl, in the sense of stuff, or fundamental
material, then. ialSSi by Dumas and Peligot in naming
methyl, in the sense of wood. After this -yl was generally
used as in benzoyl, in the sense of stuff, characteristic

Ylve
-yl

A

(-il).

&

Yoke (yok), v. l. [imp.
p. p. Yoked (yokt) p.
pr.
vb. re. Yoking.]
1. To put a yoke on
to join in
or with a yoke ; as, to yoke oxen, or a pair of oxen.
2. To couple; to join with another. "Be ye not unequally yoked with unbelievers."
2 Cor. vi. 14.
Cassius, you are yoked with a lamb.
Shak.
3. To enslave ; to bring into bondage ; to restrain to

&

Y-liche'

Y-like'

(i-lTch'),

" All

(i-lik'), a.

&

Like

adv.

Chaucer.
yliche good."
Yl'lan-ra-ton' (el'lyan-ra-t6n'), n. [From the native
agouara.
(Zodl.)
The
name.]
Y-mak'ed (T-mak'Sd), obs. p. p. of Make. Made.
Y-mel' (i-mel'), prep. [OE. ymel, imelle, of Scand.
origin ; cf. Icel. % milli, % milium (properly, in the midmiSil, meSal, middle, akin to E. middle, fr. S in
See In, and Middle.]
dle), Dan. imellem, Sw. emellan.
[Obs.]

alike.

.

.

.

+

Among.

\_Obs.']

Y-nam'bU

" ymeZ them

Chaucer.

all.

(Zodl.)

(e-nam'boo), n.

tinamou (Rhynchotus rujescens)
grande, and rufous tinamou. See
;

A South

— called

Tinamou.
[See Enough.]

Illust. of

Y-nough' (e-niif ), Y-nOW' (e-nou'),
Enough. [Oft*.]
Yock'el (yok'el),

American

also perdiz

a.

Chaucer.
K.

[Cf.

Yokel.]

The

(^'ooZ.)

yaffle.

Yode (yod), obs. imp. of Go. [OE. yode, yede, ^ede,
jeode, code, AS. edde, used as the imp. of gdn to go
akin to Goth, iddja I, he, went, L. ire to go, Gr. Uvat,
Skr. i, yd. V4. Cf. Issue.] Went ; walked ; proceeded.
[Written also yede."] See Tede.
Quer [whether] they mde [rode] or yode. Cursor Mundi.
Then into CornhiU anon I yode.
Lydgaie.
[imp.
i.
To'del (yo'del), \v. t.
p. p. Yodeled,
vb. n. Yodelino,
Yo'dle (yo'd'l), ) Yodled ; p. pr.
YoDLiNG.] [G. jodeln.'] To sing in a manner common
among the Swiss and Tyrolese mountaineers, by suddenly changing from the head voice, or falsetto, to the
chest voice, and the contrary to warble.
Yo'del, In. A song sung by yodeling, as by the Swiss

&
&

&

;

Yo'dle,

mountaineers.

S

n.
One
(yo'ga), n.
[Skr.

Yo'dler (yo'dler),

who

;

confine.

Then were they yoked with garrisons.
The words and promises that yoke
The conqueror are quickly broke.

Yo'ga

;

agement to foxhounds.
Yolt (yoit), n. (Zodl.) The European yellow-hammer. [Prov. Eng.]
Yo'Jan (yo'jon), n. [Skr. yojana.'] A measure of
distance, varying from four to ten miles, but usually
II

[Written also yojana.]
[OE. yoh, ^oc, AS. geoc ; akin to D.
Juk, OHCr.Joh, G.Joch, Icel. & Sw. ok, Dan. aag, Goth.
juk, Lith. jungas, Russ. igo, L. jitgum, Gr. (vyov, Skr.
yuga, and to L. jungere to join, Gr. (evyvvvai, Skr. yuj.
V109, 280. Cf. Join, Jougs, Joust, Jugulak, Subju6ATE, Syzyqy, Yuga, Zeugma.]
1. A bar or frame of
wood by which two oxen are joined at the heads or necks
for working together.
A yearling buUock to thy name 3haU smoke,
Untamed, unconscious of the galling yoke.
Pope.
I^^The modern yoke for oxen is usually a piece of timber hollowed, or made curving, near each end, and laid
on the necks of the oxen, being secured in place by two
bows, one inclosing each neck, and fastened through the
timber. In some countries the yoke consists of a flat piece
of wood fastened to the foreheads of the oxen by thongs
about the horns.
2. A frame or piece resembling a yoke, as in use or
Specifically
shape.
(a) A frame of Vifood fitted to a
person's shoulders for carrying pails, etc., suspended
on each side ; as, a milkmaid's yoke, (b) A frame worn
on the neck of an animal, as a cow, a pig, a goose, to
prevent passage through a fence, (c) A frame or convex piece by which a bell is hung for ringing it. See
Illust. of Bell, (d) (Naut. ) A crosspiece upon the head
of a boat's rudder. To its ends lines are attached which
lead forward so that the boat can be steered from amidBhips.
(e) (3Iach.) A bent crosspiece connecting two
other parts. (/) (Arch.) A tie securing two timbers together, not used for part of a regular truss, but serving
a temporary purpose, as to provide against unusual strain.
(g) (dressmaking) A band shaped to fit the shoulders or
the hips, and joined to the upper fuU edge of the waist

about

five.

Yoke

[India^

(yok), n.

:

or the skirt.
3. Fig. : That which connects or binds
link ; a bond of connection.

;

Boweth your neck under

Which
4.

A

that

men

a chain ; a

that blissful 7/oke
clepeth spousal or wedlock.
.

.

.

Chaucer.

This yoke of marriage from us both remove. Vryden.
mark of servitude; hence, servitude; slavery;

bondage

;

service.

Our country sinks beneath the

Shak.

yoke.

My yoke is easy, and my burden is light.
6. Tvro animals

Matt.

xi. 30.

yoked together ; a couple ; a pair that

work together.
I have bought five

yolce

of oxen,

and I go

to prove them.

Luke
6.

The quantity

of land plowed in a

xiv. 19.

day by a yoke of

oxen.

[Obs.]
Gardner.
portion of the working day; as, to work two
7.
yokes, that is, to work both portions of the day, or morning and afternoon. [Prov. Eng.]
Halliwell.

A

ales

senate, c&re,

Milton,

Hudibras.
joined or associated ; to be intimately connected ; to consort closely ; to mate.
We 'U yoke together, like a double shadow.
Shak.
Toke'age (-aj), n. See Rokeage. [Local, U. S.]
Yoke'fel'low (-fgl'16), M. [Yoke
fellow.] An associate or companion in, or as in ; a mate ; a fellow ; especially, a partner in marriage.
Phil. iv. 3.
The two languages [English and French] became yokefellows
in a still more intimate manner.
Earle.
Those who have most distinguished themselves by railing at
the sex, very often choose one of the most worthless for a companion and yot^/eZtow.
Addison.

Yoke,

To be

V. i.

{

Yo'kel

re.
[Perhaps from an AS. word akin
country bumpkin. [Eng.]
Dickens.

(yo'k'l),

A

to E. gawk.]

Yokelet

(yok'lgt),

A smaU

re.

requiring but one yoke of oxen to

farm

— so

;

called as

[Prov. Eng.]

till it.

Yoke'mate' (-mat'), re. Same as Yokefellow.
Yoke'-toed' (-tod'), a. (Zodl.) Having two toes in
two behind, as the trogons and woodpeckers.
Yold (yold), obs. p. p. of Yield. Yielded.
Spenser.
Yold'en (yold"n), obs. p. p. of Yield. Yielded.
Yolk (yolk or yok 277), n. [OE. yolke, yelke, iolke,
^elke, AS. geoloca, geoleca, fr. geohi yellow.
See Yellow.] [Written also yelk.] 1. The yellow part of an
front and

;

egg

;
the vitellus.
2. (Zodl.) An oily secretion which naturally covers
the wool of sheep.
Yolk cori(Zo6l.),3, slender cord or duct which connects
the yolk glands with the egg chambers in certain insects,
as in the aphids.
Yolk gland {Zodl.), a special organ
which secretes the yolk of the eggs in many turbellarians, and in some other invertebrates.
See Ilhist. of
Hermaphrodite in Appendix.
Yolk sack (Anat.), the
umbilical vesicle. See under Umbilical.

—

—

yodels.

yoga union.] A species of
asceticism among the Hindoos, which consists in a complete abstraction from all worldly objects, by which the
votary expects to obtain union with the universal spirit,
and to acquire superhuman faculties.
Yo'gl (yo'ge), n. [Skr. yogin.] A follower of the yoga
philosophy an ascetic. [Spelt also yokin.'] Whitworth.
Yo'lcks (yo'Tks), interj. (Hunting) A cry of encourII

;

;

ground, fundamental material.

Yle (il), w. Isle. [OJs.] "The barren 2/?e." Chaucer.
Y' lev'el (wi' lev'el). (Surv.) See under Y, n.

&m, arm, ask,

;

YoU (vol),

To

Chaucer.
[Obs.]
Yon (y5n), a. [OE. yon, ^on, AS. geon; akin to G.
Jener, OHG. jener, Icel. erere, inn; cf. Goth, joins.
VISS. Cf. Beyond, Yond, Yonder.] At a distance,
but within view ; yonder. [Poetic]
Milton.
Read thy lot in yon celestial sign.
Though fast yon shower be fleeting.
Keble.

Ton, adv.

V. i.

Yonder.
first and

But,

V189.
in the

Ye

go to Canterbury God you speed.
Chaucer.
sir, I do in f riecdship counsel you
Toleave this place.
Shak.
In vain yoa tell your parting lover
You wish fair winds may watt him over.
Prior.
jS^^ Though you is properly a plural, it is in all ordinarydiscourse used also
addressing a single person, yet
properly always with a plural verb. " Are you he that
hangs the verses on the trees, wherein Rosalind is so admired ? " Shak.
You and your are sometimes used indefinitely, like we,
they, one. to express persons not specified. " This looks
at a distance like a new-plowed land but as you come
near it, yoa see nothing but a long heap of heavy, disjointed clods." Addison. " lo!(?- medalist and critic are
much nearer related than the world imagine. " Addison.
" It is always pleasant to be forced to do what you wish to
do, but what, until pressed, you dare not attempt." Book.
You is often used reflexively for yourself or yourselves.
" Your highness shall repose you at the tower." Shak.
Toul (youl), V. i. To yell to yowl. [Obs.] Chaucer.

m

;

;

Young
perl.

Milton.

Yon'CO-pin (y6n'k6-pin),re. [Perhaps corrupted from
Illinois micoupena, Chippewa makopin, the American
(Bot.) A local name in parts of the Mississippi
Valley for the American lotus (Nelutnbo lutea).
Yond (yond), a. [Cf. AS. anda, onda, anger, andian
[Obs.]
to be angry.]
Furious mad angry fierce.
Spenser.
"Then wexeth wood and yond."
Yond, adv. & a. [OE. yond, ^ond, ^eond, througli,
beyond, over, AS. geond, adv.
prep. ; cf. Goth, jaind
thither. V188. SeeYoN.a.] Yonder. [Obs.] ''Yond
Chaucer.
in the garden."
Yon'der (yon'der), adv. [OE. yonder, fonder; cf.
OD. ginder, Goth, jaindre there. V188. See Yond,
adv.] At a distance, but within view.
Yonder are two apple women scolding. Arbuthnot.
Yon'der, a. Being at a distance within view, or conceived of as within view
that or those there ; yon.
"Yon flowery arbors, yonder alleys green." Milton.
" Yonder sea of light." Keble.
Yonder men are too many for an embassage. Bacon.
Yo'ni (yo'ne), n. [Skr. yoni.] (JSindoo Myth.) The
symbol under which Sakti, or the personification of the
female power in nature, is worshiped. Cf. Lingam.
Yon'ker (yvin'ker), n. [See Younker.] A young
Sir W. Scott.
fellow a younker.
[Obs. or Colloq.]
Yore (yor), adv. [OE. ^ore, yare, sare, AS. ge&ra ;
akin to gear a year, E. year. y204. See Yeae-J In time
long past ; in old time ; long since. [Obs. or Poetic]
lotus.]

;

(yiing), a. [Compar. Younger (yiin'ger) ; su(-ggst).] [OE. yung, yong,^ong,^ung, AS.

Youngest

geong ; akin to OFries. iung, iong, D.jong, OS., OHG.,
& G.jung, Icel. tingr, Sw. & Dan. ung, Goth, juggs,
Lith. jaunas. Buss, iunuii, L. juvencus, juvenis, Skr.
Juvaca.jtivan. V281. Cf. Junior, Juniper, Juvenile,
Tounker, Youth.] 1. Not long born ; still in the first
part of life ; not yet arrived at adolescence, maturity, or
age; not old; juvenile;
said of animals; as, a young
child ; a young man ; a young fawn.
For he so young and tender was of age.
Chaucer.
"Whom the gods love, die young," has been too long carelessly said ; . . . whom the gods love, live young forever.
Mrs. H. H. Jackson.
2. Being in the first part, or period, of growth ; as, a
yOMre^ plant; a?/o!/rejr tree.
While the fears of the people were young.
lie Foe.
3. Having little experience ; inexperienced ; unpracticed ; ignorant ; weak.
Come, come, elder brother, you are too young in this. Shah.
Young, n. The offspring of animals, either a single
animal or offspring collectively.
[The egg] bursting with kindly rupture, forth disclosed
Their callow young.
Milton.
With young, with child ; pregnant.

—

Young'er

One who

(yQn'ger), n.

ferior in age;

"The

a junior.

is

younger; an in-

elder shall serve the

Pom. ix. 12.
Young'lsh (yiingTsh), a. Somewhat young. Toiler.
Young'llng (-ling), n. [AS. geongling.] A young
person a youth also, any animal in its early fife. " More
dear
than younglings to their dam."
Spenser.
He will not be so willing, I think, to join with you as with ue
younger."

;

.

;

.

.

younglings.

chiefest,

Him that yoii soars on golden wing.

;

;

Good

yell.

[Obs. or Poetic]
with thee bring

&

Icel.

;

&

;

II

Ridley.

Wordsworth.
Young'Iing, a. Young youthful.
Young'ly, a. [AS. geonglic] Like a young person
or thing young youthful.
[Obs.]
Shak.
Young'ly, adv. X. In a young maimer ; in the period
;

;

;

of

youth early in life. [Obs.]
2. Ignorantly
weakly. [P.]

Shak.

;

;

Young'ness, n.^ The quality or state of being young.
Young'ster (-ster), re. A young person a youngling
;

a lad. [Colloq.] "He felt himself quite a youngster,
with a long life before him."
G. Eliot.
Tonngth (yungth), n. Youth. [Obs.]
Youngth is a bubble blown up with breath. Spenser.
Toungtll'ly, a. Pertaining to, or resembling, youth
youthful.
[Obs.]
Spenser.
Youn'ker (yun'ker), n. [D. jonker, jonkheer ; jong
young
heer a lord, sir, gentleman. See Young, a.]
A young person a stripling a yonker. [Obs. or Colloq.]
Spenser.
That same younker soon was overthrown.

+

;

;

You'pqn

(yoo'p8n),.re.

(Bot.)

Same

as

Yaupon.

Your (ur), pron. &'a. [OE. your, ;our, eowr, eower,
AS. eoicer, originally used as the gen. of ge, ge, ye akin
to OFries. iuwer your, OS. iwicar, D. uw, OHG. iuwer,
G. euer, Icel. ySar, Goth, izwara, izwar, and E. you.
V189. See You.] The form of the possessive case of
;

the personal pronoun you.
^S" The possessive takes the form yours when the
noun to which it refers is not expressed, but implied as,
this book is 2/o?ire. " An old fellow of 2/ot»'.s. " Chaucer,
Yours (urz), pron. See the Note under Your.
Your-selt' (iir-self'),proM. / pi. Yourselves (-sSlvz').
Chaucer.
As it hath been of olde times yore.
[Your
An emphasized or reflexive form of the
-f- self.]
Which though he hath polluted oft and yore,
pronoun of the second person
used as a subject comSpenser.
Yet I to them for judgment just do fly.
monly
with
also, alone
you;
as, you j/oareey shall see it
Of yore, of old time ; long ago as, in times or days of
Pope. in the predicate, either in the nominative or objective
yore. " But Satan now is wiser than o/2/<""e."
'
Keble. case ; as, you have injured yourself.
Where Abraham fed his flock of yore.
Of which right now ye ban yourselve heard. Chaucer.
Vork'er (y6rk'er>, n. (Cricket) A tice.
If yourselves are old, make it your cause.
Shak.
York'shire (-shir or -sher; in Eng. -sher), «. A
Why should you be so cruel to yourself f
Milton.
county in the north of England.
The religious movement which you yourself, as well as I, so
Yorkshire grit, a kind of stone used for polishing mar- faithfully followed from first to last.
J. H. Newman.
ble, and copperplates for engravers. Simmonds. — YorkYouth (iith), re. / pi. Youths (iiths 264) or collectively
shire pudding, a batter pudding baked under meat.
Youth, [oe. youthe, youhpe, }uhe3e, piweSe, ^eo^eSe,
York' use' (us'). (Eccl.) The one of the three printed AS. geogud, geogoS ; akin to OS. juguS, D. jeugd, OHG.
uses of England which was followed in the north. It jugund, G. jugend, Goth, jttnda.
V281. See Young.]
Shipley.
was based on the Sarum use. See Use, re. 6.
1. The quality or state of being young ; youthf ulness
Yot (yot), v. t. To unite closely. [Prov. Eng.]
juvenility.
"In my flower of you^A."
Milton,
Yote (yot), V. t. [OE. }eoten, ^eien, to pour, AS.
Such as iu his face
geotan. See Found to cast.] To pour water on to soak
Milton.
Youth smiled celestial.
Grose,
[Obs. or Prov. Eng.]
in, or mix with, water.
2. The part of life that succeeds to childhood; the
My fowls, which well enough,
period of existence preceding maturity or age the whole
I, as before, found feeding at their trough
early part of life, from childhood, or, sometimes, from
Cliapman.
Their yoted wheat.
infancy, to manhood.
Ton (u), pron. [Possess. Your (iir) or Yours (urz)
He wondered that your lordship
dat.'& obj. You.] [OB. you, eou, eow, dat. & ace, AS.
Would suffer him to spend his youth at home.
Shak.
e6w, used as dat. & ace. of ge, ge, ye akin to OFries.
Those who pass their youth in vice are justly condemned to
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

,

•

;

;

;

;

iu, to,

final,

OS. iu, D. u, G. euch,

^

;

eve,

event,

OHG.

iu, dat., iuwih,

£nd, fern, recent

;

ace,
ice,

spend their age in

idea, Ql

;

folly.

old,

dbey, drb, Odd

i?am6ter.

"

;

;

YOUTHFUL
A young person

3-

;

especially,

a young man.

read the best authors to youth

first.

B. Jbiison,
;

'
' ' The youthful season of the year.
Shak.
figuratively.
2. Of or pertaining to tlie early part of life ; suitable to
early life ; as, youthful days ; youthfiil sports. " Warm,
'

"Youthful thoughts.^' Milton.

Shak.

3. Fresh ; vigorous, as in youth.
After millions of millions of ages . . .

still

youthful

and

Syn.

— Puerile

;

juvenile.

— Youthpto,

Pcekile, Ju-

venile. Puerile is always used in a bad sense, or at least
in the sense of what is suitable to a boy only ; as, puerile
objections, puerile amusements, etc. Jitvenile is sometimes taken in a bad sense, as when speaking of youth in
contrast with manhood ; as, juvenile tricks a juvenile
performance. Youthful is commonly employed in a good
sense as, youthful aspirations or at least by way of
extenuating as, youthful indiscretions. " Some men,
imagining themselves possessed with a divine fury, often
fall into toys and trifles, which are only puerilities."
Dryden. " Raw, juvenile writers imagine that, by pouring forth figures often, they render their compositions
warm and animated. " Blair.
;

;

;

;

— Youth'ful-ly, adv. — Youth'ful-ness, n.
Touth'hOOd (-hS8d), n. [AS. geoguShdd. See Youth,
and -HOOD.] The quality or state of being a youth the
period of youth youth.
Cheyne.
[AS. geoguSlic.']
Youth'ly, a.
Young; youthful.
[06s.] " All my 2/ow<A?J/ days.
Spenser.
;

;

Pepys.
Touth'some (-sum), a. Youthful. [06s.]
Spectator.
Youth'y (-y), a. Young. [06s. ]
Youze (yooz), n. [From a native East Indian name.]
{Zool.) The cheetah.
Chaucer.
yow (you), pron. You. [06s.]
[See Ewe.] (.ZTooZ.) A ewe. [Prov.
(yo), n.
Bng. & Scot.']
G. Eliot.

II

Yu

a caplike mass

dark

with a white band around
the face. The females are
yellowish white, with a
dark spot on the breast
and another on the crown.
Called also wooyen, and

Yow'ley (you'ly), n. [Cf. Yellow.] {Zool.) The
European yellow-hammer. \_Prov. JSng.']
Chaucer.
YoK (yoks), V. i. See Yex. [06s.]
Y-plght' (i-pif), o6s. p. p. of Pitch. See Piqht.
Yp'0-cras (Ip'o-krgs), n. Hippocras. [06.?.] Chaucer.
Y'pres lace' (e'pr' las'). Fine bobbin lace made at
Ypres in Belgium, usually exactly like Valenciennes lace.

wooyen ape.
YuftS (yiilts), ra. [Russ.

—

YucU

V.

Yu'ga

II

To

itch.

t.

To

)

(yoo'ga),

)

•

yuga an age, a yoke.
See Yoke.] (Hindoo Cosmog. ) Any one of the four
[Skr.

_.

,

„

,

.

^"^° (Sylobates pileatus).
ages, Krita,
or Satya,
Treta, Dwapara, and Kali, into which the Hindoos divide the duration or existence of the world.
Yoke (iik)j '» i- t. Same as Yuck. [_Prov. Eng.]
Yu'lan (u'lan), n. (Bot.)
species of Magnolia (m.

&

A

conspicua) with large white blossoms that open before the
leaves.
See the Note under Magnolia.
Yule (ill), n. [OE. yol, iol, AS. geol ; akin to ge6la
December or January, Icel. jol Yule, Ylir the name of a
winter month, Sw. Jul Christmas, Dan. fuul, Goth, jiuleis November or December.
Cf. Jollt.]
Christmas or
Christmastide ; the feast of the Nativity of our Savior.
And at each pause they kiss was never seen such rule
In any place out here, at bonfire, or at Yule.
Drayton.
Yule block, or Yule log, a large log of wood formerly
put on tlie hearth on Christmas eve, as the foundation of
the iire. It was brought in vnth much ceremony.
Yule
clog, the yule log.
Halliwell.
W. Irving.
;

—

Christmas time
Yule'tide' (-tid'), n.
the season of Christmas.

II

;

Christmas-

;

allied tribes.

Yuns (yiinks), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ivy| the wryneck.]
A genus of birds comprising the wrynecks,

Yu'pon

Yux

(yoo'pon),

(yiiks), n.
(e'v'l), a.

Y'vel

scratch.

Wright.
Eng.]
Moth IProniiia yuccaYuck'el (yuk'el), n. (Zo- Yucca *^''"-^=-t-8ize.
o?.)SameasYocKEL.
Yu'en (yu'en), n. (Zool.) The crowned gibbon
\_Prov.

(Hylobates pileatus), native of Siam, Southern China,
It is entirely arboreal in
of Hainan.

and the Island

;

ill.

as Yaupon.
[06s.]
[06s.]
Chaucer.

Aware wary.
(T-war'), a,
[See Aware.]
" Be ywar, and his way shun." Piers Plowman.
(T-wTs'),
adv.
[OE.
ywis,
iwis,
AS. gewis cerY-Wis'
tain akin to D. gewis, G. gewiss, and E. wit to know.
See Wit to know, and Y-.]
Certainly most likely

Y-war'

;

;

;

;

probably.
*'

\Prov.
Grose.

Same

(Bot.)

ra.

& v. See Yex, n.
& adv. Evil

[^Obs.'}

truly

G.
when.

jeuken,

Eng.]

Yuck,

Yug (ytig),

(Zool.)

[Cf.

(yiik), v. i.

Jucken, D.
See Itch.]

;

Russia leather.

iufte.]

Mohaves and other

11^°* The species with more rigid
leaves (as Yucca aloifolia, Y. Treculiana, and Y. haccata) are called
Spanish bayonet, and one with softer leaves (Y. filamentosa) is called
Yucca.
bear grass, and Adam^s needle.
Yucca moth (Zool.), a, small silvery tm)th.(Pronubay uccasella) whose larvae feed on
plants of the genus Yucca.

[Gr. 5 ijitKov the
Yp-Sil'i-form (Tp-sil'i-f6rm), a.
name of the letter Y -|- -form.] (Biol.) Resembling the
said
the
germinal spot in
Greek Y in appearance
of
the ripe egg at one of the stages of fecundation.
Yp'si-loid (ip'sT-loid), a. {Anat.) In the form of the
letter Y Y-shaped.
Y-ralt'(i-raft'), o6s.p.p. of Reave. Bereft. Chaucer.
Chaucer.
Yr'en (ir''u), n. Iron. [06s.]
Y-ron'ne ( i-rSn'ne), obs.p. p. of Run. Run. Chaucer.
Y-same' (i-sam'), adv. [See Same.] Together. [06s.]
*' And in a bag all sorts of seeds ysame."
Spenser.
Y*, Yt (thSt), an old method of printing that (AS. pset,
Sset) the " y " taking the place of the old letter "thorn "
Cf. Ye, the.
(p).
Chaucer.
Y-throwo' (i-thr5')i obs. p. p. of Theow.

{

(Ethnol.)
A tribe of Indians native of Arizona and the adjacent
parts of Mexico and California. They are agricultural,
and cultivate corn, wheat, barley, melons, etc.
11^°° In a wider sense, the term sometimes includes the

A

;

blackish, with
of long
hair, and usually

brown or

Yu'mas (yoo'miiz), n. pL; sing. Yuma (-ma).

(yiik'ka), n. [NL., from
its name in St. Domingo.]
genus of American liliace-

(Bat.)
ous, sometimes arborescent, plants
having long, pointed, and often rigid, leaves at the top of a more or
less woody stem, and bearing a large
panicle of showy white blossoms.

;

The males are dark

and has very long arms.

its habits,

tide

«., 2.

Yuc'ca

Yuca,

i.

;

oxide, YjOs, or earth, of yttrium.
Yt'tric (it'trik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, derived
from, or containing, yttrium.
Yt-tri£'er-OUS (It-trTfer-iis), a. Bearing or containing yttrium or the allied elements ; as, gadolinite is one
of the ytlriferous minerals.
Yt'tri-OUS (it'tri-iis), a. (Chem.) Same as Ytthic.
Yt'tri-um (-um), n. [NL., from ywerby, in Sweden.
See Erbium.] (Chem.) A rare metallic element of the
boron-aluminium group, found in gadolinite and other
rare minerals, and extracted as a dark gray powder.
Symbol Y. Atomic weight, 89. [Written also iU7-ium.]
5^°°^ Associated with yttrium are certain rare elements,
as erbium, ytterbium, samarium, etc., which are separated in a pure state with gi-eat difficulty. They are
studied bj' means of their spark or phosphorescent spectra. Yttrium is now regarded as probably not a simple
element, but as a mixture of several substances.
Yt'tro-ce'rlte (tt'tro-se'rit), n. (Min.) A mineral of
a violet-blue color, inclining to gray and white. It is a
hydrous fluoride of cerium, yttrium, and calcium.
Yt'trO-CO-lum'blte (-ko-lum'blt), \n. (3Iin.) Atantalate of uraniYt'tro-tan'ta-lite (-tan'ta-lit),
)
um, yttrium, and calcium, of a brown or black color.
(yu), n.
[Chin.]
(Min.)
Jade.
Yuc'ca (yuk'ka), n. (Zool.) See

Flicker,

[See Yawl, v. i.'] To utter a loud,
long, and mournful cry, as a dog ; to howl to yell.
Yowl, n. A loud, protracted, and mournful cry, as
that of a dog a howl.
(youl), V.

;

Yt-ter'bl-um (-bt-iim), n. [NL., fr. Ytterby, in Sweden.
See Ekbium.] (Chem.) A rare element of the boron
group, sometimes associated with yttrium or other related
elements, as in euxenite and gadolinite.
Symbol Yb
provisional atomic weight 173.2. Cf. Yttbium.
d^^' Ytterbium is associated with other rare elements,
ana probably has not been prepared in a pure state.
[NL. See Yttrium.] {Chem.)
Yt'tri-a (it'tri-a), n.

II

Yowe
Yowl

derived from, ytterbium

The

flour-

Bentley.

ishing.

{Chem.) Pertaining to, or
containing ytterbium.

Yt-ter'l)lc (It-ter'bTk), a.

Dryden.

sent.

Touth'ful (uth'ful), a. 1. Not yet mature or aged
young. '^ Two youthful knights." Dryden. Also used

youthful hlood."

ZANY

1677

Seven youths from Athens yearly
4. Young persons, collectively.
It is fit to

;

[06s. or Archaic']

Ywis," quod he, "

it is

full dear, I say."

Chaucer.

She answered me, ** I-wisse, all their sport in the park is but a
shadow to that pleasure that I find in Plato."
Ascham.
A right good knight, and true of word yivis. Spenser.
Uy^ The common form iwis was often written with the
prefix apart from the rest of the word and capitalized,
as, Iwis, Iwisse, etc.
The prefix was mistaken for the
pronoun /, and wis, wisse, for a form of the verb wit to
know. See Wis, and cf. Wit, to know.
Our ship, /7/vs,
Simll be of another form than this.
LongfeUow.

z.
in England commonly, and in America someZ(2e
times, zed formerly, also, Tz'zerd). Z, the twenty-

chief

,

the English alphabet, is a vocal
from the Latin letter Z, which
came from the Greek alphabet, this having it from a
Semitic source. The ultimate origin is probably Egyptian,
Etymologically, it is most closely related to s, y,
and j ; as in glass, gla0e; E. yoke, Gr. fuyoi', L. jufum B. sealous, jealous. See Guide to Pronunciation,
last letter of
consonant. It is taken

Za

(3Ius.)

An

old solfeggio

name

pertaining to a tribe (Zulambdodonta) of Insectivora in
which the molar teeth have buo one V-shaped ridge.
One of the Zalambdodonia.
Za-lamb'dO-dont, n.
The tenrec, solenodon, and golden moles are examples.
n. (Bot.) An immense legu(za-mang'),
Za-mang'
minous tree (Pithecolobium Saman) of Venezuela. Its
hemispherical
mass, often one hundred
branches form a
and eighty feet across. The sweet pulpy pods are used
commonly for feeding

B flat

for

the seventh harmonic, as heard in the horn or aeolian
string
so called by Tartini. It was long considered a
false note, but is the true note of the chord of the flat
seventh.
H. W. Poole.
Zatia-lsm (za'ba-iz'm), Za'blsm (-biz'm), n. See
Babianism.
Za'bi-an (za'bT-an), a. & n. See Sabian.
Zac'co (zak'ko), n. (Arch.) See Zocco.
jjZa-chun' (zu-koon'), n. (Bot.) An oil pressed by
the Arabs from the fruit of a small thorny tree (Balanites JEgypiiaca), and sold to pilgrims for a healing
ointment.
J. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants).
;

—

II

called
J- Smith
(Diet. Econ. Plants).

cattle.

rain

Zam'bo

a

r^de,

fviU,

Up, Oxn

;

pity

Zam'ln-dar' (zSm'Tn-diir'),

;

food, fo~ot

;

;

[Written also zemindary, zemimiari.]
(Puleon.) A fossil cycad of the

a zamindar.

Za'mite

(za'mit), n.

gemis Zamia.

[From a native name.]
Za-mouse' (za-moos'), n.
A West African buffalo (Bzibalus brachyceros)
having short horns depressed at the base, and large ears
fringed internally with three rows of long hairs. It is
destitute of a dewhip. Called also short-horned buffalo,
and bush cow.
(Zool.)

A

Zam-po'gna (tsam-po'nyii), n. [It.] (3fus.)
sort of bagpipe formerly in use among It.iiiau peasants.
[Written also zampugiia.]
It is now almost obsolete.
Zan'der (zau'der), n. [Cf. D. zu7id sand.] " (Zool.)
A European pike perch (Stizostedion lucioperca) allied
to the wall-eye
called also sandart, sander, sannal,
schill, and zant.
Zand'mole' (zAnd'mol'), n. [Cf. D. zmul sand. See
Sand, and Mole the auiinal.] (Zool.) The sand mole.
Zan'te (zSn'te), ». (Bot.) See Zantewood.
A kind of needless
Zan'te cur'rant (kur'nait).
grape or raisin ;
so called from Zante, one of the Ionian
Ishuids.
Zan'te-wood' (-wisfxl'), n. (Bot.) (a) A yellow dyewood tustet
called also zante, and zante fustic. Sea
Fiistet, and the Note under Fustic. (6) Satiuwood
II

;

n.

[Hind.

zemmdar, zaminddr, a landholder. Per.
zamJ7i<idr ; zamln land -|- ddr holding.] Zamia
also,

\_India]

Zam'in-da-ry (zam'In-da-ry), Zam'in-da-ri (-re), n.
The jurisdiction of a zamiudar the land possessed by

(

of Strobile.

landowner;

;

(^a?iiia
integriioha).

a collector of land

out, oil

;

cbair

;

go

—

—

A genus of cycadaceous plants, having
the appearance of low palms, but with exogenous wood. See Coontie, and Illust.

A

revenue now, usually, a kind of feudatory recognized
as an actual proprietor so long as he pays to the government a cei'tain fixed revenue. [Written also zemindar.]

;

II

&

unite,

(zSui'bo),
(-boz).

Zambos

The
[See Sambo.]
child of a mulatto and
a negro ; also, the child of an Indian and a negro ; colloquially or
humorously, a negro ; a sambo.
[L. zcmia a
Za'mi-a (za'mT-i), n.
kind of fir cone, from Gr. ^a^ia, (i\ixia,
hurt, damage. See Plin. xvi. 44.] (liol.)

II

use,

Also

tree.

n. ; pi.

Zaer'the (tsSr'te), n. (Zool.) Same as Zarthe.
Zai'fer (zSffer), n. [F. zafre, safre; cf. Sp. zafra,
safra, It. zaffera, G. zaffer; all probably of Arabic origin.
Cf. Zaphara.]
pigment obtained, usually by
roasting cobalt glance with sand or quartz, as a dark
earthy powder.
It consists of crude cobalt oxide, or
of an impure cobalt arseniate. It is used in porcelain
painting, and in enameling pottery, to produce a blue
color, and is often confounded with smalt, from which,
however, it is distinct, as it contains no potash.
The
name is often loosely applied to mixtures of zatter
proper with silica, or oxides of iron, manganese, etc.
[Written also zaffre, and formerly zaffree, zaffar, zuffir.]
Zalm (zim ; 277), n. [Turk. Ar. za'im.] A Turkish
II

Smart.

;

II

;

§ 273, 274.
(za), n.

supports a mounted militia bearing the same

Zaim'et (zim'et 277), n. [Turk. & Ar. zVamet.]
A district from which a Zaim draws his revenue. Smart.
Zain (zan), n. A horse of a dark color, neither gray
Smart.
nor white, and having no spots.
Za-lamb'dO-dont (za-lam'd6-dont), a. (Zool.) Of or

and

sixth

who

name.

;

;

;

—

Chhroxylon Swicteu ia).

Zan'ti-ot (zSn'tl-Ot), n. A native or inhabitant of
Zante, one of the Ionian Islands.
Za'ny (zii'nj), n. ; ;)/. Zanies (-nTz). [It. zanni a
buffoon, nierry-andrew, orig. same as Giova7)ni John, i.e.,
merry John, L. /onjines, Gr. 'ludfi/t);, Heb. YOkhfutdJl,

Biug, Ink

;

tben, this

;

boN

;

zb = z

in Azure.

i

;;

;

prop., the

N

Lord graciously gave :

cf.

F. zani,

the

fr.

Ital-

for having the

A

merry-andrew ; a buffoon.
Cf. Jenneting.]
Then write that I may follow, and so be
Donne.
Thy echo, thy debtor, thy foil, thy zany.

ian.

Preacher at once, and zanj/ of thy age.

body white or yellowish white, and conspicuously marked with dark brown
or blackish bands.

or Asinvs, zebra) is nearly
white, and the bands whicli cover the
body and legs are
glossy black. Its tail
has a tuft of black
hair at the tip.
It inhabits the
nrountains
of

Pope.

;

buffoonery.

Zaph'a-ra

Massmger.

State or character of a zany
Coleridge. H. Morley.
n.

(zaf'a-ra), n.

Zaffer.

Central and
Southern Africa, and is noted

Za-phren'tis(ziUfren'tTs), K. [NL.]
(Paleon.) An extinct genus of cyathophylloid corals common
in the Paleozoic formaII

for its wariness
andwildness, as
well as for its

It is cup-shaped
tions.
witli numerous septa,
and with a deep pit in

swiftness. The
\Iountam Zebra CBipms, or Asinus, zebra), second species
(Equas, or Asinvs, Burchellit), known as BurcheWs zebra, and itautr, inhabits the grassy plains of South Africa, and difters from

one side of the cup.
(zSp'oZap'o-tU'la
{Bot.) See
n.
Sapodilla.
Zap'ti-ah (-ti-a), m. A
Turkish policeman. Zaphrentis (Z. Cassedai/i). a Side
view, b Interior of Cup.
[Written also zaptieh.']
Zar'a-thus'trl-an (zar'a-thoos'trT-an), Zar'a-thus'trlc (-trik), a. Of or pertaining to Zarathustra, or Zorotil'la),

aster

Q

Zoroastrian.

;

Tjilor.

Zar'a-thus'trlsm (-trTz'm\

See Zoroastrianism.

n.

Zar'a-tlte (zar'a-tlt), n. (Min.) [Named after Gen.
Zaraia of Spain.] A hydrous carbonate of nickel occurring as an emerald-green incrustation on chromite ;

tlse preceding in not having dark bands on the legs,
It has a
while those on tlie body are more irregular.
long tail, covered with long white flowing hair.
Zebra caterpillar, the larva of an American noctuid moth

(Mamestra

II

;

"Ah,** he moralizes, "what wonderful instinct on the part
of this little creature to surround itself with a zareha like the
R. Jefferies.
troops after Osraan Digma."

Zar'nlch (zar'ntk), n. [?., fr. Ar. az-zernxkh, iv. Gr.
ipaevtKov. See Arsenic]
(Miji.) Native sulphide of
arsenic, including saudarach, or realgar, and orpiment.
(Zo'dl.)
European bream
Z'ar'the (tser'te), n.
{Abrrimis vimba), [Written also zaerlhe.']
Za'tl (za'te), n. (Zo'ttl.) A species of macaque (Macacus pileatus) native of India and Ceylon. It has a
crown of long erect hair, and a tuft of radiating hairs on
the back of the head. Called also capped macaque.
Zau-SChne'ri-a (za-shne'rl-a), n. [NL., nr.med for
M. Zausckner, a Bohemian botanist.] (Bot.)
genus
of flowering plants. Zausckneria Californica is a suffrutescent perennial, with showy red fiowera much resembling those of the garden fuchsia.
Zax (z5ks), n. A tool for trimming and puncturing
roofing slates.
[Written also sax.1
Za'yat (za'yat or za'- ; 277), n.
public shed, or
portico, for travelers, worshipers, etc.
{Burmafi]
Ze'a (ze'a), n. [L., a kind of grain, fr. Gr. fe'a, (eia. ;
of. Skr. yuva barley.]
(Bot.)
genus of large grasses
of which the Indian corn (Zea 3Iays) is the only species
known. Its origin is not j'et ascertained. See Maize.
Zeal (zel), n. [F. zele ; cf. Pg.
It. zelo, Sp. zelo,
celo ; from L. zelus, Gr. ^rjAo9, probably akin to ^ecv to
boil.
Cf. Yeast, Jealous.]
1. Passionate ardor in the
pursuit of anything ; eagerness in favor of a person or
cause ; ardent and active interest ; engagedness ; enthusiasm : fervor. " Ambition varnished o'er with zeal."
Mtllon.
''Zeal, the blind conductor of the will."

A

II

II

II

A

A

II

II

A

It is

light yellow, with abroad
black stripe on the back
and one on each side;
the lateral stripes are

—

;

;

—

Dryden. "Zeal's never-dying fire." Keble.
I bear them record that they have a zeal of God, but not according to knowledge.
Mom. x. 2.
A zeal for liberty is sometimes an eagerness to subvert with
little care what shall be established.
Johnson.
2. A zealot.
[06«.]
B. Jonson.
Zeal, v. i. To be zealous. {Obs. & iJ.]
Bacon.
Zeal'ant (zel'ant), 91. One who is zealous a zealot;
an enthusiast. \_Obs.']
;

To certain zealants, all speech of pacification is odious. Bacon.
Zealed (zeld), a. Full of zeal characterized by zeal.
''Zealed religion."
Beau. tSc Fl.
Ifibs.']
;

W

Sylvester.
Zeal'lul (zel'ful), a. Full of zeal. [iJ.]
Zeal'less (zel'les), a. Wanting zeal.
Hammond.
Zeal'ot (zel'at), n. [F. zelote, L. zeloles, Gr. ^ijAmttjs.
See Zeal.] One who is zealous one who engages warmly
in any cause, and pursues his object with earnestness
and ardor especially, one who is overzealous, or carried away by his zeal one absorbed in devotion to anything an enthusiast ; a fanatical partisan.
Zealots for the one [tradition] were in hostile array against
;

;

;

;

zealots for the other.

Sir J. Stephen.

In Ayrshire, Clydesdale, Nithisdale, Annandale, every parish
was visited by these turbulent zealots.
Macauluy.
Zea-lot'lc-al (ze-lSt'i-kal), a. Like, or suitable to, a
zealot ardently zealous.
[J2.]
Strype.
Zeal'ot-ism (zel'iSt-Tz'm), n. The character or conduct of a zealot ; zealotry.
Zeal'ot-ist, n.
zealot.
[Obs.']
Ho'well.
Zeal'Ot-ry (-ry), k. The character and behavior of a
zealot excess of zeal ; fanatical devotion to a cause'.
Enthusiasm, visionariness, seems the tendency of the German zeal, zealotry, of the English fanaticism, of the French.
;

A

;

i

;

(joleridge.

Zeal^OUS

(zel'tis ; 277), a.
[LL. zelosus. See Zeal.]
with, or characterized by, zeal ; warmly engaged, or ardent, in behalf of an object.
He may be zealous in the salvation of souls.
Law.
2. Filled with rehgious zeal.
\_Obs.']
Shak.
Zeal'ous-ly, adv.
Zeal'ous-ness, n.
Ze'bec (ze'bek), K. (Naui.) See Xebec.
Ze'bra (ze'bra), n.. [Pg. zebra; cf. Sp. eebra; probably from a native African name.]
(Zool.) Either one
[)£ two species of South African wild horses remarkable

1. Filled

—

—

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

—

,

—

—

—

Ze'bra-WOOd' (ze'bra-w68d'), Tt. (a) A kind of cabinet
wood having beautiful black, brown, and whitish stripes,
the timber of a tropical American tree (Connurus Guianensis).
(b) The wood of a small West Indian myrtaceous tree (Eugenia fragrans). (c) The ^vood of an East
Indian tree of tlie genus Guettarda.
ZeHirine (ze'brin), a. (Zo'dl.) Pertaining to, or resembling, the zebra.
ZetlU (ze'bu), n. [F. zebu; of uncertain origin.]
yZ o'dl.) A bovine
mammal (Bos Indicus) extensively domesticated in India,
China, the East In-

dies, and

East Af-

&

U

It

rica.

usually
has

short

horns, large

pendulous
ears, slender legs, a

4+
Zebu, Male and Feraaie.

large

dew-

prominent hump over the shoulders;
but these characters vary in different domestic breeds,
which range in size from that of the common ox to that
of a large mastiff.
(H^^" Some of the varieties are used as beasts of bur-

and a

lap,

large,

den, and some for ridiag, while otliers are raised for

The Brahmin

their milk and flesh.

sacred

by the Hindoos,

more or less tinged witli gray.
sive burrows.

bull,

regarded as

also belongs to this species.

The

Ze-na'na

It constructs extru-

[Hind, zenana, zanana, fr.
Per. zanana, fr. zan woman; akin to E. queen.'] The
part of a dwelling appropriated to women. [India]
Zend (zSnd), n. [See Zend-Avesta.] Properly, the
translation and exposition in the HuzvSresh, or literary
Pelilevi, language, of the Avesta, the Zoroastrian sacred
writings as commonly used, the language (an ancient
Persian dialect) in which the Avesta is written.
Zend'-A-ves'ta (-a-ves'ta), re. [Properly, the Avesta, or sacred text, and its zend, or interpretation, in a
more modern and intelligible language. W. D. Whitney.] The sacred writings of the ancient Persian religion, attributed to Zoroaster, but chiefly of a later date.
Zen'dik (zeu'dek), re. [Ar. zandlk.] An atheist
or unbeliever
a name given in the East to those
charged with disbelief of any revealed religion, or accused of magical heresies.
Ze'nlck (ze'ntk), re.
(Zo'dl.) A South African burrowing mammal (SurII

(ze-nS'na),

re.

;

II

;

icnta tetradactyla), allied to the civets.
It

grayish brown, with

yellowisli
transverse
stripes on the back.
Called also suricat.
Ze'nik (ze'nTk), re.
(Zo'dl.)

See Zenick.

Ze'nlth (ze'nith;

'

[OE. senyth,
277), re.
OF. cenith, F. zenith,
Sp. zenit, cenit, abbrev. fr. Ar. samt-urZenick (Suricaia tetradactj/la).
ras way of the head,
vertical place; samt way, path -f- al the -)- ras head.
Cf. Azimuth.]
1. That point in the visible celestial
hemisphere which is vertical to the spectator ; the point
of the heavens directly overhead ;
opposed to nadir.

—

From morn
to dewy

To noon he fell, from noon

A summer's day

;

Dropped from the

eve,
and with the setting sun
zenith, like a falling star.

Sfilioru

2. Hence, figuratively,

the greatest heiglit
I find

;

my

the point of culmination
the height of success or prosperity.
zenith doth depend upon

A most auspicious star.
This dead of midnight is the noon of thought,
And wisdom mounts her zenith

with the

Shak.

Mrs. Barhauld.
this aspiring family
Ilacaulay.

stars.

It was during those civil troubles . . .
reached the zenith.
Zenith distance. (Asiron.) See under Distance.
Zenith sector. (Ast)-on.) See Sector, 3.
Zenith telescope
( Geodesy), a telescope specially designed for determining
the latitude by means of any two stars which pass the
meridian about the same time, and at nearly equal distances from the zenith, but on opposite sides of it. It
turns both on a vertical and a horizontal axis, is provided with a graduated vertical semicircle, and a level for
setting it to a given zenith distance, and with a micrometer for measuring the dtft'erence of the zenith distances
of the two stars.

—

—

Ze'ulUl-al (-al), a. Of or pertaining to the zenith.
zenithal blue."
Tyndall.
-lite: cf.
Ze'0-llte (ze'o-litV re.
[Gr. feic to hoil
F. zeolithe.] (3fin. ) A term now used to designate any
one of a family of minerals, hydrous silicates of alumina,
with lime, soda, potash, or rarely baryta. Here are in«
eluded natrolite, stilbite, analcime, chabazite, thomsonite, heulandite, and others.
These species occur of secondary origin in the cavities of amygdaloid, basalt, and
lava, also, less frequently, in granite and gneiss.
So
called because many of these species intumesce before
the blowpipe.

" The deep

+

Needle zeolite, needlestone; natrolite.
Of or pertaining to a zeolite
Ze'0-lit'lo (-lit'ik), a.
consisting of, or resembling, a zeolite.
Ze'0-lit'l-foria (-I-fSrm), a. Having tho form of a
zeolite.

sacred bull.

Zeph'yt (zef 'er), re. [L. zephyrus, Gr. ^etjtvpoj, akin to
^o(|)os darkness, the dark side, west cf. F. zephyr.] The
west wind poetically, any soft, gentle breeze. " Soft
the zephyr blows."
Gray.
As gentle

sinia,

(-biib), n.

A large noxious fly of Abys-

which, like the tsetse

fly, is destructive to cattle.
277), n. See Sequin.
(zek'stln'), n.
[G., fr. zeche a mine -j(Geol.') The upper division of the Per-

Ze'chin (ze'kTn
II

(Zo'dl.)

:

Zech'Stein'
a stone.]
of Europe.

stein

mian (Dyas)

The

prevailing rock is a

mag-

nesian limestone.

Zed

(zed), n.
[F., probably through It. zeta, fr. L.
See Zeta.] Tiie letter Z;
ctlled also zee, and
formerly «*2n)'(/. ".^e(i,thounnnecesoaryletter !" Shak.
zedoaire,
LL. zedoaria;
[F.
(-o-a-ry),
n.
Zed'O-a-ry
cf. It. zedoaria, zettovario, Pg. zedoaria, Sp. zedoaria,
medicicedoaria; all fr. Ar.
Per. zed-uiar.'\ (Med^
nal substance obtained in the East IndiOT, having a
fragrant smell, and a warm, bitter, aromatic taste. It
is used in medicine as a stimulant.
15^^ It is the rhizome of different species of Curcuma,
esp. C zedoaria, and comes in short, firm pieces, externally of a wrinkled, gray, ash-colored appearance, but
within of a brownish red color. There are two kinds,
round zedoary, and long zedoary.
3ee'koe (za'koo), re. [D., sea cow, lake cow.] (Zo'dl.)
A hippopotamus.
Zeh'ner (tsa'ner), re. [6.] An Austrian silver coin
equal to ten kreutzers, or about five cents.
Ze'ln (ze'In), re. [Cf. F. zeine. See Zea.] (Chem.)
A nitrogenous substance of the nature of gluten, obtained from the seeds of Indian corn (Zea) as a soft, yellowish, amorphous substance. [Formerly written zeine.']

—

zeta.

A

&

II

II

Zem'in-dar' (zem'Tn-dar'), re.
Zem'in-da-ry (zgm'ifn-da-rj?),

Same as Zamindary.
Zem'ni (-nl), re.
final,

jjll

;

(Zo'dl.)

eve, event,

Same
||

as Zamindar.
Zem'in-da-rl (-re), n.

The blind mole

rat (Spalax

end, fern, recent;

ice,

I

—

male is called also liidian bull, Indian ox, Madras ox, and

Ze'bub

I

II

is
J

Zebra Caterpillar.
crossed with white lines.
It feeds on cabbages, beets, clover, and other cultivated
Ijlants.
Zebra opossum, the zebra wolf. See under Wolf.
Zebra parrakeet, an Australian grass parrakeet, often
iept as a cage bird. Its upper parts are mostly pale
greenish yellow, transversely barred with brownish black
crescents the under parts, rump, and upper tail coverts,
are bright green two central tail feathers and the cheek
patches are bright blue. Called also canary parrot, scallop parrot, shell parrot, and undulated parrot.
Zebra.
poison (Bot.), a poisonous tree (Euphorbia arborea) of the
Spurge family, found in South Africa. Its milky juice is
so poisonous that zebras have been killed by drinking
water in %vhich its branches had been placed and it is also
used as an arrow poison. /. Smith (Diet. Econ. Plants).
Zebra shark. Same as Tiger shark, under Tiger.
Zebra
spider, a uunting spider.
Zebra swallowtail, a very large
North American swallow-tailed butterfly (/pAiWi(/e.saX/a:),
in which the wings are yellow, barred with black ; —called
also ajax.
Zebra wolf. See under WoLPi

— —

called also emerald nickel.
Za-re'ba (za-re'ba), n. (Mil.) An improvised stockade especially, one made of thorn bushes, etc. [Written
also zareeba, and seriba.'] {.Egypt]

picta).

typhlus), native of Eastern Europe and Asia. Its eyes
and ears are rudimentary, and its fur is soft and brownish,

^ff" The true or mountain zebra

(E(^inis,

Za'ny (za'ny), V. t. To mimic. \Obs.']
Your part is acted give me leave at distance
To zunij it.
Za'ny-ism (-Tz'm),

ZERO

1678

ZANY

:

;

Shak.
As zephyrs blowing below the violet.
Zephyr cloth, a thin kind of cassimere made in Belgiuni: also, a waterproof fabric of wool.
Zephyr shawl,
a kind of thin, light, embroidered shawl made of worsted
and cotton.
Zephyr yarn, or worsted, a fine, soft kind of
yarn or worsted, used for knitting and embroidery.

—

—

II

—

Zeph'y-rus

(-i-rus),

—

[L.

re.

See Zephyr.]

The

west wind, or zephyr;
usually personified, and made
the most mild and gentle of all the sylvan deities.
jMild as when Zephyrus on Flora breathes.
Milton.
Ze'quin (ze'kwtn), re. See Sequin.
Zer'da (zer'da), n. [Of African origin.] (Zo'dl.)
II

The fennec.
Ze-ri'ba (za-re'ba), n. (3Iil.) Same as Zaeeba.
Ze'ro (ze'ro), re./ pi. Zeros (-roz) or Zeroes. [F.
zero. It. zero, from Ar. fa/run f ifrun, empty, a cipher.
Cf. Cipher.]
cipher ; nothing; naught.
1. (Arith.)
2. The point from which the graduation of a scale, as
of a thermometer, commences.
II

,

A

t^" Zero, in the Centigrade, or Celsius, thermometer,
and^in the Reaumur thermometer, is at the point at
which water congeals. The zero of the Fahrenheit thermometer is fixed at the point at which the mercury
stands when immersed in a mixture of snow and common
salt.
In Wedgwood's pyrometer, the zero corresponds
with 1077° on the Fahrenheit scale. See Hlzist. of Thbbmometer.
3. Fig.
The lowest point the point of exhaustion ;
as, his patience had nearly reached zero.
Absolute zero.
See under Absolute. ^ Zero method
:

idea,

HI;

;

old,

obey, orb, odd;

II

«

1

;

ZOANTHUS

ZEST

1679

(Physics), a method of comparing, or measuring, forces,
electric currents, etc., by so opposing them that the
pointer of an indicating apparatus, or the needle of a galvanometer, remains at, or is brought to, zero, as contrasted with methods in which the deflection is observed
Zero point, the point
called also null method.
directly
indicating zero, or the commencement of a scale or reckoning.

Zlg'zag' (zTg'zSg'), a. Having short, sharp turns
running this way and that in an onward course.
Zlg'zag', V. t. [imp.
p. p. Zigzagged (-zSgd') p.
pr. & vb. n. Zigzagging.] To form with short turns.
Zlg'zag', V. i. To move in a zigzag manjer also, to
have a zigzag shape.
JR. Browning.
Zlg'zag'ger-y (-ger-y), n. The quality or state of
being zigzag crookedness. [i2.]

;

—

&

—

;

(zest), n.

Gr.

1.

The
zigzaggenj of my father's approaches. Sterne.
Zlg'zag'gy (-gy), a. Having sharp turns. Barham.
.

A piece

II

The woody, thick skin inclosing the kernel of a

walnut. [06s.
vb. n.
p. p. Zested ; p. pr.
Zest, V. t. Ximp.
Zesting.] 1. To cut into thin slips, as the peel of an
orange, lemon, etc. ; to squeeze, as peel, over the surface
of anything.
2. To give a relish or flavor to ; to heighten the taste
Cihher.
or relish of as, to zest wine.
Ze'ta (ze'ta or za'ta), n. [L., from Gr. fiJTa. Cf.
Zed.] a Greek letter [i] corresponding to our s.
[Gr. fijTijTiKd?, fr. fTiTeii/ to
Ze-tet'iC (ze-tet'ik), «.
eeek cf. F. zetetique.'} Seeking ; proceeding by inquiry.

&

per mines

;
water impregnated with copper.
(zink), n.
[G. ziiik, probably akin to zinn tin
(Chem.) An
F. zinc, from the German.
Cf. Tin.]
abundant element of the magnesium-cadmium group, extracted principally from the minerals zinc blende, smithsonite, calamine, and frankliuite, as an easily fusible
bluish white metal, which is malleable, especially when
heated. It is not easily oxidized in moist air, and hence
is used for sheeting, coating galvanized iron, etc.
It is
used in making brass, britannia, and other alloys, and
is also largely consumed in electric batteries.
Symbol
Zn. Atomic weight 64.9. [Formerly written also zink.~\

:

Zetetlc method (Math.), the method used for finding the
value of unknown quantities by direct search, in investiHutton.
gation, or in the solution of problems. [R.]

Butter of zinc (Old Chem.), zinc chloride, ZnClo, a
deliquescent white waxy or oily substance.
Oxide of
Zinc amine
zinc.
(Chem.) See Zinc oxide, below.
(Chem.), a white amorphous substance, Zn(NH2)2, obtained by the action of ammonia on zinc ethyl ;
called
also zinc am ide.
Zinc amyle (Chem.), a colorless, transparent liquid, composed of zinc and amyle, which, when
exposed to the atmosphere, emits fumes, and absorbs
oxygen v/ith rapidity.
Zinc blende [cf. 6. zinkblende]
(Min.), a native zinc sulpiride. See Blende, n. (a).
Zinc
bloom [cf. G. zinkblumen flowers of zinc, oxide of zinc]
(Min.), hydrous carbonate of zinc, usually occurring In
white earthy incrustations ;
called also hydrozincite.
Zinc ethyl (Chem.), a colorless, transparent, poisonous
liquid, composed of zinc and ethyl, which takes fire spontaneously on exposure to the atmosphere.
Zinc green,
a green pigment consisting of zinc and cobalt oxides;
called also Rinmai2n''s green.
Zinc methyl (Chevi.),a,
colorless mobile liquid, Zn(CH3)2, produced by the action of methyl iodide on a zinc sodium alloy. It has a
disagreeable odor, and is spontaneously inflammable in
the air. It has been of great importance in the synthesis of organic compounds, and is the type of a large
series of similar compounds, as zinc ethyl, zinc amyle,
Zinc oxide (C/(em.),the oxide of zinc, ZnO, formetc.
ing a light fluffy sublimate when zinc is burned ;
called
also flower.i of zinc, philosop/ier^s wool, nihil album,
etc. The impure oxide produced by burning the metal,
roasting its ores, or in melting brass, is called also pompholyx, and tutty.
Zinc spinel (Min.), a mineral, related
to spinel, consisting essentially of the oxides of ziuc
and aluminium; gahnite.
Zinc vitriol (Chem.), zinc sulZinc white, a
pliate.
See White vitriol, under Vitriol.
white powder consisting of zinc oxide, used as a pigment.
Zinc, V. t. [imp. &p. p. ZiNCKED or Zinced (zinkt)
vb. n. ZiNCKiNG or Zincing (zTnk'Ing).] To coat
p. pr.

—

seeker;
a name adopted by some
Ze-tet'lo, n.
of the Pyrrhonists.
Ze-tet'ics (-Iks), n. [See Zetetic, a.] {3Iath.)
branch of algebra which relates to the direct search for
unknown quantities. [/?.]
o-il3n), n.
[Gr. feiiyATj the strap
Zeu'glo-don (

—

A

—

-\-

oSoi''

of

Zeuglodon

in the Gulf
The species

States.

had very long

—

hydrarchus). a Side
View of Skull

which have been

of

(,Z.

One of the
Teeth. Both
h

and

much

reduced.

slender bodies a n d
broad serrated teeth. See Phocodontia.
Zeu'glo-flont (-dSnt),
{Zodl.) Any species of Zeuglodonta.
Zeu'glo-don'ta(-d8u'ta),n.j)?. [NL.] (^ooZ. ) Sama
as Phocodontia.
Zeug'ma (zug'ma), n. [L., from Gr. feCyfia, fr. (evyvvvai. to yoke, join.
See Yoke.] (Gram.) A figure by
which an adjective or verb, which agrees with a nearer
word, is, by way of supplement, referred also to aiiother
more remote; as, "hie illius arma, hie currus fuit ; "
where fuit, which agrees directly with currus, is referred
also to arma.
Zeug-mat'ic (zug-m5t'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
zeugma characterized by zeugma.

—

[NL.,fr. Gr. feu-yTOVattoyoke-(-|3pay;)^ioi/agill.] (Zodl.)
as Zygobeanchia.
Zeus (zus), n, (Gr. Mt/th.) TI.e chief deity of the
Greeks, and ruler of the upper world (cf. Hades). He
was identified with Jupiter.
Zeu-ze'ri-an (zii-ze'rl-rtn), n. (Zodl.) Any one of a
group of bombycid moths of which the (<enus Zeuzera is
the type. Some of these moths are of large size. The
goat moth is an example.
Zey'Ian-ite (ze'13n-it), n. (Win.) See Ceylanite.
[Cf. It. zibetto.
Zib'et 1 (zib'et), n.
See Civet.]
(Zodl.)
carnivorous mammal (Viverra
Zlb'ethJ
zibetlia) closely allied to the civet, from
which it differs in having the spots on the
body less distinct, the throat whiter, and
the black rings on the tail more numerous,

of zinc.

appear.ince.
[Written also zi/iky.']
combining
Zin'CO- (zin'ko-).

A
form from zinc ; in
chemistry, designating zinc as an element of certain
used
compounds.
Also
adjectively.
double
Zinc'Ode (zink'od), re. [Zmc-f- -ode, as in electrode.']
(Elec.) Tlie positive electrode of an electrolytic cell
Miller.
anode.
[F.]
^
Zin-COg'ra-plier (zTn-kog'ra-fer), n. An engraver on

domesticated

Called also AsiIndian, civet.

c!it.

Zle'ga (ze'ga), n. Curd
produced from milk by add-

zinc.

;

A mineral

Zibeth.

wax, very similar to ozoce-

found at Zietrisiica, Moldavia, whence its name.
ZU (zif), n. [Heb. ziv.'] The second month of the
fewish ecclesiastical year, corresponding to our May.
Zlg'ger (zTg'ger), V. i. (Mining) Same as Sicker.
Zlg'hyr )
iProv. Eng.J
Ratpnond.
Zlg'zag' (zTg'zSg'), n. [F. zigzag, G. zickzack, from

fite.

It is

;

I

zacke, zaclten, a dentil, tooth,
1.

Taok a small

Cf.

+

nail.]

Something that has short turns or angles.

The

fanatics goinf; Btririglit forward
cians by the surer mode of zigzag.

and openly, the

politi-

Burke.
2. (Arch.) A molding running in a zigzag line ; a chevron, or series of clievrons. Se<» Illust. of Chevron, 3.
3. (Fort.) See Boyau.

use,

unite,

iii4e,

full,

Up, Ora

;

pity

—

said of the electricity of the zincor resembling, zinc
ous plate in connection with a copper plate in a voltaic
circle ; also, designating the positive pole.
[Obs.]
polar.]
Zin'CO-po'lar (zln'kopo'lSr), a. [Zinco(Elec.) Electrically polarized lil<o the surface of the zinc
lireseuted to the acid in a battery, which has zincoua af[Obs.]
finity.
Zlnc'ous (zink'Us), a. 1. (OAem.) (fi) Of, pertaining
to, or containing, zinc ; zincic
as, zincous salts,
(b)
Hence, formerly, basic, basylous, as opposed to chloj'ous.
2. (Physics) Of or pertaining to the positive pole of
a galvanic battery electro-positive.

II

;

;

;

(-re).

[It.j

II

is

the commonest species in cultivation,

Zinn'wald-ite (tsln'valt-it), n. [So called after Zinn.
wald, in Bohemia, where it occurs.] (Min.) A kind ot
mica containing lithium, often associated with tin ore.
(zln'sSng), n.
(Zodl.) The delundung.
Zln'zl-ber-a'ceous (zin'zi-ber-a'shus), a. (Bot.) Sama

Zin'sang

as Zingiberaceous.

[Heb. tsiyon, originally, a hiU.}
Zi'on (zT'iin), n.
1. (Jewish Antiq.) A hill in Jerusalem, which, aftei
the capture of that city by the Israelites, became the
royal residence of David and his successors.
2. Hence, the theocracy, or church of God.
3. The heavenly Jerusalem heaven.
Ziph'l-Oid (zif'l-oid), re. (Zodl.) See Xiphioid.
Zlr'CO- (zer'ko-). (Chem.) A combining form (also
used adjectively) designating zirconium as an element
of certain double compounds zircono- as in zircofluoric
;

;

acid,

;

sodium zircofluoride.

Zir'CO-flU'or-ide (-flu'or-Td or -id),

re.

(Chem.)

A

double fluoride of zirconium and hydrogen, or some othei
positive element or radical as, zireofluoride of sodium.
Zir'con (zer'kon), n. [F., the same word as jargon.
See Jargon a variety of zircon.] (Min.) A mineral oa
curring in tetragonal crystals, usually of a brown or gray
color.
It consists of silica and zirconia. A red variety,
used as a gem, is called hyacinth. Colorless, pale-yellow
or smoky-brown varieties from Ceylon are called jargon.
Zircon syenite, a coarse-grained syenite containing zircon crystals and often also elasolite. It is largely developed in Southern Norway.
Zir'co-na (zer'kS-na), re. [NL.] (Chem.-) Zirconia.
Zlr'con-ate (-kon-tt), re. (Chem.) A salt of zirconic
;

acid.

[NL.] {Chem.) The
Zlr-CO'nl-a (zer-ko'nl-a), n.
oxide of zirconium, obtained as a white powder, and pes.
sessing both acid and basic properties. On account ol
its infusibility, and brilliant luminosity when incandescent, it is used as an ingredient of sticks for the Drum,

mond

light.

Zir-con'ic (-kon'Tk), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, containing, or resembling, zirconium; as, zirconic oxide;
zirconic compounds.
Zirconic acid, an acid of zirconium analogous to carsilicic acids, known only in its salts.
Zir-CO'nl-um (-ko'nl-iim), n. [NL.] (Chem.) A rare
element of the carbon-silicon group, intermediate between
the metals and uonmetals, obtained from the mineral
zircon as a dark sooty powder, or as a gray metallic crys-

bonic and

Symbol Zr. Atomic weight, 90.4.
talline substance.
Zlr'co-no- (zer'k6-no-). See ZiRCO-.
[Zircon -f- -oid.] (Crys%
Zlr'con-Old (-kon-oid), n.
iallog.)
double eight-sided pyramid, «, form common
with tetragonal crystals ;
so called because this form
often occurs in crystals of zircon.
Zlth'er (zith'er), re. IG. zither. See Cittern.] (JI/m-s.'

A

—

An

instrument of
music used in Ausand Germany.
Ithasfrom thirty to
forty wires strung
across a shallow
sounding -b oar d
which lies horizontally on a table be-

^flfiSflW^t^

tria

fore the performer,

w h o uses both
hands in playing on

Zither.

[Not to be confounded with the

it.

old lute-sliaped cittern, or cithern.]

Zit'tern (zit'tern), re. (Mus.) See Cittern.
Zl-za'ni-a (zi-za'ni-a), n. [NL., from L. zizanium
(Bot.) A genus ot grasses
including Indian rice. See Indian rice, under Rice.
Ziz'el (zlz'el), re. [G. ziesel.]
(Zodl.) The suslik
[Written also sisel.]
Zo'an-tha'ce-a (zo'an-tli(I'she-&), re. pi. [NL., from
Gr. (iuov an animal -|- arffoi flower.] (Zodl.) A suborder
of Actinaria, including Zoanthus and allied geuera, which
are permanently attached by their bases.
Zo'an-tha'rl-a (-rl-a), n. pi. [NL.] (Zodl.) Same
II

darnel, cockle, Gr. ^ifdwoi/.]

11

Zi!l'CO%raph'Ic (zln'ko-grSt'Ik), ) a. Of or pertaining to zincogSin'co-graph'ic-al (-grSf'i-kol), J
raphy as, zincoyraphic processes.
Zin-C0g'ra-phy(zIn-k5g'ra-fy),«. [Zinco—\—graphy.]
The art or process of engraving or etching on zinc, in
which the design is left in relief in the stylo of a wood
cut. the rest of the ground being eaten aw.iy by acid.
Zinc'oid (zink'oid), 0. [Zinc-\- -oid.] Pertaining to,

ing acetic acid, after rennet
has ceased to cause coagulation.
Brande cfe C.
Zle'trl-Sl'klte (ze'trT-se'-

(Min.)

IZinc -{

—

by the natives, and then serves
the same purposes as the do-

re.

[JR.]

Zlnc'1-fi-ca'tion (zlnk'I-fl-ka'.^imn), n. The act or
process of applying zinc ; the condition of being zincified,
or covered with zinc ; galvanization.
Zlnc'i-fy (zlnk'I-fi), v. t. [Zinc -f •Jy.'] (Metal.)
To coat or impregnate with zinc.
Zlnc'ite (zlnk'it), n. (Min.) Native zinc oxide ; a
brittle, translucent mineral, of an orange-red color;
called also red zinc ore, and red oxide of zinc.
Zinck'ing, orZinc'ing (zink'ing), n. (3Ietal.) The
act or process of applying zinc ; galvanization.
Zlnck'y (-y), c- Pertaining to zinc, or having its

^W^ It inhabits India, Southern Chiui
and the East Indies. It yields
a perfume similar to that of the

kit),

to galvanize.

Zinc-il'er-OUS (zlnk-l£'er-!is or zin-sif), a.
-ferous.] Containing or afl'ording zinc.

A

atic, or

;

(-an), K.
(CAem.) Zinc chloride. [OJj.]
Zinc'ic (zxnk'ik), a. (Chem.) Pertaining to, coutainirg, or resembling, zinc ; zincous.
Zlnc'ide (-Id or -id), n. (Chem.") A binary compound

Zlnc'ane

Same

mestic

—

&

with zinc

Zeu'gO-bran'chi-a'ta (zu'gS-bran'ki-a'ta), n. pi.

It is often

—

—

;

civet.

—

—

II

II

—

—

extinct Eocene whales, remains

found

—

—

TO!, tooth.]
(Paleon.) A

genus

—

—

or loop of a
ofiov?,

—

Zln'ga-ro (zln'gi-ro), n.; pi. Zingaki

Zlng'el (zing'el), n. (Zodl.) A small, edible, fresh*
water European perch (Aspro zingel), having a round,
elongated body and a prominent snout.
Zin'gl-ber-a'ceous (zin'ji-ber-a'shus), a. [L. zingi(Bot.) Of or pertaining to
ber ginger. See Ginger.]
ginger, or to a tribe (Zingiberese) of endogenous plants
See Scitamineous.
of the order Scitaminex.
Zlnk (zink), re. (Chem.) See Zinc. [Obs.]
Zink'en-ite (-en-it), re. [From .ZireAere, director at one
time of the Hanoverian mines.] (Min.) A steel-gray
metallic mineral, a sulphide of antimony and lead.
Kirwan.
Zlnk'y (-y), a. See Zinoky.
Zln'ni-a (zln'ni-a), n. [NL. So called after Pro.
fessor Zinn, of Gottingen.] {Bot.) Any plant of the
composite genus Zinnia, Mexican herbs with opposite
leaves and large gay-colored blossoms. Zinnia elegant

Zinc

II

yoke

II

A gypsy.

cf.

;

A

.

II

I

&

.

Zll'la (zTl'la), n. (Bot.) A low, thorny, suft'rutescent, cruciferous plant (Zilla myagroides) found in the
deserts of Egypt.
Its leaves are boiled in water, and
eaten, by the Arabs,
Zll'lah (zll'la), n. [Ar. zila."] A district or local
division, as of a province.
[India"]
Zlmb (zim), n. (Zodl.) A large, venomous, twowinged fly, native of Abyssinia. It is allied to the tsetse
fly, and, like the latter, is destructive to cattle.
[G. cementZim'ent-wa'ter (zTm'gnt-wa'ter), n.
wasser. sc? Cement.] A kind'of water found in cop-

2. Hence, something that gives or enhances a pleasant
taste, or the taste itself ; an appetizer ; also, keen enjoytnent ; relish ; gusto.
Almighty Vanity to thee they owe
Young.
Their zest of pleasure, and their balm of woe.
Liberality cf disposition and conduct gives the highest zest
Cogan.
and relish to social intercourse.
3.

;

;

[F. zesle, probably fr. L. sdiistos split,
o-xio-xo!, from (TxCid-v to split, cleave.
of orange or lemon peel, or the
aromatic oil which may be squeezed from such peel, used
to give flavor to liquor, etc.

Zest

cleft, divided,

Cf. Schism.]

,

:
;
;

food, fot>t

;

out, oil

;

chair

;

go

;

II

as Anthozoa.

Zo'an-tha'rl-an (-an),
the Zoantharia.

—

a.

One

re.

(Zodl.) Ot or pertaining to
of the Anthozoa.

Zo-an'tho-deme (zo-iin'tho-dem), re. [See Zoantharia, and Deme.]
(Zodl.) The zooids of a compound anthozoan, collectively.

Zo-an'thold

(-thoid), a.

[See Zoantharia, and -oid.]

(Zodl.) Of or pertaining to the Zoanthacea.
ZO-an'thro-py (zo-Xu'thro-py), ». [Gr. f^i- animal
ai'flpcoiro? num.]
(I\[ed.) A kind of monomania in
whicli the patient believes himself transformed into one
of the lower animals.
-j-

Zo-an'tlius (-thtls), n.
[NL. See Zoantharia.]
A genua of Actinaria, including numerous spefound mostly in tropical seas. The zooids or polype
resemble sir.all, elongated actinias united together
II

(Zodl.)
cies,

sing, lf)k

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

zli

=z

lu azure-

;;

at their bases by fleshy stolons, and thus forming extea
The tentacles are small and
sive groups.
briglit colored.
Zo'bo(2o'bo),re. [Native name.] {Zokind of domestic cattle reared
ol.)
Asia for its flesh and milk. It is supposed to be a hybrid between the zebu and
the yak.
Zo'cle (zo'k'l or zok"l 277),
n.
lA7'ch.) Same as Socle.
ZoO'CO (zok'ko), 1?!. [It.fr.
Zoc'CO-lo (-ko-lo), I L. socculus.
See Socle, and cf. Zacco.]
{Arch.) Same as Socle.
[F.
Zo'di-ac (zo'dt-ak), n.
zodiague, (cf. It. sodiaco), fr. L.
zodiacus, Gr. ^mSia/cos (sc. kvII

m

A

;

O

dim. of ^wov Zoanthus
(.Z. Solanderi).
an animal, akm to Jmos Uvmg,
b
1. (Astron.) (a) a A Polyp expanded
iffv to live.]
One contracted; c SecAn imaginary belt in the heavtion of a Polyp ; ss Stoens, 16° or 18° broad, in the midlons.
dle of which is the ecliptic, or
sun's path. It comprises the twelve constellations, which
once constituted, and from which were named, the twelve
signs of the zodiac.
(6) A figure representing the signs,
symbols, and constellations of the zodiac.
kAo!), f r.

ii^Siov,

_

:

P

Q

3
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ZOOPATHOLOGY

Zoll've-rem' (tsol'fe-nn'), n. [G., from zoll duty -f
verein union.] Literally, a customs union ; specifically,
applied to the sever.;l customs unions successively formed
under the leadership of Prussia among certain German
states for establishing liberty of commerce among themselves and a common tariff ou imports, exports, and

Gr. C<Mv an animal -f- x^wpos green.]
{Zool.) One of
the small green granulelike bodies found in the interior
of certain stentors, hydras, and other invertebrates.

ZOEO

N

;

;

II

transit.

^SW In 1834 a zollverein was established which included
most of the principal German states except Austria. This
was terminated by tlie events of 1866, and in 1867 a more
closely organized union was formed, the administration of
which was ultimately merged in that of the new German
empire, with which it nearly corresponds territorially.
ZomlJO-ruk (zom'bo-ruk), re. {Mil.) See Zumbooeuk.
Zo'na (zo'na), n. ; pi. Zon^ (-ne). [L., a girdle.
See Zone.] A zone or band a layer.
Zona pellucida. [NL.] {Biol.) (a) The outer transparent
layer, or envelope, of the ovum. It is a more or less elastic membrane with radiating striae, and corresponds to
the cell wall of an ordinary cell. See Ovum, and Illust.
of MiCROPYLE. (6) The zona radiata. — Zona radiata [NL.]
II

;

a radiately striated membrane situated next the
yolk of an ovum, or separated from it by a very deUcate
(.Sj'oi.),

Zo'b-cyst

Zon'al

(zon'nl), a.

[L. zonalis.1

Of or pertaining to

having the form of a zone or zones.
Zonal equation {Crysfallog.), the mathematical relation
which belongs to all the planes of a zone, and expresses
their common position with reference to the axes. — Zonal
Btrncture {Cryslallog.), a structure characterized by the
arrangements of color, inclusions, etc., of a crystal in
parallel or concentric Liyers, which usually follow the outline of the crystal, and mark the changes that have taken
place during its growth.
Zonal symmetry. {Biol.) See
the Note under Symmetet.

Zo'nar (zo'nar), re. [Mod. Gr. ^uvapt a girdle, fr. Gr.
(lovdpiov, dim. of fcuj/i) a girdle.
belt or
See Zone.]
girdle which tlie Christians and Jews of the Levant were
obliged to wear to distinguish them from Mohammedans.
[Written also zonnsr.']
Zo-na'Tl-a (zo-na'rT-a), re. pi. [NL.] (Zool.)
division of Mammalia in which the placenta is zonelike.
Zon'ate (zon'at), a. (Bot.) Divided by parallel planes
as, zonate tetraspores, found in certain red algse.
Zone (zon), n. [F. zone, L. zona, Gr. (ojvi) akin to
iinvvvvoLi to gird, Lith. jUsta a %\r6.\e, j&sti to gird, Zend
yah,']
1.
girdle ; a cincture.
[Poetic]
An embroidered zone sun-ounds her waist. Dryden.
Loose were her tresses seen, her zone unbound. Collins.
2. {Geog.) One of the five great divisions of the earth,
with respect to latitude and temperature.

A

A

II

cyst.]

{Biol.)

A

Zo'b-cy'ti-um (-sish'i-iim), re. / pi. ZobcYTLA (-4).
fr. Gr. i<iov an animal -f- kutos a hollow vessel.]
The common support, often branched, of certain

II

[NL.,

species of social Infusoria.

Zo'b-den'dri-um (-dSn'dri-um), n. ; pi. Zoodendria
[NL., fr. Gr. ^wov an animal -f- SevSpov a tree.]
The branched,' and often treelike, support of the

II

(-a).

(Zo'ol.)

colonies of certain Infusoria.

Zo-oe'ci-um (zo-e'shi-iim), re. ;pl. Zocecia (-4). [NL.,
Gr. (<Zou an animal -}- oTkos house.] {Zo'ol.) One of
the cells or tubes which' inclose the feeding zooids of BryII

fr.

See Illust. of Sea Moss.
Zo'b-e-ryth'rine (zo'6-e-rith'rTn),

ozoa.

re.

[Zo'd-

-|-

Gr.

(Zo'ol.) A peculiar organic red coloring
matter found in the feathers of various birds.

epvfipos red.]

Zo-Og'a-mous (zo-bg'a-mus), a. [Zo'o- -f- Gr. yojaos
(Biol.) Of or pertaining to zoogamy.
Zo-Og'a-my (z6-og'a-my), re. (Biol.) The sexual re-

marriage.]

;

—

+

[Zo'o-

re.

{Zo'ol.)

membrane only.
a zone

(zo'o-sTst),

cyst formed by certain Protozoa and unicellular plants
in which the contents divide into a large number of
granules, each of which becomes a germ.

production of animals.
Zo'b-gen'io (zo'o-jSn'ik), a. [Zo'o- -f- -gen \- -ic: cf.
Gr. fuoyei/i); born of an animal.] (Biol,) Of or pertaining to' zoogeny, or animal production.
re.
[Zo'o- -)- root of Gr. yiZo-'dg'e-ny (z6-oj'e-ny),
ZO-'dg'O-ny (zo-og'o-ny), f yvEcrSai to be bom, yoi'^ offspring.] The doctrine of the torniation of living beings.
Zo'iJ-ge-Og'ra-phjr (zo'ft-je-og'ra-fy), re. [Zo'd- -f ^eography.] The study or description of the geographical
|

distribution of animals.
Zo'ii-ge'0-grsiph'ic-al (-je'6-gr5f'Y-kal), o.
taiuing to zoography.

Of or pei>

Zo'0-glOB'a (zo/o-gle'a), n. [NL., from Gr..f(iiof an
animal -j- yAoids any glutinous substance.] (Biol.)
colony or mass of bacteria imbedded in a viscous gelatinous substance.
The zooglcea is characteristic of a
transitory stage through which rapidly multiplying bacteria pass in the course of their evolution.
Also used
II

A

;

A

adjectively.

Zo'd-graph'io (zo'6-graf'ik),
Zo'b-graph'ic-al (-T-kal),

)

A girdle

2.

;

a

belt.

(!))i

J

iPoetie

& JJ.]

By his side,

T

Milton,

Zo-di'a-cal (zS-di'a-kal), a. [Cf. F. zodiacal.^ (AsOf or pertaining to the zodiac situated within the
as, the zodiacal planets.
Zodiacal light, a luminous tract of the sky, of an elontriangular
gated,
figure, lying near tlie ecliptic, its base
being on the horizon, and its apex at varying altitudes.
It is to be seen only in the evening, after twilight, and
the
morning
before
dawn. It is supposed to be due to
in
sunlight reflected from multitudes of meteoroids revolving about the sun nearly in the plane of the ecliptic.
Zo'e"-a (zo'e-a), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
tron.)

;

zodiac

;

II

(Zool.) A
stage of certain decapod Crustacea,
especially of crabs and certain Ano^0)^ life.]

mura.
ffi^*"

a a'
Jaws
c Maxillipeds d Rudimentary Legs
s
Rudimentary Swimmere ts.

Zoea of a Crab,

Antenna

optical toy,

;

h

;

;

which figures made to revolve
on the inside of a cylinder, and
viewed through slits in its circumin

;

ference, appear like a single figure passing through a series of natural motions as if animated or mechanically

moved.
Zo'har (zoTiar), re. [Heb. zohar candor, splendor.]
A Jewish cabalistic book attributed by tradition to Rabbi
Simon ben Yochi, who lived about the end of the 1st cenII

tury, A. D. Modern critics believe it to be a compilation
of the 13th century.
Encye. Brit.
Zo'iC (zo'ik), a. [Gr. fcowo's.] {Zool.) Of or pertaining to animals, or animal life.
Zo'lde (zo'id or -id), re, {Biol.) See Mebidb.
Zo-il'e-an (zo-Il'e-an or zo'i-le'an), a. Having the
characteristic of Zoilus, a bitter, envious, unjust critic,
who lived about 270 years before Christ.
Zo'l-lism (zo'i-liz'm), re. Resemblance to Zoilus in
style or manner carping criticism
detraction.
Bringcandideyesunto the perusal of men's works, and let not
Zoilisin or detraction blast well-intended labors. Sir T. Browne.
;

;

Zois'lte (zois'it), n. [After its discoverer. Von Zois,
{Min.) A grayish or whitish
mineral occurring in orthorhombic, prismatic crystals,
also in columnar masses. It is a silicate of alumina and

an Austrian mineralogist.]

lime,

and

is

allied to epidote.

ZolEor (zo'kSr), n. {Zool.) An Asiatic burrowing rodent {Siphneus aspalax) resembling the mole rat. It is
native of the Altai Mountains.
II

ale,

:

the torrid zone, extending

.

.

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

A

zoographer.
-graphy : cf. F. zoo(-fy), n,
[Zo'odescription of animals, their forms and

+

Zo'oid (zo'oid), a, [Zo'o- -f -oid.'] (Biol.) Pertaining to, or resembling, an animal.
Zo'oid, «. 1. (Biol.) An organic body or cell having
locomotion, as a spermatic cell or sperniatozooid.
2. (Zo'ol.) (a) An animal in one of its inferior stages
of development, as one of the intermediate forms in alternate generation. (6) One of the individual animals in
a composite group, as of Authozoa, Hydroidea, and Bryozoa ;
sometimes restricted to those individuals in
which the mouth and digestive organs are not developed.
Zo-old'al (zo-oid'al), a. Of or pertaining to a zooid ;
as, a zooidal form.
[Zo'o- -j- Gr. Aajpeta
Zo-dl'a-try (zo-5I'a-try), re.
worship.] The worship of animals.
zoologist.
Boyle,
Zo-bi'o-ger (zo-ol'6-jer), re.
Zo'd-log'ic-al (zo'o-loj'i-kal), a, [Cf. F. zoologique.].
Of or pertaining to zoology, or the science of animals.
Zo'b-log'ic-al-ly, adv. In a zoological manner ; according to the principles of zoology.
Zo-bi'o-gist (zo-ol'o-jTst), re. [Cf. F. zoologiste,'] One
who is well versed in zoology.

A

and invades every zone.
Bancroft.
3. {Math.) The portion of the surface of a sphere included between two parallel planes; the portion of a
surface of revolution included between two planes per-/
pendicular to tlie axis.
Davies
Peck (3Iath. DicUf.
Zo-bl'O-gy (-jy)t n.; pi. Zoologies (-jTz). [Zo'o- -|4. {Nat. Hist.) {a) A band or stripe extending ayefind
-logy : cf. F. zoologie. See Zodiac] 1. That part of bia body. (6) A baud or area of growth encircBifg anyology which relates to the animal kingdom, including
thing
as, a zone of evergreens on a mountain
the
zone of animal or vegetable life in the ocean around an the structure, embryology, evolution, classification, hab»
its, and distribution of all animals, both living and exisland or a continent ; the Alpine zone, that part of
tinct.
mountains which is above the limit of tree growth.
2. A treatise on this science.
5. {Crystallog.) A series of planes having mutually
mela^
Zo'd-mel'a-nin (zo'6-mel'a-nin), n. [Zo'oparallel intersections.
nin.'] (Physiol. Chen.) A pigment giving the black color
Blilton.
6. Circuit circumference.
[iJ.]
to
the
feathers
many
birds.
of
Abyssal zone. {Phys, Geog. ) See under Abyssal. —
Zo'b-mor'phio (zo'i!>-ni8r'fik), a. [Zo'o- -\- Gr. ii.op(j>i^
Zone axis {Cryslallog.), a straight line passing through
the center of a crystal, to which all the planes of a given form.] Of or pertaining to zooniorphism.
Zo'b-mor'phism (zo'6-m6r'fiz'ra), re. 1. The transzone are parallel.
Smart.
Keats. formation of men into beasts. [iJ.]
Zone, V. t. To girdle to encircle, [i?.]
2. The quality of representing or using animal forms
Zoned (zond), a, X. Wearing a zone, or girdle. Pope.
as, zo'dmorphism in ornament.
2. Having zones, or concentric bands striped.
3. The representation of God, or of gods, in the form,
3. {Bot.) Zonate.
Zoneless (zon'les), a. Not having a zone unglrded. or with the attributes, of the lower animals.
To avoid the error of anthropomorphism, we fall into the
That reeling goddess with the zonelesa waist. Cowper.
Mason. vastly greater, and more absurd, error of zooniorphism. Mivart.
In careless folds, loose fell her zoneless vest.
Zo'bn (zo'on), re. / pi. ZoA (-a). [NL., fr. Gr. fwov
Zon'nar (zSn'nar), re. See Zonae.
an animal.] {Zo'ol.) (a) An animal which is the sole
Zon'U-lar (zon'iS-ler), a. Of or pertaining to a zone
opposed to sootrf. H. Spencer,
zone-shaped. "The zoreiftar type of a placenta." Dana. product of a single egg
(h) Any one of the perfectly developed individuals ol.'
Zon'ule (zon'iil), n. A little zone, or girdle.
Berrick. a compound animal.
Zon'U-let (-ii-let), re. A zonule.
Zo-bn'ic (zo-on'ik), a. [Gr. (wov an animal : cf. F.
Zon'ure {-it), re. [Zone -\- Gr. ovpa tail.] {Zool. ) Any
one of several species of South African lizards of the zooniqiie.'] Of or pertaining to animals; obtained from
animal substances.
genus Zonura, common in rocky situations.
(Zo'ol.) (a) One of the segZo'd-nite (zo'S-mt), n.
Zo'O- (zo'o-). A combining form from Gr. fwoy an
ments of the body of an articulate animal, (b) One of the
animal, as in zoogenic, zoology, etc.
Zo'd-chem'ic-al (zo'S-kem'I-kal), a. Pertaining to theoretic transverse divisions of any segmented animal.
zoochemistry.
Zo-on'O-my (zo-on'o-my), re. [Zo'o |- Gr. v6p.o^ a
Zo'b-chem'ls-try (-is-try), n, \_Zod- -f- chemistry.'] law cf. F. zoonomie.'] The laws of animal life, or the
Animal chemistry particularly, the description of the science which treats of the phenomena of animal life,
chemical compounds entering into the composition of the their causes and relations.
animal body, in distinction from, biocheinistry,
Zo'b-nule (zo'S-uiil), n, [Dim. fr. Gr. (Zov an aniZo-Hch'e-my (z6-ok'e-my), re. \_Zod- -(- Gr. x^iiiia mal.] (Zo'ol,) Same as Zoonite.
[Zo'o- -}Zo'b-pa-thol'O-gy (zo'o-pa-thSl'o-jj^), n.
alchemy.] Animal chemistry zoochemistry. Dunglison.
ZO'ii-cIllO-rella (zo'o-klo-rSl'la), n, [NL., dim. from pathology.'} Animal pathology.
;

;

[Gr.
turning, from

An

five

&

Zo'e-trope (zo'e-trop), n.
rpeVeii' to turn.]

The zones are

;

[Written also zosea."]
In this stage the anterior

life -f- Tpd770s

(!!^°*

from tropic to tropic 46° 66', or 23° 28' on each side of the
equator two temperate or variable zones, situated between the tropics and the polar circles and two frigid
zones, situated between the polar circles and the poles.
Commerce
defies every wind, outrides every tempest,
.

part of the body is relatively large,
and usually bears three or four
long spines. The eyes are conspicuous, and the antennae and jaws
are long, fringed organs used in
swimming. The thoracic legs are
undeveloped or rudimentary, the
abdomen long, slender, and often
without appendages. The zoea, after casting its shell, changes to a
megalops.
^iorj

A

—

Zones.

;

peculiar larval

describes

F. zoogra[Cf.
phique.'] Of or per-

Zo-dg'ra-phlsft (zo-og'ra-fTst), n.
grnphie.']
habits.

As in a glistering zodiac, hung the sword.

a,

taining to the description of animals.

Zo-dg'ra-phy
Zodiac

One who

Zo-'dg'ra-pher (zo-5g'ra-fer), n.
animals, tlieir forms and habits.

+

;

;

;

;

II

;

—

—

:

;

;

II

final,

^

;

eve, event,

6nd,

f

em,

recent

;

ice,

idea,

ill

;

old,

dbey, orb, Odd

I

;
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ZYTHUM

ZCVrO-as'trl-an (zo'r6-Ss'tri-an), a. Of or pertaioing
to Zoroaster, or his religious system.
follower of ZoZo'ro-as'trl-an (zo'ro-as'tri-an), re.
roaster ; one who accepts Zoroastrianism.
ZoTO-as'trl-an-ism (-tz'm), re. The religious system
of Zoroaster, the legislator and prophet of the ancient
Persians, which was the national faith of Persia; maz-

Zyg'O-mat'lC (z'Cg'o-mSfik or zi'go- ; 277), a. [Cf. t.
zygomatique.] (Anat.) Of, pertaining to, or in the region
of, the zygoma.
Zygomatic arch, the arch of bone beneath the orbit,
formed in most mammals by the union of the malar, or
jugal, with the zygomatic process of the temporal bone.
In the lower vertebrates other bones may help to form
it, and there may be two arches on each side of the skull,
Zygomatic process, a process of the
as in some reptiles.
temporal or squamosal bone helping to form the zygo-

ZOOPHAGA
ZiO-bph'a-ga (zS-Bfa-ga), n.
{Zo'dl.)
i^ay£i.i' toeat.]
»nimal
11

+

pi.

[NL.,

Gr. fmoK

fr.

An artificial group com-

A

pricing various carnivorous and insectivorous animals.
Zo-Qph'a-gan (zo-of'a-gan), n. {Zo'dl.) An animal
t'nat feeds on animal food.
Zo-bph'a-gOUS (-giis), a. [Gr. ^oiot^ayot ; f<j)Oi' an animal -j- i^ayetv to eat.] Feeding on animals.

The system presupposes a good spirit (Ormuzd)
and an opposing evil spirit (Ahriman). Cf. Fire worship,
under Fire, and Parsee.

+

Gr. ,l>i.k<!lv to
IZooSouthey.
A lover of animals.
Zo-oph'1-ly (zo-of't-ly), n. Love of animals.
[-ff.]_
zoophyte.
(zo'6-fit),
n.
A
Zo'o-phite
Zo'b-phor'lc (-fSr'ik), a. [Gr. ^u)oi#)6pos iQov an ani^6>eiv to bear cf. F. zoophoriqae.'] Bearing or
mal
supporting the figure of an animal as, a zoophoric col-

Zo-'dpM-llst (zo-Sf t-llst), n.

Zo'ro-as'trism (-trlz'm),

love.]

umn.
Zo-'dph'O-rus (zo-Sf'o-rUs), re. [L.,fr. Gr. fwo<^dpot.
(Anc. Arch.) The part between the
See Zoophoric]
so called from the
architrave and cornice the frieze
figures of animals carved upon it.
Zo-oph'y-ta (-i-ta, or zo'6-fi'ta), n. pi. [NL., from
6r. ^MOf an animal -f- (Jn/TOf a plant.] {Zo'dl.) An extensive artificial and heterogeneous group of animals, formerly adopted by many zoologists. It included the coelenterates, echinoderms, sponges, Bryozoa, Protozoa, etc.
tl^* Sometimes the name is restricted to the Coelentera, or to the Anthozoa.
Zo'b-phyte (zo'o-flt), n. [F. zoophyte, Gr. ia>6ij>vTov
i&>v an animal -|- <1>vt6v plant, akin to ifivvai to be bom,
See Zodiac, and Be, v. i.] (Zo'dl.) (o) Any one
to' be.
of numerous species of invertebrate animals which more
or less resemble plants in appearance, or mode of growth,
as the corals, gorgoniaus, sea anemones, hydroids, bryozoans, sponges, etc., especially any one of those that
form compound colonies having a branched or treelike
form, as many corals and hydroids.
(6) Any one of
the Zoophyta.
la.
[Cf. F. zoophytique.']\
Zo'b'-phyt'lo (-f jft'tk),
{Zo'dl.) Of or pertaining
Zo'b-phyt'ic-al (-i-kal), )
to zoophytes.
•oid.'\
Zo-bph'y-toW (zo-5f'i-toid), a. \Zo'dphyte
(Zo'dl.) Pertaining to, or resembling, a zoophyte.
II

—

II

;

+

Zo'b-phyt'0-10g'lc-al(zo'o-fit'o-15j'i-kal or-iVtt-), a.
fCf. F. zoophytologique.'] Of or pertaining to zoophytology as, zo'dpkytological observations.
;

277),

Zo'b-spore

(-spor),

\_Zod-

re.

-\-

spore.]

1. {Bot.)

cilia,

by the

kai), a.,

A

Znin

pi. ; sing.

etc.

(-nye). (Ethnol.)

(zTg'a-pof'I-sTs),

re.

/ pi.

Zygapoph-

—

II

+

Zyg'0-bran'chi-ate

(Zo'dl.)

(Zo'dl.)

(-at), a.

Of or pertain-

ing to the Zygobranchia.

II

division of birds wliich includes tlia barbets, toucans,
honey guides, and other related birds.
II

Zyg'o-dac'ty-U

(-li),

re.

[NL.]

pi.

(Zo'dl.)

Same

as Soansores.

[Gr. ^vyiv
a yoke,
(
finger, toe
cf.
F. zygodactyle.]
SciKT-uAos
pair
(Zo'dl.) Yoke-footed; having the toes disposed in pairs
applied to birds wliich have two toes before and two
behind, as the parrot, cuckoo, woodpecker, etc.
Zy-gO'ma (zt-go'ma), re. [NL., fr. Gr. fiiyujia, fr.
(Anal.) (a) The jugal,
fuyoOi/ to yoke, (vyou a yoke.]
malar, or cheek bone, (b The zygomatic process of the
temporal bono, (c) The whole zygomatic arch.

Zyg'O-dac-tyl'lC (zTg'o-'dSk-tTl'Tk),
Zyg'0-dao'tyl-OUS (-dSk'tTl-iis 277),

1

a.

;

rude,

"l06

fi^l,

fip,

tan

;

pity

+

:

—

;

—

spore.

Zy'lon-lte

(zi'lon-it),

[Gr.

re.

wood.] Celluloid.

fv'Aoi/

[From Zyme.] (Physiol. Chem.)
or enzyme. See Enzyme.
re.
[Gr. (vfir) leavei*] 1. A ferment.
2. (Med.) The morbific principle of a zymotic disease.

Zym'ase

(zim'a3),re.

A soluble ferment,
Zyme (zim),

Quain.
or zim'ik), a. (Old Chem.) Pertainformerly, by
ing to, or produced by, fermentation ;
confusion, used to designate lactic acid.
Zym'O-gen (-6-j5n), re. iZyme -\- -gen.] (Physiol.
mother substance, or antecedent, of an enzyme
Chem.)
applied to such substances as,
or chemical ferment ;
not being themselves actual ferments, may by internal
changes give rise to a ferment.
The pancreas contains but little ready-made ferment, though
there is present in it a body, zymogen, which gives birth to the

Zym'ic (zim'tk

food,

f<fi>t

;

—

A

—

Foster.

ferment.

Zym'O-gene (-jen), n. [Zyme -j- root of Gr. yCyveuBaL to be born.] (Biol.) One of a physiological group
of globular bacteria which produces fermentations of
distinguished from paihogene.
diverse natui'e ;
Zym'O-gen'lC (-jen'ik), a. (Biol.) (a) Pertaining to,
or formed by, a zymogene. (6) Capable of producing a
definite zymogen or ferment.
Zymogenic orgaaism (Biol.), a microorganism, such as
the yeast plant or the Bacterium laclis, which sets up
certain fermentative processes by which definite chemdistinguished from a pathoical products are formed
genic organism. Cf. MiCROCoccns.
[Cf. F. zymoloZy'mo-log'ic (zi'mo-loj'ik), I a.
gique.] Of or perZy'mo-log'ic-al (-15j'i-kal), j

—

;

—

taining to zymology.

Zy-mol'o-gist (zt-m51'o-jist), re. One who is skilled
zymology, or in the fermentation of liquors.
Zy-mol'o-gy (-jy), re. \_Zyme -f- -logy: cf. F. zymologie.] A treatise on the fermentation of liquors, or the
doctrine of fermentation.
[Written also zumology.]
Zy'mome (zi'mom), re. [Gr. ^vfimfia a fermented
mixture.] (Old Chem.) A glutinous substance, insolunow called vegetO'
ble in alcohol, resembling legumin

out, oil

—

ble fibrin, vegetable albtimin, or gluten caseiii.

Zy-mom'e-ter

(zt-mSm'e-ter)",
Zy'mo-sim'e-ter (zi'mo-sTm'e-ter),

1

[Gr.

re.

(vix-t)

fer-

ment, or fiijiio(
meter: cf. F. zymosimetre.] An
fermentation -\
instrument for ascertaining the degree of fermentation
occasioned by the mixture of different liquids, and the
degree of heat which they acquire in ferment.ition.
Zym'O-phyte (zim'o-fit or ztm'-), n. IZyme -\- Gr.
<|)UTdi/ a plant.]
(Physiol. Chem.) A bacteroid ferment,

—

o-i?

Zy-mose' (zt-mos'), re. (Chem.) Invertin.
Zy-mo'sis (zt-mo'sTs), re. [NL., fr. Gr. (v/uaa-K
II

fer-

mentation, fr. ivfn^ ferment.] (3Ied.) (a) A fermentation hence, an analogous process by which an infectious
disease is believed to be developed,
(b)
zymotic dis-

A

ease.

;

chair

;

so

;

[_B.]

Zy-mot'lC (zt-mot'ik),

[Gr. (vfioiriKo? causing to
ferment, fr. (v/xovv to ferment, ^v/nr; ferment, leaven.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or caused by, fermentation.
2. (Med.) Designating, or pertaining to, a certain class
of diseases.
See Zymotic disea.<!e, below.
a.

Zymotic disease (Med.), any epidemic, endemic, contagious, or sporadic affection which is produced by some
morbific principle or organism acting on the system like

a ferment.

Zy'them

(zi'thSm), re.
See Zythum.
Zy-thep^sa-ry (zt-thBp'sa-ry), n. [Gr.

;

II

;

a wedge.] (Anat.) A median process on the front part
of the neural arch of the vertebrae of most snakes and
some lizards, which fits into a fossa, called the zygantrum,
on the back part of the arch in front.
Zyg'O-spore (-spor), re. [Gr. ^vyov a yoke -f E. spore.']
(Bot.) (a) Same as Zygosperm. (6) A spore formed by
caUed also zygozo'dthe union of several zoospores

;

[See Zygodacttlic]
Zyg'o-dac'tyl ) (-dSk'til), re.
(Zo'dl.) Any zygodactylous bird.
Zyg'O-dac'tyle (
Zyg'O-dac'ty-lSB (-tT-le), n. pi. [NL.] (Zo'dl.) The
zygodactylous birds. In a restricted sense applied to a

t^^ The best-known species Uclonyx zorilla)haB black
shiny fur with white bands and spots. It has anal glands
which produce a very offensive secretion, similar to that
of the skunk. It feeds upon birds and their eggs and
upon small mammals, and is often very destructive to
poultry. It is sometimes tamed by the natives, and kept
to destroy rats and mice. Called also maripui. Cape
polecat, and African polecat. The name is sometimes
erroneously applied to the American skunk.

A

;

[Cf. Gr. ^vyaiva,
re.
probably the hammer-headed shark.] (Zo'dl.) Any one
of numerous species of moths of the family Zygxiiidse,
most of which are bright colored. The wood nymph and
the vine forester are examples. Also used adjectively.
Zyg'O-bran'chi-a (zig'6-bran'kT-a or zi'go-), re. pi.
ppayxi-ov a gill.] (Zo'dl.)
[NL., from Gr. fv-j^di/ a yoke
A division of marine gastropods in wliich the gills are
developed on both sides of the body and the renal organs
are also paired. The abalone (Haliotis) and the keyhole
limpet (Fissurella) are examples.

—

+

in

(zig'ap-o-fiz'i-al), a.
Zyg'e-nld (zlj'e-ntd or zi'ge-),

zorille.]

unite,

Zu-mom'e-ter

(zt-gan'triim), n. ; pi. Zygantra
[Gr. fu-ydi/ayoke-l- ai/Tpofacave, hole.] (Anat.)

Zyg'a-poph'y-siS

or American black vulture.
Zor'll (zSr'il), re. (Zo'dl.) Same as Zorilla.
Zo-rll'Ia (zo-rTl'la), re. [Sp. zorrilla, zorrillo, dim. of
zorra, zorro, a fox: cf. F. zorille.] (Zo'dl.) Either one
of two species of small African carnivores of the genus
Icionyz allied to the weasels and skunks. [Written also

fise,

re.

re.,

See Zymic, Zymological,

[Gr. i,vy6v a yoke -|- E. apophysis.]
yses (-sez).
(Anat.) One of the articular processes of a vertebra, of
which there are usually four, two anterior and two posZyg'ap-O-pliys'l-al
terior.
See under Vertebra.

The wood pigeon. \_Prov. Eng.]
Zope (zop), re. [G.] (Zo'dl.) A European fresh-water
bream (Abramis ballerus).
Zo'pMote (zo'pi-lot), re. [Sp.] (Zo'dl.) The urubu,

and

(zu-m5i'o-jy),

etc.

See under Zygosphene.

the nourishment of animals.

zofil,

re.,

Zy-gan'trum

II

(-tra).

—

[Of imitative origin.]

(Mil. )

II

:

re.

Zu-mol'0-gT

Zu'nlS (zoo'nyez),

soil.

Zoo'zoo' (zoo'zoo'),

&

[Turk.
Ar. zamA small cannon

n.

A tribe of Pueblo Indians occupying a village in New
Mexico, on the Zuni Eiver.
Zun'ylte (zoon'yit), re. (Min.) A fluosilicate of alumina occurring in tetrahedral crystals at the ZuM mine
in Colorado.
Zwan'zl-ger (tsvan'tse-ger), re. [G.] An Austrian
silver coin equivalent to 20 kreutzers, or about 10 cents.

[Cf. F. zootoZo'b-tom'lc-al (zo'o-t3m't-kal), a.
mique.] Of or pertaining to zootomy.
Zo-bt'0-mist (zo-ot'o-mist), n. [Cf. F. zootomiste.]
One who dissects animals, or is skilled in zootomy.
Zo-Ot'0-my (-my), re. \_Zo'd- -j- Gr. reiweiv to cut cf.
F. zoolomie.] The dissection or the anatomy of animals
the science which treats of the anatomy of animals
distinguished from androtomy.
[Gr. fuoTpo<|)iKo's.
Zo'b-troph'lc (zo'o-trSf'Ik), a.
See Zoo-, and Trophic] (Physiol.) Of or pertaining to
;

skill.

(zu-mom'e-ter),

;

;

_

—

Zoospores are
produced by many green, and by some olive-brown, alIn certain species they are divided into the larger
gae.
macrozoospores and the smaller miorozoospores. Called
also sporozoid, and swarmspore.
2. (Zo'dl.) See Swarmspore.
Zo'b-spor'ic (-spor'ik), a. Of or pertaining to zooepores of the nature of zoospores.
Zo-bt'lc (z6-ot'ik), a. [Gr. fuoi/ an animal.] Containing the remains of organized bodies
said of rock
or

The American widgeon.

(Zo'ol.)

re.

supported by a swiveled rest on the back of a camel,
used in the East.
whence it is fired,
Zu'mlo (zu'mTk), a., Zu'mo-log'lc-al (zu'mo-lSjI-

vi-

II

;

Zum-boo'ruk (ziim-boo'riik),
bUrak, f r. Ar. zambur a hornet.]

'SPORANGIA (-a).
[NL.
See Zoo-, and Sporangium:.]
i^Bot.) A spore case, or conceptacle containing zoospores.
spore provided with one or more slender
bration of which it swims in the water.

;

—

(Biol. ) Symmetrical bilaterally ;
said of organisms, or
parts of organisms, capable of division into two symmetrical halves only in a single plane.
[Gr. ^wydi' a
Zyg'O-phyte (zTg'o-fit or zi'go-), re.
yoke -|- <})Vt6v a plant.] (Bot.) Any plant of a proposed
class or grand division (Zygophytes, Zygophyta, or Zygosporese), in which reproduction consists in the union
of two similar cells.
Cf. Oophyte.
Zy-gO'siS (zt-go'sis), re. [NL., fr. Gr. fuyuo-is balancing, fr. ^uydf yoke.] (Biol.) Same as Conjugation.
Zyg'O-spenn (zig'S-sperm or zi'go-), re. [Gr. fvj/dv
spore formed by the union
ayoke E. spe?-rei.] (Bot.)
of the contents of two similar cells, either of the same or
of distinct individual plants. Zygosperms are found in
certain orders of algae and fungi.
Zyg'O-sphene (-sfen), n. [Gr. fuydi/ a yoke -f- (T<j>t^v

II

and military

pi.

/

A
A

but formerly occupied a much more extensive country.
They are noted for their warlike disposition, courage,

;

re.

[Polish zubr.] (Zo'dl.) The aurochs.
Cowell.
stump of a tree.
Zu-chet'tO (tsoo-kat'to or zoo-ket'to), n. [It. zucskullcap covering the tonsure,
chetto.]
(B. C. Ch.)
worn under the berretta. The pope's is white ; a cardinal's red a bishop's purple a priest's black.
Zu'fo-lO (tsoo'fo-16 or zoo'- ; 277), re. [It.] {3Ius.)
A little flute or flageolet, especially that which is used
[Written also zuffolo.]
to teach birds.

Zubr (zoobr), re.
Zuche (zuchi, re.

Zu'lus (zoo'looz), re. pi. ; sing. Zulu (-loo). (Eihnol.)
The most important tribe belonging to the Kaffir race.
They inhabit a region on the southeast coast of Africa,

The
IZo'dphyle -\- -logy : cf. F. zoophytologie.']
natural history of zoophytes.
Zo'b-pras'1-SOOpe (zo'o-prSks'I-skop), n. IZo'd- 4Gr. Trpa^is a doing, an acting (from Trpdtrdeiv to do) -|-iCOjDe.]
An instrument similar to, or the same as, the
phenakistoscope, by means of which pictures projected
upon a screen are made to exhibit the natural movements
of animals, and the like.
\_Zo'd- -f psyZo'b-psy-chol'0-gy (-st-k51'o-jy), n.
chology.']
Animal psychology.
-|\_Zo'dsperm.']
Zo'b-sperm (zo'o-sperm), re.
{Biol. ) One of the spermatic particles a spermatozoid.
Zo'b-spO-ran'gl-um (zo'o-spo-rau'ji-iSm),

+

Zui'sin (zoi'zin),

B.

II

II

)a. [Gr. fvydi'ayoka
Zyg'O-mor'phlc (-mSr'fik),
Zyg'O-mor'pIlOUS (-mSr'fus), (
-f f<.op<|)^ form.

2'ylor.

iLocal, U. S.]

;

Zo-bph'y-tOl'0-gy (zS-6f'I-t51'o-iy or zo'o-ft-

as Zoroastrian-

Zos'ter (zos'ter), re. [L., fr. Gr. fuffT^p girdle, zosSee Zone.] (Med.) Shingles.
ter.
Zos'te-ra (z8s'te-ra), re. [NL.] (i?o<. ) A genus of
plants of the Naiadacex, or Pondweed family. Zoslera
marina is commonly known as sea wrack, and eelgrass.
Zos'ter-ops (-ter-ops), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ^uo-njp gir(Zo'dl.) A genus of birds that
dle
iaif/, liirds, the eye.]
comprises the white-eyes. See White-eye.
(zwav
or
zoo-av';
'277), re.
[F., fr. Ar. ZouZouave
aoua a tribe of Kabyles living among the Jurjura mountains in Algeria.]
(Mil.) (a) One of an active and
hardy body of soldiers in the French service, originally
Arabs, but now composed of Frenchmen who wear the
Arab dress, (b) Hence, one of a body of soldiers who
adopt the dress and drill of the Zouaves, as was done
by a number of volunteer regiments in the army of the
United States in the Civil War, 1861-65.
Zounds (zoundz), interj. [Contracted from God^t
wounds.] An exclamation formerly used as an oath,
and an expression of anger or wonder.
ZoutCh (zouch; 277), v. t. (Cookery) To stew, as
flounders, eels, etc., with just enough of liquid to cover
Smart.
them.
II

;

;

matic arch.

II

:

;

Same

re.

ism.

;

+

—

deism.

I^p" This is a more general term than either sarcophagous or carnivorous.

of beer

-f-

e^ew

A brewery.

to boil.]

^Oflos

a kind

\_1\.]

Zy'thum

(zi'thSm), n.
[L., fr. Gr. f08os a kind of
beer
so called by the Egyptians.] A kind of ancient
malt beverage ; a liquor made from malt and wheat.
II

;

—

[Written also zythem.]

sing, ick

;

tben, thin

^

bON

;

zli

=z

in azuie.

.

THE METRIC SYSTEM
OF

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

In the Metric System, the Meter is the base of all the weights and measures
which it employs.
The Meter was intended to be, and is very nearly, one ten-millionth part of the
distance measured on a meridian of the earth from the equator to the pole, and equals

Equivalents in Denominations:

Metric Denominations and Values.

about 39.37 inches, or nearly 3 feet 3§ inches.
The Meter is the primary unit of length.
Upon the Meter are based the following primary units the Square Meter, the
Are, the Cubic Meter, or Stere, the Liter, and the Gram.
The Square Meter is the unit of measure for small surfaces as the surface of a

IN Use.

:

No. of

Names.

;

The Are

the unit of land measure this is a square whose side is ten meters in
length, and which contains one hundred square meters.
The Cubic Meter, or Stere, is the unit of volume this is a cube whose edge is
one meter in length.
The Liter is the unit of capacity this is the capacity of a cube whose edge is one
tenth of a meter in length.
The Gram is the unit of weight this is the weight of distilled water contained in
a cube whose edge is the one hundredth part of a meter.
From these primary units the higher and lower orders of imits are derived decimally.
is

Liquid or

Dry Measure.

Cubic Measure.

Liters.

floor, table, etc.

Wine Meas.

;

;

;

;

Kiloliter or Stere

1,000

100
10

Hectoliter
Dekaliter
Liter . .

1

Deciliter
Centiliter

.

.1

.

.01
.001

Milliliter

1 cubic meter.
.1 cubic meter.
10 cubic decimeters.
1 cubic decimeter.
.1 cubic decimeter.
10 cubic centimeters.
1 cubic centimeter.

SCHEME OF THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OP THE METRIC SYSTEM.
Lengths.

Ratios.

Surfaces.

VOLtJMES.

1.308 cubic yds. 264.17 gals.
2 bush. 3.35 pks. 26.417 gals.
9.08 quarts.
2.6417 gals.
.908 quart.
1.0567 qts.
6.1022 cubic in.
.845 gill.
.6102 cubic in.
.338 £1. oz.
.061 cubic in.
.27 fl. dram.

WEIGHTS.

Weights.

Equivalents in
Denominations

Metric Denominations and Values.

IN Use.
Millier, or

1,000,000
100,000
10,000
1,000

Tonneau.

Quintal.

Myr'iameter.
Kil'ometer.
Hec'tometer.
Dek'ameter.

100
10
1
.1

.01

.001

Myr'iagram.
KTl'ogram, or Kilo.
Hec'togram.
Dek'agram.

Hec'tare.

Kil'oliter.
Hec'toliter.

Meter.

Are.

DSk'aliter.
Li'ter.

Dgc'imeter.
Cen'timeter.
Mil'hmeter.

Cen'tare.

Dec'iliter.
Cen'tiliter.

Dec'igram.
Cen'tigram.

Mil'liliter.

Mil'ligram.

It will be seen,

from

Gram.

this table, that ten millimeters equal one centimeter, ten cen-

timeters equal one decimeter, and so on.

Metric Denominations and Values.

.

.

Myriagram
Kilogram, or Kilo

Hectogram
Dekagram

Gram

Weight of what Quantity of
Water at Maximum Density.

1
.1

.

.01
.001

.

.

Avoirdupois
Weight.

2204.6 pounds.
220.46 pounds.
22.046 pounds.
2.2046 p'nds.
3.5274 ounces.
.3527 ounce.
15.432 grains.
1.5432 grains.
.1543 grain.
.0154 grain.

1 cubic meter.
1 hectoliter.
1 dekaliter.
1 liter.
1 deciliter.

1,000,000
100,000
10,000
1,000

100
10

,

',

.

MilUgram

of

Grams.

MiUier, or Tonneau
Quintal

Decigram
Centigram

MEASURES or LENGTH.

Number

Names.

10 cubic centimeters.
1 cubic centimeter.
.1 cubic centimeter.
10 cubic millimeters.
1 cubic millimeter.

Equivalents in Denominations

COMMON MEASURES AND WEIGHTS, WITH THEIR METRIC

IN Use.

EQUIVALENTS.
Myriameter
Kilometer
Hectometer
Dekameter
Meter
Decimeter
Centimeter
.

Millimeter

meters.
meters.
meters.
meters.
1 meter.
.1 meter.

10,000
1,000
100
10

.

,

.01 meter.
.001 meter.

6.2137 miles.
.62137 mile, or 3,280 ft. 10 in.
328 feet 1 inch.
393.7 inches.
39.37 inches.
3.937 inches.
.3937 inch.
.0394 inch.

The following are some of the measures
measures of the Metric System
:

Common Measures.

An

inch

Afoot

MEASURES OF SURFACE.
Metric Denominations and Values.

Equivalents in Denominations
IN Use.

Are

.

.

Centare

10,000 square meters.
100 square meters.
1 square meter.

2.471 acres.
119. G square yards.
1,550 square inches.

.

.

.

A yard
A rod
A mile
A square inch
A square foot
A square yard
A square rod
An

Hectare

....

acre

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A square mile
A cubic inch
A cubic foot

.
.

—

Equivalents.

2.54 centimeters.
.3048 meter.
.9144 meter.
5.029 meters.
1.6093 kilometers.
6.452 sq. centimeters.
.0929 sq. meter.
.8361 sq. meter.

.
.

.

.

25.29 sq. meters.
.4047 hectare.
259 hectares.
16.39 cu. centimeters.
.02832 cu. meter.

in

common

use, with their equivalents ia

Common Measures.

A cubic yard
A cord
A liquid quart
A gallon
A dry quart
A peck
A bushel ....
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

An ounce avoirdupois

A pound avoirdupois
A ton
A grain troy
An

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ounce troy

pound troy

Equivalents,

.7646 cu. meter»
3.624 steres.
.9465 liter.
3.786 liters.
1.101 liters.
8.811 liters.
35.24 liters.
28.35 grams.
.4536 kilogram..
.9072 tonneau.
.0648 gram.
31.104 grams.
.3732 kilogram.

J^^ For the significance of the term Micron, of the initials C. G-. S., and of the prefixes Deka-, Hecto-, Kilo-, Myria-, Deci-r Centi-, Milli-, Mega-, Micro-, as
used in the metric system, see these in the Dictionary. See also Metric systeh.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.
The Appendix
it

was

first

to

introduced.

Webster's Dictionary

is

a feature which has constantly grown in importance and in public favor since

In the present revision

it

brought into conformity with recent history and the latest advances

is

of scholarship.

The Vocabularies

of various classes of Proper

Names, with

their pronunciation, the

summaries of geographical and

biographical information, the curious catalogue of fictitious persons and places, and the various appended tables, extend the

scope of this Dictionary beyond that of a mere lexicon, and give

Each Vocabulary and Table has been

revised in detail

it

the character of a comprehensive popular reference book.

by persons

selected for their special

Their double task has been to eliminate what was judged to be erroneous or obsolete, and

to

knowledge of the

make such

subject.

additions as the

progress of knowledge has rendered necessary.

The
and

result is given to the public

with a confident expectation that the Appendix will be found moie accurate, complete,

useful than ever before.
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PREFACE.
An attempt is here made to meet a want which has long been felt by readers of
every class. In view of this want, so widely experienced and so generally acknowledged, it is indeed surprising that no similar work has hitherto made its appearance,
at least in our own language. This very fact has made the preparation of the present
Vocabulary a task of great difficulty, as it has required an amount of general and special reading, and an extent of research in certain directions, which might have been
materially lessened, had there been earlier laborers in the field. Tliis fact, too, must
serve as an apology
if any is needed
for whatever omissions the critical reader
may discover. Many names are doubtless wanting which ought to have a place in
a complete work; but it may still be said that nowhere else can such a variety
and amount of information on the same class of subjects be found in a collective
form.
An objection may be made by some, that, however useful and important such a
glossary may be, it does not form an appropriate accompaniment to a general dictionary of the English language. But the same objection would apply with equal force to
each and all of the Vocabularies in the Appendix to the present work and it is a
sufficient answer to say, that experience has shown, that information of the nature
which they convey is more naturally looked for in a general dictionary than in any
other kind of book.
The main design of this Vocabulary is to explain, as far as practicable, the allusions
which occur in modern standard literature to the names of noted fictitious persons
and places. For this reason, the plan is almost exclusively restricted to proper
names, or such as designate individual persons, places, or things. The introduction
of appellative or generic names, such as abbot of unreason, lord of misrule, kobold,
undine, etc., as well as the explanation of celebrated customs and phrases, such as
flap-dragon, nine-men' s-morrice, Hobson's choice, philosophy of the Porch, to send to
Coventry, to carry coals to Newcastle, etc., would open too vast a field of inquiry
and, besides, there are copious special treatises on these subjects already before the
public, as those of Brand, Hone, PuUeyn, Timbs, and others.
Many names and
phrases of this class will be found explained in the preceding Dictionary. The names
of the Greek, Roman, Norse, and Hindoo Mythologies are for the most part excluded
on like grounds. The exceptions admitted are a few names, such as Alastor, Com us,
Laodamia, etc., which are chiefly known to the general reader from their adoption
Into English literature. From the Rabbinical and the Mohammedan Mythology have
been taken some names which are occasionally made the subject of reference, and
concerning whi.-h information is not readily obtainable. Prominence has been given
to the departments of Angelology, Demouology, Fairy Mythology, and Popular
Superstitions, which afford many of the most important names in Fiction.
Parables,
Allegories, Proverbs, and Mediaeval Legends have also furnished a considerable number. Ecclesiastical History contributes the names of several pseudo-saints, and other
imaginary personages. In the Drama, and in Poetry,
including the various kinds.
Epic, Romantic, Narrative, Comic, etc.,
the intention has been to give tlie names
of all such cliaracters as are familiarly referred to by writers and speakers at the
present day; and, though accidental omissions may have occurred, it is hoped that
under this head the Vocabulary will be found reasonably complete. The principal
deficiency is most likely to exist in the department of Prose Romance for, while
there is very little that is fictitious in ancient literature which is not included in
Mytliology,
a subject not here treated,
yet the field of researcli continually
widens as we come down to modern times, until it seems to be almost boundless. In
fixing the necessary limitations of the work, the consideration wliich has determined
the admission or rejection of names has not been the intrinsic merit of a book, or tlie
reputation of the writer, but the hold which his characters have taken upon the popular mind. There are many authors of acknowledged genius, and hundreds of clever
and prolific writers, who yet have not produced a single character which has so fallen
in with the humor, or impressed itself upon tlie fancy, of the time, as to have become the subject of frequent allusion. The English romancers and novelists wliose

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

•

—

creations are most familiarly known and most firmly establislied are Bunyan, De
Foe, Swift, Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, Sterne, Goldsmith, Scott, Dickens, and

Thackeray. Many of the portraitures of these writers may be safely presumed to
be of more than temporary interest and importance. In regard to other and subordinate characters, from whatever source derived, it is to be borne in mind that
a dictionary is chiefly designed for the use of the existing generation. To what
extent names of secondary importance should be included is a question which it
has been difficult to determine. Opinions from scholars entitled to the highest consideration have been about equally divided upon this point.
Some have favored a,
selected list of the most important names only others, and the greater number, have
recommended a much wider scope. A middle course is the one which has been
actually followed. It is evident that many articles which may seem to one person
of questionable importance, will be held by another to be of special value as throwing
light upon passages which to him would otherwise be perplexing or obscure.
The Vocabulary is, of course, chiefly designed to elucidate the works of British and
American writers but names occurring in the literatures of other modern nations
have been introduced wherever they have become well known to the public through
the medium of translations, or when they seemed, for other reasons, to be worthy of
:

;

insertion.

In accordance with the plan of the Vocabulary as indicated in the title, such
English, French, German, and other Pseudonyms as are frequently met with in
books and newspapers have been given for the benefit of the general reader. No pretense, however, is made to completeness, or even to fullness, in tliis respect. The
bibliographer will find here little or nothing that is new to him and he must stiU
have recourse to his Barbier, Qu^rard, and WeUer, and other writers of the same
class.
Names like Erasmus, Melanchthon, Mercator, (Ecolampadius, etc., assumed
by learned men after the revival of classical literature, being, in general, merely the
Latin or Greek equivalents of their real names, and being also the only names by
which they are now known in history, are excluded as not germane to tlie work. For
a similar reason, no notice is taken of such names as Massena, Metastasio, Philidor,
;

Psahnanazar, Voltaire, etc.
Many eminent characters in political and literary history are often known and referred to by surnames and sobriquets or nicknames which they have borne as, the
Master of Sentences, the Scourge of God, the Stagirite, the Wizard of the North, the
" Nicknames," said Napoleon, " should never be despised it
Little Corporal, etc.
The Vocabulary embraces the more imis by such means mankind are governed."
portant of these but names like Caligula, Barbarossa, Tintoretto, etc., which have
entirely superseded the real names of the persons designated by them, have not been
regarded as properly coming within the purview of tlie present undertaking. Nor
has it, as a rule, been thought advisable to admit simple epithets, such as the Bold,
the Good, the Great, the Unready, the Courtier, etc., the omission of which can hardly
be considered a defect, since their signification and the reason of their imposition are
usually too obvious to excite inquiry. This rule, however, has not been uniformly
observed. Here, as elsewhere in tlie Vocabulary, that discretionary power has been
freely exercised to wliicli every autlior of a dictionary or glossary is fairly entitled,
and v/Iiich he is often compelled to use.
A considerable space has been allotted to familiar names of Parties, Sects, Laws,
and Battles to poetical and popular names of Seas, Countries, States, Cities, etc. to
ancient geographical names wliich have become interesting from their revival in
poetry or otherwise and to certain long-established and important Personifications.
In general, nicknames of Parties and Sects, such as Melliodists, Shakers, etc., which
liave been adopted by those to whom they were at first derisively applied, or whicli
have passed into history and common use as their peculiar and appropriate names,
are not designedly included. In a majority of cases, tliey are given in the body of
the Dictionary. Most of the historical by-names inserted, such as Day of Dupes,
Evil May-day, Wonderful Parliament, Omnibtts Bill, Western Reserve, etc., are
tliose wliicli are not to be found under tlie proper lieads in Encyclopedias and other
books of reference. Popular designations connected with American History and
Geography have been freely given in all cases where tliey have seemed to be well
settled, and fitted to illustrate past or contemporary events or characters.
;

:

;

;

;

;
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PREFACE.

A slight departure from the

plan has been thought allowable in has enjoyed the advice and assistance of gentlemen whose superior opportunities of
the case of a few gMa«'-historical, or real but obscure, persons, places, and things, becoming acquainted with the best usage both at home and abroad, and whose critical
such as John 0'' Groat, Mrs. Glasse, the Minerva Press, etc., which are often referred taste and familiarity with all that pertains to the subject of Orthoepy, afford the
to in literature or conversation, and of which no account can be obtained except assurance that they "speak scholarly and wisely." In regard to the notation, the
system followed in the case of English names is the same as that used in the Dictionthrough an amount of research and toil impracticable to most readers.
In conformity with the course elsewhere pursued in this Dictionary, illustrative ary proper, and in the case of names from other modern languages it is the same as
that used in the Pronouncing Geographical and Biographical Vocabularies appended
citations have been given when ft seemed expedient.
In the explanation of names, statements borrowed in great part from one author to the Dictionary. (For further explanations, see pp. Iv-lxix and 1718, 1719.)
In the preparation of this Vocabulary, works of general literature have been examhave been diligently collated with other statements derived from independent and
often widely separated sources; and they have been freely enlarged, abridged, or ined as extensively and thoroughly as time and opportunity have rendered possible.
otherwise modified, according to the necessity of the case, or as would best subserve In addition, use has been made of a large number of works devoted to the various
and valuable assistance has been derived from the
the purpose of the work. On the other hand, where the information required has branches of literary history
been found already stated in the best way, no hesitation has been felt in adopting the principal Reviews, and the published writings of the best essayists. Not a few
exact language of a writer and, beyond this general explanation, no acknowledg- noteworthy names and facts have been gleaned from Encyclopedias, Biographical
Dictionaries, Gazetteers, and other works of reference, which have been systemment of indebtedness seems necessary.
To determine the pronunciation of proper names is unquestionably the most diffi- atically searched for this purpose. These sources of information are altogether too
cult requirement of Orthoepy and little or no attention has hitherto been paid to numerous to be particularized in this place, while to specify a few, and make no
the pronunciation of such as are peculiar to the literature of fiction. In the absence, mention of others of equal importance, would be an invidious distinction.
not merely of a trustworthy guide, but of any guide at all, the author may sometimes
In conclusion, the author would return his sincere thanks to the many friends who
have gone astray but he has been careful to avail himself of all the information have contributed in different ways to the completeness and accuracy of his Vocabuhe could obtain. In particular, he has made a thorough examination of such of our lary. Conscious that the successful accomplishment of his task, in its full extent,
Ternacular poets as are esteemed classics, and has occasionally adduced passages and on a first attempt, is more than could be reasonably expected of any individual,
from their writings to show the accentuation adopted by these " best judges of pro- he asks a candid criticism of his labors; and corrections or suggestions from any
nunciation," as Walker styles them, or, more rarely, to show the sound they assign quarter,
especially suggestions of additional names, accompanied with explanaif sent to him through the publishers, will be
to particular letters or syllables. If the decisions or opinions he has given prove, tions, references, or citations,
in general, to be well grounded, the credit will not be wholly due to him, since he gratefully received, and adopted if possible in a future edition.
strict limits of the

;

;

;

;

—

—

DOECHESTEK, MASSACHUSETTS, 3Iay, 1864.
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Note.
In revising the Dictionary of Noted Names of Fiction, the descriptions have been rewritten in the interest of brevity and sometimes of accuracy. Many
names have been cut out as of minor importance and not often met with in reading. Many new names have been added, including many which have come up since 18C4,
and some which were accidentally omitted from the earlier edition. The principal names of the Norse mythology have been inserted, except when given in the body of the
Dictionary. The names of the Greek and Latin deities, as such, are not in general given in this Vocabulary (many of them will be found in the body of the Dictionary)
but the chief characters of classic

New Haven,

fiction,

such as Ulysses, Dido, Antigone, Theseus,

CoNNECTicni, April, 1890.

>3tc.,

have been added.

EXPLANATORY AND PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY
OF THE NAMES OF

NOTED FICTITIOUS PERSONS AND PLACES,
A poetical name given by
Ad'0-na'is (id'S-naTs).
Shelley to the poet Keats (1795-1821), on whose untimely death he wrote a monody bearing this name for
its title.
The name was coined by Shelley, probably to
hint an analogy between Keats's fate and that of Adonis.
[See Dictionary.] A beautiful
A-dO'nis (a-do'nis).
boy beloved by Venus. He was slain by a wild boar, and
the flower Adonium sprang from his blood. His death
was celebrated annually at the autumnal, and his resurrection at the vernal, equinox. The story is probably a
form of the Sun myth.
A-dul'lam, Cave of (a-dul'lam).
An expression
applied by John Bright to a group of seceders from the
Reform party. They are called also Adullamites. See

A.
Ab-bad'O-na (Sb-bSd'o-na). [See Abaddon, in Dictionary.] One of the fallen angels in Klopstock's " Messiah," who repents of his part in Satan's rebellion against
God.
Ab'dl-el (Sb'di-el). [Hebrew, servant of God.] The
of an angel mentioned by the Jewish cabalists.
is represented in Milton's " Paradise Lost " as one
of the seraphim, who, when Satan stirred up a revolt
among the angels subordinate to his authority, alone and
boldly withstood his traitorous designs.
Ab'OU Has'san (ab'oo has'san). A merchant of Bagdad who, as related in the "Arabian Nights," is carried
in his sleep to the bed of the Caliph Haroun-al-Raschid,
and on awaking is made to believe himself the caliph.
Ab'sa-lom (Sb'sa-lum). A name given by Dryden, in
his satirical poem "Absalom and Achitophel," to the
Duke of Monmouth, a natural son of Charles II.
Absolute, Captain. A character in Sheridan's comedy of " The Rivals," son of Sir Anthony Absolute. He
is distinguished for his gallant, determined spirit, and is
in love with Lydia Languish.
Absolute, Sir Anthony. A character in Sheridan's
comedy of "The Rivals," represented as testy, positive, impatient, and overbearing, but yet of a warm and
generous disposition.
A-ca'dl-a (a-ka'di-a). [F. Acadie, said to be derived
from Shubenacadie, the name of one of the principal rivers of Nova Scotia in old grants called L'' Acadie, and La
Cadie.'] The original, and now the poetic, name of Nova
'Scotia, or rather of a tract extending from the fortieth
to the forty-sixth degree of north latitude, which in the
numerous disputes between the English and French colonists previous to 1763 changed masters ten or a dozen
times.
In 1755, the French inhabitants were seized,
iorcibly removed, and dispersed among the English colonists on the Atlantic coast. Longfellow has made this
event the subject of his poem of " Evangeline."

name

He

1

(a-ka'tez).

[L.]

A

Ag-a-mem'non (ag-a-mem'non). [L., fr. Gr. 'AyaKing of Argos and general of the Greeks in
the siege of Troy. His murder by his wife Clytemnestra
forms the subject of .aSschylus' tragedy " Agamemnon."
Ag'nes (ag'nez, F. a'nyas'). 1. A young girl in Moliere's "L'6cole des Femmes," who is, or att'ects to be,
simple and ingenuous. The name is applied to any young
woman unsophisticated in affairs of the heart.
2. See WicKFiELD, Agnes.
A-gra-man'te (a-gra-man'tS), or Ag'ra-mant (Sg'ra-m2nt).
[It. Agramante.']
King of the Moors in
Ariosto's poem of " Orlando Furioso."
Ag'ra-vaine, Sir (ag'ra-van). A knight of the Round
Table, brother of Gawain.
[Written also Agravain.']
A-gri-ca'ne (a-gre-ka'na), or Ag'ri-oan (Sg'ri-kan).
[It. Agricane.'i
A fabulous king of Tartary, in Bojardo's " Orlando Innamorato," who besieges AngeUca in
the castle of Albracca with a great army, and is killed
by Orlando in single contest.
A'gue-cheek', Sir Andrew (a'gfi-chek'). A delightful simpleton in Shakespeare's " Twelfth Night."
See Jew, The WanA-has'U-e'rus (a-hSs'u-e'rils).

companion of Mn%3S

dering.

Ah'med (a'med). See Prince Ahmed.
Ai'denn (a'den). A fanciful spelling of the Arabic
form of Eden ; the celestial paradise. [iJ.]
Poe.
Aim'well and Arch'er (am'wSl, arch'er). Two beaux
and fortune hunters in Farquhar's comedy " The Beaux'
Stratagem."

A'jax (a'jaks). [L., fr. Gr. Aia9.] The son of Telamon, and one of the Greek heroes in Homer's "Iliad."
He was of great stature, strength, and courage, but dull

He kiUed himself out of vexation because the
Hector was awarded to Ulysses.
A-lad'dln (a-lad'dln). A character in the " Arabian
Nights " who becomes possessed of a wonderful lamp
and an equally wonderful ring, on rubbing which two
in mind.
armor of

frightful genii appear, who are the slaves of tlie lamp
and the ring respectively, and who execute the bidding
of any one who may have these in his keeping.
Al A'raf (51 a'raf ). The Mohammedan limbo. The
subject of an uncompleted poem by Edgar A. Poe.

A-las'tor (a-las'ter). [L., fr. Gr. 'AAacrTwp a priv.
KaBilv to forget.] (Class. Myth.) A surname of Zeus
or Jupiter ; also, in general, a punitive deity, the neverforgetting, revengeful spirit, who, in consequence of some
crime perpetrated, persecutes a family from generation
to generation. Shelley, in his poem " Alastor, " makes
him the " Spirit of Solitude."
Al-ba'ni-a (51-ba'nT-a). [See Albion, in Dictionary.]
A name of Scotland in tlie old romances and histories.
A name popularly
Al'ba-ny Regency (al'bn-ny).
given in tlie United States to a junto of astute Democratic politicians who had their headquarters at Albany.
The junto was formed in 181S.
Al'bi-on, New. [See Albion, in Dictionary.] A name
formerly given to an extensive tract of land on the northwest coast of Nortli America, now included within the
States of Oregon and Washington.
;

-|-

—

oddities.

Ad'dl-son Ol the North (Sd'dT-srin).
An epithet
sometimes given to Henry Mackenzie (1745-1831), the
Scottish novelist, author of " The Man of Feeling."
Ad-me'tUSj, King (itd-me'tus).
[L. Admetus, Gr.
'A6/ixr)T05, fr. aS/ir)T05 untamed.]
See Alcestis.
Admirable Crichton. See Crichton.
Admirable Doctor. [L. Doctor viirabilis.'] A title
given to Roger Bacon (1214^1294), an English monk,

who made many

senate, cftre,
unite, ryde, full,
Jile,

use,

Al-brac'ca (al-brak'l^a). [It.] A castle of Cathay to
which Angelica, in Bojardo's " Orlando Innamorato,"
retires in grief at being scorned and shunned by Kinaldo.
Al'ceste' (al'sftsf). [F.] The hero of Moliere's coujedy " Le Misanthrope," a noble but mis,anthropic man.

astonishing discoveries in science.

am,
>ip,

iirm,
flirn

;

Al-ces'tiS (ai-sSs'tis).

ask,
pity

flnnl,
;

food,

;

The

[L., fr. Gr. 'AAktio-ti?.]

all
eve, event,
"frfbt
out, oil ;
;

heroine of Euripides' tragedy of the same name. Her
husband Admetus, King of Thessaly, was mortally sick,
but his life was spared by the Fates on the intercession
of Apollo,
who served him for a year as a shepherd,
on condition that some one would die in his stead. Alcestis oflered herself as the substitute, but was finally
rescued from death by Hercules.
Al-ci'na (al-che'na). [It.] A fairy in Bojardo's " Orlando Innamorato," and Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso."
[NL., fr. Gr. 'A\Ki(j>p(jiv ;
Al'ci-phron (Sl'st-fron).
1. A freethinkakKTi strength -j- 4>PVv heart, mind.]
ing interlocutor in Bishop Berkeley's work of the same
name,
otherwise called the " Minute Philosopher."
2. The hero of Thomas Moore's romance " The Epicurean " also, the title of a poem by the same author.
Al'di-bo-ron'ti-phos'co-phor'ni-o (Si ' dl - b6 - ron ' tlfos'ko-f6r'nT-6).
A character in Henry Carey's burlesque tragedy "Chrononliotonthologos."
Al'din-gar, Sir (al'dln-gar). A character in an ancient
legend, and the title of a celebrated ballad preserved in
Percy's " Reliques."
Al'ex-an'der of the North, The (Sl'Sg-zSn'der). An
epithet conferred upon Charles XII. of Sweden (16821718), whose miUtary genius and success bore some resemblance to those of the Macedonian conqueror.

—

—

—
;

ixeixvtov.']

in Virgil's " Jineid," usually mentioned a,a fidus Achates.
Hence, a common synonym for a faithful friend.
[L., fr. Gr. 'AxiAAeu's.]
A-Chll'les (a-kil'lez).
The
hero of Homer's " Iliad " and leader of the Myrmidons.
He killed Hector of Troy in battle, and was, according to
a later legend, himself slain by Paris, who shot an arrow
into his heel, his only vulnerable part.
A-chit'0-phel (a-kit'o-fel). A nickname given to the
first Earl of Shaftesbury (1621-1G83) by his contemporaries, and made use of by Dryden in his poem of " Absalom
Vand Achitophel," a satire designed as a defense of Charles
n. against the Whig partj'.
A-Cra'Sl-a (a-kra'zlu-a). [NL., fr. Gr. aKpaa-Ca intem-'
perance.] A witch in Spenser's "Faerie Queene," represented as a lovely and charming woman, whose dwelling is the Bower of Bliss, which is situated on an island
floating in a lake or gulf, and is adorned with everything
in nature that can delight the senses.
A'ores, Bob (b5b a'kerz). A character in Sheridan's
comedy of "The Rivals," celebrated for his cowardice,
and his system of referential or allegorical swearing.
Ac-tae'on (ak-te'iin). [L., fr. Gr. 'AKraiaiv.} A huntsman who, having surprised Diana bathing, was changed
by the goddess into a stag, and worried and killed by his
own hounds.
Ad'a-inas'tOr(Sd'a^mas'ter; Pg. a-da-mas-tor'). [Pg.]
The Spirit of the Stormy Cape, i. e., the Cape of Good
Hope,
a hideous phantom described by Camoens, in
the fifth canto of the "Lusiad," as appearing by night
to the fleet of Vasco da Gama, and predicting the woes
which would befalj subsequent expeditions to India.
Ad'ams, Parson (Sd'amz). A character in Fielding's
novel of "Joseph Andrews," distinguished for his goodness of heart, poverty, learning, and ignorance of the
world, combined with courage, modesty, and a thousand

—

xxii. 1, 2.
.S-ne'as (e-ne'as).

[L., fr. Gr. Ali/ei'as.] The hero
of Virgil's "iEneid," a Trojan warrior who, after the
destruction of Troy and after many wanderings, came to
Italy and laid the foundations of the Roman empire.
He is called the Pious .3Sneas because he carried his
father Anchises on his slioulders from burning Troy.

;

A-Cha'tes

Sam.

ETC.

6nd,

Robin
A
Walter
" Ivanhoe " as Robui Hood's minstrel.
AU-the-Talents Administration. An administration formed by Lord Grenville on the death of Mr. Pitt
(June 23, 1806). The friends of tliis ministry gave it the
appellation of " All the Talents," which, being echoed
in derision by the opposition, became fixed upon it.
All'wor'thy (al'wQr'thy). A character in Fielding'a
Al'lan-a-Dale'

Hood

friend of
(Sl'lan-a-dal')in the ballads.
He is introduced into Sir

Scott's

novel of " Tom Jones," distinguished for his worth, modesty, and benevolence.
Al-man'zor (al-mSn'zer). A prominent character in
Dryden's tragedy of " The Conquest of Granada."
Almighty Dollar. A personification of the supposed
object of American idolatry. The expression originated

with Washington Irving.
A. L. 0. E. (a el o e) [i. e., A La-dy of England]. The
pen name of Miss Charlotte Maria Tucker, a writer of
numerous stories for young people.
Al-phe'us (51-fe'us). See Arethusa.

Al Ra-ldm' (Sr rii-kem'). [Ar. a!-raqim, fr. ragam
to write.] In the Koran, a dog connected with the legend
of the Seven Sleepers.
The Mohammedans have given
him a place in Paradise, where he has the care of letters
and correspondence. Al Rakim is also explained as the
name of the valley, or of a brass plate or stone table in
the cave, where they slept. See Seven Sleepers.
A popular name formerly
Al-sa'ti-a (Sl-sa'shl-a).
given to Whitefriars, a precinct in London which was for
a long time an asylum for insolvent debtors and persona
who had offended against the laws.
not unlikely that the Landgraviate of Alsace
the debatable land between Gerthe name
Alsatia to the precinct of Whitefriars.
Citnningham.
Al Si-rat' (Ss se-riit'). [Ai. al-sirat the road.] A
narrow bridge extending from this world to the next
over the abyss of hell, which must be passed by every
one who would enter the Mohammedan paradise.
Its
breadth is less than the thread of a famished spider.
literally,
(dSr
iil'te
frets).
the
[G.,
Fritz,
Der
Al'te
Old Fritz, or Fred.] An affectionate nickname given by
the Prussians to Frederick the Great.
[Gr. 'AAflaio.] See Meleaqek.
Al-thae'a (51-tlie'a).
Am'a-diS de Gaul (itm'a-dls de gal). [Sp. Anuuiis
de Gaida.'] The liero of a celebrated romance of chivalry, the work of a Portuguese, Vasco Lobeira (d. 1403).
The Portuguese original is no longer extant.
A-mal'mon, or A-may'mon (a-niii'mtin). An imaginary king of the East, one of the principal devils who
might be bound or restrained from doing hurt from the
third hoiu' till ivoon, and from the ninth hour till evening.
He is alluded to in Shakespeare's "1 Kenry IV."
(act ii., sc. 4, 1. .370), and " Merry Wives ol Windsor"
(.let ii., sc. 2, 1. 311).
[Written also Amamon.']
A-meli-a (A-me'lT-A or 4-mel'ya). The title of one of
Fielding's novels, and the name of its Iieroine, who is
distinguished for her conjugal tenderness and affection.
Am'let, Richard (Sm'lSt). The muno of a gamester
in Vanbrugh's " Confederacy."
Am'o-ret (itm'S-rSt). 1. The name of a lady married

Egp^It

is

[G. £lsass,Ij. Atsalia]

fern, recf-nt
ice, idea, ill
cliair
go ; slug, ink ; tbea,
;

;

—

many and France — suggested the application of

;

old,

thin

;
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to Sir Scudamore, in Spenser's "Faerie Queene." She
expresses the devotedness of a loving and tender wife.
2. The heroine of Fletcher's pastoral drama " The
Faithful Shepherdess."
Am-phi'on (5m-fi'un). [L., fr. Gr. 'Aij.4>ioiv.'] A musician who is fabled to have built Thebes by the sound
of his lyre, which charmed the stones into their places.
Am'phi-tri'te (am'fi-tri'te). [L., fr. Gr. 'Afic^crpiTTj.]
(Class. Myth.) The wife of Poseidon and goddess of tlie
Bea.
In the poets Amphitrite is frequently used as a
name for the sea.
An'a-char'sis CloOtZ (an'a-kar'sls klots). A name
assumed by Baron Jean Baptiste Clootz, who was born at
Cleves in 1755. He conceived the idea of reforming the
human race, and traveled througli England, Germany,
Italy, etc., denouncing all kings, princes, and rulers,
and even the Deity. He called himself Anadtarsis, in
allusion to the Scythian philosopher of this name.
A name
A-nac're-on Moore (a-u5k're-iin mor).
sometimes given to Thomas Moore, the poet, who in
1801 published a translation of the Odes of Anacreon.
A name given to FranA-nac're-on ol Painters.
cesco Albani (1578-1660), a painter of Italy, distinguished
for the softness of his style.
A-nac're-on of Persia. A title sometimes given to
Hafiz (d. about 1389), the Persian poet, whose odes and
lyric compositions, like those of Anacreon, celebrate
the pleasures of love and wine.
A-nac're-on of the Guillotine. A name given by
the French toBertrand Barrere (or Barere), (1755-1841),
president of the Convention, Nov. 29, 1792, on account
of the flowery and poetical language in which he spoke
upon all the measures of the Reign of Terror. He was
also called the Willing of Terror.

An'as-ta'sl-US (5n'as-ta'zhT-us). The hero and title
of a novel by Thomas Hope (1770-1831), a work purporting to be the autobiography of a Greek, who, to escape
the consequences of his crimes and villainies, becomes
a renegade, and passes through a series of the most
extraordinary and romantic vicissitudes.
Anastasius Griin. See Geitn, Anastastos.
An-chl'ses (5n-ki'sez). [L., fr. Gr. 'Ayx'cnjs.] The
father of Jineas by Venus.

See jEneas.
Ancient IVIarlner. The hero of Coleridge's poem of
the same name, who for the crime of having shot an
albatross, a bird of good omen to voyagers, suffers dreadful penalties, together with his companions who have
made themselves accomplices in his crime.
An'drews, Joseph (Sn'driSz). The title of a novel
by Fielding, and the name of its hero. To ridicule Richardson's "Pamela," Fielding made Joseph Andrews a
brother of that modest and prudent young lady, and represented him as " a handsome model young man."
An-drom'a-ohe (Sn-drQm'a-ke). [L., fr. Gr. "A>/SpoThe wife of Hector of Troy in Homer's " Iliad,"
(tdxi-]
a noble and lovely woman. Virgil introduces her in the
" iEneid " as dwelling in Epirus after the fall of Troy,
and married to the Trojan Helenus.
An-drom'e-da (5n-drom'e-da). [L., fr. Gr. 'AvSpofie'Si).]
Daughter of Cassiopeia, queen of Ethiopia. By
command of the oracle of Ammon she was chained to a
rock to be devoured by a sea monster, but was rescued
by Perseus, who slew the monster.
An-gel'1-ca (Sn-jSl'i-ka). An infidel princess of exquisite beauty and consommate coquetry, in Bojardo's
" Orlando Innamorato," and in Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso." See Agkicane, and Albracca.
[L. Doctor angelicus.']
Angelic Doctor.
Thomas
Aquinas (d. 1274), the most famous of the mediaeval
schoolmen and divines.
An'g6'llque' (as'zha'lek'). [F.] 1. The heroine of
Moliere's comedy "Le Malade Imaginaire."
2. The wife of George Dandin, in Moliere's comedy of
this name.
See Dandin, George.
The deputy of Vincentio, in
An'ge-lO (an'je-lo).
Shakespeare's " Measure for Measure," a hypocrite who
breaks the law which he enforces rigidly against others.
Angel of the Schools. A title given to Thomas
Aquinas. See Angelic Doctor.
An-tae'US (5n-te'us). [L., fr. Gr. 'Ai/Taios.] A giant
whose strength was renewed every time that he touched
the earth, his mother. Hercules killed Iiim by holding
him up from the ground and throttling him.
[li., fr. Gr. 'Avnyoirq.']
An-tig'O-ne (Sn-tTg'o-ne).
The heroine of Sophocles' tragedy of the same name.
Creon, the tyrant of Thebes, had forbidden any one, on
pain of death, to bury tlie body of her brother Polynices.
Antigone performed the fitting rites of burial, and was
immured in a vault, u iiere she killed herself.
An-tiph'0-lUS of Bph'S-SU3 (an-tif 6-liSs).
Twin
An-tlph'0-lu3 of Syr'a-cuse ) brothers, sons to
Mgeon and .Emilia, in Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors," and
I

—

" the one so like the other

As could not be distinguished but by names."
An-tO'ni-0 (an-to'ni-o). The "Merchant of Venice"
in Shakespeare's play of that name.
See Portia.

Ap'e-man'tUS

(ap'e-man'ttis).

A

churlish philoso-

pher in Shakespeare's play " Timon of Athens."
A'pls (a'pis). [L., fr. Gr.'Airis.] The sacred bull,
worshiped as the incarnation of Osiris, the tutelar diTinity of Egypt.
Apostate, Julian The. The Roman Emperor Julian (331-363), who returned to paganism after Constantine had made Christianity the official religion of the
empire.

Apostle of Germany. A title given to St. Boniface
(d. 755), who for more than thirty years of his life labored in the work of converting and civilizing the rude
heathen nations of Germany.
Apostle of Ireland. St. Patrick (d. 469 ?). He was
visions, as he relates in his confessions, to
undertake the conversion of the Irish to Christianity.
Apostle of Temperance. An honorary appellation

moved ^y

ale,

senate,

c^re,

&m, arm, ask,

given to the Rev. Theobald Mathew (1790-1856), a Roman Catholic priest, " Father Mathew," distinguished
as a temperance reformer in Ireland and England.
Apostle of the English. St. Augustine, or Austin,
who lived during the latter part of the 6th century. He
was sent with forty monks, by Pope Gregory I., to carry
Christianity into England.
Apostle of the French. A name given to St. Denis,
the first bishop of Paris, in the 3d century, who was
sent from Rome, about A. D. 250, to revive the drooping
churches in Gaul. He became the patron saint of the
kingdom, and his name served in the Jliddle Ages, as a
rallying cry in battle, "il/on/joye St. Denis ! "
Apostle of the Frisians. An appellation given to St.
Wilbrord, or Willibrod (d. 73S), a native of the Saxon
kingdom of Northumbria, who spent forty-eight years
of his life in Priesland in preaching Cliristianity.

Apostle of the Gauls.

presbyter, and
close of the 2d century.

St. Iren;eus,

later bishop, of Lyons, near tlie

Apostle of the Gentiles. A title assumed by St.
Paul, who, in conjunction with Barnabas, was divinely
appointed to the work of preaching the gospel to all
mankind, witliout distinction of race or nation.
Apostle of the Goths. A title given to

Ulfilas, a

missionary bishop to the Goths, who translated a portion
of the Bible into Mceso-Gothic in tlie 4th century.
Apostle of the Indians. An appellation given to
the Rev. John Eliot (1604-1690), a celebrated missionary
among the Indians in the Colony of Massachusetts Bay.
Apostle of the North. 1. A title bestowed tipon
Anscharius, or Ansgar (d. 864), who introduced Christianity into Denmark and Sweden.
2. A. title conferred upon Bernard Gilpin (1517-1583),
an English reformer, and the first who undertook to
preach the Protestant doctrines to the inhabitants of the
Scottish border land.
title often given to St.
Apostle to the Indies.
Francis Xavier, a distinguislied Roman Catholic missionary of the 16th century, who spent more than ten
years in laborious efforts to introduce Christianity into
the East.
A-rach'ne (a-rSk'ne). [L., fr. Gr. 'ApixvVi fr. o-paxvq
a spider.]
maiden who was turned into a spider by
Minerva for presuming to compete with her in the arts
of weaving and embroidery.
The story is delightfully

A

A

" Muiopotmos."
Arch'er. See Aimwell and Archer.
Ar'chi-ma'go (ar'kl-ma'go).
[See Archimage, in
Dictionary.] A character in Spenser's "Faerie Queene.

told in Spenser's

He

is a type of Hypocrisy, or Fraud, and, as opposed to
Christian Holiness embodied in the Red-cross knight,

may also represent Satan, the incarnate principle of Evil.
He wins the confidence of the knight in the disguise of a

Bower of Bliss, in an enchanted island, where he forgets
his vows in the pleasures of sense.
From this bondage
he is finally deUvered, defeats Armida in battle, converts
her to Christianity, and becomes her knight.

Ar'nolph' (ar'noU').

A

[F.]

selfish

and morose

cynic in Mohere's "L'Ecole des Penimes," whose pretended hatred of the world springs from an absorbing
regard for his own gratification.
Ar'te-gal (iir'te-gnl).
1. A mytliic king of Britain
mentioned in the Chronicle of Geoffrey of Monmouth,
and in Milton's History of Britain. See Eliduee.
2. A character in Spenser's " Faerie Queene," representative of Justice. He married Britomart.
Artful Dodger. A sobriquet of one of the characters in Dickens's " Oliver Twist." He is a young thief,

and an adept in villainy.
Arthur. See King Arthur
As'ca-part (as'ka-part).. The name of a giant whom,
accordmg to the old romance, Bevis of Hampton conquered. Their effigies were until recently on opposite
sides of the Bargate of Southampton.
As'gard (as'gard). [Icel. asgarSr ; ass the gods -|garSr yard, stronghold.] (Scand. Myth.) The city of
the gods, situated at the center of the universe, and accessible only by the bridge Bifrost, i. e., the rainbow.
Ash'tO-reth (Ssh'to-rSth) or As-tar'te (5s-tar'te).
The Syrian or Phoenician moon goddess, the Artemis or
Diana of classical mythology. See Dictionary.
As'mo-de'US (Sz'mo-de'us). [NL., fr. Heb. ashmedai
the destroyer.]
In the Jewish demonology, an evil
spirit, the demon of vanity, or dress.
In modern times
he has been jocularly spoken of as the destroying demon
of matrimonial happiness.

|I^°° In the apocryphal book of Tobit he is represented
as loving Sara, the daughter of Raguel, and causing the
death of seven husbands, who married her in succession,
on tlie bridal night. Tobias, instructed by Raphael, burns
on " the ashes of perfume " the heart and liver of the fish
which he caught in the Tigris " the which smell when
the evil spirit had smelled, he fled into the utmost parts
of Egypt, and the angel bound him." Le Sage has made
him tlie companion of Don Cleofas, in " Le Diable Boiteux," or " Tlie Devil on Two Sticks," in which occurs
the celebrated adventure known as Asmodeus' flight.
;

name,
The unfortu-

[L. Aspasia, a proper

As-pa'tl-a (5s-pa'shT-a).
fr.

Gr.'Ao-Tratrt'a, fr. ao-Trdo-tos

welcome.]

nate heroine of Beaumont and Fletcher's play "The
Maid's Tragedy."
A celebrated
As-tol'fo or As-tol'pho (as-tSl'fo).
character in the romantic tales and poems founded upon
the supposed adventures of Charlemagne and his Paladins.
In Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso," he is made to
cure Orlando's madness by bringing home his lost wits
in a phial from the moon, and is noted for his magic
horn that routed armies with a blast.
As-trae'a (5s-tre'a). [L. the goddess, f r. Gr. 'Ao-rpaia,.
fr. acTTpaio!
starry.]
1. Goddess of innocence, and
daughter of Themis (Justice). She was the last of the
divinities to leave the earth at the end of the Golden
Age, and was placed in heaven as the constellation Virgo,
2. A name assumed by Mrs. Apliara, or Aphra, Behn,.
a dramatist and miscellaneous writer of the 17th century, notorious for the license of her life and writings.

reverend hermit, and by the help of Duessa, or Deceit,
separates him from Una, or Truth.
Ar-cite' (ar-sif or ar'sit). See Palamon.
Ar'den, Enoch (iir'den).
A sailor in Tennyson's
poem of the same name, who, having been wrecked on a
desert island, after many years returns to find his wife
married to another. Seeing her happy, he goes away
without revealing himself, and dies of a broken heart.
[L., fr. Gr. 'ApeBovcra.'}
Ar-e-thU'sa (Sr-e-thii'sa).
(Class 3Iyth.) A wood nymph of Elis, in Greece, who,
The stage how loosely does Asirxa tread
Fope.
pursued by the river Alpheus, was changed into a fountain and ran under the sea.
The waters of the fountain,
As'tr6e' (as'trS'). [F. See AsTEiEA.] The heroine
mingled with the river, rose again in the fountain of Are- of a famous French pastoral romance of the same name,
thusa in the island of Ortygia, near Syracuse.
written by Honors d'Urf^ (1507-1625).
Ar-ga-U'a (ar-ga-le'a). [It.] A brother to AngelAs'tro-phel (Ss'tr6-fel). A name given by Sir Philip
ica, in Bojardo's "Orlando Innamorato." He is celeSidney to himself in " Astrophel and Stella."
brated as the possessor of an enchanted lance which
At'a-la (St'a-la). The heroine of a novel of the same
overthrew whomsoever it touched.
name by Francois Ren(5 Chateaubriand. She is repre[F.]
The hero of Moliere's sented as a beautiful Indian halfbreed who took poison
Ar'gan' (iir'gaN').
comedy " Le Malade Imaginaire," a hypochondriacal rather than break her vow of virginity.
patient, whose love of medicine is accompanied by a
[L., fr. Gr. "AToAai/Ti).]
At-a-lan'ta (St-a-lan'ta).
spirit of parsimony which leads him to take every mode
A virgin of Arcadia who imposed on all Iier suitors the
follovi'ing conditions
to diminish the expense of his supposed indisposition.
Whoever could conquer her in a
Ar-gan'tes (ar-gan'tSs). The bravest of the infidel foot race should have her hand for the prize whoever
should try and fail should suffer death.
heroes in Tasso's epic poem *' Jerusalem Delivered.
Hippomenes
The (or according to one legend Melanion) won her by throwAr'gen-tile and Cur'an (ar'gen-til, kfir'an).
heroine and hero respectively of a tale in William War- ing three golden apples, as he ran, which drew her, one
ner's long poem " Albion's England " (1586). Argentile after the other, from the track, and enabled him to reach
was a Northumbrian princess, and Curan a Danish prince the goal before her. See BIeleaqee.
who disguised himself as a kitchen scullion in order to
Ath'a-lle (at'a-le or a'ta'le'). [F.] Daughter of Ahab
woo her. The lovers were finally united and raised to and Jezebel in the tragedy of " Athalie," the masterpiece
of Jean Racine.
the throne of Northumbria.
See 2 Kings xi.
A-the'ne (a-the'ne). See Pallas, in Dictionary.
Ar-l-ad'ne (ar-i-ad'ne). [L., fr. Gr. 'ApiaSi/i;.] Daughter of Minos, King of Crete.
She fell in love with TheAthenian Bee. A title bestowed upon Plato in alluseus, and gave him a clew of thread to guide him out of sion to the sweetness and beauty of his style.
the labyrinth when he should have slain the Minotaur.
Athens of America. A name sometimes given to
(See MiNOTAUE, in the Dictionary).
Afterward she fled Boston, Mass. See Modern Athens, 2.
with Theseus, who abandoned her on the isle of Naxos.
Athens of the North. See Modern Athens, 1.
[L., fr. Gr. 'ATAai/T«.]
There Bacchus found her and made her his wife.
At-lan'tis (at-lan'tts).
A
A'ri-el (a'rT-el). In the demonology of the Cabala, a mythical island in the west, mentioned bj' Plato, Pliny,
water spirit in the fables of the Middle Ages, a spirit and other ancient writers, and said to have sunk beneath
of the air, the guardian angel of innocence in Shake- the ocean. Possibly an obscure tradition or rumor of
speare's " Tempest," an airy and tricksy spirit, the mes- the existence of a western continent.
senger of Prospero, assuming any shape, or rendering
The title of an allegorical
At-lan'tis, The New.
himself invisible, in order to execute the commands of fiction by Lord Bacon, and the name of an island described in it as being situated, like the Atlantis of the
his master.
A-ri'on (a-ri'iin). [L., fr. Gr. 'Api'iof.] A Greek mu- ancients, in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Bacon
sician who, when robbed by seamen and thrown into the represents himself as having been wrecked on this island,
sea, was carried to shore by a dolphin wliich had followed and as finding there an association for the cultivation of
natural science, and improvements in the arts.
the ship to listen to the music of his lyre.
A sobriquet
A-tOS'sa (a-tos'sa).
[NL. Atossa, Gr. 'Aroo-cra, the
A-ri-OS'tO of the North (a-re-os't6).
daughter of Cyrus, Queen of Cambyses and afterward
given by Byron to Sir Walter Scott.
Armada, The Invincible. A famous naval arma^ of Darius Hystaspis, by whom she had Xerxes. Herodment, or expedition, sent by Philip II. of Spain against otus speaks of her as a follower of Sappho.] A poetical
England, in the year 1588. It was beaten, dispersed, name given by Pope to Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough,
and in great part destroyed, by the English fleet and by a great friend of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, whom
Pope calls Sappho in his "Moral Essays," Ep. n.
storms. See Dictionary.
A'treus (a'troos). [L., fr. Gr. 'Arpeu's, literally, fearAr-ma'do. See Don Adriano de Armado.
in
less.] Father of the Atridte. See AtridjE, and Thyestes.
[It.]
A
beautiful
sorceress
(ar-me'da).
Ar-mi'da
A-trl'dae (a-tri'de).
[L., fr. Gr. ATps'iSai..']
Tasso's "Jerusalem Delivered," employed by Satan to
A patseduce Rinaldo and the Crusaders. She takes him to the ronymic for Agamemnon and Menelaus, sons of Atreus.
,
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DICTIONARY OF NOTED NAMES IN FICTION.
Attic Bee.

An

epithet conferred by the ancients
tragic poet of Athens,

upon Sophocles (495-406 B. c), the

on account of the unrivaled beauty and sweetness of his
productions.
Attic Bird. A name given by Milton to the nightingale.
See Philomela.
Attic muse. A title bestowed by the Greeks upon
Xenoplion, the celebrated historian, on account of the
merit of his style, which was regarded as a model of simplicity and elegance.
[See Attic, a., in Dictionary.]
At'tl-CUS (at'ti-kus).
1. A poetical name given by Pope to Addison, in the
Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, which forms the " Prologue
to the Satires. " AUicus was an epithet appUed by the
Romans to one distinguished for learning or eloquence.
2. A name given to George Faulkner (d. 1775), to
whom Lord Cliesterfleld addressed, under this title, a
series of ironical letters which attained great celebrity.
Au'cas'sln' and Ml'co'lette' (o'kas'saN', ne'ko'lSt').
[F.] A pair of lovers in one of the most charming of the
old French romances, written in prose and verse in the
13th century.
Au'drey (a'drjr). A country wench in Shakespeare'o

" As You Like

an appearance of affluence, and

Italy.

Austrian Hyena. An appellation given to Baron
Julius Jakob von Haynau (1786-1853), an Austrian general distinguished for his sinister appearance, and notorious for his cruelty to prisoners.
[L. Doctor auihenticus.']
Authentic Doctor.
An
honorary appellation conferred upon Gregory of Rimini,
a celebrated scholar of the Middle Ages (d. 1357).
Autocrat, The. A sobriquet of Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes, the author of the " Autocrat of the Breakfast-

always ready with some

city in

,

A

A

A

Windsor," and in " King Henry IV."
Bare'bone'S ParliamentA nickname conferred
Table."
upon the Parliament convened by Cromwell, July 4,
Au-tol'y-cus (a-t31'i-kQs). A rogue in Shakespeare's 1653 ;
so called from a leather seller named Praise-God
"Winter's Tale.""
Barebone, who was one of the principal members.
Av'a-lon (5v'a-lon). In Middle-Age romance, the name
Bar'kls (bar'kis). A carrier in Dickens's novel of
of an ocean island, and of a castle of loadstone upon it, " David Copperfield," in love with a servant girl, Clara
" not far on this side of the terrestrial paradise. " It is Peggotty, whom he solicits in marriage by a proposal
represented as the abode of Arthur and Oberou and uniquely worded, " Barkis is willin'." See Peggotty.
Morgan le Fay. It is most fuUy described in the old
Barn'well, George (bam'wSl). The hero of Lillo's
French romance of " Ogler le Danois."
tragedy of the same name. Barnwell is a London ap[Heb., 'azazel the scapegoat.] prentice hurried on to ruin and murder by an infamous
A-Za'zel (a^za'zSl).
Ewald considers Azazel to have been a demon belonging woman, who at last delivers him up to justice and to an
to the pre-Mosaic religion. Another opinion identifies ignominious death.
him with Satan, or the devil. Milton makes him Satan's
Bas'l-llS'CO (bSs'i-lis'ko). A braggadocio in an old
standard bearer.
play called " Soliman and Perseda," so popular that his
Az'ra-el (Sz'ra-SI). [Heb., *a«rJeZ help of God.] In name became proverbial.
the Jewish and the Mohammedan mythology, the name
The lover of Portia in
Bas-sa'ni-o (bSs-sa'ni-6).
of an angel who watches over the dying, and separates
Shakespeare's " Merchant of Venice." See Portia.
tho soul from the body.
Bath, Major. The name of a character in Fielding's
novel of " AmeUa,"
a poor and pompous, but nobleminded gentleman, who swears " by the honor and dignity of man," and is caught cooking some gruel in a
saucepan for his ailing sister.
Bat'tle, Sarah (bSt't'l). A gentlewoman with a great
Balja, All (a'le ba'ba). [Ar.] A character in the fondness for whist, mentioned in Charles Lamb's " Es"Arabian Nights," which relates the story of his ad- says of Elia." " A clear fire, a clean hearth, and the
ventures with the Forty Thieves, whose cave he enters rigor of the game. This was the celebrated wish of old
by the use of a magic password. Sesame, the name of a Sarah Battle."
kind of grain. See Foety Thieves.
Battle of the Books. The subject of a satirical
composition by Swift, entitled the " Battle between the
Babes in the Wood. See Childken in the Wood.
Louis
Ancient
XIV.
of
France
so
called
and Modern Books in St. James's Library,"
Baboon, Lewis.
In Arbuthnot's " History of John Bull."
alluding to the controversy regard;.ng the respective
Baboon, Philip. A nickname given, in Arbuthnot's merits of ancient and modern learning.
"History of John Bull," to Philip Bourbon, Duke of
Battle of the Frogs and Mice. See BatrachomyAnjou.
OMACHY, in the Dictionary.
The subject and title of a
Bab'y-lon, The Modern (bab'i-liin). A name given
Battle of ti»e Kegs.
to London on account of its wealth and wickedness.
mock-heroic poem by Francis Hopkinson (1737-1791).
A censorious character This ballad, very famous in Revolutionary times, was
Backbite, Sir Benjamin.
in Sheridan's " School for Scandal."
occasioned by a real incident.
Bad'ebec' (bad''bek'). The wife of Gargantua, and
m^^ " Certain machines in the form of kegs, charged
mother of Pantagruel.
with gunpowder, were sent down the river to annoy the
Badger State. A nickname given to the State of British shipping then at Philadelphia. The danger of
Wisconsin.
these machines Deing discovered, the British manned the
[F.]
A nickname ap- wharves and shipping, and discharged their small arms
Ba'din^guet' (ba'dSN'gt').
plied to Napoleon III. by his political foes. It was tlie and cannons at everything they saw floating in the river
name of a mason in whose clothes he disguised himself during the ebb tide."
when he escaped from the fortress of Ham.
A name sometimes given
Brittle o! the Nations.
Ba'don, mount (ba'dtln). The scene of a battle said to the battle of Leipsic (1813), one of the greatest and
to have been fought by King Arthur against the Saxons most sanguinary battles of modern times, on account of
who invaded his kingdom, in which the latter were sig- the various nationalities, French, Austrian, Russian,
nally defeated.
Prussian, etc., which were there represented.
Bag'stook, Joe (jo bSg'stSk). A wooden-featured,
Battle of the Spurs. 1. A name given to the battle of
blue-faced major in Dickens's " Dombey and Son," self- Courtrai (1302), the first great engagement between the
absorbed, and forever talking of "J. B.," "old J. B.," nobles and the burghers. In this encounter the knights
"Joey B.," etc.
and gentlemen of France were entirely overthrown by
Bail'lie, Harry (bal'll).
The jolly host of the Tab- the citizens of a Flemish manufacturing town. There
ard lun, at Southwark, where tlie pilgrims in Chaucer's were gathered among the spoils 4000 golden spurs.
" Canterbury Tales " assembled.
2. A name given to the affair at Guiiiegate, near CaBa-]ar'd0 (ba-yar'do). [It.] The name of Rinaldo's lais (1513), in which the English troops under Henry
Bteed in Eojardo's "Orlando Innamorato." See Bayard. VIII. defeated the French forces. The .illusion is said
Bal'der (bal'der).
In Norse mythology the god of to be to the unusual energy of the beaten party in riding
light and peace, surnamed " the good " and " the beauti- off the field.
ful " the northern Apollo. He was slain by contrivance
Battle of the Standard. A name given to an enof the evil Loki, with a branch of mistletoe, the only gagement between the English and Scotch at Northallerthing in creation which had not taken an oath to do him ton, Yorkshire, Aufe. 22, 1138, resulting in the defeat of
no harm. See Balder, in tlie Dictionary.
the latter. It was so called on account of a high crucitix
Bal'der-Stone, Caleb (bal'der-ston). In Sir Walter borne by the English upon a wagon as a military ensign.
Scott's " Bride of Lammermoor," the faithful old butler
Battle of the Thirty. [Cf. F. Combat des Trente.']
of the Master of Ravenswood. He struggles mo.^t vir- A name given to a celebrated engagement fought out
between
thirty English and thirty French kniglits at a
maintain
tuously, without food, furniture, or comfort, to

—
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Cliarta.

La (la ba-fa'na), or St. Befana. [it.,
In Italy, a
Gr. 'Eirw^ai'ia the Epiphany.]
common personification of the Epiphany. She is a sort
of Italian Santa Claus, believed by the children to fill
their stockings with toys on Twelfth Niglit.
Beggar's Daughter of Beth'nal Green, The. The
heroine of a ballad in Percy's "Reliques," a beautiful
girl named Bessie, who is wooed by a kniglit, and whose
father turns out to be a son of Simon de Montfort, living
in disguise as a blind beggar.
The story was dramatized
Be-fa'na,

corrupt,

—

_

—

Beautiful Ropemaker, The. See Ropemaker.
Beauty and the Beast. A favorite nursery tale
taken from Madame Villeneuve's Conies Marines (1740).
Beauty saved her father's life by espousing an ugly but
benevolent monster, who, after the wedding, changed
into a handsome young prince.
Bade, Adam (bed). The hero of George Eliot's novel
of the same name.
Bede, Cuthbert. A literary cognomen adopted by
the Rev. E. Bradley, author of "Verdant Green."
Bede, The Venerable. A famous English monk of
the 8th century, whose title was given him in honor
of his eminent talents and virtues.
The last survivor of
Bed'i-vere, Sir (bSd'i-ver).
King Arthur's Knights of the Round Table. He was
sent by the dying king to throw his sword Excalibur into
the lake. He witnessed the departure of Arthur for AvaIon in a barge freighted with weeping queens.
Beef'ing-ton, Mi-lor' (me-16r' bef'Ing-tun). A character in the "Rovers, or the Double Arrangement," in
He is an English
the poetry of the "Anti- Jacobin."
nobleman in exile by the tyranny of King John previous

—

;

"Handsome

Charles II
Beau Nash(nSsh). Richard Nash (1674-1761);— also
called "King of Bath." He managed the pump room
at that famous spa, and conducted the public balls, with
unexampled splendor.
prominent character in GoldBeau Tibbs (tibs).
said by Hazlitt to
smith's " Citizen of the World;"
be " the best comic sketch since the time of Addison
unrivaled in his finery, his vanity, and his poverty."

A name

often given to
Robert Burns, the great peasant poet of Scotland, who
was a native and resident of the county of Ayr.
bibulous and red-nosed folBar'dolph (bar'dSlf).
lower of FalstafE in Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of
(Sr'sher).

of Henry I. of England.
Field'lng (feld'ing). Hendrome Fielding, also
Fielding," a gallant of the time of

surname

Beau
called

upon-Avon.

Ayr'shlre

cas-

Paradise.
2. The light-hearted but affectionate heroine of Shakespeare's " Much Ado about Nothing." See Benedick.
Beau Brum'mel (bo brum'm'l). George Bryan
Brummel (1778-1840), a dandy and wit, and an intimate
of the Prince Regent, afterward George IV. with wlioia
he finally quarreled. He died in poverty and obscurity.
[F., literally, fine scholar.]
Beau'clerc (bo'klerk).

[Sp.,fr. barato cheap.]
Cervantes' romance of
"Don Quixote," "called the island of Barataria, either
because Barataria was the name of the place, or because
he obtained the government of it at so cheap a rate."
A widow landlady in
Bar-dell', Mrs. (bar-del').
Dickens's " Pickwick Papers," celebrated for the suit
which she brought against Mr. Pickwick for an alleged
breach of promise to marry her.
Bard Ol A'von (a'viSn). An epithet title often given
to Shakespeare, who was born and buried in Stratford-

Ba-ra-ta'ri-a (ba-ra-ta're-a).

Ol

way between the

;

Bap'tlste', Jean (zhaN ba/test'). [F., John Baptist.]
sobriquet given as a collective or typical name to the

Bard

as

half

Bay'ard (ba'erd ; F. bt'ar'). The name given in
the old romances to Rinaldo's famous steed, a wonderful animal of a bright bay color, which had formerly
belonged to Amadis de Gaul. See Bajaedo.
Bayes (baz). The name of the principal character in
the "Rehearsal," a farce, by George Villiers, Duke of
Buckingham, intended as a satire upon the heroic rhyming plays of his time. It was first brought out in 1671.
The character of Bayes was meant for Dryden.
Bay State. Apopularnameof Massachusetts, which,
previous to the adoption of the Federal Constitution, was
called the Colony of Massachusetts Bay.
Be'a-trice (be'a-trls It. ba-a-tre'cha). 1. The Christian name of a young Florentine lady of the illustrious
family of Portinari, for whom the poet Dante conceived
a strong but purely platonic affection, and whom he represents in the "Divina Commedia " as his guide through

French Canadians.
Sancho Panza's island

1689
Midway Oak,

and Ploermel, in France, Marcli 27, 1351.
[L.,
Bau'cis and Phi-le'mon (ba'sTs, ft-le'mun).
fr. Gr. BavKts, *iA)j|iimi'.] An aged Phrygian and her husband, who entertained Jupiter and Mercury in disguise,
and were rewarded by seeing their cottage changed into
a stately temple. At death they were converted into two
trees before the temple door.

"Macbeth."

A

known

tles of Josselin

ludicrous shift to uphold the fallen dignity of his patron.
Bald'win (bald'wTn). 1. The brother of Godfrey of
Bouillon in Tasao's "Jerusalem Delivered."
2. The name of the ass in the old beast-epic of " Reynard the Fox."
Bal'Ms (bSl'kls). [Ar. Bilqis.'] The name given in
the Koran to the Queen of Sheba who visited Solomon.
Bal'ma-whap'ple (bal'ma-whSp'p'l). A pig-headed
personage who figures in Scott's novel of " Waverley."
Bal'mung (bal'moong). [G.] The sword of Siegfried
in tlie German epos, the Nibelungenlied.
Bal'ni-bar'bl (bSl'ni-bar'bT). A land occupied by projectors, or whimsical pliilosophers, visited by Gulliver in
his famous imaginary " Travels." See Gulliver.
Bal'whid-der, The Rev. Mi'cah (bal'hwith-er). A
Scottish Presbyterian pastor in Gait's " Annals of the
Parisli," imbued with all old-fashioned national feelings
and prejudices, but sincere, kind-hearted, and pious.
Ban'quo (bSn'kwo). A Scottish thane and warrior
of the 11th century, and progenitor of the royal house
of Stuart, immortalized in Shakespeare's tragedy of

It.*'

(a-giis'ta).
[See AnousT, in Dictionary.]
ancient Roman name for the city of London.
Auld ClOOt'ie (aid kloot'y). A Scottish name for the
Devil, supposed to allude to his cloven foot.
Auld Horn'ie (hSru'y). A Scottish name for the
devU, who is often represented with horns.
Auld Reek'le (rek'y). A designation given to Edinburgh on account of its smoky appearance as seen from
a distance ; or, according to others, on account of the
uncleanliness of its public streets.
Au-SO'ni-a (a-so'nl-a). [L.] An ancient name for

Au-g[US'ta

An

is

spot

fr.

by Sheridan Knowles.
Belch, Sir Toby (bSlch). Uncle to Olivia in Shakespeare's " Twelfth Night." He is a type of tlie reckless,
jolly roisterer of the Elizabethan period.

Bellanls. See Don Belianis.
Be-lin'da (be-lTn'da). 1. The poetical name of the
heroine of Pope's " Rape of the Lock," whose real name
was Arabella Fernior. A frolic of gallantry, in which
Lord Petre cut off a lock of this lady's hair, was the
occasion of th<^ poem.
2. The licrome ol Miss Edgeworth's novel " Belinda."
A pseudonyn of Anne
Bell, Ac'ton (ak'tun bSl).
BrontiS (sister of Chiirlotte .and Emily Brontti), an English novelist,

author of "Agnes Grey."

A pseudonjon adopted by
Bell, Cur'rer (kflr'rer).
Charlotte Bront(5 (sister of Anne and Emily BrontiS), a
distinguished English novelist, author of "Jane Eyre,"
" Shirley," and " Villette."
Bell, Bl'lis (el'lTs). A pseudonym of Emily Bronte,
(sister of Anne and Charlotte Brontt5), author of " Wuthering Heights."
Bel-ler'o-phon (bSl-lSr'o-fSn). [L., fr. Gr. (SeAAepoA Greek hero who rode the winged horse Pega<l>Mv.'\
sus, and slew the monster Chimera.
Bel-le'rus (bSl-le'rtis). The name of a Cornish gi.int,
seemingly invented by Rlilton in " Lycidas " to account
for tlie Roman name Bellercmn, of Land's End.
Bell, Peter. The subject of Wordsworth's poem enHe was a wantitled " Peter Bell, a Tale in Verse."
dering tinker, wliose hard heart was softened by the
touching fidelity of .in ass to its de.ad master.
Bell'-the-Cat. A sobriquet of Archibald Douglas,
fifth Earl ot Angus.
In 1482 the Scottish nobles .«!Oiiglit
to got rid of the court favorites of Jiunes III. Lord G rey
asked, ''Who will bell the cat V " "I will," answered
Douglas. The allusion was to the old fable of the mice

sins, inl^

i

tUen, thin

;

boN

;

zli

=x

In azure.

;
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resolved, in convention, to protect themselves from
the stealthy approaches of the cat by hanging a bell
around her neck. The difficulty, however, was to find a
mouse bold enough to " bell the cat."
Be'lov'ed Disciple. An appellation often given to
John the evangelist and apostle. (See John xiii. 23 xix.

mbo

N

;

26, 27; XX. 2; xxi. 7, 20.)
Be'lOV'fid Physician. An appellation sometimes used
to designate St. Luke. It was first conferred upon him
by the apostle Paul (Col. iv. 14).
Phcebe
Bel-phOS'be (bgl-fe'be). [F. belle beautiful
huntress in Spenser's " Faerie Queene "
Diaua.]
intended as a likeness of Queen Elizabeth the woman,

+

A

'

Ql

—

See Beatrice, 2.
Be'nen-ge'U, CId Ham'et (sld hSm'St ba'nSn-ha'le).
An imaginary Moorish chronicler from whom Cervantes
professes to have derived his account of the adventures
of

R

;

as contradistinguished from the queen, who is imaged
in Gloriana.
Belted Will. A title bestowed upon Lord Wilham
Howard (15C3-1640'), warden of the Western Marches.
Bel'te-ne-bros' (bSl'tS-na-bros'). [Sp., the lovely obA
scure ; bello beautiful -(- tenebroso dark, gloomy.]
name assumed by Amadis de Gaul on retiring to a hermitage, after receiving a cruel letter from his mistress
Oriana.
Bel'vl-de'ra (bSl'vT-de'ra,). The heroine of Otway'a
tragedy of "Venice Preserved."
Ben'e-dlck (bSn'e-dtk). A young lord of Padua, in
Shakespeare's "Much Ado about Nothing," who marries
Beatrice, after a courtship which is a contest of wit and
raillery.
The name is often used as a synonym for a
newly married man, and is sometimes written Benedict.

Don

Quixote.

The pen name of
Ben'son, Carl (karl bSn'siin).
Charles Astor Bristed, author of " Five Years in an English University."
A friend to Romeo, and
Ben-VO'11-0 (bSn-vo'lI-o).
nephew to Montague, in Shakespeare's tragedy of " Romeo and Juliet." He is ill-natured and quarrelsome.
Be'0-wull (ba'o-wu'if or be'o-wulf). The hero of an
Anglo-Saxon poem of the same name. He was a Gothic
Tvarrior who slew the monster Grendel, which infested
the great hall of Hrothgar, king of the West Danes.
[L. BereBer'e-ni'ce' S Locks (bSr'e-ni'sez 15ks).
nice, fr. Gr. Bepei/iKi;.] Berenice, queen of Ptolemy III.,
"hung up her hair in the temple of the war god in obedience to a vow. The hair disappeared, and was fabled
to have been carried to heaven and changed into the

U

constellation since known as Coma Berenices.
Ber-moo'thes (ber-moo'thez). An old form of Bermudas, more closely approximating the Spanish pronunShak.
ciation than the common spelling.
A cant term formerly
Ber-mu'das (ber-nm'daz).
applied to certain obscure and intricate alleys in London
in which persons lodged who had occasion to live cheaply
-or concealed.
They are supposed to have been the narrow passages north of the Strand, near Covent Garden.
Ber'tha, Frau (frou bSr'ta), or Frau Precht (prent).
[G.]
In Germany, an impersonation of the Epiphany,
corresponding to the Italian Befana, represented as a
-gentle white lady who steals softly to neglected cradles,
and rocks them in the absence of careless nurses.
Ber'tram (ber'tram). The haughty and dissolute
count of Rousillon, husband of Helena, in Shakespeare's
"All 's Well that Ends Well."
Bess, Good Queen (bes). A sobriquet often familiarly
applied to Queen Elizabeth of England.
cowardly, bragging captain in
Bes'SUS (bSs'sus).
Beaumont and Fletcher's play
King and No King."
The pet name of Elisabeth
Bet-ti'na (bSt-te'na).
"
-(Brentano) Von Arnim in her
Correspondence of Goethe
with a Child.'J^

A

"A

(bu'la).
See Land or Beulah.
Be'vls ol Hamp'ton, Sir (be'vls). A famous knight
of romance whose marvelous exploits are related in the
second book of Drayton's "Polyolbion." See Ascapart.
1. A lovely daughter of BapBi-an'ca (be-Sn'ka)

Beulah

tista in Shakespeare's "Taming of the Slirew."
2. Mistress to Cassio in Shakespeare's " Othello."
Bick'er-staff, Isaac, Esq., Astrologer (btk'er-staf).

The assumed name under which the "Tatler"was

edIt had previously been used by Swift in his " Predictions " in ridicule of Partridge, the almanac maker.
ited.

Bi'corn and Chlche'vache' (bi'kSrn, shesh'vash').
[F. Bicorne et Chiche vache, literally. Double horn and
Two monsters in old French satirical poetry, the first vei'y fat by reason of feeding exclusively
on patient husbands, the second very lean because it fed
only on patient wives.

Lean cow.]

Bi'frost (bi'frost).

See Asgard.

Big-end'i-ans, The (big-end'i-anz). The name of a
religious party in the imaginary empire of Lilliput who
made it a matter of duty and conscience to break their
eggs at the large end. They were regarded as heretics

by the law, which required all persons to break the
smaller end of their eggs, under pain of heavy penalties
in case of disobedience. See Lilliput.
Blg'low, Mr. Hosea (btg'lo). The imaginary author
of a series of humorous satirical poems in the Yankee
dialect, written by James Russell Lowell, and directed
mainly against slavery, and the war with Mexico in
3846-1848.

BiningS, Josh (josh bil'lTngz). The pseudonjrai
Henry W. Shaw, an American humorist (1818-1885).
Bl'mi-ni (be'me-ne).

of

A fabulous

island said to belong
to the Bahama group, but lying far out in the ocean,
where, according to a tradition current among the natives of Porto Rico, was a marvelous fountain possessing
the power of restoring youth. This was an object of
eager and long-continued quest to the celebrated Spanish navigator Juan Ponce de Leon.

Birch, Har'vey (har'vy berch).
" The Spy."

The spy

in Cooper's

iiovei of

ale,

senate, c4re,

a.m,

arm, ask,

Bi-re'no (be-ra'n6). The lover and husband of Olimpia in Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso."
lord attending on the king of NaBir'on (bir'on).
varre in Shakespeare's "Love's Labor 's Lost."
(blSk'a'ker). A perverse, busBlack'a'cre,
tling, masculine, pettifogging, and litigious character in
Wycherley's comedy of " The Plain Dealer."
Black Doug'las (diSg'las). A generic name of the
elder branch of the noble Scottish family of Douglas.
James Douglas, in Scott's " Castle Dangerous," was the
eighth Lord Douglas. Wm. Douglas (killed 1452) was
the eighth Earl of Douglas.
Black'-eyed Susan. The heroine of a popular nautical ballad by John Gay, and of one of Dibdin's sea songs.
Black Jack. An affectionate nickname bestowed by
his men upon John A. Logan, a major general in the

A

Widow

Union army during the American

Civil
of the swarthiness of his complexion.

War, on account

Black Knight, The. See Faineant, Le Noir.
Black Man, The. A common designation for the
Devil, in the time of the

New England

witchcraft.

Black Prince, The. Edward, Prince of Wales, the
son of Edward III. of England
so called, either from
the color of his armor, or more probably from the terror
of his arms.
A legendary King of England,
Bla'dud (bla'dud).
who is said to have built the city of Bath, and dedicated
its medicinal springs to Minerva.
Blanche'flor'. See Flore and Blancheflor.
Bias, Gil. See Gil Blas.
Blatant Beast, The. A bellowing monster in Spenser's " Faerie Queene," typical of slander or calumny or,
an impersonation of what we now call " Vox PopuU,"
or the Voice of the People.
See Pelleas, Sir.
Ble-fus'CU (ble-ftis'ku). The name of an island mentioned in the imaginary "Travels" of Lemuel Gulliver,
written by Swift. It stands for Prance in tlie satire.
Bli'iil (bll'fil). A hypocrite and a sneak in Fielding's
" History of a Foundling."
Blind Harry. A name given to Henry the Minstrel,
a wandering Scottish poet of the 15th century.
Bloody Assizes, The. A common designation of the
liorrid judicial massacre perpetrated in 1685 by George
Jeffreys, Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench, while
on a circuit tluough the western counties of England.
Bloody Mary. A name often given by Protestants to
Mary I., Queen of England (151G-1558), on account of
the religious persecutions sanctioned under her name.
Blouz'a-lln'da (blouz'a-itn'da), or Blouz'a-lind
(-llnd).
A country girl in Gay's pastoral poem "The
Shepherd's Week," which depicts rural life in its character of poverty and rudeness.
Blue'heard (blu'berd). The hero of a story of the same
name, originally written in French by Cliarles Perrault.
He is represented as marrying a beautiful young woman,
Fatima, who has the keys of the castle intrusted to her,
with injunctions not to open a certain apartment. She
gratifies her curiosity during the absence of her lord,
and is horrified to find the remains of his former %vives.
Her disobedience is discovered by means of an indelible
stain produced on the key which opened the door of the
room, and she is told to prepare for death. She obtains
the favor of a little delay, and is rescued by the timely
arrival of friends, who dispatch her brutal husband.
(B^™ It is said that the original Bluebeard was Giles de
Laval, Lord of Raiz, who was made Marshal of France in
1429, and rendered himself infamous by the murder of his
wives, and his extraordinary impiety and debaucheries.
Bluecoat Boys. The schoolboys of Christ's Hospital
in London, who wear a long blue gown and leather girdle.
Blue Hen, The. A cant or popular name for the
State of Delaware. This sobriquet is said to have had its
origin in a certain Captain Caldwell's fondness for the
amusement of cockfighting. Caldwell was for a time an
officer of the First Delaware Regiment in the war of the
Revolution. When officers were sent on recruiting service it was a saying that they had gone home for more of
Caldwell's gamecocks but, as Caldwell insisted that no
cock could be truly game unless the mother was a blue
hen, the expression Blue Ilen^s chickens was substituted
;

—

;

;

for

" gamecocks."

Delaware Stale Journal {July,

Blue Lights. A nickname given to the
by their political opponents during the war of

1860).

Federalists
1812.

The

Federalists were accused of being secretly in sympathy
with England and of making signals traitorously with
blue liglits to the British vessels.

Bluestring, Robin. See Robin Bluestrikg.
Bluff Hal, or Harry. The sobriquet by which King
Henry VIII. of England is commonly known. He was
called also Burly King Harry.
Blun'der-bore (bliin'der-bor). The name of a giant in
the nursery tale of "Jack the Giant Killer."
Boh'a-dU, Captain (bSb'a-dil). A beggarly and cowardly adventurer in Ben Jonson's comedy " Every Man
in his Humor," who passes himself off with young and
simple people for a Hector.
Boeuf, Front de (fr8N de

bflf ).
A gigantic knight in
Walter Scott's " Ivanhoe."
Bo'hort, Sir (bo'hSrt). A knight of the Round Table,
uncle of Lancelot.
Bois Guil'bert', Bri-an' de (bre-aN' de bwa gel'bSr').
A brave but cruel and voluptuous commander of the
Knights Templars in Sir Walter Scott's " Ivanhoe."
Eom'ba (bom'ba). A sobriquet given to Ferdinand
II. (1810-1859), King of the Two Sicilies, either from
the Italian 6om6a, "puff cheek," "wind bag," or from
his brutality at the bombardment of Messina in 1848.
Bom-bas'tes Fn-rl-O'SO (bom-bas'tez fob-rT-o'so).
The hero and title of a burlesque tragic opera by Thomas
Barnes Rhodes.
Bon Chevalier, sans peur et sans reproche, Le
See Good
(le b6N ohe-va'lya', sSn pflr a saN re'prosh').
Knight, etc.
Bon Gaul'tier (bSn gal'ter; F. bSsr go'tya'). [F.,

Sir

final,

fill;

eve.

event,

£nd, fern, recent;

ice,

Walter the Good.] A pseudonym adopted by Profesaof
W. E. Aytoun and Theodore Martin, under which they
published a popular book of ballads.
Bon'homme', Jacques (zhak bS/nom'). [F., liter.
ally, Jack, or James, Goodman.]
derisive name given
by the French barons of the 14th century to the peas'
ants of the country. See Jacquerie, in the Dictionary.
Bon'nie Dun-dee' (bSn'ny diin-de'). The name given
in the popular ballad poetry of Scotland to John Graham
of Claverhouse, Viscouut Dundee, a famous royalist and
Jacobite who fell at tlie battle of KiUiecrankie, 16S9.
Bo'no, Johnny (bo'no). The sobriquet by which th'
English are commonly designated in the East.
Bon'temps', Ro'ger' (ro'zha' bSN'taN'). A popular
personification, in France, of a state of leisure, and freedom from care. The equivalent for the English proverb,
" There 's a good time coming," among the French peasantry is Roger Bontemps. This cliaracter is the subject
of one of B<5rauger's most celebrated songs.
Boo'by, Lady (bob'by). A woman of frail morals in
Fielding's novel of " Joseph Andrews," who is unable to
conquer the virtue of her footman. She was designed as
a caricature of Richardson's "Pamela," and is represented as a vulgar upstart, whom the parson is compelled
to reprove for laughing in church.
Booth (booth). The husband of Amelia in Fielding's
novel of that name. His frailties are said to sliadow
forth some of the author's own backslidings.
Bos'ton Massacre. A name popularly given to a
disturbance which occurred in the streets of Boston on
the evening of Marcli 5, 1770, when a sergeant's guard
belonging to the British garrison fired upon a crowd of
people wiio were surrounding them and pelting tliem
witli snowballs, and killed three men besides wounding

A

several others.

Bos'ton Tea Party. A name popularly given to the
famous assemblage of citizens in Boston, Dec. 16, 1773,
who met to carry out the nonimportation resolves of the
colony.
Disguised as Indians, they went on board three
ships which had just arrived in the harbor, and threw
several hundred chests of tea overboard into the sea.
Bot'tom, Nick (uTk bot'tum). An Atheni.an weaver
who is tlie principal actor in the interlude of " PyramuB
and Thisbe " in Shakespeare's " Midsummer-Night's
Dream." Oberon, the fair}' king, desiring to punish Titania, his queen, commissioned Puck to watch lier till she
fell asleep, and then to anoint her eyelids with the juice
of a plant called " love-in-idleness," the effect of which,
when she awoke, was to make Iier dote upon Bottom,
upon whom Puck had fixed an ass's head.
Bower of Bliss. See Acrasia, and Armida.
Bow'ling, Tom (bo'lTng). A celebrated naval character in Smollett's novel of "Roderick Random."
Boy-bishop, The. An appellation conferred upon St.
Nicholas (4th century) on account of his early conformity to the observances of the church, of which the old
legends relate marvelous instances.
Boy'thorn, Lawrence (boi'th8rn). A character in
Dickens's novel " Bleak House." He hides a really tender and chivalrous nature under a stentorian voice, a
violence of speech, and a superficial ferocity of manner.
The original of the character was Dickens's friend Walter
Savage Landor.
Boz (boz or bSz). A pseudonym under which Dickens contributed a series of " Sketches of Life and Character " to the "London Morning Chronicle." Of this
nom de plume he has given the following account
^ff^ '• Boz, my signature in the ' Morning Chronicle,*
was the nickname of a pet child, younger brother, whom
I had dubbed Moses, in honor of the
Vicar of Wakefield,' which, being facetiously pronounced through the
nose, became Bases, and being shortened, Boz."
:

—

'

Boz'zy (b5z'zy). A familiar nickname of
well, the biographer of Dr. Samuel Johnson.
Bra-da-man'te (bra-da-man'ta).

A

James Boa-

Christian

Ama-

zon, sister to Rinaldo, in Bojardo's "Orlando Innamorato," and Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso." See Ruggiero.
Brad'war-dine, Baron (brad'war-dln). A gallant, but
pedantic, character in Sir Walter Scott's " Waverley."
Brag, Jack (brSg). The hero of a novel of the same
name by Theodore Hook (1788-1841), a spirited embodiment of the arts employed by a vulgar pretender to
creep into aristocratic society, and of his ultimate discomfiture.
sobriquet of General Burgoyne
Brag, Sir Jack.
(d. 1792), who figures in the old ballad " Sir Jack Brag."
Brag'mar'do', Ja'no'tus' de (zha'no'tus' de brag'mar'do'). The name of a sophister in Rabelais' satirical
romance of "Gargantua."
Braln'worm' (bran'wiirm'). A curious, tricky character in Ben Jonson's play " Every Man in his Humor."
Bram'ble, Matthew (brSm'b'l). A well-known character in Smollett's novel " The Expedition of Humphry
Clinker." He is described as "an odd kind of humorist," afflicted with the gout, and "always on the fret,"
but full of generosity and benevolence.

A

Bram'ble, Miss Tabitha. A sister of Matthew Bram
" Expedition of Humphry Clinker."'
is characterized as a maiden of forty-five, exceedingly homely, and soured by her unsuccessful endeavors
to get married.
She finally succeeds in dippoting of herself to Captain Lismahago, who is content to take hei'
on account of her snug little fortune of £4,000.
Brang'tons, The (brang'tunz). Characters in thf
novel of " Evelina," by Miss Burney, referred to, among
others, by Johnson.
Their name became a synonym for
vulgarity, malice, and jealousy.
Brass, Sally. Sister to Sampson Brass, whom she
ble in Smollett's

She

surpasses in villainy.

See below.

Brass, Sampson. A knavish attorney in Dickens's
Curiosity Shop," distinguished for his servility,
dishonesty, and affected sentimentality.

"Old

Breeches Bibles. A name given to
Genevan Bible (first printed

so-called

idea,

HI;

old,

obey, 6rb, Bdd

editions of the
at Geneva, by

I
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Burllng-ton Hawk'eye' Man (bflrling-tiin hak^'
man). The sobriquet of Robert Jones Burdette (b. 1844),
an American humorist, for some time editor of the " Bur-

1560, In 4to), from the peculiar rendering
" They sewed fig leaves together and made
iii. 7
themselves irreeches."
Breit'mann, Hans (haus brlt'man). [G., literally,
John Broadman.] The pseudonym adopted by Charles
Godfrey Lelaud, an American humorist, wliose ballads
of Gen.

:

:

illustrate

German-American

dialect

Hawkeye."
Burly King Harry. See Bluff Hal.

lington (Iowa)

Buz'fuz, Serjeant (biiz'fuz). A pompous, hectoring
lawyer in Dickens's "Pickwick Papers," who bullies
Mr. Pickwick's witnesses in the great case of Bardell vs.

and character.

The Two Kings of (brent'fSrd). Two
"The Rehearsal," a celebrated farce writ-

Brent'forfi,

characters in
ten by George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham (16271687), in order to correct the public taste by holding up
the heroic or rhyming tragedies to ridicule.
(5^°* The two kings are represented as walking hand
in hand, as dancing together, as singing in concert^ and,
generally, as living on terms of the greatest intimacy
and affection. Tliere seems to have been no particular
reason for making them kings of Brentford rather than
of any other place.

Pickivick.

By'ron, Miss Harriet (bi'riin). A beautiful and accomplished woman of high rank, devotedly attached, and
finally married, to Sir Charles Grandison, in Richardson's novel of this name.
Byron, the Russian. Alexander Sergeivitch Puschkin, Pushkin, or Poushkin (1799-1837), the popular poet
of Russia.

Brewer oJ Ghent- A descriptive title bestowed upon
Jacob van Artevelde, a great popular leader in the early
part of the 14tli century, who drove Louis I., Count of
Flanders, into France, ruled Flanders, and supported
Edward III. of England.
Brick, Mr. Jefferson (brik). A fiery American poli-

Cabal, The. A name given in English history to a
famous cabinet council, composed of five unpopular ministers of Charles II.
See the Citation under Cabal, n.,

tician in Dickens'o novel "Martin Chuzzlewit."
Bride of the Sea.
poetical name of Venice, iiaving its origin in the ancient ceremony of the espousal of
the Adriatic, during which the doge threw a ring into
the sea, uttering the words, " Desponsamus te, mare, in
Bignum veri perpetuique dominii " (We wed thee,
sea, in sign of a true and perpetual dominion).
Bridge of Sighs. [It. Ponte dei Sospiri.^ The name
popularly given to the covered passageway which connects the doge's palace in Venice with the state prisons,
from the circumstance that the condemned prisoners
were transported over this bridge from the hall of judgment to the place of execution. Hood has used the name
as the title of one of his poems.
Brldg'et, Mrs. (brij'St). The name of a character in
Sterne's celebrated novel "The Life and Opinions of

the Dictionary.
Ca-de'nus (kS-de'nus). A name under which Swift
describes liimself in his poem of "Cadenus and Vanessa."
Cadenus is from Latm decanus, dean, by transposition of letters.
See Vanessa.
Ca-glio'Stro, Count de (ka-l'yo'stro). The assumed
name of Joseph Balsamo of Palermo (1743-1795), one of
the most impudent and successful impostors of modem
times.
Ca'lUS, Dr. (ka'yQs). A French physician in Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor."
savage and deformed slave
Cal'i-ban (kal'I-ban).
of Prospero in Shakespeare's "Tempest."
He is represented as being the "freckled whelp" of Sycorax, a
foul hag, who was banished from Argier (or Algiers) to
the desert island afterward inhabited by Prospero.
3, in

A

A

Tristram Shandy, Gent."
.

held his court.
Ca-mil'la (ka-mil'la). [L.] In Virgil's " ^neid," a
virgin warrior who fought for Turnus against the Trojans

and was

[F.] A member of the Parisian
of a play dramatized from
the novel of "La Dame aux Camillas" by Alexandre
Dumas, the younger.
Gam-pas'pe (kam-pas'pe). The heroine of a play of
the same name written by John Lyly, the Euphuist, and
printed in 1584.
Can'a-ce (kan'a-se). A Tartar princess in Chaucer's
" Squire's Tale " who has a magic ring which enables
her to understand the language of birds.
Can'dide' (kiiN'ded'). The cynical hero of Voltaire's
celebrated novel of the same name.
Can'dor, Mrs. (kSn'der). A noted slanderer in Sheridan's comedy of " The School for Scandal."
Ca-no'pus (ka-no'pus). [L., fr. Gr. Kai/ioTros.] The
Egyptian god of water.
Launcelot Brown, a famous
Capability Brown.
so called from
English gardener of the last century
his constant use of the word "capability," as well as
on account of his genius for making sterile or naked
;

—

A

gloomy poet

in Gilbert

and Sullivan's comic opera of "Patience," designed to
ridicule the " weird-intense " imitators of Rossetti and
to satirize the sesthetic craze.
Cf. Postlethwaite.
Bunt'Une, Ned (bunt'lin, or -liu). The pen name of
Edward Z. C. Judson, an American novelist.

tative of the feudal lords of the nvcien regime.
Car-du'el (kiir-dii'Sl). A name given, in the old Arthurian romances, to the city of Carlisle.
Car'ker, Mr. (kar'ker). A plausible villain in Dick-

(bQrd).
A heroine of Scottish ballad
tradition, renowned for her resolute constancy. She
borne away to Elfland by the fairies, and imprisoned
in a castle, from which she is rescued by her brother the
Childe Rowland.
Bur'ley, John (bflr'iy). The sobriquet of John Balfour of Kinlock, a leader of the Scotch Covenanters.
In Sir Walter Scott's " Old Mortality," he is represented
as a cunning and ferocious fanatic.

Burd Helen

ens's " Doinbey and Son."
Gar'men Syl'va (klir'mgn sTl'vii). Tlie pen name of
Elizabetli, Queen of Roumania, a roy.al poetess.
Car-ras'co, San-son' (san-son' kiir-riis'ko). [Sp.] A
waggish bachelor of Salamanca who figures in Cervantes'
romance of " Don Quixote."

and
is

Ose,

unite,

r\ide,

fyill,

i&p,

Orn

;

pity

Car-taph'l-lus (kiir-tSfl-lus).
dering.
;

food)

fo'bt

;

out,

oil

;

See Jew,

chair

;

go

A

Cas-ta'ra (kas-ta'ra).

poetical

name under which

WUliam Habington (1605-1654) celebrated the praises of
Lucia, daughter of the first Lord Powis, the lady whom
he married.
Castle Dangerous. A keep belonging to the Douglas family, which gives its name to one of Sir Walter
"Tales

of

my

Landlord."

It

was

so called

by

the English because it was always retaken from them
by the Douglas.
Castle, Doubting. See Doceting Castle.
Cau'dle, Mrs. Margaret (ka'd'l). The feigned author of a series of "Curtain Lectures " delivered in the
course of thirty years, between eleven at night and
seven in the morning, to her husband, Mr. Job Caudle.
The real author of these humorous lectures was Douglas
Jerrold.

Cau'line, Sir (ka'lin). The hero of an ancient Engpreserved in Percy's " Reliques."

lish ballad

Cave of Mammon. The abode of the god of riches,
described in the seventh canto of the second book of
Spenser's "Faerie Queene."
Cave of Montesinos. See Montesinos.
Cax'tOn, Pi-Sls'tra-tUS (pt-sis'tra-tus kSks'tfin). The
hero of Bulwer Lytton's novel "Tlie Caxtons," and the
narrator of its sequel " My Novel."
Ced'ric (kSd'rlk or sgd'rlk). A Saxon thane in Sir
Walter Scott's novel of " Ivanhoe."
Celestial City. In Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress,"
the city toward which Christian makes his pilgrimage
the heavenly Jerusalem, whose splendors are portrayed
in the Apocalypse.
1. Daughter of Frederick,
Ce'li-a (se'li-a or sel'ya).
the usurping duke, in Shakespeare's " As You Like It."
2. The name given by Thomas Carew, an English poet
of the 17th century, to the lady of his love, whose real
name

;

The Wansing,

is

unknown.

C6'li'mfene' (sa'lt'man').

[F.]

A

coquette in Mo-

comedy "Le Misanthrope."
Ce'yx (se'iks). See Halcyone.
Chad'band, The Rev. Mr. (chSd'band).

liere's

A

clerical

character in Dickens's " Bleak House," a type of hypocritical piety.

Charicleia. See Theagenes and Chariclela.
Char'mi-an (char'mi-an). A kind-hearted but simpleminded female attendant on Cleopatra in Shakespeare's
play of " Antony and Cleopatra."
Chau'vin' (sho'vaN'). The principal character in
represented as a vetScribe's " Soldat Laboureur";
eran soldier of tlie time of the First Empire, who has an
unbounded admiration of Napoleon, and a blind idolatry

—

for all that pertained to him.

Cheer'y-ble Brothers,

The

(cher'T-b'l).

A

firm of

benevolent London merchants in Dickens's " Nicholas
Nickleby."
Chichevache- See Bicorn and Chichevache.
Childe Harold- See Hakold, Childe.
Childe Rowland. See Rowland, Childe.
Children in the Wood, The. Cliaractere of an ancient and well-known ballad entitled " The Children in
the Wood, or the Norfolk Gent.'s Last Will and Testament," which is thought by some to be a disguised recital of the alleged murder of his nephews by King
Richard III. of England.
Chll'lon, The Prisoner of (she'ySN' or shTl'lSn). In
Byron's poem of the same name, Frangois de Bonnivard,
a Swiss patriot, who was confined for six years in the
dungeon of the castle of Chillon, near Geneva.
Chi'na-man, John (chi'na-man). A cant or popular
name for the Chinese collectively, or for a Chinaman.

Chinese Gor'don (gor'dun). The sobriquet of Major
General Charles George Gordon, a distinguished British
and soldier, killed at Khartoum, Jan. 27, 18S5.
so called from his suppression of the Tai-ping
rebellion in China in 1863-G5.
traveler

He was

Chin-gach'gOOk (chTn-gak'g58k). A sagamore of the
Mohicans, and father of Uncas, in Cooper's " LeatherStocking Tales." Called also the Great Serpent, from

—

grounds fruitful and beautiful.
Caps and Hats. See Hats and Caps.
Cap'U-let (kap'u-let). The head of a noble Veronese
house in Shakespeare's tragedy of "Romeo and Juliet,"
hostile to the house of Montague. He is a jovial, testy
old man, self-willed, violent, and tyrannical.
Cap'U-let, Lady. Tlie proud and stately wife of CapSee above.
ulet, and mother of Juliet.
Car'a-bas, Marquis of (kJtr'a-bns). [F., 3farqins de
Carabas, mar'ke' de ka'ra'ba'.] A pompous and wealthy
nobleman in Perniult's tale of "Puss in Boots." B(5ranger adopted the name in one of his songs as represen-

;

(biin'thorn).

slain in battle.

Ca'mille' (ka'mel').

demimonde and the heroine

Bun'Cle, John (bun'k'l). The hero of Thomas Amory's once famous book "The Lite and Opinions of
John Buncle, Esq. " an inconsolable widower who
wedded seven wives in succession.
Buns'by, Jack (biinz'by). A sea captain in Dickens's " Donibey and Son," looked up to as an oracle and
philosopher by his friend Captain Cuttle.

Cas-San'dra (kSs-san'dra). [L., fr. Gr. Kacr<rai/5pa.]
Myth.) A daughter of Priam, King of Troy.
Apollo, who loved her, gave her the gift of prophecy,
but aftenvards becoming angry with her decreed that no
one should believe her prophecies.
Oas'si-0 (kash'i-o). Lieutenant of Othello, and a tool
of lago, in Shakespeare's tragedy of " Othello."
(Class.

;

Genghis {or Ghazan) Khan.
dJ^P" Milton, in quoting Chaucer, writes and accents
this Cam-bus'can, but in Chaucer MSS. it is uniformly
Cam'byns-kan'.
Cam-by'ses, King. See King Cambvses.
A parish in Somersetshire,
Cam'e-lot (kam'e-13t).
England (now called Queen's Camel), where King Arthur

—

Bun'thorne

See Excalieue.

Cal'1-burn (kal'i-bflrn).

Cal'1-dore (kal'T-dor). The hero of the sixth book of
Spenser's "Faerie Queene." He represents Courtesy in
the allegory.
Ca-lip'O-Us (ka-lip'o-lTs). A character in "The Battle of Alcazar " (1594), an inflated drama attributed by
Dyce to Peale ; referred to by Pistol in Shakespeare's
"2 Henry IV.," a. ii., sc.4, 1. 193.
Ca-lis'ta (ka-lls'ta). The name of a celebrated character in Rowe's " Fair Penitent."
In
[L., fr. Gr. KoAui/im.]
Ca-lyp'SO (ka-lip'so).
Homer's " Odyssey," a sea nymph who detained Ulysses
seven years on her island, Ogygia.
Cam'a-ral'za-man. _See Peince Camakalzaman.
Cam'ba-lu (kam'ba-lu). In the " Voyages " of Marco
Polo, the chief city of the province of Cathay. It is
now identified with Pekin.
Cam'bUS-can' (kam'bCs-kSn' or k^m'bus-kan'). A
Tartar king in Chaucer's " Squire's Tale," identical with

Brl'dle-goose', Judge (bri'd'l-goos'). [F. Juge Bridoye-l A judge in Rabelais' satirical romance of " Pantagruel," who decided causes by the chance of dice.
Brl-ghel'Ia (bre-ggl'la). [It., fr. briga trouble, restlessness.] A masked character in the Italian popular
comedy, representing a proud, bold, and crafty plebeian
of Brescia.
Brlt'O-mar'tls (brlt'S-mar'tTs), or Brlt'0-mart (brlf" A lady knight," representing Chastity,
6-mart).
wl)ose adventures are related in Spenser's "Faerie
Queene." She marries Artegal, or " Justice."
Broh'dlng-nag (brSb'ding-nSg). An imaginary country described in Swift's celebrated romance entitled
"Gulliver's Travels." The inhabitants are represented
as giants, about " as tall as an ordinary spire steeple."
Everything else is on the same enormous scale.
Bron'ZO-mar'te (brSn'zo-mar'te). The name of Sir
Launcelot Greaves's steed. See Greaves.
Brother Jonathan. See in the Dictionary.
Brown the Younger, Thomas. A pseudonym under which Thomas Moore, in 1813, published the "Twopenny Postbag," a series of satires directed against the
British Prince Regent and his ministers.
Brown, Tom. The hero of Thomas Hughes's " School
Days at Rugby," and its sequel " Tom Brown at Oxford." He is represented as a hearty young fellow, the
typical British schoolboy and undergraduate.
Bru'ne-hlld/ (bru'ne-hiif), or Bru'ne-hll'de (broo'ne-hil'de).
[G. Brunhilde, MHG. Priinhilt, OHG. Brunihilt, the name of a Valkyria; brunia, trunna, coat of
mail -|- hilti, hiltia, battle.]
A warrior virgin in the
German epic the " Nibelungenlied," who promised to
be the bride of the man who could conquer her in three
trials,
in hurling the lance, in throwing the stone, and
in leaping after the stone when thrown.
Brut (brut), or Bru'tUS (bru'tiis). In British legend,
a great-grandson of .ffineas, who led a Trojan colony to
Britain and founded Troynovant (New Troy), or London.
The story first appeared in Geofirey of Monmouth's
**
Historia Britonum" (1147).
Srute, Sir John (brut). A character in Vanbrugh's
jilay " The Provoked Wife," distinguished for his absurdities and coarse pothouse valor.
Buffalo Bill. The sobriquet of WiUiam P. Cody,
formerly a well-known scout and hunter on the plains
of the Western United States.
Bull, John (bul). A well-known collective name of
the English nation, first used in Arbuthnot's satire
" The History of John Bull."
Bum'ble, Mr. (biim'b'l). A pompous parish beadle
In Dickens's novel " Oliver Twist."

Ca-sel1a (ka-sellS.). The name of a musician and old
friend of Dante, immortalized by him in his poem " La
Divina Commedia."
Cas'i-mere' (kSs'I-mer'). A Polish emigrant in " The
Rovers." See Beefington, Milor.

Scott's

c.

1691

his valor .and cuiming.
Chlo'e (klo'e). See

Daphnis and Chloe.
Chriem'hild (krem'hTlt). [MHG. ChriemMlt, KriemThe heroine of the German epic poem the "Ni-

hilt.~\

belungenlied," repi'esented as a woman of the rarest
grace .and beauty.
Chrls'ta-bel (krTs'tA-bSl). 1. A lady in the ancient
ballad of " Sir Cauline," the daughter of a " bonuye
kinge " in Ireland.
2. A lady in Coleridge's poem of "Christabel."
Chrls'tlan (krTs'clKm). The hero of Bunyan's spiritual romance "The Pilgrim's Progress," designed to represent the various experiences, internal and external, in
the life of a real ChristianChris-tian'a (krTs-chiSn'4. or krYs'cliT-itn'A)- The wife
of Christian in Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," who
sets out with her children to rejoin her husband in the
Celestial City, and is guided by Mr. Great-heart-

Chrlstian Sen'o-ca (sSn'p-ka)A title sometimes
given to Joseph Hall (1574-1656), Bishop of Norwich, an
eminent divine, formerly highly esteemed as a moralist.
Christian Vir'gil (ver'jtl). A title given to Marco
Girolaiuo Vida (d. 1566), one of the most learned scholars and most elegant Latin writers of his time.
Christopher, St. See St. CHRisTornER.
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Cbro'nda-ho'toa-tliol'o-gos (kro'non - ho'tBn -thSl'STho hero ot a burlesque tragedy of the same

g58).

name produced by Henry Carey
Chry-se'ls

(kri-se'Is).

[L.,

from Gr. Xpucnjis.]

In

imitation of F. Cendrillijn, cendres ashes; cf. G. Aschenbr'ddel.']
The heroine of a well-known fairy tale, condemned by a cruel stepmother to the position of a household drudge, sitting in the ashes while her more favored
The
sisters are dressed in tinery and live in splendor.
story recounts how, by a fairy's help, Cinderella presents herself before a young prince, and gains his love,
to the chagrin of her sisters, who had sought to win )iis
favor, and how, when he would pursue her, he loses sight
of her.
At last, by means of a glass slipper (the gift of
the fairy) which she had dropped in her flight, and which
would fit no foot but hers, he discovers her, and then

marries her.

A

marvelous island described
Cl-pan'gO (sl-pSn'go).
in the " Voyages " of Marco Polo, the Venetian traveler,
an object of diligent search with Columbus and the early
navigators to America. It is supposed by some to be
the S3,me as Japan. [Written also Zipangi.']
sorceress who
Cll'ce (ser'se). [L., fr. Gr. Kipxi).]
detained Ulysses a year on her island .^aea. See CmOEAN, and MoLY, in the Dictionary.
designation used by DickCircumlocution Office.
ens in "Little Dorrit," in ridicule of official delays and
indirectness.
The name has come into popular use as a
synonym for governmental routine, or " red tape."
Cities of the Plain. The name often given to Sodom
and Gomorrah, the chief of the five cities said to have
been destroyed by fire from heaven (Gen. xix.), their
Bites being covered by the Dead Sea.
Citizen King.
surname popularly given to Louis
Philippe, who, in 1830, was placed on the throne of
France as the elective king of a constitutional monarchy.
City of Brotherly Love. Philadelphia, sometimes
BO called, from the literal signification of the name.
name popularly given to the
City of Churches.
city of Brooklyn, New York, from the unusually large
number of churches which it contains.
City of Destruction. In Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," the imaginary city, typifying the world, whence
Christian started on his pilgrimage to the Celestial City.
familiar denomination of New
City of Elms.
Haven, Connecticut, many of the streets of which are
thickly shaded with lofty elms.
magical city described in
City of Enchantments.
the story of Beder, Prince of Persia, in the "Arabian

A

A

A

R

A

A

A

Nights."

(kl6m'en-te'na).

An

ami-

and accompUshed woman who goes mad
from her hopeless passion for Sir Charles Grandison in
Richardson's novel of this name.
able, beautiful,

Cle'0-fas (kle'o-fas). See Don Cleopas.
Clifford, Paul (kllffdrd). The title of a novel by
Bulwer Lytton, and the name of its hero, a romantic

highwayman.
CUn'ker, Humphry (klTn'kgr). The hero of Smollett's novel entitled " The Expedition of Humphry Clinker." He is introduced as a destitute and shabby fellow, who had been brought up in the workhouse, put
out by the parish as apprentice to a blacksmith, and
afterward employed as an hostler's assistant and extra
postilion.
Having been dismissed from the stable, and
reduced to great want, he attracts the notice of Mr.
Bramble, who takes him into his family as a servant.
He becomes the accepted lover of Winifred Jenkins, and
turns out to be a natural son of Mr. Bramble.
5!^°" The name is often spelled Humphrey, but it is

Humphry

A

A

A

A

A

in the first edition (1771).

Cll'O (kli'o). A name formed from the four letters
used by Addison as his signature iu the "Spectator."
But it is not probable that he meant to adopt the name
With greater likelihood, the letof one of the Muses.
ters refer to the places where the essays were composed,
viz., Chelsea, London, Islington, and the Office.
Clootie, or ClOOtS. See Atjld Clootib.
ClO-rln'da (kl6-ren'da). The heroine of the infidel
in Tasso's epic poem "Jerusalem Delivered."
A rejected lover of Imogen in
Clo'ten (klo'ten).
Shakespeare's play of " Cymbeline." He is a compound
of the booby and the villain.
Clout, Col'in (kol'in kloutj. The subject of a scurrilous satire by John Skelton (d. 1529), but better known
as a name applied by Spenser to himself in the " Faerie
Queene" and the " Shepherd's Calendar." Colin Clout
also figures in Gay's " Pastorals."
Clum'sy, Sir Tun'bel-ly (tfin'bel-ly klum'zy). A
mean, boorish toady in Vanbrugh's " Relapse."
Clu'rl-caune (klii'rT-kan). A famous Irish fairy or
elf, corresponding to the Puck, or Robin Goodfellow, of
England.
Cly-tem-nes'tra (kll-tSm-nes'tra). [L., fr. Gr. KAvWife of Agamemnon, King of Argos. On
Taiiivqarpa.']
his return from Troy, with the aid of her paramour,
.^gisthus, she murdered him, for which crime she was
put to death by her son Orestes. The story of the murder is told in .SIschylus' tragedy of " Agamemnon."
(Class.
[L., from Gr. KAvtii;.]
Cly'tl-e (kU'ti-e).
Myth.) A sea nymph who pined away for love of Apollo
and was changed into the keliotropium or sunflower,
which is popularly supposed to turn toward the sun in

army

its daily course.

Uock-agne' (kok-an'). An imaginary country of idleness and luxury hence, in burlesque, London and its
suburbs. It is the subject of a celebrated satirical poem
of the same name, which is probably not older than the
year 1300. Boileau applies the name to the French capital.
In Germany, Hans Sachs has made the " Land of
Cockagne " the subject of a humorous poem under the
name of Schlauraffenland. See Lubbeeland, and also
CoCAONE, in the Dictionary.
Cock-lane Ghost. The name given to the imagined
cause of certain strange phenomena which took place in
the year 1762 about the bed of a young girl at house No.
33 Cock-lane, Clerkenwell, London. Dr. Johnson wrote
a statement of the affair, which was pubUshed in the
;

a French word, meaning "strait."
City of the Sun. 1. Baalbec, or Balbec, a ruined
town of Syria, once of great size and magnificence. Its
Greek name was Heliopolis (Gr. 'HAiottoAis), i. e.. City

"Gentleman's Magazine." See vol. xxxii., pp. 43, 81.
Cockney School, or Cockney Poets. A name formerly given in contempt by some of the English critics
to a literary coterie, including Leigh Hunt, Shelley,
Keats, and others.

of the Sun.
2. [F. Cite

gle.]

is

du Soleil.'] A city placed by Tommaso
Campanella (1568-1G39) in the ideal republic which he
constructed after the manner of Plato, and in which he
depicts a perfect society organized somewhat Uke a convent, and established upon the principles of a theocratic

communism.
City of the Violet Crown. An epithet of Athens,
probably in reference to its situation in the central plain
of Attica, surrounded by hills which are bathed in purple
tints by the rising and setting sun.
Clar'chen (kler'kyen). A character in Goethe's " Eg\nont," noted for her constancy and devotion.
Clau'dl-O (kla'di-o). 1. A young gentleman in love
with Juliet in Shakespeare's " Measure for Measure."
2. A young lord of Florence in Shakespeare's " Much
Ado about Nothing.
Clau'di-US (kla'dl-iis). A usurping King of Denmark
in Shakespeare's "Hamlet."
Claus, Peter (kiaz). See Klads, Peteb.
Claus, Santa. See St. Nicholas.
Cla-Vi-le'no A-li-ge'ro (kla-ve-la'nyS a-le-ha'r6).
[Sp., wooden-pin wing-bearer.]
A celebrated wooden
horse which enabled Don Quixote and his faithful squire
Sancho Panza to achieve the deliverance of the Dolorida
Duena (i. e., the afflicted lady) and her companions in
misfortune from enchantment.
[F.]
Cle'ante' (kla'iiNt'J1. A noble, devout man
in Moli&re's celebrated comedy " Le Tartuffe," a pleasing contrast to the hypocritical Tartuffe. See Tartupfe.
2. A shrewd and successful lover of Ang61ique in Moliere's " Le Malade Imaginaire."
CleishlJOth-am, Jeoiediah (klesh'b5th-am). An imaginary editor of the " Tales of My Landlord," written
by Sir Walter Scott.
CWlle' (kla'le'). [F.] A principal character in a romance, " Clt51ie, Histoire Romaine," written by Mile.
Scud^ry. The action of the story is placed in the early
ages of Roman history, and the heroine is that Clelia
ale,

senate, c4re,

&m, arm, ask,

CcB'lebS (selSbs). [L. cxlebs, ccelebs, unmarried, sinThe hero of Hannah More's novel "Coelebs in
Search of a Wife " (1809), a satire on impossible ideals
of

womanhood.
COBUr de Ll'on (kQr de

[F.,
li'tin ; F. kflr de le'SN')heart of lion.] A surname given to Richard I.
of England, on account of his dauntless courage.
literally,

Coffin, Tom. See Long Tom Coffin.
Co'i-la (ko'i-la). A Latin or Latinized name of Kyle,
a district of Scotland, County of Ayr, celebrated in the
lyric poetry of Burns.

of

Col'brand (kol'brSnd).
Warwick.

A Danish

giant slain by

Guy

A

con[F.]
(ko'laN' taN'pSN').
temptuous epithet said to have been anciently given to
the Swiss, and to represent the sound of their drums.
(k51-len').
The heroine of a Scottish
Col-lean',
ballad which relates how a "fause Sir John" carried
her to a rock by the sea for the purpose of drowning
her, and how she outwitted him, and drowned him.
name
Co-logne', The Three Kings of (ko-lon').
given to the three magi whose bodies are said to have
been brought by the Empress Helena from the Bast to
Constantinople, whence they were transferred to Milan,
and afterwards to Cologne in 1164.
The
[It. Columbina.']
Col'um-bine (kSl'um-bln).
name of a female masker in the popular comedy of Italy,
with whom Harlequin is represented as in love.
Commander of the Faithful. A translation of the
title assumed by the successors of Mahomet in the Caliphate, as being the spiritual head of Islam.
popular nickname for the EngCompany, John.
Co'lin'

Tam'pon'

May

A

A

East India Company.
Co'mus (ko'mus). [L.,

lish

fr.

Gr.

kw/u.o;

a revel.

See

Comedy, in the Dictionary.] In the later age of Rome,
a god of festive joy and mirth. In Milton's poem entitled " Comus a Masque," he is represented as a base
enchanter, who endeavors, but in vain, to beguile and
entrap the innocent by his " brewed enchantments."
:

final,

^U;

Confessor, The. A title of Edward III., King of the
Anglo-Saxons
first bestowed upon him in a bull issued
by Pope Alexander ILL, who canonized him about a cen;

The Lady

,

An imaginary cloud city in the
Historiae " of Lucian, a satirical romance.
popular designaCity of magnificent Distances.
tion given to the city of Washington, the capital of the
United States, which is laid out on a very large scale.
name often bestowed upon LonCity of Masts.
don, in allusion to the magnitude of its commerce.
City of Palm Trees. Jericho. See Deut. xxxiv. 3.
name popularly given to the
City of Spindles.
city of Lowell, Massachusetts, a large cotton-manufacturing town in the United States.
name sometimes given
City of the Great Eiing.
to Jerusalem, which is so called in Psalm xlviii. 2, and
in Matthew v. 35.
name popularly given to DeCity of the Straits.
troit, which is situated on the west bank of the river or
strait connecting Lake St. Clair with Lake Erie. Detroit
City of Lanterns.

" Verae

'

escaped from the power of Porsena by swimming

across the Tiber.

Clem'en-ti'na,

Homer's "Iliad," a beautiful Trojan captive. Agamemnon's refusal of a ransom from her father, priest of
Apollo, brings a pestilence upon the Greeks.
Cin'der-ei'Ia (slu'der-Sl'la). [Dim. from cinder, in
,

who

in 1734.

eve, event, nnd,

feiii,

recent;

ice,

—

tury after his death.

Conqueror, The. A title given to WiUiam, Duke of
Normandy, who by the battle of Hastings, in 1066, became the sovereign of England.
Con'Stans (kou'stanz). [L. constans, p. pr., constant.]

A

legendary king of Britain iu the time of Merlin, celebrated in the old romances of chivalry.
[F.]
Con'SU'e'lC (kSN'su'a'lo').
The heroine of
George Sand's (Mme. Dudevant's) novel of the same
name, an impersonation of noble purity sustained amidst
great temptations.
Consul Bib'u-lus (bTb'fi-liis). A colleague of Julius
Csesar in the consulship iu the year 59 b. c. He was a
man of small ability and little influence. The name of
Bibulus is used proverbially to designate any person who
fills a high office, and yet is a mere cipher iu the conduct
of affairs.

Conversation Sharp (sharp). A sobriquet bestowed
upon Richard Sharp, Esq. (1759-1835), well known by
this name in London society.
Cool'ldge, Susan (kool'Ij). The pen name of a popular American writer, Miss Sarah Chauncey Woolsey.
Co-phet'U-a (ko-fSt'fi-a). An imaginary African king,
whom the legendary ballads told that he fell in love
with the daughter of a beggar, and married her. The
song is extant in Percy's "Reliques." A modernized
version of the story is given by Tennyson in his poem
entitled " The Beggar Maid."
Copper Captain, The. Michael Perez, a fortune,
seeking intriguer in Beaumont and Fletcher's comedy
" Rule a Wife and Have a Wife."
Cop'per-field, David (kSp'per-feld).
The hero of
Dickens's novel of the same name. His history is, in a
large degree, the author's own, especially in the part of
it relating to his boyhood and youth.
Cor-de'li-a (k8r-de'li-a or k6r-del'ya). The youngest
and favorite daughter of King Lear. See Lear.
[F.] See
Cor'dl'fere', La Belle (la bSl kSr'de'Sr').
Ropemaker, The Beautiful.
Co'rinne' (ko'ren'). [F.] The heroine of Mme. db
Stael's novel of " Corinne, ou L'ltalie."
Corinthian Tom. See Tom and Jekbt.
Corn'-crack'er, The (k8rn'krak'er). A popular nickname or designation for the State of Kentucky. The
of

inhabitants are often called Corn-crackers.

Corn-law Rhymer,

The.

Ebenezer

Elliott,

an

English writer (1781-1849), who, in a volume of poems
entitled " Corn-law Rhymes," set forth the mischiefs
and dangers of the corn laws.
Corn'wall, Bar'ry (bSr'rJi' k5m'wal). An imper.
fectly anagrammatic nom de plume adopted by Bryan
WaUer Proctor, an English poet of the present century.
Corporal, The Little. See Little Corporal.
Corporal Trim. See Trim, Corporal.
Corrector, Alexander the. A name assumed by
Alexander Cruden (1701-1770), the author of the wellknown "Concordance to the Bible," and for some years
a corrector of the press in London.
Cor'si-ca Pa'O-11 (kSr'si-ka pa'o-le). A name popularly given to Pascal Paoli (1726-1807), a leader in the
war for Corsican independence. After the conquest of
the island by the French, he took refuge in England,
and passed many years in friendship with Burke, Johnson, and other distinguished men of the time.
Cor'y-don (k5r'i-don). [L., from Gr. KopuSmi'.] 4
shepherd in one of Theocritus' Idyls, and in one of Vir.
gil's Eclogues
hence used to designate any rustic.
Cor'y-phaB'us of Grammarians (kSr'T-fe'tis). [Gr.
6 Kopu(^atos Toiv ypa^fi.aTiK(ov the chief of grammarians.
See Corypheus, in the Dictionary.] An appellation given
to Aristarchus, a native of Samothrace, the most cele<
brated grammarian and critic in all antiquity.
Cos'tard (kos'terd). A clown in Shakespeare's " Love's
Labor 's Lost," who apes the display of wit affected by
the courtiers of Queen Elizabeth's time.
Country Parson, The. The pseudonym of A. K. H.
Boyd, a Scotch clergyman, author of "Recreations of a
Country Parson " and other popular essays.
;

—

Cousin Michael. [G. Vetter Michel.'] A sportirt
designation of the German people, representing a slug'
gish, simple, credulous person.
Cov'er-ley, Sir Roger de (kiiv'er-li^). The name ol
one of the members of the imaginary club under whose
direction the " Spectator " was professedly edited. He
was a kind-hearted, simple-minded, and somewhat eccentric old English country gentleman.
Crab'shaw, Timothy (krab'sha). The name of Sii
Launcelot Greaves's squire in Smollett's "Adventures "
of that redoubted and quixotic knight.
The pen
Crad'dock, Charles Egbert (krad'dok).
name of Miss Mary N. Murfree, a popular American
novelist, author of "In the Tennessee Mountains," etc.
Cradle of Liberty. A popular name given to Faneuil
Hall, a large pubUc edifice in Boston, Mass., celebrated
as being the place where the orators of the Revolution
roused the people to resistance to British oppression.
Crane, IchabOd. The name of a credulous Yankee
schoolmaster whose adventures are related in the ' ' Legend
of Sleepy Hollow," in Irving's "Sketchbook."
Cra'paud', Johnny (kra/po'). [F. crapaud a, toni.l
A sportive designation of a Frenchman, or of the French
nation collectively considered.
Cray'on, Geoffrey, Esq. (jeffr^ kra'iin). A pseudonym under which Washington Irving published the
" Sketchbook."
Cra'yon', Porte (pSrt kra'yoN'). [See Portcrayon,
in the Dictionary.]
The pen name of David Hunter
Strother, an American artist and author, who wrote illustrated sketches of travel in Virginia.
Creole State. A name sometimes given to the State
of Louisiana, in which the descendants of the original
idea;,

ill;

old,

obey, orb, Odd;
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settlers constitute a large proportion of the population.
popular name for the city of New
Crescent City.
Orleans, the older portion of which is built around the
convex side of a bend of the Mississippi River.
Cres'si-da (krSs'siT-da). The heroine of Shakespeare's

A

play " Troilus and Cressida," founded upon Chaucer's
" Troilus and Cresseide." She is represented as beautiful, witty, and accomplished, but impure. The story was
a mediaeval addition to the tale of Troy.

Crey'ton, Paul (kia'tun). A pseudonym of J. T.
Trowbridge, an American novelist and poet.
Crich'ton, The Admirable (kri'tiin). James Crichton, a Scottish gentleman of the 16th century, who at
the early age of 14 took his degree of Master of Arts,
and was considered a prodigy, not only in abilities, but
in actual attainments.
[Written also Creighton.']
CriS'pln, Saint (krts'pTn).
The patron of shoemakers, represented as such in the ceremonial processions of the craft. He was a shoemaker and preacher
In France, martyred in 287, and is honored as a saint by
the Roman Catholic Church.

Crls'pln-Cat'Hine (-kat'i-lln). A nickname fastened
by Mirabeau upon D'Espr^mesuil, in ridicule of his conspiracies.
It alludes to a comedy by Le Sage, called
" Crispin the Rival of his Master."
Croak'er (krok'er). A character in Goldsmith's comedy " The Good-natured Man," intended as a caricature
of groaners and grumblers.
Croaker & Co. The pseudonym adopted by Joseph
Rodman Drake and Fitz-Greene Halleck in their once
famous "Croaker Papers," publislied in 1819 in the
" New York Evening Post."

Crowe, Captain

(kro).

A celebrated naval

personage

" Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves."
Crow'quill, A. (kro'kwTl). A pseudonym adopted
by Alfred Forrester (1805-1872), a popular English humorist and artist.
Cru'soe, Rob'ln-son (rob'in-sun kru'sS). The hero
of De Foe's great novel, a shipwrecked sailor who for
many years leads a solitary existence on an uninhabited
island in the Pacific, and who alleviates his long reclueion by an inexhaustible prodigality of contrivance.
Cuf'fee, or Cuf'ley (kuf'fy). A cant name applied to
a Tiegro. The word is said to be of African origin, and
it has been borne as a surname.
Cf. Sambo, in the Dicin Smollett's

tionary.

Cunc-ta'tor (kunk-ta'ter). [L., the delayer.] A surgiven to the illustrious Roman genera!, Quintus
Fabius Maximus Verrucosus (d. E. c. 205), on account of
bis slow but salutary measures in opposing the progress
of Hannibal.
Curan. See Akgentile and Curan.
[F., le CurS de
Curate of Meu'don' (mfl'dSN').

name

Meudon.} A name by which Rabelais (d. 1553?), the
French satirist, is often referred to. He held for a time
the living of Meudon, but probably never officiated or
resided there.
Encyc. Brit.
Cutpurse, DIoll, or Mall (mSl mal). A pseudonym
of Mary Frith, a notorious character frequently mentioned or aUuded to by the older English writers.
Cut'tle, Captain (ktit't'l). A character in Dickens's
"Dombey and Son," combining great humor, eccentricity, and pathos, distinguished for his simplicity, credulity, and generous trustfulness.
One of his famous
expressions is, " When found, make a note of."
Cyb'e-le (sTb'e-le). [L., fr. Gr. Ku^e'Ai).] See Rhea.
Cym'be-llne (sTm'be-ltu or -lln). A legendary or
mythical king of Britain, and the hero of Shakespeare's
play of the same name.
;

D.
[L., from 6r. Aai'SaAos.
See
DiEDAL, in the Dictionary.] (Class. Myth.) The builder
of the Cretan Labyrinth.
He escaped from Crete, with
his son Icarus, by means of artificial wings attached with
wax. Daedalus reached Sicily in safety, but Icarus flew
too near the sun the wax melted and he fell into the
sea and was drowned.
Dag'0-net, Sir (dSg'o-net). The attendant fool of
King Arthur. [Written also i)aguenet.'\
I was then Sir Dagonet in Arthur's show.
Shal:

Dsd'a-lns

(dSd'a-liis).

:

Dal-^et'ty, Rltt'mas-ter Du'gald (rTt'mas-ter du'gald daJ-gSt'tJ).
soldier of fortune in Sir Walter
Scott's ''Legend of Montrose," distinguished for his
pedantry, conceit, valor, vulgar assurance, knowledge of
the world, greediness, and a hundred other qualities.
Da'mlS' {da/rat'). [F.] The headstrong son of Orgon
in Moliere's comedy of "TartuHe."
Dam'0-cles (dSm'S-klez). [L., fr. Gr. Aa;iioKA.>js.]
flatterer in the court of Dionysius of Syracuse.
I5y way
of answer to his constant praises of the happiness of
kings, Dionysius seated him at a royal banquet, with a
sword hung over his head by a single horsehair.
Da-moe'tas (di-me'tas). [L., fr. Gr. Ao^ioiVas.]
herdsman in Theocritus and Virgil ; hence, any herdsman or rustic.
Da'mon (da'mon). [L., fr. Gr. Aa;u,<of.]
goatherd in
the third Eclogue of Virgil ; hence, any rustic or swain.
Da'mon and Pyth'i-as (pTth'i-as). Two Syracusan
friends that have become proverbial for their friendship.

A

A

A

A

Damon was condemned to death by the tyrant Dionysius,
and was given four hours' leave of absence to go home
and say good-by to his wife, Pythias offering to die in
his stead if he failed to return. He returned just in tima
to save his friend and was pardoned.
See Phintias.

Damsel of Brittany. A name given to Eleanora,
daughter of Geoffrey, second son of Henry II. of Engand Duke of Brittany by marriage with Constance,
the daughter and heiress of Duke Conan IV.
unite,

rjide,

full,

up,

firn

;

pity

Diavolo, Pra.

A

News

"Danbury News," published at Danbury, Coimecticut.
Dan'din', George (zhorzh daN'd5N')- [F.] 1. The
name of a mock judge in Rabelais.
2. The title of a comedy by Moliere, and the name of
its hero, a wealthy French citizen, who having imprudently married above his rank

is

constantly saying to

Tu I'as voulu, George Dandin " (You would
George Daridin). See Sotenvilie, M. de.
Dan'gle (dSn'g'l). A prominent character in Sheridan's farce " Tlie Critic " one of those theatrical amateurs who besiege a manager with impertinent flattery
and gratuitous advice.
himself, "

have

it so,

;

Daph'ne

(daf'ne).

[L., fr. Gr.

A<£(^ifi).]

A nymph who fled from the embraces of

{Class. Myth.)
Apollo and was

changed into the laurel tree.
Daph'nis and Chlo'e (dSf'nis, klo'e). [L. Dapknis,
fr. Gr. Aa^j/i's ; L. Chlo'e, fr. Gr. XAorj.] A pair of lovers,
in the pastoral romance of the same name written by
Longus in Greek prose in the fourth century.
Dai''by and Joan (dar'by, jon). A married couple
said to have lived, more than a century ago, in the village of Healaugh, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and
celebrated for their long life and conjugal felicity. They
are the hero and heroine of a ballad called " The Happy
Old Couple," which has been attributed to Prior.
Day of Barricades. [A translation of F. Journee
des Barricades.'] 1. May 12, 1588, on which day the
people of Paris erected barricades and took arms to resist certain measures of Henry III.
2. August 27, 1648 ;
so called on account of a riot,
instigated by the leaders of the Fronde, which took place
in Paris on that day.

—

11^°" The name has also been given to other days in
B'rench history marked by similar disturbances.

Day of Dupes. [A translation of F. Journie des
Dupes.'] In French history, a name given to the 11th
of November, 1030, in allusion to a celebrated imbroglio
by which the opponents of the prime minister Richelieu,
at the head of whom were Maria de' Medici and Anne of
Austria, were completely worsted in an attempt to effect
his removal from office.
beautiful but unfortunate
Deans, Effie (denz).
character in Sir Walter Scott's "Heart of Mid-Lothian."
Deans, Jeanie. The heroine of " The Heart of MidLothian," characterized by her kindness, sturdiness, and
good sense. She journeys from Edinburgh to London,
and obtains pardon for her sister Effle, condemned for
child murder.
charDedlock, Sir Leice'ster (les'ter dgdISk).
acter in Dickens's novel of " Bleak House." "He is an
honorable, obstinate, truthful, high-spirited, intensely
prejudiced, perfectly unreasonable man."
Deer'slay'er (der'sla'er). The hero of Cooper's novel
of the same name, identical with Natty Bumpo, or
Leather - Stocking, the hero of the whole series of

A

See Fba Dlavolo.

Sam (dlk'y). A cant name applied to the in-

Dlck'y

habitants of Liverpool.

Di'dO (di'do). [L.] In Virgil's JEneid, the Queen of
Carthage, loved, and afterwards deserted, by .aSneas.
Dle'trich of Berne (de'trtk, bSrn). The name given
in German minstrelsy and in the "Nibelungenlied " to
Theodoric the Great, of Verona, king of the Ostrogoths.
Dimmes'dale, Arthur (dimz'dal). In Hawthorne'?
romance "The Scarlet Letter," a Puritan minister ot
great eloquence and spirituality, in Colonial New England, who secretly commits adultery and afterwardf
makes a public confession.
Dln'mont, Dan'die (dan'di dm'mSnt). A humorous
and eccentric character in Sir Walter Scott's " Guy Mannering "
one of the best of rustic portraits.
Dix'ie (diks'i). An imaginary place somewhere in the
Southern United States, celebrated in a popular negro
melody as a paradise of luxurious ease and enjoyment.
The melody was adopted as the favorite tune of the Confederate armies in the civil war. The term is often used
as a collective designation of the Southern States.
Diz'zy (dTz'zy). A popular nickname of the English
statesman, Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881).
Djin'nes-tan' (jln'nes-tiin'). The name of the ideal
region in which djinns, or genii, of the East reside.
;

—

Dob'bin, Major (dob'bTn).

A shy, awkward, but most

excellent officer and gentleman in Thackeray's " Vanity
Fair." He was a faithful friend to George Osborne, and
to his widow whom he married after years of devotion.
Doctor, Admirable. See Admiraele Dootob and
for Angelic Doctor, Authentic Doctor, etc., see the
respective adjectives Angelic, Authentic, etc.
Doctor Syn'tax (sTn'taks). The hero of a work by
William Coombe (1741-1823), entitled " The Tour of Dr.
Syntax in Search of the Picturesque," formerly very
popular.
Dods, Meg (d3dz). An old innkeeper in Sir Walter
Scott's novel of " St. Ronan's Well ; "
one of his best
;

—

low comic characters.

Dod'son

& Fogg (dSd'sun,

f 8g)

A firm of very sharp

lawyers in Dickens's "Pickwick Papers," EP>torueys for
the plaintiff in the celebrated case of Bardell vs. Pickwick.
Do'dy'nas' le Sau'vage', Sir (do'de'nii' le so'vazh').
A knight of King Arthur's court, overtlirown in an encounter with Tristram.
Doe, John (do). A merely nominal recognizance or
surety in actions of ejectment at common law ;
usually
associated with the name of Richard Roe. John Doe
and Richard Roe were a sham plaintiff and sham defendant in a flctitious action brought to try the title to

—

Cf. Noakes, John o'.
Do'eg (do'Sg). [From Doeg, chief of Saul's herdsmen, " having charge of the mules." 1 Sam. xxi. 7.]
A nickname under which Dryden, in the second part ol
his " Absalom and Acliitophel," satirized Elkanah Settle
(1648-1723), a contemptible poetaster, who was for a

lands.

time Dryden's successful rival.
Doe'sticks, Q. K. Phi-lan'der (ku kl fi-ian'der do'A pseudonym adopted by Mortimer M. ThompA
American comic writer (1832-18T5).
Dog'ber'ry (dog'ber'ry). An ingeniously absurd, selfsatisfied, and loquacious night constable in Shakespeare's
" Much Ado about Nothing."
Dom'bey, Little Paul (dSm'bj^). A pathetic child
figure in Dickens's novel "Dombey and Son." He is a
delicate, thoughtful boy, the only son of a rich and
" Leather-Stocking Tales."
pompous London merchant.
Defender of the Faith. A title conferred by Pope
Dom-dan'i-el (dom-dSn'i-Sl). A cave in the region
Leo X. upon Henry VIII. of England, by reason of his adjoining Babylon, the abode of evil spirits, by some
tract against Luther.
traditions said to have been originally the spot where
[L., from Gr. Aijiareipa.]
De'i-a-ni'ra (de't-a-ni'ra).
the prophet Daniel imparted instruction to his disciples.
(Class. Myth.) The wife of Hercules, who unintention- In another form, the Domdaniel was a purely imaginary
See Nesscs.
ally caused his death.
region, subterranean or submarine, the dwelling place
In Bunyan's allegory of of genii and enchanters.
Delectable Mountains.
"The Pilgrim's Progress," a range of hills from whose
Dominie Samp'son (sSm'sun). [See Dominie, in the
summit might be seen the Celestial City.
Dictionary.] A schoolmaster in Sir Walter Scott's novel
Del'ta (del'ta). [See the Dictionary.] The signature of "Guy Mannering," " a poor, modest, humble scholar
under which David Macbeth Moir, a well-known Scottish who had won his way through tlie classics, but fallen to
writer (1798-1851), contributed to " Blackwood's Maga- the leeward in the voyage of life."
zine."
Don Ad'ri-a'no de Ar-ma'dO (don ad'ri-ii'no da arDe-moc'rl-tUS, Junior (de-mSk'rT-tus). The pseu- ma'do). A pompous, fantastical Spaniard in Shakedonym under which Robert Burton (1577-1640) pub- speare's " Love's Laljor 's Lost," who has " a mint of
lished his " Anatomy of Melancholy."
phrases in his brain."
Des'de-mo'na (dez'de-mo'na). The heroine of ShakeDon-a-tel'lo (dBu-A-t51'lo). The hero of Hawthorne's
speare's tragedy of "Othello," daughter of Brabantio, romance "The Marble Faun." He is a young Italian
a Venetian senator, and wife of Othello, a Moorish gen- with a singular likeness to the Faun of Praxiteles. He
eral.
See Othello.
leads an innocent but purel/ animal existence, until a
Deu-ca'li-on and Pyr'rha (dfi-ka'lT-8n, pTr'ra). [L. sudden crime awakens his conscience and transforms his
Deucnlion, fr. Gr. i^evKoXimv L. Pyrrha, fr. Gr. Hvppa.] whole nature. See Miriam.
{Class. Myth.) The only human pair that survived the
Don Be'll-a'nis of Greece (ba'le-a'nes). The hero of
great deluge. In obedience to an oracle, they threw an old romance of chivalry founded upon the model of
stones behind them, from which sprang up a new race of the Amadis. An English abridgment of this romance
men and women.
was published in 1673.
Devil on Two Sticks. See Asmodecs, and Don
Don Cle'O-fas (kle'S-fas). Tlio hero of Le Sage's
Cleofas.
novel " Le Diable Boiteux " (comiiionly called in EngPevil'S Wall. A name given by the inhabitants of lish "The Devil on Two Sticks"); a fiery young Spanthe neighborhood to the old Roman wall separating Eng- iard, proud, high-spirited, and revengeful, but interestland from Scotland, because they supposed, from tlie ing from his gallantry and generous sentiments.
See
strength of tlie cement and the durability of the stone, AsMODEUS.
that the Devil must have built it.
Don Ju'an (dSn ju'nn Sp. don lioo-au'). A mythical
Dhu, Roderick (du). A Higliland chieftain and out- personage wlio figures largely in drama, melodrama, and
law slain by Fitz-James (King James V.) in Sir Walter romance, as the type of refined libertinism.
Scott's poem "The Lady of the Lake."
^^^ Don Juan Tenorio of Seville, whose life has been
Di'a'ble, Le (le dS'a'b'l). [F., the Devil.] 1. See placed in tlio IJtli century, is the supposed original of
Robert the Devil.
the story. Tlie traditions ooncorning him were long our2. A nickname of Olivier Ledain, the barber and after- roiit in Seville in an oral form, and wore afterward
wards the infamous privy councilor and tool of Louis dramatized liy <Jal>riel Tellez (Tirso de Molina). From
the Spanish, the story was tr.auslatcd by tlie Italian
XI. of France.
thence it passed into France, wlicre it
[F.] playwriglits
Dl'a'lol'rus', ThO'mas' (tS'ma' do'A'fwA'rus').
adapted and brought upon tlio .-^tapo bv MoliiTO and
A young and pedantic medical student, about to be was
Corneille.
In Italy, Goldoiii luiulo it the basis of a
dubbed doctor, in Moliere's "Le Malade Imaginaire." play. The first instance ot a musical treatment ot the
He is an unsuccessful lover of Angclique.
subject was by Gliick, in his ballet of Don Juan, in 176L
stiks).
son, an

;

;

;

land,

use,

Dan'a-e (dan'a-e). [L., fr. Gr. Aaravj.] (Class. Myth.)
princess of Argos, mother of Perseus by Jupiter, who
visited her in the form of a golden shower, in the brazen
tower where her father had imprisoned her.
[L., from Gr. Aai/aDan-a'1-des, The (dSn-a'I-dez).
tSes.]
{Class. Myth.) The fifty daughters of Danaus,
King of Argos, who, with one exception, murdered their
husbands, the fifty sons of .ffigyptus, on their wedding
night, and were condemned in Hades to draw water in
sieves eternally.
Danbury
Man. The sobriquet of James Montgomery Bailey, an American humorist, editor of the

1693

;

food,

fo'bt

;
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oil

;

cbair

;

eo

;

sine,

ink

;

then, thin

;
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;
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Afterward Mozart immortalized the tradition in his ^eat
Don Giovanni," which first appeared at Prague
The name has been rendered most familiar to
English readers by the use which Byron has made of it
in his poem entitled " Don Juan."
opera, "
in 1787.

Don Quix'Ote (d5n kwiks'ot Sp. don ke-ho'ta). [Sp.
The hero of a celebrated
Quijote, or Do7i Quixote.']
Spanish romance of the same name by Cervantes. Don
Quixote is represented as " a gaunt country gentleman
of La Mancha, full of genuine Castlllan honor and entiiusiasm, gentle and dignified in his character, trusted
by his friends, and loved by his dependents," but " so
completely crazed by long reading the most famous books
of chivalry, that he believes them to be true, and feels
himself called on to become the impossible knight-errant
they describe, and actually goes forth into the world to
defend the oppressed and avenge the injured, like the
heroes of lus romances."
Do'ra (do'ra). The " child-wife " of David Copperfield in Dickens's novel "David Copperfield.
DoTante' (do'raNf). [F.] 1. A nobleman in Moli^re's farcical comedy "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme."
2. A courtier devoted to the chase who figures in
Moliire's comedy " Les FScheux."
Do'ras (do'rSks). A noble Portuguese turned renegade in Dryden's play of " Don Sebastian."
Dor'l-mant (d5r'i-mant). A character in Etherege's
play "The Man of Mode," a genteel, witty rake, designed as a portrait of the Earl of Rochester.
Do'rine' (do'ren'). [F.] A hasty, petulant woman
in Moliere's " Tartuffe," who ridicules the faults of the
family that she serves with sincere affection.
Dor'o-the'a. See Hermann and Dorothea.
Do'ry, John (do'ry). A character in " Wild Oats, or
the Strolling Gentleman," a comedy by John O'Keefe.
Do'the-boys Hall (dob'the-boiz hal). A model educational establisiimeut, described in Dickens's "Nicholas
Nickleby," which was kept by a villain named Squeers,
whose system of tuition included beating, drudging, and
starving.
See Squeers.
Doubting Castle. In Bunyan's spiritual romance of
the "Pilgrim's Progress," a castle belonging to Giant
Despair, in which Christian and Hopeful were confined,
and from which at last they made their escape by means
of the key called Promise.
;

Don

(diSglas).
When Sir James
Dougliis, in 1306, retook his castle from the English (see

Doug'las Larder, The

Black Douglas, and Castle Dangerous) he had

all the
provisions in the castle poured into a heap, on which
were thrown the bodies of the slain. This was called

" The Douglas Larder."
Dou'ster-swlv'el, Her'man (her'man doo'ster-swTv'A German swindler in Sir Walter Scott's novel
«1).
" The Antiquary," who pretends to a power of discover-

by means of a divinhig rod.
DOU'zel del Phe'bO (dob'zgl d61 fe'bo). A celebrated
hero of romance in the " Mirror of Knighthood," etc.
Down'ing, Jack (doun'ing). A pseudonym under
which Seba Smith, an American writer, wrote a series
of humorous and popular letters (first published collectively in 1833), in the Yankee dialect, on the political
ing buried treasure

the United States.
Dragon of Wantley, The (wSntli^). A monster
which figures in one of the ballads in Percy's " Eeliques" and in Henry Carey's burlesque of the same
name, and which was killed by a champion called " More
affairs of

More Hall."
Dra'pl-er, M. B. (dra'pT-er).
pseudonym under
which Swift addressed a series of letters to the people
of Ireland warning them against the copper half-pence
coined by William Wood under a patent granted by
of

A

George

I. in

1723.

Dro'gl-0 (dro'jl-o). The name given to a country of
vast extent by Antonio Zeno, a Venetian voyager of the
14th century, represented as lying to the south and west
of Estotiland, and, by those who confide in the narrative,
identified with Nova Scotia and New England.
(dro'mt-o).
Twin brothers,
Dro'ml-0 of Ephesus
Dro'ml-0 of Syracuse I attendants on the two Antipholuses in Shakespeare's " Comedy of Errors."
)

Drum, John. A name used in the phrase " John
Drum's entertainment," which seems to have been formerly a proverbial expression for ill treatment.
Dry'as-dUSt', The Rev. Dr. (dri'Sz-diisf ).
aginary personage

some
the

of Sir

medium

Du-es'sa

X

who

An imserves as a sort of introducer of

Walter Scott's novels to the public through
of prefatory letters.
(diS-Ss'sa).

[That

is,

double-minded.

"]

A

foul witch in Spenser's "Faerie Queene," who under
the assumed name of Fidessa, and the assumed character of a distressed and lovely woman, deceives the Redcross Knight. In the allegory she represents Falsehood,

and also, perhaps, the
Queen of Scots.

Roman Catholic Church and Mary,

Duke Humphrey.

See Good Duke Humphrey.
Dul-ca-ma'ra, Doctor (do61-ka-ma'ra).
An itinerant physician in Donizetti's opera " L' Elisire d' Amore"
(The Elixir of Love);
noted for his charlatanry, boastfulness, and pomposity.
Dul-cln'e-a del To-bO'SO (diSl-8tn'e-4 da to-bo'so

—

;

Y

Sp. dool-the-na'a dSI to-bo'so). The mistress, or ladylove, of Don Quixote in Cervantes' romance.
Her real
name was Aldonna Lorenzo, but he resolved to call her
Dulcinea del Toboso, as being more "harmonious, uncommon, and significant." The name Dulcinea is often used
OS synonymous with mistress, or sweetheart.
Dun'can (dun'kan).
king of Scotland immortalized in Shakespeare's tragedy of "Macbeth."
Shakespeare represents him as murdered by Macbeth, who

A

succeeds to the Scottish throne.

Dun-drea'ry, Lord (diSn-dre'rj^). An inconsequential
nobleman in Tom Taylor's comedy " Our American
Cousin." He walks with a little skip, laughs idiotically,
and puzzles his head with "widdles" and the many
ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

self-contradictions of popular proverbs. The rSle was
really created by Sothern, the actor.
Ed'in (dJui ed'in). A Celtic assimilation of
the name Edinburgh (that is, JEdwin^s burgh), serving
at the same time as a descriptive designation of its
site, the words meaning " the face of a rock."
nom
Dun-shun'ner, Augustus (diin-shiin'ner).
de plume of Prof. William Edmonstoune Aytoun in

El'i-Ot, Qeorge 'o8r] gll-iit). The literary cognomen
of Miss Mary Ann Evans, afterwards Mrs. Levros and
Mrs. Cross, the popular novehst, author of

Dun

"Adam

Bede," "The Mill on the Floss," "Romola," "Middlemarch," and other works.
My wife told me the reaBon she fixed on this name [George
Eliot] was that George was Mr. Lewes's Christian name, and
Eliot was a good mouth-filling, easily pronounced word.

A

J.

Blackwood's Magazine.
Du'ran'dal' (du'raN'dal'). [Said to be a corruption
of F. dur en diable hard as the devil.] The name of the
marvelous sword of Orlando, the renowned hero of romance. It is said to have been the workmansliip of the
fairies, who endued it with such wonderful properties
that its owner was able to cleave the Pyrenees with it
at a blow.
[Written also Durandarl, Durindana, and
Durlindana.]
Du-ran-dar'te (du-ran-diir'ta). A fabulous hero of
Spaip, celebrated in the ancient ballads of that country
and i.Q the romances of chivalry. Cervantes has introduced him, in "Don Quixote," in the celebrated adventure of the knight in the Cave of Montesinos.
Dur'den, Dame (dflr'den). 1. The heroine of a popular English song, a notable housewife, and the mistress
of five serving girls and five laboring men.
2. A sobriquet applied to Esther Summerson, the
heroine of Dickens's " Bleak House."

W. Cross, in " George Eliot's Life."

Elocution Walk'er (wak'er).
A name popularly
given in liis lifetime to John Walker, the English orthoepist and lexicographer (1732-1807), who was for a
long time a distinguished teacher of elocution among
the higher classes in London.
Eloquent Doctor. [A translation of L. Doctor Facundus.'] An honorary appellation given to Peter Aureolus. Archbishop of Aix'in the 14th century.
Em'e-lye'(Sm'e-le'). See Palamon.
Emerald Isle. A name sometimes given to Ireland
on account of the peculiar bright green look of the surface of the country. It was first used by Dr. William
Drennan (1754-1820), author of "Glendalloch, and other
Poems." It occurs in his poem entitled " Erin."
"

When

Erin first rose from the dark-swelling flood,
blessed the green island
He saw it was good.
of Europe, it sparkled, it shone,
In the ring of this world the most precious stone.

God

;

The Emerald

•*

Arm of Erin,

prove strong

;

but be gentle as brave,

And, uplifted to strike, still be ready to save
Nor one feeling of vengeance presume to defile
The cause, or the men, of the Emerald Jste.**
;

E.
Eagle

Means

of

(mo).

A

name popularly given

£'mile' (fi'mel'). [F.] The hero of Jean Ji,cques
Rousseau's novel of the same name, in which he has depicted his ideal of a perfectly educated young man.
E-mll'1-a (e-mil'i-a). 1. A lady attending Hermione
in Shakespeare's " Winter's Tale."
2. Wife to lago, and waiting woman to Desdemona, in
the tragedy of " Othello," a woman of thorough vulgarity and loose principles, united to a high degree of spirit,
energetic feeling, strong sense, and low cunning.
3. The sweetheart of Peregrine Pickle in Smollett's
novel " The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle."

to
—

Bossuet (1627-1704), for many years bishop of Meaux,
a French divine celebrated for his extraordinary powers
of pulpit eloquence.

Eb'lls (Sb'les). [Ar. iblis."] The name given by the
Arabians to the prince of the apostate angels, whom
they represent as exiles to the infernal regions for refusing to worship Adam at the Supreme's command.
Eck'hardt, The Faithful (ek'hart). [G. De?- treue
Eckhardt.] A legendary hero of Germany, represented
as an old man with a white staff, who, in Eisleben, appears on the evening of Maundy Thursday, and drives
all the people into their houses, to save them from being
harmed by a terrible procession of dead men, headless
bodies, and two-legged horses, which immediately after
passes by. Other traditions represent him as the companion of the knight Tannhauser, and as warning travelers from the Venusberg, the mountain of fatal delights
See Tannhauser.
in the old mythology of Germany.
E'den-haU', The Luck of "(e'dSn-hal'). A painted
goblet in the possession of the Musgrave family of Edenhall, Cumberland, said to have been left by the fairies
on St. Cuthbert's Well. The tradition runs, that the luck
of the family is dependent on the safe keeping of this
goblet.
The German poet Uhland embodied the legend
in a ballad, translated into English by Longfellow.
Ed'gar (Sd'ger). Son to Gloucester in Shakespeare's
tragedy of " King Lear."
E-dl'na (e-di'na). Poetical name for Edinburgh, said
to have been introduced by Buchanan, the Scottish poet.
Ed'mund (Sd'miind). A bastard eon of Gloucester in
Shakespeare's tragedy of " King Lear."
Ed'wln (Sd'win). 1. The hero of Goldsmith's ballad
entitled " The Hermit."
2. The hero of Mallet's ballad " Edwin and Emma."
3. The hero of Beattio's "Minstrel."
[F., equahty.] A name befi'ga'll't6' (a'ga/le'ta').
stowed by Manuel, in 1792, in the name of the revolutionary commune of France, upon Louis Philippe Joseph,
Duke of Orleans (born 1747, guillotined 1793), and adopted by him in place of his hereditary title, in order to
court the favor of the populace.
In the fabulous history
[L.]
E-ge'rl-a (e-je'rl-a).
of Rome, the nymph of a fountain and gi-otto near Aricia
who gave lessons in statecraft to Numa Pompilius.
The prioress in
Eg'lan-tlne, madame (eg'lan-tin).
Chaucer's " Canterbury Tales," who was " full pleasant
distinguished
for the
and amiable of port." She was
ladylike delicacy of her manners at table, and for her
"
partiality to
small hounds."
Egypt, Little. See Lords of Little Egypt.
E-lalne' (e-lan'). A mythic lady in the romances of
King Arthur's court. She is called "the hly maid of
Astolat " in Teiiiivson's " Idylls of the King."
In the German hero
[G.]
ElOier-lch (gl'ber-Tn).
legends (" Heldenbuch "), a dwarf who aided the Lombard emperor Otnit to win the daughter of the Soldan of
Syria.
He is identical with the Oberon of French and
English fairy mythology. See Obeeon.
El'bOW (ll'bo). An ignorant and feeble-minded, but
modest and well-meaning, constable in Shakespeare's
" Measure for Measure."

The
[L., from Gr. 'HAexTpa.]
E-leC'tra (e-lek'tra).
Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, and the
heroine of a tragedy by Sophocles and of another by Euripides.
She saved the life of her brother Orestes, and
afterwards assisted liim to avenge their father's death.
See Agamemnon, Clytemnestra, and Orestes.
Eleven Thousand Virgins. See St. Ursula.
A pseudonym under which Charles
E'll-a (e'lT-a).
Lamb wrote a series of celebrated essays, which were
begun in the " London Magazine," and were afterward
collected and published in a volume.
A legendary king of Britain,
El'i-dure (el'T-diir).
fabled to have been advanced to the throne in place of
Returning to the
his brother Artegal, or Arthgallo.
country after a long exile, Artegal accidentally encountered his brother, who received him with open arms,
took him home to the palace, and reinstated him in his
old position, abdicating the throne himself. Wordsworth
has taken the story of these two brothers for the liubject
of a poem. See Artegal.

Em'ly, Little. See Little Em'ly.
Emperor of Believers- A title of Omar I. (d. 644),
father-in-law of Mohammed, and second caliph of the
Mussulmans, and one of the most zealous apostles of
Islamism.

En-dym'1-On (Sn-dim'i-un).

A

English O'pl-um-eat'er, The. A name often given
Thomas De Quincey (1785-1859), a most remarkable
English writer, the author of the " Confessions of an
English Opium-eater," in which he related his own ex-

to

perience.

English Rab'e-lais', The (r4b''la'). A name often
given to Dean Swift (1667-1745), whose writings resemble in some points those of the great French satirist.
English Ros'cl-US, The (r5sh'i-iis). An honorary
epithet bestowed upon David Garrick (1717-1779), the
most eminent actor of his day upon the ISnglish stage.
E'nld (e'nid). [Cf. W. enaid the soul.] A mythical
lady mentioned in a Welsh triad as one of the three celebrated ladies of Arthur's court
a beautiful picture of
conjugal patience and affection. Her story is told in the
" Mabinogion," and in Tennyson's "Idylls of the King."
En't6'16'chie' (aN'ta'IS'she'). [F.] " The name given
by Rabelais to an imaginary kingdom, which he represents as governed by Queen Quintessence, and as visited
by Pantagruel and his companions in their search to find
the oracle of the Holy Bottle. This country symbolizes
the taste for speculative science, and probably suggested
the island of Laputa in Swift's "Gulliver's Travels."
fi'raste' (a'r'ast'). [F.] The hero of Moliere's comedy
;

^

;

eve,

event,

6nd,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

—

entitled "

Les Facheux " (The Bores).
E-re'tri-an Bull, The (e-re'trt-an). An appellation
of Menedemus of Eretria, in Euboea, a Greek philosopher
of the 4th century b. c, and founder of the Eretrian
He was so
school, which was a branch of the Socratic.
called on account of the gravity of his countenance.
Erin. See Emerald Isle, above, and Erin, in the
Dictionary.

Erl King. See Erlkihg, in the Dictionary.
Er-mi'ni-a (gr-me'ne-a). [It.] The heroine of Tasso's
poem " Jerusalem Delivered."
Er'ra Pa'ter (Sr'r4 pa'ter). The name of some old
astrologer, but who was meant by it has not been determined. Some of the old almanacs say an eminent Jewish astrologer.
Lilly was so called by Butler.
epic

Es'mond, Henry

(Sz'miind).

A

high-spirited gentle-

man

of Queen Anne's time, the hero of Thackeray's
novel of the same name.
Es-plan-dl-an' (es-plan-de-an'). In the old romances
of chivalry, the son of Amadis and Oriana. Montalvo
made him the subject of an original work, which is a
continuation of his translation of the " Amadis," and
which, in the preface, he announced to be the fifth book
of the same.
Es-prl-ella (es-pre-el'ya). The name of an imaginary Spaniard whose " Letters from England," published 1807, were written by Southey.
Estermere, King. See King Estermere.
Es-tot'i-land, or Es-tot'1-land'i-a (Ss-tSt'I-land or
-land'T-a).
An imaginary region in America, near the
Arctic Circle, referred to by Milton as " cold Estotiland," and variously fabled to have been discovered by
Frisian fishermen in the 14th century, and by a Pole

daughter of

final,

[L., fr. Gr. 'EvSvfiCiov.']

beautiful shepherd boy whom Diana
{Class. Myth.)
kissed while he lay asleep on Mount Latmus. The story
was made the subject of an English poem by Keats.

named John

Scalve in 1477.

Eternal City, The.
ignation ot Rome.
i

A

popular and very ancient des-

Et'trlck Shepherd (et'trTk).
A name commonly
given to James Hogg (1772-1835), the Scottish poet,
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey,

6rb,

odd

;

DICTIONARY OF NOTED NAMES IN FICTION.
who was born

in early life followed

Et'zel

(fit'sel).

itself.

Fa'ta Mor-ga'na

Fat Boy, The.

laughable character in Dickens's

A

A

stories he relates.

Father of Medicine. A title often applied to Hippocrates (b. B. c. 460), the most famous among the Greek
physicians, and autlior of the first attempt at a scientific
treatment of medicine.
Father of Music. A title bestowed upon Giovanni
Pierluigi da Palestrina (1524-1594), a celebrated Italian
composer of church music.
Father of Tragedy. A title bestowed by the Athenians upon the poet iEschylus (b. c. 525^56). The alterations made by him in the composition and representation
of tragedy were so great, that he was justly considered
the originator of it.
Father of Waters. A popular name given to the
Mississippi River on account of its great length and the
large number of its tributaries.
Father Paul. The name usually given to Peter Sarpi
(1552-1623), a native of Venice, and a celebrated ecclesiHe is best
astic, historian, anatomist, and astronomer.
known by his work entitled " A History of the Council

finally victorious.
Les Rols (la

rwa fa'na'aN'). [P., the
A term applied to monarchs who
authority to their ministers, or from
whom, by reason of incapacity and weakness, the power
has been wrested, while they are still permitted nominally to reign. The usual application of the term is to
the later French kings of the Merovingian dynasty.
Fair Qer'al-dlne (jSr'nl-dtn). A supposed mistress
Of the Earl of Surrey (Henry Howard, 151G-15-17), by
whom her praises were celebrated in a famous sonnet.
She was an Irish lady named Elizabeth Fitzgerald, the
daughter of Gerald Fitzgerald, ninth Earl of Kildare,
and afterward the wife of the Earl of Lincoln.
Fair Maid Ot Kent. A name given to Joanna, daughter of Edmund, Earl of Kent, on account of her great
beauty. She was married to her second cousin, Edward,
the Black Prince, under a dispensation from the pope,
rendered necessary by reason of their consanguinity.
Fair Maid of Norway. See Maiden of Norway.
Fair Ros'a-mond (roz'A-miSnd). The name popularly
given to a daughter of Lord Clifford, famous in the leg3ndary history of England as the mistress of Henry II.,
and the subject of an old ballad. Tlie facts of lier history are not well ascertained. She is said to have been
Itept by her royal lover in a labyrinth at Woodstock,
where, according to a questionable tradition. Queen Eleanor discovered her apartments by the clew of a silk
thread, and poisoned her, about 1177.
Falr'serv'lce, Andrew (fSr'serv'Ts). A shrewd and
Fal'n^'antS',

Do-nothing Kings.]
their

of Trent."

Father PrOUt. A pseudonym adopted by Francis
Mahoney (1804-1866), an Irish Roman Catholic priest,
who became a popular journalist and author.
Father Thoughtful. [A translation of F. Pire de la

A title given to Nicholas Catinat (1G37-1712),
Marshal of Prance, by his soldiers, on account of his
caution and judgment.
Fath'om, Count Ferdinand (fSth'Hm). The title
of a novel by Smollett, and the name of its principal
character, a complete villain, wlio robs his benefactors
Pensee.']

and finally dies in misery and despair.
Fat'l-ma (fiJt'T-mA). 1. A female miracle worker in
the story of Aladdin in the " Arabian Nights."
2. The mother of Prince Camaralzaman in the " Arabian Nights."

humorous Scotch gardener in Sir W. Scott's " Rob Roy."
Faithful. One of the allegorical personages in Bun-

The last wife of Bluebeard. See Blubbbard.
Faulk''and (fjvk'lnnd). See Falkland, 1.
Faust (foust).' The hero and title of a celebrated
drama of Goethe, the materials of which are drawn in
part from the popular legends of Dr. Faustus. Faust
3.

yan's " Pilgrim's Progress," who dies a martyr, at Vanity
Fair, before completing his journey.
Falk'land (fjik'land). 1. A character in Sheridan's

pity

A

great degree of perfection.
sobriquet bestowed upon Joseph
Father of Jests.
See Joe
Miller (1684-1738), an English comic actor.
Miller, in the Dictionary.
Father of Letters. 1. An appellation sometimes
given to Francis I. (1494-1547), King of France, a distinguished patron of literature and literary men.
2. A title conferred upon Lorenzo de' Medici (14481492), the ruler of Florence, and a munificent patron of
learning and art.
Father of Lies. 1. A popular name for Satan, the
supposed instigator of all falsehood. Cf. John viii. 44.
2.
contemptuous name sometimes given to Herodotus, the Greek historian, on account of the wonderful

Lalla Rookh."
Fag (fSg). A lying servant to Captain Absolute in
Sheridan's "The Rivals," who "wears his master's wit
as he does his lace, at second-hand."
Fa'gln (fa'gin). An old Jew in Dickens's " Oliver
Twist," who trains young persons of both sexes to carry
on a systematic trade of robbery.
Faln'all, Mr. and Mrs. (fan'al). Noted characters
in Congreve's comedy "The Way of the World."
[F., the
Fal'n6'ant', Le Noir (le nwar fa'ua'iiN').
Black Idler.] In Sir Walter Scott's "Ivanhoe," a name
applied to Richard Coeur de Lion, in disguise, by the
spectators of a tournament, on account of his indifference during a great part of the action, in which, how-

;

The name

"The Complete Angler."
Father of English Poetry. A title given by Dryden to Chaucer, as the first great English poet.
Father of Epic Poetry. An epitliet applied to
Homer, the reputed author of the " li-ad " and the
" Odyssey," the earliest inational heroic poems extant.
Father of his Country. A title given by the Roman
senate and forum to Cicero, on account of the zeal, courage, and prudence he displayed in unmasking the famous
conspiracy of Catiline, and bringing the leaders to punishment. This title was offered to Marius, but was refused by him. It was subsequently bestowed upon several of the Caesars, and was borne by Cosmo de' Medici,
and other European princes. The appellation has been
popularly conferred in America upon Washington.
Father of his People. A title given by courtly historians to Louis XII. of France (1462-1515), who has the
reputation of having been a kind-hearted, generous king.
Father of History. A name given by Cicero {Leg.
i.
i. V.)
to Herodotus, because he was, if not the first
Greek historian, the first who brought history to any

—

Up, ttru

[It.]

" Pickwick Papers," whose employment consists in alter-

"

f yll,

m6r-ga'na).

nate eating and sleeping.
Father of Angling. A title sometimes given to
Izaak Walton (1593-1083), the celebrated author of

totum, in the Dictionary.
Fad'Ia-deen (fSd'la-den). The conceited and hypercritical Grand Chamberlain in Thomas Moore's poem of

Ose, unite, rude,

(fii'ta

of a potent fairy celebrated in the tales of chivalry and
in the romantic poe-us of Italy.
She was a pupil of the
enchanter Merlin, and the sister of Arthur.
In the
" Orlando Innamorato " of Eojardo, she appears at first
as a personification of Fortune, living in splendor at the
bottom of a lake. See also in the Dictionary.

F.

delegate

work

A

Jo-han'nes (j$-h5n'nez fSk-to'tiSm).
The Latin equivalent of " Jaok-at-all-trades." See Fac-

was

Shakespeare's "King Henry IV."
Fa-rl-na'ta de'gli U-ber'ti (fa-re-na'ta da 'lye d5bSr'te).
[It.]
A Ghibelline noble of Florence, represented in Dante's " Inferno " as suffering punishment
for his infidelity and epicurism. Although occupying a
red-hot tomb, he looked as lofty as if he scorned heU

;

Fac-to'tum,

ever, he

a student who is toiling after knowledge beyond his
reach, and who afterward deserts his studies, and sella
his soul to the devil (Mephistopheles), who agrees to become his servant and fulfill all his wishes. The forfeit is
to be paid whenever Faust shall have so far been cheated
by the enjoyments which Mephistopheles can furnish, as
" Stay, thou art so fair "
to say to the present moment
(Verweile dooh, du hist so schon !). In the end his soul
is saved.
See Margaret, and cf. Faustus.

A

Eu-ry'a-lUS. See NiSUS AND EURTALUS.
Eu-ryd'1-ce (u-rid'i-se). [L.,fr. Gr. EirpuSi'/o;.] See
Orpheus.
E-vad'ne (e-vSd'ne). The sister of Melantius in
Beaumont and Fletcher's play " The Maid's Tragedy."
E-vau'ge-llne (e-vaa'je-lin or -ITn). The heroine of
Longfellow's poem of the same name, founded upon the
historical incident of the expulsion of the inhabitants of
Acadia from their homes in the year 1755. See Acadia.
A Welsh parson in
Ev'ans, Sir Hugh (Sv'anz).
Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor."
Ev'e-U'na (Sv'e-li'na). The title of a novel by Miss
Buruey (Madame D'Arblay), and th{ name of its heroine,
afterward Lady Orville.
EvU One, The. A name often aj plied to the Devil.
Evil May Day. In English histoi-y, a name given to
the 1st of May, 1517, on account of the dreadful excesses
of the apprentices and populace against foreigners, particularly the French.
Ex-cal'1-bur (gks-kSl'T-bfir). The name of Arthur's
far-famed sword which he unfixed from a miraculous
stone. When about to die, he sent Sir Bedivere to throw
the weapon into a lake hard by.
A hand and arm
arose from the water, caught the sword by the hilt, flourished it thrice, and then sank into the lake, and was seen
no more. [Written also Excalibor, Escalibar, Escalibor,
Caliburn, etc.]
Excelsior State. The State of New York
so called
from the motto " Excelsior " upon its coat of arms.
A
title
given to
Expounder of the Constitution.
Daniel Webster (1782-1852), from his elaborate expositions of the Constitution of the United States.
Eyre, Jane (Sr). The heroine of Charlotte Bronte's
novel of the same name, a governess in the family of a
Mr. Kochester, to whom she is finally married.
;

of " The Rivals," noted for his wayward, captious jealousy.
[Written also Faulkland-I
2. The true hero of William Godwin's novel " Caleb
Williams." He had committed a murder, and his secret
becoming known to his servant, Wilhams, he persecutes
the latter relentlessly in order to remove the only witness of his crime, which is finally brought to light.
famous character
Fal'staff, Sir John (fal'staf).
in Shakespeare's comedy of the " Merry Wives of Windsor," and in the First and Second Parts of his historical
drama of " King Henry IV." In the former play, he is
represented as in love with Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page,
who make a butt and a dupe of him ; in the latter, he
figures as a soldier and a wit in both he is exhibited as
fat, sensual, and cowardly, but wit'a wonderful resources
of wit and impudence.
Fane, Vioiot (fan). The pen name of Mrs. Mary Singleton, a popular English poet.
sherift's officer in the Second Part of
Fang (fang).

comedy

in the forest of Ettrick, in Selkirkshire,
the occupation of a shepherd.
[G.] In German minstrelsy the name
of Attila, Iving of the Huns. In the "Nibelungenhed,"
he marries Chrierahild after Siegfried's death.
See
Cheiemhild, and Siegfried.
Eu'len-spie'gel (oi'leu-spe'gel). [G.] See Owleqlass.
Eu'pbU-es (u'fu-ez). [Gr. Eii<^i/)js, literally, of good
figure, comely, clever.] The principal character in John
Lyly's famous works, entitled "Euphues, or the Anatomy of Wit," and " Euphues and his England." These
works are remarkable for their pedantic and fantastical
style, abounding in alliteration, antithesis, and a profusion of similes drawn from fabulous natural history. See
Euphuism, in the Dictionary.
(Class.
[L., from Gr. EupwTn;.]
Eu-ro'pa (i5-ro'pa).
Myth.) A damsel carried oif by Jupiter in the form of a
bull..
Encouraged by the tameness of the animal she
mounted his back, whereupon he waded into the sea and
swam with her to Crete.

and

;
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Faus'tUS (fas'tiis). The hero of Christopher Marlowe's tragedy of the same name ;
represented as a vulgar sorcerer who is tempted to sell his soul to the devil
for the ordinary price of sensual pleasure and earthly
power and glory, and shrinks and shudders in agony and
remorse when the forfeit comes to be exacted. Cf . Faust.
Feeble. See Forcible-feeble, in the Dictionary.
[L. felix, Jelicis,
Fe-li'cians, The (fe-lTsh'anz).
happy.] An imaginary people described by Mercier de
la Riviere (1720-1793), the French economist, in his

—

entitled " L'Heureuse Nation " (The Happy Naand sovereign, and living unabsolute empire of laws.

tion), represented as free

der

tlie

Female Howard. A title given to Mrs. Elizabeth
(17S0-1845), an Englishwoman celebrated for her
benevolent exertions in belialt cf lunatics and prisoners.
A fairyhke creature in Sir
Fe-nel'la (le-nel'la).
Walter Scott's " Peveril of the Peak," taken from the
sketch of Mignon in Goethe's " Wilhelm Meister."
Fen'rls, The Wolf (fen'rts). {Scand. 3Iyth.) The
brother of Hel, and child of Loki. The gods bound him
and cast him into Niflheim, but he is destined to swallow
Odin on the day of doom.
Fen'ton (fgn'tiin). See Page, Anne.
Fer'di-nand (fer'dt-nand). See Miranda.
Fern, Fanny. A pseudonym adopted by Mrs. Sar^
Parton, nee Sara Payson Willis (18H-1872), a popular
Fry

American authoress.
Fer'um-bras, Sir (fSr'iim-bras). A knight of theRound Table, and hero of an old English metrical romance, probably translated from the French.
Fi-dele (ft-de'le). A feigned name assumed by Imogen in Shakespeare's "Cymbeline."
Fi-des'sa (It-dSs'sa). [i. e.. The Faithful, fr. li. fides
See Duessa.
Field of Blood. 1. See Aceldama,

faith.]

in the Dictionary.
2. A name given to the battlefield of Canna;, on which
Hannibal, in the year 216 B. c, defeated the Romans
with great slaughter.
Field of the Cloth of Gold. A name given to an
open plain between Aidres and Guisnes, where Henry
VIII. of England had an interview in 1520 with Francis
I. of France.
The nobility of both kingdoms embraced
the opportunity to display their magnificence with emu-

^

and profuseness.
Fi'e-ra-bras' (fe'a-r4-bra'). Son of an emir of Spain,
and the hero of one of the old poems that relate the conquest of Spain by Charlemagne and his twelve peers.
Flerabras and his father made themselves masters of
Rome, and carried away from it various sacred relics,
especially the crown of thorns, and the balsam used in
embalming the body of the Savior.
Fifth Father of the Church. A title bestowed upon
Thomas Aquinas. See Angelic Doctor.
The hero of Beaumarchais''
Fi'ga'ro' (fe'gd'ro').
celebrated comedies "Le Barbier de Seville " and " Le
Mariage de Figaro." In the first of these plays, Figaro
lation

a barber in the second, a valet-de-chambre.
he coolly outwits all with whom he has to do.
is

In both

;

Fighting Prelate.
ser, bishop of Norwich
ing the rebellion of

A sobriquet given
in the reign of

Wat

to

Henry Spen-

Richard

Dur-

II.

Tyler, he distinguished himself

by his decisive style of dealing with the insurgents first
meeting them in the field, and then, when he had routed
them, exchanging his sword and armor for a crucifix and
sacerdotal robes, and, thus arrayed, confessing and ab;

solving his prisoners as he hurried them to the gibbet.
Flll'pot, Toby (f il'pot). The hero of a famous drink"
ing song by Rev. Francis Fawkes (1721-1777).
Fllomena, St. See St. Filomena.
Fin'gal (ftn'gal or fin-gal'). A mythical hero whose
name occurs in Highland ballads and traditions and in

Macpherson's " Poems of Ossian."
First Crentleman of Europe. A title popularly given
to King George IV. of England (1762-1S30), on account
of his position and personal attractions.
Fitz-Boo'dle, George (fTts-boo'd'l).
A pseudonym
under which Thackeray (1S11-1SG3) contributed a series
of papers to " Eraser's Magazine."
Flan'ders, Moll (flstu'derz). The subject of De Foe's
novel of the same name, a tale of low vice.
Fle'ta (fle'ta). A Latinized name of the Fleet Prison
in London, and the title of a disquisition by Solden, who

was

for a time confined in this prison.
Fllb'ber-ti-glb'bet (flTb'ber-ti-jib'b5t). 1. The name
r. fiend mentioned in Shakespeare's " King Lear."
2. A name given to Dickon Sludge, a boy who figures
in Sir Walter Scott's novel of "Kenihvorth," and acts
the part of an imp at the entertainments given to Queen
Elizabeth by the Earl of Leicester.

of

A

Flore and Blanche'flor' (ttSr, blansh'flor').
pair
of lovers in a popular inediieval rouuvnce, versions of wliich
exist in French, German, English, Spanish, and other
languages. The names [It. Florio and Eiancofiore] were
in his prose romance " II Filicopo."
FlO-reri'tl-US (fio-r?n'slii-us). A knight whose story
related
is
in the first book of Gower's " Confossio Amantis."
He bound himself to marry a deformed hag, provided she taught him the solution of a riddle on which
his life depended.
Chaucer's " Wife of Bath's Tale "

adopted by Boccaccio

has the same
Flor'1-mel

plfi^t.

(tl3r'I-mEl).
A character in Spenser's
"FaiJrie Queene," representing womanly sweetness, tJi©
name signifying " honey-Hower."
Flor'is-mart (HBr'Is-nmrt).
The name of one ol

sine; Igk

;

tben, thin

;

boN

;

xh

=z

in azure.

;
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Charlemagne's twelve paladins, or peers, and the

faith-

ful friend of Orlando, or Roland.
Flor'1-zel (tlor'i-zel). A prince of Bohemia, in Shakespeare's "Winter's Tale," iu love with Perdita.
Flower Ol Kings. [A translation of L. Flos Eegum.l
An epithet title of Arthur, the renowned and half-fabufirst given to him by
lous king of ancient Britain
Joseph of Exeter, a Latin poet of the 12th century.
;

Flower
by

of Poets.
his contemporaries.

A

title

—

conferred upon Chaucer

Flowery Kingdom. A translation of the words Hwa
Kwoh, a name often given to China by its iuliabitants,
who consider themselves the most polished and civilised
of all nations, as the epithet hwa intimates.
FlU-el'len (tifi-gl'len). A pedantic, but brave, Welsh
captain in Shakespeare's "King Henry V."
Flying Dutchman. The name given by sailors to a
phantom ship supposed to cruise in storms off the Cape
of Good Hope. According to tradition, a Dutch captain,
bound home from the Indies, met with long-continued
head winds and heavy weather off the Cape of Good
Hope, and refused to put back as he was advised to do,
swearing a very profane oath that he would beat round
the Cape if he had to beat there until the Day of Judgment. He was taken at his word, and doomed to beat
against head winds for all time. Marryat made the story
the subject of one of his famous sea novels.
Fol'ble (foi'b'l). The intriguing lady's maid of Lady
Wishfort in Congreve's " Way of the World."
(foi'gard). In Farquhar's " Beaux'
Stratagem," one of a gang of thieves, who is disguised
as a French priest.
coxcomb in
Fop'ping-ton, Lord (fSp'pTng-tun).
Fol'gart'.,

Father

A

Vanbrugh's comedy " The Relapse."
Ford, master (ford). A gentleman of Windsor in
Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor."
"
Ford, Mrs. One of the " Merry Wives of Windsor
Sir John Falstaff
in Shakespeare's play of that uame.
makes love to her, and she encourages his attentions for
a time, in order to betray and disgrace him.
A pseudonym under
For'est-er, Frank (for'gst-er).
which Henry Wilham Herbert (1807-1858), a versatile
English author long resident in America, pubhshed a
number of works on fowling, fishing, and field sports.
For'rest-er, Fanny. The pen name of Miss Emily
Chubbuck (1817-1854), an American authoress, and the
third wife of Adoniram Judson, missionary to India.
Prince of Norway in
For'tln-bras (f&r'tiu-bras).
Shakespeare's tragedy of "Hamlet."
The hero of one of
For'tU-na'tUS (fSr'tii-na'tus).
Straparola's Italian fairy tales, a man who receives from
Fortune an inexhaustible purse, and from the Sultan a
wishing cap wliich will transport him to any place where
he wishes to be. These gifts prove the ruin of himself
his sons. The story was translated into German and
Frencli in the IGth century, and was dramatized by Hans
Sachs in German and by Thomas Dekker in English.
For-tU'ni-0 (f8r-tu'ni-o). The hero of a popular tale
closely allied to that of Fortunatus. He is famous for
his adventure with a dragon, in the pursuit of which he
made use of those marvelous servitors. Fine-ear, who,
"putting his ear to the ground, informed his master
that the dragon was seven leagues off " Tippler, who
" drank up all the rivers which were between " Strongback, who " carried wine enough to fill them all ; " Lightfoot, Roisterer, and Gormand.
Forty Thieves, The. Characters of a celebrated
tale in the " Arabian Nights," represented as inhabiting a secret cave in a forest, the door of which would
open and shut at the sound of the magic word Sesame,
but at no other word. See Baba, Ah.
Foul'-weath'er Jack (foul'weth'er j5k). A name
given to Commodore John Byron of England (1723-1786),
in allusion to his ill fortune at sea.
Fountain of Youth. See Bihiki.
playful title of the English
Fourth Estate, The.
newspaper press, considered as coordinate with the three
estates of the realm.
Fra Di-a'VO-lo (fra de-a'vo-lo). [It., Brother Devil.]
sobriquet of Michele Pezza, a famous Italian bandit
and political insurgent, hanged at Naples in 1806. He is
said to have been a monk in early life under the name of
Fra Angela. Auber made him the subject of an opera.
Fran-oes'ca da Bi'ml-ni (fran-chSs'ka da re'me-ne).
daughter of Guide da Polenta, lord of Ravenna in the
latter part of tlie 13th century.
She was married to
Lanciotto, son of Malatesta da Rimini, a brave but deformed and hateful person, who, having discovered a
criminal intimacy between her and his own brother, revenged himself by putting them both to death. The
story of Francesca forms one of the most admired episodes in Dante's "Inferno," and has also been made the
subject of a poem by Leigh Hunt.
Frank'en-Stein' (frank'en-stin').
young student of
physiology in Mrs. Shelley's roniance of the same name,
who constructed a monster out of the horrid remnants of
the churchyard and the dissecting room, and endued it,
apparently through the agency of galvanism, with a sort
of spectral and convulsive life.
This existence, rendered
insupportable to the monster "oy his vain craving after
human sympathy and by his consciousness of his own
deformity, is employed in inflicting the most dreadful
retribution upon the guilty philosopher. The word has
become a proverb for one destroyed by his own works.
Freeborn John. John Lilbume (1618-1657), a famous English republican; popularly so called on account of his intrepid defense, before the tribunal of the
Star Chamber, of his rights as a freeborn Englishman.
Free'man, Mrs. (fre'man). An assumed name imder
which the first Duchess of Marlborough corresponded
with Queen Anne. See Mohley, Mrs.
Free'port, Sir Andrew (fre'p6rt). The name of one
of the members of the imaginary club under whose direction the ** Spectator " was professedly published. He

and

;

;

represented as an eminent London merchant, industriand generous.
Frei'SChiitZ (fri'shuts). [G., the free shooter.] The
name of a legendary hunter or marksman, who, by entering into a compact with the Devil, procures balls, six
of which infallibly hit, however great the distance, while
the seventh, or, according to some of the versions, one
of the seven, belongs to the Devil, who directs it at his
pleasure. The story first appeared in a poetic form in
1810, in Apel's " Gespensterbuch " (Ghost book), and F.
Kind adapted it to the opera composed by Weber in 1821.
French Fury, The. A name given in history to
the attempt made by the Duke of Anjou to carry Antwerp by storm, Jan. 17, 1583. The whole of his force
was either killed or taken captive in less than an hour.
Cf. Spanish Fuky.
Friar Dom'i-nic (dom'I-nTk). The chief character in
Dryden's play " The Spanish Friar," designed to ridicule
the vices of the priesthood.
Friar Ger'und (jer'iind). The hero of a celebrated
Spanish satirical romance by Padre Isla (1703-1781), designed to ridicule the style of pulpit oratory of his day.
Friar John. The name of one of the most celebrated
characters in Rabelais' romance of "Pantagruel," a
" mass of lewdness, debauchery, profanity, and valor."
Friar Lau'rence (la'rSns). A Franciscan who undertakes to marry the lovers in Shakespeare's tragedy of
is

ous, sensible,

"Romeo and Juliet."
Friar Rush (rush). A personage celebrated in the
marvelous legends of old times. His history was printed
in 1620, and had probably been often printed before.
The whole tale is designed as a severe satire upon the
monks, the pretended friar being sent from hell in consequence of news brought to the prince of devils "of
the great misrule and vile living of these religious men."
Friar Tuck (tuk). One of the constant associates of
Robin Hood, to whom Ben Jonson (see the dramatis
personse to his " Sad Shepherd ") makes him chaplain
and steward. He is introduced in Sir Walter Scott's
" Ivanhoe." According to some, he was a real monk.
Friday, Man. The name of Robinson Crusoe's man,
a young savage whom he saved from death on a Friday.
[Icel. FriSpjofr, i. e., peaceFrith'lof (frit'yof).
maker.] The hero of an Icelandic saga of the 13th century, ana of a poem in modem Swedish by Bishop Tegner, entitled "Frithiof's Saga."
Frog, Nic (nik fr5g). A sportive collective name for
the Dutch in Arbuthnot's "History of John Bull."
Fron-tl'no (frSn-te'no). The name given in the old
romances of chivalry to the horse of Ruggiero.
popular personification of frost.
Frost, Jack.
foolish gentleman in ShakeFroth (froth). 1.
"Measure
for
Measure."
speare's
2. (Lord Froth.) A solemn coxcomb in Congreve's
comedy of " The Double Dealer."
Fudge, Mr. [See Fudge, in the Dictionary.] A contemptuous designation for any absurd or lying talker.

A

|lg^°" "There was, sir, in our time, one Captain Fudge,
commander of a merchantman, who upon his return from
a voyage, how ill fraught soever his ship was, always
brought home to his owners a good cargo of lies, insomuch that now aboard shro the sailors, "when they hear a
great lie told, cry out, You fudge it'
Remarks upon the Navy (London, 1700).
Fudge Family. A name under which the poet Moore,
'

in a series of metrical epistles purporting to be written
by the members of a family of British tourists in Paris,
satirized the absurdities of his traveling countrjTnen.
person employed at petty
Funk, Peter (funk).
auctions to bid on articles pat up for sale, in order to
raise their price.

A
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A

A

A

A

—

ale,

senate,

care,

Am, arm, ask,

A

[Heb., mighty one of God.]
Ga'brl-eJl (ga'brT-el).
The name of an angel described in the Scriptures as
charged with the mmistration of comfort and sympathy

In the New Testaviii. and ix.)
the herald of good tidings, declaring as he does the coming of the predicted Messiah and
of his forerunner.
In Jewish and Christian tradition he
is one of the seven archangels.
He is believed by the
Mohammedans to have dictated the Koran to their
prophet.
Milton posts him at
the eastern gate of
paradise," as " chief of the angelic guards."
Ga'her-is, Sir (ga'her-Is). A celebrated knight of the
Round Table, brother of Gavvain.
Gal'a-had, Sir (gal'a-had). A celebrated knight of
the Round Table, surnamed " the chaste," who achieved
the quest of the Holy Grail.
Gal-a-te'a (gSl-a^te'a). [L.,fr. Gr. roAareia.] (Class.
Myth.) A sea nymph beloved by the Cyclops Polyphemus, who in his jealous rage destroyed her lover Acis
with a rock torn from the mountain side.
The ancient Latin name of
Ga.l'li-a (gal'lT-a). [L.]
France (Gaul), often used in modem poetry.
Gamp, Mrs. Sarah (gSmp). A monthly nurse who
is a prominent character in Dickens's novel of " Martin
Chuzzlewit." She is celebrated for her constant reference to a certain Mrs. Harris, a purely imaginary person,
for whose feigned opinions and utterances she professes
the greatest respect, in order to give the more weight to
her own.
Gan (gan), Ga-ne-lo'ne (ga-na-io'nS), Ga'ne-lon'
(ga'n'lSN'), or Ga'no (ga'no).
A Count of Mayence,
and one of the Paladins of Charlemagne, whom he betrayed at the battle of Roncesvalles
always represented as a traitor, engaged in intrigues for the destruction of Christianity. He figures in the romantic poems
of Italy, and is placed by Dante in his " Inferno."
Gan'y-me'de (L. gSn'I-me'de B. gan'I-med). [L.
Ganymedes, Gr. Tawii-qSrii.'] ( Class. Myth.) A beautiful

to man.

(See Dan.

ment {Luke

i.)

he

is

'•'

;

—

;

final,

gll;

eve,

event, end, fern,

recent;

ice,

shepherd boy of Phrygia, who was carried up to Olympus
by an eagle, to be the cupbearer of Jupiter.
Gar-Ci'as, Pe'dro (pa'drS gar-the'as). A mythicai
personage of whom mention is made in the preface to
Gil Bias, in which is related how two scholars of Salamanca discovered a tombstone with the inscription,

" Here lies interred the soul of the Licentiate Pedro
Garcias," and how, on digging beneath the stone, was
found a leathern purse containing a hundred ducats.
Garden City. A popular name for Chicago, probably
from the Latin motto on the seal of the city, " Urbs in
city in a garden.
Horto,"
Garden of England. A name applied to the county
of Kent, and also to Worcestershire.
Garden of Europe. A name sometimes given to Italy

—

Garden of France. [A translation of F. Jardin de
name given to the department of Indrela France.^
et-Loire, including Touraine, part of Anjou, Poitou, and
the Orl^anais.
name sometimes given to the
Garden of Italy.
island of Sicily.
Gar'eth (gar'eth). In Arthurian romance a knight of
the Round Table, who was first a scullion in King Arthur's kitchen, but afterwards became champion of the
lady Linet, or Lynette, whose sister Liones, or Lyonors,
he dehvered from Castle Perilous.
And he that told the tale in older times
Says ttiat Sir Gareth wedded Lyonors,
But he that told it later says Lynette.
Tennysun Udi/lls qf the King).

A

A

Gar'ga'melle' (gar'ga'mel').

The mother of Gargantua
mance of this name.

[F., literally, threat.]
in Rabelais' celebrated ro-

Gar-gan'tU-a (gar-gSn'tu-a F. gar'gaN'tu'S'). [F.,
The hero of Rabelais'
Sp. garganta th:.'oat, gullet.]
celebrated romancf of the same name, a gigantic personage, about whom many wonderful stories are related.
He lived for several centuries, and at last begot a son,
Pantagruel, as wonderful as himself.
Gar'ger-y, Joe (jo gar'ger-y). An illiterate blacksmith in Dickens's "Great Expectations," remarkable
for his simplicity, generosity, and kindness of heart.
Gar'ger-y, Mrs. Joe. A virago who figures in Dickens's novel of " Great Expectations."
Gate of Tears. A literal translation of Babelmcindeb
[At. bab al mandab'], the straits of which name were so
called from the great number of shipwrecks which occur
;

fr.

them.
Gau-den'ti-O dl Luc'ca (gou-dSn'te-S de 156k'k4).
of a celebrated romance (said to have been
written by Simon Berington) and also of its hero, who is
represented as making a journey to Mezzoramia, an imaginary country in the interior of Africa.
Gau'ti'er' and Gar'gullle' (go'te'a', gar'gel'). Two
proper names having a signification equivalent to tout le
monde, or everybody, in certain French proverbial expressions, as " Se moquer de Gautier et Garguille " (to
make game of Gautier and Gargmlle), that is, to make
game of everybody.
Ga'wain, Sir (ga'wan). A nephew of King Arthur,
and one of the most celebrated knights of the Round
Table, noted for his sagacity and wonderful strength. He
was surnamed " the courteous." His brothers were Agravaine, Gaheris, and Gareth.
[Written also Gauvaiti.']
Ge'bir (je'ber). A legendary Eastern prince said to
have invaded Africa and to have given his name to Gibraltar.
He is the subject of a poem of the same name
by Walter Savage Landor.
Gel'lat-ley, Da'vle (da'vjr gSl'latAf). The name of
a poor fool in Sir Walter Scott's novel of " Waverley."
Gem of Normandy. A name given to Emma, daughter of Richard I., Duke of Normandy, married to Ethelred II., King of England.
Ge-neu'ra (ge-nu'ra). Same as Guinevere.
Gen'e-vieve' (jen'e-vev'). 1. The heroine of a ballad
in

The name

by Coleridge.
2. Under the form Genoveva, the name occurs in a
German myth as that of the wife of the Count Palatine
Siegfried of Mayenfeld in Brabant, in the time of Charles
Martel.

Upon

false accusations

made

to her husband,

he gave orders to put her to death but the servant intrusted with the commission suffered her to escape into
the forest of Ardennes, where she lay concealed a long
time, until by accident her husband discovered her retreat, and recognized her innocence.
Ge-nev'ra (je-nev'ra). A lady in Ariosto's " Orlando
Furioso." Her honor is impeached, and she is condemned to die unless a champion appears to do combat
for her.
Her lover Ariodantes answers the challenge,
kills the false accuser, and weds the dame.
Gen'i-lon (jen'i-lSu). See Gan.
Gentle Shepherd. A nickname, derived from a pastoral drama by Allan Ramsay, fastened upon George
GrenviUe (1712-1770) by William Pitt, Earl of Chatham,
;

in a celebrated debate in Parliament.
George' a-Green' (jSrj' a-gren'). The subject of an
English prose romance of Queen Elizabeth's time, entitled "The History of George a-Green, Pindar of the
town of Wakefield."
Ge-raint', Sir (ge-ranf). One of the knights of the
Round Table. His story is treated in Tennyson's " Idylls
of the King."
See Enid.

Ger'al-dine (jSr'al-dtn). See Fair Geraldine.
German Mil'ton, The (mTl'tiSn). A title bestowed
upon Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock (1724-1803), authoi
of "The Messiah."
German Pla'tO, The (pla'to). Friedrich Heinrich
Jacobi (1743-1819), a distinguished German philosopher
so called on account of the high religious tone of his
metaphysical writings.

—

German Vol'talre', The (vol'tSr'). A title often
given to Christoph Martin Wieland (1733-1813).
G^'ronte' (zha'rSNf). A character in Moliere's comedies " Le M^decm malgr6 Lui " and " Les Fourberiea
de Seapin."
idea,

iU

i

old,

Sbey, drb, ddd;
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Ger'tinde (ger'trud). The name of the queen in
Shakespeare's tragedy of " Hamlet."
Ger'tnide of Wy'O-mlng (wi'S-mTng or wt-o'mTng).
The heroine of a poem of the same name by Thomas
Campbell. She was shot in the invasion of the Valley
of Wyoming in Pennsylvania, in 1778.
Ges'sler (gSs'sler). See Tell, William.
Glam'SChid (zham'shTd). (Persian Myth.) The king
of the Genii, or Peris, who, in punishment for his boast
of immortality, was compelled to assume a human form
and dwell on earth, where he became a mighty conqueror.
[Written also Jamshid.']
'Tis said the lion and the lizard keep
The courts wliere Jamshid gloried and drank deep.
Ritbdiijai

of

Omar Khayydm.

Giant Despair. In Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress,"
a giant, the owner of Doubting Castle, who, finding Christian and Hopeful asleep upon his grounds, takes them
prisoners, and thrusts them into a dungeon.
Giant Grim. In Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," a
giant who seeks to stop the march of tlie pilgrims to the
Celestial City, but is slain in a duel by Mi'. Great-heart,
their guide.
Giant Killer,

See Jack the Giant Killek.
(sla'good').
In Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," a giant slain by Mr. Great-heart.
Gibraltar of America. A name often given to the
city of Quebec, which, from its position and natural and
arfificial means of defense, is perhaps the most strongly
fortified city in America.
Gil Bias (zhel bliis). The title of a famous romance
by Le Sage (1G68-1747), and the name of its hero, by
whom, and with whose commentaries, the story is pro-

The.
Giant Slay'-gOOd'

See Goody Blake.
Gill, Harry (gil).
Gil Morrice. See Morkice, Gil.
citizen of London, and
Gil'pin, John (gil'pin).
"a train-band captain," whose adventures are related in
Cowper's humorous poem entitled "The Diverting History of John Gilpin showing how he went farther than
he intended, and came safe home again."
Gi-nes' de Pas-sa-mon'te (he-nSs' da pas-sa-mon'tS).
The name of a gaUey slave and puppet-show man in

A

A

name anciently given to the
Granary of Europe.
island of Sicily on account of its fertility.
Elector, The. See Great Elector.
Gou'si'er', or Gran'gou'si'er' (griiN'goo'se'a').
The father of Gargantua in
[F. literally, great gullet.]

Grand
Grand
,

—

thought by some to
romance of this name
have been designed to represent Louis XII. of France,
Rabelais'

;

by others John d'Albret, King of Navarre.
Gran'di-son, Sir Charles (gran'di-sun). The hero
of Richardson's novel " The History of Sir Charles
In this character Richardson designed to
represent his ideal of a perfect hero,
a union of the
good Christian and the perfect English gentleman.
A nickname
Gran'di-son Crom'well (krom'wel).
given by Mirabeau to Lafayette, whom he looked upon as
an ambitious man without power, and who would coquet
with the supreme authority without daring to seize it.

Grandison."

—

Grand Mo'narque', Le

(le

graN mo'niirk').

[F.,

The Great Monarch.] A title often apphed to Louis
XIV. of France (1638-1715).
Granite Staee. A popular name for the State of New

OP Coventry.
Go'don' (go'dSN'), or GO'dam' (go'daN'). A nickvariations of spelling and pronunciation) applied by the French to the English, who are thus
characterized by their national oath.
Goetz of the Iron Hand (getsV See Iron Hand.
Gog and Ma'gog (gog, ma'gog). Popular names for
two colossal wooden statues in the Guildhall, London.
It is thought that these renowned figures are connected
with the CoriniEus and Gotmagot of the Armorican
chronicle quoted by Geoffrey of Monmouth. The former
name has gradually sunk into oblivion, and the latter
has been split by popular corruption to do duty for both.
Gold'e-mar, King (golt'S-miir). A famous German
kobold, or domestic fairy servant.
Gold'y (gold'i^). An affectionate nickname of Oliver
Goldsmith, the Enptlish poet.
Gon'er-il (gSn'er-Tl).
The eldest daughter of King
Lear in Shakespeare's tragedy. See Lear.
Good Duke Hum'phrey (hilm'fry). A name popularly given by his contemporaries to Humphrey Plantagenet, Duke of Gloucester, youngest son of Henry IV.
Qood'fel'low, Rob'in (rSb'Tn goSd'tSl'lS). A tricksy
house sprite in tlie popular fairy mythology of Eiipland,
confounded with the Puck, or Hobgoblin. See Puck.
Good Gray Poet. A name bestowed, by his admirers,
upon the American poet, Walt Whitman.

pity

—

tionary.

op.

;
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Grad'grind', Thomas (grad'grind'). A hardware merchant in Dickens's story " Hard Times." He is a man
of hard facts, who eschews sentiment, cultivates the
practical, lives in a square house, and has everything about
him grimly rectangular.
Grail, The Holy (gral). See 2d Geail, in the Dic-

name (with some

up, itrn

worth's poem entitled "Goody Blake and Harry Gill,"
which purports to be
True Story." She is represented as a poor old dame, who, driven by necessity to
pilfer a few sticks of wood from her neighbor's ground
in the winter cold, is detected by him in the act, and
forced to relinquish what she had taken. In requital,
she invokes upon him the curse that he may " never
more be warm " and ever after, " his teeth they chatter, chatter still."
Good'y Two'-shoes' (too'shooz'). The name of a
well-known character in the literature of the nursery.
Her " History " was first published by Newberry, a bookseller in St. Paul's Churchyard, renowned throughout
the latter half of the last century for liis picture books
for children, and it is thought to have been written by
Goldsmith.
Gor'gi'bUS' (gor'zhe'bu'). The name of a worthy
burgess in Moliere's comedy " Les Pr^cieuses Ridicules,"
who is extremely perplexed and distressed by the perverse affectation of elegance of his daughter and niece.
GorlO-iS (g8r'lo-is). See Icerna.
Go'tham (go'tham). A popular name for the city of
New York
first given to it in " Salmagundi " (a hu-

A

God'frey of Bou'illon' (boo'ySN' or bool'y6N'). The
leader of the first Crusaders and the hero of Tasso's
" Jerusalem Delivered."
Go-di'va, The Countess (go-di'va). The "wife to
that grim Earl who ruled in Coventry." As related in
Tennyson's poem " Godiva," she rode naked through the
streets, accordmg to the Earl's agreement, and thus removed the tax laid upon the people. See Peeping Tom

full,

character in Words-

Dictionary.
pantomimic character
Gra-Ci-O'SO (gra-the-o'so).
in the popular comedy of Spain, noted for his drollery,
and corresponding to the Italian Harlequin and the English clown.
Gra-das'so (gra-das'sS). The name of a famous warrior who figures in Bojardo's " Orlando Innamorato" as
a wonder of martial prowess.

speare's
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Gow'er, The Moral (gou'er). A name given by
Chaucer, and subsequently by Lydgate and others, to
John Gower, an English poet of the 14th century.
Graal (gral). The Holy GraU. See 2d Grail, in the

Gob'bo, Laun'oe-lot (lan'se-lot gob'bo). A famous
clown in Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice."
Gob'bo, Old. Father to Launcelot Gobbo in Shake-

rude,

John x. 11, 14.
Good'y Blake (g66d'y

proverbial for their follies, as recorded in a well-known
nursery rhyme and in "The Merry Tales of the Mad
Men of Gotham," compiled probably in the reign of
Henry VIII.
Gbt'ter-dam'mer-ung (get't5r-dam'mSr-55ng). [G.]
The German equivalent of Ragnarok. See Ragnaeok.

Gluh-dub'dril) (gliib-diib'drib). An imaginary island
by GuUiver in his famous " Travels." It is represented to have been peopled by sorcerers, or magicians,
who evoked, for GulUver's amusement, the spirits of
many great men of antiquity.
Gium-dal'clitch (glum-dal'kltch). A little girl only
nine years old, and barely forty feet high, who had
charge of Gulliver while he was in Brobdingnag. See
Bkobdingnag, and Gullfver, Lemuel.

linite,

Great Elector. A surname given to Frederick William, Elector of Brandenburg (1620-1688).
Great'-heart', Mr. (grat'harf). In Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," the guide of Christian's wile and
children upon their journey to the Celestial City.
Great Marquis. A title given to James Graham,
Marquis of Montrose (1612-1650), on account of his

;

visited

uso^

sans peur et sans reproche.'] An appellation conferred
upon Pierre de Terrail Bayard (1473-1524), a French
knight celebrated for his valor and loyalty.
Good Physician. A title applied to Christ, doubtless
in allusion to the passage in Mark ii. 17.
Good Queen Bess. See Bess, Good Queen.
Good Samaritan. The principal character in a wellknown parable of our Lord, Luke x. 30-37.
Good Shepherd. A title often applied to Christ. See

a leader in the British House of Commons.
Great Duke. A title by which the Duke
Good Knight, without Fear and without Reproach, The. [A translation of F. Le bon Chevalier, ton is often distinguished.

morous work by Washington Irving, Wilham Irving, and
James Kirke Paulding), because the inhabitants were
such wiseacres. The allusion is to the parish of Gotham
in Nottinghamshire, England, whose inhabitants were

"Don Quixote."
Gi-nev'ra (je-nev'ra). 1. The title and subject of a
metrical tale by Rogers, which relates how a young Italian lady, upon her wedding day, secreted herself, from
motives of frolic, in a self-locking oaken chest, the lid of
which shut down and buried her alive.
2. See GuiNEVEEE.
Gin'ger-bread', Giles (jilz jln'jer-brSd'). The hero
of an old and celebrated English nursery tale.
Glasse, Mrs. (glas). The real or supposititious author of a cookery book, formerly very famous. The first
edition was published in 1747. Mrs. Glasse is popularly
thought to begin a receipt for cooking a hare with the
pithy advice, " First catch your hare ; " but this expression is not found in any known edition of her book.
" Faerie
In Spenser's
Qlo'ri-a'na (glo'rl-a'na).
Queene," the " greatest glorious queen of Faery lond."
" In that Faery Queene, I mean Glory in my general
intention, but in my particular I conceive the most excellent and glorious person of our sovereign, the Queen
[Elizabeth], and her kingdom in Faerye land."
Introductory "Letter of the Author."

"Merchant of Venice."
Goddess of Reason. See Reason, Goddess

Good Kivrj Re'n^' (ra'na' or ra'na). [A transl. of
Le Bon Hoi Rene. ] The designation bv which Ren6
d'Anjou (1409-1480) is commonly known in history.
F.

;

fessedly told.

Hampshire, the mountainous portions of which are largely
composed of granite.
Gra-ti-a'no (gra-te-a'nS). A character in the Italian
popular theater called Commedia dell' Arte. He is represented as a Bolognese doctor, and has a mask with a
black nose and forehead and red cheeks. His character
is that of a pedantic and tedious proser.
Gray, Auld Rob'in {a,\d r5b'tn gra). The title of a
popular Scotch ballad written by Lady Anne Lindsay
(afterward wife of Sir Andrew Barnard) in 1772. It is
about Jennie, a poor young girl who, while her Jamie is
gone to sea, marries Auld Robin to save her parents from
misery.
Greal (gral). The Holy Grail. See 2d Grail, in the
Dictionary.

Great Captain. 1. Gonsalvode Cordova (1453-1515),
a distinguished general of Spain. It was in the campaign of 1496, in which he drove the French entirely out
of Sicily, that he was hailed by his soldiers as El Gran
Capitan (The Great Captain), a name by which he was
ever afterward familiarly known throughout Europe.
Manuel I. (d. 1180), Emperor of Trebizond.
Great Cham of Literature (kitm). A name given
Johnson by Smollett in a letter to John Wilkes.
See Boswell's "Life of Johnson," vol. ii., chap. iii.
2.

to Dr.

;
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Great Commoner. William Pitt (First Earl of Chatham), a famous parliamentary orator, and for many years

food, foot

;

out, oil

;

cbair

;

go

;

aiuK, iu^

of Welling-

heroic deeds in the cause of Charles I.
name given to the author of
Great Unknown.
the " Waverley Novels," which on their first appearance
were published anonymously.

A

Greaves, Sir Laun'ce-lot (lan'se-lot grevz). The
a novel by Smollett (a sort of tra\ esty of Cervan"Don Quixote "), and the name of its hero, a wellborn young English squire of the time of George II.,
handsome, virtuous, and enlightened, but crack-brained.
Green-eyed Monster, The. A common personificatitle of

tes'

See " Othello,"

tion of jealousy.

a. iii., sc. 3, 1.

166.

Green-Mountain State. A popular name of Vermont (F. vei'd green -|^ mont mountain).
The pen name
Green'WOOd', Grace (gren'wood').
of Mrs. Sara Jane (Clarke) Lippincott, a popular American authoress (born 1823).

Gren'del
by Beowulf

A man-devouring

(gren'del).

monster

slain

, in the old Anglo-Saxon poem of "Beowulf."
G. gra'tSl).
Greth'el, Gam'mer (gam'mer greth'el
[G.] The imaginary narrator of a series of German
nursery tales, said to have been taken down by the
brothers Grimm from the lips of Fran Viehmanin, wife
of a peasant in the neighborhood of Hesse-Cassel.
;

Gret'na

Green

Marriages

Runaway

(grgt'na).

matches, or elopements. Gretna, or Graitney, is a parish in Scotland just across the English border, which
was formerly much sought by runaway couples from
England, on account of its nearness and the notorious
liberality of the Scotch marriage laws.
A lady in
Gri-sel'da, The Patient (gri-sel'da).
Chaucer's "Clerk of Oxenford's Tale " immortalized by
her virtue and her patience. The model of womanly
and wifely obedience, she comes victoriously out of the
most cruel and repeated ordeals to which her conjugal
and maternal affections are subjected. The story of Grlselda is first told in the Decameron. Boccaccio derived
the incidents from Petrarch, who seems to have communicated them also to Chaucer, as the latter refers to
Petrarch as his authority. [Written also Griseld, Grissel,

and

Grizzel."]

Griin, A-na-Sta'Sl-US (a-na-sta'se-&os grim).

The pen

of Anton Alexander von Auersperg, a German poet
(1806-1876).
person frequently reGrun'dy, Mrs. (griin'dy).
ferred to in Morton's comedy " Speed the Plow," but
not introduced as one of the dramatis personse. The
solicitude of Dame Ashfield, in this play, as to ivhat will
Mrs. Grundy say, has given the latter great celebrity,

name

A

the interrogatory having acquired a proverbial currency.
Guen'do-len (gwen'do-len). The rightful wife of Locrine.
See Sabeina.
Gu'eux' (gu'e'). See Water Beggars.
Guin'e-vere (gwln'e-ver). Queen to King Arthur,
celebrated for her amours with Sir Lancelot du Lac.
Hence the name was frequently applied to any unfaithful wife.
[Written also Guenever, Guinever, Geneura,
Genievre, and Giuevra.']
Guis-car'do (g\vTs-kar'do). The squire of Tancred,

King of Salerno, in Dryden's poem of " Sigismonda and
Guiscardo," translated from Boccaccio. Having made a
secret marriage with Tancred's daughter Sigismonda, he
was strangled by order of the king. His heart, inclosed
in a golden casket, was sent to the princess, who thereupon poisoned herself, and was buried in the same tomb
with her lover. [Written also Guiscard (gwls'kr)rd).]
Gul'li-Ver, Lem'U-el (ISm'fi-el gOl'lT-ver). The imaginary hero of Swift's celebrated satirical romance of
" Gulliver's Travels," who makes four extraordinary
voyages. See Brobdingnag, Glubdubdeib, Houyhnhnm,
Laputa, Lllliput.
Gul-nare', Princess (gul-nSr'). A character in one
of the tales of the " Arabian Nights."
marvelous island
Gum'mer's Ore (giim'merz or).
fabled to float in the northern seas,
a fiction probably
based upon the existence of some partly submerged reef
or shoal. The geographer Bur^sus placed tliis island on
his map in view of Stockholm.
dismal widow in
Gum'midge, Mrs. (giim'mTj).
Dickens's novel "David Copperfield," who speaks of
herself constantly as a " lone, lorn creetur," wich whom

A

—
A

" everythink goes contrary."
Giin'ther, King (gun'tSr). A hero, brother to Chriemwhose adventures are related in the ancient German
epic the "Nibelungenlied."
Gurth (gQrth). A Saxon swineherd, thrall of Cedrio
of Rotlierwood, in Sir Walter Scott's " Ivanhoe."
liild,

Gur'ton,

Gam'mer

(giim'mer gflr'tSn).

The heroine

of an old Enghsh comedy, "G.annner Gurton's Needle,"
written, about 15G1, by John Still, afterward Bishop of
Bath and Wells. The plot turns upon the loss of a needle
by Gammer Gurton, and the subsequent discovery of it
sticking in the breeches of lier goodman Hodge.
Guy, Sir, Earl of War'wlck (gl, war'Ik). The hero
of a famous English legend which celebrates Iiis sin-pass-

ing prowess and the wonderful achievements by which
he obtained the hand of his ladylove, tlie Fair Felice, as
well as the adventures he subsequently met witli ui a
pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and on his return liomo.
Guy'on, Sir (gi'Sn). A knight whose adventures
aro related in the Second Book of Spenser's " li'aerie
Queene." To him was assigned tlie task of bringing
into subjection a witch, Acrasia. and of destroying her
;

tben,

tliia

;

boM

;

zb = z

iu azure.
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place of abode, the Bower of Bliss. Sir Guyon represents the quality of Temperance, in the allegory.
Gy'ges (ji'jez). [L., fr. Gr. Tiiyrjs.] A wealthy King
of Lydia who is mentioned as an historical character by
Herodotus, but fabled by Plato to have possessed a magic
ring by wMch he could make himself invisible.

H.
Ha'gen (hS'gen). [G.] Tlie murderer of Siegfried in
the German epic the " Nibelungenlied." He is a palefaced and one-eyed dwarf, who knows everytliing and
whose

Q

sole desire is mischief.

A beautiful young Greek girl in
Hai-dee' (hl-de').
Byron's poem of " Don Juan."
Hal-cy'0-ne (hal-si'o-ne). {Class. Myth.) [L. Haleyone, Alcyone ; Gr. 'AXxxjovr),^ A daugliter of ^olus,
who for love of her drowned husband, Ceyx, threw herself into tlie sea and was changed into the kingfisher.
See Halcyon, in the Dictionary.
Hales, The Ever-memorable (haiz). A name often
given to John Hales (1584-1050), an able scholar and divine of the Church of England. The epithet of " evermemorable " was first applied to him after his decease,
in the title prefixed to a collection of his writings called
his "Golden Remains," published in 1059.
A pseudonym
Ham'il-ton, Gail (gal ham'Il-tiiu).
adopted by Miss Mary Abi^aiY Dodge, of Haniillon, Massachusetts,
a popular American writer.
Ham'let (ham'let). In Shakespeare's tragedy of the
same name, son to the former, and nephew to the reigning. King of Denmark. The ghost of liis father appears
to him, and urges him to avenge his murder upon his

—

But the prince, whose mind is distinguished by
a morbid activity of the speculative faculty and a paralysis of the will, feigns madness, and puts off his revenge from day to day by " tiiinking too precisely on
the event." He finally kills the king almost by accident,
and is killed himself by a poisoned rapier in the hands
of Laertes.
See Ophelia.
Handsome Englishman, The. A name given by
Turenne to the celebrated Duke of Marlborough (1C501722), the victor of Blenheim.
Hans von Rip'pach (bans fSn rlp'pan). A fictitious
personage, to ask for whom was an old joke among tlie
German students. Hans is the German Jack, and Rippach is a village near Leipsic.
Hans'wurst' (hiius'vdorst'). [G., Jack Pudding.] A
pantomimic character formerly introduced into German
comedies, and originally intended as a caricature of the
Italian Harlequin, but corresponding more closely with
the Italian Macaroni, the French Jean Potage, the English Jack Pudding, and the Dutch Pickellierringe. Hanswurst was noted for his clumsiness, his gormandizing
appetite, and his Falstaffian dimensions.
Happy Valley, The. In Johnson's " Rasselas," a
uncle.

and desperate villain in Sir Walter Scott's novel of
"Guy Bannering."
Hat'tO (hSt'to ). In German legend, an Archbishop of
Mentz in the 10th century, who, for his hard-heartedness
to the poor in time of famine, was eaten by mice in tlie
" Mouse Tower " on an island in tlie Rhine near Bingen.
Hav'e-lok the Dane (hav'e-lok).
[F. Havelok le
Danois.']
The hero of an early French romance, the
original of an ancient English romance of the same
name, founded upon a story of the Saxon era relating to
tlie town of Grimsby, in Lincolnshire.
Heart of Mid-lo'thi-an (mTd-lo'thl-an). The tolbooth,
jail, of Edinburgh, Midlotliian being the old name
of Edinburgh County. It is the title of one of Sir Walter
Scott's novels.
Hec'tor (hek'ter). [L., fr. Gr. "Ektmp.] In Homer's
" Iliad," one of the sons of Priam, and the bravest of
the Trojan warriors. He was killed by Achilles, who
dragged his body at the tail of his chariot tliree times
around tlie walls of Troy.

or old

Hec'U-ha (hek'u-ba). [L., from Gr. 'EKajST).] In Homer's " Iliad," the wife of Priam, King of Troy.
Heep, U-ri'ah (fi-rl'a hep). A detestable character
in Dickens's novel " David Copperfield," who, under the
garb of the most cibject humility, conceals a diabolic
malignity. " I am well aware that I am the umblest person going," said Uriah Heep modestly; "let the otlier
be where he may."
Hel (hel), or Hel'a (hel'a). (Scand. Myth.) The
daughter of Loki, and queen of the lower world. Her
dwelling was under the roots of the sacred ash tree
Tgdrasyl.
Hel'en of Troy (hSl'en). In Homer's " Iliad," tlie
beautiful wife of Menelaus, King of Sparta, who eloped
with Paris, her husband's Trojan guest, and thus brouglit
on the war between the Greeks and Trojans. After the
fall of Troy she was restored to Menelaus.
Hel'e-na (hel'e-na).
The heroine of Shakespeare's
"All's Well that Ends Well," in love with Bertram,
who marries her against his will and leaves her, but is
finally won by the strength of her affection.
Hel'e-na, The Patient. A character in an old popular tale, reproduced in Germany by Tieck.
Hel-ve'ti-a (hel-ve'shi-4). The Latin name of Switzerland, sometimes used in modern poetry.

America, The (hem'anz). A sobriquet
Mrs. Lydia Huntley Sigourney, an American poet

Hem'ans
of

of

(1791-1805).

Her'mann and Dor'o-the'a
G. har'miin,
Goetlie's

poem

do-ro-ta'a).
of tlie same

(her'man, dor'S-the'a

The hero and heroine

of

name.

A

valley of delights, situated in Abyssinia.
Hard'cas'tle, Mr. (liard'kSs's'l). A character in Goldsmith's comedy of "She Stoops to Conquer;"
represented as prosy and hospitable.
Hard'kop-pig Pete (hiird'kop-pig pet). [D., Hardnickname given Peter Stuyvesant, one
headed Peter.]
of the old Dutch governors of New Amsterdam, who
figures in Irving's " Knickerbocker's History of New
Tork." Called also Peter the Headstrong.
Har'land, Mar'l-on (mar'I-un har'land). The pen
name of Mrs. Mary Virginia Terhune, a popular Amer-

lady, in Shakespeare's "Midsummer-Night's Dream," in love with Lysander.
Her-mi'O-ne (her-mi'6-ne). The heroine of the first
three acts of Shakespeare's "Winter's Tale."
She is
wife to Leontes, King of Sicily, who, without cause, suspects her of infidelity, throws her into prison, and orders
her newborn infant to be exposed on the seashore. Hermione is reported to the king to have died of grief ; but
in reality she lives retired till Leontes' remorse is complete, when she is restored to him in the form of a statue,
which suddenly comes to life. See Pekdita.
Her-na'ni, or Er-na'ni (Sr-na'ne). The hero of Victor
Hugo's tragedy (1830) of the same name, and of Verdi's
opera (1841), founded on the play. He was a Spanish
noble in revolt against the Emperor Charles V., and
killed himself from a high sense of honor, in obedience
to a promise rashly given.
friend of Beatrice in Shakespeare's
He'ro (he'ro).

ican novelist.

"Much Ado

—

A
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Har'le-qoin (har'le-ktn or -kwin). [See Dictionary.]
1. The name of a well-known character in the popular
extemporized Italian comedy, in which he originally
figured as a servant of Pantalone, the comic representative of Venetian foibles, and as the lover of Columbina
(Columbine).
He appeared before the public with a
shaven head, a masked face, unshod feet, and a coat of
many colors. He also carried a light sword of lath, and
his hat was in a deplorable condition.
2. A celebrated punning nickname conferred upon
Robert Harley (1001-1724), Earl of Oxford.
Har'ley (hiir'ly). " The Man of Feehng " in Mackenzie's novel of the same name.

Har'lowe, Cla-ris'sa

The heroine
The History of Clarissa

(kla-ris'sa har'lS).

of Richardson's novel entitled "

Her'mi-a (her'ml-a).

A

about Nothing."
He'ro and Le-an'der (le-an'der). [L. Hero, fr. Gr.
'Hpci L. Leander, fr. Gr. Aei'ai/Spos.] A pair of lovers
in a late Greek poem attributed to Museeus. Hero dwelt
at Sestos on the Hellespont, and Leander, who lived opposite at Abydos, swam the strait every night to visit
her.
One night he was drowned, and Hero, in grief, cast
;

herself into the sea.

Her'on, Robert (hgr'fin). A pseudonym under which
John Piukerton (1758-1820) published a work, entitled
" Letters on Literature," distinguished for its strange
system of spelling, and for the singular opinions advanced
in it on the value of the Greek and Roman writers.
Hero of the Nile. An epithet often given to Horatio
Nelson (1758-1805), the illustrious naval commander of
England, who, on the 1st of August, 1798, with a greatly

Queen of the Amazons in Shakespeare's " MidsummerNight's Dream."
In classical story, she was slain by
Hercules, one of whose twelve labors was to obtain the
girdle of the queen of tlie Amazons.
Hip-pol'y-tUS (liip-pol'T-tus). [L., fr. Gr. 'IttttoAut -.]
{Class. Myth.) The son of Theseus, and stepson of Phaedra.
His stepmotlier fell in love with him, and when he
repulsed her advances, she denounced him to Theseus,
at whose prayer Neptune sent a sea monster which
frightened the horses of Hippolytus so that they ran
away and dashed him to pieces on the rocks.
His-pa'ni-a (liIs-pa'nT-a).
The ancient Latin name
of Spain, sometimes used in modern poetry.
Ho'CUS, Hum'phrey (ho'kQs). A nickname used to
designate the first Duke of Marlborough in Arbuthnot's
" History of John Bull."
Hd'de-ken (he'de-ken). [G., Little Hat.] A famous
German kobold, or domestic fairy servant
so called
from wearing a little felt hat pulled down over his face.
Hodge (hoj). The goodman of Gammer Gurton. See
;

—

GcETON, Gammer.
Hol'ger Dans'ke (hol'ger dans'ke). See Ogieb the
Dake.
Holm, Sase (saks hom). The pen name of the anonymous author of the " Saxe Holm Stories " (1874), conjectured to be written in part at least by Mrs. Helen,
Hunt Jackson (1831-1885), a well-known American prose
writer and poet.
1. See Judith.
pedant living in Paris, under whose care Gar-

Hol'o-fer'nes (hol'o-fer'nez).
2.

A

placed for instruction. See Gargantua.
schoolmaster in Shakespeare's "Love's
Lost."
Holy City. A designation bestowed by various nations upon the city which is regarded as the center of
their religious worship and traditions.
By tlie Jews and
Christians, Jerusalem is so called. By the Mohammedan
nations, the name is applied to Mecca and Medina, and
by the inhabitants of Hindostan to Benares.
Holy Grail. See 2d Grail, in the Dictionary.
Holy Island. A name formerly given to Ireland.
See Isle of Saints.
Holy Land. A name commonly applied to Palestine
first given to it in Zechariah ii. 12.
Holy Maid of Kent. Elizabeth Barton, a woman
once popularly believed to possess miraculous endowments, and to be an instrument of divine revelation.
She was beheaded at Tyburn, on the 21st April, 1534,
for high treason in having predicted that direful calamities would befall tho English nation and that Henry
VIII. would die a speedy and violent death, if he should
divorce Queen Catharine and marry Anne Boleyn.
Honest Abe (ab). An affectionate sobriquet of Abraham Lincoln, 16th president of the United States.
Hon'ey-comb', Will (wil hiin'i-kom'). One of the
members of the imaginary club by whom the " Spectator " was professedly edited. He is distinguished for hia
graceful affectation, courtly pretension, and knowledge
of the gay world.
Hon'ey-wood' (-wood')- The hero of Goldsmith's
comedy of " The Good-Natured Man," distinguished for
his exaggerated generosity and self-abnegation.
Hood, Robin. See Robin Hood.

gantua
3.

is

A pedantic

Labor

's

—

Hook'er, The Judicious (hook'er). Richard Hooker,
an eminent Englisli divine (1553-1000), author of the
"Ecclesiastical Polity," to whom the sobriquet of The
Judicious has been given for his learning and judgment.
Hop'-O'-my-Thumb' (hoP'o-n>'-thiSm'). A character
the tales of the nursery, often confounded vrftb
Tom Thumb. See Thumb, Tom.
Ho-ra'ti-0 (h6-ra'shi-o).
A friend to Hamlet, in
Shakespeare's tragedy of " Hamlet."
A fanciful name sometimes
Hor'i-COn (h5r'i-kon).
given to Lake George, commonly supposed to be the
original Indian name, but really an invention of the
American novelist, J. F. Cooper.
Horn, King. See Kino Horn.
Hor'ner, Jack (jSk hSr'ner). The name of a celebrated personage in the literature of the nursery. The
full history of his " witty tricks and pleasant pranks "
is given in Halliwell's " Nursery Rhymes of England."
A Somersetshire tradition says that the plums which
Jack Horner pulled out of the Christmas pie allude to
the title deeds of the abbey estates at Wells which were
sent to Henry VIII. in a pasty, and abstracted on the
way by the messenger, a certain Jack Horner.
Hornie, Auld. See Auld Hornie.
Horse Latitudes. A name given by seamen to a
region of calms in the Atlantic Ocean, about the parallel
of 30-35° W.
The name is said to be derived from the
fact that vessels formerly bound from New England to
the West Indies, with a deck load of horses, were often
delayed in this calm belt of Cancer, and, for want of
water, were obliged to throw the animals overboard.
Ho'rus (ho'riis). {Egypt. 3Iyth.) The hawk-headed
god of day, son of Osiris and Isis.
Hot'spur' (hot'spfir'). An appellation given to Harry
Percy in Shakespeare's " King Henry the Fourth."

m

Harlowe," a young lady who fell into the power of Lovelace, an accomplished rake, was stupefied by drugs and

inferior force, attacked,

ruined, and, rejecting the reparation of marriage, finally
died of a broken heart.

the
characters in Rabelais' " Pantagruel.
Hi'a-wa'tha (hi'a-wa'tha). A mythical personage of
miraculous birth, believed by the North American Indians to have been sent among them to clear their rivers,
forests, and fishing grounds, and to teach them the arts
The story of Hiawatha _haa been made the
of peace.
subject of a poem by Longfellow.
The Latin name of IreHl-ber'ni-a (ht-ber'nl-a).
land, often uBed in modern poetry.
Hlck'a-thrift, Thomas, or Jack (hik'a-thrtft). The
name of a famous character in the popular legendary literature of England. He is described as a poor laborer of
the time of William the Conqueror, possessed of superhuman strength, which enabled him to accomplish deeds
of such public importance and benefit that he was knighted by his grateful king, and made governor of East
Anglia, or Thanet. See " Quart. Rev.," No. xli., art. v.
Hi'er-on'y-mo (he'er-on'I-mo). See Jeronimo.
Highland Mary. Mary Campbell, Burns's sweetheart, the subject of some of his most beautiful songs,
and of the elegy "To Mary in Heaven."
HU'da (hil'da). A New England girl of the most
sensitive delicacy and purity of mind in Hawthorne's

Nights " who had a flying carpet which would carry him
whithersoever he wished.
Houyhnhnm. See in the Dictionary.
Hub of the Universe. A burlesque and popular designation of Boston, Massachusetts, originating with Dr.
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Hu'di-bras (hiJ'di-bras). The title and hero of a
celebrated satirical poem by Samuel Butler. Hudibras
is a Presbyterian justice, of the time of the Commonwealth, Vvho sets out to enforce the observance of the
strict laws enacted by Parliament for the suppression of
the sports and amusements of the people.

romance "The Marble Faun." She is an artist,
in Rome, and typifies perhaps the conscience.

jocular

Har'Old, Childe (child har'iild). The hero of Lord
Byron's poem " Childe Harold's Pilgrimage;"
represented as a man, who, having exhausted all the pleasures
and
early
manhood,
and
feeling
of youth
the fullness of
satiety, to banisli his disgust and melancholy, determines
to travel but, though he traverses some of the fairest
portions of tlie earth, the feelings of bitterness and desolation still prey upon him, without lightening the weight
upon his heart, or enabling him to lose his own wretched

—

;

identity.

Har'pa'gon' (ar'pa'gSN'). [F., from L. harpago a
rapacious person.]
The liero of Moliere's comedy of
"L'Avare; " -represented as a wretched miser, whose
avarice has reached that point where it is without pride,
and whose dread of losing his wealth has overpowered
the desire of being thouglit to possess it.
Har'riS, Mrs. (har'ris). See Gamp, Mrs. Sarah.
Hatoh'way', Lieutenant Jack (hSch'wa')- The
name of a retired naval officer on half pay in Smollett's novel "The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle."
Hats and Caps. Popular names given to two political factions by which Sweden was distracted in the
middle of the ISth century. The former party was favorable to France, the latter to Russia.
Hat'ter-aick, Dirk (derk hSt'ter-ak).
A thorough

—

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

and nearly destroyed, a French

under the command of Brueys, in Aboukir Bay.
Her Trip'pa' (Sr trep'pii'). The name of one of

fleet

Hip-po^'y-ta (hTp-pol'T-ta).
final,

all

;

eve, event,

living

[L., fr. Gr. 'iTnroAu'n).]

end, fern, recent

;

ice,

Hous'sain

(hoos'stn).

A

prince in

idea,

embodiment
It

"Arabian

(hug'ginz, miig'gTnz). A
of vulgar pretension.
has been suggested that these names may be a

Hug'gins and Mug'gins

^W^

the

ill

;

old,

obey, orb, odd

DICTIONARY OF NOTED NAMES IN FICTION.
corruption of Hooge en Mogende (high and mighty), words
occurring in tlie otBcial designation of the States-General
of Holland, much ridiculed by certain English writers of
the latter part of the nth century, as, for example, in
the following couplet
But I liave sent him for a token
Hudibras.
To your Low-Country Hogen Jfogen.
:

—

A Christian boy
Ol Lin'COln (hu, ITn'kun).
by Matthew of Paris to have been martyred by the
in 1255.
He is alluded to in Chaucer's " Prioress's
Tale," which embodies a similar legend.
Hugh

daid

Jews

A

kind of evil spirit in the
Hu'gon' (u'goN'). [F.]
popular superstition of France,
a sort of ogre made
iuse of to frighten children.

A

—

—

bestowed upon Philippe de Mornay (1549-1G23), a distinguished French nobleman, and an able supporter of the ]?rotestant cause.
Hump'ty Dump'ty (hfimp'ty dump'ty). The hero
The name signifies
of a well-known nursery rhyme.
humped and dumpy, and is the riddle for an egg.
Hundred Days, The. (French Hist.) The interval
of time between Napoleon Bonaparte's escape from Elba,
Feb. 26, and the Battle of Waterloo, June 18, 1815.
A lion-hunter
Hunt'er, Mrs. Le'o (le'6 hfint'er).
and bluestocking in Dickens's "Pickwick Papers."
Hu'on' of Bor'deaux', Sir (u'6n', bSr'do'). The
hero of one of the romances of chivalry bearing his
name. He is represented as having been a great favorite

Huguenot Pope, The.

title

of Oberou, the Fairy King.
Hur'lO-tlirum'hO (hQr'lo-thrum'bo). The chief char(tcter in a whimsical play entitled " Hurlothrumbo, or
the Supernatural," by Samuel Johnson (d. 1773), an English actor and dramatic writer.

Hy'a'clnthe', Father (e'a'sairt'). The ecclesiastical
of Charles Jean Marie Loyson, a famous preacher
and theologian, the representative, in France, of the
New Catholic, or Reformed Catholic, movement.
Hyde, Mr. (hid). See Jekyll, Doctor.
Hy'las (hi'lns). [L., from Gr.'YAas.] (Class. Myth.)
A beautiful boy, beloved by Hercules, who was drawn
down into a spring by the enamored nymphs when he
went to draw water. The story has been treated by the
American poet Bayard Taylor, and by William Mt,.. J in
his "Life and Death of Jason."

name

I.
Iach'1-mo (yak'T-mo). The name of an Italian villain in Shakespeare's "Cymbeline," celebrated for the
art, address, audacity, and ill success, with which he attempts the chastity of Imogen, the wife of Pcsthumus,
and for the daring imposture by which he conceals the
defeat of his project.
I-a'gO (e-a'go). The "ancient," or ensign, of Othello,
in Shakespeare's tragedy of "Othello," a subtle and
malignant villain who falsely persuades Othello of the
unfaithfulness of his wife Desdemona. See Othello.
Ic'a-rus (ik'a-riis). See DjEDALds.
Ig'dra-syl' (tg'dra-sTl')- See Ygdkasyl.
I-ger'na (T-ger'na). The beautiful wife of Gorlois,
Duke of Tintagil, or Tintagel, in Cornwall, and mother
of the illustrious Arthur, by Uther, a legendary king of
Britain, whom Merlin, the renowned magician, changed
into the semblance of Gorlois, and thus enabled him to
deceive the duke's wife, for whom he had conceived a
violent passion.
[Written also Igerne, and Yguerne.']
Illuminated Doctor. [A translation of L. Doctor Hluminaius.'] A title bestowed upon Raymond LuUe, or
LuUy (d. 1315), a distinguished scholastic, and author of
the system called " Ars Lulliana."
Im'O-gen (Tm'o-jen). The wife of Posthumus, and
the daughter of Cymbeline by a deceased wife, in Shakespeare's " Cymbeline." She is distinguished for her unalterable fidelity to her husband under the most trying
circumstances.
Imperial City. One of the names by which Rome,
for many ages the seat of empire, is familiarly known.
Incorruptible, The. An epithet bestowed by his admirers upon Robespierre, the French Jacobin leader.
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W.

of the island of Ferro, in lat. 29° N.
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unite,
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fvJl,

Up, Orn

;
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;
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;

out,
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;
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Jean Jacques (zhaN zhSk). A familiar abbreviation
name of the great French writer, Jean Jacques

The

Brandon, or Borandan, given to it, is said to
be derived from an Irish abbot who flourished in the
6th century, concerning whose voyage in search of the
St.

Islands of Paradise many legends are related.
Island of the Seven Cities. An imaginary island
abounding in gold, the subject of one of the popular
traditions current in the time of Columbus, and said to
have been colonized by seven bishops who fled from the
Moorish invaders of Spain and Portugal.
Islands of the Blessed. See. under Island, in the
Dictionary.
[A translation of L. Insula SanctoIsle of Saints.
rum.']
A name by which Ireland was designated in the
Middle Ages, on account of the rapid progress which
Ind (Ind). A poetical name of India.
Christianity made in that country, and the number of
(Hindoo Myth.) The god of the learned ecclesiastics which it furnished.
In'dra (In'dra).
firmament, of thunder, lightning, storm, and rain, corSee Tristram. [Written also Isolt,
I-SOlde' (i-sold').
responding to Jupiter in the Latin pantheon.
Isoud, Ysolde, Ysoude, Yseidt, etc.]
I'nez, Don'na (don'na i'nez). The mother of Don
In Mohammedan mythology,
Is'ra-feel (Iz'ra-fel).
Juan in Byron's poem of " Don Juan,"
a caricature of the name of the angel whose office it will be to sound the
Lady Byron.
trumpet at the resurrection.
Infant Phenomenon, The. A precocious young perItaUan Mo'U'fere', The (mS'le'Sr'). A title given
son, by name Ninetta Crummies, daughter of Vincent to Carlo Goldoni (1707-1793), a distmguished Italian
Crummies, a traveling showman in Dickens's novel of dramatist.
_
" Nicholas Nickleby."
I-thu'rl-el (T-thu'rT-el). [Heb., the discovery of God.]
Ing'ham, Col. Frederick (Tng'am). A Sandemanian In Milton's "Paradise Lost," an angel who found Satan
"
"
" squat like a toad, close at the ear of Eve," and transclergyman, the assumed author of the Ingham Papers
by Edward Everett Hale, an American author (b. 1822).
formed him by a touch of his spear to his proper shape.
In'goldS-by, Thomas (Tn'goldz-by). A pseudonym
I'van-lloe (i'van-ho). The hero of Sir Walter Scott's
adopted by the Rev. Richard Harris Barham (1788-1845), novel of the same name.
author of a series of humorous tales in verse, entitled
Is-I'on (Tks-i'on). [L., fr. Gr. 'I|iwi/.] (Class. Myth.)
"The Ingoldsby Legends."
The King of the Lapithae, bound in hell to an endlessly
In'kle and yar'i-CO (TnTt'l, ySr'T-kS). The hero and revolving wheel, in punishment for his presumption in
heroine of a pathetic story by Richard Steele in the making love to Juno, whom he attempted to embrace,
"Spectator." Inkle was a young Englishman who sold but found his arms filled with a cloud.
his mistress Yarico, an Indian girl, into slavery.
Innocents, The. A name given from early times to
the infants whom Herod massacred at Bethlehem,
Invincible Armada. See Armada.
Invincible Doctor. [L. Doctor InvincibiHs.'] An appellation conferred upon William of Occam, a celebrated
Jack and QUI (jSk, jTl). Characters in an ancient
English scholastic of the 14th century.
and popular nursery song.
I'O (I'o).
[L., from Gr. 'Ici.]
(Class. Myth.) The
Jack and the Sban-stalk. A legend of the nursdaughter of the river god Inachus. Jupiter loved her, ery, which, Kke Jack the Giant Killer, is of ancient,
and changed her into a heifer to conceal her from the and probably of Teutonic, origin. A boy was sent by
jealousy of Juno; but Juno set the hundred-eyed Argus his mother to sell a cow, and met with a butcher, to
to watch her, and when Argus was killed by Mercury she whom he sold the cow for a few colored beans. His

use,

1699

mother was very angry, and threw them away. One of
sent a gadfly to sting her.
them fell into the garden, and grew so rapidly in one
original shape.
'Ijii.yiveia.']
night,
that in the morning the top reached the heavens.
Iph'1-ge-ni'a (If'T-je-nl'a). [L., from Gr.
The heroine of Euripides' tragedy "Iphigenia in Aulis," Jack ascended the vine, and came to an extensive counand of Goethe's tragedy "Iphigenie auf Tauris." She try. After divers adventures, a fairy met him, and diwas the daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, and rected him to the house of a giant, from whom he acwas offered by her father as a sacrifice to Artemis in quired great wealth. He descended the vine, and as the
consequence of a vow. But the goddess snatched her giant attempted to follow him, he seized his hatchet and
from the altar and carried her to Tauris, where she be- cut away the vine, when the giant fell and was killed.
came her priestess. See Agamemnon, Clytemnestra, Jack and his mother lived afterward in comfort.
Jack, Colonel. The hero of De Foe's novel entitled
and Orestes.
Irish Agitator, The. An epithet applied to Daniel " The History of the Most Remarkable Life and ExtraO'Connell (1775-1847), the leader of the poUtical move- ordinary Adventures of the truly Hon. Colonel Jacque,
a thief whose portrait
ments in Ireland for the emancipation of Roman Catho- vulgarly called Colonel Jack"
lics from civil disabilities, and for the repeal of the Act is drawn with great power.
Jack-in-the-Green. A chimney sweep inclosed in
of Union between Great Britain and Ireland.
Iron City. A name popularly given, in the United a framework of boughs carried in procession in the MayDr. Owen Puglu- says that JackStates, to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, a city distinguished day games of England.
in-the-Green, on May Day, was once a pageant representfor its numerous and immense iron manufactures.
Iron Duke. A familiar title given to the Duke of ing Melva, or Melvas, king of the country now called
Wellington. According to the Rev. G. R. Gleig, this Somersetshire, lying in an ambush of green boughs to
sobriquet arose out of the building of an iron steamboat, steal King Arthur's wife as she went out hunting.
which plied between Liverpool and Dublin, and which
Jack of New'bur-y (nu'b5r-y). A title given to
John Winchcomb, the greatest clothier in England, in
its owners called the "Duke of Wellington."
Goetz,
the
Gottfried,
or
time of Henry VIII.
A
surname
of
Iron Hand, The.
von Berlichingen, a famous predatory burgrave of the
Jack the Giant Killer. The name of a famous hero
his
in
IGth century, who, at the siege of Landshut, lost
the literature of the nursery, the subject of one of the
right liand, which was replaced by one of iron, yet shown Teutonic or Indo-European legends which have become
at Jaxthausen.
Goethe has made him the subject of an nationalized in England and America.
historic drama.
Jack with the Lantern. An evil spirit, or will-o'the-wisp, who delights in leading benighted and unwary
Iron Mask, The. See Mask, The Iron.
An epithet conferred upon travelers astray from their path by assuming the appearI'ron-Side' (i'um-sid').
Edmund II. (989-1016), King of the Anglo-Saxons, on ance of a light like that of a candle. This superstition
account either of his great strength, or else of the armor had its origin in the ignis fatuus.
One of the conspirators in Otway's
which he wore. [Written also Ironsides.']
Jaf'fler (jaf'fer).
A name xmder which " Venice Preserved."
I'ron-side', Nes'tor (nes'ter).
Sir Richard Steele, assuming the character of an astrolJam'shid (jam'shTd). See Giamschid.
oger, set up "The Guardian."
January and May. An old man, and his young wife
who befools him, in Chaucer's "Merchant's Tale," modI'ron-sides' (i'urn-sidz'). 1. See the Dictionary.
ernized under this title by Pope. The phrase December
2. See Ironside, above.
and May'is, often used to symbolize Age and Youth.
3. See Old Ironsides.
[A translation of L. Doctor
Ja'ciues (jak'wes). A lord attending the exiled Duke
Irrefragable Doctor.
Irrefroc/abilis.2
An honorary title bestowed upon Alex- in Shakespeare's " As Y»u Like It." He is called " the
ander Hales, an English friar of the 13th century, dis- melancholy Jaques," and affects a cynical philosophy.
tinguished as a scholastic divine and philosopher.
Jarley, Mrs. (jar'ly). The proprietor of a waxvvorb
I'saao of York (i'zak). A wealthy Jew, the father show in Dickens's " Old Curiosity Shop." She has lent
her name to a popular game of parlor tableaux.
of Rebecca, in Sir Walter Scott's novel of " Ivanhoe."
1. The ladylove of Zerbino
Jarn'dyce (jarn'dTs). A prominent figure in DickIs'a-bel'la (iz'a-bSl'la).
ens's " Bleak House," distinguished for his philanthropy,
in Ariosto's poem of " Orlando Furioso."
2. Sister to Claudio in Shakespeare's " Measure for easy good nature, and good sense, and for always saying,
" The wind is in the east," when anything went wrong
Measure," and the heroine of the drama.
I'sen-grin (e'zen-gren). Name of the woK in the beast with him. The famous suit of Jarndyce vs. Jarndyoe,
"
"
in this novel, is a satire upon the Court of Chancery.
epic of
Reinecke Fuchs," or Reynard the Fox."
Jar'vie, NiC'Ol (ntk'ul jar'vy). A fat, canny, purseIs-kan'der Beg (Ts-kan'der beg). See Scandj^rbeq.
Island of Lanterns. [A translation of P. L'Jle des proud Glasgow bailie in Sir Walter Scott's " Rob Roy."
Ja'son (ja'sun). [L., fr. Gr. 'Ido-w;'.] In the Greek
Lanternes.']
In the celebrated satire of Rabelais, an imaginary country inhabited by false pretenders to knowl- hero legends, the leader of the Argonautic expedition
edge, called Lanternois. This name was probably sug- and the winner of the Golden Fleece. See Medea.
Ja'vert' (zha/var'). A police ofiicer in Victor Hugo's
gested by the " City of Lanterns " in the Greek romance
novel " Les Mis^rables," who makes a conscience of his
See City of Lanterns.
of Lucian.
Island of St. Bran'dan (bran'dan). A marvelous profession.
Jeames de la Pluche (jemz de la plush). The hero
.nying island, the subject of many traditions, represented
as about ninety leagues in length, lying beyond the Ca- of Thackeray's "Jeames's Diary." He was a footman
who
had obtained wealth by a lucky speculation, and the
naries.
This island appears on most of the maps of the
time of Columbus, and is laid down in a French geo- name "Jeames" has become synonymous with flunky.
"
Pluche "
plush, a material worn by footmen.
graphical chart of as late a date as 1755, in which it is
lo was finally restored to her

of the

Rousseau.
Jean'jean' (zhaN'zhaN'). A popular name in France
for a conscript.
Jean Paul (zhaN poul; E. jen pal). The name under which the eminent German author, Jean Paul Friedrich Richter (1763-1825), wrote, and by which he is most
familiarly

known.

Jek'yll, Doctor, and Mr. Hyde (jSk'Il or je'kil,
hid).
The duplex hero of Robert Louis Stevenson's singular romance of the same name. Doctor Jekyll is a
benevolent and upright physician, who by means of a
potion is able to transform himself for a time into a second personality, Mr. Hyde, of a brutal and animal nature.
By indulging in this power, he allows the personification of his worse side to get the upper hand, and
Mr. Hyde becomes the destruction of Dr. Jekyll.
Jel'ly-by, Mrs. (jel'lT-bJ). A character in Dickens's
" Bleak House," a type of sham philanthropy.
Jen'luns, Win'i-fred (wTn't-frSd jen'ktnz). The
name of IVIiss Tabitha Bramble's maid in Smollett's
" Expedition of Humphry Clinker." She makes ridiculous blunders in speaking and writing.
Je-ron'i-mo, or Hi'er-on'y-mo (je-rSnT-mo or he'erHn'T-mo). The principal character in an old play by
Thomas Kyd, entitled " The Spanish Tragedy;" used
in the phrase " Go by, Jeronimo," made almost proverbial by the ridicule of contemporary writers.
Jes'sa-my Bride (jSs's.a-my brid). A by-name given
to Miss Mary Horneck, afterward Mrs. Gwyn. She was a
contemporary and friend of Goldsmith, who is supposed

—

to have been in love with her.

Jes'si-ca (j5s'sT-ka). The beautiful daughter of Shylock in Shakespeare's " Merchant of Venice."
Jewish Pla'tO, The (plii'to). A title bestowed upon
Philo Jiulitnts, the Alexandrian Jew and Platonist, who
flourished in the first century of the Christian era.
Jewkes, Mrs. (jiiks). A hateful character in Richardson's " P.amela."
Jew, The Wandering. An imaginary personage,
who owes his existence to a legend connected with the
history of Christ's passion. As tho Savior was on the
way to the place of execution, overcome with the weight
of the cross, he wished to rest on a stone before the
house of a Jew whom the story calls Ahasuorus, who

drove him away with curses.
.Tesus calmly replied,
" Thou ahalt wander on the earth till I return." Driven
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by fear and remorse, he has since wandered, according
to the command of the Lord, from place to place, and
has never yet been able to find a grave. According to
one account his name was Cartaphilus, but changed afterwards to Joseph on liis conversion.
Jln'gle, Mr. AUred (jin'g'l). An impudent, swindling stroller in Dickens's "Pickwick Papers." He is
represented as never spealdng a connected sentence, but
stringing together mere disjointed phrases, generally
without verbs.
Jingoes. See Jingo, 2, in the Dictionary.

Joan, Pope (jon). A supposed woman who is placed
by several chroniclers in the series of popes between
Leo IV. and Benedict IIL, about 853-855, under the
name of John. The subject of this scandalous story is
said to have been a young Englishwoman, who left her
home in man's disguise, and went to Rome, where she
became proficient in sacred learning, for which her reputation became so great, that, at the death of Leo, she
was unanimously elected as his successor, under the general belief in lier male sex.
Jo-cas'ta (jo-kSs'ta). [L.,

from Gr.

See

'loxdcmj.]

CEoirns.

Haz'el-dean (jok o haz'gl-den). The hero
of a ballad by Sir Walter Scott. His ladylove was forced
by her father to marry another suitor, but on the wedding morning tlie bride was " o'er the border and awa'
wi' Jock o' Hazeldean."
Jock'ey of Nor'folk (jok'y, nor'fak). An epithet
conferred upon Sir John Howard, an adherent to the
house of York, who accompanied his master, Richard
III., to the field of Bosworth.
Not heeding the warning posted on his tent the night before the battle, of

Jock

o'

"Jockey of Norfolk^ be not too bold,
For Dickon, thy master, is bought and sold,"

he entered into the fight and was slain.
Jones, Davy. See Davy Jones, in the Dictionary.
Jones, Tom. The hero of Fielding's novel entitled
" The History of a Foundling," represented as a model
of generosity, openness, and manly spirit, mingled with

Jb'tun-helm'

(ye'tiin-him').

The abode

of the frost

giants in the Scandinavian mythology. See Yqdrasyl.
The hero of
Jour'daln', M. (mo'sye' zhSor'dSN').
Moliere's comedy "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme ; "
a
nouveau riche who tries to educate himself, and is surprised to learn from his professor of languages that he
has been talking prose all his life without knowing it.
Joy'euse' (zhwa'yez'). Tlie sword of Charlemagne;
so called in tlie romances of cliivalry.
Joy'euse' Garde, La (la zhwa/yez' gard). The residence of the famous Lancelot of the Lake, at Berwick.

—

—

Juan, Don.
Ju'dith

See

Don Juan.

(jvi'dith).

story, wiiich fought till nothing was left but their tails.
It is probably a parable of a local contest between Kilkenny and Irishtown, which impoverished both boroughs.

EU'man-segg', IHiSS (kll'man-sSg'). An heiress
with a golden leg in Thomas Hood's comic ballad " A
Golden Legend."
King Ar'thur (ar'thfir). A kmg of South Wales,
supposed to have flourished at the time of the Saxon invasion, and to have died at Glastonbury, in the year 542,
from wounds received on the fatal battlefield of Camlan.
In the hands of Norman writers this half-historic Arthur

became the hero of the great British epos, or cycle of romance. The usual residence of King Arthur was said
to be at Caerleon, on the Usk, in Wales, where, with his
beautiful wife Guinevere, he lived in splendid state, surrounded by hundreds of knights and beautiful ladies.
From his court, knights went out to all countries to engage in chivalrous adventures. A popular traditional
belief was long entertained among the Britons that Arthur was not dead, but had been carried off to be healed
of his wounds in Fairyland, and that he would reappear
to avenge his countrymen, and reinstate them in the
sovereignty of Britain. See Excalibur, Gorlois, Guin-

EVEEE, lOERNA, MoDRED, RON,
King Bomba. See Eomba.

of the book of the
was a beautiful Jew-

She
in the Apocrypha.
ess of Bethulia, who, when her town was besieged by
Holofernes, the general of Nebuchadnezzar, attended
him in his tent, and, when he was in his cups, killed him
and cut off his head, wliereupon her townsmen fell upon
the Assyrians and defeated them mth great slaughter.
Ju'dy (ju'dy). A character in the modern puppet
show of " Punch and Judy." See Punch.
The heroine of Rousseau's novel
Ju'lie' (zhu'le').
" La NouvelIe_H61oise."
(ju'li-ef).
The heroine of Shakespeare's
Ju'll-et'
tragedy of " Romeo and Juliet. " See Romeo.
Jun'lUS (jun'yiis or ju'ni-us). A celebrated pseudonym under which a series of remarkable political letters were published at intervals from 17G8 to 1772 in the
" Public Advertiser," then the most popular newspaper
in Great Britain.

(5^°' In these letters, the writer,

who concealed himself

under this signature, attacked all the public characters
of the day connected with the government, and did not
spare even royalty itself. Their authorship has been attributed to no less than fifty different persons, but the
mystery is still unsolved, although the evidence which
assigns them to Sir Philip Francis is very strong.

;

—

King Cambyses'

vein."
(kol).
legendary king of Britain who
reigned, as the old chronicles inform us, in the third
century after Christ. He is further relegated to the
realms of fable by the rhyme that sings

A

King Cole

—

"Old King

Cole
Was a merry old soul,
And a merry old soul was he."

See HalUwell's "' Nursery Rhymes of England."
popular personification of the great
King Cotton.
staple production of the Southern United States. The
expression, "Cotton is King," seems to have been first
used by James H. Hammond of South Carolina, in a
speech in the United States Senate, March 4, 1858.
King Es'ter-mere (es'ter-mer). The hero of a ballad in Percy's "Reliques," who won the daughter of
King Adland from a rival suitor, a " Sowdan," or King,
of the Spanish Moors.

King Goldemar. See Goldemab.
King Giinther. See Gijnther.
King Horn (hSm). The hero and

K.

Ke-ha'ma

(ke-ha'ma).

A

witli supernatural

Hindoo rajah wlio obtains
power.

His adventures are

poem " The Curse

of

Kehama."

Kemp'fer-hau'sen (kemp'fer-hou'zen). The name
given Robert Pierce Gillies, one of the interlocutors in
the " Noctes Ambrosianae " of Christopher North, and
one of the early contributors to Blackwood.
Kent, Earl oJ. A rough, plain-spoken, but faithful
nobleman in Shakespeare's "King Lear," who follows
the fallenf ortunes of the king, disguised as a servant.

Ken'wigs (ken'wigz). A family in Dickens's novel
"'Nicholas Nickleby," including a number of little girls
who differed from one another only in the length of their
frilled pantalettes and of their flaxen pigtails tied with
bows of blue ribbon.
Kerr. Or'pheus C. (Sr'ffis se ker).
[That Is, office
seeker.']
The nom de plume of R. H. Newell, a humorous and popular American writer (b. 1836).
Ketch, Jack. See Jack Ketch, in the Dictionary.
Kll-ken'ny Cats (kll-kSn'n^).
ale. senate,

Two cats.

In

an Irish

c^e, am. arm, ask,

title of

who

a French

calls himself

;

of Persia.

King

(3foham. Myth.') A mountain, composed
of an entire emerald, which surrounds the world.
Eath'a-rlne (kath'a-rin). The heroine of Shakespeare's comedy " The Taming of the Shrew." She was
a rich and beautiful young Paduan lady, but so ill-tempered that no one would marry her, until Petrucliio
undertook her and subdued her by affecting a humoi
madder than her own.
Kay, Sir (ka). A foster brother of King Arthur, and
a rude and boastful knight of the Round Table. He was
the butt of King Arthur's court. Called also Sir Queux.

of a poet

earlier of the two.
King Log, and King Stork. Characters in a celebrated fable of iEsop, which relates that the frogs, grown
weary of living without government, petitioned Jupiter
for a king. Jupiter accordingly threw down a log among
them, which made a satisfactory ruler till the frogs recovered from their fright and discovered his real nature.
They therefore entreated Jupiter for another king, whereupon he sent them a stork, who immediately began to
devour them.
King' mak'er, The (king' mak'er). A title popularly conferred upon Richard Nevil, Earl of Warwick (d.
1471), who was chiefly instrumental in deposing King
Henry VI., and raising the Duke of Tork to the throne
as Edward IV., and who afterward put Edward to flight,
and restored the crown to Henry.
King of Bath. See Beau Nash.
King of Courts. [A translation of L. Bex Judiciorum.'] An epithet conferred upon Quintus Hortensius
(d. B. c. 50), a distinguished Roman forensic orator.
King of Kings. 1. A title given to Christ in 1 Tim.
vi. IS
Rev. xvii. 14 xix. 16.
2. A title giver, to Artaxerxes, or Ardshir (d. 241),

King

(kaf).

work

" Mestre Thomas," regarded by some as a composition
of the latter part of the 12th century, and the original
of the English "Home Childe," or "Geste of Kyng
Horn." By others, the English poem is regarded the

\

related in Southey's

"A

(kam-bi'sez). The hero of
Lamentable Tragedy" of tlie same name by Thomas
Preston, an elder contemporary of Shakespeare a ranting character kno%vn to modern readers by Palstaff 's allusion to him in Shakespeare's 1 Henry IV. (a. ii., sc. 4,
1. 425),
"I must speak in passion, and I will do it in

metrical romance, the

The heroine

same name

and sports

RoUND TABLE, UtHER.

King Cam-by'ses

A

thoughtless dissipation.

Kaf
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of

Agamemnon, King

A title given

in

Homer's " Iliad " to

of Mycenae.

King of Tars. The subject and title of an ancient
English metrical romance.
King of Terrors. A common personification of death.
King of the Market Place. [A translation of F.
Le Roi des Holies.'] A sobriquet <;onferred upon FranQois
de VeudSme Beaufort (1616-1669), grandson of Henry
IV., and one of the leaders of the Frondeurs. He acquired this name from his popularity with the Parisians,
his familiar manners, and tlie pleasure he took in using
their language and slang.
King of Waters. Name given to the River Amazon.
King of Yve'tOt' (ev'to'). A title assumed by the
lord of a little principality in France, named Yvetof,
B^ranger has
in the latter part of the 11th century.
made of the King of Tvetot a model of a potentate, a
good little king, not known in history, but happier than
any monarch, having taken pleasure for his code.
B^ranqer.
Quel bon petit roi c'etait la
King Pe'oheur' (pS'sher'). [F. peckeur a fisherman,
pecheur a sinner.] Uncle of Perceval, and possessor of
the sangreal and sacred lance, according to one form of
the legend
so called from his celebrity as an angler,
or Iiis notoriety as a sinner. See Perceval.
King Pellenore. See Pellenore.
King P6'taud' (pt'to'). A French name, occurring
only in the phrase " La cour de Roi Petaud " (the court
of King Petaud). It derives its origin from an assembly of beggars who formerly held raieetings under the
presidency of the most adroit, or the poorest, among
them, who took the title of King Belaud (from the Latin
!

;

final,

^

;

—

eve, event,

£nd, fern, recent

;

ice,

,

peiere, to beg). The phrase " the Court of King P6taud "
denotes a place of confusion, where everything is out of
order, where everybody is master.
King Sacripant. See Sacripant, Kino.
King Stork. See King Log.
Kings, The Do-nothing. See FAnreANis, Les Rois.
EUnk'el, Mme. (kink"l). A pseudonym adopted by
Elizabeth Sara Sheppard, an EngUsh novelist (d. 18C2),
author of " Charles Auchester," " Counterparts," etc.
Kln'mont, Wil'lie (wTl'ly kTn'mSnt). WilUam Annstrong of Kinmonth, the hero of a spirited and famous

Scottish ballad.

Kirke, Edmund (kerk). The pen name of John Roi
an American writer (b. 1823), author of
" Among the Pines " and other novels.
•

erts Giknore,

Kitchen Cabinet. A name sportively given, in the
United States, to the Hon. Francis Preston Blair and the
Hon. Amos Kendall, by the opponents of President Jackson's administration. As it was necessary for Jackson
to consult frequently with these gentlemen, and as, to
avoid observation, they were accustomed, when they
called upon him, to go in by a back door, the Whig party
styled them, in derision, the Kitchen Cabinet.
Tlie hero of Farquhar's com'Kite, Sergeant (kit).
edy " The Recruiting Officer."
A jealous merchant in Ben JonKlte'ly (kitly).
son's comedy of " Every Man in his Humor."
Klaus, Peter (klous). The hero of an old popular
tradition of Germany,
the prototype of Rip Van
represented as a goatherd from Sittendorf
Winkle,
who met a party of knights playing skittles in a dell of
the Harz Mountains, and drank a "miraculous draught
of wine which put him to sleep for twenty years.
Knick'er-bock'er, Die'drich (de'drik nTk'er-bBk'er).
The imaginary author of a humorous fictitious " History
of New York," written by Washington Irving.

—

—

Knight of La Mancha. See Don Qoi.xote.
Elnight of the Sorrowful Countenance. An ap
See Don Quixote.
pellation given to Don Quixote.
Krlss Krin'gle (krls krtn'g'l). The Dutch equivalent of St. Nicholas, or Santa Claus, who fills the children's stockings with gifts on Christmas Eve.

L.
Lab, Queen.

See Queen Lab.

A

name originally given to a
La-CO'ni-a (iS-ko'nT-a).
tract of country bounded by the Merrimac, the Kennebec, the Atlantic Ocean, and the " River of Canada,"
included in a royal grant to Sir Fernando Gorges and
Capt. John Mason.
Ladies' Peace.
[A translation of P. La paix det
dames.] The treaty of peace concluded at Cambrai, in
1529, between Francis I. of France, and Charles V., Emperor of Germany. So called because it was chiefly negotiated by Louise of Savoy and Margaret of Austria.
Lady Bountiful. A character in Farquhar's " Beaux'
Stratagem," who distributes charity among the poor of
her parish, and medicines among the sick.

Lady of England. A title conferred upon Matilda,
daughter of Henry I., and wife of Geoffrey Plantagenet,
by a council held at Winchester, April 7, 1141.
Lady

The heroine of Tennyof Sha-lOtt' (sha-lSf).
poem of the same name. She weaves into her web
the sights reflected in the mirror which hangs opposite her window but when Sir Lancelot passes, she
leaves her mirror and looks out of the casement at the
knight himself, whereupon a curse comes upon her. If
is an allegorized version of the story of " Elaine," and
typifies the artist's soul, which deals properly with a reson's
all

;

flection of life.
Lady of the Lake. 1. A name given to Vivian, mistress of the enchanter Merlin.
She had a palace situated in the midst of an imaginary lake whose deluding
semblance served as a barrier to her residence.
2. The title of a poem by Sir Walter Scott, and a name
given to its heroine, Ellen, the daughter of Douglas, the
former favorite of King James, but banished, disgraced,
and living iu a secret retreat near Loch Katrine.
name given to Alice Ferrers
Lady of the Sun.
(or Pierce), a mistress of Edward III. of England, and a
married woman of great beauty, who had been lady of
the bedchamber to Queen Philippa.
Lady of Threadneedle Street. See Old Lady, etc.
La-er'tes (IS-er'tez). Son of Polonius, and brother of
Oplielia, in Shakespeare's tragedy of "Hamlet."
La-ga'do (la-ga'do). The name of the capital city of
Balnibarbi, a continent subject to the King of Laputa.
See Laputa. Lagado is celebrated for its grand academy of projectors, who try to extract sunbeams from
cucumbers, to calcine ice into gunpowder, etc.
See (Edipus.
La'i'-US (la'i-iis or la'yiSs).
La-ke'dl-on, I'saac (la-ke'dl-on). One of the names
given to the Wandering Jew. See Jew, The Wandering.
Lake of the Cat. The name given to Lake Erie from
its discovery up to the beginning of the 18tli century.
Lake Poets, Lake School, Lakers, or Lakists.
See under Lake, in the Dictiona.'y.
name popularly given to the State of
Lake State.
Michigan, which borders upon the four lakes, Superior,
Michigan, Huron, and Erie.
Lal'la Rookh (lal'la rook). The title of a poem bv
Moore, and the name of its heroine, the daughter of tlit
great Aurungzebe. She is betrothed to the young Kin^
of Bucharia, who disguises liimself as a poet, and recites
to her the tales which make up the bulk of the poem, in
order to beguile the tedium of her journey to Cashmere,
whither she is going to her nuptials.

A

A

La'mi-a (la'ml-a or la'-). [L., from Gr. Aama.] In
Latin superstition, a witch who sucked children's blood,
but in Keats's poem of this name, a serpent who hat,
assumed the form of a woman.
^dea,

HI

;

old,

obey, Srb, 5dd

I
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premium. This bank became the office for all public
receipts, and there was annexed to it a Mississippi company wliich had grants of land in Louisiana, and was
expected to realize immense sums by planting and commerce.
In 1718 it was declared a royal bank, and its
shares rose to twenty times' their original value. In
1720 the shares sunk as rapidly as they had risen, occasioning widespread financial distress and bankruptcy.
Cf. South Sea Bubble.
Laz'a-rus (ISz'a-rus). A poor beggar in a parable of
Jesus (Luke .xvi. 19-31). See Dives, in tlie Dictionary.
Le-an'der. See Hero and Leander.
Lear (ler). A legendary king of Britain, and the hero

The
Ol (lam'mer-moor').
novel by Sir Walter Scott, of which the heroine
Ashtou,
sister
of the laird of Lanimermoor.
The
is Lucy
same subject was treated afterwards by Donizetti in his
opera " Lucia di Lammermoor.
Lam'mi-kin (lam'mT-klu). The hero of a Scottish
ballad, who built a castle and baptized it with blood.
dgp^ " Tlie hero, if such a term is applicable to the
bloodthirsty mason, has been celebrated under the names
of Lammiltin, Lamkin, Linkiu, Beliukin, Bold Rankin,
and Balcanqual, and has become, tlirougli the medium
of injudicious servants, the prime terror of the Scottish
Aijtomi.
nursery."

Lam'mer-moor', Bride

title of a

Lan'ce-lOt

dU Lac

(lan'se-lot

du

ISk).

—

bolizing the Clu'istian's peace of mind), represented as
lying upon the hither side of the river of Death, in which
the pilgrims tarry till tlieir summons comes to cross the
stream, and enter the Celestial City. The name occurs
in Isaiah Ixii. i.
Land o' Calces. A name sometimes given to Scotland, because oatmeal cakes are a common national dish.
Land ot Nod. The state or condition of sleep.

cut blacksmith, and afterward distinguished himself as
a linguist.
Learned Tailor. A title sometimes bestowed upon
Henry Wild, a native of Norwich, England, wliere he
was born about the year 1G84. He was in early lite a
tailor, and, while working at his trade, mastered the
Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Chaldaic, Syriac, Arabic, and
Persian languages.
Leath'er-Stock'ing, Nat'ty (nat'ty Igth'er-stSk'lug). A sobriquet given to Natty, or Nathaniel, Bumppo,
a celebrated character in Cooper's series of novels called
" The Leather-Stocking Tales."
Le'da (le'da). [L., from Gr. ArjSa.] (Class. 3ft/t!t.)
The mother of Castor and Pollux, Clytemnestra, and
Helen of Troy, by Jupiter, who embraced her in the
form of a swan.
Led'dy Grip'py (ISd'dy grip'py). A noted character in " The Entail," a novel by Gait.
Lee, Ver'non (ver'niSn le). The pen name of Violet
Paget, an English essayist on jesthetic and critical topics.
Le Fevte (le f Svr). A poor lieutenant whose story is
related in Sterne's " Tristram Shandy."
Legion, Thundering. See Thundeeino Legion.
Le-gree' (le-gre'). A slave dealer in Mrs. Stowe's
novel "Uncle Tom's Cabin," a hideous impersonation of
the brutalizing influence of slavery.
Leigh, Au-ro'ra (a-ro'ra le). The heroine of Mrs.
Browning's poem of the same name, " the representative of tlie spiritual and esthetic spirit of the age, through
whom are exemplified the noble ends and the high office
of true art."
Lellah. See Mejnoun and Leilah.
L. E. L. (el e el). The initials and literary signature
of Letitia Elizabeth Landon (afterward Mrs. Maclean),
an English poetess (1802-1838).
L6'lie' (la'le'). [F.] An inconsequential, light-headed,
gentleman-like coxcomb in Moliere's " L'Etourdi."
Le-nore' (le-nor'). The heroine of a popular ballad
composed by Gottfried August Biirger (1748-1794), a
German lyric poet. The subject of this baUad is an old
tradition, which recounts the ride of a spectral lover,
who reappears to his mistress after death, and carries her
on horseback behind him. Tliis name was also adopted
by Poe in liis mystical ballad " The Raven."
A fabulous country, forLe'on-noys' (le'on-nois').
merly contiguous to Cornwall, though it has long since
disappeared, and is said to be now more than forty fathmentioned in the old romances of
oms under water ;
"Meliadus" and "Tristan." [Written also Leonals,
Leonnesse, Lionesse, Lyonnesse, etc.]
Le-on'tes (le-Sn'tez). King of Sicilia in Shakespeare's
"Winter's Tale." See Hermione, and Perdita.
Les'bi-a (lez'bi-a). [L.] A name given by Catullus

liEg^ This figure is evidently borrowed from the use of
the English word nod, as denoting the motion of tlie head
in drowsiness. But it was also, most probably, at first
cmplpyed as containing a ludicrous allusion to the lanfjuage of Scripture in regard to the conduct of the first
murderer '* And Cain went out from the presence of the
Lord, and dwelt ui the larid of Nod." (Gen. iv. 16.)
:

Land
Land

of
of

Promise.

See Promised Land.

Steady Habits. A name by which the
state of Connecticut is sometimes designated, in allusion to the moral character of its inhabitants.
Lang'staff,

Laun'ce-lot

(lan'se-lot

A

iSng'staf).
jointly

pseudonym under which " Salmagundi " was

published by Washington Irving, William Irving, and
James Kirke Paulding.
Lan'guish, Miss Lyd'i-a (lan'gwTsh). The heroine
of Sheridan's comedy of " The Rivals "
distinguished
for the extravagancy^ of her romantic notions.
Lan'ter'nois', L'He des (lei da laN'tar'nwa')- [F.]
See Island of Lanterns.
Laocobn. See in the Dictionary.
La-Od'a-mi'a (la-od'a-mi'a). [L., fr. Gr. AaoSoiaeia.]
In classic fable, the wife of Protesilaus, wliom slie followed to the underworld after his death at the hands of
Hector. Wordsworth has made this myth the subject of
his, poem entitled " Laodamia."
;

—

La-pu'ta (la-piJ'ta). The name of a flying island described by Swift in his imaginary " Travels of Lemuel
Gulliver." The inhabitants are speculative philosophers,
devoted to mathematics and music.
La'ra (la'ra). The hero of Byron's poem of the same

name

a gloomy and mysterious outlaw chief, identical
with Conrad in the same poet's " Corsair."
La Roolie (la rosh'). A Protestant clergyman of
Switzerland, whose story, written by Henry Mackenzie,
is told in " The Mirror."
Last of the Fathers. A name given to St. Bernard
;

(1091-1153).
Last of the Goths. Roderick, the thirty-fourth and
last of the Visigothic line of kings who filled the throne
of Spain from 414 to 711.
Last of the Mo-hi'cans (mo-he'kanz). The hero of
Cooper's novel of the same name, under which title the
Indian chief Uncas is personated.
Last of the Romans. An epithet applied by Procopius to the Roman general Aetius, who defeated Attila at Chalons in 451.
With his death, which occurred
in 454, the last support of the empire fell.
Last of the Tribunes. Cola di Rienzi (d. 1354), who
endeavored to revive the tribunician power in the city of
Rome. He is the subject of a novel of the same name

by Bulwer Lytton.
Laughing Philosopher, The.

—

favorite, Clodia, whose praises he celebrates.
An appellation very genof Literature.
erally conferred upon Dr. Samuel Johnson (1709-1784),

to

eminent writer and
Liberator, The. 1.

tlie

Democritus of Ab-

—

lislied

onies of South America.
2. A surname given to Daniel O'Connell (1775-1847),
a celebrated Irisli political agitator, from Iiis endeavors
to bring about a repeal of tlie Articles of parliamentary
Union between Great Britain and Ireland.
Light-Horse Harry. A sobriquet popularly conferred upon General Henry Lee (1756-1818), a gallant
American cavalry officer in tlie war of the Revolution,
in allusion to liis rapid and daring movements in battle,
particularly during tlie campaign in the Carolinas.
In the popular belief
Li'lith, or Li'liS (li'litli, li'lTs).
of tlie Hebrews, a female specter in the shape of a finely
dressed woman, who lies in wait for, and kills, children.
Tlie Talmudists say tliat Adam, before lie married Eve,
liad a wife called Lilis, and of her lie begat notliiug but
Ill the demonology of the Middle Ages, Lilis was
devils.
a famous witch, and is introduced as such in tlie Walpurgis-iiiglit scene in Goetlie's " Faust."
Lil'li-put (ITl'lT-piit). An imaginary country described
in Swift's " Gulliver's Travels" as peopled by a dimiiuiTlie voyage to Lilliput is for the most
tive race of men.
part a satire on tlie manners and tisages of tlie court of
George I. See Lilliputian, in tlie Dictionary.
Lily Maid of Astolat. See Elaine.
Limbo, or Limbus. A region supposed by some of
tlio old scliolastic tlieologians to lie on tlie edge or confines of hell.
Of this superstitious belief Milton has

Verona."

Lowell, entitled " Tlie Vision of Sir Lauiifal."
(la'ra ; It. lou'ra).
The Christian name of an
Avignonese lady, young but already married, for whom,
in the year 1327, the poet Petrarch conceived a strong
thougli platouic affection, whicli exercised a powerful
influence over his lite, and ended only with his deatli.
He sung lier praises in "Rime," or sonnets and canzoni,
whicli liave immortalized not only lier name, but his own.
Laurence, Friar. See Friak Laurence.
La-vin'i-a (la-vTn'i-a). [L.] In Virgil's " jEiieid,"
the betrothed of Turnus, a King of Latium, from wliom
.aSiieas wins her away in single combat.
Law's Bubble. A name given to a delusive speculation projected by John Law (1071-1729), a celebrated
financier, and native of Edinburgli.
In 1716 lie established a bank in France, by royal authority, composed
of 1200 shares of 3000 livres each, which soon bore a

sell

Lau'ra

ignite,

rude,

full,

iip,

Am

;

pity

critic.

A surname given by the PeruSimon Bolivar (1783-1830), who estabthe independence of Peru and other Spanisli col-

vians, in 1823, to

Laun'fal, Sir (lan'fal). One of the kniglits of tlie
Round Table, the subject of a metrical romance by
Thomas Chestre, in tlie reign of Henry VI., being a
translation from the French of Marie. The name has
also been adopted as tlie title of a poem by James Rus-

use,

liis

Leviathan

dera, a celebrated philosoplier of antiquity, contemporary with Socrates
so called because he made a jest
of man's follies, sorrows, and struggles.
He is contrasted
with Heraclitus, "The Weeping Philosoplier."
Launce (Vans). A clown with a very disreputable
dog, named Crab, in Sliakespeare's " Two Gentlemen of
;

497.

cousin and son-in-law of Mahomet, who was distinguished
for his eloquence and valor in defense of Islam.
title bestowed upon Gustavus
Lion of the North.
Adolphus (1594-1U32), King of Sweden, and the hero of
the Protestant faitli in the Thirty Years' War.
Lis'ma-ha'gO, Captain (ITs'ma-ha'go). A superannuated oflicer on half pay who figures in Smollett's
" Expedition of Humphry Clinker " as the favored
suitor of Miss Tabitha Bramble.
He is a hard-featured
Scotchman, of the most singular dress and manners, selfconceited, pedantic, rude, and disputatious.
Little Buttercup. A fat old bumboat woman who
figures as a burlesque ingenue in Gilbert and Sullivan's
comic opera of " Pinafore."
Little Comedy.
A name familiarly given to Miss
an acCatharine Horneck,
afterward Mrs. Bunbury ,
quaintance and friend of Goldsmith. She is described
as being intelligent, sprightly, and very beautiful.
Little Corporal. A familiar appellation jocosely conferred upon General Bonaparte, immediately after the
battle of Lodi (1796), by the soldiers under his command, on account of his juvenile appearance.
Little Dor'rit (dor'rtt). The heroine and title of a
novel by Dickens. Her real name is Amy, and she is the
daughter of a prisoner for debt in the Marshalsea Prison,
where she is born and brought up.
Little Em''ly (em'ly). The niece and adopted daughter of Mr. Peggotty in Dickens's novel " David Copperfield." She is betrothed to her cousin Ham, but seduced
by Steerforth.
Little E'va (e'va). An angelic child character in Mrs.
Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel " Uncle Tom's Cabin."
She is the daughter of Mr. St. Clare, a wealthy gentleman of Louisiana, and is a pet of Uncle Tom, who rescues her from drowning.
A popular sobriquet conferred upon
Little Giant.
the Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, a distinguished American
statesman (1813-18G1), in allusion to tlie disparity between his piiysical and his intellectual proportions.
Little John. A follower of the famous English outlaw, Robin Hood. His surname is traditionally said to
have been Nailer.
See Robin Hood.
An affectionate sobriquet beLittle Mac (mitk).
stowed, by his soldiers, upon General George B. McClellaii, who was short in stature but a popular commander.
A sobriquet conferred upon the
Little Magician.
Hon. Martin Van Buren, president of the United States
from 1837 to 1841, in allusion to his supposed political
sagacity and talents.
Little Master. A title given to Hans Sebald Beham,
a celebrated painter and engraver of the 16tli century,
on account of the extreme smallness of his prints. The
name was also given to other artists of the same century.
Little Nell. A child in Dickens's novel of " The Old
Curiosity Shop," distinguished for the purity of her character, though living amid scenes of selfishness, shame,
and crime.
[Cf. P.
Little Red Rid'ing-hood' (rid'Tng-hSSd').
Chaperon Rouge, G. Bol/ika')>pc/ien.~\ The heroine of a

A

of Shakespeare's tragedy "King Lear."
He is represented as a fond father, duped in his old age by hypocritical professions of love and duty on the part of two
daugliters (Goueril and Regan), to disinherit the third
(Cordelia), and to divide liis kingdom between her sisters, wlio, by their ingratitude, soon drive the poor old
king mad.
After his misery has reached its liighest
pitch, he is found by Cordelia, and through her tender
care he revives and recollects her.
She endeavors to
reinstate him upon liis throue, but fails in her attempt,
and is lianged in prison, where her broken-hearted father
dies lamenting over lier.
Learned Blacksmith. An epithet sometimes applied
to Eliliu Burritt (1810-79), wlio began life as a Connecti-

The most

famous kniglit of King Arthur's Round Table, and the
paramour of Queen Guinevere. He was surnamed du,
Lac {i. e., of tlie lake) because he was stolen from liis
mother and reared by the Lady of the Lake, who in the
old romances and in Sir Thomas Malory's "Morte Darthur "
though not in Tennyson's "Idylls of the King"
is identical with Vivian, mistress of the enclianter Merlin.
See Kins Arthur, Elaine, Guinevere, Vivian.
Land of Beu'lah (bu'la). In Bunyan's allegory
" The Pilgrim's Progress," a land of rest and quiet (sym-

—

in his " Paradise Lost."
See Book III., v. 440Dante has fixed his Limbo, in which the distinguished spirits of antiquity are confined, as the outermost circle of hell. See Limbo, in the Dictionary.
Lin-dab'ri-des (lln-dab'vi-dez). A celebrated heroine
in the romance called " The Mirror of Knighthood."
Her name was commonly used for a mistress.
Li'0-nesse' (li'o-nes'). See Leonnoys.
Lion of God. A title conferred upon All (d. 6G1),

made use

;

food, fcM>t

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

slug,

—

—

well-known nursery tale which relates her encounter
with a wolf in a forest, the arts by which he deceived
her, and her tragical end.
Little Rhody. See Rhodt, Little.
A pseudonym, intended as a playful
Little, Thomas.
allusion to his diminutive stature, under which Thomas
Moore published a volume of amatory poems.
Lle-wel'lyn (le-wSl'lTn). A legendary Welsh prince
who, on returning from hunting, found his baby boy
missing and his favorite greyhound, Gelert, covered with
blood. Thinking that the hound had eaten him, he killed
it.
But, on searching more carefully, the child w^as
found alive under the cradle clothes, and near him the
body of a huge wolf which had been killed by the faithful hound.
Loch'in-var' (lok'Tn-var'). The hero of a ballad by
Sir Walter Scott, sung by Lady Heron in " Marmion."
A character in Gay's " Beggar's
Lock'it (lok'Tt).
Opera." The quarrel between Peachum and Lockit was
an allusion to a personal collision between Walpole and
See Peachum.
his colleague. Lord Townsheiid.
Locks'ley (loks'ly). An archer in Sir Walter Scott's
novel ot " Ivanhoe," under which name the author has
personated Robin Hood.
A son of Brutus, a fabulous
Lo-crine' (IS-krin').
king of ancient Britain. By his father's death, he became king of Lo'gria, or England. Sec Sabrina.
Loe'grl-a, or Lo'gris (le'gvT-a, lo'giTs). A name for
England in the old romances and liistories.
Lo'hen-grln (li3'Sn-giTn). [G.] The Knight of the
Swan the hero of a romance by Wolfram von Eschenbach, a GeiMuau minnesinger of the 13th century, and
He
also of a modern music drama by Richard Wagner.
was the son of Parziv.al, and came to Brabant in a ship
drawn by a white swan, which took him away again
;

when his bride, disobeying his injunction, pressed him
to discover his name and parentage.
[Icel.]
{ScniHl. iVi/l/i.) The god of
Lo'kl (lo'kT).
strife and spirit of evil, who contrived tlio death of Balder.
Afterwards he was chained, and will continue so
till the twilight of the gods.
See Raqnarok. [Written
also //«A-, ami Lol-<\'\
(ISl'lT-iis).
Lol'li-us
mystorious author often referred to by the writei'S of the Middle Ages; but so vain
have been the attempts to identify him, that ho musit be
regarded as the ignis J'atutis of antiquaries.
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Lone-Star

The State

State.

of

Texas;

— so

called

from the device on its coat of arms.
Long Tom Coffin (kof fin). A character in Coop"probably the most widely
er's novel "The Pilot,"

—

known

sailor character in existence."

Lor-brul'grud (ISr-brul'grud). The metropolis of the
imaginary country of Brobdingnag, visited by Gulliver.
It is humorously said to mean " Pride of the Universe."

Lord Fanny. A sobriquet conferred upon Lord Hervey, a foppish and effeminate Englisli nobleman of the
18th century. He was in the habit of painting his face
See Spords.
to conceal its ghastly paleness.
Lord Harry. The Devil. See Old Haert.
Lord Lov'el (luv"l). The hero of an ancient and
well-known Scottish ballad.
sobriquet of John Hall
Lord
Crazy Castle.
Stevenson (I'/'l 8-1785), author of some clever, but licentious, poems, called "Crazy Tales."
title borne by Donald of Islay,
Lord of the Islea.
a ruler of the Hebrides in the 14tli century, and by his
successors. It was adopted by Sir Walter Scott as the
name of one of his poems.
Lord Peter. A humorous designation of the pope in
Arbuthnot's " History of John Bull."

A

.

A

Lords of Little Egypt. A title assumed by the
leaders or chiefs of a liorde of gypsies who entered
Hungary and Bohemia from the East, giving themselves
out as Christian pilgrims.
so called
Lord Strutt (strut). Charles II. of Spain ;
in Arbuthnot's satire " The History of John Bull."
Lo're-lei' (lo'ra-li'). In German legend a siren who
haunted a rock of the same name on the right bank of
the Rhine, about half way between Biugeu and Coblenz.
She combed her hair with a golden comb, and sang a wild
Bong which enticed fishermen and sailors to destruction
on the rocks and rapids at the foot of the precipice.

—

A

1.
young man in love with
Jessica in Shalcespeare's " Merchant of Venice."
2. The name of a character in Young's "Night
Thoughts," represented as a person of a thoroughly debauched and reprobate life, and by some supposed to be
the portrait of the poet's own son, but probably nothing
more than an embodiment of imaginary atheism and unavailing remorse and despair.
Lot'te (lot'te). [G.] The heroine of Goethe's " Sor-

rows of Werther." See Werther.
Lotus-Eaters. See Lotds-eatee, and Lotophagi,

in

the Dictionary.

Love'lace (liSv'lSs). The hero of Richardson's novel
Clarissa Harlowe," represented as an unscrupulous voluptuary, who has devoted his life and his talents to the

"

subversion of female virtue.

See Haelowe, Claeissa.

The promontory from which Sappho

—

said to have thrown herself into the sea,
Leucate, on
the southwest extremity of Leucas, now Santa Maura.
Lreux (Iroo). King Arthur's seneschal, introduced
in romances of the Round Table, and always represented
as a detractor, a coward, and a boaster.
Lub'ber-land' (liib'ber-lSnd'). The same as CocKAGNE, for which name it was substituted by tlie English
poets of the 19th century. Hence, also, a burlesque
name anciently applied to London. See Cockagne.
is

Lu-cas'ta (lii-kas'ta). A poetical name under which
Richard Lovelace (1618-1658) celebrated the praises of
" the lady of his love," Miss Lucy Sacheverell, whom he
usually called Lux Casta.
Lu'ci-0 (Wshi-o). A fantastic in Shakespeare's tragedy "Measure for Measure,"' who, without being absolutely depraved or intentionally bad, became, through
want of consideration, both vicious and dissolute.
Lud (lud). A mythic king of Britain, said to have
given his name to London.
Lugg'nagg (lug'nSg). An imaginary island about a
hundred leagues southeast of Japan, mentioned in Swift's
** Gulliver's Travels,"
See Struldbrugs.
Lump'kin, To'ny (to'ny lum'kTn). The foolish son
of a foolisli mother in Goldsmith's comedy " She Stoops
to Conquer."

1^^

" He is forward and sheepish, mischievous and
idle, cunning and stupid, with the vices of the man and
the follies of the boy fond of low company, and giving
himself all the airs of consequence of the young squire."
;

Hazlitt.

Lu'Si-ta'nl-a (lu'si-ta'nT-a).
;

[L.]

— sometimes used

name of Portugal
Lu'SUS (lu'siis).

A

The ancient Latin
in poetry.

mythical hero fabled to have

company with Ulysses, and to have
founded Lisbon under the name of Ulyssopolis.
Lu-te'ti-a (lu-te'shi-a). [L.] The ancient name of
\isited Portugal in

the city of Paris.
Lyc'i-das (lis'i-das). [L., from Gr. AuKi'Sas.] 1. A
shepherd in the third Eclogue of Virgil.
2. A poetical name under which Milton, in a celebrated
monody, bewails the death of his friend Edward King,
fellow of Christ College, Cambridge, who was drowned
on his passage from Chester to Ireland, August 10, 1637.
Ly-nette' (ll-nef). See Gareth.
Ly'on-nesse^ (li'on-nes'). See Leonnots.
Ly'O-nors' (li'o-norz'). See Gaeeth.
Ly-san'der (It-san'der). An Athenian in Shakespeare's
" Midsummer-Night's Dream," in love with Hermia.

M.
Mab

(mSb). The name given by the English poets of
the 15th arid succeeding centuries to tlie imaginary queen
of the fairies. Shakespeare has given a famous description of Queen Mab in " Romeo and Juliet," a. i., sc. 4.
Ma'calre', Robert (ma'kSr'). The name of the hero
_
two French plays, entitled " Chien de Montargis,"
und "Chien d'Aubry "
applied to any bold criminal.

m

;

ale,

Frencli people generally.
king of Scotland immorSflao-beth' (mSk-bSth').
talized by being the hero of Shakespeare's tragedy of
the same name. See Duncan.
The chief female character in
Mac-beth', Lady.
Shakespeare's " Macbeth." She is a resolute and ambitious woman, who instigates her husband to the murder
of King Duncan, and afterwards goes mad.
Mc-Bride', miss (mak-brid'). An heiress with great
expectations, whose history is related in a humorous and
popular poem by John Godfrey Saxe.
Mac-duff (mak-duf). A Scottish thane in Shakespeare's tragedy of "Macbeth." He kills Macbeth in
single combat, thus avenging his wife and children who
had been murdered by the tyrant's orders.
Mc-Fin'gal (mak-fin'gal). The hero of Trumbull's
Hudibrastic political poem of the same name
represented as a burly New England squire, enlisted on the
side of the Tory, or royalist, party of the American
Revolution, and constantly engaged in controversy with
Hoiiorius, the champion of the Whigs, or patriots.
Mac-Fleck'noe (mSk-flek'ni). The title of a poem
by Dryden, lampooning Shadwell, a contemporary poet
and dramatist. Flecknoe was an obscure Irish poet, and

A

;

—

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

—

MacFlecknoe signifies " tlie son of Flecknoe."
Mac-Flim'sy, Miss Flo'ra (flo'ra mSk-fiim'zy). A
fashionable youug lady of Madison Square, in New York
city,

— the

heroine of William Allan Butler's popular

" Nothing to Wear."
Mac-heath', Captain (mSk-heth')-

satire

A highwayman

who is the hero of Gay's " Beggar's Opera."
Ma'con (ma'kSn or mSk'Qn). An old English form
of

See Mahound, in the Dictionary.
A sobriquet of General Anthony
(1745-1796), distinguislied for his military skill

Mahomet.

Mad Anthony.
Wayne

[Written also Lurlei.'}
Lo-ren'ZO (lo-ren'zo).

Lover's Leap.

has been a favorite mask upon the Parisian stage,
and hence is often used as a sportive designation of the
It

and impetuous bravery in the war of the Revolution.
Madman of the North. Charles XII. of Sweden;
on account of the rashness and impetuosity

— so called

of his character.

Mad

Poet.

A name

sometimes given to Nathaniel

Lee (1657-1692), the English dramatic poet, who in 1684
became insane, and was confined in Bedlam for four
years.

Mas-on'l-des (me-Snl-dez).

A patronymic

of

[L., fr. Gr. Maioi'iii)s.]

Homer.

A

Ma'ga

(ma'gi).

Ma'gl,

The Three

popular sobriquet of Blackwood's
" Edinburgh Magazine ; "
a contraction of the word
3Iagazine.
the East "

—

(ma'ji).

The "wise men from

who came

to Jerusalem, bringing gifts to the
ii.)
Magi is the Latin for "wise
men " in the Vulgate translation of the Bible. See
Cologne, Three Kings op.
Ma-gU'e-lone', The Fair (ma-gu'e-lon').
heroine
of an old chivalric romance entitled " The History of
the Pair Magalona, daughter of the King of Naples, and
Peter, son of the Count of Provence." Cervantes alludes to her in Don Quixote, and is said to have taken
from the legend concerning her the idea of his wooden
horse. In Germany her history has been reproduced by
Tieck.
[Written also Blagalona, Magelone.']
Mahoun. See Mahound, in the Dictionary.
Maiden of Norway. In Scottish history, a name
given to Margaret, a granddaughter of Alexander III.
of Scotland, and daughter to Eric II., King of Norway.
She was recognized as queen by the states of Scotland,
though a female, an infant, and a foreigner, but died on
her passage to Scotland in 1290.
infant Jesus.

(Matt,

A

Maiden Queen, The. A name popularly given to
Queen Elizabeth of England. See Virgin Queen.
Maiden Town, The. [Gael. Magft-dun, W. Maidin,
properly, town in the plain. The English name and the
LL. Casti-um Puellarum probably arose from a confu-

A

sion of Gael. Magh-dun with E. Tnaiden.']
name popularly given to Edinburgh, from a monkish fable or
tradition that it was once the residence of the daughters
of Pictish kings, who were sent to this stronghold for
protection in times of war and trouble.
Maid Ma'ri-an (ma'rT-an). The fair wife of Robin
Hood, represented as a chaste huntress. For the degi-aded Maid Marian of the morris dances, see Maidmarian, in the Dictionary.
Maid of Athens. Theresa Maori, a beautiful Athenian girl immortalized by Byron in a famous song. She
was afterwards married to a Scotchman named Black.
Maid of Kent. 1. See Fair Maid of Kent.
2. See

Holt Maid of Kent.

A

Maid

surname given to
of Or'le-ans (8r'le-anz).
Joan of Arc from her heroic defense of the city of Orleans, France,
Having been taken captive by the English, she was burned alive as a witch by order of the
Earl of Warwick, on the 24th of May, 1431.
Maid of Sa-ra-gOS'sa (sa-ra-gSs'sa). An appellation
bestowed upon Augustina Zaragoza, a young Spanish
woman distinguished for her heroism during the defense
of Saragossa (Sp. Zaragoza) in 1808-9.
She first attracted notice by mounting a battery where her lover
had fallen, and taking his place in working a gun. Byron
has celebrated her in the first canto of " Childe Harold."
Mal'a-chi Mal'a-grow'ther (mai'a-ki msi'a-grou'ther).
A nom de plume used by Sir Walter Scott as
the signature of three letters written by him to the
Edinburgh " Weekly Journal " in 1826, respecting a
proposition in the British Parliament to restrict the
circulation in Scotland of bank notes of less than five
pounds value.
Mal-a-gl'gl (mal-a-je'je). A celebrated hero in the
romances and poems based upon the fabulous adventures of Charlemagne and his Paladins. He was brought
up by the fairy Orianda, and became a great enchanter.
Mal'a-grl'da (mal'a-gre'da). A nickname given by
contemporary political opponents to Lord Shelburne
final,

gU

;

eve,

event,

find,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

(1737-1805), a zealous oppositionist during the administration of Lord North. Gabriel Malagrida (1689-1701)
was an Italian Jesuit, and missionary to Brazil, who was
accused of conspiring against tlie King of Portugal.
Mal'a-prop, Mrs. (mai'a-prop).
character in Sheridan's comedy of "The Rivals," noted for her blunders
ill the use of words.
The name is obviously derived from

A

the French

mat a propos, unapt,

ill-timed.

Mal-bec'CO (mal-bek'ko). A character in Spenser's
"Faerie Queeiie " (B. III., c. 9, 10), designed to represent the self-inflicted torments endured by him " who
dotes, yet doubts ; suspects, yet fondly loves."
Ma-le-bol'ge (ma-lS-bol'jS). A name given by Dante
to the eighth circle in his " Inferno," from the ten
"evil" bolgi, or pits, which it contains.
Mal-voai-o (mSl-vo'lT-o). Steward to Olivia in Shake.speare's "Twelfth Night,"
prig and precisian, who
is made the victim of a practical joke.
Mam-bri'no (mam-bre'nS). A Moorish king in the
romantic poems of Bojardo and Ariosto, who was the
possessor of an enchanted golden helmet, which rendered the wearer invulnerable, and wliich was the object
of eager quest to the Paladins of Charlemagne. This
helmet was borne away by the knight Rinaldo. It owes
its celebrity, in a great measure, to the mention which

—a

made of it by Cervantes in " Don Quixote."
Mam'mon (mSm'mrm). in the Scriptures, riches, or
the god of riches.
By poetic license, Milton makes
Mammon one of the fallen angels, and the demon of
cupidity.
See the Dictionary.
Mam'mon, Cave of. See Cave of Mammon.
Mam'mon, Sir Epicure. A worldly sensualist in Ben
Jonson's play " The Alchymist."
Manchester Massacre. See Petehloo, Field of.
Manchester Poet. An appellation given to Cliarles
Swain (1803-1874), an English poet, and a native of
Manchester.
Manchester School. A name given to the English
free-trade party led by Cobden and Bright.
Man'fred (mSn'fred). The hero of Byron's drama of
the same name ;
represented as a being estranged from
is

—

human

creatures, indifferent to all human sympaand dwelling in the magnificent solitude of the
Central Alps, where he holds communion only with the
spirits he invokes by his sorceries, and with the fearful
memory of tlie being he has loved and destroyed.
Man in Black. In Goldsmith's " Citizen of the
World," a kind-hearted man who pretends cynicism.
Man in the Moon. A name popularly given to the
dark lines and spots upon the surface of the moon. It
is a popular superstition that tliese are the figure of a
man leaning on a fork, on which he carries a bundle of
thorns or brushwood, for stealing which on a Sunday
he was transported to the moon. The account given in
Numbers xv. 32-36, of a man who was stoned to death
for gathering sticks upon the Sabbath day, is undoubtall

thies,

edly the origin of this legend.
Man'ner-ing, Colonel Guy (gl mSn'ner-Tng). The
hero of Sir Walter Scott's novel "Guy Mannering," a
wealthy retired English officer, with aristocratic prejudices and a taste for astrology.
Ma-no'a (ma-no'a). A fabulous city of great size,
wealth, and population, in El Dorado, on the west shore
of Lake Parime, at the mouth of a great river which
empties into tliis lake. The houses were said to be covered with plates of gold.
Man of Bath. A surname given to Ralph Allen, the
friend of Pope, Warburton, and Fielding, celebrated in
the well-known lines of Pope
" Let humble Allen, with an awkward shame.
Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame."
Man of Blood. An expression which occurs in the
Old Testament (2 Sam. xvi. 7) in a marginal note explanatory of the context, and which refers in that place
to King David. The application of the term to any man
:

—

of violence is naturally suggested, and it was applied by
the EngUsh Puritans to Charles I.
of December. Napoleon III., whose election to
the presidency of the French RepubUc, as well as his
famous coup d'eiat and his accession to the imperial
throne, happened in the month of December.
Man of Destiny. An epithet conferred upon Napoleon Bonaparte, who believed himself to be an instrument of Destiny, and that his actions were governed by
occult influences.
Man of Feeling. The title of a novel by Henry
Mackenzie (1745-1831), designed to characterize its hero
Harley, and often applied to him as a descriptive epithet. It is also frequently used as a sobriquet to designate the author.
Man of Ross. John Kyrle, a private gentleman of
small fortune (1664-1754) who resided in the parish of
Ross, county of Hereford, England, and was distinguished for his benevolence and public spirit. Pope has
immortalized him in his Moral Essays (Epistle Third),
" On the Use of Riches."
Man of Sin. A designation occurring in the New
Testament (2 Thess. ii. 3), and variously applied to the
Jewish nation, to several of the Roman empercrs, to
Antichrist, the Pope, and Oliver Cromwell.
Man'ta-li'ni, Mr. (man'ta-le'ne). A fop in Dickens's
"Nicholas Nickleby." He marries a fashionable dress-'
maker and lives on his wife, till she is ruined by his extravagance and gets a separation from him. After this he
goes to "the demnition bow-wows," and is compelled by
the woman whom he lives with to turn a mangle, an occupation which makes his life " one demd horrid grind."
Mantuan Swan. A title given to the Latin poet

Man

born at Mantua (e. c. 70).
Mar-cel'la (mar-sSl'la Sp. jaar-tlml'ya). The name
a fair shepherdess whose story forms an episode in
Cervantes' romance of "Don Quixote."
Virgil,

;

of

Marchioness, The.
girl in

idea,

A

poor,

Dickens's " Old Curiosity
ill

;

old,

dbey,

6rb,

abused, half-starved
the "small

Shop;"

odd

—

;
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servant " to Sampson Brass. She is befriended by Dick
Swiveller, to whom she is afterwards married.
Mar-dO'nl-nS (mar-do 'nt-iis). A captain in Beaumont and Fletclier's play " A King or No King."
Mar-gar'e-lon (mar-gSr'e-lon), properhj Mar-gar'lton (-t-tou). A Trojan hero of tlie legendary history
called by Shakespeare (in " Troilus and Cressida ")
" bastard," and described by him as performing deeds
of prowess which seem to imply gigantic stature.
Mar'ga-ret (mar'ga-ret). 1. The heroine of Goethe's

Faust falls in love mth her, and at last seMargaret destroys the infant to which she
gives birth, and is condemned to death. Faust attempts
to save her, but, gaining admission to the dungeon where
she is immured, he finds her reason gone. For a long
time he vainly strives to induce her to fly with him. At
last the morning dawns, and Mephistopheles appears.
Faust is hurried off, and Margaret is left to her fate.

"Faust."

duces her.

See Faust.
2. The title of a strikingly original American romance
by the Rev. Sylvester Judd (1813-1S53), and the name of
its

heroine.

mar-gut'te (mar-goot'ti).

Tlie

name

of a singular

being in Pulci's " Morgaute Maggiore," who was desirous of becoming a giant, but repented, when half grown,
so that he reached the height of ten feet only. He is
represented as a glutton and a thief, but amusing in his
unscrupulousness, and finally bursts with laughter on
seeing an ape putting on his boots.
Marian. See Maid Marian.
A lady in Shakespeare's
Ma'ri-an'a (ma'ri-Sn'a).
"Measure for Measure," forsaken by Angelo, who is
made to marry her at the end of the play. Tennyson
has made her the subject of a poem, " Mariana in the

Moated Grange."
ma-ri'na (ma-re'na).

Daughter to Pericles in " PerPrince of Tyre." See Pericles. She is captured
pirates and sold as a slave, but retains her purity,
even in a brothel, and is finally recovered by her father.

icles,

by

Mark'ham, IHrs. (mark 'am). A nom de plume
adopted by Mrs. Elizabeth (Cartwright) Penrose, a popular English authoress (1781-1837).
Mar'low, Sir Charles (mar'16). Father of young
Marlow in Goldsmith's " She Stoops to Conquer."
Mar'low, Young. The hero of Goldsmith's comedy
" She Stoops to Conquer," distinguished for his excessive bashfulness before his mistress, and his easy famil
iarity with the chambermaid, who turns out to be his
mistVess in disguise.
Mar'mi-on (mar'mT-on). The hero of Sir Walter
Scott's poem of the same name, an English knight, valiant and wise, but profligate and unscrupulous, who
meets with various adventures in Scotland, and finally
falls upon the field of Flodden.
Mar'plOt' (mar'plSf). A blundering but good-natured
meddler in Mrs. Centlivre's comedy of " The Busybody."
Mar'-Prel'ate, Martin (mar'prel'at). A name assumed by the author, or authors, of a series of powerful
but scurrilous tracts, which were printed in England in
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, designed to show the antiscriptural character of the prelacy.

Marshal Forward.

A
title

translation of the

German

given by the Prussian

sol-

Marshal von Bllicher (1742-1819),
a distinguished general of Prussia, on account of his
promptitude and peculiar manner of attack.
Mar'-Text', Sir Oliver (mar'teksf). A vicar in
Shakespeare's " As You Like It."
Mar'tha (mar'tha G. mar't^,). A friend of Margaret
diers, in 1813, to Field

adopted by Edward Robert Bulwer (b. 1831).
Mer'Un (mer'lln). A famous magician of alleged supernatural origin, contemporary with King Arthur, celebrated in the legends of the Bound Table and in the romantic poems of Italy. He was inclosed forever in a
bush in the wood Broceliande, by means of a charm
which he had revealed to his mistress Vivian, and which
she used upon him.
Mer'ri-lies', Meg (meg mer'ri-lez'). A half -crazy
gypsy who is a prominent and celebrated character in
Scott's novel of "Guy Mannering."
Merry England. A common designation of England,
which is so called, not on account of the merrymakings
of its inhabitants, but in the old sense of the word
merry, that is, pleasant, agreeable.
Merry Monarch. A title by which King Charles II.
of England (1630-1685) was familiarly known.
Mez'ZO-ra'mi-a (mSz'zo-ra'mt-a ; It. mSt'so-ra'me-a).
The name of an imaginary country in the heart of the

of Donald
1822).

or The Man with the Iron
to designate an unknown French
whose identity has never been satisfactorily es.tablished.
He was confined for many years in various
prisons and died in the Bastile in 1703.
During the
whole period of his imprisonment he wore a mask of
black velvet, strengthened with whalebone, and secured
behind the liead with steel springs, or, as some assert,
by means of a padlock. Many conjectures, often without any foundation, have been made as to his identity.
The most plausible supposition is that he was some un-

Mask, The Iron,
Mask. A name used
prisoner,

known state prisoner or conspirator.
Ma'son and Dix'on's Line (ma's'n, diks"n). A
name given to the southern boundary line of the free
State of Pennsylvania, which formerly separated it "rom
the slave States of Maryland and Virginia. It lies in
latitude 39° 43' 26.3", and was run (with the exception
of about twenty-two miles) by Charles Mason and Jere.miah Dixon, two English mathematicians and surveyors,
between Nov. 15, 1763, and Dec. 26, 1767.
Master Leon'ard (leu'ard). in mediteval demonology, grand master of the sabbats, or nocturnal assem-

deserts of Africa, unknown to the rest of the world, and
inaccessible except by one particular road. Gaudentio
di Lucca, in the romance of that name, is represented as
having visited it, and as residing tliere for twenty-five
years.
See Gaudentio di Lucca.
Mi-caw'ber, Mr. Wil'klns (wil'ktnz mT-ka'ber). A
celebrated character in Dickens's novel of " David Copperfield," noted for his long speeches, ambitious style,
love of letter-writing, alternate elevation and depression
of spirits, hearty appetite, rpokless improvidence, and
everlasting troubles, and for his constantly " waiting for
sometliing to turn up."
Ml'cha-el (mi'ktt-51, or mi kSl). [Heb., who [is] liko
God ?] An archangel mentioned in the Bible as having
special charge of the Israelites as a nation (D.an. x. 13,
21), as disputing with Satan about the body of Moses
(Jude 9), and as warring, with the assistance of his angels, against Satan and his forces in the upper regions

blies, in which demons and sorcerers were wont to celebrate their orgies. At these meetings he presided in the
form of a three-horned goat with a black human counteaiance, and marked his novitiates with one of his horns.

Master Mat'thew (mSth'yvS). A town gull in Ben
comedy of " Every Man in his Humor."
Master ot Sentences. A title given to Peter Lom-

-Jonson's

bard (d. 1160), a native of Lombardy, and author of a
book of " Sentences " collected from the church fathers.
Master Ste'phen (ste'v'n). A country gull in Ben
Jonson's comedy "Every Man in his Humor."
Maud (mad). Tlie heroine and title of a favorite love
poem published by Tennyson in 1855.
unite,

rjide,

full,

ilp,

Urn

;

pity

her lover Jason, the Argonaut, to win the golden fleece,
accompanied him to Greece, and prevented her father,
who was in pursuit, from overtaking them, by strewing
the sea with her brother's limbs. See Jason.
Me-do'ro (ma-do'ro). A Moorish youth in Ariosto's
" Orlando Purioso." He marries Angelica.
Med'rod (med'rod). See Modked
Meis'ter, Wil'helm (vll'helm mis'ter). [G.] The
hero of Goethe's " Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship."
Mej'noun and Lei'lah (mej'noon, le'la). Typical
lovers among various Eastern nations, like " Pyramus
and Thisbe " among the Greeks and Romans.
Me-lan'ti-US (me-lSn'sliT-iis).
A brave, honest soldier in Beaumont and Fletcher's " The Maid's Tragedy."
Mel-e-a'ger (mel-e-a'jer). [L., from Gr. MeAeaypo?-]
In the Greek hero legends, the son of Alth»a, queen of
Calydon. At his birth it was foretold that his life would
last no longer tlian the brand then burning on the hearth.
Althijea quenched it, and hid it away for years.
At the
hunt of the Calydonian boar, Meleager fell in love with
Atalauta, and gave her the trophies of the chase. This
caused a quarrel with his uncles and he slew them. The
news was brought to Althaea, who, in her anger, thrust
the fatal brand into the fire, and, as it consumed, Meleager died. See Atalanta.
Me-li'a-dUS (me-li'a-dus). A prince of Leonnoys, and
a knight of the Round Table ; also, the title of a romance in which his adventures are celebratea.
Mel'i-bce'US (mel't-be'iis). [L.] A shepherd in the
first Eclogue of Virgil.
The name is used by Chaucer in
his prose composition entitled " The Tale of Melibeus,"
one of the " Canterbury Tales."
Me-lis'sa (me-lls'sa). A beneficent fairy invented
by the Italian poets,
the protector of Bradamante and
Ruggiero in the " Orlando Furioso " of Ariosto.
Mellifluous Doctor, The. [A translation of L. Doctor Mellfflutis.'] An appellation given to St. Bernard, an
eloquent preacher and theologian of the 12th century.
The hero of
Mel'notte', Claude (klad mel'not').
Bulwer Lytton's melodrama "The Lady of Lyons."
Mel'U-si'na (mel'u-se'na). [F. Melusine.'] A daughter of the fairy Pressina, by El^nas, King of Albania.
She was the most renowned of the Frencli fairies, but
was condemned to become every Saturday a serpent from
the waist downward, as a punishment for haviug inclosed
her father in a high mountain, by means of a charm, in
order to avenge an injury her mother had received from
him. The traditions concerning Melusina were collected
by Jean d'Arras, near the close of the 14th century.
Me-nal'cas (me-nal'kas). [L.] A shepherd in Theocritus and Virgil.
Menalcas figures in Spenser's " Shepherd's Calendar " as the treacherous rival of Colin Clout.
(men-e-la'iis).
[L., fr. Gr. Mei/e'Aao;.]
Men-e-la'US
In Homer's " Iliad," the king of Sparta, brother of
Agamemnon and husband of Helen. See Helen.
Meph'is-toph'e-les (mef'is-tof'e-lez). One of the
seven chief devils in the old demonology, the second of
the fallen archangels, and the most powerful of the infernal legions after Satan. He figures in the old legend
of Dr. Faustus as the familiar spirit of that magician. To
modem readers he is chiefly known as the cold, scoffing,
relentless fiend of Goethe's " Faust," and the attendant

A

Mephistopheles with direct worldly shrewdness.

use,

in their search for the Oracle of the Holy Bottle.
Me-de'a (me-de'a). [L., fr. Gr. M-^Seia.] The heroine
of a tragedy by Euripides.
She was a celebrated sorceress, daughter of Metes, King of Colchis.
She helped

(Mephistophilis) in Marlowe's "Faustus."
witty, madcap gentleMer-CU'ti-O (mer-ku'shT-o).
man, friend to Romeo, and kinsman to Escalus, Prince
of Verona, in Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet."
Mer'e-dith, Ow'en (o'Sn mer'e-dlth). A pseudonym

"Faust," represented as making love to

Mar'vel, Ik (ik mar'vel). A nom de plume
Grant Mitchell, a popular American writer (b.

of Charlemagne's Paladins.

demon

;

in Goethe's

One

(ma'wQrm'). A hypocritical ranter in
Bickerstaff's comedy of " The Hypocrite."
Me'da'mo'thi' (ma'da/mS'te')- [F., fr. Gr. fir/SanoeL
nowhere.] An island visited by Panurge and Pantagruel

Maw'worm'

—

dgp^ It is generally believed that these productions
proceeded, either wholly or in part, from John Penry, or
Ap Henry, who was executed May 29, 1593, for having
written seditious words against the queen. With Penry
some associate Job Throckmorton, or Throgmortoa, Jolm
IJdall, and John Field, or W. Fenner.
Marschall Vorwarts, a

Mau'gls' (mo'zhe')-

See Malagiqi, the Italian form of the name.

;

food,

fo'bt

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

so

i

slug, ink

xii. 7-9). Michael figures largely in Milton's " Paradise Lost," being sent with Gabriel to battle against
Satan and his angels, and, with a band of cherubim, to
Paradise, to dispossess Adam and Eve, and foretell to
them future events till the time of Christ.

(Rev.

Michael, Cousin.

See Cousin Michael.

(Class. Myth.)
having been granted his wish by
Bacchus, wished that whatever he touched might turn to
gold. For his decision in a musical contest between Pan
and Apollo, his ears were changed to asses' ears.
Middle Kingdom. A trantlation erf Tchang-kooe, a
name given to China by the natives, from an idea that it
was situated in the center of the earth.
Midgard. See in the Dictionary.
MiggS, Miss (migz). Mrs. Varden's tall, gaunt, illtempered maid in Dickens's " Barnaby Rudge."
Mi'gnon' (me'ny8N'). The name of a young Italian
girl in Goethe's "Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship;"
represented as dwarfish and unaccountable, but beautiful and full of sensibility, and secretly in love with
Wilhelm, her protector, who feels for her nothing but
kindness and compassion. She at last becomes insane,
and dies the victim of her hopeless attachment.
Mil'la-mant, Mrs. (mll'la-mSnt). A celebrated character in Congreve's comedy "The Way of the World."
Mill-boy ol the Slashes. A sobriquet which was
conferred upon Henry Clay (1777-1852), a distinguished
American orator and statesman, who was born in the
neighborhood of a place in Hanover County, Virginia,
known as the Slashes (see 3d Slash, n., 3, in the Dictionary), where there was a mill, to which he was often
sent on errands when a boy.
Mil'ler, Dai'sy (da'zy mil'ler). The heroine and
title of a story by Henry James, Jr., a popular American
novelist.
She is an American girl traveling in Europe,
where her innocence, ignorance, and disregard of European customs and standards of propriety, put her in
compromising situations and frequently expose her conduct to misconstruction.
[L., fr. Gr. Mifias.]

Mi'das(mi'das).

A king of i?lirygia, who,

—

The name

Minerva Press, The.

of

a printing

es-

tablishment in Leadenhall Street, London, from which,
during the latter part of the last century and the early
part of the present, was issued a large number of mawkish and trashy but popular novels, which were widely
distributed by the circulating libraries.
Min-ne-ha'ha (mm -ne- ha 'ha). A Dakota maiden
who becomes the wife of Hiawatha in Longfellow's poem
" Hiawatha," and perishes in a great famine. The Indian meaning of the name is "Laughing Water."
Mir'a-bel (mir'a-bSl). A traveled Monsieur in Beaumont and Fletcher's " Wild-Goose Chase," represented
as a persistent foe to matrimony and a very dissipated

and

licentious fellow.

Mir'a-bell (mir'a-bel).

1.

A character in Congreve's

" The Way of the World," in love with Mrs. Millamant.
2. The name of two characters in Farquhar's comedy

"The

Inconstant."

An honest and testy old
of " The Elder Brother," who
admires learning without having much more of it than
enables him to sign his name.
Mi-ran'da (ml-ran'da). A daughter of the princely
magician Prospero, in Shakespeare's "Tempest;"
brought up on a desert island, with the delicate spirit
Ariel and the savage and deformed Caliban for her only
attendants and acquaintances. Ferdinand, the son of
the King of Naples, having been shipwrecked on the
island, falls in love with her at once, but can not obtain
her father's consent to their union till he has proved
Mir'a-mont (mir'a-mSnt).

man in Fletcher's comedy

—

the sincerity of his affection by self-restraint, obedience,
and the lowest menial services. See Prospeko.
Mir'i-am (mlr'i-am). A beautiful and mysterious

woman

in Hawthorne's romance "The Marble Faun,"
for love of whom Donatello commits murder, thus becoming her partner in crime. See Donatello.

Mir'za (mer'za). An imaginary character whoso
wonderful vision of the tide of time, the bridge of hulife, and the illimitable ocean of eternity, studded
with countless islands, the abodes of the blessed, forms
the subject of a celebrated allegory in No. 159 of the

man

" Spectator."
Mississippi Bubble. See Law's Bubble.
Missouri Compromise. A name popularly given to
an act of the Congress of the United States passed in
1S20. By this act it was determined th.it Missouri should
be admitted into the Union as a slave-holding State, but
that slavery should never be established in any State
formed in the future lying to the north of lat. 36^^ 30'.
Mistress ot the Seas. A name sometimes given to
Great Britain on account of its naval supremacy.
Mistress of the World. A common designation of
ancient Rome.
Mite, Sir Matthew (mit). A returned East India
jjlay of " The Nabob."
He is extravagant, ambitious, and dissolute.
name often given to EdinModern Athens. 1.
burgli, ou account of its many noble literary institutions, the taste and culture of its people, the many distinguished men who have issued from it or resided in it,
and the high character of its publications. In its topographical position and its general appearance it bears a
marked resemhl.nnce to the Grecian Athens. Also called
Alliens of the North.
2. The same epithet is applied to Boston, Massachusetts, from the high intellectual character of its citizens,
and its many excellent literary, scientific, and educa-

merchant in Foote's

A

tional institutions

and publications.

Modern Bab'y-lon (b.tb'I Itln). A name often given
to the city of London, the largest city of modern, as
Babylon was of ancient, times.
Modem Mes'sa-li'na (mSs'sft-lI'mV). An appellation
conferred upon Catharine II. of Russia (1729-1796), who
had great administrative talent, but whoso character.
;

tbeu,

tliin

;

bON

;
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namesake, Valeria Messalina,
was infamous on account of her licentiousness.
Mod'red, Sir (mod 'red). A Imight of the Round

like that of her ancient

Table, tlie rebellious nephew of King Arthur. He was
[Written
slain in the battle of Camlan, in Cornwall.
also Medrod, and Merdred.]
_
Mol-mu'ti-US, Dun-wal'lo (dun-wol'lo mol-mu'shTsaid
Bs).
legendary or mythical king of Britain;
to have established tlie Molmutine laws, by which the
privilege of sanctuary was bestowed upon temples, cities,
and the roads leading to them, and a like protection given
even to plows.
The name of an imaginary
IVIOin'mur (mom'mflr).
city where Oberon, king of the fairies, was once supposed to hold his court.

—

A

See Gkand Monaeqtje.
The heroine of Otway's
ino-nim'i-a (mo-nTm'I-a).
tragedy of "The Orphan."

monarque, Le Grand.

munk). Matthew Gregory Lewis
so called from being the author of a once

Monk, Lew'iS

—

(lii'Is

(1775-1818)
celebrated novel called
;

"The Monk."
Monster, Green-eyed. See Geeen-eted Monstee.
Mon'ta-gue (mon'ta-gfl). The head of a noble house

in Verona, at deadly enmity witii the house of Capulet,
in Shakespeare's tragedy of " Romeo and Juliet." See

Capulet.
Mon-te-sl'nos (m6n-ta-se'nos). A legendary hero of
Spain, whose history and adventures are described in
the ballads and romances of chivalry.
His name has
been given to a cavern situated in the heart of La Mancha, which has been immortalized by Cervantes in his
account of the visit of Don Quixote to the Cave of Montesinos.
See DtJBANDAETE.
monumental City, The. The city of Baltimore
80 called from the many monuments which it contains.
;

—

See Modeed.
More ot More Hall. A ballad hero in Percy's " Eeliques," who slew the Dragon of Wantley.
Mo-re'no, Don An-tO'ni-O (don ac-to'ne-6 mo-ra'no>.
The name of a gentleman of Barcelona in Cervantes'
"Don Quixote," who entertains the Don with mockheroic hospitality.
Mor'gain (mSr'gan), or Mor'gan le Fay (mSr'gan
le fa).
A fairy, sister of King Arthur, who revealed to
him the intrigues of Lancelot and Guinevere. [Written
also Morgana.'] See Fata Moegana.
Mor-gan'te (mor-gan'tS). The hero of Pulci's ro-

Mord'red (mSr'dred).

2. The pretended writer or compiler of the collection
of ancient nursery rhymes known as " Mother Goose's
Melodies," the earliest known edition of which bears
the following title " Songs for the Nursery or, Mother
Goose's Melodies for Children. Printed by T. Fleet, at
his Printing-house, Pudding Lane [now Devonshire
Street, Boston], 1719. Price, two coppers. " Mrs. Goose
was an actual person, was born at Boston, Mass., and
was the mother-in-law of Fleet, the printer of the Melodies, who gathered them in part from her recitation.
Mother Hub'bard (hub'berd). The subject of an old
and well-knov/n nursery rhyme.
Mother Hub'berd (hub'berd). The feigned narrator
of Spenser's poem entitled " Mother Hubberd's Tale,"
which purports to be one of several tales told to the author by his friends to beguile a season of sickness. It is
a satire upon the common modes of rising in Church and
:

;

State.

of Presidents. A name frequently given, in
the United States, to the State of Virginia, which has
furnished six presidents to the Union.
Mother of States. A name sometimes given to Virginia, the first-settled of the thirteen States which united
in the declaration of independence.

Mother

Mother Ship'ton (ship'tun). The nickname of a
Welshwoman in the reign of Henry VIII., who was reputed to have foretold many public events. Her rhymed
prophecies still have some currency, although most of
them are forgeries, many being of recent origin.
Mound City. A name popularly given to St. Louis on
account of the numerous artificial mounds that occupied
the site on which the city is built.
Mount Badon. See Badon, Mount.
Mount Caf (kSf) or Kaf. See Kaf, and Sakhbat.
Mouse Tower. See Hatto.
Miihl'bach, Lu-l'se (loo-e'ze mul'baH). The pen
name of Mme. Klara (Miiller) Mundt (1814-1873), a popular historical novelist of Germany.
Mum'bO Jum'bO (mtim'bo jum'bo). A strange bugbear described by Mungo Park, the African traveler, as
invoked by the Kaffirs of the Mandingo towns to chastise
fractious wives.

Mun-chau'sen, Baron (miin-cha'sen). The fictitious
author of a book of travels filled with most extravagant
fictions.
The name is corrupted from that of Jerome
Charles Frederick von Munchhausen (munH-hou'zen), a
German officer in the Russian service, who died in 1797,
mantic poem entitled "Morgante Maggiore." He is a. and was famous for his stories of impossible adventure.
ferocious pagan giant, whom Orlando attacks, conquers,
Muse of Greece, The. See Attic Muse.
and converts to Christianity. He becomes the fast friend
Mu'Si-dO'ra (mu'zi-do'ra). A beautiful young woman
of Orlando, and acquires great renown for his gentleness, who forms the subject of an episode in the poem on Sumgenerosity, kindness of heart, and chivalrous defense of mer in Thomson's " Seasons."
ladies in distress.
Mutual Admiration Society. [A translation of F.
Mor'glay (mor'gla). [That is, sword of death ; F. Soeiete d'' Admiration Mutuelle.'] A nickname popularly
glaive de la mart.'] The sword of Sir Bevis of Hampton, given in Paris to the " Soci6t6 d'Observation M^dicale."
BO famous that it became a general name for a sword.
It is used in English in a more general way, usually with
Mor'ley, Mrs. (mSr'ly). An assumed name under reference to any persons who are lavish of compliments
whicli Queen Anne corresponded with the Duchess of from a desire to be repaid in kind.
Marlborough. See Fkeeman, Mrs.

Morning Star

oi

the Reformation.

A

title

often

bestowed upon John Wyclif (d. 1384), the first of the
English reformers.
Morose. A character in Ben Jonson's comedy " The
Silent Woman." He has a great horror of noise, a humor
which is played upon by his scapegrace nephew to get
money out of the old man.
Mor'rice, Gil (jll mor'rTs). The hero of a celebrated
Scottish ballad which suggested the plot of Home's tragedy of "Douglas." The word '-Gil" is the same as
" Childe," a title formerly prefixed to the surnames of
the oldest sons of noble families.
Mor'ris, Di'nah (di'na mor'rTs). A Methodist field
preacher .n George Eliot's novel "Adam Bede." She is
a young woman of great beauty and elevation of charaC"
ter, and the real heroine of the book.
Mor'ris, Peter. The pseudonymous author of a work
entitled "Peter's Letters to his Kinsfolk," written by
J. G. Lockhart, and published in 1819.
Mor'ven (mSr'vSn). A kingdom spoken of in the
poems of Ossian, of which Fingal was the ruler, supposed to represent Argyleshire and the adjoining pirts
of the West Highlands, but of whose existence the'.e is
absolutely no evidence.

Moses.

See Peihrose, Moses.

Most Christian King. An epithet bestowed from
early times upon the reigning King of France.
Moth (moth). A page to Don Adriano de Armado in
Shakespeare's " Love's Labor 's Lost."
Mother Ann. A title conferred upon Ann Lee (17361784), the "spiritual mother" and leader of the society
of Shakers, and the name by which she is familiarly
known among the members of that sect.
Mother Bunch. 1. A familiar name in the nursery.
She was a noted alewife, apparently of the latter part of
the 16th century, mentioned by Dekker in his " Satiromastix," 1602. " Paoquil's Jests, mixed with Mother
Bunch's Merriments," was published as early as 1604.
2. The imaginary author of a book entitled " Mother
Bunch's Closet," London, 1760, which professed to teach
young people how to get good wives and husbands.

Mother Carey's Chickens.

\_3Iother Carey is posa corruption of the Italian Madre Cara (dear
i. e., the Virgin Mary, the special patroness of
Bailors.]
See under Mothee, in the Dictionary.
Mother Doug'Iass (diSg'las). A famous procuress of
the last century (d. 17G1). Foote introduced her in " The
Minor" as Mrs. Cole. She resided "at the northeast
corner of Covent Garden," London.
Mother Goose. 1. The feigned narrator of a celebrated volume of fairy tales (" Contes de ma Mere
l|Oye "), written by Charles Perrault, and first published under the name of his infant son, Perrault d'Armancourt, in 1697. Of the ten stories in this work,
seven are to be found in the " Pentamerone.

sibly

mother),

ale,

senate, care,

&m, arm, ask,

New
New

France. An old name of Canada, which was
and possessed by the French.
Jerusalem. The name by which, in the Christian faith, heaven, or the abode of the redeemed, is
first settled

symbolized. The allusion
twenty-first chapter of the

is

to the description in the

book of Revelation.
Zealander, Macaulay's. A " solitary traveler" whom the English historian, Thomas Babington
Macaulay, imagined as standing, at some remote future,
" upon a broken arch of London Bridge, to sketch the

New

ruins of St. Paul's."
Ni'be-lung'en (ue'be-lung'en).

Nicholas, St.

See SmarEiED.
See St. Nicholas.

Nick'ie-Ben' (uTk'i-ben'l A famih'ar Scottish name
for the Devil. See Bums's "Address to the Deil." Ben
a Scotch adverb, denoting toward, or into, the inner

is

—

apartment of a house
used adjectively and metaphorically to denote intimacy, favor, or honor. See Old Nick.
Nic'kle-by, Mrs. (nik"l-by). The mother of Nicholas Nickleby in Dickens's novel of this name.
She is a
worthy gentlewoman, bland and self-satisfied, given to
reminiscence, but proverbial for "the inaccuracy of her
memory, the irrelevancy of her remarks, and the general
discursiveness and inconsequence of her conversation."
Nlc'kle-by, Nicholas. The hero of Dickens's novel
of the same name, which describes his various adven;

tures as a teacher, actor, etc. He is the befriender of
Smike. See Smike.
female servant of M.
[F.]
Ni'cole' (ne'kol').
Jourdain in Moliere's comedy " Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme," who sees the folly of her master, and exposes
it in a most natural and amusing manner.
Nid'hogg (ned'heg). [Icel. NiShoggr.] {Scand. Myth.)
The dragon that gnawa Ygdrasyl. See Ygdeasyl.
blind flower girl in Bulwer
Nid'l-a (nid'T-a).
Lytton's "Last Days of Pompeii."
{Scand.
[Icel. Mflheimr.']
Nifl'heim (nefl'him).
Myth.) The region of cold and darkness. See Ygdeasyi.

A

A

Nine tVorthies. See Woethies, The Nine.
Nip, Number. See Number Nip.
Nip'per, Susan (nip'per). An attendant upon Florence Dombey in Dickens's novel of "Dombey and Son,"
a spicy though good-natured little body, sharp and biting, but affectionate and faithful.
Ni'qu6e' (ne'kS'). [F.] A female character in the
romance of " Amadis de Gaul." Her godmother, the
fairy Zorphde, wishing to withdraw her from the incestuous love of her brother Anasterax, enchanted her,
after having placed her upon a magnificent throne.
Ni'Bus and Eu-ry'a-lus (ni'sus, fi-ri'a-ius). [L.] A
famous pair of friends in Virgil's " JSneid." They were
young Trojan warriors, and when one of them undertook
a desperate adventure in the camp of the enemy, the
other insisted on going with him, and both perished.
Noakes, John o', or John a Noakes (noks). A
fictitious character made use of by lawyers in actions of
ejectment, usually coupled with the name of John, or
Tom, Styles. See Doe, John, and Styles, Tom.
Nod, Land of. See Land op Nod.
Noddy, Tom. ) [See the Dictionary.] A type of fooli
or of foUy a popular designation
Noodle, Tom. )
for any very foolish person.
North Britain. A popular synonym of Scotland.
North, Christopher. A pseudonym under which Pro.
fessor John Wilson (1785-1854) published his "Noctes
Ambrosianae " and other papers. The name was used as
that of the editor of " Blackwood's Magazine."
Northern Athens. A name given to the city of
Edinburgh. See Modeen Athens, 1.
Northern Bear. A popular designation of Russia.
Northern He-rod'o-tus (he-rod'o-tiis). A name given
to Snorro Sturleson (1179-1241), a native of Iceland,
famous as a poet, lawgiver, and historian.
Northwest Territory. A region northwest of the
Ohio River, ceded to the Federal government by the
A bill for its
States owning it, or claiming to own it.
organization was passed by the Continental Congi-ess in
1787, but its actual organization did not take place untU
1799.
See Western Reserve.
Nor'um-be'ga (nSr'ilm-be'ga). A name given in old
maps to a region along the northeast coast of America.
Nor'val (nSr'val). The hero of Home's " Douglas."
No-va'lis (no-va'les). A pseudonym of Friedrich von
Hardenberg (1772-1801), a distmguislied German author.
Number Nip. The same as Rubezahl, the famous
mountain goblin of Germany. His history is told by
Musaeus in his " Popular Tales." See RtJeezahl.
Nutbrown Maid. The subject of an old ballad of the
same name in Percy's " Reliques of Ancient English
Poetry." This ballad was modernized by Prior, who entitled it " Henry and Emma," supposing it to have been
founded on the history of the shepherd Lord Cliiiord.
Nutmeg state. A popular name in America for the
State of Connecticut, the inhabitants of which have been
jocosely accused of palming off on unsuspecting purchasers wooden nutmegs, instead of the genuine article.
(nim). A follower of Falstaif, and an arrant
rogue, in Shakespeare's "Merry Wives of Windsor," and
" King Henry the Fifth."
;

N.
—

Nameless City. Ancient Rome ; so called because
it had an elder and mysterious name which it was death
to pronounce. This name is said to have been Valenlia,
afterward translated into the Greek word "£ui(i.-rj.
Nancy. A girl of depraved life, but good impulses,
in Dickens's novel of " Oliver Twist." She was the mistress of BUI Sikes, to whom she was doggedly faithful,
and who finally killed her.
Nas'by, Petroleum V. (nSz'bj?). The pen name of
David Ross Locke, a popular American humorist and
journalist (1833-1888).
pedantic curate In Shakespeare's
Nathaniel, Sir.

A

" Love's Labor

's Lost."
Nau-sic'a-a (na-sik'a-a or nou-sTk'a-a). [L., fr. Gr.
Navo-iKaa.]
In Homer's "Odyssey," the daughter of
Alcinous, King of the Phaeacians, who found Ulysses on
the shore where he had been shipwrecked, and led him
to her father's court.
Ne-8B'ra (ne-e'ra). [L.] The name of a girl mentioned by the Latin poets Horace, Virgil, and Tibullus
sometimes also introduced into modern pastoral poetry

—

name of a mistress, or sweetheart.
Neph'e-lO'COC-cyg'i-a (nef'e-lo'k6k-sTj'i-4). [NL.,
fr. Gr. Nec|>eAoKOKKuyia, " cloud cuckoo town " veij>iK-q
cloud -f- KoKKv^ cuckoo.] A town built in the clouds by
the cuckoos in the "Birds" of Aristophanes, a comedy
intended as a satire on that building of castles in the air
in which the Athenian people of that day indulged. The
name occurs also in the " Veras Historiaa " of Lucian.
Ne-ris'sa (ne-rTs'sa). Portia's clever waiting woman
in Shakespeare's " Merchant of Venice." See Poetia.
Nero of the North, The. A title given to Christian
n. (1481-1559), King of Denmark and Sweden, and well
merited by him on account of his cruelty and treachery.
{Class.
[L., from Gr. NeVo-os-]
Nes'SUS-(nes'siis).
Myth.) A Centaur shot with a poisoned arrow by HerDeiaNessus,
In
obedience
the
dying
advice
of
cules.
to
nira, the wife of Hercules, steeped her husband's shirt
it
poisoned
love
charm,
but
in the Centaur's blood as a
his flesh, and caused him such agony that he killed
as the

;

Nym

o.

Obadiah. The "foolish fat scullion" in Sterne's
Nes'tor (nes'tor). An aged counselor in Homer's "Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent."
O'ber-mann (o'ber-man). The hero and imaginary
" Iliad." See Nestoeiah, a., 2, in the Dictionary.
author of a work of the same name by Etienne Pivert
New Albion. See Albioh, New.
de Senaneourt, a French writer. Obermann is a melanNew Atlantis. See Atlantis, The New.
New'come, Colonel (nu'kum). A gallant, simple- choly recluse who retires from active life to a life of conhearted gentleman, a retired East Indian officer, in templation, and records his thoughts in a diary.
Ob'er-on (5b'er-on). [See the Dictionciy.] The king
Thackeray's novel "The Newcomes." His unworldliness leads to the loss of his fortune, and he finally dies, of the fairies in mediaaval mythology. He and Titania,
poor and broken-hearted, in the Charter House hospital. his queen, are fabled to have lived in India, and to have

himself.

final,

all}

eve, ©vent, find, fern, recent;

ice,

idea, HI;

old,

Sbey, drb. Odd;

"
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crossed the seas to Northern Europe to dance by the
light of the moon. He is familiar to all readers of Shakemade the subject of a poem by
Wieland. See Elbeeich.
Ma-ri'a
Oc-cl-den'te,
dell' (ma-re'a dal ot-che-dan'ta).
A pseudonym adopted by Mrs. Maria Brooks (1795-

displayed by her command during the war of 1812-14.
Oliver Wendell Holmes has celebrated her in his wellknown poem " Old Ironsides."
Old Lady of Threadneedle Street. A cant name
in London for the Bank of England, which is situated in

1845), an American writer, whom Southey called "the
most impassioned and most imaginative of all poetesses."
The name of an imaginary
O-Ce'a-na (o-se'a-na).
country described by James Harrington (1C11-1G77) in a
political romance bearing the same title and illustrating
the author's idea of a model commonwealth.

An expression made use of by
Milton, in his tenth sonnet, in alhision to Isocrates, and
very generally applied, in America, to John Quincy
Adams, sixth president of the United States.
1. An Eastern title,
Old
of the Mountain.
first applied to the Iman Hassan Ben - Sabbah, who
founded a formidable dynasty in Syria, A. D. 1090. He
was the prince, or chief, of a sect of the Mohammedans,
which in the West acquired the name of Assassins. His
residence was in the mountain fastness of Mesiade, in
Syria.
The name was also given to his seven successors.
At the close of the 12th century, the Mongols put an end
to the dynasty.
See Assassin, n., in the Dictionary.
2. A name popularly given, in the United States, to a
remarkable natural formation on Profile Mountain, one
of the mountains of the Franconia range, in New Hampshire.
It consists of a projecting rock, elevated about
1000 feet above the plain, which, viewed at a certain
angle, bears a wonderful resemblance to a human face.
in the "Arabian Nights," a
Old
of the Sea.

speare, and has been

An old "gaberOch'il-tree, E'die (e'dy ok'Tl-tre).
lunzie man," King's beadsman, or bluegown beggar, in
Sir Walter Scott's novel " The Antiquary."
O'Coimell's Tail. A nickname given in England,
after the passage of tlie Reform Bill (in 1832), to a parliamentary body voting together under tlie leadership of
Daniel O'Connell, the celebr.ated Irish agitator.
pseu0-doh'er-ty, Mor'gan (mSr'gan o-do'er-ty).
donym of Dr. William Maginn (1793-1842), a contributor
"
"
"
to
Blackwood
and to Eraser's Magazine," and one
of the interlocutors in the " Noctes Ambrosianae.
GBd'i-pnS (ed'i-pus or e'dt-pus). [L., from Gr. O'lBCTrous.]
The hero of two tragedies by Sophocles. He
was the son of Lai'us, King of Thebes, and his wife .Jocasta.
Lai'us, having been warned by an oracle that his
*

A

throne and

life

were

in danger from this son, gave
killed.
But his life was saved,

him

to a herdsman to be
and
he was reared by a peasant. Afterwards he ransomed
Thebes from the Sphinx by answering her riddle, unwittingly killed his own father, married Jocasta, and became

King

of Thebes.
Subsequently discovering his parentage, he destroyed his eyesight, and wandered away from
Thebes, attended by his daughter, Antigone, who remained
with him till his death.
nymph
(E-no'ne (e-no'ne). [L., fr. Gr. Oiviavy].']
f
'of Mt. Ida, an early love of Paris, who left her for Helen
of Troy.
She is the subject of a poem by Tennyson.
Og (Sg). In Dryden's satire " Absalom and Achitophel," the Whig poet Thomas Shadwell is so called, from
his size, in allusion to the giant king of Bashan.
O'gier the Dane (o'jer). [A translation of P. Ogier
le Danois.'}
The hero of an ancient French romance,
and the subject of a ballad, whose story is probably a
contribution from the stores of Norman tradition,
Holger, or Olger, Danske, being the national hero of Denmark. He figures in Ariosto's "Orlando Eurioso."
O'gle-by, Lord (o'g'l-by-). An aged beau, who affects
gayety and youth, in the comedy of the " Clandestine

A

—

Marriage," by Colman and Garrick.
O'Groat', John (o-graf), or Johnny Groat.
A
name which occurs in the phrase " John O'Groat'a
House," used to designate an ancient building formerly
situated on Duncansby Head, the most northerly point in
Great Britain. John of Groat, or Groot, and his brothers, were originally from Holland, and are said to have
settled in Scotland about 1489.
Old Bags. A nickname given to John Scott, Lord
Eldon, lord chancellor of England in the reign of George
IV. He was so very cautious of delivering a hasty judgment, that he always expressed his doubts, and was accustomed to take all the papers of complicated cases
home with him in different bags
hence the name.
Old Ben'dy (ben'dy). A cant name for the Devil.
Old Bo'gy (bo'gy). A nursery ghost or demon whose
name was formerly used to frighten children.
Old'buck, Jonathan (old'biJk). A whimsical virtuoso whose hobby gives the name to Sir Walter Scott's
novel, the "Antiquary." He is devoted to the study
and accumulation of old coins and medals, and every
kind of Roman relics. From early disappointment in
love, he is sarcastic and irritable, and a misogynist, but
humorous, kind-hearted, and faitliful to his friends.
Old Bullion. A sobriquet conferred on Colonel
Thomas Hart Benton (1782-1858), a distinguished American statesman, on account of his advocacy of a gold
;

—

and silver currency.
Old Clootie. See AuLD Clootie.
Old Colony. A name popularly given to that portion
of Massachusetts included within the original limits of
the Plymouth colony, which was formed at an earlier
date than the colony of Massachusetts Bay.
term applied, in the United States
Old Country.
and the Dominion of Canada, to the British Isles
sometimes restricted to Ireland.
Old Dominion. A popular name for the State of Virginia, so called to distinguish it from New England and
other British settlements once included under the general
designation of the " Colony and Dominion of Virginia."
sobriquet conferred upon the
Old Dou'ro (doo'ro).
Duke of Wellington on account of his passage of the
Douro, May 11, 1809, by which he surprised the French
Marshal Soult, and put him to flight.
Old Gentleman. In some parts of England, a familiar name of the Devil.
Old Grimes (grimz). The subject of a popular ballad by Albert Gorton Greene, an American poet. The
name seems to have originated with the English poet,
George Crabbe. It is the title of one of his metrical tales.
Old Grog. See Groo, in the Dictionary.
colloquial name for the Devil
Old Harry.
called
also Lord Ilnrry.

A

;

—

A

A

Old Hickory.

;

A

—

sobriquet conferred upon General

Andrew Jackson, in 1813, by his soldiers.
Old Hunk'ers (hunk'erz). A nicluiame formerly

applied to the ultra-conaervative portion of the Democratic
party in the United States, and especially in the State of

New

York.
Old Ironsides.
A title popularly conferred upon
the United States frig.ate "Constitution," which was
launched at Boston, Sept. 20, 1797. She became f.amous
on account of the prominent part which she took in the
bombardment of Tripoli, in 1804, and for the gallantry

use,

iinite,

rude,

full,

up,

Oru

;

pity

;

Threadneedle Street.
Old Man Eloquent.

Man

Man

monster encountered by Siudbad the sailor in his fifth
voyage. After carrying him upon his shoulders a long
time, Sindbad at last succeeds in intoxicating him, and
effects his escape.

Old Mortality. A character, and the title of a novel,
by Sir Walter Scott. The name is said to have been a
sobriquet popularly conferred upon Robert Patterson, a
religious itinerant of the latter half of the 18th century,
the traditions concerning whom are related in the story.
He is described as a solitary, frequenting country churchyards, and the graves of the Covenanters, in the south
of Scotland.
colloOld Nick. [See Nick, in the Dictionary.]
quial and ancient name for the Devil.

A

Old Noll (nol). An epithet contemptuously applied
Cromwell by the Cavaliers.
Old North State. A popular designation of the State
of North Carolina.
Old Probabilities. A humorous nickname for the
government Weather Bureau in the United States
to Oliver

;

—

often abbreviated to Old Proh.

Old Public Functionary. A sobriquet sometimes
given to James Buchanan, fifteenth president of the
United States. He first applied the expression to himself, in his Annual Message to Congress in the year 1859.
Old Row'ley (rou'ly). A nickname given to Charles
England, who was famous for his amours. Old
Rowley was a famous stallion in his majesty's stud.
Old Scratch (skrach). [Cf. Icel. skratti a goblin,
II., of

imp,

OHG.

scrat, scras, G. schretiel, schretz.']

A jocular

and ancient term for the Devil.
OldStyle, Jonathan. A 7iom de plume of Washington Irving, under which he contributed, in 1802, to the
" Morning Chronicle," a Democratic journal of New

York

City.

The ladylove and wife of
0-lim'pi-a (o-lem'pe-a).
Bireno in Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso."
0-lin'do (o-len'do). The hero of a celebrated episode
See Sofronia.
in Tasso's "Jerusalem Delivered."
0-li-Va'rez,

Duke

d'

(do-le-va'ras

;

Sp. -rath).

A

character in Le Sage's " Gil Bias." He died of the idea
that he was haunted by an apparition, to the actual existence of which he gave no credit, but which finally
overcame him by its imaginary presence.
01'1-ver (ol'i-ver). 1. One of the twelve peers of
Charlemagne. [Written also Olivier.~\ See Rowland.
2. A son of Sir Rowland de Bois in Shakespeare's

"As You

Like It."
0-liv'i-a (o-lTv'i-a).

A rich

comitess in Shakespeare's

" Twelfth Night," who falls in love with Viola disguised
as a page, and finally marries Viola's brother. See Viola.
Ol'la-pod, Cornet (ol'la-pbd). [See Olla-podrida, in
An apothecary in Colman's "Poor
the Dictionary.]
Gentleman," who is also a cornet in the Association
noted for " his jumble of physic and
Corps of Cavalry
;

—

shooting."

A name popularly given in America
compromise act, originally reported by Henry Clay,
which passed both houses of Congress in 1850, from the
Omnibus

Bill.

to a

circumstance that several measures, entirely distinct in
their object, were embodied in one bill. The most important stipulations of this act were those providing for
the admission of California into the Union as a State
with its antislavery constitution, for the admission of
Utah and New Mexico as Territories with no mention of
slavery, for the abolition of the sl.ave trade in the District of Columbia, and for the rendition of fugitive slaves.
Om'pha-le (om'fa-le). [L., fr. Gr. 'Oix4>d\ri.'\ {Class.

Myth.) A queen of Lydia whom Hercules served as a
slave for three years, wearing female apparel and spinning with the maids, while she wore his lion skin.
Only, The. [A translation of G. Der Einzige.'] A
applied by the Germans to tiieir admired poet and romancist, Jean Paul Friedrich Hi(!hter
(17C3-1825), on account of the unique character of his
writings and genius.
Open Sesame. The magic words which opened the
door to the cave of the Forty Thieves. See Baba, Ali,
and under Sesame, in the Dictionary.
title affectionately

O-phe'11-a («-te'lI-a or 6-fel'ya). The heroine of
Shakespeare's tragedy of "Hamlet." She is beloved by
Hamlet, wlio, during his real or assumed madness, treats
her with undeserved and angry rudeness, and afterward,
in .a fit of inconsiderate rashness, kills her father, the old
Polonius, by mistake. The terrible shock given to her
mind by these events completely shatters her intellect,
and leads to her accidental death by drowning.
Opium-eater, The. See English Opium-eater.

food, fo'ot

;

out, oil

;

cliair

;

go

;

siiig,

ink

1705
[That

0. P. Riot.

is.

Old Prices

Piot.'}

The com-

mon

designation of a popular disturbance which began
at the opening of the new Covent Garden Theater in
London, on the 17th of September, 1809, aud continued
every night for nearly three months. It was caused by
an advance in the rates of admission.
pseudonym adopted hv
Op'tic, Oliver (op'tlk).

A

WUliam Taylor Adams, a popular American
juvenile works

writer of

(b. 1822).

Hendey

A

sobriquet of John Henley (1092-1750), who delivered lectures, or orations, on
theology, politics, fashions, and matters in general, during a period of nearly thirty years, and was one of the

Orator

celebrities of

(hSn'ly).

London.

O'Reil'ly, Private Miles (miiz o-ril'ly). A pseuof Major Charles Graham Halpine, under which
he published a volume of songs and speeches, professedly
the production of an Irish private in the Forty-seventh
Regiment of New York Volunteers.
O-res'tes (S-res'tez). [L., fr. G. "Ope'tn-))?.] The hero
of a tragedy of the same name by Euripides.
He was
the son of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, and avenged
the murder of his father by killing Clytemnestra aud
her paramour JSgisthus. For this crime he was pursued
by the Furies, and driven frantic from land to land, ac-

donym

companied by his faithful friend Pylades, with whose
help, and that of his own sister Iphigenia, he carried
off the statue of Diana from Tauris.
See Agamemnon,
Clytemnestra, Electra, and Iphigenia.
Or-go'glio (8r-go'lyo). [It., pride, arrogance.] The
of a giant in Spenser's "Faerie Queene," who
defeats the Red-cross Knight in single combat, and imprisons him in a dungeon of his castle.
Or'gon' (6r'g8N'). [F.] A brother-in-law and a dupe
of Tartuffe in Moliere's comedy " Tartuffe."
O'ri-an'a (o'rT-an'a). 1. In the romance of " Amadis
de Gaul," a daughter of Lisuarte, an imaginary king of

name

She is beloved by Amadis, and is represented
most faithful woman in the world.
The name was also given in flattery to Queen

England.

as the fairest and
2.

Elizabeth, in a set of madrigals published in 1601, to
celebrate her beauty and chastity at sixty-eight. Ben
Jonson applied it to Anne, queen of James I., as if it

were Oriens
O-rin'&a,

Anna
e. The Dawning Anna).
The Matchless, or The Incomparable
(?'.

(o-rTn'da).
A poetical name given to Mrs. Katharine
Philips (1C31-1664), a poetess of the period of the Restoration, highly popular among her contemporaries.
so-called nephew of
Or-lan'do (6r-lan'do). 1.
Charlemagne, who is the hero of the romantic tales and
poems founded on the adventures of Charlemagne and
his Paladins, as Pulci's "Morgante Maggiore," Eojardo's
"Orlando Innamorato," and Ariosto's "Orlando Furioso." He is identical with the Poland of the " Chanson

A

de Roland " and the French romances.

See Roland,

and Durandal.
2.

A

Rowland de Bois

sou of Sir

in Shakespeare's

" As You Like It." See Rosalind.
Or'phe-US (or'fe-us; L. or'fus). [L.,fr. Gr. "Opc^ev;.]
{Class. Myth.)
Thracian musician whose lyre could
charm beasts and make trees and rocks move. When
his wife Eurydice died he descended to Hades, and so
pleased Pluto by his music that he allowed him to lead
her hack to earth, but warned him not to look behind him

A

he reached the upper world. This warning he negand Eurydice, who was following him, vanished
again among the shades. The obstinate grief of Orpheus
for her loss so angered the Thracian Bacchantes that
they tore him limb from limb and threw him into the
till

lected,

river Hebrus.
Or-si'no (8r-se'n6).

Duke of lUyria in Shatespeare's
See Viola.
[F. ourson a little hear, ours a bear,
fr. L. ursus."]
One of the heroes in the old romance of
" Valentine and Orson " a twin, who, being adopted by
a bear, grew up with bearish qualities. See Valentine.
O'Shan'ter, Tarn (tam o-shan'ter). The title of a
poem by Burns, and the name of its hero, a farmer, who,
riding home very late and very drunk from Ayr, in a
stormy night, disturbed a witch revel in the haunted
kirk of Alloway. The hags pursued him as far as the
keystone of the bridge over the river Doon, but were
unable to cross running water. One of them, however,
plucked the tail from his mare Maggie.
[See in the Dictionary.] (Egypt.
0-sl'ris (o-si'rTs).
Myth.) The sun god, the source of warmth, life, and
fruitfulness, representing also the south wind and the
overflow of the Nile. He was cut in pieces by Typhon,
the evil principle, and his fragments collected and buried
by his \\'ife and sister Isis.
Os'rick (Gz'rik). Courtier in Shakespeare's " Hamlet."
%^°' " Osricl; is a type of the euiihuist, or affected
courtier of Shakespeare's time, who was a hairsplitter
in thought, and absurdly dainty and extravagant in ex" Twelfth Night."
Or'son (Qr's'n).

;

pression."

While.

Os'sian (Ssh'nn). A legendary hero mentioned in
Erse ballads and Highland traditions, and chiefly known
from Macpherson's " Poems of Ossinn."
A Moor of Venice in Shake0-thel'lO (6-thSl'Io).
.speare's " Othello."
He marries Desdcmona, and is led
by his ensign, lago, aeonsuunnate villain, to distrust her
fidelity .'lud virtue,

and

finally to kill her.

A principal
O'Trig'ger, Sir Lucius (o-trTg'ger).
personage in Sheridan's comedy of " The Rivals." He
is a]i Irishman noted for his love of fighting.
Oui'da (we'da). Tlie pen name of Miss Louise do la
Rame (b. 1S40), a popular English novelist. The name
is a childish nnsproniuipiation of Louisa.
Ou'tls (ou'tTs or oo'tTs). [Gr. ovtii nobody ov not
-|- Ti? any one]
An assumed name which Ulysses, in
the " Odyssey," palms off as his real name upon the
;

giant PolyplHMun.s.

See PoLViMimius.

Overdo, Justice.
acter in lien Jensen's
;

tlieu,

tliiu

;

A

prominent and celebrated char-

"Bartholomew Fair."
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;
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A bawd ib Shakespeare's
Overdone, mistress.
for Measure."
Overreach, Sir Giles. A famous miser in Massinger's comedy " A New Way to pay Old Debts."
O'wain, Sir (o'wau). A kuight of Kiug Stephen's
court, who is fabled to have entered and passed througli
" Measure

St. Patrick's

Purgatory.

of the descent of

The legend

Owain, composed by Henry, an Englisli Benedictine
in 1153, first made known to the world the story
of the Purgatory of St. Patrick.
Owle'glass (oul'glas). [A translation of G. EulenThe hero of a " Volksbuch," or German popspiegel.~\
ular comic tale, often alluded to by various old authors,
entitled the story of " Tyll Eulenspiegel," which relates
the freaks, pranks, drolleries, fortunes, and misfortunes,
[Written also Howleglass,
of a wandering mechanic.
Owlespiegel, and Ulenspiegel.']

monk,

P.
Pac'O-let (pSk'o-let). A character in the old romance
of " Valentine and Orson," who owned an enchanted
The name of
steed, often alluded to by early writers.
Pacolet was borrowed by Steele for his familiar spirit in
the " Tatler." The French have a proverb, " It is the
horse of Pacolet," that is, it is one that goes very fast.

Q

R

A

gentleman living at Windsor in Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor."
Page, Anne. The daughter of Page and Mrs. Page
in Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor," in love
with Fenton, and desired by Slender.
Page, Mrs. A gentlewoman in Siiakespeare's " Merry
Wives of Windsor," to wliom Sir John Falstaff makes
love, and who joins with Mrs. Ford in a plot to dupe
and disgrace him.
Pais des Dames, La (la pa da dam). [F.] See

Page.

Ladies' Peace.

Pal'a-mon (pal'a-mon). The hero of the " Knight's
tale" in Chaucer's " Canterbury Tales. " Palamou and
his friend Arcite become rivals by falling in love witli
the same lady, the fair Emelye. In the end Arcite dies,
and Palamon weds Emelye. Dryden made a version of
the poem under the name of " Palamon and Arcite."
Pa-le'mon (pa-le'mtin). 1. A character in Falconer's
" Shipwreck," in love with the daughter of Albert, the
commander.
2. The hero of an episode in Thomson's "Seasons"
(Autumn). He is represented as " the pride of swains,"
and the owner of harvest fields in which the lovely
young Lavinia comes to glean. Palemon falls in love
with her, and wooes and wins her.
Pal'i-nu'rus (pal'I-nu'rus). [L., fr. Gr. IlaAiVoupo!.]
pilot of jEneas in Virgil's " jEneid," who fell asleep
at the helm, and tumbled into the sea off the coast of
Lucania, whence is said to be derived the name of the
promontory (Cape Paliuuro) near the spot.
Pal'mer-in (pSl'mer-In). The hero of several famous

The

T

romances

of chivalry.

—

Palmetto State. The State of South Carolina
so
called from the State arms, which contain a palmetto.
Pa-me'la (pa-me'la or pam'e-la). The title of a cele;

U

brated novel by Richardson, and tlie name (adopted by
him from Sir Philip Sidney's " Arcadia ") of its heroine,
a servant girl wlio resists her master's seductions, and is
rewarded by being raised to the station of his wife.
Pan'da-rus (pan'da-rus). [L., fr. Gr. Ilaj/Sapos.] A
sou of Lycaon, and leader of the Lycians in the Trojan
war, celebrated in the "Iliad." In medieval romances,
and by Chaucer in " Troilus and Cresseide," and Shakespeare in "Troilus and Cressida," lie is represented as
procuring for Troilus the possession of Ciessida.
See
Pander, n., in the Dictionary.

Pan'glOSS

vAMcrcra tongue.]
noted pedant in Colman's play " The Heir at Law."
fanciful nickPan'han'dle, The (pan'hau'd'l).
name given to the most northerly portion of the State
of West Virginia, a long, narrow projection between the
Ohio River and the western boundary of Pennsylvania.
Pan-]an'drum, The Grand (pan-jan'drum). An expression used in some nonsense lines written by the English actor Foote, and generally employed to signify a
local magnate.
Pan-tag'ru-el (pan-tag'ru-el F. paN'ta'gru'al'). [F.]
The son of Gargantua and Badebec in Rabelais' celebrated satirical romance of " Pantagruel "
represented
as a gigantic personage, beneath whose tongue a whole
army takes shelter from rain, in whose mouth and throat
are immense cities. Born in the midst of a drought,
when all the moisture of the earth was a salt perspiration, he is named Pantagruel, from Gr. Trds, Trai/rds, all,
and an Arabic word signifying thirsty (cf. Ar. ghalll).

(pSn'glSs).

[Gr.

TTOiV all -|-

A

w

A

;

;

—

See Panxjege, and Gargantua.
Pan'Ja-gru-e'li-on (pau'ta-gru-e'll-uu; F. paN'ta/[F. pantagruelion.']
The name of an
herb mentioned in Rabelais' romance of "Pantagruel,"
supposed to mean hemp, and to bear a reference to the
persecution of the Protestants.

gru'a'le'GN').

Pan-urge' (pan-Qrj' F. pa/nurzh'). [F., from Gr.
ready to do anything roguish.] A celebrated
cliaracter in Rabelais' " Pantagruel," and the real hero
of the story ;
represented as au arrant rogue, a drunkard, a coward, and a libertine, but learned in the tongues,
au ingenious practical joker, and a boon companion. He
was the favorite of Pantagruel, who made him governor
of Salmygondin, and finally set out with him in quest of
the oracle of the Holy Bottle.
Pan'za, San'cho (sSn'ko pan'za Sp. san'cho pan'tha).
[Sp., fr. zancas spindleshanks -|- pon«a paunch.]
Tlie esquire and counterpart of Don Quixote in Cervantes' famous novel, a short, pot-bellied peasant, with
much shrewdness in practical matters and a store of proverbial wisdom.
See Don Quixote, and Baratakia.
;

Trai/ovpyos

;

—

;

ale,

senate, c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

of

Pan'za, Te-re'sa (te-re'za
Sancho Panza. See above.
Pap'a-ve'ri-us,

Thomas

Sp. tS-ra'sa).

;

(pSp'a-ve'ri-tis).

The wife

A name

under which Thomas De Quiucey is described in BurBook Hunter." The word is derived from the
Latin papaver, the poppy, in allusion to De Quincey's

ton's "

opium habit.
Paper King. A name formerly popularly given to
John Law, the financial projector. See Law's Bubble.
Paradise oJ Fools. See Limbo.

A

Pa'ri-ha'nou (pii're-ba'noo). [Per., female fairy.]
fairy in the story of " Prince Ahmed," in the " Arabian
Nights." She gave the prince a magic tent.
Par'iS (pSr'is). [L., fr. Gr. ndpts.] 1. In Homer's
"Iliad," a sou of Priam, King of Troy. He grew up as
a shepherd boy on Mt. Ida, wliere the three goddesses,
Juno, Venus, and Minerva, appeared before him with a
golden apple inscribed "To tlie fairest," and left the
award to his decision. Juno promised him power, Minerva glory, and Venus the fairest woman in the world.
He gave the apple to Venus, who afterwards fulfilled her
promise bj' enabling him to carry off Helen from her
husband Menelaus. Paris was killed during the Trojan
war by an arrow from the bow of Philoctetes. See
Helen, Menelacs, and OSnone.
2. A young nobleman in Shakespeare's tragedy "Ro-

meo and

Juliet."

The heroine of Byron's
Pa-ri-Si'na (pa-re-se'na).
of the same name.
She was the wife of Azo, chief
of Ferrara, and fell iu love with her stepson.
The story

poem
is

historical.

A

princess whose advenPa'ri-za'de (pa're-za'dii).
tures are related iu the " Story of the Sisters who envied
their Younger Sister," in the " Arabian Nights."
Parizade, the Parisatis (Uapva-arcs) of the Greeks, signifies
"born of a fairy."

An assumed name under which
Parley, Peter.
Samuel G. Goodrich (1793-lSGO), an American writer,
published a series of very popular books for the young.
[F. paroles words.]
A folPa-rol'les (pa-r51'les).
lower of Bertram in Shakespeare's "All's Well that
Ends Well," celebrated for boastfulness and cowardice.
Par'ting-ton, Mrs. (par'ting-tun). An imaginary
old lady whose laughable sayings have been recorded by
an American humorist, B. P. Shillaber. She is distinguished, like Smollett's "Tabitha Bramble," and Sheridan's "Mrs. Malaprop," for her misuse of words.
(l!^p°" The name of this character seems to have been
suggested by the anecdote which Sydney Smith related
in a speech delivered by him at Taunton (Eng.), in 1831,
concerning a certain Mrs. Partington of Sidmouth, who,
at tlie time of the great storm and high tide of 1824, tried
to push back the Atlantic Ocean with a mop.

Part'lei,

Dame

(part'let).

The name

Chaucer s " Nonne Prestes Tale" and
epic " Reynard the Fox."

of the hen in
in the old beast

Par'tridge, Mr. (par'trij). A celebrated character in
The History of a Foundling."
Par'zi-val (par'tse-fal). The German name of Perceval, the hero and title of a metrical romance of the 12th
century by Wolfram Von Eschenbach, and of a modern
music drama by Richard Wagner. See Perceval.
Pas'quin, To'ny (to'ny pas'kwTn). 1. A witty Roman cobbler or tailor of the latter half of the 15th century.
See Pasquin, in the Dictionary.
2. A nom de plume of John Williams, an ephemeral
writer of the Dellacruscan school.
Pate'lin' (paf ISn'). The hero of an ancient French
comedy entitled "L'Avocat Patelui," reproduced by
Brueys in 1706. The name has passed Into popular use
to designate a subtle and crafty man, who entices others
to the accomplishment of his designs.
Pathfinder. The title of a novel by James Fenimore
Cooper, and one of the sobriquets of its hero, Natty
Bumppo. See Leather-Stocking.
Pathfinder of the Rocky Mountains. A title popularly given to Major General John C. Fremont (b. 1813),
who conducted four e-xploriug expeditions across the
Rocky Mountains.
Pa-tro'clUS (pa-tro'klus). [L., from Gr. IlaTpo/cAo!.]
In Homer's " Iliad," a friend of Achilles, who went to
battle in Achilles' armor and was slain by Hector.
See
Achilles, and Hector.
Pat'tie-son, Peter (pat'tT-sun). An imaginary assistant teacher at Gandercleuch, and the feigned author of
Scott's " Tales of My Landlord," which were represented
as having been published posthumously by his pedagogue
superior, Jedediah Cleishbotham.
Paul and Virginia. A pair of child lovers in Bernardin de St. Pierre's popular romance "Paul et Virginie" (1788).
Pau-li'na (pa-li'na). The wife of Antigonus in Shakespeare's " Winter's Tale."
Pau-line' (pa-len'). The " Lady of Lyons " in Bulwer-Lytton's play of this name. She was married to
Claude Melnotte, a gardener's son, who pretended to be
a count.
She was finally reconciled to the deception and
to her husband.
Pau'puk-kee'wis (pa'pSk-ke'wTs). A mischievous
magician in Longfellow's " Hiawatha," who is pursued
by Hiawatha, goes through a series of wonderful transformations in his endeavors to escape, and finally becomes an eagle.
Peach'um (pech'um). In Gay's " Beggar's Opera,"
a pimp and receiver of stolen property, who makes his
house a resort for thieves, pickpockets, and villains of
all sorts.
See Lockit.
Peach'um, Mrs. In Gay's " Beggar's Opera," the
Fielding's novel "

mother

of Polly, the heroine of the piece.

Peach'um, Polly.

A

celebrated character in Gay's

" Beggar's Opera " daughter

Peachum. She is represented as having great beauty, and as preserving unspotted the purity of her character, though living among
;

of

the basest persons.
final,

all

;

eve,

event,

Snd, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Peasant Bard. A descriptive epithet conferred upon
Robert Burns, the great lyric poet of Scotland.
Peasant of the Danube. A title given to Louis
Legendre (1756-1797), member of the French National
Convention, who took an active part in all the events of
the French Revolution.
Peck'sniff (pek'sutf).
A hypocrite in Dickens's
" Martin Chuzzlewit," " so thoroughly impregnated with
the spirit of falsehood that he is moral even in drunkenness, and canting even in shame and discovery."
Pee'bles, Peter (pe'b'lz). An obstinate litigant in
Sir Walter Scott's novel " Redgauntlet."
He had been
at law for fifteen years, and had become poor, drunken,
and almost insane.
Peeping Tom of Coventry. A tailor of Coventry,
the only soul in the town mean enough to peep at the
Lady Godiva as she rode naked through the streets to
relieve the people from oppression.
See Godiva.
Peg-a-Lantem. Another name for Will-o'-the-wisp,
or Jack-with-a-Lantern.

Peg-gOt'ty, Clara (p5g-got'ty). The nurse of David
Copperfield iu Dickens's novel of this name. Being very
plump, whenever she makes any exertion some of the buttons on the back of her dress fly off. See Barkis.
Pel1e-as, Sir (p81'le-«s). A very valorous knight of
Arthur's Round Table. In "The Faerie Queene," he is
one of those who pursue " the blatant beast," when,
after having been conquered and chained up by Sir Calidore, it broke away, and again ranged through the world.
Pel'le-nore, Eillg (pel'le-nor). A celebrated character in the old romance of "Morte d'Arthur," the father
of Elaine and Sir Torre.
[L., from Gr. Xle\o<f/.'\
(Class.
Pe'lops (pe'lops).
3Iyth. ) The son of Tantalus. His father served him up to
the gods for food, but Jupiter restored him to life, and gave
him an ivory shoulder in place of the one eaten by Ceres.
Pen-den'nls, Arthur (pen-den 'nis). The hero of
Thackeray's satirical romance " The History of Pendennis, his Fortunes and Misfortunes," a young man of warm
feelings and lively intellect, but conceited and selfish.
Pe-nel'0-pe (pe-nSl'o-pe). [L., from Gr. n-iji/eAoTn;.]
In Homer's "Odyssey," the faithful wife of Ulysses,
who being importuned, during his long absence, by numerous suitors for her hand, postpones making a decision
among them until she shall have finished weaving a funeral pall for her father-in-law, Laertes. Every night
she secretly unravels what she has woven by day, and
thus puts off the suitors till Ulysses returns.
Pe-nel'0-phon (pe-nel'o-f on). The beggar maid loved
by King Cophetua. See Cophetua.
Pennsylvania Fanner. A surname given to John
Dickinson (1732-1808), an American statesman and author, a citizen of Pennsylvania. In the year 1768, he published his " Letters from a Pennsylvania Farmer to the
Inhabitants of the British Colonies." These were republished in London, with a preface by Dr. Franklin, and
were subsequently translated into French.
Pen-thes-i-le'a (pen-thgs-i-le'a). [L., fr. Gr. 'nivSeaC^cio.] In Homer and Virgil a queen of the Amazons, who
came, with a band of female warriors, to fight for Troy,

and was slain by Achilles.
Pepper, K. N. [/. e. Cayenne Pepper.] A punning
de plume of James W. Morris, an American humorist and journalist.
Perce'for-est (pers'f5r-est). The title of an old romance of chivalry, and the name of its hero.
Per'ce-val (per'se-val). The hero of an old romance
of chivalry of the same name, and a knight of King

nom

Arthur's Round Table, celebrated for his adventures in
search of the sangreal. Cf. Parzival.
Per'di-ta (per'di-ta). Daughter of Leontes, King of
Sicilia, and Hermione, liis queen, in Shakespeare's "Winter's Tale."
The name is Latin and means " lost " the
child being disowned by Leontes, and exposed to perish
on the coast of Bohemia H. See Floeizel.
P6re de la Pen's6e' (pSr de la paN'sa'). See Fa:

(

ther Thoughtful.
Per'ez, Michael (pSr'ez). The " copper captain," a
poor Spanish soldier of fortune in Beaumont and Fletcher's comedy " Rule a Wife and Have a Wife."
Per'i-cles (per'i-klez). [L., fr. Gr. rtepixA^;.] Prince
of Tyre in the play of the same name, attributed to
Shakespeare. See Marina.
Per'O-nel'la (per'o-nSl'la). The subject of a fairy
tale, represented as a pretty country lass, who, at the
offer of a fairy, changes places with an old and decrepit
queen, and receives the homage paid to rank and wealth,
but afterward gladly resumes her beauty and rags.
Perseus. See Andromeda, and in the Dictionary.
P6'taud' (pa'to'). See King Petaud.
Peter.
1. (Lord) The name by which Swift designates tlie pope iu his " Tale of a Tub."
2. See Morris, Peter.
Peter the Headstrong. See Haedkoppig Pete.
A name formed
Pe'ter-lOO', Field of (pe'ter-lo6').
in burlesque imitation of Waterloo^ and popularly given
in England to the scene of an attack by the yeoman
cavalry upon a reform meeting held in St. Peter's Field,
at Maucliester, on the 16tli of Augu.st, 1819.
Petrified City. A name given to Ishmonie in Upper
Egypt, on account of a great number of statues of men,
women, children, and animals seen there, which, according to the popular superstition, were once animated beings, but were miraculously changed into stone.
The
.story is said to have been first mentioned by Kircher in
his " Mundus Subterraneus " (1664).
Pe-tru'chi-0 (pe-tru'clil-o). A gentleman of Verona
in Shakespeare's "Tammg of the Shrew."
See KathEEINE.
counPev'er-il, Sir Geoffrey (jef'fr5^ pev'er-il).
try gentleman of strong High-church and Royalist opin"
ions in Sir Walter Scott's novel
Peveril of the Peak."
Phae'dra (fe'dra). [L., fr. Gr. ^alSpa.] The daughter of Minos, King of Crete, and wife of Theseus.
She
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DICTIONARY OF NOTED NAMES IN FICTION.
the subject of a tragedy by Euripides. See HippolPleiad, The. A title given, in allusion to the cluster
YTOs, and Theseds.
of seven stars of this name, to a group of seven celebrated
See Seven
Phal'a-rlS (ial'4-rTs). [L., fr. Gr. ^dAapis.] A tyrant persons.
1. The Philosophical Pleiad.
of Agrigentum in Sicily, mentioned by ancient writers. Wise Men op Greece.
He is said to have roasted his subjects ahve in a brazen
2. The First Literary Pleiad, or The Pleiad of Alexandria, was instituted by Ptolemy Pliiladelphus, and
bull and finally to have experienced that fate himself.
Fb^'dre (fa'dr'). The heroine of Racine's tragedy of was composed of the contemporary poets, CaUimachus,
ApoUonius of Rhodes, Aratus, Homer the younger, Lycothe same name. See Ph^dra.
Phi-le'mon (f t-le'mun). See Baucis and Philemon. phrou, Nicander, and Theocritus.
3. The Literary Pleiad op Charlemagne was a sort
Phi'linte' (fe'ISNt').
[F-l A friend of Alceste in
of academy founded by that monarch, in which Alcuiu
Moliere's comedy "Le Misanthrope."
Phil'l-sides (fil'I-sTdz or ll-lls'idz or -i-dez). One was called Albinus ; Angilbert, Homer Adelard, Auof the poetical names of Sir Philip Sidney
formed gustiu ; Riculfe, Damoetas ; and Charlemagne himself,
from portions of the two names Philv^ and Sidney.
David. Varnefrid and one other completed the Pleiad.
[L., fr. Gr. *iAoAi^Aa.]
4. The Pleiad of France comprised seven contempoPhil'O-me'la (fil'6-me'la).
{Class. Myth.) The daughter of Pandion, King of Alliens, rary poets of the seventeenth century and the reign of
and sister of Procne. She vifas violated by Procne's hus- Henry III., who tried to domesticate Greek and Latin
band, Tereus, and was changed into the nightingale, words and verse forms. They were Ba'if, Du Bellay,
whose song is fabled to contain the syllables lereu. Dorat, Jodelle, Remi-Belleau, Ronsard, and Thiard.
Procne was clianged into the swallow.
5. The Pleiades of Connecticut is a name that has
Philosopher of Fer'ney (fer'ny ; F. far'nfi'). Vol- been, somewhat ironically, applied to seven Connecticut
taire is sometimes so called from his chateau of Ferney,
poets who wrote patriotic verses, largely in the interest
near Geneva, svliere he spent the last years of his life.
of the Federal party, just after the Revolutionary war.
Philosopher of Malmes'bur-y (mamz'ber-y). A They were Richard Alsop, Joel Barlow, Theodore Dwight.
name often given to Thomas Hobbes, author of "Levi- Timothy Dwight, Lemuel Hopkins, David Humphreys,
athan," who was born at Malmesbury in 1588.
and John Trumbull.
shrewd and witty
Phln'tl-as (fin'ti-as). [L.,fr. Gr. *ii/Ttas.] The corPley'dell, Counselor (pla'del).
rect reading, instead of Pythias as given in the common lawyer in Sir Walter Scott's "Guy Mannering."
English version of the story of "Damon and Pythias."
An uxorious, foolish old knight
Pll'ant, Sir Paul.
See Pythias, and Damon and Pythias.
in Congreve's comedy of "The Double Dealer."
Phiz (f iz). A pseudonym adopted by Hablot Knight
Plon'-Plon' (pl5N'pl6N'). [F.] A derisive nickname
Browne, an English comic draughtsman, who designed of Prince Napoleon Joseph Charles Bonapai te, variously
the illustrations in the first edition of "Pickwick Pa- explained as a childish mispronunciation of -'Napoleon,"
pers," and other works of Dickens.
and as a corruption of " Craint-plomb," i. e., " fearPhoe'nis, John, Gentleman (f e'niks). A pseudonym bullet," originating in the Crimean war.
of Captain George Horatio Derby. See Sqcibob.
PlOW'man, Piers (perz plou'man). The hero of a
Phyl'lis (fil'lls). [L., from Gr. *uAAi,'s.]
country celebrated satirical and allegorical poem, the " Vision of
girl in Virgil's third and fifth "Eclogues."
Hence, a Piers Plowman,"
alliterative verse, written by William
rustic maiden in general.
Langland about 1362. Piers Plowman became a typical
Pick'el-her'ring-e (plk'el-hSr'ring-e). [D.] The character, standing for the simple, pious English laborer,
popular Dutch name for a buffoon. See Hanswubst.
and in a sense for Christ. An imitation of the " Vision,"
PiC'kle, Per'e-grlne (per'e-grln pik'k'l). The hero called " Piers Plowman's Creed," was written about the
of Smollett's "Adventures of Peregrine Pickle."
end of the 14th century.
Plck'wlcb, Mr. (pTk'wik). The hero of Dickens's
pseudonym under
Plym'ley, Peter (plTm'lJ).
novel " The Pickwick Papers," distinguished for his which Sydney Smith published a powerful political tract
goodness and his simplicity. He is represented as the entitled " Letters on the Subject of the Catholics, to my
founder of a club called after his own name, in company Brother Abraham, who lives in the Counti-y."
with other members of which, wlio are under his care
Pod'snap, Mr. John (pSd'snSp). A pompous repreand guidance, he travels over England, meeting with sentative Of British respectability and philistinism in
many laughable adventures. The expression, "a Pick- Dickens's novel "Our Mutual Friend." He is always
wickian sense," denotes a merely technical, parlia,men- protesting against anything- likely to " bring a blush to
tary, or constructive sense.
the cheek of a young person."
Pi'oro'Chole' (pe'kro'kol'). [F., fr. Gr. TriKpos bitter
An angle in the south transept of
Poets' Corner.
The name of a character Westminster Abbey, London ; popularly so called from
-f- xoA^ choler, bile, or gall.]
in Kabelais' " Gargantua," celebrated for his thirst of the fact that it contains the tombs of Chaucer, Spenser,
empire. By some, Charles V. of Spain is supposed to and other eminent English poets, and memorial tablets,
be satirized under this name.
busts, statues, or monuments, to many who are buried in
Pled Piper of Hamelin. The hero of an old and other places.
celebrated German legend, related in Verstegan's " ResPo'gram, The Hoaorahle Elijah (po'gram). In
titution of Decayed Intelligence " (London, 1634), of Dickens's " Martin Chuzzlewit," a petty but pompous
which narrative Robert Browning, in his poem entitled member of the United States Congress, who is regarded
" The Pied Piper," has given an extended metrical ver- by himself and his admirers as " one of the master minds
sion.
The legend recounts how a certain musician, of the country."
dressed in a fantastical coat, came into the town of
Poins (poinz). A companion of Sir John Falstaff in
Hamel, in the country of Brunswick, and offered, for a the two parts of Shakespeare's " King Henry IV."
Bum of money, to rid the town of the rats by which it
Polish Byron, The. A name given to the Polish
is

;

—

;

A

A

m

A

—

was

infested, and how, having executed his task, and
the promised reward having been withheld, he in revenge blew again his pipe, and, by the magic of its tones,
drew the children of the tov/n, to the number of a hundred and thirty, to a cavern in the side of a hill, which,
upon tlieir entrance, closed and shut them in forever.
[F., little Peter, from Pierre
Pl'er'rot' (pe'Sr'ro')Peter.]
A jesting character in the pantomime, who
takes the part of a simple valet, wearing white pantaloons and a large white jacket, with a row of big buttons in front, and who often paints his face white.
Pig-wig'gln (pTg-wTg'gin). A doughty elf whose
amours witli Queen Mab, and furious combat with the
jealous Oberon, are related in Drayton's " Nymphidia."
Pillars of Hercules. [A translation of L. Columnae
Berculis ; Gr. 'HpaxAeiai orT^Aai.]
A name given by
the old Greeks and Romans to the Rock of Gibraltar, and
the opposite mountain of Jebel Zatout, or Apes' Hill. The
appellation was given to them in consequence of a fiction
that Hercules, in his travels to find the oxen of Geryon,
raised these two mountains as monuments of his journey,
and placed on them the inscription " Ne plus ultra."
Pinch, Tom. A character in Dickens's " Martin
Chuzzlewit," distinguished by his guilelessness, his oddity, and his exhaustless goodness of heart.
Plnch'wlfe, Mr. (pTnch'wif). A prominent character in Wycherley's comedy " The Country Wife."
Plnch'wlfe, Mrs. The unsophisticated heroine of

"Wyclierley's

poet,

them out to pasture.
See Cutis, and Galatea.
Po-noc'ra-tes ( pS -nok'ra-tez ; F. p6 ' no ' kr4. ' tas ').
The name of Gargantua's tutor in Rabelais' famous romance of " Gargantua."
Poor Richard. See Saunders, Richard.
Poor Robin. The imaginary author of a celebrated
series of almanacs first published in 1C61 or 1662, and
said to have originated with Robert Herrick the poet.
Other books were also published under tlie same name,
as "Poor Robin's Visions," " Poor Robin's Pathway to

of the Cyclops' sheep, as he drove

"The Country Wife."

unite,

ryde,

full,

&f, Orn

;

pity

Mickiewicz (1798-1855).

Portuguese Mars, The. A title given to Alfonso
de Albuquerque (1453-1515), viceroy of India, a man of
extraordinary wisdom and enterprise, who ii 1503 took
possession of Goa, and subdued the whole of Malabar,
Ceylon, the Sunda Isles, and the peninsula of Malacca.
Portuguese Nos'tra-da'mus, The (nos'tra-da'mus).
A name applied to Gongalo Annes Bandarra (d. 1556), a
poet-cobbler, whose writings were suppressed by the Ini

quisition.

[L., from Gr. noo-eiSwi'.]
Po-sei'don (po-sl'don).
{Class. Myth.) The god of the sea, and husband of Amphitrite.
He corresponds to the Roman Neptune. See
Neptune, in the Dictionary.
Post'hu-mus, Le'o-na'tus (le'6-na'tiis post'hiS-miis).
Husband to Imogen in Shakespeare's "Cymbeline;"

—

distinguished for his rash but unsuccessful plotting of
his wife's death as a punishment for her supposed infidelity to him.
ridiculous poet
Pos'tle-thwaite' (pos's'l-thwaf).
who forms tlie subject of numerous sketches in " Punch "
by the English artist Du Maurier. He is a caricature of
some of the extreme representatives of the " aesthetic
school " and imitators of Rossetti r^nd Swinburne, such
as Payne, Marzials, and O'Shaughnessy. Cf. Bunthorne.
Po'tage', Jean (zhiiN po'tazh'). [F.] The popular
French name for a buffoon. See Hanswurst.
Pour'ceau'gnac', M. de (poor'son'yak'). The hero
of Moliere's comedy of the same name, a pompous country gentleman who comes to Paris to marry Julie, the
heroine of the piece, the authority of her father having
destined her hand to him.
But Julie has a lover who
plays so many tricks upon the provincial suitor that he
finally relinquishes his suit in despair.
P. P., Clerk of this Parish. The feigned author of
a humorous and celebrated volume of Memoirs really
written by Arbuthnot, in ridicule of Burnet's " History
of My Own Times."
Precht, Frau (frou prgnt). See Bertha, Frau.
Prester John. [See 2d Prestbr, in the Dictionary.]
The name given in the Middle Ages to a supposed Christian sovereign and priest of the interior of Asia, whose
dominions were variously placed.
Pretenders, The. James Francis Edward Stuart,
son, and Charles Edward Stuart, grandson, of James II.
of England ;
called respectively the (Old) Pretender
and the Young Pretender. The elder Pretender made
some vain attempts to recover the kingdom which had
been lost by James II., but surrendered his claims, in
1743, to his son, Charles Edward, the Young Pretender,
who, in the following year, invaded Great Britain, but
was signally defeated at CuUoden in 1746, and compelled
to escape to the Continent.
Pri'am (pri'am). [L. Priamus, Gr. Hpia/iios.] The

A

—

King of Troy in Homer's " Iliad " and Virgil's " .35neid.'"
He was slain by Pyrrhus, in the sack of Troy.
Pride's Purge. In English history, a name given to
a violent invasion of parliamentary rights, in 1649, by
Colonel Pride, who, at the head of two regiments, sur.
rounded the House of Commons, and seized in the pas-

members of the Presbyterian party, whom
he confined. Above one hundred and sixty others were
excluded, and none admitted but the most furious and
determined of the Independents. These privileged members were called the Rump.
Prid'Win (prld'win). The name of Arthur's shield,
on which the picture of the blessed Virgin Mary waa
painted in order to put him frequently in mind of her.
Prlm'rose', George (prim'roz'). A son of the vicar
in Goldsmith's novel "Vicar of Wakefield," who went
to Amsterdam to teach Dutchmen English, without recollecting, until he landed, that he himself should first
sage forty-one

know something

of Dutch.

Prlm'rose', Moses. A son of the vicar in Goldsmith's
" Vicar of Wakefield," celebrated for his quiet pedantry
"Les Pr^cieuses Ridicules."
Po-llx'e-nes (p6-lTks'e-nez). King of Bohemia, and and blundering simplicity, and especially for having bartered away a good horse for a gross of worthless green
father of Florizel, in Shakespeare's "Winter's Tale."
Po-lO'ni-US (po-lo'ni-Qs). Lord chamberlain to the spectacles with copper rims and shagreen cases.
Prlm'rose', Mrs. Deborah. The wife of the vicar
King of Denmark, and father of Ophelia and Laertes, in
Shakespeare's tragedy of "Hamlet." He is a garrulous in Goldsmith's "Vicar of Wakefield." She is distinguished for her boasted skill in housewifery, her mothold courtier who fancies himself a shrewd politician.
Pol'y-phe'mus (pol'T-fe'miSs). [L., fr. Gr. UoKv^ri- erly vanity, her pride in her husband, and her desire to
M09.] In Homer's " Odyssey," a Cyclops, or one-eyed appear genteel.
Prlm'rose', Olivia. A lovely and beloved child of
giant, who imprisoned Ulysses and his companions in his
cavern and devoured two of them daily, until Ulysses the vicar in Goldsmith's "Vicar of Wakefield."
with
him
by
piercing
his
eye
Prlm'rose', SophiaA beautiful daughter of the
blinded
made him drunk, i*nd
a smooth peeled stick of green olive wood. The prison- vicar in Goldsmith's " Vicar of Wakefield."
The vicar in Goldsmith's
cave
by
clinging
bellies
tlie
to
the
Prlm'rose',
The
Rev.
Dr.
ers then escaped from

Pln'dar, Peter (ptn'der). A pseudonym adopted by
Dr. Jolin Wolcott, an English satirical poet (1738-1819).
Plne-Tree State. A popular name of the State of
Maine, the central and nortliern portions of which are
covered witli extensive pine forests.
Pip'er Tom (pip'er). One of the characters making
up a morris dance.
Pipes, Tom (pips). In Smollett's "Peregrine Pickle,"
a retired boatswain's mate, who lives with the eccentric
Commodore Trunnion to keep the 'jervants in order. He
Is celebrated for his taciturnity.
Pls'tol (pTs'tul).
A follower of Falstaff in Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor," in the Second Part
of " King Henry the Fourth, and in " King Henry tlie
Fifth." He is a ranting blade wlio spouts fragments of
Vagic blank verse .and talks in "Ercles' vein."
Pla'gi-a-ry, Sir Fretful. A character in Sheridan's
play " The Critic," designed, it is said, for Richard
uumberland, the essayist.

use,

Adam

Polish Franklin, The. An epithet conferred upon
Thaddeus Czacki (1765-1813), a distinguished counselor,
educator, and historian of Poland.
Po'lix'fene' (po'lek'sSn'). An assumed name, adopted,
instead of her baptismal one of Madelon, by the ambitious daughter of Gargibus in Moliere's famous comedy
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Knowledge," etc.
Porcupine, Peter.

A pseudonym

adopted by William
Cobbett (17G2-1835), a voluminous political writer. In
1796 he established in Philadelphia " Peter Porcupine's
Gazette." An edition of the " Porcupine Papers " in 12
volumes was published in London in 1801.
A rich heiress in
Por'ti-a (por'shi-a or p6i-'slia).
Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice," in love with Baesanio.
By her father's will, her hand and fortune were
to be given to the suitor who should select from three
caskets
one of gold, one of silver, and one of lead
the casket which contained her portrait. Bassanio won
her by choosing the leaden casket. Afterwards, disguised as a doctor of law, she defended her husband's
friend, Antonio, against Shylock's suit, and saved his
life.
See Shyloce.

—

—

;

food,

fo^ot

;

out, oil

;

cUair

;

go

;

slug, iQk

" Vicar

of Wakefield," celebrated for his literary vanity,
his support of the Whistonian theory in regard to
it is unlawful for a priest of the church
of England, after the death of his first wife, to take a

and

marriage, that

second. His weaknesses, however, it has been well said,
" only serve to endear him more closely to his readers
and when distress falls upon the virtuous household, the
noble fortitude and resignation of the principal sutt'erer,
and the efficacy of his example, form one of the most
affecting and even sublime moral pictures."

Prince Ah'med (ii'med). A character in the " Arabian Nights," in the story of Prince Ahmed and the Fairy
Paribanou.
Prince Oam'a-ral'za-man (kitm

' il-i-Sl '

ziV-mSn).

A

" Arabian Nights," in the story of Prince
Camaralzanian and tlie Princess Badoura.
char.icter in the

A

Prince of Darkness.

title

often given to Satan.

Prince of Destruction. A name conferred upon
Tamerlane, or Tiiiiour (1336-1405), one of the most celebrated of Orieiitnl conquerors, who overran Persia, Tartary, and llindostaii, his conquests extending from the
Volga to the Persian Gulf, and from the Ganges to the
Archipelago.
Prince of Liars. An epithet applied originally by
Cirvantes to Ferdinand Mendez Pinto, a coh-lirated
I'ortugueso traveler of the Kith century, who published
an account of his travels full of extravagant fictions.
;

tlien,

tbin

;

boN

;

zb = z

iu azure.
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Prince of Peace.
See Isaiah

N

A title

often given to the Savior.

ix. 6.

Fiince of Spanish Poetry. A name often applied
to Garcilaso de la Vega (1503-1536), a celebrated Spanish
It occurs repeatedly iu Cervantes.

poet.

Prince of the Apostles. An honorary title bestowed
upon St. Peter, from the supposed preeminence ascribed
to him in Matthew xvi. 18.
In the ijlural, the expression
is applied to St. Peter and St. Paul.
Prince of the Ode. A title given to Peter de Ronsard (1524-1585), a celebrated French lyric poet.
Prince of the Power of the Air. A name given to
Satan

in

Ephesians

ii.

2.

Prince of the Sonnet. A title bestowed upon Joa^
chim du Bellay (1524-15G0), a French poet.
Prls-cll'la (prIs-sTl'la). A Puritan maiden in Longfellow's

poem "The Courtship

of Miles Standish,"

who

wooed by Capt. Standish through the mediation of his
She
friend, John Alden, who is in love with Priscilla.
prefers the intermediary, and marries him after the captain's supposed deatli.
The captain, however, appears
at the close of the wedding service, and the friends are
is

reconciled.

In
Prisoner of Chil'lon' (she'y8N' or shtnsn).
Byron's poem of the same name, Frangois de Bonnivard,
confined for six years in the dungeon of the ChSteau de
Chillon, on Lake Geneva, by Charles III., Duke of Savoy,

Prl'wen

(prT'wSn). See Peidwin.
Proc'ne (prok'ne). [L., fr. Gr. IIpoKi/j).]
of Philomela.
See Philomela.

Q

Promised Land.
under Land,

Canaan.

See

Land

The

in the Dictionary.

Prophet of the Syrians. A title given to Ephraem
Syrus (d. 373), a celebrated father of the church of the
Antiochian school.
Pro-ser'pi-na (pro-ser'pT-na). [L.] {Class. Myth.)
The daughter of Ceres, who while gathering flowers in
the vale of Enna, in Sicily, was carried off by Pluto to
be his bride in Hades.
In Shakespeare's "TemPros'pe-ro (pros'pe-ro).
pest," the rightful Duke of Milan, who was deposed by
his brother Antonio and the King of Naples, and set
adrift, with his daughter Sliranda, in a " rotten carcass
of a boat." He reaches an uninhabited island, where
he betakes himself to tlie practice of magic, and, having
raised a tempest, in which Antonio, the King of Naples,
and others, are shipwrecked upon the island, he secretly
subjects them to many discomforts by way of punishment, but finally discovers himself, forgives his brother
and the king, and provides for their safe return. See
Ariel, and Miranda.
Pro-tes'i-la'US (pro-tes'T-la'us). [L., fr. Gr. IIpuTe{Class. Myth.) A Thessalian warrior, slain by
Hector at the siege of Troy, having sacrificed his life to
fulfill the oracle which predicted victory to the side that
should lose the first man. See Laodamia.
Protestant Pope.
An appellation given to Pope
Clement XIV., Giovanni Vincenzo Ganganelli (17051/74), a pontiff distinguished for his enlightened and liberal policy, and for his decree suppressing the Jesuits.
Pro'te-US (pro'te-Ss or pro'tiis). 1. See Pkoteds, 1,
in the Dictionary.
2. One of the " Two Gentlemen of Verona " in Shakespeare's play of that name.
Prud'homme', Jo'seph' (zho'zSf pru'dSm'). The
hero of Henri Mounier's " Grandeur et Dticadence de
Joseph Prudhoiume " (1852). He is represented as a
self-satisfied ass, remarkable for his wordiness and his
mixture of inetaphors.
Pru'dOte'rie', Mme. de la (pruMot're'). A character in MoUere's comedy of " George Dandin."
Pry, Paul. The title of a well-known comedy by
John Poole, and the name of its principal character,
"one of those idle, meddling fellows, who, having no
employment themselves, are perpetually interfering in
other people's affairs."
Prynae, Hester (prTn). The heroine of Hawthorne's
romance "The Scarlet Letter," whose singular punishment gives the name to the story.
Psy'ohe (sil^e). [See in the Dictionary.] The subject of a story in the " Golden Ass " of Apuleius, a Latin
writer of the second century.
Psyche was a beautiful
maiden whom Cupid visited hj night, forbidding her to
seek to learn who he was. Overcome by curiosity, she
brought a lamp to the bedside one night when he was
asleep.
A drop of burning oil fell on the shoulder of the
god and awoke him. He reproached Psyche for her disobedience, and left her in anger. She was then condemned to long wanderings and labors imposed upon
her by Venus, who was jealous of her beauty. At last
she was reunited to her lover, made immortal, and raised
to Olympus. The myth is evidently an allegory of the
soul becoming immortal through love and trial.
Psyche
is usually repre.sented with the wmgs of a butterfly,
emblematic of immortality.
Pu-celle', La (lii pu-sel' ; F. pu'sal'). [F., the Maid.]
A title given to Joan of Arc. See Maid op Orleans.
Puck. [See in the Dictionary.] Originally, the name
of a fiend ; subsequently, for that " merry wanderer of
the night," styled also Robin Goodfellow, who takes so
conspicuous a part iu Shakespeare's " Midsummer-Night's
Dream." Pug, in Ben Jonson's play called "The Devil
is an Ass," is evidently the same person, though Jonson
makes him a goblin or fiend.
Pudding, Jack. A zany ; a merry-andrew ; a buffoon a clown. See Hanswurst.
{Ey" ".A buffoon is called by every nation by the name
of the dish they like best in French, Jean Potage, and
English, Jack Puddinrj."
Guardian.
Puff. A character in Sheridan's farce of " The Critic ; " a bold, impudent literary quack.
Punch, or Pun'Chi-nel'lO (ptin'chi-nSl'lo). A humorous character in a species of puppet show exhibited
on the Italian stage and in places of popular resort. In
cri'Aao5.]

U

W
X

sister

of Promise,

;

m

;

ale,

senate, c4re,

am, arm,

person he is short and fat, with an enormous hump on
his back, a wide mouth, long chin, hooked nose, and
goggle eyes. The modern puppet show of " Punch and
Judy " embodies a domestic tragedy followed by a supernatural retribution, the whole of which is treated in
a broadly farcical manner. See in the Dictionary.
Pure, Simon. The name of a Pennsylvania Quaker
in Mrs. Centlivre's comedy "A Bold Stroke for a Wife."
Being about to visit Loudon, he carries a letter of introduction to an English Quaker, Obadiah Prim, guardian
of a young heiress.
Colonel Feignwell, an adventurer,
who is after the lady's fortune, gets possession of Pure's
credentials and personates him at Prim's house, where
the real Simon Pure, on presenting himself, is treated as
an impostor and has to hunt up witnesses to establish his
identity.
Hence "Simon Pure
the real man; the
genuine article.
Puritan City. A name sometimes given to the city
of Boston, Mass., in allusion to the character of its
founders and early inhabitants.
Puss in Boots. The subject and title of a wellknown nursery tale derived from a fairy story in the
" Nights " of the Italian author Straparola and Charles
Perrault's "Contes des F^es " (1697). The wonderful
cat secures a princess and a fortune for his master, a
poor young miller, whom he passes off as the rich Marquis of Carabas. See Carabas.
Pyg-ma'11-on (pig-ma'li-on). [L., from Gr. Hvyna\Cwv.'\
{Class. Myth.) A sculptor of Cyprus who fell in
love with a beautiful ivory statue of his own carving.
In answer to his prayers, Venus gave life to the image
which became the sculptor's wife. The subject is treated
by William Morris in his " Earthly Paradise," and by
W. S. Gilbert in his drama " Pygmalion and Galatea."

"^

Py-la'des

(pi-la'dez).

[L., fr. Gr. nuAaSr);.]

A friend

See Orestes.

of Orestes.

Pynch'eon

The name

of an ancient but
romance " The House of

(pinch'iin).

decayed family in Hawthorne's
the Seven Gables." There are
1. Judge Pyncheon, a
selfish, cunning, worldly man.
2. His cousin Clifford,
a delicate, sensitive nature, reduced to childishness by
long imprisonment and suffering. 3. Hepzibah, the latter's sister, an old maid who devotes herself to the care
of Clifford. 4. A second cousin, Phoebe, a fresh, cheer:

young girl who restores the fallen fortunes of the
family and removes the curse which rested on it.
ful

Pyr'a-mus and Thls'be (pir'a-mfis ; thTz'be). [L.,
Gr. nu'pa/i05 ; L., fr. Gr. ©t'o-/3T;.] Two lovers of ancient Babylon. Ovid relates how they made love through
a chink in a wall, and chose the tomb of Ninus as atrysting place. Thisbe came first, but was driven away by a
lion ; and Pyramus, supposing her to be dead, killed himself.
Returning, Thisbe found her lover in death, and
fr.

took her own life. Shakespeare has a burlesque rendering of the story in "Midsummer-Night's Dream."
Pyr'go-pol'l-nl'ces (per'go-pol'T-ni'sez). [L., Tower
town taker, fr. Gr. irvpyo^ tower -)- ttoAis city, town -|viKav to conquer.] The name of the hero in Plautus's
" Miles Gloriosus " {i. e.. The Boastful Soldier).
Pyx'rha. See Deucauon and Ptrrha.
Pyth'1-as (pTth'i-os). In the story of "Damon and
Pythias," an incorrect reading for Phiniias. See PhinTiAs, and Damon and Pythlas.

Q.
Quadrangle, or Quadrilateral, The.
lateral,

n., 2, in

Quaker

City.

See Quadri-

the Dictionary.

A popular name of Philadelphia, which

was planned and settled by William Penn, accompanied
by a colony of English Friends.

Quaker Poet.

1.

A common designation of

Barton (1784-1849), an English poet of

Bernard
some note, and a

member of the Society of Friends.
2. A name often given to Jolm Greenleaf Whittier (b.
1807), a member of the Society of Friends, and an eminent and peculiarly national American poet.
Quash'ee (kwSsh'e). A cant name given to any negro, or to the negro race
said to be derived from
Quassy, a black man who first made known the medicinal virtues of one species of quassia.
;

—

Qua'Sl-mo'dO (ka/ze-mo'd6).

[See in the Dictionary.]

In Victor Hugo's novel of "Notre Dame de Paris," a
foundling humpback, strong and ugly, but with a tender
and chivalrous nature, who is adopted by Archdeacon
FroUo, and lives in the cathedral of Notre Dame.
Queen City. A popular name of Cincinnati when it
was the commercial metropolis of the West.
Queen Lab (lab). A magic queen, ruling over the
City of Enchantments, in the Story of Beder, Prince of
Persia, in the " Arabian Nights," who, by her art, transformed men into horses and other animals.
Queen of Hearts. Elizabeth, the daughter of James
I., of England, and the unfortunate Queen of Bohemia.
So engaging was her behavior, that in the Low Countries she was called the Queen of He.arts.
Queen of the An-til'les (an-tll'lez or aN'tel'). An
appellation sometimes given to Cuba.
Queen of the East. 1. A title assumed by Zenobia,
Queen of Palmyra, on the death of her husband Odenatus (a. d. 271).

A

2.
name given to Antioch, the ancient capital of
Syria, the residence of the Macedonian kings and the
governors, and long celebrated as one of the first
cities of the East.
3. In modern times, a name sometimes given to Batavia, in Java.

Roman

Queen Scheherezade. See Scheherezade.
Queux (ku F. ke). See Kay, Sir.
;

A

servant to Dr. Caius
Qulck'ly, mrs. (kwikly). 1.
in Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor."
2. The hostess of a tavern in Eastcheap in the First

ask, final,

^;

eve,

event,

Snd, fern,- recent

;

ice,

and Second Parts of Shakespeare's "King Henry the
Fourth." In "King Henry the Fifth" she is introduced as the wife of Pistol.
Quilp (kwTlp). A hideous dwarf, full of ferocity and
cunning, in Dickens's "Old Curiosity Shop."

Quince (kwlns). A carpenter in the interlude in
Shakespeare's "Midsummer-Night's Dream."
Quin-tes'sence, Queen (kwln-tes'sens P. kSN'tas'saNs').
See Entelechie.
Qui-ri'nus (kwT-ri'nus). [L.] A name given to Romulus after his death.
Qui-sa'da (ke-sa'da). Same as Don Quixote.
Quixote, Don. See Don Quixote.
Quix'ote of the North (kwlks'ot or ke-ho'tS). An
appellation of Charles XII. of Sweden (1682-1718). See
Madman op the North.
Quo'tem, Caleb (kwo'.tera). A character in Colman's
play " The Review, or the Wags of Windsor."
;

R.
Ra'by, Aurora (ra'by). A character in the
and sixteenth cantos of Byron's "Don Juan."
Rack'rent', Sir Con'dy (kon'dy rak'rent').

fifteenth

A character in Miss Edgeworth's novel " Castle Rackrent."
Rag'na-rbk' (rgg'ua-rek'). [Icel., from regin, rdgn,
gods-|- rok reason, origin, history ; confused with ragnarokr the twilight of the gods.] {Scand. Myth.) The socalled "twilight of the gods" (called in Gemian Gotterdammerung), the final destruction of the world by the
Fenris wolf, the Midgard serpent, and the other powers
of evil, and the regeneration of gods and men.
Rail'-spUt'ter, The (ral'splTt'ter). A popular designation of Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865), the sixteenth
president of the United States.
" With the assistance of John Hanks [in 1830] he
(!l^="
[Abraham Lincoln] plowed fifteen acres, and split, from
the tall walnut trees of the primeval forest, enough rails
to surround them with a fence."
Nicolay and

Railway King, The.

A

Hay {Life

title

of Lincoln).
popularly given in

England to Mr. George Hudson of York (1800-1871),
chairman of the North Midland Company, one of the
most daring and noted speculators of modern times. He
is said to have made, in one instance, £100,000 in one
day, but died in comparative poverty.

An

Independent clerk, the attendant of
See Hudibhas.
2. The name of a spirit formerly supposed to haunt

Ralph.

Hudibras;

1.

— also called iff/Z^Ao.

printing houses.

Ran'dom, Rod'er-ick. The title of a novel by Smoland the name of its hero, a young Scotchman in
quest of fortune, represented as having a dash of generosity and good humor in his character, but essentially
mean and selfish. He borrows the money, and wears the
clothes, of his simple and kind-hearted adherent. Strap.
Ran'ger (ran'jer), n. 1. The leading character in
Hoadley's comedy of "The Suspicious Husband."
2. A young gentleman of the town in Wycherley'B
comedy of "Love in a Wood."
[NL., fr. Heb. ReRa'pha-el (ra'fS-gl or rat'a-gl).
phael the divine healer.] The name of an angel mentioned in the apocryphal book of Tobit as traveling with
Tobias into Media and back again, and instructing him
how to marry Sara, and how to drive away the wicked
spirit.
Milton, in "Paradise Lost," represents him as
sent by God to give instruction to Adam. See Asmodeus.
Rare Ben. A famous appellation conferred upon Ben
Jonson (1573-1637), the dramatic poet. It is said that,
soon after his death, a subscription was commenced for
the purpose of erecting a monument to his memory but
the undertaking having advanced slowly, an eccentric
Oxfordshire squire took the opportunity, on passing one
day through Westminster Abbey, to secure at least an
epitaph for the poet by giving a mason eighteenpence
to cut, on the stone which covered the grave, the words,
lett,

;

"

O

rare Ben Jonson."
Ras'se-las (rSs'se-Ias). An imaginary Prince of Abysthe hero and title of a romance by Dr. Samuel
Johnson. His home was in the " Happy Valley."
Rat'tlin, Jack (ratlin). A naval character in Smollett's " Roderick Random."
Ra'vens-WOOd' (ra'v'nz-wood'). The hero of Sir
Walter Scott's novel "The Bride of Lammermoor," a
Scottish royalist, intrepid, haughty, and revengeful.
sinia,

Reason, Goddess of. An abstraction set up by the
French revolutionists in 1793 as an object of worship to
take the place of the Christian God. She was personated
by the wife of Momoro, a printer (or, according to Lamartine, by an actress named Malliard), and was carried in
procession, dressed in white and wearing a liberty cap,
to the cathedral of Notre Dame, converted for the nonce
into the " Temple of Reason." There she was placed
upon the altar and adored vifith hymns, addresses, etc.
Rebecca the Jewess. The real heroine of Sir Walter Scott's novel of " Ivanhoe." She is the daughter of
'

Isaac, a wealthy Jew of York.
Redcoats. A name given by the Americans, in the
Revolutionary war, to the British soldiery, in allusion to
their scarlet uniform.
Red-cross Knight. A prominent character in Spenser's "Faerie Queene."
To him was assigned the adventure of slaying a dragon by which the kingdom of
Una's father was laid waste and his person endangered.
After various fortunes, the dragon is met and destroyed,
whereupon the knight marries Una, and departs to engage in other adventures assigned him by the fairy queen.
(!l^^ The Red-cross Knight is St. George, the patron
saint of England, and, in the obvious and general interpretation, typifies Holiness, or the perfection of the spiritual man in religion but in a political and particular
sense, his adventures are intended to shadow forth the
history of the Church of England.
;

idea,

ill;

old,

obey, drb, ddd;

.
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Red'-gaunt'let (rSd'gant'ISt). One of the principal
alter Scott's novel of the same name,
charactera in Sir
a political enthusiast and Jacobite, who scruples at no
means of upholding the cause of the Pretender, and
finally accompanies him into exile.
He possessed the
power of coutorting his brow into a terrific frown, which
made distinctly visible the figure of a horseshoe, the

W

fatal

mark

cf his race.

Red IMau, The. [Y.L' Homme Rouge.'] In the popular superstition of France, and especially of Brittany,
a demon of tempests, who drowns the voyager that moIt is a popular belief
lests the solitude which he loves.
in France that a mysterious little Red Man appeared to
Napoleon, and foretold his reverses.
Red Riding-hood.
Red Rose, The. A

See Little Red Riding-hood.
popular name of the English

House of Lancaster, from its emblem, a red
Reekie, Auld. See Auld Reekie.

royal

(re'g«n).
A daughter of Lear. See Leab.
See Reoulator, 3, in the Dictionary.
of Terror. A term applied to a period of anarcliy, bloodshed, and confiscation, in the French Revolution, during which the country was under the sway of
an actual terror inspired by the ferocious measures of its
temporary rulers, who had established it avowedly as the
principle of their authority. Tlie Reign of Terror began
after the fall of the Girondists, May 31, 1793, and extended to the overthrow of Robespierre and his accomplices, July 27, 1794.
Thousands of persons were put to
death during this short time.
Re'mus (re'mus). [L.] See Romulus.
Rey'nard (ra'nerd or rgn'erd ; 277). [See Renaed,
in the Dictionary.] The name of the fox in the old beast
epic " Reynard the Pox," or " Reinecke Fuchs," which
is of Low Dutch origin, and dates from the 14th century.
Rhe'a (re'a). [L., ir. Gr. 'Pea.] {Class. Mijth.) The
daughter of Uranus, and mother of Zeus, Hera, Poseidon,
Hestia, etc. She was also called the Mother of the Gods,
and by the Phrygians Cybele, under wliich name her
worship was introduced into Rome.
Rho'dy, Little (ro'dy).
popular designation of
Rhode Island, the smallest of the United States.
Rhoe'cns (re'kiis). [NL., from Gr. PorK09.] {Class.

Reign

A

Myth.) A youth who saved an oak from falling, and was
rewarded by the Dryad of the tree with her love. Slie
sent a bee to appoint meetings with him. Once it came
and buzzid about him when he was playing at draughts,
and he carelessly brushed the little messenger away,
which slight the Dryad avenged by making liim blind.
Lowell has a poem on this subject.
Rlg'dum Fun'nl-dos (rtg'dum fiin'ni-dSs). A courtier in Henry Carey's " Chrouonhotonthologos."
Ri'gO'lette' (re'go'laf). A grisette and courtesan in
Eug(5ne Sue's " Mysteries of Paris." The name acquired

a proverbial currency, as a synonym of grisette.
Rl-nal'do (re-nal'dS). [It.] A famous warrior in
Tasso's " Gierusalemma Liberata," in Pulci's " Morgante Maggiore," in Bojardo's " Orlando Iimamorato,"
in Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso," and in other romantic
tales of Italy and France. He was one of Charlemagne's
Paladins, and cousin to Orlando. Having, in a transport
of rage, killed Charlemagne's nephew Berthelot, he was
banished and outlawed. After various adventures and
disasters, he went to the Holy Laud, and, on his return,
succeeded in making peace with the emperor. See also
Albbacca, and Akmida.
Robert the Devil. [F. Eoberl le Diable.'] The hero
of an old French metrical romance of the 13th century,

A

Rowland

;

—

—

Ab tys to eaye, .lacke! robj/B on.'^
on with your clotlies."
;

pity

land, and AsTOLFO.
Ro'me-O (ro'me-o). In Shakespeare's tragedy of
" Romeo and Juliet," a son to Montague, in love with
Juliet, the daughter of Capulet.
Between the houses of
Montague and Capulet a deadly feud existed.
Rom'O-la (r5m'o-la). The heroine and title of an historical novel by George Eliot, the scene of which is Florence in the 15th century.
Rom'U-lus (rSm'ii-liis). [L.] The legendary founder,
and first king, of Rome. Witli his twin brother Remus,
he is said to have been suckled in infancy by a she-wolf.
Ron (ron). Tlie name of King Arthur's lance, which
was " hard, broad, and fit for slaughter." [Written also
Rone.]

Amazon, and sister to Rinaldo. After numerous
adventures, crosses, and narrow escapes, the poet, in
the last canto of the poem, makes them marry; and
from their union he derives the house of Este. Ruggiero is noted for the possession of a hippogriff, or
winged horse, and also of a veiled shield, the dazzling
splendor of which, when suddenly disclosed, struck with
blindness and astonisment all eyes that beheld it. [Written also Rogero.]
[G.] A
Rum'pel-stilz'chen (room'pel-stilts'Hen).
dwarf in a German nursery tale, who spun straw into
gold for a miller's daughter.
Parliament. See in the Dictionary.
Ru'pert, Knight (ru ' pert). Formerly, and still in
some of the villages of Northern Germany, a personage
clad in high buskins, white robe, mask, and enormous
flaxen wig, who at Christmas time distributes presents
to the children.
Like St. Nicholas, he keeps watch over
naughty children. Tlie horseman in the May pageant is
in some parts of Germany called Ruprechl, or Rupert.
Ru'pert of Debate. A sobriquet of the fourteenth
Earl of Derby (1799-1869), given him in consequence of his
impetuous eloquence and in allusion to the fiery charges
of the Cavalier Prince Rupert, nephew of Charles I.
Russian Byron. See Byron, The Russian.
Rus'tam, or Rus'tum (rus'tam or -turn). [Per. R^istarn.]
A legendary hero whose exploits are celebrated
by the Persian poets. Matthew Arnold's poem " Sohrab
tian

Rump

—

;

taa

to death, but io finally pardoned.
Ru'fii-ger (rob'de-gar). [G.] The faithful squire of

Chriemhild in the " Nibelungeulied."
Ru'fUS (ru'fus). A surname of William II., King of
England, who was called by his Norman contemporaries
Le Rouge, and by the English Tlie Red (meaning, the
Ruddy-faced), epithets whicli the Latin chroniclers inaccurately translated, not by the proper term Ruler, but
by Rufus, wliich means the Red-haired.
Rug-gie'ro (rood-ja'ro). [It.] In Ariosto's "Orlando Furioso," a young Saracen knight born of Christian parents, who falls in love with Bradamante, a Chris-

—

Ros'i-nan'te (roz'T-nan'te). See Rocinahte.
Ros'i-phele (roz'i-fel). Princess of Armenia, a lady
of surpassing beauty, but insensible to the power of love,
represented by Gower, in his "Confessio Aniantis," as
reduced to obedience to Cupid by a vision which befell
her on a May-day ramble.
Rou'bi'gn^', Ju'lie' de (zhn'le' de rob'ben'ya'). The
title of a novel by Henry Mackenzie, and the name of
its heroine.
Rough and Ready. A sobriquet given to General
Zachary Taylor (1784-1850), twelfth president of the
United States.
Roundheads, The. {Eng.Hist.) A nickname given,
in the reign of Charles I., to the Puritans, or Parliamentary party, who wore their hair cut short. They
were so called in opposition to the Cavaliers, or Royalists, who wore their hair in long ringleto.
huge circular marble table, at
Round Table.
which, according to the old romancers. King Arthur
and his knights were accustomed to sit. Some say there
were only thirteen seats around it, in memory of the
thirteen apostles, of which twelve were occupied by
knights of the highest fame. Tlie thirteenth represented
the seat of the traitor Judas. According to others, there
were seats for fifty or sixty, and an empty place was left
for the sangreal. See Siege Perilous.
Row-e'na (r6-e'n4). An Anglo-Saxon princess in Sir
Walter Scott's novel of " Ivaiihoe."
(ro'hrnd). Another orthogr.aphy of Roland, one of the most famous of Charlbiuagne's twelve
peers.
To give one "a Rowland for an Oliver" is an
old and proverbial expression meaning, tit for tat. Oliver
was also one of Charlemagne's Paladins and the exploits of these renowned heroes are equally matched in
the old romances. SeeRoL/ND, nd Orlando.
Row'land, Ghildo (child). The youngest brother of
" the fair Burd Helen " and hero of an old Scottish
ballad, of whicli only a fragment has been preserved.
Guided by Meriin, he undertakes the perilous task of
bringing back his sister from Elfiand, whither she had
been carried by the fairies. Robert Browning has a
poem entitled "Childe Rowland," from the line quoted
;

food,

fo'bt

;

out,

oil

:

otaair

(

go

;

iii., s. iv.,

condemned

tinguished for her courage at the siege of Perpignan.
Ro'que Gui-nart' (ro'ka ge-nart'). A freebooter in
Cervantes' "Don Quixote."
Ros'a-lind (rSz'a-lTnd). 1. The poetic name of Spenser's early love,
a country lass celebrated in the first
eclogue of his " Shepherd's Calendar."
2. The sprightly but womanly daughter of the exiled
Duke in Shakespeare's "As You Like It." She is beloved by Orlando.
Ros'a->nond, Fair. See Faie Rosamond.
Roses, War of the. See under Rose, in Dictionary.

A

tip,

A

supposed nephew, warden of the marches of

Brittany, and the hero of many romantic tales. He is
said to have been killed at Roncesveaux, or Roncesvalles,
in 778, where the rear of Charlemagne's army, on its return from a successful expedition into Spain, was cut
off by some revolted Gascons,
a circumstance which has
been magnified by poets and romancers into a " dolorous
rout "of Charlemagne, " with all his peerage." [Written also Rowland, and Orlando.'] See Oelando, Row-

"Pantagruel." See Panukge.
RopemaJzer, The Beautiful. [F. La Belle Cordiere.]
sobriquet given to Louise Lab6 (1526-1566), a French
poetess who wrote in three languages, and who was dis-

famous English outlaw whose exRobin Hood.
many ballads, but of whose actual existence little or no evidence can be discovered.
Various periods, ranging from the time of Richard I.
to near the end of tlie reign of Edward II., have been
assigned as the age in whicli he lived. He is usually described as a yeoman, and his chief residence is said to
have been the forest of Sherwood, in Nottingliamshire.
Of his followers, the most noted are Little John ; his
chaplain. Friar Tuck and his companion. Maid Marian.
The popular legends extol his personal courage and generosity, and his skill in archery. The principal incidents
of his history are to be found in Stow, and in Ritson's
"Robin Hood, a Collection of all tlie Ancient Poems,
Songs, and Ballads now extant, relating to tliat celebrated
English Outlaw," 8vo, London, 1795.
Robin the Devil. See Robeet the Devil.
Rob'in-son, Jack (rob'Tn-sun). A name used in the
phrase " Before one could say Jack Robinson," a saying
to express a very short time ;
said by Grose to have
originated from a very volatile gentleman of that appellation who would call on )iis neighbors, and be gone before his name could be announced.
Tlie following lines
" from an old play " are elsewhere given as the original
phrase :
'"
A warke it ys qb eaaie to be doone,

fijUl,

Roist'er Doist'er, Ralph (roist'er doist'er). The
subject and title of the earliest English comedy, the production of Nicholas Udall, about 1550.
hero of Charlemagne's court,
Ro'land (ro'lnnd).

A

ploits are the subject of

rjfde,

name

Ra-ge'ro (r6-je'ro). See Russieeo.
Rois Faineants, Les. See Faineants, Les Rois.

his

(a.

to the

Royal Martyr. Charles I. of England, who was beheaded Jan. 30, 1649, in pursuance of the sentence ol
death pronounced against him by the High Court of Justice on the 27th of the same month.
Royal Psalmist. A designation often applied to
King David, the reputed author of many of the compositions known as the " Psalms."
Roz'i-nan'te (r5z'i-nan'te). See Rooinante.
Ru'be-zahl (ru'be-tsal). [G.] The name of a famous
spirit of the Riesen-Gebirge in Germany, corresponding
to the Puck of England.
He is celebrated in innumerable sagas, ballads, and tales, under the various forms
himter,
monk,
dwarf, giant, etc. He is said
of a miner,
to aid the poor and oppressed, and sliow benighted wanderers theii' road, but to wage incessant war with the
proud and wicked. Cf. Number Nip.
Ru'chi-el (ru'ki-Sl). In the old Jewish angelology,
the angel who ruled the air and the winds.
Rudge, Barnaby (rfij). The title and hero of a
novel by Dickens. He is represented as a half-witted
He joins the
lad, always accompanied by a tame raven.
mob in the Gordon "No-Popery" riots in London, and is

—

and

Rowland

Great " (1678).

Rod'0-mont (rSd'o-mSnt), or Ro'do-mon'te (ro'domon'tS). [See RoDOMONT, in the Dictionary.] A famous
Moorish hero in Bojardo's "Orlando Imiamorato " and
Ariosto's "Orlando Furioso;"
represented as a king
of Algiers, and the bravest, fiercest, and wildest of all
warriors.
His name is used to stigmatize a boaster.
Roe, Richard (ro). A merely nominal defendant in

—

Shakespeare's " King Lear "

dark tower came."
Row'ley, Thomas (rou'ly). The name of a fictitious
priest of Bristol, pretended by Chattertou to have lived
in the reigns of Henry VI. and Edward IV., and to have
written several remarkable poems, of which Chattertou
himself was really the author.
Rox-an'a and Sta-ti'ra (roks-Sn'a; stfi-ti'ra). The
rival queens in Nathaniel Lee's tragedy " Alexander the

;

actions of ejectment ;
usually coupled with the
of John Doe.
See Dob, John.

in

187).

" Childe

Ron-dib'1-lis (rSn-dib'T-lis ; F. rSN'de'be'le'). [F.]
consulted by Panurge in Rabelais' romance

frighten their children."

unite,

1.

of

posed by Meyerbeer in 182C.
Robin Blue'String' (blu'string'). A nickname given
to the English statesman. Sir Robert Walpole (16761745), by contemporary political opponents, in allusion
to his blue ribbon as a knight of the Garter.
Ro'bin' des Bois' (rS'bSN' da bwii'). [F., literally,
Robin of the wood.] In Germany, a mysterious hunter
of the forest (see Feeischutz). Robin des Bois occurs in
one of Eugene Sue's novels " as a well-known mythical
character whose name is employed by French mothers to

Ose,

by Edgar

and hero of a novel by
" Bob tlie Red," and was

title

It signifies

A physician

the same as Robert, first Duke of Normandy, who early
became an object of legendary scandal. Having been
given over to the Devil before birth, he ran a career of
cruelties and crimes unparalleled, till he was miraculously reclaimed, did penance by living among the dogs,
became a shining light, and married the emperor's
daughter. The opei'a of " Robert le Diable " was com-

I

The

roi).

—

Regulators.

"Jack

(rSb

Walter Scott.

dupe of lago.

rose.

Re'gan

i. e.,

Rob Roy
Sir

the sobriquet of a famous Scottish outlaw, Robert MacGregor, tlie chief of the clan MacGregor.
Ro'Ci-nan'te (ro'se-nan'tfi). [Sp., from 7-oei?i a jaded
horse, a hack -\- ante before.] The name given by Don
Quixote to k!s celebrated steed.
See Don Quixote.
[Written also in translations Rosinanle, and Rozinante.']
Rod'er-ick (r5d'er-Tk or ro'da-rek). The last of the
Gothic kings of Spain an liistorical character, but the
subject of many legends. He is tlie hero of Southey's
"Roderick the Goth," and Sir Walter Scott's "Vision
of Don Roderick," and one of the chief characters in
W. S. Lander's drama " Count Julian."
Ro'de-ri'gO (rS'da-re'go). A Venetian gentleman in
Sliakespeare's tragedy " Othello ; "
represented as the

and Rustum "

how he unknowingly

tells

killed his

own

son in single combat.

s.
Sa-bri'na (sa-bri'nS.). The virgin daughter of Locrine
and Estrildas, thrown into the Severn (L. Sabritm) by
Gueudolen, a divorced wife of Locrine.
In Milton's
"Comus,"and Fletcher's "Faithful Shepherdess," she
is fabled to have been transformed into a river nymph,
that her honor might be preserved inviolate.
Sach'a-rls'sa (sak'a-ris'sa). A poetical name given
by the poet Waller (1605-1687) to the eldest daughter of
the Earl of Leicester, Lady Dorothea Sidney, for whose
hand he was an unsuccessful suitor.
Sac'ri-pant (siJk'rT-pSnt). A personage introduced
by Alessandro Taseoui (1566-1635), the Italian poet, in
his mock heroic poem, entitled " Secchia Rapita," or
the "Rape of the Bucket," represented as false, brave,
noisy, and hectoring. The name is quoted as a synonym
with vanity and braggart courage.
Sac'ri-pant, King. King of Circassia, and a lover o<
Angelica, in Bojavdo and Ariosto.
Sage of Saiiios. See Samian Sage.
Sag'it-ta-ry. [Soe in the Dictionary.] A famous imaginary monster introduced into the armies of the Tro.
jauB by the fabling writer, Guido da Colonna, whose
work was translated by Lydgate. He is described as "a
terrible archer, half man and half beast, who neighs like
a horse, whose oj'es sparkle like fire, and striite dead
like lightning."
Ho is evidently the same as the archer
Centaur, the sign S.agittarina in tlie Zodiac.

siug, iyk

Sailor King, The. A title popularly conferred upon
William IV. of England, who entered the navy in 1779,
at fourteen years of age, and continued in the service
till 1827, having passed from the rank of midshipnmn to
that ol captain by regular promotion, and thence by a
merely formal ascent to that of admiral of the fleet in
1801, and that of lord high admiral in 1827.
;

then, tbin

;
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St. Befana. See Befaka, La.
St. Brandan's Island. See Island of St. Brandan.
St. Ce-Cil'i-a (se-sil'i-a). The patron saint of music,
and reputed inventor of the organ. Legend sayo that an
angel fell in love with her, and brought her each night a

N

celestial rose.

A saint of the Roman Catholic
St. Chrlstopbert
Church. Legendary writers place him in the third century, but critical liistorians regard his history as wholly
fabulous. According to the legend, he made a vow to
serve only the miglitiest, and finding that the emperor
feared the devil, and the devil feared the cross, he left
He was of gigantic stature,
their service for Clirist's.
and employed liimself in carrying pilgrims across a river.
One day lie carried over a small child who weighed so
heavily upon him that he nearly bore him down. The
child was Christ, and he gave his servant the name of
Christopher, i.
St. Distaff.

e.,

Christ-bearer.

The patron saint of Twelfth-day in some
The name occurs in an old ballad entitled
" Wit a sporting in a pleasant Grove of new Fancies.

localities.

Lond., 16,57."
St. Fil'O-me'na (f Il'o-me'na). Tlie name of a pseudosaint of the Roman Catholic Church, whose worship
began in the present century. Longfellow applied the
name to Florence Nightingale, probably from its resemblauce to the Greek and Latin Philomela, nightingale.
(I^F°° In 1802 a grave was found with an inscription
which was arranged to read "Pax tecum Pilumena."
The existence andr legend of a Saint Filumena, to correspond with this inscription, were then revealed in visions
to the devout; and so many miracles of healing were
wrought at the altar consecrated to the new saint, that
Filomena was called "the miracle worker of the 19th
century" (la ihaumalurge du Idme siecle).

St. George.

The patron

saint of England.

The

real
martyr of

St. George seems to have been a Cappadocian
the 4th century. The story of the legendary St. George,
who killed a dragon in Libya and rescued the princess
Sabra, may be read in a ballad in Percy's " Reliques."

St. George, Chevalier de.
A name assumed by
James Francis Edward Stuart, the elder Pretender.
St. Graal (gral). The Holy Grail. See 2d Gbail, in

the Dictionary.

Le'on (le'fin). The title of a novel by William
Godwin (1757-1836), and the name of its hero, a man
who becomes possessed oi the elixir of life, and the secret of the transmutation of metals,
acquisitions which
only bring him misfortimes and protracted misery.
St. Nich'O-las (nik'o-l«s). The patron saint of boys.
He is said to have been bishop of Myra, and to have died
in the year 326.
The young were taught to revere him,
and the fiction which represents him as the bearer of
presents to children on Christmas eve is well known.
St.

—

He

U
-

w

the Santa Claus (or Klaus) of the Dutch.
St. Pat'rick (pat'rlk). [L. paiiicius putTician, noble.]
'She patron saint of Ireland, fabled to have driven all the
vermin of the island into the sea. Legend represents
Fiim as born in Scotland about 396, sold as a slave into
Ireland while a lad, and returning later to convert that
country to Christianity.
St. Patrick's Purgatory. The subject and locality
of a legend long famous throughout Europe. The scene
is laid in Ireland, upon an islet in Lough Derg.
The
punishments undergone here are analogous to those depicted by Dante in his "Divina Commedia." The story
was made the subject of a romance in the 14th century
and in Spain, in the 17th century, it was dramatized by
Calderon. See OwAiN, Sir.
St. Swith'in (swith'In). Bishop of Winchester, tutor to King Alfred, and canonized by the Roman Catholic Church.
He is said to have wrought many miracles,
the most celebrated being a rain of forty days' continuance, by which he testified his displeasure at an attempt
to bury him in the chancel of the minster, instead of the
open churchyard as he had directed. Hence the popular
superstition, that if it rains on St. Swithin's Day (July
15), it will rain for forty days thereafter.
St. Tam'ma-ny (tSm'ma-ny).
A Delaware chief,
Tammenund, or Tammany, who lived in the 18th century, and was traditionally famous for his wisdom in
council and his friendliness toward the whites. He was
facetiously canonized as the patron saint of the republic,
and his name was adopted by the Tammany Society,
founded in New York in 1789, which subsequently became Tammany Hall, a political club controlh'ng one
wing of the local Democratic party.
A legendary Cornish prinSt. Ur'su-la (Qr'sfi-la).
cess who, with her train of eleven thousand virgins, was
martyred by the Huns at Cologne, where their pretended
bones are still shown to the tourist.
St. Veronica. See Veronica, in the Dictionary.
is

Saln'tine' (sSN'ten'). A pseudonym adopted by Joseph Xavier Boniface (1798-1865), a French writer, author of " Picciola " and other well-known vporks.
Sakh'rat' (sak'ra'). [Ar. foMraf] {Moham. Myth.)
A sacred stone of which a single grain gives miraculous
powers to the possessor.
This stone is of an emerald
color, and its reflected light is the cause of the tints of
the sky. Upon it rests Mount Kaf. See Kap.
Sa-kun'ta-la (sha-koon'ta-la). The herome and title
of a famous Sanskrit drama by KSlidasa, translated into
English by Sir William Jones.
Sal-mo'ne-US (sSl-mo'ne-Qs or -niis). [L., from Gr.
SoApui/evs.] (Class. Myth.) A son of ^oius, killed by
a thunderbolt for his impiety in imitating lightning.
Salt River. An imaginary river up which defeated
political parties or candidates are supposed to be sent to
oblivion.
ICant, V. S."]
H^"" " The phrase To row up Salt River has its origin
in the fact that tliere is a small stream of that name in
Kentucky, tlie passage of which is made difficult and
laborious as well by its tortuous course as by the abundance of shallows and bars."
J. Inman.
.

ale,

senate,

cAre,

&m, arm, ask,

Sam. A popular synonym in the United States for
the Know-Nothing, or Native American, party.
The
name involves an allusion to Uncle Sam, the common
personification of the United States government.
Sam, Dicky. See Dicky Sam.
Sam, Uncle. See Uncle Sam.
Sambo. See in the Dictionary.
Samian Sage. An appellation bestowed upon Pythagoras (about 584-506 b. c), one of the most celebrated philosophers of antiquity, who, according to received opinion, was a native of Samos.
Sampson, Dominie. See Dominie Sampson.
Sand, George (jorj sSnd, or zhSrzh saN). A pseudonym of Madame Amantine Lucile Aurore (nee Dupin)
Dudevant, a distinguished French authoress (1804-1876).
The name " Sand " was assumed in consequence of Mme.
Dudevant's friendship for Jules Sandeau, a young student, conjointly with whom she wrote her first novel,
"Rose et Blanche," which was published (1832) with
" Jules Sand " on the titlepage as the author's name.
San-dal'phon (san-dal'fon). In the Rabbinical system of angelology, one of three angels who receive the
prayers of the Israelites and weave them into crowns.
Sandalphon the Angel of Prayer.

Lona/'eUow.

Sand'ford and Mer'ton (sau'ferd, mer'tun). Harry
Sandford and Tommy Merton, the two heroes of Thomas
Day's once popular tale for the young, the " History of
Sandford and Merton " (1783-9).
San'graal' (san'gral'), San'gre-al (san'gre-cl). The
Holy Grail. See 'id Grail, in the Dictionary.
San-gra'dO, Doctor (siin-gra'do). A physician in Le
Sage's novel of " Gil Bias," who practices bloodletting
as a remedy for all sorts of ailments. By Le Sage's contemporaries, this character was generally thought to be
intended for the celebrated Helvetius.
San'ta Claus, or Klaus (san'ta klaz ; D. san'ta klous).
The Dutch nam.e of St. Nicliolas. See St. Nicholas.
Sar'da-na-pa'lUS (siir'da-na-pa'lus).
[L., from Gr.
SopSavaTraAo;.]
The hero of Byron's tragedy of the
same name. He was a king of Assyria who burned himself on a funeral pyre with his favorite concubine while
the Modes were besieging the outer courts of his palace.
Sar-ma'tl-a (sar-ma'shi-a). [L.] The country of the
Sarmatae, a great Slavonic people of ancient times, dwelling from the Vistula to the Don.
The name is often
used in modern postry as synonymous with Poland.
Satan. One of the names of the Devil, and that by
which he is often designated in the Bible, in poetry, and
in popular legends.
According to the Talmud, he was
once an archangel, cast out of heaven with his followers
for disobedience and pride. Milton follows this tradition
in " Paradise Lost."
See in the Dictionary.
name applied by Southey,
Satanic School, The.
in the preface to his " Vision of Judgment," to a class
of writers " especially characterized by a Satanic spirit
of pride and audacious impiety " and consisting, in England, of Byron and Shelley and their imitators.
knight, in Spenser's
Sat'y-rane, Sir (saf T-ran).
"Faerie Queene," who helps Una escape from the satyrs
who rescued her from the lust of Archimago.
Saun'ders, Clerk (san'derz). The hero of a Scottish ballad which may be found in Sir Walter Scott's
"Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border," and in Aytoun's
" Ballads of Scotland."
feigned name under which
Saun'ders, Richard.
Benjamin Franklin, in 1732, commenced the publication
of an almanac, commonly called " Poor Richard's Almanac, "of which the distinguishing feature was a series of
maxims of prudence and industry in the form of proverbs.
sportive designation applied by
Saw'ney (sa'ny).
the English to the Scotch. It is a corruption of Sandie,
or Sandy, the Scottish abbreviation of Alexander.

A

A

A

A

Sawyer, Bob

(sa'yer).

An

impecunious and rollick

ing medical student and practitioner in Dickens's " Pickwick Papers," who adopts many ingenious devices for
increasing his practice.
name commonly given
Saxon Switzerland, The.
to the mountainous region of the kingdom of Saxony
southeast of Dresden.
Scan'der-beg (skan'der-beg).
[A corruption of
Iskander Alexander, and Turkish beg, or bey, prince
i. e., Alexander the Great.
See 1st Be&, in the Dictionary.] A sobriquet conferred by the Turks upon George
Castriota, an Albanian patriot of the fifteenth century,
on account of his bravery and success in war.

A

:

Scan'di-na'Vi-a (skan'dT-na'vi-a). [L.] The classic
of the great peninsula of North Europe, consistSweden and Noi'way.
Sca'pin' (ska'paN'). [SeeScAPiNc] A knavish valet
in Moliere's comedy " Les Fourberies de Scapin."
Sca-pi'no (ska-pe'no). [From It. scappino a sock, or
short stocking.] A mask on the Italian stage
represented as a cunning and knavish servant of Gratiano, the
loquacious and pedantic Bolognese doctor.
Scarlet, Will. [Written also Scathelocke, and ScadOne of the companions of Robin Hood.
lock.l
Scarlet Woman, The. in the controversial writings
of the Protestants, a common designation of the Church
of Rome, intended to symbolize its vices and corruptions.
The allusion is to the description contained in Revelation, chap. xvii. 1-6.
Roman Catholics have tried to
turn the tables by applying the title to London.
Sche-he're-za'de, Queen (sha-ha'ra-za'di). The fictitious relator of the stories in the "Arabian Nights."
The sultan of the Indies, exasperated by the infidelity
of his wife, resolved to espouse a new sultana every
evening, and to strangle her in the morning. Many sul-

name

ing of

;

—

tanas were victims of this royal freak. At length Scheherezade, the daughter of the vizier, offers herself as
bride to the sultan, and so excites his curiosity by relating a series of tales from night to night, that he spares
her life for a thousand and one nights, and finally repents
of his cruel vow and recalls it.
final,

gUj

eve,

event, end, fem, recent;

ice,

Schle'mihl, Peter (shla'mSl). The title of a little
work by Chamisso (1781-1838), and the name of its hero,
man who loses his own shadow. The name has become
a byword for any poor, silly, and unfortunate fellow.
[L., Ireland.]
A modern Latin
Sco'ti-a (sko'sht-a).
name of Scotland, often used by the poets. It was formerly, and for a long time, applied to Ireland.
Scottish Solomon, The. James VI. of Scotland
and I. of England
so called in jest.
Scourge of God. A title often given to Attila, king
of the Huns, who was the most formidable of the invada

;

—

Roman empire.
Scri-ble'nis, Cor-ne'li-ns (kSr-ne'K-tis skrT-ble'riSs).
of the father of Martinus Scriblerus.
Scri-ble'rus, Mar-ti'nus (miCr-ti'nus). A celebrated
personage whose imaginary history is related in the satirical " Memoirs of the Extraordinary Life, Works, and
Discoveries of Martinus Scriblerus," usually published
in Pope's works, but chiefly, if not wholly, written by
Arbuthnot. The design of this work, as stated by Pope,
is to ridicule all the false tastes in learning, under the
character of a man of capacity, who had dipped into every
ers of the

The name

and science, but injudiciously in each.
Scyl'la and Cha-ryb'dis (sii'ia, ka-rlb'dts). A rock
and whirlpool on opposite sliores of the strait between
Italy and Sicily, which figure in Homer's " Odyssey
and Virgil's " JSneid." Scylla was a sea nymph beloved
by Glaucus, and from jealousy changed by Circe into a
monster encircled by barking dogs. Mariners in trying
to shun Scylla were often wrecked on Charybdis, so that
the names became proverbial for opposite dangers which
beset one's course. See Charybdis, and Scylla, in the
art

Dictionary.

Search, Edward.

A

pseudonym under which Abra-

ham Tucker

(1705-1774), an English metaphysician, pubof Nature Pursued."
popular collective name
Se-ces'si-a (se-sesh'I-a).
applied to the States which seceded from the American
Union in 1860-1.
lished his

"Light

A

Sed'ley, Amelia (sSdlJ^). One of the two heroines
"Vanity Fair." She is a good woman,
but rather commonplace as contrasted with the other
of Thackeray's

heroine,

Becky Sharp.

Self-denying Ordinance. In English history, the
name given to an act or resolution of the Long Parliament, — passed Dec. 9, 1644,
by which the members

—

bound themselves not to accept certain executive offices,
particularly commands in the army.
Se'lim (se'lTm). The hero of Byron's tragic poem
" The Bride of Abydos."
Se-mir'a-mis of the North, The (se-mTr'a-mTs).
1. A name often given to Margaret (1353-1412), daughter of Waldemar III., King of Denmark. By the death
of her father and of her son, his successor, she became
Queen of Denmark and by the death of her husband,
Haco VIII., King of Norway, she succeeded to the
throne of that kingdom also. She then defeated Albert,
King of Sweden, and made him prisoner, upon which
she was acknowledged Queen of Sweden.
2. A title given to Catherine II., Empress of Russia
;

(1729-1796), a powerful sovereign, who administered
with great energy the internal affairs of tho empire,

while carrying on extensive and important wars with
other nations.
Sentry, Captain. One of the members of the fictitious club under whose auspices and superintendence
" The Spectator " was professedly issued.

Seraphic Doctor. Ih. Doctor Seraphicus."] St. Bonaventura (1221-1274), an Italian scholastic theologian of
the order of Franciscans, so called on account of the
religious fervor of his style. Dante places him among
the saints in his " Paradise," and in 1587 he was ranked
by Sixtus V. as the sixth of the great doctors of the
church.
Ser-bo'nl-an Bog (ser-bo'nT-an). An immense quicksand in the delta of the Nile, between Egypt and Palestine, in which, according to Herodotus, whole armies
tvere swallowed up.
Servant of the Servants of God. A style or apassumed by Pope Gregory I. (542-604) in his
and retained by his successors. By "the serGod " the bishops are intended.
Set'e-bOS (set'e-b5s). The supposed deity of Sycorax
in Shakesneare's " Tempest." He is mentioned in Eden's
" History" of Travayle " as a god of the Patagonians.
Robert Browning has a poem entitled " Caliban upon
pellation
letters,

vants of

Setebos."
Seven Champions of Christendom. St. George,
the patron saint of England St. Denis, of France St.
James, of Spain St. Anthony, of Italy St. Andrew, of
Scotland; St. Patrick, of Ireland; and St. David, of
Wales. " The Famous History of the Seven Champions
of Christendom" is the work of Richard Johnson, ^
ballad maker of some note at the end of the 16th and
the beginning of the 17th centuries.
Seven Cities, Island of the. See Island of the
;

;

;

;

Seven Cities.
Seven-hilled City, The. One of the names by
which Rome has for many ages been designated. It was
originally built upon seven hills, some of which have, in
course of time, so far disappeared that they are now
hardly recognizable.
Seven Sages. 1. See Seven Wise Men of Greece.
2. Characters in an ancient English metrical romance
having this appellation for its title.
([^°° A young Roman prince having rejected improper
advances made by his stepmother, the latter falsely
accuses him of having attempted to offer her violence,
and persuades her husband to order his death but the
prince's instructors, the Seven Sages, preserve his life by
each telling the emperor, his father, on successive days,
a story which as often induces him to delay the execution, though each night the queen counteracts the efi;ect
they have produced by telling a story which changes her
husband's mind. At the end of seven days, the prineej
;

idea,

iU;

old,

Obey, 6rb, dddt

—
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who has hitherto abstained from speaking, in obedience
to information obtained by consulting the stars, tells a
story which leads his father to have the queen brought
to judgment and put to death. The romance of the Seven
Sages is of great antiquity, and probably of Indian origin.

sick man. It will be a great misfortune, I tell you
frankly, if, one of these days, he should happen to die
before the necessary arrangements are all made."
Sid'ro-phel (sTd'r6-fel). A poetical name given by
Butler, in his " Hudibras," to William Lilly, a noted
astrologer of the 17th century. Some, however, have
supposed that Butler intended to refer to Sir Paul Neal.
Siege Perilous. [See Siege, n., 1, in the Dictionary.]
The seat of danger at King Arthur's Round Table, reserved for the knight destined to achieve the quest of
the Sangreal and fatal to all others who should occupy

Seven Sleepers. According to a very widely diffused legend of early Christianity, seven noble youths
of Ephesus, in the time of the Decian persecution, who,
having fled to a certain cavern for refuge, and having
been pursued, discovered, and walled in for a cruel
death, were made to faU asleep, and in that state were
miraculously kept for almost two centuries. The story
Is also told in the Koran, where the dog Al Rakim is said
to have guarded them as they slept.
See Al Rakim.
Seven Wise Masters. Same as Seven Sages, 2.
Seven Wise Men of Greece. A number of men
among the Greeks of the Gth century B. c, distinguished for their practical sagacity and their wise maxims or principles of life.
Their names are variously
given ; but those most generally admitted to the lienor
are Solon, Chilo, Pittacus, Bias, Periander (in place of
whom some give Epimenides), Cleobulus, and Thales.
Ihey were the authors of the celebrated mottoes inscribed in later days in the Delphian temple ; Know
thyself (Solon) ; Consider the end (Chilo) ; Know thy
spportunity (Pittacus) Most men are bad (Bias) Nothing is impossible to industry (Periander) ; Avoid excess (Cleobulus); Suretyship is the precursor of ruin
[Thales).
They were also called The Seven Sages.
Seven Wonders of the World. A name applied to
loven very remarkable objects of the ancient world,
which have been variously enumerated. The following
Dlassification is the one most generally received
1. The
pyramids of Egypt. 2. The Pharos of Alexandria. 3. The
;

See Round Table.
Sieg'fried (seg'frld or zeH'fret). [G.] The hero of
various Scandinavian and Teutonic legends, particularly
of the German epic the " Nibelungenlied."
He can not
easily be identified with any historical personage.
He
is represented as having slain a dragon, vanquished the
ancient fabulous royal race of the Nibelungen, and taken
away their immense treasures of gold and gems. He
wooes, and finally wins, the beautiful Chriemhild, but is
treacherously killed by the fierce and covetous Hagen,
who seeks the treasures of the Nibelungen, and who
skillfully draws from Chriemhild the secret of the spot
where alone Siegfried is mortal, and fatally plunges a
lance between his shoulders in a royal chase.
Sl'giS-mun'da (se'jez-mtin'da). See Tancred, 2, 3.
Sikes, Bill (siks). A brutal thief and housebreaker
in Dickens's novel " Oliver Twist."
He murders his
mistress, Nancy, and in trying to lower himself by a
rope from the roof of a building where he had taken
refuge from the pursuit of the crowd, he falls and is
choked in a noose of his own making.
Silence. A country justice in the Second Part of
Shakespeare's " King Henry IV."
Silent Sister, The. A name given to Trinity College, Dublin, on account of its being less active than
Oxford and Cambridge in gaining notice and influence.
Henry Vaughan (1621Sil'U-rist, The (sll'u-rlst).
1695), a British poet of some note
so called because
born among the Silures, or people of South Wales.
Sil'ver-pen' (sil'ver-pgn'). A nom de plume adopted
by EUza Meteyard (1822-1879), an English authoress. It
it.

;

:

and hanging gardens of Babylon. 4. The temple
of Artemis (Diana) at Ephesus.
5. The statue of the
Olympian Zeus (Jupiter) by Pliidias. 6. The mausoleum
of Artemisia.
7. The Colossus of Rhodes.
Sga'na'relle' (sga'na'ral'). [F.] 1. The hero of
Moliere's comedy "Le Mariage Forc6." He is repreBonted as a humorist of about fifty-three, who having a
mind to marry a fashionable young woman, but feeling
a doubt, consults his friends upon this momentous question.
Receiving no satisfactory counsel, and not much
pleased witli the proceedings of his bride elect, he at last
determines to give up his engagement, but is cudgeled
Into compliance by the brother of his intended.
walls

;

was

Simple. A servant to Slender in Shakespeare's
" Merry Wives of Windsor."
Simple Simon. The subject of a well-known popular tale of early and unknown authorship.
Sind'bad the Sailor (sind'bad). A character in the
" Arabian Nights," in which is related the story of his
strange voyages and wonderful adventures. See Old
Man of the Sea.
A bySingle -speech Ham'11-ton (hamtl-tun).
name given to William Gerard Hamilton, an English

^W^A

statesman (1729-1796).
11^°° " It was on this night [November

Shaf'ton, Sir Pier'cle (per'sy shaf tiSn). A fantascharacter in Sir Walter Scott's "Monastery," whose
'language is a not very successful imitation of Euphuism.
See EnPHUES.
Shallow. A braggart and absurd country justice in
Shakespeare's "Merry Wives of Windsor," and in the
Second Part of "King Henry the Fourth."
Shan'dy, Mrs. (shau'dy). The mother of Tristram
Shandy in Sterne's novel of this name. She is the ideal
Bf nonentity, a character profoundly individual from its
»ery absence of individuality.
Shan'dy, Tristram. The nominal hero of Sterne's
"The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent."
Shan'dy, Walter. The name of Tristram Shandy's
tather in Sterne's novel of this name, " a man of an active and metaphysical, but at the same time a whimsical,
cast of mind, whom too much and too miscellaneous
learning had brought within a step or two of madness,
and who acted .
upon the absurd theories adopted
by the pedants of past ages."
Sir W. Scott.
Sharp, Beck'y (bek'y). A female sharper who is a
prominent character in Thackeray's " Vanity Fair ;"
distinguished by her intriguing disposition, her selfishness, good-humor, energy, perseverance, cleverness, and
utter want of heart and moral principle. See Stbyne,
tical

Marquis

Slaw'ken-ber'gi-us (sla'kSn-ber'ji-iis). The name
of an imaginary author quoted and referred to in Sterne's
" Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent."
character in the comedy of
Sleek, Amiuadab.

A

" The Serious Family," by Morris Barnett (1800-1850).
Sleeping Beauty in the Wood. [Cf. F. La Belle
au Bois dormant, G. Dornroschen.'] The heroine of a
celebrated nursery tale, which relates how a princess was
shut up by fairy enchantment, to sleep a hundred years
in a» castle, around whicli sprung up a dense, impenetrable wood, and how, at the expiration of the appointed
time, she was delivered from her imprisonment and her
trance by a gallant young prince, before whom the' forest
opened to afford him passage.
A silly youth in Shakespeare's " Merry
Slender.
Wives of Windsor" who is an unsuccessful suitor for
the hand of " Sweet Anne Page."
Slick, Sam (slTk). The title and hero of various
humorous narratives, illustrating and exaggerating the
peculiarities of the Yankee character and dialect, written by Judge Thomas C. Haliburton, of Nova Scotia.
Sam Slick is represented as a Yankee clockmakor and

A

peddler,

A

full,

ap, aru

;

pity

full

unsophisticated wit,
nature, and aptitude in the use of

of quaint

drollery,

knowledge of human
what he calls " soft sawder," i. e., flattery.
Slop, Dr. A choleric and uncharitable physician in
Sterne's " Tristram Shandy."
Slough of Despond. In Banyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," a deep bog into which Cliristiau falls at tlio outset of his journey, and fronx which Help extricates him.
A tinker in the Induction to
Sly, Christopher.
Shakespeare's " Taming ot the Shrew."

See Portia.
Sick Man of the East. A name popularly given to
the Turkish empire. The expression originated with the
Emperor Nicholas of Russia. He is represented to have
said to Sir George Seymour, the British charge d'affaires,
in a conversation at St. Petersburg, on the iltli of January, 1844, "We have on our hands a sick man, a very
itself.

unite, r^de,

that

child in money matters. He is always being arrested for
debt and ransomed by his friends, whose kindness he
accepts as a matter of course. The original of the character was Leigh Hunt.
Sldn'ners (skln'nerz). A name assumed by a predatory band in the Revolutionary war, who, professing
allegiance to the American cause, but influenced by a
desire to plunder, roamed over the "neutral ground"
between the hostile armies, robbing those who refused to
take the oath of fidelity.

.

op.

use,

13, 1755]

Gerard Hamilton delivered that single speech from which
his nickname was derived. His eloquence threw into the
shade every orator except Pitt, who declaimed against
the subsidies for an hour and a half with extraordinary
Macaulay.
energy and effect."
Si'non (si'non). [L., from Gr. "ZCvav."] In Virgil's
" ^neid " the cunning Greek who, by a false tale, induced the Trojans to drag the Wooden Horse into Troy.
Sister Anne. The sister of Fatima, who kept watch,
from the tower of the castle, for her brothers, whose
coming was expected, and who arrived just in time to
See Bluebeard.
kill Bluebeard and save Fatima.
Skim'pole, Harold (skim'pol). A cheerful, but selfish, philosopher in Dickens's novel of "Bleak House,"
who cultivates his artistic tastes and affects to be a mere

Shepherd Lord, The. Lord Henry Clifford (d. 1523),
of the English liouse of Lancaster, and the hero of much
legendary narration. To save him from the vengeance
of the victorious York party, his mother put liim in
charge of a shepherd, to be brought up as one of the
shepherd's own children. On the accession of Henry
VII., being then at the age of thirty-one years. Lord
Clifford was restored to his birthright and possessions.
His story is told in Wordsworth's "Song for the Feast
at Brougham Castle."
Shepherd of Banbury. The ostensible author of a
work entitled "The Shepherd of Banbury's Rules to
judge of the Changes of Weather, grounded on Forty
Years' Experience, &c. By John Claridge, Shepherd,"
8vo, 1744, and reprinted in 1827.
It is a work of great
popularity among the English poor, and is attributed to
Dr. John Campbell, author of "
Political Survey ot
Britain." It is mostly a compilation from " A Rational
Survey of the Weather," by John Pointer, Rector of
Slapton in Northamptonshire.
Shepherd of Salisbury Plain. The hero and title
of a famous tract by Hannah More.
He is represented
as a model of lioraely wisdom and pious contentment.
Shy'lock (shi'lok).
revengeful Jew in Sliakeapeare's "Merchant of Venice," whose avarice overreaches

bestowed upon her by Douglas Jerrold.
A lady beloved by "iialentine in
"Two Gentlemen of Verona.

Sil'vl-a (sTl'vi-a).

Shakespeare's

2. The hero of lloli^re's comedy "Le Cocu Imaginaire," who by a series of misunderstandings is led to
imagine himself a cuckold.
3. The churlish guardian of Isabelle in Moliere's comedy " L'^cole dcs Maris." He wishes to marry his ward,
but she dupes him into signing his consent to her union
mth Valere, the man of her choice.
character named Sganarelle also appears, usually as a dupe, in four other comedies of MoliSre.

.
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;
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Smec-tym'nn-as (smSk-tTm'nfi-Bs). The title of a
celebrated pamphlet containing an attack upon episcopacy, published in 1641. This work was written by five
Presbyterian divines, and the title was formed from the
/Stephen ii/arshall, Edinitial letters of their names
mund Calamy, Thomas young, il/atthew A'ewcomen, and
[Written improperly Smectymnus.']
IFilliam Spurstow.
Smel-fun'gUS (smel-fUn'gQs). A name given by
Sterne, in his " Sentimental Journey," to Smollett, who
in 1766, published a volume of " Travels through France
and Italy," filled with splenetic observations upon the
institutions and customs of the countries lie visited.
Smike (smik). A broken-spirited protege of Nicholas
Nickleby in Dickens's novel " Nicholas Nickleby."
Sneak, Jerry. A pitiful henpecked husband in
Foote's farce "The Mayor of Garratt."
Sneer. A carping character in Sheridan's " Critic,"
who has just wit enough to make him mischievous.
Sneer'well', Lady (sner'wel'). A character in Sheridan's " School for Scandal," given to gossip and slander.
One of the
Snod'grass, Augustus (snSd'gras).
Pickwick Club in Dickens's "Pickwick Papers," a sort
of poetic nonentity.
A tinker in Shakespeare's "MidsummerSnout.
Night's Dream," who takes part in the Interlude.
A joiner in Shakespeare's " MidsummerSnug.
Niglit's Dream," who takes part in the Interlude.
So-fro'ni-a (sS-fro'ne-a). A young Christian of Jerusalem, the heroine of a touching episode in Tasso's
"Jerusalem Delivered."
She and her lover Olindo,
condemned to death for rescuing an image of the Virgin
from a mosque, are saved by the entreaties of Clorinda.
Solar City. See City of the Sun.
A surname popularly given in
Soldiers' Friend.
England to Frederick, Duke of York (1763-1827), commander ot the British troops in the Low Countries at
the period of the French Revolution. It was through
his exertions that the system of favoritism in the army
was abolished, and political opinions were no longer mads
a ground of military preferment.
Sol'y-man (sol'i-man). The King of the Turks in
Tasso's " Jerusalem Delivered." He is slain by Rinaldo.
Sons of Thunder. See Boanerges, in Dictionary.
Sor-del'lo (s8r-del'lo). A celebrated Provencal poet
whom Dante and Virgil meet in Purgatory, sitting alone,
with a noble haughtiness of aspect, and eying tliem like
a lion on the watch. On finding that Virgil is his coun>
tryman, he springs forward to embrace him with the utmost joy, and accompanies him part way on his journey.
Robert Browning used the name of Sordello as the title

—

of a

poem.

So'si-a (so'shT-a). [L.] A servant of Amphitryon in
Plautus's play " Ampliitruo." Mercury, availing him.
self of his power to assume disguises at pleasure, figures
in the play as the double of Sosia, who, in consequence,
doubts his own identity. Hence, by an extension of the
term, the name is given to any person who closely resembles another. Moli^re and Dryden both adapted the
" Amphitruo " of Plautus to the modern stage.
[F.]
"An old
So/teu'ville', M. de (sS'tiiN'vel').
jackass of nobility " in Moliere's " George Dandin." He
is the father of Ang^lique.
See Dandin, George, 2.
name for the Archduke Charles
South, Esquire.
of Austria in Arbuthnot's " History of John Bull."
popular designation of England
South Britain.
and Wales, or that part of Great Britain lying south of
Scotland, which is often called North Britain.
South Sea. The name originally given, and still
sometimes applied, to the Pacific Ocean, which was discovered in 1513 by Vasco Nunez de Balboa, the Spanish
governor of Darien. Crossing the Isthmus on an exploring expedition, he arrived at a mountain, from the summit of which, looking south, he beheld the boundless
expanse of the ocean stretched out before him, while
the northern portion was shut out from his view. He
named it, therefore, 3Iar del Zur, or the South Sea.
South Sea Bubble. A name popularly applied to a.
stupendous stock-jobbing scheme in England, in 1720,
similar to Law's Bubble in France (see Law's Bubble),
The South Sea Company, a trading corporation having
exclusive privileges, offered to buy up the government
annuities, with a view to the reduction of the public
debt.
The proposal was accepted, great numbers of
people hastened to invest in the stock of the company,
which rose to an extraordinary premium, when, on the
29th of September, this greatest of bubbles burst. Merchants, lawyers, clergymen, physicians, passed from their
dreams of fabulous wealth, and from their wonted com-

A

A

penury.

forts, into

Spanish Bru'tUS, The (bru'tiSs). An epithet conferred upon Alfonso Perez de Guzman (125S-1309), a
distinguished general of Spain. It is related that on one
occasion, while besieged within the walls of a town, he
was threatened by the enemy with the death of his son,
who had been taken prisoner, unless he would surrender
the place to which ho replied by throwing a dagger
over the walls, and refusing to surrender. This incident
;

has been dramatized by Lope de Vega.
Spanish Fury, The. A name given in history to
the attack upon Antwerp by the Spaniards, Nov. 4, 157C,
wliich resulted in the pillage and burning of the place,
and a monstrous massacre of the inhabitants. Cf.

French Fury.
Spanish Main. See under Spanish, in Diotionary.
Spanish Mo'll'fere', The (mo l^ av'). A name given
to Leaiulro Fernandez HoiMtin (HOO-lS'-'SI, a Spanish
dramatii! poet who took I\lolirrii for his modol.
Spasmodic School. A uamo fonuovlj' given to certain popular authors whoso priHhiotion.s wore thought to
be marked by an overstraiiu-il and unnatural style, and
to ahoinid in extravagant an. lorco<l conceits.
In this
school were commonly included Oarlyle, Gilflllan, Tennyson, Bailey (the author ot " Fostus "), .and Alexander
Smith ; and these writers we/e satirized in " Firmilion,

siuK, Igk
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"

a Spasmodic Tragedy," by Prof. W. E. Aytoun, editor
of " Blackwood's Magazine."
Spectator, Mr. A " sliort-faced gentleman " of silent
and observing habits, tlie imaginary author of the famous
" Spectator " papers, published daily by Steele and Addison from March 1, 1711, till August 1, 1712 and by
Addison alone from June 18 to December 20, 1714.
Speed- A clownish servant of Valentine, and an inveterate punster, in Shakespeare's " Two Gentlemen of
Verona."
Spens, Sir Patrick (spSns). The hero of a famous
old Scottish ballad. He is represented as having been
sent in the winter time, by the King of Scotland, on a
mission to Norway, and as having been lost, with his
whole crew, in liiid-ocean, on the homeward voyage.
Spo'rus (spo'rus). A name under which Pope satirizes John, Lofd Hervey in the " Prologue to the Satires.
;

,

Lord Fanny.
Square, Mr. The name of a " pliilosopher " in
ing's novel " The History of a Foundling."
Squeers (skwerz). An ignorant, brutal, and
See

P

a

Field-

avaricious Yorkshire pedagogue in Dickens's novel " Nicholas

See Dotheboys Hall.
Squi'bob (squI'bSb). A pen name of George Horatio
Derby (1823-61), an American humorist, and a captain in

Nickleby."

the U. S. Topographical Engineers. See Ph(enix, John.
Squire of Dames. A personage introduced by Spenser in the "Faerie Queene" (Book III., c. vii., s. 51).
The name is used for a person devoted to the fair se.\.
Stag'1-rite, The (stSj'I-rit).
A surname given to
Aristotle (e. c. 384-322), from Stagira in Macedonia, the
place of his birth.
[Often improperly written Stagyrite.']
Starvation Dun-das' (dun-das'). Henry Dundas, the
first Lord Melville (1742-1811),
so called from having
first introduced the word starvation into the English language, in a speech in Parliament, in 1775, in a debate on

—

American

See Roxana.

A

nickname for Stephen, given by
James I. to George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, in al" And it was," says Hearne, " a
lusion to his fine face.
very singular compliment to the splendor of his beauty,
having reference to Acts vi. 15, where it is said of St.
Stephen, All that sat in the council,
saw his face
. .
as it had been the face of an angel.' "
Steer'forth, James (ster'fSrth). A friend and schoolmate of David Copperfield in Dickens's novel "David
Copperfield." He is the " polished villain " of the story,
seduces "little Em'ly," and finally perishes in a shipwreck on the English coast. See Little Em'ly.
Stel'la (stella). [L., a star.] 1. A name given by
Sir Philip Sidney, in a series of amatory poems entitled
" Astrophel and Stella," to Penelope Devereux,
afterward Lady Rich,
to whom he was at one time betrothed. Che r/as a sister of Lord Essex.
2. A poeticai name given by Swift to Miss Esther
Johnson, whose tutor he was, and whom, in 1716, he
Stee'nle (ste'ny).

'

s

.

—

—

•

privately married.

Sten'dhal', De (de staN'dal'). The pen name of Marie
Henri Beyle (d. 1842), a French novelist and litieraieur.
Steph'a-no (stgf'a^no). A drunken butler in Shakeepeare's " Tempest."

u

[L. Doctor Subtilis.']

Subtle Doctor.
to

Duns Scotus, the famous schoolman.
Sucker State. A cant name given,

A name

given

America, to
the State of Illinois, the inhabitants of which ara very
generally called Suckers throughout the West.
The
term is said to have been derived from the habit of early
travelers across the prairie, of sucking water through a
reed from the wells made by the fresh-water crawfish.
Sullen, Squire.
A brutal husband in Farquhar's
" Country Blockhead."
Surface, Charles. A character in Sheridan's "The
School for Scandal," represented as an extravagant rake,
but generous, warm-hearted, and fascinating.
Surface, Joseph. A mean and plausible hypocrite in
Sheridan's comedy "The School for Scandal," who affects great seriousness, gravity, and sentimentality.
in

Su-san'na (sfi-zan'na). The wife of Joachim in the
Apocryphal "History of Susaima." She was falsely accused of adultery by certain Jewish elders, who had
vainly attempted her chastity. They were put to death
when her innocence was proved.
Swamp Fox. A nickname given to Francis Marion
of South Carolina, an American general of the Revolution, who carried on a harassing, irregular warfare against
the British armies, and successfully eluded their pursuit
by his intimate knowledge of the Carolina forests and
swamps where he had his haunts.

Swan

Avon, Sweet. An epithet conferred upon
Shakespeare by Ben Jonson in some well-known comof

mendatory verses

originally prefixed to the first folio
edition of Shakespeare's works, printed in 1623,
of Cam-brai' (kSm-bra'; F. kiiN'bra'). An
epithet bestowed upon Fenelon (1651-1715), Archbishop
of Cambrai, on account of the graces of his style.
title given to Miss Anna
of Lichfield.
Seward, an English poetess (1747-1809).
of the Me-an'der (me-5n'der). An epithet
applied to Homer, on account of the harmony of his
verso, and on the supposition that he was a native of Asia
Minor, of which the Meander is one of the chief rivers.
name popularly given to
Swedish Nightingale.
Jenny Lind (Madame Goldschmidt, 1821-1887), a native
of Stockholm, and perhaps the most celebrated of female

Swan

A

Swan

Swan

affairs.

Sta-ti'ra (sta-ti'ra).

R

Steyne, Marquis of (stin). A wicked nobleman in
Thackeray's " Vanity Fair," whose attentions to Becky
Sharp led to a separation between Becky and her husband, Col. Rawdon Crawley. See Sharp, Becky.
Stig'gins, Rev. Mr. (stlg'gTnz). A red-nosed, hypocritical " shepherd," or Methodist parson, in Dickens's
" Pickwick Papers," with a great appetite for pineapple
rum. He is the spiritual adviser of Mrs. Weller, and lectures on temperance.

A

vocalists.

Sweet Singer of Israel. A title often applied
King David. See Royal Psalmist.
Swiv'el-ler,

Dick

(swTv'el-ler).

A

to

careless, light-

headed fellow in Dickens's " Old Curiosity Shop," whose
flowery orations and absurdities of quotation provoke
laughter, but whose kindness of heart enlists sympathy.
surname of Khaled (582-642), the
Sword of God.
Mohammedan conqueror of Syria, between the years 632

A

and 638.
Syc'0-rax (sTk'6-raks).

A

" foul witch " mentioned

"Tempest." See Caliban.
Sym-pleg'a-des (slm-pleg'a-dez). [L., fr. Gr.

in Shakespeare's

2ufi-

Uterally, striking together.]
Two rocks at
the entrance of the Euxine Sea, which were fabled to
clash or pound against each other at intervals, but
between which the ship Argo passed in safety.
Syntas, Dr. See Dootoe Syntax.
irArjyaSes,

when the nation began to
freedom from the fetters of an artificial literary spirit. Goethe's " Goetz von Berlichingen " gave a
powerful impulse to this movement, which was increased
by the appearance of Schiller's "Robbers." The period
derives its name from a drama, " Sturm und Drang," of
von Klinger (1753-1831), whose high-wrought tragedies
and novels reflect the excitement of the time.
assert its

Stormy Cape. [Pg. Cabo Tonnentoso.'] The name
originally given to the Cape of Good Hope, in 1486, by
Bartholomew Diaz, a celebrated Portuguese navigator.
A simple and faithful friend and adStrap, Hugh.
herent of Roderick Random. See Random, Roderick.
Streph'OJl (stref'on). The name of a shepherd in Sir
Philip Sidney's "Arcadia," in love with the beautiful
shepherdess Urania
used by the poets of a later day
as the name of any lover or swain.
Strong'bow' (strong'bo').
nickname of Richard
de Clare, Earl of Pembroke, who landed in Ireland in
1169, married Eva, daughter of Dermot, King of LeinBter, and conquered Dublin for Henry II. of England.
Struld'brugS (striSld'briSgz). The name of certain
wretched inhabitants of Luggnagg, described in Swift's
" Gulliver's Travels " as persons who never die.
;

—

A

Sturm und Drang (st65rm 66nt drang). See StoemAHD-STREss Period.
Stylos, Tom, alias John a' Styles (stiiz). A fictitious character formerly made use of in actions of
ejectment
commonly connected with John o' Noakes.
Called also Tom a' Styles, and Tom o' Styles. See Noakes,
John o', and Doe, John.
;

—

ale,

senate,

c&re,

&m, arm, ask,

while at Rome the Pope's staff miraculously sprouted,
and the Pope sent messengers to search for Tannhauser,
but he was nowhere to be found. See Eckhaedt.
Tap'ley, Mark (tSp'ly). The body servant of Martin
Chuzzlewit in Dickens's novel " Martin Chuzzlewit,"

—

noted for his irrepressible

jollity,

which showed

itself

most when

his affairs were at the worst.
Tar-pe'la (tar-pe'ya). [L.] In the legendary history

Rome, a Roman maiden who treacherously opened
the citadel to the Sabines for the promise of the ornaof

ments which they wore on their arms. They rewarded
her by crushing her under the weight of their shields.
She gave her name to the Tarpeian Rock, from which
traitors were thrown.

A

Tar-tuffe' (tar-tul'; F. tar'tuf).
common nickfor a hypocritical pretender to religion. It is derived from a celebrated comedy of the same name by
Moliere, in which the hero, a hypocritical priest, is so
called.
Some say that the character of Tartufle depicts
the confessor of Louis XIV., Pere La Chaise, whom Moliere once saw eating truffles (F. tartuffes. It. tariufi)
with great relish. See Cleante.

name

A

Tattle.

—

character in Congreve's

comedy "Love

for Love,"
represented as a half-witted beau, vain of
his amours, yet valuing himself for his secrecy.
bawd in the Second
Tear'-sheet', Doll (tSr'shef).
Part of Shakespeare's " King Henry IV."
Tea'zle, Lady (te'z'l). The heroine of Sheridan's
comedy " The School for Scandal," and the wife of Sir
Peter Teazle, an old gentleman who marries late in life.
She is represented as being " a lively and innocent,

A

though imprudent, country

girl.

Tea'zle, Sir Peter. The husband of
Sheridan's " School for Scandal."

Lady Teazle

in

Te-lem'a-chus (te-lem'a-kiis). [L., fr. Gr. TijAe/uoIn Homer's "Odyssey," the son of Ulysses and
Xos.]
Penelope. He went in search of his father, who had
been absent from home twenty years, but returned to
Ithaca in time to assist him in slaying the suitors. In
P6nelon's romance " Les Aventures de T616maque
(1691) his wanderings in search of Ulysses are told at
great length. See Ulysses, and Penelope.
T6'16'maque' (ta'la'mak'). [F.] See Telemachus.
legendary Swiss patriot and archer
Tell, William.
who, for refusing to salute the cap which Gessler, the
Austrian governor, had set up in the market place, was
sentenced to shoot an apple from the head of his own
son. This he did without hurting the boy.
He subse.
quently shot Gessler, and freed his country from Austrian oppression.

A

A

Tempest, The.

sobriquet conferred, on account

of his bravery and martial impetuosity, upon Andoche
Junot (1771-1813), one of Napoleon's generals, who was
educated for the law, but in 1792 enUsted in the French
army as a volunteer.
Temple, Launcslot.
pseudonym of John Armstrong (d. 1779), an English physician and poet.

A

Te'reus (te'rjis). [L., from Gr. Trjpew.]
band of Procne. See Philomela.

The hus-

Termagant.

See in the Dictionary.
Teu'fels-drbckh, Herr (h6r toi'fels-drek).

[G., Mr.
A eccentric German professor and philosopher whose imaginary " life and opinions " are given
in Carlyle's "Sartor Resartus."
"The Philosophy of
Clothes " is the subject of his speculations.

T.
Tab'ard (tSb'erd). The name of the inn at Southward where the pilgrims in Chaucer's "Canterbury
Tales" assembled. It took its name from its sign, a
tabard, or herald's jacket.

—

last part of the 18th century,

Tannhauser in despair returned to the Venusberg. Mean-

Devil's dirt.]

Taf'fy (taf'fj?). A sobriquet for a Welshman, or for
Stone'wall Jack'son (ston'wal jak'sun). A sobri- the Welsh collectively. The word is a corruption of
quet given, during the American civil war, to Thomas David, one of the most common of Welsh names.
Jonathan Jackson (1824-1863), a general in the service
Ta'lus (ta'liis). [L., fr. Gr. Ta\ws.] A brazen man
of the Confederate States.
This famous appellation is made by Vulcan for Minos, to guard Crete. Spenser,
said to have had its origin in an expression used by a in the " Faerie Queene," represents him as an attendant
Confederate officer at the battle of Bull Run, July 21, upon Artegal, and as running continually round the is" There is Jackson, standing like a stone wall." land of Crete, administering warning and correction to
1861,
From that day he was known as Stonewall Jackson, and offenders by flooring them with an iron flail. His invulnerable frame, resistless strength, and passionless nature,
his command as the Stonewall Brigade.
Storm-and-stress Period. [G. Sturm und Drang typify the power which executes the decrees of justice
Periocle.']
In the literary history of Germany, the name and the mandates of magistrates.
given to a period of great intellectual convulsion, in the
Tal'vl (tal've). A nom de plume assumed by Mrs.

w

"

;
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Edward Robinson, a well-known authoress (1797-1869),
born in Germany
formed from the initials of her
maiden name, Therese yflbertina iouise ?;on Jakob.
Tamlane' (tam'lan'). See Thumb, Tom, 1.
;

—

Tammany, St. See St. Tammany.
Tam'O-ra (tam'o-ra). Queen of the Goths in Shakespeare's "Titus Andronious."
Tan'cred (tSn'kred). 1. A crusader in Tasso's " Jerusalem DeUvered," who fell in love with the fair infidel
Clorinda, but slew her unwittingly in a night combat.
2.
Norman prince of Salerno in Dryden's poem
"Sigismonda and Guiscardo," taken from Boccaccio.
He was the father of Sigismonda. See Guiscardo.
3. The hero of Thomson's tragedy " Tancred and Sigismunda." He was heir to the throne of Sicily, and
was in love with the chancellor's daughter Sigismunda,
who, under a misapprehension, married the Earl of Osmond, and was stabbed by her husband when he discovered her love for Tancred.
Tann'hau-ser, Sir (tan'hoi-zer). [G. Ritter Tannh'diiser.2
famous legendary hero of Germany, and the
subject of an ancient ballad of the same name ; of Tieck's
story " Phantasus; " and of Wagner's opera " Tannhauser." In Mantua he won the affections of the lady Lisaura, who killed herself when Tannhauser, moved by the
promises of the philosopher Hilario, entered the enchanted cavern in the Venusberg (i. e., the moxmtain of
Venus). Escaping finally from the thraldom of sensual
passion, Tannhauser sought absolution at Rome from
the Pope, who said to him, " You can no more hope for
pardon than this dry wand can bud and bear leaves."

A

A

final,

s^ ;

eve, event,

£nd, feru, recent

;

ice,

Thad'de-us of Warsaw (thad'de-iis). The hero and
a famous historical novel by Jane Porter.
Thal'a-ba (thal'a-ba). The hero of Southey's poem

title of

" Thalaba the Destroyer," founded on Arabian mytholHis life is a continual warfare against the sorcerDomdaniel. These he at last utdestroys,
and is received into paradise.
terly
Thau'maste' (to'masf). The name of a great Englisli scholar in Rabelais' celebrated satirical romance,
wlio went to France to argue by signs with Pantagruel,
and was overcome by Panurge.
Thau'ma-tur'gus (tha'ma-tfir'gus). [NL. See in the
Dictionary.] A surname given to Gregory, a native, and
afterward bishop, of Neo-Ca?sarea, in Cappadocia, in the
third century, on account of the numerous miracles
ogy.

ers, or evil spirits, of

him by his mediaeval biographers.
Thau'ma-tur'gus of the West An appellation
St. Bernard (1091-1153) by his admiring dis-

ascribed to

given to
ciples.

His ascetic

life,

made him the

eloquence,

solitary studies, and stirring
oracle of Christendom.

The-ag'e-nes and Char'i-cle'ia (the-aj'e-nez, kSr'Ikle'ya). [NL., fr. Gr. ©ea-ye'iArjs, and Xapi'/cAeia.] A pair
of lovers in a famous Greek prose romance, included in
the "Ethiopian Histories" of Heliodorus, Bishop of
Trikka in the fourth century of the Christian era. The
lovers meet in the temple of Apollo at Delphos, and
after a series of wonderful adventures by land and sea
are finally united and reign over Ethiopia.
Theban Eagle. An epithet appUed to the Theban
poet Pindar on account of the sublimity and sustained
power of his odes.
Thek'la (thek'la ; G. tak'la). The daughter of Wallenstein in Schiller's drama of " Wallenstein."
Th^'lfeme' (ta'lam'). [F., fr. Gr. ee\r,i).a. the will.]
the Will in his
composition entitled "Th^leme and Macare."
Th^'lfeme', Abbey of. The name of an imaginary
building in Rabelais' " Gargantua," given by Grandgousier to Friar John as a reward for services in helping to
subject the people of Lern^. " The motto of the establishment is, Facey que vouldras ' (Do what thou wilt),
and the whole regulations of the convent are such as to
secure a succession of elegant recreations, according to
the pleasure of the inhabitants."
For. Quar. Eev.
The'0-d0'rus(the'o-do'rii3; F. ta ' 6 ' do ' ru'). The
name of a physician in Rabelais' romance of " Gargantua." At the request of Ponocrates, Gargantua's tutor,
he undertook to cure the latter of his vicious manner of

A name under which Voltaire personified

'

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey, orb, ddd

—

"
;
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and accordingly "purged him canonically with
Anticyrian hellebore," by which medicine he cleared out
the perverse habit of his biTiin, so that he became a
man of honor, sense, courage, and piety.
Ther-Si'tes (ther-si'tez). [L., fr. Gr. ©epo-iTrjs.] The
ugliest and most scurrilous of the Greeks before Troy.
He spared, in his revilings, neither prince nor chief, but
directed his abuse principally against Achilles and Ulysses.
He was slain by Achilles for deriding his grief for
Penthesilea. The nan^e is often used to denote a calumniator. Shakespeare introduces him in his play of
"Troilus and Cressida."
The'seUS (the'sus or the'se-iis). [L., fr. Gr. ©ija-eu;.]
Tl>e Duke of Athens in Shakespeare's "MidsummerNight's Dream." In Greek legend Theseus was the sou
of JSgeus, King of Athens. He rid Attica of Procrustes
and otlier evil doers slew the Minotaur, and carried off
Minos' daugliter Ariadne (see Ariadne) conquered the
Amazons, and married their queen, variously called Antiope and Hippolyta, and after her death espoused Phaedra.
See HiPPOLYTua, and Piledea. He is also introduced into Chaucer's " Knightes Tale."
Thes'ty-liS (thes'tT-lTs). [L., fr. Gr. 06(rTvAt9.] A
female slave mentioned in one of the Idyls of Theocritus hence, any rustic maiden.
living,
all

;

;

;

With

Thestylis to bind the sheaves.

Milton.

A title

Third Founder of Rome.

given to the Roman general Caius Marius on account of his repeated
triumphs over the public enemies of his country.
Ttoty-nine Articles. See under Article, in the
Dictionary.

Thirty Tyrants,

The

(of

A fanciful desig-

Rome).

Thomas the Rhymer.

The name under which

braggart, from epacn/'s bold, overbold.]
The name of
soldier in Terence's "Eunuch." From this
name is derived the adjective thrasonical.
Three Kings of Cologne. See Cologne, The Three
of.

of a diminutive personage celebrated in the legendary literature of England.
His adventures are narrated in a ballad printed in 1630,
which places him in King Arthur's court. It begins

thus

" Tom Tiddler's Ground."
Til'bU-ri'na (tll'bu-rl'na). A character in Sheridan's
play " The Critic," whose lovelorn ravings constitute
the climax of burlesque tragedy.
Tim'i-as (tim'I-as).
character in Spenser's " Faerie
Queene," intended to represent the spirit of chivalrous
honor and generosity, and, in the personal allegory,
standing for Sir Walter Raleigh.
Ti'mon (ti'mSn). [L.,fr. Gr. TiVioi/.] An " enemy to
mankind," described by Plutarch and Lucian, but best
kno\ni to English readers as the cynical hero of Shakespeare's " Tinion of Athens."
Tln-tag'il (tin-tag'il), or Tln-tag'el (-51). A strong
castle on the coast of Cornwall, connected with the
legends of King Arthur.
Tintagil castle by the Cornish sea.
Teimyson.

dawn

springs, as

A

Trinity Jones. A sobriquet of William Jones ot
Nayland (1726-1800), distinguished for his treatises in
defense of the doctrine of the Trinity, and also for having originated "

The British Critic."
Trin'0-vant (trTn'6-vant), or Trin'o-van'tum (trin'o-v5n'tiim).
[From L. Triiiobaiites a people in the eastpart of Britain, in Essex, and the southern parts of
Suffolk, or from the Celtic source of the Latin name.]
An old name of London. The romantic historians corrupted the name into Troynovant, and assumed that it
came from Troja Nova (New Troy), which was the name
See Brut.
in the story of the mythical Brut, or Brutus.
[Written also Troynovant.']
Tris'me-gis'tUS (trTs'me-jTs'tus). See the Note under Hermes, in the Dictionary.
poet and coxcomb
Tris'so'tin' (tres'so'taN')- [F.]
in Moliere's comedy "Les Femmes Savantes."
11^°° Under this character, Moliere satirized the Abb^
Cotm, who affected to unite in himself the rather inconsistent characters of a writer of poems of gallantry and
a powerful and excellent preacher. His dramatic name
was originally Tricolin, which, as too plainly pointing
out the individual, was softened into Trissotin.

em

A

Tris'tan (trls'tan). See Tristram, Sir.
A famous knight of
Tris'tram, Sir (tris'tram).
He was the lover of Isolde

King Arthur's Round Table.

of Ireland, called la belle Isolde
tiful],

Aurora from

Tit'marsh, Mi'chael An'ge-lo (mi'kel au'jt-lo tit'A pseudonym under which Thackeray, for a
and sketches

marsh).

series of years, contributed tales, essays,
**

In Arthur's court Tom

7*71

A man of niickle might.

The

And
*'

to Fraser's Magazine.

U7«6e did liue,

^S^ " As to Tom Thumb, he owes his Christian name,
most probably, to the spirit of reduplication. Some Teuton, or, it may be, some still remoter fancy, had imagined
the manikin, called, from his proportions, DaumUng, the
diminutive of Daum, the same word as our Thumb while
the Scots got him asTamlane [or Tom-a-lin], and, though
forgetting his fairy proportions, sent liim to Elfland, and
rescued him thence just in time to avoid being made the
' Teind to hell.'
As DaumUng, he rode in tlie horse's ear,
and reduplicated into Tom Thumb, came to England, and
was placed at Arthur's court as the true land of romance
then in France, where little Gauls sucked their Latin
pollex as their pouee, he got called Le Petit Poucet, and
was sent to tlie cave of an ogre, or orco — a monster
;

'

'

(most likely a cuttlefish) — straight from the Mediterranean, and there performed his treacherous, but justifiable, substitution of his brother's nightcaps for the infant
ogresses' crowns, and so came to England as Hop-o'-myThumb, too often confounded with the true Tom Thumb.
Yonge.
.

.

.

Tom Thumb

liimself ,

who was

originally a avvarf, or dwergar, of Scandinavian descent,

being the Thaumlin, i. e.. Little Thumb, of the Northmen. Drayton, who introduces both these heroes in his
'Nymphidia,' seems to have suspected their identity."
Quart. Rev.
2. The nom de guerre of Charles Sherwood Stratton
(1838-1883), a famous dwarf, born at Bridgeport, Conn.,
who exhibited himself in public for many years. His diminutive wife, "Mrs. Tom Thumb," shared in his fame.
Thunderer, The. A popular appellation of the London " Times,"
originally given to it on account of the
powerful articles contributed to its columns by the edi-

(mo'sye' to'niu'). One of the five docL'Amour M(5decin."
A name given to wandering mendiO' Bedlam.
cants discharged from Bethlehem Hospital, on account
of incurable lunacy, or because their cure was doubtful.
Thumb. See Thumb, Tom.
Toots, Mr. (toots). An innocent, honest, and warmhearted creature in Dickens's "Dombeyand Son," whose
favorite saying is, " It 's of no consequence."
Top'sy (top'sj). A young slave girl in Mrs. Stowe's
novel "Uncle Tom's Cabin," who illustrates the ignorance, low moral development, and wild humor of the
African character, as well as its capacity for education.

To'mfes',

Tom

Edward Sterling.
Thundering Legion, The. A name given to a Roman legion, A. D. 179, because the prayers of some Clu-is-

tor,

tians in it were followed, it is said, by a storm of thunder, lightning, and rain, which tended greatly to discomfit

the Marcomanni, the invading enemy.
ThU'li-0 (thu'ri-o). A foolish rival to Valentine in
Shakespeare's "Two Gentlemen of Verona."
Thwack'um (thwSk'iim). A famous character in
Fielding's novel "The History of a Foundling."
Thy-es'tes (tht-gs'tez). [L., fr. Gr. ©ueVnjt.] Son
of Pelops and brother of Atreus, who set before him for
food the flesh of his own son.
Thyr'sls (ther'sts). [L., fr. Gr. ©v'po-is.] The name
of a herdsman in Theocritus also, a shepherd in Virgil's

Tor'mes, La-za-rl'Uo de (la-tha-re'lyo da tor'mas).
The hero of a Spanish novel of the same name by
Diego Hurtado do Mendoza (d. 1C75), a novel of low life,
[Sp.]

the first of a class well known in Spanish literature under the name of the gusto picarcwo, or the style of the
rogues, and made famous all over the world in the brilliant hnitation of "Gil Bias."
Torre, Sir (tor). A rough but kind-hearted knight

;

uultei

rfide,

108

full,

dp, fun

;

pity

M.

Tom

—

tise,

other Isolde, called Isolde

first

tors in Moliere's "

;

food!,

fdbt

;

out, oil

;

cbalr

;

go

;

Isolde the beauof Cornwall.

Mark

le

blanch mains

[i. e.,

Isolde

of the white hand]. Being wounded in Brittany, he sent
a messenger to Cornwall to summon la belle Isolde to
come and cure him. Tlie messenger is to hoist a white
sail if Isolde returns with him.
He does so but Tristram's wife, Isolde le blanch mains, out of jealousy tells
him that the sail is black, and on hearing this he dies.

[L., fr. Gr. Ttrvpo!.]

(J^^ The name is sometimes written, in ignorance of its
etymology, Tom-a-Lincoln. An old book, formerly very
Eopular, relates "The most pleasant History of Tom-aincoln, a renowned soldier, the Red Rose Knight, surnamed the Boast of England, showing his honorable victories in foreign couritries, with his strange fortunes in
Faery Land, and how he married the fair Angliterra,
daughter to Prester John, that renowned monarch of the
world."
Tom and Jerry. Corinthian Tom and his friend
Jerry, a pair of rakes and sporting men in Pierce Egan's
" Life in London."
Tom, Dick, and Harry. An appellation very commonly employed to designate a crowd or a rabble.

11^°" " On ballad authority we learn that ' Tom a lyn
was a Scottsman born.' Now
Tom-a-lin, otherwise

no other than

(tlt'i-riis).

acter in Virgil's

His stature but an inch in height,
Or quarter of a span ;
little knight
"Was prou'd a valiant man ?"

is

afterward published several

A charEclogue, borrowed from the Greeks,
among whom this was a common shepherd's name. He
Chaucer is affectionately
is thought to personate Virgil.
commemorated under this name in Spenser's " Shepherd's Calendar."
To-bi'as (t6-bi'as). The son of Tobit in the Apocryphal book of Tobit. He married Sara by the aid of the
archangel Raphael. See Asmodeus.
To'by (to'by). The name of a dog in the common
English puppet show of Punch and Judy. See Punch.
To'by, Uncle. See Uncle Toby.
Todd, Lau'rie (la'ry tod). A poor Scottish nailmaker,
the hero of Gait's novel of the same name, who emigrates
to America, and, after some reverses of fortune, begins
the world again as a backwoodsman, and once more becomes prosperous.
Tom'-a-lln' (tom'a-lTn'). See Tom Thumb, 1.
Tlt'y-rus

Then thinke you not this

Tamlane,

He

volumes under the same name.

Table Round,
eke a doughty knight.

best of all the

[i. e.,

the wife of his micle. King

According to the version adopted by Tennyson in his
" Idylls of the King," he was stabbed by King Mark,
who surprised him in amorous dalliance with Isolde.
According to another version, he was obliged to flee from
Cornwall and went to Brittany, where he married an-

the couch of Tithonus.

:

borne by Philemon

"Tempest."

Tln'tO, Dick (tTu'to). 1. The name of a poor artist
in Sir Walter Scott's " Bride of Lammermoor."
2.
pseudonym adopted by Frank Boot Goodrich (b.
1826), an American author.

of

title

A

A

from which the rose

The name

A

Translator General.

Holland (d. 1630), the translator of Livy, Pliny, Plutarch, Suetonius, Xenophon, and other Greek and Latin
authors. It was given to him by Dr. Thomas Fuller, in
his " History of the Worthies of England."
Trap'bois (trap'bois). An old usurer in Sir Walter
Scott's "The Fortunes of Nigel," "who was believed,
even at his extreme age, to understand the plucking of a
pigeon as well [as], or better than, any man of Alsatia."
nicknr>me of Francis
Tri'bOU'let' (tre'bob'lu').
Hotman, court fool of Louis XII. He is introduced in
Rabelais' "History of Gargantua and Pantagruel," and
in Victor Hugo's tragedy " Le Roi s'amuse."
Trim, Corporal (trim). Uncle Toby's attendant in
Sterne'a novel " The Life and Opinions of Tristram
Shandy, Gent.," distinguished for his fidelity and affection, his respectfulness and his volubility.
jester in Shakespeare's
Trinc'u-lo (trink'u-16).

Tit'comb, Timothy (tTt'kiim). A nam de plume
adopted by J. G. Holland (1819-81), a popular American
author and journalist.
Ti-tho'nus (ti-tho'niis). [L., fr. Gr. Tieioi/os.] Son
of Laomedon, King of Troy.
He was the favorite of
Aurora, who prevailed on Jupiter to grant him immortality, but forgot to ask for him immortal youth. So Tithonus waxed old, and was changed by Aurora into a grasshopper. In mythology he represents the gray of dawn

a braggart

1.

who maintained a weak flirtation
with Major Bagstock, in Dickens's "Dombey and Son."
See Bagstock, Joe.
bey's married sister,

A

of Ercildoune, a Scotchman, born
during the reign of Alexander HI., and living in the
days of Wallace, is generally and best known.
Tho'pas, Sir (to'pas). The hero of the "Rime of
Sir Thopas " iu Chaucer's " Canterbury Tales," giving a
burlesque account of the adventures of a knight-errant,
and his wanderings in search of the Queen of Faerie.
Thra'SO (thra'so). [L., from Gr. @pi(Twv Thraso, a

Thumb, Tom.

A

sobriquet conTip'pe-ca-noe' (ttp'pe-ka-noo').
ferred upon General W. H. Harrison, afterward president of the United States, during the political canvass
which preceded his election, on account of the victory
gained by him over the Indians in the battle which took
place on the 6th of November, 1811, at the junction of
the Tippecanoe and Wabash Rivers.
Ti-ta'nl-a (tT-ta'nT-a). Wife of Oberon, and queen
of the fairies, in Shakespeare's " Midsummer - Night's
Dream." The name is taken from Ovid (Met. iii. 173),
who uses it for Diana.

Thomas Learmont,

Kings

Tennyson
in the Arthurian legend, brother of Elaine.
calls him " plain Sir Torre."
remarkable clown in Shakespeare's
Touchstone.
"As You Like It."
TOX, Miss Lucretla (toks). The friend of Mr. Dom-

seventh Eclogue, who has a poetical contest with Cory; hence, in modern poetry, any shepherd or rustic.
Hard by a cottage chimney smokes
From betwixt two aged oaks,
"Where Corydon and Tht/rsis met.
Are at their savory dinner set.
Milton.
Tibbs, Beau. See Beau Tibbs.
Tic'kler, Timothy (tlk'ler). A pseudonym of an
Edinburgli lawyer named Sym, one of the contributors
to Blackwood's Magazine, and one of the interlocutors
in Wilson's " Noctes Ambrosiauae."
Tid'dler, Tom (tid'dler). A personage well known
among children from the game of " Tom Tiddler's
ground." One of Dickens's minor tales is entitled

don

A

nation given to a number of adventurers who, after the
defeat and captivity of Valerian, and during the reign of
his weak successor, GaUienus (a. d. 260-268), aspired to
the throne, and by their contests threatened to produce
a complete dissolution of the empire. Tlie name was
given them from a supposed resemblance to the " thirty
tyrants " of Athens.
Thls'be (thiz'be). See Pyramhs and Thisbe.

1713

;

This version is given in Matthew Arnold's poem "Tristram and Iseult." [Written also Tristam,axii Tristan.']
Triv'a-gant (triv'a-gont). The same as Tei'magant.
See Termagant, in the Dictionary.
Tro'i-lUS (tro'i-liis). [L., from Gr. TpMiAos.] A son
of Priam, King of Troy, and the hero of Chaucer's poem
of "Troilus and Cresseide," and Shakespeare's play of
"Troilus and Cressida." Troilus loves Cressida, and
wooes her through her uncle Pandarus, who acts as go-

between. Cressida is the daughter of Calclias, the Trojan high priest, who has deserted to the Greeks ; and
wlien she is sent to her father in exchange for the Trojan Antenor, who had been taken prisoner by the enemy,
she proves false to Troilus and deserts him for the Greek
Dionied. The story is post-Homeric ; and probably of
mediaeval origin.

Trot'wood, Mrs. Betsy (trSt'wood). Tlie kindhearted but eccentric aunt of the hero in Dickens's
"David Copperfield."
Troy'no-vant' (troi'no-vSnt'). See Thinovant.
Trul'li-ber, Parson (trul'll-ber). A fat clergyman
in Fielding's "Adventures of Joseph Andrews."
Trun'nion, Commodore Hawser (trun'yun). An
eccentric and celebrated character in Smollett's " Peregrine Pickle'" He is represented as having retired from
service in consequence of injuries received in engagements, but as retaining his nautical and military habits.
He keeps garrison in his house, which is defended by a
ditch, and entered through a drawbridge, obliges liia
servants to sleep in hammocks, and to take turns on
watch all the year round, and indulges his humor in
various other odd ways.
Tuck, Friar. See Friar Tuck.
silent, disTurklng-horn', Mr. (trd'ktng-hSru').
creet old baclu'lor lawyer in Dickens's "Bleak House,"
who has a largo clientage among the nobility and knows
many family secrets. He is the confidential legal adviser
of Sir Leicester Dodlock, Bart.
Tup'man, Tracy (tiip'mnn). In Dickens's "Pick-

A

wick Papers," a member of the Pickwick Club, who

is

of a very amorous disposition.

Turk Qregory.

The name given by Falstaff in
Slinkospeare's 1 Henry IV., a. v., sc. 3, to Pope Gregory
VII. (the belligerent Hildobrand), who beciuno a byword
with the early reformers for vice and enormity of every
description.

sing, iQk

Tur'nus
;

ttieu,

(tfir'nOs).

tbin

;

[L.]

bON

;

In Virgil's " .Eneid " the
zli

=z

in azure.
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chief of the Rutuli, an Italian tribe. He was a rival
suitor with .aSneas for the hand of Lavinia, a Latian
princess, and was slain by .^neas in battle.
Tur'pin' (tur'pSN'). [F.] Au imaginary Archbishop
of Rheims in the time of Charlemagne, to whom was
ascribed a chronicle really written at the end of the
11th or the beginning of the 12th century, describing
an expedition of Charlemagne into Spain, and offering a
pseudo-historical basis for the romances of Eoland, Oliver, Ogier the Dane, etc.
See Roland.
selfish old dandy in
Tur'vey-drop (tfir'vy-drop).
"
Bleak House," who made himself
Dicliens's novel of
up daily with a false complexion, false teeth, false whiskers, a wig, and a padded coat, and lived on the earnings
of his son, a dancing master, who revered his father as
a model of deportment. The character is said to have
been drawn from George IV., " the first gentleman of

N

A

Europe."

_

Tu'ti-vll'lUS (tu'ti-villus). An old name for a celebrated demon who is said to have collected all the fragments of words which the priests had skipped over or
mutilated in the performance of the service, and carried

them to hell.
Twain, Mark (twan). The pen name of Samuel
Langhorne Clemens (b. 1835), a celebrated American
humorist. It was originally " the nom de plume of one
Capt. Isaiah Sellers, who used to write river news over
it for the New Orleans
Picayune.' "
Twelve Apostles of Ireland, The. A name given
'

to twelve Irish prelates of the Cth century, who appear
to have formed a sort of corporation, and to have exercised a kind of jurisdiction or superintendence over the
other ecclesiastics, or " saints," of the time. They were
disciples of St. Finnian of Clonard.
1II^°* Their names were as follows: 1. Ciaran, or Kieran. Bishop and Abbot of Saighir (now Seir-Keiran,
King's County) ; 2. Ciaran, or Kieran, Abbot of Clomnacnois 3. Columcille of Hy ; 4. Brendan, Bishop and Abbot of Clonfert ; 5. Brandan, Bishop and Abbot of Birr
;

(now Parsonstown, King's County)

;

6.

Columba, Abbot

Molaise, or Laisre, Abbot of Damhiris
(now Devenish island in Loch Erne) 8. Cainnech, Abbot
of Aichadlibo, Queen's County
9. Ruadan, or Rodan,
Abbot of Lorrha, Tipperary County ; 10. Mobi Clairenech,
or the Flat-faced, Abbot of Glasnooidlian (now Glasnevin,
near Dublin) 11. Senell, Abbot of Cluain-inis, in Loch
of Tirdaglas;

7.

;

;

;

Erne 12. Nannath, or Nennith, Abbot and IJishop of
Inismuige-Samh (now Inismac-Saint), in Loch Erne.
Twelve Peers {or Paladins) of France. The twelve
chief paladins of Charlemagne. Their names are variously given in the romances, and include Astolfo, Ferum;

bras, Florismart, Ganelon, Malagigi, Ogier the Dane,
Oliver, Orlando or Roland, Rinaldo, and others.
In the
English romances they are often called Douceperes,
or Dusiperes. See Doucepeee, in the Dictionary.
Twist, Oliver. The hero oi Dickens's novel of the

same name,

—a

poor boy, born and brought up in the
worlihouse of an English village, starved, beaten, and
abused, but preserving a wonderful purity and lovableness, even when surrounded by the worst influences.
TwitCh'er, Jemmy (twlch'er). 1. A cunning highwayman in Gay's " Beggar's Opera."
2. A nickname given to John Lord Sandwich (17181792) by his contemporaries.
A nephew to Lady Capulet in
Tyb'alt (tib'alt).
Shakespeare's tragedy of " Romeo and Juliet."

u.

U

TT-gO-Il'no (oo-go-le'no).

[It.]

A Pisan

noble of the

13th century, and leader of the Guelphs. Having been
defeated in an encounter with Archbishop Ruggieri, a
leader of the Ghibelline faction, he is said to have been
imprisoned, together with his sons, in the tower of the
Gualandi (since called the Tower of Hunger), and left
there to starve. Dante has immortalized the name and
sufferings of TJgolino. He is represented as voraciously
devouring the head of Ruggieri, in hell, where they are
both frozen up together in a hole in a lake of ice.
U'len-spie'gel (oo'len-spe'gel). [G.] See Owleolass.
Ul-ri'oa (iil-ri'ka). A hideous old sibyl in Sir Walter

"Ivanhoe."
U-lys'ses (fi-ITs'sez). [L. Ulixes, sometimes erroneously written Ulysses from a supposed connection with
Gr. '0Su(7<7eu's Ulysses.]
King of Ithaca, one of the
Greek cliieftains in the Trojan war in Homer's " Iliad,"
famed for his craft, wisdom, and eloquence and the
hero of Homer's " Odyssey," which describes at length
his wanderings and adventures for ten years after the
fall of Troy, and his final return home.
See Calypso,
CiKCE, Penelope, and Telemachus.
Scott's

W

;

standingfor "Uncle Sam," the local nickname of Mr.
Samuel Wilson, a government inspector at that place.
Uncle To'by (to'by). The hero of Sterne's novel
" Tlie Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent.,"
represented as a captain who had been wounded at the
siege of Namur, and forced to retire from the service.

—

He

celebrated for his kindness, courage, gallantry,

is

and simplicity, no less than for his extreme modesty, his
love passages with the Widow Wadman, and his military
tastes, habits, and discussions.
11^°" " My Uncle Toby is one of the finest compliments
ever paid to human nature. He is the most unottendmg
of God's creatures or, as the French express it, un lei
petit bon homme! Of his bowling green, his sieges, and
his amours, who would say or think any thing amiss ? "
;

Hazlitt.

Uncle Tom. The hero of Mrs. Harriet Beecher
Stowe's novel "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
a negro slave,

—

distinguished for his unaffected piety and fidelity.

See

A

popular embodi-

ment

of the various ways in which fugitive slaves from
the Southern States of the American Union were assisted
in escaping to the Nortli, or to Canada ;
often humor-

—

ously abbreviated U. G. R. R.
G. 66n-de'ne). [See Undine, in
Un-dine' (Qn-den'
the Dictionary.]
Tlie lieroine and title of a romance
by the German author, De la Motte Fouqu^. She was
a water sprite and changeling in the hut of a fisherman,
where Sir Huldbrand saw her and fell in love with her.
By her marriage with a mortal. Undine acquired a soul.
But the knight soon neglected his wife for the lady
Bertalda, and Undine was carried away by her sisters
into the sea.
She returned on the day of Sir Huldbr.and's wedding with Bertalda, und gave him a kiss from
;

wliich he died.

U'nl-gen'i-tUS (u'nT-jen'i-tus).

In ecclesiastical his-

name given to a famous bull issued by Pope
Clement XI., in 1713, against the French translation of
the New '"estament, with notes by Pasquier Quesnel,
priest of tiie Oratory, and a celebrated Jansenist. The
bull began with the Latin words " Unigenitus Dei Filius" (i. e., Only-begotten Son of God), and hence the
tory, the

name given

to

it.

Universal Doctor. [L. Doctor Universalis.'] Thomas
See Angelic Doctor.
Urban, Sylvanus, Qent. [See Sylvan, and Urban,
in the Dictionary.]
The fictitious name under which
the Gentleman's Magazine is edited, and by which is
expressed its universality of town and country inteUiAquinas.

geuce.

True

histories of last year's ghost,
to a ringlet or a turban ;
And trifles for the morning Post,
And nothing for Sylvanus Urban.

Lines

Praed.

Ur-gan'da (oor-gan'da). In the original romance of
" Amadis de Gaul," a potent fairy. In the Spanish romances relating to the descendants of Amadis, she is
represented as an enchantress of a more powerful description.

[LG. Urian the
U'ri-an, Sir (u'ri-an or o6're-an).
Devil.] A sportive designation of a man who is very little
thought of, or who is sure to turn up unexpectedly and
inopportunely.
U'ri-el (u'rT-Sl).
[Heb. iiriel fire of God.] An angel
mentioned in the second book of Esdras. Milton makes
"
him regent of the sun," and calls him "the sharpestsighted spirit of all in heaven."
U'ther (u'ther). The son of Oonstans, one of the
fabulous or legendary kings of Britain, and the father
of King Arthur.
See Igerna.
Uther which Pendragon hight.

U-tO'pl-a (ii-to'pT-a).

[NL.,

A

fr.

Gr. oi not

Spenser.

+ Tdiro9 a

place.]
term invented by Sir Thomas More (14781535), and applied by him to an imaginary island which
he represents to have been discovered by a companion
of Amerigo Vespucci, and as enjoying the utmost perfection in laws, politics, etc., in contradistinction to the
defects of those which then existed elsewhere. The
name has now passed into all the languages of Europe
to signify a state of ideal perfection.

The wise and godly ordinances of the Utopians, among whom
with very few laws all things be so well and wealthily ordered
that virtne is had in price and estimation, and yet, all things
being there common, every man hath abundance of every
thing.

.

.

.

So must I needs confess and grant that many things be in the
Utopian weal public which in our cities I maj^ rather wish for
than hope after.
Rohynson {Transl. of More's Utopia).

Uz-Zi'el

(iiz-zT'el

or uz'zi-gl).

of God.]
An angel in Milton's
in power to Gabriel.

[Heb. 'uzziel strength
"Paradise Lost," next

A

U'na (u'na). [L., fem. of ^mus one.]
lovely lady
in Spenser's "Faerie Queene," intended as a personification of Truth. The name refers to the singleness of
purpose characteristic of Truth, or to the unique excellence of the lady's character. See Red-ceoss Knight.
Un'C?.3 (iin'kos). The "Last of the Moliicans" in
Cooper's novel of this name,
a young Delaware chief
of great courage and nobility of soul, called by the
French " Le Cerf agile" (1 e., the agile deer). See

—

Chingachgook.

Uncle Re'mus (re'mus). The hero and title of a
book by Joel Chandler Harris (b. 1848). He is represented as an old plantation darky with a great store of
tales and songs illustrative of negro folklore, and dealing
mainly with " Brer [i. e., Brother] Rabbit," " Brer Fox,"
and otlier animal characters.
Uncle Sam. A colloquial nickname of the United
States government.
33^ -S''§ ">''™8 arose from the circumstance that the
initials U. S. (United States) marked on certain casks of
provisions at Troy, N. Y., purchased for the American
army in the war of 1812, were facetiously interpreted as
.

ale, senate,

c4re,

Sua,

arm, ask,

V.
Va'dl'US' (va/de'us'). A grave and heavy pedant in
Moliere's comedy " Les Femmes Savantes."
Val'en-tine (vSl'en-tin). 1. One of the heroes in the
old romance of " Valentine and Orson," which is of uncertain age and authorship, though it probably belongs
to the 15th century. See Orson.
2. One of the " Two Gentlemen of Verona" in Shakespeare's play of that name.
See Silvia.
3. In Goethe's "Faust," a brother of Margaret whom
Faust has seduced. Maddened by his sister's shame, he
interrupts a serenade of Faust's and attacks him, but is
stabbed by Mephistopheles.
As he expires he utters
vehement reproaches against Margaret.
Val'jean', Jean (zhaN val'zhiiN'). The hero of Victor Hugo's novel "Les Mis^rables." He is represented
as an ex-convict of great strength and courage, converted
by an act of magnanimity on tlie part of a good bishop
who gives him food and lodging, and then discovers him
final,

^

;

eve, e^eut,

;

Apollyon and put him to

flight.

Valley of the Shadow of Death. In Bunyan's
" Pilgrim's Progress," the valley through which Christian was obliged to pass on hit, way to the Celestial City.

"Now this valley is a very solitary place: the prophet
Jeremiah thus describes it 'A wilderness, a land of
deserts and of pits, a land of drought, and of the Shadow
:

of Deatli, a land that no man (but a Christian) passeth
througli, and where no lyian dwelt.' "
Van-es'sa (v5n-gs'sa). [ Van, the first syllable of Vanhomrigh -f Essa, dim. of Esther.']
poetical name
given by Swift to Miss Esther Vauhomrigh, a young
lady who had fallen in love with him and proposed marriage.
her declaration of affection was received is
related in Swift's poem of " Cadenus and Vanessa." See

A

Little Eva.

Underground Railroad, The.

in the act of stealing his benefactor's plate.
He afterwards rises to a prominent position as a great manufacturer and a municipal officer but his former convict
life having been discovered by his enemies, he is bitterly
persecuted, and suffers many trials and reverses, under
which he exhibits great heroism and endurance, and
finally dies in peace.
Valley of Humiliation. In Bunyan's " Pilgrim's
Progress," the valley in which Christian encountered

£nd, fern, recent

;

Ice,

How

Cadencs.
Vanity. 1. An established character in the old moralities and puppet shows.
2. A town in Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," on the
road to the Celestial City
Vanity Fair. In Bunyan's spiritual allegory, " The
Pilgrim's Progress," the name of a Fair which was held
" It beareth
all the year long in the town of Vanity.
the name of Vanity Fair because the town where 't is
kept is lighter than vanity [Ps. Ixii. 9], and also because
all that is there sold, or that cometh thither, is vanity."
II^= Tliackeray has made use of this name as the title
of a satirical novel.

Varden, Dolly. See Dolly Vaeden, in Dictionary.
poetical name given by Swift
Va-ri'na (va-ri'na).
to Miss Jane Waryng, for whom Swift in early life professed an attachment.
Vath'ek (vath'Sk). The hero of William Beckford's
celebrated novel of the same name, a haughty and effeminate monarch, led on by the temptations of a malignant genie, and the sophistries of a cruel and ambitious
mother, to commit all sorts of crimes, to abjure his faith^
and to offer allegiance to Eblis, the Mohammedan Satan,
in tlie hope of seating himself on the throne of the pre-

A

Adamite sultans.
Veiled Prophet of Eho-ras'san (ko-r5s'san).

The

hero and title of one of tlie metrical tales in Thomas
Moore's " Lalla Rookh," based upon the history of
Hakim ben Allah, surnamed Mokanna, i. e., " The
Veiled," the founder of an Arabian sect in the 8th century. He pretended to be a god, and wore a veil to hide,
as his followers gave out, the dazzling brightness of his
countenance, but, in reality, to conceal disfigurements
received in battle.

Venerable Bede. See Bede, The Venerable.
Venerable Doctor. [L. Doctor Venerabilis.] A title
given to William de Champeaux (d. 1121), a celebrated
philosopher and theologian, regarded as the first public
professor of scholastic divinity, and the founder of scientific realism.

Venerable

Initiator.

[L. VeneraMlis-Tnceptor."]

An

honorary appellation conferred upon William of Occam
(d. 1347), a famous English scholastic philosopher.

Ven'ner, El'sie (el'sy vSn'ner). The heroine and title
of a singular novel (18G1) by Oliver Wendell Holmes.
little before Elsie's birtli her mother was bitten by a rattlesnake, and the girl inherited suakish characteristics
which lent a certain horrible fascination to her beauty,
and gave her very peculiar traits of character.
Ve/nus-berg (ve'ntis-berg G. va'no6s-barg). [G.,.
Mountain of Venus.] See Eckhardt, and Tannhausee.
Ver'ges (ver'jSz). An ingeniously absurd Iieadborough and watchman in Shakespeare's " Much Ado about
Nothing." He is a companion of Dogberry.
name formerly given to the Gulf
Vermilion Sea.
of California, from the red color of its infusoria.
Ver'non, Ele or Di-an'a (dl or dt-Sn'a ver'nun).
The heroine of Sir Walter Scott's novel of " Rob Roy."
She is represented as a frank and spirited young beauty,
a daring shot and rider, carefully educated in the tongues
and the sciences, but ignorant of the world, and without
the usual feminine accomplishments.
Veto, M. et Mme. (mo'sye' a ma'dam' va'to'). [F.]
Opprobrious names often given by the anarchists of the
French Revolution to Louis XVI. and his queen, Marie
Antoinette. The expression originated in the indignation of the people at tiie veto allowed the king on the resolves of the National Assembly.
The name occurs in
the celebrated song "La Carmagnole," which, with the
accompanying dance, was performed at festivals, executions, and outbreaks of popular discontent, during the
Reign of Terror.
Vi'a Dol'O-ro'sa (vl'a doFo-ro'sa). [L., way of pain.]
A name given, since the Christian era, to the road at
Jerusalem leading from the Mount of Olives to Golgotha,
over which Jesus passed on his way to be crucified.
Vicar of Bray.
name originally given to the Rev.
Symon Symonds, who was twice a Roman Catholic and
twice a Protestant, in four successive English reigns, between 1533 and 1558. It is now commonly applied to
one who deserts his party when it is no longer for his
safety or his interest to remain in it.

A

;

A

A

B^^ Bray is a village in Berkshire, England. " The vivacious vicar hereof ,'^ says Fuller, "living under Henry
VIII., Edward VI., Queen Mary, and Queen Elizabeth,
was first a Papist, tlien a Protestant, then a Papist, then
a Protestant again. He had seen some martyrs burned
(two miles oif) at Windsor, and found this fire too hot for
his tender temper. This vicar being taxed by one for
being a turncoat and inconstant changeling,
' Not so,.''

—

idea,

iU

;

old<

obey, drb, 5dd.

;.

;
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my

said he, ' for I always kept
principle, which
to live and die the Vicar of Bray.'' "

is

this

:

who opposed

as the representative, or vicegerent, of Christ.
Vicar of Wakefield. The hero of Goldsmith's novel

same name. See Primrose, The Rev. De.
Vln-cen'tl-O (vTn-sSn'sliT-o). The Duke of Vienna in
Shakespeare's "Measure for Measure." He commits his
scepter to Angelo, under the pretext of being called to
take an urgent and distant journey, and by exchanging
the royal purple for a monk's hood, observes incognito
the condition of his people, and especially the manner and
effect of his vicegerent's administration.
See Angelo.
Vinegar Bible. A name given to an edition of the
Bible published in 1717 at the Clarendon Press, Oxford.
By a ludicrous misprint, the title of the twentieth chapter of Luke was made to read, " Parable of the Vinegar,"
Instead of " Parable of the Vineyard."
Vln'Iand (vTn'land). A name given, according to
Bnorri Sturlusou, by Scandinavian voyagers, to a portion
of the coast of North America visited by them toward
the close of tlie 10th century, well wooded, and producing agreeable fruits, especially grapes. It is thought to
have been a part of the coast of Massachusetts or Rhode
of the

Island.

Vl'o-la (v5'6-la). In Shakespeare's " Twelfth Night,"
a lady who disguises herself as a page and enters the
service of Duke Orsino, with whom she falls in love.
He employs her to carry love messages to the Lady
Olivia, but, being unsuccessful in this suit, he finally
marries Viola.
Vlr'gl'nle' (ver'zhe'ne').
[F.1
The heroine of the
romance " Paul et Virginie." See Paul and Virginia.
Virgin Mary, The. The mother of Jesus Christ.
According to pious tradition she remained a virgin to her
death.
Called also Blessed Virgin, Holy Virgin, and
The Virgin.
Virgin Queen, The. An appellation popularly given
to Queen Elizabeth (1533-1603). She may, in fact, be
said to have assumed it ; for, on the 10th of February,
1559, in a speech to the Privy Council and a deputation
from the House of Commons, who had requested her, in
the name of the nation, to be pleased to take to herself
a husband, she said that for herself it would be enough
" that a marble stone should declare that a queen, having reigned such a time, lived and died a virgin." Cf.

Maiden Qdeen.
Vl-ta'lis (ve-ta'les). A name assumed by Erik Sjoberg (1794-1828), a distinguished Swedish lyric poet.
By this pseudonym he intended to convey the notion of
the Latin words " Vita lis,"
"Life is a struggle."
Vlv'l-an (viv'T-an).
The mistress of Merlin, also
called the Lady of the Lake. Tennyson introduces her
into his poem " Merlin and Vivien," in the " Idylls of
the Kuag." See Lady of the Lake, 1, Merlin, Lancelot Du Lac. [V/ritten also Vivien, and Viviane."]
At Merlin's feet the wily Vivien lay.
Tennyson.

Poet, The. A title assumed by John Taylor,
an English poet (1580-1654), who for a long time followed
the occupation of a waterman on the Thames.
Wat'ling Slureet (wot'ling). A name very generally
given in England, during the Middle Ages, to the Via
Lactea, or Milky Way. This, however, was only an application of the words.
The real WatUng Street was a
road extending across South Britain in a general direction from east to west.
Beginning at Richborough, or
Dover, it ran through Canterbury to London, and thence
across the island to Chester.

Water

See yonder, lo, the Galaxye,
Whicli men clepeth the Milky Way,
For it is white, and some, parfay,
CttUen it Watlinge Strete.
Chaucer.
The origin of the name is uncertain. By some
the street is supposed to have been called in honor of
Vitellius, the Via (or Strata) Vitellina, of which the modern name is a Saxon corruption. According to Camden,
it was named after ViteUianus, who directed the work,
and whom the Britons, in their language, called Guetalin.
Florence of Worcester {Chron. sub an. 1013) derives the
nanie from the Wsetlings, or sons of King Weetla, who,
Wright says, " was, no doubt, a personage of the Anglo-

^r"

Voland, Squire (fo'lant).
name in Germany for

is identical with the Scandinavian Volund.
Wedding of the Adriatic. An ancient ceremony at
Venice, said to have been instituted by Pope Alexander
III., in 1177.
The doge sailed out each year in a gayly
decorated barge, and threw a ring into the Adriatic, as a
token of the supremacy of Venice over the sea, which
was subject to Venice " as a bride to her husband." The
Venetians called the ceremony the '^sposalizio del mare,"
i. e., " the espousal of the sea."
See Bride of the sea.

Venice, the eldest child of Liberty.
She was a maiden city, bright and free.
seduced, no force could violate ;
And, when she took unto herself a mate.
She must espouse the everlasting Sea. tVoj'dsworth.

No guile

[G. Junker Voland.1
the Devil.

Weeping Philosopher, The. An epithet given to
Heraclitus, of Ephesus, who flourished about 500 b. c.
He was of a gloomy and melancholy disposition, and is
said to have been perpetually weeping on account of the
vices of mankind.
Cf. Laughing Philosopher.
Weird Sisters, The. Three witches in Shakespeare's
tragedy of " Macbeth." See under Weird, a., in the Dictionary.
my*' " The Weird Sisters are as true a creation of
Shakespeare's as his Ariel and Caliban,
fates, furies,
and materializing witches being the elements. They are
wholly different from any representation of witches in
the contemporary writers, and yet present a sufficient
external resemblance to the creatures of vulgar prejudice to act immediately on the audience. Their character consists in the imaginative, disconnected from the
good they are the sliadowy obscure and fearfully anomalous of physical nature, the lawless of human nature,
elemental avengers without sex or kin."
Coleridge.
[G., I know not
Welss'nicht-WO' (vis'nint-vo').
where.] A name given, in Carlyle's " Sartor Resartus,"
to a place (probably London) spoken of as containing a
university in which Herr Teufelsdrockh is professor.

A

Vol-po'ne (vol-po'ue). [It., an old fox.] The title of a
play by Ben Jonson, and the name of its chief character.

Vd'lund

(ve'loont).

[Icel.

—

Volundr.l {Scand. 3Iyth.)
to the Latin Vulcan.

A wonderful smith, corresponding
He made

famous sword Balmung. King Nidung cut the sinews of his feet and coniined him in his
forge, but he violated the King's daughter and escaped
in a feather boat. His adventures are told in the " Song
of Volund " in the elder Edda. See Wayland.
Siegfried's

also Vortiger.']

The crowne which

Vortiger did long detayne.

—

;

Vor'tl-gern (vSr'tT-gem). Seneschal of Constans (a
mythical king of Britain), and usurper of the throne
after Constans had been killed by his subjects. [Written
Spenser.

See Teufelsdrockh, Here.

Well-Beloved, The. [Transl. of F. Le Bien-AimS.]
epithet applied to Charles IV. of France, and also to
Louis XV.
Wel'ler, Samuet (wel'ler). Mr. Pickwick's man in
Dickens's celebrated "Pickwick Papers," remarkable
for his shrewdness, humor, easy impudence, coolness,
and shiftiness in an emergency, for his fidelity to his
master's interests, and for his intimate knowledge of low
life in London. He talks the cockney dialect, and abounds
in a peculiar kind of comparisons.
Tlie father of Sam Weller
Wel'ler, To'ny (to'ny).
in Dickens's " Pickwick Papers,"
a representative of
the old broad-brimmed, great-coated, many-waistcoated,
red-faced race of English stagecoachmen.
Wer'ther (wer'ter G. vSr'tar). [G.] The hero of
Goethe's sentimental romance " The Sorrows of Werther," a young man who falls in love with Lotte, the wife
of a friend, and, being unable to overcome his passion,

w.

An

Wad'man, Widow (wSd'man). A lady in Sterne's
Tristram Shandy," with whom Uncle Toby is in love.
Wag'ner (vag'nar). A pedant in Goethe's " Faust."
This name occurs in the old legends under the form of
Cristoph Wagner, who is represented to have been the
companion, or famulus, of Faust.
Wagoner Boy, The. A popular sobriquet of the
Hon. Thomas Corwin (1794-18G5), a distinguished American statesman. It was given him because of his services,
while yet a lad, as a teamster in Gen. Harrison's army.
*'

Walking Stew'art

—

The sobriquet

of John
Stewart, an English traveler, born in the first half of the
18th century, died in 1822. This celebrated peripatetic
traveled on foot through Hindostan, Persia, Nubia, Abyssinia, the Arabian Desert, Europe, and the United States.
Wal-pur'gls (val-poor'ges).
legendary female saint
who is reputed to have converted the Saxons to Chris(stu'ert).

;

takes his

A

tianity.
of May

Her

festival,

of

" Walpurgis Night," the evening

peak of

imite,

rgde,

f

^,

fip,

arn

;

pity

life.

West'ern, Squire.

A

jolly

country gentleman in

Fielding's "History of a Foundling," ignorant, coaree,
and irascible, but very fond of his daughter Sophia. He
is a type of the hard-drinking, fox-hunting Tory squire.
There now are no Squir'e Wctiferns. as of old.
And (uir Sopliins are not so emphatic,
But fair as thcin or fairer to bi'hold.
Byron.
"Amongst these [the characters of the story],
Squire Western stands alone ; imitated from no prototype, and in himself an inimitable picture of ignorance,
prejudice, irascibility, and rusticity, imited with natural
shrewdness, constitutional good-humor, and an instinctive affection for his daugliter,
all which qualities,
good and bad, aie grounded upon that basis of thorough
selfishness natural to one bred up from infancy where no
one dared to contradict his arguments, or to control his
conduct."
Sir W. Scott.

Harz Mountains.
Wam'ba (wSm'ba). The clown, or jester, of Cedric
in Sir Walter Scott's " Ivanhoe."
Wandering Jew. See Jew, The Wandering.
Wantley, Dragon of. See Dragon, etc.
Wand, Ar'te-mus (iir'te-miis). A pseudonym adopted
jy Cliarles Farrar Browne, an American printer and humorist (1834-18G7), author of a series of popular comic
productions purporting to be written by an itinerant
sliowman, and remarkable for their perverse orthography.
He took the name from Artemas Ward (ar-te'mas), an
American general in the war of the Revolution.
Water Beggars. [F. Gueux.'\ A name assumed,
April, 15G6, by the signers of the compromise of Breda,
tlie

use.

own

West'ern, Miss Sophia (wSst'ern). The daughter
Squire Western, and sweetheart of Tom Jones, in

Fielding's " History of a Foundling."

Day, was believed, in German superstition, to be
the occasion for a witches' Sabbath on the Brocken, a

W^

—

;
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Western Reserve, The. A name popularly given to
a tract of 3,666,921 acres near Lake Erie, reserved by the
State of Connecticut at the time of the cession of the
Northwest Territory to the United States, and now forming a part of the State of Ohio.
yfeth'er-ell, Elizabeth (weth'er-el). A pseudonym
adopted by Miss Susan Warner, an American writer
(1818-1885), author of " The Wide, Wide World," and
other popular works.
Whar'ton, Eliza (whar'tSn). The heroine of a novel
of the same name, founded on fact, by Mrs. Hannah
(Webster) Foster, an American author (1759-1840).
Whar'ton, Grace. A pseudonym adopted by Mrs.
Anthony Todd Thomson {nee Katharine Byerley), a popular English author (1800-1862).

Whar'ton, Philip. A pseudonym of John Cockbum
Thomson, a popular English author (d. 1860), son of Mrs.
A. T. Thomson. See Whaeton, Grace, above.
Whisk'er-an'dos, Don Fe-ro'lo (don f a-ro'lo whlsk'__
er-Sn'dos). The lover of Tilburina in Sheridan's farce

"The

Critic."

Whisky

Insurrection, The.

A name

popularly

given, in the United States, to an outbreak in Western
Pennsylvania in 1794, resulting from an attempt to enforce an excise law passed in 1791, which imposed duties
on domestic distilled liquors. The insurrection spread
into the border counties of Virginia.
It was finally
suppressed by General Henry Lee, governor of Virginia,

Saxon mythology."
Wa'ver-ley, Edward (wa'ver-ly). The hero of Sir
Walter Scott's first novel " Waverley," which gave its
name to the whole series of historical fictions known as
with an armed force.
the " Waverley Novels." He is represented as a young
Whls'tle-cralt', WUliam. and Robert (hwTs"lcaptain in the British army, and the book describes his
kraft').
A nom de plume of John Hookham Frere
adventures in the Highlands at the time of Charles Ed(1769-1846), an English author and statesman.
ward Stuart's invasion of England (1745).
Whlteboys. See Whiteboy, in the Dictionary.
Way'land (wa'land). A supernatural and invisible
White Horse of Wan'tage (won'taj). The figure of
smith of English legend, introduced by Sir Walter Scott
a horse 374 feet long cut in the chalk hills of Wantage,
into his novel of " Kenilworth." A cromlech in the
in Berkshire, England, said to commemorate the victory
Vale of White Horse in Berkshire is called Wayland
of Alfred the Great over the Danes at the battle of AshSmith's Cave; and the legend says that if a traveler
down in 871. See Thomas Hughes's " Scouring of the
would tie his horse near by, leave sixpence for a fee, and White
Horse."
retire from sight, he would find his horse shod on his reWhite House, The. In the United States, a name
turn. He

—

familiar

the introduction of the Spanish Inquisition

into the Netherlands.

Vicar of Christ, The. A title assumed by the pope
of Rome, who claims to exercise ?, delegated authority

;

food, ttfot

;

out, oil

5

chair

;

go

;

popularly given to the executive, or presidential, mansion at Washington, which is a large building of freestone, painted white.
Hence, colloquially, the office of
President.
White Lady, or Maid, of Av'e-nel' (5v'e-ngi'). A
kind of tutelary spirit protecting the fortunes of a noble
family in Sir Walter Scott's novel " The Monastery."
Noon gleams on the lake,
Noon glows on the fell
Wake thee, O, wake,
White Maid of Avenel.
Sir W. Scott.
White Lady of Berlin.
spirit believed to appear
in the palace at Berlin when one of the royal Prussian
family of the HohenzoUerns is about to die.
White Rose, The. A common designation of the royal
House of York, one of the two great factions in the Eng-

A

lish civil wars (1452-1486), from its emblem, which was
a white rose. See Red Rose.
White Rose of Ra'by (ra'by). Cecily, wife of Rich-

Duke of York, and mother of Edward IV. and
III. ;
so called in allusion to her private character, as well as to the distinguishing color of the Yorkists in the Wars of the Roses.
She was the youngest of
twenty-one children.
novel of some popularity, entitled the " White Rose of Raby," was published in 1794.
Whit'tlng-ton, Dick (whTt'tTng-tiin). The hero of
an old English ballad which relates how he rose from
a poor country orphan to lord mayor of London.
ard,

Richard

—

A

^W^

Coming to London when a boy, he went through
hardships, being abused by his master's cook till
he started to run away. While resting by the
roadside he heard Bow Bells ringing, and they seemed to
say "Turn again, Whittington, tlirice lord mayor of London town." So he went back to his master. Shortly
after, he sent his cat on a venture in his master's ship
and the King of Barbary, whose court was overrun with
mice, gladly bought the cat at a high price. With this
money Whittington commenced business, and became a
rich man.
He married his former master's daughter,
Alice Fitz- Warren, was knighted, and finally became
thrice lord mayor of London. This tradition has been
supposed to be without foundation in fact, but recent researches prove, that about 1370 a Richard Whittington
came to London, and was apprenticed to Sir John FitzWarren. He became a wealthy merchant, married his
former master's daughter, was knighted, and was thrice
lord mayor o2 London (1396-7, 1406, and 1419). His many
benefactions to the city endeared his memory to all London, and he was naturally commemorated in the ancient

many

in despair

ballad.

Wicked Bible, The. A name given to an edition of
the Bible published in 1632 by Barker and Lucas, because the word not was omitted from the seventh commandment.
Wicket-gate. In Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress,"
the gate to which Christian was directed by Evangelist
at the beginning of his journey. Cf. Matthew vii. 13, 14.
Wick'field, Agnes (wlk'feld), A young woman of
great steadfastness and unselfishness of character, who
becomes the second wife of David Copperfield in Dickens'"- novel of " David Copperfield."
Wife ct Bath. One of the pilgrims in Olmucer'a
"Canterbury Tales." "Bold was Iicr face, and fair,
and red of hue." She had survived five husbands, and
was very free-spoken in her views about matrimony and
the proper way of managing a husband.
Wild, Jonathan. A notorious English highwajTnan
who was executed in 1725. He is chiefly known to readera of the present day as the hero of Fielding's novel
" The History of Jonathan Wild."
Wild'air, Sir Harry (wild'Sr). The hero of George
Farquhar's oonicdv of the same name, and also. of lus

"Constant Coupk'."

Wild Huntsman, The. [Of. F. Le Grand Veneiir,
The subject of a popular and
widely-diffused tradition concerning a spectral hunter
Q. T>er M'ilde Jiiger.]

Bins, ink /

ttoen,

tlxin

;

bON

;

zh = z

in azure.
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appears by night, surrounded by dogs, and sometimes with a train of attendants, driving on the chase.
In Germany, this tradition has been made the subject of
a ballad by Eiirger, entitled "Der Wilde Jager." The
French have a similar tradition concerning an aerial
hunter who infests the forest of Fontainebleau. Some
account of him may be found in Sully's " Memoirs." In
a Scottish poem, entitled " Albania," there is a poetical
description of this phantom chase. In England, the tradition appears under the figure of Heme, the hunter, as
in Shakespeare's " Merry Wives of Windsor."
WU'ldns, Peter (wIl'kTnz). The hero of a work enwritten by
titled "The Voyage of Peter Wilkius,"
Robert Paltock, about 1750. He is a mariner, who, like
Robinson Crusoe, is thrown on a distant shore, after undergoing various calamities at sea. He at first supposed
himself to be on an uninhabited island, but afterwards
met a pecuUar winged race of human beings, of which
the men are called "glums," and the women "gawrys."
WUIiams, Calell (wTl'ytimz). The hero of a ncel of
tne same name by William Godwin. See Falkland, 2.

Q

R

S

Judas Maccabaeus.

society, literature, the arts, in short everything, upon a
new basis. See Young Italy, and Young Europe.
Young Germany.
name assumed by a revolutionary and literary school in Germany, which claimed to
represent the tendencies of modern thought, and to embody the political sympathies and aspirations consequent
upon the late revolutionary struggles in Europe. Heinrich Heine (1799-1856) may be regarded as the best exponent of this school. The other principal representatives of Young Germany were Karl Gutzkow, Heinrich

A

Arthur, King of Britain.
Charlemagne.
J
( 9. Godfrey of Bouillon.
In Shakespeare's " Love's Labor 's Lost " (a. v., sc. 2),
Hercules and Pompey appear as two of the Nine Wor8.

thie-.

f/rong'head', Sir Francis (rSng'hSd'). A blundertlie comedy of "The Provoked Husband " by Vanbrugh and Cibber.
ing character in

Laube, Gustav Kiihne, and Theodor Mundt. The organization was broken up after the failure of the revolutionists of 1848-9.

X.
Zan'a-du'

(z5n'a-do6').

The name

of a city

men-

tioned in Coleridge's poem of " Kubla Khan." It is an
altered form of Xaindu,
the residence of the Khan
Kublai, as given in Purchas's ' Pilgrimage," irom which
book the idea of the poem was derived.
Xav'i-er (z5v'j-er ; F. za've'a'). A nom de plume of
Joseph Xavier Boniface. See Saintine.
Xu'ry (zu'ry). A Moresco boy, servant to Crusoe, in
De Foe's romance of " Robinson Crusoe."

—

Will-o'-the-wisp, Wil'i-with-the-wisp.
Jack with the Lanteen, and in the Dictionary.
Wim'ble, Will (wTm'b'l). A celebrated character

in
for liis delightful simofficiousness.
He is said to

— distinguished

and good-humored

Joshua, Conqueror of Canaan.
David, King of Israel.

6.
7.

See

plicity

{

Thees Christians.

—

the " Spectator,"

5.

4.

Three Jews.

have been intended for a Mr. Thomas Morecroft, who
died at DuWin, July 2, 1741.
Winltle, Mr. (win'k'l). A member of the club in
represented as a CockDickens's '- Pickwick Papers,"
ney pretender to sporting skill.
Ta'hoo (ya'hoo). A name given by Swift, in his satirWin'kle, Rip van (rtp van win'k'l). One of the ical romance of " Gulliver's Travels," to one of a filthy
adventures
are
rerace of brutes having the form and all the vices of man.
Dutch colonists of New York, whose
lated in Washington Irving's " Sketch-Book." He is The Yahoos are represented as being subject to the
represented as a good-natured, idle, and somewhat bibu- Houyhuhnms, or horses endowed with reason.
Yankee Doodle. See in the Dictionary.
lous fellow, with a termagant wife. One day, whUe huntYarico. See Inkle and Yarico.
ing in the Kaatskill Mountains, lie fell in with the spirits
Yellow Jack. See under 2d Jack, in the Dictionary.
of Hendrick Hudson and his companions, who were playing ninepins and drinking schnapps iu profound silence.
Yellowplush, Charles, Esq. The pen name of
Rip Van Winkle took a drink of their liquor, and fell Thackeray in his " Yellowplush Correspondence," pubOn awaking he lished in Fraser'a Magazine in 1837-38.
into a sleep which lasted twenty years.
returned home to find that his wife was dead, himself
Yen'dys, Syd'ney (sid'ny ySn'dis). A literary name
forgotten, and his former cronies dead or scattered, while adopted by tlie English poet Sydney Dobell (1824-1874).
yoke
of
the
Yendys is merely Sydney reversed.
the English colonies had thrown off the
mother country, and were now known as the United
Yg'dra-syl' (Tg'dra-sil'). peel. Yggdra Sill.']
{Scand. 3Iyth.) The mighty ash tree which supported
States of America.
See Klaus, Peteb.
Winter King, The. An appellation given to Fred- the universe. One of its roots extended into Asgard,
erick of Bohemia, son-in-law of James I. of England, another into Jotunheim, and the third to Nifiheim. It
sprang from the body of the giant Ymir. Its Asgard
because his reign lasted only one winter.
root was guarded by the Three Norns, or fates ; under
Wise Men of Gotham. See Gotham.
Wise
See
Seven
its Jotunheim root was Ymir's well, the fountain of wisWise Men oJ Greece, The Seven.
dom and its Nifiheim root was gnawed by the adder,
Men of Greece.
Magi,
The
Three.
Nidhogge (darkness). [Written also Ygdrasil,Yggdrasill,
Wise Men of the East. See
Wish'fort, Lady (wlsh'fort). A character in Con- Igdrasyl.']
"
distingreve's comedy
The Way of the World,"
Y-guerne' (T-gem'). See Xgeena.
guislied for her mixture of wit and ridiculous vanity.
Yor'ick (yor'Tk). 1. The King of Denmark's jester,
Witch oi Bd'mon-ton (ed'mun-tun). The heroine mentioned in Shakespeare's " Hamlet " (a. v., s. 1).
of a tragi-comedy of the same name by Rowley, Ford, Hamlet picks up his skull in the churchyard and apostrophizes it.
and Dekker.
2. A humorous and careless parson in Sterne's " TrisWitling of Terror. A nickname given to Bertrand
Barrere (or Barere), in the time of the first French Rev- tram Shandy,"
represented as of Danish origin, and a
olution.
See Anaokeon or the Gdillotine.
descendant of the Yorick celebrated by Shakespeare.
(ySrk). The name assumed by the
Yorke,
Oliver
But though Barere succeeded in earning the honorable nicknames of the Witting of Terror^ and the Anacreon of the Guil- editor of Fraser's Magazine when it was started.
lotine, there was one place where it was long remembered to his
Young America. A popular collective name for
disadvantage that he had, for a time, talked the language of American youth, or a personification of their supposed
Macaulay.
humanity and moderation.

Y.

—

;

Young Ireland. A name adopted by a party of Irish
malcontents, about the year 1840, who were in sympathy
with the progressive movements instigated by O'Connell,
himself a member of the organization,
but who
ridiculed his renunciation of physical force in seeking
political reforms, and were impatient to inaugurate insurrection and war.
Young Italy. [A transl. of It. La Giovine Italia.'}
The nams assumed by an association of Italian refugees
in France, who seceded from the " Charbonnerie D6mocratique "
a secret political union founded shortly
after the Revolution of July, which endeavored to make
Paris the center of all political movements. The league
was organized mainly at the instigation of Mazzini, and
was instituted in 1830 at Marseilles (at that time the
headquarters of the Italian refugees), its object being to
republicanize the peninsula. The motto of Young Italy
was " Now and Ever," and its emblem was a branch of

—

—

—

cypress.

Cf.

Young France.

Young
Young

Poland. See Young France.
RoB'ci-US, The (rSsh'i-iis). An epithet conferred upon William Henry West Betty (1790-1874), an
English actor, who made his debut at the Belfast Theater, August 1, 1803, when about thirteen years old.
In
fifty-six nights he made £34,000.
After winning immense popularity, and accumulating an ample fortune
in four years, he retired from the stage in 1807.
Young Switzerland. See Young France.
Yseult, Ysolde, Ysoude. See Isolde.
Yve'tot' (ev'to'). See King of Yvetot.
Y-waine' (I-wan'). A Knight of the Round Table
whose adventures are described iu " Ywaine and Gawin," an English metrical romance of the 14th century, a
paraphrase of "Le Chevalier an Lyon," written in the
12th century by the French poet Christian de Troyes.
Ywaine is identical with Owaine ap Urien, who is mentioned by Taliesin and other Welsh bards, and who forme
the subject of a tale in the " Mabinogion " entitled " The
Lady of the Fountain."

—

—

characteristics.

u

w

Wit'WOUld, Sir Wilful (wit'wesd). A character in
Congreve's comedy " The Way of the World."
Wizard of the North. A name often given to Sir
Walter Scott, by reason of the magic power of his imagination in reproducing the feudal age of Scotland.
Wot'fing-ton, Peg (pSg w5f'f lug-tun). The title and
heroine of a novelette by Charles Reade, which relates
an imaginary passage in the life of the celebrated English actress, Mrs. Margaret WoiEngton (1720-60).
Wonderful Doctor. [A translation of L. Doctor Mirabilis.']
Roger Bacon. See Admirable Doctor.
Wooden Horse. In Virgil's "^neid," the colossal
hollow flgure of a horse in which a number of the Greek
warriors lay hid. This was introduced within the walls
of Troy by a stratagem, and at night the concealed warriors crept out of it and admitted the Greek army into
the city, which was sacked and burned.
Worldly Wiseman, Mr. One of the characters in
Bimyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," who converses with
Christian at the outset of his journey, and endeavors to
deter him from proceeding to the " Wicket-gate."
Worthies, The Nine. Famous personages often alluded to, and classed together, in a rather arbitrary manner, like the Seven Wonders of the World, the Seven
Wise Men of Greece, etc. They have been cotmted up
in the following manner
( 1. Hector, son of Priam.
Three Gentiles. 1 2. Alexander the Great.
:

3.

I

Sse,

(1^°"

"What we

call

*

Young America^

is

made up

of

about equal parts of irreverence, conceit, and that popumoral quality fanuliarly kno%vu as ' brass.' "

lar

Young

Chevalier, The.

A

title

Charles Edward
Pretender. See Pretenders, The.
Stuart, otherwise

/. G. Holland.
popularly given to
as The Young

known

Young England. A collective designation given to a
number of persons of rank and character in England, who

z.
Zad'ki-el (z5d'kT-51). 1. According to the Jewish
rabbins, the angel of the planet Jupiter.
2. A pseudonym of the astrologer Lieutenant Richard
James Morrison, of the British navy.
Zang'bar (zang'bar). A fabulous island in India.
The Persian zangl signifies an Ethiopian, a negro. The
root is probably the same as that of the country Zanguebar (Zanzibar), on the east coast of Africa.
Za-ra-go'za, Maid of (tha-ra-go'tha). See Maid op
Saragossa. Wordswortli has a sonnet entitled "Zaragoza," which was written in her honor.
Ze-nel'O-phon (ze-nSl'o-f on). The beggar maid loved
by King Cophetua. See Cophetua. She is usually called
Fenelopkon, but in Shakespeare's "Love's Labor 's Lost
(a. iv., sc. i., 1. 65), the pompous Don Adriano de Armado
thus alludes to the story " The magnanimous and most
illustrate King Cophetua set eye upon the pernicious and
indubitate beggar Zenelophon."
Ze-noTji-a (ze-no'bi-4). A beautiful and strong-minded
woman in Nathaniel Hawthorne's " Blithedale Romance,"
:

—

were engaged, in the first half of the 19tli century, in a
social movement, having for its aim the revival of the
manners of mediaeval times, which they held to have been
greatly injured by the growth of a commercial spirit
among the higher classes. They were often alluded to
as the " White Waistcoat Party," and their courtly and
fantastic manners are described in some of the novels
See also Wordsworth's sonnet
of Benjamin Disraeli.
" Young England
what is then become of Old ? "
Young Europe. An association organized April 15,
1834, by delegates from the various national leagues,
" Young Italy," " Young Swtzerland," etc., on the basis
of the political, social, and rehgious views advanced by
Mazzini, and with the avowed design of exciting the nations of Europe to rise against their despotic rulers.
Young France, Switzerland, Spain, Poland, etc.
Social and literary parties which sprang into being, in

who drowned herself when disappointed in love. Some
traits in the character are said to have been taken from
Margaret Fuller (afterwards the Marchioness Ossoli).
"strong and
Ze'phon (ze'fon). [Heb. tsephon.']
Gasubtle spirit" in lUilton's "Paradise Lost,"
briel dispatched with Ithuriel to find Satan, after his
escape from " the bars of hell." See Ithuriel.
famous warrior in
Zer-bi'no (tsar-be'no). [It.]
Ariosto's poem of "Orlando Furioso." He is represented as the son of a king of Scotland.
nickname under which Dryden
Zim'rl (zim'ri).
satirized the Duke of Buckingham in his " Absalom and
Achitophel," in return for Buckingham's attack on him
in "The Rehearsal."
See Bayes.
Zi-pan'gl (zT-pan'gi). See Cipango.
Zo'phi-el (zo'fT-gl). [Heb.,spy of God.] In Milton'o
swiftest wing.''

Julius Caesar.

nearly all the countries of continental Europe, in consequence of the political agitations resulting from the
French Revolution of 1830. They aimed to reconstitute

ale,

senate,

unite,

rude,

care,
full,

—

&m, arm, ask,
tan
pity

iip,

;

;

final,

all

;

food, fc>bt

A

A

A

"Paradise Lost," an angelic scout, "of cherubim the

The heroine

Zu-Iei'ka (zdo-leOja).
" The Bride of Abydos."

eve, event, £nd, fern, recent ; ice, idea, iU
old,
chair ; go ; sins, ink ; tben, thin
out, oil ;
;

;

whom

;

Obey, drb, odd

boN

;

zti

=z

of Byroa's poen-

;

in azure^
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PREFACE.
—

now generally acknowledged
in the following Vocabularies
and satisfactory one for the pronunciation of geographical and
to pronounce all names, as nearly as possible, as they are
pronounced by the educated people of the respective countries to which they belong,
excepting only those few well-known foreign names which appear to have acquired
an established English prommciation, such as Paris, Naples, Florence, Venice,
Milan, Munich, etc. Most of these names have received anEngUsh form of spelling,
to which naturally an English pronunciation has been given.
It is admitted that cases not unfrequently occur, in which it is impossible to convey with any degree of precision the native pronunciation of other countries by
maans of English letters but much is undoubtedly gained by such an approximation
to tlie true sound as is within the reach of even the mere English scholar, since this
would enable liim more readily to understand, and to be understood by, those who
are familiar with names as spoken by the inhabitants of the respective countries to
which such names belong.
But whatever weight may be allowed to this last consideration, it may be safely
affirmed that the system above referred to presents, on the whole, greater advantages and fewer difficulties than any other which can be devised. Some, indeed, have
advocated the propriety of pronouncing foreign names as they are written, giving to
every letter its proper English sound.
But such a method would obviously be
attended with inextricable difficulties. What, for example, would, on this system,
be the proper English pronunciation of Seine ? Should the ei be pronounced like
long e, as in the words seize, ceiling, received ? or like long a, as in vein, weight,
inveigh ? or like i long, as in height, sleight, etc. ? Should Seine, then, be pronounced sen, san, or sin ? or should we sound the final e, and make it se'ne, s¥ne,
The system adopted

to be the only rational

biographical

names

—

is

;

or si'ne ?

This ons instance out of a multitude may serve to show the endless diversity and
confusion into which such a system, or rather want of system, must necessarily

But this is not all There are innumerable cases in which it is very difficult,
not impossible, to pronounce foreign names according to tlie English sound of the
letters,
for example, Czernigoio, Hjelmar, Ljusne, Szegedin, etc.,
while there is
no difficulty whatever in pronouncing them according to the native sound. A multitude of instances also occur, in which the pronunciation according to the sounds of
our language, though not difficult, is far less euphonious than the native pronunciation Bacchiglione, Cagliari, Minho, and Saldanha, may serve as examples. Another strong argument against pronouncing foreign names according to the English
sound of the letters is furnished by the fact that in a great number of instances the
same name is written variously. In Spanish, for example, x and j (and g before e or
i), having exactly the same sound, are sometimes used indiscriminately, more especially in the spelling of proper names.
Hence we have Xalisco and Jalisco, Xalapa
and Jalapa, Ximenes and Jimenes, the two spellings in each instance being pronounced exactly alike. The following name is written in three dilfereut ways,
lead.
if

—

—

:

—

Xixona, Jijona, and Gijona,

—

all pronounced alike
he-ho'na.
Wliat could be
or more absurd, than to call such a name sometimes zix-o'na {x at
the beginning of a word being pronounced as z in English), sometimes ji-jo'na, or
je-jo'na, and sometimes gl-jo'na, or ge-jo'na ?
In giving the pronunciation of geograpliical and biographical names, perhaps the
most important, and certainly the most difficult, point of all, is to mark correctly
the accent (see 49, below).
So great is the uncertainty in this respect, that the most
accomplished native scholars of Italy, Spain, and Germany are not unfrequently at a
loss how to accentuate the proper names of their respective countries, particularly if
the name in question happens to belong to some obscure or remote district.
And
if it is so difficult to determine the correct accentuation of the names that occur
in a single language, the intelligent reader may judge how arduous must be the task
of ascertaining the proper accentuation of the endless variety of names found in the
different European languages. In fulfilling this task, information has been sought
from every accessible source, and especially from educated natives, not only of the
different countries, but of different sections of the same country.
With respect to
the pronunciations contained in tlie following Vocabularies, it is believed that they
will be found to be as minutely exact as tliey could advantageously be given in a
work designed chiefly for the use of the Enghsh scholar. Particular care has been
taken with what may be termed the four great languages of Continental Europe (viz.,
the French, German, Italian, and Spanish), not merely to mark the accent correctly,
but to represent, as far as possible, every important peculiarity of sound. It is, however, scarcely necessary to observe that no system of notation based upon tlie sounds
of the English tongue can represent exactly the pronunciation of words in other
languages.
With regard to English proper names, the difficulty is not in representing, but in
ascertaining, the true pronunciation. All those causes wliich operate in other languages to produce irregularity in accent, or anomalies in the sounds of letters, would
seem to prevail in preeminent degree in regard to English proper names. Add to
this that the same name is in many instances pronounced differently by different
families so that it becomes necessary not only to ascertain the pronunciation generally adopted by the best speakers, but also to attempt the far more difficult task
of searching out the peculiar preferences, not to say caprices, of families, and even of

more perplexing,

;

individuals.

The

greatest pains have been taken

to render

them

by the authors

as complete and correct as possible.

critic will, of course,

make due allowance

of the following Vocabularies

The candid and

intelligent

for such deficiencies as are iuliereut in

and necessarily limited extent.
The author can not conclude without acknowledging the valuable

their character

assistance which
late Mr William A. Wlieeler, who for a number of years
studied the subject of Orthoepy, in its various branches, witlv great diligence and

he received from the
success.

(1717)
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N

ELEMENTS OF PEONUNCIATION

1

OF THE PRINCIPAL MODERN LANGUAGES OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE.
Spanish and Danish, between two vowels or at the end of a word,

VOWELS.

it

has a sound

similar to th in this.

Danish usually sounds nearly like our a in fall, sometimes approaching o
Swedish soimds like long o in English.
8. Ae, OT a, is usually pronounced like a in fate, or e in net. In Dutch and Flemish,
ae sounds like a in far. In the modem Dutch orthography, ae is replaced by aa.
Thus, tlie name formerly written Haerlem is now Haarlem, Maes is changed into

21. In all the European languages, g is hard before a, o, and m ; in German, Danish,
Norwegian, and Polish, it is hard in every situation, though it sometimes has a guttural sound.
Before e and i (or y), in French, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish, it
is like the
J of these languages. In the same position in Italian, it sounds like oury,
or soft g.
In Dutch, it is always pronounced like h strongly aspirated. Chu before e
and i, in French, Portuguese, and Spanish, sounds like g hard.
22. IT in French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, is either never pronounced at
all, or else is sounded so slightly that an English ear can scarcely perceive it.
lu
the other languages of Europe it has the same sound as in English.
23. J in Italian, German, Polish, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, and Dutch, is pronomiced like our y. In French and Portuguese, it has the sound of sh, or s in the
English word pleasure. In Spanish, it is equivalent to the x of that language, being
similar in sound to a strongly aspirated h.
24. Often at the end of a syllable, in French and Portuguese,
and n are said to
have a nasal sound but, more correctly speaking, dropping their own proper character, they impart nasality to the preceding vowels, wliich are then sounded through
the nose. For example, the sound of ban in French approximates that indicated by
bSng in English. Alem, or alen, in Portuguese, is pronounced almost d-ling', and sao
as SOUN. In pronouncing the nasal vowels in these languages, care should be used not
to press the back part of the tongue against the palate, as is done in producing the
sound of the English ng. In French, o before n nasal has nearly the sound of our
That is to say, if the English word no be proin note, but is somewhat shorter.
nounced quickly, with the vowel rendered nasal, the sound produced will correspond
almost exactly to that of the French non. Some distinguished phonologists, however,
are of the opinion that the sound of the French o in such cases is nearer to that of
our
in nor, and that of the French a in ban and e in en to that of the English S in
far. (See the French ensemble, intrigante, bon vivant, vingt et un, etc., in the Dictionary ; also § 1 of the Guide to Pronunciation.')
in Italian before g usually prehence, Marengo is pronounced almost ma-rsnn'go : in all
serves its clear sound
or nearly all the other languages, n in such cases approximates the sound of the
English n in link.
25.
in Spanish (like gn in French and Italian, and nh in Portuguese) has a sound
combining that of n and y consonant. Mino and Minho are pronounced alike
men'yo.
26. (lu before « and i in Portuguese and Spanish, and before every vowel in
French, has the sound of h. In most other languages, it is essentially the same as

Maas,

in English.

1. In the languages of Continental Europe, a never has a sound like that in the
English woria fate or name, but is usually like the a in far or in fast, often approximating that in fat. In the Hungarian, it is sometimes like o in not.
generally has a sound similar to a in fate, or else to e in met. In French, e is
2.
often silent. In Swedish, e, when long, has a sound resembling that of short i, but
more prolonged. Thus, Carlen might be pronoxmced kar-Vnn'. When short, li is
like e in met.
It is sometimes
3. / usually sounds as in marine; that is, like long e in English.
It is important to observe that i final in French, Itahan,
like our short i, as inpm.
and Spanish, has the sound of ee in see : it should, therefore, not be allowed to fall
into I, as it is apt to do in English or Anglicized words.
has for the most part nearly the same sound as in English. Sometimes it is
4.
long, as in no, but often it has a sound intermediate between that of our oia. no and
that in not. (See Observation VI. on p. 1719.) In Russian, o, when not accented,
In Swedish
is almost like a in father, or intermediate between this and a in fat.
and Norwegian, at the end of a syllable, it is sounded like our oo.
5. U in most languages is pronounced like the English oo or oo. In French (and in
Dutch when it ends a syllable), it may be said to combine the sounds of our oo and
long e. If the speaker, after placing his lips in the position for pronouncing oo,
endeavors, without moving his lips, to utter the sound of ee, that of the French u
will be produced.
Or it may be approximately represented by the English u in full,
or 00 in good.
In Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish, it
6. Y is usually like i ; that is, like our e.
sounds like the French u or German m. In Polish, it resembles our short i, as in pin.
In Dutch, it is like our long i. It may be observed that, according to the modern
Dutch orthography, if is substituted for y. Thus, the old spelling Overyssel is replaced by Overijssel, BUderdyk by Bilderdijk, etc.

E

R

m

;

N

;

Diphthongs.
7.

Aa

T

U

W

9.

in

A

long.

(a) in

etc.

Ai and ay

are usually proper diphthongs, being

compounded

of the sound of a as

and ias in^p', thus nearly corresponding in sound to our long i. In French they
are pronounced nearly like ay in the English word day ; that is to say, like a in fate.
10. Au has generally the sound of ow in now. In French, au and eau have the
sound of long o. (See Bemark III. p. 1719.
11. Ei and ey are generally ^ro^er diphthongs, uniting the sounds of a in fate and
e in me, being similar to ay in day when this word is pronounced very full. In German, they are like our long i / in French, nearly like e in met, or a in fate.
12. Eu in French and Dutch has a sound nearly similar to u in the English word
fur, or to e in her. In German, eu and au have the sound of oi in English.
13. le at the end of a word is always pronounced in French hke e in the English
word me. In German, it is frequently so pronounced. In the middle of a word, ie,
both in Dutch and German, always sounds like our long e.
14. Oe, or o, occurs in several European languages. In Danish, however, instead
of two dots being placed over the o, a mark is drawn obliquely through it {fj. The
sound is unlike anything we have in English, but is nearest to that of u in fur, or «
in her. If, while the lips are retained in the position proper for forming o long, the
speaker tries to utter the sound of e in met (or a in fate), he will produce the sound
of o. dg^This sound, as well as that of the French u, shoiild, if possible, be
learned from an oral instructor. In Dutch, oe sounds like our oo.
15. Oi in French is usually sounded like wa or wa; moi is pronoimced mwa or
mwa ; roi, rw'd or rwa ; etc. Oi in the termination of certain tenses of the Frencli
verbs, as well as in some adjectives, was formerly used instead of ai, and was pronounced like this diphthong. Now, however, oi in such words is almost universally
replaced by ai. Thus, instead oiparlois or parloit (the imperfect tense oiparler, to
speak), the French now write parlais and parlait, and instead of franfois, franin far

foise (French), they write franfais scndfran^aise.

16.

Ou

in

wegian, like

French and in Modern Greek sounds like our 00, in Dutch and Norin the English word nou; or like ou in house.
In Portuguese it is

ow

pronounced nearly like long o.
17. Ue, or ii, has the sound of the French u.
(See 5.)
Respecting the double vowels, see Observation V.,

The consonants
mentioned
18.

:

—

letters in English.

Europe are, for the most part,
The following exceptions may be

B at the end of a word in German is pronounced like

p.

Between two vowels

sound is somewhat similar to v, with which ii is often interchanged
as, Cordoba, Cordova, etc.
This sound of 6 is formed by bringing the Ups loosely or
feebly into contact.
19. C before e and i in Italian is pronounced like eh in the English word chill ; in
the same position in Spanish it sounds like the Spanish z, or like our th in thin (except in the Catalan dialect, where it has the sound of s). In German, c before e, i,
and y is pronounced like the German 2, or like ts in English. In Polish, it has the
same sound, even at the end of a word ; thus, Prypec is pronounced prip'ets.

D at the

;

end of a word,

in

German and Dutch,

partic-

end of a word or syllable. In pronouncing it, the tip of the tongue is
made to approach very near to the roots of the upper teeth.
28. S in many European tongues, when between two vowels, is very soft, having
the sound of our z, or one very near it. In German, it is usually pronounced soft at
the beginning of a word. In Hungarian, it sounds like our sh or the German sch.
29. T in several European tongues has a sound somewhat more denial than in EngThis is especially observable in Spanish, in which language it is pronounced by
lish.
putting the tip of the tongue against the upper teeth.
30. irin German, and in some other languages, is nearly similar to our v. It may
be described as a r uttered with the lips alone, without the aid of the teeth.
31. Xin Spanish generally sounds like a strongly aspirated h. (See 23.) In Portuguese, it is pronounced like our sh.
32. Z in German and Swedish has the sound of ts; in Italian, 2 usually sounds
In Spanish, it is pronounced hke the English Ih in thin.
like dz, zz like ts.

Combined Consonants.

Ch

same sound as in the English word chill (except in the
dialect of Catalonia, where it sounds like k). In Italian, it is pronounced like k ; in
German, Polish, and some other languages, it has a guttural sound, somewhat similar
This sound must be learned from an oral instructor. In
to a strongly aspirated h.
French (except in the case of some words derived from the Greek), and in Portuthe
sound
of
our
sh.
guese, ch has
34. Cs in Hungarian sounds like ch in the English word church.
35. Cz in Polish sounds like our ch ; in Hungarian, like ts.
36. By in Hungarian blends the sounds of d and consonant y, and hence approximates the sound of oury. The same combination occurs in some English words, aa
33.

in Spanish has the

Gh

is

pronounced

like

t.

In

in Italian is like

gh

in

the English word ghost, or g in game.

38. Gl in Italian, when followed by i, has the same sound as Ih in Portuguese, or
iZin Spanish. Before a, o, or m, the i following pZ is silent. (See 41.)
39. Gn in French and Italian (like fl in Spanish) combines the sounds of n and
consonant y. (See 25.)
40. Gy in Hungarian blends the sounds of d and y consonant. Magyar is pronounced mod'yor'. (See 36.)

41.
(see

in Spanish, its

20.

R in most Eiu:opean languages is trilled more strongly than in English,

ularly at the

37.
p. 1719.

in the languages of Continental

same

27.

—

in soldier, verdure, etc.

CONSONANTS.
similar in sound to the

^

Lh
I,

and II in Spanish, combine the sounds
For example, velho is pronounced val'yo ;

in Portuguese,

p. 1719).

of

I

and y consonant

villa, vel'ya

;

llano,

Hungarian has also the sound of U in Spanish. LI in French, when
preceded by i, was formerly, in certain words, sounded like the Spanish II ; but according to the modem popular pronunciation, all sound of the I in such words is
dropped. Aurillac, formerly o'rel'yak', is now generally sounded o're'yak', etc. It
may be observed, however, that public speakers, and others who aim to be very correct in their pronunciation, still frequently retain the sound of the I.
42. Nh in Portuguese is pronounced like the Spanish fl.
(See 25 and 39.) Ny in
Hungarian has the same sound.
43. Sc in Itahan, before e and i, sounds like the English sk. Scio is pronounced
lya'no.

I/y in

she'o, Sdglio, shS'yo, etc.
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44.

Sz

in

Hungarian

sounded like sharp

is

£ or ss ;

but zs

is

like our zh.

In Polish,

tz sounds like our sh.
45. Sch in German is pronounced like sh in English in Italian, before e and i, it
sounds like sk in English and in Dutch, before all the vowels, its sound is similar,
but harsher and more guttural.
46. Th in all the modern languages of Continental Europe except Greek (in which
the character 6 has the same sound as our th) is pronounced like simple t, or like th
in the English word thyme.
that is, like our ch in
47. Ts in Hungarian is like cs in the same language
;

;

;

church.
48. Ty in Hungarian blends the sounds of i and consonant y : it approaches in sound
our ch. A similar combination of t with the sound of consonant y takes place in the
English words creature, virtue.

the vowels over which it is placed a longer and deeper sound than ordinary; e. g., in
hate, tempele, gile, and apotre.
It is commonly said that the French pronounce all the syllables of a word with an
equal stress of voice, but that they seem to an English ear to accentuate the last,
because in our language the universal tendency is to throw the accent toward the
beginning of the word. Others maintain that in pronouncing words of a number of
syllables, the voice of a native French speaker almost invariably rises and dwells on
the last, and that this peculiar terminal intonation is very analogous, and nearly equivBe this as it may, the principal accent has been placed ,on the
alent, to our accent.
last syllable of French names at the same time it has been thought proper to mark
the others with secondary accents, in order to prevent them from being pronounced
too slightly or indistinctly, as is usually the case with unaccented syllables in English,
:

The pronunciation

of Orleans, for example, has

been thus given

— Sr'la'SN'.

ACCENT.

OBSERVATIONS.

49. Something analogous to English accentuation (see Guide to Pron., §§ 26, 34,
etc.) is found in nearly all languages. In the Teutonic tongues, especially, the accent
is essentially the same as in English, a large number of the polysyllabic words having

French and some other languages, often has a sound that is sometimes said
It is, however, properly the pure sound of e as in
to be between our ee and short i.
me, or ee as in see, pronounced short. This sound is represented by e.
II. It may be observed that a, as in the English word day, when uttered fully and
distinctly, is a true diphthong, consisting of a sound nearly like that of e in met (but
In pronouncing foreign
less open), prefixed to (or combined witli) that of short i.
names, a (used to represent long e in German, Italian, etc.) should never have this
diphthongal sound that is, the terminal element, resembling short i, should be careI. /,

in

both the primary and secondary accent, as Son'ders-hau' sen, Zoll've-rein'. It may
be observed, however, that in none of the other languages, not even in the Teutonic,
is the stress of voice thrown so exclusively on a single syllable as it mostly is in
English and, as a natural consequence, the unaccented syllables are almost invariably pronounced more distinctly than by us. This is an important point to be borne
fully excluded.
in mind by those who wish to speak foreign words or names correctly.
III. In marking the pronunciation of foreign names, except where a full accent falls
Among what may be termed the principal European languages (viz., English,
French, German, ItaUan, Russian, and Spanish), there is scarcely one general rule for upon the vowel, we have usually preferred to use a, e, and o, rather than a, e, o, as
accent to which there are not a multitude of exceptions. Those of most general the speaker would be in danger of prolonging the sounds of the latter too much. In
application are perhaps the following In Spanish and Portuguese, words ending in the pronunciation, however, of French names containing the improper diphthong au,
a vowel usually have the accent on the penultima; those ending in a consonant 0, marked long (o), is always made use of, because the sound in French is actually
are generally accented on the last syllable yet even to these there are numerous long in quantity.
(not marked with an accent) in French is usually sUent and it is occasionexceptions; e. g., Alcald, Alcantara, Cordova, Guipiiscoa, Merida, Almodovar,
IV.
Andujar, Cdceres, Cadiz, and many others.
ally so in Danish and German.
50. In Spanish, the difference between accented and unaccented syllables, though
V. A double letter, in foreign words, is generally to be sounded more distinctly
sufficiently obvious to a native, is sometimes scarcely perceptible to a foreigner.
and fully than a single letter of the same kind. This remark applies to nearly all
51. In Hungarian, there is no accent, according to our use of this word but the the double vowels in foreign languages (except aa in Danish and Norwegian, already
eyllables are distinguished from each other by quantity, being, like the Latin, divided explained under the diphthongs ; see 7, p. 1718)
ee and oo in Dutch and German, ii
into long and short. But as quantity in Latin and Greek is converted into accent by and uu in Danish and Norwegian, being simply equivalent to the single vowel prousage
the
of Enghsh pronunciation, so, in giving Hungarian names in the following longed. Ss, except in Hungarian (see 28), has the sound of sharp s, as in our words
vocabularies, the accent is placed according to quantity whenever this could be satis- so, house, etc. Ss is sometimes used at the beginning of a word or name by the Gerfactorily ascertained
e.g., Csongrdd, chon-gTa,&
Ujfalu, ob'e-i'd'lob.
mans, in order to indicate more surely the sharp sound of s; more especially words
52. The French language also has little accent in the sense in which we employ from the Oriental languages are written in this manner since a single s in German
the term. The marks called accents that are placed over the different vowels serve at the begiiming of a word would be liable to be sounded like our z. (See 28.)
onlp to indicate some particular sound of these letters, and not that peculiar impulse
VI. The reader should be particularly on his guard, in pronouncing short o in
of the voice which characterizes an accented syllable in the English and most other French, German, and Italian names, to give a sound which approaches that of o
European tongues. Thus, the accent over the e in parte serves to show that this in nor (e. g., Heilbronn, hn'bron, Pignerol, pen'ye-rol'). This sound of o should not
vowel has its first French sound, and at the same time distinguishes it trova. parte, be perverted into a short form of Italian a (o in far). This, in speaking English,
another form of the same verb, in which the e is mute. The circumflex imparts to is a very bad fault, but is still more objectionable in pronouncing foreign words.
;

;

:

:

E

;

;

;

;

;

;

EXPLANATION OF SIGNS
EMPLOYED IN THE PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER AND IN THE BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
similar to that of short u, but are usually considi) 9) U) IiS'Ve an obscure sound
erably shorter, and, indeed, sometimes. are almost mute: thus, GrSt'tan might

3) §>

be pronounced grat'tiin or grSt't'n

— but the latter

is

much

preferable

;

HSl'ler,

hSl'lur, or hSll'r, etc.
a, S, o, are similar in sound to a, e, o, but are not to be pronounced so long.
a is employed to denote the long sound of a.
6 has a sound similar to e in her (see 14*) it may be Anglicized by e.
ii is like the French u (see 5*), which it is employed in pronunciation to represent
it
may be Anglicized by the English u.
it
u, small capital, is intended to represent the sound of the French eu (see 12*)
should be pronounced nearly like u in the English word fur, or e in her.
small
capital,
is
used
to
denote
the
B,
sound of 6 in Spanish, often nearly approxima:

:

:

ting that of V.

(See 18.*)

sound similar to th in this. (See 20.*)
sound of the German ch, or one similar to

D, small capital, is intended to represent a

and K, small

capitals, indicate the

(See 33.*)
H, small capital, has a sound
a strongly aspirated /(.
1 {I

liquid) is to be

sonant.
ii

and
isi

somewhat

pronounced

similar to the preceding, but

like Hi in million

:

it

it.

more resembling

blends the sounds of

I

and y con-

(See 41.*)

N, small capitals, are

sound to ng.

n

is

pronounced like ni

in

minion :

(See 24.*)
Thefle flgurea refer to the

blends the sounds of n and y consonant.

(See

used to indicate that the sound of the « is very soft, nearly resembling our z : in
the middle of a word it should be pronounced like a soft z.
w has a sound similar to our v. (See 30.*) The "^ over the w is intended to point out
its alliance to our v.
y and ey at the end of an unaccented syllable sound like i in pin.
au and aw sound like a in fall.
ee indicates the sound of short i before r, as in the English words spirit, miracle, etc.
ou ajid ow sound like ou in house and ow in coiv. In respelling for pronunciation, ow
has been replaced by ou wherever the former combination would be liable to ha
pronounced like long o, as in groiv, tow, etc.
ss is sometimes used to mark the sharp sound of s vrhere a single i would be liable to
be pronounced like z; e. g., Mons, moNss, not moNS.
g sounds like z.
th is to be pronounced like th in this.
is sometimes used to denote the breathing in French names in which the h is said
to be aspirated. It is not pronounced.
^W^ The primary or principal accent in any name is marked thus (') the secondary or subordinate accent thus (') as, Pas'sa-raa-quod'dy.
m^" The sounds of the marked letters are explained in the Key at the bottom
of each page.

5 is

'

;

;

used to represent the nasal sound in Frei.ch, being similar

it

25 and 42.*)

Elements of ProQunciatiou giveo above.
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DIEECTIONS
FOR USING THE TWO FOLLOWING VOCABULARIES.
letter, or combination of letters, occurring in the pronunciation of a word
to be pronounced with its proper English sound e. g., cfi is to be sounded
as in chill, g as in get, etc. From not attending to this simple and obvious rule, many
persons fail to pronounce names correctly, even while they have the pronunciation

1.

Every

or name,

is

;

and accurately marked before their eyes. Thus, che-wa'wa is given as the
pronunciation of Chihuahua : many, however, with this pronunciation before them,
have called it sAe-wa'wa, not considering that if such had been the true sound, it
would have been so respelt.
2. In the pronunciation of foreign names, particular care should he taken not to
an error to which Ameriallow a to fall into the third or broad soimd of this vowel,
can and English speakers are very prone : it would be far better, generally speaking,
to pronounce it like a in fat. In most cases the sound indicated by a, not under the
full accent, may be considered a brief or shortened form of a in far, much like a in
mass. It has already been observed, however, that a before n nasal in French is
almost like o in not, or like a in far.
3. In pronouncing French words containing on nasal, the speaker should be careful
not to give o its short sound (see 24, p. 1718). Thus, bon should be pronounced boN,
or according to some authorities b8N. Toulon should either be entirely Anglicized
(as too'Wn), or else pronounced too'loN' or too'18N'. For the same reasons, eu, in
names not Anglicized, should have its distinct sound, like our e in her (see 12, p. 1718),
and not he confounded with the French o« or a. There is no reason why the French
clearly

—

Q

R

U

w

names Dreux (druh) and Droux (droo), Leure (Icr) and Lure (liir), should not be
distinguished from each other in pronunciation, as well as our words grum and
groom, cur and cure.
4. In the pronunciation of foreign names, the speaker should be careful to pronounce all vowels, whether in an accented or unaccented syllable, distinctly, if they
are not expressly
5.

When

of a

name,

marked as

obscure.

h (not small capital) occurs at the end of a syllable in the pronunciation
It is often used, for example, after u
it is not generally to be sounded.
(representing the sound of the French eu), that the learner may not give this vowel
the sound of u in cube or i~ule.
It may be remarked, however, that, in a very few Instances, h, at the end of Persian
or Arabic names, is distinctly pronounced in those languages, and has therefore been
repeated in the pronunciation e. g.. Nadir Shah, ua'dir shah.
6. It is to be observed that the number of syllables in the names of the two following Vocabularies is to be determined by the number of accents or hyphens, or of both
togethe. thus, dnygs'ter, the Russian pronunciation of Dniester, must be pronounced,
not dni-Ss'ter, but dnyes'ter, the ny being employed to indicate the sound of the Spanish n, that is, the sound of ni in minion.
7. The abbreviation Syn. (Synonj'm, or Synonymous with) indicates that the name
to which it is affixed is either simply another spelling of the name referred to, or that
it designates the same person or place.
;

,
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GEOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF THE WORLD
By TITUS MUNSON COAN,

The aim of this
What is

Gazetteer

geography.

main questions that may be asked about any of the leading

to answer concisely the

is

name

the orthography of the given

On

natural or artificial, of the place itself ?

A. M., M. D.

What

?

all these points it

What

correct local pronunciation ?

is its

titles in

modern

are the main features,

has been the author's intention to bring together accurate information

in the briefest form.

The

from the great mass of geographical material was a task of some difficulty. Those titles have been
be referred to by American readers, and for this purpose about one half of the places which are
enumerated in the Eleventh Census have been included while to make room for these, some foreign places of larger population, but
of less probable interest to the reader, have been omitted.
In regard to pronunciation great pains have been taken to secure accuracy. An attempt has been made to give in every case the
actual iisage of each different country, which, as Dr. Thomas has said, is " the only rational system of geographical pronunciation."
The foreign and the English names of important foreign places are given, and both the foreign and the English pronunciations, when
both seemed to be required. But in names like Granada, Amiens, Rouen, the foreign pronunciation alone has been marked. The aim
has been to indicate every sound in every title word, an undertaking which has not before been made in an English geographical dic'
fitting choice of titles

selected which

seemed

likeliest to

;

tionary.

The

following special signs and abbreviations require explanation here

n

square miles.

X
*

county seat.
capital.
arcliipelago.

arch.

Mediterranean,

p. or pop. population.

pen.

peninsiila.

mm..
Nor.

mming.
Norway, Norwegian

Pac.
par.

Pacific.

spU

commercial.

tp.

seaport.
townsliip.

harbor.

oc.

ocean, oceans.

parish.
pastoral.

vil.

Tillage.

Atlantic.
central.

cml.
har.

Other abbreviations, iu more general use, are explained in the general

A

Abomey

D

&

prov.
prov. Prussia, 1 ,604
Fr. name Aix-la-Chapelle, city
one of
(al'boro) i. e., "Eel Castle," cml. spt. Denmark, pop. 20.
four ecclesiastical divisions of Jutland, pop. 160.
Aalen (a'len) town, Wiirttemberg, on Kocher riv. 40 m. E of Stuttgart
Aalten (al'ten) vil. of the Netherlands, on Aa river
Aar (ar) rlv.,Switzerlaiid, 168 m. long, navigable from Rhine riv. to Thun.
Aarau (a'row) town, Switzerland, * of the canton of Aargau
Aared (a'red) agr. prov. (also a mountain group) Nejd, Arabia
Aargau (ar'gow) Fr. name Aegovie (ar'go've') canton, Switzerland, 542 .. ..
AarhuUS (8r'hoos) spt. town, Jutland, Denmark
Abaco (a'ba-ko) or Lucaya (loo-ki'ya) one of the Bahama Isls. 80 m. long
Abadeh Ca-ha'de) town, Persia ; famous for fruit gardens
Abancay (arBan-kl') town, X dept. of Apurimac, Peru, on Abancay river
Abauj (bb'ow'e) county, Hungary, 1,117
Abba Yared (ab'bii ya>ret) mt. Abyssinia, 14,918 ft. high.
Africa
Abbeokuta (iib-be-o-koo'ta) town, # of Egba prov. Yoruba,
tp. AbAbbeville (ab'bc-vTl) agr. CO. S. C. 1,006 D pop. 47.
its X pop. 2.
be-/iUe co. S. C. pop. 4.

Aachen (ii'Ken)

—

Aalborg

.

D

W

—

—

Abbeville (ab'vel') cml. & mf g. town, dept. Somme, France
Abbiategrasso (iib-be-.o'ta-gras'so) town, N Italy, 14 m. from Milan
Abbitibe or Abbetibie (ab-be-tlb'be) riv. & lake, N B Ontario, Canada.
Abdera (ab-de'ra) city of ancient Thrace its ruins are on the ^gean sea.
Aberdare (Sb'er-dar') mfg. town, Glamorgan co. South Wales
Aberdeen (5b'er-den') city, X of Monroe co. Miss, on Tombipbee riv. pop.
city, X Brown co. S. Dak. pop. 3.
town, Chehalis oo. Wash. pop. 2.

Pop.
564

6
6
100
194
33
2,

5
5
167
100

—

3.

—

co. Scotland, 1,966

tp.

—

D

—

D

&

N

D

Accrlngton (Sk'rTng'ton) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England
Acerra (ii-cher'ra) town on Agno riv. Italy, 7 m. N E of Naples
Achaia (a-ka/yli-) and EliS (-eOTs) nome, Morea, Greece, 1,901 D
Acheen (at-dien') town & kingdom, N Sumatra, 22,000 D
Achtyrka (ait-ter'ka) town on Charkov riv. European Russia

39

kingdom

spt. Sicily, Italy

iin-to'ne-o) city at foot of Mt. Etna, Sicily
(a-kon-ka'gwa) highest peak, Andes mts. Chile, 22,422 ft. high.

—

14
211
450
18
22
6

and S.intiago, Chile, 5,840 D pop. 57.
Acquackanonck (,a-kwSk'a-nonk) tp. Passaic co. N. J
Acquaviva (a'kwii-ve'va) town, prov. Bari, Italy
Acre (ii'ker or a'ker) spt. city on promontory at foot of Mt. Carmel, Syria
Acri (ii'kre) town, Cosenza prov. Italy
Acroceraunian IHountains (ii'kro-se-ra'nt-.nn-), Albajtimt Tchika, on coast
of Albania, lat. 40°
N, highest peaks, Tchika, 6,300 ft..Tchikara, 5,470 ft.
Aero Corinthus (ii'kro ko-rin'thus) rock near Corinth in Greece, 2,000 ft.
liigh, and strongly fortified.
vil.
parish, Middlesex
Acton (iik'ton) town, Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 2.
prov.

N

of Valparaiso

—

&

CO.

Ada

Montgomery

England

;

W Ida. 2,!J00 D, pop.

8,

X

Boisi^ City.

_

—

W

Africa
Adafudla (ii-dit-foo'dt-ii) trading town in Fnlah country,
cen. lo. 576 D pop. 15, X Fontenelle.
Adair (a-dSr') agr. co. S
past. CO. S Kv. 400
Kirksville.
17,

D

W

pop. 14,

X

Columbia.

— agr.

co.

NNE

co.

— ngr. &

Mo. 570

D

pop.

X

386

=

=

11

17

Hardin

vil.

mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township vil., village.
capital ; X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial
1,500 to 2,499; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
Population is given in nearest thousands: 2
as in f6r oi as in oil ow as in cow ;
food, f (J6t, f Qrl_;
a, e, T, o, u, long ; a, e, o, less prolonged ; 5, S, I, 5, H, short / a, e, i o, u, obscure ; f Sr, list, fall, cftre terra
tli as in tbiue ; I, H, &, w, B, u, a, h, e, n (see p. 1719).
a, o, u, V, ee (see p. 1719) ; cb as in chin ; g as in get ; n as'in linger,~link ; ng as in sing ; th as in thin

#,

3
8
5

&

suburb of London

(a'da) agK, co. S

O. pop. '2.

D

D means square miles;

coast of Brazil, 17° 5S' S, 38° 42' W.
28° and 29° S, on Geelvink Channel.

isls.

lat.

(a-broot'so-) and Molise (-mo-le'sa') dept. cent. Italy, 6,6C9
1,360
Abyssinia (Sb'Ts-stn'T-a) country, E Africa, 196,000 D, Itali.in protectorate... 4,500
original
French
of
(a-ka'dt-a)
or
(ii'ka'de')
the
name
NovA
ScoAcadie
Acadia
tia.
'co. La. C30
pop. 13, X Crowley.
Acapulco (a-ka-pobl'ko) spt. Mexico, on Pacific ocean ; fine harbor
5
Pari states.
Brazil, S. America, bet. Amazonas
Acaray (ii-kar'ay) mts.
6
Acari (a-ka-re') town, Peru, 20 m. from Pacific ocean
162
Acarnania (ak'ar-na'nT-a-) and .SitOlia (-e-to'le-a.) nome, Greece, 3,013
27
Accomac (ak'ko-mak') agr. co. in E of Va. 500 D, X Accomao Courthouse
Accra or Acra (Sk'ra). See Akkra.

Abruzzo

Ablngton

—

rocky

Pop.
24
8
37
6

W

2.
borough
town, Berkshire, Eng. on Ock riv. town pop. 7.
(Sb'Tng-ton) town, Plymouth co. Mass. about 20 m. S of Boston, pop.
co. Pa. pop. 4.
Abkasia (ab-kiish'e-a) region of Trans-Caucasia, part of Kntais prov. 3,000 CI.
Abo (o'boo) or Abo (a'bo) spt. city, on Aurajoki riv. Finland, Russia
Abo Archipelago (-Sr-kT-pgl'a-go) labyrinth of low rocky islands, Finland.
chief
AbO-BJ'drneborg (o'boo-be-or'n6-bSrg) govt. Finland, Russia, 9,333
govt.
town Abo

Va. pop.

(a-bran'tSs)
(a-brol'yos) pointed

— group, W coast Australia, bet.

Aconcagua

38

;

4.

;

Acireale (a'che-ra-a'la) town &
Aci Sant' Antonio (ii'che siint

D pop. 281. — its X pop. 122.
Abersychan (Sh'er-siik'an) min. & mfg. town, Monmouth co. England
Aberystwlth (Sb'er-ist'with) borough & spt. of Wales a watering place
Abilene (Sb'T-len) city, X of Dickinson co. Kan. 95 m. W of Topeka, pop. 4.
— town, X Taylor co. Tex. pop. 3.
Abingdon (5b'ing-don) city, linox co. 111. pop. 1. — town, X Washington co.

& mfg.

# of Dahomey, Africa trade in ivory, oil, and gold
* of state of same name in Arabia
prov. of Luzon, Philippine Islands
town on Tagus riv. 80 m. N E of Lisbon, Portugal

(ab'S-maO town,

Abrantes
AbrolhOS

;

agr.

table, p. 1919.

AbOO— Arish (a'boo-a'nsh) town,
Abra (ii'bra) central mountainous

6

'

^

—

:

Medit.

Atl.
cen.

;

,

;

;

;

;

;
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N

Pop.

W

AAal

E

(a-dal') country,
Africa, chief port, Tajura French.
of GiUf of Aden,
(a-da'le'a) or Satalia (sa-ta'le'a) spt. Konia vilayet, Turkey in Asia.

Ais

;

Adalia

.

8

Adamawa (a-da-ma'wa) or Fumblna (foom-be'na) prov. ceu. Africa, * Yola.
Adam Bay (Sd'am-) ou N W coast Australia, 6 m. long, 10 broad at mouth.
(Sd'amzfco. W 111. 830 n pop. 62, X Quincy. — co. E Ind. 330 D pop.
Decatur. — co. S WIo. 432 D pop. 12, X Corning. — co. S W Miss.
400 n pop. 26, X Natchez. — co. S Neb. 552 D pop. 24, X Juniata. — co. S
O. 488 D pop. 26, X West Union. — co. S Pa. 535 D pop. 33, X Gettysbiurg.
— CO. E Wash. 1,908 D pop. 2, X Ritzville. — co. cen. Wis. 690 D pop. 7,
X Friendship. — tp. & vil. Decatur co. Ind. tp. pop. 2. — tp. Ripley co. Ind.

—

—

&

&

—

D

D

W

&

#

W

—

W

N

2
133
42
15

Adrian (a'dri-an) city, X of Lenawee co. Mich
Adrlanople (ad-ri-au-o'pl) vilayet, European Turkey,

*

D pop.

15,015

—

836.

;

;

16,000

Alton

m

"

X

(af'tgn) town,

Y. tp. pop,

Union

of

co. lo. pop. 1.

&

vil.

Chenango

tp.

10
7
10
15
9

12

co.

6
12

20
18

N.

above the sea level.
Agana (a-gan'ya) fortified Spanish town, # of Guahan, Ladrone Islands
Agawam (ag'a-wam) tp. & vil. Hampden co. Mass
tp.
Agde (.igd) tovvn, dept. Ht?rault, France
Agen (a'zhoN') town, * of dept. Lot-et-Garoune, Fr. 73 m. S E of Bordeaux..
Ag^nois (a'zlia'nwa') anc. dist. in Aquitaine kingdom, France.
AgOrshUUS (a'f ers-h58s) dist. Norway, 2,055 D pop. 99, # Christiania.
Aghmat (aG'mat')' fortified town on Mt. Atlas, Marocco
Aghrim (ag'rlm or an'rim) parish, Galway co. Ir. battle ground in 1G91.

8
8

5
2
9
20

6

;

;

^

S shore,

vil.

isl.

St.

12
high.

Michael, pop. 4.

AgOSta (a-gos'ta) cml. city, Catania prov. Sicily,
Agra (a'gra) prov. N. W. Provs. India, 10,152 D

Italy
pop. 4,768.
its
pop. 169.
Agram (a'gram or og'rom') co. Croatia, Hungary, pop. 261. city, Hungary,
of Croatia
Slavonia, pop. 37.
Aguachapa (a'wa-chS'pS) town, San Salvador, bet, Guatemala and Sonsonate.
Aguadilla (a'wa-Del'ya) spt. Puerto Rico
Aguas Calientes (ii'guas kii-le-an'tes) state, cen. Mexico, 2,950 pop. 140.
its
pop. 32.
Aguilar dela Frontera (ii-ge-lar' da lii fron-ta'ra) town, Spain
Aguilas (a'ge-las) spt. town, Murcia prov. Spain

—
—

&

*

—

D

Agurpara, Agarpara

(a-gar-pa'rii)

town, Bengal, India

Ahmadab^d (a'mad-a'bSd') dist. India, 3,844 pop. 830. —
Ahmadpur-Barra (a-mad-poor'-bar'ra) town, Bahawalpur,
Ahmednagar (a'med-na'gar) dist. India, 6,577 D pop. 774.

— town, Gujardt prov. India, pop.

Ahuachapam

—

W

its

*
its

#

12
6
27

—

8

—

—

X

6

4

pop. 4.

Ailsa Craig

(al'sa krag) isl. basalt, 1,000 ft. high. Firth of Clyde, Scotland.
(I-mii-ra-es') prov. Cuzco dept. Peru, S. America

Almaraez
Ain (aN) dept. E France, 2,239 D pop, 357, * Bourg.
Alnad (I'nad') town & dist. Arabia
Ainsty (an'stT) dist. West Riding, York co. England,
(tn-tab')

—

—

means square miles

;

#, capital

Population

is

;

X,

co. seat

;

15
10

84 D
town, on S slope of Mt. Taurus, Asiatic Turkey
Airdrie (Sr'dre) town, Lanark co, Scotland
Aire (Sr) fortified town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France, pop. 8.
city, dept.
Landes, France, pop. 5.
Alrola (I-ro'lii) town, Benevento prov. Italy, 23 m. N E of Naples
Airolo (i-ro'lo) vil. Switzerland, at S end of St. Gothard railway tunnel
Aisne (an) anc. Ax'ona, riv. 175 m. long, N France.
agr.
mfg. dept. N
France, 2,839 D pop. 545, * Laon.
Aitkin (at'km) CO. N E Minn. 1,900 D pop. 2, X Aitkin.
Aitutaki (i'too-tii'ke) one of the Hervey Lslands, S Pacific, 9 miles long.

Aintab

&

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

:

;

—

town,

(ak-se-ri')

NE

(ak'soo') cml. town,

E

Konia

Turkey

vilayet,

6
50

in Asia

Turkestan, China
Ion. 165° 32'

#

D
N

—

—

,

D

W

;

Alagoa (al-a-go'a) town & dist. on isl. St. Michael, Azores
Alagoas (a-lii-go'as) state, Brazil, 22,583 D pop. 459, # Macayo.

dist.

— city

in

15.

Alais (a'la') anc. Ale'sia, town, dept. Gard, France
Alajuela (a-Ia-Hwa1a) city, Costa Rica, Central America
Alamance (al'a-mSnse) CO. cen. N. C. 446 D pop. 18, X Graham.

W

(S-lii-ma'da) CO.

Cal. 794

Q

pop. 94,

X

Oakland.

22

8

— city in Ala-

„ meda co. pop. 11.
^
Aland Islands (aland-) arch, in Gulf of Bothnia, pop. 16, chief town Aland.
AlapaeTSk (a-Ia-pa^vsk') town, Perm govt. Russia in Asia
Alapur (a'la-pobr') town, Budaon dist. British India

Alasea (a-la^sa'a) riv. N E Siberia, flows into Arctic Ocean.
Alashehr (a'la-shgr') city, Asia Minor, 83 m. E of Smyrna
Alaska (S-15s'ka) ter. U. S. A. 531,410 D pop. 32 acquired

15

—

in 1867.
penin;
sula of same, 450 m. long.
Alatyr (a-la-ter') town at junction Alatyr and Sura rivs. Simbirsk govt. Russia
Alatri (a-la'tre_) anc. Ala'trium, town, Latium dept. Italy
town on Alausi riv. Ecuador
Alausi (a-lou-se') valley
tovm
Spain,
Vittoria, 1,205
Alava (ii'la-va) prov.
Alba (al'ba) town Italy, on Tanaro riv. 35 m. S E of Turin
Albacete (iil-ba-tha'ta) prov. Spain, 5,972
pop. 229.
its
pop. 21.
Turkey in Europe,
Albania (ai-ba'ne-a, modern Gr. al-ba-ne'a) country,
comprising Scutari and Janiua vilayets, 11,541
lake
Albano (al-bii'no) city, Italy, 12 m. S E of Rome, pop. 6.
mt. 13 m.

D

#

,

—

D

S

E

of

14

&

N

93
10

*

W

—

Rome.

712

&

—

E N. Y. 499 D pop. 165, X Albany.
co. S E Wyo.
X Laramie City. town, X of Dougherty co. Ga. pop. 4.
Gentry co. Mo. pop. 1.
city, * of N. Y. state & X of Albany co.
town, X of Linn co. Ore. pop. 3.
riv. Canada, 320 m. long, flows
pop. 95.
(al'ba-ni) dist. Perth co. Scotland.
into James Bay.
Albany Island (al'ba-nt-) 3 m. long, off Cape York, Queensland, Australia.
its # pop. 20.
Albay (al-bl') prov. Luzon, Philippine Islands, pop. 340.
Albay Bay or Gulf, Luzon, Philippine Islands.
Albany

(al'ba-ni) CO.

4,500

D

pop". 9,

town,

X

of

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

O

—

X

pop. 32,
Charlottesville.
tp.
Albemarle (Sl'be-marl) co. cen. Va. 675
isl. Galapagos group. Pacific ocean.
Stanley co. N. C. pop. 2.
Alb^res mountains (iil-bair'-) the E portion of the Pyrenees.
Hopewell Cape, Bay of Fundy.
Albert (al'bsrt) co. New Brunswick, pop. 11,
Canada, 106,000
Alberta (al-bert'a) dist.
Albert Edward "Nyanza (-m-an'za) lake, cen. Africa ; named 1889.

—

X
D

W

Albert Lea (-le) city, X Freeborn co. Minn
Albert Nyanza (-nl-5n'za) lake, E cen. Africa, 150 m. long, 50 m. broad.
of Ottumwa
Albia (Sl'bi-a) city, X Monroe co. lo. 25 m.
Albina (al-bi'na) city, Multnomah co. Ore
tp. & city, Calhoun
Albion (Sl'bi-on) tp. & vil. Edwards co. 111. tp. pop. 3.
CO.

26

3

—
—

pop.

town,

X

—

&

X

tp.
vil.
Orleans co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5,
3, city pop. 4.
tp. Jackson co. Wis. pop. 2.
tp. Oswego co. N. Y. pop. 3.
Ind.
pop.
1.
town, Kennebec co. Me. pop. 1. .— anc.
Noble co.

Mich. tp."pop.
5.

^

—

—

name of Great Britain.
Albula (al'bo6-la) mt. pass of the Grisons, Switzerland,
Albuquerque (al-bob-kar'ka) mfg. town, Estremadura,
Bernalillo co.

Albury (al'biJr-i)
Alby (51'be') city,
Alcal^
Alcala
Alcala
Alcala
Alcala

de
de
de
de

7,713 ft. high.
Spain, pop. 8. .— town,

New Mex. pop. 4.
town. New South Wales

#

of dept. Tarn, on Tarn riv. France
(al-ka-la' di cbe-vart') town, Valencia, Spain
of Seville
Guadaira (-gwa-nl'ra) town, Spain, 7 m.
of
Castile, Spain, 17 ra.
Henares (-a-na'res) city.
los Gazules (-los ga-thob'les) town, Andalusia, Spain

Chivert

E

E

New

Madrid..

7

38
8

5

Alcantara (al-kan'ta-ra) town, Estremadura, Spain, on Tagus river
Alcantara (al-kiin'ta-ra) spt. town, Maranhao prov. Brazil
Alcatraz Island (al'ka-traz-) 4 m. N of San Francisco, Cal.
Alcaudete (al-kow-da'ta) town, Andalusia, Spain
Alcazar de San Juan (al-ka'thar da san nob-an') tovTO, New Castile, Spain
of Fez
Alcazar Kebir (al-kaz'ar ke-ber') city, Marocco, 80 m. N

5

Alcira

53
20
16

W

W

of Valencia
(al-the'ra) anc. town, Spain, 25 m. S
pop. 5,
Alcona (al-ko'na) co. Mich, on Lake Huron, 700
Miss. 410
pop. 13,
Cormth.
Alcorn (al'kSrn) co.
of Alicante
Alcoy (al-ko'e) mfg. town, Spain, 24 m.

NE

Al-Da}ina

D

NW

(al-daH'na) sandy plain occupying

D

X

;

5
19
5
7
9
6

Andalusia, Spain
la Real
Alcamo (iil'kii-mo) town, Sicily, Italy, 22 m. E of Trapani
Aragon,
town,
Spain, 60 m. S E of Saragossa
Alcanlz (iil-kan-yeth')
(-la ra-al') city,

4
6

.

6
14

Harrisville.

X

32

N E Arabia.

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing miu., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
;
3 =: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

2 =: 1,500 to 2,499

W.

fewn pop. 34.
(51'a-ba'ma) riv. in Ala. 300 m. long, flows into Tombigbee riv.
Montgomery.
a S state of the U. S. 52,250
pop. 1,513,
tp. Genesee co.
N. Y. pop. 2.
Fla. 1,282
pop. 23, X Gainesville.
Alachua (a-lach'u-a) agr. co.
Ala Dagh"(a'la dag') mt. chain Asiatic Turkey lat. 39° 40' N, Ion. 39° 44^
separates head waters of Euphrates river,
Alaghez (a-la-gez') volcanic mt. in Erivan govt. Russia, 13,628 ft. high.'

X

E

;

Akseral

vil.

D

Smyrna

city, pop. 12, in

W

30

(I-den') or
(smer'na) vilayet, Asiatic Turkey, 17,370
pop.
Smyrna.
cml. town, Asiatic Turkey, 81 m. S
1,391,
of Smyrna, pop. 35.
Aldone (i-do'na) town, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy
Algues JHortes (ag' mort') town, dept. Gard, France mediaeval remains
Aiken (a'ken) .agr. co. S. C. 1,068 IH pop. 32.
its
pop. 2.
tp. Aiken co.

*

8

pop. 33.

10.
town, N
India, pop. 7.
(a-liwa-cha-pam') town, San Salvador, Central America

Aidin

—

pop. 139.

5
5
41
16
8
5
16
36
20
500
15

(a-k6-wa'i) town, Guinea coast, Africa
city, X of Summit co. O. pop. 28.
Akron (ak'ron) vil. Erie co, N. Y. pop. 1.
Ak-Sai (ak-"si') mt. of Turkestan, Russia, 14,825 ft. high.

N

5

pop. 146.

Hindostan

—

12

*

#

w

in 1415.
ft.

D

12
31

dist, India.

Akowaay

D

ft.

Agincourt (S'zhaN'kobr') vil. dept. Pas-de-Calais, Fr. battle ground
Aglra, Aggira (a-je'ra) town, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy
Agoa de Pao (ii'gwa da piiN) mountain, St. Michael, Azores, 3,100

Japan

W

Akola

Alameda

;

u

(a-kof) cml. town, Akola dist. India
(ii-ko'la) dist.
Berar, India, 3,396

isl.

pop. 360,

2.

Afzul-Gurh (uf'zul-gQr') town, Bijnaur dist. N. W. Provs. British India
Agades (ag'a-dez') or Agdas (ag'das) city, # of Asben kingdom, Sahara, Af.
Agamenticu's Mountain (Sg-a-men'ti-kus-) York CO. Me. a sailor's landmark, 673

Akoat
Akola

Alabama

130,000

—

'.

W coast, N Hondo

(a-ke'ta) city,

Akkra (ak'ra) town, * of British colony. Gold Coast, Africa
Akmollnsk TaK'mol'lTnsk') govt, of Russia, in cen. Asia, 229,609 D

same, pop.

W

pop. 542.

town
Akusha (a-koo'sha) town & ter. Daghestan, Trans-Caucasia, Russia
Akutan (a-kob-tan') one of Aleutian Islands, an active volcano, 3,332 ft. high.
Akyab (ak^-ab') dist. isl. & spt. town in Arakan, Lower Burma, dist. 4,858 Q

its

Adriatic (ad're-St'ik) or Gulf of Venice, arm of Mediterranean, 500 m. long.
coast of Sicily, Italy
.Sigades (e'ga-dez) group of isls. off
2!gean Sea" (e-je'an-) or Grecian Archipelago, between Asia Minor &
Greece, 400 m. long, 200 broad.
Slgina. (e-ji'na) town & isl. Greece, 16 m. from Athens isl. 8 m. long
Sit'6e (a'ro) isl. Denmark, in Baltic, 14 m. long, 10 broad
iEtOlla (e-to'lT-a) rat. dist. Greece, with Acarnanla a nome, # Missolonghi.
Af ghanist^ (af-gSn'Ts-tan') inland country, Asia, 212,0000 pop. 4,000, * Kabul.
Afioom (a-fe-oom') i. e. " opium," city of Asia Mmor opium trade
Afla] (a'flaj') dist. Nejd, Arabia, pop. IG, chief town Kharfah.
commune
Airagola (a-fra-go'la) town and commune of Campania, Italy
Africa (af'ri-ka) continent, 5,300 m. long, 4,600 broad, 11,500,000 D coast line

D

W

Aku (a'kob') mt. of Nepal in the Himalaya, 24,313 ft. high.
Akun (a'koon') active volcano, Aleutian Isls. lat. 54° 17' N,

'

pop. 71.

India, 2,711
«

Akita

Aksu

W

N

103
18

Napoleon's birthplace

;

city, pop. 68.

Akhmym
5

N

#

of Corsica

(a-zhoo-rob-o'ka) town, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil
prov. Nagato, Japan
India, 27 m.
of Cawnpur
town
Aken (a'ken) town. Saxony, prov. Prussia, on Elbe river
Akerman (a'ker-man') or Akkerman, town, Bessarabia, Russia
Akhalzlkh (a-ial-zeK') cml. city, Tiflis prov. Trans-Caucasia, Russia in Asia.
Akhlssar (ak'hts-sar') atic. Thyati'ra, town, Asia Minor
Akhlat (aK'liit') town on Lake Van, Turkey in Asia
(aK-mem') town on Nile riv. Egypt

*

N

#

^

Akamagasetl (a-ka-ma-ga-se'ti ) * of
Akberpore (ak'ber-pobr') town"& dist.

;

—

its

fortified spt.

and Mhairwara (-mir-wa'ra) prov.

(aj-mer'-)

Pop.
29
4

Ajuruoca

—

;

a

Ajmere

&

#

France
;

thermal springs
AjacclO (a-yat'cho)

Adams
20, X

vil. Berkshire co. Mass. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
viL
pop. 2.
tp.
Jefferson co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Adam's Bridge, chain of shoals between Ceylon and Hindostan.
Adams Island or Roapoa (ro'a-po'a) one of the Marquesas Islands.
Adam's Peak, mountain in Ceylon, 7,420 ft. high.
Adams Point or Cape, Ore. lat. 46° 12' N, ion. 123° 56' W.
tp.
Adams Run, tp. hamlet, Colleton co. S. C
Its
city, pop. 45.
Adana (a-da'na) vilayet, Asia Minor, 14,494 pop. 402.
pop. 24, X Napanee.
Addington (5d'ing-ton) agr. co. S E Ontario, Can. 2,060
Vt. 734
agr. co.
pop. 22, X Middlebury.
tp.
Addison (ad'i-son) past.
Si vil. .Steuben" CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
del')
tp._&
vil.
Dallas co. lo
tp.
Adel (.a'
of S Australia, on Torrens riv. ; founded 1836
Adelaide (Sd'e-lad) city,
belong to Chile.
of Patagonia, lat. 52° S, Ion. 75°
;
Adelaide Islands,
Aden (ii'den or a'den) fortified spt. of Arabia a British possession since 1839.
Aderno (a-dar'no) town at foot_of Mt. Etna, Sicily, Italy
Adige (5d'T-je, It. pron. a'de-ja) riv. N Italy, 220 m. long.
N. Y. Mt. Marcy the
Adirondack niountains (ad-i-r5u'dak-) group in
liigliest, 5,402 ft.
Ad]yghur (ad-jI-gQr') state, Bundelkhand, India, pop. 45.
its
pop. 5.
Admiral Island, isl. Gulf of Georgia, British Columbia, Canada, 14 m. long.
Wash.
Admiralty Inlet (ad'mt-ral-tl-) nav. branch of Puget Sound,
Admiralty Island, isl. Alaska, 90 m. long, lat. 57° 30' N, Ion. 134° 15' W.
Admiralty Islands, group in tlie Pacific, E of Papua, lat. 2° S, Ion. 146° E.
Admiralty Sound, Tierra del Fuego, S. America, 7 m. broad, 43 m. long.
Adour (ad'oor') riv. 200 m. long, Pyrenees mts. to Bay of Biscay, France.
Adowah (a'do-w'a) town, of Tigr^ in Abyssinia ; manufactories
Adra (a'cra) anc. Ae'deea, spt. in Almeria, Spain
Adrar (a'drar') fertile oasis of tlie Sahara, Africa
Adria (a'dre-a) anc. Ha'dria A'tria, town,
E Italy

(aks) city, dept. Bouches-du-RhSne,

Alx-les-Bains (aks-la-b5N') town, Savoy, France mineral waters
Aix-la-Ohapelle (aks-la-sha/pgl') Ger. Aachen, mfg. city, Rhenish Prussia

vil., Tillage.

;

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
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Pop.

Aldan (al-dan') riv. Siberia, 300 m. long, flows into Lena river.
Aldan Mountains, range in £ Siberia Ht. Kapitan 4,263 ft. liigb.
Alden (al'den) tp. & vil. Erie co. N. Y
Alderney (al'dgr-ni) Fr. name AuKiGNY (o're'Se') isl. in English Channel
AldershOt (al'der-shSt) town, Hampshire, England, military camp
Aledo (51'e-d6) city, X of Mercer co. Ill
AJeksandrov {a-l?k-san-dr5v') town & fortress

Alemquer
Brazil, 60

Alemtejo

(a-leN-kSr') tomi, Portugal, 25 m.
m.
S W_of Montalegre, pop. 3.

W

(it-lSN-ta'zho) prov. Portugal,

PORTALEGRE, 9,431

tp.

Almeida

comprises

Beja, Evoba,

dists. of

Alencon (S'ISn'son') city, # otdept. Orne, France
Aleppo (S-lgp'po)_vilayet, N Syria, 30,304 D pop. 995.
Aleshkl (a-lesli'ke) town, Taurida govt. Russia

—

#

&

—

*

its
pop. 31.
Sicily, Italy.

—

9,

N

&

—

Q

—

AlOOta or Aluta (ii-lob'tii) or Alt (alt) riv. of Transylvania, 270 m.
Alora (ii-lo'rii) city, Andalusia, Spain, 24 m. N
of Malaga
AlOSt (ii'lost) or Aalst (iilst) town. East Flanders, Belgium

W

—

Alpena (Sl-pe'na) CO. N E Mich. 580 D pop. 16.
its X pop.
Alpes-Maritimes (iilp'-ma're'tem') dept. S France, 1,482 CI

—

&

NW
N. Y

Alexandria Bay, vil. Jefferson CO.
._.j_.
Alexandropol (al'egs-an-dro'pol) formerly Goomeee (goom're) town

;

;

—

5

5
7
2

(al-je-se'ras,

&

—

.

pop. 41"
city, X of Kossuth co. lo. tp. pop. 2, city pop 2.
Algona (al-go'na) tp.
tp.
Algonquin (Sl-g"on'kwin) tp. vil. McHenry co. Ill
Algyogy (old'yodj) town, Transylvania prov. Hungary, 21 m. S of Karlsburg
(a-lii'ma)
26
m.
S
of
Granada
town, Andalusia, Spain,
Alhama
Alhaurin el Grande (al-ow-ren' el gran'da) town, Andalusia, Spain
Alia (a-le'a) town, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy, 34 m. S E of Palermo

&

&

W

W

See Alaska, the proper spelling.
Alicante (a-ie-kan'ta) prov. S E Spain, 2,098 D pop. 433

Allaska

14
6

10
83

W

D

43,150

(a^le-as'kii).

—

its

*

3

5
6
7

5

16

—

—

har prov. British India, pop. 11.
of Lower Cal. 112 ft. high.
Alljos Rocks (ii-le-Hos'-) in Pacific ocean, 200 m.
Alimena (a-le-ma'na) town, isl. of Sicily, Italy, 52 m. S E of Palermo
Alipi (al'e-pe') town, Travancore, India, on the Malabar coast
Ali-Rajpur (a'le-raj-poor') state, Rajputana, India, 7080 pop. 69, # Rajumpur.
Allsal (51'i-sai) tp. Monterey co. Cal
Marocco, Africa
Al-Kalsarlyeh (al-kl-sar-e'yii) town, N
Alkmaar (alk-mar') town, N Holland prov. Neth. 20 m. N of Amsterdam.
Allada (al-lii'dii) town, Dahomey, Africa, 35 m. N of Whydah
Allagunge (al'la-giSni') town, N. W. Provinces, India
AUahabid (al-la-ha'biid') division, N. W. Provs. India, 13,746 D pop. 5,943.
dist. of same, 2,802 D pop. 1,394.
city, pop. 177, * N. "W. Provinces, India.
Allamakee (ai'la-ma-ke') agr. CO. N E lo. 615 D pop. IS, X Waukon.
AUatOOna (ai'la-"too'na) Bartow co. Ga. battlefield Oct. 5, 1864.
Alla-yar-ka-TandaTC'al-la-yar-ka-tan'da) town, Sind, British India
All^e Blanche (iil'la' bloNsh') valley, Italy, at the foot of the Alps.
Mich. 835 D pop. 39.
its X pop. 3.
Allegan (al'e-gan) CO. S
tp. in Allegan CO. pop. 4.
Md. 477 D pop. 42, X Cumberland.
Allegany (Sl'e-ga'uT) co. N
co. S "W
N. Y. 1,0130 Dpop. 43, X Belmont
Angelica.
tp. & vil. Cattaraugus co.
N. Y. tp. pop. 4.
N. C. 284 D pop. 7, X Gap Civil.
Alleghany (Sl'e-£;a'nT) CO. N
co. Va.
510 D pop. 9, X Covington.
Alleghany Mountains, ranges in Md. Va. & N". C. parallel with Atlantic coast.
Pa. 750 D pop. 552, X Pittsburg.
Allegheny (al'g-ga'nl) co.
city in same,
pop. 105.
tp. Blair co. Pa. pop. 3.
tp. Butler co. Pa. pop. 1.
tp. Westmoreland CO. Pa. pop. 2.
river of Pa. 350 ra. long
branch of Ohio river.
AUeguash (al'e-gwSsh) riv. of Me. 200 m. long, flows into St. John river.
Allen (Sl'Sn) CO. N E Ind. 650 D pop. 67, X Fort "Wayne.
co. S E Kan.
504 D pop. 14, X lola.
O.
co. S Ky. 335 D pop. 14, X Scottsville.
co. N
447 n pop. 41, X Lima.
tp. Noble co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Hillsdale co. Mich,
pop. 1.
tp. Worth CO. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Ottawa co. 0. pop. 2.
tp. North-

W

.

.

—

—

W

—

&

W
—

—

5
10

—

—

—

4
8
11

8

5

9

D pop.

6
1

25

8

Mich. pop.

Alma

2.

—

(al'nia-), or

lets of

Lake

St.

market town,

parish,

—

city,

X

Qrande

of Buffalo co. Wis. pop. 1.
(grind-). Island, Quebec, Canada,

between the out-

John.

(al'mii diio') mts. Asiatic Turkey, branch of Taurus, and N
boundary of Syria, IGO m. long, 30 m. wide.
(al-mii-dSn') tp. Santa Clara co. Cal. pop. 2 most productive quick(al-mii-DSn') town. New Castile, Spain, pop. 7.
silver mines in the world.

Alma Dagh
Almaden
a,

e.

D

.

&

—Mewat
* pop. 52.

1
17

33

5
5
7
31
22
13

4
9
16
2
143

30
25
8
8
13

(me'wat) native state, Rajputana region, India,

its

W

19 m. S
of Mentz, Germany
pop. 10, X Jackson.
E of Naples, on Salerno Gulf, Italy.
Amallapuram (am-al'la-poo-rSm') mfg. town on Godavari riv. India
Amambahi (a-mam-ba'e') mt. range, 200 m. long, riv. 100 m. long, Brazil.
Amana (am'a-na) tp. Iowa co. lo. pop. 2. (ii-ma-na') riv. 140 m. long, Venezuela. .— lake, 20 m. long, 10 m. wide, Brazil.
tp.
Amanda (a-man'da) tp. vil. Fairfield co.
of Ascoli, Italy
Amandola (a-man^io-lii) town, 16 m. N
Amarakantaka (Sm-a-ra^kan'ta-ka) plateau 5,000 ft. high, cen. India.

Alzey

(al'tsi)

Amador

town, Hesse, on Selz

riv.

D

(a'mii-d8r) Hiin. co. cen. Cal. 568

(;i-mal'fe)

mfg. city_&

spt.

23 m. S

&

—

&

W

Amarapura (am-a-ra-poo'rii) city, on Irawadi riv. Upper Burma
Amargosa (ii-mar'go-sii) riv. S E Cal. & S Nev. — mts. S E Cal. — desert, S Nev.
Amaribo (a-ma're-bo') or Mana (mii'na') riv. 146 ni. long, French Guiana.
Amasia (a-ma'se'a) cml. city, on Yeshil-Irmak riv. Asia Minor

6
7

5

2
5
30

25
10
6

6

(am'a-zon, Sj:). pron. a~ma-thon') largest riv. in the world, 4,000 m.
long, rises in Peruvian Andes, S. America, flows into Atlantic ocean.
Manaos.
pop. 81,
{Sp.
Amazonas (ii-ma-zo'nas) state, Brazil, 732,460
pop. 34,
Chachapoyas.
pron. a-mii-so'nas) dept. Peru, 14,129
ter.
pop. 20.
S Venezuela, 90,928
Africa.
(a-mii-zoo'ma) large town on Niger riv.
Africa, pop. 40.
its *.
Ambaca (iim-bii'ka) past. prov. Portuguese
Amb^la (iim-bii'lii) city, Punjab, British India, 120 lu. of Delhi
Amhalema (iim-ba-la'mii) town, Cundinamarca dept. Colombia, S. America..
Bay (am'biis-) harbor. Bight of Biafra, Africa.
AmbatO (am-bii'to) mfg. cml. town, 100 m. S E of Quito, Ecuador
Amberg (ain'bSro) mfg. town, on Vils riv. 35 m. E of Nuremberg, Bavaria.. ..
Ambert (5N'b§;r') infg. town, dept. Puy-de-D8me, on Dore riv. France
Ambler (Sm'bler) bor. Montgomery co. Pa
Amboise (SN'bwiiz') anc. Amba'cia, mfg. town, Indre-et-Loire dept. Frauce..
of Chicago, 111
(im'boi') city
tp. Lee co. 95 m.
Amboyna (am-boi'na) chief isl. of the Moluccas, Malay Archipelago, 282
.—
its *, on Amboyna Bay, pop. 13.
pop. 95.
Africa, 3,000
(am'boo-em') cml. region in Bengnela,
(Sm'boor') town, Madras presidency, British India
tp. OrangeAmelia (a-mel'ya) co. Va. 380 pop. 9, X Amelia Courthouse.
{It. pron. ii-mii'lc-ii) anc. Abie'kia, town, 22 m. S
burg co."S. C. pop. 5.
of Spoleto, Italy, pop. 7.
i
Amelia Island, 16 m. long, 4 m. wide, coast of Nassau co. Fla.
tp.
Amenla (a-me'nT-a) tp. vil. Dutchess co. N. Y. iron mines
pop. 89,250.
America, 'North f-a-mSr'T-ka) ooutinent, 7,952,380
South,
continent, (>, 844,602
pop. S(>,420. .— tp. Plymouth co. lo. pop. 5.

D

#

W

W

N

^
—

#

—

&

W

&

79
10
12
19
8
1

6
2

D

W

Ambuim
Ambur

D

.'

—

D

&

;

D

D
& city, Utah co.

75

4

W

—

Ut
American Fork, tp.
tp.
Americus (a-mBr'T-kua) city, X of Sumter co. 71 m. S W of Macon, Ga
Amerkote (iini'iii-kot') town A. fort. Siud, India birthplace Emperor Akbar.

2

2
6

;

Amersfort

Ames

or

Amersfoort

(ii'mers-fort) town,

—

Utrecht prov. Netherlands
Story co. lo. pop. 1.

city.
tp. Athens co. O. pop. 1.
(iimz'b8r-T) tp. iV mfK. vil. Essex co. Mass
(ii-me'the) town, Oudh, India
(iim-gii') riv. 460 ui. long, Yakutsk govt. Siberia.

(amz)

Amesbury

13
tp.

Amethi

Amga

o, u, loTij) ; a, e, i, less prolonged ; S, B, T, 5, u, short ; a, e, i, o, u, obscure; fSr, list, fall, cSre ; term ; food, fo6t, fflrl_; 8 as in f 8r ; oi as in oil ;
as in cow
o, ii, c, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ; gas in get ; n as'in linger," link ; ug as in sing ; ih as in thia ; tiiasin tliiue ; 1, u, £, w, d, d, a, u, s, n (see p. 1719).
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,,

—

;

&

—

9

s|>t.

D

D

Amboy

*

town
Clackmannan co. Scotland
&
Allright Isl'and (al'rit-) one of the Magdalen Group, Gulf of St. Lawrence.
All-Saints Bay, coast of Brazil, lat. 13^ 10' S, Ion. 38° 50' W.
vil. X of Gratiot co.
Alma (31'ma) city, X of Wabaunsee co. Kan. pop. 1.
(Xl'IS-a)

;

Y

Ambas

—

424,

&

D

Alloa

2,822

.

*

Amazuma

Moulins.
Alliance (itl-i'ans) city. Stark co. 0. 57 m. S E of Cleveland
Alligator Swamp, extensive marshy tract in N. C. 3,000 D.
riv.

#

D

—

bordering on Loire

mts. N Asia, highest. Pillars of Katunya, 12,790 feet.
(al'ta-mj-ha') nav. riv. Ga. 150 m. long, flows into Atlantic.
(ai'ta-mont)'town, Effingham co. Ill
(al-ta-moo'ra) town, Bari prov. Italy, foot of the Apennines
Alt-Arad jalt-a'riit) Hung. Oarad (o-or'od') city,
of Arad dist. Hungary.
Altea (al-ta'a) spt. town on Altea Bay, Alicante prov. Spain
Alt— Eihau (alt-i'bow) town. Saxony prov. Prussia, 5 m. S E of Ebersbach
Altena (al'te-na) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, on the Lenne river. ...
of Saxe Altenburg, Ger. 26 m. S of Leipsic.
Altenburg (al'ten-booro') city,
Altendorf-Frohnhausen (iil'ten-dorf'-fron'liow-zen) dist. Prussia
Altenessen (iil'ten-gs'sen) suburb of Essen, Rhenish Prussia coal mines
Altkirch (alt-kerV) vil." Upper Alsace, Germany, 17 m.
of Basel
Alto (iil'to) dist. Catamarca prov. Argentine Republic, 4,200
Alt— Ofen (alt-o'f en) suburb of Budapest, Hungary, on Danube river
port, Madison co. 111. pop. 10. —town, Belknap co. pop. 1.
Alton (al'ton) city
Altona (al-to'na) tp. Clinton co. N.
(al'to-na)
city and port on the Elbe riv. Holstein, Prussia
Altona
Altoona (al-too'na) mfg. city, Blair co. Pa. 117 m. E of Pittsburg
Alto Orinoco (iil'to o-rl-uo'ko) ter. Venezuela, 119,780
Altrincham (Sl'trTng-am) market town, Cheshire, England
Altstatten (alt'stet'ten) town, canton of St. Gall, Switzerland ; mineral springs
min. co. S Ida. 6,700
pop. 3, X Rocky Bar.
Alturas (Sl-too'ras) agr.
Alt— Warnsdorf (alt-wams'dorf) mfg. town, Bohemia, bordering on Saxony. .
harbor,
riv. 120
Alvarado (iil-va-rii'Do) city, Johnson co. Tex. pop. 2.
(al-ti')

Amazon

W

ampton CO. Pa. pop. 3.
Allendale (51'en-dal) tp. Barnwell co. S. C. pop. 3.
town & parish, Northumberland CO. England, 33 m. E of Carlisle, pop. 5.
Allensteln (iil'len-stin') town, E. Prussia, 65 in. S of Konigsberg
AUenstOWn (itl'SHZ-l, town, Merrimack co. N. H
Allentown (Sl'en-) city, X of Lehigh co. Pa
AUer (al'ler) nav. riv. Germany, 130 m. long, flows into Weser river.
dept. cen. France,
Allier (al're-a')f/??c. Ela'ver, nav. riv. France, 260 m. long.

25
227

Amatitlan (a-mii-te-tliin') town, Guatemala dept. Guatemala
Amatrice (a-ma-tre'chS) town, Aquila prov. 22 m. N of Aquila, Italy
Amaxichi (a-miiks-e'ke) spt. town, * of Santa Maura island, Greece

^

—
—

2

Altamaha
Altamont
Altamura

Amalfi

;

—
—

—

—

—

*

X

Alsen (iil'sen) isl. of Sleswick, Prussia, Baltic sea
Al Sihkah (iil slb'kii) salt lake, Tunis, 80 m. long, 20 m. wide.
Also— Feher- Var (ol'sho'-feh'er-var) CO. Transylvania, Austria-H'ingary

D

—

W

D

—

—
^

—

3
24

11.

W

long, Mexico.
Alwar (al'var') or
3,024
pop. 769.

;

W

5
6

m.

W

W

NE

W

pop. 40.

Allcata (a-le-ka'ta) or Licata (le-ka'ta) spt. in Girgenti prov. Sicily, Italy
Alicudi (a-le-koo'de) anc. Eeicu'sa, one of Lipari Isls. 6 m. in circumference.
its # pop. 61.
pop. 1,073.
Aligarh (al'I-giir') dist. Meerut div. India, 1,954
town, Sarun dist. BeAllgunge (al'I-gunj') town, Etah dist. India, pop. 8.

1

long.

Alsace (Sl'sSs) tp. Berks co. Pa. 3 m. E of Reading
Alsace (al'siis') old Ger. & later Fr. prov. between Rhine riv. & Vosges mts.
Alsace-Lorraine (-ISr'ran') Ger. Elsass-Lothringen (el'sas-16t'ring-en)
prov. of Germany, 5,600 D pop. 1,604, * Strasburg.

Altai

1

Sp. iil-Ha-the'ras) spt. town, Andalusia, Spain
Algemesi (iil-Ha-ma-se') town, Valencia prov. Spain
Alger (Sl'jer) CO. N "W Mich. 983 D pop. 1, X Au Train.
Algeria (51-jeM-a) French colony in_N Africa, 184,474 D pop. 4,125, * Algiers.
Alghero (al-ga'ro) or Algheri (al-ga're) fortified town spt. Sardinia, Italy
Algiers (al-jerz') city, * of Algeria, N Africa
Algoa Bay (al-go'a-) S E coast of Cape Colony, Africa.
Algoma (al-go'majtp. Kent CO. Mich. pop. 2. min. dist. Ontario, Canada,

Algeciras

1
14
2
6

ranean sea to Sierra Nevada.
23
6

tp. pop. 2.

Algansee (Sl-gSn'se) tp. Branch co. Mich. 10 m. S E of Coldwater
Algarve (al-gar'va) prov. Portugal, 1,873 D pop. 204, * Faro.

.

tp.
tp.

Alps

for-

W

Spain

Nice.
pop. 259,
(al'piu) co.
Cal. 755
pop. 1,
Markleeville.
(31ps) mt. range in Europe, Mont Blanc the highest, 15,810 feet.
Alpujarras (al-poo-niir'riis) mt. region Granada, Spain, ext. from Mediter-

Alpine
1

&

Erivan govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia
Alexandrov _(a-lggs-an'drov') town, Vladimir govt. Russia
Africa.
Aleybeh (ii-la'bg) populous vil. near Senegal riv.
Alfalu (ol-f o'loo) town, Tr.insylvania prov. Hungary has mineral springs
Alfaro (iil-fa'ro) town. Old Castile, Spain, 37 m. S E of LogroiSo
Alfonsine (iil-fSn-se'na) town, Italy the birthplace of Viucenzo Monti
tp.
Alfordsville (Sl'fordz-vTl') tp. & vil. in Robesou co. N. C
tp. &, vil. ADegany co. N. Y.
Alfred (Sl'fred) town, X of York co. Me. pop. 1.
tress,

E.

Almunecar (al-moon-ya-kiir') anc. Sex'i, spt. town, Andalusia, Spain
Alnwick (an'nik) market town & parish, Northumberland co. England

—

—

37.

5

—

&

6

9

# pop.

8

agr. co. N. C.
vil. Genesee co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
X Taylorville.
tp.
its X pop. 14.
E Va. 32
pop. 19.
(Sl'ggs-5n'drT-a) co.
vil. X of Douglas co. Mimi. pop. 2.
town, X of Rapides co. La. pop. 3.
anc. Alexan'deia, city
spt. of
tp.
vil. Jefferson co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4.
of Cairo, pop. 209.
Egypt, on Mediterranean sea, 112 m.

D pop.

278

Alexandria

7
8

on Coa river

Almond (al'mond) tp. & vil. Allegany co. N. Y
Almondbury (ii'moud-ber-T) vil. & tp. West Riding, York co. England
Almont (51'mont) tp. Lapeer co. Mich
Almora (al-mo'ra) town, * of Kumaun div. N. W. Provs. British India

pop. 110.

Alessandria (a-lgs-san'dre-a) prov. N Italy, 1,976 D pop. 771.
Alessandria della Rocca (-dgl'la rok'ka) town, Girgenti prov.
Aleutian Islands (a-lii'sliT-au-) part of Alaska S of Bering Sea.
Alexander (al'egs-au'der) co. S 111. 230 D pop. 17, X Cairo.

in Beira, Portugal,

Almeyda Bay (iil-ma'dii-) E coast of Africa, lat. 13° 30' S, Ion. 40" 30'
Almodovar del Campo (al-mo-do'viir del kiim'po) town. New Castile,
Almogia (iil-mo-He'a) town, Spain, 10 m. N W of Malaga
367
16

its

town

—

—

D

(al-ma'e-da) fortified

AlmendralejO (iil-mgn-dra-la'Ho) town, Estremadura, Spain
its
Almeria (al-ma-re'ii) prov. S E Spain, 3,302 D pop. 339.

in the Caucasus, Russia.
of Lisbon, pop. 5.
town,

NNE

Pop.
10
6

Almagro (al-ma'gro) city, New Castile, Spain, 12 m. S E of Ciudad Real
Almag^er (al-ma-gar') town, dept. of Cauca, Colombia, South America
Almansa (iil-miin'sa) city, Murcia, Spain, 37 m. E of Albacete
Almds (ol'mash') town, Bacs co. Hungary, 15 m. W of Theresienstadt

;

ow

10
7

—

. ..
..

.;
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W

Amhara

N

Pop.

*

(am-ha'ra) kingdom,
of Tacazze riv. Abyssinia,
Gondar.
(am'erst") agr. co. S cen. Va. 490 D pop. 18, X Amherst Courthouse.
vil. Hampsliire oo. Slass. seat of Amherst college.
tp. Hampshire co. Mass.
pop. 5.
town, Hillsboro co. N. H. pop. 1.
tp. Erie co. N. Y. pop. 4.
tp.
<fe vil. Lorain co. O. tp. pop. 3.
spt. on Amherst Peninsula, 30 m. S
of
Maulmain, Lower Burma, pop. 7.
dist.
Tenasserim, Lower Burma, 15,144111
pop. 23G, * Maulmain.
town, X of Cumberland CO. Nova Scotia, pop. 4.

Amherst

—

—

—
—

^

—

mfg. town, * of Somme dept. on Somme riv. France
Aminagairh (a'mln-a-gar') town, Belgaum dist. Bombay presidency, India....
Amirdbad (a-mer-ri'bad') town, Farukhabad dist. N. W. Provinces, India
Miss. 700 D pop. 18, X Liberty.
town, X of
Amite (a-mef) agr. co. S
of New Orleans, La. pop. 2.
Tangipahoa parish, 68 m. N N
Amity Vllle (Sm'i-ti-vil) vil. Suffolk co. 31 m. E of Brooklyn, N. T
its * pop. 3.
Amjerah (am'jer'a') Rajput state, India, 584 D pop. 57.
Amol (a'mol') city, Mazander.^n prov. on Heraz riv. Persia
Amoy (a-moi') -spt. & isl. Fukien prov. China, spt. pop. iJG, isl. pop. 400.
of Villefranche, France
Amplepuis (Sm'ple-pwe') town, RhSne dept. 19 m.
Amran Mountains (iim'riin'-) range S E Afghanistan, highest 9,000 ft.
Amrawutti (am-ra-wut'te) dist. E. Berar prov. British India, 2,5li(i D pop. 407.

Amiens

(a'rat-SN')

W

—

W

—

W

—

pop. 23.
Amrili (am-re'le) town, belonging to the Guicowar of Bai'oda, India
Amritsar (am-rit'sitr) or Umritsar (iJm-rTt'sar) division, between Chenab
Beas rivs. Punjab, British India, 5,333
pop. 2,745.
dist. Amritsar division, British India, 1,556
its
mfg. city, pop. 137.
pop. 833.
Amroha (am-roo'a) town, Moradiibad dist. Rohilkhand prov. British India
of Amsterdam, North Holland
Amstelveen (am'stgl-van') vil. 5 m. S S
Amsterdam (5m'ster-dam') tp. mfg. city, Montgomery co. N. Y. city, pop.
cml.
mfg. city, chief city, Netherlands, Europe, pop. 447.
17, tp. pop. 3.
Daria (a-moo'-dar'ya) anc. Ox'us, riv. 1,300 m. long, Turkestan, cen.
Asia, rises in Pamir plateau, iiows into Aral Sea.
(a-moor') riv. 1,500 m. long, E Asia, formed by union of Argun
Shilka rivs. flows into Sakhalin Gulf.
prov. of S E Siberia, Russia in Asia,
Blagovechensk.
ter. S E Siberia, 888,830
172,848
pop. 63,
pop. 166.
Amura Bhauriari (a-moo'rii bha-re-ii-re') vil. Chumparun dist. India
Anabara (a-na'ba^rii') riv. 400 m. long, Siberia, flows into Arctic Ocean.
Anaclache (a-na-klii'chS) snowy peak, 18,000 ft. liigh, Bolivian Andes, S. Am.
Anaconda (Sn'a-kSn'da) city, Deer Lodge co. Mont
Anacortes (an'a-kSr'tez) town, Skagit co. Wash
Anadir (an-a-der') riv. 450 m. long, flows into Anadir Sea, Siberia,
E Asia.
Anagni (ii-nan'ye) town, 37 m. E S E of Rome, Italy
Anaheim (an'a-him) city. Orange co. Cal
Anahuac (a-na-wiik') extensive plateau, 7,000 ft. high, cen. Mexico.
Analy (au'.j-lT) tp. Sonoma co. Cal
(S-nam') oi(an'nam') agr.
cral. kingdom, Asia, S of China,
under French protection, 106,205
pop. 5,000,
Saigon, in French Cochin
China, and Huii.
Anamaboe (a'nS-ma-bo') British fort cml. port. Gold Coast, Africa
Anamirapucu (a-na-me-ra-poo-koo') riv. 200 m. long. Para state, Brazil.
Anamosa (au-a-mo'sa) mfg. vil. X of Jones co. on Wapsipinicon riv. lo

—

—

7

2

Amu—
Amur

40

D

*

Annam

8

,

32

5

Andalusia

Andaman

1

(iin-dii-loo-the'a) division of eight provs. in

S Spain, 33,663
pop. 22,

D

D
#

1

3

5
2

1

3,430

Port

u

D

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

w

33

.

W W

—

—

E

Tex. S80"D pop.

Angeln

6,

Angers

(os'zha') fortified &"mfg. city,# of dept. Maine-et-Loire, France
(an-ge-a're) town, 10 m.
E of Arezzo, Italy
Anglesey (an'gl-se) isl.
co. Wales, 20 m. long, 17 m. broad, 302
Angol (iin-golO town,
of Malleco prov. Chile, 115 m. S E of Conception
country,
of Cunene
Angola (an-go'la) vil. X of Steuben co. Ind. pop. 2.
riv.
coast Africa, 517,200
St. Paul de Loanda Portuguese.
pop. 3,500,

N

Anghiari

*

&

W

D

Q means square mUes;

D

#

—

N

;

D

&

.

Y

W

—

W

N

&

—

&

&

(iin'tang') dist.
vil. Java
Antarctic Ocean (an-tiirk'tik-) region
Neb. 8G4
Antelope, co.
pop. 10,

.dist.

around S pole, within Antarctic circle.
NE
D
X Oakdale. isl. Great Salt Lake, Ut.
Antequera (an-ta-ka'ra) anc. Antiqua'ria, mfg. city, Andalusia prov. Spain.
Anthony (Sn'to-nT) city, X of Harper co. Kan
Anthony's, of St. Anthony's, Nose, end KUps Mt. N bank Mohawk riv.
Montgomery co. N. Y.
bold promontory FJ side Hudson riv. Putnam co. N. Y.
Antibes (oN'teh') anc. Antip'olis, spt. dept. Var, Fr. on Mediterranean sea.
AnticOSti (an'ti-kos'ti) isl. Quebec prov. in St. Lawrence estuary, Canada,

10
18
2
1

11

e
14

5
10

2
10

26
2

—

.

D

3,845

valuable fisheries.
Greek (an-te'tam-) rises in Pa. flows into

;

Potomac riv. battle, 1862.
Antietam
AntigO (an'ti-go) city, X of Langlade co. Wis
its X pop. 1.
Antigonish (an'tTg-o'nesh') co. N Nova Scotia, 500 D pop. 16.
Antigua (an-te'ga) isl. & prov. Leeward Isls. colony, British W. Indies, isl. 108 D
;

—

*

Antilles

St.

John's, pop. 10.

Antilles,

E of Lebanon

(Sn'tT-lTb'a-nus) mt. range,

two groups

(an-ttl'lez or oN'tel')

called

isls.

range, Palestine.

Greater and Lesser

W.

Indies.
(an'tT-ok) cml.

— cml.

town, Antioquia dep. Colombia, pop.

HI

20.

N

(an-te-sii'na) volcano 19,148 ft. high, Andes mts. Ecuador, S. Am.
(an'ti-ta'rtis) mt. chain, Asiatic Turkey.
Antivari (iin-te'vii-re) spt. of Montenegro, Europe, on Adriatic sea
its
pop. 35.
pop. 8.
Anto!agasta (an-to-fii-gas'ta) prov. Chile, 60,968
(iin-ton-zhel'-) bay, 50 m. long, 25 m. broad,
Madagascar.
AntongU
Mich. 538
pop. 10,
Elk Rapids.
tp. FrankAntrim (an'trim) agr. co.
town, Hillsboro co. N. H. pop. 1.
min. vil. Tioga co.
lin CO. Pa. pop. 4.
Ireland, 1,237
co^ Ulster prov.
pop. 428,
Belfast.
Pa. pop. 1.

31

30

—

AntUCO

E

1

37
7

D

N

—

X

NE

(an-too'ko) volcano, 16,000

ft.

high,

D
& town,

*

—

—

X

Andes mts.

Cliile.

&

(ant'werp) tp. Van Buren co. Mich. pop. 2. .— tp.
vil. Jefferson
vil. Paulding co. O. pop. 1.
Fr. Anveks (bN'vgr')
CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
its #, a fortified cml.
pop. 700.
agr. & mfg. prov. Belgium, 1,093
mfg. city, on Scheldt riv. pop. 227.
of Ceylon island now in ruins.
Anurajahpura (a-noo-rii-ia-pob'ra) anc.
mfg. town, dept. Nord, France
Anzin (Sn'zSn') min.
Aonla (a-on'la) town, Bareilly dist. N. W. Provinces, India
Aosta (a-os'ta) anc. Augus'ta Pe.«to'kia, cml. town on Dora Baltea riv. Italy
Apache (ii-pa'cha) co. Ariz. 21,000. D pop. 4, X St. John.
Apalachee Bay (ap'a-lach'e-) bay, 90 m. broad, extends 50 m. inland, S Fla.

Antwerp

12

—

D

Bay

—

&

^

&

;

X

Apari (ar-pa-re') town, N coast Luzon isl. Philippine Isls. Malay Archipelago..
Apatin (o'po'ten') cml. town, Bacs co. on left bank Danube riv. Hungary
5 Apeldoorn (a'pgl-dorn') mfg. town, Gelderland, prov. Netherlands

16
40

7

9
10

(a-pa-lSch-I-ko'la) city,
of Franklin co. Fla
(a'p'am') disf. belonging to England, Gold Coast, Africa.

Apalaohicola

Apam

—

D

—

Apennines (ap'en-ninz) anc. Apenni'nus Mons, mt. range, 800 m. long, Italy.
Apenrade (a/pen-ra'de) cml. spt. Sleswick prov. on Apenrade Fiord, Prussia.
Apia (a'pe-a) vfl. & harbor, Samoa group, S Pacific ocean resort of whalers.
Apishapa (a-pTsh'a-pa) riv. 150 m. long, Col. Spanish Peaks to Arkansas riv.
Apolda (a^p51'da) mfg. town, Saxe-Weimar duchy, Germany

6
11
13

;

;

6
73
7

50
7

Apollo

(a-pol'lo) bor.

Armstrong

Apostles Islands, group

— group of 27

of 12

m. E N E of Pittsburg
& British fort, Gold Coast, W
Bolivia, S W prov. Beni, N of

co. Pa. 40

ApoUonia (a-pol-lo'ne-a) dist., cape,
Apolobamba (a-po-lo-bam'ba) town,
isls.

Magellan

Strait, at its junction

Africa.

La Paz
with Pacific

Lake Superior, belonging to Ashland co. Wis.
Appalachian Mountains (ap'pa-la'chi-an-) a mountain system 1,300 m. long,
E U. S. A. extending from Quebec prov. to N Ala. Mt. Mitchell or Black
Dome, 6,711 ft. Yancey co. N. C. is the highest point.
ocean.

isls.

;

Appanoose

(Sp'pa-noos') agr. co. S lo. 500

D pop.

19,

X

Centerville.

capital ; X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ; vil., village.
Population is given in nearest thousands : 2=1,500 to 2,499; 3 =: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. &ee Abbreviations, p. 1919.

*,

12

—

&

38

(ang'ehi) dist. Sleswick prov. Prussia

—

Anti-Taurus

X Homer.

Angermann (ong'er-man) riv. 120 m. long, flows into Bothnia Gulf, Sweden.
Angermunde (ang'er-miin'de) town, 42 m. N E of Berlin, Prussia

D

12

Antisana

—

CO.

*

Antiparos (Sn-tTp'a-ros) isl. 10 m. long, nome of Cyclades, .fflgean sea.
Antipodes (an-tTp'o-dez) group of isls. S E of New Zealand, S Pacific ocean.
mfg. tp. Blair co. 7 m.
E of Altoona, Pa
AntiS (an'tis) min.

W

Anduio (an'doo-lo') country, Lower Guinea, W Africa, 2,400 D
Anduze (oN'diiz') mfg. town, dept. Gard, on Garden d'Anduze riv. France
Anegada (a-ui-gii'da) northernmost Virgin Islands, British W. Indies, 13 D.
Anekallu (iin'e-kSI-loo') town, Mysore prov. 20 m. S S E of Bangalore, India
Angara (an-gS-ra') riv. 1,000 m. long, Baikal Lake to Yenisei riv. Siberia.
Angelina (an'je-le'na) riv. 150 m. long, E Tex. flows into Neches riv.
agr.

9
7

(anz'vTl) vil.
mfg. tp. Oneida co. N.
AnnviUe (Jn'vTl) vil. Lebanon co. 5 m.
of Lebanon, Pa
Anoka (a-no'ka) CO. Minn. 430 pop. 10.
its X pop. 4.
Anopshehr (an-op-shar') town, Meerut dist. on Ganges riv. British India. . . .
Ans (iins) vil. 1 J m.
of Lit?ge, Belgium
Ansbach (iins'biiK) or Anspach (ans'piiK) mfg. ft. city on Rezat riv. Bavaria
Anse-Bertrand (oNs'-beraroN') commune, Guadeloupe, Antilles
Anson (an'son) agr. co. S N. C. 460 pop. 20, X Wadesboro.
town, Somerset CO. Me. pop. 1.
Ansonia (an-so'nT-a) mfg. town on E bank Naitgatuck riv. Conn
vil. Anson co. N. C
Ansonville (an'son-vTl) tp.
tp.

pop. 470.

—

NW

11

& mfg. city, in Syria, its anc. # on Orontes river
Antioch
Antioch Bay. on Mediterranean sea, Syria, Turkey in Asia.
Antioco _(an-te'o-k_o) isl. 8 m. long, 3 m. broad, Mediterranean sea.
Antioquia (an-te-o'ke-a) min. dep. Colombia, S. America, * Medellin, 22,316

&

m. long, extending from Cape Horn to Isthmus of Panama, South America
highest summit Aconcagua, 22,422 ft.
Andidjan (an-di-jan') town, prov. Ferghana, Russia in Asia
Andkhu (aud'khob') town, # of Andklm prov. Afghan Turkestan
Andoen (iin'do-en) isl. 20 m. long, 10 m. broad, Lofoden group, Norway.
Andorra (an-dor'ra) small independent state, S slope Pyrenees mts. between
its # 12 m. N of TJrgel.
France & Spain, 175 D pop. 6.
Andover (an'do-ver) tp. & vil. Essex co. 23 m. N of Boston, Mass. tp. pop. 6
seat of a theological seminary.
town, Merrimack co. N. H. pop. 1.
bor.
Hampshire, England, pop. 6.
Andreanof Islands (iin-dra-an'of) group in Aleutian chain, belong to TJ. S. A.
Andreeva (iin-dra'e-va) town, 40 m. S of Kisliar, Northern Caucasia, Russia.
Mo. 420 D pop. 16, X Savannah.
Andrew (an'drii) agr. co.
Andrews, town, Huntingdon co. Ind
N of Bari, Italy
Andria (.an'dre-a) town, 30 m.
Andritzena (an-drit-sa'uit) tovm, Messenia nome, Greece
Andro (iin'dro) isl. 25 m. long, M<;e:m sea, pop. 20.
its * mfg. town, pop. 5.
Androscoggin (an'dros-cog'Iu) riv. 160 m. long, flows into Kennebec riv. near
Bath, Me.
agr. & mfg. co. S
Me. 485 D pop. 49, X Auburn.
Andros Island (an'dros-) one of the Bahamas, 90 m. long, 10 to 40 m. broad.
Andujar (an-doo'Har) anc. Illituk'gis, town, on Guadalquivir riv. Spain

3
10

island.

&

Annsville

pop. 36,

6

—

&

V

—

NW

end Madagascar
Peene riv. Prussia

town
was Angers.

*

(an'na) tp.
city. Union co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
(an'na-berg) min.
mfg. town, in Erzgebirge, Saxony
(Sn-na')" two isl. Mayo co. Connaught prov. Ireland.
Annapolis (au-n5p'o-lTs) spt. X of Anne Arundel co. Md.
of Md. seat of U. S.
Naval Academy, pop. 8,
co. Nova Scotia, 1,350
pop. 19.
its X pop. 3.
Ann Arbor, mfg. city, X of Washtenaw co. Mich. seat of University of Mich.
Anne Arundel (an a-rtin'del) agr. CO. cen. Md. 400 pop. 34, X Annapolis.
Annecy (iin'se') mfg. town,
of dept. Haute-Savoie, France
Annesley Bay (ans'll-) inlet of Red Sea, Massaua, E Africa.
Anniston (an'Ts-ton) city, Callioun co. Ala
Annonay (an'no-na') mfg. town, dept. Ardeche, 37 m. S of Lyons, France.

Anti-Libanus

(oN'denn') mfg. town, Namur prov. on Meuse riv. Belgium
Anderlecht (an'der-lSKf) town, suburb of Brussels, Brabant prov. Belgium..
Anderson (an'der-sou) agr. co. E Kan. 576 D pop. 14, X Garnett.
agr. co.
N cen. Ky. 200 pop. 11, X Lawrenceburg. agr. co.
S. C. 690 n pop.
agr. co. E Tenn. 360 D pop. 15, X
44, X Anderson Courthouse, pop. 3.
Clinton.
agr. & past. co. E cen. Tex. 1,000 D pop. 21, X Palestine.
tp.
mfg. city, X of Madison co. Ind. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 11.
tp. on Ohio riv.
Hamilton co. 0. pop. 4.
Andersonville (-vll) vil. Sumter co. Ga. ; large national cemetery. Here,
during the civil war, many Union soldiers were imprisoned, and many died.
vil. Delaware co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
mt. range 4,500
Andes (an'dez) tp.

N

.

&

Anna

Antang

Blair.

Andenne

past, country,

(iin'klam) town, Pomerania, on

D

8

4

Islands (an'da-man'-) Bengal Bay, India, 2,508

*

.

4

#

tp.

13
10

—

Ankleswar (un'kla-swur') town. Broach dist. 5 m. S of Broach, India
Ankober (iin-ko'ber) town in Shoa, Abyssinia, Africa, on a mountain
Ankova (an-ko'va) prov cen. Madagascar island.

*

7

W

—

&

(an-ka'rii) agr.

12
37
11

;

(a-nan'at-ii-poor') town, Bellary dist. India
5
(an'and-poor') town, Jalandhar dist. Punjab, on Sutlej riv. India..
7
of Odessa, Russia
11
India, seat of civil administration for the Punjab
8
Anatolia (Sn-a-to'lT-a) or Asia Minor, pen. forming
extremity of Asia,
a part of Turkey in Asia, 204,618
9,123
Ancachs (au'kachs') dept. Peru, 17,405 pop. 284,
Huaraz.
Ancona (an-ko'na) prov. Marches, Italy, 736 pop. 272.
its
pop. 31.

Q

Ankara

—

Ananatapur

Ancram (an'kram) tp. & vil. Columbia co. N. Y
Ancud (iin'kood) town, * of Cliiloe prov. Chile

D

D

Annagh

Ananiei (a-nan-yev') town, on Tiligrd riv. 95 m. N
Anarkali ('an-ar'ka-li) suburb of Lahore, British

*

W

N

30

colony,

(an'gje) town. Hi m.
of Salerno, Salerno prov. Italy
(un-gool') native state, Orissa prov. India, 811
pop. 78.
its *.
Anhalt (iin'hiilt) agr. duchy, Germany, 906
pop. 272,
Dessau.
Aniche (a'nesli'jjuin.
mfg. vil. dept. Nord, France, 8 m. E S E of Douai.
Anicuns (ii-ne-kobns') riv. 200 m. long, Goyaz state, Brazil.
Anizeh (ii'ne'ze) cml. town, in Nejd, Arabia, birthplace of Abd-ul-Wahab

Angri

Annaberg

Anandpur

D

# of dept. Cha* of Azores

Angra (an'gra) cml. spt. belonging to Portugal, Terceira isl.
Angra PectueSa (an'gra pe-kan'yii) bay, S W Africa. — town, German
* of German S. W. Africa.
Angrazabad (Jin-gra-zii'bad') chief town, Maldah dist. Bengal, India

Anklam

#

&

city,

W

D

&

D

& mfg.

Anjar (iin'jiir') dist. & fortified town in Cutch,
Hindostan
AnjOU (oN'zhoo') a former prov. of Fr. intersected by Loire riv.

N

Anam

(oN'goo'lam') anc. Inculis'ma, cml.

W France

rente,

&

6

&

—
—

*

Angul

#

W

&

&

&

—

D

—

AngOUl@me
84
6

4

D

Venezuela

state,

#

its

D

a

(an-go-lal'la) town, Shoa, Abyssinia, royal residence
(Sn-go'ra) vilayet, Anatolia, Turkey in Asia, 32,339
pop. 893 ; celebrated for the long-haired goat.
its *, a cml. city, pop. 37.
Angornu (iin-gor-noo') cml. town, Bornu, cen. Africa
Angostura (an-gos-too'ra) or Bolivar (bSl'e-viir') cml. town,
of Bolivar

Angora

—
W

N

Pop.

Angolalla

^

21
2

..

...

1725

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Appenzell (ap-pSut-sSl') agr. & mfg. cantons, consisting of Outer & Inner
Rhodes, N E Switzerland, 102
Appian Way (Sp'pT-an-) road 125 m. long, from Rome to Capua built by Ap-

07

pius Claudius, 313

E. c.

— mfg. city, X of Outagamie

pop.

—

1.

3
tp. St. Clair co.

Mo. pop.

on Fo.x riv. Wis
Appleton City, vil. St. Clair co. 58 m. S
of Sedalia, Mo
Appling (ap'plTng) CO. S E Ga. 1,074 D X Baxley
(ap-po-de')
riv.
150
m.
long,
Rio
Appodi
Grande do Norte state, Brazil.
Appomattox (ap'pfi-mat'tglfs) riv. 150 m. long, Va. flows into James riv. at
City Point.
co. S cen. Va. 317 D pop. 10, X Appomattox Courthouse
here Lee surrendered to Grant, 1805.
Appoquinimink (ap-po-liwin'T-mi nk) hundred, Newcastle co. Del
Apricena (a-pre-clia'na) town, Foggia prov. Italy
Apsheron (iCp-sIia-ron') peninsula in Caspian Sea, belonging to Russia.
Apt (apt) anc. Ap'ta Ju'lia, mfg. town, dept. Vaucluse, on Calavon riv. France
2.

co.

W

—

12
1

9

;

2

6

D

(ii-poo'le-ii)

—

D

#

—

D

GiRONDE

*

&

Lot-et-Garonne, France.
Arabah (ar'a-bii) valley 112 m. long, between Dead Sea & Akabah Gulf, Arabia.
Arabat-el-Madioun (iir'ii-bat'-Sl-mad'foon') vil. Egypt, site of anc. Abydos.
Asia, 1,219,000 n
Aralila (a-ra'bT-a) country, a great peninsula, S
5,000
Arabian Sea (.n-rii'bi-gn-) between Hindostan and Arabia, breadth 1,500 ni.
Araoaju (a-rii-isa-zliobO cml. town, * Sergipe state, on Cotindiba riv. Brazil.
5
Araoati (a-rii-ka-te') cml. port on Rio Jaguaribe, Brazil
6
AraQuahi (a-ra-swa-he') riv. 200 m. long, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil.
Arad (8r'od') market town, Hungary, on Maros riv. by which it is divided into
co. Hungary, 2,720 D pop. 305.
Alt-Arad and Neu-Arad, joint pop. 42.
Arafat (a'rii-fat') granite hill, 15 m. E of Mecca, Arabia object of pilgrimage

W

—

;

to Mohammedans.
Arafura Sea ^iira-foo'ra-) part

N

of Pacific ocean lying
of Australia.
Aragon (ar'a-gon, Sp. pron. a-ra-gou') anc. kingdom, Spain, 17,970
Aragona (ii-r.n-|o'nii) town, 7i- m.
E of Girgenti, Sicily, Italy

N

NN

Aragua

D

911
11

town, Bermudez state, Venezuela
Araguari (a-rii-gwa-re') riv. 160 m. long. Para state, Brazilian Guiana, Brazil.
Araguay (ii-ra-gwi') riv. 1,000 m. long, Brazil, nav. for 750 m.
Arahal (a-ra-hal') mfg. town, Andalusia prov. 22 m. E S E of Seville, Spain
(a-rii'gwii)

.

Arakan (a'ra-kan') div. Lower Burma, 14,526 D pop. 670, chief town Akyab.
Aral Sea (ar'al-) inland sea, Asiatic_Russia, 26,166 D 265 m. long.
Aranda— de— Duero (a-ran'dii-da-dwa'ro) town, Burgos prov. Spain
Aranjuez (a-riin-Hweth') town, Madrid prov. on left bank Tagus riv. Spain
Aransas (a-ran'sas) CO. Tex. 400 D pop. 2, X Rockport.
Aransas Bay, 18 m. long, 8 m. broad, coast of Tex. N of Corpus Christi Bay.
Aransas Pass, chief entrance to Aransas Bay important channel of trade.
Arapahoe (a-i-ap'a-ho) co. E Colorado, 5,220 n pop. 132, X Denver.
Arapahoe Peak,"mt. 13,520 ft. high. Col.
ArapUes (a-ra-pe'les) vil. 4 m. S E of Salamanca, Spain battlefield in 1812.

7

W

11

*
E NE

—

:

8
6
5
22
2

9

ArcidOBSO (ar-che-dds'so) town, Grosseto prov. Tuscany, Italy
Areola (ar-ko'la) tp. & city, Douglas co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Arcole (ar-ko'la) vil. 15 m. E_S E_of Verona, Italy battlefield in 1796.
Arcos de la Frontera (iir'kos da la fron-ta'ra) town, Andalusia prov. Spain
Arcot, North and South (-ar-k5t') two adjoining maritime dists. Madras presi-

5

;

15

—

Ardnaglass Bay

vil.

Montgomery

5

Scotland, extreme

N

W

&

;

(ard'wTk) suburb of Manchester, Lancaster co. England
town, Sfio Paulo state, Brazil
Areclbo (ii-ra-se'bo) prov. Puerto Rico isl. Spanish W. Ind.
its * spt. pop. 11.
(ii-ra'as)

—

a, e, 1, o, u, lonp ; S, e, 6, less
a, o, \x. V, ee (see p. 1719)

;

;

Nauplia

145

Corinth

W

(-bhh-) past. CO.

Argyro— Castro

W Scotland, 3,270 D pop. 76, X Inverary.

—

town, Janina vilayet, Albania, Tur. in Europe
Ariano (a-re-a'no) cml. town, Avellino prov. Apennine Mts. S Italy
(a're-azl/)
long,
riv. 90 m.
rises in E Pyrenees mts. flows into Garonne
Ari^ge
riv. France.
min. & mfg. dept. S France, 1,890 D pop. 227, * Foix.
Arigal (a're-gal) mt. 2,462 ft. high, Donegal co. Ulster prov. Ireland.
Arinos (a-re'nos) riv. 700 m. long, Matto-Grosso state, Brazil.
Arizona (ar-I-zo'na) S ter. U. S. A. 113,020 D pop. 60, * Phenix.
Arkadelphia (iii-k-a-del'f i-a) town, X of Clark co. on Ouachita riv. Ark
Arkansas (ar'kan'sa') rivf 2,000 m. long, rises near Arkansas Mt. Col. flows
state, S cen. U. S. A. 53,850 D pop. 1,128, * Little
into Mississippi riv.
Rock.
CO. S E Ark. 1,062 D pop. 11, X De Witt.
Arkansas City, city, Cowley CO. on Arkansas riv. Kan
(iir'fl-ro-kas'tro)

—

—

Red Sea, opposite Massaua island.
(iirk'lo) maritime town
parish, Wicklow co. on Avoca riv. Ireland .
(ar-ko'na) promontory N coast Riigen isl. Baltic sea.
Tyrol, Europe.
Arlberg (iirl'berc) branch of Rhsetian Alps,
Aries (iirlz) mfg. city, dept. Bouches-du-Rli6ne, on 1. bank Rhone riv. France
town, Middlesex co.-Mass. tp. pop. 6.
tp. Van
Arlington (iir'lTng-ton) tp.
vil. Alexandria co. Va. 3 m. from Washington, D.
Buren co. Mich. pop. 2.
town, Bennington co. Vt. pop. 1.
C.
site of two national cemeteries.
(ar-ke'ko) spt. Abyssinia,

&

ArklOW
Arkona

5

W

^

Cook

vil.

25

—

&

co. Ill

(ar'loN') mfg.

Belgium

tp.
(ar-nia')"tp. Mitflin co. Pa. pop. 2.
co. Ulster prov. Ireland, 512
its
pop. 9.
pop. 143.
(ar'man'yak') small ter. in old prov. of Gascony, Prance.
Asia, now divided
Armenia (.T.r-me'nT-a) in Scripture Minni, anc. country,

—

—

Q

X

W

between Russia, Turkey, and Persia
Armenti^res (ar'moN'te-ar') mfg. & cml. town, dept. Nord, France
Armori (ar-mo-re') town, Chanda dist. 80 m. S E of Nagpur, India

W

&

2,000

22

D

(arm'strSng) min.
agr. co.
cen. Pa. 615
pop. 47, X KittauCO.
Tex. 900 D pop. 1, X Claude.
ning.
Arnhem (iirn'hem) mfg. fortified town, of Gelderland prov. Netherlands
Arnhem's Land (arn'hemz-) region on N coast Australia.
Arno (iir'no) anc. Ar'ncs, riv. 75 m. long. It. Apennines to Mediterranean sea

Armstrong

—

NW

&

*

mfg. town, Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, N Germany
Arnswalde (ams'wal-de) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
(a'rok'-sSl'ash')
cml. vil. 44 m. E N E of Budapest, Hungary.
Arok-Szallas
Aroo Islands (ar'rob'-) N of Australia, the largest SO m. long, 45 m. broad
riv.
140
m. long, Me. flows into St. John riv.
co.
Aroostook (a-roos'took)
Me. 6,700 d pop. 50, X Houlton.
Arpino (iir-pe'no) town, Caserta prov. Italy birthplace of Marius and Cicero
of Padua Petrarch died here, July 19, 1374.
Arqua (iir-kwii') vil. 12 m. S
Arrah (ar'ra) town, Shahabad dist. Bengal, India
coast Scotland, 185 D
Arran (ar'ran) isl. Bate co. Firth of Clyde,
Arran-Fowdy (-fow'dT) mt. 2,955 ft. high, Merioneth co. N Wales.
Arran Isles, two groups called South Isles of Arran & North Isles o!
Arran, the former Galway co. the latter Donegal co. Ireland.
Arras (iir'ras') mfg. cml. & fortified city, * of dept. Pas-de-Calais, France

Arnstadt

(iirn'stat)

.

.

NE

;

W

—

Straits of Malacca, East Indies.
riv. Sligo co. Ir.
riv. flows into Ardnaglass Bay.
Arrow, pictnrcxjue lake
Columbia
riv.
95
m. long, Brit. Columbia, Canada.
expansion
of
Arrow Lake,
;

Arrow Rock, tp. &• vil. Saline co. on Missouri riv. Mo
Arrowsmith (-smith), mt. 4,075 ft. high, Tasniiiuia.
Arsi^

(;ir-sf-a')

vil.

tp.

N

D pop.

33.

—

*

its

W
W

long, Albania,

W part of M.ajorca
(iii-'tiis')

W

of Ponzaso
m. S
town, Germany, 6 m. S
of Metz.
Greece,
Turkey in Europe, —nome, N
mfg. town on left bank Arta riv. pop. 9.
mfg. town,

Belluno prov. Italy, 3
(ar'-siir'-mo'zell') mfg.

ni.

isl.

—

jNIediterranean sea, pop. 5.
near Bethlehem, Palestine

fertile valley

;

supposed

site of gar-

dens of Solomon.

5
G
10
4

28
5

#

of Armenia, on Aras riv. now in ruins.
Arthabaska (iir-tha-bAs'ka) CO. S Quebec prov. Canada, 685
pop. IS, chief
town St. Christophe d'Artliabaska.
hill
822
ft.
high,
near
Edinburgh, Scotland.
Arthur's Seat,
Arthur's Stone, cronUcoh, top of Cefn Bryn, Glamorgan co. Wales.
Artigas (iir-te'giis) dept. Uruguay, S. America, 4,392
Artois (itr'twS') old prov. now part of dept. Pas-de-Calais, France.
Artveen (iirt-ven') end. town, 34 m. S E of Batnin, Asiatic Russia

Artaxata

former

(:ir-tSx-si'tii)

;

Q

D

Aruba (ii-roo'bit). See Oruba.
Arva (iir'vS') CO. N Hungary, 802 D
Arvl (ar'we)

Arzano

fall,
;

Nagpur

sub-dist.

(iird-zii'no) vil. Italy,

cSre; term

tb as in thiu

;

;

food,

*

pop. 82,
Also-Kubin.
div. Con. Provinces, India.
Ita

3 m.

5
5
13
7

10
60

12

;

W

prolonged ; S, 5, T, 6, ii, short; a, g, i, o, u, obscure; far, list,
ch as in chin g as in got n as'in linger,~link ; ugas i7i sing
;

5

Morea peninsula,

W

Artas

;

Areas

N E

nome, 6 m. N N
of Nauplia, Greece
ArgOStoll (iir-gos'to-le) spt. & * of Cephalonia isl. Greece
Arguln (ar-goo-en') isl. 4 m. long, 3 m. broad,
coast Africa; fisheries.
Argun (iir-goon') riv. Asia, separates Russian and Chinese empires.
or Argyllshire
Argyll (iir-gil') tp. & vil. Washington co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.

395

W

Ardwick

D*

Greece, 1,442

(-kor'inth) nome,

Argonne (ar'gonn') region, depts. Meuse and Ardennes, France.
ArgOS (ar'gos) town, Marsliall co. Ind. pop. 1. — town, Argolis and

Ars-SUr-Moselle
Arta (lir'tii) riv. 60

2

Connaught prov. Ireland.
liird-na-mQr'chan-)
promontory of Argyll co.
point British mainland.
Ardore (iir-do'ra) town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
Ardoye (iir'dwii') mfg.
market town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Ardrah (iir'dra) town, Dahomey kingdom, Africa
Ardres (iird'r) town, dept. Pas-dc-Calais, Fr. " Field of the Cloth of Gold."
Ardrossan (tir-drSs'san) spt. town, Ayr co. Scotland a watering place

Ardnamurchan Point

and Corinth

(iir'go-lTs-)

Arroyo del Puerco (iir-ro'yo del pwSr'ko) town, Estremadura prov. Spain ...
Arrul (ii'rul) riv. India, leaves Indus riv. below Sukkur, lower down rejoins it.

D

co. Pa
(ard'na-gliis'-) inlet, Sligo CO.

(iird'mSr)

Argolls

E

#

D

&

5
5
12

&

Ardmore

6

Arrington (ar'i ng-ton) tp. Wayne co. Ill
Arroas Islands (iir-ro'as-) small group in

N

W

16

—

8

.

Sp.
high.

Arnold (iir'nold) vil. & parish, Nottingham co. England
Arnsberg (arns'bero) city, Prussia, formerly # of Westphalia

1

4

dency, India, 19,925 D pop. 3,770.
chief town, Arcot dist. pop. 53, once
the Mohannnedan # of the Carnatic, India.
Arctic Ocean Jjirk'tik-) body of water surrounding
pole.
Arcueil (iir'kuK) vil. dept. Seine, 3 m. S of Paris, France
ArdatOV (iir-da-tbv') town, Simbirsk govt, on Alatyr riv. Russia
Ardebil (ar'de-bel) town, Azerbaijan prov. on Kara-Su riv. Persia
Arddche (.ar'dash') riv. 45 m. long, dept. Ardeche, rises inCiSvennesmts. flows
into Rhone riv. France.
min. dept. S E France, 2,136 D pop. 371, * Privas.
Ardeku (iir'de-koo') town, Khorassan prov. N
of Yezd, Persia
Ardelan (iir-de-lan') dist. part of Irak-Ajemi prov. Kurdistan region, Persia.
Arden (iir'dgn) anc. forest supposed to have covered a large portion of midland and E England.
Ardennes (iir'den') agr.
mfg. dept. N E Fr. 2,02D
pop. 325, * M<5zieres.
Ardennes, Forest of, anc. Arduen'na Syl'va, wooded region, on both banks
Meuse riv. France
Netherlands.

ft.

D

& cml. town, * of Belgian Luxembourg,
Armada (ar-ma'da) tp. & vil. Macomb co. Mich

Archbald (iirch'bald) bor. Lackawanna co. 10 m. N E of Scranton, Pa
Archer (arch'er) co. N Tex. 900 D pop. 2, X Archer.
Archidona (ar-che-do'nii) town, Andalusia prov. 34 m. N of Malaga, Spain
Archuleta (ar-chu'le-ta) CO. S
Col. 1,100 D pop. 1, X Pagosa Springs.

&

—

;

^

W

riv.

(ar-jen-ta'ro) mt. Balkan Range, Turkey in Europe. —mt. promontory, Mediterranean sea, Tuscany dept. Italy.
Argenteull (ar'zhoN'tuiI') town, pop. 12, dept. Seine-et-Oise, on Seine riv.
France.
pop. 15, chief town Lachute.
co. Quebec prov. Canada, 935
Argentiera (ar-jen-te-a'ra) isl. 18 m. in circumference, JSgeaii sea.
Argentine (ar'jen-tin) city, Wyandotte co. Kan
Argentine Pass, 13,100 ft. high. Front Range, Rocky Mts. Col.
Argentine Republic, federal republic, S. America, S of Bolivia,
of Andes
mts. 1,117,400
Buenos Ayres.
pop. 3,904,
Argenton-SUr-Creuse (iir'zlios'toN'-siir-kruz') town, dept. Indre, Prance...
ArgO (ar'go) isl. 25 m. long, 5 m. broad, in Nile riv. Nubia.

Arlington Heights,

6

.

W
—

—

pop. 11.
GO m. long, Navarre prov. Pyrenees mts. to Aragon
Argeeus (ar-je'i3s) or Arjish (iir'jesli') highest mt. Asia Minor, 13,100
Argenta (iir-jSn'ta, li. pron. ar-jen'tii) town, on Po riv. Italy
Argentan (ar'zhSk'tSN') mfg. town, dept. Orne, France
(iir'gii) riv.

Armagnac

(ar'a-vfil'le-) range, 300 m. long, Ajmere, India.
town, Luzon isl. 50 m. N N E of Manila, Philippine Islands. ...
Arayat
Arbe (ar'bt) isl. 11^ m. long, Quarnero Gulf, Adriatic sea.
Arbil (iir-bel') or Erbil, anc. Arbe'la, walled town, Kurdistan, Asiatic Turkey
Arbois (ar'bwa') mfg. town, dept. Jura, on Cuisance riv. France
Arbroath (ar'broth) spt. & mfg. town, Forfar co. Scotland
Arcade (ar'k?d') tp. & vil. "Wyoming co on Cattaraugus creek, N. Y
tp.
Arcadia (ar-ka'dl-a) tp. & vil. Iron co. Mo. tp. pop. 3.
tp. & vil. Wayne co.
N. T. tp. pop. 6.
tp. & vil. Trempealeau co. Wis. tp. pop. 3.
nome, cen.
Morea pen. Greece, 2,020 n pop. 148, * Tripolitza.
Arcanum (ar-ka'uum) vil. Darke co.
Arcevia (ar-cha've-a) town, Ancona prov. 40 m.
of Ancona, Italy
Archangel (ark-an'jel) or Archangelsk (aEk-iin-jelsk') govt. S of Arctic
Ocean, Russia in Europe, 331,505 D pop. 340.
its # pop. 20, a cml. tovm.
Archangel Bay, Russia, opens to White Sea, extends inland 65 m.

—

*

its

Armagh

(ii-ri'iit)

—

—

Arga

Arlon

Aravulli Mountains

.

Omer.

on the Skager-Rack, Norway
(ii-ra-nes' da mar) spt. Catalonia prov. Spain

—

Ararauma ^a-ra-row'ma)

D

X

Arenys de Mar
its * pop. 29.
Arequipa (ii-ra-ke^pii) dept. S Peru, S. Am. 27,744 D pop. IGO.
Arethusa (ar'e-thu'sa) celebrated fountain, Syracuse city, Sicily.
Arezzo (a-ret'so) anc. Arre'tidm, prov. Tuscany dept. Italy, 1,2780 pop. 243.

Arkiko
5

;

(ar'a-rSt) mt. 17,260 ft. high, Armenia,
Asia.
salt lake, 22 m. long, 7 m. broad, Brazil.
Aras (Sr'as) anc. Arax'es, riv. 500 m. long, Armenia, flows into Kur river.
Arauco (a-row'ko) prov. S Cliile, 4,248 pop. 78,
Lebu.
Araure (a-row'rS) city, on Acarigua riv. 60 m.
of Trujillo, Venezuela.

6,

(a'rijn-diil') spt.

—

9

;

Ararat

2

pop.

Argentaro

6
old dept. S Italy, 8,541
1 ,759
Apure (a-poo'ra) riv. 'Venezuela, one of chief tributaries Orinoco river.
Apurimac (a-pob-re'-mak') riv, GOO m. long, rises in Peruvian Andes, flows
into Ucay riv. S. America.
dept. Pern, 02,325
Abancay.
pop. 119,
Aquambo (a-kwiim'bo') country, E of Vulta riv. Upper Guinea, Africa.
(ii-kwa-pem')
region
British
protection.
Gold
Coast,
Aquapim
under
Africa.
Aquila (a'kwe-Va) prov. Abruzzi dept. Italy, 2,509 pop. 373.
its
a fortified city, pop. IG.
Aquitaine (ak'we-tan') one of the four Roman divisions of Gaul, now depts.

Apulia

Arena (a-re'na) tp. Mendocino co. Cal
Arenac (ar'e-iiak) CO. N E Mich. 388 D
Arendal

;

Apple Creek, tp. Cape Girardeau co. Mo
Appleton (ap'pl-tgn) town, Knox co. Mo.

Pop.

Pop.

—

N of Naples

fi56t, fflrl_;

Oi 03 in thine

;

1,

* pop.

8.

8 as in f8r oi as in oil ; ow as in oow;
Q, 6, &, B, d, o, h, Ki n (aee p. 1719V
;

39
5

27
2

.
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(Srd-zen-ya'no) mfg. town, Italy, 10 m.
of Vicenza
(a-sa'ma-ya'ma) lofty active volcano, Hondo isl. Japan.
(a.^'beu') extensive kingdom in tlie Sahara, Africa,
Agades.

Asama-Yama
Asben
Asbury Park

W W

n

X

;

N

N

W

N

W

#

D

13
13
C

23
23
6

2

2
7

—

W

—

—

—

—

30

(ash'mor) tp.

& vil.

Coles co. Ill
E 0. 700
Ashtabula (ash'ta-bii'la) co.
Ashtabula co. O. tp. pop. 10, vil. pop. 8.

N

1

X

44,

Jefferson.

—

vil.

—

;

W

W

.

W

;

N

(as-sa-chTn-skl'ya) active volcano, Kamchatka,
E Asia.
(as'sam') prov. Brahmaputra riv. valley, British India, 46,341
pop.
town Gauhati ; leading industry tea culture.

Assachinskaya

Assam

;

7

W

N W Canada, flows into Red Riv. at Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Africa
Assofudah (as-so-foo'da) town, Fulah country,
Assur (iis'sSor') town on Nile riv. Sudan, Africa numerous pyramids.
Assumption (Ss-sump'shun) agr. parish, S B La. 335 D pop. 20, X Napoleon-

12

Isls.

111.

tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.

isl.

;

was Nineveh.
Asti (as'te) town, Alessandria prov. near Tanaro
Aston (as'ton) tp. Delaware co. Pa
Aston matior (-man'or) bor. England

its

riv. Italy

34
2
69
5

Astorga (as-tSr'ga) mfg. walled tovvn on Tuerto riv. Spain
town Fulton co. 111. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
suburb,
Astoria (as-to'rl-a) tp.
city,
of Clatsop co. Ore.
Long Island City, Queens co. N. Y. pop. 5.

&

pop.

W

6.

Astrabad (as'tra-bad') anc. Hyuca'nla,
Astrakhan (as-tra-Kan') govt, on N

D

^

—

—

fertile prov.

W coast

X

N Persia. — its #

pop. 933.

its

5

25

7

5

—

W
W
11

8

—

#,

Population

is

—

&

—

Westmeath

—

—
—

—

=

13

2.

9
6
6

1

&
17

8
15
2

8

*

&

—

;

G

CO.

9

D

*

^

&

5

(ad'eu-sha) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England
cen. Mo. 6S0
pop. 22, X Mexico.

(a-dran')"past. CO.

N

(a-glaz') riv.

D

O. formed by

two branches, each 100 m.

W O. 398 D pop. 28, X Wapakoneta.

Augsburg
Augusta (a-gus'ta)

*

long.

—

&

D

—

—

&

^

N

W

Cayuga

(a-rel'yiis) tp.

co.

N.

T

—

—

&

—

—

W

;

—

;

5

5
5

—

;

11

5

—

—

—

—
—

9

2

* of dept. Cantal, France, 269 m. S of Paris..
Auriol (o're-ol') vil. dept. Bouches-du-RhSne, France, 14 m. N E of Mar,seilles
city,
tp.
Aurora (a-ro'ra) CO. S E S. Dak. 725 D pop. 5, X Plankinton.
Kane co. lU.'tp. pop. 22, city pop. 20.
city. Dearborn co. Ind. pop. 4.
city, X of Hamilton co. Neb. pop. 2.
tp. Erie
city, Lawrence co. Mo. pop. 3.
isl. Red Sea.
one of New Hebrides isls. Pacific ocean.
CO. N. Y. pop. 3.
Aurungabad (o-roSn-giCbad') city, Nizam's dominions, India
riv. N. Y. ;
Sable (a sa'bl) riv. 80 m. long, Mich, flows into Lake Huron.
city, Iosco co. on Lake Huron, Mich. pop. 4.
flows into Lake Champlain.
Ausable (o-sa'b'l), tp. Clinton co. N. Y
of Zeyla
Aussa (ow'sji) town, Adal region, E Africa, 85 m. S
Aussig (ow'.sTg) min. mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria-Hungary, on the Elbe riv.
AusterlitZ (as'ter-lTts, Ger. pron. ows'ter-ltts) town, Moravia prov. on Littawa riv. Austria victory of Napoleon in 1805.
vil. Cook co.
Austin (as-'tin) CO. S E cen. Tex. 700 D pop. 18, X Belleville.
city, X of Lander co.
111. pop. 4.
city, X of Mower co. Minn. pop. 4.
Nev. pop. 1.
bor. Potter co. Pa. pop. 2.
tp. GreenvUle co. S. C. pop. 3.
city, * of Tex. and X of Travis co. pop. 15.

—

76

X

—

#

W

5
30

agr.

of Swabia and Neuburg provs. Bavaria..
agr.
past. co. Va. 950
city,
pop. 37, X Staunton.
of Riclimond co. on Savannah riv. Ga. pop. 33.
mfg. vil. Hancock
tp.
city, Butler co. Kan. pop. 1.
CO. 111. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
city. Bracken
of Kennebec co. and
tp,
CO. Ky. pop. 1. .— city,
of Me. pop. 11.
city, Eau Claire co. Wis. pop. 1.
Oneida co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Augustine Island (a'gtis-ten'-) in Kamishak Bay, Alas.
E of Warsaw
AugUStOVO (ow-goos-to'vo) town, Poland, Russia, 140 m.
of Carrara
Aula (ow'la) vil. on Magra riv. Italy, 10 m.
Aumale (o'mal') walled town, Algeria, Africa, 78 m. S E of Algiers
France, now part of dept. Chaeente-Infekieuke.
Aunis (o'nes') old prov.
Auray (o'ra') river port, dept. Morbihan, France, on Auray river

(owGs'booro) cml. city,

2
7
15

*

Audubon (o'doo-bon) co. S W cen. lo. 432 D pop. 12, X Audubon, pop. 1.
AudUbons Peak, 13,173 ft. high. Rocky Mts. Col. 12 m. S of Long's Peak.
Auerbach (ow'er-baK') mfg. town. Saxony, 15 m. S S W of Zwickau, Germany
Auge (ozh) or Valine d'Auge (vjil'la' dozh) agr. dist. dept. Calvados, France.
Auggur (ag'gQr') town, Hindostan, 40 m. N B of Ujjain
Auglaize

8

12

—

—

min., mining ; apt., seaport tp., township ;
capital ; X, co. seat agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing
given ir nearest thousands : 2=: 1,500 to 2,499; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviatioris, p. 1919,
;

8

co. Ireland.

(a'bQrn-dal), vil. Lucas co.
(o'ljiis'soN') mfg. town, dept. Creuse, on Creuse riv. France
(osh) mfg. town,
of dept. Gers, on Gers riv. France
parish, Ayr co. Scot.
Auchlnleck (afflSk) vil.
castle of Boswell family.
(ak'land)
prov.
New Zealand, 25,746 pop. 133. its pop. 51.
Auckland
Auckland Bay, large bay, Tenasserim division. Lower Burma.
Auckland Islands, S of New Zealand, largest, 30 m. long, 15 m. broad.
Aude (od) riv. 130 m. long, France, Pyrenees mts. to Medit. sea. agr. mfg.
Tarn, France, 2,438
dept. S of depts. HiSrault
Carcassonne.
pop. 317,
Audenarde (o'den-ard') town, E. Flanders, on Scheldt riv. Belgium.

—

Ter. Canada, flows into Athabasca Lake.

P means square miles;

. . i .

—

&

;

W

—

Au

W W

fc

—

—

Abyssinia, flows into Nile river.

—

—

Aurillac (o're'yak') mfg. town,

—

Dembea Lake,

7

15

—

—

Atirelius

Atchatalaya Bayou (ach-af-a-li'a bi'oo) outlet of Red Riv. & Miss. riv. La.
Atchison (ach'I-son) CO. N"E Kan. 423 D pop. 27.
its X pop. 14.
co. N
Mo. 5C0 D pop. 16^ X Rockport.
Atesh-Ga (a'tesh-gii') or Atashga (a/tiish-gii') a place on Apsheron Pen.
Caspian Sea, where fire issues from the ground resort of Gheber pilgrims.
Atessa (a-tSs'sa) town, Cliieti prov. Italy, 12 m.
S
of Vasto
Ath (at) town, Hainaut prov. on Dender riv. Belgium
Athabasca (ath'a-bas'ka) dist. N
Canada, 104,500 D, * Dunvegan. —lake,
230 m. long, 14 m. broad, N. W. Ter. Canada.
riv. 1,000 m. long, N. W.

8
26

;

N

Atascosa (at'as-ko'sa) past. co. S Tex. 1,200 D pop. 6, X Pleasanton.
Atascosa River, 100 m. long, rises S Tex. flows into the Rio Frio.
Atbara (at-ba'rii) sovielimes called Meroe Island, ter. Nubia.
riv. 450 m.
Africa, rises near

W

^

—

NE

—

—

;

long,

co.

—

co.

X

pop. 15.

Caspian Sea, Russia in Europe,

#, a mfg. city, on isl. in Volga riv. pop. 74.
Astudillo (as-too-Del'yo) town, Palencia prov. 22 m. N N B of Palencia, Spain.
Astura (Ss-too'ra) vil. 39 m. S E of Rome, It. site of Cicero's villa & murder.
Asturlas (iis-too're-as) anc. division, now pari :>f Oviedo prov. Spain.
Asuncion (ii-s6on'.se-on') cml. city, # of Paraguay, South America
Atacama (a-tii-ka'ma) min. prov. N Chile, 43,180 D pop. 67, * Copiapo.
desert, extends from Copiapo to N part of prov.
Atahnam River (ii'ta-nam-) an affluent of Yakima riv. S E Wash.
Ataki (a-tci'ke) town, Bessarabia govt, on Dniester riv. European Russia
Ataralpu (a-ta-ri-poo') granite pyramidal peak 900 ft. high, British Guiana.
Atasarai (a-ta'sa-ri') cml. town, Patna dist. 30 m. S of Patna, Bengal, India..
91,328

vil. 3.

^

Audrain

— one of Ladrone
Pacific ocean. —
Aldabra group, Indian Ocean.
*
Assyria (as-sTr'I-a) one of the great anc. empires of the world, W Asia
Christian co.

McMinn

Audenshaw

;

vil.

pop.

of

&

W

— tp. &

N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2. .— tp. & vil. Athens co. O. pop.
tp. & bor. Bradford co. Pa. tp. pop. 5, bor. pop. 3. .— vil. X
Tenn. pop. 2.
city, * of Greece, near Jigina Gulf, pop. 107.
Atherton (5th'er-tgn) mfg. town, Lancaster co. 4 m. S S
of Bolton, England
Athgurh (ath'giir') native ter. Orissa prov. on Mahauuddy riv. India, 121 D
Athlone (ath-lon') mfg. town, Westmeath & Roscommon cos. Ireland
Athmulllk (at-mul'lik) tributary state, Orissa prov. India, 720 D
Athol (ath'ol) tp. & mfg. town, Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 6.
(pron.
a'tliol) dist. Perth co. Scotland, 450 D.
AthOS (ath'os) mt. 6,778 ft. high, Clialcis pen. Turkey site of 22 convents.
Athy (a-thi') cml. town, Kildare co. on Barrow riv. Ireland
Atltlan (a-te-tliin') lake 24 m. long, volcano & town, Guatemala, Cen. America.
Atka (at'ka) isl. 75 m. long, 10 m. broad, Andrenovian Group, Aleutian Isls.
Atkarsk (afkiirsk') town on Atkara riv. Russia, 50 m, N
of Saratov
Atlanta (St-lan'ta) cml. city, # of Ga. pop. 66. .— city Logan co. 111. pop. 1,
town, Cass co. Tex. pop. 2.
Atlantic (at-lan'tik) co. N. J. 5C5 D pop. 29, X May's Landing.
tp. & city,
X of Cas.s CO. lo. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 4.
liamlet, Norfolk co. Mass. pop. 1.
Atlantic City, Absecom Beacli, Atlantic co. N. J. summer resort
Atlantic Ocean, body of water separating America from Europe & Africa,
Arctic to Antarctic circle, greatest breadth 4,400 m. greatest depth 23,250 ft.
Atlas (St'las) tp. & hamlet, Pike co. Ill
tp.
Atlas IHountains, range, 1,500 m. long, extending from Cape Nun, on Atlantic ocean, to Cape Bon, on Mediterranean sea, Africa
highest point
Miltsin, Marocco, 11,400 ft.
Atna (St'na), 0!- Copper, River, stream, Alaska copper is found in its valley.
Atrato (a-tra'to) riv. 200 m. long, Colombia, S. Am. flows into Darien Gulf.
Atrl (ii'tre) town Teramo prov. Italy, 18 m. S E of Teramo
Atripalda (a-tre-piil'da) tovm, Avellino prov. Italy, 2 m. E N E of Avellino.
Atrowla (a-trow'la) town, Faizabad dist. Oudh, India
Attakapas (5t-t5k'a-pa') extensive fertile dist. S La. produces much sugar.
Attala (at-ta'la) co.'ce'n. Miss. 750 D pop. 22, X Kosciusko.
Attala (St-t51'a) town, Etowah co. Ala
Attam (at'tam') considerable town on Old Calabar riv. Africa.
Attanagar (iit-ta-nii-gar') town, Oudh, India, 65 m. E S E of Lucknow
..
Attaram (at-tS-ram') riv. 90 m. long, Tenasserim division. Lower Burma.
AttercUff e (at'ter-klTf ) town. West Riding, York co. England
tp. & vil. Wyoming co. N.
Attica (at'tl-ka) city. Fountain co. Ind. pop. 2.
Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
eparchy on JSgean sea, Greece.
Attica and Boeotia (-be-o'shl-a) nome, Greece, 2,472 D pop. 258, * Athens.
Attleboro (St'tl-btir'ro) town, Bristol co. Mass
Attock (at-tok') town on Indus riv. near mouth of Kabul riv. Punjab, India.
Attoyac (at'toi-ak') creek, 90 m. long, Tex. flows into Angelina riv.
Attrowli (at-trow'le) city, Aligarli dist. Meerut division, India
Attruck (St'truk') riv. Khorassan prov. Persia, flows into Caspian Sea.
Atwell (at'wgl) tp. Rowan co. N. C
Aubagne (o'bafi') mfg. town, dept. Bouches-du-Rh8ne, France
Aube (ob) riv. 90 m. long, rises in dept. Haute-Marne, flows into Seine riv.
France.
mfg. dept. on Seine riv. France, 2,317 D pop. 256, # Troyes.
Aubenas (ob'na') mfg. town, dept. Ardeclie, near Ardeche riv. France
Aubervilliers (o'ber've'ya') mfg. vil. dept. Seine, 5 m. N of Paris, France
Aubin (o'bSN') min. town, dept. Aveyron, 16 m. N E of Villefranche, France..
city, X of Placer co. Cal. pop. 2.
Auburn (a'bfim) vil. Lee co. Ala. pop. 1.
vil. Sangamon co. 111. tp. pop. 2. .— mfg. town, X of De Kalb co.
tp.
Ind. pop. 2.
mfg. city, X of Androscoggin co. Me. pop. 11.
town, Worcester CO. Mass. pop. 2.
city, X of Nemaha co. Neb. pop. 2.
mfg. city, X of
Cayuga co. N. Y. pop. 26.
tp. Susquehanna co. Pa. pop. 2.
scene of
Goldsmith's "Deserted Village," supposed to have been the vil. of Lishoy,

Greene

5,

Auch

Africa.
Assini (as'se'ne') French cml. colonial establishment, on Assini riv.
Canada, 89,535 D pop. 30, * Regina.
Assiniboia (5s-sTu-i-boi'a) dist. N
Assiniboin (Ss-sIn'T-boin) riv. 600 m. long, rises in S E Saskatchewan dist.

ville.

Pop.

tp.

3.

AubUSSOn

Assaye (as-sl') town, Hindustan celebrated battlefield in 1803.
Assen (iis'sen) town, # of Drenthe prov. on Hoorn-diep riv. Netherlands

W

co.

Auburndale

D

5,424, chief

U

— cml. city, Clarke
—
Mo. pop.

2.

.

10
40
(Ssh-wap'moo-choo-an')
riv.
170
m.
long,
rises
near
MisAshuapmouchouan
tassini Lake, flows into St. John Lake, Quebec prov. Canada.
lake, 10 m.
long, 4 m. broad, 150 m.
of St. John Lake, Quebec prov. Canada.
Ashuelot (ash'we-lot) riv. 75 m. long, N. H. flows into Connecticut riv.
Ashwanipi (Ssh'wan-ip'I) riv. 600 m. long, Labrador, N. America
850,000
Asia (a'sliT-a) large'st continent of the globe, E hemisphere, 17,100,000 D
5
Asiago (a-se'a-go) town, # of Seven Communes dist. Vicenza prov. Italy
extremity of Asia. See Anatolia.
Asia minor, pen.
Asimagomy (ii-se-ma-go'me) lake, 12 m. long, Ontario prov. Canada.
9
Asinalunga (a-se'na-loon'ga) town, 36 m. from Siena, Italy
Asnen (as'nen) lake, 20 m. long, 15 m. broad, Kronoberg dist. Sweden.
4
from
Paris
(as'nT-ar')
vil.
on
Seine
riv.
France,
m.
6
Asni^res
N of Mantua.
6
Asola (a-so'la) fortified town, Italy, on Cliiese riv. 19 ni.
19
m.
N
of
Treviso
5
Asolo (ii-so'lo) anc. fortified town, Italy,
Asotin (a-so'tin), CO. S E Wash. 640 D pop. 2, X Asotin.
of Alicante
7
Aspe (as'pa) mfg. town, Valencia prov. Spain, 17 ni.
5
Aspen (Ss'pen) city, X of Pitkin co. Col
Aspem (as'pern) vil. 5 m. E N B of Vienna, Austria battlefield in 1809.
Aspinwall (as'pTn-wal). See Colon.
Aspro-Potamo (as'pro-p5t'a-mo) riv. 100 m. long, flows into Ionian Sea.

W W

Gentry

;

Ashtaroth (asli'ta-rSth) anc. city, Hauran dist. Damascus prov. Syria.
AshtOn-in-Mackerfleld (5sh'tgn-in-mak'er-feld) tp. Lancaster co. England
bor.
Ashton— under— Lyne (-lin) mfg. town, par. & bor. Lancaster co. Eug

W

X pop.

.

2

tp.

&

tp.

its

tp.

;

1

—

D pop.

—
—

;

Pa. pop. 3.

Ashmore

35.

;

Ashby-de-la-Zouch
Ashe (Ssh) CO. N W N.

—

D pop.

O. 485

of Atlanta, pop. 9.

—

Ashburnham

—

N

by

W

W

(Ssh'bQrn-am) town, Worcester co. Mass
(Ssli'be-del-a-zooch') mfg. town, Leicester co. England
C. 43G D pop. 16, X Jefferson.
A-She-Hoh (a'-zhe'-ho') cml. city, Kirin prov. Manchuria, Asia
Ashevllle (ash'vTl) tp. & city, X of Buncombe co. N. C. tp. pop. 15, city pop. 10.
Ashiield (asli'feld) town, Franklin co. Mass
vil. Fond du Lac co. Wis.
Ashford (-ford) tp. Cattaraugus co. N. Y. pop. 2.
pop. 2.
town, Kent co. England, pop. 8.
Ash Grove (Ssl/ grov) tov;n, Greene co. Mo
co.
its X pop. 4.
Ashland (Ssli'land) agr. co. N E cen. 0. 437 D pop. 22.
N Wis. 1,048 U pop. 20. its X pop. 10. town Boyd co. Ky. pop. 4.—
tp. & vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
bor. Schuylkill co. Pa. pop. 7.
bor. Luzerne co.
Ashley (ash'll) co. S E Ark. 927 D pop. 13, X Hamburg.

E

. .

*

#

Q

2

E

(ath'enz) co. S

Ga. 70 m.

& vil.

*

&

Athens
CO.

(Sz'bSr-i-) vil.
summer resort, Monmouth co. N. J
Jerusalem.S
Ascalon (5s'ka-lon) anc. Ash'kelon, ruined spt. Syr. 40 ni.
Donaldsouville.
pop. 20,
Ascension (as-seu'shtin) agr. parish, S E La. 324
belongs to Great Britain.
isl. 8 m. long, Atlantic ocean
of Esniritu Santo Bay, E coast Yucatan, N. America.
Ascension Bay,
of Eger, \V Boliemia, Austria
.Asch (ash) mfg. towii, 13 m.
Aschalfenburg (a-shaf'fen-bobro') mfg. town, Lower Francouia prov. Ger. ...
of Brussels, Belgium
Asche (as'KL") town, Brabant prov. 6 m.
Asohersleben (ash-ers-la'ben) mfg. town on Eine riv. Prussia
of Ascoli-Piceno prov. Marches, Italy
Ascoli (as'iio-le) city,
Ascoli di Satriano (as'ko-le de sa-tre-a'no) town, 2.5 m. S of Foggia, Italy. ..
pop. 215,
Ascoli.
Ascoli Piceno (as'ko-le pe-cha'no) prov. Italy, 809
Ascutney IHountain (as-kut'nl-) 3,320 ft. high, Windsor co. Vt.
Aseer (a'sei') independent state, Arabia, principal town Kolakh.
Ash (ash) tp. Monroe co. Mich
Ashangi (iisli-an'ge') lake, 25 m. long, 14 ni. broad, Tigr6 kingdom, Abyssinia.
Africa,
Ashantl (a-shan'te) min. &cml. kingdom, Gold Coast, Upper Guinea,
Kuraassi.
pop. 3,000,

—

O

Pop.
8

W

Aizignano

N

.

vil., village.
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3
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Abstintown,

tp.

Poo.

& vil. Malioning co. O

2

tp.

Australasia (as'tral-a'shT-a) an arbitrary division of the globe iu Oceanica,
between equator & lat. 47° S, 3,300,000 D.
4,750
Australia (as-tra'lT-a) island continent, bounded on E and S by Pacific ocean,

W by Indian Ocean, 3,033,687 D
(as'tri-a) empire, W part

3,240

Austria

Q pop.

of Austria-Hungary, 115,903

*

23,895,

Vienna.
(as'tri-a-hiin'ga-rT) monarchy, ceu. Europe, one of the six
great European powers, 240,942 IJ pop. 41,359, # Vienna.
Autauga (.a-t!i'ga) co. cen. Ala. 660 D pop. 13, X Prattville.
AUtun (o'tuN') nifg. city, dept. Sa8ne-et-Loire, France, on Arroux river
Auvergne (o'varii') old prov. Fr. was divided into Upper and Lower Auvergne.
AuvergneJMountains, cen. France highest point Mount Dora, 6,188 ft. high.
Auxerre (o_^sar') cml. city,
of dept. Yonue, France, on Yonne river
Auxenne (o^sonn') mfg. & fortified town, dept. C8te-d'0r, Fr. on Saone river.

AUStlia-Huni^ary

14

*

Ava

dominions.

.

Kamchatka.

NW

&

France.

—

Italy
(a-vel-ya'no) town, Potenza prov. 11 m. N"W of Potenza, Italy
(a'ven'yoN') cml.
mfg. city, # of dept. Vaucluse, France
Avila (a've-la) past. prov. Old Castile, Sp. 2,981
its
pop. 193.
pop. 6.
Aviz (a-vez') town on Aviz riv. Port. gives name to order of Knights of Aviz
Avlze (a'vez') town, dept. Marne, France d^pot for champagne wines
Avlona (av_-Io'na) spt. town, on Avlona Gulf, Adriatic sea, Albania, Turkey.
Avoca (a-vo'ka) town, Pottawattamie co. lo. 40 m. E of Council Bluffs, pop.
2.
tp.
vil. Steuben co. N.Y. tp. pop. 2.
bor. Luzerne co. Pa. pop. 3.
valley
riv. Wicklow co. Ireland
celebrated in one of Moore's songs.
Avola (a-vo'la) cml. town
spt. 13 m. S
of Syracuse, Sicily, Italy
Avon (a'von) town, Hartford co. Conn. pop. 1.
town, Norfolk co. Mass.
pop. 3.
tp. Oakland co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Livingston co. N. Y.
tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp. Lorain co. O. pop. 2.
riv. 65 m. long, England,
rises near Devizes, flows into English Channel.
riv. 80 m. lonj,, England,
rises near Tetbury, flows into Bristol Channel.
riv. 100 m. IodjJ, England,
rises at Avonwell, flows into Severn river.
Avondale (av'on-dal) town, Jefferson co. Ala. pop. 2.
vil.
subujrb of Cincinnati, Hamilton co. O. pop. 4.
Avoyelles (Sv'oi-elz') fertile parish. La. 858
pop. 25, X Marksville
Avranches (a'vroNsh') mfg. town, dept. Manche, France, near S6e tiver
Avranohin (a'vroN'shaN') anc. dist. now part of dept. Manche, France.
Axminster (aks'mTn-ster) town, Devon co. Eng. ; formerly noted for carpets.
(iik-soom') decayed town,
Abyssinia; here are several anc. obelisks..
AyaouchO (i'ii-kob'cho) dept. S Peru, 24,213 pop. 142. —its 140 m.
of Cuzco, pop. 20 battlefield iu 1824.
Ayamonte (i'a-m5n'ta) spt. town, Huelva prov. Spain, on Guadiana river
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pop. 20.

3J-

m. wide,

N

(bi'tool')

San Juan co. Col.
Bakersville (-vtl) tp.

&
&

—

D

D

*

D

N

*

Lake Kassein,
10

Bab-el-Mandeb (bSb'-el-man'dSb) strait uniting Red Sea and Indian Ocean.
Babine Lake (ba'bin-) Brit. Columbia, Canada a source of the Columbia riv.
Babuyan Islands (bii'boo-yan'-) group, Malay Arch. N Pacific ocean.
Babylon (bab'I-lon) vil. & tp. Suffolk co. N. Y. tp. pop. 0, vil. pop, 2. —cele;

on Euphrates

60 m. S of Bagdad.

riv.

D

X
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D
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long ; a,
ee (see

c,

e, o, lexs

p. 1719)

;

&

X

vil.
of Mitchell co. N. C
(baK'che-sa-ri') cml. town, Crimea,

Bud19

6
13

tp.

3

riv. Russia...
Yekaterinoslav, Russia.
coast of Caspian Sea,

11
IT

on Choruk

W

195
5
1854.

—

it.

high.

W Ala.

X

1,620

— min.

Milledgeville.
15,
(-vII) vil. on Seneca riv.

10

&

tp.

Onondaga

W
—

—

W

13.

Ballarat (bttl'la-riif) city, Victoria, Australia, on Y'arrowee river
of Ky. 250 D pop. S, X Blandville.
town. King
Ballard (bSl'lard) agr. co.
CO. Wash. pop. 1.
Ballina (biil'e-nii') cml. ..t mfg. town, M.iyo co. on Moy riv. Ireland
N
of Galway, Ireland
Balliu.-lhinch (bSI'lT-na-liTnch') barony, 37 m.
Ballinasloe (biO'lT-na-sIo') mfg. town, G.ahvay tV' lloaconnnou cos. Ireland...
or Ballston Spa (-sl1^i^
Ballston (bal'ston) tp. Saratoga co. N. Y. pop. 2.
uifg. vil. X'of Saratoga CO. N. Y. pop. 4; mineral springs.
Ballymena (bitl'lT-me'ua) cml. town, Antrim oo. on Braid riv. Ireland

—
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;

;

;

W
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X

—

D pop.

agr. co. cen.
9, X Daphne.
Allegheny co. Pa. pop. 5.
co. N. Y
Baldy Peak (bal'dT-) mt. of Sangre de Cristo Range, S Col. 14,176 ft. higli.
Balearic Isles (bSl'e-ar'ik-) Medit. sea, a Sp. i)rov. 1,860 D pop. 313, * Palma.
Balejurl (bii-le-job'rl) town, Rohilkhand div. N. W. Provinces, British India..
Bali (ba'le) isl. E of Java, Malay Arch. pop. 800, chief towns Badong, Billing,
and Karang-Assam. —town. Bard wan, Bengal, British India, pop. 9.
of Brusa, Turkey in Asia. ..
Balikesr (bii-le-kes'r) town, Anatolia, 75 m. S
of GuU of
Balize (bii-lez') or British Honduras, British colony, Cen. Am.
riv. over 290
31.
its * pop. 6.
Honduras, N E of Guatemaln, 7,562 D pop.
ni, long, rises in Guatemala, flows into Gulf of Honduras, near Balize.
Balkan Mountains (biil-kan'-) Europe, extending from Bulgaria to Black Sea.
Balkash (bal'kiish') salt lake, 345 m. long, 55 m. wide, Asiatic Russia.
Baikh (biilK) anc. Bao'tria, prov. S of Anui-Daria riv. and N of Hiudu-Kush

(bald'win) co. S

D pop.

T

—

W

.

—

5
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D

—

D

#

&

Mts. Afglianistan, 250 m. long, 120 m. broad, * Masar-i-Scherif.
Ballapur (bii-lii-poor') town, Akoladist. Borar, British India, pop.
Mysore prov. India, pop. 9.
town, Mysore prov. India, pop. 7.

(bab-i-lo'nt-a) anc. name of prov. in Middle Asia, now Bagdad.
(bak'a) co. S
Col. 2,300
pop. 1,
Springfield.
Baccarat (bak'kS/ra') mfg. town, dept. Meurtlie-et-Moselle, France
Backerganj (bak-er-giini') dist. Bengal, India, 4,939
pop. 2,377,* Burrishol.
Bacolor (ba-ko-18r') town,
of Painpanga prov. Luzon, Philippine Islands.
BaCS (biich) no. Hungary, 3,975 Dpop. 576.
its
pop. 4.
Bacup (bak'up) mfg. town, Lancaster CO. England, 6 m.
of Rochdale.
its
pop. 27.
Badajoz (biid-a-hos') prov. Estremadura, Sp. 8,687
pop. 480.
FaiAsia,
pop.
Badakhshan ^bii-diiK-sliiin') ter. Afghan Turkestan, cen.
65,
zahiid
rubies a.nd lapis lazuli.
Spain
Badalona (b.T^dii-lo'na) town, Catalonia, 6 m.
E of Barcelona,
Baden, Grand Duchy of (-bii/den) agr. past. min.
mfg. state, Germany,

W

5

6
13

—

Range, Col. 11,493

Baldwin

B

in ruins,

5
la

W

W

NW

now

W W
W

D

—

Baldwinsville

brated city,

15

its *.
Balasinore (b51'a-sT-nor') native state, Gujarat, India, 258 D pop. 42.
its * pop. 18.
Balasore (bal'a-sor') dist. of Orissa, India, 2,028 D pop. 770.
Balassa-Gtyafmath (bo'losh'sho'-dySr'mot') town, Neograd co. Hungary
of Budapest, 46 m. long.
Balatony (ba'loli'ton') lake in Hungary, 55 m. S
peak of the Front
Bald Mountains, in N of Tulare CO. Cal. 7,936 ft. high.

Ga. 240

Baca

#

;

—

Babylonia

5
19
21

—

W

*

W
Roumania, pop. 10. — celebrated mt. S W Asia Minor.
Babakanda (ba-bii-kan'da) town, Fulah country, W Africa

284,

15,177 D pop. 745. —its # pop. 46.
Balaghaut (bSl'a-gaf) dist. Cen. Provinces, British India, 2,G0S D
Balaguer (ba-lii-f ar') town on Segre riv. 16 m. N E of Lerida, Spain
Balaklava (bSl'a^kla'vii) spt. in Crimea, Black Sea, Russ. battlefield in
Bala Lake (ba'la-) Merioneth co. largest lake in N Wales, 4 m. long.
of Saratov, Russia
Balashev (bii-la-shef') town, Saratov govt. 125 m.

&

(bal'bSk') ruined town, 43 m.
of Damascus, Syria
Baba-Dagh (ba'ba'-dag') town in the Dobrudja,
shore of

;

Bakhmut (baK'mobf) cml. & min. town, 120 ni. E of
Baku (bii'koo') govt. Trans-Caucasia, Asiatic Russia.,

N

Baalbec

W
W

—

Bakhchi-Sarai

*

&

.

(bii'kow') town, Moldavia, 50 m. S
of Jassy
Ga.
B Fla. 538 pop. 3, X Sanderson, —agr. co. S
Baker (ba'ker) co.
pop. 7, X Baker
355
pop. 6, X Newton, —agr.
min. co. E Ore. 1,970
City, pop. 3.
tp. Crawford co. Kan. pop. 4.
town, Franklin co. Vt. pop. 1.
Bakersfield, town, X of Kern co. Cal. pop. 3.
Bakers Park, valley, on Las Animas riv. ; center of great silver min. dist.

U

NW

D pop.

Cen. Provinces, British India, 4,118

dist.

Ayrshire (Sr'shir) min. agr.
mfg. maritime co. Scotland, l,13t
its X, a borough, spt. town,
parish on Ayr riv. pop. 21.
(a-yobt'he'a) anc.
of Siam, on isl. in Menam river.
Azerbaijan (iiz-er-bi-ian') agr. prov.
Persia, 30,300
Tabriz.
pop. 2,000,
Aziak (a/ze-ak) rocky isl. 11 m. off coast of Alaska.
Azimgarh (az'Im-gar') fertile dist. Benares div. N.W. Provinces, British India,
2,494
pop. 1,531.
its
on Tons riv. 75 m.
by E of Benares, pop. IC.
Azio (ad'ze-o) promontory, Acarnania, Greece ; supposed site of anc. Ac'tium.
Azof or Azov (a-zov') anc. Tah'ais, town
fort, Yekaterinoslav govt, on Azof
Gulf, Russia.
Azof, Sea of, 14,478 D, Russia, E Europe, connected with Black Sea.
Azogues (a-zog') or Canar (kan-yar') prov. Ecuador, S. America, pop. 64.
its
pop. 4.
Azores (a-zorz') isls^N Atl. oc. 1,005 IU pop. 269, #Ponta Delgada ; Portuguese.
Azpeytia (as-pa'e-te-ii) town, Guipuzcoa prov. Sp.; Loyola was born near here.
Azuaga (a-thqo-ii'ga) town, Estremadura prov. Spain, 20 m. E of Llerena
Azuay (a-zoo-a') prov. S Ecuador, South America, pop. 132,
Cuencar.
town, Argentine Republic, dist. pop. 25, town pop. 2.
Azul (a-Bool') dist.

#

.

—

—

—

;

—

.

.

of Sea of Galilee, Palestine.

Bakau

(Sr) or
pop. 224.

9
8

13
6
5

_

Ayasoluk (i'a-s6-look') vil. Asia Minor, on site of a7ic. Ephesus.
Ayer (Sr), town, Middlesex co. Mass
Aylesbury (alz'ber-I) bor. & town, X of Buckingham co. Eng. noted for lace
Aylmer (al'mer) lake, 50 m. long, 30 m. broad, N. W. Ter. Canada.
Ayopaya (i-o-pi'a) fertile prov. Bohvia, S. Am. pop. 26, * Independencia.
Ayora (a-yo'rii) town, Valencia prov. Spain, 52 m. S W of Valencia
Ayuthia

6

nur.
of Nagpur, pop. 5.
town, Baitul dist. 112 m. N
Baja (bo'yS') town, Bacs co. Hungary, on Danube riv. 90 m. S of Pesth
of Naples, Italy anc. watering place.
Baja (ba'ya) anc. Bai'je, vil. 10 m.
its ^ pop. 5.
Bajaur (ba'jar') dist. N E Afghanistan, 370 D pop. 120.
of Theresienstadt, Hungary
S
Bajmok (bo'l-mok') town, Bacs co. 13 m.

;

Ayr

4

Bahror (ba-ror') town, Alwar state, Rajputana, India
Baidyabatty (bid-ja-ba'te) cml. & mfg. town on Hugli riv. Bengal, India
Baikal Lake (bi'kiil'-) Siberia, Asia, 12,500 D 4,500 ft. deep in middle.
Baikuntapur (bi-kiin'ta-poor') town, Patna dist. on Ganges riv. India
Ballah (ba'la) town, Cen. Provinces, Nagpur dist. on Wunna riv. India
Baildon (bal'don) vil. West Riding, York co. 7 m. N of Bradford, England
Bailleul (bi'yu') mfg. town, dept. Nord, 9 m. E of Hazebrouck, France
tp. Dubois co. Ind.
Bainbridge (ban'brlj) town, X of Decatur co. Ga. pop. 2.
pop. 2.
tp. Berrien co. Mich. pop. 2.
vil. Chenango co. N. Y. pop. 1.
Bainchi (ban'che) vil. Hugli dist. Bengal, India
Baireuth (bi'roit) mfg. city, * of Upper Franconia, Bavaria, Germany
Baise (baz) riv. 145 m. long, flows into Garonne riv. near Aiguillon, France.
BaitUl

WNW

*

D

10

;

—

&

D

Axum

its *-

long,

12

—
&
—
—
—

—

—

8
6

Bahrein Islands (ba-ran'-) Persian Gulf, # Moharek; pop. with Maharay isl.
Bahf-el-Abiad (biihr-el-a'be-ad') Arabic name of White Nile, Africa.
Bahr-el-Azrek (-az'rek') or Blue Nile, riv. 900 m. long, Abyssinia, Africa.
Bahr-el-Hooleh (-hoo'le) in Scripture the waters op Meeom, lake, 4 m.

;

—

10
865

Bahdurgarh (ba'door-gar') native state, 20 m. "W of Delhi, India, 48 D
Bahia (bii-e'ii), state, Brazil, 104,6490 pop. 1,821. —its # pop. 80, a cml. spt.
Bahia Honda (ba-e'a on'da) harbor N coast Cuba, 60 m. W S W of Havana.

Avigllano

D

#

D

;

— min. & mfg. dept. France, 3,376 D pop. 400, # Rodez.
&

its

W

#

Avezzano (a-vet-sa'no) town, Aquila prov. Italy, 22 m. S of Aquila
Aviano (a-ve-ii'no) town, 30 m. W of Udine, near Monte Cavallo, N

Avignon

850.

town, Bengal, 30 m. N E of Calcutta, British India
(biig'put') town, Meerut dist. N. W. Provinces, British India
(biig'ja'la)

;

Avenches (a'voNsh') anc. Aven'ticum, town, Vaud canton, Switzerland
Averno (a^vgr'no) anc. Aver'nus, lake, 10 m. W of Naples, near Baja Bay.
Aversa (a-ver'sii") cml. town, Caserta prov. Italy, 9 m. N of Naples
Aves Islands (ii'vSs-) small group. Lesser Antilles, W. Indies.
Aveyron (a'vS'roN') riv. 90 m. long, rises in dept. Aveyron, flows into Tarn
riv.

—

,

D pop.

city, pop. 100.

W

#

—

D

Sicily
in Asia, 54,503

;

D

—

E Turkey

6
7

130
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Bagn6res-de-Bigorre (ban'y@r'-de-be'g6r') town, dept. Hautes-Pyr^n^es,
France tliermal springs
Bagnferes-de-LuchonC-Iii-shoN') town, dept. Garonne, Fr. thermal springs
of Syracuse, Sicily, Italy
Bagni (ban'ye) town, 12 m. "W S
Bagni di Lucca (ban'ye de lobk'kii) vil. & commime, Lucca prov. Italy com.
Bagno (biin'yo) town, Florence prov. 65 m. E of Florence, Italy
Bagno aRipoli (biin'yo' a re'po-le) suburb of Florence near Arno riv. Italy..
of Saluzzo, N Italy
Bagnolo (biin-yo'lo) town in Piedmont, 12 m. N
Bagnols (ban'yoj') cml. vil. dept. Gard, 13 m. N E of Uzes, France
Baguone (ban-yo'na) town & commune, prov. of Massa and Carrara, Italy
Bagot (ba'go') CO. in S Quebec prov. Canada, chief town St. Liboire 335 D
Bagul (ba'gtil) state in Punjab prov. on S bank of Sutlej riv. British India.
Bahama Banlcs (ba-iia'ma-) two areas of shoal water among Bahama Isls.
Bahama Channel, between Fla. coast & Bahama Isls. 40 m. long, 45 m. wide.
Bahama Islands, group N E of Cuba & B of Florida, 5,450 D pop. 50,
# Nassau, on isl. of New Providence.
Bahawalpur (bii-hii'wal-p6or) native state, Punjab, India, 17,285 D pop. 649.

(a'viil'loN') cml. &mfg. town, dept. Yonne, France, on Voisin river..
(a-var') native state, Daghestan govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 585
Avasi(a'va'se') isl. of Japan, 30 m. long, chief town Avasi.
Avebury (a'b§r-e) or Abury, vil. and par. Wilts co. England ; druidical monuments like Stonehenge.
Aveiro (a-va'e-ro) dist. Beira prov. Portugal, 1,124
pop. 270.
its
cml.
spt. 31 m.
of Coinibra, pop. 6.
(a-vel-Ie'no)
prov.
409.
AvelUnO
Campania dept. Italy, 1,409
pop.
its
a
cml.
mfg. city, 28 m. E of Naples, pop. 22.

D

& mfg.

E

of Palermo,

Baghput
Baglen or Bagalen (biig'a-len) cml. Dutch prov. Java, 923
Bagnara (ban-ya'rii) town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy

.

Pop.

Baaden

(ba-ga-re'a) town, 7 m.
(biig-dad') vilayet in S

Bagaria

Baghjala

Avallon

Avar

14.

&

an ancient cml.

#

Mo

— or

(ba'den) town. Lower Austria, pop. 5.
Badenoch (bii'den-oK') extensive highland dist. S E of Inverness co. Scotland,
mfg. town on Adige riv. Italy
Badia (bii-de'a) cml.
Badnera (bSd-ne'ra) town, Amrawutti dist. British India
Badong (ba'dong) cml. state, S side isl. of Bali, Malay Arch. 100 D
Baena (bii-a'na) town, Andalusia, Spain, on Marbella river
Baeza or Bae^a (ba-a'tha) mfg. town, Andalusia, Spain
of Baffin's Bay & Davis Strait.
Baffin - Land (baf'in-) isl. Brit. N. America,
of Greenland, N. America.
Baffin's Bay, gulf, 850 m. long, 400 m. wide,

Baden, Ger. pop.

Bagdad

;

(o'vas') tp. Callaway co.
(a'va) city on Irawadi riv. Burma, formerly
of Burmese
Avachlnskaya (ii-va-chln-ski'ya) active volcano, 9,055 ft. high,

D pop. 1,658, * Karlsruhe. — or Baden-Baden, town & watering place,

5,821

W
W

;

Auxvasse

1727

46
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1728

N

&

town commune, Hungary com.
town, Gujarat prov. India
British India
Provinces,
Balrampur (bal'ram-poor') town, N. W.
Balsall Heath (bal'sal-) town, suburb of Birmingham, Worcester co. England
riv. Russia
Kodema
Balta (bal'ta) cml. & mfg. town in Podolia, on
Baltic Sea (bal'tlk-) Europe, inclosed by Sweden, Russ. & Prussia, 100,000 D.
Baltimore (biil'ti-mor or -mor) agr. co. N Md. C22 D pop. 73, X Towson.
cml. & mfg. city & port of entry, cohundred, Sussex co7 S E Del. pop. 4.
extensive with Baltimore City co. on estuary of Patapsco riv. Md. pop. 43i.
BaltShik (biilt'shek') town, 18 m. N E of Varna, on Black Sea, Turkey
Baluchistan (ba-lob'chis-tan') country, Asia, N of Arabian Sea, 121,627 D pop.

Balmaz-Ulvaros

BalOtra

(bol'mSsh'-oo-e-va'r5sh')

& mfg.

(bal-o'tra) cml.

.

.

400, * Khelat.
Bam or Bahm (bam) town in Kerman, S E of Kerman city, Persia
Bamba ^bara'ba) niin. prov. in Kongo, Africa. — its *.
Bambaira (bam-bar'ra.) agr. cml. & mfg. state, Sudan, W Africa.
Bamberg (bani'berg)"vil. & tp. Barnwell co. S. C. tp. pop. 4. ^ (bam'berG)
mfg. town, Upper Franconia, 33 m. N of Nuremberg, Bavaria, pop. 35.
Bambuk (bSm-bobk') agr. & past, country S of Senegal riv. Africa.
Bamgurh (bam'gflr') town, Nimar dist. 8 m. E of Khundwa, India.
Bamian (ba'me'an') vaUey & pass, 8,496 ft. high, Hindu-Kush Range, Afglianistan.
Bamra (bam'ra) native state W of the Cuttack Mehals, India, 1,988 D
(ba-na-nal')
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Bantry Bay

(ban'tri-) large bay,
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Sea

Barga (biir'ga) vil. & commune on Serchio riv. Lucca, Italy
commune
Barge (bar'ja) cml. town, Cuneo prov. Piedmont, Italy, 28 m. S S W of Turin
Barguzin (bar-goo-zen') riv. 200 m. long, Siberia, flows into Lake Baikal.
Barh (bar) town, Behar prov. on Ganges riv. India, 35 m. E of Patna
Bar Harbor, vil. Mt. Desert isl. Hancock co. Me. summer resort.
;

z

means square miles

;

*, capital

Population

is

;

X,

co. seat

;

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

tp.

Barnstable co. pop.

:

;

1

—

W

—

—

pop. 116.

BarquisimetO (bar-ke-se-ma'to) city, Lara state, Venezuela, S. America
town, Alsace, Germany, pop. 6.
Barr (bar) tp. Daviess co. Ind. pop. 4.
Barra (bar'ra) town, 3 m. E of Naples, Italy

31

—

Barra'cas al

Sud

(bar-ra'kiis al sooth) town, Argentine Republic, S.

America

Barrackpur (bSr'rak-pobr') town, 15 m. N of Calcutta, Bengal, India
Barrafranca (bar'ra-fran'ka) town, Sicily, Italy, 10 m. S E of Caltanisetta.
Barrah (bar'rii) town, Benares division, N. W. Provinces, Britisli India
Barra IHansa (bSr'ra man'sa) town on rt. bank Paraliiba do Sul riv. Brazil.
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&
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D

X
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NE
NW

W

pop.

D

D

&

N

W

1.

7

—

O
&

—

X

9
6
57
8
5
S

*

(biir-ran-Kgl'yii) prov. Bolivar dept. Colombia.
its
pop. 20.
mfg. vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Orleans co.
tp.
N. Y. pop. 2.
mfg. tp.
vil. Washington co. Vt. tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 4.
Glasgow.
Barren (bar'reu) agr. co. S Ky. 445 pop. 21,
Barren River, 120 m. long, Monroe co. Ky. to Green Kiv. at Woodbury.
of Glasgow..
Barrhead (biir'hed') mfg. town, Renfrew co. Scotland, 6 m. S
coast of Australia, 1,260 m. long.
Barrier Reef, coral reef off
Wis. 900
pop. 15.
its X.
Barron (bar'ron) agr. co.
spt. Lancaster co. England
Barrow-in-Furness (bar'r6-in-fQr'nes) town
Barrow Strait, cliannel 40 m. wide, of N. America, near Lancaster Sound.
agr.
cen.
Mich.
Hastings.
agr. co.
(bar're)
co.
S
580
pop.
24,
Barry
S
Mo. 810
pop. 23,
Cassville.
tp.
city. Pike co. lil. tp. pop. 3, city

Barranquilla
Barre (bar'rS)

52

—

X

—

Barsch

(barsh) agr. co. Hungary, pop. 137.
its X.
Bar-sur-Aube (bar'siir'ob') town, dept. Aube, France
Bartan (biir'tiin') town on Bartan-Su riv. Anatolia, Turkey in Asia
Bartenstein (bar'ten-stin') mfg. town on Alle riv. E. Prussia
Hung. celebrated hot baths
Bartfa (bort'fo') town, Saros co. on Tepla riv.
Batth (bart) spt. moutli of Barth riv. Pomerania, Prussia
Bartholomew (biir-thol'o-mu) CO. S E cen. Ind. 400 pop. 24, X Columbus.
Bartholomew Bayou (-bi'ob) riv. 275 m. long. Ark. flows into Ouachita river.
cen. Kan. 900
pop. 13, X Great Bend.
agr. co.
Barton (biir'ton) CO.
S
Mo. 612
pop. 19, X Lamar.
min. vil. Allegany co. Md. pop. 1.
tp. Tioga CO. N. Y. pop. 6.
mfg. tp.
vil. Orleans co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
Barton-on-Humber (-hiSm'ber) town, Lincoln co. England
town, x of
Bartow (biir'to) agr. co.
Ga. 491
pop. 21, X Cartersville.
Polk CO. Fla. pop. 1.
Barwallah (bar-wol'la) town, 78 m. S
of Ahmadabad, India
Basalt Peak (ba-salt'-O peak Rocky Mts. Col. 11,906 ft. high.
Basantpur (bii'saut-poor') vil. Muzafferpur dist. Bengal, British India
Basel-Land (ba'zel-) or Bale (bal) agr.
mfg. canton, Switzerland, 163
Liesthal.
pop. 62,
Basel-Stadt (-staf ) canton, Switzerland, 14
pop. 74.
its
pop. 70.
Basele (ba-sa'le or hWza.V) town on Scheldt riv. E. Flanders, Belgium
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W W
—

D

W

—
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—
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W
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—
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W

D

&

—

Q

*

H

D

#

Biscay, Guipuzcoa, and Alava.
Bass (bas) insulated greenstone rock. Firth of Forth, Scotland.
Bassand (biis-sa'no) mfg. city, Vicenza prov. N Italy battlefield in 1796
its * pop. 20.
Bassein (bas'san') agr. dist. Lower Burma, 8,954 D pop. 389.
Basses-Alpes (biis'ziilp') agr. dept. S E France, 2,685 D pop. 124, * Digne.
Basses-Pyrenees (bass'-pe'ra'na') past. dept. Fr. 2,943 pop. 425, * Pau.
of Irench isl. of Guadeloupe, W. Indies, spt. pop.
Basse-'l'erre (biiss--tar')
15.
(bas'-tar') * of St. Christopher isl. Brit. W. Indies, pop. 9 a cmi. town.
its * pop. 9.
Bassim (ba.s'Tm) dist. in Berar, India, 1,828 pop. 158.
Bassora (bas'so-ra) or Basra (baz'ra) vilayet, Mesopotamia, Turkey in Asia,
its
pop. 10.
16,482 D pop. 200.
Bass's Strait, 150 m. wide, separating Australia from Tasmania.
ft. spt. Corsica, France, 95 m. N N E of Ajaccio
Bastia (bas-te'a) cml. mfg.
its X pop. 2.
pop. 21.
Bastrop (bas'trop) agr. co. cen. Tex. 960
Basurhat (bas'ur-haf) town, 30 m. E N E of Calcutta, Bengal, British India.
Maseru.
Basutoland (ba-su'to-land) Brit, colony, S Africa, 11,750 D pop. 219,
side Bay of Manila, Philippine Isls
Bataan (ba'ta-an') prov. Luzon,
its * pop. 17.
Batangas (bii'tiin'gas) prov. Luzon, Philippine Isls. pop. 225.
mfg. town, Kane co. 111. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 4.^
Batavia (ba-ta'vT-a) tp.
tp.
mfg.
mfg. vil. X of Genesee co. N. Y. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop. 7.
tp.
cml.
(Dutch pron. ba-ta'vT-a) spt.
vil. X of Clermont co. 0. tp. pop. 4.
of Batavia residency, pop. 518, and of the Dutch East
city of Java, pop. 100,

#

—

—

;

—

D

—

*

&

—

D

—
—

&

—

*

—

W

tp. Greenville co. S. C.

2.

—

Batesville (-vTl) vil. X of Independence co. on White R-iv. Ark. pop. 2.
town, Ripley co. Ind. pop. 1.
part
Bath (biith) agr. co. N E Ky. 270 D pop. 13, X Owingsville. past. co.
port of entry, cml. & mfg. city,
of Va. 735 D pop. 5, X Batli Courthouse.
X of Sagadahoc co. Me. pop. 9. tp. & vil. x of Steuben co. N. Y. tp. pop.
tp. & vil. Beaufort co. N. C. tp.
8, vil. pop. 3.
tp. Greene co. O. pop. 2.
city & bor. X of Somerset co. England, pop. 52 famous baths.
pop. 4.
Bath Beach, vil. Kings co. N. Y
S
of Edinburgh.
Bathgate, mfg. town, Linlithgow co. Scotland, 19 m.
Bath on the Hudson, vil. X of Rensselaer CO. N. Y
its X pop. 9.
Bathurst (biith'urst) co. New S. Wales, Australia.
its * pop. 3.
Baticalo (bat'I-ka-lo') coast dist. E prov. Ceylon, pop. 93.

—

—

—

—

—
—

W

;

W W

11

&
&

Indies.

Bate (bat) isl. & har. Bombay presidency, British India
Mo. 874 D pop. 32, X Butler.
Bates (bats) agr. co.
pop.

21

12

#

W

&

10

D

—

.

—

cml., commercial; mfg., manufacturing; min., mining; spt., seaport ; tp., township;
See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
; 3 =: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given.

2 ;= 1,500 to 2,499

6

4.

;

.

E

—

ble.

W

X

(bar'ba-rl) region in
Africa, extending from Egypt to Atl. ocean
13,500
(bar-bas'tro) town, Aragon, on Cinca riv. Spain
(biir'ber)
CO.
S
Kan.
1,134
pop.
Medicine
Barber
Lodge.
8, X
Barberino di Mugello (bar-bS-re'no de moo-jel'lo) town, Tuscany, Italy. ....
Barberino di Val d' Elsa (-val del'sa) town, 20 m. S of Florence, Italy
S
of Burheya, Bengal, India
Barbigha (bar-be'gii) town, Monghir, 12 m.
Ala. 888
pop. 35,
Clayton.
Barbour (biir'ber) CO. S
agr. co. W. Va.
395
pop. 13, X Philippi.
of Knox co. Ky
Barboursville, town,
Barbuda (bjir-boo'da) isl. Leeward Isls. British W. Indies, 62
Barby (biir'be) town, 15 m. S E of Magdeburg on Elbe riv. Prussian Saxony.
past, region of
Barca (biir'ka) agr.
Africa, forming E division of Tripoli.
Barcarrota (bar-kar-ro'ta) town, Estremadura prov. Spain
Barcellona (bar-chel-lo'na) town, Messina prov. Sicily, Italy
Barcelona (biir-se-lo'na or bar-tha-lo'na) prov. Catalonia, Sp. 2,985
pop. 899.
its
pop. 272.
city, Bermudez state, Venezuela, S. America, pop. 13.
vil. Bradford co. Pa
Barclay (bar'kla) tp.
tp.
Barclay Sound, large inlet
coast of Vancouver Isl. British Columbia, Can.
Bardi (bar'de) town, Piacenza prov. Italy, lOA m.
of Borgo Taro
Bardoiino (biir-do-le'no) town, Verona, Italy"; battlefield in 1797
2ardwan (bard'wan') div. Bengal, Brit. India, 12,719 pop. 7,287, Hugli.
dist. of same, 3,523
pop. 2,035.
its
74 m.
of Calcutta, pop. 32.
Bardstown (biirdz'town) town, X of Nelson co. Ky. 39 m. S S E of LouisviUe.
Bareilly (bii-ra'le)_dist. British India, 2,982
pop. 1,507.
its
pop. 122.
Barfurush (bar-fob-robsh') cml. town, Mazanderan prov. Persia, near Caspian

D

35

pop. 539,
Potenza.
Basingstoke _(ba'zTng-stok') cml. bor. Hampshire, England
Basoda (ba-so'da) to^vn, Rajputana, India
of Navarre, comprising 3 provs.:
Basque Provinces (bask-) country, Spain,

British.

w

2

prov. 4,122

*

Barbastro

tp.

& hamlet, Wayne co. 111. 6 m. S of Fairfield
tp.
Barnsley (biirnz'le) mfg. & min. town. West Riding,- York co. England
Barnstable (biirn'sta-bl) cml. & mfg. CO. S E Mass. 373 D pop. 29, X Barnsta-

(biis'fgrd) tp.
m. N of Nottingham, England
Basilicata (ba-se-le-ka'ta) former dept. of Italy, now Fotenza (po-teu'za)

N NE

Barbary

—

tp.

Basford

*

D

X

co. O. pop. 3.

#

S of Ireland.

(ban-yoo-wan'ge) Dutch prov. in E Java, pop. 45. ^its
pop. 8.
Bapaiime (ba'pom') vil. France, near Rouen battlefield in 1871.
Bar (bar) town, Podolia govt. Rus.sia
Bara Bankl (bii'rji ban'ke) dist. India, 1,735 pop. 1,102. its pop. 10.
mfg. city, pop. 5, X of Sauk co.
Baraboo (bSr'a-bob) tp. Sauk co. Wis. pop. 8
Mich. 915 D pop. 3, X L'Anse.
Baraga (bar'a-ga) co.
Barak (ba'rak') principal riv. of Cachar dist. British India 350 m. long.
Baramba (ba-ram'ba) state of Orissa, India, 134 pop. 24. its #.
Baranya (bo'ron'yo) agr. co. on Danube riv. Hungary, 1,930
pop. 284,
Fiinfkirchen.
of Calcutta, India
Baraset (bar'a-sef) town, Bengal, 12m.
Barbacena (b'ar-ba-sa'na) min. town, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, S. America..
Barbacoas (bar-ba-ko'as) spt. Cauca dept Colombia, S. America
Barbados (bar'ba-dos') isl. of Lesser Antilles, 166 D pop. 182,
Bridgetown;

Banyuwangy

15
32
8
116
13

(-sta-pl) mfg. town, Devon co. on Taw riv. England
Barnwell (-weljco. S. C. l,214Dpop. 45, X Barnwell. tp. Barnwell co. pop. 3.
54 Baroach (ba-rocli') dist. N &
of Baroda, Bombay presidency, India, 1,320 D
pop. 350.
its # pop. 33, a cml. town on Nerbudda river.
33 Baroda (ba-ro'da) native state, Gujarat, India, 8,509
pop. 2,414.
its *

D

(

D

Belmont

vil.

Barnstaple

W

T

—

1.

W of Arnheim

—

D

pop.

Barnhill (baru'luf)

&

—

NN

Barnet (biir'ngt) tp. & vil. Caledonia co. Vt. on Connecticut river
Barneveld (biir'ne-velf ) vil. Gelderland, Netherlands, 18 m. N

W

&

1

6

E of Cologne.
Rhine Prov. Prussia, 27 m.
Barnaul (biir-nowl') mfg. town, Tomsk govt, on Barnaul riv. Siberia
Barnegat Bay (bar'ne-gat'-) E coast of Ocean co. N. J. 22 m. long.
Valley City.
Barnes (biirnz) co.
part of N. Dak. 1,512
pop. 7,
city, Clay Co. Minn.
Barnesville (barnz'vll) town, Pike co. Ga. pop. 2.
(biir'meu) mfg. town,

E

8

52

(bar'-le-dijk') cml. town, dept. Meuse, on Ornain riv. France
Barletta (bar-let'ta) cml. spt. city, Bari prov. on isl. in Adriatic sea, Italy
of Hamburg, Germany
Barmbeck (barm'bek) vil. 3 m.

Barmen

;

O

s

its * pop. 58, a spt. city.
Bari (ba're) prov. S Italy, 2,992 D pop. 756.
Bariah (bii're-a) protected state, Bombay presidency, British India, 813 n
Barkhamsted"(biirk'ham-sted') town, Litchfield co. Conn
Barking (bark'Tng) cml. town, Essex co. England, 7 m. B N E of London

;

D

Pop.

—

7
13
22

200 m. long, in Araguay riv. Brazil.
Banang (b,vnang') town, Philippine Isls. Malay Archipelago
1,500
Banat (ba-naf) agr. region, chief town Temesvar, Hungary
6
Banbridge (ban'brTj) mfg. town, Down co. on Upper Bann riv. Ireland
bor.
13
Banbury (ban'ber-i) bor. town, 0.xford co. England
78
tin mines
Banca (bank'a) fsl. Dutch E. Indies, 4,896
Banda (bSn'd'a) dist. Allahabad division, N. W. Provinces, British India,
a cml. city.
its * pop. 28
3,030 D pop. 698.
Ill
Banda Isles (ban'da-) in Molucca Archipelago, 50 m. S of Ceram
Banded Peak, peak of San Juan Mts. in S Col. 12,800 ft. high.
(bau-da'ra)
agr.
cen.
Tex,
970
Bandera.
co. S
pop. 4, X
Bandera
of Cork, Ireland. . ...
6
Bandon (ban'don) mfg. town on Bandon riv. 20 in. S
pop. 04, X Banff, pop. 8.
Banff (bamf ) or Banffshire (-sliir) co. Scot. 014
180
Bangalore ( ban'ga-lor') mfg. city, * of Mysore, S India
8
Bangermow (baug'er-mow') town, Unao dist. Oudh, India
400
Bangkok or Bankok (ban'kok') cml. city, * of Siam, on Menam river
Bangor (bau'gor) cml. city port of entry, X of Penobscot co. Me. pop. 19.
vil. Van Buren co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
mfg. vil.
tp.
tp.
(ban'Franklin co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
bor. Iforthampton co. Pa. pop. 3.
ger) city, Carnarvon co. on Beaumaris Bay, N Wales, pop. 10.
Baiig— pa-Kung (bang-pa-kung') riv. Siam, 200 m. long, flows to Gulf of Siam.
BangweolO (bang'we-o'lo) or Bemba (bSm'bii) hake, 150 m. long, S Africa.
ft. town, Bosnia, on Verbas river
11
Banialuka (ban-ya-Ioo'ka) mfg.
min. possession of Dutch in S E of
Banjermassin (han-jer-mas'In) mfg.
Borneo, pop. 600.
its # pop. 30, on Banjer river.
Banjoemaas (ban'yob'mas') Dutch residency near S coast of Java, East Indies,
its * pop. 9.
pop. 692.
Banka (bSn'ka') town on Tamsui riv. Formosa, China Sea
Bankapur (ban'ka-poor') town, Darwar dist. Bombay presidency, India
Bank! (ban'ke) state, Orissa prov. Bengal, India, 116
Banks, co. N E Gsu 359
pop. 9, X Homer. .— tp. Carbon co. Pa. pop. 4.
its * pop. 17.
Bankurah (bSn-kob'ra) dist. Bengal, India, pop. 523.
Bannalec (ban'nS'lek') town, dept. Finistere, France
Neb. 756 D pop. 2, X Harrisburg.
Banner (bSu'ner) co.
Bannockburn (bSn'nok-bQru') tovra on Bannock riv. Scotland battle in 1314.
Baiiolas (ban-yo'las) mfg. town, 7 m. N of Gerona, Spain
of Hugli, Bengal
Bansbaria banz-ba'ri-a) town on Hugli ri V. 3 m.
its #.
Bansda (banz'da) native state, India, 325 n pop. 32.
Bansdih (bans'de) town, Busti dist. N. W. Provinces, British India
its
pop. 8.
Banswara (biin-swa'ra) Rajput state, India, 1,500 pop. 180.
end of Java isl. E. Indies, pop. 607,
Bantam (ban'tam') Dutch agr. prov.
Sirang.
ancient town in Bantam province.

Banana!

Ql

Pop.
10

—

—

O

..

vil., village-
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....

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Batley (bStll) mfg. town, West Riding, York co. England, 2 m. E of Devvsbury
Baton Rouge (bSt'un robzh) city, pop. 10, * of La. & X of E. Baton Rouge

Pop.
29

—

parish, on Mi_ssissippi riv. La.
tp. Ciiester co. S. C. pop. 4.
Batonya (bo'ton'yo') town, Csanad co. Hungary, 25 m. E E of Mako
Batoorln (ba-too-rtn') town on Seim riv. Russia, 63 m. E of Cliernigov
Battaszek (bat-tas-sSk') town, Tolna co. Hungary, Itj m. S of Tolna
Battersea (bSt'ter-se') suburb of London, Surrey co. England, on Thames riv.
Battle Creek (bSt't'l krek) town, Calhoun co. Mich, on Kalamazoo river
Batum (ba-tobni') spt. E shore of Black Sea, Kutais govt. Russia in Asia
Baud (bo) town, dept. Morbihau, France, 13 m. S of Poutivy
Baudour (bo'door') town, Haiuaut prov. Belgium famous for pottery

N

;

Baughman

(ba'man) tp. Wayne co. O
Baul (ba-ool') town, Zamora state, Venezuela, 40 m. S of San Carlos
Bauleah (ba'le-a) town, Bengal, India, # of Rajeshahye dist. on Ganges river
Baure (bow'ra) riv. 300 m. long, Bolivia, Guazamire lake to Guapore river.
Bautzen (bowt'sen) most E of 4 provs. Saxony, 953 D pop. 371.
its # pop. 22,
a cml. & mfg. town on Spree riv.
battlefield in 1813.
(bo'vS'nes'cbe)
town
Aust.
in the Banat,
15 m. E S E of Pancsova
Bavanlstye
Bavaria (ba-va'rl-.j) kingdom, Germany, 29,282 D pop. 5,595, * Munich.
Baxter, co.'N Ark."545 D pop. 9, X Mountain Home.
Baxter Springs, vil. Cherokee CO. Kan. on Missouri river
Bay, CO. N E Mich. 4G6 D pop. 5G, X Bay City.
of Santiago, in E of island of Cuba
Bayamo (ba-yii'mo) town, 60 m. N
Bayan (bl'an') high mt. range, branch of Kuen-Lun, on N E of Tibet, Asia.
of Mt. Ararat
Bayazid (bi'a-zed') fortified town, Armenia, 19 m. S
Bay City, cml. city, X of Bay co. Mich, on rt. bank Saginaw river

9
9
7
107
13

5
6
5
2
10

Mo. pop.

N

W

Bear River, 450

Belize

1,000

Y

—

X

to Great Salt Lake.
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—
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&

&
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X
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X
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—

—
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X
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city.

.

co.

—

—

—

X
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—

D

X

&

&
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&

D

&

Bedminster (bgd'mtn-ster)
CO. Pa. tp. pop. 2.

,

i,

tp.

Somerset

co.

N.

J.

pop.

— tp. &

2.

^ tp. Somerset co. England, pop. 45.

ii,

2.

Antrim

spt. city,

15
54
12

See Balize.

(bSl'nap) agr. co. S

B cen.

& past. co. S E Ky.
D pop. 33, X Belton.

350

D

N. H. 392 D pop. 20,
pop. 10. X Pineville.

X

Laconia.

— agr.

co. cen. Tex.

W

(bel'la)

5
10
18

4

4

10

vil.

—

3

—
—

—

Rock

—

co. Wis. pop. 6.

10

3.

Bucks

16
8
7
150

Belvoir (bgl'vu)

tp. Pitt co.

N.

—

C

Bembatuka (bgin-ba-too'ka) bay & town, Madagascar
Bement (be-mgnf) vil. & tp. Piatt CO. Ill

town
tp.

W

Bemus Heights

(be'mtis-) hamlet, Stillwater tp. on
bank Hudson riv. Saratoga CO.
Y.
batt]efield in 1777.
Benameji (ba-nii-ma-He') town, Andalusia, Spain
Benares (bSn-a'rgz) a division of N. W. Provinces, British India, 18,336
pop.
10,632.
dist. of Benares division, 996
pop. 794.
cml.
mfg. city, *- of
dist. and division of same name, on Ganges riv. India, pop. 223.
Benavente (b(i-na-v5n'ta) town, Ziimora, Spain
Bender (bgn'der) or Bendery (bgn'der-i) fortified town, Bessarabia, Russia..
BendigO (bgn'di-go) town, Victoria, Australia, pop. 37 gold mines near.
Bendzin (bSnd'zen) town, 100 ni. S of Petrikau, Poland, Russia
Bene (ba'na) town, Piedmont dept. 18 m. N E of Cuneo, Italy
BeneventO (bgn-i-vgn'to) prov. in Campania, Italy, CS8
pop. 244.
its
city, pop. 21, 45 m.
E of Naples.
Bengal (bSu-gal') largest of tlie 12 main divisions of British India, 140,725
pop. 70,909,
Calcutta.
Bengal Proper, prov. E Bengal, 70,424
pop.
38,114.
Bengal Feudatories, native states, India, 37,515 LWiiop. 3,428.
Benghazi (bgn-gii'ze) mic. Bkreni'ok, town on Gulf of Sidra, Barca, .Vlrica.
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W

long ; a, e, ft, te.9i prolonged ; 3, g, T, S, it, short ; a, g, [, o, u, obscure; far, last, fa,\\, cfire term food, f(!6t, fQrl.; 6 oj in fSr ; oi oj in oil ; ow as in cow
n as in linger, link ; ugasin aiug ; tb <M in thin ; th aj in tliiue ; I, S, 6, w, B, u, a, B, s, N (see p. 1719).
u, ee (see p. 1719) ; oh as in chin ; %asin get

o, u,

k, 6,
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D

D
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riv.

D

—

&

mfg.

(bel-ez').

Tex. pop.

5,

—

—

5
tp.

battlefield in 1809

;

Beltzhoover (bSl-zoo'ver) bor. Allegheny co. Pa
Belvidere (bgi've-der') tp. & city, Boone co. 111. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 4.
town,
X of Warren co. N. J. pop. 2. vil. & tp. Perquimans co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.

(be'a-war') town, Bajputana, India
Bebington (Geb'Tng-ton) town, Cheshire, England
Beccles (bek'klz) cml. town, Sulfolk co. England, on Waveney river
Beohuanaland (bSk'u-Sn'a-land) British protectorate, S Africa, 99,000
cen. Minn. 1,400
pop. 9, X Detroit City.
Becker (bgk'er) co.
Becse (bSt'cirg) town, Bacs co. on Theiss riv. Hung. 50 m. S of Szegedin, pop.
14.
Jiev/,_or Turkish, town, Torontal co. Hungary, on Theiss riv. pop. 7.
B^darieux (ba'dii're-u') mfg. town, dept. H(5rault, France, on Orb river
agr. co.
pop. 39.
its X pop. 2.
Bedford (bed'ford) agr. co. S Pa. 1,000
pop. 31,
S cen. Tenn. 520
agr. co. S Va. 675
pop. 25, X Shelbyville.
town, X of T.iylor
Liberty.
city, X of Lawrence co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp.
CO. lo. pop. 2.
tp. Monroe co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp. Lincoln co. Mo. pop. 3.
bor. X of Bedford co. Pa. tp.
tp. Westchester co. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp.
mfg. town,
pop. 3, bor. pop. 2.
town,
of Bedford co. England, pop. 20.
or Bedfordshire (bSd'fQrd-shir) agr.
Lancaster co. England, pop. 7.
pop. 161, X Bedford, pop. 28.
mfg. inland co. England, 461
Bedford City, city, X of Bedford co. Va
town
par. Northumberland co. England
Bedllngton (bSd'lTng-ton) town

D

pop. 15.

—

—

Beawar

W

#

W

—

D

city.

N

of Saragossa

its

Beloochistan (bSl-ob'chis-tan'). See Baluchistan.
Belpasso (bgl-pas'so) town 7 J m. N
of Catania, Sicily, Italy
Belper (bel'per) mfg. town on Derwent riv. Derby co. England
Belt, Great, strait between the Baltic and the Cattegat, separating isl. of
Funen from Seeland.
Little, strait between the Baltic and the Cattegat,
separating isl. of Funen from Jutland.
Belton (bSl'ton) vil. & tp. Anderson co. S. C. tp. pop. 3.
city, X of Bell co.

W

—
Dodge co. 63 m. W N W of Milwaukee, Wis
Beaver Dam, mfg.
on W bank Beaver
Pa
Beaver Falls, mfg. bor. Beaver
S W Mont. 4,200 D pop.
X Bannack City.
Beaver Head, min.
co.

E

—

D

&

#

town, Spain, S S

—

—

mfg. town, dept. Loiret, France, on Loire riv.
(bo'zhoN'se') cml.
Beauharnois (bo'iir'nwa') agr. CO. Quebec prov. Canada, 250
of Anglesey co.
isl. Wales
Beaumaris (bo-ma'ris) town,
Beaumont (bo'monf) vil. X of Jefferson co. Tex. on Neches river
de
lo'maS')
(bo'moH'
town,
dept. Tam-et-Garonne, Fr.
Lomagne
Beaumont de
of Dijon
Beaune (bon) cml. mfg. town, dep't. C8te-d'0r, France, 23 m. S S
dept.
Oise,
France,
mfg.
city,
of
54 m.
of Paris
Beauvals (bo'va')
Ok. pop. 3, X Beaver.
pop. 50.
co.
Pa. 463
Beaver (be'ver) co.
Ut. 2,704 HI pop. 3.
its
pop. 2.
its
pop. 2."— CO. S
tp. Mahoning
tp. Clarion co. Pa. pop. 2.
CO. O. pop. 2.
150
Beaver Creek, 200 m. long, Sherman co. Kan. to Republican riv. Neb.
tp. Greene co. O. pop. 2.
m. long. Holt co. Neb. to Loup Fork.

&
N

10

pop. 24,284,

—

—

E

&
X

Beaugency

British India,

—

X

—

Bengal,

&

co. Ill
Paris.
6,

N Utah,

e

town, Potenza prov. 14 m. S S
of Melfi, Italy
Bellaire (bSl Sr') mfg. city, Belmont co. on Oliio riv. O
Bellary (bel-la're) dist. Madras, India, 10,857 D pop. 1,652. —its * pop. GO.
Bellechasse (bgl'slias') co. Quebec prov. Canada, 1,083 D
Bellefontaine (bel'f on'tan) mfg. vil. X of Logan co.
Belief onto (bel'f out') bor. X of Center co. Pa. on Spring Creek
Belle Fourche (bgl foorsh') the N fork of Cheyenne riv. in Wyo. & S. Dak.
Belle Isle (bgl il') isl. in Atlantic, entrance of Strait of Belle Isle, between
Labrador and Newfoundland.
Belleisle-en-Mer (b_gl'el'-ON-mSr) isl. in Atlantic, dept. Morbihan, France. ..
Belle Plaine (bgl_' plan') tp.
city, Benton co. lo. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 3.
Belleview (bgl'vu) town. Christian co. Ky
Belleville (bgl'vil) mfg. city, X of St. Clair co. 111. pop. 15.
city, X of Republic CO. Kan. pop. 2.
tp. Essex co. N. J. on Passaic riv. pop. 3.
mfg.
city, X of Hastings co. on Bay of Quinte, Ontario, Canada, pop. 10.
(bgll'vel') mfg. suburb of Paris, France, pop. 58.
Bellevue (bgl'vu') city & tp. Jackson co. lo. tp. pop. 2.
mfg. vU. Huron co.
O. pop. 3.
vil. & tp. Eaton co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
Bellevue Mountain, peak of Elk Mts. Col. 12,350 ft. high.
Bellows Falls, mfg. vH. on Conn. riv. Windham co. Vt
.•
Bells, tp. Colleton co. S. C
Belluno (bel-loo'no) prov. Venetia, Italy, 1,271 n pop. 176.
mfg. city, * of
prov. of same name, on Piave riv. 51 m. N of Venice, Italy, pop. 16.
Belmont (bel'mSnt) agr. co. O. 520 D pop. 57, X St. Clairsville.
tp. Franklin
CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 2.
Belolt (be-loif) city & tp. Mitchell co. Kan. city pop. 2, tp. pop. 1. .— mfg.

3.

long, Uintah Mts.

ra.

W

N

Bell, agr.

(be-as') riv. Punjab, India, 350 m. long, Himalaya Mts. to Sutlej river.
of Gage co. on Big Blue Riv. 40 m. S of Lincoln, Neb.
Beatrice (be'a-tres) city,
Beaucaire (bo'kSr') town, dept. Gard, France, on rt. bank of Rhone river. . .
Beauce (bos) anc. dist. of Fr. now forming part of depts. Loir-et-Cher EureSt. FranQois de la Beauce.
et-Loir.
co. Quebec, Canada, 3,265
pop. 37,
pop. 21, X Washington.
port of
Beaufort (bo'fort) agr. CO. N. C. 718
of Wilmington, pop. 2.
(bii'fiJrt)
entry,
of Carteret co. N. C. 90 m. E
its
port of entry.
pop. 34.
pop. 4, a town
tp.
agr. CO. S S. C. 967
(Fr. pron. bo'for') mfg.
town, Beaufort co. S. C. tp. pop. 9, town pop. 4.
of Angers, pop. 5.
town, dept. Maine-et-Loire, France, 16 m.

Beas

18
9
.

(ba-leN') or Para (pa-ra') city, Brazil,
of
(bel'fast) spt. city,
side Penobscot Bay,

Belknap
Bella

—

7

* Para state
X of Waldo co. Me. pop. 5. —
& Down cos. on Lagan riv. Ir. pop. 256.
Belt ort (bel'f or') frontier dept. E Fr. 236 D pop. 84. — its * a ft. town, pop. 8.
Belgard (bel'gart) town on Persante riv. Pomerania, Prussia
Belgaum (bel-gam') dist. British India, 4,591 D pop. 939. — its * pop. 16.
Belgium (bel'ji-um) kingdom, N W Europe, 11,373 D pop. 6,262, # Brussels.
Belgorod (bel-go-rod') town on Donets riv. Kursk govt. Russia
Belgrade (bel'grad') mfg. city, * of Servia, on rt. bank Danube river
Belgram (bSl'gram') town, 58 m. N W of Lucknow, India

E

co.

prov.

(bel'clie'ta)

(bSl-fiist')

—

Montgomery

Rhine Prov. Prussia..

— town in same, 35 m. S B of Patna, pop. 44.44,163

Belfast

watering place, X of Hancock co. Miss. .
(ba'shor') vil. Suffolk co. on Great South Bay, N.
Baza (ba'tha) city, Andalusia, Spain, 53 m. E E of Granada
Bazas (ba'za') town, dept. Gironde, France, 37 m. S S of Bordeaux
Beachy Head (bech'e-) headland 564 ft. high, Eng. Chaimel, S coast England.
Beaconsfield (be'kons-feld') town. Cape Colony
pop. 10, X Huron.
Beadle (be'dl) co. S7 Dak. 1,235
tp. Emmett co. Mich. pop. 4.
Bear Creek, tp. Poweshiek CO. lo. pop. 2.
tp.

(be-har')

Patna.

Belem

N

Beardstown (berdz'town), city, Cass
Bear Lake, co. S E Ida. 1,100 a pop.

2
6
rivs.

Beersheba (be-er'she-ba) frontier town of S Palestine in ruins.
BeesulnugKur (be'siil-niig'g ur) cml. & mfg. town, Gujarat, India
Beesulpur (be'sul-poor') town, Bareilly dist. India, 25 m. S
of Bareilly
Begard (be-gar')_vil. dept. C8tes-du-Nord, France, 7 m. N
of Guingamp.

Belding (bel'dtng) vil. Ionia co. Mich
BeldOC (bel'dok) tp. Barnwell co. S. C. pop.

of Iskenderun (-is-kgn-der-oon') between Syria and Anatolia.
bay,
coast of Newfoundland.
of Islands, harbor, New Zealand.
E coast of Cuba, S E of Puerto Naranjo.
of Nipe (-ne'pa)
E coast of North Isl. New Zealand, 60 m. across the center.
of Plenty,
of Quinte (-kwlnt) inlet, Ontario, Canada, 50 m. long, 6 to 12 m. wide.
Bay, or Gulf, of Spezia (-sped'ze-a) Liguria, Italy, 7 m. long, 2 to 6 m. wide.
Bay of Vigo (-ve'go) in Galicia, Spain, 20 m. long, 5 m. wide at its mouth.
Bayonne (ba-yon') mfg. city, Hudson co. N. J. pop. 19. (Fr. pron. bi'yunn')
cml. mfg.
ft. city, dept. Basses-Pyrto^es, France, pop. 24.

D

& Rhine

Beekmaniown (bek'man-town) tp. & vil. Clinton co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
Beemah (be'mii) riv. 400 m. long, S India, flows into Kistnah river.
Beerbhum (ber_^bhoom') dist. Bengal, 1,344 D pop. 697. — its # pop. 9.

Belchite

and Honduras.

N

Beeville.

Belaspur (be'las-poor') dist. British India, 2,089 D pop. 715.
Belbeys or Belbeis (bSl'bas') town on Nile riv. Egypt
Belchertown (bel'cher-town) tp. <fe vil. Hampshire co. Mass

W

Bayshore

X

—
—

deep, farther out.
of Biscay (-bis'ka) bay of Atlantic ocean, from Ushant isl. France, to Cape
Ortegal, Spain.
Bay of Cadiz (-ka'diz) large inlet of Atlantic oc. S coast of Sp. 5 m. long.
Bay of Cagliarl (-kal'ya-re) in Medit. sea, S Sardinia, 27 m. wide at mouth.
Bay of Chaleur (-sha-loor') inlet of St. Lawrence Gulf, Canada, 90 m. long.
Bay of Fundy (-fijn'di) inlet of Atl. oc. separating Nova Scotia from New
Brunswick, 170 m. long ; tides flow in with great rapidity and rise 71 ft.
Bay of Gil)Taltar (-jT-bral'tar) between Europa Point Point St. Garcia, Sp.
Bay of Honduras (-hon-doS'ras) wide inlet of Caribbean Sea, of Guatemala

&

4,

—

Bay

Bay Ridge, vil. Kings co. N. Y
Bay St. Louis (-sSn loo'e') town &

pop.

7

5

f

(ba-na'ra) prov. Lower Egypt, 932 D pop. 399, # Damanhour.
Behring. S?e Behing.
Bellan (ba-ran') town, E side Gulf of Iskenderun, Syria, pop. 5.
a mt. pass,
connects Asia Minor with Syria.
Beira (ba'e-r^) agr. & past. prov. Portugal, 9,248 D
1,377
Beirut (ba'root) cml. town, Syria, on Mediterranean sea
85
Beit-el-Fakih (bat'-el-fa'ken) cml. spt. Red Sea, Arabia
Beja (ba'zha) dist. Alemtejo prov. Portugal, 4,209 D pop. 149.
its #, pop. 7.
Bejapur (be'jii-poor') old prov. S India.
city, formerly its *, pop. 12.
Bejar (ba-nar') town, Spain, 45 m. S of Salamanca
11
B^k^S (_ba'kesh') co. Hungary, pop. 210.
its X pop. 25.
Bela (ba'Ia) town, # of Loos prov. Baluchistan
5

;

—

D

5
37

Behera

(ba'yu') city, dept. Calvados, Fr. on Aure riv. famous for tapestry.
Wis. 1,406 D pop. 7, X Bayfield, pop. 1.
Bayfield (ba'feld) co. N
Islands, group of small isls. Honduras Bay, N coast of Honduras
Baylen or Bailen (bi-len') cml. town, Spain, 22 m. N N B of Jaen
Baylor (ba'ler) co. N Tex. 900 D pop. 3, X Seymour.
Bay of Bengal (-ben-gal') part of Indian Ocean, between Hither and Farther
India, 4 to GO fathoms deep, within 100 m. from Ganges delta ; 2,000 fathoms

N

past. CO. S Tex. 980

15

W

Beech Creek, tp. Greene co. Ind
Beech Springs, tp. Spartanburg CO. S. C
Beek (bak; town near junction of Emsche

#

Bay

N

Bee,

Behar

W

Bay
Bay
Bay
Bay
Bay

W

Begemeder_(be-gem'e-der) prov. Dembea, Abyssinia, 200 m. long, 50 in. wide.
Begkos (bgg'kSs') large vil. on Begkos Bay, in the Bosporus, Asia Minor.
Behbehan (ba-be-han') town, Fars prov. Persia

W

&

Pop.

Bednore (bed'nor) town, Madras presidency, British India
Bedonia (ba-do'ne-a) town, 8 m.
of Borgo Taro, N Italy
Bedr (bed'r) town. El Hejaz, 175 m. N N
of Mecca, Arabia
Bedweety (bSd'we-tl) parish, Monmouth co. England
Bedworth (bSd'wortli) min. town, Warwick co. England

W
W

;

W

1729

;
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—

Bayeux

.

.

;

;
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1730

Pop.

N

Bengore Head (bSn'gor-) promontory E of Giant's Causeway, N of Ireland.
Africa.
Benguela (bSn-gala) maritime country between lat. 9° & 16° S,

N

Benha

(ben'ha) town, Kalioubieh prov. Egypt, 29 m.
of Cairo
(ba-ne') riv. formed by junction of Chuqueapo and Mapiri rivs. Bolivia,
Trinidad.
pop. 17,
dept. Bolivia, S. America, 100,551
E of Castellon de la Plana, Sp.
BenlcarlO (ba-ne-kar'lo) spt. on Med. 42 m.
side of strait of Carquinez, Solano co. Cal
Benicia (be-nish'I-a) city on
Benl-Isguen (ba'ne-ts'ggu') town in the Sahara, on the Wady Mzab, Algeria
its
Africa.
pop. 15.
Benin (ben-en') country. Upper Guinea,
pop. 220.
mfg. town on
Benl-Sonef (bSn'e-swef) prov. Upper Egypt, 501
of Cairo, Egypt
left bank Nile riv. S
Dalmatia,
Austria
town
commune
of
BenkOV^CS (bSn'ko'votch')
Benkulen (bSn-kob'len) residency, Dutch E. Indies, on coast isl. of Sumatra,
^"spt. in residency of same name, pop. 10.
pop. 156.
9,576
side of Loch Tay, Scotland, 3,945 ft. high.
Ben-Lawers (ben-la'erz) mt.
Ben—IiOmond (ben-io'rnond) mt. E side of Loch Lomond, Stirling co. Scotland,
mt. 25 m. E of Launceston, Tasmania, 5,000 ft. high.
3,190 ft. high.
Ben-Macdhui (bSn-raSk-dob'e) mt. Aberdeen co. Scotland, 4,.305 ft. high.
Bennett Springs (bSn'gt-) tp. Barnwell co. S. C
of Marlboro co. S. C
tp.
Bennettsville (ben'gts-vTl) tp. &vil.
Ben-Nevis (ben-nev'is) mt. Inverness co. Scotland, 4,368 ft. high, highest in
Great Britain.
pop. 20,
Vt. 680
Benningmfg. co. S
Bennington (beu'Tng-tgn) agr.
tp.
ton, pop. 4,
Manchester.
vil.
tp. Wyoming co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
Bennington co. Vt. pop. 6.
E of Philadelphia
Bensalem (bSn-sa'lem) tp. Bucks CO. Pa. about 20 m.
Bensberg (bgns'bero) town, 9 m. E of Cologne, Rhine Prov. Prussia
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Mich. 570 D pop. 41, X Berrien Springs.
Berriens Island, isl. off Lavrrence Point, East Riv. N. Y.

n means square miles;

*,

Population

is

capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

—

:

2=1,500

(boi'ten) mfg. town, Silesia, Prussia, near Polish frontier
(ba'ver-en) town, E. Flanders, 5 m.
of Antwerp, Belgium
of East Riding, York co. England
Beverley (bgv'er-ll) mfg. bor.
tp. Essex co. Mass. tp. pop. 11.
Beverly (bev'er-ll) mfg. vU.
mfg. city
tp. on Delaware riv. Burlington co. N. J. city pop. 2, tp. pop. 1.
tp. Macon co. 5 m.
of Macon City,
Bevier (be-ver') min. town
tp.
San Antonio.
Bexar (ba-nar') past. co. in S cen. Tex. 1,180 pop. 49,
Beyed (ba'Sd') mt. 16,000 ft. high, kingdom of Tigre, Abyssinia.
Beyroot (ba'root). See BEmuT.
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famous asylum
(be'sat'r) suburb of Paris, France
of Budapest
Bicske (bech'kg') town, Hungary, 15 m.
Bida (be'da) city, Nupe country, British Niger Ter. Africa
cml.
mfg.
city,
York
(bid'e-ford)
&
co. on rt. bank Saco riv. Me.
Biddeford
Bideford (btd'e-fofd) mfg. & spt. town, Devon co. England, on Torridge river
town,
Konia
vilayet,
d-gik'le)
Asia
Minor, 17 m. N of Adalia
Bidghikli (bl
Bidsohow (bech'gv) town, Austria, 50 m. E N E of Prague, Bohemia
Bioetre

46

D

*

D

^

7
13

*

N

—

31

Mo

(bez'dan') town, Bacs co. on Danube riv. 20 m. below Mohacz, Hung.
mfg. city, dept. Hgrault, on Orb riv. France
(ba-zob'ke) volcanic prov. E end isl. of Java, pop. 318.
its *. "
Bhadreswar (bhad-rgs-wSr') town, Bengal, 18 m. of Calcutta
Bhadrinath (bhad-rTn-ath') peak of Himalayas, N Hindostan, 23,441 ft. high.
B'hag (bhacs) town, Cutch-Gundava prov. Baluchistan
Bhagalpur (bhag'Sl-poor') div. Bengal pres. British India, 18,685 pop. 6,613.
pop. 1,826.
its
dist. of same, 4,268
pop. 69, on Ganges river.
Bhamo (bha'mo') cml. town on Irawadi riv. Upper Burma
Bhandere (bhan-der') town, Jhansi dist. N. W. Provinces, British India
Bhanpura (bhan-poo'ra) walled town, Indore state, India, on Rewah river ....
its
Bbaralch (bha-rach') dist. Oudh prov. India, 2,3980 pop. 775.
pop. 19,
62 m.
E of Lucknow.
Bhartpur (bharf poor') state. Upper India, under British supervision, 1,974
its
pop. 68.
pop. 641.
Bhatgaon (bhat'ga-on') town, Nepal, India, 9 m. E of Khatmandu
Bhattiana (bhat'te-'a'na) part of Hissar division, Punjab, British India,
pop. 211, chief town Sirsa.
3,121
of Gulf of Oambay, India, 2,784
Bhannagar (bhow'na'gar) native state,
400.
a spt in the same, pop. 56.
pop.
Bhera (bhe'ra) town, Shahpur dist. Punjab, British India, on Jhelam river. ..
Bhewannee (be-won'ne) town, Rolitak dist. British India
its #, pop. 71.
Bhopal (bo-pal') native state, cen. India, 8,312 pop. 1,905.
fortified city,
of Cutch, Hindostan
BhuJ (bhooj) mfg.
Bhundara (bhiSn'da'ra') dist. Cen. Provinces, British India, 3,922 pop. 565.
its
pop. 11.
Bhutan (bhoo-tan') independent Buddhist state, E Himalaya Mts. between
pop. 35,
Punakha.
British India and Tibet, 16,800
(bhoo'wun') town, Muzaftarnagar dist. N. W. Provinces, Brit. India.
S
of Cracow, Galicia, Austria, pop.
Biala (be-a'la) town on Biala riv. 43 m.
7.
town, Siedlce govt. Poland, Russia, 37 m. E S E of Siedlce, pop. 6.
BialystOk (bg-al'Ts-tok) or Blelostok, town, Poland, Russia
Biancavilla (be-an'ka-vil'la) town, Sicily, Italy, on declivity of Mt. Etna
Biarritz' (be'iir'rets') vil. in dept. Basses-Pyrtinges, France a watering place.
pop. 14, X Centerville.
agr. co. cen. 6a."
Bibb (bib) agr. co. cen. Ala. 625
235
pop. 42, X Macon.
of Reggio
S
Bibbiano (bib-be-a'no) town, Emilia dept. Italy, 10 m.
of Arezzo
Bibbiena (bib-be-a'na) town, Arezzo prov. Italy, 16 m. N
Bibbona (blb-bo'na) town, Italy, 6 m. S E of Cecina
of Ulm
Biberach (be'ber-aK') mfg. town.Wiirttemberg, Germany, 23 m. S S

Bezdan

20
2

X

W
;

.

of Minden..
Bielefeld (be'le-felf) mfg. town, Westplialia, Prussia, 26 m. S
Bielev or Bielef (be-a'lev') mfg. town, Tula govt. Russia, on Oka river
Bielgorod (be-el-go'rod) town, Kursk govt. Russia, on Donets river
BielitZ (be'lTts) cml. town on 1. bank of Biala riv. Austria
Biella (be-el'Ia) mfg. town, Novara prov. Italy, 38 m. N E of Turin
Bieloi (be-a'loi) town, Smolensk govt. Russia, on Obeha river
Bielopol (be-a'lo'pol) town, Kharkov govt. Russia, on affluent of Seim river. ..
BielOVOdsk (be-a'lo-vSdsk) town, Kharkov, Russia
of Kisheriev
Bieltsy or Bielzy (be-elt'se) town, Bessarabia, Russ. 60 m. N
Blen-Ho (be'gn'-ho') lake, Cambodia, Indo-China, 70 m. long.

W

=
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cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport tp., township ;
;
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. &ea Abbreviations, f. 1919.
to 2,499; 3

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

Beuthen
Beveren

W

Bernau (bgr'now) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Bernay (ber'na') mfg. town on Charentonne riv. dept. Eure, France
Bernbourg (bern'boore) mfg. town on Saale riv. Anhalt duchy, Germany
tp. Fairfield co. O. pop. 2.
Berne (bern) tp. Albany co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Bernina (ber-ne'na) mt. & pass 7,672 ft. high, Rhsetian Alps, Switzerland.
Beronda (bf-ron'da) petty state in Bundelkhand, India, 275 D
Berrien (b5i'rT-en) agr. CO. S Ga. 745 D pop. 11, X Nashville.
agr. co. S

W

W

E of Potenza
X Albuquerque.

D

—

&

Biebrich (be'briK-) and dosbach (-mos'baK) town, Hesse-Nassau, Prussia..
of Reichenbach ....
Bielau (be'low) mfg. town, Silesia, Prussia, 3 m. S
Bielaya TserkOV (be-a-Ii'a tsgr'kov) cml. town, Kiev govt. Russia

537.
its
also
of Switzerland, pop. 48.
(ber-uiil'da) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 46 m. S
pop. 21,
Bernalillo (ber-nii-lel'yo) past. co. N. M. 8,628
Bernards (ber'nards') tp. Somerset co. N. J

2,657

Bernalda

—

—

W

—

W

&

B^thune (ba'tiin') fortified town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France
Betick (bet'ik) ferry across Amu-Daria riv. 60 m. S
of Bokhara, cen. Asia.
Bettlah (bet-te'a) town, Chumparun dist. Bengal, British India
Beolah (bu'la) tp. Johnston co. N. C

W

W

—

—

—

(bSn'wood) town, Marshall co. W. Va
Mich. 340 D pop. 5, X Benzonia.
Benzie (ben'zl) co. N
(ba-rar')
agr. prov. Deccan, British India, 17,714 D
Berdr
2,897
10
Berat (ber-af) town on Ergent riv. in Albania, Turkey in Europe
Berber (ber'ber) town on Nile riv. Upper Nubia, Africa
Berbloe (ber-bes') co. British Guiana, S. America, pop. 36, chief town New
Amsterdam.
river in Berbice dist. rises in about lat. 3° Sty N, Ion. 58° W,
and flows into the Atlantic 10 m. N of New Amsterdam.
of Parma, Italy
BercetO (bSr-cha'to) vil. 28 m. S
6
Berchem (bSr'KgmJ town, Antwerp prov. Belgium
5
14
Bercy (bgr'se') S E suburb of Paris, France, right bank Seine river
12
Berdlansk (bgr-de-ansk') spt. in Taurida, N shore Sea of Azof, Russia
mfg. town, Kiev govt. Russia
Berdlchev (bSr-de-chgv') cml.
77
3
Berea (bgr'e-a) vil. Cuyahoga co. O
of Theiss river
co.
160
Beregh (ba'reg') co. & town, Hungary,
Huszth,
(ba'reg'sass)
town,
Beregh
co.
27
m.
of
Hungary
Bereghszasz
7
Berenice (ber'gn-i'se) ruined city on bay of Red Sea, Egypt.
Bereslna (bSr-e-ze'nii) riv. in Minsk govt. Russia, flows into Dnieper river.
Berettyo-njfalu (ba'rgt'yo'-oo'e-fa'loo') town, Bihar co. Hungary
Berezna (ba-rgz'na) town on Desna riv. Russia, 20 m. E of Chernigov
of Barcelona
Berga (bgr'ga) town, Spain, 51 m. N N
Bergamo (bgr'ga-mo) prov. Lombardy, Italy, 1,088 D pop. 412. its # pop. 24,
a fortified city 39 m. N E of Milan.
pop. 47, X Hackensack.
vil.
tp.
Bergen (berg'en) agr. co. N. J. 235
Genesee co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
{pron. ber'gen) cml. fortified city
spt. on
Atlantic oc. Norway, pop. 54.
a province of Norway, coextensive with the
city.
(pron. ber'nen) town, Limburg prov. Netherlands, pop. 5.
Bergen-Op-Zoom (bgr'nen-op-zom) town, N Brabant prov. Netherlands
Bergerac (ber'zhe-rak') town, dept. Dordogne, on Dordogne riv. France
Bergisch-Gladbach (bSrg'esh-gliid'bak) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
Bergovatz or BerkovatZ (bgrK'o-vats) town, Bulgaria
Bergnes (bgro) cml. & mfg. tov™, dept. Nord, on Colne riv. France
Berhampur (bgr'am-poor') town, # of Murshidabad dist. Bengal, India, pop.
27.
mfg. town, Ganjam dist. Madras presidency, British India, pop. 20.
Bering Sea (be'ring, Dan. pron. ba'ring) shallow sea between Aleutian Isls.
and Bering Strait.
Bering Strait, channel separating Asia and America, 36 m. wide.
Berislav (ba-re-slav') town, 25 m. E of Klierson, on Dnieper riv. S Russia
Berkeley (berk'le) cc. S S. C. 1,742 D pop. 55, X Mount Pleasant.
agr. co.
town, Alameda co. Cal. pop. 5.
W. Va. 320 D pop. 19, X Martinsburg.
Berkley, town, Norfolk CO. Va
Berks (berks) agr. & mfg. CO. Pa. 901 D pop. 137, X Reading.
See Berkshiee.
Mass. 959 D pop. 81, X Pittsfield.
Berkshire (berk'sliir) agr. past. & mfg. co.
or Berks, agr. co. England, 722 D pop. 238, X Reading.
Berlanga (bgr-lSn'ga) town, 65 m. S E of Badajos, Spain
Berlat (bgr'lat) cml. town, 145 m. N N E of Bucharest, Moldavia, Roumania.
Berlin (ber'lln) tp. Hartford co. Conn. pop. 3.
tp. Ionia co. Mich. pop. 2.
town, Coos co. N. H. pop. 4.
tp. Monroe co. Mich. pop. 2.
vil. & tp.
Rensselaer co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Erie co. O. pop. 2.
town, Washingmfg. city, Green Lake co. Wis. pop. 4.
ton CO. Vt. pop. 2.
(Ger. pron.
ber-len') mfg. city on Spree riv. * of Prussia and of Ger. empire, pop. 1,579.
Bermondsey (ber'mond-zT) parish suburb E of London, included in borough
of Southwark, _Surrey co. England
87
Bermuda (ber-muMa) group of isls. N Atl. oc. 20 D pop. 16, * Hamilton ; Brit.
(ber-mu'dez)
state,
Venezuela,
S.
Am.
32,243
D
Cumana.
Bermudez
pop. 301, #
or Berne (bgm) canton, Switzerland,
Bern (bern) tp. Berks co Pa. pop. 2.

W

&

&

&

Jerusalem.

X

Benwood

—

—

—

—

Bethnal Qreen (beth'nal-) E suburb of London, England
Bethaaida of Galilee (bgth-sa'I-da-) anc. town, supposed to have stood on
shore of Lake Tiberias, Palestine.
of Gaulonltis (^ga-lo-ni'tis) ruined town
on N E side of Lake Tiberias.

of Benton co. Ark
(bSn-oo-e') riv. chief E tributary of Niger riv. Africa.

Bentonville, town,

—

—

N Ind. 503 D pop. 12, X Fowler. agr. co. E cen. lo. 720 pop. 24, X
Vinton.
agr. co. cen. Minn. 390 D pop. 6, X Sauk Rapids. .— agr. co.
cen. Mo. 744
Ashland.
agr. co.
pop. 15, X
Miss. 436 D pop. 11,
agr. co.
Warsaw.
agr. co.
Ore. 1,370
pop. 9, X Corvallis.
Tenn.
vil.
Franklin
412 D pop. 11, X Camden.
tp
co. lU. tp. pop. 2.
X of
tp. Adair co. Mo. pop. 5.
tp. Dallas co. Mo.
tp. Berrien co. Mich. pop. 6.
tp. Holt CO. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Osage co. Mo. pop. 4.
pop. 3.
tp. Yates co.
N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. Ottawa co. O. pop. 3.
Benton Harbor, vil. Berrien CO. Mich

W

D

—

—

Bent (bent) agr. co. in E S E Col. 1,500 D pop. 1, X West Las Animas.
agr.
Benton (ben'ton) agr. co. N W Ark. 891 D pop. 28, X Bentonville.

—

&

&

Bensheim (bens'him) town, Hesse, Germany
Benson (ben'son) co. N N. Dak. 1,368 D pop. 2, X Minnewaukon.

—
—

WNW

—

N

W W

13

56

of Samsat, Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia
10
agr. past. cml.
mfg. govt. Russia, 17,619
1,688
(bgs'e-mer) town, Jefferson co. Ala. pop. 5;
city, Pueblo co. Col.
city, Gogebic co. Mich. pop. 3.
pop. 3.
Bessungen (bgs-sobug'en) S suburb of Darmstadt city, Hesse, Germany
Betanzos (ba-tiin'tlios) town, Sp. near Betanzos Bay, 10 m. S E of Coruna
town, X of Harrison co. Mo. on Big Creek riv. 62
Bethany (betii'a-uT) tp.
m. N E of St. Joseph, tp. pop. 2.
vil. Palestine, on E slope of Mt. of Olives,
2 m. E of Jerusalem.
tp. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 3.
Bethel (bgth'el) mfg. vil.
mfg. vil.
tp. on Androscoggin riv. Oxford co. Me. tp. pop. 2.
vil.
tp. Sullivan co.
N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Clark co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Berks co. Pa. pop. 2.
tp.
Lebanon co. Pa. pop. 2.
hamlet
tp. York co. S. C. tp. pop. 3.
ruined
tovm, Palestine, 10 m. N of Jerusalem.
Bethesda (be-thgz'da) tp. York co. S. C. pop. 5.
town, Brecon co. 4 m. S SE
of Bangor, Wales, pop. 6.
Bethlehem (bgth'le-liem) vil.
tp. Hunterdon co. N. J. tp. 2.
tp. Albany
CO. N. Y. pop. 4.
tp. Stark co. O. pop. 2.
mfg. bor.
tp. Northampton
CO. Pa. tp. pop. 2, bor. pop. 7.
ancient city, Palestine, pop. 3, 5J m. S
of

Bessemer

X

D

*

N end Tenedos isl.

Besni (bgs'ne) town, 30 m.
Bessarabia (bes-sa-ja'bi-a)

—

W

—

—

;

W

&

W

D

*

N

W

Popi
or Berri (bSr're') old cent. prov. of France, now depta. Cher and Indee.
BertJbier (bgr'tt-a') agr. & mfg. co.
part of Quebec prov. on St. Lawrence
riv. Canada, 2,170 D pop. 19, chief town Berthier-en-Haut.
pop. 19, X Windsor.
Bertie (ber-te') agr. co. N E part of N. C. 695
Bertinord (ber-te-no'ro) town, Italy, 7 m. S E of Forli; famed for its wines..
Berwick (ber'wik) tp. vil. York co. on Salmon Falls Riv. Me. tp. pop. 2.
mfg. bor. Columbia co. Pa. pop. 3.
(ber'rlk) or Berwickshire (-shir) co.
forming S E extremity of Scotland, 463 D pop. 32, X Greenlaw.
Berwick-on-Tweed (-twed) bor. Northumberland co. on Tweed riv. Eng. ..
BesanQOn (bez-ON'soN') anc. Veson'tio, cml. mfg.
fortified city,
of dept.
Doubs, Fr. on Doubs riv. 50 m. E of Dijon extensive watch manufactures..
Besboro Island (bes'bur-r6-) in Norton Sound, Alaska.
Beshika (bgsh'e-ka-), or Besika (bgs'e-Ka-), Bay, roadstead between Asia Mi-

Berry

W

;

51

13

&

5
6

5
7
7

5
90
14
8

5
5

8
16

5
40
8
16
13
12
7
12

1»
6

vil., village.

\

...

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.
15

W of Bern

Blenne (be-5n') mfg. town, Bern canton, Switzerland, 17 m. N
Bienne Lake, canton of Bern, Switzerland, 10 m. long, 1 to 3 m.

broad.
La. 855
pop. 14, X Sparta.
Bienville (be-6n'vTl) agr. parish
Big Black River, 250 in. long, rises Choctaw co. Miss, flows into Miss, river.
Big Blue Rtver, 300 m. long, Neb. to Kansas riv. at Manhattan.
Chandk-Kalessi or
pop. 129,
Asia Minor, 2,895
Bigha (be'ga) vilayet,

W

N

D

NW

D

*

Kale Sultanie.

Big Horn Mountains, range of mts. 180 m. long, in N Wyo.
of Wyo. to Yellowstone river.
Big Horn River, Roclty Mts. in
Bight of Benin (-ben-en') N portion of Gulf of Guinea, Africa.
Atlantic
on
coast of Africa.
(-bi-af'ra)
inlet
of
Bight of Biafra
Big Rapids, mfg. city, Xof Mecosta co. Midi, on Muskegon river
Jefferson
Mendocino
Gal.
2.
tp.
co. Mo. pop. 2.
co.
pop.
Big River, tp.
Big Sandy Creek, Col. 200 ni. long, flows into Arkansas riv. in Bent co.
Big Sioux River (-soo-) 300 m. long, E of S. Dak. to Miss, river.
Big Spring, tp. Seneca co. O
Minn. 450 D pop. 6, X Ortonville.
Big Stone, agr. co.
Bihar (be'har') co. Hungary, 4,279 D pop. 555, chief town Debreczin.
Bijanagar (bej'na-giir') deserted city, Madras presidency, British India.
its *.
Bijawar (be-ja'er) native state in Bundelkhand, India, 900 D pop. 90.

W

—

&

*

—

*

NN

W

W

N

*

&

W

Bleiberg

Q

&
&

—

D

N

Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

W
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W

—

^

.

.

200 m.
long, S. C. to Waccamaw riv. near Georgetown.
long. Wis. to Mississippi riv. above La Crosse.
128 in. loug, Quebec prov.
Canada, to Ottawa riv.
tp. Georgetown co. S. C. pop. 2.
Black River Falls, city, X of Ja<'kson co. Wis
town.

in.

—

—

Tenn. 614 D,

co.

X

Mankato.

W. Va

—

— range in E Australia.

;

Ridge, the S E range of the AUeghanies in Va. & N. C.
River, tp. Johnson co. Ind
high, lat. 39° i& N, Ion. 106°

River Peak, Col. 13,000 ft.
Sulphur Springs, mineral

—

X

20/

W.

&

—

vil.

—

D

Bobbio (b5b'be-o) town, Italy, on Trebbia riv. a bishop's see
BobrinetZ (bo'bre-nStz') town, Russia in Europe, 100 m. N of Kherson
Bobruisk (bo-brob-isk') town, Russia in Europe, on Beresina river
Boca, or Bocca, Tigris (bSk'ka te'grTs) the entrance to Canton riv. China.
Galicia prov. Austria
Bochnia (boK'ne-a) min. town,
Bochold (bSK'olt) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, on Aa river

6
10
53

Bochum

48

(boK'obui) mfg.

& min.

town, Westphalia prov. Prussia

Bockenheim (bSk'ken-him') town, Hesse-Nassau, Prussia
Bodenbach (bo'den-baK') town, Bohemia prov. Austria

15

&

(bod'i-), N. C. sep. Albemarle
Roanoke sounds from Atl.
of Cornwall, bor. pop. 7, town pop. 5.
Bodmin (bod'mtn) bor. town, Eng.
Bodrogh-Keresztur (bo'drSg'-ka'rSs'tooi-') town, Zemplin co. Hungary.
Boeotia (be-o'shl-a) modern Viotia (ve-o-te'a) dist.
an anc. republic, Greece.
Boeuf (b6f) tp. Franklin co.
Boeuf Bayou (bSf bi'ob) branch of Ouachita riv. Ark.
La. 200 m. long.
Bogansville (bo'ganz-vll) tp. Union co. S.
tp.
Center
co.
Pa
BoggS,

Bodie Island

&

X

&

Mo

&

Bogodukhov (bo-go-dob-kov') town, Russia,
Bogong (bo-gong') CO. Victoria, Australia
Bogoroditsk

39 m.

(bo-go-ro-ditsk') town, Russia, 40

W of Kharkov

N

m. S

E

of Tula

—

2
2
120
2

2
9
23
7

Bogota (bo-go-ta') city, * of Colombia, S. America
its * pop. 6.
Bogra (bog'rii') dist. Bengal, British India, 1,491 D pop. 689.
BogUtChar (bo-gob-char') town, Voronej govt. Russia in Europe, near Don river
BogUSlav (bo-gob-slav') town, Russia in Europe, 70 m. S S E of Kiev
Bohain (bo'aN') town, dept. Ain, France

NW

W

E

W

Slavonia, Austria-Hungary

Black Hawk, agr. co. N E cen. lo. 576 D pop. 24, X Waterloo.
Black Head Peak, S Col. peak San Juan Mts. 12,514 ft. high.
Black Hills, range of mts. S
of S. Dak. & N E Wyo. 7,403 ft. high.
Blackley (biak'li) mlg. tp. Lancaster co. England, 4 in. N of Manchester
Black Mountain, peak of Rocky Mts. Col. 11,626 ft. high.
Black Mountains, group of mts.
part of N. C. mostly in Yancey co.
Blackpool (blilk'pool') coast town, Lancaster co. Eng. 20 m.
of Preston.
Black River, 400 m. long, S E Mo. to Wliite Riv. at Jacksonport, Ark.
200
111.
long, Hamilton & Herkimer cos. N. Y. to Lake Ontario, near Water-

co.

;

W W

—

D

pop. 29,
Faribault co. Minn

vil.

Mercer

Boad

10 m.
S
of Bari
Bitterfeld (bit'ter-felf) mfg. town on 1. bank of Mulde riv. Saxony, Prussia ..
Bitter Lakes, basins tr.aversed by Suez canal. Isthmus of Suez, Egypt.
Bittur (bet-toor') town on Ganges riv. India, 12 m.
of Cawnpur
Bizerta (be-zer'ta) fortified spt. Tunis, on a gulf of Mediterranean sea, Africa.

W

—

springs, Greenbrier co. W. Va.
(bliif'ton) city,
of Wells co. Ind. on Wabash riv. pop. 4.
Allen CO. O. pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Beaufort co. S. C. pop. 3.
(bod) native state, Orissa, India, 2,064
its *.
pop. 57.

—

W

City,

vil.

Bluffton

W

Black, tp. Posey co. Ind
Blackbird, hundred, Newcastle co. Del
tp.
Black Brook, vil. & tp. Clinton co. 22 m. S
of Plattsburg, N. Y
Blackburn (blBk'bQrn) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England
Black Creek, tp. Shelby co. Mo
Blackford (blSk'ford) agr. co. E NE Ind. 170 O pop. 10, X Hartford.
Black Forest, past. & min. mountainous region in Baden and WUrttemberg,
Germany.
S
circle, Wurttemberg, 1,843 D pop. 481, * Reutlingeu.

Bluefield,

high.

;

vil.

X

tp.
Blue Hill, vil. & tp. Hancock co. Me
Blue Island, vil. Cook co. III. 15 m. S of Chicago
Blue Lick Springs, vil. Nicholas co. Ky. on Licking riv. a watering place.
range in E Jamaica, over 6,000 ft.
Blue Mountains, range in N E Ore.

Bison Peak (bl'son-) Col. mt. 12,327 ft. high.
coast Africa.
BissagOS Islands (bts-sa'gos) 16 isls. between lat. 10° & 12° N,
Bissao (bis-sowN') isl. & cml. Portuguese settlement, Bissagos Isls. Africa.. .•
Bissumpur (bis'sQm-poor') town, Bankurah dist. Bengal, India
Bistricza (bTs-tret'sa) town Croatia, Austria, 18 m. N E of Agram
Bistrltz (bls'trets) cml. & fortified town on Bistritz riv. Transylvania
BitettO (be-tet'to) town, Italy, 10 m. S of Bari
Bithynia (bi-thin'i-a) anc. country, Asia Minor, anc. * Nicomedi'a & Nicas'a.
Bitlls (bif les') vilayet, Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia, 11,522 D pop. 389.
its *
of Lake Van, pop. 25.
a cml. & mfg. town,

(be'so'vak')

&

tp.

Blue Earth
99

(-wer'rnouth) tp. Durham co. England
tp.
Bishopville (-vTl) tp. & hamlet, Sumter co. S. C
Biskara (bis'ka-ra) town in Sahara, Algeria, Africa, 214 m. S E of Algiers
Bisley (blz'lT) mfg. town, Gloucester co. England
Bismarck (bTs'mark) city, * of N. Dak. X of Burleigh co
Bismarck Archipelago (bTs'mark-) group isls. N E of New Guinea, 19,000
pop. 190 principal, Neu Pommern, Neu Mecklenburg.

Bizovac

—

D

—

Jackson co. Mo
Blue Earth, agr. co. S Min. 750

Blue,

*

W

X

(blobmz'bQrg) bor. X of Columbia co. Pa
BlOSS (bios) tp. Tioga co. Pa
BlOSSburg (-bQrg) bor. Tioga co. Pa
Blount (bmnt) CO. N Ala. 752 pop. 22, X Blountsville.
pop. 18, X Maryville.
tp. Vermilion co. 111. pop. 2.

Bishop Wearmouth

BitOlia (bi-to'll-a). See Monastir.
Bitonto (be-t5n't"o) cml. town, Italy,

2
3
21

Bloomsburg

WNW

&

&

Y

W

N

—

X

m W

W W

tp.

CO. Ind. city pop. 4.

.

—

2
24

Loir-et-Cher, France, on Loire river.
tp. Scioto co. O. pop. 2. .— tp. Columbia

&

&

*

—
—

&

tp. Fairfield co. O. pop. 2.
CO. Pa. pop. 5.
tp. Montcalm co. Mich
tp.
city,
of Davis co. lo. tp.
Bloomfield, tp. La Grange 3C. Ind. pop. 3.
vil. Essex co. N. J. tp. pop. 8.
pop. 2, city pop. 2.
tp.
Mich
vil.
Van
Buren
CO.
tp.
Bloomingdale, tp.
Blooming Grove, tp. Orange co. N.
tp.
city,
of McLean co. 111. pop. 20.
of Monroe
BlOomingtOB, city,

D

D

—

5

&

* of dept.

city,

Bloom,

—

D

& mfg.

Bloomer,

—

—

W of Villach
W

W

D

m.

(blT'bSro) min. vil. Illyria, Austria, 7

Blois (bhva) cml.

6

;

Blekinge (bla'kTn-ge) prov. S Sweden, 1,1G3 D pop. 143, # Karlskrona.
Blendon (blSn'don) tp. Franklin co. 0. 10 m. N of Columbus
Blenheim (blSi/im) vil. Bavaria, S Germany; battlefield in 1704.
of Algiers
Blidah or JBlida (ble'da) town, Algeria, Africa, 30 m. S
Blissfield (bll s'f eld) mfg. vil. & tp. Lenawee co. on Raisin riv. Mich
Bloemfontein (blem-f Sn'tin) town, # of Orange Free State, S Africa

BUlwarder-Ausschlag (bTl'war-der-owsh'laG) mfg. town,N Germany
Bill Williams River. See Williams.
BllOIEi (bTl-ox'i) city, Harrison co. Miss
mfg. town, Stafford co. England
Bilston (bil'ston) min.
of Tabriz, Persia
Binab (be-nab') town in Azerbaijan, 55 m. S S
(ben'Ke)
mfg.
town, Hainaut prov. Belgium, on Haine river...
cml.
Binche
Bin— Dlnh (btn'-dln) town, Annam
Bindraband (btn'dra-band') town, Muttwa dist. on Jumna riv. British India.
Bingen (btng'en) mfg. town, grand dncliy of Hesse, Germany, on Rhine river
tp. Clinton
Bingham (btng'am) co. S E Ida. 10,500 pop. 14, X Blackf oot.
CO. Midi. pop. 4.
Blnghamton (btng'am-tgn) mfg. city, X of Broome co. N. Y. on Susquehanna
tp. Broome co. N. Y. pop. 2.
riv. pop. 35.
Bingley (btng'lT) mfg. town. West Riding, York co. on Aire riv. England
BinondO (be-non'do) suburb of Manila on Pasig riv. Philippine Islands
Blntang (bin'tang') isl. Malay Archipelago, 600
BlObiO (be'o-be'o) largest riv. in Chile, S. America, 300 m. long, Andes mts. to
Angeles, pop. 8.
prov. Chile, 4,158
pop. 123,
Pacific at Coucepcion.
Bibmeborg (bi-or'ne-borg') cml. town on Gulf of Bothnia, Finland, Russia.
BirdsbOro (berdz'btir-o) bor. Berks co. Pa
pop. 37.
its #.
Birkenfeld (beerk'en-fglf) cml. principality, Ger. 194
Birkenhead (berk'en-hSd) bor. Clieshire, England, on estuary of Mersey river
(ber'mlng-iim)
city,
of
Jefferson
co.
Ala.
pop.
26.
mfg. bor.
X
Birmingham
New Haven co. Conn. pop. 4. mfg. town, Warwick co. England, pop. 429.
of Kuka, cen. Africa
Birnl (ber'ne) town in Bornu, on Yeou riv. 70
S
of Dublin
Birr (ber) town. Kings co. Ireland, 62 m.
of Leeds.
Birstall (ber'stal) mfg. town, We.st Riding, York co. Eng. 7 m. S
E of Avellino
Bisaccia (be-sat'cha) town, Avellino prov. Italy, 30 m. E
BisacquinO (be-sak-kwe'no) cml. town, Sicily, Italy, 27 m. S of Palermo
Bisbee (biz'be) town, Cochise co. Ariz
Biscay (bls'ka) 1 of the 3 Basque provs. Sp. 849 pop. 236, Bilbao, pop. 51.
of Bari
Bisceglie (be-shal'ya) spt. on Adriatic sea, Italy, 21 m.
mfg. town on Moder riv. Alsace, Germany..
BiSChweller (bish'wi-ler) cml.
(-ak'land)
town,
Durham
England
mfg.
co.
Auckland
Bishop—
Bishop's Stortford (-stSrt'ford) town, Hertford co. England

W

Blakely (blak'lT) bor. Lackawanna co. Pa
Blanc, Mont. See Mont Blanc.
Blanca Peak (blan'ka-) highest of Sierra Blanca group, Col. 14,464 ft.
Blanchard (bl5n'ch,jrd) tp. Hardin co. O
Blanco (blSn'ko) agr. co. cen. Tex. 710 D pop. 5, X Blanco.
part of Va. 320 D pop. 5, X Seddon.
Bland, agr. co. S
Blanes (blan'yes) spt. on Mediterranean sea, Spain, 22 m. S of Gerona
Blankenese (blan'ken-a'se) vil. Holstein, Prussia, on Elbe river
of Cork noted for its scenery.
Blarney (blar'nT) vif. Cork co. Ir. 4 m. N
Blaye (bla) cml. town, dept. Gironde, France, on rt. bank of Gironde river...
Bledsoe (bled'so) agr. co. S E cen* Tenn. 300 Q pop. 6, X Pikeville.

its
pop. 12.
(bll'iibwr) dist. N. "W. Provs. British India, 1,902 D.
(bik-a'ner) native state, Rajputana, India, under British supervision,
22,340
pop. 831.
its
pop. 56.
of Vittoria, Spain
mfg. city,
of Biscay prov. 28 m.
Bilbao (btl-b'a'o) cml.
of Leeuwarden, in Friesland, Netlierlauds
Blldt (belt) town, 10 m.
Anatolia,
Turkey
in Asia
vilayet,
(be'lSd-zhek')
town,
Brusa
Biledjlk
BUgoray (bel'go-ri') mfg. town, Poland, Russia in Europe, on Lada river
riv.
a
watering
place
;
BllSl (be-leu') town, Bohemia, Austria, on Bila
BUlerbeck (bll'ler-bek') town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
tp.
vil. on Concord riv. Middlesex co. Mass
BUlerica (bTl'ie-ka) tp.
Bllliton (bil'lj-toir') isl. Borneo, Dutcli E. Indies, 1,856

D

4

Blairsville, bor. Indiana co. Pa
Blake, tp. Colleton co S. C

W

—

—

3

—

—

Bijnaur

Pop.

Black, or Buxlne, Sea, sea between Europe ana Asia, 168,600 D.
Blackstock, town, Chester co. S.
Blackstone (-ston) tp. & mfg. vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 3.
Blackville (-vTl) tp. & town, Barnwell co. S. C
tp.
Black Warrior River, 300 m. long, rises N Ala. flows into Tombigbee river,
Blackwater, riv. 100 m. long, Cork co. Ireland, rises 16 m. N E of Killarney.
Blackwells Island (blSk'wSlz-) isl. in East Riv. New York city.
Bladen (bla'den) oral. co. S N. C. 890 D pop. 17, X Elizabethtown.
of Nantes
Blaln (bl5N) town, dept. Loire-Inf^rieure, France, 20 m. N N
city, Whatcom co.
Blaine (blan) co. N
Neb. 720 D pop. 1, X Brewster.
Wash. pop. 2.
Blair (blSr) co. cen. Pa. 524 D pop. 71, X Hollidaysburg, chief city Altoona.
city, X of Washington co. Neb. pop. 2.
Blairgowrie (-gow-rT) town, Perth co. Scotland, 16 m. N N E of Perth

W

W

Bikaner

1731

110
5

6
7

Bohemia (bo-he'mT-ii) prov. Austria-Hungary, 20,060 O pop. 5,843, * Prague.
Bbhmerwald (bo'mer-wiilt') mts. separating ISlbe and Danube rivs. Germany.

Bohol (bo-h51') one of the Philippine Isls. 70 m. N W of Mindanao
Bois Blanc Island (boi' blank-, Fr.pron. bwii' bloN'-) in Lake Huron,

^

E

120
10 m.

of Mackinac.
isl. in Detroit Riv. opposite Araherstburgh.
Ida. 4,000
Idaho city.
Bois6 (boi'za) min. co.
pop. 3,
city,
of
Ada co. and
of Ida. on Boise' river ._.
BoiS^ City,
Bois le Duo (bwii' le dlik') or 'sHertOgenbOSCh (s'hSr-to'gSn-biSsh') city,
of N. Brabant, Netherlands
Bojano (bo-yii'no) nnr. Bovia'nuh, town, Campobaaso prov. Italy
Bokhara (bSK-ii'ra) a khanate, Turkestan, cen. Asi.a, 92,300 Dpop. 2,130; a
depeniU'iicy of Russia.
its
pop. 70.
of Havre.
Bolbec (bOl'bBiv') town, dopt. Seine-Infi^rieure, France, 25 m.
Boldnas (bold'niis) parish, Gefleborg prov. Sweden
vil. Franklin co. Mo
Boles (bob.) tp.
tp.
of Ismail
Bolgrad (bOl'griid') town, Bessarabia, Russia, 25 ni.
Boll (bii'lo) town, Kastainuni vilayet, Anatolia, Turkey in Asia
Miss." 870
pop. 30,
Rosedale.
of Polk
Bolivar (l>Sl-e-viir') co.
city,
CD. Mo. pop. 1.
vil. X of Hardemiui co. Tonii. pop. 1. .— {Sp. proii. Iw-le'viiv) dep. Colombia, S. Amer. 21,345
pop. 2S0,
Cartagena.
prov. Ecuador, pop. 43,
Ouaranda.
state, Venezuela, 88,701
pop. 50,
Angostura.

S
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#

X
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X
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D

D

—

X

#

Q

X
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*

oi as in oil
ow at in oow;
u, long ; a, e, o, less prolonged ; 5, 5, T, S, li, short; a, g, i, g, u, obscure; far, list, fall, cfire; term foOd, fo6t, fflrl_; 8 as in fSr
th as in thin th oj in thine ; 1,2, i, w, B, D, o, B, K, N (see p. 1719).
a, b, ii, c, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ; g as in get ; n as'in linger," link ; ng as in sing

i, e, I, o,

;

j

;

;

j

27

6
12
7
4
9

10
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1732

Pop.

N

BoUvar Point

(b51-e-var'-) Chambers co. Tex. at entrance to Galveston Bay.
(bo-lTv'I-a, Sp. pron. bo-Ie've-a) S. American republic, 5C7,3C0
pop.
movable in 1S91, Oruro; in 1893, will be Sucre.
2,020,
of Orel
BolkhOV (bol-Kov') town, Orel govt. Russia, 30 m.
BoUate (bol-Ia'ta) town, Milan prov. Italy, G m. of Milan
BoU^ne (bol'lan') town, dept. Vaucluse, France, 22 m. of Avignon
Marble Hill.
Mo. C16
pop. 13,
Bollinger (bol'Tn-jer) CO. S
pop. 482.
its
pop. 10-1.
Bologna (bo-lon'ya) prov. Emilia dept. Italy, 1,391
of Cauipeclie
Bolonchen (bo-lon-cli6n') vil. Me.\ico, 59 ra.
Bolor— Tagil (bo-lor'-tag') mts. of cen. Asia, higliest peaks 19,000 ft.
Bolsward (bSls-warf) touii, Friesland, Netlierlands
town, Lancaster co. Eng. bor. pop. 227, town pop. 115.
Bolton (bol'ton) bor.
of Kongo Free State.
(bo'ma) town, near mouth of Kongo riv.
(bom-bii') presidency of British India, 125,394
pop. 18,827.
its
pop. 804, a spt. city on Bombay isl. (now a peninsula, 22 D).
Jardin (boN-zhar-deN') town, Ceara state, Brazil
Bona (bo'na) French Bone (bon) spt. town, Constantine dept. Algeria, Africa
pop. 25,
Bonai
Bonai (bo'ui') S tributary state of Bengal, India, 1,297

D

Bolivia

*

;

D

E

—

D

O

&

*

Boma
Bombay

—

D

N

Gurh, pop.

Lawrence, 2J m. long.

St.

W N W of Ferrara

Bondeno

Bondu

(

(b5n-da'no) town, Italy, 11 m.
bon'dob') dist. Senegambia, Africa

Bonham

(bon'am)

Bonliomme
tp. St.

Q

vil.

X

of

Fannin

co.

E

(bon-liom') agr. CO. S
CO. Mo. pop. 6.

Tex
Dak. 540

D

S.

pop. 9,

X Bouhomme. ^

Prussia, on

Rhine

*

Boni.

to Japan.

15 m. S of Cologne
herring fisheries.
lat. 49° 30' N

riv.

W coast Newfoundland,

;

Bonn^table (bon'na'ta'bl) mfg. town, dept. Sarthe, France, on Dives
Bonne Terre (bon' ter) vil. St. Francois co. Mo
Africa
Bonny (bSnT) spt. on Bonny riv. Niger delta,

river..

W

D

—

D

—

D

—

U

D

—

D

—
^

—

W

D

—

D

^

—

;

Boons Lick, tp. Howard co. Mo
Boonton (bobn'ton) tp. & city Morris

N.

pop. 3, city pop. 3.
Boonville (boou'vil) town, X of Warrick co. Ind. pop. 2.
city,
tp.
Cooper CO. Mo. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 4.
vil. Oneida co. N. Y. pop. 2.
vil. Lincoln co. Me
Boothbay (booth'ba) tp.
J. tp.

—

^

&

Boothbay Harbor^ tp.

co.

& vil.

Lincoln

&

Me

co.

X

of
tp.
tp.

Boothia Felix (bob'tht-a fe'llx) most N pen. of N. Am., N magnetic pole.
Boothia Gulf, 310 m. long, 60 to 100 m. wide, E of the above.
Eootle-CUm-Linacre (bbb'tl-k!im-lTn'a-kr) bor. Lancaster co. England
Boppard (bSp'part) town, Rhine Prov. Prus. on Rhine riv. 9 m. S of Coblentz..

Borasambar (bo'ra-sam-bar') principality, India, 750 D aboriginal tribes.
Borax Lake, saline lake, Lake co. Cal. warm mineral springs in vicinity.
Bordeaux (b6r-do') tp. Abbeville co. S. C. pop. 3. — {pron. bSr'do') mfg.

.

;

..

;

cml. city

&

spt.

on Garonne

riv.

#

&

of dept. Gironde, France, pop. 252.
4.

Borger (bor'ger) vil. Drenthe prov. Netherlands
BorgerhOUt (bor'ger-howf) town, Belgium, E suburb

(bow'd'n-am) town, Sagadahoc co. Me
N E Tex. 920 D pop. 20, X Boston,

co.

—

vil. X of Pike co.
(bo'llng-) city, Warren co. Ky. pop. 8.
2.
vil. X of Wood co. O. pop. 3.
(boks'bnt') co.
Neb. 1,080
Box Elder, co.
Ut. 7,016
pop. 8, X Brigham City.
Boxtel (boks'tel) vil. N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
Tunja.
pop. 702,
Boyaca (bo-ya'ka') dep. Colombia, S. America, 33,351
vil. of same ; battlefield, 1819.
(boid)
N
E
180
Catlettsburg.
Boyd
CO.
Ky.
pop. 14, X
Boyle (boil) CO. cen. Ky. 180
pop. 13, X Danville.
Boyne (boin) riv. of Ireland battle of the Boyne, 1690.
Bozeman (boz'man) town, X of Gallatin co. Mont
Bra (bra) cml. tovvn, Piedmont, Italy, 25 m. N E of Cuneo
Brabant (brifbant or bra-bant') old duchy of the Netherlands ; N. Brabant
now belongs to the Netherlands, and S. Brabant to Belgium.

—

N

W

W

D

D

D

—

*

D
D

;

Braceville (bras'vTl)

vil.

Grundy

Braddock's defeat, 1755.
Bradiield, vil. West Riding, York co. England
agr. co. N N E
Bradford (brad'ford) CO. N E Fla. 560 D pop. 8, X Starke.
Pa. 1,150
pop? 59, X Towanda.
vil.
tp. Cliickasaw co. lo. tp. pop. 2.
0.
1.
city & tp.
vil.
tp. Essex CO. Mass. tp. pop. 4.
vil. Miami co.
pop.
McKean co. Pa. city pop. 11, tp. pop. 3.
mfg. town & bor. York co. England,
8 m.
of Leeds, town pop. 216.
Bradford-on-Avon (-Sv'on) town, Wiltshire, England, 6m. E S E of Bath.
Brading (bra'dTng) vil. Isle of Wight, England
co. E Tenn. 280
Bradley (brSd'lI) co. S S E Ark. 755 D pop. 8, X Warren.

—

D

&

W

;

—

&

—
—

—

—

.

—

X

D

Cleveland.

tp.
Brady's Bend (bra'dtz-) tp. & vil. Armstrong co. Pa
Braga (bra'ga) dist. Minho prov. Portugal, 1,058 Q pop. 336. — its * pop. 20.
BraganQa (bra-gan'sa) town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil, pop. 10. — anc. town,

Para

—

dist.
state, Brazil, near mouth of Cait6 riv. pop. 0.
172.
town in same, on Ferrenza riv. pop. 5.

^

D pop.

NE

Portugal,

Brahmanberla (brii-man-ber'i-a) town, Bengal, India, on Titis river
Brahmaputra (bra'ma-poo'tra) sacred riv. Tibet & India, 1,400 m. long.
BraidWOOd (brad'wood) city, "Will co. Ill

BorgO (bor'go) town, Tyrol, Austria
BorgO Mozzano (_bor'go m5t-sa'no) town, Italy, 6 m. N N E of Lucca
BorgonuOVO (-nwo'vo) town, Piacenza prov. Italy
of Parma
BorgO San Donino (bor'go san do-ne'no) town, N Italy, 9 m. N
BorgO San Sepolcro (-sa-pol'kro) town, Italy, on Tiber rivet

Braila (bra-e'la) or Ibrail (e'bra-el') town, Roumania, on Danube river
Brainerd (bra'nerd) city, X of Crow Wing co. Minn
Braine-la—Leude (bran-la-lud') vil. Brabant prov. Belgium
Braine-le-Comte (bran-le koNt') town, Hainaut prov. Belgium
Braintree (bran'tre) tp. N'orfolk CO. Mass. 10 m. S of Boston, pop. 5.

W W

W

N

(b6r-gob') or Bussang (bobs'sang) prov. British Niger Territories,
of
Dahomey,
Africa.
Borinage (bo're'nazh') coal min. dist. Hainaut prov. Belgium
Borispol (bo'rTs-p51') town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe, 20 m. S E of Kiev.
BorisSOglebsk (bo-rls-so-glSbsk') town, Tambov govt. Russia in Europe, pop.
town, Yaroslav govt. Russia in Europe, on Volga riv. pop. 12.
13.
Borlssov (bo-re'sov) town, Minsk govt. Russia in Europe, on Eeresiua river. ..
town, Ecuador, S. America, at
Borja (bor'Ha) town, Aragon, Spain, pop. 5.
head of navigation of Amazon riv. 2,600 m. from sea, pop. 3.
Borna (bSr'na) town, Saxony kingdom, Germany, 16 m. S S B of Leipsic
pop. 1,750.
town on
Borneo (b6r'ne-o) isl. in Malay Archipelago, 289,000
same isl. near
coast, on Brunai riv. pop. 30
built on piles.
Bornhem (born'hSm) town, Antwerp prov. Belgium
Bornholm (boni'holm) isl. of Denmark, in Baltic sea, 223
Bornos (bbr'nos) town, Andalusia, Spain, on Guadalete river
(b5r-nob') c_ountry, cen. Af .W of Lake Chad, 50,000
Kuka.
pop. 5,000,
S
of Moscow ; Fr. victory, 1812.
Borodino (bor-o-de'no) vil. Russia, 75 m.
Borovitchi (bor-o-vlt'che) town, Russia, 96 m. E S E of Novgorod
Borovsk (bo-rovsk') town, Kaluga govt. Russia in Europe, on Protva river. . .
Borrowstounness (bor'ro-stown-nes') spt. Linlithgow co. Scotland
Borsa (bor'sho') vil. Marmaros co. Hungary.
Borsna (bSrz'na) town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
Miskolcz.
Borsod (bSi'shod') CO. Hungary, 1,369
pop. 195,
Borung (bor'iing) co. Victoria, Australia
Bosa (bo'sa) town, isl. of Sardinia, Italy, at mouth of Termo river
Boscobel (bos'ko-bel) city
tp. Grant co. Wis
city
BOSCO Reale (bSs'ko ra-a'la) vil. Naples prov. Italy,
of Bosco Tre-Case ....
BOSCO Tre-Case (bos'ko tra-ka'sa) town Naples, Italy, S slope Mt. Vesuvius
Bosna-Serai (boa-na-ser-i') 0!- Sarajevo (sar-a-ya'vo) of Bosnia, Aust.-Hung.
Bosnia (boz'nl-a-) and Herzegovina (-hert'se-go-ve'na) prov. Turkey in Europe, administered by Austria-Hungary, 23,262
pop. 1,404,
Sarajevo.
Bosporus (bos'po-riis) or Strait ol Constantinople (-kon-stSn'ti-no'pl) 17 m.
long, connects Black and Marmora seas.
Bosque (bSs'ka) co.
E cen. Tex. 980 pop. 14, X Meridian.
Bossier (b5s-ser', Fr. pron. bos'se'a') co.
La. 780
pop. 20,
Bellevue.
of Mass. and X of Suffolk co. on Boston
cml. city,
Boston (bSs'tgn) mfg.
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—
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D
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D
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X
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D
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n means square miles

#

;

#,

Population

is

capital

;

X,

NW

co. seat

#

D

;

X

2=1,500

575

12

— mfg.

town, Essex co. England, pop. 5.
(bramp'tgn) min. par. Derby co. England
Branch, co. S Mich. 504 D pop. 27, X Coldwater.
town, Orangeburg co.
BranchvlUe (brSnch'vTl) tp.

5
28
6
6
6

Brampton

&

Brandenburg

— town of

Canada, pop.

S.

(bran'den-bobro) prov. Prussia, 15,376

tp.

*

—
— creek

4.

Brandywlne, hundred, Newcastle

C

D

Berlin.
pop. 2,542,
Berlin, pop. 38.
Vt. tp. pop. 3.
town, Manitoba,

W W of

same on Havel riv. 37 m.
S
Brandon (brSn'don) town & tp. Rutland co.

co. Del.

pop.

4.

in Pa.

& Del.

;

scene of battle, 1777.

tp.
Branford (brSn'ford) tp. & bor. New Hav.3n co. Conn
Brant (brant) co. 'Ontario, Canada, 420 D pop. 40, X Brantford, pop. 13.
Bras d'Or (bra' dor') salt-water lake. Cape Breton isl. 50 m. long.
Brasher (brash'er) tp. St. Lawrence co. N. Y. iron works
Brassfleld, tp. Granville co. N. C
Brasso (bras'so). See Kronstadt.
BratSberg (brats'berg) dist. in S Norway, on seacoast, 5,863 D pop. 92, * Skien.
BratSlav (brats-lav') town, Podolia, Russia in Europe, on Bug river
;

Brattleboro (brat'l-biir-ro) tp. & vil. Windham
Braunau (brow'now) town, Bohemia, Austria

co. Vt. tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 5.

Braunhlrschen (brown'her'shen) tp. Lower Austria, near Vienna
of Kbnigsberg
Braunsberg (browns'bero) town, Prussia, 35 m. S
town on its E coast.
Brava (bra'va) S isl. Cape Verde group, 45 D pop. 6.
Braxton (brax'ton) co. cen. W. Va. 565 D pop. 14, X Sutton.
Bray (bra) parish, Berkshire, England, pop. 6, on Thames riv.; home of "Vicar
town, Dublin & Wicklow cos. Ireland, on Bray riv. pop. 6.
of Bray."

W

—

—

6
10
12

—

(Portuguese
Brazil (bra-zTl') tp. & city, Clay co. Ind. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6.
pron. brU-zel') The United States of, federal republic. South America,
3,209,878 D pop. 14,002, * Rio Janeiro.

D

X

Brazoria.
(bra-zo'rT-a) co. S E Tex. 1,440
pop. 12,
(bra'zos) riv? of Tex. 950 m. long, nav. 250 m. flows Into Gulf of MexBryan.
pop. 17,
CO. E cen. Tex. on Brazos riv. 510
Brazos Peak, Col. 11,214 ft. high.
Brazza (brat'sa) isl. of Dalmatia, in Adriatic sea, 170
Jackson.
pop. 9,
Breathitt (breth'It) co. E Ky. 450
Brfeche de Roland (brSsh' de ro'loN') defile Pyrenees mts. 9,500 ft. high.

Brazoria

Brazos
ico.

— agr.

D

D

X

X

D

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
;
to 2,499; 3=2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less llian 1,000 not given. &6e Abbreviations, f. 1919.

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands:

2
14

co. Ill

Bracken (brak'en) CO. N Ky. 200 D pop. 12, X Brookville.
Brackettville (brak'et-vTl) town, Kinney co. Tex
Braddock (brad'ok) tp. & bor. Allegheny co. Pa. tp. pop. 7, bor. pop. 9

of Antwerp
S
of Palermo
BorgettO (bor-geta'o) town, Sicily, Italy, 13 m.
town,
Lombardy, Italy, 7 m. S of Lodl
BorghettO (b5r-gat'to)
Borgne (borii) lake, S E La. 60 m. long, 26 m. wide, 12 m. E of New Orleans.

BorgU

W

Bowdoinham
Bowie (boo'e)

pop. 14,

Bordentown (b8r'den-) tp. & city, Burlington co. N. J. tp. pop. 5, city pop.
Boreas Mountain (bo're-its-) peak of Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 3,726 ft. high.
Foreman (bSr'man) CO. N S. Dak. 1,260 D

U

18

;

N

—

&

D

*

#

Boxbutte

boon) tp. Warrick co. Ind
(boon) co. N Ark. 672 D pop. 16, X Harrison.
co. N 111. 290
pop.
12, X Belvidere.
co. cen. Ind. 420
pop. 27, X Lebanon.
co.
cen. lo.
576
pop. 24, X Boone.
co. N Ky. 270
pop. 12, X Burlington.
CO. N cen. Mo. 680
pop. 26, X Columbia.
co. E cen. Neb. G92
pop.
9, X Albion. .— co. W. Va. 515
pop. 7, X Madison.
tp. Harrison co. Ind.
pop. 2.
city, X of Boone co. lo. pop. 7.
tp. Hamilton co. lo. pop. 3.
tp. Franklin co. Mo. pop. 3
tp. Greene co. Mo. pop. 3.
Boon Hill, tp. Johnston co. N. C
Boon Island, 10 m. E of York, Me. lighthouse 123 ft. high.
I

1,500
3

—

—

—

Mo. pop.

(bo-nSr'va) vil. on isl. of Sardinia, Italy
Bonyhad (bon'ySd') town, Tolna co. Hungary
Boom (bom) town, Belgium, 10 m. S of Antwerp, on Rupel river

Boon
Boone

—

D

Bowling Green

Bonorva

R

11

&

Louis

Bonn (ijonn) town,
Bonne Bay (bon-)

40

—

13

Boni (bo'ne) ter. Celebes isl. on Gulf of Boni, Malay Arch. pop. 200,
Bonin Islands (bo-nen'-) 3 groups of isls. in N Pacific, 32 d, belong

D

N

—

—

D

D

*

(bSn'a-vSn'tur') riv. Quebec prov. Canada, 75 m. long.
isl. in
co. Quebec prov. Canada, 3,290 D pop. 21.
Bonavista Bay (bon-a-vis'ta-) E coast Newfoundland, 48^ 40' N, 53° g^ W.
Bond, 00. S W cen. 111? 380 dpop. 15, X Greenville.

Gulf of

;

N

%

2.

Bonaventure

D

W

Bom—

D

;

;

#

NE

#

W

N

X

Pop.

—

;

N

N

—

Harbor, pop. 448.
tp. Ionia co. Mich. pop. 2.
bor. Lincoln co. England,
pop. 15, spt. on Witham river.
Bosworth (boz'wurth) town, Leicester co. England near battlefield of 1485.
Boszbrmeny (bo-sbr'man') town,
of Haiduk dist. Hungary
Botallack JHine (bo-tai'Sk-)
extends mider sea.
coast Cornwall co. Eng.
Botany Bay, E coast Australia, S of Sydney Biit. penal colony, 1788-1841.
Botetourt (bot'e-tQrt) co. Va. 548
pop. 15, X Fincastle.
Bothnia (both'ni-a) country,
Europe, on Gulf of Bothnia belongs to Sweden and Russia.
Bothwell (both'wgl) CO. S
Ontario, Can.ida, 577
pop. 26, X Bothwell.
Bottineau (bStai-jio) co.
N. Dak. 1,130
pop. 3, X Bottineau.
BotUSChani (bo-too-sha'ne) or Botocliani (bo-to-sha'ne) cml. town, Roumania
Botzen (bot'sen) town, Austria, 35 m. N N E of Trent
Bouches-dU-Rhone (bobsh'-dii'-ron') dept. Fr. 1,971 pop. 631, * Marseille.
Bougie (bbb'je) spt. town, Constantine dept. Algeria
Col. 790
its X pop. 3.
Boulder (bokFer)^co.
pop. 14.
Boulogne (boo-lon', Fr. pron. boo'loii') town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France, on
English Channel, pop. 45.
town, dept. Seine, Fr. suburb of Paris, pop. 33.
Bounty Islands, group in S Pacific, S E of New Zealand.
Bourbon (boor'bun) agr. co. S E Kan. 637 pop. 29, X Fort Scott.
tp.
town Marshall co. Ind. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
tp. Boone co. Mo. pop. 3.
(pron. bfir'biin) agr. co. N E cen. Ky. 244
pop. 17, X Paris.
Bourg-en-Bresse (boorg'-oN'-bres') town,
of dept. Ain, France
of dept. Cher, France, 144 m. S of Paris
Bourges (boorzli)_city,
Bourget (boor'zha') lake. Savoy, France, 11 m. long, 2 ni. wide.
Bourgoin (bbbr'gwaN') town, dept. Isere, France, on Bourbre river
Bourg-St.-And6ol (boor'-s5N'toN'da'61') town, dept. Ardeche, France
Bournemouth (born'mtith) bor.
coast town, Hampshire, England ; watering
place bor. pop. 38, town pop. 12.
BOUSSU (boos'sii') town, Hainaut prov. Belgium
Bovino (bo-ve'no) town, Foggia prov. Italy

vil., village.

15
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Brechin (brSK'in) bor. Forfar co. Scotland, on South Esk river
Breckinridge (brek'in-rij) co. N
Ky. 520 D pop. 19, X Hardinsburg.
Brecon (brgk'on) or Brecknock (brek'nok) agr. & past. co. S Wales, 719 D
its X pop. 6, on Usk riv. 14 ni. S of Builth.
pop. 57.
Breda (bra-da') town, Brabant prov. Netherlands, on Merk river
Breede (bra'de or bred) large riv. Cape Colony, S Africa impeded by a bar.
Bregangon (bre-goN's5N') fortified isl. Bay of Hyeres, Fr. 20 m. E of Toulon.
Bremen (brSm'en, Ger. pron. bra'men) spt. city, on Weser riv. Ger. pop. 125,
# of the former republic of Bremen, 99 D pop. 180, now part of Ger. empire.

—

23

;

W of

works

for partial supply of

;

water-

—

W

W France, between

English Channel and Atlantic ocean.

W

;

.

Briare (bre'iir') town, dept. Loiret, France, on Loire riv. 6 m. S E of Gien ....
Brick, tp. Ocean co. N. J
Bridgenorth (brTi'n6rth) town, Shropshire, England
city, pop. 49, one of the
Bridgeport (brTj'port) tp. Nevada co. Cal. pop. 1.
vil. Belmont co. O. pop. 3.
bor. Montgomery
2 X of Fairfield co. Conn.

—
^ bor. Fayette

—

—

co. Pa. pop. 1.

Bridgers Peak (brij'erz-) Gallatin Range, Gallatin co. Mont. 9,000 ft. high.
Bridgeton (brlj'ton) city, Cumberland co. N. J
Bridgetown, cml? city, * of isl. of Barbados, W. Indies
tp. Somerset co.
Bridgewater, tp. & vil. Plymouth CO. Mass. tp. pop. 4.
N.

J.

pop.

9.

— bor. Beaver co. Pa. pop.

—

1.

.— bor. Somerset co. Eng. pop.

12.
tp.

Bridgton, tp. & vil. Cumberland co. Me
Bridlington (bdrling-ton often thus written) spt. town, York co. England..
Bridport (brid'port) bor? Dorset co. England, on English Channel
S
of Quimper
Briec (bre-Sk') vil. dept. Fmistere, France, 7 m.
Brieg (breo) town, Silesia, Prussia, 27 m. S E of Breslau
of Potenza
Brienza (bre-en'dzii) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 4 m. S
Brierly Hill (bri'er-ll-) mfg. town, Stafford co. England
Bries (bres) or Brisen (bre'zen) town, Hungary, on Gran river
Brigham City (brig'am-) viLX of Box Elder co. Ut. 56 m. N of Salt Lake City
;

W W
W

&

—

&

vil.
tp. Monroe
(bri'tgn) vil.
tp. Macoupin co. 111. tp. pop. 2.
town, Sussex co. England,
tp. Essex co. Vt. pop. 2.
CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 5.
town, Victoria, Australia, pop. 5.
47 m. S of London, pop. 115.
Brignoles (bren'yol') to^vn, dept. Var, France
Brihuega (bre-wa'ga) town. New Castile, Spain, on Tajuna river
Brilon (bre'lon) town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, 32 m. E of Arnsberg
spt. Lecce prov. Italy
Brindist (bren'de-se) one. Beundu'sium, city
town, Monroe co. Ark. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
Brinkley (brInk'lT) tp.
Halifax
(brink'll-vil)
vil.
tp.
CO.
N. C
tp.
Brlnkleyville
Brinnington (brTn'Ing-tgn) vil. Cheshire, England
Haute-Loire,
France,
AUier
river
on
BriOUde (bre-ood') town," dept.
of Queensland, Austral, pop. 49, with suburbs, 94.
Brisbane (brtz'ban) spt.
Brisbin (brlz'bTn) bor. Clearfield co. Pa
of Ravenna.
Brisighella (bre-se-gel'la) town, Ravenna prov. Italy, 28 m. S
Bristol (bris'tol) mfg. co. S E Mass. 557 D pop. 186, X Taunton and New Bedpop. 11.
its X a spt. on Narragansett Bay,
ford.
mfg. CO. E R. I. 25
tp.
vil. X of Hartford co. Conn,
tp. Bristol co. R. I. pop. 5.
pop. 5.
tp. Lincoln co. Me. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Grafton co.
tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 3.
bor. Bucks co. Pa. pop. 7.
vil. Sullivan co.
N. H. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Term. pop. 3. —town, Washington co Va. pop. 3. ^cml. city, England, itself a
of London, pop. 222.
county, on Avon riv. 118 m.
Bristol Bay, inlet of Pacific, Alaska, lat. 54° N, Ion. 160° W.
England.
Bristol Channel, arm of Atlantic between Wales and S
of U. S. A.
British America, the British possessions in America,
pop. 46,
British Beciiuanaland (-bek-u-an'a-land') colony, S. Africa, 71,420

Brighton

—

—

—

&

&

&

*

W

—
—

^
^

D

—

&

—

^
W

N

*

&

—

W

D

Vryburg.
British Columbia (-ko-liim'bT-a) prov. Can. on Pac. 382,300 pop. 93, # Victoria.
British East Africa, or Ibea O-be'a) ter. E Africa, N of German E. Africa,
of Juba riv. 468,000 D pop. 6,500, * Mombasa; administered by British E.
African Co.
British Guiana (-ge-a'na) ter. N coast S. Am. 109,000 D pop. 285, * Georgetown.
British Honduras (-hSn-du'ras) colony, Cen. Am. 7,562 D pop. 31, * Balize.
British India (-tn'de-a) 944,108 a pop. 220,529, # Calcutta.
British Isles, The, "121,481 D pop. 37,888, * London.
British New Guinea, British colony, S E New Guinea, 88,460 D pop. 489, #
Port Moresby.
British Niger Territories, region on Lower Niger, Africa, Including Sokoto,
BoEGU, Gando, Adamawa, Nope, etc. 269,500 (J pop. 17,500, * Asaba; governed by Royal Niger Co.
British North Borneo (-b6r'ne-o), colony, Borneo isl. 31,106 D pop. 175, *
Sandakan.
Brittany. See Bretagne.
Brives-la-Galllarde (brev'-la'-gS'yard') town, dept. Corr^ze, France
Brixham (briks'um) spt. Devon co. England, 30 m. S of Exeter
Broadalbin (brad-al'bTn) tp. Fulton CO. N. Y
Broad Creek, lumdred, Sussex co. Del
Broadklln (brad'kll) hundred, Sussex co. Del. on Delaware Bay
Broad Mountain, ridge. Pa. separates tlie Pottsville & Malianoy coal basins.
Broad River, tp. Lexington CO. S. C. pop. 3.
tp. York co. S. C. pop. 3.
stream 220 in. long, rises in Blue Ridge mts. flows into Congaree river.
Huntingdon cos. Pa.
Broad Top Mountain, coalfield, 80 D, Bedford
Broadwater, town, Sussex CO. England
Broadway, tp. Anderson co. S. C
Brocken (brSk'kSn) mt. Saxony prov. Prussia, in Harz mts.
Brockport (brok'port) vil. Monroe co. W. Y. 39 m. E of Lockport

D

W

&

Brockton
a, e,

T,

long ; S,
c, ee (see

o, u,

a, b,

ii,

Plymouth

co.

&

—

—

(brok'ton) city,

5
5

335
76
40
5

vil.

& tp.

Bronte (bron'ta)"town,

Sicily

Bronson

(bron'sgn)

Branch

CO.
Italy,

—

isl.

Mich

tp.

W foot of

—

—

—
—

5
2
12

&

Mass

Brookings (brdok'ingz)
Brookline

(-lln) tp.
(-ITn) tp.

Brooklyn

—

W

vil.

pop.

X

Norfolk

— &
—
Island, pop. 806. —
&
tp.

Windham

&

vil.

X

Cuyahoga

tp.
co.

Kings

co. O. tp.

5.

Brooks, CO. S Ga. 529 D pop. 14, X Quitman.
Brookville (-vTl) tp. & town, Franklin co. Ind.

X

X

Alameda

Conn. tp. pop. 3.
CO. N. Y.
end of Long
pop. 10,

D

Dak. 795
pop. 10,
Brookings, pop. 2.
co. Mass. adjoining Boston
co. Cal. pop. 3.
tp.
vil.
of
vil. Poweshiek co. lo. pop. 1.
city
spt.
of
co. S.

& vil.

of Jefferson co. Pa. pop. 2.
(b^Som) co. S N. Y. 685

Broome

D pop.

tp. pop. 4,

town pop.

—bor.

2.

X

Binghamton.
Broos (broos) town, Transylvania prov. Austria-Hungary
Brosely (broz'le) town, Shropshire, England, on Severn river
Broughty Ferry (bra'te-) town, Forfar co. Scotland, on Firtii of Tay
111. 300 D pop. 12, X Mount Sterling.
Brown, CO.
co. S cen. Ind. 330 D
pop. 10, X Nashville.
co. N E Kan. 576 D pop. 20, X Hiawatha.
co. S
Minn. 585 D pop. 16, X New Ulm.
co. N Neb. 1,020 D pop. 4, X Ainsworth.
CO. S
O. 460 D pop. 30, X Georgetown.
co. N S. Dak. 1,720 Q pop.
co. N cen. Tex. 900 D pop. 11, X Brownwood.
17, X Aberdeen.
co. N E
Wis. 530 D pop. 39, X Green Bay.
tp. Montgomery co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp.

W

—

Ripley

—

—

W

63,

—

—

—

—

—

co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Carroll co. 0. pop. 3.
tp.
town,
of Jackson co. Ind. tp. pop. 3.

&

Brownstown,
Mich. pop.

X

2.

Brownsville (-vil) vil. Saline CO. Mo. pop.
city, X of Haywood co. Tenn. pop. 3.

1.

—

tp.

spt.

X

X

X

Brownwood,

of

Nemaha

co.

co.

—

co. Pa. pop. 1.
of Cameron co. Tex.

;

&

—

Wayne

— bor. Fayette

— city &

site of Fort Brown.
vil.
Brownville (-vTl) precinct
vil. Jefferson co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
city,
of Brown CO.

pop. 6

—

—

Neb. prec. pop.

1.

— tp. &

Tex

Broxson (brok'sgn) tp. Colleton co. S. C
Brozas (bro'thas) town, Caceres prov. Estremadura, Spain

W

(brot'se) town, Italy, 6 m.
of Florence, on Arno river
(brus) tp. La Salle co. 111. pop. 12.
tp. Macomb co. Mich. pop. 2.
Ontario, Canada, 1,638
pop. 64, X Walkerton.
Bruchsal (brooK'sal) town, grand duchy of Baden, Germany
Bruges (bru'jSz, Fr. pron. briizh) city,
of West Flanders prov. Belgium
Brul6 (bru'la)_co. S S. Dak. 825
pop. 7, X Chamberlain.
Brumath (broo'maf) or Brumpt (broom pt) town, Alsace, Germany
(brum'men) town, Gelderland, Netherlands, on Yssel river
Bruni (broo-ni') spt. of Borneo sultanate, Borneo isl. Malay Archipelago
of Moravia, Austria, 70 m.
Briinn (briin) fortified city,
E of Vienna
Brunswick (briinz'wik) CO. S E part N. C. 890 pop. 11, X Smithville.
co.
Va. 600
Lawrenceville.
pop. 17,
city, spt.
X of Glynn co. Ga. pop.
8.
tp.
vil. Cumberland co. Me. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 2.
vil. Charitp.
ton CO. Mo. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
tp. Rensselaer co. N. Y. pop. 4.
Ger.
Braunschweig (brown'shwlo) duchy, Germany, 1,424
its *,
pop. 404.
35 m. S E of Hanover, pop. 101.
town, Victoria, Australia, pop. 6.
Asia Minor, 26,248
its
Brusa (broo'sa) vilayet,
pop. 1,300.
57 m.
S of Constantinople, pop. 36.
Brush Creek, tp. Scioto co. O

Brozzi

Bruce
CO.

W

N

—

—

O

#

D

Brummen

#

D
&

—

Brushy Creek,

Anderson

tp.

co. S.

&

—

—

&

D

—

NW

NN

D

—
—

X

—

D

C

#

—

—

Buccinarlan Islands (boot'che-na're-an-)
Buccino (bobt-clie'no) town, Salerno prov.

off

N E coast of

Italy,

W W

—

—

&

Buckliart (buk'hiirt)

Bucks CO.
Bucklin (biik'lTn)

tp. Cliristian co. Ill

^

—

Linn

tp.

(buks) CO. Pa. 610

Buckskin,

tp.

Ross

co.

co.

Mo

D pop. 71, X

O

Doylestown.

—

4
6
5
20
6

195
5
13

5
2

tp,

?

tp.

Horry

co. S. C. pop. 2.

Buckskin Mountain,

pealt of Park Range, Col. 14,022 ft. liigh.
tp.
vil. Hancock co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
(bii-si'rus) tp.
city,
of Crawford co. O. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6.
(bob'cliiicli) town, Galicia, Austria, 45 ni.
of Stnni.slawow

Bucksport,

Bucyrus
Buczacz

&

&

*

X

EN E

Budaun

(boo-diioou') (list. N. W. Provinces, British India, 2,006
of Bareilly.
pop. 33, 30 m. S S

W

;

;

5

—

W

(bOk'Tng-am) CO. S cen. Va. 628 D pop. 14, X Maysville.
Pa. pop. 3.
or Bucks, co. Eng. 746 D pop. 185, X Aylesbury.

Buckingham

6
11

Sardinia, Italy.

on Botta river

(buk-an'an) co. N E cen. lo. 576 D pop. 19, X Independence.
co.
N Mo. 420 n"pop. 70, X St. Joseph. co. S part of Va. 450 D pop. 6,
X Grundy. tp. vil. Berrien co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Bucharest (bu'ka-rSsf) cml. city, * of Roumania, on Dimbovitza river
BuchhOlz (booK'liolts) town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Lehm river
Buckau (book'ow) mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia, near Magdeburg
Biickeburg (blik'ke-bS&ro) town, * of Schaumburg-Lippe, Ger. on Aue river

Buchanan

its

;

6
6
50
95

*

(brfis'selz) Fr. Bruxelles (brii'sgl') city,
of Belgium and of Brabant prov. on Senne river
Brutus (brii'tiis) tp. Cayuga co. N. Y
Briix (briiks) town, Bohemia, Austria-Hungary, on Bila river
vil. Williams co. O. pop.
Bryan (bri'an) co. E S E Ga. 400 D pop. 6, X Clyde.
3.
city, X of Brazos co. Tex. pop. 3.
Bryn-Mawr (brfin'-mowr') town, Brecon co. Wales
Brzezany (bzha-zha'ne) town, Galicia prov. Austria
Brzezyn (bzba'zTn) town, Warsaw, Poland, Russia in Europe
Bua (bob'a) agr. isl. Dalmatia prov. Austria, in Adriatic sea, opposite Trau
Bubastis (bu-bSs'tis) ruined city. Lower Egypt, 14 m. N of Belbeys.
BublitZ (boo'blTts) town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Buc (b66k) tp. Croatia, Austria-Hungary
Bucamaranga (boiVka-ma-ran'gii) town, # of dep. Santander, Colombia, S. Am.
Buccari (boblt-ka're) spt. Croatia, Austria-Hungary

Brussels

Bucks

12
47

—
^

Q pop.

034.

—
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Mt. Etna
Bronx (brSnks) small riv. Westchester co. N. Y. bounds N. Y. city on N E.
Brooang Pass (brob'ang'-) Himalaya Mts. 15,095 ft. above the sea.
Brooke (brook) agr. co. N part of W. Va. 84 D pop. 7, X Wellsburg.
Brookfield, tp.Worcester co. Mass. pop. 3.
tp. & town, Linn co. Mo. tp. pop. 5,
town pop. 5.
tp. Madison co. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Trumbull co. O.
tp. pop. 2.
tp. Waukesha co. Wis. pop. 2.
Brookhaven, vil. X of Lincoln co. Miss. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Suffolk co. N. Y.

e, o, less

p.

2
20
41

tp. pop. 13.

Breton (bie'ton) tp. Washington co. Mo
Australia, 55 m. N of Perth.
Breton Bay (brit'tgn-)
Breukelen (bro'kel-en) vil. Netherlands from whicli Brooklyn, N. Y. is named.
Brevard (bre'viird) co. S E Pla. 2,446 D pop. 3, X St. Lucie.
Brevent (bra'voN') mt. of Pennine Alps, Savoy, 8,500 ft. high.
Brewer, city Penobscot co. Me
Brewster (bru'ster) CO. W Tex. 2,C40 D pop. 1, X Alpine.
Brezowa (bra-zo'wa) town, Neutra co. Hungary
BrlanQon (bre'5N's6N') ft. town, dept. Hautes-Alpes, Fr. 4,284 ft. above sea
Briansk (bre-Snsk') town, Orel govt. Russia, on Desna river

CO. Pa. pop. 3.

1

4

—

N of Reggio
its * pop. 43.
Brescia (bresh'e-a) prov. Lombardy, Italy, 1,G44 D pop. 486.
Breslau (brSs'lou) cml. city on Oder riv. * of Silesia, Prussia
of Paris.
Brest (brSst, Fr. pron. same) city, dept. Finistere, France, 389 m.
Brest-LltOVsk (brest-le'tovsk') town, Poland, Russia in Europe
Bresztovacz (bies'to'vats) tp. Slavonia, Austria-Hungary
Bretagne (bre-tiiu') Eng. Brittany (brlt'a-nT) old prov. N

6
20

England, pop. 8.
Bromsgrove (bromz'grov) mfg. town, Worcester co. England
Bromwich (brom'Ich). See West Beomwich.
Broni (bro'ne) town, Pavia prov. Italy, near Po river
11

W

9

CO.

London

(brent'wood) town, Essex co. England
Brescello (bra-shSl'lo) town on Po riv. Italy, IS m.

Brentwood

Pop.
.

Bromberg (brbm'bers) town, Posen, Prussia
Brome (brora) co. Quebec prov. Canada, 835 D pop. 14, X Knowlton.
Bromley (brtira'lT) town, Kent co. England, 10 m. S E of London
Brompton (bromp'tgu) W suburb of London, England, pop. 29.
hamlet, Kent

Bremen

Bremerlehe (bra'mer-la'e) town, Hanover, Prussia
Brenham (brgn'am) city, X of Washington co. Tex
Brenner (breu'ner) peak of Tyrol mts. Austria, 6,788 ft. high.
Brentford (brent'ford) town, Middlesex co. England, on Thames riv.

& town, Ontario, Canada, on St. Lawrence river.
Bred (brot) or DeutSCh Brod (doitsh brot) town, Bohemia, Austria
Brodhead (brod'hed) vil. Greene co. Wis
Brody (bro'de) frontier town, Galicia, Austria, 58 m. E N E of Lemberg
Brogden (brog'den) tp. Wayne co. N. C
Broken Bow, city, X of Custer co. Neb
Broken Hill, city. New South Wales, Australia
Brockville (brSk'vTl) port

W

Bremer (bre'mer) CO. N E lo. 432 D pop. 15, X Waverly.
Bremerhaven (bra'mer-ha'f en) spt Germany, 34 m. N N

1733

;

;
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N

..

Budapest (boo'd5-pSst) city on Danube riv. the * of Hungary
Baddlia-Gaya (bood'da-ga'ya) extensive anc. ruins, Gaya dist. Bengal, India.
of Balasore
Buddruck (biid'driik') town, Orissa, India, 40 m. S
BudOS Hegy (bu'dSsh' hSj) mt. Transylvania, Aust. 7,340 ft. sulphur springs.

W

Pop.
506
8

;

Budrum

(bood-room')

on Gulf of

spt.

9G m. S of Smyrna, Asia Minor

Co.s,

Budweis (bood'wis) clnef town of S Bohemia, on Moldau riv. famous for
Budzanow (bood-zS'nov) town, Galicia, Austria
Buena Vista (bu'na vls'ta) co. N W lo. 57G D pop. 14, X Storm Lake. —
;

beer
{Sp.

Saltillo, Coahuila state, Mexico, 1847.
Indies, coast of Venezuela, 95 D
Sp. pron. bwa'nos i'rgs) chief prov. of Argentine
city, # of prov. and of republic,
Republic, S. America, 63,000 D pop. 850.
on La Plata riv. pop. 617.
of Algiers
Bufarik (boo-f a-rek') town, Algeria, N Africa, 22 m. S S
co. cen. S. Dak. 510 D pop.
BuIJalO, CO. S cen. Neb. 882 D pop. 22, X Kearney.
Wis. 657
pop. 16, X Alma.
tp.
vil. Ogle co.
co.
1, X Gann Valley.
city, X of Erie co. N. Y. pop.
tp. Pike CO. Mo. pop. 8.
111. tp. pop. 3.
tp. Kershaw co. S. C. pop. 4.
256, port on Lake Erie.
Buffalo Creek, N. Y. enters Lake Erie city of Buffalo is built on it.

O

—

Dutch W.

isl.

a'rlz,

—

—

W
—

W
—

—

D

—

P

W

X Fort

N. C. pop. 2.
or Boug (boog) riv. Russia in Europe, 340 m. long, anc. Hyp'anis ;
riv. Poland, Russia in Europe, 300 m. long, to Vistula river.
to Black Sea.
Buga (boo'ga) town, Cauca dept. Colombia, S. America
Buggenhout (bug'gen-howf) vil. Flanders prov. Belgium
N of Florence
Buggiano (bobd-ja'no) town, Lucca prov. Italy, 27 m.
Bugulma (boo-gool'ma) town, Orenburg govt. Russia in Europe
Buguruslan (bob'goo-roos'lan) town, Russia, 177 m. E of Samara
its #, 36 m.
Buitenzorg (boi'ten-z5rG) Dutch prov. isl. of Java, pop. 361.
S of Batavia botanic gardens.
Bujalance (bob-na-lan'tlia) town, Spain, 17 m. E of Cordova
Buje (bob'ja) town, Istria, Austria
Bujnurd (bobj'noord') town, Persia, 160 m. E N E of Astrabad
Czernowitz.
Bukowina (boo'ko-we'na) ducliy, Austria, 4,035 D pop. 647,
its # pop. 10.
Bulacan (t)(5o'la-kan') prov. Luzon, Philippine Isls.
Bulak (bob'lak') port of Cairo, Egypt, on Nile riv. near Cairo.
its *.
Buldanah (bobl-da'na), dist. Berar, British ludia, 2,807 pop. 366.
Bulgaria (bool-ga'ri-a) principality S E Europe, incorporated with Eastern
Bouraelia, under suzerainty of Turkey, joint area, 37 ,860
pop. 3,310, * Sofia.
Bull Creek, tp. Madison co N. C
Bullers of Buchan (bul'lerz ov buK'an) vil. Aberdeen co. Scotland ; noted
for rocks and sea-worn caverns.
pop. 8, X Shepherdsville.
Bullitt (b(551'Tt) CO. Ky. 272
Bulloch (bsai'ltik) CO. E Ga. 903 D pop. 14, X Statesboro.
Bullock, CO. S E Ala. 640 D pop. 27, X Union Springs.

—

R

5

H

5
7

9

5
8

1

(

—

n

pop. 937.
bSbl'wel) town,

,910

its

*

England

co.

;

N
n

N

NE

—

N

W

—

D

4
2
2
12
75

288
5
11

5

—

—

D

D

D

^

N

&
D

W

X

&

D
D

—

&

X
X

W

Burrillville (bfir'rll-vll) mfg. tp. Providence co. R. 1
Burrisol (bur-e-sal') town, * of Backarganj dist. Bengal, India.
Burscheld (boor'shit) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
Bursee (bfir'se) town, Sholapur dist. Bombay, India ; cotton mart
Burslem (bflrs'lem) town, Stafford co. England ; earthenware
Burt (bflrt) CO. E"N E Neb. 468 D pop. 11, X Tekama.
(bGr'ton-on-tr6nt) town, Stafford and Derby
BurtSCheid (bSSrfshit) infg. town, Prussia, suburb of Aachen
BUTUJird (boo-roo-jerd') town, E Luristan prov. Persia
;

#, capital

Population

is

;

X,

co. seat

;

cos.

X

18,

co.

S.

11

X

2

N

5
13
2

5
332
15

(bl-tflr'ne) riv. Orissa prov. British India, 400 m. long, to Bengal
Byzantium (bi-zSn'shl-iim) anc city on site of modern Constantinople.

Byturni

9
3

Bay.

2=1,500

c
town, Cagayan prov. N end of Luzon, Philippine Isls. ..
cen. N. C. 392 D pop. 18, X Concord.
Cabarrus (ka-bar'ys) co. S
Cabatuan (ka-ba-too-an') town, Uoilo prov. Panay isl. Philippine Islands
Cabecera (ka-ba-tha'ra) town, Cagayan prov. Luzon, Philippine Islands
part of W. Va. 300 D pop. 24, X BarboursvUle.
Cabell (kab'el) co. S
Cabeza del Buey (kii^ba'thii del bob-a') town, Spain, 86 m. E S E of Badajos.
Cabezas de _San Juan (ka-ba'thiis da san Hoo-iin') town, Spain
Cabiao (kii-se-ow') town, Pampanga prov. Luzon, Philippine Islands
Gabra (kii'bra) town, Cordova prov. Andalusia, Spain
Cabrera (ka-bra'ra) anc. Capra'hia^ one of Balearic Isls. 9 m. S of Majorca.
CabUl or CabOOl (ka'b'l). See Kabul.
Caccamo (kak-kii'mo) town, Sicily, Italy, 18 m. S E of Palermo
its * 150
C^ceres (ka'tha-rSs) prov. Estremadura, Spain, 8,013 CD pop. 340.
of Madrid, pop. 13.
town, S E coast Luzon, Philippine Isls. pop. 12.
m. S
Cachar (kS-char') dist. Assam, India, 1,285 D pop. 205, # Silchar.
riv. Ark. 230 m. long.
Cache (kash) co. N Ut. 1,090 O pop. 16, X Logan.
Cacheo (ka-sha'o) spt. Senegambia, Africa, on Cacheo river
Cachoeira or Caxoeira (ka-sho-a'e-ra) dist. & city, Bahia state, Brazil.. dist.
La. 825 D pop. 32, X Shreveport.
tp. Clark co. Ark.
Caddo (kSd'S) CO. N
(ka-ba-giin')

W

W

6

5
5
11

—

—

W

pop.

15
15

7.

long, between Marion and Harrison cos. Tex.
Cadereita (ka-da-ra'ta) town, Queretaro state, Mexico, N. America
Cader Idris (kad'er Td'rTs) highest mt. in Wales except Snowdon, 2,914 ft.
Cadillac (kad'Il-lSk') city, Wexford co. Mich
(Span. pron.
Cadiz (kad'iz) tp. & vil. Harrison co. O. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.

Caddo Lake, 20 m.
10

kii'Deth) prov. S

W Spain, 2,809 D pop. 429. —

—

its

Caen (koN) city, dept. Calvados, France, 148 m. W
Caer-CaradOC (ker-ka-rad'gk) or Cradock-Hill
land, anc. camp of Caractacus.
Caesarea

* pop. 63, spt.
N W of Paris

Andalusia.
45

(krad'Sk-) Shropshire, Eng-

NNW

(ses-a-re'a) small anc. spt. Palestine, 55 m.
of Jerusalem.
(kii-gi-aii') prov. in Luzon isl. Philippine Isls
in the Marches, Italy, 13 m. S of Urbino
its
(kal'ya-re) prov. Italy, S part Sardinia isl. 5,257
pop. 448.
of S coast, pop. 36.

Cagayan

Cagli (kal'y e) town
Cagliarl
on bay

90
10

—

D

*

(ka-ha'ba) riv. Ala. 200 m. long, flows into Alabama riv. at Dallas.
Cahete (kii-a'ta) town, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, 25 m. S E of Sahara
Cahokia (ka-ho'kT-a) vil. St. Clair co. lU. settled by French, 1682.
Cahors (ka'or') chie'f town & # of dept. Lot, Prance, 60 m. N of Toulouse.
CaillOU Lake (ka'yob'-) Terre Bonne co. La. 2 m. N of Gulf of Mexico.
Cains (kanz) tp. Florence co. S. C
Cairngorm (ktrn-gSrm') mt. Scotland, 4,095ft. high; topazes called "Cairngorm stones."

Cahawba

87
2

2
60
8

;

6
5
8
7
17
31

& vil. Greene co. N. Y. tp.
#
bank of Nile riv. pop. 368.
Caithness (kath'ness) CO. N Scot. 697 D pop. 37, chief towns Wick and Thurso.
Caivano (ki-va'no)"town, Italy, 8 m. N E of Naples
Cajabon (ka-na-Bon') town, Vera Paz prov. Guatemala, Cen. America
Cajamarca (kii-Ha-mar'ka) dept. Peru, S. America, 14,188 D pop. 213. — its #
a uifg. & cml. city, 9,400 ft. above sea level, pop. 12.
Gajamarquilla (ka-Hii-mar-kel'ya) town, Libertad dept. N Peru, S. America.

46

Cajatambo

Cairo (kar'o)

11

pop.

2.

city,

Alexander

— {pron. ki'ro) cml.

co. lU. pop. 10. ^tp.
city,
of Egypt, rt.

••

•

•

20

(ka^H'a-tam'bo) town, Ancachs dept. Peru, S. America
Cajazzo (ka-yat'so) town, Caserta prov. Italy, 10 m. N of Capua
Africa unhealthy climate.
Calabar (kal'a-bar') maritime dist.

W

;

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., raining ; apt., seaport ; tp., township
to 2,499; 3 =: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; leas than 1,000 not given. &&e Abbreviations, •e- 1919.
;

20
20

—

—

.

England.

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands :

5

#

N

Burton-on-Trent

5

X

Burns, tp. CoUeton co. S. C
Burnside (-si«l) tp. Lapeer co. Mich
Burnt Island, one of Aleutian Isls. active volcano 8,000 ft. high.
Buro (boo'roO isl. 50 m.
of Ceram, Malay Archipelago, 1,970 O
Burets (biir-ot') town, Meerut dist. N. W. Provmees, British India
Burra Burra (biir'ra biSr'ra) dist. S. Australia; copper mines.
Burrampur (bur'rara-po6r'3 town, Ganjam dist. Madras pres. British India.
Burriana (bob-re-S'na) town, Castellon prov. Spain, on Rio Seco river

n means square miles

D pop.

Buzen (bob'zen) or Bizen (be'zen) prov. Japan, Kiushiu isl
Bnzuluk (bdo-zoo-lobk') town, Samara govt. Russia
Buzzards Bay, S E Mass. inlet of Atlantic, 30 m. long, 5 to 10 m. wide.
Byl Hangal (bll ban'gal) town, Belgaum dist. Bombay pres. British India
Byrd (berd) tp. Cape Girardeau co. Mo

W

—

n

*

5

D

X

:

16

#

E

^
—

miu. co. N Cal. 1,720
1, X Minnesela.

X

Me

X

N

X

&

pop.

D

;

&

—
— town in S W part
OroviUe. —
NW

city,
of Silverbow co. Mont
Butternuts, tp. Otsego CO. N.
Butterworth (-worth) mfg. tp. Lancaster co. England
pop. 11,
Jackson.
Butts, agr. CO. cen. Ga. 204
Germany
BiitZOW (biitz'ov) town, Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
Buxar (buk'sar') city, Shahabad dist. Bengal, British India, on Ganges river.
(biik'ston)
tp.
York
co.
Buxton
BuzanQaiS (bli'zoN'sa') town, dept. Indre, on Indre riv. France

Cabagan

D

W

X

S. C. pop. 3.

Y

2

&

W

D

Greenfield co.

—

—

—

tp.

W

Malay Arch. S E of Celebes, 1,800 D.
separating Buton isl. from Celebes.

strait

agr.

Butte City,

;

N

^

Dak. 2,335

—

U

—

pop. 6.
(boo'tou') isl.

—

—

9

Hill, heiglit in Cliarlestown, Boston, Mass.
battle 17th June, 1775.
tp.
city, Macoupin co. lU. tp. pop. 3, city pop^ 1.
Bunnu or Banu (bQn'noo') agr. dist. Punjab, India, 3,148
of Valencia stalactitic caves
Bunol (boon-yol') town, Spain, 24 m.
Bunzlau (boontz'low) town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Bober river
town,
Italy, in Adriatic sea, near Venice
Burano (boo-ra'no) is!.
111. 870
pop. 35,
Princeton.
Bureau (bu'ro) co.
Bureng (bur-Sng') valley, Kashmir, India subterranean rivers.
Burg (booro) town. Saxony prov. Prussia, 13 m.
E of Magdeburg
Burgdorf (bSSro'dorf) town, Switzerland, on Emmen riv. 11 m.
E of Bern.
Burghas (boor'gas') spt. town, E. Roumelia, 76 m.
of Adrianople, pop. 5.
gulf of Black Sea, 14 m. long, 12 fathoms deep.
BurgiO (bSBr'jo) town, Sicily, Italy, 28 m.
of Girgenti
Biirglen (biiro'len) vil. Uri canton, Swit. ; reputed birthplace of William Tell.
Burgos (boor'gos) prov. Old Castile, Spain, 5,650 pop. 338.
its *, also
of Old Castile, pop. 31 ; famous cathedral.
Burgstadt (bSSrs'stat) town. Saxony kingdom, Ger. 35 m. S
of Leipsic
Burgundy (bflr'gQn-dl) Fr. name Bourgogne (booE'gon') anc. kingdom (a. d.
413-877), dukedom (877-1479), and prov. France, in valley of Rhone river.
Burheya (biir-he'ya) town, Monghir dist. Bengal, India, near Ganges river
Burke (bQrk) CO. E Ga. 1,080 pop. 29, X Waynesboro.
co. N. C. 620
pop. 15,
Morganton.
tp. Franklin co. N. Y. pop. 2.
pop. 4, X Bismarck.
Burleigh (bQr'le) co. N. Dak. 1,692
pop. 13,
Caldwell.
Burleson (bflr'le-son) CO. cen. Tex. 640
pop. 59,
Burlington (bfir'lTng-ton) co. N. J. on Atl. 860
Mount Holly.
tp.
city,
of Des Moines co. lo. tp. pop. 23, city pop. 23.
tp.
city,
of Coffey CO. Kan. city pop. 2.
tp.
city, Burlington co. N. J. on Del. riv.
tp. pop. 8, city pop. 7.
town, Alamance co. N. C. pop. 2. —city, X of Chittenden CO. Vt. pop. 15.
tp.
vil. Racine co. Wis. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Burma (bfir'ma) provs. British India Lower, 87,220 pop. 4,570, Ranguu, pop. 181 ; Upper, 68,922
pop. 2,985,
Mandalay, pop. 188.
pop. 11,
Burnet, pop. 1.
Burnet (bflr'net) CO. cen. Tex. 1,000
Wis. 891
pop. 4,
Grantsburg.
Burnett (bflr-nlf) co.
of Manchester..
Burnley (bQrn'le) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England, 22 m.

&

W

kill CO. Pa.

of same.

—
—

8

Bunarbashi (bi5b'niir'ba'she) vi). & riv. on plain of anc. Troy.
Bundelkhand (biin'del-Kand') state, Cen. India; diamond mines of Panna.
its * pop. 21.
Bundl (boon'de') state, Bengal, India, 2,291 D pop. 255.

—

29

pop. 18.

Nottingham

Buncombe (bunk'iim) CO. W N. C. 628 D pop. 35, X AsheviUe.
Buna (boo'na) town, Ambala dist. Punjab, British India

Bunker

—
—

—

Butte (but)

—

—

—

W

Buton

;

India,

10

(btit'a-la)

;

7

D

Bulwell

W

(boos-va-gou') one of Philippine

—

#

Bullocks Creek, tp. York co. S. C
Bull Pond, tp. Barnwell co. S. C
Bull Run, stream, N E Va. battles of July 21, 1861, August 29 and 30, 18G2.
Bull Swamp, tp. Orangeburg CO. S. C
Bulsaur (biil'sar') town, British India, on Gulf of Cambay
Bulti (bul'te') "or Little Tibet (-tib'gt) state, cen. Asia, 12,000 n
Bulundsliahar (boo'loond-slia'har) dist. Meerut div. N. W. Provinces, British

9
79

Isls. 50 m. long, 12 m. broad.
town, Amritsar div. N. W. Provinces, British India
Bute (biit) isl. in Firth of Clyde, Scotland, 60 D, 16 m. long, 3 to 5 m. wide, pop.
10.
CO. Scotland, 219 D pop. 18, X Rothesay, on Bute island.
Bute Inlet, deep bay, British Columbia glacier on its border.
Butera _(JBoo-ta'rii) town, Sicily, Italy, 19 m. S S E of Caltanisetta
Buti (boo'te) town, Tuscany, Italy, 9 m. E of Pisa
Butler, CO. S Ala. 782 D pop. 22, X Greenville.
agr. co. N E cen. lo. 576 D
pop. 15, X Allison.
agr. co. S Kau. 1,428 n pop. 24, X El Dorado.
co.
S
Ky. 452 D pop. 14, X Morgantown.
co. S E Mo. 716 D pop. 10, X Poplar
Bluff. —CO. E Neb. 583 D pop. 15, X David City.
co. S
O. 475 n pop. 49,
X Hamilton. co.
Pa. 795 D pop. 55.
its X pop. 9.
tp. Vermilion co.
111. pop. 2.
town, De Kalb co. Ind. pop. 3.
city, X of Bates co. Mo. pop.
3.
tp. Wayne co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. Schuyltp. Montgomery co. O. pop. 2.

Butala

;

D
D

10

—

W

Busvagon

—

—

U
27

W

— tp. Union

W W

Q

;

BussetO (boos-sa'to) town, Italy, on Ongiua riv. 17 m. N
of Parma
Bustar (bQs'tar) feudatory state, Cen. Provinces. British India
Bustl (blis'te) dist. Benares div. N. W. Provinces', India, 2,787 D pop. 1,473.
its * pop. 5, 40 m.
of Gorakhpur.
BustO-Arsizio (bobs'to-ar-sed'ze-o) town, Lombardy, It. 19 m. N
of Milan.

CO.

Bug, Bog,

57
17
10

;

&

Buford.

#.

BusentO (bob-seu'to) riv. Italy Alaric was buried in its bed.
Buseo (boo-sa'o)_town & riv. N B WaUachia, Roumania
Bushire (boo-sher') or AbU-Shehr (a^boo-shSr') spt. Persian Gulf, Persia....
Bushnell_(boosh'nel) tp. & city, McDonough co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Busk (boosk) town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Bug river
4 Buskerudjbobs'ker-obd') division, S Norway, 5,736 D pop. 105, # Drammen.
Bussa (boos'sa) or Bussang (bobs'sang) town, Bussang prov. on Niger riv.
W Africa Mungo Park died here
Bussaher (biis'sa-her') tributary Rajput state, India, pop. 90, * Rampur.
5 Bussang or^BorgU (bSr'gob) prov. British Niger Territories, W Africa.

10
29

;

Buffalo Peak, Park Kange, Col. 13,541 ft. high.
N. Dak. 1,620 D pop. 1,
Buford (bu'ford) CO. N

Pop.
its

5

pron. bwa'na ves'ta) battlefield, near

Buen Ayre (bwen i'rt)
Buenos Ayres (bo'niis

—

Burwani (bflr-wan'e) native state, cen. India, 1,380 D pop. 22.
Bury (ber'ri) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England, on Irwell river
Bury St._EdmundS (-ed'muudz) bor. Suffolk co. England
Busca (boos'ka) town, Piedmont, Italy, 9 m. N W of Cuneo

;

vil., village.

16

.. ..
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Pop.

W

coast Africa.
Calabar River, flows into Bight of Biafra,
OalabOZO (ka-Ia-bo'so) town, * of Miranda state, Venezuela, S. America
Calabria (ka-lS'brl-a, 11. pron. ka^la'bre-a) old div. S
Italy, 6,663 D
Calahorra (ka-la-or'ra) city, Old Castile, Spain, on Ebro river
Calais (kSl'is) city, Washington co. Me. on St. Croix riv. pop. 7.
(Fr. pron.
ka'la') town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France, on Straits of Dover, pop. 57.
Calamata. See Kalamata.
Calamlanes Islands (ka-la-mt-a'nes-) group in the Philippine Isls. 1,460 D
Sicily, Italy, 8 m. S
Calata Flml (ka-la'tii fe'me) town, N
of Alcamo.
Calata Scibetta (kii-laaii she-bSt'tii) town, Sicily, Italy
(kii-la-ta-yooD')
town, Saragossa prov. Spain, on Jalon river
Calatayud
Calaveras (kii-la-va'ras) min. CO. cen. Cal. 980 D pop. 9, X San Andreas.

W

—

.

.

W

—

—

W

—

—

Racine

m. from N. Sea to

6
5
840
11

a

W

—

W

N

X
D

—

D

—

N

D

W

N

D

—

D

—

^

D

#

N

W

—

—

W

&

—

(kal'u-met) CO.

E

D pop.

Wis. 340

8.

X

17,
tp.

Chilton.

—

Cook

tp.

5.

co.

(kal-vel'lo)

Canal Dover

Canamina
pop.

CalvillO (kal-vel'yo) town, Aguas Calientes state, Mexico
Calw or EalW (kalw) mfg. town, Wurttemberg, Ger. 20 m.
of Stuttgart
S
Calypsean Archipelago (ka-lip'se-an-) group, Medit. sea, includes Malta.
Camacho (ka-ma'sho) group of lakes, Santa Catharina state, Brazil.
Camajore (ka-ma-yo'ra) anc. Cam'pus Ma'jok, town, cen. Italy
Camalagua (ka-mii-ra'gwii) town, Miranda state, Venezuela, S. America
Camamu (ka-ma-moo') town, isl. & bay, Bahia state, Brazil.
Camano Island (ka-ma'no-) Puget Sound, N coast Wash. 14 m. long.
Camaranca (ka-ma-ran'ka) riv. Africa, 250 m. long, Kong Mts. to Yawry Bay.
Camarata (kiim-ii-rji'ta) town, Sicily, Italy, 36 m. S E of Palermo
CamargO (ka-mSr'go) tp. Douglas co 111. pop. 1.
(pron. ka-mar'go) town,
Tamaulipas state, Mexico, on San Juan riv. 180 m. B of Monterey, pop. 5.
Cambay (kam'ba') native state, Gujarat, India, 350 D pop. 84, tributary to
Baroda.
its * pop. 20, on Gulf of Cambay.
Camberwell (kam'ber-wgl) parish, England suburb of London
Cambodia (kSm-bo'd"e-a) kingdom, Indo-China, 32,390 D pop. 2,691, * Pnompenh a French dependency.
its anc. #, a decayed town.
Cambodia Point, S E point Siam, entrance to Gulf of Siam.
Camborne (kam'born) min. town, Cornwall co. Eng. 13 ni. N E of Penzance..
Cambrai (koN'bra') ftd. city, dept. Nord, France, on Escaut or Scheldt river.
Cambria (kam'brl-a) CO. S
cen. Pa. 680 D pop. 66, X Ebensburg.
tp. Niagara CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
Cambridge (kam'brij) tp. & vil. X of Henry co. 111. tp. pop. 2.
town, X of
Dorchester co. Md. pop. 4.
city, a X of Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 70

W

—

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

— & tp. Saline co. Mo. tp. pop.
tp. &
— & city, X of Guernsey co.
pop.
— town, Lamoille co. Vt. pop. — or Cambridge-

Harvard university.
vil
Washington co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2,

;

4.

2.

vil.

vil.

tp,

O. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 4.
2.
shire, inland co. England, 820 D pop. 189.
its X, seat of Cambridge university, pop. 37.
Cambridge City, city, Wayne co. Ind
Camden (kam'den) CO. S E Ga. 769 pop. 6, X St. Marys.
co. S cen. Mo.
692 D pop. 10, X Linn Creek.
its X pop. 58, a
co. N. J. 220
pop. 88.
port on Delaware riv.
city,
co. N E part N. C. 250 Q pop. 6, X Camden.
X of Ouacliita co. Ark. pop. 3. tp. Knox co. Me. pop. 5. tp. vil. Hillsdale CO. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
vil.
tp.
tp.
city, Ray co. Mo. tp. pop. 2.
Oneida co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
town, pop. 4, X of Kershaw co.

—

—

.

—

C.

;

—
—

D

D

&

—

—
—
—

&

—

—

&

battlefield, 1781.

Camden-Town,

Middlesex CO. England a suburb of London
Cameliord (kSm'el-ford) town, Cornwall co. England, on Camel river.
Camel's Hump, peak of Green Mts. Vt. 20 m. S E of Burlington, 4,088 feet.
CamentZ (kii'mSnts) mfg. town, Saxony kingdom, Ger. 20 m. N E of Dresden
Camerino (kii^ma-re'no) city, Macerata prov. Italy, 41 m. S W of Ancona
;

W

(kSm'e-ron) parish, S
La. 1,552 D pop. 3, X Cameron.
cen. Pa. 382 n pop. 7, X Emporium.
co. S Tex. ],960Dpop. 14,

Cameron
a, e,

1,

ii,

X

Browns-

#

—

prov. Italy

;

6
2

treaty, 1797

20

—

vil.

Tuscarawas

co.

3

(ka-na-me'na) town, Dahomey, Africa; holy city of Dahomans...
tp.
vil. X of Ontario co. N. Y. tp. pop. 8, vil.

&

10

6.

31
64,

*

4.

Canaries (ka-na'rez) or Canary Islands, group of mt. isls. in Atl. ocean, 60 m.
from N
coast of Africa, a prov. of Spain, 2,808 D pop. 288, * Santa Cruz.
Canarsie (kan-ar'st) vil. Kings co. N. Y. 7 m. S E of Brooklyn city
Canastota (kan'as-to'ta) vil. Madison co. N. Y. 21 m. E of Syracuse
Candahar (kan'da-har'"). See KandahXk.
Candeish (kiin-dash'). See Kakdesh.
Candela (kiin-da'lii) town, Foggia prov. Italy, 22 m. S of Foggia city
Candeleda (kan-da-Ia'na) town. Old Castile, Spain
Candia (kan'de-a) spt. * of isl. of Candia or Crete, pop. 15. See Ckete.
Candor, tp. &"vil. Tioga CO. N. Y
tp.
Canea. See Khania.
Gane Creek, tp. Lancaster co. S. C
Ganel (ka-nel') town, Senegambia, Africa, on brancli of Senegal river
Canelones (kii-na-lo'nez) dept. Uruguay, S. Am. 1,833 D pop.'72, * Guadalupe.
Canete-la-Real (kan-ya'ta-la-Ea-iil') town, Spain, 44 m. N
of Malaga
Caneva (ka-na'vii) town, Udine prov. N Italy
CangrejOS (kan-gra'Hos) isl. of Venezuela, at mouth of Orinoco riv. S. Am.
Cangugu (kiin-goo-soo') town, Rio Grande do Sul state, Brazil
Canlapuscaw (kSn'i-ap'Bs-ka') lake, Labrador, 70 ni. long, 8 to 35 m. wide.
a riv. 400 m. long, flows from above Lake into Hudson Strait.
Canicatti (kii-ne-kiit'te) town, Sicily, Italy, on Naro r'wev

111

W

2

3

5
5

4
3
6

5
5
6

—

23

Canigou

(kii'ne'f ob') mt. Pyrenees, France, 9,137 ft. high.
(kSn'Ts-te'o) tp.
vil. Steuben co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
(kan'ua)
vil. Biiri prov. Italy; field of H.annibal's victory, 216 B. c.
Canne
of Perry co. Ind. on Oliio river
Cannelton (kan'nel-ton) vil.
Cannes (kiinn) town, "dept. Var, France, on Medit. sea, 22 m. S
of Nice

&

Canisteo

X

Cannock

2

W

14
7

(kSn'ok) coal min. town, Stafford co. England
co. cen. Tenn. 280 D pop. 12, X Woodbury.

Cannon,
Gannonsburg,

bor.

Washington

co.

Pa

N

town, ^\'iirttemberg, Germany, 4 m.
E of Stuttgart.
(kiin'yo gwii-ra-gwiin') a moutlv of Orinoco riv. S. America.
Ganoma (ka-no-nUi') riv. 200 ni. long, Brazil, branch oi Madeira riv.
lake 35
m. long, 12 m. broad an expansion of above river.
Canon City (kiin'yon-) city, X of Fremont co. Col. rich mining district
Canosa (kii-no'sii) anc. Canu'sium, tow,n, Bari prov. Italy
Gantabrlan Mountains (kiin-ta'bri-.nn-)
Sjiain, highest summits 10,000 ft.
Cantal(ltoN'tiil') cen. dept. France, in S Auvorgne, 2,217
pop. 240,
Aurillac.
bor. Kent co. England, 53 m. E S E of LouCanterbury (kau'tei--ber-T) city
don, pop. 23.
p'rov. New Zealand, E side of Middle Isl. 14,040
pop. 128.
Gantlllana (kiin-tel-yii'nii) town, Sp. on Guadalquivir riv. IS m.
of Seville..

Cannstatt
Caiio

(kann'.stiit)

Guaraguan

20

^

;

;

N

Canton

Q

&

—

&

#

D
N
2. — tp. & city, Fulton

(kan'tou) tp.
vil. Hartford co. Conn. tp. pop.
CO. 111. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6.
tp.
vil. Fulton co. Mo. tp. pop. &» vil. pop.
4.
vil. Baltimore co. Md. pop. 2.
tp. Norfolk co. Mass. pop. 5.
city,
of Madison co. Miss. pop. 2.
tp. tt town, Lewis co. Mo. tp. pop. 4, town

— &
—
—

—

X

long ; fi, e, 6, less prolonged ; S, S, T, 5, iS, short ; a, e, i, o, u, obscure; fSr, list, fall, cSre; term foSd, f58t, fflrlj S as in f8r oi as in oil ow as in cow;
u, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ; gas in get ; n a/tn linger,' link ; ngasin slug ; tb oi in tbiu ; th as in ttiiue ; 1, &, 6, w, b, d, o, a, k, n (see p. 1719).

o, u,

3, o,

—

— co. N W

—

W

W W

S.

(-do'vgr)

Azogues, pop.

3.

seat of

N

Canandaigua Lake, between Yates & Ontario cos. N. Y. 15 m. long.
Cananore (kiin'a-nor') spt. town, Malabar coast, India
Cauar (kiin'yiir) or Azogues (a-zog') prov. Ecuador, S. America, pop.

W
—

W

NW
NW
&

#

Canandaigua (kan-an-da'gwa)

town, Potenza prov. Italy

;

—

&

111.

5.

Calventura Islands (kal-ven-too'ra-) two groups in Bay of Bengal.
Calverley (kal'ver-ll) parish, West Riding, York co. Eng. 6 m. N
of Leeds
Calvert (kal'vert) CO. S Md. 218 Q pop. 10, X Prince Frederick.
city, Robertson CO. Tex. pop.

*

W

(kiil'va'd_os')

CalvellO

—

&

'.

— tp^ Houghton co. Mich. pop. — Pike co. Mo. pop.
Caluso (ka-loo'so) town, Turin prov. Italy
Calvados
dept. N W France, 2,132 D pop. 429, * Caen.

;

D

&

—

9.

—

D

—

;

pop.

D

—

(kiim'po ma-yor') fortified town, Alemtejo, Portugal, pop. 5.
town, Piauhy state, Brazil, pop. 5.
Campos (kam'pos) city, Rio Janeiro state, Brazil, on Parahiba do Sul river. ..
Camp Point, tp. vil. Adams co. 111. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Camrup or Kamrup (kam'roop') dist. Assam, India, 3,631 D pop. 562, Gauhati.
CamtOOS (kam-tos' or kam-toos') riv. Cape Colony, S Africa, 200 m. long.
Gana (ka'na) ruined town, Palestine, 6 m. N of Nazareth.
vil. Wayne co. O. tp. pop. 2.
Canaan (ka'nan) tp.
the scripture name of
the Promised Land of the Israelites. See Palestine.
Canada, The Dominion ol (-kan'a-da) confederacy of the greater part of the
British possessions in N. America, 3,458,400 D pop. 4,833, # Ottawa.
Ok. pop. 7, X Elreuo.
Canadian (ka-na'de-an) CO. S
Canadian Channel,"N estuary of St. Lawrence riv. 30 m. broad.
Canadian River, 900 m. long, flows from Rocky Mts. into Arkansas river.
Til. Montgomery co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil.
Canajoharie (kan-a-jS-har'e) tp.
pop. 2.

Caltagirone (kal-ta-je-ro'na) mfg. & cnil. city, Catania prov. Sicily isl. Italy.
Caltanisetta (kal-ta-ne-set'ta) prov. S cen. Sicily, Italy, 1,455 D pop. 304.
its
* pop. 25 mineral springs and sulphur vporks.
Caltavuturo (kal-ta^vob-tob'ro) town, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy
Caluire (kal'wer') town, suburb of Lyons, France

Calumet

—

—

D

—

Gampo Mayor

Abomey

W Ceylon, pop.

5
5
50

dad Real

—

W

W

D

Campoformio (kam'po-fSr'me-o) town, Udine

N

of

3

N

N
D

Calmina (kal-uie'ua) town, Dahomey, Africa, 15 m. S E
Calne (kan) parish & bor. Wiltshire, ISngland
Ceylon.
Calpentyn (kal-pen-tin') peninsula,
town,
CalstOCk (kSl'stbk) min. par. Cornwall co. England

tp.

sea

prov. Alps, Italy

^

&

D

N

O

—

D

*

D

*

Pop.
city,

(kam-pan'yii) town, Salerno prov. Italy, 20 m. E of Salerno
10
di Roma (-de ro'ma) anc. La'tium, old dept. Italy, 70 m. long.
Campagnatico (kiim-pan-ya/te-ko) town, Grosseto prov. Italy
5
Campaiia (kam-pan'yii) isl. off
coast Patagonia, 55 m. long, 10 m. broad.
Campana (kiim-pii'na) town, Spain, 37 m. E N E of Seville
5
Campanario (kam-pii-na're-o) mfg. town, Estremadura, Spain
6
Campanha (kiim-pan'ya) city, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, S. America
7
Campania (kam-pan'ya) old dept. Italy, containing 5 prov. 6,948
3,045
Campauna (kam-pow'na) town, Boyaca dept. Colombia, S. America
5
Campbell (kam'el or kam'bel) co.
cen. Ga. 230
pop. 9, X Fairbum.
CO.
Ky. 140
pop. 44, X Newport.
co. N S. Dak. 900
pop. 4, X Mound
City.
CO. E Tenn. 488
pop. 13, X Jacksboro.
co. S Va. 465
pop. 41,
X Rustburg. tp. Greene co. Mo. pop. 27. tp. Steuben co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Campbell Island, in Pacific, lat. 52° 33' S, Ion. 169° 41' E good harbors.
Campbeltown ^kam'el-) spt. bor. Argyll co. Scot, town pop. 5, bor. pop. 9.
Campeche (kam-pa'cha) state, Mexico, 18,087
pop. 94.
its
pop. 19, on
Campgche Bay, 90 m. S S
of-Merida.
CampellO (kam-pel'lo)vil. Plymouth co. Mass. extensive shoe manufactories.
Campi (kiim'pe) town, Tuscany dept. Italy, 8 ra. E of Florence, pop. 12.
town, Lecce prov^ Italy, 9 m.
of Lecce, pop. 5.
Gampiglia (kiim-pel'yii) town, Italy, 33 m.
of Grosseto
5
CampillOS (kam-pel'yos) t_own, Spain, 33.m.
of Malaga
6
Campina Grande_(kam-pe'na griin'da) town dist. Brazil
5
Campinas (kam-pe'niis) city, Brazil, 50 m. N of Sao Paulo
6
Campli (kiim'ple) town, Teramo prov. Italy, 5 m.
of Teramo
8
Gampobasso (kiim-po-bas'so) prov. Italy, 1,771 pop. 37G.
its
pop. 14.
Campobello (kam'po-bel'lo) isl. of New Brunswick, 8 m. long, in Bay of Fundy,
at entrance to Passamaquoddy Bay.
tp. Spartanburg co. S. C. pop. 5.
(pron. kam'po-bSl'lo) town, Trapani prov. Sicily, Italy, pop. 6.
Campobello di Licata (kam'po-bel'lo de le-ka'tii) town, Girgenti prov. Sicily, It.
6
Campo de Criptana (kiim'po da krep-tii'na) town, Spain, 50 m. E of Ciu-

WNW

N

D

—

;

D

—

2.

;

W

—

D

—

D

—

—

D

W

N. Y. pop.

&

cuttings 23 m. long.
co. S Ark.
Calhoun (kal-hoon') CO. N E Ala. 640 pop. 34, X Jacksonville.
575
pop. 7, X Hampton.
co.
Fla. 1,080
pop. 2, X Abe Spring.
Ga. 265
CO. S
pop. 8, X Morgan.
111. 260
pop. 8, X Hardin.
co. S
CO.
cen. lo. 576
pop. 13, X Lake City.
co. S Mich. 720
pop.
Marshall.
co.
44,
cen. Miss. 600
co. S Tex.
pop. 15, X Pittsboro.
500
pop. 1, X Indianola.
co. cen. W. Va. 260
pop. 8, X Grantsville.
tp. Abbeville co. S. C. pop. 3.
of Popayan
Call (ka-le') town, Cauca dept. Colombia, S. America, 70 m.
Calicut (kal'i-kut) spt. Malabar dist. Madras presidency, British India
pop. 1,208,
SacraCalilornla (kal'i-f6r'nT-a) a Pac. state of U. S. 158,360
mento.
city, X of Moniteau co. Mo. pop. 2.
bor. Washington co. Pa. pop. 1.
CalUornia, Lower, ter. Mexico, a peninsula between Pacific ocean
Gulf of
Cal. 58,328
pop. 31,
La Paz, pop. 6.
Calitrl (ka-le'tre) town, Avellino prov. Italy,
E of Naples
Callahan (kal'a-han) CO.
cen. Tex. 900
pop. 5, X Callahan.
Callao (kal-la'o or kal-ya'o) dept. Peru.
town, chief spt. of Peru, pop. 34.
Callaway (kal'la-wa) CO. E cen. Mo. 760 pop. 25, X Fulton.
E of Bombay
Callianee (kSl'le-an-ne') tONvn,
of Tannah dist. India, 32 m.
Callicoon (kal'I-koon') tp. Sullivan co. N. Y
(kSl'lo-wa)
co.
S
Ky.
434
pop.
Murray.
Calloway
15, X
vil. Winneshiek co. lo. tp. pop. 2.
Calmar (kSl'mar) tp.
See Kalmab.
;

co.

Camerons Cone (kam'e-ronz-) mt. of Front Range, Col. 11,460 ft. high.
Camiguin (ka-me-gen'-) isl. N of Luzon isl. Philippine Isls. high mt. in S part.

N

—

Atl. oc.

Steuben

tp.

W

co. Wis. pop. 3.

Scot. GOJ

—

city, Clinton co. Mo. pop. 3.
co. Tex. pop. 2.

Camonica (ka-mon'e-ka) valley 50 m. long, Bergamo
Camp, CO. N E Tex. 200 D pop. 7, X Pittsburg.

—

Caledonian Canal,

—

Milam

Campagna
Campagna

—

—

X

(ka-mtl'iis) vil. & tp. Onondaga co. N. Y
Cammin or Kanunin (kam-men') town, Pomerania, Prussia, near Baltic
Gamoghe (ka-mo'ga) mt. 8,800 ft. high, Ticino canton, Switzerland.
Camogli (ka-mol'ye) town, Genoa prov. Italy, 18 m. E S E of Genoa city

—
—

W

viUe.
of

Camillus

.

riv. of Cal. flows into San Joaquin river.
La. 3,410 D pop. 20, X Lake Charles.
Calcasieu (kal'ka-shu) parish, S
riv. La. 230 m, long, flows through Lake Calcasieu into Gulf of Mexico.
Calcasieu Lake, 20 m. long, 5 m. wide, Cameron parish, La.
Calci (kal'che) vil. Italy, on Monte Pisano, 5J m. E of Pisa
Calcken (kal'ken) town, E. Flanders, Belgium, 8 m. E of Ghent
Calcutta (kal-kiit'ta) city, # of Bengal and of British India, on Hugli river.
Caldewgate (kal'du-gat) suburb of Carlisle City, England
co. N cen. La.
Ky. 315 D pop. 13, X Princeton.
Caldwell (kald'Wel) CO.
548 D pop. 6, X Cokimbia.
Mo. 430 D pop. 15, X Kingston.
co. N
co.
N part N. C. 460 D pop. 12, X Lenoir. co. S cen. Tex. 500 D pop. 16, X
Lockhart.
city, Sumner co. Kan. pop. 2.
tp. Essex co. N. J. pop. 4.
vil. X of Noble co. O. pop. 1. —town, X of Burleson co. Tex. pop. 1.
Caledonia (kSl-e-do'nt-a) co. N E Vt. 648 D pop. 23, X St. Johnsbury.
tp.

W

7

.

W

W

6
1,310

1735

;

;

;

3
15

;
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1736

— tp. & X of Lawrence co. N. T. pop.
— tp.
pop.
X of Stark
&
O. tp. pop. 28, city pop.
— city, X of Lincoln co.
— {pron. kSn-ton') anc.
Dak. pop.
city, prov. Kwangtung, China, on
pop.

N

Yil.

2.

city,

St.

6, vil.

tp.
26.

co.

1.

Pop

Pop.

Cape Licosa (-le-ko'sa) promontory, Italy, E side of entrance to Salerno Gull.
Cape Llsburne (-ITs'bum) on
coast of Alas, in Arctic Ocean.
Cape Lookout, E of N. C. 85 m. S
of Cape Hatteras. — in Yamhill co. Ore.

3.

W

S.

crnl.

riv. SO m. from China Sea, pop. 1,600.
(ka-noo-ma') lake, Para state, Brazil, 30 m. long, 10 m. broad.
Aden (-a'den) on S coast of Arabia, 1,776 ft. high, extends into sea 5 m.
Agulhas (-a-f ool'yas) most S point of Africa, E of Cape of Good Hope.
Amber, N point of Madagascar isl. lat. 11° 57' S.
Anderson (-SnMer-son) E point of St. Lawrence Isl. Bering Strait.
Ann, E extremity of Essex co. Mass. N of Massachusetts Bay.

Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape

AragO (-Sr'a-go) on Pacific coast, Coos co. Ore.
Bab-el-Mandeb (-bab'-Sl-mSn'-Zeb) Bab-el-Mandeb
Barfleur

on coast of France, 18 m.

(-bar'flUr')

E

strait,

Cape Lopatka (-lo-pat'ka) S extrelnity of Kamchatka, Ion. 156°
Gape Matapan (-mS-ta-pan') S point of Morea, Greece.
Cape May, most S point of N. J. at entrance to Delaware Bay.

—

W

W

—

S

Newfoundland.
Charles, at entrance to Chesapeake Bay, 25 m. N N E of Norfolk.
Chelyuskin (-chSl-yob'skTn) extreme N point of Asia.
ChlgneotO (-shTg-nSk'to) headland. Nova Scotia, head of Bay of Fundy.
Churchill (-chflrch'Tl) headland, on
shore of Hudson Bay.
Clear, S headland. Clear Isl. Cork co. Ir. lighthouse 455 ft. above sea.
Coast Castle, oral, town, * of Gold Coast Colony, British
Africa
Cod, sandy pen. 65 m. long, between Atl. oc. and Cape Cod Bay, Mass.
Colonna (-ko-18n'na) anc. Su'NiUM PEOMONTO'RinM, S Attica, Greece.
Colony, most S part of Af. 225,600 D pop. 1,700, * Cape Town British.
Comorin (-kSm'o-rin) S point of India, in Indian Ocean.
Conception (-kon-s5p'shtin) S
extremity of Santa Barbara co. Cal.
Cornwall (-kSrn'wal) headland, on S
coast of Cornwall co. England.
Corrlentes (-kor-re-Su'tes) on E coast of Africa.
on S
coast of Mexon
ico.
coast of Colombia, S. America.
on S
coast of Cuba.
limit of Gulf of Lyons.
Cape Creus (-krn) the most E point of Spain, and
Cape DelgadO (del-ga'do) on E coast of Africa, near Kiloa, Indian Ocean.
Cape Deseada (darsa-a'd'a) S
Patagonia,
entrance of Straits of Magellan.
Cape D6sespolr (-da'zSs'pwar') promontory, Gasp6 co. Quebec prov. Canada.
Cape Diamond, promontory, Quebec prov. Canada, St. Lawrence riv. Plains

Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape

W

—

W

—

W

W

W

Abraham battlefield in 1755.
Cape Direction, N E Australia, York

25

Isls.

;

death of Sappho.
(-Sg'mSnt) S

Egmont

Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape

E

Prince

Edward

Isl.,

rence.

Cape Saint Mary, on

at entrance

pine

Isls.

.

Faro

Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape

(-f a'ro)

New

N E extremity

of Sicily, It. opposite Scylla rock, Messina.

—

of

Horn,

Howe

N

N

W

—

small isl. off Cape Bonavista, Newfoundland.
J.
end of Morea, Greece.
Ealogrla (-ka-15-gre'a) or Papas (-pa-pas') N
coast of Anatolia.
point
Erio (-kre'o) on S
S point of Crete isl.

Island, S end of N.

Cyprus

W

—

W

—W

island.

Cape La Hague

(-la

hag, Fr. pron. -la ag) headland, dept. Manche, France, in

English Channel,_16 m.

NNW

of Cherbourg,

W

point of Australia.
Cape Leeuwin (-le'wTn or -la'win) extreme S
Cape Leuca or Santa Maria dl Leuca (san'ta ma-re'a de la'oo-ka)

extremity of Taranto Gulf,

means square miles

;

is

;

X,

co. seat

;

agr., agriojUtural

given in nearest thousands

:

2

;

—

N

—

W

N

N

W

W

W

&

W

&

New

N

.

W

29

—W

E

N

Zealand.

W

land, on Baffin's Bay.
Cape Zaffarana (-dzaf-fa-ra'na) on
Capibarlbe (ka-pe-ba-re'ba) riv. 200

N coast of

of Carpentaria. .—

W Green-

m. E of Palermo.
Pernambuco state, Brazil.
Sicily, 11

m. long,
ft. high.
its
pop. 11.
(ka-pes') prov. Panay isl. Philippine Isls. pop. 272.
des'tre-a)
ft.
town,
on rock in Gulf of Triest, Austria..
Capo d' Istria (ka'po
Cappadocia (kap-pa-do'she-a) anc. prov. Asia Minor, now in Asiatic Turkey.
S E of Viterbo, It. ; fine castle of 16th cent.
Gaprarola (ka-pra-f o'la) town, 9
Caprera (ka-pra'ra) isl. off coast of Sardinia, It. formerly Garibaldi's home.
Capri (ka'pre) isl. 4J m. long, at S entrance of Naples Bay, Italy.
of Verona
Gaprlno (ka-pre'no) town, Italy, 15 m.
Capitol Mountain (kap'I-tol-) peak Elk Mts. Col. 13,997

GapiZ

—

*

m

NW

;

min., mining
than 1,000 not given.

mfg., manufacturing

= 1,500 to 2,499 3= 2,500 to 3,499, etc.
;

111

N

Gape Walker, "W Greenland, on Baffin's Bay.
point of Scotland.
Cape Wrath, N
Cape York, N point of Australia, on B of GuU

cml., commercial

8«

D

;

at S

Italy.

*, capital

Population

W

*

;

(-hen-lo'pen) on E coast of Del. at entrance to Delaware Bay.
E coast of Va. S side entrance to Chesapeake Bay.
(-hSn-doo'ras) headland
coast Honduras, Cen. America.
extreme S point of S. America, on isl. of Fuegian Archipelago.
point
Australia,
(-how) extreme S E
of
280 m. S
of Sydney.

N point of isl.

NB

N

W

—

Henlopen
Henry, on
Honduras

—

B

W

W

6ris-Nez (-gie'-na') in dept. Pas-de-Calais, Fr. nearest point to G. Brit.
Guardafui (-gwar'da-fwe') E point of Africa, at entrance of Gulf of Aden.
Haltlen (-ha'te-en) cml. spt. town, N coast Haiti island
Hatteras (-hSt'ter-as) on isl. E coast N. C; dangerous navigation.

Law-

of Borneo.
coast of Valencia, Spain.
point
on coast of Brazil, at entrance to Bay of Bahia.
of Cuba.
promontory,
Buenos Ayres prov. S side Rio de la Plata riv. S. America.
coast
Cape San Bias (-bias) low point, 125 m. S of Pensacola, Fla. .— on
of Panama Isthmus, at
entrance to San Bias Bay.
end of Puerto RicoCape San Juan (-sSn ju'an, Sp. pron. -san Hob-an')
isl. .— S point of Vancouver Isl. British Columbia.
Cape San Lucas (-loo'kas) S point of Lower California.
Cape Severo-Vostochnoi (-sa-va'ro-v5s-t5K'noi). See Cape Chelyuskin.
Africa, at mouth of Sierra Leone Riv»
Cape Sierra Leone (-sT-gr'ra le-o'ne)
Cape Skagen (-ska'gen) or "the Skaw, point of Jutland, Denmark.
(-spar-til')
on
coast, Marocco, Af at Strait of Gibraltar.
Cape Spartel
on &
Cape SpartlventO (-spar-te-vSn'to) S B point of Catanzaro, Italy.
coast of Sardinia, Italy.
Cape Spear, headland of considerable elevation, S E Newfoundland,
Cape Taimur (-ti'moor') headland of Siberia, Arctic Ocean.
point of Crimea, in Black Sea.
Cape Tarkhan (-tar-Kan') extreme
coast of Celebes isl. Malay Archipelago.
Cape Temoel (-ta-mo-51') on
Cape Teulada (-ta-ob-la'da) on S coast of Sardinia, E side of Gulf of Palmas.
Cape Tlndaro (-tln'da-ro) headland, on E coast of Sicily, in Gulf of Patti.
Cape Torres (-tBr'rSs) on coast of Asturias, Spain.
of Cape Colony, S Af. 30 m.
of Cape of Good Hope
Cape Town, spt. city,
coast of Cadiz, Spain ; naval battle, 1805.
Cape Trafalgar (-trSfal-gar') S
coast of Alaska.
Cape Vancouver (-vSn-kob'ver) on S
Gape Verde (-verd) extreme cape of Africa, between Senegal Gambia rivs.
of Cape Verde, 1,487
Gape Verde Islands, in Atlantic ocean, 320 m.
belong to Portugal
vil. Jefferson co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Gape Vincent (-vin'sSnt) tp.
entrance to Strait of Magellan.
Cape Virgin, headland, Patagonia, S. Am.
Cape ViscardO (-vls-kar'do) on coast of Cephalonia isl. Ionian Islands.
coast of S Africa, at mouth of Orange river.
Cape Voltas (-vol'tas) on
Cape Wal-Apu (-wi-a-pob') or East Gape, E point of New Ulster isl. N. Isl.

N

tp. Chatham co. N. C. pop. 2.
Fear, N. C. at mouth of Cape Fear Riv.
Fear River, 250 m. long, N. C. nav. to Fayettesville.
headland of France, Finist^re dept.
Finistfere (-fen'es'tSr') most
Finlsterre (-f en'es'tSr'), Sp. Finistierea (-fe-nes-te-ar'rii) most
headland of Spain, Coruna province.
Cape Flattery, promontory, Wash. lat. 68° 15' N.
Cape Florida (-flor'I-da) E end of Biscayne Key, Fla.
coast of Africa, lat. 4° 15' N, Ion. 6°
E.
Cape Formosa (-fSr-mS'sa) on
Cape Fr^hel (-fra'gl') on coast of France, 13 m.
by N of St. Malo.
Cape Frio (-fre'o) promontory 1,570 ft. high, on coast of Brazil, S. America.
Cape Qasp6 (-gSs'pe or -gas-pa') headland. Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canada.
tp. &
Cape Girardeau (-je-riir-do') co. S E Mo. 540 D pop. 22, X Jackson.
city Cape Girardeau co. Mo. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 4.
Gape Qracias-^-Dios (-gra'se-as-a-de'os) E extremity of boundary between
Honduras and Nicaragua, Central America.

Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape

of St.

W

W

W

W

W

W

NW

Zealand.

W

W

—

Egmont Bay.

W

^

^

^

Cape Eternity, promontory, 1,890 ft. high, Saguenay riv. Canada.
Cape Fairweather, on N W coast of N. America, lat. 58° 55' N, Ion. 138° W.
on N
Cape Farewell, S end of Greenland, at entrance to Davis Strait.
isl.

^

Cape Sampanmanjo (-sam-pan-man'yo)
Cape San Antonio (-san an-to'ne-o) on

W
— on N E coast of Tierra del Fuego, entrance to Magellan Straits.

coast of Tavai-Poenamoo

—

Cape Saint Roque (-rok or -ro'ka) promontory on N E coast of Brazil.
Cape Saint Vincent (-vTn'sgnt) Port. Sao Vicente (-sown ve-s5n'ta) S
point of Portugal.
on
coast Madagascar, ^on B coast Tierra del Fuego.

;

—

W coast

Senegambia, Af.
coast Benguela,
on S
Af
on S coast Newfoundland.
on S
coast Nova Scotia.
on E coast
Uruguay, S. Am.
S point of Madagascar. .— on S E coast New Ireland isl.

tp. Cumberland co. Me. pop. 5
has two lighthouses.
on N E coast of Luzon isl.
Engafio (-en-gan'yo) on E coast of Haiti.
coast Portugal, 21 m. S of Lisbon.
Espichel (-es-pe-shSl') promontory
Esplrltu Santo (-Ss-pTr'e-too san'to) N extremity of Samar isl. Philip-

—

co.

isl.

Gape Saint John, B point of Staten Isl. off Tierra del Fuego.
Gape Saint Lawrence (-la'rens) N point of Cape Breton isl. Gulf

—

Elizabeth, mfg.

isl.

St.

isl.

W

W

;

^ S E end of Mindanao Malay Archipelago.
George's
Fla. — S
S of Franklin
Cape Saint George, S point of
^ on S E coast of Australia.
— S end of Kerguepoint of New Ireland
^
len Land.
on W coast of Newfoundland. — on N E coast of Nova Scotia.
of Colombia, S. America.

Peninsula.
at E entrance Derwent riv.
Tasmania isl.
Wash, at mouth of Columbia riv.
Cape Disappointment, S
on S coast of
South Georgia isl. Atlantic ocean.
Cape Ducato (-doo-ka'to) anc. Leuca'dia, on S coast of Santa Maura, Ionian

u

W

—

—

;

—

W

end of Nova Scotia.
Cape Sable Island, S
Cape Saint Anthony (-Sn'to-nT) S W Arabia, near Bab-el-Mandeb strait.
coast of Madagascar. .— in Biazil,
Cape Saint Augustine (-a'giSs-ten) on
extreme E headland of S. American coast first land discovered in S. America, A. D. 1500.
Cabo
San
Ahgustin
(ka'bo san Bw-gobs-ten') on coast
Sp.

W

W

of

—
W

W

of Fla.

;

W

;

W

W

;

W

—

W

—

N

^

W

W

N
N

W

W

—

W

Q

D

—

—

W

—

W

N

—

—

W

W

W

W

^

—

—

;

W

Arabia.

coast of Corfu.
on S
coast of Cyprus.
on E coast of Anatolia, or Asia
Cape Blanco (-blan'ko) on E coast of Syria.
Minor.
on
coast of Tunis.
on S coast of Majorca isl.
on
coast of
Sahara Desert.
on
coast of Marocco.
point of Ore.
ou coast of
Peru.
on
coast of Costa Rica. .— on E coast of Patagonia.
coast of Lower Cal.
Cape Blanco de Santa Maiia (da san'tii ma-re'ii)
point of Sicily ; naval battle, Punic war, 241 B. c.
Cape Boeo (-bo-a'o)
Africa, end of Atlas rats.
Cape Bojador (-b5j-a-dor')
Caps Bon (-bon) N point of Africa, 58 m. E of Tunis.
Gape Breton (-bret'on) co. Nova Scotia, 2,022 pop. 34, X Sydney, on Cape
Breton isl.
_isl. N"E of Nova Scotia, 3,120
pop. 85.
Cape Buru (-boo-rob') extreme S pt. of Malacca and of Asia.
Cape Cambodia (-kam-bo'de-a) the S end of Cambodia, Gulf of Siam.
Cape Campanella (-kam-pa-n61'la) Italy, the S E boundary of Naples Bay.
Cape Canaveral (-ka-n5v'er-5I) on E coast of Pla. lat. 28° 27' N.
Cape Canso or Canseau C-kSn'so) N E extremity of Nova Scotia.
Cape Carthage (-kar'thlj)
Africa, on Medit. sea; site of anc. Carthage.
Cape Catoche (-ka-to'chi) E Yucatan ; first landing place of Spaniards on
American continent.
Cape Cavallo (-ka-viil'Io) promontory, Italy, extending into Straits of Messina.
point Bay of Algiers.
Cape Caxines ( ka-ne'nSs^
Cape Cebera or Cevera (-sa-va'ra)
E point Sp.
on coast Valencia, Sp.
Cape Chapeau Rouge (-sha'po' roozh') headland, 800 ft. high, PJacentia Bay,

— N
—
— W

Cape May Courthouse.

Cape May, pop. 2

of Cherbourg.

—
—
—W

W

46' E.

—

co. S N. J.
city. Cape May co. N. J. 2 m. If of
a watering place.
Cape Mendocino (-men-do-se'no) on Pacific coast, most
point of Cal.
coast of Liberia, Africa.
Cape MesuradO (-ma-soo-ra'do) on
Cape Monomoy (-mon'6-moi') at S E extremity of Mass.
Cape Nabon (-nii'bon') headland, Persia, on coast of Persian Gulf.
Cape Nau (-na'oo) headland, S Italy, E end of Catanzaro province.
Cape NegraiS (-ne-grls') headland, on coast of Pegu, Lower Burma.
coast Benguela, Africa.
on N
coast Tunis, Africa.
Cape Negro, on S
coast of Tierra del Fuego, S. Am,
Gape Noir (-nor, Fr. -nwar) on Noir isl. S
Cape Nordkyn (-nort'kin') extreme N point of mainland of Europe, 45 m. B
of Cape North.
point of Europe, lat. 71° 10' 12" N, on Mageroe isl.
Cape North, extreme
headland, N coast of Siberia.
N E end of Cape Breton isl.
1,200 ft. high.
at N mouth of Amazon riv. Brazil. .— on N coast of Prince Edward Isl.
N extremity of New Zealand.
Cape Ot Good Hope, promontory of S Africa, 30 m. S of Cape Town.
Gape Ortegal (-or-ta-gal') headland, N Galicia, Spain.
on S B coast of New
Munster, New Zealand.
side of Strait of Otranto, Italy.
Cape OtrantO (-o-tran'to) on
Africa.
Cape Palmas (-pSl'mas) headland, Liberia,
Cape Palmerston_(-pif'mer-ston) headland, Queensland, Australia, lat. 21°33'S.
Cape PalOS (-pa'los) headland, coast of Murcia, Spain.
Cape Passaro (-piis'sa-ro) S E point of Sicily, 26 m. S S
of Syracuse.
Gape Pillar, Tierra del Fuego, S. America.
S E headland of j?asmania.
point of N. Am. in Bering Strait.
Cape Prince of Wales, promontory,
Cape Race, S E point of Newfoundland.
point of Newfoundland.
Cape Ray, S
Cape Rena (-ra'na) S E point of Skyros isl. Grecian Archipelago.
or
Cape River,
Rio de Segovia (re'o da sa-go've-a) riv. 250 to 300 m. long,
Nicaragua, Cen. America flows into Caribbean Sea.
point of Celebes isl. Malay Archipelago.
Cape Rivers, N
shore of Lake Tiberias.
Capernaum (ka-per'na-Cm) anc. city, Palestine,
Cape Remain (-ro-man') low point 37 m. N E of Charleston, S. C.
Cape Romania (-ro-ma-ne'a) S E point of Malacca.
coast Alaska, near entrance Bering Strait.
Gape Romanzof (-ro-man'tsof )
S point mainland
Cape Sable (-sa'bl) S point Cape Sable Isl. Nova Scotia.

X

255 Dpop. 11,

Barrow, British America, Arctic Ocean, lat. 68° 5' N, Ion. 111° W.
Bathurst (-bath'flrst) British America, Arctic Ocean, Ion. 127° 30' W.
B^arn (-ba'arn') in dept. Pyrt5ui5es-Orientales, France, Medit. sea.
on N coast of Corsica.
Bianco (-be-an'ko) on S coast of Sicily.
on S

—

W

— on E coast of Patagonia.

Canton

Canuma

;

less

j

;

seaport tp., township ;
See Abbreviations, p. 19ia

spt.,

;

vil., Tillage.

11

.

;

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Capna (k5p'n-a, It. pron. ka'poo-a) city, * of Caserta
Carabaya (ka-ra-bl'a) prov. Puiio dept. Peru, b. Am.

;

Pop.
13

prov. Italy
silver and gold mines.
Valencia; 2,9S4L3

CaraboSo (ka-ra-bo'oo) state, N Venezuela, S. Am. *
Caraca (ka-ra'ka) mt. range, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, S. America.
its # and
Caracas (ka-rii'kaa) fed. dist. Venezuela, 45 D pop. 89.

—

—

*

198

of

town, Lombardy, Italy
Caravellas (kii-ra-vSl'las) town, Baliia state, Brazil
miu. co.
Carbon (kiir'bon) min. co. E Pa. 412 D pop. 39, X Mauch Chunk.
Wyo. 7,800 D pop. 7, X Rawlins.
Carbonara (kar-bo-na'ra) town, Bari prov. Italy, 4 m. S of Bari
Carbondale (kiir'bon-dal) tp. & city Jackson co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 2.
min. city, Lackawanna co. Pa. pop. 11.
Carbonear (kar'bgn-er) spt. town, on Conception Bay, Newfoundland
Carcajente (kar-ka-ngn'ta) town, Valencia prov. Spain
Carcassonne (kar'kas'sunn') mfg. city, * of dept. Aude, on Aude riv. France
Carchl (kiir'che') prov. Ecuador, S. America, pop. 36, * Tulcau.
Cardiff (kiir'dif ) bor. & spt. X of Glamorgan co. Wales
Cardigan (kar'de-gan) co. S Wales, G93 D pop. 63. its X pop. 3.
Cardigan Bay, inlet of St. George's Channel, Wales.
(kii-ra-vad'jo)

—

—

4
9
28

N

10

Carlsbrooke^kar'Ts-brSSk) viL & parish. Isle of Wight, Hampshire, England..
of Syracuse
Carlentlnl (kar-leu-te'ne) town, Sicily, Italy, 19 m. N
co.
Carleton (karl'ton) co. E Ontario, Canada, 649 D pop. 59, X Ottawa.
New Brunswick, Canada, 1,250 D pop. 22, X Woodstock.

CarllnvUle
pop.

(kar'lln-vll) tp.

3.

&

city,

X

of

Macoupin

—

co.

—

—

—

^

&

^

SWof Cam-

&

N

Carnarvon

or

Caernarvon

(kar-nar'vgn) min. co. Wales, 577

n pop.

118.

—

its X on Menai Strait, pop. 10.
St. George's Channel, Carnarvon and Anglesey cos. Wales.
CarnatiC (kar-nSflk) old division E coast India, now in Madras presidency.
Carniola (kar'ni-o'la) prov. Austria, 3,856 D pop. 499, * Laibach, pop. 31.
Caro (kSr'o) vil. X of Tuscola co. Mich
Caroline (kSr'o-lIn) co. E Md. 315 D pop. 14, X Denton.
co. E cen. Va. 515 Q
tp. Tompkins co. N. Y. pop. 2.
pop. 17, X Bowling Green.
archipelago
in
N
Pacific,
belong
to Spain, 560 D
Caroline Islands,
Carondelet (ka-rSn'de-la) tp. St. Louis co. Mo
Carony (ka-r6'ne') riv. 400 m. long, Venezuela, flows into Orinoco river.
Carora ('la-ro'ra) town, Lara state, Venezuela, on Tocuyo river
CarottO (ka-rot'to) vil. on Naples Bay, Italy
Garouge (kii/roozh') mfg. town, Geneva canton, Switzerland
Carovlgno (kii-ro-ven'yo) town, Lecce prov. Italy, 19 m.
N of Brindisi..
CarpanetO (kar-pa-na'to) town, Piacenza prov. Italy
Carpathian Mountains (kar-pa'tht-an-) mt. range, Hungary, 800 m. long.
Carpenedolo (kar-pa-ua-do'lo) town, Brescia prov. Italy
Carpenter, tp. Jasper co. Ind
Garpentras (kitr'poN'triis') city, dept. Vaucluse, France, 16 m. N E of Avignon
of Modena
Carpi (kiir'pe) mfg. town, Italy, 9 m. N N
of Modena
Carpineti (kar-pe-na'te) town, Italy, 22 m. S
Carpino (kar-pe'no) town, Foggia prov. Italy
Carpinone (kar'pe-no'na) town, Campobasso prov. Italy
Carra (kar'ra) barony, 22 m. long, 8i m. broad. Mayo oo. Ireland
Carrantual (kSr'ran-tii'al) highest nit. of Ireland, 3,414 ft. high, Kerry co.
statuary marble
Carrara (kiir'rii'ra) city," Italy, 59 ra. S
of Modena
Carriacou (kSr're-a-koo') largest of Grenadine Isls. Brit. W. Indies, 7 m. long.
Carrickfergus (kSr'rTk-fer'gtis) spt. Antrim co. Ireland

Carnarvon Bay,

—

^

W W

W

W

W

(kSr'rtk-on-sliur) mfg. town, Tipperary co. Ireland
Ga. 549
co.
Ark. 650
pop. 17, X Berryville.
111. 440
pop. IS, X Mount Carroll.
co. N
pop. 19,
cen. lo. 570
cen. Ind. 370
co.
pop. 20, X Delphi.

CarriCk-On-Sulr

W
—

U

Carroll (kSr'rol) CO. N
pop. 22, X CarroUton.
CO.

N

W

;

W

D

—

—

D

—

W

—

W

D
—

D

co. N Md. 420 Q
CarroUton.
co. N Ky. 105 D pop. 9, X CarroUton.
co.
co. con. Miss. 615 D pop. 19, X CarroUton.
X Westminster.
N cen. Mo. 690 D pop. 26, X CarroUton. co. E N. H. 9(17 D pop. 18, X
Tenn.
600
pop.
IS,
CarroUton.
co.
Q
Oasipee.
401
pop.
co. K O.
D
X
2-1, X Huntingdon.
part of Va. 450 D pop. 15, X HillsviUe.
tp.
co. S

X

—

pop. 32,

W

—

—

—

W

—

W

—

—

X

Ga

co.

3
3

— city, X

N

—

—

—

—

&

Africa.

2

9
2
8

13

Casamassima

12
6

5

(kii^sii-mas'se-ma) town, Italy, 13 m. S of Bari
(ka-sa-na'ra) riv. 180 m. long, Chita Mts. to Meta riv. Colombia.
ter. Colombia, bet. Andes mts. and Orinoco riv. part of Boyaca dept. pop. 26.
Casanova (ka-sa-no'va) town, Caserta prov. Italy
of Caceres .
Casar de Caceres (ka'sar da ka'tha-rSs) mfg. town, Sp. 10 m.
of Malaga
S
Casares (ka'sa-rSs) mfg. town, Spain, 52 m.
pop. 9,
Great Falls.
Cascade (kas-kad') CO. cen. Mont. 2,600
Cascade Range, mts. Ore. &Wash. ; highest peak Mt. Rainier, Wash. 14,444 ft.
Cascavel (kiis-ka-vSl') town, Ceara state, Brazil
Cascia (ka'sha) town, Umbria prov. Italy, 13 m. E of Spoleto
Casco (kas'ko) tp. St. Clair co. Mich
Casco Bay, coast of Me. S E of Cumberland co. 300 small isls. in bay.
Caselllna (ka-sel-le'nii) suburb of Florence, Italy
pop. 733,
Caserta (ka-sar'ta) agr. prov. Italy, on Mediterranean sea, 2,313
Capua.
town, Caserta prov. 6 m. S E of Capua, pop. 31.
Liberty, —tp. Clark co. 111. pop. 2.
Casey (ka'sT) co. S Ky. 444 pop. 12,
Cashmere (kash-mer'). See Kashmir.
Casoli (ka'so-le) town, Chieti prov. Italy
Casorla (kii-so're-a) town, Italy, 6 m.
of Naples
Caspe (kas'pa) town, Saragossa prov. Spain, on Guadalupe river
Caspian Sea (kSs'pI-an-) inland salt lake between Europe and Asia, 760 m.
long, 270 m. wide, 169,381 D, 84 ft. below sea level.
111. 360
pop. 16,
Virginia.
pop. 31,
co.
cen. Ind. 420
Cass, CO.
Logansport.
co. S
lo. 576
Atlantic.
co. S
Mich.
pop. 20,
504
pop. 21,
Cassopolis.
co.
cen. Minn. 2,990
pop. 1,
West
Brainerd.
co.
Mo. 688
pop. 23,
Harrisonville.
co. E Neb. 530
pop. 24,
Plattsmouth.
co E N. Dak. 1,704
pop. 20,
Fargo.
co.
E Tex. 950 pop. 23, Linden. tp. Guthrie co. lo. pop. 2. tp. Schuylkill CO. Pa. pop. 3.
Cassandra (kSs-san'dra) pen. 25 m. long, Salonica vilayet, Turkey in Europe.
town, Bar!
Cassano (kas-sii'no) mfg. town, Cosenza prov. Italy, pop. 9.
prov. Italy, pop. 5.
Cassano-Sopra-Adda (kas-sa'no-so'pra-iid'da) vil. Lombardy dept. Italy, 17

28
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—
X
— W

D

X

N

O

D

9

5
2

*

X

—

X

W

—

7

X

D

W

X

7
16
6

N

W W

N

&

&

Bartow

Mo

&

D

—

of Palestine, 1,500 ft. high.
Carmen (kiir'mSn) town isl. of Mexico, in Gulf of Mexico, 90 m.
pgche.
isl. in Gulf of California, containing large salt lake.
city, X of White co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
Carmi (kar'mi) tp.
Carmb'e or Earmoe (karm'o-g) isl. 21 m. long, Norway, in North Sea
Carmona (kar-mo'na) mfg. city, Spain, 18 m. E of Seville

(klir'terz-vTl) city,

—

W

;

6

(kar'tliTj) tp.
town,
of Hancock co. lU. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
of Jasper co. Mo. pop. 8.
vil. Jefferson co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp.
of Moore co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
vil. Hamilton co. O. pop. 2.
anc.

Carthage

D

tp. pop. 4, city

111.

—

W

W

Ky. 190 D pop. 8, X Bard well.
town, X of Nicholas
Carlisle (kar-m') co. S
bor X of Cumberland co. Pa. pop. 8.
mfg. city, X of
CO. Ky. pop. 1.
Cumberland co. England, pop. 39.
its X pop. 8.
CarlOW (kar'lo) CO. Leinster prov. Ireland, 349 D pop. 41.
Carlsbad or Karlsbad (karls'bat) town on Tepl riv. Bohemia, Austria ; medicinal hot springs, a famous watering place
Carlscrona (karla-kroo'na). See Karlskrona
of Karlskrona, on Baltic sea.
Carlshamn (karls'ham) cml. town, Sw. 26 m.
Carlsruhe (karls'roo', Ger. -rob'g) city, # of grand duchy of Baden, Germany
Carlstad (karl'stat) town, # of Wermland prov. Sweden, N shore of Lake Wener
Carlstadt (karl'stat) town, Bergen co. N. J
CO. N E Minn, 860 D pop. 5, X Thomson.
Carlton (karl'ton)
tp. Orleans co.
"
N. Y. pop. 2.
town, X of Clinton co. 111. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 2.
Carlyle (kar'in') tp.
Cannagnola (kSr-man-yoTa) cml. town, Piedmont, Italy, on Po river
Carmarthen or Caennarthen (kiir-mar'thSn) co. Wales, on Bristol Channel,
929 Q pop. 131. .— its X pop. 10, a spt. on Towy river.
Carmarthen Bay, in Bristol Channel, Wales has Oaldy Isl. lighthouse.
Carmaux (kar'mo') coal min. town, dept. Tarn, France
vil. X of Putnam co. N. T. tp. pop. 3.
famed mt.
Carmel (kar'mel) tp.

CartersvUle

Casanare

*

W

&

&

;

W

D

i

Cartwrlght (kart'rit) tp. Sangamon co. Ill
Garupano (ka-roo'pii-no) spt. town, Bermudez state, Venezuela, S. America..
Carver (kiir'ver) CO. S E cen. Minn. 340 D pop. 17, X Chaska.
Carvers Creek, tp. Cumberland co. N. C
Carvin-Epinoy (kar'vSN'-a'pe'nwo') town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France
Garwar (kar'war') town, Madras presidency, British India
Carysfort Reet (kar'Iz-fort-) coral reef S of Fla. lighthouse 112 ft. high.
Casaba (ka-sa'ba) mfg. town, Smyrna vilayet, Asia Minor, 30 m. N E of Smyrna
Casacalenda (ka-sa-ka-len'da) town, Campobasso prov. Italy
Casal Sordino (kii-sal' bor-de'no) town, Cliieti prov. Italy
Gasale (ka-sii'U) town, Alessandria prov. Italy, on Po river
Casale della Trinity (-del'la tre-ne-ta') town, Foggia prov. Italy
Casal maggiore (ka-sal' mad-jo'ra) mfg. town on Po riv. Italy
Gasal-PusterlengO (-poos-ter-lSn'go) mfg. town, Milan prov. Italy

&

&

6

—

town, X
# of country of Carthage,

;

WNW

—

D

—

Carterville, city, Jasper CO.
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3

(kar'ta-je'na, Sp. pron. kiir-ta-Ha'na) city
chief
cml. city
naval arsenal of Spain, Murcia prov. pop. 84.
spt. Colombia,
S. America,
of Bolivar dept. pop. 20.
Cartaya (kar-tl'yii) town & port, Andalusia prov. on Piedra riv. Spain
pop. 17, X Grayson.
co. S Mo. 500 D pop. 6, X
Carter, co. N E Ky. 544
Van Buren.
co. N E Tenn. 298 D pop. 13, X Elizabethtown.
Carteret (kiir'ter-et) CO. N. C. 510 D pop. 11, X Beaufort.

*

&

O

—

Cartagena or Carthagena

™

vil. Morrow co. O. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Cardington (kar'dlng-ton) tp.
Cardona (kar-do'na) toHTi, Barcelona prov. Spain has a mt. of rock salt.
(kar'drSs)
parish,
Dumbarton
co. Scotland
Cardross
Cardwell (kard'wel) CO. cen. Ontario, Canada, 380
E of Vannes.
CarentOlr (ka'roN'twar') vil. dept. Morbihan, France, 35 m. E
Carey (ka'rS) vil. Wyandot co. O. 50 m. S by E of Toledo
Carhuamayo (kiir-wa-mi'o) town, Junin dept. Peru, 13,087 ft. above sea level.
Carlaco (ka-re-a'ko) town, 40 m. E of Cumana, on Cariaco riv. Venezuela
Cariatl (ka-re-a'te) town, Caserta prov. Italy
Caribbean Sea (kSr'Tb-be'an-) Atl. oc. between Caribbee Isls. and Cen. Am.
Caribbees (kar'Ib-bez) or Lesser Antilles, isls. E of Caribbean Sea. divided
into Windward and Leeward Islands.
vil. Aroostook co. Me
tp.
Caribou (kar'i-boo) tp.
Carlgnano (ka-ren-ya'no) town, Turin prov. Italy, 11 m. S of Turin
of Borneo.
Carimata Islands (ka-re-mii'ta-) group of over 100 isls.
of Palermo, on Carini riv. Sicily
Carlnl (ka-re'ne) town, 12 m.
town, Caserta prov. Italy
joint pop.
Carlnola (ka-re-no'la) commune
pop. 361,
Klagenfurth.
Carlnthla (ka-rln'the-a) duchy, Austria, 4,005

Pop.

tp. Cattaraugus CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
vil. X of Carroll co. 0. pop. 1.
Carryall (k5r'rT-al) tp. Paulding co.
Carsoli (kar'so-le) town, Aquila prov. Italy, 40 m. E N E of Rome
Carson City (kar'son-) city, X of Ormsby co. and * of Nevada
Carson Pass, Alpine co. Cal. in Sierra Nevada mts. 7,952 ft. above sea.
Carson River, 170 m. long, Sierra Nevada nits, to Carson Lake.

(ka-rii-ko'les)

Oarapegua

Caravagglo

& town, X of Carroll co. lo. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2. — tp. Platte co. Mo. pop.
2. ^ tp. Washington CO. Pa. pop. 2.
CarroUton (kar'rol-ton) tp. & town, X of Carroll co. Ga. tp. pop. 5, town pop. 1.
— tp. & city, X"of Greene co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2. — town, X of Carroll CO. Ky. pop. 2. — tp. & city, X of Carroll co. Mo. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 4.

—

group of small isls. in Caribbean Sea, N of Venezuela.
town, Antofagasta ter. Chile ; rich silver mines.
(ka-ra-pa'gwa) town, Paraguay, S. America
Car.ivaoa (ka-ra-vii'ka) town, on brancli Segura riv. Spain
Venezuela, pop. TZ.

Caracoles

1737

D

—

D

N

—

X

D

D

—

X

D

—

X

N

9'

9

W

X

X

6

—

—

D

—

m. E N E of Milan
Cassel or Eassel (kiis'sel) mfg.
Cassia (kash'ya) co. S Ida. 4,500

5
city, # of Hesse-Nassau prov.
D pop. 3, X Albion.

72

Prussia

Cassun Pasha

(kiis'sTm pa'shii') suburb of Constantinople, Turkey.
(kas-se'na) town, Alessandria, Italy
Cassiquiarl (ka-se-ke-a're) riv. Venezuela, joins Orinoco riv. & Rio Negro.
Gassolnovo (kiis-s81-no'vo) vil. 10-^ m. S E of Novara, Italy
Cass River (kas-) Mich. 150 m. long, flows into Saginaw river.
Castalla (kSs-ta'lI-a) spring near Delphi, Gr. sacred to Apollo and the Muses.
Castel or Eastel (kas-tel') town, Hesse, Ger. on Rhine riv. opposite Mentz...
Castel Buono (kas-tel' bwo'no) town, near Palermo, Sicily mineral springs
Castel dl Sangro (kas-tSl' de san'gro) town, Aquila prov. Italy
Castel Fidardo (kas-tel' f e-dar'do) town, Marches, cen. Italy
Castel Fiorentino (kas-tel' fe-o-rSn-te'no) town, Tuscany, Italy
Castel-Franco (kas-tgl'-fran'ko) commune & town, Bologna prov. Italy, joint
pop. 12.
fortified town, Trevisoprov. on Musone riv. Italy, pop. 11.

Casslne

6
5

;

;

—

Castellamare

— cml.

&

mfg. city
spt.
of Trapani, pop. 11.

(kiis-tgl-la-mii'ra)

spt. Sicily, 20

m.

near Adriatic sea, pop.

E

Bay

its

*

pop.

5

6
T

of N.Tples, Italy, pop. 22.
prov. Italy,

— town, Teramo

W

Italy, 20

m.

N of Turin

Castellaneta
town, 24 m. N
of Alessandria, Italy
Castellazzo (k.is-tSl-litt'so) town, 5 m. S
Castel-Leone (kiis-t51'-lii-o'na) vil. 16 m. N AV of Cremona, Italy
Castello Branco (kits-tSl'lo briui'ko) dist. Beira prov. Portugal, 2,558
(kiis-tSl-lii-na'tii)

—

8

5.

Castellamonte (kiis-tSl'lii-mSn'la) town, Torino dept.
Gastellana (kiis-tel-la'na) town, Bari prov. Italy

178.

5

W

6
9
8
6

of Taranto, Italy

D pop.

7

6.

Castello de Vide (kiis-tSl'Io da ve'da) vil. AlemtFJo prov. Portugal
Castellon de la Plana (kiis-tSl-yon' da lii plii'nii) prov. Valencia, Spain,
2,446 D pop. 292.
its * a mfg. city, 40 m. N N E of Valencia, pop. 25.
Castelluccio Aqua Borrnna (kiis-tei'lobt'cho ii'kwiv bOr-rii'nii) town, Italy,
highest in Apennines, 4,763 ft.
Castelnaudaiy (kiis'tEl'iioMii're') mfg. town, dept. Aude, France
Castelnuovo (kas-tSl'nwo'vo) fortified spt. Dalniatia kingdom, Austria, pop.
7.
town, Istria, Austria, pop. 7.
Castelnuovo del Monti (-dii'e mSn'te) town. Modena prov. Italy
Castelnuovo dl Garfagnana (-de giir-fiin-yii'nii) town, Italy, on Serchio riv.

5

—

10

—

43 m. S

W of Modena

."

W

5
6

Salerno prov. Italy

6

Castelnuovo dl SottO (-sSt'fo) town, N Ttnly, 10 Ml. N
of Reggio
Castelnuovo Scrlvla (-skre've-ii) town, Italy, i:> 111. K N Eof Alessandria
Castel

San Giorgio

(kiis-tei' siin jfir'jo) towii,

S, e, i, o, u, long ; a, e, o, less prolonged ; S, S, I, o, iS, short; a, g, j, o, u, obscure; far, list, fall, cSro; form; toOd, first, ffli-l
a, o, U, u, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch <m «» chin ; g as in get ; s cw in linger, link ; ng as in »ing ; th as in thiu ; tta <u tn tliiue j I,
;

3 as in f8r
ii,

S,

6

w,

ow

oi ns in oil
;
as in row;
b, d, o, u, b, » (iaeo p. 1719).

7

;

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
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N

Castel San NiccOlO (kas-tSI' san nek-ko-lo') town, Arezzo pro v. Italy
Castel San Pletro (kas-tel' san pe-a'tro) town, Bologna prov. Italy
Castel-Sarrasin (kSs'tSl'-sar'ra'zaN') cml. town, dept. Tarn-et-6aronne, Fr.
Castel-Termini (kas-t61'-ter^me-ne) town, Sicily, Italy mines of sulphur
Castelvetere (kas-tel'vgfa-ra) town, Calabria, Italy, near Mediterranean sea
Castelvetrano (kas-tSl'va-trii'no) town, Sicily, Italy
town, Umbria prov.
Castlgiione (kas-tel-yo'na) town, Sicily, Italy, pop. 9.
Italy, on Lake Perugia, pop. 9.
Castiglione della Stivlera (-dSl'la ste-ve-a'ra) town, Lombardy, Italy
Castiglione Florentino (le-o-ren-te'no) town, Italy, 10 m. S E of Arezzo ....
Castiglione, LagO di (la'go de-) lagoon lO m. long, Siena prov. Tuscany, It.
Span.
Castile (kas-tel') tp. & vil. Wyoming co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Castilla (kas-tel'yii) former kingdom, Spain.
Castleford (kas'1-ford) town, West Riding, York co. England
Castlemaine (kas'l-man') town, Victoria, Australia
in Elk Mts. Col.
Castle Peak, in Sierra Nevada mts. Cal. 13,000 ft. high.
;

.

—

Pop.
5
12
7

9
7

20

Castleton

P

high.
(kas'l-ton) tp. Barry co. Mich. pop.

extensive with
CO. Vt. tp. pop.

New

Brighton

vil.

Staten

2.

Isl.

—

tp.

Richmond

pop. 16.

—

N. Y. covil. Rutland

Castor (kSs'tor) tp. Stoddard co. Mo
Castres (kast'r) min. & mfg. town, dept. Tarn, on Agout riv. France
Castries (kas'tre') spt. British W. Indies, on St. Lucia island
Castro (kas'tro) anc. Mityle'ne, town, * of Mitylene isl. Turkey in Asia, 55 m.
N of Smyrna, pop. 6. town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil, pop. with dist. 8.
Castro del Rio (kas'tro d§l re'o) cml. & mfg. town, Andalusia prov. Spain...
Castrogiovanni(kas'tro-jo-van'ne) city, cen. Sicily, Italy, 4,000 ft. above sea.
Castro— Reale (kiis'tro-ra-a'la) city, on Castro riv. Sicily, Italy
Castrovillari (lias'tro-vll-la're) town, N Cosenza prov. Calabria dept. Italy. ..
Castuera (kas'too-a'ra) town, Spain, 68 m. E S E of Badajoz

tp. pop. 2, vil.

Cemetery,

D

*

pop. 1,839,

R

D pop.

130.

—

—

D

#

&

&

W

S

—

D

—

D

—

ft.

T

vil.

W

Baltimore

U

Bahama Islands.
tp.

7

Caw Caw,

4

tp.

Orangeburg

co. S.

Cawker City (ka'ker-) vil.
Cawnpur (kan'poor') mfg.

city,

W.

;

182

,.

—

D pop.

#

N

#

D

—

X

&

W

6
16

;

— old

D

*

pop.

Colombo.

—

;

;

field in 1777.

;

&

town, X of Dawes co. Neb. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 2.
Chadron (chad'ron) tp.
Chaeronea (ker-o^ne'a) ruined city, Greece ; victory of Phihp of Macedon, 338
c.
of
Sylla,
86
B.
.3. c. and
pop. 7, X Buena Vista.
Chalfee (chSf'fe) co. cen. Col. 1,150

D

mfg., manufacturing min., mining; apt., seaport ; tp., township
;
#, capital ; X,co.seat; agr., agricultural cml., commerci
Population is given in nearest thousands : 2 =1,500 to 2,499 ; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

=

;

;

7

5
6
6
8
38
6
6
37
1

10

W

town, Boddentown.

;

6

23

.

belongs to Spain
tar
Ceva (cha'va) town. Piedmont^ Italy
C^vennes (sS'venn') mts. S France, highest point Mezin, 5,794 ft. high.
counfry, France, N E part Languedoc, # Mende.
Ceylon (se-15n' or si-lon') isl. Indian Ocean, a British colony, 25,364
3,008,

Cayo Cocas (ki'o ko'kSs) isl. 28 D, N W of Cape Romano belongs to Cuba.
Cayo Largo (-lar'go) fertile isl. 32 D, Caribbean Sea belongs to Cuba.
Cayor or Kayor (ki-or') state, Senegambia, N W Africa, pop. 200, * Macaye.
Cayo Romano (ki'o ro-ma'no) isl. G6 m. long, on N coast of Cuba.
Cayuga (kS-yoo'ga) agr. co. cen. N. Y. 773 D pop. 65, X Auburn.
Cayuga Lake, nav. lake 38 m. long, between Cayuga and Seneca cos. N. Y.
means square miles

5
195

;

Cezimbra (sa-zem'bra) town, Estremadura, Portugal, 18 m. S of Lisbon
Mongolia, Chinese dominions.
Chabkln (chab'kin') riv. 500 m. long, N
Chachacomani (cha-cha-ko-mii'ne) mt. peak Andes mts. Bolivia, 20,235 ft.
its #, also * of
Chacbapoyas (cha-cha-po'yas) prov. Peru, S. America.
Amazonas dept. pop. 6.
Chaco (cha'ko) ter. N Argentine Republic.
Chad, Tchad, or Tschad (chad) lake, Sudan, cen. Africa.
Chadds Ford (chadz-) vil. Delaware co. Pa. on Brandywine creek battle-

W W

4, chief

—

.

See Cajamaequh-la.

D pop.

3.

;

Casatambo. See Cajatambo.
Caxo (kaks'o) or Caso (ka'Eo) anc. Ca'scs, Turkish isl. Grecian Archipelago..
Cayambe (ki-am'ba) mt. Ecuador, Andes mts. S. America, 19,535 ft. high.
Cayenne (ka-yen' or ki-en') town on Cayenne Isl. % of Fr. Guiana, S. America
Cayius (ka'lus') town, dept. Tarn-et-Garonne, France
N of JaCayaians (kl'-manz') group of 3 isls. Britisli W. Indies, 150 m.
maica, 225

S.

of Florence
CertaldO (cher-tal'do) town, Tuscany dept. Italy, 18J m. S
Cervaro (cher-va'ro) town, Caserta prov. Italy
Cervera (ther-va'ra) town, Lerida prov. Spain
Cervia (cher've-a) town, Emilia dept. Italy, 13J m. S S E of Ravenna
Cervinara (cher-ve.aia'ra) town, Avellino prov. Italy
Cesena (clia-sa'nS) town, Forli prov. Italy sulphur mines S of the town
Cesenatico (cha-sa-na'te-ko) town, Emilia dept. Italy, 9 m. E N E of Cesena..
Cetraro (cha-tra'ro) town, Cosenza prov. Italy
Cette (set) cml. & mfg. town, dept. H^rault, France, on Mediterranean sea.
Cettinj^ (cha'ten'ya) town, * of Montenegro
Ceuta (siJ'ta, Sp. pron. tha'oo-ta) spt. town, Marocco, Africa, opposite Gibral-

Caxamarca." See Cajamaeca.
Caxamarquilla.

tp.

21
8

tp.

2.

D*

—

Provinces, India

tp.

vil.

2.

fornia.

1

N.

co.
10.

—

Kan
div.

1.

tp.

1.

N

C
Allahabdd

co. ill.

D

—

Mitchell co.

S.

D

W

W

8

7
5

4.

3.

Argostoli.
80,
(cha-pra'no) town, Latium dept. Italy, 11 ra. S E of Frosinone
Port.
(se-ram'.
ser-rovvN') isl. Malay Archipelago, T/ of Papua, 7,000
Coram
Cerami (cha-ra'me) town, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy
Cerdagne (ser'dan') old div. Pyrenees mts. partly in Fr. and partly in Spain.
Cerea (cha-ra'ji) town, Italy, 19 m. S S E of Verona
Cerignola (chS-ren-yo'la) town, Foggia prov. Italy
Cerigo (cher'e-go) most S Ionian isl. 116
pop. 14, chief town Capsali Greek.
E of Milan.
Cernusco-Asinario (cher-noos'ko-a^se-nii're-o) town. It. 7 m.
CerretO (cher-ra'^o) town, Benevento prov. Italy, on Apennins Mts.
CerretO Guldl (-gwe'de) town, Firenze prov. Italy
of Junin dept. Peru, 13,673 ft. high
Cerro de Pasco (ser'ro dS pas'ko) town,
lo. 576
Mason City.
tp.
pop. 15,
Cerro Gordo (sSr'ro gSr'do) co.
(ser'ro gor'do) mountain pass between Vera
town, Piatt co. 111. tp. pop. 3.
Cruz and Mexico ; battle 18 and 19 April, 1847.
Cerro Gordo de PotOSi (-da po-to-se') mt. 16,037 ft. high, Bolivia, S. Am.
Melo.
Cerro Largo (-liir'go) dept. Uruguay, S. America, 5,753
Cerros (ser'ros) isl. 30 m. long, 5 m. broad. Pacific ocean, off coast Lower Cali-

—

W

3
18

5.

2.

CO.

302

;

X

tp.

Ceprano

&

SW

10
12
6
6
760

2.

co.

—

of Girgenti
Cattolica (kSt-tbl'e-ka) town, Sicily, Italy, 14 m. N
Cauca (kovv'ka) dept. Colombia, S. America, 257,402 D pop. 621, # Popayan.
riv. 600 m. long, Colombia, rises in Andes, flows into Magdalena river.
Caucasus (ka'ka-sus) great div. of Russian Empire, 10 govts, on both sides of
Caucasus mts. 182,4.57 D pop. 7,458, # Tifiis.
mts. between Black and Caspian seas, Russia, 700 m. long, highest point, Mt. Elbruz, 18,526 ft. liigh.
Caudebec-I6s-Elbeuf (kod'bek'-ia-zel'buf) mfg. town, dept. Seine-Inf^rieure, on Oison riv. France
Caudete (kow-da'ta) town, Albacete prov. Spain
Cauqu^nes (kow-ka'nes) town, % of Maule prov. Chile, 60 m. S of ChUlan
Caura (kow'ra) ter. cen. Venezuela, 22,564 D.
Cauterskill Creek (ka'terz-kTl-) stream, 20 m. long, Catskill Mts. N. Y. flows
into Catskill Creek remarkable for scenery.
Cautln (kow'teu) prov. Chile, lat. 39° S, 3,126 D pop. 37, # Temuco, pop. 3.
of Salerno
Cava (ka'vii) mfg. town, Salerno prov. Italy, m. N
Cavaiilon (ka'va-yoN') town, dept. Vaucluse, France, on Durance river
Cavalier (kav'a-ler') CO. N N. Dak. 1,512 D pop. 6, X Langdon.
its X pop. 3.
Cavan (kav'an) CO. Ulster prov. Ireland, 746 D pop. 112.
coast Cuba, 38 m. S
of Havana deep bay.
Cavanas (ka-va'nas) liarbor, N
of Chioggia, on Adige riv. N Italy..
Cavarzero (ka-viir-za'ra) town, 11 m.
Caveller-Maggiore (ka-val'ler-mad-jo'ra) tov/n. Piedmont, Italy
Cavery or Cauvery (ka'ver-i) riv. 470 ni. long, Deccan, India.
Caveryporam (ka'ver-T-po'ram) town, Madras presidency, India
Caviana (ka-ve-a'na) isl. 35 m. long. Para state, in Amazon riv. Brazil.
its #, a forCavite (ka-ve-ta') agr. prov. Luzon isl. Philippine Isls. pop. 173.
tified spt. town, 10 m. S S
of Manila, pop. 7.
(ka-vor'
or
-voor')
mfg.
town. Piedmont, Italy
Cavor or Cavour

W

co. 0.

Central America, S part of N. America, from Panama Isthmus to Tehuantepec Isthmus mostly occupied by five Spanish American republics.
Central City, min. city, X of Gilpin CO. Col. pop. 2.
city, X of Merrick co.
Neb. pop. 1.
Central Falls, mfg. vil. Providence co. R. I. on Blackstone river
Centralia (seu-tra'ly2)tp. & city, Marion co. 111. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 5.
min.
bor. Columbia co. Pa. pop. 3.
city, Lewis co. Wash. pop. 2.
Central Provinces, cem British India, 86,501 D pop. 10,775, # Nagpur.
Cephalonia (chef-a-15'ne-a) isl. Ionian Isls. Mediterranean sea, uome of Greece,

—

V

3

tp.

2.

;

W

3
18

ajic.

W

& Jutland.

lo.

G.

tp.

2.

tp.

Catskill (kats'kll) tp. & vil. X of Greene co. N. Y. tp. pop. 8, vil. pop. 5.
CatSkill Mountains, group of Appalachian Range, Greeneand Ulster cos. N.Y.;
higliest peak. Slide Mountain, 4,025 ft.
N. Y. 1,356 D pop. 61, X Little Valley.
Cattaraugus (kat'ta-ra'gus) CO.
Cattaro (kat'tii-ro) spt. Dalmatia, Austria, on Cattaro Gulf
arm of North Sea, 150 m. long
or
(kat'te-gaf)
90 m.
Kattegat
Cattegat

Sweden

D

—

field of_flrst

Ga. 149 D pop. 5, X Ringgold.
Catoosa (ka-too'sij) co. N
Catoosa Springs", salt and iron, 8 m. E of Ringgold, Ga.

broad, between

co.

4,

Md

co.

tp.

4.

St.

Catonsville (ka'tons-vil)

SWMo.

X

;

co.
3.
tp.
co.
(-vil) vil. St.

3.

7

6

1.

2.

high.
long,

pop.

5

—

8.

;

11,000

&

vil.

3.

&

Wateree in S. C.
Catawba Springs, tp. Lincoln co. N. C
Catawissa (kat-a-wTs'sa) tp. & vU. Columbia co. Pa. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
Catbalogan (kiit-ha-16-gan') town, Samar isl. Pliilippme Islands
Cateau-Gambresis (ka'to'-koN'bra'ze') mfg. & min. town, dept. Nord, France.
Cathay (kath-a') anc. name for China and E Taetaey.
Cathedral Peak. Sierra Nevada mts. N E Mariposa co. Cal. granitic peak
Cat Island or Guanahani (gwa'na-hS'ne) isl. 36 m.
CaUettSburg (kSt'lets-bflrg) vil. X of Boyd co. Ky
CatO (ka'to) tp. &. vil. Cayuga co. N. Y

—

—
—
—
~
^
^
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
— Henry lo. pop. — tp. Madison co. pop. — tp.
lo. pop.
— Doniphan co. Kan. pop. ^ Vernon co.
Atchison co. Kan. pop.
— tp. Cliatham co. N. C. pop. — tp. Columbiana
Mo. pop.
— tp. Monroe O. pop. — Wood co. O. pop. ^tp. OconeeO.co.pop. C.
— RicUand O. pop.
pop.
— city, X of Appanoose co. lo.
Clair
Centerville
pop.
— tp. & town, Wayne co. Ind. tp. pop. — & town, X of Queen
pop.
— & Fairfax co. Va. tp. pop. 2;
Anne co. Md. tp. pop.
town pop.
near
battle of Bull Run, July 21, 1861.
Cento (chan'to) town, Emilia dept. Italy, 16 m. N N W of Bologna
Centu'rip.e, town, Sicily, Italy
Centorbi (ch6n-tor'be)
— tp. Perry co. Mo.
Franklin
— mfg.
Mo. pop.
Central,
— Pickens co. C. pop. pop.
Louis
Mo. pop.

&
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Shelby co. Tenn. has a national cemetery.
Ceneda (cha-na'da) mfg. town, Treviso prov. Italy, 22 m. N of Treviso
Cenon-la-Bastide (se'uoN'-IS'-bas'ted') vil. dept. Gironde, France
CentallO (cheu-tal'lo) town. Piedmont dept. Italy
Center, min. co. cen. Pa. 1,145 D pop. 43, X Bellefonte.
tp. Sebastian co.
Ark. pop. 2.
tp. Boone co. Ind. pop. 7.
tp. Clinton co. Ind. pop. 7.
tp.
Dearborn co. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Delaware co. Ind. pop. 13.
tp. Grant co.
Ind. pop. 10.
tp. Hancock co. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Hendricks co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Howard co. Ind. pop. 10.
tp. Jennings co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Lake co.
Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Marion co. Ind. pop. 12.
tp. Marshall co. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Union co. Ind. pop. 3.
city, Appanoose co. lo. pop. 4.
tp. Cedar co.

Barcelona.
agr.
min. prov. Argentine Republic, S. America,
pop. 8.
Catanduanes (ka-tan-doo-a'nes) fertile isl. 40 m. long, Philippine Islands.
mfg.
pop. 633.
its
Catania (kii-tii'ne-a) prov. E Sicily, Italy, 1,970
cml. city, foot of Mt. Etna, pop. 96.
Catanzaro (kii-tan-za'ro) prov. Calabria dept. Italy, on Mediterranean sea,
pop. 455.
its # a mfg.
cml. city near Squillace Gulf, pop. 21.
2,307
Catasauqua (kat'a-sa'kwa) bor. Lehigh co. on Lehigh riv. Pa
cen. N. C. 388
pop. 19, X Newton.
tp.
town,
Catawba (ka-ta'ba) CO.
tp. York co. S. C. pop. 7.
Catawba co. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
Catawba River, 300 m. long, rises in Blue Ridge mts. N. C. and is called
12,483

D

N

D

W

W

Caswell (kaz'wSl) co. N. C. 410 D pop. 16, X YanceyviUe.
Catahoula (kaf a-hoo'la) parish, cen. La. 1,380 D pop. 12, X Harrisonburg.
Catalonia (kat'a"lo'nT-a) Sp. CataldSa (k"a-ta-loou'ya) former div. N E Spain,
31,500

—
—

N

.

*

Cefalu (chel-a-loo') town, N coast Sicily, Italy, 44 m. E S E of Palermo
Ceglie (chal'ya) city, Lecce prov. Italy, 27 m.
of Brindisi
Cehegin (tha-a-Hen') cml. town, Murcia prov. Spain
Celano (cha-la'no) town, Aquila prov. Italy, near former bed of Lake Fucino..
Celebes (sgl'e-bez) isl. in Malay Arcliipelago, belongs to Netlierlands, 71,150 ID
Celina (se-li'n.a) vil. X of Mercer co. O. on Wabash river
Celle (tsel'le) or Zell (tsSl) mfg. town, Hanover, Prussia, 23 m. N of Hanover

—

Catamarca (ka-ta-mar'ka)

N
D

N

."
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Cedar Falls, city. Black Hawk co. lo
Cedar Grove, tp. Orange co. N. C
Cedar Rapids, mfg. city, Linn co. lo
Cedar River, 400 m. long, Minn, to Iowa riv. at Columbus Junction.
Cedar Springs, vii. Kent co. Mich
Cedartown, tp. & town, X of Polk co. Ga. tp. pop. 7, town pop. 2.
Cedarville (-vIl) town, Cumberland co. N.J. pop. 1..— tp. & vil. Greene

co.

&

tp.

la se-Sr'rS) town, Seville prov. Spain .
(kii-zem'be) country, E cen. Africa, little known, 110,000 CI
Cazenovla (kSz'en-o'vI-a) tp.
vU. Madison co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
Cazorla (ka-thor'la) city, Andalusia prov. Spain,
slope Sierra Cazorla mts.
Ceara (sa-ii-ra') maritime state,
Brazil, 40,253
pop. 953,
Ceara, pop. 35.
Ceccano (chgk-ka'no) vil. Latium dept. Italy, on Sacco riv. 5 m. S of Frosinone
Cecil (se'sil) CO.
E Md. head of Chesapeake Bay, 375 pop. 26,
Elkton.
Ceclavii; (tha-kla-ven') town, Spain, 35 m.
of Caceres
Cedar (se'dar) CO. E lo. 570
pop. 18, X Tipton, —co.
496
pop. 16,
Stockton.
CO.
E Neb. 735
pop. 7,
St. Helena.
tp. Carroll co.
Ark. pop. 4.
tp. Boone co. Mo. pop. 6.
tp. Callaway co. Mo. pop. 1.
Cedarburg (-bflrg) tp.
city Ozaukee co. Wis. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 1.
Cedar Creek, Imndred, Sussex co. Del. pop. 5.
tp. Cumberland co. N. C. pop.
3.^ tp. Lancaster CO. S. C. pop. 2.

Cazembe

X

—

ft.

Pop-

Cazalla de la Sierra (ka-thal'ya da

N

—

14,115

....

vil., village.

5

.

..

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1739

Pop.

Ohagoa ZSIandS

(cha'^os-) archipelago, Indian Ocean, S extension ot Maldire
claimed by Great Britain, dependency of Mauritius.
rSs)
(cha'g
spt. Colombia, S. America, mouth of Chagres river.
CIiagTeS
Chagrin Falls (sha-gren') vil. Cuyahoga co.

Group

Charlton

Chalcedony Butte"(kSl'se-do-ne biit) mt.
ChalclS (kSl'sis), Chalkis (kiil'kXs), or Negropont

#

of

Euboea, Greece, on Euripus Strait

7

(kSl-de'a) anc. ter. Asia, on Euphrates riv. and Persian Gulf.
ChaUont St. Giles (chSl'font sent ;ilz) parish, Buckingham co. England ; William Penn buried here.
ChaUd Island (kSl'ke-) one of Prince's Isls. Marmora Sea.
Chalky Bay, inlet 16 m. long, New Munster isl. New Zealand ; good harbor.
Challa (cha/lii) pass, 14,700 ft. high, E Cordillera of Andes nits. Bolivia.
ChallOns (shal'loN') town, dept. Vendee, France
Chalonnes—sur— Loire (slia'lonn'-siir'-lwar') town, dept. Maine-et-Loire, Fr.
Chalons-SUr-Marne (sha'loN-siir'-marn') mfg. city, of dept. Marne, France
cml. town, dept.
Chalons-SUr-Saone (-siir'-son') anc. Cabillo'num, mfg.

Chaldea

*

Sa8ne-et-Loire, France
(chiim'bii) native state, S Kaalmiir, 3,216
Lafayette.
Chambers, co. E Ala. 660 pop. 26,

D

Chamba

D

X

—

co.

E

S

pop. 5.
Tex. 840
pop.

D

X

of Franklin CO. Pa
Chambertin (shoN'ber'tSN') famous vineyard, dept. CSte-d'Or, France.
dept. Savoy, France
Chamb^ry (shSN'ba're') mfg. cml. city,
Longueuil.
Chambly (shoN'ble') co. Quebec prov. Canada, 157 pop. 11,
min.
mfg. town, dept. Loire,
Chambon-FeugeroUes (shoN'boN'-fu'zhe-r611')
"
France

#

&

D

8

20

X

&
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Chambord

(shSN'bor') vil. dept. Loir-et-Cher, France ; chSteau of Count de
Chambord in park 21 m. in circumference.
Chamouni (shii'mob-iie') noted valley, 12 m. long, 1 to 6 m. broad. Upper
of Mt. Blanc.
Savoy, France,
Troyes became part of France
Champagne (sh5N'pan') old French prov.
famous wine dist. depts. Charente and Charente-Infi5rieure, Fr.
in 1286.
Champagney (shoN'pan'ya') town, dept. Haute-SaSne, France
pop. 42, X Urbana.
co.
cen.
Champaign (sham-pan') CO. E 111. 1,000
tp.
city, Champaign co. 111. tp. pop. 7, city
O. 447
pop. 27, X Urbana.
pop. 6.
Champion, tp. Jefferson co. N. Y
vil. Clinton co. N. T. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 1.
Champlain (shSm-plan') tp.
CO.
Quebec prov. Canada, 4,512
pop. 29, X Batiscan.
Champlain Lake, lOO m. long, separates N. Y. from Vt. naval battle, 1814.
Chan^-Kalessi (slia'nak'-ka'lSs'se') or Kale Sultanie (ka'ia sool-ta'ne-a)
cml. town,
of Bigha vilayet, Asia Minor, on Dardanelles

N

*
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—
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battlefield, May 2 and 3, 1863.
(chan'da) dist. Nagpur div. Cen. Provinces, British India, 9,700
pop.
its #, a mfg. town, pop. 15of Chandeleur Islands.
Ghandeleur Bay (shan-de-lobr'-) S E coast of La
Chandeleur Islands, La." 65 m. N of mouth of Mississippi river.
Chanderi (chau'de-re') dist. 90 m. long, 70 m. broad, Bengal, British India.
Chandemagar (shan'der-na-gar') French colonial town, India, on Hugli river
Chandore (chan'dor') town, Bombay presidency, British India
Chaudpur (chand'poor') town, Bijuaur dist. Brit. India, 68 m. N Eof Delhi..
Chang— Cheun—Cham (cliang-che-oou'-cham) island 15 m. long, Kwangtung
prov. S coast China.
Chang-Chow (-choo') mfg. city, Fukien prov. China
Chang-Mai (-mi') town, Laos, Indo-China, on Mekong river
(-hwa' or -wa') ft. town,
coast Formosa isl. Chinese Empire..
ChangChannel Islands, in English Channel, belong to Great Britain since Norman
conquest, 75 D pop. 92, # St. Holier.
Chantenay (shoN'te-na') mfg. town, dept. Loire-Inf (Srieure, Fr. on Loire river
Chantibun or Chantabon (shar('ta-biin') cml. town, Siam
Chantilly (shoN'tel'ye' or shoN'te'ye') mfg. town, dept. Oise, France; celebrated for lace and porcelain
Chanute (cha-noof) city, Neosho co. Kan
Chany or Tchani (cha'ne) lake, 65 m. long, 40 m. broad, Siberia, Asia.
Chao-Naiman-Sume (cha/o-ni'miin'-soo'ma) or-Dalai-nor (da-la'e-n8r') large
cml. city, S E Mongolia, Asia, 165 m. N of Pekin.
Chapala (sha-pa'la) lake, Mexico, 1,300 D, traversed by Eio Grande river.
Chapel Hill, tp. & town. Orange co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 1.
Chaprd (chap'rii') cml. town, in Behar div. Bengal prov. India
of Mex. ; battle 1847.
Chapultepec (cha-pool'ta-pSk') fortress, Mexico 2 m. S
Chardon (shar'dgn) vil. X of Geauga co.
AngoulSme.
riv.
Charente (sha'roNf) dept. France, 2,294 D pop. 360,
France, nav. 130 m.
200 m. long,
France,
past, maritime dept.
Charente'Inf^rieure (-aN'fa're'ur') mfg.
La Rochelle.
2,C35 D pop. 456,
Char&ntOtt (sha'rSN'toN') town, dept. Seine, France, on Marne riv. near Paris.
Oharikar (char'T-kar') town, Afghanistan, 36 m. N of Kabul
cen. Mo. 740
pop. 26, X Keytesville.
tp.
Chariton (cli5r'T-tgn) CO.
tp. Howard co. Mo. pop. 4.
city, X of Lucas co. lo. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 3.
of Bokhara.
Gharjui or Tcharjui (char'joo-e') town, Bokhara, cen. Asia, S
Oharkieh (char-ke'ygh) prov. Lower Egypt, 905
mfg. town, HaiCharlerol (shar'Ie-roi') or Charleroy (shar'le-rwo') min.
naut prov. Belgium
Charles, co. S Md. 460 D pop. 15, X Port Tobacco.
city,
Charles City, co. S E Va. 200 D pop. 5, X Charles City Courthouse.
X of Floyd CO. lo. pop. 3.
15 m. broad, Galapagos group, Pacific ocean.
Charles Island, 20 m. long
Charles Mis, co. S S. Dak. 1,130 D pop. 4, X Wheeler.
Charles River, Mass. 75 m. long its estuary divides Boston from Cambridge.
its X, a cml. city
Charleston (charlz'tgn) CO. S E S. C. 193 D pop. 00.
spt. pop. 55. .— tp.
city, X of Coles co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 4. .— town,
X of Mississippi co. Mo. pop. 1. tp. Tioga co. Pa. pop. 2. city, X of
Kanawha co. and
of West Va. pop. 7.
Oharlestown (charlz'town) tp. & town, X of Clarke co. Ind. tp. pop. 3, town
pop. 1.
a part of Boston, Mass. a navy yard.
town, X of Jefferson co.
West Va. pop 2.
Oharleville (shar'le-vel') cml. town, dept. Ardennes, Prance, on Meuse river.
vil. CharleOharlevois (shiir'le-voi') CO. N Mich. 427 CH pop. 10, X Boyne.
voix CO. Mich. pop. 1.
CO. N B Quebec prov. Canada, on St. Lawrence riv.
3,959 D pop. 19, X St. Paul's Bay.
city, X of Eaton
Charlotte (shiir'lot) co. S Va. 500 D pop. 15, X Smithville.
CO.
CO. Mich. pop. 4. — mfg. city, X of Mecklenburg co. N. C. pop. 12.
S
New Brunswick, Canada, on Bay of Pundy, pop. 24, X St. Andrews.
Charlotte Amalle (-ii-mii/le-e) cml. town, St. Tliomas isl. Danish W. Indies.
OharlOttenburg (shitr-lBt'ten-booro') mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia..
Charlottesville (shiir'lots-vJl) city, X of Albemarle co. Va. seat of University
".
of Virginia
of Prince Edward Island,
Oharlottetown, town, X of Queen's co. and
•
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Cheektowaga (chek-to-wa'ga) tp. Erie co. N. Y
Cheera, Tchira, or Tsoh'ira"(clie'ra) city, Chinese Turkestan
Chefu or Tsohifu (che-f()o') port, Cliina, on Shantung promontory
precinct
Wash. 2,104 n pop. 9, X Montesano.
Chehalis (che-ha'lis) CO.
city, X of Lewis co. Wash. prec. pop. 3, city pop. 1.
mfg. prov. China, on PaChehkiang or Tche-Kiang (che'-ke-Sng') cml.
cific ocean, 39,150 D pop. 11,589, * Hang-Chow.
Chelan (che'lan') lake 30 m. long. Wash, empties into Columbia river.
Cheliabinsk (chel-ya-binsk') town, Orenburg govt. Russia
Chellumbrum (chel'lum-briim') town, Madras presidency, India
Chelm (kSlm) town, Poland, Russia, 42 m. E S E of Lublin
town, X of
Chelmsford (chemz'fQrd) mfg. tp. Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 3.
Essex CO. England, pop. 11.
frontier
of
Greece.
(ke-lo'na)
mt.
ft.
high,
6,312
Chelona
mfg. city, Suffolk
vil. Keimebec co. Me. tp. pop. 2.
Chelsea (chel'se) tp.
mfg. vil. Washtenaw co. Mich.
CO. Mass. N E suburb of Boston, pop. 28.
town, bor.
parish,
pop. 1.
tp. & vil. X of Orange co. Vt. tp. pop. 1.
Middlesex co. England, S
suburb of London, bor. pop. 367, parish pop. 88.
town, England, 90
Cheltenham (chelt'ntim) tp. Montgomery co. Pa. pop. 5.
m.
of London, on Clielt riv. pop. 43; saline springs.
Chelyuskin Peninsula (chel-yiis'kin-) 50 m. broad, N Siberia, extends 100
m. into Arctic Ocean.
Chemnitz (kSm'nlts) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Cliemnitz river
Chemung (she-miSng') CO. N. Y. on border of Pa. 430 D pop. 48, X Elmira.
tp, McHonry co. 111. pop. 3.
tp. Cliennuig co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Chemung River, 50 m. long, flows into Susquehanna riv. in Steuben co. N. Y.
Chenango (slig-nSn'go) co. cen. N. Y. 854 O pop. 38, X Norwich.
Chenango River, 100 m. long, N. Y. Hows into Susquehanna river.
Chenaub or Chenab (che-niib') cen. riv. of tlie Punjab, India, 700 m. long.
Ghenoa (she-no'ii) tp. & town, McLean co. 111. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
Cheptsa (cliEpt'sii) riv. 250 m. long, Viatka govt. R\iss. Hows into Viatka river.
Cher (shSr) riv. 220 m. long, cen. Prance, rises in dept. Oreuse, Hows into
Loire riv.
agr. & past. dept. cen. France, 2,780
pop. 350, * Bourgea.
Cherana River (cliSr-ii'nn-) 120 m. long. Wash. Hows into Palouso river.
Cherasco (kS-riis'lto) town, Piedmont dept. Italy, on Tanaro river
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CliesterfieUl co. S. C.

or shilr'bobr') mfg. fortified

on Groat Pedee river... tp.
spt. & naval arsenal, dept.

Mancho, France

9
4
33

(sliCr'e-bi5u')

town pop.
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& town,

pop. 930,
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(clic-ra') tp.
^sliSr'bflrg

Cheribon

Canada

p. 1719)
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(chat'ter-poor) native state, Bundelkhand ter. India, 1,240
pop.
120. —its
pop. 10.
Ga. 331
pop. 11,
Summerville.
Chattooga (chSt-too'ga) co.
Chaudiere (sho'de-ar'Jlake, 18 m. long, 5 m. broad, expansion of Ottawa riv.
riv. Quebec prov. Canada, 102 m. long, from Megantic Lake to
Canada.
St. Lawrence riv. 7 m. above Quebec.
of dept. Haute-Marne, France
Chaumont (sho'moN') mfg. cml. towp,
Chauny (sho'ne') town, dept. Aisne, France, mostly on isle in Oise river
Chaussy or Tchaussy (chow'se) town, Mohilev govt. Russia in Europe
Sedan.
co. S
Chautauqua (sha-ia'kwa) CO. S S E Kan. 651 pop. 12,
Mayville.
N. Y. 1,020
pop."75,
tp. Chautauqua co. N. Y. pop. 3.
N.
Y.
16
m.
long,
m.
broad,
Chautauqua
co.
2
Chautauqua Lake,
of NeuchStel
Chaux-de— FondS (sho-de-foN') mfg. town, Swit. 9 m.
Chaves (sha/ves) town, Tras-os-Montes prov. Portugal ; hot salt springs
Chazelles-Sur-Lyon (.sha'zell'-sUr'-lT-oH') town, dept. Loire, Prance
tp.
vil. Clinton co. N.
Chazy (shaz-e') tp.
Ashland City.
Cheatham (chet'am) co. cen. Tenn. 400 pop. 9,
tp.
vil. Iroquois co. Ill
Chebanse (she-bans') tp.
its
pop. 6.
Cheboygan (she-boi'gan_) CO. Mich. 815 pop. 12.
Chechentsi (cha-kent'se) a people of N. Caucasia, S of Terek river
Checiny (ket-seS'e) town, Poland, on Czarna riv. marble quarries
E coast Nova Scotia, S E of Gut of Canso.
ChedabUCtO Bay (shed'a-biik'to-)
famed for its cheese.
vil. Somerset co. England
Cheddar (ched'dar) parish
Cheduba (che-d(5o'ba) fertile isl. Pegu, Lower Burma, in Bay of Bengal, 250

Cherbourg
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ChateaU-Renard_(sha'to'-re-nar') town, dept. Bouches-du-Rh8ne, France...
Chateauroux (-rco') mfg. &"cml. town, * of dept. Indre, France
Chateau-Thierry (-te-ar're'l tov/n, dept. Aisne, France, on Marne river
Chatelet (shat'la' or sha'te-la') town, Hainaut prov. Belgium, on Sambre riv.
Ghatelineau (sha'tel'e'no'J town, Hainaut prov. Belgium, opposite ChStelet..
Chatellerault (sha'tel'ro') mfg. & cml. town, dept. Vienne, France, on Vienne riv. 20 m. N N E of Poitiers
of Winona
Chatfield (chat'feld) vil. Fillmore co. Minn. 32 m.
S
co. cen. N. C.
Chatham (chat'a.m) CO. S E Ga. 433 D pop. 58, X Savannah.
784 D pop. 25, X Pittsboro.
tp. Middlesex co. Conn. pop. 2.
tp. & vil.
Barnstable co. Mass. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1. .— tp. & vil. Morris co. N. J. tp.
borough &
pop. 5.
tp. & vil. Columbia co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
tov7n, England, on Medway riv. 30 m. E S E of London, bor. pop. 59, town
pop. 27.
town, X of Kent co. Ontario, Canada, on Thames riv. pop. 9.
Chatham Islaniis, group in Pacific, 380_m. E of New Zealand.
Chatillon-SUr-Seine (sha'te'yoK'-slir-san) mfg. town, dept. C6te d'Or, Fr. ..
Chatmoss (chat'mos) a morass of 6,000 acres, Lancaster co. England.
seat
Chatsworth (chats'wfirth) tp. & town, Livingston co. 111. tp. pop. 2.
of Duke of Devonshire, Derby co. England
most splendid private residence
in England.
Ga. 220 D pop. 5, X Cusseta.
Chattahoochee (chat'ta-hoo'che) CO.
Chattahoochee River," 500 m. long, rises in N Georgia, flows into Apalachicola riv.
nav. to Columbus.
Chattanooga (chSt'ta-noo'ga) mfg. city, X of Hamilton co. Tenn
parish
Chatteris (chSt'ter-Ts) parish & town, Cambridge co. England
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of Adrianople
(sha'to'bre'SN') cml.
mfg. to\vii, dept. Loire-Inf(^rieure, Fr.
of Chartres.
Chateaudun (-duN') town, dept. Eure-et-Loir, Fr. 26 m. S S
vil. Franklin co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Chateaugay (shSt'o-ga') tp.
Chateaugay River, Hows from Chateaugay Lake, N. Y. to St. Lawrence riv.
Ch&teau-Gonthier (sha'to'-goN'tT-a') mfg. town, France, on Mayenne river.
part of Quebec prov. Canada, 250
Chateauguay (slia'to'ga') agr. co. S
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Chateaubriant

*
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Imperial.

Chaska (chas'ka) vih X of Carver co. Minn
Ghas-Kdi (shiis'ko'e) town, Turkey, 25 m. E

Chatterpur
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#

Chanda

D pop.

9
6
2

—

D

Chancef Old (cliants'ford) tp. York co. Pa
Chancellorsville (-vl'l) Spottsylvania co. Va.

Pop.
vil.

;

—

—

&

W

—

— tp. &

—

W W

;

n

&

Hill.

Chartiers (char'terz') tp. & bor. Allegheny co. Pa. tp. pop. 8, bor. pop. 3.
tp. Washington co. Pa. pop. 2.
Chartres (shart'r) mfg. & cml. city, * of dept. Eure-et-Loir, France, 54 m.
of Paris famous cathedral
S
Charytch or Tcharytch (cha-rich') riv. 220 m. long, Siberia, rises Altai Mts.
co. S
Neb.
Chase, co. E cen. Kan. 750 D pop. 8, X Cottonwood Falls.
888

5
5
23
22

*

its

X Trader's

—

X

Wallisville.
Chambersburg (-bQrg) bor.
2,

—

3,

Charlton-next- Woolwich (-w661'Tch) vil. Kent co. England, near London.
Charo (clia'ro) cml. town, Michoacan state, Mexico
Charrette (shar-rgf) tp. Warren co. Mo
Charshumba (ehar-shum'ba) town, Turkey in Asia, on Yeshil-Irmak river ...

W

&

pop. 130.

D pop.

.

1

Col. 10,400 ft^ high.

(neg'ro-pont), town,

E

(chiirl'ton) CO. S
Ga. 1,055
co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.

Worcester

;

Dutch residency

&

town,

N

coast Java

Isl.

residency

11.

prolonged ; 5, S, I, 5, iS, i/jort; a, g, i,_o, y, oftsciire; fiir, list, fall, cfire; term; foOd, f(58t, f(irl_; SasintSr; oi <« in oil owasmoow;
oh as in chin g as in get nasin linger, link ng as in sing ; th as in thin tfa as in thine ; I, ii, &, \», B, D, o, h, k, h (see p. 1719).
;

;

;

;

;

X

.;
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Pop.

Cherkasl

N

(chSr-ka'se)

Kiev govt. Russia, on Dnieper river
Don Cossack country, Russia, N of Don river

14

Cherkask
Chernigov (cliSr-ne-gov') govt. Russia, 20,233 D pop. 2,110. — its # pop. 17.
Chernomorsk (cliei--uo-morsk') military dist. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 2,741 D.
Chernoyarsk (cliSr-no-yarsk') fortified town, Astraklian govt. Russia
Cherokee

town,

Murphy.
kee

NE

(cher'o-ke') co.

Ga. 409 D pop. 15,
CO. S E Kau. 57G

O

tovvii,

(clier-kiisic')

—

co.
lo. tp.

X

D

E

Ala. 58G

—

Canton.

D

X

pop. 20,

—

— min.

Center.
pop. 17,

W lo. 576 D

W

X

W
—

N

co.

Cherokee.

—

pop. 23,
pop. 3.

pop. 4, town
CO. S. C. pop. 3.

CO.

D

16
5

—

—

2
2
2
2

tp.

2

N

*

D

&

—

X

&

CherryvUle (-vIl) tp. & town, Gaston co. N. C
Cherso (ker'so) isl. Quarnero Gulf, Austria, 105
Chertsey (clies'sg) town, Surrey co. England

&

D

pop.

8.

—

*

its

pop.

5.

tp.

vil.

—
W
— & Gallia co. O. pop. — or
pop.
Chester.
England,
D
pop.
X
W
1,027
730,
&
Chester,
Cheshunt (chgs'hunt) parish, Hertford CO. England, 14 m. N of London
40 m. W S W of Smyrna.
Asia Minor, opposite Scio
Chesme (chgs'me)
Cheste (chSs'ta) mfg. town, Spain, 14 m. W of Valencia
S E Pa. 764 D pop. 89, X West Chester. —
Chester (chSs'ter) agr. & min.
X HenderC. 570 d pop. 27, X Chester. — co. S W Tenn. 288 D pop.
— Wabash co. Ind.
son. — min. & mfg. city, X of Randolph
pop.
— Burlington N. pop. — & Morris co. N. tp.
pop.
— tp. & Orange N. Y. pop. — Warren co. N. Y. pop.
pop.
— tp. Wayne 0. pop. — mfg. city, Delaware co. Pa. pop. — &
— & Windsor co.
town pop.
town, X of Chester
C.
pop.
—
Vt. tp. pop.
pop. 37.
X of Cheshire, ISngland, on Dee
C. 986 D pop.
X Chesterfield Courthouse.
Chesterfield, min. & agr.
— CO. S E Va. 465 D pop. 26, X Chesterfield. — tp. Macomb Mich. pop.
— tp. Essex CO. N. Y. pop. — mfg. town, Derby co. England, pop.
New Haven

co. "Conn. tp.
min.
past. CO.

Q

1

7

tp.

2.

tp.

vil.

vil.

2.

8
7
5

isl.

9,

co. 111.

tp.

5.

2.

co.
co.

vil.

co.

2.

tp.

J.

vil.

20.

tp.

3.

7,

tp.

vil.

;

Kan. 1,020

—

city,

D

E

Col. 1,800

X

St.

D pop.

1,

—

W

X

Cheyenne Wells.

O

W
—

*

N

co.

X

Francis.
co.
Neb. 3,288
pop. 6,
of Wyoming and X of Laramie co. pop. 12.
Indians, .athletic and warlike tribe, settled in Ind. Ter.
Mountain, peak 9,848 ft. high. Front Range mts. Col.
pop. 4,

3

W

U

W

3,537

9
13
9
12
13

dist.

;

;

—

D

NE

Chickasaw (chlk'a-sa) co. E lo. 504 pop. 15, X New Hampton, co.
Miss. 520-D pop. 20," X Okolona.
Chickasawha River (chTk'a-sa'wa-) 200 m. long, Miss, flows into Leaf river.
Chickasaw Indians, civilized tribe, Ind. Ter. from Miss.
Ala
watering place, Greenville co. S. C
Chicks Springs, tp.
tp.
Chiclana (che-kla'nii) town, Cadiz prov. Spain
Chiclayo (che-kli'o) town, Lambayeque dept. Peru
city, Butte co. Cal. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 3.
Chico (che'ko) tp.
Chicod (she'kod) tp. Pitt co. N. C
vil. Hampden co. Mass. tp. pop. 14, vil. pop. 4.
Chicopee (cluk'o-pe) tp.
Chicopee Falls," mfg. vil. Hampden co. Mass. on Chicopee river
Chicopee River, 70 m. long, Worcester co. Mass. to Connecticut river.
E Ark. 760 pop. 11, Lake Village.
Chicot (she'ko) CO.
E part of Quebec prov. Canada, 23,760
ChiCOUtiml (she'koo'te'me') co.
its X pop. 2.
pop. 17.
(ke-a're)
mfg. town. Piedmont dept. Italy, 9 m. S
Chierl
of Turin
Chieti (ke-a'te) prov. Italy, 1,105
pop. 348.
anc. Tea'te, its
pop. 24.
ChignectO Bay (shig-nek'to-) inlet 30 m. long,
end Bay of Fundy.
Chigrin (che-grTn') town, Kiev govt. Russia, on Tiasmin river
Chihuahua (che-wa'wii) state, Mexico, 87,802 pop. 226.
its
pop. 2S.
Chikiri (che-ke're') riv. 450 m. long, Manchuria, flows into Amur river.
pop. 1.
its X.
Childress (child'rgs) co. Tex. 750
jnin. rep. S
Chile (che'la) agr.
S. Am. 290,816
Santiago.
pop. 3,414,
or Pe-chl-U (pa'-che-le') prov.
Chili (chTl'i) tp. Monroe CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
E China, 58,949 pop. 17,937,
Peking, pop. 1,000 (?).
Chilka Lake (chTl'ka-) lagoon, 44 m. long, S Orissa, India.
ChUkeah (chil-ke'a) "cml. town, 70 m.
of Bareilly, India.
Chilian (chel-yiin') cml. town,
of Nuble prov. Chile, S. America
(chTl'lT-kSth'e)
tp.
city,
Peoria
Chillicothe
co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
tp.
city,
of Livingston co. Mo. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 6.
mfg. city,
of Ross CO. 0. on rt. bank Scioto riv. pop. 11.
Chillon (she'yoN or shil'lon) fortress, Vaud canton, Swit. on Lake Geneva.
Chiloe (che-lo-a') isl. 120 m. long, 15 to 50 m. broad, off
coast of S. America,
a prov. of Chile, 3,995
Ancud.
pop. 79,
Chilton (chTl'ton) CO. cen. Ala. 710 pop. 15,
Clanton.
city,
of Calumet
CO. Wis. pop. 1.

&

&

&

W

D
N

—

E

—

D

W

&

D

N

&

—
—

D

#

NN

*
&

X

—

i

*, capital

Population

is

9

;

X,

co. seat

;

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

:

2

E

&

—

D

NNW

*

D

NW

D

X

—

D

(ke-oo'sa) mfg. town. Piedmont dept. It. pop. 6.
town, Palermo prov.
Sicily, pop. 7.
defile
Italy, 10 m.
of Verona, bet. Italy and Tyrol.
ChiUSl (ke-06'se) anc. Clu'sium, city, Siena prov. Tuscany dept. Italy
ChivasSO (ke-vas'so) walled city. Piedmont div. Italy, on Po river
Clllvilcoy (che-vel-ko'e) town, Argentine Republic, S. America
town, Poland, Russia,
Chmielnik (Kme-el'nlk) town, Podolia, Russia, pop. 8.
pop. 5.
coast Colombia, S. America.
ChOCO (cho'ko) large bay
Chocorua Mountain (ch6-kor'u-a-) 3,540 ft. high, Carroll co. N. H.
ChOCOWinlty (chok'o-wln'l-ti ) tp. Beaufort co. N. C
Ala. 916
pop. 18, X Butler.
co.
E cen. Miss.
Choctaw (chSk'ta) CO.
404
pop. 11, X Chester.
(chSk'ta-hSch'e-)
180
m.
River
long,
Ala.
Fla.
Choctawhatchee
Choctaw Indians, civilized tribe on S bank Arkansas riv. Ind. Ter
Chogdah (chog'dit) town, Bengal, on Hugli riv.; sacred place for bathing.
Choisy-SUr-Selne (shwS'ze'-sur-san) mfg. town, France, on Seine river
Cholet (sho'la') mfg. town, dept. Maine-et-Loire, France, on Maine river
S
of Saigon
Cholon (sho'loN') town, French Cochin China, 8 m.
Cholula (cho-loo'la) Indian town, Pueblo state, Mexico
coast of Patagonia Chilian.
Chonos Archipelago (cho'nos-) group on
Choprah (cho'pra) town, Kandesh dist. British India, 150 m. E Surat
mfg. town, Lancaster co. England, on Chor river
Chorley (chSr'le) min.
Chorolque (cho-r61'ka) mt. 16,548 ft. high, Bolivia, S. America.
Chorostkow (Ko-r5st'kov) town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Teyna river
Russ. Armenia, flows 200 m. into Black Sea.
Choruk (cho'riik') riv. Tur.

—

NW

N

;

—

D

70

66

5
9
7

21

W W

W

&

&

mfg. town, Siwas vilayet, Asia Minor

Choshl (cho'shl') city, Japan
Choteau (sho-to') co. N Mont. 27,280 D pop. 5,
Chotyn (Ko-ten') ft. town, Bessarabia jjovt. S

23
6
8

25
18

^

Isl.

New

Zealand, pop. 48.
pop. 31, X Taylorsville.
S cen. ill. 710
Hopkinsville.
co. S
Mo. 556 D pop. 14,

co.

X

D

—

W

—
X

W Ky. 708 D

co. S
Ozark.

Christiana (krTs'tT-an'a) hundred, Newcastle co. Del
Christiania (krTs-te-a'ne-a) prov. Norway, 6 O, being a cml. & mfg. city, * of
Norway, on Christiania-Fiord, pop. 172.
Christians (krts'te-ans) prov. S Norway, 9,792 D
Christiansand (-iind') spt. Lister & Mandal prov. S Norway
its *, a
Christianstad (krTs'te-an-stad') prov. S Sweden, 2,507 D pop. 222.
mfg. town on Helge-a riv. near Baltic sea, pop. 11.
Christiansted (krls'te-an-stSd') town, # of Santa Cruz isl. West Indies
Christiansund (-soond') cml. town, Romsdal prov. Norway
Christy (krls'ti) tp. Lawrence co. Ill
Chrudim (Kroo'dTm) town, Bohemia, Austria, on Chrudimka river
N of Cracow
Chrzanow (Kzhii'nov) cml. tovi'n, Austria, 27 m.
Chubut (shoo-boof) ter. S Argentine Republic, # Bawson.

—

6

108
13

5
10
2

9
7

#

prov. Puno dept. Peru, pop. 75.
its
pop. 5.
Chui (chob'e) riv. 600 to 700 m. long, Asiatic Russia, rises in Issyk-Kul Lake.
Chulim (choo-lem') riv. 500 m. long, Yeniseisk Tomsk govts. Siberia.
Chumbul (chum'bul) riv. 750 m. long, India, Vindhya Mts. to Jumna river.
Chumie (chob'me) mt. range. Cape Colony, S Africa.
Chumparun (chum-pa-riin') dist. Behar div. Bengal, British India, 3,531
pop. 1,441, * Motihari.
Chunar (chun'ar) town, Mirzapur dist. Benares, British India
Chundowsi (chiSn-dow'se)_town, Moradabad dist. N. W. Provinces, India
Chundrakona (chtin-dra-ko'na) town, Midnapur dist. Bengal, British India...
Chuprah (chup'ra). See Chapra.
Chuquibamba (choo-ke-bam'ba) town, mt. 21,000 ft. high, Peru.
pop. 123.
Chuquisaca (choo-ke-sii'ka) dept. Bolivia, S. America, 39,871

&

&

its

386,853

Chur

*

—

D

city,

now Sucre, which

(choor) mt. peak, 12,149

see.

ft.

high,

Gurhwal

state,

Himalaya Mts. India.

cml., commercial; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining; spt., seaport tp., township ;
;
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;

3=

8
12

X

W

—

7

16
15

;

&

(cho'room') cml.

14

D

high,

=1,500 to 2,499

2

N

&

ChucuitO (choo-kwe'to) min.

14
ft.

W

W W

X

—

D means square miles

—

D
*

—

D

—

W

America.
prov. Ecuador, 5,544 D pop. 122, * Riobamba.
China (chi'na) one of five great divisions of Chinese Empire, 1,336,841 D
S.

9

X

Ghimaltenango (che-mal-ta-nan'go) town, Guatemala, Cen. America
Chimborazo (chTm'bo-ra'zo, Sp. pron. chem-bo-ra'fcho) mt. 21,420
Ecuador,

11
9

(chTt'tii-gong') div. Bengal, India, 17,459
pop. 3,513.
dist.
of
cml. town,
pop. 1,127.
of div.
dist. pop. 12.
dist. Chittagong div. Bengal, India, 6,882
Chitteldrug (chTf tel-droog') dist. Mysore prov. British India, 4,471
pop. 531.
its
128 m.
of Seringapatam, pop. G.
Vt. 516
Chittenden (chTt'ten-den) co.
pop. 35,
Burlington.
Chittur (chit^tobr'fdist. Cochin state, Madras, India, 285

pop. 34,

W

—

6

5
div. Punjab, British India
co. England, on Thames river

Chittagong Hill Tracts,

dle

*

X

9

D

Christian,

*

—

#
D

D

D

#

3

*

N

D

3

11

D

—

W

—

Fort Benton.
Russia, on Dniester river
Chowan (cho-wiin') CO. N E N. C. 220 D pop. 9, X Edenton.
Christchurch (christ'chfirch) spt. & bor. Hampshire, England, bor. pop. 4.
town, * of Canterbury prov. on Midvil. Monmouth co. England, pop. 7.

3
9

X

D

—

—

5

—

&

Chorum
7

&

^

D

D

Madras presidency, British India..
Chicago (she-ka'go) chief city of 111. X of Cook co. port on Lake Michigan. .. 1,100
8
Chichester (chlch'es-ter) a7ic. Reo'num, city, X of Sussex co. England
Chickahominy River "(chik'a-hom'I-nT-) 90 m. long, Va.
Chlckamauga Creek (chik'a-ma'ga-) Walker CO. Ga. to Tennessee riv. bat-

N

W

D

—

.

tlefield in 1863.

6
14
300
20

W

;

Chlcacole (clnk'a-col') town, Ganjam

—

Chiusa

Sidney.

2 branches rising in Wyoming, each 350 m. long
it flows into Missouri riv. in S. Dak. 150 m. long.
(cha-tes'giir)
div.
Cen. Provinces, British India, 25,013
Chhatisgarh
Chiantla (che-iint'la) riv. 150 m. long, Guatemala.
(che-a'pa)
state,
S
Mexico,
27,222
pop. 241,
San Cristobal.
Chiapas
of Modica. .
Chiaramonte (ke-a'rii-mon'ta) town, Sicily, Italy, 11 m.
Ohlarhola (ke-ar'bo-la) suburb of Triest, Austria-Hungary
Chiari (ke-ii're) mfg. town, Lombardy dept. Italy battlefield in 1701
Chiavarl (ke-ii'va-re) mfg. town, Genoa prov. Italy, on Rapallo Gulf

#
NN

.

135

&

Bengal Bay, India, 2,498

from junction to where

D

W

Chittagong
7

Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne River, formed by

E

;

;

13.

3.

(slu'en') co.

#

ChiSUStl (che-s66s'te) town, Multan
ChiSWick (chiz'ik) town, Middlesex

18,

Chesterfield Inlet, N. Am. 250 m. long, 25 m. broad, N from Hudson Bay.
Chester-le-Street (-le-stret) mfg. town, Durham co. England
Chestertown, town, X of Kent co. Md. on right bank Chester river
Chestnut Ridge (chgs'nut-) mt. ridge, 130 m. long, 2,000 ft. high, Pa.
Chesuncook Lake (che-sun'kook-) 20 m. long, Piscataquis co. Me.
Chetimaohes Lake (chet'tl-mSoh'Iz-) 35 m. long, 10 m. broad, S La.
Chetopa (she-to'pa) vil. Labette co. Kan. on Neosho river
between
Cheviot Hills (cluv'e-iit-) range of hills, extending from N E to S
England and Scotland Cheviot Peak, 2,684 ft. the highest point.

Cheyenne

—

*

buried here

riv.

co.

2.

D

N

&

tp.

2.

2.

co. S.
tp.
city,
co. S.

2.

tp.

4.

J.

tp.

3.

&

(chTng'-an') conspicuous cape,
E coast Siberia, in Bering Sea.
Chingleput (chln-gle-piit') dist. Madras presidency, British India, on Coromandel coast, 2,753
p"op. 938.
its
on Palar riv. pop. 8.
CllingtU (ching'tob') city,
of Szechuen prov. China.
Chin-Kiang (chTn'-ke-iing') cml. city, Kiaugsu prov.. China
Chinon (she'noN') town, dept. Indre-et-Loire, France birthplace of Rabelais
Chinsura (chTn-soo'ra) part of Hugli city on Hugh riv. Bengal, India
Ctliobbe (che-ob'ba) city, Fukien prov. China, 15 m. S
of Araoy
ChiOggia (ke-od'ja) anc. Fos'sA Clo'dia, spt. tosvn Italy, 15 m. S of Venice.
Chipicani (che-i)e-kii'ne) mt. 19,740 ft. Andes mts. Peru
Bolivia.
Chipola (chip-o'la-) riv. 130 m. long, Henry co. Ala. to Apalachicola river.
Chippenham (chTp'num) town, Wiltshire, England
Chippewa (chlp'pe-wa) riv. 300 m. long. Wis. flows into Mississippi riv.
co.
E part of the upp"er peninsula, Mich. 1,606 pop. 12, X Sault Ste. Marie.
CO. S
cen. Minn. 575
pop. 9, X Montevideo.
co. N
Wis. l,9S(i
pop.
25, X Chippewa Falls.
tp. Wayne co. O. pop. 3.
riv. 60 m. long, Ontario
prov. Canada, flows into Niagara riv. above Niagara Falls.
Cllippewa Falls, city, X of Chippevi'a CO. Wis. on Chippewa river
Chippewa River, 120 m. long, IVlinn. flows into Minnesota river.
Chippeway Indians (chTp'pe-wa-) large tribe in N Minn.
Canada.
Chipping—
(chTp'ping-«Ik'om). Same as High Wycombe.
Chiquimula (che-ke-moo'Ia) cml. town, Guatemala,
of dept. of same name.
Chiquimula Isthmus, Cen. America, 70 m. of coast on Caribbean Sea.
ChipiuitOS (che-ke'tos) ter. Santa Cruz dept. Bolivia, S. America.
archipelago, Panama, Colombia.
Chiriqui (che-re-ke') river, lagoon,
pop. 10, X Center City.
Chisago (che'sa-go') CO. E Minn. 435
Chiselhurst (chlz'el-hQrst) vil. Kent co. England Napoleon III. died and was

Wycombe

co.

CO. S.

5

Peking.

.

8

Saginaw co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Chesapeake Bay"(clies'.3-pek-) 200 m. long, 4 to 40 ni. broad, Md. & Va.
Chesapeake City, town," Cecil co. Md. 50 m. E N E of Baltimore
Chesham (chesh'am) town, Buckingham co. England
tp. & town.
N. H. 784 D pop. 30, X Keene.
Cheshire (chesh'Tr) co. S

Chesaning; (ches'an-Tng)

*

D

Y

5

D

Ching-An

civilized of American Indians, occupying reservation
Tahlequah.
in
E Ind. Ter. 3,844,712 acres, pop. 30,
tp. Sullivan co. Pa. pop. 2.
WNeb. 5,668 pop. G, Valentine.
Cherry, co.
Washington
co.
Me
tp.
vil.
tp.
Cherryf ield,
Cherryhill, tp. Indiana CO. Pa
Kan
city,
Montgomery
co.
Cherry vale,
tp.
vil. Otsego co. N.
Cherry Valley, tp.

Pop.
13

Philippine &_Formosa islands.
Chlnchon (oheu-chon') town, Spain, 25 m. S S E of Madrid
Ghincorro (chen-kor'ro) reef, 23 m. long, 9 m. broad, off E coast Yucatan.
Chindwara (chlnd-wii'ra) fertile dist. Central Provinces, British India, 3,852
pop. 31G.
its
G5 m. N of Nfigpur, pop. 9.
Chinese Empire (clil'uez-) vast ter. E Asia, consisting of Manchuria, Mongolia, Tibet, Turkestan, China proper,
Hainan isl. 4,205,061
pop. 402,680,

*

tp. York
Cherokee Indians, most

N

Chlnandega (che-nan-da'g.a) state & town, Nicaragua, Cen. America
town
Chinapatam (chTn'a-pa-tSm') town, Mysore prov. British India
China Sea, part of Pacific ocean bounded by China, Siam, Borneo, and the

—

N. C. 530 D pop. 10, X
Columbus.
co.
tp. & town, X of CheroX Rusk.
tp, Spartanburg co. S. C. pop. 4.

X

pop. 23,

Tex. 1,000

N

co.

6

...

vil., village.

10
22
21

Q

D

.

.
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Pop.
Orisons canton, Swit. on upper Rhine
cen. Nev. 4,852 D pop. 1, X Stillwater.
riv. 800
Churchill (clifircli'il) CO.
m. long, Cauad|^ Hows into Hudson Bay.
Churul)USCq_(choo-roo-boos'ko) vil. Mexico battlefield in 1847.
Ghusail (choo'siin') arcli. pop. 250, ott E coast of China, # Ting-Hai.
ChUti^-Nagpur (choo'te-a-niig'pocr') prov. Bengal, British India, 26,966 D.. 4,646
Chutia-Udaipur (-oo'di-poor') state, Gujarat, India, 820 D pop. 03.
its *.
Cibao (se-ba'o) chief mt. of Haiti, near cen. of isl. highest point, 4,590 ft.
150
m.
(se'bo-16)
riv.
long,
Tex.
(lows
into
Antonio
river.
Sau
ClbOlO
tp. Tipton co. Ind. pop. 0.
tp. &
Cicero (sis'e-ro) tp. Cook co. 111. pop. 10.
vil. Onondaga co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
Clschanow (tse-a-nii'nov) town, Plock prov. Poland, Russia, on Lidinia river..
Clonf uegOS (se-En'f wa'gSs) cml. town, S coast Cuba, on Jagua Bay
of Murcia
Cieza (the-a'tha) nifg. town, Spain, 20 m. N
of Vercelli
Clgllano (chel-yii'no) town, Piedmont dept. Italy, 18 m.
Cmi or ZUll (tsi I'le) town, Styria, Austria
Cimarron (se-ma-ron') riv. 650 m. long, Raton Mts. to Arkansas riv. Ok.
Clmlnna (che-min'na) town, Sicily, Italy, 18 ni. S E of Palermo
Cimone (che-mo'na) mt. 0,975 ft. high, Apeuniue Mts. Modeua prov. Italy.
Clnaloa (sin-a-lo'a). See Sinaloa.
297
Cincinnati (sln'sin-ua'tT) cnil. & mfg. city, X of Hamilton co. O. on Ohio riv.
21
ClngoU (chen'go-le) town, in the Marches, Italy, on Musone river
N of Palermo
7
Clnlsl (che-ne'se) town, Sicily, Italy, 14 m.
N.
(cin-na-min'sgn)
Burlington
co.
J
4
tp.
&
vil.
tp.
Clnnamlnson
Cinnamon mountain (ein'na-mon-) peak, 12,000 ft. high, Elk Mts. Col.
Cln^uefrondl (clun-kwa-frSn'deftown, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
Cln^ue Ports (sink ports) collective name originally given to five spts. of
Hastings; subsequently
England, viz. Dover, Sandwich, Hythe, Romney,
the number was increased.
10
Clotat or La Ciotat (la se'o'ta') town, dept. Bouches-du-Rh8ne, France
Caucasus, in Russian govt, of Kuban.
ClrcaSBla (sgr-kash'I-a) region,
ClrcellO (chTr-chgl'lo)"lieadland, 1,713 ft. high, Italy, on Mediterranean sea.
Clrclevllle (ser'kl-vTl) tp. & city, X of Pickaway co. O. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 7.
Cirencester (sls'e-ter or sis'Ts-ter) anc. Cokin'ium, town, Gloucester co. Eng.
Ciro (che'ro) mfg. town, Catanzaro prov. Italy, 3 m. from Mediterranean sea..
Cisalpine Republic (sTs-Sl'pIn-) former state N It. now part of It. kingdom.
CiS— Caucasia (sTs'ka-ka'zhe-a) name given to part of the Caucasus in Europe.
or Austrian portion of Austria-Hungary.
Cisleithania (sis-li-tiia'ne-a) the
Cisternino (chis-ter-ne'no)"town, Bari prov. Italy
Cithaeron (slth-e'ron) mt. 4,020 ft. high, Greece, between Attica and Boeotia.
Citrus (cit'rQs) CO.' cen. Fla. 592 D pop. 2, X Mannfield.
Cittadella (chlt-ta-del'la) mfg. town, N Italy, on Brentella river
Citta della Pieve (-pe-a'va) town, Perugia prov. Italy birthplace of Perugino
Citta dl Castello (-de kas-tSl'lo) town, Perugia prov. Italy, on Tiber river
Clttanova (clnt-tii-no'va) town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
Citta Vecchla (chTt'tii vek'ke-a) ft. city, cen. Malta isl. 6 m.
of Valetta. ..
City Point, vil^Prince_ George co. Va. on James riv. a national cemetery.
Cludadela (se-oo-da-da'lii) mfg spt. Minorca isl. 25 m. \V of Port Mahon
Ciudad Real (the-oo-Dan' ra-al') prov. Spain, 7,840 D pop. 292.
its * pop. 12.
CiUdad RodrlgO (-roo-re'go) mfg^ city, Spain, 44 m. S
of Salamanca
Ciudad Victoria (se-oo-Dao' vek-to're-a) chief town, Tamaulipas, Mexico
Cividale (che-ve-dii'la) town, Friuli prov. Italy, on Ifatisone river
Civlta di Penne (che've-ta de pgn'na) anc. Pin'na, city, Teramo prov. Italy
Clvita Sant' Angelo (-sant an'ja-lo) cml. town, Teramo prov. Italy
Civlta Vecchla (-vSk'ke-a) spt.
cml. city, Italy, on Mediterranean sea
Civitella (che-ve-tgl'la) town, Arezzo prov. cen. Italy
Clvltella Casanuova (-ka'sii-nwo'vii) town, Teramo prov. Italy
Clackamas (klSk'a-mas) CO. N
Ore. 1,684 D pop. 15, X Oregon City.
Clackmannan (kiak-mSn'nan) co. Scotland, 49 d pop. 28
its X pop. 2.
Claggan Bay (klag'gan-) Gal way co. Ireland, extends inland 2% m.
Claiborne (kla'bfim) fertile par. N La. 800 D pop 23, X Homer.
fertile co.
Miss. 452 D pop. 15, X Fort Gibson.
S
co. N E Tenn. 472 D pop. 15, X
Tazewell.
tp. Union co. O. pop. 3.
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Clallam

—

(klSl'lam) 00.

N

W Waah. 1,824 D pop.

3,

X New Dungeness.

Clamecy (kliim'se'l
Clapham (klSp'am)

mfg. town, dept. Nievre, Prance
par. & suburb of London, England, Surrey co
joint pop.
Clara (kla'ra) tuwn, Cuba, 30 m. N E of Cienfuegos
Clare (klSr) co. N cen. Mich. 580 D pop. 8, X Farwell.
riv. 32 m. long, Galway CO. Ireland, flows into Lough Corrib.
isl.
coast Ireland,
4J m. long,
Mayo CO. entrance to Clew Bay. co. Munster prov. Ireland, 1,294 D pop. 124,
X Ennis. division. West Riding, York co. England.
Claremont (kiar'mSnt) tp. & vil. Sullivan co. N. H
tp.
Clarence (clSr'ens) tp. & vil. Erie co. N. Y
tp.
Clarence Island, 52 m. long, 23 m. broad, S. Am.
of Tierra del Fuego.
Clarence Peak, mt. peak, 10,700 ft. high, Fernando Po isl.
coast Africa.
Clarence River, riv. 240 m. long, Australia, McPherson Mts. to Shoal Bay.
Clarendon (kiar'6n-don) co. S E cen. S. C. 604 D pop. 23, X Manning.
town,
X of Monroe co. Ark. pop. 1.
Clarendon Springs, summer resort, Rutland CO. Vt. medicinal springs.
Clarlnda (kla-rln'da) city, X of Page co. lo. on Nodaway river
Clarion (kl5r'i-gn) min. co. N
Pa. 580 D pop. 37.
its X pop. 2.
Clarion River, riv. 130 m. long. Pa. McKeau co. to Allegheny river.
cen. Ark. 905 D pop. 21, X Arkadelphia.
Clark (kVark) CO. S
co. E 111. 510
pop. 22, X Marshall.
co. S Ind. 381 D pop. 30, X Charlestown.
co. S
Kan. 975 D pop. 2, X Ashland, —co. E cen. Ky. 260 D pop. 15, X Winchester.
CO. N E Mo. 510 D pop. 15, X Cahoka.
fertile co. S
cen. O. 393 D pop.
52, X Springfield.
co. N E S. Dak. 970 D pop. 7, X Clark.
cen.
co. N
Wis. 1,224 D pop. 18, X Neillsville.
tp. Montgomery co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp.
Perry co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Atchison co. Mo. pop. 2.
Clarke, co. S
Ala. 1,100 D pop. 23, X Grove Hill.
co. N E cen. Ga. 140
pop. 15, X Athens.
co. S lo. 432 D pop. 11, X Osceola.
co. E Miss. 660
pop. 16, X Quitman.
co. N Va. 255 D pop. 8, X Berryville. -co. S
Wash. 048 D pop. 12, X Vancouver. —tp. Clinton co. 0. pop. 2.
Clarkes River, riv. 700 m. long. Rocky Mts.
Mont, to Columbia river.
Clarksburg (-bflrg) min. town, X of Harrison co. W. Va. on Monongahela river
Clarks Fork, riv. 150 m. long, rises in N Wyo. flows into Yellowstone river.
Clarks Island, Knox co. Me. 200 acres, Penobscot Bay granite quarries.
Clarkson, tp. & vil. Monroe co. N. Y. 14 m.
tp.
N of Rochester
Clarkstown, tp. & vil. X of Rockland co. N. Y. 30 m. N of New York city ... tp.
ClarksvUIe (-vIl) town, Clark CO. Ind. pop. 2.
town. Pike co. Mo. pop. 1.
cml. city, X of Montgomery co. Tenn. pop. 8.
town, X of Red River co.
Tex. pop. 2.
Clase (klas) min. & mfg. town, Glamorgan co. Wales, suburb of Swansea
Clatsop (kiat'sop) CO. N
Ore. 815 D pop. 10, X Astoria.
ClaUBthal (klows'tiil) min. town, Hanover, Prussia, in Harz mts
Claverack (kla'ver-Sk) tp. & vil. Columbia co. N. Y
tp.
Clay, CO. E Ala. 599 D pop. 10, X Ashland.
co. N E Ark. 568 C pop. 12, X
Corning.
co. N E Fla. 034 O pop. 5, X Green Cove Springs.
Ga.
co. S
192 n pop. 8, X Fort Gaines.
min.
co. S E 111. 470 D pop. 17 X Louisville.
CO.
Ind. 360 D pop. 31, X Brazil.
co. N
lo. 570 D pop. 9, X Spencer.
CO. N K cen. Kan. 660 D pop. 16, X Clay Center.
co. S E Ky. 580 D pop.
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—

co. N E
Minn. 1,009 D pop. 12, X Moorhead.
Manchester.
co.
N Mo. 415 D pop. 20, X Libco.
Miss. 420 D pop. 19, X West Point.
N. C. 160 D pop. 4, X
co.
erty.
CO. S Neb. 576 D pop. 16, X Sutton.
co. N Tenn.
Hayesville.
co. S E S. Dak. 410 D pop. 8, X Vermilion.
co. cen.
260 D pop. 7, X Celina.
co. NTex. 1,100 D pop. 8, X Henrietta.
West Va. 325 D pop. 5, X Clay Courthouse.
tp. Marion co. lo. pop. 1.
tp. Saline co.
tp. Lafayette co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Atchison co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Montgomery co. O. pop.
Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Onondaga co. N. Y. pop. 3.
12,

X

—

3.
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Ottawa

tp.

tp.
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Clay Center,

W W
— W

—

—

—

co. 0. pop. 2.

& city, X

Claycross, town, Derby

of Clay co.

Kan.

tp. pop. 1, city pop. 3.

England, 4 m. S of Chesterfield

co.

—
—

N W cen.

min. co. N E
Ga. 135 D pop. 8, X Jonesboro.
vil. Gloucester co. N. J. pop. 2.
vil. Jeflo. 745npop."27, X ElKader.
tp.
tp.
vil. Johnston co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
ferson CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 4; vil. pop. 2.

Clayton

(kla'ton") co.

—

—

&

&

(-Ig-mobrz) town, Lancaster co. England
Clear Creek, riv. 79 ni. long. Col. rises near Grays Peak, flows into South
Fork of Platte riv.
min. co.
cen. Col. 390
pop. 7, X Georgetown.
tp.
Fairfield co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Warren co. O. pop. 2.
cen. Pa. 1,0790 pop. 70.
its X, cml. & mfg. bor. pop. 2.
Clearfield, min. co.
Clear Fork, riv. 200 m. long, Tex. flows into Brazos river.
Clear Lake, lake 1,500 it. above the sea. Lake co. Cal. 25 m. long, 10 m. broad.
• tp. Sangamon co. 111. pop. 2.
town, Cerro Gordo co. lo. pop. 1.
Clear Water River, riv. 200 m. long, Ida. flows into Lewis river.
Cleator (kle-a'tor) min. town, Cumberland co. Eng. 3 m. S S E of Whitehaven
Cleburne (kle'bfirn) co.
E Ala. 545 pop. 13, X Edwardsville. co. Ark.
558
pop. 8, X Helier.
town, X of Johnson co. Tex. pop. 3.
Cleckheaton (klek'e-tgn) mfg. town, York co. England, 8i m.
of Leeds
Clerkenwell (kler'ken-wgl) dist.
par. in London city, England., .joint pop.
0. 496
(Fr. pron.
Clermont (kler-mont') CO. S
pop. 34, X Batavia.
kl&r'moN') town, dept. Oise, France, 16 m. S S E of Beauvais, pop. 6.
Clermont-de-rH6rault (-de-la'ro') mfg. town, dept. ilerault, France
of dept. Puy-de-D6me, Fr..
Clermont-Ferrand (-fa'rSN') cml. & mfg. city,
Clesham (klesh'am) mt. Lewis isl. Hebrides, Scotland, 2,662 ft. high.
co.
N. C. 4-200
Cleveland (klev'land) CO. S Ark. C93Dpop. 11, X Toledo.
tp. Whitley co. Ind.
pop. 20, X Shelby.
co. S Ok. pop. 11, X Norman.
cml.
mfg. city, X of Cuyahoga co. 0. pop. 261.
pop. 2.
port of entry,
^town, X of Bi'adley co. Tenn. pop. 3.
bay, N E coast of Australia.
ferfamous for iron mines and works.
tile dist. York co. England
Cleves (klevz) Ger Kleve (kla'f e) mfg. town, Rhenish Prussia
Clew Bay, inlet, 15 m. long, 8 m. broad, Atl. ocean. Mayo co. Ireland.
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CUchy

jiortion of Paris, France
(kle'she') mfg. suburb,
Clifton (kllf'ton) vil. Pima CO. Ariz. large quantities of copper ore found here.
tp. Alleghany co. Va. pop. 5.
town, Spartanburg co. S. C. pop. 3.
suburb, Bristol, Gloucester co. Eng. on Avon riv. pop. 98.
CUfton Forge, town, Alleghany co. Va
Clifton Heights, bor. Delaware co. Pa

—

—W

—

;

&

vil. Saratoga co. N Y
tp.
Clifton Park, tp.
Clifton Springs, vil. Ontario co. N. Y. medicinal springs
pop. 7, X Homerville.
Clinch (klinsh) CO. S 6a. 988
Clinch mountain, ridge, Va. & Tenn. between Clinch & Holston rivers.
Clinch River, 300 m. long, rises in Tazewell co. Va. flows into Holston river.
CUne (klin) tp. Catawba co. N. C
Clingmans Peak (kllng'manz-) peak, 6,660 ft. high. Great Smoky Mts. Wayne
CO. N. C.
co.
cen. Ind. 400
Clinton (klin'ton) CO. S 111. 494 D pop. 17, X Carlyle.
agr. co. E lo. 680 D pop. 41.
its X pop. 9.
co.
pop. 27, X Frankfort.
pop. 7, X Albany.
co. cen. Mich. 580 D pop. 27, X St. Johns.
S Ky. 220
CO. N
Mo. 440 D pop. 17, X Plattsburg.
min. co. N E N. Y. 995
agr. co. S
pop. 46, X Plattsburg.
0. 384 D pop. 24, X Wilmington.
co.
cen. Pa. 850
pop. 29, X Lock Haven.
city, X of De Witt co. 111. pop.
Elkhart
Ind.
2.
town,
Vermilion
3.
co.
pop.
tp.
co.
Ind.
tp.
pop.
tp.
4,
tp.
city, X of Clinton co. lo. tp. pop. 15, city pop. 14.
town pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Kennebec co.
city, X of Hickman co. Ky. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 1.
tp.
town, Worcester co. Mass. pop. 10.
Me. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Macomb co. Mich,
city, X of Henry co. Mo. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 5.
tp. Essex
pop. 2.
tp.
tp. Hunterdon co. N. J. pop. 4.
tp. Clinton co. N. Y.
CO. N. J. pop. 3.
vU. Oneida co. N. Y. pop. 1.
tp. Fulton co. 0. pop. 4.
tp. Shelby
pop. 2.
tp. Wayne co. 0. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Rock co. Wis. tp. pop. 1.
CO. O. pop. 6.
Clintonla (klTn-to'nl-a) tp. De Witt co. Dl
Clitheroe (klTth'er-o) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England, on Ribble river
GlOCh Point (kloi-) headland S shore Firth of Clyde, Scotland.
Clonderalaw Bay (klon'der-a-Ia'-) inlet. Shannon estuary, Clare co. Ireland.
Clonmel (klon-mSl') cml. mfg. town, Waterford & Tipperary cos. Ireland.
vil.
Cloquet (klo-kwSf) riv. 100 m. long, Minn, flows into St. Louis riv.
Carlton CO. Minn. pop. 3.
Kan. 720
pop. 19, X Concordia.
Cloud, CO.
Cloud Peak, peak. Big Horn Mts. Wyo.
vil. Putnam CO. Ind
tp.
Cloverdale, tp.
of Richmond
Clover Hill, min. vil. Chesterfield co. Va. 25 m. S
Cloverport, city, Breckenridge co. Ky. on Ohio river
past. bor. Talbot co. Victoria, Australia
Clunes (klunz) min.
Cluny (klU'ne') mfg. town, dept. Sa8ne-et-Loire, France, on GrSne river
vil.
Wayne
co. N. Y. pop. 3.
vil. Sandusky co. O. pop. 2.
(klid)
mfg.
Clyde
important riv. 75 lu. long, Scotland, rises in Lanark co.
riv.
SO
m.
Beira
Port, flows into Douro river.
Cd'da,
long,
prov.
anc.
(ko'S)
Coa
Miss. 500 D pop. 18, X Friar's Point.
Coahoma (ko'a-ho'ma) CO.
Mexico,
(ko-a-we'lii)
state,
N
pop.
SaltiUo.
town in
63,509 D
151,
Coahulla
same, pop. 6.
min. tp. Northuiaberland co. Pa. pop. 9.
Coal, tp. Perry co. O. pop. 4.
Coal City, vil. Grundy co. Ill
;
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Coal Creek,
Coaldale,

vil.

vil.

Anderson

Tenn
Pa

co.

Schuylkill co.

Coanza (ko-an'za) iiv. 500 in. long, W Africa, flows into Atlantic ocean.
Coast Range, nit. range, Cal. highest point San Bernardino, 11,600 ft.
;

co. Scotland, 9J iii. E of Gl.asgow
of Philadelphia
(kots'vTl) bor. Cliester co. Pa. 38 in.
(ko-biin') cml. town,
Vera Paz dept. Guatemala

Coatbridge, mfg. town, Lanark

CoatesvlUe

Coban
Cobb (kob)

N

IS
4
18

W

*

W Ga. 379 D pop. 22,

X Marietta.
lake, 7 m. long, Kennebec co. Me.
cml.
town,
Antofagnstn
prov. Chile, S. America
Cobija
pop. 634.
Coblenz or Koblenz (ko'blgnts) govt. Rhenish Prussia, 2,390
its
and
of Rlienish Prussia, <'ml. tt mfg. city, on Rliine riv. pop. 33.
vil. Schoharie co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2
CoblesklU (k5b'elz-kTl) tp.
Cobourg (ko'boorg) town, Ontario, Canada, pop. 5 railroad junction.
Cobras (ko'briia) isl. * fort, Brazil, Rio Janeiro Bay.
Cobre or El Cobre (81 ko'bra) town, Cuba rich copper mines.
pop. 59.
its *, n cml. town, pop. 17.
Coburg (ko'bSoro) duchy, Ger. 217
Ooburg Peninsula, peninsula, 50 m. long and 20 in. broad,
Australia.
Cocentayna (ko-thSn-ti'nii) mfg. town, Alicante prov. Spain
agr. dept. Bolivia, S. America, 21,417
Cochabamba (ko-chii-bSm'ba) min.
its
pop. 197.
8,370 ft. above the sea, pop. 20.
mill. CO.

Cobbosseecontee Waters (kBb'os-e-kSn'te-)
(ko-be'Hii) spt.
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Pop.

Coctaetopa

N

Pass

(ko'che-to'pa-) mt. pass, 10,000

ft.

— cml. town, Malabar

D pop.

716.

vil.

chi'na) the S part of Annam, lying along the coast,
See also French Cochin China.
co^S
E
Ariz. 6,004
pop. 7,
Tombstone.
(ko-ches')
Cochise
Cochltuate (ko-clnt'u-at) mtg. vil. Middlesex co. Mass. on Cochituate Lake,
long,
Middlesex co. Mass. a water supply of Boston.
pop. 1.
lake, 4 m.
of Cincinnati, O
Cochran (kok'rau) vil. Dearborn co. Ind. 26 m.
Newport.
Cocke (k5k) co.'E Tenn. 458 pop. 17,
Cockermouth (kok'er-mowth) mtg. bor. Cumberland co. England
Coddle Creek, tp. ifedell co. N. C
E S. Dak. 720 pop. 7,
Watertown.
Codington (kod'Iug-tgn) CO.
Codogno (ko-don'yo) mfg. town, Milan prov. Italy, 15 m. S E of Lodi
Codorus (ko-do'rus) tp. York co. Pa
of Udine
Codroipo (ko-dro-e'po) town, Udine prov. Italy, 14 m. S
Coel or Koel (ko'Sl') or Alfgarh, town, India. See Alioarh.
CCEle-Syrla (se')e-sir'I-a) valley, 100 m. long, 10 m. broad, Syria.

Cochin China (ko'chln
Indo-China.

D

W

X

N

D

Coffee (kof'le)

X

Douglas.

CO.

S

&

vil.

Albany

co.

E Ala. 728 D

pop. 12,

X

tp.

— CO. cen. Tenn. 360 D pop.

N.

T

Elba.

14,

X

D

Q

India, 7,432

Dpop.

1,7G3.

D

prov. Portugal, 1,500

#

of Beira prov. pop. 13.
Coin (ko-en') town, Andalusia, Spain, 21

m.

—

its

pop. 10,

900

;

Commercial,

Colbert (kol'bgrt)

^

co.

N

tp.

W of Malaga

Comoro Isles (k5m'o-ro-) Mozambique Channel, N W of Madagascar, 760 D..
Compiano (kom-pe-ii'no) town, Italy, 35 m. S W of Parma, on Taro river
Compi^gne (koN'pe-au') town, dept. Oise, France, on Oise river
Compton (kSmp'tgn) co. S E Quebec, Canada, 1,320 D pop. 22, X Cookshire.

tp.

& mfg.

W Ala. 556 D pop.

Concarneau
Concepcion

(koN'kar'no') spt. in dept. Finistfere, France
(kon-sep'shun, Sp. kon-th6p-the-on') town, Entre Rios prov. Argentine RepulJlic, pop. 7.
min. prov. Chile, 3,535 D pop. 219.
its * pop.
24.
dept & town, Paraguay, dept. pop. 31, town pop. 11.
(kon'chas)
riv.
300
m.
long,
Mexico,
flows
into
the Rio Grande.
Conchas
co. cen. Tex.
Concho (k5n'cho) riv. 170 m. long, Tex. flows into Colorado riv.
pop. 1, X Paint Rock.
1,010
Concord (kSnk'urd) tp. Bureau co. 111. pop. 3. .— tp. Elkhart co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp. pop. 4 ; battlefield in 1775.
tp. Clinton
CO. Mo. pop. 3. —mfg. city,
of N. H. and X of Merrimack co. pop. 17.
tp.
Erie co. N. T. pop. 4.
city, X of Cabarrus co. N. C. pop. 4.
tp. Miami co.
tp. Ross CO. O. pop. 3.
0. pop. 6.
tp. Sumter co. S. C. pop. 2.
pop. 15, X Vidalia.
city, X of Cloud
Concordia (k5n-kSr'dT-a) par. La. 680
(kbn-kSr'di-a) town
CO. Kan. pop. 3.
commune, Modena prov. Italy, commune pop. 9. town, Entre Rios prov. Arg. Republic, on Uruguay riv. pop. 6.
Condamine (k5n'da-men') town, Monaco
Condapilly (kSn'da-pJl'lT) town, Madras presidency, British India
Cond6-SUr-Nolreau (koN'da'-siir'-nwa'ro') town, dept. Calvados, France

—
—

—

—

Colchis (kol'kis) anc. div. Trans-Caucasia, Russia.
Cold Harbor, Hanover co. Va. battlefield, June 3, 1884.
Cold Spring, vil. Putnam co. N. Y. on E bank Hudson river
Col du Julier (kol dli zhii'lya') Alpine pass, 7,588 ft. high, Grisons, Swit.
Coldwater, tp. & mfg. city, X of Branch co. Mich. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 5.
Coldwater River, 150 m. long. Miss, flows into Tallahatchee river.
Cole (kol) CO. cen. Mo. 390 D pop. 17, X Jefferson City.
Colebrook (kol'brSok) tp. & vil. X of Coos co. N. H
Colehour (kol-e-owr') vil. Cook co 111. 14 m. S of Chicago
cen. Tex. 1,290 D pop. 6.
Coleman (kol'man) past. CO. N
its X.
tp.

&

Edgefield CO.

C

S.

tp.

tp.
Colerain (kol-ran') tp. & vil. Franklin co.
CO. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
tp. Hamilton co.
3.
Coleraine (kol-ran') town, Londonderry co.
Coles (kolz) CO. E 111. 520 D pop. 30, X Charleston.

—

ColesviUe (kolz'vll) tp. Broome
Colfax (kol'faks) CO. E Neb. 400

—

— & Bertie
Mass.
pop.
O. pop.
Ireland, 47 m. N W of Belfast

co.

N.

tp.

2.

Y

—

D

vil.

Condesuyos

^

D

D

N

D

N

W

&

—

Conesguina

—

—

—

—

W

—

—

—

—

NW

—

^
;

is

—

—

*, capital

Population

;

X,

—

—

—

—

—

n means square mUes

—

—

co. seat

;

—

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

:

2

;

N

D

—

.tp.
vil.

U
tp.

37
724
3.

(kon-sa-ge'na) volcano, 3,800

ft.

—

high, Nicaragua.

Conselice (kon-sel'e-cha) town, Ferrara prov. Italy
Consett (kSn'set) town, Durham co. England coal mines and iron works
;

&

W

7

Connecticut (kon-ngt'i-kiit) state, E U. S. A. 4,990 D pop. 746, * Hartford.
riv. 450 m. long. New England, rises in N N. H. flows into Long Isl. Sound.
Connellsville (kon'nelz-vil) bor. Fayette co. Pa. on Youghiogheny river
Connersville (kon'nerz-vTl) city, X of Fayette co. Ind
Conoy (ko'noi') tp. Lancaster co. Pa. on Susquehaima river

—

W

e
5
20

Conjeveram (kon'j5v-er-5m') town, Chingleput dist. British India
Connaught (kon'nat)~prov. N W Ireland, 6,867 D
Conneaut (k5n'ne-af) tp. & vil. Ashtabula co. O. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop.

&

Hertford cos. England.
(ko-lon'ya) town, Italy, 19 m. S E of Verona
(ko-lon') Ger. K'oln (koln) govt. Rhenish Prussia, 1,535 D pop. 827.
its * & # of Rhenish Prussia, mfg. city on Rhine riv. pop. 282.
Cololo (ko-lo'lo) mt. 17,930 ft. high, Andes mts. boundary Bolivia
Peru.
Colombia (ko-lom'be-a) republic, S. America, 504,773 D pop. 3,879, # Bogota.
coast
Colombo (ko-lom'bo) spt. & cml. town, # of Ceylon isl. on its
Colon (ko-lon') form. Aspinwall, spt. Colombia, Atl. side Isth. Panama
Colonelgunj _(ko'16-nel-giini') town, Faizabad dist. Oudh, India
its * pop. 5.
Colonia (ko-lo'ne-ii) dept. Uruguay, S. America, 2,192 D pop. 37.
cen. U. S. A. 103,925 D pop. 412, * Denver.
Colorado (kol'o-ra'do) state,
CO. S E Tex. 900 D pop. 20, X Columbus.
city, X of Mitchell co. Tex. pop. 2.
Colorado City, city, El Paso CO. Col
nav.
Colorado River, nav. riv. 900 m. long, Tex. flows into Matagorda Bay.
riv. 1,050 m. long, Ut. & Ariz, flows into Gulf of California.
Colorado Springs, city, X of El Paso co. Col. 75 m. S of Denver
Ga. 5.50 D pop_5, X Moultrie.
Colquitt (kol'kwTt) co. S
Columbia (ko-lum'bT-a) or Oregon (or'e-gon) nav. riv. 1,400 m. long, of Ore,
Wash. & British Columbia, flows into the Pacific ocean.
co. N E Fla. 862 D pop. 13,
Columbia, co. S Ark 825 n pop. 20, X Magnolia.
co. E N. Y. 691 IH
X Lake City. co. E Ga. 333 D pop. 11, X Appling.
Ore. 693 D pop. 5, X St. Helen.
pop. 46, X Hudson.
co. E cen.
co.
co. S E Wash. 864 D pop. 7, X Dayton.
Fa. 480 n pop. 37, X Bloomsburg.
agr. CO. S cen. Wis. 780 D pop. 28, X Portage City.
town, Monroe co. III.
tp. & city, X of Whitley co. Ind. tp.
pop. 1.
tp. Gibson co. Ind. pop. 3.
pop. 4, city pop. 3.
tp. & town, X of Boone
tp. Wapello co. lo. pop. 2.
CO. Mo. tp. pop. 7, town pop. 4.
tp. Hamilton co. O. pop. 8.
mfg. city,
Lancaster co. Pa. pop. 11.
tp. & city, # of S. C. and X of Richland co. tp.
pop. 18, city pop. 15
town, X of Maury co. Tenn. pop. 5.

Cologna
Cologne

(kon'da-soo'I-os) dist. Arequipa dept. Peru

Congress, tp. & vil. Wayne co. O
Conil (ko-nel') town, Spain, 22 m. S E of Cadiz, on Mediterranean sea
Coniston Water (k5n'Is-ton-) lake, 6J m. long, Lancaster co. England.

*

—

—

&

—

—

—

&

D

—

—

&

N

D

W

—

W

—

—

U

—
—

(koN'doN') mfg. town, dept. Gers, France, on Bayse river
Conecuh (kS-ne'ka) co. S Ala. 804 D pop. 15, X Evergreen.
Conecuh River, riv. 175 m. long, Ala.
Conegllano (ko-nal-ya'no) mfg. town, Treviso prov.
Italy
Col. 1,200
pop. 7.
its X.
Conejos (ko-na'nos) past. co. S
Conejos Peak, 13,183 ft. high, San Juan Mts. Conejos co. Col.
Conemaugh (k5n'e-ma) mfg. bor. Cambria co. Pa. on Conemaugh river
Cone Mountain, volcanic mt. 6,600 ft. high, Siskiyou co. Cal.
vil. Lancaster co. Pa. on Conestoga creek,
Conestoga (kon'es-to'ga) tp.
Conesus Lake (ko-ne'sQs-) lake, 9 m. long, Livingston co. N. Y.
Coney Island (ko'nt-) BLings co. N. Y. 5 m. long ; a summer resort.
Kings CO. N. Y. pop. 3.
Congaree (kon'ga-re') riv. 50 m. long, S. C. flows into Wateree river.
Congleton (kon'gl-tgn) min. & mfg. bor. Cheshire, England
Congo (kSn'go). See Kongo.

N

*

13

63
6
14

Condom

pop. 10, X Schuyler.
co.
E New Mex.
to\vn, X of Whitman co. Wash. pop. 2.
pop. 8, X Cimarron.
a. volcano
pop. 73. —its
pop. 91,.
Colima (ko-le'ma) state, Mexico, 2,272
in Colima state, 12,000 ft. high.
town, Florence prov. It. pop. 8.
Colle (k51'la) town, Beuevento prov. It. pop. 6.
E of N. Y. city
College Point, vil. Queens co. N. Y. 10 m. E
Collesano (kol-la-sii'no) town, Sicily, Italy
pop. 40, X Walterboro.
Colleton (kol'le-ton) CO. S. C. 1,920
Collier, tp. Edgefield co. S. C
coast of Australia, 20 m. wide at mouth.
Collier Bay, N
N E Tex. 880 pop. 37, X McKinney.
Collin (kol'Tn) past. co.
E suburb of Melbourne, Australia, pop. 24.
CollingWOOd (kol'lTng-wood)
town, Simcoe co. Ontario, Canada, pop. 5.
Collins (kol'Inz) tp. Erie co. N. Y. on Cattaraugus Creek
Collinsville (vIl) mfg. vQ. Hartford co. Conn. pop. 1.
tp.
city, Madison
CO. 111. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 3.
mfg. city,
of Upper Alsace, Germany
Colmar or Kolmar (kol-mar') cml.
CoUnenar (kol-ma-nar') town, Malaga prov. Spain
Colmenar do OreJa_(-da_o-ra'Ha) town, Spain, 30 m. S S E of Madrid
Colmenar ViejO (-ve-a'Ho) town, Madrid, Spain
riv. 30 m. long, Essex
Colne (koln) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England, pop. 7.
CO. England. —riv. 25 m. long, Gloucester co. England.
riv. Middlesex
6,600

2
5

—

#

—

—

tp.

6
i3
7
17
12

—

n
&

—

—

W

vil.

—

—

;

Colemans,

tp.

Commercy
Como (ko'nio) prov. Lombavdy, Italy, 1,050 D pop. 552. — its # pop. 26.
Comodo (ko-mo'do) isl. 35 m. long, iVIalay Arch, between Sumbawa & Flores.
Comorn (ko'mSrn) cml. town, Hungary, on Great Schiitt isl. in Danube river..

town, Pomerania, Prussia
20, X Tuscumbia.
Colchagua (k8l-clia'gwa) prov. Chile, 3,795 Dpop. 160, * San Fernando, pop. 7.
Colchester (kol'chSs-ter) bor. & tp. New London co. Conn. bor. pop. 1, tp.
pop. 3.
town, McDonough co. 111. pop. 2.
tp. Delaware co. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp. & hamlet, Chittenden co. Vt. tp. pop. 5.
spt. Essex co. England, pop.
35.
CO. cen. Nova Scotia, 1,300 D pop. 27, X Truro.

Colberg (kol'berc) cml.

10
64

co. Ir.

CumberlaTid CO. N. J
(kSni'mer'se') town, dept. Meuse, France, on Meuse river

— city,

D pop. 2, X Robert Lee.
& vil. Abbeville co. S. C

W

Commentry (kSm'moN'tre') town, dept. Allier, France coal mines
Commeragh lYEountains (kSm'e-riiH'-) range, 1,750 ft. high, Waterford

Cojutepeque 'ko-Hob-ta-pa'ka) town, San Salvador, Cen. America

Coke (kok) CO. N W Tex.
Cokesbury (koks'ber-re)

—

&

&

See Chue.

Coire.

—

&

*

* pop. 35.

pop. 307.

*

^

Coffey (kof fe) fertile co. E Kan. 648 D pop. 16,
Cof feyville, city, Montgomery co. Kan
Coffin's Island, largest of Magdalen Isls. St. Lawrence Gulf, 25 m. long.
Cofre de Perote (ko'fra da pa-ro'ta) mt. 13,416 ft. high. Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Cognac (kon'yak') cml. town, dept. Charente, France, on Charente river
tp.
Cohasset (ko-lias'set) tp. & vil. Norfolk co. Mass
tp.
Cohocton (ko-liok'ton) tp. & vil. Steuben co. N. Y
Cohoes (ko-lioz') city, Albany co. N. Y. on Hudson riv. 3 m. N of Troy

Coimbatur (ko-Im-ba-toor') dist. Br.
Coimhra (ko-em'bra) dist. in Beira

—

—

—

tp.

—

co. S Ga. 1,145
Manchester.
X Burlington.

—
—

&

&

X

W

Coeymans (kwg'mauz)

—

—

;

D

Popi

Columbiana

—

X

—

—

(ko-lSm'bl-Sn'a) agr. CO. E O. 638 d pop. 59, X New Lisbon.
co. O. pop. 1.
Columbretes (ko-loom-bra'tes) isl. group, Medit. sea, off E coast of Spain.
mfg. city,
Columbus (ko-mm'bus) CO. N. C. 940 D pop. 18, X WhiteviUe.
X of Muscogee co. Ga. pop. 17.
tp.
city, X of Bartholomew co. Ind. tp.
pop. 9, city pop. 7.
city, X of Cherokee co. Kan. pop. 2.
tp.
city,
Hickman CO. Ky. tp. pop. 2.
city, X of Lowndes co. Miss. pop. 5.
city,
X of Platte CO. Neb. pop. 3. cral. & mfg. city, of O. and X of Franklin
CO. pop. 88.
tp.
city, X of Colorado co. Tex. pop. 2.
city, Columbia
CO. Wis. tp. pop. 2.
Columbus City, tp. to\vn, Louisa co. lo
tp.
of Toledo
Columbus Grove, vil. Putnam CO. 0. 58 m. S S
its X pop. 1.
Colusa (ko-lu'sa) CO. N Cal. 2,450 D pop. 15.
Comacchio (ko"mak'ke-o) ft. town, Ferrara prov. Italy
Comal (ko-mal') CO. S cen. Tex. 580 D pop. 6, X New Braunfels.
Comanche (ko-man'che) CO. S Kan. 795 D pop. 3, X Coldwater.
past. CO.
N cen. Tex. 960 D pop. 16, X Comanche, pop. 1.
Comanche Peak, mt. in Hood co. Tex. ; visible 100 m. distant.
Comanches, warlike American Indian tribe of Mexico and Texas.
Comayagua (ko-mi-S'gwa) city, Honduras, Cen. America
Combaconum (kom'ba-ko'uiim) town, Madras pres. India, 20 m. E of Tanjore.
Gombahee River (kSm'ba-he'-) S. C. 140 m. long, flows into Atlantic ocean.
Combln (koN'bSN') mt. 14,163 ft. high, Pennine Alps, bet. Italy
Switzerland.
Combourg (koN'bobr') town, dept. Ille-et-Vilaine, France
Comlllata (kom-Il'la) town,
of Tiperah dist. Bengal, British India
Comines (if o'men') town, dept. Nord, France ; birthplace of P. de Comines. ..
ComiSO (kom'e-so) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily, Italy

Columbiana

high, Col.

state, Madras presidency, India, 1,361
coast, British India, pop. 30.

Cochin (ko-chen') tributary

(kon'sho-hok'en) bor. Montgomery co. Pa
See Lake of Constance.
CoC'Stantia (kon-stan'she-a) tp. & vil. Oswego co. N. Y
Constantina (kon-stan-te'na) town, Spain, 40 m. N E of Seville
Constantine (kon'stan-tin') tp. & vil. St. Joseph co. Mich. tp. pop.

....

Conshohocken
Constance.
127

4
10

tp.

2, vil. pop.
its *,
1,715.

_

—

(kon'stan-ten') French dept. N E Algeria, 73,929 D pop.
1.
anc. Cm'TA, ft. city, pop. 45.
Constantinograd (kon-stan-te'no-grad') town, Poltava govt. Russia
Constantinople (kon-stau'ti-no'pl) a vilayet of Turkey, 5,867 D pop. 895.
city, on the Bosporus, Turkey in Europe, * of Ottoman Empire, pop. 874.
Constantinov (kSn-stan'te-nov') town, Volhynia govt. Russia
Constanz (kSn'stants) or Konstanz, dist. Baden, Germany, 1,609 D pop. 282.
town in same, pop. 16.
Constitucion (kon-ste-too-the-on') spt. town, Maule prov. Chile

—
16

—

Consuegra

(kon-soo-a'grii) anc.

Consa'beum, town, Toledo prov. Spain

Contarina (kon-ta-re'na) town, Italy, on Po riv. 29 m. S of Venice
Contentnea (kon-tent'ne) tp. Pitt co. N. C
Contentnea Creek, riv. 100 m. long, N. C. flows into Neuse river.
cen. Cal. 810 D pop. 14, X Martinez.
Contra Costa (kSn'tra kos'ta) co.
Gontreras (kon-tra'ras) town, Mexico, 14 m. S of the capital battlefield in 1847.

W

;

Conversano (kon-vSr-sa'no) cml. town, Bari prov. Italy
Converse (kSn'vers) co. E Wyo. 6,600 D pop. 3, X Douglas.
(kon'wa) co. N cen. Ark. 493 D pop. 19,
tp. & vil. Franklin
Faulkner co. Ark. pop. 1.
town, Carroll co. N. H. tp. pop. 2.

Conway

cml., commercial

;

=1,500 to 2,499 ; 3 =; 2,500 to

—

min., mining
than 1,000 not given.

mfg., manufacturing
3,499, etc.

;

less

;

;

—

Lewisburg.
town, X of
co. Mass. pop. 1.
tp.

X

tp., township
See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

spt., seaport

;

—

;

&

vil., village.

n

"

.

..

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Conwayboro

& town, X
D

(-bar'ro) tp.

of

Horry

C

co. S.

tp.

(kSu'yerz) town, X of Rockdale co. Ga. 31 ra. S E of Atlanta
E 111. 960 pop. 1,192, X Chicago. co. E Minn. 1,520 D
Cook, agr. CO.
X Grand Marais.
Tex. 920 D pop. 25, X Gainesville.
Cooke, CO.
Cook Inlet, 130 m. long, 70 m. broad, Alaska, opposite Kadiak island.
of Society Isls. S Pacific ocean, 142
Cook, or Hervey, Islands, S
; British
Cooktown, port, Queer-sJand, Australia, on Endeavor river
Coolin Hills (koo'lTn-) Isle of Skye, Scotland, the highest 3,200 ft.
Coomassie (koo-mSs'sI). See Kumassi.
Coomptah (koomp'tii). See Kumta.
pop. 23, X BoonviUe.
Cooper, agr. CO. cen. Mo. 502
tp. Gentry co. Mo.
pop. 4.
tp. Edgefield co. S. C. pop. 3.
Cooperstoy/n, vil. X of Otsego CO. N. Y. on Susquehanna river
Coorg (koorg). See Kueg.
pop. 23, X Lancaster.
{pron. koos) co.
Coos (ko-os') CO. N N. H. 1,771
Ore. 1,750 D pop. 9, X Empire City.
S
rlv. 350 m. long,
Coosa (koo'sa) CO. E cen. Ala. 684 pop. 16, X Rockford.
Ga.
Ala.
Coos Bay (koos-) on coast of Ore. lat. 43° 20' 38" N, Ion. 124° 22/ W.
Copan (ko-pan') anc. city, part of Honduras ; wonderful ruins and pyramids.
coast Ireland.
Copeland Islands (kop'Iand-) group of isls. in Down CO. on N
Copenhagen (ko'pen-ha'gen) mfg. city, * of Denmark, on Baltic sea
(ko-p5r-te'no)
town,
Italy
Lecce
prov.
Copertino
Miss. 760 G pop. 30, X Hazlehurst.
Copiah (ko-pi'a) co^ S
of Atacama prov. Chile, S. America
Coplapo (ko'pf-a-po') min. town,
commune, Italy, 11 m. N E of Ferrara. .commune
Copparo (k5p-pa'ro) town
Coppennlne River, riv. 250 m. long, N. W. Territories, Canada, to Arctic Oc.
Copper River, riv. 130 m. long, Mo. flows into Mississippi river.
Serena, pop. 17.
Coquimbo (ko-kem'bo) prov. cen. Chile, 12,905 pop. 190,
spt. Coquimbo prov. Chile, 7 m. S
of Serena, pop. 5.
Corannas (ko-ran'nas) Hottentot tribe, S of Orange riv. S Africa.
CoratO (ko-ra'to) city, Bari prov. Italy, 14 m. S E of Barletta
Corbeil (kor'bal') cml. town, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France, 20 m. S E of Paris.
of Milan
Corhetta (kSr-bet'ta) town, N Italy, 10 m.
Dorcobado (k5r-ko-ba'do) volcanic mt. 7,510 ft. high, Andes mts. Patagonia.
mt. peak, 2,000 ft. high, Brazil.
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N. Y. tp. pop. 10,

vil.
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9.

—

Complanter, tp. Venango CO. Pa
Cornwall, tp. Orange co. N. Y. pop.

W

W

4.

—

co. Pa. pop. 2.

^ min.

S
England, 1,350
(ko'ro) town. Falcon

(k5r'ral'-)

mt. 11,333

ft.

high. Middle Park, Col.
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W

(kres-so'na) bor. Schuylkill co. Pa
Crest (krest) mfg. town, dept. Dr8me, France, on right bank DrSme river.
of Cleveland
Crestline, city, Crawford co. O. 75 m. S
Creston (kres'ton) mfg. city, Douglas tp. Union co. lo
Crestone Peak "(kres'ton-) S Col. 14,230 ft. high, Sangre de Cristo Range.
or Candia (kSn'Crete (kret) city. Saline co. Neb- on Big Blue riv. pop. 2.
de-a) anc. Cke'ta, isl. 150 m. long, 6 to 35 m. broad, Mediterranean seai
2,"949
pop. 294, a vilayet of Turkey.
Gu^ret.
riv. 175 m.
pop. 285,
Creuse (kruz) dept. cen. France, 2,150
long, France, flows into Vienne river.
Creuzburg (kroits'boore) mfg. town, Silesia, Prussia.
Crevillente (kra-vel-yen'ta) town, Valencia prov. Spain
Crewe (kru) mfg. town, Cheshire, England, 34 m. S E of Liverpool
Crewkerne (krii'kern) town, Somerset co. England
Cricket River, 140 m. long, Oi-e. flows into Lake Harney.
Gloucester cos. England
Cricklade (krik'lad) bor. Wiltshire
Crimea (krt-me'a) peninsula, S Russia, formed by Sea of Azof and Black Sea
Grimmitzschau (krTm'nn ts-sliou') mfg. town, Saxony, Germany, on Pleisse riv.
town, Somerset co. Md. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
Crisfield (kris'leld) tp.
pop. 14, X Marion.
co.
Ky.
Grlttenclen (krit'ten-dSn) CO. E Ark. 614
340
pop. 13, X Marion.
Crixa or Gricha (kre'shii) nav. riv. 200 m. long, Brazil, South America.
Croagh Patrick (kr_o'aH-) mt. 2,530 ft. high. Mayo co. Ireland, S of Clew Bay.
Croatan Sound (kro'tiXn'-) part of Pamlico Sound, N. C.
Bosnia, Austria, pop. IGl,
Croatia, Turkish (kro-a'slu-.a) N
Bihacs.
Croatia and Slavonia (-sla-vo'ul-a) prov. Hungai-y, 16,773
pop. 2,184.
Agrani.
Tenn. 260
pop. 15,
Crockett, co.
Alamo.
vil.
of Houston co. Tex.
pop. 1.

Cressona

.

.

D

—

*

&

15

—

D

D

W

#

Groghan

W

(kro'gan) tp.

D
& vil.

—

X

Lewis

co. N.
(Uk-hTs-siir')

5
52
128
20

X

Y

tp.

—

;

8

*
D

(kro'.va) o'r Ak-Hissar
town, Albania, Turkey
Cromarty (krSm'ar-tT) CO. Scot. 345 D.
its X pop. 1
united w>th Ross co.
Cromarty Firth ("-fSrth) bny, is m. long, 5 m. broad, N K coast of Scotland.
Oromers (kro'mgrz) tp. Newberry co. S. C

Grola

5
29'

W

4

5

;

short; a, e, i,_o, u, obscure; fSr, 14st, fall, ofiro; term food, f(55t, fQrl_; 6 a.i in fSr oi <r.j in oil ow as in cow;
get i^asin linger, link ; ug as in slug ; th <u in thia ; tfa as in thine ; I, ii, .^, w, B, i>, a, a, K, N (see p. 1719).
\

6
105
7

O

&

—

il,

6

;

,.

W

e, S, less

3

—

.

S, 5,

Knoxville.

D pop.

D

pop. 37.

co. Mich, on the Shiawassee river
Corvallis (k6r-val'lis) city, X of Benton co. Ore. 35 m. S
of Salem
Coryell (ko'rT-51') past. CO. cen. Tex. 1,000 D pop. 17, X Gatesville.
Cos 07- Kos (kos) Turkish isl. in Mediterranean sea, 21 m. long, 5 m. broad.
Cosala (ko-sa'la) town, Sinaloa state, Mexico, 80 m. N E of Mazatlan
its # pop. 16.
Cosenza (ko-sen'dza) prov. S Italy, 2,841 D pop. 463.
its X pop. 4.
Coshocton (ko-ahok'ton) co. N E cen. O. 550 D pop. 27.
Cosi or Kosi (ko'se) riv. 300 m. long, India, flows into Ganges river.
Cbslln or Coeslin (kos-len') mfg. town, Pomerania, Prussia
Cosmoledo Islands (kos-mft-la'do-) Indian Ocean, in Mozambique Channel.
Cosne (kon) anc. Conda'te, mfg. town, dept. Nievre, France, on Loire river..
Cossacks, Country of the Don (-kQ.s'Sks). See Don.
Costa Rica (kSs'tii re'ka) republic, S Cen. Am. 23,000 D pop. 2G3, * San Job<5.
Gostigllole d' Astl (kos-tel-yo'lil dtis'te) town. Piedmont, Italy
Costilla (kSs-tel'yii) past. co. S Col. 1,720 D pop. 3, X San Luis.
Costilla Peak, mt. 12,634 ft. high, Sangre de Cristo Range, N. M.
Coteau Saint AugUStin (ko'to' s5Nt o'giis'tan') mfg. vil. Hochelaga co. Quebec prov. Canada

—

—

23
6

W

W

Corrlentes (kor-re-en'tes) prov. Argentine Republic, S. America, 54,000 D pop.
290.
its # pop. 14, a cml. town on Parana river.
coast of Scotland.
Corrievrekin (kSr-re-vrSk'kin) whirlpool off
Corry, city, Erie co.'Pa. 37 m. S E of Brie
Corsica (k6r'sT-ka) French isl. & dept. Medit. sea, 3,377 D pop. 289, * Ajaccio.
Corsicana (kSr'se-ka'na) city, X of Navarro co. Tex
Corte (kor'ta) town, Corsica isl. Mediterranean sea
Cortemaggiore (kor'ta-mad-jo'ra) town, Italy, on Larda river
CortetZ (kor-tets') isl. Yekaterinoslav govt. Russia, in Dnieper river.
Cortland (kort'land) CO. cen. N. Y. 480 D pop. 29, X Cortland, pop. 9.
Cortlandt (kort'lant) tp. Westchester N. Y. on E bank of Hudson river
Cortlandville (-vfl) tp. Cortland co. N. Y
Cortona (kor-to'na) town, Tuscany, Italy, 73 m. S E of Florence

D

X

E Kan.

3
76

X

W

W

;

Coruna (ko-ro6n'ya) prov. N W Spain, 3,079
Corunna (ko-riin'na) city, X of Shiawassee

D

*

birthplace of Antonio
Correggio (k5r-red'jo) town, Modena prov. Italy
AUegri
Corr^ze (kor'raz') dept. France, 2,265 D pop. 328, * TuUe.

—

10

X

NW

W

Peak

2

;

Coronata (ko-ro-"na'ta) isl. 15 m. long, Dalmatia, Adriatic sea.
of Victoria Land, British N. America.
Coronation Gull,
Coronel (ko-ro-nSl') min. town, Concepcion prov. Chile, S. America
Corpl Santl (kSr'pe san'te) dist. near Milan, Italy
Corpus ChriStl (kSr'piis kris'te) city, X of Nueces co. Tex
Corpus Christi Bay, lagoon, Tex. joins Gulf of Mexico.
Corral

S

CO.

Q

co. O. pop. 2.

Lebanon

tp.

2
11

6

co. E S E 111. 452
pop. 17, X Robinson.
co. S
co.
lo. 720 D pop. 19, X Denison.
14, X Leavenworth.
592
pop. 30, X Girard.
co. N Mich. 580
pop. 3.
co.
S E cen. Mo. 710 D pop. 12, X Steelville.
co N cen. 0. 393 D pop. 32,
Pa. 1,010
X Bucyrus. co. N
pop. 65, X Meadville.
co. S
Wis.
535
pop. 16, X Prairie du Chien.
tp. Crawford co. Kan. pop. 2.
tp.
Osage CO. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Currituck co. N. C. pop. 2.
tp. Wyandot
CO. O. pop. 3.
Crawfordsville (-vil) city, X of Montgomery co. Ind. on Sugar Creek
Cr6cy (kres'sT, Fr. pron. kra'se') town, dept. Somme, Fr. battlefield in 1346.
Crediton (kre'di-tgn) town, Devon co. England
Creedmoor, hamlet. Queens co. N. Y. 12 m. E of N. Y. city rifie range.
Crefeld (kra'felt) mfg. town, Rhenish Prussia, 12 m.
of Diisseldorf
Creil (kra'e) town, dept. Oise, France, on Oise river
Crema (kra'ma) town, Lombardy, Italy, 25 m. S E of Milan
Cremona (kre-mo'na. It. pron. kra-mo'nii) prov. Lombardy, Italy, 632 pop.
305. -— its
a ft. city, on the Po riv. pop. 31.
Crenshaw (krSn'sha) co_. S Ala. 640 D pop. 15, X Rutledge.
(kra-shen-te'no)
town. Piedmont, Italy, 18 m. S
Crescentino
of Vercelli. ..
Cresco (kres'ko) town, X of Howard co. lo. 48 m.
of Lansing

pop. 9,
Ind. 270

—

D pop. 323, X Bodmin.
& Zulia state, Venezuela, S. America
Coromandel Coast (k5r'o-mSn'del-) India, Point Calymere to Kistna river.
Corona (ko-ro'na) vil. Queens co.N. Y
CO.

Core

D

;

—

Perry

8

E

W

W

vil.

7
31

—
—

W

NE

Oormantyn (k6r-man'tin) populous vil. Gold Coast, W Africa.
Cormons (kSr'mons) town, Kiistenland prov. Austria
CometO (kSr-na'to) town, Rome prov. cen. Italy, on Mediterranean sea
CornigllO (k8r-nel'yo) town, Italy, 25 m. S W of Parma
tp. & vil. X of Steuben
Corning (kSr'ntng) town, X of Adams co. lo. pop. 2.
CO.

—
—

Boumania, 120 m.
of Bucharest
Crajova (kra-yo'va) town,
Cramlington (krSm'lIng-ton) vil. Northumberland co. England
Cranberry, tp. Venango co. Pa. on Allegheny river
Craney Island (kra'nt-) Norfolk co. Va. govt, powder magazine.
Cranston (kran'ston) tp. Providence co. R. I.
of Narragansett Bay.
Cranston Print Works, vil. Providence CO. R. 1
Craon (kra'oN') town, dept. Mayenne, France
Craven, co. E N. C. 792 D pop. 21, X New Berne.
Ark. 582 n pop. 22, X Van Buren.
Crawford, co. N
co.
cen. Ga. E24

—

—

D

—

(ko-zob-mgl'-) 24 m. long, 7 m. broad,
coast of Yucatan.
tp. Mecklenburg CO. N. C
(kjra'ko) Pol. Krakau (kra'kow) city,
Galicia, Aust. on Vistula riv.
Craig (krag) CO. Va. bordering on West Va. 381
pop. 4,
Newcastle.
Ark. 668
Craighead (krag'hSd) co.
pop. 12,
Jonesboro.

W

NW

—

Crab Orchard,

—

E

X

2
15

—

;

Cracow

D

2
6
21

;

Cozumel Island

—

1

W

#

W

D

8

5

Cowley, CO. S Kan. 1,122 D pop. 34, X Winfield.
Cowlitz (kow'lltz) CO. S
Wash. 1,124 D pop. 6, X Kalama.
Cowlitz River, riv. 150 m. long. Wash.
Cowpen, vil. Northumberland co. England coal mines
Cowpens, vil. Spartanburg co. S. C. battlefield in 1781.
Coxsackie (k66k-sa'ke) tp. & vil. Green co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
G03'3 Peak (kSks'ez-) snow-clad peak, 13,250 ft. high, Uintah Mts. Ut.
Goyle or Koel (koil) nav. riv. 300 m. long, India, flows into Bay of Bengal.

of Greece, Medit. sea, 227
pop. 65.
its *, a ft. spt.
city, pop. 28.
nome, Greece, 431
pop. 115.
(ko're)
anc.
Co'KA,_town,
cen.
Italy,
29
m.
Oorl
S
of Rome
OorlgUano (ko-rel-ya'no) town, Cosenza prov. Italy
Corinaldo (ko-re-nal'do) town, Marches, Italy, 25 m.
of Ancona
of Alcorn co. Miss. pop. 2.
anc. city, Gr. pop. 7.
Corinth (kor'Inth) city,
of Turin
Corlo (ko're-o) town, Italy, 20 m.
isl. in Bight of Biafra,
Africa.
Gorisco (ko-ris'ko) bay
pop. 437.
its X, a cml. city on Lee riv. pop. 75.
Cork, CO. S Ireland, 2,890
Cork Harbor, S coast of Ireland, estuary of Lee river.
Corleone (kor-la-o'ua) town, Sicily, 21 m. S of Palermo
CorletO (kor-la'to) town, Basilicata dept. Italy
isl.

St. Clair riv.

Gowanshannock (kow'an-shan'ngk) tp. Armstrong co. Pa
Gowes (kowz) spt. town"& watering place. Isle of Wight, England
Coweta (kow-e'ta) co. W Ga. 506 Cf pop. 22, X Newnan.

Corfu

(k8r-foo')

by

;

(ko-re'a).
See Korea.
Corolla (ko-ril'ya) town, Navarre prov. Spain, 49 m. S
of Pamplona
Core Sound (kor-) 35 m. long, coast of N. C. joins Pamlico Sound.

Corea

E

Courtrai (koor'tra') anc. CoTOKi'ACDM, ft. mfg. town, W. Flanders, Belgium. ..
Coutances (koo'toNss') anc. Constan'tia, cml. mfg. town, dept. Manche, France
Cove Island, Cork Harbor, Ireland, 13,000 acres contains Queenstown.
tp. SumCoventry (kuv'en-tri) tp. & hamlet, Tolland co. Conn. tp. pop. 2.
mit CO. 0. pop." 2.
tp. & vil. Kent co. R. I. tp. pop. 5.
city, Warwick co.
England, pop. 53.
Covert Jkuv'ert) tp. & hamlet, Seneca co. N. Y
tp.
Govilha (ko-vel-yaN') town. Lower Beira prov. Portugal thermal springs
Covington (kiJv'ing-ton) CO. S Ala. 994 D pop. 8, X Andalusia.
co. S Miss.
570 U pop. 8, X Willfamsburg.
city,
town, X of Newton co. Ga. pop. 2.
X of Fountain co. Ind. pop. 2. city, X of Kenton co. Ky. pop. 37. vil.
Miami co. O. pop. 2.
town, X Tipton co. Tenn. pop. 1.

—

or Cordova (k5r'do-Ea) prov. Spain, 5,190
its
pop.
pop. 421.
(kSr'do-va) past. prov. Argentine Re56, an anc. city on Guadalquivir riv.
public, 54,000
pop. 380.
its
on Primero riv. pop. 67.
town, Vera
Cruz state, Mexico, pop. 6.

06rdOba

bounded

;

;

—

Ga

co.

Clair co. Mich.

W

*

D

W

tp. St.

Council BluSs, city, X of Pottawattamie co. lo. 3 m. E of Missouri river
city
Council Grove, tp. & city, X of Morris co. Kan. on the Neosho river
Courbevole (koor'bg'vwa/) town, dept. Seine, France, 5^ m. N
of Paris
Courland (kobr'land) govt. Russia, on Baltic sea, 10,535 D pop. 677, # Mittau.
Gours (koor) mfg. vil. dept. Rh6ne, France, on Trambouze river

*

&

Cordele (kSr'del) town, Dooly

Cottrellville (kot'trel-vll)

7

35

bor. X of Potter co. Pa
Goueron (koo'a'roN') spt. dept. Loire-Inf6rieure, France
Coulommiers (koo'lom'mya') town, dept. Seine-et-Marne, Prance

W

W

W

Coudersport (kow'ders-p6rt)

—
—

D
D

W

Pop.

W

border St. Mary's parish. La.
Cote Blanche (kof blSNsh') bay on S
Cote-d'Or (kof-dor') dept. E France, 3,383 D pop. 377, * Dijon.
Fr. 2,659 D pop. 619, * Saint-Brieuo.
C6tes-dU-Nora (kof -dii'-nor') dept.
Cotignola (ko-ten-yo'la) town, Italy, 34 m. S E of Ferrara
Cotopaxi (ko'to-pSks'e) volcano, 18,880 ft. high, Andes mts. Ecuador, S. Am.
Cotrone (ko-tro'na) anc. Ceoto'na, spt. town, Catanzaro prov. Italy

CotSWOld Hills (kots'wold-) tract 200,000 acres, Gloucester co. England.
CottbUS or KottbUS (kot'boos) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Cottian Alps (kot'ti-an-) division of the Alps, Monte Viso to Mont Cenis.
Cottonwood, CO. S W'Minn. 640 D pop. 7, X Windom.
Cottonwood River, riv. 140 m. long, Minn, flows into Minnesota river.

—

D

—

1743

;

;

2

..
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Orompton (krBmp'tgn) town, Lancaster

N

co.

England

cotton mills

;

7

tp.
Middlesex co. Conn
Cronstadt (kron'stat) ft. spt. Kotlin isl. Gulf of Finland, Russia
co. N E Wyo. 5,250 D pop.
Crook, CO. cen. Ore. 8,150 D pop. 3, X Priueville.
2, X Sundance.
Crook and Billy Row, tp. Durliam co. England
riv. 100 m. long, 111.
Crooked Creek, tp. Jasper co. 111. pop. 3.
Crooked Fork, riv. 200 m. long. Mo. & lo. flows into Grand river.
Crooked Islands, group, 4 in number, of the Bahama Islands.
Crooked River, 150 m. long. Ore. Blue Mts. to Des Chutes River.
Crookston, city, X of Polk co. Minn, on Red Lake River
Cross, 00. N E Ark. 672 D pop. 8, X Wittsburg.
tp.
Cross Anchor, tp. & town, Spartanburg co. S. C
Crossen or Krossen (kros'sen) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
tp.
Gross Hill, tp. & vil. Laurens co. S. C
Cross Lake, GO m. long, Britisli N. America.
Croton River (kro'ton-) GO m. long, Dutchess CO. N. Y. to Hudson riv. afiords
the New York city water supply.
Crow Indians, tribe in Yellowstone Valley, Mont.
tp. &
Crown Point, town, X of Lake CO. Ind. 41 m. S E of Chicago, pop. 2.
vil. Essex CO. N. Y. on Lake Champlaiu, tp. pop. 4.
Crow River, IGO m. long, Minn, flows into Mississippi river.
Crow Wing, co. N cen. Minn. 550 D pop. 9, X Brainerd.
Crow Wing River, riv. 100 m. long, Minn, flows into Mississippi river.
Croydon (kroi'don) town, Surrey co. England, 10| m. S of London Bridge
Crozon (kri'zoN') town, dept. Fiuistere, France, S of Brest Roads
Crummock-Water (krum'mok-) lake, 4 m. long, Cumberland co. England.
Crumpsall (krump'sal) town,"Lancaster CO. England, 3 m. N of Manchester..
Cruyshautem (krois'liow'tSra) vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Csaba (ch5b'3) cml. town, Bi5k<5s co. Hungary
Csaikisten (clii-kis'tgn') dist. Slavonia, Hungary, 340 D
its *.
Csanad (chS'nad') CO. E Hungary, G99 D pop. 95.
Csantaver (clion'to'vSr') vil. Bacs CO. Hungary
Osath 0)' Csat (chat) town, Borsod co. Hungary
Csepel (cha'pel') isl. 30 m. long, Hungary, in Danube riv. S of Budapest.
Oservenka (cher'veu'ko') town, Bacs co. Hungary
pop. 107, X Csik-Sereda.
Csik (chik) CO. S E Transylvania, Hungary, 1,574
town,
Csongrad (chon-giad') co. Hungary, 1,313 D pop. 216, X Szegedin.
Csougrad co. pop. 18.
Hungary, 30 m. S E of Oldenburg
Csorna (chdr'nS') town,
Cua (koo'a) cml. town, Bolivar state, Venezuela, on Tuy rivei"
Cuba (ku'b.a) tp. & vil. Allegany co. N. Y. tp, pop. 2, vil. pop. 1. (Sp. pron.
koo'ba) isl. belonging to Sp. in Caribbean Sea, 43,220 D pop. 1,522, * Havana.
or Santiago de Cuba, spt. town, S E Cuba isl. pop. 45.

Oromwell, tp._&

vil?

—

2

48

GUZCO
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—

D

W

—

D

D

—

—

Curwensville (ker'wens-vil) bor. Clearfield co. Pa
Curzola (koord-zo'la) spt. & isl. Dalmatia, Austria,

Cusano

(koo-sii'no)

in Adriatic sea
spt.
of Benevento ....

town, Benevento prov. Italy, 19 m.

NW

noma

pop. 132, a

D

of

6

28
14
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—

D

—

&

W

D

.

—

5

*

—

13

N

&

—

D

—

n

W

W

—

6
21
10
6

—

W

3
5

6
6
13

co.

tp. pop. 3.

Mass.

Dalton— in— Furness

town, Lancaster co. England ; iron mines
(da-mowN') Portugnese colony, Bombay, India,
pop. 6, a spt.
Damanhour (dii'man-hoor') town, of Behejra prov. Lower Egypt
Damar (da'mar') town with citadel, Yemen, Arabia
DamariSCOtta River (dam'a-ris-k5t'a-) inlet of sea, 22 m. long, Lincoln co.
Me. nav. for large ships.
dist. Syria,
Damascus (d.j-mas'kus) tp. vil. Wayne co. Pa. tp. pop. 2.
its *, the chief city of Syria, 180 m. S of Aleppo,
Asiatic Turkey, pop. 250.
most
ancient
one
of
the
cities
in
world.
;
the
pop. 150
Damietta (dSm'i-gt'ta) cml. town, Egypt, on branch Nile riv. 8 m. from sea..
coast of Austraha, lat. 21° S.
Dampier Archipelago (dam'per-) off
Dampier Strait, channel 70 m. long, between Waiggu Papua islands.
Dampremy (doN'pra'me') town, Hainaut prov. Belgium glass works
Dampur (dam'poor') town, Bijnaur dist. N. W. Provinces, British India
Damuda (dSm-oo'da) nav. riv. 350 m. long, India, flows into the Hugli river.
Danakil (da'na-kll) or Alar (a'far') country, E of Abyssinia, Africa, 34,000
pop. 200 Italian protectorate.
Danbury (dan'ber-T ) tp. city, X of Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 19, city pop. 17.
tp.
Danby (dSn'bi) tp. vil. Tompkins co. N. Y
Dane (dan) agr. co. S Wis. 1,200 pop. 60, X Madison.
Danemora (da-ne-mo'rii) vil. Sweden ancient iron mines.
Danielsonville (dan'Il-son-vTl) bor. Windham co. Conn, on Quinebaug river..
tp.
Dannemora (dSn-e-mo'ra) tp. vil. Clinton co. N. Y
tp. Caswell co. N. C. pop. 2.
Dan River, nav. riv. Va."& N. C. 200 m. long.
Dansville (danz'vtl) vil. Livingston co. N. Y. 44 m. S of Rochester
Dantzic or Danzig (dSnt'zIk or dant'sTa) govt. W. Prussia prov. Prussia,
its
pop._5S9.
pop. 120, on Vistula river.
3,069
Danube (dan'ub) anc. Is'ter, riv. Europe, 2,000 m. long, flows into Black Sea.
pop. 487.
a circle of Wiirttemberg, 2,419
vil. Essex co. Mass
tp.
Danvers (dan'vgrz) tp.
city, X of Vermilion co. 111. tp. pop. 18, city pop. 11.
Danville (-vil) tp.
town, X of Boyle co. Ky. pop. 4.
town, X of Hendricks co. Ind. pop. 2.
bor. X of Montour co. Pa.
tp.
vil. X of Montgomery co. Mo. tp. pop. 3.
vil. Caledonia co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
city, Pittsylvania co. Va.
pop. 8.
pop. 10
Darab (da'rab) town, Fars prov. Persia, 13 m. S E of Shiraz

Daman
148
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(da-man') or

D pop.

56.

—
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*
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&

D
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—

2.

6

D
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N. C. pop. 2.
Currituck Sound, N. C. 50 m. long, E boundary of Currituck co.
Curry, co. S_W Ore. 1,590 D pop. 2, X Ellensburg.
tp. Sullivan co. Ind. pop.
GursatO (koor-sa'to) mt. chain, British Guiana, S. America.
Curtatone (koor-ta-to'na) town, Italy, 3 m. from Mantua

city, pop. 18.

Dalston (dal'stgn) N suburb of London, Middlesex co. England
tp. & vil. Berkshire
Dalton (dai'tgn) city, X of Whitfield co. Ga. pop. 3.

&

CO.

8

the largest.

#, a mfg.

Asia Minor.

*

W

&
&

—

—
W

W

Lancaster cos. England.
Cumiana (kob-me-ii'na) town. Piedmont dept. Italy, on Cisola river
Cuming (kum'ing) CO. N E Neb 576 D pop. 12, X West Point.
Cummings^ Point (kum'Ingz-) N end Morris Isl. Charleston Harbor, S. C.
Cumru (koom'roo) tp. Berks co. Pa. on SchuylkiU river
Cundah or Kundah (kiin'da) town, Indore state, Cen. India
Cundinamarca (koon-de-na-mar'ka) dept. Colombia, S. America, 79,810 D pop.
538, * Bogota, pop. 120.
Cuneo (ku-na'o) prov. Piedmont dept. Italy, 2,755 D pop. 652.
its * pop. 23.
Cupar-FUe (koo'par-tif) mfg. town, X of Fife co. Scot. 32 m. N of Edinburgh
Cura (koo'ra) town, Bermudez state, Venezuela, S. America
Curagao (ku^ra-so') isl. Dutch W. India Isls. 212 D pop. 26, * Willemstad.
Curaray (koo-ra-ri') riv. 385 ra. long, Ecuador, Andes mts. to Napo river.

Hyde

(sTd'niis) historic riv. Cilicia,

D

N

—

its

D

—

Curlco (koo-re-ko') prov. cen. Chile, 2,913 D pop. 104.
its * pop. 10.
Curltiba (koo-re-te'bii) mfg. town, * of Parana state, Brazil, S. America
Current River, nav. riv. 220 m. long. Mo. & Ark. flows into Big Black River.
Currituck (kur'rl-tiik') CO. N. C 217 D pop. 7, X Currituck Courthouse.
tp.

—

238.

3

Syra.

D

W

D

&

w

^

D

D pop.

W

D

—

X

D

#

D

8

15

*

(ktim'ber-land) CO. S E 111. 350
pop. 15, X Majority Point.
X Burkesville. co. S
Me 1,005 pop. 91, X Portn pop. 45, X Bridgeton. co. S cen. N. C. 794 pop.
co. S Pa. SCO
27, X Fayetteville.
pop 47, X Carlisle.
co. E cen. Tenn.
576
pop. 5, X Crossville
co. cen. Va. 290
pop. 9, X Cumberland Courthouse.
city, X of Allegany co. Md. pop. 13.
tp. Providence co. R. I.
pop. 8.
CO. N
England, 1,515
pop. 267, X Carlisle.
WNova
co.
Scotia, 1,612
pop. 35, X Amherst.
penmsula, N. W. Territories, Canada.
Cumberland Gap, pass, 500 ft deep, through Cumberland Mts. S
Va.
Cumberland Island, 22 m. long, largest of Sea Isls. coast of Ga.
Cumberland Mountain, plateau, 5,100 Tenn.
Ky.
Tenn. flows into Ohio river.
Cumberland River, nav. riv. C50 m. long, Ky.
Cumberland Sound, between Fla.
Ga.; entrance to Fernandina Harbor.
Cumbraes, The (-kum-braz') two isls. in Firth of Clyde, Bute co. Scotland.
Oumbre, La (la koom'bra) pass, 12,454 ft. high, Chilian Andes, S. America.
Cumbrian Mountains (kum'brJt-an-) hiUs, Cumberland, Westmoreland,

W
—

*

—

—

D

1,283

D

—

—

#
D

(dSk'ka) div. Bengal, India, 18,276
pop. 9,127.
district Dacca div.
cml. city,
of Dacca div.
dist. pop. 84.
2,902 D pop.*l,853.
co. N
Ga. 186
pop. 6, X
Dade (dad) co. S Fla. 5,C36 pop. 1, X Miami.
Trenton.
co. S
Mo. 500 D pop. 18, X Greenfield.
Daet (da-Sf) town, * of North Camarines prov. Luzon, Philippine Islands....
Derbend.
Daghestan (da'ges-tan') govt. Caucasus, Russ. 11,492 D pop. 597,
Dagmara Piprahi (dog-ma-ra' pe-pra'he) town, Bengal, British India
Dagbe (dii'go'e) isl. 34 m. long, 15 m. broad, Baltic sea, Russia
tp.
DagSborough (dagz'bfir-ro) tp. & hamlet, Sussex co. Del
Dahlak Islands (da-lak'-) in Red Sea, off Massaua, 420 ; belong to Italy. .
Dahlen (dii'len) town, Dlisseldorf, Rhine Prov. Prussia
Dahme (dii'me) town, Brandenburg, Prussia, on Dahme river
Dahomey (da-'ho'mS') kingdom, Guinea, Africa, 4,000D pop. 250, Abomey.
Daimlel (di-me-Sl') town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain
Dainbat (din-l)at') town, Bardwan dist. Bengal, British India, on Hugli river.
pop. 586,
Mansurah.
Dakahlieh (da-kii-le'ye) prov. Lower Egypt, 931
co.
E Neb.
Dakota (da-ko'ta) CO. E Minn. 575 D pop. 20, X Hastings.
280
pop. 5, X Dakota.
S. Dak. to Missouri river.
Dakota, or James, River, riv. 600 m. long, N.
pop. 17, X Ozark.
Dale, CO. S E Ala. 660
Dal-Elf (diil'-elf) riv. 250 m. long, Sweden, flows into Gulf of Bothnia.
Dalfsen (dalf'sen) vil. Overyssel prov. Netherlands, on Vecht river
DalhOUSle (dal-hoo'zg) CO. Victoria, Australia
Dallas (da'le-as) town, Almeria prov. Spain, near Mediterranean sea
Dalkeith (dSl-keth') town, Edinburgh co. Scotland, on Esk river
cen. Ala. 954
co. S
cen.
pop. 49, X Selma.
Dallas (dSl'as) agr. co. S
Ark. C7G tfpop. 9, X Princeton.
co. S
cen. lo. 576 D pop. 20, X Adel.
cen. Mo. 530
pop. 13, X Buffalo.
co. N E Tex. 900 D pop. 67,
CO. S
X Dallas, pop. 38. tp. & vil. X of Gaston co. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
Dalles, The (-dalz) city, X of Wasco co. Ore. on Columbia river
Dallya (dal'ya) market town, Verocz co. Slavonia, Austria, on Danube river.
Dalmatia (dal-ma'sht-a) crown land, Austria, 4,940 D pop. 527, * Zara.
Dalmow (dSl'mow') town, Oudh, India, on Ganges riv. 54 m. S of Lucknow..
min. vil. Ayr co. Scotland, 19 m. S
of Glasgow
Dairy (dSl'ri') mfg.

:

—

D

(koom'de) town, Glamorgan co. Wales
(slk'la-dez) group, 12 isls. jEgean sea, 923

Greece,

Dacca

;

S Ky. 315 D pop."8,
CO. S N J. 505

—

Cjmthiana (sln-the-a'na) tp. & city, X of Harrison ccUy. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 3.
Cyprus (si'priSs) isl. Medit. sea, 3,707 D pop. 210, * Nicosia; British rule.
Czaslau (chas'low) town, Bohemia, Austria, 45 m. S E of Prague
Czegl^d (tsa'gled') town. Pest co. Hungary
CzentOChow (chens-to'Kov) town, Petrikau prov. Poland
CzernowitZ (cher'no-vl ts) town, * of Bukowina duchy, Austria

Cullera (kool-ya'ra) town, Valencia prov. Spain, on Mediterranean sea
Cullman (ktil'man) co. N Ala. 577 D pop. 13, X Cullman, pop. 1.
Culloden (kul-lo'den) moor, Inverness co. Scotland battlefield in 1746.
Culna (kfil'na) cml. town, Bengal, British India, 43 m. N of Calcutta
Culpeperjkai'pep-er) co. N E Va 322 D pop. 13
its X pop. 2.
of Naples, near Mediterranean sea.
Cuma (koo'ina) fortress, Italy, 11 m.
Cumana (ko6-ma-na') cml. spt. Bermudez state, Venezuela, S. America
Cumania, Qreat ond Little (-ku-ma'ni-a) dists. cen. Hungary Great Cumania, 424 D pop. 55, Little Cumania, 1,000 Q pop. 64.
Cumbal (koom-bSl') mt. peak, 15,620 ft. high, Andes mts. Colombia, S. Amer.
CO.

*

D

(koos^ko) dept. S Peru, 95,547

Cydnus

Cuivre (kwe'ver) tp. Audrain co. Mo. pop. 4.
tp. Pike co. Mo. pop. 4.
tp.
St Charles co. Mo. pop. 3.
Oulebra (koo-la'bra) spt. Costa Rica, Cen. Am. lat. 10° 35/ N, Ion. 85° 38' W.
Culebra Peak, mt. 14,079 ft. high, Sangre de Cristo Range, S Col.
Culiaoan (koo-le-a-kan') town, Sinaloa state, Mexico, on Culiacan river

land.

X

Cyclades

peak, 10,G23 ft. high. Col.
Guckiield (ktik'f eld) town, Sussex co. England
(kob'koo-ta)
town, Santander dept. Colombia, S. America
Cucuta
Cuddalore (kud'da-lor') town, Arcot dist. British India, on Bay of Bengal
Cuddapah (kud'da-pa) dist. Brit. India, 8,3G7 D pop. 1,351.
its * pop. 16.
its
pop. 7.
Cuenca (kwen'ka) prov. New Castile, Spain, 6,725 D pop. 242.
dist. Azuay prov. Ecuador, S. Am. pop. 171.
its #, a mfg. city, pop. 25.
Cuero (kwa'ro) town, De Witt CO. Tex. on Guadalupe river
Cuesmes (.kwam) town, Hainaut prov. Belgium ; coal mines

Cumberland

D

D

W

CwmdU
103

—

W

X

Cuyo (kob'yo) town. Great Cuyo isl. Philippine Islands
Guyos Islands (kco'yos-) group, Philippine Isls. Great Cuyo

Cub Mountain,

u

D

#
N

7

*.

N

—

—

—

W

W

Cueva de Vera (kwa'va da va'ra) town, Spain, on Almanzora river
Cuggiono-Maggiore (kobd-jo'no-mad-jo'ra) town, Lombardy, Italy

X

Q

*

—

—

W

D

&

—

—

its

—

*

~

—

—
W

—

X
D

pop. 100,
B'hag.
(-f un-dii'va) prov. Baliichistan, 9,000
town,
of Randolph co. Ga. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
Cuthbert, tp.
pop. 1,495.
Cuttack (kut-tak') dist. Orissa prov. British India, 3,178
its
and
of Orissa prov. pop. 40.
Orissa, British India, 16,218
Cuttack Mehals (-me-hSlz') 20 small states,
Cuttyhunk Island (kut'ti-hilnk'-) at entrance of Buzzard's Bay, Mass.
Cutwa (kut'w,j) town, Bardwan dist. Bengal, India, on upper Hugh river. ...
Africa, flows into Atlantic ocean.
Cuvo (koo'vo) riv. 400 ni. long, Beuguela,
of Matto-G rosso state,.Brazil
Guyaba (koo-ya/ba') city,
Cleveland.
Cuyahoga (ki'a-ho'ga) past. CO. O. 480 pop. 310,
Cuyahoga Falls, vil. Summit co. O. 34 m. S E of Cleveland
Cuyahoga River, nv. lOO m. long, 0. flows into Lake Erie.

;

s

—

533.

D

Cutch Gundava

;

—

E

town, dept. Allier, France, 1 m.
of Vichy
(kus'ter) co. S. Col. 720
Rosita.
co. cen. Ida. 3,500
pop. 3,
pop. 2, X Challis.
co. S E Mont. 26,580
pop. 5,
Miles City.
co. cen.
Neb. 2,592
pop. 22, X Custer.
co. S
S. Dak. 1,615
pop. 5,
Custer.
India, 6,500
Bhuj.
Cutch (kiich) dist.
pop. 500,
Cutch Behar (kootch be'har') native state,
E Bengal, India, 1,292 pop.
(kiis'sa')

D

—

a

Pop.

Cusset
Custer

12

—

D

—

&

&

—

&

—

*

&

D

—

—
—

meanfi square miles ; #, capital ; X.co.seat; agr. , agricultural ; cml., commercial; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
Population ia given in nearest thousands : 2 =^ 1,500 to 2,499 ; 3 =: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

—
^

vil.. Tillage.

20

;

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEEE.
DaraganJ

(da'ra-ganj') town,

on Ganges

Pop.
9
73

India

riv.

Darbhangah (dar'b5n-ga') town, Behar div. Bengal prov. India
Darby (dSr'bl) tp. & bor. Delaware co. Pa. tp. pop. 2, bor. pop. 3.

W

—

14

.

10

;

&

X

W

D

pop.

D
D
D

X

W

X

—

X Farmington. —

6,

D

tp.

NW

—

D

—

X

Lafayette co. Mo. pop.

5.

—

D

—

D

—

—
m
—
—

—

X

—

Death Valley, Inyo co. Cal. between Amargosa & Panamint Mts.
Debai (de-ba'e) town, Biilundshahar dist. British India, 69 m. S E

W

DebO

W

—

D

—

&

W

—
—

—

D

—

D

Q

&

10

—

—

Deerlng (di;r'ing) tp. Cumberland co. Me. near Portland
Deer Isle, isl. in Penobscot Bay, tp. & vil. Hancock co. Me
Deer Lodge, min. co. W Mont. 5,085 D pop. 15, X Deer Lodge
Deer Park, tp. Orange co. N. Y. on Delaware river

Dees

W

D

57

i,

o, u, long ; a, e, 6, less
ii, D, ee (see p. 1719) ;

a, o,

110

;

D

*

ENE

X

—

D

—

X

X

107
22

& cantonment, Ajmere
12,000

ft.

prov. India
high, 30 m. long, Little Tibet.

co.

&

2.

2.

—

(dSd'furd) suburb of

India, on Indus river
div. Punjab, India, 4,950
pop.
pop. 20.
Dera Ismail Khan (-es'mii-eK Kiin) dist. Derajiit div. Punj.ab, British India,
7,097
pop. 395.
its
near Indus riv. pop. 25.
Derajat (diir'a-jiit') div. Punjab, British India, E of Afgh.auistan, 23,317 D. .. 1,650
of Daghestan govt. Russia, on Caspian Sea. ..
18
Derbend (der-bSnd') ft. town,
tp.
vil. Orleans co. Vt.
Derby (der'bl) tp. New Haven co. Conn. pop. 6.
mfg. co. Eng(der'bl or diir'bl) or Derbyshire (-shir) min.
tp. pop. 3.
land, 1,029
pop. 528, X Derby, a mfg. town, on Derwent riv. pop. 94.
Derecske (dii'rach'Ka') vil. Bihar CO. Hungary, 12 m. S of Debreczin
(der'ne)
spt. town, Barca, Tripoli, Africa
Derne
tp. Dauphin co.
vil. Rockingham co. N. H. tp. pop. 3.
Derry (dSr'ri) tp.
Pa. pop. 2.
tp.
bor. Westmoreland co. Pa. tp. pop. 7, bor. pop. 2.
abbreviation for Londondekry, Ireland.

—

#

its

on Indus

D

riv.

—

%

#

—

—

&

&

n

&

—

—

^

&

bor. Daupliin co. Pa
riv. GO m. long,
riv. 50 m. long, Derby co. England.
England.
riv. Cumberland co. England, flows into Ivisli Sea.
Derwentwater, picturesque lake, 4 m. long, Cumberland co. England.
valDesaguadero (dSs-ii'fwii-Da'ro) riv. ISO m. long, Bolivia, S. America.
ley, Bolivia & Peru, in Andes mts. 150,000 D.
Desaguadero de Osorno (-dii 6-s5r'no) lake, 35 m. long, 5 m. broad, Chile.
Des Chutes (dii' shiSot') riv. 320 m. long. Ore. flows into Columbia river.

Derry Church,

Derwent
York

(der'went)

CO.

—

—

^

Desemboque (da-s6in-bo'Ka) town & dist. Miiias-Goraes
Desha (dc-shii') co. S E Ark. 733 D pop. 10, X AVatson.

1.

Desht

state, Br.azil

SW Baluchistan, 500 m.

(dSsht) riv.

long, flows into Ar.abian Sea.
Desima (dS-se'mii) artificial isl. 600 ft. long, 250 ft. broad, Japan.
of Milan
Desio (du-se'o) town, Lombardy, Italy, 11 m.
Des Moines (dg moin') riv. 55i) in. long, rises in S
Minn, flows into Miss,
riv.
CO. S E lo. 400
pop. 35,
Burlington.
tp. Jasper co. lo. pop. 2.
mfg. city, X of Polk co. and
of lo. on Dos Moines riv. pop. 50.

N

..

—

—

prolonged ; 5, 5, T, 5, i3, s/i07i ; a, g, j, g, u, obscure; far, list,
ch as in chiu ^asin get iiasin linger, link ug as in sing
;

10

E

—

W

D

D

D

a, e,

N

Dera Fati Khan (der'a fii'te Kiln) cml. town,
Dera Ghazi Ehan (-git'ze' Kiin) dist. Derajat
309.

—

—

6

N

Deptford (dSt'furd) tp. Gloucester co. N. J. pop.
London, KentiS Surrey cos. England, pop. 77.

W

(das or daz) town, Szolnok CO. Transylvania, Austria-Hungary
co. N
tp. samo co. pop. 9.
O. 414
pop. 26.
its X pop. 8.
Deggendorf (dSg'gen-dQrf) mfg. town, Bavaria, Germany, on Danube river.
Dehra (dSH'r.a) towii, * of Dehra Dun dist. N. W. Provinces, Itritisli India
Dehra Dun (-doon) di.st. Meerut div. India, 1,016 pop. 117, * Delira.

Defiance,

8

X

—

tp.

City, pop.

Guiana, S. America, flows
X Georgetown.

Wis. on right bank Fox river
Depeyster"lslands"(de-pis'ter-) group of 17 isls. in S Pacific ocean.
Delaware cos. N. Y.
Delaware
vil. Broome
co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Deposit, tp.

—
—
—

&

&

DeotSUh (de'ot-soo') plateau,
Depere (de-per') city. Brown

;

&

Alas.

town,
tp.
of Crawford co. lo. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
Grayson co. Tex. 10 m.
of Sherman, pop. 11.
of Smyrna.
(den'Iz-le') town, Smyrna vilayet, Asia Minor, 110 m. S
Danish Danmaek (diin'(den'miirk) tp. Lewis co. N. Y. pop. 2.
mark) kingdom,
Europe, consisting of Jutland peninsula and a group of
pop. 2,185,
Copenhagen.
isls. Baltic sea, 15,289
Dennis (den'Is) tp. Barnstable co. Mass
of Columbus
Dennison (dSn'T-son) vil. Tuscarawas co. O. 100 m.
cen. Mo. 720
pop. 12,
Salem.
Dent, CO. S
Dent-dU-Midl (doN'-dii'-me'de') mt. 10,771 ft. high, Swit. on border of Savoy.
town, Lancaster
Tex. 900
pop. 21.
its
pop. 3.
Denton (den'ton) CO.
CO. England, pop. 5.
of Arapahoe co. on S. Platte riv.
of Col. and
Denver (den'ver) cml. city,

Bhagalpur
Deolia (de-o'le-a) town

;

;

10

&

Deobund (de'o-bund') town, Saharanpur dist. N. W. Provs. British India....
Deogarh (de'g'-gar') town, Bhdgalpur div. Bengal, British India, 50 m. S W of

—

NW

Belgium

city,

*

—

&

E

2
10

N

of Delhi...

—

—

E

&

&

(denr'e'r-a'ra) riv. 180 m. long, British
co. British Guiana, pop. 86,

Denmark

&

—

D

—
W W

11

pop.

—

X

Denizll

(da'bo) or Dibble (dlb'be) lake, Africa, 150 m. S
of Timbuctoo.
Debreczin (da-brSt'sIn) uifg. town, Haiduk dist. Hung. 116 m. E of Budapest
Ga. 1,106
Decatur (de-ka'tur) CO. S
pop. 20, X Bainbridge.
co. S E Ind380
pop. 10, X Greensburg.
co. S lo. 534
pop. 16, X Leon.
co. N
Kan. 900
pop. 8.
co.
Tenn. 310
pop. 9, X Decaturville.
city,
Morgan co. Ala. pop. 3.
tp.
town, X of Dekalb co. Ga. tp. pop. 3, town
pop. 1.
tp.
city, X of Macon co. 111. city pop. 17, tp. pop. 19.
city, X
of Adams co. Lid. pop. 3.
town. Wise co. Tex. pop. 9.
Decize (de-sez') town, dept. Nievre, France
Decorah (de-ko'ra) city, X of Winnisliiek co. lo
Dedham (ded'amjjp. vil. X of Norfolk co. Mass
tp.
Dedjuchin (ded-yoo'chin) town, Perm govt. Russia
Bee (de) riv. 30 m. long, N Wales. riv. 96 m. long, Aberdeen co. Scotland.
lake
riv. 70 m. long, Kirkcudbright, Scotland.
Deeg (deg) town fortress, India, 57 m.
of Agra ruins of several palaces.
Deel (del) riv. rises in Orrery Mts. Ireland, flows into Shannon river.
Deep Bottom, hamlet, Henrico co. Va. important during war 1861-18G5.
Deep River, 130 m. long, Guilford co. N. C. to Haw river.
Deer or Deir (der) par. Scotland gives name to Gaelic " Book of Deir "
Pickaway cos. O. flows into Scioto riv.
Deer Greek, riv. 80 m. long, Madison
in Allegheny co. Pa. flows into Allegheny riv.
tp. Carroll co. Ind. pop. 4.
Deerfield, riv. 100 m. long, Vt. flows into Conn. riv.
tp. Franklin co. Mass.
tp.
pop. 3.
vil. Oneida co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Warren co. 0. pop. 2.

a

D

E

N

Cuneo prov. Piedmont dept. Italy
Demonte
Marengo co. Ala. on Tomljigbee river
Demopolis
Demotika (de~m5t'e-ka) town, Adrianople vilayet, European Turkey

ders,

N

;

—

X

Demir-Hissar (da-mer'-hls'siir') town, Roumelia, European Turkey
Demmiu (dem-meuM mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia

—

N

D

E

D

NE

Denison (den'i-son)

Ax

NE

3

—

X

W

5
3
37
13

X

Denain (de-naN') min. town, dept. Nord, France
Denbigh (den'be) min. & past. co. N Wales, 6G4 D pop. 118. — its X pop. 6.
Dender (den'der) riv. 250 m. long. Nubia, Egypt, flows into Blue Nile river.
Dendermonde"(den'der-mon'de) or Termonde (ter'moNd') ft. town, E. Flan-

N

D

D

ft. tovra,
(de-mop'o-lTs) city,

ft. high.
(da'lish) coast town, Devon co. England
(da'son) co.
Ga. 192
pop. 6, X Dawsonville.
co.
E Mont.
26,680
pop." 2.
CO. cen. Neb. 1,028
pop. 10, X Lexington.
town,
of Terrell co. Ga. pop. 2.
(aks) anc. A'qvm Augus't^, town, dept. Landes, France ; hot
Das (diiks) or
saline springs, a watering place
S. Dak. 1,080 D pop. 9, X Webster.
tp. Montcalm co. Mich. pop. 2.
Day, CO.
E of Ballarat
....
Dayleslord (dalz'ford) bor Victoria, Australia, 25
mfg city, X of Montgomery
Dayton (da'ton) city, Campbell co. Ky. pop. 4.
co O. pop. 61.
city, Rhea co. Tenn. pop. 3.
city, Columbia co. Wash,
pop. 2.
Dead Sea, anc. La'cds Asphalti'tes, salt lake, S Palestine, 41 m. long, 8J m.
wide, 1,312 ft. below level of Mediterranean sea.
Deadwood, city, X of Lawrence co. S. Dak
Deal (del) spt. Kent co. England, on North Sea, 8 m.
E of Dover
Deals Island, isl. 3 m. long, in Cliesapeake Bay, Somerset co. Md.
Dean Forest (den-) Gloucester co. England, 22,000 acres iron and coal mines
Dearborn (der'burn) CO. S E Ind. 287
pop. 23, x Lawreuceburg.
tp.
vil. Wayne co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
Dearborn River, Mont. 50 m. long, from Rocky Mts. to Missouri river.
Dease Strait (des-) channel in Arctic Oc. lat. 69' N, 120 m. long, 23 m. wide.

N

W

(da-mon'ta)

Dawes (daz) co. N W Neb. 1,404 D pop. 10, X Cliadron.
Dawes Peak (daz-) snow peak of Uintah Mts. Ut. 13,300
Dawson

NE

into Atlantic ocean.

Davison (da'vl-son) CO. S E S. Dak. 435 D pop. 5, X Firesteel.
Davis strait, N. America, joins Baffin's Bay to Atlantic ocean.
Dawdon Harbor (da'don-) coast vil. Durham co. Eng. 6 m. S of Simderland..

Sawlish

—

Demerara

D

N

&

*

Demavend (dem'a-vend') mt. 18,500 ft high, Elburz chain, N Persia.
Dembea (dem'be-a or dem-be'a) lake, 60 m. long, 25 m. broad, Abyssinia.

NW

X

D

12
29

&

E

X

—

X

X
X

—

mouth of Orinoco, 25,347 D pop. 7.
N of Janina
Delvino (del'vi-no) town, Albania, Turkey, 47 m.
Demarcation Point, cape, marking boundary between Brit. America

W

;

D

—

&

X

X

—

—

&

Holland, Netherlands

X

modem
X

;

#

—

E

W

D

S.

&

N

(da'te'a) town, Bundelkliand agency, Cen. India
of Patna
Daudnagar (dii-ood-na'gar) town, Gaya dist. Bengal, 70 m. S
(dang) country,
India, 950
teak forests
;
Harrisburg coal mines.
Dauphin (da'fln) co. cen. Pa. 510 pop. 97,
of Mobile Bay, in Gulf of Mexico.
Dauphin Island, Ala.
city,
of Scott co. lo. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 27.
Davenport (dSv'en-port) tp.
Daventry (dav'eii-trT) town, Northampton co. England
of Chiriqui prov. Panama dept. Colombia
David (da-ved') town,
of Butler co. Neb. 96 m.
of Omaha
David City (da'vid-) city,
Davids Island, in Long Island Sound, N. Y. a military station.
Lexington.
co. cen. Term.
Davidson, co. "W cen. N. C. 580
pop. 22,
508
pop. 108,
Nashville.
cen. N. C. 296
pop. 12,
Mocksville.
Davie (da've) CO.
Ind. 430
pop. 26,
Washington.
Ky.
Daviess (da'vts) co. S
co.
410
Owensboro.
pop. 33,
co.
Mo. 576
pop. 20,
Gallatin.
Bloomfield.
co.
Ut. 290
Davis (da'vTs) agr. co. S lo. 500 pop. 15,

D

Q

—

(del'hi) tp.
of Delaware co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
vil.
vil. Hamilton co. O. tp. pop. 5.
(del'le) div. Punjab, British India, 15,530D
dist. Delhi div. 1,227
dist.
pop. 4,434.
pop. 609. —city,
of Delhi div.
on right bank Jumna riv. pop. 194.
Delia Lake (del'ya-) 5 m. long, in Adirondack Mts. Essex co. N. Y.
of Bovino
DelicetO (dS-Ie-cha'to) town, Foggia prov. Italy, 3 m. S
DelitZSCh (da'letsli) mfg. town, Prussian Saxony, on Leber river
coast, isl. of Sumatra
Delli (del'le) town
state,
Dellys (del'iez') spt. town, Algeria, 49 m.
of Algiers
Delmar (del'mar') tp. Tioga eo. Pa
Crescent City.
Del Norte (del nSr'ta) min. co.
Cal. 1,500
pop. 3,
Deles (de'lSs)
Sdili (sde'le) celebrated isl. Cyclades group, Greece.
town in
Delphi (dgl'fl) city,
of Carroll co. Ind. on Deer Creek, pop. 2.
Phocis, anc. Greece, containing oracle of Apollo.
of Fort Wayne.
Delphos (del'fos) city, Allen
Van Wert cos. O. 45 m.
S
Del Rio (del re'o) town,
of Val Verde co. Tex
Delta.
co.
Mich. 718
pop. 15,
Delta (del'ta) CO.
Col. 1,150
pop. 3,
Venezuela, at
Escanaba.
Cooper.
ter.
co.
Tex. 260
pop. 9,

&

— #
D
Darwen (dar'wen) bor. Lancashire co. England
Darwin Sound (dar'win-) bet. Tierra del Fuego & Londonderry & Gordon isls.
W
W

—

—

—

Daung

—

D

—

Delft (dglft) mfg. town,

N

Datia

—

—

*

D

—
—

D

Delhi

W

&

*

D

N

;

fayette CO. Wis. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
mfg. town, Durham co. England,
45 m.
of York, pop. 38.
of Hesse
of Starkenburg prov.
Germany
Darmstadt (darm'stiit) town,
Darnetal (dar'ne-tiil') mfg. town, dept. Seine-Inf<5rieure, Fr. 2 m. E of Roueu
E of Cape York.
Darnley Island"(darn'll-) in Torres Strait, Australasia,
DarUord, mfg. town, Kent co. England, on Darent riv. 15 m. S E of London..
Dartmoor, tableland, S Devon co. England, 22 ni. long prison, granite works.
town, Devon co. EngDartmouth (dart'miith) tp. Bristol co. Mass. pop. 3.
land, on Dart riv. pop. 6.
Daruvar (da'roo-viir') town, Slavonia, Austria-Hungary
its
Darwar (dar'wiir) dist. Bombay pres. India, 4,536 pop. 988.
pop. 35.

N

—

&

—

—

D
&

—

D

—

D

^

W

—

Pop.

NW

—

—

23.

;

W

N

D

—

Darlaston (dar'las-ton) mfg. tov«i, Stafford co. England coal & iron mines
riv. Australia, 1,1G0 m. long, flows into Murray river.
Australia, parallel witli the coast.
Darling Range, mt. range, 250 m. long,
Darlington (dar'lTng-ton) CO. S. C. CT3 D pop. 29, X Darlington Courthouse.
tp. & city, Latp. & town, Darlington co. S. C. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
Darling, nav.

—

D

&

—

Darke (dark) co. W 0. 600 D pop. 43, X Greenville.
Darkhan (dar'Kau') lofty mt. range in Mongolia.

—

—

;

tp. & vil. Genesee co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tosli CO. Ga. pop. 1.
Darlen, Isthmus of. See Isthmus or Panama.
Darlen Light, S point of Sapelo isl. coast of Ga. 74 ft. above sea level.
its * pop.
Darjlllng (diir-jel'ing) dist. Bengal, India, 1,234 D pop. 95.

—

n
N

cen. Ga. 269
co.
co.
E Ala. 760
pop. 21, X Lebanon.
E Ind.
co.
pop. 17, X Decatur.
co.
111. 650
pop. 27, X Sycamore.
co.
pop. 15, X Maysville.
370
Mo. 440
pop. 24, X Auburn.
co.
city, Dekalb co. 111. tp. pop.
cen. Tenn. 310
tp.
pop 16, X Smithville.
tp. Kershaw co. S. C.
tp. St. Lawrence co. N. Y. pop. 3.
3, city pop. 3.
pop. 9.
Delagoa Bay (dSl'a-go'a-) inlet, 55 m. long, 20 m. broad, Indian Oc. S Africa.
tp.
Delavan (del'a-vSn') tp."& city, Tazewell co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.
vil. Walworth co. Wis. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Delaware (dSl'a-wSr) riv. 350 m. long, rises in N. Y. flows into Delaware Bay.
middle Atl."state U. S. A. 2,050
pop. 168,
Dover.
co. E Ind. 400
pop. 30, X Muncie.
pop. 17, X Delhi.
co. S E N. Y.
co. E lo. 576
pop. 27, X Delaware, pop. 7.
pop. 45, X Delhi.
co. cen. O. 452
1,557
tp. Delaware co. lo. pop. 3.
CO. S E Pa. 200
pop. 75, X Media.
tp.
Jefferson co. Kan. pop. 3.
tp. Leavenworth co. Kan. pop. 5.
tp. Sanilac
city, Delaware
CO. Mich. pop. 2.
tp. Hunterdon co. N. J. pop. 3.
tp.
CO. O. tp. pop. 9, city pop. 8.
tp. Northumberland co. Pa. pop. 2.
Delaware Bay, estuary, 55 m. long, Atlantic ocean in E Del.
summer resort, Monroe co. Pa.
Delaware Water Gap, picturesque vil.
Delf shaven (d61fs'ha'ven) spt. S. Holland, Netherlands

Dekalb,

D

Dardanelles (dar'da-nSlz') anc. Hellespon'tus, narrow strait, 40 m. long, between Europe «& Asiatic Turkey.
of St. Louis
Dardenne (dar-dSn') tp. St. Charles co. Mo. 30 m.
Dare, co. N. C. 240 tJ pop. 4, X Manteo includes Roanoke Island.
(dar'foor)
country
E
Africa,
Sudan,
200,000 D pop. 1,500, * El-Fasher.
Darfur
Dari^b£d (da-re-a'biid') town, Bara Banki dist. Oudh, ludia
city, X of MclnDarlen (da're-en) tp. & vil. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 2.

^

N

1745

;

D

X

W
—

*

cSre term f oOd, f c56t, f (Jrl_; 6 as in f Gr oi as in oil ow aji in cow
tU as in tliiu til as in thiuo I, Q, fi, >V, B, », o, H, K, N (see p. 1719),

fall,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

•
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1746

Pop.

Desna

N

D
N

—

D

Dessau

—

D

NW

—

*

N

;

Dix(diks)tp. Schuyler

#

Ilk

.

35

.

6
10
206
2

*

Detmold

X
Detroit
X
Detroit
Detroit River, 25 m. long. Lake St. Clair to Lake Erie, boundary between
U. S. A. & Ontario prov. Canada.
Dettingen (dgt'tlng-eu) vil. Lower Franconia, Bavaria; battlefield in 1743.
.

Dettva (dSt'vo) towii'^ Sohl CO. Hungary
Deuel (du-SF) CO. W Neb. 2,130 D pop. 3,
pop.

X

5,

X

—

Big Spring.

.

10
co.

E

D

Dak. G30

S.

7
16

W

23
5

W

France
D6vllle-lfes-Roueii (da'vel'-la-roo'oN') mfg. vil. N
Devil's Punch-Bowl, small lake, Kerry co. Ireland, 3,000 ft. above sea level,
of London
Devizes (de-vi'zez) cml. bor. Wiltshire, England, 86 m.
Devil (dev'le) or Diwle (dii'Ie) town, Asia Minor, 24 m. N E of Karaman
Scotland.
or Devonshire
(dev'on)
riv.
Perth
Clackniaiman
cos.
&
Devon
(dgv'on-shir) min. & past. co. England, 2,586 D iJop. 632, X E.xeter.

W

6

5

—

& bor.

Devon

co.

England

55
25

D

8t0
N. T.

5.

Dexter,

tp.

(duz'ber-i) mfg. town.

West Riding, York

&

co.

mfg.

Penobscot

vil.

Me.

co.

Eng. on Calder river

30

tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.

Deziul (dez'fool') cml. town, Khuzistan prov. Persia
Dhaboull (da-boo'le) town, Boglipur dist. Bengal, British India

15

5

Dhamle (da'me') Sikh state, N W India, 26 D under British protection
Dhamral (dam-ri') town, Dacca dist. Bengal, India, on Bunsi river

5

Dhanikhola

7

6

;

(dii-ne-ko'la) town, Mymensingli dist. Bengal, British India....
(dar) native state, Mahva, Rajputana, India, 2,500 D.
its
pop. 30.

Dhar

—

Dhaulaglrl (dow'la-ge're) peak, 20,826

Dhenkanal

#

its

N

Himalaya Mts.

ft. higli,

pop. 5.
(dol'ka) town,

Ahmadabad

Bombay pres.

dist.

*

Q

(den-ka-niil') native state, Orissa prov. India, 1,463

Dholka

India.
pop. 178

^

British India

(dSl'Ie-ra)

—

Diana,

Lewis

co.

^

U

its

#

city,

N.

on Tigris

riv.

14

cen.

Kan. 851

Germany
Diego Ramirez

of Va. 375

D pop.

D

X

W

—

2

5,

D

(de-a'go ra^me'res)

2
7

D pop.

471.

Clintwood.

3

&

.

22
8
5

.

2

5
7

*

cml. city,
dept. CSte-d'Or, Fr. 197 m. S E of Paris
(de-ko'a) walled town, Bornu, cen. Africa, 45 m. S of Lake Chad
Dillingen (dll'ling-en) town, Bavaria, S Germany, on left bank Danube river.
Dilman (del'man') t'own, Azerbaijan prov. Persia
Dimmit (dim'mit) co. S Tex. 1,100 pop. 1, X Carrizo Springs
pop. 1,501.
its
pop. 30.
Dinajpur (de-naj-pobr') dist. Bengal, 4,126
Dlnan (de'noN') town, dept. C6tes-du-Nord, France, on Ranee river
Dinant (de'noN' or de-nanf) town, Namur prov. near Meuse riv. Belgium
Dinapnr (de'na-pobr') town, Patna dist. on Ganges riv. Bengal, British India.
Dinarlc Alps (de-nar'Tk-) part of the E Alpine mountain system, S E Europe.
of Madura
DindlgUl (din'df-gai') ft. town, India, 30 m.
Dlnkelsbiihl (dlnk'els-biil') town. Middle Franconia, Bavaria, Germany .....

—

D

65
30
5
15

*

8
7

20

NW

Dlnsmore

(dinz'mor) tp. Shelby co.
pop. 36,
Dinwiddle (din-wld'i) co. S E Va. 529
Dloszegh (de'o'zSg') town, Bihar co. Hungary

D

X

7

5
2
6

W

coast Australia, 45 m. long, 10 m. broad.
Dlrk-HartOg Island (-har'tog-)
Dirschau (der'shou) town on left bank Vistula riv. Prussia, Germany
Disappointment Islands, group in Pacific ocean, lat. 14° 5' S.
of Greenland coal mines.
Disco (dis'ko) isl. of Denmark, in Davis Strait,
Discovery Bay, S coast Australia, 50 m. wide.
Dismal Swamp, between Va. & N. C. 30 m. long, 10 m. wide.
Disna (dls'na) town, Minsk govt. Russia, on Disna river
Dlson (de'zoN') mfg. vil. Li^ge prov. Belgium
District o£ Columbia, on Potomac riv. 70 D pop. 230 contains Washington,

11

;

* of the United

II

States of America.

means square miles

;

#,

Population

is

capital

;

X,

00. seat

;

:

—

W
W

*

8

6

6
5.

D

Santo Domingo, pop. 25.
vil. dept. Vosges, France
native place of Joan of Arc.
riv. Aberdeen co. Scotland, 62 m.
Don, riv. York co. England, 55 m. long.
(Fr. pron. doN) riv. dept. Maine-et-Loire, Prance, 40 m. long.
long,
Tartar Doona (doo'na) ayic. Ta'nais, riv. S E Russia, 1,325 m. long.
Don,
pop. 610,

(doN're-me')

—

^

;

—

—

#

Rostof, pop. 61.
ot the, govt.'Russia, 61,886 D pop. 1,896,
Donaldsonville (don'ald-son-vll') town, X of Ascension par. on Miss. riv. La.
Don Benito (don ba-ni'to)'town, 57 m. E E of Badajos, Spain
Doncaster (don'kas-ter) town. West Riding, York co. England
co. in Ulster, Ireland, 1,870
Donegal (don-e-gai') tp. Butler co. Pa. pop. 2.

N

—

3
5
26

Q

X

2=1,500

S Russia, 400 m. long, flows into Don river.
Dongola (d5n'go-la) prov. Upper Nubia, N E Africa, 100,000 D pop. 1,000,
New
Dongola,
pop. 5.
#
Doniphan (don'i-fan) CO. N E Kan. 378 D pop. 14, X Troy.
Tex. 900 D pop. 1, X Clarendon.
Donley (donly) co. N
Donna Ana (don'na Sn'a) CO. S E N. M. 8,992 D pop. 9, X Mesilla.
Donnabe (don'nii-o'e) isL of Norway, in Ranen-Fiord, 18 m. long, 6 m. wide.

W

2

Dooish (doo'ish) mt. Donegal co. Ireland, 2,143 ft. high.
cen. Ga. 705 D pop. 18, X Vienna.
Dooly (doo'li) CO. S
Doon, riv. Ayr co. Scotland, 18 m. long celebrated by Bums.
Wis.
S
E
450 D pop. KJ, X Sturgeon Bay.
(dor)
co.
Door

W

W

(do'rak) town, prov. Khuzistan, Persia, 200 m. S
of Ispahan
Dorama (do-rii'ma) town, Nejd, cen. Arabia a caravan station
La.
Dorcheat Bayou (dSi'chet bi'oo) 100 m. long. Ark.
pop. 25, X Cambridge.
former
Dorchester (d8r'ches-ter) CO. S E Md. 610
tp. Colleton co. S. C. pop.
town of Norfolk co. Mass. now part of Boston.
pop. 19, X Sainte Henedine.
3.
CO. Quebec prov. Canada, 912
town,
X of Dorset co. on Frome riv. England, pop. 8.
Dordogne (d6r-don', Fr. pron. doi'don') dept. S E France, 3,546 pop. 478,
riv. S
France, 220 m. long, flows into Garonne river.
Perigueux.

&

—

—

D

^

D

W

W

(dSr'naK)

vil.

in Alsace,

Germany

Domblm

(dom'bern) mfg. town, Vorarlberg, Austria
Dornoch Firth (dor'noK-) inlet of North Sea, N E coast of Scotland.
Dorogh (do'rog') town, Haiduk dist. Hungary
Dorogobuzh (do-ro-go-bobzh') town, Smolensk govt. Russia
Dorogoi or Dorohoi (do-r6-ho'e) dist. & towu, N Moldavia, Roumania,
1,157

a pop.

104,

town pop.

=

8

*

Dordrecht. See Dort.
Doris (do'ris) eparchy, Gr. in nome of Phthiotis & Phocis, pop. 20, # Lidikori.
of London
Dorking (dSr'king) town, Surrey co. England, 29 m. S S

Dornach

6

—
—

10
5
9

8

8
dist.

7.

Dorosma (do'rosh'mo) vil. Little Cumania dist. Hungary
Dorp (dSrp) mfg. town on Wipper riv. Prussia, Germany
Dorpat (dSr'pat) or Dbrpt (dorpt) town, Livonia, Russia, on Embach river ...
Dorr (d8r) tp. McHenry co. Ill
Australia, 20 m. long from N to S.
Darre Island (dor-)
or Dorsetshire
Dorset (dSr'set) tp. & vil. Bennington co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.

W

D pop.

;

—

*

W

11
12
31
3

X

Dorchester.
S. Holland, Netherlands
tovpn,
Westphalia,
(d8rt'm65nt)
on Emster riv. Prussia
Dortmund
Dos Hermanas (dos ar-miin'as) town, Se villa prov. Spain
Dotis (do'tish') or TotiS (to'tish') town, Comorn co.. Hungary
Doual (doo'a') ft. mfg. town, dept. Nord, France, on Scarpe river
town
Douarnenez (doo'ar'ne-na') town bay, dept. Finistere, France
Doubs (doo) anc. Dn'sis, riv. E France, 263 m. long, flows into SaSne riv. ; first
Besanjon.
steam navigation was on this riv. —dept. E Fr. 2,018 D pop. 303,
Douce (doos) mt. Wicklow co. Ireland, 2,392 ft. high.
Ga. 312 D pop. 12, X Albany.
Dougherty (don'er-ti) CO. S
co.
Douglas (dtig'las) agr. co. N E Col. 840 pop. 3, X Castle Rock.
194,

Dort ^dSrt) or Dordrecht (dSrt'reKt) town,

D

—

;
cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
to 2,499; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviation!, p. 1919.

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

7.

5
6

—

—

&

5

;

the

2

;

—

(-shir) CO. England, 980

Dinwiddle Courthouse.

W

—

6

2.

Dofraileld (do'f ra-fygld'). See Dovrefield.
Dogger Bank (dSg'er-) sand bank in cen. North Sea fishing grounds.
isl. in Serawatty Group, Malay Arch. Pac. ocean.
Dog Island, S coast Fla.
Doglianl (d61-ya'ne) town, Cuneo prov. on Rea riv. Italy
Dokkum (dok'kum) town & port, Friesland, Netherlands
Dole (dol) town, dept. Jura, France, on Doubs riv. 30 m. S E of Dijon, pop. 13.
or La Dole, mt. canton of Vaud, 16 m. N of Geneva, Swit. 5,.509 ft. high.
DolgOl (dol-goi') isl. Caspian Sea, lat. 45° N, Ion. 51° 30' E.
isl. of European
Russia, Arctic Ocean.
isl. at mouth of Neva riv. Russia.
(do-le'na)town,Galicia,
Aust.
pop.
8.
town,
Kiistenland,
Dollna
Aust. pop. 7.
Dollar-Law (dol'lar-la') mt. Peebles co. Scotland, 2,840 ft. high.
Dollart (dol'lart) gulf of North Sea, 10 m. long, 7 m. wide, N E of Netherlands.
Dollova (dol'lo'vo') vil. in the Banat, 21 m. E N E of Belgrade, Hungary
Dolnia Tuzla (dSl'ne-a tooz'la) dist. Bosnia, Austria, 3,471 D pop. 314, * Dol-

D

Dikoa

D

cen.

Kan

;

tp.
Dighton (di'tgu) tp. & vil. Bristol CO. Mass
Dignano (den'-ya'no) town, Kiistenland prov. Austria, 48 m. S S E of Triest.
town,
of
dept.
(deii)
cml.
walled
*
Basses-Alpes,
Fr
55
m.
N
E
of
Aix.
Dlgne
Dihong (de'hong') riv. India, with Dibong riv. forms Brahmaputra river.

Dijon (de'zhoN') mfg.

CO.

Dorak

—

W W

Ford

2
12
2

;

7

m. S

harbor near N end of
French colony on bay, pop. 8, X Antsirame.
Dieppe (de-ep') cml. town, dept. Seine-Inf ^rieure, France, on Eng. Channel.
Dlest (dest) mfg. town, S. Brabant prov. Belgium, on Demer river
Dlez (dets) town, Hesse-Nassau, Prussia, Germany
Nova Scotia, 1,022 D pop. 20.
S
Dlgby (dig'bi) CO.
its X pop. 2.
(-swa-re-es')

of

pop.

E

;

W of Cape
Madagascar island. ^
oc. 60

X

D

Donner Lake (don'ner-) in gorge of Sierra Nevada mts. Nevada co. Cal.
Donnybrook (dSn'I-brook) vil. Dublin co. Ireland famous for annual fairs...
Doobaunt_(doo'bant') lake, Canada, lat. 62=^ N, Ion. 98° W.

—

group S Pacific

isl.

—

City, city,

7

7

107

CO. S cen. Ga. 414 D pop. 11, X Eastman. .— co. S E Minn. 430
11, X MantorvUle. .— co. E Neb. 520 D pop. 19, X Fremont.
co. S
Wis. 900 D pop. 45, X Juneau.

Dodge

30

LifEord.
185,
DonetZ (do-ngts') riv.

18,074

X

D

Dodge,

pop

D

Horn.

Diego— Suariez

W

5

pop. 47.

W

W

Region

pop. 6, X EUendale.
lo. 408
pop. 4, X Spirit Lake.
agr.
Abilene.
pop. 22,
tp. Franklin co. N. Y. pop. 2.
pop. 14, X Charlotte.
Dickson (dik'son) CO. cen. Tenn. 620
Dickson City, bor. Lackawanna co. Pa
Dledenhofen (de'den-ho'fen) Fr. Thionyille (te'oN'vel') ft. town, Lorraine,

E

(do'boi-) isl. in Mcintosh co. Ga.
(do-brob'jii) dist. Roumania,
of Black Sea, 2,900

Dobschau (dob'shou) min. town, on Dobsina riv. Hungary, Austria-Hungary..
Doce (do'sa) i. e. " sweet," riv. 500 m. long, W Brazil, S. America.
Doddridge (dod'rlj) co. N part of W. Va. 475 D pop. 12, X West Union.

Domremy

4

Y

part
Dickenson (dik'gn-son) CO. S
Dickey (dlk'y) co. S N. Dak. 1,152 D
Dickinson (dik'In-son) agr. co. N
CO.

W

Dobrudja

4

*

5
75

W

tp.

—

D

11
10
11

12

»
Hill, tp. Abbeville CO. S. C
Feall, a peak of the Cascade Range, Lane co. Ore.
Sumatra
isl.
boundary
of
Strait
of
Malacca.
Point,
Rivei, Coos co. N. H. flows into Dead River.

Diano (de-a'no) town, Salerno prov. Italy, on Calore river
Diarbekr (de-ar'bekr) vilayet, Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia,

&

of Venice, Italy, on Brenta river
DolO (do'lo) town, 13 m.
Col. 1,000 D pop. 1, X Rico.
Dolores (do-lo'res) co. S
Dolores River, 250 m. long, San Juan Mts. Col. to Grand River, Ut.
Dome mountain, peak of Rocky Mts. Col. 12,498 ft. high.
Domfront (doN'froN') mfg. town, dept. Orne, France, on Varenne river
Dominica (dom'e-ne'ka) isl. Brit. W. Indies, 291 D pop. 29, # Roseau, pop.
Dominican Republic 'or Santo Domingo, E part of isl. of Haiti, 18,756

25
.

'.

Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond

—

D

NW

nia Tuzla, pop.

town, Ahmadabad dist. British India, near Cambay Gulf
Dholpur (dol-poor') native state, Rajputana, India, 1,200 D pop. 280.
its #.
Dhulia (ddo'le-a) town, * of Kandesh dist. Brit. India, 181 m. N E of Bombay
Dhundukar (dun-doo'kiir) town, Ahmadabad dist. British India
Dhungaum (dun'g am') town, Bombay pres. British India
Dhunowrah (du-now'ra) town, Rohilkhand div. N. W. Provinces, British India
Dhurrumpur (dhur'rum-poor') Rajput state, Gujarat prov. India, 225 D
DlableretS (de'iib'lg-ra') mt. 10,190 ft. high, Bernese Alps, Valais, Switzerland.
Dial, tp. Laurens co. S. C
Dlala or Diyala (de'a'la) riv. Asia, flows into Tigris riv. near Bagdad.
Dlamantlna (de-a-man-te'na) Jormerly Tejuco (ta-zhoo'ko) city, Minas-Geraes
state, Brazil, South America
Dlamantlno (de-S-man-te'no) town, Matto-Grosso state, Brazil
Diamond Head, landmark, Honolulu Harbor, Hawaiian Isls. 761 ft. high.

Dhollera

Y

Dodgeville (-vTl) tp. & city, X of Iowa co. Wis. tp. pop. 2, city pop.
Dodiberg (do'de-bero') mt. Swiss Alps, near Glarus, 11,887 ft. high.

bor.

Dewas (de'wiis') town, Indore state, Cen. India
De Witt (de wit') CO. cen. 111. 405 D pop. 17, X Clinton. — co. S Tex.
pop. 14, X Clinton. — city, Clinton co lo. pop. 1. — tp. Onondaga co.
pop.

N.

riv. tp.

Doboy Island

Clear Lake.

Dewsbury

(diks'on) co.

on Rocli

;

Deutschkrone (doich'kro'ne) town, on Lake Radnor, Prussia, Germany
DeutZ (doits) mfg. ft. town, Rhenish Prussia, on right bank Rliine river
Fr. 2,317 D pop. 354, * Niort.
Deux-Sfevres (dn-savr') mfg. & past. dept.
Deventer (da'ven-ter) cml. & ft. city, Overyssel prov. Netherlands

Devonport, "spt.

CO.

N E Neb.

468
pop. 8, X Ponca.
city, X of Lee co.
tp,
pop. 6, city pop. 5.
Dlx's Peak (dtks'ez-) mt. of Adirondack Group, Essex co. N. Y. 5,000 ft. high.
Dlzful (dez'fool) town,
part of Khuzistan prov. Persia
Di0k]0karta (jok-yS-kar'tii) state, S Java, 1,232
pop. 442.
its
pop. 50.
Dmltrov (dme-trovy town, Moscow govt, on Volga riv. Russia
,
Dmitrovsk (dme-trovsk') town, Orel govt, on Nerusa riv. Russia
Dnieper (ne'per. Suss. pron. dnyep'er) riv. 1,230 m. long, S
Russia.
Dniester (nes'ter. Suss. pron. dnyes'ter) riv. 700 m. long, Austria and Russia.
Doab (do'iib') i. e. " two waters," regions between rivs. in India.
DobbS Ferry (dobz-) vil. Westchester co. N. Y
Dbbeln (db'beln) town. Saxony, Germany, 35 m. S E of Leipsic
Dbbling (ddb'llng) suburb of Vienna, Austria mineral waters

Dixon

of Anhalt duchy,
(dSs'sa, Ger. pron. dSs'sow) mfg. town,
Ger.
(des-ter'ro) city,
of Santa Catharina state, Brazil
(det'mold, Ger. pron. det'molt) town,
of Lippe, Ger. on "Werra riv.
(de-troif)
of Wayne co. and chief city of Mich, on Detroit river.
of Becker co. Minn
City, vil.

Desterro

Fop.
75
13

W

Dltmarschen (dTt'mar-shen) region,
Holstein, Germany, 506 D
Diu (de'oo) isl. & spt. town, S Kathiawar peninsula, India Portuguese

(dSs'na) riv. 500 m. long, Russia, flows into the Dnieper river.
par.
La.
pop. 5, X Pine Level.
De Soto (de so't5) co, S Fla. 3,272
poprSO, X Mansfield.
city,
865
eo.
Miss. 480
pop. 24, X Hernando.
Jefferson co. Mo. pop. 4.
Des Plalnes (dfi plan') riv. 150 m. long, Racine co. Wis. to Kankakee river.
DespotO Dagh (des-po'to dag) mt. chain, 7,800 ft. high, Roumelia, Turkey.

NW

vil., village.

33
90

5
10
30
10

..

.
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D pop. 8, X DouglasviUe. — agr. co. E 111. 410 D pop. 18, X Tuscola.
E Kan. 469 D pop. 24, X La:vreDce. — agr. co. W Minn. 720 D pop.

Ga. 178

—

agr- CO.

15,

330

X

— agr.

Alexandria.

D pop.

158,

X

S Mo. 792

co.

D pop.

— agr. & min.

Omaha.

co.

14,

X

Pop.

Dulwich

town, Surrey co. England a suburb of London
(doo-man'gas) town, Panay isl. Philippine Islands
Dumbarton or Dumbartonshire (dum-bar'ton-shir) formerly Lennox, co.
Scotland, 264 D pop. 95, * Dumbarton, pop. f4.
Dumdum (dum'diim) town, Bengal, near Calcutta, British India
Dumfries or Dumfriesshire (dum-fres'shir) co. Scotland, 1,071 D pop. 74, X
Dumfries, pop. 17.
Dumoh (diiii/o) dist. Cen. Provinces, India, 2,799 D pop. 270. its * pop. 8.
Dumraon (doom-ra'on) town, Shahiibad dist. Patna div. Bengal, British India.
Diina (dii'nii) or Southern Dwina (-dwe'na) riv. N
Russia, 600 m. long.
Diinaburg (du'na^booro) town on Diina riv. Vitebsk govt. Russia

—

Ava.
agr. co. E Neb.
892 D pop. 2, X Genoa.
co. S S. Dak. i50 D pop.

W. Nev.

12,

co.

3,

CO.

co. 111.

tp.

13,

—

—

—

—

;

Diinamunde (dii'na-miin'de) fortress on isl. in Duna riv.
Dunbar (diin-bar') tp. & bor. Fayette co. Pa. tp. pop. 11,

—
—

Haddington

Dundee

CO. Ill
vil.
tp.
Grove (dow'nerz-) tp7
Downieville Butte (dow'ne-vll but) mt. Sierra co. Gal. 8,800 ft. high.
DowningtOWn, bor. Chester co. Pa
of Do^vn co. Ireland
Downpatrick (down-pat'rlk) bor.
of Bucks co. Pa. tp. pop. 2, bor. pop. 3.
bor.
Doylestown (doilz'town) tp.
Drachenfels (drii'ken-fels') i. e. "Dragon's Rock," mt. on Rhine riv. Prussia.

X
X

—

—

Dunklin

(drS'gen'yoN') town, dept. Var, France, 40 m. N E of Toulon
(dram'booro) town, Pomerania prov. on Drage riv. Prussia, Ger. ..
Drammen (dram'men) spt. cml. town on Drammen riv. S Norway
Dranesville (dranz'vil) vil. Fairfax co. Va. battle Dec. 20, 1861.
Drave (drav) Ger. Deau (drow) riv. Austria-Hungary, 360 m. long, to Danube

Draguignan

—

D

N

&

(dro'mor) city,

Down

co. Ireland

Duplin

—

W

Durrung
236,

19,

tp.

of Mexico.

O

256.

—

its

*

—

pop. 25.

*

—
—

its

X

(diir'iirg')

or

Darrang

(dar'rang') dist.

*.
9
26
22

—

N

—

. .

Assam, India, 3,413 D pop.

D

D

pop. 29,765,

—

—

*

* Batavia.

(dti-vol') CO.

1,750

Dus

N

D

E Fla. 900
pop. 8.
(doSks) town, Bohemia, Austria

Duval

D

pop. 27,

X

Jacksonville.

—

co.

S Tex.

Duxbury (diiks'ber-i) tp. & vil. Plymouth co. Mass. 38 m. S E of Boston. .tp.
Dwaraca (dwiir-ra'ka) town, Kathiawar peninsula, India temple of Krishna.
Dwight (dwit) tp. & vil. Livingston co. HI. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Dwina (dwe'na) Euss. Dvina (dve'nii) riv. Russia, 700 m. long, to White Sea.
.

;

Dyer,

W Te"im. 495 D pop. 20, X Dyersburg, pop.

co.

1.

Dyersburg, city, X of Dyer CO. Tenn
Dysart (di'zart) spt. town, Fife co. Scotland

2
'.

DzlalOSZlcel^dze-a-lo-8liet'6a) town, Kielce prov. Poland

11

6

E

&

D

X

—

CO. cen. Col. 1,600
Red Cliff, tp. La Salle co. 111. pop. 2.
pop. 4,
tp.
hamlet, Boone co. lud
tp.
city, Wriglit co. lo. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Eagle Grove, tp.
Eaglehavrk, bor. Bendigo co. Victoria, Austr.alia
of Maverick co. on the Rio Grande, Tex
Eagle Pass, vil.

Bagle,

—

&

&

X

(ii-ii/hi-no-mow'we) most N of New Zealand isls.
Ealing (e'llug) parisli, Middlesex co. England
Earl (erl) tp. La Salle co. HI. pop. 2.
tp. Lancaster co. Pa. pop.
Earlington, town, Hopkins co. Ky

2
7

2

Eaheinomauwe
59

—

Early,

15

eo_.

S

W Ga. 429 D pop.

10,

X

25
4.

Blakely.

Easley (ez'le) tp. & town, Pickens co. S. C
tp.
East Aurora, vil. Erie co. 17 m. S E of Buffalo, N. Y
East Baton Rouge (-bilt'ou robzh) par. S E La. 450 D pop. 26, X Baton Rouge.
East Birmingham (-bor'mTng-um) bor. Allegheny co. Pa
tp.
East Bloomlleld, tp. & vil Ontario co. N. Y
Eastbourne (ost^burn) coast town, Sussex co. England a watering place
East Brady (-bra'dT) bor. Clarion co. on AUoghoiiy riv. Pa

prolonged ; S, 5, T, 8, u, short; a, 9, i, o, u, obscure; fUr, list,
ch as in chin ; gas in get nasin linger, link ; ugasin aiug
;

Europe

—

;

i,

its

in

pop. 15.

Tezpur.

719,674

;

o, a, long; S, e, o, less
o, U, u, ee (see p. 1719) ;

—

Dutchess (duch'es) CO. S E N. Y. 853 D pop. 78, X Poughkeepsie.
Dutch Gap Canal, Henrico co. Va. 5 m. S of Richmond.
Dutch Guiana (-ge-a'nii) Dutch colony, S. Am. 46,060 D pop. 71, # Paramaribo.
Dutchville (duch'vTl) tp. Granville co. N. C

&

hundred, Kent CO. Del
Tenn. 200 m. long, Coffee co. to Temiessee river.
Ducktown, vil. Polk co. Tenn. copper mines.
Du^deston (dudz'ton) tp. Warwick co. England, forms N E suburb Birmingham
DuddlngSton (dud'ingz-ton) vil. Edinburgh co. Scotland
Duddon (dud'on) riv. N England, 8 m. long celebrated by Wordsworth.
mfg. town,
Dudley (dud'li) tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 3. —bor.
Worcester co. England, town pop. 46.
Dudweller (doot'wi-lgr) or Deutweiler (doit'wi-lgr) commune, Prussia
"
tp.
Due West, tp. & town, Abbeville co. S. C
Diillei (dlif 'f el) town, Antwerp prov. Belgium
Duffield (diif'feld) par. & vil. Derby co. England, par. pop. 16, vil. pop. 7.
DulI'S Islands, group m Pacific ocean, lat. 10° 23' S, Ion. 165° 49' E.
Dugdemona (dug'de-mo'na) riv. La. flows into Bayou Castor.
Dulda (dwe'da) rat. of Venezuela, S. America, 8,500 ft. high.
Duisburg (dob'Ts-bcJorG') town, near Diisseldorf, Rhenish Prussia, Germany..
Duiveland (doi'vg-lant) i. e. " pigeon-land," isl. Neth. 8 ni. long, 5 m. wide.
Duke of York Island, native Oatafu (o-a'tii-foo') coral isl. in S Pacific ocean.
6ukes (duks) CO. Ma.5s. 124 D pop. 4, X Edgartown.
Duklnfield (dii'kTn-tSld) town, Cheshire, England
Dulce (dool'.^ii oc dool'tha) lake, Guatemala, Cen. Am. 25 m. long, 10 m. wide.
riv. Tuouman prov. Argentine Republic, S. America.
Dulcigno (doTil-clien'yo) spt. town, MontiMiegro
Dtilken (diil'kj n) town, Rlienish Prussia, Germany, 20 m. from Diisaeldorf.
Duluth (du-looth') city, X of St. Louis co. Minn, on Lake Superior
i,

river.

KenansviUe.

New

tp.

Duck Creek,
Duck River,

5,0,

X

(diis-piU'la) native state, Orissa, India, 568
its #.
pop. 34.
Diisseldorf (diis'sel-dorf ') govt. Prussia, 2,113 CI pop. 1,973.
its
pop. 145.
Dussera (diSs'se-ra) ft. town, Gujarat prov. Bombay pres. British India
Dutch East Indies are parts of Sumatra, Java, Bah, Lombok, Timor, Banda,
Ameoyna,
GniNEA, Celebes, Borneo, Banka, Riau, the Moluccas, etc.

—

D

D pop.

Duspulla

(diSob'nTt'sa) town on left bank Djerma riv. Bulgaria
(doob'no) town in Volhynia, on Irwa riv. Russia
(du-bois') CO. S
Ind. 410
pop. 20, X Jasper.
bor. Clearfield co.
Pa. pop. 0.
Dubovka (doo-bSv'ka) town, Saratov govt. Russia, on Volga river
Dubozari (dob-bo-za're) town, Kherson govt, on Dniester riv. Russia
Dubrovna (doo'brov'na) town on Dnieper riv. Russia
Dubuque (doo-biik') agr. min. co. E lo. 600 D pop. 50, X Dubuque, pop. 30.
DuchOUCLUet (dii'shoo-ket') tp. Auglaize co. O

Dubois

N. C. 828

Dtirkheim (dUrk'him) town, on Isenach riv. Rhenish Bavaria, Germany
Durlach (door'liiK) town on Pfinz riv. Baden, Germany

Dubnlcza

Dubno

n pop.

pop. 1,016.

(dub'lTn) city, Erath co. Tex. pop. 2.
co. in Leinster, Ireland, 354
of Ireland, an anc. city on Liffey riv. pop. 245, or,
its X and
pop. 429.
within met. police dist. 362 ; residence of British viceroy.
Dublin Bay, inlet of Irish Sea, Dublin co. Ireland, 7 m. long, 7 m. wide.

#

— mfg. town, Bedford

Diiren (du'ren) town, Rhenish Prussia, Germany, 17 m. E of Aachen
Durham (dur'iim) CO. N N. C. 292 D pop. 18, X Durham. .— tp. Greene co.
tp. & city, X of Durham co. N. C. tp. pop. 10, city pop. 5.
N. Y. pop. 2.
CO. Ontario, Canada, 642 D pop. 32, X Port Hope.
co. England, 1,012 D

D

—

.

co. Mass.

5.

(dii'plTn) co.

38,009

;

Dublin

Middlesex

Durazno (doo-radz^no) dept. Uruguay, S. America, 5,525 D pop. 24.
Durazzo (doo-rat'so) or Duras (doo-ras') ft. town, Albania, Turkey
Durban (dQr'bSn') or Port Natal (-na-tiil') town. Natal, S E Africa

E

DubUn

Dryden (dri'den) tp. & vil. Tompkins co. N. Y
Dry Point, tp? Shelby_co^ 111
Dry Tortngas (-t6r-too'gas) lO isls. Monroe co. Fla. entrance Gulf
Duanesburg (du-anz'bflrg) tp. & vil. Schenectady co. N. Y

& tp.

Duquoin (du-kwoin') city, Perry co. lU
Durance (dii'roNs') riv. 160 m. long, S E France, flows into Rhone river.
Durango (doo-ran'go) city, X of La Plata co. Col. pop. 3.
state, Mexico,

co. Ireland
Dnimcondra
Drummond (drum'mond) CO. Quebec prov. Canada, 622 pop. 14.
Drummond Island, one of Manitoulin Isls. Lake Huron, 20 m. long.
Drummond Lake, cen. Dismal Swamp, Va. 6 m. wide.
Druses (droo'zTz) race inhabiting chain of Lebanon, Syria.
Dryburgh Abbey (dri'biir-ro- or dri'bQrg-) ruin on Tweed riv. Scotland.
vil.

England, pop.

CO.

Dronero (dro-na'ro) city, Cuneo prov. Italy
Drossen (drSs'sen) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia, Germany
Droylsden (droilz'dgn) town, Lancaster co. near Manchester, England
Drumclog (drtim-klog') hill, Lanark co. Scotland battlefield in 1679.
(drum-kon'dra)

(diin'sta-bl) vil.

Dupage (dii paj') CO. N E lU. 340 D pop. 23, X Wbeaton.
Dupage Greek, 111. 60 m. long, Dupage CO. to Des Plaines

Jeremy Taylor buried here

;

;

;

*

D

Dromore

river

;

Dunstable

.

—

15,

Dunoon

#

&

(dunk'lTn) co. S

Dunnottar Castle

D

^

Y.
— Fr. DnNKERQUE (diiN'kerk') spt. town,
E Mo. 500 D pop.
X Kennett. — tp. Greenville
l.

Britain.
(-nSt'tar-) Kincardine co. Scotland Wallace took it in 1296.
(dtin'oon'^ coast town, Argyll co. Scotland favorite watering place
Dunsinane (dun'sin-an') hill, Perth co. Scotland, 1,114 ft. high anc. fosse.

pop. 132, chief town, Assen.
(drgn'te) prov. Netherlands, 1,030
{Ger. pron. dvts'den)
(drSz'd'en) vU. Muskingum co. O. pop. 1.
Germany, 1,674
pop. 950.
city,
of Saxprov. of kingdom of Saxony,
ony, Germany, pop. 290, on Elbe river.
Prance
(drtr)
town,
dept.
Eure-et-Loir,
on
Blaise
riv.
Dreus
Drew, CO. S E Ark. 802 pop. 17, X Monticello.
Drifiield or Great Dritlield (-drlf'feld) town, East Riding, York co. England
Drlfton (drif'ton) min. vil. Luzerne co. Pa
Drln (dren) or t>rino (dre'no) riv. 180 m. long, Bosnia, Austria, flows into Save
riv. 110 m. long, Turkey in Europe, flows into Adriatic sea.
riv.
Louth cos. on Boyne riv. Ireland
bor. Meath
Drogheda (drS'He-da) spt.
Drohobicz (dro'ho-bich) town, E Galicia, Austria
dept. S
Drome (drom) riv. of France, 60 m. long, flows into Rhone riv.
Valence.
pop. 306,
France, 2,518

^

17

;

C

Q

46

Ounmore (dun'mor') bor. Lackawanna co. Pa. 3 m. N E of Scranton
Dunmore Town, on Harbor Isl. Bahamas pineapple trade
Dunn (diSn) CO. N W Wis. 860 D pop. 23, X Menomonee.
Dunnet Head (diin'net-) town, N extremity of Scotland and of Great

river.
co. S.

NW
NW

DuElap (dun'lap) town, Harrison co. lo. on Boyer river
Dun-le-Roi (diiN'-le'-rwa') town, dept. Cher, France, on Auron

;

Union

&

—

CO. S. C. pop. 2.

Dramburg

tp.

12

D

&*

vil. Hardin co. 0. pop.
pop. 9.
dept. Nord, France, pop. 39.

Dragoon Creek, Kan. 60 m. long, flows into Osage river.
Dragten (drao'ten) town, Friesland prov. Netherlands

Draytonsville (dra'tonz-vTl)

— town,

Dungeness (diin-je-ngs') ft. headland, S E extremity of Kent co. England.
Dunkard Creek (dfink'ard-) West Va. to Monongahela riv. Pa.
Dunkeld (diin-kel') anc. town, Perth co. Scotland, on Tay river.
Dunkia or Dankia (diin'ke-a) mt. of Himalayas, 23,176 ft. high.
Dunkirk (dOn'kirk) townj" Jay co. Ind. pop. 1. — city, Chautauqua co. N.

tp.
Dracut (dra'kut) tpT & vil. Middlesex co. Mass
group of Grecian
Dragonera (dra-go-na'ra) Spanish isl. Mediterranean sea.
group S of the Morea and E of Cerigo.
isls. off coast Acarnania.

Drenthe
Dresden

—

—

W

Dupage

—

Russia.
bor. pop. 1.

battle, Sep. 3, 1650.

;

CO. Victoria, Australia, pop. 8.
(diin-de') tp. Kane co. 111. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Monroe co. Mich. tp.
vil. Yates co. N. Y. pop. 1.
pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
mfg. spt. town, Forfar co.
Scotland, pop. 156.
Dundrum Bay (dun'drilm-) Down co. Ireland, in Irish Sea.
Dundy (duu'dy) co. S Neb. 912 pop. 4, X Benkleman.
of Otago prov. New Zealand
Dunedin (dfin-ed'in) spt.
Dunfermline (diJmjfer'lTn) town, Fife co. Scotland, 16 m.
of Edinburgh.
Dungannon (diin-gan'on) town, Tyrone co. Ireland, 11 m.
of Armagh..
Dungarvan (diin-gar'van) spt. Dungarvan Bay, Waterf ord co. Ireland

;

&

4

17

69

—

Strait. See Strait of Dover.
Dovrefield or Dovre-Fjeld (do'vre-fySld') cen. mt. range of Norway, 8,390 ft.
Dowagiac (do-wa'je-ak) city, Cass "co. on Dowagiac riv. Mich
Dowkara Lake (dow-ka'rii) in delta of Amu-Daria riv. Turkestan, 400 D.
Dowlatdbad (dow'la-ta'bad') town & remarkable fortress, Haidarabad, India.
Down or Downshfre (down'shir) CO. N Ir. 957 D pop. 267, X Downpatrick.

&

25

—

Dover

Downers

co. Scotland, pop.

Duncan Channel (dun'kan-) inlet, Alexander Isls. Alas.
Duncan Island, Galapagos Group, Pac. oc.
isl. Paracels Group, Chin? Sea.
Dundalk (dun-dak') town, Louth co. on Castletown riv. Ireland
Dundalk Bay, inlet of Irish Sea, between Cooley and Dunany Points, Louth.
Dundas (diin-das') co. E Ontario prov. Canada, 382 D pop. 20, X Cornwall.

—

—

Pop.
6

W

W W

—

;

^

town on Isle of Man, England, pop. 16.
tp.
Douglass, tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
Doullens (do6'15N') ft. town, dept. Somme, France, on Authie river
of Mons
S
Dour (door) town, Hainaut, Belgium, 9 m.
Dourga Strait (door'ga-) near Torres Strait, S of Papua, 12 m. wide.
Douro (doo'ro) Sp. Ddero (doo-a'ro) riv. Sp. & Port. 400 m. long, to Atl. oc.
tp. & vil. X of PiscatDover (do'ver) town, X of Kent co. and * of Del. pop. 3.
city, X of Strafford
tp. Lafayette co. Mo. pop. 3.
aquis CO. Me. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Ocean co. N. J. pop.
CO. N. H. pop. 13. —town, Morris co. N. J. pop. 3.
tp. Cuyahoga co. O. pop. 2.
tp.
3.
tp. & vil. Dutchess co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
vil. X of
Tuscarawas co. O. pop. 5.
tp. & bor. York co. Pa. tp. pop. 2.
spt. Kent co. England,
Stewart co. Tenn. battle of Fort Donelson, 1862.
pop. 33 one of the Cinque Ports.

—

(diSl^j)

Dnmangas

— agr. CO. S W Ore. 4,875 D pop. X Roseburg. —
cen. Wash. 4,552 D pop.
X Waterville. — lumber
X Grand View. —
Effingham
pop. 4
N W Wis. 1,336 D pop.
X Superior. —
5,

1747

;
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1748

Pop.

M

East Bridgewater, tp. & vil. Plymouth CO. Mass. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
East Brunswick (-brimz'wlk) tp. Middlesex co. N. J
East Cambridge (-kam'brij) a part of Cambridge city, Middlesex co. Mass..
East Carroll (-kSr'gl) parisli, N B La. 400 D pop. 12, X Lake Providence.
East Chester (-clies'ter) tp. Westchester co. N. Y
East Cleveland (-klev'land) tp. & vil. Cuyahoga co. 0. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 3.
East Cocalico (-lio-kal'i^ko) tp. Lancaster co. Pa
East Deertleld, tp. Lake co. Ill
East Donegal (-dSn'e-gal') tp. Lancaster co. Pa
East Earl (-erl) tp. Lancaster co. Pa
Easter Island or Waihu (wi'hoo') S Pacific ocean has remarkable gigantic
statues of unknown origin claimed by Chile.
Eastern Dwars or Duars (-dob-iirz') tract in Bengal, British India
Eastern Roumelia (-ro6-me'le-a) or Southern Bulgaria {-bdol-ga'ri-a) tributary prov. Turkey in Europe, 13,500 D pop. 960, * and chief town Philip.

i
10

3
3
3

3

incorporated with Bulgaria in 1886.
(-fe-lTs-e-a'na) par. E hi. 485
pop. 18, X Clinton.
Fishklll, tp. "Dutchess co. N. Y. 60 m. N of New York city
Ghent.
Flanders (-fiSn'derz) prov. Belgium, 1,158 Q pop. 959,
pop. 218, # Aurich.
Friesland (-f rez'land) dist. Hanover, Prussia, 1,200
Galena (-ga-le'na)" tp. Jo Daviess co. Ill
Greenbusii, tp. Rensselaer co. N. Y. 7 m. S S E of Albany
vil. X of Kent co. R. I
tp.
Greenwich (-g ren'wlch) tp.
Guthrie (gatli're) town, Logan co. Ok
Haddam (-hSd'am) tp. Middlesex co. Conn, on Connecticut river
Hamburg (-liSn'i'bQrg) tp. Erie co. 12 m. S S E of Buffalo, N. Y
tp.
viL
Easthampton (est-hSmp'ton) tp. Hampshire co. Mass. pop. 4.
Suffolk CO. N. Y. tp. pop." 2.
Connecticut
river
on
(-hiirfford)
Hartford
co.
Conn,
tp.
East Hartlord
East Hempiield, tp. Lancaster CO. 30 m. E of Harrisburg, Pa
East Humboldt mountains (-hum'bolt-) range S part Elko CO. Nev.
East Huntingdon (-hun'ting-don) tp. Westmoreland co. Pa
Eastlake, vil. Manistee co. Mich.
East Lampeter (-lam'pe-ter) tp. Lancaster co. Pa
Eastland, co. N cen. Tex. 900 D pop. 10, X Eastland.
East Las Vegas (-las va'giis) town, San Miguel co. N.
East Lincoln (llnk'on) tp. Logan co. Ill

Q

D

#

D

&

—

&

M

R

&

Androscoggin co. Me
Liverpool, city, Columbiana co. O. on Oliio river
London (-lun'dgn) dist. Cape Colony, S Africa, 1,707 D

tp.

Lyme

tp.
tp.

Llvermore,

East
East
East
East
Bast
East

tp.

vil.

New London

(-lim) tp."& vil.

Machias

(-ma-chl'as) tp.

&

vil.

co.

Washington

—

N Wpart of "Labrador pen.

co.

Me

Canada.
or Slade, riv. 400 m. long,
Labrador, Canada, flows into James Bay.
East Mauch Chunk (-mak chunk') bor. Carbon co. on Lehigh riv. Pa
East Oakland, tp. Coles co. Ill
tp.
Easton (est'on) tp. & town, X of Talbot co. Md. tp. pop. 6, town pop. 3.
Bristol CO. Mass. pop. 4.
tp. Wasliington co. N. Y. pop. 3.
city, X of

Main,

—

—

^

Northampton co. on Delaware riv. Pa. pop. 14.
of Newark, N. J
East Orange, tp. Essex co. 3 m. W N
East Palestine (-pai'es-tin') vil. Columbiana co. O.
East Pennsborough (-penz'bur-ro) tp. Cumberland co. Pa
Eastport, tp. Washington co. on Moose Isl. Me
East Portland, city, Multnomah co. on Willamette riv. Ore. .
East Providence, tp. Providence co. R. 1
East Prussia (-priish'ya) prov. N E Prussia. 14,275 D pop. 1,959, * Konigsberg.
East Retford (-rgt'ford") bor. Notts CO. En};Miid
East Saint Louis (-loo'T or -loo'Is) city, St. Clair CO. 111. on Mississippi river.
East Stroudsburgh (-strowdz'bQrg) bor. Monroe co. Pa
East Syracuse (-slr'a-kus) vil. Onondaga co. N. Y
East Tawas (-ta'was) vil. Iosco co. 52 m. N E of Bay City, Mich
East Union, tp.' Wa"yne co. 24 m.
of Canton,
East Waterloo (-wa'ter-loo') tp. Black Hawk co. lo
East Windsor (-wiii'zor) tp. Hartford co. Conn. pop. 3.
tp. Mercer co.

W

!

.

W

N.

J. pop. 3.

Eaton

U

(e'ton) CO.

—
S W cen. Mich. 580 D pop. 32, X Charlotte. — tp. Madison co.
— X of Preble 0. pop.
N. Y. pop.

on Chenango riv.
3.
vil.
co.
3.
Eaton Rapids, city, Eaton CO. on Grand Riv. Mich
Eatonton (e'tgn-tou) city, X of Putnam co. Ga
Eatontown^tp. & vil. Monmouth co. 4 m. W of Long Branch, N. J

W

D

—

X

tp.

(o'kiar') agr. co.
Wis. 048
pop. 31,
Eauclaire, pop. 17.
riv.
Wis. 120 m. long, Clark co. to Chippewa river.
Eaux Vives (5 vev) vil. suburb of Geneva, Switzerland
Eanze (oz) town, dept. Gers, on Gelise riv. France
Ebenezer, tp^York co. S. C
Ebensburg_(e'benz-bflrg) bor.
of Cambria co. 112 m.
of Pittsburg, Pa.. .

Eauclalre

X

2

E

2
2

3
2
3
2

4
3

15
2
2

X

13
2

3
5
11

8
11

15
2
2
2
2

5

&

—

&

D

means square miles

;

is

;

X,co.seat;

:

*

W

9

(eg're-mont) town, Cumberland co. England
See Chalcis.

6

(eg'ri-po').

5
6

5
3
12
7

8

11
7
1

8

—

Eisenberg (i'sen-bSro) tovra, Saxe-Altenburg, cen. Germany
Eisenburg (J'z"en-b55rG) CO. Hungary, 937 D
Eisenstadt (i'zen-staf) free town, Hungary
of Halle, Saxony, Prussia, Germany
Elsleben (Is'Ia-ben) town, 25 m.
Ejutla (a-Hoot'la) dept. Oaxaca state, Mexico, 7,840 D pop. 94.
its * pop.
Ekaterinburg. See Yekaterinburg.

W

—

6
331
6

24
7.

Ekaterinodar. See Yekateeinodak.
Ekaterinsolaf. See Yekaterinsolaf.

Ekerbe (ek'er-ij-e) one of the Aland Isls. Gulf of Bothnia belong to Finland.
El-Araish fel-a-rish') ft. spt. town, Marocco, on Atlantic ocean
Elba (el'ba) isl. Tuscany, Italy, in Mediterranean sea, 149 D
El Bacharieh (el ba-ka-re'ye) oasis in Libyan Desert, Egypt.
El Balad (el ba^liid') anc. city, Arabia extensive ruins.
Elbe (elb, Ger. pron. el'be) riv. Germany, 550 m. long, flows into North Sea.
Elberfeld (el'ber-felf) mfg. town, Rhenish Prussia, Germany
;

—

D

N

5
22

(el'bert) co.

X

(el'bing)

Elbow Lake,

(gl'brij)
(el'brobz')
(el'bobrz')

vend, 18,500

on Elbing riv. West Prussia, Germany
N Becker co. Minn.
tp. & vil. Onondaga co. N. Y. 12 m.
of Syracuse
tp.
highest of Caucasus mts. and of Europe, 18,526 ft. high.
chain of mts. Persia, S of Caspian Sea, highest peak Dema-

ft. spt.

9 m. long,

W

ft.

W

of Alicante
Elche (el'eha) town, Spain, 13 m. &
El Dakhel (gl da'Kel) oasis, Egypt, 28 m. long, 15 m. wide
Eldon (el'don) town, Wapello co. lo

—

isl.

in

Gambia

4

2

X
2

6

;

W

Island", populous
See Yelets.

23
42

19
7

Eldora (el-d"o'ra) tp. & town, X of Hardin co. lo. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 2.
tp. & town,
El Dorado (gl do-rii'do) co. Cal. 1,7900 pop. 9, X PlacerviUe.
city, X of Butler co. Kan. pop. 3.
of Union co. Ark. tp. pop. 3.
El Dorado Springs, city. Cedar co. Mo
Eldred (el'dred) tp. & bor. McKean co. Pa. tp. pop. 2, bor. pop. 1.
Electric Peak, Rocky Mts. in Wyo. 10,992 ft. high.
Elek (a'lgk') town, Arad CO. Hungary
Elephanta (gl'g-fan'ta) isl. Bombay Harbor, India cave temples.
Africa anchorage.
Elephant Bay" inlet,"Atlantic ocean, S
Elephantine (gl-e-fan'te'na) isl. Nile riv. Upper Egypt, opposite Assuan.
;

riv.

Senegambia, Africa.

NW

(e-lu'sis) ruins_of anc. city, Greece, 12 m.
of Athens.
Eleuthera Island (e-lu'ther-a-) one of Bahama Isls. 80 m. long, 10 m. wide..
ruins.
Eleutheropolis (-op'o-lTs) anc. city, Palestine ; extensive
El Farafreh (el fa-ra'fre) oasis in Libyan Desert, Africa.
pop. 276,
Wenersborg.
Elfsborg (elfs'borg) prov. S "W Sweden, 4,948

Eleusis

10

126

D

E Col. 1,880 pop. 2, X Kiowa. co. E Ga. 406 pop.
Elberton, pop. 2.
Elbeuf (gl'buf) mfg. town, dept. Seine-Infgrieure, France, on Seine river
Elbert

6

Roman

D

X

Elgg (glk) town, Zurich canton, Switzerland
El Ghor (el g5r') the valley of the Dead Sea and lower Jordan, Palestine.
5 Elgin (gl'jTn) tp. & city, Kane co. 111. tp. pop. 19, city pop. 18, on Fox Riv.
(pron. gl'gin)

Morayshire

co.

W Ontario prov. Canada, 725 D pop. 50, X

(mfir^ra-shir) CO. Scotland, 482

D pop.

43,

X

St.

Thomas,

Elgin, pop.

7

—

—or

8.

El Gran Chaco (gl griin cha'ko) region, Bolivia & Argentine Republic.
El Hayz (gl haz or el hiz) oasis in Libyan Desert, Africa.
El HedOOd (-hgd-ood) prov. on S frontier Upper Egypt, formed 1888.
El Hejaz or Hedlaz (gl hgj-az') region, Arabia, along N part of E coast of Red
Sea, a vilayet of the Ottoman Empire, 96,500 D pop. 3,500, * Mecca.

W

Morea, Greece, pop. 51 ancient ruins.
Elis (e'lTs) eparchy N
tp. Lawrence co. O. pop.
Elizabeth, city, X of Union co. N. J. pop. 38.
tp. & bor. Allegheny co. Pa. tp. pop. 5, bor. pop. 2.

—

;

cml., commercial; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
3 1= 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;

= 1,500 to 2,499

5
6
35
14

&

Elephant

1

;

N

EhrenbreitStein (a'ren-brit'stin) town & fortress, Rhenish Prussia, Germany.
Ehrenfeld (a'rgn-fSlt') town, suburb of Cologne, Prussia, Germany
Eibenstock (i'ben-stok') town, Saxony, Prussia, Ger. 16 m. S B of Zwickau..
Eichstadt or AfchStadt (iK'stet) town, Bavaria, Germany, on Altmiihl river.
Eider (i'der) riv. N Germany, 90 m. long, flows into North Sea.
Eiderstedt (I'der-stSf) circle, Prus. pop. 17, # Tonning a pen. in North Sea.
Eifel (I'fel) range of hills in Rlienish Prussia, Germany.
Eiger (i'ger) mt. Bernese Oberland, Alps, Switzerland, 13,045 ft. high.
Eight Brothers, group of isls. at mouth of Bab-el-Mandeb strait.
Eljerland or Elerland (I'gr-liind') N part of Texel isl. Holland, North Sea.
Eildon Hills (el'don-) three conical peaks, Roxburgh co. Scotland.
Eilenburg (i'len-b65rf) mfg. town, Saxony, Germany, 15 m. N E of Leipsic.
Eimbeck (mi'bSk) town, Hanover, Prussia, Germany, on Ilm river
Eimeo (i'me-o) one of Society Isls. S Pacific ocean, 51 D
Einsiedeln (in'se'deln) town, Schwitz canton, Switzerland
Eisenach (i'sen-iiK)"prin. Saxe-Weimar, Ger. 285 D pop. 90.
its # pop. 21.

Elets.

2
14

2

*

—

5
27

1

agr. , agricultural

given in nearest thousands

D

.

—

Elbruz
5 Elburz

;

#, capital

Population

&

Egham

Elbridge

2

river

W

&

1

D

Edgerton (gj'er-ton) city, Rock co. Wis
Edgewater, vil. Richmond co. on New York Bay, N. Y
Edina (e-di'na) town, X of Knox co. Mo. on South Fabius

3
10

—

W

3

&

NW

75 m. long, flows into Mississippi river.

D

Elbing

;

N
D

—

pop. 19, X Effingham, pop. 3.
(gg'ba) kingdom, N of Slave Coast,
Af 3,000 pop. 100,
Abbeokuta.
Egeln (a'gSln) town, Saxony, Prussia, Germany, on Bode river
Bohemia, Austria, pop. 22.
Eger (a'ger) town on Eger riv.
town, 15 m.
E of Isbarta, Asia Minor
Egerdir (eg'er-der') lake
town
Egga (gg'ga) OJ-_Eggan (Sg'gan') town, Nupe kingdom, on Niger riv. Africa ..
Africa, 80 m. S of Kano
Eggebi (8g'ge-be') town, Zeg-Zeg kingdom,
Egg Harbor,' tp. city, Atlantic co. N. J. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 1.
(Sg'am) par.
vil. Surrey co. England, on Tliames river
par.
Egmont (eg'mont) active volcano. New Zealand, 8,270 ft. high.
Egmont Bay, on coast of Prince Edward Island, Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Egmont Island, isl. in Low Arch. S Pacific ocean. largest of Queen Charlotte Isls. S Pacific ocean, 20 m. long, 10 m. broad.
Egmont or Six Islands, in Chagos Arch. Indian Ocean.

490

6
5

4

N

W

bor. Luzerne co. Pa
(-vTl) tp. & city, X of Madison oo. 111. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 4.
EeclOO (a-klo') or Eccloo (ek-klo') town, B. Flanders prov. Belgium
Eem (am) riv. Netherlands, Gelderland to Zuyder Zee.
Effingham (ef'Ing-am) CO. E Ga. 449 D pop. 6, X Springfield.
co. S E 111.

15,

5

—

—

D

;

2
2
3

D

—
—

10

—

;

3
2

X

—

N

X

4,

Egypt (e'jipt) country, N E Africa, 400,000 D pop. 6,817, * Cairo.
Ehen (e'hen) riv. Cumberland co. England, flows into Irish Sea.
2 Ehnheim (an'him) town, 14 m. N of Schlettstadt, Alsace, Germany
4 Ehnlngen (a^nTng-en) town, Wiirttemberg, S Germany
2 Ehrenberg (a'ren-bfero') town, Bohemia, Austria

7

Quito.
(a'dam') isl.
coast Java.
spt. N. Holland, Netherlands, pop. 5.
(ed'dy) co. cen. N. Dak. 648
pop. 1, X New Rockford.
Eddystone Island (ed'dt-ston-) isl. E of Papua, in Pacific ocean.
Eddystone Rock, in English Channel ; important lighthouse.
Ede or Eede (a'de) or Eden (a'den) commune, Gelderland, Netherlands
Eden (e'den) tp. Alameda co. Caf. pop. 6.
vil. Hancock co. Me. tp.
tp.
pop. 2. .— tp.
vil. Erie co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
riv. England, 48 m. long, flows
into Sol way Firth.
riv. Fife co. Scotland, flows into Bay of St. Andrews.
riv. Scotland, 18 m. long, flows into Tweed river.
Edenkoben (a'den-ko'ben) town, 7 m. of Landau, Rhenish Bavaria, Germany
Edenton (e'den-fon) tp.
town, X of Chowan co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
Eder (a'der) or Edder (ed'der) riv. Germany, Rhenish Prussia, to Fulda river.
Edfu (ed'foo') vil. on Nile riv. Egypt, lat. 25 N° ancient ruins.
Edgar (Sd'gar) CO. E 111. 630 pop. 27, X Paris.
Edgecombe (ej'kum) co. E cen. N. C. 520 pop. 24, X Tarboro.
Edgefield, co. S. C. 1,352
pop. 49, X Edgefield Courthouse, pop. 1.
Edgehill, ridge, 7 m.
of Banbury, Warwick co. Eng. battlefield in 1642.

Eddy

23

;

Edwardsdale,
Edwardsville

Egripo

9

Edam

D pop.

Egremont

5

Eckartsberga (ek'arts-bSr'g a) town. Saxony, Prussia, Germany
Eckernf brde (ek'ern-f or'de) spt. Sleswick, Prussia, Germany
Eckley (ek'li ) vil? Luzerne co. 20 m. S of Wilkesbarre, Pa
Ecorse (e-kors') tp. Wayne co. Mich, on Detroit river
Ecuador (Sk-wa-dor') republic, S. America, 118,630 D pop. 1,272,

Edwards

par.

Gujarat prov. Bombay pres. India
co. S
cen. Kan.
E 111. 220 D pop. 9, X Albion.
pop. 2, X Rock Springs.
Kingsley.
co. cen. Tex. 2,620

Rajput

state,
(gd'wardz) CO. S

8

NE

W

(e'dfir')

2

Eboli

D

Edur

3

Eberbach (a'ber-bSK') vil. on Neckar riv. Baden, Germany
Ebersbach (a'bers-biiK') mfg. vil. Saxony, Prussia, Germany
Ebingen (a'btug-en) mfg. town, Wiirttemberg, S Germany
(a'bo-le) town, Salerno prov. Italy
Ebro (e'bro. Span, a'bro) riv. 340 m. long,
Spain, Santander to Medit. sea.
Echaconnee (ech'a-kon'e') creek, flows into Ocmulgee riv. Ga.
Echo Cation (-kiiu'yiin) ravine. Summit co. Ut.
pop. 3,
Echols (ek'ols) CO. S Ga. 390
Statenville.
Echuca (e-chu'ka) town, Rodney co. Victoria, Australia
Ecija (a'tlie-Ha) mfg. town, Sevilla prov. Spain

of Forth, pop. 265.

Egba

11

Conn

Pop.
2
of Scot-

Edmondson (ed'mond-son) CO. S Ky. 348 D pop. 8, X Brownsville.
Edmonton (5d'mon-ton)"par. & vil. Middlesex co. Eng. suburb of London
Edmunds (ed'munds) co. N S. Dak. 1,155 D pop. 4, X Ipswich.

riv. 111.

37

;

Feliciana

Columbus
its X and *

Edlngton (ed'iug-ton) vil. Wiltsliire, England Alfred's victory over Danes.
EdiStO River (ed'is-to-) S. C. 100 m. long, flows into Atlantic ocean.

612

;

popolis

from Firth

land, li m.

of

—

;

15

;

East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

Edlnburg (ed'in-bQrg) town, Johnson co. Ind. 10 m. N
Edinburgh (ed'in-bur-r6) CO. Scotland, 363 D pop. 444.

5.

^

vil., village.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
—

tp. & town, X of
Elizabeth City, co. S E Ya. CO O pop. 16, X Hampton.
Pasquotank co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 3.
Elizabethgrad. See Yelizavetgrad.
Elizabeth Island, in Pacific ocean, 5 m. long.
in Strait of Magellan.
one

—

^

Engelberg

—

—

2

1.

—

1.

6

Y

3
3
3

Y

(Sll'zgll')

Ellichpur (el'ich-poor') dist. Berar, cen. India, pop.
Ellicott (Sl'i-kot) tp. Chautauqua co. N. Y

X

Elllcott City, town,

Ellington (ll'ing-ton)
111.

pop.

NE

town, Hainaut prov. Belgium, 16 m.

of
tp.

Howard

& vil.

co.

^

148.

Conn. tp. pop.

co.

*

6
6

Tournay
pop. 28.

2

Md

Tolland

of

its

2.

1

^ tp. Adams

N E Ky. 270 D pop. X Sandy Hook. — tp.
W cen. Kan. 025 D pop. X Hays City. — co. N
Ellis co. Kan. pop.
D
X Waxahachie. —
Jefferson
N. Y
EUisburg (Sl'Is-bflrg) tp. &
Ellis Island, New York Harbor, m. S W of New York
EUiOtt

9,

San Joaquin

Ellis (Sl'is) CO.
950
pop. 32,

8,

E

city,

town, Godavari

(Sl'lor')

Ellsworth (elz'worth) co.
Hancock CO. Mef pop. 5.
Elm, tp. Putnam co. Mo

& vil.

4

tp.

city.

Madras presidency, British India

dist.

Q pop. 9. .— its X

cen. Kan. 720

pop.

2.

—

25

city,

X

of

(el'ma) tp.

3
2
8
10
6
31

W

W

—

—

Mo. pop. 2.
Elora or Ellora

Bengal, British India

(gl-lo'ra) vil.

8

—

W

8

— co.

Tex. 9,750 D pop. 16, X El Paso, pop. 10.
city, Woodford co. HI. pop. 1.
El Paso del Norte (-dSl nor'tS) valley, Rio Grande, Chihuahua, Mexico
ras')
town,
Nejd,
Wahabee
kingdom,
Arabia
El Rass (§1
El Rosario (Si ro-sa're-o) town, Sinaloa, Mexico
Elsass-Lothringen. See Alsace-Lokraine.
Elsinore (Sl'sT-nor') town, Seeland isl. Denmark.
El Slwah (gl se'wa') oasis, Libyan Desert, Africa # Siwah-el-Kebir, built of

18

5

,

11

;

5

(git'am) vil. & par. Kent co. England
suburb of London
par.
Elton (gl'tSn'l salt lake, Russia, 70 m. E of Volga riv. 130 D.
Elvas (el'vas) frontier city, Alemtejo, Portugal, on Guadiana river
ElwOOd (gl'wood) tp. Vermilion co. 111. pop. 3. town, Madison co. Ind. pop. 2.
Ely (e'lT) viL Orange co. Vt. pop. 1. isl. Cambridge co. England, pop. G4.

5

;

—

—

10

(e-lTr'g-a) tp.

& vil. X

(e-mSn'u-gl) co.

E

Emden or Embden

D

(Sm'dSn) ft. spt. E. Friesland dist. Hanover, Prussia
Hill, town, Victoria, Australia suburb of Melbourne
(gm'er-y)
co.
E Ut. 5,723 pop. 5, X Castle Dale.
Emery
Emigrant Peak, volcanic mt. Mont, on Yellowstone riv. 10,629 ft. high.
Emilia (a-mel'e-ii) anc. jEmil'ia, old dept. Italy, 7,921

Emmet
pop.

Pa

X

9,

tp.

& city,

co.

N

Mich. 438

Palo Alto co. lo

CO. S N. Dak. 1,584
tp. Stanislaus co. Cal. pop. 4.
City, vil. Cherokee co.

N

9

P

Little Traverse.

(gm'monz)

—

(gms) town, Prussia, on Lahn

long,

5

par.

—

riv.

2,

X

McLean

tp.

Williamsport.
co. 111. pop. 2.
6

co.

Kan.

city pop. 8, tp. pop. 2.

pop. 7; watering place,

(a-nii'ra) lake, Lapland, Russia, 685
Encinal (en-se-niil') past. co. S Tex. 1,700

—

2
riv.

160 m.

D, outlet into Arctic Ocean.

D

3

—

&

—

&

—

—

—

o, u, long ; a, e, 6, less
a, 6, vi, u, ee (see p. 1719) ;

S, 5,

1,

&

NE

18
of

21

;

Ersek-Ujvar (gr'shgk'-o6'e-var') town, Hungary, on Neutra
Ervin (er'vin) tp. Howard co. Ind

river

(er'wTn) tp. Steuben co. N. Y
(grtz'bero) iron min. dist. Styria; worked over 1,000 years.
Erzerum (erz'room') vilayet, Tur. in Asia, 29,614 D pop. 646.
its
pop. 60.
Erz-Gebirge (grts'-ge-ber'ge) mts. Germany, 120 m. long,.highest point 4,500 ft.

Eiwin

Erzberg

—

(gr'zln-jgn') town, Erzerum vilayet, Turkey in Asia
Escambia (es-kSm'be-a) CO. S Ala. 972
pop. 9,
Pollard.
680
pop. 20,
Pensacola.
city,
of Delta co. Mich
Escanaba (es'ka^na'ba) tp.

D

D

X

&

X

—

co.

W

30
Fla.

X

city

(gsh'wa'ge) town, Hesse-Nassau prov. Prussia, on Werra river
(gsh'wi-ler) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
Escurlal (gs-koo-re-af') town, Madrid prov. Spain famous palace
Esdraelon (es-dra-e'15n) plain, Palestine, valley of Kishon river.
Eskl Baba (es'ki bii'ba) town, Adrianople vUayet, Turkey in Europe
Eski Saghra (-sa'gra). See Stara-Zagora.
of Stockholm
Eskilstuna (es-kil-stoo'nii) town, Sweden, 57 m.
Nev. 8,540
pop. 2, X Aurora.
Esmeralda (es-ma-riil'da) min. co.
Ecuador, S. America, 7,439
Esmeraldas (gs-ma-ral'das) prov.
pop. 15.
its
pop. 3.
Esneh (gs'ng') former prov. Upper Egypt, including part of Nubia ; merged, in
1888, in new prov. of El Hedood.
town, pop. 7, left bank Nile ; noted ruins.
Esopus (e-so_'pus) tp. Ulster co. N. Y
Espejo (gs-pa'Ho) town, Spain, 25 m. S E of Cordova
EsplritO Santo (es-pe're-to siia'to) state, E Brazil, 17,312
pop. 122,
Vic-

W

—

N

#

6
18
8
2
2

*

Eschweiler

7
9
16
2

W

D

W

O

—

D

*

Espiritu Santo (gs-pe're-too-) town, Cuba, pop. 7. .— largest isl. of New Hebriisl. Gulf of California, 13 m. long, 5 m. wide, 30 m. N of
des, S Pacific oc.
La Paz.
bay, E Yucatan, Cen. America.
Esquimau (gs'ke-malt) spt. Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
Esseg, Eszek, or Esseck (gs'sgk) ft. town, Slavonia, Hungary, on Drave riv.
Essen (gs'sen) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 19 m. N N E of Ddsseldorf
Essendon (gs'sen-dgn) town, Victoria, Australia
co. British Guiana, South America, pop. 35.
EssetluibO (es-sa-ke'bo) most
riv. British Guiana, 480 in. long.
Essex (Ss'Sks) CO. N E Mass. 503 D pop. 300, X Salem, Newburyport, & Lawrence.
CO. N E N. J. 127 D pop. 256, X Newark.
co. N E N. Y. 1,667 d

—

—

—

—

N

9

D

—

—

&
—
D

10

;

—

—

&

^

B.ay CO. Mich
Essllngen (gs'lTng-gn) town, Wiirttemberg, Germany, on Neckar river
ESBOnnes (gs'sSnn') vil. dept. Seine-et-Oise, Friuice, on Essonnes river
Estaires (Ss'tSr') town, dept. Nord, France, on Lys river
Estarac (Ss'tii'rak') old div. of Franco, now depts. Geks
Hautes-Pyrenees.
of Padua
Este (Ss'ttt) mfg. town, Lombardy, Italy, 17 m. S S
of Pamplona
Estella (gs-tgl'yS) anc. Al'ba, town, Spain, 20 m. S
Estepa (gs-ta'pti) (inc. Asta'I'A, town, Spain, 54 m. E by S of Seville
Estepona (gs-tS-po'nii) town, Spain, on Medit. sea, 41 ni. S
of Malaga
Esthonia (Ss-tho'nT-a) govt. Baltic Provs. Russia, 7,818
pop. 393,
Revel.
pop. 11,
Estill (gs'tTl) CO. E cen. Ky. 250
Irvine.
Eston (Ps'ton) vil. York co. England
Estremadura (gs-tra-mii-Doo'rii) old prov. Spain, now provs. BAr)A,i03 it CXOEREs, ll'.,7(l0
pop. 820.
prov. S
Portugal, 6,876
pop. 946,
Lisbon.
Estremoz (5s-trS-moz') town, Alemtejo prov. Portugal, 23 m.
E of Evora. ..
Etah lo'tii) .'igr. diat. Agra, British India, 1,512
pop. 704. .— its
poji. 7.
fitampes (.a'tSNp') town, dept. Scino-et-Oise, France, 35 m. S
of Paris
Etawah (Bt'ii'wii) dist. N. W. Provs. British India, 1,691 D.
its
pop. 35.

W
W

—

&

D

W

#

X

W

D

D

N

—

vil.

n

&

D
&
D

17
79
5

pop. 33, X Elizabethtown.
co.
E Vt. 730 pop. 10, X Guildhall.
co.
235
pop. 10, X Tappahannock.
tp.
vil. Middlesex co. Conn. tp.
pop, 2, vil. pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Essex co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Chittenden CO. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
CO. England, 1,542
pop. 785, X Chelmsford.
CO. Ontario, Canada, 235
pop. 55, X Sandwich.

E Va.

prolonged ; 5, 5, T, 5, B, short; a, g, i, o, y, obscure; fSr, list,
ch as in chin g as in get ; a «« »'" linger, ligk ng as in sing
;

pop.

Erne (ern) riv. & two lakes, Ireland, 60 m. long noted for scenery.
Emsdorf (erns'dorf) mfg. vil. Silesia prov. Prussia
Erris (gr'ris) maritime dist. N W Mayo co. Ireland noted for scenery

D

Australia, at outlet of Murray river.
(5n'der-bT-) large isl. Antarctic 6c. lat. 07° 16' S, Ion. 49° 47' E.
commune
vil. B6k(5s co. Hungary
Endr'dd (gn'driid') commune
vil. White co. 111. tp.
tp.
Enfield ^gn'feld) tp. Hartford co. Conn. pop. 7.
vil. Halifax co. N.
pop. 2.
tp.
tp.
vil. Grafton co. N. H. tp. pop. 1.
C. tp. pop. 4.
town, Middlesex co. England, pop. 19.
Engadine or Engadin (Sn'ga-den') Alpine valley, Grisons, Swit. 45 m. long..
of Papua.
isl.
Engano (5n-gii'no) isl. nearr Sumatra, 30 m. circuit.

Encounter Bay, S

Enderby Land

*

Budapest

Essexville,
1

W Germany, flows into North Sea.

Enara

2

city

D pop.

Kan
Empire
Empoli (gm'po-le) town, Tuscany, Italy
Emporia (gm-po'rT-a) city & tp. X of Lyon
Emporium, bor. X of Cameron co. Pa

Ems

1

,

Emmetsburg,
Empire,

co.

vil. & par. Drenthe prov. Netherlands
(gm'mer-I k) town Rhine Prov. Prussia
(Sm'et) co. N lo. 408 D pop. 4, X EsthervUle.

Emmons

2,253
1

(Sm'mSn)

Emmerich

D

W

W

D

,

Emmen

14

25

;

D

Eminence, town, Henry CO. Ky
Emlenton (em'len-ton) bor. Venango

N E Africa, 52,000 D pop. 300,

(gr-e-van') govt. Trans- Caucasia, Russia, 10,745
pop. 677. .— its
15, a ft. town 115 m. S S
of Tiflis.
Erlangen (er'lang-en) or Erlang (gr'lang) town, Bavaria, Germany
Erlau (gr'lou) or fjger (a'gar') tovm, X of Heves co. Hungary, 67 m.

^

of Lorain co. O. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 6.
cen. Ga. 1,028
pop. 15, X Swainsboro.

Emerald

;

Mich

co.

toria.

—

city in same, pop. 8.

Elyrla

Emanuel

;

;

5

rock salt.
ElSt (elst) vil. Gelderland, Netherlands

Eltham

—

—

W

Eschwege

remarkable cave temples.

;

El-Ouad (el-oo'ad') or El Wad (-wSd') vil. Sahara, Algiers, Africa
El Paso (el pii'so) CO. E cen. Col. 2,660 D pop. 21, X Colorado Springs.

5

2
16

;

Erzinjan

—

&

2

;

Erie co. N. Y
tp.
Konia vilayet, Asia Minor
Elmall (§l-rna-le') town, S
me-bar'rgz)
town,
Lahsa
prov.
Arabia
(el
El Mebarrez
Africa
Elmlna (gl-me'na) town. Gold Coast,
Elmira (Sl-mi'ra) city, X of Chemung co. N. Y. on Chemung river
co. S Ida. 3,000
Elmore (el'mor") CO. Ala. 652 D pop. 22, X Wetumpka.
vil. Ottawa co. O. pop. 1.
pop. 2, X Rocky Bar.
Elmshorn (Slms'h5rn) mfg. town, Holstein, Prussia
town, Peoria co. 111. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 2.
tp. Saline co.
Elmwood, tp.

Elma

W

—

8
10
16

H

Eritrea (e-rlt're-a) Italian colony on Red Sea,
# Massaua, pop. 16.

1.

1

EUore

.'

W

Erivan

cen. Tex.

co.

vil.

tp.

See Minho.
Entre_Rios (en'tra re'os) prov. Argentine Rep. 45,000
pop. 300, * Parana.
Epe (a'pe) or Eep (ap) vil. Gelderland, Netherlands
Eperies (a'pa're-gsh') town. Upper Hungary, on branch of Theiss river
Epernay (a'per'na') to\vn, dept. Marne, on Marne riv. France
Ephesus (gf'e-siSs) ruins of anc. city, Asia Minor, 35 m. S S E of Smyrna.
Ephraim (e'fra-Tm) tp.
city, San Pete co. Ut
tp.
Ephrata (gf'ra-ta) tp. & vil. Lancaster co. Pa
tp.
Ephratah (ef-ra'ta) tp. & vil. Fulton co. N. Y
tp.
Epinal (S'pe'nal') town, * of dept. Vosges, on Moselle riv. France
Epirus (g-pi'riis) country of anc. Greece, now S part of Albania.
Eppan (gp'pan) vil. par. Tyrol, Austria
par.
Epping (gp'Tug) tp. & vil. Rockingham co. N.
tp.
Epsom, town, Surrey co. England, 14 m. S of London race course near by.
Erath (e'rath') co. N cen. Tex. 1,000 D pop. 22, X Stephenville.
Ercsl (gr'che') vil. Stuhlweissenburg co. Hungary, on Danube river
Erebus, Mount (-gr'e-bus) volcano, Antarctic Continent, 12,367 ft. high.
Eregli (Sr'eg-Ie') spt. Kastamuni vilayet, Turkey in Asia, on Black Sea
Erlurt (er'foort) govt. Saxony prov. Prussia, 1 ,363 D pop. 433.
its * pop. 72.
Erie (e'rl) co.
N. Y. 990 D pop. 323, X Buffalo.
co. N 0. 260 D pop. 35,
X Sandusky. co. N Pa. 770 D pop. 86, X Erie, pop. 41 a lake port.
Erie, Lake, 240 m. long, 58 m. broad one of the five great lakes drained by St.

Lawrence river.
Erin (e'rTn) tp. Macomb

co.

2.

(Sl'i-ot) CO.
CO. Cal. pop. 2.

!

sea..

of Clarke co. Miss

&

tp.

X

Ellezelles

X

vil.

6.

&

X

Ellesmere (Slz'mer) town, Shropshire, England

5.

£ntre-Douro-e-Minho.

of Cecil co. Md. tp. pop. 5, town pop. 2.
(Sl'land) town, West Riding, York co. England
EUenburg fSl'len-bQrg) tp. vil. Clinton co. N.
of Kittitas co. Wash
Ellensburg, city,
Ellenville (gl'len-vll) vil. Ulster co. N.

&

Enos (a'nos)^spt. town., Adrianople vilayet, Turkey in Europe, on .Sgean
Enosburg (e'nos-bflrg) tp. & vil. Franklin co. Vt
Enschede (Sn-sKa'de) town, Overyssel, Netherlands
Enterprise,

;

town,

*

W

;

&

pop. 27,483,

—

CO. Ind. tp. pop. 8, city pop. 11.

Elland

D

—

(Sng'I-w66d) vil. Cook co. 111. pop. 3.
tp. Bergen co. N. J. pop.
English Channel, 20 to 155 m. wide, separates England from France.
Engua-Guagu (gn'gwa-gwa-soo') isl. Sao Paulo state, Brazil.
Enguera (gn-gwa'ra) town, Spain, 47 m. S
of Valencia
Enkhuysen (enk'hoi'seu) town, N. Holland, Netherlands
Ennls (en'is) city, Ellis co. Tex. pop. 2.
town, X of Clare co. Ireland, pop.
Ennlscorthy (gn'Ts-kSr'thT) town, Wexford co. Ireland
Ennlskillen (en'Ts-kil'len) town, X of Fermanagh co. Ireland

—

Elkhorn River, Neb. 200 m. long, flows into Platte river.
Elk Lick Springs. Pike co. Mo. mineral waters.
Elk Mountain, S E Susquehanna co. Pa. 2,000 ft. high.
Elk mountain or Big Horn, peak. Medicine Bow Range, Wyo.
Elk Mountains, range in Col. Castle Peak, the highest, 14,115 ft.
Elko (el'kS) CO. N E Nev. 17,652 D pop. 5, X Elko.
Elkton (Slk'ton) tp. & town, X of Todd co. Ky. tp. pop. 4, town pop.

Pop.
town, Alps, Unter-

Britain, 50,867

London.

—

—
W

&

" hill of angels," valley

Englewood

W

Elkhart River, 90 ra. long, Noble CO. Ind. to St. Joseph river.
vil. X of Walworth co. Wis. pop.
Elkhorn, tp. Warren co. Mo. pop. 3.
to Kentucky river.
Elkhorn Creek, Fayette co. Ky. N

e.

i.

Engineer Mountain, Col. 12,971 ft. high.
England (Tn'gland) kingdom & div. of Great

^

^
—
—

(gng'gl-bgro)

waldeu, Switzerland

Admiralty Isls. N P.acific ocean.
one of Marshall Isls. N Pacific ocean.
one of Society Isls. S Pacific ocean.
Elizabeth Islands, Buzzards Bay, Dukes co. Mass.
Elizabethpol. See Yelizavetpol.
Elizabethtown, tp. & city, X of Hardin CO. Ky. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 2.
tp.
& vil. X of Bladen co. N. C. tp. pop. 2. bor. Lancaster co. Pa. pop. 1.
co. N
cen. Pa. 7C0 D pop. 22,
Elk, CO. S E Kan. C51 D pop. 12, X U.oward.
tp. Clarion co. Pa. pop. 2.
X Ridgway.
tp. Vinton co. O. pop. 2.
El Kasr or El Kasar (el kiisr') vil. * of El-Dakhel oasis, Egypt.
in Tenn. flows into
Elk Creek, Ore. 40 m. long, flows into Umpqua riv.
Wolf Riv. near Memphis.
Elk Fork, tp. Pettis CO. Mo
El Khargeh (el kar'ge) or The Great Oasis, valley, Libyan Desert, Africa.
Elkhart (elk'hart) CO. N Ind. 470 D pop. 39, X Goshen, —tp. & city, Elkhart
of

17i9

Pop.

W

—

fftU, cfire;
;

tBrm

th as in thin

;

#

N

#

*

food, fWt, fQrl_; 6 as in fOr ; oi as in oil
ow as in cow;
tb as in thine ; I, iS, 6, *, a, d, a, a, k, n (see p. 1719).
;

;

2
22

6
7
11

6

9
10

—

.. .

.
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Pop.

N

Fallsburg

vil. Cuyahoga ce.
(il'klTd) tp.
city, Douglas co. Kan
(u-do'rii) tp.
Eufaula (u-fa'lii) city, Barbour co. Ala on Chattahoochee river
coast Crimea,
Eupatoria (ir-pa-to're-a) or KoslOV (kus-Iov') spt.

Fanning Island (fSn'Ing-) guano isl. Pacific ocean, 3° 53' N,
Fano (fii'no) town, Marches, Italy, on Adriatic sea, pop. 21.

—

D

N

Falls City,

&

*
&

n

Euclid

W

W

N

W

D
NW

N

—

*

—
—
—

D

&

C;

Fareham

W Patagonia,
—

&

X

Evart

—

R

Rock

vil.

—bor. Bedford

Fasano

—

(fSr'ber-T) towa, Livingston co.

—
W

pop.

2.

— city, X

420

D pop.

D

D

17,

—

—

&

X

Fairfax Courthouse.

&

N

—

—
—

tp.

—

2.

—

tp.

York

co. Pa. pop. 2.

Faison (fa'son) tp. Duplin co. N. C
Faizabad (ff-zii'bad') div. Oudh, British
same, 1,649

now, pop.

—

&

&

bor.

Greenville co.

S. C.

D

1,437. —
#
— town, # of Badakhshan

—

W

Bucks

E of

town, Stafford

miles;

#,

Population

is

capital

;

X,

agr., agricultural
:

;

ENE

—

D

D

D

D

co.

England, pop.

6

5
12

—

10.

city

&

18

6

—

X

(fer-nan-de'nii) city
port,
of Nassau co. Fla. pop. 3.
(It.
pron. fer-nan-de'nii) tow-n, Potenza, Italy, pop. 6.
Fernando Noronha (fer-nan'do no-ron'ya) isl. S Atl. oc. ; belongs to Brazil.
Africa, 771
Fernando Po (-po') isl. Bight of Biafra,
pop. 25 Spanish.
Fernan Nunez (fSr-nan' noon'yeth) town, Spain, 11 m. S S E of Cordova.
Ferozab^d (fe-ro'zii'bjid') town, Agra div. N. W. Provs. India; interesting ruins
Ferozepoor (fe-roz-poor'). See Firozpue.
Ferrandina (fer-ran-de'na) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Italy, 1,010
pop. 246.
Ferrara (fer-rii'rii) prov.
its
pop. 29 ; aft. city.
Ferrinafe (fer'ren-ya'fa) town, Peru, S. America, 10 m.
of Lambayeque
isl. of Canary Isls. 100
Ferro (fer'ro) S
pop. 5, chief town Valverde.
Ferrol (fer-rol')_spt. town and naval arsenal, Coruna prov. Spain
Fesa (f es'a or f a'sii) town, Fars prov. Persia, 78 m. S E of Shiraz
Africa.
city, pop. 150, a
Fez (fez) prov. Marocco,
of Marocco.
Fezarah (fa-zii'ra) lake, Algeria, Africa, 30 m. long, 24 m. broad.
Africa, S of Tripoli, pop. 26,
Fezzan (fez'zan') kingdom,
Murzuk.
FIchtel-Berg (fiK'tel-bgro) mt. range, Bavaria, Germany, 3,450 ft. high.
E of Prince William Sound.
FidalgO (fe-dal'go) harbor, S coast Alas.
Fiesole (fySs'o-la) or Fesole (fes'o-la) town, Italy, 3 m.
E of Florence
Forth, 494
Fife (fif) CO. Scot. bet. Firths of Tay
pop. 187,
Cupar-Fife.

D

;

N

—

D

W

D

NW

—

#
N

.

21
18

#

N

74

6
16

."

.

*

N

&

D

N

X

min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ; vil., village.
cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing
3=: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 uot given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;

2 ^1,500 to 2,499

30

*

Mo

&

.

.

—

;

#

W

—

co. seat

X

* Medinet-el-Fayoum,

Fermanagh (fer-mSn'a) CO. Ulster, Ireland, 715 D pop. 74, X EnniskUlen.
Fermo (fer'mo) city, Marches, cen. Italy, 34 ni. S E of Ancona
Fermoy (fer-moi') town, Cork co. Ireland, on Blackwater river

W

given in nearest thousands

229,

W

Luck-

CO. Pa. pop. 2.

means square

D pop.

X

—

Fentress (fen'tres) CO. N Tenn. 510 D pop. 5, X Jamestown.
Ferdinandea (fer-de-nan-da'a) a recent volcanic isl. of Medit. sea, 1831.
Ferentino (fa-reu-te'no) town, Latium dept. Italy, 6 m. N
of Frosinone
Ferghana (f^r-fii'na) govt. Russia in Asia, 35,654 D pop. 776, * Khokan.

dist. in

—

tp.

—

—

Upper Egypt, 493

Fernandina

W W

—

(fi-oom') prov.

Femme

(fi'za-poor')

;

—

W

Fergus (fer'gus) CO. cen. Mont. 6,762 D pop. 4, X Lewistown.
Fergus Falls (fer'giis-) tp. & city, X of Otter Tail co. Minn

—

tp.

India, 7,305
pop. 3,683.
mfg. town,
of div. and dist. 65 m.

D pop.

80.

—

—
W
31, X La Grange. — co. S part W. Va. 750 D pop. 21, X Fayette— tp. HiUsdale Mich. pop. —
X of Howard co. Mo. pop.

—

&

ter. Afghanistan.
town, Kandesh dist. Bombay pres. British India
Fak-WhO-Mun (f ak'-wo-moon') town, Leao-Tong prov. Manchuria
Falaba (f a-la'bii) fortified town, * of Sulimana, Seneganibia, Africa
Falaise (fii'lSz') town, dept. Calvados, France, 23 m. S S E of Caen
Falcon (fal-kon'-) and Zulia (-soo'le-a) state, Venezuela, S. America, 36,212 D
pop. 205, * Maracaibo.
Falkenstein (tai'ken-stin') town, Saxony kingdom, Germany
N of Edinburgh.
Falkirk (fal'kerk) t'own, Stirling co. Scotland, 24 m.
pop.
Falkland Islands (fak'land-) group of 200 isls. S Atlantic ocean, 6,500
belong to Great Britain.
2, * Stanley
E
Falkland
islands.
separates
&
Falkland Sound. 45 m. long,
tp. Madison co. Ind. pop. 3.
Fall Creek, tp. Henry CO. Ind. pop. 2.
mfg. city & port,
Fall River, co. S
S. Dak. 1,770 D pop. 4, X Hot Springs.
Bristol CO. Mass. at mouth of Taunton river
tp. Hocking co. O. pop. 5.
Falls, CO. cen. Tex. 770 D pop. 21, X Marlin.

Faizapur

—

—

(fa-zo'kle) country on Blue Nile, Africa, pop. 500,
Mehemet Ali.
Cal. 250 m. long, flows into Sacramento river.
(ia'koM') spt. town, dept. Seine-Iuf^rieure, Fr. 27 m.
of Havre
Federal District, Mexico, 463
pop. 476.
Venezuela, S. America, 45
pop.
71.
Brazil, 538
pop. 407.
Felaniche (fa-la-nech') mfg. town, Majorca isl. Spain
Feldberg (lelt'bers) peak. Black Forest mts. Baden, Germany, 4,675 ft. high.
Felegyhaza (fa-lej'ha'z5') town, Hungary, 66 m. S
of Budapest
Felsb'-B&iya (fSl'sho'-ban'yo') min. town, Szathmar co. Hungary.
FelsbviSSO (ISl'sho-vIs'so) town, Marmaros co. Hungary
Fellire (fSl'tra) town, Belluno prov. Italy, near Piave river
Burg.
Femern (f a'mernj^ isl. Holstein, Prussia, in Baltic sea, 70 pop. 9,
Osage (f em o-zazh') tp. St. Charles co.
vil. Genesee co. Mich. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
mfg.
Fenton (fen'ton) tp.

—

—

—

15
10

—

—

E

—

Fair Haven, East, bor. suburb of New Haven, New Haven co. Conn
vil. Lake co. O. pop. 1.
Fairport, vil. Monroe co. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp. Jones co. lo. pop. 4.
Fairview, tp. Jasper CO. lo. pop. 2.
tp.

6
2
7

Feather River,

X

&

—

15

—

Fecamp

&

Butler CO. Pa. tp. pop.
pop. 3.

11

21

pop. 26.

D

—

—

—

Bari prov. Italy

Fazooli

of Jefferson

co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.

540

—

—

n pop.

Fayoum

Bridgeport.
pop. 150, X Danbury
co. S
pop. 34, X Lancaster.
co.
cen. S. C. 775
cen. O. 474
pop. 29,
Winnsboro.
tp. Fairfield co. Conn. pop. 4.
town, X of Wayne co. 111.
city, X of Jefferson co. lo. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
tp.
pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Somerset co. Me. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. LBnawee co. Mich.
tp. Cumberland co. N. J. pop. 2.
tp. Butler co. O. pop. 2.
tp. pop. 2.
tp. Highland co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Columbiana co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Franklin CO. Vt. pop. 2.
vil. Bristol co. Mass. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1. —city, Whatcom
Fairhaven, tp.
CO. Wash. pop. 4.
Fair Haven, tp. Rutland co. Vt.

—

W

111.

3.

N B Va.

(f a-sa'no) city,

X

tp.

W

W Conn.

—

co.
2.
city,
2.
tp. Seneca co. N. Y. pop. 3. .— tp. Lawrence co. O. pop. 2. t- tp. Juniata
CO. Pa. pop. 2.
of Washington co. Ark. pop. 3.
tovni,
Fayetteirtlle (la'et-vTl) city,
of
Cumberland co. N. C. pop. 4.
vil. Onondaga co. N. Y. pop. 1.
town,
of Lincoln co. Tenn. pop. 2.

Fabrizia (fa-brtd'ze-a) town, Catanzaro prov. Calabria, Italy
Fadd (f od) vil. Tolna co. Hungary, on Danube river
Faemund (fa'moond') lake, Norway, 37 m. long, 85 m. S E of Trondhjem.
of Ravenna
Faenza (fS-en'zS) city, Ravenna prov. cen. Italy, 31 m. S
Fahlun (fii'loon) mining town, * of Kopparberg prov. cen. Sweden
Fal— Fo (fi'-fo) town, Kwang-Nan prov. Cochin China, Annani

S

—

W

W

—

Fabbriano (f iib-bre-a'no) city, Ancona prov. Italy
Fabius (fa'be-us) tp. & vil. Onondaga co. N. y

Fairfield, co.

&

;

F

(fSr'faks) co.

—

FashOda (fa-sho'da) dist. on Wliite Nile, Africa, pop. 300. .— its * pop. 3.
Fatezh, Fatesch, or Fatej (fa'tSzh) town, Kursk govt Russia
Faucett (fa'set) tp. Halifax co. N. C
Fauglia (fowl'ya) vil. Tuscany, Italy, 11 m. E of Leghorn
Faulk (fak) CO. N S. Dak. 1,010 13 pop. 4, X Faulkton.
Faulkner (fak'ner) CO. N cen. Ark. 623 D pop. 18, X Conway.
Fauquier (fa'kef') co. N Va. 680 D pop. 23, X Warrenton.
Favara (fa-va'rii) town, Sicily, Italy sulphur mines
Faversham (fSv'er-sham) town, Kent co. England, 45 m. E S E of London ..
Fayal (fi-al'. Port. il-Sv) isl. of Azores, Atlan. oc. pop. 26, chief town Horta.
Ala. 700 D fop. 13, X Fayette Courthouse.
co.
Fayette (ia-ef) co. N
Ga. 162 D pop. 9, X Fayetteville.
co. S cen. 111. 720 D pop. 23, X Vandalia.
co. E S E Ind. 210 D pop. 12, X Connersville.
co. N E lo. 720 D
co. N cen. Ky. 252 D pop. 36, X Lexington.
pop. 23, X West Union.
0. 398 D pop. 22, X Washington.
co. S
Pa. 830 D pop. 80, X
CO. S
co. S
Tenn. 630 D pop. 29, X Somerville.
Uniontown.
co. S E cen. Tex.
viDe.

Franklin

1

&

W

960

vil.

115

—

co. Conn. tp. pop. 3.
tp.
tp.
vil.
of Franklin co.

&

.

Fairfax

Hartford

(fam'am) town, Surrey CO. England
Farnworth, tp. Lancaster co. England
Faro (fa'ro) dist. coextensive with Algarve prov. Portugal, 1,873 D pop. 204.
^its *, a spt. pop. 8.
Faro (fa'ro) isl. in Baltic sea, 10 m. long, 6 m. wide belongs to Sweden.
Faroe (fa'ro or fa'ro-e) group of Danish isls. in Atlantic ocean, 514 D
Far Rockaway, vil. Queens co. N. Y
Per. pop. 1,700, * Shiraz.
Fars (Jars) or Farsistan (tiir'sTs-tan') prov. S
Farsan Islands (fjir'san'-) the two largest isls. E Red Sea, 31 and 18 m. long.
Farukhdbad (fa-rook-a'biid') dist. Agra div. N. W. Provinces, British India,
1,909 D pop. 919, # Futtigarh. .— town in same, near Ganges riv. pop. 78.

CO. Pa. pop. 2.

Neb. pop.

city,

Farnham

(a'vSr-nem) vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium, 4 m. N of Ghent
Everglades, lake & swamp region, Dade & Monroe cos. S Fla.
Evergreen, town, X of Conecuh co. Ala
Evesham (evz'iim or evz'hum) town, Worcester co. England, on Avon river.
city, pon.
Evora (5v'o-ra) dist. Alemtejo prov. Portugal, 2,738 D pop. 113.
13, * of Alemtejo prov. 85 m. E S E of Lisbon.
Evreux (Sv'rn') city, * of dept. Eure, France, on Iton river
town
Evron (Sv'roN') commune & town, dept. Mayenne, France
Ewlng (ii'ing) tp. Mercer co. N. J
Exaerde (eks-ar'de) commune, E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Excelsior Springs (Sk-sgl'sT-or-) city. Clay co. Mo
Exeter (eks'e-ter) tp. & vil. a X of Rockingham co. N. H. tp. pop. 4, vil.
city, X of Devon co. England, on Exe
tp. Berks co. Pa. pop. 2.
pop. 2.
of London, pop. 38.
riv. 159 m.
S
Exmoor (eks'moor) hill dist. 30 tl, Somerset & Devon cos. England.
Exmouth (Sks'miith) spt. town, on Exe riv. Devon co. England
coast Australia, 30 m. wide and 65 m. long.
Exmouth Gulf,
Exuma, Great and Little (-Sk-zoo'mii) two of Bahama Isls. ; good harbors.
Eyalialla-Yokul (i'a-f e-al'la-yo'k681) volcano, Iceland.
Eyre Lake (Sr-) S Australia, 4,000 D, lat. 27° 50' to 29° 20' S.

CO.

—

India, 643

Fame

Evorghem

Falrbury

vil.

NW

&

W

U

111. tp.

—

—

T

native state, Punjab,

(f ii-red'kot)

.'

X

;

See Gaueisankar.
& vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp. pop. 11.

tp.

W W

7.

pop. 3, town pop. 1.
X
Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
tp. Strafford co. N. H. pop. 3.
tp. Davie co.
N. C. pop. 3.
tp. Clarion CO. Pa. pop. .3.
tp. Jefferson co. Wis. pop. 2.
vil. Pitt co. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
Farmville (-vTl) tp.
town, X of Prince Edward CO. Va. pop. 2.
Farnams Peak (liir'namz-) South Park Range, Col. 11,400 ft. high.
Farnborough (farn'bur-ro) vil.
par. Hampshire, England
par.
(farn), or Fern, Islands, 17 isls. off coast of Durham co. England.

(Sv'art) vil. Oceola co. Mich
(ev'e-lTn) CO. Victoria, Australia

—

D

town, Fulton co.

Evelyn

Everest, Mount.
Everett (ev'er-et)

Blue Earth City.

(fSr'am) coast town, Hampshire, 3ngland_

Farmer City, vil. De Witt co. Ill
Farmington (fiirm'ing-ton) tp. &

Uinta

of

W.

off

Rice CO. Minn. pop.

of

Faridkot

-.

X

158° 23'

N

Faribault

America.

S.

14 m.

(far'go) city, X of Cass co. N. Dak
(fSr'e-bo') co. S Minn. 720
pop. 17,

Fargo

&

battlefield in 1781.

town,
Evanston (gv'anz-ton) tp. vil. Cook CO. 111. tp. pop. 13.
CO. Wyo. pop, 2.
Ind.
pop.
51.
Evansville (ev'anz-vil) city, X of Vanderburg co.
CO. Wis. pop. 2.

Isls.

isls.

(iJ'ta)

Strait,

2

—

X Bonham.

39,

isl.

*

town, X of Greene co. Ala
Springs, branch of Santee riv. S.
Evangelist Islands, group off Magellan
Evans (ev'nnz) tp. Erie co. N. T

28
3

(f

&

Eutaw
Eutaw

—

— or Fanno (fan'W of Corfu.
Denmark,
Fande (fa'no'e)
W coast Jutland, 8 m. long.
Faraknagar ar-ak-nii'gar) town, 14 m. S W of Delhi, N W India
Cal. coast, W of San Francisco Bay.
Farallones (fa-riil-yo'nes)

Russia

—

D
NW

X

no) one of Ionian

*

D

D pop.

1,000

of Aachen
(oi'pen) town, Rliine Prov. Prussia, 10 m. S S
Euphrates (S-fra'tez) Tur. Feat, riv. 1,780 m. long, Erzerum to Persian Gulf.
Evreux.
pop. 349,
France, 2,300
Eure (ur) dept.
Chartres.
France, 2,2G8
pop. 285,
Eure-et-Loir (nr'-a'-lwar') dept.
city,
its X pop. 2.
pop. 3.
tp.
Nev. 4,150
Eureka (u-re'lia) min. co.
111.
pop.
5.
vil.
Woodford
co.
pop. 1.
city
X of Humboldt co. Cal. tp. pop. 7,
town, Juab co. Ut. pop. 2.
city, X of Greenwood co. Kan. city pop. 2.
tp.
Eureka Springs, city, X of Carroll CO. Ark
Greek Pen.
Euripus (u-ri'piis) sliallow strait, 113 m. long, betw. Euboea isl.
exclusive of Arctic isls. pop. 360,200.
Europe (u'rup) continent, 3,797,410
Karpenisi.
Greece, pop. 33,
Eurytanla (u-re-ta-ne'S) eparchy,
Euskirchen (ois'keerK'en) to\vn, Rhine Prov. Prussia

Eupen

&

;

tp.
tp.

&

Eudora

(falz'bfirg) tp. Sullivan co. N.
tp.
city,
of Richardson co.

Neb. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Falmouth (fal'miith) tp. & vil. Barnstable co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
cml. town,
Cornwall co. England, 14 m. N N E of Lizard Point, pop. 4.
Falster (f al'ster) isl. of Denmark, in Baltic sea noted for fruit
FamagUSta (fa-ma-goos'ta) spt. E Cyprus, Mediterranean sea
Fannet (f an'et) tp. Franklin co. Pa
Fannin (fan'In) co. N Ga. 409 D pop. 9, X Morgantown.
co. N E Tex.

Eu

O

Pop.

T

(e-thi-o'pT-a) the ancient name of the Abyssinian empire.
Etna (St'nj) volcano"N E Sicily, Italy, near Catania, 9,G52 ft. high.
bor. Allegheny co. Pa. pop. 4.
Etna, tp. Hardin co. lo. pop. 2.
E Ala. 510 pop. 22, X Gadsden.
EtOWall (gt'o-wa) CO.
part of Umbeia.
Etrurla (e-troo're-a) auc. country, Italy, now Tuscany
Ettlingen (et'lin"g-en) town, Baden, Germany, 4^ m. S of Carlsruhe
(u) town, dept. Seine-Iuferieure, France, on Bresle river
Eubcea (ii-be'a) isl. yEgean sea, forming, with other islands, a nome of Greece,
Chalcis.
pop.'lOS,
2,21G

Ethiopia

;

13

.

..

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

(fe^zhak') town, dept. Lot, France, 40 m. N B of Cahors.
Flgllne (te-gle'na) mfg. town, Tuscany, Italy, near Arno river...
FigO (fe'go') or_ Hlgo (he'go') prov. hi Kiushiu isl. Japan
Flgueras (ff-ga'rasT fortified frontier town, N Spain.
Fiji Islands (le'je-) group in S Pacific, 7,740 D, 80 iuliabited; a

Flgeac

7

10
935

U

Britisli

colony, pop. 121, # Suva.
Filadelfia (f e-Iii-del'fe-a) town, Catanzaro prov. Italy
Fillmore, co. S E Minn. 864
pop. 26, X Preston.
co. S E Neb. 576
pop. 16,_X Gejieva.
tp. Allegan co. Mich. pop. 2.
Finale (fe-nii'la) town, N Italy, near Po riv. 22 m.
E of Modena
vii. Middlesex co. England
Finchley (f inch'li ) par.
par.
Findlay (ftnd'Ia) coextensive tp.
city, X of Hancock co. O
Finist^re (fin'Is'tar') dept. N
France, 2,595 D pop. 727, * Quimper.
Finland (f in'laud) grand duchy, N
Russ. 144,255 D pop. 2,338, * Helsingfors.
Finmark (fTn'mitrk) amt (or prov.) Norway, 18,295 D pop. 29, * Hammerfest.
Kan. 864 D pop. 3, X Garden City.
Finney (f In'ny) co. S
Finsbury (f Inz'bur-T) borough, Middlesex co. England, N suburb of London
Finsteraarhorn (fin'ster-ar'horn) highest of Bernese Alps, Swit. 14,026 ft.
Flnsterwalde (f In'ster-wiil'de) tovifn, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Fiorenzuola (f e'o-ren-zoc-o'la) town, Piacenza prov. N Italy
Firminy (fer'me'ue') mfg. vil. dept. Loire, France
Firozpur (f e-roz'poor) dist. Lahore div. Punjab, N
India, 2,692
pop. 549.
its * pop. 51.
town, Alwar state, Rsijputana,
India, pop. 8.
Firth of Forth, Scotland, estuary of Forth riv. 50 m. long, 15 m. broad.

—

D

—

W

525
7
7

14

(flSn'derz) a former dist. of Europe, now in
(ilau'nen-) group near Hebrides, Scotland pastures.
FlatbUSh, tp. Kings co. N. Y. 4 m. S S E of Brooklyn
tp. Lancaster CO. S. C. pop. 3.
Flat Creek, tp. Barry CO. Mo. pop. 3.
Flathead Pass, Gallatin Range mts. Mont. 6,769 ft. high.
Flatlands, tp. & vil. Kings CO. N. Y
tp.
Flat Rock, tp. Kershaw co. S. C
Flea Hill, tp. Cumberland co. N. C
Fleming (flem'ing) co. N E Ky. 340 D pop. 16, X Flemingsburg.
Flemington (flem'ing-ton) town, X of Hunterdon co. N.J
Flensburg (flgns'boorG)"spt. Sleswick, Prussia, on Flensburg Fiord
Flers (Har) mfg. town, dept. Orne, France
Fleurus (liu'rlis') vU. Hainaut, Belgium battles, 1622, 1670, 1794, 1815
spt. X of Flint co. Wales, pop. 5.
Flint, city, X of Genesee co. Mich. pop. 10.
Flint or Flintshire, co. Wales, on Irish Sea, 253 D pop. 77, X Fhnt, pop. 5.
Flint River, Ga. 400 m. long, flows into Chattahoochee river.
putsch (flTch) or Pless (plSss) town, Tyrol, Austria
Pl0becc[ (flo'bek') mfg. vil. Hainaut prov. Belgium
FlOdden (flod'deu) hill, Northumberland co. England battlefield in 1513.
Flora (flo'ra) city, Clay co. Ill
Florence (flor'ens) co. N
S. C. 578 D pop. 25, X Florence.
co. N
Wis.

Flanders

;

12

—

;

D

pop.

W

X

3,

Hampshire

co.

—
—

Florence.
Mass. pop. 3.
tp. & town,

—

city,
tp.

—

G

NW

—

D

E

—

W

—

—

W

tp.

&

Newberry

vil.

Genesee

—

—

D

—

lonp ; a,
u, ee (see

e, i, o, u,

a, o,

ii,

vil.

Dorset

co.

W

pop. 5,

Sumter

2
3
3
12
11

Charleston Harbor,

S. C.

(-ti-kbn'der-o'ga) Essex co. N. Y.

Valley, town, Houston

Wayne

(-wan) city,

Worth,

city,

co.

;

siege, 1861.

ruins of fort.

;

Ga

2
35
23

X

X

&

&

W

N

G
17
9

.

X

McKean

tp.

co. Pa. pop. 3.

(f os-to'rt-a) city,

10
6

co.

Elk

tp.

6

vil.

;

CO.

15
to Turkey.

Pa
tp.

river.

.

W

froNss) republic,
cen. Europe, 87 departments,
Paris, pop. 2,448.
(froNsh'-koN'ta') old prov. France, now depts. DouBS, Haute-

*

ko'ne-a) an old duchy,

W N W of Syracuse.
— {Ger. pron.

Italy, 25 m.
co. Pa. pop. 2.

now grand duchies

.

friin-

Baden and Hesse, and

of

king-

W

—

—

*

Franklin

N

W

X

D

^

E

X

N
D

—

W

D

D
&

W

riv.

—

S Prussia

X
N W
X

X

;

th as in

term; fo5d,

tliiu

;

tLas

E

X
N
X

NW
X

D

D

D

X

f(55t, fflrlj

in tliiuo

—

D

—

—
D
—

—
—

X
N

fall, cfire;

N E

D

N

X

X

X

N
X

D

—
D
—

—

;

5

ISO

—

(friink'lTn) agr. CO.
Frankfort.
agr.
Ala. 020
pop. 11,
Ark. 672
Ozark.
Fla. 690
pop.
past. CO.
pop. 20,
co.
Carnesville.
Apalachicola.
agr. co.
Ga. 359
pop. 15,
3,
agr. CO. S 111. 430
pop. 17,
Benton.
agr. oo. S
lud. 400
pop. IS,
Brookville.
lo. 576
agr. co.
Hampton.
past, it agr. oo.
pop. 13,
Kan. 570
Ottawa.
pop. 20,
agr. co.
Ky. 200
Frankpop. 21,
fort.
agr. parish
E La. 600 pop. 7,
Wiiinsboro.
agr. co.
Me.
1,61)0
pop. 17,
Farmington.
agr. oo.
Mass. 665
pop. 39,
Greenfield.
agr. CO. S
Miss. 556
pop. 10,
Meadvillo.
min.
agr. co.
Mo. 866
pop. 28,
Union.
past. co. S Neb. 57(>
Bloomington.
pop. 8,
past.
agr. oo.
E N. Y. 1,783
pop. 38,
M.alone.
agr. oo.
N. C.
480
Louisburg.
pop. 21,
agr. co. cen. O. 524
pop. 124,
Columbus.

&

200
6
6

6
10

Frankfurt-an-der-Oder, pop. 56.

Frankfurt-am-Maln.(-;im-niin') cml. city on Main

D

;

(-siim'ter) fort,

W

England

;

7

vil.

Ticonderoga

prolonged ; 5, 5, T, 5, u, short ; a, g, i, o, tj, obscure; fiir, list,
1719) ch as in chin g as in get n as in linger,' link ug as in slug
;

tp.
S. C.

Montgomery co. N. Y
city, X of Bourbon co. Kan
Smith, city, X of Sebastian co. Ark

Plain,
Scott,

e, o, less

p.

Kan.

co. lo

doms of Saxony and Bavaria, Germany.
group of White Mts. Grafton co. N. H.
Franconia Mountains,
of Leeuwarden.
Franeker (fran'ek-er) town, Friesland, Netherlands, 10 m.
Franekeradeel (fran'ek-er-a-dal') vil. Friesland, Netherlands
Frankenberg (frank'en-bSro') mfg. town. Saxony, Germany
Frankenhausen (-how'zSn) town, Sch wartzburg-Rudolstadt, N Germany
Frankenstein (friink'eu-stin') town, Silesia prov. Prussia
Frankenthal (frank'Sn-tal') town, Rhenish Bavaria, Germany
city, X of
Frankfort (frank'fort) tp. & mfg. vil. Will CO. 111. tp. pop. 2.
Clinton CO. Ind. pop. 6.
city, * of Ky. and X of Franklin co. pop. S.
tp.
& vil. Herkimer co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
(frank'foort)
prov.
Prussia,
govt.
Brandenburg
7,411
D
pop.
Frankfurt
1,137,

of

D

Lee

Francofonte (friin-ko-fon'ta) town, Sicily,
Franconia (frSn-ko'ne-a) tp. Montgomery
20

(foots'kra) town, Victoria, Australia
111.

of

Mill, tp.

D

W W

E

X

(-mad'i-son) city,

Saone, and Jura.

Fontenay-le-Comte (f oN'te-nil'-le-koNt') town, dept. Vendue, France
FonzaSO (f oiMlzii'so) vil. N Italy, 22 m. W S W of Belluno
Foo-Choo (too^-choo'), or Foo-Chow (foo'-chow'). See Fuchac.
Foo-Shan (foo'-shiin') city, See-Kiang isl. Kwangtung prov. China
CO.

Madison

Franche-Comte

W W
—

Dodge City.
Fordington (f ord'Ing-ton)

5

W

W

Ford,

3
3

Wis

(frans, Fr. pron.
pop. 38,343,
204,092

&

Metz
Kan. 1,040

4

city

Lee, town, Bergen co. N. J

France

—
—

E

Mich

& military post, Leavenworth co.

vil.

5

;

Fbldvar or Duna Foldvar (doo'nS' f old'var') town, Tolna co. Hungary
Foldvar Tisza (IcJld'viir' tes'so'), vil. Heves co. Hungary, on Theiss river....
Foleshlll (folz'liTl) vil. Warwick co. England
Folgefonden FJeld (fil'ge-fon'den fySld') mt.
Norway, 5,790 ft. high.
Follgno (f o-len'yo) town, Perugia prov. Umbria, cen. Italy
Folkestone (fok'ston) town, Kent co. England, 5 m.
of Dover
S
Foltischenl (fol'te-sha'ne) town, Moldavia, Roumania
Fond du Lac (ion' du lak') co. E Wis. 720 D pop. 44.
city, its X pop. 12.
Fondi (fiju'de) town, Caserta prov. Italy, on Lake Fondi
Fontainebleau (foN'tSn'blo') town, dept. Seine-et-Mame, France
FontanellatO (lon-ta-nSl-la'to) conimmie, Italy, 7 m.
N of Parma

town, Lorraine, Germany, 38 ni.
490 n pop. 17, X Paxton.
co. S

Leavenworth,

2
2
2
13

Y

(foks'biir-ro) tp. Norfolk co. Mass
Foxcroft (f oks'kroft) tp. & vil. Piscataquis co. Me
Frackville (frak'vll) borough Schuylkill co. Pa
Fraga (fra'ga) town, Spain, on Cinca riv. noted for fruit
Frameries (fram'e-re') min. town, Hainaut prov. Belgium
Framingham (fram'ing-am) tp. Middlesex co. Mass
suburb of Durham city, Eng. on Wear
Framwellgate (frSm'el-) N
Francavilla (f ran'ka-vTl'la) town, Lecce prov. Italy

W

(IQr'biiK)

Howard

2
tp.

Foxboro

.

Forbach

3
2

tp.

;

IH pop. 87.
its X pop. 5.
Foggiajtod'jii) prov. Apulia^It. on Adriatic, 2,956
pop. 390.
its * pop. 37.
FogO (fo'go) or FuegO (fwa'go) isl. Cape Verde Isls. volcano, 9,159 ft. high.
Foix (fwa) town, dept. Ariege, France, foot of Pyrenees mts
Fojano or Foiano (fo-ya'no) town, Tuscany, Italy, 15 m. S S
of Arezzo
Fokien (fo'ke-en'). See Fukien.

Footscray

tp.
co. N.
(-how'ard) city, Brown co.

Kings

vil.

2
24

tp.

W part N. C.

;

X

D

&

Gratiot (-grash'e-ot)

Hamilton,

—

Fox,

—

Focsani (fok-sa'ne) town, S Moldavia, Roumania
Fogaras (f o'go'rosh') co. Transylvania, Hung. 720

N

Me

co.
city, St. Clair co.

isls.

co. S. C
co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Queens co.
N. Y. tp. pop. 20, vil. pop. 8.
fortified spt. Zealand isl. Neth. pop. 9.
(flu-van'a)
co. cen. Va. 280
Fluvanna
pop. 10,
Palmyra.

FloydS (floidz)
Flushing, tp.

co.

Y

Aroostook

(f

—

—

W

—

Fourmles (foor'me') vil. dept. Nord, France
Fourni Islands (f oor'ne'-) 20 islets in Grecian Archipelago belong
Foveaux Strait (fo'vo'-) S New Zealand contains many islets.

—

W

Cumming.

W Ind. 390 D pop. 20, X Covington.
dept. Nievre, France, on Loire river
Fourchambault obr'shoN'bo')
W of Patagonia with 8 others the " 12 Apostles."
Four Evangelists,

N

—

& vil.

Fairfield, tp.

Fountain,

Florida (flor'I-da) S E state, U. S. A. mainly a pen. between Atlantic ocean
and Gulf of Mexico, 58,680 D pop. 391, * Tallahassee.
tp. Montgomery
CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
dept. Uruguay, S. America, 4,673 D pop. 29.
its #.
Florida ReefsorKeys, S
of Cape Florida, a chain 220 m. long.
Floridla (flo-re'de-ii) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily, Italy
Floridsdorf (flo'rTts-dorf) vil. Lower Austria, near Vienna
Ga. 539 D pop. 28, X Rome.
Floyd, CO. N
co. S Ind. 140
pop. 29, X New
Albany.
co. N N E lo. 504 D pop. 15, X Charles City.
co. E Ky. 410 D
pop. 11, X Prestonburg.
co. N
Tex. 1,100 D pop. 1, X Floydada.
co.
part of Va. 444 D pop. 14, X Floyd Courthouse.
S

—

D pop. 11, X

Seneca co. O
Fotcha or FotSha (f St'shii) town, Herzegovina, Austria-Hungary
Fougfcres (fob'zhar') town, dept. lUe-et-Vilaine, France
FougeroUes (foo'zhe-roll'i commune, dept. Haute-Sa6ne, France

*

*

—

N

(for'sith') co.

& viL Yofkco. S. C
Moultrie (-moo'tri) fort at entrance to Charleston Harbor,
(f
or-to'piis)
town, Dalmatia, Austria
Fortopus
Fort Osage (-os'aj) tp. Jackson co. Mo
Fort Payne, city, X of Dekalb CO. Ala

8.

W
—

—

;

;

Fostoria

X of Lauderdale co. Ala. pop. 6.
vil.
Oneida co. N. Y. pop. 1.
tp. WiUiama

X

1

CO. Scot.

EN

of Florence co. S. C. tp. pop. 6, town pop. 3.
Jt. FiKENZE (f e-rent'sa) prov. Tuscany, Italy, 2,268
pop. 813,
Florence,
pop. 135, on Arno riv. 143 m.
of Rome.
Flores (flo'rSs) isl. Malay Arch. 200 m. long, 35 m. wide.
Wisl. of Azores,
pop. 6.
dept. Uruguay, S. America, 1,744
isl. in
pop. 14,
Trinidad.
estuary of Rio de la Plata, 22 m.
of Montevideo.
isl. 15 m. long,
Pacific
ocean, off Vancouver island.
CO. O. pop. 2.

2
103

of Allen co. Ind. on Maumee river
of Tarrant co. Tex
Wrangel (-rang'gl) vil. military post, Alas. Pacific ocean.
vil. Italy, 7 m.
of Carrara
Fosdinovo (fos-de-no'vo) commune
Fossano (f 8s-sa'no) town. Piedmont, Italy
E of Urbino
FoBSOmbrone (f os-som-bro'na) town, Marches, Italy, 10 m.
Carrington. ^tp. Luzerne co. Pa. pop.
pop. 1,
Foster, co. cen. N. Dak. 648

—

—
—

W

^

Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

;

498

pop.

Forreston (for'es-ton) tp. & town, Ogle co. Ill
Forst (forst) or Fdrsta (fors'tii) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia

Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

and lighthouse.
Neth. Belg. and Fr.

Flannen Isles

6

W

Atkinson (-St'kTn-son) city, Jefferson co. Wis
Bend, co. S E Tex. 880 D pop. 11, X Richmond.
Benton (-bgn'tgn) vil. X of Choteau co. Mont
Collins, city, X of Larimer co. CoL
Covington (-kiiv'ing-ton) tp. & vil. Franklin co. N. Y
Davis (-da'vis) vil. X of Jeff Davis co. Tex
Fort-de-France (for-de-frbNs') town, Martinique isl. French West Indies
Fort Dodge, city, X of Webster co. lo
Fort Edward, tp. & vil. Washington co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.

vU.

;

N

Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

Saga.

England

—

X

Ga. 297
372 D pop. 28, X Winston.
Fort Ann, tp. Washington co. N.

W

CO.

D

tp. Anderson co. S. C
(for-le') prov. cen. Italy,

Forsyth

;

*

W

719 D pop. 268. —its #, a fortified city, pop. 38.
Forlimpopoll (for-lim-pop'6-le) anc. Fo'eum Popil'u, town, cen. Italy
Formentera (for-men-ta'ra) one of Balearic Isls. Sp. Medit. sea, 13 m. long.
Formla (f or'me-a) vU. & tp. Caserta prov. Italy
Formosa (for-mo'sa) isl. in China Sea, 13,340 D pop. 3,000 belongs to Japan.
ter. N Argentine Republic, Soutli America.

Forli

W

Flags (flSg) tp. Ogle CO. Ill
Flamborough Head (flam'biir-ro-) York

(fo-rSn'dza) city, Potenza prov. Italy, in Apennine Mts
Wis. 1,276
Pa. 410
Tionesta.
co.
pop. 8,

Forest, co. N
1, X Crandon.

Fork,

Flsclano (fe-sha'no) vil. Salerno, prov. Italy
Fisher (fTsh'er) CO. N
Tex. 900 D pop. 3, X Roby.
Fishers Peak, Las Animas co. Col. 9,460 ft. highest of Raton Mts.
Fishing Creek, tp. Granville CO. N. C
Fishing River, tp. Clay co. Mo
FlShkill (fish'kTl) tp. & vil. Dutchess co. N. Y
tp.
Fishkill-on-the-Hudson, or Flshklll Landing, vil. Dutchess co. N. Y
Fitchburg (f Ich'bQrg) city, one of the X of Worcester co. Mass
Fltzroy (fits'roi) town, N E suburb of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
Flume (fe-oo'ma') tomi & spt. Austria-Hungary, on Fiumara river
Flume— Freddo (-fred'do) town, Cosenza prov. Italy, near Mediterranean sea
Fives (f ev) vil. dept. Nord, France suburb of Lille
Fizen (fe'zen') or Hizen (he'zSn') prov.
Kiushiu isl. Japan, pop. 1,074,
;

Forenza

—

D

NW

co.

W

&

—

Pop.

— South, headland, Kent

Forestville (for'est-vil) vil. Hartford co. Conn
._
Forfar (fSr'far) or Forfarshire (f8r'far-shir) or Angus (Sn'gus)
880 n pop. 278.
its X a mfg. town, pop. 13.
coast Iscliia isl. Italy
mineral waters
ForlO (fo're-o) town,

W

^

England.

co.

near Dover, England.

:

W

W

Foreland, North, headland, Kent

Forest Cantons, Switzerland Lucerne, Schwytz, Uri, and Unterwalden.
Forest City, bor. Susquehanna co. Pa
India, 1,544 D
Forest states, native states, Bombay,

D

N

&

1751

;

1,

D

D

^
D
—
D
—
X
—

D

X

X

X

W

&

E

N

X

—

—

S as in fSr oi as in oil ow as in cow;
u, i, w, b, d, a, u, K, n (see p. 1710).
;

;

...

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1752

Pop.

&

agr. co. S Pa. 750 D pop. 51, X Chambersbnrg. .— agr. co. S Tenn.
570 D pop. 19, X Winchester.
agr. co. N E Tex. 300 D pop. 6, X Mount
agr. co.
Vernon.
past.
agr. co. N Vt. 639 D pop. 30, X St. Albans.
Wash. 1,244 D pop. 1, X
co. S
S Va. 750 D pop. 25, X Rocky Mount.

past.

1SI

—
—

—

&

—

&

—

—

W

&

city, X of Joluisou co.
tp.
tp.
vil. Morgan co. 111. tp. pop. 2.
Pasco.
town, X of Simptp. Linn co. lo. pop. 3.
Ind. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 4.
tp.
mlg. town, X of St. Mary parish. La. pop. 2.
son CO. Ky. pop. 2.
Houghton
co. Mich.
1.
tp.
mfg. vil. Norfolk co. Mass. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop.
tp.
mfg. vil. Merritown, Howard co. Mo. tp. pop. 2.
pop. 3.
tp.
tp. Bergen co. N. J. pop. 2.
tp. Gloucester
mack CO. N. H. tp. pop. 4.
vil. Delaware co.
tp.
tp. Somerset co. N. J. pop. 4.
CO. N. J. pop. 2.
tp. Franklin co. 0. pop. 5.
tp. Clermont co. O. pop. 3.
N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
vil. Warren
tp.
tp. Summit co. 0. pop. 2.
tp. Portage co. 0. pop. 4.
tp. Greene co.
tp. Adams co. Pa. pop. 2.
CO. O. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
town, X of Williamson co.
city, X of Venango co. Pa. pop. 6.
Pa. pop. 2.
Tenn. pop. 2.
tp.
Franklinton (frSnk'lTn-ton) tp. & vil. Franklin co. N. C
FranllStadt (frank'stat) town, Moravia, Austria
Hungary
(fran-yo'va)
town,
Torontal
co.
Franyova
Franz- Josef Land (friints'-yo'zef-) land, N of Nova Zembla, Arctic Ocean.
Frascati (fras-ka'te) town, Italy, 12 m. S E of Eome
Fraserburgh (fra'zer-bur-ro) spt. Aberdeen co. Scotland
Fraser River (fra'zer-) 450 m. long, British Columbia, to Gulf of Georgia.
Fratta Maggiore (-wad-jo'ra) town, Italy, 6 m. N of Naples
Fraustadt (frow'stat) mfg. town, Posen prov. Prussia
mfg. town, Jutland, Denmark
Frederlcla (frSd'e-rlsh'e-a) spt.
its X pop. 8.
Frederick (frSd'er-ik) min. & agr. co. N Md. C33 D pop. 50.
agr. CO. N Va. 380
pop. 18, X Wincliester.

—

^

—

&

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

^

—

—
—
—

—

&

&

—

Fulda

—

(fre'bQrg) tp.

&

vil. St.

Clair co.

Freemans Peak, mt.

io,600

X

co.

J. tp.

high. Col.

ft.

pop.

5,

^

&

town pop.

—

D

NE

10

W

W

;

&

Gambier

isls.

W

Gablonz
Gabrova

100

:

,

283

341
6

5
8

6
6
3

5

^

;

& cml,

W

^

W

14

2

—

10

16-

i
6
81
6-

—

Galena Mountain, peak, 13,290 ft, high, San Juan Mts, Col,
Galenstock (giilen-stok') mt, 11,000 ft, high, Valais & Uri cantons, Swit,
of Chicago
Galesburg (galz'bQrg) mfg, city, X of Knox co. 111. 164 m. W S
Galicia (ga-lish'i-a) old kingdom, Spain, now provs. of Corcna, Lugo, Obense,

W

&

Pontevedra, captain generalcy, 11,344
30,307 D pop. 6,608, * Lemberg.

D

pop. 1,894.

—

15-

prov. Austria,

W

of Jordan river.
(g51'i-le') prov. anc. Palestine,
dalion (gal'i-on) city, Crawford co. O. 58 m. N by E of Columbus
town,
Kostroma
govt.
(ga'lTch)
Russia,
on Lake Galitch
Galitch
of Milan
Gallarate (gal-la-ra'ta) mfg. town, Italy, 23 m. N
agr.
co,
S
E
111,
349
agr,
(gal'la-ttn)
D
pop.
15, X Shawneetown.
Gallatin
agr, co, S Mont. 2,295 D pop. G, X
CO, N Ky, 130 D pop, 5, X Warsaw,
Clay
co.
Mo.
pop.
4.
mfg.
city,
of
Daviess
co.
Mo,
Bozeman.
tp.
X
pop.
1,
mfg, town, X of Sumner co, Tenn, pop, 2.

Galilee

W

—

—

—
—

—

Gallatin Range, mts. Mont, highest point Bridgers Peak, 9,000 ft.
Gallatin River, Mont, 170 m, long, Gallatin Range to Jefferson Fork.
Galle. See Point de Galle.
Gallia (gal'lt-a) agr. co. S O, 441 D pop, 27, X Gallipolis.
commune
Galllate (gal-il-a'ta) commune & vil. Novara prov, Italy
Gallipoli (gal-lIp'o-lT) spt, & mfg, town, Adrianople vilayet, at entrance of
Sea of Marmora, Turkey in Europe, pop, 20. .— peninsula, 63 m. long, between
ft, spt. & mfg. town, Lecce prov. Italy, pop, 10.
Hellespont & JSgean sea,
Gallipolis (gSl'li-po-lIs') tp. & mfg, city, X of Gallia co, O, on Ohio riv, tp.
;

.

—

W

;

10

6
6
11
636

commune

;

pop.

5, city

pop.

4.

&

bor. Cambria co. Pa. tp. pop. 1, bor. pop, 2,
tp.
Gallovray (gal'lg-wa) tp, Atlantic co. N. J. on Egg Harbor River
town, Florence prov. Italy
commune
GallUZZO (gal-loot'so) commune
Galofaro (ga-lo-fa'ro) anc. Charye'dis, famous whirlpool near Cape Faro, It,
min, town, Ayr co, Scotland, 4 m, E of Kilmarnock
Galston (gas'tgn) mfg,

Gallitzin (gSl'It-zIn)

&

&

capital
X, co, seat agr, , agricultural ; cml., commercial; mfg., manufacturing ; min,, mining; spt,, seaport tp, township
Population is given in nearest thousands 2
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p, 1919.
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3

=

5.

W

town, Hungary, on Waga river
Fribourg (fre'boorg). "See Freibuko.
Friedberg (fred'bero) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Friedeberg (fre'de-berc') town, Silesia prov. Prussia; battlefield in 1745
Friedeck (fre'dek) mfg. town, Silesia, Austria-Hungary, on Ostrawitza river.
Friedland (fret'lant) town, Boliemia, Austria-Hungary, 68 m. N N E of Prague,
pop. 5. ^mfg. town, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Germany, pop. 5.
town, Konigsberg govt. East Prussia, pop. 3 battlefield in 1807.
Friendly Islands. See Tonga Islands.
Friendship, tp. & vil. Allegany CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Friesland (frez'land) prov. Netherlands, 1,282 D pop. 336, # Leeuwarden.
Frio (fre'o) past. co. S Tex. 1,010 D pop. 3, X Pearsall.
Frische Haff (frlsh'e haf) lagoon, 57 m. long, E Prus. opens into Baltic sea.
Frobisher Bay (frob"'Tsh-er-) inlet, S E Baffin Land, British North America.
Frodsham (frSd'sham) town, Cheshire, England
Frome (from) mfg. bor. Somerset co. England, on Frome river
Frontenac (fr5n'te-nak') co. Ontario prov. Canada, 322 D pop. 32, X Kingston.
Frontier (f rCn'ter) CO. S
Neb. 972 D pop. 8, X Stockville.
Front Range, Rocky Mts. Col. Mt. Evans, 14,330 ft. the highest.
Frosinone (fro-se-no'na) town, Italy, on Cosa riv. 48 m. E S E of Rome

:

6

;

(fri'stet'tel)

;

11

town, on Neisse riv, Bohemia, Austria
(ga-bro'vii) town, Bulgaria, on Jantra riv, 20 m, S
of Tirnova
Gabun (ga-bo6n') riv. Lower Guinea, Africa, French colony thereon, now
part of French Kongo.
Gadawara (gSd-a-wa'rii) town, Jabalpur div. Cen. Provinces, British India.
Gadjatsch (gad-yach') town, Poltava govt, Russia, on Psiol river
vil. X of EtoGadsden (gSdz'den) agr, co, N Fla, 550 D pop. 12, X Quincy.
wah CO, Ala. on Coosa riv, pop, 3.
Gadshill (gadz'hll) Kent co, England, 2^ m, N
of Rochester.
Gaeta (ga-a'ta) city & ft, spt, Caserta prov, on Gaeta Gulf, Italy
Galfney City (gSf'ne-) town, Spartanburg co, S, C
Gage (gaj) agr, co, S E Neb, 864 D pop, 36, X Beatrice.
Gaillac (ga'yiik') mfg. town, dept. Tarn, France, on Tarn riv, 13 m,
of Alby
Gaines (ganz) tj), & vil, Orleans co, N, Y, m, S of Lake Ontario
tp,
(ganz'vTl)
city,
of
Alachua
X
co,
Fla,
3,
tp.
Gainesville
pop,
& city, X of
Hall CO. Ga. tp, pop. 4, city pop. 3.
city, X of Cooke co, Tex, pop, 7,
Oainford, vil. & par. Durham co. England, on Tees river
par,
Gainsborough (ganz'biir-ro) cml, town, Lincoln co, England, on Trent river,
Gairloch (gar'loK) branch, 7 m, long, of Firth of Clyde, Dumbarton co, Scot,
Gajssin (ga'e-sTn) town, Podolia, Russia, 20 m, E of Bratslav
Galapagos (ga-15p'a-gos) group of isls. on equator, Pacific ocean belong to
Ecuador, 2,400 D,
Galashiels (gSl'a-shelz') mfg, town, Roxburgh & Selkirk cos. Scotland
Galata (ga'la-ta) spt, suburb of Constantinople, Turkey, on Golden Horn.
Galatlna (ga-la-te'nii) town, Lecce prov, Italy
of Lecce
Galatone (ga-la-to'na) mfg. town, Lecce prov. Italy, 17 m. S
GalatZ (ga'lats) cml. city, Moldavia, Roumania, on left bank Danube river
Wayne
co,
N.
tp,
Y
(ga'len)
Galen
Galena (ga-le'na) cml. & mfg. city, X of Jo Daviess co. 111, pop, 6, —min, city,
tp, Jasper co. Mo, pop, 4,
Cherokee co, Kan, pop, 2,
(ga'blonts) mfg,

—

—

;

10

, ,

W

Fresno (fres'no) past. co. cen. Cal. 8,010 D pop. 32.
its X pop. 11.
Freudenstadt (froi'den-staf) mfg. town, Wiirttemberg, Black Forest, Germany
Freudenthal (f roi'den-tal') mfg. town, Silesia, Austria

*,

5

W

D

—

;

11

43

.

W

D means square miles

W

#

—

D

Frosolone (fro-s6-lo'na) vil. Campobasso prov. Italy
Frostburg, tp. & town, Allegany co. Md. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 4.
Fryern Barnet (f rl'ern biir'net) vil. Middlesex co. England
Fucecchlo (foo-chek'ke-o) town & commune, on Amo riv. Italy
Fuchau (f oo'chow) city, # of Fukien prov. China a treaty port

34

G

D

upper and middle Niger rivs. 284,000 D pop. 2,800, * Kayes.
tp. Monroe CO. Mich. pop. 2.
bor. Hunterdon co. N. J. pop. 1.
tp.
Frenchville (french'vll) tp. & vil. Aroostook co. Me
French West Indies are Gdadelodpe, La Desirade, Les Saintes, MaeieGalante, Martinique, and part of St. Martin, 1,100 D
joint pop.
Fresnes (fran) min. & mfg. town, dept. Nord, France

Freystadtel

—

W

W

& the

40

NW

French Kongo, colony, Africa, 220,000 D pop. 2,500, chief town, Libreville.
French Shore, neutralized ter. on N E and W coasts Newfoundland
Africa, on the upper Senegal
French Sudan, French ter. & protectorates,
Frenchtown,

5
20

.

&

D

&

&

D

W

#

.

(fur'ed-poor') or Faridpur (lar'ed-poor') most
dist. Dacca div.
Bengal, British India, 1,524
pop. 1,013.
its
pop. 9.
Furnas (fiir'nas) CO. S Neb. 720 D pop. 10, X Beaver City.
Furnes (flirn) town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium, near North Sea
Furruckabad (fiir'riik-a-biid'). See Faeukhabad.
Fiirstenwalde (fUrs'ten-wal'de) town, Brandenburg prov. Prus. on Spree riv.
Fiirth (fUrt) mfg. town, Bavaria, Germany, 5 m.
of Nuremberg
Fnsignano (foo-sen-yii'no) vil. Emilia, It. on Senio riv. 30 m. S E of Ferrara
Fusiyama_(foo'zT-ii'ma) sacred mt. the highest mt. in Japan, 12,440 ft. high.
Futtak (foot'tSk') town, Hungary, on Danube river
Futtehpur (filt'te-poor') or Fatehpur (fii'te-poor') agr. dist, Allahabad div. N.
W. Provs. Britishlndia, 1,383 D pop. 664.
its * pop. 20
battlefield in 1857.
Futtigarh (fiit'te-gtir') town, # of Farukhabad dist. N, W, Provs. British India
Futwa (fQt'wa) mfg, cml. town, Patna div, Bengal, India, on Ganges river
Fiizes Oyarmath (fU'zesh' dyor'mat') town, Hungary, on Berettyo river
of Aberdeen
Fyvie (fi've) par, Aberdeen co, Scotland, 24 m. N N

*

U

—
—

X

Furidpur

—

—

—

—

—

city,
of Baranya co. Hungary
(ISor^kii) mt. 14,03f ft. and pass 8,268 ft. high, Valais canton, Switzerland.
(fU'red') town
commune, Hungary, on Theiss river
commune

Fiired

^

—

&

7

43

11,

—

S
of
its * a mfg. city, pop. 49.
mfg. town, Silesia, Prussia, 36 m.
Breslau, pop. 8.
or Freyburg, agr.
past, canton, Switzerland, 644
pop. 119. ^its *, a mfg. town, on Saane riv. pop. 12.
Freienwalde (frl'en-wal'de) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Freislng (f rl'zlng) to\vn, Upper Bavaria, S Germany
Freiwaldau (fri'wal'dow) mfg. town, Silesia, Austria
Fremantle (fre'mSn-tl) spt. to\vn. Western Australia
agr. co.
Fremont (Ire'mSnf) CO. S cen. Col. 1,600 D pop. 9, X Canon City.
5
lo. 500 D pop. 17, X Sidney.
co. N Wyo. 12,000 D pop. 2, X Lander.
cml.
mfg. town, X of Dodge co. Neb. pop. 7.
tp. Sullivan co. N. Y.
city, X of Sandusky co. O. pop. 7.
pop. 2.
Fremont Peak, 13,576 ft. high. Wind River Mts. Wyo. perpetual snow.
Africa, S of
French Bight ol Benin Settlements, French colony, Guinea,
Dahomey, comprise Geand-Popo, Agoue, Kotonu, and Porto-Novo, 10,000
French Broad River, 250 m. long, N. C. flows into Holston river.
Saigon.
French Cochin China, prov. acquired 1861, 23,000 D pop. 1,991,
French Creek, Pa. 140 m. long, flows into Allegheny river.
French
colony,
Guinea,
Africa,
between
British
Gold
French Gold Coast,
Coast
Liberia, 15,000 D pop. 150,
Grand-Bassam.
French Guiana (-ge-ii'na) French colony, S. Am. 46,850 pop. 30, # Cayenne.
French India, consists of 5 towns, Karikal, MahS, PondichSry, Chandernagar,
6 Yanaon, with the adjoining territories, total area. 197
French Island, in Western Port Bay, off coast of Victoria, Australia, 110 D.
French Islands in Pacific ocean are the Marquesas, New Caledonia, Tahiti,

—

D pop.

—

Fiinfkirchen (funf-kerK'en)

Furca

3.

W W

Ark. 649

;

X

&

53

;

—

^

N

(foSl'tgn) agr. co.
pop. 8o,
Atlanta.

—
—

W

—

41

tp. & mfg. city, Whitesides co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
tp. &
town, Fulton co. Ky. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
tp. & city, X of Callaway
CO. Mo. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 4.
mfg. vil. Oswego co. N. Y. pop. 4.
tp.
Schoharie co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Davie co. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
Lancaster co. Pa. pop. 2.
tp. & hamlet. Rock co. Wis. tp. pop. 1.
Fulton House, station, Lancaster co. Pa. birthplace of Robert Fulton.
Fumay (fii'ma') town, dept. Ardennes, France, on Meuse river
Funclial (foon-shiil') spt. * of Madeira isl. N Atlantic oc. a winter resort
Fiinen (fii'nen) Danish isl. Baltic sea, 1,123 D pop. 206, chief town FUnen.
Fiinfhaus (funf'hows) town, Lower Austria, 2 m. from Vienna

burg.

Freetown, town, # of British colony of Sierra Leone, W Africa
Fregenal de la Sierra (fra-na-nal' da la se-Sr'ra) town, Badajos prov. Spain
of Dresden, Germany
Freiberg (frT'bera) min. & mfg. town, Saxony, 20 m. S
Freiburg (frfbeSre) dist. grand duchy of Baden, Germany, 1,830 D pop. 469.

^

N of Kioto

X Salem. — agr. co. N W Ga.
166 D
— agr. co. W 111. 870 D pop. 43. X Lewistown.
X
— agr.
CO. N Ind. 380 D pop. 17, X Rochester. — agr. co. S W Ky. 190 D pop. 10, X
Hickman. — agr. co. E N. Y. 567 D pop. 38, X John-stown. —agr. co. N W 0.
402 D pop. 22, X Wauseon. —agr. co. S Pa. 435 D pop. 10, X McConnells-

of Stephenson co. III. pop. 10.
tp.
cml. vil. Cumbertp. pop. 2.
vil. Queens co. N. Y. pop. 1.
bor. Armstrong
CO. Pa. pop. 2.
cen. Tex. 870
Fairfield.
Freestone, agr. co.
pop. 16,

Freeport, city,
land CO. Me.

70 m.

;

tp.

Ill

N.

Fucliau.

(fool'da) riv. 90

Fulton

—

Freehold, tp. & town, X of Monmouth
Freeland, bor. Luzerne co. Pa

*

7

—

;

Freeburg

25,791,

Pop.
6
6

m. long, Germany, flows into Werra riv. forming Weser
riv.
mfg. town, Hesse-Nassau, Prussia, on Fulda riv. pop. 11.
Fullord (fool'ford) vil. York co. England
Fulham (fool'am) par. Middlesex co. England suburb of London

—

Frederlcksborg (frSd'er-iks-bSro') suburb of Copenhagen, Denmark
mfg. city,
Fredericksburg (-bflrg) town, X of Gillespie co. Tex. pop. 2.
Spottsylvania co. Va. Gl m. N of Richmond, pop. 5 battlefield in 1862.
Brunswick
prov.
Canada
(-Ik-ton)
New
city & port of entry, * of
Frederlcton
Frederikshaid (frid'er-Iks-hald') cml. & mfg. town, Norway
riv.
Norway..
Frederikstad (frSd'ef-Ik-stiid') ft. town, at mouth of Glommen
mfg. vil, ChautauFredonia (fre-do'nl-a) city, X of Wilson co. Kan. pop. 2.
qua CO. N. Y. pop. 3.
Freeborn, agr. co. S Minn. 720 D pop. 18, X Albert Lea.

D pop.

ing Formosa_isl. 53,480

Fukui (f oo-koo'e) spt. W coast of Hondo isl. Japan,
Fukuoka (foo-kob-o'ka) city, Kiushiu isl. Japan

&

—

D

&

—

—
^

&

Q

Fuente-Cantos (fwSn'ta-kiin'tos) town, Spain, 48 m. S E of Badajos
Fuente-del-Maestre (fw6n'ta-dSI-mci-5s'tra) town, Badajos prov. Spain
Fuentes-de-Andalucia (fwen'tes-da-iin-da-loo-the'a) town, And.alusia, Spain
Fuentes de la Campana (-lii kam-pii'nii) town, SeviUa prov. Spain
Fuerteventura (fwer'ta-vgn-too'ra) one of Canary Isls. N Atlantic oc. 758 D..
Fukien (foo'ke-en') or Fokien (fo'ke-Sn') prov. China, on China Sea, includ-

=

;

,

;

vil., village.

2
14

..

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Galva (gSl'va) tp. & town, Henry co. 111. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
Qalveston (gSl'ves-ton) co. S E Tex. 640 CJ pop. 31
it3 X pop. 29.
Oalveston Say, Tex. inlet, 35 m. long, 20 ni. broad. Gulf of Mexico.
(gal'wa) tp. &
naught, Ireland, 2,452

Qalway

Saratoga

Georges Creek

^

W

N. Y.

co.

—

214.

—

W

W

&

N

819,

13

*

D

D

W

X

1,

—

—

Ravanna.

N

Neb. 576

D

X

2,

Ind. pop.

3.

G

Germersheim (ger'mers-hlm') town, Bavaria, Germany, on Rhine river
Gerona (na-ro'nii) prov. Catalonia, Spain, 2,272 D pop. 306. — its # pop.
80

dii-)

11,146

ft.

2,168

& mfg.

N

S

E

—

riv.

&

3,212

X

—

—

&

—

—

&

Geneva Lake and Rhone

Genoa

(j5n'o-a) tp.

& vil.

—

river.

—

Cayuga

prov. Liguria, Italy, 1,.572

III

co.

N

(jdrj) tp.

co.

3.

S. C.

pop.

2.

—

2
2

3

21

4
15
1

7

13

9

—

4

#

pop.

9.

W

—

D

*

(jer-jgn'te) prov. S
its
Sicily, 1,491
pop. 335.
pop. 22.
(je-re-f al'ko) town, Catanzaro prov. Italy
Gironde (zlie'roNd') estuary, 50 m. long, formed by junction of Garonne and
Dordogne rivs.
France.
dept. S
France, 3,761
pop. 794,
Bordeaux.
Girvan (ger'van) spt. Ayr co. Scotland, at mouth of Girvan river
E of Prague. ..
Gltschln or Glczin (gtcli'In) town, Bohemia, Austria, 50 ni.
Giugliano (jool-yii'no) town, Italy, 6 m.
of Naples
Glulianova (joo-j^e-ii-no'vii) town, Ter.amo prov. Italy, 25 ni.
of Pescara.
Giurgevo (joor-ja'vo) town, Roumania, on Danube riv. 40 m. S of Bucharest..
vil. Milan prov. Italy
Qlussano (joos-sii'no) commune
commune

Glrlfalco

W

"

W

—

NN

N

W

NE

.

&

Givet (zlie'vii') town, Ardennes prov. France, on Meuse river
Givors (zlie'vor') mfg. town, dept. RliGue, Fr. on Rlione riv. 17 m. S of Lyons
Glzeh (Re'ze) prov. Upper Egypt, 370 D pop. 283.
its * near Cairo, pop. 11.
Glacier Peak (glSs'S-p.r-) n\t. 12,654 ft. liigli. Col.
Gladbach. See BEROiscH-GLAiujArH and Munchen-Gladbach.

—

i,

;

'

5

*

D

5, u, lonp ; a, e, o, less prolonged ; S, 5^1, o, u, short; a, g, j, o, u, obscure; far, list, fall, oSre; term; food, f<16t, fQrl_; 8 as in ffir
oi as in oil ; ow as in cow;
th as in tliiue ; I, &, &, w. b, o, a, a, k, m (»eo p. 1719).
a, 6, ii, u, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ; g oi in get ; g cw »» ligger, link ; ng as in sing ; th as t» thiu

a, e,

1

—

Glrgenti

&

pop. 5.

W

52
4

Glovehazzo (jo-vfi-niit'so) ft. spt. town, Bari prov. Italy, on Adriatic sea
Glppsland (gips'lSnd) S E part of Victoria, Australia, 13,398 O, chief town. Sale.
city, X of Crawford co. Kan.
Girard ( je-riird') city, Macoupin co. 111. pop. 2.

ics

12

5.

21
7

Globe.

—

—

tp.

X

pop. 3.
tp. & mfg. bor. Erie co. Pa. tp. pop. 2.
Gixardvllle (je-rard'vTl) min. bor. Schuylkill co. Pa. 3 m. E of Ashland
Girgeh (jeer'fe) or Guerga (gwar'gii) prov. Upper Egypt, 631 D pop. 521.

X

;

— town, Potenza prov. Italy, 18 m. N E of Potenza, pop.
— Colleton co.
Fayette
Pa. pop.
George

2,

6
26

Sicily, Italy, pop. 5.

Y. tp. pop. 2.
It. Genova (j6u'o-vii)
its * pop. 138, on Medit. sea.

—

pop. 806.

pop.

.

—

*

QentiUy (zlioN'te-ye') vil. dept. Seine, France a suburb of Paris
Gentry (jgn'tri) agr. CO. N W Mo. 450 D pop. 19. X Albany.
Genzano (j5n-za'no) town, Italy, 18 m. S E of Rome, on Appian Way,

D

.

—

17
10

W

&

—

D

—

W

W

N. Y. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop. 8.
vil. Ashtabula co. O. tp. pop. 3, vil.
tp.
pop. 2.
tp. Walworth co. Wis. pop. 1.
Fr. Geneve (zlie-nav') Ger. Genp
pop. 72, on
(ganf) agr.
mfg. canton, Switzerland, 108
'its
pop. 106.
CO.

—

—

—

&

8
15
Ir.

W W

W

D pop. 39,
200 m. long. Pa. to Lake Ontario,

—

#

of E. Flanders prov. Belgium, pop. 154.
(gt-oos'tSn-del') town, Bulgaria, near Kara-Su river

ft. city,

6
11

W

W
X Flint. — agr. co.

X

—

—

&

Q

pop. 38.

Gilbert Islands (gll'bert-) group of 15 isls. Mulgrave Arch. Pac. oc. 250 D. ..
Gilberton (gil'ber-tony min. bor. Schuylkill co. Pa. 4 m. from Mahanoy City
Gilberts Peak, f3,182 ft. high, Uintah Mts. N border Wasatch co. Ut.
Gilbertville (gll'bert-vil) vil. Worcester co. Mass. on Ware river
Gilboa (gll'bo'a) tp. & vil. Schoharie co. N. Y
tp.
Glldersleeve (gll'der-slev) mfg. vil. Middlesex co. Conn
Gilead (gTl'S-ad) tp.'Morrow co. O
Giles (jilz) agr. co. cen. Tenn. 650 D pop. 35, X Pulaski.
agr. co. S
part of
Va. 446
pop. 9, X Pearisburg.
Gilford (gil'ford) mfg. tp. Belknap co. N. H. on Lake Winnepesaukee
Gill (gil) tp. Sullivan co. Ind
cen. Tex. 960 D pop. 7, X Fredericksburg.
Gillespie (gll-lSs'pe) co.
Gilliam (gll'll-am) co. N Ore. 1,700 D pop. 4, X Condon.
Gillingham (gll'llng-am) par. Kent co. England
Gills Creek, tp. Lancaster co. S. C
Gilly (zhe'ye') min. town, Hainaut prov. Belgium
Gllman (gll'man) city, Iroquois co. 111. 81 m. S by
of Chicago
agr. co. cen. West
Gilmer (gtl'mer) agr. co. N Ga. 452 D pop. 9, X EUijay.
Va. 330^n pop. 10, X Glenville.
tp. Guilford co. N. C. pop. 3.
Gilolo (He-lo'lo) isl. under Dutch rule, on equator, Malay Arch. 6,500 D.
pop. 6, X Central City.
Gilpin (gil'pTn) min. co. N Col. 150
Gilroy (gTl'roi) tp. & town, Santa Clara co. Cal. tp. pop. 3, towai pop. 2.
of Florence
Gimignano (je-men^ya'no) town, Tuscany, Italy, 20 m. S S
Ginosa or Genosa (je-no'sii) town, Lecce prov. Italy
of Taranto
Gioja or Gioia (jo'yafcity, Bari prov. Italy, 3S m. N by
town, N coast of
Glojosa (jo-yo'sa) town, Reggio di Calabria, Italy, pop. 5.

W

X

*

. .

of Rochester.
(jSn'e-se'o) tp.
tp.
mfg. city, Henry co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
vil.
of Livingston co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
mfg. city,
Geneva (je-ne'va) co. S E Ala. 640 pop. 11,
Geneva,
tp.
of Kane co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
tp.
tp. Jennings co. Ind. pop. 2.
city,
of Fillmore co. Neb. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
rafg. vil. Ontario
tp.

Geneseo

its

W

^

cen. Mich. 640

Batavia.

1,346.

(jiir'ra) town, Sicily, Italy, near Mt. Etna
(ja-va'no) town, Turin prov. Italy, 17 m.
of Turin
S
Gibellina (je-bel-le'na) vil. Sicily, Italy, 30 m. E S E of Trapani
(ji-bral'tar)
town, & strongly ft. rock belonging to Gt. Brit. S Spain
Gibraltar
Ind. 490 D pop. 25, X Princeton.
agr. co.
Gibson (gib'soii) agr. co. S
Tenn. 615 D pop. 36, X Trenton.
town. Ford co. 111. pop. 2.
Glen (zhe-ON^) town, dept. Loiret, France, on Loire riv. 37 m. E S E of Orleans
Giessbach (ges'baK) romantic cascade, on Lake Brienz, Bern canton, Swit.
Giessen (ges'sen) town, # of Ober-Hesseu prov. Hesse, Ger. on Lahn river
Gi]on (He-Hon') cml. & mfg. ft. spt. Oviedo prov. Spain, on Bay of Biscay.
Gila (He'Ia) riv. 650 m. long, N. M. to Colorado riv. Ariz.
co. cen. Ariz.

W

X

bordering coasts of peninsula of India.
N. W. Provinces, British India,

Giaveno

cen. Sweden, 7,418 D pop. 207, * Gefle.
Gefleborg (ygv-la-boorg') prov.
Gelsh (gash) mt. 9,700 ft. high, Abyssinia, Africa, near sources Blue Nile riv.
Gelderland (nel'der-lant) prov. Netherlands, 1,965 D pop. 516, * Arnhem.
Geldern (gSl'dern) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Niers river
Gelenau (gel'en-ow') vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 3 m. N E of Thum
Gelsenkircheh (gSl'sen-kerK'en) town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
Gemert (na'mert) vil.'N. Brabant, Netherlands, 18 m. S E of Bois-le-Duc
Gemmi (gem'me) mt. pass, 7,595 ft. high, Bernese Alps, Swit. 24 m. S of Thun.
of Udine
Gemona (ja-mo'na) town, Italy, near Tagliamento riv. 15 m. N N
(jen'e-se') agr. CO.

cliains,

Giarre

Geelvink Channel (gel'vTnk-) 60 m. long, 30 m. broad,
Australia.
Geestemiinde (gas'te-miin'de) town & free port, Hanover prov. Prussia
Get le (y gv'la) spt. town, * of Gefleborg prov. Sweden

7 m.

D pop.

—

Ghuzzeh (guz'ze) anc. Ga'za, cml. coast town, Syria, Turkey in Asia
Giant's Causeway, remarkable basaltic formation, Antrim co. N coast

Alps, Savoy, Fr. 13,156 ft. high.
Col
high, pass between Courmayeur, It. and Chamouni, Fr.

W N. Y. 497 tl pop. 33,

two mt.

(-gats)

3
15

(ga-ze-poor') dist. Benares div.

Ghiustendil

;

Genesee

The

;

;

W extremity of Marthas Vineyard.

Victoria, Australia

6
19.

Irish Sea.

Ghaznl (gaz'ne') cml. city, Afghanistan battlefield in 1839 and 1842
Gheel or Geel (gel) commune & town, Antwerp prov. Belgium
commune
Fr. Gand (goN) cml.
Ghent (gent) tp. & mfg. vil. Columbia co. N. Y. tp. 3.

Geary (ger'y) co. N E Kan. 407 D (form. Davis co.) pop. 10, X Junction City.
Geauga (je-^'ga) agr. & past. co. N E O. 400 D pop. 13, X Chardon.
Gebweller (gSb'wi-ler) mfg. town, Alsace, Germany, 14 m. S S W of Colmar..
Geddes (gSd'des) tp" Onondaga co. N. Y
Gedeh (ga'de) mt. Preanger prov. Java highest peak Pangerango, 9,868 ft.
Oeelong (je"l8ng') cml. town. Grant co. Victoria, Australia
Geelong, West, town,

W

Ghazipur

;

Gaza (ga'za). See Ghuzzeh.
G6ant (zha'ON') a summit of Pennine

7

com-

X of Adams co. Pa. battlefleld in 1863
Gharbieh (gar-be'ye) maritime prov. Lower Egypt, 2,340 D pop. 929, * Tanta.
Ghatal (ga'tal') town, Hugli dist. Bengal, India, on Silai river

—

du(kol

Gerron (ger'ron) conspicuous headland, Antrim co. Ireland, on
Gers (zliar) dept. S
France, 2,425 D pop. 261, * Auch.
6ettysburg_(get'iz-bflrg) bor.

;

prom, forming

W

(jer'ma-nt) empire, cen. Europe, E of France and
of Russia,
prising 26 states, 208,670
pop. 49,428, *- Berlin, pop. 1,579.

Gei:many

W

of pilgrimage.
(ga' hed')

—

Africa, ter.

—

Ghats,

^

5
15

3.

of Philadelphia, Pa.

W

Gay Head

—

5
7

comprising Damaraland and Namaqualand, lying
between Cape Colony and Angola, 322,000 n pop. 200, * Angra Pequeiia.
Germantown, mfg. vil. Montgomery co. 0. on Twin Creek, pop. 1.
suburb

of Caceres
Garrobillas (gar-ro-bel'yas) town, Spain, 27 m. N N
Garsten (gar'stSn) town. Upper Austria
Garston (gar'stgn) mfg. tovm, Lancaster co. England, on Mersey river
Garu (ga'rob') cml. vil. Tibet, 16,000 ft. high, near a source of Indus river.
Garvin (gar'vtn) tp. Anderson co. S. C
Garz (garts) mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia, on Oder river
Gasconade (g5s'k6-nad') agr. CO. E Mo. 510 D pop. 12, X Hermann.
Gasconade River, 200 m. long, rises in S Mo. flows into Missouri river.
France, # Auch.
Gascony (gas'ko-ni) former prov. of S
Qaspe (giis'pa') pen. & dist. of Quebec, Canada, 375 m. of coast, pop. 27 valuable fishing grounds.
co. E Gaspe pen. 4,703 D pop. 19, chief town, Percd.
Gastein (gas-tin') vil. & noted watering place, Salzburg, Austria.
tp. Northampton
Gaston (gSs'ton) agr. co. N. C. 340 D pop. 18, X Dallas.
CO. N. C. pop. 3.
Gates, CO. N E part of N. C. 3G0 D pop. 10, X Gatesville.
Gateshead, mfg. bor. Durham co. England, on right bank Tyne river
Gatineaa (ga'te'no') riv. 400 m. long, Quebec, Canada, flows into Ottawa river.
Gatshlna (gat-she'na) mfg. to-ivn, St. Petersburg govt. Russia
Oattinara (gat-te-na'ra) town, Novara prov. Italy, on Sesia river
Oaucin or Gauzin (gow-then' or gow-sen') town, Andalusia, Spain
Gaudenzdorl (gow'dents-dSrf) vi). suburb of Vienna, Austria
Gauhati (gow-iiS'te) town, * of Assam and of Kamrup dist. India
Oaurisankar (ga'ri-san'kar) or Mt. Everest, highest known mt. in the world,
in Himalaya Mts. India, Ion. 86° 56' E, 29,002 ft. high.
Gavi (ga've) ft. town, Alessandria prov. Italy, 5 m. S of Novi
Gayd (ga-ya') most S dist. Patna div. Behar prov. Bengal, British India,
4,713 n pop. 1,950, # Sahibganj.
town, Gayd dist. pop. 80 a famous place

—

—

8
40

German Southwest Africa,

—

W

D

E Africa, between Lake Tanganyika & Indian Oc.
& N of the Rovuma riv. 354,000 D pop. 2,500, * Bagamoyo.
German Flats, tp. Herkimer co. N. Y

W

W

*

(jii-ra'clia)

O. pop.

Wil-

low Springs.
S E Wash.
co. S Ut. 1,364 D pop. 2,
672 D pop. 4, X Pomeroy.
Ark. 622 D, X Hot Springs
Garland, agr. co.
Garlasco (gar-Ias'ko) town, Novara prov. Piedmont, Italy, 23 m. S Eof Novara
Garnett (gar'net) mfg. city, X of Anderson co. Kan
Assam, British India, 3,390 D
Garo Hills (ga'ro htlz') dist.
Garonne (ga'ronn') riv. 384 m. long, Fr. Pyrenees mts. Sp. to Dordogne river.
Garrard (gSr'ard) agr. CO. E cen. Ky. 225 D pop. 11, X Lancaster,
town, Dekalb co.
Md. 680 D pop. 14, X Oakland.
Garrett (gSr'et) co. N

D

# Tiflis.

German East

—

pop.

X Panguitch. — co.

—

*

—

*

co.

&

&

&

W

;

W Kan. 432 D pop.

—

—

—
—

;

(giird'ner) tp. & mfg. town, Kennebec co. Me
tp.
tp.
Gardner (gard'ner) tp. & mfg. vil. Worcester co. Mass
Brit.
Columbia,
Can.
salmon
fisheries.
150
m.
prov.
Gardner's Kivef,
long,
Garessio (ga-res'se-6) town, Cuneo prov. Piedmont, Italy, on Tanaro river. ..
Col. 3,250 D pop. 4, X Glenwood Springs.
Garfield (giir'feld) co. N

S

—

town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
G^rardmer (zha/rard'mar') town, dept. Vosges, France a watering place
Gergal (Bgr-gal') town, Almeria p.-ov. Spain
Gorki (ger^ke) town, Sokoto, Sudan,
Africa
German (jer'man) tp. Marshall co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Auglaize co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Clark CO. O. pop. 2.
tp. Fulton co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Montgomery co.

Gardiner

CO.

&

Georgian Bay, N E part Lake Huron, Canada, 110 m. long, 50 m. broad.
Georgia Pass, 11,487 ft. high. Col. in main range of Rocky Mountains.
Gerace

*

&

Pop.
2

—

D

Georgswalde (ga'orgs-wal'de) town, Bohemia, Austria, 64 m. N of Prague. ..
Gera (ga'ra) mfg. town, chiet'town of Reuss-Schleitz, Ger. on White Elsts r riv.

^

;

C

&

—

—

D

co. S.

^
—

*

D

—
—

—

X

its

Barnwell

(jSr'jgz-) tp.

its X pop. 3, a
(jSrj'town) co. S E part of S. C. 742
pop. 21.
port of entry.
tp. Georgetown co. pop. 5. ^min. town, X of Clear Creek co.
Col. pop. 2.
hundred
town, X of Sussex co. Del. hundred pop. 2, town
tp.
vil.
pop. 1.
suburb of Washington, D. C. on Potomac riv. pop. 13.
Vermilion co. 111. tp. pop. 3.
tp.
town, X
tp. Floyd co. Ind. pop. 2.
of Scott CO. Ky. tp. pop. 6, town pop. 3.
vil. Essex co. Mass. tp.
mfg. tp.
pop. 2.
vil. X of Brown co. O. pop. 1.
town, X of Williamson co. Tex.
pop. 2.
city, X of Demerara co. and
spt.
of British Guiana, pop. 53.
chief town of Penang, Malay Pen. E India.
mfg. state, S U. S. A. 59,475
pop. 1,837,
Atlanta.
Georgia (j6r'ji-a) agr.
agr. country, Asia, now Titiis govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 17,223
pop.

Georgetown

tp. pop. 2.
maritime co. Conpop. 15.
coast Ireland, 20 m. long, 18 m. broad.
Galway Bay,
Oalwln (gal-wen') town, S E Somali, E Africa, near the coast
Gambia (g5ui'bi-a) riv. 650 m. long, Senegambia,
Africa, flows into Atl.
oc. at Bathurst.
Brit. cml. colony,
Africa, 2,700
pop. 50,
Bathurst.
QambolOjgam'bo-lo) vil. Italy, 18 m. S E of Novara
par. Banff co. Scotland
Oamrie (gSra're) coast vil.
par.
Gandia (gan'di-a) town, Valencia prov. Spain, 40 ra. S S E of Valencia
kingdom,
(gSn'do)
Sudan,
Africa,
98,500
D
pop.
6,000.
its
*.
Gando
Ganges (gan'jez) riv. 1,960 m. long, Himalaya Mts. to Bay of Bengal, India.
Gang! (gan'je) town, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy
Suadi.
Gangpur (gang'poor') native state, Bengal, India, 2,484 pop. 74,
India, near
OangUtrl (gan'goo'tre) 10,073 ft. above the eea, in Garhwal,
resort of pilgrims.
source of Ganges riv.
Ganjam (gan-jam') dist. Madras presidency, India, 8,813 pop. 1,520. its *.
Gannat (gan'na') town, dept. Allier, France, on Andelot river
of dept. Hautes-Alpes, France, on Luye river
Gap (gap) town,
Garakot (gar-a-kof) town, Jabalpur div. Cen. Provinces, British India
agr. dept. France, 2,253
pop. 419,
Nlmes.
Gard (gar) miii.
Gardala (gar-dl'a) cml. town, Sahara, Algeria, Africa, 300 m. S of Algiers. ..
Gardelegen (gar'de-la'Gen) town. Saxony prov. Prussia, on Milde river
vil.

D pop.
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Gladstone

N

(glSd'ston) co. Victoria, Australia

—

Gladwin (glad'win) co. N cen. Mich. 540 D pop. 4.
Glamorgan or Glamorganshire (f la-m8r'gan-shir)
C87,

X

..

.;
.

Pop.
20

X.
co. S Wales, 808

Cardiff.

—
—

Glarus (gla'rSos) past. & mfg. canton, Swit. 267 D pop. 34.
Glascock (glas'kok) agr. co. E Ga. 90 D pop. 4, X Gibson.

Glasgow

X

(glas'go) mfg. town,

Mo. pop. 2. .— cml. & mfg.
famous for shipbuilding.

Ky. pop.

of Barren co.

city,

Lanark

2.

its

#

co. Scotland, pop. 793,

D

pop.

on Clyde

pop.

;

Gosce

& vil.

Glenville (glen'vTl)

tp.
city,

Glenwood, tp. &
Glogau (gJo'gow) mfg.

a

N

Schenectady co. N. Y. 25 m.

X

D

X

—

—
—
— New
n
—
X
W England, 1,225 D pop. 600, X Gloucester.

—

&

—

X

&

Gradlshsk

Gr^ath

W

D

5
11

0..
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(IS go'na'e v') cml. tovra, Haiti, on Bay of Gonai' ves
(gon'da) dist. Faizabad div. Oudh, India, 2,683 D pop. 1,168.
its *
pop. 12.
Gondal (gon-diil') native state, Kathiawar pen. India, 699 D pop. 137.
Gondar (gou'diir) mfg^ city, * of Amhara, Abys. 21 m. N E of Lake Dembea..
Gondokoro (gon-do-ko'ro) town. Upper Nile riv. lat. 5° N trade in ivory.
Gonzaga (gon-zii'ga) town, Lombardy, Italy, 14 m. S of Mantua
Gonzales (gon-zii'lez) agr. CO. S Tex, 980 D pop. 18.
its X pop. 2.
Goochlandjgooch'land) co. cen. Va. 280 D pop. 10, X Goochland Courthouse.
Goodhue (good'hu) agr. CO. S E Minn. 755 D pop. 29, X Red Wing.
Goodland, city, X of Sherman co. Kan. pop. 1. tp. Orangeburg co. S. C. pop. 3.

18

—

Gonda

;

co.

Dover

York

shoals, 10 m. long,
(gool) cml. town, West Riding,

E

Strait, S
coast of England.
co. England, on Ouse river

—

Qorgonzola

its

(g'8r-gon-zo'la) vil.

U meana square miles

&

W
W

—

—

D

*

—

—

.

.

long.

W

tp.

Kent

—

CO.

— 200 m. long, rises in W

—

—

—
—

W
—

Milan prov. Italy; has a large trade in cheese.

—

N

capital ; X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining spt., seaport ; tn., townshin ; vil., village.
Population is given in nearest thousands : 2
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3
;

*,

=

S
10
10

&

W

&

12

W

D

W

* pop. 65.
Gorbals (gSr'balz) suburb of Glasgow city, Scotland, on Clyde river
Gordon (g8r'don)_agr. co. N W Ga. 351 D pop. 13, X Calhoun.
2,019.

—
W
— &

W

W

Giippingen (gop'pTng-en) mfg. town, Wiirttemberg, Germany, on Fils river...
Gora—Bazar (go'ra-ba-zar') Mohammedan suburb of Berhampur, India
Gorakhpur (gor-ak-pobr') dist. Benares div. N. W. Provinces, British India,

D pop.

—

Mich. pop. 8.
mfg. city, X of Wood co. Wis, pop, 2.
350 m. long, rises in Grand Lake, Col. flows into Green Riv.
280 m. long,
S, Dak. flows into Missouri riv.
Mich, flows into Lake Michigan, at Grand Haven.
300 m. long, formed by
150 m.
branches rising in S lo. flows into Missouri river near Brunswick.
Mo. flo%vs into Osage riv.
long, rises in
150 m. long. Grey co. Ontario,
Canada, to Lake Erie, 15 m. S E of Cayuga.
tp. Cass co. Mo. pop. 3.
Mich. 485 n pop. 13, X Traverse City.
Grand Traverse, agr. co. N
tp.
Grand View, tp. & vil. Washington CO. O. on Ohio river
Grane or Gran (gran) spt. I^ahsa dist. Arabia, on Persian Gulf
Grangemouth (granj'muth) spt. Sterling co. Scotland, on Forth river
of Aiken
Graniteinlle (gran'it-vil) tov™, Aiken CO. S, C. 6 m.
Granollers de Vails (gra-nol-yars' da vals') town, Barcelona prov. Spain. ..
agr, co.
E cen. Ind.
Grant, agr. co. S cen. Ark. 617 D pop. 8, X Sheridan,

Goose Creek, tp. Union co. N. C
Goose Nest,_tp. Martin co. N. C

4,584

—

X

Grande Ronde (grand' rond') riv. 175 m. Blue Mts. Ore. to Snake River.
Grande-Terre (groNd'-terr') isl. Fr. W. Indies, 30 m. long, E of Guadeloupe.
Grand Forks (grand-) co. E N. Dak. 1,404 D pop. 18, —its X pop, 5.
Grand Haven, mfg. city, X of Ottawa CO. Mich, on Lake Michigan
by S of Omaha
Grand Island, city, X of Hall co. Neb. on Platte riv. 154 m.
Vt. 80 n pop. 4, X North Hero.
Grand Isle, agr. co. N
Grand Junction, tp. & city, X of Mesa 20. Col. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Grand Ledge, mfg. vil. Eaton co. Mich, on Grand River
Grand Manan (-man-an') isl. 20 m. long. New Brunswick prov. Canada.
Grand Pass, tp. SaUne co. Mo
Grand Rapids, mfg. & cml. city, X of Kent co. Mich, on Grand Riv. pop. GO.
Ut.

Goole

10

X

Grand River,

Va

Goodwin_SandS,

18

W

(gran-ya/no) city, Naples prov. Italy
(gra'am) co. S E Ariz. 6,152 D pop. 6, X Solomonsville.
co. N
co.
N. C. 250 D pop. 3, X Robbinsville.
Kan. 900 D pop. 5.
tp.
vil.
X of Alamance co. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
Graham Peak, or Mount Graham, 10,400 ft. high, S E Ariz.
Graham's Town, town. Cape Colony, S Africa
of Ivory Coast,
Africa.
Grain Coast, portion of Guinea,
pop. 13, X Rutledge.
Grainger (gran'jer)_agr. CO. E Tenn. 294
of Bielgorod
Graivoron (gra-vo-ron') town, Kursk govt. Russia, 40 m.
of Catania
Grammichele (gram-me-ka'la) town, Sicily, Italy, 30 m. S
Grammont (gram'moN') mfg. town, E. Flanders prov. Belg. on Deuder river
Grampians (gram'pT-anz) mt. cliain, divides Highlands Lowlands, Scotland.
Hungary, flows into Danube riv. opposite
Gran (gran) riv. 130 m. long, N
co. Hungary, 432 D pop. 67.
Gran.
its X jiop. 9.
(gra-na'D'a)
min.
prov.
Andalusia,
Spain, 4,937
pop. 484.
its *
Granada
mfg.
cml, city,
of Granada prov. Nicaragua, Cen. Am. pop. 15.
pop. 73.
town, Newton co. Mo. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
tp.
Granby (gian'bl) tp.
Oswego CO. N. Y. pop. 4.
Gran Ganarla (gran ka-na're-a) one of cen. Canary Isls. 35 m. long, 758 D.
pop. 1, X Hot Sulphur Springs.
co.
Grand (grand) co. N Col. 2,100
E Ut. 3,175 D pop. 1, X Moab.
Grand Bahama (-ba-ha'ma) one of Bahama Isls. 70 m. long, 9 m. broad.
Grand Bank, shoal, E of Newfoundland, 275 m. wide from N to S.
Grand-Bourg (groN'-boor') chief town, Marie-GaUnte Isl, French W. Indies..
Grand Cayman (grSnd ki-man') largest of Cayman Isls. Brit. W. Indies, 17 m.

^

—

Washington

tp.

2
3
10
13

*

&

—

W

—

Goodson,

—

D

5
9
5

on Strait of Ormaz
(go-ma'r.a) one of Canary

Gonaives, Les

X

—

—

—

1,583

E

D

—

W

Gomera
Isls. 23 m. long, 9 m. broad
Gbmor (gb'mor'-) and Kls-Hont (-kish'-honf), min. CO. Hungary,
Gomul (go'miil') important pass between India and Afghanistan.

#
D

2

town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe

W

W

w
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See Gokitz.

Graham

;

Persia,

—

Gragnano

—

&
&

(gra-dlslik')

&

H

N
D

N

D

(graf'rat) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussin, 14 m.
of Diisseldorf
pop. 37,
Haverhill
Plymouth.
Grafton (griiftgn) past. co. N. H. 1,766
vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 1.
tp.
tp. &city,
of Walsh
CO. N. Dak, tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
town,
of Taylor co. W. Va. pop. 3.

.

&

&

N

Gradiska.

WNW

7

24

N

(go'diug) to\vn, Moravia, Austria
(god'na) cml. town, Sarun dist. Bengal, British India, on Goggra river.
Goentoer (goon'toor') active volcano, 6,G89 ft. high, Preanger prov. Java isl.
Goes (hoos) cml. ft. town, Zealand prov. Netherlands, on S. Beveland island
Goethe (gwet-te') tp. Hampton co. S. C
vil. Hillsboro co. N.
tp.
Got f Stown (gof s'town) tp.
Mich. 1,115
pop. 13, X Bessemer.
Gogebic (go-ge'bik) CO. N
Guggra (gog'ra) riv. 400 to 500 m. long, India, flows into Ganges river.
side Gulf of Cambay. ..
Gogo (go'go) town, Ahmadabad dist. British India,
of Mantua
GoitO (go'e-to) vil. Italy, on Mincio riv. 8 m.
Gokak (go-kak') town, Belgaum dist. Bombay pres. British India
Golborne (gol'bgrn) vil. Lancaster co. England
,
Golcar (gol'ker) mfg. town, West Riding, York co. England
town, NiGolGOnda (gol-kon'da) vil. X of Pope co. 111. on Ohio riv. pop. 1.
zam's dominions, India formerly a famous diamond depot.
Goldap (gold'ap) town, Gumbinnen govt. E. Prussia
Goldberg (golt'berg) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Katzbach river
Gold Coast, British colony
Africa, 40,600
protectorate,
pop. 1,905,
Akkra.
See also Feench Gold Coast.
Golden, mfg^city, X of Jefferson co. CoL on Clear Creek, 16 m.
of Denver
Goldingen (gol'dlng-en) town, Courland, Russia, 72 m.
of Mitau
mfg. city, X of Wayne co. N. C. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 4.
Goldsboro, tp.
Golek-Bqghaz (go'lek'-bo'gaz') ft. pass, Bulghar-Tagh Mts. Turkey in Asia.
Goletta (go-let'tii) town, the port of Tunis,
Africa
past. co. S Tex. 820
Goliad (go'li-ad') agr.
pop. 6.
its X.
GolnitZ (gol'nits) min.
mfg. town. Zips co. Himgary
Golnow (gol'nov) mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia, on Ihna river
Gombin (gom'ben) town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Russia, 55 m.
of Warsaw..
Gombrun (gom-brobn') or Benderabbas (ben'der-iib'bas) spt. Fars prov.

W

*

W

D

—

&

106

&

Godna

—

.

—

W

Goding

#

*

&

D

&

—

u

7
7
6

&

^

NW

7

N

—

;

D

—

D

22

*

&

.

&

S
62

;

Gloversville (gWv'erz-vil) mfg. city, Fulton co. N. Y. on Cayadutta Creek...
(gluk'stat) cml. town, Holstein, Prussia, on Elbe river
Glukhov (gloo-kov') cml. town, Cliemigov govt. Russia in Europe
Glynn (glln) co. S E Ga. 427 D pop. 13, X Brunswick.
Gmiind (g'munt) mfg. town, Wiirttemberg, Germany, 29 m. E of Stuttgart.
Gmiinden (g'miiu'den) town. Upper Austria mineral waters
Gnesen (g'ua'zen) mfg. town, Posen prov. Prussia, 30 m. E N E of Posen
Goa (go'ii) ter. belonging to Portugal, on Malabar coast, India, 1,447 D pop.
spt. Goa ter. pop. 4.
445, # Panjim, or New Goa.
Venezuela, S. America, 3,608 D pop. 37.
Goajlra (go'a-ne'ra) ter. N
its #.
Gealpara (go-al-pa'ra) dist. Bengal, British India, 4,433 D pop. 445.
Gobi (go'be') desert region, cen. Asia, 1,200 m. long, 500 to 700 m. broad.
Goburdanga (go'boor-dan'ga) cml. town, Bengal, India, on Jamuna river
Goch (goK) town, Diisseldorf govt. Rhine Prov. Prussia
Godalming (god'al-mTng) mfg. town, Surrey co. England, on Wey river
Godavari (go-da'var-e) riv. 700 m. long, British India, W. Ghats mts. to Bengal
dist. Madras presidency, India, 7,533 D pop. 1,584, * Rajahmundri.
Bay.

W

Coos

&

W

&

E

Gluckstadt

W

—

D

Woodbury.
co.
pop. 29,
(glSs'ter) agr. co. S
N. J. 326
cml. city
port of
Gloucester Courthouse.
part of Va. 245 [3 pop. 12,
N.
J.
on
Delaware
Camden
co.
Essex
co.
Mass.
pop.
25.
mfg.
city,
entry,
tp. Camden co. N. J. pop. 3.
tp. Providence co. R. I. pop. 2.
riv. pop. 7.
mf g.
Bathurst.
cml.
Brunswick, Canada, 1,684
CO.
pop. 25,
of Gloucester co. England, pop. 39.
or Gloucestershire (-shir) co.
city,

X

—

#

tp.

—

W
—

—

D

of Mills CO. lo. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
town, Silesia
ft. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, pop. 20.
prov. Prussia, on Hotzenplotz riv. 23 m. S of Oppeln, pop. 5.
Glonunen (glom'men) chief riv. Norway, 280 m. long, to Skager-Rack.
GlOSSOp (gl5s'sop) liifg. town, Derby co. England, 12 m. E of Manchester

Gloucester

Pop.

& vil.

tp.

—

&

(goi'sa)

—

tp.

W of Albany.

—

*

Goshen

D
N

for invalids

—

vil.
parish, Croatia, Hungary
par.
(go'shen) mfg. city, X of Elkhart co. Ind.'pop. 6.
past. tp.
mfg.
vil. X of Orange co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 3.
tp. Belmont co. O. pop.
2.
tp. Champaign co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Tuscarawas co. O. pop. 8.
Goslar (gos'lar) mfg. town, Hanover prov. Prussia, 27 m. S E of Hildesheim..
pop. 5, X Daviesville.
Gosper (gos'per) CO. S Neb. 4C8
Gosport (gos'port) mf g. town, Hampsliire, England, 66 m. S
of London
Gosselies (gos'se-le') mfg. town, Hainaut prov. Belgium, 4 m.
of Charleroi.
Gostynin (gos-te-nen'J town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Russia
Gotha, Duchy_ of (-go'ta) Germany, 538
pop. 147.
its
pop. 29.
Gothenburg (got'en-bflrg) spt. city,
of Gothenburg
Bohus prov. S Sw.
Gothenburg and Bohus (-boo'hoos) prov. Sweden, E of the Skager-Rack,
1,952
pop. 298,
Gotlienburg.
Gothic Mountain, peak, 12,570 ft. high. Elk Mts. Col.
Gotland (got'land) agr. isl. Baltic sea, prov. Sw. 1,203
pop. 51,
Wisby.
Gottesberg (got'tes-bero') min.
mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia
Gbttingen (got'ting-en) mfg. town, Hanover, Prussia seat of a university
Gouda (gow'da) cmlT mfg. town, S. Holland prov. Neth. on Yssel riv. 11m.
N E of Rotterdam, pop. 19.
town, N. W. Provinces, Brit. India, pop. 14.
Goulburn (gol'burn) town. New S. Wales, Australia, 128 m. S
of Sydney,
pop. 11.
riv. 230 m. long, Victoria, Australia, flows into Murray river.
Gouldsboro (gobldzlDg-ro) tp.
vil. Hancock co. Me
tp.
Gourdon (goor'doN') t"ow"n, dept. Lot, France
Gouverneur (goov'er-noor') tp. pop. G,
vil. pop. 3, St. Lawrence co. N. Y.
Govan (gov'an) par. burgh, suburb of Glasgow, Scotland
» par,
Govanstown, vU. Baltimore co. Md. 5 m.
of Baltimore
Kan. 1,020
Gove (gov) past. CO.
pop. 3, X Gove.
Governors Island, isl. at mouth of East River, New York Harbor.
Gowanda (go'wSn'da) vil. Cattaraugus Erie cos. N. Y
Gowdeysville (gow'dlz-vil) tp. Union CO. S. C. 9 m. from Gaffney's Station..
Gower (gov/'er) peninsula, Bristol Channel, Glamorgan co. S Wales
Goyanna (go-yan'na) city, Pernambuco state, Brazil, on Goyanna river
its
pop. 8.
Goyaz (go-yaz') cen. state, Brazil, 288,546 pop. 212.
GOZZO (got'so) one of Maltese Isls. Medit. sea, 9 m. long, 4^ m, broad
Graaf-Reinet (grSf-rl'nSt) div. Cape Colony, S Africa, 4,-'S67 pop. 9.
its
pop. 6.
GrabOW (gra'bov) tovra, suburb of Stettin, Prussia, on Oder river
Graciosa (gra-se-o'sa) one of Azores isls. pop. 12, chief town Santa Cruz.
of Zvomik,
GradachatZ (gra'da-kats') cml. town, Bosnia, Austria, 42 m.

^

Glenlyon (glen-ll'on) vil. Luzerne co. Pa
Glenn Springs, tp. & vil. Spartanburg CO. S. C; resort
Glens Falls, vil. Warren co. N. Y. on Hudson river

tp. pop. 3.

;

town, on Neisse riv. Silesia prov. Prussia
(glou'Kou) mfg. town, on Mulde riv. Saxony kingdom, Germany..
GleiwitZ (gli'wTts) mfg. town, on Klodnitz riv. SUesia prov. Prussia
of Albany
vil. Montgomery co. N. Y. 37 m.
tp.
Glen, tp.
vil. X of McLeod co. Minn. vil. pop. 2.
valley in
Glencoe (glen'ko) tp.
Argyll CO. Scotland ; scene of massacre in 1692.
of Cincinnati
Glendale (glen'dal') vil. Hamilton co O. 15 m.
Glenelg (glen-elf) riv. 200 m. long, Victoria, Australia.
Canada,
E
Ontario,
462
pop. 22, X Cornwall.
(gleu-far'i)
co.
Glengarry
Glenham (glen'am) vil. Dutchess co. N. Y. 62 m. of New York city

N

P

Me.

-

(glats) mfg. ft.

WNW

co.

Gorkau^(gor2iow) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Gorki (gor'ke') town, Moliilev govt. Russia, 30 m. S E of Orsha
Gorkum or Gorcum (gor'kum) cml. town, S. Holland, Neth. on Meuse river..
Gorleston (g8r'les-ton) town, Suffolk co. England seat of great fisheries
GbrlitZ (gor'lits) cml. & mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Neisse river
Goroguea (go-r6-ga'a) riv. 320 ni. long, Brazil, flows into Parahiba river.
Gorton (gSr'ton) suburb of Manchester, Lancaster co. England

Glauchau

&

Cumberland

—

riv.

& vil. Gloucester co. N. J
tp.
Glasslioro
Glastonbury (glas'en-bSr-e) tp. & vil. Hartford co. Conn, on Conn, river, tp.
—
ruins of anc. abbey.
bor. & town, Somerset co. England, pop. 4
pop. 3.
&

& vil.

—

D

co.

(glas'btir-ro) tp.

GlatZ

(gor'am) tp.

N.H^tp.

pop. 2.
tp. Ontario co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. Fulton co. 0. pop. 2.
Gori (go're or go're') town, Tiflis govt. Trans-Caucasia, on Kur river
Gorlca, Gross (gros gor'I-ka) parish, Croatia, Hungary
Gorlhir_(go_r'i-her') state, Buudelkhand, Cen. India, 76
pop. 8.
its *.
Gorin (go-ren') riv. 230 m. long, Poland, Russia, flows into Pripets river.
Gbritz (go'rits) or Gbritz and Gradiska (-gra-des'ka) dist. KUsteuland, Austria, 1,130 D pop. 220.
its
pop. 22.

6.

Howard

city,

Gorham
CO.

its

;

2
10

5
2
5

..•
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n pop. 31, X Marion. — co. S W Kan. 576 D pop. 1, X Ulysses agr.
CO. N Ky. 280 D pop. 13, X Williamstown. — agr. par. ceu. La. 646 D pop. 8,
X Colfax. — CO. W Mima. 576 D pop. 7, X Elbow Lake. — min. & agr. co. N.
M. 9,300 D pop. 10, X Piuos Altos. — past. & agr. co. E Ore. 5,472 D pop. 5,

Pop.

420

—

—

—

~

Gratiot (grSsii'i-ot) agr. co. cen. Mich. 5G0 D pop. 29, X Ithaca.
of Dayton
Gratis (gra'tls) tp. Preble co. O. 22 m. S
GratZ (grSts) cral. & mfg. city, * of Styria, Austria, on Mur river
Graudenz (grou'dent?) ft. town, W. Prussia, Germany, on Vistula river
Gravelines (grav'leu') spt. dept. Nord, France
Ky. 550 n pop. 29, X Mayfield.
Graves (gravz) agr. CO.
town, Kent co. England,
Gravesend (gravz'end) tp. Kings co. N. Y. pop. 7.
on right bank Thames riv. 20 m. E S E of London, pop. 24.
(grii-ve'na)
city,
Bari
on
Gravina
river
prov. Italy,
Gravlna
Kan. 864 D pop. 2, X Cimarron.
tp. White co. 111. pop.
Gray (gra) co. S
tp. Edgefield co. S. C.
2.
tp. & vil. Cumberland co. Me. tp. pop. 2.
cml. & mfg. town, dept. Haute-Saone, France, on SaSne riv. pop. 7.
pop. 3.
agr. co.
cen. Ky. 570 D pop. 19, X Litchfield.
Grayson (gra'sou) agr. CO.
N Tex. 960 D pop. 53, X Sherman. co. S part of Va. 485 Q pop. 14, X
Independence.
of Denver.
Grays Peak, Col. 14,341 ft. high, Rocky Mts. 50 m.

W

W

—
—

—

W

—

—

W

W

Gray vUle (gra' vil) city, White co. Ill
Grazalema (gra-tlla-la'ma) town, Cadiz

prov. Spain, 48 m.

ENE

Greasley (grez'li) vil. Nottingham co. England
Great Barrington (bSr'ing-ton) tp. & mig. vil. Berkshire
pop.

5, vil.

co.

of Cadiz.

.

—

in N. C.

;

& Va.

Great MarlOW (-marlo) mfg. town, Buckingham co. Eng. on Thamos river
Great Namaqua Land (-na-ma'kwa-) the S part of German Southwest Africa
Great Neck, vil. Queens CO. N. Y. 16 m. E N E of Brooklyn
Great Salt Lake, Ut. 90 m. long, 20 to 35 m. wide, greatest depth 60 ft.
Great Slave Lake, British North America, 300 m. long, 50 m. wide.
Great Slave River, 300 m. long, flows into Great Slave Lake, Brit. N. Am.
of Rochester, N. Y. tp. pop.
Greece (gres) tp. & hamlet, Monroe co. 5 m. N
.

W

D

S Europe, 25,041
pop. 2,187, * Athens.
Kan. 780 D pop. 1, X Tribune.
co. cen. Neb. 576
pop. 5, X Lamartine.
mfg. city, X of Weld co. Col. pop. 2.
agr. co. S Wis.
Green, agr. co. S cen. Ky. 275 D pop. 11, X Greensburg.
tp. Clinton co. O.
576 D pop. 23, X Monroe.
tp. Platte co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Hocking co. 0. pop. 2.
tp. Ross
pop. 3.
tp. Hamilton co. O. pop. 5.
CO. O. pop. 2.
tp. Franklin co. Pa. pop. 4.
into Wis. 90 to 100 m. long,
Green Bay, part of Lake Michigan, extends S
mean depth 500 ft.
cml.
mfg. city, X Brown co. Wis. pop. 9.
Greenbrier, agr. co. W. Va. 1,050 n pop. 18, X Lewisburg.
Greenbrier River, 175 m. Alleghany Mts. W. Va. to Great Kanawha river.
vil. Westchester co. N. Y
tp.
Greenburg, tp.
vil. Rensselaer co. N. Y
Greenbush, coextensive tp.
bor. Franklin co. Pa. pop. 2.
Greencastle, city, X of Putnam CO. Ind. pop. 4.
5.

tp.

tp.

—kingdom,

Greeley

(gre'li) co.

W

—

^

—

—

—

tp.
co.

&

Sandusky

W Ala.

—

—

—

co.

n

D

W

&

&

Green Creek,

—

—

—

— agr.

N E jirk. 591 D
pop. 13, X Gainesville. — agr. co. N E cen. Ga. 361 O pop. 17, X Greensboro.
— agr. CO. W 111. 544 D pop. 24, X Carrollton. — agr. co. S W
Ind. 540 D pop.
24, X Bloomfield. — agr. co. W cen. lo. 576 D pop. 16, X Jefierson. — co. S E
Miss. 820 D pop. 4, X Leakesville. — agr. co. S W Mo. 688 D pop. 49, X Springfield. — agr. CO. S E N. Y. 660 D pop. 32, X Catskill. — agr. co. E cen. N. C.
SIO a pop. 10, X Snow Hill. — agr. co. S W O. 416 D pop. 30, X Xenia. —agr.
CO. S W Pa. 640 D pop. 29, X Waynesburg. — min. & agr. co. E Tenn. 580 D
pop. 27, X Greeneville. — agr. co. N cen. Va. 200 D pop. 6, X Stanardsville. ^
tp. Nodaway co. Mo. pop. 2. — tp. & vil. Chenango co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil.

Greene,

pop.

1.

agr.

—

tp.

Wayne

544

X

pop. 22,

co. O. pop. 2.

—

Eutaw.

Indiana
Emporia.

tp.

co. Pa.

co.

pop.

2.

GreenesvlIIe, co. S Va. 325 D pop. 8, X
Greeneville (gren'vil) vil. X of Greene co. Tenn
Greenfield, mfg. city, X of Hancock co. Ind. pop. 3. .— tp. & mfg. vil. X of
Franklin co. Mass. tp. pop. 5.
tp. Wayne co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp. Fairfield
vil. Highland co. O. pop. 2.
CO. O. pop. 2.
tp. Milwaukee co. Wis. pop. 3.
tp.
Greenfield Center, tp. & vil. Saratoga co. N. Y
Green Fork, tp. Randolph co. Ind
Greenhorn (gren'hSrn) riv. Col. E base Rocky Mts. to Arkansas river.
Green Island, vil. Albany co. N. Y
lake, Brit. Columbia.
Green Lake, co. cen. Wis. 360 pop. 15, X Dartford.
Greenland (gren'land) isl. N E of North America, belongs to Denmark. —
Danish colony, S'W part of Greenland isl. 46,740 D pop. 10, # Godhaven
and Godthaab.
Green Mountains, mt. range, Vt. Mt. Mansfield, 4,430 ft. the highest.
N of Glasgow
Greenock (gren'ok) spt. Renfrew CO. Scotland, 22J m.
Greenport, vil. f^litfolk co. N. Y. 95 m. E by N of Brooklyn
riv. Ky. 3.50 m. long,
Green River, riv. lU. 120 m. long, Lee CO. to Rock Riv.
to Ohio riv. near Evansville, Ind.
riv. Wyo. & Ut. 750 m. long, Wind
River Mts. to Grand River.
Greensboro, town, X of Hale co. Ala. pop. 2. .— city, X of Greene co. Ga.

—

—

—

—

—

;

W W
—

—

pop.

1.

— city, X of Guilford

Greensburg,

city,
CO. Pa. pop. 3.

Greenup
111.

(gren'up)
'

X

co. N. C. pop. 3.
of Decatur co. Ind. pop. 4.

NE

CO.

Ky. 352

D

pop. 12.

— bor. X
— &
tp.

vil.

tp. pop. 3.

D

of

Westmoreland

Cumberland

—

X

—

—

5, e,

1,

—

X

X

ii,

2.

J.

vil.
tp.
(grgn'Tj) bor. Kent co. England, pop. 47, 3J
4, vil. pop. 2.
don Bridge ; observatory lat. 51° 23' 38" N, Ion. 0° 0' 0".

17

—

D

E

—
W

2

6

2
114
20
8

D

S.

4.
2.

10, vil.
co.
tp.

E

m.

E

S

of

Lon-

— town, X of Le

—

X Mangnm

N E

pop.

12
7

X

Eureka.
Kan. 1,155
pop. 16,
co. S
tp.
CO. Miss. pop. 1.
tp. Moore co. N. C. pop. 2.
5. C. tp. pop. 5, town pop. 1.
Ok.
claimed by Tex
Greer (grer) co. S
;
Longview.
Tex. 260
pop. 9,
Gregg (grSg) CO.

Greenwood,

8,

co.

9,

X

&

Flore
town, Abbeville oo.

—

tp.

Aiken

co. S. C.

5.

Gregory Lake (greg'o-rT-) salt lake, S Australia, lat. 29° 20' S, Ion. 139° 50' E.
Qreifenberg (gri'f en-berg') town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Grelienhagen (gri'feu-hii-gen) town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Oreifswald (grifs'wald) town, Pomerania prov. Prus. 18 m. S E of Stralsund..
Grelz (gritz) town, cen. Germany, * of Reuss-Greiz principality
(grSnits X pop. 2.
Grenada (gren-a'da) co. N cen. Miss. 430 D pop. 15.
a'da) isl. British West Indies, 120 D pop. 51.
Grenadines (gren-a-deuz') group of isls. W. Indies, 86 D, lat. 12° 30' to 13° N.

22
20

Grenelle (gre-nell'J vil. suburb of Paris, France artesian well, 1,794 ft. deep.
Grenoble (gre-no'bl) cml. & mfg. city, dept. Isere, France, 75 m. S E of Lyons
Grenville (gren'vTl) co. Ontario prov. Canada, 464 D pop. 23, X Prescott.

60

^

—

7

6

—

CO. Victoria, Australia, pop. 44.

14

Gretna (gret'na) town, X of Jefferson par. La
Gretna Green, vil. Dumfries co. Scotland famous

for clandestine marriages.
Ontario prov. Can. on Georgian Bay, 1,799 D pop. 76, X Owen Sound.
Greybeard (gra'berd) mt. Buncombe co. N. C. 5,448 ft. high.
Grey Bull River, riv. Wyo. 100 m. long, flows N E into Big Horn river.
Greylock or Saddle Mountain, Berkshire co. Mass. highest mt. in state,
;

Grey,

co.

3,500 feet.

Gries

(gre) mt. in Alps, between Piedmont and Valais, Svritzerland.
of Spalding co. Ga
Col. height 11,273 feet.

Griffin, city,

X

3, X Cooperstown.
city. Pike co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.
Griggsville, tp.
(gre-go-re-o'pol)
Kherson
govt. Russia, on Dniester river
tovm,
Grigoriopol
Grimes (grimz) co. E cen. Tex. 720 D pop. 21, X Anderson.
Grinuna (grlm'ma) mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia, 17 m. S E of Leipsic
Grimsby (grimz'bT) spt. Lincoln co. England, 15 m. S E of HuU
Grimsel (grTm'sel) mt. Bernese Alps, Swit. 9,700 ft. Grimsel pass 7,126 ft.
Grindelwald (grTn'del-walf) vil. Bern canton, Switzerland

.

6
52

;

Grinnell

(grlu'el') tpT

&

city,

Poweshiek

co. lo. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.

Griunell Land, Arctic Ocean, charted from 75° 24' 21" to 82° 30' N lat.
Griqualand Bast (gre'kwa-lSnd-) dependency. Cape Colony, S Africa, 7,594 n
Griqualand West, dist. Cape Colony, S Africa, 15,197 D rich diamond mines
Grisons (gre'zoN') most E canton, Switzerland, 2,773 D pop. 95, # Chur.
GriSWOld (griz'wgld) tp. New London co. Conn
Grivegnee (gre'ven'ya') vil. Belgium, suburb of Li6ge iron works
Grizzly Peak, mt. Saguache Range, Col. 13,962 ft. high.
Grochow (gro-kov') vU. Poland, Russia in Europe battle in Polish rev. 1831.
Grodek (gro'dek) town, E Galicia prov. Austria
Gr'dden (gro'den) or Gardena (gar-da'na) remarkable valley, Tyrol, Austria.
;

153
83

;

;

D

Grodno

—

*

—

#

pop. 1,354.
(grSd'no) govt. Russia in Europe, 14,931
its
pop. 40.
coast
GroiS (grwa) small isl. dept. Morbihan, France, off
Grongar Hill (gr5n'gar-) hill, Carmarthen co. Wales ; celebrated by Dyer.
its
pop. 56.
Groningen (nro'ning-Hen) prov. Netherlands, 790 pop. 275.
Griinsund (grou'sSSnd) channel between Baltic sea and Great Belt, Denmark.
Australia.
Groote Eylandt (gro'tg i'liint) isl. in Carpentaria Gulf,
Grosse Isle (gros' el') isl. St. Lawrence riv. N.America; a quarantine station.
N of Dresden.
Grossenhain (gros'sen-hin') town. Saxony, Prussia, 19 m.
E of Detroit
Grosse Point (gros point') tp. Wayne co. Mich. 6 m.
Bayou.
(gros'taf
bi'oo)
La.
flows
into
Plaquemine
Grossetete Bayou
its
pop. 121.
pop. 4.
GrOSSetO (gros-sa'to) prov. Tuscany, Italy, 1,707
Noric
ft. high.
(gros
glok'ner)
mt.
Tyrol,
Alps,
13,100
Gross Glockner
Gross Meseritsch (gros ma'zer-Ich) town, Moravia, Austria
Grosswardein (gros-war'din)"city, Bihar co. Hung. 137 m. E S E of Budapest
Gros Ventre Creek (gro vgnt'r-) riv. 100 m. long, Wyo.
tp. Middlesex co. Mass.
Groton (grS'ton) tp. New London co. Conn. pop. 6.
pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Tompkins co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
Grottaglie (grot-tal'ya) town, Lecce prov. Italy, 13 m. E N E of Taranto
Grottaminarda (grot'ta-me-nar'da') town, Avellino prov. It.ily
E of Girgenti
Grotte (grot'ta) vil. Sicily, Italy, 11 m.
Grotteria (grot-ta-re'S) vil. Catanzaro prov. Italy.
vil. Essex co. Mass
tp.
Groveland (grov'Jand) tp.
GrubieschOW (groo'bes-Kof ) town, Lublin govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
coast Ross co. Scotland.
Gruinard (gren'ard) bay, N
town, Naples prov. It. pop. 5.
Grumo (groo'mo) town, Bari prov. It. pop. 8.
Griinberg (griin'bSro) town, Silesia prov. Prussia
440
co. N E cen. lo.
E 111.
pop. 21, X Morris.
Grundy (grun'dt) co.
co. N Mo. 460
pop. 18, X Tren504
pop. 13, X Grundy Center, pop. 1.
ton.
pop. 6, X Altamont.
CO. cen. Tenn. 410
Griitli (griit'le) meadow, Uri canton, Switzerland independence planned 1307.
Guacara (gwa-ka'ra) tovi'n, Carabobo state, Venezuela, South America
Ouachipe (gwii-che'pa) riv. 190 in. long, Argentine Republic, South America.
pop. 201.
Guadalajara (gwii-da-lii-na'ra) prov. New Castile, Spain, 4,870
of Jalisco state, Mexico, pop. 95.
its
mfg. city,
pop. 8, on Henares riv.
Guadalcanal (gwa-dal-ka-niil'> town, Seville prov. Sp. famous silver mines..
Guadalcazar (gwa-dal-ka-sar') town, San Luis Potosi, Mexico quicksilver.
Guadalciuivir (g-n*ii-dal-ke-ver') riv. S Spain, 2S0 m. long, to Atlantic ocean.
pop. 15,
Guadalupe (ga'da-loop', Sp. gwa-dii-loo'pS) co. S cen. Tex. 710
Seguin.
mt. range. New Castile, Spain, highest point 5,254 ft. .— riv. Aragon, Spain, 70 m. hmg.
town,
of Canelones dept. Uruguay, S. America.
Tex.
Guadalupe Mountains, range, N. M.
Guadalupe River, Tex. 300 m. long, flows into San Antonio river.
Guadalupe (gwii-da-loo'pii-) and CalVO (-kiil'vo) town, Chihuiihua, Mexico..
Guadeloupe (ga'da-loop', Sp. gwii-ni-lob'pa) French W. India colony, G isls.
7'i'i
isl. of the above colony, 360
pop. 166,
Basse Terre.
pop. 142.
Guadiana (gwii-de-ii'na) iiv. Spain ct Portugal, 450 m. long, to Medit. sea.
Guadix (gwii-deH') city, Granada prov. Spain, 42 m. E
E of Granada
Guafo (gw'a'fo) or Huafo (nwii'fo) isl. Pac. ocean, oil coast Chile, S. America.
Agaiia Spain
Guahan (gwii-htin') or Guam (gwiim) largest of Ladrone Isls.
coast of Patagonia, South America.
Guaianeco (gwi-ii-nit'ko) isl. group,
Gualnia (gwi'ne-a) riv. Venezuela with Cassiquiare riv. forma tho Rio Negro.
Gualdo Tadino (gwiil'do tii-de^no) town, Perugia prov. Italy
GualeRuachU (gwii'Iii-gwii-phoo') cml. tomi, Argentine Republic, S. America.
Gualeguay (gwa-lS-gwi') town, Entro Rios prov. Argentine Republic, S. Am..
GualiUas (gwa-lel'yiis) mt. pass, 14,750 ft. high, Peruvian Aiidea, S. America.
Guallatiri (gwiil-lti-te're) mt. 21,960 ft. high, Andes, S. Am. Peru .t Bolivia.
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co.

vil.

tp.

tp.
tp.

10

6

;

Greenville.
tp.
city,
pop. 44,
co. S. C. 716
of Bond co. 111. pop. 2.
town,
of Butler co. Ala. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 3.
town,
of Washington co. Miss. pop.
city, Montcalm co. Mich. pop. 3.

Greenville (gren'vTl)

co.

city,
co.
co.

tp.

Pop.

tp.

&

Mass. tp. pop.

3.

New riv.

co.

9.

2.

GrifHth Mountain, mt. Clear Creek co.
Griggs (grigz) CO. E N. Dak. 720 P pop.

Great Bear Lake, 14,000 D, British North America.
mfg. bor.
Great Bend, city, X of Barton co. Kan. on Arkansas riv. pop. 2.
Susquehanna co. Pa. 47 m. N of Scranton, pop. 1.
Great Britain (-brit'an) largest isl. in Europe, comprising countries of England, Wales, and Scotland, 88,603 D pop. 33,034.
Great Cypress, tp. Barnwell co. S. C
Great Falls, tp. & city, X of Cascade co. Mont. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 4.
Great Fish River, Cape Colony, S Af. 230 m. long, flows into Indian Ocean.
Great Kanawha (-ka-na'wa) riv. 450 m. Blue Ridge mts. N. C. to Ohio river
called

tp.
tp.
city,
4.
tp.

2.

S,

11,

—

W

—

co.

vil.

5.

^

W

tp.

tp.

CO. Victoria, Australia, pop. 66.

bor. & cinl. tovro, Lincoln co. England
mfg. tp. & vil.
Granville (grSu'vIl) agr. co. N. C. 600 D pop. 24, X O-vford.
Washington co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Lickiiig co. O. tp.
tp. & hamlet, Milwaukee co. Wis. tp. pop. 2.
pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
(groN'vel') ft. spt. & mfg. town, dept. Manche, Fr. at mouth of Bosq riv. pop. 12.
Grape Grove, tp. Ray co. Mo
GraslltZ (gras'lTts) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria, 19 m. N N E of Eger
tp.
Grass, tp. & hamlet, Spencer co. Ind. 30 m. E of Evansville
Grassano (gras-sa'no) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 25 m. E of Potenza
Grasse (grass) cml. &, mfg. town, dept. Alpes-Maritimes, France
of Nevada
tp.
Grass Valley, tp. & rain, town, Nevada co. Cal. 4 ni. S

— & Greene N. Y. pop. — & town, X of Pitt co. N. C.
— &
city pop.
pop.
O.
pop.
town pop.
X of Darke
— bor. Mercer Pa. pop. — &
C. tp.
X of Greenville
— & town, X of Hunt Tex. pop. town pop.
city pop.
pop.
Conn.
pop.
pop.
&
Fairfield
Greeuv/ich (gren'wTch)
.—
Gloucester
N.
— & Washington N. Y. pop.
pop.
7.

X Canon City. — co. N E S. Dak. C90 D pop. 7, X Millbank. —past. & agr. co.
N E part of W. Va. 490 D pop. 7, X Petersburg. — agr. co. S W Wis. 1,130 Q
pop. 37, X Lancaster. — tp. Vermilion co. 111. pop. 4. — tp. Page co. lo. pop. 3.

Orantham (graufam)

;

.. .

;

;

;

;
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1756

Pop.
Crnaltlerl_(gwal-te-a're)

N

vil. Italy,

on Po

16 m.

riv.

N

of

Reggio

6

G-uamo (gwa'mo) town, Tolima dept. Colombia, S. America
Guana (gwa'na) isls. W. Indies, near the Baliama Islands.
Guanabacoa (gwa-na-ba-ko'a) town, 5 m. E of Havana, Cuba sea bathing
Guanacache (gwii-na-ka'clja) lagoon, Argentine Republic, S. America.
Guanajay (g wa-na-Hl') town, Cuba isl. Spanish West Indies
Guanajuato (gwa-na-nwa'to) state, Mexico, 11,370 D pop. 1,007 rich in mines.
.

;

W

16

.

;

—

*

its

pop. 52

;

G,017

above

ft.

sea.

Guanaparo (gwa-na-pii'ro) riv. Venezuela, S. America, 230 m. long.
Quanare (gwa-na'ra) tc.vn, Zamora dept. Venezuela, South America
Guandacol (gwan-da-kol') vaDey, Rioja prov. Argentine Republic, S. America.
;

&

—
Beira prov. Portugal, 2,146 D pop. 334. —
;

Guarda

(gwar'da)

dist.

*

its

Guardia-Grele (gwiir'de-a-gra'la) town, Chieti prov. Italy
Guarico (gwii-re'ko) riv. Venezuela, South America, flows into branch

riv. ^ cape on E end of island of Cuba.
Guascama Point (gwas-ka'ma-) headland, Cauca state, Colombia, S.
Guastalla (gwas-tal'lti) wailed city, N Italy,_19 ni. N E of Parma

pop.

of

4.

Apure

America.

(ga-te-ma'la, Sp. pron. gwii-ta-maTa) republic, Cen. America,
47,810
Its
pop. 65 4,961 ft. above sea.
pop. 1,4G0.
of above
S
Guatemala la Antigua (-la an-te'gwii) city, 24 m.
Guavlare (gvva-\e-a're) riv. Colombia, S. Am. 450 m. to Orinoco river.
Guayacan (gwl-a-kan') vil. near Coquimbo, Chile rich copper mines.

Guatemala

—

a

*

;

W W

;

Q

(gwl-a'ma) town, Puerto Rico isl. Spanish West Indies
Guayape (gwT-a'pa) riv. Honduras, Central America gold washings.
Guayaquil (gwi-ii-kel') city, # of Guayas prov. Ecuador, South America
Guayas (gwi'as) prov. Ecuador, S. America, 11,504 pop. 98, * Guayaquil.
Guaymas (gwi'nms) spt. Sonora, Mexico, on Gulf of California
coast of Patagonia, S. America.
Guaytecas (gwl-ta'kas) bay & group of isls.
Gubbio (goob'be-o) anc. Igd'vium, city, Marches, cen. Italy
Prussia
prov.
nifg.
town,
Brandenburg
Guben (goo'ben)
Guda Butigorl (goo'da boo-te-go're) town, Bombay presidency, India
Denmark,
flows into Cattegat.
prov.
Guden (goo'den) riv. SO m. long, Jutland
Quduk (goo'dSok') anc. PyL/E Casple, mt. pass, N Persia.
Guelders. See Gelderland.
Quelph (gwelf) city, Wellington co. Ontario prov. Canada
Gu^rande (ga'rSNd') town, dept. Loire-Inf^rieure, France
Guerara (ga-ra'ra) cml. town, Wady Mzab oasis, Algeria, Africa
Gu^ret (ga'ra') town, * of dept. Creuse, France
one of Channel
Guernsey (gern'ze) co. E O. 517 D pop. 29, X Cambridge.
isls. England, 51 ~m. S of Portland, 19
pop. 35.
Mexico,
Pacific
on
ocean, 24,990
pop. 353, * ChilGuerrero (ger-ra'ro) state,
pancingo.
GugUelmo (gobl-yel'mo) mt. Lombardy, Italy, 6,300 ft. high, near Iseo Lake.
Guglionisi (go61-yo-ne'se) town, Campobasso prov. Italy
Guguan (goo-gwan') one of Ladrone Isls. 200 m. N of Guahan.
Guiana or Guyana (ge-'a'na) region, S. America, including Bkitish, Feench,

Quayama

;

D

W

—

D

D

Dutch, and Venezuelan Guiana.
(ge'gn') old prov. S
France formerly Aquitaine.
Guijar (ge-nar') or Cuija (kwe'Ha) lake, Salvador, Cen. America; outlet to

W

Guienne

;

Pacific ocean.

Guilderland (gTl'der-lSnd) tp. & vil. Albany co. N. T
Guildlord (gll'f ord) town, X of Surrey co. England, on

D

—

C. 680

&

&

*

W

O

Gulf, tp.

—

&

vil.

Chatham

Norway, 168 m. long.

N. C

co.

.tp.

&

N

of Aden (-ii'den) between
coast of Adel
S coast of Arabia.
of .SIglna (-e-ji'na) on E coast of Greece, 50 m. long.
of Akabah {-a'kii-ba)_bounds Sinai pen. Arabia, on E.
of Almeria (-al-ma-re'a) in Granada prov. Spain.
of Arcadia (-ar-ka'di-a) on
coast of Morea, Greece.
of Arta (-ar'ta) Ionian~Sea,
of Greece ; battle of Actium, B. C. 3i.
of Avlona (-Sv-lo'na) inlet of Adriatic sea, near Otranto Strait.
of Boni (-bo'ne) 200"m. long, Celebes island.
of Bothnia (-both'ni-a) between Sweden
Finland, 400 m. long.
of Cabes (-kii'bes) nnc. Syr'tis Mi'noe, inlet Medit. sea,
E coast Af.
Ol California (-kal'T-fOr'nl-a) arm of Pac. oc. E of Cal. pen. 700 m. long.
Of Cambay (-kam'ba') on
coast of India, 72 m. long.
Of CampSche (-kam-pash') part of Gulf of Mexico.
of Cariaco (-ka-re-a'ko) on coast of Venezuela, S. Am. 40 m. long.
of Carpentaria (-kar-pen-ta're-a) on
coast of Australia, 350 m. long.
Of Castellamare (-kas-tel'lii-mii'ra) Sicily, Italy, 16 m.
of Palermo.
Of Catania (-kii-ta'ne-a) on E coast of Sicily, Italy, 18 m. long.
of Cattaro or Bocca &i Cattaro (bokTsii de kat'ta-ro) the best harbor
of Adriatic sea.
Gulf Of Corcovado (-k6r-ko-va'do) between
coast of S. Am.
Chiloe island.
Gulf of Corinth (-korTnth) or LepantO (-le-pan'to)
of Morea, Greece.
Gulf Of Cos or Kos (-kos) inlet, Anatolia, Turkey in Asia.
Gulf Of Cutch (-kuch) on
coast of India, S of Cutch peninsula.
Gulf Of Dantzio (-dant'zTk) inlet of Baltic sea, coast of Prussia.
Gulf Of Darien (-da'rl-en') coast of Colombia, E of Darien isthmus.
Gulf ol Gaeta (-g'a-_a'ta)_on
coast of Italy, lat. 41° N, Ion. 13° 40' E.
Gult of Gastuni (-giis-too'ne) in Morea, Greece, opposite Zante island.
Gulf of Genoa (-jeii'o-.a) bay, Medit. sea,
Italy, chief inlet Spezia Gulf.
Gulf of Georgia (-ior'fi-a) between Vancouver isl. and Brit. Columbia, Can.
Gulf of Guayaquil (-gwi-a-kel') on coast of Ecuador, South America.
Gulf of Guinea (-gln'e) on
coast of Africa, between 6° 20'
and 1° S.
Gulf of Ismid (-Ts'med') 45 m. long, E end of Marmora Sea.
Gulf of Jijiginsk (-je-je-gTnsk') arm of Penjinsk Gulf, Okhotsk Sea.
Gulf of Kandalaska (-kan-da-las'ka)
part of White Sea, Russ. 130 m. long.
Gull of Karkinit (-kar-kl-ntt') inlet of Black Sea,
coast of Crimea.

Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf

W

N

&

N

W

N

W

W

N

&

W

W

W

W

N

W

D laeans square miles;

#,

Population

is

N

W

N

W

W

;

W

W

W

W

W

;

N

W

W

W

—

.

W

U

—

—

;

W

D

(goold'brands-dal') vaUey,

W

W

;

pop. 19.

Guldbrandsdal

W

W

D

N

—

W

—

W

;

river

—
—

W

U

tp.

Wey

tp.
bor.
pop. 28, X Greensboro.
pop. 3, bor. pop. 1.
tp. Hendricks co. Ind. pop.
3.
vil. Chenango co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
tp. Franklin co. Pa. pop. 3.
Guimaraens (ge-ma-ra'eNs) town, Minho prov. Portugal
Africa, between lat. 10° 18' N and 15° 45' S.
Guinea (gin'e) country,
of Havana
Giiines (gwe'nSs) town, island of Cuba, 45 m. S
Gulngamp (^gax'gSN) town, dept. C8tes-du-Nord, France
Gulona (ge-o'na) highest mt. of Greece, near frontier, 8,240 ft. high.
Gulpuzcoa (ge-pooth'ko-a) Basque prov. Spain, 728 D pop. 182, * Tolosa.
GuiSborough (giz'bur-r6) town, York co. England
Gulse^(gez) town, dept. Aisne, France, on Oise river
Gujarat {gooj-ar-at') prov. Bombay presidency, India, 10,168
pop. 3,098. —its
* pop. 16. native state, Bombay, India, 50,514 D pop. 5,536.
Ouluru-walla (goo-job-rSo-wal'la) dist. Punjab, India, 2,561 pop. 616.
its

GuiUord (gll'fofd) co. N.
New Haven co. Conn. tp.

800 ni. N to S, 800,000 CJ.
Of MUazzo (-me-lrit'so) 16 m. long, on N side of Sicily, Italy.
of NaupUa (-na'ple-a) or ArgOS (-ar'gos) E of the Morea, Greece.
of Obi (-o'be) estuary of Obi riv. Siberia, inlet of Arctic Ocean.
of Onega (-o-na'ga) 90 m. long, the S end of White Sea, Russia.
ol Oristano (-o-rls-tii'no)
Sardinia isl. Italy, 10 m. long, 5 m. broad.
ol Ormaz (-or'iniiz) name given to S E part of Persian Gulf.
of Orphano (-8r'la-no) 20 m. long, iEgean sea, N
of Mt. Athos, Tur.
ol Palseocastro (-pii-le-o-kas'tro) on E coast of Crete isl. Medit. sea.
ol Palmas (-pal'miis) on S
coast of Sardinia isl. Italy.
of Panama (-pan'a-mii') 120 m. long, on S of Panama isth. pacific ocean.
of Paria (-pa're-a) between Venezuela, S. America, and Trinidad island.
of Patras (-pii-traB') inlet of Ionian Sea, Greece, N
of the Morea.
Of Patti (-piit'te) bay of Sicily, Italy,
of Milazzo Point.
Of Pe-chi-li (-pa'-che-le') inlet. Yellow Sea, China, 150 m. long.
of Penas (-pSu'yas) on
coast of Patagonia, South America.
of Penjinsk (-pen-jTnsk') on
E side Okhotsk Sea, Siberia, 150 m. long.
Of Perekop (-per'e-kop') inlet, Bla«k Sea, N
side of the Crimea, Russia.
of Quarnero (-kwiir-na'ro) on Adriatic sea, between Istria and Hungary.
ol Riga (-re'ga) or Livonia (-le-vo'ne-a) Baltic sea, Russia, 100 m. long.
of St. Lawrence (-la'rens) inlet, AtL oc. E part of British America.
of Salerno (-sa-lSr'no) on
coast of Italy ruins of P-estdm.
of Salonika (-.•ii-lo-ne'ka) arm of .^gean sea, E of Thessaly, 70 m. long.
of Saros (-sii'ros) inlet of jEgean sea, N of Gallipoli peninsula.
of Sassari (-siis'sa-re) N coast of Sardinia isl. Italy.
Asia Minor, 45 m. long, Mgeim sea.
of Scala Nova (-ska'la no'va)
of Siam (-si'Sm') inlet, China Sea, S of Siam, 500 m. long.
ol Sidra (-sid'ra) inlet, coast of Tripoli and Barca, N Africa.
ol Smyrna (-smer'na) inlet of .Egean sea, 45 m. long.
Of SquUlace (-skwil-la'cha) inlet, Ionian Sea, S of Italy.
arm of Red Sea, 200 m. long.
ol Suez (-s6o-6z')
of Symi (-se'me) inlet, S
coast Asia Minor, Symi isl. at entrance.
of Talanda (-tii-liin'da) between Negropont isl. and mainland of Greece.
of TarantO (-ta'riin-to) inlet, Medit. sea, S E coast of Italy, 70 m. long.
Ol Tehuantepec (-tfi-wan-ta-pgk') bay, Pacific oc. on coast of Mexico.
ol the Lion, bay of Mediterranean sea, on S
coast of France.
ol Tlemcen (-tlgm-sen') inlet of Medit. sea, coast of Algeria, Africa.
Ol Tonquin (-ton'ken') inlet of China Sea, 300 m. long, 150 m. broad.
ol Triest (-tre-gst') head of Adriatic sea, Italy, E of Istria, 20 m. long.
ol Triste (-tres'ta) bay, on N coast of Venezuela, South America.
ol Tunis (-tu'nls) Mediterranean sea, Tunis, Africa ; ruins of Carthage.
ol Venice.
See Adriatic.
ol Volo (-vo'lo) inlet, Mgesm sea, Thessaly, Greece.
Stream, warm oceanic current, N Atlantic ocean, flows
E from Gulf
of Mexico to N
Europe makes the climate of N
Europe warmer.
Gulku (gool'kob') mt. range, 13,000 ft. high, S
of Gliazni, Afghanistan.
GuUedge (giSl'ej) tp. Anson co. N. C
3
Gull Island, is"l. E end Long Island Sound, N. Y. fixed light.
Guma (goo'mii) town, Chinese Turkestan, 90 m. N of Khotan
30
Gumbinnen (goom-btn'nen) govt. E. Prus. 6,129 pop. 78G.
its * pop. 10.
Gumti (goom'te) riv. 480 m. long, N. W. Provinces, India, flows into Ganges riv.
Gumurjina (gum-oor-je'na) town, Roumelia, Turkey in Europe
Gumush—Khana (gob'moosh-Kii'na) min. town, Trebizond vilayet, Turkey in
Asia
10
Gunbower (gun'bow-er) CO. Victoria, Australia
7
Gunduck (gun'duk') riv. India, 400 m. long, flows into Ganges riv. at Fatna.
Gundwana (gund-wa'nii) region of Deccan, India named from the Gonds.
1,375
Gungoh (gun'go) town, Saharanpur dist. N. W. Provinces, British India
Gun Key, coral ridge on Great Bahama Bank revolving light.
Col. 3,200 D pop. 4.
its X pop. 1.
Gunnison (gtin'i-son) co.
riv. Col.
200 m. long, flows through deep canons into Grand River.
Gun Plains, tp. Allegan co. Mich
3
Gunpowder River, riv. Md. flows S and S E into Chesapeake Bay.
(giins)
free
town,
Eisenburg
co.
Hungary,
on
Giins
river
Gtin?
7
Gun's Island,Jsl. Down co. Ulster, Ireland.
Guntur (gun'toor^) dist. Madras presidency, British India, 4,960
570
Gurage (goo-ra'ga) country, S of Shoa, Abyssinia, Africa.
Gurdaspur (goor'diis-poor') dist. Punjab, British India, 1,821
pop. 906.
its*.
Gurgaon (goor-ga'on) town, Delhi div. Punjab, British India, 18 m. S of Delhi
7
20
Gurha (giir'ha) town, Jabalpur div. Cen. Provinces, British India
Gurhwal (giSr'wal') or Tohri (tSh're') native state, India, 4,180 D pop. 150.
dist. Kumaon div. N. W. Provinces, British India, 5,500
pop. 310.
12
Gurin (goo'ren) town, Adamawa, Sudan, Africa, 30 m. E of Yola
Gurk (gobrk) two rivs. of Austria, branches of Drave and Save rivers.
Gurkleld (go8rk'fglt) town, Carniola prov. Austria, on Save river
Guttl (goot'te) ft. town, Bellary dist. Madras pres. 50 m. E of Bellary
Gurnet Point (gflr'net-) N side of Plymouth Har. Mass. 2 fixed lights.
Gurupatuba (gob-roo-pii-too'ba) riv. Brazil, 240 m. long to Amazon river.
Gurupl (gob-ro6-pe') riv. Para prov. Brazil, flows into Atlantic oc. 400 m.
15
Giistrow (giis'trSv) mfg. town, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Germany-

Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gull
Gull
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gull
Gull
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gull
Gull
Gulf
Gull
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gull
Gull
Gull
Gull
Gulf
Gull
Gull
Gull
Gull
Gulf

;

Espirito Santo prov. Brazil.

;

W,

(gwa'no-) isls. frequented by sea fowl, S Pacific ocean the best
known are the Lobos, Chinclia, and Iquique islands.
Guapal (gwa-pl') riv. Bolivia, S. Am. 550 m. long tributary of Mamore river.
Bolivia.
Guapore (gwa-po'ra) riv. 400 m. long, between Brazil
Guaranda (gwa-ran'dii) town, * of Bolivar prov. Ecuador, S. America
mt. chain,
Guaraparl (gwii-ra-pa-re') riv. Brazil remarkable for scenery.

Guano Islands

Pop>

Gull Of Kolokythia (-ko-lo-ki-the'a) in S part of Morea, Greece.
Gulf ol Koron (-ko'ron) or Ealamata (-ka-lii-ma'ta) S coast Morea, Greece.
Gulf ol Lagos (-lii'gos) on coast of Turkey, 88 m. S
of Adrianople.
Gulf ol Lamia (-la-me'ii) E coast of Greece Pass of Thermopylae on S shore.
Gulf of Leao-Tong (-la-ii'o-tong) inlet of Yellow Sea, China, 150 m. long.
Gulf of Manaar (-ma-nar') between Ceylon isl. and India.
Gulf of Manfredonia (-man-frg-do'ni-a) 15 m. long, Adriatic sea, S Italy.
Gulf of Maracaibo (-mar-ii-ki'bo) 75 "m. long, on coast of Venezuela, S. Am.
Gulf of Martaban (-miir'ta-ban') inlet, Bengal Bay, S E of Lower Burma.
Gulf of Mexico (-mgk'sT-kqy on S E coast of North America, 1,000 m. E to

D
D

_

—

W

^

D

;

N

Guta

(g65'ta) town,

Guthrie
town,

Comorn

(giith're) co. S
of Logan co.

X

co. Hungary
lo. 576
pop. 17,

W cen.

& * of Ok.

D

pop.

X

Guthrie Center, pop.

ol Canso (-kSn'so) passage between Nova Scotia and Cape Breton
Guttenberg (gQt'en-berg) town, Clayton co. lo. lead mines, pop. 1.
Hudson CO. N. J.'pop. 2.

Gut

(gi'an) tp. Gallia co.
(gi'an-dof) riv.
Cabell co, W. Va. pop.

Guyandotte
vil.

O
W.

—

Va. 150 m. long,

island.

— tovm

;

Guyan

1.

3.

Wyoming

co. to

Ohio

riv.

—

2.

Guysborough (giz'biir-r6) co. N E Nova Scotia, 2,950 d pop. 17. —its X pop. 2.
Guy's Clilf, Warwick co. Eng. on Avon riv. hermitage of Guy of Warwick.
;

D

(gwa'lg-8r) or Scindla's Dominions, state, Cen. India, 33,119
pop.
its *, a ft. city, pop. 50, 66 m. S of Agra.
Gwennap (gwgn'nap) min. par. Cornwall co. England
Ga. 450 IH pop. 20, X Lawrenceville.
Gwinnett (gwTn'et"') co.
Gwydir (gwi'dir) riv. New S. Wales, 445 m. long, flows into Darling river.

Gwalior
1,754.

—

N

Gwynedd

(gwln'ed)

tp.

Montgomery

co.

Pa

W

Gyangze
Gyaros

Gympie

(ge-Sng'ze) mfg. town, Tibet, cen. Asia, 100 m. S
of Lassa
mountainous isl. Grecian Arch. 5 m. long.
(gfm'pe) town, Queensland, Australia, 100 m.
of Brisbane

(je'a-r6s)

N

capital
X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining spt., seaport ; tp., township ; viL, riUage.
given ia nearest thousands : 2=; 1,500 to 2,499; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;

=

;

;

. .
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(dyo'm5) vil. & commune, B^k^s co. Hungary
commune
GySngyoB (dyda'dyosh') mfg. & cml. town, Heves co. Hungary
Oyula (dyoo'IS) town, BektSs co. Hungary, 35 m. N N W of Arad
Gzbatsk (gzhiitak) town, Smolensk govt. Rusa. in Europe, on Gzhatsk river.

Oyoma

Pop.
10
16
19

4

vil.

Haan

E of

(liaks'bSr'Hgn)
(hSu) yil. Prussia, 9 m.

Diisseldorf

W

;

—

pop.
pop.

—

4.

35

5
of South Holland

175
prov. 4 m. from North Sea
15
(ag'no') or Hagenau (ha'ge-now') town, Alsace prov. Germany...
(hi-da-ra'bad') or The Nizam's Dominions, native state, S
India.
dist. Siud,
Lidia, 82,G97
pop. 11,489.
its *, a ft. city, pop. 312.
its
and * of Sind, on E bank of Indus, pop. 58.
164
Halduk (lii'dSSk) dist. E cen. Hungary, 1,289
Hal-Fong (hi'-fSng') apt. Tonquiu, Indo-Cliina, on Tonquin riv. ; French.
1,000
Hainan (hi'nan') isl. Kwangtuug prov. China, 12,000
Hainan (hi^iow). See Hatnau.
anc. prov. now
pop. 1,069.
Halnaut (ha'no') frontier prov. Belgium, 1,437

Haguenau

W

D

D

N E France &

P

—

W Belgium.

D pop.1,200, #Port-au-Prince E part is repubSanto Domingo.
(haj'e-poor) town, Behar prov. Bengal, India, 5 m. N of Patna
Hakary or Hakkari (ha-ka're') mt. dist. Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia
;

22
250
13
53

W

Haldlmand
Hale,

X

CO.

& mfg.

X

— co. N W Tex. 1,100 D pop.

(hal'e-faks) co. N.

^

X

#

—

—

D

—

D

NW

—
—

D
D

—

NW
NW

Ham

#

D
Q

—

^
—

—

&

D

Hamden (hSm'dSn) tp. New Haven co. Conn
Kameln (hii'meln) mfg. & fishing town, Hanover prov. Prussia
Fla. 576 D pop. 9, X Jasper. — co. S 111. 440 D

n pop.

• • - -

pop. 18,

—

X

N

X

co.
cen. lo.
Noblesville.
pop. 2, X Syracuse.
576
Kan. 922
pop. 15, X Webster City.
co. S
pop. 5, X
co. N. Y. 1,707
CO. S E cen. Neb. 576 ID pop. 14,
Aurora.
pop.
co. E Tenn. 440
Cincinnati,
Sageville.
co. S
0. 4000 pop. 375,
tp. Butte
pop. 9, X Hamilton,
cen. Tex. 900
53, X Chattanooga. —CO.
tp. Sullivan co. Ind. pop. 4.
CO. Cal. pop. 2. —city, Hancock co. 111. pop. 1.
co. cen. Ind.

D

—

—

W

400

—

26,

W

—

X

X

N

D

D

—

—

tp.

Mercer
,

tp.

Warren

co. O. pop.

2.— tp.

Tioga

D

—

—

& town, Caldwell co. Mo. tp. pop. 3, town pop.
pop. 4. — tp. & vil. Madison co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2. — city X
tp.

—

D

—
2.

CO. 0. pop. 18.

(handz'wgrth)

tp.

—

—

York

co.

i,

D

&

England

7

Handy (hSn'di) tp. Livingston co. Mich
Hang-Chow (hiing'-chow') city, * of Chghkiang prov. China
Han-Klang (han'-kS-ang') riv. China, 600 m. long, flows into

2
700

the Yang-tseHan-Yang.
riv. Corea, 200 m. long, flows S into Pacific ocean.
(han'kow') treaty port, Hupeh prov. China, on Yaug-tse-Kiang river
Hanley (han'li) town, Stafford co. England
Hannibal (han'i-bal) city, Marion co. Mo. pop. 13.
tp.
vil. Oswego co.
N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
Hanoi (ha-no'e) city, # of Tonquin, Indo-China, S E Asia
Hanover (han'S-ver) CO. E cen. Va. 450 Q pop. 17, X Hanover Courthouse.
tp.
city, Washington co. Kan. tp. pop. 2. .— tp. & vil. Plymouth co. Mass.
tp. pop. 2.
vU. Grafton co. N. H. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.™ tp. & vil.
tp.
Morris co. N. J. tp. pop. 4. -— tp. Chautauqua co. N. Y. pop. 5.
tp. Ashland
CO. 0. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Columbiana co. O. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Lehigh co. Pa.
pop. 3.
tp. Luzerne co. Pa. pop. 3.
bor. Y'ork co. Pa. pop. 4.
Ger.

—

at

—

&

—

&

&

—

150

^

—

D

800
55

—

—

—

*

N. J.
of Butler
co.

co. Pa. pop. 2.

—

NW
X

D

CO.

city,

14

428

X

England.

vil.

&

101

Hardanger— Fiord
Hardanger-Fjeld

W

(har'diing'er-fyord') inlet on
coast of Norway.
mt. ridge, Norway.
Tenn. 640
pop. 21,
Bolivar.
co.

(-fyeld')

Hardeman (har'dg-man) CO.
1,180 D pop. 4, X Quanah.

W

D

—

X

Hardenberg (har'den-bero') town, Overyssel prov. Netherlands
Harderwlck (har'der-wik') spt. Netherlands, on Zuyder Zee
co. N
Hardin (har'din) co" S 111. 194 D pop. 7, X ISlizabethtowii.

—

6

13

N

7
32
36

Tex.

7
7
cen. lo.

D pop.
X Eldora. — co. Ky. 5S0 D pop. 21, X Elizabethtown. — co.
W O. 425 D pop. 29, X Kenton. — co. S Tenn. 560 D pop.
X Saiannah. — CO. S E Tex. 940 D pop.
X Kountze.
Sitapur div. Oudli, British India, 2,286 D pop. 931. —
Hardoi (har'do-e)
* 60 m. N W of Lucknow, pop.
576

19,

N

18,

4,

dist.

its

0.

Hardwar

(hard'war) cml. town, Meeriit div. N. W. Provinces, British India
a place of pilgrimage
the greatest fair in India held here.
tp.
viL
Hardwick (hiird'wlk) tp.
vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
Caledonia co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
(hiird'wTk-)
Australia.
Hardwicke Bay
inlet of Spencer Gulf, S
Hardwlcke Island, in Queen Charlotte Sound, British Columbia, Canada.
Hardwicke Mountains or Nundawas (nfln-da'waz) E Austra\ia.
Hardy, co. W. Va. 400
pop. S, X Moorefield.
tp. Holmes co. O. pop. 3,
Hareld (ha'ridj isl. Romsdal prov. Trondhjem dist. Norway.
Hare Island, isl. in St. Lawrence riv. N. America, 96 m. N E of Quebec.
Harford (hiir'ford) CO. N E Md. 422
pop. 29, X Belair.
pop. 6, X Harlan.
Harlan (har'lan) co. S E Ky. 410
co. S Neb. 57CD pop.
town, X of Shelby co. lo. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
8, X Alma.
tp.
tp.
Warren co. O. pop. 2.

—

;

&

—

HarleevlUe

O

&

(hiir'le-vTl) tp.

&

—

O

Marion

D

—

—

C
now

4

co. S.

Harlem (hiir'lSm) formerly town, N. Y.
part of Now York city.
Harlem River, narrow passage, around N end Manhattiui Isl. N. Y.
Harllngen

(hiir'lTng-en) ft. town, Friesland prov. Netherlands
tp. Posoy co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Chautauqua co. N. Y. pop. 3.
(hiir'nSt) co. con. N. C. 560
pop. 14,
Lillington.
Harney (hiii'nT) co. S Ore. 10,600 pop. 3,
Hnriiov.
Harneys Peak (liar'nTz-) highest of Black Hills,
S. Dak. 7,403 ft.

Harmony,

—

Harnett

D
D

E

o, u, long ; £, 6, 6, le.ss prolonged ; 5, 5, T, 5, u, short ; a, g, j, o, u, obscure; fiir, list, fall, cSre ; term ; foSd, f 66t, tflrl ; 6 as
a, o, ii, n, ee (see p. 1719) ; cb as in cUiu ; gas in get ; nasin linger, link ; ng as in sing ; tb as in thin ; tli oj in thine ; I, Q, &,

u, e,

—

&

W

D

NW

N
N

—

Handsworth

D

3
25

D

^
—

D

—

W
—

W

See Hampshise.
par. Middlesex co. England
Hanwell
par.
Haooran (ha-ob-ran') or Hauran (how'ran') dist. Syria, E of Jordan river.
Hapal (ha'piO o>- Galvez (gal'vez) group of isls. Tonga Arch. S Pacific ocean.
Hapur (ha'poor') town, N. W. Provinces, British Lidia
Hara (ha'ra) lake, Gobi desert, Turkestan, Chinese Empire.
Ga. 269 O pop. 11, X Buchanan.
Haralson (har'al-son) CO. N
Haramuk (ha'ra-muk') mt. Himalaya Range, cen. Asia, 13,000 ft. high.
Harbor Grace (-gras') town, Harbor Grace dist. Newfoundland island
Harborne (har'bSrn) town, Stafford co. England
Harburg (har'tSbro) town, Hanover prov. Prussia, 6 m. S of Hamburg

D

O

&

Hamilton, co. N
McLeansboro.

—

—

—

D

#

N

n

(han'wel)

—
—

D

W

&

—

D

Hants,

;

N
N

W

E

&

4
;

;

1,

C. 680
pop. 29, X Halifax.
co. S Va. 820
mfg. town,
Banister.
tp.
town, Halifax co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
York CO. England, pop. 83.
co. Nova Scotia, 2,097
pop. 71.
spt. city,
of Nova Scotia, pop. 39 chief naval station of British North America.
E coast Australia, lat. 19° S, Ion. 147^ E.
Halifax Bay,
Ga. 497
pop. 18, X Gainesville.
co. cen. Neb. 552
pop.
Hall (hal) CO.
co.
Tex. 900
pop. 1.
{pron. hiil) town, Tyrol,
17, X Grand Island.
Austria, pop. 5 ; salt mines.
town, Wiirtteraberg, Germany, pop. 8.
Halmstad.
Halland (hal'laud) prov. S Swedau, 1,899
pop. 136,
of Leipsic
Halle (hal'le) city, Saxony prov. Prussia, 20 m.
coast of Sleswick, Prussia.
Halligen (hiil'le-gen) group of isls.
Hallingdal (hal'llug-dal') valley, Norway, 80 m.
of Christiania.
Halllwell (hSl'T-wel) town, Lancaster co. England
Hallowell (h51'o-wSl) city, Kennebec co. Me
Halluln (al'lii'SN') mfg. town, dept. Nord, France
of Halland prov. S Sweden, on Cattegat
Halmstad (halm'stad) spt.
Halstead (hal'sted) mfg. town, Essex co. England
Halton (li'il'tgn) CO. Ontario prov. Canada, 372
pop. 22, X Milton.
par.
par.Northumberland co. England
Haltwhistle "(halt'hwisl) town
(on) vil. dept. Somme, France; Louis Napoleon was imprisoned here..
Hamadan (ha-ma-dan') city, HamadSn prov.
Persia ; tomb of Avicenna.
Hamah (lia'ma) city^^Syria, 110 m. of Damascus
Hamakua (ha'ma-koo'a) agr. dist. Hawaii isl. ; sugar culture
HamamatSU (ira-ma-mat-soo') town, Hondo (Nippon) isl. Japan
Hamar (lia-mar') dist. Norway, 20,410 pop. 227, # Hamar.
tp. Brown
Hamblen (ham'blen) co. E Tenn. 150 pop. 11, X Morristown.
CO. Ind. pop. 2.
Hamburg (hSm'bQrg) city, Fremont co. lo. pop. 2. tp. vil. Erie co. N. ¥.
(Ger. pro7i. ham'bSoro)
tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
bor. Berks co. Pa. pop. 2.
free city
state,
Germany, 158
state pop. 623, a spt. on Elbe riv. city
pop. 324.

pop. 34,

Mich

(hiin-no'ver) prov. Prussia, 14,858
pop. 2,280.
its
pop. 165.
(hSus") or Hanseatic League (hSn'se-at'lk leg'), defensive
confederacy. Middle Ages, principally of German cml. cities Hamburg, Liibeck, and Bremen are still called Hanseatic cities.
Hansl (han'se) town, Hissar dist. British India, 89 m.
of Delhi
Hanson (hgn'son) prairie co. S S. Dak. 435 pop. 4,
Rockport.
Hanthawadl (han'tha-wod'T) prov. British Burma
Hants (hants) CO. Nova Scotia prov. Canada, 1,175 pop. 22,
Windsor.

Plainview.

Haleakala (lia'lS-a'ka-la') mt. 10,032 ft. high, E Maui, Hawaiian Islands.
Halt Dome, mt. Yosemite valley, Cal. 4,737 ft. above valley.
Half Moon, tp. Saratoga co. N. Y. 15 m. N of Albany
Halt Moon Islands, group, Malay Arch, lat 9^ N, Ion. 115= 10' E.
HallfaH

co.

Hanse Towns

town, Magdeburg prov. Prussia
D pop. 16, X Cayuga.

Greensboro.

Wayne

Hannover

Sea.

(liSl'di'mand) co. Ontario prov. Canada, 357

W Ala. 732 CTpop. 28,

tp.

45

&

W W

(ham'trSmk)

—

;

Halberstadt (hal'ber-staf) cml.

W

N

—

lic of

Hajipur

Hakata (ha-ka'ta) city, Japan
end Tesso isl. Japan
Hakodate (ha-ko-da'te) spt. town, S
Hal (hal) town, on Senne riv. S. Brabant prov. Belgium
Hala (ha'la) town, Sind prov. British India on Indus river
Hala Mountains (ha'la-) lofty range, Baluchistan, run S to Arabian
Halas (ho'losh') town, Hungary, 75 m. S S E of Budapest

&

Hankow

;

republic of Haiti, 11,072

^

—

—
—

&

4

&

120 m. long, 15 to 20 m. wide.
Hana (ha'na) agr. dist. Maui isl. Hawaiian isls. sugar culture
Hanau (ha'now) town, Prussia, 86 m. S S of Cassel
Hancock, co. N E cen. Ga. 4740 pop. 17, X Sparta.
co.
111. 769
pop.
32, X Carthage.
co. E cen. Ind. 307 D pop. 18, X Greenfield.
co. N lo.
576
pop. 8, X Concord.
co. S E
co. Ky. 200
pop. 9, X Hawesville.
Me. 1,312
pop. 37, X Ellsworth.
co. S Miss. 549 D pop. 8, X Bay St.
Louis.
CO. N
O. 522 D pop. 43, X Findlay.
co. E Tenn. 260
pop. 10,
X Sneedsville. co. W. Va. 92
tp.
vil. Houghpop. 6, X Fairview.
ton CO. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Delaware co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5,
vil. pop. 1.
Hand (hSnd) co. cen. S. Dak. 1,4350 pop. 7, X Miller.
Handles Peak (hau'dlz-) mt. Col. 13,977 ft. high.

Kiang

Halnlchen {hi'niH-en) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Ger. 40 m. S E of Leipsic
Hairy Bear, peak of Black Mts. N. C. 6,610 ft. high.
Haiti (ha'ti, Fr. pron. a'e'te') isl. of West Indies, 29,827 D pop. 1,800 Wpart
is

—

Hamun (ha'moon') morass, E Persia,

10
31

—

—

Hamtramck

tp.

(ha-dra-maf) country, S E Arabia, part of Arabia Felix.
Haerlebeke (har'le-ba'ke) town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Hagen (ha'geu) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia

Hadramaut

—

—

W

—

3.

1

72

—

&
D

D

tp.

26
11

N

NEW.

;

Hagerstown (lia'gerz-towu) city, X of Washington co. Md
Hagl (ha'ge) city, Japan
Hagla (hii'ge-a) town, Thessaly, Greece, near Larissa
Hague, The (-hag) city, the court * of Netherlands, and *

&

W

D

Newark Bay.
HackettStOwn (hSk'Sts-towr) town, Warren co. N. J
Hackney, par. Middlesex co. England suburb of Loudon
Haddam (had'am) tp. & vil. Middlesex co. Conn
Haddington (l^d'Ing-ton) co. Scotland, 271 D pop. 37, X Haddington,
tp. Camden co. N. J.
Haddon (had'don) tp. Sullivan co. lud. pop. 3.
Haddonfleld, bor. Camden co. N. J
Hadeln (hii'deln) dist. Hanover prov. Prussia, 110 lH, on Elbe river
Hadersleben "(ha'ders-la'ben) spt. Prussia, on inlet of Little Belt
Hadhaz (hod'hiiz) one of Haiduk towns, Hungary
Hadley (hSd'lI) tp. & vil. Hampshire co. Mass

in

—

^

flows into

D

*

&

Hamme

D

*

—

*

tp. Monroe
(ham'lin) CO. N E S. Dak. 545 D pop. 5, X Castlewood.
CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
(ham) mfg.
cml. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
commune
(ham'me) town
commune, E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Hammerf est (hifm'mer-f Ssf) town, Norway ; the most town in Europe
Hammeroe (ham'mer-o'e) pen. Norway, a govt, of Nordland.
Hammersmith, tovTn Apar. Middlesex co. England, suburb of London ..par.
Hammond (ham'ond) city. Lake co. Ind. pop. 5. tp. Spencer co. Ind. pop.
3.
tp. Aiken co. S. C. pop. 3.
Hammonton (hSm'on-ton) coextensive tp. town, Atlantic co. N. J
Mass. 634
pop. 136, X Springfield
tp.
Hampden (hSmp'dgn) co. S
vil. Penobscot co. TVIe. tp. pop. 2.
co. Victoria, Australia, pop. 7.
(hamp'shir)
cen.
CO.
Mass.
572
Northampton.
D pop. 52, X
Hampshire
Va. 550
CO.
pop. 11, X Romney.
or Hants (liants) co. S England,
1,621
pop. 690, X Winchester.
of London. .
Hampstead (hSmp'stgd) vil. Middlesex co. England, 4 m. N
vil. Rock Island co.
Hampton, co. ^. C. 1,141 D pop. 21, X Hampton. tp.
111. tp. pop. 2.
town, X of Franklin co. lo. pop. 2.
tp. Bay co. Mich. pop. 3.
coextensive tp.
town, X of Elizabeth city co. Va. pop. 3. —par.
tp.
Middlesex co. England, 15 m.
of London, par. pop. 5 ; Hampton Court
S
palace is near it.
Hampton Roads, Chesapeake Baj- , near Fortress Monroe, Va. ; sea fight o£
" Merrimae " and "Monitor," March 9, 1862.

(har'lem) city, Netherlands, 14 m.
of Amsterdam birthplace of
Coster, one of the reputed inventors of movable printing types
Haarlem Lake, inlet of Ziiyder Zee, 72 ; land reclaimed by draining.
Habelschwert (ha'bel-shwSrt') mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia
Habersham (hSb'er-sham) CO. E Ga. 347 pop. 12, X Clarkesville.
Habsburg (hiips'booiG) vil. Aargau, Swit. ; orig. seat Aust. imperial family.
riv. N. J.
Hackensack (hak'gn-sSk') town, X of Bergen co. N. J. pop. 6.

—

—

E

Hamm

Haarlem

Haldar^bad

Wentworth

D

Overyssel prov. Netherlands

N

co. Ontario prov. Canada, pop. 49. .—town, Lanark co. Scottown,
of Bermuda, pop. 8.
of Glasgow, pop. 14.
mt.
pass, main range of Rocky Mts. Col. 12,370 ft. high.
Hamilton Pass,
Hamirpui (ham'er-poor') dist. Allahabad div. N. W. Provinces, British India,
2,289
pop. 529.
its
35 m. S of Cawnpur.

of

Hamlin

H
HaakSbergen

Pop.

X

land, lOJ m. S

X
X

W

in fdr

w,

ow

oi at in oil ;
as in cow;
;
B, D, o, a, k, n (.gee p. 1719).
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1758

Pop.

N

Haro (a'ro) mfg. town, LogroSo prov. Spain
Haromsz^k (ha'rom'sSk') co. Transylvania prov. Hungary,

D

—

6

D

1,369

&

126

city. Harper co. Kan.
tp.
pop. 13, X Anthony.
city pop. 2.
spt. Liberia,
Africa, pop. 9.
Harpers Ferry, vil. Jefferson co. W. Va. seized by John Brown, 1859.
Harpeth (har'peth) riv. cen. Tenn. 90 m. long, flows into Cumberland river.

Harper,

S Kan. 810

co.

—

W

See Haiti.
Hay wards (ha'wardz) tovra, Alameda co. Cal
Haywood (ha'waSd) co.
part of N. C. 590
pop. 13,
Waynesville.
Tenn. 570 D pop. 24, X Brownsville.
Hazaribagh (ha'zii-re-ba') dist. Bengal, British India, 7,020 pop. 772.
pop. 11.

;

—

its

*

&

(liar'elz-vll) tp.

W

X

—

—

&#

Dauphin

of

—

X

D

E

—

D

N

—
~

X

D

—

D

D

—

X

D

X

—
—

X

&

X

W

—

—

—

Hecla
Hecla

;

—

—

—

Harvard (har'vard) vil. McHenry co. Ill
Harvey (har'vT) co. S cen. Kan. 540 D pop.

&

Harwich

18,

X

Newton.

W

W

&

—
—

&

—

;

Haswell
Hatras
Hattia

U

—

(haz'wel) tp.

(ha'tras')

(hiit'te'a) isl.

Hattlngen

Durham

town, Aligarh

mouth

of

*

472,

—

&#

& vil. X

tp.

of

7
146

2,400 m.

W S W of

San Francisco, 6,740

D pop.

90

;

8

isls.

6

Grafton

Haverstraw (hav'er-stra) tp. & vil. Rockland co. N. Y. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop.
Havre (ha'ver) or Le Havre (le' av'r) spt. dept. Seine-Inf6rieure, France
Havre de Grao_e (hav'er de gras) city, Harford co. Md
Hawaii (ha-wi'e) largest of Hawaiian Isls. 4,210 D pop. 27, chief town Hilo.
Hawaiian Islands, form. Sandwich Islands, kingdom, N Pacific ocean,
isls.

inhabited,

5.

116
3
15

*

Honolulu.

N

Wales
Hawarden (ha-wiir'den) or Harden (har'den) par. FUnt co.
Hawash (liii'wash') riv. S Abyssinia, 500 m" long, flows into Lake Aussa.
(lia-)
tp. Bartholomew co. Ind. pop. 3.
Creek
tp. Morgan co. Mo. pop. 2.
Hawick (ha'wiik) town, Roxburgh co. Scotland
Hawiza (ha-we'za) town, Khuzistan prov. Persia
bay, North Isl. New Zealand
prov.
Hawke's Bay (haks-) prov. 4,410
Hawkins (hak'inz) CO. E Tenn. 490 pop. 22, X RogersviUe.
Hawkinsvllie (hak'Tnz-vil) town, X of Pulaski co. Ga

—

Haw

D&
D

Hawley (ha'li) bor. Wayne co. Pa
Hawthorn (ha'thSrn) town, Victoria, Australia
Hayange (a/yoNzh') vil. Lorraine prov. W Germany
Hayden Peak (ha'den-) Uintah Mts. Ut. 13,000 ft. high.
Hayel (Iiii-yel') town'^ Arabia, 250 m. N E of Medina

Hayes (haz) co. S W Neb. 720 D pop. 4, X Hayes Center.
Hayes Peninsula, pen. W Greenland, extends into Baffin's
Hayesville,

tp.

Franklin

n means sqaare miles;

co.

#,

Population

is

—

&

W

—

—

—
—

11

6
7

5

—

&

city pop. 3.
of Cuba

W

—

—

—

7

20
66
3

.

West Indies, on N coast, pop. 198.
Havelberg (liii'vel-bero') town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Brandenburg prov. Prussia, 1,002 D
Havelland (ha'vel-lant) dist.
Havertord-West (hav'er-ford-) spt. & bor. X of Pembroke co. S Wales
Mass. pop. 27.

—

;

isl.

co.

—

W

Queens

7

6
9
10

W

W

Haverhill (ha'ver-il) city, Essex
CO. N. H. tp. pop. 3.

W

Hempstead
vil.

10

3

Tex. 900 D pop. 1, X Canadian.
co. N
Ark. 742 D pop. 23, X Washington.
tp.
(hemp'sted) CO. S
co. N. Y. tp. pop. 24, vil. pop. 5. —vil. X of Waller co. Tex. pop. 2.
co.
Ky.
Henderson (hen'der-son) CO. 111. 380 D pop. 10, X Oquawka.
co. N. C. 360 D pop. 13, X Hendersonville.
472 D pop. 30, X Henderson.
co. N E Tex. 960 D pop. 12,
Tenn. 530 D pop. 16, X Lexington.
CO.
X Athens. city, X of Henderson co. Ky. pop. 9. tp. & town, X of Vance
town, X of Chester co. Tenn. pop. 1.
CO. N. C. tp. pop. 6, town pop. 4.
town, X of Busk co. Tex. pop. 2.
(-vTi)
tp.
town,
&
Henderson co. N. C. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
Hendersonville
Hendon (hen 'don) vil. Middlesex co. England
cen. Ind. 400 D pop. 21, X Danville.
Hendricks (hgn'driks) co.
with par.
Hengelo (hSn'Hg-lo) vil. Overyssel prov. Netherlands
H6nin-Li6tard~(a'naN'-le'a'tar') town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France
Henley-on-Thames (lign'ly-on-temz') town, Oxford CO. Eng. annual regatta
Hennepin (hen'e-ptn) co. E Minn. 580 D pop. 185, X Minneapolis.
Hennersdorf-iri-Seifen (hen'ners-dorf '-In-si'f en) town. Saxony, Germany
Henrico (hen-ri'ko) co. E cen. Va. 255 D pop. 103, X Richmond.
vil. Monroe co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
town, X of
Henrietta (hgn'rl-gt'ta) tp.
Clay CO. Tex. pop. 2.
984
pop.
cen.
Ga. 322 D
Ala.
D
Abbeville.
co.
N
S
E
25,
X
Henry, co.
co. N
111. 830 D pop. 33, X Cambridge.
co.
pop. 16, X McDonough.
New
Castle.
E
lo.
432
D
pop.
co. S
19, X Mount
E Ind. 400 n pop. 24, X
co.
Mo. 740 D pop.
Pleasant.
co. N Ky. 272 D pop. 14, X Newcastle.
Tenn.
co.
0. 420 D pop. 25, X Napoleon.
co. N
28, X Clinton.
tp. &
co. S Va. 410 D pop. 18, X Martinsville.
580 a pop. 21, X Paris.
city, Marshall co. 111. tp. pop. 2, mostly in city. .— tp. Henry co. Ind. pop. 4.

Hemphill (hSmp'hil)

Hautes-Alpes (ot'-zalp') dept. S E France, 2,158 D pop. 116, * Gap.
Haute-Saone (ot'-son') dept. N E France, 2,062 D pop. 281, * Vesoul.
Haute-Savoie (ot'-sa'vwii') dept. E France, 1,667 D pop. 268, * Annecy.
Hautes-Pyr6n6es (ot'-pe'ra'na') dept. S France, 1,749 D pop. 226, # Tarbes.
cen. Fr. 2,130 D pop. 373, # Limoges.
Haute-Vienne (ot'-vl-enn') dept.

w

6
23
pop. 14.

Helt (hglt) tp. Vermilion co. Ind
Helvellyn (hSl'vel'lIn) mt. Cumberland co. England, 3,313 ft. high.
Helvetia (hel-ve'she-a) tp. Madison co. Ill
Helvoetsluys (hel'v65t.-sIois') ft. spt. & arsenal. South Holland prov. Neth
Hemel—Hempstead (hgm'el-hgmp'sted) town, Hertford co. England
Hempfield (hemp'f eld) tp. Westmoreland co. Pa

W

Hautmont (o'moN') vil. dept. Nord, France
Haut-Rhin (o'-raN') dept. E France, 235 n pop. 84, # Belfort.
Havana (ha-van'a) tp. & city, X of Mason co. lU. tp. pop. 4,
vil. Schuyler co. N. Y. pop. 2. — Sp. Habana (hii-B'a'na) spt.

5.

N

W

* Toulouse.
* Le Puy.
244, # Chaumont.

D pop.

6

30

;

(hat'ting-en) town, Westphalia prov. Prussia

2,402

—

;

(hel'I-kon) famous mt. of Greece, 4,963 ft. high.
Hellendoom (hgl'len-dorn') vil. Overyssel prov. Netherlands
Hellers (hgl'erz) tp. Newberry co. S. C
Hell Gate, narrow part of East River, opp. New York city, N. Y.
Hellin (el-yen') mfg. town, Albacete prov. Spain
frontier of Greece.
HellOVO (hel-lo'vo) mt. range on
Col. 12,042 ft. high.
Helmet Peak, mt. S
Helmond (hgl'mont) mfg. town. North Brabant prov. Netherlands
Helmstadt (hglm'stgt) town, Brunswick duchy, Germany
Helmund (hgl'mfind) riv. 650 m. long, Afghanistan, flows into Hamun Lake.
Helsingborg (hel'sTng-bSrg') ft. spt. Sweden, on Sound, opposite Elsinore...
of Finland, Russia in Europe
Helsingfors (hel'sTng-f8rs') ft. spt. town,

Ganges river

N E France,

6
6
7

Helicon

co. England
dist. N. W. Provinces, British India

dept.

4

—

Hatzfeld

Haute-Marne (of-mam')

W.
119

city, # of Mont.
Helena (hel'e'na) city, X of Phillips co. Ark. pop. 5.
Helensburgh (Hel'enz-bur'ro) coast town, Dumbarton co. Scotland
Helgoland (hgl'go-iand') isl. North Sea belongs to Germany

D

(hats'felt) town, Torontal co. Hungary
Haubourdln (o'bobr'daN') town, dept. Nord, France
Haughville (ho'vll) town, Marion co. Ind
Haute-Garonne (ot'-ga'ronn') dept: S France, 2,429 pop.
Haute-Loire (ot'-lwitr') dept. S E France, 1,916 D pop. 317,

111°

D

(ha'de-miir'ken) dist. Norway, 10,618

suburb of Vienna, Austria, pop.

D

—

Y

Schuyler co. N.

Hellsberg (hlls'berG) town, East Prussia prov. Germany
Helder (hgl'der) ft. town. North Holland prov. Netherlands

^

—

tp.

—

&

D

Hekla (hek'la) volcano, S W part of Iceland, 5,110 ft. high.
and Griper Bay, bay, Melville Isl. lat. 75° 40' N, Ion.

(hek'la-)

Baden, Germany, pop. 32

(har'wTch) tp.
vil. Barnstable co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
{pron. hSr'Essex co. England, pop. 8.
Ger. between Elbe
Weser rivers.
Harz or HartZ (hiirts) mt. system N
Harzburg (harts'bSoro) dist. Brunswick duchy, N Germany
Kan. 576
pop. 1, X Santa ¥i.
Haskell (has'kgl) co. S
co. N Tex. 900
pop. 2, X HaskeU.
Hasli (hiis'le) dist. Bern canton, Switzerland
Haslingden (hSs'lTng-den) town, Lancaster co. England
Hasselt (has'selt) town, Limbourg prov. Belgimn
HasslOCll (hiis'loK) vil. Rlienish Bavaria, Germany
city, X of Barry co. Mich. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 3.
Hastings (hast'ingz) tp.
city, X of Dakota co. Minn. pop. 4.
city, X of Adams co. Neb. pop. 14vil. Oswego CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
bor. Sussex co. England, pop.
52 battle fought, 10G6.
co. cen. Ontario prov. Canada, 2,337
pop. 59.
Hastings-On-Hudson, vil. Westchester co. N. Y
rij) spt.

6
16
5
2
115

Heidenheim

—

—

1

2

2.
(hl'del-bSro') city,
seat of an ancient university.
(hi'den-liim') town, Wiirttemberg, Germany
Heilbronn (lul'bron') town, Wiirttemberg, Germany
town,
Heiligenstadt (hi'll-gen-staf ) town. Saxony prov. Prussia, pop. 5.

;

W

—

^

—

Hed]az (hej-az'). S~ee El Hedjaz.
Heerde (har'de) vil. Gelderland prov. Netherlands
Heerlen (har'len) town, Limburg prov. Netherlands
Heide (hi'de) town, Holstein prov. Prussia
Heidelberg" (hi'dl-biirg) tp. Lebanon co. Pa. pop.

tomi, York co. England a watering place
Harrow-on-the— Hill, town, Middlesex co. England famous school
Hart, CO. N E Ga. 381 D.pop. 11, X Hartwell.
co.
cen. Ky. 410 D pop. 16,
tp. Warrick co. Ind. pop. 2.
X Munfordville.
Barter (liiir'ter) tp. Clay co. Ill
its X & *
Hartford (haft'ford) co. N Conn. 738 D pop. 147, X Hartford.
of Conn, a mfg. & cml. city, pop. 53.
tp. Hartford co. pop. 53.
tp. &
vil. Van Bureu co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
tp. & city, Washington co.
Wis. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 1.
Hartford City, town, X of Blackford co. Ind
Hartland (hart/land) tp. Niagara co. N. Y
Hartlepool (harai-pool' ) spt. Durham co. England
Hartwell (hart'wel) vil. Hamilton co. O
tp.
Hartwlck (hart'wTk) tp. & vil. Otsego co. N. Y
(Iiar'o-gat)

or

Hedemarken

(har'Ts-on-bflrg) city,
Harrisonville (har'Ts-on-vil) town,
Harrodsburg (iiSr'odz-bfirg) town,

Harrogate

—

W

Hector,

X of Pi,ocl£ingham co. Va
X of Cass co. Mo
X of Mercer co. Ky

Harrisonburg

12
12
3
14

Washington co. N. Y. pop. 2.
town,
tp. Marlboro co. S. C. pop. 3.
Palestine, 16 m. S S
of Jerusalem, pop. 8.
Heckmondwike (liSk'mond-wik) tov\fn. West Riding, York co. England
tp.

—

—

—

—

W
—

X

—
—

—

&

—

X

D
N
N E

—

—

Q

D

NE

X

11

W

of state, pop. 39.
470
pop. 21,
Corydon.
co.
lo. 005
Ky. 315
pop. 17,
Cynthiana.
co. S Miss.
co.
Mo. 730
Bethany.
Mississippi City.
pop. 21,
990
pop. 12,
Tex 880
Cadiz.
co.
pop. 27,
Marshall.
00.
O. 405
pop. 21,
Clarksburg.
town,
part of W. Va. 4G4
pop. 22,
tp.
of
CO.
tp. Blackford co. Ind. pop. 3.
Boone co. Ark. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
tp. Knox co. lud.
tp. Harrison co. Ind. pop. 4.
tp. Clay CO. Ind. pop. 4.
tp. Wells co. Ind. pop. 6.
tp.
pop. 3.
tp. Spencer co. Ind. pop. 2.
city, Hudson co. N. J. pop. 8.
tp. Darke co.
Gloucester co. N. J. pop. 2.
tp. Mont0. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Hamilton co. O. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
tp. Allegheny co. Pa.
gomery CO. O. pop. 3.
tp. Preble co. 0. pop. 3.
pop. 5.
tp. Calumet co. Wis. pop. 2.
Harrison Bay, Alaska, coast of Arctic Ocean, lat. 70° 30' N.
co. Pa.
Harrison (har'Is-on) co. S Ind.
Logan.
co.
pop. 21,
city,

its

Hazebrouck (iiz'brook') town, dept. Nord, France
Hazel (ha'zl) tp. Lu;'erne co. Pa
Hazleton (ha'zl-ton) bor. Luzerne co. Pa
Hazlewood (ha'zf-wSod) tp. Cliester co. S. C
Headingly-with-Burley (hed'ing-lT-wIth-bfir'lt) vil. York co. England
HealdSburg (heldz'bfirg) city, Sonoma co. Cal
Heard (herd) CO.
Ga. 290 D pop. 10, X Franklin.
Hearne (hern) vil. Robertson co. Tex
Heath Town (heth-) town, Statt'ord CO. England
Heaton-Norris (he'tou-nor'is) tp. Lancaster co. England
Heavitree (hSv'i-tre)"par. Devon co. England
Heber (he'ber) city, X of Wasatch co. Ut
Hebrides (li%b'ri-dez) or Western Islands, 160 isls.
of Scotland, 3,000 D.
Hebron (he'bron) tp. & tovra, X of Tliayer co. Neb. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 2.

W

—

6

— co.
— *

X

D

a cml. town, pop. 35.

(liar'i-kan'a) riv.

W

W

town, Hertford co. N. C
tp.
Canada, flows N
into James Bay.
Harricanaw
Harrington (liar'ing-toii) tp. Bergen co. N. J
co. E S E Tex. 1,800 D
Oa. 423 D pop. 17, X Hamilton.
Harris (liar'Is) co.
tp. Ottawa co. 0. pop. 2.
pop. 37, X Houston.
tp.
&
town.
Saline
co.
111.
tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
Harrisburg (liar'is-bQrg)

HarrellSViUe

Voip.

of tiiegnitz ...

Hayti.

Harpswell (liiirps'wel) tp. Cumberland co. Me
Harrar (har'rar) or Harar (ha'rar) dist. S E of Abyssinia, in Italian N E Africa,
pop. 1,900.

Haynau (hi'now) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, 9 m. W NW
Hays (haz) CO. S W cen. Tex. 680 D pop. 11, X San Marcos.

—

—

—

W

—

—

W

—

W
—

W

—

—

—

D

W
—

*

its
pop. 15.
Lower Burma, 4,047
pop. 318.
Afghanistan, 360 m.
of Kabul
Montpellier.
dept. S France, 2,393
pop. 462,
Herculaneum (her-ku-la'ne-iim) city, near Naples, It. buried by Vesuvius.
Hereford, pop. 20.
England, 833
pop. 116,
Hereford (her'e-ford) CO.
Herencia (a-ren'tht-a) town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain
Belgium
mfg.
tovm,
Antwerp
prov.
(ha'ren-tals)
Herenthals
Herford (her'f ort)"or Hervorden (her'for-den) town, Westphalia, Prussia
commune
commune, dept. Loire-Infgrieure, France
Heric (a'rek') vil.
Herisau (ha're-sou') town, Appenzell canton, Switzerland
its
pop.
3.
E
cen.
46.
N. Y. 1,459
pop.
Herkimer (her'ki-mer) CO.
tp. Herkimer co. pop. 5.

Henzada

(hen-zii'da) dist.

Herat (her-af)
H^rault (a'ro')

city,

D

W

W

;

D

X

&

D

N

Herman (her'man) tp. Sheboygan co. Wis
Hermann (her'man) town, X of Gasconade
Hermannstadt (her'man-stiif )

30

*

—

X

—

T
6
16
5
13

Mo

co.
co. Austria, 1,274 IH

pop. 146,

X Hermannstadt,

pop. 19.

Hermon

(her'mon) mt. Anti-Libanus range, Palestine, 11,000 ft. high.
Hermopolis (her-mop'o-lTs) or Syra (se'rii) cml. city, Syra isl. Grecian Arch.
HermosUlO (her-mo-sef'yo) town, * of Sonora state, Mexico
Fla. 520 D pop. 2, X Brooksville.
Hernando (her-nan'do) co.

W

Hemosand

Bay.

N. C

Hersfeld

* of Westemorrland prov. Sweden, on Herno isl.
Hlrschfeld (hersh'felt) town, Hesse-Nassan, Pru.sfia.

(hgr'no-sand') spt.

(hers'felt) or

capital ; X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; apt., seaport ; tp., township ; vil., village.
given va nearest thousands : 2 =1,500 to 2,499 ;
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

3=

22
7

.. .

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.
5
9

Hersselt (hgrs'selt) vil. Belgium, 24 m. B S B of Antwerp
Herstal (liSrs'tal') or H^rlstal (ar'Ts-tal') vU. Li6ge prov. Belgium
{pron. Ijar'ford) or
Hertlord (liert'ford) CO. N. C. 324 D pop. 14, X Winton.
Herts (herts) or Hertfordshire (har'ford-sliir) CO. England, 633 D pop. 220.

—

—

X

its

pop.

Herzegovina

*

pop. 1S8,

Mostar.

!

;

W

Hohenmauth

—

N

co.
(ha'vesli') town. Hung. pop. 6.
(helcs'aiu) to^\^l, Northumberland co.

W cen. Hung.

HohokUS

(lia'wcSodf nrfg. tp. Lancaster co.

1,462

D

England

—

5,

tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Hidalgo (lie-dSl'go) CO.

S Tex. 2,970

D pop.

Mexico, S,917

state,

*

500,

Holbrook,

Highland,

co.

5.

High

Point,

Guilford co. N. C. tp. pop.
bor. Jlercer co. N. J

3, vil.

pop.

IS

5
28
5
7
33

N cen. Tex. 1,000 D pop. 28, X Hillsboro.
(liil'la) town, Turkey, S of Bagdad
on site of anc. Babylon
Hill City, vil. Hamilton co. Tenn
Hill Districts, div. Assam, British India, 18,675 D

10
2
461
10

;

—

Tampa.
co. N. H.
tp.
city, Montgomery
vil. Hillsboro co. N. H. tp. pop. 2.
CO. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
tp.
tp.
town. Orange co. N. C. tp. pop. 4.
tp. Somerset co. N. J. pop. 3.
city,
of HiU
vil. Highland co. O. pop. 4.
tp. Marion co. S. C. pop. 3.

—
—
—

CO.

Tex. pop.

&
&

&

—
—

—

3.

832

D

(Inng'am)

tp.

Plymouth

CO.

—

tp.

&

Hinton
HiogO ( lie-o'go)

vil.

spt.

X

50

Mass

co.

Mass.

tp.

pop.

2.

—

— town, Cheshire

—

D

—

W

tp. Fairfield co.

X

O. pop.

a,

T,

o, u,

i),

ii,

long ;

a, e, o, less

n, ee (see p. 1719)

;

.

*

X

of W"ayne co.

tp.

of Rochester

3
1

Pa

3
2

2
Cal.

10

&

#

—

W

#

N
X

D

—

H

2.

55

;

—
—

tp.
CO. Ind.

pop.

1,

Williamsburg co. S. C. pop. 3.
tp. Morcer co. N. J. jiop. 4.
tp. York co. Pa. pop. 2.
Ky. 550 D pop. 24, X MadisonviUe.
Hopkins (liop'kTnz) agr. co.
agr. <&
past. CO. N E Tex. 750 D pop. 21, X Sulphur Springs.
(li5p'kTnz-vil)
city,
of
Christian
co.
Ky.
Little
River
Hopklnsville
X
on
Hopkinton (liBp'kTn-ton) tp. & vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp. pop. 4.
tp. & vil.
Merrimack co. N. H.~tp. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Washington co. R. I. tp. pop. 3.
Hor (hor) mt. in Arabia Petraja, E side of Arabali valley.
Horde (hor'dg) town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
Horeb (ho'rSG) mt. in peninsula of Sinai, Arabia.
Horfield (liSr^feld) vil. Gloucester co. England
Horgen (hOr'gen) mfg. vil. Zurich canton, Switzerland
Horicon (liOr'I-kon) vil. Dodge co. Wis. on Rock River
tp.

W

—

—

cSre terra toOd, fo6t, f(irl_; S <7,t in f6r oi as in oil ow iw in cow;
tU as in thin th its in thine 1, B, i, w, D, D, o, u, K, N (see p. 1719).

fall,
;

11

(hoo'-shS-ob'-shiin') liigh mt. Shausi prov. China.

—

Jetmore.

;

—

*

mfg. town, dept. Calvados, France
Honfleur (oN'flur') cml.
Hong—Kiang (hong'-kT-ang') nav. riv. S China, 800 m. long, to Cliiua Sea.
colony, at entrance to Canton riv. China,
Hongkong (-kSng') British isl.
Victoria.
30 D pop. 221,
Honiton (hbn'i-tgn) town, Devon co. England ; famous for lace
Honley (hon'lT) mfg. tov™, York co. England
of Hawaii, on S
coast Oahu island.
Honolulu (lio'no-loo'lob) cml. city,
Hungary, 1,017 D pop. 116, chief town Schemnitz.
Hont (Iiont) min. co. N

prolonged : 5, B, T, 5, ii, short ; a, g, i, g, u, obscure; far, list,
ch as in chin g asin get nasin linger, link ng as in sing
;

(honz'dal) mfg. bor.

Hopewell,

Hoil-Mezb-Vdisarliely (hod'-ma/zo-vii'sar-hal') city, Csongrdd co. Hungary,
100 m. S E of Budapest
Hooi-Ho (ho-ii'-ho') riv. China, branch of the Hoang-Ho, 400 ni. long.
3, e,

NN

Hoosick (hob'sTk) tp. & vil. Rensselaer co. N. Y
Hoosick Falls, vil. Rensselaer co. N. Y. 27 m. N E of Troy
town, Bartholomew
Hope, town, Hempstead co. Ark. pop. 2.

D

town, Hesse state, Germany
Hocking (liok'Tng) CO. S 0. 408 D pop. 23, X Logan.
Hodgeman (h5j'man) co.
cen. Kan. 864 D pop. 2,

D

Honea Path (htin'e path) tp. & town, Anderson co. S. C
Honeoye Falls (h5-ne-oi'-) vil. Monroe co. N. Y. 15 m. S

Hoo-Sheoo-Shan

Q

(liuKst)

&

(horns) cml.
mfg. town, Syria, 86 m.
E of Damascus
35
Kai-Fong.
(ho'nan') inland prov. China, 65,104
pop. 22,116,
noted
temple of Buddha, on isl. near Canton, Cliina.
Honawar (hon'a-war') spt. town. North Circars, Madras pres. British India.
12
Honda (hon'da, Sp. pron. on'da) cml. town, Tolima state, Colombia, S. Am.
6
Hondo (hon'do) or Nippon (nlp'on') largest isl. of Japan, 900 m. long,
87,485
30,772
Hondo Creek, riv. 100 m. long, Tex. flows into the Rio Frio.
Tegucigalpa.
Honduras (hon-doo'ras) republic, Cen. Am. 43,000 pop. 396,

Horns

&

*

Hcichst

N

&

Hoopeston (hoops'ton) city, Vermilion co. Ill
Hoorn (horn) spt. & mfg. town, N. Holland prov. Netlierlands, on Zuyder Zee
Hoosac Mountain (liijb'sak-) r.ange, Berkshire co. Mass. part of Green Mts.
Hoosac River, 90 m. long, Berksliire co. Mass. to Hudson river.

pop. 485.
its
pop. 14.
Hit (hit) nnc. Is, town, Bagdac' prov. Turkey in Asia
Neb. 720
Hitchcock (hicli'kok) CO. S
pop. 6, X Culbertson.
Hitchin (hlch'Tn) town, Hertford co. England
Hitteren (hif ter-Sn) isl. S Troudhjem prov, Norway.
Hivaoa (he'vii-o'a) the largest of Marquesas, isls. S Pacific ocean
Hoai-Ho (ho-i'-ho') riv. of China, flows E 400 m. into Hoang-Ho river.
Hoang-Ho (lio-iing'-lio') riv. China, 2,700 m. long, flows into Pe-chi-li Gulf.
Hoang—Yan fho-iing'-yan') town, Chehkiang prov. China
Hobart (ho'bart) city,
of Tasmania
Hdboken (lio'lio-ken) city, Hudson co. N. J. opposite New York city
pop. 81, X Longue Pointe.
Hochslaga (hSk-ii-Ta'ga) co. Quebec prov. Can. 76

W

&

N

W

^

—

—

(hon'te-nes'se) vil. Zealand prov. Netherlands
Hoc—Chou (hob'-choo') cml. town, part of ChSlikiang prov. Ciiina
Granbury.
Mt. Ore. 11,940 ft. high.
Tex. 460
pop. 8,
Hood, agr. CO.
Hood Canal, nav. inlet, 44 m. long, 2 to 3 m. broad, Wash.
Hoogeveen (ho'oe-van') mfg. town, Drenthe prov. Netherlands
Hoogezand (iio'eS-ziint') vil. Groningen prov. Netherlands
Hoogly or Hooghly (hoog'lT). See Hdgli.
tp.
Hooksett (hook'sgt) tp.
vil. Merrimack co. N.

Summers co. W. Va
Osaka Gulf, Hondo isl. Japan

coast, Hondo isl. Japan
Hirschberg (hersli'bgre) ft. town, Silesia prov. Prussia
Hirson (er'soN') mfg. town, dept. Aisne, on Oise riv. France
Hisooah (lus'oo-a) or Hasua (htis'wa) town, Gayah dist. Bengal, India
dist.'in same, 3,510
Hissar (lus'sar')'div. British India, 8^472
pop. 1,232.

W

X

6

Hontenisse

of

Hirosakl (he-ro-sa'ke) city, Japan
Hiiosllima (he'ro-slie'ma) city, S

21,

pop. 14,
O'Neill City.
isl. Pacific ocean, in Low Archipelago.
Holton (hol'ton) city, X of Jackson co. Kan
Holwan (liol'wan') now Sar-Puli, anc. city, Persia; the Calah of Genesis.
Holyhead (hol'i-hed) spt. on Holyhead isl. Anglesea co. Wales
Holy Island, pen. Northumberland co. England.
Holyoke (hol'yok) mfg. city, Hampden co. Mass
bor. Flint co.
Wales
Holywell (hol'i-wgl) mfg. town
mfg. town, Brunswick duchy, Germany..
Holzminden (holts'mtn-den) cml.
Homburg (hom'b56rG) town, Hesse-Nassau prov. Prussia ; mineral springs a
famous gambling place until 1870
with Bielitza
Homel (ho'mgl') town, Mohilev govt. Russia in Europe
Homer (ho'mer) tp. vil. Cortland co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.

W

—

Berkshire

co.

England
Holmon (hol'mon)"isl. of Sweden, in Bothnia Gulf.
Holstein (hol'stin) once duchy of Den. now part of Sleswick-Holsteiii, Prussia.
Holston (hol'ston) riv. branch of Tennessee riv. 200 m. long, Va. & Tenn.
Mo. 462 D pop. 15, X Oregon.
co. N Neb. 2,714
Holt (liolt) agr? CO. N

&

2.

(hTn'ton) town,

1.

co.

Honey Creek, tp. Crawford co. Ill
Honey Grove, city, Fannin co. Tex
Honey Lake, 20 m. long, Lassen co.

(hTn'ka-) E Manchuria, 90 m. long, 35 m. wide.
Hinojosa del Dusiue (e-no-no'sa dgl doo-ka') town, Cordova prov. Spain
Col. 1,400 n pop. 1, X Lake City.
Hinsdale (hinz'dal) co. S
vil. Dupage
111. pop. 2.
N. H. pop.

Holmforth (hom'f grth) town, York

Honesdale

Hinka Lake
CO.
CO.

pop.

vil.

4,

D

26

*

W

N

n

Hindur (liTn'door') or Nalagarh (na/la-giir') nat. state, Punjab, India, 256
Hindustan (Inn'do-stan') Persian name'of India.
Hinganghat (hin'gan-aat') oml. town, N4gpur div. Cen. Provs. Brit. India..

Hingham

Mass
pop. 2,

.

W from Himalayas.

tending

co.

.

(hiu'dol') native state, India, 312
pop. 28,
Hindol.
(hindz) CO. S
cen. Miss. 870
pop. 39, X Jackson.
Hindu-Kush Mountains (hin'doo-kobsh-) mountain chain of cen. Asia, ex-

D

co.

Honan

;

W

Middlesex

Homerton (ho'mer-ton) par. Middlesex co. England
Homestead (hom'sted) bor. Allegheny co. Pa

;

Hinds

—

;

&

X

—

;

Hindol

3.

;

its X pop. 4.
Hillsdale (hllz'dal) co. S Mich. 597 D pop. 31.
India, 10,939 D
Hill States, native states, Punjab, N
Hill Tiperah (-ttp'g-ra) state, Bengal, India, 3,867 D pop. 74, * Agartala.
Hilltown,_tp. Bucks co. Pa
Hllo (he'lo) spt. & chief town of Hawaii isl. N Pac. ocean a growing place of
exquisite beauty fine harbor
Hilton Head (liTl'ton-) tp. Beaufort co. S. C
Hilversum (liTl'ver-stim') town, Netherlands, near Amsterdam
Himalaya Mountains (him-a/la-ya-, often, pron. him-a-la'ya-) range, 1,500
m. long, between India and Tibet highest mts. on the earth.
Himeji (ht-ma'je) city, Japan
Hinckley (liTnk'li) town, Leicester co. England
Hlndley (hind'lT) tp. Lancaster co. England
Hindmarsh (hind'miirsh) town, near Adelaide, S Australia

W

Mo. pop.

co.

co.

Hill, CO.

X

Johnson

Millersburg.

2.

Hildburghaiisen (lult'bdors-how'zen) town, Saxe-Meiningen, Germany
Hilden (lill'den) town, Diisseldorf govt. Prussia
Hildesheim fliil'des-hlm') town, Hanover prov. Prussia

—

city,

W Fla. 535 D pop. X Cerro Gordo. — agr. W cen.
Miss. 750 a pop. 31, X Lexington. — agr.
N E cen. O. 436 D pop.
X

(hi' wlk'gm) bor. Buckingham co. England
Higuera la Real (e-ga'ra la ra-al') town, Badajos prov. Spain
Hlkone (he-ko'ne) city, Japan

W

(liol'is-tou) tp.

Holmes (homz)
2

Hillingdon (hll'Tng-don) vil. Middlesex co. England
Fla. 1,280 Q pop. 15,
Hillsboro (lulz'bur-r^) co.
844 D pop. 93, X Manchester, Nashua, Amherst.

tp.

—

W

Holly (hol'i) tp. (Sfvil. Oakland co. Mich. tp.
Holly Springs, city, X of Marshall co. Miss

High Wycombe

HUlah

&
& vil.

Holliston

—

& vil.

tp.

HightStOWn,

W

3.

&

2.

Iowa CO. Wis. pop. 2.
Hlghlasid Falls, vil. Orange co. N. Y
Highland Park, city. Lake co. Ill
hills, N. J. from Sandy Hook to
Highlands, city, Arapahoe co. Col. pop. 5.
Raritan Bay.
N & of Scotland, beyond Grampian Mts. oJ the Hudson
(-hiid'son) a region on both sides of Hudson riv. N. Y.

—

Mass

—

—

W

tp.

—

co.

NN

5,

co.

tp.

2.

Norfolk

&

—
England, pop.
S W O. 527 D pop. 29, X Hillsboro. — co. Va. 389 a pop.
X
^ city, Madison co. pop. — Vermilion Ind. pop. —
111.

& vil.

X

Pachuca.

co.

Monterey.

tp.

(hol'den) tp. Worcester co. Mass. pop.

Holdenliurst (hol'deu-hfirst) vil. Hampshire CO. England
Holderness (hol'der-nes) dist. East Riding, York co. England, 168,399 acres.
of Phelps co. Neb
Holdredge (hol'drlj) city,
Holguin (hol-gen') town, Cuba, 63 m.
of Santiago de Cuba
Holies (ho'lich') town, Hungary, near Marcli river
city, Ottawa co. Midi. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 4.
Holland (hol'land.) tp.
tp.
Sheboygan co. Wis. pop. 3.
a kingdom see Netherlands, North Holland,
South Holland.
or Preussisch Holland (prois'sish-) town, E. Prussia, 58
m. S
of Konigsberg, pop. 5.
Holland, Parts of, dist. Lincoln co. England, 317,486 acres, pop. 81 ; contains
Holland Fen, 8,835 acres, pop. 10.
Hollands-Diep (hol'lants-dep') chief arm of Waal riv. Netherlands.
HoUey (hol'i) vil. Orleans co. N. Y. 8 ni. E of Albion
Hollidaysburg (liol'I-daz-biJrg') cml.
mfg. bor. X of Blair CO. Pa
HollingWOOd (libl'Ing-wood') town, Lancaster co. England
(hol'Is-ter)
town,
Hollister
tp.
X of San Benito co. Cal. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.

D pop. 7, X Hidalgo. — {Sp. pron. e-dal'g 5)

Higginsville (hif'Tnz-vTl') vil. Lafayette co. Mo
High Bridge, tp. Hunterdon co. N. J
vil. Middlesex
Highgate, tp. Franklin co. Vt. pop. 2.

Sigmaringen.

E

Holden

—

W cen. Mo. 415 D pop.

#

N. J

Hokkaido (hok-ki'do) or Yesso. See Yesso.
Holbeach (hol'bech) tovm, Lincoln co. England
Holbeck (hol'bSk) suburb of Leeds city, York co. England

tp. & town, Catawba
9, X Hermitage.
town pop. 2.
tp. Mercer co. Pa. pop. 4.
Hickory Grove, tp. Warren co. Mo
.Hicksville (luks'vil) vil. Queens co. N. Y. pop. 2. ^tp. & vil. Defiance co. O.

S

co.

co.

(ho'shit) town, Rliine Prov. Prussia
(ho'iial riv. Minn, flows 150 m.
into Mississippi river.

Hokah

pop. 217.

prov. Belgium

Hiawatha (hi-S-wa'tlia) tp. & city, X ot Brown co. Kan. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Hibemia (hi-ber'nT-a)"Lat!n name of Ieeland.
Hickman (hik'man) co. W Ky. 240 D pop. 12, X Clinton. — co. cen. Tenn.
G48 Q pop. 14, X"Centerville. —town, X of Fulton co. Ky. pop. 2.
N. C. tp. pop.

._

D

Bergen

(ho-ho'ltris) tp.

H'dhscheid

England

Heyst-op-den-3erg (hist-op'-deu-berG') town, Antwerp
Heytesbury (hats'ber-e) co. Victoria, Australia

(ho'en-mowt') town, Bohemia, Austria

(ho'en-stin') town. Saxony prov. Prussia
HohenzoUem (li5'eu-tsol'lern) prov. Prussia, 441 pop. 66,

Hohenstein

town. Saxony prov. Prussia

(hSt'stet)

Hesham

CO.

Hofhuf (hof 'hoof') towii, * of Lahsa, Arabia
Hogolen Islands (ho'g6-lgn-) group in Caroline Isls. N Pacific oc. Spanish.
Hohenelbe (ho'en-gl'be) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Hohenlinden (ho'en-lTu'den) vil. Bavaria famous for French victory, 1800.
;

D

(liSrt'se-go-ve'na) prov. Turkej', 3,529

Hettstadt or HettStedt

Hickory,

Pop.
45

Netherlands..

)

Col. 13,115 ft. high.
Hesperus Peak (hgs'per-us-) mt. S
Hasse (hess) Ger. Hessek (hes'sen) state, Ger. 2,965 D pop. 993, # Darmstadt.
Hesse— Nassau (hess'-uas'sou) prov. Prussia, 6,055 D pop. 1,664.
Heston (hgs'ton) town, Middlesex co. England

Heywood

Hoei-Tong (ho-a'-tSng') city, Hainan isl. China
Hoeksche-Waard (hook'sKe-ward') isl. S. Holland prov.
Hof (lioi mfg. town. Upper Franconia, Bavaria, Germany

7.

See Bosnia.

Heves

1759

;

;

;

;

;

;
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1760

Pop.

N

HoritZ (horlts) town, Bohemia, Austria, on Bistritz river
Horn-AIvan (hSrn-af'van) lake, 50 m. long, 10 m. broad, Swedish Lapland.
Horncastle (hSrn'kas'l) town, Lincoln co. England, on Bane river
HorneUsvllle (-elz-vll) tp. & city, Steuben co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 11.
Homhead (li8rn'iigd) promontory, Donegal co. N coast Ireland.
Hornsey (liSrn'se) town, Middlesex co. England suburb of London
Hornu (Uor'nii') luin. vil. Hainaut prov. Belgium
;

Horodenka (bo-ro-dSn'ka) town, E part of Galicia prov. Austria
Horry (8r'e') the most E county of S. C. 980 O pop. 19, X Conwayboro.
HorseheadS (hSrs'hedz) tp. & vil. Chemung co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop.
Horselberg

(hor'sel-bera') mt. range, 1,540

P

—

#

its

25

ni.

NE

7
10

;

Q

suburb of Melbourne

—

—

Hottentots (hot'teu-tots) a native yellow race

Houghton
pop.

NW

(ho'ton) CO.

;

;

Mich. 1,000

of

D pop.

South Africa

—

35.

X

its

oit

Va. pop.

100

1.

Houma

1

tp. Jefferson co. N. Y
(hounz'lo) town, Middlesex CO. England, on Hounslow
Housatonic (hoo'sa-ton'ik) vil. Berksliire co. Mass
Mass. to Long Island Sound.
Housatonlc River" 150 m. long,

3

Hounsfleld (houuz'leld)

HounslOW

Heath

8
1

N

House Creek, tp. Wake co. N. C
Houssa (how'sa) ter. Sudan region. Central Africa; now the Sokoto Empire.
Houston (hus'tou) CO. S W cen. Ga. 570 D pop. 22, X Perry. — co. S E Miuu.
5(35

D pop.

CO.

E

—

W

—

W

—

—

—

—

—

D

&

D

—

2
21

130
5
55

D

#

—

—

&

W

. .

;

—

—

&

5
5

D

—

D

—

—

W

W

W

—

—

Q means square miles

&

&

—

W

—

2.

2.

—

—

W

E
X

—

—

(hdo.s-ya-teu') town, E Galicia, Austria
mfg. town, Prussia, 22 ni.
of Slesv/ick
(lioo'soom) spt.
Nagy Ag rivers
(boost)
vil. Hungary, junction of Theiss
Huszth
pop. 10, X Olivet.
city,
o£
Hutchinson (huch'In-sou) co. S E S. Dak. 795
of Newton, pop. 9.
Reno CO. Kan. on Arkansas riv. 33 m.
Huttany (hut'ta-ne') or Athni (iith'ne) cml. town, Belgaum dist. Bombay
pres. British India
hamlet. Coles co. Ill
tp.
Hutton (Imt'tgn) tp.
(hoi) mfg"
ft. town, Li(?ge prov. Belgium, on Meuse river
Hurripur.
Huzara (Imz'S-rii) dist. Punjab, British India, 2,835 pop. 367,
Huzareh (hSz'ii-re-) and Eimauk (-a'mak'-) Country, mountamous region,
Afghanistan, 80,000
Hvtiloe (hva'lo'e) isl. of Norway, 27 m. long, 14 m. broad, in Arctic Ocean.
Hven or Hveen (hvan) Danish isl. near Elsinore Tycho Brahe lived here.

&

D

W

W

&

—

:

=

5
19
200
5
6
6

X

&

&

12
2
12

*

D

Md

(hi'ats-vTl) town, Prince George co.
(hi-dSs'pes) anc. name of Jhelam riv. in India.
Swan Quarter.
(bid) co. N. C. 435
pop. 9,
co. cen. S.

HyattSVille

Hydaspes

Hyde

D

X

350

pop. 2, X Highmore. ^ min. & mfg. tp. Cheshire co.
Hyde Park, tp. & vil. Norfolk co. Mass. tp. pop. 10.
N. Y. tp. pop. 3. — tp. & vil. X of Lamoille co. Vt.

W shore of

Hydra

isl.

pop.

2

—
Dak. 850 d
England, pop.
— & Dutchess
32.

tp.
vil.
tp. pop. 2.

38

n pop.

co.

20.

— city on

7.

Hyferes (e'ar') spt. & mfg. town, dept. Var, S France a winter resort
Hyferes Islands, group belonging to France, in Mediterranean sea, oft Hyeres.
HymettUS (hi-niSt'us) mt. range, Attica div. Greece famed for its honey.
Hyroania (her-ka'ne-a) anc. prov. Central Asia, S E of Caspian Sea.
tp.
Hyrum (hi'rum) tp. & hamlet, Cache co. Ut. 8 m. S of Logan

14

;

1

I
For names in Eastern Europe and Asia beginning with I followed by a vowel,
see Y
as, Vakootsk for lakoutsk.
;

150

W

(e-ba'dan) large city, Yoruba state, Guinea,
Africa.
of Tolima dept. Colombia, South America
(e-ba'ga) town,
of Inibabura prov. Ecuador, South America
Ibarra (e-bai'ra) town,
pop. 21, X New Iberia.
Iberia (i-bS're-a) agr. par. S La. 580
part of Europe, comprising Spain and Portuoal.
Iberian Peninsula, the S
par.
La.
S
650
pop. 22, X Plaquemine.
co. S Quebec
Iberville (i'ber-vil) agr.
prov. Canada, 188 ID pop. 12, X St. Atlianase.
Ibiapaba (e-be-a-pa'ba) mt. chain, Ceara state, Brazil, South America.
Ibicui (e-be-kwe') riv. 400 ni. long. South America; Brazil to Uruguay river.
Ibi Gamin (e'be ga'men) mt. 25,373 ft. high, Himalaya Mts. Asia, Ion. 79° 38' E.
its
pop. 6.
Iga (e'sii) maritime dept. Peru, S. America, 6,295 n pop. 60.
Iceland (is'land) isl. N Atl. oc. 39,756
pop. 69, # Reikiavik Danish.
Ichang (e'chang') treaty port, Hnpeh prov. China
Ichawaynochaway Creek (ich'a-wa-noch'a-wa-) Ga. 100 m. to Flint river.
town, Ceara state, Brazil, "on Salgado river
joint pop.
Ico (e-ko') dist.
Icy Strait, Alaska; joins Chatham Strnit with Pacific ocean.
lo. 432
pop. 11, X Ida Grove,
Ida (i'da) agr. co.
famous mt. Asia Minor.
Ida Grove, town, X of Ida CO. lo
past, state,
Idaho (i'da-ho) min.
U. S. A. 84,800
pop. 84,
Bois6
City. —CO. Ida. 11,400
pop. 3, X Mount Idaho.
Idjeng (id-jgng') active volcano, 10,170 ft. high, E end Java isl. Malay Arch.
Idle, mfg. tp. York co. England near Bradf oi-d
Idro Lake (eMro-) 7 m. long, 1^ m. broad,
E Lombardy, Italy.
Idumaea (Id-u-me'a) anc. country, Arabia, adjoining Palestine.
lerne (i-er'ne) anc. name of Ireland, from tlie Greek.
lesi or Jesi (e-a'se) mfg. town, in the Marclies, Italy, on Esino river
If (ef) islet, off S coast France, dept. Bouches-du-RhSne.
Marocco, near Cape Nun, Africa, 27
Ifni(ef'ne) dist.
belongs to Spain...
Igatimi (e-ga-te-me') riv. 200 m. long, South America, flows into Parana river.
Iglau (eg'lou) mfg. town, Moravia prov. Austria, on Iglawa river
coast Sardinia isl. Italy
Igleslas (e-gla'se-as) town,
Iglo (eg'lo') free town. Zips co. Hungary, on Hernad river
Ignacio Islands (Ig-na'^Vo-) group, Cal. Gulf, off coast of Sinaloa state, Mex.

*
*

D

W

5

5

—

D

1

#

;

&

2

W

75
5
7

5

D

N

D

W

D

7

2

*

,

13

N

W

D

;

W

1

34

—

D

&

12

19

—

D

#, capital ; X,co.seat; agr. , agricultural ; cml., commercial; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township;
Fopijlation is gi"9n in nearest thousands 2
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3 =: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; leas than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;
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Ashland

vil.

—

—

vil.

Ibadan
Ibagud

—
—

;

—

51^°"

D

NW

D

95

;

Hum

#

51
10

—

;

of

;

;

^

D

X

D

Mich. 750 D pop. 29, X Bad Axe.
past. & agr. co. N
Norwalk. -— tp. Wayne co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp. Wayne
city, X of Beadle co. S. Dak. pop.
Erie co. 0. pop. 1.
3.
aj;r. co.
Ontario prov. Canada, 1,288 D pop. 58, chief town Goderich.
Huron, Lake, third in size of the 5 great lakes of North America, 20,000 D.
Huron River, 90 m. long, Mich, flows into Lake Erie.
tp. Lincoln co. Mo. pop. 3.
Hurricane, tp. Carroll co. Mo. pop. 2.
Hurricane Mountain, peak, 3,763 ft. high, Adirondack Mts. N. Y.
Hurripur (hQr' re-poor') town, # of Huzara dist. Punjab, British India
Hush (lioosh) town, Roumania, Europe, 47 m. S E of Yassy
Hush-Eon (liush-a-on') town, Kwangtung prov. Hainan isl. China
(liu'rgn) co.
pop. 32,

N. Y. pop.

CO.

N

—
—

—

X

Hyderabad (hi'der-a'bad'). See Haidarabad.
Hydra (Ue'drii) isl. of Greece, on E coast of the Morea,

—

&

—

X

;

(hoo'a-lii-li')

—

—

Ulster co. N. Y. on Esopus Creek, pop.

(bfir'li) tp.

W

;

z

Hurley

Huy

&

mt. Hawaii isl. Hawaiian Isls. 8,275 ft. high.
Huallaga (wal-ya'ga) riv. 500 m. long, Peru, Andes luts. to Amazon river.
Huamantla (wii-mant'la) town, Mexico, near Puebla battlefield in 1847.
pop. 104.
Huancavelica (wan-ka-va-le'ka) dept. Peru, Soutli America, 10,814
its #, a rain, town, pop. 8, in Andes mts. at elev<ation of 11,000 ft.
its * pop. 5.
Huanuco (wa'nob-ko) mountainous dept. Peru, pop. 79.
of Ancachs dept. Peru, South America
Huaraz (wa-ras') town,
toivn, Ancaclis dept. Peru, South America
town
Huari (wa-re') prov.
tp.
vil.
Hubbard (liub'ard) co. cen. Minn. 575 D pop. 1, X Park Rapids.
tp. Dodge co. Wis. pop. 2.
Trumbull co. 6. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
town,
Bombay
pres.
British
India,
300
m.
of
(hob'ble)
S
S
Bombay.
HubU
Hucknall (hiik'nal) town, Nottingham co. England Byron buried here
Huddersfield (hiid'erz-feld) mfg. town, West Riding, York co. England
Hudson (hiid'sgn-),"or North, River, N. Y. 350 m. long, to N. Y. Bay.
tp. Middlesex co. Mass.
Hudson, CO. N." J. 43 n pop. 275, X Jersey City.
vil. Lenawee co. Midi. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
mfg. city, X
pop. 5.
vil. Summit co. 0. pop. 1.
city, X of St.
of Columbia co. N. Y. pop. 10.
Croix CO. Wis. pop. 3.
Hudson Bay, 900 m. long, 600 m. broad. North America ; an inland sea.
Hudson Strait, 400 m. long, N. Am. connects Atl. ocean with Hudson Bay.
Hu6 (lioo-a') city, a # of Annaiu kingdom, on Hue river
Huelva (wSl'va) miu. prov. Andalusia div. Spain, 4,122 D pop. 255. its # pop.
10, a maritime town on inlet of Atlantic ocean.
Huercal-Overa (wer-kal'-o-va'ra) mfg. town, Almeria prov. Spain
Huerfano (wgrTa-no) past. co. S Col. 1,000 D pop. 7, X Walsenburg.
Huerfano River, 100 m. long. Col. Sierra Blanca mts. to Arkansas river.
its # pop. 10.
Huesca (wes'ka) prov. in Aragon, Spain, 5,878 pop. 255.
Huescar (wes'kar) mfg. town, Granada prov. Spain
tp. Nodaway co. Mo.
Hughes (buz) CO. cen. S. Dak. 75C pop. 5, X Pierre.
38 m. N of St. Joseph, pop. 2.
Hughestown (huz'town) bor. Luzerne co. Pa
dist. Bengal, India, 1,482
Hugli (hoo'gle) branch of Ganges riv. 200 m. long.
its * pop. 12.
pop. 1,489.
Hulet (hu'et) tp. Edgefield co. S. C
Hukong (hoo'kong') valley, N Burma, on Assam frontier.
mfg.
Hull (lull) cml. & mfg. bor. East Riding, Yoi'k co. England, pop. 200.
a pentown, X of Ottawa co. Quebec prov. Canada, on Ottawa riv. pop. 11.
summer resort.
insula in Massachusetts Bay, 9 m. S E of Boston
Hulme (lium or bom) town, Lancaster co. England suburb of Manchester. ..
of Diisseldorf
Hiils (bills) mfg. vil. Rhine Prov. Prussia, 17 m.
(h(5bm) tp. Croatia, Hungary
Paraguay, South America
Humaita (ob-ma-e-ta') town, S
Humber (hum'bre) estuary, formed by Ouse Trent rivs. E coast of England,
Cal. 3,570 D pop. 23, X Eureka.
agr.
Humboldt (lmm'"bolt) past. co. N
min. co. N
Nev. 16,580
CO. N
cen. lo. 432 D pop. 10, X Dakota.
city, Allen co. Kan. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.
tp.
pop. 3, X Winnemucca.
town, Gibson co. Tenn. pop. 2.
Humboldt Bay, IG m. long, J to 5 m. broad, Humboldt co. Cal.
Humboldt Lake, 20 m. long, 8 to 10 m. broad, Humboldt co. Nev.
Humboldt River, 350 m. long, Nev. flows into Humboldt Lake.
HummelstOWn (hiim'glz-town) mfg. bor. Dauphin co. Pa

Hualalai

X

—

Husum

—

Hoxton (lioks'tgn) dist. & suburb of London, England
Hoy, isl. 14 m. long, 5 m. broad, Orkney isls. Scotland.

—

&

—

10.

Husiatyn

W

—

—

—

2

—

D

15, "X Caledonia.
co. N
cen. Teim. 210
pop. 5, X Erin.
cml.
mfg. city, X of Harris co.
Tex. 1,200 D pop. 19, X Crockett.
Tex. pop. 28.
town, X of Halifax co. Va. pop. 1.
Houtzdale (howtz'dal) mln. bor. Clearfield co. Pa
Hove (hov) parish, suburb of Brighton, Sussex co. England
co. N cen.
Ark. 029 CI pop. 14, X Center Point.
Howard (how'ard) CO. S
agr. co. N lo. 480 D pop. 11, X Cresco.
Ind. 300 D pop. 2G, X Kokomo.
agr. co. N cen. Mo. 450 D pop.
agr. CO. cen. Md. 250 D pop. IC, X Ellicott.
co. N
Tex.
co. E cen. Neb. 570 D pop. 9, X St. Paul.
17, X Fayette.
840
pop. 1, X Big Springs. .— city, X of Elk co. Kan. pop. 1.
tp. Steuben
CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
vil. X of
tp.
Howell (how'el) CO. S Mo. 920 pop. 19, X West Plains.
tp. Monmouth co. N. J. pop. 3.
Livingston co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Howrah (how'rii) mfg. town, Bengal, British India, on Hugh river
Hbxter (hok'ster) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, on Weser river

—

CO. Wis. pop. 2.

6
pop.

—

—

D
&

of Long Island Sound, N. Y.
Hunts Peak, mt. 12,440 ft. higli. Col. in Sangre de Cristo Range.
of Madison co. Ala. pop. 8.
min. town,
Huntsville (hiints'vil) town,
Randolph co. Mo. pop. 2.
city,
of Walker co. Tex. pop. 2.
Transylvania, Hungary, 2,666
Hunyad (lioon'yiid') co. S
Hupeh (lioo'pa') prov. cen. China, 70,450 pop. 33,3G5, Wuchang.

O. 4t0

vil.

on

Huntington Bay, arm

Huron

&

—

D

W

10 m. long, 5 m. broad,

HoughtOn-le-Spring (-le-sprtng)
vil. X of Aroostook co. Me. tp. pop. 4,
Houlton (hol'ton) tp.
(hoo'ma) town, X of Terrebonne par. La

—

—
10

X

its

inland agr.
pop, 4.
co.

its X, a cud. bor. on Ouse riv.
pop. 58.
its X.
pop. 14.
(hiint'Ing-tgn) agr. co. N E Ind. 380
pop. 28.
its X, on Little
riv. pop. 4.
tp. Fairfield co. Conn. pop. 4.
tp.
city, Huntington co. Ind.
vil. Suffolk co. N. Y. tp. pop. 8, vil. pop. 3.
tp.
tp. pop. 9, city pop. 7.
tp. Ross co. 0. pop. 2.
city, Cabell co. W.
tp. BrowTi CO. O. pop. 3.

England, 359

CO.

Quebec prov. Canada, 236

18

Roscommon co. Mich.
town, Durham co. England

^

D

5

3

—

—

37

N

Huntington

re-

about
Portage Lake,

W

41

2.

Houghton Lake,

W

;

n

Huntingburg (Imnt'ing-bQrg) city, Dubois co. Ind
Huntingdon (lumt'Tng-dgn) agr. co. S cen. Pa. 890 D pop. 3C.
Juniata riv. pop. G.
or Huntingdonshire (-shh-) or Hunts,

—

;

W

5
10

*

C
10
8
6

of Jalandhar, pop. 13.

(ho'tham) town, Victoria, Australia

D

D

Hoshangaliad (ho-shang-a'bad') dist. Narbada div. Cen. Provs. British India,
its * on Narbada riv. pop. 13.
4,376 Cjpop. 440.
Hospett (hos'pef) town, Bellary dist. Madras pres. British India
Hoste Island (os'ta-) 90 m. long, 50 m. broad, Tierra del Fuego, S. America.

Hotham

*

D

&

37

17

Hot Spring, co". S W cen. Ark. G2G D pop. 12, X Rockport.
Hot Springs, city, X of Garland co. Ark. pop. 8 hot springs a summer
vil. X of Pall River co. S. Dak. pop. 1.
sort.
tp. Napa CO. Cal. pop. 5.

X

(lium'frtz) co. cen. Tenn. 420
pop. 12,
Waverly.
(hoom'po-lSts') town, Bohemia, Austria, 25 m. S of Czaslau
Hunan (hoo'nan) fertile prov. cen. China, 74,320 pop. 21,003, Chang-Sha.
Hun-Chun (hoou'-clioon') cml. towai, Manchuria region, China
Nalie rivs.
Germany.
Hundsriick (lio6nts'riik) mt. region, bet. Moselle
Hungary (htin'ga-ri) kingdom, cen. Europe, E part of Austro-Hungarian
monarchy, 125,039
Budapest.
pop. 17,330,
Hunslet (Imns'let) mfg. town. West Riding, York co. Eng. a suburb of Leeds
agr. co. N E Tex. 870
pop. 32, X Greenville.
Hunt, past.
Hunter (hun'ter) tp. Laurens co. S. C
Hunterdon (hun'ter-don) agr. co. N. J. 434 pop. 35, X Flemington.
Hunter River, 300 m."long, New South Wales, Australia.
Ontario, Canada,
E of St. Louis co. Minn.
Hunter's island, large isl. N

&

Horta (hor'ta) sptT town, * of Fayal isl. Azores isls. N Atlantic ocean
Horten (hSr'ten) town, Norway, on Christiania Gulf chief naval port
or Great Horton, town, West
Horton (hor'tgn) city. Brown co. Kan. pop. 3.
Biding, York co. England
pop.
Hoshlarpur (hosh'I-ar-poor') dist. Jalandhar div. Punjab, India, 2,086
939.

5

2.

Horsens (hSr'sensftown, Jutland, iSenmark, on the Horsens-Fiord
Horse Shoe mountain, peak, 13,81'.! ft. high, Park Range, Col.
Horstorth (hors'forth) tp. West Riding, York co. England
Horsham (li8rs'ham) bor. Sussex co. England, on Adur river

—

Pop.

n

Humphreys
HumpoletZ

Germany.

high,

ft.

6

vil., Tillage.

19

6
24
5
8

..

..

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

IgUaCn

14

—

—

£

W

8

5

Germany, flows into Rhine river.
m. broad, Mindanao isl. Malay Arch.
niapel (el-ya-pel') town, Coquimbo prov. Chile, S. America, oti Illapel river..
Fr. 2,597 D pop. 627, * Rennes.
llle-et-Vllaine (el'-^a'-ve'lan') dept. N
nilmani (el-ye-ma'ne) mt. Bolivian Andes, S. Am. highest peak 21,149 ft.
nUnois (Tl-li-noi' or -noiz') state, N cen. U. S. A. 56,650 D pop. 3,826, * Spring111 (el) riv. 100 m. long, Alsace prov.
niana (il-la'na) bay, 70 m. long, 70

6

W

;

5

.

9
1,431

W

60

220
3
28
163
12

.

7

— co. W cen. Pa. 830 D pop.

42.

—

its

X

of

pop.

2.

—

;

;

—

;

W

W

Inkerman (Tnk-er-miin') vil. & spt. in Crimea, S Russia; battlefield in 1854.
Inn (Tnn) riv. 250 m. long, cen. Europe, Engadine valley to Danube river.
Innsbruck (ins'prSSk) cml. & mfg. city, # of Tyrol, Austria
Inowrazlaw (e-nov-riits'lav) town, Posen prov. Prussia
Insterburg (Tn'ster-booro) mfg. town, E. Prussia
Interlaken or Interlachen (Tn'ter-laK'en) t. e. " between lakes," beautiful
between lakes Thuu

&

Brienz, Switzerland

;

a

summer

23
12
22

vil.

2
5
5

resort

Introdacqua (Tn-tro-dak'kwii) town, Aquila prov. Italy
Inveroargill (Tn'ver-K'ar'gil) town,

X

Southland

New

Zealand
Inverness or Inverness-shlre (Tn-ver-nes'-shir) maritime & highland CO.
Scotland, 4,232 D pop. 88. —its X, also * of 'the N Highlands, pop. 17.
agr. CO. Cape Breton isl. 1,385 D pop. 26, X Port Hood.
Inyo (Tn'yo) CO. S E Cal. 10,020 D pop. 4, X Independence.
Inzersdorf (Tnt'sers-dorf) vil. Lower Aiistria, on Liesingbach river
lola (i-o'la) tp. &"city, X of Allen CO. Kan. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
loli (e-o'lt ) town, Bombay pres. British India
lona (e-o'na) isl. 2,000 acres, Hebrides isls. Argyll co. Scotland.
its X pop. 4.
Ionia (i-o'n"i-a) CO. S
cen. Mich. 580 D pop. 33.
coast of Greece 1,092
Ionian Islands (!-o'ni-an-) group, Medit. sea, olT
Ionian Sea, part of Mediterranean sea, between Greece
S Italy.
Iosco (i-os'ko) CO. E Mich. 563 D pop. 15, X Tawas City.
Iowa (i'o-wa) agr. & mfg. state, N cen. U. S. A. 56,025 D pop. 1,912, * Des
Wis. 740 D
Moines, -co. S E cen. lo. 576 HI pop. 18, X Marengo.
co. S
river 375 m. long,
pop. 22, X Dodgeville.
tp. Doniphan co. Kan. pop. 3.
of

co.

—

—
W

W

—
—

—

lo. flows into Mississippi river.
of Johnson co. lo.
City, mfg. city,
Fails, town, Hardin co. lo

X

Iowa
Iowa

a, e,

1,

ii,

8
18

239

W

U

D

—

—

X

D

X

—
—

Frangois co. Mo. pop. 2.
Iron Mountain, St. Frangois CO. Mo. 300 ft. high chiefly good iron ore.
city,
X of Dickinson co. Mich. pop. 9. min. vil. St. FranQOis co. Mo. pop. 2.
Ironton (I'um-ton) mfg. city, X of Lawrence co. O. on Ohio river
Ironwood, tp. & city, Gogebic co. Mich
city
Iroquois (ir-6-kwoi') co. E 111. 1,120 D pop. 35, X Watseka.
or Sis Nations, name applied by the French to confederacy of six Am. Indian tribes.
Iroquois River, 120 m. long, Jasper co. Ind. flows into Kankakee river.
Irtish ^or_Irtysh (Tr'tish) riv. 1,900 m. long, Asia, Altai mts. to Obi river.
Irun (e-roon') town, Guipuzcoa prov. Spain
Irvine (er'vin) cml. & mfg. tovm, Ayr co. Scotland, on Firth of Clyde
Irvlngton (er'ving-ton) vil. Essex co. N. J. pop. 2.
vil. Westchester co.
N. Y. pop. 2.
Irwell (er'wSl) riv. 40 m. long, Lancaster co. England, flows into Mersey river.
Irwin (er'win) co. S Ga. 601 D pop. 6, X Irwinville.
bor. Westmoreland co.
;

—

^

—

2.

—

X

(iz'a-bSl'a) agr. co. cen. Mich. 580
pop. 19,
Mount Pleasant.
(e-sa-bel'ya) port^
coast Haiti Columbus made first settlement here, 1493.
Isanti (i'san-te) agr. co.
Minn. 450
pop. 8,
Cambridge.
Isar (e'zar) or Iser (e'zer) riv. 165 m. long, Germany ; Tyrol to Danube river.
Isaura (I-sa'ra) anc. city, Asia Minor its ruins are near Hajilar town.
ISChia (is'ke-a)Jsl. Italy, in Medit. sea, 26
its chief town, pop. 6.
pop. 25.
Ischitella (is-ke-tS11ii) town, Foggia prov. Italy, near Adriatic sea
Ischl (Tsh'l) town. Upper Austria, on Traun riv. ; noted watering place

N

;

D

E

X

—

;

(e'se-agm) mfg. town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Iser (e'zer) river 60 m. long, Austria; from Bohemia to Elbe riv.
See Isae.
(e'zar')
min.
Isfere
mfg. dept. S E France, 3,201 D pop. 572, # Grenoble.
riv. 150 m. long, France
rises in Mt. Iseran, flows into Rhone river.
Iserlohn (e'zer-lon') cml. & mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
Isernia (e-ser''ne-a) mfg. town, Campobasso prov. Italy
Iset (e-sef) riv. 250 m. long, Siberia, Russ. in Asia, Lake Isetskoe to Tobol river.
Ishlm or Ischlm (Ish'im') riv. 700 m. long, Tobolsk govt. Siberia, Russia in
Asia, flows into Irtish riv.
town, Tobolsk govt. Siberia, on Ishim riv. pop, 6.
Ishpemlng (Tsh'pem-ing) min. town, Marquette co. Mich
Isis (i'sis) riv. England, rises in Gloucestershire, and joins the Thame at Dorchester, Oxford CO. forming the Tliames riv. the Isis is also called Thames.
Iskellb (is'ke-leb) town, Kastamuni vilayet, Asia Minor, near Kizil-Irmak riv.
Isker (is'ker) riv. 150 m. long, Bulgaria, Europe, Balkan Mts. to Danube river.
Isla de Leon (es'la da la-on') isl. 10 m. long, 2 m. broad, Cadiz prov. Spain, in
Atlantic ocean. .— mfg. spt. Cadiz prov. Spain, E Isla de Leon, pop. 18.
Isla del Rey (-del ra') largest of Pearl Isls. Panama Gulf, S. Am. 20 m. long.
Isla de Pinos (-da pe'nos) isl. S of Cuba, 600 D, belongs to Spain.
Isla mayor (-ma-yor') isl. 17 m. long, Seville prov. Spain.
Island, agr. CO. N
Wash. 220 n pop. 2, X Coupville.
Island Greek, tp. Duplin co. N. C. pop. 2.
tp. Jefferson co. 0. pop. 2.

—

—

W

;

W

IslandsMre

—

(I'land-shir) part of

Northumberland

England

co.

5

25 m. long, 17 m. broad. Inner Hebrides, Scotland
Isle J^SUS (el' zha'ziis') isl. Quebec prov. Canada, 84 D pop. 9, # Sainte Rose.
Isle of Ely (il ov e'le) dist. Cambridge co. England, 227,326 acres
Isle of man, a British isl. in Irish Sea, 220
pop. 56,
Castletown.
Isle of Pines. See Ile des Pins
Isla de Pinos.
Isle of Portland, pen. 4| m. long, English Channel, Dorset co. England
Isle of Purbeck (-pfir'bgk) pen. dist. 10 m. long, Dorset co. England.
Isle of Thanet (-than'St) isl. N E end of Kent co. England, 26,500 acres
Isle of Wight (-wit) CO. S E Va. 300 D pop. 11, X Isle of Wight Courthouse.
isl. in English Channel, off S coast England, 146 D pop. 79,
Newport.
par. Middlesex co. England
Isleworth (H'worth) vil.
par.
Islington (Tz'llng-ton) par. Middlesex co. England suburb of London
vil Suffolk co. N. Y. tp. pop. 8, vil. pop. 1.
Isllp (is'lTp) tp.
Ismail (es-ma-el') fortified town, Bessarabia govt. Russia in Europe
IsmaUla (es'ma-el'ya) cml. town, on Timsah Lake, Suez Canal, Egypt
Ismid (is-med') vilayet, Turkey in Asia, E of Sea of Marmora, 4,296 H pop. 247.

Islay

(i'la)

or Isla

(i'la) isl.

&

—

D

&

its

*

pop.

.

W

* Pisino.

2'

N, on Red Sea, to the

long ; a, e, o, less prolonged ; S, g, T, o, ii, short ; a, g, i o, u, obscure; f Sr, lAst, fall, cfire term foOd, f 36t, fQrl_; S as in fSr oi as in oil ow as in cow
n as in linger, link ug as in sing ; tb as in thin til as in tfaiue ; I, u, 6, w, d, d, a, u, k, n ^see p. 17 1'J).
c, ee (see p. 1719) ; oh as in chin g as in get

Ill

;

;

;

33
3

;

;

5
5
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&

Italian East Africa, extends from Cape Kasar, 18°

;

13
283

8.

Isola (e'so-lii) mfg. town, Caserta prov. Italy
Isola della Scala (-ifel'la skala) town, Italy, on Tartaro river
Isola Grossa (-gros'sa) Austrian isl. 27 m. long, 3 m. broad, in Adriatic sea.
Ispahan (Is-pa-iiiin') mfg. city, Irak-Ajemi prov. former * of Persia
Miss. 370 Q pop. 12, X Mayerville.
Issaquena (Ts'sa-kwe'n.j) co.
Mississippi river.
Issaquena Creek, 150 lii. long. Miss, flows into Yazoo
Isse-Flord (es'sa-fyord') inlet, 20 m. long, N coast Seeland isl. Denmark.
Issolre (es'swar') town, dept. Puy-de-D8me, France, on Couze river
IsSOUdun (e'soo'duN') cml. & mfg. town, dept. Indre, France, on Thiols river
Issy (es'se') vil. dept. Seine, France, near Seine river
Issyk-Kul (Ts'sek-kool) lake, Semiretchensk govt. Russia in Asia, 2,466 D.
Istalif (is-ta-lef) mfg. town, Afghiinistdn, 22 m. N
of Kabul
Isthmus of Chiqulmula (-che-ke-moo'la) on Caribbean Sea, Guatemala.
(-kSr'Tnth)
m.
20
joins
tlin
Morea
to Attica, Greece.
Isthmus of Corinth
loufT,
Isthmus of Kraw (-kra) 70 m. broad, joins Malay Pen. with Indo-China.
Isthmus of Panama (-pan'a-ma') form. Isthmus op Darien, 300 m. long, 30
to 70 in. wide, joins Cen. & S. America, and separates Atl. fr. Pac. ocean.
Isthmus of Perekop^-pii-rii-kop') 20 m. long, Crimea to Russia in Europe.
Isthmus of Suez (-soo-gz') 72 m. broad, joins Africa to Asia crossed by sliip
canal cut by De Losscps, a. d. 1859-1869, 100 in. long.
Isthmus of Tehuantepec (-tft-wiin-tS-pBk') Mexico, 130 m. wide, between
Gulf of Mexico and Pacific ocean connects North and Central America.
Istip (Is'tiip') town, Rouiuelia, Turkey in Europe, on Bagranitza river
Istrla (Ts'tiT-a) pen. Adriatic sea, a dist. of the Austrian KUstauland, 1,912 Q
pop. 318,
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30
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&

;

^

8
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*

;
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on Iowa river
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Indianapolis (I n'dT-an-ap'o-lis) cml. city, * of Ind. and X of Marion co
3
Indian Creek, tp. White co. Ill
3
Indian Grove, tp. Livingston co. lU
Indian Lake, 7 m. long, E Hamilton CO. N. Y.
Indian Ocean, one of the 5 great oceans between Asia, Africa, and Australia.
2
Indianola (in'dT-an-o'la) city, X of Warren co. lo
2
Indian Orchard, vil. Hampden co. Mass. on Ohicopee river
hundred, Sussex co. Del. pop. 2.
Indian River, inlet, 100 m. long, E Fla.
75
Indian Territory ,_S of Kan. U. S. A. 31,400 D held for Indian tribes
Indlgirka (in'de-ger'ka) riv. 750 m. long, Yakutsk govt. Siberia, Russia in Asia.
IndO-CMna (Tn'do-chl'na) or Farther India, the S E pen. of Asia comprises Annam, Upper and Lower Burma, Cambodia, French Cochin China,
ToNQUiN, Laos, Malacca, and Siah 880,000 D
30,000
its * pop. 92.
Indore (Tn-dor') native state, Cen. India, 8,075 D pop. 373.
Indre (SNd'r) riv. 115 m. long, depts. Indre & Indre-et-Loire, France flows into
Loire riv.
agr. & mfg. dept. N
Fr. 2,624 D pop. 293, # ChSteauroux.
Fr. 2,361 D pop. 337, # Tours.
Indre-et-Loire (aNd'r'-a'-lwiir') dept. N
(in'dus)
riv.
m.
long,
2,000
S Asia, rises in Tibet, flows into Arabian Sea.
Indus
5
InficionadO (en-fe-se-o-na'do) vil. Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, South America..
11
Ingbert (ing'bert) mfg. town. Palatinate govt. Bavaria, Germany
Ingelmunster"(Tn'Hel-moon'ster) mfg. town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
6
Ingham (ing'am) agr. co. S Mich. 552 D pop. 38, X Mason.
Ingoda (Tn-go'da) riv. 300 m. long, Siberia, Russ. in Asia, flows into Onon river.
18
Ingoldstadt (ing'ol-stat) ft. town. Upper Bavaria, Germany, on Danube river
18
Ingria (in'gre-a) region, St. Petersburg govt. Russia in Europe
Ingul (Tn-go61') riv. 150 m. long, Kherson govt. Russ. in Europe, to Bug river.
Ingulets (Tn-goo-lets') riv. 220 m. long, Kliersou govt. Russ. to Dnieper river.
7
Inhambane (en-yiim-ba'na) spt. Lourengo Marques prov. Portuguese E. Africa
Inhambane River, 150 m. long, E Africa, flows into the sea at Inhambane.
;

^

#

X

Iseghem

X

— city,

India (in'di-a) or Hindustan (hin'ddo-stan') country, mostly under British
rule, S Asipr, S of Himalaya Mts. 1,587,104 U
286,697
Indiana (In'dl-an'a) state, U. S. A. bet. Lake Michigan & Ohio riv. 36,350 D
pop. 2,192, *- Indianapolis.

^

D

D

;

—

E

D

Pa. pop.

W

^

—

*

D

Isabella

coast Hondo island
Inaba (e-nii'ba) prov. Japan,
Inagua (e-na'gwS) isl. 50 m. long, 25 m. broad largest of Bahama Islands.
InchiC[ain (in'clit-kwTn) barony & isl. Clare co. Munster prov. Ireland. barony
Indapur (In'da-poor) town. Puna dist. Bombay pres. British India

Indented Head, pen. Victoria, Australia, 100,000 acres.
city,
Independence, agr. co. N E Ark. 736 D pop. 22, X Batesville.
Buchanan co. lo. pop. 3.
city, X of Montgomery co. Kan. pop. 3.
X of Jackson co. Mo. pop. 6.
Index Peak, volcanic peak, 10,500 ft. high, Wyo. 1 m. N of Pilot Peak.

2

5

—

field.

W

15

(e'rak'-aj'g-me) prov. cen. Persia, Asia.
Iran (e'ran') the Persian name of Persia.
Irandal (I'ran-dal') town, Bombay pres. British India
Irawadi (e-ra-wii'dT) riv. 1,200 m. long, S
Asia, Tibet to Indian Ocean.
div. Lower Burma, British India, 16,805
pop. 1,487,
Bassein.
Iredell (ir'del) agr. co. N. C. 610
pop. 25, X Statesville.
Irek or Ere& (e'rSk) town, Siwas vilayet, Asia Minor, 47 m. S
of Samsun. .
Ireland (Iraand) one of the British Islands, 32,583
pop. 4,705,
Dublin.
Irghlz (Tr-gez') riv. Turkestan, 300 m. long, flows into Aksakal Lake.
Tex. 970
Irion (ir'e-gn) co.
pop. 1,
Sherwood.
Irish Sea, part of Atlantic ocean, bet. England
Ireland.
Irkut (Ir'koot) riv. 220 m. long, Irkutsk govt. Siberia, flows into Angara river.
Irkutsk (ir-kootsk') min. govt.
Siberia, Russia in Asia, 287,061
pop. 421.
its
and
of E Siberia, cml. city, on Angara riv. pop. 48.
Iron (i'urn) CO.
Mich. 1,100
pop. 4,
Crystal Falls.
co. S E Mo.
550
pop. 9,
Ironton.
co. S Ut. 3,436
Parowan.
pop. 3,
tp. St.

NW

4
20

—

W

D

6

nion (il'i-on) mfg. vil. Herkimer co. N. Y
Dkeston (Il'kes-ton) min. & mfg. town, Derby co. England
nkley (Ilk'lT)"tp.'West Riding, York co. England

IllOgan (Tl-lo'gnn) min. par. Cornwall co. England
niyrla (il-llr'l-a) anc. Illtr'icum, div. Austria, E of Italy, 10,937 D
nmen (Il-mSn') lake, 30 m. long, 24 m. broad, Novgorod govt. Russia.
its #, a cml. town, pop. 8,
nollO (e'lo-e'Io) prov. Panay isl. Philippine Isls.
Africa, 50 m. S S
of Rabba
Iloiln (e-lo-reu') cml. city, Nupe state,
Imandra (e-mSn'dra) lake, 60 m. long. Archangel govt. Russia in Europe.
Imbabura (Im-ba-boo'ra) prov. Ecuador, South America, pop. 68, * Ibarra.
Imbros (tm'brSs) isl. of Turkey, 19 m. long, 10 m. broad, Grecian Arch.
Imeritia (e-me-rlsh'e-a) agr. & mfg. region, Trans-Caucasia, Russia
Imlay (Tm'Ia) tp. Lape'er co. Mich, on Belle river
Imola (e'mo-la) mfg. town, Bologna prov. N Italy, on Santemo river

^

E

Caledonia, 58 D.
lies d'lnstltut (el' dSN'ste'tU') group of isls. N
coast of Australia.
nfracombe (Tl'f r.a-koom) spt. town, Devon co. England
Ilhavo (el-ya'vo)"town, Beira prov. Portugal, 4 m. S of Aveiro
111 (e'le') riv. Semirechensk govt. Russ. Turkestan, 300 m. long, to Lake Balkash.
niamna (e-le-am'ua) active volcano, 12,066 ft. high, Alas, on Aliaska peninsula.
lUanma Lake, Alas. 85 m. long, 24 m. broad.
IlinlQa (e-le-ne'sa) peak, 17,380 ft. high, Andes mts. Ecuador, South America.

Illinois Bayou (-bl'oo) 75 m. long. Pope co. Ark. flows into Arkansas river.
Illinois River, 350 m. long. 111. flows into Mississippi river.
lUklrch-Grafenstaden (TU'keerK-gra'fen-sta'den) town, Alsace prov. Ger.

Pop.

—

(ips'wTch) tp.
vil. Essex co. Mass. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
mfg.
town, X of Suflolk co. England, on Orwell riv. pop. 57.
cml. & min. town,
Queensland, Australia, 25 m.
of Brisbane, pop. 8.
Iqui^ue (e-ke'kfi) spt. town, * of Tarapaca ter. Chile, South America
Ira (i'ra) tp. Cayuga co. N. Y
Iraja (e-ra'zha) vil. Rio Janeiro state, Brazil, South America

Irak-A]eml

;

.

1761

&

Ipswich

(e-gwa-soo') riv. Parana state, Brazil, 800 m. long, flows into Parana riv.

Iguafada (e-gwa-lS'Da) mfg. town, Barcelona prov. Spain
Iguape (e-gwa'pa) riv. 150 m. long, Brazil, South America, flows into Atlantic
town & spt. Sao Paulo state, Brazil, on Iguape riv. town pop. 8.
ocean.
IguaraQU (e-gwii-ra-soo') town, Pernambuco state, Brazil, South America
Ik (ek) riv. 200 m. long, Orenburg govt. Russia in Europe, flows into Kama riv.
Ikropa (e-kro'pa) riv. ^0 m. long, Madagascar, flows into Bembatuka Bay.
lie de France (el' dg frBNs') " isle of France," old prov. in N France
its #
isl. in Indian Ocean.
See Mauritius.
, was Paris.
lie des Pins (el' da' p5N') or Kunle (ku-ue') French isl. Pac. oc. S E of New

;

;

;

6
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Pop.

N

Juba riT. 0°

15' S,

etc. 602,000

D

James
James

*

*

D

Itapicuru (e-ta-pe-koo-roo') riv. 350 m. long, Bahia state, Brazil, S. America.
Itapicuru Grande (-grau'da) riv. 410 m. long, Maranhao state, Brazil, S. Am.
Itaqueira (e-ta-ka'e-ra) mt. range, in S E Matto-Grosso state, Brazil, S. Am.
ItaEca (i-tas'ka) coT N Minu. 5,430 D
Itasca Lake, Beltrami CO. Minn. 8 m. long source of Mississippi river.
Itata (e-ta'ta) riv. 150 m. long, Concepcion prov. Chile, flows into Pac. ocean.

N E Miss.

540 D pop. 12, X Fulton.
Itawamba
tp.
Ithaca (Ith'a-ka) tp. Avil. X of Gratiot co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
co.
N.
T.
tp. pop. 1, city pop. 11.
one of the
nifg. city, X of Tompkins
pop. 10, chief town Vathi.
Ionian Isls. Mediterranean sea, 44
Ithome (e-tho'ma) mt. 3,865 ft. high, Messenia, Greece.
Iturup (e-too-robp') the largest of Kurile Isls. N Pac. oc. 120 m. long Japanese.
Itri (e'tre) town, Caserta prov. Italy
ItU or YtU (e-too') town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil, S. America, on Tiete river..
Itzehoe (I t'se-ho'e) mfg. town, Holstein, Prussia, on Stor river
Ivahi (e-vii-he') riv. 250 m. long, Sao Paulo state, Brazil, South America.
Ivaki-Sima (e-vake-se'ma) isl. of Japan, 15 m. long, Sea of Japan.
Ivanovo (e-va-no'vo) town, Vladimir govt. Russ. in Europe, 66 m. N of Vladimir
IVlQa (e-ve'sa) one of Balearic Isls. Mediterranean sea, 22 m. long, 12 m. broad,
pop. 11
Spanish.
its
pop. 6.
of Gold Coast.
Ivory Coast, coast region, Upper Guinea, Africa,
Ivrea (e-vra'a) town, Italy, on left bank Dora Baltea river
Ivry-Sur-Selne (ev're'-siir'-san') mfg. vil. dept. Seine, France, near Seine riv.
Ixcaquixtla (eks-ka-keks'tla) town, Puebla state, Mexico
Ixelles (eks'Sll') mfg. vil. Brabant prov. Belgium, 1 m. S of Brussels
Ark. 547 D pop. 13, X Melbourne.
Izard (Iz'ard) CO.
Izbma (ezh'ma) riv. 190 m. long, Russia in Europe, flows into Petchora river.

&

D

—

Q

*

(e'ze-tj') vil.

a pop. 41,388, * Tokyo.

150,626

33

Jarrow

34

NE

X
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N

Jacks,

tp.

Laurens

co. S.

U

—

X

C

2.

co.
tp.

tp.

2.

co.

CO.

tp.

4.

tp.

4.

city,
tp.

co. lo.
co.

co.

co.

co.

co.
city,

4.

2.

tp.

3.

co.
tp.

2.

co.
tp.

2.

co.

tp.
co.

2.

long, Va. flows into Cowpasture river.
(jak'son-vTl) tp.
town,
of Calhoun co. Ala. tp. pop. 2, town
city,
of Duval co. Fla. pop. 17.
mfg. city,
of Morgan oo.

&

^

X

—
pop.
Jacmel (zhak'mel') town, S coast Haiti, 30 m. S W of
pop.

1.

X

13.

111.

w

X

Jacques-Cartler (zhak-kar'te-a')

CO.

—

Quebec prov. Canada, 90

D pop.

14,

X

Jacuhy (zha-koo-e') riv. 250 m. long, Brazil, S. America, to Lake of Patos.
Jaen (nii-an') prov. Andalusia, Spain, 5,184 pop. 438.
its
pop. 26.

—

Jalfa (Jaffa).

See Tafa.

—

W

(ja'gan-nath') or Puri (poo're) spt. town, Orissa div. S
Bengal
pres. British India, 42 m. S of Cuttack ; most famous place of pilgrimage in
India temple and image of Jagannath
Jagerndorf (ya'cem-dorf) town, Silesia duchy, Austria
Jagua Bay, S coast of Cuba, 45 m.
of Trinidad.
Jaguaribe (zha-g-wa-re'ba) riv. 460 m. long, Brazil, Boa Vista Mts. to Atl. oc.
its
pop.
Jaipur (ji'poor) native state, Rdjputana, India, 14,465 pop. 2,824.
native state, Cen. Provs. India.
159.
its #, pop. 11 ; place of pilgrimage.
its
Jaisalmir (ji'sal-mer') native state,
Rajputana, 12,252
pop. 75.
a ft. town, 138 m.
of Jodhpur, pop. 35.
Jakovo (ya-ko'vo) town, Albania, Turkey in Europe
its
pop. 4,208.
Jalandhar (ja'lan-thar') div. Punjab, British India, 18,816
;

N

—

W

WNW

—

—

*

—

D

*, pop.

66.

#

Vera Cruz

state, Mexico
Guadalajara.
Jalisco (Hii-les'ko) state, Mexico, 31,846
pop. 1,250,
Jailor (jal-lor') ft. town, Jodhpur, Bajputaua, India, 65 m. S of Jodhpur

Jalapa

(na-la'pa) mfg. city,

of

D

*

Jalemnitza (ya-lom-nit'sa) riv. 140 m. long, Roumania, Europe.
Jaloim (ja-lown') dist. Jhansi div. British Bundelkhand, India, 1,553 D pop.
404.
its #, 65 m. S
of Cawnpur, pop. 14.
Jamaica (ja-ma'ka) tp. & vil. one of the X of Queens co. N. T. tp. pop. 10,
vil. pop. 57
agrT isl. British West Indies, 4,193 D pop. 639, # Kingston.

—

W

—

means square miles

;

*, capital

Population

is

;

X,

co. seat

;

given in nearest thousands

:

2

=

—
—

—

—

la

6
9

&

&

3

^

—

N

—

18

—

—

N

W

—

D

;

N

;

*

;

Jenkins

(jenk'inz) tp. Luzerne co.

Pa

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufsicturing ; min., mining ; ept., seaport ; tp., township ;
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3 =: 2,500 to 3.499, etc. less tnau 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919,

agr., agricultural
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&

#

—

D

&

—

W

D

^
—
—

—

*

Jagannath

5
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&
D
—
D
—
—
D
W
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—
&
W
—
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D
—
&
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—
—
—
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—
—
^ &
—
—
—
—
—
— &

—
—

—

Point Claire.

D

90

N

W

D

&

a

Port an Prince

Jacobabdd (ja'ko-ba'bad') dist. Sind, Bombay, British India.
its * pop. 5.
Jacobina (zha-ko-be'nii) town, Bahia state, Brazil, South America
Jacobstad (ya'kob-staf) town, Courland govt. Russ. in Europe, on Diina river

—
—

—

—

—

Q

D

D

N
D

sea.

ft.

Jacksons River, 120 m.
Jacksonville

X

&

—

D

tp.

10.

co.

X

D

mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Neisse river
400 m. long, Peru, South America, flows into Apurimac riv.
cml. town, Junin dept. Peru, South America, on Jauja river, pop. 15.
Jaunpur (jown'poor') dist. Allahabad div. N. W. Provinces, British India,
1,556 D pop. 1^,026.— its
pop. 27.
Janru (zhou-roo') riv. 220 m. long, Brazil, S. Am. flows into Paraguay river.
Java (ja'va) isl. Malay Arch. E. Indies, 50,848 D pop. 23,064, * Batavia Dutch.
Javana (ja-va/na) town, Japara residency, N coast of Java
Java Sea, part of Pacific ocean, N of Java, S of Borneo.
Javea (na-va'a) spt. town, Alicante prov. Spain, on Mediterranean sea
Jawahir (ja'\va-her') peak, 25,670 ft. high, Himalaya Mts. Kumiun div. India.
Jaworow (ya-wo'rSv) town, Galicia prov. Austria
Jaxartes (jSks-ar'tez). See Syk-Dabia.
Jay, agr. CO. E Ind. 396 D pop. 23, X Portland.
tp.
vil. Franklin co. Me.
tp. pop. 2.
tp. Essex CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
Jayanca (Hi-iin'ka) town, Lambayeque prov. Peru, South America
Jazygia (ja-zTjT-a) dist. cen. Hungary, 1,389 D,
Jdsz-Ber^ny.
Jeannette (jen-nef) bor. Westmoreland co. Pa
Jebel (jeb'el) prov. Nejd, Arabia, pop. 162,
Hayel.
Jebel-Akhdar (-ak'dar') prov. Oman kingdom, Arabia, on GuU of Oman.
mt. in same, 6,000 ft. high.
Jebel-Serbal C-ser'bal') mt. 6,760 ft. high, Arabia Petraea.
Jebel-Sukur (-soo'koor') or -Zugur (-zoo'goor') isl. 14 m. long, Red Sea,
Jeddo (yed'do) or Jedo. See Tokyo.
Tex. 2,390 D pop. 1, X Fort Davis.
Jeff Davis (jef da'vTs) CO.
Jeflerson (jeffer-son) CO. S cen. Ala. 1,092
pop. 89, X Birmingham. .— agr.
pop. 41, X Pine Bluff.
CO. S E cen. Ark. §40
co.
cen. Col. 860
pop.
agr. co. N Fla. 600 D pop. 16, X Monticello.
8, X Golden.
co. E Ga.
640
pop. 17, X Louisville,
agr. co. S 111. 580 D pop. 23, X Mouno Vernon,
agr. CO. S E Ind. 370 D pop. 25, X Madison.
min.
agr. co. S E lo.
432 D pop. 15, X Fairfield.
agr. co.
E Kan. 568 pop. 17, X Oskaloosa.
agr. CO. N Ey. 375
pop. 189, X LouisviUe.
agr. par. S E La. 390
co. S
pop. 13, X CarrolUon.
Miss. 490 D pop. 19, X Fayette.
agr. co.
E Mo. 640 pop. 22, X Hillsboro. min. co. S Mont. 1,850 pop. 6,
X Radersburg. agr. co. S Neb. 576 D pop. 15, X Fairbury. agr. past,
part of N. Y. 1,147
pop. 69, X Watertown.
CO.
agr.
min. co. E O,
435
agr. co.
pop. 39, X SteubenviUe.
cen. Pa. 640 U pop. 44, X Brookagr. co. E Tenn. 310 D pop. 16, X Dandridge.
ville.
min.
past. co. S E
Tex. 960 D pop. 6, X Beaumont.
co.
Wash. 1,688
pop. 8, X Port Townsend. .— agr. CO. W. Va. 280
pop. 16, X Charlestown.
agr.
past. co.
pop. 34, X Jefferson, pop. 2.
tp. Pike co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp.
S E Wis. 570
tp. Tipton co. Ind. pop. 3.
Switzerland co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Wayne co.
tp. Wells co. Ind. pop. 2.
Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Clayton co. lo. pop. 2. —town,
city,
X of Greene co. lo. pop. 2. tp. Hillsdale co. Mich. pop. 2. tp.
tp. Linn co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. MonCole CO. Mo. tp. pop. 9, city pop. 7.
roe CO. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Scotland co. Mo. pop. 4.
tp.
town, X of Ashe
CO. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Adams co. O. pop. 4.
vil. X of Ashtabula co. O.
pop. 1.
tp. Fayette co. 0. pop. 3.
tp. Jackson co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Maditp.
Mercer
son CO. O. pop. 2.
tp. Montgomery co. 0. pop.
co. O. pop. 4.
7.
tp. Allegheny
tp. Preble co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Richland co. O. pop. 2.
CO. Pa. pop. 3.
city, X of Marion co. Tex. pop. 3.
tp.
city, Jefferson
CO. Wis. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 2.
Jefferson City, * of Mo. and X of Cole co. on S bank Missouri river
peak of Cascade
Jefferson, Mount, peak of White Mts. N. H. 5,657 ft. high.
Range, Ore. 10,200 ft. high.
Jefferson River, 140 m. long, Mont, flows into Madison river.
city, X of Clarke co. Ind. tp. pop. 15, city pop. 11.
Jeff ersonville (-vTl) tp.
Jeffreys (jef'riz) tp. Florence co. S. C
Jehanabad (je-han-a'bad') town, Bardwan dist. Bengal, British India, pop.
13.
town, (Jaya dist. Bengal, British India, pop. 21.
E of Kabul siege
Jelalabad (jSl-iUa'bad') town, Afghanistan, 78 m. E
1841-1842.
Afghanistan, pop. 10.
town, Shahjecity, # of Seistan,
hanpur dist. Rohilkhand, India, pop. 6.
extreme
cape,
E
of
Nova
Zembla.
Jelania (ya-la'ne-a)
Jemeppe (zha-mep') vil. Li^ge prov. Belgium, on Meuse river
Jenunapes (zha'map') town, Hainaut prov. Belgium battlefield in 1792
Ostersund.
Jemtland (yemt'lant) min. prov. Sweden, 19,593 D pop. 100,
Jena (jen'a, Ger. ya'na) mfg. town, Saxe- Weimar-Eisenach duchy, Germany,
on Saale riv. battlefield in 1806
cml.

—
—

2.

3.

D

riv.

—

2.

co.
tp.

W

—

X

W

co.

co. lo.

&

—

*

co.

tp.
tp.

W

X

*

tp.

2.

2.

G.

co.
tp.

2.

tp.

2.

tp.

3.

co.

3.

5.

tp.

2.

CO.

co.
tp.
co.

2.

—

X

N

—

— Boone Ind. pop. — Brown Ind.
Cal. pop.
— Clay Ind. pop. — Greene Ind. pop. — Hamil— Huntington Ind. pop. — tp. Wayne Ind.
ton
Ind. pop.
^
— Montgomery
— Poweshiek
pop.
pop.
pop.
^ Johnson Mo. pop. ^
# of Miss, and X of Hinds
pop.
— tp. Shelby Mo. pop. — Sullivan co.
Monroe
Mo. pop.
— Crawford O. pop. ^ Darke 0. pop. —
Mo. pop.
— Hardin
^ Montgomery
Franklin
0. pop.
0. pop.
—
— Stark O. pop. — Lebanon
pop.
Pike
0. pop.
O.
— cml.
Pa. pop.
Tenn. pop.
X of Madison
above
Jacksons Lake, 8 m. long, W Wyo. surface 6,806
pop.

D

B

—

D

5

;

(jSk'son) agr. co.

Amador

X

D

4

*

N E Ala. 1,144 D pop. 28, X Stevenson. — co. N E
Ark. 619 a pop. 15, X Jacksonport. — agr. co. N Fla. 990 D pop. 18, X Marianna. — co. N E Ga. 328 D pop. 19, X Jefferson. — agr. & min. co. S 111.
580 D pop. 28, X Murphysboro. — agr. co. S Ind. 510 D pop. 24, X Brownstown. — agr. CO. E lo. 612 D pop. 23, X Maquoketa. — past. & agr. co. N E
Kan. 658 D pop. 15, X Holton. — co. S E Ky. 305 D pop. 8, X McKee. —
agr. par. N La. 580 D pop. 7, X Vernon. — agr. co. S Mich. 720 D pop. 45, X
Jackson, pop. 21. — co. S Minn. 720 D pop. 9, X Jackson. — co. S E Miss.
1,072 D pop. 11, X Scrantou. — agr. co. W Mo. 630 D pop. 161, X Independence. — CO. N. C. 552 a pop. 10, X Webster. — min. & agr. co. S O. 392 D
pop. 28, X Jackson, pop. 4. — min. co. S W Ore. 2,880 D pop. 11, X Jacksonville. — agr. CO. cen. Tenn. 280 D pop. 13, X Gaineaboro. — past. co. S
Tex. 880 D pop. 3, X Texana. — agr. co. W W. Va. 470 D pop. 19, X Jackson
Courthouse. — co. W Wis. 992 D pop. 10, X Black River Falls. — vil. X of

Jackson

—

Jastrow (yas'trov) mfg. town, Marienwerder govt. W. Prussia prov. Germany
JaSZ— Ap^thi (yass'-o'po'te') agr. town, Jazygia dist. Hungary
Jdsz— Ber^ny (-bt-ran') cml. town, * of Jazygia dist. Hungary
Jdsz—Ladany (-lo-dSS') vil. Hungary, 9 m. from Jasz-Ber6ny

—

Jabary

D

N
X

d

—
D
—
—

#

O

*

—

&

m.

(ja-bSl'pocr) div. Central Provinces, British India, 19,040
pop.
its
pop. 85
(Ha-sa-re') or Javarl (Ha-va-re^ riv. 450 m. long, between Brazil and
Peru, South America, flows into Maranon river.
Jabok (jab'ok) riv. 45 m. long, Syria, flows into Jordan river.
Jabuah (ja-boo'a) native state, India, 1,348 pop. 132.
its #.
Jacarehl (zha-ka-ra-he') town, Brazil, on Parnhyba river
Tex.
1,000
Jack, CO.
pop. 10,
Jacksboro.

—

Japan Sea, Asia,

12

Jauer (yow'er)
Jauja (How'Ha)

2,377.

11
11

part of Pacific ocean, bet. Japan
Korea, Asia.
Japara (jii-pa'ra) Dutch residency, N coast Java, pop. 1,251.
its *.
Japura (HS-pob'ra) riv. 1,300 m. long, S. America, Andes mts. to Amazon riv.
Jarlsberg (yarls'bero-) and Larvlk (-lar'vlk) prov. Norway, 895 D pop. 101,
# Larvik.
Jarnac (zhar'nak') town, dept. Charente, France ; battlefield in 1569
Jaromirz (ya'ro-merts') town, Bohemia, Austria
Jaroslaw (ya'r6-slav') mfg. town, Galicia prov. Austria
(jar'ro) vil.
bor. Durham co. England, on Tyne river
bor.
Jarvis Island, Pacific ocean, guano isl. 1,000 acres ; belongs to Great Britain.
Jasper (jas'per) agr. CO.
cen. Ga. 380
Monticello.
pop. 14,
agr. co.
S E
506
pop. 18,
Newton.
past. co.
Ind. 570
pop. 11,
Rensselaer.
agr. co. S cen. lo. 720
Newton.
pop. 25,
co. S E cen.
Miss. 720
pop. 15,
Paulding.
min.
agr. co. S
Mo. 672
pop. 50,
Carthage.
co.
Tex. 840
Jasper.
town,
pop. 0,
of Dubois co.
Ind. pop. 1.
tp. Fayette co. 0. pop. 2.
Jassy (ya'se) cml. city, former
of Moldavia, Roumania

;

Jabalpur

of

&

Japan Sea,

dept. Loire, France

W

—

D

43

pop. 20.

W

Izioom (i z-e-oom') town on Donets riv. Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe
Iznik (iz'uek') anc. Nic^'a, vil. & ruined city, N
Asia Minor, 40 m.
of Brusa the " Nicene Creed " was framed here, A. D. 325.
IZtacclhuaU (es-tak-se-hwat'l) extinct volcano, 15,705 ft. high, Mexico.
Izucar (e-zoo'kar) town, Puebla state, Mexico

NW

Jankovacz (yon'ko'vats') town, Bacs co. Hungary.
Janz6 (zlioN'za') vil. dept. Ille-et-Vilaine, France
Japan (ja-piin') Japanese Nippon (nip-pbn') empire, isls. E

N

Izleus

—

W

;

;

^

;

—

—

?i

—

D

—

;

(It'a-wom'ba) co.

Poi

N

E Roumelia, 56 m. of Adrianople ....
(jamz) co. E Tenn. 210 D pop. 5, X Ooltewah.
City, agr. co. S E Va. 140
pop. 6, X Williamsburg.
vil. Craven co.
N. C. pop. 1.
James Island, 50 m. long, 20 m. broad, Galapagos Isls. Pacific ocean.
James Peak, mt. 13,283 ft. high. Col. 10 m. from Central City.
James River, 450 m. long, Va. formed by Jacksons & Cowpasture rivers.
James Bay, 300 m. long, 175 m. broad, S part Hudson Bay.
Jamestown, tp. Ottawa co. Mich. pop. 2.
mfg. town, Chautauqua co. N. Y.
pop. 16.
city, X of Stutsman co. N. Dak. pop. 2.
ruined vil. James City
CO. Va.
first EngUsh settlement in U. S. A. 1608.
Jampur (jSm^poor') town, Dera Ghazi Khan dist. Punjab, British India
Janesville (janz'vil) mfg. city, X of Rock co. Wis. on Rock River
Jangipur (jau'ge-pobr) town, Bengal, India, 17 m.
of Murshidabad
Janlna (ya-ne'nii) vilayet,
Turkey in Europe, 7,025
pop. 509.
its *
Jamboli (yam'bo-le) mfg. town,

and includes Kassala, Abyssinia, Danakil, Adal, Somali,
pop. G,300,
Massaua.
Italian Peak (i-tal'yan-) in Elk Mts. Col. 13,350 ft. high.
Rome.
pop. 30,yi4,
Italy (It'a-li) kingdom, S Europe, 110,G2b
Itaparica' (e-ta-pa-re'ka) isl. 18 m. long, 6 m. broad, Brazil, in Baliia Bay.

;

;

vil.,

village.

5
11

.

.

A PEONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.
2

JenklntOWn (jSnlsTn-town), bor. Montgomery co. Pa
Jenna ( jSn'na) town, Toruba, Upper Guinea, W Africa
Jenne (jSu'ne) cml. town, Sudan, Africa, Niger riv. 285 m.
Jennings

pop.

CO. Ind.

E

(jSn'Tugz) co. S

S
Vernon.

X

Ind. 350 D'pop. 15,

10
8

W of Timbuktu.
— tp. Crawford

2.

Jerauld (jSr'uld) co. cen. S. Dak. 550 D pop. 4, X Wessington Springs.
Jerba (jSr'ba) isl. 22 m. long, Cabes Gulf, Africa belongs to Tunis
of Port au Prince
Jeremie (zha'ra'me') spt. town, Haiti, 125 m.
Jerez de la Frontera (na-rSth' da la frSn-ta'ra) to\vn, Andalusia div. Spain,
Cadiz
noted
of
for
sherry
wines
16 m. N N E
Jerez de lOS Caballeros (-los ka-eal-ya'ros) mfg. city, Estremadura div.
Spain, 40 m. S of Badajos, near Ardilla river
Jericho (jSr'e-ko) anc. city, Palestine, N end Dead Sea now Eeiha vU.
Jermyn (jer'min) min. bor. Lackawanna co. Pa
tp. Jersey co.
111. 360 O pop. 15, X Jerseyville.
Jersey (jer'zi) agr. CO. S
111. pop. 4.
one of English Chaimel Isls. 45 D pop. 55, * St. Helier.
Jersey City, mfg. city, X of Hudson co. N. J. on Hudson river
Jersey Shore, bor. Lycoming CO. Pa.

W

30

;

5
62

;

8

—

Jerseyville (-vtl) city, X of Jersey co. lU
JersltZ (ygr'sTtsJ^ town, Posen prov. Prussia
Jerusalem (je-ru'sa-lem) tp. Yates co. N. Y. pop.

—

D

3

—

W

163
2

5

— vUayet, Syria, Turkey

*

New

*, 67 m.

;

D

NE

of Calcutta, pop.
(zha'too') one of English

X

—

D

of Guernsey.

—

W

W

—

30

Jedda

& spt.

(jSd'da) cml.

—

W

town. El Hejaz region, Arabia.

30

.

(jefa-goon'gar') town, Tibet, Asia
Jijona (He-Ho'nii) town, Alicante prov. Spain
Jlmena de la Frontera (ne-ma'na da la fron-ta'ra) town, Andalusia, Spain..
coast India, 324 CI pop. 72.
its *.
Jlnjira (jTn-je'ra) native state,
mfg. town, * of Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe.
Jitomir (jTt-o-m"er') cml.
Joachim (jo'a-klm) tp. Jefferson co. Mo
mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Joachimsthal (yo'a-Kims'tal) min.
Jobie (jo'be) isl. 100 m. long, 25 m. broad, Malay Archipelago.
to\vn,
(Ho-dar')
Spain,
near
Guadalquivir
river
Jcdar
111. 663
pop. 25, X Galena.
Jo Daviess (jo d£'vls) agr. CO.
native
(jotb'poor)
state,
Rajputana,
India, 37,000
pop. 2,524.
Jodhpur
its # pop. 62.
isl.
26
m. long, Comoro Isls. E Africa
Johanna (jo-hSn'a)
Johannesburg (yo-han'ues-bflrg) town, S S. African Rep. 35 m. S of Pretoria
John Days River, 250 m. long. Ore. flows into Columbia river.
John Grays River, 120 m. long, rises mi Wyo. flows into Snake River, Ida.
John O'Groat'S House (-o-grats'-) N E end of mainland of Scotland.
Johnsburg (jonz'bQrg) tp. Warren co. N. Y
Ark. 612 D pop. 17, X ClarksviUe.
co. E Ga. 266 D pop. 6,
Johnson, co. N
X Wrightsville. CO. S 111. 340 pop. 15, X Vienna. agr. co. cen. Ind. 320
agr. co. S E lo. 575
past.
pop. 20, X Franklin.
pop. 23, X Iowa City.
agr. CO. E Kan. 480
pop. 17, X Olathe.
co. E Ky. 300
pop. 11, X
Paintsville.
min.
agr. co.
Mo. 800 IH pop. 28, X Warrensburg.
agr.
co.
E Tenn. 340
pop. 9, X
CO. S E Neb. 396 D pop. 10, X Tecumseh.
Taylorsville.
agr. co. N cen. Tex. 720
pop. 22, X Cleburne.
co. N Wyo.
4,000
pop. 2, X Buffalo.
tp. Clinton co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Gibson co. Ind.
tp. Ripley co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Champaign co. 0. pop. 3.
tp.
pop. 3.
Williamsburg co. S. C. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Lamoille co. Vt. tp. pop. 1 ; here
a natural bridge crosses Lamoille river.
Johnson City, Washington co. Tenn
pop. 27, X Smithfield.
tp. ProvJohnston (jonz'ton) CO. cen. N. C. 680
mfg. town, Renfrew co. Scotland, pop. 9.
idence CO. R. I. pop. 10.
Johnston Strait, Brit. Columbia, Can. between mainland and Vancouver Isl.
vil. X of Pulton co. N. Y. tp. pop. 11, vil. pop. 8.
mfg.
Johnstown, tp.
city, Cambria co. Pa. pop. 22, on Conemaugh river.
Johore (jo'hor') state, S part of Malay Pen. Asia fine timber.

80

(zliwan'ye') mfg. town, dept. Yonne, France
Joliet (jo'le-et) tp. & city, X of WUl co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 23.
Quebec prov. Can. 2,670 D pop. 23.
its chief town.
Joliette (zho'le-et') CO.
co. E lo. 576 D pop. 20,
Jones (jonz) CO. cen. Ga. 386 D pop. 13, X Clinton.
co.
E
Miss.
680 O pop. 8, X EUisville.
S
X Anamosa.
co. N. C. 430
co. N Tex. 900
pop. 4, X Anson.
pop. 7, X Trenton.
town, X of Craighead co. Ark. tp. pop. 5,' town
Jonesboro (jonz'biir-r6) tp.
city, X of Clayton co. Ga. tp. pop. 3.
pop. 2.
tp.
tp. Union co. lU. pop.
2.
tp. Moore co. N. C. pop. 1.
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D

W
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D

—

—

—
—

—
^

—

—

D

N
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20
15

3

D

4

—

—

Jonesport,
Jonesvllle

&
tp. & vil.

D

&

co.

(-vTl) vil. Hillsdale co. Mich. pop. 1.
dist. S Sweden, 4,464

JSnkSping (yon'ko-pTng)

&

— tp. Union co.
D pop. 194. —

Jordan

W

pop. 3.
pop. 20.

D

W

—

37

—

D

u, e,

I,

o, u,

a, 0,

ii,

long;

D

15

a, e, o, less
;

Jutland

Brandenburg prov. Prussia
a pen. the only continental part of Denmark, 9,743

(yii-ter-bOK') mfg. town,

(jiit'land)

Kaala

(ka/den) town, Bohemia, Austria, on Eger river
(ka-a'la) highest mt. on Oahu isl. Hawaiian Isls. 4,060 feet.

Kaba

(kS'bS')

Edbul

;

Haiduk

vil.

E

dist.

Hungary

cen.

N E

7
942

D

—

*

Afghanistan, 100 D.
city,
of Afghanistan, on
tributary to Indus.
Eadiak (kad-ySk') isl. Pacific ocean, 40 m. S of, and belonging to, Alas.
Eadoe (ka'doo') prov. cen. Java isl. Malay Archipelago
Eadom (ka^dom') town, Tambov govt. Russia in Europe, on Mouksha river..
Eadur (ka'door') dist. Mysore state, S India, 2,294 D
Kafar (ka'f ar') town, Jebel prov. Arabia
or
Eaffa (kaf 'fa) or FeodOSia (fa-o-do'se-a) town, Crimea, Russia, pop. 8.
Gomara (go'mii-ra) country E Africa native place of coffee plant.
Eatfraria (kaf-fra're-ii) region, S E Africa, 20,000 D.
Eaiiristan (kii/fe-jes-tan') country, S of Hindu-Kush Mts. Asia, 7,000 D.
Eagoshima (ka-go-she'ma) spt. town, S Kiushiu isl. Japan, on KagoshimaBay
EagUl (ka-Gobl') lake, Bessarabia, Russia in Europe, 24 m. long, 9 m. broad.
dist. Bessarabia, Russia.
its chief town, 32 m. N of Galatz, pop. 5.
EahOOlawe (ka^ho-o-lii'va) one of the Hawaiian Isls. 11 m. long, 8 m. wide.
Eailas (kl'liis') mts. Tibet, lat. 31° N, Ion. 80° E Olympus of the Hindus.
Eailur (kl-loor') one of Sutlej Hill States, India, 448
of Farukhabad
Ealmganj (klm'ganj') town, India, 16 m.
river
Eainsk (klnsk) town, Tomsk govt. Russia in Asia, on the
pop. 580.
its * pop. 12.
Ealra (kt'ra) dist. Gujarat, India, 11,561
Eairwan (kir'wan') holy city, Africa, 80 m. S S E of Tunis caravan trade.
Eaisarieh (ki-zar-e'e) city, Asia Minor, IGO m. E N E of Konia
Eaiserin Augusta (kl'zer-en ow-gobs'ta) riv. N part German New Guinea.
Eaiserslautern (kl'zers-lou'tern) town, Rhenish Bavaria, on Lauter river ....
Eaiser Wllhelms Land (ki'zer wil'helms-) N part of S E Ne w Guinea, 72,000
Eakorie (ka-ko're) town, Lucknow div. N. W. Provinces, British India
Ealadgi (ka'la-je') dist. S Bombay pres. British India, E of Beigaum, 4,942
pop. 741.
its
pop. 7.
Ealah-Jik (ka'la-jlk) town, Asia Minor, 35 m. N E of Angora
Ealaichi (ka-li'che) town, Dera Ismail Khan f''st. Punjab, British India
Ealamata (ka-la-ma'ta) or Calamata, cml. spt. town, Messenia, Greece
Ealamazoo (kal'a-ma-zoo') co. Mich. 576 pop. 39. its X pop. 18; seat of
Kalamazoo College ^Baptist).
tp. Kalamazoo co. Mich. pop. 2.
Ealamazoo River, 200 m. long, Hillsdale CO. Mich, to Lake Michigan.
Ealantan (ka-lan-tan') state, Malay Pen. pop. 50.
its chiel town.
Ealbe (kal'be) mfg. town, Magdeburg dist. Saxony prov. Prussia
Ealinga (ka-lin'ga) town, Bengal, British India, 40 m. N E of Calcutta
Ealioubieh (ba'le-o6-be'ye) prov. Lower Egypt, 352
pop. 271, * Kalioub.
Ealisz (ka'lTsh) govt. PolT Russ. in Europe, 4,392
pop. 837.— its
pop. 17.
(kalk)
E
suburb
of
Deutz,
Rhine
Prov.
Prussia
Ealk
Ealkandele (kal-kiin-da'la) town, Monastir vilayet, Turkey in Europe
its X pop. 1.
Ealkaska (kal-kaslsa) CO. Mich. 680 pop. 5.
EallO or Nagy Eallo (nodj kiil'lo') town. Hung. 23 m. N N E of Debreczin..
Ealmar (kal'mar) div. Sweden, 4,438 pop. 233. its *, a ft. city, pop. 12.
EalOCSa (ko'loch'8') town. Pest co. Hungary
of Cawnpur, on Jumna river
Ealpl (kal'pe) ft. town, India, 45 m. S
its
pop. 40.
EalUga (kiv-loo'gii) govt. Russ. in Europe, 11,942 D pop. 1,200.
EalUSChin (kii-lob-shen') town, Poland, Russia in Europe, 33 m. E of Warsaw
EalUSZ (ka'loosh) town, Galicia, Austria ; salt works
Ealwarya (kal-wa're-S) town, Suwalki govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
ELalyasin (kal-yas'en) town, Tver govt. Russia in Europe
Eama (ka'ma) riv. Russ. in Europe, 1,400 m. long, Viatka govt, to Volga river.
Eamchatka or Kamtchatka (kam-chiit'ka) pen. Primorskaya govt. Russia in
Petropaulovski, on E coast.
Asia, about 14Q,000 D pop. 0,
EamenetZ-Podolsk (ka'ma -nStz'-po-dolsk') town, * of Podolia govt. Russia.
Africa, 130,000
pop. 2,600.
Eamerun (kii-mS-robn') German protectorate,
its #.
riv. Kanierun protectorate
cataract 90 m. from mouth.
Eamerun Mountains, AV Africa highest peak, 13,760 ft.
Eamishin or Eamlschyn (kii-mc-sheu') town, Saratov govt. Russia
Eamorta (kii-mor'tvi) one of tlie Nioobar Isls. Bay of Bengal, 16 m. long.
its #.
Eamouraska (kii-moo-rSs'ka) co. Quebec prov. Can. 1,018 pop. 20.
Eampen (kiim'pen) cn\l. town, Overyssel prov. Netherlands
Eampot (kiim'jiot') spt. town, Cambodia, S E Asia
Eampti (kiimp'te) cml. town, Nilgpur div. Cen. Provinces, British India
Eanabec (kiin'a-bSk') co. cen. Minn. 522 pop. 2, X Mora.
Eanawha (ka-ui^'wa) co. W. Va. 825 D pop. 43, X Charleston.
Hondo isl. Japan, 140 ni. N N E of Kioto....
Eanazawa (kii-nti-zii/wii) spt.
of Fiji Isls. S Pacific ocenJi
Eandavu (kiin'dii-voo') most S
of Kiibul
Eandahdr (kSn-dft-hiir') town, S Afghanistan, 250 ni. S
(kiin-i'a''')
town,
Bhilgalpur div. Bengal, British India
Eandhar
Eandia (kiinMc-a) town, Meorut div. N. W. Prova. liriti.sh India
con. Minn. 8(i0 D pop. 14, X Willmar.
Eandiyohl (kiSi-di;-yo'he) agr. co.
(kii'bul) prov.
riv. pop. 60.
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Punjab, British India, 5,702 D
(yoong-boonts'lou) town, Bohemia, Austria
Jungfrau _(yoong'frou) mt. Bernese Alps, Switzerland, 13,671 ft. high.
Juniata (ju'ni-at'a) co. S cen. Pa. 410 D pop. 17.
riv. Pa. 140 m. long.
Junin (Hoo-r.en') d"ept. cen. Peru, South America, pop. 210, # Cerro de Pasco.
Junir (joo'ner') town. Puna dist. Bombay pres. British India
Jura (jii'ra, Fr. zhii'rii') dept. E France, 1,928 ID pop. 273, * Lons-le-Saunier.
picturesque mt. range bet. France and Switzerland, 6,588 ft. high.
Brazil, S. Am. mts. of Peru to Amazon river.
Juruha (zhob-roo'a) riv.

W

S. C.

its

20.

1.

O

city, Jasper co. Mo. tp. pop. 10, city pop. 10.
(jSp'lTn) tp.
(jSr'dan) riv. 120 m. long, Palestine, Anti-Libanus mts. to Dead Sea.
Ut. 40 m. long, to Great Salt Lake.
vil. Onondaga co. N. Y. pop. 1.
Jorullo (Ho-rool'yo) volcano, Michoacan state, Mexico, 4,265 ft. high.
Ore. 1,605
Josephine (jo-ze-fen') co. S
pop. 5, X Kerby.
Josse-Ten-Nobde (yoss-ten-no'de) commune, Brabant prov. Belgium
Jounsar (jown'siir') dist. N India, 343 D, attached to Dehra Doon district
Joux (zhob) lake, Vaud canton, Switzerland, 7 m. long, 1 m. broad.
coast India, 300
Jowaur (jo-war') or Jawar (ja-war') native state,
Jowrah_(jow'ra) native state, cen. India, 872 D pop. 85.
its
pop. 10.
Juab (ju'ab) CO. cen. Ut. 3,828 pop. 0, X Nephi.
Juan de {"uca (noo-an' dii iob'ksi) .strait bet. Pacific oc. and Gulf of Georgia.
of Chile ; " RobJuan Fernandez (-fer-nan'deth) isl. S Pacific ocean, 400 ra.
inson Crusoe's island ; " Alexander Selkirk lived here 4 years.
India, 288
Jubul (joo'bul') native hill state,
Jubul-IUiarib (-Ka'rTli) bay, E Africa, near Bab-el-Mandeb strait.
Jucar (Hoo'kiir) anc. Su'cuo, riv. 200 m. long, Spain, flows into Medit. sea.
Juchitan (noo-che-tan') town, Oaxaca state, Mexico, North America
Jugadri (jug'a-dre') town, Ambii?a dist. Punjab, British India
Juggernaut (jug'er-naf). See Jagannath.
part of Argentine Republic, South America,
Jujuy (Ho6-Hwe')"prov.
27,000
its -* pop. 5.
pop. 90.
Argentine
Republic,
Ju]uy River,
S. America, flows 300 m. to Vermejo river.

Joplin

pop.

78° 20' E.

* pop.

Jung (jirng) dist.
Jung—Buntzlau

N

Q

—

Washington

Juneau

its

(zho6n-de-ii'e) town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil, South America
(ju'no') co. cen. Wis. 800
pop. 17,
Mauston.
largest vil. in Alas.

D

—

—

Ion.

—

Joigny

—

ft. town, its *, pop. 42.
680 m. long, Himalaya Mts.

—

—

—

W

—

Jumnutri (jQm-noo'tre) peak, Himalayas, India, 21,155 ft. high.
Junagarh (job'na-gar') state, Gujarat, India, 3,800 D pop. 381.
Junction City, X of Geary CO. Kan

—

;

—

pop. 861.

riv. India,

;

—

D
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(jam'na)

;
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Jamna
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—

—
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D

W

(jiSm'uii) or
to Ganges river.

K

Jiga-Gounggar

&

10

JummU (jiim-ob') native state, N India,

Kaaden

Delhi.
(jld'da) or

15
21

Jumilla (Hob-mel'ya) town, Murcia prov. Spain

—

—

Jiddah

^town, Mymensingh dist. Bengal, British India, pop. 14.
Jumbosir (jum'bo-ser') town. Broach dist. Bombay pres. British India
Jumet or JumetZ (zhii'mgf) town, Haiuaut prov. Belgium

JiiterbOgk

11.

*

—

9

5

—

Jushpur (jiish-poor') native state, India, 1,947 D pop. 67. — its * pop. 2.
Jutay (zhoo-tl') riv. S. Am. 700 m. long, N E Peru, flows into Amazon river.

Jhalawan (ja-la-wan') prov. Bahichistan, Asia, 16,000 D
JbSlS.vriz (jii'la'war') state, R4jputana region, India, 2,694 D pop. 343,
Jhalra Patau.
native state, Kathiawar,
India, 3,793 Q pop. 381.
dist.
Jhansi (jan'se) div. N. W. Provinces, British India, 4,983 D pop. 1,081.
their * pop. 53.
Jhansi div. 1,567 D pop. 318.
(je'lam)
riv.
350
m.
long,
Punjab,
India,
Kashmir
to
Chenab
river.
Jhelam
its * pop. 5.
dist. Riwal-Pindi div. Punjab, India, 3,910 D pop. 501.
its *, N
of
Jhind (jend) native state, Punjab, India, 1,268 D pop. 284.

—

13

;

—

8.

Channel Isls. 2J m. E
JethOU
Jewell (ju'el) CO. N Kan. 900 D pop. 19, X Jewell Center.
Jeypoor Oi-poor')- See Jaipur.
its *, 35 m.
of Delhi, pop.
Jhajhur (jii'jflr') native state, India.

(jiil'fam')

—

in Asia, 8,222
pop. 339.
its
pop. 43.
(jer'vis-) 9 m. long,
South Wales, Australia fine harbor.
Jervis
Nicholasville.
Jessamine (jes'a-mtn) agr. CO. cen. Ky. 162 pop. 11,
pop. 2,075.
ita
Jessur (jSs'soor') dist. Ganges delta, Bengal, India, 5,783

Bay

(jiil'e-stir')

Julgaum

Jundiahi
3

3.

Pop.

town, Agra div. N. W. Provinces, British India
town, Akola dist. Berdr, British India cotton max'ket. ..
Julich (yii'liK) town, Rhine Province, Prussia, 15 m. N E of Aix-la-Chapelle..
its # pop. 5.
Julpigori (jtil-pl-go're) dist. Bengal, Brit. Ind. 2,906 U pop. 419.
Jumalpur (jiim-al-pobr') town, Monghyr dist. Bengal, British India, pop. 10.

Juleysur

Jumna

;
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N

Eandy

Pop.

—

NE

Jama-

or
of Colombo, pop. 20.
isl. 75 m.
(jiSm'oo-) town, Murshldabad dist. Bengal, India, pop. 12.
Geneva.
co. S Ut. 4,172
pop. 2,
111. 540
pop. 65,
Kane (kau) co.
Toquerville.
bor. McKean co. Pa. pop. 3.
Lake Chad, cen. Africa, 30,000
pop. 100,# Njiiui.
(ka'nSm) state,
Eanev (ka-nev') town, Russia in Europe, on Dnieper river
its
pop. 46.
Eangra (kiin'gra) dist. Punjab, India, 8,762 pop. 744.
Kanisa (n5dj kS'ne'sho') town, Szalad co. Hungary
Eanlsa or
pop. 29.
city, its
lU. 680
pop. 9.
tp.
Kankakee (kSn'ka-ke') co.
(kan'de) town, Ceylon

Eandl

N E

n

—

X
Kanem

—

X

—

—

X

(ka-noj') town,

Farukhabad

W

Africa

near Ganges river

dist. British India,

Mo. pop.

120.

W

Kan. flows into Missouri river.
300 m. long, rises in
pop. 9,285, * Lanchau.
N
prov. of Cliina, 125,450
presidency, British India
Bombay
(ka-pa-do-anj')
town,
Kapadoan]
of Budapest
Kaposvar (kap'Ssli'viir') town, Hungary, 97 m. S
India, 598
pop. 300.
Kapdrthala (ka-poor'tlia-la) native state, Punjab,

Kansas River,

(kiin'sob) the

W

NW

—

Q

(kS/poo'var) town, Oedenburg co. Hungary
(ka-ra'clie) or Kurrachee (ktir'ra-che') dist. Sind prov. British India,
424.
its #, a spt. on inlet of Indian Ocean, pop. 104.
Kara— Hissar (ka'ra'-lits-sar') i. e. " black castle," town, Turkey in Asia
Karakal (ka^ra-kal') town, Roumania, 30 m. S of Krajova
Karakalpak (ka-ra-kal'piik) tribe, Mongol Turks, near Amu-Daria river
Karakara (ka'ra-ka'ra) CO. Victoria, Australia
Karakash (ka^ra-kasl)') city, Chinese Turkestan, 240 m. S of Yarkand

Karachi
14,091

E

E

E

Karakorum (ka-ra-ko'riim) mt. pass, Chinese Turkestan, 18,000 ft. bigli.
Karakorum Mountains, range, Kashmir, Asia higliest is Dapsaug, 28,278
;

Karakul

6

Asia, 8,500

O.

.

.

.

.

W

town

Karlsburg (karls'booro) town, X of Als6-F(5her-Var co. Transylvania, Hung.
Karlskrona (karls-kroo'na) town, # of Blekinge prov. S Sweden, on 5 isls. in

50
17

6

16
11

100
14
300
35
12
8

N

*

;

D

Karnes (kiirnz) co. S Tex. 730 D pop. 4, X Helena.
Karond (kii'rond') native state, Cen. Provs. British India, 3,745 D
Karput (kar'pobt) town, # of Mamouret-ul-Aziz vilayet, Turkey in Asia

&

^

D

Kars

Karturpore

U

133
30

strait, 4 m. long, joins San Pablo
Suisun Bays, Cal.
(kars) govt. Russ. in Asia, 7,200
its #, a ft. city, pop. 12.
pop. 237.
(kar-tiir-por') town, Jalandhar div. Punjab, British India
17
of Tanjore..
9
Karur (ka'roor') town, Madras pres. British India, 50 m.
10
Kasanlik (kaz'an-ltk') town, E. Roumelia trade in attar of roses
Kasbek (kiis'bek) mt. Caucasus range, 90 m. E S of Elbruz, 16,546 ft. high.
29
Kaschau (kash'ow* :ir Kassa (kosh'sho) city, X of Aba-Uj-Var co. Hungary..
30
Kashan (ka'shan') town, Irak-Ajerai prov. Persia, 92 m. of Ispahan
15
Kashepur (kash'e-pobr') town, Moradabad dist. N. W. Provs. British India. .
city, Chinese Turkestan,
Eashgar (kash'gar') riv. Turkestan, 500 m. long.
lat. 39° 25' N, Ion. 73° 57' E, pop. 16.
E of Tver
8
Eashin (ka'shln) town, Tver govt. Russia in Europe, 73 m.
India, 80,900
Eashmlr (kSsh'mer') native state,
pop. 2,511,
Srinagar.
14
Easimov (ka-se-mov') cml. town, Riazan govt. Russia in Europe ; fur trade.
Kaskaskia (kas-kSsTii-a) riv. 300 m. long, Champaign co. HI. to Miss, river.
1
Kasson (kSs'sou) vil. Dodge co. Minn
Turkey in Asia, 19,300
Kastamunl (kas'ta-moo'ne) vilayet,
pop. 1,009.
its
pop. 33.
Katagum (ka-ta-goom') town, Sokoto, British Niger Territories,
Africa
8
Katahdin (ka-ta'din) mt. Piscataquis co. Me. 5,385 ft. high.
of Kano prov. Sokoto,
Eatsena (kat-se'na) tovra,
Africa
7
Kattowitz (kafto-wTtz) town, Silesia prov. Prussia
11
coast India, 21,100
Eathlawar (kath'_e-a-war') pen. Gujarat,
2,313
Eaiunga (ka-tun'ga) town, Nupe, British Niger Territories,
Africa
15
Eatwyk-aan-Zee (kafwtk-an-za) vil. Netherlands, 8 ra.
of Leyden
5
Eauai (kow-I'e) agr. isl. Hawaiian Isls. 780 ; sugar culture
6
Eaufbeuren (kowf'boi'ren) mfg. town, Svvabia, Bavaria, Germany
6
Eaufman (kafman) CO. E Tex. 800 pop. 22.
its
pop. 1.
Eaukauna (k^ka'na) tp. city, Outagamie co. Wis. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 5.
Turkey in Europe
10
Eavaya (kii-vi'a) town, Scutari vilayet,
(ka) tp. Jackson co. Mo. ; coextensive with Kansas City
120
Eawardo (ka-war'do) native state, Cen. Provinces, British India, 887
75
Eaweah Peak (ka-we'a-) Sierra Nevada range, Cal. 14,000 ft. high.
Africa, lat. 14°30' N, Ion. 11°30'
Eayes (kaz) town, on the Senegal riv.
;
of the French Sudan.
city, Davis co. Ut. territory
1
Eaysville (kaz'vil) tp.
tp.
12
of Bagdad
Kazamin (ka-za-men') town, Turkey in Asia, 8 m.
(ka-ziin')
govt.
E
133.
Russia
24,601
pop.
2,141.
its
ft.
city,
pop.
Eazan
*,
46
E^ZVin (kiiz'ven') or Easbin (kaz'ben') town, Persia, 90 ui.
of Teheran
Eealakeakua (ka-a/la^lia-a-koo'ajbay, Hawaii Capt. Cook was killed here.
Minden.
Eearney (kar'ne) co. S Neb. 525 pop. 9,
tp. Clay co. Mo. pop.
3.
city,
of Buffalo co. Neb. pop. 8.
Eearny, co. S
Kan. 864
pop. 2,
Lakin.
mt. Carroll co.
Eearsarge (ker'sarj) mt. Merrimack co. N. H. 2,943 ft. high.
N. H. 3,251 ft. high.
Eeating (ke'ttng) tp. McKean co. Pa
3
48
Eeoskemet (kech'kem'af) mfg.
agr. town, Pest co. Hungary
Eediri (ka-de're') prov. S coast, Java isl. pop. 677.
its
pop. 6.
Kedron (ke'dron) brook, Palestine, E side of Jerusalem.
Eeene (ken) city,
of Cheshire co. N.
7

Karc[Uines (kar-ke'nes)
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Chatham.

Eentish— Town (kSut'ish-) chapelry, Middlesex co. Eng. N suburb of London
Eenton (ken'ton) co. Ky. 152 D pop. 54, X Covington.
hundred & town,
Kent CO. Del. hundred pop. 3.
city, X of Hardin co. O. pop. 6.
Kentucky (kgn-tuk'i) state, E cen. U. S. A. 40,400 D pop. 1,859, * Frankfort.

—

—

station of Swedish navy.
Karlsruhe or Carlsruhe (karlz'rob, Ger. karls'roo'e) dist. Baden, Germany,
993
pop. 445.
its
pop. 73.
6
Karlstadt (karl'stat) town, Agram co. Croatia, Hungary
Karnak or El Karnak (el kar'nak) vU. near Luxor, Egypt site of Thebes.
(kar-nii'tlk)
prov.
Bombay
British
pres.
India,
14,860
Karnatlk
2,857

—

Westmoreland

EiJndall (ken'dal) co. N E lU. 330 D pop. 12, X YorkviUe.
co. S cen. Tex.
620 D pop. 4, X Boerne.
bor. McKean co. Pa. pop. 2.
Eendallville (kSn'dal-vIl) city. Noble co. Ind
Eendrapara (kSn-dra-pa'ra) town, Cuttack dist. Orissa, S
Bengal, British
India
Eeneh (ken'e') prov. Upper Egypt, 544 D pop. 407.
its * pop. 13.
Eennebec (k6n'e-bek') riv. Me. 200 m. long.
co. S
cen. Me. 888 D pop. 57,
X Augusta.
Eennebunk (kSn'e-bunk') tp. vil. York co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Eennebunkport (kSn'e-bunk-porf) tp. York CO. Me
its X, a cml. city, pop. 7.
Eenosha (ke-uo'sha) CO. S E Wis. 280 D pop. 16.
Eensington (ken's1tug-ton) town, Middlesex co. England,
suburb of London, pop. 163.
town,"S Australia, pop. 10.
co. N E Md. 315 D pop.
Eent (kSut) CO. cen. Del. 630 D pop. 33, X Dover.
co.
Mich. 860 D pop. 110, X Grand Rapids.
17, X Chestertown.
co.
R. I. 180 D pop. 27, X East Greenwich.
vil. Portage co. O. pop. 4.
co.
S E England, 1,555 D pop. 1,142, X Maidstone.
co. New Brunswick, Canada,
1,720 D pop. 24, X Richibucto.
co. Ontario prov. Canada, 644 D pop. 31, X

—

30
8

;

n

(keu'dal) rnf g. bor.

16
tp.

68

Kentucky River,
S Russia.

Siam
Karlkal (kar'e-kaV) French colony, 52 D, & spt. town, S E India
Karinja (ka-rTu' ja) town, Amrawati dist. E. Berar, British India
Karlsbad. See Carlsbad.
Baltic, pop. 21

5
70

6.

—

8
6

*.

Kara Sea (ka'ra-) in Arctic Ocean, S of Nova Zembla island.
Kara-Su-Bazar (ka'ra'-sob-bii-zar') town, Taurida govt. Crimea,
KaratChev (ka-rat-shev') town, Orel govt. Russia in Europe
Sarategln (ka-ra-ta-geu') country, N E part of Bokhara, cen.
Kardzag (kord'zSg') town. Great Cumania, Hungary
Karens (ka'renz') race living in mts. S & E Upper Burma &

5
31

W

14
10

ft.

on Zerafslian river
Karaman (ka-ra-man') town, Asia Minor, 63 m. S S E of Kouia
Karamania (kS-ra-ma'ne-a) region, Asia Minor, lat. 37°-40° N, Ion. 31°-37° E.
Karang-Assam (ka-rang'-as-sam') native state, Bali isl. Malay Arch. pop. 250.
(ka-ra-kobl') town, Bokliara, cen. Asia,

10
2
10

—

Prussia, pop.

Kemper (kemp'er) CO. E Miss. 740 D pop. 18, X Dekalb.
Eempten (kemp'ten) town, Suabia, Bavaria, 51 m. S S W of Augsburg
Een (kau), riv. Bundelkhand, Cen. India, 250 m. long, to Jamna river.
Ee lansviile (ke'nans-vil) tp. & town, Duplin co. N, C

^

—

n pop.

vil.

W

Ecndal

D

Kapuvar

its

5

#.

its

—

6
44
35

D

W

(ke-rtlt-poor')

;

16

Kanosha Pass (ka-uo'sha-) Kanosha Mts. Col. 10,200 ft. high.
Kansaki (kiin-sa'ke) vil. Kiushiu isl. Japan
Kansas (kSn'sas) state, cen. U. S. A. 82,080 D pop. 1,427, * Topeka.
Kansas City, largest city in Kan. X of Wyandotte co. pop. 38. — city, Jackson
CO.

12

co. pop. 9.

Kankakee River, 230 m. long, N Ind. to Illinois river.
Kankan (kan-kau') town, # of Sangara state, Senegambia, Africa
Kanker (kau'ker) native state, Cen. P'rovs. India, 1,000 D
Kano (ka'no') town, # of prov. in Sokoto, British Niger Territories,

Kansu

7

#

—

E

Pop.

town, Bijnaur dist. N. W. Provs. British India
Essex co. N. Y. on Au Sable river
(ke-wa'tln)
Eeewatin
dist. Canada, attached to Manitoba, 267,000 D
Eelll (kal) town, Baden, Germany, on Rliine river, opp. Strasburg
Eelghley (keth'le) mfg. town. West Riding, York co. England
Neb. 1,254 D pop. 3, X OgaUala.
Eeith (keth) co.
Eekrl (ka'kre) town, Ajmere, Rajputana, India
Eelat (kel-at_'). See Khelat.
EelSO (kgl'so) bor. Roxburgh co. Scotland yearly cattle market, Aug. 5
Eelung (keloong') treaty port, N Formosa isl. China
Eemijokl (ka'me-yo'ke) riv. 300 m. long, Lapland, Russia in Europe.
Eempen (kSmp'en) town, Posen prov. Prussia, pop. 6. town, Rhine Prov.

Eeerutpur

Keeseville (kez'vTl)

D

D

Kankakee

12

D

NE

Nagy

Kanoje

..

;

Kenwyn
Keokuk

350 m. long, Cumberland Mts. to Ohio river.
(kgn'wTn) vU. Cornwall co. England
(ke'6-kuk) co. S E lo. 576
pop. 24, X Sigourney. .— city, Lee co. lo.

D

pop. 14.

^

D

KerauU

(kSr'ow-le') state, Rdjputdna, India, 1,878
pop. 149.
town in
same, pop. 26.
Eerensk (ka-rensk') town, Penza govt. Russia in Europe
Kerguelen Land (kerg'e-len-) isls. Indian Oc. 3,000 lat. 49° S, Ion. 70° E.
Eerkuk (kgr'kook') town, Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia, 155 m. of Bagdad ....
Eerkrade (kSrk'ra-de) vil. Limburg prov. Netherlands
(kgr-man') prov. S E Persia, 05,000
city, its
pop. 600.
pop. 40.
Persia
Eermanshall (kgr'man'sha') town, Ardilan prov.
(kern) co. S cen. Cal. 7,971
Bakersfield.
pop. 10,
River, 200 m. long. Sierra Nevada mts. to Tulare Lake, Cal.
cen. Tex. 1,100
KerrviUe.
Eerr (ker) co. S
pop. 4,
Eerry (ker'rT) co. Munster prov. Ireland, 1,853
pop. 179,
Tralee.
Eershaw (ker'sha') CO. S. C. 775 pop. 22, X Camden.
port, Crimea, S Russia Mithridates buried here.
Eertch (kgrch) ft. town
Eessenich (kgs'sg-niK') vil. Limbourg prov. Belgium
subdiv. Lincoln co. England
Eesteven, Parts'of (-kes'tev-gn) S
Eeswick (kez'ik) town, Cumberland co. England, on Greta river
Eeszthely (kest'hgl') town, Szalad co. Hungary
Eettering (kgt'ter-Ing) town, England, 14 m.
of Northampton
Eettur (kgt'toor') tovm, Belgaum dist. Bombay pres. British India
its *.
Eeunjhar (ke-oon'jar) native state, Orissa, India, 3,096 pop. 182.
(ku) vil. Surrey co. England, 7 m. from London ; botanical garden.

D

Eerm^
Eem
Eem

D

D

W

X

D
D

&

N

N

—

W

#

7
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X

D

X

;

W

NNE

—

D

Eew

22
5
106
3
5
11
7

Eewanee (ke-wa'ne) tp. & town, Henry co. 111. tp. pop. 6, town pop. 5.
Eewaunee (ke-wa'ne) co. E Wis. 336 D pop. 16. — its X pop. 1.
Eeweenaw (ke'we-na) co. N upper pen. Mich. 350 D pop. 3, X Eagle Eiver.
Eeyapaha (ke'ya-pa'ha) CO. N Neb. 660 D pop. 4, X Springview.
Eeyport (ke'pSrt) town, Monmouth co. N. J
Eeyser (ki'zer) tp. Dekalb co. Ind. pop. 4.

^ town, X of Mineral

pop. 2.
Kejrtesvllle (kets'vTl) tp.

Key West

(ke-) city, spt.

& town, Chariton co. Mo
& X of Monroe co. Fla. on isl.

co.

W.

Va.
tp.

in Gulf of Mexico..

Kezdl—Vasarhely (kez'de'-va'shar'hel') town, Transylvania prov. Hungary..
Kezd-Szaaz (kgzd-saz') town, Transylvania prov. Hungary
Ehaibar^Pass (Kii'e-bar-) into Afghanistan from Iiadia, 10 m. W of Peshavrar.
Ehairabad (Ki'ra'bad') town, Sitapur div. Oudh, British India
Ehairpur (Klr'poor) native state, N W Bombay,
India, 6,109 O pop. 132.
its

# near tlie Indus river.

3

IS
5
5

—

W

N Mongolia, 47°-53° N,

90°-112° E, * Urga.
Khamgaon (Kam-ga-on') town, Akola dist. W. Berar, India; cotton market..
Khandesh (Kiin'dash) dist. Bombay, British India, 9,311 D pop. 778, * Dhulia.
10
Khandiva (Kan'di-va) town, Cen. Provinces, British India
cml. town, N coast Crete isl. Mediterranean sea
15
Khania (Ka-ne'a) ft. spt.
20
Khanpur (Kan'pobr') tovra, Bahawalpur dominion, India
8
Ehappa (Ka'pa) town, Nagpur dist. Cen. Provinces, British India
pop. 2,322. —its *, a
Eharkov (Kar-kof) govt. Russia in Europe, 21,041
cml. city, pop. 188.
70
Ehartum (Kar'tobm') town, Africa, former * of Egyptian Sudan siege 1885.
16
EhasganJ (K'as-fanj') town, Etah dist. India, 60 m. N E of Agra
142
Ehasia (Ka'se-a) dist. Assam prov. British India, 6,157 D jungle region
50
Ehatmandu (Kafman'doo') town, of Nepal, India
Ehawak (Kii-wak') most E pass Hindu-Kush Mts. 13,200 ft. high.
of Khelat prov. and of Baluchistan
12
Ebelat (Kel-af) walled town,
Eheri (Kg "re') dist. N. W. Provs. Brit. India, 2,963 D pop. 739. —its * pop. 7.
its
Eherson"(Ker-son') govt. Russia in Europe, 27,523 D pop. 2,027.
pop. 62.
Ehiva (Ke'va) khanate, vassal state of Russia, Turkestan, cen. Asia, 22,320 P
its
pop. 5.
pop. 700.
Ehodavendigar (Ko-da-vgn-de-gar'). See Brusa.
35
EhOdjent (Ko'jgnf) town, Syr Daria prov. Russian Turkestan, cen. Asia
25
Ehoi (Koi) town, Azerbaijan prov. N Persia
Ehokan (Ko'kan') or Kokand (ko'kand') town, # of Ferghana govt. Russia
in Asia.
54
5
Eholm (Kolm) town, Pskov govt. Russia in Europe, on Lovat river
52
Khond-Mals (Kond-malz') dist. Orissa, Incfia home of the Khonds
mfg. town, Irak-Ajemi prov. Persia
12
Khonsar (Kon'sar') agr.
2,000
Ehorassan (Ko'ras-san') prov. N E Persia

Khalkas Country

(Kal'kas'-)

&

.

D

;

;

#

#

—

—

*

#

;

&

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; apt., seaport ; tp., township ;
;
3 =: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; leas than 1,000 not giyen. See AbbJ'evialions, p. 1919.

2 := l,50O to 2,499

13

vil., village.

...

.. .

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
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Pop.

Xhorram^b^d (KSr-ram-a'bad') town, Irak-Ajemi prov. Persia
KhOTSabdd (KSr'eS'bad') vil. Turkey in Asia, near Mosul ruins of
Khoten (Ko'teu') dist. Chinese Turkestan, Gobi Desert. — or llchi

5

*

trade in leather, silk, and paper.
(Kul'se-a) state, on the Sirhiud Plain, Punjab, India, 1G8

pop. 30

EhUlsla

(el-che') its

;

Khulm (Koolm) dist. Afghan Turkestan. — its * pop. 10.
Ebunawur Pass (Koon'a-wQr'-) in Himalaya Mts. 20,000

ft.

n

62

high.

Khundpara (Kund-pa'ra)~state, Orissa, India, 244 D pop. 57. — its * pop. 3.
EhundUZ ^Koon-dooz') dist. Afghan Turkestan, 35°-38° N, 68='-72° E. — its *.
Ehurja (Koor'ja) town, Buluudsliahar dist. N. W. Provinces, British India

W

Khuzlstan

(Koo-zts-tan') anc. Susiana, agr. prov. S
Persia.
(Kva-lensk') town, Saratov govt. Russia, rt. bank of Volga river.
19°-24°
(kI-Su'-)
Ehyen Country
region, Indo-China, lat.
N, Ion. 93°-95° E.
Khyr^b^d (Ker-a'bad') town, Oudh, India, 100 m.
of Lucknow
Khyragarh (Kl'rii-giir') state, Cen. Provs. India, 940 pop. 122.
its #.
Klakhta (ke-aK'ta) town, Transbaikalia govt. Siberia Chinese trade
Kiangsi (ke-ang'se) prov. S E China, 72,176 pop. 24,534,
Nan-Chang.
KiangSU (ke-^Sng'soo') prov.
E China, 44,500 pop. 20,905, Nanking.
Kiankari (ke-an'ka-re') town, Kastamuni vilayet, Asia Minor, 55 na. S of

Ehvalynsk

WNW

—

D

N

16

#

river

ELiddermlnster (kTd'ei--mTu'ster) mfg. town, Worcester co. England
Kiel (kel) ft. spt. & navy yard,"Holstein, Prussia, 53 m. N N E of Hamburg. ..
its * pop. 5.
Kieloe (ke-Slt'sa) govt. Poland, Russia, 3,897 D pop. 092.
Kiev (ke-ef) govt. Russ. in Eur. 19,091 D pop. 3,072. —its #, ft. city, pop. 184.
Klklnda (ke-ken'do') town, Torontal co. Hungary
Kilauea (ke'Iou-a'a) crater 3 m. long, on slope of Mauna Loa, Hawaii, 4,040 ft.
above sea, Hawaiian Isls. greatest continually active volcano in the world.
Kildare (kTl-dar') CO. E Ireland, 654 D pop. 70, X Naas.
Kllia (ke'le-a) or KUlanova (-a-no'va) ft. town, Bessarabia, Russia in Europe.
Klllma-Rfjaro (kTl'e-man'jii-ro') mt. E Africa, 3° 40' S, 37° E, 18,715 ft. high.
Kilkenny (kll-ken'T) co. S Ir. 796 D pop. 87.
its X on Nore riv. pop. 12.
Killarney (kil-ar'ni) town, Kerry co. Ireland, 44 m.
N of Cork
Killiecrankle (kil'I-cran'kl) pass, Grampian Mts. Scotland battlefield, 1689.
Killlngly (kil'ing-lT) tp. & vil. Windham co. Conn
tp.

20

D

Kincardine (kin-kar'dln)

X
Y

W

D

E

Klng-ChOW
King

NW
E
NW

&
D

4

X

9
14
19

N
10

600

W W

—

D
D

D

—

D

^

—

—

W

—

—

—
— &
^

—
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—

D

D

—

—

X

D

W

—
—

n

X

X
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.

W

D

N

W

CO. Scotland, 385
Stonehaven.
pop. 36,
EinderhOOk (kin'der-h56k') tp.
vil. Columbia co. N.
tp.
cen. Wash. 1,944
King, CO.
Seattle.
pop. 64,
King and Queen, co. Va. 400 pop. 10,
King and Queen Courthouse.
(king'-chow') city, Hupeh prov. China
Ok. pop. 8,
Kingfisher, co.
Kingfisher.
King George, co. part of Va. 190 pop. 7,
King George Courthouse.

6,166

W

NW

X

N

6
53
40

(n3rs'bar-ro) bor. York co. Engl.and, 16 m.
N of York.
(nIts'brTj)
suburb of London, Middlesex co. England
(nits'town) town, Henry co. Ind
Ky. 365
pop. 5, X Hindman.
Knott (not) CO. S
lU. 720
pop. 39, X Knoxville.
co. S
Ind. 510
Knox (noks) CO.
co. S E Ky. 350
pop. 14, X Barboursville.
co.
pop. 28, X Vincennes.
co. N E Mo. 510
pop. 14, X Edina.
S Me. 328
pop. 31, X Rockland.
co. cen. 0. 527 D pop. 28, X
B Neb. 1,100
pop. 9, X Niobrara.
CO.
co.
Tex.
Mount Vernon.
co. E Tenn. 520
pop. 60, X Knoxville.
tp. Knox co. 111. pop. 3.
tp. Pottawattamie
900
pop. 1, X Benjamin.
tp. Columbiana co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Jefferson co. O. pop. 2.
CO. lo. pop. 2.
city, X of Marion co. lo. tp.
tp.
Knozville (-vTl) city, Knox co. 111. pop. 2.
tp. Ray co. Mo. pop. 2.
bor. Allegheny co. Pa. pop.
pop. 6, city pop. 3.
2.
city, X of KJnox co. Tenn. pop. 23.
Kobbe (kbb'be) town, Darfur, Sudan, cen. Africa
Mongolia, Chinese Empire.
its
pop. 10.
EobdO (kob'do) prov.
of Kioto
Eob^ (ko'ba) cml. city, S Hondo isl. Japan, on Hiogo Bay, 40 m. S
Kobrin (ko'bren) town, Grodno govt. Russia in Europe
Kobyliaki (ko-bel-ya'ke) town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe
Kochi (ko'che) or Kotsl (ko'tse) town, spt. S E Shikoku isl. Japan
Koei-ChOO (kwa'-choo'). See Kweichow.
of Tokyo
Kotu (ko'foo) town, Hondo isl. Japan, 100 m.
its
Kohat (ko-haf) dist. Punjab, Peshawur div. 2,289 pop. 145.
pop. 11.
Koh-i-Baba (ko'-e-ba'ba) mt. range, Afghanistan, 17,640 ft. high.
Kokaboni (ko'ka-bo'ne) town, Bornu, Sudan, Africa, on Yen river
Kokomo (ko'ko-mo) city, X of Howard co. Ind
Koko-Nor (ko^ko-n8r') lake, Chinese empire, E of Gobi Desert, 2,040 D.
Kokura (ko-koo'ra) spt. Kiushiu isl. Japan, of Fizen^province
India, S of city of Bombay, 1,482
Kolabah (kol'a-bii) dist.
Koladan (ko'la-dan') riv. Arakan div. Lower Burma, 200 m. long.
India, 2,778
Kolapur (ko.'la-poor') native state,
pop. 803.
its *, 185 m.
S S E of Boiiibay.
town, Amrawati dist. Berdr, British India, pop. 6.
Kolding (kol'ding) town, Jutland, Denmark
Kollazin (ko-le-ii-zen') town, Russia, on Volga riv. 80 m. E N E of Tver
Kolin or Neu Kolln (noi ko-len') town, Bohemia, Austria, on Elbe river
Kolo (ko'lo) town, Kalisz govt. Poland, Russia in Europe, on isl. in Warta riv.
or Kolko, town, Lomza govt. Poland, Russia in Europe, pop. 5.
pop. 8.
Kolomea (ko-lo-ma'a) town, Galicia, Austria, on Pruth river
Kolomna (ko-lom'na) town, Moscow govt. Russia in Europe, on Moskva river.

Enightstown

;

—

tp.

river

Kizliar fkTz'le-ar') ft. town, on Terek riv. Caucasus, Russia
N of Prague
Kladno (klad'no) town, Bohemia, Austria, 15 m.
Klagenfurth (kla'gen-foorf) city, # of Carinthia, Austria
Klamath (klii'matii) CO. S Ore. 5,520 D pop. 2, X Linkville.
Klamath Lake, Ore. & Cal. 44 m. long, 14 m. wide at N end.
Klamath River, 275 m. long, from Lower Klamath Lake, S Ore. through

EnightSbridge

X

D

D
X
Kittson
Kitzingen (kft'slng-en) mfg. town, Bavaria, Germanj', on Main

Knaresborough

NE

D

#

tp.

X

W

(kTl-miir'uok) mfg. bor. Ayr co. Scotland, on Irvine river
Stirling co. Scotland, 12i m.
of Glasgow
Neb. 923
pop. 1,
Kimball.
of West Griqualand, S Africa
Kimberley (ktnT'ber-lT) town,
Elmberworth (kim'ber-wQrth) tp. York co. England suburb of Rotherham.
Kimble (ktm'bl) co. cen. Tex. 1,360 pop. 2,
Junction City.
KimitO (ke-me'to) vil. Abo prov. Finland, on Kimito island
Kimpolnng (kem'pS-loong') town, Roumania, 80 m.
of Bucharest, pop. 8.
town, Bukowina duchy, Austria, pop. 5.

W

D

&
NW

—

W W

Kilmarnock

)

Cal. to Pacific ocean.

;

Kilsyth (kil'sith') bor.
Kimball (ktm'bal) CO.

&

tp.
vil. York co. Me. ; U. S. navy yard
CO. cen. Wash. 3,344
pop. 9,
EUensburg.
town, Vance co. N. C
Minn. 2,245
(kit'sou) CO.
pop. 5,
Hallock.

(ktt'er-i

Kittitas (kif'tif-tas)
Kittrell (kit'rel) tp.

of Prague
Eklattau (klat'tow) town, Bohemia, Austria, 68 m. S
Elausenburg (klow'zen-boorG') or EolOZSVar (ko'lozh'var') CO. Hungary,
1,940 D pop. 202.
its X, on Szamos riv. pop. 33.
Elickitat (kllk'e-tat) CO. S Wash. 2,176 D pop. 5, X Goldendale.
of Moscow, on Sestra river
Klin (klen) town, Russia in Europe, 40 m. N N
Klintzy (klint'se) town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
(klos-ter-noi'b66ro)
mfg.
town,
Austria,
near Vienna
KlOSterneuburg

;

.

7

D

W W

—

—

14

W

Kiuldang (ke-oo'ke-ang') city & treaty port, Kiangsi prov. China
Klungchau (ke-68ng'chow') city & treaty port, # of Hainan isl. China
Hiushiu (kyoo"shyob') S isl. Japanese empire, with Liukiu Isls. 1C,840 D
Kl— Yuen (ki-yob-Sn') town, Mukden prov. Manchuria, Chinese Empire
Kizll-Irmak (ktz'el-eer-mak') riv. Asia Minor, 520 m. long, to Black Sea.
Kizil-Eum (kiz'Tl-koom) desert, Russian Turkestan, E of Aral Lake.

Kasta)nuni

ElckapOO (ktck'a-poo') tp. Leavenworth co. Kan. on Missouri
Kidder (kTd'der)"co. cen. N. Dak. 1,440 D pop. 1, X Steele.

W

Kittery
11

*

D

(kishm)

W

27

;

D

Pop.

—

isl. S E Persian Gulf, 70 m. long, 12 m. broad, pop. 5.
its #.
(kish'on) riv. Palestine, Anti-Libanus mts. to Mediterranean sea.
Kishoregani (kTsh'o-re-ganj') town, Mymensingh dist. Bengal, British India.
of Felegyhaza
«.
Kis-Kbros (kish-ko'rosh') town, Hungary, 25 m.
Ghats to Bengal Bay.
Eistna (kTst'na) riv. S India, 600 m. long,
pop. 2, X Burlington.
Kit Carson (kft kar'son) co. cen. Col. 2,150
Kit Carsons Peak (-kar'sonz-) mt. S Col. 14,100 ft. high.
Wash. 392
pop. 5, X Port Madison.
Kitsap (kit'sap) CO.
Kittanning (kit-an'ing) bor. X of Armstrong co. Pa
Kittatinny (kTt'a-tin'x) or Blue Mountain, Pa. &N. J. 2,400 ft.

Klshm

Kishon

Nineveh.

;

D

—

NW

*

W

6

136

of Tasmania, Bass's Strait, 40 m. long.
See Seoul.
13
S Kan. 864 D pop. 12, X Kingman, pop. 2.
32
Kings, CO. N. Y. 37 n pop. 839, X Brooklyn.
tp. Williamsburg co. S. C.
pop. 3.
CO. Leinster, Ireland, 772 D pop. 65, X Tullamore.
co. New
Brunswick, 1,565
pop. 23, X Hampton.
D
co. Nova Scotia, 812 D pop. 22,
X Kentville.
co. Prince Edward Island, 644 D pop. 27, X Georgetown.
S. Dak. 870
tp. WashKingsbury (ktngz'bgr-e) CO.
pop. 9, X De Smet.
ington CO. N. Y. 50 m.
of Albany
Kingsmlll Islands. See Gilbert Islands.
Kings Mountain, tp. Cleveland co. N. C. pop. 2.
tp. York co. S. C. pop. 3.
16
par. Worcester co. England
par.
D
King' S Norton (-nSr'ton) vil.
350
(ktngz'tgn)
tp.
vil.
Plymouth
co.
tp.
2.
city,
X
of
Kingston
Mass.
pop.
Ulster CO. N. Y. pop. 21.
tp.
bor. Luzerne co. Pa. tp. pop. 4, bor. pop. 2.
D
cml. city, X of Surrey co.
of Jamaica isl. West Indies, pop. 49, a spt.
cml. city, Ontario prov. Canada, pop. 19.
KlngSton-On-Railway, town, Surrey CO. England
Kingston-upon-HuU. See Hull.
27
KingSton-upon-Thames (-tgmz) town, Surrey CO. England
Kingstown (klngz'town) spt. on Dublin Bay, Ireland, pop. 19. .— spt. * of St.
Vincent isl. British West Indies, pop. 5.
30
King-te-Tchiang (king'-ta-che-ang') town, Kiangsi prov. China
500
19
King William, co. E part of Va". 270 D pop. 10, X King William Courthouse.
Kolouri. See Salamis.
(kom) or
(koom), dist. Irak-Ajemi prov. Persia.
its * pop. 25.
King William's Town, town. Cape Colony, S Af. anc.
of Brit. KafEraria.
Klnmundy (ktn'mun'dT) city, Marion co. Ill
Komamo (ko-mar'no) town, E Galicia, Austria
5
Tex. 1,700 D pop. 4, X Brackettville.
N of Temesvar.
KomlOS (kSm'losh') town, Torontal co. Hungary, 30 m.
Kinney (ktn'ng) co. S
5
its X.
10
Kinross (kTn'r5s') co. Scotland, 78 D pop. 6.
Komotau (ko'mo-tou') mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
(kon'da)
native
Provinces,
British
174
watering place, Cork co. Ireland
state
Cen.
India,
D
Kinsale (kin' sal') spt. town
30
Konda
town, X of Lenoir co. N. C. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
Kinston (ktn'ston) tp.
Eong Mountains, Africa, begin 200 m. S E of Sierra Leone, and stretch E.
Africa, one of the largest in the world.
Norway, highest 5,956 ft.
Klolen or Kjolen (kyo'lgn or cho'len) mts. Sw.
EongO (kbn'go) riv. cen.
Africa, under sovereignty of Leopold, King of
treaty port, China,
200 Kongo Free State, country,
Kiong-ChOO (ke-ong'-choo') city,
of Hainan island
the Belgians, 865,400 D pop. 16,000, * Boma.
KlOO-SiOO (ke-C)b'-she-ob). See KinsHIu.
of Christiania
S
280 Eongsberg (kSngs'bSro) mfg. town, Norway, 45 m.
former * of Japan, Hondo (Nippon) island
Kioto (ke-o'to) mfg. town
Eongun (kon'goon') spt. to^vn, Fars prov. Persia, on Persian Gulf
co. S Kan.
Kiowa (kl'o-wa) CO. S E Col. 1,800 D pop. 1, X Sheridan Lake.
its * pop. 25,
Konia (ko'ne-a) vilayet, Turkey in Asia, 35,373 D pop. 1,088.
720
pop. 3, "X Greensburg.
(inc. ICO'NItTM.
Klrby (ker'bi)^. Northampton co. N. C
KbniggratZ (ko'neo-rSts) ft. town, Bohemia, Austria, 64 m. E N E of Prague
Kirchberg (keerK'bSro) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, pop. 5.
Ebniginhof (ko'neQ-en-hSf) town, Bohemia, Austria, 16 m. N of Koniggratz..
town, St. Gall canton, Switzerland, pop. 4.
its *, a ft.
Kbnigsberg (ko'nTos-bSro') govt. E. Prus. 8,151 D pop. 1,172.
Kirohheim (keerK'hlm) mfg. town, Wurttemberg, Germany, 16 m. S E of Stutttown, Brandenburg prov. Prussia, pop. 7,
city, on Pregel riv. pop. 162.
gart, pop. 0. —town, Gtiritz dist. Kiistenland, Austria, pop. G.
37
2,000 Ebnigshiitte (ko'nios-hUt'te) town, Silesia prov. Prussia mines and baths.
Kirghiz (kir'gez') people, cen. A.sia ter. lat. 440-55° N, Ion. 53°-82° E
6
Konin (ko'uTn) town, Kalisz" govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
Kirghiz Steppe (-stSp) region, Russia in Asia, between Russian Turkestan
KonitZ (ko'nets) or Choynica (Koi-net'sa) town, Prussia
Siberia, 755,793 D pop. 2,001
divided into govts, of Uralsk, Tubgai, Akmopar. Bern canton, Switzerland
Kbniz (ki-i'nits) vil.
LINSK, and Semipalatinsk.
2,962
Konkan (kSn'kXn) prov. Bombay pres. British India, 13,639 G
Eirin (kir'Tn) prov. Manchuria, 116,929 D pop. 120, * Kirin-Ula.
23 Konotop (ko-no-t5p') town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
6
mfg. town, Fife co. Scot, a spt..
Kirkcaldy (kir-kal'dT or kir-ka'dT) cml.
Kurdistan.
3.
See
pop.
its X
Eoordistan.
Scotland 911 D pop. 40.
Kirkcudbright (kir-koo'bi'e) CO. S
Ida. 5,600
pop. 4, X Rathdrum.
33 Eootenai (koot'g-na) co, N
Eirkdale (kerk'dSl) N suburb of Liverpool, England
Siberia, Russia in Asia
8 Kopal (ko'piil') town,
Kirkintilloch (kerk'Tn-tTl'loK) bor. Dumbarton co. Scotland
20 Kbpenlck (ko'pe-ntk') town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia, S m. S E of Berlin..
Kirk-Killsseh (keerk-ke-leVse) town, Turkey in Europe
(k5p-par-bfirg')
prov. con. Sweden, 11,431
pop. 197, # Faliluu.
5 Eopparberg
Kirkland (kerk'land) tp. Oneida co. N. Y
2 EopreinitZ (ko'pri-ntts') town, Croatia, Hungary, 27 lu. E S E of Warasdiu. ..
tp.
Kirklin (kerk'liiT) tp.
town, Clinton co. Ind
4 Eoprili (ko-pro'le) town, Macedonia, Turkey in Europe
Klrksvllle (kerks'vil) city, X of Adair co. Mo
its * pop. 6.
3 Korat (ko'i'iif) state, Siam, Asia, pop. 60.
Kirkwall (kerk'wal) spt. Mainland isl. X of Orkney co. Scotland
Eordolan (kSr-do-fiiu') country, E Sudan, Africa, 100,000 D pop. 300 t chief
tp. Belmont co. 0. pop. 2,
Kirkwood (kerk'w'Ood) vil. St. Louis co. Mo. pop. 2.
6
town El Obeid.
Kirsanov (keSr-sa-nSv') town, Russia in Europe, 44 m. E N E of Tambov
120 Eorea (ko-re'a) kingdom, E Asia, under suzerainty of China, 84,424 D pop.
Kishenev (kTsh'e-ngv') town, * of Bessarabia, Russ. in Evirope, on Bulk river
its *
native state, Chutiil-Nilgpur, Bengal, British In10,529, # Sooiil, i>op. 250.
Kiahengarh (klsh'en-giSr') state, RAjputdna, India, 724 D pop. 113.
dia, 1,631 n pop. 21, * Souhat.
pop. 15.
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Pop.

W coast of Korea.
Croatia, Hungary
*.
Ceylon
pop. 208. —
Kornegal (k8r-na-g
Korneubnrg (kSr'noi-bSSrs) town, Lower Austria, 9 m. N N W of Vienna
Korean Archipelago, groups
Korenlcsa

.

of

al') dist.

its

Koron (ko'ron) ft. spt. Greece, on Gulf of Koron
Korop (ko-rop') town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
Korotayak (ko-ro-ta-yak') town, Voronej govt. Russ. in Europe, on Don
KorotCua (ko-ro'cha) towc, Kursk govt. Russia in Europe
Kosciusko (kos'i-iis'ko) co. N E Ind. 556 D pop. 29, X Warsaw.
Attala CO. Miss. pop.

—

KyritZ

river

X

Labes

British India
See KooHi.
Kovel (ko-vSl') town, Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe
its
pop. 51.
KovnO (kSv'no) govt. Russia in Europe, 15,692 pop. 1,533.
Kovrow (k5v'r0v) town, Vladimir govt. Russia in Europe
of Kaluga, on Zhizdra river
Kozelsk (ko-zSlsk') town, Russia, 35 m. S S
Kragouy^vatz (kra-goo'ye-vatz) town, cen. Servia
Krajova (kra-yo'va). See Crajova.
Krakau. See Cracow.
vil. Netherlands, near Rotterdam
Krallngen (kra/ltng-en) par.
Kranldl (kra'ne'de) town, Greece, 23 m. S E of Nauplia
Krasnlstaw (kras-nls'tav) town, Poland, Russia in Europe, on Wieprz river.
Krasnol—Yar (kras-noi'-yar) town, Astrakhan govt. Russia in Europe
Krasnokutsk (kras'no-kootsk') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe
Krasnoyarsk (kras'no-yarsk') town, Siberia, Rus. in Asia, # of Yeniseisk govt.
Krasso (krosh'sho') CO. Hungary, 2,024 D pop. 274, X Lugos.
Krawang (kra-waug') Dutch residency, Java, pop. 271, Poerwakarta.
KremenetZ (kra-me-n5ts') town, Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe
KrementchUg (krSm-gnt-shoog') mfg. town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe
min. town, N Hungary
KreninltZ (krSm'nlts) mfg.
of Vienna
Krems (krSms) town, Austria, on Danube riv. 38 m.
(krSm'ser)
town
Moravia
prov. Austria, on March river
Kremslr
Kreuznach (kroits'naK) town watering place, Prussia, on Nahe river
of Ndddea dist..
Krlshnagar (krtsh-na'gar) town, Bengal, British India,
Krolevets (kro-Ia-vgts') town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
Kronenberg (kro'nen-bero') mfg. town, Prussia, 15 m. E of Dusseldorf
Kronoberg (kr5'no-bSrg) prov. S Sweden, 3,841 D pop 160, * Wexio.
or BrassO
Kronstadt (kron'stat) CO. Transylvania, Hungary, 690 D pop. 83.
See Cronstadt.
(brosh'sho'), its X pop. 31.
cml. town, Prussia, 54 m. S S E of Posen....
KrotOSZyn (kro-to-shen') mfg.
KrouchevatZ (krou'cha-vatz') town, cen. Servia, on Morava river
Kroya (kroi'a) town, Albania, Turkey in Europe, 45 m. S S E of Scutari
Knimau (kroo'mou) town, Bohemia, Austria, 14 m. S S of Budweis
Kuba (kob'ba) ft. town, Baku govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia
Kuban (koo-ban') govt. N. Caucasia, Rus. 36,439 D pop. 1,287, Tekaterinodar.
Kuen—Lun (kwSn'-loon') mt. range, cen. Asia, N boundary of Tibet, 22,000 ft.
Africa, 52 m. S
of Kano.
KufO (koo'fo) town, Sokoto, British Niger Ter.
Kullenburg (koi'len-bflro) ft. town, Netherlands, on Leek river
Kuka (koo'ka) city, # of Bornu, Sudan, cen. Africa
Kula (koofg') vil. Bdcs co. Hungary
Africa, 100 m. N
of Bida
KulfO (kobl'fo) town, Nupe, British Niger Ter.
its *.
pop. 130.
Kul]a (kool'ja) dist. Chinese Turkestan, 27,389
Kulm (k56lM) walled town, W. Prussia prov. Germany, near Vistula river
Kulmbach (kSolm'baK) town. Upper Franconia, Bavaria, Germany
Kiushiu isl. Japan
KumamotO (koo-ma-mo'to) spt.
Africa
Kumassl (koo-mSs'si) town, of Ashanti, Upper Guinea,
Kum^un (koo-ma'oou) div. N. W. Provinces, British India, 12,438 D pop. 1,184,
2.
of
div.
pop.
* Srinagar, pop.
dist.
above
6,000 D
433, * Almora.
Kumta (ko6m'ta^ spt. town, Madras pres. Brit. India, 330 m. S S E of Bombay
(k65n-chin'joon'gS)
peak, Himalaya Mts. 28,156 ft. high.
Kunchlnjunga
its
pop. 5.
KundUZ (koon-dooz') khanate, Afghan Turkestan, Asia.
Kungrad (kun'grad) town, Khiva, Turkestan, Asia
Kungur (koon'goor') town, Perm govt. Russia in Europe, 50 m. S E of Perm
Kun—Hegyes (koon'-hSd'yesh') towii, Hungary, on Theiss river
Kun— Szent— Martony (koon-sent-mar'ton') town, Hungary
Kun-Szent-miklOS (-me'klSsh') town, Hungary, 32 m. S E of Budapest
its
pop. 8.
Kuoplo (koo-o'pe-o) prov. Finland, Russia, 16,499 pop. 285.
Kupfansk (koo-pe-ansk') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe
Kur (koor) riv. 530 m. long, Trans-Caucasia, Russia in Asia, to Caspian Sea.
Kurdistan (koor-dts-tan') region,WAsia, lat. 35°-39° N,lon. 38°-47'=E, 500,000
pop. 3,000 chief towns, Arbil, Altun-Kupri, and Kerkuk.
of Mysore, British India, 1,583
pop.
Kurg or Coorg (koorf) hiU prov. S
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Col. 450
pop.
X Granite. co. cen. Fla. 1,100 pop. 8, X Tavares. co. E 111. 490
co.
Waukegan.
co.
Ind. 500
pop. 24,
pop. 24, X Crown Point.
pop. 7,
E Minn. 2,380 pop. 1,
lower pen. Mich. 580
Baldwin.
co.
Painesville.
co. S Ore.
Beaver Bay.
co. N E O. 240
pop. 18,
co.
co. E S. Dak. 580
8,040
pop. 8, X Madison.
pop. 3, X Lakeview.
tp. Stark
Tenn. 210
pop. 5, X Tiptonville.
tp. Logan co. O. pop. 5.
5.
Wis.
pop.
tp. Wood CO. O. pop. 2.
CO. O. pop. 2.
tp. Milwaukee co.
Lake Charles, tp. town, Calcasieu CO. La. tp. pop. 6, town pop. 3.
city, Wabasha co. Minn.
Lake City, town, X of Columbia co. Fla. pop. 2.
pop. 2.
17,
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city, Walworth co. Wis
George, between Warren and Washington cos. N. Y. 36 m. long.
Iseo (-e-sa'o) bet. Brescia and Bergamo, Italy, 15 m. long, 1\ m. broad.
Landing, tp. Hyde co. N. C
Linden (ITn'den) vil. Houghton co. Mich
KaracaibO (-mii-ra-ki'bo) Venezuela, S. Am. 137 m. long, 75 m. broad.

Geneva,

capital ; X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; apt., seaport ; tp., township ; vil,, village.
1,500 to 2,499 j 3=2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See .46ftr«i;ta/»onj, p. 1919.
given in nearest thousands : 2

=
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L'Algle (lagl) mfg. town, dept. Orne, France, on Rille river
Lalshev (ll-shgv') town, Kazan govt. Russia in Europe
Lai— Vang (li-yang') town, Shangtung prov. China silk trade
Cal. 1,125 D pop. 7, X Lakeport.
co.
cen.
Lake, co. N
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tp.
Lagro (la'gro) tp. & town, Wabash co. Ind
La Guayra (la gvri'ra) spt. town, Venezuela, S. America, 10 m. N of Caricas.
Laguna de Terminos (la-goo'na da tgr'me-nos) inlet, Mexico, N. America.
of Aden
Lahad] (la-haj') town, Yemen, Arabia, 18 m. N
Lahalna (IS-hi'na) town & spt. of Maui, Hawaiian Isls. sugar culture
Lahajan (la-ha-jan') town, Ghilan prov. Persia, 30 m. E of Reshd
Laharpore (la-har-por') town, Sitapur div. Oudh, British India
of Nassau, on Rhine river
Lahnstein, Upper (-lan'stin) town, Prussia, 8 m.
dist. of div. 3,659 D
Lahore (la-hor') div. Punjab, India, 8,901 D pop. 4,576.
pop. 790.
city, * of dist. & div. lat. 31° Z& N, Ion. 74= 18' E, pop. 177.
Lahr (lar) mfg. town, Baden, Germany, on Schutter river
Lahsa (lan'sa) fertile dist. E Arabia, pop. 160, * Hofhuf.
Lalbach (li'baK) cml. & mfg. town, # of Camiola duchy, Austria

*

ocean, 3,070
Japanese.
pop.
Kurnaul (kur-nal') dist. Delhi div. Punjab prov. British India, 2,352
611.
its
78"m.
by
of Delhi, pop. 15.
its #.
Kurnul (kiir-nool') dist. Madras prov. India, 7,151 pop. 914.
Kurrachee (kiSr'a-che'). See KAEicHi.
Kurrea (kilr're-a) town, Chinese Turkestan, 180 m. S E of Khoten
Kurshee (kur'she) town, Bokhara, Russian Turkestan, cen. Asia
its #, pop. 50.
Kursk (koorsk) govt. Russia in Europe, 17,937 pop. 2,667.
Kusba (kiis'ba) town, Pumeah dist. Bengal, British India
Kushab (kush'ab') town, Punjab prov. British India, on Indus river
Kushan (koo'shan') pass across the Hindu-Kush Mts. 15,000 ft. high.
KuskOllUim (kiSs'ko-kwTm) second largest river of Alas. ; about 550 m. long.
Kiissnacht (kiiss'naKt) vil. Schwyz canton, Swit. legend of William Tell. ..
Kussur (kiis'soor') town, Punjab prov. British India, 27 m. S S E of Lahore.
Klistenland (kiis'ten-lanf) or Coastland, crown land, Austria, on Adriatic sea,
Triest.
3,084
pop. 695,
KiiStlin (kiis-tren') ft. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia, on Oder river
its
KutaiS (koo-tis') govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 14,084
pop. 955.
pop. 20.
Kutaya (koo-ti'yo) town, Brusa vilayet, Anatolia, Turkey in Asia
Kutno (koot'no) tovm, Warsaw govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Kuttenb^rg (kat'ten-bero') min.
Kuty. (koo'te) town7 Galicia, Austria
Kutztown (koots'town) bor. Berks co. Pa
isls.

W

—

.

173, * Merkara.
Kurile Islands (koo'ril-) group 25
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X

X

pop. 4, X New Troy.
par. S La. 204
pop. 16.
its X pop. 2.
co.
Miss. 720 D pop. 21, X Oxford.
co.
Mo. 622
pop. 30, X Lexington.
Wis. 630 D pop. 20, X Darlington.
town, X of Chambers co.
CO. S
city, X of Tippecanoe co. Ind. pop. 16.
vil. Onondaga
Ala. pop. 1.
tp.
CO. N. T. tp. pop. 2.
La Ffere (la' far') town, dept. Aisne, France ; artillery school
La Fert6-Mac6 (la' fSr'ta'-ma'sa') town, dept. Orne, France
La Flfeche (la' flash') mfg. town, dept. Sarthe, France, on Loire river
bayou, La.
Lafourche (liffoorsh') par. S La. 1,020 D pop. 22, X Thibodeaux.
150 m. long a nav. outlet Mississippi riv. into Gulf of Mexico.
(la'zhgs)
town,
Santa
Catharina
prov.
Brazil
Lages
Lagny (lan'ye') town, dept. Seine-et-Marne, France, on Marne river
Lago dl Como (la'go de ko'mo) lake, Lombardy, Italy, 35 m. long, 3 m. wide.
Lago di Garda (la'go de gar'da) largest lake of N Italy, 35 m. long, 6 m. wide.
Lago dl Lugano (la^go de loo-ga'no) lake, N Italy, 16 m. long, 2 m. broad.
Lago niaggiore (la^go miid-jo'ra) lake, N Italy, 40 m. long, 2 m. wide.
Lagonegro (la'go-na'gro) mfg. town, Potenza, Italy
Lagoon, or Ellice, Islands, group in S Pacific, N of Fiji Isls. British.
Lagoon of Tunis (-tu'nls) inlet of Tunis Gulf, NAfrica, 12 m. long, 5m. wide.
town, Jalisco state,
Lagos (la'gos) ft. spt. Algarve prov. Portugal, pop. 7.
British colony, on Slave Coast, West Africa, 1,071 D pop.
Mexico, pop. 20.
100.
its *, 100 m. E of Whydah, pop. 60.
La Grande (la' grSNd') tp. city. Union co. Ore. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 3.
La Grande Chartreuse (-shar'truz') famous monastery, dept. Isere, France,
in the Alps, among high mountains.
La Grande Combe (-koNb') town, dept. Gard, France, on Gard river
Ind. 384 D pop. 16, X Lagrange.
city, X of
Lagrange (la-granj') co.
vil. Cook co. 111. pop. 2.
town, X of Lagrange co.
Troup CO. Ga. pop. 3.
tp. Cass co. Mich. pop. 2.
Ind. pop. 2.
city, Lewis co. Mo. pop. 1.
city, X of Fayette co. Tex. pop. 2.
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(la gs-tra'dii) city, Spain
co. S
Ark. 497
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Waterloo, Belgium.

mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
co. S E Kan. 649
pop. 28, X Oswego.
(la'be-ow')
mfg. town, Konlgsberg, E. Prussia prov. Germany
Labiau
coast British North America, 450,000
Labrador (lab'ra-dSr') pen.
pop. 7.
E part of Quebec prov. Canada, 56,000 pop. 4.
British colony, off
Labuan (la-boo-an') isl.
coast of Borneo isl. Malay
Arch. 30
Victoria, pop. 2.
pop. 6,
La Calle (lii kiil'la) spt. Algeria, Africa, 300 m. of Algiers
La Capesterre (la' ka'pSs'tar') town, Guadeloupe isl. West Indies
Laccadive Isles (ISk'a-div'-) group, Arabian Sea, lat. 10°-12° N, 80
Lacedogna (la-cha-don'ya) town, Avellino prov. Italy
La Ohapelle Saint-Denis (la' sha'pgl' sSN'-de-ne') suburb of Paris
La Chant6 (la' sha're'ta') mfg. town, dept. Nievre, France, on Loire river...
Lackawanna (15k'a-w5n'a) co. E Pa. 400 pop. 142, X Scranton.
tp. St
vil. Lackawanna co. Pa. tp. pop. 8.
Laclede (la-kled') co. S
cen. Mo. 740
pop. 15,
Lebanon.
Lacon (la'kon) tp.
city,
of Marshall co. 111. tp. fop. 2, city pop. 2.
Laconla (la-ko'ne-a) tp.
vil.
of Belknap co. N. H. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 3.
(la-ko'ne-a) nome, S part of Morea, Greece, 1,679
Sparte.
pop. 127,
Lac-qui-parle (lak'-ke'-parl') co.
Minn. 650
pop. 10.
its X.
Wis. 450
Lacrosse (la krSsO co.
pop. 39.
city, its
pop. 25.
La Cumhre (la koom'bra) pass, Andes mts. Chile, 12,454 ft. high.
Ladakh (lii'daK') prov. Kashmir, Asia, 30,000 pop. 91 ; chief city Leh.
Ladany Kbrds^ (15'dan' ko'rosh') vil. Bgk^s CO. Hungary
Ladoga (ISd'o-ga) lake,
Russ. largest in Europe, 6,190 D, outlet, Neva riv.
Ladrones (la-dronz', Sp. liio-ro'nes) 20 isls. in Pacific ocean, lat. 13°-21° N,
Ion. 144°-146° E, 420
pop. 10; Spanish ;
San Ignacio de Agana, on Guahan
group of islands in China Sea, opp. entrance to Canton River.
isl.
(la'kgn)
vil.
Brabant
prov.
Belgium
Laeken
a suburb of Brussels
;

N

#
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63
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field of
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farmhouse,

(la'bSs)

n

W

&

(la' b61' iil'le-5Ns')

Labette (la-bSf)

Kotsl.

—

15

W

KSthen (ko'ten) town, Anlialt duchy, cen. Germany
Kot-Kamalla (kot-ka-ma1e-a) ft. town, Punjab prov.

W

5

& dist. Bengal, British India
See KiusHin.

town

(kyoo-shoo').

La BeUe Alliance

—

U

3
12

Laaland (inland) isl. Denmark, in Baltic sea, 462 D
Labi (la'be') town, Futa-Jallon, Senegambia,
Africa

2.

D pop. 1,354. — its *
Kostroma
pop. 27.
m.
N W of Agra
British
India,
60
Kosy (ko'se) town, N. W. Provinces,
Kotah (ko'ta) Rajput state, India, 3,797 D pop. 526. — its #, a ft. tovm.

R

14

1.

(kSs-tro'ma) govt. Russia in Europe, 32,702

Q

(ki'tjiiil')

Kyushu

of

Kosel (ko'zel) ft. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Oder river
KoseletS (ko-sa-lets') town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe, on Oster river.
KoBhkonong (kSsh'kS-nSng) tp. Jefferson co. Wis
KoslOV (kSs-ISv') town, Tambov govt. Russia in Europe
Kosmodemlansk (kSs-mo-dgm-yansk') town, Kazan govt. Russia in Europe..
KoBSelr (kSs'ser') spt. town, Upper Egypt, on Red Sea
Kossova (kSs-so'va) vilayet, Turkey in Europe, 9,2G4 D pop. 588, * Uskub.
tp. Manitowoc co.
Kossuth (kSs-sobth') CO. lo. 984 D pop. 13, X Algoua.
Wis. pop.

Europe

town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia

(ke'rits) mfg.

Kythul
vil.

(kooz'nSts) town, Saratov gov. Russia in

Kwangsl (kwang'se') prov. S China, 78,250 D pop. 5,151, * Kweilin.
Kwangtung (-t66ng') prov. S E China, 79,456 pop. 29,706, * Canton.
KweichOW (kwi'chow) prov. S W China, 64,554 D pop. 7,669, * Kweiyang.
Kyanghin (ki'an-gen') town, Pegu div. Lower Burma
Kyranuh (ki-riin'O) town, Muzatfamagar dist. N. W. Provs. British India..

vils.

isl.

Pop.

KuznetZ

isls. off

two contiguous

(ko-i a-ne'cha)

2
3

2

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Lake MemphremaKOg (-mSm'fre-ma'gSg) Vt. & Canada, 30 m. long.
Lake Nicaragua (-ue-ka-ra'gwa) in Central America, 90 m. long, 30 m. wide.
Lake Nlplsslng (-ntp'is-Ing') bet. Lake Huron & Ottawa riv. Canada.
Lake of Annecy (-an'se') in Alps of Savoy, Fr. 22 m. S of Geneva, 9 m. long.
Lake ol Constance (-k5n'stans) in cen. Europe, 40 m. long, 200 D.
Lake of Geneva (-je-ne'va) or Lake Leman (-le'man) between Switzerland

& France,

D

La Paz

29.

;

Lari

La
La
La Roche-SUr-Yon
La Roda

N

450

D pop.

13,

X Hyde Park.

8.

5

D

(lam'pong') town, bay,
Dutch settlement, S Sumatra, dist. 9,975
(lam-po-rek'ke-o) town, Florence prov. Italy
Lamu (la'moo') spt. British E" Africa, on Lamu isl. Indian Oc. lat. 2° 14' S
Lanai (la-na'e) one of the Hawaiian Isls. N. Pacific ocean, 150
or Clydesdale, CO. Scotland,
Lanark (ISn'ark) city, Carroll co. 111. pop. 1.
889
co. E Ontario, 1,194
pop. 39, X Perth.
pop. 1,046.
its X pop. 5.
co. S E Pa.
Lancaster (lank'as-tgr) co. S E Neb. 864 D pop. 76, X Lincoln.
965
co. S. C. 535 D pop. 21, X Lancaster
pop. 149^ X" Lancaster.
Courthouse, pop. 1.
co. B Va. 160
pop. 7, X Lancaster Courthouse.
vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
vil. X of Garrard co. Ky. pop. 1.
tp.
tp.
vil. Erie co.
tp.
vil. X of Coos CO. N. H. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
city, X of
N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
city, X of Fairfield co. O. pop. 8.
Lancaster co. Pa. pop. 32.
city, X of Grant co. Wis. tp. pop. 3, city
tp.
(-a-sbir)
duchy,
England,
1,888
pop.
pop. 2.
or Lancashire
co.
D
3,927.
its X pop. 31, a spt.
Lancaster Sound, N. Am. connects Barrow Strait with Baffin's Bay, 74° N.
Lanclano (lan-cha'no) town, Chieti prov. Italy, 6 m. from Adriatic sea
Landau (liin'dow) ft. town, Rhenish Bavaria, Germany, on Queich river
Lander (ISn'der) co. N Nev. 5,296 D pop. 2, X Austin.

124

—

—

&

—
—

—

—

D

&

—

D

25

vil.

vil.

—

D

& par.

Tuscany

X

#

D

NW

&

&

E

W

—

X

W

D

D

—

mfg. town,
of dept. Mayeime, France, en Mayenne river
(la'vor') anc. Va'eium, mfg. town, dept. Tarn, France
Lavello (la-vSl'lo) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Villa (lii vTl'a) vil. suburb of Jacksonville, Duval co. Pla
Lavos (lii'vos) to"wn, Beira prov. Portugal, near mouth Moudego river
La Voulte (la' voolt') town, dept. Ardoche, France
Ark. 574
co.
Lawrence (lar'ens) co. Ala. 70S pop. 21, Moulton.
Lawrenceville.
co. S
pop. 13,
Powhatan.
co. S
111. 300
pop. 15,
Louisa, —co. S
Ind. 452
pop. 20,
Bedford.
pop. 18,
co. E Ky. 405
pop. 26,
Mount
Miss. G30
pop. 12,
Monticello.
agr. co. S
Mo. 606
agr. co.
min.
Pa.
Vernon.
iniu. co. S O. 430
Irontoii.
poi). 40,
pop. 12,
Deadwood.
370
pop. 38,
New Castle.
co.
S. Dak. 795
min. CO. cen. Tenn. 676
pop. 12,
Lawrenceburg.
tp. Marion co. Ind.
city,
of Essex co.
pop. 2.
of Douglas co. Kan. pop. 10.
mfg. city, a
Mass. pop. 45. ^tp. Mercer co. N. J. pop. l.^tp. St. Lawrence co. N. Y.
pop. 2.
tp. Siark co. O. pop. 4.
tp. Washington co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Clear-

D

Laval

—

—

isl.

Can.iry

Isls.

300

D pop.

16, Spanish,

;

Xieng Khong, Luang Prabang, Pon-sai, Cliiengmai (Zimuie),
i, o, u, long ; S, e, o, less
a, o, u, u, ee (see p. 1719)

I, e,

;

&

#

D

&

;

D

—
—

—
—
D
— W
X

X

D

—

X

D

W

X

—

Arrecife.

11

33

7

30
5
6
2
6
5

—
D

—

D

—

Kemarat.

;

X

&

X

Q

W

X

^

pop.

—

X

—

3.

X

on

Oliio riv. pop.

X

Leacock (15'k'ok) tp. Lancaster co. Pa
Lead (led) city, Lawrence co. S. Dak
Leadville (ICd'vTl) min. city, X of Lake co. Col
Leaf River, 200 in. long, Mi.ss. Hows into Chickasawha

chief towns,

NE

X

(lar'gns-bflrg) city,
of Dearborn co. Ind.
4.
town,
of Anderson co. Ky. pop. 1.
Lawton (la'ton) tp. Hampton co. S. C

prolonged ; S, S, I, 5, H, short ; a, g, [, o, u, obscure; far, list,
ch as in chin g as in got n as in linger, link ug as in sing
;

E

X

Lawrenceburg

pop. 11.
(lan-tha-ro'ta)

—

X
X

—

field CO. Pa.

&

Laoag (lou'iig') spt. at N W end of Luzon isl. Philippine Islands
Laon (lii'oN') city, * of dept. Aisne, France, 86 m. N E of Paris
Laos (la'os) states, cen. Indo-China, pop. 2,000, subject to Siam

D

N

D
n

Lansdown

Lanzarote

W

#

(la'vol')

X

co. Pa
(ISnz'down) tract, Somerset co. England ; noted breed of sheep.
Lansford (l.anz'ford) bor. Carbon co. Pa
city,
Lansing (ISn'sTng) tp.
city, Allamakee co. lo. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Ingham co. pop. 13,
tp. Tompkins co. N. Y. pop. 3.
of Mich.
vil. Rensselaer co. N. Y. tp. pop. 11, vil.
Lansingburg (ISn'sIug-bflrg) tp.

—

N

La

Montgomery

&
*

—

X

Lavaur

D

(ISnz'dal) bor.

D

—

;

Creek,_tp. Union co. N.
LanesbOrO (lanz'bur-ro) tp. Anson CO. N. C
Langeland (liing'e-land) isl. Denmark, 106 pop. 20, chief town Rudkj<)bing.
Langemarch (lan'Ha-marK' ) vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Langenberg (lang'en-bgro'^ mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
with commune
Langendreer (lang'en-drar) town, Westphalia, Prussia
Langhlrano (liin-ge-"ra'no) vil. on Parma riv. Italy, 13 m. S of Parma
Langlade (lang'lad) co. N E Wis. 876 D pop. 9, X Antigo.
Langnau (I'ang'now) vil. Bern canton, Switzerland
Langres (ISNgr) ft. town, dept. Haute-Marne, Prance, on mt. 1,460 ft. high..
Languedoc (ISN'ge-dftk') old prov. S France, now forms 6 depts.
Lannion (l.an'ne-oN') cml. town, dept. Cotes-du-Nord, France, on Guer river .

Lansdale

&

#

W

6
17
22
2

X

Lane

2.

D

5.

W

—

4
11

—

D

Norway
Lausanne (lo'zann') mfg. city, % of Vaud canton, Switzerland
Lauven (lou'ven) riv. 200 m. long, Norway, rises in Mt. Harteigen.
Lavaca (la-vSk'a) co. S Tex. 1,000 D pop. 22, X Hallettsville.
Lavaca River, llO m. long, Tex. flows into Lavaca Bay.
Lavagna (la-van'ya) town, Italy, on Gulf of Genoa slate quarries

pop.

Laurel

of a circle, on Warta riv. pop. 28.
land of Bbgland.

X

6

5

X

&

D

5

5

(lii'

cml. town, Bavaria, Germany, on Iser riv. pop.
Landshut (lants'hoot) mfg.
19.
ft. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Bober riv. pop. 6.
(lauts'kron)
mfg.
town,
Bohemia, Austria, on Sazawa river
Landskron
Landskrona (lands'kroo'na) ft. spt. Malmo prov. S Sweden
Kan. 720
pop. 2,
Dighton.
Ore. 3,860
pop.
co.
Lane (lan) co.
15, X Eugene City.

W

18

X

Land's End, cape, Cornwall co. the most
Landsford (ISndz'ford) tp. Chester co. S. C

—

7
10
2

M

town, Prince Georges co. Md. pop. 2.
hamlet, Richmond co. N. C
tp.
Hill, tp.
Dublin.
co.
Laurens (la'renz) CO. S cen. Ga. 761 pop. 14,
S. C.
680
pop. 32, X Laurens, pop. 2.
tp. Laurens co. S. C. pop. 6.
LaurenUan Mountains (la-ren'she-an-) 3,500 m. long, Ontario to Arctic Oc.
Laurenzana (lou-r6n-za'na) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Laurla (lou're-a) mfg. town, Potenza prov. Italy
Larvik prov. S
of Jarlaberg
Laurvig (lour'vig') or Larvlk (lar'vik) spt.

*

13
27

.

Sierra Nevada mts. Cal.
riv. 100 m. long, Quebec prov. Can. flows into
Can. 248
pop. 14.
its
pop. 1.

N

&

— town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia,

2
5
22

W

—

Landerneau (loN'dgr'no') spt. tovni, dept. Finistere, France
Landes (ISNd) dept. S W France, 3,599 D pop. 298, * Mont-de-Marsan.
Landis (ISn'dls) tp. Cumberland co. N. J
LandSberg (lants'bero) mfg. town, Bavaria, S Germany, on Lech riv. pop.

8

6

trap') noted Benedictine convent, dept. Orne, France.
Latrobe (l&-trob') bor. Westmoreland co. Pa
Lauban (lou'ban) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Queiss river
Ala. 682
pop. 24, X Florence.
co.
Lauderdale (la'der-dal) agr. CO.
Miss. 680 d'pop. 30,
Meridian.
co.
Tenn. 450
pop. 19, X Ripley.
Lauenburg (lou'en-bOBro') town, S E Holstein, Prussia, on Elbe riv. pop. 5.
^mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia, pop. 8.
Laun (loun) town, Bohemia, Austria, on Eger river
of Cornwall co. Tasmania
Launceston (lans'ton) cml. town,
La Union (la oo-ne-on') city, Murcia prov. Spain, 5 m. E of Cartagena
(la'ra-me)
tp.
Tippecanoe
Lauramie
co. Ind
Laureana (lou-ra-a'na) town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
London. .— town, Sussex co. Del.
Laurel (la'rel) CO. S E Ky. 450
pop. 14,

—

&

mfg.

Buch

La Trappe

—

D
&

—

X

W Quebec prov.

co.

(las'wad) mfg.

(l^s'tra)

La

D

—

—
—
—

—

—

N

LamporecchlO

n
n

riv.

X

in Europe, pop. 5.

&

7
11

Edinburgh co. Scotland
par.
div. Italy, on Arno river
of San Miguel co. N.
Las Vegas (las' va'gas) city,
of Leon prov. Ecuador, South America. ..
Latacunga (la-ta-koon'ga) town,
Ida. 1,080
pop. 9,
Moscow.
Latah (la'ta) co.
Latakla (Ijf'ta-ke'a) anc. Laodice'a, a spt. town, Syria, on Mediterranean sea.
Latcha (la'cha) lake, 22 m. long, 12 m. broad, Olonetz govt. Russia in Europe.
of Taranto
Laterza (la-tSrd'za) vil. Lecce prov. Italy, 25 m.
(la' tSst'-de-biish') cml.
mfg. town, dept. Gironde, Fr.
Teste-de—
town,
Clinton
co.
Mo.
tp.
pop.
Lathrop (la'throp) tp.
3, town pop. 1.
Latiano (la-te-a'no) town, Lecce prov. Italy, 14 m. S of Brindisi
of Udine
Latlsana (la-te-sii'ua) town, Italy, 23 m. S S

Lastra

— Verknll (verk'ne' lii-mov') town, Penza govt, near Nijni Lamov, pop.

Lampong

Lawrence

Lasswade

Lampasas (ISm-pa'sas) co. cen. Tex. 800 D pop. 8, X Lampasas, pop. 2.
Lampedusa (lam-pa-doo'sa) isl. Italy, midway between Malta and Tunis.
Lamperthelm (iam'p5rt-him') town, Hesse, S Germany, on Rhine river

D

Lassens Peak, 10,577 ft. high,
L'Assomption (las'soN'se-oN')
St.

N Vt.

X

E
D
X
Animas
Las Palmas (las pal'mas) city, Gran Canaria isl. once # of Canary Islands
Liguria
(la
sped'ze-a)
spt.
town
and
naval
arsenal,
prov. Italy
La Spezla
Lassa or H'Lassa (hliis'sa) * of Tibet, cen. Asia, 29° 30' N, 91° 40' E
Lassen (las'sen) CO. N E Cal. 4,890 D pop. 4, X Susanville.

(15m'er-moor-) Scotland, from Edinburgh co. to North

(la-moil') CO.

*
#

*

n
&

—

X

—

Lamoure (la-moor') co^ S N. Dak. 1,152 D pop. 3. — its X.
Lamov, Nijnl (nTzh'ne' la-mov') town, Penza govt. Russia

3
10

D

(liir'ned) city,
of Pawnee co. Kan
Roccella (IS r6t-chel'la) town, Reggie di Calabria prov. Italy
Rochelle (la' ro'shSU') ft. spt. town, dept. Charente-Inf^rieure, France..
of dept. Vendue. ..
(la r6sh'-sur'-yoN') town, France,
(la ro'Da)town, Albacete prov. Spain
Hodgensville.
Larue (la-ru') co. Ky. 260 pop. 9,
Ottawa.
cen. 111. 1,152
pop. 81,
co. STex. 1,460
Lasalle (la-sSl') co.
pop. 2,
Cotulla.
tp.
city, Lasalle co. 111. tp. pop. 12, city pop. 10.
(las an'e-miis) co. S
Col. 4,700
Trinidad.
pop. 17,
Las

Sea.

Lamoille

4,100

X

Lamed

W

Lammermoor HUls

(ISr'T-mer) CO.

;

—

W

11

of Pisa

—

D

&

N Col.

E

pop. 10, X Fort Collins.
Larlno (la^re'no) town, Campobasso prov. Italy
Larlssa (liir-Ts'sa) nome, Thessaly, Greece, 2,478 IH pop. 168.
its
pop. 14.
Laristan (lar-is-tan') prov. Persia, 16,000 n, arid waste, pop. small,
Lar.
Larkhall (lark'hal) vil. Lanark co. Scotland
Larkhana (lar'kii'ua) ft. town, Sind prov. British India corn market
Larnaka (lar'na-ka) town, S coast Cyprus isl. Mediterranean sea
Larne (liirn) spt. Antrim co. Ireland, on Lough Lame

(151'gunj') cml.

—

S
12

;

town, Pisa prov. Italy, 14 m. S

(la're) ft.

Larimer

(lii'-len')

W

—

—

D

—

12

32

—

;

& mfg. town, Muzaflerpur dist. Bengal, India
town, Kirin prov. Manchuria, Chinese empire
Lalita-Patan (la'le'tii-pa-tan') town, Nepal, India
Lalitpur (lal'et-poor') dist. Jhansi div. N. W. Provinces, British India, 1,947
pop. 213.
its * 65 m. S of Jhdnsi, pop. 9.
La Mancha (la man'chii) old prov. Spain, now part of Ciudad Real.
co. N E Tex. 900 D
Ala. 612 D pop. 14, X Vernon.
Lamar (la-mSr') co. N
pop. 37," X Paris.
town, X of Barton co. Mo. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 3.
tp.
Lamballe (18N'ball') town, dept. C8tes-du-Nord, France
Peru, 17,939 D pop. 86.
its * pop. 8.
Lambayeque (liim-bJ-a'kai dept. N
LambertVllIe (ISm'bert-vil) city, Hunterdon co. N. J
(ISm'beth)
Surrey
England,
quarter
of
London
bor.
co.
S
Lambeth
Lambton (lam'ton) co. Ontario prov. Canada, 725 D pop. 48, X Sarnia.
LamegO (la-ma'go) city, Beira prov. Portugal, 46 m. E of Oporto
Lamia (la-me'a) town, Greece, Phthiotis & Phocis nome, on Volo Gulf
Xa-Lln

3.

Albany co. Wyo. pop. 6.
Laramie Mountains, range in Col. & Wyo. highest peak 10,000 ft. high.
Laramie Plains, plateau, Albany & Carbon cos. Wyo. 3,000 O, 7,500 ft. high.
Laredo (Ig-ia'do) city, X of Webb co. Tex. on Rio Grande
Largs (largz) spt. Ayr co. Scotland watering place battle, 1263

;

Lalgun]

;

its

!8^ai (la-foon' zi')

W

W

N

*

—

W

&

Pop.

—

its
pop. 346.
pop. 40.
pearl fisheries.

;

W

Van

D

W

;

;

N

171,081

town, Siam, # of state in Laos, on Menam river ...
Lapland (ISp'land) region, Europe, 64°-71o N, 130,000 D
Col. 1,860 Q pop. 6, X Parrott.
Bpt. city, * of
La Plata (la pla'ta) CO. S
Buenos Ayres prov. Argentine Republic, S. America, pop. 65 founded 1884,
La Plata River. See Rio de la Plata.
La Pointe-^-Pitre (la' pw3Nf-aZ-pefr). See PoiNTE-A-PiTRE.
city, its X pop. 7.
tovm,
Laporte (la-porf) co. N Ind. 540 D pop. 34.
Black Hawk co. lo. pop. 1.
Lappmark (lap'mark) general name for N dists. of Sweden.
Laprairle (la-pra'ri) co. Quebec prov. Canada, 170 D pop. 11, X Laprairie.
La Puebla Nueva del Mar (-nwa'va dSl mar) vil. Valencia, Spain
Lar (liir) town, Persia, # of Laristan prov. 180 m. S E of Shiraz
Venezuela, S. Amer. 9,296 D pop. 247, * Barquisimeto.
Lara (la'rii) state, N
La Rambia (la ram'bla) town, Cordovaprov. Spain
Laramie (lar'a-me) CO. E Wyo. 7,025
pop. 17, X Cheyenne.
city, X of

Laphun

45 ni. long, 1 to 9i m. wide, 82
Rhone riv. flows through it.
of Oennesareth (-jSn-gs'a-rSth) now Tabariyeh (tiib'a-re'a) Palestine,
14 m. long, 8 m. wide ;^Jordan "riv. flows through it.
Lake of Lucerne (-lu-sern') cen. Switzerland, 24 m. long, J m. to 2 m. wide.
Switzerland, 24 m. long, 4 m. wide, 90 D.
Lake of Neuchatel (-uo'slia'tSl')
Hungary, 23 in. long, 7 m. broad.
Lake of Neusledl (-uoi'sedl)
Lake of Perugia (-pii-rob'ja) or Lake Thrasymene (-thras'i-me'ne) Italy,
10 m.
Romans defeated here by Hannibal.
of Perugia
Lake of Tamlagua (-tii-me-a'gwa) Vera Cruz state, Mexico, 60 m. long.
Lake of Tamplco (-t'am-pe'ko) Vera Cruz state, Mexico, 20 m. long, 10 m. wide.
Lake of the Four Cantons, Switzerland. See Lake Lucerne.
Lake of the Thousand Islands, upper part St. Lawrence riv. Canada.
Lake of the Woods, in Minn, and Keewatin dist. Canada, 250 m. in circuit.
Xake of Thun (-toon) Switzerland, on Aar riv. 10 m. long, 2 m. broad.
Lake of Url (-oo're^ S E extremity of Lucerne Lake, Switzerland.
Lake of Valencia (-va-len'the-a) Venezuela, S. Am. 22 m. long, 6 m. broad.
liake of Zurich (-tsii'rlK) Zurich canton, Switzerland, 23 m. long.
Lake Onega (-o-na'ga) Olonetz govt. Russia in Europe, 140 m. long, 3,400 D.
Lake Pelpus (-pa'e-poos)
Russia, 80 m. long, greatest width 32 m.
Xake Prairie {-pra'ri ) tp. Marion CO. lo
Lake Saint Clair, between Mich. Ontario prov. Canada, 30 m. long, 360 O.
Ireland.
Lakes of KlUarney (-kil-ar'ng) 3 beautiful lakes, Kerry co. S
(-van) salt lake, Turkey in Asia, lat. 38° 30' N, Ion. 43° E, 2,000 D.
Lake
Lakhlmpur (liiK'im-poor') dist.
E Assam, British India, 3,145 pop. 121.
Lak-Nagy (15k-n5dj') town, Csanad co. Hungary, on Maros riv. cattle trade

W

Am.

(la piith') dept. Bolivia, S.

— # of Lower California, Mexico, on La Paz Bay, pop. 6
— X pop.
Lapeer (la-per') ca S E Mich. 660 D pop.

Lake

W

1767

2
3
-0
river.

oSre term (oBd, tS6t, fOrl_; 6 as in fSr oi (M in oil ow as in cow
th as in thin tb as in thiue I, &, &, <^, d, d, a, a, K, N (see p. 1719).

fall,
;

5

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

..

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1768

N

.

Pop.

Leaks

(lek) co. cen. Miss. 560

X

pop. 15,

Carthage.

Leaksville (leks'vil) tp. & vil. Rockiugham co. N. C. on Dan river
LsaaiingtOn (lem'iug-tou) town & watering )ilaoe, Warwick co. England
its X pop. 20.
Lsavenworth (I- 'gn-wortli) co. N E Kan. 455 D pop. 38.

& agr.

E

D

—
—
—

X

3

tp.

27

—

&

New

—

X

—
—

—

—

—

&

&

&

&

—

—
—

—

W

X

Y

—
—
—

—

X

Opelika.

pop.

1,

X

—

co.

Myers,

E

—
W

—

—

D pop.

Ontario prov. Canada, 900

Le Ray

35,

X

Brockville.

(le-to'ne-a) vil.

Columbiana

co.

Leroy

&

5

T

—

U

—

D

W

its

*

10
5

Lemgo

govt. Russia in Europe.

4
128
5

n

Butler CO. O
Lemon,
vil. Cook co. 111. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
Lemont (le-monf) tp.
riv. 2,550 m. long,
Lena (le'na) mfg. town, Stephenson co. 111. pop. 1.
Siberia, Russia in Asia, Irkutsk to Arctic Ocean.
Lenawee (len'a-we) agr.
past. co. S Mich. 720 D pop. 48, X Adrian. ^
Lenczy (lent'che) town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Rus.sia in Europe
of Rovigo
Lendinara (ISn-de-na'ra) ft. town, Italy, 9 m.
Lengenfeld (leng'en-felf) mfg. town, Zwickau circle. Saxony, Germany
Lennep (len'nep) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Lennep river
Lennox (len'oks) co. Ontario prov. Canada, 315 D pop. 15, X Napanee.
Lenoir (le-nor') co. S E part of N. C. 408 D pop. 15, X Kingston.
tp. Macomb co.
Lenox (len'oks) tp.
vil. Berkshire co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
Mich. pop."2.
tp. Madison co. N. Y. pop. 13.
Lens (Ion) min.
mfg. town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France
Lentinl (len-te'ne) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily, Italy
Lenton (len'tou) town, Nottingham CO. England
tp.

&

^

&

W

—

—

&

&

D means square mUes

;

#,

Population

is

capital

;

X,co.seat;

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

:

;

;

5
7

W

^

&
N

W

8
6

*

40

W

#
NNW

—

N

Lew^
a

D

—

D

—

—

(lii'Tsh-am) par.
(lu'Is-ton) cml.

N

&
D

—

—

Lewisham

—

&

D

—

D

—
W
W

W

—

D
N
& vil. Kent co. England
& mfg. city, Androscoggin CO.

Niagara

63

par.

—

Me. pop. 22.
tp.
N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
Lewistown, tp. & town, X of Fulton co. 111. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2. ^bor.
X of Mifflin co. Pa. on Juniata riv. pop. 3.
Lewisville (lu'Ts-vil) tp. Chester co. S. C
pop. 22, X Lexington CourtLexington (lek'sing-ton) CO. cen. S. C. 780
tp.
town, McLean co. 111. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
tp. Scott co.
house.
2.
tp.
Johnson
co.
Kan.
2.
mfg. city, X of Fayette co.
Ind. pop.
pop.
vil.
tp. Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 3.
tp. port of entry,
Ky. pop. 22.
X of Sanilac co. Mich. tp. pop. 3. tp. & city, X of Lafayette co. Mo. tp.
tp.
town, X of Davidson co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town
pop. 8, city pop. 5.
town,
tp. Stark co. O. pop. 9.
tp. Lexington co. S. C. pop. 2.
pop. 1.
X of Rockbridge co. Va. on North riv. pop. 3.
of Amsterdam..
Leyden (li'den) mfg. city, S. Holland prov. Neth. 22m. S
Leyland (le'iand) vil. Lancaster co. England
Leyte (la'e-tS) isl. 130 m. long, 35 m. broad, Philippine Isls. Malay Arch
Leyton (le'ton) town, Essex co. England, 5 m. N E of London
Lezlgnan (la'zen'yoN') town, dept. Aude, France
of Asia.
LiakhOV (le'a-xov') is). Arctic Ocean, New Siberia group,
Lianoourt (le'os'koor') town, dept. Oise, France
Shengking.
(le-ow'-tong').
See
Liau-Tong
Llau-Tong Gulf, inlet, 150 m. long, 70 to 120 m. wide. Yellow Sea, Asia.
Liau— Yang (le-ow'-yang') cml. city, Shgngking prov. Manchuria, China
Libau (le'bou) cml. spt. town, Courland govt. Russia in Europe, on Baltic sea
Africa, 14,360 D pop. 1,008, * Monrovia.
Liberia (ll-be'ri-a) free black rep.
Peru, S. Am. 15,649 D pop. 148, * Trujillo.
Libertad (le-bSr-tao') dept. N
co. S E Ga. 966 D pop. 13, X
Liberty, co. N Fla. 800 D pop. 1, X Bristol.
tp. Grant
Walthourville.
past. co. S E Tex. 1,170 D pop. 4, X Liberty.
CO. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Hendricks co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Tipton co. Ind. pop.
tp.
2.
tp. Wabash co. Ind. pop. 2.
town, X of Union co. Ind. pop. 1.
city, X of Clay co. Mo. tp. pop. 5, city pop.
Bollinger co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp.
3. .— tp. Marion co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Stoddard co. Mo. pop. i.
tp. Sullivan
tp. Fairfield co. O. pop. 3.
CO. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp. Yadkin co. N. C. pop. 2.
tp. Hardin co. O. pop. 4.
tp. Highland co. O. pop. 6.
tp. Seneca co.
co.

D

&

—
—

—

—

—
—

&

^

—

&

—

W

44
5
284

63
6

N

W

—

^

W

—

—
—

—

—

&

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;
mfg., manufacturing rain., mining; spt., seaport ; tp., township;
3 =^ 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

commercial

oral.,

2 =: 1,500 to 2,499

10

2

Budapest

D

—

57

(lem'go) mfg. town, Lippe principality, Germany, on Bega river
Lemhi (lem'hi) min. co. Ida. 5,400 pop. 2, X Salmon City.
Lemmongan (lem-ou-gan') volcano, 6,561 ft. high, Java island.

N

W

—

Lelundo (la-lobn'do) riv. 200 m. long, Angola, Africa, flows into S Atlantic DC.
Le Malre (le mSr') strait, bet. Staten Isl. & Tierra del Fuego, Soutli America.

Le Mans (le moN') cml. & mfg. town, # of dept. Sarthe, France
Lemars (le-marz') city, X of Plymouth co. lo. on Floyds river
Lemberg llem'bero) cml. & mfg. town, # of Galicia prov. Austria

N

6 vil.

—

m. long, Olonetz

(lek'sha) lake, 24

—

X

prov. Belgium, on Dender river
Leva da'vo') town, Hungary, on Perecz river
div. Attica
Boeotia, Gr. pop. 367.
its
pop. 5.
Levadia (la-va-oe'a)
suburb of Paris, France
Levallois-Perret 0§-^Sl'wa'-per'ra')
Greece to
Egypt.
Levant (le-vanf) name of E shores of Medit. sea,
La Spezia.
Levante (la-van'ta) div. E Genoa prov. Italy, 450 D,
of La Spezia
LevantO (la-van'to') town, Genoa prov. Italy, 18 m.
coast of Sicily isl. Italy
Levanzo (la-vant'so) isl. 4 m. long, off
Le Vauclin (le vo'cISn) commune, Martinique isl. French West Indies
Levico (lev'i-ko) town, Tyrol, Austria
its chief town, pop. 7.
Levis (la've') CO. Quebec prov. Canada, pop. 26.
Levy (le'vi) CO. cen. Fla. 1,104 pop. 7, X Bronson.
bor. SusLewes (lu'es) spt. town, Sussex co. Del. on Delaware Bay, pop. 2.
sex CO. England, on Ouse riv. 44 m. S E of London, pop. 11.
Lewes aild RehobOth (-re-ho'both) hundred, Sussex co. Del
E Ky. 450 pop. 15, X Vanceburg.
(lu'Ts) CO.
agr.
past. co. Mo.
510
agr.
pop. 16, X Monticello.
past. co.
cen. N. Y. 1,294
pop. 30,
pop. 3, X Newburg.
co. S
Wash.
X LowviRe. co. cen. Tenn. 280
pop. 11, X Claquato.
past. co. N cen. W. Va. 400
2,308
pop. 16, X
Weston.
tp. Holt co. Mo. pop. 4.
tp. Brown co. O. pop. 3.
isl. 60 m.
long, 30 m. broad. Outer Hebrides, off
coast Scot, chief town Stornoway.
cen. Mont. 2,600
pop. 19, X Helena.
Lewis and Clarke (-klark) min. co.
LewisbUIg (lu'is-bQrg ) bor. X of Union co. Pa. 63 m. of Harrisburg

Lewiston

Shannon.

Leksha

D

LeutSChau
Leuze (luz) mfg. town, Hainaut

.

D

a mfg.

13
12

E

Leipzig (lip'tsTo) div. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 1,378
& cml. city, pop. 353.
its *.
Leirla (la-re'a) dist. Bstremadura prov. Portugal, 1,343 D pop. 200.
(lis'nTc)
mfg.
town.
Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Mulde river
Leisnig
Leith (leth) mfg. & cml. burgh & spt. Edinburgh co. Scot, on Firth of Forth.
Leitmeritz (llt'mer-its) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria, on Elbe river
Leitomlschl (li'to-mlsh'l) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria. .".
Leitrim (le'trlm) CO. Connaught prov. Ireland, 619 D pop. 78, X Carrick on

—

25

30 m. broad.

X

(loi'tens-dSrf ') town- Bohemia, Austria
E of
(loit'shou) town, Hungary, 123 m.

^

(lip'sTk) Ger.

pop. 869.

*

D

Leutensdorf

D

Leipsic

commune

X

E
E

&
&

Leipa (li'pa) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Leipnik (lip'nTk) town, Moravia, Austria

tp.

(ISs'sen') mfg. town, Hainaut prov. Belgium, on Dender river
(le-sobr') agr. co. S Minn. 460
pop. 19,
Lesueur Center.
bor.
Lesueur co. Minn, on
bank of Minnesota riv. pop. 2.
Whitesburg.
Ky. 310
pop. 7,
Letcher (lech'er) co. S
Leti (la'te) isl."42 m. long, 20 m. broad, Roumania, in Danube river.
Letitshev (la-te-chev') town, Podolia govt. Russia in Europe, on Deraznla riv.
of CasteUamare
Lettere (let-ta'ra) town, Naples prov. Italy, 3J m.
Letterkeny (lefer-ken'i) tp. Franklin co. Pa

&

&

D

Lesueur

W

—
—

W

Aux

Lessines

W

—

—

&

*

—

1.

of Guadeloupe,

wild gorges and canons and subter-

;

Les Salntes (-s&sV) group of isls. Frencli West Indies, 9
Lesser Slave Lake, N. W. Territories, Canada, 100 m. long,

pop. 124.
its
pop. 79.
LegnagO ()au-ya'go) town, Milan prov. Italy, on Olona river
suburb of Florence
(bSr'go
de
len-yi'a) vil. Italy,
Legnaja, BorgO di
Legnano (lan-ya'no) mfg. town, Italy, 22 m. S E of Verona
Leh (la) cml. town, # of Ladakh prov. Kashmir, Asia, of Himalaya Mts.
Lehe (la'lia) town, Hanover prov. Prussia, on Weser and Geeste rivers
city, Utah co. Ut. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.
Lehi (le'hl) tp.
agr.
mfg. co.
Lehigh (le'hl) riv. 120 m. long. Pa. flows into Delaware riv.
tp. Northampton co. Pa. pop. 4.
E Pa. 350 pop. 77, X AUentown.
shore Lehigli river
Lehighton (le'hi-tgn) bor. Carbon co. Pa. on
Lehri (la're) town," Cutch Gundava, Baluchistan, Asia
Leia (la'yS) cml. town, Dera Ismail Khan dist. Punjab, British India
town. Buncombe
tp.
Leicester (les'ter) tp. Worcester co. Mass. pop. 3.
agr. co. cen. Engor Leicestershire (-shir) past.
CO. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
land, 800
pop. 374.
its X, a mfg. bor. on Soar riv. pop. 142.
Leichlingen (Iik'H ng-en) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
town
mfg" town, Lancaster co. England, par. pop. 34.
Leigh (le) par.
Worcester co. England, pop. 5.
6
Leighton-Buzzard (le'ton-bQz'ard) town, Bedford co. England
1,196
Leinster (ITn'ster or len'ster) prov. E Ireland, 7 ,622
Leinster, Mount, 2,610 ft."high, between Carlow and Wexford cos. Ireland.

D

France

cen.

(la' kos') dist.

E

#

N

Bloomington, pop.

commune & town, French colony
Grande-Terre isl. West Indies

rivers.
Haiti,
(-ka') or
of Dept. of the South
Cayes (o' ka') spt. S
(les'ge-anz) a people subject to Russia in the E Caucasus.
Lesina (18s'e-na) isl. Dalmatia, Austria, in Adriatic sea, 40 m. long
LeskovatZ (les-ko-vatz') town, S E Servia, 25 m. S of Nissa
Ky. 420
pop. 4,
Hyden.
Leslie (ISs'lT) co. S
spt. town, dept. Vendee, France, on Biscay Bay
Les Sables (la' sab'l) cml.

prov. Netherlands ....
pop. 130,
St. John's.

&

co. 111. 15 m. S
of
tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 3.

ranean

^ co. E

.

N. Y.

co.

(la'za'bem')

Les Cayes
Lesghians

W

D

W coast of

Les Gausses

(lef-ko-ze'a) or
(le-flor') co.

Italy, 126

Genesee

E

McLean

(le-roi') city,

& vil.

Les Abimes

Nicosia (ne-ko-ze'a) mfg. city, # of Cyprus island..
N Miss. 000 pop. 17, X Greenwood.
Lellore
Leghorn ^leg'hSrn or leg-hSrn') It. Livorno (le-vor'no) prov. Tuscany dept.

Lefkosla

6

—

O

Leeu warden (lo'lvar'den) cml. & mfg. town, Friesland
Leeward Islands (le'ward-) part of West Indies, 701 D

19
3
9
10

Y

;

W

Leelonia

Jefferson co. N.

(le ra') tp.

;

—

co.

80

Lercara dl Freddi (ler-ka'rii de frgd'de) town, Sicily, Italy sulphur mines.
Lerchenfeld (lerK'en-felf) vil. Lower Austria suburb of Vienna
Leiicl (la're-clie) maritime town, Genoa prov. Italy, on Spezia Bay
its * pop. 22.
Lerida (ISr'e-da) prov. Catalonia, Spain, 4,775 D pop. 285.
L^rins Isles (la'raN'-) group, belonging to dept. Var, Fr. Mediterranean sea.
Lero (la'ro) anc. Le'eos, Turkisli isl. 6 m. long, in .3igean sea

or De Leek
England, on Churnet riv. pop. 11.
(da lak') vil. & commune, Groningen prov. Netherlands, commune pop. 5.
Mich. 350 D pop. 8, X Northport.
Leelanaw (le'!a-na) co. N
Lee Mills (le-)"tp.' Washington co. N. C. 00 m. E of Tarboro
Leer (lar) mfg. town, Hanover prov. Prussia, on Leda river
Leesburg (lez'bQrg) town, X of Loudoun co. Va

Leek, mfg. town, Stafford

.'

;

—
^

Leechburg (lech'bQrg) bor. Armstrong co. Pa
Leech Lake, 20 m. long, 15 m. broad, N Minn. 7 m. S of Lake Cass.
Leeds, mfg. bor. West Riding, York co. England, on Aire riv. pop. 368.

of Tiber river.

W

#

W

-co. S

6
12

N

Lampasas Creek.
(la-o'pol-dow) town. Lower Austria
Leopoldstadt (la-o'polt-staf) suburb of Vienna, Austria, on isl. in Danube riv.
Africa, upper end Stanley Pool.
Leopoldville, station, Kongo Free State,
LepantO, Strait OJ (-le-pan'to) in Corinth Gulf, Greece naval battle in 1571.
Lepel (la-pel') town, Vitebsk govt. Russia in Europe, on Lake Bereshta
Le Petit Quevilly (le pte' kii've'ye') vil. dept. Seine-Inf^rieure, France
Le Puy (le pli'e') mfg. town, * of dept. Haute-Loire, France

Ark. 606 D pop. 19, X
Ga. 360 D pop. 9,
Dixon.
agr.
past.
N
111.
740
pop.
26,
X
D
X Starkville. agr. & past. co.
co. E cen. Ky. 228 D pop. 6, X
CO. S E lo. 486 D pop. 38, X Fort Madison.
Tex.
640 D
co. cen.
Beattyville.
co. N E Miss. 470 D pop. 20, X Tupelo.
min. & agr. co. S
part of Va. 429 D pop. 18, X
pop. 12, X Giddings.
tp. Oneida co. N. Y.
Jonesville.
tp. & vil. Berkshire co. Mass. tp, pop. 4.
par. Kent co. England, pop. 14.
pop. 2.

D

on Corno river

Leopoldau

&

29,

1.

S.

25.

&

—

10.

(la-S-nes'sa) town, Aquila prov. Italy,
Leonforte (Ia-6n-f or'ta) cml. town, Sicily, Italy
Leonine City (le'o-niu-) portion of Rome, Italy,
Leon River (le'ou-) 250 m. long, Tex. flows into

*

Lee, CO. S E Ala. 610 D pop.
Mariamia.
co. S Fla. 4,000

co.

co. lo.

Leonessa

;

—

vil.

6.

18,

its

;

D

12
pop. 7,

co.

14,

*

D

(lem'in-ster) tp.

2.

co.

X

X

X

(la'op-shlits') cml.

Leominster
pop.

Syria, from Antiocii to Sidon highest point Jebel-Makmel, 12,000 ft. high.
Asia, 2,200
Deir-el-Kamr.
pop. 245,
vilayet of Turkey, in Syria, S
Lebanon Springs, summer resort, Columbia co. N. Y. mineral waters.
Lebbeke (leb-ba'ke) vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Lebedian (leb-a-di-iin') town, Tambov govt. Russia in Europe
Lebedin (leb-a-den') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe
Le Blanc (le Won') mfg. vil. dept. Indre, France, on Creuse river
Lebrija (la-bre'na) mfg. town, Sevilla prov. Spain noted for its oil
of Arauco prov. Cliile
Lebu (la-boo') min. town,
Le Buet (le bii'a') one of the Alps, Savoy, France, 10,128 ft. high.
its
div.
Italy, 3,293
pop. 014.
pop. 22.
Lecce (let'clm) prov. Apulia
Lecco (lek'ko) mfg. town, Lombardy dept. Italy
into
Danube
river.
Lech (leK) riv. 140 m. long, Tyrol Bavaria, flows
Lechhausen (leu'liow'zen) mfg. vil. Bavaria, S Germany, on Lech river
tp.
Leclaire (le-klSr') tp. &~town, Scott co. lo. on Mississippi river
mfg. town, dept. Saone-et-Loire, France
Le Creuzot (le' kru'zo') min.
LeCtOUre (lek'toor') mfg. town, dept. Gers, France
Ledeberg (la'de-bero') vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Ledyard (led'yard) tp. Cayuga co. N.
;

& mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia
& mfg. vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp.

Leobschiitz

— (pron. ISm'ster) mfg. town, Hereford England, pop.
N Fla. 910 D pop.
X Tallahassee. — agr. & past.
Leon (le'on) agr.
cen. Tex. 1,000 D pop.
X Centerville. — town, X of Decatur
pop.
— (Sp. pron. la-on') formerly kingdom N W Spain, 15,242 D pop. 964. ^prov.
N W Spain, 6,107 D pop. 380. — * pop. — prov. Ecuador, Am. pop. 110,
# Latacunga. — town, Nicaragua, Cen. Am. pop. — mfg. town, Guanajuato
state, Mexico, pop. 48. — lake, 35 m. long, Nicaragua, Cen. America.

its
pop. 48.
pop. 15.
co. S
Pa. StJO
Lebanon
tp.
city, St. Clair co. 111. tp.
London co. Conn. tp. pop. 2.
vil.
tp.
tp.
city,
city,
of
Boone
co.
Ind.
pop.
4.
of
2.
town
pop.
pop. 3,
town,
of Laclede co. Mo.
tp.
Marion co. Ky. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 3.
vil.
Grafton
N.
H.
vil.
pop.
2.
2.
tp.
co.
tp.
pop.
4,
tp. pop. 4, town pop.
tp. Meigs co. O. pop. 2.
vil.
of
tp. Hunterdon co. N. J. pop. 2.
town,
of Wilson co. Tenn. pop. 2.
mt. chain,
Warren co. O. pop. 3.

(leb'a-ngu) min".

Popu

Leny (len'T) mt. pass, Perth co. Scotland, 2 m. W of Callander.
Leoben (la-o'ben) min. town, Styria prov. Austria, on Mur river

;

vil., Tillage.

11

.;
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O. pop.

—

tp. Trumbull co.
co. S. C. pop. 2.

2.

Pickens

Liberty Peak,

9^,162 ft.

O. pop.

— tp. McKean

4.

co. Pa. pop. 2.

—

Pop.

high, Gallatin co. Mont.

15

city, Stafford co.

—

—

Crawford co. 111. pop. 2.
Licking River, 220 m. long, Ky. flows into Ohio
Llcodia (le-ko'de-ii) town, Catania prov. Italy

W

D

Lister

W

—

*

co. Ind. pop. 2.

—

&

tp.

*

15

&

—

3
201
6
7

city, X
(li'nia) tp.
vil. Livingston co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
(pron. le'ma)
of Allen CO. O. pop. 16.
tp. Sheboygan co. Wis. pop. 2.
its
mfg. city, pop. 104.
dept. Peru, S. Am. pop. 227.
and
of Peru, a cml.
Limasol {le'ma-sol') spt. Cyprus isl. Mediterranean sea

—

—

*

—

&

*

*

—{pron. ITm'boora) town, Hesse-Nassau prov. Prussia, pop. 5.
Prussia, on Leine riv. pop. 6.
par. Middlesex co. England, on Thames riv. suburb of London..
past.
agr.
Umerlck (ITm'er-ik) tp. vil. Montgomery co. Pa. tp. pop. 2.
its X a mfg. city, pop. 37.
CO. Munster prov. Ireland, 1,064
pop. 159.
Ala. 596
past. co.
E cen. Tex.
pop. 21, X Athens.
Limestone, co.
Groesbeck.
tp. Peoria co. 111. pop. 3.
tp. Spartanburg
960
pop. 22,
CO. S. C. pop. 6.
town, Pemambuco state, Brazil
dist,
Llmoelro (le-mo'a-e-ro) dist.
cml. city, dept. Haute-Vienne, France
Limoges (le'mSzh') mfg.
Limousin (le'moo'zaN') old prov. cen. France now composes 2 departments.
Limous ('le'moo') mfg. town, dept. Aude, France, on Aude river
Limpopo River (lim-po'po-) large riv. S E Africa, flows into Indian Ocean.
Linares (le-na/rSs) min. town, Jaen prov. Spain, pop. 37. ^prov. Chile, S. Am.
3,488
pop. 116.
its
pop. 8.
town, Nuevo Leon state, Mexico, pop. 6.
Star City.
co. E Col.
Lincoln (llnk'iJn) CO. S E Ark. 536
pop. 10,
Hugo.
2,600
pop. 1,
co. Ga. 309
pop. 6,
Lincolnton.
co.
cen.
Kan. 720
its X.
Stanford.
pop. 10.
co. S cen. Ky. 328
pop. 16,
par.
pop. 15,
WiscasLa. 485
Vienna.
co. S Me. 520
pop. 22,
Minn. 500
Miss. 570
set.
CO. S
pop. 6, X Marshfield.
co. S
pop.
Brookhaven.
agr. co. E Mo. 598
Troy.
past. co.
18,
pop. 18,
North Platte.
min. co. S E Nev, 17,680
pop. 2,
S Neb. 2,580
pop. 10,
X Pioche.
its X.
co.
part of N. C.
CO. S E N. M. 26,452
pop. 7.
312
Canton.
pop. 13,
Lincolnton.
agr. co. E S. Dak. 540
pop. 9,
cen.
540
agr.
past co. S
Tenn.
pop. 27, X Fayetteville.
co. E Wash.
Sprague.
2,296
pop. 9,
co. S
part of W. Va. 460
pop. 11, X Hamlin.
Wis. 700
min. city,
CO.
pop. 12, X Jenny.
of Logan co. 111. pop.
tp. Crawford co. Kan. pop. 2.
city,
7.
of Lincoln co. Kan. pop. 1.
Maastricht,
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co. Kan. pop. 2.
tp.
Nodaway co. Mo. pop. 2.
city,
tp. Providence co. R. I. pop. 20.
tp.
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& vil. Penobscot co. Me. tp. pop. 2. ^ tp.
* of Neb. and X of Lancaster co. pop. 55. ^

— or Lincolnshire (-shir) past. co. E coast

D pop. 473. — its *, anc. Lin'dum, pop. 41. — co. Ontario
prov. Canada, pop. 21, * St. Catharines.
Lmcolnton (llnk'un-ton) tp. & town, X of Lincoln co. N. C
tp.
Lindau (lltn'dow) cml. & ft. town, Bavaria, Germany, on isl. in Lake Constance
of England, 2,762

Linden

(ITn'dgn) suburb of the city of Hanover, Hanover prov. Prussia
Iilndenau (Iin'den-ow') vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 3 m.
of Leipsic
Lindsay (lin'za) town, X of Victoria co. Ontario prov. Canada
Llngayen (len-ga-yen') spt. town,
coast, Luzon isl. Philippine Islands

W

W

Lingeh Oin'ga') spt. & cml. town, Laristan, N E shore of Persian Gulf,
Llngen (ling'en) town, Hanover prov. Prussia
Llngga (ling'ga') isl. 40 m. long, Malay Arch. E of Sumatra Dutch.
Linguaglossa (ITn'gwii-glos'sa) town, Sicily, Italy, 23 m. N of Catania
Linkbplng (ITn'cho'pIng) town, * of Ostergotland prov. S Sweden

w

(ITn-lith'go) a mfg. town,

Asia..

—

E Kan.
X Liuneus.

24,
co.

—
W

W

agr. co.
Ore. 2,700 D pop. 16, X Albany.
tp. Cedar
Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Moniteau co. Mo. pop. 3.
Llnosa (le-no'sa) nnc. jEgu'sa, isl. Mediterranean sea, 85 m.
of Malta island.
Linthwalte (ITn'thwat) mfg. town, York co. England, 4 m. S
of Huddersfield
Lln-Tslng (lin'-tsTng') populous city, Shangtung prov. China.
(lints)
cml.
Linz
& ft. city, # of Upper Austria, on Danube river
Lipan Indians (le-piin'-) warlike tribe,
Tex. & E Mexico.
Llpari (ITp'.a-re) anc. Lip'aka, isl. 30 m. in circumference, Medit. sea, 25 m. N
of Sicily.
its # and # of Lipari group, pop. 5, on E coast of Lipari island.

W

W

—

Liparl Islands, volcanic group, Mediterranean sea, Messina prov. Italy
Lipetsk (le-p§tsk') mfg. town, Tambov govt. Russia in Europe mineral baths
Llpno (llp'no) town, Ploek prov. Poland, Russia in Europe, on Niemen river..
LlpovetZ (le-po-vSts') town, Kiev govt. Russia, 102 m. S
of Kiev
Llppa (ITp'pS') town, Temes co. Hungary, on Maros river
agr. & min.
Llppe (ITp'pe) riv. 110 m. long, Geruiany, flows into Rhine riv.
principality, N
Germany, 409 D pop. 128, # Dctmokl.
Lippstadt (ITp'st.at) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, on Lippe river
;

W

—

W

—

W

(ITps'kiim) CO. N
its X.
Tex. 900 D pop. 1.
(ITp'tou) CO. Hungary, 8G8 D pop. 79, X Szent Miklos.
LIria (le're-a) mfg. town, Valencia prov. Spain
Lisbon (ITz'hon) tp. vil. Androscoggin co. Me. tp. pop. 3.— tp.

Llptau

&

i, e, o, less
i, o, n, lon^
S, o, ii, o, 66 (see d. ]719) ;

S, e,

,-

prolonged ; 5,
ch as in chin

;

and Prussia.

& vU. Grafton
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W

LititZ (ITt'its) mfg. bor. Lancaster co. Pa. 27 m. S
of Reading
1
Little Arkansas River (-iir'kan-sa'-) 125 m. long, Kan. flows into Ark. river.
Little Blue River, 200 m. long. Neb. flows into Big Blue River.
hundred, Sussex co. Del. pop. 5.
Little Creek, hundred, Kent co. Del. pop. 2.
Little Cumberland Islands (-kum'ber-land-) in entrance to Satilla riv. Ga.
Little Egg Harbor Bay, 10 m. long, 4 in. broad, S E coast, N. J.
vil. X of Morrison co. Minn. vil. pop. 2.
Little Falls, tp.
vil. Hertp.
kimer CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 8, vil. pop. 9.
Little Kanawha River (-ka-na'wa-) 150 m. long, W. Va. flows into Ohio riv.
Little Miami River (-mi'am'i-) 140 m. long, O. flows into Ohio river.
Little missouri River (-mTs-soo'rl-) 150 m. long. Ark. flows into Ouachita
riv.
450 m. long, affluent of Missouri riv. rises in
E Wyo.
Little Nemaha River (-ngm'a-ha-) 90 m. long, Neb. flows into Missouri river.
(-o'saj'-)
90
m.
long,
rises
in
Kan.
flows
into Osage river.
Little Osage River
Little Red River, 120 m. long. Ark. flows into White River.
N.
C.
80
m.
long,
to
Neuse
riv.
Ark.
co. S
547
pop. 9,
Little River,
Rocky Comfort. .— tp. Orange co. N. C. pop. 2.
tp. Wake co. N. C. pop. 2.
of Ark. and X of Pulaski co. pop. 26.
tp. Kendall co.
Little Rock, city,
lU. pop. 3.
Little Russia (-rush'a) the govts, of Khaekov, Kiev, Poltava, and Chbenioov, Russia in Europe, 80,230
10,299
Little Sioux River (-soo-) 300 m. long, lo. flows into Missouri river.
Little Tennessee River (-tgn'es-se'-) 150 m. long, Ga. to Holston riv. Tenn.
Littleton (lit"l-tgn) tp. & vil. Grafton co. N. H. on Mink riv. tp. pop. 3, viL
tp.
town, Halifax co. N. C. 76 m. N E of Raleigh, tp. pop. 3.
pop. 2.
Little Traverse Bay, inlet of Lake Michigan, 10 m. long, Emmet co. Mich.
Little VtsHoasYl River (-wa'bSsh-) 180 m. long. 111. flows into Wabash river.
7
E of Kamieniec..
Lltyn (le'tin) town, Podolia govt. Russ. in Europe, 65 m.
Lilikiu Islands (lii'ku'-) N Pacific ocean, between Japan and Formosa, pop.
167, # Suri Japanese.
pop. 2, X Oakville.
Live Oak, past. co._S Tex. 1,100
Liverpool (liv'er-pool) vil. Onondaga co. N. Y. pop. 1.
tp. Columbiana co.
cml.
O. pop. 12.
mfg. bor. Lancaster co. England, on E shore Mersey
estuary, pop. 518. .— mt. range, E Australia.
Liverpool Cape, headland, entrance to Lancaster Sound, N Canada, on S shore.
headland, Liverpool Bay, Arctic Ocean, S
of Cape Bathurst.
13
Liverpool Plains, elevated region. New South Wales, Australia, 16,638
E of Huddersfield.
Liversedge (ITv'er-sej) mfg. town, York co. Eng. 6 m. N
past. CO. N E cen. 111. 1,026 D pop. 38, X PonLivingston (liv'fng-ston) agr.
tiac.
CO.
Ky.''360"D pop. 9, X Smithland.
agr. par. S E La. 620 D pop.
agr. co. S E cen. Mich. 580
pop. 21, X Howell.
agr.
6, X Port Vincent.
CO.
Mo. 520
pop. 21, X Chillicothe.
agr. co.
N. Y. 644
pop. 38,
X Geneseo. city, X of Park co. Mont. pop. 3. tp. Columbia co. N. Y.
pop. 2.
Livni (liv'ne) town, Orel govt. Russia in Europe, on Sosna river
13
6
Livno (li v'no) town, Bosnia, Austria-Hungary
govt. Russia, E of the
Livonia (li-vo'nT-a) tp. Livingston co. N. Y. pop. 3.
Gulf of Livonia, 18,158
pop. 1,229, # Riga.
Livorno (le-vor'no) town, Novara prov. Piedmont, It. pop. 6.
See Leghorn.
spt. town, Cephalonia isl. Ionian Isls
Llxuri (ITks-oo're) cml.
E
Lizard Point, headland, Cornwall co. England extreme S point of Gt. Britain.
LJusne (li-oos'na) riv. Sweden, 220 m. long, Ljusne Lake to Bothnia Gulf.
Llanbadarn-Fawr (ISn-bii'd'am-vowr) par. Cardigan co. Wales
16
Llandaff (15n-d5f ') city, Glamorgan co. Wales ; fine cathedral
18
spt. town, Carmarthen co. Wales
Llanelly (lii-netliat) cml., mfg.,
15
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Llangollen (ISn-goth'Ien) town, Denbigh co. Wales
Llano (Ta'no) past. CO. cen. Tex. 900 D pop. 7.
its X.
Llano Estacado (-es-tii-ka'do) or Staked Plain, plateau, N
Llano River, Tex. 175 m. long, to Colorado river.
Llanos (la'nos) extensive past, plains. South America, chiefly

5

W Tex. 40,000 D.

D

in

Venezuela.

*

(lan-ke'wa) prov. Chile, S. Am. 7,823
pop. 72,
Puerto Montt.
(la-ra'na) town, Bad.ajos prov. Spain
of Newburg
Lloyd, tp. Ulster co. N. Y. 18 m.
Llumayor (loo-mt-or') mfg. town, Majorca isl. Mediterranean sea
Loa (lo'a) riv. Antofagasta prov. Chile, S. Am. 180 m. long, to Pacific ocean.
Loanda (lo-an'da) prov. Portuguese colony of Angola,
Africa,
St. Paul de
Loanda.
isl. 18 m. long, off coast of Angola,
Africa.
French Kongo,
Africa.
its *, pop. 20.
Loango (lo-Sn'go) country, S
Loangwa (lo-ang'wa) large riv. Nyassaland, E Africa, to Zambezi river.
Lobau (Id'bou) town. Saxony kingdom, Ger. 12 m. E S E of Bautzen, pop. 6.
mfg. town, W. Prussia prov. Ger. 38 in. E S E of Marienwerder, pop. 5.
Lob Nor(18bn8r).sh,allowlakel00m. long, Chinese Turkestan, Asia; no outlet.
i.sl. Gult of Mexico, Vera Cruz state, Max.
LobOS (lo'bos) isl. Cnl. Gulf, Hex.
of Ivrea
Locana (lo-ka'na) town, Turin prov. Italy, 25 m.

N

—

W
W

W

W

6

3
9

*

—

—

—

W

5

Lochaber

(15K-.a'ber) mountainous dist. Inverness co. Scotland.
Achray (15k Sk-rii') beautiful lake, Perth co. Scotland.

Loch
Loch Archaig (-iir-kilg') lake, 17 m. long, Inverness co. Scotland.
Lochar Moss (loK'iir mS.i) morass, 10 m. long, Dumfries co. Scotland.
Loch Awe (18k a') lake, 23 in. long, Argyll co. Scotland.
Loch Broom, arm of the sea, between Rosa and Cromarty cos. Scotland.
Loch Earn (-ern') lake, 19 m. in circuit, Perth co. Scotland.
Loch Eck (-<5k') lake, 7 m. long, Argyll co. Scotland.
Lochee (Iok'o) mfg. vil. Forfar co. Scotland
„
Loch EriboU (15k 5r'e-b51) arm of the aea, 10 in. long, Sutherland co. N Scot.
Loch Erlcht (-Sr'iKt) lake, 14 m. long, Perth and Inverness cos. Scotland.
Loches (lo.sh) town, dept. Indre-ot-Loire, France
Loch Etive (15k W\\) inlet, 20 m. long. Firth of Lome, Atl. co. Argyll co. Scot.
Loch Fyne (-fin') sea inlet, 40 in. long, Argyll co. Scotland herrings.
Loch Katrine (-Uitt'rin) beautiful lahe, 10 in. long, Perth co. Scotlaiid.
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N

of Linlithgow co. Scotland, pop. 4
or Linlithgowshire (-shir) or West Lothian (-15'co.

Lipscomb

n pop. 79, * Chris-

Llerena

X

&
D pop. 53.
&
E
D pop. 45, X Marion. — agr. & past.
637 D pop. 17, X Mound City. — agr. & past. co. N Mo. 620 D pop.

—
—

5

(-man'dal) prov. S Nor. 2,804

Llanqulhue

17 m.
of Edinburgh.
thi-aii) agr.
min. co. Scotland, 121
(lin) agr.
lo. 720
past. co.

Linn

and Mandal

2

;

—

....

;

Linlithgow

W
W

div. Italy

*

^ mfg. town, Westphalia prov.
&

(lis'ter-)

Lombardy

—

Llmbach (llm'baK) mfg. vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany
LimbOUrg (laN'boor') min. mfg. & past. prov. Belg. 931 D pop. 225, * Hasselt.
Llmburg (ITm'burn) min. mfg. & past. prov. Netherlands, 850 D pop. 257,
Llmehouse,

(lis-so'na) vil.

&

.

4

—

CO. Pa. tp. pop. 3.

Llgurla (le-goo're-a) old dept. Italy, 2,030 D pop. 947, * Genoa.
tp.
LilesviUe (lilz'vll) tp. & town, A.nsou CO. N.
Lille ur Lisle (lel) ft. & mfg. city, * and cliief town of dept. Nord, France.
Lillebonne (lel'bonn') mfg. to%vn, dept. Seine-Inf^rieure, France
Llllers (le'ya') town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France

Lima

;

—

Westmoreland

bor.

16

Conn. 948 D pop. 54.
Litchfield (lich'feld) agr. co. N
its X pop. 1.
tp.
Litchfield co. Conn. pop. 3.
city, Montgomery co. 111. pop. 6.
tp. & vil.
Hillsdale co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. X of Meeker co. Minn. vil. pop. 2.
Lltchurch (lTt'chQrch[ suburb, S E of Derby town, Derby co. England
Lithuania (Itth'u-a'm-a) former grand duchy, now divided between Russia

—

;

;

Meuse, France, pop. 5.
Llgonier (ITg-o-ner') town, Noble

11

bor.

tian.sand.

*

—

city,

rt.

—

Llssone

D

Pop.

•

dist.

—

river.

(le'bou) town, Silesia prov. Prussia, 34 m. S S
of Lieguitz
(le'beu) vil. Bohemia, Austria
Llebensteln (le'ben-stin') watering place, Saxe-Meiningen, Germany.
Austria, Gl
pop. 10,
Vaduz.
Liechtenstein (lek'teu-stiu') principality,
its
pop. 150.
pop. 7U2.
Ll^ge (le-azh') prov. Belgium, 1,117
its
pop. 47.
UegnitZ (leg'nlts) dist. Silesia prov. Prus. 5,254 Ppop. 1,047.
Llerre (le-ar') mfg. town, Antwerp prov. Belgium
Li^vln (lya'vSN') town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France
Lllfey (lif'fT) riv. 50 m. long, Leinster prov. Ireland, flows into Dublin Bay.
LifU (le-fob') isl. 37 m. long, Loyalty Isls. Pacific ocean French.
town, dept.
Ligny (len'ye') vil. Namur prov. Belgium battlefield in 1815.

—

bank Tagus riv. pop. 246.
Down & Antrim cos. Ireland, on Lagan river
Llsieux (le'zi-u') mfg. town, dept. Calvados, France, on Touques river
Liskeard (lis-kard') bor. Cornwall co. England, on Looe river

.

tp.

Llebau
Lleben

4.

tp. St.

1.

tp.
Lisle (lel) tp. & vil. Broome co. N. Y. on Tioglmioga river
L'Islet (le'la') CO. Quebec prov. Canada, 795 n pop. 14, X St. Jean Port Joli.
Scotland,
(llz-mor')
isl.
Argyll
co.
at
entrance
of
Loch
Linnhe,
Llsmore
8,000
acres.
town, Waterf ord & Cork cos. Ire. pop. 2 baronial castle & cathedral.
of Spalato
naval
Llssa (lis'sii) isl. of Dalmatia, in Adriatic sea, 33 m. S
battle 1866.
mfg. town, Posen prov. Prussia, 42 m. S S
of Posen, pop. 12.

England, pop. 8; famous cathedral.
Llchtenstein (liK'ten-stin') town, Saxony kingdom, Germany
Llchtervelde (liK'ter-vSI'de) mfg. town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
(ITk) mfg. town, E. Prussia, Germany, pop. 7.
Lick, tp. Jackson co. O. pop. 6.
tp. Blackford co. Ind. pop. 4.
Licking, CO. cen. O. G85 D pop. 43, X Newark.
Lichfield (lich'feld) mfg.

prov. Portugal,
Estremadura prov. on

Lisbnrn (lis'bQm) mfg.

W

—

— tp.
—
Lavprence co. N. Y. pop.
Estremadura
Port. LiSBOA (les-bo'a)
2,882 D pop. 519. — cml. & mfg.
* of Portugal, & of

CO. N. H. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop.
Darlington co. S. C. pop. 3.

tp.

Llbourne (le'boorn') town & port, dept. Gironde, France, on Dordogne river.
Libya (llb'g-a) name given to Africa by ancient Greeks.
of Egypt.
Libyan Desert (llb'e-an-) 1,000 m. long, part of Sahara, Africa,
Licheh (le'clia) town, # of the kingdom of Shoa, S E Abyssinia, N E Africa.
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
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N

Pop.

—

arm of
(-ISv'en) lake, 11 m. in circuit, Kinross co. Scotland.
Loch Linnhe, Scotland, extends 12 m. between Argyll and Inverness cos.
coast of Scotland.
Loch Linnhe (-lln'ne) sea inlet, 20 m. long,
Loch Lomond (-lo'mgnd) lake, Stirling and Dumbarton cos. Scotland, 40 D.
Loch Long, branch, 20 m. long, of Firth of Clyde, Scotland.
Loch Maree (-ma-re') lake, 20 m. long, Ross co. Scotland.
Lochnagar (-na-giir') mt. 3,777 ft. high, Aberdeeu co. Scotland.
Loch Ness (-nSss') lake, 23 m. long, Inverness co. Scotland.
Loch Rannoch (-ran'oK) lake, 9 m. long, Perth co. Scotland.
Scotland iine harbor.
Loch Ryan (-ri'an) bay, 10 m. long, S
Loch Shin (-shlii') lake, 17 m. long, Sutherland co. Scotland.

Loch Leven

W

W

Loos

pop.

— town,

X

&

—

111. tp.

pop.

ft. spt. town, dept. Morbihan, France
(ISr'rax) town, Baden, Germany, on Wiesen river
(lor'ran') Ger. LoTHRiNGEN (lot'ring-eu) former dept. of
Fr. partly
included since 1871 in Alsace-Lorraine prov. Ger. 2,431
pop. 510,
Metz.
Los Alamos (los a'la-mos) min. town, Sonora state, Mexico
Los Andes (-iin'dSz) state,
Venezuela, S. Am. 14,719
pop. 336,
Merida.
Los Angeles (-iin'HSl-gs) min. past. co. S Cal. 4,000 pop. 101.
its
pop.
50.
tp. Los Angeles CO. Cal. pop. 3.
town, Biobio prov. Chile, S. Am. pop. 8.
Los Gates (-ga'tos) town, Santa Clara co. Cal
Los NietOS (-ne-a'tos) tp.
vil. Los Angeles co. Cal
tp.
Losoncz (lo'shSnts') town, Neograd co. Hungary
Los Santos (los san'tos) town, Badajos prov. Spain

Lorrach

&

D

Q

Lod^ve (lo'dav') cml. & mfg. town, dept. Hi^rault, France
Lodge Pole Creek, Wye. 150 m. long, to South Fork of Platte
Lodl

Bergen

(lo'di) tp.

dy, Italy, pop. 25

N.

co.

J.

pop.

—

5.

(It.

pron.

Lombar-

battlefield in 1796.
(lodz) mfg. town, Piotrkow govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
coast of Norway valuable fisheries.
Lofoden (lo-fo'den) isls.
Ark. 642
pop. 21,
Paris.
co.
Col. 1,830
pop.
Logan (lo'gan) CO.
Sterling.
S
Ida.
pop. 4,
Shoshone.
co.
5,800
min.
agr. co. cen.
3,
Lincoln.
111. 620
co.
Kan. 1,080
pop. 25,
pop. 3.
agr. co. S Ky.
Russellville.
co.
Neb. 576
544
pop. 24,
pop. 1,
Gandy.
co.
Napoleon.
agr. co.
pop. 1,
cen. O. 448
pop. 27,
S N. Dak. 1,008
Okla. pop. 13,
Gutlnie.
Bellefontaine.— CO.
co. S
part of W.
;

Lodz

—
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—
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—
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—
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D

X

NW

tp.

3.

3.

8.

(lo'gon') ter.

cnil. city, X of Cass co. Ind. on Wabash river
Bornu, cen. Africa, S of Lake Chad # Logon-Karnah,

—

D

Logrono

D

^

#

*

&
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D
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—
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D

D

N

*

D

#

—
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—

*

—

on Thames

riv.

&
D

;

&

X

pop. 32.

(lun'diin-dgr'T) tp. Dauphin co. Pa. pop.
or Deny, co. Ulster prov. Ireland, 816
Pa. pop. 3.
cml.
mfg. port, on Poyle riv. pop. 33.

Londonderry

—

&

London Grove, tp. Chester co. Pa
Lone Cone, peak, 12,761 ft. high, La

W

2.

D

Park Range, Col.
Long Acre, tp. Beaufort

co.

Plata Mts. S

WCol.

— tp. Lebanon co.
— X, a

pop. 152.

its

— mt. 11,200

ft.

high.

^ X
pop.
IIO m. long, 20 m. broad, S E N. T, in Atlantic ocean. —
Long Island,
— 4 m. long. Queen Charlotte's Sound, Cook
70 m. long, Bahama
New Zealand. —
in Placentia Bay, S coast of Newfoundland.
pop. 53.

its

4.

isl.

isl.

Isls.

Strait,

LongOhUCCO (lon-go-boo'ko) town, Cosenza prov. Italy
Longos (lon'gos) pen. 40 m. long, Mgean sea, Salonika vilayet, Turkey in Europe.
Long Prairie River, Minn. 100 m. long, cen. Douglas co. to Crow Wing river.
Longs Peak, 14,271 ft. high. Rocky Mts. Col.

N

tp. Berks co. Pa. 18 m.
E of Reading
(long'tgn) min.
mfg. town, Stafford co. England
(long'vu) town, X of Gregg co. Tex. 122 m. E of Dallas
(loH've') ft. town, dept. Meurthe-et-Moselle, France
Lonigo (lo-ue'go) vil. Vicenza prov. Italy, on Gua river
Lonoke (lon'ok) co. oen. Ark^ 769 pop. 19.
its X.
of dept. Jura, France
Lons-le-Saulnier (loN'-le-son'yS') mfg. town,
Lontar (lon-tiir') isl. 21 m.'long, off
coast of Malay Peninsula.
Lookout Mountain, range in Ga. Tenn.
Ala. ; battlefield in 1863.
Looney (loo'nl) tp. Polk CO. Mo

&

Longton

Longview

Longwy

W

D means square miles

;

*, capital

Population

is

;

*

X.co.seat;

agr., agricultural
:

2

;

W

D

E

Louisa

n

* Baton Rouge.

Louisville
161.

— tp.

—

X

&

^ mfg.

D
Mo. pop. 5.
N part of a region in Antarctic Ocean.
& mfg. city, X of Jefferson co. Ky. pop.

city. Pike co.
(Idb'e'-f Il'ep'-)

LouiS-PhUippe Land
Loul£

—

X

X

&

(15o'is-vil or loo'I-vTl) cml.
St. Lawrence co. N. Y. pop. 2.

(loo'la) ft.

—

vil.

Stark

O. pop.

co.

1.

U

town, Algarve, Portugal

N Neb.

D pop.

Loup
2, X Taylor.
Loup Fork, branch of Platte riv. 300 m. long. Neb. to Platte river.
Lourdes (loord) town, dept. Hautes-Pyr^n^es, France ; place of pilgrimage.
LourenQO Marotues (lo-ren'so mar-kes') the S prov. of Portuguese E. Africa, extending from the Zambezi riv. S to Delagoa Bay, 150,000
pop.
a spt. on Delagoa Bay, pop. 6.
750,000.
its
Lourlcal (lo-re-kal') town, Beira prov. Portugal
town,
pop. 71.
Louth (louth or louth) co. Leinster prov. Ireland, 316
Lincoln co. England, pop. 10.
Louvain (Ioo'vSn') mfg. city, Brabant prov. Belgium
Louvlers (loo've-a') mfg. town, dept. Eure, France, on Euro river
Louza (lob'za) town, Beira prov. Portugal
vil. Moultrie co. IlL
tp.
Lovington (luvTng-tgn) tp.
Lowan (lo'an) town, Victoria, Australia
Archipelago. See Paumotc Islands.
of Middlesex co.
mfg. city, a
Lowell (lo'el) tp. Cherokee co. Kan. pop. 3.
tp.
Mass. pop. 78.
tp.
vil. Kent co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
vil. Dodge co. Wis. tp. pop. 2.
L'dwenberg (lo'wen-bero) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Bober river
(loop) CO.

576

.

^

#

—

&

Lower,

tp.

Richland

Lower Alsace

*

—

&

co. S. C
dist.

(-al'sas')

X

—

40
11

5
2
7

&

6
11

Alsace-Lorraine, Germany, 1,866

D

pop. 622,

Strasburg.

Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower

Ammonoosuc

(-Sm'gn-oo'stik) riv. N. H. 100 m. long, to Conn, river.
Austria (-as'trT-a) prov. Austria, 7,654 D pop. 2,662, * Vienna.
Ghanceford (-clians'fgrd) tp. York co. Pa
ConetO (-ko-ne'to) tp? Edgecombe co. N. C
Fishing Greek, tp. Edgecombe co. N. C
of Reading
Heidelberg (-hi'del-berg) tp. Berks co. Pa. 8 m.
Loutre (-loo'tr) tp. Montgomery co. Mo
Macungle (-ma-kiSn'je) tp. Lehigh co. Pa
Makefleld (-mak'feld) tp. Bucks CO. Pa
Merion (-mer'e-gn) tp. S Montgomery co. Pa
Saint Clair, tp. Allegheny co. Pa
Saucon (-sa'kon) tp. Northampton co. Pa
Tarryall Peak (-tar'I-al-) mt. 11,200 ft. high, South Park, Col.
Windsor (-wln'zgr) tp. York co. Pa
Lowestoft (lou'es-toft) ftT town & spt. Suffolk co. England a fishing port the
most easterly point in England
Lowicz (lo'vich) town, Poland, Russia in Europe, on Bzura river
agr. co. S
Lowndes (loundz) co. S cen. Ala. 720 D pop. 32, X Hayneville.
co. E Miss. 536 P pop. 27, X Columbus.
Ga. 431 n pop. 15, X Valdosta.
Abbeville
co.
S.
(louudz'vil)
tp.
C
Lowndesville
LowviUe (lo'vll) tp. & vil. X of Lewis co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
;

6

D

D

cmL commercial
,

18

(-strSng'fgrd) sea inlet, 15 m. long, Down co. Ireland.
(loo-e'za) agr. co. S
lo. 300
Wapello.
pop. 12,
co. cen. Va.
470
pop. 17,
Louisa Courthouse.
town,
of Franklin co. N. C. tp. pop. 4.
spt.
Louisburg (loo'is-bflrg) tp.
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Canada; formerly strongly fortified by France
captured by British and colonial troops in 1763.
Louisiade Archipelago (lob-e-ze-ad'-) group of about 100 isls. S Pacific ocean.
past, state, S U. S. A. 48,720
pop. 1,119,
Louisiana (loo'e-ze-ij/na) agr.

Lough Strangford

W

min., mining;
than 1,000 not given.

mfg., manufacturing

= 1,500 to 2,499; 3 = 2,500 to 3,499, etc.

;

less

;

seaport tp., township;
See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

spt.,

;

3
3
2
3
3
3
2
10
4
4

;

—

—

&

given in nearest thousands

6

^

;

—

D

1

;

isl.

isl.

Long Island City, mfg. city, Queens co. N. Y. on East River
Long Island Sound, 110 m. long, between Conn, and N shore of Long Island.
Long Lake, 10 m. long, Cheboygan co. Mich. 6 m. S of Lake Huron. — 18 m.
long, N E Hamilton co. N. Y. in Adirondack Mts.
tp.
LongmeadOW, tp. & vil. Hampden co. Mass
Longmont (long'mont)_ tp. & town, Boulder co. Col. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 2.

Long Swamp,

—

;

—

;

(long'ford) agr. co. Leinster prov. Ireland, 421

*

D

Low

N.

Long Benton (-ben'tgn) town, Northumberland co. England
Long Branch, town, Monmouth co. N. J. seaside summer resort
Long Cane, tp. Abbeville co. S. C
Longford

—

W

—

D
D

W

;

(lo-gron'yo) prov. Old Castile, Sp. 1,945
its
pop. 181.
pop. 11.
(lo-lia-doog'ga) agr. dist. Chutia-Nagpur prov. Bengal, British
India, 12^044
Ranchi.
pop. 1,237,
90
Lo-liul (lo'-hwe') spt. town, E coast Hainan isl. China
Loir (Iwar) riv. France, 150 m. long, Cernay Lagoon to Sarthe river.
Loire (Iwar) largest riv. in France, 645 m. long, Gerbier-de-Jonc Mt. to Biscay
mfg.
min. dept. S E France, 1,838
Bay.
pop. 016,
Montbrison.
France, 2,654
Lolre-InMrleure (-aN'fa're-ur') dept.
pop. 645,
Nantes.
past. dept.
France, 2,614
Loiret (Iwa'ra') agr.
pop. 378,
Orleans.
France, 2,452
Loir-et-Cher (Iwar'-a'-shar') dept.
pop. 280,
Blois.
min.
Loja (lo'Ha) mfg. city, Granada prov. Spain, near Genii riv. pop. 16.
Ecuador, South America, pop. 06.
prov. S
its
pop. 10.
Lojano (lo-ya'uo) town, Bologna prov. Italy
cml. town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Lokeren (lo'ker-en) mfg.
Lokhvitsa (lok-vTt'sa) town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe, on Sula river..
Lo-Eiang (lo-kl-ang') riv. 300 m. long, Houan prov. China.
Lomhardy (ISm'bar-dl) old dept. now 8 provs. Italy, 9,075
3,907
Lomhlem (ISm'blSm') isl. 40 m. long, 16 m. broad, Malay Archipelago.
Lombok (lom'bok') agr. isl. Dutch E. Indies, 1,480 pop. 500, Mataram.
Mortara.
Lomelllna (lo-mSl-le'na) dist. Pavia prov. Italy, pop. 133,
its
Lomza (lom'zha) govt. B Poland, Russia, 4,667 pop. 609.
pop. 13.
(lo'na-ko'ning)
min.
vil.
Allegany
co.
Md.
Lonaconlng
Lonato (lo-na'to) t"own, Lombardy, Italy battlefield in 1796
Londerzeel (loN'der-zal') town, Brabant prov. Belgium
anc. cml.
mfg. city,
London (Itin'dun) city, X of Madison co. 0. pop. 3.
of England and of the British empire, on Thames riv. 118
pop. 4,211
" Greater London " of police returns, pop. 5,633 the City proper covers 668
mfg. city,
acres, pop. 38.
cml.
of Middlesex co. Ontario prov. Canada,

Lohadugga

U

13

;

pop. 15.

^

min. town, Concepcion prov. Chile
E Quebec prov. Canada, 735 pop. 21.
Lotbini^re
its X.
Fr. 2,067
Lot-et-Garonne (lo-ta'-ga'r6nn') agr. dept. S
pop. 295,
Agen.
Lothians, The (-lo'thl-anz) division of Scotland, comprising three counties.
Lots Wife, rock, 300 ft.' high. Pacific ocean, lat. 29° 50' N, Ion. 142° 23' E.
Lbtzen (Idt'sen) town, E. Prussia prov. Germany
Loud^ac (loo'da'ak') town, dept. C8tes-du-Nord, France
its X.
tp. Seneca co. O. pop.
Loudon (lou'don) CO. E Tenn. 256 D pop. 9.
1.
vil. Franklin co. Pa. 15 m.
by S of Chambersburg, pop. 1.
Loudonvllle (lou'don-vll) vil. Ashland co. O. 18 m. S E of Mansfield
Va. 520
Loudoun (lou'don) agr. co.
pop. 23, X Leesburg. —min. par. Ayr
CO. Scotland, pop. 0.
(loo'duN')
town,
dept.
Vienne,
Prance
Loudun
Lougen (lou'ggn) riv. Norway, 200 m. long, to Glommen river.
Lough Allen (ISh-) lake, Leitrim co. Ireland source of Shannon river.
Loughborough (luf'biir-o ) mfg. town, Leicester co. England
Lough Conn (ISh kSn') lake, 10 m. long. Mayo co. Ireland.
Lough Corrib (-kdr'ib) lake, 20 m. long, Galway co. Ireland.
Lough Derg (-dSro') expansion of Shannon riv. 24 m. long, Ir.
lake, 9 m. In
circuit, S E Donegal co. Ir.; contains noted islet, St. Patrick's Purgatory.
Lough Foyle (-foil') arm of the sea, 18 m. long, N Ireland estuary of Foyle riv.
Lough Mask (-mask') lake, 8 m. long, Galway and Mayo cos. Ireland.
Antrim co. Ireland.
Lough Neagh (-na') lake, 17 m. long, S

N

Logansport (lo'ganz-porf)

10

X

W Prance, 2,012 D pop. 254, # Cahors.

^

5.

Logan Creek, N E Neb. 130 m. long, to Elkhorn river.
Logan Mountains, range in Queensland, Australia.
Logans Peak,_ 13,250 ft. liigh, Uintah Mts. N Ut.
Logon

dept. S

(lo'ta ba'na)
(lot'be'ne-Sr') CO.

X
NE

Va. 675 D pop. 11,
mfg. city, X of
of Cache co. Ut. pop.

& past.

Lota or Lota Baja

—
X
—
W
Q
—
X
W
—
Fountain co. Ind. pop.
X Logan Courthouse. —
— tp. Blair co. Pa. pop. — city, X
Hocking co. 0. pop.

X

—

—

*
#

Lesser (ISs'ser) commune & vil. Overyssel prov. Netherlands
commune
Lossini (15s-se'ne) isl. 19 m. long, Adriatic sea, Dalmatia, Austria.
Losslni Piccolo (-pTk'ko-lo) vil. S end Lossini island
LbssnltZ (los'nits) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany
Lost Park Mountain, peak, 11,800 ft. high. Park Range, Col.
Lot (lot) ajic. Ol'tis, riv. France, 266 m. long, Mt. Lozere to Garonne riv.
agr.

D

&

D

D

&

tp. Columbia co. Pa
Locust Creek, Wayne co. lo. 100 m. long, to Grand River.
Locust Valley, vil. Queens co. N. Y. 30 m. E N E of Brooklyn

IiOCUSt (lo'kust)

river.
lo'de) mfg. city,

NW
&

—

;

42
5

E

Lorraine

—

4, vil.

3

58

—

Lorient (lo're'oN')

of CaIdT?ell co. Tex.

pop. 2.
tp. St. Joseph co.
Mich. pop. 4.
tp.
city, X of Niagara co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 16.
(lok'w65d)
town.
Riding,
York
co.
England
medicinal waters
West
LockWOOd
Locle (lokl) watch mfg. town, NeuchStel canton, Switzerland
Locorotondo (lo-ko-ro-t6u'do) town, Bari prov. Italy

Will CO.

vil.

—

60.

—

Lock Haven, mf g. city, X of Clinton co. Pa. G9 m. N E of Altoona
Lockland (lok'laud) vil. Hamilton co. O. 12 m. N of Cincinnati
tp.

D pop.

—

1.

Lochport,

(los)

chistdn, Asia, 5,200

;

(ISk'hart) tp. fike co. Ind. pop. 2.

N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
shore of entrance of Shannon river.
mfg. town, dept. Nord, France, pop. 7.
{pron, loos) prov. Bal4-

Loosascoona Creek (loo'sas-koo'na-) Miss. 80 m. long, to Yalabusha river.
LooshtOOk (loosh'took') Indian naiue of St. John riv. New Brunswick, Canada.
Lora del Rio (lo'ra del re'o) mfg. town, Sevilla prov. Spain
vil. Lorain co. 0. pop. 5.
Lorain (lo-ran') co. N O. 530 D pop. 40, X Elyria.
Lorance (IBr'ans) tp. Bollinger co. Mo
(lor'ka)
prov.
Spain,
42
m.
S
W of Murcia
Lorca
mfg. town, Murcia
Lorena (lo-ra'uii) dist. & town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil
dist.
town, Teramo prov. Italy,
LoretO (lo-ra'to) town, Marches, Italy, pop. 8.
pop. 6.
dept. N E Peru, S. America, 32,727 D pop. 61, * Moyobamba.

Loch Sunaift (-soo'nart) sea inlet, 22 m. long, Argyll co. Scotland.
Loch Tay (-ta') lake^ 15 m. long, in Breadalbane, Scotland.
Loch Torridon (-tor'i-don) sea inlet, 12 m. long, Ross co. Scotland.
Lockhart

Pop.

Loon-op-Zand (lon-op-zanf) vil.
Loop— Head, headland, Ireland, N

vil., village.

23

6

.

.

1771

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

lK>yalt7 Islands, group, Pacific ocean, E of New Caledonia, 756 D French
Loyola (lo-yo'lS) convent, Biscay prov. Spain Ignatius Loyola boru near here.
mt. in CeLoz^re (lo'zar') miu. dept. S France 1,996 Q pop. 136, * Mende.
veimes mts. dept. Lozere, 4,884 ft. high.
its
Luang Prabang (loo'ang pra'bang) state, N Laos, Slam, Indo-China.
;

;

.

13

—

Lys

pop.

(les)

Flemish Leye

Lysander

—

*

— Fr.

Lyon

CO. S. C. pop. 3.
France, pop. 416.

Lytham

(li'e) riv.

(li-sSn'der) tp.

mfg.

(le'oN')

& vil.

France

D

D

&

N

^

— *
WNW
—
W

D

N

D

—

—

D

CO.

vil.

pop.

— tp. &
pop.
pop.
^ toivn, Shropshire, England, pop.

Mass.
1.

tp.

2.

2, vil.

vil.

—

D

D
D

10

co. Ireland

W

Persia, chief town Burujird.
Luristan (loo-rTs-tan') mountainous prov.
Lusitania (lii'si-ta'nT-a) the anc. name of Poktusal.
Luton (lu'ton) mfg. town, Bedford co. England, on Lea river
Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe
Lutsk (lootsk) town,
Luttabund (lut'a-biSnd') pass, 6 m. long, Afghanistan, Asia, near Kabul.
Liittrlnghausen (liit'tr Ing-how'zen) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
Lutzen (ISBt'sen) town. Saxony prov. Prussia battlefield in 1032 and 1813
Luxapatilla Creek (lilks^a-pa-tTl'a-) Ala. 100 m. long, to Tombigbee river.

*, a cml. city, pop. 18.
Luxeuil (liiks'ul') town, Vosges mts. dept. Haute-SaSne, France
thermal springs and baths
Luxor (liiks'or) vil. on Nile riv. Upper Egypt site of anc. Thebes.

&

past. co.

;

famous

— & Warren co. N. Y. on Hudson
^ bor. Luzerne co. Pa. pop.

barre.

tp.

vil.

D

pop. 201, X Wilkesriv. tp. pop. 2
a summer re-

Pa. 920

;

2.

(loo-zon', Sp. loo-thon') the largest of the Philippine Isls. Malay Arch.
Manilla.
pop. 4,450,
(loot-sa'ra) commune
town, Parma, Italy
commune
Lycoming (ll-kSm'ing) co. NPa. 1,195 pop. 71,
Williamsport.
Lykens (H'kenz) min. bor. Dauphin co. Pa. foot of Bear Mt
(lim) tp. Jefferson co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. Huron co. O. pop. 3.
Lym-Fiord (lum'-fyord') sea inlet, 100 m. long, Den. Cattegat to North Sea.
Lymington (lim'Iug-ton) spt. town, Hampshire, England ; seaside resort

D

#

&

Luzzara

D

X

—

Lyme

;

Lymm

(ITm)

vil.

Cheshire, England

Lynn

(ITn)

(ITnch'bflrg)

—

mfg.

city, spt.

tp.

Essex

co.

Mass. pop.

50.

—

tp.

Lehigh

co. Pa. pop. 3.

Lynn-Regis (ITu-re'jIs) or King's Lynn, town, Norfolk co. England
Lyon (ll'on) CO. N lo. 600 D pop. 9, X Rock Rapids. — agr. & past. co. E

cen.

— agr. co. W Ky. 275 D pop. X Bddyville.
D pop.
W Nev.
X Marshall. —
— Scot. 38 m. long, to Tay
LyonnaiS or Lyonais (le'on'nS') anc. prov. France.
— coextensive &
Clinton co.
Cook
pop.
Lyons (li'onz)
—
pop.
Kan. pop.
— Ionia Midi. pop. —
X of Rice
— Orangeburg
pop.
tp. & mfg.
N. Y.
pop.
X of Wayne
Kan. 858

—

D pop.

23,

X

Emporia.

8,

W W Miini. 720 D pop. 10,

CO.
S
Dayton.

X

lo.

(r.

—

tp.

Franklin

tp.
city,

vil.

co.

co.

1,2(!4

co.

Mo. pop.

111.

3.

co.
co.

tp.

3.

riv.

tp.

0, vil.

2,
riv.

(Mty,

tp.

2.

2.

co.

4.

W.

D

N

—

—

&

Machiana (ma-she-iC'na) isl. Brazil, South America, at mouth of Amazon river.
tp.
Maohlas (ma-chl'.as) tp. & port of entry, X of Washington co. Me
Macintosh (mak'^in-tosh) co. S E Ga. 419 D pop. 6, X Darien. — co. S N. Dak.
75

1,008 a pop. 3, X Ashley.
MacKean (ma-ken') min. co. N Pa. 1,065 D
MacKee Rocks, vil. Allegheny co. Pa

pop. 47,

X

tp.

Smethport.
2

MacKeesport (ma-kez'port) bor. Allegheny co. Pa. 15 m. S E of Pittsburg
Mackenzie River, British N. Am. 900 m. long. Great Slave Lake to Arctic Oc.
its X.
Mackinac (mak'i-na) CO. Mich. 1,045 D pop. 8.
Mackinaw Creek (inSkf-na-) riv. 111. 100 m. long, McLean co. to Illinois river.

—

I,

X

Washburn.

MacLeansbOrO
18

X

(ma-klanz'bfir-ro) city,

of

Hamilton

co. Ill

MacLennan (ma-kfen'an) past. co. cen. Tex. 1,040 D pop. 39, X Waco.
MacLeod (ma-klowd') agr. co. S cen. Minn. 504 D pop. 17, X Glencoe.
MacMillans"(mak-mil'anz)

MacMinn

tp.

Florence co. S. C
452 D pop.

E Tenn.

18, X Athens.
CO. Ore. pop. 1.
town, X of Warren
Tenn. 70 m. S E of Nashville, pop. 2.
MacMullen (mak-miSllen) co. S Tex. 1,200 ID pop. 1, X Tilden.
Tenn. 550
MacNairy (mak-nS're) agr. co. S
pop. 16, X Purdy.
Macomb (ma-koom') agr. & past. co. S E Mich. 468 D pop. 32, X Mount Clem-

(mak-intn') agr. co.

MacMinnvilfe

(-vTl) city,

X

of

—

Yamhill

CO.

W

—

tp.

CO.

&

city,

X

Mich. pop.

of

MacDonough

(ma'kun)

co. 111. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 4.

—

tp.

Ma-

2.

Noxubee

co.

co. Miss.

pop.

2.

Macon (ma'koN') mfg. town, * of dept. SaOne-et-Loire, France
Macon Bayou (ma'kon bl'oo) La. from near Miss. riv. 150 m. to Tensas river.
Maconnais, Le (Ig ma'kSn'na') former country & dist. E Prance, now in-

20

cluded in dept. Saone-et-Loire.

Macoupin (ma-koo'pln) agr. & past. co. S W 111. 864 D pop. 40, X
Macoupin Creek, 111. 90 m. long to Illinois river.
MacPherson (mak-fer'son) agr. & past. co. cen. Kan. 900 D pop.
pop.

3.

—

CO.

N'S. Dak." 975

Kan. city pop. 3.
MacC[Uarie (ma-kw8r'i)
into Darling riv.

—

riv.

W

D pop.

X

6,

Leola.

—

tp.

&

city,

Carlinville.
22.

—

its

MacPherson

X

co.

riv. New South Wales, Australia, 750 m. long, flows
Tasmania, flows into Lake River.

of Neve Zealand, S Pacific oc. 25 m. long, 4 m.
Macquarie Island, S
Macquarie Lake, New South Wales, Australia.
Macquarie Range, mt. range, E part of New South Wales, Australia.

Macronisi (ma-kro-ne'se)

isl.

broad.

8 m. long, Grecian Archipelago.

Mactan (mak-tiin') isl. Pliilippine Isls. Magellan killed here, 1521.
Madagascar (mgd'.a-gSs'k.jr) isl. Indian Ocean, on E coast of Africa,
;

Q

228,600
pop. 3,520, * Tananarivo French i)rotectorate.
Madaras (mS'dS'rSsh') vil. Bacs co. Hung.ary, 41 m. £
of Szegedin
Madarasz (mS'dS'rass') town, Szabolcz co. Hung. 12 ni.
S \Y of Szegedin..
Madawaska River (mitd'a-wJts'ka-) Ontario, Can. 250 m. long, to Chats Lake.
Maddalena (miid-dii-la'nii) isl. off 5} E coast of Sardinia isl. Mediterranean sea.
Maddaloni (uiiid-dii-lo'ne) city, C^iscrta prov. Italy, 15 m. N
E of Naples. ..
Madeira (mn-de'ra, Por/. mii-da'f-rii^ Portuguese isl. 35 ni. long, Atlantic
ocean, oif
coast of Marocco, 505
pop. 132,
Punchal.
riv. Brazil,
South America, 700 ni. long, to Amazon river.
Madeira Islands, group, Madeira A- 4 other isls. Atl. oc. off
const Marocco.
Madeleine or La Madeleine (Hi' miid'liiu') mfg. vil. dept. Nord, France
mfg. town, Sliropshire, England
Madeley (miid'lt) min.
Madison (mitd'T-son) agr. co. N Ala. 79(i U pop. 38, X Huntsville.
agr,
pa.st. CO. N
Ark. 892
pop. 17, X Huntsville.
agr.
past. co. N Fla.
830
pop. 14, X Madison.
co. N E Ga. 300
pop. 11, X Daniolsvillo.

W

W

N

W

D
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*

W

&

D

W

D

—

D

—

—

*

&

—

i, o, u, lonp ; S, e, 6, less prolonged ; S, 8, T, 3, H, short ; a, fi, i , Q, u, obscure; far, lAst, fall, cfire ; term ; food, fOCt, Iflrl ; 6 as in f6r ; oi as in oil ; o\v as in oow
a, o, ii, c, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ; g as in get ; n as in linger, link ; ng as in sing ; th as in thin j th as in tbine ; I, S, 6, w, B, D, a, B, s, N (aee p. 1719).
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MacKinney (ma-kin'i) city,' X of Collin CO. Tex. 31 m. N of Dallas
MacLean (ma-kian') agr. & past. co. cen. 111. 1,16C D pop. 63, X Bloomington.
— agr. CO. W Ky. 256 D pop. 10, X Calhoun. — co. cen. N. Dak. 702 D pop.

;

Sumter co. S. C. pop. 3.
cml. & mfg. city,
Campbell co. Va. on S shore James riv. pop. 20.
Lynch'S Creek (ITn'chgz-) S. C. 150 m. long, flows into Great Pedee river.
tp.
Lyndon (lin'don) tp. & vil. Caledonia co. Vt

Lynchburg

co.

Va."680 D pop. 7, X Peerysville.
pop. 9, X Thomson.
MacDuffle (mak-duf'I) co. N E Ga. 235
tp.
Macedon (mas'e-don) tp. & vil. Wayne co. N. Y
noted country, N of Greece, now mostly in
Macedonia (mas'e-do'nl-a) anc.
Roumelia, Turkey in Europe.
its # pop. 20.
Macerata (ma-cha-ra'ta) prov. Marches, It. 1,057 D pop. 242.
MaoQillicuddy Reeks (ma-gi-li-kud'i reks) highest mt. range of Ireland, in
Kerry co. Carran-Tual the highest, 3,414 ft.
MacGregor (mak-greg'or) city, Clayton co. lo. on Mississippi river
of Oro prov. Ecuador, South America
Machala (ma-cha'la) town,
co.
MacHenry (mak-hen'rT) agr. co. E 111. 624 D pop. 26, X Woodstock.
N N. Dak. 1,476 D pop. 2, X Towner. tp. vil. MacHenry co. 111. tp. pop. 3.

of

its

NE

2

E Ala. 622 ID pop. 18, X Tuskegee. — agr. co. S W cen.
Ga. 288 Q pop. 13, X Oglethorpe. — agr. co. cen. 111. 580 D pop. 38, X Decatur. — min. agr. & past. co. N Mo. 820 D pop. 31. — its X pop. 3. — co. W
part of N. C. 524 D pop. 10, X Franklin. — agr. co. N cen. Tenn. 332 D pop.
II, X Lafayette. — mfg. & cml. city, X of Bibb co. Ga. pop. 23. — town, X

;

min. agr.

11,

comb

;

(l>i-zern')

3,

(mak-don'ald) CO. S

Macon

Luxembourg (liiks'oN'boo"r')"prov? Belgium, 1,706 D pop. 216, * Arlon.
Luxemburg (luks'em-bflrg, Dutch lliks'em-burg') grand duchy, E of Belgium,

—

(ma-kai'lok) co.

MacDonald

ens.

W

211.

10

often active.

MacCullOCh

*

—

.

D pop.

;

—

*

&

neutral ter. since 1867, 999

volcano, Sicily, Italy

;

;

Armagh

mud

&

D

mfg. town,

(mak'ii-loo'ba)

(-vil)

O

D

(Ifir'gan)

36

part of

N

&

Macclesfield (mak'lz-feld) mfg. town, Cheshire, England
MacComb (ma-kom') town, Pike co. Miss. pop. 2. vil. Hancock co. O. pop. 1.
MacConnellsville (ma-kon'elz-vTl) vil. X of Morgan co. O
city, Redwillow
MacCook (ma-k66k') co. S E S. Dak. 580 D pop. 6, X Salem.
CO. Neb. pop. 2.
(ma-krak'en)
250
CO.
Ky.
D pop. 21, X Paducah.
MacCracken

W
W cen. Tex. 1,000 D pop. X Brady.
W Mo. 580 D pop. X Pineville. — bor.
Washington co. Pa. pop.
MacDonough (mak-don'g) agr. & past. co. W HI. 580 D pop. 27, X Macomb.
town, Jefferson co. La
MacDonoughVille
W N. C. 470 n pop. 11, X Marion. — S
MacDowell (mak-dow'Sl) past.

&

W

—

^

—

—

vil. Hamptp.
co. Vt. tp. pop. 2,

—

N

9

W

—

%

—

5

4

;

W

co.

&

Sea.

67

Maccaluba

4.

(ISSd'wiGs-loost) nifg. town, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Germany.
mfg. town, a
of Ticino canton, Switzerland
town, Tekaterinoslav govt. Russia in Europe
Lugg (Wg) riv. England Wales, 50 m. long, Radnor co. to Wye river.
prov. Spain, 3,787
Lugo (loo'go) cml. town, Ravenna prov. Italy, pop. 27.
pop. 432.
its *, a mfg. city, on Minho riv. pop. 21.
LugOS (loo-gSsh') cml. town, X of Krasso co. Hungary
coast of Scotland.
Lulng (lu'ing) isl. 7J m. long, Argyll co.
Lukkl Mountains ('liik'ke'-) mt. range, Sind prov. India, joins Hala Mts.
Sweden, 200 m. long, flows into Bothnia Gulf.
Lulei (loo'le-o) riv.
Luling (lu'ling) town, Caldwell co. Tex. on San Marcos river
Lullworth Cove (liil'worth-) deep sea inlet, Dorset co. England.
Lumber River, N. C. 140 m. long, to Little Pedee river.
River (IQm'me-) riv. Wash. Cascade Range to Bellingham Bay.
Lumpkin (liSmp'kin) co. Ga. 267 pop. 7, X Dahlonega.
Lunawara (loo'na-wa'ra) a native Eewa Kautha state, Gujardt, India, 389 .
Luncarty (liin'kar-tT) vfl. Perth co. Scotland D.inish defeat in A. D. 990.
Lund (looud) city, Malmo prov. Sweden, 8 m. from the Sound
Lundenburg (loou'den-booro') town, Moravia prov. Austria
Lundy Isle (IQn'di-)" Devon co. England, IJ D, entrance of Bristol Chaimel.
Lundy's Lane, near DrummondviUe, Ontario prov. Canada; battlefield, 1814.
Liineburg (lii'ne-boSro) dist. Hanover, Prussia, 4,376 pop. 420. its pop. 20.
Lunel (Ui'iiel') cml. town, dept. Herault, France, on right bank Vidourle river
Lunenburg (loo'nen-bQrg) agr. co. S E Va. 429 pop. 11, X Lunenburg Courtagr. CO. Nova Scotia, Canada, 1,115
house.
pop. 31.
its X.
cml. town, dept. Meurthe-et-Moselle, France.
Lnneville (lu'na'vel') mfg.
Lung— Kiang (166ng'-ke-ang) riv. China, 300 m. long, to Hong-Kiang river.
Lungro (loou'gro) town, Cosenza prov. Italy
Lungwitz, Upper (-loong'wTts) vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany, near Chemnitz
Lunl (loo'ne) riv. Jodhpur, Rajputana, India, 320 m. long, to Ran of Cutch.
Luque (lob'ka) town, Paraguay, South America
vil. X of Page co. Va. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3 ; noted for
Luray (lii-ra') tp.
large caverns.

Lummi

(mSs'sl'ois) fishing

—

Ludwlgslust

Lugano (loo-ga'no) cml. &
Lugansk (16o-gausk') min.

;

2.

—

Windsor

co.

;

Ludwigsburg (156d'wlGS-b(56rG) mfg. city, WUrttemberg, Germany
Ludwigshalen (165d'wias-hii'fen) cml. & ft. town, Bavaria, Germany

57,505

tp.

town, S. Holland prov. Netherlands fine harbor.
of Kuka
Mabani (ma-bii/ne) town, Bornu, Africa, 70 m. S S
entrance of
IVIacao (ma-ka'o or ma-kow') spt. town, Macao Isl. China, at S
Canton riv. Portuguese colony, 5
Macassar (ma-kas'sar) cml. & chief town, Celebes isl. Malay Arch. pop. 20.
native state, Dutch dept. Macassar, Celebes isl.
Dutch dept. Celebes isl.
pop. 20.
Strait of, 70 to 240 m. broad, between Borneo and Celebes isls.
MaQayo (ma-si'o) cml. town, * of Alagoas state, Brazil, South America

D

(liid'Tng-ton) city, X of Mason co. Mich
(lud'lo) town," Kenton co. Ky. on Ohio riv. pop. 2.

(mad) town, Zemplin

niaassluis

D

&

den

Luzon

Y

N.

—

O

Ludlngton

sort.

co.

Hungary celebrated vineyards
Maas, The New (-mas) right arm of Merwede riv. Netherlands, to North
The Old, left arm Merwede riv. Netherlands, to the New Maas river.
IHaaseyck (mii'sik) mfg. town, Limbourg prov. Belgium

*

D

*

Maad

—
—
D

Luzerne

Rhdne,

(llth'am) coast town, Lancaster co. England

;

*

D

Lurgan

dept.

M

vil. pop. 2.
Germany, on Trave riv. a free city with
mfg. city,
115
principality, Oldenburg, N Germany,
pop. 76, city pop. C4.
209
pop. 35,
Eutin.
its
pop. 48.
pop. 980.
Lublin (loo'blTn) govt. Poland, Russia, 6,499
of Pultava
Lubny (loob'ne) town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe, 80 m.
Chariton.
co.
N
0. 430
pop. 15, X
Lucas (lu'kas) agr. co. S lo. 432
pop. 102, X Toledo, —town, Lucas co. lo. pop. 1.
its *, a mfg. city, pop. 20.
Lucca (look'ka) prov. cen. Italy, 576 D pop. 288.
tp. Spencer co. Ind. pop. 3.
Luce (lus) CO. Mich. 915 pop. 2, X Newberry.
Luce Bay, inlet, 16J m. long, Irish Sea, Wigtown co. Scotland.
Lucena (loo-tha'na) mfg. city, Cordova prov. Andalusia, Spain
Lucera (loo-cha'ra) town, Poggia prov. Italy
pop. 20.
pop. 135. .— its
Lucerne (loo-sern') canton, cen. Switzerland, 579
Luckau (look'kow) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Luckenwalde (look'en-wal'de) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Lucklmpur (liik'Tm-poor') di.st. Assam, British India, 3,145 pop. 121.
Lucknow (luk'now') div. Oudh, N. W. Provs. British India, 4,505 pop. 2,852.
its
pop. 778.
pop. 273.
dist. Lucknow div. India, 977
Luckput (liSk'puf) ft. town, Cutch, India, on Koree river
LUQOn (lU'soN') mfg. town, dept. Vendee, France
Ltidenscheld (lu'den-shif) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
pop.
Ludlllana (loo'the-a'na) dist. Ambala div. Punjab, British India, 1,368
250.
its *, a cml.
mfg. town, 110 m. E S E of Lahore, pop. 47.

(lii'bek) cml.

Ludlow

* of

8.

ter. of

—

cml. city,

& Belgium, 100 m. long, to Scheldt riv.

Onondaga

Lubben (liib'bgn) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Lubec (lu'bek) tp. & vil. Washington co. Me. tp. pop. 2,
Lfibeck

Pop.

&

(

;.
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D

Mad

tovrn, Toledo prov. Spain
River, Cal. lOU m. long. Trinity co. to Pacific ocean.

450

—

N

3,

#

(ma-gii-ya'nez) ter. Chile, South America, S of

Punta Arenas, pop.

42° S, 75,292

D

#

;

W

34

W

6
6
5

*

*

D pop.

514,

^

&

D

N
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8
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&
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—

—
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&

#

Mandan man'dan) city, X of Morton co. N. Dak
Mandavi (man'da-ve') cml. ft. town, Cutch, India, N

188
1

(

coast Gulf of Cutch

MandingO (man-din'go) bay, Caribbean Sea, N side Isthmus of Panama.
MaudingOS (man-dln'goz) civilized tribes, Senegambia, W Africa.
Manduria (man-doo're-a) town, Lecce prov. Italy
MauerbiO (mS-ner'be-o) town, Italy, on Mella river
Manfredonla (man-fra-do'ne-a) cml. ft. spt. town, Foggia prov. Italy
Mangalla (man-ga-le'a) town, Dobrudja region, Roumania
73 Mangalur (mSn-ga-loor') spt. # of S. Kanara dist. Madras pres. British India.
Mangaratiba (man-ga-ra-te'bii) coast town, Rio de Janeiro state, Brazil, S. Am.
Mangola (man-go'la) isl. 60 m. long, XuUa Isls. Malay Archipelago.
Mangueira (man-ga'e-ra) lake, 90 m. long, Rio Grande do Sul state, Brazil.
Mangum (man'gum) tp. Durham co. N. C
city
Manhattan (man-haf an) tp. & city X of Riley co. Kan
Manhattan Beach, watering place. Kings CO. N. Y. on Coney Isl. shore.
m.
long,
N.
Y.
it.
14
most
city
built
on
of New York
Manhattan Island,

60

8

5
8
5
20

5

,

;

pop.

3.

(man'him)

—

Herkimer

co. N. Y. pop. 4.
tp. Lancaster co. Pa.
co. Pa. pop. 2.
(man-hoo'-a-sqo') riv. Brazil, 220 m. long, to Doce river.
(m5n-e-kwa'gan) riv. Saguenay co.
Quebec prov. Canada,
tp.

— mfg. bor. Lancaster

MaiUlU-Agu
Manicouagan

NE

150 m. long.

W

Manihikl (ma-nt-he'ke) group

of islets, Pacific oc.
of Marquesas Isls. 50 D.
Manikganj (ma-nTk-ganj') cml. town, Dacca div. Bengal, British India
Manilla Bay (ma-nll'la-) landlocked sea, Luzon isl. Asia.

(ma'ke') tp. Allamakee co. lo.
(mS'ko') cml. town, Csanad co. Hungary, on Maros river
.'

.

cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing min., mining
2=:1,500 to2,499; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. less than 1,000 not given.
;

S

&

&

Manheim

:

3
6

*

cml. town, Majorca

of Nicaragua, Cen.

*

*

Majsa (mi'sho) vil. Little Cumania dist. Hungary
Maiunga (ma-jobn'ga) spt. town, N W Madagascar isl. Indian Ocean
Makalla (ma-kal'la) cml. spt. town, Hadramaiit, S coast of Arabia
Makariev (ma-ka-re-ev') town, Kostroma govt. Russia in Europe
Makarska (ma-kars'ka) spt. town, Dalmatia prov. Austria

agr., agricultural

13

Purulia.

—

;

;

8
10

;

—

22

Group^ Mediterranean sea, 1,420 D pop. 209, * Palma.
Majotl (ma-yo're) maritime town, Salerno prov. Italy

co. seat

Edmondson

town, Jaen prov. Spain
France, on English Channel,
dept.
Saint-L6.
vil. Hartford co. Conn. tp. pop. 8, vil.
Manchester (man'ches-ter) mfg. tp.
pop. 1.
tp. Dearborn co. Ind. pop. 2. ^mfg. vil. X of Delaware co. lo. pop.
2. ^tp.
vil. Essex co. Mass. tp. pop. 2, vU. pop. 1.
tp.
mfg. vil. Washtenaw CO. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
mfg. city, a X of Hillsboro co. N. H.
vil. Adams co. O. pop. 2.
pop. 44. —tp. Ontario co. N. Y. pop. 4.
tp. York
vil. X of Bennington co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
mfg. town,
tp.
CO. Pa. pop. 2.
mfg. city, S E Lancaster co. England, on Irwell
Chesterfield co. Va. pop. 9.
riv. pop. 505.
Manchuria (mSn-choo're-a) div. Chinese Empire, E Asia, of Korea Yellow
Tsitsihar, or Zizichar.
Sea, 362,310 D pop. 7,500"
of Upper Burma, British India
Mandalay (man'dii-la) town,
2,289

dist. Ajmere prov. India, 641
Maisons-Alfort (ma'zoN'zal'f or') vil. France, 4 m. S E of Paris
Maitland (mafland) town, Noithumberland co. New South Wales, Australia.
Majikosima (ma-je-ko-se'ma) or Sannan Islands (san'nan-) the southernmost
group of the Liukiu isls. E of Formosa Japanese.
Majorca (ma-j8r'ka. It. ma-ySr'ka) Sp. Mallorca (mal-ySr'ka) isl. Balearic

X,

cavern,

(ma-na'gwa) tovra,

pop. 996,

Mairwarra (mSr-wa'ra)

;

;

—

Mancha-Real (man'cha^ra-al') mfg.
Manche (m5Nsh) mfg. agr. & past.

#

given in nearest thousands

*

isl. Mediterranean sea
America, on Lake Leon. ..
Manalapan (man-51'a-pan) tp. Monmouth co. N. J. 24 m. E of Trenton
Manameh (ma-na'ma) spt. chief town of Bahrein Isls. Persian Gulf
Mangos (ma-na'os) cml. town, # of Amazonas state, Brazil, South America..
ManaSQluan (man-Ss'kwan) town, Monmouth co. N. J
Manatee (mSn'a-te') past" CO. S Fla. 1,240 D pop. 3, X Braiden Town.
Manayunk (mSn'a-yiSnk') mfg. suburb of Philadelphia, Pa
Manbhum (man'bhoom) dist. Chutia-Nagpur div. Bengal, British India, 4,914

river

.

D

(ma-na-Kor') Spain, mfg.

Managua

—

N
#

is

*

Cave, summer

—great

Manacor

—

*, capital

D

6
3
19

X

D

—

&

Population

W

.

Mamore

—

D means square miles;

.

resort, Calaveras co. Cal. ; cavern and underground
noted place of resort.
co. Ky.
(ma-mo-ra') riv. Bolivia, South America, 500 m. long, to Beni river.
Mamouret—ul—Aziz (ma-moo'r6t-obl-az'ez) a vilayet of Turkey, in Ai'menia,
pop. 575,
Karput.
Turkey in Asia, 14,614
Manabl (ma'na-Be) prov. Ecuador, S. America, 5,761 pop. 64, Puerto Viejo.

lake,

&

Mako

Angol.

NN

Mammoth

;

D

Makee

*

&

N

&

Germany, on Rhine

63,

;

W W

state,

Vale.

;

&

^

—

5

;

Africa; destroyed by British, 1868.
South America, 900 m. long, frontier
of Ecuador to Caribbean Sea. •— riv. Bolivia, South America, 500 m. long. Lake
dept. Colombia, South America, 24,440 D pop. 90,
Ubahy to Guapore riv.
Santa Marta. .— vil. Pico isl. Azores isls. N Atlantic ocean, pop. 3.
Magdalena Bay (mSg-da-le'na-) Lower California, Mexico.
Magdalen Islands (mSg'da-lSn-) group, St. Lawrence Gulf, North America.
Magdeburg (maG'de-b66rG'") govt. Saxony prov. Prussia, 4,445 D pop. 1,071.
and # of Saxony prov. , a cml. mfg. and ft. town, pop. 202.
its
Magelang (ma'ga-Iiing) tov/n, # of Kadoe prov. Java isl. Malay Archipelago.
Magellan, Strait of (-ma-jel'an) 300 m. long; separates South America from
TieiTa del Fuego isls. discovered by Magalhaens, 1520.
of Milan
battlefield in 1859
Magenta (ma-jSn'ta) town, Italy, 15 m.
Maghiana (ma-ge-ii'na) town, Jung dist. Punjab, British India
N of Perugia
Magione (ma-jo'ut) town, cen. Italy, 8 m.
E of Gallipoli
Maglie (miil'ya) city, Lecce prov. Italy, 19 m. E
town, X of Columbia co. Ark. tp. pop. 4, town
Magnolia (mag-no'lT-a) tp.
DiipUn
2.
pop. 1.
tp.
CO. N. C. pop.
tp. Abbeville co. S. C. pop. 3.
pop. 9, X Salyersville.
Magoffin (ma-gof'in)^agr. & past. co. ETiy. 300
Magog Lake" (ma'gog-) 9 m. long, Quebec prov. Canada, on Magog river.
Mahanoy (ma-ha-noi') tp. Schuylkill co. Pa
Mahanoy City, min. bor. Schuylkill co. Pa
Mahanoy Mountain, ridge, Schuylkill Northumberland cos. Pa.
Mahanadi (ma/ha-na'de) riv. Cen. Provs. India, 529 m. long, to Bengal Bay.
Mahaska (ma-has'ka) .agr. co. S E cen. lo. 576 D pop. 29, X Oskaloosa.
Mahawelll— Gnnga (ma-ha-w51'le-gun'ga) chief river of Ceylon island.
Mahdera—Mariam (ma-da'ra^ma're-am) town, Amhara, Abyssinia
Mah6 (ma'ha') isl. 17 m. long, Seychelles Isls. Indian Ocean, cliief town, Port
Victoria.
French town and dist. Malabar coast, India, 23 D joint pop. 10.
Mahoning (ma-ho'ntng) agr. & min. co. E O. 422 [H pop. 56, X Youngstown.
Mahoning River, O. 100 m. long, to Shenango river.
summer resort, Putnam co. N. Y.
Mahopac (ma-ho'pak) vil.
Mahra (ma'ra) region, S coast of Arabia, Asia
Mahratta States (ma-rat'a-). See MakX.tha.
DSahrisch-Neustadt (ma'nsh-noi'stat) towTi, Moravia prov. Austria
MahriSCh-Tnibau (ma'rTsh-trii'bou) town, Moravia prov. Austria
Maia (ml'a) riv. Siberia, Russia in Asia, 500 m. long to Aldan river.
Maida (mi'da) town, Catanzaro prov. Italy
Maidenhead, bor. Berkshire, England, on Thames river
Maidens, group of rocks, E coast, Ireland, in Irish Sea.
Maidstone (mad'ston) cml. bor. X of Kent co. England
Maikop (mi'kop) town, Terek govt. N. Caucasia, Russia
Main (man, Oer. pron. min) riv. Germany, 280 m. long, to Rhine riv.
riv.
Antrim co. Ireland, 30 m. long, flows into Lough Neagh.
Maine (man) state, E U. S. A. 33,040 D pop. 661, * Augusta.
tp. Cook co.
111. pop. 3.
tp. Broome oo. N. Y. pop. 2. .— or Le Maine (Ig man') anc.
prov. France ; its
was Le Mans.
France, 2,749 D pop. 519, * Angers.
Malne-et-IiOire (man'-a'-lwar') dept. N
Mainz (mints) or Mayence (ma'oNs') ft. city,
of Rhein-Hessen prov. Hesse

*

w

X

(miil'mS'zoN') cha;teau near Paris, France once the residence of
the Empress Josephine.
Malmedy (mal'me-de) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Warge ^iver
Malmesbury (mamz'bgr-e) parliamentary bor. Wiltshire, England
of Malmohus prov. Sweden ; on the Sound.
Malmo (mal'mo) spt. town,
Sw. 1,847
pop. 369,
Malmo.
MalmbhUS (mal'mo-hobs) fertile prov. S
Male (ma'lo) town, Italy, on Torlo riv. saltpeter works
Malo Archangelsk (malo ar-kSn-gelsk') town, Orel govt. Russia in Europe
Maloi-YaroslavitZ (ma'loi-ya-ro-sla'vi ts) town, Kaluga govt. Russia
vil.
of Franklin co. N, Y. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop. 5.
Malone (ma-lon') tp.
Malpas (mal'pas) town, Cheshire, England
Malplaquet (njal'pIa'kS') vil. dept. Nord, France battlefield in 1709.
Valetta British.
Malta (mal'ta) anc. Mel'ita, isl. Medit. sea, 95 pop. 166,
town. North Riding, York co. England
bor.
Malton (mal'ton) bor.
or Great MalMalvern (mai'vern) town, X of Hot Spring co. Ark. pop. 2.
vern (-ma'vern) town, Worce.ster co. England springs
Malvern Hill ^mSl'vern-), elevated plateau near Richmond, Va. ; battle, 1862.
Malvern Hills (ma'vern-) England ; separate Worcester co. from Hereford co.
Malwa (mal'w'a) table-land old prov. Cen. India.
Malwan (mal'wan') town & ft. isl. Ratnagiri dist. S Bombay, British India..
Mamakating (mSm-a-ka'ting) tp. Sullivan co. N. Y
E of Le Mans
Mamers (ma'mar') mfg. town, dept. Sarthe, France, 28 m.
Mammola (mam'mo-lii) town, Beggio di Calabria prov. Italy

&

1.

—

u

3,

;

Magdala (mag'da-la) hill fort, Abyssinia,
Magdalena (mag-dS-la'na) riv. Colombia,

—

D pop.

Ore. 9,936

#

W

lat.

30

;

W

pop.

E

(mal'her') co.

Malmaison

Maestrioht (mas'triKt) cml. & mfg. town, * of Limburg prov. Netherlands
immense quarries
of Lisbon
Maira (ma'fra) town, Estremadura prov. Portugal, 18 m. N
Magaguadavic (ma'ga-gwa-da^vek') riv. New Brunswick prov. Canada, 100 m.

Magallanes

W

;

#

Mslar

m.SW

Mallard Creek (mal'ard-) tp. Mecklenburg co. N. G
Malleco (mal-ya'ko) prov. Chile, S. Am. 38° S lat. 2,856 D pop.
Mallow (mal'o) town, Cork co. Ireland hot mineral spring

—

E

23

;

Malheur

0. 100 m. long,

riv.

*

(mSl'den) mfg. city, Middlesex co. Mass
Island, guano isl. 14 m. long, in S Pac. oc. belongs to Great Britain.
Maldive Islands (mSl'div-) coralisls. Indian Ocean, 300
of India, lis Q
Mal-di-Ventre (miil-de-veu'tra) isl. 5 m. long, Medit. sea,
coast Sardinia.
Maldon (mSl'don) mfg. bor. Essex eo. England, on Chelmer river
MaldOnadO (mal-do-na'do) dept. Uruguay, S. Am. 1,584 D pop. 15.
its *.
Maler Eotla (mal'er kot'la) native state, Punjab, India, 162 D pop. 76, # Kotla.
Malesherbes (mal'zSrb') to«Ti. dept. Loiret, France fine chSteau.

—

#

D

NE

Madura

R

—

—

—

D

tp. Montgomery co. O. pop. 2.
CO. to Miami riv.
(mii-doo'rii) isl. Malay Arch.
of Java, 1,330
pop. 704 ; Dutch.
Madras pres. British India, 9,502 III pop. 2,267.
anc. MoDu'RA, dist. S
its
pop. 87, a ft. city.
(mal'ar) lake, Sweden, extends 70 m. inland from Baltic sea, 451 D.
coast Norway.
MaelStr'dm (mal'strom or -striim) whirlpool or tide race, off

Logan

W

Maiden
Maldeu

a city on Manzanares riv. pop. 470.

MadridejOS (ma-cre-da'Hos)

—

&

—

^
*

—
—

D

N

&

&

&

D

#

&

—

—

a

D

W

—

D

—
—

O

W

D

—

—

—

(ma-K8v') town, Lomza govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
5
(ma-kri') native state, Cen. Provinces, British India, 215
14
Makung (ma-kting') ft. town, China, on largest of Pong-hu Islands
12
Malahar (mSl'a-bar') agr. dist.
Madras pres. India, 6,000
pop. 2,261,
Calicut.
Malacca (ma-iak'a) British settlement,
coast Malay Pen. Asia, 660 CI pop.
91.
its *, a spt. town, pop. 15.
Malade River (ma-lad'-) riv. Ida. 125 m. long, Salmon River Mts. to Snake Riv.
riv. Ida.
Ut. 120 m. long, Oneida co. Ida. to Bear River.
Malaga (mal'a-ga, <S^. maTa-gii) maritime prov. Andalusia, Spain, 2,824 pop.
520.
its #" acml. mfg.
E of Gibraltar, pop. 134.
spt. city, 65 m. E
lake, 12 m. long, Queen's co. Nova Scotia prov. Canada.
Malang (ma^lang') dist. town, Java isl. Malay Archipelago
dist.
80
Malay Archipelago (ma-la'-) the largest of isl. groups, S E of Asia, in Pacific
Indian oceans.
Malay Peninsula or Malaya (ma-la'ya-) the extreme S end of mainland of
Asia, 45,000
1,000
Oceania inhabited by the Malay race.
Malaysia (ma-la'shT-a) the islands of
Malchln (miil-Ken') mfg. town, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Germany
5
Malda or Maldah (mal'da) dist. E part of Bhagalpur div. Bengal, British India,
1,807
pop. 676.
its
a cml. town, pop. 5.
Maldeghem (miil'de-gem') mfg. vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
8

Makrai

—

—
—

—

—

—

&

—

W

—

—

O

—

W

Pop.

MakOV

agr. co. Ecen. Ind.
min.
agr. co. S
111. 740
pop. 52, X EdwardsvUle.
cen. lo. 576 D pop. 10, X
450
past. co. S
pop. 36, X Anderson.
agr.
agr.
Richmond.
pop.
X
Winterset.
24,
agr. & past. co. E cen. Ky. 385
agr.
past. co. cen. Miss. 720
par. N E La. 664 D pop. 14, X Delta.
Frederickpop. 9, X
agr. co. S E Mo. 492
min.
pop. 27, X Canton.
agr. co.
Mont. 4,250 D pop. 5, X Virginia City.
town. =— min. CO. S
N E Neb. 576 D pop. 14, X Madison. agr. co. cen. N. Y. 628 D pop. 43, X
agr. & past. co.
agr. co.
N. C. 480 D pop. 18, X Marshall.
Morrisville.
Tenn. 520
agr.
past. co.
S
cen. O. 405 D pop. 20, X London.
agr. <fc past. co. E cen. Tex. 450
pop. 9, X Madisonville.
nop. 30, X Jackson.
city, X of Morgan
pop. 10, X Madison Courthouse.
Va. 290
agr. CO.
mfg. city, X of Jefferson
tp. Jetterson co. Ind. pop. 4.
CO. Ga. pop. 2.
tp. Lee co. lo. pop. 8.
tp. Tipton co. Ind. pop. 3.
eo. Ind. pop. 9.
tp. Jolnison co. Mo. pop. 3.
bor.
tp.
vil. Somerset co. Me. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Butler co. O.
tp. Madison co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Morris co. N. J. pop. 2.
Highpop.
2.
tp.
Franklin
3.
tp.
Clark
co.
O.
co.
O.
pop.
tp.
pop. 2.
tp. Lake co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Jackson co. O. pop. 2.
land CO. O. pop. 4.
tp. Vinton
tp. Richland eo. O. pop. 15.
tp. Montgomery oo. O. pop. 2.
city, X of Lake CO. S. Dak. pop.
CO. O. pop. 2. .— tp. Clarion co. Pa. pop. 2.
mfg. city, * of Wis. and X of Dane co. pop. 13.
2.
Ida. 6,911 ft. high.
Madison Pass, Rocky Mts. near frontier of Mont.
Madison River, Mont. 230 m. Rocky Mts. to Jeffer.son Fork, Missouri river.
Madisonville (mad'I-son-vil) town, X of Hopkins co. Ky. 38 m. S of Henderson, pop. 2.
Til. Ha'milton co. O. 14 m. N E of Cincinnati, pop. 2.
Madonian Mountains (ma-do'ni-.nn-) range, Sicily, Italy.
of Madras pres. British India
Madras (ma-dras') cml. maritime city,
Madras Presidency, one of the great administrative and political divs. of
British India, 140,762 D pop. 3.'j,591,
Madras, pop. 450.
Madre-de-DiOS Archipelago (ma'Dra-dt-de'os-) group, Chile, lat. 50° 30' S.
(ma-drid', Sp. pron.
Madrid (mad'rTd) tp. St. Lawrence co. N. Y. pop. 2.
ma-Dred') prov. New Castile, Spain, 2,997
its
and
of Spain,
pop. 685.

^

;

;

;

;

seaport tp., township
See Abbreviations, p. ISIS.

spt.,

;

;

vil., village.

12

.

..

;

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
nanllla

(ma-nll'la) Sp.

and of Philippine

Manlpor

Isls.

MANaA

^its #.

Manlsa
21 m.

(ma-ne'sa) anc. Magne'sia, mfg. towTi,

N E of Smyrna

Manistee

(mSn'ts-te') co.

Smyrna

N W lovper pen. Mich. 550 D

nianistee River, Mich. 150 m. long, Antrim

Manistlque (man-Is-tek')
pop.

.

Malay Archipelago

(mSu'e-poor) native state,

& vil. X

tp.

CO. to

270

its

13.

Lake Michigan.

of Schoolcraft co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil.

3.

KaiUtCh (ma-necli') riv. Russia, 300 m. long, Chaki salt lakes to Don river.
Manitoba (mSn-T-to-ba') agr. & past. prov. Can. 64,0060 pop. 154, * Winnipeg.
Manitoba Lake, no m. long, Manitoba prov. Canada, S W of Lake Winnipeg.
ManltOU (mSn'e-too) co. Mich. isls. in N part of Lake Michigan, 120 D pop. 1,
vil. & summer resort. El Paso co. Col. elevation 6,296 ft.
X St. James.

ManltOUlln (mSn'e-too'lTn) group of isls. along N shore of Lake Huron, North
America the largest. Great Manitoulin, 80 m. long, 20 m. broad.

tp.

Y.

cml.

&

mfg. town, on Rhine

riv.

NW

Manningham

15

—

its

*

a

W

—

&

&

—

D

—

&

agr. co.

& SaTTAEA.
N Wis. 1,584 D pop.

(ma-ra-vii'ka) mt. 11,000

ft.

high, Venezuela, South America.

W

&

Marengo

D

W Italy.

.

—

—

&

X

belongs to Venezuela.

isl.

^

isl.

W coast Carpentaria Gulf, Australia. —

I

isl.

E

of

2
12
tp.

—

D

NW

—

D

;

D

W

N

—

D

—

—

N
X

—

—
—

—

—

D

—

W

D

&

D

N

—

—

—

D

&

—

D

—
&
— &

—

—

11

—

&

N

2
8
38

;

10

&

6

Marston Moor (miir'ston-) York CO. England royali.sts' defeat in 1644.
Martaban (luiir'ta-ban'y spt. town. Lower Bin-nia, India
Marthas Vineyard, isl. 21 m. long. Mass, in Atlantic OC. 4 m. S of mainland.

6

Martlgues

6

(miir'teg') mfg. town, dept. Bouoho8-du-Rli8no, France
Ind. 340
Martin, agr. co. S
pop. 14,
Shoals.
co. E Ky. 235
X Warfiold. agr. &. past. co. S. Miim. 720 pop. 9, Fairmont.
N IC cen. N. C. 570 pop. 15,
Willianiston.
Martina (miir-to'iiii) town, Leoce prov. Italy ; fine ducal palace

—

Tasmania.

prolonged ; S, 5^T, 5, u, .5/(o;</ a, e, j, o, u, o&.sc«rc/ fiir, list,
ch as in chin ; g as in get ti as in linger, link ug as in sing
;

—

;

j

30 m. long, Pac. oc. on coast of L'bwer California.

B, 3, 1, o, u, ^OTU" ; t,t, tt, less
a, ii, \i, n, oe hop p. 1719) ;

Europe

&

N

.

;

Mailla Island,

—

&

X

Margate (mar'gat) spt. town, Kent co. England a watering place
Marghilan (mar'ge-lan') mfg. town, Ferghana govt. Russia in Asia
Maria (mii-re'a) town, Almeria prov. Spain
suburb of Vienna, Austria
Maria Hilf (ma-rS'a hTlt) S

W

D

D

W

—

—

&

;

D

D

—

X

Lower Egypt.
lake, 30 m. long, 15 m. broad, N
Glamorgan co. S Wales
Margaretta (mar'ga-rSt'a) tp. Erie co. O
Margarita (mar-ga-re'taj^isl. 45 m. long, Caribbean Sea, pop. 15, * Asuncion
Mareotis (mSr-g-o'tTs)

Margam (mar'gSm) isl.

govt. Russia in

*

D

—

(ma-rSn'go) agr.
past. co.
Deniopolis.
Ala. 960
tp.
vil. McHenry CO. 111. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
of Iowa co.
city,
tp.
lo. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
{p)-on. nia-rSn'go) vil. Alessandria prov. Italy;
battlefield in ISOO.

&

&

&

;

6

W

region,
pop. 33,

—

—

#

;

marshy

1.

&

^

England, par. pop. 6.
Marchena (mar-cha'na) mfg. town, Sevilla prov. Spain sulphur baths
Marches (mar'cliez) II. Maece (mar'cha) dept. It. 3,746 D pop. 901, * Ancona.
Marchiennes au Pont_(mar'she'enn'zo' p6k') town, Hainaut prov. Belgium.
Marcianisi (miir-chit-ne'se) town, Caserta prov. Italy
Marcinelle (miir'se'nell') vil. Hainaut prov. Belgium, 24 m. E of Mons
Marcq-en-Bareuil (mark'-oN'-ba'ruI') mfg. town, dept. Nord, France
of Montana
Marcy (mar'sT) tp. Boone co. lo. G m. S
Mardln (mar-den') ft. town, Diarbekr vilayet, Kurdistan, Asiatic Turkey....
Mare Island, San Pablo Bay, Cal. U. S. A. navy yard.
;

&

^

—

—

N

co.

Maremma or La Maremma (la ma-rem'ma)

&

D

W

W

pop.

D

,

—

Cambridge

—

—

*

Marbella (mar-bSl'ya) town, Malaga prov. Spain, on Mediterranean sea
Marblehead (mar'bl-hed') cml. & mfg. tp. Essex co. Mass. fisheries.
Marbletown (mar'bl-town) tp. Ulster co. N. Y. 80 m. N of New York city
Marburg (miir'boorG) town, Styria prov. Austria, on Drave riv. pop. 18.
town, Hesse-Nassau prov. Prussia, on Lahn riv. pop. 11.
Marcaria (mar-ka-re'a) town, Lombardy, Italy, on Oglio riv. 10 m.
of Mantua
Marcellne (mar's51-en') tp. & town, Linn co. Mo. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
of Battle Creek
Marcellus (mar-s51'us) tp. Cass co. Mich. 40 m. S
March (miirK) riv. Austria, 180 m. long, to Danube riv. (march) par. & town,
.

X

—

—

—

;

—

D

D

B. c. 490.

Maravaca

—

D

&

^

vil. Cort30, X Wausau.
Miltiades defeated Persians,

;

—

N

*

NW

— plain, Attica, Greece

—
—

Q

—

X

X

—

&

X

n

&

1.

—

&

—

(mii-ra'no) town
commune, Cosenza prov. Italy
com.
(ma'roN') riv. port, dept. Charente-Inf 6rieure, France
(ma-rash') town, Turkey in Asia, 100 m. N
of Aleppo
Maratea (ma-ra-ta'a) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Mar^thd (ma-ra'thS) group of native states, Bombay, India, 9,588 pop. 2,019.
a former confederacy of states in cen. India, 130,000
now GwALioa,
;

land CO. N. Y. pop.

N

X

vil. Cheshire co. N. H. tp. pop.
pop. 14.
tp.
tp. Monmouth co. N. J. pop. 2.
tp. Ulster co. N. Y. pop. 4.
(mal'briih) prov. Middle Island, New Zealand, 4,753
pop. 13.
town, Wiltshire, England Norman church,
grammar school ; pop. 3.
Marlin (mar'lln) town, X of Falls co. Tex
Marmande (mar'moNd') mfg. town, dept. Lot-et-Garonne, France
Marmaros (mar'mo'rosh') CO. Hungary, 3,998 pop. 221, X Szigeth, pop. 11.
Marmora, Sea of (-mar'mo-ra) sea, 160 m. long, between Europe and Asia. —
isl. in Sea of Marmora, pop. ~4.
Marmot Peak (mar'mot-) 11,600 ft. high. Park Range, Col.
Marne (marn) riv. France, 210 m. long, flows into Seine river. dept. N. E.
France, 3,159 fH pop. 435,
ChSlons-sur-Marne.
Africa,
Marocco (ma-rok'o) or Morocco (mo-rok'o) sultanate or empire,
260,000
pop. 8,000,
Fez (the principal), Marocco, and Mequinez.
city,
one of its #, pop. 45.
Maroni (ma-r6-ne') riv. S. Am. 400 m. long, between Fr. and Dutch Guiana.
Maroon Mountain (ma-ro6n'-) peak, 14,003 ft. high. Elk Mts. Col.
Maros (mor'osh') riv. Transylvania prov. Hungary, 400 m. long, to Theiss riv.
(pron. ma'ros) Dutch min. prov. Celebes isl. Malay Arch. pop. 120,
Maros.
Maros— Torda (mSr'Ssh'-tSr'do') CO. Transylvania prov. Hungary, 1,666 pop.
165, X Maros Vdsarhely, pop. 13.
Marquesas Islands (mar-ka'sas- or mar-kwe'sas-) group of 13 Polynesian isls.
belong to France 6 inhabited
S Pacific ocean, 480
Marquette (mar-kef) min. co. Midi. 2,399 pop. 40. —its X pop. 9. ^agr. co.
pop. 10, X Montello.
5 cen. Wis. 481
Marr (mar) tp. Posey co. Ind. on Oliio river
E of Florence
Marradl (mar-ra'de) vil. Italy, 28 m.
coast of Sicily, Italy
Marsala (mar-sa'lii) cml. ft. spt. city, on
town, Umbria, Italy
commune
Marsciano (mar-sha'no) commune
Ft: Marseille (mar' sal')
Marseilles (mar-salz') city, La Salle co. 111. pop. 2.
cml. mfg. spt. city,
of dept. Bouches-du-Rh8ne, France, pop. 404.
E Ala. 580 pop. 19, X Guntersville. co. N cen.
Marshall (mar'shal) CO.
111. 400
pop. 24, X Plymouth.
pop. 14" X Lacon.
co. N Ind. 441
agr.
past. CO. cen. lo. 576
agr.
past. co.
pop. 26, X Marshall, pop. 9.
Kan. 900
Ky. 330
pop. 11, X Benton.
pop. 24, X Marysville.
agr. co.
CO. Minn. 1,810
agr.
past. co.
Miss. 720
pop. 9, X Warren,
pop.
co.
pop. 5, X Britton.
agr. co.
26, X Holly Springs.
E S. Dak. 900
cen. Tenn. 350
Lewisburg.
agr. co. W. Va. 248
pop. 21, X
pop. 19,
Moundsville.
tp.
city, X of Clark co. HI. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
city,
of Callioun co. Mich. pop. 4.
vil. X of Lyon co. Minn. pop. 1.
city,
tp.
Saline co. Mo. tp. pop. 8, city pop. 4.
tp.
tp. Oneida co. N. Y. pop. 2.
town, X of Madison co. N. C. tp. pop. 4.
city, X of Harrison co. Tex. pop. 7.
German
Marshall Islands, group in Micronesia,
Pacifio ocean, 150
Marshlleld, tp. Plymouth CO. Mass. pop. 2.
tp.
town, Coos co. Ore. tp.
pop. 2, town pop. 1
tp. Fond du Lac co. Wis. pop. 2.
tp.
city. Wood
CO. Wis. city pop. 3.
(mar'se-ko
Marslco Nuovo
nwo'vo) city, Potenza prov. Italy

2, vil.

N

KOLAPUK, INDORE, DeWAR, DhAR,

D

—

&

^
NW

—

D

X

—

X

—

& vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp.

—

Marathon (mar'a-thon)

X

D

D

D

—

X

—

X

X

D

—

E

—

—

Marlborough

;

D

D

D

—

D

W

.

^

&

X

—

its X.
Mariposa (ma-ri-po'za) min. co. cen. Cal. 1,570 Q pop. 4.
Mariposa River, Cal. 120 m. long, Mariposa co. to San Joaquin river.
Maritime Alps, Italy, the Alps between Genoa Gulf and Monte Viso.
Maritza (ma-rlt'sii) riv. East Roumelia & Turkey in Europe, 260 m. long.
Mark Creek, tp. Wake co. N. C
Germany
Markirch (mar'keerK) mfg. town, Alsace prov.
Marlboro (marl'bur-ro) agr. co. N E S. C. 530 D pop. 23, X Bennettsville.

&

Marano
Marans
Marash

—

X
NE

D

D
N

town pop. 2.
Mariopol (ma-re-o'pol) town, Yekaterinoslav

&

—

—

D

X

—

Q

D

D

—

—

W

—

&

X

—

—

D
&

—
NW
X
^

;

D

— W
—
X
— &

&

*

—

—

NW

Q

N
X

—

—

X

N

pop. 79.

(man'Ing-am)
suburb of Bradford, York co. England
(man'Ing-tgn) tp. Salem co. N. J
Manor (mSn'or) tp. Lancaster co. Pa. 5 m. S
of Lancaster City
ManOSQUe (manosk') mfg. town, dept. Basses-Alpes, France
Manresa (man-ra'sii) mfg. town, Barcelona prov. Spain
mfg. vil.
Mansfield (raanz'feld) mfg. tp. Tolland co. Conn. pop. 2.
tp.
Bristol CO. Mass. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 3. ^mfg. city, Xof Richland co. O. pop.
13,
min. bor. Allegheny co. Pa. pop. 2.
mfg. bor. Tioga co. Pa. pop. 2.
— mfg. town par. Nottingham co. Eng. near Sherwood Forest, par. pop. 16.
Mansfield Island, 70 m. long, Hudson Bay, British North America.
of Dakahlieh prov. Egypt. ..
Mansourah (man-soo'ra) onil. & mfg. town,
Mantes— Sur— Seine (moNt'-siir'-san') mfg. town, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France
Manti (mSn'ti) city, X of San Pete co. Ut. on San Pete river
Mantlnea (miin-te-ne'a) vil. Arcadia, Morea, Greece battle ground 363 B. c.
Mantlpiuelra (uiau-te-ka'p-a) mt. range, BrazU, S Minas-Geraes state.
Mantua (mSn'tu-a) It. Mantova (man'to-va) fertile prov. Lombardy, Italy,
1,155
pop. 307.
its #, a mfg. ft. city, on isl. in Mincio riv. pop. 28.
Manville (mSn'vTl) vil. Providence co. R. I. on Blackstone river
Manzanares (man-tha-na'rSs) mfg. town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain
Manzanilla (mau-sa-nel'ya) headland. Isthmus of Panama, on coast of Caribbeaii Sea.
bay, N
coast, Haiti isl.
point, Venezuela, South America,
on Caribbean Sea.
point, E coast Trinidad island.
Manzanillo (man-tha-nel'yo) cml. town, spt. S E coast of Cuba island
Mao (ma'o) walled city, Kanem, Sudan, Africa, 40 ra. N E of Lake Chad
Maple River, riv. lo. 120 m. long, flows into Little Sioux riv.
riv. Mich. 75
m. long, Shiawassee co. to Grand River.
Maple Valley, tp. Montcalm CO. Mich, on Detroit River
Maplewood, vU. Middl^ex CO. Mass. 6 m. N N E of Boston
Maputa (ma-poo'tS) large riv. S E Africa, from Swaziland to Delagoa Bay.
city, X of Jackson co. lo
MaciUOketa (ma-ko'ke-ta) tp.
city
Maijtuoketa River, riv. lo. 175 m. long, Fayette CO. to Mississippi river.
MaracaibO (mii-ra-ki'bo) cml. city, # of Falcon Zulia state, Venezuela, S. Am.
Maracay (ma-ra-W) town, Aragua state, Venezuela, South America
Maragha (mU'ra/ga) city, Azerbaijan prov. Persia, 25 m. S E of Lake Urmia.
MaraiS (ma/ra') part of dept. Vendue, France once partially covered by sea.
Marajo (ma-ra-zho') isl. 150 m. long, Atlantic ocean, off N coast Brazil
tp. Jefferson
Maramec (m3r'a-mek) riv. Mo. 800 m, long, rises in Dent co.
CO. Mo. pop. 3."
Brazil, South America,
MaranhSo (ma-ran-ya'oH) agricul. maritime state,
its #, a cml. city on Maranhao Isl. pop. 38.
177,566
pop. 488.
MaranhaO Island, 28 m. long, 20 m. broad, Brazil, South America

Mannlngton

&

&

W

pop. 5.
461.

8

of Cobb co. Ga. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 3.
tp.
city,
mfg. city, X"of Washington co. O. tp. pop. 10, city pop. 8.
bor. Lancaster CO. Pa. on Susquehanna riv. pop. 2.
(ma-rel-ya'no)
town,
Caserta prov. Italy
Marigliano
Marlguana (mii-re-gwa'nii) S isl. 25 m. long, Bahama Isls. W. Indies.
Marilnsk (ma-re-insk') town, Kazan govt. Russia in Europe
Cal. 590
Marin (mii-ren') past. co.
pop. 13, X San Rafael.
Marine City, city, St. Clair co. Mich, on St. Clair river
Marineo (ma-re-na'o) town, Sicily, Italy, 11 m. S E of Palermo
E Wis. 1,118 pop. 20.
Marinette (mar-I-net') CO.
its X, a city, pop. 12.
Marino (ma-re'no) town, Italy, 13 m. S E of Rome, pop. 6.
Marion (ma're-un 07- mar'e-un) co.
Ala. 796
pop. 11,
Pikeville.
co.
Ark. 631
pop. 10, X" YellvUle.
agr. co.
cen. Fla. 1,600
pop. 21,
Ocala.
CO.
Ga. 330
pop. 8, X Buena Vista.
co. S cen. 111. 580
pop. 24,
Salem.
agr. past.
mfg. co. cen. Inft. 400
pop. 141,
Inagr.
past. co. S cen. lo. 576
KnoxviUe.
agr.
dianapolis.
pop. 23,
past. CO. S E cen. Kan. 954
21.
pop.
agr.
past. co.
pop.
its
2.
cen. Ky. 336
Lebanon.
co. S Miss. 1,055
Columpop. 16,
pop. 10,
bia.
agr.
past. co.
Mo. 420
Palmyra.
agr.
past.
pop. 26,
CO.
cen. 0. 416
its X pop. 4.
agr. co.
Ore. 830
pop. 25.
pop. 23,
Salem.
CO. E part of S. C. 1,024
pop. 30,
Marion Courthouse.
min.
agr. co.
Tenn. 500
pop. 15,
Jasper.
past. co.
E
Tex. 420
pop. 11,
Jefferson.
agr. co.
part of W. Va. 314
pop.
town,
city,
of WilFairmont.
of Perry co. Ala. pop. 2.
tp.
21,
liamson CO. lU. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 1.
tp. Boone co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Decatur CO. Ind. pop. 2.
city,
of Grant co. Ind. pop. 9.
tp. Lawrence
city, X of Linn co. lo. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 3.
tp.
CO. Ind. pop. 4.
tp.
Jasper co. Mo. pop. 9.
tp. Monroe co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Polk co. Mo. pop,
4.
tp. Wayne co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. X of McDowell co. N. C
tp.
tp.
city,
tp. Allen co. 0. pop. 5.
tp. Franklin co. O. pop. 2.
pop. 3.
town, X of Marion co.
of Marion co. O. tp. pop. 9, city pop. 8.
tp.
town, X of Smyth co. Va. tp. pop. 6,
5. C. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
tp.

Marietta (ma'rT-St'a)

;

Manmoel (mSn'mol) min. hamlet, Monmouth co. England
Mannheim (man'him) dist. N Baden, S Germany, 1,389 D pop.

4

—

—

Manitowoc (man'I-to-wok') agr. co. E Wis. 587 D pop. 38. — its X, pop. 8.
Manitowoc Rapids, tp. Manitowoc CO. Wis. on Manitowoc river
MankatO (man-ka'to) city, X of Blue Earth co. Minn, on Minnesota river
HanliUS (mau'll-us) tp. La Salle co. 111. pop. 3. — tp. Onondaga co. N.

.

.

W

W Asia Minor,
— X pop.

vilayet,

pop. 24.

Pop.

Marlampol (ma-re-am'p61) town, SuwaJki govt. Poland, Russia in Europe.
Mariana (ma-re-a'na) city, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, South America. ......
Mariana Islands. See Ladroke Islands.
Mariano (ma-re-ii'no) town, N Italy, 9 m. S S E of Como
coast Mexico.
Marias, Las Tres (las tras mii^re'as) 3 isls. Pacific oc. off
40 Marias River (ma-ri'az-) Mont. 300 m. long. Rocky Mts. to Missouri river.
dist.
Marica (ma-re'kii)" dist. & cml. town, Rio Janeiro state, Brazil
Maricopa (mar-e-ko'pa) co. S cen. Ariz. 9,892 D pop. 11, X Phcenix.
Marie-Galante^ma're'-ga'loNt') isl. Fr. W. Indies, 60 D pop. 13, * Grand Bourg.
Marienberg (ma-re'Sn-bSrs) town. Saxony kingdom, Germany
Marienburg (ma-re'Sn-bSSro') mfg. town, W. Prus. prov. Prus. on Nogat river
Marienwerder (ma^re'Sn-wer'der) govt. W. Prussia prov. Prussia, 6,780 D pop.
844.
its # and * of W. Prussia, on Little Nogat riv. pop. 8.
Maries (ma'res) co. S cen. Mo. 515 D pop. 9, X Vienna.
Mariestad (ma-re'e-stiid) town, * of Scaraborg prov. S Sweden, on Lake Wener

isl.

,
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Pop.

& mfg. citj * of Luzon
S E of Assam, N E India, 8,000 D pop. 221.

(ma-ne'la) cml.

;

;

D

D

X

—

D

X

D

pop.

^ agr. oo.4,

X

cSro; term; foOd, f(58t, fQrl_; 6 aj »';» fOr oi n.v I'n oil
ow as »n oow
th as in thin ; th as iti tliiue ; I, u, A, *, B, D, o, u, £, tj (i ee p. 1719).

fall,
;

W

;
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MartlnengO (mar-t t-nen'go) town, Bergamo prov. Italy
Martinez (mar'te-nez') town, X of Contra Costa co. Cal
Martinique (mar'tl-nek') fertile isl. Fr. W. Indies, 380 O pop. 176, * St. Pierre.
Martinsburg (mar'tinz-bfirg) tp. Lewis co. N. Y. pop. 2. —town, X of Berkeley CO. W. Va. pop. 7.
Martins Ferry, mfg. city, Belmont CO. O
Martinsville (mar'tinz-vll) city, X of Morgan co. Ind

Pop.
5

Maurice River

Martirios (mar-te're-os) vil. Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, South America
S
of Jaen
MartOS (mar'tos) mfg. town, Andalusia, Spain, 9 m.
Marvejols (mar've-zliol') mfg. town, dept. Lozere, Prance
Marwar. See Jodhpue.

—

&

—

town, Nicaragua Republic, Central America
Masbate (mas-bii'ta) isl. 70 m. long, Pliilippiue Isls. Malay Archipelago.
Masborough (milz'bur-ro) suburb of Rotherham, York co. England
Mascali (mas-ka'le) cml. town, Sicily, Italy, foot of Mt. Etna fisheries
Mascara (miis'k.a'ra') town, Oran prov. Algeria, Africa
Mascarene Isles (mSs-ka-ren'-) collective name of isls. of Boukbon, Mauritius, & RoDRiGUEs, in Indian Ocean.
Mascoutah (mas-kow'ta) city, St. Clair co. Ill
Maseru (ni5z'er-oo) town, # of Basutoland, S Africa
part of Bornu, cen. Africa, Ion. 10° E
Mashena (mSsh-e'na) walled town, N
of PortuSlashonaland (ma-ilio'na-lSnd') British ter. S of Zambezi riv.
guese E. Africa, # Fort Salisbury administered by British S. Africa Co.
Maskat (mSs-kaf) city, S E Arabia, on Gulf of Oman, * of Oman
part of Quebec prov. Canada, 3,200 D pop.
Masldnong^ (mas'ke-ubn'jiJ) CO.
15, X Riviere du Loup.
cen. 111. 560 D pop. 16, X Havana.
agr. co.
Mason (ma'.sn) niin. & agr. co.
N E Ky. 225 D pop. 21, X Maysville. agr. co.
Mich. 500 D pop. 16, X
Ludington.
past. co. ceu. Tex. 960 D pop. 5.
its X.
co.
Wash. 996
pop. 3, X Shelton.
min. & agr. co.
part of W. Va. 440 D pop. 23, X
Point Pleasant.
tp. & town, Effingham co. 111. tp. pop. 2.
tp. & city, Cerro
(mii-si'ii)

—

^

—

—

W

;

16

Gordo CO. lo. tp. pop. 5,
tp. Marion co. Mo. pop.

city pop. 4.
14.

—

—

X

city,

Lawrence

tp.

Mason

pop. 1.
City, tp.

Gordo

CO. io.

& city. Mason

co.

111.

on Lime Creek, pop.

tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.

D

W

N

*

.

&

—

D

&

6
8
13

9

&

N

Sea.

Matlock (mat'lok) town & watering place, Derby co. England hot springs
MatOtShkin Siiar (mii-toch-ken' shar) strait, Arctic Oc. divides Nova Zembla.
Matra (ma'tro') mt. range, Hungary, between Theiss and Danube rivers.
Matsue (mat-sob'a) city, N coast of S part of Hondo isl. Japan
.

;

.

;

#

of Yesso isl. on S coast
(mat-s5o-ma'y a) city, Japan,
(mpt-soo-yii'ma) city,
coast Shikoku isl. Japan
(mat'a-po-nl') riv. Va. 125 m. long, to Pamunkey river.
Matteawan (mat'te-a-won') mfg. vil. Dutchess oo. N. Y. on Fishkill Creek
Matterhorn (mat'ter-liorn) or Mont Cervin (moN'ser'vaN') mt. Alps, Switzerland
Italy, 14,771 ft. high.
Mattersdorf (mat'tgrs-dorf) town, Oedenburg co. Himgary
pop. 80,
Matto-Grosso (mSt'to-gros'so) min. state, Brazil, S. Am. 532,708
Cuyaba.
Villa Bella (vel'lii bel'lii) city, Matto-Grosso prov. pop. 15.
city. Coles co. HI. tp. pop. 8, city pop. 7.
Mattoon (mat'oon') tp.
its #, pop. 19.
Matura (ma'to6-ra) dist. Ceylon isl. pop. 143.
E Venezuela, S. America
of Bermudez state,
Maturllt (ma-too-ren') town,
Mauban (mow-ban') town, E coast of Luzon isl. Philippine Isls. Malay Arch.
Maubeuge (mo'buzh') mfg. ft. town, dept. Nord, France
Mauch Chunk (mak' chunk') tp. bor. of Carbon co. Pa. tp. pop. 2, bor.
pop. 4.
Pacific ocean, 760
pop. 17, chief
Maul (mou'e) agr. isl. Hawaiian Isls.
town Wailuku sugar plantations.
Maule (mou'la) riv. Chile, South America, 180 m. long, flows into Pacific ocean.
pop. 128,
Cauqu(5nes.
prov. Chile, South America, 2,930
of Teuasserim div. Lower Burma, Asia.
Maulmain (mal'mln') cml. town,
Maumee (ma-me') vil. Lucas co. 0. on Maumee river
Maumee River, Ind. O. 180 m. long, flows into Lake Brie.
Mauna Kea (mou'na ka'a) mt. 13,805 ft. Hawaii isl. Pacific ocean.

W

Mattapony

&

D

&

—

N

#

.

&

X

N

D

;

D

#

.

&

N

;

*,

Population

is

capital

;

X

city,

Crawford

of

on French Creek

co. Pa.

10

Springs.

X,

co. seat

;

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

:

2

;

—

D pop.

98,

#

Mecosta _(me-kos'ta)

W

Medford (mSd'tgrd)

O pop.

20,

city,

&

#

X

SW of Algiers.

—

W Persia.

S Tex."l,270'D pop.

tp.

6,

vil.

W

—

111.

—

X Castroville. — mfg.

& vil. X of Medina co. O.
248 m. N of Mecca, pop.

11
6-

vil. Orleans co. N. Y. pop. 4.
pop. 2. .— (pron. ma-de'na) city, Arabia,
Asia,
here is" Mohammed's
19 pilgrims' resort
Africa, 7 m. S E of Kayes, pop. 5.
tomb.
town, Senegambia,
Medina de Rio Seco (ma-ne'na da re'o sa'Ko) town, Valladolid prov. Spain .
Medina— Sidonia (m5-de'na-se-do'ne-a) city, Cadiz prov. Andalusia, Spain.. ..
mfg. town,
of Fayoum
Medlnet-el-FayOUm (me-de'net-el-fi-o6m') cml.
prov. Egypt, on Bahr-Yusuf river
(med'i-ter-ra'ne-an-)
inclosed
Europe,
inland
sea,
by
Mediterranean Sea
Asia, and Africa., 2,300 m. long, 1,200 in. broad, 1,149,300 D.
Medjidje (med'jed'ja') town, Dobrudja region, Roumania
Medvieditza (med-ve-a-dTt'sa) riv. Russia in Europe, 330 m. long, to Don riv.
Medway (med'wa) mfg. tp. Norfolk co. Mass. pop. 3. riv. England, Surrey
riv. Queen's co. Nova Scotia, Canada, 100 m. long.
CO. to Thames riv.
Medynsk (ma-dinsk') town, Kaluga govt. Russia in Europe
Meeanee (me-a-ne'). See Miyani.
past. co. cen. Minn. 630 D pop. 15, X Litchfield.
Meeker (mek'er) agr.
Meerane (m^'ra/ne) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany
dist.
Meerut (me'rfit) div. N. W. Provs. British India, 11,319 pop. 5,325.
in div. 2,360
town,
dist. pop. 119.
pop. 1,276.
of div.
co. E Quebec
Megantic (me-gan'ttk) lake, 16 m. long, Quebec prov. Canada.
prov. 745
pop. 22, X Leeds Village.
Mehallet-el-Keblr (ma-hal'let-gl-ka-ber') town, Gharbieh prov. Lower Egypt
Meherrin River (me-hgr'in-) riv. Va. 160 m. long, to Nottoway river.
Mehun (me'iiN') mfg. town, dept. Cher, France
joint pop.
commune, Rhine Prov. Prussia
Melderich"(mi'der-iK) vil.
suburb of Vienna
Meidling (mid'lfng) vil. Austria, S
agr. co. E
agr. co. S O. 415
pop. 30, X Pomeroy.
Meigs (megz) min.
tp. Adams co. 0. pop. 3.
Tenn. 200
pop. 7, X Decatur.
of Saxe-Meiningen duchy, Germany. ..
Meiningen (mi'ntng-en) mfg. tovm,
Meissen (mi'sen) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Elbe river
Mejmaa (mej'mii') ft. chief town of Sedeir prov. Nejd, Arabia, Asia
of Bangkok
Meklong (ma-klong') spt. town, Siam, Asia, 30 m. S
Mekong (ma'kong') or Lan-tsan (lan'-tsiin') large riv. S E Asia, Tibet to
China Sea about 2,000 m. long.

CO.

—

;

;

&

11

*

26-

—

—

8-

&

—

U

—

O

&

*

—

D

&

&

W

—

D

—

D

*

&

W

;

cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport tp., township ;
3=2,500 to 3,499, etc. less than 1,000 not given. &^e Abbreviations, ^. 1919.

= 1,500 to 2,499;

tp.

now

Medicina (ma-de-che'nii) town, Italy, 15 m. E of Bologna
Medicine Bow Mountains, range of Rocky Mts. in Wyo. & Col.
Medicine Bow River, Wyo. 120 m. long, to North Fork of Platte river.
Medicine Creek, Mo. 100 m. long, Mercer CO. to Grand River.
Medicine Lodge, tp. & city, X of Barber CO. Kan. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.
Medicine River, Mont. 150 m. long. Rocky Mts. to Missouri river.
its X pop. 1. —past.
Medina (me-di'na) agr. & past. co. N O. 420 D pop. 22.
13

&
14'

40

tp.
vil. Middlesex co. Mass. ; Tufts College here
(med'ySsh') town, Transylvania prov. Hungary
(me'dl-a) bor. X of Delaware co. Pa. pop. 3.
anc. country, Asia,

N&

51

Big Rapids.

Africa, 40 m.
of Antioquia dept. Colombia

Medgyes
in

IS-

45

grand duchy, Germany,

(mgk'len-bBoro'-stra'lTts)

Neu-Strelitz".
agr. co.
cen. Mich. 580

Medellin (mS-Dgl-yen')

Media

12;

;

Mede (ma'dS) mfg. town, Pavia prov. Italy
M^d^a (ma'da'a) ft. town, Algiers prov. Algeria,
10

16

12

D pop. 9,

(mo) mfg. town, dept. Seine-et-Marne, France
(mgk'a) city, # of El Hejaz, Arabia the holy city of Mohammedans,
containing the Kaaba, visited by more than 100,000 pilgrims annually
Mechanicsburg (me-kSn'Iks-bOrg) vil. Champaign co. 0. pop. 1.
bor. Cumberland CO. Pa. 10 m. E of Carlisle, pop. 4.
Mechanlcsville (me-kSn'iks-vTl) vil. Saratoga co. N. Y
Mechlin (mSkain) Fr. Malikes (ma'len') cml. city, Antwerp prov. Belgium..
Mecklenburg (meklen-bflrg) agr. co. N. C. 640 D pop. 43, X Charlotte.
agr. CO. S Va. 658 D pop. 25, X Boydton.
Mecklenburg-Schwerin (mek'len-bSoro'-shwa-ren') grand duchy, Germany,
5,135 D pop. 578, * Schwerin.
1,131

7
12-

Stokes co. N. C

Mecklenburg-Strelitz
10

—

&

D means square miles

tp.

1

14
150-

3
332

^

18

178
10

N

MateUca (ma-tePe-ka) mfg. town, Marches, cen. Italy
Matera (ma-ta'rii) town, Potenza prov. Italy, on Gravina river
Mathews (math'iiz) CO. E Va. 100 D pop. 8, X Mathews Courthouse.
Matina (ma-te'na) chief riv. Costa Rica, Cen. Am. flows into Caribbean

*

—

Mecca

N

NW

—

O

Meagher (me'ger) min. co. Mont. 7,000 D pop. 5, X White Sulphur
Meath (meth) CO. Leinster prov. Ireland, 906 D pop. 77, X Trim.

D

NN

D

#

W

W

W

Meadville (med'vil) mfg.

D

&

&

^or

—

Meadow,

— city, X of Cerro

NW

NW

Matsumaye
Matsuyama

—

Meaux

#

w

college..

—

Mead (med) tp. Crawford co. Pa
Meade (med) co. S W Kan. 975 D pop. 3. — its X. — agr. co. Ky.
X Brandenburg. — co. W S. Dak. 1,405 D pop. 5, X Sturgis.

&

Massachusetts

—

—

W

4.

D

(mas'ak) agr.

60

^

pop. 11, X Metropolis.
co. S_I11. 240
(mas'a-ohu'sets) agr. past.
mfg. state, E IT. S. A. 8,315
pop. 2,239,
Boston."
of Pisa
Massa di Carrara (mas'sii de kar-ra'ra) city, Italy, 30 m.
Tuscany, Italy, 687
Massa and Carrara (-kar-ra'ra) agr. prov.
Massafra (miis-sa'frii) walled town, Lecce prov. Italy
Massa-IiOmbardO (mas'sa-lom-biir'do) walled town. It. 30 m. S S E of Ferrara
Massa-Lubrenze (-loo-brent'za) town, Naples prov. Italy
Massa Marltima (-mii-re'te-ma) town, Grosseto prov. Italy
Massarosa (mas'sa-ro'sa) town, Lucca prov. Italy
pop.
E Africa,
of Red Sea, 3,100
Massaua (mas-sou'a) Italian ter.
250,000.
its
on an isl. in Red Sea, pop. 16.
Masse dl Siena (mas'sa de se-a'uii) commune town, Siena prov. Italy .com.
vil. St. Lawrence co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Massena (mas'e-na) tp.
Massera (mas'e'-rS) isl. 40 m. long, S E coast of Arabia, Arabian Sea.
mfg. city, Stark co. O
Massillon (mas'il-on) cml.
Massowah (mas'so"-wa). See Massaua.
MaSUlipatam (ma-sob'li-pa-tiim') dist. Madras pres. British India, 4,711 pop.
521.
its *, a mfg. &"cn'il. town, 220 m.
E of Madras, pop. 37.
of South African ReMatabeleland (mat'a-bel'land) kingdom, S E Africa,
Bulawayo.
public, 100,000
pop. 200, chief towns, Inyati
its X.
Matagorda (mat'a-gSr'da) past. co. Tex. 1,150 pop. 4.
Matagorda Bay,"50 m. fong, at mouth of Colorado riv. Tex.
Matagorda Island, Tex. separates Espiritu Santo Bay from Gulf of Mexico.
of Kandy
Matale (ma-ta'le) town, Ceylon isl. Indian Ocean, 15 m.
MatamorOS (mat'a-mo'ros) town, Tamaulipas state, Mexico, on Rio Grande riv.
coast of Cuba island
Matanzas (ma-taii'zas) cml. ft. spt. town,
riv. Quebec prov. Canada.
Matapediao (mat'a-pe-dS-iik') lake, 16 m. long,
E of Barcelona
Mataro (ma-tii-ro') mfg. maritime city, Spain, 151 m.
Matawan (mat-a-won') tp. bor. Monmouth co. N. J. tp. pop. 3, bor. pop. 1.

Massac

12:

(ma'o) tp. Rockingliam co. N. C. pop. 2.
{pron. mi'o) riv. Sonora
Mexico, 130 m. long, flows into California Gulf.
isl. 15 m. long, Cape
Verde Isls. Atl. ocean.
isl. Malay Arch, off N coast Celebes isl.- (pron.
ma-o') maritime co. Connaught prov. Ireland, 2,126 D pop. 218, X Castlebar.
Mayombe (ma-ySm'bS) country on Atlantic coast, in S French Kongo,
Africa.
spt. town in same, 46 ni. N
of Loango.
Mayotte (ma'yof) isl. Comoro isls. French colony, 149 pop. 12, * Dzaoudzi.
Maypu (mi-poc/) riv. Chile, South America, 130 m. long, Andes mts. to Pacific
ocean.
volcano, 15,000 ft. high, Chile, South America, lat. 34° 12' S.
Maysville (maz'vll) city, X of Mason co. Ky. on Ohio river
Mayville (ma'vil) vil. X of Chautauqua co. N. Y. pop. 1.
bor. Lackawanna
CO. Pa. pop. 2.
vil. Dodge co. Wis. pop. 1.
Maywood, vU. Cook CO. 111. on Des Plaines river
Mazamet (ma'za'ma') mfg. town, dept. Tarn, France
Mazauderan (ma-ziin-der-an') prov. N Persia, Asia, S of Caspian Sea
Mazarron (ma-thar-ron') town, Murcia prov. Spain
Mazatenango (ma-za-ta-uan'go) or Malatenango (ma^la-) town, Guatemala,
Central America
Mazatlan (mit-sat-lan') spt. town, SLnaloa state,
Mexico
Mazzara (mat-sa'ra) town, Sicily, Italy, at mouth of Salemi river
Mazzarino (miit-sa-re'no) town, Caltanisetta prov. Sicily, Italy

—

of Ingham co. JSlich. pop. 2.
vil. Mason co.
co. O. pop. 2.

W. Va.

2

tp.

Indies

—

W

^
^

Eagle Pass.

—

*

state,

^

—

X

pop. 4,

See Mainz.

Mayo

;

W

W

38, X Columbia.
on Lemonweir river
S. Dak. & Neb.

—

&W

—

D pop.

Maynard (ma^nard) tp. Middlesex co. Mass. on Assabet river
Maynooth (ma'uootli) town, Kildare co. Ireland large convent and

;

W

co. Wis.

2

*

(mi'enn') riv. France, 125 m. long, dept. Orne to Loire riv. .— dept.
pop. 332,
Laval.
mfg. town, dept. Mayenne, Fr. pop. 9.
Mayesville (maz'vll) tp. Sumter co. S. C. 51 m. E of Columbia
Mayfield (ma'feld) city, X of Graves co. Ky. 26 m. S of Paducah, pop. 3.
tp. Fulton CO. N. Y. pop. 2.

N W Fr. 1,996 Q

X

W

Juneau

Mayenne

—

X

Masaya

Mayence.

D

—
NW

—

Tenn. 600

co. cen.

of

Maxatawney (mSks'a-ta-ne) tp. & vil Berks co. Pa
Mayaguez (mi-a-liwes') cml. spt. town, Puerto Rico isl. W.
Mayen (mi'en) mfg. walled town, Rhine Prov. Prussia

(ma're-bfir-ro) chief town of March co. Queensland, Australia.
Maryhill (ma'ri-hllj mfg. bor. Lanark co. Scotland, on Kelvin river
Maryland (mer'i-laud or ma'ri-land) a middle Atlantic state, U. S. A. 12,210
tp. Otsego co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Annapolis.
pop. I,0i2,
Marylebone (ma'ri-Ie-bon, commonly pron. mSr'e-bun) parliamentary \»or.
portion of London
Middlesex co. England,
Maryport (ma'rl-port) cml. to\vn, Cumberland co. England, on Ellen river. ..
of Yuba co. Cal. on E shore Feather riv. pop.
MarysvUle (ma'rlz-vll) city,
vil. X of Union co. O.
4.
tp.
city, X of Marshall co. Kan. city pop. 2.
bor. Perry co. Pa. pop. 1.
pop. 3.
vil.
of Blount
of Nodaway co. Mo. pop. 4.
Maryvllle (ma'ri-vll) city,
CO. Tenn. pop. 2.
Masaruni (mii-sa-roo'ne) riv. British Guiana, over 400 m. long.

X

X

co. N. J. on Delaware Bay
Indian Ocean, British colony, 705 Q pop. 378,

Mauvalses Torres (mo-vaz' tar') barren region,
Maverick (mav'er-ik) past. co. S W Tex. 1,320 D

W W

#

isl.

& past.
city,

14

Cumberland

(ma': Is-)"tp.

Port Louis.
Maury (ma're) agr.
Mauston (mas'ton)

Pop,

N

lo'a) "olcano, 13,600 ft. high, Hawaii isl.
Pac. ocean.
(ma'-nath' bhan'jan') town, Azimgarh dist. British India

Mauritius (ma-rlsh'I-us)

Maryborough

u

Mauna Loa (mou'na
Mau-Nath Bhanjan

2

;

;

;

vil.,

village.

22.

.
.
.

..
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Mekran (mSk-rSn') region, SE Persia & S W BaliichistAn, Asia, chief town Kej.
Mel (mSl) towu, Italy, on Piave riv. 9 m. S W of Belluuo
niellionme (mSl'bflm) cml. town, * of Victoria, S E Australia
MelCOmbe-Regls

(mSl'kiSm-re'jTs) town, Dorset co. England

W

Meldal (mel'dal) vil. & par. Norway, 35 m. S
of Troudhjem
MeldOla (mel'do-lii) vil. can. Italy, 7 m. S of Forli
Meleda (mgl'a-da) ane. Mel'ita, isl. 23 m. long, Dalmatia, Austria.
nielegnano (ma-lSn-ya'no) cml. town, Italy, 10 m. S E of Milan
Melencze (ma'lSnt'sa') vil. Torontal co. Hungary
Melenkl (ma-lSn'ke) town, Vladimir govt. Russia in Europe

par.

Pop.

Meserltz
6
491
8
6
6

D

&

;

#

dept. France, 2,405

Mich.

tp.
tp. pop. 2.
tp.
(mSn-do'ta) tp.

—

MendOta
Mendoza

(mSn-do'tha)

Clayton

Monroe

co.

& city.

N. T. pop.

La

Salle co.

vil.

pop. 160.

—

its

#

pop. 18.

*

of Marocco, Africa.

Pacilic

Middle,

^

.

—

N

—
—

.

—

X

D

Merchtem

^

—

X

—

(merK'tem)

Meredith (mgr^e-dfth)

vil.

tp.

&

D

W

D

Belknap

co.

N.

X

D

—

*

&

&

W

—

D

W

6*

D

chief town,

on Saale

pop. 15.
(mer'zi) riv. England. 60 m. long,

Mersey
Merthyr-TydfU

*
&

D

&

Merrimac (mSr'T-mak) tp. Essex co. Mass
Merrimack, agr. co? S cen. N. H. 909 n pop. 49, X Concord.
Merrimac River, N. H. 150 m. long, flows into Atlantic ocean.
Merscheid (mSr'shit) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
Merseburg (mSr'se-booro') govt. Saxony prov. Prussia, 3,941 D
its

—

3

pop. 1,076.

—

Derby co. to Irish Sea,
Glamorgan oo. Wales..

(mer'tlier-tld'fll) min. town,

Merv (mSrv) walled town's E part of Trans-Caspian govt. Russia in Asia
Mesa (me's9) co. W Col. 3,000 D pop. 4, X Grand Junction.
Mesada Nevada (ma-sii'Dii na-vit'oii) mt. 19,356 ft. high, Andes mts. Bolivia.
Mesagne (mS-siin'ya) town, Lecce prov. Italy

D

*

N. J

&
&

11

NW

92
16

CO.

—

—

^

O

CO.

(-ton) tp. Lafayette co.

&

Mo. pop.

2.

— town, Lancaster

co.

England,

—

town,
tp.
city, Middlesex co. Conn. tp. pop. 15, city pop. 9.
tp. Monmouth co. N. J. pop. 7.
tp. DelaNewcastle co. Del. pop. 1.
city. Orange co. N. Y. pop. 12.
tp. Richmond co.
ware CO. N. Y. pop. 3.
city, Butler co. 0. pop. 8.
bor. Dauphin co. Pa. pop. 5.
N. Y. pop. 11.

—

—

tp.

Delaware

—

—

Tex. 900

a pop"

—

—

—

co. Pa. pop. 3.

Mldhurst (mid'urst) town, Sussex co. England, 11 m.
Midland (mtd'land) CO. cen. Mich. 530 D pop. 11.
1.

NNE

—

—

_its

its

of Chichester.

X, pop.

2.

..

— co. W

X.

D

(mid'na-poor') dist. Bardwan div. Bengal, British India, 5,082
of Calcutta.
of Midnapur dist. pop. 31, 70 m.
pop. 2,541.
city,
tp.
town,
town, Woodford co. Ky. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
tp.
Barnwell eo. S. C. tp. pop. 2.
Miedzyrzyo (me-Sd'zer'zTts) town, Siedlce prov. Poland, Russia in Europe.
Lewistown.
pop. 20,
tp. Allegheny co.
Mifflin (mif'lTn) CO. cen. Pa. 375
Pa. pop. 11.
prov.
Spain
(me-g51'toor'rii)
Ciudad
Real
town,
Miguelturra
MikhallOV (me-Ki-18v') town, Riazan govt. Russia in Europe, on Pi'onia river.
Milam (mi'lam) co. cen. Tex. 1,000 pop. 25, X Cameron.
tp.
vil. Erie co. 0. tp.
Milan (mi'laii) town, X of Sullivan co. Mo. pop. 1.
(pron. mll'an or nil-lSn')
pop. 2. —city, Gibson co. Tenu. pop. 2.
pop. 1,223.
city, its *,
Milano (me-la'no) prov. Lombardy, Italy, 961
325 m.
of Rome, bet. Adda
N
Ticino rivs. pop. 296.
of Messina
coast of Sicily, Italy, IS m.
Milazzo (mo-liit'so) ft. spt. town,
coast of Asia Minor birtliplace of Tliales.
Miletus (mi-le'tus) ruined city,
vil. New Haven co. Conn. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
Mllford (nill'ford) tp.
hundred
town, Kent co. Del. hundred pop. 3, town pop. 1.
tp.
vil.
Worcester CO. Mass. tp. pop. 9.
tp. & vil. Oakland co. Mich. tp. pop. 2,
vil. Hillsboro co. N. H. tp. pop. 3.
vil. pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Otsego
tp.
CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 2. .— tp. Buclcs co. Pa. pop. 3.
Milford-Haven, liarhor, Pembroke oo. S Wales, 15 m. long, 2 ui. wide.
of Algiers
Milianah (mE-lMi'nii') town, Algiers prov. Algeria, Africa, 58 m. S

Midnapur

—

&

Midway,

W

*

D

—

W

&

&

—

W

N

—

&

&

—

&

.

—

X

D

N

riv.

co.

Meigs

pop. 21.

tp.

—

*

vil.

Middletown,

*

W

(mid'del-biirG') town, Zealand prov. Netherlands

Cape May

tp.

Middleton

X

H

—

metropolitan

MergUi (mer-ge') town, Tenasserim div. Lower Burma, Asia
HergUi Islands, archipelago, off coast of Lower Burma, Asia.
cml. city,
Merida (mSr'I-da) city, Badajos prov. Spain, pop. 6.
of Yucatan state, Mexico, pop. 32. —mfg. town,
of Los Andes state, Venezuela,
South America, pop. 12.
city. New Haven co. Conn. tp. pop. 25, city pop. 22.
Meriden (mgr'I-den) tp.
Meridian (me-rtd'e-an) mfg. vil. X of Lauderdale co. Miss
min. co.
Merioneth or Merionethshire (mSr'i-(5n'eth-shir) maritime past.
N Wales, 601 pop. 49, Dolgelly.
Ga. 552
Meriwether (mer'T-weth-er) agr. co.
pop. 21, X Greenville.
tp. Edgefield co. S. C. pop. 3.
its
Merkara (mer-ka'ra) dist. Kurg prov. British India, 265
pop. 168.
of Kurg prov. British India, ft. town, 67 m.
of Seringapatam, pop. 8.
Nile
Meroe, Isle Ol (-mSr'g-e) dist. 400 m. long, 200 m. broad, between
Atbara rivs. Upper Nubia, Africa
3,500
Merrick (mSr'Ik) agr. CO. E cen. Neb. 440
pop. 9, X Central City.
7
city
Merrill (mSr'Tl) tp.
city, X of Lincoln co. Wis

D

3

14
10

pop. 62,

E. Flanders prov. Belgium

& vil.

—

—

N E Mass. 827 D pop. 431, X Lowell, & Cambridge. — co. N. J. 310 D
X New Brunswick. .— co. E part of Va. 135 D pop. 7, X Saluda. —
co. England, 283 D pop. 3,252. — co. W Ontario prov. Canada,
1,134 D pop. 103, X London.

.

D

agr.
Harrodsburg.
past. co.
15,
Mo. 484
pop.
Princeton.
agr. co. cen. N. J. 225
pop. 80,
Trenton.
agr. co.
15,
min.
O. 460
pop. 27,
Celina.
agr. co.
Pa. 660
pop. 56.
agr. co. S part of W. Va. 420
its X, pop. 2.
pop. 16,
Princeton.

W

5

Middlesboro (mTd'dlz-biir-ro) town. Bell co. Ky. pop. 3.
Middlesbrough (-b'ruh) mfg. & cml. town, York co. England, pop. 76.
Middlesex (mTd'1-seks) co. S Conn. 390 D pop. 40, X Middletown, & Haddam.

riv.

river.

&

30

vil. Plymouth co. Mass. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 4.
tp. & vil.
town, Casey co. Ky. tp. pop. 3.
Schoharie co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
tp. Cuyahoga co. O. pop. 5.
vil. Summit co. O. pop. 2.
Middlebury (-ber-i) tp. & town, X of Addison co. Vt. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
Middle Creek, tp. Wake co. N. C
Middlefield, tp. Otsego co. N. Y
Middle Park, plateau, 60 m. long, 30 to 40 m. wide. Grand co. Col.

Mercedes (mer-sa'dSs) cml. town, Uruguay, South America, on Rio Negro
111. 555 D pop. 19, X Aledo.
agr. co.
Mercer (mer'ser) agr.'& past. co. N

X

—

ocean

Middleport,

—

D pop.

7

B
11
11
24

D

—

D

Middleboro (mld'l-bBr-ro) tp.
Middleburg (midl-bflrg) tp.

W

coast Sumatra isl. 9,700 ft. high.
Merapi (ma-ra'pe') active volcano,
MercatO-Sarraceno (mer-ka'to-sar-rS^cha'no) town, Forli prov. Italy
its X, pop. 2.
Merced (mer-sad') past. co. cen. Cal. 2,270 D pop. 8.

Ky. 250

D

—

Middelburg

Merameo (mSr'a-mek) tp. St. Louis co. Mo
Meran (ma'ran) town, Tyrol, Austria

cen.

D

W W

&

a famous health resort

W

N

—

—

—

MentZ (mSnts) tp. Cayuga co. N. Y. pop. 2. — city in Germany. See Mainz.
Menzaleh (men'za'le) lagoon, 50 m. long. Lower Egypt, S E of Damietta.
Meppel (mep'pel) town, Drenthe prov. Netherlands, on Havelter river
MeciUlnez or Melcinez (mgk'i-nSz) city, Fez prov. a
MeQlUOn (me'kwon) tp. Ozaukee co. Wis

2

&

.

Nevada, 160 m. long, to San Joaquin

.

;

Menomonie, tp. & city, X of Dunn CO. Wis. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 5.
Menoufieh (min'oo-fe'ye) prov. Lower Egypt, Af 639 D pop. 646, * Shibin.
Menselinsk (men'ze-lTnsk') town, Orenburg govt. Russia in Europe
Menton (mSN'toN')"/^. Mentone (mgn-to'na) town, dept. Alpes-Maritimes,

Cal. Sierra

N

;

Mich. pop. 2.
(me-nom'o-ne) tp. Waukesha co. Wis
River, wis. & Mich. 125 m. long, flows into Green Bay.

;

W

—

co.

France, on Mediterranean sea

*

W

Menin (me-nSN') mfg. town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium, on Lys river
Menominee (mg-nom'I-ne) co. Mich. 1,362 D pop. 34. — its X pop. 11. •^ tp.

Menomonee
Menomonee

—

D

N

Menil (mSn'f e) town, Sicily, Italy, 8 m. N W of Sciacca
Menifee (men'i-fe) co. B Ky. 150 D pop. 5, X Frenchburg.
Menominee

— federal

*

Wis

co.

*

D

state, in the same, 9,247
pop. 798,
pop. 12,081.
dist. 463
city,
of Mexico, pop. 330.
pop. 476.
(mi'erz-dal) bor. Somerset co. Pa
of Montpellier
M6ze (maz) spt. town, dept. Hf5rault, Prance, 19 m. S
Mezen (mez-an') riv. 450 m. loilg, Russ. in Europe, Vologda govt, to White Sea.
of dept. Ardennes, Fr. 47 m.
E of Reims.
M^Zl^res (mS'ze-ar') ft. town,
MezS Bereny (ma'zo ba'ren') vil. B^k(5s co. Hungary
Mezb Kovezsd (-ko'vgzhd') town, Borsod co. Hungary
of Debreczin
Mezo Ttir (ma'zo' toor') town, Heves co. Hungary, 57 m. S
MezzOjUSO (met-so-yob'so) town, Sicily isl. Italy, 18 m. S E of Palermo
Mglin (m'f len) town, part of Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
MiagO (me-a'go) town, S coast Panay isl. Philippine Islands
Mlajadas (me-a-na'das) town, Caceres prov. Spain
Ind. 360
pop.
Miami (ml-am'T) CO.
pop. 26, X Peru.
co. E Kan. 588
pop. 40, X Troy.
tp. Saline co. Mo.
19, X Paola.
co.
S
O. 396
pop. 4.
tp. Clermont co. O. pop. 4.
tp. Greene co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Hamilton CO. 0. pop. 4.
tp. Montgomery co. O. pop. 6.
tp. Logan co. O. pop. 2.
Miami or Great IMiaml River, 200 m. long, Hardin co. 0. to Ohio river.
Miamisburg (mi-am'iz-bfirg) vil. Montgomery co.
Mianmir (me'an-mer') town, Punjab, British India suburb of Lahore
Mlava (me'o'vo') town, Neutraco. Hungary, on Miava riv. hemp trade
vil. Marquette co. Mich. tp. pop. 1, vil.
Miclligamme (mlsh-e-fSm'e) tp.
pop. 1.
tp. Clinton co.
Michigan (mish'i-gan) state, U. S. A. 58,915 pop. 2,094.
Ind. pop. 2.
tp. La Porte co. Ind. pop. 11.
Michigan City, city. La Porte co. Ind. on Lake Michigan
Mich. 335 m. long, 50 to 88 m. wide, 22,000 D.
Michigan, Lake, bet. Wis.
Mexico, 22,874
pop. 784,
Morelia.
MiChoac^n (me-cho-a-kan') state,
Micronesia (mi-kro-ne'shl-a) the Ladbone, Caroline, and other isls. of

—

Argentine Republic, South America, 200 m. long.

riv.

prov. Argentine Republic, South America, 54,000

Menekaunee (men-e-ka'ne) vil. Marinette
Menes (ma'nSsh') vil. Arad co. Hungary

Bar-le-Duc.

—

D

America, 751,700

Toluca.

St.

tp. pop. 4, city pop. 4.

*

Meyersdale

3.

111.

292,

—

N

3.

D pop.

—

(ma'we) town, W. Prussia prov. Prussia
Mesla (ma-lie'a) town. Limestone co. Tex
Mexico (mgks'i-ko) city, X of Audrain co. Mo. pop. 5.
tp. & vil. Oswego
CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1. —{Sp. pron. ma'He-ko) republic, S part of N.

W Cal. 3,694 D pop. 18, X UMah.
— tp. &
pop.
Joseph co.

co. lo.

(mSn'don)

434 m. long, dept. Haute-Marne, France, to North Sea.

riv.

Mewe

W

Mendon

7

2
60
5

*

Nancy.
(muz)

Mouse

—

past. co.

.

W

;

^

10

—

&

—

Mendocino (mSn-do-se'no) agr. &
tp. Sonoma co. Cal. pop. 3.

* Kalamata.
*, pop. 78.

riv. Colombia, South Amer(ma'ta) town, Naples prov. Italy, pop. 7.
500 m. long, flows into Orinoco river.
pop. 10, X Edmonton.
Metcalfe (mgt'kiif ) agr. co. S Ky. 410
Methow River (meth'ow-) Wash. 120 m. long, flows into Columbia river.
Methuen (me-thu'en) tp. mfg. vil. Essex co. Mass. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 1.
Metoe Bayou (me'tS bi'oo) 100 m. long, Lonoke co. Ark. to Arkansas river.
city, X of Massac co. 111. tp. p^op. 4, city pop. 4,
Metropolis fme-trop'o-lTs) tp.
Mettmann (mgt'man) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Diissel fiver
Mettray (mgt'tra') vil. dept. Indre-et-Loire, France famous reformatory....
Metz (mets) ft. city, of Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany, 170 m. E of Paris..
Metzingen (mgt'sTng-en) town, Wiirttemberg, Germany, on Neckar river. .
of Paris...
Meudon (mu'doN') mfg. town, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France, 5 m.
Meulebeke (mu'le-ba'ke) mfg. vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Meurthe-et-Moselle (mwtt'-S'-mo'zgl') dept. E France, 2,025 D pop. 444,

;

W

its

Pop.
5
6
60
6

ica,

;

—

183,

—

Meta

tp. Adams co. 111. pop. 2.
tp. Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 9.
co. Scotland, pop. 23
noted ruins of abbey.
(mSl'tham)
mfg. town, York co. England
Meltham
IJIeltOIl-Mowbray (mSl'ton-mo'bre) town, Leicester co. England
Melun (me-liiN') mfg. town, * of dept. Seine-et-Marne, France
Melville Bay (mel'vil-) inlet, Greenland, near head of Baffin Bay.
Melville Island, one of the Georgian Isls. British N. Am. in Arctic Ocean.
Melville Peninsula, 250 m. long, N Canada, within Arctic circle.
Membrilla (mSm-brel'ya) town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain
Memel (ma'mel) cml. & mfg. to%vn, E. Prussia prov. Prussia a spt
Menuningen ^mSm'ming-en) mfg. town, Bavaria, Germany
Memphis (mSm'f Is) town,"X of Scotland co. Mo. pop. 2. cnil. city & port of
entry, Shelby co. Teun. pop. 64.
anc. city. Lower Egypt, on Nile riv. 10 m.
5 of Cairo.
MenadO (me-na'do) Dutch residency, N E Celebes isl. Malay Arch. 26,000 D
pop. 365. —its *, a cmL spt. town, at N E end of isl. pop. 6.
Menai Strait (menl-) ll m. long, Wales famous tubular bridge.
Menallen (mgn-Sl'en) tp. Adams co. Pa. 10 m. N of Gettysburg
Menain (ma-nam')"or Melnam (ma'e-nam') riv. Siam, S Asia, 500 m. long.
cen. 111. 320 D pop. 13, X Petersburg.
Menard (me-nard') agr. & past. co.
cen. Tex. 880 D pop. 1, X MenardviUe.
past. coT
Menasha (me-nSsh'a) mfg. city, Winnebago co. Wis
Hende (moNd) mfg.'town, * of dept. Lozere, France
Henden (men'den) town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
Mendenhalls (men'den-halz) tp. Newberry co. S. C
Mender (men'der) riv? Asia Minor, 60 m. long, Mt. Ida to Hellespont.
Hendip Hills (men'dTp-) range, 24 m. long, Somerset co. England.

—

& Tigris rivers.

tween Euphrates

W

W

— bor. Roxburgh

Posen prov. Prussia, on Obra river

(ma'ze-rTts') town,

Meshchovsk (mgsh'kSvsk') town, Kaluga govt. Russia in Europe
Meshed (mgsh'gd') or Mashad (mash'ad') city, * of Khorassau prov. Persia
Mesola (ma'so-la) town, Itoly, 31 m. E N E of Ferrara
Mesopotamia (mgs'o-po-ta'ml-a) anc. country, Asia, 600 to 700 m. long, beMessenia (mgs-se'nT-a) nome, Morea, Greece, 1,221 D pop.
Messina (mes-se'na) prov. Sicily, Italy, 1,768 D pop. 501.
of Venice
Mestre (mgs'tra) town, Italy, 5 m. N

Melfl (mSl'fe) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 34 m. S of Foggia
tp.
IHelikUt (ma'le'Iioot) vil. & tp. Bacs co. Hungary
of Syracuse
MelUll (mgl-el'le) town, Sicily, Italy, 35 m. N
lyielltopol (ma-le-to'pol) town, Crimea, Russia in Europe
Melril (mSl'rer') or Melgig (mel'f eg') salt lake, 26 m. long, S E Algeria, Africa.
nielrose (mSl-roz')

1775

—

&

A

—
W

D

—

;

—

—

&

&

W

ow

foOJ, f(J6t, fflrl.; S as in f8r ; oi as in oil
as in cow;
a, e, 1, 0, u, long ; a, S, 6, less prolonged ; S, 5, T, o, ii, short ; a, §, i, o, u, obscure; fiir, lAst, fall, cSrn; term
a, d, u, u, ee (see p. 1719); alias in chin; gas in gel; u aiin linger,~link; iig as in aing; ihasin tliiu; th as ill thine; \ u, 6, w, B, o, a, H, s, N (see p. 1719).
;

;
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1776

N

Pop.
10

nillltello (me-le-tSllo) town, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy
Milk River, 500 m. long, from boundary of Mont, to Missouri river.

N

;

mill, tp. Tuscarawas co.
Ut. 6,712 D pop. 4, X Fillmore.
Millard (mll'ard) CO.
Millau (me'lo') min. & mfg. town, dept. Aveyron, France, on Tarn river
Millbank (mil'bank) city, X of Grant co. S. Dak
tp.
Millbridge (mTl'brij) tp. & vil. Washington co. Me
Millbrook (mil'brobk) vil. Hampshire, England
tp.
Millbury (mil'ber-I) tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
tp. Hamilton co. 0. pop.
Mill Creek, hundred, Newcastle co. Del. pop. 4.
tp. Lebanon co. Pa. pop. 2.
20.
tp. Erie co. Pa. pop. 3.
Ga
of
Baldwin
co.
city,
X
(mil'ej-vll)
MilledgeviUe
Mllle Lacs (mel lak') CO. E ceu. Minn. 580 D pop. 3, X Princeton.
co. S
Ga. 240 D pop.
Ark. G48 D pop. 1 5, X Texarkana.
Miller, co. S
tp. Gentry co.
CO. S Mo. 590 D pop. 14, X Tuscumbia.
4, X Colquitt.
Mo. pop. 4.
bor. Dauphin
Millersburg (mll'erz-bfirg) vil. X of Holmes co. 0. pop. 2.

W

pop.

CO. Pa.

—

—

—

W

—

—
—

Tex. 640

D pop.

—

—

W W

co.

—

—
—

&

—

—

—

—

&

N

*

3,019,

—

*

Mizhiritch (me-je-rlch') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe
(m'la'va) town, Plock govt. Poland, Russia in Europe

Mlawa

Moberly (mo'ber-li) city, Randolph co. Mo
Ala. 1,234 D pop.
Mobile (mo-bef') CO. S

Ouro Preto.

River

(inin'cho) riv. Italy, 38 m. lon"g, Lago di Garda to Po river.
pop. 733,
(men-da^na'o) isl. Philippine Isls. Malay Arch. 36,000
Cagayan.
principal towns Cota-bato, or Selangan,
city, X of Kearney
Minden (mln'den) town, X of Webster par. La. pop. 1.
govt. Westphalia
tp. Montgomery co. N. Y. pop. 5,
CO. Neb. pop. i.
prov. Prussia, 2,030
pop. 550.
its chief town, on Weser riv. pop. 20.
Mindoro (men-do'ro) isl. Pliilippine Isls. 4,150 pop. 15, * Calapan.

—

Mineo

—
—

—

D

co.

N E part of W.

D pop.

Va. 370

Mineral Point, city, Iowa co. Wis
Minerbio (me-ner'be-o) town, Emilia
Miners Mills, bor. Luzerne co. Pa

W of Catania

Minersville (mi'nerz-vll)

vil.

bor. Schuylkill co. Pa. pop. 4

Keyser.

prov. Italy

Meigs
;

X

12,

co. O.

on Ohio

riv.

pop. 1

coal mines.

;

u

13
ft.

Jefferson co. O
MingreUa (mTn-gre'li-a) old prov. now in Kutais govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia
?
in Asia, 4,116
Portugal, 130 m. long, Galicia prov. to Atlantic
Minho (men'yo) riv. Spain
Portugal, 2,807
pop. 941.
ocean.
or Entre-DourO-e-MinhO, prov.
its
pop. 11.
pop. 315.
Minieh (me'ne-ye) prov. Upper Egypt, 772
Kan.
pop.
2.
city,
of
Minneapolis (mm'e-ap'o-lis) city, X of Ottawa co.
Hennepin co. Minn. pop. 165.
tp. Hennepin co. Minn. pop. 3.
Minnehaba (mln'e-lia'ha) co. E S. Dak. 790 pop. 22, X Sioux Falls.
Minnesota (mTn'e-so'ta) agr. state, cen. part of U. S. A. in the upper Mississippi valley, 83,3"05 D~pop. 1,302,
St. Paul.
Minnesota River, 425 m. long. Big Stone Lake, S. Dak. to Mississippi river.
Minni Wakan (mTn'g wa-kan') or Devil Lake, salt lake, N. Dak. 40 m. long.
Minonk (mi-nfink') tp. city, Woodford co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. '2.
IHinorca (mT-nor'ka) isl. Balearic Group, E of Majorca, Mediterranean sea,
335
pop. 37,
Port Mahon ; Spanish.
MinotS Ledge (mi'nots-) reef, Cohasset Bay, 16 m. E S E of Boston, Mass.
Minpuri (mTn-poo're) dist. Agra div. N. W. Provinces, British India, 1,696
its
pop. 766.
pop. 21.
Minsk (minsk) govt. Russia in Europe, 35,293 pop. 1,681.
its
pop. 68.
Minster (mtn'ster) vil. Auglaize co. O
(me-o'zen)
largest lake in Norway, 55 m. long, 12 m. broad.
Mibsen
Miquelon (me'ke-loN') two isls. S of Newfoundland, belonging to France.
of Venice, pop. 9.
Mira (me'ra) town, Italy, 10 m.
town, Beira prov.
Portugal, pop. 6.
Mir£lbella (me-ra-bSl'la) city, Avellino prov. Italy
MirabellO (me-ra^bSl'lo) vil. near Pavia, Italy Francis I. captured here, 1525.
Miramichl (mTr'a-me-she') riv. 220 m. long, Carleton co. New Brunswick, Can.
Miranda (me-ran'da)" state, N Venezuela, South America, 33,969 pop. 485,
Calabozo.
Miranda do Corvo (-do Kor'vo) town, Beira prov. Portugal
Miranda do Douro (-doo'ro) town, Tras-os-Montes prov. Portugal
Italy
Mirandola (me-ran'do-la) ft. town, Modena prov.
Mirano (me-ra/no) town, N Italy, 12 m. N B of Padua, on Musone river
France
Charles
(mer)
Indre-et-Loire,
Martel's victory, 731.
vil.
dept.
Mire
Mirecourt (mer'koor') mfg. town, dept. Vosges, Prance musical instruments
town,
Poltava
govt.
Russ.
in
Europe,
(mer'go-rod')
on Khorol river
Mirgorod
Mirim (me-reN') lake. South America, between Brazil Uruguay, 100 m. long.
Kursk
govt.
Russia in Europe, on Psiol river..
Miropolie (me-ro-pol'ya) town,
Mirpur (mer'poor') town, Sind, Bombay, British India, 45 m. S of Haidarabad
of Ajmere
Mirta (mer'ta) town, Jodhpur, Rajputana, India, 36 m.
Mirzapur (mer'za'poor) dist. Benares div. N. W. Provs. British India, 5,217
pop. 1,016.
cotton mart, pop. 83.
its #, on Ganges riv. ; mfg. town
Mlseno (me-sa'no) promontory, Naples prov. Italy ruins of Mise'hum.

Junction (mtn'fo-)

D

vil.

&

—

N

—

P

—

*

213

X

—

O

&

Dmeans square

co.

;

7
12

D

(mor'biinj') native state, Orissa, India, 4,243
vil. Franklin co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3. —(pron. moi'ra) co.

(m6-i'r.a) tp.

&

259

river

9

5
11

9

13
10
13

61

30
12
11

.

;

Moliterno (mo-le-ter'no) town, Potenza prov. Italy
com.

D

leper colony.
Isls. 40 m. long, 169
Moluccas (mo-luk'kaz) or Spice Islands, lie between Celebes and Papua,
Malay Arch. produce nutmegs, cloves, and spices Dutch, 42,420 D
Mombasa (mom-bas'a) isl. spt. town, of British E Africa, lat. 4° 03' S. ..
Momence (mo-mens')"vil. Kankakee co. Ill
Mompox (mom-poH') town, Bolivar dept. Colombia, South America
Monaco (mbn'a-ko) principality city, 9 m. E N E of Nice, S E France, 8 D..
Monadnock (mo-uSd'ngk) mt. Cheshire co. N. H. 3,718 ft. high.
Monaghan (mon'a-Hanj"co. Ulster, Ireland, 500 D pop. 86, X Monaghan, pop. 4.
Mona Passage (mo'nii-) 80 m. wide, between Haiti and Puerto Bico,W. Indies.
;

;

D

&

G
2

;

#

321
6

&

miles; *, capital
X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing min., mining spt., seaport ; tp., townshin ;
Population is given in nearest thousands 2 z= 1,500 to 2,499 ; 3
2,500 lo 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations^ p. 1919.
:

11
6

—

Moll (mol) vil. Antwerp prov. Belgium
Molokai (mo-lo-W) one of the Hawaiian

Ind

;

18

—

;

;

;

Joseph

dept. Finistere, France

vil.

now part of Roumania, 18,000 D pop. 2,000, chief town Jassy.
Molenbeek-Saint— Jean (mo'loN'bak'-saN'-zhoN') suburb of Brussels, Belg.
Moleson (mol'e-soN') mt. Jura Alps, Switzerland, 6,588 ft. high.
Molf etta (mol-f et'ta) spt. town, Bari prov. Italy, on Adriatic sea
Moline (mo-len') city, Rock Island co. Ill
Molinella (mo-le-nel'la) town, Bologna prov. Italy cheese and hemp mart
Molino del Rey (mo-le'no del ra') buildings near Mexico city battle, 1847.

#

&

St.

7

7

town, Patna div. Bengal, Brit. India, on Ganges river.
(mo-Kansk') to%\'n, Penza govt. Russia in Europe
vil. Torontal co. Hungary
Mola or Mola di Bari (mo'la de ba're) spt. town, Bari prov. Italy
Mola di Gaeta (mola de fa-a'ta) town, Caserta prov. Italy
bor.
Mold (mold) bor. & town, X of Flint co. Wales
Moldau (mol'dow) riv. Bohemia, Aust. Bohmerwald mts. 200 m. to Elbe river.
Moldavia (mSl-da've-a) formerly a Danubian principality subject to Turkey,

;

(mish'a-wa'ka) town,

5
2
38

Molcrin (mok'ren')

;

—

7

W
W W
W

Mokhansk

N

BUshawaka

3

—

It.

Mokameb (mo-ka'ma)

;

NW

Emilia,

Moissac (mwas'sak') mfg. town, dept. Tarn-et-Garoime, France, on Tarn
Mojacar (mo-Ha-kar') town, Almeria prov. Spain
Mojave Desert (mo-ha'va-) arid basin, San Bernardino co. Cal.

#

Q

MobUe

Victoria, Australia, pop. 23.

—

W

(mo'e-loN')

Mohurbhunj

D

*

X, pop. 31, on

(mo'en) isl. Denmark, in Baltic sea, 87 D pop. 15, chief town, Stege.
Moerbeke (moor'ba-ke) vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium, 14m. N E of Ghent..
Moffat Hills (mof'at-) mt. chain, Scot. chief summit. Hartfell, 2,635 ft. high.
Mogador (mog'a-dor') ft. city & spt. Marocco, Africa, on Atlantic ocean
Mogl-Milim (mo'zhe-me-reN') towii and dist. Sao Paulo state,,Brazil
dist.
Mogliano VenetO (mol-ya'no va-na'to) town, Treviso prov. Italy
Moguer (mo-gSr') town, Huelva prov. Spain Columbus was aided here, 1484.
Mogul Empire (mo-giJl'-) founded in India, 1526-1528, * Delhi.
Mohacs (mo'hach') town, Baranya co. Hungary great battles, 1526 & 1687.
town,
Moharek (mo'ha-rek') isl. in Persian Gulf; one of the Bahrein Isls.
# of Bahrein Isls. pop. 8.
Ariz. 11,332 D pop. 1, X Mineral Park.
Mohave (mo-hii'va) CO. N
tp. Montgomery co.
Mohawk (mo'hak) vil. jHerkimer co. N. Y. pop. 2.
N. Y. pop. 3.
175
m.
long,
Lewis
CO.
IN.
Y.
to
Hudson
riv. at Cohoes.
Mohawk River,
Mohllev (mo-He'lev) govt. Russia in Europe, 18,551 D pop. 1,294. .— its * pop.
town, Podolia govt. Russia in Europe, pop. 18.
42, on Dnieper riv.
Mohund^bad (mo'htind-a'bad') town, Agra div. N. W. Provs. British India.

Moira

#

—

its

—

&

D

—

W

D

N
#

52.

cotton trade.

;

Q

—

;

Mben

;

IffiingO

w

Moelan

—

coal mines.

Ddinervino (me-ner-ve'no) town, Bari prov. Italy
(me'ues-) E arm of Fuudy Bay, Nova Scotia ; tides 60 to 70
Mineville (min'vil) vil. Essex co. N. Y. iron mines
Mingan Islands (mTn'gan-) group of 29 isls. in St. Lawrence Gulf.

Mines Bay

W

9G6 D pop. 286.
its *, ft. city, pop. 31.
town, Presburg co.
Hungary
Modesto (mo-dSs'to) town, X of Stanislaus co. Cal
of Syracuse
Modica (mod'e-ka) town, Sicily, Italy, 30 m.
S
Modigliana (mo-del-ya'na) town, Florence prov. Italy, on Marzeno river....
of Vienna
Modling (mod'ling) town, Lower Austria, 8 m. S S
Modoc (mo'dok) co. N E Cal. 4,198 D pop. 5, X Alturas.
Modes (mo'dbih') vil. Torontal co. Hungary, on Theiss river
Modugno (mo-doon'yo) mfg. town, Bari prov. Italy
Modum (mo'doom) vil. Norway, on Drammen river

Mineola (mln'e-o'la) town. Wood co. Tex
Miner (mi'ner)"co. E S. Dak. 580 D pop. 5, X Howard.
Mineral,

W

Bay, a cml. city

Modena (mod'a-nii) prov.
Modern (mo'dSrn) walled

D

(me-na'o) town, Sicily, Italy, 96 m. S

&

Ala. 36 m. long, 8 to 18 ra. wide.
Mobile Bay, in S
Mobile River, Ala. 45 m. long, formed by Alabama & Tombigbee rivers.
Mobley (mob'lT) tp. Edgefield c_o. S. C
Mocha (mo'ka, Arabic pron. mo'Ka) ft. spt. Arabia, on Red Sea; fine coffee..

Mlnolo

&

12

Napier's victory, 1843.

Minch (minch) strait, 35 m. wide, between Lewis isl. in Hebrides, & Scotland.
Minchinhampton (mTn'chtn-liamp'tgn) mfg. town, Gloucester co. England..
Mindanao

—

;

—

n

11

30
9

;

—

—

D

—
—

W

^

—

vil. CasweU co. N. C. pop. 3.
tp.
N. Y. pop. 6.
bor. Northumbertp. Wood co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Jackson co. 0. pop. 4.
or Royal
vil. Chittenden co. Vt.' tp. pop. 2.
land CO. Pa. pop. 5.
tp.
15.
England,
pop.
par.
Kent
co.
Milton,
MiltSln (milt-sen') mt. Atlas Range, Marocco, N Africa, 11,400 ft. high.
its X pop. 204.
tp. MQMilwaukee (mll-wa'ke) co. Wis. 232 pop. 236.
waukee co. pop. 6.
Milwaukee River, 100 m. long. Fond du Lac CO. Wis. to Lake Michigan.
Menado.
Minahassa (me'na-has'sa) dist. E end of Celebes isl. pop. 106,
its *.
Minas (me'nas) dept. Uruguay, South America, 4,844 pop. 20.
Idinas-Oeraes (me'nas-zha-ra'gs) state, Brazil, South America, 222,160 pop.

Saratoga

tp.

W
—

—

—

—

—

—

Mlsterbianc_0 (mes'tar-be-iin'ko) town, Sicily, Italy
MiSti (mes'te) mt. 18^38 ft. high, N E of Arequipa, Peru, S. Am.
or Huayna
Putina (hoo-i'na poo-te'nii) volcano, 17,454 ft. high, 90 m. S E of Arequipa.
Mistretta (mes-tret'ta) town, Sicily, Italy, 68 m.
S
of Messina
Mitau or Mittau (me'tou, mit'tou) town, # of Courland govt. Russia
MitCham (micli'am) vil. & par. Surrey co. England
joint pop.
Mitchell, CO. S
Ga. 507 G pop. 11, X Camilla.
co. N lo. 480 D pop. 13, X
Osage.
CO. N Kan. 720 D pop. 15, X Beloit.
co. N. C. 324 D pop. 13, X
Bakersville.
co. N
Tex. 900 D pop. 2, X Colorado.
town, Lawrence
CO. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. & city, X of Davison co. S. Dak. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Mitchells Peak, one of Black Mts. in Yancey co. N. C. the highest peak of
the Appalachians, 6,711 ft.
Mitla (met'la) vil. 26 m. E of Oaxaca, Mexico numerous ruins and tombs.
Mitrowicz (mlt'ro-vTts') town, E Slavonia, Hungary
Mlttweida (mtt'wi'da) mfg. tovi'n. Saxony kingdom, Ger. 35 m. S E of Leipsic
Mitylene (mit-e-le'ne) anc. Les'bos, isl. of Turkey, Mgean sea, 276 D pop. 50.
Mlldana (mtsh-I-a'na) isl. Brazil, South America, at mouth of Amazon river.
Mistecapan (meks-ta-ka-piin') table-land, Oaxaca, Mexico 5,000 ft. high.
Miya (me'yii) spt. town, Ovari Bay, Hondo isl. Japan
Miyaili (me'ya'ne') vil. Sind, Bombay, British India, 5 m. N of Haidarabad

5,

tp.
Mill Shoals, tp. & vil. White co. Ill
Millstadt (mil'stSt) vil. St. Clair co. Ill
Millstone, tp. Monmouth co. N. J
Millvale (mtl'val) bor. Allegheny co. Pa
MlUville (mil'vil) city, Cumberland co. N. J
Milnrow (mll'ro) town, Lancaster co. England, 2 ni. E S E qf Eochdale
nie'lo) eparchy, Cyclades nome,
MilO (mi'lo) tp. Yates co. N. Y. pop. 6.
( pron.
Greece, pop. 11.
isl. Cyclades nome, Greece, 65 D pop. 4.
town, Sussex co. Del.
Milton (mtl'ton) co.N Ga. 110 D pop. 6, X Alpliaretta.
tp. Dupage co. 111. pop. 3.— tp. &
pop. 1.
city, Santa Rosa co. Fla. pop. 1.
tp. & vil. Stratford co. N. H. tp. pop. 2.
vil. Norfolk co. Mass. tp. pop. 4.

—

—

;

W

co. cen.

—

—

2.

Millersville (mil'erz-vTl) vil. Lancaster co. Pa
lo. 448
pop. 15, X Glenwood.
Mills, 00. S
X Goldthwaite.

a

W

—

—

—

Pop.
50
30

;

W

O

Misiones (me se-o^ngs) ter. NE Argentine Republic, South America, 28,932 0,
MiskolCZ (mish-kolts') town, Hungary, X of Borsod co. wine trade
MiSOl (me-sol') isl. 50 m. long, Malay Arch. N of Ceram several villages.
Mispillion (mls'pTl'e-on) hundred, Kent co. Del
Missaukee (mls-a'klfco. N
Mich. 580 D pop. 5, X Lake City.
Mission, tp. Neosho co. Kan
Missisquol (mTs-isTiwoi) CO. Quebec prov. Can. 560 D pop. 19, X Frelighsburg.
Mississippi (mis'Is-Ip'T) riv. U. S. A. 3,000 m. long, from Itasca Lake, 47° 10'
N, to Gulf of Mex. —state of U. S. A. 46,810 D pop. 1,290, * Jackson.
co.
N E Ark. 803 D pop^ 12, X Osceola. co. S E Mo. 430 D pop. 10, X Charleston.
Missolonghi (mis'so-lon'ge) cml. town, Greece Byron died here in 1824
Missoula (miz-oo'la) co7N W Mout. 18,550 D pop. 14.
its X pop. 3.
Missouri (mis-oo'rl) riv U. S. A. 3,100 m. long. Rocky Mts. to Mississippi
riv.
state, U. S. A. 69,415
pop. 2,679, * Jefferson City.
tp. Boone co.
Mo. pop. 3.
Missouri Valley, town, Harrison co. lo
Mistassini (mis-tiis-se'ne) lake, 100m. long, 10m. wide, Canada; communicates by Rupert riv. with James Bay.
river, prov. Quebec, 150 m. long,
flows into Lake St. Johns.

=

;

;

;

vil., village.
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Uonastlr

(mBn-ae-ter') apt. town, Tunis,

N

Montecorvlno Pu^Ilano (mon'ta-k5r-ve'no pool-ya'no) town, Salerno

Turkey in Europe, 7,643 D pop. 664. —or BitoUa, its * pop. 45.
Monbelliard (moN'bSl'lyar') aiic. dist. France, dept. Doubs.
Moncalierl (mon-ka-le-a're) town. Piedmont, Italy, on Po riv. 4 m. S of Turin
Mitncb (monK) mt. Alps, Bern canton, Switzerland, 13,468 ft. high.
Moncllldue (mon-ahe'ka) town, Algarve prov. Portugal
Monck (miink) co. Ontario prov. Canada, on Lake Erie, 373 D
Mcncton (munk'teu) town, Westmoreland co. New Bnmswick, Canada
UondeKO (mon-da'g 5) riv. Portugal, 130 m. long, Serra de Estrella mts. to
Atlantic oc.
riv. Brazil, 180 m. long, Santa Marta Mts. to Paraguay Kiver.
Mondovl (mon-do-ve') mfg. town. Piedmont, Italy, 14 m. E S E of Cuueo
vilayet,

Italy

1,813.

—

(mgn-ger') dist. Bh^galpur div. Bengal, British India, 3,922
*, on Ganges riv. pop. 57.

estimated area 1,288,000

D

pop. 2,000

D pop.

(m6n-gwa'gou) tp. Wayne co. Midi
MonlStrol (mon'es'trol') town, dept. Haute-Loire, France
Moniteau (m5n'I-to') co. cen. Mo. 420 D pop. 16, X California.
Monk-Wearmouth (miink-wSr'miitli) tp. Durham co. Eng. on Wear
.

river. ..
tp.
city,

city, Washington co. Pa
River, 150 m. long, Marion co. W. Va. to Pittsburg, Pa.
Morgantown.
(mo-n5n-ga'li-a) co. W. Va. 325
pop. 16,

X

Sierra"Nevada, Mono co. Cal. 10,765 ft. high.
spt. town, Bari prov. Italy, 27 m. B S E of Bari
town, Pest co. Hungary, 20 m. S E of Budapest
Monostorszeg (mo'nos'tor'sgg') town, Hungary, 41 m. S E of Fiinf kirchen .
Monovar (mo-no-var') town, Alicante prov. Spain, on Elda river
of Palermo
Monreale (mon-ra-a'la) town, Sicily, Italy, 4 m. S
Ala. 990 D pop. 19, X Monroeville.
Monroe (mon-rS') CO. S
co. E Ark.
696 D popflS, X Clarendon. —CO. S Fla. 692 D pop. 19, X Key West.
co.
cen. Ga. 490 D pop. 19, X Forsyth.
co. S
111. 380
pop. 13, X Waterloo.
CO. S
Ind. 430 D pop. 18, X Bloomington.
co. S lo. 432 D pop.
co. S Ky. 272 D pop. 11, X Tompkmsville.
14, X Albia.
co. S E Mich.
530 D pop. 32, X Monroe.
co. N E Miss. 770 D pop. 31, X Aberdeen.
CO. N E Mo. 644 D pop. 21, X Paris.
co. N. Y. 721 D pop. 190, X Rochester.
CO. O. 468 D pop. 25, X Woodsfield.
co. E Pa. C25 D pop. 20,
X Stroudsburg. co. E Tenn. 580 D pop. 15, X Madiso.iville. co. S E part
of W. Va. 460 a pop. 12, X Union.
co.
Wis. 900 D pop. 23, X Sparta.
tp. Madison co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Pike co. Ind. pop. 2.
city, X of Ouachita par. La. pop. 3.
city, X of Monroe co. Mich. pop. 5.
tp. Middlesex
CO. N. J. pop. 3.
tp. & vil. Orange co. N. T. tp. pop. 2.
tp. & town, X
of Union co. N. C. tp. pop. 5, town pop. 2.
tp. Allen co. 0. pop. 2.
tp.
Clermont co. O. pop. 2. .— tp. Miami co. 0. pop. 3.
tp. & city, X of Green
CO. Wis. city pop. 4.
Monroe City, town, Monroe co. Mo

Monor (mo'norn

.

—

—

W
—

—

—

—

D

—

—

—

^

W

—

^

—

Huron

vil.

*

co.

—

W

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

&

St.

13

&

o, u, lon^ ; a, S, 6, less
a, 6, U, D, ee (see p. 1719)

;

112

cli

as in

;

—

—

D

—

&

—

Va.
13
4

13

6
23

D

&

forest
Rous(moN'mo'roN'se') vil. dept. Seine-et-Oise, France, pop. 4
(Eng. pron. mont'mo-rSn'sT) riv. Quebec prov. Canada,
seau's Hermitage.
co. S E Quebec
Snow Lake to St. Lawrence riv.; noted falls, 250 ft. high.
prov. Canada, 2,183
pop. 12, X Chateau Richer.
Montmorillon (moN'mo're'yoN') town, dept. Vienne, France
MontOlr (moN'twiir') town, dept. Loire-Iuf t^rieure, France
Montona (mon-to'nit) town, Istria, Kiistenland prov. Austria
min. town, Andalusia prov. Spain
Montoro (mon-to'ro) cml.
Montoro Inferlore (mon-to'ro en-fa-rc-o'ra) town, Avellino prov. Italy
Montoro Superiore (-soo-pa-re-o'ra) town, Avellino prov. Italy
Montour (m5n-toor') co. E cen. Pa. 130 pop. 16, X Danville.
of Vt. tp. pop.
vil. X of Washington co.
Montpelier (m5nt-pe'li-er) tp.
4, vil. pop. 4.
of dept. HiSrault, France
Montpelller (moN'pgl'lyS') city,
Mont Perdu (moN' pSr'dU') summit of Pyrenees mts. in Sp. 10,950 ft. high.
river port, chief city of Quebec prov. Canada. ..
Montreal (m5nt're-al') city
Montredon (moN'tre-doN') town,_dept. Tarn, France
Montreuil-SOUS-Bols (moN'trDl'-soo'-bwa') town, dept. Seine, France
tp. & city,
its X pop. 1.
Montrose (mon-troz') CO.
Col. 2,300
pop. 4.
spt. town,
Lee CO. lo. tp. pop. 2.
bor. X of Susquehanna co. Pa. pop. 2.
Forfar co. Scotland, 34 m. S
of Aberdeen, pop. 15.
Montrouge (moN'roozli') vil. dept. Seine, France S sulnirb of Paris
;

—

D

6
6
5
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6
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69
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—

W

;

Mont-Sj3nt-Jean (nioN'-sitN'-zh5N') vil. E of
Mont-Saint-Michel (nioN'-silN'-me'shfil') ft.
France

;

remarkable ancient abbey

Montserrat (mSnt'ser-rilt')
Montville (mOnt'vtf) tp. &

short ; a, g, j[, o, n, oh.icure; far, list,
g as in get n as in linger, link ng as in. aing
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Italy, 9,519
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Rome,
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town, Monaco prin. gambling resort
Monte Casino (-ka-se'no) mt. & famous abbey, Caserta prov. Italy.
MontecastrUU (-kas-trel'le) comnunie, Umbria, Italy
Monte— Catlnl (-ka-te'ne) vil. Tuscany, Italy hot springs
MontecchldJ (mon-tSk'ke-o) tow n, Reggio nell' Emilia prov. Italy
Montecchlo Magglore (-miid-jo'rS) vil. 7 m. S
of Vicenza, Italy
Montechiai'O (mou'tS-ke-U'ro) mfg. town, Lombardy, Italy silks
Monte-OhrlstO (mon'tS-kres'to) is). Mediterranean sea, Siena prov. Italy ....
Monte Corno (-kor'no) or Monte Cavallo (-kii-vitl'lo) mt. peak of Apennines,

EME

—

W

Montmartre (moN'mar'tr) the N suburb of Paris, Fr.; great cemetery here.
Montmorency (mont'm6-rgn-sT) co. N E Mich. 580 IH pop. 1, X Hillman. —

&

70 m.

W

&
&

—

# & #

^
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—

E

—

(-kar'lo)

5
9
10

(moN'ten'ye'-siir'-sSN'br) commune, Belgium
Montljo (mon-te'Ho) town, Spain, 16 m. E of Badajos, on Guadiana river
MontUla (mon-tel'ya) town, Cordova prov. Spain
Montlvllllers (moN'te've'ya') town, dept. Seine-Infirieure, France.
MontlUQOn (moN'Hi'soN') mfg. town, dept. AUier, France, on Cher river. .....
pop. 15, X
Montmagny (moN'man'ye') CO. S Quebec prov. Canada, 624

—

Monte Carlo

7

Montlgny-SUr-Sambre
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republic of Liberia, Africa, on Mesurado riv.
Monrovia (m5n-ro'vi-a) spt.
Mons (nioNs) mfg. town, Hainaut prov. Belgium
Monsefli (mon-sa-fo6') mfg. to\vn, Lambayeque dept. N Peru, South America
Monselice (mon-sa-le'cha) mfg. town, Italy, 13 m. S
of Padua
Monserrat (mon-sSr-raf) mt. Barcelona prov. Spain, 3,919 ft. high.
Mouson (miin'sgn) tp. Hampden co. Mass
Monsummano (mon'soom-ma'no) town, Lucca prov. Italy hot springs
of Padua, on Frassina river
Montagnana (mon-tan-ya'na) town. It. 23 m. S
Tex. 890
vil.
pop. 19, X Montague.
tp.
Montague (mSn'ta-gu) co.
Franklin co. Mass. tp. pop. 6.
vil. Muskegon co. Mich. pop. 2.
Montague Island, Alas, coast, Pacific ocean, 50 m. long, 8 m. broad.
commune, Florence prov. Italy
com.
Montajone (mon-ta-yo'ua) town
Montalhan (m6n-tal-ban') town, Carabobo state, Venezuela, South America.
(mon-tal-ba'no)
town,
Potenza prov. Italy
Montalbano
Montalbodo (mon-tal-bo'do) vil. Ancona prov. Italy
com.
Montale (mon-ta'la) town commune, Florence prov. Italy
MontaltO (mon-tal'to) town, Ascoli-Piceno prov. Italy, pop. 3 a bishop's see.
town, Cosenza prov. Italy, pop. 5.
Montana (mSn-ta'na) state, U. S. A. 45°-49° N, 146,080 pop. 132, * Helena.
Montanaro (mon-ta-na'ro) town, Turin prov. Italy
Montanches (mon-tan'chSs) town, Caceres prov. Estremadura, Spain
Montargls (moN'tar'zhe') mfg. town, dept. Loiret, France, on Loing river. .
zinc works..
Montatalre (mSN'ta/tar') vil. dept. Oise, France; iron, copper,
Montauban (m6N'to'b5N') town, *of dept. Tarn-et-Garonne, France, pop. 28.
town, dept. Hle-et-Vilaine, France, pop. 3.
Montaud (moN'to') town, dept. Loire, France.
Montauk Point (mSn'tak'-) E extremity of Long Island, N. Y.
Montb^llard (moN'bS'lyar') mfg. town, dept. Doubs, France
Mont Blanc (moN' bloN') mt. of Savoy Alps, France, 15,810 ft. high.
Montblanch (mont-blank') town, Tarragona prov. Catalonia, Spain
MontbrlSOn (moN'bre'zoN') town, # of dept. Loire, Prance
Montcalm (mont-kam') co. Mich. 720 D pop. 33, X Stanton.
tp. in same,
CO.
Quebec prov. Canada, 4,028 n pop. 12, X Sainte Julienne.
pop. 2.
Montceau-leS-Mlnes (moN'so'-la'-men') min. vil. dept. Sa8ne-et-Loire, Fr..
famous pass, 6,775 ft. high, French
Mont GeniS (moN' se-ne') peak
Italian Alps ; railway tunnel under Col de Pr^jus.
Mont Cervln (moN' s5r'v5N'). See Matterhorn.
Montchanln-les-Mines (moN'cha'nSN'-la'-men') vil. dept. SaSne-et-Loire, Fr.
vil. Essex co. N. J
tp.
Montclalr (mSnt'clSr') tp.
baths..
Mont-de-Marsan (miSN'-de-mar'soN') town,
of dept. Landes, Fr.
Montdldler (-de'de-a') mfg. town, dept. Somme, France
Mont Dor (-dSr') mt. group, dept. Puy-de-D8me, France ; highest 6,188 ft.
Monte Alcino (mon'ti al-che'no) city, Siena prov. Italy
of Treviso
Montebelluna (-bel-loo'nii) market tovni, Italy, 13 m.
of Florence
MontecarlO (-kar'lo) town, Tuscany, Italy, 30 m.
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Monroeville (mon-ro'vll)

—
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Monopoli (mo-no'po-le)

W
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&

MonongaJiela City (mo-nSn-ga-he')a-)

W

W

W

—

&
Monmouth (mSn'miith) co. N. J. 475 D pop. 69, X Freehold. —
X of Warren co. 111. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6. — or Monmouthshire (m5n'muth-shir) co. S England, 579 D pop. 252. —its X, on Wye riv. pop. 6.
Mono (mo'no) co. E Cal. 3,384 D pop. 2, X Bridgeport. — salt lake, Mono co. Gal.
Monona (mo-no'na) co. W lo. 684 D pop. 15, X Onawa City.
D

8

5
5
12

.

*

E,

Monguagon

Monongahela
Monongalia
Mono Pass (mo'no-)

7

6
5

W

W

N

&

chief city Urga.

;

7

5

coast of Jamaica isl. W. Indies.
(mon-te'go-) spt. town,
Monteleone (mon'ta-la-o'na) town, Catanzaro prov. Italy
of Palermo
Montelepre (-la'pra) town, Sicily, Italy, IS m.
mfg. city, dept. DrSme, France
Mont^limar (moN'ta'le'mar') agr.
Montella (mon-tSl'l'a) town, Avellino prov. Campania, Italy
Montellano (mon-tSl-ya'no) town, SeviUa prov. Spain
Monte MagglOre_(mon'ta mad-jo'ra) market town, Sicily, Italy
Montemurro (-moor'ro) town, Potenza prov. Italy
part of Balkan Pen.
Mentenegro (-na'fro) independent principality,
Cettinj(5.
Europe, 3,630 n_pop. 200,
town,
(-pa-lo'so)
Potenza
prov. Italy
MontepelOSO
MontepulClano (-pool-chii'no) town, Siena prov. cen. Italy
Montereale (-ra-a'la) ft. town, Aquila prov. Italy
Montereau (moN'te-ro') town, dept. Seine-et-Marne, France
Cal. 3,452
Monterey (mon-te-ra') CO.
pop. 19, X Salinas. .— city, Monterey
(Sp. pron. mon-ta-ra') city,
CO. Cal. pop. 2.
of Nuevo Leon state, Mexico,
pop. 42.
Monte Rosa (mon^ta ro'sa) mt. Pennine Alps, Swit.
Italy, 15,208 ft. high.
Monte-Rosso (mon'ta-ros'so) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily, Italy
Monte RotondO (mon'ta ro-ton'do) mt. Corsica isl. 8,763 ft. high.
Monte San Giovanni Campana (-san jo-van'ne kam-pa'na) walled town,
Rome prov. Italy
Monte San Gluliano (-siiu jool-ya'no) town, Trapani, Sicily, Italy
(mon'taMontesano (mon'te-sa'no) town, X of Chehalis co. Wash. pop. 2.
sii'uo) town, Salerno prov. Italy
Monte San Savino (mon'ta san sa-ve'no) town, Tuscany, Italy
Monte Sant' Angelo (-sant an'jS-lo) town, Foggia prov. Italy
Monte Santo (-siin'to) town, Macerata prov. Italy
Monte-Sarchlo (mou'ta-sar'ke-o) town, Avellino prov. Italy
Monte-ScagUosO (-skal-y o'so) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Montese (mon-ta'sa) town, Modena prov. Italy
Montespertoli (mon'ta-spar-to'le) town, Florence prov. Tuscany, Italy
Montevarchl (-var'ke) town, Florence prov. Tuscany, Italy, on Arno river .
Monte-Vellno (-va-le'no) mt. Aquila prov. cen. Italy, 8,174 ft. high.
(mon'taMontevideo (mon'te-vid'e-o) vil. X of Chippewa co. Minn. pop. 1.
its
of
pop. 222.
ve'da-o) dept. Uruguay, South America, 256
Uruguay, a spt. city, pop. 175.
of Turin, 12,585 ft. high.
Monte-Viso (mon'ta-ve'so) mt. of the Alps, 40 m. S
Col. 2,640
pop. ^, X Cortez.
Montezuma (mon'te-zu'ma) co. S
Italy, 11,614 ft.
Mont Genfevre (moN zhe-na'vr) mt. of the Alps, France
high ; pass 6,560 ft. high, crossed by a road constructed by Napoleon.
Montgomery (mont-giim'er-i) CO. S E Ala. 772 pop. 56, X Montgomery.
pop. 9, X Mount
co. S E Ga. 763
co.W Ark. 834 pop. 8, X Mount Ida.
cen. Ind.
co.
pop. 30, X Hillsboro.
Vernon. . co. S cen. 111. 702
lo. 432
pop. IG, X Red Oak.
co. S
504
pop. 28, X Crawfordsville.
E Ky. 200 pop.
co.
CO. S S E Kan. 648
pop. 23, X Independence.
co. N cen.
pop. 27, X Rockville.
co. Md. 508
12, X Mount Sterling.
pop. 17, X Danville.
pop. 14, X Winona.
co. E Mo. 546
Miss. 395
pop. 11, X Troy.
pop. 46, X Fonda.
co. cen. N. C. 596
CO. N. Y. 396
pop. 123, X Norrispop. 101, X Dayton.
co. S E Pa. 480
CO. 0. 480
co. E Tex. 1,100
town.
CO. cen. Tenn. 540
pop. 30, X Clarksville.
pop. 18, X Christianspart of Va. 422
co. S
pop. 12, X Montgomery.
tp. Gibson
of state, pop. 22.
burg.
city, X of Montgomery CO. Aia. and
tp. Montgomery
tp.
vil. Lesueur co. Minn. vil. pop. 1.
CO. Ind. pop. 4.
tp.
CO. Mo. pop. 4.
tp.
vil. Orange co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 1.
tp. Franklin co. Pa. pop. 3.
Ashland co. O. pop. 5.
tp. Wood co. O. pop. 3.
its X pop. 1.
pop. 58.
or Montgomeryshire (-shir) co.
Wales, 774
Montgomery City, town, Montgomery CO. Mo
commune, Piacenza
Monticelll d' Ongina (mon-te-chSl'le don-je'ua) town
com.
prov. Italy^ 14 m. E by
of Piacenza
1.
town, X of JefArk.
pop.
Monticello (mon-te-s81'lo) town, X of Drew co.
ferson CO. Fla. pop. 1.
tp.
city, X of Piatt co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
tp.
city, Jones co. lo. tp. pop. 3,
town, X of White co. Ind. pop. 2.
residence of Jefferson,
vil. X of Sullivan co. N. Y. pop. 1.
city pop. 2.

Montego Bay

its

Ion. 88°-125°

6

W

Monett (mo-nSf) town, Barry co. Mo
Monfalcone (mon-f al-ko'na) ft. town, Kiistenland prov. Aust. near Triest Gulf
com.
Monf estlno (mon-fes-te'no) town & commune, Modena prov. Italy
Monlorte (mon-f or'ta) town, Lugo prov. Spain
Monglbello (mon-je-bSl'lo) local name of Mt. Etna, Sicily.
Mongolia (m5n-go'lT-a) region, Chinese empire, lat. 37°-50°N,

prov.

mineral springs

;

Montecorvlno Rovella (-ro-vSl'la) town, Salerno prov. Italy
MontefalCO (-f al'ko) town, Perugia prov. Italy
of Viterbo
Monteliascone (-fe-as-ko'na) tovra, cen. Italy, 9 m. N N
Montefiorlno (-fe-o-re'no) town, Modena prov. Italy
Montef orte (-f or'ta) town, Italy, 14 m. E of Verona
Monte-Frio (-fre'o) mfg. town, Granada prov. Spain
of Fermo
Monte-Glorglo (-jor'jo) town, Marches, Italy, 20 m. S

—

Monghyr

Pop.

Pop.

—

Africa, on Sidra Gulf, pop. 12.

1777

;

th as in

terra

tliin

;

Normandy,

town on sunnnit

W.

Indies, 32

isl.

Britisli

vil.

Now London

co.

D

1

pop. 12, *• Plymouth.

Conn

tp.

NN E

of Milan

foOd, f(56t, fOrlj 6 as in f6r oi as in oil
o\v as in cow;
th as in tliino 1, u, S, w, b, u, o, u, k, n (aeo p. 1719),
;

;

;

9

Waterloo, Belgium.

rock, Cancalo Bay,

town, Milan prov. Lombardy, Italy, 9 m.

fall, cfire;
;

&

field of

5
19

;

2
27

.

..
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

N

Honzoh (mon-thoii') town, Huesca prov. Spain, on Cinea river
Moody (mo5'di) CO. E S. Dak. 500 D pop. G, X Plandreau.
niOOers (moorz) tp. & vil. Clinton co. N. Y

Mostar (mSs'tiir') walled city, Herzegovina iustria-Hungary, on Narenta river.

Mosul

tp.

See Mukden,

IHookdeu (mook'den').

Moola (moo'la). See Mdghla.
Moons, tp. Newberry co. S. C

Moor or Mor
Moore (mor)

Hungary

co.

wine trade
co. S Tenn. 170

—

;

X Carthage.
tp. Northampton co. Pa. pop. 3.
Lyncliburg.
or
(i'lue-o)
isl.
one
of tlie Society
Eimeo
Moorea (moo'ra'a)
ocean, 50 Dpop. 2, chief town Papetoai French.
Moorestown (morz'town) vil. Burlington co. N. J
pop.

O

(mor) town, Stulilweissenburg
CO. cen. N. C. 924 D pop. 20,

^

X

6,

P

&

X

city,
of Clay co. Minn
(mor'lied) tp.
(mors'la-de) vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium

Moorslede

city

ft.

;

;

a

—

W

—

&

Morella (mo-ra'le-a) town, # of Michoacan state, Mexico
Morella (m6-rSl'ya) town, Castellon de la Plana prov. Valencia, Spain
MorelOS (m6-ra1os) state, S Mexico, 2,773 D pop. 142, # Cuernavaca, pop.
town, Nuevo Leon state, Mexico, pop. 9.
Morenci (m6-ren'sT) vil. Lenawee co. iVIich
Morez (mo'ra') mfg. town, dept. Jura, France, on Bienne river

—

pop.

W

(m6r'g.an) co.

X

2,

580

111.

N

D
N

—

Ala. 686

Fort Morgan.

D

—

pop. 33,

N

—

X

D

—

N

D

—

D

D

—

N

—

N

D

D

—

&

—

D

—

—

9.

D
D

—

&

&

Mor|;enstern (mor'gen-stgm') vil. Bohemia, Austria
Moriah (mo-ri'a) tp. & vil. Essex co. N. Y. tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 1.
Morloka (mo-re-o'ka) city, Rikushu prov. N Hondo isl. Japan, lat. 39° 40' N.
Morlacca (mor-lak'ka) coast dist. of Croatia, Hungary.
Morlaix (m6r'la') cml. town, dept. Finistere, France
of Leeds
Morley (mSr'lI) town, York co. England, 4 m. S S
Mormanno (mor-man'no) town, Cosenza prov. Italy
Morne— a—I'Eau (morn'-a'-lo') town & commune, French West Indies, on
Grande-Terre Island
com.
Mornington (mSm'Ing-ton) co. Victoria, Australia
(mo-r5k'o).
Makocco.
See
Morocco

W

u

Moron

(mo-ron') town, Andalusia prov. Spain
(mor'peth) town, Northumberland co. England
Morrellville (mor-rel'vTl) vil. Cambria co. Pa

Morpeth

tp.
CO.

—

co.

N. J.

D pop. 54, X Morristown. ~ co. N E Tex. 260 D pop. 7, X Dangerfleld. —
& city, X of Grundy co. lU. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 4. — tp. & vil. X of Stevens
Minn. vil. pop. 1. ^ tp. Morris co. N. J. pop. 10. — tp. & vil. Otsego co.

N. Y.

tp. pop. 2.

Morrlsanla (mSr'Ts-a'ne-a) vil. Westchester co. N. Y. now part of N. Y. city.
Morris Island, in entrance of Charleston Harbor, S. C.
Morrison (mor'Is-on) co. cen. Minn. 970 D pop. 13, X Little Falls.
city, X

^

of Whiteside co.

111.

pop.

Morristown (mSrls-town)

2.

city,

X

w

—

& vil.

^

Morro-Grande

Morrow
2,020

n pop.

4,

&

of Morris co. N. J. pop. 8.
tp.
vil. St.
tovra,
of Hamblen co. Tenn. pop. 2. .^

co. N. Y. vil. pop. 2.
X
Lamoille co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
(mor'ro-gran'da) vil. Minas-Geraes state, Brazil
(mor'ro) co. N con. 0. 432 D pop. 18, X Mount Gilead.

Lawrence
tp.

—

co.

X Heppner.

Mors (mSrs) isl. in Lym-Fiord, N Jutland, Denmark,
Morsbansk (mor-shansk') town, Tambov govt. Russ.
Mortagne (mor'tail') mfg. town, dept. Ome, France

N Ore.

23 m. long, 11 m. broad.
in Europe, on Zna river.

Mortara O"or-ta'ra) town, Pavia prov. Italy, on Arbogna river
Mortlake (mSrt'lak) par. Surrey co. England, 8 m. W S
of London
Morton (mSr'ton) co. S W Kan. 729 D pop. 1, X Richfield.
co. S N. Dak.

W

3,168

D

pop. 5,

X

—

Mandan.

Morvan

(mSr'voN') old div. France, in the Nivernais, now depts. Ni^tre, Cotb
d'Or,
Sa6ne-et-Loike.
Morvl (mSr've') native state, Kathiawar pen.
India, 1,062 IH
Morven (mSr'ven) tp. Anson co. N. C. pop. 3.
mt. Aberdeen co. Scotland,
2,700 ft. high.
mt. Caithness co. Scotland, 3,000 ft. high.
Mosciana (mo-shii'na) town, Teramo prov. Italy
Moscow (mos'ko) Eitss. Moskva (mbsk'va) govt. Russia in Europe, 12,859
pop. 2,211.
its #, and formerly * of Russia, on Moskva riv. pop. 753.
Mosdok (mos-dbk') ft. town, Terek govt. N. Caucasia, Russia
Moselle (mo'zel') riv. 328 m. long, dept. Vosges, France, to Rhine river.
Moskva (mosk'va) riv. 200 m. long, Smolensk govt. Russ. in Europe, to Oka riv.
Mosquito Territory (mos-ke'to-) reservation. Mosquito Indians, E Nicaragua,
Central America, lat. 11°-16° N, Ion. 83° 10'-86°
chief town, Blewfields.
Mossamedes (mos-sa'ma-des) prov. Portuguese
Africa, between Benguela
and the Cunene riv. pop. 25.
its * pop. 3.
Mossley (mosli) town, Lancaster co. England
Moss Point, vil. Jackson co. Miss
Mostaganem (mos-ta-gii-ngm') ft. town spt. Oran prov. Algeria, Africa

&

W

—

—

D

—

W
W

—

;

&

D means square miles

;

*,

Population

is

capital

;

X,co.seat;

a
Me. 3,387 ft. high.
Coos co. N. H. 5,759 ft. high.

co.

—

Arrington

7

814

Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount

(-ar'iiig-tgn) peak,

Coast Range mts. Ore.

Auburn (-a'burn) cemetery, in Cambridge & Watertown, Mass.
Ayr (-Sr') town, X of Ringgold co. lo
Baker, peak. Cascade Range, Whatcom co. Wash. 10,500 ft. high.
Bailey

(-bal'T)

mt. Shasta

co. Cal. 6,357 ft. high.

%

— mt. Trinity CO.

high.

ft.

Blackmore (-blak'mor)
Brewer (-brn'er) peak.

peak, Gallatin co. Mont. 10,134 ft. high.
Sierra Nevada, Cal. 13,886 ft. high.
(-brSs') peak, in Middle Park, Col. 9,468 ft. high.
Byers (-bi'erz) in Middle Park, Col. 12,778 ft. high.
Canby (-kan'bi) peak, San Juan Mts. Col. 13,274 ft. high.
of Wabash co. 111. pop. 3.
tp.
Carmel (-kiir'mel) city,
bor.
Northumberland co. Pa. tp. pop. 3, bor. pop. 8.
in Palestine, see Cabmel.
Carrigain (-kar'I-gan) peak, Grafton co. N. H. 4,678 ft. high.
of Carroll co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Mount Carroll (-kar'ol) tp. city,

Bross

X

—

—

&

Mount

&

X

Mount Clay, peak, W'hite Mts. Coos co. N. H. 5,553 ft. high.
Mount Clemens (-klgm'enz) vil. X of Macomb CO. Mich
Mount Clinton (-klTn'ton) peak, Coos co. N. H. 4,320 ft. high. — peak, Adiron-

fr

.

Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
pop.

CO. N.' Y. 4,937 ft. high.
Clio (-kli'o) tp. Sumter co. S. C

a

W

(-kok') mt.
Tex. 12 m. from Fort Davis, 7,450 ft. high.
(-kol'den) peak, Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 4,753 ft. high.
(-kSl'vfn)
peak,
Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 4,142 ft. high.
Colvln
Croghan (-kro'gan) tp. Chesterfield co. S. C
Daly (-da'll) mt.'Elk Range, Col. 13,193 ft. high.
Dana (-da'na) peak, Sierra Nevada, Cal. 13,227 ft. high.
Washoe cos. Nev. silver mineeu
Davidson (-da'vTd-son) mt. Storey
Delano (-dgl'.a-no) peak, Rocky Mts. Mont. 10,200 ft. high.
Desert (-de-zerf or dSz'ert) isl. coast of Me. 15 m. long, 12 m. wide,

Coke

Colden

&

4.

— tp. &

vil.

Mt. Desert

isl.

Hancock

;

co.

Me.

tp. pop. 1.

Mount Diablo (-de-a'blo) peak. Coast Range, Cal. 3,876 ft. high.
Mount Doane (-don') mt. in National Park, Wyo. 10,118 ft. high.
Mount Edgecumbe (-ej'kiSm) promontory, Cornwall co. England.
Korth Island, Nen^Zealand, 2,575

Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount

ft.

2

—

mt.

high.

(-eg'mont) volcano, North Isl. New Zealand, 8,840 ft. high.
Emmons (-gm'onz) peak, Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 3,824 ft. high.
Enotah (-e-no't'ii) mt. Towns co. Ga. 4,802 ft. high.
Evans (-gv'anz) peak. Rocky Mts. Col. 14,330 ft. liigh.

Egmont

Everest. _See Gaukisankab.
Flume (-flum') peak, Grafton

co. N. H. 4,500 ft. high.
(-frank'lin) peak. White Mts. Coos co. N. H. 4,904 ft. high.
Gallatin (-gal'a-tln) in National Park, Wyo. 10,000 ft. high.
Gardiner (-gar'dTn-gr) peak. Sierra Nevada, Cal. 14,000 ft. high.
Garfield (-giir'feld) peak. Rocky Mts. Ida. & Mont. 9,704 ft. high.
vil. X of MorGilead (-gll'e-ad) tp. Montgomery co. N. C. pop. 2.
mt. Syria, 25 m. N N E of the Dead Sea.
row CO. 0. pop. 1.
(-god'ard)
Nevada,
Cal.
ft.
high.
peak.
Sierra
14,000
Mount Goddard
Mount Goodwin (-gSod'wTn) peak, Adirondack Mts. Essex co. N. Y.
high,
—peak, Grafton
Mount Guyot (-ge'o') peak, Rocky Mts. Col. 13,565 ft.
peak. Smoky Mts. N. C. & Tenn. 6,636 ft. high.
CO. N. H.
Mount Hamilton (-ham'Il-ton) peak. Coast Range, Cal. 4,449 ft. high; Lick
peak. Rocky Mts. Col. 13,800 ft. high.
Observatory is on its top.
mt. Grafton
Mount Hancock (-han'kSk) peak. National Bark, Rocky Mts.
CO. N. H. 4,420 ft. high.

Franklin

—

—

—

MorrUltOn (mor'Il-ton) city, X of Conway co. Ark
Morris (mor'is) CO. E cen. Kan. 684 D pop. 11, X Council Grove.
470

D

dack Mts. Essex

pop. 24, X Decatur.
co.
E Col. 1,290
co.
cen. Ga. 322
pop. 16, X Madison.
co.
Jacksonville.
co. cen. Ind. 430
pop. 19, X Martinsville.
CO.
B Ky. 288 pop. 11, X "West Liberty.
co. cen. Mo. 638
co. S E O. 400
pop. 12, X Versailles.
pop. 19, X McConnellsville.
co.
Ut. 725
E Tenn. 448 pop. 8, X Wartburg.
co.
pop. 2, X Morgan.
CO.
E part of W. Va. 230
pop. 7, X Berkeley Springs.
tp. Mercer co.
Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Morgan co. O. pop. 2.
Morgan City, city, St. Mary CO. La
town, X of Union CO. Ky. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
Morganlield, tp.
town, X of Burke co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town
Morganton (mor'gau-ton) tp.
pop. 2.
(mSr'giir'ten)
mt. Schwyz
Zug cantons, Swit.; battle, 1315.
Morgarten

Morgan

N

W

Cal. 7,647

U

—
—

8
6
13
6
10
21

high

Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount

—

&

13

W

peak of Cascade Ra'nge, Klikitat co. Wash. 9,570 ft. high.
.Xolus (-e-o'liis, properly e'6-li5s) peak, S
Col. 14,054 ft. high.
Airy (-Sr'T) tp. & town, Surry co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
Antoro (-an'to-ro) peak, Saguache Mts. Col. 14,245 ft. high.
Arkansas (-iir'kan-sa) near cen. Col. 13,600 ft. high.

—
—

{pron. mo'ra)
(mo'ra) co. N E part of N. M. 4,000 D pop. 11, X Mora.
town, Toledo prov. Spain, 20 m. S E of Toledo, pop. 6.
Moradabad (mS-rad'a'biid') dist. Rohilkhand div. N. W. Provinces, British
its #, 90 m. E by N of Delhi, pop. 73.
India, 2,272 D pop. 1,122.
Morano (mo-ra'no) town, Cosenza prov. Italy silk, wool, and cotton trade. .
town,
S E coast Jamaica isl. West Indies
Morant (mo-ranf)
Morat (rao'raf) town, Freiburg canton, Switzerland Swiss victory, 147G
Morataila (mo-ra-tal'yii) town, Murcia prov. Spain, on branch of Segura river
prov.
Moravia (mo-rii'vT-a) tp. vil. Cayuga co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
or crown land, N Austria, 8,583 D pop. 2,277, # Briinn.
Moray or Morayslilre. See Elgin.
Moray Firth (mur'a-) indentation on N E coast, Scot. 75 m. long, 75 m. broad.
Fr.^nce, 2,G25
pop. 544, # Vannes.
Morbihan (mSr'bf'oN') dept.
Morcone (mor-ko'nii) walled town, Campobasso prov. Italy
pen.
Greece,
160
m.
long,
100
m.
wide, 8,263 D
(mo-re'a)
S
Morea
tp. Saratoga co. N. Y. pop. 3.
Moreau (mo'rS') tp. Morgan co. Mo. pop. 4.
tp.
town,
Morehead (mor'hed) tp. & town, X of Rowan co. Ky. tp. pop. 2.
Carteret co. N. C. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
tp. Guilford co. N. C. pop. 2.
Morehouse (mor'hows) par. N La. 845 CD pop. 17, X Bastrop.
Morehra (mo're-rii) town, Agra div. N. W. Provinces, British India

N

Mount Abraham (-ii'bra-ham') mt. Franklin
Mount Adams (-ad'amz) peak of White Mts.

Moosehead Lake (moos'hed'-) PiscataquLs CO. Me. 3B m. long, 2-10 m. wide.
Moose Hillock or MOOSilauke (moos'I-la'ke) mt. Grafton co. N. H. 4,800 ft.
its * pop. 9.
Mociuegua (mo-ka'gwii) dept. S Peru, S. Am. 22,510 D pop. 29.

Mora

Pop.
13

;

*

;

Moorhead

W

&

S Pacific

Isls.

—

D

(mo'sul) vilayet, Mesopotamia, Turkey in Asia, 29,220
pop. 300.
its
ruins of Nineveh near by.
*, on Tigris riv. 220 m. N
of Bagdad, pop. 57
Motherwell (miith'er-wel) min. town, Lanark co. Scotland
Motlhari (mo'te-ha're) town, Patna div. Bengal, British India
of Taranto
Motola (mo'to-la) town, Lecce prov. Italy, 16 m.
Motril (mo-trel') cml.
mfg. city, Granada prov. Spain
Motta del Friuli_(mot'ta del fre'6n-le) town, Italy, 20 m.
E of Trevieo
Moule, Le (le mool) town, Grande-Terre isl. French West Indies
(moo'laN')
Moulins
town,
of dept. Allier, France, on AUier river
Moultrie (moo'tri) co. S E cen. 111. 340
pop. 14, X Sullivan.
Moundsvllle (mowndz'vll) city, X of Marshall co. W. Va. ; anc. mound, 75

agr., agricultural

;

—

^

Mount Harvard (-har'vard) peak. Rocky Mts. Col. 14,383 ft. high.
Mount Hayden (-ha'den) or Grand Teton (grSNd te-toN') peak. Rooky Mta.
Wyo.

Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount

13,858

ft.

high.

Hayes (-haz') peak. White Mts. Coos co. N. H.
Haystack (-lia'stak) peak, Adirondack Mts. N.

Y. 5,006 ft. high.
(-her'mon) Anti-Libanus chain, Palestine, 11,000 ft. high.
peak,
(-hof'man) peak. Sierra Nevada, Cal. 10,872 ft. high.
Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 3,727 ft. high.
Mount Holy Cross, peak, Saguache Range, Col. 14,176 ft. high.
Mount Holyoke (-hol'yok) Hampshire co. Mass. 830 ft. high.
Mount Hood, peak. Cascade Range, Ore. 11,934 ft. high.
Mount Hooker, peak. Rocky Mts. British Columbia, Canada, 15,700 ft. high.
Mount Hope Bay, N E arm of Narragansett Bay, R. I. Mass.
Mount Kymettus (-hi-met'tis) mt. in Attica, Greece, 2,680 ft. high.
Mount Independence, mt. Addison co. Vt. 2 m. S E of Fort Ticouderog.n.
Mount Jackson (-jak'son) peak. White Mts. N. H. 4.100 ft. high.
Mount Jefferson (-jefer-sgn) peak. White Mts. N. H. 5,657 ft. high.
Mount Joy, tp. bor. Lancaster co. Pa. tp. pop. 2, bor. pop. 2.
Mount Kendall (-ken'dal) mt. San Juan Range, Col. 13,380 ft. high.
Mount Klneo (-kin'e-o)"promontory, E shore of Moosehead Lake, Me.
Mount King, peak. Sierra Nevada, Cal. 14,000 ft. high.
Mount Kinsman, peak, Grafton co. N. H. 4,200 ft. high.
Mount Kosciusko (-kos-e-iSs'ko) mt. New South Wales, 7,285 ft. high.
Mount Lafayette (-lii-fa-yet') peak. White Mts. N. H. 5,250 ft. high.
Mount Leidy (-li'de) peak, Rocky Mts. Wyo. 11,300 ft. high.
Mount Liberty, peak, Grafton co. N. H. 4,500 ft. high.
Mount LUlies (-lil'iz) mt. Col. lat. 40° 17' N, Ion. 105° 30' W, 11,433 ft. high.
Mount Lincoln (-Itnk'iSn) Park Range, Rocky Mts. Col. 14,297 ft. high.
Mount Iiindesay (-lln'ze) mt. E Australia, 5,700 ft. high.
Mount Lyell (-li'el) peak. Sierra Nevada, Cal. 13,217 ft. high.

Hermon

—

Hoffman

&

&

Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount

MacClellan (-ma-klgl'an) Front Range, Col. 13,423 ft. high.
Maclntyre (-maVln-tlr) peak, Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 5,201 ft. high.
Madison (-mad'i-son) peak. White Mts. Coos co. N. H. 5,415 ft. high.
Mansfield (-manz'feld) highest of Green Mts. Vt. 4,43C it. high.

Maravaca

(-ma-ra-vii'ka) in Venezuela,

Marcellina

Marcy

South America, 10,500 ft. high,
Gunnison co. Col. 11,324 ft. high.
Adirondack Mts. highest peak in N. Y. 5,467 ft. high.

(-miir'sel'i-na) peak,

(-mar'sT)

cml., commercial; mfg. , manufacturing ; min., mining; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
See Abbreviations, p. 1919,
; 3z= 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ;
less than 1,000 not given.

given in nearest thousands : 2 =1,500 to 2,499

»

vil., village.

....;

...
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Pop.

Honnt
Mount
Monnt
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount
Mount

Miilhelm-am-Ruhr

Massive

(-mas'sTv) peak, Saguache Range, Col. 14,368 ft. high.
(-mSl-e-mo-yoo') mt. Ancles, Chile, lat. 44° S, 7,870 ft. high.
Blltchell (-mich'el) peak, Darling Downs, E Australia, 4,100 ft. high.
Monros (-mi3u-ro') peak. White Mts. N. H. 5,349 ft. high.
Moran (mo-rSu') peak, Rocky Mts. Wyo. 12,809 ft. high.
Morlah (-mS-ri'ii) peak. White Mts. N. H. 4,653 ft. high.
Morris (-mor'Is) tp.
vil. Livingston co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
OJ Olives, hill, J m. E of Jerusalem, Palestine, 2,724 ft. high.

Mellmoyu

vil.

Oliver

Macoupin

N Col.

W

12,185

D

ft.

N

W

—

—

—

X

—

Muneepoor

&

—

—

—

—

&

&

&

—

X

—

X

—

&

#

—

—

NW

W

&

*

W

N

W

—

D

—

& N. Dak.

D

*

.

#, 70 m.

Mozufferpur

NNE

NN

—

wSnlSk) min. town, Shropshire, England
Muckross (miik'ros) pen. Kerry co. Munster, Ireland ruins of abbey.
Mudamatl River (moo'da^mii'te-) a chief stream of the Ganges delta, India
100 m. long.
part of Kastamunl vilayet, Asia Minor.
MndurlU (mob-dobr'loo) town, S
Muggia (mood'ja) town, Istria, Austria
Mughla (moog'lii) town, Smyrna vilayet, Asia Minor, 55 m. S E of Aidin
Muhalitch (miS-ha-lech') cml. town, Brusa vilayet,
Turkey in Asia, 37 m.
of Brusa
Miihlbach (miil'baK) mfg. town, Transylvania prov. Hungary
Muhlenberg (mii'len-berg) CO.
Ky. 484
pop. 18, X Greenville.
Miihlhausen (miil'how'zen) mfg. town, Erfurt govt. Saxony prov. Prussia
Muhutwar (mu'hiit-war') town, Benares div. N. W. Provs. Britisli India
Muilrea (miil'ra') mt. range, Mayo co. Ireland ; highest point 2,088 ft.
Mukden (mook'dSrt') walled cml. city, of Shgngking prov. Manchuria, Chinese Empire, 380 m.
E of Peking
India, 418
Mukurdapuram (mak'nr-da-poor-am') dist. Cochin state, S
Mula (moo'la) mfg. town, Murcia prov. Spain warm mineral baths
Mulahacen (moo-la-a-thSn') higliest mt. of Spain, 11,058 ft. in Granada.
Mulberry Fork or River, Ala. Blount co. 130 m. to Black Warrior river.
Mulchen (mool-chSn') town, Biobio prov. Chile, South America
(mool'de) riv. Saxony, Prussia,
Anhalt, 130 m. long, to Elbe river.
Mulgrave Archipelago (miSl'grav-) in Micronesia, equatorial Pacific ocean.
mfg. town, Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany
Mttlhausen (miil'how'zen) cral.
cml. town, Cologne govt.
M<ilhelm-am-Rhein (mul'hlm-am-rin') mfg.
Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Rhine river

W

NW

W

W

D

(na'b'a)2iative state, Punjab, British India, 936
its *.
pop. 283.
Nabulus (nivboo'loos') anc. She'chem, town, Palestine, Turkey in Asia
Naches River (nii'ches-) Wash. 100 m. long. Cascade Range to Yakima river.
Nacogdoches (nSk'o-do'chSz) agr. co. E Tex. 960 pop. 16.
its
pop. 1.
Nadlya (na'do-yii) dist. Gauges delta, Bengal, British India, 3,414
pop. 1,813,
Krishnagar.
town, attached to dist. pop. 9 seat of learning, 54 m.
by
of Calcutta.
Nadudvar (nS'dood'viir') town, Hung.ary, 21 ni.
S
of Debreczin
NadWOrna (niid-wBr'nii) town, Galicia, Austria
Naga Hills (nifgit-) dist. Assam prov. British India, 4,900
Mysore, S India, 10,562
Nagar (nii'giir) div.
pop. 1,364.
its #.
Nagara River^nii-gii^rii-) riv. in Banjermassin, Borneo isl. 100 m. long.
oral, city, Japan, on S
Nagasaki (na-gn-sii'kT) spt.
of Kiushiu island
Naginah (nii/go-nii') town, Rohilkliaud div. N. W. Provs. British India
Nagoya (nii-goi'H) mfg. city, Japan, on Owari Bay, S Hondo island
Ndgpur (niig'poor') div. Cen. Prove. British India, 24,127 pop. 2,982. —dist.

.
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W

W

#
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Much WenlOCk (mCich

W

D

D

(moz-iif'er-poor') dist. Behar, Bengal, British India, 2,823 SI pop.
its *, a cml.towu, 35m.
Eof Patua, on Little Gundukriv. pop. 9.
2,188.
(m'sta')
riv. Russia in Europe, 250 m. long, to Lake Hmen.
Msta
Mstlslavl (m'stis-lavl') cml. town, Mohilev govt. Russ. in Europe, on Sozh riv.
Mubarakpur (moo'bar-ak-pobr') town, Meerut div. N. W. Provs. Brit. India.

—

W

*

#

of Delhi, pop. 10.

8
9
18

NW

#

—

—

D pop? 690."— its

S5

;

N

riv. N to Cape Delgado, 150,000 D pop. 750,000.
its # on an isl. in
Mozambique Channel, pop. 9.
Mozambique Channel, 1,000 m. long, separates Madagascar from E Africa.
Mozulfernagar (moz-iif'er-na'gar) dist. Meerut div. N. W. Provinces, British

i,

—

—

D

W

Provinces, British India

Zambezi

i,,

W

&

;

D

.

S,
3, S,

—
—

—

—

O

Mowdhar (mou'dar') town, Allahabdd div. N. W. Provinces, British India.
Mower (mou'er) co. S E Minn. 675 D pop. 18, X Austin.
Moyobamha (mo-yo-bam'ba) town, * of Loreto dept. Peru, S. Am. on Mayo riv.
Mozambiq.ue (mo-zam-bek') N prov. of Portuguese E Africa, extending from

India, 1,659

—

;

W.

351
10

—

to Assiniboine river.

(m6-wa'nii) town, Meerut div. N.

6
10

D

—

(moo'ra. Port, mo-oo'ra) walled town, Algarve prov. Portugal

Mowanuh

4.

D

&

&

W

WUson

Cen. Provs.
pop.

N

—

Mouscron (moos'kron) vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Mouse, or Souris (soo're), River, 500 m. long, N. W. Ter. Canada,

#

1

5
134

.

Waas

Moura

.bor.

—

—

X

—

11
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Bavaria prov. Germany, on Isar river
(moon'kach') mfg. town, Hungary, on Latorcza river
(mun'ster) prov. S Ireland, 9,481 D pop. 1,169.
(Ger. pron. m56n'ster) mfg. town, Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany, pop. 5.
Miinster (mun'ster) min. govt. Westphaha prov. Prussia, 2,800
pop. 536.
its
and
of Westphalia prov. a cml.
mfg. town, on Aa riv. P' p. 49.
Miinsterberg (miin'ster-bSrg) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prus. on Obiau river.
Mur (moor) riv. Austria, 230 m. long, Salzburg to Drave river.
Murashkino (moo-rash-ke'no) town, Nijni-Novgorod govt. Russia in Europe
Murcia (mfir'sht-a, Sp. pron. moor'the-a) prov. S E Spain, 4,478
pop. 491.
its #, on Segura riv. pop. 99.
Murfreesboro (miir'fres-biir-r6) tp. Hertford co. N. C. pop. 2.
city, X of
Rutherford co. Tenu. 30 m. S E of Nashville, pop. 4.
Murghab (moor-gab') riv. E Afghanistan to desert in Trans-Caspian prov.
Russia in Asia, 450 m.
Muro (moo'ro) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 19 m.
of Potenza
Murom (mo6-rom') town, S part of Vladimir govt. Russia, on Oka river
Murphy (mfir'f i) tp. town, X of Cherokee co. N. C
tp.
Murphysboro (mfir'f tr-biir'ro) tp.
city, X of Jackson co. 111. on Big Muddy
river, tp. pop. 6, city pop. 4.
Murray (miir'ra) CO. N Ga. 410 D pop. 8, X Spring Place.
agr. co. S
Minn. 720 D pop. 7, X Currie.
tp. Alameda co. Cal. pop. 6.
tp.
town,
X of Calloway co. Ky. tp. pop. 5.
tp. Orleans co. N. Y. pop. 3.
chief
riv. Australia, flows into Encounter Bay.
Murrumbidgee (miir'um-bTd'je) riv. S E Australia, 1,350 m. long, to Murray
riv.
dist. New South Wales, Australia, 12,000,000 acres, pop. 25.
Murshidab^d (moor'she-da'bad') dist. Presidency div. Bengal, British India,
2,462
pop. 1^000.
its * pop. 46
115 m. N of Calcutta.
Murviedro (moor-ve-a'Dro) ft. town, Valencia prov. Spain, on Canales river..
Murzuk (mobr'zobk') anc. Gak'ama, cml. town, of Fezzan, Africa
Muscat (miis-kat'). See Maskat.
Muscatine (mtis'ka-ten') agr. co. S E lo. 435 pop. 25.
its X pop. 11.
Muscle River, Mo". 100 m. long, Sullivan co. to Chariton river.
Muscle Shell River, Mont. 300 m. long. Belt Mts. to Missouri river.
Muscogee_(mus-ko'ge) CO.
Ga. 244
pop. 28, X Columbus.
Mush (moosh) town, Bitlis vilayet, Armenia, Turkey in Asia, of Lake Van
Muskegon (miis-ke^on) agr. co.
Mich. 520
pop. 40.
its X pop. 23.
Muskegon River, Mfch. 200 m. long, Houghton Lake to Lake Michigan.
Muskerry (mtis-ker'rT) dist. Cork co. Ireland, 311,000 acres
Muskingum (miis-kin'giSm) riv. O. 120 m. long, flows into Ohio riv. agr. co.
S E 0. 051 D pop. 51, X Zanesville.
Muskoka (miSs-ko'ka) lake, N Simcoe co. Ontario prov. Can. summer resort.
Muskoka and Parry Sound, dist. Ontario prov. Can. pop. 27, Fairholm.
Musselburgh (miis'sel-biir-ro) spt. town, Edinburgh co. Scotland
Mussomelli (mus-so-mSl'le) town, Caltanisetta prov. Sicily, Italy
Mustapba (mfis^a-f a) town^ Algiers dept. Algeria, Africa suburb of Algiers
Muta Nzlge (moo'ta n'ze'ga) or Albert Edward, large lake, cen. Africa.
Muttra (miSt'ra) or Mathura (math'do-rii) dist. Agra div. N. W. Provinces,
British India, 1,612
pop. 88. —its
pop. 60, 35 m.
of Agra.
Muzaffargarb (moo-ziiffar-gar') dist. Multan div. Punjab, British India,
2,954 D pop. 296.
its
30 m. S
of Multan, pop. 5.
Myanoung (mj-a-nowng') town, Pegu div. Lower Burma, British India
Mycenas (mi-se'ne) mined city, Greece, anc.
of Argos kingdom.
Myconos (mi'kSnos) isl. Cyclades, .SSgean sea, 45
Myerstown (ml'erz-town) vil. Lebanon co. Pa. 21 m.
of Reading
Myhee Oaunta (mi'he kau'ta) or Mahi-Eantha (raii'he-kan'tha) native state,
Gujardt, India, 4,000
Mymensingh (mi'men-slng') dist. Dacca div. Bengal, British India, 6,318
pop. 2,350.
its
pop. 10.
Mysernun (mi'ser-noon') or Tlrakh Mir (te-raK' mer'), peak, Hindu Kush
Mts. Chitral,
India, 24,611 ft. high.
MyslOWitZ (mis'lo-wTts') town, Silesia prov. Prussia
Mysore (mi-sor') native state, S India, 27,406 pop. 4,914,
Mysore, pop. 74.
bank of Mystic river
Mystic River, vH. New London co. Conn, on
Mzczonow (msha-zo'n5v) town, Poland, Russ. in Europe, 30 m. S of Warsaw
Mzensk (m'tsensk) cml. town, Orel govt. Russia in Europe, on Mzena river...
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Prussia

Germany, near Cologne, .com.

Munk^CS

X

&

& vil.

Munster

X

Tom

X

Munglour (miing-loor') town, Meerut div. N. W. Provs. British India
Munich (mii'nik) Ger. Muechen (miin'Kgn) city, * of Bavaria & of Upper

N

—

6

—

D

D

(mun'e-poor'). See Manipuk.
Miingersdorf (miing'ers-dorf) commune

&

&

&

*

Mundl (miSn'de)"state, India, S W slope Himalaya Mts. 1,000 D
Mundlah (mfind'la) or Mandla (mand'la) dist. Jabalpur div.
British India, 4,719 D pop. 213. — its ^ 55 m. S E of Jabalpur,

—

—

—

W

N

Miinchen-Gladbach (miin'Ken-glad'baK) mfg. town, Rhine Prov.
Muncie (miln'si) city, X of Delaware co. Ind
Muncy (mtln'si) tp. & bor. Lycoming co. Pa. on Muncy Creek
Miinden (miin'den) mfg. town, Hanover prov. Prussia

N

—

5.

X

N

Allegheny co. Pa
mt. Jefferson co. Wash. 8,138

(-8r'nu-o) peak,

28:

(mtSl'in-gar') town,
of Westmeath co. Ireland
Mull of Galloway (-gal'o-wa) headland, extreme S end of Scotland.
coast of Ireland.
Mulroy Bay (mtil'roi-) inlet, 12 m. long, Atlantic ocean,
Miilsen Sankt Jacob (miil'sen sankt ya'kSb) vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany
dist. in
pop. 1,475.
M<iltan (mool'tan') div. Punjab, British India, 20,150
same, 5,927
dist. pop. 75.
pop. 472. —ft. cml. city,
of div.
Portland.
Multnomah (mult-no'ma) agr. co.
Ore. 440
pop. 75,
Muluya (moo-loo'ya) riv. E Marocco, Africa, 350 m. long, to Medit. sea.

Mulllngar

ft. high.
high.
Osceola (-os'e-o'la) peak, Grafton co. N. H. 4,400 ft. high.
Col. 13,640 ft. high.
OSO (-o'so) mt. S
Greece, 4,500-5,700 ft. high.
Othrys (-oth'ris) mt. cliain,
Ouray (-oo'ra') S peak of Saguache Range, Col. 14,043 ft. high.
Parry (-p5r'T)mt. Front Range, Col. 13,133 ft. high.
Col. 12,980 ft. high.
Peale (-pel') peak,
Pisgah (-piz'ga) mt. Front Range, Col. 9,343 ft. high.
Pitt (-pit') conical peak. Cascade Range, Ore. 10,500 ft. high.
city,
of Henry co. lo.
Pleasant, tp. Whitesides co. m. pop. 3.
tp. Bates co. Mo. pop. 4.
city, X of Isabella co. Mich. pop. 3.
pop. 4.
tp.
bor.
tp. Adams co. Pa. pop. 2.
tp. Westchester co. N. Y. pop. 6.
town, X of Berkeley co.
Westmoreland co. Pa. tp. pop. 8, bor. pop. 4.
city, San Pete co. Ut. pop. 2. ~tp. Racine co. Wis. pop. 2.
S. C. pop. 1.
Mount Powell (-pow'el) peak. Park Range, Col. 1,398 ft. high.
Mount Princeton (-prins'tou) peak, Saguache Range, Col. 14,199 ft. high.
Mount Pulaski (-pu-ISs'kl) tp. vil. Logan co. 111. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Mount Putnam (-piit'nam) mt. Oneida co. Ida. 8,854 ft. high.
Mount Rainier (-ra'ner) peak, Cascade Range, Wash. 14,444 ft. high.
Mount Redfleld (-red'feld) peak, Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 4,688 ft. high.
Mount Ripley (-rlp'li) peak. Coast Range, Cal. 7,500 ft. high.
Mount RltO Alto (-re'tS al'tS) mt. Sangre de Cristo Mts. Col. 12,989 ft. high.
Mount Royal, mt. city park of Montreal, Canada, 750 ft. above river.
British Columbia, 19,352
Mount Saint Elias (-e-li'as) volcanic mt. Alas.
mt. Euboea isl.
ft. high.
mt. Lacouia,"Morea, Greece, 7,829 ft. high.
mt. Paroa
Greece, 4,607 ft. high.
mt. Milo isl. Greece, 2,480 ft. high.
isl. ^gean sea.
mt. Santa Maura isl. Greece, 3,000 ft. high.
Mount San BernariUno (-san ber-niir-de'no) mt. S Cal. 8,500 ft. high.
Mount San Francisco (-san fran-sis'ko) Yavapai CO. Ariz. 12,052 ft. high.
Mount Santanonl (-san'ta-no'ne) peak, Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 4,644 ft. high.
Mount's Bay, inlet_of Atlantic ocean, Cornwall co. England.
Mount Seward (-sii'ard) peak, Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 5,000 ft. high.
Mount Shasta (-shas'ta) volcanic peak, Siskiyou co. Cal. 14,440 ft. high.
Mount Shavano (-sha-vii'no) peak, Saguache Range, Col. 14,000 ft. high.
Mount Skylight (-ski'Ut) peak, Adirondack Mts. N". Y. 4,967 ft. high.
Mount SneJlelS (-sngfelz) peak, Col. 38° N, 107° 47' 21" W, 14,158 ft. high.
town,
of Brown co. lU. tp. pop. 3, town
Mount Sterling (-ster'fing) tp.
city,
of Montgomery co. Ky. pop. 4.
pop. 2.
Mount Tabor (-ta'bgr) mt. 8 m. E of Nazareth, Palestine, 1,000 ft. above plain.
Mount Talanda (-ta-lan'da) mt. in Boeotia, Greece.
Mount Tmolus (-tmoliis) mt. range, Turkey in Asia, 20 m. S E of Smyrna.
(-torn') mt. Hampden
Hampshire cos. Mass. 1,214 ft. high.
Mount
Col. 12,489 ft. high.
Mount Tomasakl (-to-mii-sii'ke) peak,
Mount Tremont (-tre-monf) peak, Carroll co. N. H. 3,393 ft. high.
Mount Tyndall (-tin'dal) peak. Sierra Nevada, Cal. 14,386 ft. high.
city,
of Jefferson co. III. tp. pop. 5, city
Mount Vernon (-ver'non) tp.
city,
of Lawrence co.
pop. 3.
city,
of Posey co. lud. pop. 5.
tp.
city, X of Knox co.
Mo. tp. pop. 3.
vil. Westchester co. N. Y. pop. 11.
O. pop. 6.
home of Washington, on Potomac riv. 15 m. below Washington, D. C.
(-was') peak, Sierra La Sal, Col. 12,586 ft. high.
Mount
Mount Washington (-wSsh'ing-tou) highest of White Mts. N. H. 6,288 ft.
high.
vil. Baltimore co. Md. pop. 1.
Mount Williams (-wTl'yamz) peak, Col. 39° 51' N, 106° W, 11,413 ft. high.
(-wil'son)"_peak, S
Col. 14,280 ft. high.
Mount

Ornuo

& cml. town, Diisseldorf govt.

Mulkapur (miil'ka-poor') town, Berar prov. British India, 65 m. W of Akola.
Mull (mvil) isl. 30 m. long, 25 m. broad, Hebrides isls. W coast Scotland
Mull, Sound of, channel, between Mull isl. and Morven dist. Scotland.

co. Ill

(-Sl'i v-er) vil.

Olympus (-ytm'pus)

(miilliim-am-roor') mfg.

Rhine Prov. Prussia

&
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
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div. 3,73i
pop. 639.
mfg. city,
of Nagpur div. & dist. and of
Ceu. Provs^Biitisli India, pop. 118.
Nagfur (na^goor') ft. & mfg. tovvu, Jodhpur, Riijputana, India
Hungary
Nagy Abony (nodj B'bSn') town,
Nagy Banya (-bSn'yS') mln. town, E Hungary
(-bacli'lta-rek')
town,
Torontal co. Hungary
Nagy Beeskerek
Nagy Enyed (-en'ySd') town, Transylvania, Hungary, on Maros river
(-ka'rol')
town,
Szathmar
co. Hungary
Nagy Karoly
Nagy Kata (-ko'to') town. Pest CO. Hungary
Nagy Kcirbs (-ko'rosh') cml. town. Pest co. Hungary

Nagpur

(-la'tS') vil. Biliar co.

Nahant (na-hanf) summer

Essex

resort,

Wayne

co.

& Babylonia, 450 m.

—

Q

Lucknow.

83.

31

W

R

bank

Nanga Parbat
ft.

Meurthe

of

river

(nan'ga par-bat') peak, Himalaya Mts.

N W Kashmir,

200

isl. 19 m. long, Bishop's Isls. group, S Pacific ocean.
town, Faizabad div. Oudh prov. Britisli India
(nan'se-mond) CO. S E Va. 400 D pop. 20, X Sufiolk.
Nantasket Beach ^nau-t3s'ket-) summer resort, 10 m. S E of Boston, Mass.
Nanterre (noN'tar') town, dept. Seine, France
Nantes (nSnts, Fr. pron. noNt).mfg. & cml. city, # of dept. Loire-Inf(5rieure,
France, on Loire riv. 245 m.
of Paris
S
min. bor. Luzerne
Nantlcoke (nSn'ti-kok) lumdred, Sussex co. Del. pop. 2.
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Khatmandu.
2
Ireland.

(ne-sho'ba) agr.

&

past. co.

E

vil.

D pop.

Miss. 500

Carbon

co.

11,

X

8
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Philadelphia.

Pa

2
S

W of Minsk

.
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W
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;

;

W
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W
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(noi'en-booro') town, W. Prussia prov. Prussia, on Vistula river.
Neufchatel-en-Bray (nu'sha/tgl'-oN'-bra') town, dept. Seine - Infgrieure,
France famed for its cheese
Neuhaldensleben (noi-hal'dSns-Ia'ben) town. Saxony prov. Prussia

Neuenburg

.

;

Neuhaus

(noi'hows) mfg. to\vn, Bohemia, Austria

Neuiily-SUr-Seine

mfg. town, dept. Seine, France
Galicia prov. Austria, pop. 12.
Neumarkt (noi'markt) town,
mfg. town,
Silesia prov. Prussia, pop. 5.
mfg. town, Bavaria, Germany, pop. 5.
Neumiinster (noi'miin'stgr) mfg. town, Sleswick-Holstein prov. Prussia
(nu'ye'-siir'-san')

—

W

—

10

capital
X, co. seat agr., agricultural cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing min., mining ;
given in ueaiiest thousands : 2
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given.
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3
;

11

—

D

Netherlands (ngth'er-landz) Dutch Nederland (na'der-lanf) also called HolEurope, 12,648 D pop." 4,733; cml. # Amsterland (hol'and) kingdom,
dam court # The Hague.
Netley (net'll) vU. Hampshire, England abbey ruins & military hospital.
Netze (ngt'se) riv. N part of Posen prov. Prussia, 140 m. long, to Warta river.
suburb, Vienna, Austria
Neubai! (noi'bou)
Neu-Brandenburg (noi-bran'den-booro') town, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Ger
Neuburg (noi'b56rG') town, Bavaria, Germany, on Danube river
Neuchatel (nu'sha'tgl') mfg. & past, canton,
Switzerland, 312.0 pop. 108.
shore Lake NeuchStel, pop. 10.
its *, a cml. town, on N

D

is

11

—

D

Ness (nes') past. co. W cen. Kan. 1,080 D pop. 5, X Ness City.
Nesvizh (nes-vTzh') town, Minsk govt. Russ. in Europe, 58 m.

;

Population

#

Neshoba

&

means square miles; *,

D

—

Nesquehonjjlg (ngs'kwe-ho'ning)

*
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D
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N^rac (na'rak') mfg. town, dept. Lot-et-Garonne, France, on Bayse river
Nerbudda (ner-bud'a). See Narbada.
Nercha (ngr'cha) riv. Siberia, Asia, 250 m. long, Irkutsk to Sliilka river.
Neriad (ner-e-ad') town, Ahmadabad dist. Bombay pres. British India
Nerja or Nef xa (ngr'na) town, Malaga prov. Spain
Nervl (ner've) mfg. & cml. town, Genoa prov. Italy, on Gulf of Genoa a spt.
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2,000,
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Nephi (ne'fi) city, X of Juab co. Ut. salt springs
Nephin (ngf'in) mt. 2,646 ft. high, Mayo co. Ireland.
Nephinbeg (ngf^in-beg) mt. 2,065 ft. high. Mayo co.
Neptune (ngp'tun) tp. Monmouth co. N. J

—

X

W

&

N

D

England.

of Suffolk co.

(na'chow') town, ChShkiang prov. China,
of Ningpo
Neckar (nek'ar) riv. Germany, 210 m. long, Baden frontiers to Rhine riv.
a
circle of Wiirttemberg, S
Germany, 1,284
pop. 005, * Stuttgart.
Nedenes (na'dg-nas') prov. S Norway, 3,608 D pop. 81, * Arendal.
Nederweert (na'der-warf) commune vil. Limburg prov. Neth
com.
Nedjed (ned'jgd). "See Nejd.
NedrigailOV (ua-dre-gi-lov') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe
Needham (ned'ham) tp. Norfolk co. Mass. 12 m. S
of Boston
of Isle of Wight.
Needles, The, three pointed rocks, English Channel,
J
Neenah (ne'na) city, Winnebago co. Wis. on S bank of Fox river
fnar'wln'dpu)
vil.
Li(?ge
prov.
Belgium
battlefield
1693 & 1793.
Keerwinden
Negapatam (neg'a-pa-tam') mfg. spt. town, Tanjore prov. S E part of Madras
pres. British India, 168 m. S of Madras, pop. 59.
mfg. city, Marquette co. Mich
Negaunee (neg-a'ne) min.
Ceylon, Indian Ocean
NegombO (ne-gom'bo) coast town,
NegOtina (na-g6-te'na) town, Servia principality, Europe, near Danube river..
Negri Sembilan (na'gre sem-be-Uin') native state, Malay Pen. Asia, 2,000 D
NegrOS (na'gros) isl. 3,780 D, one of Philippine Isls. Malay Archipelago
Nehtour (na-towr') town, Robilkhand div. N. W. Provinces, British India,
20 m. E of Bijnaur._.
Neilgherry (nel'ger'e). See NiLoiRi.
Neillsville (nelz'vll) city, X of Clark co. Wis. on Black River
riv. Silesia
Neisse (ni'se) riv. Germany, 115 lu. long, flows into Oder riv.
prov. Prussia, 98 m. long, flows into Oder riv.
mfg. ft. town, Silesia prov.
Prussia, on Neisse riv. pop. 22.
Neithrop (ini'throp) hamlet, Oxford co. England ; suburb of Banbury
Nejd (nejd) Wahabi country, E cen. Arabia, Asia, # Riad.
its * pop. 30.
Nellore (nel'or') dist. E Madras, Brit. India, 12,000
pop. 847.
past. co. cen. Ky. 380
Nelson (ngl'son) agr.
pop. 16, X Bardstown.
co.
E N. Dak. 1,008 pop. 4, X Lakota.
agr. co. cen. Va. 375
pop. 15, X
Lovingston.
tp. Kent co. Mich. pop. 2.
bor. Lancaster co. England, pop.
23.
prov. on N end of Middle Isl. New Zealand, 10,269
its
pop. 35.
chief town, pop. 7.
Nelson Channel, 60 m. broad, between N
Tasmania & King Island.
Nelsonville (ngl'son-vll) min. vil. Athens co. O. on Hocking river
Nemaha (ne'ma-ha') riv. Neb. 150 m. long, Lancaster co. to Missouri riv.
agr.
past. co. N E Kan. 720 D pop. 19, X Seneca.
agr. co. S E Neb. 391
pop. 13, X Brownville.
Nenagh (na'na) town, Tipperary co. Ireland, near Nenagh river
Nen-da (ngn'-da') sacred mt. E Tibet, lat. 29° 40' N, Ion. 100° E, 20,500 ft. high.
city, Wilson co. Kan. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Neodesha (ne'o-de-sha') tp.
Neoga (ne-o'ga) tp. vil. Cumberland co. 111. 45 m. S E of Decatur
tp.
Hung. 1,685
Neograd (na'o-graf) CO. N
pop. 198, X Balassa-Gyarmath.
Neosho (ne-o'sho) agr. past. cc. S E Kan. 576 pop. 19, X Erie. tp. city,
X of Newton co. Mo. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 2.
Neosho River, Kan. 450 m. long, Morris co. to Arkansas river.
Nep^ (na-pal') independent kingdom in N India, S of Tibet, 54,000 pop.
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Nazareth (nSz'a-rSth) town, Palestine, Turkey in Asia, 17 m. S E of Acre, pop.
5. ^{pron. na'za'rSt') tovpn, E. Flanders prov. Belgium, pop. 6.
Naze, The (-na'ze) cape, forming S end of Norway, on North Sea.
( pron.

N

N

^

of
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38 m.
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Wyoming Valley, pop. 10.
its X pop. 3.
isl. 15 m.
Nantucket (nau-tuk'et) CO. S E Mass. 65 pop. 3.
long, Atlantic ocean, Nantucket co. Mass.
Nantucket Shoals, S E of Nantucket isl. Atlantic ocean area, 45 by 50 m.
Nantwich (nant'Ich) mfg. town, Cheshire, England
Cal. 850
pop. 16.
its X, a mfg. city, pop. 4. .— tp.
Napa (na'pa) agr. co.
Napa CO. Cal. pop. 7.
or Naia (na'fa) city, chief port of Liukiu Is]>i.
Japan, pop. 40.
Naperville (na'per-vTl) tp.
city, Dupage co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
town, North Isl. New Zealand,
Napier (aa'pT-gr) tp. Bedford co. Pa. pop. 2.
S side Hawke" Bay, pop. 8.
pop. 10.
NapierviUe (na'pi-er-vil) CO. S Quebec prov. Canada, 152
X.
II. Napoli
vil. Ontario co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Naples (na'plz) tp.
(na'po-le) prov. S
Italy, 412
its *, a city on
side of Bay
pop. 1,094.
of Naples, pop. 463.
or The
Sicilies, former kingdom consisting of
S Italy and isl. of SicUy.
Bay Of, inlet, 22 m. long, of Mediterranean sea,
on S V/ coast of Italy.
Napo (n'i'po) riv. Ecuador, S. Am. 800 m. long, Cotopaxi to Amazon river.
vil. X of Henry co. O. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
Napoleon (na-po'le-on) tp.
E of Kioto
Nara (ua'ra)"town^ Japan, on Hondo isl. 25 m.
Naralnganj (na'ran-ganj') cml. town, Dacca div. Bengal, British India
coast Donegal co. Ireland, on Gweebarra Bay.
Naran (na-ran') town,
Narbada*(nar'ba-da') riv. India, 620 m. long, Cen. Provinces to Gulf of Camdiv. Cen. Provinces, British India, 18,321
bay, Bombay.
pop. 1,879.
of dept. Aude, France
Narbonne (nar'bon') mfg. city,
(nar'do)
mfg.
town,
Lecce
prov.
Italy
NardO
Narenta (nS-ren'ta) riv. Herzegovina, 140 m. long, to Narenta Charmel.
Narew (na'rev) riv. of Russia Poland, 200 m. long, to Bug river.
E of Rome
Narni (nar'ne) town, Perugia prov. Italy, 45 m.
Naro (nii'ro) cml. town, Sicily, Italy, on Naro riv. 12 m. S E of Girgenti
Narragansett Bay (nar'a-gan'set-) sea inlet, 28 m. long, R. I.
Narragansett Pier, vil. Washington co. R. I. ; fashionahle bathing place.
Staten Island, N. Y.
Narrows, The, strait between Long Island
Narsinghpur (nar'sing-pobr') dist. Narbada div. Cen. Provinces, British India,
1,916
pop. 339.
its
pop. 8.
native state, Orissa, Bengal, India,
199
pop. 25.
its *.
Narva (niir'va) ft. town, St. Petersburg govt. Russia, on Narova river
Naseby (naz'bi) par. Northampton co. England battlefield in 1645.
Nash, CO. N E cen. N. C. 548 pop. 21, X Nashville.
Nashua (nash'u-a) town, Chickasaw co. lo. on Cedar riv. pop. 1. mfg. city, a
X of Hillsboro co. N. H. on Merrimac riv. pop. 19.
of Washington co. 111. pop. 2.
Nashville (nSsh'vTl) city,
cml. city,
of
Term, and X of Davidson co. pop. 76.
Naslelsk (nii'se-glsk') town, Poland, Russia in Europe ; battlefield in 1806.
Haslk (na'iik) dist. Bombay pres. British India, 8,140 pop. 734.
its
on
Godayari riv. 95 m.
E of Bombay, pop. 22.
Naslrdbad (na'se-ra'bad') town, Ajmere, Bajputaua, British India
Nassau (nas'a) co. E Fla. 640 pop. 8, X Fernandina. tp. Rensselaer co.
N. Y. pop. 2.
city,
of Bahama Isls. pop. 5, on New Providence island.
Nassau Sound, on E coast of Fla. at S end of Amelia Island.
Natal (na-tal') British colony, S E coast Africa, 21,1.50
Pieterpop. 544,
maritzburg.
town,
of Rio Grande do Norte state, Brazil, S. Am. pop. 10.
Natchez (nSch'ez) city, X of Adams co. Miss
Natchitoches (nak'e-tSsh' or nach'I-toch'es) agr. par.
La. 1,285
pop.
2C.
its X on Cane riv. pop. 2.
Natick (na'tlk) tp.
Middlesex
co.
Mass
vU.
tp.
National military Home, vil. Montgomery co. O. soldiers' home
pop. 1.— mfg. vil. Allegheny co.
Natrona (na-tro'ua) CO. cen. Wyo. 5,475
Pa. pop. 2."
Natron Lakes of Egypt (na'tron-) in Natron Valley, Libyan Desert.
Nattur (nat'toor') town, Rajshahi div. Bengal, British India

D
N

6,

of Calcutta, pop. 14.

;

(nan-pa'rii)

—

N

m.

W

(na-uoo'te)

CO. Pa. in the

its

6
12

3

&

87
26,629

Nansemond

W W

Oudh, British India, pop.

Briti.sh India, 13

W

high.

Nanpara

—

6
16
U

;

NechOW

Nankin (nan-kTn' or nSn'kin) tp. Wayne co. Mich. pop. 3. — (pron. nan'klu')
or Nanking (uan-kTng') cml. city, # of Kiangsu prov. Cliina, pop. 150.
Nankaurl (nan-kow're) isl. 25 m. in circuit, Nicobar Isls. .Bay of Bengal.
Nan—Ling (nan'-ling) mt. chain, cen. Cliina, 400 m«long.
NanOOtl

7

5

tp.

:

;

left

(nii-wab-ganj') town,

— town, Bengal,

-naz) headland forming

Nanas (n5'n8sh'.' town, Haiduk dist. Hungary
Nanay (na-ni') riv. Ecuador, South America, to Amazon riv. uav. 160 m.
Nance (nSns) co. N cen. Neb. 436 D pop. 6, X Fullerton.
Nanche (nan'eha') cml. town, Ch§hkiang prov. China
Nancy (nSn'sT, Fr. pron. nSN'se') mfg. city, # of dept. Meurthe-et-Moselle,
France, on

Conn

Neath (netli) min. & mfg. town, Glamorgan co. Wales, on Neath river
Nebraska (ne-bras'ka) agr. state, cen. U. S. A. 77,510 D pop. 1,059, # Lincoln.
Nebraska City, X of Otoe co. Neb. on W bank Missouri river
Necedah (ne-se'da) vil. Juneau co. V/is. on Yellow River
Neches River (ngch'ez-) Tex. 350 m. long. Van Zandt co. to Sabine Lake.

D

—

co.

Naxia.
Naxos (nak's5s) isl. 19 m. long, Cyclades isls. JSgean sea,
Nayagarh (na'ya-garh') 'fertile native state, Orissa, Bengal, India, 588

W

*

New Haven

(na'pli-a)

Nawabgan]

&

D

vil.

Navarra (na-viir'ra) past. prov. N Spain, 6,046 D pop. 304, # Pamplona.
Navarro (na-var'o) past. CO. N E ceu. Tex. 1,020 D pop. 26, X Corsicaua.
Navasota (uSv'a-so'ta) city. Grimes co. Tex. 70 m. N W. of Houston
Navasota River, Tex. 170 m. long, Limestone co. to Brazos river.
Navesink Hills, N. J. See Highlands.

long.

W. Provs. British India..
riv. 18 m.
of Bromberg
Nakhchivan (nSK'she-viin) anc. Arx'ata, town, Erivan govt. Caucasus, Russ.
mfg.
cml. town, Yekaterinoslav govt. Russia in Europe, pop. 16.
pop. 9.
Namangan (na'man-gS:-/) town, Ferghana govt. Russia in Asia
Namac[ualand (na-mii'kwa-) Hottentot country, the S part of German S
Africa, 150,000
Angra PequeSa.
pop. 100,
Namekagon River (na-me-ka'f on-) riv. Wis. 100 m. long, to St. Croix river.
Namslau (uams'lou) mfg.town^ Silesia prov. Prussia, on Weida river
pop. 341.
Namur (na'mQr, Fr. nn.'miir') min. prov. Belgium, Europe, 1,414
its *, a ft. mfg. city, 36 m. S E of Brussels, pop. 30.
Nan (nan) town, Laos, Indo-China

—

& mfg.

(na'ga-tiik) tp.

W

Naihatl (ni'ha'te) town, Bengal, British India, 30 m. N of Calcutta
Nalrai (nl'ri) isl. Fiji Isls. S Pacific ocean noted for mats, baskets, etc.
its X on Nairn
Nairn or Nairnshire (narn'shir) co. Scotland, 197 D pop. 10.
riv. 15 m. N E of Inverness, pop. 4.

Najibdbdd (na'je-ba'bad') town, Roliilkhand div. N.
Nakel (na'kel) town, Posen prov. Prussia, on Netze

;

(nowrn'boors) mfg. town, Saxony prov. Prussia
ft. spt. town, # of Argolis & Corinth nome, Greece
(na'shon')
isl. 7^ m. long, Elizabeth Isls. Dukes co. Mass.
Naushon
Nava del Rey (na'va del ra) town, Valladolid prov. Spain
Navajo Indians (na'va-no-) tribe in N. M. & Ariz
Morea, Greece naval battle in 1827.
Navarino (na-vrUre'no) ft. spt. town, S

Nauplia

N. C
;

vil.

Naumburg

Mass. in Massachusetts Bay.

co.

anc. canal, Assyria

Nahunta

(na-lmn'ta) tp.

Naugatuck

Hungary

Nahrawan^na-ra-wan')

Pop.

W

isl. groups, N
coast Borneo isl. Malay Archipelago.
Rockbridge co. Va. natural bridge over Cedar Creek.
Nauen (now'en) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Naugard (now'gart) town, Pomerania prov. Prussia

(na-too'nas)

Natural Bridge,

W

Nagy Leta

_

Natunas

=

;

seaport tp., township
See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

spt.,

;

;

vil., village.

76
7
8

5
4
6
9
25

5

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
—

Newlngton

W

;

—

Neustadt-an-der-Orla (-or'la) mfg. town, Saxe-Weimar duchy, Germany.
Neustadt-Eberswalde (-a'bers-wal'de) mfg. town, Brandenburg, Prussia
NeUStadtl-an-der-Waag (uoi'stiitl-an-dSr-wag') town, Neutra co. Hungary
.

Newnan (nu'nan)

Ark. 616

—

City.

D

W

pop. 15,

—
— &

X

Nevada

tp.

—

D

X

N

#

&

Nevlano — degll — Arduini
Italy, 16 m. S of Parma
Nevis (nSv'is) isl. Leeward

commune

(na-ve-a'no-dal'ye-ar-doo-e'ne)

&

Albany

O

—

—

—

Newark Valley, tp. & vil. Tioga co. N. Y
Newaygo (ne-wa'go) CO. W Mich. 860 D pop.

New
New
New
New
New
New
New

vil.

20.

—

&

tp.
its

X

pop.

1.

Baltimore (-bal'tl-mor) tp. & vil. Greene co. N. Y
tp.
Bedford (-bed'f ord) mfg. spt. city, a X of Bristol co. Mass
(-ber'lTn)"tp.
&
vil.
Chenango
co.
N.
Y
Berlin
tp.
Newbern (nii'bern) city, X of Craven co. N. C. on Neuse river
ceu. S. C. 600 D pop. 26, X Newberry, pop. 3.
Newberry (nu'ber-ry) CO. N
vil. X of Luce co. Mich. pop. 1.
tp. Miami co. 0. pop. 5.
tp. York co.
Pa. pop. 2.
tp. Newberry co. S. C. pop. 5.
New BraunfelS (-brown'felz) city, X of Comal co. Tex
New Bremen (-bre'men) tp. & vil. Lewis co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2. vil. Auglaize

New
New
New

W

—

^

—

^

Newburg,
Orange

prov. Canada,

North America,

England, pop.

Newburyport

11.

(nu'ber-i-porf) mfg. city, a

X

of

Essex

co.

Mass

New Caledonia (-kSl'e-do'nT-a) isl. S Pacific ocean, 6,000 D pop. 63, * Noumea a French penal colony.
tp.
New Cauaan (-ka'nan) tp. & vil. Fairfield co. Conn
New Castile (-kiis-tel') old prov. Spain, now provs. of Madeid, Toledo, CiuDAD Real, Cuenca, and Guadalajara.
Newcastle, co. N Del. 430 D pop. 97, X Wilmington. — hundred & city, Newcastle CO. Del. hun. pop. 6, city pop. 4. — town, X of Henry co. Ind. pop. 3.
— tp. & vil. Westchester co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2. — city, X of Lawrence co. Pa.
;

^

^

on Shenango river.
town, Weston co. Wyo. pop. 2.
town. New
Wales, Australia a spt. on Hunter river, pop. 13.
Newcastle-under-Lyme (-lim) mfg. town, Stafford co. England
Newcastle-upon-Tyne (-tin) city, X of Northumberland co. England.
Newchwang (nu-chwang') treaty port, ShSngking prov. Manchuria
New Cumberland (-kiim'ber-land) town, X of Hancock co. W. Va
New Decatur (-de-ka'tur) town, Morgan co. Ala
New Dongola (-don'go-la) town, Nubia, Africa, on Nile riv. lat. 19° 11' N
New Durham (-dQr'am)"tp. & hamlet. La Porte co. Ind
New England, states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, & Connecticut, U. S. A.
Newfane, tp. Niagara co. N. Y
vil. Tompkins co. N. Y
tp.
Newfield, tp.
NewfOUndland_(nu'tond-land') isl. Brit. N. Am. 42,200 D pop. 193, * St. John's.
New Guinea (-gin'e) the largest isl. on the globe, Malay Arch. N of Australia,
of Ion. 141° E is Dutch the N E part (or
311,215 D pop. 800 the part
Kaiser Wilhelm's Land) is German the S E part is British.
New Hampshire (-hSmp'shir) one of the New England states, U. S. A. 9,305
pop. 377, * Concord.
New Hampton (-hSmp'ton) tp. & town, X of Chickasaw co. lo. tp. pop. 2, town
pop. 12

;

S.

;

18
186
60
2

4
5
2

W

—

&

^

—

—

—

—

art) 1,000 m. long, S Pac. oc. 104,471 D pop. 608, * WeUington British.
Nezhin (nezh'en) or Ne]in (na-zhen') town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
Ida. 1,610 P pop. 3, X Lewiston.
Nez Perces (nS per'sa') co. N
Ngaml (n'gii'me) lake, S Africa, 60 m. long, lat. 20°-21° S, Ion. 22°-23° 30' E.
prov.
E
China,
48,461 D pop. 20,596, # Ngan-king.
Nganhwei (n'gan'hwi')
Ontario prov. Canada, 35 m. long. Lake
Niagara (ni-ag'a-ra) riv. bet. N. Y.
Erie to Lake Ontario Falls of Niagara, 158 ft. high on Can. side, 167 ft. on
tp. Niagara co. pop. 11.
Am.
N. Y. 504 D pop. 62, X Lockport.
CO.
Niagara Falls, vil. Niagara CO. N. Y
of Sumatra, * Gunung.
Nias or Pulo-Nias (poo'lo ne'as') isl. Malay Arch.
Nlaumelsakas (ne-ow-mSl-sa'kas) fall, 300 ft. high, LuleiV riv. Sweden.
commune
Nibbiano (neb-be-ii'no) vil. 8 m. S of Piacenza, Italy
Nicaragua (ne-kii-rii'gwa) republic, Central America, 49,500 D pop. 313, #
Managua.
town in same, pop. 8, on Niciiragua Lake.
Nicaria (ne-kii-re'ii) Turkish isl. iEgeausea, 80 D named from the Icarus myth
Nicastro (ne-kiis'tro) town, Catanzaro prov. Calabria, Italy
Nice (ues) spt. city, * of dept. Alpes-Maritimes, France, on Mediterranean sea
famous for mildness of climate a health resort

18
11
3

5

3

;

W

44

—

;

W

D

N

X

(nlk'S-las) co.
E Ky. 190
pop. 11,
Carlisle.
X Ificholas Courtliouse.
Nicholas^^le (nik'o-las-vll) town, X of Jessamine co. Ky

D

—

co.

W.

Va.

pop. 9,

Nickerson (ntk'Pr-son) city, Reno co. Kan
Nlcobar Islands (nfk'o-biir'-) group. Bay of Bengal, 034

D

pop. 7

;

British.

Nlcolet (nik'o'lii') CO. Quebec prov. Canada, 59.') D pop. 28, X Becancour.
Nicollet (nTk'o-iet) co. S Minn. 455 D pop. 13, X St. Peter.
Nicopolis (ne-k5p'6-lTs) town, Bulgaria, on Danube river
Nicosia (ne-ko-se'ii) city, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy, pop. 15.
See Lefkosia.
Nicotera (ne-ko-ta'rii) town, Catanzaro prov. Calabria, Italy
Nicoya (ne-ko'yii) bay. Pacific coast of Coata Rica, Central America.
pen.
town, pop. 3, on
shore of bay.
bet. bay & Pacitlc ocean.

1.

—

^

long ; S, e, 6, less protovrjed ; S, S, I, o, CI, shert ; a, g, j, o, u, obscure; fiir, last,
ee (see p. 1719) cb as in chin ^ as in get nas in linger, link ng as in sing
;

—

New Trier (-tri'er) tp. Cook co. lU. on Lake Michigan
New Ulm (-iilm') city, X of Brown co. Minn
.tp.
New Utrecht (-iJ'trekt) tp. & vil. Kings co. N. Y
Newville (nu'vTl) bor. Cumberland co. Pa.
New Westminster (-wgst'mln-ster) town, former * of Brit. Columbia, Can.
tp.
New Windsor (-wTn'zor) tp. & vil. Orange co. N. Y
New Wine, tp. Dubuque co. lo
New Year's Islands, group, lat. 54° 41' S, ion. 64° 2S' W, S Atlantic ocean.
New York (nu y6rk') one of Middle Atl. states, U. S. A. 49,170 D pop. 5,998,
* Albany, first cml. & mfg. & most populous state in the Union. — co. N.
Y. coextensive with N. Y. city, 40 D pop. 1,515. ^ city, cml. center of N. Y.
state & of the U. S. & largest city of W hemisphere, lat. 40° 42' 43" N, Ion.
74° 0' 3" W, pop. 1,515.
New York Mills, vil. Oneida co. N. Y
New Zealand (-ze'land) group of isls. (North, South or Middle, and Stew-

720

;

;

—

&

&

&

Nicholas

;

;

&

N

D

;

New
&
New
2. — tp. & vil. Oneidaco. N. Y. tp. pop. 4.
New Haven, co. S W Conn. 619 D pop. 209. — its X and the chief city of Conn.
pop. 81 a spt. on New Haven Bay.
New Hebrides, isls. in S Pacific ocean, lat. 17° S, Ion. 169° E natives Papuan.
New Holland (-liBl'and) vil. Lancaster co. Pa. pop. — a former name of
Australia.
tp.
New HolSteln (-hSl'stin) tp. & vil. Calumet co. Wis
New Hope, tp. Chatham co. N. C. pop. 2. — tp. Perquimans co. N. C. pop. 2.
— tp. Wayne co. N. C. pop. 2. — bor. Bucks co. Pa. pop. 1.
New Iberia (-T-be'ri-j) town, X of Iberia par. La
&, 6, u, c,

—
^

—

—

D

;

D

(-hSn'o-ver) co. S part of N. C. 90
pop. 24, X Wilmington.—
tp. Burlington co. N". J? pop. 2.
isl. S Pacific ocean.
Harmony, town, Posey co. Ind.; Owen's socialists, 1825
vil. Litchfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop.
Hartlord (-hart'ford) tp.

I, e, I, o, u,

D

W

^

1.

—

*

W

;

D

JNew Hanover

W
—

15
3
3

&

;

pop.

D

—

—

&

:

W

—

— &
^

;

Y

D

^

town, Warrick co. Ind. on Ohio riv. pop. 1.
tp.
city, a X of
N. Y. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 23 on Hudson river.
(nu'ber-I) tp. & vil. Orange co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
town, Berks co.

co.

Newbury

—

#

&

&

&

isl.

seat of Rutgers College.
Fredericton.
321,

&

&

D

^

;

4

#

Straltsville (-strats'vTl) vil. Perry co. O
(uii'ton) co. N
Ark. 838
pop. 10, X Jasper.
co.
cen. Ga. 260Q
Ind. 400
pop. 14, X Covmgton.
co. N
pop. 9, X Kentland.
co. E
Miss. 676
pop. 17, X Newton.
co. S
Mo. 648
pop. 22, X Neosho.
city, X of Jasper co. 111. pop. 1. .— tp.
CO. E Tex. 970
pop. 5, X Newton.
city, X of Jasper co. lo. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 3.
tp.
city, X of Harvey
town, X of Suscity, Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 24.
CO. Kan. city pop. 6.
sex CO. N. J. pop. 3.
tp.
town, X of Catawba co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town
tp. & vil. Muskingum co. O. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Miami co. O. pop. 3.
pop. 1.
Newton-Heath (uH'ton-heth) mfg. town, Lancaster co. England
Newton-in-Mackerfield (-mak'er-feld) market town, Lancaster co. England
Newton-Stewart (-stu'art) town", Wigtown co. Scotland, on Cree river
Newton-upon-Ayr (-S;r) nitg. shipbuilding town, Ayr co. Scotland
Newtown (uu'town) tp. vil. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 4. tp. Queens co.
tp.
bor. Bucks co. Pa. bor. pop. 1.
flannel rnfg. town,
N. Y. pop. 18.
Montgomery co. Wales, pop. 4.
S suburb of Sydney, New South Wales,
pop. 7.
NevrtOWnardS (nu't'n-ardz') spt. town, Down co. Ireland, 10 m. E of Belfast

;

a pop.

—

New

CO. 0. pop. 1.

28,100

isl.

Newton

New Brighton (-brl'ton) vil. Richmond co. N. Y. pop. 16 on Staten Island.
— mfg. bor. Beaver co. Pa. pop. 6.
New Britain (-brTf n) tp. & mfg. city, Hartford co. Conn. tp. pop. 19, city
pop. 17. —
Pacific ocean, lat. 5° S, Ion. 150° E.
New Brunswick (-brunz'wTk) city, X of Middlesex co. N. J. pop. 19, on
Raritp.n riv.

of

242

Warwick

co. Va. pop. 4.
(nu'port-pag'nel) town, Buckingham co. England
Bahama Group, British West Indies,
Nassau.
Providence,
city, St. Croix co.
Richmond (-rlch'moud) vil. Clermont co. O. pop. 2.
Wis. pop. 1.
vil. Westchester co. N. Y. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop. 8.
Rochelle (-ro-shel') tp.
bor.
Newry (nii'ri) bor. town, Down Armagh cos. Ireland
Salem (-sa'lem) tp. Union co. N. C
hamlet, Albany co. N.
tp.
Scotland (-skSt'land) tp.
Siberia (-si-be'rl-a) isl. group, Arctic Ocean, Yakutsk govt. Siberia, Russia in Asia ; chief IsIs.Kotelnoi, Fadievskoi, New Siberia, Liakhov.
South Wales (-walz) British colony, Australia, 310,700 pop. 1,134,
and chief port, Sydney ; other towns. Broken Hill, Newcastle, Goulburn.
Newstead (nu'sted) tp. Erie co. N. Y
Newstead Abbey, Nottingham co. England ; family residence of Byron.

#

—

X

town,

com.

&

Ga

Newport—Pagnell

Isls. Br. W. Indies, 50
pop. 12,
Charlestown.
(-al'ba-nl) tp.
city, X of Floyd co. Ind. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 21.
city, X of Essex co. N. J.
(nu'ark) town, Newcastle co. Del. pop. 1.
city, X of Licking
pop. 182, on'Passaic riv.
vil. Wayne co. N. T. pop. 4.
CO. O. pop. 14, on Licking riv.
or Newark-upon-Trent, town
parliamentary bor. Nottingham co. England, pop. 14.

New

Newark

cc.

;

X

X

Coweta

of

isl.

co. Cal. 1,000
pop. 17,
Prescott.
town, Story co. lo. tp.
tp.
co. Cal. pop. 4.
pop. 2, town pop. 2.
city,
of Vernon co. Mo. pop. 7.
of Nevada co. Cal
Nevada City, city,
of Vitebsk
Nevel (na-vel') town, Vitebsk govt. Russia in Europe, 54 m.
of dept. Nifevi-e, France ; famous cathedral
Nevers (ne-var') city,
hamlet, Sullivan co. N. Y. on Neversink riv.tp.
NeversinlE (nev'er-sink) tp.

Nevada

X

city,

group, S Atlantic ocean, S E of Cape Horn; chief
New Orkney C-Srk'ne)
isls. Pomona & Melville, lat. 61° S, Ion. 40° W.
New Orleans (-8r'le-anz) cml. city, X of Orleans par. a riv. port on Miss. riv.
100 m. above delta chief cotton market of the U. S.> A
New Philadelphia (-fll'a-dgl'fT-a) city, X of Tuscarawas co. O
New Point _Comfort (-kiim'fort)"Chesapeake Bay, N of Mobjack Bay.
Newport (nu'port) CO. S E R."l. 100 D pop. 29. — its X and one of two # of
R. I.; a spt. watering place, pop. 19. — tov™, Jackson co. Ark. pop. 2. ^ city,
X of Campbell co. Ky. pop. 25. — tp. & vil. X of Sullivan co. N. H. tp. pop. 3,
vil. pop. 2. — tp. & vU. Washuigtou co. 0. tp. pop. 2. — bor. Perry co. Pa.
pop. 1. — tp. & vil. Orleans co. Vt. tp. pop. 3. ^ tp. Warwick co. Va. pop. 5.
— town, # of Isle of Wight, Hampshire, England, pop. 10. — town, Monmouth
CO. England, pop. 55. — town, Shropshire, England, on Strine riv. pop. 3.
Newport News, point near mouth of James riv. Va. N of Hampton Roads. —

Neustettin (uoi'stet-ten') mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Neu-StrelltZ (uoi-strS'lIts) town, * of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Germany
NeUtltSChein (noi'tlt-shin' ) mfg. town, Moravia prov. Austria
Neutra (noi'tra) town, Hungary, on Neutra river
Neu-TreptOW (noi-trep'tou) town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Nen-Ulm (noi-561m') town, Bavaria, Germany, on Danube river
Nenwied (noi'vvet) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Rhine river
Neva (na'va) riv. of Russia, 40 m. long, Ladoga Lake to Finland Gulf. —or
Nelva (na'va) riv. of Russia, 300 m. long, Ural Mta. to Tura river.
of Ut. 110,700 D pop. 4fi, # Carson City.
Nevada (ne-va'da) state, U. S. A.

— CO. S W

co.

;

—

—

W

York

v"il.

of Diisseldorf
(nois) ft. mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 4 m. S
town, W. Prussia
(noi'stat) town, Moravia prov. Austria, pop. 5.
prov. Prussia, pop. 5.
mfg. town, Oppeln govt. Silesia prov. Prussia, pop.
14.
town,
town, suburb of Magdeburg, Saxony prov. Prussia, pop. 27.
Bavaria, S Germany, 22 m. S
of Ratisbou, pop. 14.
See Wienee-Neustadt.

^

Pop.
vil.

New
D pop. 1,445, * Trenton.
New
E
D pop. 6, X New Kent Courthouse.
New Lanark (-lan'ark) vil. Lanark co. Scotland Robert Owen's socialism...
New Lebanon (-leb'a-non) tp. & vil. Columbia co. N. Y
tp.
New Lisbon (-llz'bon)
X of Columbiana co. O
New London (-lun'don) co. S EConn. 687 D pop. 77. — city, one of the.X of
New London co. pop. 14 a spt. on Thames riv. The other X is Norwich. ^
tp. & vil. Huron co. O. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1. ^ city, Waupaca co. Wis. pop. 2.
New Madrid (-mSd'rld) co. S E Mo. 620 D pop. 9. — tp. & city, its X, tp.
pop. 5, city pop. 1.
Newman (nii'man) tp. & vil. Douglas co. Ill
tp.
New manor (-mSn'or) vil. Lancaster co. Pa
Newmarket (nii-mar'ket) town, Suffol'ic & Cambridge cos. England; races..
tp.
New Market (nu' miir'ket) tp. & vU. Rockingham co. N. H
New IHesiCO (-mek'sT-kol S W ter. U. S. A. 122,580 D pop. 154, * Santa F6.
New MiUord (-mtl'ford) tp. & vil. Litchfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.

.

—

—

10.
Jersey (-jer'zT) state, U. S. A. 7,815
Kent (-kenf) co. part of Va. 210

NeusatZ (noi'sats) ft. town, Bacs co. Hungary, on Danube river
Neuse (nus) riv. of N. C. 300 m. long, Orange co. to Pamlico Sound.
N6u-Sliehr (ua-o6'-sher') town, Turkey in Asia, 120 ni N E of Konia
Neusohl (noi'zol) mfg. & cml. town, X of Sohl co. Hungary
NeUBtadt

(nu'Tng-ton) par. Surrey co. England, pop. 108.

England, pop.

&

Neuss

1781

Pop.

JIOIinKlrcheil (noin'keer'Ken) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, pop. 11.
town. Lower Austria, 10 m. S
of Wieuer-Neustadt, pop. 7.
Neupaka (noi'pifkii) mfg. town, Boliemia, Austria
Neuquen (nS-oo'kSn) ter. "W Argentine Rep. Soutli America.
Neurode (uoi'ro'de) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia ; coal mines
Neu-Ruppin (noi-roop-peu') cml. mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia..
Neusalz (noi'sitlts) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Oder river

W

;

;

.

;

terra foDd, f(56t, fflrl.; 6 a* in fSr oi as in oil
ow as in cow
th as in thin tfa as in thine
1, &, b, w, B, d, o, h, k, n (see p. 1719).

fall, oftre
;

—

W

;

;

;

;

;

;

S8

.. ;
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N

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Nlcoman

(ne-koo-man')

Amur

riv.

region, Siberia, 220

m. to

Amur river.

Noja

;

D

Q

33

—

;

—

—

W

D

*

U

the

name

of the empire of Japan.
(nTp'i -g5n) lake, Ontario prov. Can.

N of Lake Superior, coast line 580 m.
Nlpigon
Nipple Top (Jiip'l-) peak, Adirondack Mts. N. Y. 4,684 ft. high.
Nirgua (ner'gwa) town, Carabobo state, Venezuela, South America
Nlscemi (nes-cha'mel town, Caltanisetta prov. Sicily, Italy
by S of Mashad
Nishapur (ntsh'a-poor') city^ Kliorassan prov. Persia, 40 m.
birthplace of Omar Khayyam.
Nlshnabatona River (nish'na^bSt'o-na-) 220 m. long, Carroll CO. lo. to Mo.

W

E

of Pozzuoli", Naples Bay, Italy villa of Brutus
isl. S
(nis'sa) or Nisch (nesh) ft. city, S
Servia, on Nissava river
Nlstelrode (nls'tel-ro'de) vil- North Brabant prov. Netherlands
Nlth (nith) riv. Scotland, CO m. long, AyT co. to Solway Firth.
Nlti-Qhat (ne'te-giit) pass, Himalaya Mts. 16,814 ft. high.
Nltinat (nlt'S-nSf ) or Berkeley Sound (berk'll-) inlet of Pacific ocean
coast of Vancouver Isl. British Columbia, Canada.
Nivelles (ne'vell') town, Brabant prov. Belgium
Nlvernais (ne'ver'na') old prov. France, now depts. Nievbe and Chee.
Yonne rivers.
Canal of, 45 m. long, connects Loire river with Seine

Nlsita (ne'se-ta)

;

E

Nissa

W

w

&

Nixdorf or Gross Nixdorf (gros niks'dorf)

—

—

—

N

—

D

W

&

D

W

&
NW

&

D

D

X

&

—

—
N

;

;

P means square miles;

#,

Population

is

capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

:

D

;

#

city,
tp.

X

D pop.

of

D

2
3

20
33

& Noer-

e
10

&

250
15

—

—

X

84,

2
4

4
2

—
^

—
—

Hampshire

—

North AndOVer (-Sn'do-ver) tp. & vil. Essex co. Mass
tp.
North Arcot (-iir'kot) dist? Madras, Brit. India, 15,146 Q pop. 2,008, * Chittur.
North AtUeboro (-at'tl-biir'ro) tp. & vil. Bristol co. Mass. tp. pop. 7, vU.
pop. 4.

North Australia (-as-tra1T-a) region, Australia, N of 2G°
North Baltimore (-bal'ti-mor or -mor) vil. Wood co. O
North Bergen (-ber'gen) tp? Hudson co. N. J
North Berwick (-ber'wik) tp. & vil. York CO. Me
Northboro (nSrth'bo-ro) tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
North Brabant (-bra-Vanf ) prov. Neth. 1,980 D pop. 514,
Northbridge (nSrth'brTj)

North Brookfleld:
pop.

tp.

& vil.

(-brook'feld) tp.

S,

E of 129°

*

Bois-le-Duc.

E.

tp.
'

Worcester co. Mass
& vil. Worcester co. Mass.

tp.

tp.
tp. pop. 4, vil.

3.

North Canaan (-ka'nan) tp. & vil. Litchfield co. Conn
North Carolina (-kSr-o-li'na) S Atlantic state, U. S. A. 490 m.

D pop.

tp.

long, 185 m.

#

Raleigh.
1,618,
North Codorus (-ko-do'rtis) tp. York co. Pa
Bismarck.
U. S. A. 70,795 D, pop. 183,
North Dakota (-da-ko'ta) state
North Dansville (-dSnz'vTl) tp. Livingston co. N.
North Danville (-dan'vTl) town, Pittsylvania co. Va
tovm, Cecil co. Md. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 1.
tp. Dutchess
Northeast, tp.
tp.
bor. Erie co. Pa, tp. pop. 2, bor. pop. 2.
CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
India, 17,372
8,004
Northern Bengal (-bSn-gal') prov. Bengal pres.

&

—

*

Y

—

&

NE

(-ser-kiirz')

D

Northfleld,

D

W

former prov. British India, 15°-20° N, on

side Bengal Bay, 17,000
North Fayette (-ft-yef) tp. Allegheny co.

D

*

Easton.
co. S E Va. 290 D pop. 10, X Eastville.
co. Mass. pop. 15.
tp. Burlington co. N. J. pop. 5.
vil. Fulton CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
mfg. town, X of Northampton co.
England, pop. 61.
or Northamptonshire (-shir) co. cen. England, 984
pop. 302.
Pa. 380

Pa

& vil. Franklin co. Mass. tp. pop. 2. — tp. & city. Rice co. Minn,
city pop. 3. — tp. Richmond co. N. Y. pop. 10. ^tp. & vil. Wash-

2,996
3

tp.

tp. pop. 3,
ington CO. Vt. tp. pop.

3, vil.

pop.

1.

— town, Worcester

co.

England, pop.

7.

NorthHeet, par. Kent co. England, on Thames riv. shipbuilding
North Fork of the Platte River, 800 m. long. Col. Wyo. & Neb.
;

North
North
North
North

Greenbush,

Haven

Rensselaer co. N.

tp.

(-ha'ven) tp.

Y

& vil. New Haven co.

Conn

(-hemp'sted) tp. Queens co. N. Y
(-hSl'land) prov. Netherlands, 1,070 D pop. 844

tp.

Hempstead

chief towns,
Holland
Amsterdam, Haarlem, Alkmaar, Zaandam, & Hoorn.
North Huntington (-hiint'Tng-ton) tp. Westmoreland co. Pa
North Island, most N of the three principal isls. New Zealand, 44,467 D
North Kingston (-kingz'ton) tp. Washington co. R. I
North Knosville (-noks'vll) town, Knox co. Tenn
North Lebanon (-leb'a-non) tp. Lebanon co. Pa
North Manchester (-mSn'ches-ter) town, Waba.sh co. Ind
North Manheim (-man'him) tp. Schuylkill co. Pa
North Murderklll (-mflr'der-kTl) hundred, Kent co. Del
North Muskegon (-mus-ke'ggn) vil. Muskegon co. Mich
Northop (nSrth'op) vil. Flint co. Wales
North Park, elevated tract, Grand co. Col. 50 m. E to W, 1,500 D.
North Plainfiold, tp. Somerset co. N. J
North Platte (-plat) city, X of Lincoln co. Neb
Northport (nSrth'port) vil. Suffolk co. N. Y
North Providence (-prov'i-dens) tp. Providence co. R. I
North Riding, div. of York co. England, 2,128 D

cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing min., mining
2=^1^500 to 2^499; 3 z= 2,500 to 3,499, etc. less than 1,000 not given.

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

X

&

Northern Gircars

pop. 9G1.
or Sudharam (sood'ha-ram') its
pop. 5.
Noale (no-a1a) mfg. to\vn, Padua prov. Italy, 14 m.
E of Padua
E Ind. 420
pop. 23, X Albion.
Noble (no'bl) CO.
pop.
co. S E O. 415
tp. Wabash co. Ind. pop. 9.
21, X Caldwell.
Minn. 720
pop. 4, X Worthington.
Nobles (no'blz) CO. S
city, X of Hamilton co. Ind. tp. pop. 5, city
Noblesvllle (no'blz-vll) tp.
pop. 3.
Nocera del Paganl (no-cha'ra da's pii-g'a'ne) town, Salerno prov. Italy
commune, Italy, 6 m.
of Parma
com.
NooetO (no-cha'to) town
Noel (no'che) town, Bari prov. Italy ; wine, oil, and silk trade
(nod'a-wa)
CO.
Mo.
848
pop.
Maryville.
tp. Page co.
Nodaway
31,
vil. Andrew co. Mo. tp. pop. 3.
lo. pop. 5.
tp.
tp. Nodaway co. Mo.
pop. 2.
Nodaway River, lo. Mo. 200 m. long, Cass co. lo. to Missouri river.
Noeos (no'u') vil. dept. Pas-de-Calais, France, 14 m. of Arras
Nogaisk (no-glsk') town, Taurida govt. Russ. in Europe pop. Nogais Tartars
Nogent (no'zhoN') town, dept. Haute-Marue, France cutlery
Nogent-le-Rotrou (-le-ro'troo') town, dept. Eure-et-Loir, France
Nogent-SUr-Marne ("siir'-marn') vil. dept. Seine, France
Nogent-Sur-Seine (-siir'-san') town, dept. Aube, France ; ruins of Paeaclet
Nohcacab (no-ka-kab') vil. Yucatan, Mexico ; near remains of anc. city
Noirmoutiers (nwar'mo6'te-a') isl. in dept. Vendue, France. .— its * pop. 6.

N

D

NW

on

vil.

#

E

15'

;

brojid, 52,250

Bohemia, Austria
Niza (ne'za) town, Alemtejo prov. Portugal, near Tagus river
Nizam's Dominions (ni'zamz-). See Haidaeabad.
NizniOW (nlz'ne-ov') vil. Galicia prov. Austria, on Dniester river
NiZza-HIonferratO (net'sii-mon-fer-ra'to) town, Alessandria prov. Italy
NoalShali (no'Sk-hiJae) dist. Chittagong div. S E Bengal, British India, 1,852

—

Sitka

;

North Ablngton (-5b'ing-ton) vil. Plymouth co. Mass
North Adams (-ad'amz) tp."& vil. Berkshire co. Mass. tp. pop. 20, vil. pop. 14.
Northallerton (nSrth-Sl'er-ton) bor. York co. England battle in 1138
par.
Northam (nSr'tham) town, Devon co. England
North Amherst (-Sm'herst) vil. Lorain co. O
Northampton (nSrth-amp'ton) CO. N. C. 568 D pop. 21, X Jackson.
co. B

;

D

D

2,250

isl.

comprises Getleboeg, Westernoeeland, Jemtland, Westerbotten,
botten.
Nort (nor) min. town, dept. Loire-Inf drieure, France
North, tp. Lake co. Ind

&

W

D

—

D

D

&

;

&

—

—

(nor'rtj-wSk) tp.
vil. Somerset co. Me
tp.
(nor'is) tp. Edgefield co. S. C
Norristown (nSr'Is-town) bor. X of Montgomery co. Pa
spt.
of Ostergdtland prov. Sweden
Norrkbping (n5r'ko-pTng) mfg. town
Norrland (nSr'Iand-) and Lapland (-ISp'land) div. Sweden, 99,046
pop. 744;

*

&

7

27
6

Norris

&

&

—

^

Ncrridgewock

D

W

1

&

;

#

&

&
NW

^

n
*

4

Isl. and town are here.
to Vienna, Austria.
Normal (nSr'mal) tp. city, McLean co. 111. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 3.
Minn. 1,440
Norman (ufir'nuin) co.
pop. 11,
Ada.
Normandy (nSr'man-dl) anc. prov. France, 10,534 D, now divided into depts.
SEINE-lNFiailEURE" EUBE, CaLVADOS, MANCHE,
OrNE.
Norman Isles (n8r'nian-) the Channel Isls. English Channel.
Norrbotten (nor'b5t-ten) largest prov. Sweden, 40,563
pop. 105,
Lule&.

&

N

3

*

D

Norfolk Plains, dist. N coast of Tasmania
Norfolk Sound, coast of Alas. N. America
Norlc Alps (nor'ik-) stretch from Ion. 12°

;

—
W

6

;

.

pop. 1, city pop. 4.
city, Trumbull co. 0. pop. 4.
Nilung (ne'loong) vil.
Tibet,
of Garhwal state, India, 11,127 ft. above sea.
Nilgirl (uTl-ge'ri) native state, Orissa prov. Bengal, India, 278
pop. 34.
its *.
dist. S
part of Madras, British India, 750
Utakamand.
pop. 50,
NUgiri Hills, mts. Nilgiri dist. Madras, British India highest point, 9,941 ft.
Nimar (ne'mar') dist. Narbada div. Cen. Provs. British India, 3,340
pop.
211, chief to\vn Burhanpui".
Nimburg (nim'bSSro) town, Bohemia, Austria
Nimes or Nismes (nem) town,
of dept. Gard, France
rich in Roman remains, ampliitheater, 437 ft. by 332, temple (Maison-Carr^e), bath,
aqueduct
Nimfl (nim'fe) town, Smyrna vilayet,
Turkey in Asia monument by Sesostris, described by Herodotus.
Nlmishillen (ntm'i-shil'len) tp.
vil. Stark co. O
tp.
Niiny-Maisi6res (ne'me'-ma'ze-ar') vil. Belgium, on Haine river
Nine Mile Prairie, tp. Callaway co. Mo
vil. Abbeville co. S. C
Ninety Six,_tp^
tp.
Nineveh (nTn'e-ve) anc. city,
of Assyria ; ruins at Kouyunjik, Khorsibad,
Nimrud, on Tigris riv. Mosul vilayet, Turkey in Asia.
Nlngpo (ning'po') city treaty port, ChShkiang prov. China
Nlnguta (nin-goo'ta) town, S E Manchuria, Asia, 150 m. N
of Vladivostok.
Ninove (ne-no'va) town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium, on Dender river
NiO (ne'o) anc. los, isl. J3gean sea, Naxos eparchy, Cyclades nome, 20
Niobrara River (ni'o-bra'ra-) 450 m. long, E Wyo. to Missouri riv. Ion. 98° W.
of dept. Deux-Sevres, France, on Sevre-Niortaise river
Niort (ne-or') town,
Nipanl (nip'a-ne') town, Belgaum dist. Bombay pres. British India
Nlphon (nif'on') or Nippon (nlp-on') isl. See Hondo. Nippon is properly

G

W

—

W

tp.

7

D

—

;

11

.

;

W

D

&

W

;

—

&

W

W

W

8.
town, Potenza prov. It. pop. 2.
(no-ko'mls) tp.
town, Montgomery co. 111. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
Nola (no'lii) city, Caserta prov. Italy, 14 m. E N E of Naples
Tex_. 900 Q pop. 2, X Sweet Water.
Nolan (no'lan) co. N
Nombre-de-Dlos (n6m'bra-da-de'os) town, Durango state, Mexico
Nome (no'mo) headland, S side of Nagasaki Bay, Kiusliiu isl. Japan.
Nona (uo'na^ town, Dalmatia prov. Austria, on Nona river
Nonantolajno-nan'to-la) town, 9 m. N E of Modena, Italy
com.
None (no'na) vil. Turin prov. Piedmont, Italy
Nonni (non'ue) or Naun (nown) riv. Manchuria, 500 m. long, Khingan Mts. to
Sungari river.
Nontron (noN'troN') mfg. town, dept. Dordogne, France
Nootka Sound (noofka-) harbor coast Vancouver Isl. British Columbia, Can.
Norborne (uSr'born) vil. Carroll co. Mo
Nord (nor) agr. mfg. dept. N France, 2,193 pop. 1,736, Lille, chief towns
Avesnes, Cambrai, Douai, Dunkirk, Hazebrouok, -and Valenciennes.
Norden (nbr'den) town, Hanover prov. Prussia
Nordhausen (uort-how'zen) ft. town, Saxony prov. Prussia, on Zorge river.
Nordheim (nSrt'him) town, Hanover prov. Prussia, on Ruhme river
Nordland (nordland) prov. Norway, 14,655 D pop. 132, chief town, Bodoe.
Nbrdlingen (nort'liug-en) town, Bavaria, Germany, on Goldbach river
Nordre Bergenhuus (nSr'dra ber'gen-hoos') prov. S
Norway, 7,145 D
Nordre Trondhjem (-tr5nd'yem) prov. Norway, 8,762 pop. 81, * Levanger.
Nore, The (-nor) estuary, Thames riv. England, E of Sheerness.
pop. 119, X Dedham.
Norfolk (nSr'fok) co. E Mass. 494
co. S E Va. 476
vil. Litchfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 2.
pop. 77, X Norfolk.
tp.
tp. & city,
Madison co. Neb. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
tp. St. Lawrence co. N. Y. pop.
city,
2.
Norfolk co. Va. pop. 35.
co. England, 2,119
pop. 456, X Norwich.
CO. Ontario prov. Canada, 635
pop. 37, X Simcoe.
Norfolk Island, Pac. oc. 29° S, 168° 10' E Pitcairn Islanders' second home.

W

Nlemen

(ne'men, Pol. nyem'en) riv. 450 m. long, Poland to E. Prussia; takes
name of Memel riv. near end.
Niemes (ne-a'mes) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Nienburg (nen'booro) town, Hanover prov. Prussia, on Weser river
Nlersteln (ner'stln) town, Rhein-Hessen prov. Hesse state, Germany
Nleuwe— Dlep (nyii'we-dep) vU. N. Holland prov. Netherlands
Nieuwpoort (nyiiw'port) ft. town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Nieuwveld (uyiiw'vglt) mt. range, Cape Colony, S Africa, 10,000 ft. high.
Nifevre (ue-avr') dept. cen. France, 2,632 D pop. 344, * Nevers.
Nigdeh (nig'de) town, E part of Konia vilayet, Asia IVIinor, on plain 50 m. long
Niger (ni'jer) or Quorra- (kwor'ra) upper part called Joliba (j51'i-ba) riv.
Africa, 3,500 m. long, N of Kong Mts. to Bight of Benin, Guli of Guinea.
Niger Territories. See British JJigek Territories.
Hondo isl. Japan, 150 m. N N
of Tokyo
Nifgata (ne-e-ga'ta) spt.
Niihau (ne'e-how') one of the Hawaiian Isls. 97 D
Nijar or NiJar-y-HuebrO (ne-nar'-e-Hwa'bi^o) town, Almeria prov. Spain
Nljmegen (ne-ma'gen) or Nlmeguen (uTm-a'gen) ft. town, Gelderland prov.
Netherlands, on Waal riv. famous treaty, lti78
Nijnl Novgorod (nij'ne nSv'go'rod) govt. Russia in Europe, 19,797
pop.
1,537.
its * pop. 67
annual fairs.
Nljnitaghilsk (nij'ne-ta-gllsk') town, Perm govt. Russia in Europe
Nijnl Udlnsk (nlj'ae oo'dinsk') town, Irkutsk govt. Siberia
Nikolai (nik'o-li') town, Silesia prov. Prussia, 58 m. S E of Oppeln
Nikolaiev (ne-ko-lI'Sf) ft. naval station, Kherson govt. Russia in Europe
Nikolalfsk (ne-ko-la'Ifsk) town and naval station, Primorskaya govt. Russia
in Asia, pop. 5.
town. Samara govt. Russia in Europe, on Irgis riv. pop. 7.
Nlkolalstad (ne-ko-li'stad) spt. town, Vasa govt. Finland, Russia in Europe.
Nikolsburg (ne'kolz-boBro') town, Moravia prov. Austria
Nikopol (ue-ko'pol) town, Russia in Europe, 07 m. S S
of Yekaterinoslav
Niksar (uTk'sar') town, Trebizond vilayet, Asia Minor, 63 m. S E of Samsun.
Nikslc (nlk'sik) vil. cen. Montenegro, S E Europe
Nile (nil) riv. B Af. 4,100 m. long, Victoria Nyanza Lake, 1° 15' S, to Medit.
sea, 31° 35' N
delta 120 m. wide, bet.
mouth at Rosetta and E mouth at
Damietta rises June to Sept. 20, falls till Jan. mean rise at Cairo, 40 ft.
(nilz)
tp.
&
vil.
Cook
co.
111.
NUes
tp. pop. 3.
tp.
city, Berrien co. Mich.

Pop

—

(no'ya) town, Bari prov. Italy, pop.

NokomlS

Niederbronn (ne'der-brotm') town, Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany
Nleder Selters (ne'dgr sSl'ters) vil. Hesse-Nassau prov. Prus. mineral waters
Nleder Wesel (ne'dgr wa'zel) ft. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Rhine river..

;

;

;

;

;

7
282

4
2

4
2
2

4
2

6
4
3
2

2
368

seaport tp., township ; tU., village.
&&& Abbreviations, y. 1919.

spt.,

;

..
.
.

..
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Pop.

Pop.

north Sdtnate (-att'u-St) vil. Plymouth co. Mass
North Sea, arm of Atlantic ocean, between the European continent on S & E
& Great Britain on W, 700 m. long greatest breadth, 420 m.
North Smlthfleld, tp. Providence co. R. 1
North Suburban Town, N suburb of Calcutta, Bengal, British India
North Tarrytown (-tSr'I-town) vil. Westchester co. N. Y
North Tonawanda (-tSu'a-wan'da) vil. Niagara co. N. Y
Northumberland (nSr-thtim'ber-land) CO. E cen. Pa. 463 D pop. 75, X Sun-

1

—

E

D pop.'S, X

Va. 180

—
—

HeathsviUe.

&

X

D

—

3
27

3
5

— bor.

;

;

&

North Vernon (-ver'non) city, Jennings co. Ind
North Versailles (-v&-salz') tp. Allegheny co. Pa
NorthvUle (-vIl) vil. Wayne co. Mich
Northwest Fork, hundred, Sussex co. Del
North-West Passage, around N. Am. connects N Atl. & N Pac. oceans.
North- West Provinces, Ueut.-govemorship, British India, between Bengal

;

;

W

D

D

W

142
8
5
2
4
10

&

Northumberland co.
chief towns Newcastle, Tyne-

CO. N England, 2,016
pop. 506,
N. Shields.
co. New Brunswick prov. Canada, 4,760
pop. 26,
Newcastle.
co. Ontario prov. Canada, 745
pop. 37, X Cobourg.
Northumberland Islands, off E coast of Australia, 21° 30' S, 150° E.
Northumberland Strait, in Canada, bet. Prince Edward Isl.
mainland.
North Union, tp. Payette CO. Pa

mouth,

(nu'rSm-berg) Ger. NiJENBBEO (niim'bSro) city, Bavaria, Gerriv. 95 m. N of Munich
Nurpur (nflr'pflr') town, Jalandhar div. Punjab, British India
Niirtingen (niir'ting-en) town, Wiirttemberg, Germany, on Neckar river
NutbUSh, tp. Warren co. N. C
Nyack (ni'ak) vil. Rockland co. N. Y
of Jassy annual fairs
NyamtZ (ne-amts') town, Roumania, 62 m. N N
Nyanugga (ni'a-n65g'ga) town, Ajmere, Rajputana, Br. India; cotton mart..
Victoria Nyanza.
Nyanza. See Albert Nyanza,
Nyassa (ne-as'sa) lake, S E Af. 350- m. long, 38 wide outlet into Zambezi riv.
of Lake Nyassa administered by African Lakes Co.
Nyassaland, Br. ter.
Nyborg (nii'boro) ft. town, Denmark, on Fiinen isl. shipbuilding docks
(ni)
Nev.
CO.
S
16,908
D pop. 1, X Belmont.
Nye
Nylr Bathor (ner bS'tSr') town, Szabolcz co. Hungary
Nyireghyhdza (Se'rSdj'ha'zS') tovni, Szabolcz co. Hungary
Nykbping (nii'ko'pTng) also S'ddermanland (so'der-man-land') prov Sweden, 2,631 n pop. 155.
its #, a spt.
mfg. town," pop. 5.
Helsingfors.
Nyland (neland) prov. Finland, Russia, 4,586 pop. 237,

many, on Pegnitz

;

bury.
CO.
Pa. pop. 3.

Nuremberg

5
2

3
2
3

—

&

D

27

#

;

& the Punjab, 81,858 pop. 34,278, * Allahabad.
Territories, ter. Dominion of Canada, once Hudson Bat TeekiTORY, bounded
by Alas.
Brit. Columbia, N by Arctic Ocean, E by Keewatin, S by Brit. Columbia, Athabasca,
Saskatchewan, 1,250,000
pop. 30.

D

North-West

W

&

&

—

—

Norwalk

649

3
8
2

X

&

*

&

(nSr'wel) tp.
vil. Plymouth co. Mass. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
Norwich (nSr'wItch) tp. city, one of two X of New London co. Conn. tp.
pop. 23, city pop. 16. .— tp.
vil. X of Chenango co. N. Y. tp. pop. 7, vil.
pop. 5.
(pron. n8r'rlj)mfg. city, X of Norfolk co. England, pop. 101.
vil. Norfolk co. Mass. tp. pop. 4.
vil. St. LawNorwood (uor'wood) tp.
rence CO. N. Y. pop. 1.
Upper, South, and Lower, 3 vUs. Surrey co.
England Upper pop. 8 ; South pop. 6 Lower pop. 9.
of Madagascar, 113
Helleville ; Fr.
Nossi-B6 (nos'se'-ba') isl.
pop. 8,
of Syracuse
NotO (no'to) city, Sicily, Italy, 16 m. S
coast of Newfoundland, Brit. Am.
Notre Dame Bay (uo'tr dam'-) on
hamlet, Wells co. Ind. tp. pop. 2.
mfg.
Nottingham (not'Iug-am) tp.
city, X of Nottingham co. England, on Leen riv. pop. 212.
or Nottinghamshire (-shir) cen. co. England, 825 pop. 446.
Nottlng-HiU (nSt'ing-hil) suburban hamlet of London, England.
Nottoway (nSt'o-wS) co. S Va. 281 pop. 12, X Nottoway Courthouse.
Nottoway River, 175 m. long, Nottoway co. Va. to Chowan riv. N. C.
Noumea (nuo'ma'a') town, of French isl. of New Caledonia, S Pacific ocean
Nouzon (noo'zoN') town, dept. Ardennes, Prance, on Meuse river
Novaia— Ushltsa (no-vi'a-ob-shTfza) town, Podolia govt. Russia in Europe.
its
Novara (no-va'ra) prov. Piedmont, Italy, 2,533
pop. 726.
pop. 31.
Nova Scotia (no'va s^o'stii-s.) formerly Aca'dia, a prov. of Dominion of Canada, 350 m. long, greatest width 120 m. 20,550
Halifax.
pop. 451,
NovawetZ (no'va-wets') town, a suburb of Potsdam, Brandenburg prov. Prus.
Nova Zembla (no'va zgm'bla) Russ. NovAYA Zemlya (no-vi'a zem'le-a) two
isls. Arctic Ocean, Archangel govt. Russia.
Novelda (no-vgl'da) town, Ahcante prov. Spain
Italy, 16 m.
Novellara (no-vSl-la'ra) tovm,
of Modena
Noventa (u6-vgu'ta) vil. Vicenza prov. Italy
Novgorod (nov'go'rbd) govt. Russia in Europe, lat. 57°-61° N, Ion. 30°-40° E,
its *, a cml. city, pop. 17.
47,236
pop. 1,213.
Novgorod-Severskoie (-sa-vSr-sko'ya) town, Chernigov govt. Russia
Novgtad-Volynski (uov'grad'-vo-lin'ske) town, Volhynia govt. Russia
Novl (no've) cml. town, Alessandria prov. Italy, pop. 12.
town, Modena
prov. Italy, pop. 6.
city, Croatia, Hungary, pop. 8 ; a coast town.
of Itescia dist. Bosnia, Austria-Hungary
Novi-Bazar (no've-ba'zar') town,
Novidvor (n5've-dvor) town, Poland, Russ. in Europe, 16 m.
of Warsaw.
-Novigrad (nS-ve-grad') spt. town, Dalmatia, Austria, on Morlacca Strait
Novo—Alexandrovsk (no'vo-a-lek'sau-dr5vsk') town, Kovno govt. Russia.
Novo-Bayazet (no'vo-ba-ya-zSf ) town, Erivan govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia.
Novo-Cherkask (no'vo-chSr-kask') town,
of Don Cossacks govt. Russia. .
Novo-Georgievsk (jio'vo-ga-6r'ge-evsk') town, Kherson govt. Russia
Novogrodek (uo'vo-gro-dSk') town, Minsk govt. Russia in Europe
Hovoi— Usen (no-voi'-ob'sen) town. Samara govt. Russia in Europe
Novokhopersk (no'v6-Ko-p5rsk') town, Voronej govt. Russia in Europe
Novomirgorod (no'vo-meer-go-rod') ft. town, Kherson govt. Russ. in Europe
Novomoskovsk (no'v6-m5s-k5vsk') ft. town, Yekaterinoslav govt. Russia
Poland, Russia
Novoradomsk (no'vo-ra-domsk') town, Piotrkow govt. S
NovosibkOV (no'v6-seb'k5v) town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
pop.
Nowanagar (no-wa^na-gar') native state, Kathiawar pen. India, 3,393
291.
its *, a cml. town, on Cutch Gulf, pop. 35.
Nowgong (now'gong') dist. Assam prov. India, 3,648 pop. 256, Nowgong.
Noxubee (nok'su-be) co. E Miss. 668 pop. 27, X Macon.
E of Paris
Noyon (no'yoN') town, dept. Olse, France, 67 m.
Nubia (nu'bi-|) country, Africa, S of Egypt, 100,792
Chilian.
pop. 157,
!Nuble (noo'bla) prov. Chile, South America, 3,556
pop. 11, X Nelson.
Nuckolls (niik'ols) co. S Neb. 576
oo.
Nueces (nwa'sSs) riv. S Tex. 400 m. long, Mt. Bonito to Gulf of Mexico.
S Tex. 2,430
pop. 8, X Corpus Christi.
Nueva Ecl]a (nwa'vii a'the-Ha) prov. E coast of Luzon isl. Philippine Isls.
Bongabong.
Malay Arch. pop. 23,
Nueva Vizcaya (nwii'va vSth-ki'a) prov. Luzon isl. Philippine Isls
pop.
Nuevo Leon (nwa'vo la-on') state, Mexico, North America, 23,592
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.
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5
5
37
8
7
8

5
5
10
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400

D

(uoo'ka-he'va) isl. S Pac. oc. largest of the Marquesas isls. 165
(noc/kira) town, Yelisavetpol govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia
Numidia (nu-mld'e-a) anc. country, Africa ; nearly the modern Algeria.
(nooii) an_outlet of Niger riv.
At. into Atlantic oc. 4° 21' N, 6° 5' E.
Nunda (nuu-ila') tp. vil. Livingston co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Nundgaon (nund/ga'on) native state, Cen. Provs. British India, 884
Nundial (nun-de-al') town, Karnul diet. Madras, India, 36 m. S E of Karnul.
Nundidrug (nQn'di-droog') div.
E Mysore, S India, 9,097
Nuneaton (niin'e-ton) town, Warwick co. England
(noo'nSz')
rfv.
Af
200
long,
cen. Seneganibia to Atlantic ocean.
m.
Nunez
E of Cagliari
.Nuoro (uoo-o'ro) town, Sardinia isl. Italy, 78 m.
.

22

D

D

N

W

3
26

148
9
2,080

8

#

6

25
1,270

D

pop.

Prussia, ter. of Frankfort-on-the-Main
Bessenova (o bSsh'sha'nS'vo') market town, Torontal co. Hungary
Obi (o'be) riv. Siberia, Russia, 2,000 m. long. Little Altai Mts. to Obi Gulf.
ObidOS (o-be'dos) town. Pari state, Brazil, South America, on Amazon river..
Tenn. 540
pop. 27, X Troy.
Obion (o'be-on) co.
Obok (o'bok') French colony, head of Gulf of Aden, E Africa, 7,700
Oboyan (o-b6-yan') town, Kursk govt. Russia in Europe
O'Brien (o-bri'en) co.
lo. 576
pop. 13,
Primghar.
Obva (ob'va) or ObVinsk (ob-vlnsk') town, Perm govt. Russia in Europe
of Marion co. Fla.
Ocala (6-ka'la) city,
Ocafla (o-kan'yii) town, Toledo prov. Spain, pop. 5.
town, Magdalena dept.
Colombia, South America, pop. 5.
Occoneechee (8k'6-ne'che) tp. Northampton co. N. C
pop. 16,
Ocean, co. S E part of N. J. 578
Toms River.
tp. Monmouth
CO. N. J. pop. 10.
Mich. 540
Oceana (o'she-ii'na) CO.
pop. 16,
Hart.
vil.

W

D

N

D

D

70
7

X

X

^

D

W

co.

—

X

O

X

N. J

(o-she-a'nT-a) or Oceanlca (o-she-an'S-ka) 5th main geographical div.
of the globe, compfisiBg the isls. in Malaysia, Australasia,
Polynesia.
OchakOV or OtChakOV (Sch'a-kof) town, Kherson govt. Russia in Europe
Ochll Hills (o'Kil-) mts. Perth co. Scotland ; highest peak, 2,300 ft.
Ocmulgee River (ok-miil'ge-) 280 m. long, Newton co. Ga. to Altamaha river.
Oconee (6-ko'ne) co.
Ga. 168
pop. 8,
Watkinsville.
co. S. C. 620
pop. 19,
Walhalla.

Oceania

&

D

N

X

Oconomowoc

(o-k6n'6-mo-wSk)

city,

—

X

Waukesha

co.
15,

Oconto (o-k5n'to) CO. N E Wis. 1,127 D pop.
Oconto CO. Wis. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 5.
Ocracoke Inlet (o'kra-kok-) into Pamlico Sound, N.

D

Wis

X

Oconto.

— tp.

&

city,

from Atlantic ocean.
Ocumare (o-koo-ma'ra) town, Bolivar state, Venezuela, South America
Odawara (o-da-wa'ra) bay, Hondo isl. Japan, entrance to Tokyo city. town,
on E coast of Hondo isl. Japan, 40 m. S
of Tokyo, pop. 20.
Odell

C.

—

W

&

vU. Livingston co. Ill
tp.
its
a mfg.
cml. town, 37 m.
Odenburg (6'den-booRa) co. W. Hungary.
S S E of Vienna, pop. 27.
Odenkirchen (o'den-keerK'en) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Niers river
Odense (6'den-sg) spt. town,
of Fiinen isl. Denmark
Odenwald (o'den-walf ) mt. region, Hesse, Ger. between Neckar Main rivs.
Oder (o'der) riv. Germany, 510 m. long, Carpathian Mts. to Baltic sea.
Oderzo (o-dert'so) town, Treviso prov. Italy
grain market, Kherson govt. Russia in Europe
Odessa (o-dSs'sa) spt.
Odeypoor (o-da-poor'). See Udalpoe.
vil. Marion co. Ill
Odin (o'din) tp.
tp.
of Tula.
Odoiev (&^io-ySv') ft. town, Tula govt. Russia, on Upa riv. 40 m. S
vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Oedelem (b'de-lSm') par.
par.
E of Zwickau
Oederan (S'de-ran') town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 32 m.
of Piauhy st.ite, Brazil
Oeiras (o-a'g-riis) city,
(Ols)
town,
Silesia
Prussia,
10
m.
E
N
of
Breslau
prov.
E
Oels
OelsnitZ (ols'nlts) mfg. town, Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Elster riVer.
Oesel (o'sel) isl. Livonia, Russia in Europe, 1,200 D, in Baltic sea
Phocis uome, Greece ; highest points 7,061 ft.
(Eta (e'ta) mt. chain, Phthiotis
OfantO (o-fiin'to) riv. Italy, 75 m. long, Avelluio prov. to Adriatic sea.
Ofta's Dyke (Si'az-) remains of iutrenchment, Wye to Dee rivs. England.
Offenbach (5('en-biiK') mfg. town, Starkenburg prov. Hesse state, Germany..
Offenburg (ofgn-booro') town, Baden, Germany, on ICinzig river
Ogden (Sg'dSn) tp. hamlet, Lenawee co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Monroe co.
N. Y. pop. 3.
city, X of Weber co. Ut. pop. 15.
Ogden Peak, mt. Wahantch Range, near Ogden, Ut. 9,638 ft. high.
Ogdensburg (og'di5nz-bQrg) city, St. LawTence co. N. Y
Ogeechee (o-gii'che) riv. Ga. 200 m. long, Greene co. to Atlantic ocean.
E Mich. 570 pop. 6, X West Branch.
(o-ge'rajv) co.
pop. 20, X Oregon.
Ogle (o'gl) CO. N 111. 780
(o'del') tp.
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fiifld, fS6t, fftrlj
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13

*

pop. 472,

Giessen.

Ogemaw

.

NN

3
6

&

W

&

266,

#

N

Nun

D

Alsace-Lorraine, Germany, 1,370

&

#

Nukha

of

5

&

—

Nukahiva

X

X

2

*

*

O

tp.

. .

15

#

MoutCTey.

(-Sl-sas') dist.

Ocean Grove, town, Monmouth
7
9

D

*

— town, Gibson
— & town,
1.

2.

tp. &city,
co. Ind. pop. 2.

tp.

NW

D

—

—

Pontiac.

;

*

^

vil.

Oberrad (o'ber-raf )

—

^

X

(o'bgr-lant') mt. region, Switzerland, including Bern canton, S of
Thun Lake, and parts of Unterwalden & Uri cantons.
Oberlin (6'ber-lin) vil. Lorain co. O. seat of Oberlin College
Oberpfalz (o'ber-pfalts') dist. E Bavaria, Ger. 3,729 D pop. 537, # Ratisbou.

*

NW

N

236,

&

41,

Wis. tp. pop.

Oberland

D

#

co.

Oberhausen (o'ber-how'zen) min. & mfg. town, Prussia
Ober-Hessen (o'ber-hes'sen) N E prov. Hesse state, Germany,
17

—

—

Dodge

Miilhausen.

*

D

W

D

D

tp.

Pacific ocean,

tp.

& vil.

tp.

Hill, tp. Granville CO. N. C
Oakland (ok'land) co. S E Mich. 900 D pop.
of Alameda co. Gal. tp. pop. 12, city pop. 49.

Ober-Elsass

;

NW

N

—

—

—

Isls.

Vermilion co. lU
Oamaru (o-Sm'a-rob') town, on E coast of Middle Isl. New Zealand
(wa-na'ka)
Pac. state, S Mexico, 35,382 D pop. 769.
its * pop. 28.
Oasaca
Obeid (o-bad') chief town of Kordofan, Sudan, N E Africa
(o'ber-dez'baK)
vil.
Switzerland,
11
m. S E of Bern
par.
Ober-Diesbach

&

&

one of Hawaiian

isl.

tp.
Milwaukee co. Wis
Oakdale, vil. Worcester co. Mass
Oak Grove, tp. Wake co. N. C. pop. 1. .—

Oakwood.

tiania.

Norwell

Oak CUM,
Oak Creek,

#
& vil.

Kennebec co. Me. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop.
Garrett co. Md. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
Oakmont (ok'mgnt) bor. Allegheny co. Pa
Oak Park, vil. Cook CO. 111. on Des Plaines river

—

D

31,

vil.

—

Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 18, bor. pop. 6.
tp.
city,
of Huron co. 0. tp. pop. 9, city pop. 7.
Norway (nSr'wa) tp. vil. Oxford co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
country,
Europe, 1,080 m. long, 20 to 275 m. wide, 124,441
pop. 1,989,
Chris-

&
NW

&

beautiful
Honolulu.
Dallas co. Tex

(o-a'hoo) fertile

D pop.

Oak
9

—

& bor.

(nSr'wak) tp.

Oahu

Q

North Whitehall (-hwit'hal) tp. Lehigh CO. Pa
NorthWOOd, vil. Isle of Wight, England
North Yakima (-ySk'I-mii) city, X of Yakima co. Wash
Norton (nOr'ton) co. N N W Kan. 900 O pop. 11, X Norton, pop. 1.
tp. &
vil. Bristol co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Summit co. 0. pop. 2.
Norton on the Moors, vil. Stafford co. England
Norton Sound, inlet, 200 m. long, W Alas. lat. 63°-65° N, Ion. 162°-166° 30' W.

;
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Pop.

N

NE

D

X

Lexington.
(o'gl-thSrp) co.
Ga. 528
pop. 17,
(ol'yo) riv. Italy, 130 m. long, Rhsetian Alps to Po river.
Africa.
OgOV^ (o'go'va') large riv. in French Kongo,

Oglethorpe

OgUo

Ontonagon

W

3

co.

tp.

co.

3.

m. S E of Breslau
Ohomura (o-ho-moo'ra) town, Kiushiu isl. Japan
OhOOpee (o-hoo'pe) riv. Ga. 1.30 m. long, Washington co. to Altamaba
Ohrdruf (or'drSof) ft. town, Saxe-Coburg duchy, Germany

Ohiau (olou)

to\vn, Silesia prov. Prussia, 17

8

20
river.

5

Oil City, city, Venango co. Pa
Oil Creek, 50 m. long, Crawford co. Pa. to Allegheny river.
Rocroy,
Olse (waz) riv. France, 158 m. long, from Chimay, Belgium,
dept. France, 2,201
pop. 402,
Beauvais.
France, to Seine riv.
E of
OltS MltSU (oits mtt-Eoo') or Biwa (be-wa') lake, Hondo isl. Japan,
Kioto, 70 m. long, 21 m. wide.
riv.
Oka (o'ka) riv. Russia in Europe, 650 m. long, Orel govt, to Volga riv.
Siberia, Russia in Asia, 500 m. long, Ergik-Targak-Taigan Mts. to Angara riv.
Kathiawar pen. India, 334
Okamundel (o-ka-mun'del) dist.
Okanagan River (o-kan'a-gan-) 300 m. long, from Okanagan Lake, British
Columbia, Canada, to Cofumbia river.
Okanogan (o-k5n'o-gan) CO. E Wash. 7,258 pop. 1, X Conconully.
Hondo isl. Japan, 90 m.
S
of Kioto
Okayama (o-ka-ya'ma) spt. S
OkechObee (o-ke-cho'be) lake, S Fla. 40 m. long, 25 m. broad.
(o-ke-fT-uo'ke-) in S Ga.
Fla.
Okeflnokee
OkhOta (o-Ko'ta) riv. Siberia, 200 m. long. Stanovoi Mts. to Okhotsk Sea.
Okhotsk, Sea of (-o-Kotsk') inlet of Pacific ocean, between Kamchatka Eastern Siberia, lat. 51-60° N, Ion. 137-155° E.
pop. 62,
Guthrie, pop.
Oklahoma (Sk-lii-ho'ma) ter. U. S. Am. 39,030
town, X of Oklahoma co. Ok. pop. 4.
3.
CO. E Ok. pop. 12, X Oklahoma.
Roumania, 100 m.
of Bucharest
Okna (ok'nii) town,

—

D

11

&

#

N

—

W

D

N

D

W

Q

NW

D

NW

D

—

.

D

Oldtown, tp. & vil. Penobscot co. Me
Olean (o'le-5n') tp. & vil. Cattaraugus
OleggiO (o-l§d'jo) tovm, Novara prov.

tp.

co. N. T. tp. pop. 12, vil. pop. 7.
Italy, 10 m. N of Novara
400 m. long, Tablonoi Mts. to Lena river.
Olenek (o-la-nSk') riv. Siberia, 800 m. long, Yakutsk govt, to Arctic Ocean.
Oldron (o'la'roN') isl. dept. Chareute-Iuferieure, France, 20 m. long, 5 m. wide

Olekma

(o-lBk'ma)

&

vil. Ulster co.
(ol'iv) tp.
tp. Noble CO. 0. pop. 3.

—

Ollvenza

(o-le-vgn'tha)

Olmsted

(om'sted) CO. S

N. Y.

tp. pop. 3.

—

tp.

Meigs

3
16

5

E

(Sl'miits) mfg. city, Moravia prov. Austria,
of Ricliland co. Ill
Olney (51'ni 1 city,
OlonetZ (6-lo-ngts') govt. Russia in Europe, 57,439

OlmiitZ

6
I

2
5

17

6

8

4

#

(o-lTm'pT-a) city, X of Tlmrston co. and
of Washington
mt. range, Thessaly, 9,745 ft. ; home of the Greek gods.
Olyphant (51'i-fant) bor. Lackawanna co. Pa
(om) riv. 400"m. long, Siberia, Russ. in Asia, Tomsk govt, to Irtish river.
Omaha (o'ma-ha') city, X of Douglas co. Neh
Maskat.
(o-maii') "country, S E Arabia, 82,000 El pop. 1,500,
Omenak-Flord (o'men-.ak-fyord') or Jacob's Bight, point of iceberg districoast of Greenland.
bution, lat. 70° 40' N,
Omro (om'ro) tp. vil. Winnebago co. Wis. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
(omsk) ft. town, Akmolinsk govt. Russ. in Asia, on Irtish
rivers.
city. Lacrosse co. Wis. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 2.
Onalaska (o'na-15s'ka) tp.
vil.
Iroquois
co.
lU.
tp.
(o-nar'ga)
tp."&
pop.
vil.
pop.
1.
2,
Onarga
Onate (on-yii'tafmf g. town, Guipuzcoa prov. Spr.in
Onda (on'da) town, Castellon de la Plana prov. Spain
tp. Greenville co. S. C.
O'Neal (o-nel') tp. San Joaquin co. Cal. pop. 3.

Om

9
10
7

&

—

pop.

140

X

D

D

&

^

&

—
—

D

N

vil.

Onondaga

co.

N. Y.

—

X

38

5
5

W cen. N. Y. 674 pop. 48, X Canandaigua. — &
— lake between U. & Canada, 190 m. long,
Wayne co. N. Y.
pop.
55 m. wide, 0,500 D. — prov. Canada, 219,650 D pop. 2,114, * Toronto. — co.

vil.

IH

3.

tp.

Ontario prov. Canada, 860

D means square miles;

tp.

D pop.

S.

59,

*, capital

Population

is

;

X
X,

co. seat

;

—

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands

:

;

2=1,500 to

6

*

D

&

—

*

&

*

—

&

*
D

—

O

—

21

*

&

—

N

X

Kirkwall

&

D

Lerwick.

N

(Srk'ne-) arch.

D pop.

of Scotland, 375

Orlando (6r-lanMo) city, X of Orange co. Fla
Orl^annais (or'la'an'nS') old prov. France, with

a

X Kirkwall.
now

Orleans,

depts. of

(8r'le-anz) par. S
Albion.
pop. 31^

399
X
ferson CO. N. Y. pop.

Ormsby

2.

*

(Sr'la'SN') city,
(Srmz'bl) co.

of dept. Loiret,

W Nev.

Ormskirk (Srmz'kirk) mfg.

Ormus

*

30,

& LOER-ET-CheK.
E La. 187 D pop. 242, X New Orleans. — co. N. Y.
— co N Vt. 728 D pop. 22, X Irasburg. — tp. Jef-

Orleans

(Sr'miis)

isl.

Prance

64

144 D pop. 5, X Carson City.
& min. town, Lancaster co. England

Persian Gulf,

lat.

27°

5'

N,

Ion. 56° 29'

E

;

7

once a rich

spt.

wide.

W
W

Orontes

(o-ron'tez) riv.

N

Syria, 240 ra. long, Anti-Libanus mts. to Medit. sea.

1»
8

X

of Butte co. Cal
Kilmore (-kll-mor') barony,

(5r'e-rT-) and
Orrville (Qr'vTl) vil. Wayne co.
Orsara (or-sa'ra) town, Avellino prov. Italy

2

Cork

CO.

Munster, Ireland

16

O

2'

5-

5

Orsha (or'sha) town, Mohilev govt. Russia in Europe, on Dnieper river
Orsk (8rsk) town, Orenburg govt. Russia in Asia, on Ural river
"
Orsova (or'so'vo') town, Servia, on isl. Danube riv. 4 m. above " Iron Gates
Orta (or'ta) town, Foggia prov. Italy
river
ra.
Tiber
E of Viterbo, on
Orte (or'ta) town, Italy, 15
com.
commune, E. Prussia
Ortelsburg (or'telz-booro') town

6
3.

5
4
4

(Sr'ta') cml. & mfg. town, Basses-Pyrgnges, France
Ortiz (or-teth') toivn, Miranda state, Venezuela, South America
Ortler or Ortler-Spitze (ort'ler-spet'se) mt. 12,852 ft. high, Rhaetian Alps,
Tyrol the highest mt. in Austria.
Ortona (or-to'na) town, Chieti prov. Italy, on Adriatic sea
Oruba (o-roo'ba) isl. off coast Venezuela, Dutch Antilles, 69 D
its *,
Oruro (o-roo'ro) dept. Bolivia, South America, 21,331 D pop. 111.

7

—

30

and # of Bolivia till 1893, pop. 10.
OrvletO (or-ve-a'to) city, Perugia prov. Italy
Orwell (or'wel) tp. Bradford co. Pa. pop. 1.
pop.

14

faraous cathedral

—
;

tp.

&

vil.

Addison

co. Vt. tp.

1.

Orzi— Novl (ord'ze-no've) vil. Brescia prov. Italy, near Oglio river
co. E cen. Mo. 586
Osage (o-saj') CO. E Kan. 720 D pop. 25, X Lyndon.
pop. 13,

—
6

city,

X Linn. —

Osage

co.

tp.

& city, X

Kan. pop.

—

5

D

of Mitchell co. lo. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.

3.

Osage Mission, city, Neosho co. Kan
Osage River, 500 m. long, Wabaunsee co. Kan. to Missouri river.
of Kioto.
Osaka (o'za-kii) spt. & mfg. city, S W Hondo isl. Japan, 20 m. S
Osawatomle (Ss'a-wot'g-me) tp. & city, Miami co. Kan. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.

W

Osborne

Whitby.

6

;

tp. pop. 5.

CO.

&

Orthez
8

;

Ontario (on-ta'rT-o)

10

&

&

Onondaga Lake, Onondaga co. N. Y. 5 m. long, 1 m. wide water saline.
Onslow (Snz'lo) CO. N. C. 640 D pop. 10, X Jacksonville.
Onslow Bay (onz'lo-) coast of N. C. bet. Fear & Lookout Capes, 80 m. vride.
Onstwedde (onst'wed'de) commune, Groningen prov. Netherlands

—

D

—

Orrery

X

N

D

—
—

—

N

Orovllle (o'ro-vTl) town,

NE

&

Y

—

^

&

Oroshaza (o'rSsh'ha'zS') vil. B^ki^s co. Hungary
Orotava (o-rS-ta'va) town, Tenerifte isl. Canary Isls

Onega

ENE

—

D
D

Ormus, strait of, bet. Persian Gulf & Arabian Sea, 150 ra. long, 30 m.
Ornans (Sr'noN') town & beautiful valley, dept. Doubs, France
France, 2,354 D pop. 354, * Alengon.
Orne (Srn) dept. N
Ecuador, pop. 33, * Machalo.
4 Oro (Sr'o) prov. S
Orono (o'ro-no) tp. & vil. Penobscot co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.

3.

(S-ne'ga, Russ. o-na'ga) riv. 250 m. long, Russia in Europe, Latcha Lake
to Onega Gulf, White Sea.
of Nice
Oneglia (o-nal'ya) town, Italy, on Genoa Gulf, 41 m.
pop. 7, X Malad City.
co. cen. N. Y.
Oneida (o-ni'da) co. S E Ida. 2,700
Rome.
co.
Wis. 2,036
Rhinepop. "123, X Utica,
pop. 5,
1,196
vil. Madison co. N. Y. pop. 6.
lander.
tp. Eaton CO. Mich. pop. 3.
Oneida cos. N. Y. ; inhabited by a comOneida Community, vil. Madison
munity, formerly followers of J. H. Noyes.
of Syracuse, 20 m. long, 6 m. wide.
Oneida Lake, cen. N. Y. 12 m.
vil. Otsego co. N. Y. tp. pop. 8, vil. pop. 6.
Oneonta (6-ne-on'ta) tp.
town, India, 170 m.
(on'gol')
or
(an'go-loo')
of Madras
OngOle
Angolu
Syracuse.
tp.
pop. 146,
Onondaga (on'on-da'ga) CO. cen. N. Y. 824

D

—

D

5
5

W

Omsk

*

—
—

WNW

Orleans

*

& Om

D

—

D

—
—

LOIEET, EUKE-ET-LOIK,

20

Olympus (o-lim'piis)

&

—

Orkney Islands

co. O. pop. 2.

D pop. 342, * Petrozavodsk.
Peter the Great built his first dock here.
Oloron (o'lo'roN') cml. & mfg. town, dept. Basses-Pyrtoges, France
Olot (o-lof) mfg. town, Gerona prov. Spain, on Fluvia river
Olvera (ol-va'ra) town, Cadiz prov. Spain, 67 m. N E of Cadiz
Olvlopol (ol-ve-o'pol) town, Kherson govt. Russia in Europe, on Bug river

Oman

D

N

D

—

&

—

D

D

*

D

;

Olympla

—
—

—

D

*

8

8

on March river

2
11

—

*

D

7

X

— town, Olonetz govt. Russ. pop. 2

—

D

—

2
6

town, Badajos prov. Spain, onGuadiana river
Minn. 648 D pop. 19, X Rochester.

ft.

—

&

riv. Siberia,

Oley (o'li) tp. Berks co. Pa
Olgopol (ol-go'pol) town, Podolia govt. Russia in Europe
Olhao (ol-yowN') town & par. S part of Portugal, 4 m. E of Faro
Ollnda (o-len'da) coast town, Pernambuco state, Brazil, South America
OUva (o-le'va) town, Alicante prov. Spain, 6 m. from Mediterranean sea
Olive

9
2

—

X

4

La

par.

(op'gn-sha) town, suburb of Manchester, England
anc. country, rich in gold.
Ophir (o'fer) tp. "Butte co. Cal. pop. 2.
mt. Sumatra, 13,800 ft.
Ophlr, Mount, mt. Malay Pen. 5,693 ft. high.
(pSr'to)
dist.
Entre Minho-e-Douro prov. PorOporto (o-por'to) Port. Porto
tugal, 882
its
pop. 106.
pop. 467.
pop. 1,577.
its
pop. 14.
Oppeln (op'pSln) govt. Silesia, Prussia, 5,103
Opslo (op'slo) town, suburb of Christiania, Norway .'
Oqulrrh mountains (o'kwer-) range, S of Great Salt Lake, Ut.
its
Oran (o-riin') dept. Algeria," Africa, 44,616 pop. 942.
pop. 68; French.
pop. 14, X Santa Ana.
Orange (or'anj) co. S Cal. 740
co. Fla. 1,566
pop. 13, X "Orlando.
pop. 15, X Paoli.
co. S Ind. 400
co. N. Y. 791
pop. 98, X Goshen
Newburg.
co. cen. N. C. 380
pop. 15, X HiUsboro.
CO. E Tex. 390
pop. 5, X Orange.
co. E Vt. 659
pop. 20, X Chelsea.
CO.
cen. Va. 360
tp. New Haven
pop. 13, X Orange Courthouse.
CO. Conn. pop. 5.
tp. Noble co. Ind. pop. 2.
vil. Franklin co.
tp.
Mass. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 4.
city, Essex co. N. J. pop. 19.
tp. Schuyler
CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
city, X of Orange co.
tp. Orangeburg co. S. C. pop. 8.
Tex. pop. 3.
dist. S E France, now in dept. Vaucluse.
(Fr. pron.
6'roNzh') town, dept. Vaucluse, S France, pop. 10 important Roman antiquities
gave title to Dutch Princes of Orange.
Orangeburg (Sr'anj-bCrg) co. S S. C. 1,400 pop. 49, X Orangeburg, pop. 3.
Orange Free State, republic, S Africa, 41,484 pop. 208, * Bloemfoutein.
Orangetown (or'anj-town) tp. Rockland co. N. Y
Oranlenburg (o-ra'ne-en-bSoro') town, Riazan govt. Russia in Europe
Orbey (or'ba') mfg. town, Alsace, Germany, 14 m.
of Colmar
OrbltallO (Sr-be-tello) fortified town, S Tuscany, Italy
Orchomenus (6r-kom'e-nus) ruined city in Greece, 7 ra.
E of Livadia.
vil. X of Valley co. Neb. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Ord (8rd) tp.
pop. 183.
its
pop. 15.
Orebro (o're-broo) prov. Sweden, 3,521
Oregon (Sr'e-gon) Pacific state of U. S. A. 96,030
pop. 314,
Salem.
co.
S Mo. 780
tp.
city, X of Ogle co. 111. tp. pop. 2,
pop. 10, X Alton.
city pop. 2.
tp. Lucas co. O. pop. 3.
city, X of Clackamas co. Ore. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 3
Oregon City, tp.
OrekhOV {o-ra-Kov') town, Taurida govt. Russia in Europe, on Konskaia river.
pop. 2,021.
its
Orel (o-rgl') govt. Russia in Europe, 18,042
pop. 78.
Europe, 73,816
Orenburg (o'ren-boors') govt. Russia in Asia
pop. 1,289.
its
pop. 63.
its *, on Mino riv. pop. 13.
Orense (o-rgn'sS) prov. Spain, 2,739
pop. 405.
Orgaos, Serra Dos (sgr'rii dos or-gii'oNs) mts. S Brazil, 3,800 ft. high.
Orglev (or-ge-gv') town, Bessarabia govt. Russia in Europe
town, Almeria prov. Spain,
Oria (o're-a) town, Lecce prov. Italy, pop. 7.
pop. 7.
Santa Rosa de Otas.
Orlente (o-re-ei/ta) prov. E Ecuador, S.' Am. pop. 80,
Orihuela (o-re-wa'la) city, Alicante prov. Spain
Orinoco (o-ri-no'ko) riv. S. Am. 1,600 m. long, mts. of Guiana to Atlantic oc.
Cuttack.
pop. 3,865,
Orlssa (o-ris'sa) div. Bengal, British India, 8,122
Orlstano (o-rTs-tii'no) town, Cagliari prov. Sardinia isl. Italy
Orizaba (o-re-tha'sa) volcanic peak. Vera Cruz state, Mexico, 17,380 ft. high.
town. Vera Cruz state, Mexico, 25 m. S of the mt. pop. 20.
Mongolia, 380 m. long, Khangai Mts. to Selenga river.
Orkhon (or'Kon') riv.
Orkney (Srk'ne-) and Shetland (-shet'Iand) isl. co. Scotland, 957 pop. 59 ;

D

D

D

&

&

N

W

Openshaw

;

*

N

7
5
9
5

;

D

D

W

48

*

Okolona (o-k6-lo'na) town, Chickasaw co. Miss
cen. Miss. 460
pop. 18, X Starkville.
ektlbbeha (5k-tTb'e-ha) CO.
pop. 33,
Borgholm ; alum mine.
land (o'lant) isl. S E Sweden, 608
Olathe (o-la'the) city, X of Johnson co. Kan
Old Baldy (-bal'dT) mt. Madison co. Mont. 9,711 ft. high.
of Birmingham .
Oldbury (old'ber-T) town, Worcester co. England, 5 m.
pop. 1,657.
Old Castile (-kSs-tel') old prov. cen. Spain, 25,408
Oldebroek (ol'de-brSok') vil. Gelderland prov. Netherlands
Oldenburg (ol'den-bCrg, Ger. ol'den-boorG') grand duchy, Germany, composed
Bikkenfeld, 194
;
total, 2,479
of Oldenburg, 2,076 D, Lubeck, 209 D,
cml. city, on Hunte riv. pop. 23.
its *, a mfg.
pop. 355.
La
Grange.
Ky.
170
pop.
(old'am)
mfg.
(old'ham)
CO.
7,
Oldham
town, Lancaster co. England, pop. 131.
town,
Gloucester
co.
England
(old'land)
Oldland
Olds (oldz) tp."Greene co. N. C
Old Store, tp. Chesterfield co. S. C

NE

U

13

&

—

See UJJAIN.
(os'tak'ker) vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
(ost'kamp') vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium, 3 m. S of Bruges
Oosterhout (os'ter-howf) mfg. town, N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
OpatOW (o-pa'tov) town, Poland, Russ. in Europe, on branch of Vistula river

—

&N

Swamp

—

R

W W

Ufa.

Opellka (op'e-li'ka) city, X of Lee co. Ala
Opelousas (op'e-feo'sas) town, X of St. Landry

tp.

6.

(oo^^a).
See
Oojein (oo-jan').

Oostcamp

5,

co.

tp.

3.

D

Oostacker

— N E cen. state of U. A. 41,0G0 D pop. 3,672. — S E Ind. 90 D pop.
Ky. 610 D pop. 23, X Hartford. —
W. Va. 120 D
X Rising Sun. —
— "Warrick co. Ind.
Spencer
Ind. pop.
pop. 42, X Wheeling. —
— Clermont co. 0. pop.
pop.
co.

%

(on-ta-ne-gn'tft) town, Valencia prov. Spain, on Clariano river...
(on'to-nag'on) co. Michigan, 1,342
pop. 4, X Ontonagon.

OoJa

O'Hara (o-lia'ra) tp. Allegheny co. Pa
O'HlgginS (o-lug'ginz) prov. Chile, lat. 34° S, 2,524 D pop. 93, * Rancagua.
Ohio (o-hi'o) riv. Miss, valley, 1,000 in. long, from Pittsburg, Pa. to Miss. riv.
S.

Po]

Ontenlente

(oz'burn) co.

N Kan. 900 D pop.

12.

—

its

X

pop.

1

476

1.

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
2,499; 3 =r 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. &e& Abbreviaiions, ^. 1^1%

vil., village,.

"

. .

.. .

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
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Pop.

Oscarshamn
Osceola

n pop.

408

Kalmar

(Ss'kavz-hamn') town,

prov. Sweden
pop. 3, X Kissimmee.
ceu. Mich. 580
pop. J5,

D

(os-e-o'Ia) CO. S Fla. 1,758

X

6,

Si'bley.

—

co.

W

N

—

D

co.

X

W

N

H

—

D

OvledO

Hersey.

Osceola City, coextensive tp. & city, X of Clarke co. lo
Osceola Drills, bor. Clearaeld co. Pa
OschatZ (o'sliat.s) town, Saxony kingdom, Germany, 31 m. E S B of Leipsic
Oschersleben (osh'ers-la'bgn) town, Saxony prov. Prussia, on Bode river

&

—

pop. 267,

*

#

—

Ozora

10

—

—
—

N

D

^

D

W

D

—

—

&

X

N

D

(ot'to) tp.

McKean

co.

Pa

W

(St'tS-maks') tribe of Indians in
Venezuela, South America.
Genoa prov. Italy, near Trebbia river
Ottumwa (ot-tiim'wa) city, of Wapella co. lo
Ottweiler (St'wi-lerftown, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 33 m. S E of Treves
La.
pop. 17, X Camden.
par.
Ouachita (w8sh'I-ta') co. S Ark. 732
644
pop. 18, X Monroe.
Ark. to Red River near mouth.
Ouachita River, 550 m. long,
Ouargla or Wargla (war'gla) town, Ouargla Oasis, Algerian Sahara, Africa.
anc. dist. Normandy, Fr.
Ouche (obsh) riv. 50 m. long, dept. C8te-d'0r, Fr.
Oudh (owd) former kingdom, India, now united to N. W. Provinces, 24,246
pop. 12,653.
its former #, pop. 10, now suburb of Faizab.'id.
commune, Lit^ge prov. Belgium, on Meuse river.. com.
Ougr^e (oo'gra') vil.
OuUlns (ool'laN') mfg. vil. dept. Rh6ne, France
Col. 450
its X pop. 3.
Ouray (oo-ra') co. S
pop. 7.
Ourcq (oork) riv. dept. Aisne, France, 30 m. long ; part of Paris water supply.
of Minas-Geraes state, Brazil
Ouro PretO (oo'ro pra'to) city,
riv. York co. Eng. GO m. long. North Riding
Ouse (ooz) riv. Sussex co. Eng.
to Hiunber riv.
or Great Ouse, riv. 160 ni. long, Northampton co. to Wash.
E cen. Wis. G40 pop. 39, X Appleton.
Outagamie (oo'ta-gam-T) co.
Ovada (o-vii'da) fown, Alessandria prov. Italy, on Orbe river
Ovalle (o-val'ya) town, Coquinibo prov. Chile, South America
Ovar (o-viir') town, Beira prov. Portugal, on Ovar river
Over (o'ver) town, Cheshire, England
Over Darwen (o'ver diir'wgn) town, Lancaster co. England
pop. 12, X Livingston.
Overton (o'ver-ton)"co. cen.'Tenn. 360
Overyssche (o'v'er-esh') vil. Brabant prov. Belgium, on Y.ssche river
ZwoUe.
pop. 297,
Overyssel (o-ver-is'sel) prov. Netherlands, 1,291
tp.
vil. a
Ovid (Sv'Td) tp"
vil. Clinton co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
X of Seneca co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4.

Ottone

(5t-to'na) town,

X

—

D

D

N

W

—

^

D

&

W

—

D

#

^

—

D

N

D

&

D

*

—

&

W

#

6

2&

—

D

&

&

—

;

10

15
7
28

(pad'i-ham) town, Lancaster co. England

#, a

its

fortified city, 22

Padula

m.

X

W of Venice, on Bacchiglione

riv.

&
431.

pop. 47.

(pa-du'ka) city,
of McCracken co. Ky. on Ohio river
(pa-doo'la) town, Salerno prov. Campania, Italy

13
8

4

W W

Paestum (pes'tum). See Pesto.
Pagani (pa-gii'ne) town, Salerno prov. Campania,
Paganico (pa-ga'ne-ko) tomi, Aquila prov. Italy

6

Italy

12

5

W lo. 528 n pop. 21, X Clarinda. — co. N Va. 288 D pop. 13, X Luray.
— # pop.
Dalmatia prcv. Aust. in Adriatic sea, pop.
Pago (pa'go)
Page, CO. S

5.

isl.

15

its

3.

PagOSa Peak (pa-go'sii-) Saguache Mts. Col. 12,674 ft. high.
Pagsanjan (pag-sau-jan') town, Luzon isl. Philippine Group, Malay Arch

—

(pa-hang') native state, Malay Pen. 10,000 D pop. 53.
its *.
Painesville (panz'vil) tp. & vil. X of Lake co. O. tp. pop. 8, vil. pop. 5.
tp. & hamlet. Highland co. O. tp. pop. 2.
Paint, tp. Fayette co. O. pop. 2.
Paisley (paz'li) town, Renfrew co. Scotland
Paita (pa-e'ta) spt. town, Piura dept. Peru, S. Am. best harbor on coast.
Pakhoi (pak-ho'e) treaty port, Kwangtung prov. China, on Gulf of Tonquin

Pahang

—

66

5
25
6

. .

;

(pak'rats') town, Slavonia, Hungary
(poksh) town, Tolna co. Hungary, on Danube river
(pa-la-foor-Hel') town, Gerona prov. Spain
Palagonia (pii-lii-go'ne-a) town, Sicily isl. Italy, 20 m. S

.

Pakracz

Paks

Palafurgel

&

11

5

W of Catania

5

commune, Pisa prov. Italy
(pa-la'ya) town
com.
Palakonda (pii-la-k6n'da) town, Vizagapatam dist. E Madras pres. Br. India
Palamau (pSl'a-mou') region, Chotia Nagpur div. Bengal, Brit. India, 4,260
pop. 3G7.
its *.
Palanka, Neu, DeutSCh, and Alt (noi-p5'lan'k5, doitch-, alt-) three contiguous vils. Bacs CO. S Hungary, on Danube river
joint pop.
Falanpur (pal'an-pobr') British agency over 11 native states, Gujardt, India,
its
pop. 17.
4,800
pop. 503.
native state, pop. 216.
Palatinate or Pfalz, Lower n«rf Upper (-pa-ist'l-nat, -pfiilts) old div. of
Ger. now divided among Bavaria, Rhine Prov. Prussia, Baden,
Hesse.
Palaja

Palatine

—

(pSl'a-tin) tp.

N. Y. pop.

9

D

—

D

10

N

—

& vil.

Cook

*

co. 111. tp. pop. 2.

—

&

tp.

Montgomery

co.

3.

(pa-lSt'ka) city, X of Putnam co. Fla
Palawan (pa-la-win') isl. Philippine Isls. Malay Arch. 260 m. Jong, 30 m. broad.
(pa-lat'so)
town, Potenza prov. Italy
Palazzo
Palazzo-Adriano (-ii-drf-ii'no) town, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy
Palazzuolo (pit-Vat-soS-o'lo) town, Syracuse prov. Italy
Palembang (pii'lSm-biing') Dutch prov. S coast Sumatra isl. 61,152
pop.
its ^-, town on Palembang riv. pop. 25.
055.
Palena (i>;i^la'nii) town, Chieti prov. Italy, 21 m. S S Wof Lanciano
Palencla (pii-Iiin'the-ii) prov. in Old Castile, Spain, 3,126
pop. 189.
its
pop. 13, a city on Carrion river.

Palatka

7
6
10

—

Palenque

(pa-lSn'kii) vil.

Chiapas

state,

Mexico

;

D

—

famous ruins,? m. S

Wof

*

it.

i, o, u, long ; a, o, o, less prolonged ; 5, 8, T, 8, 8, short ; a, 8, i, o, n, obscure; far, lAst, fall, cSre ; term ; foOd, fo6t, f(irl_; 6 as in fSr ; oi as in oil ;
as in cow
a, o, ii, u, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in, chin ; g as in get ; n as in linger, link ; ng as in slug ; tb as in thin ; tbas in tliiue ; I, S, k, w, b, d, o, a, k, n (see p. 1719).

S, e,

6

Paduli (pa-doo'le) town, Benevento prov. Campania, Italy
Paejaene (pa-ya'ne) lake, Nyland prov. Finland, Russia, 90 m. long, 20 m. wide.
N of Saluzzo
Paesana (pa-a-sa'na) town, Italy, 13 m.
com.

#

Ottomacs

4

;

Paducah

W

&

Otto

16.

;

—

&

.

W

W S W of Warsaw

Padinalknad (pa'dl-uiilk'niid) dist. Kurg prov. British India, 472 D
Padron (pa-dron') town, Coruiia prov. Spain place of pilgrimage
Padua (pSd'u-a) It. Padova (pa'do-va) prov. Venetia, Italy, 755 D pop.

—

^

n

—

D

—

—

Hungary

Paarl (pari) town. Cape Colony, S Africa, 18 m. N E of Cape Town
Pabianize (pa^be-a-ne'za) town, Petrikau govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
Pabna (piib'ng) dist. Bengal, Brit, India, 1,838 pop. 1,212.— its *,pop.
Paceco (pa-cha'ko) town, Trapani prov. Sicily isl. Italy
Pacentro (pa-chgu'tro) town, Aquila prov. Italy

Padiham

D

D

&

&

—

D

N

&

W

N

—

co.

&

#

;

Tolna

—

—

(o-zor'kov) town, Poland, Russ. in Europe, 76 m.

WAm.

;

N

—

D

—

D

—

Y

&

—

&

(pa-cha-ka-ma') vil. dept. Lima, Peru ruins of anc. temple.
(pa-cha'ko) town, Murcia prov. Spain
(pa-ke'no) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily isl. Italy
Pachltea (pa-che-ta'a) riv. Peru, S. Am. 200 m. long, Andes mts. to Ucayale riv.
of Hidalgo state, Mexico
Pachuca (pa-choo'ka) town,
Wash. 896
Pacific (pa-sif'ik) CO. S
pop. 4, X Oysterville.
tp. Humboldt CO. Cal. pop. 3.
vil. Franklin co. Mo. pop. 1.
from
Pacific Ocean, extends from Arctic to Antarctic circle, 133° of lat.
to Australia, Malay Arch.
E Asia, 160° of Ion. 70,000,000 D.
vil. Pitt co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
PactolUS (pSk-to'liis) tp.
now Baguli (ba'goo'le') anc. riv. Smyrna vilayet, Asia Minor
said to have golden sands.
coast Sumatra isl. Malay Archipelago
Padang (pa-dang') town,
Faddlngton (pad'ing-tgn) par. Middlesex co. England, suburb of London, pop.
107.
suburb of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, pop. 11.
Paderborn (pa'der-born) town, Westphalia prov. Prussia

—

D

—

Pacheco
Pachino

England

D

^

—

Pachacama

(os-we-gach'I) tp. St. Lawrence co. N. Y
Oswegatchie River, N. Y. 130 m. long, Herkimer CO. to St. Lawrence river.
tp. Oswego
pop. 72, X O.swego, pop. 22.
Oswego (5s-we'go) CO. N. Y. 962
CO. pop. 3.
city, X of Labette co. Kan. city pop. 3.
tp.
Oswego Falls, vU. Oswego co. N.
Oswestry (bz'es-tre) town, Shropshire, England
Dunedin.
pop. 153,
OtagO (o-tii'go) prov. Middle Isl. New Zealand, 25,487
OtagO Bay, bay on S E side of Middle Isl. New Zealand.
OtavalO (o-ta-valo) town, Ecuador, S. Am. ruined by earthquake, 1868
E coast N. Isl. New Zealand.
Otea (o-ta'a) or Great Barrier Island, on
pop. 4, X La Junta.
Otero (o-ta'ro) CO. S E Col. 2,050
hamlet, Ionia co. Mich
tp.
OtlSCO (6-tTs'ko) tp.
Otley (5f li) town. West Riding, York co. England
pop. 25, X Nebraska City.
Otoe (o'to) CO. S E Neb. 609
Otricoli (o-tre'ko-le) vil. Umbria, Italy remains of anc. Oceic'tjlum
Y. 9 m. long, 1^ m. wide.
co.
Mich.
Otsego (ot-se'go) lake, Otsego co.
540
pop. 4.
CO. S E cen. N. Y. 956
tp.
pop. 51, X Cooperstown.
vil. Allegan co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2. .— tp. Otsego co. N. Y. pop. 5.
Ottaiano (ot-ta-ya'no) town, 12 m. E of Naples, Italy
suburb of Vienna
Ottakrlng (ot'ta-kring') town, Lower Austria,
Kan. 720
pop. 13,
Minneapolis.
co.
Mich.
Ottawa TSf'ta-wa) CO.
570
pop. "35, 'X Grand Haven.
co.
O. 311
pop. 22, X Port Clinton.
city, X of La Salle co. 111. pop. 10.
city, X of Franklin co. Kan. pop. 6.
tp.
vil. X of Putnam co. O. tp. pop. 3, vil.
tp. Allen CO. O. pop. 16.
riv. Canada, 700 m. to St. Lawrence riv.
pop. 2.
co. Quebec prov. Canada, 5,705
city, X of Carleton co. and
pop. 64, X Hull.
of Dominion
of Canada, pop. 44.
Ottensen (ot'ten-sen) town, Sleswick-Holstein, Prussia ; suburb of Hamburg
Minn. 2,200
pop. 34, X Fergus Falls.
Ottertail, co.
Ottertedl Lake, in Ottertail co. Minn. 12 m. long ; outlet. Red River of North.
par. Devon co. England, on Otter river
Ottery Saint Mary (ot'er-i-) town

&

—

(o'zo'ro') vil.

OzorkOW

OswegatcMe

—

10

—

—

&
D

&

(o-soo'na) town, Sevilla prov. Spain
(Ss'wald-twTs'l) mfg. town, Lancaster co.

D

Ky. 312

&

—

OswaldtWiStle

6.

town pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Butler co. O. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
bor. Chester co. Pa. pop. 2.
or Oxfordshire, co. cen. England, 756
pop.
186.
its X, seat of Oxford university, pop. 46.
co. S Ontario prov. Canada, 602
pop. 49, X Woodstock.
Oxonla (ok-so'ni-a) anc. name of Oxford, England.
Oyarzun (o-yav-thoon') town, Guipuzcoa prov. Spain
vil. Queens CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 12, vil. pop. 1.
Oyster Bay, tp.
Oystermouth, bathing place, Glamorgan co. Wales, Swansea Bay
par.
pop. 10, X Gainesville.
Ozark (6-zark') co. Mo. 780
precinct
vil. X of
Dale CO. Ala. prec. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
tp. Webster co. Mo. pop. 3.
Ind. Ter.
bet. Ark.
Ozark Mountains, in Ark., Mo.,
Mo. rivers.
Ozaukee (o-za'ke) co. E Wis. 232 pop. 15, X Ozaukee.
Ozieri (od-ze-a're) town, Sassari prov. Sardinia isl. Italy

;

Osuna

W

tp. pop. 6,

(5s'te-ro'de) mfg. town, Hanover prov. Prussia, pop. 6.
town, E.
Prussia prov. Germany, pop. 6.
(5s'tT-a)
vil.
mouth
Tiber
Ostla
of
riv. Italy
anc. port of Rome.
Ostiaks (5s'ti-Sks') people of S Siberia, between Irtish
Yenisei rivers.
Ostlglia (os-tel'ya) town, Mantua prov. Lombardy, Italy, on Po river
Ostrasia (os-tra'she-a) or Austrasia (as-tra'she-a) the most E div. of Charlemagne's empire when broken up ; Meuse riv. to Bohmerwald mts.

Ostrog (5s-trog') town, Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe
OstrogOlsk (os-tro-goisk') town, Voronej govt. Russia in Europe
Ostrok (Ss-trok') convent & stronghold, Montenegro, 22 m. N E of Cattaro.
Ostrolenka (os-tro-len'ka) town, Lomja govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
Ostroviec (os'tro-vgtz') town, Radom govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
Ostrow (Ss'trov) town, Lomja govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
OstrOWO (5s-tro'wo) town, Prussia, 67 m. S E of Posen
Ostunl (os-too'ne) town, Lecce prov. Italy

pop.

9, vil.

Lake.
New Guinea, 13,121 ft. high.
Mich. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 7.

—

D

Norrkoping.

pop.

fi,

H

Osterode

tp.

River, 350 m. long, N Nev. to Snake River.
Me. 1,892 D pop. 31, X Par-is.
Oxford (5ks'ford) co.
tp. & town, Calhoun
CO. Ala. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
tp. & vil. Oxford co. Me. tp. pop. 1.
tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 3. —city, X of Lafayette co. Miss. pop.
2.
tp. & town, Warren co. N. J. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Chenango CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
tp. & town, X of Granville co. N. C.

&

E

Tioga co. N. Y.

River,

Owyhee

&

&

vil.

OWOSSO (6-wos'6) tp. & city, Shiawassee co.
Owsley (owz'16) CO. S E Ky. 17C D pop.
X Booneville.
Owyhee (o-wi'he) co. S W Ida. 7,800 D pop. 2, X Silver City.

W

D

&

&

Cal. 175 m. long. Mono CO. to Owens
Stanley ^or Mt. Victoria, mountain, Br.

Owen

&

&

(o-we'go) tp.

Owens

;

—

&

OwegO

—

D

Owen (o'en) CO. S W cen. Ind. 390 D pop. 15, X Spencer. — co. N
pop. 18, X Owenton.
Owensboro (o'enz-btir-ro) city, X of Daviess co. Ky
Owens Lake, saluie lake, Inyo co. Cal. 18 m. long, 10 m. wide.

.

(os-ko'da) co.
E Midi. 580 pop. 2, X Mio.
vil. Iosco co.
tp.
Mich. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 4.
(osh'kosh')
city,
of
Winnebago
OshkOSh
X
co. Wis
Oshmlany (osh-mya/ne) town, Vilna govt. Russia in Europe
Oslununeyn (5sh-uioo-uau') or Eslunoom (Ssli'moom') vil. Egypt, on the NUe
riv. '27° 46' N
site of Heemop'olis Mao'na
OsllO (o-se'lo) vil. Sardinia isl. Italy, 6 ni. E of Sassari
OsimO (os'e-mo) town, Ancona prov. Italy, near Musoue river
city, X of Mahaska co. lo. tp. pop. 7, city pop.
OskalOOSa (os'k.j-loo'sa) tp.
7.
tp.
city, X of Jefferson co. Kan. tp. pop. 2.
Oskol (os-kol') riv. Russia in Europe, 210 m. long, Kursk govt, to Donetz riv.
Osmau-Bazar (os-man'-ba-ziir') town, Bulgaria, 32 m.
of Shumla
Osmanjlk (os-man-jek') town, Turkey in Asia, on Kizil-Irmak river
Osnabriick (os'ua-briik') dist. Hanover, Prussia, 2,396
pop. 300.
its
pop. 40.
(oz'na-bi3rg)
0.
tp.
pop.
2.
Osnaburg
tp.
vil. Stark co.
Ospino (os-pe'no) town, Zaniora state, Venezuela, Soutli America
Ossa (os'sa) mt. Thessaly, Greece, opposite to Mt. Olympus.
Ossett-Wltll-Gawthorpe (5s'et-wTth-ga'th6rp) tovra, York co. England
Ossinlng (os'in-iug) tp. Westchester co. N. Y
vil. X of Carroll co. N.
tp.
Osslpee (os'T-pe') tp.
OstashkOV (5s-tasli-kbv') town, Tver govt. Russia in Europe, on SeligerLake
watering place, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Ostend (ost-end') spt.
Oster (Ss'ter) town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
Sweden, 4,243
OBtergbtlahd (6s-ter-got'lant)/o)-m. Linkoping, prov. S

Oscoda

Pop.
ft. naval station, Kherson govt. Russia in Europe. .
(o-ve-a'Do) prov. Asturias, Spain, 4,091
pop. 595.
its *, a city on
Nora rivs. 57 m. E of Portuguese frontier, pop. 43.
Nalon
Ovrutch (o-vrooch') town, Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe, on Marinna river
Owatonna (o-wa-ton'a) tp. city, X'of Steele co. Minn
city

Ovidlopol (o-ve-de-o'pol)

lo.

ow

:

;;

...
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Pop.

N

Palenno

N

(pa-Ier'm6, It.

—

n pop.

*

—

X

E

W

E

Parati

P

da

piil'ma)

isl.

Sp. pop. 61.

— or San

Canary Group, 333

D pop. 33, #

Santa Cruz de

Palmer

(pSl-mSl'Ia) town,

&

tp.
vil. Hampden CO.
co. Pa. pop. 2.

(pa'mer)

Northampton

tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 2.

Mass.

Palml (pal'me) city, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
Palmyra (pSl-mi'ra) tp. Douglas co. Kan. pop. 3. —

a

—

—

&

X

Marion

of

&

—

D

N

U

^

Pana

&

27

.

York

—

D

#

spt.

*

u

&

Pannonia (p5n-no'ni-a) anc. name of HtmGAKY.
Panola (pan-o'la) CO. N W Miss. 680 D pop. 27,
pop. 14,

Panscova
Pantanau

X

W

N

X

Sardis.

—

10
432

E

Tex. 800

&

British India
(pan'ta-now) town, Pegu div.
(pan-t51-larre'a) isl. Girgenti prov. Sicily, Italy, 58

D

&

&

Pass Christian, tovm, Harrison co. Miss
Passy (pas'se') town, dept. Seine, W suburb

D

Ahmadabad

;

;

Patllla (pa-te-ala) native state, S
pop. 56.

;

X,

co. seat

;

agr., agricultural
:

2

;

D pop.

1,539.

Asia Minor, pop. 4

;

exile.
div.

n pop". 1,560.

4

—

3
14
15
73

its

scene o£

its

dist.

*•

div.

dist.

tp.

Patras

(pa-triis') ft. spt.

co.

town,

6.

#

of Achaia

co.

tp.

& Elis,

in

34

Patri (pa'tre') town, Ahmadabid dist. Bombay, British India, on Ran of Cutch
of Naples tomb of Scipio near by.
Patria (pa^tre'a) lake, 13 m. N
Patrick (pat'rik) CO. S Va. 521 D pop. 14, X Patrick Courthouse.
Patschkau (pach'kow) town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Neisse river
of Milazzo
Patti (piit'tS) city, Sicily, Italy, on Patti Gulf, 17 m. S

W

;

W

Patton (pat'n) tp. Ford co. Ill
Paturages (pa'tii'razh') min. & mfg. town, Hainaut

prov. Belgium

Patzizia (pat-the'the-a) town, Guatemala, Central America

=

21

2.

Morea, Greece

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
3
;
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

= 1,500 to 2,499

6
32

its

—

capital

W of

— *.
of
Bengal, British India, 23,732 D pop. 13,123. —
— of
& div. and of Behar prov. pop. 168. — native
—
Provinces,
25.
*.
India, 2,399 D pop.
state, E part of Cen.
Patodl (pa-to'de) native state, India, on Sirhind plain, Punjab, 50 D
— Pike Ind. pop.
Gibson
Ind. pop.
Patoka (pa-to'ka)
John's

2,101

W

given in nearest thousands

isl.

Patna (pSfna)

.

is

Punjab, India, 5,951

Patmo (pafmo) or Patmos (pat'mos)

—

#,

E

*

St.

7

32

Patapsco (pa-tSps'ko) riv. Md. 80 m. long, Carroll co. to Chesapeake Bay.
PatChOgue fpSt-chog') vU. Suffolk co. N. Y
Pater (pa'ter) or Pembroke Dock (pSm'brok-) town, Pembroke co. S Wales,
Great Britam, on MilJord Haven arsenal & dockyard
PaternO (pa-ter'no) city, Sicily, Italy, at base of Mt. Etna hot springs
Paterson (p3fer-son) mfg. city, X of Passaic co. N. J

—

;

&

;

NNW

—

America, 443,653 D pop. 407.
or Belem, its # pop. 65.
ParabiagO (pa^ra-be-a'go) market town, Lombardy, Italy
islets
and
reefs,
China
Sea,
(pa-ra-s§lz')
150
m. E of AnnnTn.
ParacelS
Parachln (pa-ra-chen') town, cen. Servia, on Morava river
dept.
Aube,
France
convent.
(pa'ra/kla')
hamlet,
H^lo'ise's
;
Faraclet
Paradas (pa-ra'cas) town, Sevilla prov. Spain, 25 m. E S E of Seville
Lancaster
tp.
co.
Pa
(par'a^dls)
tp.
&
vil.
Paradise
ParagOOld (par'a-goold) town, X of Greene co. Ark
AmerSouth
Paragnana (pa-rargwa'na) pen. Falcon & Zulia state, Venezuela,
ica, 1,600 D.
Paraguay (pa-ra-gwi' or pa'ra-gwa) riv. South America, 1,600 m. long, Matto
republic. South America, bet. Parana
Grosso state, Brazil, to Parana riv.
& Paraguay rivs. 88,807 HI pop. 600, * Asuncion.
Parahyba (pa-rii-e'ba) riv. South America, 270 m. long, Parahyba state, Brazil
state, N E Brazil, South America, 28,854 D pop. 497.
to Atlantic ocean.
its # pop. 40, on Parahyba river.
Parahyba do Sul (pa-ra-e'ba do sool) riv. South America, 500 m. long, Sao
Paulo state, Brazil, to Atlantic ocean.
Parahitinga (pa-ra-e-tin'ga) town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil, South America.
Paramaribo (par'a-mSr'i-bo) * oi Dutch Guiana, S. Am. on Surinam river.
Paramo de Assnay (pa'ra-mo da as-swi') mt. pass, Ecuador, 15,528 ft. high.
Paramythla (pa-ra-me-the'a) or Aldonat (a-e'do-naf) town, Janina vUayet,
of Janina
Turkey in Europe, 21 m. S
Parana (pa-ra^na') riv. South America, 2,000 m. long, Minas-Geraes state,
state, S Brazil, S. America, 85,453 D pop.
Brazil, 22° 30' S, to La Plata riv.
tovpn, # of Entre Rios prov. Argentine Republic, pop. 18.
188, * Curitiba.

Population

—

D

17

2
18

France

riv. Ecuador, S. America, 400 m. long, to Amazon river.
dept. Gauca, Colombia, South America
(pa'soo-roo-an')
prov. E end Java isl. 2,720
pop. 642.
its #.
Pasurnan
PasztO (pass'to) town, Heves co. Hungary, on Zagyva river
America,
end
of
South
Patagonia (pSf a-go'uT-a) former name of a region at S
38° 54' S to 53'^S, 400,000
Argentine Republic.
now divided bet. Chile
Hungary,
on
Bodrog
river
town,
Patak Nagy Saros (pS'tok' nSdj sho'r5sh')
of
Patau (pa-tan') town, Baioda state, Gujarat, Bombay, India, 65 m.

;

—

of Paris,

Pastaza (pas-ta'tha)
Paste (pas'to) town,

Paps of Jura (-jfi'ra) three mts. Jura isl. Hebrides, Scot. highest, 2,420 ft.
Papua (pap'oo-a or pa/poo-a). See New Guinea.
Para (pa-ra') arm of Amazon riv. South America, 200 m. long, 12 to 40 m. wide.

D means square miles

6
16

^

—

D

^

W W

—

X

Pasewalk

Fanticosa (pan-te-ko'sa) medicinal baths, Huesca prov. Spain.
Pantin (pSs'taN') town, dept. Seine, France, 3J m. N E of Paris
Panwell (pan'wel) town, Tanna dist. Bombay pres. British India
Pao d' Assucar (powN das-soo'kar) rock, 600 ft. high, Rio Janeiro Bay, S. Am.
{II. pron. pa'Paola (pa-o'la) tp. & city, X of Miami co. Kan. city pop. 3.
N of Cosenza, pop. 7.
o-la) city, Cosenza prov. Italy, 13 m.
tp.
Paoli (pa-o'le) tp. & vil. X of Orange co. Ind
Papa (pa'p5') town, Veszprim co. Hungary, on branch of Marczal river
Papasquiero (pa-pas-ke-a'ro) town, Durango state, Mexico, North America..
Pap6iti (pa-pa-e'te) or Papeete (pa-pe'te) * of Tahiti, Society Isls. S Pac. oc.
Papenburg (pa'pen-bSBro') cml. town, Hanover prov. Prussia

W

S

D

Hungary
Lower Burma,

S.

12
21

&

chief towns, B^thune, Boulogne, Saint-Pol, Montreuil,
Saint-Omer.
(pa'ze-wiilk') tovra, Pomerania prov. Prussia, on Ucker river
(pa'seo')
town,
Luzon
Philippine
isl.
Group,
Malay
Arch.
E of Manilla..
Pasig
Pasquotank (pSs'kwo-tSnk') co. N. C. 200 pop. 11, X Elizabeth City.
Passaconaway (pSs'a-kSn'a-wa) highest of Sandwich Mts. N. H. 4,200 ft.
co.
Passaic (pSs-sa'Ik) riv. N. J. 100 m. long, Morris co. to Newark riv.
N. J. 197
pop. 105, X Patterson.
city, Passaic co. N. J, pop. 13.
Passamaquoddy Bay (pas'a-ma-kw8d'I-) inlet, Bay of Fundy, between Me.
New Brunswick, at mouth of St. Croix river.
Passarowitz (pas-sa'ro-wTts'). See Pozarevatz.
Passau (piis'sou) ft. town, Bavaria, Inn Danube rivs.; treaty, 1552

D

Carthage.

— state, Brazil,

8

Pascuaro (pas-kwa'ro) town, Michoacan state, Mexico, on Pascuaro Lake
Pas-de-CalalS (pa-de-ka/la') dept. N E France, 2,551 D pop. 874, * Arras

(pan'cho'v5') town, in the Banat,

Pantellaria

w

6

5
12

D

^

D

W

co.

&

^

NW

;

&

*

9
12

&E

&

&
&

See Isthmus of Panama.
Panaria (pa-na-re'a) isl. Lipari Group, Mediterranean sea, 7 m. in circuit.
Panaro (pa-na'ro) riv. Italy, 75 m. long, Cimone Mt. to Po river.
Panay (pa-ni') isl. Philippine Isls. Malay Arch. 4,560 pop. 567, Ilo-ilo.
Pandemia (pan-dSr'mii) town, Turkey in Asia, on Marmora Sea
Pandharpur (pan'thar-poor') town, Sholapur dist. Bombay, British India
Pangasinan (pan-ga-sl-uan') prov. Luzon isl. Philippine Group, Malay Arch..
Pangong (pan'gong') two salt lakes, Kashmir Tibet, 100 m. long, 3 to 4 m.
wide, 14,000 ft. above ths sea.
N of Delhi
Panipat (p5n'T-pat') town, Punjab, British India, 55 m.
of Goa
of Port. India, 5 m.
Goa (-go'a)
Panjim (pan-zheN') or
watermg place, Aberdeen co. Scotland.
Pannanich (pan'a-niK') vil.

New

WNW

—

a

on Panama Gulf.

D

—

D

D

.

Panama

high.

ft.

—

(piir'ma) tp.
vil. Monroe co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
(It. pron. par'ma)
prov. Emilia," Italy, 1,251
pop. 271.
its *, city on Parma riv. pop. 44.
ParmagUdl (par-ma-go6'de) town, India, 21 m.
of Madura
Parnassus (par-nas'us) or Liakhura (le-a-Koo'ra) mt. Greece, 8,068 ft. higli
the Castalian Fountain
Coryoian Cave are here.
Parnell (par'nel') suburb, Auckland, North Isl. New Zealand
Parnes (par'nSz) or Nozea (no-ze'a) mt. Gr. 16 m. of Athens, 4,640 ft. high.
Parola (pa-ro'la) town, Khandesh div. Bombay pres. British India
Paropamisan Mountaiins (pSr'o-p5m'i-san'-) Afglianistan
Persia, 350 m.
long, touch Hindu-Kush Range on E,
Elburz Mts. on W.
Pares (pa'rbs) isl. ^geau sea, 100 ; produces finest marble
Parral (par-rSl') town, Linares prov. Chile, South America
Parramatta (pSr'a-mat'a) town. New South Wales, Aust. 13 m.
of Sydney
Parras (par'ras) town, Durango state, Mexico ; noted wines
brandies
Parsons (-sguz) city, Labette co. Kan. pop. 7.
bor. Luzerne co. Pa. pop. 2.
PaitabgarbT (par'tab-gar') dist. Rai Bareli div. Oudh, British India, 1,458
po^. 784.
its #, 90 m. S E of Lucknow, pop. 12.
ft. town, Udaipur state,
Rajputana, India, 75 m. E S E of Udaipur, pop. 5.
commune, Trapani prov. Sicily, Italy
Paitanna (par-tan'na) town
com.
cml. city, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy
Partinlco (piCr-te-ne'ko) mfg.
Parthenay (par'tg-na') mfg. town, dept. Deux-Sevres, France, on Thouet riv.
Parthenope (piir-thSn'o-pe) anc. name of Naples, Italy.
Partlok (par'tik) bor. Glasgow, Lanark co. Scotland iron shipbuilding
Pasadena (pas'j-de'na) tp.
city, Los Angeles co. Cal. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 5.
Pascagoula (pSs'ka-goo'la) riv. Miss. 85 m. long, Greene ce. to Gulf of Mei.
PascagOUla Bay, mouth of Pascagoula riv. Miss, in Gulf of Mexico.
Pasco (pas'ko) CO. cen. Fla. 800
pop. 4,
Dade City.
Pascoag (pas-kog') vil. Providence co. R. I

N

Republic, South America, 600,000 D.
1,000
dSl sa-kra-men'to) plains, N E Peru,

river.
city. Christian co. 111. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 5.
(pa'na) tp.
its
(pan-a-mii') dept. Colombia, 31,571
pop. 30,
pop. 285.

— city, Armstrong

&

* Bacolor.

long, to

X

Wood
j

natives,

Navarre prov. Spain, on Agra river.

X

D

&

Parma

Bam-i-duneah, " Roof of the world."

(pam'pas) plains, S Argentine
del Sacramento (pam'piis
South America, 60,000 D.
Pamplona (pam-plo'na) ft. town, * of
Pamunkey (pa-mi3nk'i) riv. Va. 80 m.

N

Parkesburg (parks'bGrg) bor. Chester co. Pa
Park Range, part of Rocky Mts. in Col. highest, Lincoln, 14,297
Park View Mountain, peak of Rocky Mts. Col. 12,433 ft. high.

Pamlico (pSm'li-ko) co. N. C. 460 D pop. 7, X Bayboro.
Pamlico Sound, passage, 75 m. long, 20 m. wide, bet. N. C. & coast islands.
Fampa (piim'pii) ter. cen. Argentine Rep. S. Am. 191,842 D pop. 40, * Acha.
Pampanga (pam-pan'gii)prov. Luzon isl. Philippine Isls. Malay Arch. 2,7000

Pampas
Pampas

—

Livingston.

X

Palota

pop. 177,

—

^

—

—

Rockville.
20,
(par'ker) CO.
Tex. 900
pop. 22,
Weatherf ord.
CO. Pa. pop. i. .— tp. Butler co. Pa. pop. 2.
of
co. W. Va
Parkersburg (piir'kerz-bflrg) city,

N

;

—

Parker

—

(psflo'to') town, Veszprim co. Hungary
Palu (pa'loo') town, Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia, 55 m. N of Diarbekr
Pamlers (pa'me-a') town, dept. Ari^ge, France, on Ari(5ge river
Pamir (pa-mer'") tableland, cen. Asia, 15,000 ft. high called by the

7

4
ft.

—

—
—

Park City, city. Summit co. Ut
Parke (park) co. W Ind. 440 D pop.

N

N

6

4.
city, X of Henry co. Tenn. pop. 2.
city, X of Lamar co. Tex. pop. 8.
.— {Fr. pron. pa're') ft. city, riv. port, & * of France, on Seine riv. Ill m.
from the sea, pop. 2,448 observatory in lat. 48° 50' 12" N, Ion. 2° 20' 22^" E.
PariShvllle (par'Ish-vTl) tp. & vil. St. Lawrence co. N. Y
tp.
Parisll (pS-rizT-i) an anc. name of Paris, Prance.
co. S Mont 5,558 D pop. 7,
Park, CO. cen. Col. 2,100 D pop. 4, X Fair Play.

X

Mo.

vil. Wayne co. N. T.
town, Burlington co. N. J. pop. 2.
tp.
pop. 3.
vil. Halifax co. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
anc.
tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
Tai/mor, ruined city, Syrian desert, 120 m.
E of Damascus.
prov.
Italy,
11.
town,
Avellino
prov.
Italy,
pop.
3.
Bari
pop.
(pa'lo)
—city,
Palo
bor.
lo. 576
pop. 9, X Emmettsburg.
Palo Alto (palo iil'to) CO.
1846.
battlefield, Cameron co. Tex. May,
Schuylkill co. Pa. pop. 1.
of Tivoli
Palombara (pa-lom-bii'ra) town, cen. Italy, 8 m.
Tex. 960
pop. 8, X Palo Pinto.
Palo Pinto (pii'lo pTn'to) CO.
Palos (pa'los) spt. Huelva prov. Spain ; Columbus set sail for America, 1492.

—

8

10

(parK'Im) town, Meckleuburg-Schwerin duchy,

;

— tp.

co.

3

Germany

PardUbitZ (par'doo-bTts') town, Bohemia, Austria, on Elbe river
Paredes de Nava (pii-ra'Das da na'vii) town, Palencia prov. Spain

^

10
city,

a place

Parlnacota (pa-re-uii-ko'ta) mt. Bolivia, South America, 22,030 ft. high.
Paris (par'is) tp. & city, X of Edgar co. 111. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 5.
city, X
of Bourbon co. Ky. pop. 4.
tp. & vil. X of Oxford co. Me. tp. pop. 3.
tp. Kent CO. Mich. pop. 3.
town, X of Monroe co. Mo. pop. 1.
tp. Oneida
CO. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp. & vil. Stark co. O. tp. pop. 3.
tp. Union co. O. pop.

Palma.

Estremadura prov. Portugal

8
10

;

;

Palma del Rio (pal'ma del re'o) town, Cordova prov. Spain
Palma Nuova (pal'ma nwo'vii) ft. town, Italy, 12 m. S S E of Udine
Palmella

E.

state, Brazil,

Parenzo (pa-ren'zo) town, W coast of Istria, Austria
Parga (par'ga) ft. maritime town, Janina vilayet, W Turkey in Europe
Parima, Sierra (se-gr'rii pa-re'ma) mts. Venezuela, S. Am. highest 10,000

(san me-gal'

la

Rio de Janeiro

of pilgrimage

—
^

Miguel de Palma

(pii-ra-te') spt.

Parchim

—

& of Baleares prov.

river.

South America
Paray-le-Monial (pa'ra'-le-mo'ne-Sl') town, Sa6ne-et-Loire, France

W

;

W

7

500 m. long, Miuas Geraes state, Brazil,

riv.

Parangla (pii-ran'gia) mt. pass, Himalaya Range, 19,132 ft. high. Ion. 78°
Parapara (pa-rii-pii'ra) town, Miranda state, Venezuela, South America

bank of Hudson riv.
Palisades, a high range of trap rock, 18 m. long, on
in N. Y. & N. J.
Palk'S Strait (paks-) bet. Ceylon isl. & India, 10° N, 80° E, 40 m. wide.
its *.
Pal Labada (pal la-ha'da) native state, Orissa, India, 452 D pop. 15.
Pallamcotta (pal'yam-kSt'tii) town, Tinnevelli dist. S Madras, British India.
Pallanza (pal-lan'za) town. Piedmont, Italy, on Lago Maggiore
Palllce (pai'es) hamlet, Longford co. Ireland Goldsmith born here.
town, Girgenti prov. Sicily,
Palma (pal'ma) town, Caserta prov. It. pop. 7.
ft. town, # of Majorca isl.
town, Huelva prov. Sp. pop. 4.
It. pop. 13.

—

—

South America.
South America, S
to Parana
states, Brazil,

NW

O

Pop.

Paranagua (pa-ra-na'gwa) town, Parana state, Brazil, South America
Paranabyba (pa-ra-na-e'ba) riv. 750 m. long, between Maranhao & Piauhy

Sicily, Italy,
pa-I5r'mo) anc. Panoe'mus, prov.
783.
its *- and
of Sicily, a ft. city, pop. 206.
of Anderson co. Tex. pop. 6.
country, S
Palestine (pSl'gs-tin) city,
part of Syrioj 5?urkey in Asia, length 193 m. breadth 75 m. 11,000 D.
of Rome
S
Palestrina (pa-les-tre'na) city, cen. Italy, 22 m.
Palghat (pal'giit') ft. town, Malabar dist. Madras pres. British India
town,
Jodlipur
cml.
dominion,
Rajputana,
India
Pali (pa'le)
of Anagni
Pallano (pa-le-S'no) ft. town, cen. Italy, 7 m.
Palisade (pal'I-sad') tp. Bergen co. N. J

1,964

vil., village.

.
.

.

1787

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Patznm (pat-thoom') town, Guatemala, Cen. Am. 40 m. W N W of Guatemala
PaU (po) town, * of dept. Basses-Pyrtn^es, France Henry IV. born here
Paulding
pop.

2Ci,

;

N W Ga.

(pal'ding) CO.
X Paulding, pop.

340

Q pop.

X

12,

Dallas.

—

N W 0.

co.

Pop.
5
32

4140

W W
Pavla (pa-ve'a) prov. Lombardy, Italy, 1,284 D pop. 492. —
# pop. 30.

Pawnee
432

(pa'ne') co. S

a pop.'

Pawnee

Pawpaw
Mich.

10,

W cen. Kan. 756 D

X Pawnee City^
& vil. X of Pawnee co.

City, tp.

Wabash

(pa'pa') tp.

tp. pop.' 2, vil.

pop.

Neb.

co. Ind. pop. 2.

riv.

pop.

5,

X

&

PawtUCket (pa-tuk'et) city. Providence co. R. I
Paso ( pak'so) one of Ionian Isls. Greece, 10 D pop. 5, * Gayo or Gain.
Paston (paks'tgn) city, X of Ford co. 111. pop. 2. — tp. Ross co. 0. pop. 2.
Payne (pan) co?N E Ok. pop. 7, X StiUwater.
PaysandU (pi-san-doo') dept. Uruguay, S. Amer. 5,115 D pop. 25. its * pop. 2.
city, Utah co. Ut. pop. 2.
Payson (pa'son) tp. & vil. Adams co. ill. tp. pop. 33.
tp.
PeabOdy (pe'b5d-i) tp. & city, Marion co. Kan. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.

& vil.

Essex

Mass.

CO.

28

high.

—

—

31° 40' S to Darling river.

—

10

&

&

W

&
E

E

—

—

;

&

NW

—

&

W

&

D

E

&

.

Pembina (pem'be-na) CO. N E N. Dak. 1,120 D pop. 14, X Pembina.
Pembroke (pgm'brok) tp. & vil. Washington co. Me. tp. pop. 2. —

—

Merrimack

&

tp.

& vH.

—

N

D

—

—

—

—

—

1, o, u, long ; a, e, o, less
a, o, ii, c, ee (see p. 1719) ;

5, 5,

—

—

&

&

&

W

#

—

—

&

*

&

10
6

&

Q

W W

&

13

D

5

W

&

13
5

4

^

ft.

&

—

dists. 8,171 D
* of dist. & div. 12 m. E of Kliaibar Pass,

Hazaka

town, and

pop. 1,421.

dist. of div. 2,497

Q

pop. 523.

pop. 84.

.— cml.

& mfg.

12

3

—

;

;

&

11
7

.

3

Dinwiddie eo. Va. pop. 23.
bor.
Petersfleld (pe'terz-feld) town tt parliamentary bor. Hampsliire, Eng
Peterswaldau (pii/tors-wiil'dow) town, Silesia prov. Prussia
Peter the Great Bay, inlet of .Japan Sea, Manchuria, 30 m. long.
Peterwardeln (pa'ter-wiir'dln) * of Slavonia prov. Hungary a ft. city, on
Danube riv. Peter tlie Hermit here nuirshalod tlie first Crusade
Petit Bourg (pg-te' biJor') town, Guadeloupe isl. French W. Indies
Petit-Oanal (pe-te'-kii'niil') town, Guadeloupe isl. Fronuh W. Indies
Petoskey (pg-tBs'kc) vil. Ennnett co. Mich
Fetra (pe'tra) ruined city, Arabia Petnna, lat. 30° 15' N, Ion. 35° 35' E.
CO. Ind. pop.

—

1.

city,

;

;

prolonged ; 5, E, T, o, 0, short ; .3, g, i, o, u, obscure: far, list,
ch as in chin g as in get ; nasin linger, link ng as in sing
;

#

&

;

—

—

;

&

n

—

—

—

—

&

—

—

—

—

—

;

&

;

D

—

—

D

—

.

&

—

&

—

—

PeshtlgO (pgsh'tT-go) tp. & vil. Marinette co. Wis. tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 2.
PestO (pgs'to) site of anc. P/ES'tdm ruined Greek temples on Salerno Gulf, It.
Petaluma (pgt-a-loo'ma) tp. & city, Sonoma co. Cal. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 4.
Fetch (pech) or'ipek (e-pak') town, Kossova vilayet, Turkey in Europe
PetChora_(pet-cho'rii) riv. Russia, 000 m. long, Ural Mts. to Arctic Ocean.
Peten (pa-tgn') lake, 65 m. round, Guatemala state. Central America.
tp.
Peterboro (pe'ter-bfir-r6) tp. & vil. Hillsboro co. N. H
co.
Peterborough, city, Northampton co. England, pop. 25 fine cathedral.
Ontario prov. Canada, 2,485 D pop. 38.
its X, on Otonabee riv. pop. 10.
Peterhead (pa'ter-h6d) bor. & fishing town, Aberdeen co. Scot. a spt. .bor.
Peterhof (pe'ter-liof) town, Russia in Europe, on Finland Gulf
Peters (pa'terz) tp. Franklin co. I'a
Petersburg ^pe'terz-bQrg) city, X of Menard co. III. pop. 2. —town, X of Pike

—

#

n

D

KoHAT,

—

co. N. H. tp. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Genesee co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
pron. pSm'broSk) or Pembrokeshire (pem'brook-shir) co. S Wales, Great
Britain, 611
pop. 89.
its X pop. 15, a spt. town.
Pemiscot (pSm'is-k5t) CO. S E Mo. 480 D pop. 6, X Gayoso.
Penafiel (pa-na-te-gl') town, Minho prov. Portugal, 19 m. E
E of Oporto.
Penang (pe-n3ng') British isl. Malacca Strait, 107 D.
div. of Straits Settlements, Malay Pen. 619 D pop. 233,
Georgetown.
Pen Argyl (pSn ar'gll) bor. Northampton co. Pa
Pencader (pSn-ka'der) hundred, Newcastle co. Del
Pender (pen'dgr) co? E part of N. C. 800 pop. 13, X South Washington.
Pendleton (pSn'dl-ton) co. N Ky. 310 D pop. 16, X Falmoutli.
co. W. 7a.
650 D pop. 9, X F'ranklin.
town, X of Umatilla co. Ore. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Anderson co. S. C. tp. pop. 3.
mtg.
min. town, Lancaster co. England, pop. 25.
FenedO (pa-na'do) city, Alagoas state, Brazil, S. Am. on Sio Francisco river.
Fenfleld_(p5n'feld) tp.
vil. Monroe co. N. Y
tp.
Penlg (pa'niG) nifg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Mulde river
a district in
Peninsula, The, name applied to Spain
Poktuqal together.
the S E of Va.
battlefields during the civil war.
tp.
Penn (pSn) tp. St. Joseph co. Ind. pop. 0.
tp. Guthrie co. lo. pop. 2.
Allegheny co. Pa. pop. 3.
bor. Westtp.
tp. Lancaster co. Pa. pop. 2.
moreland CO. Pa. tp. pop. 4.
Pennar (pSn-niir') or Tirunkojilur (te-rd6n-ko'y6-loor') riv. India, 270 m. long,
Mysore to Bengal Bay.

—

34

G

W

.*.

W

—

&
#

of Tazewell co. 111. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6.
city,
of Chili prov.
of China
Chinese Empire, 50 m.
S of Great Wall, lat. of observatory 39° 54' 13" N, Ion. 116° 28' 54"
1,000
FelagO (pa'la-go) town, Florence prov. Tuscany, Italy
Pelestrlna (pa-les-tre^na) isl. Venice, Italy, 7J m. long.
town on isl. pop. 7.
Pelew Islands (pe-lu'-) group of 20 isls. in
Micronesia Spanish.
Pelham (pSl'am) tp. vil. Westchester co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4.
tp.
vil. Caswell CO. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
coast Celebes isl, Malay Arch. 50 m. long, 20 m. broad.
Poling (pa'ling') isl.
China.
Pe-Llng Mountains (pe'-llng'-) range in
(pron. pel'la) ruins near Yenidje,
Pella (pSl'a) city, Marion co. lo. pop. 2.
Salonika vilayet, Turkey in Europe ; birthplace of Alexander the Great.
commune, Parma prov. Italy
Pellegrlno (pil-la-gre'no) town
com.
part of Carpentaria Gulf, Australia.
Pellew Islands (pSl'u-) group, S
Pelusiac Branch (pe-lu'sI-Sk-) anc. arm of Nile riv.; now filled up.
Pelusium (pg-lu'sT-um) ruined city, Egypt, at mouth of Nile river.
PelVOUX (pgl'vob') mt. in depts. Hautes-Alpes
Isfere, France, 13,442 ft. high.
Pelzer (pel'zer) town, Anderson co. S. C
(pSm'ba) isl.
of Zanzibar isl.
Africa, 360
;
British protectorate
Pemberton (pgm'ber-tou) tp.
bor. Burlington co. N. J
tp.

D

C

—

— &
—

—

(

—

co. S
co. S 111. 440
pop. 18, X Pinckneyville.
pop. 6, X PeiTyviUe.
co. S E Ky. 448 D pop. 6, X Hazard.
Ind. 380 D pop. 18, X Cannelton.
co. E S E Mo. 436
pop. 13, X
pop. 0, X Augusta.
CO. S E Miss. 1,116
co. S cen.
Perryville. .— co. S E cen. O. 402 D pop. 31, X New Lexington.
co. cen. Tenn. 420
pop. 8, X LinPa. 550
pop. 26, X New Bloomfield.
tp. Marion co. Ind. pop. 2.
tov?n, Pike co. 111. tp. pop. 2.
den.
tp.
tp. St. FranQOis co.
tp. Noble CO. Ind. jwp. 4. .— city, Dallas co. lo. pop. 3.
tp. Brown
vil. Wyoming co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
Mo. pop. 5.
tp. Lawrence co. 0. pop. 2.
CO. 0. pop. 3.
tp. Columbiana co. 0. pop. 7.
Clarion
co.
12.
tp.
0.
2.
tp.
Stark
co.
O.
pop.
tp. Montgomery co.
pop.
Pa. pop. 2.
vil.
2.
pop.
pop.
vil. Wood co. O. tp.
4,
Perrysburg (per'iz-bQrg) tp.
of Persia important ruins near Istakr, Fars
Persepolis (pgr-sgp'o-lis) anc.
prov. 40 m. N E of Shiraz.
Teheran.
Asia, 628,000 D pop. 7,054,
Persia (per'shi-a) kingdom, S
Persia, 550 m. by 220 m.
Persian Gulf, arm of Arabian Sea, bet. Arabia
Person (per'son) CO. N. 0. 420 pop. 15, X Roxboro.
Perth (perth)"city, X of Perth co. Scot, on Tay riv. pop. 31. —city, X of Perth
or Perthshire (perth'shir)
CO. Australia, and * of W. Australia, pop. 10.
Dumblane.
CO. cen. Scot. 2,588
pop. 126 chief towns, Perth, Crieff,
city, Middlesex co. N. J
Perth Amboy (perth Sm'boi') coextensive tp.
Pertuis (pgr'twe') town, dept. Vaucluse, France, near Durance river
tp.
city,
city. La Salle co. 111. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 6.
Peru (pe-roo') tp.
X of Miami co. Ind. tp. pop. 8, city pop. 7. tp. vil. Clinton co. N. Y. tp.
America,
463,747
2.
republic,
coast
of
South
pop.
{Sp. pron. pa-rob')
Lima.
pop. 2,622,
Perugia (pa-roo'ja) prov. cen. Italy, coextensive with the old dept. of Umbbia,
pop. 593.
its
pop. (with commune) 50.
3,719
N of Mens.
PeruwelS (pa'rii-wgis') town, Hainaut prov. Beigium, 16 m.
Urbino province
Pesaro (pa'sa-ro) ft. town, Italy, * of Pesaro
pop. 232, * Pesaro.
Pesaro and Urbino (-obr-be'no) prov. Marches, It. 1,144
com.
ft. town, Chieti prov. Italy
Pescara (pgs-ka'ra) commune
of Mantua, on Mincio river
Peschiera (pgs-ke-a'ra) ft. town, Italy, 21 m. N N
com.
commune, Florence prov. Tuscany, Italy
Pescla (pesh'a) town
Pescina (pa-she'nii) town, Aquila prov. Abruzzi dept. Italy
prov.
Italy
town,
Potenza
(pes'ko
pa-gii'no)
Pesco Pagano
Peshawur (pfi-phou'er) div. Punjab, British India, comprising Peshawhb,

—

W

N

Perplgnan (pSr'pen'yoN') town, * of dept. Pyrgnges-Orientales, France
Perquimans (per-kwlm'anz) CO. N. C. 240 n pop. 9, X Hertford.
cen. Ark. 560
co.
Perry (pgr'I) co?W cen. Ala. 774 D pop. 29, X Marion.

n

#

6

rouse lost here, 1790.
10

of Breslau
Peilau (pilou) town, Silesia prov. Prussia, 33 m. S S
Peine (pi'ne) town, Hanover prov. Prussia, 17 m. N E of Hildesheim
(pant)
native
state,
India,
Paint
Bombay,
960 D pop. 47.
its * 90 m. N N E
of Bombay.
Pekalongan (pa-ka-lon'gan) dist. Java isl. pop. 505. its # a spt. on N coast.
Fekel-Aa, Nleuwe and Onde (-pa'kel-a, nyii'we-, ow'de-) two vils. Netherlands, on Aa riv. 21 m. S E of Groningen
?
joint pop.

Pemba

190.

;

C

& city, X

4

—

* pop.

(ra-se'fa) its

—

co. S.

31
2

Pernau (per'now) ft. spt. town, Livonia govt. Russ. in Europe, on Pernau river
Peronne (pa'ronn') town, dept. Somme, France, on Somme river
P6rouse Islands (pa-ro6z'-) group. Pacific ocean, 10° S, 165°-170° E La Pg-

Pegau (pa'f ow) town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 14 m. S S W of Leipsic
PegO (pa'go) town, Alicante prov. Spain, 38 ra. N E of Alicante
Pegu (pe-gob') div. Lower Burma, 9,299 D pop. 1,441, # Rangun. —town,
Lower Burma, on Pegu riv. 58 m. N E of Rangun, pop. 4.
Pei-Ho (pa'-hoO riv. N China, Great Wall to Pe-chi-li Gulf.

Pekin (pe'kin) tp.
Peking (pe'klng')

&

—

—

Peepee (pe'pe') tp. Pike CO. O
Peoples (pe'plz) tp. Hampton

—

W

.

;

lat.

&

;

;

& Limburg provs. Netherlands.
Peel River, New South Wales, 600 m. long,

D

W

tp.

Pearl Islands, Panama Bay, Colombia, 60 m. S E of Panama.
Pearl Lagoon, inlet of Caribbean Sea, Nicaragua, Central America.
riv. & lagoon
Pearl River, Miss. 400 m. long, Winston co. to Gulf of Mexico.
near Honolulu, Hawaiian Isls.
co. S Miss. 66G D pop. 3, X Poplarville.
Pease ( pez) tp. Belmont co. O
Pecatonlca (pek'a-tbn'I-ka) tp. & vil. Winnebago co. 111. tp. pop. 2, vU. pop. 1.
Peccioll (pSt'cho-Te) town & commune, Pisa prov. Tuscany, Italy .commune
Pe-chl-U, Pe-Chee-Lee or Pe-tschl-li (pa'-che'-le')- See Chili.
Peckham (pSk'am) vil. Surrey co. England a suburb of London
Tex. 6,700 D pop. 1, X Fort Stockton.
Pecos (pa'kos) CO.
Peddapur (pSd'a-poor') town, Godavari dist. Madras presidency, British India
Pedee (pe'de') tp. Georgetown co. S. C
Pedee River, N. C. & S. C. 415 m. long called in N. C. the Yadkin rises in
Blue Ridge mts. flows into Winyaw Bay, S. C.
Peebles (pe'blz) or PeeblesshU'e (pe'bi-shir) or Tweeddale (twed'dal) co.
Scotland, 356 tJ pop. 15.
its X, on Tweed"riv. pop. 3.
Peekskfll (peks'kil) vil. Westchester co. N. Y
(pel)
spt.
town.
Isle of Man, Irish Sea, pop. 4.
co. Ontario prov. Can.
Peel
269
pop. 15, X Brampton.
{Dutch pron. pal) marsh, 60 D N. Brabant

—

12
13

.

(pe-kwSn'ok) tp. Morris co. N. J
Pera (pa'ra) Frank suburb of Constantinople, Tur. in Europe, N of Golden Horn.
coast Malay Pen. 7,950 D pop. 213, * Kwala Kangsa.
Perak (pa-riik') state,
(Fr. pron. pSrsh) anc. div. of Maine
Perche (persh) tp. Boone co. Mo. pop. 2.
prov. France, now depts. Orne, Euke-et-Loir,
Euee.
Perekop (pa-ra-kop') town, Taurida govt. Russia, on Perekop Isthmus
Pereslavl (par-es-lavl') town, Poltava govt. Russ. in Europe, near Dnieper riv.
Pereslavl-Zalieskl (par-es-lavl'-za-le-Ss'ke) town, Vladimir govt. Russia
Pergola (pgr'go-la) town, Marches, Italy, on Cesano river
P^rlgord (par'e-gor') old div. Guienne prov. France its * was Perigueux.
F^rigueus (pS're'gD') town, * of dept. Dordogne, France, on Isle river
Ferim (pa-rem') British isl. 5 m. long, Bab-el-Mandeb strait. Red Sea, 5 D
Ferinton (per'tn-ton) tp. Monroe co. N. Y
Neb. 882 D pop. 4, X Grant.
Perkins (per'kinz)"co. S
Perleberg (pSr'la-bgro') mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Perm (perm) govt. Russia in Europe, lying partly in Asia, 128,211 n pop. 2,714.
its #, on Kama riv. pop. 39.
PernambUCO (per-nam-boo'ko) state, E Brazil, 49,625 D pop. 1,111. or Recife

—

;

#

Pequannock

;

W

9
12

D

&

tp. pop. 10.

.

&

—

&

W

W

NW

W

—

—

D

&

1.

Peach Bottom, tp. & hamlet, York co. Pa
Peak or High Peak, dist. Derby co. England has curious caves.
Peaks of Otter (-5t'er) two summits. Blue Ridge mts. Va. 4,000 ft.
Pea Ridge, hamlet, Benton co. Ark.; battlefield, 1862.

Y

—

D

&

X

—

& oil wells.

Yates co. N.

;

— co. S E Neb.

tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
vil.
tp.
of Van Buren co.

—

iron mines

&

5.

Larned.

&

;

tp.
tp.

N. Y
pop.

coal

;

pop.

(pe-nob'scot) riv. Me. 300 m. long, Somerset co. to Penobscot Bay.
tp. Hancock co. Me. pop. 1.
CO. Me. 3,332
pop. 73, X Bangor.
Penobscot Bay, Me. inlet of Atlantic ocean, 35 m. long, 20 m. wide.
Penrith (pen'rith or pe'rith) town, Cumberland co. England
navy yard, X of Escambia co. Fla
Pensacola (pen'sa-kola) spt.
Fensacola Bay, mlet Gulf of Mexico, Santa Rosa co. Fla.
PenteliCUS (pEn-tgl'I-kiis) mt. Attica, Greece, 3,640 ft. high fine marble.
Pentland Firth (pentland-) separates Orkney Isls. from Scotland.
Pentland Hills, in Peebles, Lanark, and Edinburgh cos. Scotland.
vil. Oceana co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
Pentwater (pgnt'wa-ter) tp.
Penza (pen'za) govt.E Russia, 14,997 pop. 1,523; fertile soil vast forests;
Saransk.
its
pop. 46.
chief towns, Penza, Mokshansk, Nijni-Lomov,
most
town of England
Penzance (pgn-zans') spt. Cornwall co.
suburb of Vienna, on Wien river
Penzing (pgnt'sTng) vil. Lower Austria,
cen. 111. 615
pop. 70. —its X, on 111. riv. pop. 41.
Peoria (pe-o'ri-a) CO.
Wis. 244
pop. 7, X Durand.
Pepin (pe'pin) CO.
Minn. 28 m. long, 3 m. wide.
Pepin Lake, expansion of Miss. riv. in Wis.
vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp. pop. 3, vH. pop. 2.
Pepperell (pgp'per-el) tp.

—

its

^ town, Voronej govt. Russia in Europe, on Don

Harrisburg

Penobscot

Pavlograd (pav'lb-f rad') town, Yekaterinoslav govt. Russia in Eiurope
Pavlov (pav'lov') town, Moscow govt. Russia in Europe, 38 m. E of Moscow.
Pavlovsk (pav'lSvsk') ft. town, St. Petersburg govt. Russia in Europe, pop. 3.

Pawlet (pa'let) tp. & vil. Rutland co. Vt
Pawling (pa'ling) tp. & vil. Dutchess co.

#

5,'258,

Penn Yan (pen ySn') vil. X of
Peno (pe'no) tp. Pike co. Mo

2.

PaumotU (pow-mo'too) i. e. " all islands," or Low Archipelago, S Pac. oc.
of Zwickau..
Pausa (pow'sa^ town, Saxony kingdom, Germany, 24 m.
S

Pop.

W

S. Dak. 1,521 n pop. 7, X Rapid City.
Pennington (pSnTng-ton) co.
Pennsylvania (pgn'sTl-va'nI-a) one of Middle states, U. S. A. 45,215 D

;

fall, cfire
;

iii

;

term

as in M.iu

;

;

foBd,

ch

iis

f(55t, fflrl

m

thuio

;

;

6 as in ffir oi as in oil ow as in cow
w. B. D, a, u, k, n (see p. 1710).

I, fi. ^,

;

;

;

...;.
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Soprana (pa-tra'le-a so-pra'na) town, Pidermo
Sotana (-so-ta'na) town near above

Petralla
Petralia
Petrinia
Petrolla

Pop.
5

prov. Sicily, Italy.

(pa-tre'ne-a) town, Croatia, Hungary, on Kulpa river
(pe-tro'lg-a) bor. Butler co. Pa
PetropaulOVSk (pa-tro-pow-lovsk') town, Akmolinsk govt. Siberia
PetropauIOVSki (pa-tro-pow-lSv'eke) town, * of Kamchatka, Russia in Asia.
PetTOVacZ (pa'tro'vats') vil. Bacs co. Hungary, 17 m. E S E of Bacs
Petrovltch (pa'tro-wTcli') town, RoumeUa, Tur. in Europe, near Radowitz riv,
Petrovoszelo (pa'tro'vSs'sa'lo') vil. Hungary, 4 m. from Obecse

Pikes PeaJs, mt.

Alexandria.

of

Q

with anc. lighthouse

E

now

;

—

X

—

&

—

3.^

22

CO.

111.

pop.

3.

Phillipsburg (f il'ips-bQrg) tp.
Deerlodge co. Mont. pop. 1.
CO. Pa. pop. 1.
tp.

Phlllipstown,

Philmont

Franklin

& city, X

of Phillips co.

nome, Greece, pop.

Phthiotis
Lamia.
Phthiotis (thi-o'tls-) and Phocis (-f o'sis) nome, N E Greece, 2,044 Q pop.
136, # Lamia.
FhulOWdi (fob-lou'de) or Phalodi (fa-lo'de) ft. tovvn, Rajputdna, India, 75 m.
N of Jodhpur
of Athens, Greece.
PhylEB (fi'le) ruins of anc. fortress, 13 m. N N
its # pop.
Placenza (pe-a-chSnt'sa) prov. Emilia div. N Italy, 965 Q pop. 229.
N of Parma.
35, a ft. city, 36 m.
Plana del Greci (pe-a'ua da'e gra'che) town, Sicily, Italy
with environs
Pianella (pe-a-nel'la) town, Teramo prov. Italy
Piano di Sorrento (pe-a'no de sor-rSu'to) commune on Naples Bay, Italy.
Fianoro (pe-a-no'ro) town, Bologna prov. cen. Italy
Pianosa (pe-a-no'sS) isl. 3J m. long, Mediterranean sea, near Elba island.
of Naples
Pianura (pe-a-noo'ra) town, Naples prov. Italy, 4 m.
Piasina (pe-a-se'nii) lake, 80 m. by 35 m. Yeniseisk govt. Siberia, Russia in Asia.
riv. 250 m. long, Yeniseisk govt. Siberia, Piasina Lake to Arctic Ocean.
Fiatigorsk (pe-a'te-gorsk') town, Stavropol govt. Northern Caucasia, Russia.
S
of Jassy
Piatra (pe-i'tra) town, Moldavia. Roumania, 64 m.

W

W

.

15

W

^

W

D

—

Q

N

—

—

O

NW

Piermont (per'mSnt)

—

&

vil.

—

—

D

N

D

—

—

W

N
—
D

W

Rockland CO. N. Y
Dak. E bank Missouri river

Pierre (per) city, * of S.
Pierre FertUis (pe-fir' pSr'twe') natural tunnel, 40 ft. high, 12 ft. wide, in Jura
mts. Switzerland, 19 m. N
of Bern.
Fierrepont (per'pSnt) tp. & hamlet, St. Lawrence co. N. Y
tp.
Pietermaritzblirg (pe'ter-mar'Its-biiro) town, # of Natal, S Africa
PietOle (pe-a'to-la) vil. Lombardy, It. 2 m. S E of Mantua birthplace of Virgil.
Fletra Galla (pe-a'tra gal'la) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Pietraperzia (pe-a'tra^perd'ze-a) town, Caltanisetta prov. Sicily, Italy
Pietrasanta (pe-a'trii-san'ta) town & commune, Pisa prov. Italy
com.
Pike (pik) CO. S E Ala. 710 U pop. 24, X Troy.
co. S
Ark. 620 D pop. 9,

W

;

X

Murfreesboro.

—

co.

n means square miles

W Ga. 262

D

—

pop. 16,

X

W

Zebulon.

— co. W lU. 795 D

Pipestone, pop.

— pass 12,000

W

—

D
&

;

X

W

N

N

NW

—

W

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

CO. Pa. tp. pop. 3, bor. pop. 10.
vil. Rensselaer co. N.
(pits'to\vn) tp.
pop. 60,
Pittsylvania (pit-sil-va'nT-a) co. S Va. 914

&

O

W

Y

tp.

X

Chatham.

—

its *, pop. 12.
Peru, S. Amer. 13,931 D pop. 135.
Piura (pe-oo'ra) dept. N
Piute (pl-uf) CO. Ut. 3,695 D pop. 3, X Junction.
FiZZO (pet'so) city, Catanzaro prov. Italy, on Santa Euf emia Gulf
Placentia Bay (pla-sSn'shT-a-) on S coast Newfoundland isl. 75 m. by 60 m.
Placer (plii'ser) CO. Cal. l,492"a pop. 15, X Auburn.

(^vtl) tp. & vil. X of Eldorado co. Cal. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp. Wayne
tp. Stark co. O. pop. 3.
vil. Madison co. O. pop. 1.
0. pop. 2.
vil. Windham co. Conn. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 1.
Flainfield (plan'feld) tp.
tp. Northampton co. Pa. pop. 3.
city. Union co. N. J. pop. 11.
Plainpalais (plaN'pa'la') S suburb of Geneva, Switzerland
tp.
Plains (planz) tp. &vil. Luzerne co. Pa

Placerville

—

Plain (plan)

&

Plains of Abraham,
Plainville (plan'vil)

—

—

—

table-land,

Quebec prov. Canada

;

battlefield in 1759.

& vil. Hartford co. Conn. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
Mich
& vil. Rockingham co. N. H. tp. pop. 1. — E suburb of

tp.

(plan'wel) vU. Allegan co.

Flainwell
PlaistOW (plas'to)"tp.

London, England, pop.

*, capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

=

23.

Piano (pla'no) city, Kendall co. Ill
Plaquemine (plSk'men') vil. X of Iberville par. La
Plaquemines (plak'nien') par. La. 930 D pop. 13, X Point a
;

;

5

*

charest

CO.

11
21

highest 15,000

Fithiviers (pe'te've-a') mfg. town, dept. Loiret, France, 25 m. N E of Orleans
Pitic (pe-tek') town, Sonora state, Mexico, North America
Col. 950 D pop. 9, X Aspen.
vil. Guimison co. Col. pop. 2.
Pitkin (pit'kin) CO.
Pitt (pit) CO. E part of N. C. 658 D pop. 26, X Greenville.
(pTt'em)
town,
W.
Flanders
prov.
Belgium,
15 m. S E of Bruges
Fitthem
Pitt's Archipelago _(pits-) off coast of British Columbia, Pac. oc. 52°-54° N.
city,
(pits'bQrg)
Crawford
Kan.
7.
mfg. city, X of Alleco.
pop.
Pittsburg
town, X of Camp co. Tex. pop. 1.
gheny CO. Pa. iron works, pop. 239.
Pittsburg Landing, Hardin co. Tenn. battle of Shiloh, 1862.
Pittsfield (pits'feld) tp. & town, X of Pike co. 111. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
town, X of Berkshire co
tp. & vil. Somerset co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Merrimack co. N. H. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Mass. pop. 17.
tp. & vil. RutPittsford (pits'ford) tp. & vU. Monroe co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
land CO. Vt. tp."pop. 2.
tp. & bor. Luzerne
Pittston (pits'tou) tp. & vil. Kennebec co. Me. tp. pop. 1.

Pittstown

9
34

10
;

;

30

5
6

11

W Kashmir, India, 40 m. long

la

Hache.

agr., agricultural ; cm]., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport
tp., township ; vil., village.
Population is given in nearest thousands : 2 =1,500 to 2.i99 ; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;

2
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1.

N

D

—

D

&

D

^

H

&

D

N

D

N

3

W of Turin

W

#

*

D

X

5,

N

W

D

m. S

ft. high, S
end of above mts.
(pe'za) prov. Tuscany, Italy, 1,180
its
pop. 300.
pop. 38, on Arno
famous leaning tower, cathedral,
baptistery.
cen. Me. 3,772
pop. 16,
Dover.
Piscataquis (pTs-kat'a-kvfIs) co.
Piscataway (pTs-kat'a-wa) tp. Middlesex co. N. J
of Prague
Pisek (pe'sek) town, Bohemia, Austria, 53 m. S by
E of end of the Dead Sea.
Fisgah (piz'ga) mt. Palestine,
of Istria, Kiistenland prov. Austria
FiSinO (pe-se'no) town,
Pissevache (pes'vash') beautiful fall, 200 ft. high, Valais canton, Switzerland.
Plsticci (pes-te'che) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 19 m. S of Matera
walled town, Florence prov. Italy., .commune
Pistoja (pes-to'ya) commune
PiSUerga (pe-swer'ga) riv. Spain, 140 m. long, Cantabrian Mts. to Douro river.
Pit (pit) riv. Siberia, 240 m. long, Yeniseisk govt. 60° N, to Yenisei river.
Pitcalrn Island (pTt-kaTn'-) S Pac. oc. first home of the " Bounty " refugees.
Sweden, 180 m. long, Pieska Lake to Bothnia Gulf.
Fitea (ptt'e-o) riv.
of BuFltesti (pe-tes'te) or Fitesci (pe-tSs'che) town, Roumania, 65 m.
ft.

riv.

&

WNW

W Minn. 460 D pop.

Pisa

;

—

S

W

*

D

co.

of Dresden
Servia
Pirot (pe'rot) town, S
Fir Panjal (per' pan-jal') mts. S

W W

D

N

Italy, 21

(pTk'wa) city, Miami co. O. on Miami river
(pi-re'Qs) tovra, Attica, Greece, 5 m. from Athens, and its spt
(pe-rii'no) spt. town, Istria, Kiistenland prov. Aust. 13 m. S
of Triest
Pirlatin (pe're-ii-ten') town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe, on Udai river
Pirmasens or Pirmasenz (peer'ma-sgnts') town, Bavaria, Germany
Pirna (peer'nii) mfg. town, Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Elbe riv. 11 m. S E

.

E cen. ID. 440 pop. 17, X Monticello.
(pgvow-e') state,
E Brazil, 116,218 pop. 267, Therezina.
Plave (pe-a'va) riv. Italy, 125 m. long, Alps near Lientz to Adriatic sea.
Piazza (pe-at'sa) city, Caltanisetta prov. Sicily, Italy
Piazzola (pe-at'so-la) mkt. town, Padua prov. It. palace of Contarini family.
Picardy (plk'ar-dl) old prov. of N France, on English Channel ; now divided
among depts? Aisne, Somme, Oise, Pas-de-Calais,
Yonne.
of Potenza
Picerno (pe-cher'no) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 8 m.
of Quito, Ecuador, S. America,
Plchlncha (pe-chen'cha) volcano, 11 m.
15,924 ft. hirh.
prov. Ecuador, South America, 9,035
pop. 205,
Quito.
Pickaway (pTk'a-wa) co. S cen. 0. 501 pop. 27, X CircleviUe.
Ala. 934
pop. 22, X CarroUton.
co.
Ga. 270
Pickens (pik'enz) CO.
co. S. C. 464
pop. 16, X Pickens Courthouse.
pop. 8, X Jasper.
tp.
Edgefield co. S. C. pop. 4.
Tenn. 240
pop. 5, X Byrdstown.
Pickett (pik'et) CO.
Pic NethOU (pek ne-too') and Maladetta (ma-la^det'ta) highest peaks of Pyrenees mts. 11,168 ft.
Atlantic ocean, 254 D, peak 7,613 ft. high
Pico (pe'ko) isl. Azores group,
pop. 35.
its X pop. 3.
FlCtOti (pTk-too') CO. Nova Scotia prov. Can. 1,125
Fledimonte (pe-a-de-mou'ta) tONvn, Sicily, Italy, pop. 5.
town, Caserta prov.
Italy, pop. 8.
Piedmont (ped'mont) town, Greenville co. S. C. pop. 2.
vil. Mineral co.
old dept.
Italy, 11,332
W. Va. pop. 2.
pop. 3,235 ; now 4 provs. :
Alessandria, Cuneo, Novaea,
Turin ; chief town Turin.
Plekar or DeutSCh-Fiekar (doich-pe'kar) town, Silesia prov. Prussia
pop. 6, X Blackshear.
Pierce (pers or pers) co. S E Ga. 555
co.
E Neb.
pop. 5, X Pierce.
576
co.
N. Dak. 804
pop. 1, X Rugby.
co.
cen. Wash. 1,376
pop. 51, X SteUacoom City.
co.
Wis. 570
pop. 20,
X Ellsworth. tp. city, Lawrence co. Mo. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
(pi'atj CO.

Edge-

3.

Gratiot co. Mich

Piraeus

—

Piauhy

tp.

Piqua

W

Piatt

pop.

tp.

—

Pirano

—

W W

U

Pipestone,

*

40,

8

—

4.

Y
& Phocis

vil.

10
1.

;

— city, Warren co. N.
^
Beaver
— tp. Putnam co. N. Y. pop.
Me. pop.

Columbia co. N.
eparchy, Phthiotis

(ftl'mont)
(tlii-o'tis)

5
Bra-

Piaey Grove (pI'nT-) tp. Sampson CO. N. C
Pinsk (plnsk) town, Minsk govt. Russ. in Europe, on Pripets riv. leather trade
Pintada Peak (pin-tii'dii-) one of San Juan Mts. Col. 13,176 ft. high.
Piotrkow (pe-otr'kSw) govt. Russian Poland, 4,729 D pop. 1,091.
its # pop. 17.
Piove di Sacco (pe-o'va de sak'ko) town, Padua prov. Venetia, Italy
Pipe Creek, tp. Madison co. Ind
Piperno (pe-per'no) town, Frosinone prov. Italy, on Amaseno river

D

1.

3
state,

Pine Bluff, city, X of Jefferson co. Ark
Pinega (pe-na'ga) riv. 290 m. long. Archangel govt. Russia.
Pine Grove, tp. & bor. SchuylkiU co. Pa. tp. pop. 3, bor. pop.
Pinerolo (pe-ua-ro'lo) mfg. town,

tp. pop. 2.
J. pop. 9.
bor.

co.

X

6
16

Pine River,

— town,

Kan.

51

South America, on Parahyba river
dist.
Find Dadun Khan (plnd da'dun' Kiin) town, Punjab, British India salt mines
Pindi Gheb (pTn-de ggb') town, Rawal Pindi div. Punjab, British India
PindUS (pin'diis) mt. chain, Albania & Thessaly, Turkey in Europe & Greece
highest point Mt. Mezzovo, in Albania, 8,950 ft.
Pine, CO. E Minn. 1,400 D pop. 4, X Pine City.

field CO. S. C.

;

;

—

D

1

;

—

—

W

D

3
30
3

N

;

;

—

—

zil,

&*

d

;

Pinckney (pTnk'uT) tp. Union co. S. C
Pinczow (plu'chov) town, Kielce prov. Poland, Russia in Europe
Pindamonhangaba (pen-dii-mon-an-ga'ba) dist. & town, Sao Paulo

;

E

ft.

co.

ft.

W

site

Philse (fi'le) isl. Nile riv. 24° N many ancient temples & monuments.
Philippeville (fe'lep'vel') ft. town, dept. Constantine, Algeria, Africa
Phllippi (f I-lipT) ruined town, Turkey in Europe battles, b. c. 42.
Philippine Islands (fTl'Ip-In-) Spanish colanies, Malay Arch. 1,200 isls.
114,326 n pop. 7,000, * Manilla the chief are, Luzon, Mindanao, Samae,
Panay, Palawan, Negeos, Leyte, Mindoro, & Zebd.
Phllippopolis (iil-ip-op'o-lls) town, * of E. Roumelia, Turkey in Europe
Philipsburg (fTl'Ips-bflrg) bor. Center co. Pa
Phillack (f il'ak) town, Cornwall co. England
co. N E Col. 570
Phillips (f il'ips) CO. E Ark. 650 D pop. 25, X Helena.
tp. Wiiite
co. N Kan. 900 D pop. 14, X Piiillipsburg.
pop. 3, X Holyoke.

Col. 14,147

& hamlet^ Wayne

tp.

;

D

X

—

—

ft. high.
mt.
Wyo.
high.
Pilsen (pil'seu) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria, 52 m. S
of Prag-ue
Pima (pe'ma) CO. S Ariz. 10,596 pop. 13, X Tucson.
PimliCO (plm'li-ko) S
suburb of London, England.
Florence.
Pinal (pe-nal') CO. S Ariz. 5,300
pop. 4,
Pinaleno Mountains (pe-na-la'no-) range, Ariz.; Mt. Graham, 10,400 ft. high.

Rolla.
co. S Neb. 576
(felps) CO. S
cen. Mo. 640
pop. 13,
pop.
vil. Ontario co. N. T. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 1.
10.
tp.
city,
of Maricopa co.
of
Phenix (fe'niks) city, Lee co. Ala. pop. 4.
vil. Kent co. R. I. pop. 1.
vil. Oswego co. N. Y. pop. 1.
Ariz. pop.
Phenixville (fe'nlks-vil) bor. Chester co. Pa. large iron works
Phlgalia (fe-ga-le'ya) ruined city, Messenia govt. Morea, Greece.
Pa. 130
pop. 1,047.
chief mfg. city of
Philadelphia (f il'a-dSl'fT-a) co.
Pa. coextensive with co. pop. 1,047.

Phelps

—

Pilot Peak, Sierra Nevada mts. Plumas co. Cal. 7,005

—

isl.

Pop.

E

co.

—

.

10,500

once an

—

W

Piorzhelm (pforts'him) chief mfg. town of Baden, Ger. 16 m. S E of Karlsruhe
Ff ullingen (pf o51'lTng-en) town, Wiirttemberg, Germany
Plungstadt (pfoong'stat) market town, Starkenberg prov. Hesse, Germany. ..
Phaltan (fal-tau') or Fulton (fool-ton') native state, Satara diat. Bombay,

D

Petersburg.

high a signal station.
N. C
tp.
PUao ArcadO (pe-lowN' ar-ka'do) town, Bahia state, Brazil, South America..
Pilares, CabO de lOS (kii'bo da los pe-lii'rSs) N
point, Tierra del Fuego.
Pilate (pe^laf) mt. Ceveanes range, depts. RhSne & Loii-e, France, 3,517 ft.
FllatUS (pe-lii'toos) mt. 6,905 ft. high, Switzerland, near Lucerne.
Filcomayo (pll-ko-mi'o) riv. Bolivia & between Argentine Republic & Paraguay, 1,000 m. long, to Paraguay river.
FUes Grove (pilz-) tp. Salem co. N. J
Pilibhit (pil-e-bef) cml. town, Rohilkhand div. N. W. Provinces, British India
Pillau (pil'lou) town, at entrance of the Frische Haff, E. Prussia prov. Ger.
Pilot Knob, vil. iron CO. Mo. hill of solid iron ore.'

—

its *.
pop. 59.
(fa'rSi) pen. Lower Egypt,

Rocky Mts.

in

Pikeville (plk'vll)

See Palatinate.

India, 397

X

pop. 19,

CO. 0. pop. 3.

&

Pharos

— co. S W lud. 310 J
—
—
—

Pittsfield.

1

—

Pialz.

X

9

4

Petl'O.VSk (pa-trovsk') town, Daghestan govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, on Castown, Saratov govt. Russia in Europe, pop. 11.
pian Sea, pop. 4.
Petsrozavodsk (pa-tro-za-vodsk') town, Olonetz govt. Russia, on Onega Lake.
pop. 31, X Sedalia.
tp. Platte co. Mo. pop. 2.
Pettis (pet'is) CO. Mo. 668
Petuna (pa-too'na) town, Manchuria, on Sungari river
Petzka (pets'Kii) town, Arad co. Hungary, 51 m. E S E of Szegedin
Peveragno (pa-va-ran'yo) town, Piedmont, Italy, 5 m. S E of Cuneo
tp.
Pewaukee (pe-wa'ke) tp. vil. Waukesha co. Wis
Pdzenas (paz'na) mfg. town, dept. H^rault, France, near H^rault river

D

pop. 31,

Ky. 780 n pop. 17, X Piketou.
co. S Miss. 720 D pop. 21, X Magnolia.
co.
E Mo. 620 D pop. 26, X Bowling Green.
co. O. 436 D pop. 17, X Waverly.
CO. N E Pa. 020 D pop. 9, X Milford.
tp. Marion co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Perry

6

3

U

54

.;

..
.
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Pop.

Plasencla (pla-sSn'the-S) city, Caceres prov. Spain, on Gerte river
Plaski or PlascIlJd (pliisli'ke) vil. Croatia, Hungary
Plassey or Plassi (plas'i) former vil. Nadiya dist. Bengal, British India, 83
ra. N of Calcutta; Olive's victory in 1757.
Place swept away by Hugli river.

7

5

Platsea (pla-te'a) ruined city, Bceotia, Greece Persian defeat, E. c. 479.
Platte or Little Platte (plat) riv. 300 m. long, S lo. to Missouri riv.
co.
N Mo. 410 D pop. 16, X Platte City.
co. E Neb. C82 D pop. 15, X Columbus.
tp. Andrew co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Clay co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Clinton CO. Mo. pop. 1.
Plattekill (plSt'kil) tp. & vil. Ulster co. N. T
tp.
Platte Mountain, peak of Front Range, Col. 9,343 ft. high.
Platte, or Nebraska, River (ne-bras'ka-) 1,250 m. long, Rocky Mts. Col. to

—

;

W

—
—

—

—

&

W

^
—

—

—

—

Pleasant Grove, city, Utah co. Ut
Pleasant Hill, tp. & city, Cass co. Mo.
Lancaster co.

let,

PoUa

tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.

—

47

&

ham-

58 m.

W N W of Warsaw, on Vistula

riv.

93,

X

—

—

*, a

—

—

pop.

—

—

—

Md

—
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Cracow

W

—

6

11

G
10
6

E

11
11
6
5

6

W

19
7

8

5
7

13

5

.

;

15

10

—

W

11
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6
6
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;
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—
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;
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city,

X

Columbia
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5
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;

;

;

6

8

co. Wis. pop. 5.

obscure; far, list, fftll, cSre; term foOi, fi55t, fflrl_; 6 <k
ng as in sing ; th as in thin th as in thiuo 1, u, 6,

n as in linger, link
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—

Portage des Sioux (por'tSzh' dil' siTo') tp. A- vil. St. Charles CO. Mo
Portage Island (port'nj-) isl. in Miramichi Bay, New Brunswick, Canada.

Gulf, pop. 7. .— town, Catanzaro prov. Calabria div. Italy, pop. 6.
Pollgnano (po-len-ya'no) town, Bari prov. Italy, near Aclriiiti(^ sea

teu prolonged

W W

W

W

ch

—
W

W W

;

;

W

&

Jjattlefield in 1356.

a, S, 6,

7

W

PoltOU (pwa'too') former prov. France, now divided among depts. Vienne,
Deux-Sevees, Vendee, Indre-et-Loirb, & Chaeente * Fontenay.
Pokaran (po'ka-ran') or Pokhum (pok-hobrn') walled town, Jodhpur state,
Rajputilna, India, 80 m. N
of Jodhpur
Pola (poTa) spt. & arsenal, Istria, KUstenland prov. Austria
tp. & vil.
Poland (po'land) tp. & hamlet, Androscoggin co. Me. tp. pop. 2.
Mahoning co. 6. tp. pop. 3.
Pol. Polska (pol'ska) kingdom & prov. Russia in Europe, 49,157 U pop. 8,386, * Warsaw.
Polar Regions, zones within Arctic & Antarctic circles nearest approach
to North Pole, lat. 83° 24', by Lockwood & Brennard to South Pole, lat. 78°
10', by Ross.
Polgar (p5I'g5r') town, Szabolcs co. Hungary
Polloastro (po-le-kSs'tro) town, Salerno prov. Campania, Italy, on Policastro

long ;

3&

.

.

D, ee (see p. 1719)
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—
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—

&

W
—

W
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;

&

Pointe anx Vaches (-5' vash') headland, St. Lawrence riv. Canada.
Pointe Coup6e (-koo-pe') par. La. 580 D pop. 20.
its X.
Pointe de IHontS (-de moN') headland, St. Lawrence riv. Canada.
Point Gallinas (point giil-ye'nas) northernmost point of South America.
side of entrance to Narragansett Bay, R. I.
Point Judith (-ju'dTth) the
Point LobOS (-lo'bos) S side of Golden Gate, San Francisco, Cal.
Point Muzerall (-muz'er-al) headland. Portage riv. New Brunswick, Canada.
Point of Air or Ayr, at mouth of Dee riv. Flint co. Wales.
Point of Ayr or Ayre, N point. Isle of Man, Irish Sea, England.
Point Pele (-pe'lS), or South Foreland, headland, Canada, Lake Erie.
headland, Quinte
Point Pleasant, town, X of Mason CO. W. Va. pop. 2.
Bay, Prince Edward co. Ontario prov. Canada.
Poirino (po-e-re'no) town, Turin prov. Piedmont, Italy, 14 va. S E of Turin.
Poissy (pwas'se') town, dept. Seine-et-Cise, France
Poitiers or Poictlers (pvpa'ti-a') town, * of dept. Vienne, France, on Clain

1,

128

.

;

Indies

a, o,

.

.

W

1,

;

W

di Primaro (po de pre-ma'ro) riv. Italy, 120 m. long, to Adriatic sea.
Podolia (po-do'll-a) govt. Russia in Europe, 16,224 D pop. 2,424, * Kaminietz.
of Moscow
Podolsk (po-dolsk') town, Russia in Europe, 20 m. S S
com.
Pogglo (pod'jo) vil. & commune, Mantua prov. Italy
Fohono (po-ho'no) or Bridal Veil Fall, cataract, 900 ft. Yosemite Valley, CaL
Poiares (po-e-a'rSs) town, Coimbra dist. Beira prov. Portugal
Poinsett (poin'sSt) co. N E Ark. 720 D pop. 4, X Harrisburg.
coast Ceylon isl. Indian Ocean
Point de Galle (poinf de gal') spt. S
PolntO k Pitre (pwSNf a~petr') spt. chief town of Guadeloupe isl. French W.

;

;

;

Po

pop. 37

5
2
12

;

,

Podgoritza (pod-f o-rit'sa) town, Montenegro, 38 m. N of Scutari
Podgorze (pod-g5r'za) town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Vistula riv. S

riv.

9

^

—

town, Worcester co.

W W

W

3.

Pocomoke (po'ko-mok)

3
5

—

.

—

W

Mich

town, Salerno prov. Campania, Italy, on Tanagro river
town & commune, Macerata prov. It. com. pop. 5.
(/Spon. pTOn.pol-yen'tlia) spt. town, Majorca isl. Sp. pop. 6, on PoUenza Bay.
PoUockshaws (pol'lSk-shaz') mfg. town, Renfrew co. Scotland
Polna (p51'na) town, Bohemia, Austria
Polo (po'lo) city. Ogle co. Ill
Polotzk (po-lotsk') town, Vitebsk govt. Russia in Europe, on Duna river
Poltava (pSl-ta'va) also Pultowa, govt. Russia in Europe, 19,265 D pop. 2,795.
its *, 70 m.
S
of Kharkov, pop. 42 battlefield in 1709.
Polynesia (p51'i-ne'shT-a) isls. of cen. Pacific ocean, bet. 30° N and 47° S a
subdivision of Oceanica Hawaiian Isls. the largest mostly small islands
Psmarape (po-ma-ra'pa) peak, Andes mts. Bolivia, S. Am. 21,700 ft. high.
Pomarico (po-ma're-ko) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 11 m. S S E of Matera
Pomerance (po-ma-ran'cha) vil.
commune, Pisa prov. Italy
com.
Pomerania (p5m'e-ra'ni-a), Ger. Pommern (pom'mSrn) province N Prussia,
11,623
pop. 1,621, # Stettin.
Pomeroy (p5m'e-roi) city, X of Meigs co. O
Pomfret (pom'fret) tp.
vil. Windham co. Conn. tp. pop. 1. .— tp. Chautauqua CO. N. Y. pop. 5.
Poznigliano d' Axco (po-mel-ya'no dar'ko) town, Naples prov. Italy
or Mainland, largest
Pomona (po-mo'na) city, Los Angeles co. Cal. pop. 4.
of Orkney Isls. 150 D pop. 17 chief towns, Kirkwall & Stronmess.
Pompeii (p5m-pa'ye) anc. city, Italy, 15 m. S E of Naples; buried A. D. 79.
Pompey (pSm'pt) tp. & vil. Onondaga co. N. Y
tp.
Pompton (pomp'ton) tp. & vil. Passaic co. N. J
tp.
Ponanl (po-na'ne) spt. town, Malabar dist. Madras pres. British India
Ponape (po'na-pa') or Ascension Island, one of Caroline Isls. N Pacific oc.
Ponce (pon'tha) town, # of Ponce prov. Puerto Rico isl. V/. Indies
Poncho Pass (pon'cho-) Snowy Range, Rocky Mts. Col. 8,600 ft. high.
Pondicherry (pon'dt-sher'T) Fr. PoNDicHERY (pon'de'sha're') ter. 112 D & spt.
town, * of Fr. E. Indies, 83 m. S S
of Madras ter. pop. 173, town pop. 41.
Pondoland (pon'do-Iand) country, E coast of S Africa, under control of Cape
Colony, 4,300 D pop. 200, * St. John's.
Poneviezh (po-na-ve-ezh') town, Kovno govt. Russia in Europe
Pong-hU (pong-hoo') or Pescadores (pSs-k<vdo'res) i.sl. group between Formosa isl. & Fukien prov. China, pop. 80 chief tovni, Makung.
Pons (poN') town, dept. Charente-Inf^rieure, France, on Seugne river
Ponta Delgada (pon'tii del-ga'dii) dist. Sao Miguel isl. Azores Isls. pop. 112.
town, largest in the Azores, on Sao Miguel isl. pop. 18.
Pont-a-Mousson (poNt'-ii'-moos'soN') town, dept. Meurthe-et-Moselle, France
Pontariier (poN'tar'le-a') mfg. town, dept. Doubs, France
PontaSSieve (pon-tas-se-a'va) town & commune. It. 12 m. E of Florence.com.
Pont-Audemer (pftNt'-o'de-mar') mfg. town, dept. Eure, France
PontChartrain, Lake (-p5nt'char-tran') 6 m. N of New Orleans, La. 40 m.
long, 25 m. wide connected with Lake Borgne & Gulf of Mexico.
Ponte (pon'ta)_town, Italy, 25 m. N of Turin, on Orca river
Pontecorvo (pon-ta-kor'vo) town, Salerno prov. Italy
Pontedera (pon-ta-da'rii) mfg. town, Pisa prov. Italy, on Amo river
Pontefract (pom'fret) town, York co. Eng. on Aire riv. pop. 10 ruined castle.
Ponte Lagoscuro (pon'ta la-gos-koo'ro) free port, Italy, 4 m. N of Ferrara
Ponte Landolfo (-lan-dol'fo) town, Campobasso prov. Italy
Pontevedra (pon-ta-va'dra) prov. N
Spain, 1,739 D pop. 443.
its * pop. 7.
PonteviCO (pon-ta-ve'ko) town, Italy, 19 m. S S
of Brescia
Pontiac (pSn'ti-Sk) tp. & city, X of Livingston co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
tp.
city, X of Oakland co. Mich, city pop. 6.
co.
Quebec prov.
Canada, pop. 22, X Bryson.
Pontianak (pon-te-ii-niik') dist. & town, * of Dutch
Borneo isl
dist.
PonticelU (pon-te-cliel'le) vil. Naples prov. Italy
Pontine Marshes (pSn'tin-) S part of Roman Campagna, 25 m. long, from
Cisterna to Terracina fertile, but pestilential.
Pontivy (poN'te've') mfg. & min. town, dept. Morbihan, France, on Blavet riv.
Pont-rAbb6 (poN'-lab'ba') town, dept. Finistere, France
Pontoise (poN'twaz') town, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France, on Oise river
Pontotoc (p6n'to-t5k') CO. N Miss. 530 D pop. 15, X Pontotoc.
Pontremoli (pon-trem'o-le) town, Massa & Carrara prov. Italy
Pontypool (p5n'tT-pool) town, Monmouth co. England coal & iron works.
par. bor. Dorset co. England, on Poole Harbor
Poole (pool) spt.
Poona (poo'nii). See Puna.
Popayan (po-pi-an') city, # of Cauca dept. Colombia, South America
co. S 111. 360 D pop.
cen. Ark. 795 D pop. 19, X Dover.
Pope (pop) CO. N
co.
cen. Minn. 720 O pop. 10, X Glenwood.
14, X Golconda.
town, W. Flan(pSp'er-Tn'Hgn)
(pop'Sr'aNg')
or
Poperinghe
Poperingen
."
ders prov. Belgium, 6 m.
S
of Ypres
E
of St. Paul's.
par.
London,
England,
4
m.
E
S
of
Poplar (pSp'lar) suburban
Poplar Bluff (-bluf) tp. & city, X of Butler co. Mo. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 2.
of Wliydah
Popo or Great Popo (-po'po) town, Guinea, Africa, 15 m.
Popocatepetl (pS-po'kSt-ii-pa'tl) active volcano, Mexico, 17,784 ft. high.
Popoli (pop'o-le) town, Aquila prov. Abruzzi div. Italy, on Pescara river
Popovec (po-po-vets') town, Croatia, Hungary
Poppi (pop'pe) town, Florence prov. Italy, on Arno river
Kathiawar pen. India. ..
Porbandar (pSr'biin-dar') spt.
chief cnil. town,
Porco (por'ko) ints. in Andes mts. Bolivia, South America 16,000 ft. high.
N
of Jaen
Porcuna (por-koo'nii) town, Jaen prov. Spain, 21 m.
of Udine
Pordenone (por-dS-no'na) town, Italy, 2S m.
S
Pordic (por'dek') town, dept. C6tcs-du-Nord, France
of Smolensk
ForetChie (po-rSch'yii) town, Smolensk govt. Russia, 40 m. N N
Poros (po'ros) isl. Greece, 7 m. S of jEgina island
Porrentrui (po'rBN'trwe') town, Bi'rn canton, Switzerland
Portaohuelo de TuctO (por-tii-choo-ii'lo da timk'to) pass, Andes mts. N Peru,
South America, between Tarnia it Lima, 15,76(1 ft. high.
Portadown (p5rt'a-down') town, Armagh co. Ireland, on Bann river
Portage (port'n,i)"co. N part of 0. 480 D pop. 28, X Ravenna.
co. Wis.
792
pop. 25, X Stevens Point.
tp. St. .loaciili co. Ind. pop. 23.
tp.
Houghton CO. Mich. pop. 4.
tj). Ottawa co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Summit co. 0.
;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

D

—

its

pop. 19.

W

—

—

NW

&

N
lo. 818 D pop. 20, X Lemars.
co. S E Mass.
Plymouth.
tp. & vil. Litchfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 2.
city, X of Marshall co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. & town, X of Plymouth ce. Mass.
tp. & vil. Wayne co. Mich. tp.
the oldest town in New England, tp. pop. 7.
tp. & vil. X of Grafton co. N. H. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop.
pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
tp. & vil.
1.
tp. & vil. X of Washington co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
Richland Co. O. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
tp. & bor. Luzerne co. Pa. tp. pop.
tp. & city, Sheboygan co. Wis. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 2.
8, bor. pop. 9.
spt. town & naval station, Devon co. England, on Plymouth Sound, pop. 84.
Plymouth Sound, inlet, English Channel, Devon & Cornwall cos. England.
Pnompenh (p'nom-pen') one of the chief towns of Cambodia, Indo-China
Po (po) riv. N Italy, 340 m. long, Monte Viso to Adriatic sea.
Pobjanitze (p5b-ya-nefsa) town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Russia in Europe....
cen. lo. 576 D pop. 10, X Pocahontas
Pocahontas (po/ka-hon'tas) CO. N
Center.
town, Tazewell co. Va.
co. W.Va. 765
pop. 7, X Huntersville.
(plim'uth) co.

D pop.

671

D

7

D

&

Ploestl (pio-es'te) town, Roumania, 45 m. N of Bucharest
Ploenc (pluk) town, dept. C5tes-du-Nord, France
Plonsk (ploNsk) town, Plock govt. Poland, Russ. in Europe, on Plonna river.
Plouay (pliJo'S') vil. dept. Morbihan, France, 11 m. N of Lorient
PlOUgastel-DaOUlas (ploo'gas'tell'-da'oo'la') vil. dept. Finistere, France
PlOUguerneau (ploo'gar'no') vil. dept. Finistere, France
PlOUhinec (ploo'e'nSk') vil. dept. Morbihan, France
PlOUigneau (ploo'en'yo') vil. dept. Finistere, France
Plumas (plii'nias) co. N E Cal. 2,720 D pop. 5, X Quincy.
Plumb Island,"isl. 3 m. long, E end of Long Island Sound, N. T.

Plymouth

co.

D

10

D

Ploemeur (plo'a'mur') town, dept. Morbihan, France
Ploermel (plo'Sr'mSl') town, dept. Morbihan, France

Plumstead (pliSm'sted) tp. Bucks co. Pa
PlUVigner (plii'ven'yt') town, dept. Morbihan, France

—

Ottawa

tp.

W

—

;

;

city,

.

—

Pop.
5

;

tp.

Pleasants (plSz'ants) co. W. Va. 150 D pop. 8, X St. Marys.
Plerin (ple'raN')"vil. dept. Cotes-du-Nord, France
Plescheievo (plSs'cha-ya'vo) small lake, Vladimir govt. Russia in Europe;
beginning of Russian navy, 1691, by Peter the Great.
Pleschen (plBsh'en) PoZ. Pleszew (plesh'ev) town, E. Prussia prov. Prussia...
Pless^ (plas'sa') town, dept. Loire-Iuf^riBure, France
Plevna (plev'na) town, Bulgaria famous siege, 1877
pop. 601.

—

W

—

(pol-15nd'za)

—

S. C. tp. pop. 4.

Pleyben (pla'boN') town, dept. Finistere, France
Plinlimmon (plin-llm'gn) mt. in Wales, 2,463 ft. high.
PlOCk (plotsk) govt. Poland, Russia in Europe, 4,200 D

—

D

W

(pol'la)

PoUenza

—
—

—

—

—

Polkton^pok'ton)

&

—

—

W

—

vil. Grant co. "Wis. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
city, X of Clinton co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. X of
Clinton CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop. 7.
Plattsmouth (plats'mouth) city, X of Cass co. Neb. on Missouri river
Plauen (plow'en) town, Zwickau circle, Saxony kingdom, Germany
tp. Steuben co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp.
Pleasant, tp. Johnson co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Brown co.
Switzerland co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Wabash co. Ind. pop. 2.
2.
tp.
Franklin
pop.
2.
0. pop. 3.
Fairfield
0.
pop.
co.
O.
tp.
tp.
co.
Hardin co. O. pop. 1.
tp. Van Wert co. O.
tp. Putnam co. 0. pop. 3.
7.
pop.

—

—

—

W

Missouri river.

PlattevlUe (plSt'vTl) tp.
Plattsburg (piats'bflrg)

N

(po'len'ye') mfg. town, dept. Jura, Fr. 14 m.
E of Lons-le-Saulnier
side.
vil. on its
PolillO (po-lel'yo) one of Philippine Isls. E of Luzon.
Polistina (po-les-te'nii) town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
(po-let'se)
town,
Palermo
prov.
Sicily,
Italy
Polizzi
Ark. 935 D pop. 9, X Dallas.
co. Pla. 2,060 D pop. 8, X
Polk (pok) CO.
Bartow.
co. S cen. lo. 570
co. NWGa. 330
pop. 15, X Cedar Town.
pop. 65, X Des Moines.
co. N
Minn. 3,030 D pop. 30, X Crookston.
CO. S
cen. Mo. 640 D pop. 20, X Bolivar.
co. B cen. Neb. 439
pop. 11,
co.
co. N. C. 276 D pop. 6, X Columbus.
Ore. 615 D
X Osceola.
co. E Tex. 1,200Q
pop. 8, X Dallas.
co. E Tenn. 400
pop. 8, X Benton.
pop. 10, X Livingston.
pop. 13, X Osceola Mills.
co. N
Wis. 955
tp. Nodav/ay co. Mo. pop. 7.
tp. Crawford
tp. Sullivan co. Mo. pop. 3.
CO. O. pop. 7.
tp. Washington co. Wis. pop. 2.

Poligny

;

t'n

for

v^, B,

oi as in oil ; ow as in cow
D, o, h, k, h (see p. 1719).
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;
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N

..

Pop.

W

Portage Like, lake, Mich. 10 m. N
outlet,
of Ann Arbor, 7 m. Ion?
Huron riv.
lake, Houghton co. Mich. 50 n
ship canal to Lake Superior.

—

(Ger.pron. pots'dam) govt. Brandenburg prov. Prussia, 7,969 D pop. 1,405.
its *, on Nuthe & Havel rivs. 17 m. S
of Berlin, pop. 54.
Pottawatomie (p3t'ta-wot'o-mi) co. N E Kan. 848 D pop. 18, X Louisville.
Pottawattamie (pSt'ta-wSt'a-mT) co. lo. 900 D pop. 47, X Council Bluffs.
Potter (pot'ter) CO. N'Pa. 1,070 U pop. 23, X Coudersport.
co. cen. S. Dak.
900 D pop. 3, X Gettysburg.
Tex. 900 D pop. 1, X AmariUo.
co. N
tp. Center co. Pa. pop. 2.
Potteries, The, towns & vils. Stafford CO. England, where china & earthenware are made Stoke-upon-Trent, Hanley, Shelton, Longton, & Burslem

;

—

;

Portaiegre (por-ta-la'gra) dist. Alenitejo prov. Portugal, 2,484 D pop. 105
its *, 49 m. N N E of Evcra, pep. 7.
Port au Prince (port' o' prSNs') chief spt. & * of Haiti Rep. West Indies.
Port Blair (-blar) spt. South Andaman isl. # of Andaman Isls. Bay of Bengal
Port Byron (-bi'ron) vil. Cayuga co. N. T
Port Oarboa (-kai"'bgn) bor. Schuylkill co. Pa
Port Chester (-chSs'ter) vil. Westchester co. N. Y
Port Giinton (-klTn'tou) vil. X of Ottawa co. O
Port Dsirwin (-dar'win) harbor & town, N. Australia, S of MelviUe isl. .town
Port de PaiX (-de pa') spt. N Haiti Eep. Haiti isl. W. Indies
Port Deposit, town, Cecil co. Md
Port Desire. See Puerto Deseado.
Portel, Le (le por'tel') vil. dept. Pas-de-Calais, 2J m. from Boulogne
Port Blizabetb (port e-lTz'a-beth) spt. town. Cape Colony, S Af. on Algoa Bay
Ind. 410 D pop. 18, X Valparaiso.
tp. Niagara co.
Porter (por'ter) CO. N
.

—

Q

(-gib'son) town,

Poultney

X

X

E

;

;

—

—

—

W

U

—

W

chief naval station of England.

Eng. Channel, 4 m. by 6 ; entrance, 220 yds. wide.
Portsmouth Harbor,
Port Townshend (-townz'hend) tp. & city, X of Jefferson co. Wash. tp.
in

pop.

W

6, city

Portugal
34,038

a

pop. 5.

(por'tu-gal, Port, por-too-f al')
pop. 4,708,
Lisbon.

kingdom,

*

W

part of Iberian Pen.

Portuguese East Africa, form. Mozambique, a free state, created Sept. 30,
1891, S E Africa, bet. Rovumariv. & Delagoa Bay, divided into 2 provs. MoZAMBiQTJE, N of Zambezi riv., & Lourenco Makques, S of that riv.
310,000
pop. 1,500, * Mozambique & Lourenco Marques alternately.
Portuguese Guinea, Port. ter. Gambia, W Africa, 11,600 D pop. 150, # Bissao.
:

;

tp.
& vil. Cattaraugus co. N. Y
& city, X of Ozaukee co. Wis. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
prov. Prussia, 11,178 D pop. 1,752. ^
% of anc. Poland.
S W Ind. 398 D pop. 22, X Mount Vernon. — tp. Clay co.

Pcrtvllle (port'vTl) tp.

Port Washington,

Fosen
its

*, a

Posey

tp.

Poznan (poz'nan)
on Warta riv. pop. 70,

(po'zeu) Pol.
ft. city
(po'ze) CO.

^

Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Switzerland co. Ind. pop. 2.
of Naples, Italy; pierced by the "Grotto," a
Posilipo (po-se-le'po'i hill,
tunnel 2,316 ft. long, 22 ft. wide, 89 ft. high.
Possiet Bay (p6s'sT-et'-) inlet, Russia in Asia, near Korean boundary.
Possneck (pos'nek) town, Saxe-Meiningen state, Germany
Potchlnki (po-chin'ke) or Poczinka (po-chin'ka) town, Nijni-Novgorod govt.
Russia, 120 m. S S E of Nijni-Novgorod
Petenza (po-ten'za) prov. coextensive with the old dept. of Basilicata, Italy,
4,122 n pop. 539.
its * pop. 19, a ft. town, on E slope of Apennine Mts.
Potenza Picena (po-ten'za pe-cha'nii) town & commune, Macerata, It. .com.
Potomac (po-to'mak) riv. W. Va., Md., & Va. 550 m. long, AUeghany Mts. to
Chesapeake Bay.'
tp. & vil. Grant co. Wis. tp. pop.
Potosi (po-to'si) tp. Linn co. Kan. pop. 3.
2.
{Sp. pron. po-to-se') dept. Bolivia, South America, 52,084 D pop. 238.
its *, on N slope of Cerro de Potosi, elevation 13,330 ft. pop. 12.
FotOSl, CPTro de (ther'ro da po-to-se') mt. Bolivia, S. Am. 16,152 ft. high.
Potsdam (pots'dam) tp. & vil. St. Lawrence co. N. Y. tp. pop. 9, vil. pop. 4.

W

—

.

—

—

—

—

n means square miles

;

*,

Population

is

capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

Pa

N. Y.

co.

Rutland

tp. pop. 5, eity

co. Vt. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.

Pozzuoll
Praevali

(pra-e-va'le)

See Pressburg.

(pi5t-soo-o'ie)

town, Italy, 7 m. S

vil.

—

5
6
10

tp.

11
7

W

of Naples, on Pozzuoli Gulf
Carinthia prov. Austria

D pop.

—

11,
tp.

X Des

Arc.

—

16
6
riv.

184

Shelby

tp.

co. 111.
2.
tp.

2.

tp.

—

—

—

W

13
5

—

Pratt (prat) agr. co. S Kan. 720 D pop. 8.
its X pop. 1.
Pratt Mines (-minz) town, Jefferson co. Ala
Prattsburg (prats'biirg) tp. & vil. Steuben co. N. Y
Preanger (pra'an'ger) Dutch residency, S
part of Java

W

2

2

tp.
isl.

Malay Arch..

.

1,248

Preble (prebl) co. S"W O. 432 IH pop. 23, X Eaton.
Precheur (prS'shur') coast town, Martinique isl. French W. Indies
Preez (pra'Sts) town, Sleswick-Holstein prov. Prussia

5

Prentiss, co. N E Miss. 415 D pop. 14, X Booneville.
Prenzlau (prentslou) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Prepairls Isles (prgp'a-rls'-) group in Bay of Bengal, N E of Andaman Isls.
Prerau (pra'rou) toivnj' Moravia prov. Austria
Pr^-Saint-Gervals (pra'-saN'-zhSr'va') suburb of Paris, France
Prescot (pres'kgt) mfg. toirn, Lancaster co. England
town, X of Nevada
Prescott (prSs'kot) city, X of Yavapai co. Ariz. pop. 2.
CO. Ark. pop. 1.
Tex. 3,470 D pop. 2, X Fort Davis.
Presidio (pra-se'de-o) co.
tp. &
Presque Isle (pr6sk el) co. N E Mich. 715 D pop. 5, X Rogers City.
vil. Aroostook co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Hungary.
its X
Pressbnrg (prSs'boorG) or Pozsony (pozh'S'ne') CO. N
pop. 52, on Danube riv. 34 m. E S E of Vienna, former * of Hungary.
pop. 20, X Kingwood.
Preston (prSs'ton) co. N part of W. Va. 709
tp.
New London co. Conn. pop. 3.
town, Lancaster co. England a riv. port,
vil. Sussex co. England, pop. 9.
pop. 108.
Prestwich (prest'wtch) vil. Lancaster co. England
PretO (pre'to) riv. 150 m. long, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, South America.
Pretoria (pre-t8r'e-a) town, * of the South African Republic
Prevesa (pra'vS-sa) ft. town, Janina vilayet, Turkey in Europe
Pribilof Islands (pre-be-lov') group, Bering Sea, Alas. ; fur-seal grounds.
Price (pris) co^ N Wis. 1,160 D pop. 5, X Phillips.
Priego (pre-e'go) town, Cordova prov. Spain
Priluki (pre-loo'ke) town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe
Primero (pre-ma'ro) riv. 130 m. long, Argentine Republic, South America.
Primorskaya (pre-m3rsk-ii'ya) or Maritime Provtace, govt. Amur region, B
part of Russia in Asia, 715,982 D pop. 103, # Nikolaievsk.
Prince Edward Isl. Can. 737 D pop. 36, X Summerside.
Prince (prlns) co.
co.
Prince Edward (-ed'ward) co. S part of Va. 348 Q pop. 15, X Farmville.
Ontario prov. Canada," 374 D pop. 19, X Picton.
Prince Edward Island, prov. Dominion of Canada an isl. in St. Lawrence
Gulf, 2,134 D pop. 109, * Charlottetown.
co. S B
Prince George (-jSrj) co. S Md. 480 D pop. 26, X Upper Marlboro.
part of Va. 268 n pop. 8, X Prince George Courthouse.
Prlncenhage (prin'sen-ha'Gg) commune, N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
isl.
Prince of Wales Island (-walz'-) isl. off S Alas, chief town Klawak.
in Strait of Sunda, Malay Archipelago.
Prince Regent Inlet, British North America, joins Boothia Gulf on S.
Prince Regent River, Australia, flows into Indian Ocean.
Prince Rupert Bay (-roo'pert-) on Dominica isl. British W. Indies.
Prince's Island, ft. isl. in Gulf of Guinea, 10 m. long, 58 Q Portuguese
Princes' Islands, nine isls. E part of Sea of Marmora, near Asia Minor.
Princess Anne (-an') co. S E Va. 270 D pop. 10, X Princess Anne Courthouse.
Princess Charlotte Bay (-shar'lot-) on E coast of Australia.
Princess Royal Harbor, bay on "King George's Sound, W. Australia.
Princess Royal Islands, in Pac. oc. N of Vancouver Isl. British Columbia.

^

W

—

—

120

~

;

11

6
6

;

W

13
11

—

;

—

—

;

tp. & city, X of Bureau co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.^
X of Gibson" co. Ind. pop. 3. — town, X of Caldwell co. Ky. pop. 2. —
town, X of Mercer co. Mo. pop. 1. — tp. & bor. Mercer co. N. J. tp. pop. 4,
bor. pop. 3 seat of College of New Jersey (popularly called Princeton col-

Princeton (prTns'tgn)
city,

—

;

tp. & vil. Green Lake co. Wis. tp. pop. 2.
lege) & theological seminary.
Prince William (-wll'yam) co. N E Vs. 357 D pop. 10, X Brentsville.
Prince William Island, one of the Fiji Group, S Pacific ocean.
Pripet (prtp'et) riv. Minsk govt. Russ. in Europe, flows into Dnieper river.
Prisrend (prTs-rend') town, N part of Monastir vilayet, Turkey in Europe
Pristina (prls-te'na) ft. town, Kossova vilayet, Turkey in Europe
Prltzwalk (prTts'wiilk) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Privas (pre'vas') town, * of dept. Ardeche, France
Prizzi (prit'se) town, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy. .^
Prccida (pro'che-dii) isl. in Bay of Naples, Italy
tp.
Proctor (prok'tor) tp. & vil. Rutland co. Vt

W

Prodano
Prolog

Prome
29,

coast of Greece.
(pro-da'no) one of the Ionian Isls.
Herzegovina,
(pro'log') mt. range, Dinaric Alps, Dalmatia
Lower
Burma,
div.
(prom) prov. Pegu
2,887
pop. 322.

on Irawadi

&

n

Aust-Hung.

—

its

* pop.

river.

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; apt., seaport tp., township ; vil., Tillage.
agr., agricultural
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3 =; 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given- See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

given in nearest thousands : 2

5
17

—
—
—

W

;

;

Dutchess

of

;

—

159

(pozh'o^ne').

—

—

;

X

Howard co. Mo. pop.
White co. Ind. pop. 2.
Jackson co. Mo. pop. 4.
tp. Montgomery co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Randolph
CO. Mo. pop. 3.
tp^ Schuyler co. Mo. pop. 2.
Prairie du Chien (-du shen') city, X of Crawford co. Wis. on Miss, river
Pratas (prii'tiis) cluster of shoals & islets, China Sea, 260 m. S
of Formosa.
PratO (prti'to) town, Florence prov. Italy fine cathedral
PratO VecchlO (-vek'ke-o) walled vil. on Arno riv. Italy

;

—

& vil.

(polt'ne) tp.

Pozsony

pop.

—

—

city,

W

;

.

&

160 m. N N
of Vienna
Prairie (pra're) co. E cen. Ark. 658

;

W

W W

(po-ktp'sT) tp.

Praga (pra'ga) town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
Prague (prag) Ger. Pkag (prag) city, # of Bohemia, Austria, on Moldau

—

—
—

131
2
13
14

Pa

Poungde (powng-da') town, Pegu div. Lower Burma, 40 m. S E of Promo
Povlglio (po-vel'yo) town, Italy, 13 m. E N E of Parma
Povoa de Varzim (po-vo'a da viir-zeN') town, Douro prov. Portugal
Powell (pow'el) CO. E cen. Ky. 144 D pop. 5, X Stanton.
Poweshiek (pow-e-shek') co. S E cen. lo. 570 D pop. 18, X Montezuma.
Powhatan (pow'ha-tSn') co. S cen. Va. 255 D pop. 7, X Scottsville.
Pownal (pow'ual) tp. & vil. Bennington co. Vt
Po-yang (po'-yiiug') lake, N Kiangsi prov. China, 80 m. long, 40 m. wide.
Pozar^vatZ (po-zar'a-viitz) town, N Servia, 13 m. S E of Semendria
Pozoblanco (po-tho-blan'ko) town, Cordova prov. Spain

—

Port Jackson (port jak'son) inlet, Cumberland co. New South Wales, Australia
a fine harbor on S side is Sydney.
Port Jefferson (-jgf'fer-son) vil. Suffolk CO. N. Y
Port Jervls (-jer'vls)'vil."0range co. N. Y
Portland (port'land) tp. & vil.Middlesex co. Conn. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 3.
city, X of Jay co. Ind. pop. 4.
city, X of Cumberland co. Me. pop. 3G
a
spt. on Casco Bay.
tp.
tp. & vil. Ionia co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Multnomah
co.
Chautauqua co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Ore.
city, riv. port, & X of
town & par. St. John co. New Brmiswick, Canada, pop. 15.
pop. 46.
coast N. Am. bet. Alas. & Brit. Am. 55° N, 130° W.
Portland Channel^
Port Louis (port loo'is) # of Mauritius isl. Indian Ocean
Port Mahon (-ma-hou') Sp. Puebto SIahon (pwSr'to ma-hon') ft. town, * of
Minorca isl. Balearic Group, Mediterranean sea
Port Maria (-ma-rl'a) spt. N coast, Jamaica isl. British West Indies
Port Ifforesby (^morz'bt) spt. # of British New Guinea
Fortneuf (port'niif', Fr. pron. por'nu') co. Quebec prov. Canada, 7,255 D pop.
25, X Cap Sant(5.
Port Nicholson (-nik'ol-son) harbor North Isl. New Zealand, on Cook Strait.
Porto (pSr'to). See Oporto.
Porto Alegre (por'to a^la'gra) city, * of Rio Grande do Sul state, Brazil
Portobello (por'to-bel'o) spt. town, Edinburgh co. Scotland
Porto GalVO (-kal'vo) formerly Bom-Successo (boN-sook-sas'so), town Alagoas
state, Brazil, 50 m. N E of Alagoas
Porto Empedocle (por'to em-pad'6-klg) town, Sicily, Italy port of Girgenti.
N of Sao Paulo
Porto FellZ (-f a-les') town, Brazil, 50 m.
Porto Ferrajo (-fSr-ra'yo) chief town, Elba isl. Italy
Port of Spain, town, *_of Trinidad isl. British West Indies
PortOgruaro (por'to-groo-a'ro) town, Venice prov. Italy
Portole (por'to-la) town, Istria prov. Austria, 19 m. S by E of Triest
Porto Maggiore (por'to mad-jo'ra) town & commune, Ferrara prov. It. .com.
Porto MauriZlO (-mou-red'ze-o) prov. Liguria dept. Italy, 467 D pop. 140.
its *, a to\vn on Mediterranean sea, pop. 7.
town, French
Porto Novo (-no'vo) spt. S. Arcot dist. Madias, Br. Ind. pop. 7.
Bight of Benin Settlements, Slave Coast, Upper Guinea,
Africa, pop. 20.
Porto Praya (-pri'a) town, Santiago isl. Cape Verde Isls. Atlantic ocean
Porto Recanati (-ra-ka^nifte) spt. Macerata prov. Italy
Porto Rico (-re'ko). See Pdeeto Rico.
Porto Telle (-tolla) town, Rovigo prov. Italy, on Po river
Port Perry (port per'rT) vil. Allegheny co. Pa
Port PhilUp (-f Jl'ip) bay, Victoria, Australia, 35 m. by 35 m.
Port Richmond (-rich'mond) vil. Staten Isl. Richmond co. N. Y
Port Royal (-roi'al) ft. town & dockyard, S E coast of Jamaica, West Indies.
Port Royal Island, 80 Q Beaufort co. S. C. contains Beaufort town.
Port Royal Sound, Beaufort co. S. C. between St. Helena & Hilton Head isls.
Port Said (port sa-ed') prov. Lower Egypt, at N end of Suez Canal, 5 D pop.
21.
its 4= on Mediterranean sea, pop. 17.
Portsea (port'se) isl. & ft. town, Hampshire, England contains Portsmouth
dockyard
isl.
Portsmouth (ports'miith) spt. city, a X of Rockingham co. N. H. pop. 10
U. S. navy yard in harbor. —• city, X of Scioto co. O. pop. 12.
tp. & vil.
Newport co. R. I. tp. pop. 2.
spt. city, X of Norfolk co. Va. pop. 13 U. S.
navy yard.
of London, pop.
spt. town, Hampshire, England, 74 m. S

co.

—

pop. 22.

tp. Schuylkill co. Pa. pop. 3.

X

tp.

&

Poughkeepsie

&

&

Montgomery

—

(pots'town) bor. Montgomery co. Pa
PottSvUle (pots'vTl) min.
mfg. bor. X of Schuylkill co.

of Claiborne co. Miss
Glasgow (-glas'go) spt. mfg. town, Renfrew co. Scot, on Clyde river.
Henry (-hSn'rl) vil. Essex co. N. Y
port,
of Durham co. Ontario prov. Canada
Hope, town
of St. Clair co. Mich, on St. Clair river
Huron (-hu'ron) city,
of Naples
Portlcl (por'te-cheftown, Italy, on Naples Bay, 4 m. S
Portillo (por-tel'yo) pass, Andes mts. Chile, S. Am. 30° 40' S, 14,365 ft. high.

Gibson

W

:

PottSgrOVe (pots'grov)

Y

Ewen

Port
Port
Port
Port
Port
Port

W

—

tp. Scioto CO. O. pop. 2.
(-u'en) vil. Ulster co. N.
2.

—

Pottstown

.

N. Y. pop.

Popi

W

;

25
9
6
8

9
14

2
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1791
Pop.

Pop.

Prosbnrov (pros-koo-rov') town, Podolia govt. Russ. in Europe, on Bug river.
Prosna_(pr5sh'na)jiv. Europe, bet. Polai.id & Silesia; 100 m. to Warta river.
ProssnitZ (prSs'uTts) mtg. town, Moravia prov. Austria
Provence (pro/voNs') old prov. in S E France, now forms depts. BoncHEs-DURhone, Var, Basses-Alpes, & the E part of VAUCLnsE.
Providence, co. N R. I. 440 D pop. 255.
city, its X, and one of the * of R.
I. pop. 132, a spt. on Narragansett Bay.
tp. Mecklenburg co. N. C. pop. 2.
tp. Lancaster co. Pa. pop. 2.
tp. & hanilet, Sumter co. S. C. tp. pop. 2.
isl. in Indian Oc. 9° 10' S, 51° 5' B.
a small lake, Brit. Am. 113° W.
Provlncetown, tp. & vil. Barnstable co. Mass.; end of Cape Cod
tp.
Province Wellesley (-welz'le) British prov. part of Penang settlement, Malay
Pen. 270 n
Provlns (pro'viSN') mfg. town, dept. Seine-et-Marne, France
Proviso (pro-vi'zo) tp. Cook CO. m. 10 m.
of Chicago.

—
—

D

— Bast

*

D

Mount

Q

and

Quampanissa

D

N

Puerto
Puerto

—

—

*

&

D

D

Belmont

(piilt'ni) tp.

—

X

—
—

n

Pultney
PultUSk

—

—

—

X

D

W
—

X

eo.

—

W

&

D

—

#

W

n

10

D

NW

*

Lahore.
20,807,
Punna (piin'na) tributary state,

Bundelkhand, Cen. India, 648

# diamond mines.
(poo'no) dept. S Peru, South America,
# pop. 6, on W shore of Lake Titicaca.

its
its

Punta Arenas

39,743

D pop.

257

;

silver mines.

21

—

—

Q

X

Charlottetown.

^

euesada (ka-sa'da) town, Jaen prov. Spain
uesnoy-SUr-Deule (kSs'nwa'-siir'-dul') town,

N

&

5
5

dept. Nord, France
town,
E Baluchistan; in British occupation.. town
Quetta (kwet'ta) dist.
cml. city, Guatemala, Cen. America.
QuezaitenangO (ka-sal-ta-nan'go) mfg.
Quiberon (ke'broN') pen. 7 m. long, dept. Morbihan, Brittany, France.
Quibo (ke'bo) or Coiba (ko-e'ba) isl. 20 m. long, off S coast of Panama dept.
Colombia, Pacific ocean.
of Barquisimeto
Suibor (ke'vor') town, Lara state, Venezuela, S. Am. 40 m. S
UillOta (kel-yo'ta) town, Valparaiso prov. Chile, South America
QuUon (kwe'lon') spt. town, Travancore state, Madras pres. India
Quimper (kaN'par') mfg. cml. town, of dept. Finist^re, France, on Odet riv.
Quimperle (kSN'par'lS') town, Finistere, France
QuinaiUtt Lake (kwe'ni-vit'-) lake, Jefferson co. Wash. 10 m. long.
tp. Adams co. lo.
of Adams co. lU. pop. 31.
Quincy (kwm'zT) mfg. city,
tp.
vil. Branch co. Mich. tp.
pop. 2.
city, Norfolk co. Mass. pop. 17.
tp. Franklin co. Pa. pop. 3.
pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
SUindaro (kwtn-da'ro) tp. Wyandotte co. Kan. on Missouri river
UindiU (ken-de-ob') part of E Cordillera of Andes mts. Colombia, S. America.
Conn. 90 m. long.
Qulnebaug River (kwin'e-bag'-) riv. Mass.
Quintanar ^e la Orden (keu-ta-nar' da la or'den) town, Toledo prov. Spain..
end Newfoundland, British North America.
Quirpon (keer'poN') isl. off

&

#

X

—

—

5
27
24

9
20
14
7

—

&

&

N

—

N

D pop. 4, X Georgetown. agr. co.
Belen.
town, X of Brooks co. Ga. pop. 2.
cml, city,
of Pinchincha prov.
of Ecuador, South
Quito (ke'to) mfg.
America, 9,600 ft. above sea
spt. town. Upper Guinea,
Quitta (ke'ta) or Ewitta (kwit'a) British fort
Africa, near E end Gold Coast. .".
Quiseramobim (ke'na-ra-mo'bem) town, cen. Ceari state, Brazil, S. America
Africa, S of
Quizama (ke-za'ma) or Eissama (kis-sa'ma) dist. Angola, S
Coanza riv. ; chief town, Demba Portuguese.
Quitman (kwTt'man)

W Miss. 400 n pop.

&

—

agr. co. Ga. 168

3,

—

X

&

#

&

(poon'ta a-ra'uas) Chilian convict settlement, Magellan Straits,
chief town of the colony, pop. 1.
(piint prith'e nith'e) one of the Satara states, Bombay,
213
India,
pop. 68.
Funxsutawney (pilnk'sSo-ta'nT) bor. Jefferson co. Pa
Furac6 (poo-ra'sa) volcanic mt. Colombia, South America, 17,064 ft. high.
vil. partly destroyed by the volcano, 1827.
Purgatory Peak, mt. Sangre de Cristo Range, Col. 13,719 ft. high.
Purgatory River, rises near above, flows 170 m. to Arkansas river.
Orissa div. Bengal, British India, 2,472
pop. 770,
Purl (poo're') dist. S
* Puri or Jagannath.
Furmerend (pQr'me-rgnf) town, N. Holland prov. Netherlands
Furneah or Purnlah (pfir'ne-a) dist. Bhagalpur div. Bengal, British India,
4,957 nj)op^l,715.
its
pop. 16.
Furus (PQo'roos') nav. riv. 1,400 m. long. South America, Peru to Amazon riv.
Purwa (poor'wa) town, Oudh, British India, 35 m. S of Lucknow

South America.

46,

—

68. —

;

Pnno

—

D

&

D

D pop.

—

W

&

*

—

W

—

—

—

10
6

—

O

N
*

—

10.
town, Cape Colony, pop. 4.
QueiSS (kwis) riv. Silesia prov. Prussia, 65 m. long, flows into Bober river.
Quelpaert (kwel'parf) isl. 45 m. long, entrance Yellow Sea, 60 m. S of Korea.
QueQtuay (ka-kwl') riv. Uruguay, South Am. 100 m. long, to Uruguay river.
Quer^taro (ka-ra'ta-ro) min. mfg. & agr. state, Mexico, 3,556 D pop. 203.
its *, a mfg. town, 110 m. N
of Mexico, pop. 36.
Querfurt (kwSr'fSSrt) town. Saxony prov. Prussia, on Quern river

(pool'toosk) town, Plock prov. Poland, Russia in Europe
div. Punjab, British India
(poo'na)
dist. S E part of Hawaii isl.
Pacific ocean.
isl. 30 m. long,
Puna
vil. off
coast of Ecuador, South America.
or Poona, dist. Bombay
pres. British India, 4,280
pop. 792.
its
75 m. S E of Bombay, pop. 160.
Punakh^ (poo-na^kha') town, of Bhutan, India.
Punganur (piin'ga-noor') town, N. Arcot dist. Madras pres. British India. ...
Kashmir, India, 1,600
pop. 78,
Pungh.
Pungh (punj) rajahship, S
part of British India, 111,016
pop.
Punjab (poon-jab') prov. forming

PulWUl ^piil'wiil') town, DeUii

12
1

W

a pop.

772

*

D
NW

N of Abomay..

(kwenz'ber-i) tp. Warren co. N. Y. 4 m. N of Glen Falls
Queen's County, minrco. Leinster, Ireland, 664 D pop. 65, X Maryborough.
Queensland, British colony, N E Australia, 668,497 D pop. 394, # Brisbane.
Queenstown, spt. town, Cork CO. Ireland, S side Great Isl. Cork Harbor, pop.

*

—

110 m.

Queensbury

*

—

2

WAf.

cen. New Brunswick, Canada, 1,500
co. S WNova
pop. 12, X Gagetown.
Scotia, Canada, 1,066
co. cen. Prince Edward Island, Canada,
pop. 11.

Spain, on Guadalete riv. near Bay of Cadiz
Puerto DeseadO (-da'sa-a'd6)/orTO. Port Desire, bay, Santa Cruz ter. Argentine Rep. South America, at mouth of Deseado river.
of Llanquihue prov. Chile
Puerto Montt (-mSnt) town,
Puerto Plata (-pla'tii) chief port, Santo Domingo rep. Haiti isl. "W. Indies....
Puerto Principe (-pren'se-pa) inland town, Cuba island
pop. 807,
Puerto Rico (-re'ko) Spanish W. India isl. E of Haiti isl., 3,550
San Juan, pop. 23.
Puertoviejo (-ve-a'Ho) town,
of Manabi prov. Ecuador, South America
Puget Sound (pii'jet-) a nav. inland sea. Wash.
pop. 47,
Little Rock.
co. S cen.
Pulaski (pii-las'kif co. cen. Ark. 883
Ga. 435
pop. 17, X Hawkinsville.
co. S 111. X Mound City, 190
pop. 11.
Ind. 430
CO.
pop. 11.
co. S E nen. Ky. 870
pop. 26, X Somerset.
WaynesviUe.
part of Va.
CO. S cen. Mo. 520
pop. 9,
co. S
345
pop. 13, X Newbern.
hamlet,
vil. Oswego co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp.
Williams co. O. tp. pop. 5.
town, Putown,
of Giles co. Tenn. pop. 2.
laski CO. Va. pop. 2.
Fulpanabharam (pool-pa'na-ba-ram') dist. Travancore state, S India, 648 CI
pop. 350.

D

Pa

co.

Tex

co.

ueen Anne, agr. co. E Md. 352 D pop. 18, X Centerville.
Queen Charlotte's Islands, group, N Pac. ocean, N of Vancouver Island.
Queen Charlotte Sound, Br. Columbia, Can. bet. mainland & Vancouver Isl.
co. S
Queens, agr. & past. CO. S E part of N. Y. 250 D pop. 128, X Jamaica.

in Asia.

(poo'-ching'-he-5n') town, Fukien prov. China
(poo-doo-ko'ti) native state, Madras pres. India, 1,380
pop. 317.
pop. 13, 30 m. S of Tanjore.
(pwSb'lii) state, Mexico, N. Am. 12,204
its
pop. 79.
pop. 833.
(pweb'lo) CO. S E cen. Col. 2,400
its X, a city, pop. 25.
pop. 31.
de Qenll (pwSn'ta da na-nel') mfg. town, Cordova prov. Spain
E side of Cuba island.
del Padre (pwer'to del pii'dra) har. on
cml. city, Cadiz prov.
de Santa Maria (-da san'ta ma^re'a) mfg.

Pudukottai

D

Hardeman

W

Pu-Chlng-hien

D

of

;

*

—

Puebia
Pueblo
Puente

X

riv. Argentine Republic, South America, 280 m. long.
town, Sardinia isl. Italy, pop. 6.
(kwat-lam'ba)
mts. Natal, S Africa, 10,000 ft. high.
Quathlamba
Quatre Bras (katr' bra') vil. Brabant prov. Belgium battlefield in 1815.
its* pop. 70.
co.
Quebec (kwe-bek') prov. Canada, 227,500 Q pop. 1,489.
S
Quebec prov. Canada, 2,598 D pop. 20, X Charlesbourg.
Malay Pen. Asia, 4,500 D pop. 21.
its *.
Queda or Eeda (ka'da) state,
euedllnburg(kwed1Tn-bB8r(}')town, #of Asohersleben circle. Saxony, Prussia

high.

-%-

Bucks

(kwam-pa-nts'sa) town, Dahomey,

Quarto (kwar'to)

Ptchalsko (pchals'ko) lake, 35 m. long, Yeniseisk govt. Siberia, Russia
riv. flowing 150 m. N from same into Arctic Ocean.
Ptitch (ptTch) riv. 200 ro. long, Minsk govt. Russia in Europe.
its

bor.

Quandary Peak (kwSn'da-ri-) mt. Park Range, Col. 14,269 ft. high.
Quaregnon (ka'ren'yoN') vU. Hainaut prov. Belgium
Quarry Bank (kwSr'i-) town, Stafford co. England, 3 m. S S E of Dudley

Carpathian Mts.

—

D

13

;

Quakertovrn (kwaTier-town') mfg.

highest mt. of Crete isl. 7,674 ft.
Psiol (pse-ol') riv. S cen. Russia in Europe, 300 m. long, to Dnieper river.
its
(pskbv)
Russia
in
Europe,
pop. 965.
pop. 18, near
Pskov
govt.
17,069
Lake Pskov.
lake, 22 m. long, S arm of Lake Peipus.
Ptarmigan Peak (tar'ml-gan-) mt. Williams Range, Grand co. Col. 12,200 ft.

—

NW

*

*

(-pse-lo-rii'tg)

—

Nile river.
France ; highest

&

D

Europe

in

&

hiph.

point. Pic Nethou, 11,168 ft.
(pe'ra'na'zo're'oN'tal') past.
mfg. dept. S France,
1,592
pop. 210, *- Perpignan.
of Elis eparchy,
part of Morea, Greece
PyrgOS (peer'gos) town,
PjnltZ (pe'rits) mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia, 24 m. S E of Stettin
Pyrmont (peer'mont) town, of Pyrmont principality, Ger. mineral springs.
Pyroxene Peak (ptr'ok-sen-) peak, Madison co. Mont. 9,000 ft. high.

Quanata (kwa-na') town,
ri.ses in

ft.

W side of

Fyren^es-Orlentales

(pzhem'Tsl) town, cen. Galicia prov. Austria

Przhedborz (pzhSd'borsh) town, Poland, Russia
Przibram (pzhe'briim) town, Bohemia, Austria
Pslloratl^

peak, Elk Mts. S part of Pitkin co. Col. 13,885

Pyramids, The, anc. monuments near Cairo, Egypt, on
Pyrenees (pir'e-nez) mt. chain, 270 m. long, between Spain

co. XJt

1,650
pop, 2, X Lamar.
Germany, 134,537
Berlin.
pop. 29,957,

West. See East Prussia, West Prussia.
Pruth (prooth, Ger. pr58t) riv. 360 m. long, E Europe,
and flows into Danube river.

Przemysl

Pyramid Peak,

W

Provo (pro'vo) city, X of Utah
Prowers (pro'erz) CO. S E Col.

N

18

—
—
—

—

Prussia, kingdom,

8

—

80

W

Punt Prithl Nidhi

;

D

—

W

—

E

D

it,

11

1813.

vil.

co.

CO.

tp.

14,

iPest CO.

13

;

e< i o a long; a, e, o, less
S, 'o, ii, u, ee (see p. 1719) ;

&

(rii'dak-)

ft.

;

isl.

isl.

chain,

N

pop.

0.

Pacific ocean, part of Marshall Islands.

11
river

Radevormwald~(r.i'de-form-wivld') mfg. town, Diisseldorf govt. Prussia
Radford (riSd'ford) town, Montgomery co. Va

Radhuupur

(r'ad'hun-poor') or Rhadanpur (Riid'an-poor') native state, PalanGujariit, India, 800
pop. 92.
its
90 m. I"
of Ahmadiibild,

D

pur agency,
12 m. wide, 4,000

—

D

its X pop. 21.
Wis. 340
pop. 36.
(rilk'et-) 14 m. long, in Adirond.ick Mts. N. Y.

E

past. co. S

Hungary, on Racz-Keve

Radack Chain

high.

—

*

.

NW

pop. 14.

prolonged ; 5, 5, T, 5, ii, short; a, g, J, o, u, obscure; far, 14st,
ch as in chin g as in get n as~in liager, link ng as in sing
;

and Cape La Hague, France.

RadautZ (rii'dowts) town, Bukowina duchy, Austria
Radeberg (ra'dg-bSro') mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Roder

—

'

isl.

(ra-sen') agr.

—

vil.

England suburb of London
Putney
Putumayo (p6b-too-mi'o> riv. Ecuador, S. Am. 700 m. long, to Amazon river.
Puyallup (pu-Sl'5p) tp. & town, Pierce co. Wash. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 2.
Puy-de-Ddme (pii'e'-de-dom') dept. S E cen. France, 3,070 D pop. 564, *
Clermont Ferrand.
mt. in same, 4,800 ft. high.
Fuylaurens (pli'e'lo'roN') town, dept. Tarn, France

Pymatuning (pi'ma-tu'ning) tp. Mercer co. Pa
Pyramid Lake, lake, Washoe CO. Nev. 33 m. long,

10

10

Racket River, riv. N. Y. WO m. long, Hamilton co. to St. Lawrence river.
town,
Racz— Keve (rats-kii'va') isl. 28 m. long, Hungary, in Daimbe riv.

14,

Conn.

tp. pop. 7.
(pilt'nt) vil. Sm-rey co.

6

D

Racket, or Raquette, Lake

co.

15,

co.

CO.

Racine

15,

co.

E of Solola
(rab-na'biid') sandy isl. 16 m. long, Ganges delta, Bengal Bay, India.
Clayton.
(ra'bun)
co.
N
E
Ga.
464
pop.
X
6,
Rabun
RacalmutO Cra-kal-moo'to) cml. town, Girgenti prov. Sicily, Italy
Racconlgi (rak-ko-ne'je) mfg. town, Italy, on Maira riv. 19 m. S of Turin
Raccoon Creek (rSk'oon'-) stream, Ind. 70 m. long, Boone co. to W.abash river.
stream, O. 90 m. long, flows into Ohio river.
Raccoon River, riv. lo. 170 m. long, Buena Vista co. to Des Moines river.
Race of Alderney (-al'der-uT) strait with rapid dangerous tides, between
Rabndb^d

Alderney

5,

111.

W

&

co.

11,

co.

15'^

CO.

&

—

W
W Ceylon, on Putlam Lagoon
N cen. Ga.
X Palatka. —
Putnam (piifnam)
N E Pla. 776 O pop.
335 n pop.
170 D pop.
X Hennepin. —
N cen.
X Etonton. —
W cen. Ind. 490 D pop. 22, X Greencastle. — N Mo. 542—D pop.
N W.
X Unionville. — co. S E part of N. Y. 241 D pop.
X Carmel.
X Cookville.
cen. Tenn. 430 D pop.
O. 480 D pop.
Ottawa. —
Windham
— W part of30,W. XVa. 350 n pop.
&
X Winfield. —
Putlam (putlam)

30

W W

(ra-baf) mfg.
cml. town, Marocco, Africa
Rabbit Ears, mt. Park Range, Col. 10,719 ft. high.
Rabinal (ra^be-uSK) town, Guatemala, Cen. America, 50 m.

W

;

18

Rabat

(rab) riv.

.

*

Piispok-Ladany (pUs'pSk-lS'diin) town, Haiduk co. Hungary
Futeaux (pii'to') vil. dept. Seine, France, on Seine river
Futignano (poo-ten-ya'no) town, Bari prov. Italy
Fut-ln-Bay, vil. Ottawa co. 0. on Lake Erie Perry's victory near
Kursk govt. Russia in Europe
Putlvl (poo-tevP) town, S

^

cml. town,
Hungary, 180 m. long, Styria to Danube riv.
Hungary, on Raab riv. 67 m.
N of Budapest, pop. 23.
Raalte (rSl'te) town, Overyssel prov. Netherlands, 11 m S S E of Zwolle
of Qawnpur
Raat (rat) town, Jhansi div. N. W. Provs. India, 76 m. S

Raab

;

fall,
j

cSre; term; food, fdtSt, fflrl.; 6 as in f6r oi as in oil ; ow as in cow;
th as in tbine ; 1, fi, &, w, B, D, o, H, E, N (see p. 1719).

that in thin

;

;

6
9
2

..
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N

...

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Radlcena (ra-de-cha'na-) town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
Radnor or Radnorshire (rSd'nor-shir) past. co. S Wales, Great

5

n

Britain, 432

X New Radnor.
(ra-do-ka'la) isl. group, N Pacific ocean, in Marshall Islands.
(ra'dom) prov. Russian Poland, 4,769 D pop. 782.
its * pop. 11.
Radomysl (ra'do-mis'l) town, Kiev govt. Russia in Europe, on Teterev river.
R^sund (rSf'.soond) lake, 24 m. long, Jemtland prov. Sweden.

&

(ra-goo'sa) mfg.

Ragusa

sea, pop. 11.

& Merrimack cos.

N. H. 2,000

pop.

R^

—
—

D

pop. 3,022.
Barell (ra'e ba-ra'le) div. Oudh, British India, 4,881
town,
of div.
in same, 1,752
pop. 989.
dist. pop. 12.

—

D

*

&

W

—

its

*, 174 m.

E

3
14
7

2
dist.

9

R

#

W

.

D

D

D
NW

W

Tibet, Asia.
Raiding (ral'dTng) mt.

Himalaya Mts. on Sutlej river, India, 21,411 ft. high.
S part of W. Va. 570 D pop. 10, X Raleigh Couxthouse.
tp. & cityj # of N. C. & X of Wake co. tp. pop. 17, city pop. 13.
Ralls (ralz) agr. & past. co. Mo. 490 D pop. 12, X New London.
Rama (ra'ma) town, Palestine, Tur. in Asia supposed site of anc, Aeimathe'A,
tp.
Ramapo (ram'a-po') tp. & vil. Rockland co. N. Y. on Ramapo river
Ramhervillers (rSs'bgr've'ya') town, dept. Vosges, France, on Mortagne river
Rani^ouillet (roN'boo'yS') town, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France
Ramea Islands (ram'e-a-) group, S of Newfoundland, Brit. North America.
Rame Head (ram-) heacfland, Cornwall co. England, side Plymouth Sound,
Rameswaram (rS-mgs'wa-ram) isl. GuU of Manar, off S end of India
town,
Ramgarh (ram-gQr') town, Alwar state, Rajputana, India, pop. 5.
Jaipur state, Rajputana, India, pop. 11.
Hamghat (ram'g at') pass, over W. Ghats, Belgaum dist. Bombay, S India.
Provs. India, 250 m. long, tp Ganges river.
Hamganga (ram-gang'.a) riv. N
Ram Head, headland. New S. Wales, Australia, 30 m. S of Cape Howe.
RamilUeS (ra/me'ye') vil. Brabant prov. Belgium battlefield, 1706.
Ramnad (ram-uad') or Ramaathpuram (ram'nath-poor'am) town, Madura
dist. Madras, British India
Ramnagar (ram-na'gar) town, India, on Ganges riv. opposite Benares
Ramne (ram'ne) mt. Himalaya Mts. N Kumaon prov. India, 22,768 ft. high.
native
R^mpur (ram'pobr) town, India, GO m. N by of Meerut, pop. 8.
its * pop. 74.
state, N. W. Provinces, India, 945 D pop. 542.

Raleigh (rala)

^

CO.

6

5
5

W

W

9

U

*
&

D

D

W

&
D

D

—

D

D

&

—

—

&

D

W

—
W

D

—

—

*

D

D means square miles;

—

D

&

—

—

—

—

—

&

W

.

(ra-se'fa).

See Peenahbuco.

Reculet

.

.

highest point of Jura mts. in dept. Aln, France.
to\vn, Monmouth
Red Bank^ vil. Gloucester co. N. J. battlefield in 1777.
CO. N. J. on Shrewsbury riv. pop. 4.
tp. Clarion co. Pa. pop. 2.
city, X of Tehama co. Cal. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
tp.
Red Bluff, tp.
Marlboro co. S. C. pop. 3.
Red Cedar Lake, lake, 6 m. long, E Barron co. Wis.
Red Cedar River, riv. Wis. 125 m. long, flows into Chippewa river.
Red Cloud, tp. city, X of Webster co. Neb. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Red Deer, riv. Saskatchewan Asslniboia dists. Canada, 500 m. long. Rocky
Mts. to S. Saskatchewan riv.
riv. S E Saskatchewan dist. Canada, 180 jn.
long, to Lake Winnipegosis.
Redding (rgd'ing) city, X of Shasta co. Cal
of Birmingham.
Redditch (red'ich) mfg. vil. Worcester co. Eng. 12 m. S S
Red Hill, tp. Marlboro co. S. C
tp.
Red Hook, tp. vil. Dutchess co. N. Y. near Hudson river
Red Jacket, vU. Houghton co. Mich.,
(re-kii'la')

;

—

—

—

&

—

River of the North.

(red'ruth) town, Cornwall co. England
Sea, inland sea, 1,450 m. long, between Arabia & Egypt, connects with
Arabian Sea by Bab-el-Mandeb strait.
Neb. 720 D pop. 9, X Indianola.
Red Willow, co. S
Red Wing., mfg. & cml. city, X of Goodhue co. Minn, on Mississippi river...
Minn. 870 O pop. 9, X Redwood
Redwood (rSd'wood) agr. & past. co. S
Falls.
tp. Santa Clara co. Cal. pop. 3.
Redwood City, town, X of San Mateo co. Cal. 29 m. S of San Francisco
Reed, vil. Osceola co. Mich, on Hersey Creek

Red

W

W

—

D

—

W

—

D

NW

Reeders

(re'derz) tp.

Newberry

co. S.

C

Reedsburg (rldz'bQrf) tp. & city, Sauk co.
ReeUoot Lake (rel'fSot-) lake, GO D Fulton

& Lake cos. .Temi.

19

Wis. tp. pop. 1, city fiop. 2.
lake, 18 m. long, Obion
co. Ky.

—

—

W

tp. Marion co. S. C. pop. 3,
Tex. 2,390 O pop. 1, X Pecos.
Reeves, co.
its X.
Refugio (ra-foo'J6-o) past. co. S Tex. 7G0 D pop. 1.
N of Catania
RegalbUtO (ra-gal-boo'to) town, Sicily, Italy, 25 m.
m.
E
E
of
Florence
18
S
vil.
Italy,
(ra-jel'lo)
RegellO
Regen (ra'gen) riv. Bavaria, Ger. 68 m. long, Bohmerwald mts. to Danube riv.
Regensburg. See Batiseon.
Regent's Sword, pen. Shgugking prov. Manchuria, bet. Society & Korea bays.

—
W W

capital ; X, co. seat ; agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ; vil., villago.
Population is given in nearest thousands ; 2^1,500 to 2,499; 3 =: 2,509 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. ^&e Abbreviations, p. IQW,

#,

;

16

6
8

12

2

D

Redruth

&

&

W

&

Red Peak, mt. 12,382 ft. high. Park Range, Col.
Red River, riv. 1,600 m. long, S W U. S. A. Staked Plains to Miss. riv. — riv.
Ky. 70 m. long, WoUe co. to Kentucky riv. — agr. par. N W La. 386 D pop.
11, X Coushatta. — agr. & past. co. N E Tex. 1,060 D pop. 21, X Clarks.
Red River of the North, 650 m. long, Elbow Lake, Minn, to Winnipeg Lake.

(ra'fo) tp.

—

N

W

#

& town pop. 2, San Bernardino co. Cal.
Del
Red Iiion, hundred,
Red Mountain, range. National Park, N W Wyo. S W of Yellowstone Lake.
RednitZ (red'nTts) riv. Bavaria, Germany, 50 m. long, flows into Pegnitz river.
Red Oak, tp. & mfg. city, X of Montgomery co. lo. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
Redon (re-doN') mfg. & cml. tovra, dept. lUe-et-Vilaine, France, on Vilaine riv.

—

Lancaster co. Pa
Raphe
Rapid (rSpTd) city, X of Peimington co. S. Dak
(rSp'Td-an')
riv. Va. Blue Ridge to Rappahannock river.
Rapidan
past. par. cen. La. 1,495 D pop. 28, X Alexandria.
Rapides (rap-ed') agr.
Rapids, tp. Liim CO. lo
Rappahannock (rap'a-hSn'gk) riv. Va. 125 m. long. Blue Ridge to Chesapeake
agr.
past."co. N"Va. 270 D pop. 9, X Washington.
Bay.
Germany
Rappolsweiler (rap'pols-wi'ler) mfg. town, Alsace prov.

—

D

tp. pop. 2,
Newcastle co.

^

&
SEN.
&
&

33

—

Redlands (redlandz)

D

*&*

—

Red Lake, lake, 35 m. long, N Beltrami co. Minn.
Red Lake River, Minn. 100 m. long, Red Lake to Red

W

—

D

NNW

W

N

—

4
21
5

*

&

&

—

—

Q

&

Rawa

&

25

D
—

&

N

^

N

—

—

W

&
D

&

&

*

—

Ravanusa (ra-va-noo'sS) cml. town, Sicily, Italy
Ravenna (ra-vSn'a) tp. vil. X of Portage co. O. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
{It. pron. ra-van'ua) prov.
E Italy, 742 pop. 223.
its
pop. 61.
cml. town, Wurttemberg, S Germany..
Ravensburg (ra'vens-bobrs') mfg.
RavensWOOd (ra'venz-wood) suburb of Long Island City, Queens co. N. Y. ...
Ravi (ra've') anc. Hydeas'teb, riv. Pimjab, India, 370 m. to Chenab river.
(ra'wa) town, Galicia prov. Austria, 32 m.
of Lemberg, pop. 5.
town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Russ. on Rawka riv. pop. 6; 45 m. S
of Warsaw.
Rdwal Pindi (ra'wal pin'de) div. Punjab, British India, 20,766 pop. 4,518.
dist. Bawal Pindi div. 6,218
town,
dist. pop. 73.
pop. 720.
of div.
RawitSOh (ra'wTch) mfg. town, Posen prov. Prussia, 55 m. S of Posen
Kan. 1,080
pop. 7, X Atwood.
city, X of CarRawlins (ra'lTnz) CO.
bon CO. Wyo. pop. 2.
Rawtenst^ (ra'ten-stal') bor. Lancashire co. England
past. co.
Mo. 584
pop. 24, X Richmond.
tp. Franklin co.
Ray, agr.
Ind. pop. 2.
Raystown (raz'town-) Branch of the Juniata (-ju'nT-St'a) riv. Pa. 120 m.
long, Allegheny Mts. to Juniata river.
R6 (ra) isl. 18 m. long, off coast of Charente-Iuf^rieure dept. France.
mfg. vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp. pop. 4.
tp. HillsReading (red'ing) tp.
dale CO. Mich. pop. 2.
vil. Hamilton co. O. pop. 4.
tp. Perry co. 0. pop.
3.
mfg. city, X of Berks co. Pa. pop. 59.
mfg.
cml. bor. X of Berkshire, England, on Kennet riv. pop. 60.
Readington (red'Ing-ton) tp. Hunterdon co. N. J
coast of Nicaragua, Central America
RealejO (ra-a-la'Ho) cml. spt. town,
Recanati (ra-ka-ua'te) town, Macerata prov. Italy a place of pilgrimage. .
Recco (rek'ko) cml. town, Genoa prov. Italy, on Mediterranean sea
Recherche Archipelago (re-shSrsh'-) off S coast of Western Australia.
;

15
12

—

^

5
5
11
7

&N

Rattray Head (rSt'ra-) dangerous headland, Aberdeen co. Scotland.
Ratzeburg (rat'se-bSors') principality, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Germany, 144 D
RaudnitZ (rowd'mts) tomi, Bohemia, Austria, on Elbe river

Recklinghausen (reklTng-how'zen) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia.
Recoaro (ra-ko-a'ro) vil. Italy, 19 m. N W of Vicenza chalybeate springs

N

Ram

12

D

#

Recife

—

D

&

;

W

dist. Arakan
(ram-re') isl. 50 m. long, Arakan div. Lower Burma.
Kyuk Phyu.
div. 4,309
pop. 144,
co.
Ramsey (rSm'zT) agr. past. co. E Minn. 162 pop. 140, X St. Paul.
N N. Dak. 936 pop. 4, X Devils Lake.
Ramsgate (ramz'gat) town, Kent co. England, on E coast of Isle of Thanet.
Ram's Islands, group, Placentia Bay, Newfoundland, North America.
E of Nagpur
Teak, town, Gen. Provs. British India, 24 m.
Ranaghat (ran-a-gaf ) town, Nadiya dist. Bengal, British India
Rancagua (ran-ka'gwa) town, of O'Higgius prov. ChUe, South America
Ranee (roNs) riv. France, 50 m. long, to English Channel at St. Malo.
Ranchi (ran'che') town, Chutia Nagpur div. Bengal, British India
RandazZO (ran-diit'so) town, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy
Randers (ran'derz) mfg. town, Jutland, Denmark
Randleman (r3!n'dl-man) town, Randolph co. N. C
agr.
Randolph (rSn'dolf ) agr. co. E Ala. 599 pop. 17, X Wedowee.
pop. 14, X Pocahontas.
agr. co. S
Ga. 449
past. CO. N E Ark. 662
past. co. S
111. 500
agr.
pop. 15, X Cuthbert.
pop. 25, X Chester.
pop. 28, X Winchester.
past. co. E Ind. 460
agr.
past. co.
agr.
pop. 25, X HuntsvUle. —agr.
past. co.
cen. part of N. C.
cen. Mo. 470
co. E part of W. Va. 1,175
pop. 12, X Bev750
pop. 25, X Ashboro.
tp. Norfolk co. Mass. pop. 4.
tp. Morris
erly.
tp. Ohio CO. Ind. pop. 3.
vil. Cattaraugus co. N. T. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
tp.
CO. N. J. pop. 8.
tp. Orange co. Vt. pop. 3.
tp. Montgomery co. 0. pop. 2.
Ranenborg (rii'ngn-borg') town, Riazan govt. Russia in Europe
Me.
Rangeley Lakes (ranj'll-) chain of lakes,
Rangpur (riing'poor) or RungpUT (roong'pobr) dist. Rajshahi div. Bengal,
British Indiaj^,412
pop. 2,150.
its
pop. 15.
RangUU (ran-goon') maritime dist. Pegu div. Lower Burma, 5,691 pop. 431.
of Lower Burma, pop. 181, a riv. port.
its
Ranlganj (ra'ne-ganj') min. town, Bardwan div. Bengal, British India, pop.
town, Purneah dist. Bengal, British India, pop. 6.
20.
pop. 18, X Brandon.
past. co. S cen. Miss. 755
Rankin (rank'Tn) agr.
Dak. 864
pop. 5, X Lisbon.
Ransom (ran'sgm) co.
tp.
vil. Champaign co. lU. tp. pop. 2, vU. pop. 1.
RantOUl (ran-tool') tp.
Calumet co. Wis. pop. 2.
spt. town, Genoa prov. Italy
RapallO (Ta-T>al'lo) cml.

Ramri

Skye.
ruins.

W of Tyre.

(ras'tat)

N

;

W
—

J.

Rastrick

&

;

^

N.

Rastenhurg

—

*

—

co.

&

min. town, dept. Nord, France
of Godavari dist. Madras, Br. India
Rajamataendrl (ra-jS-ma-hSn'dre) town,
Rajapur (raj'a-poor') town, Ratnagiri dist. Bombay pres. British India
Rajecz (ra'ySts') town, Trentschin co. Hungary
Rajgarh (raj'gaE') tovni, Alwar state, Rajputdna, India, 25 m. S of Alwar.
its
pop. 12.
RajkOt (raj-kof) state, Gujarat, Bombay, India, 269n pop. 37.
Rajpipla (raj-pe'pla') one of the Rewa Kantha states, Gujarat, India, 1,231
its *^55 m. S S E Baroda.
pop. 120.
India, occupied by nativti states,
Rajputdna (raj'poo-ta'na) region, N
JoDHPUE, BiKANEK, Jaipuk, Udaipuk, Kotah, Alwae, etc. 129,750
12,300
8,053
Ralshahl (raj-sha'he) div. N E Bengal, British India, 19,256
Kashmir, India,
Rakipushi (ra'ke-poo'she) peak, Mustagh Range, Gilgit,
25,550 ft. high.
8
Rakka (rak'ka) town, Zor vilayet, Turkey in Asia, 110 m. E by S of Aleppo ...
Rakus Tal (ra'koos tal') or Rhavan (rii'van) sacred lake, 20 m. Iccg, S

—

& Middlesex

N

Raira-Khol (ri'ra-khol') native state, Cen. Provinces, India, 833 D
Raisin River (ra'zn-) riv. Mich. 140 ni. long, Hillsdale co. to Lake Erie.
Raisinville (ra'zn- vll) tp. Monroe co. Mich, on Raisin river

.

Isl.

mfg. ft. town, Baden, Germany, near riglit bank Rhine river
(ras'ten-boorc/) mfg. town, E. Prussia prov. Germany
(rSs'trTk) mfg. town, West Biding, York co. England
Rathenow (ra'ten-S') mfg. town, Brandenburg pcov. Prussia
Rathfarnham (rath-iarn'am) par.
vil. Dublin co. Ireland
par.
Rathllu (rath-lTn') isl. off coast Ireland, Antrim co. in the North Channel.
Rathmines (rath'minz-) mfg. town, Dublin co. Ireland
Ratihor (ra'te-bor') mfg. town, Oppeln govt. Silesia prov. Prussia
Ratlngen (ra'tlng-en) mfg. town, Rliine Prov. Prussia
cml. town,
Ratishon (rSt'Iz-bon) Ger. Regensbckg (ra'gSns-booro') mfg.
Bavaria, Germany, on riglit bank Danube river
Pacific ocean.
Rat Islands, group, part of Aleutian Isls.
Ratnagiri (rat'na-ge're) dist. Bombay pres. British India, 3,789
pop. 1,019.
its
on Malabar coast, 140 m. S of Bombay, pop. 11.
E N. M. ; Fisher's Peak, 9,400 ft. the
Raton Mountains (ra-ton'-) S Col.
highest.

Rastatt

N

of Nagpur, pop. 17.

Raismes (ram)

between S

inlet,

Ras-el-Abiad (ras-el-a'be-ad') promontory, Palestine, 7 m. S S
Rasgrad (riis'grad') town, Bulgaria, Turkey in Europe
Rasseln (ras-san') lake, 25 m. long, Dobrudja dist. Roumania.
Rassova (ras-so'va) town, Roumania, on Danube river

W

pop. 1,093.

W Staten

—

Raritan Bay, sea

riv.

its #.
Ralgarh (rl'gar') native state, Cen. Provinces, India, 1,486 D pop. 63.
of Ludhianah
RaikOt (rl-kof) town, Ambala div. Punjab, Br. India, 25 m. S
Emory.
(ranz)
co.
N
Tex.
270
E
D
pop.
X
Rains
4,
of Lake Superior, between Can. & U. S. A.
Rainy Lake, N. Am. 160 m.
Rainy River, riv. N. Am. 100 m. long, Rainy Lake to Lake of the Woods.
Raipur (rl'pobr') dist. ClJiatisgarh div. Cen. Provs. British India, 11,885 D

J.

Rasay Island (ra'sa-) 12 m. long. Inner Hebrides, Scot. 1 m. N E of
Ras-Benas (ras-be-nas') headland, W side Red Sea, N E of Berenice

cml. spt. city, Dalmatia prov. Austria, on Adriatic
Sicily, Italy, on Ragusa riv. pop. 24.

Abyssinia & Nubia, Africa, 260 m. long, to Blue Nile
Rabad
Rahn (ran) tp. SchuylkiU co. Pa
Rahun (ra-hoon') town, Punjab, British India, 13 m. N E of Ludhianah
Rahway (ra'wS) mfg. city. Union co. N. J. on Rahway river
Raiatea (rl-a-ta'a) beautiful isl. Society Isls. S Pacific ocean, 64 D

N.

riv.

3

— mfg. & cml. town,

(ra-had') riv.

— small

3.

.

6

higu.

ft.

—

—

—

Rafting Creek, tp. Sumter co. S. Q
Ragged Mountains, range, Grafton

(rap'te) or Rabtl (rab'te) riv. India, 370 m. long, Nepal to Gagra river.
(ra'ra-tSn'ga) beautiful isl. 30 m. in circuit, Cook Isls. S Pac. oc.
Raritan (rSr'it-an) tp. Hunterdon co. N. J. pop. 4.
tp. Middlesex co. N. J.
tp. Monmouth co. N. J. pop. 5.
pop. 4.
mfg. bor. Somerset co. N. J.

Raratonga

pop. 22,

Radokala

Radom

Pop.

Rapti

Vi

30

...

—

;

..

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
(rad'jo) mfg. spt. city, # of Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy, pop. 24.
mjg. cml. ft. city, # of Beggio nell' Emilia prov. Italy, pop. 51.
Regglo dl Calabria (rad'jo de kii-la'bre-a) prov. Calabria, S Italy, 1,515
pop. 391, # Reggio.

BegglO

—

Pop.

Riccarton (rlk'ar-ton) par. & vil. Ayr co. Scotland, on Irvine river
RiCCla (ret'cha) town, Campobasso prov. Italy
agr. & past. co. S
Rice, agr. CO. cen. Kan. 720 O pop. 14, X Lyons.

D

(rad-jo'lo) vil. Italy, 6 m. E of GuastaUa
nell' EmUla (rad'jo nSl-la-mS'le-a) prov. EmUia div. Italy, 877
pop. 249,
Beggio.
Regia (reg'la) ft. suburb, Havana, Cuba ; principal seat of Havana slave trade
RehObOth (re-ho'b5th) tp.
vil. Bristol CO. Mass
tp.
Reichenau (ri'Ken-ow') isl. 3 m. long, Baden, Germany, in the Untersee.
town, Boliemia, Austria, 19 m. E S E of Koniggratz, pop. 7.
mfg. town,
Saxony kingdom, Germany, pop. 5.
vil. Lower Austria, pop. 5.
Relchenbach (ri'Kgn-baK') riv. Bern canton, Switzerland, to Aar riv.
town,
Silesia prov. Prussia, pop. 7.
town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, pop. 21.
Reichenberg (ri'Ken-bSro') mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria, on Neisse river. .
ReidSvUle (redz'vil) town, Rockingham co. N. C. pop. 3.
i;p. Spartanburg
CO. S. C. pop. 5.
Relgate (ri'get) bor. Surrey CO. England, 21 m. S S
of London
RelMavik (n'ki-a-vTk) town,
of Iceland, near S
coast
cml. city, dept. Marne,
Reims or Rheims (remz, Fr. pron. rSNs) mfg.
France ; famous for wines
for a magnificent cathedral
its
Rembang (rgm'biJng') Dutch residency, Java isl. pop. 986.
pop. 11.
Remedio,s or San Juan de los Remedies (san Boo-an' da los ra-ma'de-os)
tomi, Cuba isl. Spanish West Indies, 180 m. E by S of Havana
Remiremont (re-mer'moN') mfg. town, dept. Vosges, France
Remouchamps"(re'moo'sh5N') vil. Belgium ; grotto, famed for fossils.
Rems (rems) riv. WUrttemberg, Germany, 50 m. long, flows into Neckar river.
Remscheid (rSm'shit) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
cml. town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Renaix (re-na') mfg.
Rende (rau'de) town, Cosenza prov. Italy, dva.NWot Cosenza
Rendsburg (rSndz'boSro) town, Sleswick-Holstein, Prus. on isl. in Eider river
Renfrew or Renfrewsmre (rSu'fru-shir) mfg. &rain. maritime co. Scotland,
251
pop. 291.
pop.
its
pop. 5.
CO. "Ontario prov. Canada, 17,040

—

&

&

—

N

^
D
X Pembroke.

—

pop.
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1

104

P

D

E

^

Rezhitsa

W N W of Rio Janeiro

town, Vitebsk govt. Russia in Europe
Tenn. 360 D pop. 13, X Washington.

E

Rhea

(ra) agr. co.
(rin'-hgs'sen) prov.
Hesse, Ger. 531
pop. 308,
Mainz.
(rin'tal) dist. Schwyz canton, Switzerland, divided into Ober—
Rhelntbal, pop. 16, and Unter-Rhelnthal, pop. 13.
Rheydt (rit) mfg. town, Cologne govt. Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Niers river. . .
Brandenburg prov. Prussia, 60 m. long, to Havel river.
Rhln (rin) riv.
Rhine (rin) Ger. Rhein (rin) riv. Europe, 960 m. long, Switzerland, to North Sea.
mfg. vil. Dutchess co. N. T. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Rhinebeck (rin'bgk) tp.
of Oneida co. Wis
Rhlnelander (rin'15n-der) vil.
or
Rhenish Prussia, Ger. Rheinland (rin'lant) prov.
Rhine Province
Cologne.
pop. 4,710,
part of Prussia, 10,418
coast Scotland.
Rhlnns (rinz) pen. 28 m. long, Wigtown co. S

W

Rhein-Hessen

D

X

D

Rhodda (rod'da) isl.
Rhode Island (rod

*

W

W

Egypt, near Cairo has ancient nilometer.
i'land) a New ^England state, U. 8. A. l,25y D pop. 346,
* Providence, & Newport.
coast of Anatolia,
Rhodes (roJz) isl. of Turkey in Asia, in Medit. sea, off S
its * pop. 20, a spt.
420 D pop. 35.
here was the famous brazen Colossus.
Rhone (ron) Fr. Rhose (ron) riv. of France & Switzerland, 550 m. long, rises
in Alps, flows into Gulf of Lyons nav. 300 m.
Rhone (ron) min. agr. & mfg. dept. S E France, 1,077 D pop. 807, * Lyons.
Rhyndacus (rin'da-kiSs) riv. Asia Minor, 150 m. long, to Sea of Marmora.
Rhyollte Peak (ri'o-lit-) mt. Front Range, Col. 10,400 ft. high.
Riantek (re'oN'tgk') vil. in dept. Morbihan, France
Riau (re'ow) or Rio (re'o) isl. S E of Singapore Dutch.
Rlau-Lingga Archipelago (re'ow-llng'ga-) isl. prov. Dutch Bast Indies, E &
S of Malay Pen. 17,325
pop. 95, * Riau.
Riazan (re-a-zan') mfg. & agr. govt. Russia in Europe, 16,255 D pop. 1,843.
Nile

riv.

;

W

—

;

;

;

D

its

*

—

pop. 30.

Ribera (re-ba'ra) town, Sicily, Italy, on Calata Bellota river
RlbnltZ (rib'nits) town, Mecklenburg-Schvverin ducliy, N Germany
Rib River, riv. Marathon co. Wis. 70 m. long, flows into Wisconsin

river.

—

—

—

Mo

& Silesia prov.

—

in Prussia.
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(ri'ga) tp. Lenawee co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp. Monroe co. N. Y. pop. 2.
{pron, re'ga) mfg. city
cml. port,
of Livonia, Bus. on Diina riv. pop. 196.
(re'ge) mt. 5,905 ft. high, between Lucerne Lake
Zug Lake, Switzerland.
Rignano (ren-ya'no) vil. Florence prov. Italy, on Arno river
Riley (ri'li) agr.
past. co.
E cen. Kan. 612 pop. 13, X Manliattan. tp.
St. Clair co. Mich. pop. 2.
Rimao (re-mak') riv. Peru, South America, 75 m. long, flows into Pacific ocean.
Rima Szombath (re'ma som'bSf) town, Hvmgary, on Rima river
Rimini (re'me-ne) anc. Arim'inum, mfg.
cml. city, Italy, on Adriatic sea.
of Bucharest
Rimnik (rIm'nTk') town, Wallachia, Roumania, 100 m. N
Rimnlk Sarat (-sSrriit') town, Wallachia, Roumania, 80 m. N E of Bucharest.
its X.
Rimouski (re'moos'Ke') co. Quebec prov. Canada, 4,931 pop. 33.
Rinde (rind) riv. British India, 166 m. long, Agra div. to Jamna river.
past. co. S lo. 545
pop. 14, X Mount Ayr.
Ringgold (ring'gold) agr.
Rlngkioblng-Flord (rlng'kyo'bTng-fyord') lagoon, 28 m. long, Denmark.
N. M. 7,150
pop. 12, X Plaza del Alcalde.
Rio Arriba (re'o ar-re'bii) co.
Rlobamba (re-o-bam'ba) town, of Chimborazo prov. Ecu.ador, S. America..
Col. 3,600
Rio Blanco (re'o blan'ko) co.
pop. 1, X Meeker.
Brazil, South America, 700 m. long, to Rio Negro.
Rio Branco (-bran'ko) riv.
Rio Chlco (-che'ko) spt. Bolivar state, Venezuela, South America
Rio das Mortes (-das mor'tgs) riv. Brazil, S. America, 500 ni. long, to Araguay
riv.
riv. Brazil, S. America, 120 m. long, Minas-Geraes state, to Rio Grande.
Brazil, S. Am. 26,634
Rio de Janeiro (re'o da zhiirna'e-ro) agr. state, S
or Rio Janeiro, or Rio, a cml. spt. city, pop. 800, * of BraziL
pop. 1,164.
Rio de la Plata (-la plii'ta) riv. S. Am. 2,500 m. long, to Atlantic ocean.
Ut. 350 m. long.
Rio de San Juan (-san noo-an') riv. Col. N. M.
Africa, Futa-Jallon to Atlantic oc.
Rio Grande (gran'da) riv. Senegambia,
or Rio del Norte (-dgl nor'ta) riv. North America, 1,800 m. long, S
Col.
to Gulf of Mexico.
riv. Brazil, South America, 600 m. long, Serra da Mantiqueira to Paranahyba riv.
riv. Brazil, S. America, 250 m. long, to Sao Franriv. Moscisco riv.
riv. Mexico, N. America, 400 m. long, to Pacific ocean.
min.
quito ter. Nicaragua, Cen. America, 200 m. long, to Caribbean Sea.
—city,
of
Starr
oo.
Tex.
X
pop. 2.
past. CO. S Col. 1,200 D pop. 3, X Del Norte,
Rio Grande do Norte (-do nSr'ta) agr. past, state, N E Brazil, South America,
22,195 D pop. 309, # Natal.
past, state, S Brazil, South America,
Rio Grande do Sul (-do sool') min.
91,335 D pop. 644, * Porto Alegre, pop. 45.
Rio Grande Pyramid, mt. San Juan Range, Col. 13,773 ft. high.
Rio Hacha (-ii'cha) riv. Colombia, South America, 120 m. to Caribbean Sea.
Rioja (re-o'zhii) prov. N
Argentine Republic, South America, 31,500 D pop.
100.
its* pop. G.
Riom (re'oN') mfg. town, dept. Puy-de-D8rae, France
Rio Negro (re'o niS'gro) riv. South America, 700 m. long, Chilian Andes to
Atlantic ocean,
riv. South America, 1,200 m. long, Colombia to Amazon riv.
named Gualnla (gwi'nc-U) in Venezuela.
riv. Uruguay, South America, 250
m. long, to Uruguay river, ^ter. cen. Argentine Republic, South America.
dept. Uruguay, South America, 3,269 D pop. 20,
Indepondencia.
Rionero (re-o-na'ro) cml. town, Potenza prov. Italy, 5 n\. S of Melfi
Rio PardO (re'§ piir'do) town, Rio Grande do Sul state, Brazil, South America
RlOS (ro'os) prov. Ecuador, South America, jiop. 33, * Babahoyo, pop. 5.

Rlgl

*

&

&

—

—

—
—

(rlk'manz-werth) mfg. town, Hampshire, England

Riga

Rheinthal

NW

—

—

Austria,

Alas.

(ra-zhTt'sS)

&

Riesi (re-a'ze) town, Sicily, Italy, 14 m. S. of Caltanisetta
Rleti (re-a'te) anc. Rea'te, town, Umbria, Italy, on Velino river
Rifle River, riv. Mich. 70 m. long, flows into Saginaw Bay.

'

.

tp. Miller co.

—

Rcuss-Grelz (roiss-gritz') principality, Germany, 122 D pop. 63, # Greiz.
Reuss-Schleiz (roiss-shlitz') prmcipality, Ger. 319 D pop. 120, * Gera.
Reutlingen (roit'ling-en> mfg. town, Wiirttemberg, Germany, on Eschatz riv.
Revel (rev'el) or Reval (rSv'al) cml. ft. town, # of Esthonia govt. Russia
RevellO (ra-vgl'lo) town, Cuneo prov. Piedmont, Italy
Revere (re-ver') tp. Suffolk CO. Mass. on Massachusetts Bay

Rez6 (re-za') town, dept. Loire-Infgrieure, France
Rezende (ra-zgn'da) town, Brazil, South America, 92 m.

—

—

&

(ri j) tp. Williamsburg co. S. C
Ridgefleld (rij'feld) tp. & mfg. vil. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
tp. Bergen co. N. J. pop. 5.
tp. Huron co. O. pop. 2.
Rldgeway (i-ij'wa) tp. Osage co. Kan. pop. 2. tp. Orleans co. N. T. pop. 8.
Ridgway (rlj'wa) cml. bor. X of Elk co. Pa. on Clarion River
Ridley (rld'li) tp. Delaware co. Pa
RidOtt (ri-dof) tp. Stephenson co. Ill
Riesa (re'za) town, Dresden circle, Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Elbe river.
Riesen-Gebirge (re'zen-ge-beero'e) mt. range, between Bohemia kingdom in

;

& channel,

—

—

Ridge

—
—

50 m. long,

—

Ridderkerk (rTdMer-kgrk') commune & vil. S. Holland prov. Neth
com.
Rldeau Lake (re'do'-) lake, 24 m. long, Leeds co. Ontario prov. Canada.

;

isl.

—
—

—

Rlckmansworth

;

Rewa (ra'wa) state, E part of Cen. India, 10,310 D pop. 1,360. ^ its * pop. 7.
Rewa Kantha (ra'wa kan'tha) native states, Gujarat, Bombay, India, 4,593 D
Reynolds (rgu'olz) agr. co. S E Mo. 830 D pop. 7, X Centerville.
Reynoldsville "(rSn'olz-vil) bor. Jefferson co. Pa. 50 m. N N W of Altoona.

—

—

&

—

RevlllagigedO (ra-vel'ya-He-Ha'Do)

—

W

Ill

&

RlchwoodS,

W

W

—

D

X

Rensselaerville (rSn'se-ler-vTl) tp. Albany co. N. T
Renville (ren'vli) agr. co? S
cen. Minn. 900 D pop. 17, X Beaver FaUa.
Republic, agr. & past. co. N Kan. 720 D pop. 19, X Belleville.
Republican River, Col. Kan. & Neb. 550 m. long, E Col. to Kansas river.
of Melville Pen.
bay, E Queensland, Australia.
Repulse Bay, N Canada, S
Requena (ra-kau'ya) town, Valencia prov. Spain
Resaca de la Palma (ra-sii'ka da la pal'ma) Cameron co. Tex. battle, 1846.
Resht (rSsht) cml. town, Ghilan prov. Persia, Asia, near Caspian Sea
Reslna (ra-se'na) town, Naples prov. Italy built over ruins of Herculaneum.
Resinar (ra-se-nar') town, Hermannstadt co. Transylvania, Hungary
Resolution Island, isl. 40 m. long, Hudson Strait, British North America.
one of Paumotu Isls. S Pacific ocean.
RestigOUche (r6s'ti-f oosh') riv. New Brunswick prov. Canada, 225 m. long.
CO. N New Brunswick prov. Canada, 2,889 D pop. 8, X Dalhousie.
Retchnoi (rech-noi') cape, E Siberia, Russia in Asia, at mouth of Anadir river.
Rettord, East (-refford) town, Nottingham co. England
Rethel (re-tel') mfg. town, dept. Ardennes, France, on Aisne river
Reunion "(re-iin'yijn) isl. Mascarene Group, Indian Ocean, 420 m. E of Madagascar, 764 n pop. 166, * Saint-Denis a French colony.
Reus (ra'o6s)mfg. town, Tarragona prov. Spain
Reuss (rois) riv. Switzerland, 30 m. long, to Lake of Lucerne.

—

^

—
—
—

com.

—

X

—

D

—
—

X

—

(rich'mond) agr. co. E Ga. 329 D pop. 45, X Augusta.
agr. co.
S part of N. Y. on"Staten Island, 61 Q pop. 52.
its X.
agr. co. S part of
N. C. 789
pop. 24, X Rockingham.
co. E part of Va. 210 D pop. 7, X Warsaw.— mfg. city, X of Wayne co. Ind. pop. 17. town, X of Madison co. Ky.
pop. 5.
vil. Sagadahoc co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vU. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Ma^.
comb CO. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
tp. Osceola co. Mich. pop. 3.
tp.
Howard co. Mo. pop. 4.
tp.
mfg. city, X of Ray co. Mo. tp. pop. 8, city
pop. 3. .— tp. Berks co. Pa. pop. 2.
tp. Washington co. R. I. pop. 2.
vil.
Cache co. Ut. pop. 1.
mfg. & cml. city, port of entry, * of Va.
X of
Henrico co. pop. 81.
tovm, Surrey co. England, pop. 23.
town. North
Riding, York co. England, pop. 4.
town, N coast Jamaica isl. pop. 7.
co.
Nova Scotia prov. Canada, 622
pop. 14, X Arichat.
co. S Quebec prov.
Canada, 556 Ll pop. 11, X Richmond.
div. Cape Colony, S Africa, pop. 6.
Richmond Bay, sea inlet, 10 m. long, N side Prince Edward Island, Canada.
Rlchmondville (rlch'mond-vll) tp. & vil. Schoharie co. N. Y
Rich Square, tp.
town, Northampton co. N. C
tp.
RiChWOOd, mfg. vil. Union co.

Hutchinson.
tp. Leavenworth
Reno (re'no) co. S Kan. 1,260
pop. 27,
CO. Kan. pop. 1.
city,
of Washoe co. Nev. pop. 4.
{It, pron. ra'no)
riv. Italy, 75 m. long, Apennine Mts. to Po di Primaro river.
Renovo (re-no'vo) bor. Clinton co. Pa. ; summer resort
Troy.
town,
Rensselae"r (rSn'se-lgr) co.
N. Y. 643
pop. 125,
of
Jasper co. Ind. pop. 1.

X

—

N cen.

X

Richland Grove, tp. Mercer co.
RichlandS, tp. Onslow co. N. C

Rennel Island (rSn'el-) in S Pacific ocean, S of Solomon Islands.
Rennes (r6nn) infg. & cml. city, * of dept. lUe-et-Vilaine, France

—

past. co.
37,

D pop.

C. 608

Richmond

D

Gelderland, Netherlands

— agr. &

.

O. 487 D pop. 38, X Mansfield.
agr. co. cen.
Columbia.
agr. & past. co. S
Wis. 570 D pop. 19,
X Richland Center. tp. Greene co. Ind. pop. 3. tp. Jay co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Labette co. Kan. pop. 1.
tp. Oswego co. N. Y. pop. 4.
tp. Beaufort co.
N. C. pop. 4.
tp. Allen co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Belmont co. 0. pop. 4.
tp. Clinton CO. O. pop. 2. .— tp. Bucks CO. Pa. pop. 2.
tp. Clarion co. Pa. pop. 2.
Richland Center, city, X of Richland CO. Wis. on Pine River
ton.

—

(rau'go) town, Colchagua prov. Chile, South America
(ra'ne) town, Bessarabia govt. Russia in Europe

Reni

2.

Richfield Springs, vil. summer resort, Otsego co. N. Y. medicinal springs
Rlchford (rlch'ford) tp. & vil. Franklin co. Vt. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Rich Hill, city. Bates co. Mo. pop. 4. .— tp. Greene co. Pa. pop. 3.
Richland (rlch'land) agr. co. S E 111. 361 D pop. 15, X Olney. —agr. par. N E
La. 575 a pop. 10, X Rayville.
co. S E N. Dak. 1,440 D pop. 10, X WahpeS.

Rengo

Renkum (ren'kum) commune & vil.

—

;

*

—

*

D

riv. Quebec prov. Canada, Lake Champlain to St. Lawrence river.
Richfield (rich'feld) tp. Otsego co. N. Y. pop. 3.
city, X of Sevier co. Ut.

&

47,

Q

John,

St.

.

W
W

#

8

E Minn.

CO.

—

—

Pop.
6

Faribault.

24,
city,

Rich,

—

^

—

—

X

par.

Barron co. Wis. pop. 2. ^lake, 25 m. long, Northumberland
Ontario prov. Canada.
agr. CO. N Ut. 980
pop. 2, X Randolph.
Richardson (rich'ard-son) agr. co. S E Neb. 545 pop. 18, X Falls City.
Richard Toll (re'shar' tol') French town, Senegambia, Africa, on Senegal river
or
Richelieu (re-she-loo') CO. Quebec prov. Canada, 190 D pop. 21, X Sorel.

Rice Lake,

D

#

&

D pop.

505

RegglOlO

Reggio

1793

W

—

W

—

^

Q

W

—
—

&

&
&

W

—

—

—

;

#

m

113

10

—

ow

t«rm : food, f<56t, fflrlj d as in f6r ; oi as in oil
i, o, 5, lonp; S, S, o, less prolonged ; S, S, T, 5, ii, short ; a, o, i, o, u, obscure; far, l&st, fall, cSro
<M in cow;
thiu ; tb as in thine ; 1, Q, i, <ft, B, D, o, H, k, h (soo
a, o, U, c, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ; gas in got ; u as'in linger," link ; ng as in sing ; ich as
p. 1719).
(:

i, e,

18

&

—

—

6
10
6
7

;

12
10

. .. ..

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

1794

Pop.

N

Rodney

Argentine Republic, S. Am. 400 m. to Plata estuArgentine Republic, 1,000 m. long, Andes mts. to Rio de la Plata.
called
riv. Argentine Republic, 800 ui. long, to swamps in Panipa ter.
Desaguadero (das-a'ga-oa'ro') in its upper course.
KlO Seco, Mesina do (ma-se'nii da re'6 sa'ko) town, Valladolid prov. Spain..
riv. NicaRio TintO (-teu'to) riv. Spain, 60 m. long, Aracena to Huelva Bay.
tomi, Minho prov. Portugal, pop. 5.
ragua, Cen. America, 120 m. long.
RlO Virgen (-vSr'Hen) riv. 200 m. long, S \V Ut. to Colorado river.
Ripa Candida (re'pa kan'de-da) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Ripatransone (re'pa-tran-so'na) town, Marches, Italy, 45 m. S S E of Ancona.
Ripley (rip'll) agr. co. S E Ind. 450 D pop. 19, X Versailles, -co. S Mo. G40 d
mfg. vil. Brown
tp. Chautauqua co. N. Y. pop. 2.
pop. 8, X Doniphan.
CO. 0. pop. 2. ^mfg. & niin. town, Derby co. England, pop. 6.
mfg.
RipOU (rip'on) tp. & city, Fond du Lac co. Wis. tp. pop. 1, city pop. 3.
co. Victoria, Australia, pop. 12.
city, West Biding, York co. England, pop. 8.
of Taormina
RipostO (re-pos'to) tov,'u, Sicily, Italy, 10 m. S
Rising Sun, mfg. city, X of Ohio co. Ind. on Ohio river
part of W. Va. 512 D pop. 17, X Harrisville.
Ritchie (rlcli'T) co. N
Rito Alto (re'to al'to) mt. Sangre de Cristo Range, Col. 12,87C ft. high.
Riu-Kiu Islands. See Liokid Islands.
Riva (re'vii) town, Tyrol, Austria, at N end of Lago di Garda
of Genoa
Rlvarolo (re-vii-ro'lo) commune & town, Italy, 3 m. N N
Rive de Gier (rev' de zhe'S') mfg. town, dept. Loire, France
its *.
Rivera (re-va'rii) dept. Uruguay, South America, 3,790 D pop. 13.
River Bend, tp. Gaston co. N. C
River Falls, tp. & vil. Pierce & St. Croix cos. Wis. tp. pop. 1, vil. pop. 2.
Riverhead, tp. & mfg. vil. X of Suffolk CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
town, Burlington co. N. J.
Riverside, city, San Bernardino co. Cal. pop. 5.

Rio SaladO
arj'.

—

—

(re's sS-la'do) riv.

;

;

—

Rohatyn (ro-ha'tln) town, E part of Galicia prov. Austria
Rohilkhand (ro-lul-khand') div. N. W. Provinces, British India, 10,884 D
Rohri (ro're) or Lohri (lo're) town, Sind, Bombay pres. British India
Rohtak (ro'tak') dist. Hissar div. Punjab, British India, 1,811 D pop. 537.

—

—

—

its

W

(ro'kSl') riv. Africa, 250 m. long, Senegambia to Atlantic ocean.
(r§-16t') CO.
N. Dak. 936
pop. 2,
Saint Johns.
(r51'a) tp.
of Phelps co. Mo. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
city,
Rollinsford (rol'lTnz-ford) tp. Strafford co. N.
(ro'man) dist. "cen. Moldavia, Roumania, pop. 86.
its *, 36 m.

Rolette

—

Hamilton

W

^

—

&

Roark (ro'ark') tp. Gasconade co. Mo
Roath (ro'ath') par. Glamorgan co. Wales
Robert, Le (le rS'bar') town, E coast of Martinique
Roberts

(rob'erts) co.
CO. S. C. pop. 3.
Robertson, agi". co.

Tenn. 536

NE

NE

U

pop. 20,

Dak. 1,100

S.

Ky. 210

X

D

D pop.

2,

French W. Indies

isl.

Wilmot.

—

Hampton

tp.

5, X Mount OUvet. — agr.
— past.
co. E cen. Tex. 850 D

pop.

Springfield.

X

co.

cen.

pop. 27,

Calvert.
tp.
pop. 31, X Lumberton.
(ro'be-son) co. S part of N. C. 1,040
co. Pa. 6 m. S of Reading, pop. 2.
city, X of Crawford co. lU. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 1.
Robinson (rob'In-sgn) tp^
com.
Rooca Bianca (rok'kii be-an'kii) commune town, Italy
Rocoa d' Aspide (-das'pe-da) town, Salerno prov. Italy
of Caserta
Rocca IHoniini (-mon-fe'ne) tov™, Italy, 23 ra.
Rocca Secca (-sek'ka) town, Italy, 12 m. S of Sora
E of Grosseto
Rocca Strada (-stra'da) town, Italy, 17 m.
E of Gerace
Roccella, La (la rot-chel'lii) coast town, Italy, 9 m.
its #.
Rocha (ro-cha') dept. Uruguay, South America, 4,280 pop. 21.
co.
England
town
bor.
Lancaster
bor.
Rochdale (roeh'dal) mfg.
Rocheiort (rosh'for') ft. town, dept. Charente-Inferieure, France
of Chicago
Rochelle (ro-shel') city. Ogle co. 111. 75 m.
mfg. town, X of Fulton co. Ind. tp. pop. 5, town
Rochester (roeh'es-ter) tp.
tp. Andrew co. Mo.
of Olmsted co. Minn. pop. 5.
pop. 2.
mfg. cityj^
mfg.
pop. 2.
tp.
mfg. vil. Strafford co. N. H. tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 6.
a port of entry.
bor. Beaver co.
city, X of Monroe co. N. Y. pop. 134
Pa. pop. 4.
city, Kent co. England, pop. 2G.
RochlitZ (rok'lits) mfg. to\vn. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Mulde river .
RochlitZ, Ober (o'ber rok'lits) vil. Bohemia, Austria
co.
Neb. 856
pop.
Minn. 470
pop. 7, X Luverne.
Rock, agr. CO. S
past. co. S Wis. 720
pop. 43, X Jauesville.
tp.
agr.
3, X Bassett.
Jefferson co. Mo. pop. 3.
Morris
vil.
vil.
co. N. J. tp. pop. 6,
pop. 1.
Rockaway (rok'a-wa') tp.
watering place. Queens co. N. Y. on Atlantic ocean, 18 m. from Brookvil.
lyn, pop. 2.
Lexington.
cen. Va. 750
pop. 23,
past. co.
Rockbridge, agr.
pop. 10, X Mount Vernon.
Rockcastle, co. S E cen. Ky. 280

—

U

Robeson
Berks

&

&

NW

NN

N

U

W

&

^
—

—

X

&

—

D

&

—

;

^

—

.

W
—

D

&

D

—

—

W

&

Rock

Creek, tp. CarroU co. Ill
Rockdale, co. N ces. Ga. 126

W

D

W

&

&

pop.

—

n

D

D pop.

7,

X

X

Couyers.

—

&

&

—

&

—

—

W

—

&

—

tp.

Cuyahoga

RockviUe
Ind. pop.

RockviUe

111.

Rockwall,

Rockwood,

&

—

X

N E Tex. 150 D pop.

—
^

—

D means square miles;

*,

Population

is

capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

agr., agricultural
:

j

co.

0. pop.

*

vil.

Macomb

3.

— Y.

It.

Latium,

6
2

Mich

co.

31

Romsdal (romz'dal) dist. S W Norway, 5,785 D pop. 128, * Molde.
Romulus (rom'u-liis) tp. Seneca co. N. Y
RoncigUone (ron-chel-yo'na) mfg. town, Italy, on Vico Lake
Roncq (roNk) vil. dept. Nord, France, 7 m. N of Lille
Ronda (ron'da) cml. city, Malaga prov. Spain, 42 m. N byE of Gibraltar
Ronne (ron'ne) mfg. spt. town, Denmark, W coast Bornholm island
Ronneburg (rSn'ne-bSore') mfg. town, Saxe-Altenburg duchy, N Germany
(rons'dorf ) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia
city, Greene co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop.
Roodhouse (robd'hous) tp.
pop. 8, X Stockton.
Rooks, CO. N Kan. 900

Ronsdorf

D

&

6
9
5

8
3

5
6
16

5
7
10

.

2.

N. Y
Ros (ros) riv. Russia in Europe, 160 m. long, Kiev "ovt. to Dnieper river,
Rosalie Peak (r5z'a-ll-) mt. Front Range, Col. 14,340 ft. high.
Rosa Morada (ro'za mo-ra'oa) town, Sinaloa state, Mexico
Rosario (ro-sa're-o) mfg. & cml. town, Santa F6 prov. Argentine Rep. S. Am..
Rosario de Gucuta (-da koo-kob'ta) town, Boyaca dept. Colombia, S. America
Roscoff (ros'kof) town, dept. Finistere, France
Roscommon (ros-kom'on) CO. N Mich. 580 D pop. 2. —its X. co. Connaught
prov. Ireland, 949 D pop. 114.
its X.
Rose, tp. Wayne co. N. Y. 5 m. N of Clyde
tp.

Montgomery

co.

5
55

—

—

2
5

Roseau (ro'zo') spt. # of Dominica isl. British W. Indies
Roseburg (roz'burg) city, X of Douglas co. Ore
Rosedale (-dal) city, Wyandotte co. Kan
Rosenau (ro'zen-ow) mfg. toivn, Hungary, on Sajo river
Rosendael
Rosendale

1

2

6
6

(ro'zen-da-el) town, dept. Nord, France
(ro'zen-dal) tp.
vil. Ulster co. N. Y. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 2.
Rosenheim (ro^zen-h!m') mfg. town, Bavaria, Germany, on Inn river
Roseto (ro-sa'to) town, Foggia prov. Italy, 11 m.
of Troja
Rosetta (ro-z5t'a^ prov. Lower Egypt, 24
pop. 19.
its
pop. 17.
vil. Tuscany, Italy
Rosignano (ro-sen-yii'no) commune
com,
of Custer co. Col
Rosita (ro-ze'ta) min. town,
Roslavl (ros'la-ve) town, Smolensk govt. Russia in Europe
Roslyn (rozlin) vil. Queens co. N. Y. pop. 1. .— town, Kittitas co. Wash. pop. 1.
of Noto
Rosolini (r6-s6-le'ne) town, Sicily, Italy, 8 m. S
Rosra (ros'ra) town, Behar, Bengal, British India, 55 m.
E of Patna
past. co. S O. 658
Ross (ros) agr.
pop. 39, X Chillicothe.
tp. Vermilion
town, Hereford co. England, pop. 5.
CO. 111. pop. 3.
New, cml. bor. Wexford CO. Ireland, on Barrow riv. pop. 7.
Ross and Cromarty (-krom'ar-tl) past co. Scot. 3,194 pop. 78, Dingwall.

&

&

X

W

D

—

W

&

N

D

—

—

N

10

6

*

6
]

8

—

D

X

Rossano (ros-sii'no) city, Cosenza prov. Italy, near Taranto Gulf
Rossiena (rSs-se-a'nii) town, Kovno govt. Russia in Europe, on Dubissa river
Rosswein (ros'win) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Mulde river..
Rostock (rSs'tok) mfg. & cml. city, Mecklenburg-Schwerin duchy, Germany..
Rostov (ros-tov') cml. town, Yekaterinoslav govt. Russia, on Don riv. pop. 61.

— mfg. & cml. town, Yaroslav govt. Russ. in Europe, on Lake Nero, pop.
(ros-tra'ver) tp.

Westmoreland

co.

14
11
7

44

10.

Pa

Germany, on Tauber

5
42

riv.

&

.

36

8

5

&

—

W

&

5
115

*

W

112

&

W

W from

D

m

&

—

—

W

in ing
spt., seaport ; tp., township ; viL, village.
cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing ; min.,
;
3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

2 =: 1,500 to 2,499

21

W

its

given in nearest thousanda

Lawrence

6

14

.

W

X

range of N. Am. extending on the
Mex. to the Arctic Oc. and covering about J of the U. S. A.
Rodez (ro'da') mfg. & eml. town, * of dept. Aveyron, France
Rodl (ro'de) town, Foggia prov. Italy, N coast Garganian Promontory

tp.

;

375 m. long.

Rocky Fork, tp. Boone CO. Mo
Rocky mCountains, the chief mt.

—

5
.

Romerstadt (ro'mer-staf) mfg. town, Moravia, Austria, 24 m. N of Olmutz..
Romford (riim'f ord) town, Essex co. England
Romilly-sur-^eine (ro'mel'ye'-siir'-san') mfg. town, dept. Aube, France...
Romorantin (ro'mo'roN'taN') mfg. town, dept. Loir-et-Cher, France

&

Y

6.

2.

&

X.
town, Roane co. Tenn. near Tennessee river

CO.

O. pop.

co.

W

W

S

* Karakal.

;

(rok'vil) mfg. city, Tolland co. Conn. pop. 8.
of Parke co.
city,
2.
town,
of Montgomery co. Md. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 2.
tp.
Center, vil. Queens CO. N.

—

9

.—

31 m. S S E of Wiirzburg
Rotherham (roth'er-am) mfg. cml. town. West Riding, York co. England
(roth'er-hith)
par.
Surrey
co. England
a suburb of London
Rotherhithe
Rothesay (rBth'sa) mfg. bor. X of Bute co. Scotland ; fisheries
vil.
York
(roth'wel)
co.
England
Rothwell
Rottenburg (rot'ten-bSSrs) mfg. town, Wiirttemberg, Ger. on Neckar river..
{Dutch pron.
Rotterdam (rSt'er-dam') tp. Schenectady co. N. Y. pop. 3.
cml. city, S. Holland prov. Netherlands, pop. 209.
r5t'ter-dam') mfg.
of Timor.
Rotti (rot'te) isl. 50 m. long, Malay Arch. Indian Ocean, S
Rcttweil (rot'wil) cml. town, Wiirttemberg kingdom, Germany
cml. town, dept. Nord, France
Roubaix (roo'ba') mfg.
Rouen (rob'oN') cml. mfg. city, of dept. Seine-Inf6rieure, France, on Seine
riv. ; famous cathedral
Joan of Arc burned here by the English in 1431
of Courtrai.
Roulers (roo'la') mfg. town, W. Flanders prov. Belg. 13 m. N
Roumania (roo-ma'ni-a) kingdom, E Europe, 48,307 D pop. 5,376, * Bucharest.
Morea, Gr. 100 m. long, to Ionian Sea.
Rouphia (roo-fe'a) one. Alphe'us, riv.
Rouse Point (rouz'-) vil. Clinton co. N. Y
Col. 6,000 D pop. 2, X Hahn Peak.
Routt (rowt) CO. N
Ronville {voo'veV) co. Quebec, Can. 238 D pop. 16, X Sainte Marie de Monnoir.
vil. Hainaut prov. Belgium
commune
com.
Rous (roo)
Roveredo (ro-vfi-ra'do) mfg. town, Tyrol, Austria, on Lens river
commune,
Italy,
3 m. E of Florence
Rovezzano (ro-vSt-sa'no)
coast of Istria, Kustenland, Austria..
Rovlgno (ro-ven'yo) cml. spt. town,
its * pop. 8.
Rovigo (ro-ve'go) prov. Venetia, Italy, 651 O pop. 235.
Rovuma (ro-voo'mii) riv. 400 m. long, bet. German Portuguese E. Africa.
Rowan (ro-an') past. CO. N E Ky. 320 pop. 6, X Morehead. agr. co.
cen. part of N. C. 458 D pop. 24, X Salisbury.

co. O. pop. 3.

Rock River, riv. Washington co. Wis. to Mississippi riv.
Rock Run, tp. Stephenson co. Ill
Rock Springs, town, Sweetwater co. Wyo

Athens

Romen
Romeo (ro'me-o) mfg.

varia,

—

—

—

5
5,346

W

Falls, city, Whiteside co. Ill
tp.
town, Floyd co.
Rockford, mfg. city, X of Winnebago cc. HI. pop. 24.
lo. tp. pop. 2, torni pop. 1.
town,
(rok-hamp'ton)
Queensland,
Australia,
on Fitzroy river
Rockiiampton
Rock Hill, town, York co. S. C
past. co. S E N. H. 709 D pop. 50, X ExRockingham (rok'Ing-ham) agr.
eter
Portsmouth.
agr. co. N N. C. 008 D pop. 25, X Wentworth.
agr.
& past. CO. N Wpart of Va. 883 D pop. 31, X Harrisonburg. tp. & vil. X of
tp. Windham co. Vt. pop. 5.
Richmond co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
111. 440 D pop. 42.
its X pop. 14.
Rock Island, min. agr. & past. co. N
city, X
Rockland, past. co. S E part of N. Y. 200 D pop. 35, X Clarkstown.
mfg. vil. Plymouth co. Mass. tp. pop. 5.
tp.
of Knox CO. Me. pop. 8.
tp. Sullivan co. N. T. pop. 3.
tp. Essex co. Mass. pop. 4.
Rockport, town, X of Spencer co. Ind. pop. 2.

—

2

5

Roswell (roz'wel) town, Cobb co. Ga. on Chattahoochee river
of Cadiz
Rota (ro'ta) town, Cadiz prov. Spain, 6 m. N N
Rothenburg-an-der-Tauber (ro'ten-bSSrG'-an-der-tou'ber) mfg. town, Ba-

co. Tex.

2.

Rock

tp.

—

Rostraver

Milam

city,

—

W

(ro'mii) prov.
cen. Italy, coextensive with the old dept. of
city, the
4,601 tJ pop. 978.
of Italy, on Tiber riv. pop. 451.
(ro-men') town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe, on Sula river

Root,

X

—

pop. 15.

Roma

—

&

H

E
Romano
Romanov (ro-ma-nov') town, Yaroslav govt. Russia, on Volga river
Romans (ro'moN') mfg. & cml. town, dept. Drome, France, on Isere river
Rome (rom) city, X of Floyd co. Ga. pop. 7. — mfg. city, Oneida co. N.

W

&

W

&

7

X

(ro-miiu-ii'te) dist. S
Wallachia, Roumania, pop. 129,
(ro-ma'no) town, Italy, 13 m. S S
of Bergamo

W

&

D

X

Romanatl

co. O. pop. 2.

Rives-altes (rev'zalf) mfg. town, dept. Pyr^n^es-Orientales, France
Riviere Pilote (re've'ar' pe'lot') town, S coast, Martinique isl. Fr. W. Indies
protectorate,
Africa,
Riviferes du Sud (re've'ar' dii slid') French colony
lat. 10° N, pop. of colony proper, 48, * Konakri, on Tombo island.
of Turin
Rivoli (re'vo-le) mfg. town, Italy, 8 ni.
of Delhi
Riwarl (re-wa-re') town, in native state, S E Punjab, India, 50 m. S
Rizah (re'za) town, Trebizond vilayet, Turkey in Asia
RJev<(rzh§v). See Rshet.
past. co. E Tenn. 450 D pop. 17, X Kingston.
agr.
Roane (ron) min. agr.
past. CO.
part of W. Va. 470 D pop. 15, X Spencer.
Roanne (ro-ann') mfg. town, dept. Loire, France, on Loire river
tp.
past. co. Va. 321 D pop. 30, X Salem.
Roanoke (ro'a-nok') agr.
city, Roanoke co. Va. pop. IG.
Northampton co. N. C. pop. 3.
N. C. 230 m. long, Va. to Albemarle Sound.
Roanoke River, Va,
Roapoa. See Adams Island.

N

of Jassy, pop. 11.

—

vil.

&

Roman

—

Pop.
18
20
2
9
6
5

pop. 14.

Rolla

W

1.

*

Rokelle

W

pop.

.

)

—

—

(rSd'nT) co. Victoria, Australia.

RodOStO (ro-dos'to) anc. ft. spt. town, Turkey in Europe, on Sea of Marmora.
Rodrigues (ro'dreg') isl. Indian Ocean, 330 m. E of Mauritius, 42 D British
Roermond (roor-monf mfg. town, Limburg prov. Neth. on Meuse river
Roeskilde (ros'kel'de) town, Denmark, on Seeland island
Rogasen (ro'ga-zen) town, Posen prov. Prussia, on Welna riv. 24 m. N of Posen
Rogatchev (ro-ga-chSv') town, Mohilev govt. Russia in Europe
Rogers Park (roj'erz park) vil. Cook co. Ill
Rogliano (rol-ya'no) town, Calabria, Italy, 9 m. S of Cosenza
Rogue River (rog-) riv. Ore. 220 m. long. Cascade Range to Pacific ocean.

riv.

^

;

;

10
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N

RowandlZ

(row-an'dTz) ft. town, Kurdistan, Turkey, 80 m. E by
of Mosul.
(rov'no) town, Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe
Roxburgh or Rosburghshire (r5ks'biir-o-shir) CO. Scotland, 669 pop. 54,

Rowno
X

Pop.
9
6

67.

—

—

tp. Morris co. N. J. pop. 3.
(roi'al-tou) tp. Niagara co.

tp. Delaware co. N. Y. pop. 2.
N. Y. 26 m. N E of Buffalo
Charente-Inferieure, France ; bathing
See Rai Bakeli.

Royersford

^

& fisheries

Royan (ro'yBs') town, dept.
Roy Barellly (roi ba-ra'le).

Montgomery

(roi'erz-ford) bor.

co.

576

Pa

Tuscany to Adriatic sea ;

& cml.

Rushville

—

agr. CO.

&
E

1.

2.

Ruska Poyana

&

X

X

D

Tex. 930

X

Henderson.

—

900
pop. 7.
part of Va. 453

its

—

X.

co.
CO.

Russia

rence

^

(rfis'el-vil)

tp. Russell co.

town, Pope co. Ark. pop.

Herkimer

1.

—

1.

co.

&

;

m. * Saint Petersburg.
Russian River (riish'an-) Cal. 125 m.

Galicia.

E

W

—

D

N

27

X

^

X

—

—

X

W

—

8
&

—

NW

.

5 ' e, i 5
a, b,

Provs. British India...

New

seat of St.

;

Andrews University.

Brunswick, Canada, pop.

6
81

— cml.

spt.

town,

X

of Char-

8.

dept. Tarn-et-Garonne, France..
of entry, X of St. John co. Fla..

—

—

—

—

15

W

—

D

—

—
^

—

5

5
11
3

20

;

10
14

Clair. — co. N E Ala. 648 D pop.
S W
X Ashville. — min. & agr.
680 D pop. 67, X Belleville. — agr.
E Mich. 705 D pop. 52, X Port Huron.
— agr. & past.
&
co. W S W Mo. 690 D pop. 17, X Osceola. —
— min. bor. Schuylkill Pa. pop.
Clair CO. Mich.
pop.
city pop.
St.

co.

17,
co.

tp.

2.

2,

W

tp.
co.

111.

city, St.
4.

of Bellaire
(-vTl) vil. X of Belmont co. O. 11 m. N
Saint-Claude (sSN'-klod') mfg. town, dept. Jura, France
Saint Cloud (sant klowd') mfg. city, X of Stearns co. Mimi
Saint-Cloud (sSN'-kloo') town, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France once residence

o£

French kings
Saint Croix (sant

—

Saint Clairsville

;

m. long, Douglas co. to Mississippi riv.
agr. & past. co.
riv. between Me. &
Wis. 730 D pop. 23, X Hudson.
New Brunswick prov. Canada, 75 m. long. Grand Lake to Passamaquoddy
kroi') riv. Wis. 200

—

W

D

*

Cliristiansted ; D.inish.
Virgin Isls. W. Indies, 74
pop. 18,
Saint-Denis (saN'-dne') mfg. town, dept. Seine, France, pop. 51 burial place
of French kings.
cml. town,
of Reunion Isl. Indian Ocean, pop. 30.
Saint-Didier-la-S6auve (-de'de-a'-hV-sa'ov') vil. dept. Haute-Loire, France
Saint-Di6 (-de-a') mfg. town, dept. Vosges, France, on Meurthe river
Saint Dizier ^-de'ze-ii') mfg. town, dept. Haute-Marne, Pr. on Marne river. .
Salnte Anne (sSNt'"!lnn') riv. Quebec prov. Canada, 120 m. long, to St. Lawrence.
commune
vil. on S coast of Grande-Terre isl. Guadeloupe colony,
isl.

—

;

#

com.
mt. dept. Var, S

E

France, 2,850

ft.

high.

Sainte-Croix (-krwiV) mfg. vil. Vaud canton, Switzerland
Sainte— Foy (-fwa') mfg. town, dept. Gironde, France
Sainte Genevieve (siint j5n'e-v5v') ngr. co. Mo. 450 D pop. 10.
tp. Ste. Genuviovo oo. Mo. pop. 4.
Saint Elmo (silnt gl'mft) vil. Hamilton co. Touu
Sainte-Marie (sSNt'-miVre') French isl. E coast Madagascar

—
(it

D

pop.

6
15
13

&

French W. Indies
Sainte-Baume (-bom')

8.

—

its

*.

— town, N E Martinique

i-sl.

Frencli

W.

—

its

X

pop.

2.

Indian Oo.
Indies, pop. 6.

isl.

Sainte— Menehould (-mSn'oo') mfg. town, dept. Mmuo, France
Salnte-Rose (-roz') town, N coast Guadeloupe isl. French W. Indies
Salutes (stiNt) mfg. town, dept. Charente-Inferieure, Prance
Saint-^tlenne (-a'te-6nn') min. & mfg. town, dept. Loire, France
;

;

18

—

ow as in cow
u, long ; a, o, 8, less prolonged ; 5, S, T, 6, ii, short ; a, g, i, o, u, obscure; fiir, lAat, f ftU, cfire t5rm f oDd, f o6t, fflrlj 6 as in f8r ; oi as in oil
V, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin gas in get n o^ tn linger, link ; ng as in sing ; tb as in thin ; tfa a.s in tfaiue ; I, Q, 6, 0/, B, D, a, a, s, n (see p. 1719).

'u,

17
10

;

^

Bavaria, Germany,
Upper Austria, 70 m. long, flows into
riv. Bavaria, Germany, 70 m. long, to Main riv.
riv. N E Bavaria, Germany, 212 m. long, Fichtel-Gebirge to Elbe river.
Saalfeld (sal'fSlt) mfg. town, Saxe-Meiningen duchy, Germany, on Saale river
Saane (sa/ne) riv. Switzerland, 65 m. long, flows into Aar river.
Saar (sar) i^V. Sakre (sar) riv. Germany, 120 m. long, Lorraine to Moselle riv.
Saarbriick (sar'briik) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Saar river
Saargemiind (sar'ge-mijnt') mfg. town, Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany
Saar-Lpuls (sar-loif'Ts) ft. mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Saar river
SaatZ (satz) cml. town, Bohemia, Austria, on Eger river
of St. Eustatius, 5
Saba (sii'bii) isl. Dutch West Indies, 18 m.
Sabadell (sa^Ba-nel') mfg. town, Barcelona prov. Spain, on Llobregat river.
Sahara (sa-bii/ra) city, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, S. Am. on Rio das Vellias..
Sabarmati (sifbiir-mii'te) riv. India, 200 m. long, RAjputdna to Cambay Gulf.
of Mantua.
Sabbionetta (aab-be-o-nSt'tii) town, Lombardy, Italy, 18 m. S
co. E Tex. 580 D pop.
Sabine (sa-ben') par.
La. 1,010
pop. 9, X Manny.
5, X Hemphill.

W

W.

Saint Austell (sent as'tel) min. & cml. bor. Cornwall co. England
Saint Bartholomew (sant bar-th51'6-mii) French isl. W. Indies, 35 D
Saint B6noit (sSn ba-nwa') town, N E coast. Reunion Isl. Indian Ocean
its X.
vil.
Saint Bernard (sant ber'nard) agr. par. S E La. 680 D pop. 4.
Hamilton co. O. pop. 2.
(saN' ber'nar') mt. pass, Swiss Alps, between Piedmont & Valais famous for its monastery.
Saint-Brieuc (sSN'-bre'u') cml. & mfg. town, dept. C6tes-du-Nord, France. ..
Saint Catharines (sant kath'a-rinz) mfg. & cml. town, X of Lincoln co. Ontario prov. Canada
Saint-Chamond (sSN'-sha/moN') mfg. town, dept. Loire, France
agr. & past. co. E
its X.
Saint Charles, agr. par. S E La. 288 D pop. 8.
Mo. 520 D pop. 23.
its X pop. 6.
tp. & city, Kane co. lU. tp. pop. 3, city
tp. St.
pop. 2.
tp. Floyd CO. lo. pop. 2.
city, Winona co. Minn. pop. 1.
Charles co. Mo. pop. 9.
kits')
krTs'to-fer)
or
(sant
isl.
23 m.
Saint Christopher (sant
Saint Eitt's
long, Leeward Group, British W. Indies, 65 D pop. 24, * Basterre.
44
m.
long
to Lake
Saint Clair (-kl2r') riv. between Mich. & Ontario prov. Can.

Bay. .—

— anc. Sa'la,

2,500
India,

pop. 63.

—

—

E

riv.

*

(sa'has-wan') town, Rohilkhand div. N.

burgh, pop. 6
lotte CO.

&

&

(sii'le) riv.

its

Saint-Antonln (sSNt'-5N'to'n5N') mfg. town,
Saint Augustine (sant a'f iis-ten') city, port

X

W

Salzach

—

884.

—

Pacific ocean.

D

Q

;

Saale

10

Quebec prov. Canada, 100 m. long, flows into St. Law-

;

W

^ agr. & past.

fordton.

riv.

;

D

(ruth'er-ford) agr. co.
part of N. C. 498
pop. 19,
Rutherco. cen. Term. 580
Murfreesboro.
pop. 35,
bor. Bergen co. N. J. pop. 2.
Rutherglen (riith'er-gleu' or ruglen) mfg. bor. Lanark co. Scotland
Rutigliano (roo-tel-ya'no) town, Bari prov. Italy
Vt. 903
pop. 45.
its
pop. 8.
tp. Meigs
Rutland (rut'land) past. co.
tp. Rutland co. Vt. pop. 12.
or Rutlandshire (riit'landCO. 0. pop. 2."
shir) CO. S
Oakham.
Jlngland, 148 IH pop. 21.
Rutihurra (root-shSor'ra) riv. cen. Africa, flows into S end of Muta Nzige
lake one of the ultimate sources of the Nile river.
of Bari
RUVO (roo'vol town, Bari prov. Italy, 21 m.
of Lake Victoria Nyanza,
Ruwenzori (roo-wSn-zo're) snow-covered mt. S
cen. Africa ; discovered 1889.
town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium
com.
Ruysselede (rois'sSl-la'de) com.
Rybinsk (ri-blnsk') mfg."& cml. tovra, Yaroslav govt. Russia, on Volga river
Ryde (rid) town, England, coast Isle of Wight ; a watering place
bor. Sussex co. England, pop. 4.
Rye (rl) tp. Westchester co. N. Y. pop. 9.
Rye Beach, vil. Rockingham co. N. H. ; a direct cable from Gt. Brit. here.
Rylsk (rllsk) town, Kursk govt. Russia in Europe, on Seim river
Ryswick (riz'wik, Dutch ris'wik) vil. S. Holland prov. Netherlands ; " Peace
of Ryswick " concluded here, 1697
RzesZOW (zhgsh'Sv) mfg. town, Galicia, Austria, 90 m. of Cracow

Rutherford

11

N E Quebec prov.

CO.

—

E

^ town, X of Logan co.
^

Range to

30

Saint -Aifrique (saNt'-af'rek') mfg. town, dept. Aveyron, France
Saint Agnes (sSnt ag'nez) town, Cornwall co. England, on Bristol Channel..
Saint Albans (sant al'banz) tp. & town, X of Franklin co. Vt. tp. pop. 8, town
pop. 6.
anc. Verula'midm, city, Hertford co. England, pop. 13 famous abbey & cathedral battles 1455 & 1461.
Saint Alban's Head, headland, coast of Dorset co. England.
mfg.
Saint-Amand (saNt'-a/moN') mfg. town, dept. Cher, France, pop. 8.
town, dept. Nord, France, on Scarpe riv. pop. 11.
Saint Andrew (sant Sn'droo) tp. Berkeley co. S. C
Saint Andrews (-Sn'drooz) spt. city, Fife co. Scotland, 30 m. N N E of Edin-

25,000

long. Coast

6
6
12

Sahibganj (sa'heb-ganj) town, Bhagalpur div. Bengal, British India
Salda (si'da) anc. Si'don, maritime town, Syria, Tu-rkey in Asia, on Medit. sea
Sai'gon (sa'e-gon) cml. city, * of French Cochin China
Saima Lake (si'ma-) lake, 45 m. long, Viborg & St. Michel provs. Finland, Russ.

— tp.

Rustchuk (roost-chook') cml. & ft. city, Bulgaria, on Danube river
Rute (roo'ta) agr. & mfg. town, Cordoba prov. Spain
Ruthenians (ru-the'm-anz) Slavic race, in Poland, Hungary, Bukowina,

n pop.

Sahaswan

N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. Lorain co. O. pop. 5.
Muss. RossiYA (ros-se'ya) empire, N E Europe
N & N E Asia, the largest
empire in the world, except the British 8,663,918
pop. 126,347, coast line,
(rilsh'a) tp.

—

Sahara (sa-ha'ra) region of oases & deserts, N Africa, 2,000,000 D
Saharanpur (sa^ha'ran-poor') dist. Meerut div. N. W. Provinces, British
2,217

Cherokee

Kan. pop.

103

Canada, 12,815 D pop. 5, X Tadousac.
(sa-ha'ma) mt. Andes mts. Peru, South America, 22,350 ft. high.

riv.

Sahama
16

E Ala. 670 D pop. 24, X Scale. — co. cen. Kan.
S Ky. 260 D pop. 8, X Jamestown. — co. S W

pop. 16, X Lebanon.
St. Lawrence co. ST. Y. pop. 2.

Russellvllle
Ky. pop. 2.

— town, X of

11

&

;

See SAKHALm.

(sii-ga-len').

Saguenay(6ag'e-na')

town

(roos'ko' po'ya'nS') highest point of Carpathian Mts. S

Hungary, 9,909 ft. high.
Russell (riis'el) agr. & past.

D

pop. 19,

of Cal. a mfg.

Sag Harbor, mfg. vil. & port of entry, Suffolk co. N. Y. on Gardiners Bay...
Saginaw (sag'i-na) CO. lower pen. Mich. 816 D pop. 82. — its X pop. 46.
Saginaw Bay, bay, 60 m. long, on Lake Huron, lower pen. Mich.
Saguache (sa-w5ch') agr. & past. co. S Col. 3,240 D pop. 3. — its X.
Saguache Range or Sierra Madre (se-Sr'ra miiD'ra) mts. Rocky Mts. CoL
Sagua la Grande (sa'gwa la gran'dfi) town, Cuba isl. Spanish W. Indies

tp.

Tex. pop.

pop.

Rusk,
CO.

Winnebago co. Wis
(rtlsh'vTl) tp.
mfg. town,
of Schuyler co. 111. tp. pop. 1,
mfg. city,
of Rush co. Ind. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 3.
tp.

X&*

its

—

Saghalin

W

Rushf ord,

—

W

(sa'do)

—

W

—

pop. 40.

pop. 26.

*

Rum

—
—

& port of entry,

Sadowa

W W

W

city

silver mines
isl. Japan, off
coast of Hondo isl. 720 D gold
(sa-do'wa) vil. Bohemia prov. Austria ; battlefield in 1866.
Safed (sa-fSd') anc. Ja'pha, town, Palestine, Turkey in Asia, 26 m. E of Acre..
Saffron-Walden (sSf'rgn-wal'den) town, Essex co. England
SaQ (sa'f e) ft. spt. tovpn^ Marocco, Africa, on Atlantic ocean
Saga (sa'ga) town, of Fizen prov. Kiushiu isl. Japan
Sagadahoc (sag'a-da-hok') CO. S Me. 260 pop. 19, X Bath.
Sagan (sii'gan) nif g."& cml. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Bober river
Sagar (sa'gar) dist. Jabalpur div. Cen. Provinces, British India, 4,005 D pop.
528.
its * pop. 46.
isl. at mouth of Hugli riv. Bengal, Br. India, pop. 10.

SadO

;

—

W

1.

Sacui (sa-koo-e') riv. Brazil, S. America, 250 m. long, flows into Doce river.
Saddleback Mountain, peak, Franklm co. Me. 4,000 ft. high.
Saddle Mountain, peak, Adirondack Mts. Essex co. N. Y. 4,536 ft. high.
Sadhaura (siid-how'ra) town, Ambala div. Punjab, British India

W

;

Sac, pop.

— agr. & past. co7 N cen. Cal. 1,010 D

fa-

RudauU (roo-dowie) town,

Faizabad div. Oudh, British India
Rudgeley (rQj'le) par. & town, Stafford co. England, on Trent river
town
ftudolf Lake (roo'dolf-) lake, British E. Africa, 180 m. long, 25 m. wide.
RudOlStadt (roo'dol-stat) mfg. town, * of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, Germany
RueU (rii'al') vil. dept. Seine-et-Oise, France, pop. 8; here is Malmaison chSteau.
Ruffln (riif'f in) /orm. Oregonville, tp. Rockingham co. N. C
Africa, 10 m. E of Cape Verde
RuflSQLUe (rli'fesk') French maritime town,
Rugby (riig'bi) town, Warwick co. England, near Avon riv. famous school..
Riigen (ru'gen^ isl. Pomerania, Prussia, Baltic sea, 361 D pop. 41, * Bergen.
Riigenwalde (rii'fen-wal'de) mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prus. on Wipper riv.
Rulir (roor) riv. Westphalia prov. Prussia, 130 m. long, to Rhine river.
Ruhrort (roor'ort) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 16 m. N of Diisseldorf
Ruma (roo'ma) town, E part of Slavonia, Hungary, 35 ru. N of Belgrade
com.
Rumbebe (riim'ba'ke) com. & vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Rumburg (rSSm'bSSro) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Rununelsburg (rSSm'mels-bSSro') mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
River, riv. Mmn. 150 m. long. Lake Mille Lacs to Mississippi river.
Runcorn (riin'korn) cml. town, Cheshire, England, 13 m. N E of Chester
Rungpoor (rung'poor'). See Rangpur.
Runnels (run'elz) CO. cen. Tex. 910 D pop. 3, X Ballinger.
Runnymede (rtiu'i-med) meadow, S bank Thames riv. Surrey co. England,
of Egham
"Magna Charta" granted here, A. D. 1215.
Rupar (roo/par') town, Ambala div. Pimjab, Br. India, 50 m. N N of Ambala
Rupert River, Canada, 300 m. long, from Lake Mistassini to James Bay.
Rupununy (riip-6o-noo'ne) riv. Br. Guiana, S. Am. 250 m. long, to Essequiboriv.
Rurki (roor'ke) or Rarkl (rar'ke) town, Meerut div. N. W. Provinces, Br. India
co.
Rush, agr. & past. co. S E cen. Ind. 414 D pop. 19, X Rushville.
cen. Kan. 720
tp. Buchanan co. Mo. pop. 2.
pop. 5, X Lacrosse.
tp.
Cliampaign co. O. pop. 2.
Rush Creek, tp. Fairfield co. O. pop. 2. tp. Logan co. 0. pop. 2.

X

15,

;

.

20 m. long,
Caesar.

d pop.

SacateCOluca (sa^ka'ta-ko-Ioo'ka) town, Salvador, Central America
Sacket's Harbor (sSk'ets-) bay, E end Lake Ontario, N. Y. naval battle 1813.
Saco (sa'ko) mfg. city & port of entry, X of York co. Me. on left bank Saco riv.
Saco River, riv. N. H. & Me. 175 m. long, White Mts. to N Atlantic ocean.
Sacramento (sSk-ra-mSn't6) riv. Cal. 500 m. long. Goose Lake to Suisun Bay.

Rshev (rsli_ev) or RJeV (rzhSv) town, Tver govt. Russia, 74 m. S W of Tver.
Ruabon (ru-a'bon) min. par. & town, Denbigh co. Wales, Great Britain .. .par.
Ruatan (roo-a-tau') isl. 30 m. long. Bay Isls. Honduras, Central America.
Rubicon (ru'bT-kon) riv. cen. Italy,
mous on account of the crossing by

Pop.

Sabine Lake, 20 m. long, between La. & Tex. 5 m. from GuU of Mexioo.
Sabine River, La. & Tex. 500 m. long, flows into Gulf of Mexico.
(sii^be-Sn-chSl'lo) pen. 43 m. long, Dalmatia prov. Austria.
Sabl^ (sa^bla') town, dept. Sarthe, France, on Sarthe river
Sable Island (sa'bl-) Nova Scotia, Can. N Atl. oc. 90 m. S E of Canso Cape.
Sabor (sa-Bor') riv. Spain, 75 m. long, Leon prov. to Douro river.
agr. co. N
cen. lo.
Sac (sak) riv. Mo. 120 m. long, flows into Osage riv.

(r5ks'ber-T) a portion of the city of Boston, Suffolk co. Mass. pop.

Royalton

1795

SabioncellO

Jedburgh.

Rosbury

;

.

;

;

6
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1796

N

Pop.

Saint EuatatlUS (sant u-sta'she-Ss) isl. Dutch W. Indies, 7 D
Saint Fells (-fe'llks) cape on S coast of Madagascar island.
Saint Ferdinand (-fer'dT-uand) tp. St. Louis CO. Mo
Saint-Flour (sSN'-floor') mtg. & cml. town, dept. Cantal, France
Saint Francis (sant fran'sTs) agr. co. E Ark. 612 n pop. 14, X Forrest City.
of Montreal.
headland, Cape Collake, 28 m. long, Canada, 35 m. S

—

ony, Africa,

W of

—

—

—

*

—

—

Q

—

town,
Brit. isl. S Atlantic
Beaufort co. S. C. pop. 7.
ocean, 47 D pop. 4, * Jamestown Napoleon's place of exile, 1816-1821.
Saint Helena Island, 13 m. long, Beaufort co. S. C
Saint Helens (sent hgl'enz) min. & mfg. town, Lancaster co. England
Saint Helens, Mount, volcanic peak, Cascade Range, Wash. 12,000 ft. high.
Saint Hellers (sSnt hSl'yerz) cml. town, * of Jersey isl. English Channel
Saint Hermogenes (sSnt her-m5j'e-nez) isl. off coast Alas. N E of Kadiak.
Saint Hyaclnthe (sent hi'a-sTnth"; Fr. pron. sSNf e'a/sSNt') co. S Quebec
prov. Canada, 263 D pop. 21.
its X a mfg. city, on Yamaska riv. pop. 7.

Napa

CO. Cal. pop. 2."

—

—

tp.

of Angola,

Saint Peter,
30

—

S

—

—

—

Canada, 175

U

D pop.

—

12.

—its

X

gal,

—

W Africa, pop. 20.

Saint-Mandd

(-moN'da') vil. dept. Seine, France, near Paris
(sSn' mar'tSN') agr.
past. par. S La. 620
St.
pop. 15,
MartinviUe.
isl. W. Indies, belongs to Dutch
French, 30
pop. 6.
Saint MartinviUe (sant mar'tin-vTl) vil. X of St. Martin par. La
pop. 22,
Saint Mary, agi-. par. S La. 640
Franklin.
agr. co. S Md.
360
Leonardtown. .— tp.
pop. 16,
city, Pottawatomie co. Kan. tp. pop.
tp.
vil. Auglaize co. O. tp.
2, city pop. 1.
tp. Wake co. N. C. pop. 3.
pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
bor. Elk co. Pa. pop. 2.
isl. 7 m. long, Azores isls.
Atlantic ocean, off
coast of Africa
Saint Mary's Loch (-Iok) lake, 15 m. long, Selkirk co. Scotland.
Saint Marys River, riv. Fla.
Ga. 175 m. long, Okefinokee Swamp to Atlantic ocean.
Ind. 110 m. long, to St. Joseph river.
riv. O.

&

Saint Martin

—

D

n

X

—

&

&

—

W

—

Q means square miles;

X

D

—

X

— &
—

&

&

#,

Population

D

is

capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

2^1,500

—

isl. Indian Ocean, 240
Indian Ocean, 34 m. S of

here, 1763.
isl.

.

6
33
7

6
5

3
48

29
13
6
4

—

—

;

;

W

12
6

8
12

48

—

—

—

^

;

^

—

^

pop. 15.
10

Salamis

(sSl'a-mTs) or

famous naval

Eolourl

battle, B.

c.

(ko-loo're)

isl.

.SIgina Gulf, Greece, 30

D;

480

(s51-a-mo'nT-) Ind. 90 m. long. Jay co. to Wabash river.
Salandrella (sa-lan-drgl1a) riv. Italy, 50 m. long, flows into Taranto Gulf.
Salat (sa'la) riv. France, 62 m. long, Pyrenees mts. to Garonne river.
end Papua island.
Salawatl (sa-la-wa'te) isl. 35 m. long, Malay Arch, off
Salayer (sa-li'er) or Selayar (sa-Iii'yar) isl. group, Malay Arch, off S coast of
Celebes island
Salayer Island, isl. in Salayer Group, Malay Arch. 30 m. long, 8 m. broad.

Salamonle River

W

452

&

13 m. broad, bet. Salayer
Celebes isls. Malay Arch.
coast of Cape Colony, Africa.
Saldanha Bay (sal-dan'ya-) bay, 15 m. long,
(pron. sa'le) spt. town,
Sale (sa'la') town, Alessandria prov. Italy, pop. 6.
Africa,
on
Mediterranean
Marocco,
sea, pop. 10.
N. J. 340 D pop. 25.
tp.
city,
Salem (sa'lem) agr. co. S
its X pop. 6.
X of Marion co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1. ^- town, X of Washington co.
mfg. city, port of entry, a X of Essex co. Mass. pop.
Ind. pop. 2.
cml.
31.
city, X of Dent co. Mo. pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Rockingham co. N. H. tp.
vil. a X of Washington co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
pop. 2.
tp.
tp. Champaign co. O. pop. 2.
city, Forsyth co. N. C. pop. 3.
city,
tp.
tp. Monroe co. O. pop. 2.
Columbiana co. 0. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 0.
tp.
tp. Tuscarawas co. O. pop. 2.
Ottawa CO. O. pop. 3.
tp. Warren co. O.
of Ore.
X of Marion co. pop. 5. tp. town, X of
pop. 2.
mfg. city,
Roanoke co. Va. tp. pop. 7, town pop. 3. .— dist. Madras pres. British India,
its * pop. 68.
pop. 1,963.
7,384

Salayer, Strait

of,

W

—

—

—

—

D

&

—

&

—

—

#

^

—

W

—

&

—

&

&

—

—
—

&

—

—

&

—

;
cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport tp., township ; viL, Tillage^
to 2,499; 3=: 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands:

bom

— town, Reunion

—

W

Saint Louis City, co. E Mo. coextensive with St. Louis city, 48 D
Saint Louts River (sant loo'Is-) riv. Minn. 220 m. long, to Lake Superior.
Saint Lucia (-loo-se'a) isl. British W. Indies, 245 D pop. 42, * Castries.
Salnt-Maixent (s5N'-mak's5N') mfg. town, dept. Deux-Sevres, France
Salnt-Malo (-ma'16') cml. ft. spt. town, dept. Ule-et-Vilaine, France

isl.

Saint-Pierre-d'016ron (-do^la'roNJ) town, dept. Charente-Infi^rieure, France
Saint-Plerre-lfes-Calais (-la'-ka'la') suburb of Calais, dept. Pas-de-Calais, Fr.
Saint-Pol-de-L6on (sSN'-pol'-de-la'oN') town, dept. Finistere, Fr. cathedral
Salnt-Pons (sSn'-pon') mfg. tovvn, dept. H^rault, France
Salnt-Pourgain (s5N'-poor's5N') tovm, dept. AUier, Fr. 18 m. S of Moulins..
Saint— Quay (s5N'-ka') commune & vil, dept. Cdtes-du-Nord, France. .com.
Saint-Quentin (sSN'-kSN'tSN') mfg. town, dept. Aisne, Fr. on Somme river..
Saint—Remy (s5N'-re-me') mfg. town, dept. Bouches-du-Rh8ne, France, pop.
6.
commune & town, dept. Puy-de-D8me, France, com. pop. 6.
Saint Sebastian (san sg-bSst'yan) cml. ft. city, Guipuzcoa prov. Spain
Saint-Servan (sSN'-sgr'voN') cml. spt. town, dept. Ille-et-Vilaine, Prance
Saint— Sever (sSN'-se-var') cml. town, dept. Landes, France, on Adour river.
Saint Stephen (sant ste'vn) tp. Berkeley co. S. C
Saint Tammany (sant tSm'a-nt) par. S E La. 915 O pop. 10, X Covington.
mfg. town, X of Elgin co. OnSaint Thomas, tp. Franklin" co. Pa. pop. 2.
tario prov. Canada, pop. 10.
isl. 17 m. long. Virgin Isls. W. Indies, 23
Charlotte
Amalie
Port.
pop. 14, *
Danish.
Sao Thome (sown to-ma') isl.
Africa, 359 O pop. 18, * Chaves Portuguese.
GuK of Guinea,
Salnt-Trond (sSN'-troN') mfg. town, Limbourg prov. Belgium
Saint- Vaast (sSN'-vasf) vil. Hainaut prov. Belgium, 9 m. E of Mons
Saint Vincent (sgnt vln'seut) agr. isl. British W. Indies, 132 D pop. 42, #
Kingstown.
isl. Cape Verde Isls. Atlantic ocean, 70 D.
Saint Vincent Gulf, bay, S. Australia, Ion. 138° E, 90 m. long.
Saint- Yrielx (sSNt'-e're-a') town, dept. Haute-Vienne, France
Saka (sa'ka) town, Abyssinia, Africa, on Gibbe riv. lat. 8° 9' N, Ion. 37° E
Sakai (sa'ka-T) spt. city, S part of Hondo isl. Japan, 10 m. S of Osaka
Asia Minor, 230 m. long, to Black Sea.
Sakarla (sa-ka-re'a) riv. N
its *.
Sakatal (sa-ka-tal') dist. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 1,620 D pop. 57.
Sakhalin (sa-kha-len') isl. Sea of Okhotsk, Asiatic Russia, a Russian govt.
29,336 D pop. 15, * Myge.
Sakmara (sak-ma'ra) riv. Russia, 350 m. long, Ural Mts. to Ural river.
riv. Peru, South America, 130
Sal (sal) riv. Russia, 250 m. long, to Don riv.
isl. 20 m. long. Cape Verde Isls. Atlantic ocean.
m. long, to Jauja riv.
town, Westmanland prov.
Sala (sa'ia) town, Salerno prov. Italy, pop. 8.
Sweden, pop. 5.
SaladO Bay (sa-la'Do-) bay, Coquimbo prov. Chile, S. America, S of Copiapo.
SaladO de Tailfa (-da ta-re'fa) riv. Cadiz prov. Spain battlefield in 1340.
Salahelh (sa-lS-he'e) town, Lower Egypt, Africa, 37 m. N E of Belbeys
Salama (sa-Wma) town, Guatemala, Central America
Salamanca (sSl-a-man'ka) tp. & vil. Cattaraugus co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5, vil.
pop. 4.
(Sp. pron. sa-la-man'ka) prov. Leon, Spain, 4,940 D pop. 314.
town, Guanajuato state, Mexico,
its #, a mfg. city on Tormes riv. pop. 22.

;

^

Empress Josephine

;

N

W

;

—
—

;

—

—

—

^
W

16

^

12

W

—

12

—

isl.

.

—

W

—

;

—

—

Can.

of Nicollet co. Minn. pop. 4.

E of Madagascar
Saint-Denis, pop. 28.

m.

—
—

—

riv.

1

—

lake, 35 m. long, St. LawNatunas Group, Malay Arch, near coast of Borneo isl.
Saint-Peter-le-Port (-le-por) town^ * of Guernsey isl. English Channel
Saint Petersburg (sant pe'terz-bQrg) govt. Russia in Europe, 20,760 D pop.
1,680.
Euss. Petebbueg (pa'tSr-booro') city, its *, & * of Russian empire, on Neva riv. pop. 1,035.
Saint—Pierre (s5N'-pe'ar') isl. Bienne Lake, Bern canton, Switzerland Rousseau's home in 1765.
isl. North America, off S coast of Newfoundland, part
of French colony, 12 D pop. 5.
cml. town, Martinique isl. French W. In-

rence

dies, pop. 20

pop. 3.

—

X

6
10

22
18
221

'.'...".

Africa

city,

—

W

Saint Johnsbury, tp. & mfg. vil. X of Caledonia CO. Vt. tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 4.
Saint Johns River, riv. Fla. 350 m. long, Brevard to Atlantic ocean.
Saint JohnsvlUe (-vTl) tp. & vil. Montgomery co. N. T. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Saint John the Baptist, par. S E La. 195 D pop. 11, X Bonnet Carre.
agr. co.
Saint Joseph, agr. & past. CO. N Ind. 470 D pop. 42, X South Bend.
tp. & mfg. vil. Berrien co. Mich. tp.
S Mich. 504 D pop. 25, X Centerville.
pop. 5, vil. pop. 4. .— mfg. city, X of Buchanan co. Mo. pop. 52.
tp. Williams CO. O. pop. 2.
isl. 15 m. long, Ontario prov. Canada.
Saint Joseph River, riv. U. S. A. 120 m. long, Mich, to St. Marys river.
riv. U. S. A. 250 m. long, Mich, to Lake Michigan.
Saint Josephs Bay, arm, 25 m. long, of Gulf of Mexico, Calhoun co. Fla.
Saint Josse (-zliSs) town, Belgium, E suburb of Brussels
Saint-Julien-en-Jarret (sSN'-zhii'le-aN'-5N'-zhar'ra') min. & mfg. town,
dept. Loire, France, on Gier river
Saint- Junien (sSN'-zhii'ne'SN') mfg. town, dept. Haute-Vienne, France
Saint Hilda (sent kTl'da) one of Hebrides isls. Scotland, 4,000 acres.
S suburb of Melbourne, Australia, pop. 12.
La. 1,700 O pop. 40, X Opelousas.
Saint Landry (sant ISn'dri) agr. par. S
Salnt-Laurent-de-la-Salanque (s5N'-i6'roN'-de-ia'-sa/i8Nk') town, dept.
"
Pyrgndes-Orientales, France
Saint Lawrence (sant la'rens) past. CO. N part of N. Y. 2,926 D pop. 85, X
Canton.
isl. 80 m. long, Alas.
riv. North America, 750 m. long. Lake Ontario to Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Saint-Leonard (sSN'-la'o'nar') tovm, dept. Haute-Vienne, France
Samt Leonard's (sent len'ardz) town, Sussex co. England a watering place..
Saint Leonard's Forest, forest, Sussex co. England 10,000 acres.
Saint-Lo (saN'-lo') mfg. town, * of dept. Manche, France, on Vire river
Saint Louis (sant loo'Is or -loo'i) co. N E Minn. 5,860 D pop. 45, X Duluth.
agr. mfg. & past. co. E Mo. 492 D pop. 36.
its X, a cml. & mfg. city,
pop. 452.
vil. Gratiot co. Mich. pop. 2.
isl. S
Magellan Strait, South
America.
{Fr. pron. sSk' loo'e') French isl. Senegambia,
Africa, at
mouth of Senegal riv.
town, on St. Louis isl. * of French colony of Sene-

W

28

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

;

city
Saint Ignace (sSnt Tg-nas') tp. & city, Mackinac co. Mich
Saint Imier (sSNf e'me-a') commune & vil. Bern canton, Switzerland... com.
Saint Ives (s6nt ivz') cml. bor. N coast Cornwall co. England
Saint James, agr. par. S E La. 300 D pop. 16, X Convent.
Saint James, Goose Creek, tp. Berkeley co. S. C
Saint James, Santee, tp. Berkeley co. S. C
Saint Jean BaptLste de Montreal (s5n' zhSu' bip'test' de moN'tra'41') vil.
Hochelaga co. Quebec prov. Canada
Saint- Jean-d'Ang61y (s5N-zh5N'-doN'zha'le') mfg. town, dept. Charente-Inf grieure, France, on Boutonne river
Saint- Joachim (sSN'-zlio'a'kSN') vil. dept. Loire-Inf6rieure, France
tp. HarriSaint John (sant jon') co. N Fla. 990 D pop. 9, X St. Augustine.
tp. Hertford co. N. C. pop. 4.
isl. Danish W. Indies,
son CO. lo. pop. 4.
cml. maritime co. New
E N E of St. Thomas, 21 D pop. 1, * Crux Bay.
Brunswick prov. Can. 585 D pop. 50.
its X, a cml. spt. city, at mouth of
St. John riv. pop. 39.
Saint John, Berkeley (-berkIT) tp. Berkeley co. S. C
Saint John, Colleton (-kol'ton) tp. Berkeley co. S. C
Saint John River, New Brunswick prov. Canada, 450 m. long, N Me. U. S. A.
to Bay of Fundy.
Saint John's, cml. mfg. spt. city, # of Nevrfoundland, North America, pop.
29.
city, # of Antigua isl. Leeward Isls. British W. Indies, pop. 10.
co. S
Quebec prov.
Saint Johns, vil. X of Clinton co. Mich. pop. 3.

W

W

6.

6
31

;

Saint-Ouen-SUr-Seine (s5N'tw8N'-siir'-san') mfg. vil. Fr, 4 m. N of Paris..
Saint Pancras^(sSnt pSn'kras) par. part of London, England
Saint Paris (sant par'Is) vih Champaign co. O. 11 m.
of Urbana
Saint Paul (sant pal) cml. & mfg. city, * of Minn, and X of Ramsey co. pop.
133, a port on Mississippi riv.
tp. & city, X of Howard co. Neb. tp. pop.
riv. Liberia, Africa, 300 m. long, flows into Atlantic ocean.
2, city pop. 1.
islet, S part Indian Ocean.
isl. Low Arch. S Pacific ocean.
(Fr. pron.
b5n' pol') tovra, RcSunion isl. Mascarene Group, Indian Ocean, pop. 25.
Saint Paul de Loanda (sant pal de lo-iin'da) cml. city, * of Portuguese ter.

—

town, dept. Gard, France, pop.

—

po)). 1.

W

;

W

& mfg.

—

Salnt-Mlhlel (sSN'-me'e-Sl') mfg. town, dept. Meuse, France, on Meuse river
Salnt-Nazaire (-na/z9r') spt. town, dept. Loire-Inferieure, France
Saint-Nectalre (-iiek'tSr') town, dept. Puy-de-D6me, Fr. mineral springs.
Saint Nicholas (sant nlk'6-las) isl. Cape Verde Isls.
coast Africa, 115II1..
end Java isl. on Strait of Suuda.
Saint Nicholas Point, N
Saint-Nicolas (saN'-ne'k6'la') cml. & mfg. town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium.
Salnt-Nlcolas-dU-Port (-dii'-por') town, dept. Meurtlie-et-Moselle, France.
Saint Ninlans (sSnt njn'e-anz) min. & mfg. par. Stirling co. Scotland
Salnt-Omer (saN'to'mar')"ft. mfg. town, dept. Pas-de-Calais, France

^

Saint Gothard (sSn' go'tar') mt. range, Alps, Switzerland.
Saint Helena (sgnt he-le'na) par. E La. 420 D pop. 8, X Greensburg.

—

—

Quebec prov. Canada, 400 m. long, flows into St. Lawrence riv.
co. Quebec
prov. Canada, 7,300 D pop. 12, X Three Rivers.
Saint Michael (sant mi'kel) tp. & town, Talbot co. Md. tp. pop. 4, town pop.
1.
tp. Madison co. Mo. pop. 3. —isl. Azores isls. Atlantic ocean, 350
pop. 105.
See Saint Michel.
Saint Michael's Bay, bay, E coast of Labrador, North America.
Saint Michael's Mount, lofty rock. Mount's Bay, Cornwall co. England.
Saint Michel (sant mi'kel) prov. S E Finland, Russia, 8,819 D pop. 178.
its

Saint Francis Islands, group, oft S coast of Australia, Nuyts Archipelago.
Saint-Francis River, Mo. 450 m. long, St. Francois CO. to Mississippi river.
riv. Quebec prov. Canada, 100 m. long. Lake St. Francis to St. Lawrence riv.
Saint Frangois (sant fran'sTs) min. & agr. co. S E Mo. 410 D pop. 17, X
tp. St. Frangois co. Mo. pop. 3.
Farmington.
Salnt-Frangois (sSN'-fraN'swa') town, S E coast of Grande-Terre isl. French
commune, Martinique isl. French W. Indies, pop. 8.
W. Indies, pop. C.
Saint Gall (-gal') mfg. agr. & past, canton, N E Switzerland, 779 D pop. 228.
its *, a mtg. town on left bank of Steinach riv. pop. 27.
Salnt-Gaudens (-go'dSN') mfg. & cml. town, dept. Haute-Garonne, France..
vil. X of Washington co.
Saint George (sant j8rj') tp. Knox co. Me. pop. 2.
tovra, * of Grenada isl. W. Indies, pop. 5 good harbor.
Ut. pop. 1.
Saint Georges (sant jSr'jTz) hundred, Newcastle co. Del
England & Ireland.
Saint George's Channel, portion Atlantic ocean bet. S
Saint Georges Island, 22 m. long, off coast of Fla. in Gulf of Mexico.
Saint-Germain (sSN'-zhgr'maN') tovra, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France; chSteau.
Saint Giles (sent jilz') dist. in the cen. of London, England
cmL
Saint-Gllles (s5N'-zhel') town, Belgium, suburb of Brussels, pop. 42.

—

&

(sSis'-mor') com.
vil. dept. Seine, Fr. com. pop. 8, vil. pop. 3.
(-mS'res') mfg. town, dept. Seine, France, pop. 6.
riv.

Saint-Maurice

Francis Bay.

St.

Marys Strait, riv. 60 m. long. Lake Superior to Lake Huron.
Matthew (-mSth'ii) isl. 18 m. long, off P Tenasserim div. Lower Burma,

Saint-Maur

—

W

Pop.

Saint
Saint

;

;

ac

. .
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Pop,

Pop.

Salembria

(sa-lSm-bre'a) or Salambria (sS-lam-bre'ii) anc. Pene'ds, riv. Thesm. long, to Gulf of Salonika.
Saleml (aa-la'me) town, Sicily, Italy, 15 m. E of Mazzara
Salerno (sa-lgr'no) prov. Campania, Italy, 2,126
pop. oliu.
its
pop. 22.
Sallord (sal'fgrd) bor. Lancaster co. England
SalgadO (sal-|a'do) town, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, South America
Salian (sal-yiin') town, Baku govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, on Kur river
Salida (s51'i-da) city, Chafl'ee co. Col
Salles (sii'le') town, dept. Basses-Pyri5ii^es, Prance
Sallna (sa-le'na) city, X of Saline co. Kan. pop. 6.
tp. Onondaga co. N. T.
pop. 3.
{pi on. sa-le'na) isl. 5 m. in circuit, Lipari Isls. Mediterranean sea.
Salinas (sa-le'uas) town, X of Monterey co. Cal. on Salinas river
Saline (sa-len') agr. co. ctn. Ark. 622
pop. 11,
Benton.
agr. co. S 111.
380
pop. 19, X Harrisburg.
agr.
past. co. cen. Kan. 720
pop. 17,
X Salina.
agr.
past. co.
cen. Mo. 7C0
pop. 34, X Marshall.
agr.
past. co. S E Neb. 576
pop. 20, X Pleasant HiU.
tp. Miller co.
Mo. pop. 3.
Saline River, riv. Ark. 200 m. long, Saline co. to Ouachita riv.
riv. Kan.
200 m. long, to Smoky Hill River.
saly, Gieece, 11(1

N

—

D

14

*

prov. Italy

198

5
9
3
5

—

—

D

&

D

—

—

—

X

&

NW
D

&

D

D

—

Avon

—

—

2
6

Salisbury Beach, vil. & summer resort, Essex co. Mass. on Atlantic ocean.
Salisbury Plain, extensive tract in Wiltshire, England.
Salmon River, riv. Ida. 450 m. long. Rocky Mts. to Snake River.
side of Lago di Garda
SalO (sa-lo'') town, Brescia prov. Lombardy, Italy, on
Salon (sa'loN') anc. Sa'lo, town, dept. Bouches-du-Rh6ne, France

W

Salona

Amphissa

(sa-le'na) or

Salonika (sa-lo-ne'ka) vilayet, cen. Turkey in Europe,
its *, a spt. pop. 60.
Salop (salop) CO. England. See Shkopshiee.

*

its

16.

Bahama

45
5
3

N

11

10

pop. 17,

D

&

Upper Austria, 336

D

(salts-wa'del) mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia, on Jetze river
SamakOV (sa-ma-kov')'"town, Bulgaria, 30 ra. S S E of Sofia
Samana (sa-ma-na') pen. 32 m. long, E coast of Santo Domingo, Haiti isl.
Samana Bay, 43 m. long, Santo Domingo, Haiti isl. W. Indies fine harbor.
Samanco (sa-man'ko) bay, 6 m. long, on coast of Peru, Soutli America.
Catbalongan.
Samar (sa-mar') isl. Philippine Isls. 4,696 pop. 118,
Samara (sS-ma-ra') riv. Russia in Europe, 150 m. long, flows into Dnieper riv.
riv. Russia in Europe, 280 m. long, flows into Volga riv.
govt. Russia in
pop. 2,G14.
its
pop. 75.
Europe, 58,321
(sii-ma-rang')
Dutch
residency,
Java
isl.
pop.
its
pop. 69.
1,597.
Samarang
Samaria (sa-ma'rl-a) anc. kingdom or prov. Palestine, between Jordan riv.
Mediterranean sea.
its *, the holy city of the Samaritans.
Samarkand (sam'ar-kaud') govt. Russian Turkestan, cen. Asia, 26,627 pop.
680.
its
pop."33.
Sambas (sam'bas') riv. Borneo isl. Malay Arch. 100 m. long. Sambas state to
Strait of Carimata.
state, in Dutch residency of Pontianak,
coast of Bortown, Borneo isl. near Sambas riv. pop. 10.
neo isl.
Sambiase (sam-bl-a'sa) town, Catanzaro prov. Calabria, Italy
Sambor (sam'bor) mfg. town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Dniester river
Belg. French dept. Aisne, 100 m. to Meusa river.
Sambre (sSN'br) riv. Fr.
Sambuca (siim-boo'ka) town, Girgenti prov. Sicily, Italy
Sambucca (sam-book'kii) vil. Tuscany, cen. Italy
Samoa, or Navigator's, Islands (sa-mo'a-) Polynesian group, S Pacific ocean,
1,076
pop. 36,
Apia.
Samoieds (sSm'oi-Sdz') nomadic tribes on shores of Arctic Ocean, Russia.
Vathi.
coast of Asia Minor, 181
pop. 45,
Samos (sa'm5s) isl. off
Samothraki (sa'mo-thrii'ke) nnc. Samothrace', Turkish isl. Mgean sea, 30
Samozero (sa/mo-za'ro) lake, 20 m. long, Olonetz govt. Russia in Europe.
Sampeyre (sam-pa'ra) town, Piedmont, Italy
Sampson (sSmp'son) CO. S E cen. N. C. 996 pop. 25, Clinton.
Samsb (sams'ty) Danish isl. 15 m. long, in the Great Belt, Europe
San (san) riv. Galicia prov. Austria, 250 m. long, Carpathian Mts. to Vistula
riv.
riv. Styria prov. Austria, 50 m. long, to Save river.
of Yemen, Arabia, Asia
Sana or Sanaa (pa-nK') anc. ft. cml. city,
San Andres del Palomar (eiin an-dras' dSl pii-lo-mar') town, Barcelona prov.
Spain, 5 ni.
E of Barcelona

Salzwedel

9
7

N

—

D

—
—

*

—

—

^

D

7

14

;

9
6

*

W

D

D

—

&

*

D

2
6

X

T,

o, u,

ii, ii,

long;

t, e, o, less

n, ee (eee p. 1719)

;

;

its

X

pop.

2.

riv.

Bay

of

87
3
5

—

N

^

D

&

N. Y. pop.

2.

—

tp.

Franklin

co.

N. C. pop.

2.—

Warren

Sandy Hill, mfg. vil. Washington co. N. Y. on Hudson river
Sandy Hook, pen. 6 m. long, Monmouth co. N. J. 16 m. S of New York city.
Sandy Ridge, tp. Union co. N. C
Sandy River, riv. W. Va. & Ky. W Fork & Tug Fork, 160 m. to Ohio river.
San Estanislao (siin 6s-tan'is-ra'o) town, cen. Paraguay, South America
San Fele (-fa'la) commune & town, Potenza prov. Italy
com.
San Felice (-fa-le'cha) commune & vil. N Italy
com.
San Felice a Cancello (-a kan-ch61'lo) town, Caserta prov. Italy
San Felipe (-fa-le'pS) tovra, Lara state, Venezuela, South America, pop. 7.

^

#

of

Aconcagua prov. Chile, South America, pop.

12.

— town, Bolivar state, Venezuela, South America, pop.
—
W

7.

6.

13
7

—

tp. York co. Me. pop. 4.
Sanford (san'ford) city, Orange co. Fla. pop. 2.
tp. Broome co. N. Y. pop. 3.
San Francisco (sSn frSn-sTs'ko) cml. city & co. 50 D, on shore of San Fran;

fine

harbor

299

San Francisco Bay, bay, 55 m. long, coast of Cal.
San Francisco de Tisnador (san frau-ses'ko da tes-na-dor')
state, Venezuela,

South America, 20 m. S

W of Ortiz

town, Miranda
10

12,561
Italy

ft.

high.

8

(san'ga-mon) min. & past. co. cen. 111. 860 D pop. 61, X Springfield.
River, 111. 240 m. long, Gibson to Illinois river.
Sangar (siin-g'ar') strait joining N Pacific ocean to Sea of Japan.
(siin-gl')
volcanic mt. Andes mts. Ecuador, S. America, 17,120 ft. high.
Sangay
Sangerfleld (sSn'ger-feld) tp. Oneida co. N. Y
(sang'gr-how'zeu)
mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany
Sangerhausen
part of Puerto Rico isl. W. Indies
San German (san jSr-"man') town, S
San Germano (-jSr-mii'no) town, Caserta prov. Italy
San Gil (-nel'^ mfg. & cml. town, Boyaca dept. Colombia, South America
of Macerata
San Glnesio (-je-na'se-o) town, Italy, 15 m. S S
San Giorgio (-jSi'jo) town, Reggio di Calabria prov. Italy
San Giovanni a Teduccio (-jo-v.an'ne ii ta-doo'che-o) vil. Naples prov. Italy
San Giovanni In Fiore (in fe-o'rii) town, Italy, 25 m. E of Cosenza
San Giovanni in Persiceto (-pSr-se-cha'to) town, Emilia prov. Italy
San Giovanni Rotondo (-ro-ton'do) town, Italy, 19 m. K N E of Foggia
Sanglr (siin-ger') isl. 30 m. long, Malay Arch. Pacific ocean, N of Celebes.
San Giuseppe JatO (san joo-sgp'pil jii'to) town, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy.
San GiUStino (-joos-te'no) town, Umbria, Italy
Sango (.siin'giS) viv. Madagascar isl. 160 m. long, to Mozambique Channel.
San GorgoniO, Mount (-san gSr-go'nI-o) mt. Coast Range, Cal. 7,000 ft. high.
Sangpo (sang-po') name of tho upper part of Bralnuaputra riv. in Tibet.
Sangre de Grlsto (siin'gra da kres'to) mt. range. Col. highest point, Blancn
Peak, 14,464 ft.
San Gregorio (siin grii-go're-o) town, Snierno prov. Italy
Sanilac (situ'T-mk) agr. co. E Mich. 900 D pop. 33, X Lexington.
tp. Sanilac
<'0. Midi. pop. 2.
San Jacinto (siin ja-sTn'to) agr. & past. co. S E Tex. G40 D pop. 7, X Cold

W

150
8
3
38

Spring.

San Javier de Loncomilla

;

(-Hii'v^-iir'

da lon-ko-mel'yli) town, Linares prov.

South America

Cliilc,

prolonged ; S, 5, T, 5, ii, short; a, g, i, o, u, obscure; far, list,
ch as in chin g as in get n as in linger, link ug as in sing
;

Ganges

—

#

N

a,

of

;

5

San Angelo (-an'je-lS) town, Tom Green co. Tex
San Antonio (-an-to'nl-o) city, X of Bexar co. Tex
5,5,

E mouth

W

W

&

at

5

10

Sangamon
Sangamon

D

*

35.

isl.

—

&

—

—
S Cal. 14,548 D pop.
W of Corpus Christi, pop.

Saniront (san-fronf) vil. Cuneo prov. Piedmont, Italy
isl.
San Gabriel (san gii-bre-Sl') isl. South America, in La Plata estuary.
Admiralty Isls. S Pacific ocean.
Sangamner (sau-gam'nSr) town, Ahmednagar dist. Bombay, British India. ..

#

*

55 m.

San Francisco Mountainjsan fran-sTs'ko-) peak, Ariz.
San Fratello (san fra-tgl'lo) town, Messina prov. Sicily,

;

—

tp. Clearfield co. Pa
tp. Oswego co.
co. N. C. pop. 1.

Sandy,

cisco Bay, Cal.

* Gmunden.

D

co. Tex.

Sundip (soon'depO

Sandy Creek,

pop.
7

—

(salts-kam'mer-goot) dist. Styria

Duval

San Felipe de Jativa (-na'te-va) mfg. city, Valencia prov. Spain
San Feliu de Guixols (-f a-le-ob' da ge-nols') town, Gerona prov. Spain
San Fernando (-fer-nan'do) town, # of Colchagua prov. Chile, South America,

&

Salzkammergut

of

—

town,

D

X

(siin'dep') or

;

4

(sa'168-gn') long riv.
Tibet to Martaban Gulf,
dist.
Tenasserim div. Lower Burma, 4,646
Burma.
pop. 30.
Salzach (salts'aK') riv. Austria, 130 m. long, Alps mts. to Inn river.
Upper, three vils. Silesia prov.
Salzbrunn (salts'br56nn). New, Lower,
joint pop.
Prussia
pop. 174.
its *, a mfg. city,
Salzburg (salts'booro) duchy, Austria, 2,767
on Salzach riv. pop. 28.

^

& past. co.

(san de-a'gS) agr.

— town,

Bengal, British India
tp. Rensselaer co. N. Y. 10 m. E of Albany
Sandomler (siin-do-mer') town, Radom govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
San Dona (san do'na) town, N Italy, 18 m. N E of Venice, on Piave river
its #.
Sandoway (san'do-wl') dist. Arakan, Lower Burma, 3,667 pop. 64.
SandOZ Enob (sSn'doz-) peak. Black Mts. Yancey co. N. C. 6,619 ft. high.
Sandridge (sand'rij) S suburb, Melbourne, Australia
past. co.
O. 418
pop. 31, X Fremont.
Sandusky (s5n-diis'ki) agr.
cml. city, port of entry, and X of Erie co. O. pop. 18.
Sandusky Bay, bay, 15 m. long, O. part of Lake Erie bet. Erie Ottawa cos.
Sandusky River, riv. O. 150 m. long, Richland co. to Sandusky Bay.
tp.
mfg. vil.
Sandwich (sSnd'wTch) mfg. city, Dekalb co. III. pop. 3.
Barnstable co. Mass. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Sandwich Dome, mt. CarroU Grafton cos. N. H. 4,000 ft. high.
Sandwich Islands. See Hawaiian Islands.

tp.

W

W

2

&

—

Saluen

2

n

&

23

tp. Audrain co.
Salt River, riv. Mo. 200 m. long, flows into Mississippi riv.
Mo. pop. ii
tp. Shelby co. Mo. pop. 3.
Salt Spring, tp. Randolph co. Mo
Saluda River (sa-loo'da-) riv. S. C. 200 m. long. Blue Ridge to Broad River.
Salur (sa/lQr') town, Vizagapatam dist. N E Madras pres. British India
of Cuneo
SalUZZO (sa-loot'so) mfg. town, Ouneo prov. N Italy, 17 m. N
Salvador (sal'va-dor') rep. Central America, 7,225 D pop. 780, * San Salvador,

—

5
5

;

&

isl.

pop. 20.
Salwen (sal'wgn') or

W

D

pop. 20.

W. Indies.
& Cuba
Salt Lake, agr. & min. CO. N Ut. 784 D pop. 58, X Salt Lake City.
Salt Lake City, city, * of Ut. & X of Salt Lake co. near Jordan river
Salt Lick, tp. Perry co.
SaltO (sal'to) dept. N Uruguay, S. America, 4,863 D pop. 32. — its # pop. 10.
Salt Pond, tp. Saline co. Mo
Salt Range, mts. 200 m. longj N E frontier Afghanistan to Jhelam riv. Asia.
of

6
pop. 11.

^ town, S W part

Sandlake,

Saltcoats (salt'kots) mfg. spt. town, Ayr co. Scotland, on Bay of Ayr
Salt Creek, tp. Jackson co. Ind
Saltens— EU (sal'tens-51f ') riv. Norway, 70 m. long, flows into Arctic Ocean.
Saltholm (salt'holm) isl. 6 m. long, Denmark, in the Sound.
SaltillO (sal-tel'yo) town, Coahuila state, Mexico, on Tigre river
Salt Key, or Cay Sal (ki' sal'). Bank, shoal, 62 m. long, between Grand

Bank

city.

13

Los Andes state,
12.
Cristoval de la Laguna (-da lii la-foo'na) town, on N coast of Tenerife
Canary Isls. Atlantic ocean, off
coast of Africa
Sanda (sSn'da) isl. 12 m. long, Orkney Isls. Scotland.
Sandalwood Island (san'dal-wood'-) populous isl. 120 m. long, Malay Arch.
San Daniele (san da-ne-a'la) town, Italy, on Tagliamento river
Sandbach (sand'bach) mfg. town, Cheshire, England, near Wheelock river..
Sand Creek, tp. Decatur co. Ind
Sandec, Neu (noi siin'dSts) town, Galicia prov. Austria, 49 m. S E of Cracow.
Sandersville (sSn'derz-vTl) city, X of Washington co. Ga
Sandford Lake (sSnd'ford-) 10 m. long, Essex co. N. T.
Sandhurst (sSnd'hurst) vil. Berkshire, England royal military & staff colleges.
old narae'for Bendigo, Australia. See Bendigo.
of

Sandip

W

—

m. N N E of Mexico
Venezuela, South America, pop.

San Diego

13,684 D pop. 990. —

Salpl (sal'pe) lake, 10 m. long, Foggia prov. Italy.
Salsette (sal-sSf) isl. 18 ra. long, N of Bombay isl. British India
SalSO (sal'so) riv. Sicily, It. 70 m. long, Madonian Mts. to Mediterranean sea.
by S of Parma
Salso Maggiore (-mad-jo'ra) commune, Italy, 20 m.
Salta (sal'ta) most N prov. of Argentine Republic, South America, 45,000 D
pop. 200.

— lake, 10 m. long, Mexico, 12

—

(am-f is'a) town, Greece, at foot of Mt. Par-

nassus

X pop. 4.

Bonifacio (-bo-ne-fa'cho) town, Verona prov. Italy
(san'born) CO. cen. S. Dak. 580 D pop. 5, X Woonsocket.
(san bwa'na-ven-tob'ra) city, X of Ventura co. Cal. on
Pacific ocean
San Carlos (-kar'lSs) town, Nuble prov. Chile, South America, pop. 5.
town, N part of Zamora state, Venezuela, South America, pop. 8.
San CataldO (-kii-tal'do) town, Sicily, Italy, 5 m.
S
of Caltanisetta

isl.

—

—

its

San Buenaventura

San

—

pop. 16.

riv.

—

Bernardo (-ber-uar'do) group of islets, N coast, Colombia, South America.
Biase (-be-ii/sa) town, Catanzaro prov. Calabria, Italy

W W

;

—

W

San Clemente (-kla-men'ta) isl. Pacific ocean, off coast of Cal.
San Colombano (-ko-lom-ba'no) town, Italy, on Lambro river
San Cristobal (-kres-to'sal) mfg. town, * of Chiapas state, Mexico,

Salinevllle (sa-len'vll) min. vil. Columbiana co.
Sallns (sa'lSN') ft. town, dept. Jura, France, on Furieuse riv. watering place
town, X of Wicomico
Salisbury (salz'ber-I) tp. Litchfield co. Conn. pop. 3.
CO. Md. pop. 3.
tp.
mfg. vil. Essex co. Mass. tp. pop. 1.
tp. & vil.
Chariton co. Mo. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
tp. & city, X of Rowan co. N. C.
tp. pop. 6, city pop. 4.
tp. Lancaster co. Pa.
tp. Meigs co. 0. pop. 10.
pop. 4.
city, X of Wiltshire, England, on
tp. Lehigh co. Pa. pop. 4.

&

6
10

Benedetto Po (-po) town, Mantua prov. Italy, on Po river
Cal. 1,000 D pop. 6, X Hollister.
Benito (-ba-ne'to) co.
Bernardino (-ber-niir-de'no) CO. S B Cal. 21,000 n pop. 25.

—

—

—

San
San
San
San
San
San

Sanborn

2

—

—

San Antonio River, riv. Tex. 175 m. long, flows into Espiritu Santo Bay.
San Augustine (-a'gus-teu') agr. & past. co. E Tex. 5G0 D pop. 7. — its X.
San Benedetto del TrontO (-ba-na-det'to del tron'to) town, AscoU-Piceno

cSro; term; food, fofit, fflrlj 6 ns in fSr ; oi as in oil o\v as in cow;
th as in thin ; th as in tliiue ; 1, ii, d, *, D, D, a, a, s, N (see p. 1719),

fall,
;

;

3
9
30
11

6
6

5
11

9
5
7
5

5
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N

..

Pop.

San JoaQUln (san

400 m. long, Sierra Nevada mte. to SacD pop. 29, X Stockton.
(-nSr'Ha)
riv.
Colombia,
South
America, 180 m. long, to Cauca riv.
San Jorge
San Jos6 (-Ho-sa') tp. mfg. city, X of Santa Clara co. Cal. tp. pop. 27, city
isl. 25 m. long. Gulf of Calone of Pearl Isls. Gulf of Panama.
pop. 18.
of Costa Bica, Central America, pop. 39.
dept. Uruifornia.
town,
its # pop. 5.
pop. 24.
guay, South America, 2,687
San JosS de Buenavlsta (-da bwa-na-ves'ta) town, Panay isl. Philippine
Isls. Malay Archipelago

ramento

HO-a-ken')

—

*

—

m. long, flows into Pilcomayo

Cal.

riv.

W

pop.

2,

Q

lagoons of Venice, Italy

islet, in

;

R

—

W W

—

—

—

S

D

& past.

(-ma-ta'o) agr.

— mt. pass, 15,760

ft.

co.

WOal.

O pop.

460

10,

X Redwood

above sea level. South America, lat. 11° 48' S.
(-mou'ro kas-tSl-var'da) town, Palermo prov.

San MaUTO Castelverde

ica,

3.

*

City.

24,

8.

pop.

Paraguay, South America, pop. 12.
agr. co. Ut. l,784_n pop.

Sanpete (san-pef)

13,

X

^ to^vn, Messina prov.

^

m

—

^

W

(-krobs') min.
agr. co.
Croix (sent kroi') town,

or Saint
Arch. pop.

—

—

19.

—

*

—

is

^

Girgenti

—

;

._.

—

isl.

^

riv. 100 m. long, Santa Catharina state,
20 m. long, Santa Catharina state, Brazil.

— or Marcos (mar'kos) town, Rio de Janeiro state, Brazil, pop.

10.

pop. 12.

—

.

16

W W

W

—

is

&

NW

300,

#

—

D

Kuching.

—

Sarawan

*

*

D

pop. 50.
its
(sa-ra-wan') prov. Baluchistan, Asia, 15,000 D.
Sarda (sar'da) or Oagra (ga'gra) or Gogari (go-gar'e) riv. N. W. Provinces
Oudh, British India, 450 m. to Ganges riv. 30 m. above Patna.
Sardhana (sar-da'na) town, N. W. Provinces, British India
Sardinia (sar-dtn'I-a) Zt. Saedegna (sar-dan'ya) isl. Mediterranean sea, 152
smaller isls.) of Italy,
former dept. (Sardinia isl.
m. long, 66 m. wide.
Sassari provinces.
Cagliari ; now divided into Cagliaei
9,399
pop. 727,
E of Smyrna.
Sardis (sar'dls) ruined city, Anatolia, Turkey in Asia, 50 m.

—

&

*

n

=

;

j

;

37
33

—

D

14

26

;

D

6.

6
12

&

tp.
vil. Clinton co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
8 m."long, 2 m. wide.
Saranac River, riv. N. Y. 100 m. long, Franklin co. to Lake Champlain.
Sarangarh (sa-ran-gar') state, Cen. Provinces, British India, 540
Saransk (sa-ransk') town, Penza govt. Russia in Europe
Sarapul (sa-ra-pobl') town, Viatka govt. Russia in Europe
tp.
pop. 58, X Ballston.
Saratoga (sar-a-to'ga) CO. E part of N. Y. 800
Saratoga co. N. Y. pop. 4.
Saratoga
co.
N.
Y.
is
Fish
Creek.
lake,
7
m.
outlet
by
2
m.
;
Saratoga Lake,
vil. Saratoga co. N. Y. tp. pop. 13, vil. pop. 12.
Saratoga Springs, tp.
its
pop. 123.
Saratov (sii-ra-tof') govt. Russia in Eur. 32,624 pop. 2,311.
Borneo isl. Malay Arch. 45,000
pop.
Sarawak (sa-ra-wak') British ter.

larger

*
D

=

18

t jwn,

&

&

N

capital ; X, co. seat agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport tp., township ; vil., village.
given in nearest thousands : 2
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ijos i.i..u 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;

6

6.

—

—

its

.

EedOUS (ke-doos') riv. Turkey in Asia, 180 m. long, to
Sarabat
Smyrna Gulf.
Sp. Zakagoza (tha-ra-go'tha) prov. Aragon, Spain,
(sa-ra-g8s'a)
Saragossa
its * and * of Aragon, on Ebro riv. pop. 92.
6,607 D pop. 414.
(za-rlsk')
town, Riazan govt. Russia in Europe
Saralsk or Zaraisk
Saraitarin (sa-ra'e-tii-ren') town, N. W. Provinces, British India
of Belgrade
Sarajevo (sa-ra-ya'vo) town, * of Bosnia, Aust.-Hung. 122 m. S
Saranac (sar'a-nak) two lakes, Adirondack Mts. Franklin co. N. T. the

D

Population

Thera.

6
33

(sa-ra-bat') or

&

—

#,

12
29

&

—

&

—

D means square miles;

*

.

Isls.

isl.

N

13,

Santa Catharina state, Brazil, pop. 5.
Sao Leopoldo (-.a-o-pol'do) dist. & town, Rio Grande do Sul state, Brazil,
dist.
South America
Saone (son) riv. France, 310 m. long, dept. Vosges to Rhone riv. at Lyons.
Saone-et-Loire (-a'-lwar') dept. E France, 3,302 D pop. 620, # MScon.
Sao Paulo (sown pow'lo) state, Brazil, South America, 112,330 D pop. 1,386.
S
of Rio de Janeiro, pop. 35.
its * 220 m.
Sapelo Island (sa-pe'lo-) isl. off coast of Mcintosh co. Ga. 12 m. long.
ica,

ter.

D

D pop.

(san'tos) spt. town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil, South America, pop. 7.

Algarve prov. Portugal

pop.

S Argentine Republic, South America.
Santa Cruz de la Sierra (-da la se-Sr'ra) min.
agr. dept. E Bolivia, South
America, 126,305
pop. 97.
its *, 200 m. E N E of Chuquisaca, pop. 10.
Santa Cruz de Teneriffe (-ten'e-rif) cml.
spt. city, * of Canary Isls. on
N E coast Teneriffe isl. Atlantic'ocean
Santa Eulemla (-a-ob-f a'me-a) commime, Catanzaro prov. Italy
Santa T6 (-fS') min. co.
cen. N. M. 2,292 D pop. 14.
its X and
of N. M.
pop. 6.
prov. Argentine Republic, South America, 18,000
pop. 240.
its
pop. 15.
isl. 50 m. long, in above province.
Santa Flora (-f e-o'ra) town, Grosseto prov. Italy
Sant' Agata dl Puglla (sant a'ga-tii de pool'ya) town, Foggia prov. Italy..
Sant' Agostlno (-a-gSs-te'no) town, Ferrara prov. Italy
Santal Pergunnahs (siin-tai' per-gfln'az) dist. Bhagalpur div. Bengal, British India, 5,488
pop. 1,259, * Dumka.
6.

71
7

Santiago, pop. 10.

Sao Jorge (-zhor'zha) or Saint Oeorge, one of Azores isls. Atlantic ocean
Sao Jos6 or Joz^ (-zho-za') town, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, South Amer-

W
W Cal. 425 D pop. — X pop. —
W coast, Luzon Philippine
Malay

&

Suata Cruz

20
282
24

Sao JoSo del Bei (-zho-owN' dSl ra'e) city, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil
Sao Joao do Principe (-do pren'se-pa) town, Ceara state, Brazil, S. Am.

W
W

^

^

*

160,

Brazil, to Atlantic ocean.

^

W

a pop.

(-k5m-p5s-ta'lii) city,

Geraes state to Atlantic ocean.

W

w

of Chile, pop. 282.

Sao Bernardo (-bSr-nar'do) city, Ceara state, Brazil, South America
Sao Francisco (-fran-ses'ko) riv. Brazil, South America, 1,680 m. long, Minas-

—

—

*&*

Los (los-) to\vn, Badajoz prov. Spain, pop. C.
Santo Stefano Quisquina (sau'to stif'a-no kwes-kwe'na) town,

13

NW

W

its

Sao-Bartholomeu-de-Messines(sowN-bar-tol'o-ma-ob-da-mgs-se'n5s)town,

Manti.

Pietro In Casale (-en ka-sa'la) commune, Bologna prov. Italy
Rafael (-ra-fa-el') tp. & town, X of Marin co. Cal. tp. pop. 7, town pop. 3.
Italy, on Mediterranean sea
Remo (-ra'mo) vil. Porto Maurizio prov.
R0C[ue (-ro'ka) city, Cadiz prov. Andalusia, Spain
(-sa/ba)
past.
co.
cen.
Tex.
pop.
7.
its X.
1,180 D
Saba
Saba River, riv. Tex. 150 m. long, Menard co. to Colorado river.
Salvador (-sal'va-dor') name given by Columbus to one of Bahama
first land seen by him in New World.
Isls.
town, * of Portuguese Kongo,
N Angola, Africa, pop. 10. See Salvador.
of Alessandria
San Salvatore (-sal-va-to'ra) town, Italy, 7 m. N N
Africa
Sansandig (san'san'dtg') cml. town, Bambarra state,
San Sebastian de lOS Reyes (san sa-bas-te-an' da los ra'es) town, Miranda
state, Venezuela, South America, 50 m. S S
of Caracas
San SecondO Parmese (-sa-kon'do par-ma'sa) town, Parma prov. Italy
San Severe (-sa-va'ro) town, Foggia prov. Italy
Santa Ana (san'ta a'na) tp. & city, Los Angeles co. Cal. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 4.
town, N
part of Salvador, Cen. America, pop. 9.
Santa Anna (sSn'ta Sn'S) tp. Dewitt CO.
Santa Barbara (sSn'ta bar'ba-ra) min. agr. & past. co. S
Cal. 2,380 D pop.
16.
its X pop. 6.
strait, Pacific ocean, bet. Cal. & Santa Cruz isl.
ipron. san'ta bar'ba-ra) town, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, S. Am. pop. 5.
Santa Barbara Islands (san'ta biir'ba-ra-) chain off S coast of Cal.
Santa Catarlna (san'ta ka-ta-re'na) town, Calabria, Italy
Santa Catharlna (-ka-ta-re'na) ft. isl. 30 m. long, Brazil, South America, pop.
12.
agr. state, S Brazil, S. America, 27,436 D pop. 236, * Desterro, pop. 5.
Santa Clara (-kla'ra) min. agr. & past. co.
Cal. 1,380
pop. 48, X San
Jos6.
tp. & town, Santa Clara co. Cal. tp. pop. 7, town pop. 3.
;

—

W

Sicily, Italy, pop. 5.

San
San
San
San
San
San
San

Gompostela

SantUC
Sanvic

San Pier d' Arena (san pe-ar' da-ra'na) mfg. town, Genoa prov. Italy
San Pietro (-pe-a'tro) isl. 7 m. long, off S W coast Sardinia isl. Mediterranean
sea.

379.

prov. Sicily, Italy
(sSn'tQk') tp.
hamlet, Union co. S. C
tp.
(sSN'vek') vil. dept. Seine-Inf^rieure, France a suburb of Havre
to\vn, SalSan Vicente (san ve-then'ta) tov/n, Badajoz prov. Spain, pop. 7.
vador rep. Central America, pop. 11.
of Udine
San VltO (-ve'to) town, Udine prov. Italy, 20 m. S S
San VitO del Normanni (-da'e nor-man'ne) town, Lecce prov. Italy

8.

3an Nicolas (-ne'ko-las) isl. 30 m. long. Cape Verde Isls. Atlantic ocean
Sanok (sa'nok) town, Galicia prov. Austria, 38 m. S W of Jaroslaw
San Pablo Bay (siin pa'blo-) N portion of San Francisco Bay, Cal.
San Patricio (-pa-tres'e-o) past. CO. S Tex. 630 D pop. 1. — its X.
San Pedro (-pe'dro) bay & inlet, Cal. 105 m. S E of Santa Barbara. ^ town,

u

D pop.

Santiago.

Santos
10

5.

N of Foggia,

5,223

S,

Coruna prov. Spain
Cuba (koo'ba) cnil. maritime city, * of E div. of Cuba isl
las Vegas (-las va'gas) town, Cuba isl. 15 m. S of Havana
del Estero (-dgl es-ta'ro) prov. N Argentine Republic, South Amer-

31,500

sea, 41

ft.

35.

..

Pen. Foggia prov. Italy, 25 m.

34°

lat.

Atltlan (-a-tet-liin') town, Guatemala, Central America
Chile (-da che'la) cml. city, * of Chile, South America

de
de
de
de

10
C

—
—

—

its

Isls.

&

;

its * pop. 14.
E part of Haiti isl. W. Indies, 18,755 D pop. CIO.
Sant Oedenrode (sant o'dgn-ro'de) vil. N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
Santo EspiritU (san'to es-pe're-too) town, cen. Cuba island
Santorinl (san-to-re'ne) or Thera (tha'ra) or Calliste (kal-les'ta) isl. Mgeam

Sicily,

(-S1

—

X

—

(san'tS an-to'ne-o da sa) or Macacu (ma-ka-koo')
town, Rio de Janeiro state, Brazil, South America, on Macacu river
(-dos gwa-rool'yos) town, Rio de Janeiro
Guarulhos
Antonio
dos
Santo
state, Brazil, South America, on Parahyba river
or
(-do-men'go)
The Dominican Republic (-do-mln'T-kan-)
Santo Domingo

W Col. 1,300 D pop. — X. — past co. N E
N. M. 13,246 Q pop.
X Las Vegas. — gulf, Colombia, South America, on E
— volcano, 5,000
side of Panama Bay. — town, Salvador, Cen. Am. pop.
Pacific ocean, pop.
high, Salvador, Cen. Am. — town, Philippine
gran'da) cml. town, Guanajuato state, Mexico
San Miguel el Grande
San Nlcandro (-ne-kan'dro) town, Bari prov. Italy, pop. — town, Gargano
(-me-g51') co. S

n

Fla. 1,296
Milton.
pop. 8,
tp.
city,
tp. San Luis Obispo co. Cal.
9, city pop. 5.
state, Mexico, pop. 4
silver mines.
(sSa'te') tp. Georgetown co. S. C

— town, Coahuila

1.

Santo Antonio de Sa

Italy.

San Miguel

—

Santiago de los Caballeros (-da los ka-bal-ya'ros) town, Santo Domingo
rep. Haiti isl. 103 m. E of Cape Haitien
Santipur (sau'te-poor') mfg. town, Bengal, British India, 60 m. N of Calcutta
Santo Antonio "(sau'to an-to'ne-o) N isl. of Cape Verde Isls. 240 D pop. 15,

&

—

San Mateo

(san-tii-rgN') dist.

prov. Chile,

W

.

—

Estremadura prov. Portugal, 2,651 n pop. 228.
its * pop. 8.
cml._town. Para state, Brazil, South America, pop. 5.
Santa Rita (san'ta re'ta) town, Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, South America...

Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago

South America,

&

.

its

S. C. 150 m. long, flows into Atlantic ocean.
Sant' Eramo in CoUe (sant a-ra'mo en kol'la) town, Bari prov. Italy
Sant' Eufemia (-a-ob-fa'me-ii) vil. Calabria, Italy
Santiago (san-te-a'go) riv. Ecuador, S. Am. 180 m. long, to Amazon riv.
isl. Cape Verde Isls. Atl. oc. 35 m. long, ^op. 32, chief town, Porto Praya.

famous Armenian monastery.

cen. Argentine Republic,

.

Santee
Santee River,

.

N ef Buenos Ayres, pop. 8.
*_428 m.
Cal. 3,404 D pop. 16.
San Luis Obispo (-o-bes'po) min. agr. & past. co. S
its X pop. 3.
tp. San Luis Obispo co. pop. 3.
vast
region
in
S
cen.
Col.
Taos
co.
N.
M.
8,400
San Luis Park,
San Luis Potosl (-po-to-se') agr. past. mfg. & min. state, Mexico, 25,316
516.
G3.
pop.
its *, a cml. city, pop.
town, FlorSan Marcello Pistojese (-mar-chgl'lo pes-to-yS'sa) commune
ence prov. Italy, 18 m. N of Pistoja
com.
San Marco In LamlS (-mar'ko en lii'mes) town, Foggia prov. Italy
San Marcos (-mar'kos) town, X of Hays co. Tex. on San Marcos river
joint pop.
San Marino (-ma-re'no) rep. & town, Marclies, Italy, 22 D
ter. atSan Martin (-mar-ten') riv. Spain, 70 m. long, flows into Ebro riv.
tached to Cundinamarca dept. Colombia, South America, pop. 4.
18,000

D

& past. prvo.

Am.

S.

*

2.

Santarem

pop.

Spain, on Guadalquivir river
(-loo-es') min.
itj
pop. 100.

Magdalena dept. Colombia,

Santa Rosa (-ro'za) co. N
X of Sonoma co. Cal. tp. pop.

San Leandro (-la-an'dro) vil. Alameda co. Cal
San Lorenzo (-lo-ren'tho) riv. Argentine Rep. South America, 120 m. long.
San IiUCar de Barrameda (-loo'kar da biir-ra-ma'Da) city & spt. Cadiz prov.
San Luis

of

&

W

Sankt Beatenbergjsiinkt ba-a'ten-bSro') mt. & vil. Bern canton, Switzerland.
Sankt Georgen (-ga-5r'gen) town, Croatia, Hungary, 18 m. N E of Bellovar.
Sankt Johann (-yo-hann') town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Saar river
of Vienna
Sankt-Pblten (-pol'ten) mfg. town, Lower Austria, 35 m.
of Diisseldorf
Sankt Tijnys (-to'nts) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 15 m. N
San Lazzaio (san lad'za-ro) commune, Italy, 1 m. N E of Placentia, pop. 7.

—

*

isl. Ionian Isls. Greece, 180 D pop. 21,
Amaxichi.
(-mS-ne'ka) tp.
city, Los Angeles co. Cal. tp. pop. 2, city

(-mou'rii)

W

10

ft.

W
W

(-mar'ta) spt. towii,

Maura
Monica

Sant' Angelo di BrolO (sant iin'ja-lo de bro'lo) town, Sicily, Italy
Sant' Angelo Lodigiano (-lo-de-j'a'no) town, Milan prov. Italy
Santa Nlnfa (san'tii nen'fa) town, Sicily, Italy, 55 m. S
of Palermo
Sant' Antimo (sant au-te'mo) town, Italy, 7 "m. N of Naples

;

14,280

Marta

(siin-tan-dar') prov. N W Spain, 2,113 D pop. 243. —
* pop. 42.
— dept. Colombia, South America, 16,409 D pop. 556,
# Bucamaranga.

—

—

7.

Margarita Ligure (-le-goo'ra) mfg^town, Genoa prov. Italy
Maria di Capua (-mii-re'a de ka'poo-a) town, Caserta prov. Italy

Santander

riv. Nicaragua, Central America, 100 m. long. Lake Nicaragua
Rio Grande.
riv. Colombia, South America, 150 m. long, to Pacific
to Caribbean Sea.
prov. Argentine Republic, South America, 29,700 D pop. 125.
ocean.
its
* pop. 15. spt. town, N coast of Puerto Rico isl. West Indies, pop. 23.
San Juan Bautista (-bou-tes'ta) town, # of Tabasco state, Mexico
San Juan del Rio (-dSl re'o) miu. town, Queretaro state, Mexico
San Juan Mountains, Col. range of Rocky Mts. Mt. Sneftels the highest,

—

«=

5.

Sant' Anastasla (sant a-nas-ta'sht-a) town, Naples prov. Italy

riv.

riv.

—

— town, Sicily, Italy, pop.

Santa
Santa
Santa
Santa
Santa

— N W Wash. 600 D pop. X Friday
— Bolivia, South America, 300
— Mexico, 150 m. long, flows into

co.
N. M. 6,008 D pop. 2, X Aztec.
Harbor.
tp. Monterey co. Cal. pop. 3.

(san'tii loo-che'a)

-loo-se'ii)

Santa
Santa Luzia (-loo-se'a) dist. & vil. Minas-Geraes state, Brazil, S. Am
dist.
Santa Margarita (-miir-ga-re'ta) isl. 25 m. long, off W coast of S part of Lower

—

—

D

San Jose del Parral (-dSl par-ral') town, Durango state, Mexico
San Juan (-noo-an') min. co. S W Col. 500 D pop. 2, X Silverton. — co. N

—

town, Messina prov. Sicily, Italy, pop.
riv.^Uru^uay, South America, 100 m. long.
Lussurgui (-lobs-soor'gwe) vil. Sardinia isl. Mediterranean sea

ipron.

Cal. 1,380

&

—
—

Pop.

Santa Lucia

riv. Cal.

— agr. & past. co.

riv.

13

..

.
;

;
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Pop.

Pop.

Sargana Taluk

Khandesh

(sar-gan'a ta-look') state,

dist.

Bombay

Schaumburg-Lippe

pres. Brit-

ish India, 360

8

Sargasso Sea (sar-gSs'o-) part of Atl.
Sargent (sar'jent) CO. SEN. Dak. 864
town,

#

25° N, 30° W.

oc.

D pop.

5,

X

masses of seaweed.

;

Forman.

Mazauderan prov.

Persia, near Caspian Sea
Sark (sark) or Sercq (sark) Britisli isl. Euglisli Channel, 2 O.
of Grosswardein
Sarkad (shSr'kod') town, Bihar co. Hungary, 35 m. S
Sarlat (sar'la') town, dept. Dordogne, France, on Sarlat river
S Russia.
Sarmatia (sar-ma'shT-a) anc. name of Poland
SarmlentO (sar-me-en'to) mt. in Tierra del Fuego, S. America, 6,910 ft. high.
of Salerno battle, A. D. 553
Sarno (siir'no) town, Salerno prov. Italy, 13 m.
Saronno or Sarronno (siir-ron'no) cotton mfg. town, Lombardy, Italy
pop. 175,
Eperies.
Saros (sha'rSsh') eo. Hungary, 1,463
Sarpa (sar'pa) riv. Russia in Europe, 200 m. long, Astrakhan govt, to Volga riv.
Sarpy (sar'pi) co. E Neb. 230 pop. 7, X Bellevue.
Sarteano (sar-ta-a'no) town, Siena prov. Italy
Sartena (sar-ta'na) town, Corsica isl. France, 23 m. S S E of Ajaccio
dept.
Sarthe (sart) riv. France, 145 m. long, dept. Orne to Mayenne riv.
France, 2,396
Le Mans.
pop. 430,
Sarun (sa-riin') dist. Patnadiv. Bengal, Br. India, 2,654 pop. 2,064, Chapra.
Sarzana (sard-za'-na) town, Genoa prov. Italy, near Magra river
Saskatchewan (sSs-kSch'e-wan') riv. Canada, 1,732 m. long. Rocky Mts. to
Battleford.
Hudson Bay.
Canada, 107,092
pop. 11,
dist.
Sassano (sas-sa'uo) tovm, Salerno prov. I^aly, 3 m. S E of Diauo
its *, a walled
Sassari (sas'sa-re) prov. Sardinia isl. Italy, 4,142 pop. 279.

Sari

(sa-re') ft.

of

35

W

&
NW

D

;

—

N

W

D

city,

Shahabad

—

W

prov. Italy, 5 m.
of Manduria
(ne-oo'a) isl. Pacific ocean, 19° S, 169°

&

—

&

—

—

848 D.

11,

—

N

W

7

;

n

153

part of Saxony

;

20

isl.

Cumberland

co.
skiir'bur-ro) spt.

1,500

ft.

high.

.

town,

N

W Servia, on Save

Rhine

—

riv.

D

.

pop. 12.

X

I, 0, u, long ; a, e, o, I e.-a
a, d, u, u, ee (see p. 1719) ;

;

—

D

—

Y

&

D

— W
—

W

of .lackson co.^iss. pop.

1.

^

W
—
—

—

D

city,

—

X

of

D

—N

—

—

—
—

^

D

—
W

D

—

D

W

D

2,

Lackawanna

city pop.

2.

co. Pa. pop.

E

D

— town,
75

;

coal

X

(skrTv'cjn) co.
Ga. 786
Sylvanin.
pop. 14,
vil. Oswego co. N.
Scriba (skri'ba) tp.
Scuffletown ("sktif'l-town) tp. Laurens oo. S. C.

prolonged ; S. 5, T, o, u, short ; a, e, i, o, ii, obscure; fir, list,
ch as in chin g as in get u o/in ljnger,"link ng as in sing
;

W

D

Screven

ft.

&

S, e,

*

ct iron.

its

high.
Schaghticoke (skat'T-k6i3k') tp. vil. Rensselaer co. N. Y. tp. jiop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Schassburg (shSs'booro) cml. town, Saxonland, Transylvania prov. Hungary.
riv.

5
1»
25
12
12

#

Scottdale (skOt'dal) bor. Westmoreland co. Pa
Neb. 756 D pop. 2, X Gering.
Scotts Bluff, CO.
Scranton (skrSn'ton) tp. & city, Osage co. Kan. tp. pop.

W of Belgrade
— *, on

50 m.

Brussels, Belgium
pop. 38.
Switzerland, 114
Falls Of, celebrated falls near the above, 100

.

WNW

—

W

(sha'biits')

W

W
—

Me

Schaerbeek (sKar'bak) town, suburb of
Schaffhausen (shat-how'zen) N canton,

&

&

D

town, York co. England
Scarborough (skar'bro or
Scarborough Islands, group, Pacific ocean, 21° 40' N, 151° 35' B.
Scardona (skiir-do'na) Ger. Scradin (skra-den') town, Dalniatia prov. Austria
of Rhodes, 240 D.
Scarpanto (skar'pan-to) Turkish isl. Medit. sea, 28 m. S
Scarpe (skiirp) riv. France, 25 m. long, dept. Pas-de-Calais to Scheldt river.
Scarperia (skiir-pa-re'a) town, Florence prov. Italy, 16 m. N E of Florence

.SchabatS

n

;

Sweden, Norway,

(skar'biir-ro) tp.

(shwarts'b66ra-ro6'dol-stat')

*

pop. 86,

&

Scafati (ska-f a'te) town, Salerno prov. Italy, on Sarno river
Scafell (ska'lSl) mt. Cumberland co. England, 3,229 ft. high.
Scala Nova (ska/la no'vii) town, Turkey in Asia, 40 m. S of Smyrna
Scalpa Flow (skSl'pa-) sea basin, Orkney Isls. Scot. 15 m. long, 8 m. wide.
com.
Scandiano (skan-de-a'no) town & commune, Emilia, Italy
Scandinavia (skSn'dl-na'vt-a) anc. name of the country of the Norsemen,

ScarbQ^O

principality, GerRudolstadt.
(-son'ders-how-zen') principality, Germany,
Arnstadt.
333
pop. 76, # Sondershausen,
SchwatZ ^shwats) mfg. min. town, Tyrol, Austria, on Inn river
Schwedt (shwSt) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia, on Oder river
of Breslau.
SchweidnitZ (shwit'nits) town, Silesia prov. Prussia, 31 m. S
Schweinfurt (shwln'fd6rt) town, Bavaria, Germany, on Main river
prov.
Prussia
(shwalm)
mfg.
town,
Westphalia
Schwelm
of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Germany, pop. 34.
Schwerin (shwa-ren') town,
of Posen, pop. 7.
town, Prussia, 60 m.
Schwerte (shwer'te) town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, on Ruhr river
SchwetZ (shwets) Polish Swiecia (swe-St'se-a) town, Prussia, on Vistula river
SchwlebUS (shwe'bSSs) town, Brandenburg prov Prussia, on Schwemme river
Schwyz (shwits) 1 of 4 forest cantons, Swit. 351 pop. 50. =- its pop. 6.
Schyll (shel) riv. 150 m. long, Transylvania prov. Hungary, to Danube river.
corn depot, Girgenti prov. Sicily, Italy
Sclacca (shak'ka) spt. town
Scicli (shekle) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily, Italy
Sciglio (shel'yo) anc. Scyl'la, headland, Messina Strait, Sicily, Italy.
SciUy Islands (sTl't-) 140 isls. Cornwall co. England, 8 pop. 2, * Hughtown.
(si'o or she'o) Gr.
hamlet, Washtenaw co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
Scio (si'o) tp.
its * pop. 25
pop. 60.
coast of Anatolia, 508
Khio (He'o) Tur. isl. on
massacre, 1822.
Ohio
riv.
Hardin
co.
to
co.
S O. 613
(si-o'to)
long,
riv. O. 300 m.
Scioto
pop. 35, X Portsmouth.
tp. Pickaway co. 0. pop, 2.
tp.
vil. Cayuga co. N.
Scipio (sip'i-o) tp.
tp. Providence
vil. Plymouth co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
Scltuate (sTt'u-at) tp.
CO. R. I. pop. 3.
Scombl (skSm'be) riv. 130 m. long, Turkey in Europe, Albania to Adriatic sea.
Scone (skoon) par. Perth co. Scotland ancient kings of Scotland crowned here
of Catania
Scordia (skor-de'a) town, Sicily, Italy, 17 m. S
div. of Great
pop. 13, X Memphis.
Scotland (skSt'land) CO. N E Mo. 440
Britain, 29,785
pop. 4,026, * Edinburgh.
111. 250
Ark. 930 D pop. 13, X Waldron.
pop. 10,
co.
Scott (skQt) CO.
X Winchester. co. S Ind. 190 pop. 8, X Scottsburg. co. E lo. 440 D pop.
Kan. 720
co. N Ky. 272 D pop.
43, X Davenport.
co.
pop. 1.
its X.
co. S
co. S E cen. Minn. 355 D pop. 14, X Shakopee.
17, X Georgetown.
cen. Miss. 600
pop. 12, X Forest.
oo. S B Mo. 434
pop. 11, X Commerce.
K
Tenn.
020
Huntsville.
52S
CO.
D pop. 10, X
co. S
part of Va.
pop.
22, X Estillville.
tp. Bourbon co. Kan. pop. 3.

O

&

W

& Denmark.
Scansano (skan-s'a'no) town, Grosseto prov. Tuscany, Italy
N of Jura, Hebrides group, Scotland, 9 D,
Scarba (skiir'ba)

2.

D

—

—

pop.

X

&

(s$k'so-nT) Ger. Sachsen (saK'sen) old div. of N Germany, between
& North seas, on the N, & Bohemia & Bavaria on the S. Kingdom
Germany,
or Prussian Saxony, prov.
5,787 L3 pop. 3,503, # Dresden.
of,
Prussia, 9,746 D pop. 2,580, # Magdeburg.
cen.
Africa,
town,
Gando,
Sudan,
on Niger river
Say (sa)
SayvUle (sa'vTl) vil. Suffolk co. N. T. on Great South Bay
Scaer (ska'ar') market town, dept. Finist^re, Prance

Baltic

—

X of Colfax co. Neb. tp. pop. 3, city pop.
Watkins.
Saratoga co. N. Y
cen. Pa. 816 D pop. 154, X PottsvUle.

city,

17,
(ski'ler-vTl) vil.

.

kingdom, Germany.

Saxony

&

tp.

D

;

E

—

D pop.

—

*
&
(-mi'nTng-en-hTlt'b56rG-how'zen) duchy, Ger. 953 D pop. 224, * Meiningeu.
Saze-Weimar (-wi'mar) Ger. Sachsen-Weimae-Eisenaoh (-wi'mar-i'zen-aK)
grand ducliy, cen. Germany, 1,388 D pop. 326, * Weimar.
Saxonland (sak'sgn-lSnd) Oer. Saohsenland (saK'sen-lanf) S part of Transylvania, Hungary, 3,243 D pop. 382 chief town, Kronstadt.

SACHSEN-MEiNiNGEN-HiLDBUKGHAnsEN

(sSk'son swit'zer-15nd) mt. region in

Lancaster.
N. Y. 335

CO.

many, 363

*

Saxon Switzerland

X

W

Schwarzburg-Sondershausen

D

Sase-IHeiningen (-mi'ntng-en) Ger.

near Raab, Hungary, 196 D.

isl.

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt

N

D

7

W

(sii-voo') isl. Pacific ocean, 10° 32' S, 121° 35' E
of (-sa-voi') formerly a div. of Sardinian kingdom, ceded to
France, 1860. —Fr. La Savoie (la/ sa/vwa/) its S part, a French dept. 2,224n
Chamb^ry.
pop. 263,
Africa
Sawiet-Mulai-Idris (sa^vet'-moo'la-e'dres) town, Marocco,
10,600 ft. high.
Sawtelles Peak (sa-telz'-) Rocky Mts. Mont. 44° 32'
India, 900
Sawuntwari (sa-wiint-wa/re) native state, S
Wis. 1,368
pop. 2, X Hayward.
Sawyer (sa'ySr) co.
Saxe-Altehburg (saks-al'ten-bflrg) Ger. Sachsen-Altenedkg (saK'sen-al'tenpop. 171,
Altenburg.
bSors') duchy cen. Germany, 511
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha (-ko'bQrg-go'ta) Oer. Sachsen-Coburs-Gotha (saK'senko'b65r(i-go'ta) duchy, Germany, 755
pop. 207,
Coburg,
Gotha.

Savu

Savoy, Duchy

N

12
7
7
5

Schuylerville
Schuylkill (skooWiii) CO. E
Schuylkill Haven, bor. Schuylkill CO. Pa
Schuylkill River, Pa. 130 m. long, N E of Pottsville to Delaware river.
of Nuremberg..
Schwabach (shwa'baK) mfg. town, Bavaria, Ger. 9 m. S S
Schwalm (shwalm) riv. Germany, 60 m. long, Hesse to Eder river.

E

W

— Little,

Schuttenhofen (shoot'en-ho'fen) town, Bohemia, Austria
lU. 430 n pop. 16, X Rushville.
co. N Mo. 336 D
Schuyler (ski'ler) co.

X

X

_

4

Schroeppel (skroo'pgl) tp. Oswego co. N. Y
Sohroon Lake (skroSn-) lake, Essex & Warren cos. N. Y. 10 m. long.
Schroon Mountain (skroon-) mt. Essex CO. N. Y. 3,200 ft. high.
Schuja (shoo'ya) town, Vladimir govt. Russia in Europe
SchultZ (sh661ts) tp. Aiken co. S. C
Schiitt, Great (-shii£) isl. Danube riv. bet. Pressburg & Comom, Hungary,

D

X

*

12

5

—

tp. Houghton
Schoolcraft (skool'kraft) CO. Mich. 1,216 D pop. 6, X Onota.
CO. Mich. pop. 3.
tp. & vil. Kalamazoo co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
Schoterland (sKo'ter-lant) tp. Friesland prov. Netherlands
Schouwen (sKow'wen) most N isl. Zealand prov. Netherlands, 75 O.
Schreckhorn (shrek'hSrn) mt. Bernese Oberland, Switzerland, 13,492 ft. high.
Scbrimm (shrlm) Polish Szrem (shrSm) town, Prussia, 22 m. S S E of Posen..

Savignano (sii-ven-ya'no) town, Forli prov. Italy, 8 m. S E of Cesena
Savona (sa-vo'na) spt. town, Genoa prov. Italy, 25 m. S W of Genoa
or

—

Schdnheide Cshon'hi-de) vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany
Schdningen (sho'nlng-en) town, Brunswick duchy, Germany
Schdnlinde (shon'lTn-de) mfg. town, N part of Bohemia, Austria

—

Savou

;

&

W
—

W W

W

(sa-vi'e) largest of Samoan Isls. Pacific ocean, 50 m. long, 30 m. wide..
city, Carroll co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 3.
(sa-van'a) tp.
city,
of
Savannah, riv. 450 m. long, S line of N. C. to Atlantic ocean.
town,
of Andrew
Chatham co. Ga.
2d cotton port of U. S. A. pop. 43.
town,
CO. Mo. pop. 1.
of Hardin co. Tenn. pop. 1.
Save (sav) Ger. Sau (sou) riv. Austria, 550 m. long, Carniola to Danube river.
{pron. sav) riv. France, 65 m. long, dept. Haute-Garonne to Garonne river.
of Saluzzo
Savigliano (sa-vel-ya^no) town, Piedmont, Italy, 9 m.

Savanna

5

(shlet'stiit)

W

;

Savaii

6
6
12
8
6

D

W

pop. 50.

S

25

&

;

Sava (sii'va) town, Lecce
Savage Island oc Niue

14

(shlSs'wTg) tp.

N

dist.

India, 356

le

5

Manitowoc co. Wis. pop. 2. —See Sleswioe.
mfg. town, Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany
S
Ga. 103 D pop. 5, X Ellaville.
Schley (shli) co.
Schlusselburg (shliis'sel-boorG') town, St. Petersburg govt. Russia in Eurone
Schmalkalden (shmal'kal'den) town, Prussia, 11 m.
of Meiningen
Protectant League formed, 1530
Schmolln (shmoln) town, Saxe- Altenburg duchy, Germany
min. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany
Schneeberg (shna'bSre) mfg.
Schneidemiilil (shm'de-mUl') mfg. town, Prussia, on Kiiddow river
Schodack (sko-dak') tp. Rensselaer co. N. Y,
Schoharie (.sko-har'i) co. N. X. 647 pop. 29, X Schoharie, —its X pop. 1.
tp. Schoharie co. pop. 3.
Sch'dmberg (shom'bSro) or Schonberg (shon'bSro) town, Moravia, Austria..
SchSnbrunn (shon'broon) imperial palace, IJ m. S
of Vienna, Austria.
Sohiinebeck (sho'ne-bek') mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia
Schoneberg (sho'ng-bgra') S
suburb of Berlin, Prussia
Schbnef eld (sho'ne-f Sit') vil.
commune, Saxony kingdom, Ger
commune

ScWeswig

Schlettstadt

*

Saunders (san'derz) CO. E Neb. 740 D pop. 22, X Wahoo.
Saunte or l^anth (sant) native state, Bombay pres. British

—

SchklOV (shklSv) town, Moliilev govt. Russia in Europe
Schlan (shlan) Bohemian Slany (sla'ne) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Schlawe (shla'we) town, Fonierania prov. Prussia, on Wipper river
Schleiz (shlits) town, Reuss-Schleiz principality, Germany

Patua div. Bengal, British India
Sassof errato (sas-so-f Sr-ra'to) town, Marches, Italy
Sata (sa'ta) main stream of the Indus riv. at Delta in Sind, N "W India.
Satalge (sa-tal'ga) town, Thessaly, Greece battle of Pharsalia, B. c. 48.
Satara (sa-ta'ra) dist. Bombay pres. British India, 5,398 D pop. 1,116. —its #,
58 m. S S E of Puna, pop. 24.
Satilla (sa-tTl'a) riv. Ga. 220 m. long, Irwin co. to Atlantic ocean.
Satored]a~U]hely (sii'to'rSl'yo' oo'e'hgl') market town, Zemplin co. Hungary
Satpur (sat'poor') pass, Himalaya Mts. 35° N, 75° 24' E, 12,000 ft. high.
Satpura Hlountalns (sat-poo'ra-) range, India, 21° 30' N, 74°-78° E.
Satur (sa-toor') town, Tinnevelli dist. Madras pres. British India
tp.
SaugatUCk (sa'ga-tuk') tp. & vil. Allegan co. Mich
Saugertles (sa'ger-tez') tp. & vil. Ulster co. N. Y. tp. pop. 10, vil. pop. 4.
SaugUS (sa'gus) tp. & vil. Essex co. Mass. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 1.
cen. Wis. 837 D pop. 31, X Baraboo.
Sauk (sak)"co. S
city
Sauk Center, tp. & city, Stearns co. Minn
Sauk River, riv. Minn. 120 m. long, Osakis Lake to Mississippi river.
city
Sault Sainte marie (sob' sent ma'rl) tp. & city, Chippewa co. Mich
Saumur (so'miir') toivn, dept. Maiue-et-Loire, France, on Loire river
Saumurols (so'mii'rwa') old dist. France, now divided among depts. MaineET-LoiKE, iKDRE-ET-LoiKE, & ViENNE chief town, Saumur.
(sas'er-am') town,

Schavll (shiiv'le) town, Kovno govt. Russia in Europe
Scheideck (slii'dek) mt. Bern canton, Switzerland, 6,473 ft. high.
Scheldt (skelt) Dutch Schelde (sKel'de) Fr. Escaut (Ss'ko') riv. France, Belgium, & Netherlands from dept. Aisiie, France, 200 m. toNorth Sea.
SchemnitZ (shem'ntts) Hung. Selmecz BAnta (shgl'mgts' ban'yo') min. tovm,
Houtli CO. Hungary

W

pop. 32.

Sasseram

D pop.

Schiehalllon (.she-hai'yun). See Sheechaillin.
Schievelbein (she'f el-bin') town, Pomerania prov. Prussia, on Rega river
Schlltigheim (shtl'tiG-him') vil. Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany
Schio (.ske'o) town, Vicenza prov. Italy, 15 m. N
of Vicenza

*

Q

(shoum'b66ra-lip'pe) principality, Germany, 131

Biickeburg.

;

—

D

*

Schenectady (ske-nek'ta-dS) CO. N. Y. 200 n pop. 30.
city, its X pop. 20.
Scheveningen (ssa'ven-'in'Hen) watering place, S. Holland prov. Netherlands
Schiedam (sKe'diim') mfgTtown, S. Holland prov. Netherlands famed for gin
Schiedam Islands, group, Flores Sea, Malay Arch. 90 m. N of Flores.

*

*

39,

;

8
6

D
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;
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1800

N

.

Scnicoats (skOWsots) suburb

Scullabogue

(skool-a-bog')

of

vil.

HuU, York

New

near

Pop.
45

England

co.

Wexford

Koss,

co. Ireland

—

cre, 1798.

Scuppernong (skup'er-n5ng') tp. Wasliington co. N. C
Tex. 900 D pop. 1, X Snyder.
Scurry (skur'i) co. N

2

W

Scutari (skoo'ta-re) anc. Chrysop'olis, town, Turkey in Asia, opposite
vilayet,
Turkey in Europe, N
suburb of, Constantinople, pop. 60.

n pop.

Albania. 4,516

203.

—

its

*

—

W

&

to,

pt. of

pop. 30.

Scythla (sith'T-a-) auc. name of N parts of Europe & Asia.
tp.
Seaboard (se'bord) tp. & to^vn, Northampton co. N. C
Seabrook (se'brook) tp. & vil. Rockingham co. N. H. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
town,
Sussex
town
hundred
&
co.
Del.
hundred
pop.
1.
(se'ford)
3,
pop.
Seaford
Peruvian.
Seal Islands'or LobOS Islands (lo'bos-) 3 guano isls. 6-^ S, 81'^
Punjab,
British
India,
(se-al'kof)
dist.
1,955
D
pop.
1,005.
its
Sealkote
*,

W

E N E of Lahore,

65 m.

Searcy

P

pop. 25.

N Ark.

(ser'sT) co.

Ark. pop.

7C8

D

pop. 10,

X

Marshall.

2

— town, X of White

co.

1.

& vil. Waldo co. Me

tp.

2
43

Sebenico (sa-ba'ne-ko) town, Dalmatia prov. Austria, 42 m. S E of Zara
SebnitZ (sSb'nTts) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Ger. 24 m. E S E of Dresden.
Afghanistan, 70 ra.
Sebsar (s5b'sar') or Subzawur (so8b-za-wQr') ft. town,

18
5

Searsport (serz'port)
Seattle (se-at'n city,

tp.

X

of King CO. Wash
SebagO Lake (se-ba'go-) lake, Cumberland co. Me. 96 D.
Greenwood.
Ark. 600
pop. 33,
Sebastian (se-bSst'yan) CO.

W

D

X

See Sevastopol.

Sebastopol.

W

Sof Herit
of Nabulus.
Sebustleh (sa'biSs'te-e) anc. Sama'ria, vil. Palestine, 6 m. N
Secchia (sSk'ke-a) riv". Italy, 70 m. long, Apennine Mts. to Po river.
Sechshaus (sgks'hows) vil. Lower Austria, near Vienna, on Weir river

5

W

See Szechtjen.
(sa'-choo'Sn').
(se-kJ5N') mfg. town, dept. Nord, France

5

Seclln
Secondlg'llano (sa-kon-del-ya'no) town, Napoli prov. Italy
Sedalla (se-da'li-a) city, X of Pettis co. Mo
Sedan (se-doN') mfg. town, dept. Ardennes, France, on Meuse riv. battles, 1870
Sedgemoor (sej'moor) tract, Somerset co. England Monmouth's defeat, 1085.
co. S Kan.
Sedgwick (sej'wik) CO. N E Col. 650 D pop. 1, X Julesburg.

6
-14

20

;

—

;

D pop.

X

D

NNE

Kuh

N

Koh

—

E

—

D

5

W

5
7

2

Sem

*

N

N

D

W

Philippine

Sel^gor

U

3,000

&

(sa-lan'g8r) native state,

—

81.

its

W

*

50

Malay Pen.

Lake Baikal.

D pop.

NE

of

3

Semirechensk
pop. 672,

*

(sa-me-pa-la-tTnsk') govt. Kirghiz Steppe, Russia in Asia,
its *, a fortified town, on Irtish riv. pop. 10.
(sa-me-ra-chensk') govt. Turkestan, Russia in Asia, 152,280
577.

—

W

6

&

—

D

—
—

X

awee

1

;

X

—

&

Seneca Indians, tribe of the Iroquois
Seneca Lake, Yates & Seneca cos. N.
Seneffe (se-nef)

Senegal

vil.

(sfen'e-fal')

Indians,

—

—

&

90

NW

—

5

W

W

NN

W

N

*

O means square miles

D

&

;

#,

Population

is

*

W

D

D

—

X

&NW

—

E

^

&

Seymour

;

& vil. New Haven co. Conn. tp. pop. 3.
shipbuilding & fishing town, dept. Var, France

(se'mer) tp.

^ city, Jackson

12

5
of Velletri

W

in

7
6
13

Europe

ShackeUord (shSk'el-ford) co, N
cen. Tex. 900 O pop. 2, X Albany.
Shadrlnsk (sha-drensk') town, Perm govt, Russia in Asia
Shadwell (ahad'wgl) par. Middlesex co. England and E suburb of London
Shahabad (sha'ha/bad') dist. Patna div. Bengal, British India, 4,385 D pop.
town, Ambala dist. Punjab, British India, pop. 12.
1,724, # Arrah.

6

8

^

town, Sitapur div. Oudh, British India, pop. 19.
(sha'jii-han'pobr) dist. Rohilkhand div. N,

—

W.

Provinces, Brit-

*

2,9820 pop. 950.
its
pop. 78.
(sha'noor') or Savanur (sav'a-nobr') native state, Berar, cen. India,
17.
its
69
pop.
pop. 9,
Shahpur (sha'poor') dist, Rawal Pindi div. Punjab, British India, 4,699 Dpop.

Shahnur

—

—

its

*

#, on Jhelam

river.

(shii-poo'ra) native state,

Rajputana, India, 400

D pop.

52.

—

its

#

pop, 11,

& bor. Northumberland
pop, 14.
Shandaken (shan-daTsgn) tp. & vil. Ulster co, N. Y
Shamokin

3

W

E

X

ShaUipura (shak'pob'rii) town, Bhagalpur div. Bengal, British India
Shakopee (shak'o-pe) city, X of Scott co. Minn
Shammar Mountains (sham'mar'-) range, Shammar, N Arabia, 9,000 ft.

co. O.

French colony,
Africa, to Atlantic ocean.
Jallon dist. Seiiegambia,
Africa, 51,000
St. Louis.
pop. 250,
12,000
Africa, 8=-17° N, 4°-17° 30'
Senegambia (sSn'e-gam'bT-a) region,
Seniavine Islands (sa-ne-a-ven'-) part of Caroline Group, Pacific ocean.
Senise (sa-ne'sS) town, Potenza prov. Italy, 29 m. E of Lagonegro
coast of Norway, G9° 20' N, 17° 10' E, 1,350 D.
Senjen (sen'yen) isl. off
of Poltava
SenkOV (sSn-kov') town, Poltava govt. Russia, 42 m.
Senlis (s5N'les' or soN'le') town, dept. Oise, France, on Nonette river
Africa,
dist.
E
on
Blue
Nile
riv. 60,000
(sSn'nar')
or
Sennar
Sennaar
pop. 1,000.
its
pop. 9.
Auee.
France,
now
depts.
Yonne
old
dist.
(se-no'na')
SenonoiS or SenonaiS
14
Sens (son) city, dept. Yonne, France, on Yonne riv. 61 m. S S E of Paris

*

—

—

X

D

(savr) town, dept. Seine-et-Oise, France; famous porcelain factory....
Provs. India.
Sewallk Mountains (se-wa'llk-) mt. range, Punjab
Kan. 648
pop. 2,
Springfield.
co. S
Seward (su'ard) co. S
Neb.
pop. 16, X Seward.
its X, a city, pop. 2.
576
bor. Allegheny co. Pa. bor. pop. 3.
Sewiokley (se-wTk1e) tp.
tp. Westmoreland CO. Pa. pop. 4.
Seychelles (sfi'shgl') isls. Indian Ocean British a dependency of Mauritius.

369.

W N. Y

—

W

N

D

Sevres

Shahpura

Y. 36 m. long, 2 m. wide.
Hainaut prov. Belgium, 16 m. N E of Mons
Fr. Senegal (sa'na'gal') riv. 1,000 m. long, from Futa-

Q

—

D

D

tp. LenTiffin.
city,
of Nemaha co. Kan. pop. 2.
pop."4lJ"
tp.
town, Oconee
tp. Ontario co. N. Y. pop. 3.
CO. Mich. pop. 3.
CO. S. C. tp. pop. 4.
vil. Seneca CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 7, vil. pop. 6.
Seneca Falls, tp.

544

W

X

ish India,

5

5.

Sendai (sSn-di') spt. city, N E coast Hondo isl. Japan, on Sendai Bay
Seneca (sen'e-ka) CO. cen. N. Y. 346 D pop. 28, X Ovid & Waterloo.

N

tp. Cumberland co. N. C
riv. England, 210 m. long,
Wales to Bristol Channel.
(se-vlr') co. S
Ark. 547
pop. 10,
Lockesburg.
co.
Tenn.
560
Sevierville.
pop. 19,
co. Ut. 1,872
pop. 6,
Richfield.
;
has no outlet.
Sevier liStHie, salt lake, Millard co. Ut. 150
Sevier River, Ut. 200 m. long, Iron CO. to Sevier Lake.
Seville (sSv'il or se-vll') Sp. Sevilla (sa-vel'ya) prov. Andalusia, Spain,
its
pop. 544.
pop. 143, on Guadalquivir river.
5,295

Shdhjahinpur

&

pop.

—

—

Vyernyi.

(sem-le-ansk') town, Voronej govt. Russia in Europe
(s5m'le-ke') or Red River, riv. cen. Africa, 100 m. long, connects
Albert Nyanza lakes.
Muta Nzige
Semlin or Zemlin (sSm-len') ft. cml. town, Slavonia, Hungary, on Danube riv.
Semoy or SemolS (se-mwa') riv. Belg. Fr. 100 m. long, to Meuse river.
Sempach (sem'paK) town. Lucerne canton, Swit. Winkelried's death, 1386..
town in same, on Zambezi riv.
Sena (se'na) dist. Portuguese E. Africa.

Semllansk
Semlikl

—

W
—

Sfax (sfaks) spt. town, Tunis, N Africa, on Cabes Gulf
Sgjersht (sge-ershf) town, Warsaw prov. Poland, Russia

Messina; battles 1495, 1503
184,631

;

Seyne (san)
8 Suzanne (sa'zann') mfg. town, dept. Marne, France
5 Sezza (sgt'sa) or Sezze (sgt'sa) town, Italy, 20 m. S E
prov. Italy, 20 m.

12
16

CO. Ind. pop. 5.

1.

Semipalatinsk

W

N

;

5

—

Selmast (sel'mast) tovni, Azerbaijan prov. Persia
Selva (sSl'vii) town, Tarragona prov. Spain
Semendria (se-mgn'dre-a). See Smederevo.
Semlnara (sem'e-na'r'a) town, Reggie di Calabria

W

S^tii (sa-tef) town, Constantine dept. Algeria, Africa
Setubal (sa-too'bal) spt. Estremadura prov. Portugal, on Setubal Bay
spt. Crimea, Taurida
Sevastopol (sgv'as-to'pgl, Euss. sa-vas-to'pol) town
govt. Russia in Europe, pop. 34 siege in 1855.
Sevellan (sa'vgl-lan) mt. Azerbaijan prov. Persia, 13,000 ft. high.
group near Banca isl. Malay
Seven Islands, group, Alas, coast, 56° 10' N.
Arch.
group off N
coast of Celebes isl, Malay Arch.
group on
coast
of Lapland, 68° 46' N.
group, St. Lawrence Gulf, Quebec prov. Canada.
Sevenoaks (sev'en-oks') town, Kent co. England, 22 m. S E of London

n

10

Selkirk or Selkirkshire (s51'kirk-shir) co. Scotland, 260 D pop. 27, X Selkirk,
pop. 6, on Ettrick river.
SelleS-SUr-Cher (sel'-siir'-shar') town, dept. Loir-et-Cher, France
town, Fresno co. Cal.
Selma (sSl'ma) city, X of Djdlas co. Ala. pop. 8.
pop.

—

N

n

6
to

.

(sa'se-a) riv.
Italy, 86 m. long, Monte Rosa to Po river.
of Capua
Sessa (ses'sa) city, Caserta prov. Italy, 17 m.
Sestri a Ponente (ses'tre a po-ngn'ta) coast town, Genoa prov. Italy
Sesvete (sgs-va'ta) tp. Croatia, Hungary

Sevier

*.

Selby (sSl'bi) town, York co. England, on Ouse river
Selenga (sa-len'f a) riv. cen. Asia, 500 m. long, Tangnu Mts.

13
11
7
6

Novi-Bazar.

Severn (sgv'em)

*

under British protection,

6
17

30

Seventy-First,

*

*

Malay Archipelago

Isls.

D pop.

D
D

.

;

—

6

NW

—

10
10

&

*

—

T

34

—

*

*

;

250
6

SeralEhS (sa-raKs') or Sarakhs (sa-raks') ft. town, Transcaspiana, Russia in
Asia, 90 m. S
of Merv
SerdOVSk (sgr'dSvsk') town, Saratov govt. Russia in Europe, on Serdova river.
Sered (sgr'Sd or sa'rgt) riv. Galicia prov. Austria, 120 m. to Dniester river.
Seregno (sa-rgn'yo) town, Milano prov. Italy, 13 m. N of Milan
Serena (sa-ra'na) town, * of Coquimbo prov. Chile
Seres (sgr'Ss) town, Macedonia, Turkey in Europe, 45 m. N E of Salonika
Sereth (sS'rgf) riv. Bukowina & Roumania, 270 m. long, to Danube riv.
town, Bukowina prov. Austria, pop. 7.
Serghievsk (sgr-ge-gvsk') town, Moscow govt. Russia in Europe
Sergipe (sSr-zhe'pa) state, Brazil, South America, 7,370 D pop. 263, * Aracaju.
SerldO (sa-re'do) riv. Brazil, S. Am. 120 m. long, Parahyba to Piranhas river.
Serinagur (sgr't-na-gfir'). See Skinaoar.
Serlngapatam (sgr-In'ga-pa-t$m') town, Mysore state, S India
Serlngham (ser-in'gQm) town, 2 m. Nof Trichinopoli, Madras pres. Br. India
com.
Serine (sa-re'no) town & commune, Avellino prov. Italy
com.
Sermide (sar-me'da) vil. & commune, Mantua prov. Italy, on Po river
its *.
Serohi (se-ro'we) native state, Bengal pres. India, 3,200 D pop. 55.
Seron (sa-ron') town, Almeria prov. Spain, 34 m. N of Almeria iron mines.
Serpa (sgr'pa) town, Alemtejo prov. Portugal, near Guadiana river
Serpukhov (sgr-poo-Kov') town, Moscow govt. Russia in Europe
Serpur (ser'poor') town, Dacca div. Bengal, British India
Serra Caprlola (sar'ra ka-pre-o'la) town, Foggia prov. Italy
Serra di Falco (-de f al'ko) town, Girgenti prov. Sicily, Italy
Serra do Estrella (-do gs-trgl'lii) mt. range, Beira prov. Portugal, 75 m. long.
town &
Serravalle (sar-ra-val'a) cml. town, Treviso prov. Italy, pop. 6.
commune, Florence prov. Italy, com. pop. 6.
com.
Serravezza (sar-ra^vSt'sa) town & commune, Lucca prov. Italy
Servla (ser'vi-a) Slavonic Sreita (s'R-Be'ya) kingdom, S E Europe, 19,050 D
pop. 2,256, *"Belgrade.
vilayet, N
Turkey in Europe, 2,895 D pop. 100,

Sesia

Segu-Sikoro, pop. 30.
(sa'fob) country, on upper Niger riv. Fr. Sudan
Seguin (sa-gen') vil. X of Guadalupe co. Tex
Segura (sa-go6'ra) riv. Spain, 180 m. long, Segura Mts. to Mediterranean sea.
mt. range, Andalusia, Spain, 150 m. long.
Seilenberg (sl'fen-bero') peak, Riesen-Gebirge range, Prussia, 4,476 ft. high.
Selthennersdorf (sif-hgn'ners-d5rf') vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany
coast of Norway, 400 D.
SeilandJsI'land) isl. off
(sem) riv. 300 m. long, Kursk govt. Russia in Europe.
Seim (sF.m) or
Seine (sSn) riv. France, 497 m. long, Tasselot Mt. dept. C6te-d'0r, to EngParis.
lish Channel.
dept. France, 184 C3 pop. 3,142,
Melun.
pop. 357,
Selne-Ot-Marne (san'-S'-marn') dept. E France, 2,215
France, 2,164
pop. 629,
Versailles.
Selne-et-Oise (san'-fi'-waz') dept.
France,
2,330
pop. 840,
Rouen.
Selne-Inf^rleure (san'-SN'fa're-nr') dept.
Afghanistan
E Persia
Seistan (sas'tan') region, S
of Mindanao isl.
Selangan (sa'lan'giu') or Cota-batO (ko'ta-ba-to') town,

SegU

pop. 11.

Seoul (sa-ool') or Eing-ke-tao (kTng-ke-ta'o) city, * of Korea
Sepsl— Szent— Gybrgy (shep'she'-sent-dyordj) vil. Transylvania, Hungary
Sept-Isles (sgt'-el') group of isls. C6tes-du-Nord, Brittany, France.
SeguatChie (se-kwach'e) co. E Tenn. 252 D pop. 3, X Dunlap.
Sequatchie River, riv. Tenn. CO m. long, Bledsoe co. to Tennessee river.
Sequlllo (sa-kel'yo) riv. Spain, 80 m. long, Leon prov. to Valderaduey river.
Seraing (se-r5N') min. & mfg. town, Belgium, on Meuse river

^

Wichita.
44,
Seeland (se'land) Danish, Sj^lland (sygl'land) largest isl. of Denmark, 2,840
pop. 638,
Copenhagen.
of AlenQon
Seez (sa) town, dept. Orne, France, 13 m.
Afghiin(sa-fed' koo') or Safed
(sa-fSd' ko) mt. range,
Sefid
istan.
mt. range,
Afghanistan, S E of Kabul, highest point, 14,200 ft. <
Segeberg (sa'ge-bSro') town, Sleswick-Holstein prov. Prussia, on Trave river..
SegO (sa'go) lake, Olonetz govt. Russia in Europe, 400 D.
Segorbe (si-gor'ba) city, Castellon de la Plana prov. Spain
its
pop. 154.
pop. 10.
Segovia (sa-go've-a) prov. Spain, 2,714
Segre (sa'gra) riv. Catalonia, Spain, 150 m. long, Pyrenees Mts. to Ebro river.

*

D

—

12

Se-Chuen

1,008

*

its

high.
pop. 230.

ft.

(se-o'ne) dist. Jabalpur div. Cen. Provs. British India, 3,123

W

—

;

Pop.

Sentis or Hoch-Sentis (hoK-sgn'tts) mt. Appenzell, Swit. 8,232

Seoni

massa-

;

(sha-mo'kin)

tp,

12

2

high.
co. Pa. tp. pop. 1, bor.
tp.

3

Shanghai (shSng'ha'I) spt. city, Kiangsu prov, China
Shang-I-Yuen (shang'-e-yoo'5n') town, Chghkiang prov. China
Shangtung (shiing'toong') prov. N E China, 65,104 D pop. 36,248, * Tsi-nan.
Shannon (shSn'on) co. S Mo. 960 D pop. 9, X Eminence.
riv. Ireland, 224

380
lOO

—

m, long, Cuilcagh Mt. Cavan

co. to Atlantic ocean.
(sban-se') prov.
China, 56,268
pop. 12,211, chief city, Tai-yuen.
Shao-ChU (sha^o-choo') city, Kwangtung prov. S E China, 120 m. of Canton
Shapur (sha-poor') anc. city, Fars prov. Persia famous ruins.
Miss. 425
pop. 8, X Rolling Fork.
Sharkey (shar'ke) co.
vil. Litchfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 2.
Sharon (shSr'on) tp.
tp. Schoharie
CO. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp. Mecklenburg co. N. C. pop. 2.
tp. Richland co. O.
pop. 3.
bor. Mercer co. Pa. pop. 7.
Ark. 570
pop. 10, X Evening Shade.
Sharp (sharp) CO.
Sharpsburg (sharps'bfirg) bor, Allegheny co. Pa. pop. 5.
SharpsViUe (shSrps'vIl) bor, Mercer co. Pa

N

Shansi

D

—

—

N

;

W

D

&

—

N

—

D

capital
X,co.seat; agr. , agricultural ; cml., coromercial ; mfg., manufacturing min., mining; spt., seaport ; tp., township; viL, village.
given in nearest thousands: 2 =:: 1,500 to 2,499; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; leas than 1,000 not given. &ee Abbreviations, ^. 1919.
;

=

;

50
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Tambov

govt. Russia in

Europe

7

Shawangunk (shSn'gum) tp. & vil. Ulster co. N. Y
Shawangunk Mountains, range in Orange, Sullivan, & Ulster cos. N.
Shawano (sha-wft'nS) co. N E Wis. 1,152 D pop. 19, X Shawano.
Shawnee (sha'ne') co. N E Kan. 558 D pop. 49, X Topeka. — tp. & vil.

—

—

—

Shusha
2
6

;

W

W
—

—

—

—

W

—

X

—

(shgl'bT-vTl) city,
of Shelby co. 111. pop. 3.
CO. Ind. pop. 5.
vil.
of Shelby co. Ky. pop. 3.
vil.

Tenn. pop.

—

—

X

city,

X

of

2.

D

N

Lawrence

2
29

6

co.

9,

5
6

its

co.

its

Kan. pop. 3.
Sheridan, mount, peak. Rooky Mts. in National Park, Wyo. 10,420 ft. high.
co. cen.
Sherman (sher'man) CO. N
Kan. 1,080 D pop. 5, X Goodland.
Neb. 576
pop." 6, X Loup City.
co. N Ore. 510 D pop. 2, X Wasco.
city, X of Grayson co. Tex. pop. 7.
Sherman, Blount, peak, Blue Mts. Grant CO. Ore. 11,000 ft. high.
Shesklyev (sh5s-ke-ygv') town, Penza govt. Russia in Europe, on Kalma riv.
Shetland Islands '^shet'land-) arch. 102 isls. Scot. 582 D, chief isl. Mainland
Shettlestone (shgt'l-ston)"N E suburb, Glasgow, Lanark co. Scotland
Shevagurry (she'va-gar'i) town, Tinnevelli dist. Madras pres. British India..
Sheyenne (shi'gn')"riv. N. Dak. 300 m. long, to Red River of the North.
Shiawassee (shi'a-was'e) riv. Mich. 100 ra. long, Oakland co. to Flint riv.
CO. E cen. Mich."528'D pop. 31, X Corunna.
Shickshock Mountains (shTk'shok-) Gasp6 Pen. Quebec prov. Canada.
Shields, North (-sheldz) spt. & mfg. town, Northumberland co. England
Shields, South, spt. & shipbuilding town, Durham co. England
by S of Lassa residence
Shigatze (she-gat'za) town, * of W. Tibet, 140 m.
of the Bogdo-Lama.
Shlkarpur (shlk'ar-poor') dist. N Sind, Bombay, British India, 8,813 D pop,
776.
its *, a cml. town, pop. 38.
town, Meerut div. N. W. Provinces,
CO.

W

—

—

—

—

5
29
8
14

ShilOh

(shi'lo) tp.

Sumter

E

of Kiushiu

its

7
78

;

co. S.

7,031

D

Shipka

tles, 1877.

Shipley

(slup'll')

town, York co. England, 3 m.

D

;

a

ft.

town, pop.
of

Shrewsbury
vil.

York

shire,

X

of

Caddo

n

J. tp.

co.

(shrop'shir) or Salop (sa'lop) min.
pop. 236, X Shrewsbury.

T, o, ii, long; S, S, 8, less
a, o, ij, D, ee (see p. 1719);

a, S,

Silesia

prolonged

8.

tp.

riv. pop. 27.

&

past, inland co.

; S, 5, T, 6,

H, short

chajtnchin; gojinfet; n

;

England,

a, g, [, o, u,

;

D

# Troppau.

#

*

—

O

D

ft. city, Bulgaria, on Danube riv.
sieges 1829, 1864
Silllman, Mount (-"sTl'i-man) peak. Sierra Nevada, Cal. 11,623 ft. high.
Mont? 915 D pop. 24, X Butte City.
Silver Bow, co. S
Silver City, vil. Grant co. N.
tp. Greene co. O. pop. 2.
Silver Creek, vil. Chautauqua co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Silver Spring, tp. Cumberland co. Pa
(stl'ver-ton)
tp.
Aiken
S.
co.
C
Silverton
Silves (sel'vgs) town, Algarve prov. Portugal
Simancas (se-man'kiis) town, Valladolid, Spain archives of Castrle
;

M

—

Canada, 1,665

U pop. 85, X

—
—

its

co.

*

pop. 39.

Ontario prov.

Barrie.

*

of Taurida govt. Russia in Europe
(sim'la) dist. Ambala div. Punjab, British India, 18
its
pop. 34.
pop. 7 ; a sanitarium.
Simmering (sTm'me-rTng) town, Lower Austria, S E suburb of Vienna
point of Hondo isl. J.-.pan ....
Simonoseki (se'm6-"no-sa'ke) spt. town, at S
(si'monz-) town
naval arsenal, Simon's Bay, Cape Col. S Af.
Simon's
pass, Swit. Napoleon's famous road.
Simplon (sIm'plSn, Fr. sSN'pIoN') mt.
co. S cen. Miss.
Simpson (sTmp'son) co. Ky. 320
pop. 11, X Franklin.
580
pop. 10, X'Westville.

Simferopol (sim-fer-o'p51) town,

—

D

&

D

;

co.

37

*

W

&

(saN'-le-nobI')
(si'na or si'na-i) pen. bet. Suez

20
^0

—

Conn

tp.

&

D

—

*

8.

N

—
W

pres. British India, 48,326
pop. 2,869,
Haidardbiid.
N
part of Bornu, cen. Africa
(se'n'gSn') populous city,
of Shensi prov.
China, on Hwei-ho riv.
Singapore (sln'ga-por') British isl. S of Malay Pen. 206
pop. 183.
its
of Straits Settlements, pop. 139.
ct
Singbhum (sing'boom'J dist. S Beng.al, India, 4,5030 pop. 415. Chaibaasa.
Sing-Sing (aln^'-sTng') vil. Westclicster co. N. V. state prison
Slnigaglla (so-no-gal'yii) spt. town, Ancona prov. Italy
SinJ (,si3-iie') or Sign (son) ft. town, Dalmiitia prov. Austria
Sinope (.sTu-o'pe) Tiir. SiNOun (sc-noiib') spt. Turkey in Asia, on Black Sea.
Sion (sT'6n) or Zion (zi'Sn) mt. Palestine, Turkey in Asia, site of Jerusalem.

Sinder (sln'der) town,

W

*

N

W

—

D

15

*

#

;

.

lAst, fall, cSre; tSrm; food, f<56t, fflrlj 6 as in f6r
oi oj in oil
ow as in cow;
c(
ngoitresing: th(M<nthin; tfa (U in ttiine 1, iS, A, ir, b, v, o, a, K, N (see p. 1719).

obscure; far,

as"in linger.'link;

&

Ger. Schlesien (shla'ze-en) prov. S E Prussia, 15,562
Breslau.
prov. or crown fand, Austria, 1,987
pop. 606,

(sif-le'shT-a)

pop. 4,224,

*

La

9
10
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Si-ngan

— &
pop.
N.
& vil._Monmouth
— (shruz'ber-T or shroz'bgr-I) town, X of Shrop-

England, 38 m. S of Chester, on Severn

Shropshire
1,320

par.

;

town, dept. Nord, France
Akabah Gulfs, N end of Red Sea.
Sinai, Mount, now Jebel-Moosa, Arabia Petnpa, 8,593 ft. high.
Sinaloa (sln-ii^lo'a) state, Mexico, 33,671 D pop. 224, X Culiacon, pop.
town, Sinaloa state, Mexico, pop. 10.
Sind (sTnd) riv. India, 220 m. long, Seronge to Jnmna river.
prov.
127

of the old City

;

city,
(shruz'bSr-t) tp.
co. Pa. tp. pop. 2.

—

Sinai

D

Shoshone (slio-sho'ne) co. N Ida. 4,400 D pop. 5, X Murray.
Shoshone Falls, Snake Riv. Ida. 200 ft. high.
Shoshong (sho-shSng') town, N E part of Bechuanaland, S Africa
Shreveport (shrev'port)

ft.

ft.

Bombay

N

highest, 14,464

;

7

Sin or Sin-le-Noble

61.

London,

Col.

&

— co. S W N. M.

Downieville.

the highest.
Sievsk (se-evsk') town, Orel govt. Russia in Europe, on Sievsk river
of Florence, Italy, on Arno river
Signa (sen'ya) vil. 8 m.
Signak (sTg'nak') ft. town, Tifiis govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia in Asia
city, Keokuk co. lo. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Sigourney (stf 'iir-ni) tp.
Siguenza (se-ggn'thS) town, Guadalajara prov. Spain
Sihun (ae-hoon') or Seihan (si-han') anc. Sa'kus, riv. Adana vilayet, Asia
Minor, 130 m. long, to Gulf of Iskanderun.
Sikandardbdd (se-kan-da-ra'bad') town, Nizam's dominions, S India, pop. 34.
.— town, Meerut div. N. W. Provinces, British India, pop. 18.
India now ruled by England.
Sikhs (seks) nation, Punjab, N
Sikkim (sTkIm) trib. state, Bengal, India, 1,550
pop. 80,
Tumlong.
(sTl'ches-ter)
vil. Hants co. England ; remains of Roman city, Cai/SUchester
11,658

Simpsons Creek, tp. Horry co. S. C
Simsbury (simz'ber-T) tp. & vil. Hartford

;

Shoal (shgi) tp. Clinton co. Mo
Shoeburyness (shoo'ber-T-ngs) cape, Essex co. England artillery range.
Shol^pur (sho-la'poor)"dist. Deccan div. Bombay pres. British India, 3,925

*

Rocky Mts.

D

riv.

;

its

7

W

Town

Shirgati (sher'ga'te) town, S part of Patna div. Bengal pres. British India
Shirkot (sher'kot) town, Rohilkhand div. N. W. Provs. British India
Shlrwa (sher'wgO^lake, S E Af. 1,200 D, 30 m. S E of Lake Nyassa no outlet.
Shizuoka (she'zoo-o'ka) town, S E coast Hondo isl. Japan, on Saruga Bay
Shoa (sho'a) kingdom, S E Abyssinia, Africa, * Licheh Italian protectorate.

—

X

5,

Simla

N N W of Bradford.

(shTp'enz-bQrg) bor. Cumberland co. Pa.
Shiraz (she'raz) city, * of Fars pi-ov. & former * of Persia
Shir^ (she'ra) riv. Africa, from S end of Nyassa Lake, 300 m. to Zambezi

pop. 81G.

pop.

;

Shippensburg

Shoreditch (shor'dTch) part

D

900

Simbirsk (sim-bersk') govt. Russia, 19,110 D pop. 1,580.
Simcoe (sTm'ko) lake, Ontario prov. Canada, 500 D.
2,863
2

W

*

6

15

Sierra de la Vlnda (se-er'ra da lii ven'da) mts. Peru passes, 15,000 ft. high.
Sierra del Monte Diablo (se-gr'ra dgl_mon'ta de-a'blS). See Coast Range.
Sierra de San Juan (se-er'ra da san Hoo-an') range, N. M. & Ut. 150 m. long.
Africa, 16,000 D
Sierra Leone (sit-gr'ra le-o'nl) British colony, Senegambia,
pop. 300, * Freetown.
(Sp. pron. seSierra Madre (se-gr'ra ma'dra) range of Rocky Mts. Col.
Sr'ra ma/cra) principal mt. chain of Mexico.
Sierra Nevada (-ne-va'da) mt. chain, Cal. 500 m. long, highest peak, Mt.
Whitney, 14,898 ft.
{Sp. pron. se-Sr'ra na-vEfDa) mts. Spain MuUiacen,

W

(she-mo'ga) dist. Nagar div. N
Mysore, S India, 3,797
pop. 499.
pop. 11.
Pass (shlpTsa^) pass in Balkan Mts. Bulgaria, 4,324 ft. above sea ; bat-

Shimoga

—

isl.

D

N E Cal.

Sillstria (si-lis'trT-a)

—

British India, pop. 11.
ShikokU (she-ko'koo) isl. Japan,

(se-gr'ra) CO.

W

—

W

*

&

3.

4.

—

D

W

tp.

6,

2.

Prussia, of which the
ft. above sea level.
pop. 672.
its

Europe, 5,535

—

9

2

10.

vil.

&

X

W

W

6
14
22

;

2

— X
pop.
Sherburne (sher'bflm)
E cen. Minn. 424 D pop. X Elk River. —
&
Chenango
N. Y.
pop.
Sheridan (shgr'T-dan)
N W Kan. 900 D pop. — N W Neb. 2,180 D
pop.
X Rushvifie. —
N Wyo. 2,775 D pop. — X. — tp. Crawford
co.
tp.
CO.
co.

*

—

—

pop. 4, X Hillsboro.
Sierra Blanca (-blSn'ka) range,

Shepherdstown

D

—

D

Siegberg (seG'bgro) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 15 m. S E of Cologne
Siegen (se'cen) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia
its * pop. 23.
Siena (se-a'na) prov. Tuscany, Italy, 1,466 D pop. 207.
Sieradz (sya'rads) town, Kalisz govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
of Steyer
Sierning (ser'ntng) town. Upper Austria, 6 m.
Poland, Russia in Europe, 21 m. N of Plock
Sierpc (syerps) town, N
3,116

chief city Si-ngan.

(she-o-poor' kiis) tovni near Benares, India
(shep'erdz-town) vil. Jefferson co. W. Va
Shepton-Ittallet (shSp'on-mSl'et) to^vn, Somerset co. England
Sherborne (sher'bom) town, Dorset co. England, on Ivel river
Sherbrooke (sher'brSBk) CO. S Quebec prov. Canada, 220
pop. 16.

*

;

D

Sierra

Chinese Empire, 37,269

Shensi (shSn-se') prov.
Sheopur or Sheopnr Khas

*

D

—

Shendy (shen'da) town, Nubia, on Nile riv. 90 m. N N E of Khartum
Shengking (shang-kTng') or Liau-Tong (le-ow'-t5ng') prov. S Manchuria,

D pop. 2,187, * Mukden.
N China, 67,400 D pop. 8,432,

W

N

;

Pa

co.

#

D

N

(sedl'se) govt. Poland, Russia in
pop. 10; battfe, 1831.

^

tp.

Punjab, British India, 1,9550 pop. 1,005.

div.

Siedlce

~

X

Amritsar

55.

&

tp. Beau(shSl'don) tp.
hamlet, 'Wyoining co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
fort CO. S. C. pop. 6.
ShelUf or Chelilf (shSl'lef) riv. Algeria, 250 m. long, Mt. Atlas to Medit. sea.
ShelikOf (sha'le-KQf ) Strait, oi- Alaska Sound (a-lSs'ka sound') strait between
Kadiak isl. and mainland, Alas.
Shelton (shSl'ton) bor. Fairfield co. Conn
Shemakha (sha-ma'Ea) mfg. town, Baku govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia in Asia
Shenandoah (shSn'Sn-do'a) riv. Va. 200 m. long. Port Republic to Potomac
riv.
CO.
Va. 495
Woodstock.
vil. Page co. lo. pop. 2. .—
pop. 20,
bor. Schuylkill co. Pa. pop. 16.
ShenangO (she-nSn'go) riv. Pa. 100 m. long, Crawford co. to Mahoning riv.

—

12

(si-am' or se'am') country, S E Asia, 220,000
pop. 10,000,
Bangkok.
Siatista (se'a-tes'ta) or Shatista (sha'tes'ta) town, S Monastir vilayet, Turkey
Russia in Asia, bet. Ural Mts. and Pacific
Siberia (sI-be'rT-a) country of
ocean, 4,833,496
Tobolsk E
pop. 4,485 ;
Irkutsk.
pop. 15, X Henderson.
Sibley (sTb'li) CO. cen. Minn. 588
E Assam, British India, 2,413
Sibsagar (seb-sa'gar) dist.
pop. 297.
its
pop. 5.
Sicily (sTs'i-lt) largest isl. Mediterranean sea, 11,289
pop. 3,285,
Palermo;
with other Isls. a former dept. of Italy ; divided into seven provs. ; massacre, known as the Sicilian Vespers, 1282.
Siculiana (se-kool-ya'na) town, Girgenti prov. Sicily, Italy
Sidhpur (sid'poorO towii, Baroda state, Bombay, India, 25 m. E
of Patau
Sidlbel— Abb^S (se'de-bgl-ab'bas') town, Oran dept. Algeria, Africa
Sidney (sid'nl) tp.
town, X of i'remont co. lo. tp. pop. 3.
tp.
vil.
Delaware co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
vil.
of Shelby co. O. pop. 5.

Siam

Sidon (ai'don). See Saida. ^
Siebengebirge (se'ben-g e-beerc'e) hills, Rhine Prov.
Drachenfels is one Lbwenberg" the highest, is 1,500

X of Shelby
Bedford co.

9
27

129.

NE

—

&

Sheldon

.

7.

*

2

—

—

CO. O. pop. 2.

Shelbyville

W

pop.

riv.

D

10

—

—

town, Yelizavetpol govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia in Asia.

(shob'shii)

(se-alTcftt) dist.

14

—

—

23

W.

town, N.

Shuster (shoos'ter) city, Khuzistan prov. Persia, on Karun riv. pop. 27.
Shutal Pass (shoo'tal'-) Hindu-Kush Mts. 15,500 ft. high.
Shwedung (shwa-doong') town, Prome dist. Lower Burma
Shwegyln (shwa-gyen'J dist. Tenasserim div. Lower Burma, 5,667 D pop.
its

& govt,

27° 50' N, Ion. 89° 13' E.

lat.

its

;

—

high,

— *, on Sittaug
Sldlkot
— * pop.

dockyard, Kent co. England
Sheflield (shgf'feld) tp. & vil. Berkshire co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
city, Colbert
CO. Ala. pop. 3.
mfg. town, York co. England, pop. 324 cutlery.
Sheftord (shSf'ord) co. Quebec prov. Canada, 555 D pop. 23, X Waterloo.
Shehrl-Sehz (shS're-sBbz') town, Bokhara, cen. Asia, 40 m. S of Samarkand.
Shekhoab^d (slia'Ko'ii'bad') town, Agra div. N. W. Provs. British India
Sheksna (shSks'na) riv. Russ. 150 m. long, Bielo-Ozero Lake to Volga river.
Shelblna (shSl-bi'na) town, Shelby co. Mo
Shelburne (shSl'bQrn) co. S
Nova Scotia, Can. 945 D pop. 15, X Shelburne.
Shelby (shgl'bt) co. N cen. Ala. 772 D pop. 21, X Columbiana.
co. S cen.
111. 776 n pop. 31, X Shelbyville.
co. S E cen. Ind. 400 D pop. 25, X Shelbyville.
405
N
Ky.
D
pop.
co.
lo. 576 D pop. 18, X Harlan.
co.
17, X
Shelbyville.
co.
0. 420
co. N E Mo. 514 D pop. 16, X Shelbyville.
pop. 25, X Sidney.
co. E
co. S
Tenn. 728 D pop. 113, X Memphis.
Tex. 800 D pop. 14, X Center.
vil. Richland
tp. Ripley co. Ind. pop. 2.

town

It.

Provs. British India

—

observations, 1774.
(sher-nSs') spt.

23,944

Shumla (shpom'la) ft. town, Balkan Mts. Bulgaria
Shumsh^bad (shSom-sha'bad') or Shamsabdd (sham-sa'bad')

John-

&

6

ShUgshut (shoog'shoot). See SuGUD.
ShuUsburg (shulz'bflrg) tp. & vil. Lafayette co. Wis. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Shumalari (shiim'a-la're) or Chamalari (chSm'a-la're) peak, Himalaya Mts.

2

tp.

Y.

son CO. Kan. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Wyandotte co. Kan. pop. 2.
tp.
vU. Cape
Girardeau co. Mo. tp. pop. 3.
vil. Perry co. 0. pop. 3.
Shawneetown (sha/ne'town; city, X of Gallatin co. Ill
ShaWBWick (shaz'wTk) tp. Lawrence co. Ind
Shehoygan (she-boi'gan) CO. E Wis. 515 O pop. 42.
its X, a city, pop. 16.
Sheboygan Falls, tp."& vil. Sheboygan CO. Wis. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Sheechaillin (she-Kal'lIn) mt. Perth co. Scotland, 3,860 ft. high Maskelyne's

SheemeSB

Pop.

Shtshigri (shchig're) or Tchlgrl(cheg're) town, Kursk govt. Ruaa. in Europe
united, 120 m. to Per-

sian Gulf.

(shatsk) town,

1801

Pop.

~^
Shasta (shaa'ta) co. N Cal. 3,960 D pop. 12, X Shasta.
Sbat-el-Arab (shat-Sl-a'rab) Euphrates & Tigris rivs.
Shatsk

.

;

;

;

9
11

3
8

;
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1802

N W lo. 768 D pop. 18, X Orange City. -= co. N W Neb. 2,046 D
pop. 2, X Harrison.
Sioux City, tp. & city, X of Woodbury co. lo. tp. pop. 38, city pop. 38.
SlOUZ

Pop.

Sioux Fails,

city,

X of

Minnehaha

co. S.

^

o

(ser'moor') Sikh state,

Siimur

NE

W

part of Punjab, British India, 1,096

D

—

W

W

D pop. 996. — its * pop. 48.
E part of Afghanistan, now

N

(se'was') vilayet,
E Asia Minor, 32,308
(se-wTs-fau') hiU country, formerly
attaclied to British India.

Slwas

Sis Pound,

Warren

tp.

N.

of North Sea, S of Norway, 150 m. long.
Slcager Rack (skSg'er
Skagit (skSg'It) CO. N Wash. 1,916 D pop. 9, X Mount Vernon.
Skagit River, British Columbia, 200 m. Cascade Mts. to Puget Sound.
Skala (ska'la) tp. E Galicia prov. Austria
Skalat (ska'lat) tp. E Galicia prov. Austria
SkalitZ (ska'li ts) town, Neutra co. Hungary
Skaneateles (skSn-g-5t'lgz) tp. & vil. Ouondag.a CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 5,
lake, Onondaga and Cayuga cos. N. Y. 45 D.
pop. 2.
Skaptar Jokull (skap'tar yo-kool') volcanic mts. S E Iceland.

—

Skaraborg

(ska'i-a-bSrg') prov. S Sweden, 3,307
(skSl'ligz) three isls. Kerry co. Ireland

SkelllgS

R

D

pop. 247,

#

Skvlra

S

tp.
river.

Minsk govt. Russia

in Europe, 63

m. S

of

N

N

&

naval battle

S'o'ndre

#

—

—

D

D

W

W

N

W

French.
2.

—

co.

N. M.

—

*,
is

capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

;

D

—

X

6

—

—

E

NE

W
—
^

W

N

D

D

&
South Amboy
South America. See America.
CO. S E Va.
(siSth-hamp'ton)
Southampton

—

;

6
13
7
7

t
C
20
6
8
6
13
6

6

E

part of 8

*

tp. &
Burlington co. N. J. pop. 2".
town, Hampshire, England, pop. 65.

=

5
5

11

X

(-trans-val'), rep.

Pretoria.
pop. about 680,
bor. Middlesex co. N.
(-am-boy') tp.

10

10
-

#

Soure (.=8'ra) town, Estremadura prov. Portugal
South Airican Republic, or The Transvaal
Africa, 113,642

VI
11

&

vil.

D

J

tp.

X

^
—

567
pop. 20,
Jerusalem.
Suffolk co. N. Y. tp. pop. 8.

tp.

spt.

cml., commercial mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; apt., seaport ; tp., township ; vil., village.
; 3
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

— 1,500 to 2,499

6
7

O

*

N

D

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands : 2

4

Prussia

isl.

—

D

Nykoping.

Population

5
11

N

pop. 12.
Soderhamn (sii'der-hanm) town, Gefleborg prov. Sweden govt, armory
Sbdermanland (so'der-man-lanV) agr. prov. S E Sweden, 2,631
pop. 155,

D means square miles;

^

Erfurt.
tp.

#

&
#

*

its

;

N N E of

NW

ica,

%

W

D

#

10.

to English Channel.

13 m.
Prussia

Bergen.

X

X, a city on Rio Grande,
{Sp. pron. so-kor'ro) town, Boyaca dept. Colombia, South Amer-

Socorro (so-kor'ro)
pop.

D
15,476 D pop.

W coast Alsen

G

of Boston.

a
of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, Ger.
(son'dra bgr'gen-hoos') prov. Norway, 6,024
pop. 128,

*

D

&

;

(so-no'ma) CO.
Cal. 1,548
Santa Rosa.
pop. 33,
tp.
vU. SoCO. Cal. on Sonoma Creek, tp. pop. 3.
of Tuolumne co. Cal. pop. 1.
state, Mex. 76,900
Sonora (so-no'ra) city,
town, Sonora state, Mex. on Sonora riv. pop. 8.
Hermosillo.
pop. 135,
Sonora Pass, Sierra Nevada, Alpine co. Cal. 10,000 ft. high.
Sonpur (son'poor') or Sohanpur (so'han-poor') state, part of Cen. Provinces,
its *.
India, 900
pop. 131.
Sonsonate (son-so-na'ta) town, Salvador, Central America
Sora (so'rJi) city, Caserta prov. Italy
of Parma, Italy
Soragna (so-ran'ya) town, 18 m.
Soran (so'ran') town, Bohilkhand div. N. W. Provinces, British India
commune, Italy, 5 m.
com.
of Pitigliano
Sorano (so-rii'no) vil.
Sorau (so'rou) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
of Richelieu co. Quebec prov. Canada
Sorel (so-rgl') town,
of Cremona
Soresina (so-ra-se'na) town, Itnly, 14 m.
its
on Douro riv. pop. 6.
Soria (so're-S) prov. Spain, 3.S3G III pop. 151.
dept. Uruguay, South America,
Soriano (so-re-a'no) town, Italy, pop. 5.
Mercedes.
pop. 27,
3,560
Soroka (so-ro'ka) town, Bessarabia govt. Russia in Europe
Soroksar (so'rok'sar') town, Pest co. Hungiry
Sorrento (sor-rgn'to) coast town, Italy, S side' of Naples Bay
part of Sardinia isl.
m.
of Sassari,
Sorso (sor'so) town,
Sortino (sor-te'no) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily, Italy
Sosnitsa (sos-net'sa) town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
Sotte^lle-les-Rouen jsot'vel'-la'-rob'oN') vil. dept. Seine-Infgrieure, France
Souch Bulak (sobch' boo-lak') town, Azerbaijan prov. Persia, S of Lake Urmia
Soudan (soo'dan'). See SnpAx.
Coteau Landing.
Soulanges (soo'loNzh') co. Quebec prov. Can. 138 pop. 10,

—

D

H

noma

—

—

BergenhUUS

Sonoma

—

D

D

&

X

W

&

—

W

&

C

&

—

Sonneberg (son'ne-bero') town, Saxe-Meiningen duchy, Germany
Sonnenburg (son'nen-bSoro') town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia

&

*

—

Sondre Trondhjem (-trond'ygm) prov. Nor. 7,188 D pop. 124, * Trondhjem.
SondriO (son'dre-o) prov. Lombardy, Italy, 1,261 D pop. 130, * Sondrio.
Sone (son) riv. India, 440 m. long, Berdr dist. to Ganges river.
Song-ka (song'-ka') riv. Yunnan prov. China, to Gulf of Tonquin, 600 m. long.
of Delhi
Sonipat (so/ne-paf) town, Delhi div. Punjab, Br. India, 27 m. N N

Minsk

Y

;

X

Sondershausen (son'derz-how'zen)

—

—

X

N

X

—

Siinderborg (sou'def-boro) town, S

D

D
&

—

— bor. X of Somerset co. N. J. pop. 4.
Somme (s6mm) riv. Prance, 117 m. long, St. Quentin
dept. N W Prance, 2,379 D pop. 546, * Amiens.

co. S cen. Miss. 030
Raleigh.
co. middle Term. 308
pop. 18, X Carthage.
co.
E Tex. 930 pop. 28, X Tyler.
vil. X of Johnson co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. ProviSmithQeld, tp.
dence CO. R. I. tp. pop. 3.
Smith Sound, extremity of Baffin Bay ; surveyed 1854.
tp.
Smithtown (smtth'to-ivn) tp. vil. Suffolk co. N.
Smithville (smtth'vTl) tp. Brunswick co. N. C
Smoky Hill River, Kan. 400 m. long, E Col. to Solomon river.
Smoky mountains, Great, range, N. C. Term. ; highest is Clingmans Peak,
6,660 ft. Wayne co. N. C.
its
Smolensk (smo-leusk') govt. Russia in Europe, 21,638
pop. 1,339.
pop. 34 battles in 1812.
Tur. IzmE (Iz-mer') or Aldin
Smyrna (smer'na) vil. Kent co. Del. pop. 2.
(i-deu') vilayet,"W Turkey in Asia, on the .Slgean sea, 17,370
pop. 1,391.
its
a spt. pop. 187.
part of Va. 450
pop. 13, X Marion.
Smyth (smitli) CO. S
Wyo. to Columbia riv.
riv. Minn. 150 m.
Snake River, 1,050 m. long,
long, Aitkin co. to St. Croix riv.
riv. Neb. 100 m. long, to Niobrara river.
part of Friesland prov. Netherlands
Sneek (snak) town,
Snlatyn (sne-a'ten) town, Galicia prov. Austria
Snohomish (sno-ho'mish) CO.
Wash. 1,720
pop. 9.
its X, city, pop. 2.
Snovsrdon (sno'dgn) highest mt. Wales, Carnarvon co. 3,571 ft. high.
Snow Hill, toivn, X of Worcester co. Md
Snow Mass Mountain, Elk Range, Col. 13,970 ft. high.
Snyder (sni'der) CO. E cen. Pa. 325 pop. 18, X Middleburg.
Soohaczew (so-Ka'chev) town, Warsa,w govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
tp.
Society Hill, tp.
vil. Darlington co. S. C
Society Islands, S Pacific ocean, 462
pop. 13,
Papeete ; chief isl. Tahiti

—

&

D

D

—

D

(zma-n6-gorsk') min. town, Tomsk govt. Siberia, Russia in Asia
(sme-Kow') vil. Bohemia, Austria, suburb of Prague

X

pop. 11,

—

W

Somervell (sum'er-vll) CO? N Tex. 200 D pop. 3, X Glen Rose.
Somerville (stim'er-vil) city, Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 40 suburb

river

Smilde (smel'de) tp. Drenthe prov. Netherlands
Smith, CO. N Kan. 900 D pop. 16, X Smith Center.

N
X

—

X

X

15

Smeinogorsk

SmichOW

12
6
2

Somers (sam'erz)''tp. Preble co.
^
Me. 3,604
pop. 33,
Norridgewock. .-co.
Somerset (sQm'er-sgt) co.
Md. 365 CJ pop. 24,
Princess Anne.
co.
S
cen. N. J. 303
pop. 28,
SomerviUe.
co. S Pa. 1,106
pop. 37,
Somerset.
tp.
vil. Bristol
tp.
vil. Niagara co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
CO. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
city,
bor.
of Somerset co.
cf Pulaski co. Ky. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 3.
tp.
or Somersetshire (sum'er-sgt-ehir) CO. EngPa. tp. pop. 3, bor. pop. 2.
Bath.
land, 1,G40
pop. 484,
Somersworth (stim'erz-wortli) tp. Strafford co. N.

E

10

Smaalenene (sma-la-na'na) prov. Norway, 1,599 D pop. 120, * Erederikshald.
SmedereVO (smgs'da-ra'vo) or Semendria (se.men'dre-a) town, Servia, on
Danube

6

Africa, 250,000
pop. 1,000.
(som-bra-ra'ta) min. town, Zacatecas state, Mexico
(som'er-oSm') town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium

com.

in 1340
(slootsk) town,

6

;

Somergcm

(slob-ods-koi') town, Viatka govt. Russia in Europe
(sl5K'ter-en) tp. Groningen prov. Netherlands
(slo'nem) tow"n, Grodno govt. Russia in Europe
(slou) vil. Buckingham co. England

SlUtsk

W

Sommerda (som-mgr'da) town. Saxony prov. Prussia,
Sommerf eld (som'mgr-fglt) town, Brandenburg prov.
Somonauk (s6m'o-nak) tp. & vil. Dekalb co. Ill
;

7

Sombrerete

Slobodskoi
SlOChteren

town, Zealand, Netherlands

5
37

&

Europe

Adrianople

&

;

(so-lo'la) town, Guatemala state, Central America
(sol'o-mon), or Salomon (sSl'o-mon), Islands, group, E of New
Guinea, S Pac. oc. 12,000 D pop. 110 N
part, German
S E part, British.
Solt (solt) Ger. Solth (solt) town. Pest co. Hungary
Solway Firth (sol'wa-) inlet, Irish Sea, between Eng. & Scot. 38 m. long.
Gulf of Aden, part of Italian East
Somali (so-male) ter. between equator

—

commune

W

;

Solomon

&

(slois)

6

Solola

Slavonia,
the E part of the united kingdom of Croatia
a part of Hungary, 3,656 D pop. 381, * Esseg.
Sleswiok (slSs'wTk) Ger. Schleswio (shlas'weo) spt. town, Baltic sea, Prussia
Sleswick-Holstein (-hol'stlu) Ger. Schleswig-Holstein (shlas'wto-hol'stin)
prov. Prussia, 7,273 D pop. 1,217, * Kiel.
Sley or Schlei, The (-shli) arm of Baltic sea, E coast of Sleswick-Holstein.
Sleydinge (sli'dTn'Hg) mfg. vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Sliedrecht (sle'drgKt") vil. S. Holland prov. Netherlands
spt. its X, on Sligo Bay, pop. 11.
Sligo (sli'go) CO. Ireland, 721 D pop. 98.
Slivno (slev'no) or Sliven (sle'van) town, East Roumelia, G5 m. N by E of

Sluls or Sluys

6
2

&

Skye (ski) isl. Inner Hebrides, Inverness co. Scotland, 547 D
Slagelse (slii'gel-se) town, Seeland isl. Denmark
Slater (sla'ter)_vil."Saliue co. Mo
Slatington (sla'tTng-tgn) bor. Lehigh co. Pa
SlatOUSt (sla-toosf) mfg. town, Ufa govt. Russia, in Ural Mts
Africa, bet. Lagos & Volta rivers.
Slave Coast, coast of Guinea,
Slaviansk (slav'yansk') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe

Slonim
Slough

—

;

(sl,3-vo'ni-.a)

7

(so'lur')

NW

W

u

;

&

D

(skve'ra) town, Kiev govt. Russia in

Slavonla

W

NN

vil.

Mariestad.
ft. high.

Skowhegan (skow-he'gan) tp. & vil. Somerset co. Me
Skunk River, riv. lo. 275 m. long, Hamilton co. to Mississippi

5
11
7

(so'lam') town, dept. Nord, Prance, on Selle river
Ger. SoLOTHUEN (so'lo-tobrn') canton, Switzerland, 302 CI
its #, on Aar riv. pop. 7.
Solferino (sol'fer-e'uft) vil. Lombardy, Italy, 20 m.
of Mantua battle
in 1859.
Solihull (sol-T-hul') town
par. Warwick co. England
par.
Solingen (so'IIng-eu) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia famous for cutlery
coast, Majorca isl. Mediterranean sea; Spanish. ..
Soller (sol-yar') town,
Solo (so'lo) or Sambaya (siim-bl'ii) largest riv. Java isl. 356 m. to Java Sea.
Loieet.
Sologne (so'loii') anc. dist. France, now depts. Loik-et-Chee

;

of Euboea, 32

—

pop. 86.

(skid'a) mt. Cumberland co. England, 3,022 ft. high.
Sklerniewice (skySr-ue-wet'sa) town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Hussia in Europe
(skTp'tgn)
town, York co. England
Skipton
Skopelos (sko-pa'los) one of the N. Sporades isls. Mgean sea, Greece belongs

uome

9

Soissons (swas'soN') anc. ft. town, dept. Aisne, Prance, on Aisne river
Sokal (so'kal) town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Bug river
SokotO (so-ko-to') empire, E Niger region, Sudan, Africa, 121,000 D pop. 9,800,
# Wurno, on Gaudi riv. pop. 15 attached by treaty to the ter. of British
Royal Niger Co.
town iu N
part of same, pop. .20.
Sokotra (so-ko'tra or sok'o-tra) isl. Indian Ocean, S of Arabia, 1,382 D pop. 10,
# Tamarida British.
Solana (so-la'na) town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain
Solano (so-la'uo) CO. Cal. 960 D pop. 21, X Suisun City.
Soldin (sol-den') walled town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Solebay (sol'ba). See SouTHWOLD.
Solebury (sol'ber-T) tp. Bucks CO. Pa
Solent, The (-so'leut) sea bet. Isle of Wight & Eng. 18 m. long, 3 m. wide.
Soleure

Sklddaw

to the

g

W

Sohar (so'har') spt. tovra, Oman, S E Arabia, 120 m. N
of Maskat
Sohl (sol^ CO. Hungary, 1,052 D pop. 98, * Neusohl.
Sohrau (so'rou) Silesicm Zyory (se-o're) town, Silesia prov. Prussia

Solesmes

Great Skellig, 710

;

of Jabalpur

9
6

;

S

C
rak) arm
co.

14
42

.

pop.

W

Siwistan

Malay Arch. pop. 1,597.
its # a spt. on Madura Strait, pop. 133.
Soerakarta or Surakarta (soo-ra-kar'ta) Dutch residency, cen. Java isl. pop.
883.
its #, a ft. city, on Solo riv. pop. 10.
Soest (sost) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, 13 m. N N E of Arnsberg.
Sofia (so-f e'a) city, * of Bulgaria, Turkey in Europe
Sogirma (so-ger'ma) town, Gando kingdom, Sudan, cen. Africa
Sogliano (sol-ya'no) town & coiniiiune, Forli, Italy
com.
Sohagpur (so'hag-poor') town, Bagiielkhaud agency, Cen. India, 90 m. E by N

—

18

90, * Nahun.
Sirpur (ser'poor') town, Kandesh dist. Bombay, British India
Slrsa (ser'sii) town, * of Bhattiana dist. Hissar div. Punjab, British India
Siskiyou (sis'kT-yoo) co. N Cal. 5,680 D pop. 12, X Treka.
of Parma, Italy
com.
Sissa (ses'sa) town & commune, 4 m. N
Sistova (ses-to'va) or SvlstOV (sves'tov) town, Bulgaria
dist. of
Sit^pur (se'ta'poor) div. N Oudh, British India, 7,555 D pop. 3,096.
town, * of dist. & div. pop. 6.
div. 2,250 D pop. 930.
coast of Baranof Island
Sitka (sTt'ka) spt. town, * of Alas, on
Sittlngbourne (slt'Ing-bora) town, Kent co. England
Kiangsu prov. China 1,000
Siuchau (se-oo'chow') or Suchau (soo'chovv') city, N
32
Slut (se-oof) town on Nile riv. # of Assiout prov. Upper Egypt

—

18
isL

—

Dak

SirampUZ' (ser'am-poor') town, Bengal, British India, 13 m. N of Calcutta....
its *.
Slrgula (ser-goo'ja) native state, \V Bengal, Ind. 6,103 G pop. 316.
Sirhind (ser-hend^) div. India, bet. Jamna & Sutlej rivs. 8,199 P pop. 2,199.
of Balkli
Siri— pul (se're-pool') town, Afghanistan, 45 m. S

Pop.

Sodus (so^dus) tp. & vil. Wayne co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 1.
Soepa (soo'pa) native state, on Boni Gulf, Celebes isl. Malay Archipelago
Soerabaya or Surabaya (soo'ra-bi'a) Dutch residency, N E part of Java

(soo) CO.

4

;

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Sontb Arcot (-ar'kot) dist. Madras, Br. India, 4,873 D pop. 1,974, * Gudalur.
South Australia (-as-tra'll-a) Br. col. Australia, 903,690 D pop. 315, * Adelaide.
South Bend, city, X of St. Joseph co. Ind
South Berwick (-bei'wik) tp. S: vil. York co. Me. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
South Bethlehem (-bSth'le-hem) bor. Northampton co. Pa
Southboro (south'bQr-r6) tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
tp.
South Brabant (-bra-banf) prov. Belgium, 1,208 D pop. 1,128, * Brussels.
Southbrldge (south'brij) tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
South Brunswick (-briiuz'wik) tp. Middlesex co. N. J

22

tp.

D pop.

58,525

Kanara

&

D

Stanford (stSu'Iord)
pop.

co. N. C
tp. Chemung co.
co. N. C. pop. 1.

Ky

p'op. 10.

—

(stii-no-voi'-) chain, 3,000
(stanz'f eld) town, Y'ork co. England

SpalatO

Spalatro

(spar'roz point)

—

&

tp.

^

Randolph

(spar'ta) city,

3.

vil.

^

—

& Salo'ha,

—
^

X

CO. Iowa, pop. 2.
(spir) often written

Speyer

of

Owen

& vil.

Tioga

Spires,

city,

co.

N. Y.

# of

tp.

^

—

tp.
2.

21

&

pop.

Stawell

vil.

(spo'kSn') co.

E

vil.

X

& vil.

&

—

^

&

—

&

&

—
govt. Hanover prov. Prussia, 2,620 D pop. 338. —

Kashmir, pop.

*&*

its
its

*

D

i,

o, u,

long ; a,
ee (see

a, o, U, u,

e, o, less

p. 1719)

;

—

its

*

—

7

—

D

Dauphin

P

Pa

co.

9
6
of

Mons

N

co.

Kan.

pop.

vil.

2.

^

& vil.

tp.

Cayuga

N E

D

*.

high.

ft.

14

D

&

Rice

9
6
its

co.

N. Y.

6.

—

99
tp.

tp. pop. 3.

^ anc.
X Angola. —

D

8
14

749.

co.

X

X

W
—

X

W

D

D

X

—

X

D

W Minn.

X

—

X

isl. S of Middle Isl. New Zealand, 665 D.
Stewartsville (stu'.arts-vtl) tp. Richmond co. N. C
Steyer or Steyr (stl'er) mfg. town, Upper Austria prov. Austria
Stigliano (stel-ya'no) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Stillwater (stll'wa-tgr) city, X of Washington co. Minn. pop. 11.

13

8

Tenn.

Stewart Island,

5
22

—

tp.

& vil.

Saratoga co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4.
Stirling (ster'ling) bor. X of Sterling co. Scot, on Forth riv. pop. 16 battle,
1297.
or Stirlingshire (ster'llng-shir) co. Scot. 461 D pop. 126, X Stirling.
of Constance
batStOCkaoh (stSk'aK) town, S E Baden, Germany, 15 m. N
tles, 1799, 1800
tp. & vil.
Stockbridge (stSk'brlj) tp. & vil. Berkshire co. Mass. tp. pop. 2.
Madison co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Calumet co. Wis. tp. pop. 2.

—

;

—

(st5k'er-ow') *o\^^l, Lower Austria, on arm of Danube river
(stok''liolm) tp. St. Lawrence co. N. Y. pop. 3.
prov. S E Sweits
& of Sweden, pop. 254.
den, 2,995
pop. of rural district 153.
town, Chester
Lancaster cos. England,
Stockport (stok'port) mfg. bor.
bor. pop. 76, town pop. 70.
tp. Camden co.
Stockton (stGk'ton) city, X of San Joaquin co. Cal. pop. 14.
N. J. pop. 0.
Stockton-on-Tees (-tez) mfg. cml. spt. town, Durham co. Eng. on Tees river
pop. 17, X Bloomfield.
Stoddard (stQd'ard^ agr. co. S E Mo. 840

Stockerau

Stockholm

of

5

;

W

—

—

D

&

*

*
&

—

2

7

—

D

Stoke, East (-stok)

7,

prolonged ; S, B, T, 5, u, shirt ; a, e, i, o, u, obscure; f iir, last,
ch as in chin ; g asin get q a/tn liQger,~Iink ng as in sing
;

8

—

D
X St. Cloud.
430
pop. 13, X Owatonna.
co. E N. Dak. 720
{pron. sta'le) or Steyle (sti'le) town, Rhine Prov.

X

ft. Iiigh.

pop.

pop. 668.

NNE

D

pop. 10.

D

D

(stan'bSro-eu) town, N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
(stan'keKk') vil. Hainaut prov. Belgium, 15 m.

D

W. Flanders

prov. Belgium
Stafla (8taf'a)'isl. Hebrides, Scotland ; Fingal's cave, 227 ft. long, 66
co. Va. 245
StaHord (stSf'ord) co. Kan. 792
pop. 9, X St. John.
tp.

3

—

(stii'ben or stu-bgn') co.
Ind. 330
pop. 14,
pop. 81,
Bath.
(st!i'ben-vll)
city,
of
Jefferson
co.
Steubenville
Hugoton.
Kan. 728
pop. 1,
co.
Stevens (ste'venz) CO. S
Morris.
576
pop. 5,
pop. 4,
Fort Colville.
co. Wash. 6,194
of Portage co. Wis
Stevens Point, city,
Ga. 450
Lumpkin.
co. cen.
Stewart (stii'art) CO.
pop. 16,
500
pop. 12,
Dover.

120.

Stade (stii'de)
Staden (stii'den)

tp.

—

N. Y. 1,490

—

SpringwellS (sprTng'welz)" tp. Wayne co. Mich
Sprottau (sprot'tou) town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Bober river
Srinagar (sre'nii-gar') dist. Kashmir, India, 2,550 D pop. 133.

12

^

Steuben

—

—

C

Sterlitamak (stgr-le-ta-mak') tovra, Ufa govt. Russia in Europe
Sternberg (stgm'bero) mfg. town, Moravia prov. Austria
Stettin (stgt-ten') govt. Pomerania prov. Prussia, 4,002 D pop.
spt. & mfg. city, # of Pomerania prov. Prussia, pop. 116.

—
— &

111.

S.

(stl'ven-son) co.
111. 560
pop. 31, X Freeport.
Stepney, (stgp'ne) par."& suburb of London, Middlesex co. England
city, Whiteside co. 111. tp. pop. 7, city pop.
Sterling (ster'ling) tp.

city,
pop. 25.
*
X of Hampden co. Mass. pop. 44. city, X of Greene co. Mo. pop. 22. tp.
city, X of Clark co. 0. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 32.
11.
O.
pop.
tp. Hamilton co.
tp. Bucks CO. Pa. pop. 2.
vil. Windsor co. Vt. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Ottawa co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Spring Lake, tp.
Spring Valley, city, Bureau co. 111. pop. 4.
tp. Cherokee co. Kan, pop. 3.
tp. & vil. Fillmore co. Minn. vil. pop. 1.
Springville (sprTng'vil) vil. Erie co. N. Y. pop. 2.
vil. Utah co. Ut. pop. 3.
tp.
Spring water (sprTng'wa-ter) tp.
vil. Livingston co. N. Y

—

E Minn.

Stephenson

of

;

Spring

hamlet, Sumter co.

Steierdorf (sti'er-d5rf ) town, Krasso-Szoremy co. Hungary
(sta'ka-ne) town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium
StellenbOSCh (stePlen-bosK') div. Cape Colony, S Af. 457 Q pop. 11.
StelviO, Pass of (-stgl've-o) Tyrol, Austria, Bormio to Glurns, 9,100
Stendal (sten'dal) mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia, on Uehte river
Stephens (ste'venz) co. N Tex. 900 D pop. 5, X Breckinridge.

—

of

3
2
12
5
11

X

Stekene

CO. Wash. pop. 20.
SpoletO (spo-la'to) city, Perugia prov. Italy
Spottsylvanla (spot-sTl-va'ne-a) CO. N B Va. 400 D pop. 14, X Spottsylvania
Courthouse battles, 10-12 Slay, 1S64.
Spree (spra) riv. Germany, 220 m. long, Saxony kingdom to Havel river.
Spremberg (sprgm'bSro) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
co.

420,

battle, 1S92.

&

Alps, bet. Switzerland
Italy, 6,939 ft. high.
Wash. 1,680 Q pop. 37, X Spokane.
city, Spokane

City, bor. Chester co. Pa
Springfield (spring'feld) city, X of Sangamon

S

(stel'ton) bor.

Steenbergen
Steenkerque

Worcester

— tp. &

&

(sta'wgl) bor. Victoria, Australia
(sternz) CO. cen. Minn. 1,334
pop. 35,

(stel) co.

Steelton

;

&

&
&

pop. 4, X Sherbrooke.
Prussia, pop. 7.

;

Spokane

D pop.

pop. 37.

Steele

Rhenish Bavaria, Germany

(splii'gen-") in

(stjits'bC'rg) tp.

D

O

Steams

Spezzia (spat'se-a) isl. Argolis & Corinth nome, Greece, in Nauplia Gulf, 26 D
Spiceland (spis'land) tp. & vO. Henry co. Ind
tp.
SpilimbergO (spe-lem-ber'go) town, Udine prov. Italy
Spinazzola (spe-nat'so-la) town, Bari prov. Italy
Spink (spink) CO. cen. S. Dak. 1,505 D pop. 1, X Redfield.
Spltai (spit'al) town, Carinthia prov. Austria, on Drave river
SpltalHelds (spTt'al-f eldz) dist. of E London, England silk workers
Spithead (splt'hgd) roadstead, S of Eng. bet. Portsea isl. & Isle of Wight.
Spitzbergen (spTts-berg'en) group of isls. in Arctic Ocean, 80° N Russian.
Spliigen Pass

1,165

16

D

Y

X

&

2.

W

Staveiey (stav'li) min. town, Derby co. England
Stavropol (stav-ro'pol) govt. N. Caucasia, Russia, 23,397

spt.

—

co. Ind. pop.

—

5
11

15

city, Iredell co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 2.
tp.
(stan'ton) tp.
vil. Macoupin co. 111. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 2.
city,
of Augusta CO. Va. pop. 7.
its *, spt. pop. 24.
Stavanger (sta-van'ger) dist. Norway, 3,531 pop. 117.

Statesville (stats'vll)

river

;

Taylorsville.
vil.
7,
CO. Mass. tp. pop. 9.
tp.

X

&

Staunton

—

X

Stanstead.

— co. Neb. 432 D

W

Statesburg

vil. Baltimore co. Md
tp. & vil. Kent co. Mich. tp.
co. 111. pqp. 2.
Sussex co. N. J. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
city, X of Monroe
CO. Wis. city pop. 3.
anc. city, Greece ruins near Mistra, Morea.
Spartanburg (spSr'tan-bfirg) co. S. C. 949 a pop. 55, X Spartanburg.
tp.
city, Spartanburg co. S. C. tp. pop. 14, city pop. 8.
Spask (spask) town, Riazan govt. Russia in Europe, pop. 5.
town, Tambov
govt. Russia in Europe, pop. 5.
Spencer (spgn'ser) co. Ind. 390 D pop. 22, X Rockport.
co. Ky. 200 D pop.

Sparrows Point

X

18,

(stark'e) tp.
vil. Yates co. N.
tp.
Starkville (stark'vjl) vil. X of Oktibbeha co. Miss
Starodub (sta-ro-doob') town, Chernigov govt. Russia in Europe
Staroi BykhOV (sta-roi' be-Kov') town, Mohilev govt. Russia in Europe
Staroi Oskol (sta-roi' os-kol') town, Kursk govt. Russia in Europe
pop. 10, X Rio Grande City.
Starr (star) co. S Tex. 2,570
Stassfurt (stas'foort) min. town, Saxony prov. Prussia
(sta'shov)
Radom
govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
town,
Staszow
pop. 52,
Staten Island (stat'eu-) isl. Richmond co. N. Y. 61
Richmond.

—

Spanish Fork (span'Ish-) city, Utah co. Ut
Spanish Town, town, Jamaica isl. W. Indies, on Cobre

&

# Darmstadt.

D

;

—

X

Starkey

Dalmatia prov. Austria Diocletian died here, A. D. 313
town, Lincoln co.
Spalding (spal'dlng) CO. Ga. 189 D pop. 13, X Griffin.
England, on Welland riv. pop. 9.
Spandau (span'dow) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
city,

York

tp.

D

Spala'tum

(spa-lS'tro) anc.

W

—
W

Pa

W

(spa-la'to) or

—

11

Quebec prov. Can. 408 D pop.
Kan. 672 D pop. 1, X Johnson.

E

W

&

&
* Madrid.

12

22

E Siberia.

m. long,

Ind. 300 D pop. 7, X Knox.
Starke (stark) co. N
Starkenburg (star'ken-b55rg') prov. Hesse state, Germany,

bayj_coa3t Sussex co. England; naval battles 1665, 1672.
commune, Siena prov. Tuscany, Italy
SovicUle (so-ve-chel'la) vil.
com.
Sowerby (sou'er-be) town, York co. England
Sowerby Bridge, town. West Riding, York co. England
Spa (spa, Fr. Flemish spa) watering place, Liege prov. Belgium
Europe, 197,670
Spain (span) Sp. Espaka (es-pau'ya) kingdom, S
pop.
17,566,

Dutchess co. N. Y.

tp.

ENE

—

co.

2

—

town, Dantzig prov. Prussia, pop. 6.
Starltza (sta-ret'sa) town, Tver govt. Russia in Europe, on Volga river
111. 290 D pop. 10, X Toulon.
co. S
Stark (stark) CO. N
N. Dak. 1,310
pop. 2, X Dickinson.
co. O. 560 D pop. 84, X Canton.

surrendered to the Scotch near here, 1646

SouthwoldBay,

1.

Stanton.
city,
of Montcalm co. Mich. pop. 1.
(stapliorst) vil.
par. Overyssel prov. Netherlands
par.
(sta'pl-tou) vil. Gloucester co. England
Novgorod govt. Russia in Europe
Staraia-Russa (stii-rl'a-robs'sa) town, S
Stara-Zagora (sta/rii^za'go-ra) or £ski-Saghra (es'ke-sii'grii) town, cen. E.
Roumelia, Turkey, 49 m.
of Phillippopolis
Stargard (star'gart) mfg. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia, pop. 24. —• walled

;

S, e,

England,

pop. 5,

;

I.

2

Ky. pop.

(stan'e-mii'ka) town, E. Roumelia, Turkey, near Philippopolis

Staphorst
Stapleton

tp.

Irish Sea, pop. 43.

Charles

Harold's vic-

;

;

South Saint Paul (-sant pal) city, Dakota co. Minn
South Shetland (-shet'land) arch. 600 m. S of Cape Horn, S Atlantic ocean.
South Stockton (-stSk'ton) town, York co. England, on Tees river
Southwark(suth'erk) bor. Surrey co. England cml. quarter of London.
South Weald (-weid) par. Essex co. England
Southwell (south'vvel) anc. Saxon town, Nottingham co. England fine cathe;

York

of

,

Stanovoi Mountains

long, 1,200 D.

South Whitehall (-hwlt'hal) tp. Lehigh CO. Pa
South Williamsport (-wil'yamz-port) bor.'Lycoming

ENE

town, * of Falkland Isls. S Atlantic ocean.
Stanley Falls, seven cataracts of the upper Kongo riv. on the equator.
Stanley Pool, expansion of Kongo riv. lat. 4° S 80 D.
Stanly, co. cen. N. C. 390 n pop. 12, X Albemarle.
CO.

N. Y. pop. 4.
form. Smithviixe,
town, Lancaster co. England, on

^

England, 8 m.

Stanislau (stan' is-lou') town, Galicia prov. Austria
Stanislaus (stSu-is-lou') co. Cal. 1,480 D pop. 10, X Modesto.
Stanley (stau'lg) co. cen. S. Dak. 1,155 D pop. 1, X Fort Pierre.

tp.

Gaston

tp.

co.

of Lincoln co.

Stanstead (stan'sted) co. S
Stanton (stSn'ton) co. S

Southport (south'port)
city, X of Brunswick

5

2.

Stanimaka

(-kingz'tou) tp. Washington co. R. I
(-ISb'a-nou) tp. Lebanon co. Pa

&

Clay

X

vil.

Stansfield

South Point,

pop.

York

vil.

Kingston

or -loo'l-vll) vil. Jefferson co.
Middleton (-mld'I-tQn) tp. Cumberland co. Pa
Milford (-raTl'fgrd) town, Sussex co. Del
vil. Camden co. N. C
Mills, tp.
Moline (-mo-len') tp. Rock Island co. Ill

—

5

tory, 1066.

#

(-loo'is"-vil

*

8.

Lebanon

Louisville

Sparta

27

—

D

Stanberry (stSn'ber-T) city. Gentry co. Mo
Standish (stSn'dlsh) tp. Cumberland co. Me

New

Murderkill (-mfir'der-kll) tp. Kent co. Del
SouthOld (south'old) tp. & vil. Suffolk co. N. Y
South Omaha (-o'm<i-ha') city, Douglas co. Neb
South Orange, bor. Essex co. N. J
South Park, table-land, S of Middle Park, Col. 45 m.

dral

Stalimni (sta-lem'ne) Turkish isl. jEgean sea, 160 D pop. 8, # Lemnos.
Stalybridge (sta'li-brij) town & par. Cheshire, England cotton mfg. .. town
Stamford (stSm'ford) tp. & bor. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 16.
bor. Lin-

Stamford Bridge,

Zealand, 520 m. long,
cen.
largest isl. of
Christchurch.
345, chief towns, Dunedin
(-ka-nii'ra) dist. Madras, Br. lud. 3,902
pop. 918,
Mangalur.

&

2

coln CO. England, pop.

W

South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South

Pop.

—

Stafford Courthouse.
or Staffordshire
tp. Tolland co. Conn. pop. 5.
(staf'ford-shir) co. England, 1,169
its
pop. 20.
pop. 1,083.
Stafford' Springs, bor. Tolland co. Conn
Stagno Grande (stan'yo gi-an'da) town, Dalmatia prov. Austria ; salt works.
Staines (stanz) town, Middlesex co. England, on Thames river
;

South Carolina (-kSr-S-li'ua) state, U. S. A. 30,570 D pop. 1,151, # Columbia.
South Chester (-ches'ter) bor. Delaware co. Pa
South Dakota (-d.vko'ta) state, N
U. S. A. 77,650 D pop. 329, * Pierre.
Southeast, tp. Putnam co. N. Y
South Easton (-est'ou) bor. Northampton co. Pa
Southfleld (sowth'feid) tp. Richmond co. N. Y
South Georgia (-j6r'je-a) isl. S Atlantic ocean, E of Tierra del Fuego, 1,000 Q.
South Hadley (-hSd'lt )"tp. & vil. Hampshire co. Mass
tp.
South Haven (-ha'ven) tp. & vil. Van Buren co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
South Holland (-hol'aud) prov. Netherlands, 1,166 D pop. 9C7, * The Hague.
South Huntingdon ("hfiut'Ing-don) tp. Westmoreland co. Pa
Southington (south'Ing-tou) tp. & vil. Hartford co. Conn
tp.
South, or Middle, Island,

1803

^

X

;

;

co.

England, near Newark

;

b.ittle, 14S7.

cSre term food, f 65t, fflrl_; 8 as in for oi as in oil ow as in cow
tb as in thin th a» in tlxiue ; I, u, &, w, B, d, o, b, k, n (see p. 1719).

fall,
;

Nottingh.am

vil.

;

;

;

;

;

50

—

....

A PRONOUNCING

1804

N

.

Pop.

Stoke Pogis (stok

po'jis) par.

Bucks

co.

England

supposed scene of Gray's

;

"

"Elegy"

(stoks) agr. co. N part of N. C. 510 D pop. 17, X Daubury.
bor.
(-trgnt) bor. & town, Stafford co. England
StOlberg (stol'hSiG) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 7 m. E of Aachen, pop.
11.
mfg. town, Zwickau dist.
rafg. town, Saxony prov. Prussia, pop. 5.
Saxony kingdom, Germany, pop. C.
StOlp (stolp) mfg. town, Pomerania, Prussia, on Stolpe river
StOlpe (stol'pe) riv. 60 m. long, W. Prussia prov. Prussia, to Baltic Sea.
min. & agr. co. S
Stone, agr. co" N Ark. 619 D pop. 7, X Mountain View.
mfg. town, Stafford co. England, pop. 13.
Mo. 516 O pop. 7, X Galena.
rain.
bor.
Mercer
Pa.
14
m.
N
E of Mercer
(ston'bfir-ro)
co.
Stoneboro
tp.
Stoneham (ston'am) tp. & mfg. vil. Middlesex co. Mass
(ston'henj)
megalithic
remains,
Salisbury
Plain,
Wiltshire, EngStonehenge

Stokes

—

—

—

—

land

;

supposed to be those

of

W

a Druids' temple.

StonehOUSe, parish, Devon co. England suburb of Pljnnouth
Tex. 900 D pop. 1, X Rayner.
Stonewall (ston'wal) co. N
Stonlngton (ston'Ing-tgn) tp. bor. & spt. New London co. Conn. tp. pop. 7.
Stony Greek, vil. Wentworth co. Ontario, Can. on Lake Ontario battle 1813.
tp.
Stony Point, tp. & vil. Rockland co. N. Y. on Hudson river
Nev. 270 D pop. 9, X Virginia City.
Storey (sto'rT) min. co.
of Fort Dodge
Storm Lake, vil. X of Buena Vista co. lo. 53 m.
Stormont (stSr'mont) CO. Ontario prov. Canada, 290 D pop. 12, X Cornwall.
;

W

&

;

E

&

NW

D

&

.

&

—

;

;

&

D

S end of canal, pop.

;

*, capital

Population

is

;

X,co.seat;

agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands :

;

N
D

9
spt. at

W
—

NW

13
15

X

W

D

12

—

;

X

N

W

D

X

D

D

N

—

D

&

D

—

X

&

D

X

D

D

N

N

—

D

=

;

E

;

N

—

W
—

X

W

N

*

—

N

D

X

X

—

&

cml. , commercial mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining; spt., seaport tp., township;
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviaiions, p. 1919.

2=1,500 to 2,490; 3

D

Q

W

X

11.

D means square miles

W

&

its #.
British protectorate.
(siink'er-nak'o-vil) town, Madras pres. British India
Sunk Island, tract, 6,914 acres, estuary Humber riv. Eng. formerly an islet.
Supalwasi (soo-pi-wa'se) peak of Andes mts. Bolivia, S. Am. 20,260 ft. high.
city,
of Douglas co. Wis. pop. 12.
Superior, city, Nuckolls co. Neb. pop. 2.
Canada, 400 m. long, 635 ft. above sea, 32,000 D.
Superior, Lake, U. S. A.
its
pop. 108.
Surat (soo-raf ) dist. Bombay, British India, 1,578 pop. 493.
of Paris
Suresnes (sii'ran') vil. dept. Seine, France,
Surinam (so6-r I-nam') riv. Dutch Guiana, South America, 300 m. long, to Atlantic ocean.
See Dutch Guiana.
Guilford.
pop. 1,731,
Surrey (siir'T) agr. CO. S England, 758
(soor-re-ko1o)
town,
Bornu, cen. Africa, 170 m.
of Kuka..
Surrikolo
part of N. C. 490
Dobson.
agr. co. S
pop. 19,
Surry (siir'i) co.
pop. 8, X Surry Courthouse.
part of Va. 298
prov. Marocco, 28,686
chief town, Agadir.
pop. 700
Sus (soos) S
of Turin, on Dora Ripaira riv.
Susa (sob'sa) town. Piedmont, Italy, 37 m.
E Tunis, Africa, on Hammamet Bay, pop. 10.
pop. 5.
spt. town,
Susdal (soos'dal') or Suzdal (sobz'dal') ft. town, Vladimir govt. Russia, 22 m.
of Vladimir
port of entry, Niagara co. N. Y. on Niagara river.
Suspension Bridge, vil.
E Pa. 850
pop. 40, X Montrose.
Susquehanna (siis'kwe-hSn'a) past. co.
bor. Susquehanna co. Pa. pop. 4.
tp. Dauphin CO. Pa? pop. 4.
Susquehanna River, riv. Pa. (formed by junction of North Branch, 350 m.
West Branch, 250 m. long) 150 m. long, to Chesapeake Bay.
long,
part
Georgetown.
co.
Susses (stis'eks) agr. co. S Del. 900 CI pop. 39,
Newton.
co. S E Va. 420
pop. 22,
pop. 11, X Sussex
of N. J. 525
past.
co.
S
England,
agr.
on
English
Channel, 1,458
Courthouse.
Chichester.
pop. 550,
Scotland, 2,105
pop. 22,
Dornoch.
Sutherland (siith'er-land) past. co.
Sutlej (siit'lej) riv.'AsTa, 1,000 m. long, Tibet to Chenab riv. Pimjab, India.
pop. 5,
cen. Cal. 590
Yuba City.
Sutter (siit'er) agr. co.
Sutter Creek, min. town, Amador co. Cal. on Sutter Creek
tp.
city, Clay co. Neb. tp.
Sutton (siit'on) tp. Worcester co. Mass. pop. 3.
tp. Meigs co. O. pop. 4.
pop. 2, city" pop. 2.

—

50,000
7

a

O

&

24

Libyan deserts, about

Sudbury (siJd'ber-T) mfg. town, Suffolk co. England, on Stour river
Sneca (swS'ka) town, Spain, on Jucar riv. 20 m. S E of Valencia
Suez (soo-ez') prov. Egypt, at N end of Red Sea, 5 D pop. 11. — its #,

&

—

D

D

—

WNW

(sob'dan') region, cen. Africa, S of Sahara
2,000,000

W

O

NW

N

—

Sudan

—

—

—

—

;

#

&

W

D

(sa-wa'kTn) spt. Nubia, Africa, on Red Sea, lat.
19^ 6' N in British occupation
Subiaco (sob-be-a'ko) tovra, cen. Italy, on Tevemo riv. 31 m. E of Rome
Subiiava (soob-te-a'va) town, Nicaragua, Cen. Am. about 100 m. from Pac. oc.
Sucarnoochee Creek (siik-ar-no6'che-) riv. Miss. 100 m. long, to Tombighee riv.
Vologda govt. Russia, 250 ra. long, to Dwina river.
Suchona (soo-Ko'nii) riv. S
of Diisseldorf.
Siicbteln (sUK'teln) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, 19 m.
of Chuquisaca dept. Bolivia, South
Sucre (soo'kre) /orm. Chtjquisaca, city,
America seat of govt, of Bolivia after 1893
Suczawa (sijo-cha'wa) riv. Austria, 100 m. long, Bukowina to Sereth riv.
town, Bukowina duchy, Austria, near Suczawa river, pop. 10.
Suda (soo'da) riv. Russ. In Europe, 140 m. long, Olonetz govt, to Sheksna river.
;
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Sawakln
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D
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tp.

Columbia
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D

D
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Sunkernacovil

Onslow co. N. C
Cuneo prov. N

Augsburg.
Suakin (swa/kTn) or

D

D

.

W

—

W
W

*

I

D

(soonds'vall) spt. town, Westernorrland prov. Sweden
(sitn-dobr') native state, Bellary dist. Madras pres. India, 140
Johnsonville.
Miss. 720
pop. 9,
Sunflower, agr. co.
Sunflower River, riv. Miss. 200 m. long, Coahoma co. to Yazoo river.
Malay Pen. 660
pop. 24;
Sungei Ujong (soon-ga'e oo-j5ng') native state,

pop. 5, X Jamesto%\-n.
of Wiirttemberg, Ger. on Nesenbach river
co.
N.
Y. on Hudson river
Stuyvesant
Styr (ster) riv. GaDcia, Austria, Sz Volhynia, Russia, 200 m. long, to Pripet riv.
pop. 1,283,
Gratz.
Styria (stir'i-a) prov. Austria, 8,670
Bavaria, S Germany, 3,791
pop.
Suabia (swa'bl-a) anc. SnE'viA, dist. S
668,

D

—

D

Sundnr

.

*

—

&

&

D

Sundsvall

,

Dak. 2,304

&

—

&

.

city,

—

—

&

W W

(sti'ves-ant) tp.

D

D

Cornwall co. England battle, 1643
Straubing (strou'blng) cml. town, Bavaria, Germany, near Danube river
(strous'bSrs)
mfg.
town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Strausberg
Streator (stri'tgr) min. vil. La Salle co. HI. on Vermilion river
Strehlen (stra'fen) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Ohlau river
S
of Breslau
Strlegau (stre'gow) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, 33 m.
StromboU (strom'bo-le) isl. 12 m. in circuit, Lipari Isls. Mediterranean sea.
Stronsa (strSn'sa) isl. 7\ m. long, Orkney Isls. Scotland
Strood (strood) town, Kent co. England, on Medway river
Stroud (stroud) mfg. town, Gloucester co. England
Stroudsbnrg (stroudz'bfirg) bor. X of Monroe co. Pa. on Brodheads Creek.
Stry (stre) riv. Galicia prov. Austria, 110 m. long, Carpathian Mts. to Dniester
riv. .— ft. town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Stry riv. pop. 13.
of Des Moines
Stuart (stu'art) vil. Adair & Guthrie cos. lo. 40 m.
Hungary, 1,605 D pop.
Stuhlwelssenbnrg (stool-wl'sen-bo^ro') agr. CO. S
town,
16
m.
N
19G.
its #, a mfg. & cml.
E of Lake Balatony, pop. 28.

(stiits'man) CO. N.

O

—

—

Banff cos. Scotland.

Stuttgart (stoot'gart) mfg.

&

&

;

Stutsman

—

N

;

W

Q

;

—

Italy, 70 m. long, to Tanaro river.
Stura
Sturbridge (stiJr'brlj) mfg. tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
Sturgeon Bay, tp. & city, X of Door CO. Wis. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Sturgis (stfir'jTs) tp. & mfg. vil. St. Joseph co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop.
Sturt Mountain (stQrt-) the summit of Gawler Range, South Australia.

W

W

.

StrasnltZ (stras'nlts) towii, Moravia prov. Austria, on March river
town & port of
Stratford (strat'fgrd) tp. & vil. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 3.
entry, X of Perth co. Ontario prov. Canada, on Avon riv. pop. 10.
town,
Essex CO. Eng. suburb of London
Stratford, Langthorne (ISng'thSm-)
Stratford-le-Bow (-le-bo') town, Middlesex co. England suburb of London.
Stratford-upon-Avon (-a'von) town, Warwick co. England, on N bank Avon
riv.
Shakespeare was bom & buried here
Strathmore (strath'mor') lowland dist. Scotland, S of Grampian Hills.
Strath Spey (strSth spa') dist. & valley, 70 m. long, Inverness, Elgin, and

tp.
(stob'ra) riv.

.
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—
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—

W

W

.
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Stump Sound,
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D

U

—

&

&

;

;

NE

—

—

N

;

vil.

^

—

—

^

Strait of Dover (-do'ver) 22 m. wide, between England & France.
Africa joins
Strait of Gibraltar (-jl-bral'tar) 15 m. wide, between Spain
Mediterranean sea to Atlantic ocean.
Strait of Korea (-ko-re'a) narrow sea joining Sea of Japan to Yellow Sea.
Strait of Mackinac (-mSk'T-na) 4 m. wide, Lake Michigan to Lake Huron.
Strait of malacca f-ma-15k'.j) 520 m. long, bet. Malay Pen. & Sumatra island.
Strait of Messina (-mis-se'nii) 20 m. long, bet. Sicily isl. & Italy.
Strait of OtrantO (-o-tran'to) 80 m. long joins Adriatic eea to Medit. sea.
Strait of Sunda (-sun'da) 90 m. broad, between Java & Sumatra islands.
Straits Settlements, Malay Pen. 1,472 D pop. 507, * Singapore Brit, colony.
StrakonitZ (strii'ko-nlts') mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria, on Wotawa river.
pop. 208. —ft.
Stralsund (striil's65nt) govt. Pomerania prov. Prussia, 1,549
town in same, pop. 28 sieges, 1628, 1678, 1715, & 1807.
Stranraer (stran-rar') cml. spt. town, Wigtown co. Scotland
bor. Lancaster co. Pa. tp. pop. 2, bor. pop. 1.
Strasburg (strSz'bQrg) tp.
Ger. Steassbukq (stras'bSSro) mfg. cml. ft. city, * of Alsace-Lorraine prov.
Germany, pop. 124.
mfg.
mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia, pop. 5.
town, W. Prussia prov. Prussia, pop. 6.

Stratton (strSt'on)
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—

—

tp.

X

—

Tap.

N

—

D

&

E

&

D

;

—

5.
city, Dane co. Wis. pop. 2.
(stflr'brlj) mfg. town, Worcester co. England, on Stour river
(sto) tp.
mfg. vil. LamoiUe co. Vt. summer resort
of Pavia
Stradella (stra-dgl'la) mfg. town, Pavia prov. Italy, 11 m. S
of Diisseldorf
Straelen (stra'len) mfg. vil. Rhine Prov. Prussia, 27 m.
Dover.
N. H. 376
pop. 38,
Strafford (straf'ord) agr. &' mfg. co. S
Newfoundland.
Strait of Belle isle (-bSl II') between Labrador
(-bo-nc-fa'cho)
between
Corsica
Sardinia
islands.
Strait Ol Bonifacio

pop.

Stow

D

E

—

W

Storoe (sto'ro'e) isl. 15 m. long, Norway, 30 m. S of Bergen.
Stor— Uman (stor-oo'man) lake, 25 m. long, Westerbotten prov. Sweden.
Story (sto'rT) min. agr. & past. co. een. lo. 576 D pop. 18, X Nevada.
StiitterltS (stot'te-rTts') vil. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 2 m. S E of Leipsic.
StOUghton (sto'ton) tp. & mfg. vil. Norfolk co. Mass. 18J m. S of Boston, tp.

Stourbridge

(siif'eld) tp.
(siif'ok) CO.

NW

;

W

& mfg.

vil. Hartford co. Conn. 16 m.
of Hartford, .tp.
3
Mass. 45
agr. co. S E N. T.
pop. 485, X Boston.
720
pop. 62, X Riverhead.
vil. X of Nansemond co. Va. pop. 3.
agr.
24
past. CO. England, 1,475
pop. 369, X Ipswich.
Sugar Creek, lU. 65 m. long, McLean co. to Salt Creek, —or Rock River,
Ind. 100 m. long, Clinton co. to Wabash riv.
riv. Ind. 85 m. long, Henry co.
to E Fork of White Riv.
tp. Boone co. Ind. pop.
tp. Clinton co. 111. pop. 3.
3. .— tp. Hancock co. Ind. pop. 2.
24
tp. Randolph
tp. Vigo co. Ind. pop. 2.
CO. Mo. pop. 9.
tp. Wayne co. 0. pop. 2.
tp. Stark co. O. pop. 3.
of Wilkesbarre
Sugar Notch, min. bor. Luzerne co. Pa. 5 m. S
3
Sugar River, Wis. 70 m. long, Dane co. flows into Peeatonica river.
Asia Minor.
Sugud (soo'good) or Sogiid (so'giid) town, Brusa vilayet, N
7
Suhl {sobV) mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia, 30 m. S
of Erfurt
10
Suir (shoor) riv. Ireland, 100 m. long, Devil's Bit Mts. to Waterford Harbor.
Sulsun Bay (soo'e-sobn'-) 12 m. long. Contra Costa Solano cos. Cal.
15 Snjar (soo-niir') riv. Estremadura, Spain, 100 ra. long to Guadiana river.
Suket (soo-kaf) a Sutlej hill state, attached to Punjab prov. Brit. India, 420
46
part of Kutais govt.
Sukhum Kale (sob-Koom' ka-la') ft. spt. Abkasia,
Trans-Caucasia, Russia
2
Sukkor (stik'flr') town, Sind, Bombay pres. British India, on Indus river
13
Sukyt (soo'kTf) native Sutlej state, Punjab prov. Iiidia, pop. 44. its *.
Suleimanla (soo-la-ma-ne'a) town, Mosul vilayet, Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia.
5
Sulen Islands (soblen-) group off coast of Nordre Bergenhuus prov. Norway.
Suliman Mountains (s5o-le-man'-) mt. range, bet. Afghanistan
Punjab,
India highest peak, Takht-i-Suliman (" throne of Solomon ") 11,301 ft. high.
pop. 22.
Ind. 440
its X pop. 2.
agr.
Sullivan (sul'i-van) CO.
past.
agr.
past. co. N. H. 547 D pop. 17,
CO. N Mo. 656 CT pop. 19, X Milan.
X Newport. agr. past. co. S E part of N. Y. 911
pop. 31, X Monticello.
pop. 12, X Laporte.
CO. N Pa. 446
agr. co. E Tenn. 410
pop.
tp.
city, X of Moultrie co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 1.
21, X Blountsville.
tp. Madison co. N. Y. pop. 4.
tp. Laurens co. S. C. pop. 2.
pop. 2, X Onida.
Sully (siil'i)_co. cen. S. Dak. 1,050
Sulmona (sool-mo'na) mfg. town, Aquila prov. Abruzzi, Italy
13
Sulphur Fork of Red River,
E Tex. 200 m. long, flows into Red River.
Sulphur Springs, mfg. vil. X of Hopkins co. Tex. 85 m. E N E of Dallas
3
Sultan Mountain, peak of San Juan Mts. Col. 13,366 ft. high.
Sultanpur (sQl'tan-poor') dist. Rai Bareli div. Oudh, British India, 1,701 D.
1,000
SulU Islands (soo'loo'-) between Borneo Mindanao isls. Malay Arch. 950
pop. 75, * Sulu, "lop. 6 Spanish.
of Colmar
Sulz (sdolts) town. Upper Alsace dist. Germany, 15 m. S S
5
Sulzbach (soblts'baK) town, Bavaria, Upper Palatinate, Ger. on Vils river
6
Dutch
3,000
Sumatra (soo-ma'tra) isl. Sunda Isls. Malay Arch. 177,000
Snmbawa (sQm-ba'wa) isl. Sunda Isls. Malay Arch. 5,362 D.
Sumbulpur (s66m-b65l-poor') or Sambalpur (sam-bal-poor') agr. dist. Chhatisgarh div. Cen. Provinces, British India, 4,407
its * pop. 11.
pop. 274.
Sumegh (shoo'meg') CO. S Hungary, 2,512 pop. 289, Kaposvar. town,
Szalad co. Hungary, 17 m. N N E of Keszthely, pop. 5.
&
Sumiswald (soo'mis-walt) town, Bern co. Switzerland
Summers, co. S part of W. Va. 400 pop. 13, X Hinton.
Colleton cos. S. C
2
Summervllle (-vil) town, Berkeley
Summit (siSm'it) min. co. N Col. 690 pop. 2, X Breckenridge. .—min. agr.
min. agr. & past. co. N. Ut.
past. CO. N E 0. 391
pop. 54, X Akron.
tp.
vil.
3,062
pop. 8, X ^oalville.
mfg. vil. Pike co. Miss. pop. 2.
Union co. N. J. tp. pop. 4.
Summit Peak, in San Juan Mts. Col. 13,323 ft. high.
pop. 30, X Wellington.
agr.
Sumner (sum'ner) past. co. S Kan. 1,188
city, Lawrence co. lU.
past. CO.
cen. Tenn. 536
pop. 24, X Gallatin.
pop. 1.
past. CO.
Ala. 970
pop. 30, X Livingston.—
Sumter (siim'ter) agr.
agr.
Ga. 515
past. co. cen. Fla. 600
pop. 5, X Leesburg. —agr. co. S
pop. 22, X Americus. .— co. E cen. S. C. 870
pop. 44, X Sumter, pop. 4.
tp. Sumter co. S. C. pop. 7.
tp. Williamsburg co. S. C. pop. 3.
14
Sumy (soo'me) town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe, 83 m. N of Kharkov
co. S cen.
Sunbury (siln'ber-I) bor. X of Northumberland co. Pa. pop. 6.
New Brunswick, Canada, 1,200 pop. 6, X Oromocto.
3
Suncook (siin'kook) vil. Merrimack co. N. H. on Merrimac river
Sunda Isles (siin'da-) chain in Malay Arch, separate Java Sea from Indian Oc. 28,500
Sunday River, riv.'Cape Colony, S Africa, 20O m. long, to Algoa Bay.
SnnderbundS (soon'der-biSnz) dist. Bengal, British India, delta of Ganges
Brahmaputra rivs. 6,500 D.
131
Sunderland (sfin'der-land) bor. cml. spt. town, Durham co. England
of Lucknow
16
Sundila (sun'de1a)"town, Sitapur div. Oudh, Br. India, 35 m.

Snffleld

Suffolk

StOke-upon-Trent

R

Gi^ZETTEER.

;

vil., Tillage.

10

«

...
;

;

1805

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Sntton—Ooldfleld,

&

bor.

mfg. town, Warwick co. England

9

bor.

Suva (soo'va^) spt. town, * of Fiji Isls. on S coast of Viti Levu island.
Suwalkl (soo^wal'ke) govt. Poland, Kuasia, 4,846 D pop. 657. — its * pop. 16.
Suwannee (su-wa'ue) co. N Fla. 640 O pop. 11, X Live Oak.
Suwannee River, Ga. & Fla. Okefinokee Swamp to Gulf of Mexico.
Sveaborg or Sweaborg (swa'a-bSKg) strongly ft. town, Finland, Russia, on

;

" the Gilbraltar of the
7 isls. in Gulf of Finland, 3 m. S E of Helsingfors
North " bombardment 1855.
Svendborg (svend'bSro) cml. town, Denmark, S coast of Fiiuen island
Svenlgorodka (sva-ne-go-rSd'kS) town, Kiev govt. Russia in Europe
Svlaga (sve-a'ga) riv. Russia in Europe, 200 m. long, flows into Volga river.
Svleclany (sve-5t-se-a'ne) town, Vilna govt. Russia in Europe
Svlr (sver) riv. Olonetz govt. Kuss. 130 m. long. Lake Onega to Lake Ladoga.
;

;

Swabla

(swa'bl-a).
See Scabia.
pop. 7,
(swan) co?
part of N. 0. 425
(swal) riv. York co. Eng. 70 m. long, near

W

Swain
Swale
Swampscott

D

X

6
10

6

Westmoreland

co. to

Ure

;

riv.

3

.

W

90

&

Swatara

(swa-ta'ra) tp.

SwatOW

(swa'tou'")

Dauphin

co.

2
3
32

Pa

town, treaty port, Kwangtung prov. China
Swaziland (swa'ze-15nd') country, S E of Transvaal, S Africa, 6,370 D
country, N Europe, part of
Sweden (swe'den) tp. Monroe co. N. Y. pop. 5.
kingdom of Sweden & Norway, 173,966 D pop. 4,824, # Stockholm.
Swedesboro (swedz'biir-r6) town, Gloucester co. N. J
Sweetwater, min. co. Wyo. 10,230 n pop. 5, X Green River.
Sweetwater River, Wyo. Wind River Mts. 175 m. to N Fork of Platte river.
Swevezeele (swa've-za'le) vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium, 10 m. S of Bruges
Minn. 653 D pop. 10, X Benson.
Swift, past. CO.
tp. Edgecombe co.
Swift Oreek, riv. N. C. 70 m. long, flows into Tar riv.
N. C. pop. 2.
tp. Pitt 00. N. C. pop. 3.
Swllly, Lough (15h swil'I) inlet of Atl. oc. 25 m. long, Donegal co. Ireland.
Swindon (swln'don) town, Wiltshire, England
Swinemiinde (swe'ne-miin'de) town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Swinton (swin'ton) town. West Riding, York co. England
pop. 13, X Vevay.
Switzerland (svvlt'zer-land) agr. co. S E Ind. 230
federal republic, cen. Europe, 15,980 D pop. 2,987, * Bern.
Syambazar (sT'am-ba-zar') town, Bardwan div. Bengal, British India
Sybaris (slb'ar-is) anc. city, S Italy, destroyed B. c. 510 noted for luxury
Terranova di Sieari, Cosenza prov. is near its site.
Sycamore (slk'a-mor) tp. & mfg. city, X of Dekalb co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city
mfg.

cuil.
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Sydenham

*

Sydney
Sylhet

New

D

Sylva (sil'va) riv. Russia, 300 m. long, Perm
Sylvan (sll'van) tp. Washtenaw co. Mich

Syml
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X

X
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*
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SzegV^

N

.

.

Szent MiklOS, Nagy (nodj s5nt me'klSsh') town, Torontal co. Hungary
Szent MlklOS Torok (-to'rok') town, Heves co. Hungary
Szlgeth (se'geV) town, X of Marmaros co. Hungary, on Theiss river
of Fiinf kirchen
Szlgetvar (se'gSt'var') vil. Siime^h co. Hungary, 21 m.
Szivacz (se'vats') united vils. Baca co. Hungary, 14 m. E S E of Zombor
SzobOSZlO (sS'bos'slo') town, Haiduk dist. Hungary
Szolnok (sQl'nBk') town, Heves co. Hungary, on Theiss river
SztanicslCB (sta'ne'chlch') town, Bacs co. Hungary, 11 m. N N E of Zombor.
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(ta-ren'tiim) bor. Allegheny co. Pa. on Allegheny river
Tarifa (ta-re'fa) mfg. cml. spt. town, Sevilla prov. S Spain
its * pop. 8.
Tarija (ta-re'na) agr. dept. Bolivia, S. Am. 34,599 D pop. 63.
TarkiO (tar'ke-o) tp. & vil. Atchison co. Mo. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Tarkio River, riv. Montgomery co. lo. 140 m. to Missouri riv. Mo.
Tarma (tar'ma) min. town, Juuin dept. Peru, South America
min. mfg.
Tarn (tarn) riv. France, 220 m. long, Mt. Loz^re to Garonne riv.
France, 2,217 D pop. 347, * Albi.
agr. & past. dept. S
France, 1,43G
Tarn-et-Garonne (tam'-a'-ga'rSnn') dept. S
pop. 207, *
Montauban.
Tamopol (tar-no'pSl) town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Sered river
ealicia prov. Austria, on Biala river
TarnOW (tar'uov) mfg. town, N

—

Tarnowitz
Tarragona

(ttir'no-wlts') mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia
(tar-ra-go'nii) prov. Catalonia, So. 2,451
pop. 349.
its
pop. 27.
past. CO.
Tex. 900
Tarrant (tSr'ant) agr.
pop. 41,
Fort Worth.
Tarrasa (tar-ra'sa) mfg. town, Barcelona prov. Spain
Tar River, riv. N. C. 220 m. long, 6ranville co. to Pamlico Sound.
Tarrytown (tSr'I-town) vil. Westchester co. N. Y. on Hudson river
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(ta^koon'gS) town, Ecuador, South America, 55 m. S of Quito

ii,

or Tumluk (t66m'look') anc. town, Bengal, British India,
Calcutta
(tam'mgr-f5rs') town, Abo-Bjorneborg govt. Finland, Russia
Tampa (tSm'pa) city, X of Hillsboro co. Fla
TamplCO (tam-pe'ko) riv. Mexico, 200 m. long, flows into Gulf of Mexico.
spt. town, S E end of Tamaulipas state, Mexico, on Gulf of Mexico
Tamsui (tam'swe') city, treaty port, N coast of Formosa isl. China
Tamworth (tSm'worth) mfg. bor. Stafford co. England
Tana (ta'ua) riv. Brit. E. Africa, flows into Formosa Bay, nav. 300 m. to Baza.
Europe, 180 m. long, flows into Tana-Fiord.
Tana-Elf (ta'na-Slf) riv.
Tananah (tan-a-na') riv. Alas. 250 m. long, flows into Yukon river.
Tananarive (ta-na'na-re-vo') or Antananarivo (an'-) cml. town,
of Madagascar island
Italy, 125 m. long, Alps to Po river.
Tanaro (ta-na'ro) anc. Tan'arus, riv.
Tanda or Tandah (tan'da) town, Faizdbad div. Oudh, British India
Tanega—Sima (ta-na'ga-se'ma) isl. 25 m. long, Japan, S of Kiushiu island.
Taney (ta'ne) agr. co. S Mo. 660 pop. 8, X Forsyth.
Tanganyika (tan-gan-ye'ka) lake, 480 m. long, cen. Africa.
Tangermiinde (tang'er-miin'de) mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia, on Elbe riv.
Tangier (tan-jer') spt. town, Marocco, Africa, S E of Cape Spartel
Tangipahoa (tSn'je-pa-ho') agr. co. S E La. 780 D pop. 13, X Amite City.
its * pop. 54.
Tanjore (tSn-jor') dist? Madras, Br. India, 3,654 D pop. 1,974.
Tanna (tan'na) isl. 18 m. long. New Hebrides isls. S Pacific ocean pop. 10.
Tanta (tan'ta) town, * of Gharbieh prov. Egypt, Africa
Tantalam (tan'ta-liim') isl. 65 m. long, off N E coast of Malay Pen. Asia.
part of N. M. 2,300
pop. 10.
its X.
Taos (ta'os) min. co. N
Tapajos (ta-pa'zhos) riv. Brazil, South America, 500 m. long, to Amazon river.
Tappan Bay or Tappan Sea (tSp'an-) Dutch Tappan Zee (-za) 12 m. long,
expansion of Hudson riv. N. Y.
TappantOWn, vil. Rockland co. N. Y. ; Major Andr^ executed here, 1780.
Taquarl (tU-kwa-re') riv. Brazil, South America, 400 m. long, to Paraguay riv.
Tara (ta'ra) par. Meath co. Ireland here was an ancient seat of Irish monarcha.
mfg. town, Tobolsk govt. Siberia, Russia in Asia, on Irtish riv. pop. 5.
part of North Island, New Zealand, 3,308
Taranaki (t5-ra-nii'ke) dist.
pop. 22,
New Plymouth.
Tarancon (ta-ran-kon') town, Cuenca prov. Spain
TarantO (ta'ran-to) mfg. cml. ft. spt. city, Lecce prov. Italy
Tarapacd (ta-ra-pa-ka') ter. N Chile, S. America, 19,300 pop. 47, * Iquique.
TarapotO (ta-rS-po'to) town, Peru, South America, 70 m. S S E of Moyobamba
Tarare (ta'rar') mfg. town, dept. Rli8ne, France
cml. town, dept. Bouches-du-Rh6ne, France ...
Tarascon (ta/ras'koN') mfg.
Tarashcha (ta-rash'cha) town, Kiev govt. Russia in Europe, 60 m. S of Kiev.
Tarazona (ta-ra-tho'nii) mfg. town, Saragossa prov. Spain
of dept. Hautes-Pyr^n^es, France, on Adour river
Tarbes (tarb) mfg. town,
town, X of Edgecombe co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town
Tarboro (tar'biir-r6) tp.
pop. 2

Wof

Tammerfors

W

San Fructuoso.

Tacunga

—

—

—

*
#

W

Ciudad Victoria.
(tam-bBf) mfg. agr. & past. govt. Russia, 25,710 D pop. 2,730.
its
& mfg. town, on Zna riv. pop. 36.
Tamil (ta-mel') race inhabiting S India, Asia
14,500
Tamise (ta-mez') mfg. town, E. Flanders prov. Belg. on left bank Scheldt nv.
8

Tarentum

Tabemas

N

*

8
6
10

&

(ta-bas'ko) riv. Mexico, 250 m. long, to Gulf of Mexico.
state, MexSan Juan Bautista.
10,072
pop. 105,
(ta-BSr'nas) town, Almeria prov. Spain
Tabernas de Valldigna (-da val-deg'na) town, Spain, 22 m. from Valencia..
Tablat (ta'blat) tp. St. Gall canton, Switzerland
Table Bay, 6 m. broad. Cape Colony, S
coast Africa, inlet of Atl. ocean.
mt. 3,810 ft. high, Cape
Table Mountain, 30 m. long, Tuolumne co. Cal.
Colony, S Africa, S of Cape Town.
Tabor (fa'bor) mfg. town,
of a circle, Bohemia, Austria, on Luschnitz river
Tabriz (ta-brez') cml. city,
Persia, Asia
of Azerbaijan prov. N
Tacna (tak'na) most prov. of Chile, South America, 8,085 pop. 31. —its
pop. 14.
Tacoma (tarko'ma) city, X of Pierce co. Wash, on E shore of Puget Sound ..
Taconlc (ta-kon'tk) mt. ridge, Mass.
Vt. Equinox Mt. 3,872 ft. the highest.
Cordillera, Andes mts. Bolivia, S. Am. 18,890 ft. high.
Tacora (ta-ko'ra) mt.
pop.
Tacuarembo (ta'kd6-a-rSm'bo') dept. Uruguay, South America, 8,074
ico,

Tamandua (ta-man'doo-a) town, Minas-6eraes state, Brazil, South America..
TamaQUa (ta-ma'kwa) bor. Schuylkill co. Pa. on Tamaqua river
Tamatave (ta-ma-ta'Va) chief port of Madagascar isl. on E coast
Tamaullpas (ta-mou-le'pas) min. agr. & past, state, N E Mexico, 32,128 D pop.

#

T
Tabasco

3

&

2.

*

X

&

town pop.

N

D

#

D

—

lo. tp. pop. 2,

N

*

*

—

3

D

—

—
—

D

—

—

D

7

—

S5m. S

river.

E

&

&

1

Tamluk (tam'look')

pop. 17.

coast Anatolia, Turkey in
(8e'me)"a;ic. Sy'me, isl. 6 m. long, off S
its *, on
coast.
Asia, at entrance of Gulf of Symi, pop. 7.
Oyclades
group,
Grecian
Arch. 55
pop. 30.
(se'ra)
anc.
Sy'ros,
isl.
Syra
shore, pop. 22.
or Hermopolis (her-mop'6-lls) its #, a cml. town on
city,
of
Onondaga
co.
N.
Y.
pop. 88.
(sTr'a-kUs')
cml.
mfg.
X
Syracuse
It. Sieacusa (se-ra-kob'sa) prov.
min.
mfg. vil. Meigs co. O. pop. 2.
Sicily, Italy, 1,427
pop. 390.
its
pop. 24.
Syr—Daria (ser-dar'I-a) /orm. Jaxartes (jSks-ar'tez) riv. Russian Turkestan,
pop.
1,450 m. long, to Aral Sea. —govt. Turkestan, Russia in Asia, 194,853
Tashkent.
1,214,
pop.
Syria (slr'I-a) div. of Turkey in Asia, E of Mediterranean sea, 115,144
Damascus.
pop. 604,
2,677.
vifeyet in same, 24,009
Syrmlen (seer'me-Sn) CO. E Slavonia, Hungary, pop. 123, X Vukovar.
Syzran (slz-ran') mfg. town, Simbirsk govt. Russia in Europe, on Syzran river
Szabadszallas (s5'b5d'sal'rash') vil. Cumania dist. Hungary
pop. 221,
Nagy Kallo.
SzabOlCS (sS'bolch') CO. Hungary, 1,890
pop. 333,
Szala-Egerszeg.
Szalad (sS'lSdO co. Hungary, 1,969
Szamos (so'mosh') riv. Transylvania Hungary, 200 m. long, to Theiss river.
Szamos— D] var (-6b'e-var') town. Inner Szolnok co. Transylvania, Hungary
Szarvas (sor'vSsh') town, B6k^s co. Hungary, on Koros river
Szas— Regen (sas-ra'gSn') tovra, Thorad co. Transylvania, Hungary
Szatmar-Nemeti.
pop. 309,
Szatmar (s5f mar') co. Hungary, 2,258
of Szatmar co. Hungary
Szatmar— Nemeti (-na'mStch') cml. town
China, 166,800
pop. 67,713,
Chingtu.
Szechuen (za'choo'Sn') prov.
cml. town,
of Caongrad co. Hungary
Szegedin (sgg'6d'en') mfg.
Szeghalom (seg'5'lom') vil. B6k63 CO. Hungary, 105 m. E S E of Budapest.
(s5g-var') vil. Csongrad co. Hungary, 85 m. S S E of Budapest
E of Fiinf kirchen
Szekszard (seK'sord') town, Tolna co. Hungary, 30 m.
Szentes (sSn'tgsh') town, Csongrad co. Hungary, near Theiss river
Szent Mlhaly (sSnt me-hal') cml. vil. Hungary, 12 m. from Tokay

—

9

—

161,

2

W

135
32
24
27
100

*, a cml.

Tchusovaya

govt, to

7

—

Tambov

Hamilton

co. O. pop. 7.
(sld'gn-am) town, Kent co. England
South Wales, Australia
of
(sld'ui) cmi. city,
pop. 1,720.
(sil-hSf) dist. Assam, Brit. India, 5,383
tp.

—

&

20

G

56

—

W

W

5

—

D

pop. 3.

W

W

W

Pop.
5

—
W

;

W

a watering place. .tp.
vil. Essex co. Mass.
(swBmp'skot) tp.
Swan (swan) riv. Punjab, British India, Himalaya Mts. 120 m. to Indus rivier.
Australia, flows into Indian Ocean.
(pron. sw5n) riv.
Swansea (swBu'se) spt. town, Glamorgan co. Wales, on Towy river
Swanton (swon'ton) tp. vil. Franklin co. Vt. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp.
Swanzey (sw5u'zt) tp. & vil. Cheshire co. N. H

—

W

;

Charleston.

&

(ta-f al'ya) town, Navarre prov. Spain, 22 m. S of Pamplona
Tafllet (tSfl-lSf) oasis, S Marocco, Africa chief town Abuam.
carpets
of Yezd
Taft (taft) mfg. town, Yezd prov. Persia, 14 m. S
its # pop. 7.
Tagal (ta-Hal') Dutch residency, Java isl. Malay Arch. pop. 892.
govt.
Russ.
in Europe.
(tag'an-r5g')
spt.
Yekaterinoslav
cml.
town,
Taganrog
Tagharma (tS-ghar'ma) or IHustagh-ata (moos'tag'a-ta') mt. part of Chinese Turkestan, lat. Z%° 25' N, Ion. 75" 20' E, height 25,794 ft.
TagllamentO (tal-ya-mSn'to) riv. Italy, 100 m. long, Alps to Adriatic sea.
Tagodast (ta-fo-dasf) town, Marocco, Africa, 98 ni. N B of Marocco
TagUS (ta'gus) riv. Spain & Portugal, 540 m. long, flows into Atlantic ocean.
Tahiti (ta-he'te) isl. Society Isls. S Paciflc ocean, 412 D pop. 11, # Papeete.
Tahoe (ta-ho') lake, 20 m. long, Cal. E base of Sierra Nevada.
Taiwan (ti-wBn') town, * of Formosa isl. China a treaty port
TakamatSU (tii-ka-mSt'soo') city, spt. N coast of Sikoku isl. Japan
N of Tokyo
Takaoka (ta-ka-o'ka') city, Hondo isl. Japan, 175 m.
of Tokyo
Takata (ta-ka'ta') city, Hondo isl. Japan, 130 m. N
TakOW (ta-kow') city, treaty port, S Formosa isl. China
Talavera de la Reyna (ta-la-va'ra da lii ra'e-na) city, Toledo prov. Spain
battle, 1809
6a. 360 D pop. 13, X Talbotton.
agr. co. E Md.
Talbot (t^l'bot) agr. co.
285 D pop. 20, X Easton.
Talbotton (tal'bot-5n') town, X of Talbot co. 6a. 36 m. E N E of Columbus..
its * pop. 23.
Talca (tal'ka) prov. Chile, South America, 3,678 D pop. 141.
its *.
TalCbir (tal'ker') native state, Bengal pres. Brit. Ind. 399 D pop. 38.
Taliabo (ta-le-a'bo) isl. 100 m. long, Xulla Isls. Malay Archipelago.
Taliaferro (tBl'i-ver) agr. co. N E cen. Ga. 168 D pop. 7, X Crawfordsville.
Talikot (ta-le-kot'f town, Kaladgi dist. Bombay pres. British India
Talladega (tai'la-de'ga) CO. N E cen. Ala. 784 pop. 29.
its X pop. 2.
Tallahassee (tSi'a-hSs'e) city, * of Fla. and X of Leon co
Tallahatchie (tSl'a-hSch'e) co. N
Miss. 635
pop. 14, X Charleston.
Tallahatchie River, riv. Miss. 240 m. long, flows into Yalabusha river.
Tallapoosa (tSl'a-poo'sa) agr. & past. co. E Ala. 795 D pop. 25, X Dadeville.
tp.
city, Haralson co. Ga. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Tallapoosa River, riv. Ala. & Ga. 250 m. long, Ga. to Coosa river.
Tallassee (tai'las-e') tp. & town, Elmore co. Ala. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
Tally Ho (tSl'i "ho) tp. Granville co. N. C
Tama (ta'ma) CO. E cen. lo. 720 D pop. 22, X Toledo. tp. town, Tama co.

Tafalla

;

6
3

.
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N

Pop.

W W
W

S
of Adana
vilayet, Asia Minor, 18 ta.
Europe, Sea of Japan to Dnieper river.
of Marocco
Tanidant (tar-oo-danf) town, Sus prov. Marocco, Af. 125 m. S
Tasa (ta'sa) or Tesa (ta'sa) town, N E Marocco, Africa, 65 m. E of Fez
Tasco (tas'ko) town, Mexico state, Mexico silver mines
Tashkent (tasli'kent') ft. city, # of Syr-Daria prov. Russia in Asia
Tasmania (taz-ma'uT-a) isl. S Pacific ocean, S of Australia, 26,215 D pop. 147,
# Hobart British.
Tasman'S Peninsula (taz'manz-) 24 m. long, Pembroke co. S E Tasmania.
Tatar-Bazardjili (ta'tar'-bii'zar-jek') town, E. Roumelia, Turkey in Europe
Miss. 390 D pop. 19, X Senatobia.
tp. Clermont co. 0.
Tate (tat) CO. N

Tarsus

.

(tar'sfis)

Tartary

Adana

cml. town,

(tSr'ta-ri) region, Asia

&

;

7

—

W

_
Ta-tsien-lu (ta'-tsen'-loo') cml.
3.

.

W

.

ft. city,
part of Szechuen prov. China
town, Sind, Bombay pres. British India, pop. 20.
town, Marocco, Africa, 200 m. S of Marocco, on Drab riv. pop. 10.
Tattnall (tSt'nal) agr. & past. co. S E Ga. 1,123 D pop. 10, X Reidsville.
town, Sio Paulo state, Brazil, S. America
dist.
Taubate (tou-ba'ta) dist.
pron. tan'ton)
Taunton (t an'tgu) mfg. city, X of Bristol co. Mass. pop. 25.
(
"
mfg. bor. Somerset co. Eng. on Tone riv. pop. 18 the
bloody assize," 1685.
Taupo Lake (ta'po-) lake, 30 m. long, cen. North Isl. New Zealand.
Taurida (ta'ri-da) govt. Russia in Europe, 24,539 D pop. 1,097, # Simferopol.
Taurus (ta'rils) rat. chain, 400 m. long, Turkey in Asia.
of Klattau
TauSS (tows) mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria, 17 m.
Finland, Russia in Europe, 8,334 D
Tavastehus (tS-vas'tiS-lioos) govt. S

Tatta

^

(tat'ta) anc. mfg.

&

—

21
11

5
121

16

—

W

W

*

pop. 4.
(ta-ve'ra) cml. town, Algarve prov. Portugal, on Atlantic ocean

a

its

Tavira
Tavistock (tSv'is-tgk) agr. bor. Devon co. England, on Tavy river
its *
TaVOl (ta'voi') dist. Tenasserim, Lower Burma, 7,200 D pop. 85.

—

(bl'oo tgsh) nav. stream. La. 180

&

Tecumseh
city,

Tedsl

X

(te-ktira'se) tp.
vil. Lenawee co.
of Johnson co. Neb. pop. 2.

(tSd'se) town,

500

7

pop. 192.

—

(ti've) riv.

W of Marocco

16

river

(tgm'pl) city, Bell co. Tex
(tem'pl-ton) tp.
mfg. vil. Worcester co. Mass
tp.
Temruk (tem-rook') ft. town, Russia in Europe, on S side of Sea of Azof
Bergen
(tgn'af-le)
town,
co.
N.
J.
1
m.
of
Hudson
river.
Tenafly
Tenasserim (ten-as'er-Tm) riv. Tenasserim div. Lower Burma, 220 m. long, to
Indian Ocean.
div. Lower Burma, 46,590
pop. 972,
Maulmain.
side of Carmarthen Bay
Tenby (teu'bl) spt. town, Pembroke co. Wales, on
Tendra (teu'dra) isl. Russia, 33 m. long. Black Sea, 40 m. E of Odessa.
coast of Anatolia, Turkey in Asia.
TenedOS (tgn'e-dos) isl. 5 m. long, off
Santa Cruz de
Tenerife (ten'er-Tf) one of Canary Isls. 1,000
pop. 94,
Tenerife earthquake, 1704.
T€n6s (ta'naz) maritime town, Algeria, Africa, 120 m. E E of Oran
Tengri-Nor (teu'g re'-nor) or Namcho (nam'cho') lake, 80 m. long, Tibet,
Asia, lat. 30° 40' N, Ion. 90° 30' E, 15,190 ft. above sea level.
of TinneveUi
Tenkasl (ten-ka'se) town, Madras, British India, 30 m.
Ten Mile Peak, mt. Col. 11,800 ft. high.
(tgn'nes-se')
state, S E cen. U. S. A. 42,050
Nashville.
pop. 1,768,
Tennessee
Tennessee Pass" Col. 10,418 ft. above sea level over chief range Rocky Mts.
Tennessee River, riv. U. S. A. 800 m. long, formed by junction in Tenn. of
Clinch
Holston rivs. flows into Ohio river.
Tenriu (ten'ri-oo') riv. Hondo isl. Japan, 100 m. long, flows into Pacific ocean.
E La. 610 pop. 17, X St. Joseph.
Tensas (tgn'sas) agr. par.
Tensas River, riv. La. 240 m. long, flows into Ouachita river.
Tensift (ten'slff) riv. Marocco, Af. 190 m. long, flows into Atlantic ocean.
TeocalU Mountain (te-o-kal'e-) peak. Elk Range, Col. 13,113 ft. high.
Mexico, N. Am. 11,275
pop. 131.
its
pop. 14.
TepiC (ta-pek') ter.
its
pop. 10.
Teramo (ta'ra-mo) prov. Abruzzi dept. It. 1,284 pop. 263.
Angra.
Terceira (tgr-sa'e-ra) isl. 20 m. long, Azores isls. Atl. oc. pop. 47,
Terek (ta-rek') riv. Caucasus, Russia, 350 m. long, flows into Caspian Sea.
govt, of Russia, N. Caucasia, 26,822
Vladikavkas.
pop. 719,
TergOVlst (ter-go-vest') town, Roumania, Europe, on Jalomnitza river
TerliZZi (tgr-lTt'se) town, Bari prov. Italy, 17 m. S E of Barletta
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agr., agricultural

given in nearest thousands
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(tgt'eii-hal') vil. Stafford co.
town
dist.

&

(tgt'oo-Sn') mfg.

5
Marocco, Africa, 27

D

pop.

Spanish.

S

Tewkesbury (tuks'ber-T) mfg. bor. Gloucester co. England, on Avon river. ..
Tewksbury (tiiks'bef-I) tp. Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 3. — tp. Hunterdon co.

K

11

5

Tesarcana (tgks-ar-kSn'a) city, X of Miller co. Ark. & in Bowie co. Tex
Texas (tek-Zas) agr. & past, state, S W U. S. A. 265,780 D pop. 2,236, * Austp. Wayne co. Pa. pop. 4.
tin.
CO. S"Mo. 1,145 O pop. 19, X Houston.
Tesel (tgks'gl) agr. & past. isl. 13 m. long, Netherlands, in North Sea
of (-ta'da) mt. Tenerife isl. Canary Isls. 12,188 ft. high.
mfg.
(tgs-koo'ko) lake, 15 m. long, Mexico state, Mexico.
town on Lake Tezcuco, pop. 6.
Thaba-Ncho (ta'ba-n'cho') town. Orange Free State, S Africa, 68 m.

—

E

of

—

—

—

6

& cml.

Bloemfontein
{pron. tgmz)
(thamz) riv. Conn, flows into Long Island Sound.
riv. Ontario prov. Canada, 160 m.
riv. England, 215 m. long, to North Sea.
town, Auckland, New Zealand, pop. 5.
long, to Lake St. Clair.

Thames
11

6

—

—

Teyde, Peak

13

5

J. pop. 2.

'

U

Thana (tha'na) dist. Bombay, British India, 4,052 D pop. 874. — its * pop. 12.
Thann (tiinn) mfg. town, Alsace prov. Germany, on Thur river
Thar (thar-) and Parkar (-par'kar) dist. E Sind, Bombay, British India,

D pop.

12,729

*

181,

—

278

7

:

2,397

D

pop.

its *, on Irawadi riv. pop. 8.
(thebz) anc. ruined city, Upper Egypt, on Nile riv. remains of Luxor
town, Boeotia, Greece, pop. 5.
The Buttes (-buts) curious group of mts. 30 m. in circuit, Sutter co. Cal.
TheiSS (tis) riv. Hungary, 500 m. long, Carpathian Mts. to Danube river.
Theodule Pass (Wt'diiV-) 10,000 ft. above sea level, Alps, bet. Piedmont,
Italy,
Swiss canton of Valais.
of SanThera (tha'ra) eparchy, Cyclades nome, Greece, pop. 22. .— town,
torini isl. Greece, pop. 5.
tp.
vil. Jefferson co. N. T. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Theresa (tg-re'sa) tp.
Dodge CO. Wis. pop. 2.
Theresienstadt (ta-ra'ze-en-stat) town, Bohemia prov. Austria, pop. 7.
Theresiopel (ta-ra'ze-o-pel') mfg. cml. town, Hungary, 25m. S E of Szegedin

170.

Thebes

palace.

8

Umarkot.

Tharawadi (thar'a-wod'i ) prov. Pegu div. Lower Burma, Asia
Thaso (tha'so) Isl.'of Turkey in Europe, in iEgean sea, 138 D
Thayer (thSr) agr. & past. CO. S Neb. 576 D pop. 13, X Hebron.
Thayetmayo (tha'ygt-ml'o) dist. Pegu div. Lower Burma, Asia,

—

;

&

*

—

&

&

Theresiopolis

Temesvar

(ta-ra'ze-5p'o-lis) town,

co.

Hungary

D

73
5

Thermia (thgr-me'a) isl. Syra eparchy, Cyclades nome, Greece, 48
Thermopylae (ther-mSp'e-le) famous pass, Greece, 9 m. S S E of Lamia ; battlefield in 480 B."c.
E Greece, comprising nomes of Abta, Larissa,
Thessaly (thgs'a-ll) dist.
Teikala, 5,073t] pop. 344, chief town, Larissa.
Thian— Shan (te'an'-shUn) lofty mt. chain, Chinese Turkestan, Asia.
Thibet (ti-bgf or tib'et). See Tibet.
ThibOdeaux (teb'6-do') town, X of Lafourche par. La. on Bayou Lafourche .
Thiol (tel) mfg. town, Gelderland prov. Netherlands, on Waal river
cml. town, W. Flanders prov. Belg. 15 m. S E of Bruges.
Thlelt (telt) mfg,
Thiers (te-ar') mfg. town, dept. Puy-de-D8me, France, on Durolle river

6

&

N

2
8
10
16

&

See Diedenhofen.

ThlonvUle.

Thlrsk (thersk) mfg. town. North Riding, York co. England
Thirty-Nine Mile Mountain, mt. Park co, cen. Col. 11,000

W

ft.

high.

(thog'je-choo'mo) salt lake,
Himalaya Mts. S E Kashmir,
India, 60 m. S E of Leh 15,500 ft. above sea level.
Thok- Jalung (tok-ya-lobng') gold field, Tibet, Asia ; 16,330 ft. above sea level.
co.
pop. 26, X Thomasville.
Thomas (tom'as) agi'. CO. S Ga. 784
Kan. 1,080
pop. 6, X Colby.
tp.
Thomaston (tom'as-ton) tp. mfg. vil. Litchfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 3.
vil. Knox co.
town, X of Upson co. Ga. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
tp.
Me. tp. pop. 3.
town, X of Thomas co. Ga. tp. pop. 9, town
Thomasville (tom'as-vTl) tp.
pop. 6.
tp. Davidson co. N. C. pop. 3.
(tSmp'son)
mfg.
tp.
Windham
co. Conn. pop. 6.
tp. Sullivan co.
Thompson
tp. Robeson co. N. C. pop. 4.
N. Y. pop. 3.
....
mfg.
vil.
of
Springfield
Hartford co. Conn. 8^ m. S
Thompsonville (-vTl)
Thonegwa (thon-eg'wa) dist. Irawadi div. Lower Burma, Asia
Thonon (to'noN') town", dept. Haute-Savoie, France, on Lake Geneva
Thorda (tSr'da) town, X of a co. Transylvania prov. Hungary salt mines. . .
Thorn (torn) cml. mfg. town, W. Prussia prov. Prussia, on Vistula river.
Thornapple River (thSrn'ap'l-) Mich. lOO m. long, Eaton co. to Grand River.
ThomhiU (thSmtl) mfg. tov/n. West Riding, York co. Eng. on Calder river..
town, Lancaster co. EngThornton (thSrn'ton) tp. Cook CO. 111. pop. 5.
land, pop. 8.
town,
Boone
co.
Ind.
on
Sugar
Creek
(thorn'town)
Thomtown
of Bruges.
Thourout (too'roo) mfg. town, W, Flanders prov. Belg. 11 m. S
Lawrence
riv.
bet.
N.
Y.
Ontario
prov. Canada.
St.
&
Thousand Islands, in
Thrace (thras) anc. country, now S E part of Turkey in Europe.
of Watertown
Three Mile Bay, vil. Jefferson co. N. Y. 17 m.

Thogji-Chumo

cml., commercial

;

—

D

D

&

&

—

NW

—

&

&

—

—

—

284

;

&

.

—

W

WNW

;

min., mining
than 1,000 not given.

mfg., manufacturing

= l.-WO to 2,499 3= 2,500 to 3,499, etc.
;

6

,

England

N part of

(toif'fen) town, Appenzell canton, Switzerland, 4 m. N of Appenzell.
(ta-v'S-ro'na) anc. A'Nio, riv. cen. Italy, 55 m. long, to Tiber river.
Teviot (tiv'i-ot) riv. Scotland, 34 m. long, flows into Tweed river.
Teviotdale (tTv'J-ot-dal) dist. Roxburgh co. Scotland.

210
12
10

—

—

*

Teverone

its *-.

—

w

—

13

Teuffen

14

W
W

Templeton

3

*

Tezcuco

N

Temple

—

Teton River, riv. Mont. 160 m. long. Rocky Mts. to Missouri river.
TetSChen (tgt'shen) town, Bohemia, Austria, on right bank of Elbe river

Tetuan

—

W

u

30

—

D

Teterow (ta'te-row') mfg. town, Mecklenburg-Schwerin duchy, Germany
Teton Range"(te-toN'-) Ida. branch of Rocky Mts. Mt. Hayden, 13,858

Tettenhall

Wales, 70 m. long, Cardigan co. to Cardigan Bay.
Telgnmouth (ttn'muth) town, Devon co. England, on Teign river
7
Tekamah (te-ka'ma) tp. & town, X of Burt co. Neb. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
7
Telav (ta-lav') town, Tiflis govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 35 m. N E of Tiflis..
edge of Death Valley, 10,938 ft. high.
Telescope Peak, mt. Cal. near
Telfair (tgl'fSr) co. S cen. Ga. 491 D pop. 5, X Jacksonville.
2
Tell City, min. vil. Perry co. Ind. on Ohio river
21
Tellicherl (tBl'T-cher'I) cml. ft. spt. town, Malabar dist. Madras, British India.
of Vilna
8
Telsh (telsh) town, Kovno govt. Russia in Europe, 150 m. N
5
of Iglau
TeltSCh (telch) mfg. town, Moravia prov. Austria, 17 m. S S
15,500
TelugUS (tel'ob-gobz') race of people inhabiting S India, Asia
5
Temascaltepeo (ta-mas-kal-ta-pSk') town, Mexico state, Mexico
Tembuland (tem'boo-lSnd) ter. E coast, S Africa, dependency of Cape Colony,
4,122 D
180
8
Temerin (ta'ma'ren') town, Bacs co. Hungary
Temes (tem'Ssh') riv. S E Hungary, Carpathian Mts. 180 m. to Danube river.
(te-mSs'kal)
town,
Alameda
co.
Cal
2
Temescal
its *, a cml. mfg. ft. city, pop. 40.
Temesvar (tem'esh-var') CO. Hungary.
Temlrkhanshura (ta-mer'Kan-shob'rii) town, Daghestan, Caucasus, Russia..
5
TemiSGOUata (tem'Is-ko6-a'ta) lake, 22 m. long, Quebec prov. Canada.
co.
S E Quebec prov. Canada, 1,770 D pop. 26, # Isle Verte, pop. 1.
Teninikov (tem-ne-kov') town, Tambov govt. Russ. in Europe, on Moksha riv.
Tempelburg (tem'pel-bSora) town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Tempio (tem'pe-o) town, Sardinia isl. Italy

Telly

W

SW

;

11
7

with Ef za
Tefsa (tef'sa) towuij_* of Tedia prov. Marocco, Africa
Tegucigalpa (ta-goo-se-gal'pa) town, * of Honduras, Central America
(te-ha'ma)
agr.
past.
co.
N
&
Cal.
Bluff.
Tehama
2,988 D pop. 10, X Red
Teharl (ta-hii're) or Tehrl (tS're) dist. Jhiinsi div. N. W. Provinces, British

D

—

D

&

9
6
IB
7

&

;

India, 2,160

—

D

N

Tedzen (tSd-zSn') riv. Kliorassau prov. Persia, 250 m. long lost in the desert.
Tees (tez) riv. bet. Durham & York cos. England, 90 m. long, to North Sea.
Teffe (tef'fa) riv. Brazil, South America, 500 m. long, flows into Amazon river.

Teheran (te-hran') city, * of Persia, in Irak-Ajemi province
Tehuacan (ta-wii-kiin') town, Puebla state, Mexico
Tehuantepec (ta-wan-ta-pek') town, Mexico, a port on Tehuantepec

&W

D

10

pop. 14.

m. to Atchafalaya Bayou.
Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.

Sus prov. Marocco, Africa, 110 m. S

Pop.
23

the highest.

Tawas (ta'was) tp. & vil. X of Iosco co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2.
Tay (ta) riv. Scotland, IGO m. long, flows into Firth of Forth.
Taylor (ta'lor) co. N Fla. 1,079 D pop. 2, X Perry. — co. W cen. Ga. 356 D
pop. 9, X Butler. — agr. co. S W lo. 540 D pop. 16, X Bedford. — agr. co. S
Ky. 270 n pop. 9, X Campbellsville. — co. N W cen. Tex. 900 D pop. 7. — agr.
CO. N part of W. Va. 177 D pop. 12, X Pruntytown. — co. N Wis. 990 D pop.
7, X Medford. ^ tp. Blair co. Pa. pop. 1. — town, Williamson co. Tex. pop. 3.
Taylorvllle (ta'Ior-vTl) tp. & city, X of Christian co. 111. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
Tazewell (taz'wel) min. agr. & past. co. N cen. lU. G50 O pop. 30, X Pekin.
— min. agr. & past co. S W part of Va. 536 D pop. 20, X Jeffersonville.
Tchirpan (cher'pan) town, E. Roumelia, Turkey, 30 m. E of Philippopolia
Teano (ta-a'no) cml. town, Caserta prov. Italy, 13 m. N W of Capua
Teche, Bayou

—

D

;

pop. 254.

(ter'me-ne) spt. town, on
coast of Sicily isl. Italy
(ter-naf) isl. 10 m. in circuit, Malay Arch. E of Celebes isl. pop. 94.
residency, Dutch East Indies, comprising Ternate isl. E coast of Celebes
isl.
part of Papua, etc. 174,909
its *, on E coast of Terpop. 479.
nate isl. pop. 9.
Ternl (tgr'ne) mfg. town, Perugia prov. Italy, near Nera river
Terracina (ter'ra-che'na) spt. town, Italy, at S end of Pontine marshes
Terranova (tgr'ra-no'va) cml. spt. town, on S coast of Sicily isl. Italy
Terranuova (tgr'ra-nwo'va) town, Florence prov. Italy, 22 m. S E of Florence
pop. 20, X Houma.
Terrebonne (tgr'bon') agr. par. S E La. 1,800
co.
Quebec prov. Canada, o45
pop. 23, X St. JgrSrae.
mfg. city, X of Vigo CO. Ind. on Wabash river
Terre Haute (tgr'e hot) cml.
Terrell (ter'el) agr? CO. S
Ga. 320
pop. 15, X Dawson.
cml. city, Kaufman CO. Tex. 32 m. E of Dallas, pop. 3.
Terschelling (ter-sKgl'lmg) isl. 16 m. long. North Sea, Friesland prov. Neth.
pop. 242.
its
Teruel (ta-roo-gf') prov. Aragon, Spain, 5,491
pop. 10.
Teschen (tSsh'en) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Austria, on Olsa river
Tesouras (ta-so'riis) riv. Brazil, S. Am. Tesouras Mts. 200 m. to Araguay riv.
of Sokoto, Sudan, cen. Africa.
its
pop. 12.
Tessaua (tes-sou'a) dist.
Tete (ta'ta) town, Louren^o-Marques prov. Port. E. Africa, on Zambezi river.
Kiev govts. Russia, 150 m. long, to DnieTeterev (ta-ta-rev') riv. Volhynia
per river.

Temate

;

pop.

N

Termini

;

less

;

;

seaport tp., township ;
See Abbreviations, p. 1919.

spt.,

;

vil.,

yillag&

5
9
27

S
2
8

1

;

.. ..
...
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Tluee Rivers,
Micli. pop. 3.

WI.

—

Hampden

X

oral, city,

Mass. pop.

CO.

Pop.

Pop.

—

(to-koo'yo) riv. Venezuela, S. America, 200 m. long,

Tocuyo

mfg. vil. St. Joseph co.
Quebec prov. Canada, pop. 8.

1.

of St. Maurice co.

ThrogS

^I^eck (tlirogz-) cape, Westchester co. N. Y. in Long Island Sound.
(toon) town, Bern canton, Switzerland
12 m. long, Mich, runs into Alpena co. from Lake Huron.
Lake Superior, Ontario prov. Canada.
bay,
dist.
Ontario proT.

Todd

Canada,

Port Arthur.
Thunder Cape, bold headland, S E of Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, Canada.
Thunnesar (thun'es-ar) town, Ambala div. Punjab, British India
Thur (toor) riv. Switzerland, 70 m. long, flows into Ptliine river.
Thnrgau (tSSr'gow) agr^ canton, N E Swit. 381 D'pop. 105, * Frauenfeld.
Thurillglan Forest (thu-rln'jl-an-) mt. range, cen. Germany.
Thurles (tliflrlz) town, Tipperary co. Ireland, on Suir river
Thurrock, Grays (-thur'ok) vil. Essex CO. England
ugr.
Thurston (thQrs'ton) co.'N E Neb. 398 D pop. 3, X Pender.
past.
CO.
Wash. 7G8 D pop. 10, X Olympia.
Thurzofalva (toor'zo'f51'v8') vil. Trentschin co. Hungary
Thurzovka (toor'zov'kii') vil. Pressburg co. Hungary
TlbbU (tib'boo') country, Sahara, cen. Africa, 20° N, 20° E, S E of Fezzan.

Togoland

Tiher (ti'ber) It. Teveke (ta'va-ra) anc. Ti'bbeis, riv. cen. Italy, 185 m. long,
Tuscan Apennines to Mediterranean sea.
Tibet (ti-bSf or tib'et) country, S
part of Chinese Empire, 651,500 D pop.

Tolima

Thun

Thunder Bay,

—

NW
*

—

W

—

&

X

—

D

N

N

;

*&*

*

N

NW

—

D

&
&

Tim

W

#

N

Tinicum

NW

(tm'i-kiim) tp. Bucks co. Pa

Tinnevelli (tm-ne-vel'lT) maritime dist. Madras pres. British India, 5,176 D
pop. 1,750.
town, TinneveUi dist. pop. 20.
(te'no) anc. Te'nos, isl. 18 m. long, Cyclades isls. Mgean sea
Tintern Abbey (tln'tem-) famous ruin, Monmouth co. England.
min. & past.
Tioga (ti-o'ga) agr. co.'S part of N. T. 498 D pop. 30, X Owego.
CO. N Pa. 1,120 D pop. 52, X WeDsboro. —tp. Tioga co. N. Y. pop. 2.
TiOOmen (tt-oo'men') mfg. & cml. town, Tobolsk govt. Siberia, Russ. in Asia
Tipara (te-par'a) or Tlpperah (ttp'pe-ra) dist. Chittagong div. Bengal,

—

Tino

D pop. 1,522, * Tipara or Comillah.
Tippah (tip'a) agr. co. N Miss. 490 D pop. 13, X Ripley.
Tippecanoe (tip'e-ka-nob') agr. & past. co. W N W Ind. 500 D pop.

^

fayette.

tp.

Tippecanoe

X

n

— *
E
— X pop.
D pop.
N
&
— town, X of Cedar
Q
X
W
— town, Moniteau co. Mo. pop. — min. & mfg. town, Stafford co.

its
25 m. S
of Limerick, pop. 7.
cen. Ind. 260
(tip'ton) agr.
past. co.
Covington.
agr. CO.
Tenn. 404
pop. 24,

^

pop.

2.

18.

3.

its

co. lo.

1.

England, pop.

29.

Tlrakh-Mlr. See Mtseenun.
Tirana (te-ra'na) town, Scutari vilayet, Albania, Turkey in Europe
Tirano (te-ra'no) town, Sondrio prov. N Italy, on Adda riv. resort of pilgrims
Tiraspol (tt-ras'pol) town, Kherson govt. Russia in Europe
Tirlemont (teerl'moN') cml. & mfg. town, Brabant prov. Belgium
Tirnova (teer'no-va) town, the ancient * of Bulgaria, Europe, on Jantra riv.
;

Tishomingo (tish'o-mtn'go)
Titicaca Lake (tlt-e-ka'ka-)

agr. co.
bet.

N E Miss. 435 D pop. 9, X luka.
& Bolivia, South America, 4,000 P.

S Peru

Titlis (tit'lis) mt. Bernese Alps, Switzerland, 10,627 ft. high.
Tito (te'to) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Tex. 400
past. co.
pop. 8,
Mount Pleasant.
Titus (ti'tiis) agr.
TltUSVille (ti'tiis-vil) mfg. city, Crawford co. Pa. on Oil Creek
bor. Devon co. England,
Tiverton (tiv'er-ton) tp. Newport co. R. I. pop. 3.

&

NE

D

X

—
— {pron. te'vo-le) anc. Ti'-

pop. 11.

Tivoll (tTv'6-li) vil. Dutchess co. N. Y. pop. 1.
BtJR, town, Italy, 18 m. E N E of Rome, pop. 8.
Tistla (teks'tla) town, Guerrero state, Mexico
Tizzana (ttt-sa'na) cml. town, Florence prov. Italy
its # pop. 7.
Tlaxcala (tlaH'kii'la) state, Mexico, 1,595 D pop. 138.
TlemQen (tlem-sen') cml. & mfg. town, Oran prov. Algeria, Africa
TlumaCK (tlob-maks') town, E part of Galicia prov. Austria
Tobago (to-ba'go) isl. British W. Indies, 114 D pop. 21, * Scarborough.
Tobarra (to-sar'ra) town, Albaeete prov. Spain
Tobin (to'btn) tp. Perry co. Ind
TobOl (to-bol') riv. Siberia, Russia in Asia, 500 m. long, Ural Mts. to Irtish riv.
Siberia, Russia in Asia, 539,659 D
Tobolsk (to-bolsk') agr. min. & cml. govt.
Siberia, on Irtish & Tobol rivs. pop. 20.
pop. 1,313.
its * & * of
TocanttaS (to-kau-tens') riv. Brazil, South America, 1,000 m. long, flows mto
Para river.
Tocooa (tok'6-a) tp. & town, Habersham co. Ga. tp. pop. 3, tovi-n pop. 1.

—

—

S e

o

i

*

8,

b

W

W

o ee

—

—

W

of Macerata battlefield in 1815.
(to-lSn-te'no) town. It. 11 m. S
dept.
(to-le'ma) volcano, Colombia, South America, 18,270 ft. high.
Ibagu^.
Colombia, South America, 18,069 D pop. 305,
N
N
B
Conn.
403
25.
1.
(tol'and)
agr.
co.
D
pop.
its
X
pop.
Tolland
Tolmein (tol'niin) town, Goritz & Gradiska dist. Austria
its X, on Danube riv. pop. 8.
Tolna (tol'no') CO. S Hung. 1,400 D pop. 221.
Tolosa (to-lo'sa) mfg. town, * of Guipuzcoa prov. Spain battle, 1212

^

;

*

—

6

—

5

;

Tolten (tol-ten') riv. ChUe,
Toluoa (to-lo6'ka) town, #

S.

Am.

Lake

100 m. long.

Villarica to Pacific oc.

15

Mexico
Tom (tom) riv. Siberia, Russia in Asia, 400 m. long, flows into Obi
TomaJl (tS'ma) tp. & city, Monroe co. Wis
Tomahawk (tom'a-h^k') vil. Lincoln co. Wis
of

Mexico

state,

river.

city

Tomaszow

(to-ma'sliow) mfg. town, Petrikau govt. Poland, Russia in Europe,
pop. 7.
town, Warsaw govt. Poland, Russia in Europe, pop. 5.
Tombigbee River (tSm-big 'be-) 500 m. long, E Miss, to Alabama river.
Tombstone (toomb'ston) city, X of Cochise co. Ariz
Tome (to'ma) town, Concepcion prov. ChUe, South America
Tex. 2,940
Torn Green, co.
pop. 5, X San Angelo.
tp. DelaN. Y. 494
pop. 33, X Ithaca.
Tompkins (tomp'kTnz) CO. S
ware CO. N. Y. pop. 3.
Siberia, Russia in Asia, 331,159
pop. 1,300. .— its *,
Tomsk (tomsk) govt.
a cml. city, on Tom riv. pop. 37.
Toms River (tSmz-) town, X of Ocean co. N. J. on Toms river
Tonawanda (tSn'a-won'da) tp. vil. Erie co. N. Y. tp. pop. 8, vil. pop. 7.
Tonawanfla Creek, riv. N. Y. 75 m. long, Wyoming CO. to Niagara river.
Tonga (ton'ga-), or Friendly, Islands, group, S Pacific ocean, 374 pop. 20,

^

N

W

n

W

—

D

W

O

&

# Nukualofa.

N

N
*

Tongaland

D

B

coast of S Africa, 5,320 ID
(tSn'ga-lSnd') ter.
of Zululand,
Eshowe, in Zululand.
pop. 37 ; British protectorate,
Pacific
ocean, 50 m. in circuit.
(tong'a-ta'boo)
isl.
Tonga
Isls.
S
TongatabU
cml. town, Limbourg prov. Belgium, on Jaar river
Tongres (toNgr) nlfg.
Yellowstone
River.
Tongue River (tung-) riv. 200 m. long, Wyo. to
its
pop. 41.
Tonk (tbnk) native state, Rajputana, India, 2,509 pop. 379.
Tonneins (ton'naN') mfg. town, dept. Lot-et-Garonne, France, on Garonne riv.
Tonnerre (ton'nar') mfg. town, dept. Yonne, France, on Armangon river
min. ter. IndoToniiuin (ton-ken') or Tongking (tong'king') agr. mfg.
Hanoi.
China, annexed to France in 1884 34,740
pop. 9,000,
pop. 4.
its X.
Tooele (tob-el'e2_co.JW Ut. 6,240
.

&

.

N

—

D

Toowoomba
Topeka

#

D

—

;

D

*

&

(too-woom'ba) town, Queensland, Australia

&

(to-pe'ka) tp.

city,

#

of

&X

Kan.

pop. 31.
T'dpUtz (toplits) town Bohemia, Austria

Shawnee

of

co. tp. pop. 6, city

a watering place ; treaties, 1813
of Hegyes
Topolya (to'pol'yo) vU. Bacs co. Hungary, 8 m.
Torch Lake, lake, 18 m. long, Antrim co. Mich.
Torgau (tor'gow) mfg. town. Saxony prov. Prussia, on Elbe river ; battle, 1760
of Bari
Toritto (t5-ret'to) town, Bari prov. Italy, 13 m. S
Tormes (tSr'mes) riv. Spain, 150 m. long, flows into Douro river.
Toma (tor'no') CO. Hungary, 229 D pop. 23. its X.
TorneS (t6r'ne-o) riv. bet. Sweden Russia, 230 m. long, to Gulf of Bothnia.
Toro (to'ro) mfg. town, Zamora prov. Spain, on Douro river
Torek Becse (to'rok' ba'cha) town, Torontal co. Hungary, on Theiss river
Torontal (to'ron-tSl') co. Hungary, 3,650 D pop. 546 chief town Pancsova.
cml. city, X of York co.
Toronto (to-ron'to) vil. Jefferson co. O. pop. 3.
Ont.
of Ontario prov. Canada, on Lake Ontario
ToropetZ (to'ro-pSts') town, Pskov govt. Russia in Europe, on Toropa river.
Torquay (t8r-ke') town, Devon co. Eng. 18J m. S of Exeter watering place
Torre Annunziata (-an-nobn-tst-a'ta) mfg. town, Naples prov. Italy
foot of Mt. Vesuvius...
Torre del Greco (tor'ra del_gra_'ko) town, Italy, S
Torre Don Jimeno (-don ne-ma'no) mfg. town, Guadalquivir prov. Spain
TorrejoncillO (tor'ra-Hon-thel'yo) mfg. town, Caceres prov. Spain
Torre Maggiore (tor'ra mad-jo'ra) tovra, Foggia prov. Italy
of Valencia
Tortente (tor-ren'ta) town, Valencia prov. Spain, 6 m. N
Torres Novas (tor'ras no'vas) to\vn, Estremadura prov. Portugal
Australia 100 m. wide.
Torres Strait, strait between Papua
Torres Vedras (tbr'ras va'dras) town, Estremadura prov. Portugal
Torrevieja (tor-ra-ve-a'na) spt. town, Alicante prov. Valencia, Spain
vil. Litchfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 6, vil.
Torrington (tor'ing-ton) mfg. tp.
pop. 1.
,

;

.

10

.

N

10

—

&

16

.

—

.

;

181

5

.

25
20

.

W

22

6
6
7

W

&

6
7

;

4
1

&

5

Torres (tor-roH') town, Malaga prov. Spain, on Torrox river
Tortona (tor-to'na) mfg. & cml. town. Piedmont, Italy
Tortosa (tor-to'siC) cml. & mfg. town, Tarragona prov. Spain
Tbrtsvar (torts'var') vil. Transylvania prov. Hung. 20 m. S

7

25
9
16
9
8
18
71
3
40
6
10

W of Kronstadt..

Torzhok (tSr-zhok') mfg. town, Tver govt. Russ. in Europe, on Tvertsa
Totana (to-ta'na) mfg. town, Miircia, Spain, 10 m. N E of Lorca
Tot-Komlos (tot-kom-losh') town, B(?kes co. Hungary

river.

(to-to-ne-ka-pan') mfg. town, Guatemala, Central America
(tot'ten-am) town, Middlesex co. England
Tottenville (tot'ten-vTl) vil. Staten Isl. Richmond co. N. Y
part of Hondo isl. Japan
Tottorl (t5t-to're)"spt. town, N coast of S
Tougourt or Tuggurt (tob-gobrf) town, Sahara, Algeria, Africa
Toui (tool) ft. mfg. town, dept. Meurthe, France, on Moselle riv. siege, 1S70
{Fr. pron. too'town, X of Stark co. 111. tp. pop. 3.
Toulon (too'lbn) tp.
16n') ft. spt. city, dept. Var, France, 30 m. S E of Marseilles, pop. 78 naval

Totonlcapan

Tottenham

W

—

&

;

;

station.

Toulouse (too'looz') cml. & mfg. city, * of dept. Haute-Garonne, France
Tourcoing (toor'kwaN') mfg. town, dept. Nord, France
Tourlaville (toor'la'vel') mfg. vil. dept. Manclie, France
(tiSor'na') cml.
mfg. town, Hainaut prov.
Tournay or

&

Toumai

150
65

Belgium.

.

.

Tournon (tobr'uoN') cml. & mfg. town, dept. Ardeche, France, on Rhone river
Tournus (tSor'nus') mfg. town, dept. Sa8ne-et-Loire, France, on SaSne river.
Tours (toor) mfg. & cml. city, * of dept. Indre-et-Loire, France

Tovamlk (to-viir-nek') town, Syrmia co. Slavonia, Hungary
Towanda (tii-wiin'da) bor. X of Bradford co. Pa. on Susquehanna

food, fo8t, fflrlj
S, e, o, less prolonged ; 3, S, T, S, ii, short ; a, e, i, o, u, obscure: far, 14=;*, fall, cSro; term
1,
(see p! 1719) ; chasin chin; f as in get; n o/tn linger ,"link; ng as in siug th as in thin -511 .ti in thine

u long ;
li

.

;

pop. 173.

Tipton

.

.

&*

La^

vil. Miami co. O. pop. 1.
long. Noble co. to Wabash river.
past. co. Munster prov. Ireland, 1,659

co. Ind. pop. 2.

Tippecanoe River, riv. Ind. 200 m.
Tipperary (tip-er-a'ri) min. agr. &

35,

.—

h

W

11

—

British India, 2,624

W

N

Tolentlno

^

D

12
'.

W

*

—

&

—

England

co.

N of Siwas.
35
(to-kaf) mfg. city, Siwas vilayet, Asia Minor, 58 m.
4
(to-ka') town, Zemplin co. Hungary, on Theiss riv. ; famous wines.
61
Sikoku
isl.
Japan
TokUSJlima (to-koo-she'ma) city, spt. N E coast of
1,410
Tokyo (to'ke-o) city, # of Japanese empire, on E coast of Hondo island
Tokyo Bay, bay, E coast of Hondo isl. Japan, lat. 35° 30' N, 35 m. long.
mfg. cml. city, port of
Toledo (to-le'do) town, X of Tama co. lo. pop. 2.
(Sp. pron. to-la'Do) prov. New Castile,
entry, X of Lucas co. 0. pop. 81.
anc. Tole'tum, its #, on Tagus riv. pop. 21.
Spain, 5,586 D pop. 360.
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Prairie.
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pearl bank.
(te-soo-ron') isl. 80 m. long. Gulf of California
Tlcao (te-ka'o) isl. 28 m. long, Philippine Isls. off S E end Luzon isl. Malay Arch.
par.
Tichlield (tich'f eld) par.
town, Hampsliire, England
Piedmont, Italy, 125 m. long, to Po riv.
Ticlno (te-ohe'no) riv. Switzerland,
or TeSSln (tSs'saN') agr.
pop. 127.
past, canton, S Switzerland, 1,088
TlOOnderoga (tl-kSn'der-o'ga) tp.
vil. Essex co. N. Y. tp.«pop. 4, vil. pop. 2.
Tldloute (tid-i-oof) bor. Warren co. Pa. on Allegheny river
of Gilolo island.
Tldor (te-dor') Dutch isl. 18 m. in circuit, Malay Arch.
of Vicenza
5
Tlene (te-a'na) mfg. town, Italy, 12 m.
Tien— tsin (te-5n'-tsen) cml. city treaty port. Chili prov. China
950
Tierra del FuegO (te-Sr'ra dSl f wa'go) group of isls. S end South America
belongs partly to Chile,
partly to Argentine Republic.
Tlete (te-a'ta) riv. Brazil, South America, 500 m. long, flows into Parana uiver.
of Seneca co. O. pop. 11.
(tif'Tn)
tp.
Adams
mfg. city,
Tltfln
co. O. pop. 2.
pop. 819.
its
TUllS (tif-les') govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 17,223
of Trans-Caucasia, on Kur riv. pop. 104.
pop. 16.
its #.
Tlgarla (te-ga're-a) native state, Orissa, Bengal, India, 46
Tiger River, riv. S. 0. 100 m. long, Greenville co. to Broad River.
Abyssinia,
E Africa
Adua, pop. 3.
Tlgrd (te'gra) kingdom,
Tlgre (te'gra) riv. Ecuador, S. America, 350 m. long, flows into Amazon river.
Tigris (ti'gris) riv. Turkey in Asia, 1,150 m. long, flows into Euphrates river.
Tlkarl (ttk'a-re) town, Gaya dist. Patna div. Bengal, British India
Tikhvln (tiK'ven') town, Novgorod govt. Russia, on Tikhvinka river
Tlkotzin (te-kot'zen') town, Lomzagovt. E Poland, Russia, 29 m. E of Lomza
Tllburg (til'bfiro) mfg. town, N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
Tilhar (tll'har) town, Rohilkhand div. N. W. Provinces, British India
Ore. 1,525
pop. 3.
its X.
Tillamook (ttl'a-mook) CO.
Tilli (til'i) to\vn, Gando, Sudan, cen. Africa
Tllol (tl'loi') town, Rai Bareli div. Oudh, British India, 55 m. S E of Lucknow
cml. town, E. Prus. on Niemen riv. ; treaty signed, 1807
Tllslt (til'slt) mfg.
vil. Belknap co. N. H. tp. pop. 2, vU. pop. 1.
Tllton (til'ton) tp.
(tem) ri'v. Siberia, Russia in Asia, 250 m. long, flows into Obi river.
Africa.
of Futa-Jallon, Senegambia,
Tlmbo (tem-bo') town,
13
Timbuktu (tim-b96k'tob) cml. town, Sudan, cen. Africa, near Niger river.. ..
1,578
Timor (te-mor') isl. 300 m. long, Malay Arch. S of Banda Sea
Malay
Arch.
Timor
island.
joint
length
100
m.
E
of
Timor Laut (-lout) 2 isls.
E part of Zamora state, Venezuela, South America
Tinaco (te-na'ko) town,
Spain
Tlneo (te-ne-oM city, Oviedo prov.

&

(t3d)

D pop.

Africa,
(to'go-land) German ter. Slave Coast, Upper Guinea,
Little Popo.
16,000
pop. 650,
Wilson
co.
N.
C
(tos'not)
tp.
Tolsnot
Tok (tok) riv. E part of Samara govt. Russia, 120 m. long, to Samara river.

Lassa or Lhassa.

Tlburon

to

15.

Todmorden (tod'mor-den) mfg. town, Lancaster
Togo (to'go) town, Togoland, on Lake Togo

W

#

6,000,

972

—

NW

E of Trujillo

— mfg. town, Lara state, Venezuela, South America, pop.
agr. co. S W Ky. 360
pop. 17, X Elkton. — agr. co. cen. Minn.

Caribbean Sea.
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
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n

Tower
pop.

(tou'er) city, St. Louis co. Minn. pop.

1.

Pop.

—

city,

Scliuylkill co. Pa.

2.

Tower Hamlets,

bor. Middlesex co. England ; part of metropolitan
extremity
the Tower of London is at its S
of Durham
(to la') town, Durham co. England, 10 m.
of Wilmington
f)ree3z, tp. Brunswick co. N. C. 8 m. S
Cando.
Towner (tou'ner) CO. N. Dak. 1,044 pop. 1,
Hiawassee.
Towns, agr. past. co. Ga. 180 pop. 4,

W

Tow Law
Town

N

N

&

Townsend

D

(towuz'end) mfg.

vil.

W

D

London

X

Middlesex

Mass

co.

;

;

W

—

W

of Vinton
(trSr) town, Tama co. lo. 25 m.
Traill (tral) co. E N. Dak. 864 D pop. 10, X Caledonia.
Tralee (tra-le') cml. spt. town, X of Kerry co. Ireland, on Lee river
of Salerno
Tramontl"(tra-m5n'te) town, Salenio prov. Italy, 7 m.
Tranl (tra'ne) cml. spt. town, Bari prov. Italy, on Adriatic sea
Tranmere (trSn'mer) town, Cheshire, England S suburb of Birkenhead
Tranquebar (trSn'kwe-bar') mfg. spt. town, Tanjore dist. Madras, Brit. India
Transbaikalia (trSns^bi-ka'lI-a) govt. E. Siberia, Kussia in Asia, 236,868
pop. 545, * Chita.
Trans-Caspian Territories (trSns-kSs'pT-an-) dist. Russia in Asia, 214,237
Trans-Caucasia (trilus'-ka-ka'shT-a) the portion of the Caucasus, Russia,
Tiflis.
which lies S of the Caucasus mts. 95,799
pop. 4,785,
Transkei (-kg') ter. E coast, S Africa, dependency of Cape Colony, 2,552 D.
Transleitbanla (-li-ta'ne-a) part of Austria-Hungary, E of Leytha riv. (HimFiome).
Slavonta,
GAEY proper, Transylvania, Ckoati,',
Transvaal (trSns-viil'). See South African Republic.
prov.
Transylvania (trSn'eil-va'nl-a) co.W N. C. 335 D pop. 6, X Brevard.
S E Hungary, pop. 2,"000.
its * pop. 32.
pop. 339.
Trapani (trii'pa-ne) prov. Sicily isl. Italy, 1,214
Tras-OS-MonteS (tras-fis-mSu'tSs) agr. past. & mfg. prov. Portugal, 2,293
pop. 397, * Braganga.
Trau (trow) spt. town, Dalmatia prov. Austria, on islet in Adriatic sea
Trautenau (trow'tg-uow') mfg. town, Bohemia, Austria
Trivandrum.
Travancore (trav'an-kor') state, S India, 6,730 D pop. 2,558,
vil. Grand Traverse co.
Minn. 552
pop. 5.
tp.
Traverse (trSv'ers) co.
Micli. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 4.
past. Co. cen. Tex. 1,040 D pop. 37, X Austin.
Travis (trSv'Is) agr.
of Sarajevo..
Travnik (trriv'nek') town, Bosnia, Austria-HiuiKary, 45 m. N
Treasury Mountain, mt. Elk Range, Col. 13,200 ft. high.
Trebigne (tra-ben'ya) ft. town, Herzegovina prov. Austria-Hungary
Trebitsch (tra'bech) mfg. town, Moravia prov. Austria, on Iglawa river
pop. 1,048.— its*
Trebizond (trgb't-zond') vilayet, N E Asia Minor, 12,082
a spt. pop. 45.
E of Breslau.
Trebnitz (trSb'nits) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, 15 m.
Trecate (tra-ka'ta) mfg. town, Italy, near Ticino river
Trecenta (tra-chSn'ta) town, Bovigo prov. Italy
Tredegar (trSd'e-gar) min. & mfg. town, Monmouth co. England
cen. Kan. 900 D pop. 3, X Wakeeney.
Trego (tre'go) CO.
Treinta y Tres (tra-en'tii e trSs') dept. Uruguay, South America, 3,686 pop.
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(trtp'a-toor') town, Madura dist. Madras, British India
Tripetti (trTp'St-T) town, N. Arcot dist. Madras, British India
Tripliylia (tre-f e'le-a) eparchy, Messenia nome, Greece
439 Tripoli (trip'o-li) country, N Africa, a vilayet of the Ottoman Empire, 344,00011!
pop. 800.
5
its * pop. 25.
cml. spt. town, Syria, Turkey in Asia, on Mediterranean sea, pop. 30.
3
TripoliS (tre-po'lTs) m- TripoUtZa (tre-po-lTf zii) town, * of Arcadia nome,
Morea, Greece
Tristan da Cunha (trls-tan' da kobn'ya) isl. group, Atlantic ocean, lat. 37°
W S, Ion. 12° W, 45 D British.
Trivandrum (tre-van'drobm) spt. * of Travancore dist. S Madras, Br. India.
Trivellur (tre-vt-loor') town, Madras pres. British India 47 m.
of Madras
TriventO (tre-v6n'to) mfg. town, Campobasso prov. Italy, on Trigno river
Troia (tro'ya) mfg. town, Poggia prov. Italy, 15 m. S
of Foggia
Troina (tro-e'na) town, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy
Troitsk (troitsk) toivn, Penza govt. Russia in Europe, on Moksha river
Troltzkossavsk (troits-kSs-'avsk') town, Transbaikalia govt. Russia in Asia.
Tromso (trSm'so) prov. Norway, 10,132 D pop. 65. its * pop. 6.
Trondbjem (trSnd'ygm) ft. spt. town, * of Sondre Trondhjem prov. Norway.
Trondhjem-Fiord (-fyord') Norway, extends inland 80 m. from Atlantic ocean.
Tropea (tro-pa'S) mfg.
cml. town, Calabria, Italy
Troppau (trSp'pow) ft. mfg. town, * of Silesia duchy, Austria
Troublesome Peak, mt. Middle Park Range, Col. 11,500 ft. high.
Troup (troop) agr. co.
Ga. 493 D pop. 21, X La Grange.
301 Troupsburg (trobps'bfirg) tp. Steuben co. N. Y
Trousdale (tiws'dal) agr. & past. co. Term. 166 D pop. 6, X Hartsville.
Trouville (ttoo'veV) spt. town, dept. Calvados, France a bathing place
164 Trowbridge (tro'brlj) mfg. town, Wiltshire, England
Troy (troi) mfg. city, X of Pike co. Ala. pop. 3.
tp. Fountain co. Ind. pop.
3.
tp. Perry co. liid. pop. 7.
tp. Monroe co. lo. pop. 4.
mfg.
cml.
city, X of Rensselaer co. N. Y. pop. 61.
cml. vU. X of Miami co. O. pop. 4.
mfg. bor. Bradford co. Pa. pop. 1.
tp. Orleans co. Vt. pop. 2.
anc.
ruined city, Bigha vilayet, N
Asia Minor, S of the Dardanelles.
Troyes (trwa) mfg. & cml. city, * of dept. Aube, France, on Seine river
Triibau (trii'bou) town, E part of Bohemia, Austria, 90 m. E by S of Prague.
Trubchevsk (troob'chSvsk') cml. town, S
part of Orel govt. Russia
Truckee (trQk-e') town, Nevada co. Cal. on Truckee river
Truckee River, riv. Cal. & Nhv. 125 m. long. Placer co. to Pyramid Lake.
TruJillO or TruxlllO (trob-nel'yo) mfg. city, Caceres prov. Spain, pop. 5.
spt. town,
of Libertad dept. N Peru, South America, pop. 8.
town, N E
part of Los Andes state, Venezuela, South America, pop. 3.
Trumansburg (tru'manz-bCrg) mfg. vil. Tompkins co. N. Y
Trumbull (trtim'bul) agr. & min. co. N E O. G25 D pop. 42, X Warren.
Truro (tru'ro) cml." spt. town, Cornwall co. England
10 Tsaritsyn (tsa-ret-sen') ft. town, Saratov govt. Russia in Europe, on Volga riv.
Tschenucend (chSm-kSnd') town, Syr-Daria govt. Russia in Asia
TsitsUiar (tsef se-hiir') or Ziziohar (ze-ze-Kar') tovra, # of Manchuria, on

W

—

its

W

of Macerata
Treja (tra'ya) commune & town, cen. Italy, 8 m.
Tr^laz^ (tra'la'za') vil. dept. Maine-et-Loire, France

—

Trent

u

^

^

—

tp.

Oneida

TrentSChin

co.

N. Y. pop.

—
J.

Nonui

(trgnt-shen') CO.

Formosa

^

Trifail (tre'fal) town, Styria prov. Austria
Ky. 425
pop. 14, X Cadiz.
Trigg, agr. CO.
Trigglano (tred-ja'no) town, Bari prov. Italy, near Adriatic sea
pop. 15.
pop. 143.
its
Trikala (tre-ka'la) nome, Thessaly, Greece, 2,200
a former name of Thessalt.
Trikeri (tre'ka-re) spt. Larissa nome, E Thessaly, Greece, at entrance of Gulf
of Volo.
Trimble (trtm'bl) agr. co.
Ky. 155 D pop. 7, X Bedford.
Trincomali (trln'kg-ma-le') .spt. town, N E coast of Ceylon island
of London
Tring (tring) town,'Hertf ord co. England, 32 m. N
Tl'inganu (trin-ga'noo) maritime state, Malay Pen. on Gulf of Siam, pop. 30.
town, Tringanu state, Malay Pen. pop. 20.
isl. BritTrinidad (trTn'T-dad') cml. city, X of Las Animas co. Col. pop. 6.
ish W. Indies, 1,754 D pop. 208, # Port-of-Spain.
. town, *
of Beni dept.
Bolivia, South America, pop. 5.
Trinity, La (la' tre'ne'ta') town, Martinique isl. French W. Indies
agr.
Trinity (trTn'e-ti) min. co. N
Cal. 3,000
pop. 4, X Weaverville.
past. CO. E Tex. 710 D pop. 8.
its X.
riv. Tex.
Trinity River, riv. Cal. 130 m. long. Coast Range to Klamath riv.
500 m. long, flows into Galveston Bay.
Trino (tre'no) cml. town. Piedmont, Italy, near P» river
Trinomali (trtn'o-ma-le') town, S. Arcot dist. Madras, British India
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meuis square miles

;

#, capital

Population

is

—
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D

;

X,

co. seat

—

;

agr., agricultural

;

&

isl.

China

W
W part

—

(too'la) riv. Mexico, 200 m. long, flows into Tampico riv.
town, S
of Tamaulipas state, Mexico, pop. 5. ^town, S
part of Hidalgo state,

ico

—

;

anc.

* of the Toltecs. — govt. cen.

W

Russia

in

& city, Tulare co.

Cal. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 3.

— lake, Tulare

co. Cal.

—

650

no

to.

;

visible outlet.
Tulcan (tool'kiin')

town, * of ^archi prov. Ecuador, South America
TulCha (tool'cha) or Tulcea(tobl'sa-a') town, Dobrudja, Roumania, on Danube
Tule River (too'le-) tp. Tulare co. Cal
Tullahoma (tiU'a-ho'ma) vil. Coffee co. Tenn. summer resort
Tnllamore (tiil'a-mor') tovra, X of King's co. Ireland
Tulle (till) town * of dept. Correze, France, on Corrize river
of Grenoble
Tullins (tiil'lSN') mfg. town, dept. Isere, France, 18 m. N
TulpehOCkenJtul'pe-hSk'en) tp. Berks co. Pa. 20 m. W'N
of Reading
Tumbadra (toom-biid'rii) riv. S India, 390 m. long, Mysore to Elistna river.
Tumen (tob-men')j-iv. N E Korea, 200 m. long to Japan Sea.
Tumkur (toom'kobr') dist. Nandidrug div. Mysore, S India, 3,603 pop. 632.
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pop. 11.

Tunbridge (tiin'brij) mfg. town, Kent co. England, on Medway
Tunbridge Wells, town, Kent co. England mineral springs

5

river

28
160

;

Tuncha (tuu'cha') cml. town, Nganhwei prov. China
Tung-kiang (td6ng'-kT-iing') or Tong-long (t5ng'-15ng')

riv.

Kwangtung

prov. China, 250 m. long, to Canton river.
(toong'tlng'hoo') shallow lake or swamp,
E Hunan prov.
China, 1,800
Tungu (toon-goo') dist. Pegu div. Lower Burma, 6,354
pop. 129.
its
pop. 11.
(tobn-goo-ra'nwa)
Tungurahua
volcano, Ecuador, South America, 16,579 ft.
high.
prov. Ecuador, South America, pop. 103,
Ambato.
Miss. 450
Tunica (_tu'ni-ka) agr. co.
pop. 12, X Austin.
Tunis (tu'nis) country, Barbary States, Af. 44,800 pop. 1,500 ; French protectorate.
its *, a cml.
mfg. spt. town, at mouth of Mejerdariv. pop. 135.
of Boyaca dept. Colombia, South America.
Tunja (toou'Ha) mfg. cml. town,
Tunkhannock (tiink-han'uk) bor. X of Wyoming co. Pa
Tunstall (tiln'stal) town, Stafford co. England
Tuolumne (tw51'um-ne) agr. min. co. cen. Cal. 2,048 pop. 6, X Sonora.
riv. Cal. 175 m. long, from Sierra Nevada to San Joaquin river.
Tupelo (tii'pe-lo) town, X of Lee co. Miss, on Old Town Creek
TupungatO ftoo-poon-ga'to) mt. Chilian Andes, lat. 33° 20' S 20,264 ft. high.
Siberia, Russia, 300 m. long to Tobol river.
Tura (too'ra) riv. Perm govt.
Turek (too'rek) town, Kalisz govt. Poland, Russia
Turian (toor'fan') town, Chinese Turkestan, cen. Asia, lat. 43° N, Ion. 89°
E.
active volcano,
of town.
Turgai (t5or-gi') govt. Kirghiz Steppe, Russia in Asia, 176,219
pop. 365.
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Tung-ting-hu
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D
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#
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Tnri (too^re) town, Bari prov. Italy, 18 m. S S E of Bari
Tuiln (tu'rin) It. TOEiNO (to-re'no) prov. Piedmont, N
1,085.

—

its

*&#

of

Piedmont, a cml.

& mfg.

W Italy, 4,068 D pop.

city, pop. 230.

cml., commercial ; mfcr., manufacturiuc; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tn., townshi" ;
3 =; 2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; lesa ttuui 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
;

given in nearest thousands ; 2 r= 1,50j to 2,499

60

Mex-

D pop. 1,446.

Europe, 11,954

its * a mfg. town, on Ufa riv. 105 m. S of Moscow, pop. 64.
TulanclngO (too-lan'sen-yo) town, S part of Hidalgo state, Mexico
Tulare (too-la're) agr. & past. co. S cen. Cal. 5,592 D pop. 25, X Visalia.

2.

—

10
22
26
6
13

Kioto

D

Tula

—

D

N N E of

(too-koo-man') prov. Argentine Republic, South America, 13,500
pop. 210^j— its * pop. 25.
(too-na'la) mfg. city, Navarre prov. Spain, on Ebro riT«r
Tuk-cham (tobk-shiim') or Tek-cham (tak-sham') spt. cml. iity, N
coast

its * pop. 36.
Treves (trev?) govt. Rhine Prov. Prussia, 2,773 D pop. 712.
Trevethln-With-Pontypool (tre've-thin-, -pBnf i-pool') par. Monmouth co.

—

river.

Tudela

—

.".

11

36
5

(tii'blng-en) mfg. town, Wiirttemberg, Germany
Tucker (tiik'er) agr? co. N E part of W. Va. 500 D pop. 6, X St. George.
Tuckerton (ttik'er-tgn) vil. & port of entry, Burlington co. N. J
Tucson (tii-s5u')"cml. town, X of Pima co. Ariz

(troi'en)

W

^

^

Tucuman

England
Trevlglio (trS-vel'yo) cml. town, Bergamo prov. Lombardy, N Italy
its * pop. 28.
Trevlso (tra-ve'so) prov. Venetia, Italy, 941 D pop. 398.
Trevi-Trebia (tra've-tra'be-a) town, Perugia prov. Italy, 10 m. N of Spoleto.
(trev'or-ton)
vil.
Northumberland
co.
Pa
Trevorton
Triangle, tp. Broome co. N. Y
Trlcarioo (tre-ka're-ko) mfg. town, Potenza prov. Italy
Trichindur (trlch'Tn-door') town, TinneveUi dist. Madras pres. British India.
Tricblnopoli (trich-Tn-5p'o-lT) dist. Madras pres. British India, 3,515 D pop.
1,200.
its #, a cml. & mfg. town, on Kaveri riv. pop. 91.
Trichonla (tre-ko-ire'ii) eparchy, Acarnania & .SStolia nome, Greece
Tricolum (trTk'o-lBm) spt. town, Malabar dist. Madras pres. British India. ..
Triest (tre-esf) It. Trieste (tre-5s'ta) dist. Kiistenland prov. Aust. on Adriatic
sea, 26 D. .— cml. spt. city, Triest dist. # of Kiistenland prov. Aust. pop. 158.

50

Tiibingen

its X.
town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 9 m. E N E of Plauen
Treuenbrietzen (troi'gn-bret'sen) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia....

Treuen

W

&

—

Tsong— ngan (ts5ng'-g an') cml. town, Fukien prov. China
Tsu (tsoo) city, spt. on Owari Bay, S E Hondo isl. Japan
Tsuruga (tsoo-roo'ga) town, W coast Hondo isl. Japan, 50 m.
Tubbergen (toob-bSr'gen) vil. Overyssel prov. Netherlands

& city, X of Grundy co.
& X of Mercer co. pop. 57.
do.

—

—
—

#

tp.

city,

6

U

W

com.

—
Tenn. pop.
X of Gibson
N W Hungary, 1,784 D pop. 249. —
3.

—

—

—

ent') anc.

Trenttaam (trSnt'ham) vil. Stafford co. England
Trenton (trSn'tgn) town, Clinton co. 111. pop. 1.
Mo. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 5.
mfg. city, * of N.

5
22

;

riv. Onta(trSnt) riv. England, 140 m. long, Stafford co. to Ouse riv.
or Trlent (treCanada, 100 m. long, Trent Lake to Bay of Quinte.
Triden'tum, mfg. city, Tyrol, Austria, pop. 22 ; council, 1545-1563.

—

25

W

D

rio prov.

.

&

—

high.

W

;

Trembowla (tr6m-b5w'la) town, Galicia prov. Austria
bor. Schuylkill co. Pa.
Tremont (tre-m5nt') tp. Hancock co. Me. pop. 2.
pop. 2.
Wis. 732
pop. 19, X Galesville.
Trempealeau (trSm'pa-lo) agr. co.
Trenchara Peak (trSu-cha'ra-) mt. Sangre de Cristo Range, S Col. 13,546 ft.

W

—

W

D

*.

13
10

26

;

NN

18.

Pop.

Tripatur

—

W

X

Townsville (towuz'vil) spt. town, N E Queensland, Australia, pop. 9.
Towson (tou'son) town, X of Baltimore co. Md
Towton (tou'ton) tp. York co. Eng. 2^ m. S of Tadcaster battle, 1461.
Toxteth Park"(toks'tSth-) town, Lancaster co. Eng. a suburb of Liverpool..
coast of Hondo isl. Japan
Toyama (to-ya'ma') spt. city,
vil. Grundy co. Tenn. pop. 2.
Traoy (tra'si) vU. Lyon co. Minn. pop. 1.

a

.

;

vil., village.

8
1

14

..

.
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Turkestan or TurkiStto

&

n

Turkevl

Turkey

D

—

—

—

w

(tfiv'kT)

D

pop. 27,695,

*

Constantinople.
pop. 5, * Grand Turk.
Br. W. Indies, 169
Turlak (toor'lali) town, Bessarabia. Russia in Europe
Turman (tfir'man) tp. Sullivan co. Ind
Turna (toor'na) town, Roumania, Europe, near Danube river
vil. Dupage co. 111.
Turner, co. S E S. Dak. 615 D pop. 10, X Swan Lake.
pop. 2. ^tp. Androscoggin co. Me. pop. 2.
Turners Falls, mfg. vil. Franklin co. Mass. on Connecticut river
Turnhout (tSrn'howt) mfg. town, Antwerp prov. Belgium
Turqulno (toor-ke'no) highest mt. point, Cuba isl. 8,000 ft. high.

Islands, S

&

—

D

E of Bahama Isls.

tp.

Wanen

^

co.

W

ft.

N E Bulgaria,

town,

6

NW

7

D

—

Tuscarora (tus'ka-ro'ra)
Tuscola (tus'ko-la) agr.

vil.

Elko

co.

&

Nev

D

E

X

Midi. 830
past. co.
pop. 33,
co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
of Colbert co. Ala
Tuscumbia (tus-kum'bT-a) city,
of
of Macon co. Ala. 48 m.
Tuskegee (tKs-ke'ge) town,
city,

X

of

—

tp.

&

W

X

Columbus, Ga.

.

isl.

N

W

—

D

*

dist.

.

N E Newfoundland

isl

&

min. CO. N part of
Smith CO. Tex. pop. 7.

TynemOUth

W.

(tin'miith) bor.

D pop.

12,

Northumberland

X

Middlebourne.

co.

—
— town,
;

town, Syria, Turkey in Asia, 28 m. N N E of Acre, is on
Hungary
Tjrrnau (ter'now) mfg. town, Pi'essburg co.

W

929,

(tir'ol-)

#

and Vorarlberg

46

China.
Sue, a spt.

its site.

10

D

pop.

—

&

D

D

E

X

X

W

S.

Am. .joint

NW

—

—

—

D

N

*Mengo.

W

—

*

—

D
N

—

tlglltch (oog'lech) town, Yaroslav govt. Russia in Europe, on Volga river
llgOOS (oo'gSch') CO.
E Hungary, 460 pop. 67, X Nagy-Szolos.

N

Uhrichsville

D

(ii'riks-vil) city,
(u-Tn'ta) CO.
Ut. 5,834

Tuscarawas

co. O.

on Stillwater Creek

W Wyo. 14,830 D
— *
Uitenhage (oi'ten-ha'oe) div. Cape Colony, S Africa, 8,900 D pop.

Uinta

O pop.

E

pop. 7,

X

2,

X

Ashley,

—min.

co.

Evanston.

18.

pop.

20

W

&
D

&

2,000,

—

D

^

(ob'e-a'rad) town, Temes co. Hungary
Ujfala (oo'e-fa'loo) town, Torontal co. Hungary
VJfeJertO (o6'e-fe-yer'to) town, Szabolcs co. Hungary
njhely-SatOralla (oo'e-hSl'-sa'to'rSl'yo') town, Zemplin co.

its

—

—

&

—
—

N

j

W

S

D

D

N

Darby

(-dar'bl) tp. Delaware co. Pa
Dublin (-dub'lin) tp. Montgomery co. Pa
Fishing Creek, tp. Edgecombe co. N. C
tp. Monmouth CO. N. J
Grand Valley Butte (-but) mt. S

2
17

2
2

5
2
2

3

Freehold,

part of Larimer CO. Col. 12,513

ft.

12

Upper Hanover (-hSn'6-ver) tp. Montgomery co. Pa
Upper Hesse (-hSss) prov? Hesse, Germany, 1,209 D pop. 266, # Giessen.
Upper Iowa River (-I'o-wa-) riv. lo. & Minn. 150 m. long, Minn, to Miss. riv.
Upper Leacock (-le'kSk) tp. Lancaster co. Pa
Upper Loutre (-loo'ter) tp. Montgomery co. Mo
Upper IHacungie (-rna-kiin'je) tp. Lehigh co. Pa
Upper IHerion (-mgr'yon) tp. Montgomery co. Pa
Upper Milford (-mTl'f of d) tp. Lehigh co. Pa.
Upper Mount Betherf-bSth'el) tp. Northampton co. Pa
Upper Penns Neck (-penz-) tp. Salem co. N. J
Upper PittSgrove (-plts'grov) tp. Salem CO. N. J
Upper Providence, tp. Montgomery CO. Pa
Upper SaUord (-sSl'f ord) tp. Montgomery co. Pa
Upper Sandusky (-sSn-dus'ki) vil. X of Wyandot co. O. on Sandusky river..
Upper Saucon (-sa'kon) tp. Lehigh CO. Pa
Upper Tarryall Peak (-tar'i-al-) mt. Park co. Col. 11,650 ft. high.
Upper Tyrone (-tl-ron') tp. Fayette CO. Pa
Upsala (up-sa'lii) min. prov. Sweden, 2,053 D pop. 121. — .ts * pop. 22.
agr,
Upshur (Qp'shur) agr. & past. co. N E Tex. 520 D pop. 13, X Gilmer.
& past. CO. N E cen. part of W. Va. 350 D pop. 13, X Buckliannon.
cen. Ga. 321 D pop. 12, X Tliomaston.
Upson (up'son) agr. co.
Upton (up'ton) tp. Worcester co. Mass
Upton-CUm-Chalvey (iip'ton-kum-chal've) vil. Buckingham co. England
Urach (oor'iiK) town, Wiirttemberg, Germany, on Erms river

2

2

3
3
3
2

3
2
2
4

2

4

3
5

—

W

Ural (u'riil) riv. Russia, bet. Europe & Asia, 1,000 m. long, to Caspian Sea.
Ural Mountains, Russia, extend from Arctic Ocean to Orenburg.
Uralsk (oo-riilsk') govt. Kirghiz Steppe, Russia in Asia, 139,168 D pop. 560.

*

2
7

3

—

pop. 26.

pop. 4.
tp. Sfeuben co. N. Y. pop.
CO. O. tp. pop. 8, city pop. 7.

3.

o, u, long ; a, e, o, less prolonged ; S, e, T, o, u^ short ; a, e, i, o, u, obscure; far, lAst, fall, cSre; term ; fo&d, f66t, fQrlj
n as in linger,"liuk ; ng as in sing ; "th as in thin ; tti (i,s in tiiiue I,
a, 6, ii, u, ee (see p. 1719) ; oh as in chin ; g as in get
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—
—

—

—

Hungary

—
—

—

—

—

—

i,

;

D

Ura— tube (oo'ra-too'ba) town, Samarkand govt. Russian Turkestan, Asia
Urbana (flr-bSn'a) tp. & mfg. city, X of Champaign co. 111. tp. pop. 4,

Ujarad

5t e,

—

—

—

—

—

its

5.

—

high.

pop.

(oo-bre'kS) mfg. town, Cadiz prov. Spain
Mongolia, Chinese Empire, 75 m.
(oob'sii nor) lake, Kobdo div.
long, 25 m. wide.
Ucayale (oo-ki-a'lS) riv. Peru, S. America, 500 m. long, to Tunguragua river.
Uccle (iikl) vil. Brabant prov. Belgium, 2 m. S of Brussels
Uoh (ooch) town, Bahawalpur state, Punjab, India, on Sutlej river
Udaipur (oo'di-poor') native state, Rajputana, India, 12,070
pop. 1,832.
its
native state, Chutia Nagpur div. Bengal, India, 1,051
pop. 38.
its *.
pop. 28.
Uddevalla (ood'de-valla) mfg. town, Gothenburg
Sweden
Bohus prov. S
Uden (ii'den) commune vil. N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
com.
Vdlne (o5Me-na) prov. Venetia dept. Italy, 2,515
its
pop. 23.
pop. 521.
TJdong (oo'dSng) tovni,_Cambodia, Indo-China, Asia
UdvaJhely (ood'var'hel') CO. Transylvania, Hung. 1,314 pop. 105.
its X.
DIa (oo'f a) riv. Russia in Europe, 400 m. long, Ural Mts. to Belaia riv.
govt.
Russia in_ Europe, 47,112
pop. 2,018.
its *, 200 m.
of Orenburg, pop. 21.
ITganda (u-gan'da) fiountry, cen. Africa,
of Lake Victoria Nyanza, pop.

*

—

W

—

Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper

Vanapu (wa-na-poo') riv. Brazil, S. America, 400 m. long, to Para river.
Uatuma (wa-too-ma') riv. Brazil, S. America, 350 m. long, to Amazon river.

Ubsa Nor

—

&
D

—

&

D

u
Ubrique

—

—

—

—

—

D

—

Tysmienica (tls-myeu-et'sS) "ml. town, Galicia prov. Austria
TzintZOUtZan (tstn-tsoo-tsan') town, Michoacan state, Mexico

UbatUba (o6-ba-too'ba) dist. & town, Sao Paulo state, Brazil,
Ubeda (o6-Ea'Da) cml. & mfg. town, Jaen prov. Spain

5

—

—

;

(tl-ron') tp. Schuyler co. N. T. pop. 2.
mfg. bor. Blair co. Pa. pop.
5.
mfg.
min. co. Ulster prov. Ireland, 1,260
pop. 171,
Omagh.
part of N. C. 380
Columbia.
pop. 4,
Tyrrel (tlr'el) co.
of Italy.
Tyrrhene Sea (tir'en-) part of Mediterranean sea, S

—

*

—

—

—

&

—

—

&

—

—

D
N
D
&
N

&

&

D

D

—

W

P

—

—

D

&

isl.

(-for-arl'bero) prov. Austria, 11,324

Innspruck.

Tyrone

D

^

of

England, on Tyne river

Typinsan (ti-pin-san') is]. 20 m. long, Sannan Isls. E of Formosa
Tyre (tir) a famous maritime city of antiquity, * of Phoenicia
Tyrol

X

&

—

W

—

—

Va. 330

&

—

Darke co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Ross co. O. pop. 2.
Two Mountains, co. Quebec prov. Can. 258 D pop. 16, X Sainte Scholastique.
Two Rivers, mfg. city, Manitowoc co. Wis. on Lake Michigan
Tyaskin (ti'Ss-kin) vil. Wicomico co. Md. on Naiiticoke river
Tygarts Valley River (tl'gartz-) riv. N E part of W. Va. 140 m. long.
Tyghee Pass (tl'ge-) pass,"7,063 ft. above sea level, Rocky Mts. 4 m. E of
Henry Lake, Ida.
agr. past.
Tyler (tl'ler) agr. & past. co. E Tex. 930 D pop. 11, X Woodville.
tp.

—

—

(twlk'en-am) town, Middlesex co. England, on Thames river.
Twiggs, agr. CO. cen.'Ga. 376 D pop. S, X Jetfersonville.
Twilllngate (twll'in-gaf) or Toulinguet (too'ltn-g wet') spt. town, * of Fogo

Twin,

—

—

—

*

D

10
3
15

—

;

&

—

pop. 2,558,
Calcutta.
(twer'ton) vil. Somerset co. England

India, 2,788

Twickenham

D

co.

D

—

Tweedmouth (twed'muth) town, Novtliumberland co. England, on Tweed riv.
Twenty-Four Pergunnahs (per-giin'az) dist. Presidency div. Bengal, British
Twerton

Tompkins

*

&
N

*

&

5
36

N. Y
Uman (oo'man') town, Kiev govt. Russia in Europe, 115 m. S of Kiev
past. co. N E Ore. 2,885
pop. 13, X Pendleton.
Umatilla (ii-ma-tTl'a) agr.
Umballah (um'bal'la). See Ambala.
pop. 593,
Umbria (oSm'bre'a') old dept. Italy, now Perugia prov. 3,719
Perugia.
Umea (oo'me-o) riv. Sweden, 250 m. long, flows into Gulf of Bothnia.
Umon (oo-mon') town, E part of lower Niger region, Africa, on Cross river. ..
vil. Otsego co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Unadilla (u-na-dil'a) tp.
Unalaska (oo-na-las'k.a) isl. Aleutian Isls. Alas. 75 m. long, 20 m. wide.
Unao (oo'na-6) dist. Luclinow div. Oudh, British India, 1,736
pop. 945.
its
pop. 7.
Unghvar (oong'var) cml. town, X of Ungh co. Hungary, on Ungh river
Unicoi (u'£e-koi) CO. E Tenu. 196 D pop. 5, X Vanderbilt.
Unimak (oo-nT-miik') isl. Fox Group, Alas. 3 volcanoes, highest, 8,955 ft.
past. CO. S Ark. 1,138
co. N Ga.
Union, agr.
pop. 15, X £1 Dorado.
325
pop. 8, X Blairsville.
min.
agr. co. S 111. 400
pop. 22, X Jonesboro.
pop. 17,
CO. E Ind. 170 D pop. 7, X Liberty.
agr. co. S lo. 432
min. agr.
X Alton.
past. co.
Ky. 380
pop. 18, X Morganfield.
agr.
agr. co. N Miss.
past. par. N La. 905
pop. 17, X Farmersville.
424 D pop. 16, X New Albany, —agr.
past. co.
E part of N. J. 102 D pop.
agr.
agr. co. S part of N. C. 640
pop. 21, X Monroe.
72, X Elizabeth.
min. agr.
past. co.
past. CO.
cen. 0. 427 D pop. 23, X Marysville.
E Ore. 3,035 pop. 12, X Lagrande. agr. past. co. E cen. Pa. 315
min. agr.
part of S. C. 660
pop. 25.
pop. 18, X Lewisburg.
past. co.
its X pop. 2.
agr.
past. co. S E S. Dak. 430 D pop. 9, X Elk Point.
agr. CO. E Tenn. 220
pop. 11, X Maynardville.
tp. Cumberland co. lU.
tp. Montgomery co. Ind. pop. 11.
pop. 2.
tp. Dekalb co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp.
mfg. town, Randolph co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. St. Joseph co. Ind. pop. 2.
White CO. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Dallas co. lo. pop. 2.
tp. Hardin co. lo. pop.
tp. Daviess
2.
tp. Union co. lo. pop. 2.
tp. Branch co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp. Holt co.
CO. Mo. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. X of Franklin co. Mo. tp. pop. 3.
Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Lewis co. Mo. pop. 3. .— tp. Putnam co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp.
Bergen co. N. J. pop. 2.
tp.
town, Hudson co. N. J. tp. pop. 2, town
pop. 11.
tp. Union co. N. J. pop. 3.
tp. Broome co. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp.
Brown co. O. pop. 5.
tp. Butler co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Clermont co. O. pop.
2.
tp. Clinton co. O. pop. 5.
tp. Fayette co. O. pop. 8.
tp. Lawrence
CO. O. pop. 3.
tp. Madison co. 0. pop. 4.
tp. Miami co. O. pop. 4.
tp.
Ross CO. O. pop. 3.
bor. Erie co. Pa. pop. 2.
tp.
town, Union co. S. C.
tp. pop. 4, town pop. 2.
tp. Rock co. Wis. pop. 2.
vil. Branch co. Mich.
Union City, mfg. vil. New Haven co. Conn. pop. 1.
pop. 1.
vil. Darke co. O. pop. 1.
vil. Obion co. Tenn. pop. 3.
mfg. vil. Cayuga co.
Union Springs, town, X of Bullock co. Ala. pop. 2.
N. Y. pop. 1.
towp, Union CO. Ky. tp. pop. 3, town pop. 1.
bor. X of
Uniontown, tp.
Fayette co. Pa. pop. 6.
United States of America, The, federal republic of 45 states, 5 territories,
and District of Columbia, N. Am. 3,556,290 D pop. 63,006, # Washington.
tp. Westmoreland co. Pa. pop. 5.
Unity, tp. Columbiana co. O. pop. 4.
Unley (iiule) town, S. Austraha
of Arnsberg,
Unna (oon'na) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, 19 m.
riv. Bosnia, 110 m. long, flows into Save river.
pop. 8.
Unterwalden, Upper (-55n'ter-wal'den) past, canton, cen. Switzeiland, 183 D
pop. 15, # Sarnen Lower, "past, canton, cen. Swit. 112
pop. 13, # Stanz.
Upland (iip'land) bor. Delaware co. Pa. near Chester Creek
Upolu (oo'po-loo') one of the Samoan Isls. S Pacific ocean, 350
Upper, tp. Lawrence co. O. pop. 14.
tp. Richland co. S. C. pop. 3.
Upper Alloways Creek (-Si'o-waz-) tp. Salem co. N. J
E of Alton
Upper Alton (-al'ton) city, Madison co. 111. IJ m.
Upper Austria (-as'trT-a) prov. Austria, 4,631 pop. 786, * Linz.
(u-lTs'ez") tp.

&

12 ra. long, off coast of Romsdal prov. Norway.
Tutlcorin (tut'i-kSr'Tn) or Tuttukudi (t68t-too-kob'de) spt. town, Tinnevelli
dist. S Madras, British India, 05 m.
E of Cape Comorin
Berlat.
Tutova (too'to'vit) dist. S E Wallachia, Roumania, Europe, pop. 85,
Wiirttemberg,
Germany, on Danube river
(tut'lTng-en)
mfg.
town,
Tuttlingen
of Vera Cruz.
Tuxpan (toos-piin') town, Vera Cruz state, Me.xico, 145 m. N
TustIa (tookst'la) cml. town, Chiapa state, Mexico
its
pop. 39.
Tver (tvgr) mfg. govt. Russia in Europe, 25,225 pop. 1,782.
Scotland, 95 m. long, Peebles co. Scot, to North Sea.
Tweed, riv. England
Tweeddale (twed'dal) popular name of Peebles co. Scotland.

(toos'tem)

N

&

Ulysses

D

Douglas

X

Tustem

Caro.

—

D

&

X, on Black Warrior riv. pop. 4.
2,274
Tuscany (tiis1fa-nT) former dept. Italy, 9,287 D
Tuscarawas (tiis'ka-ra'was) agr. past. & min. co. E 0. 539 D pop. 47, X New
tp. Stark co. O. pop. 3.
Pliiladelphia.
tp.'Coshocton co. 0. pop. 5.
Tuscarawas River, O. 125 m. long, with Mohican riv. forms Muskingum riv.
its

—

&

D

on

(too-re-as-soo') riv. Maranhao state, Brazil, S. America, 350 m. long.
(toor-zSv'kii) town, Ti-entschin co. Hungary
cen. Ala. 1,346
pop. 30.
Tuscaloosa (tiSs'ka-166'sa) agr. past, -fe min. co.

Turyassu
Turzovka

U

&

G

Turtukal (toor'too-ki') or Tutrakan (too'tra-kan')
Danube riv. 30 m.
S W of Silistria

—

—

5
13

100
12
5

#

&

—

Turtle Creek,

*

*

Cumauia, Hungary, on Berettyo river
or Ottoman Empire (ot'o-man-) in Europe, Africa, and Asia,

(toor-ka've') town. Great

1,147,578

Turks

Pop.

—

its
Ujijl (oo-je'je) country, Africa, on N E shore Lake Tanganyika, pop. 36.
pop. 3.
of Gwalior state, India
UJJain (oo-jan') city, former
UJszallas, Eis (kis oo'e-sal'liis') town, Pest-Ofeu co. Hungary
Ujverbasz (oo'e-ver'bas') town, Bacs-Bodrog co. Hungary
city, X of Mendocino co. Cal. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2.
Ukiah (u-ki'ii) tp.
pop. 241,
Uleliborg (oo'le-o-b8rg') govt. N Finland, Russia in Europe, 63,971
its
pop. 12.
Ulldecona (obl-da-ko'na) town, Tarragona prov. Spain
Ulm (oolm) mfg. cml. town, Wiirttemberg, Ger. on left bank Danube river.
pop. 87, X Kingston.
past. co. S E part of N. Y. 1,157
Ulster (ill'ster) agr.
Ireland, 8,013
mfg. prov.
pop. 1,618.
tp. Ulster CO. N. T. pop. 3.
town,
Lancaster
co. England
(ul'ver-ston)
min.
mfg.
cml.
Ulverstone

(toor'kTs-tiiu') region, cen. Asia, divided bet. Uiissia,
Cliina, Bokhara,
Afghanistan, about 1,000,000
pop. 7,500.
Russian,
pop. 3,342, chief town Tashkent.
409,414
Chia-ese,
East, 431,600
pop. 580, *' Kashgar.
town, Syr-Daria govt. Russia in Asia, pop. 5.

;

— tp. &

mfg. city,

X

10
city

Champaign

of

^ asin f8r oi as in oil ow as in cow^
w, B, D, o, a, K, N (see p. 17191
;

ii, s,

j

..;
..
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N

.

Pop.
5

Urblnojoor-be'no) city, * of Pesaro & TTrbino prov. Marches, cen. Italy
Ures (oo'rSs) town, Sonora state, Mexico, on Sonora river
Ulla (ooB'fa) ft. town, Syria, Turkey in Asia, 115 m. N E of Aleppo
Urfahr (oor'far) mfg. town, Upper Austria, on Danube river
UrKenJ (oor'genj) town, Khiva khanate, Turkestan, Asia

Un (66'ri) past,

7

30
7
3

*

Altorf.
canton, E Switzerland, 415 D pop. 17,
ft. town, Azerbaijan prov.
(oor'me-a) or Urumiah (66-roo-me'a) lake
town
N Persia
TTrucaia (oo-roo-kl'a) riv._BrazU, S. Am. 200 m. long, to Sao Francisco river.
Uruguay (oo-roo-gwi' or u'rob-gwa) riv. S. Am. 800 m. long, Brazil to Parand
pop. 787, * Montevideo.
riv.
repubhc. South America, S of Brazil, 72,110
UsbegS (oSs'bSgz') the principal race iu Turkestan, cen. Asia.
mfg.
town,
Turkey
in
Asia,
138
m.
E
(oo-shak')
by N of Smyrna
Ushak
UBbant (iish'ant) isl. 4|- m. long, dept. Finist^re, France, off coast of Brittany.
long,
flows
Wales
England,
GO
m.
into
estuary
of Severn river.
Usk, riv.
Uskub (oos'koob) or Uskup (oos'k55p) town, Kossova vilayet, Turkey, 100 m.
of Salonika
Cssel (Us'sSl') town, dept. Correze, France, on Sarsomme river
vil. Zurich canton, Switzerland, 9 m. S E of Zurich.. .,
Uster (oos'ter) par.
Dstiug Welikl (oos-te-oog' wa'le-ke) town, Vologda govt. Russia in Europe..
Ustluzhna (oos-te-oozh'na) town, Novgorod govt. Russia in Europe
Usumaslnta (oo-sob-ma-sln'ta) riv. Guatemala Mexico, 400 m. long.
Salt Lake City.
agr.
Utah (u'ta or u'ta) state, U. S. A. 84,970 D pop. 208,
past. CO.
cen'.' Vt. 1,986
pop. 23, X Provo City.
or Ute Indians, tribe
of American Indians, living in Ut.
Col.
Utah Lake, la;ke, Utah CO. Ut. 10 m. E of Oquirrh Mts. 130 D.
of Nilgiri dist. Madras pres. Brit. India
Utakamand (oo'tii-kii-mand') tONvn,
mt. S
Col. 9,884
Ute Peak (ut-) mt. Wilhams Range, Col. 11,968 ft. high.
ft. high.
Utica (u'tT-ka) mfg. city, X of Oneida co. N. Y. on Mohawk river
of Valencia
Utiel (<)o-te-al') mfg. town, Valencia prov. Spain, 45 m.
pop. 224.
its
pop. 86.
Utrecht (u'trekt) prov. Netherlands, 534
Utrera (oo-tra'ra) mfg. town, Sevilla prov. Spain, 16 m. S S E of Seville
Utsunomlya (oot-soo-n6-me'ya) town, cen. Hondo isl. Japan, 60 m. of Tokyo
UttOXeter (iiks'e-ter) town, Stafford co. England, on Dove river
Tex. 1,420
pop. 4.
its X pop. 1.
Uvalde (u-val'di) past. CO. S
Usbrldge (uks'brTj') mfg. tp. Worcester co. Mass. on Blackstone riv. pop. 3.
town, Middlesex co. England, 12 m.
of London, pop. 7.
Uzdln (oots'den) town, Torontal CO. Hungary
Uz^S (ii'zBs') mfg. town, dept. Gard, France, on Auzon river
Servia
UzltZ^ (oo-zet'za) or Usbitza (ob-shet'za) ft. town,

&

Unnla

W

—

10

25

*

&

—

—

*

—

—

D

W

—

West

(-vafen) two

isls.

*

D

(va/la') past, canton, S

Isls. off

D

X

D
*

^

*

(va-lau'the-a da al-kan'ta-ra) mfg.

D

W

its

5
tp.

*

D

* pop. 2, a spt.

town, Caceres

—

W

W

of Valentia isl. ; the extreme
port of Europe.
(va-lant'za) mfg. town. Piedmont, Italy, on Po river
of Malta isl. Mediterranean sea, on
'Valetta (va-let'ta) spt. city,
coast.
Valguamera (val-gwar-na'ra) town, Caltanisetta prov. Sicily, Italy
Valkl (v'al'ke) town, Kharkov govt. Russ. in Europe, 27 m.
S
of Kharkov
ValladOlld (viil-ya-Do-leD') prov. Spain, 3,043
its
pop. 267.
pop. 62
Christopher Columbus died here, 1506.
Valle (vSl'T) tp. Jefferson co. Mo
'Valle de UJO (val'ya_da ob'Ho) mfg. town, Castellon de la Plana prov. Spain.
Valledulmo { val-la-dool'mo) town, Palermo prov. Sicily, Italy
cml. city, Solano co. Cal. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6.
Vallejo (val-ya'Ho) tp.
Vallelunga (val-la-loon'gii) town, Sicily, Italy, 18 m.
of Caltanisetta.
Vallet (va'la') town, dept. Loire-Inferieure, France, 13 m.
S
of Nantes.
Valley, co. cen. Neb. 576
pop. 7, X Ord.
Valley Falls, city, Jefferson co. Kan. pop. 1.
vil. Providence co. R. I. pop. 2.
Valley Forge, vil. Chester CO. Pa. ; Wasliington's army wintered here, 1777.
Valley of JehOShaphat (-je-hosh'a-f at) mt. gorge, E of Jerusalem, Palestine.
Vails (vals') mfg. tou-n, Tarragona prov. Spain
ValOgnes (va'loS') mfg. tovra, dept. Manche, France, on Merderet river
Valparaiso (val-pa-n'so) mfg. city,
of Porter co. Ind. pop. 5.
prov. Chile,
South America, 1,637
pop. 219.
its
pop. 105.

NE

*

W W
—

D

&

N

D

W

E

*

E

.

—

N

—

X

—

D

*

ValtOS (val-tos') eparchy, Acarnania & .astolia nome, Greece
Valuikl (va-loo-e'ke) town, Voronej govt. Russia in Europe, on Oskol river.
Valverde (viil-vSr'da) co. S
Tex. 2,880 D pop. 3, X Del Rio.
town, * of
Ferro isl. Canary Isls. Atlantic ocean
Valverde del Camino (val-var'da del ka-me'no) town, Huelva prov. Spain.
Van (van) vilayet, Kurdistan, Turkey in Asia, 15,440 D pop. 376. its *, on
Lake Van, pop. 30.
Vana (vii'na) highest mt. S Wales, Brecon co. 2,862 ft. high.
.

—

W

.

.

—

—

(van bu'ren) agr. co. N cen. Ark. 998 D pop. 9, X Clinton.
agr.
S E Io."480 n pop. 16, X Keosauqua.
agr. & past. co. S
Mich. 630 n pop. 31, X Pawpaw.
agr. co. E cen. Tenn. 322 D pop. 3, X
Spencer.
city, X of Crawford co. Ark. pop. 2.
tp. Browil co. Ind. pop. 2.
^tp. Clay CO. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Fountain co. Ind. pop. 2.
vU. Jacktp.
son CO. lo. tp. pop. 1.
tp. Jackson co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Onondaga co. N. Y.
pop. 3.
tp. Montgomery co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Putnam co. O. pop. 3.
Vance (vans) co. N N.C. 342 D pop. 18, X Henderson.
VA&CebUrg (vans'berg) vil. X of Lewis co. Ky on Ohio river

Van Buren

CO.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

W

&

.

D means square miles;

#, capital

PoDulation

is

;

X,

co. seat

;

agr., agricultural

;

Iceland.

—

3^

6
6
10

&

E

Veile

(vi'le)

town, S

'Veile

Fiord

(vi'le fyord') Inlet,

W

8
7
8

24

6
6
8
14

50
8

W

,

D

—

—

&*

&

D

—

*

toOTi, Cosenza prov. Italy
Vercelll (vgr-ehgl'le) anc. VEECEL'LiE, city, Novara prov. Piedmont, Italy
Vercheres.
Verch6res (ver'shar') CO. Quebec prov. Canada, 78 pop. 12,
Verden (fgr'den) town, Hanover prov. Prussia, on Aller river
Verdier (ver-der') tp. Colleton co. S. C
Verdun (vIr'duN') ft. mfg. town, dept. Meuse, France, on Meuse river
of Moscow
Vereya or Vereja (va-ra'ya) town, Moscow govt. Russia, 62 m.
Vergennes (ver-jeuz') city, Addison co. Vt
Veria, or Kara 'Verla (ka'ra ve-re'a) town, Salonika vilayet, Turkey

D

7

164
10

W

(vgrk'ne oo'riilsk') ft. town, Orenburg prov. Russia
Ind.
pop. 50, X Danville.
co.
Vermilion (ver-mTl'yiin) CO. E 111. 926
par. S La. 1,230
pop. 14, X Abbeville.
270
pop. 13, X Newport.
tp. Ashland co. O. pop. 2.
tp.
city, X of
tp. Vermilion co. Ind. pop. 2.
Clay CO. S. Dak. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.
Montpelier.
tp.
Vermont (ver-monf) state, U. S. A. 9,565 pop. 332,
vil. Fulton'^co. 111. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
vil.
Eaton co. Mich
tp.
Vermontville (ver-mont'vTl) tp.
La. 1,540
pop. G, X Leesville.
co.
Mo. 850
Vernon (ver'non) par.
Wis. 800
co. S
pop. 25, X Viroqua.
tp.
vil.
pop. 32, X Nevada.
tp. Hancock co. Ind. pop. 2.
vil.
ToUand co. Conn. tp. pop. 9.
tp.
tp.
vil. Oneida co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
Shiawassee co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
{Fr. pron. vgr'noN') town, dept.
town, X of Wilbarger co. Tex. pop. 3.
Eure, France, pop. 8.
Vernon Springs, tp. Howard co. lo
'Verocz (va'rots') Ger. Weeowitz (vva'ro- wits') town, Slavonia, Hungary

Verkhnl Uralsk

D

—
—

D

&

W

—

D

W
—
—

—

D

D

—

5

W

—

^

&

5
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6
2

8
6

—

&

*

D

6
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X

W
—
—

&

&
&

—

D

—

com.
Verol^ngO (va-ro-lgn'go) town & commune. Piedmont, Italy
bor. Allegheny co.
'Verona (ve-ro'na) tp. & vil. Oneida co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5.
Ipron. va-ro'na) prov. Venetia, Italy, 1,061 D pop. &0.
its
Pa. pop. 1.
*, a ft. city, pop. 61 Roman amphitheatre.
Verplanck (ver'plSnk) vil. Westchester co. N. Y
Versailles (ver-salz') tp. & town, X of Woodford co. Ky. tp. pop. 6, town
town, X of Morgan co. Mo. pop. 1. .— vil. Darke co. O. pop. 1.
pop. 3.

—

—

—

;

—

—

(ver'sS'e or ver'sS'el) city,

*

of dept. Seine-et-Oise, France, pop. 52.

Versecz, Ger. Weeschetz ( wer'shgts') ft. town, Banat, Hungary
Vervlers (vgr've-a') mfg. town, Li^ge prov. Belgium
Vesoul (ve-zobl') town, # of dept. Haute-SaSne, France
tp.
Vestal (ves'tal) tp. & vil. Broome co. N. Y^
Vesuvius (vg-su'vT-us) It. Vesuvio (va-soo've-o) volcano, E of Naples Bay,
S Italy, 3,948 ft. high.
Hung. pop. 201.
its X, on Sed river, pop. 12.
Veszprim (vgs'prlm') CO. S

—

W

Veteran

(vgt'er-an) tp.

Chemung

co.

N.

Y

cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
;
2,500 to 3,499, etc. j less than 1,000 not; giveo. See A.bbreviations, p. 1919.

given in nearest thousands : 2 ^=1,500 to 2,499

3
10

W

*

ft.

17

high.

Verbfcaro (vgr-be-ka'ro)

E end

—

W

25

D

—

Valenza

& past.

&

D

.

prov. Spain

W

ft.

Me

D

Valenciennes (va'loN'se-enn') mfg. cml. min. ft. town, dept. Nord, France..
town,
Valentia (va-len'shl-a) isl. 7 m. long, Kerry co.
coast of Ireland.
at S

Col. 12,700

&

W

Venezuela, South America, pop. 39.

Valencia de Alcantara

4 m. from Baja

W

*

W
—

12

*

N

*

^

D

—

D

part of Jutland, Denmark, on Veile Fiord
river
15 m. long, E coast of S Jutland, Denmark.
is frSn-ta'ra) town, Cadiz prov. Spain
'Velbert (vSl-berf) mfg. town, Dusseldorf govt. Rhine Prov. Prussia
by
of Tunja
Velez (va'les) town, Santander dept. Colombia, S. Am. 43 m.
Velez Malaga (va'lBth mSla-ga) to^vn, Malaga prov. Spain, on Velez river. .,
prov.
(-roo'be-o)
mfg.
town,
Alineria
Spain
'Velez Rubio
Vellkl-Luki (va'le'ke-loo'ke) mfg. town, S E pt. Pskov govt. Russia in Europe
Velizh (va-lezh') cml. town, Vitebsk govt. Russia in Europe, on Diina river. ..
Velletrl (vel-la'tre) town, Italy, 21 m. S E of Rome
by S of Madras
Vellore (vSl'lor') town, N. Arcot dist. Madras, Br. India, 88 m.
Venado (vS-na'do) town, San Luis Potosi state, Mexico
VenadO Peak, mt. Sangre de Cristo Range, Col. 12,800 ft. high.
Pa. 655 D pop. 47, X Franklin.
Venango (ve-n5n'go) CO. N
France, 2,588 ID pop. 442, * La Roche-sur-Yon.
Vendue (vBN'da'T dept.
Vendome (voN'dom') mfg. towii, dept. Loir-et-Cher, France
pop. 2,985, * Venice.
Venetia (ve-ne'she-ii) old dept. Italy, 9,059
pop. 2,324, # Caracas.
Venezuela (ven'e-zwe'la) rep. N part S. Am. 495,013
It. Venezia (va-n6d'ze-a) prov.
Venice (vgn'Is) tp. Seneca co. 0. pop. 2.
849
375.
its
of
Venetia,
a ft. cml.
mfg,
Venetia, Italy,
pop.
*,
city, on the Adriatic coast, pop. 129.
Ventnor (vgnt'ngr) town, S Isle of Wight, Hants co. England ; watering place.
Ventura (vSn-too'ra) CO. S Cal. 1,682 pop. 10, X San Buenaventura.
Vera (va'ra) town, Almeria prov. Spain, near Mediterranean sea
pop. 621,
Jalapa.
spt.
Vera Cruz (va'ra krobs) state, Mexico, 29,201
town in same, its former
pop. 24.
Veragna (va-ra'gwa) town, Panama dept. Colombia, South America

ValdOSta (v51-dos'ta) town, X of Lo\vndes co. Ga
'Valegglo (va-lSd'jo) vil. Verona prov. Italy, on Mincio riv. 15 m. S
of Verona
of dept. DrSme, France, on Rhone river.
Valence (va/loNss') mfg. town,
pop. 14,
Los Lunas.
Valencia (va-lSn'shT-a) CO. N. M. 8,900
(5p. pron.
va-lan'the-'a) captaiu-generalcy, E coast Spain, 8,896
pop. 1,459.
prov.
their
Spain, 4,352
pop. 734.
pop. 171.
cml. city,
of Carabobo state,

D

—
W

Vejer de la Frontera (va-nSr' da

each 30 m. long, Lofoden

10
19

Draguignan.

Vaskut (vash'kobf) vil. Bacs co. Hungary,
Vasquez Peak (viSsTiwa-) mt. Grand co. N

^

E Switzerland, 2,027 pop. 102, Sion.
(val-dan'yo) town, Vicenza prov. Italy, on Agno river
Val-d' AJol (val'-da/zhol') vil. dept. Vosges, France
Valdepenas (val-da-pan'yas) town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain, on Jabalon river
Valdes (val'dgs) city, Oviedo prov. Spain, 10 m. E of Oviedo
Valdlvla (val-de've-a) riv. Chile, South America, 120 m. long, to Pacific ocean.
prov. S Chile, South America, 8,315
its
pop. 70.
pop. 6.
ValdObbiadene (val-d5b'be-a-da'na) vil. Treviso prov. Italy

U

*

N

Valdagno

*

288,

&

.*.

—

D pop.

dept. France, 2,349

(vo) agr.
Switzerland, 1,244
pop. 248,
past, canton,
Lausanne.
VaudreuU (vS-druI') co. S
Quebec prov. Canada, 182
pop. 11.
its X.
Vavau (va-va'ob) isl. 10 m. long, Tonga Isls. S Pacific ocean.
Vazabarris (va-za-bar-res') riv. Brazil, S. Am. 300 m. long to Atlantic ocean.
of Pisa
Vecchlano (vSk-ke-a'no) tomi, Pisa prov. Italy, 12 m.
of Treviso
VedelagO (va-dgl'a-go) vil. Treviso prov. Italy, 14 m.
vil. Netherlands, 15 m. S E of Groningen
com.
'Veendam (van'dam) com.
'Vegen (va'gen) isl. 30 m. in circuit, Nordland prov. Norway, 15 m. off coast.
'Veglla (vgl'ya) isl. 23 m. long, Kiistenland prov. Austria, in Adriatic sea, pop. 7.

(val) riv.

ValalS

Vanua-LeVU (vii-nob'ii-la'vob) isl. of Fiji Group, S Pacific ocean, 2,432 D.
Vanves (vijNv) vil. dept. Seine, France, 1 m. S of Paris
Van Wert (van wert') agr. & past. co. O. 405 D pop. 30. — its X pop. 6.
Van Zandt (van z5ut') agr. & past. co. N E Tex. 840 D pop. 16, X Canton.
Var (var) riv. France & Italy, 60 m. long, Alps to Mediterranean sea. — cml.

Vaud

S Africa, Quathlamba Mts. to Orange river.
Vaga (va'ga) riv. Russia in Europe, 250 m. long, flows into Dwina river.
Vagal (va'gl) riv. Siberia, Russia in Asia, 150 m. long, flows into Irtish river.
'VafgatS or WalgatZ (wl'giits') isl. 60 m. long, Russia, off N E coast Archangel
govt. Arctic Ocean.
Vakh (vak) riv. Siberia, Russia in Asia, 350 m. long, flows into Obi river.

Vaal

W

Vassar
&
Vasto (vas'to) mfg. town, Chieti prov. Italy
Vatna (vat'na-), or Klofa, JbkuU (klo'fa yb-kobl') volcanic mt. region,
Vaucluse (vo'kliiz') dept. S E France, 1,370 D pop. 235, * Avignon.

Y
o.nd

W

(v5s'al-biir'6) mfg. tp.
vil. Kennebec co.
(vas'sar) tp.
vil. Tuscola co. Mich. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.

W

N W coast of Norway

off

Australia.
Gulf (van de'menz-) bay, 100 m. long, N
'Van Diemen's Land, former name of Tasmania.
Vanikoro (va-nt-ko'ro) isl. 30 m. in circuit, Santa Cruz group, S Pacific ocean
Vannes (van) mfg. & cml. spt. town, * of dept. Morbihan, France

Vassalboro

W

Vaageni East

isl.

Colum-

W

10

—

D

Pop.

— British

(var'na) cml. ft. spt. town, Bulgaria, Europe,- on S
shore Black Sea.
pop. 411,
Nikolaistad,
'Vasa (va'sa) govt. Finland, Russia in Europe, 16,084
or Vasa, pop. 8.
Vashka (vash'ka) riv. Russ. in Europe, 200 m. long, Vologda govt, to Mezen riv.
VasilkOV (va-sel-kov') town, Kiev govt. Russ. in Europe, 18 m. S S
of Kiev

N

W

4.

city, British

terminus of Canadian Pacific Ry. pop. 14.
(vSn-da'lI-a) tp. & city, X of Fayette co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
(van'der-berg) min. agr. & past. co. S
Ind. 230 D pop. 60, X

Vanderburg

Varna

&

W

bia,

—

23.

Varanger-Flord (va'riin'ger-fyord') inlet, Arctic Oc. bet. RuE«ia & Norway.
Vardar (var'dar') riv. Macedonia, Turkey, 170 ra. long, to Salonika Gulf.
Varennes (vg-renz') tp. Anderson co. S. C
commune & town,
Varese (vji-ra'sa) mfg. town, Lombardy, N Italy, pop. 5.
Genoa prov. Italy, com. pop. 8.

&

D

Wash. pop.

Vandalla

& mfg.

W

N

of Clarke co.

Evansville.

D

&

X

(vSn-koo'ver) city,

W coast of British Columbia, Canada, 15,937 D pop.

Van Diemen's

&

N

Vancouver

vil.i village^

22-
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&
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—
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#

Vlerlande (f er'lan'de) ter. S E of Hamburg, Germany
Viersen (f er'sen) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Niers river
Vierzon (ve'Sr'zou') mfg. town, dept. Cher, France, on Yevre river

—

W

Vistorio (ves-to're-o)

Vistula

(vis'tii-la

Turin prov. Piedmont, Italy
Europe, 530 m. long, Carpathian Mts. to Baltic sea.
(ve-tSbsk') govt. Russia in Europe, 17,440 D pop. 1,276.

vil.

riv.

Vitebsk or Wltepsk

—

its * pop. 55.
(ve-ter'bo) city, cen. Italy, 42 ra. N N
of Rome
Viti Levu (ve'te la'vob) largest of the Fiji Isls. 4,112 D, * Suva, on S coast.
Vitoria (ye-to're-a) town, * of Alava prov. Spain battle, 1813
Vltr6 (ve'tra') mfg. & cml. town, dept. Ille-et- Vilaine, France
Vitry-le-FranQOis (ve'tre'-l-froN'swo') ft. town, dept. Marne, France
Vlttorla (vet-to're-ii) town, Syracuse prov. Sicily, Italy
Viu (ve-oo') vil. Piedmont, Italy, 20 m. N
of Turin
Vivarals (ve'va/ra') anc dist. of France, now depts. Akd^che & Haute-Loike.
Vizagapatam (ve-za'ga-pa-tam') dist. N E part of Madras pres. British India,
18,344
pop. 2,159.
its *,_a spt. pop. 32.
Vlzayanagaram (ve'za-ya-nii/ga-ram') town, Madras pres. British India, 25 m.

W

VlterbO

;

W

Vizeu

Vizagapatam

(ve'tha-oo) dist. Beira prov. Portugal, 1,920

Villa— Cldro (vel'la-che'dro) to\vn, Cagliari prov. Sardinia isl. Italy
"...
Villa Clara (vel'y'a kla'ra) town, Cuba isl. West Indies
Villa del Fuerte (-dSl f wSr'ta) town, Sinaloa state, Mexico
(TUlafranca de los Barros (-f ran'ka da los bar'ros) town, Badajos prov. Spain
Vlllafranca de Panades (-pa-na'Dgs) town, Tarragona prov. Spain
Villafranca de Xlra (vel'la-fran'ka da she'ra) cml. town, Estremadura prov.

Vladimir (vla-de'mer)

govt. Russia, 18,864

town, Volhynia govt. Russia, pop.

.

W

—

(vel-ya'na) towTij Alicante prov. Spain

Villeneuve-Sur-Lot (vel'unv'-siir'-16') mfg. town, dept. Lot-et-Garonne, Fr.
VUlers-Bretonneux (ve'ya'-bre-ton'nn') mfg. town, dept. Somme, France..
Vllleurbanne (vel'liir'bann') vil. dept. Isere, France
Villlngen (f il'lTng-en) mfg. town, S Baden, Germany, 28 m. E N E of Freiburg
Villlsca (vil-lis'ka) town, Montgomery co. lo

VUna or Wilna

(vll'na) govt. Russia, 16,421

D pop.

1,305.

—

its

* pop.

Vlnalhaven (vi'nal-ha'ven) tp. Knox co. Me
Vlnaroz (ve-na-roth') cini. toivn, Castellon de la Plana prov. Spain
Vincennes (vln-senz') tp. & city, X of Knox co. Ind. tp. pop. 11, city pop.

9.

— (Fr. pron. vaN'senn') town & castle, dept. Seine, France, pop. 21.

(vind'ya-) chain, cen. India, Gujarat to Bengal.
Vineland (vin'ljnd) bor. Cumberland co. N. J
of Goa
Vlngurla (vTn-go6r'la) spt. town, Bombay, British India, 30 m.
Vinnitsa or Wlnnica (wln-net'sa) town, Podolia govt. Russia in Europe
Vinton (vin'ton) CO. O. 402
pop. IC, X McArthur.
city, X of Benton co.
lo. pop. 3.
town, Roanoke co. Va. pop. 1.
Violet (vi'o-let) tp. Fairfield co. O
Viramgam (ver'am-gam') town, Gujarat, Bombay, 40 m.
of Ahmaddbid
Virden (ver'den) city, Macoupin co. Ill
{Tire (ver) min.
mfg. town, dept. Calvados, France
Virginia (vgr-jin'I-a) state, U. S. A. 42,450
city,
Richmond.
pop. 1,656,
X of Cass 00. 111. pop. 2. city, X of Storey co. Nev. pop. 9.
Virginia mountain, mt. Douglas co. cen. Col. 10,600 ft. high.
Virgin Islands, group. Leeward Isls. Brit. W. Ind. 58
Roadtown.
pop. 5,
Viroqua (vT-ro'kwa) tp.
city, X of Vernon co. Wis. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1.
ViBaUa (vi-sa'le-a)"tp.
city, X of Tulare co. Cal. tp. pop. 4, city pop. 3.
Vlslinl Volotchok (vTsh'ne vo-16-chok') town,
part of Tver govt. Russia.
Vlso del Alcor (ve'so del al-kor') town, Sevilla prov. Spain

W

—

D

W

.

&

—

&

D

D

&

N

S,S.

.

—

*

20
its

# pop.

D

pop. 1,403.

—

its

*

pop. 16.

6.

—
.

15
9
34

10
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Voiron

(v^va'roN') mfg. town, dept. Isere, France
Volga (vol'ga) riv. Russia in Europe, 2,500 m. long, Seligher Lake to Caspian
Sea ; largest river of Europe.
Jitomir.
Volhynia (voI-hTn'I-a) govt. Russia in Europe, 27,743 pop. 2,265,
Volkovisk (vol-ko-visk') town, Grodno govt. Russia in Europe
Volney (vol'ni ) tp.
hamlet, Oswego co. N.
tp.
VolO (vo'lo) town, Larissa nome, Thessaly, Greece, on Gulf of Volo
Vologda or WolOgda (vo-log'da) govt. Russia in Europe, 155,498 pop. 1,240.

D

&

—

*

Y

6
7
11

D

its

#, a cml.

city,

on Vologda

riv.

pop. 17.

Volsk (volsk) town, Saratov govt. Russia in Europe, on Volga river
Voltchansk (vol-chansk') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe

37

9
6
6

Volterra (vol-tgr'ra) town, Pisa prov. Italy, 32 m. S E of Pisa
Voltri (vol'tre) town, Genoa prov. Italy, on Genoa Gulf

Volusia (vo-lu'sg-a) CO. E Fla. 1,288 D pop. 8, X Enterprise.
of Tyrol, Aust. 1,008 D pop. 116, * Bregenz.
Vorarlberg (for-afl'bero) dist.
Voronej or Voronezh (vo-r6-ngzh') govt. Russia in Europe, 25,443 D pop. 2,589.
its *, a mfg. & cml. city, pop. 56.
Vorst (forst) vil. Diisseldorf govt. Rhine Prov. Prussia
Vosges (vozh) Ger. Vogesen (fo'ge-zen) mts. France & Germany; highest,

—

4,690

ft.

— dept. France, 2,266 D pop" 410,

*

Epinal.

Voskresensk ( vos-kra-sgnsk') town, Moscow govt. Russia in Europe
Vosnesensk (vos-na-sgnsk') town, Kherson govt. Russia, on Bug river
Vostitsa (vos-tet'sa) or Algfion (i'ge-on) spt. town, Achaia& Elisnome, Greece
Votka (vofka) mfg. town, Viatka govt. Russia in Europe
Vranla (vra'ne-a) town, S part of Servia, Balkan Pen. S E Europe
Vratza (vraf za) town, Bulgaria, Turkey, 45 m. N N E of Sofia

Vryburg (vri'bfirg) town, * of British Bechuanaland, S Africa.
Vukovar ( voo'ko-var') town, # of Syrmia co. Slavonia, Hungary
Vulcano (vool-ka'no) the most S of the Lipari Isls. Mediterranean

Vuna (voo'na)

5
6
11
11
7

sea.

or Taviunl (ta've-oo'ne) isl. Fiji Isls. S Pacific ocean
Vyernyi (vySr'nye') or Wjemoje (wygr-no'ye) town, of Semirechensk govt.
Russian Turkestan, 50 m. N of Issyk-Kul laie

7

#

22

w
Wabash (wa'bash) CO. S E 111. 220 D pop. 12, X Mount Carmel. — co. N E cen.
Ind. 430 n"pop. 27, X Wabash, pop. 5. — tp. Clark co. 111. pop. 3. — tp. Wabash

CO. 111.

pop.

2.

—

Tippecanoe

tp.

co. Ind. pop. 3.

Wabasha (wa'ba-sha') CO. S E Minn. 540 D pop. 17. — its X, a city,
Wabaunsee (wa-ban'se) co. N E cen. Kan. 804 D pop. 12, X Alma.

Waccamaw

pop.

2.

Georgetown co. S. C
Wachusett Mountain (wa-cbu'set-) Worcester co. Mass. 2,018 ft. high.
Waco (wa'ko) city, X of McLennan co. Tex
of Darfur, Africa, the most powerful state in
Wadal (wa'di) sultanate,
Sudan, 172,000 D pop. 2,600, # Abeshr (or Abesheh).
(wSk'a-ma)

tp.

W

Wade

cen.

(wad)

tp. Jasper co. Ill
of Equatoria, Af on Nile riv.
of Albert Nyanza Lake.
Wadelai (wa-dS-lI')
Wadena.
(wa-de'na) CO.
cen. Minn. 540
pop. 4,
(wa'den-shwTl') vil.
par. Zurich canton, Switzerland. .par.
town,
of Anson co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town
Wadesboro (wadz'biir-r6) tp.

*

pop.

1.

WadSWOrth

N
X

.

N

Wadena
W^densChwyl

(wSdz'wgrth)

tp.

&
& vil.

&

D

.

X

Medina

co. O. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.

Wadwan (wad' wan') town, Gujarat, Bombay, India, 60 m. W S W of Ahmaddbdd
(wS're-ggm) vil. W. Flanders prov. Belgium
WaerschOOt (war'sKof) vil. E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Waesmunster (was'miin'stgr) ton-n, E. Flanders prov. Belgium
Wagoner (wag'ner) tp. Oconee co. S. C
Wagenlngen (wa'gen-Tng-en) town, Gelderland prov. Netherlands

Waereghem

Wagram (wa'gram)"vil.

Lower

Austria, 11

Wahkiakum (wa-ke-ak'um) CO.

Wash. 244

Wahleren

(wa'la-ren)

vil.

6

N E of Vienna battlefield,
D pop. 3, X Shamokawa.

m.

;

1809,

Bern canton, Switzerland

of Saunders co.

17
7

5
5
3

5
2
2
16

Neb

Wahpeton (wa'pe-ton) city, X of Richland co. N. Dak
WShring ( wa'rTng) N W suburb of Vienna, Lower Austria
WalkatO (wi-ka'to) riv. North Isl. New Zealand, 250 m. long.
Wailuku (wi-16o'Kob) dist. & town, Maui isl. Hawaiian Isls.

sugar culture..
;
(win) riv. Nagpur div. Cen. Provs. Brit. India, 230 m. long to Warda riv.
(wI'pTng') walled town, Chghkiang prov. China
(wit'sen) Hung. Vaoz (vats) town, Pest co. Hung, on Danube river.
WakamatSU (wa-ka-miit'soo) town, N cen. part of Hondo isl. Japan
Wakarusa (wa-ka-roo'sa) tp. Douglas co. Kan
Wakayama (wk-ka-ya'nia) city, spt. S Hondo isl. Japan, 35 m. S \V of Osaka.
Wake (wak) CO. cen. N. C. 940 pop. 49, X Raleigh.
vil. Middlesex co. Mass. tp. pop. 7. ^tp. Carrol co.
Wakefield (wak'feld) tp.
N. H. pop. 2.
mfg.
cml. tovirn, York co. England, pop. 33 battle, 1460.
Wake Forest (wak fSr'est) tp. Wake co. N. C
Wakulla (wa-kul'a) CO. N Fla. 540 pop. 3, X Crawfordville.
Walcheren (wal'Kgr-eu) isl. Zealand prov. Netherlands, 11m. long, 10 m. wide,
pop. 40, chief town Middelburg.
Wald (vvalt) mfg. to^vn, Diisseldorf govt. Rliiue Prov. Prussia, pop. 8. i— vil.
par. Zurich canton, Switzerland, pop. 5.
Arolsen, pop. 3.
Waldeck (wal'dgk) principality, Germany, 433 D pop. 57,
Walden (wSl'den) vil. Orange co. N. Y
town,
Silesia
prov.
Prussia,
town.
(wal'den-bSora')
pop. 11.
Waldenburg
Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Mulde riv. pop. 5.

#

.

Waiping
Waitzen

—

&

&

D

;

D

&

*

—

oi as in oil ; ow as in cow;
5, 5, long ; S, e, 6, less prolonged ; 3, 5, I, 5, li, short; a, e, i, o, u, obscure; far, list, fall, cSre; term; food, f38t, fflrlj 8 as in fSr
1, S, i, w, b, d, q, h, k, n (see p. 1719).
o, ii, w, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ^ asin get ; n o/in lJnger,~Unk ; ng <w in sing ; th as in thin tb as in thine
;

;

7

5.

I,
I,

22

Wain

Vindhya IHonntains

—

—

( vla-de-vos-tok') ft.

WahOO (wa-hoo') vfl. X

103.

Vilvoorden (vll-vor'dgn) town, Brabant prov. Belgium

NN

387.

naval spt. of Russia, on Sea of Japan
(v6-ga'ra) town, Pavia prov. Italy, on StafEora river

Vladivostok

Portugal

Villajoyosa (vel'ya-Ho-yo'sa) town, Alicante prov. Spain
Villalon (-Ion') town, Valladolid prov. Spain
Villanova de Portimao (vel-la-no'va da por-te-mowN') town. Faro dist. Port.
Villanova de Souza (-s6'za) town, Parahyba state, Brazil, South America.
Villanueva de Cordova (-ya-nwa'va da kor'do-Ba) town, Cordova prov. Sp..
ViUanueva de la Serena (-la sa-ra'na) town, Badajoz prov. Spain
Villanueva de los Iniantes (-los en-fan'tSs) town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain
part of Paraguay, South America
Villa Pilar (-pelar) town, S
Vlllareal (vel'la-rS-iil') towii, Tras-os-Montes prov. Portugal
Villa Real (vel'ya ra-al') town, Castellou de la Plana prov. Spain, pop. 9. —
(pron. vel'la-) dist. Tras-os-Montes prov. Port. 1,7180 pop. 225.
its #pop. 5.
Villa Rica (vel'ya re'ka) town, S cen. Paraguay, South America
VUIa Rosa (vel'la ro'sa) town, 12 m. N E of Caltanisetta, Sicily, Italy
Villarrobleda (vel-yar-ro-bla'oa) town, Cuenca prov. Spain
Villarrnbia de los Ojos de Guadlana (vei-yar-roo'Be-a da los o'hos da gwaDe-a'na) town, Ciudad Real prov. Spain
Villavlciosa de Odon (vel-ya-ve-the-o'sa da o-Don') town, Guadalajara prov.
Spain, 53 m. N E of Madrid
Villa ViQOSa (vel'la ve-so'sa) town, Ceara state, Brazil, South America
VUlefranche de Rouergue (vel'frSush' de rob'arg') town, dept. Aveyron, Pr.
Villefranche-SUr-Saone (-siir'-son') town, dept. Rhone, France

VUlena

D pop.

Vizzinl (vet-se'ne) town, Catania prov. Sicily, Italy
Vlaardingen (vlar'dTng-en) town, S. Holland prov. Netherlands
Vladikavkas (vla'de-kav-kas') town, * of Terek govt. N. Caucasia, Russia.

Voghera

21

28

—

D

N E of

G

W

Vlestl (ve-6s'te) town, Foggia prov. Italy, on Adriatic sea
Vigevano (ve-ja'va-no) town, Pavia prov. Italy, on Mora river
Viggianello (ved-ja-nSl'lo) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Vigglano (ved-ja'no) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Vignola (ven-yc'la) town, Potenza prov. Italy
Ind. 410 D pop. 50, X Terre Haute.
Vigo (vl'go or vi'go) CO.
tp. Knox co.
Ind. pop. 3.
(pron. ve'go) spt. to\Tn, Pontevedra prov. Spain, pop. 8.
VUagOB (ve'lS'gSsh') town, Arad co. Hungary
Vilaine (ve'lan') riv. France, 130 m. long, dept. Mayenne to Atlantic ocean.
VUkomlr (vll'ko-mer') town, Kovno govt. Russia in Europe, on Svitsa river.
Villa— Caiias (vel'ya-kau'yas) town, Toledo prov. Spain
Villa-CarlUo (-ka-rel'yo) town, Jaen prov. Spain, 42 m. N E of Jaen
VUlach (vil'laK') Illyrian Belak (ba'lak)cml. town, Carinthia prov. Austria

—

Pop.

Pop.

—

(vg-va') vil. X of Switzerland co. Ind. pop. 2.
town, Vaud canton,
Switzerland, on Geneva Lake, pop. 8.
Vezlr-Eoprl (va-zei-'-ko'pre) town, N
part of Si was vilayet, Asia Minor. .
Vladana (Ve-a-da'ua) town, Mantua prov. Italy, on Po river
Vlauna do Castello (ve-iin'nii do cas-tSl'o) dist. Minho prov. Portugal, 867
its *, a walled, ft.
pop. 212.
cml. apt. town, pop. 9.
ViareggiO (ve-a-rSd'j6) spt. town, Lucca prov. Italy
Vlatka or Wjatka (ve-afka) govt. Russia in Europe, 59,117
pop. 2,914.
its #, a city on Viatka riv. pop. 21.
Vlazma (ve-az'ma) town, Smolensk govt. Russia In Europe, on Viazma river..
Finnish WtJPUEi
Vlborg _(ve'bor(j) town, Viborg prov. Denmark, pop. 6.
(wii-poo're) govt. Finland, Russia, 16,627 D pop. 341.
its
pop. 20.
its
Vlcenza (ve-chgnf za) prov. Venetia, Italy, 1,016
pop. 429.
pop. 28.
Vlch (vek) mfg. city, Barcelona prov. Spain
Vichy (ve'she') town, dept. AUier, France, pop. 9 ; famous mineral springs.
Vlcksborg (vTks'bQrg) city, X of Warren co. Miss, on Mississippi river
Vlco (ve'ko) town, Foggia prov. Italy, on Monte Gargano
Vlco Equense (ve'ko a-kwen'sa) town
commune, Naples prov. Italy. com.
Vicomarino (ve'ko-ma-re'no) vil.
commune, Piacenza prov. Italy
com.
Victor (vik'tor) tp.
vil. Ontario co. N. Y
tp.
its X pop. 3.
British colVictoria (vik-to'rg-a) co. S Tex. 850
pop. 9.
ony in S E AustraUa, 87,884
New
Melbourne.
co.
Brunspop. 1,140,
wick, Canada, 3,490 D pop. 18, X Grand Falls.
co. Nova Scotia prov. Canada, 1,200
pop. 11, X Baddeck.
co. cen. Ontario prov. Canada, 1,305
pop. 30, X Lmdsay.
spt. city, * of Hongkong colony, China, pop. 221.
spt. city,
of Brit. Columbia, Canada, pop. 17.
(Span. pron. vek-to're-a)
town,
of Tamaulipas state, Mexico, pop. 8.
town, Entre Rios prov. Argentine Republic, pop. 5.
spt. town, # of Espirito Santo state, Brazil, pop. 5.
Victoria Land, in Antarctic Continent, 70°-79^ S discovered in 1841.
Victoria Nyanza (-nl-an'za) lake, E Africa, lat. 2° 25' S-0° 20' N, Ion.
31^ 35' -34^ 40' E, 890 m. in circumference a source of White Nile river.
vil. Oneida co. N. Y.
Vienna (vi-Sn'a) tp. Genesee co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp.
tp. pop. 2.
{pron. ve-§n'a) Ger. Wien (wen) city,
of Austria-Hungary,
pop. 1,365.
Vienne (ve-§nn') riv. France, 220 ni. long, dept. Corr^ze to Loire riv.
dept.
N France, 2,691 pop. 344, Poitiers. town, dept. Isere, Fr. pop. 27.
Viennois (ve-Sn'nwa'l anc. dist. France, now included in depts. DrSme&Isfere.

Vovay
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Waldenses

Pop.

DW

(wSl-dSn'sez) people inhabiting a dist. 200

Piedmont,

Italy.

Waldheim walt'hlm) mfg. town, Saxony kingdom, Germany
Waldo (wol'do) CO. S Me. 705 D pop. 28, X Belfast.
Waldoboro (wQI'do-bur-ro) tp. & vil. Lincoln co. Me

7

(

tp.

WaldStatter, Die VIer (de fer walt'stet'ter) name applied to Uri, Schwyz,
Uhteewalden, & liUCEKNE cantons, Switzerland.
part of Great Britain,
of England, 7,442 D.
Wales (walz) principality, S
co.ist, S Africa, dependency of Cape Colony,
Wallish Bay (wol'fTsli-) dist.

W

430 D,
Walker (wa'kgr)

X

pop. 13,

W Ala. 824 D pop.

Cwal) tp.

16,

NW

1,519
1

Ga. 404

D

— tp. Moniteau

Monmouth

W

Wallace"{w8I'Ias) co.

Mont

CO.

N. J
Kan. 900 D pop.

—its X.

2.

(w5"l-la'lii-a) principality, E Europe, 31,000 D pop. 4,000, * Buforms with Moldavia & the Dobrudja the liingdom of Koumania.
its X, a city, pop. 5.
Wallawalla (w51-a-w51'a) co. Wash. 1,296 D pop. 12.
Waller (wSl'er) co? S E Tex. 500 D pop. 11, X Hampstead.
New
Haven
(wol'llug-ford)
bor.
co.
Conn. tp. pop. 7, bor.
tp.
&
WalUngford
pop. 4.
tp. & vil. Rutland co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.
Fiji
N
E
of
Isls.
S
Pac.
oc. 60 D ; French
Wants Islands (wSl'lis-) isl. group,
WallkUl (wal'kil) tp. Orange co. N. Y

—

;

Walnut
pop.

Q

D

NE
&

&

tp. Granville CO. N. C
vil. Norfolk co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
Walpole (w51'pol) tp.
CO. N. H. tp. pop. 2.
(wSl'sal)
bor.
town,
par. Stafford co. England,
Walsall

&

&

Walsh

WalterbOrO,

Waltbam
Walton

X

vil.

D pop.

Dak. 1,584

(wSl'ton) CO.

Middlesex

city,

N W Fla.

17,

X

Cheshire

Mass

D pop. 5, X EucheeAnna.— co. N cen. Ga.
& vil. Delaware co. N. Y. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 2.

—

Wandsworth (wonz'wQrth) mfg. town, Surrey co. England,
Wanstead (wSn'sted) par. & town, Essex co. England
Wapakoneta (wa-pa-K6n-St'a) vil. X of Auglaize co.
Wapello (wa-pgl'lo)'co. S E lo. 432 D pop. 30, X Ottumwa.
Dutchess
Falls, vil. "Dutchess CO. N.
tp.

co.

N.

—

D

(ward) co.'N N. Dak. 1,512

pop. 2,

on Waudle river.
par.

ft.

town, Croatia, Hungary

X Minot. — tp.

Hocking co. 0. pop.

tp.'Edgefield co. S. C. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Hampshire co.
(wSr) co. S Ga. 893
pop. 9, X Waycross.
Mass. tp. pop. 7. ^market town, Hertford co. England, pop. 5.

5.

—

O

Ware

&

Wareham (war'ham) tp. & vil. Plymouth co. Mass
Waren (wa'ren) mfg. town, Mecklenburg-Schwerin state, Germany
Warendorf

—

X Warrenton. —

D

W

—

&

D

NW

—

—

—

W

O

—

—

—

D

—

D

&

&

D

—

—

&

^

—

—

D

N

Wash

—

NW

W

—

O

W
—

N

—
—

—

X

—

—

D

—

O

—

D

N

—

—

W

D

—

—

&

—

W

—

—

—

—

D

W

D

—

—

—

a

—

N

D

&

O

—
—

D

*

—

W

D

—

—
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tp.

2.

111.

lo. tp.

tp.

4.

3,
tp.

4.

5, vil.

co.

vil.

7.

tp.

2.

pron. wa'ter-lo') vil. Brabant prov. Belgium, 9 m. S S E of Brussels battlefield, 1815."— CO. Ontario prov. Canada, 530 D pop. 50, X Berlin.
(wa'ter-town) tp. & vil. Litchfield co. Conn. pop. 2.
tp. & viL
Middlesex co.Mass. tp. pop. 7.
city, X of Jefferson co. N. Y. pop. 15.
city, X of Codington co. S. Dak. pop. 3.
city, Jefferson & Dodge cos.
tp.
Wis. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 9.
Water Valley, town, Yalabuslia CO. Miss
vil. Oneida co. N. T.
Waterville (wa'ter-vTl) city, Kennebec co. Me. pop. 7.
pop. 2.
tp. Pepin co. Wis. pop. 1.
tp. & vil. Lucas CO. O. tp. pop. 2.
Watervliet (wa'tgr-vlef) tp. Albany co. N. Y.
Watkins (wot'kinz) vil. X of Schuyler co. N. Y
WatUng Island (wSt'lTng-) one of Bahama Group, British W. Indies said to
be the first landfall of Columbus.
Watling Street, Roman highway in Britain Dover to Wales Scotland.
Watonwan (wa'ton-w5n) co. S Minn. 430 D pop. 8, X St. James.
;

Watertown

^

—

—

;

^

&

—

—

2S
3

;

&

;

Watseka (w5t-se'ka) city, X of Iroquois co. HI
Watsontown, bor. Nortluimberland co. Pa

—

—
—

NW

—

W

D

*

prov. Prussia
(wat'wTl) par.
vil. St. Gall canton, Switzerland
par.
Waukegan (wa-ke'gan) tp. city, X of Lake co. 111. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 5.
vil. X of Wauketp.
Waukesha (wa'kg-sha) co. S E Wis. 576 pop. 33.
sha CO. Wis. tp. pop.' 7, vil. pop. 6.
Waukon (wa-kou') town, X of Allamakee co. lo
city, its X pop. 2.
Waupaca (vva-pa'ka) CO. E cen. Wis. 756 pop. 27.

&

Wattwyl

Waupun (wa'-'pun') city.
Wausau (wa'sa) city, X

&

—

D

&

—

D

Dodge & Fond du Lac
Marathon co. Wis

cos.

Wis

3

9

of

Wauseon (wa'se-on) vil. X of Fulton co. O
Waushara (wa-slia'ra) CO. cen. Wis. 645 D pop. 14, X Wautoma.
Wauwatosa (wa-wa-to'sa) tp. & vil. Milwaukee co. Wis
Waverly

&

2

&

—

—

—

tp.

11

&

—

—

—

—

D

—

D

—

^

—

D

—

D

—

D

D

—

W

Q

—

—

D

—

D

—

D

—

Q

—

—

D

D

^

—

—
—

—

^

Waynesburg

(wanzOjCrg) bor.

X

Greene

of

co.

Pa

Wazemmes (va'zemm') town, dept. Nord, France
Wea (we'a) tp. & ham. Miami co. Kan
Weakley "(wek'le) co. N W Tenn. 620 D pop. 29, X

;

Weald, The

(-weld) a

wooded

dist.

Weatherford (wgth'er-fgrd) city, X
Weatherly ( wgth'er-lT) bor. Carbon
tp.

tp.

18

Lille
tp.

Dresden.
of Kent, Surrey, & Sussex cos. England.

Wear (wer) riv. England, 67 m. long,
Weare (wer), tp. & vil. Hillsboro co.
Weathersfleld (wSth'erz-f eld)

N. C
suburb of

co.

W Durham co. to North Sea.
N.

H

tp.

of Parker co.
co.

Tex

Pa

Trumbull

co.

O

Webb (wgb) CO. S Tex.'l,680 Q pop. 17, X Laredo.
Webb City, Jasper co. Mo
Weber (we'ber) co. N Ut. 650 D pop. 23, X Ogden.
Webster (we"b'ster) CO. S W Ga. 225 D pop. 6, X Preston. — co. N W cen.
lo. 720 n pop. "22, X Fort Dodge. — co. W Ky. 340 D pop. 17, X Dixon.
— par. N W La. 609 D pop. 12, X Minden. — co. cen. Miss. 430 D pop. 12,

capital ; X, co. seat agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ;
Population is given in nearest thousands : 2=:1,500 to 2,499; 3=:2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. Sse Abbreviations, p. 1Q19-

means square miles; #,

tp.

Waynesfield (wanz'feld) tp. Lucas co. O
Waynesville (wanz'vTl) tp. & town, X of Haywood

D

D

*tp.

vil.

22.
city,
city,
co.

its

—

—

—

D

riv.

3.

5.

—

—

&

—

co.

tp.

98.

2.

co(wa'ver-U) tp.
city, Morgan co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 1.
extensive tp.
city, X of Bremer co. lo. pop. 2.
vil. Tioga co. N. Y. pop. 4.
vil. X of Pike co. O. pop. 2.
Wavre (wavr^ town, Brabant prov. Belgium, 15 m. S E of Brussels
Wawarsing (wa-wSr'sIng) tp. Ulster co. N. Y
Wasahachle (vvSk'sa-hach'e) town, X of Ellis CO. Tex
Waycross (wa' crSs') tp. & town, X of Ware co. Ga. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 3.
Wayland (waland) tp. & vil. Middlesex co. Mass. pop. 2. .— tp. vil. Steubew
CO. N. Y. tp. p'op. 2.
Wayne (wan) co. S E Ga. 721 pop. 7, X Waynesville. co. S HI. 720 pop.
co. S lo. 5250
co. E Ind. 380
pop. 38, X Richmond.
24, X Fairfield.
co. 8 B
pop. 16, X Corydon.
co. S Ky. 590
pop. 13, X Monticello.
Mich. 565
pop. 257, X Detroit.
co. E S E Miss. 775
pop. 10, X Waynespop. 6.
boro.
pop. 12, X Greenville.
co. N E Neb. 444
CO. S E Mo. 800
its X pop. 1.
CO. N. Y. 621
pop. 50, X Lyons.
co. E cen. N. C.
615
co. N E cen. O. 540
pop. 39, X Wooster.
pop. 26, X Goldsboro.
pop. 11, X
CO. N E Pa. 738 D pop. 31, X Honesdale.
co. cen. Tenn. 720
Waynesboro.
co. S
part of W. Va. 445
pop. 19, X Wayne Courthouse.
tp. Allen CO. Ind. pop. 4. .— tp. Henry co. Ind. pop. 3. .— tp. Jay co. Ind.
tp.
pop. 5.
tp. Kosciusko co. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Marion co. Ind. pop. 8.
vil. Wayne co.
Randolph co. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Wayne co. Ind. pop. 20.
.—
2.
pop.
tp.
Mich. pop. 1.
Clermont
Darke
co.
O.
3.
tp.
co. O. pop.
tp.
Warren co. O. pop. 2.
bor. Franklin
Waynesboro (wanz'bur-r6) vil. X of Burke co. Ga. pop. 2.
CO. Pa. pop. 4.

&

6

—

D
D

&

—

W

W

—

D

&

—

D

—

D

—
—

D
&

W

co. Vt. tp. pop. 2.

Watsonville, city, Santa Cruz co. Cal
Wattenscheidt (wat'ten-shif) town, Westphalia

111. 540
(wor'enj co. N EGa. 264 D pop. 11,
co. N
Ind. 3G0
co.
pop. 11, X Williamsport.
co.
pop. 21, X Monmouth.
pop. 18, X Indianola.
co. S Ky. 530
pop. 30, X Bowling
5 cen. lo. 576
Miss. 590
co. E Mo. 435
Green.
pop. 33, X Vicksburg.
pop. 10,
co.
X Warrenton.— CO. N. J. 360 D pop. 37, X Belvidere. co. N.Y. 940 pop.
pop. 19, X Warrenton.
co. N. C. 454
co. O. 428
pop.
28, X Caldwell.
co.
Pa. 855
pop. 38, X Warren.
co. cen. Tenn.
25, X Lebanon.
446
co. N Va. 234
pop. 8, X Front Royal.
pop. 14, X McMinnville.
vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop.
vil. Knox CO. Me. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
tp.
5.
hamlet, Macomb co. Mich. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
hamlet, Marion co.
tp.
tp.
city, X of Trumbull co. O. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6.
Mo. tp. pop. 2.
vil. Bristol co. R. I. tp. pop. 4.
bor. X of Warren co. Pa. pop. 4. ^tp.
Warrensburg (wSr'enz-bQrf) tp. city, Johnson co. Mo. tp. pop. 6, city pop. 5.
vil. X of
tp.
Warrenton (w5r'ren-ton) vil. X of Warren co. Ga. pop. 2.
Warren co. N. C.tp. pop. 4.
vil. X of Fauquier co, Va. pop. 1.
Ind. 390 D pop. 21, X Booneville.
Warrick (wSr'ik) co. S
mfg. town, LanWarrington (w5r1ng-ton) town, Escambia co. Fla. pop. 1.
cashire, England, pop. 53.
WarrnambOOl (war'nSm-bool') spt. Victoria, Australia
Warsaw (war'sa) vil. Hancock co. 111. pop. 3. .— city, X of Kosciusko co. Ind.
vil. X of Wyoming co. N. Y. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 3.
tp.
pop. 4.
Polish
Wakszawa (var-sha'va) govt. Poland, Russia in Europe, 5,623 pop. 1,465.
465.
its # pop.
Warwick (war'wik) CO. S E Va. 165 CI pop. 7, X Warwick Courthouse, tp.
vil. Orange co. N. Y. tp. pop. 6, vil. pop. 2.— tp. Kent co. R. I. pop. 18.—
pop.
( pron. wSr'Ik) or Warwickshire (w5r'lk-shir) co. cen. England, 885
805.
its X, a bor. on Avon riv. pop. 12.
Wasatch (wa'sSch) co. E Ut. 3,444 D pop. 5, X Heber.
Wasatch Range, mts. Ut. 11,500 ft. high.
Wasco (was'ko) CO. Ore. 3,315 pop. 9, X Dallas.
city, its X pop. 2.
Waseca (wa-se'ka) CO. S Mirm. 430 pop. 13.
(w6sh) estuary, 20 m. long, 15 m. wide, Norfolk
Lincoln cos. England.
Wis. 864
Washburn (wSsh'bfirn) CO.
pop. 3, X Shell Lake.
city, Bayfield CO. Wis. pop. 3.
Olympia.
Washington (wSshlng-ton) state, U. S. A. 69,180 pop. 349,
CO. S
Ala. 1,050
pop. 8, X St. Stephens.
co. N
Ark. 927 D pop.
co.
E Col. 1,080 pop. 2, X Akron. co. N Fla.
32, X Fayetteville.
pop. 6, X Vernon.
co. E cen. Ga. 688
pop. 25, X Sandersville.
1,340
Ida, 2,700
pop. 4, X Weiser.
co. S 111. 540 Djpop. 19, X Nashville.
CO.
CO. S Ind. 500 D pop. 19, X Salem.
co. S E lo. 576
pop. 18, X WashingKan. 900 D pop. 23.
ton.
CO.
its X pop. 2.
co. cen. Ky. 300 O pop. 14,
par. E La. 660
pop. 7, X Franklinton.
co. S E Me.
X Springfield.
pop. 44, X Machias.
Md. 435 P pop. 40, X Hagerstown.
2,452
co.
CO. E Minn. 400
co.
Miss. 880 D pop. 40, X
pop. 26, X Stillwater.
Greenville.
co. E S E Mo. 780 D pop. 13, X Potosi.
co. E Neb. 381 D pop.
12, X Blair.
Sandy Hill.
co. N. C.
co. N. Y. 861
pop. 46, X Salem
360 D pop. 10, X Plymouth.
co.
co. O. 635 D pop. 42, X Marietta.
Ore. 645 D pop. 12, X HUlsboro.
co. S
Pa. 890
pop. 71, X Washington.
co. E Tenn. 344 D pop. 20,
CO. R. I. 340 D pop. 24, X Kingston.
X Jonesboro.
co. S
co. S E cen. Tex. 600 D pop. 29, X Brenham.
Ut. 2,446
pop. 4, X St. George.
co. N cen. Vt. 703 D pop. 30, X Montpelier.
co. S Va. 622
pop. 29, X Abingdon.
co. S E Wis. 430 D pop.
West Bend.
city, D. C.
of U. S. A.
23,
tp. Alameda co. Cal. pop. 6.

—

U

tp.

(wa'ren-dorf) mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia

Wargla or Ouargla (wSE'gla) ft. town, Algerian Sahara, Africa
Warminster (war'mln-ster) market town, Wiltshire, England

Warren

Washington

—

Y

Y
Wapplnger
Warasdin (wa'ras-den') Hung. Varasd (v5'r5shd')

Ward

tp. &"vil.

W

D

—
pop.
^
—
pop.
—
—
Munster,
Ireland,
co.
721
D
pop.
O. pop.
X, a
city, on Suir
pop.
—
town, Dekalb co.
pop.
Waterloo (wa'ter-loo')
X of Monroe co.
^
Ind. pop. 1.'—
city pop.
pop.
&
X of Blackhawk co.
— & town, Lau&
N. Y.
pop.
pop.
a X of Seneca
— tp. & Jefferson Wis. pop. — (Dutch
rens CO. S. C.
pop.
tp.

Walton-upon-ThameS, par. Surrey CO. England, 17 m. W S W of London.
Walworth (wol'wortli) co. N S. Dak. 740 D pop. 2, X Bangor. — co. S Wis.
570 D pop. 28, X Elkhorn.
tp. & vil. Wayne co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
Wandsbeck (wants'bgk) town, Sleswick-Holstein prov. Prussia

Wappinger"(wSp'pIn-jer)

—

spt.

par.

—

—

co. Ill

&

pop. 29.

Grafton.

Walton-le-Dale (-le-dal) cotton mfg. tp. Lancaster co. England
Walton-On-the-HlU, town & par. Lancaster co. England

—

—

Wateree (w5t'er-e') tp. Kershaw co. S. C
Waterford (wSt'er-ford) tp. & hamlet. New London co. Conn.
tp. Camden co. N. j". pop. 2.
tp. & vil. Saratoga co. N. Y. tp.

on Tame river .town

1,360

Monroe, —tp.

&

Arbor.
or Vaslui (vas-lSo'e) town, Moldavia, Roumania, 40 m. S S E of Jassy
(wam) min.
mfg. vil. Hainaut prov. Belgium, 6 m. S
of Mens..
Watauga (wii-ta'ga) co. N. C. 392 pop. 11, X Boone.
Waterbury (w5t'er-b6r-T) tp. & city, New Haven co. Conn. tp. pop. 33, city

Washington

co.

Cook

^

—

&

—
—

—

Wasmes

C

of Colleton CO. S.

(wBl'thSm)

D pop. 17^ X

389

N E N.

(w51sh)"co.

& vil.

tp.

—

—

—

vil.

—

—

—

—

Waslui

;

—

^

—
—
^

—

^
^

—

^
—

—

^

—

—

—

—

—

X

—

X

Washoe (wosh'6) co. W Nev. 5,020 D pop. 6, X Reno.
Washtenaw (w5sh'te-na) CO. S E Mich. 720 D pop. 42, X Ann

2.

Walnut Grove,

—
—

—
^

Washington Heights,

Enterprise.
pop. 4,
(wbl'6-wa) co.
Ore. 2,890
coal mines. ..par.
(wal'sSn'd) par.
vil. Northumberland co. Eng.
tp. Fairfield co. O.
(wSl'liut) tp.
vil. Marshall co. Ind. tp. pop. 3.

Wallsend

Pop.

—

&

—

—

Wallowa

&

—

co.

Wallachla
charest

—

&

5.

WalkervUle, town, Silverbow

Wall

—

X

Jasper.
co.
pop. 13, X Huntsville.

— co. Tex. 740 D

Lafayette.

Mo. pop.

CO.

N

co.

W

W

4

—

vil.
pop. 230.
tp.
vil. Litchfield co. Conn. pop. 2.
of Wilkes co. Ga.
pop. 3.
tp.
city, Tazewell co. HI. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 1.
tp. Adams
CO. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Brown co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. & city, X of Daviess co.
Ind. tp. pop. 10, city pop. 6.
tp. Hamilton
tp. Decatur co. Ind. pop. 6.
CO. Ind. pop. 4.
tp. Marion co. Ind. pop.
tp. Kosciusko. CO. Ind. pop. 2.
2.
tp. Morgan co. Ind. pop. 5.
tp. Owen co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Pike co.
Ind. pop. 4.
tp. Randolph co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Washington co. Ind. pop.
5.
tp. Wayne co. Ind. pop. 2.
tp. Buchanan co. lo. pop. 5.
tp. Keokuk CO. lo. pop. 5.
tp. Warren co. lo. pop. 2.
tp. Story co. Xo. pop. 2.
.— city, X of Washington co. lo. pop. 3.
town, St. Landry par. La. pop. 1.
.— tp. Macomb co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp. Dekalb co. Mo. pop. 2.
coextensive
town, Franklin co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp.
tp. Johnson co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp.
Lafayette co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp. Mercer co. Mo. pop. 2.
tp. Bergen co.
N. J. pop. 3.
tp.
tp. Morris co. N. J. pop. 2.
bor. Warren co. N. J. tp.
pop. 4, bor. pop. 3.
tp. Dutchess co. N. Y. pop. 3. .— tp.
town, Beaufort
CO. N. C. tp. pop. 6, tovm pop. 4.
tp. Clermont co. O. pop. 3.
tp. Columbiana CO. O. pop. 3. . city, X of Fayette co. O. pop. 6.
tp. Lucas co.
O. pop. 4.
tp. Preble co. O. pop. 5.
tp. Sandusky co. O. pop. 2.
tp.
Stark CO. O. pop. 2.
tp. Van Wert co. 0. pop. 4.
tp. Franklin co. Pa.
pop. 3.
tp. Lehigh co. Pa. pop. 3.
bor. X of Washington co. Pa. pop. 7.
par. Durham co. England, pop. 7.

vil., village.

..

.

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
—
—

W

Pop.

—

X WalthaU. co. S cen. Mo. 630 pop. 15, X Marshfield. co. S Neb.
576
pop. 11, X Red Cloud.
co. E cen. W. Va. 415 D pop. 5, X Webster
Courthouse.
tp.
vil. Worcester co. Mass. tp. pop. 7.
tp. <& vil. Monroe CO. N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
Webster City, X of Hamilton co. lo
Webster Oroves, vil. St. Louis co. Mo
Weddingen (wgd'dTng-en) three contiguous vils. Saxony prov. Prussia
Wednesbury (wgnz'ber-I) mfg. town, Stafford co. England
Wednestield (wenz/f eld) town, Stafford co. England
Weedsport (weds'port) vil. Cayuga co. N. T
Weeplne Water (wep'ing wa'ter) tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1, Cass co. Neb.
Weerdt (wart) town, Limburg prov. Netherlands
WeerselO (war'se-lo') town, Overyssel prov. Netherlands
Wehlau or Welau (wa'lou) mfg. town, E. Prussia prov. Prussia
Wei (wa'e) city, Shangtung prov. China, 20 m. S of Gulf of Pe-chi-li
Welcbselburg (wIk'sel-bo6rg') town, Carniola, Austria, 16 ra. S E of Laibach,
pop. 4 ruined castle on adjacent height.
Weida (wi'da) mfg. town, Saxe- Weimar grand duchy, Germany
Weimar (wl'mar) city, of Saxe- Weimar grand duchy, Germany
Welnheim (win'him) town, Mannheim dist. N Baden, Germany
N of Prague
Weipert (wl'pert) town, Bohemia, Austria, 66 m.
Web' (wei) city, Cherokee co. Kan
Weissenburg (wI'sen-b68ro') ft. town. Middle Franconia, Bavaria, Germany,
pop. 5.
ft. town" N part of Alsace, Germany, pop. 6.
Weisseniels (wTs'sen-fSls) walled town, Saxony prov. Prussia
town,
Weissklrchen (wli'keerK'en) town, Temes co. Hungary, pop. 10.
Moravia, Austria, 22 m. ES E of Olmiitz, pop. 7.
Weissstein (wls'stin) vil. Breslau govt. Silesia prov. Prussia
Weld (wgid) CO. N E Col. 4,075 pop. 12, X Evans.
Weldon (wSl'don) tp. town, Halifax co. N. C. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 1.
Welland (wSl'and) riv. Northampton co. England, 70 m. long, to the Wash.
CO. Ontario~prov. Canada, 356
pop. 25, X Welland.
Wellesley (wglz'lT) tp.
vil. Norfolk co. Mass
Wellesley Islands, group, Carpentaria Gulf, N. Australia.
Wellingborough (wgl'ing-biir-r6) town & par. Northampton co. England....
Wellington (wellng-ton) city, X of Sumner co. Kan. pop. 4.
tp.
vil.
Lorain co. 0. tp. pop.'2, vil. pop. 2.
mm.
mfg. town, Shropsliire, England, pop. 14.
town, Somerset co. England, pop. 6.
co. Ontario prov.
Canada, 1,278
pop. 72, X Guelph.
dist. New S. Wales, Australia, 16,6950
pop. 15, chief towns. Orange
Wellington.
prov. North Isl. New Zealand,
11,003
pop. 98.
its *, & * of New Zealand, pop. 33.
isl. ofE
coast
of Chile, South America, lat. 49° S, 138 m. long, 35 m. wide.
Wellington Lake, Gippsland, Victoria, Australia, 120 D.
co. E Ind. 357 O
Wells (wglz) CO. cen. N. Dak. 1,296 D pop. 1, X Sykeston.
pop. 22, X Bluffton.
vil. Faribault co,
tp. & vil. York co. Me. tp. pop. 2.
Minn. pop. 1. .— city, Somerset co. England, pop. 5.
Wellsboro (wglz'bur-r6) bor. X of Tioga co. Pa
city, X of Brooke co. W. Va
Wellsburg (welz'bflrg) coextensive tp.

D

D

—

&

—

3
2
7
25
11
2

7

5
5
100

*

24

&

—

D

14

&

&

Wels

N. T. tp. pop.

5, vil. pop. 3.

Wemyss
WenchOW

Wehdron (wend'ron) vil. Cornwall co. England
Wener (wa'ner) or Wenner (wen'ner) lake, S W
Wenersborg"(wa'ners-borg) town,

—

Sweden, 2,120 O.

—

co.

tp. pop. 2.

3.

(west'mtn-stgr) tp.

-^ tp.

&

vil.

E

2.

&

Worcester

town, X of Carroll co. Md.
co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
tp.

^

—

D

—

2.

—

tp.

& town, Platte co. Mo. tp.
".

pop. 6,

tp.

& vil.

Wind-

&
D

N

W

D

Middlesex

vil.

town pop.

pop. 2,

1.

—

tp.

.".

co.

& vil.
co.

.".

10
4

tp.
co.

2
2

Pa

mfg.

West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West

Bristol co. Mass. tp. pop. 3.
(-prush'a) prov.
E Prus. 9,846 pop. 1,434,
isl. 9 m. long, Orkney Isls. Scotland.
(-rSu'dSlf ) mfg. vil. Orange co. Vt
Roseland (-roz'land) vil. Cook CO. Ill
vil. Rutland co. Vt
Rutland (-rut'l|nd) tp.
Saint Paul (-sant pal') city, Dakota co. Minn
Salem (-sa'lem) tp. Mercer co. Pa. 12 m.
of Sharon
vil.

O

N

&

Seneca

Troy, mfg.

;

W

— maritime co. S Leinster prov. Ireland, 901 D pop. 112. — its X pop. 12.
Weymouth (wa'muth) mfg. tp. Norfolk co. Mass. 12 m. S S E of Boston
Weymouth and Melcombe Regis (-mgl'kiSni re'jts) spt. bor. Dorset co. Eug.
mt. main range of Rocky Mts. Col. 13,104 ft. high.
(hwSl'i) par. Chester, York, & Lancaster cos. England
(hwar'ton) CO. S E Tex. 1,100 O pop. 8.
its X pop. 1.

Whalley
Wharton

—

(-gnd) cityj Fulton co. Ga
of Westmanland prov. Sweden.
Westerns or Vesteras (wes'ter-os') town,
Vmek.
Sweden, 21,942
pop. 123,
Westerbotten (wgs'ter-bot'ten) prov.
Westerlo (wgsfer-lo)"tp. Albany co. N. Y
tp.
vU. Washington co. R. I
Westerly (wgs'ter-ll ) tp.
Western, tp. Oneida CO. N.
of 129° E Ion.
Western Australia (-as-tra'li-a) British colony, Australia,
Perth.
pop. 53,
1,480 m. long, 1,000 mV broad, 1,060,000
pop. 209,
Westernorrland (wgs'ter-nSK'laut) prov. E cen. Sweden, 9,530

*

Whatcom

cb.

Wash. pop.
tp.

3
19.

—city,

its

X pop. 4.

5.

Niagara

co.

N.

Y

Wheatland (hwet'land) tp. Monroe co. N. Y
Wheaton (hwet'on) vil. X of Dupage co. 111. 25 m.
of Chicago
Wheeler (hwel'ef) co. N Neb. 570 D pop. 2, X Buffalo.
Wheeling (hwel'ing) tp. & town. Cook co. 111. 24 m. N N
of Chicago, tp. pop.
3. — mfg. cml. city & port of entry, X of Ohio co. W. Va. pop. 35.
Whickham (hwTk'.jm) vU. Durham co. England

W

W

W

O

tp.

193

—

Wheatfield (hwet'feld)

#

&

Y

11

14

Whale Peak,

Pa

D

tp.

N

What Cheer (hwbt cher') city, Keokuk co. lo
Whatcom (hwi5t'kom) past. co. N W Wash. 2,468 D pop.

*

Marienwerder.

Wetzel (wgt'zel) CO. N part of W. Va. 550 D pop. 17, X New Martinsville.
Wetzlar (wets^lar) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Lahu river
Wexford (wgks'fgrd) agr. co. N
lower pen. Mich. 580 Q pop. 11, X Sherman.

Ky

N

*

;

co.

Covington (-kiiv'ing-tgn) town", Kenton co.
Dover (-do'ver) hundred, Kent co. Del
Duluth (-d68-looth') vil. St. Louis co. Mirm
Earl (-erl') tp. Lancaster co. Pa

pop. 5,

(-sen"'e-ka) tp. Erie co. N. Y. near Buffalo
Springfield (-sprtng'feld) mfg. tp. Hampden co. Mass
vil. Albany co. N. Y.
national arsenal
Turin (-tu'rin) tp. Lewis co. N. Y
Union (-uu'y tin) coextensive tp. & city, X of Fayette co. lo
Virginia (-ver-jTn'i-a) state, E cen. U. S. A. 24,780 O pop. 763, *
Charleston once a part of the state of Virginia.
WestWOOd (wgst'wood) vil. Hamilton co.
Wethersf ield (wgth'erz-f eld) tp. & mfg. vil. Hartford co. Conn
tp.
Wetter (wgt'ter) lake^ 80 m. long, Sweden, 25 m. S Eof Lake Wener. —{pron.
wgt'ter) isl. 60 m. long, Malay Arch. 30 m. N of Timor.
Wetteren (wet'te-reu) mfg. town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium, on Scheldt river
Wetterhorn (wet'ter-horn') peak of Alps, Switzerland, 12,162 ft. high.
Wettin (wgt-ten') town, Prussian Saxony, Germany

—

co.

Miinster.

Westra (wgst'ra)
West Randolph

8.

Montgomery

*

West Prussia

—

#

Whidby Island (hwTd'bl-) isl. 40 m. long.
Whippingham (hwTp'Ing-ham) vil. Isle of

Hernosand.
Port, vil. AUeghany CO. Md. pop. 2. -- inlet, Victoria, Australia, 20
m. long by 20 m. broad, 12 m. S E of Port Phillip.
Westervik (wgs'ter-vTk') apt. town, Kalmar prov. Sweden
Westerville (wgst'er-vTl) vil. Franklin co. O

Wash. N part of Puget Sound.
Wight, England

&

Whistler

W

N

(hwis'ler) tp.
vil. Mobile co. Ala. 5 m.
of Mobile
tp.
Whitaker (hwTt'a-kgr) tp. Nash co. N. C
Whitby (hwTt'bT) spt. town. North Riding, York co. England, on Esk river.
past. co.
E cen. Ark. 1,137 pop. 23, X Searcy.
White, agr.
co. N Ga.

Western

e, i, o, 5, long; a, e, 6, less
S, 6, ii, u, ee (see p. 1719) ;

pop.

— tp. &

(-brum'Tj) min. bor. Stafford co. England
(west'br66k) tp. & city, Cumberland co. Me. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 3.
tp.
Brookfleld (-bro6k'feld) tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
Carroll (-kar'ol) par. N E La. 380 D pop. 4, X Floyd.
tp.
Westchester (west'c'hes-ter) co. N. Y. 463 D pop. 147, X White Plains.
Westcliester co. N. Y. tp7 pop. 10.
Pa.
Chester
co.
N.
Y.
pop.
4.
bor.
of
X
West Chester, vil. Westchester co.

West
West

,

D

Morgan

—

Westbrook

O

of

X of Cuming co. Neb. pop. 2. tp. & town, King WUliarn co. Va. tp.
town pop. 2.
Westport (wgst'port) tp. & mfg. vil. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 4.

West Bromwich

End

& town, X

tp.

West Lincoln (-ITnk'on) tp. Logan co. HI
West IHahanoy (-ma-"ha-noi') tp. Schuylkill co. Pa
West Manchester (-mSn'ohes-ter) tp. York CO. Pa
Westmanland (wSst'man-land) "prov. Sweden, 2,623 O pop. 137, * Westerns.
Westmeath (west'meth) CO. Leinster, Ireland, 708 D pop. 65, X Mullingar.
West Milford (-mTl'fgrd) tp. & hamlet, Passaic co. N. J
tp.

pop. 2,429,

Baton Rouge (-bat'un roBzh') par. La. 210 O pop. 8, X Port Allen.
City, Bay co. Mich
city
Bend, tp. & city, X of Washington co. Wis
Bethlehem (-beth'le-hem) bor. Lehigh co. Pa
tp.
Westboro (wgst'bo-ro) tp. & vil. Worcester co. Mass
tp.
West Boylston (-boilz'ton) tp. & vU. Worcester co. Mass
West Branch (-branch) tp. & vil. X of Ogemaw co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
tp.
West Brldgewater (-brlj'wot-er) tp. & vil. Plymouth co. Mass

Cuyahoga

—

1.

West PittSton (-plts'tgn) bor. Luzerne co. Pa. 10 m. S W of Soranton
West Plains (-plauz) city, X of Howell co. Mo
West Point, tp. & city, Troup co. Ga. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 1. — tp. Stephenson
CO. 111. pop. 2. — town, X of Clay co. Miss. pop. 3. — coextensive tp. & town,

Sweden

O

vil.

co. lo. pop.

Westphalia (wgst-f a'li-a) Ger. Westphalen (wgst-fa'len) prov. Prussia, 7,7980

# of Elfsborg prov.

(-kon'sho-hSk'en) bor.

W

Muscatine

city,

England

Bay

ConshOhocken

Liberty,

Wood CO. O. tp. pop. 2. — town, X of Lewis co. W. Va. pop. 2.
Westons Pass, in Park Range Mts. Col. 11,676 ft. above sea level.
Weston-Super-Mare (wgst'gn-su'per-ma're) watering place, Somerset

W

Cleveland (-klevland)

&

(-laf-a-gf) town, Tippecanoe co. Ind
(-lam'pe-ter) tp. Lancaster co. Pa
(west'land) prov".
part of Middle Isl. New Zealand, 4,641

Mass. pop.

.

West
West
West
West
West
West
West

&

West Newton (-nu'ton) bor. Westmoreland co. Pa
Weston (wgst'gn) cofN E Wyo. 4,830 O pop. 2. — tp. &

W

pop.

;

&

&

.

co.

4

part of Va. 170
pop. 8, X Montross.
tp.
vil. Oneida co. N. Y. tp.
CO. S E New Brunswick prov. Can. 1,285
pop. 41, X Dorchester.
or Westmoreland (wgst'mor-land) co.
England, 783
pop. 66, X Appleby.
vil.
Essex co. Mass
West Newbury (nu'bur-J) tp.
tp.
West Newcastle Gnu'kSs-'l) bor. Lawrence co. Penn

co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
Ontario prov. Canada, 454 O pop. 79, X Hamilton.
(wgr'dow) mfg. town, Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Pleisse river.
(wgr'den) mfg. town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Ruhr river
Werder (wgr'der) town, Potsdam govt. Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Werl ( wgrl) town, Arnsberg govt. Westphalia prov. Prussia
Sweden, 7,346 O pop. 253, * Carlstad.
Wermland (wgrm'lant) prov. S
Wemigerode (wer'ne-ge-ro'de) walled town, Saxony prov. Prussia
150
m.
long, Thuringian Forest to Weser river.
Werra (wgr'ra)^riv. Germany,
Werwick or Werwlcq (wer'wtk) town, S part W. Flanders prov. Belgium
Wesel (wa'zel) anc. ft. & mfg. town, Diisseldorf govt. Rhine prov. Prussia...
Weser (wa'zgr) riv. Germany, 250 m. long, Minden to North Sea.
Wessan (wgs'san) or Wezzan (wgz'zan) town, N Marocco, Africa
of Carpentaria Gulf, Australia.
Wessel Islands (wgs'sel-) group, N
Wesson (wgs'sgn) town, Copiah co. Miss

Columbiana

12
2

:

# Hokitika.

pop.

CO.

tp."

&

West Orange (-Sr'anj) tp. & vil. Essex co. N. J.
West Penn (-pgn')"tp. Schuylkill co. Pa
West Pennsboro (-pgnz'bQr-ro) tp. Cumberland

Werdau
Werden

(wgst)

&

West Lafayette
West Lampeter

CO.

W

Wenlock (wgn'lok)"bor. Shropshire, England
Wentworth (went'wgrth) tp. & vil. X of Rockingham

West
West
West
West
West

205
2
42
4

Hartlepool

Westmorland

(wgls) mfg.
cml. town. Upper Austria, 16 m. S
of Linz
Wales
Welshpool (wglsh'pobl) town, Montgomery co.
(wems) par. Fife co. Scotland, on Firth of Forth
(wen'chow) city, treaty port, Ch§hkiang prov. China

N

tp.

;

town pop.

W

O

city, Jackson co.
vil. Allegany co.
Wellsville (wSlz'vil) tp.
city, Columbiana co. O. pop. 5.

& vil.

(-fres'lant) anc. dist. N.

ham CO. Vt. tp. pop. 1. — city, Middlesex co. England, part of London, pop. 37.
Westmoreland (wgst-mor'land) co. S W Pa. 1,035 D pop. 113, X Greensburg. —

&

Wellston ( wglz'tgn)

(-fian'derz) prov.

(west'f ord) tp.

Friesland

Westminster

—
—

—

—

(-har'tl-pobl') bor. Durham co. England
HempUeld (-lign^p'leld) tp. Lancaster co. Pa
vil. Hudson co. N. J
Hoboken (-lio-bo'ken) tp.
tp.
Indiana (-in'dT-an'a) bor. Indiana co. Pa
Indianapolis (-Tn'di-an-5p'o-lIs) town, Marion co. Ind
Indies (-In'dez) or Antilles (oN'tel') Isls. in Atlantic ocean, bet. Cape
Florida
Paria Gulf, South America ; three divs. Greater Antilles, Cuba,

Ky.

&

—

Westtord

16,

—

—

&

&

Belgium, 1,249 O pop. 747; * Bruges.
Middlesex co. Mass
Holland prov. Netherlands.
Ham (-ham') bor. Essex co. England suburb of London
Hartford (-hiCrt'ford) tp. & vil. Hartford co. Conn

West Flanders

Westland

D

—

—

1.

West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West

West

D

—

—

X

Rico Lesser Antilles, including tlie Windward Is(bet. Puerto Rico
Paria Gulf)
the Leeward Islands (along Venezuela coast) ; total area, 90,000 D
5,302
West Isles, fishing isls. Charlotte co. New Brunswick prov. Canada.
West Knoxville (-nox'vTI) coextensive tp. town, Knox co. Tenn

—

&

pop.

&

Haiti, Jamaica, Puerto

—

—
—

D

lands

W W

&

(-f ar'vu) vh. Cumberland co. Pa
(-fe-lTs'e-an'a) par. La. 365
St. Francisville.
pop. 15,
(wgst'teld)
tp. Ha'mpden co. Mass. pop. 10.
Westfield
tp.
vil. Union co.
N. J. tp. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Chautauqua co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
tp. Richmond co. N. Y. pop. 8.
tp.
bor. Tioga co. Pa. tp. pop. 1, bor.

—

;

—

Pop.

West Fairview
West Feliciana

&

&

1813

&

prolonged ; S, 5, T, 5, ii, short; a, e, i.g, u, obseure; far, list,
chas in chin ; ^ as in gel; n as in linger, Ugk up as in aing
;

fall, cfire;
;

N

term

ihasin thin

;

;

—

D

fTOd, f36t, f9rl_; 8 as in fSr

th aj i» thine

;

1,2,

A,

w,

;

oXasin

B, o, o, Q, s,

oil

n

;

.

ow as in cow:

(see p. 1719).
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N

D

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

170
pop. 6,
Carmi.
agr.

—

X Mount

& past.

— agr. &pa8t. co. S E 500 D pop. 25, X
W Ind. 500 pop. X Monticello. — agr. &
pop.
X Sparta. — tp. Benton co. Mo. pop.

Yonah.

111.

N

co.

IJ

past. CO. cen. Tenn. 390
12,
inlet of Atlantic ocean, 60

16,

3.

White Bay,

N

m. long, on

White Creek, tp. Washington
White Deer, tp. Union co. Pa

CO.

N.

WhiteJace Peak, mt. Middle Park,
Whltefleld (hwTt'feld)
N. H.

Col. 11,493

ft.

high.

—

& vil.

&

—

—

W

—

White Pine, min. co. E Nev. 9,892 D pop. 2, X Hamilton.
White PlaMs, tp. & vil. X of Westchester co. N. Y. tp. pop.

5, vil.

Q

pop.

4.

—

Spartanburg co. S. C. pop. 3.
riv. lud.
White River, riv. Ark. 800 m. long, flows into Mississippi riv.
formed by junction of East Fork, 270 m. Ion;;. & West Fork, 300 m. long,
330
m.
long,
Neb.
to Misflows into Wabash riv.
riv. Neb. & S. Dak.
tp. Hamilton co. Ind. pop. 2.
souri riv.
tp. Gibson co. Ind. pop. 3.
tp. Randolph co. Ind. pop. 6.
tp. Johnson co. Ind. pop. 2.
White Rook Mountain, peak. Elk Mts. Col. 13,357 ft. high.
town, Grayson co.
Whltesboro (hwits'biSr-ro) vil. Oneida co. N. Y. pop. 2.
tp.

—

—

—

W

—

—

—

—

Tex. pop.

1.

White Sea,

&

&

NW

D

Whitestown (hwits'town) tp. Oneida co. N. Y
White Sulphur, tp. Greenbrier co. W. Va. summer
;

Whitevllle (bwit'vTl)

Whitewater,

tp.

Whitewater Creek,
Whitewater River,

resort

city,

of Columbus co. N.
Walworth co. Wis

tp.
city

Kan. 125 m. long, flows into Arkansas river.
Ind. 120 m. long, flows into Miami river.
N Ga. 285a'pop. 13, X Dalton.
Whiting (hwlt'ing) town, Lake co. Ind
Whitley (hwit'lT) agr. & past. co. N E Ind. 330 D pop. 18, X Columbia.
CO. S B Ky. 580 O pop. 18, X WiUiamsburg.
Whitman (hwTt'man) CO. S E Wash. 2,124 D pop. 19, X Colfax. tp.
Plymouth co. Mas's. tp. pop. 4.
riv.

—

— agr.

—

D

&

D

&

&

W

D

W

—

—

&

NW

W

6 past.

S

W Miss? 592 n pop.

18,

co.

D

Pa
pop. 11,

X

Irwinton.

WlUlamsbrldge

(wTl'yamz-brij)

means square miles; #,
Population

is

Westchester

vil.

capital

;

X,

co. seat

;

co.

N.

of Clinton co. 0. pop. 3.

D

—

Savannah

of

15,

—

X

river.

Fredonia.

&

—

agr. CO. B cen. part of N. C. 355
pop. 19.
its
agr.
past. co.
pop. 2.
cen. Tenn. 536
pop. 27, X Lebanon.
agr.
past. co. S cen. Tex. 940
pop. 11 ,
Floresville. .— tp. Audrain co. Mo. pop. 3.
tp.
vil. Niagara co.
N. Y. tp. pop. 3.
tp.
toivn, Wilson co. "N. C. tp. pop. 5, town pop. 2.
Wilson's Promontory, Victoria, 3,000 ft. high ; most S point of Australia.
Wilton (wil'ton) tp.
vil. Fairfield co. Conn. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
town, Muscatine CO. lo? tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Franklin co. Me. tp. pop.
2.
mfg. bor. Wiltshire, Engtp.
vil. Hillsboro co. N. H. tp. pop. 2.
land, pop. 2 ; carpets.
Wilts or Wiltshire (wTlt'shir) CO. S England, 1,354 pop. 265,
Salisbury.

—

—

&

X

—

&

—

&

—

&

D

&

&

&

—

W

W

—

X

16
co.

England

D

—
—

&

—

&

X

—

&

&

—

—

NW
N

&

—

—

7
19

—

D

&

&

—

&

^

&

&

—

Winlaton

(wTn-la'ton)

vil.

3
2

Durham

co.

286

England

N W cen. La. 960 D pop. 7, X Winfield.
& past. co. N HI. 552 D pop. 40, X Rockford.
Winnebago
— agr. CO. N
D
X Forest City. ^agr. & past. co. E cen. Wis.
460 D pop. 50, X Oshkosh. — tp. & vil. Faribault co. Minn. vil. pop. 1.
Winnebago Lake, lake, 30 m. long. Wis. bet. Winnebago & Calumet cos.
Winn (win) agr. & past.

par.

(wTn'e-ba'go) agr.
lo. 408
pop. 7,

—

Wlnnemacca (wTn'e-miik'a) town, X of Humboldt co. Nev
Wlnnemncca Lake, lake, 28 m. long, Roop co. Nev.

Wlnnepesaukee or Winlplslogee (win'e-pe-sa'ke) lake, 22 m. long, N. H.
Winneshiek (win'e-shek) agr. & past. co. N E to. 696 D pop. 23, X Decorah.
Winnipeg (wln'T-pIg) lake, 240 m. long, Brit. N. Am. — riv. 250 m. long, Brit.

^

*

&

city,
of Manitoba prov.
X of Selkirk co. Canada, pop. 26.
(win'I-pe-go'sis) lake, 125 m. long, British North America.
(wTnz'bur-ro) city, X of Fairfield co. S. C
city
its X, a city,
Winona (wT-no'na) agr. past. co. S B Minn. 630 D pop. 34.
pop. 18.
tp. (Sftown, X of Montgomery co. Miss. tp. pop. 5, town pop. 2.
WlnOOSkl ( wT-noos'ki ) vil. Chittenden co. Vt. on Winooski river
WlnOOBkl River, riv. Vt. 100 m. long, Caledonia co. to Lake Champlain.
WinschOten (wTn'sKo'ten) town, Groningen prov. Netherlands
Winsen (wln'sen) town, Hanover, Prussia, on the Luhe
WinslOW (winz'lo) tp. vil. Kennebec co. Me. tp. pop. 2.
tp. Camden co.
N. J. pop. 2.
Wlnsted (wTn'sted) mfg. bor. Litchfield co. Conn. 20 m.
of Waterbury
Winston (wTn'ston) CO. Ala. 630 pop. 7, X Houston, .—agr. co. B cen. Miss.
640 P pop. 12.
city, X of Forsyth co. N. C. tp. pop. 11, city pop. 8.
tp.
bank of Penobscot ri^er.
Wlnterport (wln'ter-port) tp. Waldo co. Me. on

N. America.

Wlnnlpegosis

Wlnnsboro

— agr.

—

&

^

—

&

—

N
&

N

D

W

wln'ter-set) city, X of Madison co. lo. near Middle River
(win'ters-wlk') vil. Gelderland prov. Netherlands
Wlnterthur (weu'ter-toor') mfg. town, Zurich canton, Switzerland
tp.
Winthrop (win'thrgp) tp. Kennebec co. Me. pop. 2.
vil. Suffolk co.
Mass. tp. pop. 3.
town, X of Hertford co. N. C. tp. pop. 3.
Winton (wTn'tgn) tp.
bor.
Lackawanna co. Pa. pop. 2.

Wlnterset

(

Winterswyk

—

—

—

X

city,

. .

X

;

W

—

&

—

—

N. C. pop. 20.

;

.

—

CO.

Wilmington Island, 5 m. long, Chatham CO. Ga. at mouth
Wllna (wll'na) tp. Jefferson co. N. Y
Wilson (wil'son) min. agr. & past. co. S E Kan. 576 D pop.

^

WoodviUe.
Wllkowlszkl (wll-ko-wtsh'ke) town,Suwalki prov. Poland, Russia in Europe
Will, min. agr. & past. co. N E 111. 850 D pop. 62, X Joliet.
Willamette (wTl-a'met) riv. Ore. 300 m. long, fiows into Columbia river.
Wlllemstad (wlllem-stad') town, * of Curaijoa isl. Dutch West Indies
Wlllenhall (wTl'en-hal) town, Stafford co. Eng. 3 m. E of Wolverhampton.
Wlllesden (wil'es-dgn) town, Middlesex co. England
William, Mount, the highest summit of Graham Land, Antarctic Ocean.
highest peak Grampian Mts. Victoria, Australia, 3,827 ft. high.
Williams (wil'yamz) riv. Ariz. 250 m. long flows into Colorado riv. at Aubrey.
agr. & past. co. N
tp. Benton co. Mo. pop.
O. 415 D pop. 25, X Bryan.
3.
tp. Chatham co. N. C. pop. 3.
tp. Northampton co. Pa. pop. 3.
CO.

—

&

&

Wilkinsbnrg (wil'kinz-bflrg) bor. Allegheny
Wilkinson (wTl'kin-son) agr. co. cen. Ga. 417

&

&
Wlllmar (wll'marftp. & vil. X of Kandiyohi co. Minn
.vil.
Willoughby (wil'o-bi) tp. & vil. Lake co. O. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
Willow Fork, tp. Moniteau co. Mo
Willow Springs, tp. & city, Howell co. Mo. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
Wilmington (wil'mlng-ton) cml. mfg. city & port of entry, Newcastle co. Del.
pop. 61. — tp. & city. Will co. 111. tp. pop. 2, city pop. 2. — tp. Dekalb co.
Ind. pop. 4. ^ coextensive tp. & city, port of entry, & X of New Hanover

—

N

&
&

—

—

;

;

&

&

—

&

&

&

—
W

.

&

—

W

D

&

—

&

D

&
&

—

^

W

&

—

Ind. pop. 1.
tp.
city, X of Lycoming

—

&

N

U

&

&

—

—

&

2,

—

Warren co.
town pop. 1.
of

pop. 27.
vU. Ingham co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Williamston (-ton) tp.
tp.
town, X of Martin co. N. C. tp. pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Anderson co. S. 0. tp.
pop. 7.
vil. X of Grant co. Ky. tp. pop. 2.
WilliamstOWn (-town) tp.
tp.
vil.
Berkshire co. Mass. tp. pop. 4, vil. pop. 1
min. bor. Dauphin co. Pa. pop.
2.
bor.
spt. Bourke co. Victoria, Australia, pop. 9.
Willlmantic (wTl'I-mSn'tlk) mfg. bor. Windham co. Conn
Wlllington (wIl'lTng-tgn) tp. Durham co. England, pop. 4.
tp. Northumberland CO. England, pop. 5.
town, Barnwell co. S. -C
Wllllston (wll'is-ton) tp.
tp.

—

& vil.

N

W

X

(wlm-e'ra) dist. S
Victoria, Australia, S of Murray riv. pop. 25.
riv.
part of Wimmera dist. 135 m. long, flows into Albacutya Lake.
Winamac (wTn'a-mSk) town, X of Pulaski co. Ind
vil. Worcester co. Mass
Wlnchendon (win'chen-dgn) mfg. tp.
tp.
Winchester (wTn'chSs-ter) tp. Litchfield co. Conn. pop. 6.
city,
of Scott
III.
CO.
pop. 2.
town, X of Randolph co. Ind. pop. 3.
town, X o£
tp.
Clark CO. Ky. tp. pop. 4, town pop. 5.
tp.
mfg. vil. Middlesex co. Mass.
tp. pop. 5.
tp. Cheshire co. N. H. pop. 3.
mfg. vil. X of Franklin co.
Tenn. pop. 1. .— mfg. city, X of Frederick co. Va. pop. 5.
city, X of Hampshire, England, pop. 19.
Windermere (wln'der-mer) par. town, Westmorland co. Eng. par. pop. 5.^
lake, 14 m. long, between Lancaster
Westmorland cos. England.
Windham (wTnd'am) mfg. past. co. N E Conn. 520 D pop. 45, X Brooklyn.
past. CO. S E Vt. 765
pop. 27, X FayetteviUe.
tp. Windham co. Conn,
pop. 10. —mfg. tp. Cumberland co. Me. 10 m.
of Portland, pop. 2.
tp.
vil. Greene co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
(wInd-hTl')
town,
York
Wlndhill
co. England, 3 m.
of Bradford
Windle (win'dl) tp. Lancaster co. England
Wind River Mountains, range of Rocky Mts. Wyo. highest point Fremonts
Peak, 13,576 ft. high.
Windsor (wtn'zor) min. past. co. E Vt. 900 pop. 32, X Woodstock, —mfg.
tp. Hartford co. Conn. pop. 3.
tp.
city, Henry co. Mo. tp. pop. 2, city
pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Broome co. N. Y. tp. pop. 3. .— tp.
town, X of Bertie
CO. N. C. tp. pop. 5.
tp. Lawrence co. O. pop. 2.
tp. Morgan co. O. pop. 2.
.— tp. York CO. Pa. pop. 2.
tp.
mfg. vil. Windsor co. Vt. tp. pop. 2, viL
pop. 1.
city, Essex co. Ontario, Canada, on Detroit riv. pop. 10.
bor.
town, Berks co. England, on rt. bank Thames riv. bor. pop. 12.
Windsor Castle, Windsor, Berks, Eng. chief residence of British sovereigns.
Windsor Locks, tp. mfg. vil. Hartford co. Conn, on Connecticut river.. tp.
Windsor Terrace, vU. Kings co. N. Y.
Windward Islands, B portion Lesser Antilles, W. Indies, bet. Puerto Rico
isl.
Paria Gulf
Wlnlleld (win'feld) tp. Dupage co. lU. pop. 3.
city, X of Cowley co. Kan.
pop. 5.

W

D

&

X

riv.

Wimmera

Africa
(hwid'a) spt. town, Dahomey, Slave Coast, Upper Guinea,
Wiccacanee (wik'a-ka-ne') tp. Northampton co. N. C
Tex. 600
Kan. 720
pop. 2, X Leoti.
co.
Wichita (wich'i-ta) CO.
city, X of Sedgwick co. Kan. city pop. 24.
pop. 5, X Wichita Falls.
tp.
Wichita Falls, town, Wichita co. Tex
Wichita River, riv. Tex. 225 m. long, flows into Red River.
WiCklow (wlk'lo) min. past. co. Leinster, Ir. 781 pop. 62. its X pop. 3.
of Diisseldorf
Wlckrath (wek'rat) mfg. town, Prussia, on Niers riv. S
Wicomico (wi'kSm'I-ko) agr. co. S E Md. 369 CJ pop. 20, X Salisbury.
of Lykens
Wlconisco (wTk'o-nis'ko) min. tp. Dauphin co. Pa. 1 m.
Wldin (wld'i'n) or Vidin (vid'in) ft. town, Bulgaria, Turkey, on Danube river
Wldnes (wid'nSs) tp. mfg. town, Lancaster co. England, on Mersey riv. .tp.
of Bochnia.
Wieliczka (we-lTch'ka) min. town, Galicia prov. Aust. 18 m.
Wiener— Neustadt (we'ner-noi'stat) mfg. town. Lower Austria prov. Austria
Wlenerwald (we'ner-wSlt') mt. range, Austrian part of the Noric Alps.
Wleprz (wySprzh) riv. Poland, Russ. in Europe, 150 m. long, to Vistula river.
com.
Wierden (wer'den) commune vil. Overyssel prov. Netherlands
Wiesbaden (wes-ba'den) govt. Hesse-Nassau prov. Prussia, 2,165 pop. 843.^
its *, a watering place, pop. 65.
Wigan (wig'^ mfg. town, Lancaster co. England, on Douglas river
past. CO. S
Scotland,
Wigtown or Wigtownshire (wtfton-shir) agr.
490 D pop. 36, X Wigtown, pop. 2, on Wigtown Bay.
Wigtown Bay, 15 m. long, Irish Sea, Kirkcudbright Wigtown cos. Scotland.
Wilbarger (wTl-bSr'ger) co. N Tex. 940 pop. 7, X Vernon.
vil. X of Saline co. Kan. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 1.
Wilber (wll'ber) tp.
tp.
Wllbraham (wll'bra-hSm) tp. vil. Hampden co. Mass
cen. Ala. 940
pop. 31, X Camden.
agr. co.
Wilcox (wil'k5ks) agi-. co. S
tp. Hancock co. lU. pop. 3.
S cen. Ga. 563 U pop. 8, X Abbeville.
vil.
Elk CO. Pa. pop. 1.
Wild Cat, tp. Tipton CO. Ind
Wilderness, post office. Orange co. Va. battlefield in 1864.
Wildervank (wll'der-vank) commune vil. Groningen prov. Neth
com.
Wild Rice River, Mlnn.~120 m. long. Rice Lake to Red River of the North.
Wilhelmsburg (wTl'helms-boorG) isl. Prussia, Ger. in the Elbe, opp. Hamburg
Wilhelmshaven (wTl'helms-ha'ven) ft. spt. Prussia, on Jade Bay, Oldenburg
min.'co.
E Ga. 464 D pop. 18, X Washington.
Wilkes (wilks) agr. past.
agr.
past. co.
part of N. C. 680 D pop. 23, X Wilkesboro.
min.
mfg. city, X of Luzerne co. Pa. 18 m.
Wilkesbarre (wTIks'bSr-T) tp.
of Scranton, tp. pop. 3, city pop. 38.
5
tp.
town, X of Wilkes co. N. C
Wilkesboro (wTlksTjiir-ro) tp.
Minn. 725 D pop. 4, X Breckenridge.
Wilkin (wil'kin) agr. co.
WlUdns (wTl'klnz) tp. Allegheny co. Pa

W
^

X

D

Whitney, Mount (-hwlt'nl) mt. Sierra Nevada Mts. Cal. 14,898 ft. high.
WhitStahle (hwlt'sta-bl) maritime town, Kent co. England
Whittlngton (hwlt'lng-ton) par. Derby co. England, 2 m. Nof Chesterfield..
Whittlesey (hwlf l-sl) town, Cambridge co. England, Isle of Ely

Whydah

—

Wimbledon (wtm'bl-don) town, Surrey co. England
Wimborne-IVIlnster (wlm'biJrn-min'ster) town, Dorset

agr. co.

WhltWlck (hwit'wTk) town, Leicester co. England
Whltworth (hwlt'worth) vil. Durham co. England

D

on Susquehanna

—

riv.

Whitfield (hwTt'feld)

X

D

&

—

X

X

mineral springs

;

& vil. X

tp.

& mfg.

&

CO. Pa.

— &
—

—

D

gulf bet. Lapland
Archangel govt. Russia in Europe, 45,000 O.
past. co.
111. 700
pop. 31, X Morrison.
Whiteside (hwit'sld) agr.
Whitestone (hwit'ston) vil. Queens co. N. Y. on Long Island Sound

D

part of S. C. 948
pop. 28,
Kingstree.
co.
vil. Hampshire co. Mass. pop.
tp.
co. Ky. pop. 1.
tp.
2.
tp. Clermont co. O. pop. 2.
city,
co. N. C. pop. 6.
of James City co. Va. pop. 2.
vil. Milwaukee co. Wis. pop. 3.
Williamson {wll'yam-sgn) min. agr. past. co. S 111. 440 pop. 22,
Marion,
^agr.
past. co. cen. Tenn. 550
Franklin, ^past. co. cen. Tex.
pop. 26,
1,070
pop. 26,
Georgetown.
tp. Wayne co. N. Y. pop. 3.
tp. Richmond
CO. N. C. pop. 3.

— town, X of Whitley
— Rockingham

Wllllamsport (wTl'yamz-port) city,
town, Washington co. Md. tp. pop.

Whltelord (hwit'f ord) tp. Monroe co. Mich
tp.
Whitehall (hwit'hal) tp. & city, Greene co. 111. tp. pop. 3, city pop. 2.
& vil. Muskegon co. Mich. tp. pop. 2, vil. pop. 2. tp. & vil. Washington co.
N. Y. tp. pop. 5, vil. pop. 4.^tp. Lehigh co. Pa. pop. 6.
Whitehaven (hwlt-ha'vn) mfg. cml. spt. town, Cumberland co. England
White Haven, bor. Luzerne co. Pa. on Lehigh river
of Philadelphia..
White Marsh, mfg. tp. Montgomery co. Pa. 11 m. N by
White Mountains, N. H. highest peak Mount Washington, 6,288 ft. high.
tp. Wake co. N. C. pop. 2.
White Oak, tp. Bladen CO. N. C. pop. 2.
tp.
White Pigeon, tp. & vil. St. Joseph co. Mich, on White Pigeon Creek
;

E

Williamsburg (wTl'yamz-bGrg)

D

Lincoln co. Me. tp. pop. 1.
tp.
vil. Coos
town, Lancaster co. Eng. 3 m. S of Bury, pop. 10.

tp.

—

tp. pop. 2.

vil.

T

Pop

Pop.

X

coast of Newfoundland.

Whltechapel (wTch'i-pl) par. Middlesex co. England, E suburb of London
White Bear Lake, lake, 25 m. in cireuit, & vil. Ramsey co. Minn
White Clay Creek, hundred, Newcastle co. Del

CO.

.

&

Y

&

^

agr., agricultural ; cml., commercial ; mfg., manufacturing ; min., mining ; spt., seaport ; tp., township ; viL, viUage>
2,500 to 3,499, etc. ; less than 1,000 not given. See Abbreviations, p. 1919.
1,500 to 2,499 ; 3

given in nearest thousands : 2

=

=

.

.

. ..

A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.
Wlnyaw Bay

&

W

&

Wiscasset

Wlschau

& vil.

(wls-kSs'set) tp.

D

&

&

co.

Me

(wesh'ow) town, Moravia prov. Austria, on Hanna river

riv.

O

—
W

—

9

6

tp.

2

—

5

(wTs-k6n'sTn) state, N U. S. A. 56,040 D pop. 1,687, * Madison.
Wis. 600 m. long, flows into Mississippi river.
agr. co. S
part of
Wise (wiz) past. CO. N Tex. 900 pop. 24, X Decatur.
Va. 385 a pop. 9, X Wise Courthouse.
tp. Edgefield co. S. C. pop. 3.
Wlshaw (wisli'a) town, Lanark co. Scotland, 5 m. N of Carluke
Wlslok (wes'ISk) riv. Galicia prov. Austria, Carpathian Mts. 112 m. to San riv.
Wisloka (wes-lo'ka) riv. Galicia prov. Austria, 100 m. long, to Vistula river.
Wlsmar (wes'mar) mfg. ft. spt. town, Meckleuburg-Scliwerin, N. Germany..
Witham (wlth'am) riv. Lincoln co. Eng. from Rutland co. 80 m. to the Wash.
Witten (wet'ten) min.
mfg. town, Westphalia prov. Prussia, on Ruin- river.
Wittenberg (wet'ten-bSro') mfg. ft. town, Saxony prov. Prussia, on Elbe river
Wittenberge (wet'ten-bSr'oe) town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Wlttingau (wet'ten-'gow') town, Bohemia, Austria
WittStOCk (wet'stSk) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia, on Dosse river.
Wltudan Lake (we-tu'dan-) lake, 5 m. long, S Kandiyohi co. Minn.
Wladislawow (wla'dis-lii/wSw) town, Suvalki govt. Poland, Russ. in Europe
Wloclawek (wl6ts-la'wSk) town, Poland, Russia in Europe, on Vistula river.
Wlodawa (wl6-da'wa) town, Siedlce prov. Poland, Russia in Europe
Woburn (woo'bflm) city, Middlesex co. Mass
Wodnlan (wod'ne-an') ft. town, Bohemia, Austria, on Blanitz river
Woking (wo'king) par. Surrey co. England, 6 m. N E of Guilford
Wolborough (wSl'bur'ro) par. Devon co. England
vil. Wayne co. N. Y
tp.
Wolcott (wSSl'kot) tp.
Woldenberg (wSl'deu-bSra') walled town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
tp.
WoUboro (w561f'bur-r6) tp. vil. summer resort, Carroll co. N.
Wolf Creek, riv. lo. 70 m. long, flows into Cedar River.
Quebec prov.
WoUe (wooU) CO. E Ky. 190 pop. 7, X Campton. co. S
Canada, pop. 9, X Dudswell.
Lawrence
E
riv.
end Lake Ontario.
WoUe Island, 18 m. long, entrance St.
cml. town, Brunswick duchy, Ger
Wolfenbiittel (wol'fen-but'tel) mfg.
riv.
Wolt River, riv. 100 "m. long^ Benton co. Miss, to Mississippi riv. Tenn.
tp. Doniphan co. Kan. pop. 2.
Wis. 200 m. long, Oconto co. to Fox riv.
cml. spt. town, Pomerania prov. Prussia
Wolgast (wol'gast) mfg.
isl. 20 m.
Wollln ( wol-len') mfg. spt. to\vn, Pomerania prov. Prussia, pop. 6.

Wisconsin

W

13

—

—

believed to have been born here in 1325.

Wye (wi) riv. Eng. & Wales, 130 m. long, Plinlimmon mt. to Severn estuary.
Wymondham (wind'am) mfg. town, Norfolk co. England
Wymore (wi'mor) tp. & vil. Gage co. Neb. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 2.
Wyngene (wln'Ba-ue) mfg. vil. W. Planders prov. Belgium
Wyoming (wt-o'mTng) min. & past, state, U. S. A. 97,890 D pop. 61, * Cheyenne. — agr. & past. co.W N. Y. 606 P pop. 31, X Warsaw. — agr. & past. co.
N E Pa. 396 D pop. 16, X Tunkhannock. — agr. co. S part of W. Va. 660 D

W
^

&

&

N

River,

tp.

Madison

N

D

—

Xanthus
14

—

co. 111.

—
—

Yablonoi Mountains

TTakima

D

X

—

W

Workington (wQrk'Ing-ton) spt. town, Cumberland co. England
Worksop (wflrk'sop) town, Nottingham co. England, on Ryton river
Wormdltt (wSrm'det) mfg. town, E. Prussia prov. Prussia, on Drewenz

Worms
river

;

—

13,796

—

tp.

& vil. X

of

Wotton (wSt'ton) tp. & vil. Wolfe co. Quebec prov. Canada
Wrangel Land, o?- Wrangels Island, isl. in Arctic Ocean, N
Wrekin (rgk'Tn) hill, Shropshire, England, 1,320 ft. high.

Wrentham

.

.

1.
2.

tp.

(rgn'tham) tp.
vil. Norfolk CO. Mass
tp.
Wresham (rgks'sam) mfg. cml. bor. Denbigh co. N Wales
Wrietzein (vvret'sen) mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
agr. co. cen. Minn.
Wright (rit) agr. co. N cen. lo. 576 D pop. 12, X Clarion.
684 a pop. 24, X Buffalo.
agr.
past. co. S Mo. 700 D pop. 14, X Hartville.
tp. Morgan co. 111. pop. 2.
tp. Hillsdale co. Mich. pop. 2.
tp.
WrightStOWn (rits'town) tp. & vil. Brown co. Wis. on Pox River
mfg. bor.
Wrightsville (rits'vTl) tp. & vil. X of Johnson co. Ga. tp. pop. 1.
York CO. Pa. on Susquehanna riv. pop. 2.
Wrockwardine (r5k'war-din) vil. Slnopshire, England

—

—

—

&

—

—

N

co.

50

D

&

sea.

W
W

24

NW

&

D

D

(ya-net'sa) or

Yenidze

&

tp.

N

co.

.

—

O

England

&

(yar'kand') mfg.
cml. city, Chinese Turkestan, Asia
Yarkand, or Zarafshan (zar-af-shan'), riv. Chinese Turkestan, 400 m. long.
tp. Barnstable co.
Yarmouth (yar'mSth) tp. Cumberland co. Me. pop. 2.
Suffolk cos. England, pop.
Mass. pop. 2.
Great, cml. spt. town, Norfolk
49.
its X pop. 4.
CO.
Nova Scotia, Canada, 752 pop. 22.
its
pop. 1,127.
pop. 35.
Yaroslav (ya-ro-slav') govt. cen. Russ. 13,751
Yarra-Yarra (ya'ra-ya'ra) riv. Victoria, Australia, 100 m. long, to Port Phillip.
Yarrow (ySr'ro) parish, Selkirk co. Scotland contains Ettrick Forest.
pop. 21, X Penn Yan.
Yates (yats) agr.
past. co. W. cen. part of N. Y. 342
tp. Orleans co. N. Y. pop. 2.

^

W

—

D

10
200

—

&

D

—

—

&

—

*

D

Yates Center, city, X of Woodson
Yaurl (yow're) state, on Niger riv.
17

co.

Kan

W of Sokoto, W Africa.

Yavapai (yav'a-pi) min. co. Ariz. 29,236 D pop. 9, X Prescott.
cen. Miss. 1,020 D pop. 36, X Yazoo City.
Yazoo (ya-zoo'5 agr. co.
Yazoo City, city, X of Yazoo co. Miss, on E shore of Yazoo river
Yazoo River, riv. Miss. 280 m. long, flows into Mississippi river.
Yblcuy (e-be-kwe') riv. Uruguay, S. America, 200 in. long, to Paraguay
Yeadon (ye'don) mfg. town, York co. England, 6 m. N E of Leeds
Yecla (ya'kisy cml. town, Murcia prov. Spain, on Jumilla river
Yefremov (ySf 'ra-mSv') town, Tula govt. Russia in Europe

W

river.

(ya-g8r-lTsk') town, Stavropol govt. N. Caucasia, Russia
Yegoryevsk (ya-g8r-ygvsk') town, Riazan govt. Russia in Europe
E part of Sea of Azof.
Yeia (ya'ya) riv. Russia in Europe, 140 m. long, to
Yeisk (ya'Tsk) cml. spt. Kuban govt. N. Caucasia, Russia
Yekaterinburg (yi-ka-ti-rSn'bobrg) town, Perm govt. Russia in Asia
of Kuban govt. Caucasus, Russ.
Yekaterinodar (ya-kii-tS-re-no-dar') town,
Yekaterinoslaf (ya-ka-tfi-re-no-slitv') govt. S Russia in Europe, 26,148
pop.
1,874.
its #, a ft. town, near Dnieper riv. pop. 47.
,
Yelabuga (yii-ra-boo'gii) town, Viatka govt. Russia in Europe, on Kama river
Yelagui (ya-la-goo'e) riv. Siberia, Russ. in Asia, 200 m. long, to Yenisei river.

Yegorlizk

7
9
8

6
6

N

*

D

^

ij, short; a, e, i, o, u, obscure; far, 14st, fall, cSre; term; food, f66t, fflrlj 9 as
1, o, Vi, long; S, e, S, less prolonged ; S, 5, T, 5,
a, 6, u, V, ee (see p. 1719) ; ch as in chin ; g as in get ; n a/in linger,' link ; ng as in sing ; tb as in thin ; th as in tliine ; 1, u, 6,

S| 5,

25

X North Yakima.

;

W of Alaska.

&
&

above

Yarkand

1.

—

*, a cml. town, on Lena

Yardley (yardll) town, Worcester

lo.

Nobles co. Minn. vil. pop. 1.
tp. Richland co. O. pop.
mfg. tp. West Riding, York co. England

4,

long, to
Pac. oc.
(ya-ntd'za) town, Salonika vilayet, Turkey.
Yankton (ySnk'ton) agr. past. co. S E S. Dak. 515 pop. 10. its X pop. 4.
Yankton Reservation, Charles Mix co. S. Dak. ; for Yankton Sioux Indians.
Yanteles (yan-ta'lSs) peak, Andes mts. Chile, lat. 43° 30' S. ; 8,030 ft. high.
Yac[Ui (ya-ke') riv. Mexico, 400 m. long, flows into California Gulf.

9,

(wflrt'lT)

ft.

Yanltza

—

Worthing (wflr'thing) maritime town, Sussex co. Eng. on English Channel
Worthington (wflr'thTng-ton) town, Greene co. Ind. mouth of Eel riv. pop.
Wortley

its

W

W 6a. 750 D pop. 10, X Isabella. — agr. co. N
Worth
408 a pop.
X Northwood. — agr. co. N Mo. 270 D pop. X Grant City.
— tp. Cook CO. pop. — tp. Boone co. Ind. pop.
3.

Wash. 5,760 D pop.

YanceyvUle (yan'st-vil) tp. & vil. X of Caswell co. N. C
Yang-tse-Klang (y5ng'-tse-kT-ang') riv. China, 3,000 m.

(w6rms) cml. city, Rhein-Hessen prov. Hesse, Germany, on Rhine
Luther appeared before the Diet here, in 1521

9,

& past. co. cen.

—

(yam'hTl) agr.
past. co.
Ore. 640 D pop. 11, X Lafayette.
Yampa River (ySm'pa-) riv. Col. 200 m. long. Rocky Mts. to Green River.
Yana (ya'na) riv. Siberia, Russia in Asia, Yakutsk govt. 600 m. to Arctic Oc.
Yanaon (ya/na/oN') French dist. Coromandel coast, E India, 14
part of N. C. 298
Yancey (yan'si) agr. co.
pop. 9, X Bumsville.

river.

(wflrth) agr. co. S

—

Yamhill

Worringen (wor'rlng-gn) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Rhine river
Worsbrough (wflrz'bur-ro) town, York co. England
Worsley (wQrz'lT) min. tp. Lancaster co. England, 6 m. S S E of Bolton
111.

(yak'I-mii) agr.

N

—

—

isl.

riv. pop. 5.
Miss. 472
pop. 17, X Coffeeville.
or Am-nok-kang (am-n(5k-kang') riv. bet.
Manchuria & Korea, E Asia, 300 m. long, to Korea Bay.
Ya-lung (ya-lobng') riv. E Tibet
Chinese prov. of Szechuen, 600 m. long.
Yamagata (ya-ma-ga'ta) city, part of Hondo isl. Japan, 23 m.
of Sendai.
Yamaska (ya-mas'ka) co. Quebec prov. Can. pop. 16, X St. Prangois du Lac.
Yamdok-Cho (yam-d5k'-cho) or PalU (piil'te) lake, Tibet, 30 m. S of Lassa,

&

D

&

W

Yalobusha (ySl'o-bdSsh'a) agr.
Ya-lU-kiang (yii^loo-kf-iing')

—

&

of Celebes

.

Mass. 1,551
pop. 281,
Worcester
Pitchburg.
mfg. city,
tp. Otsego co. N. Y. pop. 3.
or
of Worcester co. Mass. pop. 85.
(-shir) mfg. agr.
past. co. England, 738
pop. 414.
of Birmingham, pop. 43.
its X, a mfg. city, on left bank Severn riv. 25 m. S

&

E

Yakima River, riv. Wash. 250 m. long. Cascade Range to Columbia river.
Yakoba (yak-o'ba) mfg. & cml. city, S E part of Sokoto, Sudan, cen. Africa
Yakuno Sima (yii-koo'no se'ma) isl. 20 m. long, Japan, S of Kiushiu isl.
Yakutsk (ya^kootsk') min. & past. prov. E Siberia, Russ. in Asia, 1,533,397 D

;

X

Islands, group, Malay Arch.

(ya-b)o-noi'-) mt. chain bet. Siberia
Manchuria, Asia.
(yad'kTn) agr. co. N
N. C. 320 D pop. 14, X Yadkinville.
tp.
Stokes CO. N. C. pop. 3.
Yadkin River, riv. N. C. 300 m. long. Blue Ridge to Pedee river.
Yaf a (y a'f a) anc. Jop'pa, cml. town, Palestine, on Mediterranean sea

Tadkin

(wS5d'ward) tp. Clearfield co. Pa
Wooldale (w681'dal) mfg. town. West Riding, York co. England
Woolton (wool'tgn) town, Lancaster co. England
Woolwich (wool'ij) town, Kent co. England, on Thames riv. arsenal
Woonsocket (woon'sok'et) mfg. city. Providence co. R. I. on Blackstone river
Wooster (woos'ter) tp. & mfg. city, X of Wayne co. O. tp. pop. 7, city pop. 6.
Worcester (woos'ter) co. S E Md. 475 D pop. 20, X Snow Hill. —mfg. & past.

Worcestershire

(soo'la),

83

Woodward

a

7.

—

N

Xucar. See Jucar.
Xulla (zool'la), or Sula

Augusta.

—

—

CO. cen.

mfg. city, X of Greene co. O. tp. pop. 10, city pop.
See Jerez de la Frontera.

pop. 256.

&

W

&

(w58d'son) agr. & past. co. S E Kan. 504 D pop. 9, X Yates Center.
(wSod'stok) tp. Windham co. Conn. pop. 2.
city, X of Mcpop. 2.
tp.
vil. Ulster co. N. Y. tp. pop. 2.
tp. & mfg.
vil. X of Shenandoah co.
vil. X of Windsor co. Vt. tp. pop. 3, vil. pop. 1.
bor. Oxford co. England, pop. 2.
cml.
mfg. town & port
Va. pop. 1.
town, X of Carleof entry, X of Oxford co. Ontario prov. Canada, pop. 9.
ton CO. New Brunswick prov. Canada, pop. 2.
WoodStOWn (wSodz'town) bor. Salem co. N. J
Woodvllle (w65d'vil) tp. Bertie co. N. C

Heury

Mich,

co.

(shen-goo') riv. Brazil, S. Am. 1,300 m. long, flows into Amazon river.
Euboea isl. Greece, pop. 10.
its *.
Xirochorion (zTr-o-ko're-Sn) eparchy,

tp.

Woodson

Kent

tp.

(na-mel-ta-pek') town, S
Oaxaca state, Mexico
(zSn'thiis) anc. city, ruins 20 m. S E of Makri, S part of Smyrna

XingU

co. Ill

X

—

1.

vilayet, Asia Minor.
Xenia (ze'ni-a) tp.

Xeres.

&

14,

pop.

111.

X

D

Woodruff (wdod'riif ) tigr. co. N E cen. Ark. 577 D pop.
Woodsdale (wdSds'dal) tp. & hamlet. Person co. N. C
Woodsfield (w5&dz'f eld) vU. X of Monroe co. O

Woodstock

vil.

Xamlltepec or Jamlltepec

&

Wood

— min. town. Stark co.
—

Oceana.

W

—

&

—

—

—

Hamilton co. O. pop. 1.
min. bor. Luzerne co. Pa. pop. 2.
Wyoming Valley, 30 m. long, Luzeme CO. Pa.; fine scenery.
Wythe (with) min. & agr. co. S part of Va. 496 D pop. 18, X Wytheville.
Wythevllle (wlth'vll) mfg. town, X of Wythe co. Va

mfg. vil. Middlesex co. N. J. tp. pop. 5.
(wSSd'brij) tp.
cml.
port, Suffolk co. England, on Deben riv. pop. 5.
lo. 800
pop. 56, X Sioux City.
past. co.
Woodbury (w65d'ber-i) agr.
city, X of Gloucester cOs N. J. on
mfg. tp. Litchfield co. Coim. pop. 2.
Woodbury Creek, pop. 4.
tp. Blair co. Pa. pop. 2.
cen. 111. 540
past. co.
pop. 21, X Metamora.
Woodford (woSd'ford) agr.
cen" Ky. 247 D pop, 12, X Versailles.
vil.
par. Essex co.
agr. CO.
England, joint pop. 7.
Woodland (wood'laud) tp. city, X of Tolo co. Cal. tp. pop. 5, city pop. 3.
Woodlawn (wSSd'lan) town, Jefferson co. Ala

^

X

pop. 0,
pop. 3.

—

N side of Great Haff.

WolsLngham (wol'slng-am) mfg. town, Durham co. England
Wolverhampton (wSei'ver-hSmp'ton) mfg. town, Stafford co. England
Wombwell (woom'bSl) town, York'co. England, 4 m. E S E of Barusley
Wood, agr. & past. co. N W 0. 623 D pop. 44, X Bowling Green. — agr. &
past. CO. N E Tex. 700 D pop. 14, X Quitman. — co. W part of W. Va. 375 D
pop. 29, X Parkersburg. — co. cen. Wis. 828 D pop. 18, X Grand Rapids.

& riv.

—

~

W

&

15
61
7

;

N

&

6
73

(wl'an-dof) agr. & past. co. N O. 404 D pop. 22, X Upper Sandusky.
(wi'an-dSf) agr. CO. E N E Kan. 160 D pop. 54, X Kansas City.
Wyandotte CO. Kan. pop. 2.
mfg. city, Wayne co. Mich. pop. 4.
Wycliffe (wiklif ) par. North Riding, York co. England Wyclif the reformer

H

—

Q

town

long, to Yang-tse-Kiang river.
Wiilfrath (wiilf'rat) mfg. town, Dusseldorf govt. Rhine Prov. Prussia
Wun (woon) dist. Berar, cen. British India
Wunzen (woon'zen) active volcano, Kiushiu isl. Japan, 4,110 ft. high.
Wurdah (wQr'da) riv. Brit. India, 300 m. long, flows into Godavari river.
Wurno (wfir'n6)"town, * of Sokoto, cen. Af. 17 m. N E of Sokoto, on Gandi riv.
Wiirttemberg (wiirt'tSm-bgrG) kingdom, Ger. 7,528 D pop. 2,037, * Stuttgart.
Wiirzburg (wiirts'bSoro) ft. town, * of Lower Pranconia dist. Bavaria, Ger.
Wurzen (woort'sen) mfg. town, Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Mulde river..
Wyaconda River (wl-a-k5n'da-) riv. lo. & Mo. 100 m. long, to Mississippi riv.

tp.

N

&

800
80

&

Wyandotte

&

Woodbrldge

Wuhu (woo-hoo') city,

Wyandot

&

long, Prussia,

(woo-ch5ng') cml. city, E part of Hupeh prov. China
treaty port, Nganhwei prov. China
Szechuen provs. China, 500 m.
Wu-Elang (woo'-ke-aug') riv. Kweichow

Wuchang
2
5

X

*

Lincoln

Pop.

Pop.

&

(wln'yfi-) estuary of Pedee, Black,
Waccamaw rivs. S. C.
(wl-5'ta) tp.
vil. Lafayette CO. Wis
tp.
Wlpperlurth (wep'per-furf) town, Rhine Prov. Prussia, on Wipper river
agr. co.
Wirt (wert) min.
part of W. Va. 290
pop. 9,
Elizabeth.
Wlsbeach (wls'bech) cml. mfg. town riv. port, Cambridge co. England..
Wisby (wTz'bT) mfg. cml. spt. town, of Gotland isl. Sweden

Wlota

1815

in f3r

w,

;

oias in

b, d, o, a, k,

oil

n

oxr as in cow;
;
(see p. 1719).
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Telatom (ya-la-t5m') mfg. & cml. town, Tambov govt. Russia in Europe
Yelets (ya-lets') mfg. &cml. town, Orel govt. Russ. in Europe, on Sosna river
Telizavetgrad {ya-le-sa-v6t-grad') it. town, Kherson govt. Russia in Europe.
Tellzavetpol (ya-le-sii-vet-pol') govt. Trans-Caucasia, Russia, 17,041
pop.
753.
its *, a ft. town, 90 m. S E of Tiflis, Asia, pop. 20.
Ark. 936 D pop. IS, X Danville.
isl. 17 m. long,
Yell, agr. & past. co.

—

Isls.

7

36
58

—

W

Shetland

Pop.

6

(ygm'a-se') tp. Beaufort co. S. C
Arabia, 77,200 D pop. 2,500, * Sana.
(ySm'gn) vilayet of Turkey, S
of Ava
(ySn'ang-ySong') town. Upper Burma, 120 m. S
Yeni-Bazar (yen'e'-ba-zar') town, Bulgaria, Europe
Yenikale (yen'e-ka'la) strait, 20 m. long, connects Sea of Azof with Black Sea.
Yenisei (ySu'e-sa'e) riv. Siberia, Russ. in Asia, 2,500 m. long, to Arctic Ocean.
Yeniseisk (ySn'e-sa'Isk) govt. E Siberia, Russia in Asia, 987,186 Q pop. 459, #
Krasnoyarsk.
cml. city, Russia in Asia, on Yenisei riv. pop. 7.
Yeotmal (yot'mal) dist. Berar, cen. British India
Yeovil (yo'vll) town, Somerset co. England, on Ivel river
Yeroslan (ya-ro-slan') riv. Russia, 180 m. long, flows into Volga river.
Yeshil-Irmak (ySsh'tl-Ir'mak) mic. J'Ris, riv. Siwas vilayet, Asia Minor, 200
m. long, to Black Sea.
Yesso (yes'so) or Hokkaido (h5k-ki-d5') isl. 36,299 D, Japan, N of Hondo isl.
Yewndoun (yuu'dobn') town. Lower Burma, Asia, on Irawadi river
its *, a mfg. city, pop. 40.
Yezd (ySzd) prov. cen. Persia, Asia.
Ying— Tszu (ying'-tzob') town, Manchuria, China, on Liaou river
(y5k'en-T-)
riv.
Miss.
100 m. long, to Tallahatchee river.
Yockeney River
Yokohama (yo-k6-ha'ma) cml. city, on E coast of Hondo isl. Japan
Yola (yo'la) town, # of Adamawa kingdom, cen. Africa, on Benue river
Yolo (yo'lo) agr. & past. co. N cen. Cal. 972 D pop. 13, X Woodland.
of Sendai
Yonezawa (yon'Sz-a'wit) city, N part of Hondo isl. Japan, 40 m- S
Yonkers (yonk'erz) city, Westchester co. N. Y. on Hudson river
agr.
Yonne (yonn) riv. France, 155 m. long, E dept. Nifevre to Seine riv.
past. min. & mfg. dept. N E France, 2,868 D pop. 345, * Auxerre.
Me. 920 D pop. 63, X Alfred.
agr. & past.
York (y8rk) mfg. & past. co. S
its X pop. 3.
agr. past. & min. co. S Pa.
CO. S E cen. Neb. 576 D pop. 17.
910 D pop. 99.
its X pop. 21.
agr. & past. co. N part of S. C. 750 D pop.
Yorkville.
E
part
of
tp. Duco.
S
Va.
75
D
pop.
39, X
8, X Yorktown.
tp. Livingston co. N. Y.
page CO. 111. pop. 3.
tp. York co. Me. pop. 2.
.—
tp. Fulton co. 0. pop. 3.
tp. Sanpop. 3.
tp. Athens co. 0. pop. 9.
or Yorkshire (ySrk'slnr)
dusky CO. 0. pop. 2.
tp. York co. Pa. pop. 2.
its X
mfg. min. agr.
past. co. N part of England, 6,067 D pop. 3,209.
New Brunswick prov. Canada, pop. 31. co. cen. Ontario
pop. 67. .— CO. S
prov. Canada, pop. 241, X Toronto.
Yorke Peninsula (ySrk-) 100 m. long, S. Australia, Spencer Gulf.
town, X of York co. Va. here
Yorktown, tp. Westchester co. N. Y. pop. 2.
Cornwallis surrendered to Washington in 1781.
tp. York co. S. C. pop. 5.
Yorkville (ySrk'vil) town, X of York co. S. C. 85 m. N of Columbia
attached
(yo-roo'ba)
country
to
British
colony
of Lagos, Slave Coast,
Yoruba
Africa, 19,000 D pop. 3,000, * Ibadan.
Yosemite Fall (yo-sem'i-te-) fall, Yosemite Valley, Cal. 2,550 ft. high.
Yosemite Valley, Mariposa co. Cal. 8 m. long remarkable scenery a na-

4

Greek,

Knite,

tp.

riv. Brit.
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—
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Yemassee

W

Yemen
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W
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108
11

270
10

10
122
12

28
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;
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Monongahela

pop. 33.
(yunt) tp.

(es-la'ta) town. El Paso co. Tex. on Rio Grande
(Is'Kg) vil. Brabant prov. Belgium, 10 m. S E of Brussels
Yssingeaux'(es'saN'zho') cml. & mfg. town, dept. Haute-Loire, France
Ystad (is'tad) mfg. spt. town, Malmohus prov. S Sweden, on Baltic sea
Ystradyfodwg (e-strad'I-fo-doog') min. town, Glamorgan co. S Wales

N

W

Yuma
N

W
—

n

D

D

N

—

Yarkand

&

Aksu

D

—
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*

—

—

m.
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Rouen.

(za'ven-bSr'Gen) vil. N. Brabant prov. Netherlands
Zevio (dza've-o) town, Italy, on Adige riv. 7 m. S E of Verona
Zezere (za-za'ra) riv. Portugal, 100 m. long, flows into Tagus river.
Zhitomeer (zhTt-o-mer'). See Jitomik.
Zhizdra (zhTs'dra) mfg. town, Kaluga govt. Russia in Europe
ZiegenhalS (tse'gen-hSls') mfg. town, Silesia prov. Prussia, on Biela river. ..
Zielenzig (tse'len-tsls') rofg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia
Zierikzee (ze'rTk'za') ft. town, Zealand prov. Netherlands
of Khotan
Zilgia (zTl'fe-a) town, Chmese Turkestan, Asia, 45 m.
its
pop. 10.
Zinder (zin'der) or Slnder (sin'der) prov. Bomu, cen. Africa,
Zips (zipsh) CO. Hungary, pop. 145, X Leutschau.

Turkey in Asia, 200 m. long, to Tigris river.
(zan'dam') town, N. Holland prov. Netherlands, on Zaan river
Zabakano (za-ba-ka'no) town,
Africa, 250 m. N by E of Abomey
Zabem (tsa'bem) mfg. town, Alsace-Lorraine prov. Germany, on Zom river..
Zaborze (tsii-bort'sg) commune
town, Oppeln govt. Silesia prov. Prussia. ...
Zacapa (sa-ka'pa) town, Guatemala, Cen. Ajnerica, near Motagua river

W

&

—

ZlOCZOW

. . .

X

(tshop'pow) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany
Zuckinantel (tsoSk'man'tel) mfg. town, Silesia prov. Austria
Zuiferwall (zilf'er-wal) town, Amritsar div. Punjab, British India
its
Zug (zoog) agr. past. mfg. canton, cen. Swit. 92 pop. 23.
ZiillchOW (tsUl'Kow) town, Prussia, near Stettin
ZuIUchau (tsul'le-kow') mfg. town, Brandenburg prov. Prussia

—

D

(zoo'loo-lSnd) British protectorate, S

N

D

E

Africa, 8,900
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village.
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(tsu'riK)^mfg. canton,
Swit. 666
its
pop. 90.
pop. 337.
(soo-roo'ma) town, Azuay dept. Ecuador, South America
town
fortress,
Netherlands
Gelderland prov.
Zutphen (zuffen) mfg.
Zuyder Zee (zoi'der za) gulf, Netherlands, 45 m. long ; formerly a lake, it was
united to the North Sea by inundation, 1282.
Zvornik (zvor'nlk) ft. town, Bosnia, Austria-Hungary, on Drin river
Zwartkops (zwart'kopsO riv. Cape Colony, S Af. 100 m. to Little Doom river.
Zweibriicken (tswi-brdk'ken) mfg. town, Rhenish Bavaria, Germany
Zwellendam (zwel'lSn-d5m") div. S Cape Colony, S Africa, 7,616 pop. 10.
its *, 110 m. E of Cape Town.
Zwickau (tswTk'kow) dist. Saxony kingdom, Germany, 1,783 pop. 1,310.
mfg. towTi, Bohemia, Austria, pop. 5.
its #, a mfg. town, pop. 44.
mfg. town, Olmiitz circle, Moravia prov. Austria.
Zwittau (tswTt'tou) cml.
cml.
ft.
town,
of Overyssel prov. Netherlands
(zwol'le)
mfg.
ZwoUe

Zuruma

6

#

D

Eshowe.

15
26
16

5
5

(zo-lo-chev') town, Kharkov govt. Russia in Europe, on Uda river..
(zo-lo-tS-no'sha) town, Poltava govt. Russia in Europe
mfg. town,
of Bacs co. Hungary
Deir.
pop. 100,
Zor (z6r) vilayet, N E Syria, Turkey in Asia, 38,600
Zsablya (sab'le-a) town, Bacs-Bodrog co. Hungary
of Pest
Zsambek (sam'bek') town. Pest co. Hungary, 15 m.

&

10
12

13

(zhlo'chow) mfg. town, Galicia prov. Austria
long, flows into Moksha river.
Austria, on Thaya river
(zSl'ke-ev) mfg. town, Galicia prov. Austria, 16 m. N of Lemberg...

(zom'bor) cml.

3

6
22

12

Zna (tsna) riv. Russia in Europe, 200 m.
Znaim (znim) mfg. town, Moravia prov.
Zolkiew
ZolOChev

7

*

Zittau (tsit'tou) mfg. town. Saxony kingdom, Germany, on Mandau river.
Zizichar (ze-ze-Kar'). See Tsitsihar.
Zizkov (tsits'kov) town, Bohemia, Austria
Zlechanow (zhSK'a-now) city, Plock govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
Zlarin (tsla'rTn) town, Dalmatia prov. Austria
Zlatar (tslat'ar) vil. Croatia, Hungary
Zlatoust (zla-toosf). See Slatoust.

*

(zab) riv. Kurdistan,

7

*

Zevenbergen

Zululand
5
8

7

5

#

D

NW

Zurich
.

14
6

Middelburg.

&

5

63
6
8

D

Zschoppau

rivers.

(e'vSr'duN') town, Vaud canton, Switzerland
(ev'to') mfg. town, dept. Seine-Infirieure, Fr. 20

Zaandam

—

WNW

z
Zaab

prov. Austria
(za-rew') town, Astraklian govt. Russia in Europe
its * pop. 40.
Zarla (za're'a) or Saria (sa're'a) country, Sokoto, Africa.
Zarskoe Selo (zaas'ko-S sa'lo) mfg. town, St. Petersburg govt. Russia
Zaruma (za-rob'ma) tovra, Ecuador, South America, on Tumbez river
Zaslav (zas-lav') mfg. town, Volhynia govt. Russia in Europe, on Gorin river,
pop. 1, X Batesville.
Zavalla (za-val'la) CO. S Tex. 1,200
Zawoja (za-wo'ya) town, Wadowice circle, Galicia prov. Austria
Zbarasz (zba'rasli) town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Ikva river
its *.
Zea (ze'a) isl. 13 m. long, Cyclades Isls. jEgean sea, pop. 14.
Zealand (ze'land) Dutch Zeeland (za'lant) prov. S Netherlands, 690 pop.

Zarew

ZolOtonosha
100

20

25

—

Zombor

#

Yverdun
Yvetot

6

—

D

D

to

17

#

D

W

2

2
5
8
6
88

(yoo'ba) min. agr. & past. co.
Cal. 714
pop. 10, X Marysville.
Merida.
Yucatan (yoo'kS^tau') state, Mexico, 35,203 pop. 330,
Yudoma (yoo-do'ma) riv. Siberia, Russia in Asia, 170 m. long to Maia river.
Yuen-Hwa (yoo-en'-hwii') cml. town, ChShkiang prov. China
Yuen-Kiang (-ke-ang') riv. China, 400 m. long, to Lake Tung-Ting-Hu.
Yug (yoog) riv. Vologda govt. Russia, 220 m. long, to Suchona river.
Yugan (yoo'gan') riv. Russia in Asia, 228 m. long, Tobolsk govt, to Obi river.
Yukon (yoo'kSn) riv. Alas. 2,000 m. long, British America, to Pacific ocean.
(yoo'ma) min. co. S
Ariz. 10,136
pop. 3.
a city, its X pop. 2.
E Col. 1,180 pop. 3.
its X.
CO.
China, 107,969
its *.
pop. 11,722.
Yunnan (yun-nan') min. prov. S
Yuriev— Polskoi (yoo-re-ev'-pol-skoi) town, Vladimir govt. Russia
Guacipati.
(yoo'rob-a're)
ter.
Venezuela,
pop.
S.
Amer.
81,123
Yuniari
21,
Yurung-Kash River (yoo'riing'-kash-) riv. Chinese Turkestan, 250 m. long,

Yuba

D

W

0. tp. pop. 35, city

7
21

—

—

*

.

2

3

Yssche

950

*

N

long, flows

Ysleta

—

&

river.

& town,

—

protectorate, 625
pop. 125.
its
pop. 100.
Zapata (sa-pa'ta) past. co. S Tex. 1,370
pop. 4, X Carrizo.
Zapotla (tha-pot'la) cml. town, Jalisco state, Mexico
Zara (za'ra) mfg. city,
of Dalmatia prov. Austria, 170 m. S E of Venice. ...
Zarafshan (zar-af-shan') ter. S part of Samarkand govt. Russian Turkestan.

&

5

Napa co. Cal
town
Ypres (e'pr) nifg. town, W. Flanders prov. Belgium, on Y'perlee river
Ypsilanti (ip'si-lan'tl) city, Washtenaw co. Mich, on Huron river
Yreka (wi-re'ka) tp. & town, X of Siskiyou co. Cal. tp. pop. 2, town pop. 1.

Yount

6

(ze-bed') ft. town, Yemen vilayet, Arabia, Asia, on Zebid river
(ze'boo') prov. Philippine Isls. Malay Arch. pop. 389.
isl. Philippine
Isls. pop. 320.
vil. Ottawa co. Mich, near Black River
tp.
Zeeland (ze'land) tp.
its
a spt.
Zeilah (za'la)"British prov. on Gulf of Aden, E Africa.
mfg. vil. Utrecht prov. Netherlands
joint pop.
Zeist (zlst) par.
ZeitZ (tsits) mfg. town, Merseburg govt. Saxony prov. Prussia
Zelaya (sa-la'ya) town, Guanajuato state, Mexico
Zele (za'le) mfg. town, E. Flanders prov. Belgium
E Hungary, 2,392 pop. 293, Ujhely-Sataralja.
Zemplln (zgm'pleu') co.
part of Irak-Ajemi prov. Persia, Asia
Zenjan (zen-jan') cml. town,
Zenta (sen'to') town, Bdcs co. Hungary, on Theiss riv. ; battlefield ia 1696...
ZerbSt (tserpst) mfg. town, Anhalt duchy, Germany
Zeulenroda (tsoi'len-ro'da) mfg. town, Reuss-Greiz principality, Germany.

;

Young (yiing) past. CO. N Tex. 900 D pop. 5, X Graham.
Youngs (yungz) tp. Laurens co. S. C
Youngstown (yQngz'town) tp. & city, X of Mahoning co.

6
6

5

Zante (zan'ta) isl. Ionian Isls. a nome of Greece, 277 D pop. 44.
its # pop. 17.
isl. part of sultanate, British
Zanzibar (zan'zT-bar') sultanate, E Africa.

201,

tional park.

U

—

Zebu

W

Youghal (y al) cml. apt. town, Cork co. Munster prov. Ireland
Youghioghehy River (yS'hg-ga'nl) riv. W. Va. Md., & Pa. 150 m.

5 by Bechuanaland & Transvaal, E by Nyassaland & Portuguese E. Africa,
6 by Portuguese W. Africa & German S. W. Africa, 450,000 D, divided by
Zambezi riv. into N. & S. Zambezia governed by British S. Africa Co
Zamora (tha-mo'ra) prov. Leon, Spain, 4,135 D pop. 270.
its * pop. 12.
state, N
Venezuela, South America, 25,212 D pop. 249, # Guanare.
Zamosz (zEfmSsh) ft. town, Lublin govt. Poland, Russia in Europe
Zanesvllle (zanz'vTl) mfg. city, X of Muskingum co.
Zanskar (zanz'kar') riv. middle Tibet, Asia, 140 m. long, to Indus river.

Zebid

;

—

11

See Yarkand.
Zarand (zo'rond') co. S E Hungary, 501 D
Zara-Vecchia (za'ra-vSK'ke-a) town, Dalmatia

—

^

W

6
5
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W
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W
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Zaidpur (zad-poor') town, Oudh, British India
Chinese Empire.
Zaisan (zl-zan') lake, 80 m. long, Dzungaria, N
Zala-Eserszeg (zo'ra-eks-5rs'zSg') town, Szalad co. Hungary
Zaleszczyki MiatSO (za-lesh-chlk'e me'at-so') town, E Galicia prov. Austria
Zalun (za'lobu') town, Lower Burma, British India, on Irawadi river
Zalose (zii'losh'a) mfg. town, Galicia prov. Austria, on Sered river
Zambales (sam-bii'les) prov. Luzon isl. Pliilippine Isls. pop. 37, # Iba.

;

—

—

NNE

W

—

—

N

W

;

Yenangyung

W

Zambezi (zam-ba'ze) riv. E Africa, 1,800 m. long, flows into Indian Ocean.
Zambezla (z5m-be'ze-a) Britisli ter. S Africa, bounded N by Kongo Free State,

;

W

*

(zak-a-ta'kas) state, Mexico, 24,757
pop. 466.
its
pop. CO.
(zii-dbnsk') town, Voionej govt. Russia in Europe, on Don river
cen. Kastamuni vilayet,
Asia Minor.
Zafaranboli (zS-fa-rau'bo'le) town,
Zaira (tha'fra) mfg. town, Badajoz prov. Spain
ZagarolO (dza-ga-ro'lo) tovm, Rome prov. Italy
of Cairo.
Zagazig (za'ga-zeg') cml. town, Charkieh prov. Egypt, 40 m.
of Damascus
Zahleh (za'lS) town, Syria, Turkey in Asia, 35 m.

N

Scotland.

Columbiana co.
North America, 130 m. long, to Great Slave Lake.
Minn. 612 D pop. 10, X Granite Falls.
Medicine, co. S
liledicine River, riv. Minn. 100 m. long, flows into Minnesota river.
Sea, inlet, 620 m. long. Pacific ocean, on N E coast of China.
vil. Greene co. O. pop. 1.
Springs, tp. Des Moines co. lo. pop. 2.
Yellowstone (yel'o-ston') co. S Mont. 3,105 D pop. 2, X Billings.
Wyo.
at
N
E
base of Rocky Mts.
lake,
long,
20
m.
Yellowstone Lake,
Yellowstone Mountains, Mont. highest point Emigrant Peak, 10,029 ft.
of laud €0 m. long, 55 m.
Wyo.
a
tract
Yellowstone National Park, Mont. &
wide, 3,356 D lat. 44= 8' 16" to 45= V 51" N, Ion. 109° 59' 55" to 111" 6' 7"
sale,
and " set apart as a public
by act of Congress, 1872, reserved from
park for the benefit and enjoyment of the people."
Yellowstone River, riv. Mont. & Wyo. 1,100 m. long, Wyo. to Missouri river.

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Pop.

—

n

Zacatecas

Zadonsk

6
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8
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PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY,
CONTAINING

TEN THOUSAND NAMES OF NOTEWORTHY PERSONS.
WITH

THEIR NATIONALITY, THEIR STATION, THEIR PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION, AND THE DATES OF
THEIR BIRTH AND DEATH.
COMPILED AND ARRANGED

BY LOOMIS

J,

CAMPBELL.

Thb design of this work of biographical reference is to furnish rapid answers to the questions most frequently asked concerning any one of the distinguished or notable
persons herein mentioned ; namely, What is the correct spelling and pronunciation of his name ? What was he ? Where did he live ? When did he live ?
Where two or more members of a family are mentioned, the relationship is stated in italics immediately after the Christian name (as Son, Father, etc., as the case may
be).
An assumed name, a sobriquet, or an original name not so well known, is generally printed in italics. The italic words in brackets indicate something noteworthy
with which the person has had to do, as a book, a painting, an invention, a discovery, a doctrine, or the like. In many instances what is thus inclosed serves to identify
the person clearly.
The following explanations will be readily understood.
The mark of interrogation indicates an approximate or a doubtful date.
or lived.
fl. means flourished
Where two or more persons having the same name are mentioned, the pronunciation is given with the name of the first individual only.
The dates before the Christian era are denoted by B. a.

A.

Abdul Mejld

Born. Died.
1792—1857.
Aa, van der (vSn der a), Abraham Jacob. Dutch biographer
1612 1657.
Aagaard (aw'gord), Niels Lauridsen. Danish scholar and writer
1130
Asgesen (aw'geh-sen), Svend. Earliest Danish historian
1815—1871.
Aall Pasha (a'lee pa-shii'). Turkish statesman
1800 1856.
Aarestrup (aw're-stroop), Carl Ludvig Emil. Danisli poet
Aailfi Pasha (a'ree'fee pa-sha'). Turkish statesman. Prime minister 1830
1572—1641.
Aarsens, van (van ar'sgnce), Frans. Dutch diplomatist
Aartsbergen (Srts'bSro-en), Alexander van der Capellen. Dutch states1580 1656.
man and author
1813
Aasen (aw'sen), Ivar Andreas. Norwegian philologist
1044.
Aba (Sb'Sh')", Samuel. King of Hungary

—

.

—

.

—

.

Abad

and founder of

tlie

—

—

.

—

Abbas Mlrza
Abbassides

(ab'bSs' mer'zii). Shah (king) of Persia
(ab-bSs'idz). The most famous dynasty of caliphs at

cus and Bagdad.

1785?-1833.

Damas-

(749-1258.)

Abbate, dell' (dSl'lab-bii'ta), Niccol6. Italian fresco painter
Abbatuccl (sfba'tii'se' It. pron. Sb-ba-toot'chee), Jacques
Charles.
French diplomatist
Abbe ($b'be), Cleveland. American meteorologist
;

1512—1571.
Pierre

1791—1857,

—

d*^ (d'ab'vel'),

1838

Claude, Pere.

—
—
—

Abd-el-Kadlr

(abd'el-ka'dir)

or

Abdal-Kadir.

Abd-er-Rahman Khan (abd'er-raH'man
Abdul-Azlz

English comic writer
Becket. S_ee Becket, Thomas a.
Abeille (ii'bal' or a'ba'y'), J. French military surgeon
Abeken (a'bg-ken), Bernhard Rudolf. German philologist

kiin).

Emir

Ameer

of Algeria .... 1807 ?-1883.
of Afghanistan. 1830 -

1830—1876,
1842

"Sultan of Turkey
Abdul-Hamld (iiVdeSl-liii'mld) n. Sultan of Turkey
Abdul-Kadir (iib'deSl-ka'dji^r). See Abd-kl-Kadib.
Abdullah. See Abdallab.
(ab'dOSl-ii-zeez').

S,S>i,S,i!i, long ; t,t, t, less prolonged ; 5, 5, T, 5, B, short; a, g,
e, t, 0, tilent; a, u,

ii,

v

(see p. 1719)

;

i,

<ji,

Abel
Abel
Abel
chemist
Abel (ii'bSl), Niels Henrik. Norwegian mathematician
Ab^lard or Abailard (Sb'e-lard Fr. pron. a'ba'lar'),

H

2)

;

gas

.

1809
1780—1866.

.

;

1827
1824
1827
1802

raoes

.

.

Pierre.

a-Ben-tha-ra'Ha), pi. AbencerMoorish family of Granada
fl. 15th

A

(a-bgn'se-roj-es).
famous
(a'ben-gz'ra), Abraham.
The Wise.

Aben-Ezra

c.

Jewish commentator. 11197-1174?
1706—1781.

Abercrombie (Sb'er-krQm-bt), James. British general in America
Aberdeen (Sb-er-deen'), George Hamilton Gordon, fourth earl

of.

British statesman

1784—1860.

Aberdeen, John Campbell Hamilton Gordon, seventh

earl of.

Son of

statesman
Abernethjr (Sb'er-ne-tht), John. English surgeon
(a'bert),
Jolm
James, Colonel. American military engineer
Abort
preceding.

.

— 1829.
French
1079 — 1142.

scholastic philosopher and logician
(a-b§n'se-raj ; Sp. pron.

Abencenage

1847

Britisli

.

1764—1831.
1787 1863
1806—1886.

—

(ii/biK), Wilhelm Hermann.
German-Russian naturalist
1831
Ablcht (a'bTKt), Carl Ernst. German classical philologist
1743—1809.
Ablldgaard (a'blld-gord), Nicolai Abraham. Danish painter
1740—1801.
Ablldgaard, Peter Christian. Danish naturalist and physician
1769—1844.
Ablnger (5b'in-jgr), James Scarlett, Lord. English judge
Abington (Sb'ing-ton), Frances, Mrs. Fanny Barton. English actress. 1737 — 1815.
AbOO or AbOU (Arabic, father). For names beginning thus, see Ab0.
1828—1885.
About ia/hoo'), Bdmond Francois Valentin. French writer
1437 1508.
Abrabanel (a-sra'sa-nSl), Isaac. Portuguese Jewish author
Abraham-a— Sancta-Clara (a'bra-ham-a-sank'ta-kla'ra). Ulrich von

Abich

.

—

Roman

1644
1858

Catholic preacher of Vienna

—

1709.
(a'briim-of), Jacob Vasilievitch.
Russian political writer
1784—1827
Abrantes, d' (da-braN'tSs), Jos6, Don. Portuguese statesman
Abrant^S, d' , Andoclie Junot, Due. French general. See Junot.
1699—1782.
Abresch (a'brSsh), Friedrich Ludwig. German classical scholar
1750—1828.
Abrial (a'bre-iil'), Joseph Andr(5. French statesman
Absalon (ab'aa-lon), or Asel (ak'sgl). Icelandic archbishop of Lund. .1128— 1201.
1819 1885.
Abt (apt), Franz. German musical composer
(ii'boo-ab-dil'ah-mo-h5m'gd). Founder of
1087! -1130.
the sect and dynasty of the Almoliades."
Abu-Bekr, Abou-Bekr, or Abubekr (a'boo-bSk'r). First calipli of
Mecca. Successor of Mohammed
573?- 634.
1256—1344.
(a'boo-lii-yan').
Athir-ed-Din. Arabian author

Abramof

.

—

AbU-AbdiUah-Mohammed

Abu-Hayyan

Abu-1-Abbas-Abdallah

As-Seffah.

(a'bool-iib-bas'-ab-diil'ali).

First

720?- 754.
or Abulfaraglus (a-bul-fa-ra'ji-us). Mar Gre1226 1286.
Bar-Hebrseus. Armenian bishop and historian
Abu-1-Fazl, or AbOUUazl (a'bool-fii-zl. In India, it is pronounced
caliph of the Abbassides

AbuUaraj

?

(a'bool-fa'riij),

—

gorius.

1608'
emperor Akbar and historian.
Abu-1-Feda, or AbOuUeda (ii'bool-fSd'ii), Ismail-Ibn-Ali. Arabian
warrior and autlior
12737-1331.
AbU-1-Easim (ii'bool-kS'sim). (Lat. Albuca'sls.) Arabian surgical
alnioat iiVi'ool-fuz'l).

Vizier of the

.

.

.

writer of Cordova.
1110?
\_Al-Tasriff.'\
1415 1465.
Accoltl (ak-kol'tee), Benedetto. Florentine lawyer and historian
Accum (Sk'Kiim, or ak'oiim), Friedrich Christian. Gorman chemist .... 17C9— 1838.
1773—1846.
Acerbi (ii-chSr'oee), Giuseppe. Italian writer

—

obscure (see remark,

It (see p. 1718,

Born. Died.
1823-1861.
1822
A. A'Becket.
.
1844
1811—1856.

(a'bel), Carl.
German philologist
(a'bil'), Charles.
French archaeologist
(a'bel), Frederic Augustus, Sir.
English

Megerle.

1614—1632
Capuchin historian
1852
Abbey (ab'bi), Edwin Austin. American artist
Abbon (a'boN') ol Fleury. Abbot of Fleury. French monk and savant 945—1004.
1762 1849.
Abbot (Sb'ot), Benjamin. American teacher
1819—1884.
Abbot, Ezra. American biblical scholar
1732 1812,
Abbot, Samuel. Founder of the theol. seminary at Andover, Mass
1830 1890,
Abbott, Benjamin Vaughan. American law writer
1843 Abbott, Charles Conrad. American naturalist
1838 Abbott, Edwin Abbott. English therjogian and author
1843 Abbott, Evelyn. English classical scholar
1803—1879,
Abbott, Jacob. American author. [Eollo Books.}
1805—1877,
Abbott, John Stevens Cabot. American liistorian
1835
Abbott, Lyman. American clergyman, author, and editor
1738—1766,
Abbt (apt), Thomas. German writer and professor of mathematics
Abd (abd) (Arabic, servant), an initial word in Semitic proper names.
Abdallah-Ibn-Tasln (iibd'b'n-ya-seen'). Fakih. Founder of the empire of the Almoravides
1059.
Abd-el-Azlz (iibd'gl-a-zeez') II. Written also Abdelazlz and Abdnl716 ?
Azlz {Sp. pron. ab-da-la-theeth'). Moorish viceroy of Spain
Abbevlll,

English dramatist
f'Becket, Gilbert Abbot.

Abu Amru Ibn Habed.

First Moorish king of Seville,
1042.
Abadite dynasty
1759 1818.
Abamontl (a-ba-mon'tee) Giuseppe. Neapolitan state.sman
Abancourt, d' (da/bSN-koor'), Charles Xavier Joseph Franqueville. Min1758—1792.
ister of war of Louis XVI. of France
1250—1315.
Abano, dl (de S-ba'no), Pietro. Italian astrologer and physician
1780 1844.
Joaquin,
Don.
Spanish
prelate
(a-barHca),
and
Carlist
Abarca
1743—1821.
Abascal (S-Bas-kal'), Jos6 Fernando. Spanish viceroy of Peru
1679—1767.
(a'bo'ze'),
Firmin.
French
philosopher
and
writer
Abanzlt
Abba Arika. See Ashe.
Abbad (.ab'bad'). See Abad.
1654?-1727.
Abbadle (ii'ba'de'), Jacques. French Protestant theologian
1810
Abbadie, d' (da'ba'de'), Antoine Thomson. French voyager.
Abbadle, d', Armand Michel. Brother of preceding. French voyager.. 1815 1893.
1571—1629.
Abbas (ab-bas') I. Tlie Great. Shah (king) of Persia
(a-bad') I.,

(aVd661-me-jeed'). Sultan of Turkey
(Sb'di ), Jolm Thomas. English lawyer
A'Becket (a-bek'et), Arthur William. Son of Gilbert

Abdy

p. 1719)

in get

,

tii

;

far, fjill; thSre,

as in thine

;

term;

I, ii, k, v/,

f6r, food, f06t

B, n, a, H, K, N,

;

fflrl

K (see

;

ow

as in cow ; chaa in chin

p. 1719).

(18171

;

.
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Born. Died.

N

AcevedO (a-tha-va'Do), Felix Alvarez. Spanish insurgent leader
1820.
1814 1875.
Achard (a'shar'), Am^d^e Louis Eugene. Trench journalist.
Achard, Franz Karl. German chemist
1753—1821
Achenbach (a'Kgn-baK), Andreas. Ger. landscape and marine painter. .1815
1839 Achlardl, d' (da-ke-ar'dee), Antonio. Italian naturalist

Agnillar

—

'.

.

AohllUnl

(a-kel-lee'nee), Alessandro.

Achmet (aK'met). See Ahmed.
Ackermann (ak'er-man), Johann

and phys.

Italian philosopter

Christian Gottlieb.

. . .

1463

1756

—1801.

Ackermann, Louise Tictoriue, bom Choqugt (sho'ka'). French poetess 1813 —^1891.
Acland (Sk'Iand), John Dyke. British commander of the grenadiers at
the battle" of StOlwater
1778.
(S'konts ko'ver), Stefan. Armenian writer
1740 1824.
AconzlO (a-kSn'ze-o), Jacopo. (Lat. JaCObUS AcontlUS.) Italian
\_Slratagems of Satan.']
writer.
1500?-1565'
1539?-1600.
Acostai de (dt a-kos'ta) 3osi. Spanish missionary and author
1821
Ac4ua, dell' (dSl-lak'kwa), Cesare. Italian painter
AcrellUS (a-kree'li-us ; 8w. a-krii'le-oSs), Israel. Historian of Swedish
colonies in America
1714 1800.
Acnna< de (da a-k56n'ya), Cristobal. Spanish Jesuit and missionary .. 1597 1676?
1759 1840.
Adair (a-dar'), John. American general and politician
1786 1862.
Adam (a'dUm), Albrecht. German painter

—

Aconz Kbver

.

Adam (a'dSN'),

—
—
—
—

Edmond, Mme.

Juliette

Lamber.

French writer.

Ed-

the "Nouvelle Revue"
1836
Adam, Eugen. German military painter
1817—1880.
Adam, Lucien. French philologist
1833
Adaml (ii-da'mee), Friedrich. Paul Frohberg. German novelist
1816
1744 1818.
Adams (Sd'amz), Abigail. Amer. writer, wife of Pres. John Adams
1814 1853.
Adams, Charles Baker. American naturalist
1807 1886.
Adams, Charles Francis. Son of J. Q. Amer. lawyer and diplomat
1835
Adams, Charles Kendall. American educator and author
1755 1832.
Adams, Hannah. American authoress
1735—1826.
Adams, John. Lawyer and second president of the United States
John
Couch.
English
astronomer
1816—1892.
AdamSr
1767 1848.
Adams, John Quincy. Son of John. Sixth president of the U. S
1722 1803.
Adams, Samuel. American Revolutionary patriot and statesman
1829 1891.
Adams, William Henry Davenport. English book compiler
1822
Adams, William Taylor. Oliver Optic. American story wTiter
Adamson (Sd'am-son), Patrick. Archbishop of St. Andrews, Scotland. 1537 1592.
1727 1806.
Adanson (a'di&'soN'), Michel. French naturalist
Addison (Sd'i-son) Joseph. English poet and essayist. [5pec/a<or.]... 1672 1719.
1792—1849.
Adelaide (Sd'eh'lad). Queen of England. Consort of William IV
Adelbert (ad'al-bert) or Adalbert, Saint. Apostle of the Prussians.
Bishop of Prague, and martyr
997.
1622 1675.
Adeler (a'del-er), Cort Sivertsen. Danish high admiral
Adelgreit (a'del-grif), Johann Albrecht. German fanatic
1636?
Adelmann von Adelmannsfelden (a'd§i-man fon a'dgl-manz-fa'dgn),
Alfred, Count. German novelist
1848—1887.
1782 1852.
Adelon (ad'loN'), Nicolas Philibert. French physician and writer
1732 1806.
Adelung (a'deh-16ong), Johann Christoph. German philologist
AdemollO (a-da-mollo), Alessandro. Italian historian and statesman . .1826
1763 1832.
Adet (a' da'), Pierre Auguste. French envoy and chemist
1275—1348 ?
Adh-dhahebl (aD-Da'hSh-bee). Arabian historian
(ad'ler),
Jakob
Christian.
George
Danish orientalist
1756—1834.
Adler
Adler, Georg J. Amer. prof, and author of German and English Diet. .1821 1868.
1751 1818.
Adlerbeth (adIgr-bSt), Gudmund Goran. Swedish poet
1671—1709.
Adlerfeld (adler-fSlt), Gustav. Swedish historian and diplomatist
Adlersfeld, von (fon adlerz-fSlt), Eufemia. Countess Ballestrem. Ger.
man novelist
1854
AdOlphns (a-d51'fus) I. Count of Holstein
1128.
1128—1164.
AdolphUS n. Son of Adolphus I. Warrior
1252 1298.
AdolphUS of Nassau. German emperor
1447 —1510.
Adoml (a-dor'nee), Caterina Fieschi. Italian poetess
Adraln (a-dran'), Robert. Irish professor of mathematics in America .. 1775 1843?
AdretS, des (da'za'dra'), Francis de Beaumont, Baron. Hug. leader. ..1512 ?-1585.
Adrian (a'drl-an). Emperor of Borne. See Hadbian.
itor of

.

.

a

.

—
—
—
—

.

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

.

—
—

.

—
—

u

795.
Adrian I. Pope
1159.
Adrian IV. Nicholas Breakspeare. Pope
1459—1523.
Adrian VI. Pope
1513—1579.
Adrlanl (a-dre-a'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian historian
1630.
Adrlano (a-dre-a'no). The Friar. Spanish painter
au-war'ta),
Diego.
(a-Doo-ar't»,
or
Spanish
historian
1570?-1637.
Adnarte
1825
2igldl (a-gee'dee), Ludwig Karl. German statesman and jurist
1724—1802.
.Splnus (e-pi'nus), Franz Ulrich Theodor. German electrician
Aertsen (art'sen) or Aartsen, Pieter. Pietro-Longo. Dutch pamter.. 1519— 1573?
.

iEsclllneB (Ss^I-neez). Athenian orator
2iSCliyIUS (Ss'kt-lus). Greek tragic poet

b. c.

2iS0p (e'sgp). Greek fabulist
.Ssopus (i-so^us), Clodius. Roman tragedian
Aetlus (a-e'shi-us). Roman general

w

389

— 314.

525—

456.
fl. b. c. 560.
fl. b. c. 1st c.
396?- 454.

b. c.

—

1741 1800 ?
Alf (af'o), Ireneo. Italian antiquarian and historian
1793—1848.
Aifre (af 'r), Denis Auguste. Archbishop of Paris
Julius.
(af-rl-ka'nus),
Sextus
Christian
historian
232.
Alrlcanus
AfzeUns (Sf-ze'll-us ; Sw.pron. af-tstI1e-68s), Adam. Swed. botanist.. 1750— 1836.
(a'gar'),
Michel,
Comte
Jean AJatoine
de Mosbourg. Fr. financier. 1771 1844.
Agar
1785—1859.
Agardh (a'gard), Karl Adolf. Swedish botanist
AgassiZ (Sg'a-see or a-gSs'iz ; Fr. pron. a'ga'se'), Alexander. Son of
L. J. R. A. Naturalist
1835
Agasslz, Louis John Rudolph. Swiss naturalist and teacher in America. 1807 ^1873.
Agatbocles (a-gSth'o-kleez). Tyrant of Syracuse
b. c. 360?- 289.

—
—

"

Agesllaus (a-jSs-I-la'us) II. KingofSparta
Agler (a/zhe-a'), Pierre Jean. French judge
Agnelli (an-yel'lee), Jacopo. Italian Jesuit and writer
AgnellO (an-ySllo), Andrea. Abbot and historian of Ravenna

B. c.

—1798.
—1799.
—1888.
—1543.

1701
fl.

9th

1718
(an-ya'See), Maria Gaetana. Italian mathematician
1830
(Sg'nu), Cornelius Rea. American surgeon
.1460
AgnolO, d' (dan'yo-lo), Baccio. Florentme engineer and architect
AgOSUno da montefeltro (ii-gos-tee'no da mon-ta-f51'tro). Padre.
1839
Eloquent Italian preacher
AgOUlt, d' (da-goo'), Marie Catherine Sophie de Plavigny, Countess.
1805
Daniel Stern. French authoress.
1844
AgresU (a-gres'tee), Alberto. Italian author
37
Agrlcola (a^grlk'o-la), Cnseius Julius. Roman general
1492
Agrlcola, Johann. 'Schnitter. Antinomian divine of Saxony

Agnew

Agrlcola, Rudolfus.

Agrippa

Eoelof Huisman.

(a-grtp'a), Heinrich Cornelius.

Dutch scholar
German physician,

.

^1876.
.

theologian,

Roman

statesman

Mother of the emperor Nero
(a-gwa'no), Afexandre Marie. Spanish financier in Paris
Chancellor of France
d' (da'gS'so'), Henri Francois.
e,,e,o, less

prolonged; S,S,X,<5,S,short;

von (fon
German

Died.

—1847.
—ISSl.

ii^g-fglt),

.

—

novelist
(al'kwist), August Engelbert.

—
—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

of California

fl.

Alarcon, de, Pedro Autonio.

Alarcon

y Mendoza,

de (da

Spanish author
a-lar-kou' e men-do'tha),

Don Juan

Spanish Mexican poet

Alard

(a/lart'), Francis.

Alaric

A

—

Flemish Protestant theologian

(ia^ Alarl'cus.) Conn,

(Sl'a-rlk).

Lasco or AlaSCO

1540.

1833 1891.
Ruiz.
1580 ?-1639.

(a-las'ko), John.

Lascki.

of Visigoths.
Polish Protestant

reformer

1578.
410.

382—

Rome. King

of

Jan

1499—1560.

—

Alava, d' (dala-va), Miguel Ricardo. Spanish general and statesman.. 1771 1843.
Alba. See Alva.
Alban, Saint (sant awl'ban). First Christian martyr of Great Britain.
285?
1578 ^1660.
Albani (al-ba'nee), Francesco. Italian painter
Albanl, Marie Emma Lajeunesse. Opera singer
1851
Albans, Saint (sant awl'banz), John of. English physician, theologian,
and philosopher
1253.
Albany (awl'ba-nt) Louisa, Countess of. Wife of the Young Pretender. 1753 1824.
Albemarle (51'be-marl), Arnold van Keppel, Earl of. Dutch courtier. .1669— 1718.
Alber (al'ber), Erasmus. German Protestant preacher and poet
1553?
Albergatl C!apacelli, d' (dal-bSr-ga'tee ka-pa-chSl'lee), Francesco. Ital.

—

—

—

^^

ian dramatist

1728—1804.

—
—

1664 1752.
Alberoni (al-ba-ro'nee), Giulio. Prime minister of Spain
1805 1867.
Albers (al'bers), Johann Friedrich Hermann. German physician
Albert (Sl'bert), Francis Charles Augustus Emmanuel, Prince of SaxeCoburg-Gotha. Consort of Queen Victoria
1819—1861.
1489 1545.
Albert. Archbishop of Magdeburg
Archduke
Austria,
of
and
governor
1559 1621.
Albert.
of the Netherlands
1490—1568Albert. First duke of Prussia
1828
.
Albert. King of Saxony

—
—

Albert, d' (dal'bSr'), Charles, Due de Luynes. Constable of France... 1578— 1621.
.
1841
Albert Edward, Prince of Wales. Eldest son of Queen Victoria
Albert L The Bear. Margrave of Brandenburg. Founder of the house
of

Albert

Brandenburg
m. The Achilles and The

1106 ?-1170.
Tllysses.

—1486.
—1762.
—1472
—1600.

Margrave of Brandenburg. .1414

Dutch theologian and scholar
Alberti, Leon Battista. Italian architect, and writer on art
Alberti, Salomon. German physician and anatomist

1698
1404
1540
1826

Alberti (al-bgr'tee), Johannes.

.

Alberti, Sophie,

Albertlnl,
bishop

von

,

bom Moedinger. German authoress
(fon al-b6r-tee'nee),

*

.

Johann Baptist. German Moravian
1769-1831.

1560—1620.
AlbertinUB (Sl-ber-tl'nus), .SIgidius. German satirist. ;
.
1849
Albertonl (al-bSf-to'nee), Pietro. Italian physiologist
Alber'tUS Mag'UUS. Albert von BoUstiidt. Bav. philos. and schoolman. 1193 ?-1280.
1825
Alblclnl (al-be-chee'nee), Cesare, Coimt. Italian author and jurist
Albicus (Sl-bi'kus), Siglsmund. Physician, and archbishop of Prague 1347 1427.
1748 ^1816.
Alblnl (al-bee'nee), Franz Joseph. German diplomatist
.

. .

Albini, Giuseppe.

Italian physiologist
Albinus (al-bee'n66s), Bemhard Siegfried. Ger. anat.
French Jacobin
Albltte (al'bet'), Antoine Louis.

Albizsl

(al-bet'see),

—
—

.
1830
and physician... 1697 ?-1770.

1812.
1401.

Bartolommeo. Tuscan writer

573.
Alboln (ai'boin). King of the Lombards
Albonl (al-bo'nee), Marietta. Now Countess Pepoli. Italian singer. .1824 1894.
Albornoz, de (di al-bor-noth'), Gil Alvarez Carillo. Archbishop of To1300 1367.
ledo. Cardinal and statesman
Albrecht (Sl'brgKt). Friedrich Rudolph. Aust. archduke and general. 1817 1895.
1786—1848.
Albrecht, Wilhelm. German agriculturist
1528—1572.
Albret, d' (dal'bra'), Jeanne. Queen of Navarre
Vincenzo.
fl. 1670.
(al-bree'chee),
ItaUan
composer
and
organist
Albricl
.

.

—
—
—
—

Albrizzl (al-bret'see), Isabella Teotochi, Countess of. Italian authoress. 1770 1836.
(Sl-bu-ka'sis).
See Ab0-l-Kasim.
805?- 885.
Albumazar (Sl-boo-ma'zar). Arabian astronomer
Albuqaerque, de (da ai'bu-kerk), Alfonso. (Portuguese AlfonsO d'
1453 1515.
.^boquerque, dal-bo-kSr'kS. ) Portuguese conqueror in India
580.
B. o. 620
Alcsens (ai-see'us). Greek lyric poet
Alcaforads (al-ka-fo-radz'), Marianna. Portuguese nun. [Letters to De
fl. 1662?
Chamilly.-\
1492 1550,
Alciatl (al-cha'tee), Andrea. Italian jurist and scholar
B. o. 450— 404.
Alclblades (al-sT-bi'a-deez). Famous Athenian
fl. B. c. 670?
Alcman (Slk'man). * Lyric poet of Sparta
1809
Alcock (awl'kok), Rutherford, Sir. English diplomatist
AlCOtt (awl'kgt), Amos Bronson. American teacher and philosopher. ..1799r— 1888.
1833 1888.
AlCOtt, Louisa May. Daughter of A. B. American authoress
Alcott, William Andrews. American physician and educationist. .,.. ..1798 1859.
Alcuin, or Alcwin (Sllswin). {Lat. Alcni'nns, Flaccus Albinus.) Eng-

Albucasls

—
—

—

.

1487—1535.
Vipsanius.

Aguesseau,

3ttOihO,Z,long ;

c.

—
— 93.
—1566.
1442 — 1485.

and writer

Agrippa (a-grip'a), Marcus
Agrlppina (a-grip-pl'na) H.

Agnado

.

444»- 360.
1748—1823.

Agnesl

Born.
1816

English Jewish authoress

—

.

—
—
—

Grace.

Charlotte Elisabeth Sophie Luise Wilhel1781 1849.
Finnish philologer
Ahlquist
1826
,
,
Ahlwardt (Sl'vart), Theodor Wilhelm. German orientalist
1828
Ahmed (an'mgd), or Achmet (iiK'met), IIL Ottoman emperor
1673—1739.
grammarian
Johann
Franz.
German
Ahn (an),
1796—1805.
1808 1874.
Ahrens (a'rens), Heinrich. German jurist and author
Alcard (a'kiir'), Jean. French poet
.
1848
•
Aide (a'e'da'), Hamilton. English poet and novelist
1830
Algnan (an'ySN'), foienne. French republican and writer
1773—1824.
Algueb^re (Sg'bSr'), Jean Dumas. French dramatist
1692 1755.
Algulllon, d (da'ge'yoN'), Armand de Vignerot-Duplessis-Richelieu,
Due. Prime minister of France
1720 1782?
AUdn (aliin), Dr. John. English biographer and miscellaneous writer.. 1747 1822.
Ailly, d' (dal'ye' 0)- da'ye'), Pierre. French cardinal
1350—1425?
Almard (a'mar'), Gustavo. French novelist
1818 1883.
(In'mil-er),
Maximihan
Emanuel.
German
Alnmlller
painter
1807 1870,
Alnslie (anzll). Hew. Scottish poet in America
1792-1878
Alnsworth (anz'wurth), Robert. English author of Latm dictionary. .1660—1743.
Alnsworth, William Harrison. English novelist
1805—1882.
Airy (3r'i), George Biddell. English astronomer
1801—1892,
Alton (a'ton), William. Scottish botanist
1731 1793.
Akbar (ak'ber ; Hindoo pron. iik'bgr. Sometimes, but erroneously, accented on the last syllable. ) Emperor of Hindostan
1542 1605.
1721 1770.
Akenside (a'keu-sid), Mark. English poet
^'ker-blad),
Johan
David.
Swedish
orientalist
1760 1819.
and
antiquary
.
.
Akerblad
1825 1861.
Akers (a'kerz)", Benjamin Paul. American sculptor
Marie.
French
visionary
1647
nun and
....
Alacoque (a'la'kok'), Marguerite
1G90.
Aladdin (a-lSd'in). {Arab. Ala-ed-Dln, a-la'ed-deen'.) Son of Osman
I.
Organizer of the Janizaries
fl. 1370.
Alain de Lille (ii'lSN'deh lei'). The Universal Doctor. French theol. 1114—1203?
Alamanni. See Alemanni.
Alarcon, de (da a-lar-kou'), Hernando. Spanish explorer of the coast

Ahlefeld,
mine.

—1512,

German medical

writer and classical scholar

(a-ge-lar'),

Agullera (a-ge-la'ra), Ventura Ruiz. Spanish poet
1820
Agullo y FuBter (a'ge-lo e foo-star'), Mariano. Spanish bibliographer
and philologist
1825

—
—

63
12.
15?- 60.
1784 1842.
1668 1751.
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AldOgrOVer

(al'dgh-gra-ver) or

Aldegraef (al'dgh-grgf), Heinrich. Ger-

Allix

1502 1558?
the pilgrims who settled Plymouth, Mass. 1599 1687.
1807 1885.
Alden, Joseph. American educationist
Alderete, de (dS al-dS-ra'tS), Bernardo Jose. Span, linguist and author. 1560 ?-1616.
1762 1834.
Aldinl (al-dee'nee), Giovanni. Italian natural philosopher
1499 1558.
AldObrandlnl (al-do-bran-dee'nee), Silvestro. Italian jurist
Aldrlch (awl'drlch, or awl'drij), Henry. English theol. and logician. . .1647 1710.
.
1 836
Aldrlcb, Thomas Bailey. American poet and miscellaneous writer
1810T-1867.
Aldrldge (awl'drij), Ira. American mulatto actor
1634.
Aldringer (ali'rlng-er) or Altrfnger, Johann. Aust. field marshal
Aldrovandl (al-dro-van'dee) or AldrovandUS (51-dro-vSu'dus), Xllysse.
Italian naturalist
1522 ?-1607.
Aldrovandinl (al-dro-vau-dee'nee), Pompeo Agostino. Italian painter .. 1677 1736.
Aldus ManutlUB (Sl'diis ma-nu'shl-us). See Manutius.
1480—1542.
Aloandro (a-lS-au'dro), Giroiamo. Italian scholar and professor
1574—1029.
Aleandro, Gixelamo. The Younger. Italian poet and antiquary
Aleardl (a-Ia-ar'dee), Aleardo, Count Gaetano. Ital. poet and patriot .. 1812 1878.
.
1821
Alecsandrl (a'lSk-sSn'dree), Vassili or Basile. Roumanian poet
1653- -1733.
Al^gre d' (dii'lSgr'), Yves, Marquis. Marshal of France
Aleman (51'e-man ; Fr. pron. al'mSN'), Louis. French cardinal and
statesman. .7
1390—1452.
Aleman (a-lS-man'), Mateo. Spauish writer
fl. 16th c.
Alemannl (aOa-man'nee) or Alflmnnnl (a-Ia-man'nee), Luigi. Italian
poet
1495—1556.

—
—

.

Alembert,

1717—1783.
French mathematician
d' (dii'lSN'bSr'), Jean le Rond.
AlenQon (a-lSn'son ; Fr. pron. S'IBn'son'), Francois, Duke of Berri and
Anjou. Suitor of Queen Elizabetli of England
1554 1584.
Aleslus (a-le'shi-us) or Alesse (a-les'), Alexander. Scotch Lutheran

—

1500-1565.

divine

Galeazzo. Italian architect
1500—1572.
Pavlovitch. Emperor of Russia
1777—1825.
1818—1881.
Alexander H., Nicolaevitch. Emperor of Russia
Alexander VI., Rodrigo Lenzuoli Borgia, Pope
1430—1503.
1772 1851.
Alexander, Archibald. American divine and author
James
1804 1859.
"Waddell.
Archibald.
Amer.
divine
and
author.
Alexander,
Sonof
1812 1867.
Alexander, John Henry. American scientist
Alexander, Joseph Addison. Son of Archibald. American theologian

Alessl

(ii-ISs'see),

Alexan'der

I.,

—

—
—

and orientalist
1809—1860.
1806 1883.
Alexander, Stephen. American astronomer
1580?-1640.
Alexander, William, Sir, Earl of Stirling. Scottish poet
Alexander, William, Lord Stirling. Major general in the American Revo-

—

lutionary army
Alexander the Great. King of Macedon
Alexander Seve'rus. Roman emperor
Alexander TraUlanus (tr51-T-a'nus). Greek medical writer
Alexis (al-gks'is) I. Comne'nus. Emperor of the East
,

Alexis, Michaelovitch.

Alexis
Alexis

Aleyn

Czar of Russia.

—

1726 1783.
b.c.356
323.
222
235.
fl. 6th c.

—
—

1048?-1118.

1629—1676.

Father of Peter the Great

French writer
(a'lSk'se'), Paul.
(ai-Sks'is), Petrovitch. Prince of Russia. Sou of
(Sl'iu), Charles. English historical poet . ,

1847

.

Peter the Great. 1690— 1718.
1640.

1510?-1583.
Alfanl (al-fa'nee), Orazio di Paris. Italian painter
950.
AlfarablUS (Sl-fa-ra'bT-us). Latin name of an Arabian philosopher
AUierl (al-f e-a'ree). Carlo, Marquis de Magliano. Italian statesman .... 1827
1749—1803.
AiHerl, Vittorio, Count. Italian poet
1094 1185.
Alfonso (Sl-f Sn'so) I. Founder of the Portuguese monarchy
1030—1109.
Alfonso I. of Castile. The Brave
of
Castile.
The
Noble
1155—1214.
Alfonso Vm.
1226—1284.
Alfonso X. The Wise. King of Leon and Castile
1810
1871.
Alford (awl'ford), Henry. Dean Alford. English poet and divine
849?- 901.
Alfred the ($reat (Sl'fred). King of the West Saxons

—

'

—

—
1602 —1654.
Algardi (al-gar'dee), Alessandro. Italian sculptor and architect
Algarotti (al-ga-rot'tee), Francesco, Count.
and philosopher. 1712 —1764.
Ital. critic

but some families of this name pronounce it awl'ger), William Rounseville. American clergyman and author
1823
.
1666 1733.
Alghisl (al-geB'6ee), Francesco. Italian musical composer
913^ 976.
Alhakem (al-ha'kem) II. Sultan and caliph of Cordova
780?
Alhakem-rbn-Atta(al-ha'kem-Ib'n-at'a). Al-Mokenna. Ar. prophet.—
1038.
Alhazan (al-ha'zan). Arabian philosopher and mathematician
1766 1837.
Allhert (a'le'bgr'), Jean Louis. French physician
1728—1773.
All-Bey (a'lee-ba) or Ali-Beg. Mameluke chief
1470—1524.
Allbrandl (a-le-bran'dee), Giroiamo. Sicilian painter
AUghleri (a-le-ge-a'ree). See Dante.
AU-Ibn-AbU-Tallb (iilee-ib'n-a'boo-ta'lib). The Lion of God. Sonin-law of Mohammed. Fourth Arabian caliph
602 ?- 661.
1741 1820.
All Pasha (a'lee pa-sha'). Abanian. Pasha of Janina

Alger

(Sl'jer

;

—

——

Alison

(51'I-son), Archibald, Sir.

Scottish historian

and essayist

1792

—
—1867.
—

1757 1839.
Alison, Archibald, Rev. Scotch divine and author
Alison, William Pulteney. Brother of Sir Archibald. Scottish phyaiol.1790 1859.
(a'lee-wSl'ee-za'deh).
See
Ali
Pasha.
Ali-Weli-Zade
947 ?-1031 ?
Al Kader BUlah (al ka'der bil'la). Caliph of Bagdad
Alkmer, van (van alk-mar'), Hinrik. German poet. [Reynard the Fox."] ^. \i^8.
Allacci Cal-lat'chee) or Allatius (al-la'sht-iSs), Leone. Lib. of Vatican 1586—1669.
Allainval, d' (dal'HCN'val'), L^onor Jean-Christine Soulas. French dramatic poet
1700?-1753.
.
1837
AllaiS (a'la')t Paul. French engraver

—

Allamand

(a'la'mSN'), Jean Nicolas S^bastien.
David. Scotch historical painter
Allan, John. American Revolutionary patriot
Allan, William, Sir. Scotch historical painter
AUard (S'lar'), Jean Frangois. French general
Allegrl (al-la'gree), Gregorio. Italian musician

Allan

French

—1787.
1746 —1805.
1713

naturalist

1744—1796.

(51'an),

1782—1850.
1785—1839.

1580?-1652.
and composer
AUegri. See Correggio, da.
Alle&ie (Sl'en), Joseph. English divine. [Alarm to the Unconverted.^ 1634 1668.
1809—1866.
AUemand (al'mSN'), Louis Hector. French landscape painter
.
Allen (51'en), Alexander Viets Griswold. American clergyman and author 1841
.
English naturalist
1848
Allen, Charles Grant.
1737 1789.
Allen, Colonel Ethan. American officer in the Revolutionary war
1751 1814.
Allen, Ira. Brother of Ethan. One of the founders of Vermont
1784 1868.
Allen, William. American biographer and miscellaneous writer
1784 1813.
Allen, William Henry. American naval officer
1532—1594.
or
Allen, Alan,
AUeyn (Sl'gn), William. English cardinal
1 583 ?-1659.
AUerton (Sl'er-ton), Isaac. Plymouth pilgrim
1798—1850.
AUetZ (a'lass'), Pierre ^douard. French writer
1566—1626.
Alleyn (Sl'gn), Edward. English actor and philanthropist
AlUbone (51'I-bon), Samuel Austin. American writer. [Critical Dic1816 1889.
tionary of English Literature.']
1807 ?-1836.
AUier (a'le-a'), Achille. French engineer and antiquary
Allingham (ai'ing-ham), Helen Paterson. English water-color painter. 1848
1828—1889.
AlUngham, WiUiam: Irish poet
1725 1804.
AlUonl (al-le-o'nee). Carlo. Italian physician and botanist

—

. .

—
—
—
—

—

.

—
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Born.
1641

Died.

—
—
—
—
—
—

man painter and engraver
Alden (awl'dgn), John. One of

1819

;

French Protestant theologian

(a/leks'), Pierre.

Allonge (a'loN'zha'), Auguste. French landscape painter
AUori (al-lo'ree), Alessandro. Italian painter
Allori, Cristofano. Son of Alessandro. Italian painter

AUou

(ii'loo'),

AUouez
AUston

French
Claude Jean.

fidouard.

(a'loo'a'),

Died.

—1717.

1833
1535
1577

.

— 1607.
—1621.
1820—1889.
lawyer
French Jesuit missionary in America. 1620 —1690.
1779 — 1843.
American painter

(awl'stgn), Washington.
Almagro, de (de al-ma'gro), Diego.

Al-IHamun

or

Companion of Pizarro in Peru.. ..1463?-1538.
Al-Mamoun(al-ma-moon'),Aben Abbas Abdallah. Ca-

—

liph of Bagdad.

786
833.
Philosopher and astronomer
or Al-Mansour (al-man-soor'), or Abu-Amlr-lVIoham939
1002.
(a'boo-a'mir-mo-h5m'ed).
Regent
of
Cordova
med
Al-niansur or Al - Mansouf, Abujafar Abdallah. Arabian caliph.
Founder of Bagdad
712?- 775.
Alma—Tadema (al'ma-ta-da'ma), Lourenz (Eng. Laurence). Belgian
.
painter in England
1836
fl. 1386.
Almeida, de (da al-ma'e-da), Brites. Portuguese Joan of Arc
1745 1811.
Almeida, de, Nicolao Tolentino. Portuguese satirical poet
Almelda-Garrett (al-ma'e-da-gar-r5t'), Joao Baptisto Leituo, de. Portuguese poet
1799 1854.
1714r— 1779.
Almicl (al-mee'chee), Camillo. Italian writer
Almodovar (al-mo-do'var), Don Ildefonso Dias de Ribera, Duke of.
Spanish diplomatist and writer
1794.
Almohades (51'mo-h5dz). A celebrated Mohammedan dynasty (1145—1269).
1646
1711.
Almonde, van (van al-m6n'deh), Philippus. Dutch admiral
Almonte (al-mon'ta), Juan Nepomuceno. Mex. general and statesman .1804 1869.

AI-Mansur

—

—
—

—
—

(Sl-mo'ra-vldz).
A Moslem dynasty (1041 ?-1145).
Almciuist (alm'kwist)" Karl Jonas Ludvig. Swedish poet and novelist. 1793— 1866.
1449.
Alnwick (Sn'nik), William of, Bishop of Norwich and of Lincoln
1808—1876.
Alof sen (a'lof-sen), Solomon. Dutch writer in America
1710 ?-1760.
Alompra (a-lom'pra). Founder of the present dynasty of Burmah

Almoravldes

Alp-Arslan (alp-ar-sliin'). Seljukian sultan of Persia
Alphand (al'f 5n'), Jean Charles Adolphe. French engineer
Alphonso (Sl-f Sn'zo). See Alfonso.

1030?-1072.

1817—1891.

Alpln (Sl'pin), Prospero. (io(. Alpi'nus.) Italiarfbotan. and physician. 1553?-1617.
Alqui^ de Rleupeyroux (al'ke-a' deh reuli'pa'roo'). Louise d'Alq.
.
French authoress
1848
1752 1826.
Alquler (al'ke-a'), Charles Jean Marie. French diplomatist
1761 1815.
Alsop (awl'sop), Richard. American poet and journalist
Alstrdmer or Alstroemer(al'stri)-mgr), Jonas. Swedish benefactor... 1685 1761.
1811—1884.
Altaroohe (al'ta'rosh'), Marie Michel. French writer
1480 1538.
Altdorfer (alt'dor-fgr), Albrecht. German painter and engraver
".

—
—
—
—
1764— 1840.
Alien, von (fon al'ten), Karl August, Graf. Hanoverian general,
Altenstein, von (fon al'ten-stin), Karl Stein, Baron. Pruss. statesman 1770 — 1840.
1498 — 1564.
Althammer (alt'ham-er) ~or Althamer, Andreas. German divine

Persian introducer of the madder plant into
1711—1774.
Viscount and Earl Spencer. English
1782 1845.
1C18 1076.
Alting (al'ting), Jacob. German theologian and Hebraist
fl. 1514.
Altlssimo (al-tes'e-mo). Italian poet and improvvisatore
Alva (al'va) or Alba (al'ba), Fernando Alvarez de Toledo, Duke of.
1508 1582.
Spanish general in the Netherlands
1553.
AlvaradO, de (da al-va-ra'oo), Alonzo. Spanish conqueror in Mexico.
1541.
AlvaradO, de, Pedro. Spanish officer, companion of Cortez
after 1540.
Alvarez (al'va-rSz), Francisco. Port, priest, and writer on Abyssinia.
1790 1870.
Alvarez (al'va-rgth), Juan. Mexican general and president
1455 1515.
Alviano (al-ve-a'no), Bartolommeo. Venetian general
1735 1810.
Alvinczy, von (fon al-vin'tse), Joseph, Baron. Austrian general
1825
Alvisi (al-vee'See), Giuseppe. Italian statesman
1755—1797.
Alxinger (alks'ing-gr), Johann Baptist. German poet
1808
1878.
AlZOg (alt'soG), Johann Baptist. German Catholic church historian
Amadeo (a-ma-da'o) or Amadei (a-ma-da'ee), Giovanni Antonio. {Lat.
1400?-1474?
Amade'US). Italian sculptor
Amadeus (am-a-de'us), Jtal. Amadeo (a-ma-da'o), Ferdinando Maria,
1845—1890.
Duke of Aosta, King of Spain, 1870-1873
1739 1807.
Amalie (a-ma1e-eh), or Amelia, Anna. Duchess of Saxe-Weimar
1500 1574.
Amalteo (a-™al-ta'o), Giroiamo. Italian physician and poet
1750 1816.
Amar (a'mar'), Jean Pierre Andr^. French demagogue
1806 1889.
Amarl (a-ma'ree), Michele. Italian historian and politician
fl. B. o. 525?
AmaslS (a-ma'sis). King of Egypt
1768 1834.
Amati (a-ma'tee), Giroiamo. Italian antiquary
Amato (a-ma'to), Joao Rodriguez. Amatus Lusitanus. Portuguese
1511 1568.
physician and anatomist
Amato, d' (da -ma 'to), Giovanni Antonio. Jl Vecchio. Neapolitan
1475—1555.
painter
1136?-1173.
Amaury (Wmo'Te'), or Amal'ric, L King of Jerusalem

Al*hen

(al'tta'),

Ehau.

France

Althorp

John Charles.

(Sl'thorp),
statesman.'.

—
—

—

. .

—
—

—

.

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

Amaury - Duval

(S'mo'ree'-dii'val'),

Eugene Emmanuel.

Amaury

1808—1885.
French painter
d' (dON'bwaz'), George. French cardinal and prime minister 1460 1510.
340 ?- 397.
Ambrose (am'broz). Saint. Bishop of Milan. Latin father
1730 1811.
Ameilhon (a'ma'loN'), Hubert Pascal. French antiquary
Amelot de la Houssaye (am'lo' dgh la oo'sa'), Abraham Nicolas.
1634—1706.
French writer
.
1547?
Amelunghi (a-ma-loon'gee), Giroiamo. Italian burlesque poet
1495 1562.
Amerbach (a'mer-baK), Bonif acius. Oeimau scholar
Amerigo (a-ma-ree'go). See Vespucci.
1803 1887.
Amerllng (a'mer-ltng), Priedrich. Austrian painter
1832 -^.
Am^ro (a'ma'ro'). Constant. French novelist
1786—1825.
Amersf oordt (a'mers-f ort), Jacob. Dutch orientalist
1758
1808.
American
orator
statesman
(amz),
Fisher.
and
Ames
1839 1884.
Ames, Mary Clemmer. Mrs. Hudson. American author
1717—1797.
(Sm'grst),
Baron.
British
field
marshal
Jeffrey,
Amherst
Amici (a-mee'chee), Giovanni Battista. Ital. optician and astronomer. .1786 1863.
Amicls, de (dfi a-mee'chees), Edmondo. Italian traveler and writer. ..1846
1550 1618.
Amidas (iim'T-das), Philip. English navigator
1821—1881.
Amlel (a'me-el')", Henri Frgdgric. Swiss poet
1675 1752.
Amigoni (S-me-go'nee), Jacopo. Venetian historical painter
Amiot, or Amyot (a'me-o'), Joseph Marie. French Jesuit missionary.. 1718 1794.
1651 1703.
Amling (iim'lTng), Karl Gustav. German designer and engraver
1539 1591.
(am'an), Jost, of Zurich. Swiss engraver and painter
Ammanatl (Sm-S-na'tee), Bartolommeo. Florentine arch, and sculp. ..1511 1592.
(Xm'en), Daniel. American rear admiral
1820
395.
Ammia'nns, Mareelli'nus. Roman historian
1531 ICOl.
AmmlratO (am-e-ra'to), Scipione. Italian historian
von (fon am'on), Christoph Friedrich. Ger. Prot. theologian. 1706 1849.
AmmoniUS (am-mo'nt-us). JMhotomus. Alexandrian surgeon
fl. B. o. 3d c.
Amontons (ii'moN'toN'), Guillaume. Fr. mathematician and inventor. 1063 1705.
1741 ISIC.
Amoretti (ii-mo-rgt'tee), Carlo. Italian naturalist and geographer
Ampere (8N'p8r'), Andr6 M.arie. Fr. electrician and scientific writer.. 1775 1836.
1806 1804.
Ampere, Jean Jacques. Son of preceding. French literary critic

Pineau Diival.
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—
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—
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N

Bom.

Born. Died.
(Smt'hTl), Odo William Leopold Russell, Baron. English diplomatist. .^
1S29— 1884.
.fl. 1840.
Ampudla (Sm-poo'de-a), Pedro de. Mexican general
Amsdorf, von (fon ams'dorf), Nikolaus. German Lt/.theran reformer.. 1483 1561.
Amurath (a-moo-rSt'), or murad (moo'rad), IV. The Turkish Kero.
IGIO— 1640.
Ottoman sultan
1513 1593.
Amyot (a-me-o'), Jacques. French savant, and bishop of Auxerre
1596 1664.
Amyraut (a'me'ro'), Moses. French Protestant theologian
lyric
poet
Greek
B. c. 563 ?- 478.
Anacreon (a-nSk're-ou).
AnaSCO, de (da an-yas'ko), Juan. Companion of De Soto in Florida. .fl. 1540.
B. c. 500— 426.
Anasagoras (an-aks-Sg'o-ras). Greek philosopher
B. c. 610
547.
Anaxlmander (an-aks-i-m5n'der). Greek philosopher
AncelOt (onss'Io'), Jacques Arsene Francois Polycarpe. French dra1794 1854.
matic writer
17G7 1837.
Anclllon (SN'se'yoN'), Johann Peter Friedrich. Prussian historian
1835
.
Ancona, d' (dan-ko'na), Alessandro. Italian author
1617.
Ancre, d' (doN'kr), Concino de' Concini, Marquis. Marshal of France
Andersen (an'der-sen), Hans Christian. Dan. novelist and story-writer 1805 1875.
Anderson (Sn'der-sgn), Alexander. First wood engraver in America.. 1775— 1870.
1074 1743.
Anderson (au'der-son), Johann. German publicist
1859
.
Anderson (Sn'der-son), Mary. American actress
"
1805—1871.
Anderson, Robert. American general. Defender of Fort Sumter
1827 1867.
Andersson (an'der-son), Carl Johan. Swedish explorer
Andrada, de (da an-dra'Da), Antonio. Portuguese Jesuit missionary. . 1580 1633.
Andrada e Sylva, d' (dan-dra'oa a sel'va), Bonifacio Joz6. States1765—1838.
man of Brazil
Andrse (an'dra), Carl Christopher Georg. Danish statesman and mathe1812—1893.
matician
1797 1853.
Andral (5N'dral'), Gabriel. French physician and writer
1823 1890.
Andr^SSy (on'dra-she), Gyula, Count. Hungarian statesman
1751
(Sn'dra
or
Major.
English
Sn'dri), John,
spy
1780.
Andr6
1528 1590.
Andreae (an-dra'a), Jacob. German Lutheran theologian
1540—1623.
Andreanl (an-dra-a'nee), Andrea. II Manluano. Italian engraver
Andrelnl (an-dra-ee'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian poet and dramatist
1568T-1652.
Andr^OSSl, d' (dSu'dra'o'se'), Antoine Franjois, Count. French officer
and diplomatist
1761—1828.
1740 1817.
Andres (an-drSs'), Juan. Spanish Jesuit writer
1818—1867.
Andrew (2n'droo), John Albion. Amer. statesman. Gov. of Mass
(Sn'drooz),
Ethan
Allen.
American
philologist.
\_Latin-EngAndrews
Ksh Lexicon.}
1787-1853.
1812 1886.
Andrews, Stephen Pearl. Author and antislavery leader
Andrleus (SN'dre'uh'), Francois Guillaume Jean Stanislas. French

Ampthlll

—

Anvllle, d' (dSN'vel'), Jean Baptiste Bourguignon.

—

(au'wa-i-ee).
Persian lyric poet
Anzengruber (iiut'sen-groo'ber), Ludwig.

Ap^osal-Ts6re

—

Appleton

pher

noble house of France.
(5n'a kom-nee'na), daughter of Alexis
Constantinople. Princess and Byzantine historian

Anna Comnena

of.

of.

I.,

—

—

Arbogast or Arbogastes

German
Aretlno

— 1148.

— 1779.

1050?-1117.

1815—1867.

.1753—1811
fl. 500 ?
1797

B. c.
B. c.

.

382—
237—

301.
187.

b. c.

——

319.
411.

480

B. c.

fl. b. 0. 400 ?
1733—1801.

Italian author

1857

.

1806—1876.

Marcus Auralius. Roman emperor and philos-

121—

opher

Spanish priest in

long;

New

Roman emperor
sa-del'ya),

called

86

180.

161.

1730T-1829.
iS,

short; a,

g, i, o,

.

.

Assumed name of Armand Tuffin,
(ar'mSN'), Charles, Count.
marquis de la Rouarie. French soldier in the American Revolution 1756—1793.
Armand-Dumaresq. (ar'moN'-dii'ma'resk'), Charles Edouard. French
military painter
a^c\
iqqi
1810
1891.
Annengaud (ar'moN'go'), Jacques Eugene. French engineer
Armfelt (arm'fglt), Gustaf Mauritz. Swedish lieut. gen. and courtier. . 1757—1814.
1560
1609.
theologian.
Dutch
Jacob
Jacobus.
Harmen.
(ar-mTn'T-fis),
Arminius
1817 1890.
Annitage (ar'mT-tej), Edward. English painter
Armstead (arm'sted), Henry Hugh. English sculptor
^^na? 17^'
1709.-17/9.
Armstrong (arm'strong), John. British poet and physician

—
—

•_

Officer in the American Revolution, statesman,
of " Newburg Letters "

Armstrong, John.
Author

and
1758

— 1843.

Armstrong, Wm. George, Sir. English inventor. [Armstrong gun.}. ."^Wi
Amaldus de Villa Nova (ar-nSl'dus deh yeVA no'va). French phy.

sician, theologian, astrologer,

1235 ?-1314.
1819 1888.
1G41 1721.
1624 1684.

and alchemist

—
—
—

Amason
Arnaud

Pire Antoine.

Orleans

a, e, 5, less prolonged; a, 5, 1, 0,

—

.

Armand

writer.

Italian

1444?-1493?
(an-to-ni'nus),

Antoninus Plus (an-to-nl'nus pi'us).
Antonio de SedUla (an-to'ne-o da
o, u,

?

200?- 164?

b. c.

painter

i,

—1867.
356
—1231.

251—
1195
1820

.

—

—1880.
— 1867.

1814
I793

Antonelll (an-to-nSl'lee), Giacomo. Italian cardinal
Antonello da Messina (an-to-nal1o da mes-see'na), Antonio.

a, e,

.

—

and

geologist

1823

1474—1533.
AriostO (a-re-os'to), Ludovico. Famous Italian poet
1802 1855.
Arista (a-rts'ta), Mariano. Mexican general and president
Aristarchus (Sr-is-tartus), of Samothrace. Greek gram, and critic died b. c. 150 ?
468 ?
Aristides (Sr-is-ti'deez). The Just. Athenian statesman and general b. c.
380?
B.C.
ArlBtippus (5r-is-tip'us). Greek philosopher
444?380?
Comic
poet
B.C.
of
Greece
(ar-is-tof'a-neez).
Aristophanes
322.
B. c. 384
Aristotle (5r'is-tot-l). Greek philosopher
Alexandria,
and
a'rl-us).
Greek
patriarch
of
Arius (a-ri'us, commonly
280 .- 336.
founder of Arianism
1732—1792.
Arkwilght (ark'rit), Richard, Sir. Inventor of spinning jenny
1395—1483.
ArlottO (ar-lot'to), Mainardi. II Piovano. Italian burlesque poet
Armagnac, d' (dar'man'yakO, Bernard, Count. Constable of France. 1352 ?-1418.

—

103fi?-1086.
1762.

writer

1620?-1686.
of.

British statesman and author

— 1737.

1652

1697

—
—
—

.

Monmouth. Beheaded
Argyll or Argyle, George John Douglas Campbell, eighth duke

Anselme,

Antoine (oN'twan'), Jacques Denis. French artist
Antona-Traversl (an-to'na-tra-var'see), Camillo.

— 1557.

1722—1787.
author
1782 1858.
d' (dar'goo'), Antoine M. A., Count. French financier
1775—1844.
Arglielles (ar-gwSl'ygs), Auguttin. Spanish minister of state
1784 1830.
ArguellO (ar-gwSl'yo), Luis Antonio. Governor of California
Argyll or Argyle (ar-gn'), Archibald Campbell, eighth earl and first
marquis of. (See Campbell.) Partisan of Cromwell. Beheaded. .1598 1661.
Argyll or Argyle, Archibald Campbell, ninth earl of. Confederate of

ArgOUt,

—1686.

Anselme

(an-tTp'a-ter).
Regent of Macedonia
Antiphon (5n'tT-f on). Athenian orator
Antisthenes (an-tls'the-neez). Greek Cynic philosopher

1492
1756
1572

and statesman

d' (dar'zhoN'), Jean Baptiste de Boyer, Marquis. French sol1704—1771.
dier and writer
Argensola, fie (da ar-HSn-so'Ia), Lupercio-Leonardo. Span, lyric poet.. 1563 ?-1613.
(dar'zhBN'toN'),
Marc
Antoine.
Bene
de
Pavlmy.
Fr.
Argenson, d'

1033T-1109.

Antipater

Italian satirist
Italian cardinal

ar'giSH'),

;

Archbishop of Can-

.

Anthony, Susan Brownell. Woman's-suffrage advocate
Antlgonus (an-tTg'o-nus). Cyclops. Gen. of Alexander the Great
Antlochns (an-tl'o-kus). The Great. King of Syria
AntlochUS. Epiphanes. King of Syria

1772—1824.

.

ist.

801 ?- 8G4.

.

."
.

—1835.
Deputy governor of Virginia
—1626.
Aimg. Swiss physician and chemArgand (iir'fand Fr. pron.
1755— 1803.
Inventor of the Argaud lamp
Argelander (ar'geh-liin-der), Friedrich Wilhelm August. Prus. astron.1799 — 1875.

Fr.

an'ster), John, Sir.
Chief justice of Bengal.
Antar (an'tar) or Al5.tarall (an'ta-ra). Arabian chief and poet
Anthon (an'thon), Charles. American classical scholar
Anthony (Sn'to-nl ), Saint. Egyptian founder of monachism
Anthony, Saint, of Padua. Franciscan monk

writer

(a-rS-tee'uo), Pietro.

AreZZO (a-ret'so), Tommaso.
Argall (ar'gal), Samuel, Sir.

— 1851.
—1630.
— 1871.

1083

An'Struther {popularly

.

— 1550.

1731—1805.

Ansted (Sn'sted), David Thomas. English
Anster (an'ster), John. Irish poet

200;

Argens,

Scandinavia

Antoninus

—

.

Ansaldi (an-sal'dee), Casto Iimocenzio. Ital. theologian and antiquary 1710
Anscarlus (an-ska'rl-us). The Apostle of the North. Missionary to

W

.

—

Famous

French preacher and poet
(oN'sSlm'), Antoine.
or Ansel (5N'sel'), of Laon. Theologian and teacher
Anselmo (an-sgl'mo). Saint. Bishop of Lucca
Anson (Sn'son), George, Lord. English navigator
,
Anspach (Sn'spak), Frederick Riuehart. Lutheran clergyman

394.

.

1614

(an-sSl'mo), Saint.

general

—1855.

Annesley (SuzlT), Arthur, Earl of Anglesey. English statesman
AnquetU-Duperron (Suk'tel'-du'par'roN'), Abraham Hyacinths.

Anselmo

Roman

Ardshlr Babegan (ard-sheer' ba'beh-gan). King of Persia
1796
Arend (a'rSnt), Johannes Pieter. Dutch historian
1811
AreschOUg (a're-shooo), Johan Edvard A. Swedish botanist
1484
Areson (a'reh-son), Jou. Icelandic poet and R. C. bishop
Maria,
Baron.
Johaun
Christoph
Anton
(fon
a-reh-teen'),
Aretin, von"

1665—1714.

(Sn'selm) or
terbury. r

(ar-bo-gSs'teez).

ArbOiS, d', de Jubainville (dar'bn a' dch zhu'bSN'vel'), Marie Henri.
1827
French archaeologist
1667 1735.
ArbUtlmot (ar'buth-uot), John. British author and physician
1411?-1431.
Arc, Jeanne d' (zhiin dark'). See Joan of Arc
fl. 1695.
Archdale (arch'dal), John. Governor of North Carolina
1743 1812.
ArchenhOlZ (ar'ken-holts), Johann Wilhelm. German writer
B. c. 714?- 676.
ArchilOChUS (ar-kil'o-kus). Grec'an lyric poet of Pares
B.C. 287?- 212.
Archimedes (ar-kl-me'deez). Greek mathematician
1625 1700.
Arco, del (dSl iir'ko), Alonzo. Spanish painter
Arcon, d' (dar'soN'), Jean Claude il^onore le Michaud. Fr. engineer.. 1733— 18C0.
1822
Aroitl (Sr-dee'tee), Luigi. Italian musical composer

—

Anne (Sn). Queen of England
Anne Boleyn. Sea Boleyn, Anne.

Anselm

1759—1803.

mathematician

.

emperor of

orientalist

'.

—

—1526.

Count

(a/ne'sa'-boorzh'wa'), Augusta.
(Eng. Sn'jno; Fr. pron. SN'zhoo'), Duke or

Prince

—

1607 1G81.
fl. 130

Translator of

.

British field

AnjOU

I.,

Greek-Jewish proselyte.

the Old Testament
fl. 117— 138':
1488—1560.
AllUila (a'kwe-la), Caspar. Adler. German Protestant theologian
Aquinas (a-kwi'nas), Saint Thomas. The Angelic Doctor. Italian scho.»
lastic teacher.
1224 ?-1274i
Arabl, or Araby, Pasha (ii-ra'bee pa-sl.a'). Ahmed-El-Arabi. Egyp.
tian revolutionary leader
1839
AragO (ar'a-go, a'ra'go', or a-ra'go), Dominique Francois Jean. French
1786—1853.
astronomer and physicist
1704 1759.
Aram (a'ram), Eugene. English scholar. Executed for murder
Aranda (a-ran'dS), Pedro Pablo Abarca y Bolca, Don, Count of. Spanish
1719 1798.
diplomatist and statesman
1817—1882.
Arany (5r'6S), Jinos. Hungarian poet
Araujo de AzevedO (a-row'zho dfi a-za-va'do), Antonio. Portuguese
1754 1817.
statesman
Arbogast or Arbogaste (ar'bo'gasf) Louis Francois Antoine. French

—
—

Anlcet-Bourgeols

Christian

Ponticus.

A(lUila (Sk'wl-la).

1517 1596.
1794 1857.
.
1820
1788 ?-1835.

1778
Ger1568
Fr. dram, author.. 1806

Anhalt-Bernburg (an'halt bgrn'b63rg),
man statesman and warrior

c.

— 1817.
—
—

AproslO (a-pro'se-o), Angelico. Italian writer and monk
ApulelUS (ap-u-lee'y us). Roman satirist and philosopher

1768—1854.

Daughter of Louis XVI. and Marie Antoinette

U

1st

1788—1871.
^
(Sp'l-ton), Charles Edward Cutts Birchall.
English journalFounder' of Academy
1841—1879.
Appleton, Daniel. Founder of publishing house of D. Appleton & Co.. .1785 1849
1766 1853.
Appleton, Samuel. American merchant and philanthropist
1812—1884.
Appleton, Thomas Gold. American author and dilettant

1387—1455.

of.

fl.

1754
of vertical printing

ist.

—

1455
1837

489.

?

b. C. 440.

press

.

marshal

431

Appiani (ap-pe-a'nee), i!..idrea. Italian painter
Applegath (Sp'l-gath), Augustus. English inventor

1759—1833.

1822
Anglin (Sng'glin), Timothy Warren. Canadian statesman
Angoul§me, d' (dBN'goo'lam'), Marie Theresa Charlotte, Duchess.

and poet

—

1840
Andrieux, Louis. French lawyer and statesman
1110 ?-1185.
Andronlcus (an-dro-ni'kus) I. Comnenus. Emperor of the East
Andros (an'dros), Edmund, Sir. Eng. colonial governor in America. .1637 1714.
Androuet dU Cerceaa (SN'droo'S' dii sgr'so'). Jacques. Fr. architect. 1515— 1584.
1678 — 1728.
Anel (a'nel'), Dominique. French oculist and surgeon
1600 — 1646?
Angell (ivn'ja-lee), Filippo. Italian landscape painter
Angelico (an-jel'e-ko), Fra Giovanni. Guido di Pietro. Dominican

statesman and historian

—

trician, bishop,

—

AngluUl (an-jool'lee), Andrea. Italian philosopher
Anglesey (Sng'gl-se), Henry William Paget, Marquis

1621—1659.

ApollOdorus (a-pol-o-do'rus). The Shadower. Athenian painter
Apollonius Tyanasos (5p-<rl-lo'ni-us ti-a-ne'us). Pythagorean philoso-

—

Italian

Hungarian

—

—
—
—
—

Angelio da Barga (an-jale-o da barfa), Pietro. Italian poet
Angell (an'jel), Joseph Kinnicut. American legist
AngelUCCi (an-ja-loot'chee), Angelo. Italian author
Angely (SNzh'le'), Louis. German dramatist
Anghlera, de (da an-ge-a'ra), Pietro Martire. Peter Martyr.

(op'at-sl), Jan.

(a-pel'eaz).
Famous Greek painter
fl. b. c. 330.
(a'pe-an), Peter.
German mathematician and astronomer
1495— 1552.
14
Aplcius (a-pTsh'I-us), Marcus Gabius. Roman epicure
37.
Apollinarls (a-pol-T-na'ris). Tfie Younger. Bishop of Laodicaa
fl. 362.
ApoIUnaris SidO'niUS (sI-do'nT-us), Caius Sollius, Saint. Roman pa-

—
—

painter

1200?

Apatzal

Apian

—

. .

—1782.

1839—1889.

scholar

—

author

(op'H-chi-cha'ra) or

Austrian dramatist

Apelles

.

Q

French geographer 1697

Anwari

—
—

.

Died.

Antonio (an-to'ue-o), Nicolao. Spanish bibliographer and critic
1617— 1GS4.
AntOniUS (an to'nt-us), Marcus. Mark Antony. Roman general ... B. c. 83
30.

.

Icelandic author
(ar'na-son), Jon.
Pastor and leader of the
(ar'no') Henri.

Amauld

,

(ar'no'), Ang^lique.

obscure (see remark, p. 1719)

;

far, fall

;

th§re,

Waldenses
French nun and writer

term

;

fSr, food, fa6t

;

ffirl

;

ow

as in

cow

:

ch as in cMn:

.

A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
Died.

Born.

1C12— 1G94.
17CG— 1834.

(ar'no'), Antoine.
The Great. French pliiloeoplier
French author
(ar'no'), Vincent Antoine.
Arnd (arut), Johann. German Lutlieran theologian and writer
(arnt),
Ernst
Moritz.
German
poet
Arndt
Arne (arn), Thomas Augustine. English musician and composer

Arnanld
Arnault

Arngrlmsson

(arn'grim-son), Eystein.
(ar'nlm), Elisabeth or Bettina.

Arnlm

Icelandic poet.

1555
1769

—1G21.
—ISCO.

1710—1778.
13G1

\_Lily.'\

?

—1859.
—1881.
Ger1581 — 1G41.
1781 — 1831.

German authoress

1785
1824

Prussian diplomatist

Arnim, Harry Karl Kurt Eduard, Count.
Arnlm, von (ton ar'nlm), Hans Georg von Aruim-Boytzenburg.
man diplomatist and general
Arnlm, von, Ludwig Joachim. German poet

Amoblus

fl. 290?
Elietorician of Nuniidia
(ar-no'bi-us), Afer.
(ar'nold) of Brescia, or Arnaldo (ar-nal'do). Italian reformer.—— 1155.
1833
Arthur. English social reformer
1741
1801.
Benedict. American general in tlie Revolution, and ti-altor
1832
Edwin, Sir. English poet. {^Light of Asia.'\
1736
1799.
inventor
John. English horologer and
Matthew. Son of Thos. Arnold. English poet and essayist. . .1822— 1888.
1821
1881.
Samuel Greene. Rhode Island historian
1795 1842.
Thomas (of Rugby). English teacher and historian
1800
1853.
Thomas Kerchever. English editor of school classics

Arnold
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
f on

—
—

—
—

wink'el-reet).
(ar'not), Neil.

Arnott

;

Ger. pron. ax'iiolt
1386 ?
1788?-1874.

Swiss patriot
Scottish physician and natural philosopher

Arnoul (ax'noo'). Bishop of Lisieux and writer
Arnould (ar'noo'), Ambrose Marie. Fr. political economist and
Arnould-Plessy (ar'noo'-pla'see'). Called Jeanne Sylvanie
French actress
Aromatarl, degU (dal'yee a-ro-ma-ta'ree), Giuseppe.
and naturalist

Arouet

1182.
author. 1750— 1812.

Plessy.

1819

.

Italian physician

1586 ?-1660.

See Voltaire.
Arpad (ar'pad). Founder of the Hungarian monarchy
Arreboe (ar'eh-bo'eh), Anders Christensen. Danish poet
Arrhenius (Sr-ree'iu-us), Clas, or Claudius. Swedish historian
(ii'rcJo-a').

Arrlan (Sr'i-.jn), Flavius. Greek historian
Arrlaza (iir-re-a'tha), Juan Bautista. Spanish poet
Arrivabene (ar-ree-va-ba'na), Giovanni, Count. Italian

869
1587
1G27
146
1770

—

—
—
—
—

patriot

907.
1637.
1695.
170.
1837.

and
1787—1881.

e.xile

Arrom

.

—

Arnold von Wlnkelrled (ar'nold von wingk'el-reed

(ar'rom), Cecilia Francisca Josefa, born Boehl de Faber (bbl
Feman Cabellero. Spanish novelist

f a'ber).

deh
"

1797—1877.
1750—1823.

.

Aaron. English geographer
Arrowsmlth
1G02— 1659.
Arrowsmlth, John. English Puritan divine
Arsaces (iir'sa-seez, or ar-sa'seez). Founder of the kingdom of Parthia. d. B. c. 250 ?
B. c. 316 ?
Arsinoe (ar-sTn'o-e). Daughter of Ptolemy I. king of Egypt
1794 1861.
Artaud (ar'to'), Nicolas Louis. French writer and Greek scholar
(Sr'o-smitli),

,

—

King of Persia. .B.C.
425.
(ar'taks-erks'eez) I. Longim'anus.
B.C.
3G2.
Mnemon. King of Persia
II.
1705—1735.
Artedl (ar-ta'dee), Peter. Swedish naturalist
fl. B. o. 480.
Artemisia (ar-te-mish'I-a). Queen of Halicaruassus
fl. B. c. 350?
Artemisia. Consort of Mausolus, Prince of Caria
Arteveld, van (van ar'ta-velt), or Artevolde (ar'ta-vSl-deh), Jacques
or Jacmart, Eng. Jacob. Brewer of Ghent. "Popular leader of
1300 ?-1345.
Ghent
Arteveld, van, Philip. Son of preceding. Chief of the insurrection in

Artaxerxes
Artaxerxes

.

1340—1382.

Flanders

fl. 5th or 6th c.
(ar'thur).
British king, and hero of the Round Table
1830—1886.
Arthur, Chester Alan. Twenty-first President of the United States
1809 1885.
Arthur, Timothy Shay. American story-writer
1755 1851
Artigas (ar-tee'gas), Jos6. Dictator of Uruguay
1353 1413.
Arundel (Sr'un-del), Thomas. Archbishop of Canterbury
1635 1702.
Arvieux, d' (dar've'uh'), Laurent, Chevalier. French orientalist
Aryabhatta (ar-ya-bat'a) or Aryabahr (ar-ya-banr'). Hindoo mathfi. 5th c.
ematician and astronomer. Earliest knovpn algebraist
1812 1885.
Asbjiirnsen (as-byorn'sen), Peter Christian. Norwegian author
1745 1816.
First
Methodist
bishop
in
America
Asbury (as'ber-i^, Francis.
1515 1568.
Ascham (Ss'kam), Roger. Instructor of Queen Elizabeth
B. c.
124?
Asclepiades (as-kle-pl'a-deez), Bithy'nus. Greek physician

Arthur

—
—
—

—

—

—
—

1580?-1626.
Aselllo (ii-sel'le-o), Gasparo. Italian anatomist
Persian hero. See Isfandiyak.
1762—1823.
Charles, Sir. English general
1854 1889.
Ashburner (ash'burn-er), Charles Albert. American geologist
1603 1671.
Ashburnham (ash'burn-am), John. English Royalist
Ashburton, Alexander Baring, Lord. Eng. financier and diplomatist .. 1774 1848.
1721 1781.
Ashe (Ssh), John. American Revolutionary patriot

Aselli

(a-Sel'lee) or

Asfandiyar
Asgill

(as-foon-dee-yar').

(Ss'gil),

—

—
—
—

Ashe, Thomas.

Author or compiler of

Ashmun (ash'mun),

—
—
—
—
—

—
—

.

—

—

—

Peru

1533.

e, i, 0, silent ; a, o,

ii,

V

(see p. 1719)

;

296?- 373.
895?- 940.
fl.

1G8.

1752—1829.

TI (aie p, 1718,

(a-ton'do e iin-tel-yon'),

Don

Isidore.

Spanish

admiral, and explorer of Lower California
AttSr-Ferld-ed-Din (at-tawr'-feh-reed'-ed-deen'). Persian poet
Atterbom (at'er-bom), Peter Daniel Amadeus. Swedish poet
Atterbury (at'er-ber-T), Francis. Bishop of Rochester

Atticus
Attila

fl.

—
—
109 —

1662—1732.

Pomponius. Roman philosopher
B, c.
The Scourge of God. King of the Huns
Mulatto leader killed in the Boston mas-

(St'T-kus), Titus

(at'i I-a).

Attucks

1683.
1202.
1S55.

1119
1790

32.

454.

(St'tuks), Crispus.

sacre

1770.

AttWOOd (af w66d), George. English mathematician
Auber (o'bgr'), Charles Auguste, Abb(5. French poet and

1746—1807.

archaeologist. 1804— 1892.
1782 1871.
Auber, Daniel FranQOis Esprit. French musician and composer
Aubert (o'bgr'), Jean Louis, Abb6. French poet, critic, and fabulist. .1731—1814.
Aubert dU Bayet (o'bSr' dii bS'ya'), Jean Baptiste Annibal. French

—

.

1759—1797.

general

Aubertin

French professor and author

(o'ber'taN'), Charles.

Aubery (o'bre'), Antoine. French historical writer
Aubignac (o'ben'yiik'), Frangois Hedelin, Abb^. French
Aublgn^,
satiric

Aublet

(do'ben'ya'), Theodore Agrippa.

d'

1825

.

1616— 1G95.
1604—1676.

dramatist

French historian and
15,50—1630.

poet

Jean Baptiste Christophe Fus^e. French botanist
1720—1778.
Aubrey (aw'brl ), John. English topographer and antiquary
1G2C 1G97.
Aubry (o'bre'), Claude Charles, Count de la Boucharderie. Fr. general. 1773— 1813.
(o'bre'leh-koNf),
Hyacinthe
Louis
Victor
Jean
BapAubry-Lecompte
tiste.
French engraver
1797—1858.
1423 1503.
Aubusson, d' (do'bii'soN'), Pierre. French warrior and statesman
1722—1777.
Auchmuty (5k'mu-ti), Samuel. American divine and Loyalist
1756 1822.
Auchmuty, Samuel, Sir. Son of preceding. British general
1784—1849.
Auckland (awk'land), George Eden, Earl of. Gov. general of India
1759 1800.
Audebert (od'ber'), Jean Baptiste. French naturalist and engraver
Audenaerde, van (van ow-deh-nar'deh), Robert. Flemish painter and
engraver
] 663—1743.
1714—1794.
Audiffredl (ow-def-fra'dee), Giovanni Battista. Italian astronomer
Audlffret, d' (do'de'frS'), Charles Louis Gaston, Marquis. French
financier and senator
1787 1878.
Audiffret-Pasquier d' (do'de'fra'-pas'ke-a'), Edm6 Armand Gaston,
duke. French politician
1823
1569?-1624.
Audiguier, d' (do'de'ge'S'), Vital, Sieur de la M^nor. French poet
1488 1544.
Audley (avyd'lT), Thomas, Baron. Lord chancellor of England
1797 1841.
Audouin (o'dSS'SN'), Jean Victor. French entomologist
1640—1703.
Audran (o'droN'), G(5rard. French historical engraver
1750?-1800.
Audreln (o'draN'), Yves Marie. French ecclesiastic and politician
1838
Audsley (awdz'h), George Aschdown. English architect
1780 1851.
Audubon (aw'du-bon), John James. American ornithologist
(o'bla'),

—

—
—
—

'.

'.

—

.

.

—
—

.

—
—
—

Auenbrugger von Auenbrug

(ow'en-brooo-er fon ow'eu-brooo), Leopold. Physician at Vieima, and inventor of percussion
1722 1809.
1777 1814.
Auer (ow'er), Anton. Bavarian porcelain painter
1812 1882.
Auerbach"(ow'er-baK), Berthold. German Jewish novelist
Auersperg (ow'er-sperg), Adolph William Daniel, Prince. Austrian
..."
1821—1885.
statesman
Auersperg, von (fon ow'er-sperc), Anton Alexander, Count. Anastasius Griin.
1806 1876.
German poet
Auffenberg, von (fou owfen-bSro), Joseph, Baron. German dramatic
"
poet
1798—1857.

—
—

Aufrecht

Auger

German

(ow'frStt), Theodor.

(o'zha'), Athanase,

Auger, Hippolyte Nicolas

Augereau

Ahbi.
Just.

Pierre FrauQois

(ozh'ro'),

1821

orientalist

French political and
French novelist
Charles,

.

classical writer. 1734— 1792.

1797—1881.

Duke

of

Castiglione.

Marshal of France
1757-1816.
(o'zhe-a'), Guillaume Victor "tmUe. French dramatist and poet. 1820— 1889.
(o/ges'),
Pierre
Jean
Auguis
Baptiste. French revolutionist
1742—1810.
Augurelli (ow-goo-r51'lee), Giovanni Aurelio. Italian Latin poet
1454?-1537.
AugUSti (ow-gdos'tee), Christian Johann Wilhelm. German theologian. 1771— 1841.
AugUStln (o'giis'tSN'), Jean Baptiste Jacques. Fr. miniature painter .. 1759 1832.
Augustine or Austin, Saint. Apostle of the English
607 ?

Augier

Augustine, Saint

(sant aw'gus-tin).

Numidian bishop

of

—
—

Hippo

354
430.
Spanish jurist. 1516 ?-1586.

AugUStinus (-ti'nus), Antonius. Archb. of Tarragona.
Augustus Caesar (aw-gfis'tus see'zar). First Roman emperor. .B.
Augustus I Frederick. Elector of Saxony, and king of Poland
.

.

AuUch

c.

63— A.
1

,

D. 14.

670—1733.

—

Aumale,
Aumale,

—

of

Atondo y Antillon

.

—
—

Athanasius (Sth-a-na'shT-us), Saint. Greek fatlier of the church
Athelstan or JEtiielstan (Sth'el-stiJn). King of England
Athenagoras (ath-e-nag'o-ras). Greek philosoi)lier
Ath^nas (a'tS'nas'), Pierre Louis. French rural economist

Died.

— 1886.
— 1861.
—1878.

—

353
427.
1617—1692.
(Ssh'mol), Elias. English antiquary
1794 1828.
Jehudi. American philanthropist
1807 1869.
Ashpitel (Ssh'pit-el), Arthur. English architect and archaeologist
1527—1576.
Asinarl (a-Se-na'ree), Federigo. Count of Camerano. Italian poet
Askew, Ascough (Ss'ku), or Ayscough (as'ku), Anne. English Luth1521 1546.
eran martyr
B. c. 223.
Asoka (a-so'ka). King of Magadha, India
410 ?
B. c. 470 ?
A3pasia"(as-pa'shT-a) of Miletus. Mistress of Pericles
1499 1571.
Asper (as'per), Hans. Swiss painter
1474
1552.
Amico.
Bolognese
(as-per-tee'nee),
painter
Aspertini
1726 1818.
Asc[Uini (as-kwee'nee), Fabiano, Count. Italian rural economist
Assarotti (Ss-sa-rot'tee), Ottavio Giovanni Battista. Italian priest, and
1753 1829.
teacher of the deaf and dumb
1760?
Assas, d' (da'sa'), Nicolas, Chevalier. Fr. captain of regt. of Auvergne.
1687 1768.
Assemani (as-sa-mii'nee), Giuseppe Simone. Syrian orientalist
1788 1859.
Assen (as'sen), Cornells Jacobus. Dutch legist
909.
Asser (iis'er^, John. English bishop. Biographer of Alfred the Great
1641—1711.
Assheton"(ash'tun), William. English divine
1827— 188G.
AssoUant (S'so'Ion'), Jean Baptiste. French novelist
177C 1841.
Ast (ast), Georg Anton Friedrich. German scholar and teacher
1688 ?-l 743.
Astbury (Ssfber-T), John, of Shelton. English potter
1668—1731.
Astell (as'tel), Mary. English authoress
1735 1803.
Astle (asl), Thomas. English antiquary
1579—1652.
Astley (Sst'li), Jacob, Sir, Lord. English Royalist general
the
Astor
Astor (as'tor), John Jacob. American capitalist. Founder of
1763—1848.
Library'in New York
Astor, William Backhouse. Son of John Jacob. American capitalist.. 1792— 1875.
1G84 17GG.
Astruc (as'triik'), Jean. French medical writer and teacher
Atahualpa (a-ta-hwal'pa) or Atabalipa (a-ta-ba-le'pii). Last Inca king

Ashmole

Born.
(at'kin-son), Edward.
American writer on political economy. 1827
1822
Atkinson, Joseph Beavington. English art critic
1799
Atkinson, Thomas Witlam. Englisli landscape painter and traveler
1808
Atlee (at'lee), Washington Samuel. American surgeon and writer

Atkinson

Hungarian general
1792 1849.
Aulnaye, de 1' (deh lo'na'), Francois Henri Stanislas. French writer .. 1739— 1830.
(o'nwa'),
Marie
Catherine
Aulnoy
Jumelle de Bemeville, Countess of.
French authoress. [Fairy Tales.]
1650?-1705.

1836—1889.

English poet

Ash'e, Ash'i, or As'ser, Rab. Jewish savant.
the Gemara of the Babylonian Talmud

1821

12); g as

(ow'liK), Ludvik.

eral.

A

chief of the League. 1554—1631.
d' (do'mal'), Charles de Lorraine, Due.
d', Henri Eugene Philippe Louis d'Orl^ans, Due. French genSon of King Louis Philippe
1822
French general and marshal
1522 1595.
d' (do'moN'), Jean.
.

Aumont,

Aurangzeb, Aurungzebe, or Aurungzeb
peror of Hindostan. Alamgir I.
Aurelian (aw-re'll-an), Claudius Domitius.

(c'rung-zel/ or -zab').

Em-

—
1619 — 1707.

Roman emperor
212?- 275.
Aurelio (ow-ra'le-o), Giovanni Muzio. Italian Latin poet
fl. 1520.
Aure'liUS Antoni'nus, Marcus. See Antoninus, M. Aurelius.
Aurelle de Paladines, d' (do'rSl' deh pii'la'deen'), Claude Michel
Louis.
French general
1804-1877.
1369 1459.
Aurispa (ow-res'pa), Giovanni. Italian writer and scholar
1717 1786.
Aurivillius (aw-rT-vTl'T-us), Carl. Swedish orientalist
310?- 392.
Ausonius (aw-so'nt-us), Decimus Magnus. Latin poet and teacher
~.

Austen

—
—
1775 — 1817.
1835
1793 — 1867.

English novelist

(aws'ten), Jane, Miss.

Austin

(aws'tiii), Alfred.
English poet and critic
Austin, Sarah, born Taylor. English writer and translator
Austin, Stephen F. Pounder of the first colony of Texas
1790?-1836.
Autenrieth, von (fon ow'ten-reet), Johann Hermaim Ferdinand. German pliysician and medical writer
1772 1835.
Autran (o'troN'), Joseph. French poet
1813— 1S77.
Auvergne, d' (do'vgrn'), Pierre. French troubadour
1215?
Auvray (o'vrS'), Felix. French painter
1800-1833.
Auzout (o'zoo'), Adrien. French mathematician
1630—1691.
AUZOUX (o'zoo'), Thomas Louis Jerome. French physician and inventor.1797— ISSO.
AvalOS, d' (da-vii'los), Ferdinando, Marquis of Pescara. Neapolitan
.

—

general

1489?-1525.

Avanzi, d' (da-viin'zee), Jacopo di Paolo. Italian painter
fl. 1376.
Avanzini (ii-viin-zee'nce), Giuseppe. Ital. mathematician and physicist. 1753 1827.
Avaux, d' (^Va'vo'), Claude de Mesmes, Count. French diplomatist
1595?-1G50.
Avelro (a-va'e-ro), JosiS de Mascarenhas, Don, Duke of. Portuguese con-

—

'

spirator

1708—1759.

Avellaneda (ii-vgl-yii-na'Da), Nicolas. President of Argentine Republic. 1S36—1SS5.
Avellaneda, de (dS iS-vSl-ya-na'Dti), Gertrudis Gomez. Spanish poetess. ISIG— 1873.
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Avellonl

Italian dramatist
(Ibu As-Saigh Ibn Bajja.)

Born.
1756

(a-vem-pa/thS).
philosopher

Aventl'nuSi Johannes.

Spanish Arabian
1138-9.

Real name Johann Turmair.

Bavarian histo1477—1534.

rian

Avenzoar (av'gn-zo'ar), Ar. Ibn Zolir (Ib'n zohr). Arabian physician 1075?-1162.
1645 — 1707.
Averanl (a-va-ra'nee), Benedetto. Florentine classical scholar
Averroes (a-v5r'o-ez). Ibn Hoshd. Arabian philosopher and physician 1120 — 1198.
1800 — 1875.
Avezac, d' "(dav'zak'), Marie Armand Pascal. French geographer
Avlcenna (av-e-sSn'a), Ar. Ibn Sina (Ib'n se'na). Mohammedan physician

980—1037

and philosopher

AvUa, de (dS

Gonzalez. Spanish divine and historian
Augustin Charles. French architect
AvitUS (a-vi'tus), Saint. Archbishop of Vienne, France. Latin poet
Aviigny, d' (da'vreu'ye'), Charles Joseph Losillard. French poet
Avrlgny, d', Hyacinthe Kobillard. French historian
Avrll (a'vrel'), Jean Jacques. French engraver
Ason (Sks'on), William Edward Armytage. English author
Ayala, de fda a-ya'Ia), Balthasar. Flemish jurist
Ayala, de, Juan Bautista. Explorer of San Francisco Bay
Ayala, de, Pedro Lopez. Spanish historian and poet

Aviler

1652—1700.
525.

.
.

1760—1823.
1675—1719.

—

1744 1832.
.
1846
1548?-1584.
fl. 1775 ?
1332 1407.
611
678.
1576 1657.

—
—
—

(a'e-sha, or i'e-sha).
Favorite wife of Mohammed
Aylesbury (alz'ber-T), Thomas, Sir. English patron of learning
Aylett (a'let), Robert. English religious poet
Ayllon, de (da il-yon'), Lucas Vasquez. Companion of Cortez

Ayeshah

Aylmer

(al'mer), John.

Tutor to Lady Jane Grey
French impostor

Aymar (S-marO,

Jacques.

Ayolas, de (da

a-yo'las) or d'

Ayolas

1583—1655?
1526.
1594.

—
—1715

1521

1662
Spanish ad-

(da-yoTas), Juan.

?

— 1658.

1578

a've-la), Gil

(a/ve'la-"),

venturer

?

1538.

(S'ro'), Pierre.
French jurist
1536—1604.
(i'rer) or_Eyer (i'gr), Jacob.
German dramatic poet
1605.
1745 1804.
AySOOUgh"(as'ku), Samuel, Rev. English antiquary and writer
fl. 1646—1671.
Ayscne (as'ku) or Ayscough, George, Sir. English admiral
Aytoun (a'toou), William Edmondstoune. Scottish professor and poet. 1813 1865.
Ay tta (it'ta), Wigle van. Van Swichem. Dutch jurist and statesman 1507 1577.
1849?
Ayub Klian_(i'yoob' kan). Governor of Herat

Ayrault

Ayrer

—

—

. .

—

.

.

AyUBO

(a-yoo'so), Francisco Garcia.

Spanish philologist
1835
1766 1845.
Azaius (a'zii'es'), Pierre Hyacinthe. French philosopher
1746 1826.
Azanza, de (da a-than'tha), Jos^ Miguel. Spanish statesman
1746 1811.
Azara, de (dS a-thsi'ra), Felix, Don. Spanish naturalist
Italian statesAzegllO, d' (dad-zal'yo), Massimo Taparelli, Marquis.
man and author
1798—1866.
1527 1570.
AzevedO, de (da a-za-va'do), Ignazio. Portuguese missionary
1225.
Azo, Azzo (at'zo), or AzoU'nus, Fortius. Italian jurist
Azunl (ad-zoo'nee), Domenico Alberto. Sardinian jurist and antiquary 1749 1827.
fl. 1000 ?
Azzaikal (az-ar-kal'). Arabian mathematician and astronomer
AzZOgUidl (at-tso-gwee'dee), Germane. Italian physician and author.. .1740 1814.

—

.

—
—

—
—
—

.

Baba-AIl (ba'ba-alee). Dey of Algiers
Babbage (bSb'ij), Charles. English mathematician
Al Khorremi.

1718.

1791—1871.

Persian impostor

837.

Baber or Babur (ba'ber), Zahir ed-Din Mohammed.
Mogul Empire in India

Founder

of the

1483—1530.

(ba'buf '), Francois Noel. French revolutionist
1764—1797.
1794 1872.
Bablnet (ba'be'nS'), Jacques. French natural philosopher
1756—1833.
Bablngton (bSb'ing-ton), William. British chemist and naturalist
1756
dramatist
(fon
ba'boj,
Franz
Marius.
German
1822.
von
BabO,
BacclO della Porta (bat'cho dSlla por'ta). Fra Bartolommeo di San
1469 1517.
Marco. Italian painter
BaoclOChl (bat-cho'kee), Felice Pasquale. Consort of Napoleon's sister,

Babeuf

U

—
—
—

1762—1841.

Marie Elisa

—1703.
— 1795.
—1750.
—1788.
—1784.
—1867.
—1874.

1643
Johann Christoph. German composer and organist
Johann Christoph Friedrich. Son of J. S. Ger. musical composer 1732
1685
Johann Sebastian. Famous German composer and musician
Karl Philipp Emanuel. Son of J. S. German musical composer. 1714
1710
Wilhelm Friedemann. Son of J. S. German organist
1806
Bache (bach), Alexander Dallas. American philosopher
1820
Bachelet (bash'la'), Jean Louis Theodore. French historian
1790
Bachman (bSk'man), John. American naturalist

Bach

(baK),

Bach,
Bach,
Bach,
Bach,

BacicclO,

n

(el

ba-cheet'cho).

1639—1709.

(bSk), George, Sir. English arctic navigator
bak'er), Jakob. Jacob of Palermo.

Backer, van (van

Backhuysen (bak-hoi'zen), Ludolf. See Bakhhisen.
BSckstrSm (bek'strom), Per Johan Edvard. Swedish
Bacon (ba'kon), Francis, Baron Verulam, Viscount St.

W

.

Real name Giovanni BattUla Gaulli.

Genoese painter

Back

—1878.

1796

Dutch painter.. 1530—1591?
poet
Albans.

1841

English

.

—

philosopher and statesman
1561 1626.
Leonard. American Congregational divine and historian
1802—1881.
NathanieL Virginian patriot
1642?-1676.
Nicholas, Sir. English statesman and lord keeper
1509— 1579.
Roger, Friar. The Admirable Doctor. English philosopher. . . .1214?-1294.
Baconthorp (baton-thorp), John. The Resolute Doctor. Eng. monk. .
1346.
Badalocchlo (ba-da-lok'ke-o). Sisto Rosa. Italian painter
1581—1647.
1734 1804.
Baden (ba'cen), Jakob. Danish philologist
1462 1535.
Badius (bEfde-us), Jodocus or Josse. Flemish printer and poet
Baerle, van (van bar'leh), or BarlaeUS (bar-le'us), Gaspard. Dutch
theologian and Latin poet
1584 1648.
Baert, de (deh ba'gr'), Alexandre Balthasar Franjois de Paule, Baron.
French senator and author
1750 1825.
1820?-1884.
Baez (ba'ess), Buenaventura. President of the Dominican Republic
1584?-1C22.
Balfln (bSfin), William. English navigator
1826 1877.
BagehOt (bSj'ot), Walter. English essayist and journalist
1764 1826.
Baggesen (bag'eh-s5n), Jens Immanuel. Danish poet
1575?-1650?
BagUone (bal-yo'na), Giovanni. Italian painter
BagUvl (bal-yee'vee), Giorgio. Italian physician and medical writer. . .1669 1707.

—
—
—
—

Bagnacavallo, n (eel bau-ya-ka-val'lo), Bartolommeo.
tolommeo Ramenghi. Bolognese painter

—
—
—
Real name Bar1486—1542.

1630?

Giulio Cesare. Italian dramatic poet
ba-ara-te-on'), Peter Ivauovitch, Prince.

Bagratlon (ba-gra'shun, or

1762—1812.

Russian general

Bagshaw

(bag'shaw), Edward. English lawyer and political writer
Bahr or Baehr (bar), Johann Christian Felix. German scholar
Bahrdt (bart), Karl Friedrichr German theologian
Baier (bi'er), Johann Jacob. German physician and naturalist
BaU, de (deh ba'ef '), Jean Antoine. French poet
3< §1

ii

o, u,

long;

a, e, o, less

prolonged ;

S, S, I, 5, Q,

—1857.
1742.

—.
—
—
—
—

1816
1805 1877.
1702 1851.
Baillle (ba'le), Joanna. Scottish poetess
Balllle, Matthew. Brother of Joanna. Scot, physician and anatomist.. 1761 1823.
*
Baillon (ba'yoN'), Ernest Henri. French naturalist
1827
1771 1842.
BalUot (ba/yo'), Pierre Marie Frangois de Sales. French violinist
Guillaume.
French
BaillOU, de (deh ba'yoo'),
medical writer
1538 ^1616.
Bailly (ba'lT ; 'Fr. pron. ba'ye'), Antoine Nicolas. French architect. ..1810—1892.
Ballly, Jean Sylvain. French astronomer
1736 ^1793.
Bally (ball), Edward Hodges. English sculptor
1788—1867.
1818 1877.
Bain (ban), Alexander. Scottish metaphysician and author
1774 1833.
Balnbrldge (bau'brlj), William. American commodore
1775 1844.
Balni (ba-ee'nee), Giuseppe. Italian musician
1757—1829.
Baird (bard), David, Sir. Scottish general
Balrd, Spencer FuUerton. American naturalist. Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution
1823-1887.
Bains (ha'yus) or De Bay (deh ba), Michel. Flemish theologian
1513—1589.

—
—
—
—

".

Bajazet (bSj-a-zSf). See Bayazid.
.
Bajol (ba'zhol'), Jean Marie. French explorer
1849
1811 1861.
Baker (baHser), Edward Dickinson. American soldier and senator
1821—1893.
Baker, Samuel White, Sir. English explorer in Africa
1631—1709.
Bakhulsen or Backhuysen (bak-hoi'zen), Ludolf. Dutch painter
,
Balabanof (ba'la-ba-ubf), Marko. Bulgarian author and statesman
1837
Balard (ba'lar'), Antoine J^rSme. Fr. chemist. Discoverer of bromine. 1802 1876.
Balban-Qhayas-uddin (bal-ban'-gi'as-ud-deen'). King of Delhi
1206 ?-1286.
1729—1799.
Balbastre (baVbastr'), Claude Louis. French organist
1782—1848.
Balbl (bal'bee), Adriano. Italian geographer
1789 1853.
BalbO (bal'bo), Cesare. Italian writer and statesman
1475
1517.
(da
bal-bo'a),
Vasco
Nunez.
Spanish
adventurer
Balboa, de

—

—

—
—

Balbuena (bal-bwa'nS), Bernardo. Spanish poet
BalChen (bawl'chen), John, Sir. English admiral
Baldaya (bal-da'ya or bal-di'a), Alfonso Gonzales. Portuguese
Balde (bal'dgh), Jakob. German Latin poet

1568—1627.
1669-70-1744,
explorer

.

fl.

1434.

1603—1668.
1553—1617.
Baldi (bal'dee), Bernardino. Italian mathematician and philologist
1738 1804.
Baldlnger (bal'ding-er), Ernst Gottfried. German medical writer
fl. 1460
1485.
Baldlnl (bal-dee'neej, Baccio. Italian engraver
Baldinucci (bSl-de-noot'chee), Filippo. Florentine artist and writer. .1624 1696.
1635—1716.
Baldovlnl (bal-do-vee'nee), Francesco. Italian poet
1596?-1642.
Balducci (bal-doofchee), Francesco. Sicilian poet
1470 1550.
Baldung (bal'd55ng), Hans. Grun. German painter and engraver
Bgildwin (bawld'win) I. King of Jerusalem, and brother of Godef roy de
1058—1118.
BouUlon
1495 1563.
Bale (bal), John. Bishop of Ossory. British author
1719 1764.
Bal^chOU (ba'la'shoo'), Jean Joseph'Nicolas. French engraver
1560—1632.
Balen, van (van ba'len), Hendrik. FJemish painter
1547—1610.
Bales (balz), Peter. "English caligrapher
1666 1740.
Balestra (bS-15s'tra), Antonio. Veronese painter
1808 1870.
Balfe (bSlf), Michael William. Irish musician and composer
1767—1829.
Balfour (bSl'foor or bSl'fur), Alexander. Scottish author

—
—
—

.

—
—
—

short; a,

e, i, o,

1604

—1662.

1798—1872.
1741—1792.
1677

1808—1878.
Balfour, Clara Lucas. English authoress
1583.
Balfour, James, Sir. Scottish judge
.1808 1884.
Balfour, John Hutton. British botanist and physician
bSl'I-ol),
John,
Ballol, de (de ba'le-ol or bSl'yol), or de Balllol (de
."
1249—1315.
Kmg of Scotland.7
13G3.
Ballol, de, Edward. Son of John. King of Scotland
.
1840
Ball (bawl), Robert Stawell, Sir. English scientific author

—

Ball, Thomas.

American sculptor

1819

—

—1735.

1632—1589.

.

(ba'lSNsh'), Pierre Simon.
French philosopher and writer.. 1776 1847.
1812—1887.
(bSl'an-tin), WUliam.
English lawyer
1772—1833,
Ballantyne (bSl'an-tin), James. Scottish printer and journalist
BallOU (bSl-loo'), Hosea. American Universalist preacher and author. .1771 1852,
Grand-nephew of preceding. American Universalist
BallOU, Hosea.
1796 1861
clergyman. First president of Tufts College, Massachusetts
Ballue (ba'lii'), Auguste El^onore Arthur. Fr. statesman and author. .1835—1894,
1810—1848.
Balm^S (bal'mgs), Jaime Luciano. Spanish polit., theol., andphilos
1763 1818.
Balsamo (bal-sa'mo), Paolo. Italian agriculturist and writer
1765 1846,
Baltard (bal'tar'), Louis Pierre. French architect and engraver
Balthasar (bal'ta-zar), Theodor. German. Reputed inventor of the
fl. 1710.
solar microscope
1421 ^1491.
Balue, de la (deh la ba'lii'), Jean. French cardinal and intriguer
1630—1718.
BalUZe (bifliiz')^ Etienne. French historian
Balzac, de (deh bal'zak'; Anglicized bSl'zak), Honors. Fr. novelist.. .1799 1850.

Ballanche

Ballantlne

—
—

.

—

—

—
—
1823
1613 — 1673.

Bamberger (bam'bgro-er), Ludmg. German writer
BambocclO (bam-b5f cho). See Laae, Pieter van

."

1800—1891.

Bancroft (bSng'kroft), George. American historian
.
1832
Bancroft, Hubert Howe. Ajnerican historian
1800 1876,
Bandel, von (fon ban'del), Joseph Ernst. German sculptor
1480—1562.
BandellO (ban-dSWo), Matteo, Italian novelist
1487 1559.
Bandlnelll (ban-de-n61'lee), Baccio. Italian sculptor
1726 1800.
Bandini (ban-dee'nee), Angelo Maria. Italian antiq. and bibliogr
1768 1835.
Bandtkle (banfkya), George Samuel. Polish historian
Ban^r (ba'ngr') or Banler, Johan Gustafsson. Swedish field marshal .. 1595— 1641.

—
—
—
—

,

Bacon,
Bacon,
Bacon,
Bacon,

BagnoU (ban-yolee),

1807—1859.
1811

—

—1841.
—1702.

Baader, von (fon bS'der), Franz Xaver. Ger. philosopher and mystic. .1765
1633
Baan (ban), van, Jan." Dutch portrait painter
(ba'bSk).

American journalist
American microscopist
Bailey, Nathan. English schoolmaster and lexicographer
Bailey, Philip James. English poet and lawyer
Bailey, Theodorus. American rear admiral

Bailey (bait), Gamaliel.
Bailey, Jacob Whitman.

—

B.

Babek

Bom. Died

Died.

—1837.

(a-vel-lo'nee), Francesco.

Avempace

1798—1842.
(ba'nim), John. Irish novelist
1743—1820.
(bSngks), Joseph, Sir. English naturalist
Prentiss, General. American representative in Con1816
1894
gress, Governor of Massachusetts
1731—1806.
Banneker (bSn'e-ker), Benjamin. American negro mathematician
1066.
Banquo (bSng'kwoJ. Scottish thane. Accomplice of Macbeth
Banting (bSn'ting), WiUiam. London merchant. Published scheme for
1797 1878.
curing corpulence
French poet and
Banvllle, de (deh bSN'vel'), Theodore Faullain.
1823—1891.
7
writer
1792 1876.
Bar, von (fon bgr), or Baer, Emst. German-Russian naturalist
.
1818
Barach (ba'raK), Moritz. Doctor Marzroth. Austrian author
Baraguey d'Hllllers (ba/Ta'gt' del'ya'), Achille. Marshal of France. .1795—1878.
Barante (ba'roNf), Amable Guillaume Prosper, Baron de Brugiere.
1783 1866.
French statesman
Baratler (ba'ra'te-S', or ba'ra'tya'), Johann Philipp. French-German
1721—1740.
precocious youth
1800—1844.
Baratynskl (ba-ra-tin'skee), Ergenij Abramovitch. Russian poet
Barbacena (bar-ba-sa'na), Feisberto Caldeira Brant, Marquis of. Bra1772 ^1841.
zilian soldier and statesman
BarbanQOis, de (deh bar'boN'swa'), Charles H61ion, Marquis. French
1760 1822.
nobleman and agriculturist
1466?-1547.
Barbarassa (bar'ba-ras'a), Khair-uddin. Corsair king ef Algiers
1474?-1518.
Barbarassa, Arak." Brother of preceding. Corsair king of Algiers
Barbarous (bSr'bii'roo'), Charles Jean Marie. French representative . 1767 1794.
1743—1825.
Barbauld (bar'bawld), Anna Letitia. English writer
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Banks

Banks, Nathaniel
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Bom.

Died.

1432.
Barbazan, de (deh bar'ba'zSN'), Armand Guilhem, Sire. Fr. general.
1745—1837.
Baib^-MarbOlS (bar'ba'-mar'bwa'). See Mabbois
Barber (bar'ber), Francis. American officer in the Revolutionary war. 1751— 1783.
1798 — 1885.
Barber, John Warner. American historian
.

1264
Barberlnl (bar-ba-ree'nee), Francesco. Italian poet
Barberlnl, Francesco. Italian cardinal. Founder of Barberini library. 1597
Barbet de Jouy (bar'bi' deh zhoo-ee'), Joseph Henri. French archaeologist

1812

?

Barbeu-Dubourg (bar'buh'-dii'boor'), Jacques. French naturalist
Barbey d'AurevUly (bar'bS' do're-ve'ye'), Jules. French litt(5rateur.

1709
.1808
1674

Barbeyrac (bar'ba'rak'), Jean. French
Barblano (bar-be-a'no), Alberico, Count.

—1348.
— 1679.
.

—1779.
— 1889.
—1744.

historian and jurist
1409.
Italian commander
Antoine
Alexandre.
Fr. bibliographer. 1765^1825.
Barbler (bar'be-S' or barb'ya'),
1806
Barbler, Olivier Alexandre. French bibliographer
.
Barbler de Meynard (-deh ma'nar'), Casimir Adrian. French orientalistl827
Barblere, del (del bar-be-a'ril), Domenico. The Florentine. Italian
1506 ?-1563 ?
pauiter, sculptor, and engraver
BarbOSa (bar-bo'sS), Ayres or Arius. Portuguese philologist and poet. 1460 1530.
1G82 1770.
Barbosa MachadO (bar-bo'sa ma-sha'do), Diego. Port, historian
1775—1842.
Barbour (bar'bur), James. American statesman
1316 ?-1395.
Barbour, John. Scottish poet and historian
1783 1841.
Barbour, Philip Pendleton. American Ia«-yer and judge
Barchou de Penhoen (bar'shoo' dgh p'no'oN'), Auguste Theodore
1801
1855.
HUaire, Baron. French author
Barclay (bar'kll), Alex. British author. Transl. of " Ship of Fools.". 1475^1552.
1582
1621.
writer.
\_Argenis.'\
Barclay (bar'kla'), Jean. French
1648—1690.
Barclay (bar'klT), Robert. Scottish Quaker writer
Barclay de Tolly (bar'kla' deh to'le'), Michael, Prince. Michajl Bog1761 1818.
danovitch. Russian field marshal
1742 1821.
Bard (bard), Samuel. American physician and writer
Bardesanes (bar-de-sa'neez). {Eng. Bardalsan, bar'da-san'.) Syrian
155— 200.
Gnostic
1603 1670.
Bardl (bar'dee^, Girplamo. Italian physician and philosopher
1774 1840.
Bardln (bar'dSN'), Etienne Alexandre, Baron. French general
.
1829
BardOUS (bar'doo'), Ag^nor. French author
1596 ?-1680.
Barebone, Praise God. English fanatic and leather dealer
navigator
Willem.
Dutch
1597.
(ba'rent)
or
(ba'rents),
Barent
BarentZ
Bar^re de Vleuzac (ba'rgr' dgh ve'uh'zak'), Bertrand. French revo1755—1841.
lutionist
Barettl (bS-ret'tee), Giuseppe Marcantonio. Italian writer in London. .1716 1789.
1612.
Bargagll (bar-gSl'yee), Scipione. Tuscan writer
.
Bargis (bar'zhSs'), Jean Joseph L^andre, Abb^. French orientalist. ..1810
Barham (bar'am), Richard Harris. Thomas Ingoldsby. English divine
.

—
—

—
—
—

—
—

—
—

—

1788—1845.

and humorist

Baring (ba'ring), Francis, Sir. English capitalist and banker
Barlng-Qould (ba'ring-goold'), Sabine. English author
Barltlon (ba-reet'seen), Georges. Roumanian litterateur
Barjaud (bSr'zho'), Jean Baptiste Benoit. French writer and

1740
1834
1812
soldier. .1785

Barkah KhSn (bar'ka kan), chief of the Kharizmians
Barlow (bar'lo), Joel. American poet and patriot
Barlow, Peter. English mathematician
Barlow, Thomas Oldham. English painter
Barmecides (bar'me-sidz). Singular, Barmecide

1754
1776

—1810.

.
.

—1813.
1246.
—1812,
—1862.

1824—1889.
(bar'me-sid).

Famous

Persian family noted for its tragic fate about 802.
Barnard (bar'nard), Anne, Lady. Scottish poetess. \_Auld Robin Gray.'] 1750 1825,
1809 1889,
Barnard, Frederick Augustus Porter. Amer. educationist
1811 Barnard, Henry. American educationist
1815 1882,
Barnard, John Gross. American soldier
.1761
Marie.
Fr.
revolutionist
1793,
(bar'uSv'),
Antoine
Pierre
Joseph
Barnave
Barnes (barnz), Albert. Amer. divine. \_Notes on the New Testament.']. ll^?: 1870,
1547
Dutch
statesman
1619,
(bar-neh'vSlt),
Jan
van
Olden.
Barneveldt
1759 1818
Barney (bar'nl), Joshua. American commodore
1810
1891,
Barnum (bar'num), Phineas Taylor. American showman
1528 1612,
Barocci (ba-rot'chee), Federigo Fiori. Italian painter
Barocclo (ba-rot'cho) or Barozzlo (ba-rot'se-o), Giacomo. Called da
1508 1573,
Vignola. Italian architect
1802—1870,
Baroche (ba'rosh'), Pierre Jules. French statesman
Baron (ba'roN'), Michel. Called Boyron. French actor and dramatic
1653—1729,
writer
1538 1607
Baronlo (ba-ro'ne-o), Cesare. Italian cardinal and writer
Barracand (bar'a/kON'), L^on Henri. Leon Grandet. French poet and
1844
novehst
1789 1835,
Barragan (bar-ra-gan'), Miguel. Mexican general and president
French
1848—1886,
(ba'ral'),
L(5on.
explorer
Barral
1848
Barran (ba'rSN'), Th^ophile. French sculptor
Barras, de (deh ba'ra'), Paul Franjois Jean Nicolas, Count. French
1755—1829,
revolutionist
Bane, de la (deh la bar), Jean Franjois le Fevre, Chevalier. French
1747 1766,
victim of religious intolerance
Barr^ (ba'ra'), Colonel Isaac. British officer. Opposed the Stamp Act, 1726 1802,
1606 1673.
Barreller (bar'reh-ly a'), Jacques. French botanist
1613 1663,
BarretO (bar-ra'to), Francisco. Portuguese missionary and Jesuit
Irish
classical
1753
1821
(bSr'et),
John.
scholar
Barrett
1838 1891
Barrett, Lawrence. American actor
English
actor
1846
Wilson.
Barrett,
1836
Barrill (bar-ree'lee), Anton Giulio. Italian writer
1760
1834,
Barrlngton (bSr'ing-ton), Jonah, Sir. Irish lawyer and author
1835 1885,
Barrios (bar're-os), Justo Rufino. Central American statesman
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1769—1851
Barron (bSr'on), James. American commodore
Barroa, de (da bSr'os), Joao. The Portuguese lAvy. Port, historian.. 1496— 1570,
1791 — 1873,
Barrot (ba'ro'), CamiUe Hyacinthe Odillon. French statesman
1630 — 1677
Barrow (bSr'o), Isaac. English theologian and mathematician
1764— 1848,
English traveler and geographer
Barrow, John,
Barrundla (bar-roon'de-a), Jos6 Francisco. Statesman of Honduras. .1779 — 1854,
1795—1860
English architect
Barry (bSr'i), Charles,
1780 — 1835.
Irish physician and physiologist.
Barry, David,
1741 — 1806,
Barry, James. Irish historical painter
Sir.

.

Sir.

Sir.

Barry, du (dU ba're'), Marie Jeanne Gomard de Vaubemier, Comtesse.
1746—1793
Mistress of Louis XV. of France
1544 1590,
Bartas, du (dii bar'ta'), Guillaume de Salluste. French poet

—

1821—1865,
Barth (hart), Heinrich. German explorer
1796 —1867
Barth^lemy (bar'tSl'me'), Auguste Marseille. French satiric poet
1805—1895,
Barth^lemy Saint-Hllaire (-sSN'te'lSr'), Jules. French savant
Barthez or Barth^s (bar'tess'), Paul Joseph. French medical writer 1734 — 1806,
1834 Bartholdl (bar'tol'de'), FrM^ric Auguste. French sculptor
Bartholin (bar'to-lin) or BartboUnuS (bar-to-lee'n65s), Thomas. Dan.

ish medical writer
Bartlett (bartlet), John Russell.

—

1616 1680,
[Dictionary of
1805—1886,
{Signer of Declaration of
1729—1795,

American

Americanisms.^

American

Bartlett, Josiah, Dr.

patriot.

Independence.]
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Bom, Died.
President of
1817
.
Bartlett, William Henry. English artist, traveler, and writer
1809—1854.
1809 1893.
Bartlett, William Holms Chambers. American scientific writer
1833—1894.
BartoU (bar'to-lee), AdoUo. Italian author
1608 1685.
Bartoll, Danielle. Italian Jesuit and writer
BartoU, pseud, of Pietro Santi. Perugio. Italian engraver and painter 1635 1700.
BartOllni (bar-to-lee'nee), Lorenzo. Italian sculptor
1777 ?-1850.
1 613—1687.
BartOloccl (bar-to-lot'chee), Giulio. Italian scholar and ecclesiastic
1727 1815.
BartOlOZZi (bar-to-lof see), Francesco. Italian engraver
1766 1815.
Barton (bar'ton), Benjamin Smith. American naturalist
1784—1849.
Barton, Bernard. The Quaker Poet. English poet
Barton, Clara. American philanthropist
1830 ?
^.
1506?-1534.
Barton, Elizabeth. Holy Maid of Kent. English fanatic
1701
Bartram (bar'tram), John. American botanist
1777.
BartSCh, von (fon bartsh), Johann Adam Bernhard. Austrian engraver.
{Le peintre-graveur.]
1757 1821.
1795 1875.
Barye (ba're'), Antoine Louis. French sculptor
1829—1886.
Baschet (ba'sha'), Armand. French historian
Baschi (bas'kee) or Bassi. Italian monk. Founder of the order of
Capuchins
1500T-1552.
1723 1790.
Basedow (bS'zeh-do), Johann Bernhard. German educationist
Bashldrtseff (bash-keert'sSf), Marie. Russian painter
1860-1884.
329— 379.
Basil (ba'sil) or BasU'lus, St. The Great. Bishop of Csesarea
BaslliscUS (bas-T-lIs'kus). Emperor of the East
477.
(bSs'ker-vil),
John.
English
letter
BaskervUle
founder and printer. .1706—1775.
Basnage de Beauval (ba'nazh' deh bo'val'), Jacques. French ecclesiastical writer and historian
1653 1722.
Basaano, II (el bas-sa'uo). Real name Jacopo da Ponte. Italian painter 1510 1592.
Bassanvllle, de (deh ba'sBN'vel'), Anais Lebrun, Countess. French
authoress
1805—1884.
BaSSl (bas'see), Laura Maria Caterina. Italian authoress, and professor
of philosophy
1711—1778.
BaSSOmplerre, de (deh ba'soN'pe-Sr'), Framjois, Baron. Marshal of
France, courtier, and writer of memoirs
1579 1646.
1772 1811.
Bast (bast), Friedrich Jakob. German scholar and diplomatist
.
(bSst'yan),
Henry
Charlton.
English
physiologist
1837
Bastlan
1826
Bastlan (bas'te-an), Philipp Wilhelm Adolf. German ethnologist
1801
1850.
Bastlat (bas'te'a'), Fr^d^ric. French political economist
1848 1884.
Bastlen-Lepage (bas'te-5N'-leh-pazh'), Jules. French painter
1842
Bateman (bat'man), Kate Josephine. American actress
.
1850
Bates (bats), Arlo. American writer
1793— 1869»
Bates, Edward. American statesman
1825—1892.
Bates, Henry Walter. English naturalist
1788 1864.
Bates, Joshua. American financier in London and philanthropist
1533—1586.
B£thorl (ba'to-ree), Stephen. King of Poland
1684 1775.
Batburst (bSth'urst), Allen, first earl. English statesman
1620 1704.
Bathurst, Ralph. English poet, philosopher, and theologian
1708 1786.
Batonl (ba-to'nee), Pompeo Girolamo. Italian painter
Bartlett (bartlet), Samuel Colcord.

American educator.

Dartmouth CoUege
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French
critic
1713—1780.
Charles.
Batteus (ba'tnh'),
1806 — 1849.
Batthy^yl (bSt'yan-yee), Lajos, Count. Hungarian statesman
1746 — 1810.
BaudelOcq.ue (bod'lok'), Jean Louis. French surgeon
Baudln des Ardennes (bo'dSN' da'zar'den'), Chas. Fr. vice admiral. .1784 — 1842.
1821 — 1892.
BaudrlUart (ho'dre'yar'), Henri Joseph L6on. French economist
1828—1886.
Baudry (bo'dre'), Paul Jacques Aim6. French painter
1809 — 1882.
Bauer (bow'er), Bruno. German theologian and Biblical critic
1760 — 1826.
Bauer, Ferdfnand Lukas. German botanical painter
755 — 1806.
Bauer, Georg Lorenz. German orientalist and theologian
1560— 1624.
Bauhln (bo'SN'), Gaspard. French anatomist and naturalist
1541 — 1613.
Bauhln, Jean. French botanist and physician
1728 — 1804.
Baum^ (bo'ma'), Antoine. French chemist
1645—1716.
Baume, de la (deh la bom), Nicolas Auguste. Marshal of France
1825
—1893.
Baumgorten (bowm'gar-ten), Hermann. German historian
Baumgartner (bowm'gart-ner), Karl Heinrich. German physiologist. .1798 —1886.
Baur (bowr), Ferdinand Christian. German protestant theologian. Professor at Tiibingen. Founder of the Tubingen school of theology. .1792 — 1860.
1

.

French cardinal and writer.. 1748— 1824.
bo'sa'), Louis Frangois.
Bautaln (bo'tSiJ'), Louis Eugene Marie. Fr. theologian and philosopher.1796— 1867.
1615—1691.
Baxter (bSks'ter), Richard. English nonconformist divine
1767 — 1815.
Bayard (bi'ardX James Asheton. American statesman
Bayard, de (deh ba'ard Fr. pron. deh ba'yar'), Pierre du Terrail, Chev-

Bausset, de (deh

;

alier.

French warrior

Bayazld

(ba-ya-zeed'), or

".

Bajazet

Bayer
Bayer

Ilderim.

Sultan of

.'

(ba-yar'), Francisco Perez.
(bl'er), Gottlieb Siegfried.

Bayeus

—1524.

1473

(bS-ja-zef), I.

the Ottomans

1347—1402.

— 1794.
—1792.
1774—1816.
1647 — 1706.
1711

Spanish antiquary

German

1694—1738.

orientalist

French jurist and writer
Bayle (bSI), Gaspard Laurent. French physician
Bayle, Pierre. French philosopher and critic
(ba'ynh'), George.

1752

Bayley (ba'lT), John, Sir. English judge. \_Laws of Bills of Exchange.'].Vl6Z—'\8i\.
1797—1839.
Bayly (ball), Thomas Haynes. English poet

Bayne (ban), Peter. Scotch writer
Baynes (banz), Thomas Spencer. English

1830
1823

,

writer

Beaconsfield (bek'unz-feeld), Benjamin

1791
1737

;

.

—1832.
— 1799.

1799—1863.
1805-1881.

Disraeli, Earl of

Beale (heel), Lionel Smith. English medical writer
Beaton (be'tun Scottish pron. ba'ton) or Bethune, David.

.

1811—1888.

Bazalne (ba'zan'), Francois Achille. French general
Bazard (ba'zar'), Amand. French socialist
Bazhenof (ba'zha-nov), Vasili Ivanovitch. Russian architect
Bazln (ba'zSN'), Antoine Pierre Louis. French philologist

1828

.

Cardinal

1494—1546.
and primate of Scotland
Beatrice Portinarl (be'a-tres por-te-na'ree It. pron. ba-a-tree'cha).
1266 1290.
Florentine lady immortalized by Dante
Seattle (bee'tt Scottish pron. ba'ti), James. Scotch poet and writer.. 1735 1803.
Beauchamp, de (deh bee'cham), Richard, Earl of Warwick. English
1382—1439.
general
1430 ?-1481.
Beauchamp, de, Richard English prelate. Bishop of Salisbury
1752—1801.
Beauchamps (bo'sh5N'), Joseph. French astronomer
Beauclerk (bo'klark), Topham. Eng. scholar. Friend of Dr. Johnson. 1739 —1780.
Beaucourt, de (deh bo'koor'), Gaston Louis Emmanuel Du Fresne, Mar.
1S33
quis.
French historian
Beaufort (bu'fort), Henry. English cardinal. Bishop of Winchester 1370 ?-1447.
BeauharnalS, de (deh bo'ar'na'), Alexandre, Vicomte. First husband of
1760 1794.
Josephine, wlio married Napoleon Bonaparte
BeauharnalS, de, Eugene. Son of Alex, and Josephine. Viceroy of Italyl7Sl 1824.
BeauharnalS, de, Hortense Eugenie. Daughter of Alexandre and Josephine. Wife of Louis Bonaparte, and mother of Louis Napoleon.
.1783—1837.
1226 ?-1295.
Beaumanoir, de (deh bo'ma'nwar'), Philippe. French jurist
BeaumarchalS, de "(deh bo'mar'shfi'), Pierre Augustin Caron. French
dr.amatic writer
1732—1799.
Beaumelle, de la (deh is bo'mSl'), Laurent Angliviel. French writer. 1727— 1773.
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Born. Died.
bu'inSnt), Basil. English rear admiral. 1669 1703.
English dramatic poet. Colleague of Fletcher. .1586 1615.
Beaumont de Xa Bonnlire, de (deh bo'moN' deh la bo'nySr'), Gustave
1802 1866.
Augaste. French publicist and writer
1670?
Beauplan, de (deh bo'ploN'), Guillaume le Vasseur. French geogr
Beauregard (bor"gar'), Charles Victor. Woirgurd. French general ... 1764 1810.
or
bor'gar'), Pierre
Beauregard (bo'reh-gard' ; Fr. pron. bo'reh-gar'
1818 1893.
Gustave Toutant. American Confederate general
Beausobre, de (deh bo'zobr'), Isaac. French Protestant theologian .... 1659^1738.
Beautemps-Beaupr6 (bo't5N'-bo'pra'), Charles Franjois. French hy1766 1854.
drographer
1772 1830.
BeauvaiS (bo'va'), Charles Theodore. French general and writer
1720 1793.
Beauvau, de (deh bo'vo'), Charles Juste. Marshal of France
1839
Beauvenl (bo'vgh-ne'), Charles Joseph. French landscape painter
Beccafumi (b8k"ka-f oo'mee), Domenico. Italian painter and sculptor 1484 1549.
1682
physician
(bSk'ka-ree),
Giacomo
Bartolommeo.
Ital.
and
writer
1766.
Beccari
1848
Beccarl, Odvardo. Italian naturalist
(de
bSk-ka-ree'a),
Cesare
Bonesana,
Marquis.
Italian
phiBeccarla, dl
1738—1794.
losopher and political writer
1520 1570.
Beoerra (bi-thSr'S), Gaspare. Spanish painter and sculptor
Becerra y Bermudez (e bSr-moo'oeth), Manuel. Spanish statesman... 1823
1035—1685.
Becber (.bSK'er), Johann Joachim. German chemist
1757 1822.
BechBtein (bSK'stm), Johann Matthaus. German ornithologist
1757-1832.
Beck (bSk), Christian Daniel. German philologist and writer
1794—1851.
Beck, John Brodhead. Brother of T. R. American physician
1791 1855.
Beck, Theodoric Romeyn. American physician and author
1778 1797.
(bSk'gr),
Christiane
Louise
Amalie.
German
actress
Becker
1753—1813.
Becker, Rudolf Zacharias. German tale writer
1117—1170.
Becket Cbgk'et), Thomas a. Archbishop of Canterbury
1759—1844.
Becklord (bSk'f ord), William. English author
Becq de Fouquilferes (bSk dgh foo'ke-Sr'), Louis Aim^ Victor. French
.
1831
writer
1820 1891.
Becquerel (bSk'rSl'), Alexandre Edmond. French physicist
Becpiuerel, Antoine C^sar. Father of Alexandre. French electrician.. 1788 1878.
1760 1808.
Beddoes (bSd'oz), Thomas. English physician and chemist
Bede (beed) or Bsda (be'da). The Venerable. English monk and ec672?- 735.
clesiastical historian
1793—1834.
Bedell (be-d61'), Gregory Townsend. American divine
Bedford (bSd'ford), John Plantagenet, Duke of. Regent of France. .13907-1435.
Beecber (beech'er), Catherine Esther. Sister of Henry Ward. Amer.
1800—1878.
authoress...?
1813—1887
Beecber, Henry Ward. American pulpit orator and lecturer
Beecber, Lyman. Father of Henry Ward. American preacher and
1775—1863.
theologian
Beecbey (bee'cht), Frederick Wm. English navigator and naturalist .. 179G 1856.
1621 1656.
Beek (bak), David. Dutch portrait painter
1830
Beer, de (da bar), Taco Hajo. Dutch author
Beetboven, van (van ba'to-ven), Ludwig. Prussian musicai composer. 1770 1827.
1638 1710.
BSgOn (ba'goN'), Michel. French antiquary
Bebaim (ba'hlm) or Bebem (ba'hSm), Martin. German navigator, as1459?-1506.
tronomer, and geographer
1500 1550.
Bebam (ba'am), Hans Sebald. German painter and engraver
1640 1689.
Bebn (ben), Aphra, Mrs. English dramatist, novelist, and poet
1800 '- 1864.
Bebnes (banz), William. English sculptor
1775—1851.
Bebr (bar), Wilhelm Josef. German publicist
Behrens (ba'rens). Bertha. Wilhtlmine Heinburg. German novelist .. 1850
Bebring (beer'ing; Danish pron. ba'ring), Vitus. Danish navigator. .1680—1741.
1800 1874.
Beke (bek), Charles lllstone. English traveler and author
1738 1804.
Bekker (bek'er), Elizabeth. Dutch novelist and poetess
1785 1871.
philologist
and
author
Immanuel.
German
Bekker,
1799—1877.
Belcber (bel'cher), Edward, Sir. English naval officer and explorer
1681
colonial
governor
1757.
Belcber, Jo:iathan. American
Belglojoso (bel-jo-yo'So), Christina Trivulzio, Princess of. Italian pa1808— 1871.
triot and writer
Belldor, de (deh ba-le-Dor'), Bernard Forest. Fr. engineer and writer 1693— 1761.
1654—1715.
Belln de Fonfenay (beh-lSN dgh foNt'nS'). Frec-ih painter
505?- 565.
Bellsarlus (bei-T-sa'ri-us). Roman general
1842
Beljame (b§l'zhara'), Alexandre. French writer
1744—1798.
American
historian
and
clergyman
(bSl'nSp),
Jeremy.
Belknap
.
BeU, Alexander Graham. Scot, inventor in An?. [Bell Telephone.'].. ..l&i^
1753 1832.
Bell, Andrew. Scottish educationist
1774—1842.
Bell, Charles, Sir. British anatomist and physiologist
1797 1869.
Bell, John. American statesman
1763—1820.
Surgical writer
Bell, John, of Edinburgh.
1800
1867.
Bell, Robert. British journalist and miscellaneous writer
1792—1880.
Bell, Thomas. English naturalist
1610 1664.
Bella, della (dSl'la bSl'la), Stefano. Italian etcher in copper
Bellamont (bSl'a-mont), Richard Ooote, Earl of. English governor of
1636—1701.
New York and Massachusetts
Bellamy (bel'a-ml), Edward. American author. \_Looking Backward.'] 1850
1731 ?-1788.
Bellamy, George Anne, Mrs. English actress and writer
1757 1786.
Bellamy (bSl'a-ml), Jacobus. Dutch poet
1719 1790.
Bellamy (bSl'a-ml), Joseph. American divine and writer
Ital.
card,
and controversialist. 1542 1621.
Bellarmlno (bSl-lar-mee'no), Ruberto.
1524 1560.
Bellay, du (dii bSl'a'), Joachim. The French Ovid. French poet
1550?-1633?
Bellenden (bel'en-den), William. Scottish Ciceronian scholar
1769—1832.
BelUard (bS'le'ar'), ^ugustin Daniel, Count. Fr. general and dipl
1592 1672.
Bellingbam (bel'ing-ham), Richard. Colonial governor of Mass
1426?-1516.
Bellini (bel-lee'nee), Giovanni. Venetian painter
1802 1835.
Bellini, Vincenzo. Sicilian musical composer
1740—1795.
Bellman (bSl'man), Carl Michael. Swedish poet
1826—1853.
BellOt (b51-o'), Joseph RencS. French arctic navigator
1814 1882.
American
Unitarian
divine
(bSl'oz),
Whitney.
Henry
Bellows
15177-1594.
Belon (beh-loN' or bloN), Pierre. French naturalist and traveler
1829
1890.
dramatist
and
novelist
Belot (bgh-lo' or hlo), Adolphe. French
1750 1829.
Belsbam (bel'sham), Thomas. English Unitarian divine and writer
1646
1732.
Belvedere (b51-va-da'ra), Andrea. Italian painter
Belzonl (bel-zo'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian traveler and explorer. .17787-1823.
1795—1850,
Bern (bem), Jozef. Polish general and Turkish pasha
1470 1547.
Bembo (bSm'bo), Pietro. Italian cardinal and WTiter
1650—1702.
BenbOW (ben'bo), John. English admiral
1811—1889.
Bendemann (ben'dgh-man), Eduard. Prussian painter
1804 1881.
Jdenedek, von (fon ba'ngh-dek), Ludwig. Austrian general
1590.
Benedettl (bS-na-dSt'tee), Giovanni Battista. Italian mathematician...
1817
Benedettl, Vincent. French diplomatist
1675—
1758.
....
Piospero
Cardinal
Lambertini.
Pope
Benedict (bSn'e-dikt) XIV.
1804 1885.
Benedict, Julius, Sir. German composer in England
480
543.
Benedict, Saint. Italian founder of the Benedictine order
1798 1854.
Beneke (ba'neh-keh), Friedrich Eduard. German philosopher
1713
1784.
Benezet (bSn'g-zSt'), Anthony. French philanthropist
1809 1881.
Benfey (bSn'fi^, Theodor. German linguist and orientalist

—

Beaumont (bo'mSnt formerly
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Born. Died.
English authoress
1778—1827.
(ben'am), William
English clergyman and author
.
1831
(ben-yov^skee),
Moritz
August,
Benlowsky
Count. Hung, adventurer .. 1741 1786.
Benivieni (bS-ne-ve-a'nee), Geronimo. Florentine poet
14537-1542.
1809 1864.
Benjamin (bSn'ja-min), Park. American poet and journalist
Bennett (ben'et)? James Gordon. Founder of the " New York Herald ".1795—1872.
Bennett, Wm. Sterndale, Sir. English pianist and composer
1816 1875.
Bennjngsen (bSn'ing-sgn), Levin August Theopliil, Count. Russ. gen. 1745— 1826.
.
Benojit (bgh-nwa'), Peter Leopold Li5onard. Belgian musical composer. 1834
Benoit, Rene. French theologian
1521—1608.
Benserade, de (dgh boNs'rad'), Isaac. French court poet
1612—1691.
Benson (ben'son)," Joseph. English Methodist diviue and author
1748—1821.
Bentham (ben'tam or ben'tliam), Jeremy. English i)olitical and jurisprudential writer
1748 1832.
Bentinck, William. Dutch statesman. First earl of Portlajid
1649—1709.
Bentinck (ben'tingk), William George Frederick Cavendish, Lord.
English statesman
1802—1848.
BentivogllO (beu-te-v61'yo), Cornelio. Italian cardinal and art patron. .1668 1732.
1662—1742.
Bentley (bent'lT), Richard. English critic and classical scholar
1782 1858.
Benton (ben'tgn), Thomas Hart. American statesman
Bentzon (bSnt'son), Th. Real name Marie Therese Blanc. French
."
author
1840
.
1716 1789.
Benvenutl (ben-va-noo'tee), Carlo. Italian math, and philosopher
1769—1844.
Benvenuti, Pietro. Italian painter
Benzel (bSnt'sel), Erik. Archbp. of Upsal. Swedish scholar and author. 1675 1743.
.
1519?
Benzoni (beu-zo'nee), Geronimo. Italian voyager
1780—1857.
Stranger, de (deh bi'rSN'zhS'), Pierre Jean. French lyric poet
1802 1846.
B^rard (bS'rar')," Auguste. French surgeon
1783—1859.
B^rard, Auguste Simon Louis. French statesman
1797 1858.
Berard, Pierre Honore. French surgeon
Bercbem or Bergbem (ber'Kem), Nicolaas Pietersz. Van Harlaem.
1020 1683.
Dutch landscape painter
1765—1839.
Bercboux (ber'shoo'), Joseph. French poet
Berendt (ba'rSnt), Karl Hermann. German explorer in Cen. America. .1817 1878.
Berengario (bi-rgn-ga're-o), Giacomo. (Lat. Berenga'rius. ) CarpenItalian surgeon and anatomist
1475 '-1550.
sis,
998—1088.
Bdrenger de Tours (ba'rSN'zlm' deh toor'J. French ecclesiastic
28
(ber-e-ni'se)
or
(Eng.
ber'nTs).
Jewish
Beml'ce
queen
'-aft. 70.
Berenice
1768 1854.
Beresford (bSr'gs-ford), William Carr, Viscount. British general
.
1846
Beresford, WillTam'Charles Delapoer, Lord. English naval officer
1829-1891,
Berg (bSro), Christen Paulsen. Danish statesman
Bergamasco (b5r-ga-mas'ko). Set Castexlo, Giovanni Battista,
1750 1832.
Bergasse (bSr'gass'), Nicolas. French jurist and writer
1526 1602.
Berge, VOm (fom bSr'geh), Joachim. German diplomatist
1790—1859.
Berger (ber'zhS'), Jean Jacques. French senator
1777 1839.
Berger (bSrg'er), Ludwig. German musical composer
Bergerac, de ?deh berzh'rak'), Savinien Cyrano. French dramatist and
1619 1655.
novelist, and notorious duelist
.
1845
Bergerat (bSrzh'rfi'), Auguste 6mile. French litterateur
Bergh (berg), Henry. American philanthropist. Founder of the Amerfor
the
Prevention
ican Society
of Cruelty to Animals.
1823 1888.
1797 1884.
BergbaUS (bSrg'howss), Heinrich. German geographer
Bergman (bgro'man), Torbern Olof. Swedish chemist and naturalist.. 1735 1784.
Bergonroth (ber'gon-rot), Gustav Adolf. Prussian-English historian. . .1813—1869.
.
1835
Bergsbe (bSrg'so), Jorgen Vilhelm. Danish naturalist and novelist
1802—1870.
B^rlOt, de (deh ba're'o'), Charles Auguste. Belgian violinist
1684 1753.
Berkeley (berk'll, in Eng. bark'lT), George. Irish metaphysician
1610 7-1677.
Berkeley, William, Sir. Royal governor of Virginia
Berllcbmgen, von (fon bgr'liK-ing-gn), Gottfried or Gotz. The Iron
1480 1562.
Hand. German warrior
1772 1826.
BerUngbieri (ber-Ien-ge-a'ree), Andrea Vacca. Italian surgeon
(ber-le-oz'),
Hector.
French
musical
composer
3803
1869.
Berlioz
BemadOtte (ber-na-dSf or bSr'na'dBt'), Jean Baptiste Jules. Marshal of
1764 1844.
France. Karl "XIV. Joha:i, King of Sweden and Norway
1813 1878.
Bernard (bSr'niir'), Claude. French physiologist
Bernard, Saint (sant ber'nard or ber-nard' ; Fr. pron. s5n bSr'nar').
Bernard de Clairvaux. French ecclesiastic
1091—1153.
1712 7-1779.
Bernard (ber'nard), Francis, Sir. Governor of Massachusetts
1510 7-1596.
Bemardes (bSr-nar'dSs), Diego. Portuguese poet
Bernard de mentbon (bgr'nar' deh^mSM'toN'), Saint. Founder of the
923 1008.
hospices, Great and Little Saint Bernard
fl. 9th c.
Bernardo del Carplo (bSr-niir'do del kar'pe-o). Spanish soldier
1604
(bSm'hart).
Duke
Saxe-Weimar.
1639.
of
Protestant
general
Bemhard
Bernbard (bem'hart), Karl. Pseud, of St.-Aubain. Danish novelist.. 18007-1865.
1770—1820.
BembardU (bgm-har'dee), August Ferdinand. Ger. philologist
Bernbardt (bern'hart ; Fr. pron. bSrn'hart'), iiosine Bernhardt. Called
Sarah Bernhardt. Madame Damala. French actress
1844 ^^.
Bernl (bSr'nee) or Bernia (bSr'ne-a), Francesco. Ital. burlesque poet.l490M536
1630 7-1688.
Bernler (bSr'ne-a'), Francois. French traveler and physician
Bernini (bSr-nee'nee), Giovanni Lorenzo. The Cavalier Bernini. Ital1598 1680.
ian painter, sculptor, and architect
Bernoulli (ber-nool'yee or ber'nool-ye'), Daniel. Son of Johann. Swiss
1700 1782.
mathematician and physicist
1654—1705.
Bernoulli, Jacob. Swiss mathematician
1667 1748.
Bernoulli, Johann. Brother of Jacob. Swiss mathematician
1787 1860,
(bern'stin),
Georg
orientalist
Heinrich. German
Bernstein
Bernstorft, von (fon bSrn'storf), Johann Hartwig Ernst, Count. Ger1712 1772.
man statesman in Denmark
BeroaldO (ba-ro-al'do), Filippo. The Elder. Ital. scholar and writer .. 1453 1505.
1749—1791.
Berquln (ber'kSN'), Arnaud. L'Ami des En fonts. French writer
Berrien (bSr'I-en), John McPherson. American lawyer and statesman. .1781-1866.
Berry or Berrf, de (deh ber'J ; Fr. pron. ba're'), Caroline Ferdinande
Louise, Duchesse. Daughter of Ferdinand I., K. of the Two Sicilies. 1798 1870.
Berryer (ber'e-yS'), Antoine Pierre. French political orator and leader. 1790— 1868.
1830
BerseziO (ber-sSt'se-o), Victor. Italian author
1833—1886.
Bert (ber), Paul. Firench physiologists
1562 1611.
Jean.
French
(bSr'to'),
S^ez,
and
poet
bishop
of
Bertaut
1827
BerthelOt (bSrt'lo'), Pierre Marcellin. French chemist
Elie
Bertrand.
French
novelist
1815—
Bertbet (ber'tS'),
189U
Bertbier (ber'te-a'), Louis Alexandre. Prince of Wagram and NeufchS-

Benger

(beng'ggr), Elizabeth Ogilvy, Miss.
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Marshal of France
BerthoUet, de (dgh ber'to'lS'), Claude Louis, Coimt.

^—

1753—1815.

.

French chemist. .1748—1822.

—1807,
—

Swiss inventor of marine clocks
(ber'too'), Ferdinand.
French journalist
(bSr'taN'), Louis Francois,

Berthoud

1727
1766

1841.
Berlin
Bertinl (bSr-tee'nee), Henri. English and French composer and pianist.1798 1876.
.
Bertrand (ber'trSu'), Joseph Louis Francois. French mathematician. .1822
Bertrand, de (deh ber'troN'), Henri Gratien, Comte. French general. .1773 1844.
BertUCb (b5r'td5K), Friedrich Justin. German bookseller and author. .1747—1822.
B6rulle (ba'rul'), Pierre. French cardinal, and founder of the Carmelite
1575—1629.
order in France
1670—1784.
Berwick (ber'Ik), James Fitz-Jamee, Duke of. Marshal of France
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A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
BeiZellUS (bgr-zee'lI-UB ; Sw. pron.
Swedish chemist

Besant

(be-sSuf), Walter.

bSr-zIi'le-oos),

1838

Fr.

grammarian and

lexicogr.

.

.1828

Beskow

(bSs'kov), Bernard.
Swedish dramatist
(bSs'nar'), Paul Albert. French painter
BeSSarion (b§s-sa'rt-on), Johannes, or Basil (ba'sil).
and patriarch of CTonstantinople

Bessel

(bSs'el),

Greek

Friedrich Wilhelm. Prussian astronomer
English engineer and inventor.

woman
Blicher

—

-

—

Bestuzhef (bes-too'zhSf ), Alex. Alexandrovitch. Russian novelist
Bestuzhef-Rlumln (bSs-too'zhgf-roo-raeeu'), Alexis Petrovitch, Count.

Canary

—

and poet 1805—1862,

—

—
—

—

—

BiagioU
Bianchl

62.
British queen
(bo"ad-i-se'a).
1801 1831.
American missionary
(bord'mai?), George Dana.
Bobadllla, de (da bo-bii-deel'ya), Francesco. Spanish political adminis1502.
Sent Columbus in chains to Spain
trator.
.
1836
Boborildne (bo-bo-ree-kee'nS), Peter. Russian novelist
old
English,
in
French
and
Giovanni
Boccace
(bok-kat'cho),
Boccaccio
1313—1375.
Italian noveUst
(bo-kass').
1710 1802.
Boccage, du (dii bo'kiizh'), Marie Anne Le Page. French poetess
1556 1613.
BOGCalini (bok-ka-lee'nee), Trajauo. Italian satirist
1599— 1667.
Protestant
theologian.
and
Bochart (bo'shar'), Samuel. French scholar
1785^1867.
B'dckh (boK), August. German philanthropist and antiquary
1747 1826.
Bode (bo'deh), Johann Ehlert. German astronomer
1819 1892.
Bodenstedt (bo'den-stetV, Friedrich Martin. German author

—
—
—
—

.

;

—
—

—
—
—1596.
Bodin (bo'dSN'), Jean. French political wiiter
Founder of the Bodleian library at Oxford. 1544— 1612.
Bodley (bod'li), Thomas,
1C98 — 1783.
Bodmer (bSd'mer), Johann Jakob. Swiss journalist

—
—

statesman
Blela, von (fon

bee'lii),

Wilhelm, Baron.

(be-el'skee), Martin.
Polish historian
Bienville, de (deh be'SN'vel'), Jean Baptiste Le Moyne, Sieur.
governor of Louisiana, and founder of New Orleans
Bierstadt (beer'stat), Albert. American landscape painter
BlgelOW (blg'e-lo), Erastus Brigham. American inventor
BlgelOW, Jacob. American physician, botanist, and writer

Blgnon

American editor and author

Sir.

1740-1813.
Italian printer and scholar
(boiss).
See Boethius.
1834 1890.
sculptor
Joseph
Edgar.
Austrian
(bom),
Boehm
Boerhaave (bor'hav Dutch pron. boor'ha-veb), Herman. Dutch phy1668—1738.
sician and philosopher
BoethlUS (bo-ee'tht-us) or Boece (bo'ass'), Anicius Manlius Torquatus
470 ?- 525 ?
Severinus. Roman philosopher and statesman
BoethlUS (bo-ee'thi-us) or Boece (boiss), Hector. Scottish historian. .1465?-1536.
1530—1563.
Boetie, de la (deh la bo'a'te'), i^tienne. French writer
1800—1874.
BogardUS (bo-gSr'dus), James. American inventor
Bogdanovitch (bog-dii-no'vich), Ippolit Fedorovitch. Russ. lyric poet. 1743 18t3.
of
Prince
(Lat.
(bo'he-m5nd)
Marc.
Bohemun'dUS.)
Bohemond
I.,
1060 ?-ini.
Antioch. Norman crusader
1790 1840.
Bohlen, von (fon bo'len), Peter. German orientalist
1794—1881.
B'dhm (bom), Theobald. Bavarian flutist
.1575
1624.
visionary.
Ger.
mystic
and
B'ohme (bo'meh) or B'dhm (bom), Jakob.
1796 1884.
Bohn (bon), Henry George. London pubhsher
Bbhtlingk (bbt'lingk), Otto. German-Russian orientalist. [Sanskrit
1815
German Dictionary ']
Boiardo or BoiardO (bo-yiir'do), Matteo Maria, Count of Scandiano.
1434 ?-1494.
Italian poet
1775—1834.
Bdieldleu (bo'yel'de-uh'), Adrien Francois. French composer
(bo-do'nee), Giovanni Battista.

Bodoni
Boece or Boels

1495—1575,

Bielakl

BigelOW, John.

1530

1812 —
1782—1856,

German astronomer

Colonial
1680
1830
1814
1787
1817

—1768

—1879,
—1879.

.

(ben'yoN'), Louis Pierre 6douard.

(be'go'), Charles Jules.

—

—
—

ematician
Bllgtier (bel-ggr'), Johann Ulric.

1693—1750,
Swiss surgeon and author
1720—1796.
1756—
Billaud-Varenne (be'yo'-vii'rSu'), Jacques Nicolas. French Jacobin..
1819,
1805—1863.
Blllault (be'yo'), Augus'te Adolphe Marie. French statesman
1797—1882,
BlUe (bTl'eh), Steen Andersen. Danish rear admiral
Binet (be'aa'), Jacques Philippe Marie. French math, and astronomer. 1786 1856,
1803 1847,
Binney (bTn'T), Amos. American naturalist
1780 1875,
Blnney, Horace. American lawyer and statesman
BlSrn, or BJ'bm, Jonsson (be-om' or b'ybm yons'son). Icelandic his-

—

—
—
—

Birch

.

1574—1656

torian

Blot (be-o' or b'yo'), Jean Baptiste. French mathematician and
Blr ague, de (d§h be-ragY, Ren^, Cardmal. French statesman

philos. 1774
.

Samuel. English Egyptologist
1813—1885,
Enghsh historian and biographer
1705 —1760
Golding. English physician and physicist
1814 1854.
Birdwood (bQrd'w65d), George Christopher Molesworth, Sir. English
writer on India
1832
Blrkbeck (bQrk'bSk), George. English physician and philanthropist. .1776 1841
1792—1857,
Birney (bto'nT), James GiUespie. American antislavery politician
Blron, de (deh be'roN'), Armand Louis de Gontaut, Due de Lauzun.
French military commander
1747 1793,
BlschoU (blsh'of), Theodor Ludwig Wilhelm. German anat. and phys-

Bird

(bflrch),

—

(bflrd),

.-.

—

.

—

iologist

'.

1807—1882.

—

1786 1855,
Bishop (bTsh'opJ, Henry Rowley. Sir. English musical composer
BSsniarck-Schbnhausen, von (fon btz'm'ark-shon-how'zen), Carl otto
"
Eduard Leopold, Prince. German statesman
1815 BJGinson (be-yorn'sgn), Bjbrnstjeme. Norwegian author
1832 1810—1883,
Black (blSk), Jeremiah SulUvan. American jurist

Black, Joseph. Scottish chemist and anatomist
Black, William. English novelist
Black Hawk. 3Ia-ka-tae-mish-kia-kiak. American Indian chief
Blackle (blSk'T), John Stuart. Scottish author
Blackmore (blSk'mor), Richard, Sir. English physician and poet

1728
1841
1767

—1799.
—1838,
-

1809—1895.
1650?-1729
English novelist
1825
1723—1780
Blackstone (bISk'ston), WilUam, Sir. English jurist
(blak'we'l),
Elizabeth.
First
woman in the United States
Blackwell
who received the degree of M. D
1821
Blackwood (blSk'wdod), William. Scottish pub. [Blackwood''s Mag,'\.niCi—\?,'H.
1830 1893,
Blaine (blan), James Gillespie. American statesman
BlainvlUe, de (deh blSN'vel'), Henri Marie Ducrotay. French zoolo1777 1850,
gist and pliysician
1718 1800,
Blair (blSr), Hugh. Scottish divine and professor of rhetoric
1599—1657,
Blake (blak), Robert. British admiral
1767—1827,
Blake, William. English artist and poet
1795—1878,
Blakey (bla'kt), Robert. English metaphysician
Blanc (MSn), Auguste Alexandre Philippe Charles. Brother of Jean
1813 1882
Joseph Louis. French art critic
1812 1882
Blanc, Jean Joseph Louis. French author and politician
1753—1809
Blanchard (bl8N'shar'), Frangois. French aeronaut
Blanchard (blSnch'ard), Samuel Laman. English journalist and writer. 1804 1845,
1788 1864
Blanchard, Thomas? American inventor
1798—1854.
Blanqul (blSN'ke'), J6r6me Adolphe. French political economist

Blaokmore, Richard Doddridge.
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(bwa'lo'-da'pra'o'), Nicolas. French poet, satirist,
1636—1711.
and critic
(deh
bwa'ro'btr'),
Franjois le Metel. French writer and
Boisrobert, de
1592 1662.
wit. One of the first members of the French Academy
1528 1602.
Boiissard (bwa/sar'), Jean Jacques. French antiquary and poet
Boisser^e (bwas'ra'), Sulpice. Prussian architect and antiquary. .... 1783 1854.
.
1823
Boissier (bwa'se-a'), Marie Louis Gaston. French writer
1736—1810.
Boissleu, de (deh bwa'se'uh'), Jean Jacques. French engraver
1774—18.57.
Boissonade (bwa/so'nad'), Jean Francois. French philologist
1765—1824.
Boiste (bwast), Pierre Claude Victoire. French lexicographer
Boivln (bwa'vSN'), Marie Anne Victoire GiDain. French physician and
1773—1841.
authoress
1823—1890.
Boker (bo'ker), George Hemy. American poet
1507—1536.
Enjland
VIII.
of
Henry
Anne.
Wife
of
Boleyn (bSol'in),
Bolingbroke (bSI'ing-brSSk ; formerly b5&l'ing-brook), Henry Saint
1678—1751.
writer
political
John, Viscount. English statesman and
Bolivar (bol'i-var; Sp. pron. bo-lee'viir), Simon. Liberator of Bolivia. 17,S3— 1830.
]6n—lli88.
painter..
Ital.
Bolognini (bo-lon-yee'nee), Giov. Battista. The Elder.
1572—1631.
Bolton (bol'ton), Robert. English Puritan divine and author
1530
Bombelli (bom-bel'lee), Raf aello. Italian mathematician
Bonaparte (bo'na-part; It. pron. bo-nii-piir'ta), Napoleon. Napoleon I.
1769—1821.
Emperor of the French
Bonaparte, Charles Lucien Jules Laurent. Son of Lucien. Prmce of
1803 1857.
Canino and Musignano. American ornithologist
1784—1860.
Bonaparte, Jerome. Brother of Napoleon I. King of Westphalia
Bonaparte, Joseph. Brother of Napoleon I. King of Naples and Spain. 17(i8— 1844.
1778—1840.
Holland
King
of
Bonaparte, Louis. Brother of Napoleon I.
1775—1840.
Bonaparte, Lucien. Brother of Napoleon I. Prince of Canino
Son
Napoleon.
of
Bonaparte, Napoleon Joseph Charles Paul. Prince

Bollean-Despr^aus

—1862,

1507 ?-1583,

Birch, Thomas.

—

;

Fr. historian and statesman. 1771— 1841
'.
French author
1844 Biberon (be'roN' or be'eh-roN'), Marie Catherine. French anatomist
1719—1786,
Bilderdljk or Bllderdyk (bll'der-dik), Willem. Dutch poet
1756—1831
BlUlnger (bil'fing-§r), Georg Bernhard. German philosopher and math-

Bigot

—

Boardman

—

.

English writer

(bo'den), James.

Boadicea

(be-a-jo'lee), Nicol6 Giosafatte.
Italian litterateur in Paris
(be-an'kee), Giovanni Battista. Italian anatomist and writer. .1681 1761
1818—1876,
Italian historian
1662 1729.
Bianctalnl (be-iin-kee'nee), Francesco. Italian phUos. and mathem
Blanconi (be-an-ko'nee), Charles. Inventor of the Irish car system. ..1786 1875,
1800 1882,
(b'yar),
French
painter
Frangois
Auguste.
Blard
1828
Biailt (b'yar), Lucien. French naturalist and .author
Tarlatti.
(beb-e-a'na).
name
Bernardo
da
Italian
cardiReal
Blbbiena
nal and author
1470—1520,
Biohat (be'sha'), Marie Francois Xavier. Fr. physiol. and anatomist. ..1771—1802,
1786 1850.
Blckersteth (blk'er-steth), Edward. Enghsh theological writer
Blddle (btd'l), Johii. The Father of English Unitarians. Eng. theol. 1615—1062.
Blddle, Nicholas. American financier. President of the U. S. bank. . ..1786 1844,
1750 1778.
Biddle, Nicholas. American naval commander
Bledermann (bee'der-man), Friedrich Earl. German historian and

Blanchl, Nicomede.

1536?
1762—1839.

Granada

Boaden

1519—1605.
1768—1830.

.".

.

—

1635 ?-1710,
1787—1852,

B^urnonville, de (deh btrr'noN'vel'), Pierre de Ruel, Marquis. French
1752 1821.
marshal and statesman
BeUBt, von (fon boist), Friedrich Ferdinand, Count. Ger. statesman. .1809—1886.
1637—1708.
Beveridge (bSv'er-ij), William. English prelate and orientalist
1753 1828,
Bewick (bu'ik)," Thomas. English artist and wood engraver
1783—1842,
Boyle (bal), Marie Henri. Stendhal. French writer
Beza (bee'za) Th(5odore. (Fr. de B^ze, deh biz.) French reformer and
Calviuistic theologian

—
—

;

1425

Isles

(beh-thoon'), George Washington. Amer. clergyman
Betterton (bSt'er-ton), Thomas. English actor
Beudant (buh'dSN'"), Francois Sulpice. French physicist

— 1849.
— 1848.

(bli),

—
—

—

1693 1766,
Russian diplomatist
(bSth'am), William, Sir. English antiquary and genealogist ... 1779— 1853,
conqueror
Bdtbencourt, de (deh ba't8N'koor'), Jean, Seigneur. French
of the

1789
1782

Danish poet

—

1813,
1569.
1795 1837,

Betham

Bethune

of letters ..."
(bliK'er), Steen Steeuseu.

1754-1817.
William. English navigator
German political agitator
1820
(blint), Karl.
1743 1835.
Blizard (bllz'ard), William, Sir. English anatomist and surgeon
1050 1715.
Block (blok), Johanna Kaerteu. Dutch female artist
1564?-1647.
Bloemaert (bloo'mart), Abraham. Dutch painter
Bloemen, van (viin bloo'men), Jan Frans. \^Orizonte.'\ Belgian painter. 1662 1748 ?
1737 1815.
Blom (blom), Karl Magnus." Swedisli naturalist and physician
1786—1857.
Blomileld (bliim'f eeld), Charles James. Bishop of London
Blondel (bloN'del'), Frangois. French architect and military engineer. .1617 1686.
1766-1823.
Bloomlleld (bloom'feeld), Robert English poet
.
1848
Blouet (bloo'a'), Paul. Max O'Rell. French writer
BlUcher, von (fon bloo'ker Ger. pron. blii'Ker), Gebhard Leberecht.
."
1742—1819.
Prussian field marshal?
1797-1874.
Bluhme or Blume (bloo'meh), Friedrich. German jurist
1804 1848.
Blum (bloom), Robert. Ge'rman journalist and agitator
1755 1798.
Blumauer (bloo'mow-er), Alois. German poet
Blumenbach (bloo'men-baK), Johann Friedrich. German naturalist and
~.
1752 1840.
physiologist
Blumenthal, von (fon bloo'men-tiil), Leonard. Prussian army officer.. 181 0-1892.
1770 1862.
Blunt (blunt), Edmund March." American nautical writer
1808-1881.
Bluntscllll (bloontshlee), Johann Kasper. German jurist
Boabdil (bo-iib-del'). Abii Abdillah. El Chico. Last Moorish king of

Bllgh
Blind

1395 ?-1472
1784 1846,

fl.

1805—1880.
.

—1868,

1813
17G8

Died.

socialistic

Blennerhassett (blen-er-hSs'et), Harman. Associate of Aaron Burr. .1764?-1831.
Blessington (bl8s'iug-fon). Marguerite, born Power, Countess of. Irish

— 1883,

[_Bes-

semer steel.']
Bessl^res (bS'se-gr'), Jean Baptiste. French marshal
Besson (bS'soN'), Jacques. French mathematician and inventor.

French

revolutionist

cardinal,

(bgs'e-mer), Henry, Sir.

Brother of the preceding.

Blanqui, Louis Auguste.

1796
1849

Besnard

Bessemer

Born.

Born. Died
Jous Jakob, Baron.
1779—1848,

English author

BeSChereile (bSsh'rH'), Loms Nicolas.

1825

—
—
—

.

—

—1891.
—1832,
—1873.
1221 — 1274.

1822
Jerome
Bonaparte, Napoleon II., or Napoleon Francois Charles Joseph. Son of
1811
Napoleon I. and, Maria Louisa
Bonaparte, Napoleon III., or Charles Louis Napoleon, known as LouiS
1808
Napoleon. Son of Louis. Emperor of the French
Bonaventura (bo-na-vgn-too'rii). Saint. The Seraphic Doctor. Italiiui
scholastic theologian

Bonchamp, de (dgh

boN'shSN'), Charles Melchior

Artus, Marquis.

1759—1793.

Frpuoh general

Edward Augustus. English librarian. British Museum.. 1815
Bond, George Pliillips. Son of ]VilUa7n Cranch. American astrouomer.lSa!— 18('i5.

Bond

(bond),

.

Bond, William Cranch. American astronomer
Bon de Saint-Hllaire (bin dgh sitN'te'lSr'), Francois Xavier.

gas in

scholar and writer
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Bondl (bon'dee), Clemente. Italian poet
Bonbeur (bo'nnr'), Bosalie, Mile. Called Mosa. Ft.
Boniface, Wiulrid, Saint. The Apostle of Germany

Died.
1742—1821.

painter of animals. 1822
680 ?- 755.

.

422.
Bosiiface (bou'e-lass; i^r. ^ron. bo'ne'fass') I. Pope
1228—1303.
Boniface VIII. Cardinal Benedetto Gaetani. Pope
.
painter
1833
Joseph
Florentin.
French,
Leon
(bo-na'),
Bonnat
Bonnechose, de (deh bon'shoz'), Frangois Paul Emile Boisnormand.
1801
miscellaneous
writer
1875.
and
French historian
1500 ?-1569.
Bonner (bSn'er), Edmund. Bishop of London. Persecutor
1720 1793.
Bonnet (bo'ni'), Charles. Swiss n'aturalist and philosopher
Bonneval, de (deh bon'val'), Claude Alexandre, Comte. French adven"
1675—1747.
turer
Bonneville (bon'vil), Benjamin L. E. American soldier and traveler.. 1795 ?-1878.
1496—1570.
Bonnivard, de (Jgli bo'ne'var'), Franjois. Prisoner of Chilian
1750?-1821.
Bonnycastle (bon'i-kas'l), John. English mathematician
Bononclnl (bo-non-cliee'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian composer.. 1670 ?-aft. 1752.
1773 1858.
Bonpland (boN'plSN'), Aim6. French botanist and traveler
1745 1832.
Bonstetten, de (dg'' b5n'stgt-en), Karl Victor. Swiss author
Slorelto
da
Brescia.
Alessandro.
Italian
(bon-ve*chee'no),
Bonviclno
1498?-1555 ?
painter
1735—1820.
Boone (boon), Daniel. American explorer and colonizer
1490?-1549.
Boorde (bord), Andrew. 3Ierry- Andrew. English physician
1833 1S93.
Booth (booth), Edwin. Son of Junius Brutus. American actor
1839-1865.
Booth, John "Wilkes. Son of Junius Brutus. Assassin
1796—1852.
Booth, Junius Brutus. English tragedian
Bopp (b5p), Franz. German philologist. IVergleichende Grammarti.].1791 1867.
Borda (bor'da'), Jean Charles. French mathematician and astronomer.1733 1799.
1798 1856.
Borden (bSr'dgn), Simeon. American civil engineer
1722 1776.
Bordeu, de (dgh bor'dnh'), Th^ophile. French medical writer
1500
(bor-do'na),
Paride.
Italian
painter
1570.
BordOne
1608 1679.
Borelli (bo-rSllee), Giovanno Alfonso. Italian philos. and mathem
1780
Pauline
Bonaparte,
Princess
1825.
Borghese (bor-ga'Sa), Maria
1787 1860.
Borghesl (bor-ga'See), Bartolommeo, Count. Italian numismatist
1732 1802.
Borgi (bor'jee), Giovanni. Italian founder of ragged schools
1457 ?-1507.
Borgia (bor'ja), Cesare. Itahan cardinal and military leader
1520.
Borgia, Lucrezia. Sister of Cesare. Duchess of Ferrara
Borgognone (bor-g6n-yo'na). Called Ambrogio da Fossano. Italian
painter
1450 ?-1524 ?
1742 1791.
Born, von (fonbom), Ignaz. German-Hungarian min. and philol
1786—1837.
BSrne (bor'neh), Ludwig. German political writer
1627 1695.
(bSr'ree),
Giuseppe
Francesco.
Italian
impostor
empiric
and
Borri
1538—1584.
Borromeo (bor-ro-ma'o). Carlo, Saint. Italian cardinal
(bSr'o),
English
writer
traveler
1803—1881.
George.
and
Borrow
(bo-roo').
See Brian Boeoihiue.
Bory de Saint Vincent (bo-re' deh sSn vSn'sBn'), Jean Baptiste Georges
1780 1846.
Marie. French naturalist and geographer
1759—1828.
Boac (bosk), Louis Augustin Guillaume. French naturalist
Boscan Almogaver (bos-kau' al-mo-ga-v@r'), Juan. Reformer of Spanish poetry
1504 ?-1543 ?
1711 1761.
Boscawen (bos'ka-wen), Edward. English admiral
Bosch (bosk) or &os (bos), Hieronymus van Aeken. Called Jerom.
1450?-1518.
Le Joyeux. Dutch painter
1711 1787.
Boscovich (bos'ko-vich), Ruggiero Giuseppe. Italian physicist
1769 1845.
Bosio (bo'Se-o), Frangoia Joseph, Baron. Italian sculptor
1810—1861.
Bosquet (bos'ka'), Pierre Joseph Francois. Marshal of France
Bosquillon (bos'ke'yoN'), fidouard Frangois Marie. French physician
1744—1816.
and scholar
1755—1819.
BOBSCha (bos'Ka), Herman. Dutch philologist and poet
1777 1815.
Bossi (bos'see), Giuseppe. Italian painter and poet
BoSBUet (bo'sii-a', almost bos'swa'), Jacques B6nigne. French bishop
1627 1704.
of Meaux, and pulpit orator
1730 1814.
BOBBUt (bo^su'), Charles. French mathematician
1740—1795.
Boswell (bSz'wel), James. Biographer of Dr. Johnson
1789—1876.
Bosvrorth (bSz'worth), Joseph. English philologist and clergyman
Bothwell (bStb'vvSl), James Hepburn, Earl of. Husband of Mary of
1536?-1576.
Scotland
1766 1837.
Botta (bot'ta), Carlo Giuseppe Guglielmo. Italian historian
1805 ?-1870.
Botta, Paolo Emilio. French archteologist
i818— 1894.
Botta, Vincenzo. Italian author
1823
Bottalla (bot-tal'la), Paolo. Jesuit writer
1689 1775.
Bottari (bot-ta'ree), Giovanni Gaetano. Florentine scholar
1682 1719.
Bottcher (bbt'agr), Johann Friedrich. Liventor of Dresden china
Botticelli (bot-te-chSl'lee), Sandro. Alessandro Filipepi. Ital. painter. 1447 1510.
August.
1760 1835.
(bot'e-oer),
Karl
German
archaeologist
BSttlger
1807—1878.
Bottlger, Karl WUhelm. Swedish poet
1802 1869.
BottB, John Minor. American politician
1698—1762.
Bouchardon (boo'shar'dos'), Edme. French sculptor
Boucher (bow'cher), Jonathan. English political writer and philologist 1738 1804.
Boucher de Crevecoeur de Perthes (boo'sha' dgh krSv'kur' dgh
*
French archaeologist
1788 1868.
part'), Jacques.
1822 1890.
Bouclcault (boo'se'ko'), Dion. Irish dramatist and actor
1740 1821.
Boudlnot (boo'de-not), Elias. American patriot and philanthropist
Bonflers, de (deh boo'flSr'), Louis Frangois, Due. Marshal of France. .1644—1711.
Bougainville, de (deh boo'gSK'vel') Louis Antoine. French navigator
and geographical Siscoverer
1729 1814.
1698 1758.
Bonguer (boo'ga'), Pierre. French mathematician
.
1825
Bouguereau (boog'ro'), Guillaume Adolphe. French painter
Bonill^, de (deh boo'ya'), Frangois Claude Amour, Marquis. French
general and writer
1739 1800.
BouUUon or Bouillon. See Godefbot de Bouhlion.
Bouillon, de (deh hoo'yoN'), Hemri de la Tour d'Auvergne, Due. French
."
marshal
1555—1623.
Boulanger (boo'ISN'zha'), Georges Ernest Jean Marie. French general.1837 1891.
1649 1717.
Boullogne (boo'loN'), Bon. French painter
1728 1809.
Boulton (bol'ton), Matthew. English engineer
(boo'ki'
dgh
la
gre'),
Jean
BouCLuet de fa Qrye
Jacques Anatole.
French hydrographic engineer
1827
Bourhaki (boor-ba'ke), Charles Denis Soter. French general
1816
Bourbon (boor'bon Fr. pron. boor'bSN'). A French ducal and royal
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Bourbon, de (deh boor'boU'), Charles, Due. Constable Bourbon. French
."

general

Y

French preacher
1632—1704.
Bourdon
French painter
1616—1671.
1756—1811.
Bourgeois (biir-jois'), Peter Francis, Sir. English pamter
1678—1742.
Bourguet (boor'ga'), Louis. French antiquary and naturalist
1616—1680.
Bourlgnon (boo'ren'yoN'), Antoinette. Flemish fanatic
.
Bourinot (boo're-not), John George. Canadian author
1837
Bourmont, de (deh boor'moN'), Louis Auguste Victoi. Comte de
Ghaisne. Marshal of France
1773—1846.
Bourne (boom) Hugh. English founder of the Primitive Methodists .. 1772— 1852.
(boor'da'loo'), Louis.
(boor'doN'), SiSbastien.

,

long /

Died.

1834

chemist

1802
,
Bouterwek (boo'ter-wek), Friedrich. German philosopher and critic 1766 1828.
Boutwell (bowt'wel), George Sewall. American politician
.
1818
Bouvart (boo'var'), Alexis. French asti-onomer
1767 1843.
Bouvier (boo'vyS'), Andr6 Marie Joseph. French physician
1746 1827.
Bouvier (boo-veer'), John. American jurist and writer
1787 1851.
Bovadilla (bo-va-deel'ya). See Bobadilla, de.
Bowdich (bow'dich), Thomas Edward. English traveler in Africa
1791—1824.
Bowditch, Nathaniel. American mathematician
1773—1838.
B0V7d0in (bo'd'n), James. American statesman
1727 1790.
Bowen (bo'en), Francis. American professor and author
1811 1890.
Bowles (bofz), Samuel. American journalist
1826 1878.
Bowles, William Lisle. English poet
1762— 185C.
Bowrlng (bow'i-uig), John, Sir. English statesman and linguist
1792 1872.
Bowyer (bo'yer), William. English printer and scholar
1699—1777.
1612 1653.
Bozhorn (boks'hom), Marcus Zuerius. Dutch historian and critic
1710 1779.
Boyce (bois), William. English composer and organist
(boi'del),
Lord
mayor
of
London.
John.
Art publisher
1719 1804.
Boydell
Beyer (bwa'yS')i Jean Pierre. Mulatto general, and president of Hayti.1776 1850.
Boyesen (boi'e-sen), Hjalmar Hjorth. Norwegian author in America.. 1848— 1895.
1626 1691.
Boyle (boil), Robert. Irisli chemist and philosopher
Boylston (boil'ston), Nicholas. Benefactor of Harvard College
1716—1771.
BoylSton, Zabdiel. American physician
1680—1766.
Bozzaris or Botzarls (bot'sa-ris popularly called boz-zSr'is), Marcos.
"
Greek patriot
1790 ?-1823.
Brabourne (bra'bum), Edward Hugessen Kuatchbull-Hugessen, Lord.
English writer and politician
1829—1893.
Bracciolini (brat-cho-lee'nee), Francesco. VelV Api. Italian poet
1566—1646.
Braddock (brSd'ok), Edward. British general in Airerica
1695?-1755.
.
1837
Braddon (brSd'on), Mary Elizabeth. English novelist
Bradford (brSd'ford), William. Second governor of Plymouth colony.. 1589— 1657.
1663 1752.
Bradford, Williani. First printer in Pennsylvania
1833—1891.
Bradlaugh (brSd'law), Charles. Enghsh agitator
1827—1889.
Bradley (brSd'lI), Edward. Cnthbert Bede. English author
1693 1762.
Bradley, James. English astronomer
1602—1659.
Bradshaw (brSd'shaw), John. English judge
1612—1672.
Bradstreet (brad'street), Anne. New England poetess
1711 1774.
Bradstreet, John. American major general
1603 1697.
Bradstreet, Simon. Colonial governor of Massachusetts
Bradwardlne (brSd'war-deen), Thomas. The Profound Doctor. Archbishop of Canterbury
1290 ?-1349.
.
1843
Braga (bra'gii), Teoiilo. Portuguese author
1817 1876.
Bragg (brSg), Braxton. American Confederate general
Brahe (bra or bra ; Danish pron. bra'S), Tycho. Danish astronomer... 1546 1601.
.
1833
Brahms (brams), Johannes. German musical composer
1718 1747.
Brainerd (bra'nerd), David. American missionary to the Indians
1748^1814.
Bramah (bra'ma), Joseph. English inventor of Bramah press
Bramante d' Urbino (bri-mau'ta door-bee'no), Donato Lazzari. Ital1444 1514.
ian architect, painter, poet, and musician
1788—1866.
Brande (brSnd), WiUiam Thomas. English chemist
.
1842
Brandes (bran'dSs), Georg Maurice Cohen. Danish author
Brandts (bran'dis), Christian August. Ger. historian of Greek philos. .1790 1867.
1742?-1807.
Brant (brSnt), Joseph. Thayendanegea. Mohawk chief
1531 ^1614.
Brantome (brSN'tom'), Pierre de Bourdeilles. French historian
1805 1867.
Brascassat (bra'ca'sa'), Jacques Raymond. French painter....
Brasseur de Bourbourg (brS'scr' dgh boor'boor'), Charles Etienne.
French-American archs'ologist
1814 1874.
1805 1870.
Brassey (brSs'I), Thomas, Baron. English civil engineer
1809 1856.
Braun (brown), August Emil. German archaeologist and writer
1608—1640.
Brauwer (brow'er) or Brouwer, Adrian. Dutch painter
1811 1863.
BravalS (bra'va'), Auguste. French natural philosopher
Nicolas.
Mexican
general
1790—1854.
Bravo (bra'vo),
BraVO-MurillO (bra'vo-moo-reel'yo), Don Juan. Spanish statesman... 1803— 1873.
1656 1730.
Bray (bra), Tliomas. English clergyman and philanthropist
.
1832
Br^al (bra'al'), Michel Jules Alfred. French philologist
1821 1875.
Breckinridge (brSk'en-rtj), John Cabell. American politician
Brederode, van (van bra'de-ro'dgh), Hendrik, Count. Dutch patriot. .1531—1568.
1773—1814.
BredOW (bra'do), Gottfried GabrieL German historian
1747—1833.
Br^guet (bra'ga'), Abraham Louis. Swiss watchmaker
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1748—1826
Breislak (brlsaSk), Scipione. Italian geologist
1791 1873.
Breithaupt (brit'howpt), Johann Fried. Aug. German mineralogist
Breitinger (brifing-er), Johaim Jakob. Svriss Protestant theologian
."
writer
1701—1774.
and
1719—1794.
Breltkopf (brif kopf ) Johann Gottlob Immanuel. German printer
Bremer (bree'mer Sw. pron. brii'mgr), Fredrika. Swedish novelist.. 1S01?-1865.

—

,

;

1778 — 1842.
Brentano (bren-ta'no), Clemens. German novelist and dramatist
Breton de los Herreros (bra-ton' da los gr-ra'ros), Manuel. Spanish

poet and dramatist

.1771

1776
1568

BretBChneider

Breughel
Brewster

Brewster, WiUianT. Plymouth Pilgrim Father
Brian Boroihme (brl'an bo-roim'), or Brian Bom

(bo-roo').

King

1781—1868.
1560 ?-1644,

of

926—1014.

Ireland

Bridget

T
(brij'et), Saint.

Brldgewater

453

Patroness of Ireland
Francis Henry Egerton, eighth earl

(brij'wa^ter),

[Bridgewater

—1875.
—1862.
—1848.
—1625.

1796

(brgh'to'no'), Pierre. Fr. physician and medical writer..
(brSt'shnl-der), Karl Gottlieb. German theologian
(brch'Ggl), Jan. 'Velvet Breughel. Flemish painter
(broos'ter), David, Sir.
Scottish physicist

Bretonneau

— 523.,

of.

1756—1829.

Treatises.']

—
—
—
—

1829 1889.
American blind deaf mute
(br-tj'man), Laura.
BriggB (brigz), Henry. English mathematician. {Logarithraic TaWei.] 1661 1630.
1811 1889.
Bright (brit), John. English orator and statesman
Bright, Richard. English physician. {BrigWs Disease of the .fftynej/j.] .1789— 1858.
1716 1772.
engineer
English
canal
James.
(brind'li),
Brindley
Brinviliiers, de (dgh braN'vtl'j'f), Marie Marguerite d'Aubray, Mar1632 — 1 676.
poisoner,
executed
French
chioness.
1531 1591.
Brlsson (bre'soN'), Barnab^. French lawyer and philologist
1723
—1806.
naturalist
Brisson, Mathurin Jacques. French
BriSSOt de Warville (bre'so' dgh var'vel'), Jean Pierre. French revo-

Bridgman

.

—

1490—1527.

Bourdaloue

a, S. 1| 6, a,

Bom.
Bourrlenne, de (deh boo're-8n'), Louis Antoine Pauvelet. French diplomatist and biographer
1769
BoUBSingault (boo'sSN'go'), Jean Baptiste Joseph Dieudonn^. French

lutionist

;

. . .

,

(brokliows), Friedrich Arnold. German publisher
Brocklesby (brSk'lz-bi), Richard. English physician and writer.;..
Broderick (bro'de-rik), David Colbreth. American senator
Brodhead (brSd'hed), John Romeyn. American historian

Brockhaus
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—1793.
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1754

originator of the Girondists

Bristed (bris'ted), Charles Astor. Carl Benson. American author.
Britten (brTt'on) John. English antiquary
Brizzi (bret'see), Francesco. Italian painter
Brocchl (brok'kee), Giovanni Battista. Italian naturalist
Brock (brok), Isaac, Sir. British major general

;
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1800 — 1859
1855 — 1874,

Founder

of

1550?-1633.
the sect of Brownists
Charles Farrar. Artemus Ward. American humorist. 1834 1867
1815—1882,
English
artist
Hablot
Knight.
Phiz.
Browne,
1605 1682,
Browne, Thomas, Sir. English physician and author
Brownell (brown'el), Thomas Church. First president of Trinity Col1779—1865.
lege, Hartford
1809 1861
Browning (brown'ing), Elizabetli Barrett. English poetess
1812 1889,
Browning, Robert. Husband of the preceding. English poet
Brownlow (browulo), William Gannaway. Parson Brownloiu. Amer1805 1877
ican politician
Brown-S^quard (-sa'kar'), Charles :fidouard. French physiologist. .1818 1894,
Orestes Augustus.
American
Brownson (brown'son or brun'sgn),
".
1803 1876,
writer and theologian
1730 1794.
Bruce (broos), James. Scottish African traveler
1274—1329.
Bruce, Robert. King of Scots
German
historian
and divine
1G96 1770
Brucker (brook'er), Johann Jakob.
Brueys d'Aigalliers (brii'a' da'ga'lya'), Francois Paul. Fr. admiral .. 1753 1798
Italian chemist and
Brugnatelli (broon-yii-tgl'lee), Luigi Vincenzo.
1761 1818,
natural philosopher
Brummel (brum'el), George Bryan. Beau Bruramel. English fop ... 1778 1840.
1688 1742,
Brumoy (bru'mwa'), Pierre. French writer
1765 1835.
Brun (br65n), Friedrike Sophie Christiane. German authoress
Brunacci (broo-nat'chee), Vincenzo. Ital. mathematician and writer. .1768 1818
1729—1803
Brunck (br65nk), Richard Frangois Philippe. French critic
1763 1815.
Brune (brun\ Guillaume Marie Anne. French general
Brunehaut (briin'ho') or Brunhilde (brii'neld'). Consort of Sigebert
634 ?—613.
of Austrasia
Brunei (bru-nSl'), Isambard Kingdom. Son of Sir Marc Isambard.
1806—1859
English engineer
1769 1849,
Brunei, Marc Isambard, Sir. Engineer of the Thames tunnel
1377 1444,
Bnmelleschl (broo-nel-les'kee), Filippo. Florentine architect
1780—1867.
Brunet (brii'nS'), Jacques Charles. French bibliographer
1736 1805,
BruningS (brii'nings), Christian. Dutch hydraulic engineer
1040?-1101
Bruno (broo'no), Saint. Founder of the order of Carthusians
1550 IGOO.
Bruno (broo'no), Giordano. Italian antichristian writer
1796
1875,
Filip,
Baron.
Russian
diplomatist
Brunof (broo'nof), Arnos
Brunswlck-Liineburg (briins'wik lii'ne-burg), Karl William Ferdi.1735
nand, Duke of. Russian general against the French Republicans.
1806
1778—1818.
Brunton (brun'ton), Mary Balfour. British novelist
fl.B.c. 501
Brutus (broo'tusy, Lucius Junius. Roman patriot
B. c. 85
B. c. 42,
Brutus, Marcus Junius. One of the assassins of Caesar
Bruy^re, do la (deh la brvi-e'ygr'), Jean. French author and moralist. 1646 ?-l 696
1652 1726
Bruyn, de (deh bfoin), Komelis. Dutch traveler and painter
1147
Bruys, de (deh brii-e'), Pierre. French fanatic, burned at the stake. ..
1794—1878,
Bryant (bri'ant), William Cullen. American poet and journalist
1838
Bryce (brls)," James. English political and historical writer
1762 1837
Brydges (brij'ez), Samuel Bgerton, Sir. English writer
1823
Brymner (brim'ner), Douglas. Canadian archivist
"Philippe.
French
geographer
1700—1773.
Buache (bu'ash'),
1802—1873.
Bube (booOjeh), Adolph. German poet
Bubna Llttiz (booVna lit'Its), Ferdinand, Count of. Aiistrian general. 1768 ?-1825,
1491 1551
Bucer (boo'tser), Martin. Kuhhorn. German reformer
1774 1853.
Buch, von (foil booK), Leopold. Prussian geologist
1500 1582,
Bucbanan (buk-an'an), George. Scottish historian and poet
1791 1868,
Buchanan, James. "Fifteenth president of the United States
1841 Buchanan, Robert. Scottish poet
Buchez (bii'sha'), Philippe Joseph Benjamin. Fr. philosophical writer. .1796 1865,
philosopher.
1824
Friedrich
Karl
Christian
Ger.
(buK'ner),
Ludvrig.
Biichner
Buckingham (biik'ing-am), George Villiers, first duke of. Lord high
1592—1628
admiral of England.?
Buckingham, George Villiers, second duke of. Son of the preceding.
1627—1687,
English courtier
1786 1855,
Buckingham, James Silk. English traveler and author
1799 —
Buckland (btik'land), Cyrus. American machinist and inventor
1784—1856,
Buckland, WUliam. Dean of Westminster. Geologist
Buckle (biikl), Henry Thomas. [History of Civilization in England.'] 1821 1862.
1840 —
Buckley (biik'lt), Arabella Burton. Mrs. Fisher. English writer
Buckmlnster (biik'min-ster), Joseph Stevens. American Unitarian
1784 1812.
preacher and scholar
Bucquol (bii'kwa'), Charles Bonaventure de Longueval, Count. Aus1571 1621.
trian general
1467—1540,
Bud6 (biVda'), Guillaume. (Lat. Buda'US.) French scholar
1818 —
Buell (bu'el), Don Carlos. American general
1661—1737
Buffler (bii'fe-a'), Claude. French theologian and author
Bulfon, de (deh btif 'on Fr. pron. deh
' bii'foN'), Georges Louis Leclerc,
1707—1788,
Comte. French naturalist
Bngeaud de la Plconnerie (bu'zho' deh
~ la pe'kon're'), Thomas Robert,
1784—1849,
Due d'Isly. French marshal
Bugenhagen (boo'oen-ha'aen), Johann. Pomeranus. Ger. reformer .. 1485— 1558,
1740?-1815,
astronomer
Bugge (booo'oeh), Thomas. Danish

—
—

Browne (brown),

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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—
—
—
—
—

—

.

—

—

.

—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—

.

Buhle (boo'leh), Johann Gottlieb. German philosopher
Bulgarin (bffol-ga'rin), Thaddeus. Russian novelist and essayist
Bull (boSl), Ole (o'leh) Bornemann. Norwegian violinist

BuUant (bii'loN'), Jean. French architect
BuUer (bool'er), Charles, Riglit Hon. English

;

e, i, 0, silent; a, o,

ii,

v

(see p. 1719)

;

t

2)

j

gas

—
—

1520?-1578.

statesman

1806—1848.

—1575.

1504
Bullinger (bdol'ing-er), Heiurich. Swiss reformer
1791
Bullions (bSSl'yunz)", Peter. Amer. editor of classical schoolbooks
Count of Dennewitz.
Billow, von (fon bii'lo), Friedrich WUhelm.

— 1864.
—
—

1755 1816.
Prussian general
1830 1894.
Billow, von, Hans Guido. German pianist and composer
.
1849
Bulthaupt (b561t'howpt), Heinrich Alfred. German author
Bulwer (bool'wer), William Henry Lytton Earle, Baron Dalling and
1801 1872.
Bulwer. English author and diplomatist
Bulwer— Lytton (bSSl'wer-lTt'on), Edward George Earle Lytton, Baron
1803—1873.
Lytton. British novelist .."........
Bulwer-Lytton, Edward Robert, Baron Lytton. Owen Meredith. Son
1831 1891.
of Edward George Earle Lytton. English poet
.
Bunsen (bSon'sen), Robert Wilhelm. Cousin of following. Ger. chem. 1811
Bunsen, von (fon b65n'sen), Christian Karl Josias, Baron. Chevalier.
1791
Prussian scholar and amba.ssador
1860.
Bunyan (biin'yan), John. English preacher. [Pilgrim's Progress.'] . .1628—1688.
1716 1793.
Buonafede (boo"-o'na^fa'da), Appiano. Italian writer
1710—1761.
Buonamici (boo-o'ua-mee'chee), Castruccio. Italian writer
Buonarroti (boo-o'nar-rot'ee), Michael Angelo. See Michael Angelo

—

—

—
—

.

Buonarroti.

Burckhardt

Ger. pron. boork'hart), Jacob.

Swiss histor1818
1784 1817.
Swiss traveler iu the East
1791 1871.
Burden (bQr'den), Henry. Scottish mechanician in America
1770—1844.
Burdett (bur-dgf), Francis, Sir. English poUtician
Burdett— OouttS (bur-dSt'-koots'), Angela Georgina, Baroness. Daughter
1814
of Sir Francis Burdett. English philanthropist
1748—1794.
Biirger (biir'ger), Gottfried August. German poet. [Lenore.]
1770—1853.
Burges (bdr'jSs), Tristam. American orator and jurist
1832
Burgess (bfir'jSs), James. English mathematician
Burghley (bQr'lT). See Burleigh.
1473 1559.
Burgkmair (boorK'mir), Hans. German painter and engraver
1722 1792.
Burgoyne (bflr-goin'), John. English general and dramatic writer
Burcundy (bfir'gun-di), Louis, Duke of. Father of Louis XV. of France. 1682—1712.
Buridan (bflr'T-dan Fr. pron. bii're'di5N'), Jean. French schoolman. .1315?-1358.
1692 1785.
Burlgny, de (deh"bii'ren'ye'), Jean L^vesque. French author
1729 or 1730 1797.
Burke (bfJrk), Edmund. English statesman and orator
1815 1892.
Sir.
Enghsh
genealogist
John
Bernard,
Burke,
1694 1748.
Burlamaqul (biir'la'ma'ke'), Jean Jacques. Swiss jurist
1520
or
Wm.
Cecil,
Lord.
Eng.
statesman
...
1598.
Burghley,
Burleigh (bflr'll)
1822 1870.
Burlingame (bfir'ling-gam), Anson. American diplomatist
1668—1741.
Burmann (bfir'man), Pieter. Dutch philologist.
Burmeister (boSr'mis-ter), Karl Hermann Conrad. German naturalist.. 1807 1892.
1842—1885.
Burnaby (bfir'na-bl), Frederick Gustavus. English traveler
Burnand (bflr'nand), Francis Cowley. English dramatist. Editor
1837
of London " Punch "
1833
Burne-Jones (bQrn-jonz), Edward. English artist
1805 1841.
Burnes (bdmz), Alexander, Sir. British traveler in India
1643—1715.
Burnet (bSr'net), Gilbert. Bishop of Salisbury
1849
Burnett (bur-ngt'), Frances Hodgson. American author
1801 1852.
Burnout (bur'noof), Eugene. French orientaKst
1759—1796.
Burns (bQrnz), Robert. Scottish poet
1824
1881.
Burnside (bfirn'sTd), Ambrose Everett. Americau general
1756—1836.
Burr (bfir), Aaron. Third vice president of the United States
Burritt (bfir'it), Elihu. The Learned Blacksmith. American reformer
and linguist
1810—1879.
1837
Burroughs (biir'oz), John. American author
1821—1890.
Burton (bttr'ton), Richard Francis, Sir. British traveler
Burton, Robert. English philos. and author. [Anat. of Melancholy.] .1577 1640.
1804—1860.
Burton, Williams Evans. English actor
BushecCl (biis'bek), Augier Ghislen. Flemish traveler and antiquary. .1522 1592.
Richard,
Dr.
Master
Westminster
school
1000—1695.
(buz'bi),
of
Busby
1821
Busch (boosh), Julius Hermann Moritz. German author
1724
Anton
Friedrich.
Ger.
geographer
and
theologian.
1793.
Biischlng (biish'ing),
Buschmann (biJosh'man), Johann Karl Eduard, German philologist. 1805
ICOO 1668.
Busenbaum (boo'zen-bovnn), Hermann. German author
Bush (b(56sh), George. American Swedenborgian divine and author. .1796 1859.
1802 1876.
Bushnell (bSosh'nel), Horace. Amer. Cong, divine and author
1780 1853.
Bustamante (boos-ta-man'ta), Anastasio. Mexican gen. and pres
1713 1792.
Bute (but), John Stuart, third earl of. English statesman
Butler (btit'ler), Benjamin Franklin. American lavi^er and politician.. 1818 1893.
1794.
Butler, John. Tory leader in the Revolutionary war
1692 1752.
Butler, Joseph. English theologian. lAnalogy of Religion, etc.]
1612—1680.
Butler, Samuel. Enghsh poet. IHudibras.]
1825
Butler, William Allen. Am. lawyer and poet. [Nothing to 'Wear.]
1838
Butler, William Francis. Irish general and author
1764 1829.
Buttmann (bSot'man), Philipp Karl. German philologist
Biittner (blit'ner). Christian Wilhelm. Ger. naturalist and philologist .. 1716 1801.
1634.
Button (biit'on), Thomas, Sir. English navigator
1790—1850.
Buturlin (boo-toor-leen'), Dmitri Petrovitch. Russian historian
1786-1845.
Buxton (baks'ton), Thomas Fovvell, Sir. British philanthropist
Buxtori (boSks'torf), Johann. Baptist I. Ger. Hebraist. Prof, at Basel. .1564— 1629.
Buxtorf, Johann. Baptist II. Son of Johann. Ger. Heb. Prof, at Basel. 1599— 1664.
1531 1594.
Buys (bois), Paulus. Dutch statesman
1760 1793.
Buzot (bii'zo'), FranQois Leonard Nicolas. French politician
1707
(bilz),
and
wit
1788.
Mather. American clergyman
Byles
1704—1757.
Byng (bing), John. English admiral
jurist
1C73
1743.
Bynkershoek, van (van bin'kers-hook), Komelis. Dutch
l^rgius (ber'jT-us), Justus, or Burgi (biiR'oee), Jobst. S%viss mathem.1552 1633.
1788
1824.
Byron (bl'rgn), George Gordon, Lord. English poet
1834 1884.
Byron, Henry James. English dramatist
1783—1848.
Bystrom (bii'strom), Johan Nils. Swedish sculptor
1567 1037.
Bzowskl (bzhov'skee) or Bzo'vlus. Abraham. Polish theologian
(bfirk'hai-t;
ical writer

.
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Burckhardt, Johann Ludwig.
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TI (see p. 1718,

Born. Died.
1763—1821.
1789 1859.
1810 1880.

Died.

1783— 1S62,
Brodle (bro'di), Benjamin Collins, Sir. Englisli surgeon
1831
Brodlick (brSd'rik), George Charles. English writer and barrister
BroUerlO (brof-fa're-o), Augelo. Italian politician, advocate, and poet. 1802 18C6,
BrOglle, de (dgli bro'y'), Achille Leonce Victor Charles, Due. {Ital.
1785—1870.
Broglla, brSl'yii. ) French statesman
BrOgUe, do, Jacques Victor Albert. French political leader and writer. 1821
1342 1420,
Brogny (bron'yee), Giovanni AUarmet, Cardinal. Italian prelate
1781—1842
Brondsted (bron'stSd), Peter Oluf. Danish archaeologist
Brongniart (broN'ne-ar'), Adolphe Theodore. Son of Alexandre. French
1801 1876
botanist and scientific writer
1770 1847,
Brongniart, Alexandre. French chemist and mineralogist
1816—1855,
Bronte (bron'te), Charlotte. Currer Bell. English novelist
1832
Brooke (brSok), Stopf ord Augustus. English clergyman and author
1813 1883,
Brooks (brooks), Charles Timothy. American author
Brooks, James. American journalist. Estab. the " New York Express " 1810 1873,
1835 18'J3,
Brooks, Phillips. American clergyman
1709 1777
Brosses, de (deh bross), Charles. French antiquary and writer
BroUSliam (broo'am), Henry (Peter), Lord. Baron Brougham and
1778 18G8
Vaux (vawks). British statesman and author
1810—1880
Brougham, John. American actor
1762—1821
Broughton (brow'tou), William Robert. English navigator
1772 1838,
BrOUSSaiS (broo'sa'"), Francois Joseph Victor. French physician
Broussonnet (broo'so'na'), Pierre Marie Auguste. French physician
1761—1807
and naturalist
1771 1810,
Brown, Charles Brockden. American novelist
1821—1893.
Brown, Ford Madox. English painter
1791 185'
Brown, Goold. American grammarian
1775 1828
Brown, Jacob. American major general

Brown, John, Captain, of Ossawattomie
Brown, Oliver Madox. English author and painter
Brown or Browne, Robert. English Puritan theologian.

1827

c.
Caballero

(kii-Bal-ya'ro),

Cecilia Bohl de

Cabanis
plier,

Fernan.

Pseudonym

of the Spanish novelist,

1797—1877.

Faber

(ka'liii'ness'),

Pierre Jean George.

French physician, philoso-

and politician

Cabarrus (kii'bU^riiss'), Frangois. French financier in Spain
Oabet (ka'ba'), Btienne. French communist
Oabeza de Vaca (kii-ba'sa da va'ka). Alrar Nufiez
Cable (ka'b'l), George Washington. American novelist
in get; tb as in thine

;

I, li, S,

w,

B, d, q, h, k, n,

r (see

p. 1719).
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1752
1788
1507
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1828

Born.

N

Died.

1751—1823.
(kSt/gt), George.
President of the Hartford Convention
(kSb'ot), John. {It. Giovanni CabOtO, jo-van'ee ga-bot'o.) Vene1498 ?
tian in England. Discoverer of the North American continent in 1497.
1474 ?-1557 ?
Cabot, Sebastian. Son of John. Englisli navigator
152G?
Cabral, de (da ka-bral'), Pedro Alvarez. Portuguese navigator
Cabrera, Don (ka-bra'ra), Ramon, Count de Morella. Spanish general. 180G 1877.
1568 1625.
Moncalvo. Italian painter
Caccla (kat'cha), Guglielmo.
1814 1889.
Cacciatore (kSt-cha-to'ra), Gaetano. Italian astronomer
1741 1782.
CadalSO, de (dS ka-cal'so), Jos6. Spanisli poet and satirist
or
.1432?-1480?
ka-d'a-mos'to),
Alvise
Luigi.
Italian
navigator.
CadamostO, da (da
1450.
Cade (kad), Jolm. Jack Cade. British rebel
Cadet de OaSSlCOUrt (kS'da deh ga'se'koor'), Charles Louis. French
1769 1821.
pharmacist and author

Cabot
Cabot

—
—
—

U

—

.

—

Cadet de Vaus (ka'da' deh
chemist

CadHlac

Antoine Alexis Francois.

vo'),

French
1743—1828.

?

(ka'deel'yak'), Antoine de la Mothe.

founder of Detroit

in

French explorer, and

America

1657?-1730.
1675 1726.
1831
1777T-1804.
1742 1786.

—

CadOgan (ka-do'gan), William, first earl. English general
CadOl (ka'doK), Victor :^douard. French dramatist
CadOUdal(ka'doo'dal'), Georges. French Royalist
CadWalader (kad-w51'a-der), John. Amer. Revolutionary general
Casdmon (ked'mon or kSd'-). Father of English song. Anglo-Saxon poet fl. 670.
fl. 5th c.
CasllUS Aurellanus (see'lT-us aw-re-ll-a'nus). Greek physician
B. c. 100
44.
Cassar (see'zar), Caius Julius. Roman general and dictator
Called Gaetano Majorano.
CaffarelU (ka-fa-rel'lee) or Qaffarelll.
1708 ?-1783.
Italian soprano singer
Catfarelll dU Falga (ka-fa-rSnee dii fiil'ga'), Louis Marie Joseph Max-

.

—
—

Q

irailien.

—

1756 1799.
1530?-1588.

French general

1474
1722
1803

^1890.

Camphuysen (kamp'hoi-zen), Dirk Rafelszoon. Dutch landscape paint.
Campl (kam'pee), Giulio. Italian historical painter
1500?-1572.
Campomanes (kam-po-ma'nSs), Pedro Rodriguez, Count. Spanish statesman and political economist
1723 — 1802.
Campos (kiim'pos), Martinez. Spanish general
1830
Camuccini (ka-moot-chee'nee), Vincenzo. Roman painter
.1775?-1844.
Camus (kii'miiss'), Armand Gaston. French politician
1740 — 1804.
.

.

Camus,

le (leh ka'miiss'), Antoine.

French physician

—1772.

1722

Canal (ka-nSi') or Canaletto (ka-nii-lgt'to), Antonio. Italian
Canani (kS-uS'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian anatomist
Canby (kan'bi), Edward Richard Sprigg. American general

—1768.
—1579.

painter.. 1697
1515

1819—1873.
Cancellierl (kan-chSl'le-a'ree), Francesco Girolamo. Italian scholar
1751 1826.
Cancrin (kan-kreen'), Georg, Count. Russian statesman
1774 ?-1845.
Candlish (kandlish), Robert Smith. Scottish preacher
1806—1873.
Candolle, de (deh kSN'dol'), Alphonse Louis Pierre Pyramus de. Swiss
botanist.
?
1806—1893.
Candolle, de, Augustin Pyramus. Father of Alphonse. Swiss botanist. 1778— 1841.
Canello (ka-n61'16), Ugo Angelo. Italian philologist
1848—1883.
.

—

. .

1805—1895.
CantU (kan-too'), Cesare. Italian historian
Canute (ka-nuf), Cnut, or Enut (knoot). King of Eng. and Denmark. 995?-1035.
1690 — 1753.
Canz (kants), Israel GottUeb. German philosopher

—
—

—
—

.

—

.

;

1833

.

la bar'ka),

1600—1681.
Spanish dramatist^
Caldwell (kawld'wel), Joseph. American scholar. President of Univer1773—1835.
sity of North Carolina
Calei (ka'lef), Robert. Boston merchant. Opposer of witchcraft perse1723?
cutions
1435—1511.
Caleplno (ka-la-pee'no), Ambrogio. Italian lexicographer
American
statesman
1782—1850.
(kSl-hoon'),
John
Caldwell.
Calhoun
12
41.
Caligula (ka-lTg'u-la), Caius Csesar. Roman emperor
Pedro.

—

—

German Lutheran

1586 1656.
divine
bak), Jan Frederik. Dutch astron.1772 1811.
1779 1844.
CallCOtt (kawl'kut), Augustus Wall, Sir. English landscape painter
CallCOtt, John Wall. Brother of Sir Augustus. Eug. musical composer. .1766 1821.
1750—1821?
Calleja (kiil-ya'Ha), Don Felix del Rey. Spanish general
1744 1798.
Callet (ka/lsi'), Jean Francois. French mathematician
Calll^res, de (deh ka'le-gr'), Francois. French statesman and writer . .1645 1717.
B. c. 240 ?
CalllmachUB (kal-lTm'a-kus). Greek poet and grammarian
1592 1635.
Gallot (kii'lo'), Jacques? French artist and engraver
monk.
\_Historical
(Fr.
pron.
kiil'ma'),
Augustin.
French
and
Cal'met
1672—1757.
Critical Dictionary of the Bible.']
Italian
Oalogera (ka-lo-ja'ra) or CalOglera (ka-lo-je-a'ra), Angelo.
1699—1768.
scholar
1775?-1842.
Oalomarde (ka-lo-mar'dS), Francisco Tadeo. Spanish statesman
1734 1802.
Galonne, de (deh ka'lon'), Charles Alexandre. French statesman
Gauthier de Costes, Seigneur.
Calpren^de, de la (deh la kal'preh-nad'),
~
1612?-1663.
French novelist ..'.
Oalvart or Calvaert (kal'varf Fr. pron. kiil'var'), Denis. II Fianvniingo.
Flemish painter
1544?-1619.
1833—1884.
Calverley (kSl'ver-lT), Charles Stuart. English writer
(kSl'vert),
Sir.
First
Lord
George,
Baltimore.
Founder of
Calvert
Maryland ."
1580?-1632.
1606 ?-l 647.
Calvert, Leonard. First governor of Maryland
1502—1587.
Calvi (kal'vee), Lazzaro. Genoese painter
Calvin (kSl'vin Fr. pron. kal'vSN'), John. French Protestant reformer

CalixtUB

(kii-lTks'toos), Georgius.

—
—
—

Calkoen van Beeck (kal'koon van

—
—

.

—

—

;

W

— 1539.
—1789.
—
1818—1885.
1586— 1G27.

Campeggio (kam-ped'jo), Lorenzo. Italian cardinal
Camper (kam'per), Pieter. Dutch anatomist and naturalist
Camphausen (kilmp'how'zeu), Ludolf. Prussian statesman
Camphausen, Wilhelm. German painter

Calderon (kal'dS'roN'), Philip Hermogenes. French artist.
Calderon de la Barca (kSl'der-on 5'jo.joroK. kal-da-ron' da

.

U

Died.

Alexander. Founderof the CampbeUites. 1788— 1866,
Campbell, Archibald, Marq'uis of Argyll. Scot, covenanter. See Aeoyll.
Campbell, Colin, Lord Clyde. British field marshal
1792—1863.
Campbell, John, Baron. British jurist and lord chancellor
1779—1861.
Campbell, Thomas. British poet
1777—1844.
Campe (kam'peh), Joachim Heinrich. Ger. writer and philanthropist.. 1746—1818.

Canestrinl (ka-nSs-tree'nee), Giovanni.

. .

S

Born.

Campbell (kSm'el or kam'bel),

Cagllarl (kal'yii-ree), Paolo. Paul Veronese. Italian painter
Cagllostro, di (de kal-yos'tro), Giuseppe Balsamo, Count. Sicilian im1743—1795.
postor
1762 1833.
Cagnola (kan-yo'la), Luigi, Marquis. Italian architect
1743 1816.
Cagnoli (kan-yo'lee), Antonio. Italian astronomer and philosopher
1813
CahOWS (ka'oor'), Auguste Andr6 Thomas. French chemist
Calll^ (ka'ya) or Calllld (ka'e'ya'), Ren6. French traveler in Africa. 1799—1838.
1359.
Caillet (ka'ya'), Guillaume. Jacques Bonhomme. Pr. insurgent leader.
1787—1868.
Callliaud (ka'yo'), Fr^d^ric. French traveler
1732—1816.
CalllOt (ka'yo'), Joseph. French actor
1816 1892.
Calrd (kard), James, Sir. Scottish agriculturist and politician
1823 1875.
Calrnes (kfciz), John Elliot. English political economist
1819
Lord
Cairns.
(kSrnz),
Hugh
JlcCalmont.
Irish
lawyer
and
orator.
1885.
Cairns
1826—1889.
CairoU (ki-ro'lee), Benedetto. Italian statesman
1510
1573.
Caius (keez), John. English physician and author
Caix de Saint Aymour, de (deh kSks' deh s$n' ta'moor'), Am^d^e,
1843
Vicomte. French traveler and author
Cajetanus (kSj'e-tan), Ital. Cajetano (ka-yS-tS'no), Thomas de Vio. Ital1470 1534.
ian cardinal and theologian
1000—1666.
Calamy (kSl'a-ml), Edmund. English divine
1499 ?-1546.
Caloker, van"(van kal'ker), Jan Stephanus. Flemish painter
1492 ?-1543.
Caldara (kal-da'ra), Polidoro. Caravaggio. Italian painter
1846—1886.
Caldecott (kawl'dg-kot), Randolph. English artist and humorist
.1447?(kal-da-ree'no),
Domizio.
It.alian
philosopher
and
1477.
scholar.
Calderlno

—
—

R

DICTIONARY.

.

;

at

Geneva

CamargO

1509—1564.

Anne Cuppi.

Dancer of Brussels
Cambac^rfes, de (deh koN'ba'sa'rSs'), Jean Jacques R^gis.
(ka-mar'go), Marie

statesman

1710

—1770.

French
1753—1824.

T

Cambiaso (kam-be-a'6o), Luca. Italian fresco painter
Camblni (kam-bee'nee), Giuseppe. Italian composer

1527
1746
1757

—1585.
—1832.

—

Cambon

1820.(kSN'boN'), Joseph. French revolutionist
Cambronne, de (deh kSN'bron'), Pierre Jacques Etieime. Baron. French
".
general
1770—1842.
B. c. 500.
Cambyses (kam-bi'sez). King of the Medes and Persians
Camden (kam'den), Charles Pratt, first earl of. Lord chancellor of

England

1714—1794.

Camden, William. English antiquary
Camerarius (ka-ma-ra're-Sos), Joachim.

Cameron
Cameron,
Cameron,
Cameron,
Camlnha,

—1623.
1500 —1574.
1(551

German

philologist
Scottish chieftain 1695 ?-1748.

(kam'er-on), Donald. The Gentle Lochiel.
John "Alexander. English journalist

.

1843—1887.
1799—1889.
1844 1894.

Simon. American politician
Verney Lovett. English traveler and African explorer
fl.
de (da kS-meen'ya), Pedro Vaz. Portuguese explorer
Camoens (kam'o-ens), Luis. (Port. De Camdes, da kar-moiNs'.) Portu-

1524

guese poet.

[Lmsiad.l
(kSn'pSN'), Jeanne Louise Henriette Genest, Madame.
educationist
Gampanella (kam-pa-nS11a), Tommaso. Italian philosopher

Campan

a, e,

i,

o, u,

long ;

a, e, 6, less

prolonged ;

S, g, T, 5, i,

short; a,

—

1500.

—1579.

French

g, j, o,

1752—1822.
1568

—1639.

Italian naturalist

1835

.

.

Canga-Argiielles (kiing'ga-ar-gwgl'ySs), Jos(5. Spanish statesman
1770—1843.
Canini (kii-nee'nee). Marc Antonio. Italian philologist
1822
CanlsiUS (ka-nee'se-us), Petrus. De Hondt. Dutch Jesuit and theologian. 1524 ^1597.

—

(kSn'ing), Charles John, Earl.
EngUsli statesman
Canning, George. Father of the preceding. English statesman

1812

(kii'no), Alonzo.
El Racionero. Spanish painter
(del ka'no), Juan Sebastian.
Spanish navigator. First
cumnavigator of tlie world
Canonlca, della (del'lii ka-uon'e-kii), Luigi. Italian architect
GanonlCUS (ka-n5n'i-kus). Narragausett chief

Cano

Cano, del

Canova

(ka-no'va), Antonio.

cir-

1526.

1742—1834.
15G5?-1647.
1757 1822.
1809 1895.

Italian sculptor

Oanrobert (kSN'ro'bgr'), Frangois Certain. French marshal
Canstein (kan'stin), Karl Hildebrand, Baron. German philanthropist,
1667
and promoter of Biblical knowledge
Cantacuzenus (kan-ta-ku-ze'nus), John. Emperor of Constantinople,
".
and historian

von (fon kan-ta-ree'nee), Simone. Italian
Kantemir (kSn'teh-meer), Antiochus,

Cantarini,

Cantemir

or

painter
Prince.

.

—1862.
1770—1827.
1601 — 1667.

Canning

1612

—
—

—1719.
1411

?

—1648.

Son of

Demetrius. Russian ambassador and poet
Cantemir, Demetrius. Russian historian and orientalist
Canter (kan'ter), Willem. Dutch critic and philologist
Canterzani (kan-ter-dza'nee), Sebastiano. Italian mathematician
Cantor (kan'tor), Moriz. German historian and mathematician

1708?-1744.
1673 1723.
1542 1575.
1734 1819.
.
1829

—
—
—

Capeflgue (kap'feeg'), Jean Baptiste Honors Raymond. Fr. historian.
Capel (kap'61), Arthur. Earl of Essex. Lord lieutenant of Ireland
Capel, Thomas Jolm, Monsignore. English Catholic prelate
Capell (ka-pgl'), Edward. English commentator on Shakespeare

.1802

—1872.

1631—1683.
1836
1713
1833

.

—1781.

.
Capellini*(ka-pel-lee'nee), Giovanni. Italian naturalist
Capello (ka-p?11o), Bianca. Grand duchess of Tuscany, and wife of
Francis de' Medici
1548 ?-1587.
940?- 996.
Capet (ka'pSt Fr. pron. ka'pa'), Hugh. King of France
Capistrano, da (da ka-pes-tra'no), Giovanni. Italian monk, preacher,
and writer
1385—1456.
Capito (ka'pe-to), Wolfgang Fabricius. German reformer and scholar. 1472 1541.
1742 1813.
Capmany, de (da kap-mii'nee), Antonio. Spanish philol. and hist
Capo d' Istrla (ka'po dis'tre-a) or Capodistrias (ka-po-dis'tre-as), John
1776—1831.
Antony, Count. President of Greece
1585—1658.
Cappel (kii'pSl'), Louis. The Younger. French theologian
1655 1702.
Cappellarl (kap-pSl-la'ree), Gennaro Antonio. Italian writer
1510?-1565.
CappellO (kap-pello), Bernardo. Italian poet
1671—1744.
Capperonnier (kap'ro'ne-a'), Claude. French linguist and critic
(kap-po'nee),
Alessandro
Gregorio, Marquis. Italian scholar
Capponl
;

—
—

—

1683—1746.
and antiquary
1733 1810.
(kS-pra'ra), Giovanni Battista.
Italian cardinal
Caprlvl de Caprara de Montecucull, von (fon kii-pree'vee da kaChancellor of the Gerpra/rii da mon-ta-koo'koo-lee), Georg Leo.
1831
man Empire. IBismarck's successor.']
Caracalla (kar-a-k511a), Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. Bassianus. Em-

—

Caprara

.

.".
188— 217.
peror of Rome.
1748 1799.
Caraccioll (ka-rSt'cho-lee), Francesco, Prince. Neapolitan admiral
(ka-r5k'ta-kus).
Ancient
British
chief
fl.
50.
Caractacus
.
1851
Carala (ka-ra'f a), Carlo. Italian poat
1787
—1872.
Caraffa or Carafa (ka-ra'fa), Michele Enrico. Neapolitan composer..
1510?-1570
Caraglio (ka-ral'yo), Giovanni Giacomo. Italian engraver
1634 1683.
Cara— Mustala (ka-ra-mdos'ta-f a). Grand vizier of Turkey
1821
.
,
Caraud (ka'ro'), Joseph. French painter
Caravaggio, da (da ka-ra-vad'jo), Michel Angelo Amerighi. Italian
1569—1609.
painter
Cardano (kar-da'no), Geronimo or Girolamo. (Eng. Jerome Cardan.)
1501 1576.
Italian physician and mathematician
Cardigan (kar'dl-gan), James Thomas Brudenell, Earl of. Brit, general 1797 1868.
1720
Denis
orientalist
1783.
(kar'don'),
Dominique.
French
Cardonne
.

.

—

.

—

—
—
—
OardUCCi (kar-doot'chee) or Carducho (kar-doot'cho), Bartolommeo.
1560 —1608.
Florentine painter in Spain
CardUCCi, Vincenzo. Brother of preceding. Italian painter in Spain. .1568 —1638.
and antiquarian. 1813—1886.
Cardvyell (kard'wgl), Edward, Viscount. English
1784—1833.
Cardme (ka'ram', almost ka'rem'), Marie Antoine. French cook
1760—1834.
British admiral
Carew (ka-roo'), Benjamin Hallowell,
1598?-1639
Carew, Thomas. English poet and courtier
1793—1879.
Carey (ka'rl), Henry Charles. American political economist
1760 —1839.
Carey, Mathew. Father of Henry C. Am. publisher and author
1582?-1673?
Carlssiml (ka-rts'se-mee), Giovanni Jacopo. Italian composer
Carl^n (kar-lan', almost kar-llin'), Emilia Flygare. Swedish novelist 1807 — 1892.
1704— 1767.
Carleson (kar'le-son), Eduard. Swedish diplomatist
1724 — 1808.
Carleton (karl'ton), Sir Guy, Lord Dorchester. British general
1845
Carleton, Will. "American poet
1794—1869.
Irish
novelist
Carleton, William.
.

hist,

Sir.

?

..

.

Carll or Garli-Rubbi (kar'lee-roob'bee), Gian Rinaldo, Count.
antiquary and historian

obscure (see remark, p. 1719)

;

far,

faU; thgre, term

;

£8r, food, foot; fflrl;

ow

Italian

as ia cow ;

1720—1795.

ch as in chin

'

1829

A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
Born. Died.
Oarllsle (kar-mO, Anthony, Sir. English surgeon and physioJogist
1768—1840.
Carlisle, Earl of. See G. W. F. HowAr.=.
OarlOS (kar'los), Don. Infante of Spain, and pretender to the crown. .1788 ^1855.
OarlOB, Don, Duke of Madrid. (Carlos Maria de los Dolores Juan leidoro
Josef Francesco Quirino Antonio Miguel Gabriel Rafael.) Claimant of the Spanish throne
... 1848
CarlowltZ, de (dgli kar'lo-wits'), Aloyse Christine, Baronne. French
authoress
1797—1863.
OarlStadt (karl'stSt), Andreas Rudolph. German reformer
1483?-1541.
Carlyle (kar-lil'), Thomas. British essayist and historian
1795—1881.
Oannagnola, dl (de kar-man-yola), Francesco Bussone, Count. Italian
general
1390?-1432.
Oarmell (kar-ma'lee), Michel Angelo. Italian monk and scholar
1706— 17G6.
Carmlgnanl (kar-men-ya'nee), Giovanni Alessandro. Itahan jurist.. . .1768—1847.
Carmlnatl (kar-me-na'tee), Bassiano. Italian physician
1750 1830.
Canuontelle (kar'miN'tSl'). French dramatic writer
1717—1806.
Canuouche (kar'moosh'), Pierre Fr(5d6rio Adolphe. French dramatist. 1797— 1868.
Oamaivon (kSr-nar'vgu), Henry Howard Molyneux Herbert, fourth
earl of.
1831 1890.
English statesman
126.
Oarneades (kar-nee'a-deez). Greek orator and philosopher
B. c. 214
1817 1887.
Carnocban (kSr'nok-an), John Murray. American surgeon
1801 1888.
Carnot (kar'no'), Hippolyte Lazare. French politician and writer
1837—1894.
Garnot, Marie Frangois Sadi. President of France
1507—1566.
Oaro (ka'ro), Annibale. Italian poet
.
1826
Oaro (ka'ro'), Edme Marie. French philosopher
.
1843
Oaro (kii'ro), Miguel Antonio. Colombian author
1768—1821.
Caroline Amelia Elizabeth. Queen of England. Wife of Geo. IV.
Oaiolus-Duran (kSr'o-lus-dii'rSN'). Real name Charles Auguste Smile
Durand. French painter
.
1837
Caron (kS'roN'), Francois. French director general in India
1674.
1800—1876.
OarOD, Reu6 Edouard. Canadian statesman
1752 1825.
Oarpanl (kar-pa'nee), Giuseppe. Italian dramatic poet
Carpenter (kiir'pen-ter), Lant. English divine and writer
1780—1840.
Carpenter, William Benjamin. Son o/ preceding. English physiologist. 1813 1885.
1697—1767.
Carpentier (kar'poN'te-i'). Pierre. French antiquary and author
1501 1,556.
Carpi, da (da kar'pee), Girolamo. Italian painter and architect
Carpi, da, Ugo. Italian engraver. Reputed inventor of clair-obscur .1450''-1520'!
Oarpinl (kar-pee'nee), Giovanni di Peano. Italian traveler in Tartary..l220?
1595—1066.
Carpzov (karp'tsof), Benedict. German jurist and author
Carr (kar), Joseph William Comyns. English art critic
1849
1560—1609.
Carraccl (kar-rat'chee), Annibale. Bolognese painter
1555 1619.
Oarraccl, Ludovico. Founder of the Bolognese school of painting
Oarranza y Miranda, de (da kar-ran'tha e me-ran'da), Bartolom^.
Archbishop of Toledo, and writer
1503—1576.
Oarrara, da (da kar-ra'ra), Jacopo. Lord of Padua
1324.
1819—1872.
Carr6 (ka'ra'), Michel. French author
Carrel (ka'rSl'), Nicolas Armand. French political writer
1800—1836.
Carre&O de SUranda (kar-ran'yo da me-ran'da), Don Juan. Spanish
historical painter
1614 1685.
1814—1865.
Oarrera (kar-ra'ra), Rafae). President of Guatemala
1740 1802.
Carr^re (ka'rgr'), Joseph Barth^lemi Franjois. French physician
1756 1794.
Carrier (ka're-i'), Jean Baptiste. French demagogue
1849
Carri^re (ka're-§r'), Eugene Anatole. French painter
1817 1895.
Carriere (kar'e-Sr), Moritz. German philosophical writer
Carroll (kSr'ul), Charles. American patriot. Last surviving signer of
the Declaration of Independence
1737 1832.
1760 1821.
Catron (kS'roN'), Gui Toussaint Julien. French priest and writer
Carruccl (kSr-root'chee), Jacopo. See Pontoemo, da.
Carson (kar'son), Christopher. Kit Carson. American frontiersman 1809 1868.
1049—1715.
Carstairs (kar'starz) or Carstares, William, Rev. Scottish divine
1754 1798.
Oarstens (kar'stens), Asmus Jakob. Danish historical painter

—

.

.

—

—

—
—
—

.

.

.

—
—
—

.

.

.

—

—
—

—

.

.

Cartallhac

Carter

French scientist
French sculptor
English poet and translator
^Ral Catcher and his Dogs."}

(kar' ta'yak'), ifemile.

Cartellier (kar'tt'lyi'), Pierre.

(kar'ter), Elizabeth, Miss.

Carter, John." English artist.
Carteret (kar'ter-et), John, Earl Granville.

Cartheaser (karfhoi-zer), Johann
Cartler (kar'tya'), George Etienne,

English statesman
German physician

Friedrich.
Sir.

Canadian statesman

—
—
—
—
—

.

1845
1757

.

—1831.
1815— 1850.
1690 —1763.
1704— 1777.
1814— 1873.
1491 —1557.
1717—1806.

French navigator and explorer
1693—1721.
Cartouche (kar'toosh'), Louis Dominique. French bandit
1743—1823.
Cartwrlght (kSrf rit), Edmund. English inventor and writer
John.
Brother
Edmund.
English political reformer .. 1740— 1824.
Cartwright,
of
1785 1872.
Cartwrlght, Peter. American Methodist preacher
1823
Cams (ka'r68s), Victor. German zoologist
1464?-1548.
Oarvalal, de (da kar-va-nal'), Francisco. Spanish soldier in Peru
Garvalho d' Acosta (kar-val'yo da-kos'ta), Antonio. Port, geographer. 1650— 1715.
1590 ?-1621.
Carver (kar'ver), John. First governor of Plymouth colony
1732—1780.
Carver, Jonathan. American traveler
1820 1871.
Cary (ka'rl), Alice. American poetess
1772—1844.
Cary, Henry Francis, Rev. English poet. Translator of Dante
1824—1871.
Cary, Phoebe. Sister of Alice. American poetess

Cartler, Jacques.

—

.

—

(del'la ka'sa), Giovanni.
Italian poet
1503—1556.
(ka'Sa-be-an'ka), Louis. French naval officer
1755?-1798.
(ka'^a-no'va dgh sm'galt), Giovanni Giacomo.
?
1725 1798.
Italian adventurer

Casa, della

Casablanca

Casanova de Seingalt

—

Bartolom^. Spanish missionary
1474—1566.
Fr. pron. ka'zo'boN'), Isaac. (Lai. CasaubO'1559—1614.
nus.) French critic and commentator
1533 1613.
CaseliUS (ka-za'le-oos), Johannes. German philologist and writer
1591—1652.
Casenenve, de (dgh kaz'nuv'), Pierre. French philologist
Cases (kaz). See Las Cases, de, Comte.
1831
Casgraln (kas'graN'), Henri R., Abb^. French-Canadian author
1058.
Caslmir (kSs'e-meer) I. The Pacific. King of Poland
Great.
King
of
Poland
1309—1370.
The
Caslmir
Casimlr-P^rier. See Febieb.
.
1835
Casorati (ka-§o-ra'tee), Felice. Italian mathematician
1814 1892.
Gasparl (kas-pa'ree), Carl Paul. German theologian
1796—1864.
Gasper (kas'per), Johann Ludwig. German physician
1782 1866.
Cass (kSs), Lewis. American statesman
Gassagnac, de (dgh ka'san'yak'). Called Adolphe Bernard Oranier
1808 1880.
French publicist and journalist
1843
Gassagnac, de, Paul. Son of the preceding. French journalist
1756—1827.
Cassas (ka'sas'), Louis Francois. French painter and architect
1707 1783.
Gassel (kas'el), Johann Philipp. German philologist
1813—1869.
(kSs'in),
ornithologist
John.
American
Gassln
CaSBlnl (kas-see'nee ; Fr. pron. ka'se'ne'), C(5sar Frangois. Called Castopographer.
sini de Thury.
astron.
and
.1714
1784.
Son of Jacques. French
Oasslnl, Giovanni Domenico. Italian astronomer at the observatory of
Paris
1625—1712.
1677 1756.
CaBslnl, Jacques. Son of Giovanni Domenico. French astronomer
1673.
OasslUS (kSs'e-dSs), Andreas. German chemist. [P^irple of Cassius.'^.

Casas, de las (da

las ka'sas),

Oasaubon (ka-saw'bon

;

—

.

m.

—
—
—

.

—

—
—

«,

t,

o, silent- a, b,

ii,

n

(see p. 1719)

;

II (see p. 1718,

U

2)

;

gas

Born.

Died,

b. c. 42.
Gassius Longlnus (kash'e-us Jon-jI'nus), Caius. Roman patriot
Gastagno, del (del kSs-tan'yo), Andrea. Florentine historical painter. 1390 —1457.

Gastalion (kas'ta'le-oN'), properly Chatlllon (sha'te'yoN'), S^bastien.
1515
French Protestant theologian
Gastauos y Aragorrl, de (da kas-tan'yos e a-ra-g6r'ree), Francisco

— 1563.
—
—

1756 1852.
Xavier, Duke of Baylen. Spanish general
1688 1757.
Gastel (kas'tel'), Louis Bertrand. French mathematician
.
Emilio.
Spanish statesman. 1832
Gastelar y Rlssoll (kas-tii-lar' e res-sSl'),
1606—1685.
Gastell (kas'tel), Edmund. English orientalist
Castellan (kas'tel'oN'), Antoine Louis. French painter and architect.. 1772— 1838.
Gastellane, de (deh kas'tSl'lan'), Esprit Victor Elisabeth Boniface,

1788-1862.
Count. Marshal of France
1781 1862.
Gastelli (kSs-tSl'lee), Ignaz Friedrich. German dramatist
GastellO (kas-tel'lo), Giovanni Battista. II Bergamasco. Italian painter. 1509 1579?
Gastelnau de la Mauvlssi^re, de (dgh kas'tSl'no' deh la mo've'se-gr'),
1520 ?-1592.
Michel. French diplomatist
1505 1571.
Gastelvetro (kiis-tel-va'tro), Ludovico. Italian critic
1721-1803.
Cast! (kas'tee), Giovanni Battista. Italian poet
Castlglione (kas-teel-yo'na), Baldassare. Italian statesman and poet .. 1478— 1529.
1784 1848.
Gastlglione, Carlo Ottavio, Count. Italian linguist and antiquary
1616 1670.
Castlglione, Giovanni Benedetto. II Greclietto. Italian painter
1800 1875.
CastUhO, de (da kas-teel'yo), Antonio Feliciano. Portuguese poet
1797—1867.
GastUla (kas-teel'ya), Ramon, Don. President of Peru
1820—1886.
Castillo (kas'te'y' or kas'tel'), Charles Hippolyte. French writer
Castillo, del (dSl kas-teel'yo), Bernal Diaz (dee'ath). Spanish officer
fl. 1520.
with Cortez in Mexico
Castlereagh (kas'l-ra'), Robert Stewart, Viscount. Second Marquis of
1769
1822.
British
Londonderry.
statesman
1813 1852.
Gastrin (kas-tran'), Matthias Alexander. Finnish philologist
15C9 1631.
Castro, de (da kas'tro), Guillem. Spanish dramatist
Wife of the crown prince Dem Pedro of PortuCastro, de, In^s.
1320 ?-1355.
gal. Assassinated
1500 1548.
Castro, de, Joao. Portuguese general and navigator
1558,
Castro, de, Vaca. Spanish magistrate, governor of Peru
Gastruccio-GastracaBi degll Antelminelll (kas-troot'cho-kas-tra-ka'1281 1328.
nee del'yee an-tel-me-nSl'lee). Italian soldier and poet
1814 1894.
Catalan (ka'ta'lSN'), Eugene Charles. Belgian mathematician
1782—1849,
Catalan! (ka-tii-Ui'nee), Angelica. Italian vocalist
1773—1830.
composer
French
musical
Catel (ka'tel'), Charles Simon.
1679—1750.
Catesby (kats'bT), Mark. English naturalist
1794—1854.
Gathcart (kath'kart), George, Sir. English general
1755—1843.
Gathcart, William Schaw, first earl of. English diplomatist
1759 1793.
Gathelineau (ka'teh'le'no'), Jacques. Vendean general
307.
Catherine, Saint, of Alexandria
Catherine (kSth'er-Tn), or Katharine, of Aragon. Queen of England.
1485—1536.
Wife of Henry VIII
1684-1727.
Catherine I. Empressof Russia. Wife of Peter the Great
1729—1796,
Catherine II. Empress of Russia. Wife of Peter III
Catherine de' Medici (da mS'de-chee). Queen of Henry II. of France. 1519—1589,
B. c. 108?62,
Catiline (kSt'T-lm), Lucius Sergius. Roman conspirator
Catinat de la Fauconnerie, de (dgh ka'te'na' dgh la fo'kSn're'), Nico1637
1712.
French general
las.
Catineau-Laroche (ka'te'no'-la'rosl/), Pierre Marie S6bastien. French
1772 1828,
civil officer and writer
1796 1872.
Catlin (kSt'lTn), George. American artist and traveler. \_Indians.'\
149,
b. c. 234
Gate (ka'to), Marcus Porcius. The Elder. Roman patriot
46.
Gate, Marcus Porcius. The Younger. Roman philos. and patriot.. B. c. 95
1577 1660.
Gats (kats), Jakob. Dutch statesman and poet
1815?-1869.
economist
(kat-ta'ua-o),
Carlo.
Italian
political
Gattaneo
1800 1868.
Cattermole (kat'er-mol), George. EngUsh painter
B. c. 94
54.
Catullus (ka-tul'us), Caius Valerius. Roman poet
87.
GatUlUS (kat'u-lus), Quintus Lutatius. Roman general and scholar. .B. c.
d'Arc.
1443.
Gauchon (ko'shoN'), Pierre. Bishop of Beauvais. Judge of Joan
1789 1857.
Gauchy (ko'she'), Augustin Louis. French mathematician and poet
Caulainconrt, de (dgh ko'lSN'koor'), Armand Augustin Louis. French
1772 1827.
officer and diplomatist
1802 1873.
Caumont, de (dgh ko'moN'), Arcisse. French antiquary
1576?-1626,
Gaus or Gaux, de (dgh ko), Salomon. French engineer

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Gaussin de Perceval

(ko'sSN'

deh

pers'val'),

Armand

Pierre.

French

1795—1872,
Louis Godefroy. French journalist. 1801—1841.
.1762
1829.
revolutionist.
Gavaignac, Jean Baptiste. Father of JS. L. G. French
1802 1857.
Gavalgnac, Louis Eugene. Brother of S. L. G. French general
1503
1562.
Cavalcanti (ka-val-kan'tee), Bartolommeo. Italian scholar
Cavalcaselle (ka-val-ka-sSl'la), Giovanni Battiste. Italian art historian. 1820
1679 ?-1740.
Cavalier (ka'va'ly a'), Jean. Leader of the Camisards
1599 ?-lG76.
CavalU (ka-vallee), Pietro Francesco. Italian composer
1598 1647.
Gavallieri (ka-val-le-a'ree), Bonaventura. Italian mathematician
Gavallo (ka-val'lo), Tiberio. Italian natural philosopher in London. .1749—1809.
.
1827
Gavallucci (ka-val-loot'chee), Camillo Jacopo. Italian art critic
Cavanilles (ka-va-neel'yes), Antonio Jos6. Spanish priest and botanist. 1745— 1804.
Cave (kav), Edward. Printer. Founded " The Gentleman's Magazine ".1691—1754.
1577—1660.
Gavedone (kii- va-do'nS), Jacopo. Italian painter
1814-1894.
Cavelier (kav'le-a'), Pierre Jules. French sculptor
1731-1810.
philosopher
Cavendish, Henry. English chemist and natural
1555 ?-1592,
Cavendish or Gan'dish, Thomas. English navigator
1795—1877.
CaventOU (ka'voN'too'), Joseph Bienaimi?. French chemist
1810 18C1.
Gavour, di (de ka'voor'), Camillo Benso, Count. Italian statesman
1422 ?-1492.
Gaston (kaks'ton), William. Earliest English printer
1821—1895.
Gayley (ka'lT), "Arthur. English mathematician
1773—1857,
Cayley, George, Sir. English philosopher
CaylUS, de (deh kS'liiss'), Anne Claude Philippe de Tubiferes, Count.
'.

orientalist
,.,.
(ka'vfin'yak'), ]B16onore

Gavalgnac

—
—
—

.

—

. .

—

1692
French .intiquary and writer
GaylUS, de, Marthe Marguerite de Vilette de Murray, Marquise. French

woman

—17G5.
—1729,

1C73

of fashion

Jacques Antoine Marie. French politician. 175S— 1805,
Spanish writer
1749-1829.
on art
1838 Gecchettl (chSk-kSt'tee), Bartolommeo. Italian historian
1517 1587,
Gecohl (chek'kee), Giovanni Maria. Italian comic poet .and lawyer
GecGO d' AscoU (chek'ko diis'ko-lee). Francesco Stabili. Italian phy1257 1327.
sician, astrologer, mechanician, and poet

Cazal^S, de (dgh

ka'za/less'),

Cean-Bermudez (tha-an'-hSr-moo'Deth), Juan Augustin.

—
—

1833
1846

Gecconi (chek-ko'nee), Giovanni.

Italian military writer
(cIiSk), Svatophik.
Bohemian author and poet
or sis'il), William. See Burleigh, Wm. Cecil, Lord.
Cecil, Robert, Earl of Salisbury. English statesman
Cecilia (se-stl'I-ii), Saint. Roman martyr, and patroness of music.

Gech or Czech
Cecil

CeilUer

(sfil'ya'),

R^mi.

French theologian

CelakOVsU
Oelesla

(chS-lii-kov'skee), Fr.antisek Ladislav.
Italian historian
(chS-I5'fiee-a), Emonuele.

thus in thine

;

I,

S,

fi,

w,

B, d, o, h, k, n,

1563?-1612.
[St.

d. 229?
.1688-1761.

Cecilia's Doi/, Nov. 22.]

in get;

,

(sSs'il

b

Bohemian poet.... 1799

(see p. 1719).

1821

— 1852.
.

—
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1830

N

Born. Died.
or Cdleste-ElIlOtt (stt'lSst'-Sl'T-ot), Marie.
English-French
1815' 1882.
dancer and actress
432.
Celestlne (sSl'is-tIn) I. Pope. Successor to Boniface I
1215—1296.
Celestlne V., Saint. Pietro da Murrone or Morone. Pope
1638 1707.
CellariUB (s6i-la're-d5s), Christoph. German critic and geographer
1500 1571.
Cellini (chSI-lee'uee), Benvenuto. Italian artist in metal
1701
1744.
Celsius (sel'se-us or sSl'she-iia), Anders. Swedish astronomer
1670—1756.
Celsius, Olaus. Swedish botanist and orientalist
fl. 2d c.
ColSUS (sSl'sus). Koman philosopher. Antichristian writer
fl. 1st c.
CelSUS, Aurelius Cornelius. Roman medical writer
1459—1508.
Celtes (tsgl'tSs), Conrad. German poet laureate
Beatrice
(ba-a-tree'cha).
La
Belle
Parricide.
(chSn'chee),
RoCencl
1583'-1599.
man girl, famous for her beauty and tragic fate
1667 ?-1723.
OontUvre (sent-llv'er), Susanna, Mrs. English dramatic writer
Csrceau, du (dii sSr^so'), Jean Antoine. Fr. Jesuit, poet, and historian. 1670 1730.
1562 ?-1643.
Oerda, de la (da la thgr'oa), Juan Luis. Spanish Jesuit and critic
OerlnthUS (se-rln'thus). Syrian heresiarch. Founder of Cerinthian3..fl. 1st c.
1749 1828.
Cerlslei' (seh're'ze-S'), Antoine Marie. French historian
1550 ?-]610.
Carton (sSr" toN'), Salomon. French poet .^
Cervantes Saavedra, de (dfi ser-vSn't8z sa-vSd'ra Sp. pron. thSr-van'1547 1616.
Spanish novelist. (l>on Quixote.}
tSs sa-ii-va'Dra), MigueL
OervoUe or Cervole, de (deh sSr-vol'), Amaud. The Archpriest.

Create

~.

—
—
—

O

—
—

;

—

.".
1300 ?-1366.
French freebooter
OesalplnO (cha-Sal-pee'no), Andrea. (Xa^. Cssalpl'nus.) Italian phy1519—1603.
sician, physiologist, and botanist
1783 1856.
Cesare, dl (de cha'6a-ra), Giuseppe, Cavaliere. Neapolitan historian
Cesarl (cha-6a'ree), Giuseppe. Cavaliero d' Arpino. Italian liistorical
.

.

—

.

1568?-1640.

painter

1595—1624.
Cesarlnl (cha-Sa-ree'nee), Virginio. Italian poet
1730—1808.
Oesarottl (cha-Sa-rot'tee), Melchiore. Italian poet
1585 1G30.
Cesl (cha'See), Federigo, Prince. Italian naturalist
Cesnola, dl (de chSs-no'la), Luigi Palma, Count. Italian archaeologist. .1832
C^Spedes, de (da thas'pa-nes or da sas'pa-cSs), Carlos Manuel. Presi1819 1874.
dent of the revolutionary republic of Cuba
1884.
Cetewayo, Cetywayo, or Ketchwayo (ka-chwa'yo). Zulu king
1648 1737.
(cha'vii),
Tomraaso.
Italian
Jesuit,
and
mathematician
poet,
Ceva
1764 1838.
CevallOS (tha-val'yos), Pedro. Spanish diplomatist
Chabannes, de (deh sha'ban'), Antoine, Comte de Dammartin. Pr. gen.1411 1488.
1730 1792.
Ghabanon, de (deh sha'ba'n^N'), Michel Paul Guy. French writer
1817 1882.
Ohabas (sha'ba'),"Fran(;ois Joseph. French archfeologist
Cbabert, de (deh shS'bSr'), Joseph Bernard, Marquis. French navigator,
1723 1805.
astronomer, and geographer
1759—1794.
Ohabot (shEfbo'), Francois. French revolutionist
Ohabot, de (deh sha'bo'), Philippe, Comte de Chamy. Admiral of

—

R

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

France.

. .

.

.*

1480T-1543.

French musical composer. .1842
(sha'bre-a'), Alexis Emmanuel.
Ohabrlllan, de (deh sha/bre'y5N'), Celeste V^nard, Countess. Mogador.

Ohabrler

.

.

.

French circusrider and authoress
1824
Ohabrol de Volvic (sha'brol' dgh vol'vek'), Gilbert Joseph Gaspard,
1773 1843.
Count. French civil officer, politician, and writer
1525 1581.
Chacon (cha-kon'), Pedro. Spanish priest and writer
1823 1883.
Chadboursie (chSd'bum), Paul Ansel. American educationist
1800—1890.
ChadwlclE (chSd'wik), Edwin, Sir. English social economist
Chaigneau (shan'yo'), Jean Ferdinand. French painter and engraver. .1830
1835
ChalllU, du (dii sha'yii'), Paul Belloni. French-American traveler
Chals: d'Est-Ange (sha' des'tSNzh'), Gustave Louis Adolphe Victor
Charles.
French advocate
1800—1876.
1739—1811.
Chalgrln (shal'grSN'), Jean Francois Th^rese. French architect
Challemel-LacouT (shal'mel'-la'koor'), Paul Armand. Fr. statesman. .1827— 1896.
Challoner (chSl'lon-er), Richard. English Roman Catholic divine and
.

—
—
—

.

.

author

?.

Chalmers

."

(chai'merz

1691—1781.

^cot. pron. chaw'merz), Alexander.
British
\_General Biographical Dictionary.]
1759—1834.
1742—1825.
Chalmers, George. British historian and biographer
1780—1847.
Chalmers, Thomas. Scottish divine
.
1836
Chamberlain (cham'ber-lin), Joseph. English statesman
.
1843
Chamberlln (cham'ber-lin), Thomas Crowder. American geologist
1802—1871.
Chambers (cham'berz), Robert. Scottish writer and publisher
William".
Brother
Robert.
Scottish editor
1800—1883.
Chambers,
of
Chambon de Kontaux (shSN'boN' deh moN'to'), Nicolas. Fr. phys. . .1748— 1826.
Chambord, de (deh shSN'bor'), Henri Charles Ferdinand Marie Dieudonn^, de Bourbon d'Artois, Due de Bordeaux, Comte. Head of the
elder branch of the Bourbon dynasty
1820 1883.
Chambray, de (deh shSn'bra'), Georges Marquis. French historian ... 1783— 1848.
Chamfort or Champfort (shoN'for'), S^bastien Roch Nicolas. French
poet and litterateur
1741 1794.
Chamler (sha'me-a'), Daniel. French Protestant theologian
1570 ?-1621.
(sha'me'yar'),
Michel.
Marquis
de Cany-Courcelles.
Chamlllard
French minister of state
1651 1721.
1636 1715.
Ohamllly, de (deh sha'me'ye'), Noel Bouton, Marquis. Fr. general
ChamlSSO, von ffon sha'mis'o), .^.delbert. German lyric poet
1781—1838.
Ohamousset, de (deh sha'moo'sa'), Claude Humbert Piarron, Chevalier.
French philanthropist
171T— 1773.
Cbampagny, de (deh shBN'pan'ye'), Jean Baptiste Nompfere, Due de
Cadore. French statesman
1756 1834.
Champalgne, de (deh shSN'piin'), Philippe. Flemish painter in Paris .. 1602— 1674.
;

editor.

U

—

W

(champ). John.

American Revolutionary

.

ChampoUion

1821—1889.

—

1472 1533.
1724?-1801.

1762—1800.

(sham-pol'e-on

—

;

Fr. pron. shoN'pol'yoN'), Jean Francois.

Brother of Jean Jacques C.-F. French Egyptologist
Obampolllon-Flgeac (shoN'pol'yoN'-fe'zhak'), Jean Jacques.

—1832.
—

1790

French

archiEologist
1778 1867.
ChandOS (chSn'dos), John. English military commander
1369.
Ghangarnier (sh5N'giir'ne-a'), Nicolas Anne Thdodule. Fr. general. . .1793— 1877.
(chSn'ing),
William
EUery.
American
Channing
divine and writer. . . .1780 1842.
Chantal, de (deh shBN'tal'), Jeanne Franjoise Fr^miot, Baroness.
French devotee
1572 1641.

—

Chantrey

(clian'trT), Francis, Sir.

—
1827 — 1883.

English sculptor

1781—1842.

Chanzy

(shoN'zee'), Antoine Eugene Alfred. French general
Chapelain (shap'laN'), Jean. French poet and critic
1595—1674.
Chapelle (sha'pel'), Claude Emmanuel Luillier. French poet
1626—1686.
Chapin (cha'pin), Edwin Hubbell. Amer. Universalist divine and orator.1814 1880.

Chapman
Chapone

(chSp'man), George.

(sha-pon'), Hester, Mrs.

—
1557—1634.
1727 —1801.

English dramatic poet
English authoress

S,©,i,5. u, io»y/ i,e,o, less prolonged ;

S, e,T, 5,

}i,

short; a,

e, i, o,

;

•.

France. See Charlemagne.
Charles II. See Charles II. of France.
832?- 888.
Charles III. The Fat. Emperor of Germany
1316—1378.
Charles IV. Emperor of Germany, and king of Bohemia
1500 1558.
Charles V. Emperor of Germany, and king of Spain as Charles 1
1685—1740.
Charles VI. Emperor of Germany
1697—1745.
Charles VII. -Karl Albrecht. Emperor of Germany
1220 ?-1285.
Charles of AnJOU. King of Naples and Sicily
Charles I. Karl Eitel Friedrich, Prince HohenzoUeru-Sigmaringen.
King of Roumania
1839
1 798—1 849.
Charles Albert. Carlo Alberto Amadeo. King of Sardinia
1500—1558.
Charles I. King of Spain. Charles V. of Germany
1661—1700.
Charles n. King of Spain
1716—1788.
Charles HI. King of Spain
1748—1819.
Charles IV. King of Spain
1562—1630.
Charles Emanuel I. The Great. Duke of Savoy
1550—1611.
Charles IX. King of Sweden
1622—1660.
Charles X. Gustavus. King of Sweden
1682—1718.
Charles XII. King of Sweden
1748—1818.
Charles XIII. King of Sweden
See
Bernadotte.
Charles XIV.
1826 1872.
Charles XV. Karl Ludwig Eugen. King of Sweden and Norway
Charles, or Karl, Ludwig Johann Joseph. Archduke of Austria. Com1771—1847.
mander
•.1433—1477.
Charles the Bold. Duke of Burgundy
Charles Edward Louis Philip Casimir Stuart. The Young Pretender.

—

.

.'

—

1720—1788.
English prince
.
1820?
Charles (charlz), Elizabeth Rundle, Mrs. English authoress
1746 1823.
Ciiarles (sharl), Jacques Alexandre C^sar. French electrician
Charles Martel (Fr. pron. sharl mar'tel'). Duke of Austrasia. Grand690?- 741.
father of Charlemagne
1792 1845.
Charlet (shar'lS'), Nicolas Toussaint. French painter and engraver
1619 1707.
Charleton (charl'ton), Walter. English physician and author
Charlevoix, de (deh shar'16h-vwa' or sharl'vwa'), Pierre Francois
1682 1761
Xavier. Jesuit missionary in America
Charlotte (sliar'lgt), Ex-Empress of Mexico. Marie Charlotte Ani^Iie
1840
Auguste Victoire Clementine Leopoldine. Wife of Maximilian
1828
Charnay (shar'na'), Claude Joceph Desir6. French traveler
Charnock (char'nok), Richard Stephen. English author and scientist. 1820
1628 1680.
Chamock, Stephen. English divine and author
Charost, de (deh sha'ro'), Armand Joseph de Bethime, Duke. French
1728-1800.
philanthropist
1620—1702.
Charpeniier (shar'pSN'te-f), Francois. French author
1810 1865.
Charras (sha'ra'), Jean Baptiste Adolphe. French military writer
Saint
Hyacinthe.
Charrifere, de (deh sha're-gr'), Isabelle Agnete de
1741—1806.
French novelist
1541
1603.
Charron (shS'roN'), Pierre. French philosopher
1385 ?-1449
Chartier (shaj'te-a'), Alain. French poet

—

—
—
—

.

.

.

—

—

—
— 1891.

,

—
—

Champlaln, de (sham'plan' Fr. pron. deh shSN'plaN'), Samuel. French
explorer, and founder and governor of Canada
1567 1635.
Champmesl^ (shoN'mS'la'), Marie Desmares. French actress
1644 — 1698.
;

(shap'fal'),

French geometer
Chasles, Victor Euphi5mion Philarete. French journalist
Chassepot (shas'po'), Antoine Alphonse. French inventor
Chasteler, du (dii shat'la'), Jean Gabriel Joseph Albert, Marquis.

1121.
.

—
—

(shap), Claude.

Chaptal

—

1752'-1798?

soldier

Champeaux, de (deh shSN'po'), Guillaume. Bishop of ChSlons
Champlleury (shoN'flnh're'). Real name Jules Fleury. Fr. author.
Ohampier (shSN'pe-a'), Symphorien. French physician
Champion (ch5m'pT-on), Anthony. English writer
Championnet (shSN'pe'o'na'), Jean itienne. French general

Bom. Died
French inventor of a telegraph
1763 1805.
Jean Antoine, Comte de Chanteloupe. French
chemist and statesman
1756 1832,
Chapu (sha'pii'), Henri Michel Antoine. French sculptor
1833—1891.
Charas (sha'riis'), Moise. French chemist and pharmacist
1618—1698.
1825—1893.
Charcot (shar'ko'), Jean Martin. French neurologist
Chardln (shiir'daN'), Jean, Sir. French merchant and traveler
1643—1713.
Chardon de la Rochette (shar'doN' deh lii ro'shgf), Simon. French
"
philologist and Hellenist
1753 1814.
Charette de la Contrie (sha'rgf deh la koN'tre'), Frangois Athanase.
.".
Veudean royalist
1763—1796.
Charlemagne (shar'ie-man Fr. pron. sharl'maii'), Charles the Great
or Charles I. Emperor of the West, and king of France
742— 814.
Charles I. Charles Stuart. King of England. Executed
1600—1649.
Charles II. King of England
1630—1685.
Charles I. King of France. See Chaklemagne.
823— 877.
Charles 11. The Bald. King of France
1294—1328.
Charles IV. The Fair. King of France
1337—1380.
Charles V. The Wise. King of France
Charles VI. The Mad or the Beloved. King of France
1 368—1422.
1403-1461
Charles Vn. The Victorious. King of France
1550—1574.
Charles IX. King of France
King
France
of
1757—1836.
Charles X.
Charles I. or Charlemagne. Emperor of Germany, and king of
Chappe

1807
French journalist
(shar'tos'), Edouard.
Chartres, de (deh shartr), Robert Philippe Louis Eugene Ferdinand
1840
d'Orieans, Du"c. French prince. Grandson of Louis Philippe
1808
Chase (chas), Salmon Portland. American statesman

—

Champe

.

Charton

Chasles

1793

(shSl), Michel.

.

—1873.
— 1880.

1799—1873.
1833

Aus1763

trian general

Chastelet, du. See Du Chastelet.
Chastellux, de (deh sha'ta'liiks'), FranQOis Jean, Marquis.

.

—1825.

French
1734 1788.
officer and writer
Chateaubriand, de (deh sha'to'bre'oN'), Frangois Auguste, Viscount.
1768—1848.
French author. ....".
1575—1594.
Chatel or Chastel (chS'tel'), Jean. French fanatic

—

(chSt'am), William Pitt, first earl of. See Pitt, William.
1813—1881.
French painter and sculptor
Chatillon (sha'ti'yoN'), Auguste de.
1752—1770.
Chatterton (chSt'er-tgn), Thomas. English boy poet
1340?-1400.
poetry
Father
English
Geoffrey.
of
Chaucer (chaw'ser"),
1763 1810.
Chaudet (sho'dS'"), Antoine Denis. French sculptor and painter
1737 1817.
writer
historical
Maieul.
French
Chaudon (sho'doN'), Dom Louis
Chaulieu, de (ueh shol'ynh'), Guillaume Amfrye. French lyric poet. .1639-1720.
1714— 1769.
naturalist.
Chaulnes, de (deh shon), Michel Ferdinand, Due. French
1763—1794.
Chaumette (sho-mSf), Pierre Gaspard. French revolutionist
Chaumonot (sho'mo'no'), Pierre Marie Joseph. French Jesuit and mis-

Chatham

—
—

.

IGU — 1693.

sionary in Canada

1772
1766

Chauncey (chiin'si or chawn'si), Isaac. American naval officer
Chaussard (sho'sar'), Pierre Jean Baptiste. French writer
Chaussee, de la (deh
matic author

la sho'sa'), Pierre Claude NiveUe.

—1840.
—1823.

French dra1692—1754.

."

Chaussier

—1828.

vocate

1765—1841.

1749
French physician and anatomist
(sho'se-a'), Francois.
1820
Chauveau (sho'vo'), Pierre, Joseph Olivier. Canadian statesman
Chauveau-Lagarde (sho'vo'-la'gard'), Claude Franyois. French ad-

Chauvelin, de (deh

shov'lSN'), Francois Bernard.

French

politician.

Chauvenet (sho'vgh-na), William. American mathematician
Chauvin (sho'vaN'), iEtienne. French Protestant refugee
Chav^e (shii'va'), Honore Joseph. Belgian philologist
Chazal (sha'zal'), Antoine. French artist

obscure {see remark, p. 1719); far, fall; thSre, term; fSr, food, foot;

fflrl;

ow as

.

.

—
—
—

.1766 1832.
1820 1870.
1640T-1725.
1815 1877.

1793—1854.
incoiu; ch as in chini

'

.
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Ohazelles, de (deh eha/zSl'), Jean Mathieu. French liydrographer
Cheeshhallteaumuck (chee-sba-to-muk'), Caleb. The only Indian

Born. Died.
1657—1710.
yet

graduated from Harvard College
1646— IGliG.
(chee'ver), Ezekiel. American teacher
1614—1708.
Cheever, George Barren. American clergyman
1S07 1890.
1514 1557.
Cheke (cheek), John, Sir. Knglish statesman and scholar
Chelmsford (chSlmz'ford), Frederick Thesiger, Baron. Lord chancellor
of England
1794—1878.

Cheever

—
—

."

Chemnitz (Kem'uHs), Martin. German Protestant divine
Chemnitzer (Kem'nits-er), Ivan Ivanovitch. Russian fabulist
ChenedOlW, de (dgb sliSn'do'la'), Charles Julien Pioult. French
Cbenevix (chen'e-viks), Richard. Irish writer
Chenler, de (deh sha'ne-a'), Andr^ Marie. Son of Louis. French

1522—1586.
1744

— 1784.

1769—1833.
1774—1830.
.1762—1794.
poet.
poet

.

.

Gh^nler, de, Louis. Father of preceding. French historian
Chenler, de, Marie Joseph. 'Son of Louis, French dramatist
Ciienot (sheh-no'), Claude Bernard Adiien. French engineer
Cherbullez (sher'bii'le-a'), Victor. French author
Cherest (sha'ri'), Aim^. French historian
Cheri (sha're'), Rose Marie Cizos. French actress
Ch^rlf-Pasha (sha'ref'-pa-sha'), Egyptian statesman

1723

— 1796.

1764—1811.
1803—1855.
1829
1826

.

— 1885.

1824—1862.
1819—1887.

—
—

Charon (sha'roN'), filisabeth Sophie. Fr. poetess, writer, aud painter .. 1648 1711.
Cherublnl (kS-roo-bee'nee), Maria Luigi Carlo Zenobio Salvatore. Italian musical composer
1760 1842.
Ohervllle (sher'vel'), Gaspard Georges Pecou, Marquis de. Fr. writer. .1821
1783—1843.
Chervln (shSr'vSN'), Nicolas. French physician
1759—1838.
Ch^ry (sha're'), Philippe., French historical painter
1828 ?-1873.
Chesebro' (cheez'bro), Carolme. American authoress
1688 1752.
Cheselden (chSs'el-den), William. English surgeon and writer
.

—
1826 — 1876.

Chesney

(chSs'nl), Charles Cornwallis. English military critic
Chesney, Francis Rawdon. British explorer in the East
Chesterfield (chSs'ter-feld), Philip Dormer Stanhope, fourth earl

1789—1872.

Cheverus

(sheh-va'le-a'), Michel. French economist
(shev'e-riis ; Fr. pron. sheh-viiiss'), Jean Louis

1694—1773.
1806—1879.

Anne Made-

leine Lefebvre. French cardinal and philanthropist
(cheevz), Langdon. American statesman

1768
1776
1786

Cheves

Chevreul (she-vrnl'), Michel Eugene. French chemist
Cheyreuse, de (deh sheh-vrnz'), Marie de Rohan Montbazon, Duchesse.
1600
French beauty'and Intriguer

Cheyne (chan

—1836.
— 1S57.

—1889.
—1679.
—

or chin), George. Scottish physician and mathematician. 1671 1743.
1841
Cheyne, Thomas Kelly. English clergyman and Biblical critic
1773 1832.
Ohdzy, de (deh shfi'ze'), Antoine L(5onard. French orientalist
Chezy, von (fon sha'ze'), Wilhelmine C. Helmine, born Kleuke. Wife
1783
Antoine.
German
authoress
1856.
of
1552—1637.
Ohlabrera (ke-a-bra'ra), Gabriello. Italian lyric poet
1565
(ke-a-ra-mon'tee),
Scipione.
Italian
astronomer
1052.
Chlaramonti
1654 1727.
Chlari (ke-a'ree), Giuseppe. Italian historical painter
1362?-1443.
Chlchele (chtch'e-le), Henry. Eng. prelate. Archbishop of Canterbury.
Ohlckering (chik'er-ing), Jonas. American pianoforte manufacturer. .1797 1853.
1588 1660.
Chlfflet (she'fla'), Jean Jacques. French physician and writer
Child (child), Francis James. American scholar of Anglo-Saxon aud
Early English
1825—1896.
Child, Lydia Maria, born Francis. Amer. philanthropist and authoress. 1802 1880.
C!uidebert(chil'de-bert;ii'r.^)W!. shel'deh-bgr')I. King of the Franks. 496— 558:
Chlldebrand (chTl'de-brand Fr. pron. shel'deh-broN'). Prince of the
Franks, and compauion of Charles Martel in the crusade against the
Saracens. His existence is questioned by some historians
fl. 737 ?
Fr. Chiideric, shel'da'rek') I.
King of the
ChilderlC (chll'der-ik
".
436?- 481.
Franks
Children (chTl'dren), John George. English chemist and electrician ... 1777— 1852.
1602 ?-1644.
Chilllngworth (chil'ing-worth), 'William. English theologian
ChUperlCh (chil'per-ik ; i^V. Chilperic, s'ael'pa'rek') I. King of the
.

—
—
—

—
—
—

.

—

;

;

Franks

539—

T

584.

Ohimay, de (deh she'ma'), Jean Marie Ignace ThtSrfese, Princess, born
Cabarrus, ^ife of Tallien. French beauty and leader of fashion. .1770 ?-1835.
OllinchoUe (shaN'shol'), Charles Henry Hippolyte. French writer and
1845

journalist

.

(chen-ch6n'). Ana de Osorio, Countess of. Wife of the Spanish
.
viceroy of Peru. Introduced Peruvian bark into Spain
1599
1752 1843.
Chipman (chTp'man), Nathaniel. American jurist
1S50— 1732.
Chirac (she'rak'), Pierre. French physician
Chischkof (shTsh-kof). See Shishkofp.
1808—1877.
Ohlsholm (chiz'om), Caroline, born Jones. Eng. philanthropist
1776—1841
Chitty (chit'i ), Joseph. English jurist
1756—1827.
Chladni (Klad'nee), Ernst Florens Friedrich. German physicist
1772—1854.
Cblonlokl (Klo-pits'kee), Jozef. Polish general and dictator
1593 1657.
Chmlelnlckl (Kmyel-nyits'kee), Bogdan. Cossack chief
1799 1859.
Choate (chot), Ruf us. American ativocate and jurist
1726—1801.
Chodowlecki (Ko-do-ve-ets'kee), Daniel Nikolaus. German artist
1800 1871.
Chodzko (Kodz'ko), Jakob Leonard. Polish historian
(deh
shwa'zcl'),
feienne,
Frangois,
Due.
Fr.
statesman.
.1718—1785.
Cholseul, de
Oholseul-Ooufiier (shwa-zcl'goo'fe-a'), Marie Gabriel Plorent Auguste,
1752 1817.
Count. French traveler and author
Choisy, de (deh ehwa'ze'), Frangois Timol^on, Abb^. French author. .1644— 1724.
Chopin (sho'pSu'), Fr^d^ric Frangois. Pol. pianist and mus. composer. 1810 1849.
1795—1828.
ChorlS (Ko'ris), Ludvik. Russian painter
1808—1872.
Chorley (chSr'lI ), Henry Fothergill. English musician
1772 1834.
Choron (sho'ron'), Alexander ifetieune. French writer on music
Chouan (shoo'SN'), Jean. Real name Cottereau. Chief of the French
1757—1794.
Royalist insurgents
1642 1731.
ChOUet (shoo'a')i Jean Robert. Professor of philosophy in Geneva
1819 1886.
Chonquet (shoo'ka'), Adolphe Gustave. French poet and musician
Chouteau ('shoo'to'), Auguste (born 1739, died 1829), and Pierre (born
Mo.
1749, died 1849), brothers. Founders of the city of St. Louis,
Chretien or Chrestlen (kra'te-Ss'), Florent. French poet and writer, .1542 1596.
Chretien, or Chrestlen, de Troyes (kra'te-aN' deh trwa'). Fr. poet. .1150?-1200?
.
1831
Christ (krist), Wilhelm von. German philologistT
Christian (krlst'yan), or Ghrlstiem (kris'te-em), I. King of Den-

Chinchon

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

mark (1448—1481)
Christian, or Christlern,
the

North

Christian,
Christian,
Christian,
Christian,

or
or
or
or

1426—1481.
King of Denmark (1513-1523). Nero of
II.
1481—1559.
1577—1648.
IV. King of Denmark (1588—1648)
1749—1808.
King
Denmark
(1766-1808)
of
Vn.
1786—1848.
King of Denmark (1839—1848)

Christlern,
Christlern,
Christlern,
Christlern, IX.

Vm.

.
1818
King of Denmark
Christina (kris-tee'nii). Q. of Sweden. Daughter of Gustavus Adolphus. 1626— 1689.
1363?-1431?
Christine de Plsan (kres'teen' deh pe'z5N'). Italian poetess in France.
1797 '-1882.
Chrlstison (kris'tt-son), Robert, Baronet. Scottish physician
Christmas (krts'mas), afterwards Noel-Fearn (no'el-fern), Henry.
1811 18G8.
English clergyman and writer
1767—1820.
OhriStOphe (kres'tof '), Henri. Negro king of Hayti

—

e,

i,

0, silent; 3, b,

ii,

u

(see p. 1719)

;

Born.

—

i> (see p. 1718.

H

2)

j

Died.

1772 1847.
ChrlstopouIOUS (kris-top'd5-los), Athanasios. Greek poet
1355?-1415.
Chrysoloras (kris-o-lo'ras), Manuel. Reviver of Greek in Italy
Chrysostom (krls'os-tom or kris-os'tom), John. Greek father of the
347
church. Born at Antioch in Syria
407.
1679 1747.
Chubb, Thomas. English theological writer
1639 1718.
Church (cliflrch), Benjamin. American officer in King Pliilip's war
1826
Church, Frederic Edwin. American landscape painter
1731— 1764.
Churchill (cliQrch'Tl), Charles. English poet and satirist
Churchill, John. See Marlborough, Duke of.
1849 —1895.
Churchill, Randolph Spencer, Lord. English statesman
Churruca y Elorza, de (da choor-roo'ka e a-lor'tha), Cosme Damian.

—
—
—

'.

.

Spanish admiral
Glaldlni (chiil-dee'uee), Enrico.

Gicognara, da

1810-1861.

che-kou-yii'ra), Leopoldo, Count.
lliisiory of Modern Sculpture.']

art.

CId (sid

(dii

Sp. pron. theD) or Cid

;

—1805.

1761
Italian general

Giampinl (chara-pee'nee), Giovanni Giustino. Italian antiq. and
Gibber (slb'er), CoUey. English dramatic author and actor
Glbrario (che-bra're-o), Luigi. Italian historian and jurist
Cicero (sts'e-ro), Marcus TuUius. Roman orator
Cicogna (che-kSu'yii), Emmanuel Antoine. Italian writer

Campeador

hist.

.1(133

.

— 1698.

—1757.
—1870.

1671
1802

106— E.

B. c.

1789

Italian writer on

1767

c. 43.

— 1868.

—1734.

(tlieD kiim-pa-a-Dor'),

Real name Euy or Modrigo Diaz de Bivar.
A famous Castilian hero
1044?-1099.
1764 1809.
(da
the-Sn'fwa'g6s),
Nicasio Alvarez. Spanish poet
GlenfuegOS, de
1628 1719,
Cignanl (chen-ya'nee). Carlo, Count. Italian painter
1706 1770.
Gignaroli (cheu-yii-ro'lee), Giovanni Bettino. Italian painter
Cigoll, da (da chee'go-lee), or CivoU (chee'vo-lee). Called Ludovico
i.

e.,

Lord Champion.

—
—

Cardi. Florentine painter
Cimabue (che-ma-boo'a), Giovanni.
entine painter

—
—1613.

1559

Father of Modern Painting.

Flor-

1240?-1302?

—
—
—

1749 1801.
(che-ma-ro'SS), Domenico. Neapolitan musical composer
449.
B. c. 510
Glmon (si'mgn). Athenian commander
1502
Florentine
painter
1600.
(chen-chen-na'to),
Romolo.
Glncinnato
B. c. 520?- 439?
CincinnatUS (sin-sin-na'tus), Lucius Quintius. Roman dictator
Glno da Pistoja (che'no da pes-to'ya), Guitoncino Guittone. Italian

Cimarosa

of.

[Ze««ra.] ......."

Chevalier

1831

jurist

1270—1337?

and poet

Cinq Mars, de (deh sSNk'

mars'), Henri Coiffler de RuziS, Marquis.

French conspirator

—

1620 1642.
1854
GipoUa (che-pol'la), Carlo. Italian historian
1727?-1785.
Cipriani (che-pre-a'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian painter
1734 1799.
Glrillo (che-rel'lo), Domenico. Italian botanist and physician
Glssey, de (deh se'sfi'), Ernest Louis Octave Courtot. French soldier
1810 1882,
and politicfan ; minister of war
Clttadlni (chet-ta-dee'uee), Pierfrancesco. II Milanese. Ital. painter. 1613?-1681.
1792 1867.
Glvlale (se've-al'), Jean. French physician and writer
fi. 70.
Givllis (sl-vi'lis), Claudius. Leader of the Batavi
1435 1501?
Civitali (che-ve-ta'lee), Matteo. Italian sculptor and architect
1589?-1676?
Claiborne (kla'born), William. Early Virginia colonist
1713—1765.
Glairaut (kla'ro'), Alexis Claude. French mathematician
Glairon (klS'roN'), Claire Josephe Hippolyte deLatude. French actress. 1723 1803.
Glairville (klgr'vel'), Louis Frangois Nicolaie. French dramatic writer. 1811— 1879.
1535 1592.
GlajUS (kla'ydSs), Johann. Clai or Klaj. German clergyman
1809 1866.
Glapisson (kla'pe'soN'), Louis. French composer
Olapperton (klap'er-ton), Hugli, Captain. Scottish traveler in Africa. .1788 1827.
Glarac, d© (dgh'kla'rak'), Charles Othon Fr^d^ric Jean Baptiste,
1777 1847.
Count. French archaeologist
1793 1864.
Clare (klar), John. Northamptonshire peasant and poet
Clarendon (kl5r'en-don), Edward Hyde, first earl of. Lord chancellor
of England, and hi'storian
1608—1674.
Clarendon, George William Frederick Villiers, fourth earl of. English
.

—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—

statesman
1800—1870.
Clarendon, Henry Hyde, second earl of. Lord lieutenant of Ireland. .1638^1709.
.
Clarelle (kla're-te'), Jules. Vieal nsLtae Arsene Amand. French author. 1840
1649—1723.
Glaridge (klSr'ij), Richard. English Quaker minister and author
1804 1887.
Clark (klark), Alvan. American optician
1752 1818.
Clark, George Rogers. American general and frontiersman
1788 1870.
Scottish physician
Clark, James, Sir.
Clark, Lewis Gaylord. Am. writer. Editor of the " Knickerbocker " .1810 1873.
Clark, William. General, explorer, and governor of Louisiana Territory. 1770 1838.
Clark, Willis Gaylord. Brother of Lewis Gaylord. American journalist. 1810 1841.
Clarke (klark), Adam. British Methodist clergyman and commentator. 1762 ?-1832.
1769—1822.
Clarke, Edward Daniel. English traveler and mineralogist
Clarke, Henri Jacques Guillaume, Due de Feltre. Marshal of France.. 1765— 1818.
Clarke, Henry Hyde. Eng. philologist and engineer. [^Dictionary.']... \&15 1895.
1810 1888.
Clarke, James Freeman. American writer, and Unitarian minister
1609—1676.
Clarke, John. One of the founders of Rhode Island
.
1809
Clarke, Mary Victoria Cowden. English authoress
1760—1846.
Clarkson (klark'son), Thomas. English slavery abolitionist
1619 1687.
Claude (klawd Pr. pron. klod), Jean. French Protestant
1824
Claude, Jean Maxime. French painter
Claude Lorrain (klawd, or klod, lor-r£N')orClaude de Lorraine (-deh
.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—

;

.

—

Real name Claude Gellee. French painter in Italy.. -.7.1600 1682.
365 '- 408 ?
Claudian (klaw'dl-an), Claudius. Last of the Latin classic poets
Claudius (klaw'di-us) I. Tiberius Claudius Drusus Nero. Emperor
lor-ran').

of

Rome

E. c.

10— A.

d. 54,

214— 270.
Claudius II., Marcus Aurelius. Gotkicus. Emperor of Rome
Claudius (klow'de-o5s), Matthias. German poet. [_Ehine-wine Song.']. lliO 1815.
1772—1842.
Clausol (klo'zel'), Bertrand, Count. French general
1793—1877.
Clausen (klow'zen), Henrik Nicolai. Danish divine and statesman
1780-1831.
Clausewitz, vori (fon klow'zeh-wits), Karl. Prussian general
Claverhouse (klSv'er-iis), Lord. See Gbaham, John.
1762—1817.
Clavier (kla/ve-a'), "lEtienne. French judge and writer
Glavl6re (kla've-&r'), Stienne. Swiss statesman, and financier in France 1735—1793.
1731
1787.
Clavlgero (klS-ve-na'ro), Francisco Javier. Mexican historian

—

—

y Fasardo

(kla-ve'Ho e fa-nar'no), Jos6. Spanish writer
ClaviUB (kla've-oos), Christoph. German mathematician
Clay (kla\ Henry. American orator and statesman

ClavifO

Clayton (kla'ton), John Middleton. American statesman
Cleanthes (kle-an'theez). Greek stoic philosopher
ClearchUS (kle-ar'kus). Lacediemonian general
Cleaveland (klev'land), Parker. American mineralogist

1730'-1SOG.

1537—1612.

—
—

1777 1S52.
1796 1856.
B. c. 300 ?- 220
B. c. 400 ?
1780 1858.

—

1646-1716.
Cleef, van (van klaf), Jan. Flemish painter
1510?-1554!
Cleef or Cleve, van (van klat), Josse. The Fool. Flemish painter
Clem'ens (klBm'enz), Samnel Laughorne. 3Tark Twain. American humorist
.
1835
Clement (klSm'gnt) I. or Gle'mens Roma'nus. Bishop of R*me
30 ?- 102.

Clement
Clement
Clement
Clement
Clement

g «« in get

;

IV. Guido Fulcodi. Pope
V. Bertrand Garcias de Goth.
VII. Giulio de' Medici. Pope
VIII.

XI.

1268.

Pope

1264'-i;U4.
14«)?-ir'34.
1536- 1605.
1649 1721.

Ippolito Aldobrandini. Pope
Giovanni Francesco Albani. Pope

tU «« in tbiue

;

I,

u,

fi,

w,

e, n, Q, a, u, N,

k (see

—

p. 1719).

.
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1832

N

;

Bom. Died.
Giovanni Vincenzo Antonio Ganganelli.
Pope. (According to Oettinger, his real name waa Juhann Gottfried Lange.). .1702 1774.
Clement (kla'm5N'), Francois. Frencli Benedictine autlior
1714—1793.
Clement of Alexandria. Titus Flavins Clemens. Christian father and
writer
150?- 220!
1752 1832.
Clement! (Ijla-men'tee), Muzio. Italian musical composer
<i. 6tli c. B. c.
Cleol>UlU3 (lile-o-bu'lus). One of the seven sages of Greece
fl. 2d (?) c. A. D.
Cleomedes (Ide-o-me'deez). Greeli astronomer
Cleomenes (kle-om'e-neez) III. Spartan king and reformer
b. c. 220.
Clement XIV.

—

—

Cleopatra (kle-o-pa'tra). Queen of Egypt
Clerc (klar), Nicolas Gabriel. Properly Leclerc.

B. c.

69

—

30.

French physician and
historian
1726—1798.
Olerfayt or Clairtait, de (deh klSr'fa'), Francois S^bastien Charles JoAustrian general
sepli de Croix, Count.
1733 1798.
Clermont-Tonnerre, de (deh kler'moN' to'ngr'), Stanislas, Comte.
French political writer.
1747 1792.
Cl^slnger (klJ'zaN'zha'), Jean Baptiste Aug. Stello. French sculptor. 1821— 1S83.
Cleveland (klev'land), Charles Dexter. American author and scholar. .1802 1SG9.
Cleveland, Stephen Grover. Twenty-second president of the U. S
1837
525?- 606?
Cllmacus (kllm'a-kus), Joannes. Scholasticus. Monk and autlior
1769—1828.
Clinton (klln'tgn), De Witt. American statesman
Clinton, George. Bro. of James. Am. statesman, and vice pres. U. S. ..1739 1812.
1738—1795.
Clinton, Henry, Sir. English general in America
1781 1852.
Clinton, Henry Fynes. English writer. \_Chronology of Borne.']
1736 1812.
Clinton, James. Father of De Witt. American brigadier general
1725 1774.
Clive (kllv), Robert, first lord. British general and statesman
ClOOtS (klots), Johaim Baptist, Baron, inacharsis Clools. Baron de
Val-de-GrSce. Prussian-French revolutionist
1755 1794.
Cloquet (klo'ka'), Jules Germain, Baron. French surgeon
1790—1882.
497— 561.
ClOtalre (klo'tgr') I. Son of Clovis. King of France
Clotilda (klo-til'da) or ClOtUde (klo'teld'), Saint.
470?- 545.
Wife of Clevis..
560.
Cloud, Saint {Fr. pron. s^N kloo'), or Clo'doald. Grandson of Clovis.
1751 1801.
Clouet (kloo' a'), Jean Francois. French chemist and metallurgist
1819—1861.
ClOUgh (klQf), Arthur Hugh. English poet
465?- 511.
Clovis (klo'vis) I. Founder of the Fraiikish monarchy
1779—1847.
Clowes (klowz), William. English printer
Clugny de Nuls (kliin'ye' deh nii-e'), Jean Etienne Bernard. French

—
—
—

."

.

.

Q

—
—
—
—
—

.

.

—

comptroller general of finances

1729

Cluseret (klii'zeh-ra'), Gustave Paul. French brigadier general
ica, and revolutionist in France and Switzerland

Cluver (kloo'ver), PhUipp. (io<. Cluve'rius.)
Cobb, Howell. American poUtician

Kliiwer.

Cobbe

in

— 1776.

Amer1823

.

Ger. geog. .1580— 1G23.
1815 1868.
1822

—

(kob), Frances Power.
English rationalistic writer
Cobbett (kob'et), William. English political writer
Cobden (kOb'den), Richard. English politician and economist
Cobham (USb'am), John Oldcastle, Lord. English martyr.

.

1762—1835.

— 1865.

1804

Chief of

Lollards

1360?-1417.

Cocoejns (kok-tsa'yd5s), Johannes. Cock. Dutch Heb. Commentator. 1603— 1069.
1695—1758.
Cocohi (kok'kee), Antonio. Italian physician
1782 1873.
Coccia (kot'cha), Carlo. Italian musical composer
1812—1875.
Cochet (ko'sha'), Jean Benolt D(5sir^, Abbi5. French archEeologist

—

Italian author
(ko'shSN'), Charles Nicolas.
French engraver

1817
1715
1851

Cochettl (ko-ket'tee). Carlo.

Cochin

Cochin, Denys.

and writer

French lawyer and writer

Cochran (kSk'ran), William. Scottish artist
Cochrane (k5k'ran). See Dundonald.
Cockburn (ko'burn), Alexander James Edmund,

.

1738—1785.
Sir.

English jurist.

.

.1802— 1880.

Cockburn, Henry Thomas, Lord. Scottish jurist
Cocker (kBk'er), Edward English arithmetician

1779—1854.

Cockerell (kSk'er-el), Charles Robert.

1788—1863.

—1675.
1792 — 1859
1631

.

English architect
Codazzl (ko-dat'see), Agostino. Italian geographer in Venezuela
Coddington (kSd'ing-ton), William. Founder of Rhode Island

U

.

—1790.

Codemo-0erstenbran'd (ko-da'mo-gSr'sten-briint),Luigia. Ital.
Codrington (kSd'ring-ton), Edward, Sir. English vice admiral
Coehoorn, van (van koo'horn), Menno, Baron. Dutch engineer

?

1601-1678.
writer. 1828

.

1770—1851.
1641

— 1704.

1621—1693.
CoellO (ko-al'yo), Claudio. Spanish painter
Coeur de Lion (kur de li'on Fr. pron. knr de le'oN'). See Richard I.
?
1673—1749.
Coifin (ko'faN'), Charles. " French poet
Cofiln (kof'in), Charles Carleton. Carleion. Am. journalist and author. 1821 1896.
1759-1839.
Coffin, Isaac, Sir. English admiral
1804
Coghetti (ko-gef tee), Francesco. Italian painter
1806 1872.
Cognleird (kon'ye-ar'), Theodore. French playwright
;

—

.

Cogolnlceano

Roumanian

historian
1806
Cogswell (kogz'wel), Joseph Green. American bibliographer and teacher. 1786
1823
Colgnet (kwan'ya'), Clarisse Gauthier. French writer
(ko-gol-nich-a-ii'uo), Michail.

—
— 1871.

.

.

Coigny, de (deh kwSn'ye'), Antoine Frangois de Franquetot, Due.
1670—1759.
French marshal
1534 1600 ?
Colter (koi'ter)^ Volcher. Dutch pathologic anatomist
1G08 1084.
Cokayne (ko-kan'), Aston, Sir. English Royalist and doggerel poet
1552—1634.
Coke (kook or kok), Edward, Sir. Lord chief justice of England
1747 1814.
Coke, Thomas. First bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church
Colbert (kol'ber'), Jean Baptiste, Marquis de Seignelay. Fr. financier.. 1619 1683.
1793 1833.
Colburn (kol'burn), Warren. American arithmetician
1804 1840.
Colburn. Zerah. American mathematical prodigy
Colby (kol'bi), Thomas Frederick. Eng. engineer and ordnance surv. .1784 1852.
Colden (kol'den), Cadwallader. Am. physician, poUtician, and botanist.1688 1776.

—

W

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1801 — 1848.
1765 — 1837.

Cole (kol), Thomas. English- American painter
Colebrooke (kol'br58k), Henry Thomas. English orientalist
Colenso (ko-leu'so), John William. Eng. bishop of Natal, and writer. .1814—1883.
Coleridge (kol'rij). Hartley. Son of S. T. English writer and poet.. .1796— 1849.
1772 1834.
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. English metaphysician and poet
1466 1519.
Colet (kol'et), John. English clergyman, and dean of St. Paul's
1810 1876.
Colet (ko'la'), Louise, born R^voil. French poetess and novelist
1823—1885.
Coif as (kol'taks), Schuyler. Am. journalist, vice president U. S
Coligni, de, or Gollgny, de (deh ko'len'ye' or deh ko-leen'ye), Gaspard.
French admiral. Leader of the Huguenots
1527?-1572.
1526—1612.
Colin or Colyns (ko'ias'), Alexander. Belgian sculptor
Colins (io'laN'^, Jean Guillaume C^sar Alexandre Hippoljfte, Baron de.
French philosopher
1783—1859.
1709—1783.
Coll€ (ko'la')t Charles. French poet and song writer
1490?-1530.
Colle, dal (dal kol'la), Raffaellino. Italian painter
1643—1718.
Collet (ko'la'), Philibert. French writer
1598—1659.
CoUetet (kol'ta'), GuilKaume. French poet
(kol'let),
Camilla.
Norwegian
author
1813
CoUett
.

X

—
—
—

.

z

1738—1795.

Collier (kbl'yer), George, Sir. British admiral
Collier, Jeremy. English theologian and writer
Collier, John Payne. English antiquary and author
Collin, von (fon kol-leen'), Heinrich Joseph. German poet
CollingWOOd (k51'ing-w6od), Cuthbert, Lord. English admiral
CoUinl (kol-lee'nee), Cosimo Alessandro. Italian scholar
Collins (k51'Tnz), Anthony. English author and freethinker
a, e,l,o,Z, long,-tiejo, less prolonged; S, §, I, o,}i, short; a, g,

1650

— 1726.

1789—1883.
1772—1811.
1750—1810.
1727—1806.
1676—1729.
i,

o, obscure (see

Bom. Died.
Collins (kol'Tnz), William. English poet
1721—1759.
Collins, William Wilkie. English novelist
1824-1889.
CoUinson (koi'in-son), Peter. English botanist,
16937-1768.
1808 1853.
CoUombet (ko'loN'ba'), Frangois Zenon. French author
Gollot (ko'lo'), Germain. French lithotoniist
fl.
14S0.
Gollot d'KerbOls (ko'lo' dSr'bwa'), Jean Marie. Fr. revolutionist
1750—1796.
.
Collyer (kol'yer), Robert. English clergyman and author in America.. 1823
1732 1794.
Oolman (kol'man), George. The Elder. English comic dramatist
Colman, George. The Younger. Son of preceding. Eng. dramatist.. .1702— 1830.
Colombo (ko-lom'bo), Realdo. Italian anatomist
1577.
Colombo, Span. Colon. See Columbus.
(ko-lou'nii),
Vittoria.
Marchioness
Colonna
of Pescara. Italian poetess.1490 1547.
.
Colquhoun (ko-hoou'), Archibald Ross. British explorer
1848
Colquhoun, Patrick. Scottish writer on social science
1745—1820.
Coll (kolt), Samuel. American inventor. [_Eerolver.'\
1814 1862.
Colton (kol'ton), Walter. Americiin clergyman and writer
1797 1851.
Columba (ko-liim'ba), Saint. Colum-kille. The A]}osile of Caledonia.
Christianized Scotland
521
597.
Columbanus (ko-lmu-ba'nus), Saint. Irish monk .-.
543 !- 615.
Columbus (ko-ium'bus), Christopher. {Ital. Crlstof'oro Colom'bo ;
Span. Cristoval Colon, ko-lon'.) Genoese discoverer of America. .1445 ?-1506.
Columel'la, Lucius Junius Moderatus. Roman agricultural writer
fl. 1st c.
Columna (ko-lum'na), Pabius. {Ital. Fabeo Colonna.) Ital. botanist. 1567—1C50.
.
Golvin (kol'viu), Sidney. EngUsh author
1845
Combalot (koN'ba'lo'), Theodore. French priest
1798—1873.
Combe (koom or koni), Andreiv. Scottish physiologist
1797 1847.
Combe, George. ,Brother of Andre^v. Scottish phrenologist
1788 1858.
Combes (koNb), Edouard. French traveler and writer
1812 1872.

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—
1509 — 1575.

Comcilius (ko-mti'nee-oos), Johann Amos.
Komensky.
Moravian
bishop and educationist. Wrote the first pictorial schoolbook
1592 1670.
Comines, de (deh ko'meen'), Phihppe. French historian
1445—1.509.

Comuiandlno

(kom-miin-dee'iio), Federigo.

Italian

mathematician

Commerson (ko'mer'soN'), Philibert. French botanist
Commodus (kom'o-dus), Lucius Aelius Aurelius. Roman emperor
Comnenus (kom-ne'nus). Famous Byzantine family (1050 to 1460 ?).

1727—1773.

— 192,

161

?

Comonfort (ko'mou-fort),

President of Mexico
1812—1863.
1754 1834.
Compagnoni (kom-pan-yo'nee), Giuseppe. Italian author
1835
Comparetti (kom-pa-rgt'tee), Domenico. Italian philologist
1789 1858.
Comstock (kum'stok), John Lee. American author of schoolbooks
Comte (koNt), Isidore Auguste Marie Francois Xavier. French philosopher.
1798—1857.
IPositivi.'im.']
1593—1679.
Conant (ko'uant), Roger. Early settler in Massachusetts
1802 1891.
Conant, Thomas Jefi'erson. American Biblical scholar
Concha y de Irlgoyen, de la (dS la kon'cha e da ee-ree-go'yen), 3os6
.
Gutierrez, Marquis of Havana. Spanish general and statesman
1809
1686 1756.
Conclna (kon-chee'nii), Daniele. Venetian theologian
Condamine, de la (deh la koN'da'men'), Charles Marie. French trav1701
eler, geographer, scientist, and writer
1774.
17G5?-1820.
Cond6 (kon'da), Jose Antonio. Spanish orientalist
1552—1588.
Condd, de (deh koN'da'), Henry I. de Bourbon, Prince
1530 1569.
Cond^, de, Louis I. de Bourbon, Prince. French general
Cond^, de, Louis II. de Bourbon, Prince, Due d'Enghien. The Grtat
1621—1686.
Conde. French general
Condillac, de (deh koN'de'yak'), ]fctienne Bonnot. Fr. metaphysician. .1714 1780.
Condorcet, de (deh koN'dor'sa'), Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas Caritat,
1743 1791.
Marquis. French metaphysician
Confucius (kon-fii'she-iis), Chinese Kang-fu'-tse (k65ng-foo'tEgh)
philosopher
i. e., Reverend Master Kung.
Chinese
B. c. 551
479.
Congletoa (koug'gl-ton), Henry Brooke Parnell, Lord. Brit, politician. 1776 1842.
1670 1729.
Congreve (kSng'grev5, William. English dramatic poet
1772 1828.
Congreve, William, Sir. English engineer. \_Congreve rocket.']
1829—1888.
Conkllng (kongk'lTng), Roscoe. American lawyer and senator
1803 1877.
Conneau (ko'no'), Henri. French physician
1794 1866.
ConoUy (kon'ol-i), John. English physician
Conrad, or Konrad (kon'rad Ger. pron. kon'rat), I. Duke of Fran917.
conia, and king of Germany
1039.
Conrad n. King of Germany, and Emperor of the Romans
Ygiiacio.

—
—

.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—
—

.'

;

1093—1152.
Conrad m. King of Germany
Conring (kon'ring), Hermann. Ger. jurist, antiquary, and philosopher. 1606 1681.
1757 1824.
Consalvl (kon-sal'vee), Ercole, Cardinal. Roman statesman
1812—1883.
Conscience (koK'se'oNss'), Hendrik. Flemish novelist
1808 1893.
Consid^rant (koN'se'da'roN'). Victor Prosper. French socialist
1774—1827.
Constable (ktin'sta-b'l), Archibald. Scottish publisher

—
—
—

Constable, John.

1776

English landscape painter

— 1837.

1833
Constans (koN'stoN'^, Jean Antoine Ernest. French politician
320?- 350.
Constans (kou'stanz) I., Flavius Julius. Emperor of Rome
Constant de Rebecque (koN'stSN' deh reh-bSk'), Henri Benjamin.
1767 1830.
Benjamin Constant. French orator, statesman, and writer
272
337.
Constantino (kon'stan-tin) I. The Great. Emperor of Rome
1300 ?-1382.
Contarini (kon-ta-ree'nee), Andrea. Doge of Venice
1755 — 1805.
Cont6 (koN'ta'), Nicolas Jacques. French painter and mechanician
Conti (kon'tee), Antonio Schinella, Abb^. Italian poet and philosopher. 1677— 1719.
.

—
—

Contreras, de (da kon-tra'ras), Hieronimo. Span, poet and historian.. fl. 1600?
1460—1529.
Contuccl (kon-toot'chee), Andrea. Sansovino. Italian sculptor
.
1832
(kon'wa), Moncure Danie). American author

Conway

Conway, Thomas, Count

de.

Irish general in the

IComooy cabal.]
(kuu'i-bSr), William Daniel,

American Revolution-

ary army.

Conybeare

Dean

Conybeare, William John, Rev. Son of the preceding.
[Life of St. Paul.]
Cook (k65k), Eliza. English poetess
Cook, James, Captain. English navigator
Cooke (k68k), George Frederick. Engh'sh actor.

—
—

1756- —1812.

Cooke, John Esten. American novelist
Cooke, Josiah Parsons. American scientist
Cooke, Mordecai Cubitt. English botanist

Coombe

—

1733 1800?
Eng. geol.. 1787—1857.
English author.
1815—1857.
1817 1889.
1728 1779.

of Llandaff.

1830—1886.
1827 1894.
1825
.
1741—1823.

—

(koom), William.

English writer. IDr. Syntax.]
Cooper (koop'er), Anthony Ashley. See Shaftesbuky.
Cooper, Astley Paston, Sir. English surgeon

1768

— 1841.
—
—

1789 1851.
Cooper, James Fenimore. American novelist
1791 1883.
Cooper, Peter. Amer. philanthropist. Founder of Cooper Institute
1725 1783.
Cooper, Samuel. American clergyman and patriot
1759—1840.
Cooper, Thomas. English-American scientist and politician
1803—1882?
English
animal
painter
Thomas
Sidney.
Cooper,
1726 178.-.
Coote (koot), Eyre, Sir. British general. Commander in India
1811 1890.
Cope (kop), Charles West. English historical painter
1840
Cope, Edward Drinker. American naturalist and anatomist
1837
Copeland (kopland), Ralph. Anglo-German astronomer and explorer ..

—
—

—

.
.

Copernicus (ko-per'ni-kus), Nikolaus.

{Polish Kopernlk, ko-p5r'nik.)

Polish or Prussian astronomer
English physician
(kSp'land), James.

Copland

remark,

p.

1719); far, fall; thSre, term; fSr, food, foot;

— 1543.
—1870.

1473
1791
f flrl

;

ow

as in cou;; ch as in cAira/

..
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Born. Died.
..1737— 1S15.

(kBp'lI), John Singleton.
American liistorical painter
(kop'pa'), Frangois Edouard Joachim.
Freucii poet.
Coqiielin (kok'lSN'), Benott Constant. French actor

Oople7
Oopp^e

..1842
1841

.

.
.

.
1848
Cociuelln, Ernest Alexandre Honors. French actor
Coquerel (kok'rSl'), Atliauase Laurent Charles. Fr. Protestant divine. 1795—1868.
1748 1833.
Coray (ko'ra'), Adamantios. Modern Greek author
1582—1635.
Corbet (kor'bet), Kichard. English poet
CorbLneau (kor'be'no'), Jean Baptiste Juvenal, Count. Frencli general. 1776— 1848.
1787—1844.
CorbOUld (kor'bold), Henry. English artist
.
CorbOlUd, Edward Henry. Son of Henry. Eng. water-color painter.. 1815
Corday d'Armans, de (deh kor'dii' dar'mSN'), Mariane Charlotte.
1768 1793.
French iieroine ; assassinator of Marat
.
1827
Cordler (kor'de-a'), Henri Joseph Charles. French sculptor
1777 1861.
Cordler, Pierre Louis Antoine. Prencli mineralogist and geologist
Spanish captain
Cordova, de (da kor'do-va), Fernando Hernandez.
1792—1883.
general of Cuba
3518.
Cordova, de, Francisco Hernandez. Spanisli discoverer of Yucatan
1653—1713.
violinist
(ko-rSl'lee),
Arcangelo.
Italian
Corelli
1588?-1643.
CorenzlO (ko-ren'ze-o), Belisario. Greek painter at Naples
Oorlolano (ko-re-o-la'no), Bartolommeo, Cavaliere. Italian engraver. . .1599— 1C54.
OorlOlanus (ko-rl-o-la'nus), Caius (or Cneins) Marcius. Roman liero. .aft. B. c. 489.
Cormenln, de (deh korm'nSN'), Louis Marie de la Haie, Vicomte.
1788—1868.
French jurist and writer
1467 ?-1566.
Cornaro (kor-na'ro), Ludovico. Venetian medical writer
1723.
Cornbury (korn'ber-i), Edward Hyde, Lord. Governor of New York..
Coinellle (kor'naP; Fr. pron. kor'nal' or kor'nay"), Pierre. French
1606 1684.
dramatic poet
1625—1709.
Cornellle, Thomas. Brother of Pierre. French dramatist
fi. 2d c. B. o.
Cornelia (kor-ne'lT-a). Roman matron. Wife of Gracchus
1562 1637.
Cornelisz (kor-na'lis), Cornelis. Dutch painter
ComellUB Nepos (kor-ne'll-iis ne'pos). See Nepos.
1783—1867.
Cornelius, von (fon kor-na'le-d8s), Peter. German painter
1750—1832.
Cornet, de (deh kor'nS'), Mathieu Augustin, Count. Fr. statesman
1522—1590.
Cornhert or doornhert (kom'hgrt), Diederik. Dutch author
1742 1813.
Cornlanl (kor-ne-a'nee), Giovanni Battista, Count. Italian author
1804 1870.
Cornu (Itor'nii'), S(5bastien Melchior. French painter
CornwalUs (kom-wSl'is), Charles, first marquis and second earl. Lord
Cornwallis. British general
.1738—1805.
1561 1605.
Corona (ko-ro'nS), Leonardo. Italian historical painter
CoronadO, de (da ko-ro-na'Do), Francisco Vasquez. Spanish explorer
of New Mexico
1510 ?-1542.
1650 ?-1718.
Coronelli (ko-ro-n511ee), Marco Vincenzo. Italian geographer
1796—1875.
Corot (ko'ro'), Jean Baptiste Camille. French landscape painter
1556.
CorradO (kor-ra'do), Sebastiano. Italian scholar
Oorrea de Serra (kor-ra'a da sSr'ra), Jos6 Francisco. Portuguese botanist and diplomat
1750 1823.
Oorrea Gargao (kor-ra'a gar-sowN'), Pedro Antonio Joaquino. Portu1724 1772.
guese lyric poet
.1494— 1534.
Correg'giO, da (da kor-Sd'jo), Antonio AUegri. Italian painter
1702 1765.
Corslni (kor-see'nee), Odoardo. Italian philosopher and antiquary
1450?-1501 ?
Cortereal (kor-tS-ra-al'), Gaspar. Portuguese navigator
Cortes or Cortez (kSr'tez), Span. Cortes (kor-tas'), Hernando or
1485
Hernan. Spanish conqueror of Mexico
1547 ?
1690—1758.
Corticelll (kor-te-chel'lee), Salvadore. Italian grammarian
Cortona, dja (da kor-to'na). G&WeA. Pietro Berreiiini. Italian painter. 1596 1669.
1787—1843.
CortOt (kor'to'), Jean Pierre. French sculptor
Corvlsart-DesmaretS (kor've'zar'-da'ma'ra'), Jean Nicolas, Baron.
French medical writer
1755—1821.
1794—1865.
Corwln (kor'win), Thomas. American orator and statesman
1577?-1617.
Coryate (k5r'I-at), Thomas. English traveler and writer
1703—1781.
Cosme (kom), j"ean Baseilhac. French lithotomist
Cosnac, de (deh kos'nak'), Daniel. French prelate ; archbishop of Aix.1630 ?-1708.

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

1748—1815.
Cossall (kos-sa'lee), Pietro. Italian mathematician
1505 1563.
Coss6, de (deh ko'sa'), Charles, Comte de Brissac. French marshal
Cossigny de Palma (ko'sen'ye' deh pal'ma'), Joseph Francois Charpentier. French naturalist
1730 1809.
1771—1836.
Costa (kos'ta), Paolo. Italian author
Costa-Cabral, da (da kos'ta ka-bral'), Antonio Bernardo, Duke of Thomar. Portuguese statesman
1803
1507 1591.
Costanzo, dl (de kos-tan'zo), Angelo. Neapolitan poet and historian
Coste (kost), Jean Jacques Marie Cyprien Victor. French naturalist.. .1807 1873.
Cost^ (kos'ta'), Jean Frangois. French physician and medical writer .. 1741 1819.
1803—1865.
COStellO (kos-tSl'o), Dudley. British novelist
13707-1440.
Coster or Koster (kos'ter), Lourens Janszoon. Dutch mechanic
Samuel.
Dutch
dramatist
1580?
Coster,
1730—1813.
Coster (kos'ta'), Joseph Franijois. French financier
1629—1686.
Coteller (kot'le-a'), Jean Baptiste. French professor of Greek
1682 1716.
Cotes (kots), Roger. English mathematician and astronomer
Ootta (kot'a), Johann Friedrich, Baron von Cottendorf. Ger. publisher 1764 1832.
1808—1879.
Cotta, von (fon kot'a), Bernhard. German geologist
1773—1807.
Cottln (ko'tSN'), Sophie Ristaud. French novelist
1585—1652.
Cotton (kSt'n), John. Puritan minister in Boston

—
—

'.

,

.

.

—
—
—

. .

.

—

—

—

OoUon

(ko'toN'), Pierre. French Jesuit ; confessor to Henry IV.
1564 1626.
1736—1822.
OotUgno (ko-toon'yo), Domenico. Italian anatomist
1311.
Coucy, de (deh koo'se'), Robert. French architect
Louis
Charles Auguste. French historical painter.. .1790 1873.
Conder (koo'da'),
.
1842
Coues (kowz), Elliott. American naturalist

—

Coulanges, de (deh koo'loNzh'), Philippe Emanuel, Marquis.

French

song writer. .".
1632—1716.
Coulomb, de (deh koo'loN'), Charles Auguste. French philosopher
1736—1806.
Courbet (koor'ba'), Gustave. French painter
1819—1877.
Courcelles, de (deh koor'sSl'), Etienne. Arminian divine and critic
1586—1659.
Courier de M6re (koo're-a' deh ma'ra'), Paul Louis. Fr. polit. writer. 1772 ?-1825.
1801 1877.
Cournot (koor'no'), Antoine Augustin. French mathematician
1728—1784.
Court de 06belln (koor' deh zhab'laN'), Antoine. French author
1741—1816.
Courtenay (kflrt'na), John. Irish politician and writer
(koor'twa'),
Courtols
Jacques. II Borgognone. French painter in Italy .1621—1676.
Courvoisler (koor'vwa'ze-a'), Jean Joseph Antoine. French politician. 1775— 1835.
.

—

Cousin

French painter
French metaphysician and philosopher

(koo'zSN'), Jean.

Cousin, Victor.

1500T-1589?
1792—1867.

Cousin-Montaubsm

See Palikao, Count de.
(koo'zSN'-moN'to'bSN').
1678—1746.
CoustOU (koos'too'), Guillaume. French sculptor
1658—1733.
CoustOU, Nicolas. Brother of Gmllaume. French sculptor
1756—1794.
Couthora (koo'toN'). Georges. French revolutionist
.1542 1616.
CoutO, de (da ko'to), Diogo or Diego. Portuguese historian

—

Ooutts (koots). See BnRDETT-CouTTS.
1815—1879.
Couture (koo'tUr'), Thomas. French painter
Coverdale (kSv'er-dal), Miles. Eng. divine. Translator of the Bible.. 1488— 1568.
Oovilhao or Covilham, da (da kov-el-yowN'), Joao Peres. Portuguese explorer

Oowley

(kow'll

;

formerly pron.
8, *, 0,

tOent f

koo'll),
S, 6, u,

Abraham.

v

English poet

(see p. 1719)

;

.
1450 ?
1618 1667.

KK ("ea p. 1718,

—

K

2)

;

1833

Born. Died,
(kow'per or koo'per), William. Grand-nephew of Lord Chan1731—1800.
Cowper. English poet
1666 1709.
Cowper, William. English anatomist. ICoirper's glands-l
1723.
Cowper, William, Earl. Lord hipli chancellor of England
American
divine
1793 1881.
Samuel
Hanson.
(koks),
Cox
1824 ^1889.
Cox, Samuel Sullivan. American politician
1818—1896.
Coxe (koks), Arthur Cleveland. American P. E. bishop and poet
1747 1828.
Coxe, William. English liistorian and writer of travels
1499 1592.
Coxie or Coxoie (kok'see), Michael. Flemish painter

Cowper

cellor

Coypel

(kwii'pSl'), Antoine.

—
—
—
—
—
1661 — 1722.
1640 — 1720.
1818 — 1860.
1778 — 1851.

French painter

CoyseVOX (kwaz'voks'), Antoine. Spanish sculptor in France
Cozzens (kuz'enz), Frederick Swartwout. American autlior
Crabb (kvab), George. Englisli philologist. [JEnglish Synonyms."]
Crabbe (krSb), George. English poet
(kiag), John.
Craig, Tliomas, Sir.

Craig

Scottisli

1754-1832.

reformer

1512?-1600.
1538 1608.

—
— 1866.
— 1788.
Cranaoh or Kranach, von (fon kran'ak or kia'uaK), Lucas. German
1472 — 1553.
painter and engraver
1813 — 1892.
Cranch (kranch), Christopher Pearse. American artist and poet
Scottish lawyer

and antiquary

Craik (krak), Dinah Maria Mulock. English authoress
Craik, George Lillie. English professor and author
Cramer (krii'mgr), Johann Andreas. German theologian and poet

Cranch, William.

Crane

Father of Christopher P.

(kran), Walter.

American

1826—1887.

1799
1723

1709—1855.
.
1845

jurist

English painter

Cranmer (krSn'mer), Thomas. Eng. reformer, Arclibishop of Canterbury. 1489 — 1556.
1723 — 1777.
Cranz (krants), David. German historian, and Moravian missionary
1613?-1649.
Crashaw (krash'aw), Richard. English poet
Crawford (kraw'ford), Francis Marion. American novelist
Crawlord, Thomas. American sculptor
Crawford, William Harris. American statesman
Crayer, de (deh kri'yer , Fr. pron kra'y a'), Gaspard. Flemish painter
Creasy (kre'si^, Edward Shepherd, Sir. Enghsh historian
Cr^billon, de (deh kra'be'yoN'), Prosper Jolyot. French dramatist
.

1845

.

1813—1857.
1772—1834.
. .

1582
1812
1674

—1669.
— 1878.

— 1762.

Italian painter
1459M537.
Credl, dl (de kra'dee), Lorenzo.
Creighton (kra'ton), Robert. Eng. clergyman. Comp. of sacred music. 1639 ?-1734.
Crelle (krSl'eh), August Leopold. German mathematician and architect. 1780—1855.

Cr^mieux

(kra'me-tJh'), Isaac

Adolphe

Mo'ise.

Jewish-French politician

and advocate

1796—1880.

Cremoninl (kra-mo-nee'nee), Cesare. Italian Aristotelian philosopher 1550r— 1631.
Cr^qtui, de (deh kra'ke'), Francois de Bonne, Due de Lesdiguieres. Mar.

.

1624?-1687.
shal of France
1769 1846.
Crescentinl (kra-shSn-tee'nee), Girolamo. Italian singer
Crescimbeni (kra-shem-ba'nee), Giovanni Maria. Italian poet and critic. 1G03— 1728.
Crespi (krSs'pee), Giuseppe Maria. II Spagnuolo. Bolognese painter .. 1665 1747.
CreUZ^ de Lesser (krch'za' deh la'sa'), Auguste Frangois, Baron. Fr.
."
dramatist and poet
1771—1839.
Creuzer (kroit'ser), Georg Friedrich. German antiquary and philologist. 1771 1858.
Crfevecflsur, de Ideh krfiv'kor'), Jean Hector Saint-John. French writer
1735—1813.
on America ..."
Crlchton (kri'ton), James. The Admirable Crichton. A Scottish prod1560 1585'!
igy of learning and accomplishments
Crillon, de (deh kre'yoN'), Louis des Balbes de Berton. French general. 1541 1615.

—
—

—

—
—
—1863.
— 1836.

Italian statesman

Crispi (krees'pee), Francesco.

1819
1787
1786

.

Crittenden (krlt'en-dgn), John Jordan. American statesman
Crockett (krok'et), David. American backwoodsman
fl. b. c. 560.
Croesus (kree'sus). King of Lydia
1791—1849.
Croghan (kro'gan), George. Inspector general of the U. S. army
1780 1857.
Croker (kro'kerj, John Wilson. British statesman and author
1798—1854.
Croker, Thomas Crof ton. Irish author
1780— ISCO.
Croly (kro'li), George. Irish author. ISalathiel.']
Cromwell (krdm'wel or krom'wel), Oliver. Lord protector of the Eng-

—

—

1599 1658.
lisli commonwealth
1485?-1540.
Cromwell, Thomas, Earl of Essex. English statesman
1626—1712.
Cromwell, Richard. Son of Oliver Cromwell
1828 1890.
Crook (kroSk), George. American major general
.
1832
Crookes (krSoks), William. Engli.sh scientist
.
1823
Cropsey (krop'se), Jasper Francis. American artist
Crosby (kroz'bi), Alpheus. American educationist. IGreek Gram mar.]. 1810 — 1874.
;

. .

. .

—

—1891.
—1855.

Crosby, Howard. American clergyman, Greek scholar and autlior
182C
1784
Crosse (kros), Andrew. English electrician
Cruden (kroo'den), Alexander. Scottish author of the Concordance to
the Bible..."

1701-1770.

1710—1792.
Cniger (kroo'ger), John. Colonial mayor of New York city
1792 1878.
Crulkshank (krook'shank), George. English humorous artist
1795
—1865.
Crusenstolpe (kroo'zen-st61-peh), Magnus Jacob. Swedish author
1715 1775.
Crusius (kroo'ze-oos). Christian August. German theologian
1540 — 1619.
Cruz, da (da krooz), Agostinho. Portuguese poet and monk
Cruz, de la (da la krooth), Juan. Spanish Carmelite friar and writer 1542—1591.
1651 1695.
Crnz, de la (da la kroos), juana In6s. Mexican poetess
1773—1805.
Csokonai (cho'ko-naw-ee), Vit^z Mihaly. Hungarian poet
Csoma de Koros (cho'maw deh kb'rosh), Sandor. Hungarian scholar

—
—

. .

and traveler
Cubitt (ku'bit), William,

—

."

1798—1842.
1785—1861.
English civil engineer
1617 1688.
philosopher.
Cudworth (kiJd'worth), Ralph. Eng. Arminian divine and
1522 1592.
Cujas (kii'zhas'), Jacques. (Lot. Cujacius,ku-ja'shi-iis.) Fr. jurist
1803—1878.
Gullen (kul'en), Paul. Irish cardinal. Archbishop of Dublin
1719.
Culpepper (kiSl'pen-er) or Colepeper, Thomas, Lord. Gov. of Virginia.
1631 1718.
Cumberland (kuni'ber-iand), Richard. English moral philosopher
Cumberland, Richard. 'Great-grandson of preceding. Eng. dramatist. 1732 1811.
Gumming (kiim'ing), Roualeyn George Gordon. Lion hunter. Scottish
traveler in Africa
1820—1866.
1827 ISGG.
Cummins (kSm'inz), Maria Susanna. American novelist
17S7 1865.
Cunard (ku-nard'), Samuel, Baronet. Founder of line of steamers
1784 1842.
Cunningham (kiin'ing-am), Allan. Scottisli author and critic
1810— 1S91.
Curoi (koor'chee), Carlo Maria. Italian ecclesiastic
1750 1817.
Gurran (ktir'an), John Pliilpot. Irish orator and statesman
1756
1805.
Gurrle (kur'I), James. Scottish physician and scholar
1809 1874,
Curtis (kflr'tis), Benjamin Bobbins. American jurist
1824 1892.
Curtis, George William. American author
1814
.
CurtiUS (koor'tse-66s), Ernst. German archseologist and historian
1820 1885.
CurtiUS, Georg. Brother of Ernst. German philologist
fl. B. c. 4tli c.
CurtiUS (kflr'slie-us), Marcus. Legendary Roman hero
Sir.

—
—

.

—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
Gushing (ka6sh'ing), Caleb. American politician, orator, and jurist.. ..ISOO — 1879.
1816 — 1876.
Gushman (kOSsh'man), Charlotte Saunders. American actress
Gushman, Robert. "One of the founders of Plymouth colony
1580M625.
(kust),
English
military
historian
1794 — 1878.
Edward,
Gust
1839 — 1876.
George Armstrong. American general
Custer
1740 — 17P3.
Gustine, de (deh kiis'ten'), Adam Philippe, Count. French gcner.il
Sir.

(kiis'ter),

Gutllbert (kuth'lrert). Saint. English monk. Bishop of Liiulisfarne.. ..
Guvier (kii've-it'), Georges Chretien Lt5opold Fr(5d<5ric Dagobert, Baron.

French naturalist

g a* tn get

;

th a* i» thine

;

C87,

1769—1832.
1, £S, 6,

*,

B, d, o, b, k, n,

e (see

p. 1719).

},

.
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1834

N

Born.

Cuvier

Cuyp

(kii've-a'), Fr^d^ric.

Knyp

or

.

—

Aelbert. Dutcli painter
(stp'ri-an), Saint. Latin fatlier ; bisliop of Carthage

Cyprian

(l^oip),

Bishop of Jerusalem
Bishop of Alexandria
Cyrus (si'rus). Tlie Elder or The Great. King of Persia
Cyrus. The Younger. Led the 10,000 Greeks against his brother Artaxerxes II

Cyril

(sir'il), Saint.

Cyril, Saint.

Czaikovski (elil-kov'skee), Miehal.
CzartOryskl (chiir-to-ris'kee), Adam

Died.

French naturalist 1773— 1838.

Brother of preceding.

1G05 1691.
200 ?- 258.
315 ?- 386.
376 ?- 444.
B. c. 530.
B. c. 401.

.
Polish novelist
1808
Jerzy, Prince. Polish statesman.. 1780— 1861.

Czech

(chek).
See Cech.
Bohemian physiologist
(clier'mak), Johann jtfepomuk.
Czerny (cher'ne), Karl. Austrian composer

—

Czermak

1828 1873.
1791 1857.
1770?-1817.
1800 1866.

—
—

Kara

George. Servian leader
(tsoo'tsor'), Jerzy.
Hungarian writer

Czferny, George.

CzucZOr

Bom.
.

Dablon
Daboll
Dacler

—

cist

Daoler, Anne Taimeguy-Lefevre.

Da

Mme.

Dacier.

Dael,

Daendels

Da Gama,

(dau'dels), Herman Willem.
Vasco." See Gamx, da.

D'Aglncourt
French

(da'zhSN'koor'j, Jean

—1840.

Louis

1762—1818.

George

Serous.

1730—1814.

arch;ieologist

Dagnan-Bouveret
painter

Daumer

1764

Dutch general
Baptiste

1651—1722.
1654—1720.
1798—1860.

scliolar
(dii kSs'tii), Izaak.
Dutch poet
van (van dal), Jan Frans. Belgian painter

(dan'ySN'-boo'veh-ra'), Pascal Adolphe Jean. French
:
1852
.

.

.

600?DagObert (dSg'o-bert Ft. pron. da'go'bgr') I. King of the Franks.
Daguerre (da/g§r'), Louis Jacques Mand6. French inventor. \_Da;

R

.

.

guerreofype.]
D'Aguesseau or

Dahlmann
Dahn (dan),

German

(dSl'man), Friedrich Christoph.

Dalayrac

Fehx.

638.

—1851.

1787

Daguesseau (da'ga'so'). See Aquessbau, d'.
Dahl (dal), Johan Kristen Clausen. Norwegian landscape painter
Dahl, Vladimir Ivanovitch. Kosak Ltiganski. Russian novelist
Dahlberg (dSl'bSro), Eric. Swedish engineer and general
Dahlbom (dal'bSm), Anders Gustaf. Swedish entomologist
Dahlgren (dal'gren), Karl Johan. Swedish poet and novelist
Dahlgren (dSl'grgn), John Adolpli. American rear admiral

— 1857.
— 1872.
—1703.
1806-1859.
1792 — 1844.
17S8
ISO!
1025

1809—1870.
1785
1834
1753

historian

German author

—1860.
.

—

French musical composer
1809.
Dalberg, von (fon dal'bSio), Karl Theodor Anton Maria. Arch-chancellor of the German empire, and author
1744 1817.
1841
D' Albertls (dal-bar'tees), Luigi M. Italian geographer
1756 1826.
Dale (dal), Ricliard. American commodore
1829—1895.
Dale, Robert William. English Independent minister
1619.
Dale, Thomas, Sir. English colonial governor of Virginia
1513-1588.
Dalechamps (dal'shSN'), Jacques. French physician and botanist
(da'la'rak'), Nicolas.

—

.

—

Dalgarno

(dSl-gar'no), George, of Aberdeen.
1626?-1687.
Britisli philologist
DalllOUSle (dSl-hoo'zT), James Andrew Broun Ramsay, first Marquis of.
British statesman
governor general of India
1812 1860.
1708 1763.
Dalin, von (fon dii'lin), Olof. Swedish historian and poet

—

—

;

Dall (dSl), Caroline Wells. American author
Dallas (dSl'as), Alexander James. American statesman
Dallas, George Mifflin. Son of preceding. Vice president of the U.

S.

.

Ongaro (dal ou'ga-ro), Francesco. Italian poet
Dalrymple (d51'rim-pl), David, Lord Hailes. Great-grandson of first
Viscount Stair.

U

Scottish judge and historian

— 1792.

1726

Dalrymple, James, first Viscount Stair. Scottish jurist
Dalton (dawl'ton), John Call. American physiologist
Daly (da'li Augustin. American dramatist
Dalzel (da-gl'), Andrew. Professor of Greek in Edinburgh

1619—1695.
1825—1889.
1838

,

)

1822
1759—1817.
1792—1864.
1808—1873.
.

Dall'

university. .1742

Damas

.

— 1806.

(dii'ma'), Francois fitienne.
French general
1764—1828.
(dam-a-seen'), Jolui.
John of Damascus. Chrysorrhoas
(gold-pouring).
Christian Saint. Governor of Damascus
700?- 7.59?
Damlanl (da-me-a'nee), Pietro. Italian cardinal and writer
988?-1072.

Damascene

D' Amico (da-mee'ko), Carlos A.

Argentine Republic statesman

1844

—

Damlens
Damlron

.

(dii'me-SN' or da'ml-enz), Robert Frangois. French regicide .. 1714 1757.
(da'me'roN'), Jean Philibert. French eclectic philosopher
1794 1802.
Dam]anlcs (dam-ya'nTch), Janos. Hungarian general
1804 1849.
Dampler (dSm'peer), William. English navigator
1652—1715.

—
—

French

1756—1793.

general".

— 1885.
—1811.
1813—1895.
1787 — 1879.
1815 — 1882.

Prussian musician

1832
1819
1743

American journalist and author

Dana, Francis. American jurist
Dana, James Dwight. American geologist and mineralogist
Dana, Richard Henry. American poet and essayist
Dana, Richard Henry, Jr. American lawyer and author
Danby, Francis. British landscape painter
Danoourt (dSN'koor'), Florent Carton. French dramatic poet
Dandlnl (dan-dee'nee), Pietro. Italian painter
DandolO (dan'do-lo), Enrico. Blind doge of Venice

.

—1861

1793

1661—1725.
1646?-1712.

1106—1205.

Dane (dan), Nathan. American jurist and statesman
Danenhower (da'nen-how-er), John Wilson. Arctic explorer

1752

—1835.

1849—1887.

Danican

(da'ne'kSN'), Frangois Andr6. Philidor. French composer
and chess player
1726—1795.
1649—1728.
Daniel (da'ne-el'), Gabriel. French Jesuit and author
Daniel (da'ue-el), Hermann Adalbert. Ger. theologian and geographer, 1812 1871.
Daniel (dSn'el), Samuel. English poet
1562—1619.

—
—1812.
—1841.

Danlele (da-ne-a'la), Francesco. Neapolitan antiquary
Danllevskl (da-ne-lSv'skee), Grigori Petrovitch. Russian novehst
Dannecker (dan'Sk-er), Johann Heinrieh. German sculptor

1740
1829
1758

Dansse or D'Ansse"(doNss). See Villoison, de.
Dantan (dSN'tSN'), Jean Pierre. French sculptor
Dante {contracted from Durante) (dSn'te Ital. pron.

1800—1869.

;

Danton

(dal'yee a-le-ge-a'ree). Italian poet
(dSn'tgn Fr.pron. d5N'toN'), Geo. Jacques.
;

D'Anvilie

Fr. revolutionist.

1759— 1794.

See Anville, d'.
Danz (dants), Johann Andreas. German orientalist at Jena
Daran (da'rSN'), Jacques. French surgeon. [Bougie.']

1654

D' Arblay

1752

(dar'bla),

Madame.

JSnglish novelist
of Paris

Darcet (dar'sa'), Jean. French physician and chemist
Darius Hystaspis (da-ri'us his-tSs'pis) I. King of Persia
SiS,

i,

o, u,

long ;

a, e, 6, less prolonged ; 3, g, 1, o,

vl,

short; a,

—1727.

1701—1784.

Frances Burnev.

—1840.

1813—1871.
1725?-1801.
B. c. 485.

e, i, o,

1817—1878.

.
1840
1774?-1804.
speculative philosopher. 1800—1875.
Daumesnll (do'ma'nel'), Pierre. French general
1777—1832.
Daun, von (fon down), Leop. Jos. Maria, Count. Aust. field marshal. ..1705— 1766.
Davenant (dSv'en-ant), William, Sir. English dramatist
1606—1668.
Davenport (dSv'en-port), Edward Loomis. American actor
1814 1877.
Davenport, ^Johu. Puritan divine at New Haven, Conn
1597—1670.
1810 1876.
David (dii'ved'), Felicien C^sar. French musical composer
1748 1825.
David, Jacques Louis. French painter
1789 1856.
David, Pierre Jean. Darid d'A ngers. French sculptor
601.
David (da'vid) or Dewi (dg'wee)," Saint. Patron of Wales
(da'vid-son),
George.
English
.
astronomer
Davidson
1825
1808 1825.
Davidson, Lucretia Maria. American poetess
1823—1838.
Davidson, Margaret Miller. Sister of preceding. American poetess
1696—1762.
Daviel (dii've'gl'), Jacques. French oculist
1798 1876.
Davles (da'vez), Cliarles. American mathematician
1576—1631.
Davila (da've-l'a), Enrico Caterino. Italian historian
1.570—1658.
Davlla, Gil Gonzalez. Spanish author
1823—1883.
DavilUer (dii'vel'ya'), Jean Cliarles, Baron. French art historian

(dow'mer), Georg Friedricli.

German

—

—
—
—

—

—

Davis

(da'vis),

Davis,
Davis,
Davis,
Davis,
Davis,

David. American jurist
1815—1886.
President of tlie " Confederate States of America ". .1808 1889.
1787 1854.
1822

—
—

Jefferson.

Honest John Davis. American statesman
John Cliandler Bancroft. American diplomatist
English navigator. [Davis
T^'O/x-r/!/ Davys, John.
Noah. American jurist
John.

.

Strait.']

Davison

(da've-son), Bogimiil.
Polish actor
Irish patriot
Davout (dii'voo'), Louis Nicolas, Duke of Auerstadt
Marslial of France
miihl.
Davy (da'vT), Humphry, Sir. English chemist

Davitt (dSv'i t), Michael.

Dawes

1550?-1605.
1818
1818 1872.
.
1846
.

—

and Prince of Eck1770-1823.
1778-1829.

(dawz), Henry Laurens. American statesman
(daw'kinz), William Boyd. English geologist
(daw'son), Henry Barton. English historian

1816
1838

Dawklns

.
.

Dawson

.
1821
.
1820
Dawson, John Wilham, Sir. Canadian geologist and naturalist
Day (da), Jeremiah. Amer. matliematician. President of Yale College. 1773 1867.
Day, Thomas. English philan. and author. [Sandford and Merton/]. -VJi?, 1789.
1611—1668.
Daye, Stephen. Fir.«t printer in New England
1807 1864.
Dayton (da'ton), William Lewis. American statesman
.
1840
Daza (da'tha)", Hilarion. Bolivian statesman
1803 1876.
Deak (da'ak), Fferencz. Hungarian statesman and orator
.
1846
De AmlciS (da ii-mee'chees), Edmondo. Italian author
1737 1789.
Deane (deen), Silas. American diplomatist
1751
(deer'burn),
Henry.
American
1829.
general
Dearborn
(de bo'), James Dunwoody Brownson. American statistician. .1820—1867.
De
1803—1860.
Decamps (deh-koN'), Alexandre Gabriel. French painter
1751
1808.
Decatur (de-ka'tur), Stephen. American naval officer
1779 1820.
Decatur, Stephen, Jr. Son of preceding. American commodore
1780 1860.
Decazes (deh-kaz'), :6lie, Duke. French statesman
1399 1477.
Decembrio"(da-chSm'bre-o), Pietro Candido. Itahan writer
1827—1879.
De Coster (deh kos'tS'), Clmrles Theodore Henri. Belgian author
1527—1608.
Dee (dee), John. English astrologer
1007 1780.
Defiant, du (dii dfi'fSN'), Marie de Vichy-Cliamrond, Marquise
De Foe or Defoe (de fo'), Daniel. English author. [Robinson C»'!;soc.]. 1661 ?-1731.

—
—
—
—
—
—

Bow

—
—
—
—

—

De
De Grey and Ripon

Forest (deh for'est), John William.

American author
1826
George Frederick Samuel Robinson,

.

(rTp'on),
of Ripon." See RiPON.
Earl.
1840
De GubernatlS (da goo-bSr-na'tees), Angelo, Count. Italian editor
De Haas (deh has), Maurice Frederick Hendrick. Dutch painter in Am. .1832 1895.
(d"eh ham), Jan Davidez.
Dutch painter of fruit, flowers, etc.l600?-1674.
1536 1614.
Dei Vecchl (da'ee vgk'kee), Giovarmi. Italian painter
1797 1875.
Dejazet (deh-zhifza'), Marie Virginie. French actress
1732-1 816.
Dejouz (deh-zhoo'), Claude. French sculptor
1721 1780.
De Kalb (de kSlb'), Johaim, Baron. German general in America
1792 1851.
(de ka'), James Ellsworth. American naturalist
De
1741
1804.
Deken (da'ken), Agatha. Dutch authoress
1609—1666.
Dekker (dgk'er), Jeremias. Dutch poet
.

—

Do Heem

—
—
—
—
—

Kay

Dekker or Decker, Thomas. English dramatist
De la Beohe (deh la bash), Henry Thomas, Sir.

1570?-1640.
1796 1855.
English geologist
1798 1863.
(deh-Ui'krwa'),
Ferdinand
...
Victor Eugene. French painter
Delacroix
.
1855
Delahaye (d'la'ha'), Ernest. French painter
Delalande (d'la'lSNd'), Pierre Antoine. French naturalist and traveler. 1787 1823.
1749 1822.
Delambre (deh-lSN'br), Jean Baptiste Joseph. French astronomer
1763 1823.
Delano (del'a-no), Amasa, Captain. American traveler
1836 1891.
Delaplanche (d'la'plaNsh'), Eugene. French sculptor
.
1840
(deh la ra-ma'), Louisa. Ouida. EnglLsh novelist
De la
Delaroche (d'la'rosh'), Paul or Hippolyte. French hiistorical painter. ..1792 1856.
1850
Delattre (deh-latr'), Alfred Louis. French archseclcgist

Ram6

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1816 — 1872.
1793 —1843.
•

Delaunay

(^eh-lo'nfi'),

Delavlgne

(d'la'veS'),
(dgl'a-wSr),

Delaware
1265-1321.

(doN'vel').

Darboy (dar'bwa'), Georges. Archbishop
Dare or D'Aro. See Joan or Akc.

.

dan'ta) degll

AUghlerl

1867.

Marquis

Damplerre, de (deb d5N'pe-gr'), Auguste Henri Mari Picot, Marquis.

Damrosch (dam'rosh), Leopold.
Dana (da'na), Charles Anderson.

1795

1750 ?-1818.

Wifeof Andri. French

Greek
Costa

1763—1836.
English physi-

and chemist

D'Aublgnd (do'ben'ya'). See Adbigne, d', and Merle d'Aubigne.
Daublgny (do'ben'ye'), Charles Franjois. Frencli painter
Daudet (do'da'), Alphonse. French author and journalist
Daudln (do'dSN'), Francois Marie. French naturalist

1628—1700.

(da'bloN'), Claude.
French Jesuit missionary in America
(da'bol), Nathan.
American teacher and mathematician
(da'se-a'), Andr«.
French scholar

.

'.

Daub (dowp), Karl. German tlieologiau and professor
Daubeny (dob'nl or daw'be-nT), Charles Giles Bridle.

D.

Died.

DarjeS (dar'ySs), Joachim Georg. German philosopher and jurist
1714—1791.
Darley (dar'lT), Felix Octavius Carr. American artist
1822—1888.
Darling (darling), Grace Horsley, of Fame Inlands. EngUsh heroine 1815—1842!
Darmesteter (darm'sta'ta'), Arsene. Frencli Bhilologist
1846—1889.
Darmesteter, James. French orientalist
1849 1894.
Damley (dam'lT), Henry Stuart, Lord. Husband of Mary, Q. of Scots. .1541—1567.
Daroud Pasha (dii-rood' pa-shii'). Ottoman statesman
.
1816
Dartmouth (diirt'muth), George Legge, first Lord. Enghsh admiral. ..1648—1691.
Daru (da'rii'), Pierre Antoine Noel Bruno. Fr. statesman and writer. .1767— 1829.
Darwin (dar'win), Charles Robert. Grandson ofE. English naturalist. 1809— 1882.
Darwin, Erasmus. Euglisli pliy siologist and poet
1731—1802.
Dasent (da'sent), George Webbe, Sir. Eng., Norse, and Icel. scliolar. .1820— 1896.
Dashkov (dasli'kov), Yekaterina Romanovna. Russian princess
1744 1810.
Dathe (dii'teli), Johann August. German orientalist and theologian
1731—1791.
Dati (da'tee). Carlo Roberto. Italian philologist
1619 1679.

Delbriick

Charles Eugene. French astronomer
Jean Frangois Casimir. French poet
Thomas West, Lord. Governor of Virginia
Martin Friedrich Rudolf. German statesman

(del'briik),
Delescluze (deh-lS'klliz'), Louis Charles. French, revolutionist
Delflco (del'fe-ko), Melchior. Neapolitan political economist
Delille (deh-Jeel'), Jacques. French poet

—1618.
—1871.

1577
1817
1809
1744

.

—1835.

1738—1813.

Delinlers-^Bremont (deh-len'jfgr'-breh-moN'), Jacques Antoine Marie.
1756
Viceroy of Buenos Ay res
Delisle (deh-Ieel'; often Anglicized de-lil'), Guillaume. Fr. geographer. 1675
1688
Delisle, Joseph Nicolas. French astronomer
1813
Delitzsch (da'lich), Adolf Franz. German theologian
1841
Del LunierQ (del loong'go), Isidore. Italian critic and author

obscure (see remark,

.

—ISIO.
—1725.
—1768.

p. 1719)

;

far, fall; thgre,

term;

fSr, food, foot; fdrl;

ow

as ia cow ;

1890.
.

chasm, chin

1
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Born.

Delmas
Delolme

(dSl'mas'), Antoine Guillaume. French general
(deh-lolm'), Jean Louis.
Swisc political writer

Died,

1768— 1S13.

Didot, Firmin.

1740—1806,

Didron

—

De Long

1844 1881
(de long'), George Washington. American explorer
(deh-lorm'), Louis Ren(5. ¥se\id. Saitit-Jmrs. French author. 1848
1518?-1577
Delorme, PIiiHbert. French architect
1777 1832,
Delpech (dSl'pes)i'), Jacques Mathieu. French surgeon and writer
1727—1817,
Deluc (deh-luk'), Jean Andrt5. Genevese physicist
1762—1831
Delvlncoiirt (dSI'vaN'koor'), Claude Ktienne. French jurist
1826
Delyannis (del-yiin'iiis), Theodor. Greek statesman

Delorme

—

Demblnskl (dem-bcn'skee), Heiiryk.
Demetrius Phalereus (de-me'trl-us

Polisli

— 1864,

1791

general

fa-lee'rus or fa-lee're-us).

Attic

orator

345?- 282
c. 338— 2S4
1796 1873.

B. c.

Demetrius Pollorcetes

King of Macedonia
French philanthropist

(-po-le-or'se-teez).

DemetZ (deli-mas'), Fr(5deric Auguste.
DemldOV (dem'e-dof), Nikolai, Count.

B.

—
—

Russian coimselor and scholar. .1773 1828.
1837—1880.
De MUle (deh mil), James. Canadian author
Demme (dSm'eh), Hermann Christ. Gottfried. Karl Stille, Ger. novelist 1760—1822.
1823
Demmln (dem'meen'), August Friedrieh. German art critic
.

Laughing Philosopher. Greek philosopher.
Demolvre (deh-mwavr'), Abraliam. French matliematician
Democ'rltUS.

De Morgan

T/ie

(deh mor'gau), Augustus.

English mathematician

Demosthenes

....B. c. 470?- 3G2?
1667 1754.
1806 1871.
B. 0. 384?- 322.

—

—

(de-mos'the-ueez). Athenian orator
1615—1669.
Denham (den'am), Jolm, Sir. Enghsh poet
1731 1813.
Denlna (da-nce'uai, Giacoino Maria Carlo. Italian historian
Denis or Denys (deh'ne'), Saint. First bishop of Paris. Patron saint

—

of the French.

Denman

.

.*.

.

(dSn'man), Thomas, Lord.

Lord chief

justice of

England

1779

— 1854.

1811
D'Ennery (dSn'reOi Adolphe Philippe. French dramatic writer
1657—1734.
Dennis (dgn'iss), John. English writer
1747 — 1825.
Denon (deh-non'), Dominique Vivant, Baron. French archaeologist
Denon vllie (deh'noN'vel'), Jacques Ken6 de Br(;say, Marquis de. French

.

governor of Canada
D^parcleux (da'par'ee-uh'), Antoine. French mathematician
Deperthes (deh-parf), lean Baptiste. French writer on art
Depew (de-pii'), Chauncey Mitchell. American lawyer and orator
Depplng (dSp'ing), Guillaume. French librarian

1710.

1703

—1768.

1761—1833.
«
1834
.
1829
1811 1887.
1785—1859.

—

Depretis (dS-pra'tees), Agostino. Italian statesman
De Quincey (de kwTn'sT), Thomas. English author

(der'bl or dar'bi), Edward Geoffrey Smith-Stanley, fourteenth
1799 1869.
earl of.
Prime minister of England
1657 1735.
Derham (der'am), William. English philosopher and divine
1775—1802.
Dermody (der'mo-di), Thomas. Irish poet
.
1846
Ddroul^de (da'roo'liid'), Paul. French poet
.
1817
Dervish Pasha (der'vish pa-sha'), Turkish general and diplomatist
Derzhavin (dgr-zha'vin), Gavriil Komanovitch. R. poet and statesnian. 1743 1816.
Do Sacy. See Sacy, de.
DesagUliers (da'za'gii'le-a'), John Theophilus. Pr. physicist in Bng. . .1683— 1744.
D^Sauglers (dS'zo'zhe-a'), Marc Antoine Madeleine. Fr. song writer.. 1772 1827.
1744 1795.
Desault (deh-zo'), Pierre Joseph. French writer on surgery
Desays de VeygOUX (deh-sa' deh va'goo'), Louis Charles Antoine.
1768—1800.
Called Desaix. French general".
Desbarres (da-bar'), Joseph Frederick Wallet. English hydrographer. 1722— 1824.
1835
Desbrosses (da'bros'), Jean. French painter
.
.
1855
Deaca (da'ka'), Edmond. French sculptor

Derby

—
—

—

—
—

1596—1650.
French philosopher
.
1846
Deschamps (da'shBN'), Louis Henri. French painter
.
Deschanel (da'sha'nSl'), Emile Aug. Etienne Martin. Fr. litterateur. 1819
1750—
1833.
Desfontalnes (da'foN'tSn'), RemS Louiche. Fr. botanist and traveler..
1634?-1694.
DeshOUll^res (dt'zoo'le-gr'), Madame Antoinette. French poetess
1823—1886.
Desjardins (da'zhar'daH'), Ernest. French historian
1810 1882.
Desmarres (da'mar'), Louis Auguste. French oculist

Descartes (da'karf), Ren^.

—
—1872.
—1794.
—1892.

(de smSt), Peter John. Am. Jesuit missionary to the Indians.,1801
1761
(dt'moo'laN'), Benott Camille. French revolutionist
Desnolresterres (da'nwar'tSr'), Gustave Le Brisoys. French author.. 1817
(dt'nwa'ya'),
Auguste
Gaspard
Louis
Boucher,
Baron.
French
Desnoyers

De Smet

Desmoullns

1779—1857.

engraver

Desor (deh-zor'), Edouard. Swiss naturaUst
De Soto "(da so'to), Fernando. Spamsh explorer.
Mississippi River
(da'pra'), Louis. French litterateur
(da'sf), Joseph Marie. L'Inlrepide.
Dessallnes (da'sa'leen'), Jean Jacques. Negro

DespreZ
Dessals

— 1882.

1811

Discoverer of the
.1496 ?-1542.

1861—1885.
1764

French soldier
emperor of Hayti

—1834.
—

1760—1806.

Dessolles (da'sol'), Jean Joseph Paul Augustin, Marquis. Fr. general. 1767 1828.
D'Estalng. See Estaing, d'.
1680—1754.
DeStOUChes (da'toosh'), Philippe N^ricault. French dramatist
Destutt de Tracy (da'stuf deh tra'se'), Antoine Louis Claude, Count
1754—1836.
de Tracy. French philosopher
Deubler (doi'bler), Kourad. The peasant philosopher. Austrian phi1814—1883.
Deutsch (doich), Immanuel Oscar Menahem. Jewish Hebraist in Ger.. 1829 1873.
1820 1891.
Devens (dSv'enz), Charles. American general, jurist, and orator
.
De Vere (de veer'), Aubrey Thomas. English poet and political writer. 1814
Devereux (dev'e-roo). See Essex, Earl of.
Devllle (deh-vel'). See Sainte-Claike-Devhxe.
1855 Devillez (deh-ve'ya'), Louis Henri. Belgian sculptor
Devonshire" (dSv'on-shir), Georgiana Cavendish, Duch. of. Eng. beauty. 1757 1806,
Devrlent (dgv're'SN'), Daniel Ludwig. Uncle of G. E. German actor 1784—1832,
1803 1872,
DeVTlent, Gustav Emil. German actOr
De Wette (deh wgt'eh), Wilhelm Martin Leberecht. Ger. theologian. .1780—1843,
losopher ....".

—
—

. .

.

Dewey

—
—
1784 — 1867,
1794 — 1882,

American naturalist
(du'i)> Chester.
Dewey, Orville. American clergyman
1G25—1668,
De Witt (deh wit'), Jan. Eminent Dutch statesman
Eng. preacher of the Society of Friends.. 1621 ?-1688,
Dewsbury"(duz'bgr-T),
1761 181G,
Dexter (deks'ter), Samuel. American statesnian
1743 1806,
Dexter, Timothy. Lord Timothy. Eccentric American
1838—1893,
Dhuleep Singh (doo-leep' sTng). The Maharajah. Indian Prince
1824
18G4,
Dlas, (dee'as) Antonio Gonqalves (goN-sal'ves). Brazilian poet
1500,
Dlas, Bartholomeu. Port, navigator. Disc. Cape of Good Hope

Wm.

—
—

—

1830 Diaz, Porfirio. President of Mexico
Diaz del Castillo (dee'ath del kas-teel'yo). Brenal. See Castillo, del.
1820 1870.
Dlas Vieira (dee'as ve-a'e-ra), Joao Pedro. Brazilian statesman
1745—1814
Dlbdln (dib'din), Charles. English naval aong writer.
Dlbdln, Thomas Frognall. Nephew of Charles. English bibliographer. 1775— 1848,
1772—1857,
Dick (dik), Thomas. Scottish author. [Christian Philosopher.']
1812 1870,
Dickens (dTk'enz), Charles. English novelist

—

Dickinson

(dlk'in-son),

Anna

Dickinson, Daniel Stevens.
Dickinson, John. American

American lecturer
American jurist and statesman
Elizabeth.

political writer

(dek'mar'), Jacques Franijois. French naturalist
Diderot (de'dro'), Denis. French philosopher and writer
Ambroise Firmin. French printer and publisher
(de'do'),
Dldot

Dlcquemare

e, i, o, silent ; a, o, u,

v

(see p.

VX^);

—
1842
1800 —18GG
1732 — 1808

1733—1789,

1713—1784
1790

TI (eko p. 1718,

U

— 1876,
?)

1835

;

g

French publisher and typographer
Adolph NapoIiSou. French archaeologist

(de'droN'),

DiebltSCh SabaUsanski (dee'bich

sii-bal-kan'skee),

Hans

Born. Died.
1764 1836.
1800—1867.
Karl Fried1785 1830.
1806—1883.

—
—

rich Anton, Count. Russian field marshal
Diet enbach (dee'f en-baK), Lorenz. German author
Diemen, van (van dee'men), Anthony. Dutch gov. in the East ludies.
He sent out an e.\ped. under Tasman, who disc. Van Diemen's Land. 1595 1645.
Dleskau (dees'kow), Ludwig August. German-French general in Amer.1701 1767.
DJesterweg (dees'ter-weg), Friedrieh Adolf Wilhelm. Ger. educator.. 1790— 18G6.
Dleterici (de-tgh-ree'tsee), Karl Friedrieh Wilhelm. Ger. statistician.. 1790— 1859.
1712—1774.
Dietrich (dee'triK), Christian Wilhelm Ernst. German painter
Dietrlchson (dee'trik-sou), Lorentz Henrik Segelcke. Norwegian litte.
1834
rateur and poet

—

—

German

(deets), Friedrieh Christian.

Diez

Dlgby (dig'bl), Kenelm,
Dlgges (digz), Thomas.

1603— 1G65.
1595.

1843

.

1687
.1823
1851

.

—1747.
— 1894.

1802—1 883.
1814—1881.
.
1845
1261—1325.

Dlnl (dee'nee), Ulisse. Italian mathematician
Dlniz (de-neez') or Denis (dgn'iss). King of Portugal
Diniz da Cruz (de-neez' dii krooz), Antonio. Antonio Diniz Cruz e
.

Silva. Portuguese poet
Dlnter (dln'ter), Christian Friedrieh.

Dinwiddle

(din-wTd'I ), Robert.

—1876.

1794

philologist

English philosopher
English astronomer and mathematician
DUke (dilk), Charles Wentworth, Baronet. Eng. editor and author
Dillenius (dTl-la'iie-56s), Johanii Jakob. German botanist
DlUman (dil'mau), Chri.stian Friedrieh August. German orientalist..
Dillon (dil'on), John. Irish political leader
Dindorf (diu'dort), Karl Willielm. German philologist
DingelStedt, von (fon dlng'el-stet), Franz. German author
Sir.

.

1731—1799?

German

—1831.
—1770.
—

educationist

17G0
1692
245

Lieutenant governor of Virginia

313.
Diocletian (di-o-kle'shSn). Roman emperor
1576—1649.
Dlodati (de-o-da'tee), Giovanni. Swiss theologian
fl. 1st c. B. o.
Dlodorns (di-o-do'rus) or Diedo'rus SiO'Ulus. Roman historian
B. o. 414?- 324?
Diogenes (di-oj'e-neez). Greek Cynic philosopher
B. o. 408 ?- 353.
Dion (di'on) of Syracuse. Statesman and patriot
(di'on
kSsh'T-us
kok-se-ya'nus).
BithyuDion Cassius Coccelanus

ian historian of

Rome

155

Dionls du S^]0ur (de'o'nes' du

sa'zhoor'),

AchiUe Pierre.

.

French
1734—1794.

astronomer

b. o. 431 ?Dlonysius (di-o-nish'I-us). The Elder. Tyrant of Syracuse
B. o. 54?Dionyslus of Halicarnas'sus. Greek historian
Dlonysius Esignus (eks-tg'u-us). An abbot at Rome. Reputed founder

367.

7?

545.
of the Christian era as now established
246 ?- 330 ?
DlophantUS (di-o-f an'tus), of Alexandria. Greek algebraist
fl. 2d c. ?
Diescorldes (dl-os-kor'i-deez) Peda'nlns. Greek medical writer
1673 1734.
Dippel (dip'el), Johann Konrad. German rationalist
Disraeli (diz-ra'lee or diz-ree'le), Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield. Prime
1804 1881.
minister of England, and author
Disraeli, Isaac. Father of Benjamin. English miscellaneous writer. .17GG 1848.
German
Ditters von Dittersdorf (dlt'ers fon dtt'ers-dorf), Karl.
1739 1799.
musical composer
1675 1715.
Ditton (dit'on), Humphrey. English mathematician
1802—1887.
Dlx (diks), Dorothea Lynde. American philanthropist

—

—

—
—
—
1798 — 1873
DiS, John Adams. American general and statesman
1827
Dlx, Morgan. SonofJ.A. American clergyman
1821 — 1879.
Dixon (diks'on), William Hepworth. English author
.1760 — 1837.
Dmltrief (dinee'tre-ef Ivan Ivauovitch.' Russian poet
1799
American
Protestant
Episcopal
bishop.
—1859.
(don),
George
Washington.
Doane
1824—1874.
Sydney Thompson. Sydney Yendys. English poet
Dobell
Wolfgang.
German
....
.1780
—1849.
chemist.
Dbberelner (do'beh-ri-ner), Johann
178G— 1851.
DSbrentel (do'brgn-ta-ee), Gabor. Hungarian author
Amer..l717 — 1791.
Dobrlzhoffer (do'brits-hJSf'er), Martin. Jesuit missionary in
Dobrowskl or Dobrovsky '(do-br5v'skee), Jozef. Slavic philologist. .1753 — 1829.

.

),

_(do-bgl'),

.

.

S.

. .

DobSOn (dSb'son), Henry Austin. English poet
Ooczy (dot'see}, Ludvik. Hungarian author
(dBd'rij), Philip.
English dissenting divine
Dbderlein (do'der-lin), Johann Christoph. Ger. theologian and critic.
Dodge (d5j), Mary Abigail. Gail Hamilton. American authoress

.
1840
.
1S4G
1702 1751.
.1746-1792.

—

Doddridge

.

1830-1896.

1838
Dodge, Mary Mapes. American author
Dodington (d5d'ing-ton), Geo. Bubb, Baron Melcombe. Eng. politician. 1691 17G2.
(d5d-o-nee'us),
Rembertus.
Dutch botanist and physician.. 151 7 1585.
DodonaeUS
1703—1764.
DodBley (dodz'lT), Robert. English poet and bookseller
Bohm, von (fon dom), Christian Wilhelm. Ger. diplomatist and author.1751 1820.
.

—
—
—

German

Dohrn(dom), Anton.

1840

naturalist

.

•
(dol'ber), Amos Emerson. American physicist and inventor. .1837
1616—1686.
Dolcl (dol'chee), Carlo o»- Carlino. Tuscan painter
1509—1546.
Dolet (do'la'), Etienne. French scholar
.
1850
Dolgoroukl (dol'go-roo'kee), Catherine. Russian princess
Dolgorukl (dol'go-roo'kee), Vassili Vladimirovitch. Rus. field marshal. 1GG7 1746.
.1799—1890.
(dol'ing-er),
.Johann
Joseph
Ignaz.
Ger.
Catholic
theol.
Old
Dblllnger
DoUond (dSl'ond), tleorge. English mathematical instrument maker. .1774 1852.
DoUond, John. Eng. optician. Inventor of the achromatic telescope .. 1706 1761.
Dolomieu, de (deh do'lo'me-uh'), Deodat Guy Sylvain Tancrede Gratet.
1750 1802.
French geologist and mineralogist
1625 1696.
Domat (do'ma'), Jean. French jurist and writer
Dombrovskl (dom-brov'skee), Jan Henryk Jindrich Jan. Pol. general. .1755 1818.
Domenech (do'me-ngk'), Emmanuel Henry Dieudonng. French author. 1825 1886.
1500?-1564.
Domenichi (do-men'e-kee), Luigi. Italian writer and translator
Domenichino (do-men-e-kee'no). Real name Domenico Zampieri.

Dolbear

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

— 1641.

1581

Bolognese painter

Domenicc (do-mgn'e-ko), Alexis. II Gieco. See Theotocopdli.
1811
Domett (dgm'et), Alfred. English author and politician
Dominic (d8m'i-nik). Saint, or DomlngO de Guzman (do-meng'go da
gooth-man').

Spanish founder of the order of Dominicans

1170

— 1221.

51?- 96.
Domitian (do-mish':-an or do-mish'an). Roman emperor
Donaldson (d5ii'51d-son), John William. English classical philologist. .1811 1861.
1383—1466.
DonatellO (do-na-t61'lo") or Donate (do-nii'to). Itali-in sculptor
1826-1873.
Donatl (do-nii'tee), Giovanni Battista. Italian astronomer

—

Donatl, Vitaliano.

Italian naturalist

BonatUS (do-na'tus), Bishop of Casaj NigriB. Founder of the
Donders (don'ders), Frans Cornells. Dutch oculist
Doni (do'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian antiquary

17 17^1763.
Donatists.fi. 305.
181 8-1889.

1592

—1647.
—

1818
Jean Henri Antoine. French historian
1798 1848.
Donizetti (do-ne-dzet'tee), Gaetano. Italian musical composer
1573 1631.
Donne (don), John. Engli.sh divine and jwet
(dSn'el-lT),
Ignatius.
American
author
Donnelly
1831 —
Donoso-Cort^S (do-no'so-kor-tfts'), Juan Francisco Maria de la Salud,
Marquis de Valdegamas. Spanish statesnian
1809 1854.
Donovan (dSn'o-van), Edward. English naturalist
1798 1837.
1800 18SS.
Doo (doo), George Thomas. English engraver
Dora d'lstrla (do'ra dts'tre-a). Pseudonym of the Princess Helen
Ghika (Princess Koltzov-Masalska). Wallachian authoress
1829 1S88.
Dorat (do'rii'), Claude Joseph. French poet
1734—1780.

Donlol

a.s ire

(do'ne-ol'),

—

—
—
—
—

get

;

th as in thine

;

T,

B, 6, *, B, d, o, n, k, n,

s

(see p. 1719).
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1836

N

Born.

Dorchain (dor'shSN'), Auguste. French poet and dramatist
Dor6 (do'ra'), Paul Gustave. French artist
Dorla (do're-a), Andrea. Genoese admiral and statesman

Died.
(du'er), John. American jurist and writer
Duer, William Alexander. Brother of John. Amer.

1468

Duez

.

—1560.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1840
Dorla, Giacomo, Marquis. Italian naturalist
1G58 1746.
Dorlgny (do'ren'ye'), Nicolas, Sir. French engraver
1644 1698.
Dorlians (dor'la'oN'), Pierre Joseph. French Jesuit and historian
1809 1884.
Dorner (dor'ner), Isaak August. German tlieologian
Dorr (d6r), Thomas Wilson. American politician. [^Dorr rebellion.'] .1805 1854.
Dorset (dor'set), Charles Sackville, sixth earl of. English wit and poet. .1637 1706.
Englisli statesman and author. 1527
1G08.
Dorset, Thomas Sacliville, first earl of.
1848
Doraey (dSr'sI ), James Owen. American ethnologist
1783 1818.
Dorsey, John Syng. American surgeon and pliysician
1613 1675.
(dovv), Gerard.
Dutch painter
Dou or
1816—1879.
Douay (doo'i'), Felix Cliarles. Frencli general
1757 1834.
antiquary
(dowss),
Francis.
English
Douce
1856
Douoet (doo'sa'), Henry Lucien. French painter
Douglas (dug'lass), Archibald. Bell-ihe-Cat. Great earl of Angus.
Scottish nobleman
1449 ?-1514.
Douglas, Gawin or Gavin. Son of Arch. Bell-the-Cat. Scottish poet..l474?-1522.
1 813
1861
Douglas, Stephen Arnold. American politician
1817 1S95.
Douglass, Fredericlc. American orator formerly a slave
Dousa (dow'sa) or Van der Does (van der doos), Jan. Dutch states1545 1604.
man, historian, and poet
1803 1879.
Dove (do'veli), Heinricli Willielm. German physicist
1777 1834.
(dow), Lorenzo. American preacher
1804
Neal.
American
temperance
reformer
Dow,
1843
Dowden (dow'den), Edward. Irish writer
Downing (down'ing), Andrew Jacitson. American landscape gardener. 1815 1852.
1772—1856.
Dowse (dowss), Thomas. American book collector
1726 1806.
Doyen (dwa'yoN'), Gabriel Frangois. French historical painter
1810—1888.
Doyle (doil), Francis Hastings Charles. English writer
1789—1868.
Doyle, John. Irisli caricaturist
.

.

O

.

.

Dow

.

—
—

;

—
—
—

Dow

.

.

—

—

Doyle, Richard.

1824—1883.

English artist

1820—1883.
Dozy (do-zT'), Reinhart Pieter Anna. Dutch orientalist
1540 ?-159G.
Drake (drak), Francis, Sir. English navigator
1805—1882.
Drake (driC'keh), Friedrich. German sculptor
Drake (drak)," Joseph Rodman. American poet. \_The Culprit Fay.] .1795— 1820.
.

Drake, Samuel Gardner.

Draper

1798
American antiquarian and historian
1837
American physiologist and chemist
Brother of Henry. American physiologist

(dra'per), Henry.
John ?3hristopher.

— 1875.
—1882,

Draper,
and chemist
1835—1885.
Draper, John William. Father of Henry and John C. American chemist and physiologist
1811 1882.
Drapeyron (dra/pa'roN'), Ludovlc. French historian and geographer.. 1839
Drayton (dra'ton), Michael. English poet
1563—1631.
1742 1779.
Drayton, William Henry. American statesman
1595-1669.
Drellncourt (dreh-lSN'koor'), Charles. French Protestant minister
1663—1738.
Drevet (dreh-va'), Pierre. French engraver
Dreyschock (dri'shgk), Alexander. Bohemian composer
1818-1869.
Dreyse, von (fon dri'zeh), Johann Nikolaus.
German mechanician.
Inventor of the needfe gun
1787—1867.
Driver (driv'er), Samuel Rolles. English clergyman and Biblical scholar. 1846
1773 1850.
DriZ (drez), Francois Xavier Joseph. French author and moralist
Droblsch (dro'bish), Gustav Theodor. German poet
1811
DroualS (droo'S'). Jean Germain. French painter
1763—1788.
1774 1847.
Drouot (droo'o'), Antoine, Count. French general of artillery
Drouyn de Lhuys (droo'SN' deh Iwee'), fedouard. French diplomatist. 1805 1881.
Droysen (droi'zen), Johann Gustav. German historian
1808—1884.
1832—189.5.
Droz (droz), Anfoine Gustave. French author
1772 1854.
Drnmmond (driira'ond), Gordon, Sir. British general in America
Drununond, Thomas. Scottish engineer, and administrator in Ireland.
[Drummond light.']
1797—1840.
Drummond, William, of Hawthomden. Scottish poet
1585—1649.
Dnimont (drii'moN'), Edouard Adolphe. French author
1844
Drury (droo'rl ), Dru. English naturalist
1725—1803.
Drusus (droo'sus), Claudius Nero. Drusus Senior. Roman general.. B. c. 38
9.
Dryander (dre-an'der), Jonas. Swedish naturalist
1748—1810.
Dryden (dri'den), jD'hu. English poet
1631—1701.
1760 1835.
Duane (du-an'), WiUiam. American editor and politician
Duane, William John. Son of 'William. Lawyer. Secretary of the
United States treasury
1780—1865.
Dubarry (dVi'ba're'), Armand. French journalist
1836
1802— 18G7.
Diibner (dub'uer), Johann Friedrich. German philologist
Dubois (du'bwS') or de la BoS (deh la bo'a'), Franz. (^Lat. FrancisCU3 Sylvius.) Dutch physician and writer
1624—1672.
1656 1723.
Dubois, Guillaume, Cardinal. French statesman
Du BolsgObey (di\ bwii'go'ba'), Fortun(5 Hippolyte Aug. Fr. writer. .1824—1891.

—

.

—

—

.

.

—
—
—

.

U

—
—

'.

.

—

.

DU Bols-Reymond

bwii'ra'moN'), Emil. German physiologist.. .1818
1670 1742.
DubOQ (dii'bo'), Jean Baptiste. French historian and writer on art
1822—1879.
Dubs (doops), Jakob. Swiss statesman
DubUle (dii'buf), Claude Marie. French painter
1789-1864.
Dubufe, Guillaume. French painter
1853
1820—1883.
Dubufe, Louis Edouard. Son of Guillaume. French painter
Dubulason (dli'bwe'soN'), Frangois Reni5 Andr6. French naturalist.. .1763— 1836.
1822 1894.
Oamp (dU kSN'), Maxime. French author
Du Cange (dii kSnj' ; Fr. pron. dii'koNzh'), Charles du Fresne. French
historian and philologist
1610 1688.
1714 1785.
Ducarel fdu-ka-rgl'), Andr(5 Colt(5e. French antiquary in England
Duccio di BuonlnsegTia (doot'cho de boo-o-nen-san'ya). Ital. painter. 1260T-1339?
ChalllU (dii sha'yii'), Paul Belloni. Franco-American traveler and
.
author
1835
Du Chastelet or Chatelet (dii shat'lfi'), Gabrielle Emilie le Tonnelier de
Breteuil, Marquise.
French authoress
1706 1749.
1737 1798.
Duch6 (dii-sha'), Jacob. Chaplain of the first Continental Congress
Duchesne (dii'slian'), Andrt5. French geographer and historiographer. .1584 1640.
1733—1816.
Duels (dii'ses'), Jean Frangois. French dramatic poet
Duckworth (duk'wurth), John Thomas, Baronet. British admiral
1748—1817.
DuclOB (dii'klo'), Charles Pineau. French biographer
1704—1772.
1806 1855.
Ducornet (dii'kor'na'), Louis CSsar Joseph. French painter
1754 1816.
DUCOS (dlVko'), Roger. French politician and lawyer
(dii'kro'),
Auguste
French
general
1817—1882.
Ducrot
Alexandre.
Dudevant (diid'vBN'), Amantine Lucile Aurore, Madame, born Dupin.
George Sand. French novelist
1804 1876.
Duditch (doo-dich') or Dudlth (doo-deef), Ondrej. Hungarian divine
and writer
1533—1589.
(di\

—

.

.

W

—

Du

—

—

Du

—
—
—
—

—

.'

—

Dudley

—

Benjamin Winslow. American surgeon
1785 1870.
Dudley, Charles Edward. American senator. His widow founded the
Dudley observatory
1780—1841.
Dudley, Joseph. Governor of Massachusetts
1647—1720.
Dudley, Robert, Earl of Leicester. Favorite of Queen Elizabeth of Eng. 1531 ?-1588.
(dud'lT),

Duemlchen
a, e,

I,

5, 5,

(dii'me-Ken), Johann.

long ;

German

1833—1894.

orientalist

a, e, o, less prolonged ; S, e, T, 5, u,

short; a,

e, i, o,

Born. Died.
1782—1858.

Duer

1833—1883.

1857

(dii'a'),

Ernest Ange.

jurist

and writer.. 1780

French- painter

— 1858.

1843

.

Jules Armand Stanislas. French statesman
1798-1881.
Charles Francois de Cisternay. French electrician.
.1698-1739.
Dull, Alexander. Scottish missionary in India
1806—1878.
Dufierin (diifer-in), Frederick Temple Hamilton Blackwood, Earl of.
English statesman. Governor general of Canada
1826
Dufour (dii'foor'), Guillaume Henri. Swiss general
1787—1875.
Dufour, Valentin Charles. French archaeologist
1826
Dufrenoy (dii'frS'nwit'), Adelaide, born Gillette-Billet. French poetess. 1765— 1825.
Dufrasny (dii'fra'ne'), Charles Riviere. French dramatist
1648 1724.
Dugdale (dug'dal), AVilliam, Sir. English antiquary
1605—1686.
Dughet (dii'ga'), Gaspard. Le Guaspre. Fr. lands, painter at Rome.. 1G14 1675.
(dii'ga'-troo'aN'),
Renii.
Duguay-Trouln
French admiral
1673—1736.
Du Guesclln (dii ga'klaN'), Bertrand. Constable of France
1320T-1380.
1624 1706.
Duhamei (dii'S/mel'), Jean Baptiste. French natural philosopher
Duhamel, Jean Marie Constant. French mathematician
1797 1872.
Diihrlng (dii'ring), Eugeu Carl. German philosoplier
1833

Dulaure

Du Fay

(dii'for'),

(dii fa'),

.

.

.

.

—
—
—
—

.

Dujardln (du'zhar'daN'), F(51ix. French naturalist
1801—1860.
Jardin, Karel. Dutch painter
16257-1678.
Dulaure (dii'lor'), Jacques Antoine. French historian
1755—1835.
DuUacrt (dra'art), Heinman. Dutch painter
1C3G— 1GS4.
Duller (dool'er), Eduard. German historian and poet
1809—1853.
Dumanoir (dU'mii'nwar'), Philippe Francois Pinel. French dramatist. .1806-1865.
(dii'mar'sa'),
Dumarsals
C6sar Chesneau. French grammarian
1676-1756.
1802 1870.
Dumas (dii'ma'), Alexandre. French novelist and dramatist
Dumas, Alexandre. Son of preceding. Frencli dramatist and novelist. .1824—1895.
Du Maurler (dii mo're-S'), Georges Louis PalmeUa Busson. French
artist in England. ^London Punch.]
1834—1896.
Dumeril (dii'mS'rel'), Andre Marie Constant. French naturalist
1774—1860.
1711—1803?
Dumesnil (dli'mu'nel'), Marie Fran^oise. French actress

Du

—

Dumichen (dii'me-Ken), Johannes. German Egyptologist
1833
1830
Dummler (diim'ler),"Ernst Ludwig. German historian
1801 — 1884.
Augustin
Alexandre.
French
sculptor
Dumont (dli'moNf),
1759 — 1829.
Dumont, Pierre Etienne Louis. Swiss scliolar and sec. of Bentham
Dumont d'Urville (-diir'vel'), Jules Siibastien CiJsar. Fr. navigator.. .1790— 1842^
1500—1566.
Dnmoulln (dii'moo'lSN'), Charles. French jurist
1739—1823.
Dumourlez (dii'moo're-a'), Charles Francois. French general
1465T-1530
Dunbar (dun-bar'), William. Scottish poet
1040.
Duncan (dunk'an) I. King of Scotland, murdered by Macbeth
.
.

1731—1804.
Duncan, Adam," Viscount JDuncan of Camperdown. British admiral
1811—1886.
Duncker (dSSn'ker), Maximilian Wolfgang. German liistorian
1742
statesman
— 1811.
(dun-dSss'),
Henry,
Viscount
Melville.
British
Dundas
Dundee (dun-dee'). Viscount. See Graham, John.
tenth
earl
of.
Lord
Dundonald (dun-d5n'ald), Thomas Cochrane,
Cochrane.

Englisiradmiral

DungUson (diing'glT-son), Robley. Amer. phys. and medical writer.
Dunkln (dunk'in), Edward. English astronomer
Dunmore (dun'mor), John Murray, fourth earl. Governor of Virginia.
Dunning (diin'ing), John, first Baron Ashburton. English lawyer

.

1775-1860.
.1798—1869.
1821

.

.

.1732—1809.

— 1783.
French
1402 — 1468.
1731

Dunois, de (deh du'nwa'), Jean, Count. The Bastard of Orleans.
commander, and one of the national heroes of France
Duns Scotus (diinz sko'tiiB), Joannes. The Subtle Doctor. Scottish

1265?-1308.

scholastic theologian
(dan'st.an), Saint.

—

924
Archbishop of Canterbury
988.
1659.
Dunster (diin'ster), Henry. First president of Harvard College
.
1813
Diintzer (diint'ser), Johann Heinrich Josef. German philologist
1802—1878.
Dupanloup (dii'p5N'Ioo'), Felix Antoine Philibert. French prelate
1775 1846.
Duperr6 (dii'pa'ra'), Victor Guy, Baron. French admiral
1786 1865Duperrey (dii'pa'ra'), Louis Isidore. French hydrographer
1556 1618.
Duperron (dii'pa'roN'), Jacques Davy. French cardinal
Dupetlt-Thouars (dii'pte'-too'ar'), Louis Marie Aubert. Fr. botanist. .1758 1831.
1791 1887.
Dupin (dii'pSN'), Jean Henri. French dramatic author
Duplets (dii'pla'), Joseph Francois, Marquis. French governor in India. 1697 1764.
.
1834
Duplessis (dii'pla'se'), Georges Gratet. French art historian
1725 1802.
DuplessiS, Joseph Silfrein. French painter
Du Plessis Mornay. See Mornay.
Duploye (dii'plwa'ya'), Emile. French stenog. [Dnploye method.]. ..1S3S
Duponceau, (du-p5n'so Fr.pron. dii'poN'so'), Peter Stephen, originally
1760 1844.
Pierre Etienne. American lawyer and scholar
1803 1865.
Dupont (du-p5nt'), Samuel Francis. American rear admiral
Pierre Samuel. GrandDu Pont de Nemours (dii'poN' deh neh-moor'),
~
1739 1817.
father of Samuel Francis Dupont. French political economist
1806—1896.
Duprez (dii'pra'), Gilbert Louis. French vocali?i

Donstan

—
—
—
—
—

—
—

.

;

—
—
—
1742 — 1809.
1777 — 1835.
1610 — 1688.

Dupuls (dii'pwe'), Charles Frangois. French philosopher
Dupnytren (dii'pwe'troN'), Guillaume, Baron. Tr.ench anatomist
Duciuesne

(dii'kan'),

French naval c'limander

Abraham.

M arquis. Governor of
Duquesne de MennevUle (-deh men'e-vel')
~
•18th century.
New France
1594—1646.
Duquesnoy (dii'ka'nwa'), Francois. Flemish sCdlptor
1789— 1862.
Duran (doo-ran'), Don Agustin. Spanisli autlior
.
Durand (dii'roN'), Alice Marie Celeste. (Henri Greville.) Fr. authoress. 1842
1796 — 1886.
Durand (du-rSnd'), Asher Brown. American painter and engraver
~.

—
—
—
—
—
—

1787 1868.
1760 18341823—1881.
College
1693
1755.
sacred
music
Italian
coni'
oser
of
(doo-ran'ta),
Francesco.
Durante
1471 1528.
Diirer (dii'rer), Albrecht or Albert. German painter and engraver
.1804
.
1865.
sculptor
.
Duret (dii'ra'), Prancisque. French
1653—1723.
D'Urfey (dfir'fT), Thomas. English poet and dramatist
1815
1876.
Duringsfeld, von (fon dii'rings-felt), Ida. German authoress
Duroc (dii'rok'), Gerard Christophe Michel, Duke of Friuli. French
1772—1813.
general
Duruy (dii'rii-e'), Jean Victor. Fr. historian and minister of education. 1811 1894.
1817 Dushlnski (doo-shen'skee), Henry Francois. Polish historian
1779 1842.
Dn Sommerard (dii som'rar'), Alexandre. French archaeologist
1761 1812.
Dussek (doos'ek), Jan Ladislav. Bohemian musical composer
.
1660
Hannah.
American
heroine
(du.s'tin),
Dustin
1776—1847.
Dutrochet (dli'tro'sha'), Ken^ Joachim Henri. French physiologist
1556
1621.
writer
Guillaume.
French
moralist
and
(dii'var'),
Duvalr
1767 1842.
Duval (dii'val'), Alexandre Vincent Pineu. French dramatist
1792—1824.
Duvancel (dii'vo'sSI'), Alfred. French naturalist
Dnvergier de Hauranne (dii'ver'zhe-a' deh o'ran'), Jean. French
1581 1643.
Jansenist theologian
1798 1881.
Duvergler de Hauranne, Prosper. French statesman and writer
1753
1839.
Daveyrier (dli'va're-a'), Honore Nicolas Marie, Baron. French author.
1744 1813.
Duvolsin (dii' vwii'zaN'), Jean Baptiste. French theologian
Duycklnck (di'kingk). Evert Augustus. American writer. In conjunction with his brother, George Long Duyckinck, he prepared the " Cy1816—1878.
clopedia of American Literature "

Durand, Cyrus.

American engraver

Durand (diVroN'), Jean Nicolas Louis. French architect
Durant (du-rSnf), Henry Fowle. Founder of S7eUcsley

oiscure (see remark, p. 171^
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Born.

Dnyse, van (vau

doi'zeh), Prudens.

Flemish poet

Pan Antonin. Bohemiau musitiau
Dvorak
Ovorsky (dvor'skee), Fraus. Bohemiau historian
Dwight (dwit), John Sullivan. American musical critic
(dvo-ritk'),

Dwlght, Timothy. American divine. President of Yale College
Swlght, Timothy. Grandson of preceding. American educationist.
.

Dyce, William.

Common

ton

~.

Dyer, Wiiliam Turner

Dymond (di'moud),

1660,

English botanist
English Quaker writer and moralist

1843
1796- 1828!

Thistleton.

Jonathan.

Died.

Born.

Died

1804- -1859,
1841
1839
1813- -1893.
1752- -1817,

President of Yale University
1828
(dice), Alexander.
Scottish editor and scholar.
^Shakespeare.] .lldS- -1869,
Scotch historical painter
1806- -1864,
1680- -1752.
Dyck, or Dijk, van (van dik'), Philip. Dutch painter
Dyer (di'er), George. English scholar and author
1755- -1841
Dyer (di'er) or Dyar (dl'ar), Mary. A Quaker martyr, hanged on Bos-

Dyce

1837

(61'giu), James
general of Canada

Elgin

Bruce, Earl

of.

British itatesman.

Governor

— 1863.

1811

^

Elgin, Thomas Bruce, Earl of. Father of James Bruce. British diplo1760—1841.
matist.
iElgin marbles.]
Properly Eliali ben Ascher ha Levi.
Ellas Levita (e-li'as le-vi'ta).
1472—1549.
Jewish Hebraist"in Germany
£lie de Beaumont (S'le' deh bo'moN'), Jean Baptiste Armand Louis
1798-1874.
LiSonce. French geologist
Eliot (Sl'i-ot), Charles William. American educator. Pres. of Harvard
18S4
University
Eliot, George, pseud. True name Mary Ann Evans {Lewes) {Cross).
1819—1880.
English authoress
1592 1G32.
Eliot, John, Sir. English statesman and orator
1604 1690.
American clergyman
Eliot, John. Apostle of the Indians.
17U0.
Brit, general. 1717
Eliott, George Augustus, Baron Heathfield of Gibraltar.
Elisabeth (e-llz'a-beth), Pauline Ottilie Luise, born Princesse de Wied.
1843
Queen of Roumania
1533-1603.
Elizabeth. Queen of England
1709 1762.
Elizabeth-Petrovna (-pS-trov'na). Empress of Russia
1750—1818.
Edward
Chief
justice
of
Eng.
(Sl'eu-bur-uh),
Law,
Lord.
Ellenborough
Ellery (el'er-I), William. Signer of the Declaration of Independence. ..1727 1820.
1810—1862.
Ellet (Sl'et), Charles, Jr. American engineer
1754 1820.
ElllCOtt (el'i-kot), Andrew. American astronomer
1819
ElllCOtt, Charles John. English bishop and author
.1791
1808.
ElllotSOn (Sl'i-ot-son), John. English pliysician and writer
1812—1868.
Elliott (Sl'i-ot)'^ Charles Loring. American artist
1781-1 849.
Corn-Law Rhymer. English poet
Elliott, Ebenezer.
1782 1845.
Elliott, Jesse Duncan. American commodore
1814—1890.
Ellis (§l'is), Alexander John. English philologist
1753 1815.
Ellis, George. English miscellaneous writer
1814 1894.
American
and
historian
George
Edward.
clergyman
Ellis,
1812—1872.
Ellis, Sarah Stickney, Mrs. English authoress
1745
Oliver.
American
jurist
and
statesman
1807.
Ellsworth (elz'worth),
Ellwood (el'w66d)", Tliomas. English Quaker writer. Reader to Milton. 1039 1713.
1813
1847.
Elmes (elmz), Harvey Lonsdale. English architect..
1773 1825.
Elmsley (elmz'li), Peter. English critic and classical scholar
1721 1809.
Elphinston (Sl'fin-ston), James. Scottish grammarian
1779 1859.
Elphinstone, Mountstuart. English statesman and historian
1574 1620.
Elsheimer (Slss'hi-mer), Adam. II Tedesco. German painter
1810 1884.
Elssler (elss'ler), Fanny. Viennese dancer
1854
Ely (e'li), Richard Theodore. American political economist
1490? 1546.
Elyot (el'i-ot), Thomas, Sir. English diplomatist and lexicographer
Elze (Slt'seh), Carl Friedrich. German poet and Shakespearean scholar. 1821
Elzevir (el'zeh-vir), Bonaventure (born 1583, died 1652?), son, and Abraham (born 1592, died 1652), grandson, of Louis. Dutch printers at
Leyden, of exquisite editions of the classics.
{Dutch Elzevler or Elsevier, el'zch-veer.) Dutch
Elzevir, Louis.
1540?-1617.
printer at Leyden
Emanuel (em-an'u-el). {Port. Manoel, ma-no-el'.) The Great, or the
1469—1521.
Happy. King of Portugal
1729 1775.
Embury (em'ber-i), Philip. First Methodist minister in America
fimerlo-Davld"(am'rek'-da'ved'), Toussaint Bernard. Fr. archaeologist 1755 1 839.
1797—1881.
EmersOB (Sm'er-son), George Barrell. American educationist
1803 1882.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo. American essayist and philosopher
(a-mee'le-o),
Paolo.
{Lot.
?-1529.
Ital.
historian.
1460
Pau'lus .Slmil'ius.)
Emilio
1834
Emmerton (em'er-ton), James Arthur. American genealogist.
1778 1803.
Emmet (em'et),"Robert. Irish insurrectionist
1841
Emmons (Em'onz), Samuel Franklin. American geologist
fl. B. c. 444?
Empedocles (em-ped'o-kleez). Greek philosopher
EnambUC, d' (da'noN'bUk'), Pierre Vandrosques, Diel d'. Founder of
1585 1636.
French colonies in the West Indies
1791 1 865.
Encke (enk'eh), Johann Franz. German astronomer
EndlCOtt (SuMi-kot), John. Colonial governor of Massachusetts. .... ..1588 '-1065.
1S04 1849.
Endlicher (Snt'liK-er), Stephan Ladislaus. Himgarian botanist
1796—1864.
Enf antln (oN'f oN'tSk'), Barth^lemy Prosper. French socialist
1741
1797.
Enfield (Sn'feeld), William. English clergyman and scholar
1468—1533.
Engelbrechtsen (eng'el-brSKt-sen), Cornells. Dutch painter
Enghien, d' (doN'gSN'), Louis .^ntoine Henri de Bourbou-Cond6, Due.
1772 1804.
French prince. Executed by order of Napoleon 1
1819
English (ing'glish), Thomas Dunn. American author. [_Ben Bolt.]
1841
Enneklng (en'ek-ing), John Joseph. American artist
b. c. 239 ?- 169.
Ennius (en'I-us), Quintus. Roman poet
Entrecasteaux, d' (doNtr'kas'to'), Antoine Joseph Raymond Bruni,
French admiral and explorer
1737 1793.
1446 ?-1516 ?
Enzlna or Enclna, de la (da la en-thee'na), Juan. Spanish poet
Eon de Beaumont, d' (da'oN' deh bo'moN'), Charles Genevieve Louis
Auguste Andre Timoth^e. Chevalier d'Mon. French diplomatist. 1728 1810.
1813 1871.
EotV'ds (a'ot-vosh), Josef, Baron. Hungarian statesman and writer
Epaminondas (e-pam-i-non'das). Theban statesman and general, .b. c. 418?- 362.
1712—1789.
{jp^e, de r (deh la'pa'), Charles Micliel. French philanthropist
60
120
EplCtetUS (ep-ik-te'tus). Roman Stoic philosopher
270.
Epicurus (ep-T-ku'rus). Greek philosopher. [^Epicurean school.]. 's.c. 342
fi. b. c. 600?
Epimenides (ep-I-mSn'i-deez). Cretan poet and philosopher
Eplnay, d' (dS'pe'na'), Louise Florence Petronille de la Live. French
1725 1783.
authoress
1583 1643.
Eplscopius (ep-is-ko'pt-us), Simon. Bischop. Dutch theologian
£rard (a'rar'), Si5bastien. French manufacturer of musical instruments. 1752 1831.
1467 1536.
Erasmus (e-rSz'miis), Desiderius. Dutch scholar
196.
Eratosthenes (Sr-a-tos'the-neez). Greek geometer and astronomer. B. c. 276
ErcUla y Zuniga, de (da er-theel'ya e thoon'ye-ga), Alonzo. Spanish
\_La Araucana.]
1533—1595.
poet.
.

—
—
—

.

E.
Eachard

(Sch'ard), John.
English divine
(Id'mer) or Edmer. English monk and historian
(eedz), James Buchanan. American engineer
Earle (erl), Pliny. American inventor
Earlom (erl'om), Richard. English engraver

1636 ?-1697.

Eadmer

1124.

Eads

1820

— 1887.

1762—1832.
1743 ?-1822.

Early (erl'i ), Jubal Anderson. Confederate general
1816—1894.
Eastlake (eest'lak), Charles Locke, Sir. English painter and art critic 1793—1865.
Eaton (ee'ton), Amos. American naturalist
1776 1842.
Eaton, William. American soldier. Consul at Tunis
1764—1811.
Ebeling (a'bel-ing), Adolf. German writer and journalist
1827
Ebellng, Christoph Daniel. German geographer and historian
1741—1817.
Ebelmen (a'bel'mSN'), Jacques Joseph. French chemist
1814—1852.
Eber (a'bgr), Paul. German Protestant divine and Hebraist
1511
Eberhard (a'ber-hart or Sb'er-hart), Johann August. German philoso.".
pher and writer
1739—1809.
Ebers (^'bers), Georg Moritz. German Egyptologist and novelist
1837
Ebert (a'bert), Friedrich Adolf. German bibliographer
1791—1834.
Ebl6 (Sb'la'), Jean Baptiste. French general
1758—1812.
.

—

.

.

.

Ebner von Esohenbaoh (SVuer f on

esh'en-baK), Marie, Baroness, born

Countess Dubsky. Austrian novelist
Ecchellensls (ek-el-len'sis), Abraham. Maronite

1830

.".

.

1664.
orientalist
(S-chS-nee'ka), Jos6 Rufino. Peruvian soldier
1808—1879.
Eckermann (ek'er-mau), Johann Peter. German author
1792—1854.
Eckersberg (5k'ers-bero), Christoffer Vilhelm. Danish painter
1783—1853.
Eckf ord (ek'f ord), Henry. American shipbuilder
1775—1832.
(gk'hiirt),
Meister (master). Father of German mysticism
Eckhart
1260 ;-1327.
Eckhart, von (fon ek'hart), or Eccard (Sk'kart), Johann Georg. German historian
1664 1730.
1737 1798.
Eckhel (Sk'hel), Joseph Hilarius. Austrian numismatist
Eckhot (Sk'hof), Hans Konrad Dietrich. The German Roscius. German actor
1720—1778.
Eckstein (ek'stin), Ernst. German novelist and humorist
1845
1640—1707.
Edellnck (a'deh-link), Gerard. Flemish engraver in France
Eden, Richard? English writer on travels
1521 ?-1576.
1732 1803.
Edes (edz), Benjamin. American journalist and patriot

Echenlque

—
—

.

—

Edes, Henry Herbert.

American antiquarian

1849

Edgeworth (ej'worth), Maria. English novelist
Edhem Pasha (ed-hem' pa-sha'). Turkish statesman

.

1767—1849.
1823—1893.

Thomas Alva. American electrician and inventor. .1847
.
or liadinand (Sd'mund), n. Ironside. King of the AngloSaxons
981 T-1016.
1170?-1240.
Edmund, Saint, or Edmund Rich. Archbishop of Canterbury
.
Edmunds (Sd'mundz), George Franklin. Am. lawyer and statesman. ..1828
1090 1164?
Edrlsl (ed-ree'zee) or Idrlsi. Arabian geographer
963 ?- 978 ?
Edward (Sd'ward). The lUartyr. King of the Anglo-Saxons
Edward, or Eadward,
The Confessor. King of the Anglo-Saxons 1004 ?-1066.
Edison

(§d'I-son),

.

Edmund,

—

m.

.

Edward I. Longshanks. King of England
Edward II. King of England. Lost the battle of Bannockbum
Edward III. King of England. Gained the battle of Cr^cy, 1346
Edward IV. King of England. [ War of tU Roses.]
Edward V. King of England. Supposed to have been murdered in

1239—1307.
1284—1327.
1312—1377.
1442—1483.
the

Tower

Edward

VI. King of England. Son of Henry VIII. and Jane Seymour. 1537— 1553.
The Black Prince. Prince of Wales
1330—1376.

Edward.
1814
Edward, Thomas. EngUsh naturalist
Edwardes (ed'wardz), Herbert Benjamin, Sir. English general in India. 1819—1868.
1835
Edwards (Sd'wardz), Alphonse Milne. French naturalist
1831 — 1892.
Edwards, Amelia Blandf ord. EngUsh novelist and Egyptologist
.

.

Edwards,
Edwards,
Edwards,
Edwards,
Edwards,
Edwin. King

1694—1773.

.

—
—

1703 1758.
1745 1801.
1836
585 ?- 033.
1621 1674.
1854
1684 1735.
775 ?- 839.
1686 1758.
.

of Northumbria
EeckllOUt,_van den (van den ak'howt), Gerbrand. Dutch painter
Eekhoud (ak'hout), Georges. Belgian poet and novelist
Eflen, van (van ef 'en), Justus. Dutch writer
Egbert (§g'bert). 'The Great. King of West Saxons
Egede (§g'eh-deh), Hans. Danish missionary to Greenland
Egerton (Sj'er-ton), Francis Leveson Gower, Earl of EUesmere. Eng1800 18.57.
lish statesmaii and author
Egerton, Thomas, Baron of EUesmere. Lord chancellor of England.. .1540?-1617.
1837
Eggleston (§g''lz-ton), Edward. American author
Eginhard (eg'ln-hard) or Einhart (in'hart). German secretary, and
771 ?- 844.
biographer of Charlemagne
1832
Egleston (Sg"lz-ton), Thomas. American mining engineer
Egmont (eg'moN'), Lamoral, Count of. Flemish soldier and statesman. 1522 1568.
1473 ?-1553.
Egnazio (Sn-yat'se-o). Giovanni Batiista Cipelli. Venetian orator.

—
—
—

.

—

.

.

—

.

.

Eichendorf, von (fon i'Kgn-dorf), Joseph Karl Benedict, Baron.
man poet, novelist, and dramatist
Elchhorn (iK'horn), Johann Gottfried. German Biblical critic
Eicliwald (iK'wiilt), Karl Ednard. Russian naturalist

.

—1876.
— 1772.
— 1770.
—1893.
Ger1788 — 1857.

Ehrenberg (a'ren-bera'). Christian Gottfried. German naturalist
Ehrensvard (a'rgn-sverd), Karl August, Count of. Swed. field marshal
Ehret (a'rSt), Georg Dionysius. German painter of plants
Eichberg (ik'berg), Julius. German-American musician

.

1795
1710
1710
1824

1752—1827.
1795-1876.

1823
EidlitZ (id'lits), Leopold. Boliemian arcliitect
Eiffel (gf'fSl'), Alexandre Gustave. Fr. engineer. [The Eiffel Tower.]. iSS2
1638-1705.
Eimmart (im'art), Georg Christoph. German astronomer
1720 1783.
Eisenhart (i'zen-harf), Johann Friedrich. German jurist
1751—1838.
Eldon (el'don)!' John Scott, Earl of. Lord chancellor of England

.
.

—
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.
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.

.

.

1470—1483.

George. English ornithologist
Henri Milne. See Milne-Edwabds.
Jonathan. American divine and metaphysician
Jonathan. So7i of preceding. Am. theol. and metaphysician
Matilda Barbara Betham. English novelist

—
—
—
—

IT (see p. 1718,

H
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;

—

—

—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

,

(Srk'miin-sha'tre'oN') Emile Erckmann (b. 1822),
Alexandre Chatrian (b. 1826, ri. 1890). French literary collaborators.
1805 1892.
Erdmann (ert'miin), Johann Eduard. German philosopher
1804 1869.
Erdmann, Otto Linne. German chemist
Eric (§r'Ik). The Red. Scandinavian navigator, reputed discoverer of
America, and colonizer of Greenland
fl. 1000.
1533—1577.
Eric XIV. King of Sweden. S»n of Gustavus Vasa
Erlcelra (a-re-sa'e-ra). See Xavier de Menezks, Francisco.
Ericsson (Sr'Tk-sgn), John. Swedish engineer and inventor in America 1803 1889.
875.
Erigena (e-rTj'e-na), Joannes Scotus. Irish-Scotch philosopher
Erlach, d' (der'lak'), Je.an Louis. Swiss general. Marsh.il of Prance. .1595 1050.
06
(Sr'miin),
Georg
Adolph.
German physicist
If
1S77.
Erman
Ernestl (5r-nSs'tee), Johann August. Ger. tlieologian and philologist .1707 1781.
It^l4
1865.
Ernst (ernst), Heinrich Wilhelm. German musician
1771 1851.
Ernst August (Smst ow'gSost). King of Hanover
Erpe'nlus or Erpen, van (viin er'pen), Thomas. Dutch orientalist. .. .1584 1024.
1606 1689.
Errard (a'rar'), Chiirles. French paTnter and architect
176C— 1828.
Ersch (8rsh), Johann Samuel. German cyclopedist

Erckmann-Chatrian

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

—
—

Erskine

(er'skin), Ebenezer.

Eraklne, Tliomas, Baron.

g a« in get

;

tl>

as in tiiine

j

I,

Scottish theologian

Lord chancellor

of

England

u, s, w, E, D, a, h, k, n, k (see p. 1719).

16S0— 1754.
1750

— 1823.

1838

N
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Born.

Ersleben

Died.

1744—1777.
Johann Christian Polycarp. Ger. naturalist
Officer under Cortes in Mexico...
1519.
Eschenbach, von (fon esh'gn-baK), Wolfram. German minnesinger. ..
1216?
EsGhenmayer, von (fon esh'en-nu'er), Adam Karl August. German
philosopher, uietapliysician, and niystic
1768 1852.

—

(es-ko-bar' e mSn-do'tha), Antonio.

15S9— 1CG9.

and Jesuit

(es-ko-ba'do), Mariano. Mexican soldier
1828
Spanish statesman
1762
EscoiC[UiZ (es-ko-e-keeth'), Don Juan.
la-es-ko-soo'ra),
Don
Patricio.
(da
Spanish
politician
Escosura, de la

and author
Escott (es'kgt), Thomas Hay Sweet.

—1820.

.

—

—

fi.

1' (deh les'pe'nass'), or LesplnaSSe, de, Julie Jeanne
iileonore. French lady, remarkable for social accomplishments
1732 1776.
1544 1634.
Esplnel (es-pe-nel'), Vincente. Spanish poet and novelist
(da
es-pe-no'sa),
cardinal
1502
Don Diego. Spanish
Espinosa, de
1572.
Espr^mesnll, d' (da'pra'ma'nel'), Jean Jacques Duval. Fr. politician. .1746 1794.
1810—1842.
Espronceda, de (da gs-pron-tha'oa), Jos6. Spanish poet
1772 1840.
ESQLUirol (es'ke'rol'), Jean Etienne Dominique. French physician
1814 1876.
Esqulros (es'ke'ross'), Henri Alphonse. French writer
Ess, van (van es), Leander. Originally Johann Heinrieh. German Bo-

—
—
—
—
—

man Catholic theologian
Essen (Ss'en), Hans Henrik, Count. Swedish field marshal
Essex (Ss'seks), Robert Devereux, second earl of. Earl marshal

1772

— 1847.

Muhammad Razi (faKr-oo-deen' mg-hSm'ad ra'zee),
1150
Imam. Mussulman doctor
1808
(fawk'ner
or faw'ken-er), Hugh. Scottish palaeontologist
Falconer

—

.

—
—

—

of circulating libraries
Peter.
Faneuil (fSn'el, or commonly fun'el),
~
Founder of Faneuil Hall, Boston.
Fanfani (fiin-fa'nee), Pietro. Italian philologist

1503—1559.

(et'mul'er), Ernst Moritz Ludwig.
German philologist
1802—1877.
English painter
1787—1849.
), Williani.
Etty
Euclid (yoo'klid) of Alexandria. (Lat. EucU'des.) Greek geometrician fl. b. c. 300.
B. c. 440 ?
Euclid of Megara. Greek philosopher
394 ?- 461 ?
Eudocia (yoo-do'shl-a). Roman empress
B, c. 409?- 356?
EudOXUB (yoo-d5ks'us) of Cnidus (ni'dus). Greek astronomer
Eugene (yoo-jeen'), Prince, of Savoy. (Fr. Eugene, uh'zhan' FranAustrian general
1663 1736.
cois Eugene de Savoie-Carignan. )

—

Eugenie (ch'zha'neO, or Eugenie Slarie de Olontijo de Quzman.
-.

1383-1447.
1707

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
1823
1755 —1819.
1798 — 1868.

Evans, John. English antiquary
Evans, Oliver. American engineer and inventor
Evans, Thomas. Prominent minister of the Society of Friends
EvartS (Sv'arts), William Maxwell. American lawyer and statesman.. 1818

^^

Evelyn

(gv'e-lTn),

John.

English Royalist and author

.

.

1620—1706.

1612—1675.
EverdingenT van (van gv'er-ding-en), AUart. Dutch painter
Everett (ev'er-et), Alexander Hill." American diplomatist and author. .1792 1847.
Everett, Edward. Brother of Alex. American orator and statesman. .1794 1865.
1814
Everts (ev'erts), William Wallace. Am. Baptist divine and writer
.

—
—

.

£vremond

("avr'moN'). See Saint-Evremond.
(fon a'*alt), Georg Heinrich August.
German Hebraist
1803—1875.
and Biblical critic
1817—1872.
Ewell (yoo'el), Richard Stoddert. Confederate lieutenant general
1767 1841.
Ewing (yoo'ing), Greville. Scottish divine and lexicographer
1842 1885.
Ewing, Juliana Horatia Orr. English writer
1789 1871.
Ewing, Thomas. American statesman

Ewald, von

—
—
—

Exmouth

Edward

1757—1833.
Pellew, Viscount. English admiral
1719—1793.
Expilly, d' (deks'pe'le'), Jean Joseph, Abb6. French geographer
1366—1426.
Eyck, van (viin Ik), Hubert. Brother of Jan. Flemish painter
13907-1440.
Eyck, van, Jan. Jan van Brugge. Flemish painter
or
Eykens
Eyckens (i'kens), Pieter. The Elder. Flemish painter ... 1599— 1649.
Eyre (Sr), Edward John. Eng. explorer in Australia. Gov. of Jamaica .. 1815
Bytelweln (i'tel-win), Johann Albrecht. Prussian engineer and writer. 1764 1848.
(eks'muth),

—

a, e,

i,

0, 5,

long;

a, e, o, less

prolonged ;

5, e, I, o, u,

short; a,

e, i, o,

Faria-y-Sousa, de (da

1489—1565.

French reformer

fa-ree'a-e-so'za),

Manoel.

Portuguese historian

1590—1649.
and poet in Madrid
1789 1806.
Faribault (fa're-bo'), George Bartholomew. Canadian antiquarian
Farinacci (fa-re-nat'chee) or Farinaccio (fa-re-nat'cho), Prospero.

—

1554— 1G13.
Italian jurist
1525 1606.
FarinatO (fa-re-na'to), Paolo. Italian painter
1705—1782.
Farinelli (fa-re-nellee). Carlo. Carlo Broschi. Neapolitan singer
1812 1866.
Farini (fS-ree'nee), Carlo Luigi. Italian statesman and writer
.
1844
Fallow (farlo), William Gilson. American botanist
1575?-1647.
Farnaby (far'na-bT), Thomas. English schoolmaster and author
Ital.
(far-ueez'
pron.
far-na'sa),
Duke
Alessandro.
of
Parma.
Farnese
1546 1592.
Italian general in the service of Spain
1807—1871.
Faroolton (fa'ro'shoN'), Jean Baptiste Eugene. French artist
1678 1707.
Farquhar (farTiwar or far^ker), George. Irish comic dramatist
1801 1870.
Farragut (fSr'a-gut), David Glasgow. American admiral
.
1831
Farrar (fSr'ar)" Frederick William. English clergyman and author
1779 1853.
Farrar, John. American mathematician
1739.
Farwharson (farliwur-son), Scottish mathematician in Russia
FasQuelle (fas-kSl'), Jean Louis. Author of Amer. French textbooks .. 1808 1862.
606 ?- 632.
Fatima (f ii'te-mii). Only daughter of Mohammed
1664 1753.
FatiO de Duiller (fa'te-o deh dwe'yS), Nicolas. Swiss geometer
French
Sanskrit
1797—1869.
Hippolyte.
scholar
(f
osh),
Fauche
1803 1854.
Fancher (fo'shi'), Leon. French political economist
.
1816
Faucit (faw'sit), Helen. Lady Theodore 3Iartin. English actress
1810 1888.
Faugfere (fo'zhgr'), Armand Prosper. French litterateur
Faujas de Saint Fond (fo'zha' deh sSn' foN'), Barth^lemy. French
1741 1819.
geologist and traveler
1720 1778?
FaUQUes, de (deh fok), Marianne Agnes. French novelist

—

—

;

— 1783.

c. 480
406.
(yoo-see'bi-us), Pam'phili. Bishop of C^sarea. Eccles. hist.. 260?- 339?
(S-oos-ta'kee), or Eustachio (S-oos-ta'ke-o), Bartolommeo.
\_Eust<ichian tuhe.'\
1510 1574.
\L(iI. EustachiUS.)
Italian anatomist.
1753 1825.
Eustis (yoos'tiss), William. American physician and statesman
Eutropius (yoo-tro'pi-iis), o(- Flavius Eutropius. Roman historian.. fi. 364.
375?- 454?
Eutyches (yoo'tT-keez). Greek heresiarch
1743 1781.
Evald or Ewald (a'vald), Johannes. Danish poet
1817 1886.
Evans (ev'anz), Anthony Walton White. American civil engineer
1787 1870.
Evans, De Lacy, Sir. British general
1815 1885.
Evans, Frederick John Owen. English hydrographer

Eusebius
Eustachi

—

(fa'ne-er'),

Farel (fa'rel'),"Guillaume.

EttmuUer

1826

1700—1743.

—
—

1528—1598.

;

American merchant.

.'

French printer

Empress of the French. Wife of Napoleon III
(yoo-je'ni-us) IV., Gabriele Condolmieri. Pope
Euler (yoo'ler Ger. pron. oiler), Leonhard. Swiss mathematician
B.
Euripides (yoo-rip'T-deez). Athenian tragic poet

—
—1768.

1815 1879.
.
Francois Auguste. French engraver and carver. .1818
Brotfier of preceding. French engraver and
.
carver
1822
.
1837
Fanning (fau'ing), John Thomas. American civil engineer
1608 1666.
Fansbawe (fan'shaw), Richard, Sir. English statesman and poet
fl. 1780.
Fantuzzi (fan-toot'see), Giovanni, of Bologna. Italian biographer
1791
1867.
Faraday (fSr'a-dS), Michael. English chemist and naturabst

Fanni^re

French printer and

EugeniUB

1678

Fannl^re, Franjois Joseph.

(et'i

V

—1210.
—1865.
—

1732 1769.
Falconer, William. Scottish poet and lexicographer
1716 1791.
Falconet (fiil'ko'na'), feienne Maurice. French sculptor
1350?-1411.
FalCUCCl (fal-koot'chee), Niccolo. Italian physician and writer
1278?-1355.
Falleri (fii-le-a'ree), Marino. Doge of Venice
Falk (liilk), Paul Ludwig Adalbert. German statesman. \_FalklauJS.'\.'l6'21
Falkland (fawk'land), Lucius Gary, Viscount. Eng. secretary of state. 1610 1643.
1707 1784.
Falkner (fawk'ner), Tliomas. Eng. Jesuit missionary to Paraguay
1790 1861.
Fallmerayer (fal'meh-ri-er), Philipp Jakob. German author
Fallopplo (fiil-lop'pe-o), Gabriello. (Lut. FallO'plUS.) Ital. anatomist. 1523— 1562.
FallOUX, de (deh fa'loo'), Frederic Alfred Pierre, Viscount. Fr. author. 1811— 1886.
1799 1853.
Famin (fa'maN'), Stanislas Marie Cesar. French publicist
Fancourt (fan'kort), Samuel. English dissenting minister, and projector

—

;

.

\_Thermome-

Fakhr-uddin

(eth'el-bald).
860.
King of Wessex
Eiiielbert (5th'ei-bert), .ffithelberht, or iEdilberct. King of Kent ... 552 ?- 016.
Ethelbert. King of the West Saxons
86C.
871.
Ethelred (etl/el-red), or ^Jthelred, I. King of the West Saxons
968—1016.
Ethelred II. T/ie Unready. King of England
(eth'el-w661f),
EthelWUll
.Slthelwulf, or AthuU. King of the West
Saxons
858.
Elherege (eth'er-ej) or Etherldge, George, Sir. Eng. comic author.. 1635 ?-l 691.
1777—1845.
£tienne (S'ty-en'), Charles Guillaume. French writer
£tlenne or Estienne, Henry. Head of a remarkable French family of
printers and scholars
1460 ?-1520.

U

Ger. physicist.

—1549.
—1861.

—
—

Bthelbald or ^thelbald

Brother of preceding.

Gabriel Dominik.

629—1688.

—

—
—

£tainpes, d' (da'toNp'), Anne de Pisseleu, Duchess. Mistress of Francis I. of France
1508—1576.
Etex (S'teks'), Antoine. French sculptor and arcliitectural designer.. .1808 1888.

Son of preceding.

(fii'ren-hit),

1

1504
1847
1774

1686—1736.
ter.']
r
1818—1889.
French general
(f a'dSrb'), Louis L(5on Cesar.
1799—1870.
Faillon (fa'yoN'). Michel liltienne. French author
1789 1874.
Scottish
civil
engineer
William,
Sir.
Fairbairn (fSr'bSrn),
1580?-1635.
Fairfax (fttr'faks), Edward. English poet and translator
1612
1671.
Fairfax, Thomas, Lord. English Parliamentary general
Fairfax, Thomas, Lord. Brit, nobleman in Va. Friend of Washington. 1692 1782.
1835—1895.
FaithfuU (fath'ful), Emily. English lecturer and authoress
1616—1691.
Faithome (fa'tho'm), William. English painter and engraver
Fajardo or Faxardo. See Saavedra y Fajardo, Diego.

—

author

1682?-17G9.
.
1826

Faidherbe

.

Etienne or Estienne, Robert.
and scholar

Abraham.

—

Falirenheit

England. Favorite of Queen Elizabeth. Executed
1567 1601.
1591 1646.
Essex, Robert Devereux, third earl of. Parliamentary general
Devereux,
Walter
first
earl
of. English statesman and general .1541 7-1576.
Essex,
Estaing, d' (des'tSN'), Charles Hector, Count. French admiral
1729—1794.
Este (Ss'ta). A princely house of Italy, famous from the 10th century.
Este, Alberto Azzo II. Italian prince (b. 996, d. 1097), who married Kunigunde, a princess of the Bav. house of Guelpli. Their son, Guelph
IV., is tlie ancestor of the royal line of Brunswick and Hanover.
1192.
Este, d' (des'ta), Azzo V., Marquis. Founder of the Estes of Ferrara.
Esterhazy (Ss-ter-ha'ze). {Hung. Eszterh^zy.) Noble family of Hungary, distinguished for wealth. First mentioned in 1238.
Esterhazy de G^antha (es'ter-ha'ze da ga-lan'ta), Paul (Pavel). Governor general of Hungary
1635 1713.
Estienne (S'tySn'). See liTiEKNE.
Estrades, d' (des'tr.^d'), Godefroi, Comte. Fr. general and statesman .. 1607— 168C.
Estr^es, d' (des'trS'), Victor Marie, Due. French admiral
1660—1737.

Etienne or Estienne, Henry.

(fa'bgr'),

Italian philologist

.

R

1460?-1531?
French general
1599—1062.
Maii.mus
Verrucosus.
Fabiiis
Cunetator
Quintus
Fabius
(delayer).
Roman general. Opponent of Hannibal
B. o. 203?
Fabre (fabr), Marie Jacques Joseph Victorin. French orator and poet. .1785 1831.
Fabre d'^glantine (-dS'gloN'ten'), Philippe Francois Nazaire. French
1755 1794.
dramatic author and revolutionist
1618—1700.
Fabretti (f a-bret'tee), Raffaello. Italian antiquary
1370—1450.
Fabriano, da (da fa-bre-ii'no), Gentile. Italian painter
fl. B. c. 280.
Fabricius. Cuius Fiibricius Luscimis. Rom. gen. and statesman
Fabricius (fa-brit'se-oos), Johann Albrecht. Ger. critic and bibliogr. ..1668— 1736.
1748 1808.
Fabricius, Johann Christian. Danish entomologist
Fabrizio (fiC-breet'se-o), Girolamo. (Lat. Fabricius.) Ital. anatomist. 1537 1619.
1732 1803.
Fabroni (fa-bro'nee), Angelo. Italian biographer
1450?-1513.
Fabyan or Fabian (fa'bt-an), Robert. English chronicler
(fiit-cho-lii'tee)
or
(fat-cho-la'to),
Giacomo.
Facciolati
Facciolato

Fabert

Faed (fad), Thomas. Scottish artist
Fagel (f a'Hgl), Gaspar. Dutch counselor of state
Fagius (fa'ge-66s), Paul. Bilcher. German reformer
Faguet (f'a'ga'), lilmile. Frencli author
FaElkrantZ (fSl'krants), Karl Johann. Swedish landscape painter

1755—1824.
of

1773—1854.
Ger-

—
—
—

1583.

—

Ql

George Stanley. English divine and author
Johannes Augustanus. The Hammer of Heretics.

divine

—

English writer and editor
1844
17G9— 1811.
Esmenard (is'meh-niir'), Josepli Alphonse. French poet
1591 1659.
Espagne, d' (des'pan'), Jean. French Protestant theologian
Espana, de (da es-pan'ya), Don Carlos Jos(; Enrique, Count. Sp. gen. .1775 1839.
Espartero (es-par-ta'ro), Joaquin Baldomero. Duke de la Vittoria.
Spanish general and statesman
1793—1879.
Espejo, de (da es-pa'no), Antonio. Spanish traveler. Discoverer of New

P

(f a'ber),

(fii'ber),

(ta'bi-iis).

.

1807—1878.

Mexico
Esplnasse, de

Faber
Faber

man

Spanish casu-

EscobedO

O

Died.

F.

(des-kii-lan'tS), Juan.

Escobar y IVIendOZa
ist

Born.

(erks'Ia-ben),

Esoalante, d'

.

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1772 — 1844.

French critic and historian
(fo're-el'), Claude Charles.
fl. 16th c.
(fowst) or FauS'tUS, Johann, Dr. German necromancer
German goldsmitti. Partner
(fowst) or Fust (fSost), Johann.
1466,
of Gutenberg, and one of the inventors of printing
1803 —
Fauveau, de (deh fo'vo'), Felicie, Mile. French female sculptor
Favart (fa'var'), Marie Justine Benolte du Ronceray. French actress.. 1727 1772,
1809 1880,
Favre (favr), Claude Gabriel Jules. French advocate and politician
1847 —
Fawcett (faw'set), Edgar. American author

Fauriel

Faust
Faust

Fawcett, Henry.

Fawkes
Fay (fa),

En^ish

(fawks), Guy.

political economist and author
English conspirator. [Gunpowder Plot.l

Theodore Sedgwick. American author
Faye (fS), Herv6 Auguste Etierme Albans. French astronomer
Fayolle (fa'yol'), Francois Joseph Marie. French poet and musician..
Fazy (fa'ze'), Jean Jacques. Swiss statesman and economist
Fea (fa'a), Carlo. Italian antiquary and writer

Fearne (fern), Charles. English jurist
Featherstonhaugh (fSth'er-ston-haw), George William.

obscure (see remark,

;

far, faU; thSre, term; f5r, food, f65t; fflrl;

1807
1814
.1774

1780

ow

as in

—
—

—1852,
—

1796 1878.
1753—1834,
1742—1794,

American

traveler and geologist
p. 1719)

—
—
1833 —1884,
1570 — 160G,

—186G,

cow/ ch asin chinf

4
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(fax'ner), Gustav Theodor.
(fgsh'ter), Cliarles Albert.

German

Born.

Died.

Born.

Fecbner

ISOl— 1887.

naturalist

1823—1879.
Fechter
French and English actor
(de fek'en-am), John. Eng. Rom. Cath. theologian. .15187-1585.
Federlcl (fi-dS-ree'ehee), Camillo. Real name Giovanni Baiiista Camillo
Federico Viassoli. Italian dramatist
1749 1802.
Fedor (fSd'or). See Feodor.
1789 1874.
F^e (fa), Autoine Laurent Apollinaire. French naturalist
1694 1758.
Feitama (fl-ta'mii), Sibrand. Dutch poet and litterateur
1753—1824.
Felth (fit), Rhijnvis. Dutch dramatic poet
1767—1850.
FdletZ, de (deh fa'las'), Charles Marie Dorimond, Abbe. Fr. critic
F^Iibien des Avaus (fa'le'be-aN' da zii'vo'), Andr(5. French architect
1619—1695.
and writer
1723—1789.
Felice (fS-lee'cha), Fortunate Bartolommeo. Italian author
F^IiX (fa'Iees'), C^lestin Joseph. French preacher and controversialist. .1810 1891.
Fellenberg, von (fon fel'eu-bgro'), Philippe Emanuel. Swiss industrial
1771—1844.
educationist
7
1799—1860.
Fellows (fel'oz), Charles, Sir. English archaeologist and traveler
Felton (ISl'ton), Cornelius Conway. Amer. author, and prof, of Greek 1807— 1862.
Feltre, de (deh fgl'tr), Due. See Clarke, H. J. G.
Fdnelon (fa'neh-loN' or fan'loN'), Francois de Salignac de La Mothe {or
Lamotte), Archb. of Cambray. Fr. prelate and author. [_Telemaque.'\ 1651 1715.

Feckenham, de

.

—
—

—

—

Fischer (fTsh'gr), Kuno (Ernst Kuno Berthold). German philosopher.. 1824
Fischer von Erlachen (fish'er ton erliiK-en), Johann Bernhard, Baron.

German architect. [_Schdnbi'unn Palace.]
Fischer von Waldheim (fish'er fon wiilt'him), Gotthelf.
Fish (fish), Hamilton. American statesman, and secretary
(fish'er), George Park.
Fisher, John? English bishop

Fisher

—

(fisk), Wilbur.
University

1550?-1603.

1683—1730.

(fSn'ton), Edward. English navigator
Elijah.
EngUsh poet
Fenwick (fSn'wik), George. Proprietor of part of Connecticut

Fenwlck, John, Sir. English conspirator
Feodor (fa'6-dor) I., Ivanovitch. Czar of Russia
Feodor ni., Alexievitch. Czar of Russia. Half-brother

1603?-1657.
1645 '-1697.
1657—1598.

.

—

Fergusson

(fer'gus-sgn), James.

—
—

.

—
—

;

1808-1886.

Scottish architect

Ferishtah (fSr'ish-tii)" Properly J/oAam»!erf Kdsim. Persian historian. 1570?-1623?
1805—1865.
Ferland (fSr'loN'), Jean Anton Baptiste. Canadian historian
1601 1665.
Format, de (deh fSr'mii'), Pierre. French geometrician and poet

—

Fernandez
Fernandez

Portuguese navigator
Sp. pron. fer-nau'deth), Juan.

(f§r-nau'dez), Diniz.
(f er-n5n'd§z

;

gator and discoverer

The Modern

Fornel

(fer'nel'), Jean. (ia<. Ferne'lius. )
physician and writer

Ferukoru (fSm'korn), Anton Dominik.
Ferracino

(f5r-ra-chee'no),

Bartolommeo.

—

fl. 1446 ?
Spanish navi1526— -1576.
Galen. French

sculptor

Italian mechanician

(fa'roN'), Antoine Francois Claude, Count. French
(fer-ra'ra), Francesco. Italian political economist
Ferrari (fSr-ra'ree), Luigi. Italian sculptor
Ferrelra (fer-ra'e-ra), Antonio. Portuguese poet

Ferrand

author

Ferrara

Ferreras, de (da fer-ra'riis), Juan. Spanish historian
Ferrler (f er'i-er), David. English professor of medicine
Ferrier, James Frederick. Scottish metaphysician
Ferri6re, de (deh fa're-gr'), Claude. French jurist
Ferry (f a'ree'),'jules Francois CamiUe. French politician
Fersen, von (fon fer'zen). Axel, Count. Swedish field marshal
Fessenden (fes'en-den), Thomas Green. American author
Fessenden, WiLfiamPitt. American statesman
Fessler (fes'ler), Ignac Aurelius. Hungarian author
Mantuano. Italian painter
Feti (fa'tee), Domenico.
F^tis (fa'teess'), FranQOis Joseph. Belgian composer

—
—

— 1558.

1497

German

1813—1878.
1692—1777.
1751
1810

—1825.

—
—
—
—

.

1810—1894.
1528—1569.

— 1735.
— 1?G4.
1639—1714.
1832 — 1893.
1652
1843
ISOS

.

.

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1755 1810.
1771 1837.
1806 1869.
1756 1839.
15S9 1624.
1784 1871.
1804 1872.
Feuerbach (foi'er-baK), Ludwig Andreas. German philosopher
Feuerbactl, Paul Johann Anselm. Father of Ludwig A. Ger. jurist. .1775 1833.
1821—1890.
Feuillet (f nh'ya'), Octave. French author
FeyJOO y montenegro (fa-e-Ho-o' e mon-ta-na'gro), Benito Jeronimo.
1070 1764.
Spanish critic and moralist
1817—1 887.
F6val (f a'vjil'), Paul Henri Corentin. French novelist
1821—1873.
Aim6.
French
author.
^Fanny.']
(f
a'do'),
Ernest
Feydeau
1797 1879.
Flchte (fiK'teh), Immanuel Hermann. German philosopher
1762 1814.
Fichte, Johann Gottlieb. Father of I. H. German metaphysician
1433-1499.
FicinO (fe-chee'no), MarsiUo. Italian Platonic pliilosopher
1829
Fick (flk), Adolf. German physiologist
1833
Fick, August. German philologist
Field (feld), Cyrus West. American merchant, and organizer of the
Atlantic Telegraph Company
1819—1892.
1805 1894.
Field, David Dudley. Brother of Cyrus W. American jurist
English landscape
Fielding (feld'ing), Antony Vandyke Copley.
painter
1787—1855.
1707—1754.
Fielding, Henry. English novelist
1817 1881.
Fields (feeldz), James Thomas. American publisher and author
1582 1662.
Fiennes (fe-enz'), William, Lord Say and Sele. English statesman
1790 1836.
Flesclli (fe-es'kee), Joseph Marie. Corsican conspirator
FiescO (fe-es'ko), Giovanni Luigi, Ct. of Lavagna. Genoese conspirator. 1523 ?-1547.
Flesole, da (da fe-a'so-la), Frate Giovanni Angelico. Fra Angelica or
1387 1455.
Beato Angelico. Italian painter
,1787—1839.
Vi6v6e (fe-a'va'), Joseph. French littf5rateur
Spanish
Flgueras y Moracas (fe-ga'ras e mo-ra'kas), Estanislao.

H

—
—
—

—

—

—

.

1

—
—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

Fontane

1819—1882.

—
1752 — 1788.

Spanish poet. ..1540 1620.
1819—1894.

Filangieri (fe-lan-je-a'ree), Gaetano. Italian publicist
1398—1483.
FilelfQ (fe-lel'fo), Francesco. Italian pliilologist and poet
1642—1707.
Fillcala, da (da fe-le-kii/ya), Vincenzo. Florentine poet
Fillmore (fTl'mor), Millard. Thirteenth president of the United States. 1800— 1874.
1841
Filon (fe'loN'), Pierre Marie Augustin. French author
1747—1788.
FUson (f il'son), John. American explorer
1621—1682.
Finch, Heneage, first earl of Nottingham. English statesman
1494 1555.
Fine (feen), Oronce. French mathematician and mechanician
Fingal (fing'gal). Correctly Fin 3Iac Cnmhel. Legendary prince of
283 ?
Morven in ancient Caledonia
1827
Fink (fTnk), Albert. German civil engineer in America
1799—1875.
Finlay (fin'lt), George. Scottish historian of Greece
1785?-1840.
Finn, Henry J. American actor
Finney (fin'T), Charles Grandison. American preacher. President of
1792—1875.
Oberlin College
.

—

.

(fineh), Friedrich Hermann Otto.
German naturalist
Florelli (fe-o-rellee), Giuseppe. Neapolitan archaeologist

Finsch

e, i, 0, silent ; a,

ii,

ii,

D

(see p. 1719)

;

1839
1823

il (aee p. 1718,

IF

2)

;

—

.

.

'Figueroa, de (da fe'ga-ro'a), Francisco. The Divine.
Figuier (f e-ge-a'), Guillaume Louis. French author

—

.

—
—

statesman

.

1743—1798.
1763—1798.
1809—1883.

—
—

of Peter the

;

;

1842

.

nan'do).

;

1792—1839.

i834
Fitzgerald, Percy Hethrington. Irish writer
1470—1538.
Fitzherbert (ITts-lier'bert), Anthony, Sir. English jurist
1756—1837.
Fitzherbert, Maria Anne. Wife of George IV. of England
1805-1865.
Fitzroy (fTts_-roi'), Robert. English vice admiral and meteorologist
1819
Fizeau (fe'zo'), Hippolyte Louis. French physicist
(fla'slit-us
II-lIr'T-kus), Matthias.
3fatthias FlachFlacius niyricus
Francowilz. German Protestant theologian (born in Istria)
1520 1575.
Flacourt, de (Jeli fla'koor'), Etienne. Fr. commander at Madagascar. .1007 1660.
:-.
1815
Flagg (flag), Edmund. American author
1805—1884.
Flagg, Wilson. American naturalist
Flahaut de la Billarderie (flii'o' deh la be'yard'ree'), Auguste Charles
Joseph, Count. Frencli statesman and general
1785 1870.
1498 1550.
Flaminio (fla-mee'ne-o), Marcantonio. Italian Latin poet
1842
Flammarion (flU/ma're'oN'), Camille. French astronomer
First
English
astronomer
1646—1719.
(flam'steed),
John.
royal
Flamsteed
Flaadin (floN'daN'), Eugene Napoleon. Fr. painter and archaeologist.. 1809— 1876.
1809—1864.
Flandrin (floN'draN'), Jean Hippolyte. French historical painter
1821—1880.
Flaubert (flo'bir'), Gustav. French novelist
1G30?-1691.
Flavel (fiav'el), John. English Nonconformist divine and author
1755—1826.
Flazman (flaks'man), John. English sculptor
1632—1710.
Fl^Chler (fla'she'f'), Esprit. French pulpit orator
1685—1758.
Fleet (fleet), Thomas. English printer
1692.
Fleetwood (fleet'wSod), Charles. English Parliamentary general
1801 1888.
Fleischer (fli'sher), Heinrich Leberecht. German orientalist
1785—1857.
Fleming (flem'iiig), John. Scottish naturalist
1609—1640.
Fleming, Paul. German poet
Fletcher (flech'er), Andrew. Fletcher of Saltoun. Scottish author. ..1655 1716.
1579 1625.
dramatic
author
and
poet.
Colleague
of
Beaumont.
John.
Eng.
Fletcher,
Fletcher, John William. Originally Flechiere, de la, Jean Guillaume.
1729—1785.
Swiss divine in England
Fleurieu, de (deh fluli're-uh'), Cliarles Pierre Claret, Count. French
1738 1810.
navigator, liydrographer, and statesman
1040—1723,
Fleury (flnh're') Claude, A.hh6. French author
Fleiiry, de (deh flnh're'), Antoine, Hercule, Cardinal. Fr. statesman. .1653 1743.
1800 1804.
Fliedner (fleed'ner), Theodor. German philanthropist
1812 1886.
Fllat, Austin. American physician and medical writer
Flint, Austin, Jr. Son of preceding. Am. physician and medical writer 1836
1732—1791.
Flood (flud), Henry. Irish orator and writer
1701 1773.
Florez (flo'reth), Francisco Henriquez. Spanish monk and historian
1755 1794.
Florian, de (deh flo're-oK'), Jean Pierre Claris. French author
(flo-ree'ra-blan'kii),
Jos6
Mouino,
Count
of.
Spanish
Florida— Blanca
1729 1808.
statesman and political economist
1553?-162o.
Florlo (flo'ri-o), John. The Eesolute. English grammarian
1518 1575.
Florls (flo'ris), Corneille. Real name De Vriendt. Flemish painter
FlOtOW, von (fou flo'to), Friedrich Ferdinand Adolf, Count. German
1812 1883.
musical composer
1794—1867.
Flourens (floo'roN'), Marie Jean Pierre. French physiologist
1802—1870.
Flii'gel (flu'gel), Gustav Leberecht. German orientalist
1788-1855.
Fliigel, Johann Gottfried. German lexicographer
Fogarasy (fo'goh-rbsh-e), Janos. Hungarian lexicographer and jurist. 1801 1878.
1786 1854.
Fogelberg (fo'gel-bSre), Bengt Erland. Swedish sculptor. ^
Foggini (fod-jee'uee), Pietro Francesco. Italian archaeologist; chief
librarian of the Vatican
1713—1783.
1518—1581.
Foglietta (lol-yet'ta), Uberto. Italian historian
Folard, de (deli fo'lar'), Jean Charles. French tactician and warrior. .1069 1752.
1757—183.3.
Foley (fo'lT), Tliomas, Sir. English admiral
Follen (fol'en), Charles Theodore Christian. Ger. scholar in America. .1795— 840?
14707-1490?
FolZ or Volz (folts), Hans. German poet and Protestant reformer
1793 1872.
Fonblanque (fon-bl5nk'), Albany William. English journalist
1760 1837.
Fonblanque, John de Grenier. English lawyer
1766 1793.
FonfrMe (foN'frad'), Jean Baptiste Boyer. French politician
Fonseca, da (dii fon-sa'ka), Deodoro, General. Provisional president of
the republic of Brazil
1827—1892.
Fonseca, de (da fon-sa'ka), Eleonore Pimentel, Marchioness. Neapoli1768 1799.
tan heroine and martyr
1705 ?-1771.
Fontaine (foN'tan'), Alexis. French geometer
Fontaine, Jean de la. See La Fontaine.
1762—1853.
Fontaine, Pierre Frangois Leonard. French architect
1540 ?-1614.
Fontana (fon-ta'na), Domenico. Italian architect
1730 1805.
Fontana, Felice. Italian philosopher and naturalist

16G1— 1682.
Ger. pron. fer'de-nant) I. Sp. Fernando (fer1503 — 15R4.
Emperor of Germany
Ferdinand II. Emp. of Germany, and king of Hungary and Bohemia.. .1578— 1637.
1810—1859.
Ferdinand II. King of the Two Sicilies. Bomba
100O7-1065.
Ferdinand I. The Great. King of Castile, Leon, and Galicia
Ferdinand V. of Castile II. of Aragon III. of Naples II. of Sicily.
1452 1516.
The Catholic. Founder of the Spanish monarchy
1723—1816.
Ferguson (f er'gu-son), Adam. Scottish philosopher
1710 1776.
James.
astronomer
Scottish mechanician and
Ferguson,
1744—1780.
Ferguson, Patrick, Major. British officer in America
1810—1886.
Ferguson, Samuel. Celtic antiquary
(fer'dl-nSnd

.

First president of Wesleyan

American philosopher and historian
American inventor. ISleamboat.]
Fitzgerald (fTts-jer'ald), Edward, Lord. Irish revolutionist
Fitzgerald, Edward. English poet and translator

Great

Ferdinand

1827

1459—1535.

Fiske (fisk), John.
Fitch (ilch), Jolm.

—

.

Fenton,

.

—1724.
Russ. nat.. .1771— 1853.
1808 — 1893.
of state
1050

American theologian and historian

American educator.

Fisk

.

Fenton

Died.

—
—

1806 1864.
Florentine (fe-o-ren-tee'no), Pier-Augelo. Italian author
Fiorillo (fe-o-rello), Johann Dominik. German painter and art writer. .1748 1821.
Firdausi Tusi (feer-dow'see too'sep). Commonly Flrdusi (feer-doo'see).
Poetical name of Abu-1-Kasim Hasan-ibn-Sharaf Shah. Persian poet. 940?-1020.
1493—1545.
Flrenzuola (f e-rgn-zoo-o'la), Agnolo. Italian poet
1C32 1697.
Firmin (fer'min), Thomas. English philanthropist
1545 ?-1589.
Fischart (fish'art), Johann. Mentzer. German satirist

'

(f oN'tan'), Marius.
French historian
Fontanes, de (deh foN'tan'), Louis, Marquis. French author
Fontanini (fon-ta-nee'nee), Giusto. Italian antiquary and critic
Fontenay, de (deh f oNt'na'), Jean Baptiste Belin. See Belin.
Fontenelle. de (deh foNt'nel'), Bernard le Eovier. French writer
Foote (foot), Andrew Hull. American rear admiral
Foote, Henry Stuart. American politician
Foote, Samuel. English comedian
Forbes (forbz), Edward. English naturalist
Forbes, James David. Scottish physicist

Forbes, John,

Sir.

Forbes-Robertson
journalist

838
1757
1066
1

—
— 1821.
—1736.
.

1657—1757.

— 1863.

1806

1S04— 1880.
1720—1777.
1815—18,54.

1809—1808.

— ISGl.

British physician and medical writer
1787
(forbz-rob'ert-son), John.
Scotch art critic and
'....'
1S22

.

1656—1733.
Forbin, de (deh for'bSN'), Claude. French admiral
Forbonnais, de (deh for'bo'nS'), Frangois Vt'rrn. French financier.. 1722 1800.
1790 1868.
Force (forss), Peter. American journalist and historical compiler
1688—1768.
Forcellinl (for-chSl-lee'nee), Egidio. Italian lexicographer
Forchhammer (forK'liiim-er), Joliann Georg. Dan. geol. and chemist. .1794— 1865.
1586—1039?
Ford (ford), John. English dramatist

—
—

.

Fordyce

.

Foresti

g asin get

;

(for-dls'), David.
Scottish philosopher
(fo-res'tee), E.Felice.
Prof, of Italian in

th as in thine

;

I, fi, k,

w,

B, D, a, H, K, N,

1711

— 1751.

Columbia CoUeg?.. 1793-1 S5S.

K (see p. 1719).
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A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL

1840
Porey

Frtd^ric.

(fo'ra'), Elie

Born. Died.
1804—1872.

Marshal of France

Forman (for'man), Harry Buxton. English author
Formes (for'mess), Karl Johanu. German vocalist

in

1842
1816
1834
1817

America

Forneron (for'ngh-roN'), Henri. French historian
Forney (f 6r'ni),*John Weiss. American journalist

Born. Died
Frederick (frSd'er-tk), Ger. Ptledrich (freed'rlK), I. Barbaressa.
Emperor of Germany
1123—1190.
1194 1250.
Frederick U. Emperor of Germany, and king of Naples and Sicily
1657—1713.
Frederick I. First king of Prussia
1712—1786.
Frederick H. Frederick the Great. King of Prussia
1831—1888.
Frederick IV. Emperor of Germany, and king of Prussia
1828 1885.
Frederick Charles Nicholas. Prince of Prussia and general
Frederick William. The Great Elector. Elector of Brandenburg, and
founder of the Prussian monarchy
1620 1688.
Frederick William I. Father of Frederick the Great. Kingof Prussia. 1688— 1740.
Frederick William li. Nephew of Frederick the Great. King of

.

—

.

.

—1881.
1806—1872.
Forrest (fSr'est), Edwin. American actor
FSrster (for'ster), Ernst Joachim. German painter and writer on art. .1800 —
Johaun Georg Adam. Son of Johann Eeinhold.
Forster
1754 —1794.
German naturalist and writer
1729 —1798.
Forster, Johann Reinhold. German naturalist and traveler
1812—1876.
Forster, John. English biographer and critic
1818—1886.
Forster, William Edward. English statesman
.1780
(for-sith'),
John.
American
statesman
and
secretary
of
state.
—1841.
Forsyth

—
—

^1885.

(fors't'er),

Forteguerrl (for-tS-gwgr'ree), Niccolo. Italian bishop and pcet
Fortescue (f6r'tes-ku), John, Sir. English judge and writer on law
Fortoul (for'tool'), Hippolyte Nicolas Honor(5. French writer

Fortune (f6rt'y55n), Robert.
Fcrtany y CarbO (for-too'nee

P

Scottish botanist
e kar-b6'), Mariano.

1841

—1874.
—

1770 1842.
Fcsbrolke (fos'brSSk), Tliomas Dudley. English antiquary
1372T-1457.
Fosoarl (fos'ka-ree), Francesco. Doge of Venice
Foscarlnl (fos-kS-ree'nee), Marco Antonio. It. statesman and author.. 1696— 1763.

—

—

—

;

—

.

1819—1880.
French litt(5rateur
1809 1887.
American phrenologist
1793 1881
American educator and author
1749 1806.
FOS (f 5ks), Charles James. English statesman and orator
1024 1691.
FOS, George. English founder of the Society of Friends, or Quakers
(fSks)
or
John.
English
martyrologist.
[Foze^s
Book
Fose
Fox,
of

Fournler

Fowler

(foor'ne-a'), :fidouard.
(fow'ler), Orson Squire.

—
—

.
.

1416 ?-1492.
Italian painter
1648 1729.
FrancesoMnl (fran-ches-kee'nee), Marcantonio. Italian painter
Franchl (fran'kee), Ausonio. Real name Cristoforo Bonavino. Italian
Benedetto.

—

philosopher

Francla

1820

(fran'se-a or fran'the-a), Jos6

Gaspar Rodriguez.

.

Dr. Francia.
1757—1840.

Dictator of Paraguay

n

(el fran'cha), Francesco.
Francesco di Marco Baibolini.
1450
Italian painter
Italian friar.
Francis, Saint, or Francis of Asslsi (as-se'zee).
1182
Founder of the order of Franciscans

Francla,

—1517.
— 1226.
1789— 1861.
Francis, John Wakefield. American physician and writer
1740 — 1818.
British statesman and writer. [Junius
Francis, PhUip,
1494— 1547.
King of France
Francis ran'sis), Fr. FraUQOis roN'swa'),
of Austria). 1768 — 1835.
Francis, Ger. Franz rants), n. Emperor of Germany
Sir.

?]

(f

(f

I.

(f

(I.

1836—1894.
Francis H. , Maria Leopoldo. Bang of the Two Sicilies
Grandson of Francis II. Emperor of Austria.
Francis Joseph I.
1830
King of Hungary and king of Bohemia
Francis de Paula (Eng. pron. de pawia Ital. da pow'la) or PaulO,
Saint. Ital. Franciscan monk. Founder of the order Fratres Minimi 1416 1507.
Francis de Sales (Fr. pron. deh sal' Eng. pron. de salz), Saint. French
1567 1622.
Roman CathoUc prelate, orator, and writer. Bishop of Geneva
1809—1893.
Franck (froNk), Adolphe. French philosopher
Francke (fran'keh), August Hermann. Ger. divine and philanthropist. 1663 1727.
ran'ko)"or
roN'koN').
writer
(f
(f
German
on
music
aft. 1083.
Franco
Prancon
1773 1849.
Prancatur (froN'kur'), Louis Benjamin. French geometer
(froN'swa'
deh
nch'sha'to'),
Nicolas
Louis,
Frangols de Neuich&teau
1750 1828.
Comte. French writer and politician
.

;

.

;

w

Francowitz (fran'ko-wlts). See Flacids Illteicus.
Prancuccl (frUn-koot'chee), Innocenzio. Innocenzio da Imola.
(frank'l),

Ludwig August.

1494?-1550.
1810 1894

—

German Jewish poet

French historian
1830 —
Benjamin. American philosopher and statesman. 1706 1790,
1786 1847,
English arctic explorer
1823
Franklin, WiUiam Buel. American general
Franklin, WiUiam Temple. Son of Benjamin. Gov. of New Jersey ... 1729 1813.
1796 1857,
(fran-shee'nee),
Stefano.
Swiss
statesman
Fransclnl
1815 1892,
Franz (f rants), Robert. German composer
1772
(f
1847,
Franz^n raut-sTm'), Frans Michael. Swedish poet
1848
PranZOS (f rant'sos), Karl Emil. German author
1819
Fraser (fra'zgr), Alexander Campbell. Scottish metaphysician
1783 1856,
Fraser, James Baillie. Scottish traveler and author
1777
Fraser, Simon. British general in the American Revolution
1318.
Frauenlob (frow'en-lop). K^slxa-ms Heinrich von Meissen. Ger. poet.
Frauenstadt (frow'eu-stet), Christian Martin Julius. Ger. phUosopher. 1813—1879,
1787—1826,
Fraunhefer, von (fon frown'ho-fer), Joseph. Bavarian optician
Frayssinous (frS'se'noo'), Denis'Luc. French prelate and statesman .. 1765 1841,
.1839 Frechette (fra'shef), Louis Honors. Canadian poet and politician.
545?- 597,
Fr6d6gonde (fra'da-goNd'). Wife of Chilp^ric I., of France

Franklin, Alfred Louis Auguste.

Franklin

—

(frank'lin),

F.ranklin, John,

—
—
—
—
—

Sir.

—

—

.

a,e,i,o,u,long/

a, e,o, less prolonged ; 2, e,

i,

6, u,

short; a, g,

i,

o,

.

.

.

—1890.

1814-1894.
1752 1832.

—

1827

.

1815—1888.

— 1884.

1815

1769—1846.
1688—1749.
1719—1776.
1765—1802.
.1591

— 1650.
—1827.
—17S5.

1818
1788
1755
1806

.

—1894.

1681—1770.
Preyclnet, de (deh frS'se'na'), Charles Louis de Saulces. Fr. statesman. 1828
1779—1842.
Freyclnet, de, Louis Claude Desaulses. French navigator
1788 1861.
Freytag (fri'tiio), Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. German orientalist
1816—1895.
Freytag, Gustav. German author. [Soil und Haben.]
.

Friedemann

(free'deh-man), Friedrich Traugott.

—
1793 — 1853.

German teacher

Prledland (freet'lanf), Valentin. See Tkotzendoetf.
Priedlander (freet'len-der), Michael. German writer
Friedrich (freed'rlK), Johann. German Roman Catholic theologian
Fries (freess), Elias Magnus. Swedish botanist and orator
Pries, Jakob Friedrich. German philosopher

1833
.
1836
1794 1878.
1773 1843.
1505—1565.

—
—
—
—

Swiss philologist
Prisch (frlsh), Joliann Leonhard. German philologist and naturalist. .1666 1743.
1547 1590.
Frischlin (frish-leen'), Nicodemus. German philologist and poet
1728—1784.
Prisi (f ree'See), Paolo. ItaUan mathematician
1819
.
Frith (frith), William Powell. English genre painter
Probel. See Fkoeeel.
1460
1527.
(fro'ben),
Johann.
German
printer
(Lat.
Frobe'nius.)
Proben
1535?-1594.
ProblSher (fr5b'ish-er), Sir Martin. English navigator
Proebel (fro'bel), Fiiedrich Wilhelm August. German educationist.
1782—1852.
[Kindergarten system.]
Froebel, Julius. Nephew of preceding. Ger. traveler and politician.. .1806—1893.
722— 768.
Froila (fro'e-lii or froila) I. King of Spain
1337 1410?
Frolssart (frois'art; Fr. frwa'sar'), Jehan or Jean. Fr. chronicler
Fr022ent(fro'moN'), Jacques Victor Eugene. Fromeni-Delormel. French
1820
pamter
1820—1876,
Fromentin (f ro'moN'taN'), Eugene. French painter
Frontenac, de (fron'te-nak Fr. pron. deh froK'teh-nak'), Louis de
.".
1620 1698.
Buade, Count. French governor of Canada
Frothlngham (froth'lng-am), Nathaniel Langdon. Amer. clergyman .. 1793 1870.
Frothlngham, Octavius Brooks. Son of N. L. American clergyman.. 1822 1895.
1818—1894.
Fronde (f rood), James Anthony. English historian
1810—1879.
Proude, William. English mathematician
1780—1845.
Fry (fri), Elizabeth, born Gurney. English philanthropist
1795—1881.
Pryxeli (f riiks'gl), Anders. Swedish historian
1814 1869.
Fuad Pasha (f oo'ad pa-sha') Mehemel. Turkish statesman
1632'
Fuca, de (da foo'ka), Juan. Aposlolos Valerianos. Greek navigator
1774 1856.
Puchs, von (fon f obks), Johann Nepomuk. German mineralogist
1501—1566.
FuchS, von, or Puchsius, Leonhard, German botanist
Fuentes, de (da fwgn'tes), Pedro Henriquez d'Azevedo (da-tha-va'Do),
1560—1643.
Count. Spanish statesman and general
Fugger (foog'er). A rich family of Augsburg in the 15th and 16th cents.
1538—1589.
Fulke (f661k),"William. English divine and author
1754 1815.
Fuller (fool'er), Andrew. English Baptist divine
1822—1884.
Puller, George. American artist
.
1833
Fuller, Melvin Weston. Chief justice U. S. Supreme Court
1810 1850.
Puller, Sarah Margaret, Countess d'Ossoli. American authoress
1608 1661.
Fuller, Thomas. English preacher and author
1765 1815.
Fulton (fool'ton), Robert. American engineer and inventor
1802 1896.
Furness (fiir'ness), William Henry. American religious writer
1825
Frederick
writer
(fflr'ni-val),
James.
English
Furnlvall
1805 1873.
Piirst (f iirst), Julius. German orientalist
WilFriedrich
(flir'sten-bSrg),
Franz
or
Puerstenberg
Flirstenberg
1729 1810.
helm, Baron. German statesman
FuseU (fii'ze-lT), Ger. Swiss Piissll (fiisslee), John Henry. Swiss
1741 1825.
painter in England
1709—1793.
FiiSSli or Fuessll (fUslee), Johann Rudolf. Swiss artist
Pustel de Coulanges (fiis'tel' deh koo/loNzh'), Numa Denis. Fr. hist.. 1830— 1889.
1609—1661.
Fyt(fit), Jan. Flemish painter."
Pries, Jean.

(Zfl^ Frl'slus.)

—

.

;

—
—

—

,

.

.

—
—

—

—
—
—
—

—

.

—

Bo-

lognese painter

Prankl

—
—

—
—
—

.".

— 1885.
— 1861.

—

1516—1587.
1775 1825.
Foy (f wa), Maximilieu S^bastien. French general
Fracastoro (fra-kas-to'ro), Girolamo. Italian astron., poet, and phys. ..1483 1553.
1803—1882.
Fraccaroll (friik-ka-ro'lee), Innocenzo. Italian sculptor
1843
Frabndl (frak'no-ee), Vilmos. Hungarian historian
France (frSNs), Anatole Francois Thibaulfc. Ca.\\si Anatole. Fr. author. 1844
Francesoa, della (del'la fran-ch6s'kii), Piero. Correctly Pietro di
Martyrs.']

1817
1787
1824
.1813

.

—
—
—
—

Fowler, William Chaimcey.

u

—

1823 1892.
(free'man), Edward Augustus. English historian
1480?-1541.
FregQSO (fra-go'feo), Federigo. Genoese cardinal
1810 — 1876.
FreUigrath (f ri'le-oriit), Ferdinand. German poet
1675 — 1728.
Freind (frgud), John. English physician and politician
Prelinghuysen (free'ling-hi-zen), Frederick Theodore. Nephew of The-

Freund (froint), Wilhelm. German lexicographer
Prey (fri), Johann Jakob. Swiss engraver

(foo'sha'), Victor Adrien.
French jurist and wTiter
1892—1866.
(fowlis), Robert (b. 1707, d. 1776), and Andrew (b. 1712, d. 1775).
Scottish printers in partnership.
Fonlon (foo'loN'), Joseph Francois. French financier and politician .... 1715 1789.
1201.
Foulques de Neuilly (fook deh nuh'ye'), French priest and orator..
Fouqu^ (foo'ka'), Heinrich August, Baron de la Motte. Pruse. general. 1698 1774.
1777—1843.
Fouqu^, de Lamotte. German author. See La Motte- Fouque, be
14157-1483.
Foaquet (foo'ka'), Jean. French painter
1615 1680.
Fouquet, Nicolas, Marquis de Belle-Isle. French financier
Foiiquler-Tinvilla (foo'ke-a'-tSN'vel'), Antoine Quentin. French rev1747 1795.
olutionist and public prosecutor
Fourcroy, de (deh foor'krwii'), Antoine Francois, Count. Fr. chemist .1755 1809.
Fourier (foo're-er Fr. pron. foo're-a'), Francois Charles Marie. French
socialist.
[Fourierism.']
1772—1837.
1768 1830.
French savant
Fourier, Jean Baptiste Josepli, Baron.
1829—1894.
Foumel (foor'nel'), Fr-iugois Victor. French author
Fourneyron (foor'na'roN'), Benott. French ii;?entor. [_The turbine.'] 1802—1S67.

Foucher

FOUUS

.

1795—1861.

Freeman

—

.

R

Founder of the ZoUverein. 1770— 1840.

—

1741
Italian architect
Italian poet and miscellaneous writer. 1777
(fos-som-bro'nee), Vittorio, Count. Italian statesman and

Brothers.

Frederick William III. King of Prussia.
Frederick William IV. King of Prussia

odore. American statesman
Prelinghuysen, Theodore. American statesman
Fremiet (fra'me-f), Emmanuel. French sculptor
Fremont (fre-monf), John Charles. American explorer and general..
Fr6my (fiS'me'), Edmoud. French chemist
Preneau (ire-no'), Plulip. American poet and journalist
Frenzel (f rent'sel), Karl Wilhelm. German novelist
Frfere (frar), Charles Theodore. French painter
Frere (freer), Henry Bartle, Baronet. English Indian administrator
Frere, John Hookham. English diplomatist and author
Fr6ret (fra'ra'), Nicolas. French antiquary and historical critic
Pr^ron (fra'roN'), Alie Catherine. French critic
Fr^ron, Louis Stanislas. Son of preceding. French revolutionist
Prescobaldi (fres-ko-bal'dee), Girolamo. Ital. organist and composer.
Fresenius (fra-za'ne-o6s), Karl Remigius. German chemist
Fresnel (frS'nSl'), Augustiu Jean. French optician and geometer
Freudweiler (froit'wi-ler), Henri. Swiss historical painter

—1803.
— 1827.
Fossombronl
engineer
1754—1844.
1812
Foster (fSs'ter), Birket. English artist
1770 — 1843.
Foster, John." English essayist and moralist
American geologist
1815— 1873.
Foster, John Wells.
1826 — 1864.
Foster, Stephen Collins. American ballad composer
1712 — 1780.
FothergiU (foth'er-gil), John. English physician and writer
1819 — 1868.
Foucauld (foo'ko'"), Leon. French natural philosopher
Fouch^ (foo'sha'), Joseph, Duke of Otranto. French minister of police 1763 — 1820.
Foschini (fos-kee'nee), Antonio.
FoscolO (fos'ko-lo), Nicolo Ugo.

a

1744—1797,

Prussia

1674—1735.
1394 '-147U ?
1811^1856.
1813—1880.

Spanish painter

DICTIONARY.

—

G.
—
—
—
—

(gab-be-a'nee), Antonio Domenico. Ital. painter and engraver. 1652 1726.
German
OabelentZ, von der (fon der ga'beh-lSnts), Hans Konon.
1807 1874.
politician, philologist, and linguist
1753 1826.
theologian
Philipp.
German
Gabler (ga'blgr), Johann
1835 1873.
Qaboriau (ga'bo're-o'), ifimile. French novelist
1805?-1867.
K^abourd (gii/boor'), Amt5d(5e. French liistorian
Gabriel (ga'bre-el'), Jacques Ange. French engineer and architect.... 1710 ?-1782.
1730 1796.
Gabrielli (gii-bre-el'lee), Catarina. Italian singer
1800 1885.
Gachard (ga'shar'), Louis Prosper. French architect and writer
1667 1725.
Gs.COn (ga'koN'), Franijois. French poet and satirist

Gabblani
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Died.
1333 ?-1396.

1841
Born.

Born.

Oaddl

(gad'dee), Angelo.

Italian painter

Father of Angelo. Florentine painter
1300?-1366.
1S17—1890.
Gade (gii'dgh), Niels Wilhelni. Danish composer
1724 1805.
Gadsden (gSdz'den), Christopher. American statesman
James.
Grandson
Gadsden,
of C. Am. statesman. [^Gndsdenpurchase.']VJ6& 1858.
1843
Gaflarel (gii'fii'rel'), Paul. French liistorian. \_BrazU.'\
GalfarelU (gSffii'rSl'lee), Gaetano Majorano. See Cafpaeelli.
1814
Gagarin (ga-gii'rin), Ivan. Russian Jesuit and author

Oaddl, Taddeo.

—
—

.

.

Gage

(gaj),

Oagern, von

British general in America
(fon ga'fern), Heinrich Wilhelm August, Baron.

1721

Tlionias.

German

statesman and author

Oagnler

Jean.
(gSn'yon), Lucian.
(giin'ye-a'),

— 1787.

1799—1880.

Hebrew and Arabic

professor at Oxford

1670?-1740.

Gagnon
Gahn (gau), Johann

Canadian patriot
1842.
1745 1818.
Swedish mineralogist
Gottlieb.
1755—1829.
Gail (giil or gay'), Jean Baptiste. French Hellenist and author
1726— 180G.
Galllard (ga'yar'), Gabriel Henri. French liistorian
1777 1849.
Gaines (gauz), Edmund Pendleton. American general
1805?-1S85.
Gaines, Myra Clark. Wife of Edmund P. American heiress
1727—1788.
Gainsborough (ganz'b'ro), Thomas. English painter
1828
Oalrdner (gird'ner), James. English historical editor
1809—1872.
Gaj (gi), Ljudevitr Croatian author and journalist
B. c. 3— A. D. C9.
Galba (gSl'ba), Servius Sulpicius. Roman emperor
130— 200.
Galen (ga'len), Claudius. Roman physician and medical author.
ICOO— 1G78.
Galen, von (fon gii/len), Christoph Bernhard. German prelate
311.
Gale'rlUS, Caius Valerius Maximiauus. Roman emperor
1597 1665.
GalhegOS, do (da giil-ya'gos), Manoel. Portuguese poet
1728 178G.
Gallanl (ga-le-ii'nee), Ferdinaudo. Italian political economist
1789—1865.
Gallano (ga-le-a'no), Antonio Alcala. Spanish writer and orator
1699—1782,
Gallon (gifle-aN'), Joseph. French physician and philosopher
Galignanl (ga-leu-yii'uee), Jean Antoine. English journalist in Paris,
1796 1873.
born of Italian parents. [fxalignanV s Messenger. ]
1798—1882.
Galignanl, William. Brother of J. A. and associate journalist
Galilei (ga-le-la'ee), GallUeo. Commonly known by his Christian name
Galileo (g51-T-lee'o Jtal. ga-Ie-la'o).
1564—1642.
Italian astronomer
1813—1880.
Gallmard (gii'le'mar'), Nicolas Auguste. French painter
Galln (ga'lSN'), Pierre. French musician
1786—1822.
Gall (gawl Ger. pron. gall), Franz Joseph. German physician. Pounder of plirenology
1758—1828.
1646 1715.
Galland (gii'loN'), Antoine. French antiquary and orientalist
Pierre
Galland,
Victor. French painter
1822—1892.
Gallatin (gSl'a-tIn), Albert. American statesman
1761—1849.
Gallaudet (gal-aw-dSf), Thomas Hopkins. Amer. clergyman. Founder
of the first institution in Amer. for instruction of the deaf and dumb 1787 1851.
Galle (gal'eh), Johann Gottfried. German astronomer
1812
GallegOS (gal-ya'gos), Fernando. Spanish painter
1475—1550.
Gallenga (ga-lSn'ga), Antonio Carlo Napoleone. Itahan writer
1810
Galllenl (ga'le'nee'), Joseph Simon. Fr. officer and explorer. [iSotwZan.] 1849
Gallle'nus, Publius Licinius Egnatius. Roman emperor
235?- 268.
Gallltzin (ga-let'zen), Mikhail Mikhailovitch, Prince. Russ. general.. 1675— 1730.
GallOlS (gal'wji'), Jean. French critic and journalist
1632 1707.
Gallus (gSl'us), Caius Sulpicius. Roman astronomer
fi. B. c. 166.
Gait (gawlt), Alexander Tilloch, Sir. Canadian statesman
1817—1893.
Gait, John. Scottish author
1779—1839.
Oalton (gawl'ton), Francis. English writer on hereditary science
1822

—
—

.

.•

—
—
—

—
—

.

.

.

.
.

—

.

1706 — 1785.
Galuppl (ga-loop'pee), Baldassare. Buranello. Italian musician
Galvanl (gal-va'nee), Aloisio or Luigi. Ital. discoverer of galvanism .. 1737 1798.
Galvao (gal-vowN'), Antonio. Portuguese traveler and historian
1503?-1557.
Galvez, de (dt gal'veth), Bernardo, Count. Spanish gov. of Louisiana .. 1755 — 1786.
1549—1610.
Galvez de Montalvo (gal'veth da mon-tal'vo), Luis. Spanish poet
1450?-1524.
Gama, da (da ga'ma), Vasco. Portuguese navigator
1672 — 1756.
Gamaches (ga'mash'), Etienne Simon. French philol. and math

—

1485 — 1550.
Gambara (gSm-ba'ra), Veronica. Italian poetess
1800—1836.
Gambart (goN'bar')", Jean F(51ix Adolphe. French astronomer
Gambetta (gSm-bet'a Fr. pron. goN'beh'ta'), LfSon. Fr. statesman .... 1838-1882.
Gambler (gam'beer)7 James, Baron. British admiral and diplomatist .. 1756 — 1833.
;

Ganuuell

(gSm'el), William.

American author and educator

1812
1734

GandOlU (giin-dol'fee), Gaetano. Italian painter and engraver
Gannal (ga'niil'), Jean Nicolas. French chemist
Gans (gauss), Eduard. German jurist

.

—1802.

1791—1852.
1798—1839.
Gansevoort (gan'se-vort), Peter. American officer in the Revol. war. .1749—1812.
1755—1818.
Ganteamne (gON'tom'), Honor(5 Joseph, Count. French admiral
1749 1833.
Garat (ga'rii'), Dominique Joseph. French author and poUtician
GaravagUa (ga-ra-viil'yii), Giovita. Italian engraver
1790—1835.
Garay (gor'oi), Janos. Hungarian poet
1812—1853.
(di
ga-rl'),
Garay, do
Juan. Sp. general.
Founder of Buenos Ayres..l541 1584.
Garcia (gar'se-a Span. pron. gar-tliee'a), Manuel del Populo Vicente.
Spanish composer and vocalist
1775 1832.
Garcia DIascarenlias (gar-see'a mas-kar-ren'yas), Braz or Blaise. Portuguese poet and warrior
1596 1656.
.

—

—
—
—
Garcllaso or Garcias Laso de
Vega (gar-the-la'so or gar-thee'a
la'so da la va'ga).
The Spanish Petrarch. Spanish poet
1503 —1536.
;

Isi

Garcllaso or Garcias Laso de la Vega, Sebastian. Spanish soldier
1495—1559.
Garcllaso de la Vega. The Jnea. Peruvian hist, of Spanish descent .. 1537— 1816.
Oarcln de Tassy (gar'sSs' deh ta'se'), Joseph H^Iiodore Sagesse Vertu.
French orientalist
1794—1878.
Gardiner (gard'ner), John Sylvester John. Eng. clergyman in America 1765—1830.
1599 1663.
Gardiner, Lion, Sir. American military engineer
Gardiner, Samuel Rawson. English historian
1829
Garfield (gar'feeld), James Abram. Twentieth president of the U. S. .1831— 1881.
Garibaldi (gSr-t-bai'di Ital. ga-re-bal'dee), Giuseppe. Ital. patriot.. 1807— 1882.
Garlssoles (ga're'sol'), Antoine. French Protestant divine and poet. .1587—1651.
Garnett (gar'net), Richard. English bibliographer
1835
Garnler (gar'ne-a'), Adolphe. French philosopher
1801—1864.
Gamier, Jean Louis Charles. French architect
1825
1847—1889.
Garnler, Jules Arsene. French painter
Garnier-Pages (-pii'zhas'), Louis Antoine. French politician
1803—1878.
GaroIalO (ga-ro-fii'lo). B.es.l n3.me Benvenuto Tisio. Italian painter ... 1481 1559.
Garrlck (gar'Ik), David. English actor, poet, and dramatist
1717—1779.
Garrison (gar'I-son), William Lloyd. American abolitionist
1805—1879.
Garschlne (giirs-cheen'), Wssewolod-Mikliailovitch. Russian novelist. 1855— 1888.
Garth (garth), Samuel, Sir. English physician and poet
1661—1719.
Garucci (gii-root'chee), Rafiaello. Italian archfeologist
1812-1885.
1742 1798.
Garve (gar'veh), Christian. German philosopher and translator
1638 1721.
Garzl (gard'zee), Luigi. Italian painter
1549 1589.
GaiZOnl (gar-zo'nee), Tomraaso. Italian jurist
.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

;

.

.

.

—

—
—
—

Gascolgne (gas-koin'), George. English poet
1525?-1577.
Gascolgne, William. English inventor of the micrometer
1G12—1644.
Gascolgne, William, Sir. English judge
1350?-1419.
Gaskell (gSs'kel), Elizabeth Cleghorn, born Stevenson. Eng. author. .1810— 1805.
Gasparin, de (deh gas'pa'rSN'), Adrien fitienne Pierre, Count. French
agricultural writer and politician
e, i, 0, silent ; a, o,
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Gattl

(giit'tee),

Bernardino.

Jl Sojaro.

1495
1790
1740
1605

Italian painter

—
—1575.
— 1853.
—1804.
— 1662.

go), Franz Christian. German architect
French writer on art
(go'sha'), Charles ]<;tienne.
Gauden (gaw'den), John. English bishop and political writer
1749—1784.
Gaudenzl (gow"-den'zee), Pellegrino. Italian poet
1596—1649.
GaudenziO (gow-den'ze-o)^ Paganini. Italian Hellenist
Gaudlchaud-Beaupr^ (go'de'shS'-bo/pra'), Charles. French botanist .. 1780— 1854.
Gaudln (go'daN'), Martin Michel Charles. Duke of Gaeta. French
financier and minister of finance
1750 1844.
1745—1818.
Gaultler (go'te-S'), Aloysius £douard CamiUe, Abb(5. Fr. educator
Gaultler (gowl'teer), properly Gaiter (gal'ter), Leonhard. German en.".
.
graver in France
1561?
1802 1879.
(gom), Jean Joseph. French author
Gauss (gowss), Karl Friedrich. German mathematician. [Heliotrope. ] 1777 1855.

Gau

(gow or

Gaucher

—

—
—

Ganme

.

Gautama

(gaw'ta-ma) or Gotama (go'ta-ma). Indian philosopher. The
".
..'.
legendary founder of Buddhism
B. c. 624?- 543?
(gd'te-a'), Jean Frangois Eugene.
Fr. violinist and composer. .1822 1878.
1808 1872.
French poet, novelist, and critic
Gautler, Th^ophile.
Gavarnl (ga/var'ne'). Real name Guillaume Paul Chevalier Sulpice.

—
—
1801 — 1866.
1809 — 1889.

Gautler

French caricaturist

Gavazzl (gii-vat'see), Alessandro.
Gaveston (g5v'es-ton), Piers, Earl
.

England

of

;

—

.

;

;

—

Died.

Gasparin, de (deh gas'pa'rSN'), Agenor ^itienne, Count. Son of A. JS. P.
1810—1871.
French publfcist
1665 1707.
Gasparin! (giis-pa-ree'nee), Francesco. Italian musical composer
Gasparlno (gas-pii-ree'no), Barzizzio. Italian philologist and author... 1370 1431.
French
historian
1852
Gasc[uet (gas'ka'), Am(5dee.
Gass (gas), Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Joachim. German theologian 1813—1889.
Gassendl (giis-sen'dee i^r. ga'soN'de'), Pierre. French philosopher .. 1592 1655.
1609 1647.
Gassion, de (deh ga/se'oN'), Jean. Marshal of France
1715 1788.
Gast (giist), John. Irish liistorian and divine
1574 1C.54.
Gataker (gSt'a-ker), Thomas. English divine and critic
1728 1806.
Gates (gats), Horatio. American major general
fl. 1009-1619.
Gates, Thomas, Sir. Governor of Virginia
1818
Galling (gSt'ling), Richard Jordan. American inventor
1788 1881.
GatteaUS (ga/to'), Jacques Edouard. French sculptor and engraver

. . .

Italian priest and politician
of Cornwall. Favorite of Edward II.

1312.

"

—

Gay

1685 1732.
(ga), John. English poet and dramatist
1776—1852,
Gay, Marie Fran^oise Sophie, Madame. French novelist
GayangOS y Arce, de (da gi-ang'gos e iir'tha), Pascual. Spanish histo1809
rian and orientalist
1805 — 1895.
Gayarr^ (gi'a'ra'), Charles Jlltienne Arthur. American historian
1778 1850.
Gay—Lussac (ga'-lii'sak'), Joseph Louis. French chemist
1398 — 1478,
Gaza (gii'za), Theodore. Greek reviver of Greek literature
Geary (ga'ri or gee'rl), John White. American general and politician. .1819 — 1873.
fl. 8th c.
Geber (ga'ber), Abu-Musa Ja'far al-Sufi. Arabian chemist
.

—

—
—

1690 1749.
Scottish inventor of stereotyping
(ged), William.
Scottish Roman Catholic Biblical critic. 1737 1802.
(ged'es), Alexander.
1806— 1S60.
(gafs),
Guillaume.
Belgian
sculptor
GeefS
1789-1862.
Geel (Hal) or Gell (gel), Jakob. Dutch writer and critic
1720—J778.
Geer, von (fon yar), Karl, Baron. Swedish naturalist
1830 1896.
Gelfcken (gefken), Friedrich Heinrich. German writer
1806—1879.
Gelfrard (zha'f rar'), Fabre. President of Hayti
1815 1884.
Gelbel (gi'bel), Franz Emmanuel. German poet

Ged

Geddes

—
—

Abraham.

German

rabbi and Biblical critic
Swedish historian and poet
Scotch geologist
Gelkie, Cunningliam. English clergyman and author
Gelssler (gis'ler), Heinrich. German mechanic and physician
Gell (jel), William, Sir. English archaeologist and traveler
Qellert (gel'ert), Christian FUrchtegott. German poet and moralist
Gelli (jel'lee), Giovanni Battista. Italian writer

Geiger
Gei]er

(gi'ger),

(yi'er)",

1810—1874.
1783^1847.

Eric Gustaf.

Gelkle (gee'ki), Archibald.

1835
1826
1814
1777
1715

.
.

.

— 1836.
— 1769.

1498—1563.

GemlstUS (je-mis'tus), George. Pletho. Greek Platonic philosopher, .fl. 1430.
1796 — 1890.
Gendrln (zhbN'draN'), August Nicolas. French physician
Genest or Genet (zheh-na'), Edmond Charles. French diplomatist who
became an American citizen
Genevieve (jen'e-veev'), Fr. Genevieve

1766
Saint.
(zhen've'av').
~

— 1834.

Patron

422 ?- 512.
1476 1551.
Genga (jen'ga), Girolamo. Italian painter and architect
Genghis EUian or JenghisEhan (jen'gTs kan). Asiatic conqueror.. 1154 1227.
1803—1856.
G6nln (zha'nSN'), Frangois. French philologist
Genlls, de (deh zhoN'less'), F61icit6 Stephanie Ducrest de Saint-Aubin,
1746—1830.
Countess. "French novelist
Oenoude (zheh'nood'), Antoine Eugene. French journalist and hist. .. 1792 1849.
.1712
1769.
Genovesi (ja-no-va'zee), Antonio. Ital. metaphys. and pol. economist.
406?- 477.
famous conqueror
Genserlc (jen'ser-ik). King of the Vandals.
1758 1793.
Gensonn6 (zhoN'so'na'), Armand. French advocate and politician
1820—1893.
Genth (gSnt), Friedrich August. German chemist
Gentll (zhSN'tel' or zhSN'te'y'), Jean Baptiste Joseph. French writer. .1726 1799,
1764 1832.
Gentz, von (fon gSnts), Friedrich. German publicist
1699—1777.
Geoffrin (zho'frSN'), Marie Th(5rese Eodet. French social leader
1100?-1154.
Geofiroy (jSf'rT) of Monmouth. Enghsh chronicler
1853
Geoffrey (zho'frwU'), Jean. French painter
1743—1814.
critic
French
litt(5rateur
and
Louis
Julien,
Abb^.
Geoffroy,
saint of Paris"

—

—

—
—

A

—
—

—

.

Geoffrey Salnt-Hllalre (zho'f rwa' saN'te'lgr'), ifetienne. Fr. zoologist. 1772— 1844.
Geoffrey Saint-Hllaire, Isidore. Son of Etienne. French zoologist.. 1805— 1861.
303?
George (jorj). Saint. Patron saint of England
.
1839
George, Henry. American political economist
1660—1727.
George I., Lewis. King of Great Britain
1 683—1760.
George n. Augustus. King of Great Britain
1738-1820.
George III., WiUiam Frederick. King of Great Britain
1762—1830.
George IV., Augustus Frederick. King of Great Britain
1420—1471.
George Podlebrad (pod-ya'brad). King of Bohemia
1772 1848.
Geramb, de (deh zheh-roN'), Ferdinand, Baron. French Trappist
1772 1842.
Gerando, de (deh zheh-roN'do'), Joseph Marie. French philosopher
1728 1795.
Gerard (jS-rard'), Alexander. Scottish divine and writer
G6rard (zha'rar'), C<5cile Jules Basile. The Lion Killer. French officer. 1817-1864.
1773 1855.
Gerard, iStienne Maurice, Couut. Marslial of France
1770 1837.
Gerard, Frangois Pascal Simon, Baron. French painter
1803-1847.
Gerard, Jean Ignace Isidore. Grandvllle. Frencli caricaturist
G6rard-Thom (zlia'rar'-toN') or Tenque (-tSNk). Founder of the order
Iftl0?-1121.
of St. John of Jerusalem
Gerber (ger'ber), Ernst Ludwig. German organist, and writer on music 1746 1819.
Gerbert (gSr'bert), Martin, Baron von Hornau. Ger. writer on music. .1720 1793.
1718—1802.
Gerdil (zli6r'del'), Hyacinthe Sigismond. Savoyard philosopher
1797- 1856.
Gerdy (zhSr'de'), Pierre Nicolas. French pliysiologist
1795— 1SC7.
Gerhard (gSr'liart), Eduard. German archiieologist
1816-1856.
Gerhardt (zliS'rar' or ger'liart), Cliarles Frt^deric. French chemist
1607 167C.
Gerhardt (gSr'hnrt), Paulus. German poet and Lutheran preacher
G^rlcault (zlm'rp-ko'), Jean Louis Tlic^odore Andri5. Frencli pahiter.. .1791— 1824.
Gerlach, von (fon ger'liiK), Karl Friedrich Otto. German theologian.. 1801— 1849.
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N

Bom.
Oerlache, de (deh zhSr'lSsh'), fitienne Constantin, Baron.
torian and statesman

Belgian

his-

1785

Died.

—1871o

Oermain (zlier'mSN'), Saint, of Auxerre. {Lat. Germa'nUB.) Fr. theol. 380?- 448.
B. c. 16-A. D. 19.
Qermanlcus (jEr-mSn'i-lsus), Caesar. Roman general
1824
G^rome (zlia'rom'), Jean Leon. French painter
fl.
1886.
Geronlmo (je-ron'I-uio). Chief of the Chiricahuas. Apache tribe
1744— 1814.
Gerry (fer'I), Elbridge. Fifth vice president of the United States
.

O

Gesenlus

(ge-see'nl-Us

;

1363
1816
1857
1805

.

— 1871.

Ger. pron. ga-za'ne-d6s), Friedrich Heinrich

Wilhelm." German orientalist
Qesner, Vt)n (f on gSs'ner), Konrad. Swiss naturalist
Gassier (ges'ler). Austrian bailiff killed by William Tell
Gessner (ges'iier), Salomon. Swiss poet and painter
Gevaert (Ha-va'ert), FranQOis Auguste. Belgian composer

P

— 1429.
— 1872.

Gerson, de (deh zhSr'soN'), Jean Charlier. French theologian
Gerstacker (g&r'stek-gr), Friedrich. German traveler and writer
Gerster (gSr'ster), Etelka. Hungarian opera singer
Gervlnus (gSr-vee'noSs), Georg Gottfried. Ger. historian and politician

1786—1842.
1516

— 1565.
1307 ?

1730—1788.
.
1828

—

1803 1861.
Gfriirer (gfro'rer), August Friedrich. German historian
1270?-1304,
Ghazan Khan"(ga'zan' kan). Mongol sovereign of Persia
Gherardesca (ga'rar-dSs'ka), Ugolino della. Italian partisan leader
doomed to starvation in the Gualandi tower
1289,
1378—1455 ?
Ghlbertl (gee-bSr'tee), Lorenzo. Italian sculptor
Ghlrlandalo (ger-lan-da'yo). Called Domenico Curradi or Bigordi.
1449 1494.
Florentine painter
.
1822
Glacomelll (ja-ko-mel'lee), Hector. French painter and engraver
Glambelli (jam-bel'lee) or Gianibelll (ja-ne-bel'lee), Federigo. Italian
military engmeer and pyrotechnist
fl. 1585.
1676 1748.
Glannone (jan-no'nS), Pietro. Italian historian
1494^1563.
Glannottl (jan-not'tee), Donato. ItaUan historian
1716 1796.
Glardlnl (jar-dee'nee), Felice. Italian violinist and composer
1737—1794,
Gibbon (gib'gn), Edward. English historian
Gibbons (glb'onz), Grinling. English sculptor, and carver in wood.... 1648 1720.
.
1834
Gibbons, James. American cardinal
1790—1861.
GlbbS (gibz), Josiah Willard. American philologist
.
1822
GlbbS, Oliver Wolcott. American chemist
Gibert de Montreull (zhe'ber' deh moN'trch'y'). French troubadour. fl. 12th c.
1790—1866.
Gibson (gtb'sgn), John. English sculptor
1850 1890.
Gibson, Willi<im Hamilton. American artist and author
1795 1864.
GiddlngS (gTd'ingz), Joshua Reed. American statesman
.
1827
Gidel (zhe'dgK), Charles Autoine. French writer
1820 1895.
Glers (geers), Nicolai Carlovitch de. Russian statesman.,..
Glesebrecht, von (fon gee'zeh-breKt), Friedrich Wilhelm Benjamin.
German historian
1814 1889.
7
1792 18.54.
Gleseler (gee'zeh-ler), Johann Karl Ludwig. Ger. eccl. historian
(gif'ord),
Sandford
1823— 18S0.
Gifford
Robinson. American painter
Gifford, William. English journalist and critic. [Quarterly Review. I-. YloG 1826.
1816—1882.
Gignous (zhen'yoo'), Frangois Regis. French painter
1806—1894.
Gigoaz (zhe'goo'), Jean Frangois. French painter
1539?-1584.
Gilbert (gil'bert), Humphrey, Sir. English navigator
.
1817
Gilbert, John, Sir. English painter
.
Gilbert, John Thomas. Irish historian
1829
1751 1780.
Gilbert (zhel'bgr'), Nicolas Joseph Laurent. French satiric poet
.
1836
Gilbert (gil'bert), William Schwenck. English dramatic author
1759—1841.
Gllobrisj (gil'krtst), John Borthwick. Scottish orientalist
1844
Gilder (gil'der), Richard Watson. American poet and editor

—

—
—
—

R

—
—
—

—
—

—

S

—

American explorer
1838
Lanneau. Am. scholar and author.. 1831
1813—1893.
Giles (jilz), Chauncey. American New Church clergyman
1762 1830.
Giles, William Branch. American statesman

.

.

Gilmore

(gil'mor),

James Roberts.

Edmund

Jtirk.

American author. 1823

.

1517—1583.

(gil'pin), Bernard.
Apostle of the North. English reformer
Gilpin, William. English critic and biographer
Gil y Zarate (neel e tha-ra'ta), Antonio, Don. Spanish dramatist
Gindely (gln'dgh-le), Anton. Austrian historian

Gilpin

— 1804.

1724

1793—1863.
1829—1892.
1748—1816.

Glnguen6

(zhSN'geh-na'), Pierre Louis. French historian
1855
GlniSty (zhe'nes'te'), Paul. French novelist
Glnkel, van (van gln'kel), Godard, Earl of Athlone. Dutch general. ..1630?-1705.
1801 1852.
GlOberti (jo-ber'tee), Vincenzo. Italian philosopher and statesman
GlOCOndO (jo-kon'do), Fra Giovanni. Italian architect and antiquary .1445 ?-1525 ?
1632 1705.
Giordano (jor-da'no), Luca. Neapolitan painter
1476?-1511.
Giorgione (jor-jo'na). Called Giorgio Barbnrelli. Itahan painter
Giotto (jSt'to). Called Giotto di Bondone (jot'to de bon-do'na). Florentine painty and architect
1276 1336.
1787 1849.
Glovanettl (jo-va-net'tee), Giacomo. Italian jurist and economist
Giovanni (jo-van'nee), Vincenzo di. Italian pliilosopher and philologist 1832
GlOVlO (jo' ve-o), Paolo. {Lnt. PaulUS Jo'vius.) Ital. Latin historian 1483—1552.
Called Gerald de
GlraldUS CambrenslS (jl-ral'dus kSm-brSn'sIs).
Barri (zha'ral' deh bii're'). English historian
1147—1236 ?
1678 ?-1748.
Olrard (zhe'rar'), Gabriel. French philologist
1765 1836.
Olrard, Pierre Simon. French engineer and scientific writer
Girard (jg-rard'), Stephen. Amer. banker. Founder of Girard College. 1750 1831.
1803—1884.
Girardin*(zhe'rar'd5N'), Jean Pierre Louis. French chemist
1801 1873.
Glrardln, Marc. Called Saint-Mare Girardin. French journalist ^
Qirardln, de (deh zhe'rar'dSN'), Delphine Gay, Mme. Wife of Emile
1804 1855.
de Girardin? French authoress
1806-1881.
Girardix, de, fimile. French journalist
1628 1715.
(zhe'rar'doN'),
French
sculptor
Francois.
Girardon
1802 1882.
Giraud (zhe'ro'), Charles Joseph Barthelemy. French jurist
Girodet-Trloson (zhe'ro'da'-tre'o'zoN'), Anne Louis. French painter .. 1767 1824.
1808
Glslason (gis'la-son), Conrad. Icelandic philologist
.

.

—
—

.

—
—

.

.

—
—
—

—

—
—
—

.

1819—1872.
Giudlcl (joo'de-chee), Paolo Emiliani. Italian author
1818 1883.
Giuliani (joo-lee-a'nee), Giambattista. Italian vn-iter
Giullo Romano (joo'le-o ro-ma'no) or Giullo Plppi (joo'le-o pip'pee).
1492 1546.
Called Giulio dei Giannuzsi. Italian painter
1809 1850.
GiUStl (joos'tee), Giuseppe. Italian satirical poet
1470 1536.
Glustinianl (joos-tin-e-a'nee), Agostino Pantaleone. Genoese philol
1857
GJellerup (gyel'eh-roop'), Carl Adolf. Danish writer
1836
clergyman
American
Washington.
Gladden (glSd'en),
1809
Gladstone (glad'ston), William Ewart. English statesman
1798 1879.
orientalist
Olaire (glSr), Jean'Baptiste. French

—
—
—
—

.

.

.

—

a, e, i, 3, u, long ; a,

e, S, less

prolonged ;

5, e, I, 5, 3,

short ; a, e,

i,

o,

—1783.

1796-1888.

1719— 1S03.
1359 ?-1416?

1S09— 1857.
1788—1880.
1597

— 1677.

1712—1785.

—
—

;

—

Goblet d'Alviella

(go'bla' dal've-Sl'ii),

Eugene, Count d'Alviella.

Bel-

1846

gian publicist

The Elder. _French

Godefroi (god'f rwa'), Denis.

Godefroy de BonilUon (god'frwa' deh
first

boo'joN').

French hero of the

.".

crusade

.

1549—1621.

jurist

M)58?-1100i

1812
Godet (go'da'), Frederic L. Swiss divine and author
Godfrey (god'f rl), Thomas. American mathematician. \_Quadrant.1. .Xlfii
Godfrey of Bouillon. See Godethoy de Bouillion.
1704
Godin (go'dJN'), Louis. French astronomer
Godiva (go-di'va). Lady Godiva. Wife of Leofric, Earl of Leicester.

Romantic English heroine

Godkln

(god'kin),
Nation.']

fl.

Edwin Lawrence.

Irish-American journalist.

.

—1749.
—1760.

.

11th

c,

\_The
.
1831
1630?-1712.

Oodolphin (go-dSl'fin), Sidney, Earl of. English statesman
Godoy, de (da go-co'e), Don Manuel, Duke of Alcudia. The Prince of

—
—

1767 1851
Spanish courtier
1552 1605.
Czar of Russia
Earl
of
Wessex.
English
statesman
(god'win).
1053.
Godwin
.
1816
Godwin, Parke. American journalist
novelist.
Williams.']
1757—1836.
[Caleb
Godwin, William. English
1814 1887.
Goedeke (go'deh-keh), Karl. German author
Goethe, or Gothe, von (fon go'teh), Johann Wolfgang. German author. 1749 1832.
1605 ?-1679
Goffe (got), Willi,am. English Puritan and regicide
1808?-1852.
Gogol (go'ggl), Nikolai Vassilievitch. Russian writer
1746 1830.
Gobier (go'e-a'), Louis J^rSme. French politician and author
1707 1793.
Goldoni (gol-do'nee). Carlo. Italian dramatic and comic author
Goldsborough (goldz'b'ro), Louis Malesherbes. Amer. rear admiral . . . 1805 1877
Goldschmldt (golt'shmit), Hermann. German painter and astronomer. 1802 1866.

Peace.

Oodunoff (go-doo-nof '), Boris Peodorovitch.

—
—

.

—
—
—
—
Qoldschmidt, Mme. Swedish vocalist. See Lind, Jenny.
Goldsmith (gold'smith), Oliver. Irish poet, historian, and novelist.... 1728 — 1774.
Golius

—

Scottish divine and author

almost glTk), Christian Friedrich. German jurist
1755-1831.
Oluck
1714 1787.
GlUCk, von (fon glook), Christoph Wilibald. German composer
Gmelin (gma'lin), Johann Friedrich. Neph. of J. G. Ger. naturalist.. 1748— 1804.
1709—1755.
Gmelln, Johanu Georg. German naturalist
.1788 1853.
Gmelin, Leopold. Son of J. F. German chemist
Gneisenan, von (fon gni'zgh-noW), AugustWilhelm Antonius Neidhardt,
Count. Prussian field" marshal
1760—1831.
Gneist (gnlst), Rudolph Friedrich Hermann Heinrich. German publicist
and political writer
1816-1895.
Gobelin (gob'eh-lin Fr. pron. gob'lSN'), Gilles and Jehan (d. 1476).
Brothers. "French dyers
fl. 1450.
1816 1882.
Gobineau (go'be'no'), Joseph Arthur, Count. Fr. writer and dip

GoldStiioker

,

1717

George Robert.

(gliik,

.

1798—1850.
Oilflllan (gil-fil'an), Robert. Scottish poet
"
1697—1771.
Gill (gil), John. English theologian and author
1490 1555.
Gllles (zhel), Pierre. French naturalist, traveler, and writer
1816 1868.
Gillespie (gil-les'pl), William Mitchell. American civil engineer
1747—1836.
Gillies (giKiz), John. Scottish historian
1825 1888.
Gillmore (gil'mor), Quincy Adams. American soldier
1799—1873.
Gillott (gil'ot) Joseph. English manufacturer of steel pens
1757 1815.
Glllray (gil'ra), James. English engraver and caricaturist
1837
Gilman (gil'man), Arthur. American author
Gilman, Daniel Coit. Am. educator. Pres. Johns Hopkins University. 1831
1838—1883.
Gilmor (gil'mSr), Harry. American soldier and author

naturalist

Gliddon (glTd'on), George Robins. American Egyptologist
Glinka (glink'a), Feodor Nikolaevitch. Russian writer
Glisson (glis"n), Francis. English physician and anatomist
Glover (gluv'er), Richard. English poet and dramatist

.

(gil'der-sleev), Basil

—

z

(gleg),

Olelm (glira), Johann Wilhelm Ludwig. German poet
Olendower or Glendwr (glen'door), Owen. Welsh chieftain

OUdersleeve

—
—

W

German
Glelg

Gilder, William Henry.

—

U

Bore Die£
.
ISO'J
Glalsher (gla'sher), James. English astronomer
Glanvlll (glan'vil), Joseph. English philosopher
1630—1680.
Salomon.
German theologian and Hebraist
1593— 1C56.
Glass (gliis),
Glauber (glow'ber), Johann Rudolf. Ger. chemist. [G/oKfter'i OT;fc.].lG04— 1068.
Glelchen, von (fon gll'Kgn), Friedrich Wilhelm. Called Eussworm.

(golt'stiik-er),

(go'le-iis),

Jakob?

Theodor.

Dutch

German

1821—1872-

Sanskrit scholar

—1667.
— 1832.
—1617.
—1641.
—1666.

1596
1776
1558
1563
1567

orientalist

Russian navigator
Hendrik. Dutch painter and engraver
Gomar (go'mar), Frangois. Flemish Calvinistic theologian
Gombauld, de (deh goN'bo'), Jean Ogier. French poet and wit
Gomez (go'mess),"Esteban. Portuguese explorer
Gomez (go'mSth), Sebastiano. Spanish painter

Golovnln

Goltzlus

(go-Iov-neen'), Vasili Mikhailovitch.

(golt'se-us),

1478?-1530'!
1646 1682.
.
1837
(go'mo'), Pierre Eugene HIppolyte. French politician
.1822
1896.
goN'koor'),
(deh
Edmond
L.
Antoine
Huot.
Fr.
writer.
Ooncourt, de
1581?-1662.
Gondl, de (deh gon'dee), Philippe Emanuel. French general
1588 1638.
Gondola (gon'do-la), Giovanni di Francesco. Illy rian poet
Gongora y Argote, de (da gon'go-ra e ar-go'ta), Luis. Spanish poet.. 1561 1627.
GonsalVO de Cordova (gon-sal'vo da kor'do-vii) or Gonzalo (gon-tha'The Great Captain. Span, warrior.. 1443 7-1515.
lo) de Cordova, Hernandez.
.
1846
Gonse (goNs), Louis. French art critic
GontCharof (gont-cha-rof), Ivan Alexandrovitch. Russian novelist. . . .1813 1891.
1744 1807.
Gonzaga, de (dS gon-za'gii), Thomaz Antonio Costa. Brazilian poet
Qonzaga, di (de gon-za'ga), Giovarmi Francesco. First Marquis of

—
—
—
—

Gomot

—
—

Mantua
Gonzalez de Berceo
Gonzalo (gon-tha'lo).

(gon-tha'leth da bSr-tha'o), Juan.

1394—1444.
Span. poet... 1198 7-1268?

See Gonsalvo de Cohdova.
Good (goSd), John Mason. English physician and author
Goodale (g65d'al), George Lincoln. American botanist
Goodall (g58d'al), Frederick. English painter

—1827.

1764
1839
1822

1851
Brown. American ichthyologist
Chauncey Allen. Amer. divine and lexicographer. 1790
1793
Goodrich, Samuel Griswold. Peter Parley. American author
1831
Goodwin (g55d'win), William Watson. American classical scholar
Goodyear (gSSd'yur), Charles. Amer. inventor. [Vulcanized rubber.] .1800
(g88d), George
Goodrich (go5d'rich),

Guode

.
.

— 1896.
—1860.

—1860.
—1860.
1855
Gopcevlc (oop'cha-vich), Spiridion. Austrian writer
1800
—1884.
German
botanist
Heinrich
Robert.
(gop'ert),
Gbppert
Gordon (gSr'don), Charles George. English soldier. Chinese Gordon.. 1S33 — 1885.
1750
—1793.
political
agitator
Gordon, Georg"e. English
1825 — 1886.
Gordon, George Henry. American soldier
1821
—
1869.
writer
Gordon, Lucy, Lady Duff. English translator and
1729 — 1807.
Gordon, WiUiam. English clergyman and historian
.

.

.

Gordon-Cummlng (gSr'don-kum'ing), Constance Frederica, Lady.

Scot-

.
1837
1799 1861.
.
1818
of Maine. .15657-1647.
B. c. 487?- 3802
1691 1757.
Gorl (go'ree), Antonio Francesco. Italian antiquary
1776 1848.
G'drres (gor'es), Johann Joseph. German publicist and author
1841 ^1885.
Gorrlnge (gor'inj), Henry Honeychurch. American naval officer
Gortohakof (gSrt-cha-kof), Alexander Mikhailovitch, Prince. Russian
1798 1 883.
statesman and diplomatist
Gortchakof, Mikhail, Prince. Brother of A. M. Russian commander.. 1795— 1861.
1600?-1677.
Gorton (gor'tgn), Samuel. Pioneer settler in Rhode Island

tish traveler

and writer

Gore (gor), Catherine Grace. English novelist
Gdrgel or G-drgey (gor'geh-e), Arthur. Hungarian general
Gorges (gSr'jez), Perdiuando, Sir. English lord proprietary
Gorglas (gSr'jT-as), Greek rhetorician and sophist

Swedish statesman
(gorts)7 Georg Henrik, Baron.
G'dschel (go'shel), Karl Friedrich. German jurist and author
Goschen (go'shen), George Joachim. English statesman
Gosnold (gos'nold), Bartholomew. English voyager to America
Gosse (goss), Edmund William. English poet and critic
Gosse, Philip Henry. English naturalist

—

—
—
—
—

1719.

Gbrtz

obscure (see remark, p. 1719)

;

far, 1^11

;

thgre,

term

;

f Sr,

food, f dot

;

f flrl

;

ow

1784
1831

—1861.
.

1607.

1849
1810

.

—1888.

as in cow ; eh as in chin;

.

1843
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Bom,
OOSSelln (goss'laN'), Pascal Francois Joseph. French geographer
Got (go), FranQois Jules Edmond. French couiediau

Gbthe

182li

.

See Goethe.
Louis Morean. American pianist and composer 1829 1869.
(ion got'slial), Karl Rudolph. Ger. poet and novelist. 18'23
1700 1766.
Gottsched (got'shet), Johann Christoph. German author and critic
1779—1869.
Gough (got), Hugh, Viscount. British field marshal
(go'tcli)-

—
—
.1817 — 1886.
Gough, John Bartholomew. American lecturer on temperance
1515?-1572.
Goujon (goo'zhoN'), .Jean. Frencli sculptor and arcliitect
1805 — ISCG.
Gould (goold), Augustus Addison. American naturalist
1787 — 1859.
Gould, Benjamin Apthorp. American educator and merchant
Gould, Benjamin Aptliorp, Jr. Son of B. A. American astronomer.. ..1824— 1896.
Oottschalk

(got'shiilk),

Gottschall,

von

.

. .

.

1789—1865.
Gould, Hannah Flagg. American poetess
1836— 1S02.
Gould, Jay. American capitalist
1804—1881.
Gould, John. English ornithologist
1818 1893.
Gounod (goo'no'), Cliarles Felix. French musical composer
1783—1852.
Gourgaud (goor'go'), Gaspard, Baron. French general
Gourgues, de (deli goorg), Dominique. French soldier. Leader of

—

expedition against the Spaniards in Florida
(goor'ko), Nicolai Vasilievitch, Count.

Gourko

1530—1593.
Polish-Russian general 1828

.

1566—1645.
Gonrnay, de (deh goor'na'), Marie le Jars. Fr. writer and editress
1792—1866.
Qousset (goo'sa"'), Thomas Marie Joseph. French cardinal
Oouvea, de (da go-va'ii), Antonio. Portuguese jurist and philosopher. .1505— 1566.
Gouvlon Salnt-Cyr (goo've-oN' sSs'-ser'), Laurent. Marshal of France.1764— 1830.
1661—1708.
Govinda Singh (go-vTn'da sing). Chief of the Sikhs
1330—1408.
Gower (gow'er mid gor), John. English poet

Qowrle

(gow'rT),
conspiracy.']

John Ruthven, Earl

of.

Scottish nobleman.

IGou-rie

1577—1600.

1803— 18G6.
Lc^on. French dramatist
GozzadiJni (got-sa-dee'nee), Giovanni, Count. Ital. hist, and archiEOlogist 1810 1887.
1722—1806.
Oozzl (got'see), Carlo, Count. Italian dramatist and novelist
1420—1497.
Gozzoll (got'so-lee), Benozzo. Florentine painter
Graai, van (viin graf), Regnier. Dutch physician and physiologist
1G41 1673.
1801—1836.
Grabbe (giab'eh), Cliristiaii Dietrich. German dramatic poet
Gr&berg von Hemso (gro'bSra-), Jakob. Swedish geographer
1776—1847.
Gracchus (grak'us), Caius Senipronins. Roman statesman
B. c. 160?- 121.
Gracchus, Tiberius Sempronius. Brother of C. S. Rom. statesman B. c. 168?- 133?
GradenigO (gra-da-nee'go), Pietro. Doge of Venice
1250—1311.
Graeme (gram), John. Scottish poet
.1748— 1772.
Grsevlus (gree'vT-us), Ger. Gravlus (gra've-oos), Johann Georg. Gr'dfe.

Gozlan (goz'lW),

—

—

.

German

1622

classical scholar

—1703.

Orafe, von (fon gra'feh), Albrecht. Son of J. G. German oculist
1828-1870.
1787—1840.
Orafe, von, Karl Ferdinand. German surgeon
Graham (gva'am), George. English mechanician and watchmaker. .... 1675 1751.
Graham, John, of Claverhouse, Viscount Dundee. British soldier, persecutor of the Scotch Covenanters
1644—1689.
Graham, Sylvester. American vegetarian advocate. [GraAajn iread.]. 1794 1851.
Graham, Thomas. Scottish chemist
1805—1869.
Graham, William Alexander. American statesman
1804 1875.
Grahame (gra'am), James. Scottish historian. {History of the {/. S.]. 1790—1842.
(gram),
Gram
Jens or Hans. Danish philologist
1085—1748.
Gramoni, de (deh grii'moN'), Antoine Aggnor Alfred, Duke. French

—
—

—

1819—ISSl.

diplomatist

Oramont, de, Philibert, Comte. French courtier
Granada, de (da gra-na'Da), Fray Luis. Spanish pulpit orator

1621-1707.

— 1588.

1504

Granby (grSn'bi), John Manners, Marquis of. English general
1721—1770.
Grand-Carteret (gr5N'-kiir'teh-ra'), Jean. French litterateur
1850
Grandl (griin'dee), Guido. Italian mathematician
1671 1742.
Grandmougln (groN'moo'zhSN'), Charles Jean. French poet
.
1850
Grandpr^, de (deh grSN'pra'), Louis Marie Joseph Ohier, Count. French
.

—

".

navigator

1761-1846.
1775—1849.
1767—1822.

Granet (gra'nS'), Frangois Marius. French painter
Granger (grSn'jer), Gideon. American statesman

Oranfer de Cassagnac (gra'ne-a' deh ka'san'yak'), Bernard Adolphe.
French journalist and historical writer
1 808
1880.
Qranler de Cassagnac, Paul Adolphe Marie Prosper. French journalist
and politician
1843
1826—1864.
Grant, Alexander, Sir. British scholar
1755 1838.
Grant, Anne. Scottish author
Grant, Francis, Sir. Scottish artist
1804r— 1878.
Grant, James. Scottish novelist
1822—1888.
Grant, James Augustus. Scotch traveler
1827—1892.
Grant, James Hope, Sir. Brother of Sir Francis. British general
1808—1875.
Grant, Robert Edmund. Scottish physiologist and zoologist
1793 1874.
Ulysses
Simpson,
General. Eighteenth president of the U. S
Grant,
1822—1885.
Granvelle, de (de grSn'vgl Fr. pron. deh groN'vSl'), Antoine Perrenot,

—

.

—

—

;

Cardinal.

Spanish statesman

(grSn'vll), George,
politician

Granville

1517

—1586.

1667
English statesman. 1815

—1735.
—

.".

Baron Lansdowne.

English author and

Granville, Granville George Leveson Gower, Earl.
1891.
Granville, John Carteret, Earl. English statesman
1690—1763.
Qrasse-Tllly, de (deh griis'-te'ye'), Frangois Joseph Paul, Comte.
Count de Grasse. French admiral
1723 1788.
Grassman (griis'man), Hermann Gunther. German math, and linguist 1809— 1877.
Gratry (gra'tre'), Auguste Joseph Alphonse, Abb<5. French theologian. 1805—1872.
Grattan (grSt'an), Henry. Irish orator and statesman
1750—1820.
Graumann (grow'miin), Johann Philipp. German financier
1690—1762.
1701 1759.
Graun (grown), Karl Heinrich. German musical composer
Graux (gro), Georges Edouard. French statesman
.1843
Gravelot (grav'lo'), Hubert Frangois Bourguiguon. French engraver. .1699— 1773.
1725—1802.
Graves, Tiiomas, Lord. British admiral
Qravesande, van 's (,viin sgra'veh-zaa-deh), Willem Jakob. Dutch
"
philosopher and mathematician
1688 1742.
Gravler (grav'e-a'), Jacques. French missionary in America
1708.
1810—1888.
Gray (gra), Asa. American botanist
1808—1872.
Gray, George Robert. Brother of J. E. English ornithologist
1800—1875.
Gray, John Edward. English naturalist
1755 1806.
Gray, Robert, Captain. American discoverer of the Columbia River
1716—1771.
Gray, Thomas. English poet. lElegy.']
.
1829
Grazlanl (grat-se-a'nee), Antonio Francesco. Italian vocalist

—

.

—

.

—

—

1G28— 1700?
(grat'rakz), Valentine. Irish empiric
1602 1652.
(greevz), John. English orientalist and mathematician
1811—1872.
Greeley (gree'li), Horace. Founder of the " New York Tribune "
Greely (gree'lT), Adolphus Washington. Am. soldier and Arctic explorer. 1844
1837—1883.
Green (green), John Richard. EngUsh historian
Green, Samuel Abbott. American physician and antiquarian
1830
1817—1889.
Green, Seth. American fish culturist
1836—1882.
Green, Thomas Hill. English philosophical writer
Green, William Henry. American divine and Hebraist
1825
Greene (gr«en), George Washington. Grandson of Gen. Nathanael.
1811— 188a
Amer. author
Greatrakes

—

Greaves

.

.

.

e, i, 0, silent; a, 6,

ii,

n (see

p.

1719)

;

il (see p. 1718,

^ 2)

Bom.

Died.

1751—1830.

j

Died.

1742—1786.
Greene (green), Nathanael. American Revolutionary major general
15G0?-1592.
Greene, Robert. English dramatist
math,
textbooks..
1786-1864.
of
author
Greenleat (greeu'leef), Benjamin. Amer.
1783—1853.
Greenleaf, Simon. American jurist. \_Law of Evidence.']
1805 1852.
Greenough (green'o), Horatio. American sculptor
1819
Greenough, Richard Saltonstall. American sculptor

—

.

1836—1890.
English author
1809—1881.
Greg, William Rathbone. English essayist
332— 395!
Gregory of Nyssa, Saint. Greek Father of the church
538
594.
Gregory of Tours, Saint. Early French historian
1661
1708.
Gregory, David. Nephew of James. Scottish mathematician
1638
Inventor
of
reflecting
telescopes
1675.
geom.
Scottish
Gregory, James.
Gregory, Olinthus Gilbert. English mathematician and philosopher. .1774— 1841.

Greg

(grSg), Percy.

—
—
—

.

542— 604.
The Great. Pope
(greg'o-rT) I., Saint.
1020—1085.
Pope
VII. 'Hildebrand, Saint.
1502
1585.
Pope
XIII. Ugo Buoneompagni.
17G5— 1846.
XVI. Bartolonmieo Alberto Capellari. Pope
328
389 ?
Nazian'zen, Saint. Bishop of Constantinople
210?- 270?
Thaumatur'gus, Saint. Bishop of Neo-Caesarea
1712 1770.
Grenville (gren'vll), George. English statesman. {Stamp act.]
1540 1591.
Grenville, Richard, Sir. English naval officer
Gresham (grSsh'am), Thomas, Sir. English merchant and diplomatist. 1519 1579.
1709 1777.
French
poet
and
dramatist
(gra'sS')*
Jean
Baptiste
Louis.
Gresset
1797—1869.
Greswell (grgs'wel), Edward. English theological author
1741 1813.
musical
composer
Ernest
Modeste.
French
6r6try (gra'tre'), Andre
1725 1805
Greuze (gruz), Jean Baptiste. French painter
1554
1628.
Greville (grev'il), Fulke, Lord Brooke. Eng. poet and philosopher
1807—1891.
Gr6vy (gra've'), Frangois Jules Pole. President of the Fr. Republic
1764—1845.
Grey (gra), Charles, Earl. Prime minister of England
Grey, Henry George, Earl. Son of Charles, Earl Grey. Eng. statesman. 1802— 1894.
1537—1554.
Grey, Jane, Lady. Noble and gifted English lady. Beheaded
1715—1789.
Gribeauval, de (deh gre'bo'val'), Jean Baptiste Vaquette
1795—1829.
GrlbOjedOf (gre-bo-ya'dof), Alexander Sergievitch. Russ. dramatist
1711 1796.
general
(grId'lT),
Richard.
American
major
Gridley
1843
Grieg^ (greeg), Edvard. Norwegian composer
1745—1812.
Biblical
critic
Griesbach (grees'baK), Johann Jakob. German
1803—1840.
GrUfln (grif 'in), Gerald. Irish novelist and poet
1843
.
GrUfls (grif'Is), William Elliot. American clergyman and writer
1809—1882.
Griffiths (grif'Tths), John Willis. American naval architect
1806
1881,
GrlgSby (grtgz'bt), Hugh Blair. American historical scholar
1527.
Grijalva, de (da gre-Hal'vii), Juan. Spanish explorer in Mexico
1791
1872.
Grlllparzer (grll'par-tser), Franz. German dramatist
Grimaldi (gre-mal'dee),"Giovanni Francesco. II Bolognese. It. painter. 1606—1680.
Drlmk6 (grim'ke), Thomas Smith. Amer. scholar and philanthropist.. 1786 1834.
1723 1807.
Grlnun (grim), Friedrich Melchior, Baron. German writer
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. Ger. philol. and jurist. [Fairy tales.] .1785— 1863.
1786—1859.
German
philologist
Wilhelm
Karl.
Brother
L.
K.
Grimm,
of J.
1782 1852.
Grimshaw (grTm'shaw), William. American author of schoolbooks
1814 1879.
German
botanist
..
Grlsebach (gree'zeh-bSK), August Heinrich Rudolf.
Grlselda (gre-zgl'dii) or Qriselldis (gre-zel'e-dis). Patient Griselda.
fl. 1100?
Legendary Italian heroine
1810 1869.
Grlsi (gree'fiee), Giulia. Italian opera singer
1815 1857,
Griswold (griz'wuld), Ruf us Wilmot. American author
1442—1519,
Qrocyn (gro'sin), William. Professor of Greek at Oxford, England
Gronovius (gro-no'vi-iis) or Gronov (gro'nov), Jakob. Ger. philologist 1645^1716,
Qronovius or Qronov, Johann Friedrich. Father of preceding Ger1611 1671.
man critic and antiquary
GrOOt (grot), Gerhard. Gerard the Great. Founder of the " Brethren
1340—1384,
and Clerks of the Common Life "
1771
1835Gros (gro), Antoine Jean, Baron. French painter
1805 1884,
Gross (gros), Samuel David. American surgeon
—
1828
Grosse (gro'seh), Julius Waldemar. German author
1175 ?-1253.
Grosseteste (grSs'test) or Greathead, Robert. British theologian
1791 1853.
Gross! (gros'ee), Tommaso. Lombard poet and novelist
1794r— 1871,
Grote (grot), George. English historian. [History of Greece.]
1775—1853,
Grotefend (gro'teh-fgnt), Georg Friedrich. German archaeologist
1583 1645.
Grotius (gro'sht^us) or De Groot (deh grot), Hugo. Dutch jurist
Grouchy, de (deh groo'she'), Emmanuel, Marquis. French general.. ..1766 1847,
journalist
and
nov.1844
(groo'sa'),
Paschal.
Philippe
Daryl.
Fr.
GroUBSet
Grove (grov), Wm. Robert, Sir. Eng. physicist. [Correlation offorces.].'iS>\l 1896,
1824
Grow (gro), Galusha Aaron. American statesman
Gruber (groo'ber), Johann Gottfried. German scholar and cyclopedist. .1774 1851
1783
1872,
Grundtvlg (grSont'vTg), Nicolai Frederik Severin. Danish author
1777 1840,
Grundy (griln'd I ), Felix. American statesman and jurist
1801 1882,
Gruner (groo'ner), Wilhelm Heinrich Ludwig. German engraver
1560-1627,
Gruter (grii'terl or Gruyt^re (grii-e'tgr'), Jan. Flemish antiquary
1823
Gruyer (grwe'y S'), Frangois Anatole. French art critic
1493 1541
Grynasus (gre-na'66s), Simon. German Hellenist and theologian
.1616 1664,
Gryphius (gree'fe-66s), Andreas. German poet
Guadet (ga'da'). Marguerite filie. French orator and leading Girondist. 1758 1794,
1537
1612,
Guarlni (gwa-ree'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian poet
1370 1460
Guarinl da Verona (-da vS-ro'na). Reviver of classical learning
1683 1745,
Guarnerl (gwar-na'ree), Giuseppe Antonio. Violin maker
1840 Gubernatis, de (dS goo-bSr-na'tees), Angelo. Italian author
1802 1880,
Gudin (gii'dSN'), Jean Antoine Theodore. French marine painter
Guelph (gweU) or Welf, Ital. GuelfO (gwel'fo). Noble German
family, originally Italian, and traced to the 9th century.
Gregory
Gregory
Gregory
Gregory
Gregory
Gregory

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

.

—
—
—
—

.

—
—

—
—

.

—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Gu6neau de Montb^liard

(ga'no' deh moN'ba'Ie-ar'),
French naturalist and economist
(ga'na'), Antoine.
French ecclesiastic and writer
Guerard (gS'rar'). Real name Benjamin Edme Charles.

Philibert.

French

archjeologist

French painter and engraver.

Guerard, Charles Henri.

—1785.
—1803.
1797 — 1854.
1846
1591 — 1G66.
1720
1717

Gu^n^e

.

Barbieri. Ital. painter ..
Gues:icke (ga'rik-eh), Heinrich Ernst Ferdinand. German theologian.. 1803— 1878.
1602— 1C86.
Guericke, von (fon ga'rik-eh). Otto. Ger. physicist. [Air pump.]
1817 1895.
Gu^rin (ga'rSN'), Alphonse'Fran^ois Marie. French surgeon
1821
Gu6rln, Honore Victor. French archaeologist
1783 1855.
Gu^rin, Jean Baptiste Paulin. French painter
1774 1833.
Gu^rin, Pierre Narcisse, Baron. French painter
1805—1848.
GuSrin, de (deh ga'rSN'), Eugenie. French authoress
1810 1839.
Gu^rln, de, Georges Maurice. Brother of Eugenie. French poet
1825
.
Guernsey (gern'zT), Alfred Hudson. American editor
1873.
. .1805
Guerrazzl (gw5r-riit'see), Fraucesco Domenico. Italian author
1783 ?-183I.
Guerrero (gSr-ra'ro), Vicente. Mulatto president of Mexico

Querclno (gwer-chee'no), Giovanni Francesco

—
—
—
—
—

.

(ga'kliSN').
See Do GrEscLiN.
(gess), George, or Se-C[UO'-yah. Cherokee half-breed. Inventor
1770?-1843.
the
alphabet
of
Cherokee
Guettard (ga'tar'), Jean I5tienne. French botanist and mineralogist. .1715— 1786.
1727
1804.
Gugllelml (gool-yel'uiee), Pietro. Itali.an musician and composer
1655 1710.
Guglielmlnl (gool-ySl-mee'nee), Domenico. Italian mathematician

Guesclin

Guess
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1844

N

Bom.

Ouhl

Died.

Born.

Died.
1812 1880.
.
1822
1817
.
1800 3873.
1609 1676.
1755 1776.
1788 1879.
.1584 1656.
1677 1761.
H<ll6vy (a'la've'), Jacques Francois Fromental filie. French composer 1799 1862.
1834
Hal6vy, Ludovic. French dramatist
^.
Halford (hSl'ford), Hemy Vaughan, Sir. Eng. physician and Latinist. .1766— 1844.
Haliburton (hSl'i-bflr-ton), Thomas Chandler. Sam Slick. Nova Sootian humorist and historian
1796 1865.

Haldeman

1S19— 1S62.
ErnatCarl. German art historian
Ouibert, de (deh ge'b$r'), Jacques Antoine Hippolyte, Comte. French
1743 1790.
author and soldier
1482 1540.
OnlCClardlnl (gwet-char-dee'nee), Francesco. Italian historian
Oulccloll (gwet-clio'lee), Teresa Gamba, Countess. Later, Marquise de
1801—1873.
Boissy. Friend of Byron
1G50 1712.
Ouldl (gwee'dee), Carlo Alessandro. Italian lyric poet
fl. 1254.
GuldO (gwee'do), Guerra, Italian military captain
OuldO delle Coionne (gwee'do d§l'la ko-lou'na). Sicilian historian.. .fl. 13th c.
1575 1642.
GuidO Renl (gwee'do ra'uee). Italian painter
1827 1887.
GulUiey (g e'fra'), Georges Maurice. French writer and politician
1721
1800.
Guignes, de (deh geen), Joseph. French orientalist
Daniel.
French
.1794
Joseph
scholar
and
antiquary
(gen'ye-o'),
1876.
Guignlaut
1752 1814.
Guillard (ge'yar'), Nicolas Francois. French lyric poet
French
1475
Frere
Guillaume.
painter
on
(ge'yom').
glass
1537.
Glllllaume
1840 1887.
Goillaumet (ge'yo'ma'), Gustave Achille. French painter
1520 ?-lG13.
Guillemeau (ge'yeh-mo'), Jacques. French surgeon
1842
Gulllemet (ge'yeh-ma'), Jean Baptiste Antoine. French artist
GulUemln (ge'yeh-mSN or gel'mSN'), Amad^e Victor. French scientist 1826 1893.
1760 1S47.
Gulllon (ge'yoN'"), Marie Nicolas Silvestre, Abb(5. French author
GulUotln (ge'yo'tSN'), Joseph Ignace. Fr. pliysician. [,The guillotine. '\.m& 1814.
.
1807
Gullmeth (gel'mgf), Alexandre Auguste. French archaeologist
1748 1824.
Gulnand (ge'n5N'), Pierre Louis. Swiss optician
Gulraud (ge'ro'), Pierre Marie Th^rese Alex., Baron. Fr. dramatist. ..1788 1847.
GulBCard (ges'kar'), Robert. Norman conq. First duke of Calabria. .1015 ?-1085.
1724 1775.
GulBChard (ge'shar'), Karl Gottlieb. German author
Guise, de (deh gweez), Charles, Cardinal de Lorraine. Fr. statesman.. 1524 1574.
Guise, de, Francois de Lorraine, Due. Frencli general and statesman 1519 15G3.
Guise, de, Henri I. de Lorraine, Due. Le Balafre (the gashed). French
general and statesman
1550 1588.
Guise, de, Henri II. de Lorraine, Due. Generalissimo of the Neapoli1614 1664.
tan insurgents
Oulzot (ge'zo' or gwe'zo'), Francois Pierre Guillaume. French historian
and statesman
1787 1874.
1784 1845.
Qununere (gum'er-i), John. American mathematician
1780 1800.
Giinderode, von^fon giin'deh-ro-deh), Karoline. German poetess
(giSn'ter),
Edmund.
English
mathematician
and astronomer ... 1581 1026.
Gunter
Gtinther (gUn'ter), Anton. German philosopher
1785 ?-1863.
.1793 —1875.
Gurney (gflr'nltf, Goldworthy, Sir. English inventor
Gurowskl (goo-rov'skee), Adam, Count. Polish patriot and author
1805—1866.

(hol'de-man), Samuel Steliman. Amer. natur. and philol.
Everett. American clergyman and author
Hale
Hale, Horatio. American ethnologist
Hale, John Parker. American statesman
Hale, Matthew, Sir. English jTirist and writer
Hale, Nathan, Captain. American patriot. Executed as a spy
Hale, Sarah Josepha, born Buell. American authoress
Hales (halz), John. The Ever-Memorable. English divine and critic.
Hales, Stephen. English natural pliilosopher

(gool),

(lial),

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

.

.

Halllax

Gustavus

(gus-ta'vus),

Gnstaviis r«sa

Su: Oustaf (giSos'taf)
King of Sweden

I.

Commonly

1496

—1560.

chemist and

U

English architect
Called Nell. Mistress of Chas. II. of Eng.
Istvan. Hungarian poet
(dyon'dyo-she),
GyongySsy
QyXOWetZ (ge'ro-vets), Adalbert. Bohemian composer
Oyulal (dyoo'lJ, almost joo'li), Franz, Count. Hungarian general

1258—1309.
1784—1863.
.

1G50— 1687.
1020
1763
1798

—1704.
—1849.
—1868.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

——

——

Hagen, Hermann August. German entomologist
Hagen, von der (fon der ha'gen), Friedrich Heinrich. Ger.
Hagenbach (ha'gen-baK), Karl Rudolf. German historian

,

in

—

—

1817 1893.
philologist 1780—1856.
1801 1874.

—

—

Hager (ha'ger), Albert David. American geologist
Haggard (hSg'ard), Henry Rider. English novelist

Hagbe (hao), Louis. Belgian painter and lithographer
Hague (hag), Arnold. American geologist
Hahn (han), August. German theologian

England

1817
1856
1803
1840

.

—1885.

.

1792—1863.

—

Hahn, Philipp Matthaus. German mechanician and
HSbnel (ha'nel), Ernst Julius. German sculptor

1730 1790.
inventor
1811
(hS'neh-man), Samuel Christian Friedrich. German physician.
1755 1843.
Founder of the homeopathic system
Hahn-Hahn, von (fon han'han), Ida Marie Luiae Sophia Friederike
Gustava, Countess. German authoress
1805 ^1880.
Haldinger (hi'dTng-er), Wilhelm. German geologist and mineralogist. .1795 1871.
1553 1616.
Hakluyt (h5k'loot),~Richard. English historian and geographer
1814—1882.
Halblg (hal'bio), Johann. German sculptor

Hahnemann

a,e,i,o,

i3,

long;

.

—

(ha'zeh), Friedrich Gottlob Heinrich Christian. German pbilol. .1808—1867,
1720 1787.
Haberlln (h"a'ber-lln), Franz Dominicus. German historian
1773 1825.
Habert (a'bSr')," Pierre Joseph, Baron. French general
Maximilian.
German orientalist
1775 1839.
Hablcht (ha'biKt), Christian
1769 1834.
Hachette (a'shSf), Jean Nicolas Pierre. French mathematician
1737 1807.
Hackert (hak'ert), Jacob Philipp. German painter
1808 1875.
Hackett (hSk'et), Horatio Balch. American Biblical scholar
1800 1871.
Hackett, James Henry. American actor
1816—1877.
Hacklander (hSk'len-dgr), Friedrich Wilhelm. German author
.
1818
Haden (ha'den), Francis Seymour. English surgeon and etcher
Hading (ha'dSN'), Jeanne Alfr^dine Tr^fouret. Called Jane. French
actress
1859
Eadjl Khalfa (hSj'ee Kal'fa). Real name 3Iustapka Ben Abdallah.
Katib Tc/ielebi (noble sec'retary). Turkish historian
1658.
Hadley (hSd'lI), James. American philologist, and professor of Greek. 1821 1872.
1744.
Hadley, John. English astronomer. {Sadl^y's sextant.']
76— 138.
Hadrian (ha'drl-an) or Adrian. Roman emperor
.
1834
Haeckel (hgk'el), Ernst Heinrich. German naturalist
1389.
HaflZ (ha'flz), Kwaja. Real name Shums-uddin Muhammad. Per. poet.
1708—1754.
Hagedorn, von (fon ha'geh-dom), Friedrich. German poet
1797—1880.
Hagen (ha'gen), Ernst August. German writer on art

Haase

X

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

H.

W

—

.

—
—

.

(gwilt), Joseph.

1730 1788.
Hamann (hii'man),"johann Georg. German philosopher
1697 1755.
Hamberger (hSm'bSrs-er), Georg Eberliard. German physician
.
1830
Hamerllng (ha'mer-lTng), Robert. German novelist
1834—1894.
Hamerton (ham'er-ton), Philip Gilbert. English author
Hamllcar Barca~ (ha-mll'kar bar'ka). Carthaginian general. Father
B. c. 229.
of Hannibal
?
Hamilton (ham'il-ton), Alexander. American lawyer and sLitesman . 1757 1804.
Hamilton. Anthony^ Count. French courtier, born in Ireland. [_Gram1646 ?-1720.
monVs Memoirs.]
1813— 18S6.
Hamilton, Frank Hastings. American surgeon
1730— 180a
Hamilton, William, Sir. British antiquary
1788 1856.
metaphysician
William,
Sir.
Scottish
philosopher
and
Hamilton,
1805 1865.
Hamilton, William Rowan, Sir. Irish astronomer and geometer
1824 1893.
Hamley (hSm'lT), Edward Bruce, Sir. English military writer
180S —1891.
Hamlin (liam'lin), Hannibal. American statesman
Hammerlch (ham'eh-riK); Frederik Peder Adolf. Danish poet, histo1809 1877.
rian, and theologian
Hammer—PurgStall, von (fon ham'er-pooro'stal), Joseph, Baion.
1774 1856.
German orientalist and historian. ..."
1828 .
Hammond (hSm'ond), William Alexander. American physician
1821
1874.
Louis.
French
painter
(ii'moN'),"Jean
Hamon
1594 1643.
Hampden (hSmp'den), John. English statesman
1793
1808.
philosopher
Renn
Dfckson.
Englisli
bishop
and
moral
Hampden,
1754 1835.
Hampton, Wade. American general
Hampton, Wade. Grandson of preceding. Confederate lieutenant gen.
1818
eral and United States senator
1737 1793.
Hancock (hSu'kok), Jolm. American statesman
1824 1886.
Hancock, Winfield Scott. American general
Handel (hSn'del), Ger. Handel (hSn'del), Georg Friedrich. German
1685 1759.
musical composer
1792—1878.
Hanel (ha'nel), Gustav Friedrich. German jurist
1791
1861.
Vaceslav.
(han'ka),
Bohemi.in
philologist
Hanka
1784 1862.
Hanke (han'keh), Heuriette. Arndt. German novelist
248
183.
(hSn'I-bal).
B.
Carthaginian general
c.
Hannibal
1752 1828.
Hansard (hSn'sard), Luke. English parliamentary printer
Hansemann (han'seh-man), David Justus Ludwig. Prussian statesman

—

—1717.
—1884.
1737 —1816.

mander

.

—

.

1648

Gwynn or Gwlnn, Eleanor.

^hai'o-wel),

(hiil'pin),

~.

Guzm^n-Blanco (gooth-m'an'blan'ko), Antonio. Pres. of Venezuela. .1830 •^—.
Guzman, do (da gooth-man'), Alfonso Perez. The Good. Spanish comGwllt

—

.

naturalist and geogr. in America. .1807
mor'vo'), Louis Bernard. French

scientific writer

.

'-.

—
—

—

French mystic and authoress

1630

1835
Richard Price. American merchant
Charles Graham. Miles O'JReilly. Irish-American
1829 1868.
and poet
1580 or 1581—1606.
Hals (hals), Frans. Dutch painter
1829
Halstead (hawl'sted), Murat. American journalist
1789—1835.
Hamaker (hii'ma-ker), Hendrik Arens. Dutch orientalist

—

Madame.

—
—1095.
1788—1844.
1821 — 1871.
1825
1795 — 1855.
1793 —186S.

.1661— 1715.

.

journalist

—

GuyOt (ge'o'), Arnold Henry. Swiss
Guyton de IHorTeaU (gwe'toN' deh

.

—

Halpine

—

Guy

English statesman.

.

HallOWeU

—

Samuel.

of.

—
—
—
—

1782 1848.
American chemist and inventor
Scottish divine and philanthropist
1803 1873.
Scottish historian
1708—1770,
Quts-muths (goots'-moots), Johann Christoph Friedrich. Foimder of
the German system of gymnastics (Turnwesen)
1759 1839.
1811-1878.
OutZkOW (goots'ko), Karl Ferdinand. German novelist
Gutzlaff (giits'laf ), Karl. Prussian missionary and Chinese scholar .... 1803 1851.
(gi),_Thomas. English philanthropist.
\_Guy''s Hospital.']
1643—1724,
Guyon (gi'on ; Fr. pron. ge'yoN'), Jeanne Marie Bouvier de la Motte,
(gutli'rl),

Montagu, Earl

Charles Francis. American arctic explorer. .
Fitzedward. American philologist in England
Hiland. American jurist and historian
James. American author and judge
James. American geologist
1811
John. Irish clergyman in America
1806
1574 165i
Joseph. English bishop and author
1790—1857.
Marshall. English pliysician
Newman. English dissenting minister and author
1816
1764—1831
Robert. English Baptist divine
1800-1889^
Samuel Carter. Irish author
1805 1881.
S. C, Mrs. Anna Maria Fielding. Irish authoress
181 1 —1833.
Hallam (hai'am), Arthur Henry. Essayist and poet
1777 1859.
Hallam, Hemy. Father of Arthur H. English historian and critic
1790—1867.
Halleck (hSl'ek), Fitz-Greene. American poet
1815 1872.
Halleck, Henry Wager. American general and military writer
1708 1777.
Haller, von (fon hal'er), Albrecht. Swiss physiologist
1650 1742.
English
astronomer
and
mathematician
Halley (hSl'I), Edmund.
HalllweU-Phlllipps (hSl'I-wel-fll'ips), James Orchard. English anti1820—1889.
quary and phUologist

1594 1632.
Gustavus AdOlphus orGustavus n. King of Sweden
1746—1792.
Gustavus ni. King of Sweden
1778—1837.
Gustavus IV., Adolphus. Son of Grislavus III. King of Sweden
(goo'ten-berG),
Johann
or
Henne.
Henne G'dnsfleisch. GerGutenberg
man reputed inventor of printing
1400 ?-1468.

Guthrie, Thomas.
Guthrie, "William.

(hSl'i-faks), Charles

Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

called

(vii'sa).

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

—
—

.

.

HalUax, George Saville, Marquis of. English statesman
Hall (hawl), Basil. Scottish traveler and author

—
—
—
—

.

.

Edward

—

—
—
—

—

Guthrie

..

——

—
—
—
—
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and

financier.

Hansen

1790—1864.

..'.

—

(hSn'sen), Peter Andreas. German astronomer
(han'stan), Christoffer. Norwegian astronomer
(hSn'wa), Jonas. English philanthropist and author

1795 1874.
1784 1873.
1712 1786.
1817 1867.
Harbaugh (har'baw), Henry. American clergyman
1654 1718.
Harcourt, d' (dar'koor'), Henri, Due. Fr. general and diplomatist
Harcourt (har'kort), Simon, first Vise. Harcourt, Eng. lord chancellor. .1660 1727.
Harcourt, William George Granville Venable Vernon, Sir. English Lib.
1827
eral statesman
Hardee (har'dee), William Joseph. Confederate general. [Tactics.] . .1818—1873.
1772
1801.
Hardenberg, von (fon har'den-bSro), Friedrich. Novalis. Ger. author.
1750 1822.
Hardenberg, von, Karl August, Prince. Prussian statesman
1017 ?-1042.
Hardlcanute (har'dl-ka-nut'). King of England and Denmark
1792 1866.
Harding (hard'ing), Chester. American portrait painter
1798 1863.
Harding, James DufSeld. English painter, and writer on art
1785 1856.
Hardinge (har'ding), Henry, Viscount. Enghsh general
1729.
1 646
HardOUin (ar'dwaN'), Jean. French Jesuit and writer
1690—1764.
HardWlcke (hard'wik), Philip Yorke, first earl. English jurist
.
1847
Hardy (hard'I ), Arthur Sherburne, American novelist
1840
Hardy, Thomas. English novelist
Hare (hSr), Augustus John Cuthbert. Nephew of J. C. Eng. author.. 1834
1795 185.').
Hare, Julius Charles. English clergyman and author
1781 1858.
Hare, Robert. American physicist
1710 1708.
Haren, van (van ha'ren), Willem. Dutch poet
Haigraves (har'gravz), Edmund Hammond. English discoverer of gold
1816 1891.
in Australia
1778.
Hargreaves (har'greevz), James. Eng. inventor of the spinning jenny
1798 1871.
Haring (ha'ring), wilhelm. Willibald Alexis. German novelist
1054 1122.
Hariri (ha-ree'ree), Abu Mohammed Kasem ben Ali. Arabian poet
Harkness (hark'nes), Albert. Amer. educator. ILatin Grammar.]... 1822
Earless (har'Iess), Gottlieb Christoph Adolf. Ger. Protestant theo). . . . 1806—1862,
1661—1724.
Harley (har'll), Robert, Earl of Oxford. English statesman

Hansteen

Hanway

remark, p. 1719)
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Harlez, de (deh

ar'Ia'), Charles.

Born.
1S32

Belgian orientalist

Harmar (liar'm.jr), Josiah. American general
Harney (hitr'ni), William Selby. American general
Harold
Harold

1040,
Hurefool. King of the Anglo-Saxons
I.
last Saxon king of England
1021 ?-1066,
Haroun-al-RascMd. See Harun-al-Rashid.
1795— 18G9,
Harper (liiir'per), James. American printer and publisher
1765 1825,
Harper, Robert Goodloe. American lawyer and statesman
1856
Harper, William Rainey. American Hebraist and educator
Harrington (bar'ing-ton), James. English political writer. [Oceana.]. 1611 1677
Harriott (liSr'i-ut),"Tlibmas. English mathematician and astronomer .. 1560 1621
1818—1881
Harris (hSr'iss), Caleb Fiske. American book collector
1709—1780.
Harris, James, of Salisbury. English philologist. \_Hermes.']
18iS
Harris, Joel Chandler. American author. [Uncle Remus.']
1795—1856
Harris, Thaddeus William. American entomologist
1823 Harris, Thomas Lake. American reformer
1792 1867,
Harris, William Snow, Sir. English physicist and inventor
1835
Harris, William Torrey. American educationist
Harrison (har'I-son), Benjamin. Signer of the Declaration of Indep. .1740?- 1791
Harrison, Benjam'in. Great-grandson of B., and grandson of W. H.
1833
Twenty-third president of the United States
1831 Harrison, Frederic. English positivist and writer
1848 Harrison, James Albert. American philologist
Harrison, Jolm. English mechanician. Inventor of the chronometer

(hSi'olJ)
II.

—
—
—

—

.

— 1776,

Harrison, William Henry, General. Son of B. Ninth president of the
1773—1841
United States
1830
Harrisse (har-ees'), Henry. French-American writer
1827
Harsha (har'sha), David Addison. American author
1847
Hart (hart), Charles Henry. American author
1828
Hart, James McDougal. American painter, born in Scotland
181{)— 1877
Hart, Joel T. American sculptor
1810 1877,
Hart, John Seely. American educationist
Hart, William. Brother of J. McD. American landscape painter
1823—1894,
Harte (liart), Francis Bret. American author
1839 Harting (hiir'ting), James Edmimd. English naturalist
1841 Hartington (hiir'ting-ton), Spencer Compton Cavendish, Marquis of.
English Liberal ....".
1833 Hartley (hart'll), Charles Augustus, Sir. English engineer
1825 1705 1757,
Hartley, David. English physician and philosopher
1814 Hartmann (hiirt'miCn), Alfred. Swiss author

—

—

Hartmann, Moritz. German poet
Hartmann, von (fon h'art'miin), Eduard Karl

Robert.

1821—1872,
1842

Ger. philos

,

1779 — 1850,
Hartshorne (liiirts'horn), Joseph. American physician and surgeon
Hartsoecker (hiirt'soo-ker), Niklaas. Dutch philosopher and optician 1656—1725.
Harun-al-Rashld (ha-roon'al-rSsh'id or -ra-sheed'). Aaron the Just.
Caliph of Bagdad
765— 809.
1607—1638,
Harvard (har'vard), Jolin. Founder of Harvard College
.

Harvey

.

1806—1876,
George, Sir. Scottish painter
English anatomist and physician. Discoverer of the
circulation of the blood
1578—1658,
1800—1890
Hase (hii'zeh), Karl August. German theologian
Hasenclever (ha'zen-kla'ver), Peter. Ger. manufacturer and writer. .1716 1793.
1810
Hasse (has'eh), Karl Ewald. German physiologist
1722—1752,
Hasselquist (hiis'el-kwist), Fredrik. Swedish naturalist
1770 1843,
Hassler (has'ler), "Ferdinand Rudolph. Swiss surveyor in America
Hasting (has'ting) or Hastings. Scandinavian viking, or sea rover
812? —
Hastings (has'tlngz), Francis Rawdon Hastings, Marquis of. English
1754 1828,
military commander. Governor general of India
Hastings, Warren. English statesman, and governor general of India. .1732 1818,
1809 —
Haswell (hSz'wel), Charles Haynes. American civil engineer
1839 Hatton (hat'on), Joseph. English journalist
1790—1872.
Hauoh, von ffon howK), Johannes Carsten. Danish poet
1852
Hauck (howk), Minnie. German- American singer
1802—1827,
Hauff (howf }, Wilhelm. German novelist
1827 1876,
(howG),
Martin.
German
orientalist
Hang
fl. 1600 ?
Haughton (haw'ton), William. English dramatist
1650?-1732
Hauksbee or Hawksbee (hawks'bee), Francis. English physicist
1808 1874,
Haupt (howpt), Moritz. German philologist and writer
1858
Haupt, Paul. German educator in America
1792—1868,
Hauptmann (howpt'man), Moritz. German musical composer
1812 —
Haur^au (o'ra'o'), Jean Barthelemy. French author
1812?-1833,
Hauser (how'zer), Kaspar. Mysterious Nuremberg foundling
1818 1867
Hausser (hois'er), Ludwig. German historian
Hanssmann (oss'man'), Georges Eugene, Baron. French administrator.
Improver of Paris
1809—1891,
Haussonvllle, d' (do'soN'vel'), Gabriel Paul Othenin de Citron, Comte.
French writer
1843 _.
1647 1724,
Hautefeuille, de (deh ot'fuT' or ot'fuh'y'), Jean. Pr. mechanician
1789 1865,
Hautpoul, d' (do'pool'), Alphonse Henri, Marquis. French general
1743—1822,
Hatiy (JCwe'), Ren6 Just, Abb6. French mineralogist
1838
Havard (a'var'), Henry. French art critic
1795—1857
Havelock_(hav'eli-Iok), Henry, Sir. British general
1816 1874.
Haven (ha'vn), Joseph. American clergyman and philosopher
1806 1881
Haven, Samuel Forster. American archaeologist
1813—1889
Havet (ii'va'), Ernest Auguste Eugene. French litterateur
1838 —
Haweis (hoys), Hugh Reginald. English clergyman and author
(hawks'wurth),
John.
English
.1715?-1773,
miscellaneous
writer.
Hawkesworth
1532 1595,
Hawkins (hawk'inz), John, Sir. EnglLsh rear admiral
1798 1866,
Hawks (hawks), Francis Lister. American clergyman
1826 —
Hawley (haw'lt), Joseph Roswell. Araer. jour., soldier, and senator
1846 —
Hawthorne (haw'thorn), Julian. Son of N. American novelist
1804 1864
Hawthorne, Nathaniel. American author
1838
Hay (ha), John. American author
1821
Hay, John Charles Dalrymple, Sir. English naval officer
Hayden (ha'dn), Ferdinand Vandeveer. Am. geologist and explorer. .1829 1887
Haydn (ha'dn Ger. pron. hi'dn), Joseph. German musical composer .. 1732 1809,
1786 184G,
Haydon (ha'don), Benjamin Robert. English painter
1806 1882
Hayes (hiiz), Augustus Allen. American chemist
1832 1881
Hayes, Isaac Israel. American explorer
Hayes, Rutherford Birchard. Lawyer, soldier, and nineteenth president
1822—1893,
of the United States
1745—1781
Hayne (han), Isaac. American Revolutionary officer
1830—1886
Hayne, Paul Hamilton. American poet
1791—1839.
Hayne, Robert Young. American statesman and orator
1801-11
Hazard (liSz'ard), Rowland Gibson. American author
Hazen (ha'zen), William Babcock. Amer. soldier, chief of signal service. 1830— 1887,
1778—1830
Hazlitt (hSz'lit), William. English critic and miscellaneous writer
1834—1893.
Hazlitt, William Carew. English writer
Head (hed), Edmund Walker, Baronet. Governor general of Canada. .1805—1868,
Head, Francis Bond, Sir. English author. Lieut, governor of U. Canada. 1793 1875,
(hiir'vl)",

Harvey, William.
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—
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Died.

1814
Headley (hSd'lT), Joel Tyler. American historical writer
1813 1894.
Healy (hee'll), George Peter Alexander. American painter
1825
Heard (herd), Franklin Fiske. American lawyer and author
1745 — 1792.
Hearne (hern), Samuel. English traveler in British America
1737 — 1814.
Heath (lieth), William. American Revolutionary general
1813-1863.
Hebbel (hSb'el), Christian Friedrich. German dramatist
1760-1826.
Peter.
German
poet
(ha'bef),
Johann
Hebel
1783—1826.
Heber (lie'ber) Reginald. English bishop of Calcutta, and poet
Hubert (a'bSr'), Jaques Ren6. Fire Duchesne. French demagogue .... 1757 —1794,
Hecker (hek'er), Isaac Thomas. American R. C. clergyman. Founder
.

1800—1889,

1693

Born.

Died.

1753—1813

for ascertaining longitude

1845

;

g as

—

.

1819—1889.
of the Paulists
(hek'gh-wSl-der), John Gottlieb Ernestus. Moravian mis.".
1743—1823.
sionary in America
1661 1737.
Hecciuet (a'ka'), Philippe. French physician and author
Hederlch (ha'deli-riK), Benjamin. Ger. philologist and le.\icographer 1675 1748.
1805^1891.
Hedge (hej), Frederick Henry. American divine and author
1691—1771.
Hedlinger (het'ling-er), Johann Karl. Swiss die cutter
1730—1799.
Hedwig (hed'wig), Johann. German botanist
Heem, van (van ham), Jan David. See De Heem.
1550 1607.
Heemskerk, van (van hamz'kerk), Jacob. Dutch admiral
1809—1883.
Heer (har)^ Oswald. Swiss naturalist
1760 1842.
Heeren (ha'ren), Arnold Hermann Ludwig. German historian
1809—1893.
German theologian
Hefele, von (ion ha'feh-leh), Karl Josef.
Hefner-Alteneck (hSf'ner-al'teh-ngk), Jacob Heinrich von. German
.
writer on art
1811
1770 1831.
Hegel (lia'gel^, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. German philosopher
1791 1860.
Helberg (hi'berG), Johann Ludwig. Danish poet and dramatist
1758 1841.
Heiberg, Peder Andreas. Danish dramatist and poet
Heidegger (hi'dek-er), Karl Wilhelm, or Baron von Heldeck (fon hi'1788 1861.
dek). German general and artist
1799?-185(i.
Heine (hi'neh), Heinrich. German poet and miscellaneous writer
Heinecclus"(hi-ngk'tse-56s), Joh.ann Gottlieb. Ger. lawyer and author 1681 1741
Heinecken (hi'nek-en). Christian Heinrich. German infant prodigy ... 1721 1725.
1749 1803.
Heinse (hin'sgh), Johann Jakob Wilhelm. German writer on art
1640 1720.
HeinsiUS (hin'se-Ss), Antonius. Grand pensionary of Holland
1582 1655.
HeinsiUS, Daniel. Dutch poet and philologist
HeinsiUS, Niklaas. Son of D. Swan of Holland. Dutch Latin poet. .1020— 1681.
1805 1880.
Heintzelman (hint'sel-man), Samuel Peter. American general
.
1839
Helblg (hel'bio), Wolfgang. German archaeologist
1720 1792.
Hell (hel), Maximili.in. Hungarian astronomer
1789—1849.
Heller (liel'er), Joseph. German writer on art
.
1813
Heller, Steplian. German composer
1842—1892.
Hellwald, von (fon hel'walt), Frederic Antoine Heller. Aust. geog
1767
1813,
Helmers (hel'merss), Jan Frederik. Dutch poet
HelmholtZ (helm'holts), Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand. German physi1821 1894.
cist, anatomist, and physiologist.
[Ophthalmoscope.']
Helmont, van (van hSl'mont), Jan Baptista. Flemish physician and

Heckewelder
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—
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—
—
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—
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1577—1644.
1683 1726.
Flemish historical painter
1101 1164.
Abbess of .the Paraclete, and friend of Ab^lard
1829
Helper (help'er), Hinton Rowan. American author
1813 1875.
Helps (helps)" Arthur, Sir. English historian and essayist
Heist, van der. See Van dek Helst.
Helvetius (hel-vee'shl-iis Fr. pron. Sl'va'se-iiss'), Claude Adrien.
1715 1771.
French philosopher and author
EOmans (hSm'anz), Felicia Dorothea, born Browne. English poetess. .1793—1835.
chemist

—
—
—

Helmont, van, Segers Jacobus.
H^loise

(a'lo'eez').

;

Hemsterhuys fhem'ster-hois), Frans. Son of
Hemsterhuys, Tiberius. Dutch philologist

T.

Dutch philosopher.

.

—
—1709.
1685 — 1766,
1685—1770,
1798 — 1844.
1819 — 1885.

.1722

H^nault (a'no'), Charles Jean Francois. French historian and poet
Henderson (hen'der-son), Thomas. Scottish astronomer
Hendricks (hen'drfks)^ Thomas Andrews. Am. lawyer. Vice pres. of U. S.
488.
Hengist (heng'gTst). Jutish chief. Founder of the kingdom of Kent.
HengStenberg (hSng'sten-bgro'), Ernst Wilhelm. Ger. Prot. theologian. 1802— 1869,
1752 1809.
Henke (hen'keh), Heinrich Philipp Konrad. German theologian
1809 — 1885.
Henle (hSn'leii), Friedrich Gustav Karl. German physiologist
.

—

Henley
Hennepin

(hen'lT), John.

(hSn'e-pin

;

Orator Henley. English preacher
1692—1756.
Fr. pron. en'pSN'), Louis. Flemish missionary,

and explorer of the Upper Mississippi
b. 1640 ?- aft. 1701.
1842—1887.
HenneClUin (Sn'kSN'), Alfred NiSocles. French dramatic author
1832
Henner (Sn'a'), Jean Jacques. French painter
1840
Henricl (hSn-rlt'see), Olaus. German mathematician
1609—1669.
Henrietta Maria (hen-rl-et'a ma-rl'a). Queen of England
Henrion de Pansey (5N're-oN' deh pSN'sa'), Pierre Paul Nicolas.
French jurist and author
1742 1829.
?
.
.

—

Henriquel-Dupont (SN're'kel'-dii'poN'), Louis Pierre.
Henilquez (Sn-ree'keth), Crisostomo. Spanish author

Henry
Henry
Henry

(hen'rT)
II.
III.

Beauclerc.

I.

King

of England.

Of

Winchester.

— 1892.
—1632.

Fr. engraver .. 1797

1594

King of England
1068—1135.
1133—1189.
First of the Plantagenet line
King of England. Waged war with the
1207—1272.

barons

Henry IV.

Bolingbroke.

King

of England.

First of the Lancastrian

1366-1413.

dynasty

1388—1422.
Henry V. Of Monmouth. King of England
Henry VI. Of Windsor. King of England. [ War of the Roses.] .... 1421—1471.
1456—1509.
Henry VII. King of England. Founder of the Tudor line
1491—1547.
Henry Vm. King of England. [English Reformation.]
1011 ?-1060.
Henry (hSn'rT), Fr. Henri (oN're'), I. King of France
1519—1559.
King
of
France.
Married
Catherine
de'
Medici
Henry II.
1551—1589.
Henry III. Henri de Valois. King of France
Henry IV. Le Grand. King of France and of Navarre. First French
king of the house of Bourbon.

Henry,

Ger. Heinrich (Inu'riK),

Henry

11.,

Saint.

The Lame.

I.

Assassinated
The Fowler.

Emperor

of

1553

—1610.

Emperor of Germany 870Founded mon-

Germany.

936.

—
—

and schools
973 1024.
1017—1056.
Henry III. The Black, or The Bearded. Emperor of Germany
Henry IV. Emperor of Germany. Contended against Pope Gregory VII. 1050 1106.
Henry V. The Young. Emperor of Germany. Last emperor of the
Salic line
1081—1125.
Henry VI. The Cruel. Emperor of Germany
1165—1197.
Henry the Lion. Duke of Saxony and Bavaria
1129—1195.
Henry the Navigator. Portuguese prince. Promoter of navigation.. 1394— 1460.
Henry, Joseph. Amer. physicist. Sec. of the Smithsonian Institution. 1797 1878.
Henry, Matthew. English divine and commentator
1672 1714.
Henry, Patrick. American statesman and orator
1736 1799.
asteries

.

—
—
—

Henselt

(hen'selt), Adolf.

German

pianist

HenslOW (heuz'lii), John Stevens. English botanist
Henson (hSn'son), Josiah. American negro clergyman. Original
Mrs. Stowe'"s "Uncle Tom "
Henty (hSn'tt), George Alfred. English journalist and author
HentZ

(hSnta), Caroline Lee, born Whiting.
HeraclltUS (h6r-a-kli'tus). The Naturalist.

in get

i

tli

us in thine

;

1,

u,

u,

w,

American authoress
Greek philosopher

b, d, a, u, k, n,

b

(,seu p.

1719).

1814
1796

.

—1861.

of

1787-1881.
1832

.

1800—1856.
fl.

b. c. 600.
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Bom.
Herapath (hSr^pith), Williain. English chemist
H^rault de S^helles (a'ro' deh sa'shSl'), Marie Jean. French
."

Guillotined

tionist.

Died.

1796—1868.
revolu-

1760—1794.

—

(hSr'bart), Johann Friedrich.
German philosopher
1776 1841.
1625— 1C95.
HerbelOt, d' (dSr'blo'), Barth^lemy. French orientalist
1581— 1648.
Edward,
Lord
Herbert
of
Cherbury.
(her'bert),
Bug.
author.
Herbert

Herbart

1593—1632.
Herbert, George. English poet
1807—1858.
Herbert, Henry WUliam. Frank Forester. American author
1810—1861.
Herbert, Sidney, Baron. English statesman
German philosopher,
Herder, von ((on her'der), Johann Gottfried.
1744 1803.
preacher, and writer
1803—1839.
Heredla (a-ra-dee'a), Jos6 Maria. Cuban poet

—
—1890.

German ecclesiastical historian .1822
(hSr'gen-ro'ter), Josef.
H^rlcault, d' (da' re-ko'), Charles Joseph de Kicault. Called Charles.
Hergenrbther

.

Q

Hermes (hgr'mes)", Georg. German theologian. \_Hermesianism.']. .m5—\Sil.
b. c. 406 ?
Hermocrates (hgr-mok'ra-teez), Syracusan statesman and general
Hernandez (Sr-nan'd6th)" Francisco. Spanish physician and naturalist, .fl. 16th c.
B. c. 60—A. D. 2.
Herod (ligr'gd). The Great. King of the Jews
fl. 3d c.
Herodlan (he-ro'di-an). Greek writer on Roman history
Herodotus (he-r5d'o-tus). Father of History. Greek historian.. .B. c. 484?- 420?
1791 — 1833.
Harold (ha'rold), Louis Joseph Ferdinand. French opera composer
Heron (hee'ron) or Hero (hee'ro). Greek mathematician and mechanician.

.

[Hero's fountain.']

fl.

HerophllUB (he-rSf'T-lus). Greek anatomist
Herrera, de (da Sr-ra'ra), Fernando. The Divine. Spanish poet
Herrera, de, Francisco. The Elder. Spanish painter
Herrera, de,

R

Josi5

Joaquin.

B. c.

3d

c.

B. c. 280 ?
1534—1597.
1576—1056.

fl.

President of Mexico

1792

—1854.

Herrera y TordesUlas, de (-e tor-da-sel'yiis), Antonio. Span. hist. ..1549— 1025.
1591—1674.
Herrick (hSr'Tk), Robert. English poet
1795— 1SC5.
Herring (bSr'ing), John Frederick. English painter
Hersohel (lier'shel), Caroline Lucretia. Sister of Sir Wm. Astronomer. 1750— 1848.
Hersohel, John Frederick William, Sir. Son of Sir Wm. Astronomer
and philosopher
Herscbel, William, Sir.

1792—1871.
1738—1822.
1798—1870.

German astronomer in England

Hertz (hSrts), Hendrik. Danish poet
Hertzen or Herzen (hgrt'sen), Alexander. Rus. revolutionary author. 1812— 1870.
.
Herv6 (Sr'va'), Aimg Marie Edouard. French journalist
1835

Hervey

(her'vl), James.

1713—1758.
English divine. l3fediiations.2
(hgr'weo), Georg. German lyric poet
1817—1875.
a're'), Thierry.
French surgeon
1505 ?-1599.
1806-1888.
Herz (hSrts), Heinrich. German pianist and composer in France
Heslod (hee'sl-od). Greek epic poet
fl. B.C. 800'
1741—1828.
Hess (hiss), Johann Jakob. Swiss Protestant theologian.-.
1788—1870.
Hess, von (fon hgss), Heinrich Hermann Joseph, Baron. Aust. gen
1798 1863.
Hess, von, Heinrich Maria. German historical painter
Hess, von, Peter. Brother of H. M. German painter of battle pieces. 1792—1871.
hoig'lin),
1824—1876.
Theodor, Baron. German traveler
Heuglln, von (fon
1778—1839.
Heusde (hus'deh), Philippus Willem. Dutch author
1719—1778.
Heuslnger (hof'zing-er), Jakob Friedrich. German philologist
.
1831
Heuzey (u'zS'), L(5on. French archaeologist
HevellUS (he-vee'le-tis ; Ger. pron. ha-va'le-oos) or Hewel (ha'vel) or
~.
1611—1687.
Hewelcke (ha-wel'keh), Johannes. Polish astronomer
1730 1779.
Hewes (buz), Joseph. Signer of the Declaration of Independence
.
Hewitt (hu'it), Abram Stevens. American manufacturer and statesman 1822
1739—1774.
Hewson (hii'son), William. English anatomist
1637 1712.
Heyden, van der (van der hi'den), Jan. Dutch painter
.
Heylll (a'le'), Antoine Edm. Poinsot. Gaaei Georges d\ Fr. litterateur. 1833
1729—1812.
Hejme (hi'nelj), Christian Gottlob. German philologist
.
Heyse (hi'zeh), Paul Johann Ludwig. Son of K. W. L. Ger. author.. 1830

Herwegh

S

H6ry, de (deh

—

—

.

—

U

Heyse, Karl Wilhelm Ludwig. German philologist
HeywOOd (ha'wSod), Thomas. English actor and dramatist
Hickes (htks), George. English philologist and author
HickOk (hik'5k), Laurens Perseus. American metaphysician
Hicks (hiks), Elias. American preaclier of the Society of Friends
EUdalgo y Costilla (e-dal'go e kos-teel'ya), Miguel. Mexican rev
Hieronymus. See Jerome.
Hlgglnson (hlg'in-son), Francis. English divine in America
Hlgglnson, Thomas Wentworth. American author
Hllarion (hi-la'ri-on), Saint. Founder of monastic life in Palestine
Hilary (hll'a-rl) or Hllarlus (hi-la'rl-us). Saint. Bishop of Aries
Hilary or Hllarlus, Saint. Italian writer and bishop of Poitiers
Hlldebrand (hll'de-brand), Saint. See Gregory VII.
Elldebrandt (hil'dgh-brant), Ferdinand Theodor. German painter
Hildretta (htl'dreth), Richard. American historian
Hill (hil), Ambrose Powell. Confederate general

1797—1855.
1650 ?

—1715.
—1888.
—1830.
—1811.
1588— 1630.

1642
1798
1748
1753

1823
292?- 371.
400 ?- 449.
300 ?- 367.
.

1804^—1874.

1807—1865.

Hill, Octavia. English social reformer
Hill, Rowland, Rev. English Methodist preacher
English author of cheap-postage system
Hill, Rowland, Sir.
Hill, Thomas. Amer. clergyman. President of Harvard University
Hillard (hll'ard), George Stillman. Amer. lawyer, orator, and author.
Hlller, von (fon htl'gr), Ferdinand. German composer
Hillern, von (fon hil'ern), Wilhelmine. German novelist

HlUhOUSe

(liTl'howss)," James

Abraham.

—1865.
—1833.

1825
1838
1744
1795

—1879.

—1879.

1811—1885.
1836
1789—1841.
1808
1786—1839.
1765 1814.
1807—1885.
806 ?- 882.
.

American poet
American lawyer

Hilliard (hTl'yard), Henry Washington.
Hilton (hil'ton), William. English historical painter
Hlmmei (lum'el), Friedrich Heinrich. German composer
Hincks (hinks)", Francis, Sir. Canadian statesman
Hincmar (Innk'mar). French prelate. Archbishop of Rheims
Hind (hind), John Russell. English astronomer
HlpparchUB (hTp-parTius). Bithynian founder of scientific astron.
Hippeau (e'po'), Celestin. French author and educationist

.

1818—1891.
.1808

.

—

,1823
.

. .

.

fl. B. c. 150?
1803—1883.

Hippeau, Edmond

Gabriel. French educationist
1849
1741—1796.
Hlppel, von (fon htp'el), Theodor Gottheb. German author
367?
Hippocrates (lup-pok'ra-teez). Father of 3fedicine. Gr. phys
B.C. 468
A. D. 230 ?
HippolytUS (hlp-pol'I-tus), Saint. Greek bishop and martyr
1836
Hitchcock (hich'kok), Charles Henry. American geologist
1793—1864.
Hitchcock, Edward. Amer. geologist. Pres. of Amherst College
Hitchcock, Roswell Dwight. American clergyman, author, educator. .1817 1887.
1792—1867.
Hlttorf f (hi t'orf ), Jacques Ignace. French architect
1807—1875.
Hitzig (hit'sio), Ferdinand. German BibUcal critic
.

—

.

—

.

1671—1761.

Hoadley (hod'li), Benjamin. English prelate
Hoar (hSr), Ebsnezer Rockwood. American jurist

—

1816 1895.
.
Frisbie. Brother of E. S. American lawyer and senator. 1826
1775—1830.
(hS'bart), John Henry.
Amer. Protestant Episcopal bishop

Hoar, George

Hobart
,

e, i, o, u,

fonj/ a,e, 6,

less prolonged; a,,^,i,o,'&., short ;

a,,

e,i,

q,obscme

Hodgk^son (li5j'kin-son), Eaton. English
Hoe (ho), Richard March. Amer. inventor.

Bom. Died.
1588—1679,
author. .1786— 1869.
17C8— 1797
1797 1878,
1789—1861.

—
—
—
—

physicist
\_Hoe's Lightning-P7-ess.'] .1S12 1886,
1611 1651
Hoecke, van den (van den hook), Jan. Flemish painter
German
writer in France.
Hoefer (lib'fer), Jean Chretien Ferdinand.
Editor DTdot's Biograpliie Uuiverselle
1811 1878.
1648—1733.
Hoet (lioot), Gerard. Dutch historical painter
1801—1868.
Hoeven, van der (van der hoo'ven), Jau Dutch naturalist
Hofer (lio'f er), Andreas." Tyrole'se patriot
1767—1810.
Hoflbauer (hof'bow-er), Joseph Hubert Isidore. French painter and
."

arcliitect

1823
.
French writer
HeriOt (hSr'i-ot), George. Scottish philanthropist. \_HerioVs hospiial.'].\5G'i—\<i2i.
1715 ?-1777.
Herkimer (her'kt-mer), Nicholas. American general
1849
Herkomer (her'ko-mer), Hubert. German artist in England
Hermann or Herman' (hSr'man). (Lat. Armln'lus.) Ger. hero. .b. c. 16— a. d.21.
1772—1848.
Hermann, Johann Gottfried Jakob. German philologist and critic
1744—1820.
Hermelln (h5r-me-leen'), Samuel Gustavus. Swedish mineralogist
.

Hobbes (hobz), Thomas. English philosopher
Hobhonse (hSb'howss), John Cam, Lord Broughtou. English
Hoche (osh), Lazare. French general
Hodge (lioj), Charles. American theologian and professor

1839

Hoffman (liSf'man), Charles Fenno. American author
Hoffmann (hof'Tnan), Ernst Theodor Wilhelm. Amadeus.
autlior

.

1806—1884.

German

and musician

—1822.

1776

Hoffmann, Friedrich. German physician. [^Hoffmann's Anodyne.'] .1660 — 1742.
Hoffmann von Fallersleben (fon fiil'erss-la-ben), August Heinrich.
7
German poet
?
1798—1874.
1770 — 1844.
Holland (h5t'land„ Barbara, born Wreaks. English authoress
1818 — 1892.
Hofmann (hof'man), August Wilhelm. German chemist
1097 1764.
Hogarth (ho'garth), William. English painter and engraver
.

.

—

Hogg

(h5g), James.
The Etlrick Shepherd. Scottish poet
1772—1835.
(ho'en-lo-eh).
A princely family of Germany.
Hohenlohe-SchillingS, von (fou ho'en-lo-eh-shil'ings), Clodwig Carl
Victor, Prince. Bavarian statesman
.
1819
Hohenstaufen (lio'en-stow'fen). A princely family of Germany.
HohenzoUem (ho'en-tsol-em). A princely family of Germany.
Holbach, von or a' (fon hol'baK' ; Fr. pron. dol'baK'), Paul Henri Thy1723 1789.
ry (or Paul Heinrich Dietrich), Baron. Frencli pliilosopher
1497 ?-1543.
Holbein (hol'bln), Hans. The Younger. German painter
Holberg, von (fon hol'bero), Ludvig, Baron. Danish hist, and drani. ..1684 1754.
1794 1871.
Holbrook (hol'brSok), John Edwards. American naturalist
1745—1809.
Holcroft (hol'kroft), Thomas. English dramatist and translator
1846
Holden (hold'eu), Edward Singleton. American astronomer
1580?
Hollnshed or'HoUynshed (hol'inz-hSd), Raphael. Eng. chronicler...

Hohenlohe

—
—
—

.

Holl

1845

Frank.

English artist
Holland (hol'and), Henry, Sir. English physician
Holland, Henry Ricliard Vassall Fox, Baron. English statesman
Holland, Josiah Gilbert. Timothy Titcomb. American author
Hollar (hol'ar), Viiclar. Bohemian engraver
HoUey (hSl'I), Alexander Lyman. American metallurgist
HoUey, Myron. American reformer
Hollis (hSl'iss), Thomas, English benefactor of Harvard University ..
Holllster (hSl'is-tgr), Gideon Hiram. American author
Holmes (homz), Oliver Wendell. Amer. physician, poet, and essayist.
(hoi),

.

1788—1873.
1773—1840.

—1881.
—1677.
—1882.
— 1841.
—1731.
—1881.

1819
1607
1832
1779
.1659
1817

.1809— 1894.
1811-1893.
Danish poet
(hoist), Hans Peder.
Hoist, von, Hermann !6douard. Russian-German historian. [Constitu1841
tional History of the United States.]
Holstenlus (hol-stee'ni-us Ger. pron. hol-sta'ne-66s) or Holste (hol'1590 1661.
steh), Lucas. German scholar, and librarian of the Vatican
1642—1709.
Holt (iiolt), John, Sir. Lord chief justice of England
1807
1894.
Holt, Joseph. American statesman
Hblty or Hoelty (hol'te), Ludwig Heinrich Christoph. German poet. .1748— 1776.
1829
Holtzendorff, von (fon holts'gn-dorf), Franz. German jurisconsult

Hoist

.

;

—
—

.

1847
HolUb (ho'loop), fenile. German traveler
1817
Holyoake (hol'yok), George Jacob. English reformer
Holyoke (hol'yok), Edward Augustus. Amer. phys. and centenarian .. 1728 — 1829.
1663 ?-1724.
Homann (ho'man), Johann Baptist. Ger. geogr. and map engraver
1652 — 1715.
Homberg (hom'bSro), Wilhelm. German chemist and physician
1835 — 1886.
Home, Daniel Dunglas. British Spiritualist
1756 1832.
Everard,
Sir.
Scottish
surgeon
Home,
1696 1782.
Home, Henry, Lord Karnes. Scottish philosopher and jurist
.

.

—
—

Home
Homer

or Hume, John. Scottish dramatist
(ho'mer). Epic poet of Greece

Homer, Winsfow. American artist
Honegger (ho'nek-er), Johann Jakob. German
"

art

1724 ?-1808.
fl.

about 1000?

B. c.

1836
historian,

.

and writer on
.1825

.".
.

.

— 423.

Honorius (ho-no'rt-us), Flavius. Roman emperor of the West
Honorius I. Pope
Hontheim, von (fon hont'hlm), Johann Nicolaus. German jurist
Hood (h66d), Robin. Legendary Enghsh outlaw
Hood, Samuel, Viscount. English admiral
Hood, Thomas. English poet, wit, and miscellaneous writer
Hooft or Hoofft (hoft), Pieter Cornelis. Dutch poet and historian
Hoogvliet (hoQ'vIeet), Arnold. Dutch poet
Hook (h66k), Theodore Edward. EngUsh author

384

—
—
—
—

1701
fl.

638.
1790.

Tithe?

1735 1816.
1798 1845.
1581 1647.
1687—1763.
1788—1841.
1635 1703.
1814 1879.
1817

—

Hooke (h68k), Robert. English mathematician and Inventor
Hooker (hSSk'er), Joseph. American general
Hooker, Joseph Dalton, Sir. Son of Sir Wm. J. English botanist
Hooker, Richard. Eng. divine. [The Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity. ].\55i—\QW.
Hooker, Thomas, Rev. One of the founders of the colony of Connecticut 1586 1047.
1785 1865.
Hooker, William Jackson, Sir. English botanist
1806 1867.
Hooker, Worthington. American phj'sician and author
1727 1803.
Hoole (hSol), Jolm. English translator and dramatist
1495
1555.
English
John.
reformer
and
martyr
Hooper (hdop'gr),
Hope (hop), Thomas. English writer, and patron of the fine arts. .... .1774 1835.
1766
1844.
Hope, Thomas Cliarles. Scottish chemist. [Sirontites.]
Hopldns (hop'kiuz), Edward. Governor of the colony of Connecticut.. 1600 1657.
1718
1802.
Hopkins, Esek. First commodore of the American navy
1795 1873.
Hopkins, Johns. American philanthropist
Hopkins, Mark. Amer. scholar and divine. Pres. of Williams College. 1802 1887.
1721 1803.
Hopkins, Samuel. Founder of the Hopkinsian school of theology
Hopkins, Stephen. Amer. statesmart. Signer of the Decl. of Indepeud.1707 1785.
Hopklnson (hopTiin-son), Francis. American author, and signer of the

—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1737 — 1791.
Declaration of Independence. [The Battle of the Kegs.]
Hopkinson, Joseph. Son of F. Am. jurist and author. [Hail ColumUa.]\HQ~l^%
1771 — 1852.
Hopper (hop'er), Isaac Tatem. American Quaker philanthropist
Hoppin (Lop'in), Augustus. American artist
Horace (hor'es) or Quin'tus Hora'tius Flac'cns. Latin poet
Hormayr, von (fon hor'mir), Joseph, Baron. Tyrolese-German

1828

.

65—

e. c.

politician

8.

—

Hom(h6rn),

1"81 1848.
1614 ?-l 666.

Home

1803—1884.

and historian
Gustaf, Count. Swedish general
(hSrn), Richard Hengist, properly Henry.

English author
Home, Thomas Hartwell. English divme and author
Homer (hSr'ner), Francis. British statesman
Home Tooke"(h5rn took). See Tooke, John Home.
Horroz or Horrocks (hor'oks), Jeremiah. English astronomer
Horsford (hSrs'ford), Eben'Norton. Amer. chemist and educationist..
Horsley (hOrs'lT), Samuel. English prelate and author

(see Temni^, p. 1719)

;

fax, fall; thgre,

term;

f8r, food, foot; ffirl

;

1780
1778

—1802.
—1817.

1620?-1641.
.1818 1S93.
1733 1806.

—
—

owasmco!«; chasincAia;

A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
'

Born. Died.
flortense Eugenie de Beauhamals (or'tSKss' vWzhei'ne' deh bo'ar'.".
na').
Wife of Louis Bonaparte, and queen of Holland
1783—1837.
Horvith (hor'vat), Milihail. Hungarian historian
1809—1878,
Hosack (hoa'ak), David. American physician and author
17G9— 1835.
Hosmer (liSz'mer), Harriet Goodhue. American sculptor
1830
Hospitaller (os'pe'ta'ly a'), fidouard. French electrician
1852
Hotman (ot'mSN'), Fraugois. French jurist and pubUcist
1524—1589,
Hottinger (hot'iug-er), Johann Heiurich. Swiss orientalist and theol. .1620— 16G7
Houdin (oo'dSN'), Robert. French conjurer
1805 1871
Houdon (oo'doN'), Jean Antoine. French sculptor
1740—1828.
Houel (oo'gl'), Jules. French mathematician
1823
Hougb (hiif), Franklin Benjamin. American historical writer
1822-1885,
Houghton (ho'ton), Douglas. American naturalist
1809—1845,
,

.

.

—

Houghton, Henry Oscar. American publisher. IRwers-ide Press.} .... 1823 — 1895,
Houghton, Richard Monckton Milues, Lord. English author
1809-1885,
House (howss), Edward Howard. Am. journalist, traveler, and author. 1836

Houssaye (oo'sS'), Arsene. French author
Houston (Im'ston), Sam. President of Texas and American

1838

and Neoplatonist

1811

—

— 1894.

—
—

.

—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

,

;

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

1707—1791

Calvinistic Methodist's

Huntington (hun'ting-ton), Collis Potter. American railroad builder.. 1821
1816
Huntington, Daniel. American painter
1819
Huntington, Frederic Dan. Amer. Protestant Episcopal bishop
1731—1796
Huntington, Samuel. Signer of the Declaration of Independence
1400T-1456,
Hunyadi (hoon'yod-e), Janos. Hungarian general
Huppazoll (hoop-pa-dzo'le), Francesco. Ital. traveler and centenarian. 1587 1702
1720 1808
Kurd (hurd), Richard. English prelate and author
Hurtado de IVIendOza (oor-ta'd6 da mSn-do'thii), Andres. Marquis of
1500-1561
Canete. Viceroy of Peru
1770—1830.
Huskisson (hSs'kis-on), William. English statesman and financier
Hoss (hiJss, Ger. pron. hoSss), John. Properly Hus von Htissineiz,
1373—1415,
Johannes. Bohemian religious reformtr
.

.

—
—

Hussein or Houssein Pasha (h56-sin' pii^shii'). Last dey of Algiers. 1773 ?-1838
1828
HuBSOn (ii'soN'), Francois. French arcliitect and writer
.1694 — 1747,
Hutcheson (hach'e-son), Francis. Irish metaphysician in Scotland
.

religious enthusiast

.

.

1590?-1643,

11 (see p. 1718,

Tl

2)

;

—

.

—

;

.

— 1894.

(id'gs-li), Stafford

.

-

1837

—1817.

1736
1828
1825

Hen. Northcote, Earl of. Eng. statesman 1818— 1887.
176G 1846.
Ideler (ee'deh-ler), Christian Ludwig. Prussian astronomer
1759—1814.
lUland (If Taut)" August Wilhelm. German dramatist
1823
Iglesias (e-glS'se-as), Jos6 Maria. Mexican statesman
Ignatieff (ig-nii'te-gf ), Nicolai Paulovitch. Rus. diplomatist and soldier. 1832
107 2
Ignatius (ig-na'shT-us), Saint. Theophorus. Bishop of Antioch
798— 878.
Ignatius, Saint. Patriarch of Constantinople

Iddeslelgh

—

i

1636 1703
1728—1782.
370?- 415.

Ibn Zohr. See Avenzoar.
Ibrahim Bey (ib-rS-heem' ba). Mameluke chief
Ibsen (ib'sen), Henrik. Norwegian poet and dramatist
Icazbalceta (e-kas-bal-sa'ta), Joaquim Garcia. Mexican author

authoress. .1798— 1888.
English author
1795—1879.
Hoyle (hoil), Edmund. English writer on games
1672—1769.
Hrotsvltha (hrots'vee-ta). German nun and Latin poetess
fl. 10th c
1621 1704.
Hubbard (Imyard), William. American clergyman and historian
1750—1831,
Huber (hoo'ber"; Fr. pron. U'bgr'), Franjois. Swiss naturalist
Ruber (hoo'ber), Johann Nepomuk. German theologian
1830
Huber, Johann Rodolphe. The Tintoretto of Switzerland. Swiss painter 1668— 1748
1640—1717,
Hubert (il'bSr'), Mathieu. French preacher
1811 1892,
Hiibner (hiib'ner), Joseph Alexander, Count. Austrian diplomatist
1814 1879.
Hubner, Karl Wilhelm. German painter of genre pictures
1806—1882.
Htibner, Rudolf Julius Benno. German painter
1813 1860.
Hue (iik), fivariste R^gis, Abb^. French missionary to China
1611
Hudson (hud'son), Henry. English navigator and explorer
Hudson, Heirry Norman. American essayist Shakespearean scholar 1814 1886
(deh
lii
wSr'ta),
1729—
Vincente
Huerta, de la
Garcia.
Span, poet and critic.
1797
1630—1721
Huet (ii'a'), Pierre Daniel, Bishop of Avranches. French scholar
1762—1836.
Hufeland (hoo'fgh-liint), Christoph Wilhelm. German physician
Hiigel, von (f on hii'gel), Karl Alex. Anselm. Ger. trav. and naturalist 1796—1870,
1742 1797
Huger (yoo-jee'), Isaac. American Revolutionary general
1824 Hugglns (hiig'inz), William. English astronomer
1797 1864.
Hughes (hiiz), John. American Roman Catholic archbishop
1677—1720.
Hughes, John. English poet and essayist
1806 1868.
Hughes, Robert Ball. American sculptor
1823 1896.
Hughes, Thomas. English author. \_Tom, Browri's School Days.}
1764 1844.
Hugo (hoo'go), Gustav WUhelm. German jurist
1802 1885.
Hugo (ii'go'), Victor Marie, Vicomte. Fr. poet and romance writer
Hulin or Hullin (ii'laN'), Pierre Augustin, Comte. French general ... 1758 1841
Hull (hiil), Edward. English director of geological survey of Ireland ..1829
1773 1843.
Hull, Isaac. American commodore
1753—1825.
Hull, William. American general in the war of 1812
1813 1884,
HuUah (hul'a), John Pyke. English musical composer
Humayun or Houmayoun (hoo'ma'yoon'). Emperor of Hindostan... 1508 1556,
1755—1823.
Humb^t (iiN'bgr'), Joseph Amable. French general
Humbert (hiim'bert) I. (7<. UmbertO, oom-bSr'to.) King of Italy.... 1844
Humboldt, von fvon hum'bolt Ger. pron. fon hoom'bolt), Friedrich
1769 1859.
Heinrioh Alexander, Baron. German naturalist
Humboldt, von, Karl Wilhehn, Baron. Brother of F. H. A. German
1767 1835.
philologist and statesman
1711 1776,
Hume (hum), David. Scottish historian and philosopher
1777 1855,
Hume, Joseph. English politician
Hummel (hSSm'el), Johann Nepomuk. German pianist and composer .. 1778—1837
Humphrey (hiim'frT), Heman. Amer. clerg. Pres. of Amherst College. 1779 1861
1810 1883,
Humphreys (hum'friz), Andrew Atkinson. American soldier
1752 1818.
Humphreys, David. American soldier and poet
1810 1891,
Hunfalvy (hoon'f ol-ve). Pal. Hungarian philologist
1784—1859.
Hunt (hunt), James Henry Leigh. English poet and essayist
1807—1887,
Bunt, Robert. English scientist
1826 1892,
American
chemist
Sterry.
and
geologist
Hunt, Thomas
1790 1864,
Hunt, William Henry. English painter in water colors
1827 English
painter
Hunt, William Holman.
1824 1879,
Hunt, W.iUiam Morris. American painter
1728 1794
Hunter (hfin'tgr), John. Scotch anatomist and surgeon
1809 1887,
Hunter, Robert Mercer Taliaferro. American statesman
Hunter, William. Brother of John. Scottish anatomist and physician. 1718 1783.
Huntingdon (hun'ting-don), Selina, Countess of. Patron of the English

u

Hyde (hTd)'^ Thomas. English divine and orientalist
Hyder All (iii'der ^lee). Sultan of Mysore

—1749.

—

Howltt, William.

silent ; a, 6, U,

1629
1682

I.

—
—

Howells (how'elz), William Dean. American author
Howltt (how'it), Mary, born Botham. Wife of Wm. Eng.

e, i, 0,

—1695.

Dutch natural philosoplier
(van hoi'sSm), Jan. Dutch painter
Hyacinthe (e'S'sSut'), Pere. See Loyson, Cliarles.
Hyatt (hi'at), Alpheus. American naturalist

Huysum, van

Iberville, d' (de'bSr'veel'), Pierre le Moyne, Sieur. Canadian officer.
Founder of Louisiana
16G1 1706.
1332—1406.
Ibn Khaldun or Ehaldoun (Ib'n Kiildoon'). Arabian historian
Ibn Roshd (Tb'n rosh'd). See Avekhobs.
Ibn Sina (ib'n se'na). See Avicekna.

—

(see p. 1719;

.

—

.

American

Died.

—
—
—

1815—1890

—

(huch'in-son), Anne.

Bom.

(hiich'in-son), John.
English philosopher. Founder of
1674 1737.
Hutchinsonianism '
1620—1659.
Hutchinson, Lucy, Lady. English authoress
1711
1780.
Hutchinson, Tliomas. Governor of tlie province of Massachusetts
1488—1525.
Hutten, von (fon lioot'en), Ulricli. German poet and theologian
1737 1823.
Hutton (liut'on), Cliarles. Englisli mathematician
1825—1895.
Husley (liuks'H), Tliomas Henry. English naturalist
Huygens or Huyghens (hi'genz, Dutch pron. hoi'Henz), Christian.

Hutchinson

Hypatla (hi-pa'.shT-a), of Alexandria. Mathemat.
Hyrtl (heertl), Johann. Austrian anatonaist

1793 1863
general
Houtman (liowt'man), Cornells. Dutch statesman and navigator
1548 ?-lG02
Hoveden, de (de hQv'den or hov'den), Roger. English historian
fl. 1170—1200.
Howard (how'ard), Charles, Lord~Howard of Effingham. English admiral
1536—1624,
Howard, George William Frederick, Earl of Carlisle. English statesman and author
1802—1864,
Howard, Henry, Earl of Surrey. English poet
1516—1547,
Howard, John. English philanthropist
1726—1790,
Howard, John Eager. American Revolutionary soldier and statesman. 1752 1827
Howard, Oliver Otis. American general
1830
Howard, Thomas, third duke of NcM-folk. Eng. statesman and general 1473?-1554,
Howard, Tlios., fourtli duke of Norfolk. Friend of Mary, Q. of Scots . .
1572,
Howe (how), Elias. American inventor of the sewing machine
1819 1867
John.
Howe,
English clergyman, chaplain to Oliver Cromwell
1630 1705
Howe, Julia Ward. Wife of S. G. American poetess and reformer. ..1819 Howe, Richard, Earl. Brother of Sir Wm. British admiral
1725—1799,
Howe, Samuel Gridley. American philanthropist
1801 1876.
Howe, WiUiam, Viscount. English general in America
1729- 1814.
Howell (liow'el), James. British author
1595?-1666.

'Hutohlnson

1847

'Imad~al-Eatib (e-mad'-al-ka'tib) or Imad-Uddin (-ud-deen'-) -al1125—1201.
Eatlb, Mohammed. Persian historian and poet
Imbert de Saint—Amand (aN'bSr' deh s5N'ta/m5H'), Arthur L^on,
Baron.
French memoirist
Imeretinski (Im-a-ra-tTn'ske), Alexander Constantinovitch.

—^.

1834
Prince
1837

Russian general
Elizabeth, born Simpson. English novelist.. .1753 1821.
1778 1844.
Infante (een-f iin'ta), Jos6 Miguel. Chilian statesman
1820
Ingelow (in'je-lo), Jean. English poetess
Ingemann (Ing'eh-man), Bernliard Severin. Danish poet and author. .1789 1862.
IngersoU (ing'ger-siil), Charles Jared. Amer. politician and author ... 1782 1862.
1749 1822.
IngersoU, Jared." Father of C. J. American jurist
.
1833
IngersoU, Robert Green. American lawyer and agnostic
Inghlraml (in-ge-ra'mee), Tommaso. Fedra. Ital. scholar and orator. 1470 1516.
1823—1886.
Mansfield.
English
author
(ing'gl-bt).,
Clement
Ingleby
1814 1862.
Inglls (ing'glis), John Eardley Wilmot, Sir. English major general
1809 186C.
Ingraham (Tng'gra-am), Joseph Holt. American divine and author
.
1849
Ingram (Tng'gram),"jolm H. English writer
1780 1867.
Ingres (SNgr), Auguste Jean Dominique. French painter
IngUlphus (in-gul'fus) OJ- IngfUlf. Eng. monk. Abbot of Croyland. ..1030?-1109.
Inhambupe (een-ham-boo'pa), Antonio Luiz Pereira da Cunha, Marquis
1760 1837.
of.
Brazilian statesman
.
1845
Injalbert (aN'zhal'bSr'), Jean Antoine. French sculptor
1801 1846.
Inman (in'man), Henry. American painter
1799 1874.
Innes (in'es), Cosmo. Scottish antiquarian writer
1825 1894.
Inness (Tn'es), George. American landscape painter
1090?-1143.
Innocent (Tn'o-sent) II. Gregorio de' Papi, or Papareschi. Pope
1161 ?-1216.
Innocent HI. Giovanni Lotario Conti. Pope
1611 1689.
Innocent XI. Benedetto Odescalchi. Pope
1750 1799.
Iredell (ir'del), James. American jurist
IrenaeUS (Tr-"e-nee'us), St. Greek bishop of Lyons. [^AdversusHxreses.}. 130?- 202 i
752?- 803.
Irene (i. i-ree'ne ; M. i-reeu'). Empress of Constantinople
Ireton (ir'ton), Henry. Son-in-law of Oliver Cromwell. Eng. general.. 1610 1651.
1620 1G85.
Irlarte (e-re-ar'ta), Ignacio. Spanish painter
1702 1771.
Iriarte, de (da e-re-ar'ta), Juan. Spanish scholar
1750 1791.
Spanish poet
Irlarte, de, Tomas. Nephexo of Juan.
1802 1888.
Irmlnger (Tr'ming-er), Carl Ludwig Christian. Danish admiral
1792—1834.
Irving (er'ving), Edward. Scottish preacher
.
actor
1838
Henry.
'S.eai.Txxme
John
Henry
Brodr^bb.
English
Irving,
.
1847
Irving, Roland Duer. American geologist
1783
Washington,
American
author
1859.
Irving,
Isabella (iz'a-bgl'a), Sp. Isabel (e-sa-bSl') I. The Catholic. Qu. of CasBagration-Imeretin,'3ki.

.

—
—
—
—
—

Inchbald (inch'bawld).

.

—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

1504.
tile and teon." Wife of Ferdinand of Aragon. Patron of Columbus.
1830
Isabella EI. Maria Isabel Luisa. Ex-queen of Spain
Isabelle {Fr. pron. e'za'bSl') of France. Qu. of Eng. Wife of Edw. II. 1290—1358.
1804 1886.
Isabey (e'za'ba'), Eugene Louis Gabriel. French painter
1767 1855.
Isabey, Jean Baptiste. French rainiature painter
1792 1857.
Isambert (e'zSN'bSr'), Francois Andrg. French politician and jurist
fl. Gth c. B. o.
Isiandiyar (Iss-f an-de-yar'). Persian hero
570 ?- 636.
Isidore (tz'I-dor) or Isldo'rus, Saint. Spanish scholar. Bp. of Seville
1703 1781.
Isla, de (da ees'la), Jos^ Francisco. Spanish Jesuit and satirist
Ismail Pasha (is-ma-eel' pii-sha'), or Ismail I. Khedive of Egypt. .1830— 1895.
B.C. 436
338.
Isocrates (T-sok'ra-teez). Athenian orator
1790 1871.
Istnriz, de (da es-top-reth'), Francisco Xavier. Spanish statesman
1775 1838.
Itard (e'tar'), Jean Etienne Marie Gaspard. Frencli surgeon
1813 1879.
Ittenbach (tt'en-bilK), Franz. German painter
1783-1824.
Iturbide, de {Sa. e-toor-be'Da), Augustin. Emperor of Mexico
1438-1505.
Ivan (e-viin') ni., Vasdievitch. Czar of Russia
1529-1584.
Ivan IV. Vasilievitch. The Terrible. Czar of Russia
1808— 18S4.
Ivlson (I'vi-soB), Henry. Scottish publisher in America
1765 1842.
Ivory (I'vji-rl), James. Scottish mathematician
IXtlLlsochitl (Tkst-lel-Ho'cheetl), Fernando de Alva. Mexican historian. 1570 1(')49.
1742 1801,
Izard (Iz'ard), Ralph. American statesman

.1451
.

, . .

. .

.

—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—

,

—
—
—

J.
Jablonskl (ya-blon'skee), Daniel Ernst. Prussian Protestant theologian. 1660—1741.
Jablonskl, Paul Ernst. Son of D. E. Prus. tlieol. and Egyptologist.. 1G93— 1757.
Jackson (jSk'son), Andrew, General. Seventh president of the U. S. ..17G7— 1845,
1 805—1 880
Jackson, Charles Thomas. American physicist
Jackson, Helen Maria (Hunt), born Fiske. American poet and novelist. 1S31—1S86,
Jackson, James. Amer. physician, and professor in Harvard College. .1777— 1SG7.

gOCmget

.

;

thasintliine;

I,

B, S, w, B, D, a, H, K, n,.r (see p. 1719}.
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Jackson

(jSk'son),
.

Bom. Died.
Thomas Jonathan. S/onewallJackson. Confederate

1824—1863.
general . '
1743—1819.
Jacobl (ya-ko'bee), Friedrich Heinrich. German metaphysician
1740—1814.
Jacobl, Johann Georg. Brother of F. H. German poet
Jacobi, von, Moritz Hermann. German physicist. One of the inventors
1801—1875.
of electrotyping
1764 1847.
Jacobs (ya'kups), Friedrich. German author
1805—1877.
Jacoby (yii-ko'be), Joliann. German publicist
1770
Joseph.
French
educationist
Jean
1840.
JacotOt (zha/ko'to'),
1805 1878.
Jacquand (zha'kSN'), Claudius. French painter
French
1752
Marie.
inventor.
\Jacquard
1834.
loom-l .
Jacquard (zha'kar'), Joseph
1808-1875.
Jacquemart (zhak'mar'), Albert. French author
1837 1880.
JaCQUemart, Jules. French artist
1801—1832.
Jacquemont (zhak'moN'), Victor. French naturalist
.
1841
Jacquet (zha'ka'), Jules. French engraver
1727 1817.
Jacquln, von (fon zha'kSN'), Nicolas Joseph. Austrian botanist
1832 1882.
Jaell (ya'Sl), Alfred. German pianist and composer
1778 1852.
Jahn (yan), Friedrich Ludwig. German patriot
1750 1816.
Jahn, Johann. German orientaUst and theologian
1813—1868.
philologist
Jahn, Otto. German
Jahr (yar), Georges Henri Gottlieb. Ger.-French homeopathic phys. ..1801— 1875.
1759 1827.
Jakob, von (fon yaTiup), Ludwig Heinrich. German author
.
1819
Jalabert (zha'la'bSr'), Charles Framjois. French painter
ii. 325?
JamblichUS (jSm'Wi-kus). Syrian Neoplatonic philosopher
1394';-1437.
James I. King of Scotland. Assassinated
James 11. King of Scotland. Stabbed William, eighth earl of Douglas. 1430 1460.
James III. King of Scotland. Warred with his malcontent nobles . 1452 1488.
1472—1515.
James IV. King of Scotland. Fell at Flodden
1512 1542.
James V. King of Scotland. Father of Mary, Queen of Scots
1566—1625.
James I. Kmg of England. (VI. of Scotland. )
1633—1701.
James II. King of England. (VII. of Scotland.)
1801 1860.
James, George Payne Rainsford. English novelist
1811 1882.
James, Henry. American theologian
.
1843
James, Henry. Son of preceding. American novelist
James, Henry, Sir. English engineer and inventor. \_Phoiozincograpliy.'\ 1803 1877.
Jamec Francis Edward Stuart, Chevalier de St. George. The Pre.

.

—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

—

P

—

.

O

—
—
—

.

—
—

-,

—

Son of James II. of England
(ja'me-son), Anna, born Murphy. Irish authoress
Jameson, Robert. " Scottish naturalist
Jaml (ja'mee). Nur-uddin' Abdur Rahman. Persian poet
JanUeson (ja'mT-son), John. Scottish clergyman and lexicographer.

1688—1765.
1797—1860.

tender.

Jameson

Janauschek

(ya'now-shek), Fanny.

1774
1414
.

(jSn'I),

Samuel Macpherson.

.
1829
1823
1818—1886.
1804 1874.
Quaker preacher and author. 1801 1880.

Am.

.

—
—

(jSn'sen ; X'«;cA_p;-o«. yan'sen) or Janse'nlus, Cornells. Dutch
1585 1638.
theologian.
[^Jansenists.'\
1714 1778.
Jansen, Olaiis. Danish naturalist
1481 ?
Janson (zhSN'soN'), Nicolas. French printer. Inventor of Roman type.
1575— 1G32.
Janssens (yans'ens), Abraham. Flemish historical p?.inter
272
305.
Januarius ( jan-u-a'rT-us), Saint. Patron saint of Naples
1751 1835.
Janvier (zhSN've-S'), Aristide. French watchmaker and inventor
1603— 16C6.
JaplX (ya'piks), Gysbert. Frisian poet
Jardlns, des (da zhar'dSN'), Marie Catherine Hortense. Pr. authoress. 1640 1683.
1818 1888.
Jarves (jar'veez), James Jackson. American art critic
Jasmin (zhas'mSN'), Jacques. Barber poet of Agen. Fr.Proven5alpoet.i798 1864.
1750 1779.
Jasper (jas'per), William. Sergeant Jasper. Brave Am. soldier
Jaubert (zho'bgr'), Pierre Amedtie Emilien Probe. French orientalist .. 1779 1847.
Jauoourt, de (deh zho'koor'), Louis, Chevalier. French philosopher. 1704 1779.
1745 1829.
Jay (ja), John. "First chief justice of the United States
1817 ^1894.
Jay, John. Son of William. American diplomatist
Jay, William. Son of first John. American jurist and philanthropist. .1789 1858.
fl. 12th c.
Jayadeva (ji'a-da'va), Hindoo poet
.
1831
Jeaffreson (jlf 'gr-sou), John Cordy. English author
Jeanne d'Albret (zhan diil'bra'), or Joan (jon). Queen of Navarre. ..1528 1572.
Jeanne d' Arc (zhan dark). See Joan of Ahc.
Jean Paul (zhoN powl or jeen pawl). See Richteb.
1809 1877.
Jeanron (zh5N'roN'), Philippe Auguste. French painter
.
1841
Jebb (jSb), Richard Claverhouse. British classical scholar
1804 1842.
Jefferson (jef'er-son), Joseph. American actor
.
1829
Jefferson, Joseph." American actor
Jefferson, Thomas. Author of the Declaration of Independence. Third
president of the United States
1743—1826.
Jeffrey (jSf'rl), Francis. Scottish lawyer, critic, and essayist. Editor
of the " Edinburgh Review "
1773—1850.
Jeffreys (jSf 'rTz), George, Lord. Infamous English judge
1640?-1G89.
1745 1819.
Jeffries (j5f 'rlz), John. American physician and aeronaut
Joseph.
Baron
Jellaldc
de
Buzim.
Jellachich (ySl'a-chich),
Commander-in-chief of the Croats
1801 1859.

—
—

.

u

—1838.

Framiska 3fagddline. Bohemian

tragic actress
Janet (zha'na'), P.aul. French author
Janln (zha'nSN'), Jules C(;lestin. French physicist
Janin, Jules Gabriel. French dramatic critic

Janney
Jansen

— 1854.
—1492.

.1759

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—

Jenghis Khan. See Genohis Khan.
Jenkin ( jeuk'in), Henry Charles Fleeming. Eng. engineer and elect. 1833 — 1885.
1811 — 1893.
Jenkins (jSnk'inz), Thornton Alexander. American rear admiral
Jenner (jen'er), Edward. Eng. physician. Discoverer of vaccination. .1749 — 1823.
.

.

.
English physician and pathological anatomist
1815
Jensen (yen'sen), Jan Arnold Diedrich. Danish mariner and explorer. 1849
1705—1787.
Jenyns (j5n'in"z), Soame. English author
Jerome (je-rom' or jSr'om), Saint, or Hieron'ymus, Sophronius Eusebius. Latin father of the church
340?- 420.
Jerome of Prague. Bohemian religious reformer
1378 ?-1416.
1803—1857.
Jerrold ( jSr'old), Douglas William. English humorist and author
Jerrold, WiUiam Blanchard. Son of Douglas Wm. English author. . .1826 1884.
1734—1823.
JervlS (jer'vis), John, Earl of St. Vincent. English admiral
1795 1885.
Jervls, John Bloomfield. American engineer
1824
Jessopp (jSs'sop), Augustus. English clergyman and author
1788 1860.
Jesup (jSs'up), Thomas Sidney. American major general
Jevons (j§v'onz), William Stanley. English professor of logic, philos1835—1882.
ophy, etc."
Jewell (joo'el), John, Bp. of Salisbury. lApologiaEcclesixAngli:anse.2.1522 1571.
1849
Jewett, Sarah Ome. American author
Jewsbury (jooz'ber-T), Mary Jane. Mrs. Fletcher. English writer. .. 1800—1833.
.
1831
Joachim (yo'a-Kim), Joseph. German viohnist
Joan of Arc ^jo-an' ov ark or jon-), Fr. Jeanne d'Arc (zhan dark).
1412 ^1431.
La Pucelle d^ Orleans, or The Maid of Orleans. French heroine
1327—1382.
Joanna (jo-Sn'g) I. Queen of Naples
Jobert (zho'bSr'), Antoine Joseph. Jobert de Lamballe. Fr. surgeon. .1802?-1867.
1532—1573.
Jodelle (zho'dSl'), Etienne, Sieur de Lymodin. French dramatist
1607 1646.
Jogues (zhog), Isaac. French Jesuit missionary in America

Jenner, William,

Sir.

.

—

X

—
—

.

—

.

—

Johannes Secun'dUS

John
«,e.
e.

i,

(yon), Eugenie.
o, u,

long;

—
—1536.
—

Jan Nicolai Everaerts. Dutch poet.. 1511
1825
Pseudonym, E. MarlUt. German novelist

(jo-h5n'ez),

a, e, 0, less

prolonged;

a, e, I, 5, u, short ; a, e,

i,

^1887.

o, obscu.yg (see

John
John
John
John
John
John
John.

DICTIONARY.

(jon) I., Saint.

Vm.

Pope

Bora. Died
470?- 526.
820 ?- 882.
884 ?- 928.
937?- 964.

,

;

Pope

Giovanni Cenci. Pope
Ottaviano Conti. Pope
Jacques d'Euse. Pope

X.

Xn.

XXII.

XXin.

Baltassare

C ossa.

King of England.

..1244?-1334.

Pope

1360 ?-141 9.
1166—1216.

[^Magna Charta.']

John n., Fr. Jean (zhoN). Le Bon, or The Good. King
John II., orCasimlrV. King of Poland
John m., or Sobieskl. John Sobieski. Kingof Poland

of France.. .1319— 1364.

1609—1672.
1624?-1696.

King of Saxony
Johann Baptist Joseph. Archduke of Austria
John I., Port. Joao (zho-owNy. The Great. King of Portugal
John. Duke of Burgundy. Jean sans peur, or John the Fearless.
John.
John.

1801—1873.
1782

—1859.

1357—1433.

As1371

sassinated

—1419.

John (jon) of Austria, Don. Spanish general
1547 ?-1578.
John of Gaunt (-gant), Duke of Lancaster. Son of Edw. IIL of Eng. .1340— 1399.
Boccold,
Johann
or
of
Leyden.
Bockelson.
Dutch
fanatic
1510 '-1536.
John
John of Salisbury. Johannes Parvus. EngUsh scholastic philos
H20?-1180.
Johnson (jon'son), Andrew. Seventeenth president of the United States 1808—1875.
.

.
Johnson, Eastriian. American painter
1824
Johnson, John, Sir. Son of Sir W. American Loyalist general in the
1742—1830.
Revolutionary war
1796 1876.
Johnson, Reverdy. American lawyer and statesman
Johnson, Richard Mentor, Colonel. Ninth vice president of the U. S. .1781—1850.
1709 1784.
Johnson, Samuel. English lexicographer and miscellaneous writer
1715 1774.
Johnson, William, Sir. Irish general and colonist in America
1803—1862.
Johnston (jSn'ston), Albert Sidney. Confederate general
1849 1889.
Alexander.
American
historical
writer
Johnston,
1804 1871.
Johnston, Alexander Keith. Scottish geographer
179G 1855.
Johnston, James Finley Weir. Scottish chemist and agriculturist
1807 1891.
Johnston, Joseph Eccleston. Confedej-ate general
Jolnvllle, de (deh zhwSN'vel'), Frangois Ferdinand Philippe Louis Marie
.
1818
d'OrMans, Prince. Son of King Louis Philippe
1224—1319.
Jolnvllle, de, Jean, Sire. French chronicler
1825
Jokal (yo'koi). Maurus (or Mor). Hungarian novelist
1G45 1700.
Joliet (zho'le-a'), Louis. French explorer of the Mississippi
1762—1796.
Joly (zho'le'), Marie Elisabeth. French actress
Jomard (zho'mar'), Edm6 Francois. French geographer and archaeol. 1777 1862.
1714 1774.
Italian
composer
Jomelli (yo-mgl'lee), Nicolo.
Jomlni (zho'me'nee'), Antoine Henri, Baron. Fr. writer on art of war. 1779 1869.
1817
Jonckbloet (yBnk'bloot), Gustav Josef Andrews. Dutch author
1572 1652.
Jones (jonz), Inigo. English architect
1768 1850.
Jones, Jacob. American naval officer
1747 1792.
Jones, John Paul. American naval officer, bom in Scotland
1809 1874.
Jones, Owen. British architect
1810?-1880.
anatomist
comparative
English
Thomas
Rymer.
Jones,
1746—1794.
Jones, William, Sir. EngUsh orientalist

—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

Jonson (jSn'son), Ben. English dramatist
Jordaens (yor'dans), Jakob. Flemish painter
Jordan (jSr'dan), Dorothea or Dora. Dorothy Bland. Irish actress.
Jordan (yor'dSn), Wilhelm. German poet
Jdrg (yorg), Joseph Edmund. Bavarian author and politician
Jorgenson (Dan. pron. yor'gen-son), Jorgen. Danish adventurer
Jorrln (nor'reen'), Jos6 Silveno. Cuban author
Joseph ( jo'zef ) II. Emperor of Germany
Josephine (jo'ze-feen), Fr. Josephine (zho'za'feen')-

^-

•

.

1574?-1637.
1593 1678.
.1762?-1816.
-.
1819
.
1819

—

,

1779—1830 ?
•

•

1816
1741

.

—1790,

Marie Josephe
of France. Wife of Napoleon 1.1763—1814.
37 ?- 100 ?
Jewish historian
1796 1865.
Jdslka (yo'she-koh), Miklos, Baron. Hungarian novelist
1793 1860.
Jost (yost), Isaak Markus. German liistorian of the Israelites
1769—1799.
JOUbert (zhoo'bgr'), Barth^lemy Catherme. French general
1754 1824.
Joubert, Joseph. French essayist
1796 1842.
philosopher..
Joutfroy (zhoo'frwii'), Theodore Simon. French eclectic
Jouffroy d'Arbans, de (deh zhoo'frwa' dar'b5N'), Claude Frangois,
1751
1832,
Marquis. French mechanician. \_Steam navigation.']
1818—1889.
Joule (jool), James Prescott. English natural philosopher
1788 1859.
Jourdan (zhoor'dSN'), Antoine Jacques Louis. French physician
1762 1833.
Jourdan, Jean Baptiste, Comte. Marshal of France
Jouvencel, de (deh zhoo'v5N'sgl'), Paul. French author and politician 1818
1764
184C.
French
author
Victor
;fitienne.
(deh
zhoo-ee'),
Joseph
Jouy, de
.
Jovanovltch (yo-va-no'vich), Vladimir. Serbi.in politician and author. 1833
1744—1811.
poet
Spanish
Melchior.
Jovellanos, de (da HO-vgl-yii'nos), Gaspar
364.
Jovian (jo'vi-an) or Jovla'nus, Flavins Claudius. Roman emperor.. .. 331
1817 1893.
Jowett (jow'et), Benjamin. English Greek scholar and professor
Juanes (hoo-a'n5s), Juan Bautista de, or Joannes (Ho-a'nes). Real name
1523
1579,
Spanish painter
Vicente Juan Maki.
Juan y Santacilla (noo-an' e san-tii-theel'ya), Jorge. Don Jorge Juan.
1712 1774.
Spanish explorer
1806 1872.
Juarez (noo-a/res), Benito Pablo. President of Mexico
Ju'dah Hallevl. TheLevite. AbulHassan. Span, rabbi. [Kuzari.l.WW.
1788 1850.
missionary
American
Baptist
Adoniram.
(jiid'son),
Judson
Judson, Edward Z. C. Ned Buntline. American naval and military
Rose Tascher de

JosephUS

la Pagerie.
(jo-see'f us), Flavins.

Empress

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—

.

—
—

—
—
—
—
1822— 1886.
W-ife of Adoniram.
1817 —

.

officer and story-writer
Judson, Emily, bom Chubbuck. Fanny
American authoress
Jugurtha (ju-gfir'tha). Numidianking

Forester.

18,54.

B.C.

159?- 104.

1811—18L9,

Jukes

English geologist
(juks), Joseph Beete.
Julian (jiil'yan). Flavius Claudius Julia'nus. The Apostate. Roman
"^^
^^^
emperor
1731-1804.
Julien (zhvi'le-SN'), Pierre. French sculptor
1799 1873,
Jullen, Stanislas. French orientalist
1441—1513.
Julius ( jiil'yus) n. Giuliano della Rovere. Pope
1812—1860.
Jullien (zhii'lySN'), Louis Antoine. French musician
?-1753.
1725
Canada.
in
officer
French
Coulon.
Jumonville, de (deh zhli'mon'vel'),
Juneau (zhii'no'), Laurent Solomon. American pioneer in Wisconsin. .1793— 1856.
1587
1657.
botanist
and
Jung (yoong), Joachim. German philosopher

—

—

—
—

1812 1864.
Franz Wilhelm. German naturalist
1773 1847.
Josef Jakob. Bohemian philologist
Jung-Stilling (y68ng-stil'ing) or Jung, Johann Heinrich. Ger. mystic 1740—1817.
Junius (jiin'yus). The nam de plume of an English political writer
(1769-1772), thought by many to be Sir Philip Francis.
1545—1602.
Junius, Franciscus. Francois du Jon. French Protestant theologian.
Junius, Franciscus. Son of preceding. German-English philologist, .1589—1677.
Junius, de (deh yoo'ne-us), Adriaan. Dutch physician and philologist. 1511— 157o.
1771—1813.
Junot (zhii'no'), Andoche, Duo d'Abrant^s. Marshal of France
Jurien de la Gravifere (zhii're-5N deh la gra've-Sr'), Jean Pierre Edwriter
and
mond. French vice admiral
1 ?i
1637—1713.
Jurleu (zhii're-uh'), Pierre. French Protestant divine
1855
Jusserand (zhiiseh-r5N'), Jean Jules. French author
1797—1853.
Jussleu (zhu'se-uh'), Adrien. Son of A. L. French botanist

Junghuhn (yd5ng'hoon),
Jungmann (yoong'man),

remark,

.
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K.
Kaalund (kS'loond), Hans Vilhelm. Danish poet
Kaas (Isas), Nikolaus. Danish statesman and regent
Ka'b or Kaa'b (kab), ibn-Zahir. Arabian poet
Eaczkowski (kiich-kov'skee), Sigismond. Polish novelist
Ealakaua (kii-l.a-kovi''a), David. King of the Hawaiian Islands
Kalidasa (ka-le-da'safKalt Das.

1818

after 631.

fl.

Ger. pianist and composer

(kiilk'bren-er), Friedrich.

.

—1891.

Hindoo

The Shakespeare of India.

poet

Ealkbrenner

.

1535—1594.
1826
1838

B. c.

1788

50

?

—1849.

1716 — 1779.
Kalm (kiihn), Peter. Swedish naturalist, and traveler in America
Eamehameha (ka-meh-hii'meh-ha) IV. King of the Hawaiian Islands. 1834— 1863.
1696 — 1782.
Eames (kamz), Henry Home, Lord. Scottisli judge and writer

Eampen, van (van kamp'en), Nikolaas Godfried. Dutch historian
Eampier (kemp'fer), Engelbrecht. German botanist and traveler
Eanaris

Eane

Constantine.

(kii'ua-ris),

(kan), Elisha Kent.

Eane, Robert John,

Sir.

1776—1839.

— 1716.
1790—1877.
1820 — 1857.

1651

Greek naval hero and statesman

American arctic explorer
Irish chemist

1810—1890.

1724 — 1804.
(kant), Immanuel.
German metaphysician
Eantemir (kSu'teh-meer). See Cantemik.
1756 — 1825.
Eapnist (kiip'nist), Wassili Wassiljewitsch. Russian poet
1787—1864.
Karajitch (ka'rivjich), Vuk Stefanovitch. Servian scholar
Earamzin (ka-ram-zeen' or ka-ram-zin') or Eaiamsin, Nikolai Mikhailo-

Eant

Russian historian
Petko.

vitch.

Karavelof

(ka-rii-va'lof),

—1826.
—

1765
1840

Bulgarian politician

.

1 808
1890.
Earr (kar), Jean Baptiste Alphonse. French novelist
Earsch (karsh), Anna Luise. The German Sappho. German poetess .. 1722 — 1791.
17S2 — 1853.
Earsten (kar'sten), Karl Johann Beruhard. Prussian mineralogist

Easson

(kas'son), John Adams. American lawyer and statesman
1822
1719—1800.
Eflstner (kgst'uer), Abraham Gotthelf. German math, and poet
Eate, Ten (tSn ka'teh), Jan Jakob Louis. Dutch poet and translator .. 1819
1777—1835.
Eater (ka'ter), Henry. English mathematician
1820
Eatkof (kaf-kof Q, Mikhail Nikiphrovitch. Russian politician
1732—1811.
Eatona (kot'o-uoh), Istvau. Hungarian historian
1741 1807.
Eauflmann (kowf'miin), Maria Angelica. Swiss painter
1805—1874.
Eaulbach, von (fon kowl'bas), Wilhelm. German painter
EaunitZ, von (fon kow'nits), Wenzel Anton, Prince. Austrian diplom.1711 1794.

.

.

.

—
—
1824— 1877.

Eavanagh (kav'a-niih), Julia.
Eaye (ka), John William, Sir.

Irish authoress
English historian
Hungarian author
Eean (keen), Charles John. Son of Edmund. English actor.
Eean, Edmund. English tragedian
Eean, EUen. Stage and maiden name Tree. Wife of C. J.

Eazinozy

actress

Eeane (keen), John, first baron. British general
Eearny (kar'nl), Lawrence. American commodore
Eearny, Philip. Nephew of S. W. American msyor
Eearny, Stephen Watts.

Eeary
EeatS
Eeble

1814— 187G.
1759—1831.

(k5z'in-tse), Ferencz.

American brigadier

. .

—

ISll 1868.
1787?-1833.

^

English
1805—1880.

—1844.

1781
1789

1794—1848.
1825—1879.
1795—1821.

(ker'T), Annie.
Irish novelist
English poet
(keets), John.
(kee'b'l), John. English divine

Eeen (keen), Gregory Barnard.
Eeene (keen), Laura. American

—1868.

1815- 18G2.

general

gen«i!-al

and poet. IThe Christian Year.} 1792
American clergyman and author
1844

—1866.
.

—1873.
Keightley (kit'li), Thomas.
Eeill (keel), John. Scottish mathematician and natural philosopher. .1671 — 1721.
1825 — 1878.
Eeim (kim), Theodor. German theologian
1673 — 1739.
Eeiser (ki'zer), Reinhard. German musical composer
1791—1880.
Eeith (keeth), Alexander. Scottish author
Eeith, George, earl marischal of Scotland, and Prussian diplomatist.... 1685 — 1778.
1746 — 1823.
Eeith, George Keith-Elphinstone, Viscount. British admiral
1696 — 1758.
Eeith, James. Brother of George. Prussian field marshal
1829
Eeller (kel'er), Gerard. Dutch journalist and novelist
1811 — 1873.
Eeller, von, Joseph. German engraver
1820

actress
British author

1789—1872.

. .

.

Eellermann, de (kel'er-man Fr. pron. deh ka'ler'man'), Franz ChrisSlarshal of France
1735—1820.
tian, Duke of Valmy.
1814 1889.
Eelley (kSl'i), William Darrah. American congressman
1842
Eellogg (kel'og), Clara Louisa. American singer
1775—1854.
Eemble (kem'b'l), Charles. Brother of J. P. EngUsh actor
1811
1893.
Eemble, Frances Anne. Fanny Kemble. Duu. of C. Eng. actress
1807—1857.
Eemble, John Mitchell. Son of C. English Anglo-Saxon scholar
Eemble, John Philip. English tragedian. Brother of Mrs. Siddons ... 1757— 1823.
Eempelen, von (fon kem'peh-lSn), Wolfgang, Baron. Hungarian mech;

—

.

—

—
—

[^Automaton chess player.']
1734 1804.
German abbot of Mt. St. Agnes, and
(a kSm'piis), Thomas.
1379 1471.
missal writer.
\_De Imitatione Chrisii.']
(ken), Thomas. English prelate.
Bishop of Bath and Wells
1637—1710.
Eendal (ken'dal), Margaret. Stage and maiden name Madge Robertson.
anician.

Eempis, a

Een

English actress

1848

Eendall (ken'dal), Amos. American journalist and politician
Eendrick (ken'drik), Asahel Clark. American scholar and author
Eennan (kgn'an), George. American traveler and author

Eennady

Benjamin Hall. English classical scholar
Eennedy, John Pendleton. American statesman and author
Eennicott (ken'T-kot), Benjamin. English Biblical critic
Eenrick (kSn'rik), Francis Patrick. American Roman Cath. prelate..
Eensett (ken'set), John Frederick. American artist
Eent (kent), Edward Augustus, Duke of. Father of Queen Victoria
Eent, James. American jurist. [Kent's Commentaries.']
Eent, William. Founder of the Enghsh style of landscape gardening.
Eenton (kSn'ton), Simon, General. American pioneer

.

Eenyon
Eeokuk

(kgn'yon), Lloyd, Lord.

British jurist
(ke'o-k"uk).
The Watchful Fox. Chief of the Sacs
Eepler (kep'lgr), Johann. German astronomer
Eeppel (kep'el), Augustus, Viscount. English admiral
Eer (ker), John. British bibliographer
6, i, 0, silent; a, 6,

ii,

d (see

p. 1719)

;

.

1789—1869.

(ken''e-<il),

—1895.
— 1889.
— 870.
—1783.
.1797 — 1863.
1816 — 1872.
1767—1820.
1763 — 1847.
.1684— 1748.
1755 — 1836.
1809
1845
1804
1795
1718

.

1

1732 —1802.
and Foxes. 1780— 1848.
1571

— 1631.

1725—1786.
1740—1804.

il (see p. 1718,

H

Born.

Died.

—

1748 1836.
(zhii'se-uh'), Aiitoine Laurent.
French botanist
1699— 177(j.
Jussleu, Bernard. Uncle of A. L. Frencli botanist
1792 1866.
Jussieu, Laurent Pierre. Cousin of Ailrien. Frenoli botanist
1818 1888.
Juste (zhiist), Tlieodore. Belgian liistorian
1767 1S46.
Justl (yiios'tee), Karl Willielni. German theologian and author
fl. 3d or ith c.
Justin (jus'tin) or Justi'nus. Latin historian
527.
Justin I. or Justinus, Flavins Anicius. Tke Elder. Byzantine erap.. 450
578.
Justin II. The Younger, Nephew of Juslinian I. Byzantine emp.
father
in
Flavius.
Church
Palestine
105?167.
Justin martyr. Justinus
Justln'ian I., or Justinia'nus, Flavius Anicius. The Great. Nephew
483
565.
of Justin I. Byzantine emperor
38— 120.
Ju'venal or Juvena'liS, Decimus Junius. Roman satirical poet
Juson (juks'ou), William. English prelate. Archbishop of Canterbury 1582 1663.

JUSSleU

1849

2)

;

Died.

—

1769 1859.
ka'ra'tre'), Auguste Hilarion.
French author
1832
E^ratry de, 6niile, Comte. Frencli soldier and politician
Eergu61en-Tremairec, de (deh ker'ga'lSH'-trS'ma'rSk'), Yves Joseph.
?
1745—1797.
French navigator
1786 — 1862.
Eerner (ker'nei-), Andreas Justinus. German lyric poet

E6ratry, de (deh

.

,

.
Fr. archaeol. and bibliographer. ..1842
(ker-vin' or kSr-vSN' deh ISt'ten-ho'veh), Joseph
1817 1891.
Belgian statesman and historian
1781—1836.
Eessels (kes'els), Matthias. Dutch sculptor
Eetteler, VOn"(fon ket'el-er), Wilhelm Emmanuel, Bart. Ger. prelate. 1811 1877.
Eey (kee), Francis Scott. American poet. \_Star-spangled Banner.] .1780 1843.
1799 1875.
Eey, Thomas Hewitt. English philologist
1813 1887.
Eeyser, de (deh ki'zer), Nicaise. Belgian painter
579.
Ehusro (Koos'ro') I. ,"Malik. Sassanide king of Persia
628.
Ehusro 11., ParwJz. King of Persia
Eldd (kid), William. Captain Kidd. Scotch navigator and reputed
American pirate
1050?-1701.
.
1849
Eielland (kyel'land), Alexander L. Norwegian author
1765—1844.
Eielmeyer, von (fon keel'ml-er), Karl Friedrich. Ger. naturalist
1. 10— 1799.
Elen Lung or Eien Loung (ke-en' loong). Emperor of China
.
1818
Kiepert (kee'pert), Heinrich. German geographer
1579 1637.
Ellian (kee'le-iin), Lukas. German engraver
1660 1685.
Ellligrew (kll'e-groo), Anne. English poetess and artist
1836—1881.
Kilpatrlck (kll-pat'rTk), Hugh Judson. American general
.
Elmball (klm'bal), Harriet McEwen. American poet
1834
1816 1892.
Eimball, Richard Burleigh. American author
.
Kimberly (ktm'bgr-ll), John Wodehouse, Earl of. English statesman .. 1826
1240.
Kimchi (kim'kee)" or Eimhi, David. French Hebrew scholar
1768 1843.
Eind (klnt), Johanu Friedrich. German writer. \_Der Freischutz]
.
1842
Eing (king), Clarence. American geologist
1669—1734.
Eing, Peter. English jurist and lord chancellor
1755 1827.
Eing, Ruf us. American statesman
1824 1863.
Eing, Thomas Starr. American divine and autlior
1786—1853.
Eing, William Ruf us. Vice president of the United States
1811 1891.
Kinglake (klug'lak), Alexander WiUiam. EugUsh author
1819—1875.
Eingsley (kingz'li), Charles, Rev. Englisli author
1778 1852.
Eingsley, James Luce. American Latin scholar
Eingston (kingz'ton), Elizabeth Chudleigh, Duchess of. Eng. beauty. .1720-1788.
1814 1880.
Eingston, William" Henry Giles. English writer for boys
1815—1882.
Einkel (kink'el), Johann Gottfried. German author
Eip (kip), Wilfiam Ingraham. American Protestant Episcopal bishop. .1811 1893.
Eippis (kip'iss), Andrew. English dissenting minister and biographer. 1725 1795.
1759—1850.
Elrby (ker'bi), William. English entomologist
Eircher (kir'Kgr), Athanasius. German Egyptologist and philosopher. 1602 1680.
1635 1700.
BLirchmaier (kiiK'ml-pr), Georg Kasper. German cliemist
1824 1887.
EirchOfi (kirK'hof ), Gustav Robert. German physicist
.
1826
Kircholf, Johann WiDielm Adolf. German philologist
1802 1874.
Eirk (kirkV Edward Norris. American clergyman and author
1518 1570.
Eirkaldy (ker-kaw'di), William, Sir, Scottisli soldier. Hanged
1596 1656.
Eirke (kirk), David, Sir. English colonial adventurer
Eirkland (ktrk'Iand), Caroline Matilda, born Stansbury. Amer. author. 1801 1864.
1770—1840.
Klrkland, JoJm Thornton. President of Harvard College
Eirkland, Samuel. American clergyman. Founder of Hamilton College,
1741 1808.
and missionary to the Indians
1814 1895.
Eirkwood (kiik'wdod), Daniel. American mathematician
1813—1894.
EiirkV700d, Samuel Jordan. Governor of Iowa. U. S. senator
1577
physician
and
1640.
orientalist
Eirsten (ker'sten), Peter. German
1750 1812.
Eirwan (ker'wan), Richard. Irish chemist and geologist
1790—1831.
Eisfaludy (kish'foh-loo'di), Karoly. Hungarian dramatist

Eerviler

(kgr've'la'), Ren<5 Pocard.

Eervyn de Lettenhove

—
—
—
—
—

Marie Bruno Constantin.

.

.

—
—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—
1772 —
1802—1865.

1844..
Brother of Karoly. Hungarian poet
Eiss (kiss), August. Prussian sculptor
Kitchin (kicli'iu), George William. Eng. divine. Dean of Winchester 1827
Kitchiner (kich'in-er), Wm. Eng. physician. \The CooWs Oracle.].. Ylll^-l^ll.

Eisfaludy, Sandor.

.

.

EittO (kit'o), John." English Biblical writer

1804—1854.

Elaczko (klaeli'ko), Julian.
Elapka (klop'koh), Gyorgy

1826
1820

.

Polish poet and writer
Hungarian general

.

— 1892.
— 1817.
1783 — 1835.
1753— 1800.
1685 — 1759.

1743
(kliip'rot), Martin Heinrich.
Ger. physician and chemist
Elaproth, von (fon kliip'rot), Heinrich Julius. Son of preceding. Ger-

Elaproth

man orientalist
Eleber
Klein

(kle'bgr or kla'bgr'), Jean Baptiste.
French general
Jakob Theodor. German naturalist

(klin),

—
—
—

1715 1759.
Elelst, von (fon kllst), Ewald Christian. German poet
1776 1811.
Eieist, von, Heinrich. German poet and novelist
1751
1824.
Elengel (kleng'el), Johann Christian. German painter
1784-1864.
Elenze, von (fon klen'tseh), Leo. German architect
Elingenstierna (kling'gn-sher-nii), Samuel. Swedish mathematician.. 169S?-1765.
Elinger, von (fon klTng"'er), Friedrich Maximilian. German dramatist,
"
1753 1831.
[Sturm und Drang.]
novelist, and soldier.
1724—1803.
Elopstock (klop'stok), Friedrich Gottlieb. German poet
1738 1771.
ElotZ (klots). Christian Adolph. German scholar and critic
1762
politician
1837.
Ludwig.
German
jurist
and
Eluber (klii'ber), Josef
1810 1865.
Kmety (kma'tee), George. Hungarian and Turkish general
1753
1825.
Knapp (knap), Georg Christian. German theologian
1799—1874.
Knapp (nSp), Jacob. Elder Knapp. American Baptist revivalist
1814
.
Enapp (knap), Ludwig Friedrich. German chemist
1744 1834.
Enebel, von (fon kna'bgl), Karl Ludwig. German author
.
1821
Kneeland (nee'Iand), Samuel. American physician and naturalist
1646 1723.
Eneller (nel'er),"Godfrey, Sir. German portrait painter in England
1791—1873.
Knight (iiit),"Cliarles. English editor and author
1750 18'ii.
Knight, Ricliard Payne. English antiquary
Knight, Thomas Andrew. Brother of B. P. Eng. vegetable physiologist 1759—1838.

—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—

German fanatic
(knip'er-dol-ing), Bernhard.
KnortZ (knorts), Karl. " Prussian author
Knott (not), James Proctor. Amer. Congressman. Governor of Ky
Knowles (nolz), James Sheridan. Irish dramatist
Knipperdolling

1536.

1841
1830
1784
1750
1505

.
.

— 1862.
—1806.
Enox (noks), Henry. American Revolutionary general
— 1572.
Enox. John. Scottish religious reformer
Enut (knoot). See Canute.
Enyphausen, von (fon knip'how-zen), William, Baron. Ger. general 1716 — 1800.
1803
Kobell, von (ton ko'bgl), Franz. German mineralogist
1809 — 1879.
Koch (koK), Karl Heinricli Emanuel. German naturalist
1794— 1871.
Kock, de (dell kok), Charles Paul. French novelist and dramatist
1821^1892.
Kock, de, Henri. Son of Charles Paul. French novelist
Koekkoek (kdSk'kcJok), Barend Cornells. Dutch landscape painter.... 1803 — 1S62.
1808
(kol),
— 1878.
Johann Georg. German author
Kohl
..

.

Eohler or Eoehler (kij'ler), Jolianii David. German writer
Eolbe (kol'beh), Adolf Wilhelm Hermann. German chemist
Eolcsey (kbf'chu-e), Ferencz. Hungarian poet, orator, and critic
Kollar

Hungarian poet and scholar

(kol'ar), Jan.

KblUkor (kol'e-ker), Rudolf Albert. German physiologist
Komarof (ko-mii'rof), Alexandre Vissarionovitch. Russian

g as in get

;

th as in tiiiue

;

i,

u, s, w, u, D, g, h, k, n,

r (see

general

p. 1719).

— 1755.

1684

1818-1884.
1790
1793
1817
1832

— 1838.
— 1852.

.
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Born. Died.
K'dnlg (kd'nio), Friedrich. German inventor of steam printing press.. 1775 1833.
ESnlgBinarli:, ven (fon ko'nigs-mark), Maria Aurora, Countess. Mother of Marsha) 6axe
1668 ?-1728.
Kopernlk (ko-per'nik). See Copeknicds.
1775 1858i
Kbppen (kop'en), Friedrich. German philosopher
1791 1813.
Kbl'ner (kor'ner), Karl Tlieodor. German poet
Kosciusko (kos-si-us'ko), Thaddeus. (,Pol. Kosoluszko, kosh-choo'sko,
•
1746—1817.
Tadeusz.) Polisli patriot
Kosegarten (ko'zeli-gar-ten), Johann Gottfried Ludwig. German ori-

—
—
—

eutali-st

~.

•"•

1792—1862.

•

Hung, statesm.
(kosli'oot), Louis {Hung. Lajos).
See Costeb.
(kos'ter), Lourens Jauszoon.

Kossuth

and patriot. 1806

Koster
Eotzebue, von (fon kot'seh-boo), August Friedrich Ferdinand.

man

dramatist

— 1894.
—

1787 1846.
Kotzebue, von, Otto. Son of preceding. Russian narigator
Koublal Khan. See Kublai-Khan.
Krafft-Eblng, de (dgh kraft-a'bing), Kichard, Baron. Ger. physician .. 1840
Kranach, von (fon krii'nak). See Crakaoh, von.
Krapotkin (kra-pot'kin), Peter Alexeievitch, Prince. Russian anarchist. 1842
1735 1801.
Krasicki (kra-shit'skee), Igiiacy. Polish prelate and writer
1780—1855.
Eraslnskl (kra-shiu'skee), Waleryan, Count. Polish author
.

.

—
1812 — 1887.
1753 — 1807.
1781—1832.
1823 — 1883.
1766 — 1831.

Kraszewskl (kra-shev'skee), Jozef Ignacy. Polish author
KraUS (krowss), Christian Jacob. German economist
Krause (krow'zeh), Karl Christian Friedrich. German philosopher
Krautb (krawtlT), Charles Porterfield. American divme and author
Kreutzer (kroit'ser), Rudolph. German violinist and composer
Rus-

1764—1824.

.

1770 — 1842.
ElUg (kroog), Wilhelm Traugott. German philosopher
Krummacher (kr66m'a-Ker), Friedrich Adolf. Ger. fabulist and theol. .1768— 1845.
1796 — 1808.
Erummacher, Friedrich Wilhelm. Son of F. A. German autJior
Krummacher, Gottfried Daniel. Brother of F. A. German preacher. 1774— 1837.

EriinltZ

Erupp

(krli'nits),

German encyclopedist
German manufacturer of steel guns,

R

—1796.
— 1887.

1728
1810

Johann Georg.

(kroop), Alfred.

Erusenstern, von (fon kroo'zen-stern), Adam Johann.

etc

Russian navi-

1770—1846.
[Reise um die Well.;\
gator.
1768—1844.
Bryloff or Erllofl (kre-lof), Ivan Andrievitch. Russian fabulist
1296.
Eublal-Khan (koo'bli-kSn'). Founder of the Mongol dynasty of China
Euenen (kU'nen), Abraham. Dutch professor, and writer on the Bible. 1828 1S91.
1808 1858.
Eugler (kooQ'fer), Franz Tlieodor. German writer on art
1812—1881.
Euhn (kobn), Adalbert. German philologist
1806
Euhne (kii'neh), Ferdinand Gustav. German novelist

—
—

—

.

1802 1878.
Eiihner (kU'ner), Raphael. German pliilologist
1818—1882.
Kullak (k661'lak), Theodor. German musician
1835
Kung (koong), Prince. Kung-Chien-Wang. Chinese statesman
1788 1850.
Kunth (koont), Karl Sigismund. German botanist
1805 1S73.
Kurz (koorts), Heinrich. German author, bom in Paris
KutUZOff (koo-too'zof), Mikhail. Prince of Smolenskoi. Russian gen. .1745 1813.
.
1807
Eiltzlng (kiit'sing), Friedrich Traugott. German naturalist
.

—
—

—

KU3rp (koip). See Cuyp.
Eyrie (kirl), John. The

Man of Hoss.

1664—1754.

English philanthropist

L.
—
—

U

1582 1642.
Bamboccio. Dutch painter
Laar, van (van lar), Pieter.
1610—1674.
LabaOie, He (dgh la'ba'de'), Jean. French mystic. [Labadists.']
1663 1738.
(lit'ija'),
French
Jean
Baptiste.
missionary
Labat
1526 1566.
Lab^ (la'ba'), Louise. La belle Cordiere. French poetess
1812—
1883.
La B^dolll^re, de (deh la ba'dol'ygr'), Emile Gigault. French author.
Labedoy&re, de (deh la/beh-dwa'yer'), Charles Ang^lique Franjois
1786—1815.
Huchet, Count. "French" general
1815—1889.
Labiche (la'besh')) Eugfene Marin. French dramatic author
La Billardifere, or Lablllardi^re, de (deh la/be'yar'de-gr'), Jacques
1755 1834.
Julien Houton. French naturajist

—

tJ

Lablache

(lii/blash'), Luigi.

—
— 1858.
—
—

1794

Italian singer

Laborde, de (deh la/bord'), Alexandre Louis Joseph, Count. Father
1774 1842.
of L. E. S. J. French politician and author
Laborde, L^ou Emmanuel Simon Joseph, Count. French art writer. .1807 1869.
LabOUChfere (la'boo'shgr'), Henry. Baron Taunton. Eng. statesman .. 1798 1869.
.
LabOUChfere, Henry. Kepheio of preced. Eng. radical, jour., and M. P. 1831
Laboulaye (la'boo'la'), ifedouard Reu6 LefebvTC. French jurist, publicist, and historical writer
1811 1883.
Labourdonnals, or La Bourdonnale, de (deh la boor'don'na'), Bertrand
Frangois Mah6. French naval officer
1699—1753 ?
1801 1875.
LabrouBte (la/broostO, Pierre Frangois Henri. French architect
La Bruyfere. See Beutere, de la, Jean.
1713 ^1762.
La Caille, de (deh la kii'y'), Nicolas Louis. French astronomer
Lac^p&de, de (deh la/sa'pad'), Bernard Germain £tienne de la Ville,
Count. French naturalist and statesman
1756 ^1825.
La Cerda (la ther'ca). Famous Spanish family (1269—1425).
La Chaise d' Aix, or Lachalse d'Als, de (deh la shaz daks), Francois,
Pere. Pere Lachaise. French Jesuit
1624 1709.
1793 1851.
Lachmann (laK'miin), Karl. German critic and pliilologist
1804 1890.
Lachner (laK'ner), Franz. German musical composer
LaclOS, de (deh IS/klo'), Pierre Ambroise Frangois Choderlos. French
revolutionist and author
1741 1809.
Lacordalre (la'kor'dgr'), Jean Baptiste Henri. Fr. divine and orator. .1802— 1861.
Lacretelle, de (deh la/kreh-tSl'), Jean Charles Dominique. Fr. hist
1766—1855.
Lacretelle, de, Pierre Louis. Brother of preced. Fr. jurist and -writer 1751 1824.
(lii'krwa'),
Bibliophile.
1806—1884.
Paul.
L.
Jacob
French
LacroiX
P.
author
1765 1843.
Lacrolx, Sylvestre Frangois. French mathematician
la-krooth'),
1651 1695.
Juana Inez, Mexican poetess
Lacruz, de (da
Lactantlus (lak-tau'shT-us), Lucius Coslius Firmianus. The Christian
Cicero. A father of the Latin church, born in Africa
260 ?- 325 ?
Ladlslas (lad'is-las), or Ladlslaus (lad'is-lawss), II. King of Poland. .1350?-1434.
1709—1765.
LadVOCat (liid'vo'ka'), Jean Baptiste. French Hebraist and writer
.

.

—
—

—
—
—

W

—

—

—

—

.

—
—
—

Laemleln
Laennec

(Ion'ISn'), Alexandre.
Bavarian-French painter
1813
(la'nek'), Ren^.
Theodore Hyacinthe.
French physician,
inventor of the stethoscope, and discoverer of auscultation
1781 1826.
1816 1852.
La Farge (la farzh'), Marie Cappelle. Supposed French poisoner
1815 1863.
La Farina (la fa-ree'na), Giuseppe. Italian historian
Lafayette, de, or La Fayette, de (deh la'fa'yet'), Marie Jean Paul Roch
1757 1834.
Yves Gilbert Motier, Marquis. Fr. general in Amer. Revolution
1767 1844.
Laflitte (la'f et'), Jacques. French banker and politician
1670 1740.
Lafltau (la'fe'to'), Joseph Frangois. French Jesuit missionary
1780 ?-1826.
Lafltte (la-f It'), Jean. French corsair of the Gulf of Mexico
La Fontaine, de (deh la f on'tan' Fr. pron. lii'foN'tan'), Jean. French
1621—1695.
fabulist and poet
1636 1716.
LalOBSe, de (deh la'f OSS'), Charles. French historical painter
.

—
—
—
—
—
—

;

—

S>e,i,o, u, long} a,e, 6, less prolonged ; 5,e,

I, 5, n,

short; j,

e, j, q,

Died.
,

—
—
—
—

and astronomer. {Iilecanique Analyligiie.']
1730 1813.
La Grange, de, Joseph de Chancel. La Grange-Chancel. Fr. poet.. .1677 ?-l 758.
1739 1803.
La Harpe, de (deh la arp), Jean Frangois. Fr. dramatist and critic
1640 1719.
Lahire, de (dgh lii'er'), Philippe. French geometer
La Hontan, de (deh lii oN'tBN'), Armand Louis de Delondarce, Baron
de la Hontan et Herleche. French explorer in America
1667 1715.
Lain^ (la'na'), Joseph Henri Joachim, Vicomte. Fr. statesman and orator. 1767^-1835.
1794 1826.
Lalng (lang), Alexander Gordon. Scottish traveler in Africa
Laing, Malcolm. Scottish historian
1762 1818.
Laisant (la'soN'), Charles Anne. French politician
1841
La]etCh_nikofl (la-yech'ne-kof), Ivan Ivanovitch. Russian novelist
1850?

—

'.

Lake

1761—1819.

.

or. Lafuente (lii fwSn'tfi), Modesto.
1806
Spanish historian
Lagrange, de (deh la'groNzh'), Joseph Louis, Comte. French geometer

—

.

Ger-

?

Krtidener, fle (d§h krii'deh-ner), Julie de Vietinghoff, Baroness.
."
T.
sian mystic

Bom.

La Fuente

—

Gerard, Viscount. British general in India
1744 1808.
Lalande, de (deh lii'losd'), Joseph J^rSme Lefrangais. Fr. astronomer. .1732 1807.
Lallemand (lal'moN'), Charles Frangois Antoiue, Baron. Fr. general.. 1774— 1839.
1790 1854.
Lallemand, Claude Frangois. French physician and surgeon
Lallemant (lal'moN'), Jer8me. French Jesuit missionary in Canada... 1593— 1673.
Lally (ISl'i or Ta'le'), Tliomas Arthur, Count, BaroSi of ToUendal in Ireland.
French general in India
1702 1766.
Lally-ToUendal, de (deh lii'le'-to'15N'diil'), Trophime Giirard, Marquis.
Son of Thomas Arthur Lally. French politician
1751 1830.
Lamar (lii'mar'), Lucius Quintus Cincinuatus. American lawyer. United
States senator, justice United States Supreme Court
1825 1893.
Lamarck, de (dgh la'mark'), Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet,
Chevalier.
French naturalist
1744 1829.
Lamarmora, dl (de IS-mar'mo-ra), Alfonso, Marquis. Italian general. .1804 1878.
Lamarque (la'mark'), Maximilien, Count. Fr. general and politician .. 1770— 1832.
Lamartine, de (dgh la'mar'ten'), Alphonse Marie Louis. French author,
politician, and orator
1790 1869.
1775 1834.
Lamb (ISm), Cliarles. English essayist and humorist
1829 1893.
Martha
Reade
Nash.
Joanna
American historian
Lamb,
Lamballe, de (deh loN'bal'), Marie Thi5rese Louise de Savoie-Carignan,
1749 1792.
Princess.
Murdered in the French revolution
1536—1601.
Lambarde (ISm'bard), William. English author
Lamber (loN'ba'), "Juliette. See Adah, Edmond, Mme.
17G9—1809.
Lambert (ISm'bert), Daniel. English giant who weighed 739 pounds
1487 1530.
Lambert (loN'ber'), Frangois. French religious reformer
1728—1777.
Lambert (lam'bert), Joliaiin Heinrich. German physicist
1772—1847.
Lambert (ISm'bert), John, Sir. British general
1620 1692.
Parliamentary
John.
"
English
general
Lambert,
1847
Lambert (loN'bSi'), L^on Albert. French actor
Lamennals, de (dgh la'mSn'na'), Hugues F6Ucit6 Robert, Abb6. French
1782 1854.
religious and political writer
Lameth, de (deh la'ma'), Alexandre Theodor Victor, Count. French
revolutionist
1760—1829.
La Mettrie, de (deh la ma'tre'), Julien Offray. French philosopher.. .1709—1751.
Lamoignon, de (deh lii'mwiin'yoN'), Chretien Frangois. Fr. statesman. 1644— 1709.
Lamorlcifere, de (deh la'mo're'se-er'), Christophe Louis L6on Juchault.
French general. ?
1806—1865.
La Motte-Fouqu6, de (deh lii mot'-foo'ka'), Friedrich Heinrich Karl,
1777 1843
Baron. German poet and novelist. \_Undine.'\
1779 1825.
Lamouroux (lii'moo'roo'), Jean Vincent F<51lx. French naturalist
Lampadius (lam-pii'de-Sos), Wilhelm August. German metallurgist ... 1772 1842.
1559?-1C20.
Lancaster (liSnk'as-ter), James, Sir. English navigator
1775—1838.
Lancaster, Joseph. "English educationist
1802 1864.
Lance (lanss), George. English painter
161G?-1695.
Lancelot (Ionss'Io'), Dom Claude. French grammarian
Lancisl (liin-chee'feee), Giovanni Maria. Italian soliolar and physician.. 1654 1720.
Landen (ISn'den), John. English mathematician. {^Residual Analysis."]. 111^ 1790.
1804 1834.
Lander (lan'der), Richard. English traveler in Africa
1500 1580.
Landl (liin'dee), Giulio, Conte. Itahan comic writer
1424 1504.
Landlnl (liin-dee'nee) or LandljlB, Christoforo. Italian savant
1804 1838.
Landon (lan'dgn), Letitia Elizalwlh. L. E. L. English poetess
1775 1864.
Lander (ISn'dgr), Walter Savage. English author
1802—1873.
Landseer (ISn'd'seer), Edwin Henry, Sir. English animal painter
Lane (Ian), Edward WilUam. English orientahst. \_Arabic lexicon.']... \?>0\ 1876.
1530 1004.
Lane, Ralph, Sir. Colonial governor of Virginia
Lanlranc (lan'frank). Archbishop of Canterbury. Writer on theology.. 1005 ?-1089.
(lak),
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Lanirey

Lang

(loN'f ra'), Pierre.

1828—1877

French historian

(langV Andrew.

.

1844
English poet, story-writer, and essayist
1757 1835.
Langbein (lang'bln), August Friedrich Ernst. German author
1739 ^1819.
Langdon (lang'don), John. American statesman
1802
1884.
Lange (lang'eh), Johaun Peter. German theologian
1735 1779.
Langhorne (iang'hom), John. English poet and translator
Langland (liing'l.ind) or Langley (lang'la), William. English monk.
fl. 14th c.
\_Vision of Piers Plowman.]
1834
Langley (ISng'li), Samuel Pierpont. American astronomer
1829—1869.
Victor.
orientalist
(loN'glwii'),
French
LanglOis
Langton (ISng'ton), Stephen. Eng. prelate. Archbp. of Canterbury... 11G6 1228.
Lillie.
1852
(ISng'tfi),
English
actress
Langtry
1518 1581.
Languet (loN'ga'), Hubert. French political water
1842 1881.
Lanier (litn'T-er), Sidney. American poet
1753 1827.
Lanjulnais (IBN'zhwe'na'), Jean Denis, Count. French statesman
1814 1874.
Lankester (lank'es-tgr), Edwin. English physician and naturalist
1847
Lankester, Edwin Ray. Son of Edu'in. English zoologist
1819 1895.
Lanman (ISn'man), Charles. American journalist and author
1769 1809.
Lannes (ISn or fan), Jean, Duke of MontebeUo. Marshal of France
1531 1591.
La None, de (deh la noo'), Frangois. BrasdeFer. French soldier
Lansdowne (ISnz'down), Henry Petty Fitzmaurice, third marquis of.
1780—1863.
Son of William Petty. English statesman
Lansdowne, William Petty, first marquis of, and Earl of Shelbume.
1737—1805.
British statesman
1734 1826.
Lantier, de (dgh loN'te-a'), fitienne Frangois. French author
1815 1882.
Lanza (lan'zii), Giovanni. Italian statesman
1732 1810.
Lanzl (liin'zee), Luigi. Italian antiquary and writer on art
Lao-tse (la'o-tseh') or Lao-Tseu (la'o'tstJh'). Chinese philosopher... B.C. 565;
La P^rouse, de (deh la pS'rooz'), Jean Frangois de Galaup, Count.
1741 1788.
French navigator. Perished by shipwreck
Lapham (lap'am), increase Allen. American physicist aod naturalist.. 1811 1875.
Laplace, de (dgh la'plass'), Pierre Simon, Marquis. French astronomer
1749 1827.
and mathematician. [Mecanigue Celeste.]
1794 1805.
Lappenberg (lap'gn-bSro), Johann Martin. German historian
Laprade, de (dgh fii'prad'), Pierre Marin Victor Richard. Fr. writer.. 1812— 1883.
1820 1893.
Larcom (lar'kgm), Lucy. American poet
1793 1859.
Lardner (lard'ngr), Dionysius. British scientific writer
1770 1834.
chemist
Gaspard.
Swiss
La Rive, de (de"h lii reev'), Charles
La Rochefoucauld, de (dgh la rosh'foo'ko'), Frangois, Due, Prince of
1613 1680.
Marsillac.
French writer and moralist
La Rochefoucauld Liancourt, de (dgh la rosh'foo'ko' le'SN'koor'),
1747
1827.
Frangois Alexandre Fr6d^ric, Due. "French philanthropist
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Rocbelaaueleln, de (deh la rosb'zhak'lSN'), Henri du Verger,
French Vendean chief
1772—1794.
Iiarousse (la'roos'), Pierre Athanase. French grammarian, lexicograCount.

1817—1875.

pher, etc.

Founder of the
lia Salle (la sal'), Jean Baptiste. French priest.
" Brotlierd of the Christian Schools "
1651—1719.
La Salle, ae (deh lii sal'), Robert Cavalier, Sieur. French explorer. .1643—1687.
Lasca, II (el las'ka). Called Antonio Francisco Grazzini. Italian poet
and dramatist. Founder of the Florentine Academy
1503 1583.
Lascarls (las'ka-ris), Andreas Johannes, llhyndacenus. Greek phUol. .1445?-1535.
Las Casas, de,~BartoIom£. See Casas, de las.
Las Cases, de (deh las kji^), Emmanuel Augustin Dieudonn^, Oomte.
Frencli writer." [Memorial <Je Sainte-IIelene.]
1766 1842.
Lascltl(las'kee), Jan. {Eng. JohnAlaSCO.) Polish Protestant theologian 1499— 1560.
1829 1884.
Lasker (liis'ker), Eduard. Prussian statesman
Lassalle (lii' sal'), Ferdinand. German socialist, of Jewish parentage.. 1825— 1864.
1800—1876.
Lassen (liis'en), Christian. Norwegian orientalist
Lasso, di (de las'o), Orlando, or LasSUS, Orlaudus. Belgian composer. 1520— 1594.
Latan^ (la'ta'na'), James Allen. American Reformed Episcopal bishop. 1831
1740—1837.
Latham (la'tliam), John. EngUsh ornithologist
Latham, Robert Gordon. Eng. philologist, ethnologist, and physician. 1812 1888.
1472?-1555.
Latimer (ISt'i-mer), Hugh. English reformer and martyr
Latour d'Aurergne, de (deh lit'toor' do'varn'), Tht^ophile Malo Corret.
1743—1800.
French soldier. " The first grenadier of France "
1762—1833.
Latreille (la'trai' or liC'tra'y'), Pierre AudrtS. French entomologist
Latrobe (l»-trob'), John Hazleliurst Boneval. Amer. lawyer and author 1803 1891.
1713
1805.
Latnde, de (deh lii/tud'), Henri Masers. Frtnch prisoner of state
1806 1884.
Laube (ISw'bgh), Heinrich. German poet and noveUst
1573 1645.
Laud (lawd), William. Archbishop of Canterbury. Executed
1710—1771.
Lauder (lawd'er), William. Scottish literary impostor
Lauderdale (law-der-dal'), James Maitland, Earl of. Scottish statesman. 1759— 1839.
1616— 1G82.
Lauderdale, John Maitland, Duke of. Cabal minister in England
Laudonnlfere, de (deh lo'do'ne-er'), Ben6 Goulaine. French explorer
.".
of Florida
fl. 15C2.
d. after 1586.
1812—1872.
Laugier (lo'zhe-a'), Auguste Ernest Paul. French astronomer
LaunltZ, van der (van der ISw'nits), Nikolaus Karl Eduard Schmidt.
German sculptor
T
1795—1869.
1757—1809.
Laurence (law'renss), French. English poet and lawyer
1724—1792.
Laurens (law'renss), Henry. American statesman
Laurens, John. Son of H. American officer in the Revolutionary war 1756 1782.
Laurlston, de (deh lo'res'tiN'), Jacques Alexandre Bernard Law, Marquis.
Grandnepheic of John Law. Marshal of France
1768 ^1828.
Lauzun, de (deh lo'ztiN'), Antouiu Nompar de Caumout, Due. French
adventurer?
1633—1723.
Lavalette, de (deh IWvWm'), Antoiue Marie Chamans, Count. French
military ofilcer and postmaster general
1769—1830.
Laval-montmorency (la'val'-moN'mo'roN'se'), Frangois Xavier de.
First Roman Catholic bishop of Quebec
1623—1708.
Lavater (la-fa'tSr o;- Va'vS'tgr'), Johann Kaspar. Swiss physiognomist. 1741 1801.
1822—1892.
Laveleye, de (deh lav'lS'), Emile Louis Victor. Belgian economist
Lavoisier (la'vwa'ze-a'), Antoine Laurent. French chemist
1743 —1794.
Law, John, of Lauriston. Soot, financier in France. \_Law''s Bubhle.'].lSll 1729.
1686 1761.
Law, William. English divine, mystic, and writer
1750—1810.
Lawrance (law'rauss), John. American jurist and statesman
.
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Lawrence

(law'renss). Saint.

Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,

Abbott.

Lawson

Roman Christian martyr

258.

American merchant and philanthropist
Amos. Brother of A
Amer. merchant and philanthropist
James. American naval captain
John Laird Mair. Baron. Governor general of India
Thomas, Sir. English portrait painter
William Beach. American jurist
.

(law'son), Cecil.

—1855.
1781 — 1813.
ISll — 1879.

1792
. .

1786—1852.

1 769—1830.
1800—1881.
1851—1882.

English artist

Layard (la'ard), Austen Henry. English orientalist and archjeologist. .1817 — 1894.
1849—1887.
Lazarus (laz'a-rus), Emma. American poet of Jewish origin
1824
Lazarus (lat'sa-r68s), Moritz. German philosopher
.

Lazzarini

Lea

(lee),

(lat-sa-ree'nee),

Giovanni Andrea.

Ital.

painter and writer

.

1710—1801

.

Henry

Lea, Isaac.

Charles. American author
American uaturaUst

1825
1792

?
.

—1886.

Leach
Leake

(leech), William Elf ord.
English naturalist
(leek), William Martin.
English traveler and archaeologist
(leeths),
Stanley.
English
theologian
C&athOS
Leavitt (ISv'it), Joshua. American journalist and reformer
Lebas (leh-ba/), Philippe Frangois. Partisan of Robespierre
Lebeau (leh-bo'), Charles. French historian and poet

1830
1794

Leboeuf (leh-buf '), Edmond. French general
Lebon (leh-boN'), Joseph. French revolutionist
Lebrlxa ^la-bree'Hii) or Lebrlja. See NEBBIS3EN3IS.

1765

1790—1836.
1777—1860.
.

—1873.

1765—1794.
1701—1778.
1809—1888.

— 1795.

Lebmn

(leh-brQN'), Charles Frangois, Duke of Piaceuza. French stateswriter.
1739—1824.
Lebrun, Marie Louise Elisabeth, Mme., bom Vig6e. French painter. 1755 1842.
1785 1873.
Lebrun, Pierre Antoinp. French poet and dramatist
Lebrun, Ponce D^nis Ecouchard. Lebrun Pindare. French lyric poet. 1729 1807.
Lecky (l§k1 ), William Edward Hartpole. British author
1838
1657 1736.
Le Clerc (leh klgr'), Jean. Swiss Protestant theologian
Lecosg (leh-kok'), Charles. French musician
1832
1818 1891.
Le Conte"(le kont), John. American physicist
1825 1883.
Le Conte, John Lawrence. American entomologist
Le Conte, Joseph. American physician and geologist
1823

man and
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Leconte de Lisle (leh-kouf deh lei'), Charles Marie. French poet
Lecoq (Igh-kok'), Henri. French naturalist
Lecouvreur (leh-koo'vrnr'), Adrienne. French actress

1820—1894.
1802—1871.
1692—1730.
LedebOlir, von (fon la'deh-boor), Karl Friedrich. German botanist. .1785—1851.
Lsdru-Rollln (leh-drii'-ro'lgN'), Alexandre Auguste. French socialist 1808— 1874.
1751—1789.
Ledyard (lej'ard), John. American traveler
1736 1784.
Lee (lee), Ann. Mother Ann. Founder of the Shakers in America
1740 —1792.
Lee, Arthur. Brother of R. H.,and F. L. American diplomatist
1731 1782.
Lee, Charles. American major general bom in England
1734—1797.
Lee, Francis Lightf oot. Signer of the Declaration of Independence
1756 1851.
Lee, Harriet. English novelist
Lee, Henry. Light-Horse Harry. Amer. general, and gov. of Virginia. 1756 1818.
1655?-1692.
Lee, Nathaniel. English dramatist
1732 1794.
Lee, Richard Henry. American orator, statesman, and patriot
1807—1870.
Lee, Robert Edward. Son of Gen. Henry. Amer. Confederate gen.
1783—1852.
Lee, Samuel. English orientalist
1817 1864.
Leech, John. English artist and caricaturist
1632—1723.
Lceuwenhosk, van (van luh'wen-hook). Dutch naturalist
Lefebvre (Icli-favr'), Frangois Joseph, Duke of Dantzic. Marshal of Fr. .1755— 1820.
Fr.
gen.
Charles,
Count.
1773 —1822.
Lefebvre-Desnouettes (leh-f Svr'-da'noo'St'),
Lefevre (le-fee'vgr), George John Shaw. Euglisli statesman and writer. 1S32
LeJE^vre d'^taples (leh-favr' da'tapl'), Jacques. Fr. theol. and scholar. 1455— 1537.
1804—1887.
Le Flo (leh flo'), Adolphe Charles Emmanuel. French general
.
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1656—1099,
Lef ort (leh-for'), Frangois. Swiss-Russian general
1810—1881
Lefuel (leh-fU'gl'), Hector Martin. French architect
.1789
scholar.
American
statesman
and
1843,
Legar^ (feh-gree'), Hugh Swinton.
1752—1833.
Legendre"(leh-zlioNdr'), Adrien Marie. French geometer
Legge (leg),"William, second earl of Dartmouth. \_Dartnouth College.'] 1731—1801,
1802—1839.
Leggett (leg'et), William. American author
1807 LegOUv6 (leh-goo'va'), Ernest WiUrid. French dramatist
1764—1812,
Leg0uv6, Gabriel Marie Jean Baptiste. French poet
1744—1807
Legrand (leh-groN'), Jacques GuiUaume. French architect
1830—1886,
Legrand d?l Saulle (leh-groN' dii sol'), Henri. French physician
1837
Legros (Igh-gro'), Alphonse. French artist
1707
Lehmann"(la'man), Johann Gottlob. German mineralogist
Leibnitz, von (fon lip'nTts), Gottfried Wilhelm, Baron. German phi1646
1716.
losopher and mathematician
Leicester (les'tgr), Robert Dudley, Earl of. Favorite of Queen Elizabeth. 1531 ?-1588,
1813—1848.
Lelchhardt (liK'hart), Ludwig. German explorer in Australia
1823 1891,
Leidy (li'dT), Joseph. American naturalist and physiologist
Leigh (lee), Edward, Sir. English theologian, critic, and philologist. .1602—1671,

—

.

—

—

.

English painter
(la'ton), Frederick, Lord.
Leisler (lislgrj, Jacob. Insurrectionist governor of
Lejeune (le-]un'), Henry. English painter

1830—1896.

Leighton

New

York, 1689-91.

1691,

1820

-

—

Lejeune (Igh-zhtm'), Louis Frangois, Baron. Fr. general and painter.. 1776 1848.
1728 — 1778,
Lekaln (Igh-kaN'), Henri Louis Cain. French tragic actor
1824 Leland (lee'land), Charles Godfrey. American author
1506?-1552,
antiquary
linguist
and
Leland (lel'and), John. English
1786 — 1861,
Lelewel (lef-ev'el), Joachim. Polish historian
Lely (lee'li), Peter, Sir. Pieter van der Faes. Dutch portrait painter
in

1618—1680.

England

—
—

17C7 1832.
(leh-mSr'), Nicolas filoi. French classical scholar
1608 1658.
Lemalstre"(leh-mtttr'), Antoine. French advocate and writer
1798 ?-1876,
Lemaltre (leh-matr'), Fr^d^ric. French actor
1771—1840.
Lemercier (leh-mSr'se-a'), Louis Jean N^pomuc^ne. Fr. dramatist
L^mery (la'nieh-re'), Nicolas. French chemist. ICours de chimie.'] .1645 1715.
.
1825
Le OloUie (le moin'), James MacPherson. Canadian author
1815 1892.
Lemoine (leh mwiin'), Jean fimile. French publicist
.1809
humorist.
1870.
(ISm'on),
Mark.
English
journalist
and
[P«ncA.].
Lemon
1715 1799.
Le Monnier ("igh mo'ne-a'), Pierre Charles. French astronomer
Lt Moyne (leh'mwiin'). Canadian family distinguished as American colonizers. "Fl. 17th and 18th c. See Bienville, de, and Ibekville, d'.
1688—1737.
Lemoyne, Frangois. French historical painter
1671 ?-1701.
Le Moyne, Sanvolle. First colonial governor of Louisiana
Lemprlere (lem-preer') or Lemprl^re (lem'pre-er'), John. English
1765?-1821.
scholar.
[Classical Dictionary.']
LenaU (la'now), Nikolaus. Niemhsch von Strehlenau. German poet. .1802 1850.
1016—1705.
Ninon.
Fascinating
French
lady
(deh
15N'klo'),
L'Enclos, de
Lenlant (loN'foK'), Jacques. French Protestant divine and historian. ..1601 1728.
1802—1868.
Lennep, van (van leu'ep). Jacobus. Dutch novelist
1720—1804.
Lennoz (ISu'oks), Charlotte, born Ramsay. American uovelist
1761
1839.
Lenoir (leh-nwar'), Marie Alexandre. French archaeologist
1802—1859.
Lenormant (leh-nor'mSN'), Charles. Fr. archaeologist and historian
1837 1883.
Lenormant, Frangois. Son of Charles. French archfeologist
1614 1700,
Lenotre (leh'notr'), Andr6. French architect and garden designer
Lenos (len'oks), James. American philanthropist. [Lenox Librai-y.]. .ISOO—ISSO.
390?- 461.
Leo (le'o) I.", Saint. The Gi-eat. Pope
750?- 816.
Leo III., Saint. Pope
800?- 855.
Leo IV. Pope. Defended Rome against the Saracens
1475—1521.
Leo X. Giovanni de' Medici. Pope
Leo XSII. Vinoenzo Gioachimo Pecci (vin-chgn'zo jo-a-kee'mo pSt'chee).
.
1810
Pope
400 ?- 474.
Leo I. Flavins. The Thracian. Byzantine emperor
680?- 741.
Leo lU. Flavins. The Isaurian. Byzantine emperor
820.
Leo V. Flavins. The Armenian. Byzantine emperor
1799 1878.
Leo (la'o), Heinrich. German historian
1694 1742.
Leo, Lionardo. ItaUan musical composer
Leo Airica'nus. Originally Al-Hassan Ibn Mohammed. Moorish trav.1485 ?-1552.
Leonardo da Pisa (ifi-o-niir'do da pe'za) or Leonardo Bonacoi (-bo.
nat'chee). Italian mathematician
1170
Leonardo da Vinci (IS-o-nar'do da vin'chee). See Vinci.
.1528
Luis
1591.
(da
la-on'),
Luis
Ponce.
Fray
de
Leon.
Sp.
lyric
poet.
Leon, de
1779—1862.
Leonhard, von (fon la'on-hart), Karl Casar. German geologist
1592.
Leoni (la-o'nee), Leone. Italian sculptor, and engraver of medals
b. c. 480.
Leouidas (le-on'l-das). Heroic king of Sparta
Leonowens (le-o-now'enz), Anna Harriette Crawford, born Crawford.
English author in America
1834
1798 1837.
Leopardl (la-o-par'dee), Giacomo, Count. ItaUan poet
1640—1705.
Leopold (lee'o-pold) I. The Great. Emperor of Germany

Lemalre
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Leopold n. Emperor of Germany
Leopold I. Georges Chretien Frederic. King of the Belgians
Leopold lii Louis Philippe Marie Victor. King of the Belgians
Leopold n. Grand duke of Tuscany, and archduke of Austria
Leopold I. Prince of Anhalt-Dessau. Prussian general, and inventor

modem

military tactics

1747—1792.

—1865.
—1870.
of
1676 —1747.
1790
1S35
1797

.

1756—1829.
Leopold (la'o-pold), Karl Gustaf. Swedish poet
1709—1789.
Lepaute (leh-pof), Jean Andri. French horologist
Le Pays, de (:dgh Igh pS'e'), Ren^, Sieur Plessis-Villeueuve. Fr. poet. .1636—1690.
LepslUB (lep'se-oosy, Karl Richard. Ger. philologist and Egyptologist. .1810 1884.
.
Lerdo de Tejada (ler'no da ta-Hii'Da), Sebastian. President of Mexico. .1827

—

1812—1841.
1798—1871.

LerraontOff (ISr'mon-tof ), Mikhail Ivanovitch. Russian poet
Leronx (leh-roo'), Pierre. French socialist and writer
Leroy (leh-rwa/), Julien. French horologist and author
Leroy, Julien David. Son of JulieJi. French arcliitect

1686

—1759.

1728—1803.

Le Sage

1668—1747.
(leh sazh'), Alain R«n(5.
French novelist. [Gil Bias.]
1510—1572.
Lescot (les'ko'), Pierre. French architect. [Louvre.]
Lescnre, de (deh la'kiir'), Louis Marie, Marquis. Fr. Vendean chief. .1766—1793.
1543—1626.
Bonne,
Duke.
Fr.
gen.
LeSdlgnl^res, &e (dgh lit'de'ge-gr'), Frangois de
.
1819
Lesley (ISs'lT), John Peter. American geologist.
1590 1661.
Leslie (l§z'lT)j Alexander, Earl of Leven. Scottish general
1794 1859,
Leslie, Charles Robert. English historical painter
1S21— 1880.
Leslie (les'lT), Frank. English publisher in America
.

—
—

Lespinasse or L'Esptnasse, de (deh les'pe'nass'). See Espinasse, de

Lesquereux

(IS'kgh-ruli'), Leo.

Swiss paleontologist

l'.

ISOG

.

Lesseps, de (dgh IS'sSii', Eng. -les'Sps), Ferdinand, Viscount. French
1805—1894.
diplomatist, and engineer of the Suez canal
1729 1781.
Lessing (les'Ing), Gotthold Ephraim. German .author
1808- ISSO.
Lessing, Karl Friedrich. Grandnephew of G. F. German pamter
Sir.
(ISs-tranj'),
Roger,
English
pohtioal
writer
1616 1704.
L'liBtrange
1616-1655.
Lesueur (leh-sii'ur'), Eustache. French painter
Le Sueur, Jean Frangois. French musical composer
17C0— 1837.
1787 184S.
Letronne (Igh-tron'), Antoine Jean. French archivologist and critic
Leuckart (loi'kart), Karl Georg Friedrich Rudolph. German zo61ogist.lS23
1024—1099.
Leusden (Ics'dgn), Jan. Dutch orientalist

g as in get

—
—

—

.

;

th as in thine

;

I,

u,

a,

w,

B, D, q, h, k, n,

r

(see p. 1719).
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1852

N

Born.

LsutBCh, von (fon loich'), Ernest Ludvvig. German classical scholar.
Leutze (loit'seh), Emanuel. American historical painter
Ldve~que (la'vak'), Jean Cliarles. French philosopher

1808
1816
1818

. .

Lever

-

—

—

—

.

—

—
—
—
—

painter
?
(lis or la), Jean Auguste Henri.
Belgian painter
Lhomond (lo'moN'), Charles Frangois. Fr. educator.

1494—1533,
1814 1869.

Leys

[_Viri Romse.']

.

—
.1127 — 1794.

1504^1573.
L'hopital (lo'pe'tal'),_Michel. Chancellor of France
L'Hopltal, de (deh lo'pe'tal'), Guillaume Francois Antoine, Marquis de
Saint-Mesme. " French geometrician
1661 1704,
1806—1877.
Llbelt (lee'belt), Karol. Polish pohtical and philosophic writer
1C05 1687
Llberi (lee'ba-ree). Pietro, Cavaliere. Liberiino. Italian painter
300 ?- 366,
LiberiUS (li-be'rT-us), Saint. Pope
Librl-Oarruccl (lee'bre-kar-root'chee), Guillaume Brutus Icile Timoli1803 1.869.
on, Count.
Italian-French mathematician
1742 1799.
Llchtenberg (ITK'ten-bSro), Georg Christoph. German physicist
1780 1857
Llchtenstein (liK'ten-stin), Martin Heinrich Karl. Ger. naturalist

—
—

Lichtwer (liKt'wer)^ Magnus Gottfried. German poet and fabulist
Lick (Ilk), James. American philanthropist
LiddeU (ITd'el), Duncan. Scottish physician and mathematician
Llddell, Henry George. English scholar. \_Liddell and Scott's Greek

—
—
—
1719 — 1783,
1796 — 1876.
15G1 — 1613.
1811

Lexicon.'}
(lld'gn), Henry Parry.
English clergyman
(lee'ber), Francis.
American publicist, born in Prussia
Lleblg, von (fon lee'biG), Justus, Baron. German chemist

Llddon

1800
1803
.1826

Llebknecht (leep'kneKt), Wilhelm Philipp Martin. German socialist.
Lieven (lee'ven), Dorothea, born von Benkendorff, Princess of. Rus.

U

— 1872.
—1873.

(lit'f oot),

—
—
—
—
—

John.

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

.

.

—
—
—

—
—
—

.

—
—
—

—

Juan Antonio.

(lyo-ren'ta),

1756

Spanish historian

Died.

—1823.

1729 —1783.
Lloyd (loid), Henry. British officer, and writer on tactics
Lobau, de (deh lo'bo'), Georges Mouton, Comte. Marshal of France. .1770—1838.
Lobeck (lo'b6k), Christian August. German philologist and antiquary. .1781 — 1860.

Lobelra, de (dS lo-ba'e-ra), Vasco. Port, author. \_Amadis de Gau^.] .. 1360 ?-1403.
1538—1616.
Lobel (lo'bSl'), Mathieu. Flemish botanist
Lobo (lo'bo), Francisco Rodriguez. Portuguese poet
1652.
Locke (15k), David Ross. Petrgleum V. JVasby. American satirist
1833—1888.
1632 1704.
Locke, John. English philosopher and theologian
1821
Locker (ISk'er), Frederick. English author
Lockhart (15k'art), John Gibson. Scottish writer and critic
1794—1864.
Lockyer (15k'yer) Joseph Norman. English astronomer
1836
Lodge (loj), Henry Cabot. American author
1850
Lodge, Thomas. English poet
1556—1625.
1752 1802.
Logan (lo'gan), Benjamin. Early pioneer of Kentucky
Logan, James. Author, and secretary of William Penn, in Pennsylvania. 1674 1751.
author
Logan, John. Scottish
1748—1788.
1725 ?-1780.
Logan. Tah-gah-jute. American Indian chief
1826 1886.
Logan, John Alexander. American general and statesman
1798 1875.
Logan, William Edmond, Sir. Canadian geologist
.
1818
L'dher, von (fon lo'er) Franz. German historian
Lola Montez (lo'lamou'teez). Maria Dolores Porris Gilbert. Countess
of Landsfeld.
Adventuress
1820?-1861.
Lomazzo (lo-mSt'so), Giovanni Paolo. Ital. painter and writer on art.. 1538 1600.
Lombard (loN-bSr'), Peter. (Lat. Lombar'dUS Pe'trus.) Ital. theologian.llOO— 1164.
Lombardi (lom-bar'dee), Alfonso. Italian sculptor
1487—1536.
Lom^nle, de (deh lo'ma'ne'), Louis Li5onard. French author
1818—1878.
Russian
poet
and
grammarian
1711
Lomonosoff (lom-o-no'sof ), Mikhail.
1765.
Londonderry (lon-don-dSr'rl), Charles William Stewart Vane, Marquis
of. British general
1778—1854.
1839—1891
Long, Edwin. English artist
1800—1879.
Long, George. English classical scholar
Long, John Davis. Governor of Mass. and representative in Congress. .1838
.
1680—1770.
Long, Roger. English astronomer. [Jfranium.']
1784 1864.
Long, Stephen Harriman. American engineer
1811
1871.
Longet (loN'zha'), Francois Achille. French physician
1807—1882.
Longfellow (long'fgl-o), Henry Wadsworth. American poet
1766 1831.
LongU (lon'gee), Giuseppe. Italian engraver
210
Longinus (15n-ji'nus), Dionysius Cassius. Greek philos. and critic
273.
Longland (long'land), William. See Langlaud.
Longomontanus"(15n'g6-m6n-ta'nu3), Christiern Severin. Danish astronomer
1562—1647.
1816 1882.
Longp^ricr, de (deh loN'pa're-a'), Adrien. French archaeologist
.
1821
Longstreet (long'street), James. Confederate lieutenant general
Longuell, de (deh loN'gnh'y' or -gul'), Christophe. Fr. Latm scholar. .1490— 1522.
Longueville, de (deh loNg'vel'), Anne Genevieve de Bourbon Cond6,
Duchess. French political agitator
1619—1679.
Longworth (long'wurth), Nicholas. American horticulturist
1782-1863.
L'dnnrot or Loennrot (lon'rot), Ellas. Finnish philologist
1802—1884.
Loo, van (vSn lo'). See Vanloo.
1811 ^1889.
Loomis (loo'raiss), Elias. American physicist and mathematician
Lope de Vega Carpio (lo'pa da va'ga kar'pe-o). See Veoa Cabpio, de.
1790—1862.
Lopez (lo'pSs), Carlos Antonio. President of Paraguay
Lopez, Francisco Solano. Son of preceding. President of Paraguay ... 1827 1870.
1796 1863.
Lorinser (lo'rin-ser), Karl Ignaz. German physician
1821
Lorm (16rm), Hieronymus. Henri Landesman. German author
Lome (18 rn), John George Edward Henry Sutherland Campbell, Marquis
of.
Governor general of Canada
.
1845
Lorraln (lor-rSN'), Claude. Claude Gelee. See Claude Loeeain.
Lorraine (lor-ran' or lo'ran'). See Guise, de.
1525 1574.
Lorraine, fie, Charles. Cardinal de Lorraine. French statesman
1813 1891.
Lossing (los'ing), Benson John. American liistorian and engraver
795— 85!).
Lotbalre (lo-thgr' ; Fr. pron. lo'tgr') L Emperor of the West
1075—1137.
Lothaire II., or in. The Saxon. Emperor of Germany
1528—1560.
Lotioh (lo'tlK), Peter. Secundus. German poet
1817—1881.
Lotze (lot'seh), Rudolf Hermann. German philosopher
1716 1790.
Loudon (low'dgn) Gideon Ernst, Baron. Austrian field marshal
1783—1843.
Loudon, John Claudius. Scottish horticulturist and botanist
Loudoun (low'don), John Campbell, fourth earl of. Brit. gen. in Amer. 1705— 1782.
1806—1876.
Lough (luf ), John Graham. English sculptor
Louis (loo'iss Fr. pron. loo'e') I. Le Debonnaire, or The Pious. Son
778
840.
of Charlemagne. Emperor of the West, and King of France
1078—1137.
Louis VI. Le Gros or The Fat. King of France
1215—1270.
Louis IX. or Saint Louis. King of France
Louis XI. King of France. Son of Charles VIL Established post
offices in France
1423—1483.
1462—1515.
Louis XII. King of France. War with the Republic of Venice
1601 1643.
King of France. Had Richeheu for prime minister
Louis
Louis XIV. King of France. Le Grand, or The Great. l"L'6tat
1638—1715.
c'est moi."'\
1710—1774.
Louis XV. King of France. Lost Canada and other colonies
1754—1793.
Louis XVI. King of France. Guillotined
Louis XVn. King of France. Dauphin. Son of Louis XVI. and
3Iarie Antoinette
1785—1795.
Louis XVIII. Louis Stanislas Xavier. King of France. Monsieur.. 1155 1824.
1786 1868.
Louis I. Karl August Ludwig. King of Bavaria
1286 ?-1347.
Louis IV. The Bavarian. Emperor of Germany
Louis Napoleon. See Bonapakte, Napoleon III.
1773—1850.
Louis Philippe (loo'e' f e'leep'). King of the French
1723—1792.
Louis (loo'e'), Antoine. French surgeon
1787 1872.
Louis, Pierre Charles Alexandre. French physician
L'Ouverture (loo'vSr'tur'). See Tousbaint L'Ouvektuee.
Louvet de Couvray (loo'vS' deh koo'vra'), Jean Baptiste. Fr. revol. .1766 1797.
Louvols, de (deh loo'vwa'), Frangois Michel Letellier, Marquis. French

—

.

,

,

—
—
—
—

,

—

—

—
—
—
—

'.

—

—

,

1784 1857,
English theologian and Hebraist
1602—1675.
Llgne, de (deh leeii'), Karl Joseph, Prince. Austrian gen. and author.. 1735 1814
1678 1770,
Llgonier (lig-o-neer'), John, Earl. English field marshal
LlgUOri, da (da le-goo-o'ree or le-gwo'ree), Alfonso Maria, St. Italian
1690 1787,
bishop, and founder of the order of Redemptorists
1618 1657
Lilburne (ITl'burn), John. English political agitator
or
John.
1553?-1600
(ITl'i)
English
dramatist
Lyly,
Lilly
1602—1681
Lilly, William. Enghsh astrologer
1840
Lilly, William Samuel. Philosophical and liistorical writer
Lily (III'T) or Lilly, William. Eng. schoolmaster. [Lily's Grammar.]. 1468 1523,
1633 1712,
Limborch, van (viin lim'borK), Philippus. Dutch theologian
Lincoln (ITnk'on), Abraham. Sixteenth president of the United States. 1809 1865.
1733 1810
Lincoln, Benjamin. American Revolutionary general
1749 1820,
Lincoln, Levi. American lawyer and statesman
1782 1868.
Lincoln, Levi. Son of preceding. American lawyer and statesman
1821—1887
LInd (lind), Jenny. Mrs. Otto Goldschmidt. Swedish vocalist
1839
Llndau (lin'dow), Paul. German author
Polish
lexicographer
1771 1847
(lin'deh),
Samuel
Bogumil.
Llnde
Lindenau, von (fon lin'deh-now), Bernhard August. Ger. astronomer. 1779 1854
1799—1865.
Llndley (ITnd'lT), John. "English botanist
1490 1555
Lindsay (ITn'zi), David, Sir. Scottish poet
Ling (ling), Peter Henrik. Swedish founder of curative gymnastics. ..1776 1839,
1771—1851
Lingard (lln'gard), Jolm. English historian
1625—1687,
Llngelbach (ling'el-baK), Jan. Flemish painter
Llngnet (ISN'ga'), Simon Nicolas Henri. French advocate and writer. .1736 1794,
Linnaeus (lin-nee'iis), Carolus. {Swed. Unai, Von, fon lin'a, Carl.)
1707—1778,
Swedish botanist
1792—1882,
Linnell (lin'el), John. English painter
engraver
(lin'ton),
William
James.
Eng.
and
author
in
America.
1812
Linton
1400—1469,
Lippl (lep'pee), Fra Filippo. Italian painter
1816 1886,
Lipplncott (lip'in-kgt), Joshua Ballinger. American publisher
Llppincott, Sara Jane, bom Clarke. Grace Greenwood. Am. authoress. 1823
1547 1606.
LipsiUS (lip'se-oos), Justus. Flemish critic and philologist
1701 1760.
Liscov (lls'kof ), Christian Ludwig. German satiric author
Lisle, de (deh leel'), Guillaume. See Deusle.
1789 1846,
,
List (list), Friedrich. German political economist
Llsta-y-Aragon (les'ta-e-S-ra-gSn'), Don Alberto. Spanish mathematician, poet, and political writer
1775 1848,
1827
Lister (lls'ter), Joseph, Sir. English surgeon
Martin.
English
naturalist
and
physician
1638—1711,
Lister,
1811
1886.
Liszt (list), Franz. Abbe Liszt. Hungarian pianist and composer
1583—1640.
LlthgOW (lith'go), William. Scottish traveler
1781 1852.
Lltta (leet'ta), Porapeo, Count. Italian historian
1833—1890,
Llttledale (llt'l-dal), Richard Frederick. Eng. divine and v^iter
1589 1645.
Littleton (ITtl-ton), Edward, Lord. English judge and statesman
1420?-1487
Littleton or Lyttelton, Thomas, Sir. English jurist. ITenures."]
1801—1881,
Littr^ (le'tra'), Maximilien Paul fimile. French philologist
1781 1840.
Llttrow, von (fon lifro), Joseph Johann. German astronomer
Littrow, Karl Ludwig. Son of J. J. German astronomer and author. 1811 1877.
Llvermore (llv'er-mor), Mary Ashton, bom Rice. American reformer. 1821 Liverpool (ITv'er-pool), Charles Jenkinson, first earl of. Brit, statesman 1727 1808.
Liverpool, Robert Banks Jenkinson, second earl of. Son of Charles J.
1770—1828,
British statesman
1764 1836.
Livingston (ITv'ing-ston), Edward. American statesman and jurist
Livingston, Philip. American statesman. Signer of the Decl. of Indep.1716 1778,
1746 1813,
Livingston, Robert R. Brother of Edward. American statesman
1817—18''3.
Livingstone (ITv'ing-ston), David. Scottish explorer in Africa
A. D. 18
Livy (liv'I). Titvs Liv'ius. Roman historian
B. 0. 59
11S0?-1240.
Llewellyn (loo-El'in) I. Prince of Wales
sian diplomatist

LlghUoot

T

.

1829—1890.

Lleber

Llorente

.

1806—1872.
(le'ver), Charles James.
Irish novelist
Leverett (liv'er-et), Frederick Percival. Am. scholar. ILatin Zexicon.l .ISO'S 1836.
1616 1679.
governor
Massachusetts
John,
Sir.
Colonial
of
Leverett,
Levenier (leh-va're-a' ; £:ng. pron. le-ver'i-er), Urbain Jean Joseph.
.*.
1811 1877,
French astronomer
L^vesque (la'vak'), Pierre Charles. French historian and translator.. 1736— 1812
1821 lievl (lee'vi), Leone. British writer on commercial law
1720—1788,
L^Vls, fle (deh la've'), Frangois, Due. Marshal of France
Levlzac, de"(deh leh-ve'zak'), Jean Pons Victor Lecoutz, Abb(;. French
grammarian
1813,
1826—1890,
L6vy (la-ve'), fimile. French painter
1811 1889,
Lewald (la'walt), Fanny, born Stahr. German novelist
1792—1871
Lewald, Johann Karl August. German author
1817-1878.
Lewes (lii'is), George Henry. English philosophical writer
Lewes, Mary Ann Evans. George Eliot. Wife of G. M. ; afterwards
1819-1880.
Mrs. Cross. English novelist
Lewis (lu'is), George Cornevvall, Sir. English statesman and writer. .1806 1863.
1841 Lewis, Ida. 3frs. W. H. Wilson. American heroine
Lewis, Matthew Gregory. Monk Lewis. Eng. novelist and dramatist. 1775 1818,
1774 1809,
Lewis, Meriwether. American explorer in the Northwest
1754 1844,
Lewis, Morgan. American general and jurist
1802 1877.
Lewis, Tayler. American scholar and author
Lewis, or Ludwlg (lood'wia), I,, Karl August. See Louis I.
1775 1811
Leyden (li'den), John. Scottish poet and orientalist
Leyden, van (van li'den), Lucas. Real name Lucas Jacobsz. Dutch

—
—

O

Bom.

Died

— 1887,
— 1868.

—
—

—

—
—

—

,

.

;

—

—

Xm.

—
—

—
—

.

statesman, and minister of state

—1691.

1639

1667 ?-1747.
Lovat (luv'at), Simon Eraser. Lord. Scottish Jacobite conspirator
Lovejoy (Itfv'joi), Ehjah Parish. Amer. abolitionist, murdered by a mob 1802 1837.
1818 1658.
Lovelace (liivlass), Richard. English poet
1797—1868.
Lover (liiv'er), Samuel. Irish author
Low (lo), Seth. American merchant. President of Columbia College.. 1850

—
—

.

Lowe

Hudson, Sir. British general. Governor of St. Helena
(lo'weh), Johann Karl Gottfried. German composer
(lo'weh), Ludwig. German divine and traveler
(lo),

1769—1844.

—1869.
Lowe
—1892.
Lowe, Robert. Viscount Sherbrooke. English statesman
1811—1866.
Lowe, Sophie. German singer
1819 — 1891.
Lowell
James Russell. American poet
1799 —1836.
Lowell, John. Founder of the Lowell Institute, Boston
L'dwenthal (lo'wen-tal), John Jacob. Hungarian-American chess player. 1810 — 1876.
1631 — 1691.
Lower (low'er), Richard. English anatomist
1722—1800:
isOwndes (lowndz), Rawlins. American lawyer and statesman
1782— 1822.
Lowndes, William Jones. American statesman

L'dwe

1796
1809
1811

.

(lo'el),

a,e,i,o, 5, long; t,e, o, less prolonged; si,S,X,o,u, short; ^,fi,i,o,obscwre'.aeetemaik, p. X719)

;

far,

faU; ihgre, term; f6r, food, fSSt; fUrl;

ow
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meow; chasiachin:

—

.
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Born. Died.
IiOyola, de (dS loi-c/la Sp. pron. lo-yo'lii), Saint Ignatius. Spanish
1491 1556.
founder of tlie Society of Jesus (the Jesuits)
1827
Loyson (Iwa'zoN'), Charles. Pere Hyacinihe. French pulpit orator
1812 1888.
Lozier (lo'zlier), Clarence Sophia. American physician
1803 1865.
Lubbock (lub'ok), John William, Bart. English astronomer
.
1834
Lubbock, John, Sir. Son of preceding. English archaeologist
1826—1893.
Liibke (luplseh), Wilhelm. German historian of art
39
65.
Lu'can (lu'kan). 3[a7-cus Annstus Lucanus. Roman poet
1802 1874.
Lucas (lu'ka'), Charles Jean Marie. French reformer
1807—1874.
Lucas (lutas), John. English painter
1842
Lucca (look'a iTngf. prow. Ittk'a), Pauline. German vocalist
1827
Luce (lus), Stephen Bleecker. American rear admiral
120?- 200?
Lucian (lu'shan). Greek satirical author
B. o. 149
B. c. 103.
Lucllius (lu-sil'T-us), Caius. Latin satiric poet
1792-1855.
Lucke (luk'eh), Gottfried Christian Friedrich. German theologian
illustrious
for
her
virtue
Roman
woman,
b. c. 510.
Lucretla (lu-kree'sht-a).
Lucretius (lu-kree'shi^us). Titus Lucretius Cams. Roman poet.B. c. 95 B. c. 52.
110
Roman
and
consul
gen. ..B. c.
B. o. 57.
Lucullus (lu-kul'us), Lucius Licinius.
1617?-1692.
Ludlow (liSd'lo), Edmund. English Commonwealth leader
1836—1870.
Ludlow, Fitz Hugh. American author
1709 1773.
LudWlg (lood'wig), Christian Gottlieb. German bot.inist
1816 1895.
LudWlg, Karl Friedrich Wilhelm. German physiologist
1495—1584.
Lulft (loof t), Hans. The Bible Printer. German printer
Lulni (loo-ee'nee) or Lovlul (lo-vee'nee), Bernardino. Italian painter, aft. 1530.
920 ?- 972.
Lultprand (loo'it-prand). Lombard historian
1742—1834.
Lukln (lu'kin), Lionel. English inventor of the lifeboat
1675
Baptiste.
Italian
French
composer
1701.
or
(lii'le'),
Jean
Lull!
Lully
Lully (lul'i), Raymond. The Enliglitened Doctor. Spanish philosopher 1235— 1315.
1789
1839.
Lundy (liin'dt), Benjamin. American abolitionist
Lushlugton (IQsh'ing-ton), Stephen. Eng. politician and abolitionist. .1782 1873.
Luther (lu'ther; Ger. 'pron. loo'ter), Martin. Leader of the German
;

—
—
—

.

—
—

.

;

.

—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

.

."
1483—1546.
Reformation
1797 1882.
Liitke (lut'keh), Fedor Petroviteh. Russian traveler
Lusembourg, de (deh lUks'oN'boor'), Francois Henri de Moutmorency1628—1695.
Bouteville, Due. "Marshal of France
Luynes, de (deh lU'een'), Honors ThcSodoric Paul Joseph d'Albret, Due.
1802—1867.
French archaeologist
1702 1754.
Luzan (loo-than'), Ignacio. Spanish poet and critic
1741
1791
Luzerne, de la (deh la lii'zarn'), Anne C^sar. French diplomatist
B. o. 9th c. ?
LycurgUS (ll-kflr'gus). Spartan lawgiver

—

—
—

Lydgate
Lyell

Lynch

EngUsh poet

(lld'gat), John.

(li'el),

1370?-1451?

1797—1875.
British geologist
Jr. Signer of the Declaration of Independence 1749
1779.

Charles, Sir.

(ITnch), Thomas,
(llnd'hOrst),

—

.

John Singleton Copley, Baron. Lord chancel1772—1863.
England
Lyon (li'on), Mary. American educator. Founder of Mount Holyoke
1797—1849.
Seminary (now College)
1818 1861.
Lyon, Nathaniel. American general

Lyndhurst
lor of

Lyons (li'gnz), Edmund, Baron. British admiral
Lysander (ll-san'der). Spartan statesman and general
Lysias (lis'T-as). Athenian orator
Greek general, and king

1790

—
— 1858.

B. c. 395.

458—

B. c.

Thrace

378.

360?- 282.
English general
1816
Lyttelton (ift't'l-ton), George, Baron. English statesman and author.. 1709 1773.
Lytton (lit'on), Lord. See Bdlwek-Lttton.

LysimachUs"(li-sTm'a-kus).

Lysons

(ll'sgns),

of

B. c.

Daniel, Sir.

.

—

M.
—
—
1737 — 1800.
Irish diplomatist
Kacartney (ma-karfni), George, Earl
lyiacaulay (ma-kaw'li), Catherine, born Sawbridge. English authoress. 1733 — 1791.
lilacaulay, Thomas Babington, Baron Macaiilay of Rothley. English
1800 — 1859.
historian, essayist, poet, and statesman
1756 1836.
(mak-ad'am), John Loudon. Scottish improver of roads
1729?-17C5.
IHac-Ardell ^mak-ar'del), James. English mezzotint engraver
McArthur (mak-ar'thur), Duncan. Amer. soldier, and governor of Ohio. 1772 1839.
of.

of the order *of the Sisters of

Irish philanthropist.

Founder

Mercy

1787—1841.
1067.

Irish poet

and translator. .1817

—1882.

1830
SlcCarthy, Justin. English journalist, author, and M. P
1813 1843.
MacCheyne (mak-shan'), Robert Murray. Scottish divine
Macchlavelli (mak-ke-a-vSl'lee). See Machiavelli.
1826 1885.
IHcClellan (mak-klel'an), George Brinton. American general
McCllStOOk (ma-klin'tok), Francis Leopold, Sir. Irish arctic explorer .. 1819
1814 1870.
McClintOCk, John. American Methodist clergyman and author
1810 1885.
McClOSkey (ma-kl8s'ki), John. First American cardinal
Robert
John
Le
Mesurier,
1807
1873.
(ma-kliir'),
Sir.
Br.
arctic
navigator
McClure
McCormick^ma-kor'mik), Cjrrus Hall. Am. reaping-machine inventor. 1809 1884.
Richard
Cunningham.
American
author
1832
McCormlck,
McCosh (ma-kosh'), James. Scotch-American metaphysician. Ex1811 1894.
President of College of New Jersey (Princeton College)
McCrary (mak-kra'ri), George Washington. Am. judge, and rep. in Cong.1835
1753 1777.
lilcCrea (ma-kra'), Jane. American woman killed by Indians
MacGlle (ma-kree'), Thomas. Scottish divine and theological historian. 1772 1835.
McCullOCh (ma-kul'oh), John Ramsay. Scottish political economist. .1789 1864.
1722—1790.
MacDonald (mak-don'ald), Flora. Scottish heroine
1824
MacDonald, George. Scottish author
MacDonald (mak'do'nal'), Jacques ifetienne Joseph Alexandre, Duke of
1765—1840.
Tarante. Marshal of France
1815 1891.
MacDonald, John Alexander, Sir. Canadian statesman
1819 1891.
McDonald, Joseph Ewing. American lawyer. U. S. senator
1783 1825.
MacdonOUgh (mak-dSn'oh), Thomas. American commodore
1731 1786.
McDougall (mak'-doo'gal), Alexander. American general
1818
1885.
McDowell (mak-dow'el), Irvin. American general
1788?-1851.
McDuffle (mak-duf'T)," George. American senator. Gov. of S. C
1770?-1831.
MacedO, de (da ma-sa'do), Joz(3 Agostinho. Portuguese poet
1813 1887.
Macfarren (mak-fSr'en), George Alexander. English composer
1844 1878.
MacGahan (mak-galian), Januarius Aloysius. American journalist
1825 1868.
McQee (ma-gee'), Thomas D'Arcy. Irish-American journalist
1702—1764.
MacGeoglTegan (mak-gee'gan), James. Irish historian
MacgUUvray (mak-gtl'T-vra), William. Scot, ornithologist and author. 1790—1852.
.

—

—
—
—
—
—
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—
—
—
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—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—

McGlynn

(ma-gliii'),

Macgregor

Edward.

(ma-grgg'or), John.

Am. clergyman and

labor agitator

British .statistician

1837
1797

.

—1857.

Machiavelli (inak-e-ii^vSl'lee), Niccolo. Flor. statesman and pel. writer 1469—1527.
Macllvaine (mak-il-van'), Chas. Pettit. Amer. Prot. Episcopal bishop. 1799— 1873.
1814—1889.
Mackay (ma-Id' of ma-ka'), Charles. Scottish poet
6, », 0, silent ; a, 6,

ii,

American patriot and

(ma-keen'), Thomas.

D (see

p,

1719)

;

II (see p. 1718,

U

2)

;

Died.

— 1817.

1734

jurist

Mackenzie (ma-kSn'zi), Alexander, Sir. Scot, explorer in N. America. .1755 ?-1820.
1803 — 1848.
Mackenzie, Alexander Slidell. American naval officer and author
Mackenzie, Morell, Sir. English physician
Mackenzie, Robert Shelton. British and American journalist
Mackenzie, William Lyon. Leader of Canadian insurgents

1837—1892.

—1880.
— 1861.

1809
1795
1847

McEim

.
(ma-kim'), Charles Follen. American architect
.
McKinley (ma-kTn'ly), William. Twenty-fifth president of the U. S. .1843
Mackintosh (mSk'in-tosh), James, Sir. British statesman and historian 1705 1832.
1786 1857.
MacLane (mnk-lan'), Louis. American statesman
1698 1746.
Maclaurin (inak-law'rin), Colin. Scottish mathematician
1785 1801.
MacLean (mak-lan'), John. American jurist and statesman
McLean, Sarah Pratt. American author
1858
1812 1872.
Macleod (mak-lowd'), Norman. Scottish clergyman and author
1800—1870.
Maclise (mak-leess'), Daniel. Irish historical painter
William.
Scottish
geologist
(nfak-lur'),
in
America
1763 1840.
Maclure
MacMahon "(mak'ma/oN'), Marie Edme Patrice Maurice, Due de Maof
French
republic
1808 1893.
genta. President
the
1852
McMaster (mak-mas'ter), John Bach. American historian
1798 1862.
MacNab (mak-nab'), Allan Napier, Sir. Canadian statesman
1746 1818.
Macnelll (mak-neel') Hector. Scottish poet
1782 1841.
Macomb (ma-koom' or ma-kom'), Alexander. American general
1757 1837.
Macon (ma'kon), Nathaniel. American statesman
McPherson (mak-fer'son), Edward. American journalist and politician. 1830 1895.
1736—1796.
Macpherson, James. Scottish poet
1828 1864.
Mac-Pherson, James Birdseye. American general
1793—1873.
Macready (mak-ree'dt), William Charles. English tragedian
1801—1873.
Madden (mad"'en), Frederick, Sir. English antiquary
Madison (mSd'i-son), James. Fourth president of the United States. .1751 1836.
1794 1874.
Midler (mSd'ler),"johann Heinrich. German astronomer
1170.
MadOC (mSd'gk) or MadOg Legendary Welsh prince and navigator.
MadOZ y Ibanez (ma-Doth' e e-ba-nilth'), Pascual. Spanish politician
and author
1806—1870.
Madvig (mad'vig), Johann Nikolai. Danish statesman and philologist 1804 1886.
Maecenas (me-see'nas), Caius Cilnius. Roman statesman, and patron of
7
letters
b. c. 70 ?-B. c. 8.
1235 ?-1300.
Maerlant, van (van mar'lant), Jakob. Flemish poet
1632 1693.
Maes (mas), Nicolaas. Dutch painter
Mattel (maf-fa'ee), Francesco Scipione, Marquis. Italian author
1G75 1755.
.
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—
—
—

—
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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.

—
—

.

.

.

—

—
—

Malfitt (maf 'it), John Newland.

American

1795—1850.

revivalist

(da ma-gal-ya'cNs), Domingo 3os6 Gonjalves. Brazilian poet
.
1811
Magellan (ma-jgl'an Sp. pron. ma-Hel-yan'), Fernando. (Port. Ma1470 1521.
galhaensr ma-"gal-ya'eNs.) Portuguese navigator
Magendle (ma'zhoN'dee'), FranQOis. French physiologist
1783—1855.
Maggl (mad'jee), Carlo Maria. Italian poet
1630—1699.
Magini (ma-jee'nee), Giovanni Paolo. Italian violin maker
fl. 1600.
1794 1842.
Maginn (ma-gin'), William. Morgan Odoherty. Irish author
MagUabeccili (ma-lyii-bSk'kee), Antonio. Ital. bibliogr. and scholar .. 1633— 1714.
1791—1865,
Magnan (man'yoN'), Bernard Pierre. Marshal of Prance
1802 1870.
Magnus (ma^'noos), Heinrich Gustav. German chemist
Magnusson (miig'uoos'on) or Magnusen, Piim. Icelandic archajol. .. 1781— 1847.
Magruder (ma-gru'der), Jolin Bankhead. United States officer and
Confederate major general
1810 1871,
1815?-1872.
Maguire (ma-gwJr'), John Francis. Irish author
1817 1864.
Magyar (mod'yor), LAszlo. Hungarian traveler in Africa
.
1839
Mahaffy (ma-haffl), John Pentland. British divine and author
.
Mahan (ma-han'), Asa. American clergyman and author
1800

Magalhaens, de

;

—

—

—

—
—

(ma-mood'). Sultan of Ghuzni. Mohammedan
967 1030.
or Mahmud, n. Sultan of Delhi
1246—1266.
or Mahmud, I. Sultan of Turkey
1696—1754.
or Mahmud, n. Sultan of Turkey
1785—1839.
.
Mahn (man), Karl August Friedrich. German philologist
1802
Mahomet (ma-hom'et, ma'ho-met, or ma'ho-met). See Mohammed.
Mahon (ma-hon'), Lord. See Stanhope, Philip Henry.
1804 1866.
Maihony (ma-ho'nl ), Francis. Father Prout. Irish journalist
Mai (ma'e, almost mi), Angelo, Cardinal. Italian librarian and scholar. 1781— 1854.
1786 1855.
Mail^th (mi'laf), Jdnos Nepomuk, Count. Hungarian historian
Malmonides (mi-mon'e-deez), Moses, or Moses ben Maimon (mi'mon).
1135 1204.
Spanish Jewish rabbi, philosopher, and writer
1822 1888.
Maine (man), Henry James Sumner, Sir. English historical jurist
Maine de Blran (man deh be-rBN'), Marie Francois Pierre Gonthier.
French metaphysician".
1766 1824.
Malntenon, de (deh mSN'teh-noN'), FranQOise d'Aubign^, Marquise.
1635—1719.
Consort to Loui"s XIV. .7
.
1810
MalSOUneuve (ma'zoN'unv'), Jules Germain Frangois. Fr. surgeon
1754 1821.
Maistra, de (deh mfitr)^ Joseph Marie, Count. Italian statesman
1763—1852.
Malstre, de, Xavier, Count. Brother of J. M. French novelist
1496—1586.
Maltland (mat'land), Richard, Sir, of Lethington. Scottish poet
1668—1747.
Malttaire (ma'tgr'), Michel. French philologist and bibliographer
1840—1884.
Makart (ma-karf), Hans. Austrian painter
1812 1894.
Malan (ma'lSN'), Solomon Caesar. English clergyman and linguist
1057—1093.
Malcolm (mSl'kom)
Canmore. King of Scotland
1769—1833.
Malcolm, John, 'Sir. British general and historian
1799 1879.
Malcom (mSl'kgm), Howard. American Baptist divine and author
1638-1715.
Malehranche, 5e (deh mal'brSNsh'), Nicolas. French philosopher
Malesherbes, de (deh mal'zSrb'), Chretien Guillaume de Lamoignon.
1721—1794.
French statesman. Guillotined
1555—1628.
Malherbe, de (deh miil'grb'), Fraugois. French poet
Malibran (ma'le'broN' Anglicized, mSl'i-brSn), Maria Felicia, born Gar1808 1836.
cia.
French singer and actress
1807 1875.
Mallet (ma'la'), Charles Auguste. French philosopher
1705?-17G5.
Mallet (mSl'et) or Malloch (mSl'ok), David. Scottish poet
1849
MallOCk (mal'ok), WiUi.am Hurrefl. English author
Malmesbury Cmamz'ber-T), James Howard Harris, third earl of. Eng1807—1889.
lish statesman
1095—1143.
Malmesbury, William of. English historian
1741 1812.
Malone (ma-lon'), Edmond. Irish Shakespearean scholar
1830
MalOt (ma'"lo'). Hector Henri. French author
1628—1694.
Malphighi (miil-pee'gee), Marcello. Italian anatomist
Malte-Brun (mawl-te-brun' Fr. pron. raiilt'-bruN'), Connad. Malthe
1775 1826.
Conrad Bruun. Danish geographer
1766— 1S34.
MalthUS (miSl'thus), Thomas Robert. English political economist
1775 1812.
MaltlS (ma'lUss'), ^tienne Louis. French engineer and physicist
Mamlanl (nut-me-ii'nee), della Rovero Terenzio, Count. Ital. philos. .1799 1885.
Manchester (m.an'chSs-ter), Edward Montagu, Earl of. Eng. Btatesm.an.l602 1671.
Manclni (man-chee'nee), Hortensia, Duchess of Mazarin. Ital, beauty .1046 1699.
1817
Mancinl, Pasquale Stanislaus. Italian st.atesman
1107 ?
Manco Capac (mSn'ko ka-pilk'). First inca of Peru
1300 ?-1372.
Mandeville (mau'dg-vil),"Johu, Sir. English traveler

—

conqueror in India

Macadam

Macbeth (mak-beth'). King of Scotland
MacCarthy (mak-kar'thi), Denis Florence.

Born.

McKean

MahmOUdor Mahmud

1632—1707.
Mablllon (ma'be'yoN'), Jean. French Benedictine and author
1709—1785.
Mably, de (deh ma'ble'), Gabriel Bonnot, Abb(5. French publicist
Mabuse, de (deh ma'buz'), Jan. Real name J'aji Gossort. Flem. painter. 1470?-]532.

flIac—Auley(ma-kaw'li), Catherine E.
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M

Born.

Died.

Manes

(ma'neez) or Blanl (ma'ni) or IHanlchae'US. Founder of the
240 ?- 274 ?
sect of Manichieans
fl. B. c. 263.
Manetho (mau'e-tho). Egyptian historian
orator
scholar
Gianuozzo.
Florentine
and
1396
(mii-net'tee),
1459,
Manettl
Manfred (man'tred). {Ital. Manfredl, man-fra'dee.) Prince of TarenSicilies
the
Two
1234—1266,
tum, and kiug'of
Manfredl (man-fra'dee), Eustachio. Italian geometer and astronomer. .1674 1739.
1804 1857,
Manln (ma-neen'), Daiiielo. Italian patriot and statesman
1672 1724,
Manley (mSn'lT), Mary de la Riviere. English authoress
1734 1793,
Manly (man'lT), John. American naval commander
1796 1859,
(mSn), Horace. American educationist
Manning (mSn'ing), Daniel. Amer. banker. Secretary of thetreasury. 1831 1887
cardinal
and
author
1808
Edward.
English
Henry
1892,
Manning,
Manoel Tiii"-"0-Sl')- See Euan del.
Francisco.
nas-se-men'to),
Port.
1734
(da
poet....
1819,
NescimentO
Manoel de
Mansart or Mansard (mSN'sar'), Francois. Fr. arch. {Mansard roof. '\.\h'i% 1062,
Mansart or M.ansard, Jules Hardouin. Nephew of F. Fr. architect. 1645 1708.
Mansfeld, von(fon mans'fSlt), Peter Ernst, Count. German general.. 1580 ?-1626,
Mansfield (mSnz'feelJ), Wm. Murray, Earl of. Ld. chief justice of Eug. 1705— 1793.
Mansur, Al (al man-soor'). See Al-Mansue.
1831
Mantegazza (man'ta-giit'sa), Paolo. Italian anthropologist
1431 1517,
Mantegna (man-tan'yii), Andrea. Italian painter
1790 1852
Mantell (mSn'tel), Gideon Algernon. English geologist and writer
Rochus
Edwin,
marshal
1809—1885,
(mau'toi-f
el),
Karl
Baron.
Pr.
field
Manteuff el
Manuel (ma'nii'Sl'), Jacques Antoine. French politician and orator. .1775 1827,
1120 1180,
Manuel I. Comne'nus. Byzantine emperor
1350 1425,
Manuel 11. Palseol'ogus. Byzantine emperor
{Ital.
ma-noot'se-o.)
The
ManuzlO,
ManutlUS (ma-nu'shT-us), Aldus.
1449 ?-1515,
Elder. Italian printer. Inventor of the type called Italic
1784 1883,
Manzonl (raan-dzo'nee), Alessandro, Count. Italian writer
1210
or niapes, Walter or Oalenius. Welsh scholar and satirist
Maquet (ma'ka'), Auguste. Fr. novelist. Lit. partner of Alex. Dumas. 1813 1887,
Mar, John Erskine, eleventh earl of. Bobbing John. Scottish Jacobite. 1075 1732,
1743 1793.
Marat (raii'raO, Jean Paul. French revolutionist
Marattl (ma-rat'tee). Carlo. Carluccio delle Mndonne. Italian painter. 1G25 1713,
Marbeau (mar'bo'), Jean Baptiste Francois. French philanthropist. .1798 1875.
Marbols de Barbe (mar'bwa' deh biir'bS'), Francois. French statesman 1735—1837
1769 1796.
Marceau (mar'so'), Frangois S^verin des Graviers. French general

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Mann
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—
—
—
—
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—

Map

—
—
—
—
—
—
1776 — 1854,

.

Marcel (mar'sel'), Jean Joseph. French orientalist
MarcellO (mar-chSl'lo), Benedetto. Italian musical composer
Marcel'lU3, Marcus Claudius. Rom. consul and conq. of Syracuse. .B.

—

1686 1739,
268 .'- 208,
1825
1755 1793,
1789 1858,
1831

c.

March (march), Francis Andrew. American philologist
Marchand (mar'ahSN'), iStiemie. French navigator

—
—

(mar-ka'See), Pompeo. Italian sculptor
Marchetti (mar-kSt'tee), Filippo. Italian composer
Marco Polo (mar'ko po'lo). See PoLo, Marco.
MarcOVl (mar'kob'), Jules. French- American geologist
Marcus Aurellus (mar'kas aw-ree'll-u,?). See Antoninds.
Marcy (miir'sl), William Learned. American statesman
Mardocb^e AM S6rur (mar'do'shf a'bee' sa'riir'). Rabbi and
eler. Native of Morocco
Mardchal (mii'ra'slial'), Charles Laurent. French painter

Marchesl

1824

—1857,

1786
trav-

1330
1802
1831
1805
1763
.1830
14c0
1480

Leopoldo, Count. Italian writer
1884,
Louis Charles. French theologian
French statesman
1839.
of Bassano.
Marey (ma'ra'), itienne Jules. French physiologist
1482,
Margaret (mar'ga-rSt) of Anjou. Queen of, Henry VI. of England
1530,
Margaret of Austria. Regent of the Netherlands
the
North.
Queen
of
NorMargaret of Denmark. The Semiramis of
1353—1412,
way, Denmark, and Sweden
Margaret of Navarre. Margaret of Angouleme. Queen of Navarre, and
1492-1549,
.author
1040 1093,
Margaret of Scotland. Queen and patron saint
1552 1615.
Margaret of Valois. Queen of France
1709 1782,
Marggraf (marg'^riit), Andreas Sigismund. German chemist
1818 1894,
Margry (raar'gre'), Pierre. French historian
Marhelneke (mar-hl'ngh-keh), Philipp Konrad. German theologian. .1780 1846
1806
dowager
1878,
(ma-ree'a'krTs-tee'na).
Queen
of
Spain
Maria Christina
1819 1853,
Maria II. da Gloria (ma-ree'a da glo're-a). Queen of Portugal

Marenco (ma-r8n'ko),
Maret (ma'ra'), Henri

—
—

Maret, Hugues Bernard, Duke

U

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Maria Theresa (ma-ri'a te-ree'sa). {Ger. Maria Theresia, raa-ree'ii
ta-ra'ze-a. Empress'of Germany, and queen of Hungary and Bohemia 1717 — 1780,
1537 — 1624,
Mariana (ma-re-a'na), Juan de. Spanish historian
.

)

Marie (ma're'), Charles Frangois Maximilien. French geometrician.. .1819
Marie Am^lle de Bourbon (mii're' a'ma'le' deh boor'boN'). Wife of
Marie Antoinette (ma're'
Wife

of

,

5N'twa'n5t'), Jos^phe Jeanne de Lorraine.

Louis XVI. of France.

Executed

175,5—1793,

Marie de M^dlciS (ma-ree' deh ma'de'sess'). Queen of France
Marie Louisa (ma-ree' loo-ee'za). Empress of France

W

1573—1642,
1791—1847,
1821—1881,
Mariette (ma're'gf), Auguste fidouard. French Egyptologist
1509 1625.
Giambattista.
Italian
(-no),
poet
Marlni (ma-ree'nee) or Marino
Marinonl (ma-re-no'nee), Giovanni Giacomo. Italian mathematician ... 1676 1755,
1810 1883,
Mario (ma're-o), Giuseppe, Marchese di Candia. Italian singer
1732 1795,
Marlon (mSr'e-on), Francis. American Revolutionary general

—
—
—
—

Edme.

French

1620?-1684,
B.C. 157
Fr. author. 1688 1763,
1830
Markham (mark'am), Clements Robert. English geographer
Marlborough (mawl'b'ro), John Churchill, Duke of. English general 1650—1722,
Eugenie.
John,
Marlltt (mar-leef). See
1564—1593,
Marlowe (mar'lo), Christopher or Kit. English dramatist
1809—1892,
Marmler (mar'me-a'), Xavier. French author
Marmont, de (deh mar'mos'), Auguste Frederic Louis Viesse, Duke of

MariOtte

MariUS

(mii're"-5t''),

physicist.

\_Mariotte's law.']

Roman general and consul
(ma'ri-us), Gains.
mS're'vo'), Pierre Carlet de Chamblain.

—

Marlvauz, de (deh

.

Ragusa.

Marochetti

(mii-ro-kSt'tee), Carlo, Baron.

Adolphe Gaston.
Marot, Clement. French poet

Marot

(raa'ro'),

Marquette (mar'kSf), Jacques.

Marquez

(mar-kass'), Leonardo.

.

1774—1852,
1'
1723

Marshal of France

Marmontel (mar'moN'tel'), Jean Franjois. French author
MarniS, van (van mar'neeks'), Philip. See Sainte-Aldegonde,

.

—

de.

1805
1837

Sardinian sculptor

French dramatic author

—1868,

1495—1544

—

1637 1675,
1820 ?

French explorer of the Mississippi
Mexican general

Marracoi (mar-rat'chee), Ludovico. Ital. orientalist. Ed. of the Koran .1612—1700,
1801 1852.
Marrast (ma'ras'), Armand. French statesman and journalist

—
—1848,
1721 — 1802,
1754— 1836
and diplomatist. 1801 — 1882,
1794— 1842,
Harah, James. American theologian and scliolar
1831
Marsh, Othniel Charles. American naturalist
1812
—1872,
Uarsliall (mar'shal), Humphrey. American politician

English naval officer
(mSr'rt-at), Frederick.
Marschall, von ffon mar'slfal), Priedrich WUhelm.
man in America
Marsden (marz'den), William. British orientalist
Marsh (marsh), George Perkins. American philologist

Marryat

and novelist

German

3)8,1, o, u, long;

a, e, o, less

prolonged ;

a, S,

I,

o, u,

short; a,

e,

i,

1792

clergy-

=

q,

American

jurist

Died.

—1835.

and statesman

1755

Scottish sculptor

1813—1894.

—

Marshman

(marsh'man), Joshua. Eng. missionary and Chinese scholar. 17GS 1837.
(mar-see'lyee), Luigi Ferdinando, Count. Italian naturalist.. 1658— 1730.
(miir'ston), John.
Englisli poet
1575—1634.
Marston, Philip "Bourke. English poet, novelist, and essayist
.
1850

Marsigll

Marston

Marston, Westland.

English poet and dramatist

1819—1890.

Martens (mar'tens), Thierry or Dietrich. Flemish printer
Martha (miir'taO, Benjamin Constant. French writer
MarUal (mar'slu-al), or Mar'cus Vale'rlus Martia'Iis. Latin

poet.

Martlgnac, de (deh mar'ten'yak'), Jean Baptiste

French

statesman

Silvere Gaye.

1450?-1534.

1820—1895.
43— 104?

.

.

...~.

1

776—1832.

(mar'tSx'), Bon Louis Henri.
French historian
1810-1883.
Martin, Felix. French Jesuit in Canada. Founded St. Mary's CoUege.lS04
Martin, Francois Xavier. French jurist and historian in America
1764 1846.

Martin

Martin

.

—

(mar'tin), John.

English painter
1789—1854.
Martin, Luther. American lawyer
1748 1826.
Martineau (mar'tl-no), Harriet. English authoress
1802—1876.
Martineau, James. Brother of Harriet. Unitarian divine and author. 1805
.
Martinez Campos (mar-tee'nith kam'poss), Arsenio. Spanish general
and statesman
1834 1891.
Martinez de la Rosa (mar-tee'nSth da la ro'sa), Francisco. Spanish
statesman, orator, and poet
1789—1862.
Martini (mar-tee'nee), Giambattista. Italian musical composer
1706 1784.
Martini, Johami Paul .aSgidus. 11 Tedesco. German musical composer. .1741 1816.
Martini, Vicente. Spanish musical composer
1764 1810.
Martins, von (fon mart'se-66s), Karl Friedrich Philipp. Ger. botanist. 1794— 1868.
Marvell (mar'vel), Andrew. The British Aristides. English author. .1621— 1678.
Marx (marks), Karl. German socialist, and journalist in England
1818 1883.
Mary (ma'rl) I. Blood)/ Queen Mary. Queen of England
1516—1558.
Mary n. V/ife of William IIL of England
1662—1695.
Mary de' Medici. See Marie de Medicis.
Mary Stuart (-stu'art). Queen of Scots. Beheaded
1542—1587.
Masaccio (ma-Siit'cho). Real name Tommaso Guidi. Ital. painter
1402—1428 ?
(ma-Sii-ne-SI'lo).
Tommaso
MasanlellO
Contraction of
Aniello. Neapolitan insurgent chief
1623 1647.
1752 1815.
Mascagni (mas-kan'yee), Paolo. Italian anatomist
Mascaron, de (deli mas'ka'roN'), Jules. French preacher and author.. 1634 1703.
1686—1734.
Masham (mash'aiu), Abigail Hill. Favorite of Queen Anne
Masinissa (mSs'I-nTs'si) or Massinis'sa. King of Numidia
b. c. 240?- 148.
1732 1811.
Maskelyne (mSs'ke-lin), Nevil. Eng. astron. INautical Almanac.]
Mas—Latrle, de (deh ma'la'tre'), Jacques Marie Joseph Louis. French
.
historian and archaeologist
1815
1799 1874.
Mason (ma'son), Francis. American missionary to Calcutta
1725 1792,
Mason, George. American statesman
1798 1871.
Mason, James Murray. American statesman
1768 1848.
Mason, Jeremiah. American lawyer and statesman
1586 1635.
Mason, John, Captain. Founder l?f New Hampshire
IGOO 1672.
Mason, John, Captain. Conqueror of the Pequots
1770 1829.
Mason, John Mitchell. American divine and orator
1799 1859.
Mason, John Young. American statesman
1792—1872.
Mason, Lowell. American musical composer
Maspero (mas'pa'ro'), Gaston Camille Charles. French Egyptologist .. 1846
.
1826
Massaranl (mas-sii-ra'nee), Tullo. Italian writer
Massasoit (mSs'sa-soif ).
Sachem of the Wampanoags. Father of

—

—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

—

. .

.

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

King

Philip. .".
(ma'sa'na'), Andrt^, Prince d'Essling.
Massenet (ma'seh'na'), Jules iSmile FrfJd^ric.

Massey

Marshal of Napoleon
French musician

(mas'T),"Gerald. English poet
(mSs'sil-lon or ma'se'yoN'), Jean Baptiste.

Massillon

I.

French pulpit
1663—1742.
1583—16401636—1700.

Massinger

(mSs'in-jer), Philip.
English dramatist
(ma'soN'), Antoine. French engraver
(mSs'on), David. Scottish critic and scholar
(mas's'ls')

or

Matsys

(miit'sis') or

Metsys

—

.

".

orator

Masson
MaSSOn
Maasys

1580?-1660.
1758 1817.
.
1842
.
1828

.

Mass^na

1822

.

(mSt'sis'), Quentin.

Flemish painter

1466—1530.

Masndl

(ma-soo'dee), Abul-Hasan Ali ben Husein ben Ali. Arab hist. . . 890?- 956.
1838—1893.
(mii-ta'e-ko), Jean Aloys.
Polish painter
1663 1728.
American theologian and writer
increase.
Father of Cotton. American divine. President of
Mather,
Harvard College
1639—1723,
.
Mathers (mSth'erz), Helen Buckingham. English novelist
1852
Mathew (mSth'iI), Theobald. Father 3fathew. " The apostle of tem1790 1856.
perance." Irjsh priest
1776—1835.
Mathews (mSth'uz), Charles. English comedian
1803—1878,
Mathews, Charles James. English actor
,
1818
Mathews, William. American author
Matsys (miit'sls') or Metsys (met'sTs'), Quentin. See MASST3.
Matteis, de (da mat-ta'eess) or Mattel (mat-ta'ee), Paolo. Paoluccio.
Italian painter
1662-1728,
1791 1864.
Matter (ma'tSr'), Jacques. French philosopher and historian
Matteuccl (mat-ta'oot-chee), Carlo. Ital. author. lElectro-physiology. 2.1811 18681195—1259.
Matthew Paris or Matthew of Paris. English historian
.
1852
Matthews (mSth'uz), Brander. American author
1824 1889,
Matthews, Stanley. American senator, judge Supreme Court U. S
Matthias (mat-tee'as Anglicized mat-thi'as). Emperor of Germany. 1557 1619.
.
Mktzner (mSts'nerf, Eduard Adolf Ferdinand. Ger. philol. and gram.. 1805
Matnrln (mat'yoo-rin), Charles Robert. Irish preacher and novelist. . .1782 1824,
.
1835
Maudsley (mawdzll), Henry. English physiologist
1708—1787.
Mauduit (mo'dwee'), Israel. English political writer
1785 1849.
Maunder (mawn'der), Samuel. English compiler
Maupassant, de (deh mo'pa'soN'), Henri Reng Albert Guy. Fr. nov. .1850— 1893.
Maupertuis, de (deii mo^pgr'twe'), Pierre Louis Moreau. Fr. astron. .1698 1759.
Maurepas, de (deh iiior'pa'), Jean Frgd. Phflippeaux, Count. Fr. statesm. 1701— 1781.
1790 1872,
Maurer, von (fon mow'rer), Georg Ludwig. German jurist
Maurice (maw'riss). {Ger. Mo'ritz, mo'rets.) Elector of Saxony. Ger1521 1553.
man general
1567 1625.
Maurice of Nassau. Prince of Orange. Dutch warrior
1677 1756.
Maurice (mo'reess'), Antoine. French theologian and orientalist
Maurice (maw'riss), John Fredk. Denison. Eng. clergyman and author. 1805 1872.
539?- 602.
MauriclUS (maw-rish'I-us), Plavius Tiberius. Byzantine emperor
1746 1817.
Maury (mo're'), Jean Siffrein. French cardinal and orator
1817 1892.
Maury, Louis Ferdinand Alfred. French archaeologist
1806 1873.
Maury (maw'rl), Matthew Fontaine. American hydrographer
MavrocordatOS (mav-ro-kor-da'tos), Alexander. Greek statesman. ...1791 1865.
1459—1519.
Maximilian (maks-I-mTl'yan) I. Emperor of Germany
Maximilian. Ferdinand Maximilian Joseph. Archduke of Austria,
1832 1867.
and emperor of Mexico. Executed in Mexico
1831—1879.
Maxwell (maks'wel), James Clerk. English physicist
MasweU, William Stirling, Sir. See Stirling-Maxwell.
1797 1871.
(ma), Samuel Joseph. American clergyman and abolitionist

MateJkO

Mather

—

(mSth'ef), Cotton.

—

1782-1866,

Louis Philippe

Bom.
Marshall (mar'shal), John.
Marshall, William Calder.

,

—
—
—

;

.

—
—

—

.

.

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
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Bom. Died.
May (ma), Thomas Erskine. Baron Farnborough. English liistoriau..l815— 1S8G.
mayenne, de (dgh mii'ygn'), Cliarles de Lorraine, Due. Pr. general. .1554 — IGll.
.

Mayer
Mayer

(ma'gr), Alfred Marshall. American physicist
183G
(mi'gr), Johanu Tobias.
Ger. astronomer and mathematician.. .1723 1702.
Julius Robert.
1814 1878.
German physicist
Karl.
German musician
1790— 18C2.
(ma'liu), Henry.
English author and journalist
1812—1887.
Jonathan.
1720 17CG.
American clergyman and controversialist
Mayhew,
Mayhew, Tliomas. First minister of Martha's Vineyard
1G21 1 G57.
Mayne (man), Richard, Sir. First English commissioner of police
179G 1SG8.
Maynwarlng (miln'a-ring), Arthur. Eng. political and misc. writer .IGGS— 1712.
.
1823
Mayo (ma'o), Amory Dwight. American divine and educationist
1821 1893.
Mazade, de (deh mii'zad'), Cliarles. French writer
Mazarln (mSz-a-reen' ; Fr.pron. mii'za'raN'), II. Mazarini (mad-za-ree'nee), Jules or Giulio, Cardinal.
Prime minister of Louis XIV
1C02 IGGl.
1G44 1709.
Mazeppa (ma-z5p'a), Ivan Steplianovitch. Hetraan of the Cossacks
182G— 1889.
Mazerolle (ma'zeh-rol'), Alexis Joseph. French painter
1808 1872.
Mazzlnl (mat-see'nee), Giuseppe. Italian patriot and revolutionist
Mazzuola (mat-soo-o'la) or Mazzola (mat-so'la), Girolamo Francesco
1504 1540.
Maria.
Italian painter
II Parmigiano {piiT-me-ia/no).

.

—
—

Mayer,
Mayer,

Mayhew

—
—
—

.

—
—

—
—

—

Mo.

See under Mao.
Meade (meed), George Gordon.

— 1872.
— 18G7.
— 1804.
—1749.

1815
American general
1823
Irish rev. and Am. general
1744
(mSshSN'), Pierre Francois Andr(5. French astronomer
167G
Mechltar (meK'e-tar), Peter. Armenian reformer
Medhurst (mSd'hurst), Walter Henry. English missionary and Chinese

Meagher
M^Chaln

(mii'ner),

Thomas

Francis.

1796—1857.

scholar

Medici, de' (da mSd'e-ohee or ma'de-chee), Alessandro,
Florence.

first

duke

of

1510

Assassuiated

— 1537.

1519—1574.
Medici, de', Cosmo. The Great. First grand duke of Tuscany
Medici, de', Cosmo I. The Elder. Chief of the Florentine Republic .. 13S9—14G4.
Medici, de', Lorenzo I. The 3Iagnificent. Prince of Florence. Poet,
scliolar, and patron of art and literature
1448 1492.
M^dicls, de (deh ma'de'sess'). See Catherine de' Medici.

—

Medlng (ma'ding), Oskar. Gregor Samarov.
Meeks (meeksj, Eugene. American artist

German

1829
1843

novelist

.
.

All (ma'heh-met il'lee), Muham'mad 'All, or Moham'med
Pasha or viceroy of Egypt
1769—1849.
1763—1817.
M^hul (ma'iil'), ^tienne Henri. French composer. IJoseph.^
1816 1892.
Meigs (megz), Montgomery Cunningliam. American general
1734 1 823.
Return
Jonatliau.
American
Revolutionary
Meigs,
officer
Meilhac (mS^lak'), Henri. French dramatic author
1831
Melnhold (mhi'holt), Johannes Wilhelm. German divine and writer. 1797 1851.

Mehemet
All.

—

—
—
1822 — 1885.
1811 — 1891.
1815— 1867.
Me1497 — 1560.
.

.

Melssner (miss'ner), Alfred. German poet. IZiska.^
Melssonler (mS'so'ne-a'), Jean Louis Ernest. French painter
Mejia (raa-Hee'a), Tomas. Mexican soldier. Executed

.

Melanchthon (me-15nk'thgn Ger. mgh-lanK'ton), less correctly
iancthon, Pliillppr German Lutheran reformer
Melbourne (mgl'burn^, William Lamb, second viscount. Eng. statesman 1779 — 1848.
Melchthal, von der (fon dSr mSlK'tSl), Arnold. Legend. Swiss patriot.!). 1307.
Melendez y Valdez (ma-len'deth e val'deth), Juan Antonio. Sp. poet. 1754— 1817.
;

310?- 380.
MeletlUS (me-lee'shl-us). Saint. Bishop of Antioch
1740—1815.
Meli (ma'lee), Giovanni. Sicilian poet
1824
Melikofl (mel'i-kof ), Loris. Russian general
1598—1688.
Mellan (ma'15N'), Claude. French designer and engraver
1813—1876.
Mellin (mel-leen'), Gustaf Henrik. Swedish historical novelist
1801 1 854.
Mellon! (mel-lo'nee), Macedonio. Italian physicist
Melmoth (mgl'moth), William. English writer and classical translator. 1710 1799.
Melo, de (da ma'lo), Francisco Manoel. Port, author (wrote in Span.). 1611 1666.
1545 1622.
Melville (mel'vil), Andrew. Scottish religious reformer
1841
Melville, George Wallace. American engineer
Melville, Henry Dundas, Viscount. See Dundas, Henry.
1819
Herman.
1891.
American traveler and novelist
Melville,

.

—
—
—
—

.

—

Memllnc (mem'link), Memling, or Hemling, Hans. Flemish painter 1430 ?-1492 ?
Menuninger (m§m'in-jer), Charles Gustavus. German-Amer. politician 1803
1613 — 1692.
Manage (ma'nazh'), Gilles. French scholar, critic, and writer
1827 — 1887.
Menard (ma'nar'), Ren6. French painter and writer
MenclUS (men'shi-us) or Meng-tse (mgng'-tstih'). Chinese philos.. .fl. B. c. 400.
Mendana de Neyra (mSn-dan'ya da na'e-ra), Alvaro. Span, navig. ..1541 — 1596.
1729— 1786.
Mendelssohn (men'dels-son), Moses. German philosopher
.

.

(men'dgls-son-bav-tol'dee), Jacob Ludwig Fe1809 1847.
lix.
Grandson of 3Ioses, German musical composer
1843
MendfeS (mSN'da'), CatuUe. French poet and novelist
(da
men-do'za
Sp.
pron.
da
men-do'tha),
Diego
Hurtado.
Mendoza, de
1503 — 1575.
Spanish author and diplomatist
1398 1458.
Mendoza, de, liiigo Lopez, Marquis de Santillana. Spanish poet
Menendez de Aviles (ma-nSn'deth da a-vee'lgs), Pedro. Spanish ad1519 1574.
miral, and colonizer of Florida

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy

—

.

;

—
—

Menendez-Felayo

(ma-nen'deth-pa-la'yo), Marcelino. Spanish writer
.
1857
(mengs), Anton Rafael. German painter and writer
1728 1779.
Meng-'Tse (mSng'-tsuh'). See Mencics.
Menno Symons (mgn'no si'mons). Menno Simonis. Dutch religious
.".
reformer
1492—1.561.
MenshikOff (men'she-kof), Alex. Danilovitch, Prince. Russ. statesmanl670?-1729.
Menshlkotf, Alexander Sergeievitch, Prince. Great-grandson of A. D.
Russian general
1789—1869.
,
.
Menzel (mSn'tsel), Adolf Friedrich Erdmann. Ger. historical painter 1815
1784 1855.
Menzel, Karl Adolf. German historian
1798 1873.
Menzel, Wolfgang. German author and critic
1796 1870.
Mercadante (mer-ka-dan'tS), Saverio. Italian composer
Mercator (mer-ka'tor or mer-kii'tor), Geraard. Flemish geographer. .1512 1594.
1720?-1777.
Mercer (mer'ser), Bfugh. American Revolutionary general
1740 1814.
Mercier (mer'se-a'), Louis S(5bastien. French poet and critic
.
1828
Meredith (mSr'e-dith), George. English novelist and poet
Meredith, Owen. See Bdlwer-Lytton, Edward Robert.
1799 1873.
Meredith, William Morris. American lawyer and politician
,1647 1717.
Marian (ma're-an), Maria Sibylla. Swiss artist and naturalist
1803 1870.
M^rim^e (ma're'mS'), Prosper. French novelist and historian
1808—1893.
Merivale (mgr'I-val), Charles. English historian
1794—1872.
Merle d'Auhign6 (mgrl do'ben'yt'), Jean Henri. Swiss historian
fl. 450 ?
Merlin (mer'lin). Merlin Ambrosius. British seer and magician
Merlin de Douai (mer'lSN' deh doo'a'), Phil. Antoine, Ct. Fr. jurist.. 1754— 1838.
1720— 17G9.
Merrick (mer'ik), James. English poet. \_The Chameleon.']
1844
Merritt (mer'it), Anna Lea. American artist
1778—1830.
MersliakoJ (mSr'sli-ii^kSf'), Alexis Thtiodoritch. Russian writer
1798—1865.
M6ry (ma're'), Joseph. French author
Mesmer (mes'mer), Friedrich Anton. Ger. originator of mesmerism ... 1734 1815.
1730 1817.
Messier (ma'se-S'), Charles. French astronomer
Metastaslo (mi-tas-ta/Se-o or meVa-sta'Se-o), Pietro Antonio Domenico
1698
Trapassi.
Ital.
poet.
By
ong.
1782.
Bonaventura.
adoption ilfe?a«i(mo/

and politician

—

MengS

.

.

—
—
—
—
—

.

—
—
—

.

—
—
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Born.

Died.

Metternich, von (fon met'gr-niK), Clemens Wenzel Nepomuk Lothar,
1773
Austrian statesman
1G15
Metzu (met'zU) or MetSU (met'sii), Gabriel. Dutdi genre painter
Meulen, van der (viin dgr muh'lgn). See Van dek Meulen.
Meusel (moi'zel), Joliann Georg. German bibliographer and historian. 1743
1760
Meyer (nu'er),"Hans Heinrich. German writer on art
1813
Meyer, Joliann Georg. Meyer r on Bremen. German painter
1830
Meyer, Kavl Heinricli Leo. German philologist
1839
Meyer, Rudolf Hermann. German writer
Prince.

—1859.
— 1658.

—1820.
—1832.
—1886.
.
.

Meyer, von (fon nii'grl, Georg Hermann. German anat. and physiol. .1815
Meyerbeer (mi'er-biir'), Giacomo. Jakob Meyer Beer. Ger. composer 1791 — 1864.
1808—1879.
Meyerheim (ml'er-hlm), Eduard Friedrich. German painter
1610—1683.
M^zeray, de (dgh maz'rS'), Francois Eudes. French historian

.

.

Mezzofanti

(met'Jo-fiin'tee),

Giuseppe Gaspardo.

1774—1849.

Italian linguist

Miantonomo (ml-Sn-to-no'mo). Sachem of the Narragansetts
Michael Angelo Buonarroti (mi'ka-el 5n'ja-lo boo-o'nar-rSt'ee).

1643.
{Ital.

—
—

1475 1564.
MichaelangelO, me-kel-an'ja-lo.) Italian painter and sculptor
1717 1791.^
MiChaeliS (ihe-Ka-a'lis), Johann David. German Biblical critic
Frangois.
French historian and journalist 1767—1839.
Michaud (me'sho'), Josepli
1 746— 1802.
Michaux (me'sho'), Andre. French botanist and traveler
Michel (me'shel'), CMmenoe Louise. French revolutionist
1833
1809 1887.
Michel, Francisque Xavier. French archaeologist
Michelet (me'sh'la'), Jules. French historian and miscellaneous writer 1798 1874,
Michelet (me'shgh-la'), Karl Ludwig. German philosopher and author 1801—1894.
1679 1737.
Michel! (me-ka'lee), Piero Antonio. Italian botanist
1815
Michelis (me-Ka'lis), Friedrich. German theologian
1798 1855.
Mlckiewicz (mTts-kya'vTch), Adam. Polish poet
1735—1788.
(raTk"l),
William
Julius.
Scottish
Mlckle
poet and translator
Middleton (mid"l-ton), Arthur. Signer of the Decl. of Independence .. 1742— 1787.
1683 1750.
Middleton, Conyers. English theologian and controversialist
1570?-1627.
Middleton, Thomas. English dramatist
.

.

—
—
—
—

.

.

—

Midhat Pasha

1822-1884.

Miel

1599
1635
1814
1744

(me-d'hitf pa-sha'). Turkish statesman
Giovanni delta Vile. Flemish painter
(van mee'ris), Frans. The Elder. Dutch painter
Mieroslavski (mygh-ro-slav'skee), Ludwik. Polish revolutionist
Mifflin (mif'lin), Thomas. American patriot and general

—1664.
—1681.
—1878.

(nieel), Jan.

Mleris,

van

—
—
—
—
—

1800.
1800—1875.
Abbg. French editor
1796 1884..
(men'ya'), PranQOis Auguste Marie. French historian
1802 1866.
(me-gSl'), Dom Maria Evaristo.
Portuguese prince
Mlklosich, von (fon mik'lo-siK), Franz. Slavic philologist and author. 1813 1891.
Miklouho-Maclay, de (dgh mik-lob'ho-ma-kli'), Nicolai. Russ. trav. 1847
1818 1884.
Mila y FontanalS (mee'lii'e fon-ta-nals'), Manuels. Spanish writer
.
1854
Milan (me'liin) I. King of Servia
.
Milburn (mil'burn), William Henry. The Bl ind Preacher. Am. divine. 1823
.
1839
Miles (milz). Nelson Appleton. American general
1725 1798.
Milizia (me-let'se-a), Francesco. Italian architect
1773 1836.
Mill (mil), James. British philosopher and political economist
Mill, John Stuart. Son of James. Eng. philos. and political economist. 1806 1873.
1829—1896.
MillaiS (mil-la'), John Everett, Sir. English painter
1735 1801.
Millar (mll'ar), John. Scottish jurist and author
1802 1856i.
Miller (nul'gr), Hugh. Scottish geologist and writer
Miller, Joaqiiin (wa-ken'). Real name Cincinnatus Hiner Bliller. Amer.
1341
ican poet
1684?-1738.
Miller, Joseph. English comedian
17G9 1850Miller, Samuel. American Presbyterian clergyman
1782—1849.
Miller, William. American prophet of the Millerites
1817—1870.
Miller, William Allen. English chemist
1801 1880.
Miller, William Hallowes. English physicist and mineralogist
1819—1891.
Millet (me'ya'), Aimg. French sculptor
.
1846.
Millet (mtl'let), Francis Davis. American artist
1819 ?-1875.
Millet (me'ya'), Jean Frangois. French painter
1759—1818.
Millin (me'ySN'), Aubin Louis. French archaeologist
1815—1883.
Mills (milz), Clark. American sculptor
1791 1868.
Milman (mll'man), Henry Hart. English poet and historian
1844 1883.
Milmore (mtl'm'or), Martin. Irish-American sculptor
MUne-EdwardS (niTln- Fr. mel-na'doo-ar'), Henri. Fr. naturalist. .1800—1885.
1750 1820.
Milner (mil'ner), Isaac. English scholar and author
1744 1797.
Milner, Joseph. Brother of Isaac. English church historian
Milnes (milnz), Richard Monckton. See Houghton, Lord.
fl. E. c. 500 ?
Miltiades (mil-ti'a-deez). Athenian general and statesman
1608—1674.
Milton (mil'ton), John. Enghsh poet
1768—1814.
Mind (mint), 'Gottfried. The Raphael of Cats. Swiss painter
.
Miner (min'er), Alonzo Ames. Am. divine and temperance reformer. .1814

Migne

(meeiS), Jacques Paul,

Mignet
Miguel

.

.

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—
—
—
—

;

.

1818—1886.
MinghettI (men-ggftee), Marco. Italian statesman
Mlnie (me'ne-a' or min'e), Claude ^^tieiine. Fr. inventor. \_Minie rifle.'] 1810—1879.
Minuit (min'u-it) or Minnewit (mtn'ne-wlt), Peter. First governor of
15S07-1641.
New Netherland (New York)
Mlrabeau, de (deh me'ra'bo' Anglicized, mir'a-bo), Gabriel Honorg
1749 1791.
Riquetti, Count. French orator and revolutionist
".

;

—
—
—
—
—

Mlramon

1832 1867.
(me-rii-mon'), Miguel. Mexican general
175G 1816.
(me-ran'da), Francisco. Venezuelan revolutionist
Mirandola (me-ran'do-la), Giovanni Pico della, Count. Ital. scholar. .1463 1494.
Charles
Jean
Bap(deh
mer'koor'),
Eugene.
Real
name
de
Mlrecourt,
1812 1880.
tiste Jacquot.' French writer
1830
.
Mistral (mes'triil'), Predgric. Provengal poet
1815 1875.
Mitchel (mich'gl), John. Irish revolutionist
1809
astronomer
and
general
1862.
Mitchel, Ormsby MacKnight. American
1822
.
Mitchell, Donald Grant. //,: Marvel. American author
1832
.
Mitchell, Margaret Julia. Ameiican actress
1818-1889.
Mitchell, Maria, Miss. American astronomer
.
1829
Mitchell, Silas Weir. American physician and physiologist
MitchiU (mich'il), Samuel Latham. Amer. physician and naturalist . . 1764—1831.
1786 1855.
Mitford (mi t'f ord), Mary Russell. English authoress
1787—1827.
Mittord, William. English historian
Mithridates (niTth'ri-da'teez) VI. The Great. King of Poiitus. .B. 0. 135?- 63.
1787— 1SG7.
German
jurist
(mTt'gr-ml-gr),
Anton.
Karl
Joseph
Mittermaier
.
1827
Mivart (mi v'art), Saint George. English naturalist
1790 1868.
mathematician
August
Ferdinand.
German
Mobius (rao'Ce-oos),
Mocquard (mo'kar'), Constant. Private secretary of Louis Napoleon .. 1791 1864.
.
1843?
Modjeska (mod-jSs'k.j), Helena. Polish actress
Mogila (mo-gee'la), Peter. Russian author. [^Confession o/FoiVA.].. .1597?-1G46.
(mooMohammed (mo-h5m'gd), Mahomet (ma-hSm'et), o>632.
hani'm.'id). Arabian prophet. Pounder of the Mohammedan religion. 571
1430 1481.
Mohammed II. TheGreat or The Mctorious. Turkish sultan
1642—1693.
Mohammed IV. Turkish sultan
Mohammed All (ii'lee). See Mehemet All
Mohammed, ibn (ib'n), Ali Es-Senoussi. Founder of the Mussulman
brotlierhood
1792—1882.
Mohammed, Kasim. See Perishtah.
1805-1872.
Mohl, von (fon mol) Hugo. German botanist
1800 1870.
Mohl, von, Julius. Brother of Hugo. German orientalist

Miranda

.

—

—

.

—

.

—
—
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N

Born.

Died.

—
—
—
—
1667 — 1754.

1802 1 888.
Mohl, von (fon mol), Moritz. German politician
1796 1838.
Mohler (moler), Johana Adam. German theologian. ISymbolikS}
1773 1839.
Moh? (mos), Friedrich. German mineralogist
Molgno (mwan'yo'), Francois Napoleon Marie. Fr. math, and scientist 1804 1884.
1798 — 1851.
Moir (moir), David Macbeth. Scottish physician, poet, and novelist

nioivre, de (deh mwavr), Abraham. French mathematician
Dlokanna (mo-kan'na), Al-Hakem-ibn-Atta. The veiled. Moslem im.*.
postor
Molay, de (deh mo'la'), Jacques. Last grand master of the Knights

Templars ?
IHoIbech (mol'bSK), Christian.

Mol^

780?
1314.

Danish author

Morgan

—

.

—

—

R

S

—

—

;

;

.

—
—
—

.

.

.

;

.

u

—

—

;

;

;

.

—

;

—

—
—

Moody

(moo'di), Dwight Lyman. American evangelist
1837
Moore (mor or moor), Clement Clarke. American professor and poet.. .1779 1863.
1806—1876.
Moore, George. English philanthropist
.1729—1802.
Moore, Jolm. Scotch physician and author
1761 1809.
Moore, John, Sir. Son of preceding. Scotch general
1779—1852.
Moore, Thomas. Irish poet
1509—1586.
Morales, de (da mo-ra'les), Luis. El Divino. Spanish painter
1837
Moran (mo-ran'), Thomas. American artist
1697—1773.
Morand (mo'roN'), Sauveur Frangois. French surgeon
Morandi-Manzoiini (mo-ran'dee-man-zo-lee'nee), Anna. Italian anat1716—1774.
omist and modeler
1526 1555.
Morata (mo-ra'ta), Olympia Fill via. Italian authoress
Moratin, de (da io-ra-teen'), Leandro Fernandez. Spanish dramatist .. 1760 1828.
Moray (miir'i). Earl of. See Moekay, James Stuart, Earl of.
Morazan (mo-ra-san'), Francisco. Last president of the republic of
1799—1842.
Central America
Mordaunt (mSr'dant), Charles. See Petesbobough, Earl of.
1745 ^1833.
,
More (mor), Hannah. English authoress
.

—

.

—
—
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.

Morellet

1781

IHoIeschOtt (mo'leh-shot), Jacob. German physiologist
nioU^re (mo'le-Sr'). Real name Jean Bapiiste Poquelin. Fr. dramatist. 1G22 1G73.
1535 1601.
Molina (mo-lee'na), Luis. Spanish Jesuit and theologian
1819
MoUnaTl, do (deh mo-le-na'ree), Gustave. Belgian economist
Molinos, de (da mo-lee'n6s), Miguel. Spanish mystic. [Quiettjii.]... 1627 —1696.
.
Molmentl (mol-men'tee), Pompeo Gherardo. Italian writer
1851
moltke, von (fon molt'kgh), Helmuth Karl Bernhard, Count. Prussian
field marshal
1800—1891.
Molyn (mo'liu), Peter. See Tempesta.
Molyneus (mol'i-nooks), William. Irish mathematician
1656—1698.
Mombert (mom'bert), Jacob Isidor. German author
.
1829
Mommsen (mom'seu), Christian Mattliias Theodor. German historian. 1817 1892.
MonboddO (mon-bod'o), James Burnet, Lord. Scottish jurist
1714—1799.
Monokhoven, von (fon mouk'ho-ven), D<5sir^. Belgian savant
1831—1882.
IHonckton (munk'ton), Robert. British general in America
1 726
1782.
moncrelff (mon-kraei'), Henry Wellwood, Sir. Scottish divine
1750—1827.
Monge (moNzh), Gaspard, Comte de P^luse. French geometer
1746—1818.
Monk (muuk), George, Duke of Albemarle. English general
1608—1670.
Monmouth (mon'muth), James Stuart, Duke of. English rebel
1649—1685.
Monnard (mo'nar'), Charles. Swiss author
1790—1865.
Monnler (mo'ne'a'). Marc. French litterateur
1829—1885.
Monnoyer (mo'nwii'ya'), Jean Baptiste. Fr. fruit and flower pamter. .1635—1699.
Monro (mun-ro'), Alexander. Primus. Eminent British anatomist.. .1697 1767.
Monroe (mun-ro'), James. Fifth president of the United States
1758—1831.
Mons, van (van moNss), Jean Baptiste. Belgian chemist and horticult. .1765—1842.
1825—1888.
Monselet (moN'seh-la'), Charles. French novelist
Monstrelet, de (dgh mSN'streh-la'), Enguerrand. French chronicler ... 1390 ?-1453.
Montagu (mou'ta-gu), Basil." English lawyer. Ed. of Bacon's works .. 1770—1861.
Montagu, Cliarles. See Halifax, Charles Montagu, Earl of.
1720—1800.
Montagu, Elizabeth, born Robinson. English authoress
1689—1762.
Montagu, Mary Wortley. Lady. English authoress. ILellers-l
Montaiglon, de (deh moN'tal'yoN'), Auatole de Gourde. French bibliographer and pafeographer
1824
Montaigne, de (deh moN'taS' Anglicised, mon-tan'), Michel Eyquem,
Seigneur. French philosoplier and essayist
1533—1592.
Montalembert, de (deh moN'ta'lSN'bgr'), Charles Forbes, Comte.
French statesman, orator, and political writer
1810 1870.
Montalembert, de. Marc Ren6, Marquis. Grandfather of preceding.
French military engineer
1714 1800.
Montcalm Qozon de Salnt-V6ran, de (niSnt-kam' Fr. pron. deh
moN'kiilm' go'zoN' dgh sSN'va'rSN'), Louis Joseph, Marq. Fr. gen. .1712 1759.
Monteouccoll, de (da mon-ta-koo'ko-lee), llaimund, Count. Austrian
general and tactician
1609 —1680.
Montefiore (mon-te-fe-o're), Moses, Sir. English Jewish philanthropist. 178-t— 1885.
1826
Mont^gUt (moN'ta'gli'), Emile. French litttSrateur
Montemayor, de (da mon'ta-ma-yor'), Jorge. Port, poet and novelist. .1520— 1561.
Mont6pln, de (deh moN'ta'pSN'), Xavier, Count. Fr. nov. and dram. .1826
Montes (mSn'tSs), Lola. See Lola Moktez
Montespan, de (m5n't§3-p5u' Fr. pron. deh moN'tSs'pSN'), Franjoise
Ath^nais de Rochechouart, Marquise. A mistress of Louis XIV.. .1641 1707.
Montesquieu, de (m5u't53-ku' Fr.pron. deh moN'tes'keh-uh'),
Charles
~
de Secondat, Baron. French jurist and pliilosopher.
1689 ^1755.
Monteverde (mon-ta-vSr'da), Claudio Italian composer
1568—1649.
1466—1520.
Montezuma (mon-te-zoo'ma) II. Last Aztec emperor of Mexico
Montfaucon, de (deh mSN'fo'koN'), Bernard. Fr. critic and antiquary. 1655—1741.
Montf ort, de (de mout'f ort Fr. deh moN'f or'), Simon. Fr. crusader ... 1150 ?-1218.
Monttort, fle, Simon, Earl of Leicester. Son of preceding. Chief of
the English barons in the time of Henry III
1206 ?-1265.
Montgolller (m5nt-gol'fI-er Fr.pron. moN'gol'fe-a'), Jacques ^tienne.
French scientist
1745—1799.
MontgOlHer, Joseph Michel. Brother of preceding. Inventor of the air
balloon
1740—1810.
Montgomery (mont-gilm'er-i), James. Scottish poet and journalist. .1771—1854.
1736—1775.
Montgomery, Richard. American general. FeU at Quebec
1807—1855.
Montgomery, Robert. English poet
MonthOlon, de (deh moN'to'loH'), Charles Tristan, Marquis. French
general
1782—1853.
1754 1827
Monti (mon'tee), Vinoenzo. Italian poet
Montmorency, de (mSnt'mo-rSn'sI Fr. pron. dgh moN'mo'rBN'se'),
Anne, first due. Constable of France
1492—1567.
Montmorency, de, Henri II., last due. Orandson of preceding. Marshal of France. Executed
1595—1632.
Montpensler, de (deh moN'p5N'se-a'), Anne Marie Louise d'Orl^ans,
Duchesse. Mademoiselle. French princess
1627 1693
Montpensler, de, Antoine Marie Philippe Louis d'Orl^ans, Due. French
prince. Youngest son of King Louis Philippe
1824—1890.
Montrose (mont-roz'), James Grahame, Marquis of. Scottish Royalist. .1612—1650.
MontS, de (deh moN'), Pierre du Guast, Sieur. Fr. colonizer of ALadia 1560 ?-1611.
1725—1799.
MontUCla (moN'tli'klii'), Jean Etienue. French mathematician
Montyon or Monthyon, de (dgh moN'te-oN'), Antoine Jean Baptiste
Robert Auget, Baron. French philanthropist
1733 1820.

Died.

Abb6.

Frencli political economist

1727

—1819.
—

1780 ^1815.
Morelos (mo-ra'los), Jos6 Maria. Mexican revolutionist
Mor^ri (mo'ra're'), Louis. Fr. compiler of "Grand Diet. Historique ".1643—1680.
Moreto y Cavana (mo-ra'to e ka-van'yii), Agustm. Spanish dramatist 1618—1669.
MorettO da Brescia, II (el mo-ret'to da bresh'ya). See Bonvicino.

1783—1857.

—1855.
1822 — 1893.

French statesman

(mo'la'), Louis Mathieu, Count.

Born.

More, Henry. English philosopher
1614—1687.
More, Thomas, Sir. English philosopher and statesman. Executed
1478—1535.
1763 — 1313.
Moreau (mo'ro'), Jean Victor. French general
Morel (mo'rgl'), Frt5ds5ric. The Younger. Fr. printer and Greek scholar 1558— 1630.
Morell (mo-rgl'), Thomas. English philologist
1703-1784.

—
—
—
—
—

(mor-gau'yee), Giovanni Battista. Ital. patholog. anatomist. 1682 1771,
(mSr'gan), Daniel. American Revolutionary general
1736 1802.
. 1811
^1883.
1820 1893.
.
1850
,
1818 1881.
1783?-1859.

Morgan, EdwinDennison. American merchant. Gov. of New York
Morgan, George Washington. American soldier, and rep. in Cong
Morgan, James Appleton. American author
Morgan, Lewis Henry. American anthropologist
Morgan, Sydney, Lady, born Owenson. Irish authoress
Morgan, William. American mechanic. Freemason. Abducted

Morghen

(mor'gSn), RaffaeUe.

.

.

1775—1826.

Italian engraver

1758

—1833.
—
—

1639 — 1691.
Morhof (mor'hof), Daniel Georg. German author.' \_Polyhistor.'\
1804 1875.
Mbrike (mo're-keh), Eduard. German poet
.
1823
Morln (mo'rilNMj'^rijderic. French author
1831 1888.
Morlson (mor'i-son), James Cotter. English author
1763—1804.
Morland (mSr'land), George. English painter
1625 —1695.
Morland, Samuel, Sir. English meclianician and inventor
Morley (mSr'li), Henry. English author, and prof, of Eng. literature. .1822— 1894.
1838
.
Morley John. English writer and statesman
,

Morley, Tliomas.

English composer.

1557—1604?

\_Oriana.'\

Mornay, de (dgh mor'na'), Philippe, Seigneur du Plessis. BuplessisMornay (dli'pla'se'-mor'na'). French Protestant chief
1549 — 1623.
Morny, de (dgh mor'ne'), Ohas. Auguste Louis Jos., Due. Fr. Btatesm..l811 — 1865.
1784—1856.
Morris (mSr'iss), Charles. American commodore
1846
1
Morris, Clara. American actress
1802 1864.
Morris, George P. American poet and journalist
1752 1816.
Morris, Gouvemeur. American statesman
Morris, Lewis. Half-brother of Gouvemeur. Signer of the Declaration
of Independence
1726—1798.
1834
Morris, Lewis. English poet
k
1833—1894.
Morris, Richard. English philologist
Morris, Robert. American statesman and financier. Signer of Declara1734 1806.
tion of Independence
1834—1896.
Morris, William. English poet
1782—1834,
Morrison (ui5r'T-son), Robert. English missionary and orientalist
.
1825
Morrison, William "Ralls. American congressman

—
—

—

(mSrss), Edward Sylvester. American naturalist
1838
1761
Morse, Jedidiah. Father of S. F. B. American geographer
1840
Morse, John Torrey. American lawyer and author
Morse, Samuel Finley Breese. Amer. artist and inventor. \_Telegraph.'] 1791
Mortler (mor'te-a'), Edouard Adolphe Casimir Joseph, Duke of Treviso.

Morse

.

—1826.
—1872.
.

Marshal of France
1768—1835.
.
1821
MortUIet, de (deh mor'te'ya'), Gabriel. Fr. archaeol. and politician
Mortimer (m6r'T.T-mer), Roger, Earl of March. Favorite of Isabella,
England
queen consort of Edward II. of
1284 ?-133a
1530 158i
Morton (mSr'tgn), James Douglas, Earl of. Regent of Scotland
Morton, John. " English prelate and statesman
1420?-1500.
1824
Morton, Levi Parsons. American banker. Vice President U. S
Morton, Nathaniel. American historian. {New England's Memoriall.'] 1013 1685.
1823 1877.
Morton, Oliver Perry. American statesman
1799 1851.
Morton, Samuel George. American naturalist and ethnologist
1764—1838.
Morton, Thomas. English dramatist
Morton, William Thomas Green. American dentist and physician. Discoverer of the use of ether as an ansesthetic
1819 1868,
Mosbourg, Comte de (kont deh mos/boorg'). See Agae, J. A. M.

—

.

—
—

—
—

Mosby

(moz'bi ), John Singleton.

Confederate colonel

1833

.

1704

—1783.

1794 — 1870,
Moscheles (mosh'eh-les), Ignaz. German pianist and composer
1801—1872.
Moseley (mozlT), Ilenry. English scientific wiiter
Mosenthal, von (fon mo'zen-tal), Salomon Hermann. Ger. dramatist. 1821— 1877.

Moser (mo'zer), George Michael. Swiss-English enameler
Moshelm, von (fon mos'him), Johann Lorenz. German eccles. hist
Motherwell (muth'er-w51), William. Scottish poet and journalist
Motley (mot'li), John Lothrop. American historian
Mott (mSt), Lucretia, born Coffin. American social reformer

1694?-1755k
1797 1835L
1814 1877,

—
—
1793 — 1880,
American
1785
Valentine.
surgeon
—1865.
Mott,
1835
Monlton (mol'ton), Louise Chandler, bom Chandler. American
—
or
.1731
mool'trT), William. Am. Revolutionary general.
Moultrie (moo'tri
1841
Mounet-Sully (moo'na'-sii'lee'), Jean. French actor
1758— 1806.
Monnler (moo'ue-a'), Jean Joseph. French statesman
jjoet

.

.

.

^1805,
.

Mowatt

(mow'at), Anna Cora, born Ogden. Mrs. Hitchie. American
1819 1870.
actress and author
Mozart (mo-zarf Ger. prore.mo'tsart), Wolfgang Amadeus. Commonly
1756 1791.
called Wolfgang. German musical composer
1806 1891.
Mucke (miik'gh), Heinrich Karl Anton. German painter
1721 1793.
Mudge (miij), John. English optician and mechanician
Mudie (mii'di ; Scot, moo'di), Robert. Scottish naturalist and author. 1777 1842.
Muggleton (miig"l-ton), Ludowick. Eng. fanatic. [Muggletonians.'].lQXlQ—lQ9&.
Muhammad. See Mobammed.
Muhlbach (miil'biiK), Luise. Mrs. Theodor Mundt. German novelist.. 1814 1873.
Muhlenberg (mu'leu-bgrg), Henry Melchior. Founder of the Ger1711 1781.
man Lutheran church i» America
1746—1807.
Muhlenberg, John Peter Gabriel. American general
Muhlenberg, WUliam Augustus. Great-grandson of M. M. American
1796 1877.
Protestant Episcopal clergyman and poet
1810—1882.
Moir (miir), John. Scottish author
1819
Mulr, William, Sir. Arabic scholar
Mukhtar-Fasha (muK'car'-pa-sha'), Ghazi Ahmed. Turkish general and
diplomatist
1837
Mulder (miil'der), Gerard Andreas. Dutch doctor and physiological
\_Protein.']
1802—1847i
chemist.
1833 1885.
Mulford (mul'ford), Elisha. American clergyman and author
Mulgrave (muKgrav), Constantine John Phipps, Lord. English arctic
navigator
1744—1792.
1836
Mulhall (miil'hawl), Michael G. English author
Miiller (mii'lgr'), Charles Louis. MiXller de Paris. French painter... 1815 1892.
1834 —
Bliiller (miiler), Friedrich. German comparative philologist
1823 —
Miiller, Friedrich Max. German-English Sanskrit scholar
1805 —
Miiller, George. English philanthropist, bom in Prussia
1705 ^1783.
MiiUer, Gerhard Friedrich. Russian historian
1801 ^1858.
Miiller, Johann. German physiologist and anatomist
1797—1840,
Miiller, Karl Ottfried. German archaeologist
naturaUst
Danish
1730—1784.
Frederik.
Otto
Miiller,
1803 1830.
Miiller, Sophie. German tragic actress
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Died.

German lyric poet .... 1794—1827.
1752—1809.
Swiss historian
fon kd'nias-wtn'tgr), Wolfgang.
1816—1873.
Mnlllnger (mul'ling-ger), James Bass. Eng. auth. £ind lect. on history. 1834
(mu'lok),
authoress
1826
Dinah Maria. Mrs. Craik. English
BlalOCk
1786—1863.
Mulready (mi51'red-T ) WUUam. British pamter
1810 1863.
Munch (md6nK), Peder Andreas. Norwegian historian
Uiinchhausen, von (fon miinK'how-zen), Ung. Munchausen (milnchaw'sgn), Hieronymus Karl Friedrich, Baron. German soldier and
1720—1797.
romancist
1808—1861.
Knndt (mSont), Theodor. German author
Munger (miiiig'ger), Theodore Thornton. Am. clergyman and author .. 1830
1844
HODkacsy (m68n-kach'e), Mikhail. Hungarian painter
Kunro (miSn-rS'), Hugh Andrew Johnstone. Latin scholar. [_Horace
1819
Lucretius.']
.
1845
Miintz (miints), Eugene. French art historian
Morad. See Amurath.
1771
and
king
of
Naples.
1815.
Kurat (Fr. mii'ra'), Joachim. Marshal of France,
1672 1750.
Muratorl (moo-ra-to'ree), Ludovico Antonio. Italian archaeologist
Uuravlef! KarsM (moo-ra-vySf kar'skee), Nikolai NioholEievitch.
1794 1866.
Russian general
1792 1871.
MurchlBOn (mfir'kl-son), Roderick Impey, Sir. British geologist
gflller (muaer), WllhBlm.

Father of F. Max.

von (fon mii'ler), JohauneB.
niiller von KSnlgSWinter (mUlsr
German poei
iiller,

.

.

,

—

.

.

.

—
—
—
—
Murdoch (mflr'dok), James Edward. American actor and elocutionist. 1811— 1893.
1720 — 1775.
MurdOCk (mflr'dok), William. Scottish patriot in America
MurlllO (Sp. pron. moo-reelyo), Bartolom6 Est6ban. Spanish painter. .1617 — 1682.
1475 — 1537.
Murner (mSor'nei), Thomas. German satirist
1775— 1813.
Murray (mur'I),' Alexander. Scottish philologist
Murray, James Augustus Henry. English philologist and lexicographer 1837
1531 ?-1570.
Murray or Moray, James Stuart, Earl of. Regent of Scotland
1741 — 1815.
Murray, John. Founder of Universalism in America
1745
— 1826.
Murray, Lindley. American grammarian
1840
Murray, William Henry Harrison. American clergyman
1735 — 1787.
Mus^US (moo-za'68s), Johann Karl August. German writer
Muspratt (mtts'prat), James Sheridan. Irish chemist and physician. .1821 — 1871.
1692 1761.
Musschenbroek, van (van miis'Ken-brdSk), Pieter. Dutch math
1810 — 1857.
Musset, de (deh mii'sa'), Louis Charles Alfred. French poet
.

.

.

Mussey

(miSz'I),

Reuben Dimond.

Mustala or Mustapha (m65s'ta-f a)
Muziano (moot-se-a'no), Girolamo.

Mytens

(mi'tgns), Daniel.

—

1780

American surgeon
Sultan of Turkey
I.

The Elder.

Dutch painter

—1866.
—1592.

1591—1623.
1528
1590

Italian painter

—1656?

England

in

N.
Vaohtlgal

(naK'te-gal' ) Gustav.
Nadalllac, de (deh ua'da'yak'),
quis.
French archseologist
,

Had^ Shah
King
If&gell,

(na'der shah) or
of Persia?

von

(na'oe-lee),

German

Karl Wilhelm.

—1885.

1834

traveler in Africa

Kh^

—

1818
(na/dgr koo'lee Kan).

botanist
Scottish poetess

—
—
—

1766 1845.
Leader of Sepoy mutiny. 1821 1859?
.
1861
Nansen (nau'sen),_Fridtjof . Norwegian naturalist and explorer
IfanteuU (nSN'tuI' or nSN'tuh'y'), Robert. Fr. painter and engraver. .1623 1678.
ITapler (na'pe-er), Charles, Sir. Cousin of Sir C. J. British admiral .. 1786 1860.
Kapler, Charles James, Sir. Brother of Sir W. F. P. British general. 1782—1853.
IVapler, John, Laird of Merchiston. Scottish inventor of logarithms . . 1550 1617.
1791 1876.
Napier, Robert. Scottish engineer and shipbuilder
1785 1860.
Hapier, William Francis Patrick, Sir. British general and author
Napier of Mag'dala, Robert Cornelia Napier, Baron. British general 1810 1890.
Napoleon (na-pole-on ; Fr. pron. na'po'la'oN') Bonapute. See BoNAPABTE, Napoleon.
Charles Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. Louis Napoleon.
Napoleon
1808—1873.
Emperor of the French
.
1834
Naquet (na/ka'), Alfred Joseph. French chemist and politician
.
1831
Narea (nSrz), George Strong, Sir. English mariner and explorer
1753—1829.
Nares, Robert. English critic and theologian
1835—1891.
NarjOUZ (nar'zhoo'), P^lti. French architect
NaniBzevltch (na-roo-sh5h'vich), Adam Stanislaw. The Polish Taci1733 1796.
Polish historian and poet
tus.
Narvaez, de (da nar-va'Sth), Pamfllo. Spanish warrior in America .... 1470?-1529.
1800 1868.
Duke
of
Valencia.
Spanish
statesman
Ramon
Maria,
Narvaez, de,
Nasby (nSz'bl), Petrolevun V. See Locke, David Ross.
1674 1761.
Beau
Nash.
English
fop
and
gambler
Nash (nSsh), Richard.
1564—1600.
Nash, Thomas. English dramatist
1758 1840.
Nasmy th (na'smtthl , Alexander. Scottish painter
1808 1890.
Nasmyth, James. Son of Alexander. British inventor
1829—1890.
Nasr-ed-Dln (nas'r-ed-deen'). Shah of Persia
.
1840
Nast (nast), Thomas. American artist caricaturist, bom in Bavaria
1786 1878.
Naudet (no/da'), Joseph. French scholar and historian
1741 1801.
Naumann (now'mSn), Johann Gottlieb. German composer
Navarrete, de (da na-var-ra'ta), Martin Fernandez. Spanish historian. 1765- -1844.
1787 1869.
Navez (na/va'), Francois Joseph. Belgian painter
.
1816
Navllle (na'vel'), Jules Ernest. Swiss philosopher

—

.

.

—
—
—

—

m.

—
—

—
—

—
—
—

1678—1743.
Neal(neel), Daniel. Enghsh historian
1793 1876.
Neal, John. American poet and miscellaneous writer
1807 1847.
Neal, Joseph Clay. American humorist
1818 1866.
Neale (neel), John Mason, English divine and author
Neander (ne-an'dgr Ger. pron. na-an'der), August. German eccl. hist. 1789 1850.
Rebrlssensls (nSb'ris-sSn'sis), Antonius. Real name Elia. Antonio de
1444 1522.
Lebrixa or Lebrija (sometimes Nebrija). Spanish scholar
561.
Nebuchadnezzar (neb-u-kad-nSz'ar). Chaldean king of Babylon .. B. c.
Hecker (nSk'er ; Fr. pron. nSk'kIr'), Jacques. French financier ana
1732 1804.
statesman^" born in Geneva. Father of Mme. de Stael
Neer, van der, Aert or Aernout. See Van der Neee.
1799 1858.
NegrelU, von (fon na-grel1ee), Aloys. Austrian engineer
1823 1893.
NeUl (neel), Edward DuflBeld. American clergyman and historian
1850 1880.
Nellson (neel'son), Lilian Adelaide. English actress
NekraSBOff (nek-ra'sof ), Nicolai Alexandrovitch. Russ. poet and nihilist 1821 1877.
1807—1873.
N^laton ^a'la/tSN'), Auguste. French surgeon
Nelson (nei'son), Horatio, Viscount Nelson of the Nile. Eng. admiral. .1758— 1805.
1738 1789.
Nelson, Thomas. American statesman
Nemours, de (deh neh-moor'), Louis Charles Philippe Raphael d'Or1814 1896.
l^ans. Due. S'rench prince.
Son of King Louis Philippe
Nepos (nee'p5s8), Cornelius. Roman historian and biographer .fi. tem. Augustus.
Nerl, de' (da na'ree), Filippo, Saint. (Anglicized St. Philip NerL)
1515—1595.
Italian founder of the society, " Priests of the Oratory "
37
68.
Noro (nee'ro), Lucius Domitius. Roman emperor

—
—
—
—

:

—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—

.
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Bom.

Died.

37

98.

(atso p.

1834
1718}

;

II (see p. 171b, X'^)',

.

g <m

—

Russ. diplom. .1780-1862.
440 ?
1639 1684.
Kaspar.
German
painter
(net'sher),
NetSCher
1839—1893,
Nettleshlp (nSt'tel-shtp), Henry. English classical scholar
1C86 1756.
Neuhof (noi'hof), Theodor Stephau, Baron. German adventurer
Neukomm, von (fon noi^iom), Sigismuud, Chevalier. Ger. composer. .1778— 1858.
1793?-1870.
Neumann (noi'man), Karl Friedrich. German orientalist
1842
Neumann, Karl Gottfried. German mathematician
1836-1885.
Neuvllle, de (deh nu'vel'), Alphonse Marie. French painter
1860
Nevada (ne-va'da). Resd Dame Emma Wixom. American singer
1816 1893.
N6ve (nav)", F(51ix Jean Baptiste Joseph. Belgian orientalist
Nevln (ngv'in), John Williamson. Amer. theol. \_ilercersburg system.^.XSO^—K&i.
1822— 1S92
Newberry (nu'bSr-I), John Strong. American geologist
Newcastle (n<i'kas'l), Thomas Holies Pelham, Duke of. Eng. statesm.1693— 17C8.
1592—1676
Newcastle, William Cavendish, Duke of. English general
Newcastle or Newcastle-under-Lyme, Henry Pelliam Fienues-Pel1811—1864.
ham-Clint^n, Duke of. English statesman
1835
Newcomb (nuTsfim), Simon. American astronomer
Newcomen (nu-kSm'eu), Thomas. English mechanician, and one of
the inventors of the steam engine
ii. 1700.
Newman (nii'man), Francis William. English theologian and author. .1805
.

—
—

.

.

—

.

.

Newman,

John flenry, Cardinal. Bro.ofF. W. Eng.

theol.

and

autlior

1801— 189(i,

Christopher. Commander of the first expedition for
the settlement of Virginia in 1606
1565 ?-af t. 1610.
1816 1894.
Newton (nu'ton), Charles Tliomas. English archaeologist
1830 1896.
Newton, Hubert Anson. American mathematician and astronomer
1642 1727.
Newton, Isaac, Sir. English philosopher and mathematician
1823 1895.
Newton, John. American military engineer
(na),
Michel,
Duke
of
Elchiugen,
Prince
of
the
Moskwa,
and
marNey
shal of France
1769—1815.
Nlcander (nT-kSn'der; Sw. pron. ne-kan'der), Karl August. Swedish
.".
poet.
Executed".
1799—1839,
1303 1437.
NlCCOli (nek'ko-lee), Niccolo. Florentine restorer of learning
1785 ISOl.
Nlccollnl (nek-ko-lee'nee), Giovanni Battista. Italian poet
Niccolo da Pisa (nekOto-lo da pee'fea). Italian sculptor and architect. .1206 1277.
1G85— 1738.
NiC^ron (ne'sS'roN'), Jean Pierre. French biographer

Newport

(uii'poi"t),

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

1833—1894.
NlchOl (nik'ol), Jolm. English author
1796—1855.
Nicholas (ni"k'o-las) I. Nikolai Pavlovitch. Emperor of Russia
800?- 867.
NlchOlasI. The'Great,and Saint. Pope
Nicholas V. Tommaso Parentucelli or Tommaso da Sarzana. Pope . . 1398 — 1455.
.

340 ?
Nicholas, Saint. Bishop of Myra. Guardian of children
Nichols (nik'olz), John. Eng. ed. and publ. lGe7itleman's Magazine.J.mS 1826.
1806 1873.
Grandson of John. English antiquary
Nichols, John"Gough
1847 1886.
Nichols, William Ripley. American chemist
1844 -^—
Nicholson (njk'ol-son), Henry AUeyne. EngUsh scientist
1733—1811.
Nicolai (nee'ko-fl), Christoph Friedrich. German author
1810 1849.
NlCOlal, Karl Otto Ehrenf ried. German composer
1799 1848.
Nicolas (nik'o-las), Nicholas Harris, Sir. English antiquary
1G25— 1695.
Nicole (ne'kof')," Pierre. French novelist
Nicollet (ne'ko'la'), Jean Nicolas. French astronomer and geologist. . .1786 1843.
(nik'olz),
Richard,
First
governor
of
New
York
1C24—
Col.
Eng.
1672.
NiCOlls
NiCOt (ne'ko'), Jean. French scholar. Introduced tobacco into France 1530 ICOO.
1776
(nee'boor),
Barthold
and
pliilologist
Georg. German historian
1831.
Niebuhr
1733-1815.
Nlebuhr, Karsten. Father of B. G. German traveler in Arabia
1802 1869.
Niel (ne-Sl'), Adolphe. Marshal of France, and minister of war

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

,

1687—1747.
1817—1891.

German

Na&ne (nSm), Carolina OUphant, Baroness.
Wana Sahib (na'na sa'hib). Dhundoo Punt.

Semda (nS-roo'da), Jean.

(ner'va), Marcus Cocceius.
Roman emperor
Nesselrode, von (fon ngs'gl-ro'deh), Karl Robert, Ct.
Nestorlns (nSs-to'rt-us). "Syrian bishop

Nerva

.

Jean Francois Albert du Pouget, Mar-

Hidlr Kull

1857

—

—
—
—

Niemcewicz (nyem-ts6h'vich), Julian Ursin. Polish author
Nlemeyer (nee'mi-gr), August Hermann. German religious and

1757 1841.
educa^
tional writer. .".
1754 1828.
Nlepce (ne-gps'), Joseph Nic^phore. French chemist. One of the inventors of photography
1765 1833.
Nlepce de Salnt-Vlctor (ne-Bps' deh sSN'vek'tor'), Claude F61ix Abel.
Nephew of J. N. French chemist. Inventor of photog. on glass... 1805 1870.
1654 1718.
Nleuwentjrt (nli'vgn-tit), Bernardus. Dutch philosopher
1820
Nightingale (nit'in-gal), Florence. English philanthropist
1842—1884.
Nikltlne (ne-ke-te"en'), Barbe Gendre. Russian author
1777 1839.
Niles (nilz), Hezekiah. American journalist. [_Niles's Register."}
1843
Nllsson (nil'aon), Christine. Mme. Rouzaud. Swedish singer
1787—1883.
NilSSOn, Sven." Swedish naturalist
Ninon de L'Enclos (ne'noN' deh IBN'klo'). See L'Enclos, de.
Nlppold (nip'polt), Friedrich Wilhelm Franz. German historian
1838
1806—1888.
Nisard (ne'zar'), Jean Marie Napol6on D6sir6. French author
Nltzsch (nltsh), Gregor Willielm. German philologist and author
1790—1861.
NltZSCh, Karl Ludwig._ Father of G. W. German theologian
1751—1831.
Noailleei, de (deh no'al' or no'a'y'), Adrien Maurice, Due. Marshal of
France and statesman
1678 1766.
Noallles, de, Louis Marie, Viscount. Grandson of preceding. French
statesman
1756 1804.
Nodler (no'de-a'), Charles. French poet and litterateur
1783 ?-1844.
1798—1873.
Noel (no'gl), Baptist Wriothesley. English dissenting divine
Noel-Feam. See Christmas, Henby.
NoSl (no^Sl'), Francois Joseph Michel. French grammarian
1755 ?-1841,
1829—1889.
Noire (nwa'ra'), Louis. German philosopher
.
Ndldeke (uol'deh-keh), Theodor. German orientalist
1836
Nollekens (n51'e-kgnz), Joseph. English sculptor
1737—1823.
Nollet (no'la'), Jean Antoine, Abb6. French natural philosopher
1700—1770.
Noodt (not), Geraert. Dutch jurist, and professor of law
1647—1725.
Noor-ed-Deen (noor-Sd-deen') or Noureddln. (Nur-uddin Mahmud,
Malik-ul'-Adil.) Sultan of Syria and Egj'pt
1117—1173.
Noort, van (van nort'), Adam. Flemish painter
1557—1641.
.
Nordau (nor'dow'). Max Simon. Austrian author
1849
.
Nordensklold (nor'den-shold), AdoU Erik. Swedish arctic explorer
1832
Nordhoff (nordaiof ), Charles. American author
1830
Normanby (nor'man-bt), Constantine Henry Phipps, Marquis of. English statesman
1797 1863.
Norris (nSr'ris), John. English Platonlst and author
1657—1711.
North, Christopher. See Wilson, John.
North, Francis, Baron Guilford. English jurist
1637—1685,
North, Frederick, second earl of Guilford and eighth baron North.
Lord North. Great-grandson of Francis. English statesman
1732—1792,
NOrthOOte (north'kot), James. English painter and author
1746—1831.
NOrthCOte, Stafford Bfenry, Sir. English statesman
1818-1887.
Northumberland (nor-thum'ber-land), Algernon Percy, fourth duke of.
English peer and vice admiral?
1792 1866.
Northumberland, Henry Percy, first earl of. Father of Hotspur
1408
Northumberland, John Dudley, Duke of. Beheaded
1502—1553.
Norton (nSr'tgn), Andrews. American tlieologian and scholar
1786 1852.
Norton, Caroline Elizabeth Sarah, bom Slieridan. English authoress. .1808 1877.
.
Norton, Charles Eliot. American art historian
1827
Nostradamus (nos-tra-da'mus), Fr. Notredame, de (dgh notr^dam'),
Micliel. French astrologer
1503 1566L
.

—
—
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1858

N

Born. Died.
American divine. President of Union College.. 1773— 1866.
first
(n5t'ing-am),
Heneage
Finch,
earl
of.
English
lawNottingham
1621 1682.
yer and statesman. Lord chancellor of England
Noue, de la (deh la noo), Francois. Bras de Fer. French commander 1531 1591.
Noureddln (noor-ed-deen'). See Noor-ed-Deen.
1825
NourlBBOn (noo're'sSN'), Jean Felix. French philosopher
Novakovltoh (no-va-ko'vich), Stefan. Servian author and politician. ..1842

Nott

(n8t), Eliphalet.

—
—

.

.

Novalls (no-va'lls). See Hardenbero, von.
Novatlan (no-va'shi-an). Priest at Rome. [Novaiians.']
Novella (no-vSl'la). "Learned and beautiful Italian lady
NovellO (no-vel'o), Vincent. English composer and organist
Novikolt (nov'e-kof ), Nikolai Ivanovitch. Russian author
Noyes (noiss), George Rapall. American Biblical scholar
Noyes, John Humphrey. American communist at Oneida, N.

P

fl.

3d

c.

—

1312 1366,
1781 1861
1744 1818,
1798 1868
1811 1886
T
1825
Nttbar Pasha (noo'bar pa'eha'). Egyptian statesman
Nugent (nii'jgnt), George Grenville, Lord. Eng. statesman and author 1788 1850.
Nultter (nwe'ta'), Charles Louis fitienne. Truinet. French dramatist. 1828 —
1507 1559,
Nunez (noon'ySth), Alvar. Cabefa de Vaca. Spanish explorer
Nunez (noo'nSz), Pedro. (Lat. No'nlus.) Portuguese mathematician .. 1492 1577,
1825 1894,
Nunez (noo'nSs), Rafael. President of Colombia
Nunez de Guzman, Hernando. Pincianus. Spanish scholar, and pro1488 1553,
moter of Greek learning
1834
Nunez y Arce (noo'nSth e ar'tha), Caspar. Spanish poet
1786—1859.
Thomas.
(nat'al),
EnglishAmerican
naturalist
Nuttall
1769 1829,
Nyerup (Du'§r-d5p), Nasmus. Danish historian and antiquary

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—

,

—

Born. Died.
(van ort), Adam. See Noort, van, Adam.
(van oat), Jacob. The Elder. Flemish painter
1600—1671.
1769 1853.
Opie (o'pe), Amelia, bom Alderson. English authoress
1761 1807,
Ople, John. Husband of Amelia. EngUsh historical painter
1597 1039.
OpltZ (o'pits), Martin. Opitz von Boberfeld. German poet
Oppelt (op'pglt), Gustavo Louis. Belgian author
1817
Oppert (op'Srt Fr. pron o'pgr'), Jules. German orientalist in Paris. .1825
Opzoomer (op'zo-mer), Carolus Wilhelmus. Dutch philosopher
1821 1892.
Orange (Sr'anj), William, Prince of. William of Nassau. The Silent.
Founder"of the Dutch repubUc. Assassinated
1533 1584.
Orblgny, d' (dor'ben'ye'), Alcide Dessalines. French naturalist
1802—1857.
Orcagna (or-kSn'ya). Real name Andrea di done. Italian artist
1308?-1368?
Orchardson (8r'cherd-son), William Quiller. Scottish painter
1835
O'Reilly (o-ri'll), John Boyle. Irish-American journalist and poet
1844 1890.
O'Reilly, Miles. See Halpine, Charles G.
Orellana (o-rSl-ya'nS), Francisco. Span, discoverer of the Amazon river. 1500 1545.
OrelU (o-r61'ee). Johann Kaspar. Swiss philologist
1787—1849.
Orense (o-ren'sa), Jost; Maria de Albaida, Marquis. Spanish statesman. 1802?
.
Orflla (or-fee'la), Mateo Jose Bonaventura. French chemist
1787 1853.
Orlanl (o-re-U'nee) Barnaba. Italian astronomer
1752 1832.
OrlbasiUS (or-I-ba'shT-us). Greek pliysician and medical writer
325
400.
Orlgen (5r'i-jen). (i/af. Orlglnes AdamantlOS.) Christian writer of
Alexandria
186— 253.
Orleans, d' (dor'lS'SN'), Ferdinand Philippe Louis Charles Henri, Due.
Eldest son and heir of King Louis Philippe
1810 1842.
Orleans, d' Jean Baptiste Gaston, Due. Son of Henry IV
1608—1660.
Orleans, d' Louis Philippe Joseph, Due. Philippe Bgalite. Guillotined 1747—1793.
Orleans, d', Philippe II., Due. Regent of France
1674—1723.
Orleans (or'Ie-anz), The Maid of. See Joan of Arc.
OrlOff (or-lof ')," Alexei, Count. Russian admiral
1737—1808.
Orlolf, Alexei, Count. Nephew of Alexei. Russ. general and diplomatist. 1786 1861.
Orlolf, Nicolai, Prince. Russian diplomatist
1827—1885.
Orme (orm), Robert. English historian in India
1728—1801.
Ormond (or'mond), James Butler, first duke of. Lord lieutenant of
Ireland
1610—1688.
1816 1881.
Orozco y Berra (o-ros'ko e bSr'ra), Manuel. Mexican historian
Orsay, d' (dor-sa'), Alfred Guillaume Gabriel, Count. Properly Gillion
Gaspard Alfred. French gallant
1801—1852.
Orsini (or-see'nee). Famous Italian family in the Middle Ages.
1819 1858.
Orslni, Felice. Italian who attempted to assassinate Napoleon III
Orsted or Oersted (iir'stSd). See Oersted.
OrteUus (or-tee'le-us) or Oertel (or'tel), Abraham. Ger. geographer .. 1527—1598.
1830 1877.
Orton (Or'ton), James. American naturalist
1822—1875.
Osbom (Sz'burn), Sherard. British admiral
.
1829
Oscar (os'kjr) II. King of Sweden and Norway
Osceola (os-se-o'la). (/nd. As-se-he-ho'lar.) Chief of the Seminoles. 1804—1838.
1852
Osgood (8z'g6od),"Emma Aline. American singer
1811 1850.
Osgood, Frances Sargent, born Locke. American poetess
O'Shaughnessy (o-shaw'ne-sT), Arthur WiUiam Edgar. British poet
*
and naturalist
1844 1881.
1809 1889.
O'Shaughnessy, William Brooke, Sir. Irish electrician
1840
O'Shea (o-slia'), John Augustus. Irish soldier and author
08lander(o-ze-an'dgr), Andreas. Hosemann. Ger. Protestant reformer. 1498 1552.
1832
Osman-Dlgma (os-man'-dlg'ma). Soudan adventurer
fl. 2d or3d c?
Osslan (Ssh'an). Mythical Celti"c bard
Ossoll (8s'o-fee), Countess. See Fuller, Sarah Margaret.
1634 1680.
Ossory (88'o-rT), James Butler, Earl of. English commander
1610 1685.
Ostade, van (van os'ta-dgh), Adriaen Janszoon. Flemish painter
1663 1747.
Osterwald (os'tgr-walf), Jean Fr^d^ric. Swiss Protestant divine
Ostrovskl (os-trov'skee), Alexander Nicolaievitch. Russian dramatist 1825 1886.
Osuna (o-soo'na), Pedro Tellez y Giron, Duke of. Viceroy of Naples ... 1575 1624.
1845
Oswald (8s'walt), Felix Leopold. Belgian-American writer
fl. 9th c.
Otfrld (off ret). German monk and metrical writer
Othman (Sth-man') or Osman (83-man'). The Conqueror. Founder of
1259—1326.
the Ottoman empire
Othman Ibn Affan (Sth-man' Ib'n Sf'fau'). The third Moham. caliph. .574 656.
32
69.
Otho (o'tho), Marcus Salvius. Roman emperor
Oort,
Oost,

van
van

—
—
—

.
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.
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—
—

.

—
—

.

,

—
—
—

,

—

,

.

,

0.
1649—1705,
Oates (Sts), Titus. Contriver of the sham " Popish plot "
1849
Ober (o'ber), Frederic Albion. American author
Oberlln ("o'bgr-lin Ger. pron. o'b6r-leen Fr. pron. o'bSr'lSN'), Jean
FriSd^ric.
French-German philanthropist
1740—1826
Obrenovitch (o-brSh-no'vich), Milosch. Prince and soldier of Servia..l780 1860,
0' Brien (o-brl'en), William. Irish political leader
1852 1803—1864,
O'Brien, William Smith. Irish patriot and political agitator
O'Oallaghan (o-kSl'a-han), Edmund Bailey. Irish historian in America 1797 1880,
;

;

—

R

—

Occam

Ockham

or

(8k'am), William

of.

The Invincible Doctor.

Eng-

philosopher
1280 ?-1349?
1775 1847,
(o-kSn'nel), Daniel.
Irish orator and political agitator
1794 1855,
O'Connor (o-k5n'er3, Feargus Edward. Irish Chartist
1804 1884
O'Oonor (o-k8n'er~), Charles. American lawyer
Oota'vla. Sister of the emp. Augustus, and wife of Mark Antony. B. o. 70?-b. o. 11
1796—1862
O'Ourry (o-kiSr'I), Eugene. Irish antiquarian
Odenhelmer (o'den-hi'mer), William Henry. Am. Prot. Episc. bishop. 1817 1879,
1620 ?-1670,
Odescalobl (o-dSikal'kee), Marc Antonio. Philanthropist of Rome
493,
Odoacer (o-do-a'ser). King of Italy. Executed
O'Donnell (o-d5n'gl), Leopold, Count of Lucena, and Duke of Tetuan.
1818 1867,
(Span. O'Donel, Leopoldo.) Marshal of Spain
1809—1861
O'Donovan (o-don'o-van), John. Irish archaeologist
lish scholastic

—
—

O'Oonnell

—
—

—

(Ecolampadlus

Oekolampad

(o-ko-lam-paf),
1482 1531
Johannes. Hausschein. German reformer
1728 1791
Oeder (b'der), Georg Ludwig. German botanist. [Flora Danica.l
(o'len-shla-ggr),
Adam
Gottlob.
Danish
poet
1778—1850
Oehlenscbltkger
1778 1860,
Oersted (br'stSd), Anders Sandoe. Danish jurist and statesman
Oersted, Hans Christian. Brother of A. S. Danish electro-magnetist 1777 1851
1717 1799,
Oeser (o'zer), Adam Friedrich. German painter and modeler
1702 1782,
Oetlnger (o'ting-er), Friedrich Christoph. German theologian
Oettlnger (ot'ting-er), Eduard Maria. Ger. novelist and bibliographer. 1808 1872,
1819 1880,
Offenbach (of'en-bak), Jacques. French composer of comic operas
11. 1200?
Ofterdlngen, von (fon of'ter-ding'en), Heinrich. German minstrel
1470?-1549,
OgglonOid' (dod-jo'no), Marco. Italian painter
1600—1676,
Scottish
poet
and
geographer
(o'g'l-bl
John.
OgUby
),
1733—1813.
Ogllvie (o'g'l-vT), John. Scottish poet
1797 1867
lexicographer
OgUvle, John. Scottish
1824
Oglesby (o'g'lz-bt), Richard James. Am. senator ; gov. of Illinois
(Sk'o-lSm-pa'dl-us) or

.

—
—
—
—
—

Ohm

1848 (o'naM, Georges. French novelist and dramatist
Ojeda, de (da o-Ha'oa), Alonzo. Spanish adventurer with Columbus. .1465 1515
1747—1833,
O'Eeetfe (o-keef), John. Irish dramatist
1779 1851
Oken (o'ken), Lorenz. German naturalist
995—1030,
Olaf (o'laf ) or Olaus (o-la'us). Saint. Viking and king of Norway
..1758
Heinrich
Wilhelm
Matthaus.
German
astronomer.
1840,
Olbers (ol'berss),
Oldcastle (old'kas'l), John, Lord Cobham. Eng. reformer and martyr. 1360?-1417
Oldenburg (old'en-boorg), Henry. Grubendol. Ger. writer in England. 1615 ?-1678
Oldham (old'am)" John. The English Juvenal. English satirical poet. 1653 1683,
1673 1742,
Oldmlson (ofd'mTks-gn), John. English historian
Oldys (ol'dis or oldz),"William. English antiquary and bibliographer. .1696 1761
Olearlus (o'la-a're-55s) or Olschl^ger (ol'shla-ger), Adam. German

—

—
—

—
—
—

1599 ?-1671
and orientalist
Jean Jacques. Founder of the seminary of St. Sulpice. .1608 1657
1797 1851
American
Methodist
divine
OUn
1829—1888
Ollphant (ol'I-fant), Laurence. English traveler and author
traveler

Oiler

(o'le-a')i

.

(olin), Stephen.

—
—

—

—

,

X

.

—

—
—
—
—

Emperor of Germany
Otto Friedrich Ludwig.
King of Greece
I.
Otis (o'tis), James. American orator and patriot
Otterbeln (5t'er-bin), Philip William. German-American founder
Church of "the United Brethren in Christ

Otho
Otho

I.

.

.

—
—
—
—

—

—

912—

The Great.

973.

1815—1867.

—1783.

1725
of the

1726—1813.
1771—1836.
William Young. English writer on fine arts
1652 1685.
OtWay (8t'wa), Thomas. English dramatic poet
1810
engraver
1887.
(oo'de'na'),
Eugene
Andr6.
French
sculptor
and
Ondlnd
Oudlnot (oo'de'no'), Nicolas Charles, Due de Reggio. French marshal. 1767 1847.
1686
17G5.
Jean
Baptiste.
French
animal
painter
Ondry (oo'dre'),
Onseley (ooz'lT), Frederick Arthur Gore, Sir. Eng. clerg. and musician. 1825 1889.
1767
1842.
Ousely, William, Viscount Claramont. British orientalist
1803 18C3.
Ontram (oo'tram), James, Sir. English general in India
1460 1518.
Ovando (o-van'do), Nicolas. Spanish governor of Hispaniola
1829—1888.
Overall (o'ver-awl), William Henry. English librarian and author
1789—1809.
Overbeck (o'ver-b6k), Friedrich. German painter
Overbury (o'ver-ber-i), Thomas, Sir. English poet and philosopher.
1581 1613.
Poisoned by the Earl of Somerset

Ottley

(8t'lt),

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—1852.

1822
(o'ver-wSo), Adolf. German traveler in Africa
B. c. 43
A.
Ovid (ov'id). 'Pub'lius Ovid'ius Na'so. Roman poet
Fernandez.
Gonzalo
o-ve-a'oo
val-Des'),
(da
e
Ovledo y Vald^S, de

Overweg

1818
Ollphant, Margaret, born Wilson. English novelist
Ollvarez (o-le-va'rSth), Gasparo de Guzman, third count of, and Duke
1587 1645,
of San Lucar de Barrameda.
Spanish statesman
1706 1774,
Oliver (61'I-ver), Andrew. Lieutenant governor of Massachusetts
1844
Oliver, Grace'Atkinson. American author
.1682— 1768,
Olivet, d' (do'le'va'), Joseph Thoulier, Abb6. Fr. author and critic.
1756 1814,
Olivier (o'le've-a'), Guillaume Antoine. French entomologist
Ollendorff (ol'en-dorf), Henri Godefroy. Ger. educator and grammarian. 1803 1865,
1825
Olllvler (o'le've-a'), Olivier Emile. French advocate and politician
.

—

—
—

,

British general. Founder of
(o'g'l-thorp), James Edward.
1696—1785,
the colony of Georgia
..
1791 1839.
Ohlmtiller (ol'mii-ler), Daniel Joseph. German architect
1789—1854,
(om), Georg Simon. German electrician. [Ohm's law.']
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W

—

.

Oglethorpe

.

.
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—
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.

—

—

Ohnet

."

.

.

—
—

U

—

D. 17.

—1557.
—1892.
— 1858.
—1877.
Osenstiern (oks'eu-steem'), Sw. Osenstjerna (8ks'en-ster'na), Axel,
"
1583 —1654.
Count. Swedish statesman
1813 — 1853.
Ozanam (o'za'noN'), Antoine Fr^d^ric. French scholar and author
Spanish chronicler
Owen (o'en), Richard, Sir. English anatomist and zoologist
Owen, Robert. British social reformer
Owen, Robert Dale. Son of Robert. American author

1478
1804
1771
1800

,

American natural philosopher
Olmsted
Olmsted, Frederick Law. American landscape gardener
Olney (ol'nl), Jesse. American geographer
Olozaga (ol-o-tha'ga), Don Salustiano. Spanish statesman
Olshausen (ols'how-zen), Hermann. German Protestant theologian
OlShausen, Justus. German orientalist
(um'sted), Denison.

Omar

—1859,
—1872,
—1873,
—1839

1791
1822
1798
1803
1796

1800—1882
Cap-

[Abu-Ha.fssah-Ibn-Al-Khattab.'] Second caliph.
582
644,
Assassinated
- 1123,
Omar Khayyam (o'mer khi-yiim'), Persian poet. [Rubaiyat.']
Omar Pasha (o'mer pii^sha'). Blichael Lattas. Austrian-Turkish gen. ..1805?-1871,
1786—1836.
O'Meara (o-ma'ra), Barry Edward. Irish surgeon in St. Helena
1838
Oncken (on'ken),"Wilhelm. German author
1791—1872,
O'Neill (o-neei'), Eliza Becher, Lady. Irish actress
Onslow (onz'lo), Arthur. Speaker of the British House of Commons
1691 1768.
thirty-three years

(o'mer)

I,

——

tor of Jerusalem.

.

—

z

a,e,i,o, u, long ;

a, e, o, less prolonged ; S, e, I, 0, ^,

short; a,

g, i, o,

P.
[Glandulse
Italian anatomist.
1665—1726.
Pacchioni.-\._
on art... 1571 1654.
and
writer
Pacheco (pa-cha'ko), Francisco. Spanish painter,
PachomiUS (pa-ko'me-us). Saint. Egyptian founder of the firsforgan292
348.
ized monastic community
1796 1867.
Pacini (pa^chee'nee), Giovanni. Sicilian musical composer
.
1841
Paclnottl (pa-che-not'tee), Antonio. Italian physician
Pacloli (pa-cho'lee), Luca. Luca di Borgo. Italian mathematician ... 1450 ?-1510 ?
.
1839
Packard (pSk'ard), Alpheus Spring. American naturalist
1806 1879.
Packer (pak'ef), Asa. American capitalist
1828 1891.
Paddock (pad'ok), Benjamin Henry. Am. Prot. Episcopal bishop

Pacchlonl (pak-kyo'nee), Antonio.

obscure (see remark,

—
—
—

—
—

d.

1719)

;

far, fall; thgre,

term;

f8r, food, f66t; fflrl;

ow

as in cow; ch as in chin;
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Died.
1490 ?-1522.
1771 1839.
1564 1622?
1780 1873.

1859
Born.

Born.

Padllla (pa-Deel'yS), Juan Lopez.

Spanish patriot
Italian musical composer
Paer
Paez (pa-Stli'), Francisco. Spanish Jesuit missionary in Africa
Paez, Joee Antoaio. Venezuelan revolutionary commander
Pasan, de (dgh pii'goN'), Blaise Francois, Count. Fr. mil. engineer

Paganinl

—
—

Ferdinaudo.

(pa-Sr'),

(pa-ga-nee'nee), Nicolo.

—

Page

(paj), William.
American painter
Paget (pSj'et), Augustus Berkeley, Sir.

Paget, James,

English diplomatist
English surgeon and phyeioiogist

Sir.

Paine

.

Paine,
Paine,
Paine,
Pains,

1834
1796
1845
1839
1794
1731
1773

.

—1855.

John Knowles. American musician
Martyn. American physician and medical writer
Robert Treat. Amer. lav?yer. Signer of the Decl. of ludep
Robert Treat, Jr. So7i of preceding. American author
Thomas. American political and deistical writer, born in Eng-

(pan),

,

.
.

— 1877.
— 1814.
—1811.

1737—1809.
land.
IRights of Man. Age of Reason.'}
1824
Otis. American New Church clergyman and author
1741 1816.
PaislellO (pl-ze-Sllo), Giovanni. Italian musical composer
Palxhans (paks'anz Fr. pron. pa'zBN'), Henri Joseph. French general
1783 1854.
and inventor. [Paixhans guns.']
1730 1809.
Palon (pii'zhoo'), Augustin. French sculptor
Pakenham (p5k'gn-am), Edward Michael, Sir. British general killed at
1778—1815.
New Orleans. ."
1798—1876.
Palacky (pa-lSts'kee), Frantisek. Bohemian historian
PalatOX (pSl'a-foks), Sp. Palalox y Melzl (pa-la-fon' e mSl'the), Jos6,
1780 1847.
Duke of Saragossa. Spanish patriot
Palestrina, da (da pa-18s-tree'na), Giov. Pietro Aloisio. Ital. composer. 1524 1594.
1815—1888.
(pa'lT),
Frederick
Apthorp.
English
classical
scholar
Paley
1743 1805.
Paley, William. English theologian and moralist

Paine, Timothy

.

—
—
—

;

.

.

—

—
—

Palfrey (pawl'frl), John Gorham.

New England.']
(pawl'grav), Francis, Sir.

American divine and

historian.

1796—1881.

[History of

Palgrave

Cohen.

1788

English historian

— 1861.

1824
Palgrave, Francis Turner. Son of Francis. English art critic
1826—1888.
Palgrave, William Gifford. English author
Pallkao, de (deh pa'Ie'ka'o'), Charles Guillaume Marie Apollinaire An1796 1878.
toine Cousin-Montauban, Count. French general
Palisot, de (dgh pa'le'zo'), Ambroise Marie Frangois Joseph Beauvois.
French naturalist
1752—1820.
1510 ?-1590.
PallSBy (pa'le'se'), Bernard. French potter and enameler
1518 1580.
Palladlo (pal-la'de-o), Andrea. Italian architect
1607 1667.
Pallavlolno (pal-la- ve-chee'no), Pietro Sf orza. Italian historian
1823 1880.
Palleske (pa-lSs'k§h), ]6mile. German actor and poet
.

—

—
—

—

British inventor
1830—1882.
1480 1528.
PaUna (piil'raa),"Jacopo. 11 FeccAto (The Elder). Italian painter
Palma, Jacopo. The Younger. Orand-nephew of Jacopo. Ital. painter. 1544 1628.
1788—1852.
Palmblad (palm'bliid), Vilhelm Fredrik. Swedish author

Palilser

(pSl'is-gr),

William,

Sir.

Edward Henry. English Egyptologist
Palmer, Erastus Dow. American sculptor
Palmer, John. Projector of mail coaches in England
Palmer, Ray. American divine and hymnologist
Palmerston (pam'er-ston), Henry John Temple, third viscount.

Palmer

—
—
1840 — 1882.

(pam'er),

1817

.

1742—1818.
1808

—1887.

Prime
1784—1865.

minister of England".

(pa-io-mee'no da va-ias'ko) or Palomino de
1653 1726.
Castro y Velasoo, Acislo Antonio. Spanish painter
1809 1877.
Paludan-Mttller (pa'166-dan-miil'er), Friedrich. Danish poet
240?- 309.
PamphllUS (pam'fl-lus). Saint. Syrian Christian martyr
.
1833
Panas (pa'niis), Pauaghiotis. Greek poet and publicist
1736—1799.
Panckoucke (pSN'kook'), Charles Joseph. French editor
fl. 4th c. ? B. c.
Paninl (pa-uee'nce). Sanskrit philologist and grammarian
Panlzzl (pa-neet'see), Antony, Sir. Ital. librarian of the British Museum 1797 1879.
1726 1807.
PaoU, di (de pow'lee), Pasquale. Corsican patriot
Pape-Carpantier (pap'-kar'p5N'te-a'), Marie. Fr. pedagogue and writer 1815 1878.
1847 1873.
physiologist
(pii'pe'yiN'),
Fernand.
French
Paplllon
Papin (pajyin .fV. pa'paN'), Denis. Fr. physicist. [Papin's digester.]. Wil 1714.
1789—1871.
Paplneau (pa'pe'ny), Louis Joseph. Canadian politician
.
1835
Paponot (pa'po'no'), Felix Nicolas Gilbert. French architect
Pappenheim, von (fon pap'gn-him), Gottfried Heinrich, Count. Ger1594 1632.
man general

Palomino de Velasoo

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

;

—

(pSr'a-sSl'sus), Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus.
Real
name, Philipp Theophrast von Hohenheim. Swiss alchemist and

Paracelsus

—1541.

1493

physician

Pardee (par'de), Ario. Am. engineer. Benefactor of Lafayette College 1810
1834—1878.
PardO (piir'do), Manuel. President of Peru
1806 1862.
Pardee (piir'do), Julia. English authoress
Par6 (pa'ra' Anglicized pSr'e), Ambroise. The Father of Fr. surgery .\5(iQ — 1590.
Faredes y Arrillaga (pa-ra'dSa e ar-el-ya'ga), Mariano, General. Pres-

.

.

—

.

;

ident of Mexico
Pareja, de (da pa-ra'Hii), Juan.

1797—1849.

—1670.

1606

Spanish artist

See RosA, Euphrosyne Parepa.
1800—1881.
French author
1839
Paris, Gaston Bruno Paulin. French scholar
1785 1856.
Paris (par'is), John Ayrton. English physician and chemist
Paris, de (deh piCre'), Louis Philippe d'Orl^ans, Comte. French prince.
Grandson of King Louis Philippe, and head of the OrMans fainUy .1838 1894.
1808
Park, Edwards Amasa. American theologian
1771 1806.
Park, Mungo. Scottish explorer in Africa
1827
.
(park),
John
Grubb.
American
soldier
Parke
1739—1807.
Parker (par'kerl, Hyde, Sir. British admiral
1795
1875.
Parker, Joel. "American jurist
1504 1575.
Parker, Matthew. Archbishop of Canterbury. IBishops' Bible.]
1716—1811.
Parker, Peter, Sir. British admiral
1810 1860.
Parker, Theodore. American theologian and scholar
1781
1866.
Parker, William, Sir. English admiral and statesman
1823 1893.
Parkman (park'man), Francis. American historian
Parmentler (par'moN'te-a'), Jehan. Fr. navigator. Explorer of Ind. sea. 1494 1530.
Parmlgiano, II (el par-me-ja'no). See Mazzuola.

Parepa-Rosa
Paris

(pS-rgp'a-ro'za).

(pa/re'), Alexis Paulin."

.

.

—
—

.

.

—

—
—
—

—
—
—

Pamell

(par'nel), Charles Stewart.

1846

Irish statesman

— 1891.

1679—1718.
Parnell, Thomas. British poet
Paray, de (deh par'ne'), Evariste D6sir6 de Forges, Chevalier. Fr. poet 1753—1814.
1747
1825.
Parr, Samuel" English critic and scholar
1483 1635.
Parr, Thomas. Old Parr. English centenarian
fl. B. c. 400.
ParrliaslUS (par-ra'shT-us). Greek painter
1779—1840.
Parrish (par'ish), Joseph. American physician and medical writer
Parrott (pSr'ot), Robert Parker. American inventor. \_Parroit guns.] .1804— 1877.
1790—1855.
Parry (pSr'I)', William Edward, Sir. English arctic navigator
Parsons (piir'eonz), Robert. English Jesuit theologian (by conversion). 154G— 1610.
1750—1813.
Parsons, Theophilus. American jurist
Parsons, Theophilus. Son of preceding. American jurist and writer. .1797 1882.
1819—1892.
American
poet
Thomas
William.
Parsons,
.

—

—

.

—

e,

t, 0,

s^Uent; a, 6, u,

v (see

p. 1719)

j

1828

—1888.

1819—1887.
Pasdeloup (pa'deh-looO, Jules fitienne. French musician
Paskevltch (piis-kSh'vich), Ivan Feodorovitch, Prince of Warsaw. Rus-

.

(pii'yeh-roN'), :^douard.
French dramatist
Paillet (pa'ya')^ Alphonse Gabriel Victor. French advocate
Pain (pSN), Olivier. French publicist

French administrator

Pascal, Jean Antoine Hippolyte Ernest.

1811—1885.
1823
1814

FaUIeron

;

1604—1665.
1784

— 1840.

Italian violinist

Died.

—1891.
—1872.
—1598.
—1662.

1822
American biographer
(par'ton), James.
Parton, Sara Payson Willis. Fanny Fern. Wife of Jos. Am. authoress. 1811
1540
Parnta (pa-roo'ta), Paolo. Italian historian
1623
Pascal (pSs'kal Fr. pron. pas'kiil'), Blaise. Fr. philos. and math

Parton

it (see p. 1718,

11

2)

;

1782—1856.

sian general

1529
French advocate and historian
(p'as'ke-a'), fitienne.
Pasquler, de (dgh pas'ke-a'), fitienne Denis, Due. French statesman .. 1767
Pass or Passei^ van de (van deh pass), Crispin. Dutch designer and

Pasquler

engraver

.".

—1615.
— 1802.

1560?-1635 ?

Passaglia

(pas-sal'yri). Carlo.
Italian theologian
Passavant (pii/sii'vSN'), Johann David. German art historian

Passow

(pas'o), Franz Ludwig Karl Friedrich.
Pasteur (pas'tnr'), Louis. French chemist
Pater (pa'tgr), Walter Horatio. English writer

German
and

..1812

philologist

critic

Paterson (p5t'er-son), William. Founder of the Bank of England
Patkul (pa,t'kSei),"Johann Reinhold. Livonian patriot

Patmore (pSt'mor), Coventry Kearsey Dighton. English
Paton (pSt'on), Joseph Noel, Sir. British painter

.

—1861.
—1833.
1822—1895.
1839 — 1894.
1787
1786

1658—1719.
1668?-1707.

1823—1896.

poet

1821

.

—

(paf'rTk), Saint. Apostle and patron saint of Ireland
373
463.
Patti (pat'ee), Adelina Maria Clorinda, Marquise de Caux. Operatic
singer, born in Madrid
1843
Pattlson (pSt'T-son), Dorothy Wyndlow. Sister Dora. English nurse. 1832— 1878.
1813—1884.
Pattlson, Mark. " English author
1843
Patten (pSt'on), Francis Landly. American educator
1812
Patton, Jacob Harris. American author

Patrick

.

.
.

Paul (pawl). Saint. Saul. Apostle of the Gentiles
Paul I., Petrovitch. Emperor of Russia. Assassinated
Paul ni. Alessandro Farnese. Pope
Paul IV. Giovanni Pietro Caraffa. Pope
Paul V. Camillo Borghese. Pope

10?-

65'

1754—1801.
1468—1549.
1476—1569.
1552—1621.

pol').
See Vincent de Pacl.
See Cagliahi, Paolo.
See Feancis de Paula.
Paulding (pawl'ding), Hiram. Son of John. American rear admiral.. 1797 1878.
1779 1860.
Paulding, James Kirke. American author and politician
1758—1818.
Paulding, John. One of the captors of Major Andr6
1823 1882.
Paull (pow'lee), Georg Reinhold. German historian
1761—1851.
PaulUB (pow'loos), Heinrich Eberhard Gottlob. German theologian
160.
PaulUB (pawlus), Lucius .aSmilius. Macedonicus. Roman general. B. c. 228

Paul, Vincent de (vSn'sSn' deh

Paul Veronese

(va-ro-na'za)".

Paula, Saint Francis

of.

—
—
—
—

PansanlUS

(paw-sa'ni-us). Greek traveler.
fl. 2d c.
Jean Pierre Guillaume. French Chinese scholar. .1801— 1873.
1739—1799.
scholar
.
1880
painter
Paxton (paks'tgn), Joseph, Sir. English architect and horticulturist. . .1801 1865.
1795 1871.
Payen (pa'ySN'), Auselme. French chemist

Pauthler

.

(po'te-a'),

.

Pauw, van (van pow), Cornells. Dutch
Pauwels (pow'gls) Ferdinand. Belgian
,

Payer

—
—
—

1842 1883.
1830
Payn (pan^, James.
Payne (pan), John Howard. Amer. dramatist. IHome, Sweet ITame.]. 1192 1852.
..1811
1893.
Peabody (pee'bod-I), Andrew Preston. Amer. theologian and author.
Peabody, Elizabeth Palmer. American teacher and philanthropist ....1804 1894.
Peabody, George. American banker in London and philanthropist ....1795—1869.
1785 1866.
Peacock (pee'kok), Thomas Love. English poet and novelist
1741 1827.
Peale (peel), Charles Wilson. American painter and naturalist
1778 1860.
Peale, Rembrandt. Son of Charles W. American painter
1690 1774.
Pearce (peerss), Zachary. English bishop and commentator
1613 1686.
Pearson (peer'son), John. Bishop of Chester. English theologian
1810
Peccl (pSt'chee)j Gioachimo (jo-a^kee'mo). Pope Leo XIII
1789 1858.
Peck (pek), John Mason. American Baptist divine and author
Pedro (pee'dro or pa'dro) (de Alcintara) I. of Brazil, and IV. of Portugal 1798—1834.
Pedro (pee'dro or pa'dro) (de Alcantara) II. Son of preceding. Last
1826—1891.
emperor of Brazil. Deposed 1889
1622—1674.
Pecquet (pa'ka'), Jean. French anatomist and discoverer
1750 -1830.
Peel (peel), Robert, Baronet. English cotton manufacturer
1788 1856.
Peel, Robert, Sir. Son of preceding. English statesman
Peel, Robert, Baronet. Son of preceding Sir Robert. English statesman 1822 1895,
1558?-1597!
Peele (peel), George. English dramatist
1809 1880.
Pelrce (peerss or ptirse), Benjamin. American mathematician
fl. 400.
Pelaglus (pe-la'ji-us). Founder of Pelagianism
1695?-1754.
Pelham (pSl'am), Henry, Sir. English statesman
Pellssier (pa'le'se-f), Aimable Jean Jacques, Due de Malakoff. French
1794 1864.
marshal, and governor general of Algeria
1813—1884.
Pelletan (pSl'tSN'), Pierre Clement Eugene. French author
1761—1797.
Bertrand.
French
chemist
Pelletitr (pSl'te-a'),
Pelletler, Pierre Joseph. Son of Bertrand. Fr. chemist. [^»nt'»i«.].1788 1842.
1788—1854.
Pellico (p51'lee-ko), Silvio. Italian writer and patriot
PelllSBler (pa'le'se-a'), Pierre Augustua. French professor and writer. 1819— 1894.
B. 0.
364.
Pelopidas (pe-15p'i-das). Theban general
1807—1867.
Pelouze (pgh-looz'), fhfjophile Jules. French chemist
1721 1803.
Pendleton "(pgn'd'l-tgn), Edmund. American statesman
1644 1718.
Penn, William. English Quaker. Founder of Pennsylvania
1726 1798.
Pennant (pen'ant), Thomas. English naturalist and antiquary
.
Pennell (pSn'ei), Henry Cholmondely. English scientist and author.. .1837
Pepin (pgp'in fi^)-. peh-p5N'). ieSre/ (The Short). King of the Pranks. 714?- 768.
1696 1769.
Pepperell (pgp'er-il)" William, Sir. American general
1667 1762.
Pepusch (pa'poSsh), Johann Christoph. German composer
Pepys (pep'is or pgps), Samuel. Eng. sec. to the admiralty. [Z)iarj/.]. 1632— 1703.
Perceval (per'se-val), Spencer. Prime minister of Eng. Assassinated. .1762 1812.
1764 1838.
Percier (per'se-a'),"Charles. French architect
1796 1856.
Perclval (per'sT-val), James Gates. American poet and geologist

Austrian explorer
English novelist

(pi'gr), Julius.

—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—

1364—1403.
(per'al), Henry, Sir.
Hotsmir. Slain at Shrewsbury
1729-1811
Percy, Thomas. Eng. bishop. iReliques of Ancient Eng. Poetry.]
Perelra (pSr-a'ra), Jonathan. English physician. \_Materia Jt/edien.]. .1804 1853.
Perelre (peh-raf'), Jacob jfimile (b. 1800— d. 1875) and Isaac (b. 1806—

Percy

—

Fr. financiers, brothers ; founders of the CriSdit Mobiliar.
Perez (pa'rSth), Antonio. Spanish statesman
Perez Cpa'rgs), JostS Joaquin. President of Chili
Perez QaldOS (pa'reth gal'dos), Benito. Spanish novelist
PergOlesi (pgr-go-la'See), Giovanni Battista. It.ilian composer
d. 1880).

1539
1801

—1611,
-

1846 1710 1T36,
495?- 429,
(pgr'I-kleez).
B.
Athenian
statesman
o.
Pericles
1777 186^
Purler (pa're-S'), Casimir. French financier and statesman
P6rler or Oaaimir-Pdrler (ka'ze'mer'-pa're-S'), Auguste Casimir Victor
1811 1876.
Laurent. Son of preceding. French statesman
..
1847
Purler (pa're-a'), Paul Pierre Jean. Casimir. French politician
1823 1886.
Perkins (per'kinz), Charles Callahan. American art critic

Perkins,
Perkins,
Perkins,
Perkins,

g as in get

;

American physician. \_Metallic tractors.]
George Roberts. American mathematician
American mechanician and inventor
Justin.
American mlssion&ry in Persia
Elisha.

Jacob.

th as in thine

;

f, fi, 6,

w,

a, d, e, h, k, n,

r (see

p. 1719).

—
—
—
—
1741 —
1812 — 1876.
1766 — 849.
1806— 1869.
1791).

1
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1860

Born.

N

P^rouse, La. See La Pesouse, de.
Perrault (pS'ro'), Charles. French author
Peirault, Claude. Brother of Charles. French architect
Perrens (pa'roN'), Fraugois Tommy. French historian
Perrin (pa'raN'), Pierre. Reputed the first writer of French operas

1613—1688
-

Perrone (per-ro'ua), Giovanni. Italian theologian
Perronet (pa'ro'nf), Jean Rodolphe. French civil engineer
PerrOt (pa'ro'), Georges. French archaeologist
Perry (pSr'i), Matthew Calbraith. Brother of Oliver

Hazard.

Died.

1628—1703,
1822
1620
1794
1708
1832

Amer-

—1680,
— 1876,
—1794,
-

—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

n

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

—
—

R

—
—
—
—
—
—

S

—
—

—
—

.

.

U

—

B. c. 382— 336,
Philip n. King of Macodon
Philip II. or Philip Augustus, French form Philippe (fe'leep')King of France
1165—1223,
1268—1314
Philip IV. The Fair. King of France
1293—1350.
Philip VI., of Valois. King of France
1527—1598
Philip n. King of Spain
1605—1665,
Philip IV. King of Spain
1683—1746,
Philip V. First of the House of Bourbon. King of Spain
1342—1404,
Philip the Bold. Duke of Burgundy
1396—1467,
Philip the Good. Duke of Burgundy
PhUippoteauiE (fe'le'po'to'), F(§lix Emmanuel Henri. French painter.. 1815 1846 PhillppoteaUK, Paul. French painter
PhillppoTlch (fe-le'po-veK), Joseph, Baron de Philippsberg. Austrian

general

Philips

(fil'ips),

1818—1889,

Ambrose.

English poet and dramatist

1671

—1749,
—

(fll'I-mor), John George.
English jurist
1809 1865,
PhUlimore, Robert Joseph, Baronet. Brother of J. G. English jurist. 1810— 1885,
1833—1882,
Phillips (fil'ips), Adelaide. American singer, bom in England
Phillips, John. American merchant and philanthropist. Founder of
PUllips Academy at Exeter, New Hampshire
1719 1795.

PhlUimore

w

—

.

—

Phillips, John. British geologist
1800—1874,
Phillips, Lawrence Bamett. English horologist and painter
1842 Phillips, Samuel, Jr. Nephew of J. Phillips of Exeter. American
statesman. Organized PhiUips Academy at Andover, Massachusetts 1751 1802,
1811 1884,
PhUllps, Wendell. American orator and reformer
1773—1828
Phillips, William. English mineralogist and geologist
Phllopcemen (fil-o-pee'men). Greek general and statesman
B. c. 252?- 183,
1651—1695,
Phlps or Phlpps (f ips), William, Sir. Governor of Massachusetts
Phoclon (fo'shi-on). Athenian statesman and general
317
B. c. 402
Patriarch
(fo'shi-us).
of
816— 891
PhOtlUS
Constantinople. \_Greek schism.]
1768—1837,
Physlck (fiz'ik), Philip Syng. American physician and surgeon
1835
Piatt (pi'at), John James. American poet
1746 1826,
Plazzi (pe-at'see), Giuseppe. Italian astronomer
1820
Pic (pek), XHysse. French journalist
1620—1682,
Picard, Jean. French astronomer
1836 Picard (pe'kar'), Jean Germain. French author
1769—1828
Picard, Louis Frangois. French dramatist
1821—1877,
Picard, Louis Joseph Ernest. French statesman
1728 1800,
Picclni or Piccliml (pet-chee'nee), Nicolo. Neapolitan composer
Plccolomlni (pTk-ko-lo'me-nee), Alessandro. Ital. prelate and philos. .1508 1578,
1599 1656
Piccolomlnl, Ottavio. Austrian general of Italian origin
1761—1804,
Plchegru (pesh'grii'), Charles. French general
1833—1874.
Pichler (piKler), Aloys. German author
Fichler, von (ion piKler), Karoline, bom von Greiner. Ger. novelist .. 1769 1843,
1739 1817,
Pickens (pik'enz), Andrew. American Revolutionary general
Pickering (pTk'er-ing), John. Son of Timothy. Amer. philologist and
jurist. IGreek and English Lexicon. Vocabulary of Americanisms,] 1777
^1846,

—
—
—

—

.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—

Born.

Died.

—

Pickering (pTk'er-ing), Timothy. American Revolutionary statesman. .1745 1829.
PlckersglU (pTk'erz-gll), Frederick Richard. Eng. historical painter.. 1820
Pico della MirandOla (pee'ko del'la me-rau'do-la). See Mirandola.
Picot (pe'ko'), Auguste fimile. French philologist and bibliographer. .1844
.
Plcot, Michel Joseph Pierre French writer
1770—1841.
.

.

Pictet (pek'ta'), Frangois Jules.

Swiss naturalist

1792

—1872.
—
—

PictOU (pik-too'), James Allauson, Sir. Eng. archaeologist and philologist. 1806 1888.
Pierce (peerss or pflrss), Edward Lillie. American author
1829
Pierce, Franklin. Fourteenth president of the United States
1804 1869.
Pierer (pee'rer), Heinrich August. German publisher
1794 1850.
Pierpont (peer'pont), John. American poet
1785 1866.
Pierron (pe-a'roN'), Pierre Alexis. French Hellenist
1814—1878.
Pierson (peer'sou), Abraham. Amer. divine. First pres. of Yale College 1641 1707.
Pigault-Lebrun (pe'go'-leh-bruN'), Charles Antoine Guillaume. Originally Pf'j/uuW de r^pinoy (deh IS'pe'nwa'). French novelist
1753—1835.
Pignotti (pen-yot'tee), Lorenzo. Italian poet and historian
1739 1812.
Pljnaker (pi'na-kgr) or Pynaker, Adam. Dutch landscape painter
1621—1673.
Pike (pik), Albert. American poet
1809—1891.
Pike, Zebulon Montgomery. American brigadier general and explorer 1779 1813.
PUatre de Rozler (pe'liitr' deh ro'ze-a'), Jean Fraugois. Fr. aeronaut. 1750—1785.
Plllans (pll'anz), James. Prof, at Edinburgh Univ. Educationist
1778—1864.
1846 1895.
Pilling (pTl'ing), James Constantino. American philologist
.
Plllsbury (pTlz'ber-i), Parker. American reformer
1809
PllOty, von (fon peelo-te), Karl Theodor. German painter
1826—1886.
Pllpay (pll'pi) or Bldpay (bid'pl). Hindoo fabulist
unknown.
Pinait (pe'nar'), Louis Alphonse. French linguist and explorer
1852
Plnckney (pTnk'uI ), Charles. American statesman
1758—1824.
Plnckney, Charles Coteeworth. Amer. Revol. ofBcer and statesman. .1740 1825.
Plnckney, Thomas. Brother of C. C. Amer. gen. and diplomatist
1750—1828.
Pindar (pin'dar). Greek lyric poet
B. c. 522— 442.
.

1794 1858,
ican commodore
1785 1819,
Perry, Oliver Hazard. American commodore
Persigny, de (per-seen'yl Fr. pron. deh pBr'se'nye'), Jean Gilbert
1808 1872
Victor Fialin, Due. French minister of state
34
62,
Persius Flaccus (per'shi-us flSlt'us), Aulas. Roman satirical poet
1772 1843.
Perthes (pei'te,'*), Friedrich Christopli. German publisher
1804 1884,
Perty (pSr'te), Joseph Anton Maximilian. German naturalist
(el pa-roo-jee'no).
True name Pietro Vannucci (van-noofPeruglno,
1446 1523.
Italian painter
chee).
1480 1536.
Peruzzl (pia-root'see), Baldassare da Siena. Italian architect
1826 1875.
Pesohel (pa'shel), Oskar Ferdinand, German geographer
1746
(pes-ta-lot'see),
Johann
Heinrich.
Swiss
educationist
1827
PestalOZZi
Petau (peh-to' or p'to), Denis. {Lat. Peta'vlUS.) French chronologist. 1583 1651
1672—1725
Pe'ter I.^ Alexeie vitch. The Great. Czar of Russia
1050 ?-1115,
Peter the Hermit. Preacher of the first crusade
Peter War'tyr or Vermlgll (v6r-mee'lyee), Pietro. Italian theologian 1500 1562.
Peterborough (pee'ter-bur-o), Cliarles Mordaunt, Earl of. Brit. gen. .. 1662— 1735.
1822 1878.
Petermann (pa'ter-raan), August Heinrich. German geographer
1806 1876,
Petermann, Julius Heinrich. German orientalist
1806 1880,
Peters (pa'terss), Christian Friedrich August. German astronomer
..1813
1890
astronomer.
(pee'terz),
Christian
Henry
Frederick.
Ger.-Am.
Peters
1599 1660,
Peters, Hugh. English preaclier and pohtician
1815
(pa'terss),
1883,
Wilhelm Karl Hartwig. Ger. naturalist and traveler.
Peters
1815—1884
Peters, Wilhelm Karl Ludwig. German zoologist
Petersen (pa'ter-sen), Niels Matthias. Danish philologist and historian 1791 1862
1789-1863
Petlgru (pSt'i-groo), James Louis. American lawyer
Potion (pa'te-oN'), Alexandre. First president of the Republic of Hayti 1770—1818
1753 1794
Potion de Vllleneuve (pS'te-oN' deh vel'ncv'), Ji^rome. Fr. rev
1674 1750
Petit (peh-tee' or p'tee'), Jean Louisf French surgeon
1607 1691
PeUtOt (peh'te'to' or p'te'to'), Jean. Genevese enamel painter
1822 1849
Petoll (pSh'to-fee), Sandor. Hungarian patriot and lyric poet
(pee'trark).
Petrarch
(Itul. Petrarca(pa-trar'ka), Francesco.) Ital. poet 1304—1374
1767 1854
Petri (pa'tree), Bemhard. German agricultural writer
1789 1866
Petrle (pee'tree), George. Irish archaeologist
Petrie, W. M. Flinders. English Egyptologist
1853
1839—1893,
Pettie (p6t'i), John. Scotch painter
1623—1687,
Petty (pSt'i), William, Sir. English political economist
1525 1602,
Peucer (poi'tser), Kaspar. German physician and mathematician
1423 1461,
Peurbach (poir'baK), Johann. German astronomer
Feutlnger (poi'ting-er), Konrad. German antiquarian author. Tabula
1465 1547,
Peutingeriana. .'.
Peyer (pi'er), Johann Konrad. Swiss anatomist. IPeyer's glands.'] .. .1^3 1712,
Peyronnet, de (deh pa'ro'na'), Charles Ignace, Comte. Fr. statesman 1778— 1854,
1686 1760,
Pfalf (pfaf), Christoph Matthaus. German Protestant theologian
1797—1858,
Pfeifler (pflf'er), Ida, Madame. German traveler
1793—1884
Phelps (fSlps), Almira Hart Lincoln. American teacher
Phelps, Elizabeth Stuart. American authoress. [TAe Sunny Side.] .1815 1852,
Phelps, Elizabeth Stuart. 3Irs. Herbert D. Ward. Daughter of preceding. American authoress.
1844 \The Gates Ajar.]
1813—1885.
Phelps, John Wolcott. American soldier
B. c. 500 ?- 432
Phidias (fid'i-as). Famous Greek sculptor
e-la-rSt'),
BasU
1782—1867
(f
Drozdoff.
Russian
prelate
PhUarete
Philip (f Il'ip). King Philip. Pometacom. Indian chief of New England. Sachem of Pokanoket.
1676,
\_King Philip's War.]
Philip Nerl, Saint. See Nebi, de'.
;
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Plndemonte

(pin-da-mon'tS), Ippolito. Italian poet
1753—1828.
1745 1826.
(pe'nel'), Philippe.
French physician for the insane
.1790 1835.
Pinelll (pe-ngl'lee), Bartolommeo. Painter and etcher at Rome
Plnelli, Luigi Pompeo. Italian poet
1840
1711—1796.
Plng^^ (pSN'gra'), Alexandre Gui. French astronomer
1758—1826.
Plnkerton (pi nk'er-ton), John. Scottish author
Plnkney (pTnk'nT), William. Amer. lawyer, orator, and diplomatist. .1704 1822.
Pinto (peeu'to), Alexandre Alberto da Rocha Serpa. Italian geograph-

—
—

Plnel

.

—

.

and soldier
1846
1509 1582.
Pinto, Fernao Mendez. Portuguese author of travels
1441
1493.
Plnzon (pen-thon'), Martin Alonso. Spanish navigator with Columbus.
Plnzon, Vicente Yaiiez. Spanish navigator with Columbus. Discovered
Brazil and Yucatan
1460 ?-1524?
Piombo del (d61 pe-om'bo), Sebastiano. Called Luciano. Italian
painter
1485—1547.
Piozzi (pe-ot'see or pe-5z'i), Mrs. Maiden name Hester Lynch Salusbury. Mrs. Thrale. English authoress. Friend of Dr. Johnson. .1739 1821.
1720 1778.
Plranesi (pe-ra-na'6ee), Giambattista. Italian engraver
1689 1773.
Plron (pe'roN'), Alexis. French dramatist and poet
ical writer

.

—
—

.

Plsano

Italian sculptor
Athenian ruler or tyrant
Pltcaim (pTt'kSrn), Major John. Eng. officer killed at
Plthou (pe'too'), Pierre. French j urist and author

Nicola.

(pe-feii'no),

PlsiStratUS

(pi-sls'tra-tus).

B. c.

Bunker

—
—
—
1226— 1273.
612 — 527.

1740 ?-1775.

Hill

1539—1596.
Eng. phonog. and educationist in America.. 1822
Pitman, Isaac, Sir, Bro. of Benn. English inventor of phonography.. .1813—1897.
1812 1889.
Pltra (pe'tra'), Jean Baptiste. French cardinal and monk
Pitt, William, first earl of Chatham. The Great Commoner. English
1708—1778.
statesman
1759 1806.
English statesman and orator
Pitt, WQliam. Son of preceding.
90?- 157.
Plus (pi'us), Ital. Plo (pee'o), I. Saint. Pope
1405—1464.
Eneo
Sylvio
Piccolomini
Plusn.
1499—1566.
Pius rV. Gianangelo de' Medici
1504—1572.
Pius v.. Saint. Michele GhisUeri
1717—1799.
Pius VI. Gianangelo Braschi
1742—1823.
Plus VII. Gregorio Barnaba Luigi Chiaramonti
1792—1878.
Plus IX. Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferretti
.
1824
PI y Margall (pee e mar'gal), Francisco. Spanish politician
Plzarro (pe-z5r'ro Span, pe-thar'ro), Francisco. Conqueror of Peru.. 1496 1541.
.
1849
Pizzl (peet'see or pit'see), Italo. Italian orientalist
1796 1880.
Planch6 (pl6N-sha'), James Rohinson. English dramatist
1808—1857.
Planche (pl5Nsh), Jean Baptiste Gustave. French critic
1751 1833.
Planck (plank), Gottlieb Jakob. German theologian
Plantagenet (pl5n-t5j'e-net). A dynasty of English kings founded by
ending
Henry 11. (1154), and
with Richard III. (1485).
1833—1888.
Platel (pla'tSl'), F^lix, Baron. French writer
347.
B. c. 429
Plato (pla'to). Greek philosopher
Platoff (pla'tof), Matvei Ivanovitch, Count. Hetman of the Cossacks. .1757 1818.
184.
PlaUtUB (plaw'tus), Marcus Accius or Attius. Roman dramatist. .B. c. 254
1748 1819.
Playfalr (pla'fSr), John. Scottish mathematician and physicist
1819
English chemist
Playlalr, Lyon, Sir.

Pitman

(ptt'man), Benn.

.

—

—

—
—
—

;

—
—
—
—

.

.

1824
(plSz'on-tgn), Alfred. American general
1808 1894.
Pleasonton, Augustus" James. American soldier
1757
1831.
Ignaz.
German
musical
composer
Pleyel (pli'el),
Pliny (plin'i) (or Ca'ius Plin'ius Secun'dus). The Elder. Roman nat23
79.
uralist and author
Pliny {or Ca'ius Plin'ius Caecil'ius Secun'dus). The Younger. Nephew
62 ?- 110.
of preceding. Latin author and orator
206?- 270?
PlOtUlUB (plo-ti'nus). An Egyptian Neoplatonic philosopher
1518?-1585.
PlOWden (plow'den), Edmund. English judge and law writer
1688—1761.
Plnche (pliish), Noel Antoine, Abbe. French naturalist and author
1801 1868.
Plucker (ploo'ker), Jules. German mathematician and physician
1646 1706.
Plumler (plii'me-a'), Charles. French botanist
Plnmptre(pliimp'tre), Edward Hayes. English clergyman and professor. 1821 1891.
50
120?
and
moralist
(plu'tark).
Greek
biographer
Plutarch
Pocahontas (po-ka-hSn'tas). Daughter of the Indian chief Powhatan.. 1595 ?-1617.
1542
?-1612.
Ital.
painter..
Poccettl (pot-ch5t'tee). 'Called Bernardino Barbatelli.
1604 1691.
Pocock (po'kok), Edward. English Arabic and Hebrew scholar
Podlebrad (pod-y5h'brad), George. See Geoege Podiebrad.
1809—1849.
Poe (po), Edgar Allan. American poet
1803 1867.
Poerio (po-a're-o), Carlo, Baron. Neapolitan statesman
1796 1877.
Poggendorff (pog'en-dorf), Johann Christian. Ger. natural philos

Pleasonton

.

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—

(poj'o brat-cho-lee'nee), Giovanni Francesco. Ital1380
ian philologist, scholar, and historian
Poindexter (poin'd5ks-ter), George. American lawyer and politician. .1779
1779
Poinsett (poin'set), JoelRoberts. American statesman
Polrson (pwar'soN'), Auguste Simon Jean Chrysostome. Fr. historian. 1795

Pogglo Bracclol&ll

—1459.
—1853.
—1851.
—1871.
1781 —1840.
Isaac.
1720 — 1798.
1818—1873.
1810 —1884.
.

Polsson (pwifsoN'), Simeon Denis. French mathematician
PolSSOnnler Desperriferes (pwa'so'ne-a' da'pa're'Sr'), Pierre
French chemist and physician
Poltevin (pwafvSN'), Auguste. French sculptor
Poltevln, Prosper.

a,e,i,o, u, long; t,e, 6, less prolonged ; 3,6,1, 8, Q, sAort/a, f^i, q,obscure (see remark, p. 1719)

;

JFrench writer and lexicographer

far, fall; thgre,

term;

fSr, food, foot; fflrl;

o w as in coic/ ch as in cAire/

A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.

1861
Born.

Died.

Born.

Pole (pol), Reginald. English cardinal, and archbishop of Canterbury. 1500—1558.
Polejaev (po-le-ya'ev), Alexander Petroviteh. Russian poet
1810—1838.
Polevoi (po-lSh-voi'), Nikolai Alexievitcli. Russian author
1796—1846.

(pow-ha-t5n'). Indian sachem in Virginia
(pow'nal)" Thomas.
Eng. antiquary and colonial governor
Poyn'lngS, Edward, Sir. Author of " Poynings' Law " in Ireland

Poll (po'lee), Giuseppe Saverio. Italian naturalist and physiologist
1746 1825.
Pollgnao, de (deh po'len'ySk'), Jules Auguste Armand Marie, Prince.
French minister of Charles X
1780—1847.
PoUgnac, de, Melchior. French cardinal and diplomatist
16G1— 1742.
Polltlan (po-lish'i-an), Angelus, or Pollziano (po-le-tse-a'no), Angelo.
Itahan classical scholar and poet. \OrJeo.'\
1454 1494.
Polk (pok), James Knox. Eleventh president of the United States
1795—1849.
Polk, Leonidas. Bishop and Confederate general
1806—1864.
Polko (pol'ko), Elise. Germai> author
1823
PbllnltZ, von (fon pol'nTts), Karl Ludwig, Baron. Ger. memoirist
1692—1775.
Pollock (pSl'ok), Frederick. Euglish writer on jurisprudence
1845 1889.
Pollock, George, Sir. British field marslial
1786— 1872.
Pollock, Walter Herries. English historical writer
1850
1798—1827.
PollOk (pSl'ok), Robert. Scottish poet. {The Course of Time.']
Polo (po'lo), Marco. Venetian traveler
1236 ?-1324 ?
Polyblus (po-lib'i-us). Greek historian
B. c. 210— 128.
80?- 166.
Polycarp (pol'i-karp). Saint. Bishop of Smyrna and martyr
PolycletUS (pol-i-klee'tus). Greek sculptor and architect
fl. 430 b. c.
PolygrnotUS (pol-ig-no'tus). The Homer oj painting. Greek painter. B.C. 480?-430?
Pombal, de (dfi pom-bal'), Sebastiao Jose de Carvalho e Melho, Marquis.
The Portuguese Richelieu. Portuguese statesman
1699—1782.
Pompadour, de (deh poN'pS/door'), Jeanne Antoinette Poisson, Marchioness. Misi;res3 of Louis XV
1721—1764.
1731
Pompei (poni-pa'ee), Girolamo. Italian Hellenist and translator
1788.
Pom'pey. Cneius Pompeius Magnus. The Great. Roman gen. .B. c. 106
48.
Pomroy (piim'roi), Rebecca Rossignol. American nurse in the war of
the Rebellion
1817—1884.
Ponce (pon'tha), Pedro. Spanish Benedictine. First teacher of deaf
mutes
1520—1584.
Ponce de Leon (pon'tha da la-on' Anglicized ponss de lee'on), Juan.
".
Spanish discoverer of Florida
1460 1521.
Ponce de Leon, Luis. See Leon, de.
Poncelet (poNss'la'), Jean Victor. French mathematician and engineer 1788 1867.
Pond, Enoch. American theologian and author
1791
1882.
1767 1836.
Pond, John. English astronomer royal
PonlatOWSkl (po-ne-a-tQv'skee), Jozef Antoni. Nephew of Stanislas
Augustus. Polish prince, and marshal of France
1762 1813.
PonlatOWSkl, Stanislas Augustus. See Stanislas Augustus.
Pons (poN), Jean Louis. French astronomer
1761 1831.
Ponsai'd (poN'sar'), Frangois. French dramatic poet
1814^1867.
Ponson du Terrall, de (deh poN'son' dii tSr'rii'y'), Pierre Alexis,
Viscount. French novelist
1829—1871.
Pontano (pou-ta'no), Giov. Gioviano. Italian statesman and author
1426 1503.
Pontchartrain, de (deh poN'shar'trSN'), Louis Ph^lypeaux, Comte.
French minister of state
1643—1727.
Ponte da (dii pSn'ta), Giovanni. Ital. architect. [Bridge of the Rialto.'] 1512—1597.

Poynter (poin'ter), Edward John. English artist
POZZO dl BorgO (pot'so de bor'go). Carlo Andrea, Count.

.

—

—

.

—

.

—
—

.

;

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

Pontlao (p5n'tl-ak). Chief of the Ottawa Indians
1720T-1709.
Pontmaitln, de (deh poN'mrr'tSN'), Armand Augustin Joseph Marie.
French critic and writer
1811—1890.
Pontoppidan (pon-top'I-dan), Erik. Danish historian and antiquary. .1698 1764.
Pontonno, da (dii pon-tor'mo). Jacopo Carrucci. Florentine painter. .1494 1558.
1787?-1872.
Poole (pool), John. English dramatist

—
—

.

Poole,
Poole,
Poole,
Poole,

Paul Falconer. English historical painter
Reginald Stuart. English numismatist and Egyptologist
Stanley Lane. English numismatist

WiUiam Frederick.

Poore

Pope

1810—1879.
1832
1854
1821
1820
1688
1840
1798

American librarian
Benjamin Perley. American journalist

(poor),
(pop), Alexander.

.

—1744.

English poet

Pope, Franklin Leonard. American
Pope, John. American naval officer
Pope, John. American general

— 1895.
— 1894.
—1887.

electrical engineer

.

—1876.

1822—1892.
1531 1607.
(p5p'am), John, Sir. English judge
1798 1868.
P'dpplg (pop'io), Eduard Friedrich. German traveler and naturalist
(el por-da-no'na), or LlclniO (le-chee'ne-o), Giovanni AnPordenone,

—

Popham

—

n

tonio.

Eegillo.

Italian painter

Porphyry

(p6r'tT-ri).
Greek philosopher and antichristian writer
(por'po-ra), Nicolo.
Italian composer
(pdr'sgn), Richard. English Greek scholar and critic
Porta, della (dSl'la por'ta), Giacomo. Italian architect and sculptor
Porta, della, Giarabattista. Italian physicist. {Camera oiscura.]

Porpora

Porson

.

.

—1539.
— 304.
—1767.
—1808.
—1600.
—1615.
—1895.
—1832.

1483
234
1688
1759
1535
1538
1818
.1742

.

Portaels (por'talss), Jean Francois. Belgian painter
Portal (por'tiil'), Antoine, Baron. French anatomist and physician.
1745—1807.
PortallS (por'tEfless'), Jean iStienne Marie. Fr. jurist and statesman
PortallS, Joseph Marie, Count. Son of J. E. M. French statesman. ..1778 1858.
1780 1843.
Porter (por'ter), David. American commodore
1814 1891.
Porter, David Dixon. Son of David. American admiral
1822
Porter, Fitz John. Nephew of Darid. American general
1776—1850.
Porter, Jane. English noveUst. {Thaddeus of Warsaw.]
1811 1892.
Porter, Noah. American metaphysician. President of YaH College
1822
Porter, Thomas Conrad. American botanist
317.
Poms (po'rus). King of India
B. c.
1815 1885.
Posada, de fda po-sa'da), Herrera Jos^. Spanish politician
51?
B.C. 136
Posidonius (pos-T-do'nT-us). Greek Stoic philosoplier
1510 1581.
Postel (pos'til'), Guillaume. French orientalist and visionary
.

.

.

.

.

—
—
—

.

—

.

—
—

Potemkin (po-tSm'kln; Buss. pron.

—
— 1791.
— 1821.
1802—1887.
1713 — 1788.
1800 — 1865.
1792— 1871.
1810 — 1869.
1835
1802 — 1887.
1786— 1859.
1625— 1654.
.1800 — 1872.

pot-yom'kin), Gregori Alexandro-

vitch. Prince.
Russian field marshal, and favorite of Catherine II.
PotOCkl (po-tots'kee), Stanislas Kostka, Count. Polish statesman
Pott (pot), August Friedrich. German philologist
Pott, Percival. English surgical viriter
Potter (pot'er), Alonzo. American Protestant Episcopal bishop
Potter, Cipriani. English composer and pianist
Potter, Hazard Arnold. American pliysician and surgeon
Potter, Henry Codman. Son of Alonzo. American P. E. bishop
Potter, Horatio. Brother of Alonzo. American P. E. bishop
Potter, de, Louis Joseph Antoine. Belgian revolutionist
Potter, Paulus. Dutch painter of cattle and landscapes
Pouchet (poo'shf), F<51ix Archimede. Fr. naturalist and physiologist.

Pongln

(poo'zhSN'), Arthur Francois Auguste Paraisse-Pougin.
art critic

.1736
1757

.

French
1

834

.

1791—1868.
Ponillet (poo'ya'), Clauds Servais Matthias. French physicist
1808—1880.
Poujoulat (poo'zhoo'lii/), Jean Joseph Francois. French historian
1766—1839.
Pounds, John. English philanthropist. Founder of ragged schools
Pourtales, de (deh poor'ta/lS'), Louis Frangoia. Swiss nat. in America. 1824 1880.

POUSSln (poo'sSN'), Nicolas. Frencli liistorical painter
Powell (pow'el), Baden. English philosopher and geometrician
Powell, John Wesley.

American geologist and etlmologist

Power (pow'er), Tyrone. Irish actor
Powers (pow'erz), Hiram. American sculptor
e, i,

o, silent; a, o,

ii,

u

(see p. 1719)

—
— 1665.

1594

1796—1860.
1834
1795

.

— 1841.

1806—1873.
;

11 (see p. 1718,

H

2)

;

Powhatan

Died.

1550?-1618.
1720 1805.

—

Pownall

1512.

1836

Russian

.

di-

Pradler

1764—1842.
1792—1852.

PradO

1826

plomatist, born in Corsica
French sculptor
(pra/de-a'), Jean Jacques.
President of Peru
(pra'do), Mariano Ignacio.

.

Pradt, de (deh prat), Dominique Dufour, Abb*;. French diplomatist and
1759—1837.
English lawyer and poet
1802—1839.
Danish poet. {Stdrkodder.]
1766—1822.
Prasllu, de (deli prii'lSN'), C^sar Gabriel, Count de Choiseul (shwa'zol').
Due. French statesman
1712 1785.
1815 1884.
Pratl (prii'tee), Giovanni. Italian lyric poet
1808—1896.
Pratt (prSt), Enoch. American philanthropist
(praks-it'e-leez).
Greek
sculptor.
{Cnidian
Venus.]
fl.
360 b. o.
Praxiteles
1761 1807.
Preble (preb'l), Edward. American commodore
1816
1885.
Preble, George Henry. American naval officer
1302 1870.
Prentice (prSn'tiss), George Denison. American journalist and poet
1808—1850.
Prentiss, Sergeant Smith. American lawyer and orator
1830—1894.
Prescott (pres'kot), George Bartlett. American electrician
1726 1795.
Prescott, Williain, Colonel. American Revolutionary officer
Prescott, William Hickling. Grandson of Wm
American historian.. .1796 1859.
Pressens^, de (deh pra'sSN'sa'), Edmond Dehoult. French Protestant
1824—1891,
theologian and'author
.
1843
Preston (prSs'ton), Harriet Waters. American author
1812—1896.
Prestwich (prSst'wich), Joseph. English geologist
1613 1699.
Calabrese. Italian painter
Pretl (pra'tee), Mattia.
1785—1868.
Preuss (proiss), Johann David Erdmann. German historian
1767—1816.
Prevost (preh-vo'), George, Sir. English general
1787—1856.
Provost (prf'vo'), Louis Constant. French geologist
1751 1839.
Provost, Pierre. Swiss natural philosopher
Prevost d'Exlles (pra'vo' dSg'zeel'), Antoine Francois. Abbe Prevost.
1697—1763.
French author. [Manon Lescaut.]
Pr^VOSt-Paradol (pra'vo' pa/ra'dol'), Lucien Anatole. French orator,
1829 1870.
journalist, and diplomatist
.
1807
Price, Bonamy. English economist
1723 1791.
Price, Richard. British divine and writer on finance
1809-1867.
Price, Sterling. American Confederate general
1786—1848.
Prlchard (prich'ard), James Cowles. Eng. etlmologist and physiol
1648—1724.
Prideaux (prTd'o), Humphrey. English divine and historian
1790
1851.
PriessnltZ (preess'nTts), Vincenz. Ger. originator of the water cure..
1733 1804.
Priestley (preest'lT), Joseph. English chemist and physicist
Prim (preem), Juan, Count of Reus, and Marquis de los Caetillejos.
1814 1870.
Spanish general and statesman
1504 1570.
PrimatlcciO (pre-ma-teet'cho), Francesco. Italian painter
1785 1856.
Prime (prim), Nathaniel Seudder. American clergyman
Prime, Samuel Irenseus. Brother of N. S. American divine and editor.
1812—1885.
{New York Observer.]
Prime, William Covvper. Brother of N. S. American journalist. {New
1825
York Journal of Commerce.]
1687 1758.
Prince (prinss), Thomas. American divine and historian
1789—1834.
Pringle (prTng'gl), Thomas. Scottish poet
1664—1721.
Prior (pri'or), Matthew. English poet
fl. 600 ?
Prlscian (prTsh'I-an). Roman grammarian
Frlvat-Deschane'l (pre'vii'-da'sha/nSl'), Augustine. French physician
1821 1883.
and mathematician
Prjevalski (przha-val'skee), Nicolai Nichailovitch. Russian officer and
1839—1888.
explorer
1548 1626.
Procacoini (pro-kat-chee'nee), Giulio Cesare. Bologuese painter
1225 1302?
Proclda, di (de pro'che-da), Giovanni. Sicilian conspirator
412
485.
ProclUS (pro'klus). Greek Neoplatonic philosopher
1434.
PrOCOp (pro'kop), Andrew. The Great. Leader of the Hussites
500
(pro-ko'pi-us).
Byzantine
historian
565.
PrOCOplus
Procter (prok'ter), Adelaide Anne. Daughter of Bryan Waller. English poetess?
1825—1864.
1787—1874.
Procter, Bryan Waller. Barry Cornwall. English poet
1837 1888.
Proctor (prok'tor), Richard Anthony. English astronomer
Prony, de (deh pro'ne'), Gaspard Clair Franijois Marie Riche, Baron.
1755 1839.
Fi-ench engineer and mathematician
B. c. 52-aft. B. c. 12.
Propertlus (pro-per'shT-us), Sextus Aurelius. Roman poet
political writer

Praed

Pram

Winthrop Macworth.

(prad),

(priimj, Christian Henriksen.

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
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—
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—
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—
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—

—

—
—
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Protagoras (pro-t5g'o-ras). Greek philosopher and
Froth (prot), Mario. French publicist
Protogenes (pro-toj'e-neez). Painter of Rhodes

480 ?- 411 ?
.
1832
360
300.
.
(pro-to-no-ta'ree),
Francesco.
Italian
economist
and
author.1836
Protonotari
1758—1838.
Froudhon (proo'doN'), Jean Baptiste Victor. French jurist
1809—1865.
Proudhon, Pierre Joseph. French socialist
Prout (prowt), Father. See Mahony, Francis.
1783 1852.
English painter in water colors
Prout, Samuel
Prudhomme (pru'dom'). Sully. See Sdlly-Pkudhomme.
Frud'hon (prii'doN'), Pierre Paul. The French Correggio. Fr. painter. 1758— 1823.
Frynne (prTn), William. Eng. Puritan political writer and antiquary .. 1600 1669.
Ptolemy (tol'e-mT) I. Soter (savior). King of Egypt, and founder of
B. c. 367 ?- 285.
the Graeco-Egj'ptian dynasty
Ptolemy II. PhUadelphus. Son of preceding. King of Egypt ... b. c. 309— 247.
Ptolemy, Claudius. Greek-Egyptian astronomer, geographer, and geometer at Alexandria. {Ptolemaic system.]
fl. 2d c.
PiiCkler-muskau, von (fon piik'ler-moos'kow), Hermann Ludwig
1785 1871.
Heinrich, Prince. German traveler and author
1622—1694.
Puget (pii'zha'), Pierre. French sculptor
1759—1835.
Pughe (pu), William Owen. Welsh philologist and antiquary
1812—1852.
Pugin (pu'iin), Augustin Welby Northmore. English architect
Pujol (pii'zhol'), Alexandre Denis Abel de. Called Abel de Pujol, Alex1787 1861.
andre Denis. French painter
Pulaski (pu-las'kee; Pol. pron. poo-las'kee), Casimir, Count. (Pol.
Eazlmierz Fulawski.) Pol. patriot. Killed at siege of Savannah. 1748 1779.
1431—1487?
FulCl (pooKchee), Luigi. Florentine poet. [Morgante Maggiore.]
.
1847
Pulitzer (pii'lTt-ser), Josepii. Hungariar. journalist in America
.
1831
Pullman (pool'man), George Mortimer. American inventor
.
Pulszky (pool'skee), Ferencz Aurel. Hungarian patriot and author... 1814
1682—1764.
Pulteney (pult'nT), William, Earl of Bath. English statesman
fl. 1750.
PultOCk (poSl'tSk), Robert. English author. {Peter rVilkitis.]
.
1837
Pumpelly (pum-pel'T), Raphael. American geologist
1658—1696.
Furcell (pQr'sel), Henry. English musical composer
1678—1628?
Furchas (pQr'chas), Samuel. English compiler of travels
1702?-1777.
Furver (pur'ver)" Anthony. English scholar and Biblical translator
Pusey (pu'zT),' Edward Bouverie. English clergyman. {Puseyism.] .ISOO 1882,
1799 1837.
Pushk^ (poosl/kin), Alexander Sergeievitcli. Russian poet
FutlltZ, Gustav Heinrich Gans, Edler Herr von und zu. Called Gans
1821 1890.
zu Putlits (ganss tsoo poot'lits). German poet
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N

Born. Died.
1814 1872
(put'nam), George Palmer. American publisher
1718 1790.
Israel." American Revolutionary general
Rufus. Cousin of I. Amer. gen. and pioneer settler of Ohio 1738 —1824
Puttkamer, de (deh po6t'ka-mer), Robert Victor. German statesman. 1828
Puymaigre, de (deh pii-e'magr'), Tlieodore Joseph Boudet, Count.
1816 —
French autlior. .".
1810 1889.
Pyat (pe'a'), Felix. French political agitator and dramatist
1782 1874,
Father
of
the
modern
school
engraver.
(pi),
English
John.
Pye
1853 Pyle (pil), Howard. American artist and author
1582
patriot
and
orator
1643,
English
(pim), John.
Pynaker (pi'na-ker), Adam. See Pijnaker.
English
theologian.
One
of
the
foundPynchon (pln'chilu), William.
1590—1662.
ers of Springfield, Mass
1833
Pypin (pee'pin), Alexandrovitch Nikolaievitch. Russian author
B.C. 376
288.
PyirilO (pT r'o). Greek philosopher and skeptic
B. c. 318?- 272.
PyrrhUS (plr'us). King of Epirus
B. o. 580?- 500?
Pytliagoras (pT-thag'o-ras). Greek philosopher

—

Putnam

—

Putnam,
Putnam,

,

.

.

,

—
—
—

Pym

Born.

Ramsay

Q.
—1881.
—1851.

QnackenbOS (kwSk'gn-bSs'), George Payn. American educationist
Quain (kwan), Jonesr English anatomist, born in Ireland

1826
1795

181&— 1887.
English physician
1850
Quantin (kSN'tSN'), Albert Marie J^rSme. French publisher
1592—1644.
Quarles (kwarlz), Francis. English poet
Quatrefages de Br^au, de (deh kiitr'fazh' deh bra'o'), Jean Louis
1810 — 1892.
Armand. French naturalist"and ethnologist
Quatrem^re de Quincy (katr'mgr' deh kSN'se'), Antoine Chrysostome.
1755 1849.
French art critic and archaeologist
1560'-1614.
Jneiros, de (da ka'e-ros), Pedro Fernandez. Portuguese navigator
Juekett (kwEk'et), John Thomas. English microscopist and naturalist. 1815 1861.
Quain, Richard.

.

Q

—
—
1797 — 1865.
ju^rard (ka'rar'), Joseph Marie. French bibliographer
1680 — 1755.
Juerlnl (kwa-ree'nee), Angelo Maria, Cardinal. Italian scholar
Juesada (kS-sa'Da), Manuel. Gen.-in-chief of the Cuban patriot forces. 1830— 1886.
1694— 1774.
Suesnay (ka'na'), Frangois. French economist
French

(ka'na' deh bo'reh-pgr'), Jules.

juesnay de Beaurepaire
magistrate and author
(kS'ngl'), Pasquier.

1837

.

French Jansenist. [^Reflexions morales.']. IQiH
1796
Lambert Adolphe Jacques. Belgian statistician
Quetelet
Quevedo y VlUegas, de (da ka-va'DO e vel-ya'giiss), Francisco Gomez.

Quesnel

—1719.

— 1874.

(ka'tlS'),

Spanish author
1580—1645.
1814
Qulctaerat (kesh'ra'), Joseph Jules Etienne. French archaeologist
Quicherat, Louis. French lexicographer. [Latin-French Dictionary .] .1139 1882.
1693 1766.
Quin (kvvin), James. English actor
1635 1088.
Quinault (ke'no'), Philippe. French dramatic poet
1744 1775.
Quincy (kwTn'zI), Josiah, Jr. American patriot and orator
Quincy, Josiah. Son of preceding. American statesman and scholar 1772 1864.
1803—1875.
Quinet (ke'na'), Edgar. French philosopher and author
1772 1857.
Quintana fken-tii'na), Manuel JostS. Spanish poet and patriot
Quintard (kwTn-fard'), Charles Todd. American Prot. Epis. bishop. ..1824
Quintllian (kwin-tTl'i-an). Marcus Fabius Quintilianus. Roman rhetorician and critic
42 ?- 118?
.,

.

—
—

.

—
—
—
—

.

.

Quin'tUS Curtius (kQr'sht-us), Rufus. Roman historian
QulTOga (ke-ro'gii), Josi5. Spanish Jesuit and explorer
(kwlt'man), John Anthony. American general and
Quest (kost), Ernest. French painter

Quitman

fl.

2d

c.

—1784.

1707
politician. 1799

— 1858.

1843

.

R.

U

Raabe (rU'beh), Wilhelm. German author
Rabanus (or Hrabanus) Maurus (ra-ba'noos

1831

mow'rdos). Ger. theol. 776?- 856
(ra'bla'), Francois. Fr. physician, philosopher, and satirist.. 1495— 1553,
1850 RabUSSOn (ra'bii'soN'), Henri. French novelist
1821 1858.
Rachel (ra/shel'). Elisabeth Euc/iel Felix. French tragic actress
1618 1669,
Rachel (ra'Kgl), Joachim. German satirical poet
.

Rabelais

—
—

Racine

French dramatic poet
Racine, Louis. Son of Jean. French poet
Raclnet (ra'se-ni'), Albert Charles Auguste. French designer
RadCliffe (rSd'kllf ), Ann. English novelist. \_3Iysteries of Udolpho.]
RadClUfe, John. Eng. phys. Founder of Radclilfe Library at Oxford
Radde (rad'deh), Gustave Ferdinand Richard. Ger. traveler and nat.

1039—1099,
1692—1763.
1825 1893,

(rjfseen') Jean.

.

Radetzky

—

.

1764-

1823.
1650— 1715,

,

1831

.

(ra^dets'kee), Joseph, Count. Austrian general
1764—1858.
i(fon ra'do-wits), Joseph Maria.
Prussian statesman .. 1797 1853,

—

RadOWitZ, von

Rae

John.

(ra),

Raebum

,

Scotch explorer

(ra'burn), Henry, Sir.

1813—1893,
1756—1823,

Scottish portrait painter

Raffaelle (raf-fa-el'lS). See Raphael.
Raifles (rSf'f 'Iz), Thomas Stamford, Sir. Eng. naturalist and statesman. 1781— 1826.
Rafines4ue (ra'fe'ngsk'), Constantine Samuel.
French botanist in
America
1784—1842,
Rafn (ratn), Carl Christian. Danish archaeologist
1795—1864.
Raglan (rSglan), Fitzroy James Henry Somerset, Baron. Eng. general. 1788 1855.
or Ragnar Lodbrok (rag'nar lod'brok), or Regner.
vian sea king or freebooter
RagOZin (ra-go'zin), Ziinaide Alexeievna. Russian author

Ragnar

—

Scandina-

9th c.
1835 1760—1830,
1735—1811.
1488 ?-1534.
fl.

(ra'bSk), Kuud Ly ne.
Danish ajithor and critic
Ralkes (raks), Robert. English founder of Sunday schools
Raimondl (ri-mon'dee), Marc' Antonio. Italian engraver
Ralna (rl'na), Pio. Italian author
R^kOCZy (rii'ko-tsee), Franz Leopold. Prince of Transylvania. Patriot. 1676— 1735.
Raleigh or Ralegh (raw'll), Walter, Sir. English navigator, statesman, and courtier
1552 1618,
Ralston (rawl'stgn), William Ralston Shedden. English writer on Russian literature
1828—1889,
RambOuiUet, de (deh roN'boo'ya'), Catherine de Vivonne, Marquise.
French leader of society
1588—1665,
(ra'ma'), Alfred Francois.
French archaeologist
1826
(ra'mo'), Jean Philippe. French musician and composer
1683 1764,
Ram6e (ra'ma'), Daniel. French architect
1806
Ramirez (ra-mee'rSs), Ignacio. Called El Migromante. Mexican phi-

Rahbek

.

—

Ram^
Rameau

,

—

losopher

1818—1879,

Ram'mohun Roy,
of the

Rajah.

Hindoo theologian and reformer.

1780— 1S33.

Ramorino

(ra-mo-ree'no), Girolamo, or
vanni Pietro. Sardinian general

Ramsay,

Ramsay

Founder

Brahmo-somaj

Remorino

(ra-mo-ree'no), Gio-

Allan.
Scottish poet.
[The Gentle Shepherd.]
(rSm'zT), Alexander. American senator, secretary of war,

governor of Minnesota
&, e,

i,

o, u,

long ;

a, e, 6, less

and
1815

prolonged ;

a, 6, 1, 5, u,

short; a,

e,

i,

o,

-

Died.

—1891.
—1815.
— 1572.
— 1557.

1814

British geologist

David.

'.

.

— 1700.
.

.

—1890.

statesman

1753

— 1813.

1773 — 1833.
Randolph, John, of Roanoke. American orator and statesman
1721 — 1775.
Randolph, Peyton. President of the first American congress
Rangab^ (ran'ga-be), Alexander Rizos. Greek writer and diplomatist. .1810 1892.
Ranke, von (fon riin'keh), Leopold. Ger. hist. {Histortj of the Popes.] 1795-1886.
1834 18G4.
Ransom (rSn'som), Thomas Edward Greenfield. American general
1805 1852.
RantOUl (rSn'tool), Robert, Jr. American statesman
(rowl'-ro'shef).
Rochette.
Raoul-Rochette
See
Raphael (r5£'.vel), Jtal. Raffaelle (raf-fa-el'la) SanzlO (san'ze-o), or
1483—1520.
Santi d' Urbino (san'tee door-bee'no). Italian painter
1621— 1G87.
Rapln (ra'pSN'), Reni. French Jesuit Latin poet
1661-1725.
Rapin, de (deh rii'paN'), Paul, Sieur de Thoyras. French historian
Rapp (rap), Johann George. German founder of the sect of Harmonists 1757 1847.
1772—1821.
Rapp, Jean, Count. French general
1787 1832.
Rask (rask), Rasmus Christian. Danish orientalist and philologist
Rasle, Rale, or Rasles (ral), StSbastien. French Jesuit missionary to

—
—
—

—
—

1658
the Abenaki Indians killed at Norridgewock
Raspail (ras'pal' or ras'pa'y'), Francois Vincent. French chemist and
;

revolutionist
Raspe (rasp'eh), Gustav

— 1724.

1794—1878.

Karl Heinrich.

German

educationist and clas-

1811—1887.

sicist ....".

Rattazzi (rat-tat'see), Marie Studolmine Wyse. Princesse
French author
Rattazzi, Urbano. Italian statesman
Rau (row), Charles. German archaeologist in America

of

Solnas.

1833
1808
1826

.

—1873.
— 1887.
.1806 —1841.
1781 — 1873.

(rowK), Frederick Augustus. German theologian in America.
(fon row'mer), Friedrich. German historian
(ra'viil'yak' or ra'va'yak'), Francois.
French regicide.
Stabbed King Henry IV. to the heart, May 14, 1010
1578—1610.
(deh
Frangois
ra'ven'yoN'), Gustave
Xavier Delacroix.
Ravignan, de
1795 1858.
French Jesuit and pulpit orator
Francis, Marquis of Hastings.
Rawdon-Hastings (raw'don-has'tingz),
"
1754—1826.
British general
1060 1727.
Rawle (rawl), Francis. English colonist in America
.
1823
Rawle, William Henry. American lawyer
1831 1869.
Rawlins (raw'liuz), John Aaron. American soldier
Rawlinson (rawliu-son), George. Brother of Sir Henry Crestcicke.
.
English orientalist and historian
1815
Rawlinson, Henry Creswicke, Sir. Enghsh soldier and diplomatist. 1810 1895.
1628 1705.
Ray or Wray (ra), John. English naturalist
1847 1887.
Rayet (ra'ya'), Olivier. French archaeologist
Raymond (ra'mond) IV. Raymond de St. Gilles. Count of Toulouse.
...'.
1045?-1105.
Crusader
1156 1222.
Raymond VI. Count of Toulouse. Defender of the Albigenses
1820 1809.
Raymond, Henry Jarvis. American journalist
.
1840
Raymond, Rossiter Worthington. American mining engineer
Raynal (ra'nal'), Guillaume Thomas Francois, Abb6. French historian. 1713 1796.
1701
1836.
French
miscel.
writer.
(ra'noo-ar'),
FraiiQois
Juste
Marie.
Rajrnouard
1733 1798.
Read (reed), George. Signer of the Declaration of Independence
.
Read, John Meredith. Amer. diplomatist. G't-grandson of preceding .1^31
1759 1849.
Read, Nathan. American inventor
1822
1872.
American poet and artist
Read, Thomas Buchanan.
1814—1884.
Reade (reed), Charles. English novelist
Reaumur, de (deh ra'o'mlir'), Ren6 Antoine Ferchault. French natu1683 1757.
[Thermometer.]
ral philosopher and inventor.
.
1834
Reber (ra'ber), Franz. German writer on art
Rdcamler (ra'ka'me-S'), Jeanne Frangoise Julie Adelaide, Madame, born
1777 1849.
Bernard. Accomplished French lady
.
1827
ReclUS (reh-klii'), Elie, Michel. French geographer
.
1830
Reclus, Jean Jacques Elis<5e. French geographer
1804
jurist
1876.
Redfield (red'feeld), Isaac Fletcher. American
1804—1888.
Redgrave (rSd'grav), Richard. English artist
1626^1697.
Redi (ra'dee), Francesco. Italian poet and naturalist
1751—1830.
Red Jack'et or Sa-go-ye-wat'ha. Chief of the Senecas
1830
Reed, Edward James, Sir. English naval engineer
1808 1854.
Reed, Henry. American scholar and author
1741—1785.
Reed, Joseph. American patriot and statesman
.
1839
Reed, Thomas Brackett. American lawyer and congressman
1743—1825.
Rees (reess), Abraham. English cyclopaedist
1813
1895.
Henry.
English
writer
and
journalist
Reeve (reev),
.
1821
Reeves (reevz), Sims. English oratorio tenor singer
.
1844
Regamey (ra'ga'ma'), F(51ix. French artist
Regiomontanus (re'jT-o-mon-ta'nus). Johann Muller. German as1430 1476.
tronomer and mathematician
1665 ?-l 737.
Regis, de (deli ra'zhess'), Jean Baptiste. French geographer
1655—1709.
Regnard (ran'yar'), Jean Francois. French comic poet
1843 1871.
Regnault (reh-no'), Alexandre Georges Henri. French painter
Regnier (ran'ye-a'), Jacques Auguste Adolphe. French philologist .... 1804 1884.
1573—1613.
Regnier, Mathurin. French poet
B. c. 250 ?
Reg'ulus, Marcus Atillius. Roman general
natu(rl'Ken-baK'),
German
Heimich
Gottlieb
Ludwig.
Reichenbach
1793—1879.
[Flora ~Germanica.]
ralist.
1788-1809,
Reichenbach, von, Karl, Baron. German chemist
Reichstadt (riK'stat), Duke of. See Bonapakte, Napoleon II.
1818
1883.
Reid (reed), Mayne, Captain. American novelist, born in Ireland
Reid, Samuel Chester. Amer. naval officer. Designer of the U. S. flag 17S3 18G1.
1710—1796.
Reid, Thomas. Scottish mental philosopher
.
1842
Reid, Thomas Wemyss. English author
1837
Reid, Whitelaw. American journalist
1791 1858.
Reid, William, Sir. British meteorologist
Reifferscheid (rlffer-shlf ), Karl Wilhelm August. German philologist 1835—1887.
1759 1813.
Reil (ril), Johann Christian. German anatomist

Ranch

.

Raumer, von
Ravaillac

—
—

—

.

—
—
—
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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—
—

—

—
—

—
—

.

—
—

Reimarus
buttel

—

1792 1849.
1685—1758.

Andrew Crombie.

1749
American physician and historian
Ramus (ra'mdos), Peter, or Pierre de la Ram^e (pe'gr' deh la ra'ma').
French philosopher and scholar
1515
Ramusio (ra-moo'se-o), Giambattista. Italian writer. [EaecoUa di
Navigazione e Viaggi.]
1485
Ranavalo (ra-nii-va'lo), Manjaka IH. Queen of Madagascar
1862
Ranc^, de (deh roN'sS'), Armand Jean le Bouthillier. Monk and reformer of the monastery of La Trappe
1626
Rand (rSud), Edward Sprague. American floriculturist
1834
Rand, Silas Tertius. Canadian clergyman
1810
(ran'd.al),
Randall
Samuel Jackson. American congressman
1828
Randolph (rSn'dolf), Edmund Jennings. Nephew of Peyton. American

.

—

(rSm'zt),

Ramsay,

(rI-ma'rS5s),

Hermann Samuel.

German

scholar.

[

Wolfen1694—1768.

Fragments.]

French philologist
(ri'uaK), Salomon.
Reinesius (rI-ua'ze-o6s), Thomas. German physician and philologist.
Reinhart (rin'hart), Charles Stanley. American artist
Reinhold (rin'holt), Karl Leonhard. German philosopher

Reinach

obscure (see remark,

p. 1719)
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Relske

(rJ'se-ger),

—

.

Remy

or

Reml

(Fr. pron. reh-me'), Saint.

(Lut. Retnlgius, re-mij'i437— 533.
Bishop of Rheims
Renan (reh-nON'; Anglicized ree'u.an), Joseph Ernest. French orientalist, author, and critic.
1823 1892.
[ Vie de Jesus.]
Rendel (rSn'del), James Meadows. English engineer
1800—1856.
Ren6 (reh-na') of Anjou. The Good. Titular king of Sicily
1409—1480.
Rennell (ren'el), James. English geographer
1742—1830.
1761 1821.
Rennle (rSu'I), John. British engineer and architect
Renouf (re-noof '), Peter Le Page. English oriental scholar
1824
1790 1863.
Renwlck ^reu'wik), James. American physicist
R^sal (ra'zal'), AmtS Henri. French engineer
1828
Reshld Pasha (reh-sheed' pa-sha'), Mustapha Mehemed.
Turkish
statesman
1802 1858.
?
Rethel (ra'tel), Alfred. German historical painter
1816—1859.
RetZ, de (rets; Fr. pron. deh rass), Jean Fraugois Paul de Gondi, Cardius.)

The Apostle of the Franks.

—

—
—

.

.

—

—

1614 1679.
French prelate and intriguer
RetZiUS (rSt'se-oos), Anders Johan. Swedish botanist and chemist. ...1742 1821.
RetZSCh (retsh), Friedrich August Moritz. Ger. painter and designer. 1779—1857.
Reuohlln (roiK'lin), Johann. Ger. philol., Hellenist, and Hebraist
1455—1522.
nal.

—

.

Reumont, von (fon roi'mont), Alfred. German writer
Reuss (roiss), :^douard. French Protestant theologian

1808—1887.

— 1891.

1804

Renter

(roi'ter), Heinrich Ludwig Christian Fritz.
Ger. poet and nov. 1810— 1874.
Renter, Paul Julius, Baron. German-English founder of Renter's telegraphic agency
1815
Revere (re- veer'), Paul. American engraver and patriot
1735 1818.
R6vUle (ra' vel'), Albert. French theologian
1826
RevlllOUt (reh-ve'yoo'). French Egyptologist
1845
1773 1849.
Rey (ra), Jean. French manufacturer and writer
1799—1 879.
Reybaud (ra'bo'), Marie Roch Louis. French author
Reynaud (ra'no'), Antoine Audr6 Louis, Baron. Fr. mathematician. .1777—1844.
Reynolds (ren'olz), John Fulton. American general
1820—1863.
ReynoldSiJosliua, Sir. English portrait painter
1723 1792.
(ra'zSs)
or RaslS (ra'sls). Arabian physician
Rhazes
852 ?- 932 ?
Ribault or Ribaut (re'bo'), Jean. French navigator, killed by Spaniards
.

.

—

.

.

—

.

—

in Florida
Rlbera (re-sa'ra), Jos(5. II Spagnoletto. Spanish painter
Rlbot (re'bo'), TliiSodule. French philosopher
RicardO (re-kar'do), David. English political economist
Rlcasoll (re-kii'So-lee), Bettino, Baron. Italian statesman
Ricci (ret'chee), Scipione, Bishop of Pistoja. Italian reformer
RiCClO, del (d61 ret'cho), Domenico. Brusasoi'd. Italian painter
RiccioU (ret-cho'lee), Giovanni Battista. Italian astronomer
Rich, Claudius James. English orientalist and traveler
Rich, Edmimd, Saint. English prelate. Archbishop of Canterbury
Richard (rlch'ard) I. Coiur de Lion. King of England
Richard II. King of England. [ Wat Tyler's rebellion.']
Richard III. Last king of England of the Plantagenet line

1520?-1565.

1588—1656.
1839—1891.
1772—1823.
1809—1880.

— 1810.
—
—

1741

.

.

Richardson, John, Sir. Scotti.sh naturalist
1787-1865.
Richardson, Samuel. English novelist
1689—1761.
Rlchebourg (resh'boor'), Emile. French author
1833
Richelieu ^resh'eh-loo), de (Fr. pron. deh resh'le-uh'), Armand Jean
Duplessis, cardinal and duke. French" statesman
1585 1642.
Richmond (rtch'mond), Charles Lennox, Duke of. British general
1735—1806.
Richmond, Legh. Eng. divine and author. [Dairyman'' s Daughter.'] .1772 1827.
Rlchter (r I K'ter), Eugen. German politician
1838
'.

.

—
—

.

.

Riddle, George.

American

Ridelng (vid'ing), William
Ridley (rid'lT), Nicholas.

1843

.

1763—1825.
1776—1841.
1800—1889.
1816
1853
.
1853
1500^-1555.
1840
.

elocutionist

.

Henry. English author
English bishop, reformer, and martyr

Rldpath

(rid'path), John Clark.
American historian
von (fon ree'deh-zel), Friedrich Adolph, Baron. German
general in America in the British service
1738 1800.
Rlenzi (re-en'zee) or Rienzo (re-en'zo), Niccolo Gabrini. Cola di Rienzi.
Roman orator and tribune
1313 1354.
Rlgaud (re'go'), Hyacinthe Francois Honorat. French portrait painter. 1659 1743.
RlggS (rigz), George Washmgton. American banker
1813 1881.
.
Righetti (re-gSt'tee), Carlo. Italian pubUcist and dramatic author
1830
Riley (ri'll), Charles Valentine. English-American entomologist
1843—1895.
William.
(rim'er),
English
Rimmer
artist in America
1816—1879.
Rlncon, del (del ren-kon'), Antonio. Spanish painter
1446 1500.
Rinehart (rln'liart), William Henry. American sculptor
1825—1874.
Rink (rink), Henrik Johan. Danish naturalist
1819—1893.
Ripley (rip'lT), Eleazar Wheelock. American major general
1782—1839.
Ripley, George. American journalist and miscellaneous writer
1802—1880.
Ripon (rip'gn), Frederick John Robinson, first earl of. Eng. statesman 1782 1859.
Ripon, George Frederick Samuel Robinson, Earl de Grey and Marquis
of.
Son of preceding. English statesman
1827
Ristori (res-to'ree), Adelaide, Marchioness del Grillo. Italian actress. .1821
.
Ritchie (iTch'i ), Anna Isabella. English author
1837
Ritchie, Thomas. American journalist
1778 1854.
Ritson (rit'soii), Joseph. English antiquary
1752—1803.
Rittenhouse (rit't'n-howss), David. Amer. astron. and mathematician. 1732 1796.
Ritter (rit'er), Fr^d^ric Louis. French-American musician and author. 1834— 1891.
Ritter, August Heinrich. Ger. philosopher. [Geschichte der Philos.] .1791— 1869.
Ritter, Karl. German geographer
1779-1859.
.

Riedesel,

—
—
—

—
—

—

.

.

—
—

.

Rives

William Cabell. American statesman
1793—1868.
RiZZlO (rit'se-o) or Riccio (ret'cho), David. Italian musician. Favorite
of Mary, Queen of Scots
1540 ?-1566.
Robbia, della (della rob'be-ii), Luca, Florentine sculptor. Inventor of
enameled terra-cotta
1388 ?-1463.
1274—1329.
Robert (r5b'ert) I. Bohert Bruce. King of Scotland
1316—1390.
Robert II. King of Scotland. First of the house of Stuart
(reevz),
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Rodney

(rbd'nx), Caesar Augustus.

Signer of the Declaration of Inde-

1728—1784.
1718—1792.

pendence

Rodney, George Brydges, Lord. British admiral
Rodriguez (ro-Dree'gSth), Alfonso. Spanish religious author
Roe (ro), Edward Payson. American novelist
Roebling (ro'bling), John Augustus. German-American civil

engineer,

and bridge buUder
Roebling, Washington Augustus.

engineer.

Rogers

(rof'erz),

1526
1838

J. A.

Am.

civil

1837

.

1801—1879.
1097—1154.
1807—1877.

English author

Henry.

— 1617.
—1888.

1806—1869.

Son of

Rogers,
Rogers,
Rogers,
Rogers,
Rogers,
Rogers,
Rogers,

—

(re'kor'), Philippe.
French physician
(rTd"l), Albert Gallatin.
American lawyer

—

;

1157—1199.
1366—1400.
1452—1485.

j

Ricord
Riddle

—

\_Brooklyn bridge.]
Roebuck (ro'buk), John Arthur. British politician
Roger (rSj'er) II. First king of Sicily

Richard of Cirencester (sis'e-ter). English monk and historian
1401.
Richards (rich'ardz), William" Buell, Sir. Canadian urist
1815—1889.
Richardson (rich'ard-son), Benjamin Ward. Eng. phys. and scientist. 1828
Richardson, Charfes. English lexicographer
1775 1865.
Richardson, Charles Francis. American author
1851
Richardson, Henry Hobson. American architect
1838-1886.

Died.

fl. 1280.
Robert of Gloucester (-glBs'ter). Early English writer
1810—1881.
Roberts (rBb'ertz), William Mllnor. American civil engineer
1816— 1853.
preacherandlecturer
William.
Eng.
(rSb'ert-son),
Frederick
Robertson
1742 181^.
Robertson, James. American pioneer in Tennessee
1813 — 1882.
ecclesiastical
hist
and
British
clergyman
Robertson, James Cragie.
1829—1871.
Robertson, Thomas William. English dramatic writer
1721 — 1793.
Robertson, William. Scottish historian
Roberval (ro'bSr'val'), Jean Francois de la Rogue, Sieur de. French
1500?-1547.
nobleman wlio attempted to colonize Canada
Robespierre, de (ro'bgs-peer' Fr. pron. deh ro'bes-pe-§r'), Maximi1758 1794.
lieu Marie Isidore.
French revolutionist
Robin (ro'baN'), Charles Philippe. French anatomist and microscopist 1821 — 1885.
fl. 12th c. ?
Robin Hood (rob'in hood). Legendary English outlaw
Robins (rob'inz), Benjamin. Eng. math. Founder of science of gunnery 1707 1751.
Robinson (rob'in-son), Edward. American philologist and Biblical critic. 1794 — 1863.
1775 — 1867.
Robinson, Henry Crabb. English lawyer and author
1806 — 1867.
Robinson, Horatio Nelson. American mathematician and educator.
1575 1625.
Robinson, John. English Puritan divine and author
1849
Robinson, Philip Stewart. Phil. Eohinson. English journalist
1818 1876.
Robinson, William Stevens. Warrington. American journalist
i 739 — 1805.
Roblson (rbb'I-son), John. Scottish natural pliilosopher
16G0?-1738?
Rob Roy. Eohert Macgregor (Campbell). Scottish freebooter
1830
Roby (ro'bi), Henry John. English educationist
Rochambeau, de (deh ro'shoN'bo'), Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur,
1725 1807.
Count. General "in America in 1780. Marshal of France
Roche (rosh), Regina Maria. Eng. novelist. [The Children of the Abbey. ]nGi—lSi5.
.
jour..
.1831
Victor
Henri.
Pr.
(deh
rosh'for'-lu'sS'),
Rochefort-IiUQay, de
Rochefoucauld (rosh'foo'ko'). See La Rochefoucauld, de.
Rochejaquelein,
de.
Rochejaquelein (rosh'zhak'lSN'). See La
Rochester (roch'es-ter), John Wilmot, second earl of. Eng. courtier .. 1647 ?-1680.
Called jRaoul-Sochette (rowl'ro'Rochette (ro'shSf'), D6sir^ Raoul.
1789—1854.
shgf). French archaiologist
Rockingham (r5k'ing-am), Charles Watson Wentworth, second mar1730 1782.
quis of. Prime minister of England
711.
Roderic (r5d'er-Ik). Last king of the Visigoths of Spain
Rodgers (roj'erz), Christopher Raymond Perry. Son of first G. W.
1819—1892.
American rear admiral
Rodgers, George Washington. Brother of first John. Am. commodore 1787 1832.
Rodgers, George Washington. So7i of preced. Commander, U. S. navy 1822 1863.
1771 — 1838.
Rodgers, John. American commodore
1812 — 1882.
Rodgers, John. Son of preceding. American rear admiral

1494 1567.
1598 1671.
1787 1821.
1190 ?-1242.

—

Richter, Hans." German musician
Richter, Johann Paul Friedrich. Jean Paul. German author
Rickman (rik'man), Thomas. English architect and writer

Born.

Died.

Joharm Jakob. German Arabic scholar
171C— 1774.
Karl Gottlieb. German composer. [David.l
1798—1859.
Rembrandt van Rljn or Ryn (rSm'braut; Dutch pron. rem'braut van
rill), Reuibiandt Harmeusz V. R.
Dutch painter
1607
1G69.
Remington (lem'ing-ton), Philo. American inventor of rifle
1816—1889.
Rtousat (ra'niu'zSQ, Jean Pierre Abel. French orientalist
1788—1832.
R^musat, de (Jeh ra'mu'za'), Francois Marie Charles, Count. French
philosopher and statesman
1797 — 1875.
Remusat, de, Paul Louis ]<;tieune. French author and politician
1831
(rlslieh),

Reissiger

1863

—
—

Henry Darwin. Brother of W. B. American geologist
James Blythe. Brother of W. B. American chemist
John. American sculptor

1808 1866.
1802 1852.
.
1829
1500 ?-1555.
1825 1892.

John. English divine and martyr, burned at Smithfield
Randolph. American sculptor
1763—1855.
Samuel. English poet
William Barton. Brother of J. B. and if. D. American phy1804—1882.
sicist and geologist
1779 1869.
Roget (ro'zha'), Peter Mark. Englisli, physiologist and author
1734—1803.
Rohan, de (deh ro'oN'), Louis Ren(5 Edouard, Prince. Fr. cardinal
1832—1896.
traveler
Rohlfs (rolf s)7 Gerhard. German
Roland de la Platifere (ro-loN' deh la pla'tygr'), Jean Marie. French

—

—

—

1734 1793.
Girondist minister of state
Fr. pron. ro'loN'), Madame Marie {or Manon) Jeanne
"
1754—1793.
Phlipon.
Wife of preceding. French Girondist. Guillotined
1827
Rolf e (rolf ), William James. American Shakespearean editor
1661 1741.
RoUin (rol'Tn Fr. pron. ro'lSN'), Charles. French historian
860?- 932.
Rollo or Hrolf. Norwegian viking. First duke of Normandy
Romanes (ro-ma'nSs), George John. English psychologist and zoologist. 1848 1894.
the
reignFirst
czar
of
Feodorovitch.
(ro-ma'nof),
Mikhail
Romanoff
1596 1645.
ing dynasty of Russia
1644 1710.
R'dmer (ro'mer), Olaus. Danish astronomer
1837
.
Romero (ro-ma'ro), Matias. Mexican statesman
Romeyn (ro'min), Theodoric. CnWed Dirck. American theologian.... 1744 1804.
1757 1818.
Romilly (rom'il-i ), Samuel, Sir. English lawyer and statesman
1734 1802.
Romney (rom'nt), George. English painter
.
1813
Ronge (rong'eh), Johannes. German Catholic reformer
1524 1585.
Ronsard, de ("deh roN'sar'), Pierre. French poet
1650—1709.
Rooke (rook), George, Sir. British admiral
Roon, von (fon ron'), Albrecht Theodor Emil Graf. German general. .1803 1879.
1858
Roosevelt (robs'velt), Theodore. American author
1820 1895.
Root (root), George Frederick. American musical composer
1836
Ropes (rops), John Codman. American author
Rosa (ro'za), Euphrosyne Parep'a. English singer, born in Edinburgh. 1837— 1874.
1615—1673.
Rosa (ro'sa), Salvator (sal-va'tor). Italian painter
1793 1877.
Rosas, de (da ro'sas), Juan Manuel. Argentine dictator
1817 1894.
Roscher (riish'er), Wilhelm. German economist
1833
.
Roscoe, Henry "Enfield (rSs'ko), Sir. English scientific writer
1753—1831.
Roscoe, William. English historian
Roscommon (ros-kom'gn), Wentworth Dillon, Earl of. English poet. .16337-1684.
1817 —1882.
Rose (roz), George. Arthur Sketchley. English author
1798-1873.
Rose (ro'zeh), Gustav. German mineralogist and crystallographer
1795 1864.
Rose, Heinrich. Brother of Gustav. German chemist
1801—1873.
Did.]
Biogr.
author.
IBose's
Rose (roz), Henry John. English
1795-1838.
Rose, Hugh James. Brother of H. J. English divine and author
Rosebery (roz'ber-T), Archibald Philip Primrose, Earl of. British
1847
statesman
1819
Rosecrans (ro'ze-krSnss), William Starke. American general
1800 1843.
Rosellinl (ro-sel-lee'nee), Ippolito. Italian Egyptologist
1805-1837.
Rosen (ro'zen), Friedrich August. German orientalist
Rosenkranz (ro'zen-kriints), Jolianu Karl Friedrich. Ger. pliilosopher. 1805-1879.
Rosenmiiller (ro'zen-mii'ler), Ernst Friedrich Karl. Ger. orientalist.. 1768— 1835.
1776 1855.
Rosini (ro-see'nee)," Giovanni. Italian author
Rosmini-Serbati (ros-mee'nee sSr-ba'tee), Antonio. Ital. philosopher. 1797— 1855.
1837
orientalist
(deh
ro'iif'),
Leon.
French
Rosny, de
Ross (ross), James Clark, Sir. Nephew of Sir John. British arctic navi.lSOO— 1862.
1777
1856.
arctic
navigator
Ross, John, Sir. British
1790—1866.
Ross, John, or Koo'wes-koo'we. Head chief of the Cherokees
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N

Bom. Died
Ross, Robert.

English major general in America.

Sacked Washington 1770
.

—1814.
-

1837
Ross-Church, Florence, born Marryat. English author
1800
Rosse (ross), William Parsons, third earl of. English astronomer
RossetU (ros-s5t'tee), Christina Georgina. Sister of D. G. Italian

—1867-

1830—1894,
1828 1882,
1829 1829 1896.

poetess

Italian actor
Rossi, Pellegrino, Count. Italian statesman. Assassinated
Antonio. Italian composer
Gioachimo
(ros-see'nee),
Rossini
Rost (r5st), Reinhold. Englisli orientalist
(ros-top-cheeu'),
Feodor,
Count. Russian general
Rostoptchln

—
—
1787 — 1848.
1792 — 1868,
1822 1765— 1826,

Rotch (rochV Arthur. American architect
Roth, von (ton rot), Rudolf. German orientalist
Rothermel (r5th'er-mSl), Peter Frederick. American

1850
1821
1817

Rossettl, Dante Gabriel. English painter and poet
Rossettl, William Michael. Italian critic and writer

Rossi

O

(ros'see), Ernesto.

-

painter
Rothschild (rSs'child Ger. pron. rot'shtlt), Lionel, Baron de R. Son
1808—1879,
of Nathan Mayer. English banker and M. P
Rothschild, Mayer Anselm. Jewish banker at Frankfort. Founder of
;

P

1743—1812,
the house of Rothschild
1777—1836,
Rothschild, Nathan Mayer. Son of M. A. Financier in London
Rothschild, de, Nathaniel Mayer, first Lord Rothschild. Bug. banker. 1840 1775 1840,
Rotteck, von (f on rot'Sk), Karl. German historian and statesman

—

Rouarle de la (deh

la roo'a're'). Marquis.

See Abmaud, Charles, Count.

1695— 17G2,
RoublUac (roo'be"le-ak'), Louis Frangois. French sculptor
Rouget de I'isle (roo'zha' deh lei'), Claude Joseph. French poet and
musician.

Q

\_3Iarseillaise, 1792.]
Ronher (roo'gr'), Eugene. French politician
Rousseau (roo'so'), Jean Baptiste. French lyric

1760—1836,
1814—1884,

1670—1741

poet

—

Rousseau, Jean Jacques. French philos. and writer, born in Geneva. .1712 1778,
1812—1867
Rousseau, Pierre fitienne Theodore. French landscape painter
1821 1892
Rousset (roo'sa'), Camille Felix Michel. French historian

—

Roustam or Roustem (roos'tem) or RuBtum. Persian
Routh (rowth), Edward John. " English scientist

Rous

Rowan
Rowe (ro),

R

hero

ft.

(rwa/ya'-ko'lar'), Pierre Paul.

—1854,

1673—1718
fl. 17th c.
1855 -

1763—1845.

—
—

1577 1640.
Flemish painter
(roo'bin-stin), Anton Grigorievich.
Rus. comp. and piaaist. 1829 1894
Friedrich.
1788
(riik'ert,
almost
rik'ert),
Ger.
orientalist
and
poet.
1866.
Rilckert
Ru'dolph, or Ru'dOlf , I. of Hapsburg. Emperor of Germany. Founder
1218 1291
of the Austrian empire
1771 1832.
Rudolphl (roo-d51'fee), Karl Asmund. Swedish physiologist
Ruffinl (roof-fee'nee), GioTanni Domenico. Lorenzo Benoni. Ital. pat.1807 1881
1802 1880.
Rage (roo'geh), Arnold. German publicist and journalist
1723—1798.
Ruhnken (roon'ken), David. German philologist
1638 1731
RulSCh or Ruysch (roisK), Frederic. Dutch anatomist
Rumford (rum'ford), Benj. Thompson, Count. Amer. natural philos. .. 1753 1814.
1743—1792,
(rum'zt), James. American inventor.
[_Steamboat.']
1780 1839,
Runjeet' Singh (sTng). Maharajah and founder of Sikh empire
1619
1682,
Rupert (roo'pert). Prince. Prince Robert of Bavaria. German warrior
Scandinavian prince. Founder of the Russian empire
879,
Rurik (roo'rik).
Ruschenberger (roo'shen-berg'er), William S. W. Amer. naturalist.. 1807 Rush, Benjamin. American physician. Signer of the Decl. of Indep. 1745 1813,
(roo'benz), Peter Paul.

—

Rubinstein

.

—

—
—
—
—
—

Rumsey

.

A

thropist.

—
—

—
philan1786 — 1869,

Son of Dr. Benjamin. American physician and
[Philosophy of the Human Voice.^

.

Rush, Richard. Son of Dr. Benj. Amer. statesman and diplomatist .. 1780 — 1859.
1819 —
Ruskln (riis'kin), John. English writer on art, especially painting
Russell (riis'gl), John, Earl. Lord John Russell. English statesman.. 1792 — 1878,

U

1741—1793,
Russell, William. Scottish historian
1821 —
Russell, William Howard. British journalist
Russell, William, Lord. English patriot. Beheaded. \_Rye House plot.']. WZ^ 1683,
1798 1873.
Russell, William. American educationist and elocutionist
Rutgers (rOt'gerz), Henry, Colonel. Amer. patriot and philanthropist. 1745— 1830,

—

—
Rutherford (rifth'er-ford), Daniel. Scottish physician. \_Nitrogen.'\. .Vli^ — 1819,
Rutledge (rut'lSj)," Edward. Amer. jurist. Signer of Decl. of Indep. 1749— 1800
Rutledge, John. Brother of Edward. American statesman and jurist. 1739 — 1800,
.

Dutch
(roiss'dSl), Jacob.
de (deh ri'ter ; Dutch pron.

1630?-1681
landscape and marine painter
deh roi'tgr), Michel Adriaanszoon.
Ruyter,
.".
1607—1679,
Dutch admiral. ."
1839—1886.
Ryan (rl'an), Abram Joseph. Irish-American poet
1829 1895,
Rydberg "(rld'bSrg), Abraham. Victor. Swedish author
1822
1888,
Ryder (ri'der), WUliam Henry. American clergyman
1803 1882.
Ryerson (ri'er-son), Adolphus Egerton. Canadian educationist
1816
Ryle (ril), John "Charles. English bishop and writer
Rymer (ri'mgr), Ihomas. English antiquary. [iJj/mer's iJte(iera.]....1639?-1713,

Ruysdael

V

—
—
—

Spanish diplomatist and author
SabeiliUS (sa-bSl'I-us). African bishop and antitrinitarian
Sabin (sa'bTn), Joseph. English bibliophile in America

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

1175?-1292,
Sa'di (sa'dee). Shaikh Maslah-uddin Sa'di-al-Shirazi. Persian poet
Sadller (sad-leer'), Mary Anne, bom Madden. American authoress.... 1820
1477—1547.
SadOletO (sa-do-la'to), Jacopo. Italian cardinal and author
Sa'd-uddin (sad-68d-deen'), Muhammad Eilendi. Turkish historian.. 1536— 1599,
Safford (sSford), Truman Henry. Am. mathematician and astronomer. 1836
1827
Sagasta (sa-gas'ta), Praxedes Mateo. Spanish statesman
Saint Anthony. See Anthony, Saint.
Salnt-Arnaud, de (deh sSN'tar'no'), Amaud Jacques Achille Leroy.
1801—1855.
French marshal ... 7
1736—1807.
Salnt-Aubin, de (deh sSN'to'bSu'), Augustin. French engraver
.

.
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eighth earl

of.

English statesman

1830

—
—
—
—

.

Cains Sallustius Crispus. Roman historian
E. o. 86
35.
Claude de Saumaise. Fr. schol.1588 1653.
(sSl-ma'shl-us), Claudius.
.
1819
Salmon (sa'mon), George. English divine and mathematical writer
Salomon (aa'lo-mon), Johann Peter German violinist and composer. . .1745 1815.
1785—1827.
Salt (sawlt), Henry. English antiquary and consul in Egypt
1586 1658?
Saltonstall (sawl'ton-stawl), Richard, Sir. Puritan in Mass. colony
1796—1873.
Salvador (sal'va'ddV'), Joseph. French historian
Salvator.
Bosa,
See
Salvator Rosa.
Salviatt (sal-ve-a'tee), Francesco Rossi. Cecco Rossi. Italian painter. 1510 1563.
.
1829 ?
Salvlni (siil-vee'nee), Tommaso. Italian actor
Samoset (s5m'o-set). First Indian who visited the Pilgrims, in 1621.
.
1836
Samuels (sSm'il-elz), Edward Augustus. American naturalist
.
1831
Sanborn (san'bgm), Franklin Benjamin. American journalist
6
1693.
Sancroft (sSng'kroft), William. Eng. prelate. Archbp. of Canterbury.. 161
1818 1883.
Sanctis, de (da sank'tees), Francesco. Italian author
Sand (Sant), Karl Ludwig. German student and political fanatic. Assas1795 1820.
sinator of the dramatist Kotzebue. Executed
Sand (sand or soNd), George. See Dudevant.
1811 1883.
French
novelist
(soN'do'),
Leonard
Sylvain
Jules.
Sandeau
1560 1621.
Sandoval, de (da san-do'val), Prudencio. Spanish historian
1799 1832.
author
and
journalist
Sands (sSndz), Robert Charles. American
Sandys (siln'dTs), Edwin. English theologian. Archbishop of York.. .1519—1588.
Sallust

(sSlliist).

Salmaslus

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

Santerre

942,

1584 1648,
fi. 250?
1821 1881

1788—1883,
Sabine (sSb'In), Edward, Sir. British physicist
1735?-1786.
SaCChlnl (s'ak-kee'nee), Antonio Maria Gasparo. Italian composer
Sacher-IHasoch, von (fon sa'Kgr-ma'soK), Leop. Ritter. Aust. author. 1836 1895.
1672?-1724.
Sacheverell (sa-sh5v'gr-el), Henry. English divine and politician
1494 1576.
Sachs (s'aks), Hans. German cobbler and poet
Lord George Germain.
Sackville (sSk'vil), George, first viscount.
1716 1785.
Enghsh general and statesman
SackvUle. See Dohset, Earl of.
Sacy, de (dgh sa/se'), Antoine Isaac Sylvestre, Baron. Fr. orientalist.. 1758 1838,
Sacy, de, Sa'muel Ustazade Sylvestre. Son of preced. Fr. polit. writer. 1801— 1879.

ion^;

—
—

—

Saadl (sa'dee). See Sa'di.
Jewish
Saadla or Saadlah (sa'de-a) Ben Joseph Saadlas-Oaon.
writer, born in Egypt
892—
Saavedra y Fajardo or Faxardo (sa-a-va'Dra e fa-nar'Do), Diego.

ii,

—

—

s.

5,e,i,o,

—
—

1577—1643.
Sandys, George. Son of Edwin. English poet
San Oallo^ da (da san-gal'lo). Real name Antonio Picconi. It. architect 1482—1546.
1819—1890.
Sanger (sSng'er), George Partridge. American lawyer
.
1838
Sangster (sSng'ster), Margaret Elizabeth. American author
.
1840
Sankey (sSnk'i), Ira David. American evangelist
1778 1850.
San martin, de (da san mar-teen'), Jose. South American leader
1484—1559.
San Micheli (siin me-ka'lee), Michele. Italian architect
1785 1862.
San Mlgniel, de (da san me-gel'), Evariste, Duke. Spanish general
1458 — 1530.
Sannazaro (san-na-dza'ro), Jacopo. Neapolitan poet
1600
1667.
geographer
Sanson (son'soN'), Nicolas. French
Sansovino (san-so-vee'no). Real name Jacopo Tatli. Ital. architect.. 1479 1570.
Lopez,
Santa Anna or A&a, de (da san-ta an'a or san'ta an'ya), Antonio

,

z

—

.

.

Rush, James.

.

£llea

—

French philosopher and

statesman

Rubens

COO

-

1808

English dramatist
Rowley (row'll), William. English dramatist
Royce (rois), Josiah. American author
Nicholas.

Royer-CoUard

B. c.

1831
1780

(roo), Joseph Philibert.
French surgeon and pathologist
(ro'an), Stephen Clagg.
American rear admiral

Bom.

Saint Oastln, de (deh sSn ka'stSN'), Jean Vincent de I'Abadie, Baron.
French colonist. 7
1650—1712.
1734 1818.
Saint Clair (sanf klgr'), Arthur. American general
Saint-Cyr (sSN'ser'). See GonviON Saint-Ctb.
Salnte-Aldegonde, de (deh sSN'tal'deh-goNd'), Philip van Mamix,
Baron. Flemish statesman and writer
1548 1598.
Salnte-Beuve (siSNt'-bnv'), Cliarles Augustin. French literary critic. 1805 1869.
Salnte-Clalre-Devllle (sSNt'-klgr'-deh-vel'), Charles. French geol... 1814— 1876.
Salnte-Clalre-Devllle, Henri fitienne. Brother of C. Fr. chemist... 1818 1881.
Salnte-Croix, de (deh sSNt'-krwa'), GuUlaume Emanuel Joseph, Baron.
Frencli antiquary and scholar
1746 1809.
Saint-£vremond, de (dgh sSN-tSvr'moN'), Charles de Marguetel de
1613 1703.
Saint-Denis, Seigneur. French courtier, wit, and litterateur
.
Saint Gaudens (sSnt gaw'denz), Augustus. Irish sculptor in America. 1848
Salnt-Germaln, de (deh sSS-zhSr'mSN'), Count. Adventurer in Paris. 1730?-1784.
See GBOFrEOT Saint-Hilaike, and BaeSaint-'Hilalre (sSN'te'fgr').
THELEMY SAINT-HiLAIRE.
Salnt-Hllalre, de (deh sSN'te'lgr'), Auguste, Marq. de Queux. Fr. writer. 1837— 1889.
Salnt-Hllalre, de, Augustin Francois C^sar Prouvengal. Fr. botanist 1799— 1853.
Salntlne (sSN'teN'), pseudonym of Joseph Xavler Boniface (bo'ne'Jiiss').
Frencli author.
[Picciola.]
1797—1865.
Saint John (sant'jSn O!- sTn'jen), Bayle. Son of J. A. Eng. author... 1822— 1859.
1801 1875.
Saint John, James Augustus. English traveler and author
1821
Saint- John, Percy Bolingbroke. English author
Salnt-JUBt, de (deh sSN'-zhUst'), Louis Antoine. French revolutionist. 1767 1794.
Saint-Lambert, de (deh sSN'loN'bgr'), Jean Chas. Fr., Marq. Fr. poetl716 lo03.
St.-Leger (sSnt-lSj'er ~or sil'in-jer), Barry, Col. Brit, officer in Amer.. 1737 1789.
Saint Leonards (sant-lSn'afdz)^ Edward Burtenshaw Sugden, Baron.
1781 1875.
English jurist and statesman
1791 1832.
Salnt-Martln (sSN'-mar tSN'). Antoine Jean. French orientalist
Saint-Martin, de (deh sSN'-mar't5N'), Louis Claude, Marquis. Unlaiown Philosopher. French metaphysician
1743 1803.
Salnt-Plerre, de (dgh sSN'-pe-gr'), Charles Ir6n6e Castel, Abb^. French
pohtical economist and moralist
.1658 1743.
[Paul
Saint-Pierre, de, Jacques Henri Bernardin. French author.
1737—1814.
et Virginie.']
Saint-Priest, de (deh sSN'-pre'Ssf ), Alexis Guignard, Count. French
1805 1851.
historian and diplomatist
Salnt-R^al, de (deh sSN'-ra'al'), C6sar Vichard, Abb«. Savoyard hist. .1639— 1692.
1835
Salnt-Saens (s5n'-son'), Charles Camille. French musician
Saint— Simon, de (aant-sT'mgn Fr. dgh sSN'-se'moN'), Claude Henri,
1760 1826.
Count. French socialist." [_St. Simonism.']
1675 1755.
Saint-Simon, de, Louis de Eouvroi, Due. French memoirist
1821
Saint- Victor, de (dgh saN'-vek'tor'), Paul. French author
1814 1863.
Salsset (sa'sa'), 6mTle Edmond. French philosophical writer
1828—1895.
Sala (sa'la), George Augustus Henry. English litterateur
Saladln (s"ai'a^dln). {Arab. Sala'h-Uddin Yusaf, sa1ah-65d-deen'yoo'Opposer of the crusaders
1137 11941
saf ). Sultan of Egypt and Syria.
Saldanha OUveira e Daun (sal-dan'yS o-le-va'e-ra a down), JoSo Car1791 1876.
los, Duke of.
Portuguese statesman and marshal
1680—1736.
Sale (sal), George. English orientalist
1750 1825.
Antonio.
Italian
musical
composer
(sa-le-a'ree),
Sallerl
.
1814
Salisbury (sawlz'ber-i), Edward Elbridge. American philologist
Salisbury, RobertArthur Talbot Gascoyne Cecil, third marquis and

o6«car<5 (see

General. President of Mexico
(soN'tgr'), Antoine Joseph.
French revolutionist
Santillana, de (da san-tel-ya'na). Marquis. See Mendoza, de.

Greek lyric poetess
(saf'o).
Sarcey (sar'sa'), Francisque. French critic
Sardanapalus (sar-da-na-pa'lus). King of Assyria
SardOU (sar'doo'), Victorien. French dramatist
Sargent (sar'jgnt), Charles Sprague. American arboriculturist
Sargent, Lucius Manlius. American writer of tales
Sargent, Winthrop. American author

Sappho

—
—
—
—
1795 —1876.
1752— 1809.

fl.

B. C.

1828
fl.

1831
1841
1786
1825

600?
.

B. c.

900 T
.
.

—1867.

—1870.
1817—1887.
SaripolOS (sa-re'po-los), Nicolas Jean. Greek politician
SarmlentO (sar-me-gn'to), Domingo Faustino. Pres. of Argent. Rep. ..1811 — 1888.
Sarpi (sar'pee), Paolo. Fra Paolo. Italian philosopher and historian.. 1552 — 1623.
1805 — 1869.
Sars (sarss), Michael. Norwegian zoOIogist
•
1808
American engraver, born in London
(sar-tan'), John.
1487— 1531»
SartO, del (del sar'to), Andrea. A n drea d' Agnolo. Flor. painter
Sarzec, de (dgh sar'zak'), Gustave Charles Ernest Chocquin. French
1836 ——•
diplomatist and explorer

Sartain

Sathas

(sa'thas), Constantin.

Saulcy, de (deh

so'see'),

Greek writer

1841

remark,

^

Louis Peiicien Joseph Caignart. Fr. archaeol.. 1807— 1880.

Saunders (san'derz), Frederick. English author
Saunderson
n (siin'dgr-son), Nicholas. English mathematician
(

p. 1719); far, fall; thgre,

term;

fSr, food,,toot; fflrl;

ow

1807
1682

.

—1739.

as incoui;ch asincAin;
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Bom.
SanrlB (saw'rtn Fr. ao'rSN'), Jacques. French Protestant preacher.
Sanssure, de (deh sCsUr'), Henri. Swiss naturalist
SaUSSUre, de, Horace Benedict. Swiss naturalist
;

Sauveur (so'vcr'), Joseph. Fr. mathematician.
Savage (sSv'i j), James. American antiquary
Savage,

Ricliard.

Savaiy

(sa/va're'),

.

1829

.

. .

1740—1799.

. .

1784—1873.

Anne Jean Marie Rene, Due de

Rovigo.

1G98— 1743.
French

—
— 129.

1774

Savary, Jacques. French financier. [Le parfait Xegociant.']
1622—1690.
Savlgny, von (fon sa'ven'ye'), Friedrich Karl. German jurist
1779—1861.
Savlle (sav'il), Henry, Sir. English niatljeniatician and class, scholar .. 1549 1622.
Savonarola (sii-vo-na-ro'la), Girolamo Marco Francesco Matteo. Ital-

—

ian religious reformer
Saxe (saks), Hermann Maurice, Comit of. Marshal of France
Sase, John Godfrey. American humorous poet
Saston (sSks'ton), Joseph. American inventor
Say (sa), Jean Saptiste. French political economist
Say, Jean Baptists L6on. Son of preceding. French statesman

Say

(sa),

Sayce

Thomas.

American naturalist

—

1787—1834.

(sass), Archibald Henry. English divme and philologist
(sev'o-la), Caius Mucins.
Legendary Roman hero

1846

Scaevola
Scallger

.

Gth

B. c.

fl.

—

c.

(skSl'I-Jer), Joseph Justus.
French philologist and chronol. .1540— 1609.
Scaliger, Julius Cfesar. FatherofJ.J. Ital. Latin poet and philologist. 1484 1558.
Scanderbeg (skan'der-beg). (Turkish Iskander Beg or Bey.) Real
name George Caslriota. Albanian chief
1404?-1466.
1659 1725.
Scarlatti (skSr-Iat'tee), Alessandro. Neapolitan composer
Scarpa (akar'pii), Antonio. Italian anatomist
1747—1832.
Scarron (ska'roN'), Paul. French comic writer
1610—1660.
Scartazzlnl (skar-tat-se'nee), Giovanni Andrea. Swiss writer
1837
.

—
—

.

(shaf ), Carl.
1646 1729.
German orientalist and lexicographer
(sha'do), Johann Gottfried.
1764—1850.
German sculptor
SchadOW-Qodenhaus, von (fon sha'do-go'den-howss), Friedrich Wilhelm. Son of Johann Gottfried.
German painter
1789—1862.
Schaff (shiif), Philip. Swiss theologian and author in America
1819—1893.
Schamyl (shSm'Il) or Shamyl. Prophet warrior of the Caucasus
1796—1871.
(sha'leh
Scbeele
E. sheel), Carl Wilhelm. Ger. chemist in Sweden . 1742—1786.
;
Soheftel (shgffel), Joseph Victor. German poet and novelist
1826—1886.
Soheffer (shgf'er ; Fr. pron. shgfr), Ary. Dutch painter in Paris
1795—1858.
Scheiner (shi'ner), Christoph. German mathematician. [Paniop'rapA.]. 1575— 1650.
Scheie de Vere (sheel deh veer), Maximilian. Ger. -American author. 1820
.
Scheller (shSl'eri Immanuel, Johann Gerhard. German lexicographer. 1735 1803.
Schelllng, von (fon shSl'ing), Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph. Ger. philos. . .1775— 1854.

SohadOW

.

—

.

.

Schiller,

von

(fon shTl'er),"johann Christoph Friedrich.

1821
.

—

.

.1759— 1805.

.

Schlagintweit-Sakuenluenskl (shla'gin-twit - sa-ko6-Sn-16o-5n'skee),
Hermann (b. 1826— d. 1882), Adolf (b. 1829— d. 1857), and Robert
(b. 1837).
German travelers.

—

Semmes (sSmz),

Schlegel, von (fon shlS'gel), August Wilhelm. Ger. critic and philol. .1767—1845.
Schlegel, von, Karl Wil. Friedr. Br. of A.W. Ger. philos.and critic. 1772— 1829.
1821 1868.
Schleicher (shll'Ker), August. German comparative philologist
Schlelden (shli'den), Matthias Jakob. German botanist
1804—1881.
Schlelermacher (shIi'er-ma'Ker), Friedrich Ernst Daniel.
German
theologian, philosopher, and" orator
1768—1834.
Schllemann (shlee'man), Heinrich. German archaeologist
1822—1890.
(shlos'er),
SchlOSSer
Friedrich Christoph. German historian
1776—1861.
Schlozer, von (fon shlot'ser), August Ludwig. German historian
1735—1809.
Schmidt (shmTt), Heinrich Julian. German author
1818—1886.
1812—1887.
Schmidt, Wilhelm Adolf. German historian
1807—1890.
SchmitZ (shmtts), Leonhard. German philologist in Edinburgh
Schneider (shni'der), Johann Gottlob. Ger. philol. and lexicographer .. 1750— 1822.
Schnorr von Karolsfeld (shnor fon ka'rolss-fat), Julius Veit Hans.
.

1794

and gun

— 1872.

1799

Am. trav. and ethnologist
Schopenhauer (sho'pen-how'er), Arthur. German philosopher
Schopflln (shbp'fleen), Joliann Daniel. German historian
SchOtt (shot), Charles Anthony. German civil engineer in America

—1868.
.

Schouler (skoo'lgr), James. American lawyer and historian
Schouvaloff (shoo-valof). See Shouvaloff.
1836
Schrader (shra'der), Eberhard. German Assyriologist
SchrevellUB (skre-veell-Qs) or Schrevel (skra'vel), Cornelius. Dutch
philologist. ILexicon Manuale Grseco-Latinum et Latino-Grsectim.'] 1608

.

.

—1864.

.

1744—1816.
Schr'dder (shro'der), Friedrich Ulrich Ludwig. German tragedian
Schrbter (shro'ter), Christoph Gottlieb. Ger. inventor of the pianoforte 1699—1782.
Schubert (shoo'bert Ger. pron. shoo'bert), Franz Peter. Ger. composer. 1797— 1828.
.

;

SchUlte, von (fon shool'teh), Johann Friedrich.

German

theologian.

.

.

1827

.

1686—1750.
Schnltens (sKul'tens), Albrecht. Dutch Hebraist and Bibl. com
1789—1817.
Schulze (ahool'tseh), Ernst Konrad Friedrich. German poet
SchUlze-DelltSCh (shSSl'tseh-da'lTch), Hermann. German economist. 1801—1883.

Schnmacher

(shoo'ma-Ker),'Heinrich Christian.

Danish astronomer. .1780
.

Schumann

(shoo'man), Robert. German musical composer
Schurz (shoorts), Carl. German-American statesman and orator
Schuyler (skt'Ier), Eugene. American author and diplomatist

Schuyler, Philip John.

1810
1829
1840

— 1850.
—1856.
.

— 1890.

1733—1804.
1792—1850.
1802—1848.

American general and statesman

Schwab

(shwiip), Gustav. German poet
Schwanthaler (shwSn'ta-ler), Ludwig Michael. German sculptor
Schwartz (shwarts) MarieSophie, born Birath. Swedish novelist ..... 1819
Schwarz (shwarts), Berthold. Konstantin Ancklitzen. German monk

.

,

and alchemist.

Reputed inventor

Schwarzenberg, von

of

gunpowder

(fon shwart'sen-berg

;

fl.

14th

c.

Ger. pron. swar'tsen-bSro),

1771—1820.
Karl Philipp, Prince. Austrian field' marshal
1849— 18«i.
Schwatka (shwSfka), Frederick. American explorer
Schwegler (shwSgagr), Albert Friedrich Karl Franz. Ger. historian.. 1819— 1857.
1779—1857.
Sohwelgger (shwi'g er), Johann Salomon Christoph. Ger. physicist
«, i, o,

nlent;

a, 6, ii,

c

(see p. 1719)

;

II

(Me

p. 1718,

^

2)

;

—

1790—1864.
d. B. c. 702.

1490

1779
1782

Quintus. Roman general
B. c. 121 ?72.
(sgr-vee'tus), Michael. (Span. Sliguel ServedO, -s5r-va'D0.)
1509 1553.
Spanish theologian and author. Burned at the stake
fl. B. c. 2300?
SeSOStriS (se-s5s'tris). Barneses (ram'e-seez). King of Egypt
1750 1832.
Sestini (ses-tee'nee), Domenico. Italian antiquary
146
(se-vee'rus),
211.
Lucius Septimius. Roman emperor
Severus
1745 1815.
Sevier (se-veer'), John. American pioneer
S^Vlgn€, de (deh sS'ven'yS'), Marie de Rabutin-Chantal, Marquise.
French_Iettef writer
1626—1696.
1652 1730.
Sewall (su'al), Samuel. American jurist
Seward (su'ard), Anna. The Swan of Lichfield. English authoress. .1747 1809.
1801 1872.
Seward, WiUiam Henry. American statesman
SeydlitZ, von (fon sid'lits), Friedrich Wilhelm. Prue. gen. of cavalry. 1721 1773.
Seyffarth (ST'fart), Gustav. German archaeologist and clerg. in Am. .1796 1885.
1810 1886.
Seymour (see'mur), Horatio. American lawyer and politician
Sforza (sfort'sa), Francesco. Son of Giacomuzzo Attendolo. Duke of
1401 1466.
Milan. Italian warrior
1369 1424.
Sforza, Giacomuzzo Attendolo. Italian warrior and condottiere
1451 1508.
Sforza, Ludovico Maria. II Mora. Son. of F. Duke of Milan
Shaftesbury (shafts'ber-T), Anthony Ashley Cooper, first earl of. Eng1621 1683.^
lish statesman
Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, third earl of. Grandson of pre1671 1713.
ceding.
English philanthropist, author, and freethinker
Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, seventh earl of. Eng. philan. .1801 1885.
Shairp (shSrp), John Campbell. Principal Shairp. English writer.. .1819— 1885.
Shakespeare, Shakspeare, or Shakspere (shaks'peer), William.
1564 1616.
English poet and dramatist
1841
Shaler (sha'ler), Nathaniel Sonthgate. American geologist
Shamyl (shSm'Il). See Schamyl.
1734 1813.
Sharp (sharp), Granville. English philanthropist and abolitionist
1818 1885.
Shaw (shaw), Henry W. Josh Billings. American humorist
1781
1861.
Shaw, Lemuel. American jurist
1747 1825,
Shays (shaz), Daniel. Leader in Shays' rebellion
1824 1892.
Shea (sha), John Dawson Gilmary. American historian
1820 1894.
Shedd (shSd), William Greenough Thayer. American theologian
1769 1850.
Shee (shee), Martin Avclier, Sir. Irisli painter
1791 1851.
Shell (sheel), Richard Lalor. Irish statesman and orator
Shelburne (shgl'burn), Earl of. See Landsdowne, William Petty.
1792-1822.
(shSl'T),
Percy
Bysshe
(bisli).
English
poet
Shelley
1714 1763.
Shenstone (slign'ston), William. English pastoral poet
1804— 18S6.
Shepard (shSp'ard), Charles Upham. American physicist
1831 ISSS.
Sheridan (sher'I-dan), Philip Henry. American general
1751
1816.
Sheridan, Ricliard Brinsley Butler. Irish dramatist and politician
1819
Sherif Pasha (she-ref pa-sliii'). Egyptian statesman
1641 1707.
Sherlock (sher'Iok), William. Englisli theologian and author
Sherman (sher'man), John. Brother of W. 1'. American statesman.. 1823
Sherman, Roger." American statesman. Signer of the Decl. of Indep. .1721 1793.
1820 1891.
Sherman, William Tecumseh. American general

ServetUS

1793—1864.
1788—1860.
1694—1771.
1826
1839

.

,

—
—

cotton.']

3?-A. D. 65.
.1771
1834.

c.

(sSr),
(sa'rS'),
SertorlUS (sgr-to'rt-us),

.

Schoolcraft (skool4raf t), Henry Rowe.

1809—1877.

officer

— 1573.
—1852.
jurist and statesman
—1860.
Serrano y Dominguez (sSr-ra'no e no-meen'geth), Francisco, Duke de
1810 —1885.
Spanish statesman
la Torre.
1787 — 1868.
Etienne Renaud Augustin. French physiologist
Serres
1819 — 1885.
Joseph Alfred. French mathematician
Serret

1430?-1502.
Schbffer (shof'er), Peter. German printer. Partner of Faust
.
1831
Schoileld (sko'feeld), John McAllister. American general
.
1811
Scholten (skol'ten), Johannes Hendrik. Dutch theologian
Schbmann (sho'man), Georg Friedrich. Ger. phil. and archaeologist. .1793—1879.
Schomberg, de (Fr. pron. deh shoN'bSr'), Henri, Comte de Nanteuil.
Marshal of France and diplomatist
1575 1632.
Schomberg (shom'berg Ger. pron. shom'bero), Friedrich Hermann,
1616 1689.
Duke of. English general, born in Heidelberg
Schomburgk (shom'burk), Robert Hermann, Sir. Ger.-Eng. traveler. .1804— 1865.
See Schongauee.
Sch'tfn (shon).
Schongauer (shon'gow-er), Martin. Ger. painter
betw. 1445 and 1450—1488.
Sch'dnbeln (shon'bin), Christian Friedrich. German chemist. lOzone
;

Confederate naval

Se-q,UO-yah. See Guess, George.
Sergeant (sar'jgnt), John. American
Sergeant, Thomas. American jurist

1804—1893.
1819—1883.

Fr. pol. and writer

Raphael.

(sgn'e-ka), Lucius Annaaus.
Roman Stoic philosopher
B.
Senefelder (Sa'neh-fel'dgr), Aloys. German inventor of lithography.
(seen'yur),
Nassau
William.
English
political
economist
Senior
Sennacherib (s5n-nSk'e-rib). King of Assyria
Sepulveda, de (da sa-pool'va-na), Juan Giiiez. Spanish historian

Seneca

—

German fresco painter
Schoelcher (shol'Kgr or sho'gl'shtr'), Victor.
SchSfer (shbf 'er), Arnold. German historian

—

.

1809—1890.
1813—1885.
1815—1889.

Ger. poet.

—
—

(sa'bgk), Thomas Joliann.
Ger. phys. {Thermo-electric pile.'\.\ll'!l 1831.
1834—1895.
Seeley (see'lT), John Robert. English author. \Ecce Homo.^
Seelye (see'll), Julius Hawley. Am. divine. Pres. Amherst College... 1824— 1895.
Siguier (sa'ge-a'), Pierre. French statesman and patron of learning. .1588 1672.
1753—1830.
S6gur, de (deh sa'giir'), Louis Philippe, Comte. French historian
1780—1873.
S6gur, de, Philippe Paul, Comte. Son of L. P. French historian
(sSI'dgn),
1584
1654.
John.
English
statesman
political
and
writer
Selden
SeleuCUS (se-lu'kus) I, Nicator. First king of Syria
B. c. 354— 281.
(see'lTm
or
1761—1808.
sgh-leem')
Sultan
of
Turkey
Sellm
III.
Selkirk (sel'kerk), Alexander. Scot, sailor. Left on Juan Fernandez. .1676—1723.
1825—1890.
Sellar (sel'ar), William Toung. English Greek and Latin scholar
1809—1878.
Selwyn (sel'win), George Augustus. English bishop and author
fl. B. c. 1200'
SemiramiS (se-mir'a-mis). Queen of Assyria
1725 1791.
Semler (feSm'ler), Johann Salomo. German theologian

Seebeck

—

Schenck (skgnk), Robert Gumming. American statesman
Schenkel (shSnk'el), Daniel. German-Swiss theologian
Soberer (sheh-rgr'"), Edward Henri Adolphe. French critic
Scherzer, von (fon shSrt'ser), Karl, Chevalier. German traveler

—
—
—
—
—

.

—

Schaaf

—

—
—

— 1887.
— 1832.
— 1896.

1799—1873.
1769
1826

184.

1760 1829.
Scoresby (skorz'bT), William. English navigator
1789—1857.
Scoresby, William. Son of preceding. English arctic explorer
1824 — 1881.
Scott (skot), Thomas Alexander. American railroad manager
1771—1832.
Scott, Walter, Sir. Scottish novelist and poet
1811 1890.
Scott, William Bell. Scottish poet, painter, and writer
1786 1866.
Scott, Wiufield. American lieutenant general
1791—1861.
Scribe (skreb), Augustin Eugene. French dramatist
1821—1871.
Scribner (skrib'ner), Charles. American publisher
Scrivener (skriv'ner), Frederick Henry Ambrose. Eng. Biblical critic. 1813 1891.
.
1838
Scudder (skad'er),"Horace Elisha. American author
1793 1855.
Scudder, John. American missionary at Ceylon and Madras
.
1837
Scudder, Samuel Hubbard. American naturalist
1607—1701.
Scud^ry, de (deh skii'da're'). Mile. Madeleine. French authoress
1802 1880.
Sears (seerz), Barnas. American Baptist clergyman and scholar
1810 1876.
Sears, Edmund Hamilton. American clergyman
Seaton (see'tgn), Wm. Winston. Am. jour. [_JVational Intelligencer.'} .1785 18C6.
255?- 288.
Sebastian (se-bast'yan). Saint. Roman Christian martyr
1554 1578.
Sebastian, Dom. King of Portugal. Warrior
.
1846
S^blllOt (sa'bt'yo'), Paul. French painter and writer
1818 1878.
Secchl (sek'kee), Pietro Angelo. Italian astronomer
Seckendorf, von (fon sek'en-dorf), Friedrich Heinrich, Count. Nepheio
1673 1763.
of Veit Ludwig. German commander
1626—1692.
Seckendorf, von, Veit Ludwig. German scholar
(sej'wlk),
.1789—1867.
Sedgwick
Catherine Maria. Daughter of T. Amer. author.
1813^1864.
Sedgwick, John. American general
1746 1813.
Sedgwick, Theodore. American jurist and statesman

1452—1498.
1696—1750.
1 816

—
—

SciplO Africanus Blajor (stp'i-o 5f-re-ka'nus ma'jor), Publius CorneRoman general. Invaded Africa and defeated Hannibal. ..B. c. 235
lius.
SclplO .Xmilia'nus Afrlca'nus Ml'nor, Publius Cornelius. Roman
general.
Captured and destroyed Carthage
B. c. 185

— 1833.

general and diplomatist

Died.

1830
Schwelniurth (shwin'fdSrt), Georg August. German traveler
SchwelnltZ, von (fon shwi'nits), Lewis David. American botanist. .1780 — 1834.
Schwenckteld, von (fon shwgnk'f elt), Kasper. Silesian religious ref 1490 — 1561.
Schwerin, von (fon shwS-reen'), Kurt Christoph, Count. Prus. soldier. 1684 1757.
1765 1837.
Sclna (she-na'), Domenico. Sicilian mathematician and physicist
1576 — 1649.
SoioppiUS (stse-op'e-66s), Caspar. German classical scholar

.

\_Musical Acoustics.'\.l6b'i—U\&.

English poet

Bom.

Died.

Ui77— 1730.

.

1865
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N

Born. Died.
Butt. English authoress. .1775— 1851.
English dramatist
1594?-1G66.
Shirley, William. British gen. and colonial governor of Massachusetts. 1C93 1771.
Shlshkotl (shTsh'kof), Schlschkoff, or Chlschkof, Alexander Semenovitch.
1754 1841.
Russian author and statesman
ShonvalOff (shoo-va'lof), Peter Andreievitch, Coimt. Kuss. diplomatist. 1828— 1880.
Shovel (shiSv'el), Cloudesley, Sir. English admiral
1C50— 1707.
Shrewsbury fsluooz'ber-I), Charles Talbot, Duke of. Eng. statesman. IGGO— 1718.
1790 1874.
Shubrlck (shii'brlk), William Branford. American rear admiral
1822—1895.
Shufeldt (shii'felt), Robert Wilson. American naval officer
Shums-uddln Muhammad. See Hafiz.
1804—1885.
Sibley (sib'll), John Langdon. Librarian Harvard University
Sicard (se'kar'), Roch Ambroise Cucurron. Fr. teacher of deaf mutes. 1742— 1822.
Sickingen, von (fon felk'Ing-en), Franz. German general and Lutheran
reformer
1481—1523.
1823
SlclcleB (slk"lz), Daniel Edgar. American general and politician
1755—1831.
Siddons (sTd'onz), Sarah, born Kemble. English tragic actress
Sidney (sTd'ni), Algernon. English republican patriot
1622?-1C83.
Sidney or Sydney, Philip, Sir. English statesman and poet
1554—1586.
Sido'nius Apollina'ris. See Afollinabis Siuonius.
Siebold, von (fon See'bolt), Pliilipp Franz. German naturalist
1796—1866.
Slegen, von (fon see'ggn), Ludwig. Ger. artist. \_Mezzolint en<;rati!H5'.].lG10?-lG90?
Siegfried (seeg'freed Gtr. pron. Seeo'freet).
Semifabulous hero of
Norse legends and of the Niebeluugen-Lied
unknown.
Siemens (see'menz Gtr. feee'nienss), Ernst Werner. German inventor. 181G 1892.
Siemens, Karl Wilhelm. Brother of preced. Ger. inventor in London. 1823— 1883.
Siey^S (se-ySs'), Emmanuel Joseph, Comte. Abbe Sieyes. Fr. rev
1748—1836.
Sigel (see'gel), Franz. German general in America
1824
Siglsmund (slj'is-muud Ger. zee'gis-moont). Emperor of Germany. .1368 1437.
Sigourney (sTg'nr-nT), Lydia Howard Huntley, Mrs. Am. authoress.. 1791— 1865.
Sikes (siks), William Wirt. American author
1836—1883.
Silhouette, de (deh se'loo'St'), feienne. Fr. financier. [SiVAoueKei.].. 1709— 1767.
Silliman (sTl'I-man), Benjamin. American physicist
1779—1864.
Silliman, Benjamin, Jr. Son of preceding. American physicist
1816—1885.
Silvestre, de (deh sel'vestr'), Augustin Frangois, Baron. Fr. rural econ. 1762— 1861.
Simeon Stylites (sTm'e-on atl-li'teez). Syr. ascetic. [Pillar of Stylilei.^ 390?- 459.
Simms (sTmz), William Gilmore. American novelist
1806 1870.
Simon (.se'moN'), Jules. Jules Fratifois Suisse-Simon. Fr. philos
1814 1896.
Simonides (si-mon'I-deez) of Ceos. Greek lyric poet
B. c. 556 ?- 467.
Simpson (simp'sgn), James, Sir. English general in the Crimea
1791—1868.
Simpson, James Young, Sir. Scottish physician
1811 1870.
Simpson, Matthew. Amer. bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. .1811— 1884.
Simpson, Tliomas. English mathematician
1710 1761.
Simrock (slm'rok), Karl. German poet
1802—1876.
Sims (simz), George Robert. English dramatist
1847
Sims, James Marion. American surgeon
1813 1883.
Simson (slm'son), Robert. Scottish mathematician
1687-1768.
Sinclair (sTn'kiar), Catherine. Daughter of Sir J. Scottish authoress. 1800— 18G4.
Sinclair, John, Sir. Scottish agriculturist and statistician
1754 1835.
Sismondl, de (sts-mon'dT ; Fr. pron. deh ses'moN'de'), Jean Charles
L^ouard Simonde. Swiss historian and political economist
1773 1842.
SiXtUS (slks'ttis) IV. Francesco d' Abescola della Rovere. Pope
1414—1484.
SiXtUS V. Felice Perretti. Pope
1521—1590.
Skeat (skeet), W.alter William. English philologist
1835
Skelton (skSl'ton), John. English poet
1460 ?-1529.
Skene (skeen), Philip, Colonel. British officer in America
1725—1810.
SkObeleff (sko'bg-lSf ), Mikhail Dimitrivitch. Russian soldier
1843—1882.
Slalter (slSf'ter), Edmund Farwell. American author
1816
Slaughter (slaw'ter), Philip. American clergyman
1808
Sleldan (sll'diin), Johaun. (Za^ Sleidanus.) German historian
1506—1556.
Slidell (sli-dSI'), John. American lawyer and Confederate politician. .1793 1871.
Sloane (slon), Hans, Sir. British physician and naturalist
1660—1752.
SlOCUm (slo'kum), Henry Wadsworth. American general
1827 1894.
Smart (smart), Benjamin Humphrey. English lexicographer
1787?-1872.
Smeaton(smee'ton), John. Eng. civil engineer. \_Eddysione Lighthouse.'] 1724 1792.
Smiles (smilz), Samuel. Scottish author
1816
Smlrke (smerk), Robert, Sir. English architect
1780-1867.
Smith (smith), Adam. Scottish political economist
1723—1790.
1816— 18G0.
Smith, Albert. English novelist and humorist
Smith, Alexander. Scottish poet
1830—1867.
Smith, George. English orientalist
1840—1876.
George
Barnett.
English
writer
Smith,
1841
Smith, Gerrit. American philanthropist
1797—1874.
Smith, Goldwin. English professor of modern history, and author
1823
Smith, Horace. English miscellaneous writer
1779 1849.
Smith, James. Brother of Horace. English miscellaneous writer
1775—1839.
Smith, John, Captain. English adventurer. Founder of Virginia
1579 1632.
Smith, John Lawrence. American mineralogist and chemist
1818 1883.
Smith, Joseph. Founder of the sect of Mormons
1805—1844.
Smith, Samuel Francis. American divine and poet. [America.^
1808—1895.
Smith, Seba. Major Jach Downhig. American author
1792 1868.
Smith, Sydney, Rev. English divine, essayist, and wit
1771 1845.
Smith, William. English classical scholar
1813—1893.
Smith, William. The Father of English geology. English geologist. .1769— 1839.
1846—1894.
Smith, William Robertson. Scottish Biblical scholar
1764—1840.
Smith, William Sidney, Sir. English admiral
Smithson (smTth'son), James Lewis Macie. English physicist. Founder
of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington
1754 1829.
1721—1771.
Smollett (smol'et), Tobias George. British novelist
Smyth (smith), Egbert Coffin. American clergyman
1829
Smyth (smith), Newman. Brother of Egbert C. Am. clergyman
1843
Snell, Willebrord. Dutch mathematician. [Law of refraction of light.] 1591 1626.

Sherwood
Shirley
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Snorre Sturluson (snor'i stooraOo-son).

—

Icelandic jjoet and historian. 1178— 1241.
1579—1657.
Flemish painter

Snyders or Sneyders (snl'ders), Franz.
1752—1836.
Soane (son), John, Sir. English architect
Sobieskl (so-be-gs'kee). See John III. (King of Poland).
Socinus (so-sl'niis), Faustus.
(Ital. Sozzinl, sot-see'nee, Fausto.)
Italian religious reformer.
1540?-1604.
[Socinianism.]
(sok'ra-teez).
Athenian philosopher
B. c. 470 ?- 399.
(so'lan-der), Daniel Charles.
1736—1782.
Swedish naturalist
Solis y Rivadeneyra, de (da so-leess' e re-va-Da-na'e-ra), Antonio.
1610 1686.
Spanisli historian and dramatist
Solon (so'Ion). Athenian sage and lawgiver
B. c. 638 '- 558 ?

Socrates
Solander

—

Solyman

(sol'I-man) or

SlUaiman

(soo-lS-man').

The Magnificent.

Ottoman sultan

1494?-1566.

Somerby (sijm'er-bT), Horatio Gates. American genealogist
Somers (sum'erz), John, Lord. English statesman and lawyer
Somerset (sunii'er-set), Edward Seymour, Duke of. English statesman

—
—

.

1805 1872.
1650 1716.
1500 ?-1552.

Scot, astronomer and physicist.. 1789—1872.
(fon &om'mer-Ing), Samuel Thomas.
.~.
1755 1830.
German anatomist and physiologist

Somerville
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Born.

Died.

Sonnlnl de Manoncourt (so'ne'ne' deh ma'noN'koor'), Charles Nicolas
Sigisbert.
French naturalist
1750?-1812.
Sontag (s5n't5g or Son'tiiG), Henriette, Countess Rossi. Ger. vocalist. .1806— 1854.
Sophocles (sof 'o-kleez). Greek tragic poet
B. c. 495 ?- 406
Sothern (suth'el-n), Edward Askew. American actor
1830—1881
Soubise, de (deh soo'beez'), Benj. de Rohan, Seigneur. Huguenot soldier. 1585— 1642.
1802—1870.
Soul^ (soo'la'), Pierre. American politician, born in France
Soulouque (soo'look'), Faustin iSlie. Fauslin I. Emperor of Hayti. .1782 1867.
Soult (soolt), Nicolas Jean de Dieu, Duke of Dalmatia. Marshal of France 1769—1851.
1633 1716.
South (sowth), Robert. English divine and author
Southampton (suth-amp'ton), Henry Wriothesley, third earl of. Eng-

—

.

.

lish

—

'.

statesman

1573—1624.
1750—1814.

English religious fanatic

SouthCOtt (sowth'kot), Joanna.

'

—

1774 1843.
Southey (sowtb'I o~r suth'I), Robert. Eng. poet and miscel. writer
1812—1894.
Southgate (sowth'gat), Horatio. Am. Protestant Episcopal bishop
Southworth (south'wurth), Emma D. E., born Nevitte. Amer. novelist 1819—1894.

Souvestre

(soo'vSstr'), Emile.

—

French author

1808 1854.
1693 1758.
1757 1822.
1800 ?-1858.

—
—

Sower (so'er), Christopher. German printer in America
Sowerby (sow'er-bT), James. English artist and naturalist
Soyer (soi'er of swa'y a'),
Spada (spaMa), Liouello.

Alexis.
French cook
1576—1622.
Italian painter
1588 1656.
SpagnolettO (spa-nyo-lSt'to). Jose Eibera. Spanish painter
Spalding (spawl'ding), Lyman. American physician. [Pharinacopceia
1775—1821.
of tlie United States.]
1810—1872.
Spalding, Martin John. American Roman Catholic prelate
1761—1816.
Spalding, Solomon. Author of the " Book of Mormon "
1729 1799.
Spallanzanl (spal-lan-dzii'nee), Lazaro. Italian anatomist
(spang'en-bera),
August
Gottlieb.
Prussian
founder
of
Spangenberg
1704 1792.
the Moravian Church in America
1789 1866.
Sparks (sparks), Jared. American historian and biographer
1827 1864.
Speke (speek), John Hanning. English explorer of Africa
1562 1641.
Spelman (spSl'man), Henry, Sir. English historian and antiquary
.
1820
Spencer (spSn'sgf ), Herbert. English philosopher
1788—1855.
Spencer, John Canfield. American statesman
Spencer, Piatt Rogers. American founder of business colleges. [Spen1800 1864.
cerian s;/slem of penmanship.]
1635 1705.
Spener (spa'ngr), Phllipp Jakob. German theologian. IPietists.]
1552T-1599.
Spenser (spSn'sgr), Edmund. English poet. [Faerie Queene.]
.
Friedrich.
German
orientalist
1820
(spee'ggl),
Spiegel
.
1829
Splelhagen (speel'liii-fen), Friedrich. German novelist
1831
1875.
Spiess (speess), Heinrich. German painter
1802 1891.
Spinner (spiu'gr), Francis Ellas. American financier

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—
—

Baruch or Benedict. Dutch philosopher
(spTts'ka), Edward Charles.
American physician
Spofford (spof'ui-cl), AInsworth Rand. Am. librarian (Cong, library)
Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth, born Prescott. Amer. authoress
Spohr (spor), Ludwig. German nuisical composer
Spontlni (spon-tee'nee), Gaspare Luigi Pacifico. Italian composer
Sprague (sprag), Charles. American poet
Spraglie, William. Governor of Rhode Island
Sprague, William BueU. American divine and author
Sprat (sprSt), Thomas. English prelate and writer

Spinoza
Spitzka

1632—1677.

(spe-no'z'a),

1852
1825
1835
1784
1774

.
.
.

—1859.
—1851.

1791—1875.
1830
1795

.

—1876.
1813 —1893.
Sprenger (sprSng'gr), Aloys. Swiss orientalist
1785 — 1873.
Spring (spring), Gardiner. American clergyman and author
1834 — 1892.
Spurgeon (spQr'jun), Charles Haddon. English Baptist preacher
Spurzheim (spoorts'him), Joliann Caspar. Ger. physician and phren. .1776 — 1832.
1821 — 1888.
Squler (skwir), Ephralm George. American archaeologist
Stael— Holstein, de

(stal-hol'stin

Louise Germaine, Baroune.

;

1636—1713.

Fr. pron. deh sta'Sl'-ol'stSN'), Anne
born Keeker. French

Madame de Sla'el,

authoress, and leader in society
Staempfll or Stampfll (stSmp'flee), Jakob.

1766

— 1817.

1820—1879.
Swiss statesman
Eng. statesman. Beheaded 1612—1680.
1734.
[Phlogiston
theory.]..
.1660
Stahl (stSl), George Ernst. German chemist.
1840 1889.
Stalner (stin'er), John. English musician
1823
Stallo (stiil'lof, John Bernhard. Ger. lawyer and phll. in America
Standlsh (stSnd'Ish), Miles, Capt. Military leader at Plymouth, Mass. 1584 ?-1656.
1793 1867.
Stanfleld (.stSn'feeld), William Claikson. English marine painter

Stafford (stSf'urd), William Howard, Vise.

—
—

.

.

(stau'ford), Leland.
American railroad builder.
California. Founder of University in California
Stanhope (stSn'op), Charles, third earl. English inventor
Stanhope, Hester Lucy, Lady. Daiigh. of Clias. Eccentric

Stanford

Governor of

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1824 1893.
1753 1816.
Eng. woman. 1776 1839.
1673 1721.
statesman
earl.
English
general
and
James,
first
Stanhope,
Stanhope, Philip Henry, fifth earl. Lord Muhon. Grandson of Charles.
1805
1875.
and
historian
English statesman
1732 1798.
Stanislas Augustus (stan'Is-las-). Poniatowski. King of Poland
1677
1766.
Stanislas I. Les~cznyski (lesh-chlu'skee). King of Poland
Stanley. See Derby.
Stanley (stSn'li), Arthur Penrhyn. Dean Stanley. English clergyman.
1815 1881.
Dean of Westminster, and author
Stanley, Henry Morton. Original name John Rowlands. American ex1840
plorer of Africa
1814 1869.
Stanton (stSn'ton), Edwin McMasters. American statesman
1815
American
reformer
Elizabeth
Cady.
Stanton,
1690—1765,
Stanwix (stSn'wIks), John. British general in America
1798—1868,
jurist
and
historian
Staples (sta'p'lz), William Read. American
1728 1822,
Stark (stiirk), John. American Revolutionary general
1810 1874.
Staunton (stan'ton), Howard. English editor of Shakespeare
Stedman (sted'man), Edmund Clarence. American poet and essayist . .1833
1836
1886,
Steele (steel), Joel Dorman. American educator
1671 ?-1729,
Steele, Richard, Sir. English essayist
1626—1679,
Steen (stan), Jan. Dutch painter
Steenwyk, van (van stan'wik), Hendrik. The Elder. Flemish painter. 1550— 1604,
1736—1800,
Steevens (stee'venz), George. English editor. [Shakespeare.]
1773 1845,
Steffens (stefenas), Heinrich. Norwegian philosopher
1815 1890.
Stein (stin), Lorenz. German jurist and political economist
1757— 1831
statesman.
Prus.
Baron.
Stein, von (fon stin), Heinrich Friedrich Karl,
1638 1687
Steno (sta'no), Nicolas. Danish anatomist. [Steno's duct.]
1105—
1154,
line
Anglo-Norman
Stephen (stee'ven). King of England. Last of the
979?-1038,
Stephen I., Saint. King of Hungary
1532—1586.
Stephen Bathorl (-ba'to-ree). King of Poland
1 ""
1829
Stephen, James Fitzjames, Sir. English politician
1832 Stephen, Leslie. English writer
Stephens (stee'venz) or Stephanus (stgfa-nus). French family of
printers.
See'foiENNE.
1812 1883.
Stephens, Alexander Hamilton. American statesman
1813 1886.
Stephens, Ann Sophia, born Winterbotham. American authoress
1805—1852.
traveler
and
author
American
John
Stephens,
Lloyd.
Stephenson (ste'ven-son), George. English engineer. [Locomotive.]. IISI 1848.
1S03 1859.
engineer.
[Tubidar
bridge.].
Stephenson, Robert. 'Son of G. English
1806 1844.
Sterling (ster'ling), John. British critic and essayist
1713
1768.
humorous
writer
Steine (stem), Laurence. English divine and
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A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
Ger. pron. stoi'beu), Frederick William, Baron.
."
Prussian- American general
1730 1794
Stevens (stee'venz), Abel. American author
1815
Stevens, Benjamin Franklin. American bibliographer
1833
Stevens, Edwin Augustus. Brother of M. L. American Inventor
1795—1868.
Stevens, Isaac IngaUs. American general
1818—1862,
Stevens, Robert Livingston. American inventor
1787 1856

—

—

American statesman and

Stevens, Thaddeus.

Stevenson

Stewart

1792—1868,
1770-1850,

abolitionist

(stee'ven-son), Robert.

Scottish engineer of lighthouses
Scotch author
(stu'art), Alexander Turuey.
American merchant

Stevenson, _Robert

1850—1894

Lo"uis.

—
—

Stirling (ster'lTng), James Hutchinson.

Scotch critic
1 820
Stirllns-niaxwell (ster'ling-maks'wSl), William, Sir. Scottish author 1818—1878,
Stockton (stSk'tgn), Francis Richard. American story-writer
1834
1730—1781
Stockton, Richard. Signer of the Declaration of Independence
Stockton, Robert Field. Grandson of E. American commodore
1795—1866
Stoddard (stSd'ard), Richard Henry. American poet
1825
Stokes (stoks), George Gabriel. British math. [liefrangibility of lighl.].lS19
Stolberg, von (ton stol'bSro), Friedrich Leopold, Count. Ger. poet
1750—1819.
1818 1893,
Stone (ston), Lucy. American advocate of woman's rights
1792 1844
Stone, William Leete. American journalist and biographer
Stone, William Leete, Jr. Son of preceding. American author
1835 Storch, von (fon storK), Heinrich Friedrich. Russian polit. economist. 1766— 1835.
Storer (stor'er), David Humphreys. American physician and author ... 1804 1891
Storer, Horatio Robinson. Son of D. H. American surgeon
1830 —
1817—1888.
Storm (storm), Theodor Woldsen'. German poet
1825 ISS'i
Stormonth, James. Scotch philologist and lexicographer

—

Richard

—
—
—

American clergyman
1821
1779 1845,
American jurist
Story, William Wetmore. Son of Joseph. American sculptor and poet. 1819— 1895.
1802 1886,
Stowe (sto), Calvin Ellis. American clergyman and author
StOWe, Harriet Elizabeth, born Beecher.
Wife of C. E. American
authoress.
[Uncle Tom's Cabin.2
1811—1896.
(storz),
(sto'rT),

Salter.

Joseph.

Stowell (sto'el), William Scott, Baron.
StrabO (stra'bo). Greek geographer

1745—1836.

English judge

66?-A. d. 24

B. c.

1646
Stradella (stra-dSl'lS), Alessandro. Italian musical composer
Stradivarlus (strad-T-va'rl-us) or Stradivari (stra-dee-va'ree), Antonio.

—1678.

Italian violin maker of Cremona
1070—1728.
Strafford (strSf'urd), Thomas Wentworth, Earl of. English statesman. 1593— 1641,
(stranj), Robert, Sir.
1721—1792,
Scottish engraver
Stratford de RedclUfe (strSt'furd de rgd'kllf ), Stratford Canning, Viscount. Sir Stratford Canning. English diplomatist
1786 1880,
Strauss (strowss), David Friedrich. German rationalistic theologian. .1808—1874,
1835 Strauss, Edward. Son of Johann. Viennese musical composer
1804—1849,
Strauss, Johann. Viennese musical composer
1825 —
Strauss, Johann. Son of preced. Viennese musial composer
1827 1870,
Strauss, Joseph. Son of first Johann. Viennese musical composer
1811—1881
Street (street), Alfred Biliings. American poet
1824—1881
Street, George Edmund. English architect
1796—1874,
Strickland (strTk'land), Agnes. English historical writer,
1798 1876,
Stringham (string\m), Silas Horton. American rear admiral
1822 1894.
Strong (strong), James. American scholar and author
Strother (stroth'er), David Hunter. Porte Crayon. American artist
1816 li
and humorous"writer
1488—1538.
Strozzi (strot'see), Filippo. Florentine statesman
Struensee, von (fon stroo'en-zS), Johami Friedrich, Ct. Dan. statesman. 1737 1772
1742 1802.
Strutt (striit), Joseph. English antiquary and engraver
Struve (stroo'vgh). Otto Wilhelm. Son of F. G. W. Russian astron. .. 1819 —
Strnve, von (fon stroo'vgh), Friedrich Georg Wilhelm. Ger. astron. ..1793 1864.
1643 1737
Strype (strip), John. English clergytain and biographer
Stuart (stu'art), Arabella or AlbeUa. Cousin to James I. of England. .1575?-1615.
Stuart, Charles Edward. See Chables EdwAKD Stuart.
1755 1828.
Stuart, Gilbert Charles. American painter
1833 1864.
Stuart, James Ewell Brown. Confederate general
Stuart, James Francis Edward. See James Francis Edward Stuabt.
1780 1852.
Stuart, Moses. American theologian and philologist
1825 StnbbS (stubz), William. English divine and historian
1687—1705.
StUkeley (stuk'li), William. EngUah antiquary
1783—1850.
Sturgeon (stQr'jun), William. English electrician and inventor
Prangois.
(stoorm
or
stiirm),
Jacques
Charles
Swiss
mathematiSturm

Strange

—

.

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—

—

1803 1855.
[^Sturm's theorem.']
1507-1589.
The German Cicero. German classical scholar
English explorer of
1796—1869.
(stGrt), Charles, Sir.
South Wales
NetherStuyvesant (sti'vg-sant), Petrus. Last Dutch governor of
cian.

Sturm, Johann.

New

StUrt

New

land (New York)?
Suarez (swa'rSth), Jos6 Bernardo. Chilian author
Suchet (sii'shS'), Louis Gabriel, Duke of Albufera. Marshal
Suckling (suk'llng), John, Sir. English poet and courtier

Sue

1602—1682.
1822
of France.

sii), Marie Joseph Eugene.
French novelist
(swe-to'ni-us), Tranqull'lus, Caius.
Roman historian
(soom), Peder Frederik. Danish historian
Roman dictator. .B.
(siil'a) or Sylla, Lucius Cornelius (Felix).

,

1770— 1826.
1609—1642

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1801 1857
72?- 140
1728 1798.
78
c. 138
Sulla
1842
Sullivan (siSl'i-van), Arthur Seymour, Sir. English composer
1744 1808.
Sullivan, James. American statesman
Sullivan, John. Brother of James. American Revolutionary general. 1740 1795.
1803 1873.
SnlUvant (siilT-vant), William Starling. American botanist
Sully (siil'I Fr. pron. sii'le'), Maximilien de B(5thune, Baron de Rosny
1560 1641
and Due de. French statesman
(su

;

Fr. pron.

Suetonius

Subm

;

Sully

(siil'i),

Thomas.

1783—1872
England
Rene Francois Armand. Fr. poet 1839

American painter, born

Sully-Prudhomme (sU'le'-prii'dom'),

in

Sumarokolf (soo-mii-ro'kof), Alexei. Russian dramatist
Summerfield (siim'mer-feld), John. American pulpit orator

Sumner

1727
1798
1811

— 1777
— 1825,

—

1874
American statesman and orator
1797—1803.
Sumner, Edwin'Vose. American general
1840 Sumner, William Graham. American political economist
1734—1832.
Sumter (sum'tgr), Thomas. American Revolutionary general
Sunderland (sQn'der-land), Charles Spencer, third earl of. Son of Rob1675—1722.
ert.
English statesman
1802—1885
Sunderland, Le Roy. American author
1642 1702
Sunderland, Robert Spencer, second earl of. English statesman
(sum'ner), Charles.

—

Snrajah Dowlah

(soo-ra'jii dow'IS).

of.

1758

British peer, enormously rich

Sutro (soo'tro), Adolph Heinrich Joseph. Ger. mining engineer
Suvaroff (soo-va'rof), properly Suvoroff (soo-vo'rof), Alexei

— 1833.

in Am. .1830
Vasilie-

.

—
Swain (swan), Charles. English poet
—
Swainson (swan'son), William. English naturalist
Swedenborg (swee'den-borg), Emanuel. Originally Swedberg. Swed1688 —1772.
philosopher and tlieosophist
1782 — 1857
Swetchine or Svetchln (svSch'een'), Anne Sophie. Fr. authoress
1014
Sweyn (swivn). King of Denmark, and father of Canute the Great
1067 — 1745,
Swift (swift), Jonathan. Dean of St. Patrick's. British author
vitch. Count,

and Prince

Italiski.

Russian

field

1729 1800.
1803—1874.
1789 1855.

marshal

Swinburne (swTn'burn), Algernon Charles. English poet
Swinton (swl n'ton), William. Scottish author in America
Sybel, von (fon &ee'bel), Heinrich. German historian

Sydenham

1837
1833
1817
1625

-

—

(sld'en-am), Thomas.

1892.

—1895,
—
—
—

1689.
English pliysician
Sydney (sTd'nT),"Philip, Sir. See Sidney.
1799 1870.
Syme (sim), James. Scottish surgeon. [Syme's operation.']
1840 1893,
Symonds (slm'oudz), John Addington. English author
Sz6chenyi (sa'Kgh-uyee), letviin Stephan, Count. Hung, statesmnn ...1792—1860,

.

—
—

Story

Died.
1516?-1547.

Surrey (siirT), Henry Howard, Earl of. English poet
Sutherland (silth'er-land), George Granville Leveson Gower, Duke

isli

1803—1876,

British physicist
1828 American rear admiral
1778—1869.
Dugald.
Stewart,
Scottish metaphysician
1753—1828
Stiles (stilz), Ezra. American theologian. President of Tale College .. 1727 1795.
Stiles, Henry Reed. American physician and author
1832 Stlll^ (stTl'e), Alfred.
American physician and medical writer
1813 —
Stills, Charles Janeway.
American historian
1819 —
StU'llngUeet, Edward. English theologian, and bishop of Worcester. .1035— 1699.
Stlmpson (stim'son), William. American naturalist
1 832
1872.
Stimson (stim'son), Frederic Jesup. American author
1855 -

Stewart, Balfour.
Stewart, Charles.

Storrs

Born.

Died

Born.

Stenben (stu'ben;

1867

Hindoo

e, i, 0, silent; a, 6,

ii,

prince.

v (see

{_Black Hole.'].

p. 1719)

;

1757

II (see p. 1718, "it)

;

gas

T.
Tacitns (tSs'T-tus) Caius Cornelius. Roman historien
Tagliacozzi (tal-ya-kot'see). See Taliacotius.

55 ?-af ter 117 ?

,

—
—
—

TagUoni

(tal-yo'nee), Maria, Ctss. des Voisins. Swedish opera dancer. .1804 1884.
Taillandler (tS'yijN'de-a'), Ren6 Gaspard Ernest. Fr. philos. and critic.1817 1879.
1828—1893.
Taine (tan), Hippolyte Adolphe. French author
1811 1882.
Tait (tat), Archibald Campbell. Arclibp. of Canterbury and author

British mathematician

Talt, Peter Guthrie.

1831

.

Talbot (tawl'bot), William Henry Fox. Eng. diacov. of photography. .1800— 1877.
Talfourd (tawl'furd), Tliomas Noon, Sir. English tragic poet, [/ore.] .1795—1854.
Taliacotius (tSl'T-a-ko'sht-us) or Tagliacozzi (tal-yii-kot'see), Gasparo.
.

—
—
—
—
—
—

1546 1599.
1750 1821.
Fr. pron. dgh ta'la'rQN'-pa're'1754 1838.
French statesman
gor'), Charles Maurice, Prince of.
1778 1853.
Tallmadge (tSI'mij), James. American jurist and statesman
1763 1826.
Talma (tSl'ma or tiil'ma'), Frangois Josepli. French tragedian
1737 1827.
Tamburini (tam-boo-ree'nee), Pietro. Italian theologian
1336 1405.
Tamerlane (tSm'er-lan'). Amir Taimur. Asiatic conqueror
?-1112.
1080
Norman
leader
in
the
first
crusade
(tan'kred).
Tancred
1777 1864.
Taney (taw'nT), Roger Brooke. American jurist
1786
American
mercliant
and
jjliilanthropist
1865.
Tappan (tap'an), Arthur.
1805 1881.
Tappan, Henry Philip. American divine and writer
1815
1888.
TarbOX (tar'bSks), Increase Niles. American clergyman and author.
1754 1833.
Tarleton (tarl'tou), Bannastre. English officer in America
1478—1561.
Tarnowski (tar'nSv'skee), Jan Amos. Polish general
Tarquin (tar'kwin) the Proud, or Lucius Tarquinius Superbus.
495 ?
Seventh and last king of Rome
B.C.
1504 1559.
Tartaglia (tar-tal'ya), Nicolo. Italian math. \_Cubic Equations.]
1801
1874.
Tascherean (tash'ro'), Jules Antoine. French biogr. and editor
1G00?-1659.
Tasman (tas'man), Abel Janssen. Dutch navigator
1544 1595.
Tasso (tas'o Ital. pron. tas'so), Torquato. Italian poet
1635.
(tas-so'nee),
Alessandro.
Italian
and
critic
15C5
poet
Tassoni
1652—1715.
Tate (tat), Nahum. British poet. \_Psalms.']
TanohnitZ (towK'uTts), Cliristian Bernhard, Baron. Nephew of K. C. T.
German publisher in Leipsic. [_Tauchnitz editions.]
1816
1761—1836.
TauchnitZ, Karl Christoph Traugott. German publisher
1290 1361.
Tauler (tow'lgr), Johann. German mystic
Tavernier (ta'ver'ne-a'), Jean Baptiste, Baron d'Aubonne. Fr. traveler 1605 1689.
1825 1878.
Taylor (ta'lor). Bayard. American traveler and author
.... 1085-1731.
Taylor, Brook. English mathematician. [Taylor's Theorem.]
1800—1886.
Taylor, Henry, Sir. English poet and dramatist
1829
Taylor, Isaac. English author and divine. Canon of York
1787
Isaac,
Jr.
English
theologian
and
philosophical
writer
1865.
Taylor,
.1783—1824.
Taylor, Jane. Sister of Isaac, Jr. English authoress
1613
1667.
Taylor, Jeremy. English bishop and author
1580—1654.
Taylor, John. The Water Poet. English poet
1758—1835.
Taylor, Thomas. The Platonisl. English scholar
1817—1880.
Taylor, Tom. English dramatist
1784 1850.
Taylor, Zachary, General. Twelfth president of the United States
Tecumseh (te-kum'seh) or Tecumtha. A chief of the Shawnee In1768?-1813.
dians.
Kflled in the battle of the Thames
1813 1885.
Tefft (teft), Benjamin Franklin. American clergyman
1782—1846.
Tegn^r (teg-ngr'), Esaias. Swedish poet
Te&nmouth (tTn'muth), John Shore, Lord. Eng. gov. gen. of India. .1751 1834.
1757—1834.
Telford (tel'ford), Thomas. Scottish engmeer
fl. 1307.
Tell (tel), Wilhelm. Legendary Swiss hero
1570 ?-1648.
Tellez (tel-yeth'), Gabriel. Tirso de 3Iolina. Spanish dramatist
Tempesta (tSm-pSs'ta), or Peter Molyn (mo'hn). Pietro 3Iulier.
1637 1701.
Dutch storm painter
1628—1699.
Temple (tem'p'l), William, Sir. English statesman
1824 1894.
Temple, William Grenville. American naval officer
1789 1869.
Tenerani (ta-nS-ra'nee), Pietro. Italian sculptor
1610—1694.
Tenlers (tSn'yerz), David. The Younger. Flemish artist
1785 1848.
Tennant (ten'ant), William. Scottish poet and philologist
Tennemann (ten'ne-man), Willielm Gottlieb. Ger. hist, of philosophy. 1761 1819.
.
1820
Tenniel (teu-neel')," John. Englisli artist
1794 1869.
Tennent (ten'ent), James Emerson, Sir. British author
1809- 1892._
Tennyson (tgn'i-sgn), Alfred. English poet laureate
1608-1081.'
Terburg (tSr'burg)", Gerard. Flemish painter
Terenoe (ter'enss). PitbUus Terentius Afer. Roman comic poet. .B. c. 193?- 155.
\_l'aliacotian operation.]
American Revolutionary officer
(tSl'I-ver), Benjamin.

Italian surgeon.

Taliaferro

Talleyrand-P^rigord, de

(tai'lT-rSnd

;

—

.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

;

.

—
—
—

—
—

.

—

.

—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—

Terhune

Mary

(ter-hun'),

Virginia, born

Hawes.

Marion Harland.

American authoress

Ternaus

Ternatix-Campans.

(ter'no'), Henri.

French

autlior
lyre.]

Terpander (ter-pau'der). Greek musician. [Seven-stringed
Terry (ter'I ), "Alfred Howe. American general

.
1830?
1807 1864.
fl. B. c. 680?
1827—1890.
.
1848

—

Terry, Ellen Alice. English actress
Quintus Sepiimius Florens.
TertiiUianiis.
TertUllian (ter-tul'I-an).
150 ?-bet. 220 and 240.
An early Latin f atlier of the church
1460?-1519.
Tetzel (tSt'sel), Johann. Germ.an monk. Vender of indulgences
(toi'fel),
1820-1878.
Willielm Sigismund. German philologist
Teuffel
Tewfik Pasha (tu'fik pa-shii'l. Ilohammed Tewfik. Khedive of Egypt.lS52— 1892.
1754 1844.
Thacher (tliScli'gr), James. American physician and author
Thackeray (thak'e-ri), Anne Isabella. Mrs. Richmond Bitchie. Daugh-

—

of W.

M. Thackeray.

English novelist
Thackeray, William Makepeace. English novelist
ter

in get

;

til

as in thiue

;

1,

u,

£,

w,
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H, K, N,

u

1838

.

1811— 1SC3.
(see p. 1719).
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Bom. Died.
1812—1871.
Thalberg (talfbgro), Sigismond. Swiss pianist
E. c. 636 ?- 548 ?
Thales (tha'leez). Greek sage and philosopher
1836—1894.
(thSlf
s'ter),
Celia.
American
poet
Thaster
Thelner (ti'ner), Augustin. Ger. Catliolic divine and cliurch historian. 1804 — 1874.
1764 1834.
Thelwall (tliSl'wal), John. English writer and elocutionist
ThemlstOCles (tlie-mis'to-lsleez). Athenian general and statesman. B. c. 514?- 449?
071688—1744.
tib'bald), Lewis.
English playwriter
Theobald (thee'o-bawld

—

Theocritus

(tlie-oli'rT-tus).

Greek pastoral poet

fi.

270

548.
Theodora (the-o-do'ra). Empress of the East. Wife of Justinian
1818'-1868.
Theodore (tliee'o-dor). King of Abyssinia
Theodoret (the-3d'o-ret). Syrian tlieologian and ecclesiastical historian 387 '- 457 ?

Theodorlo

(the-Sd'o-rik).

The Great.

King

455'- 526.

of tlie Ostrogoths

U. 310
Theodorus (the-o-do'rus) of Cyre'ne. Greek pliilosopher
TheodOSius (the-o-do'shi-us) I., Flavins. The Great. Roman emperor 346?B. c. 372?TheophraStUS (the-o-fras'tus). Greek philosopher
Theotocopuli (ta-o-to-ko-poo'lee) or Teossopolo (ta-os-so-po'lo), Do-

minico.

B. c.
'

Alexis Dominica. II Greco. Painter in Venice and Spain. 1548'-1625.
Spanish Carmelite nun
(te-ree'sa or ta-ra'sa), Saint.
1515 1582.

Theresa or Teresa

and mystic writer. [Barefooted Carmelites.']
Thdroigne de Dldricourt (tSr'waii' deh mS're'koor').
Terwagjie. French revolutionist
Theslger (thgs'T-jgr). See Chelmsford, Baron.
Theurlet (tuh're-if'), Andre. French poet

Th^venot (tav'no'),

—

Anne Josephe
1762

1817.

.
1833
Fr. orientalist 1020?-1692.

Nicolas Melchisedech. Uncle of J.
1633—1667.
Th^venot, de (deli tSv'no'), Jean. French traveler and author
Thlbaudeau (te'bo do'), Antoine Claire, Count. French revolutionist. .1765— 1854.
(te'bo'),
or
Thibaut
Theobald (thee'o-bawld), IV. or VI. as Count of
1201 1253.
Champagne, and I. as King of Navarre. French troubadour
1772—1840.
Thibaut, Anton Friedrich Justus. German jurist
1797 1872.
Thierry (te-a're'), AmSd^e Simon Dominique. French historian
Thierry, Jacques Nicolas Augustin. Brother of A. S. D. Fr. historian 1795 1856.
1797 1877.
Thiers (te-gr'), Louis Adolphe. French statesman and historian
1784 1860.
Thiersch (teersh), Friedrich Wilhelm. German philologist
1797—1875.
ThirlWJlll (therl'w.al), Connop. English bishop and historian
1799—1877.
Tholuck (to'lSok), Friedrich August Gottreu. German theologian
(tom),
James.
Scottish
sculptor
1799—1850.
Thorn
1732—1785.
Thomas (to'mii'), Antoine LtSonard. French writer
1825
Thomas (tSm'as), Cyrus. American ethnologist
1816 1870.
Thomas, George Henry. American major general
1749 1831
Thomas, Isaiah. American printer and journalist
1835
Thomas, Theodore. German-American musician
1725 1776.
Thomas, John. American Revolutionary general
1811
Thomas, Joseph. American physician and biographer

—
—
—
—
—

.

—
—

.

—

.

Thomas, Robert Baily. Am. editor. [OW Farmer's Almariack.']
Thomasius (to-mii'ze-iJos), Christian. German philosopher

1766—1846.

—

1655 1728.
1793 1868.
.
1840
Thompson,
.
1821
Thompson, Elizabetli. American philanthropist
Thompson, Elizabetli Southerdon. Mrs. W. F. Butler. Eng. painter.. 1835'
1819 1879.
Thompson, Joseph Parrish. American divine and author
1833—1894.
Thompson, Launt. American sculptor, born in Ireland
1844
Thompson, Maurice. American author
Thoms (tomz), William John. English antiquary. [Notes and Q»er!e«.]1803 1SS5.
1729 1824.
Thomson (tSm'sgu), Charles. American patriot, born in Ireland
1700—1748.
Thomson, James" Scottish poet. [The Seasons.]
1834 1882.
Thomson, James. English poet
Thomson, Mortimer. Q. K. Philander Doesticks, P. B. Am. humorist. 1832— 1875.
Thomas.
Scottish
chemist
1773
Thomson,
1852.
1824
Thomson, William, Sir. British physicist and mathematician
1817—1862.
Thoreau (tho'ro), Henry David. American author and philosopher
Thornbury (th6rn'bur-T), George Walter. English author
1828—1870.
1076—1734.
Thornhill (thorn'Iiil), James, Sir. English painter
.
1819
Thornton (thom'ton), Edward, Sir English diplomatist
1808?-1870.
Thorpe (thSrp), Benjamin. English philologist
Thorwaldsen (tor'wawld-sen or tor'val-zen), Albert Bertel. Dan. sculp.1770— 1844.
Thou, de (deh too), Jacques Auguste. French statesman and historian 1553 1017.
1818—1806.
ThOUVenel (toov'nel'), Edouard Antoine. French diplomatist
Thrasybulus (thras-T-bulus). Greek patriot and military leader
B.C. 390.
1821
Thring: (thring), Edward. English divine and educationist
1513—1571.
Throgmorton (throg'mor-ton), Nicholas, Sir. English statesman
Thucydides (thu-sId'T-deez). Athenian historian
B. c. 471 ?- 400 ?
1607—1676.
ThUlden, van (viin tul'den), Theodoor. Dutch painter
1743—1828.
Thunberg (toon'bSro), Carl Peter. Swedish botanist
1616—1 668.
Thurloe (thQr'lo), John. English statesman
1732—1806.
ThurlOW (thfir'lo), Edward, Lord. Lord chancellor of England
1813 1895.
Thurman (thflr'man), Allen Granbery. American statesman
Thurston (thfirs'toii), Robert Henry. American mechanical engineer. .1839
Tibaldi (tee-biil'dee), Pellegrino. Peliegrino Pellegrini. Italian artist 1527 1598?
Tiberius (tl-bee'rT-us). Tiberius Clatidius Nero Ciesar Rom. emp. B. c. 42 A. D. 37.
1686—1740.
TlCkell (tik'el), Thomas. English poet and essayist
1791 1871.
Ticknor (tik'uor), George. Anier. author. [Hist, of Spanish Lit.]
Tleck (teek), Ludwig. German poet and novelist
1773 1853.
Tiedemann (tee'deh-man), Dietrich. German historian of philosophy. .1748 1803.
Tledge (teed'geh),"Christoph August. German poet
1752—1841.
Tighe (ti), Mary, born Blachford. Irish poetess
1772—1810.
1814 1886.
Tllden (til'den), Samuel Jones. American lawyer and statesman
Tilghman (tfi'man), William. American jurist
1756—1827.
Tillemont, de (deh te'yeh-moN'), Louis Sebastien le Nain. Fr. hist
1637—1698.
Tillotson (til'ot-sgn), John. Eng. theol. Archbishop of Canterbury. .1630— 1694.
Tilly, von (fon tti'lT ; Fr. pron. te'ye'), Johann Tserclaes, Count. German general in the Thirty Years' War
1559—1632.
1801 1875.
Timbs (timz), John. English journalist and compiler
Timoleon (tI-mo1e-on). Greek statesman and general
B. c. 400?- 337.
Timour or Timur (t!-moor'). See Tamerlane.
1829—1867.
Timrod (tTm'rod), Henry. American poet
Tindal (tTn'dal), Matthew. English theological writer
1656—1733.
Tintoretto,
(el tin-to-ret'to).
Real name Giacomo Robosti (ro-boos'tee).
Italian painter
1519 1594.
1740—1799.
Tippoo Sahib (tlp-oo' sii'hTb). Sultan of Mysore, India
1731—1794.
Tiraboschi (te-rii-bos'kee), Girolamo. Italian Jesuit and author

—

Thompson (tom'son),

Daniel Pierce. American novelist
Edward Mannde. English editor and librarian

.

—

.

—
—

—
—

.

u

—

.

—

—
—

.

—
—
—

—

.

—

n

Tischbein

man

—

(tTsh'bin), Johann Heiurich
historical painter

Wilhelm.

The Younger.

Ger1751

— 1829.

Tischendorf, von (fon tish'en-dorf), Lobegott Friedrich Constantin.
German philologist and Biblical paleographist and critic
1815
1768
Tissot (te'so'), Pierre Francois. French journalist and politician
Tisza (tee'soli), Koloman. Hungarian statesman
1830
Titian (tTsh'an) or Tiziano Vecellio (tet-se-S'no va-chel'le-o). Vene1477

tian painter

Titiens or Titjens (teet'yenss), Therese. German vocalist
Titus (ti'tus). Titus Flaviu.i SnhinnsVespasianus. Roman emperor.
Tobin (tij'bin), John. English dramatist. [The Honeymocm.]
a,e,

i,

o, u,

long;

a, e, o, less prolonged ; a, 5, T, o,

ii,

short;

j, e,

i,

o,

. .

—1874.
— 1854.
.

—1576.
—

1834—1877.
40
81.
1770—1804.

Died.

;

—

—
—

—

.

395.

287

Bora.

Tocqueville, de (deh tSk'vTl Fr. pron. tok'TelO, Alexis Charles Henri
Cl^rel. French statesman and polit. writer. [Democracy in America.]\i:05 1859.
Todd (tod), Henry John. English archdeacon, biographer, and editor.. 1763 1845.
Todd, James Henthorn.
Irish archnologist
1805—1869.
Todd, John. American clergyman and author
1800 1873.
Todd, Robert Bentley. British physiologist and anatomist
1809—1860.
Todhunter (tod'hfin-ter), Isaac. English mathematician
1820—1884.
Todleben (tot'la-ben)," Franz Eduard. Russian military engineer
1818—1884.
Toebbe (tob'eh), Augustus Mary. Ger. Rom. Cath. bishop in America. .1829— 1884.
Toledo, de (dS to-la'no), Pedro, Marquis of ViUafranca. Spanish statesman, and viceroy of Naples
1484 1553.
ToUens (tol'ens), Hendrik. Dutch poet
1780—1856.
Tolstoi (tol'stoi), Leo Nikolaiijvitch, Count. Rus. nov. and socialist
1829
Tommaseo (tom-ma-sa'o), Nicolo. Italian statesman and scholar
1802 1874.
Tompkins (t5mp'kinz), Daniel D. Amer. statesman. Vice pres. U. S..1774 1825.
Tone (ton), Theobald Wolfe. Irish revolutionist. [United i»-wA?neji.]. 1763—1798.
Toner (to'ner), Joseph Meredith. American physician
1825
Tonna (ton'a), Charlotte Elizabeth, born Browne. Charlotte Elizabeth.
English authoress
1790—1846.
Tonti (tSn'tee), Lorenzo. Italian banker in France. [Tontines.]
fl. 1653.
Tonty or Tontl, de (da tSn'tee). Chevalier Henry. Ital. explorer. ..ab. 1650—1704.
Tooke (took), John Home. English politician and philologist
1736 1812.
Toole (tcKJl), John Lawrence. English comedian
1830
Toombs (roomz), Robert. American politician and Confed. general.... 1810 1885.
Tbplfer (top'fer), Rodolphe. Swiss novelist
1799 1846.
Tordenskjold (tor'den-ske-old), Peder Wessel. Danish admiral
1691—1720.
(to-rel'lee),
ToreUi
Giuseppe. Italian mathematician
1721 1781.
Toreno, de (dS to-ran'yo), Don ios6 Maria Queypo de Llano Ruiz y de
Saravia, Count.
1786 1843.
Spanish statesman and historian
Torlae'US or Tormo'dUS (Thormodr). Icelandic schol. and antiquary. .1636 1719.
Torquemada, de (da tor-ka-mii'Da), Juan. Span, theol. and cardinal .. 1388 1468.
Torquemada, de, Tomas. Spanish inquisitor general
1420—1498.
1712—1782.
Torre, della (dSl'la tor'rS), Giovanni Maria. Italian physicist
1796 1873.
Torrey (tor'I), John. American botanist and chemist
Torricelli (tor-re-chel'lee), Evangelista. Ital. physicist. [Barometer.].Wii 1647.
1472—1522.
Torrig[lanO (tor-re-ja'no), Pietro. Italian sculptor
1603 1651.
Torstenson (tor'sten-son), Lennart, Count of Ortala. Swedish gen
Totila {tot'i-\^\ pfoperly Baduila (bii'doo-ee'la). King of the Ostrogoths in Italy. Captured Rome iu 546
552.
.
Tourg^e (toor-zha'), Albion Winegar. American lawyer and novelist... 1838
Tournefort, de (deh toor'neh-for'), Joseph Pitton. French botanist. 1(556 1708.
Toussaint L'Ouverture (Ioo'sSn' loo'ver'tiir'), Francois Dominique.
1745 1803.
Haytian negro general and liberator
.
1836
Townsend (town'zend), Virginia Frances. American author
Townshend (town'zend), Charles, second viscount. Eng. statesman. ..1676 1738.
1725—1767.
Townshend, Charle.s. Grandson of Charles. English statesman
117.
Trajan (tra'j.an). Marcus Utpius Nerra Trajanus. Roman emperor. .. 53
1812—1877.
Trail (trawl)," Russell Thacher. American hydropathist
1791 1872.
Treadwell (trSd'wel), Daniel. American inventor
1788—1839.
Tredgold (trgd'gold), Thomas. English civil engineer
1813—1875.
Tregelles (tre-gelz'), Samuel Prideaux. English Biblical scholar
1792—1881.
Trelawny (tre-law'nl), Edward John. English author
Trench (trSnch), Richard Chenevix, Archbp. of Dublin. British author 1807—1886.
1711 1749.
Trenck, von der (fon dSr trenk), Franz, Baron. Austrian general
Trenck, von der, Friedrich, Baron. Cousin of Franz. Prussian officer
1726 1794.
imprisoned by Frederick the Great. [Memoirs.]

—
—

.

—

.

—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

—
—
—

—
—

—
—
1802 — 1872.
1838
1771 — 1833.

Trendelenburg (trSn'deh-len-boorg), Friedrich Adolf. Ger. philos
Trevelyan (tre-vel'yan)J^ George Otto, Sir. English biographer

.

(trev'i-thlk), Richard. English engineer and inventor
1626 1672.
Trevor (tree'vgr), John, Sir. English statesman and diplomatist
TribOlO, di (de"tree'bo-lo). 'Reslna^me Kiccolo Pericoli. Ital. sculptor 1500?-1550.
TriCOUpiS (tre-koo'pis), Spiridon. Greek historian and diplomatist.... 1791 1873.
.
1822
Tristram tris'tram), Henry Baker. English divine and author
1820 1854.
Trithen (tree'ten), Frederick Henry. Swiss philologist
1815 1896.
Trochu (tro'shfi'), Louis Jules. French general
1815 1882.
TroUope (trSl'up), Anthony. Son of Frances. English novelist
1780 ?-1863.
Trollope, Frances, born Milton. English authoress
1810 1892.
TroUope, Thomas Adolphus. Son of Frances. English writer
1629 1691.
Tromp, van (van tromp), Cornelis. Dutch admiral
1776 1850.
Troost (trost), Gerard. Dutch chemist and geologist in America
1795 1869,
Troplong (tro'loN'), Raymond Theodore. French jurist
Trotzendorif (trot'sen-dorf), Valentin Friedland. Properly Valentin

Trevlthick

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—

Friedland (freet'lant). German educator
Trousseau (troo'so'), Armand. French physician
Trowbridge (tro'bnj), John Townsend. American noveUst and poet.
Troyon (trwa'yoN'), Constant. French animal and landscape painter.
Trumbull (triim'bul), Benjamin. American divine and historian
Trumbull, James Hammond. American philologist
Trumbull, John. American painter
Trumbull, John. American satirical poet
Trumbull, Jonathan. American Revolutionary statesman
Truxtun (truks'tgn), Thomas. American commodore
Tryon (tri'gn), George Washington. American conchologist

1490
1802
.1827
..1813

.

1735
1821
1756
1750
1740
1755
1838
1725

—
—1867.
—1865.
1.556.

.

— 1820.
— 1843.
.

—1831
— 1809.
— 1822.
—1888,
—1788.
Tryon, William. British colonial governor in America
Tschirnhausen, von (fon tshTrn'how-zen), Ehrenfried Walter, Count.
1651 — 1708.
German mathematician and philosopher
1505 — 1571.
Tsohudi (tshoo'dee), ^gidius, or Gilles. Father of Swiss history
1834 — 1890,
Tseng (tseng), Chitchze. Chinese statesman and author
1705 — 1774.
Tucker (tuk'er), Abraham. E. Search. English metaphysician
1752 — 1828.
George. American jurist and poet
Tucker,
St.

(tiik'er-man), Henry Theod.
Am. essayist
(tu'dor), WUliam.
American author
TullOCh (tui'ok), John. Scottish theologian and author

Tuckerman

and art

Tudor

Tunstall

(tiin'stal),

Tuomey

(too'ml), Michael.

Tupper

English bishop and statesman
American geologist
Canadian statesman

Cuthbert.

(tiipper), Charles, Sir.

critic.

.

1813.— 1871.

1779—1830.
1823—1886.
1474—1559.

1808
1821
.1810
[Proverbial Philosophy.]

— 1857.
.

—1889.
Tupper, Martin Farquhar. English author.
Turenne, de (deh t>i-r5n' Fr. pron. deh tii'ren'), Henri de la Tour
1611 — 1675,
d'Auvergne, Vicomte. Marslial of France
1784 — 1845,
Turgeneff (toor-gen'ef), Alexei. Russian historian
1818 — 1883.
Turgeneff, Ivan Sergyevitch. Russian novelist
Anne Robert Jacques, Baron de I'Aulne. Fr. financier 1727 — 1781.
Turgot
1797—1837.
Turner (tfirn'er), Edward. British chemist
1774 — 1851.
Turner, Joseph Mallord William. English landscape painter
1790 — 1861.
Turner, Samuel Hulbeart. American Biblical critic
1768—1847,
Turner, Sharon. English historian
1810 — 1859.
Turner, William Wadden. American philologist
;

(tiir'go'),

Turretinl (toor-rS-tee'nee) or Turretln (Fr. pron. tii'reh'tSN'), Fran1623—1687.
Father of Jean Alphonse. Swiss theologian
cois.
1671 1737.
Turretini or Turretin, Jean Alphonse. Swiss theologian
1515?-i;58P ?
Tusser (tus'sgr), Thomas. English poet

obscure (sea remark, p. 1719)
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A PRONOUNCING BIOGRAPHICAL
Died
1829—1881

1869

DICTIONARY.

Born.

Born.

Tattle

(tiSt't'l),

Charles Wesley.

American astronomer

Twesten (twgs'ten), Karl. German statesman and author
Twiggs (twigz), David Emanuel. American general
TwlSS (twiss), Travel's, Sir. English jurist
Tychsen (tiils'sen almost tik'seu), Olaus Gerhard. German
;

Tyler

1820—1870.

1790—1862
1810
orientalist. 1734— 1815.

John. Tenth president of the United States
1790—1862.
Tyler, Lyon Gardiner. President of William and Mary College
1853
Tyler, Moses Coit. American educator and author
1835
Tyler, Wat. English rebel
1381
Tyler, William Seymour. American linguist
1810
Tylor (tl'Ior), Edward Burnett. English anthropologist
1832
Tyndale (ftn'dal) or Tlndal, William. English reformer and martyr. .1484— 1536,
1820—1893,
Tyndall (tTn'da'l), John. British physicist
1800 1885.
Tyng (ting), Stephen Higginson. American clergyman and author
(tSr'it),
Thomas.
philologist
and
antiquary
1730—1786
English
Tyrwhltt
1649 1708
Tyson (ti'son),"Ed\vard. English physician and anatomist
1747—1813,
Tytler (tit'ler), Alexander Eraser. Scottish jurist and historian
Tytler, Patrick Eraser. Son of A. F. Scot. hist. IHistory of Scoiland-in^l—lSAQ.
1778—1828.
Tzschlrner (tshtr'ngr), Heinrich GottUet*. German theologian
(ti'lgr),

.

—
—

UccellO (oot-chSl'lo), Paolo. Florentine painter
Udall (yoo'dal), Nicholas. English teacher and dramatist

1390T-1472.
1506 1556.

—

Ueberweg

(li'ber-veg), Friedrich. German philos. [Hu/. o/PAi7oi.].. 1826— 1871.
UUenbacn, vOlTCfon eS'fen-biiK'), Zacharias Conrad. German scholar. 1683— 1735.
1787 1862.
Ubland (oo'lSnt), Johanu Ludwig. German lyric poet
.
UJfalvy(oo'ee-folv'),Karoly Eugenius. Hungarian orientalist and author. 1842
UUllas, Ulphilas (iU'fl-Ias), or WulHla. Bishop of the Goths. IMesoGothic Bible, earliest known specimen of the Teutonic language.'].
311 ?- 381.

—

.

Ullmaiin (ool'mau), Karl Heinrich. German theologian
Spanish math, and naval
TJlloa, de (da ool-yo'a), Antonio.

.

1796—1865.

—

1716

officer

Spanish discoverer of California
Ullrich (661'riK), Titus. German poet
Ulplan (iSl'pT-an). Domiiius Ulpianus. Roman jurist
Ulricl (661-ree'tsee), Hermann. German philosopher and critic
UmbertO, King. See Humbert.
Uncas (lin'kas). Sachem of the Mohegans in Connecticut
Unger (oong'er), Franz. Austrian paleontologist
Upham (Qp'am), Charles Wentvporth. American author
Upham, Thomas Cogswell. American metaphysician
Upjohn (iip'jSn), Richard. English-American architect
Upjohn, Richard Michell. Son of B. English-American architect
Urban (Qr'ban) n. Othon de ChStillon. Pope. IFirst Crusade.}
Urban V. &uillaume de Grimoard. Pope
Ulloa, de, Francisco.

Bartolommeo Prignani.

Van
Van
Van
Van
Van

See Perdoiko, II.
Oosterzee (van os'ter-za), Jau Jacob. Dutch theologian
Ostade (van os'ta-dgh). See Ostade, van.
Rensselaer (vSn rens'sg^lgr), Solomon. American general
Rensselaer, Stephen. T/Ce Patroon. American statesman
Schendel (van skSn'del), Petrus. Belgian painter

fl.

1795.
1540.

1813

.

1806

—1884.

228.

1588

—1682.

1800—1870.
1802

—1875.
—

1799-1872.
1802 1878.
1828
1042?-1099.
.

1309—1370.
1318—1389.
1568—1644.
1778—1857.
1805—1877.

Pope

Urban VIII. Maffeo Baiberini. Pope
Ure (yoor), Andrew. Scottish chemist

(Qr'kwurt), David. Scottish writer and politician
Urqulza, de (da oor-kee'sS), Juste Jos6. Argentine gen and statesman 1800
Ursinus (Ur-si'nus), Fulvius. Italian classical scholar and antiquary. .1529
Usher or U8Sher(iSsh'gr), James. Ir. prel. and author. [_Chronology.'] 15S0

Urquhart

—1870.
—1600.
—1656.

.

—1670.

1598
1809

Italian painter

French philosopher

Le

(Igh vS'ySN'), Francois. Fr. ornithologist and traveler. ..1754
(vai'keh-nar), Lodewijk Casper. Dutch phllol. and critic. .1715

.

—1824.

—1785.

See WALDEauAB.
1495 ?-1540.
Vald^S ( val-des'), Juan. Spanish reformer in Italy
Valdez (val'dSth). See MmiENDEz y Vaidez.
Valdlvla, de (da val-dee've-a), Pedro, Don. Span, conqueror of Chili.. 1510 ?-1559.
1750 1819.
Valenciennes (va'Wrfse-en'), Pierre Henri. Fr. landscape painter
1808 1883.
Valentin (va-len-teen'), Gabriel Gustav. German physiologist

Val'demar.

—

—
270.
321 — 375.

Ecclesiastical martyr at Rome
Valentine
Valentln'ian, or Valentlnla'nus, I. Flavins. Roman emperor
(vSf'gn-tin), Saint.

-^— 260.
Vale'rlan. Publius Lucinius Valerianus. Roman emperor
Valette, de la (deh la va'lSt'), Jean Parisot. Grand master of the
1494—1568.
Knights of Malta
1407—1457.
Valla (val'la), Lorenzo. Italian philologist
Vallandlgham

(va-lSn'dl-gam), Clement Laird.

American pohticlan. .1820
.

—1871.

Vallitoe, de la (deh la va^le-@r'), Frangoise Louise da la Baume Le
1644—1710.
Blanc, Duchess." Favorite of Louis XIV. of France
1661 1730.
Valllsneil (val-les-na'ree), Antonio. Italian naturalist
Valols, de (dgh val'wa'), Charles. French antiquary. [Valesiana.l. . .\&11 1747.
1754 1836.
Valpy (vai'pi), Richard. English classical scholar
V&nb6ry (vam'ba .re), Arminius. Hungarian traveler and orientaliflt. .1832
?-1726.
1666
John,
Sir.
EngUsh
dramatist
(vSn-broo'),
Vanbmgh
1832
Van Brunt (vSn brtint), Henry. American architect
1782—1862.
Martin.
Eighth
president
of
the
S
XJ.
Van Buien (vSn bu'rgn),
1758f-1798.
Vancouver (vSn-koo'vgr), George. English navigator
1770 1830.
Vandanune (vSN'damO, Dominique, Count. French general
1794 1877.
Vanderbllt (v5n'dgr-bllt), Cornelius. American capitalist
1405?-1482.
Van der Goes (van der hoos), Hugo. Flemish painter
16in-1670.
Van der Heist (-nSlst), Bartholomeus. Dutch portrait painter
1776 1852.
Vanderlyn (vSn'dgr-lIn), John. American painter
1628 1691.
Van der Meer (van der mar), Jan. The Elder. Dutch painter
Van der Iffeer, Jan. 'The Younger. Son of preced. Dutch painter... 1656 1705.
.1632
dgr
muhlen),
Adam
Frans.
Flemish
painter.
1690.
(van
.
Van der Meulen
1603 1677.
Van der Neer (van dgr nar), Aert or Aemout. Dutch painter
(vSn'der-vSl'dgh)
(van'deh-vSl'dgh),
or
Vandevelde
Vandervelde
.".
1610—1693.
Willem. The Elder. Dutch marine painter
Vandervelde, Willem. The Younger. Son of preceding. Dutch marine
1633—1707.
painter
1659 1722.
Vanderwerff (van'der-wSrf), Adriaan. Dutch painter
Vandyke or Van I)yok (v5n-dik'), Anthony, Sir. Flemish portrait
1599 1641.
painter, for some years in England, where he died
1612—1662.
Vane (van), Henry, Sir. English republican statesman
Van Erpen (van Sr'pen), Thomas. See Ekpenids.
Van Eyck (van Tk'). " See Etck, van.
Van Helmont (van hSl'mont). See Helmont, van.
1584 1619.
Vanlnl (va-nee'nee), Lucilio. Italian philosopher
1705—1765.
Vanloo (vQn'Io'), Charles Andr6. Carle Vanloo. French painter
.1684—
French
painter.
.
Andre.
1745.
.
Vanloo, Jean Baptiste. Brother of Charles
Van Mons (van miNss). See MoNS, tan.
16657-1609.
'VailBl (van'nee), Gavaliere Francesco. Italian painter

—
—
—

.

.

—
—

—
—
—
—

—

—
—

—
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Vanvitelll (vau-ve-tgl'lee), Luigi. Italian architect
(van wawrt), Isaac. One of the captors of Andr(5
(vai'kee), Benedetto.
Italian liistorian and poet
Varen (va'ren) or VarenlUS (vS-ra'ne-us), Beruhard. Dutch geog
Vargas (var'gas), Jos6 Maria. Spanish physician. Pres. of Venezuela. .1786 1854.
1502—1568.
Vargas, de (dfi var'giis), Luis. Spanish painter

—

Varnhagen, de (da var-na-zhSN'), Francisco Adolplio. Braz. author. .1816
Varnhagen, von Ense (farn'ha-geu ion Su'sgh), Karl August. Ger1785 — 1858.
man biographical and miscellaneous writer

.

.

Varoli

(va-ro'lee), Costanzo.

Italian anatomist.

1543 ?-1575.

[_Pons Varolii.']

B. c. 116 — 28.
Varro (var'ro), Marcus Terentius. Roman scholar and writer
1512 1574.
Vasarl (va-Sa'ree), Giorgio. Italian biographer of artists
Vasco da Qama (viis'ko da ga'ma). See Gama, da.
Vasqiuez de CoronadO (vas'k6th da ko-ro-ua'Do). See Coronado, de.
Vassar (vSs'gr), Matthew. American philanthropist. iVassur CoUege.]\1^2 1868.
1771
1826.
Vater (fa'ter), Johaun Severin. German philologist and theologian
Vattel, de ^deh vSt-tgl'), Emmerlc. Swiss publicist. \_Law of Nations.].l'lU—VlSI.
Vauban, de (deh vo'boN'), S^bastien Leprestre, Marquis. French mili-

—

tary engineer and marshal

1G33

—1707.

Vaucanson, de (deh vo'kSN'soN'), Jacques. Fr. mech. lAutomata.] .VlOQ—\li2,
Vaudreull, de (deh vo'drul' or vo'drn'y'), Philippe de Rigaud, Marquis.

1640 — 1725.
French governor geiier;il of Canada
Vaudreuil, de (deh vo'drul' or vo'dru'y'), Pierre Frangois de Rigaud,
1698 1765.
Marquis. Son of preceding. Last French governor of Canada
1585—1650.
Vaugelas, de (dgh vozh'la'), Claude Favre. French grammarian
.
Vaughan (vawu or vaw'an), Chas. John Dean of Llandaff. Bug. author 1816
1621—1695.
Vaughan, Henry. The Silurist. British poet
1738—1795.
Vaughan, John, Sir. British general in America
Vaughan, Robert. Eng. divine, hist., and ed. Brit. " Quarterly Review " 1795—1868.
Vaulabelle, de (dgh vo'lii'bSl'), Achille Tenaille. Fr. hist, and journ. .1799—1879.
Vauquelin (vo'klSk'), Louis Nicolas. French chemist. [C/iro»«uHn.]. 1763— 1829.
1786 1836.
Vaux (vawks), Roberts. American philanthropist
1705—1788.
Vans, de (deh vo), Noel de Jourda. Marshal of France
Vecchi, del (da'ee vSk'kee), Giovanni. See Dei Vecchi.
1836
Vedder (vSd'gr), Elihu. American artist
.
Vega (va'ga)^GarcilaBO de la. See Garcilaso de la Vega.
Vega Carpio, de (di va'ga kar'pe-o), Lope Felix. Sp. poet and dram. .1562—1635.
1754—1802.
Vega, von (fon va'ga), Georg, Baron. Ger. math. [^Logarithms.]
Vehse (fa'zeh), Karl Eduard. German liistorian
1 S02— 1870.
1793—1877.
Velt (fit), Philipp. German painter
18^9 1894.
Veitch (veech), John. Scottish metaphysician
Velasquez (va-las'k6th), Diego Rodriguez de Silva y. Spanish painter. 1599— 1660.
1795 1867.
Velpeau (vSl'po'), Alfred Armaiid Louis Marie. French surgeon
.
1836
Venable (ven'a-b'l), William Henry. American author
1654 1712.
Vendome, de (deh vSN'dom'), Louis Joseph, Due. French general
1805—1871.
Venedey (fa'ueh-dT), Jakob. German politician and author
Veneziano (va-nSt'se-a'no), Agostiuo. Real name Agostino de'' Musi.

—

.

—

—
—
—

Italian engraver

1490 T-1540!

(ven-too'ra
Italian pulpit orator

da row1e-ka), Gioacchino.

Father
1802

—1861.

(vgr-bSok'ho-ven), Eugene Joseph. Belgian painter.. 1798— 1881.
.
1814
Verdi (var'dee), Giuseppe. Italian musical composer
1788-1846.
Vere, de (de veer), Aubrey, Sir. Irish poet
Vere, de, Edward, seventeenth earl of Oxford. Eng. poet and courtier. 1540?-1604.
Vere, de, Thomas. Son of Sir Aubrey. Eng. poet and miscel. writer. .1814

Verboeckhoven

Y.
Valckenaer

.

1774 1852.
17G5 1839.
180G 1870.
1700—1773.
1760 1828.
1502 1565.
1010 1000.

Varchl

Ventura.

Valllant,

.1807

Van Wart

Ventura de Raullca

Vaccaro (vak'ka-ro), Andrea.
Vacherot (yash'ro'), Etienne.

Died.

(van-neot'chee), Pietro.

—
—

u.
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;

gas

.

1842
Vereschagln (vfi-ra-sha-geen'), Vassili. Russian painter
Vergennes, de (deh ver'zhgu'), Charles Gravier, Count. Fr. statesman. 1717—1787.

.

Vergil

(ver'jil).

See Vibgu,.

Vergil, PoJydore.

Italian historian in

Enrfand

1470 ?-1555.

Vergnlaud (vgr'nye-o'), Pierre Victorin. French revolutionist
Vermlgli (vgr-mee'lyee), Pietro. See Petee Martyr.
Verne (vgm), Jules. French author
Vernet (vgr'nS'), Antoine Charles Horace. Carle Vernet. Son of

1759—1793.
1828

.

C. J.

French painter. [The Battle of Marengo.]
1758—1836.
1714 1789.
Vernet, Claude Joseph. Joseph Vernet. French marine painter
Vernet, fimile Jean Horace. Horace Vernet. Son of A. C. H. French

—
—

painter of military subjects
1789 1863.
1689—1757.
Vernon (ver'non), Edward. Enghsh admiral
1798—1867.
V6ron (va'roN'), Louis D^sirg. French journalist
Veronese (vS-ro-na'zS), Paul. See Cagliabi, Paolo.
Verplanck (ver-plSnk'), Gulian Crommelin. American author
1786—1870.
Verrazano (vir-ra-tsa'no), Verrazzano, or Verrazani (vgr-ra-tsa'nee),
Giovanni. Florentine navigator
1470 1527.
.
Verreau (vS'ro'), Hospice- Anthelme, Jean Baptiste. Canadian educator 1828
1728—1797.
Verri (vgr'ree), Pietro. Italian political economist
1 635 ?
Verstegan ( vgr-stee'gan) , Richard. English antiquary
1655—1735.
VertOt, de (d^ vgr'to'"), Ren^ Aubert. French historian
1684—1756.
Vertue (ver'tu), George. English engraver
(ves-pa'zhT-an).
Vespasianus.
RoTitus Flavius iSabinus
Vespasian

—

man emperor

9

Vespucci (vSs-poofchee), Amerigo. (Lat. Amer'lCUS Vespu'clus.)
1451
Italian navigator from whom America is named
Vestris (ves'tnss), Lucia Elizabeth, born Bartolozzi.

— 79.
— 1512.

Mrs. Matthews.

1797— 1 854.

English actress

Veulllot (vuh'yo'), Louis.

French journalist and author

(fat'sin), Hermann.
Vicente (ve-sgn'tfi), Gil.

German

Vezln

1813—1883.

1829
actor
1470 ?-1536?
Portuguese dramatist
1668 1743.
Vlco ( vee'ko), Giovanni Battista. Italian philosopher
1748—1795.
Vlcft d' Azyr (vek da'zer'), Pglix. French anatomist
1666—1732,
king
of
Sardinia
Duke
and
Vic'tor Amade'US n.
of Savoy,
1759—1824.
Vlc'tor Enunan'uel I. King of Sardinia
1820—1878Italy
Victor Emmanuel n., of Sardinia, and first king of
Victor (vek'tor'), Claude Perrin, Duke of Belluno. Marshal of France. 1764— 1841.
Victoria (vik-to'ri-a). Vicio'ria Alexandri'na. Queen of Great Britain
.
1819
and Ireland, and empress of India
Vicniia (vee-koon'ya), BenjamiL Vicuna Mackenna. Chilian historian. 1831 1886.
1485 ?-1566.
Vida (vee'da), Marco Girolamo. Italian Latin poet
1775 1857.
Vldocq (ve'dok'), Eugene Francois. French convict and detective
.
Vlel-Castel, de (dgh ve'gl'-kiis'tgl'), Louis, Comte. Fr. statesman.... 1800
.
1825
Viel6 (vee'lu), Egbert Ludovickus. American engineer
historical
1716
(ve-SN'),
Joseph
Marie.
French
painter
1809.
Vlen
Vlennet (ve-gn'nS'j, Jean Pons Guillaume. Fr. politician and author.. 1777 1868.
Vieta (ve-a'ta), Francis. (Fr. Vi^te, ve'fit', Prangois.) French math.. 1540— 1603.
1819—1881.
Vieuxtemps (vyuh'tSN'), Henri. Belgian violinist
1830 1SS9,
Vlglusson (vl(g'fd6s-6Qu), Gudbrand. Icelandic writer
.

—

—
—

—
—

—

iu get

;

th oj in thine

;

I,

u, S,

ft, B,

D, a, H, K, N,

k (see

p. 1719).
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1870

N

Born.

Died.

1508'-1573.
Vlgnola, da (da veen'yo-la), Giacomo Barozzio. Italian architect
Tl^y, de (deh ven'ye'), Alfred Victor, Comte. Fr. poet and novelist.. 1799— 1863.
1280 '-1348.
Vlllanl (vel-la'nee), Giovanni. Italian historian
Villanueva, de (da vel'yS-nwa'va), Joaquin Lorenzo. Sp. statesman. .1757— 1837.
1835
Vlllard (vll'ard), Henry. German financier in America
1827
VUlari (vel-ia'ree), Pasquale. Italian historian
TUIars, de (deh vll'arz or ve'yar'), Claude Louis Hector, Due. Marshal
.

.
.

1653—1734.
of France."
Vlllegas, de (deh vel-ya'gas), Esteban Manuel. Spanish lyric poet.. ..1596 1G69.
1165?-1213?
VllIe]iardOUin,~de (deh vel'ar'doo-SN'), Geotfroy. French historian
VllUIe, de (dell ve'lil'), Jean Baptiste Guillaume Marie S^raphin Jo1773—1854.
seph, Count. French statesman, and minister of finance
VUlemain (vSl'mSN'), Abel Francois. Fr. historian and educationist.. 1790 1870.
Vlllena, de (da vel-ya'ua), Enrique de Aragon, Don, Marquis. Spanish
'.

—

—

1384'-1434.

scholar

Tilleneave, de (deh vel'nrv'), Pierre Charles Jean Baptiste Silvestre.
French admira"!
1763—1806.
Tillerol, de (deh vel'rwa'), Frijs. de Neufville, Due. Marshal of France. 1G44— 1730.
Dominique.
.1764
French philos.
1815.
ViUers, de (deh ve'yi'), Charles Francois
1802
VlUiers (vll'ygrz), Charles Pelham. English politician
VUllers, George. See Buckingham, Duke of.
Villolson, de (d§h vel'wS'zoN'), Jean Baptiste Gaspard d'Ansse. French
Greek scholar
1750—1805.
1821.
Vinoe (vinss), Samuel. English mathematician and astronomer
Vlncennes, de {Eng. pron. vIn-sSnz' Fr. pron. deh vSK'sSn'), Jean
Baptiste Bissot, Sieur. Canadian founder of Vincennes, Indiana. . .1688 1736.
1849
Vincent (vTn'sent), Charles Edward Howard. Eng. pol. and author
.
Vincent, Jolm Heyl. Am. Methodist Episcopal bishop. [_Chautauqua.'\ 1832
1739—1815.
Vincent, William. English classical scholar
Vincent de Panl (vSn'sSn' deh pol'), Saint. French Roman Catholic
1576 1660.
reformer. Founder of the"" Sisters of Charity "
Vinci, da (da vTn'cIiee), Leonardo. Florentine painter. \_Last Supper.] 1452 1519.
Vincke, von (fon flnk'gli), Ernst Friedricli George. Prussian orator. .1811— 1875.
1797 1847.
Vinet (ve'na'), Alexandre Rodolphe. Swiss theologian and author
Vlollet-Lednc (vyol'lS'-leh-dUk'), Eugene Emmanuel. Fr. architect.. 1814— 1879.
1753 1824.
VlOttl (ve-ot'tee), Giovanni Battista. Italian violinist

—

.

;

—

.

.

Q

R

VlrohOW

(ver'cliow or feer'Ko), Rudolf.

German

—
—
—
—
1821
1611 — 1571.
70 — 19.

pathologist

.

Vlret (ve'ra'), Pierre. Swiss Protestant reformer
Virgil (ver'jil) Fuhlins Virgilius (ot Vergilius) Maro. Roman poet .. B. 0.
1807—1887.
Vischer (f ish'gr), Friedrich Theodor. German author
1460?-1529.
Vlecher, Peter. German sculptor and founder
1751—1818.
VlSCOntl (ves-kon'tee), Ennio Quirino Italian archaeologist
1250—1322.
Vlscontl, Matteo I. The Great. Lord of Milan
15— 69.
Vitelllns (vT-tSl'I-us), Aulas. Emperor of Rome
1379—1447.
Vittorlno da Feltre (vet-to-ree'no da fSl'tra). Italian educationist
1462
(vee'vSs),
Juan
Luis.
1540.
Vives
Spanish scholar and writer
1622 1708.
Vivian! (ve-ve-a'nee), Vincenzo. Italian mathematician
1550?-1615.
Vizcaino (vee-ka-ee'no), Sebastian. Spanish navigator
Vladimir or Wladimir (vl5d'e-mer Russ. pron. vla-dee'mjr). The
Oreat. Grand duke of Russia
1015.
1829—1856.
Vogel (f o'gfil), Eduard. German traveler in Africa

—
—

;

Vogt

(foot), Karl.

German

—

naturalist and physiologist

1817 1895.
Fr. arch8B0l..l829
1786 1863.
1598—1648.
1801—1877.
Volkmann (folk'man), Alfred Willielm. German physiologist
Volney de (dgh vSl'nl Fr. pron. vol'na'), Constantin Francois de Chasseboeuf. Count. French author and infidel
1757—1820.
Volta (vol'ta), Alessandro, Count. Italian physicist. [Voltaic pile.'] .. .Vli5 1827.
.1694 1778.
Voltaire, de (deh vol-tgr'), Francois Marie Arouet. French author.
1509 1566?
Velttrra, da (di vol-tSr'ra), Daniele. Eicciarelli. Italian painter
1587—1679.
Vondel, van den (van den von'del), Joost. Dutch poet
VUrttomarty (vo'rosh-mart'y'), Mihaly. Hungarian poet. [Sz6zat.]. .1800— 1865.
VorstlUB (for'ste-oas), Conrad. (Gei. Vorst (forst), Konrad.) German
Protestant divine and controversial writer
1669 1622.
1751 1826.
VOBS (foss), Johann Heinrich. German poet and philologist
VoBBlQB (v8sh't-us) or VoBB (fos), Gerard Jan. German-Dutch philol. 1577—1649.
Vnlpins (fool'pT-668), Christian August. German writer. [Rinaldo Ri-

Vogfie, de (dgh

vo'gii'tt')i

Charles Jean Melchior, Count.

—

Volgt (foiKt), Johannes. German historian
Volture (vwii/tiir'), Vincent. French poet
,

.

;

.

.

—
—
—

.

—
—

naldini.]

1762—1827.

Waagen (ftS'sgn), Gustav Friedrich. German art critic
Wace (wass), Henry. English divine
Wece (viisV Master Robert. Anglo-Norman poet
Wechter

(waK'ter),

Johann Georg.

German

1794—1868.

.
1836
1112?-1184?
scholar and archaeologist.. 1673 1757.

—

1797—1880.
wSk'tgr), Karl Georg. German jurist
Fr. pron. va'dSN'toN'), William Henri.
;
1828 1894.
French archaeologist and statesman, of English descent
1800 1878.
Wade (wad), Benjamin Franklin. American senator
1768 1844.
Wadswortll (wBdz'wurth), James. American philanthropist
or
Friedrich.
.
(wSg'ner
wao'ner),
Moritz
Ger.
trav.
nat.
.1813
and
Wagner
Wagner, Richard (orig. Wiflielm Richard). German musical composer. 1813 1883.
1816
1888.
Walte (wat), Morrison Remich. Chief justice of the United States
1756—1801.
Wakelield (wak'feeld), Gilbert. English pliilologist and critic
(wSk'lT), Thomas.
Eng. phys. Founded " London Lancet " .1795— 1862.
1726 1784.
Waloh (walK), Christian Wilhelm Franz. Ger. ecclesiastical hist
Waldemar (w51'de-mar or wal'deh-mar), or Valdemar, I. The Great.
King of Denmark."
1131—1182.
?
1470 ?-aft. 1522.
Waldseemtiller (walt'za-miil-er), Martin. German geographer
1856
WaldSteln (wald'stln), Charles. American archaeologist
(f"on

Waddington

(w5d'ing-tgn

—
—

.

WaUey

—
—
—

.

—

.

Walewskl

(va-lSv'skee), Alexandre Florian Joseph Colonna, Count and
1810
French statesman, born in Poland
1799
Walker (waw'ker), imasa. American political economist
Walker, Francis Amaaa. Son of A. Am. educator and polit. economistl840
1794
Walker, James. American clergyman. Pres. of Harvard College

Duke.

Walker, John. English lexicographer
Walker, Robert John. American statesman
Walker, Sears Cook. American mathematician
Wallace ( wol'iss), Alfred Russel. English naturalist
Wallace, Horace Biimey. American author
Wallace, Lewis. American soldier and author. IBen-Hur.]
Wallace, William, Sir.' Scottish hero and patriot
Wallace, William Vincent. Irish musical composer
Wallack (w51'ak), James William. English-American actor
Wallack, JohrT Lester. American actor

—1868.
—1875.
— 1897.

.

;

.

.

—

.

—

—

—
—
—

.

—

—

Washbnm

.

.

.

—

.

.

—
—
—
—

—

prolonged ; 3,6, 1,

o,

% short

; a, §, I, g,

—

—
—
—
—

Weed,

1797—1882.
American journalist
1621—1660.
(wa'ninks), Jan Baptist.
The Old. Dutch painter
1808—1889.
Weil (wQ), Gustav. German orientalist
1830—1889.
Weilen (wi'lgn), Joseph. Real name Weil. German poet
.
Weir (weer),"Harrison William. Eng. artist, and writer on nat. history 1824
1803—1889.
Weir, Robert Walter. American painter
Tliurlow.

Weenlnx

Weisbach (wIss'baK), Julius. German mathematician
Weishaupt (wlss'howpt), Adam. German professor of canon

1806^1871.
law, and

—
—

1270?-1305.

1815

Wells, Samuel Roberts.

—1874.

1732—1807.
1801—1869.
1805
1822
1817
1827

— 1853.
.

—1856.
.

—1865.

—

e, 6, less

.

founder of the order of the " Illuminati," a humanitarian society. 1748 1830.
1784 1868.
Welcker (wSl'kgr), Friedrich Gottlieb. German archaeologist
1802—1878.
Welles (welz), Gideon. Secretary of the Navy, U. S
Duke
the
Wellesley (wSlz'li), Richard CoUey, Marquis. Brother of
of
1760 1842.
Wellington. British statesman, and governor general oi India
.
1844
Wellhausen ( w51'how-zen), Julius. German Biblical critic
1825 1894.
Welling (welf ng), James Clarke. American educator
Wellington (w?l'ling-tgn), Ai-tlmr Wellesley, first duke of. Brit, general 1769—1852.
182*
Wells (welz), David Ames. American economist
1815 1848.
Wells, Horace. American dentist. [Ajisesthesia.]

1794—1864.
1819—1888.
Walleustein, von (fon wSl'gn-stin; Ger. pron. val'en-stin), Albrecht
1583 1634.
general.
Wenzel Eusebius, Count. "Austrian
Assassinated
1605—1687.
Waller (wol'er), Edmund. English poet
a,e, i,o, u, long; S,

.

—
—

w.
Wiiohter, von

Born. Died.
Sir.
English Parliamentary general
1597— 1668*
Francis
American cartographer
1825—1888.
Wallis (wol'iss), John. English mathematician
1616—17031
Wallon (va'loN'), Henri Alexandre. French author
.
1812
Walmeaiey (womz'lT), Charles. Eng. Benedictine monk and scholar .. 1721— 1797.
Walpole (wSl'pol), Horace, fourth earl of Orford. Son of Sir Robert.
English author and wit
1717-1797.
Walpole, Robert, Earl of Orford. English statesman
1676—1745.
Walpole, Spencer Horatio. English politician
1806
Walsh (wiSlsh), Robert. American author and journalist
1784—1859.
Walsingham (wSl'stng-am), Francis, Sir. English statesman
1536—1590.
Walter (wal'ter), Johann Gottlieb. German physician and anatomist. .1735?-1818.
Walter (wal'tgr), John. Founder of the "London Times"
1739—1812.
Walter, Thomas Ustick. American architect
1804—1887.
Walther von der Vogelweide (wal'tgr fon dgr fo'ggl-wl'deh). German minnesinger
?
11707-1228 ?"
Walton (wal'ton), George. Signer of the Decl. of Independence
1740—1804.
Walton, Izaak. English writer. [The Complete Angler.]
...1593—1683
Walworth (wSl'wurth), Reuben Hyde. American jurist
1788—1867.
Warbeck (war'bSk), Perkin. Pretender to the crown of Eng. Hanged.
1497.
Warburton (war'biSr-tou), Eliot Bartholomew George. Irish author. .1810— 1852.
Warburton, Wm. English prelate bishop of Gloucester and author. .1698-1779.
Ward (ward), Adolphus Wm. English writer on history and literature. 1837
Ward, Artemas. American Revolutionary general
1727 1800.
Ward, Artemus (pseudonym). See Brownb, Charles Farrar.
Ward, Edward Matthew. English painter
1816—1879.
Ward, John Quincy Adams. American sculptor
1830
Ward, Mary Augusta, born Arnold. Wife of T. If. English author.
[Robert Elsmere.]
.
1851
Ward, Thomas Humphry. English writer on art and literature
.
1846
Ward, William George. English theologian
1812—1882Ward, William Hayes. American Assyriologist
.
1835
Ware (wSr), Henry. American clergyman and professor of divinity
1764—1845.
Ware, Henry, Jr. Son of preceding. American clergyman
1794 1843Ware, William. Brother of Henry, Jr. Am. author. [Zenobia.]
1797—1852.
Ware, William Robert. American architect
,
1832
Waring (wa'rlng), Edward. English mathematician
1736—1798.
.
Warner (war'ngr), Charles Dudley. American author
1829
Warner, Susan. Elizabeth Wetherell. Am. author. [ Wide, Wide World.] 1819—1885.
Warner, Seth, Colonel. American Revolutionary officer
1743 1784.
Warren (wOr'gn), Gouvemeur Kemble. American general
1830 1882.
1753 1815.
Warren, John. Brother of General Joseph. American physician
Warren, John Borlase, Sir. English admiral
1754—1822.
John
Collins.
Dr.
Warren,
Son of
John. Amer. phys. and anatomist. 1778 1856.
Warren, Joseph, Gen. Amer. phys. and patriot. Killed at Bunker Hill. 1741— 1775.
1703—1752.
Warren, Peter, Sir. British admiral
1807—1877.
Warren, Samuel. English author. [Ten Thousand a Year.]
1812—1888.
Warren, William, Jr. American comedian
Warren, William Fairfield. American educationist
1833
1782 1851.
Warrington (w8r'ing-tgn), Lewis. American naval officer
1722—1800.
Warton (war'ton), Joseph. English poet and critic
Warton, Thomas. Brother of Joseph. Eng. poet laureate and critic ... 1728— 1790.
Warwick (wor'ik), John Dudley, Earl of, and Duke of Northumberland.
Father of Lord Guilford Dudley. Beheaded
1502—1553.
Warwick, Richard Neville, Earl of. The King-maker. Eng. warrior.. 1420?-1471.
1816 1 887.
(« Ssh'bum), Elihu Benjamin. American statesman
Washington (wCsh'ing-ton), George, Gen. First president of the U. 8. 1732—1 799.
WaterlO or Waterloo (waw-tgr-loo'; Dutch pron. wa-tgr-Io'), Anthonie.
Dutch painter and engraver
T
1609 or 1610 after 1676.
1833
WaterB (waw'terz), Henry Fitz-Gilbert. American genealogist
1782 1865.
WatertOn (waw'tgr-ton), Charles. English naturalist and traveler
1838 1880
WatBOn (wSt'sgn), James Craig. American astronomer
1779 1 860.
Watson, John Fanning. American author
1737—1816.
Watson, Richard. English prelate ; bishop of Llandaft, and author
1736 1819.
Watt (wot), James. Scottish inventor
1684—1721.
Watteaa (vat'to'), Antoine. French painter
.
1840
Watterson (w6t'er-son), Henry. American journalist
.
1820
Watts (wotz), George Frederick. English painter
Watts, Isaac. English dissenting minister and poet. [ Waits' s Hymns.]. 1674 1748.
1818— 1S90.
Waugh (waw), Edwin. English writer
.
1846
Wanters (wow'tgrs), EmUe. Belgian painter
Wayland (wa'land), Francis. American divine and moral philosopher. 1796 18651745 1796.
Wayne (wan), Anthony. American Revolutionary general
.
1835
Webb (w5b), Alexander Stewart. Son of J. W. American general
1802 1884.
Webb, James Watson. American journalist
.
Weber (wSb'gr ; Ger. wa'bgr), Albrecht Friedrich. Ger. Sanskrit scholar 1825
.
1817
Weber, August. German landscape painter
1808—1888.
Weber, Georg. German historian
Weber, von (fon Satgr), Carl Maria Friedrich Ernst, Baron. German
1786 1826.
musical composer
1840—1894.
Webster (wSb'stgr), Augusta. English poet
1782 1852.
Webster, Daniel. American statesman and orator
fl. 17th c.
Webster, John. English dramatist
1758 184S.
Webster, Noah. American lexicographer
Wedderbnrn (w5d'er-burn), Alexander, Baron Loughborough, and earl
1733 1805.
of Rosslyn.
British jurist and statesman
1730—1795.
Wedgewood (wSj'wOSd), Josiah. English potter

Waller (w Sl'er), William,
Walling (wol'ing), Henry

.

.

—
—

.

WemySB

(weemz), Francis Wemyss Charteris, Earl

Wenceslaus

1820
Eng. politician 1818

American phrenologist

(wen'ses-lawss) or

Wenzel

of.

(wen'tsel).

Emperor

of Ger-

many, and king of Bohemia

Wentworth

(went'wurth), Benning.

Wentworth, John.

obscure (see remark,

p. 1719)

;

American

far, fall; thSre,

Governor of

New Hampshire

journalist

term;

tSr, food, tSot; fful

;

ow

—
— 1875.

.

—1419.
—1770.
—1888.

1361
1696
1815

as in cow; eh as inchfn-'

.

.
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Wentworth (wSnt'wurth),
New Hampsliire

Bom.
John,

Nephew of Benniny.

Sir.

Gov. of
1737

Werder, von

Died.

— 1820.

(fou wgr'der), August. German general
1808—1887.
Wergeland (wgr'ge-liind), Heurili Arnold. Norwegian poet
1808—1845.
Werner (wer'ner or wSr'ner), Abraham Gottlob. German geologist and
mineralogist.
\_Nephinian theory.
1750—1817.
Werner, Friedrlch Ludwig Zacliarias. German dramatist
1768—1823.
Wesley (wSsslI), Charles. Brother of John. English Methodist
preacher and hymn writer
1708—1788.
'\

Wesley, John. English founder of Methodism
West, Benjamin. American painter in England
Westall (wgst'al), Richard. English painter in water colors
WestCOtt (west'kot), Brooke Foss. English professor of divinity

1703-1791
1738—1820.
1765—1836.
1825
1850
1805—1893.
1820 1889.
1664 1695.

.

Weston (wSs'ton), Edward. English electrician
WestWOOd (west'wood), John Obadiah. English entomologist
Wharton (hwSr'ton), Francis. American theologian and jurist
Wharton, Henry. English clergyman and ecclesiastical writer
Wharton, Philip, Duke of. Son of Thomas. English orator and
Wharton, Thomas, Marquis of. English statesman
Wharton, Thomas. English anatomist. iWharton's duct-l

.

—

—

poet.

1698— 1731.
1640 ?-1715.
1C10'-1673.

Whately (liwat'll), Richard. Archbishop of Dublin and author
Wheatley (hweet'lT), Phillis. Amer. negro poetess, born in Africa
Wheaton (hwee'ton), Henry. American publicist and diplomatist
Wheatstone (hweet'ston), Charles, Sir. English physicist
Wheeler (hweel'gr), Wflliam Adolphus. American lexicographer

1787—1863.

— 1784.
— 1848.
1833 — 1874.
1753
1785

1802—1875.

1819—1887.
Wheeler, William Almon. Nineteenth vice president of the U. S
Wheelock (hwee'15k), Eleazar. American clergyman. Founder and
first president of Dartmouth College
1711—1779.
Wheelrlght (hweel'nt), John. American clergyman, born in England.
Founder of Exeter, New Hampshire
1592—1679.

Whewell

1794—1866.
English philosopher and scholar
1733—1819.
Whipple (hwTp''l), Abraham. American naval officer
1819 1886.
Whipple, Edwin Percy. American essayist and critic
Whipple, Henry Benjamin. American Protestant Episcopal bishop. .1822
Whistler (hwlss'lgr), James Abbott MacNeill. Am. artist in England. 1834
1667—1752.
Whlston (hwTs'ton), William. English divine and mathematician
White (hwit), Andrew Dickson. Amer. scholar. Prea. of Cornell Univ. .1832
1785—1806.
White, Henry Kirke. Kirke White. English poet, born in Spain
1775 1841.
White, Joseph Blanco. English author, born in Spain
1821—1885.
White, Richard Grant. American author
WhiteUeld (hwTt'f eeld), George. Eng. Method, preacher and revivalist 1714—1770.
1715—1785.
Whitehead (hwIfhSd), William. English poet
1810—1884.
Whitehead, William Adee. American historian
1605—1676.
Whltelocke (hwTt'lBk), Bulstrode. English statesman
.
Whitfield (hwTt'feeld), Robert Parr. American paleontologist
1828
Whitglft (hwlt'gift), John. Eng. prelate. Archbishop of Canterbury. 1530— 1604.
1819—1892.
Whitman (hwlt'mau), Walt. American poet
Whitney (hwIt'nT), Adeline Dutton, born Train. American authoress. 1824
1765—1825.
Whitney, Eli. American inventor. [Cotton gin.']
1819—1896.
Whitney, Josiah Dwight. Brother of W. D. American geologist
1827 1894.
Whitney, William Dwight. American comparative philologist
1807—1892.
Whlttler (hwTt'I-er), John Greenleaf American poet
WhlttlnKton (hwlt'ing-tou), Richard, Sir. Lord mayor of London, .fl. 1393—1419.
1840
Whymper (hwTm'pgr), Edward. English traveler and artist
1821—1878.
Whyte-MelvlUe (hwIt'-mSl'vTl), George John. English novelist
Wlckersham (wTk'er-sham), James Pyle. American educator
1825—1891.
WlcklUfe. See Wyclif.
Wleland (wee'lSnd Ger. pron. weeliint), Christoph Martin. Ger. poet. 1733— 1813.
1806 1865.
WiertZ (veerts), Antoine Joseph. Belgian painter
Wleselgren (wee'zgl-grSn), Peter. Swedish philanthropist and author. 1800— 1877.
1824 1888.
Wight (wit), Orlando Williams. American author and translator
Wllberf orce (wll'ber-f orss), Wm. Eng. philanthropist and statesman 1759—1833.
657 ?- 738.
WllOirord or Winibrod, Saint. Apostle of the Frisians
1845?
Wilcox (wll'kSks), Ella Wheeler. American authoress
1841
Wilder (wild'er), Burt Green. American naturalist
634?- 709.
Wll'fred or Wil'frld, Saint. Anglo-Saxon prelate bishop of York
Wilhelm] (wll-hSl'me), Aug. Emil Dan. Friedr. Victor. Ger. violinist. 1845
1798 1877.
Wilkes (wllks), Cliarles. American rear admiral
1727—1797.
Wilkes, John, English political agitator
1785—1841.
Wllkie (wll'kl), David, Sir. Scottish painter
1749—1836.
Wllklns (wTl'kinz), Charles, Sir. English Sanskrit scholar
1757 1825.
Wilkinson (wll'kin-sgn), James. American general
1812
Wilkinson, James John Garth. English physician and author.
1753 1819.
Wilkinson, Jemima. American religious impostor
1797—1875.
Wilkinson, John Gardner, Sir. English Egyptologist
1833
Wilkinson, William Cleaver. American clergyman
1757—1812.
Wlllan (wll'an), Robert. English physician
1787 1870.
Wlllard (wil'ard), Emma, born Hart. American educationist
1839
Wlllard, Frances Elizabeth. American temperance reformer
1715 1808.
Wille (wll'eh), Johann Georg. German engraver
1793—1846.
Wlllems (wTl'ems), Jan Frans. Flemish philologist and historian
1027—1087.
William (wll'yam) I. Conqueror. King of England
1056—1100.
William n. William Ruftts. King of England
William
Henry
William III.
of Nassau. Prince of Orange, and king
of England
1650—1702.
1765—1837.
William IV. Uncle of Queen Victoria
1772—1843.
William I. Frederik Wilhelm. King of the Netherlands
William II. Wilhelm Frederik Georg Lodewijk. King of the Netherl'ds 1792— 1849.
William III. Wilhelm Alexander Paul Frederik Lodewijk. King of
1817—1890.
HoUand
William I. Wilhelm Friedrich Ludwig. King of Prussia, and emperor
of Germany
1797—1888.
William of Nassau. See Orangb, William, Prince of.
William ol Wykeham. See Wykeham.
Williams (wTl'yamz), Eleazar. American clergyman. Claimed to be
.1787 1858,
the son of Louis XVI. of France and Marie Antoinette
1715—1755,
Williams, Ephraim, Col. Founder of Williams College, Mass
1644—1729,
Williams, John. The Redeemed Captive. American divine
1796-1839,
Williams, John. The Apostle of Polynesia. English missionary
1819 Williams, Monier. English Sanskrit scholar
Williams, Roger. Eng. minister, born in Wales. Pounder of R. Island 1599— 1683,
1817—1870
Williams, Rowland. English clergyman and author
1812—1884,
Williams, Samuel Wells. American Chinese scholar
1731—1811
Williams, William. Signer of the Declaration of Independence
Williamson (wTl'yam-son), Hugh. American physician and scholar .1735—1819
1806 1867
Willis (wil'iss), Nathaniel Parker. American poet .md journalist
1C22— 1675,
WilliB, Thomas. English physician. [Anatomy of the Brain.]
1795—1874,
WiUlston (wTl'is-tgnT, Samuel. American philanthropist
1554,
Wlllonghby (wTl'g'-bi), Hugh, Sir. English arctic n.avigator
Wllmot (wTl'mot), David. American statesman. [Wilmot proviso ]. ..1814—1808,
1766 1813,
Wilson (wTl'soii), Alexander. Scottish ornithologist in America
(hu'el), William.

—

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

.

;

—
—

.

Born. Died.
1835
1818 1859.
Eighteenth
vice president of the United States
1812—1875.
1786—1860.
Wilson, Horace Hayman. Englisli orientalist
Wilson, James. Amer. jurist. Signer of the Decl. of Independence. .1742 1798.
1832
Wilson, James Grant. Scotch soldier and editor in America
1785—1854.
Wilson, John. Christopher North. Scottish author
Wilson, John. Scottish-American printer and author. [Pimctuation.'] 1802 1868.
1714—1782.
Wilson, Richard. English painter
Wilson, William Dexter. American scholar and author
1816
Wlmpften, de (deh vSNp'fSN' Ger. pron. wTmp'fgn), Emmanuel Fgllx.
French general of German descent
1811 1884.
1824 1891.
Winchell (wln'chel), Alexander. American geologist
Winckelmann (wfnk'gl-miin), Johann Joachim. Ger. archseologist. .1717— 1708.
1750—1810.
Windham (wtnd'am), William. English orator and statesman
1812—1891,
Windhorst (wlnd'hSrst), Ludwig. German statesman
(win'dom),
William.
..1827—1891.
Wlndom
Amer. senator. Sec'y of theTreas..
Winehrenner (win'bren-er), John. Am. elerg. [Winebrennerians.] .11^1 18C0.
Winer (wee'ner), George Benedict. German theologian and orientalist 1789 1858.
Winkelrled (wTnk'el-reet). See Aknold von Winkelried.
1595—1055.
WinslOW (wlnz''16f, Edward. Governor of Plymoutli colony
1810—1874.
WlnslOW, Forbes Benignus. English physician
1799 18G4.
WinSlow, Hubbard. American clergyman and author
1811
WinslOW, John Ancrum. American rear admiral
1873.
1789 1864.
WinslOW, Miron. Brother of Hubbard. American missionary
(wll'son), Augusta J. Evans. American novelist
Wilson, George. Scottisli chemist and physician
Wilson, Henry. Original name Jeremiah Jones Colbath.

Wilson

.

.
.

;

.

—

—
—

.

.

—

.

.

—

—

e,

i,

o, iilent; a, 6,

ii,
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;
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.

—

.

—

.

;

—
—

.

—
—

.

.

—
—
—

Winsor (wln'zor), Justin. American librarian and historian
Winthrop (win'throp), John. Governor of Massachusetts colony
Wlnthrop,
Winthrop,

Wirt

1831

.

1588—1649.

— 1676.
—1894.

John. Son of preceding. Governor of Connecticut colony. .1606
1809
Robert Charles. American statesman and orator

American author
American lawyer and author

Winthrojp, Theodore.
(wgrt), William.

Wiseman

(wiz'man), Nicholas Patrick Stephen.

author

1828—1861.
1772—1834.

English cardinal and

1802—1865

~.

Wishart (wish'art), George. The Martyr. Scottish religious reformer 1500?-1546.
Wither (wTth'er), George. English poet. [Abuses Stript and H7a>/.] 1588— 1667.
Witherspoon (wTth'er-spoon), John. American divine, statesman, and
.

—

Signer of the Declaration of Independence
(witii'ro), William Henry.
Canadian author

1722 1794.
1839
(wTt'te-ktnd)
The
Great.
Saxon
warrior..-.
or- Wittikind.
807.
Wittekind
Witzleben, von ?fon wTts'la-ben), Karl August Friedrich. Von Tromlilz.
7
1773—1839.
German novelist
author.

Wlthrow

Wladimir.

Wbhler

.

See Vladimir.

German chemist

(wc/ler), Friedrich.

1809—1882

wool'kot), John. Peter Pindar. English satiric poet
1738 —1819.
WolCOtt, Oliver." Gov. of Connecticut. Signer of the Decl. of Indep. .1726— 1797.
1760 1833.
Wolcott, Oliver. Son of preceding. American statesman
Woll (wolf), Friedrich August. German classical scholar and critic. . .1759 1824.
1828 1887.
Wolfe (wdSlf), Catharine Lorillard. American philanthropist
1791—1823.
Wolfe, Charles. Irish poet. [Burial of Sir John Moore.]
1727—1759.
James.
English
general
killed
at
Quebec
Wolfe,
1814—1892.
Wolff (wSlf ), Albert. German sculptor
1802—1879.
Wolff, Emil. German sculptor

Wolcott

(

.

—
—
—

.

Wolff ( woolf ), Joseph.
Wolff (wolf), Wilhelm.

1795—1862.

English missionary

1816
Thierwolff. German sculptor
1706
(we51'as-ton), William Hyde. Eng. naturalist and philos
WoUstonecraft (wSof'stgn-kraft), Mary. Mrs. Godwin. Eng. author.1759
1833
Wolseley (wSaiz'li), Gafnet Joseph, Sir. British general
Wolsey (wool'zi), Thomas. English cardinal and minister of state.... 1471
WolZOgen, von (fon wol-tso'gen), Karoline, bom von Lengefeld. Ger-

man authoress
(w5od), Ellen. Mrs. Henry Wood. English novelist
Wood, George Bacon. American physician and medical writer
Wood, John George. English naturalist
Wood, Robert. Palmyra Wood. British archaeologist
of

American clergyman and author
Son of preceding. American scholar.

1797

Jr.

—1879.
— 1771.

1827-1889.
1716

1774—1854.

(w65dz), Leonard.

Woods, Leonard,

.

1763—1847.
1820—1887.

Wood

Woods

.

—1828.
—1797.
— 1530.

WoUaston

President

Bowdoin College

1807—1878.

1789 — 1851.
Woodbury (wdod'ber-i), Levi. American jurist and statesman
Woodworth (wood'wurth), Samuel. Am. poet. [Old Oaken Bucket. ].\n5—\M1.
1784—1869.
Wool (w651), John Ellis. American general

Woollett

(wool'et), William.

Woolman

(wSol'man), John.

English engraver

1735—1785.

American Quaker preacher

1720

Woolner (wool'ner), Thomas. English sculptor
Woolsey (wool'sf), Theodore Dwight. American clergyman and

Woolson (wSSl'son), Constance Fennimore. American author
WOOSter (woSs'ter), David. American Revolutionary general
Worcester

Edward Somerset, Marquis

—1772.

1825—1892.
author.

1801—1889.

President of Yale College

.

—
—

—

. .

.

.

1871

1848
1710

— 1894.

—1777.
—
—
—

English inventor 1601 1667.
.
1834
Worcester, John. American New Church clergyman
1784 1805.
Worcester, Joseph Emerson. American lexicographer
Worcester, Noah. American clergyman. [Massachusetts Peace Society.] 1758 1837.
1770—1850.
Wordsworth (wQrdz'wurth), William. English poet
Wormeley (wfirm'lT), Katharine Prescott, Mrs. American translator
1832
of Balzac, bom in England
1756 1829..
WoroniOZ (vo-ro'ntch), John Paul. Polish pulpit orator and poet
1794 1849.
Worth (wQrth), WiUiam Jenkins. American general
1813—1888..
Worthen (wflrth'en), Amos Henry. American geologist
1568—1639Wotton (wSt'on), Ilenry, Sir. English diplomatist and author
1614—1668.
Wouverman (wow'vgr-man), Philip. Dutch painter
Wrangel, von (fon vrang'el), Karl Gustaf, Count. Swedish high ad1613 1676.
miral, grand marshal, and generalissimo
Wrangell, von (fon vrang'el), Ferdinand Petrovitch, Baron. Russian
1796?-1870.
explorer, and governor of Russian America
.
1821
Wratislaw (rSt'is-law), Albert Henry. English writer and divine
Wrasall (rSks'al), Charles Lascelles. Grandson of W. Eng. author. .1828-1865.
1751—
author
1
831
English
Wraxall, Nathaniel William Baronet.
1632—1723.
Wren (rgn), Christopher, Sir. English architect
1795-1853.
Wright (rit), Frances. 3fme. D'Arusmont. Scottish reformer
1795—1847.
Wright, Silas. American statesman
1810—1877.
Wright, Thomas. English antiquary, born in Wales
1830-1889.
Wright, William. British orientalist, born in India
1739—1808.
Wrlsberg (wrTss'bSra), Heinrich August. German anatomist
1798 1867.
Wrottesley (rots'lT), John, Baron. English astronomer
1724 1797.
Wurmser (w65rm'zer), Dagobert Sigismmid. Austrian general
1817—1884.
WurtZ (viirts), Charles Adolphe. French oliemist
1818 1870.
Wuttke (wo5t'keh), Heinrich. Gerui.in historian
1743—1813.
architect
Wyatt (wi'at), James. English
1820—1877.
Wyatt, Matthew Digby, Sir. English architect
1795—1850.
Wyatt, Rich.ard James. English sculptor
1503—1512.
Wyatt, Thomas, Sir. English courtier, statesman, and poet
(w35s'tgr),

of.

—
—
—

,

—
—
—
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1872

Born.

Wycherley (wTeh'gr-lT), William. English dramatist
Wyclil, WyclUIe (wlk'lTf), or Wickliffe, John de. English

Died.
1640?-1715.

and translator of the Bible

1324?-1384.

(wTk'am), also written Wickham, William of. Bishop of
1324 1404.
Winchester. Lord high chancellor of England
1814 1874.
(wl'man), Jeffries. American comparative anatomist
1687—1740.
Wyndham (wfnd'am), William, Sir. English statesman
1814—1871.
Wynne (win), Jam'es. American physician
Wyss (wiss), Johann Rudolf. Swiss autlior. [Swiss Family Eobinson-1 1781 1830.
Wythe (with), George. American jurist. Signer of Dec. of Independ. 172G— 1806.
1746— 1S20.
Wyttenbach (wl t'gn-baK), Daniel. Swiss philologist

—
—

Wyman

—

X.

(dza-ba-rSl'la), Francesco. The Cardinal of Florence. Italian
theologian and author
1339 1417.
1754 1832.
Zaoh, von (fon tsaK), Franz Yaver, Baron. German astronomer
Zahn (tsan), Johann Karl Wilhelm. German architect and painter
1800—1871.
Zalusld (za-loos'kee), Jozef Andrzej. Pol. bib. IZaluski Library. '\... 1102 1774.
1842 1871.
Zamacols (tha'ma-ko'ees), Eduardo. Spanish painter
Zamojski or Zamoyski (za-moi'skee), Andrzej, Ct. Pol. statesman. ..1716—1792.
1541 1605.
Zamojsld, Jan. Polisli statesman and general
Zampierl (dziim-pe-a'ree). See Domenichino.
1516 1590.
Zanchi (dzan'kee), Girolamo. Italian religious reformer
Zarate, de (dS tha-ra'tS), Agostin. Spanish hist. IConquesl of Peru.'] 1493—1560?
(zar'ko),
Gonzalez.
navigator
Joao
Portuguese
Zarco
fl. 1419.
1770 1822.
Zea (tlia'a), Don Francisco Antonio. South American statesman
Zeisberger (zls'berg-er ; Ger. pron. tsls'bgra-er), David. Morav. mis. .1721 1808.
Zeller (tsel'er), Eduard. German theologian and philosopher
1814
1758—1832.
Zelter (tsSl'ter), Karl Friedrich. German musical composer
Zeno (zee'noj. Greek philosopher. Founder of the Stoic school. .B. 0. 358?- 260?
.
Zeno of Elea. Greek philosopher. IDialectics.]
B. o. 490?
426 ?- 491.
Zeno. The Tsaurian. Emperor of the East
1668—1750.
Zeno (dza'no), Apostolo. Italian poet
Zeno, Carlo. Brother of Nicolo and Antonio. Grand admiral of Venice 1334?-1418.
Zeno, Nicol6 (b. 1340?— d. 1391?), and Antonio (b. 1336?—d. 1405?).
Venetian navigators, brotliers.
aft. 274.
Zenobia (ze-no'bl-.a), Septimia. Queen of Palmyra

Zabarella

—

;

—
—

—

.

.

—

Y.
(ySn'sI ),

1649—1721

— 1863.

1814

17S4— 1856.

Yarrell

(ySr'el), William.
British naturalist
(yats), "Edmund Hodgson.
English novelist

Yates

1831-1894.
1792—1845.
English missionary at Serarapore
1835 —
Yeames (yeemz), William Frederick. English artist
1580 1627,
Yeardley (yeerd'lT), George, Sir. Governor of Virginia
1812—1891.
Yonge (yung), Charles Duke. English philologist and author
1823 Yonge, Charlotte Mary. English novelist
York (york), Edmund Plantagenet, first duke of. Founder of house
1341—1402,
of York
1777 1847
Youatt (yoo'at), William. Englisli veterinary surgeon
1821 1887,
Youmans (yoo'manz), Edward Livingston. American chemist
1741—1820.
Young (yung), Ar'thur. English agriculturist
1801 1877,
Young, Brigham. Leader and high priest of the Mormons
1834
Young, Charles Augustus. American astronomer
lG84r— 1765.
Young, Edward. English poet. {Night Thoughts.}
1773—1829.
Young, Thomas. English physicist
Ypsllanti (Tp-se-lan'te) or YpsUan'tls, Alexander, Prince. Greek rev1792—1828.
olutionary patriot
1793 1832,
Ypsllanti, Demetrius. Bro. of A. Roumanian mil. commander
Yriarte (e-re-ar'tS). See Ikiaetb.
Ysabeaa (e'za'bo'), Alexander CMment. French army oflBcer and author 1820 1889.
1820 1889
Yule (yool), Henry, Sir. English army officer and author
Yves (eev), Saint, or Yves-H^lorl (eev-a'lo're'). French monk, jurist,
1253 1303.
and patron of lawyers

Yates, William.

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

a, e,

1,

5, u,

long;

a, e, o, less

prolonged ; 2,5,

e, i, o, silent ; a, o, u,

c

1, 5,

(z6t'ter-stSt),

(ziiks'iss).

Zlmmermann

Patron of Yale College
William Lowndes. American politician

5, short; a, e,

(see p. 1719)

;

i,

q,

Greek

painter.

Swedish naturalist

\_Helen.']

(tslm'er-man), Albert.

B. o.

German

—
—1869.

painter

1809
1788

.

tslm'er-man), Johann
1728 1795.
Georg. Swiss physician and philosopher
1846
Zlmmern (tslm'mern), Helen. German-English authoress
Zinzendort, von (zin'zen-dorf Ger. pron. fon tslu'tsen-dorf), Nikolaus
1700 1760.
Ludwig, Count. Restorer of the Moravian sect
Ziska (zls'ka) or Zizlta, Jan. Bohemian gen. and leader of Hussites. .1380?-1424.
Zobeidah (zo-ba'dah or zo-bi'dah). Zubeida Khatun. Wife of Haroun765?- 831.
al-Raschid.
7
1755 1809.
Zoega (^zo-a'ga), Georg. Danish archaeologist. \_Obelisks.}
1840
Zola (zola or zoTa'), Emile. French novelist
1730—1788.
Zollikof ef (tsol'e-ko'f er), Georg Joachim. Swiss pulpit orator
Zoroaster (zo-ro-5s'tef; or Zarathustra (za-ra-thoos'tra). Founder of
the ancient Persian religion
unknown.
1771 1848.
Zscholike (tshok'eh), Johann Heinrich Daniel. German author
1702 1788
Zuccarelll (dzook-ka-r51'lee), Francesco. Italian landscape painter
Zuccaro (dzook'kii-ro), Zucchero (dzook'ka-ro), or Sucanis (su'ka.".1543?-1609,
Italian painter
rus), Federigo.
1842 188&
Zukertort (ts66k'er-torf ), J. H. German-Russian chess player
Zumpt (tso6mpt),"August Wilhelm. Nepheio of K. T. Ger. Latinist. .1815— 1877
1792
Karl
Timotheus.
German
philologist.
184&
\_Laiin
Grammar.']
Zumpt,
Zliniga (thoon'ye-gii). See Ercilla y ZtfiJiGA.
1598 1662.
Zurbaran (thoor-ba-ran')^ Francisco. Spanish painter of Seville
1512 1580.
Zurita (thoo-ree'ta), Geronimo. Spanish historian
1533 1588.
Zwinger (tsvvTno'er), Theodore. The Elder. Swiss physician
Zwlngli {Ger. pron. tswing'lee), Ulric or Huldreich. {Lat. Zoln'gUas.)
1484 1531
Swiss reformer and patriot.
;

—

.

;

—

.

~.

. . .

—

.

. .

.

.

—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—
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Zlmmermann, von, Clemens. German painter
Zlmmermann, von (zim'er-man Ger. pron. fon

obscure (see remark,

II (see p, 1718,

Johan Wilhelm.

1785—1874.
464?- 396.
Zlegler (tseec'ler), Friedrich Wilhelm. German actor and dramatist. .1758—1827.
1699 1786.
ZleUien, von (fon tsee'ten), Hans Joachim. Prussian general

Zetterstedt

Zeuxls

Yancey

—
—
—
—

—

Sp. pron. Ha-ve-gr'), St. Francis Francisco de Xavier.
1506 1552.
The Apostle of the Indies. Spanish Jesuit and missionary
Xavier de Menezes (sha-ve-gr dS mS-na'zes), Francisco. Count of Erl1673— 1743.
ceira.
Portuguese general and author
B. c. 396— 314.
Xenocrates (ze-nok'ra-teez). Greek philosopher
520?
B. c. 628?
Xenophanes (ze-nSf'a-neez). Greek philosopher and poet
B. c. 445 ? 355?
Xenophon (zea'o-ion). Athenian historian and general
1504?na-rSth'),
Francisco.
Spanish
1570?
(da
historian
with
Pizarro
Xeres, de
b. c.
465.
Xerxes (zerks'eez). Xerxes the Great. King of Persia
Ximenes de Cisneros (zT-mee'nez Sp. pron. He-ma'nSs da thes-na'Cardinal Ximenes. Span, prelate and statesman. 1437--1517.
ros), Francisco.
1495 ?-1546.
Ximenes de Quesada (-da ka-sa'oa), Gonzalo. Spanish explorer
;

Yalo(yal), Elihu.

Died.

z.

Wykeham

Xavler (zSvT-er

Born.

reformer,

;

tii

;
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PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY
OF

SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.
EEMARKS AND RULES
of the Greek and Latin proper names which occur in the Scripgoverned, in general, by tlie same rules that determine the proiiuuciatiou of
other Greek and Latin names. (See p. 1882.) These rules, so far as they relate to
syllabication and the sound of the vowels, are also generally observed in the pronunciation of the proper names derived from the Hebrew ; but the true accentuation of
these names can not now be ascertained witli certainty, the original pronunciation
of the Hebrew language having long been lost.
The Masoretic vowel system and
accents, which are commonly used in our Hebrew Bibles, were developed by Jewish
scholars at some time during the period from the sixth to the eleventh century after
Christ. But these differ so much from ordinary Euglish pronunciation that usually
more regard has been paid to the corresponding Greek forms in the Septuagint and
in a multitude of cases, where the Greek word differs essentially from both the Hebrew
and the English, reference has been made to analogy, general custom, euphony, the
usage of the poets, and the authority of orthoepists. Many now follow the Masoretic
pronunciation of Scripture names more than was formerly customary and it often
seems best to give two modes of pronunciation.
The course pursued in the following Table has been to give first that mode of pronunciation which is deemed to be best supported, and to subjoin, as an alternative
mode, whatever other pronunciation seems to deserve the next place. The names in
the Vocabulary have been accented, divided into syllables, and marked in accordance
with the system of notation employed in the previous part of this work. (See the
Key below also Guide to Pron., § 1.) The consulter will not, therefore, require any
Rules to guide him to a correct pronunciation but the few which follow
being
short, and easy to remember
may perhaps be of some use when he happens not to
have the Dictionary at hand.

The pronunciation

tures

is

;

;

;

—

;

—

RULES.
In Hebrew proper names, the letters have their usual English sounds, except
in tlie cases specified below. See Guide to Pronunciation, pp. Ixii, etc., especially
with reference to a in open syllables unaccented (§§ 48, 65, 66), as and ce (§§ 76, 82),
as in A-bi'd, Hag'gti-i, Cx'sar (se'-), Cxs'a-re'd (ses'-), etc.
1.

I.

— NAMES

AXVi-ha'il
A-bi'hu

2. Every final i, forming a distinct syllable by itself, or with the preceding confiouaut, has its long sound; as, A-b~ish'a-i, Ab'di, Hag'gtv-i, Ed're-l, Thum'o-l.

The vowels ai are sometimes pronounced in one syllable as, Hu'shai, SVnai
in two
as, Sham'ma-i, Bar-zil'ltiyl.
When pronounced in one syllable, they should be sounded like ai in aid; as, Hu'shai., Sl'nai.
Some speakers
choose to give them the diphthongal sound in, or I; but the practice, as Smart ob3.

;

and sometimes

serves,

4.

Ib'ba

A-bin'a-dSb
A-eh'shaph
Ab'i-ner
A-eh'zib
A-bTn'o-5m, Aiyi-no'- Ag'i-pha (as'i-fa)
A-bi'ram
Ac'i-tho (as'i-tho)
A-bi'ron
A«'u-a,_A-eu'a
ib'i-se'i
A«'ub, A'-eub
Ab'i-shag, A-bl'shag Ad'a-dah, A-da'dah

AbMa

A-bTsh'a-I, A-bi'shai

Ab'de-el
Ib'dl
Ab-di'aE

A-bTsh'a-18m
A-bTsh'u-a or

A'bel-beth-ma'a-

«hah
5'bel-ma'im

A'bram

Ad'dan
Ad'dar

A'bel-me-ho'lah
-Vbel-mlz'ra-Tm or
A'bel-miz-ra'im
A'bel-sMt'tim
A'bez
A'bl

Ab'sa-lom

Ad'di

Ab'sa-13n
A-e'a-tan

Ad'do
Ad'don
Ad'dus

Xc'*ad

A'der

A-e'-ea-ron
A-e'-eho
A-e'-eos
A-e'-eoz

Ad'i-da

A-bu'bus

A-bl'a
A-bi'ah
A'bT-ai'bon
A-bi'a-sSph or
A'bi-a'saph
A-bi'a-thar
A'bib
A-bi'da and A-bt'dah
Ab'i-dSn or A-bi'dan
A'bi-el or A-bi'el
^'bt-e'zer

S, e,

i,

0, u, y,

A-do'ram
A-dram'e-le€h or
A-dram'me-le«h
Ad'ra-myt'ti-um
_ (-mit'ti-um)

A'dah

A'bra-ham

A'bT-5z'rite
Ab'i-gail or -gSl

A-do'ra
Ad'o-ra'im

A'dri-a
A'dri-el

A-da'iah (-ya),
Ad'a-i'ah
Ab'i-shu'a
A-da'li-a, Ad'a-li'a
A-bi'shur, Ab'i-shur Ad'am
Ab'i-siim
Ad'a-mah, A-da'mah
Ib'i-tSl, A-bl'tal
Ad'a-mi, A-da'mi
ib'i-tiib, A-bi'tub
A'dar
A-bi'ud
Ad'a-sa
Xb'ner
Ad'be-el

A-bed'-ne-go' or
A-bed'ne-go
A'bel

A-du'el or Ad'u-el
A-diSl'lam
A-dul'lam-ite

;

A«h'b8r

Ad'ma-tha or
Ad-ma'tha
Ad'ni, and .Xd'nah

A'«hT-a€h'a-riJs
A-chi'as

A-do'ni-be'zek or
A-don'i-be'zek

long ;

a, e, t, 6,

fOrl,

118

li,

less

rude, push

;

prolonged
(^

as a;

(;h

;

;

A-hi'kam
A-hilud
A-him'a-Sz
A-hi'man
A-hTm'e-lS«h
A-ht'moth

Ak'ra-bat-ti'ne

A-hin'a-dab

Al'gi-mus

Am'a-shai
Am'a-si'ah

A-hin'o-am or
A'hi-no'am

Al'e-ma

Am'a-thas

Al'e-meth, A-le'meth
Al'ej-Sn'der (al'egzSn'der)
-Al'ej-Sn'dri-a, Lai.

Am'a-the'is

Am-phTp'o-lTs
Am'pli-Ss

A'mam

Am'ram

I'kSn

A'man

Am'ram-ites

Ak'kiib

Am'a-na or A-ma'na Am'ra-phel
Am'a-rT'ah
Am'zi
Am'a-ri'as
A'nSb

A-krab'bim

A-hl'o
A-hi'ra

A-la'meth, Al'a-m6th Am'a-sa

An'a-el

A-lam'me-le€h
Al'a-moth or
A-la'moth

A'nah

Al'e^-an-drl'a
Al'e^-an'dri-ang
A-li'ah
A-li'an

A-hTs'a-ma«h

Al'lom
Al'lon
Al'lon-bS-eh'uth or
Al'lon-ba'-ehuth
Al-mo'dJJd, Al'mo-

Ah'lai

A'gar

A-ho'ah

Ag^a-reneg' or
A'gar-enes'
Ag'e-e or A'gee

A-ho'liite

Al'mon

A-ho'lah

Ag-ge'us
A-grTp'pa
A'gur

A-hol'i-bah, A-ho'li-

Al'mou-dib'latha'im
ll'na-thSn, Al-na'A'15th
Al'pha
Al-pluB'us or

A-hiir'hel
A-hSs'a-i, A'ha-sai
A-has'ba-T or -bai
A-hSs'u-e'riis
A-lia'vS. or

A'hSz

Ah'ban

A'h4-va

A-lio'li-5b

A-hol'i-ba'mah or
A'ho-lTb'a-mah
A-liu'ma-i or -mai
A-hii'zam
A-huz'zath

Am'o-rlte

A'mos
A'mSz

Am'a-lek-ite

A'gag-ite

A'ha-zi'ah

-c,

A-hi'jah

A-hish'a-har
A-hT'shar
A-luth'o-phgl
A-hi'tub
Ah'lab

A-har'ah, A'ha-rah

A-mas'a-i, Am'a-sai
A-masli'a-T or

Am'a-this
Am'a-zi'ah
A-mSd'a-tha or
Am'e-da'tha

A'men'
A'mT
A-mTn'a-d5b

AI
A-i'ah, A'iah (a'yi)
A-T'ath or
A'iath (-yath)
A-T'ja, Ai'ja

A'lush
Al'vah
Al'van
A'raSd

Ai'jii-15n or
Aij'a-15n (Sj'A-)

A-mSd'a-tha or
Am'a-da'th4

I'uSk
An'a-kTm or -kimg
An'a-uiTm
A-uam'me-le-eh
A'nan
A-na'ui
An'a-ui'ah
An'a-ui'as
A-nan'i-el

A-mTt'tai
A-niTz'a-bad

A'nath

Am'mah

An'drew

Am-med'a-tha or
Am'me-da'thi

A'nem

An'a-thoth
(Sn'dri])

An'dro-ni'«us
or A'nen

Am'nii
Am'mi-doi or
Am-mid'i-oi
Am'mi-el

A'ner

Ani-iuTn'a-dib

An'na-5s
Au'nas

An'e-thoth'ite
-Kn'e-toth'ite

A'ni-Sm
Am-mi'hud, Am'mi- A'nim
Ani-inin'a-ditb
An'na
Ani'nii-sh5d'da-T or
Aui'nii-shSd'dai

Al-plie'us
Al't.a-ne'us
Al-tSs'€hitI>

An'a-ha'rath
An'a-i'ah or
A-na'iah (-ya)

Au-nii'us or .Xu'nu-iiB

Ani-niTz'a-bSd

A'nos

Am'mon

An'tT-«hrist
An'tT-lTb'a-uus

Am'mon-ite
Am'mon-i'tess

Am'non
A'mok
A'mon

An'ti-o€li
An'ti-o-€lii'A
An'ti-o'«lii-an8
An-tT'o-<^liTs

p'ique, firm; done, fSr, dg, W9lf, food, iisdt;
J, short ; cSre, fsir, Ust, fall, what; thSre, veil, term
-eh, as Is.; g as \; ^ as in get ; g as z
j ai gz r\
' asin linger, link ; th as in thine.
(1873)

S, 5, T, o,

as sh

A-M'hud

A-liT'an

A-hi'ram-Ttes

A'hSb

A-m5d'a-thus or
Am-a-da'thus
A'mal
Am'a-lgk

A'hi-e'zer

A-ht'am

A-hi'ram

Ag'a^bfis

Ad'mah

Ai'je-leth, Sha'liar
Aij'e-leth (aj'e-)

A'in
A-i'rus
A'jah
Aj'a-lon

A'e-di'as
Ji'ne-as, Acts ix.

Ji'nSn
Ag'a-ba

A'din
Ad'i-na or A-di'n^
Ad'i-n5 or A-di'no
A-fSl'da-ma
A-eha'ia (a-ka'y4 or Ad'i-nus
Ad'i-tha'im
a-ka'ya)
Ad'lSi, Id'la-i
A-eha'i-eus

A'-ehaz

digraph, and are pro-

(sa-me'yus).

A-dura'mim

33, 34.

A'di-el

A'«han
A'€har

or established.

5. The vowels ia, following an accented vowel, are pronounced in one syllable,
the i taking the sound of consonant y ; as, Ban-na'ia (ban-na'ya), I-sa'iah (i-za'ya),
Je-de'iah (je-de'ya). In other cases, they are pronounced in separate syllables, and
the accent is on the i ; as, Sar'ti-l'a, Ber'ti-l'ah.
6. The letter g has its hard sound before e and i, as in the English words get,
give ; as, Gethsemane, Gilead. Bethphage, in consequence of having passed through
the Greek of the New Testament, is an exception, the g being sounded soft, like j,
conformably to the usual English mode of pronouncing words derived from the
Greek.
Rachel is the only exception,
7. Ch is pronounced like h ; as, Chaldea, Enoch.
the ch in this name being sounded like ch in chest. Cherub (ke'rub), a cityof the
Babylonish empire, must not be confounded in pronunciation with cher'ub, one of an
order of angels.
8. Gentile names ending in -ite (sing.) and -ites (pi.), together with feminine nouns
of the same class in -itess, are English formatives, and follow the accent of their
primitives ; as, Am'mon-ite, Is'ra-el-ites, Ca'naan-i'tess. The same is true of gentile
Gentile names in -ene
adjectives ending in -itish ; as, Mo'ab-l'tish, Mid'i-an-Vtish.
and -ine, with their plurals, are also Anglicized, both in spelling and pronunciation,
but this name is
excexJt Mag'da-le'ne, which is thus pronounced as a classical word
often pronounced as an English word of three syllables, 3Iag'da-len.

A-bad'don

Ab'don

common

when followed by a consonant, form a

like ei in seize ; as, Cei'lan, When followed by a vowel, they are pronounced
in separate syllables, and the i is generally sounded like consonant y ; as, Sa-me'ius

A'hi
A-hT'ah

Ib'di-el

ei,

nounced

Ad'o-nl'jah
A'-ehish
A-don'i-kam or
A-bi'jah or A-bi'jam A€h'i-tob, A-ehi'tob
Ad'o-nT'kam
A'a-lar
A-eh'me-tha
ASr'on (Sr'on, a'ron) Ab'i-le'ne
Ad'o-ni'ram
A-bim'a-el
ASr'on-ites (-its)
A'-ehor
A-do'ni-ze'dek or
A-bTm'e-le«h
Ab'a-ciic
A-eh'sa or A-eh'sah
A-don'i-ze'dek

A-bag'tha
Ab'a-ua or A-ba'na
Ab'a-rim, A-bii'rim
Ab'a-ron

from being

A'her

A-don'i-«5n

A'€hi-or

A-bl'hud

itb'a-di'as

far

The vowels

FROM THE COMMON ENGLISH VERSION.

A'«him

,

is

;

li,

;

;

;

;

;

PRONUNCIATION OF SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.

1874

n

An-tJ'o-€Tius
Aii'ti-pa3

An-tTp'a-ter
An-tlp'a-triB
An-to'ni-a
An'to-thl'jah
An'toth-ite

A'nub
A'nus

Beii'-liQr

At'tai

Bak'buk

Ar'vad-Ite

At'ta-11'4

Ar'za
A'sa

At/ta-lua
Ac-thar'a-tea
(ath-thSr'a-tez)

A-sa'ra-el, A-sSr'a-el
A-sa're-el, A-sSr'e-el
I

As'a-relah
As-baz'a-r5th
As'€a-15n
A-se'as
A-s5b'e-bi'4
As/e-bi'a
As'a-nSth, A-se'nath
A'ser or As'er
A-se'rer, As'e-rer

i^ph'rah

Sph'seg

,

Ap'ol-loph'a-neg
A-pol'103
A-pol'ly-5n (or
a-pol'yon)

Ash, Job

Au-ra'nus

Balak

Be'on

Au-te'as

BSl'a-mo
Ba Ka'a-mQa

Be'or
Be'ra
Ber'a-ehah
Ber'a-€hl'ah
Be'rah
Ber^a-i'ah or

Bal-nu'ua

Av'a-rSn
Av'a-rSn

A'saph

A'phik

Au-giis'tus

A'va

As'a-na

Bal-tha'sar

A'ven
A'vim
A'vims

Ba'mah
Ba'moth

A'vltes
A'vith
Az'a-el or 5'za-el

Ban

Az'a-elus

Ba'ni
Ba'nid
Ban-na'ia (-y4)

Ba'moth-ba'al

A'zah
A'zal

Az'a-ra

gin.

Jtp'pa-Tm
Ip'phi-a (5f'fi-a,)
Ap'plius (al'l'us)
Ap'pi-i Fo'rinn
Iq'ui-la (5k'wT-14)

Ash'be-4, Ash-be'i

A-z5r'a-el or
A-za'ra-el

Ash^jel

A-zai-'e-el

Ash'bel-Ites

Ir

Ash'dSd

A-za're-el
Az'a-rl'ah
Az'a-ri'aa

X'T&
5'rab (a city)
Ar'a-bah,
Heb. A-raOjah

Ash'dod-ites
Ash'doth-ites

A'shan

Ash'-che-nSz

Xr'a-bat-tha'ne
(Sr'a-bath-tha'ne)
Ar'a-bat-ti'ne
A-ra'bi-a
A-ra'bi-an

A'rad
Ar'a-dus
5'rah

A'ram
X'ram-i'tess

5'ram-na'ha-ra'im
S'ram-z&Tjab
5'ran

A-za'zel
Az'a-zi'ah
Az-bSz'a-r5th
.

A-zI'e-i
A'zi-el

Bar-zliaa-i or -lai
B5s'a-15th

A-zi'z4

BSs'«a-m4

Ash'ri-el

Az'ma-v6th, Az-ma'- Ba'shan
Ba'shan-ha'vothAz'noth-ta'bor
ja'ir
I'zSr
BSah'e-mSth

A-zytua

Bas'i-lTa

Az'ri-el

BSslith

Az'ri-kSrt, Az-ri'-

BSs'math

A-zu'bah
A'zur

BSs'ta-i or Bas'tai

Az'zah
Az'zan
Az'zuT

As'ma^dai (Milton)
As'ma-veth
Ag'mo-de'us
Ag'mo-ne'ang

Ard
Ar'dSth
Ard^tea
Ar'don
A-rell

BSs's4

Az'u-rSn, A-zu'ran

As'i-ph4
AsTie-lSn

Ar-«hlp'pufl
Ar'«hite
Ar€-tu'rua

Bar'ze-lai

Az'mon

As'i-bi'as
I'si-el

Ar'«hi

(Josep/tus)

B.

B5z^ith

BSzluth

Ba'al
Ba'al-ah
Ba'al-3th
Ba'al-ath-be'er
Ba'al-be'rith

Ba'al-gSd
As'pa-th4, As-pa'th4 Ba'al-ba'mon
5're-5p'a-g!te
As'phar
Ba'al-lia'nan
Ar'e-5p'a-gGs or 5're - As-phSr'a-sQs
Ba'al-ha'zor
X'res
As'ri-el
Ba'al-her'mon
Ar'e-tSa (Gr. 'ApeTM ) As'ri-el-ites
Ba'al-I
A-re'ua
As'sa-bl'as
Ba'al-im
Ar'g8b
Ba'a-lTa
As-sal'i-m5th

Ba'al-me'on

and

Be'ri
Be-rl'ah
Be-rlltea
Be'rltea
Be'iith
Ber-iil'5e

d8n
Be-roe'a (be-re'4)

BSr'o-thai or
Be-ro'tbai
Be'roth-ite
Ber-re'tho
Ber-ze'lus
Be'sai
B5s'o-de'iah (-y4)

Be'sSr
Be'tah
BSt'a-ne
Be' ten
Bgth'-5b'a-r4 or
BSth'-a-ba'ra
Beth'-a'nath, -a-nath
Betli'-a'notli, -4-noth
Bgth'a-ny
Bgth'-ar'a-bah
Bgth'-a'ram
Bgtli'-ar'bel
Bet)i'-a'ven
Bgtli'-az'ma-veth,

Bgth'-az-ma'veth
Bgth'-ba'al-me'on
BSth'-ba'rah
Bgth'-bTr'e-i-

Ba'a-sha

A-sup'pim'

Ba'a-si'ah

Be'kah

Ar-mo'm

A-s^n'-eri-tiis

A'tad
At'a-rah

Ba'bel
Ba'bi
Bab'y-lon

Bel

Sr'na
Xr'nan
Sr'non
A'rSd

A-tar'ga-tTs

Bab'y-lo'ni-ans

BSl'e-mua

Afa-roth

Beli-al

Ar'o-di or A-ro'di
A'rod-ites
Ar'o-er or A-r^er

Afa-roth-a'dar

BSVy-iynish
Ba'«a

At'a-roth-Sd'dar
A'ter

Ba<;'-ehi-de5

Ar'o-er-ite,
A-ro'er-ite

A-ter'e-zi'aa

Bae'<;hua
Ba-ge'nor

A'tha-eh
A-tha'iah (-y4) or
Ath'a-i'ah

J'rom
Ar'pSd or Si'phSd
Ar-phax'ad
Ar'sa-^es
Ar'sa-rgfh
Ar'tax-erx'e§
(Sr'tSg-zerk'sez)
a, e,

1,

5, u,

Be'la-itea

Ba'go

Ath'eng

Ba-hu'mua
fi,

less

prolonged ;

Bel-shSz'zar
Bel'te-shaz'zar

Be-na'iah (-y4)
BSii'-am'ml

BS-eh'rites

Ba-go'as
Bag'o-I
Ba-ha'rum-»te or
Ba'ha-ru'mite

a, e, t, 6,

Bel'ma-Tm
Bel'men

Ben

Ath'a-li'ah
Ath'a-ri'aa
A-the'ni-ana
Ath'e-nS'bi-us

y long ;
,

Be'la or Be-all

Ba€-«hu'rus

<;i'mah,

Gaslu-hTm
Cas'plion or

Bil'ha or Bil'bah
BTl'han
BTl'8han

Cas'pia
GSs'tor

margin.
Cin'ne-r6th
Cln'ne-rSth
CTi'a-ma, Ci-rS'm4

Bim'hal

-Ga-thu'a

Bin'e-4
Bin-uu'i or BIn'nu-i
BTr'sba
BTr'za-vTth

Ce'dron
Ceilan
Cen'«hre-a

Glau'di-Ua

Bishlam

C'gn'de-be'us

Clgm'ent

BT-thi'ah

Ce'phas

Bith'ron

Ce'raa
Ce'gar

Gle'o-paa
Cle'o-pa'tr4
Cle^o-phas
Glo'e (see €bloe).

margin.
Ce'tab

goel'o-sj^r'i-4 (sgl'o-),
or Coe'lo- (se'lo-)

Glia'bria

Co'I4

Job

Cni'dua (ni'dus)

ix. 9,

Gba'di-as
Chip're-Sa
ebai'cBl
€bal-de'4
Ghal-de'an
Chal'deeg or
€hal-deeg'
Gba'naan (ka'nan
or ka'na-an)

Bo€h'e-rn

Bo'^bim
Bo'han
Bo'rith
BSs'-eath
Bo'eor
B5s'o-r4

BSs'rah
Bo'zez
BSz'kath
BSz'rah

€ol-lio'zeh

Coli-ua
Co-lSs'se or -sse
€o-los'si-an8
(ko-15sh'I^anz or
ko-15sb'anz)

GBn'a-ni'ah
€o-ni'ah
GBn'o-nl'ah
Go'oa

€lia'naan-Tte

Gban'nu-ne'ua
Gha'noch, Gen.
17, margin.

Buk'kl
Buk-ki'ah

€6r'be
€o're
€8r'inth

iv.

Ghar'a-Sth'a-lar

€har'a-«4
Ghar'a-sbtm or -sIm
•Ghar'^ha-mTs
€har'-ehe-mTsh
Ghar'€u8
Gha're-4
Char'mia
ChSr'ran
Ghaa'e-ba
•Gha'vah, Gen. iii.
20, margin.
€he'bar

,

Bu'zl

Buzlte

€hgd'or-la'o-nier or

Go-rTn'thi-ang
€o-rTn'tlius
-Gor-ne'li-us

(E. k6r-nel'yas)

Go'sam
€ou'th4 (kou'tha)

€5z
GSz'bl
Gra'teg
€rgs'seng
Cre'tang

Grete
€retes or

•Ga'deg-bar'ne

Ghe^al

€a'desh

€;iiel'ci-aa (-ahl-as)

Gve'ti-ang (-shT-ar=
or -ahanz)
Glris'pus

€ligl'li-ans
'

cash

^hellub

€u'shan

Gbel'lus

Ghed'or-la-o'mer

•Gbe-lu'bai

Gu'shan-rlsh'atha'im
Gu'shI
Cflshlte

-Ga-i'nan or -Gai'nan

-Ghgm'a-rTm or

€utb

ealah

Ghem'a-rimg
Ghe'mBsh

Gu'tbah or
Guth'ah

Gbe-na'a-nah

Qy'a-raBn

CiBs.'a^re'a PhT-lTp'pI -ehelSd
-ea'ia-phaa (-ya-fas) •Gbe'lub

Gain
•eai'a-mSl'a-ms
eai'-eoi
-Gal-de'a

•Gbgn'a-ni or
Gal-de'ang
-Ghe-na'ni
eai'deea
* or -Gal-dees' -ehgn'a-ni'ah
€a'leb
Ghe'pbar-ha-Sm'Ga'leb-gph'ra-tah or
mo-nai
ea'leb-e-phra'tah Ghe-phl'rah

Beth'-sa'mos or
Bgth'-sa-mo3
Beth'san
Beth'shan
Beth'-she'an
Beth'-she'meah or

•ea'naan-ite
Ga'naan-i'tesa
ea'naan-i'tish
-ean'da-ge or Canda'ce [E. -ean'daa)

;

Cgl'o-s^r'i-ior ge/Io- -Glau'di-i

C'gs'il,

Egth'-sa'i-d4

what

Cl'sai
V^t'iing

Glau'da

Bo'a-ner'ges
Bo'az or Bo'oz
Bo«'-eas

Ga'na
Ga'naan (ka'nan or

S, 5, 1, B, u, f, short ; cSre, far, list, fall,

CTs

Cgs'a-re'4
C5s'a-re'a PhT-lTp'p-' Clo'paa

Ga'mon

Ben'-de'kar
Beth'-slie-mSah
Ben'e-be'rak, Be'neBeth'-she'mite or
Ben'e-ja'a-kSn or
Bgth'-she-mite
Be'ne-ja'a-kan
B5n'-ha'dad, Ben'ha - BSth'-sbit'tah

ix. 9,

Bias'ttis

Beth'-pa'let
eai'i-tas
eal-lls'the-nes
Bgtb'-paz'zez
eai'neh or €aI'no
Beth'-pe'or
Beth'pha-ge (E. -faj) Cal'phi
Beth'-phe'let
eai'va-ry

Beth'-ra'pha
Bgth'-re'hob

Gas'phSr

Job

BTz'th4

Cad'mi-el
Beth'-hogaah
BSth'-ho'ron
Cae'gar (se-)
BSth'-jgsh'i-m5th or Cses'a-re'a (b5s-)

Ar-me'ni-a

€liu'si

Gar-she'na
eas'ieu

Ga'bul
ead'dla
Ca'deg

Ar'ma-ged'don

tha'im

-ear'she-n4 or

Bil'ga-X or BTl'gai

•eSbOjon

Ba'a-ra

•ehu'shan-rish'a-

Gar'pus

Ga-sTph'i-a

Betb'-ga'der
B5th'-ga'mul
BSth'-ha-e'?e-rgm
Bgth'-ha'ran
Beth'-hSg'14 and

Ba'a-ni'aa

Ghub
€hun

€ar'pha-s51'a-m4

BTl'dad
BTl'e-am
Bll'gah

Bgth'-e'zel

As'ta-rSth
As'tath
As-ty'a^ges

Ba'a-se'iah (-y4)

margin.

C.

As-sjrr'i-an

Giir'ni-on

•Ghii'za
CT-li'ci-4 (-lT6hT-4)

5,

Beth'-gl-ite

Ar'is-tar'-€hu3

As'sur

Amos

Buz

Ar'ia-to-bulus
Ark'ite

As'si-de'ans
As'sir
Aa'sos
As'su-5/ru8

GhrTs'tian (-chan)

-Gar-na'im

Bun'ni

B5th'-ear
Bgth'-da'gon

€ho-ze'ba
Christ

Gar'mitea
€ar'na-Tm or

Bui
Bu'nah

Beth'-ba'si

Ba'a-na
Ba'a-nah

Aa-shu'iim

•Ghos'a-me'us

Car'im

Bi-tbyn'i-4
Biz-j5th'jah

As-s,fT'i-i,

A-rid'a-tha or
Ar'i-da'tha
A-ri'eh or A'ri-eh
A'ri-el or A-rl'el
Ar'i-ma-thae'A. or
Ar'i-ma-the'4
A'ri-&eh
A-rTs'a-i or A-rl'sai

Ba'al-pe'or
Ba'al-per'a-zTm or
Ba'al-pe-ra'zim
Ba'al-sha'i-aha
Ba'al-ta'mar
Ba'al-ze'bub
Ba'al-ze'phon

•Gho-ra'zin

Gar'mel-i'teaa

Bi'a-taa

i.

Be-a'ze-bul
BSth'-jgs'i-moth
Be'er
Be-e'ra or Be'er-4
Bgth'-leb'a-oth
Be-e'rah or Be'er-ah Bgthle-hem
Be'er-eaira
Beth'-le-hem Eph'ratab
Be-e'ri or Be'er-!
Be'er-la-hai'-roi
Beth'-le-hem-Ite
Be-e'roth, Be'er-oth Beth'-le-hem-ju'dah
Be-e'roth-itea, Be'er - Beth-lo'mon
BSth'-ma'a-«bah
Be'er-she'ba or
BSth'-mar'€a-both
Be-er'she-ba
Beth'-me'on
Be-esh'te-rah
Beth'-nim'rah
Be'he-moth or
BeOi-o'ron
Be-he'moth

As'sa-nl'as
As'sa-re'raoth
Aa'shur (Ssh'ur)

Gho'bai, ehCya-i
Gho-ra'ehan

•Gar'mel-Ite

Be'dad

Be'el-teth'mus

Ga-re'ah

Be'zer
Be'zeth

Be€'ti-lgth

Be-el'ze-biib or

Gar'^he-mTaU

€ho'b4

Bed'a-i'ah

Be'e-]I'a-d4
Be-Bl'sa-ru3

Ghia'leu
€hTs'lon
Ghts'loth-tiTboi

Giir'mel

Be'ther
Be-thgs'd4

Be-de'iah (-y4)

Ghin'ne-rSth
•Ghi'oa

eSr'a-ba'ai-on
Gar'-eas
Gar'€lia-mta

Gar-ma'ni-ang

BTk'ath-a'ven,

Bgth'-e'mek

Be'dan

•Gluu'ne-rgth

(-do'-shl-a)

Be'zek

Be'red

Beb'a-f or Be'bal
Be'-eher

Be-«ho'rath

eaph'to-rimg
eap'pa-do'ci-4

Be'zai

BTg'tha-iia
BTg'va-I or BTg'vai

Ba'al!

Be'a-lSth

GhTl'mad
GliTm'bam

ChTt'tim
Ghi'uD
Ghlo'e

XX. 4.
BSr'e-ehi'ah

Bglb'-dib/la-thS'im
Bgth'-e'den
Bgth'-gl or Bgth'el

Be/a-li'ah

A'som

S'ri-a-ra'theg
A-rtd'a-I or A-rI'dai

BSth'-rSb'bim
BSth'-she'ba or
BSth'8he-b4
Bath'-shu'i.
Bath'-zSeh-a-ri'as
B5v'a-i or Ba'vai

As'nah
As-nSp'per
A-so'-ehis (Josephus ) Ba'al-e

A-re'lites
Ar'e-Sp'a-gite or

Bar'ti-me'us
Ba'ru-eh
Bar-z51'a-I or

•Ghi-li'on

•eaph'tSr
•eapb'to-rim

Ga'ri-a

BTeh'rl
Be-ie'a (Gr. Bepoia) , BTd'kar
2 3Iacc. xiii. 4
BTg'tha
Acts xvii. 10, 13,
BTg'than

Be'roth
Be-ro'thah

Ba-ro'dia
Bar'sa-baa
Bar'ta-eua

€hTl'i-on or

eaph'tbo-rtm

Bet'o-mgs'tham
Bgt'o-nim
Beu'lah or Be-ulah

ix. 4.

Bar'na-baa

AehTie-nSz
Ash'nah
Ash'pe-nSz

Ash'ur-Ites
Ash'l-Sth
5'si-4 (a'shl.4)

tine)

A'zem

Mace.

(E. ber'nis)
Be-ro'da«h-bai'a-

Bar-thSl'o-mew
Bar'ti-mue'us or

A'zel

Be-ra'iah (-ya)
Be're-a {Gr. Bepea),
1

Ga-phi'ra

Be-z51'e-el, Bez'a-Iel Giir'me

Ba-rl'ah
Bar'-je'sua
Bar'-jo'iia
Biir'kSs

Az'gad

Ash'ur

Ar'bite
Ar-bo'na-i or -nSi
Ar'-ehe-la'us
Ar'«he-vites

Ba'rak
Bar-hu'mite

A-zI'4

Ash'te-rSth Kar'naIm or Kar-na'im
Ash'to-reth or
Ash-to'reth

Ar-bena (m Pales-

Bar'a-ehl'as

Ash'i-ma, A-shi'ma

Ash'te-rath-Ite

Ir'bath-Ite
Ar-bSt'tis

A-zeTsah

BSu'u-as
Bar-Sb^baa
Bar'a-ehel
BSr'a-ehi'ah

AshOce-Wn

Ash'te-moh

A-rau'nah
Ar'bi, or ArOjah

Az'buk

Az'e-phu'rith
A-ze'taa

Ver.
Ash'er-itea

Ash'ta-r5th

Ar'a-rSt
Ar'a-rSth
A-ra'thej

or

A'zSz

Ash'doth-plj'gah
Ash'er
A-she'rah, Vent, xvi
21 sq.. Rev. Ver.
A-she'rim ipl.) Ex.
xxxiv. 13, Eev.

Ban'a-i'aa or
Ba-na'iaa (-yas)

BSn'nua

Az'a-Ii'ah
Az'ariil'ah

mar- A-za'phi-Bn

ix. 9,

Bgth'-su'ra
Betb'-tap'pu-ah or
Beth'-tap-pu'ah

Ben'i-nu or Be-ni'nu Be-tliu'el
Bak'bu-ki'ah
Be'tlml or Bgth'ul
Ben'ja-mtn
Ba'Iaam (ba'lam) or Beu'ja-mlte
Beth'u-li'a or
Ba'la-am
Ben-nul or Ben'nu-i
Be-thn'li-a
Ba'lac
Be'no
Bgth'-zfir
B51'a-dan
Be-to'li-Qs
Ben'-o'ni
Ba'lah
Bet'o-mas'them or
BSu'-zo'heth

Au'gi-a

A-plie'kah

Ap'ol-lo'nl-i
5p'ol io'ni-Cs

U

Ben'-ha'nan

A-pIiar'sitea

A-pliI'ah

8

Ben'-ha'il

Bak-bak'kar

A'phek
A-pher'e-m&
A-pher'r4

R

Ba-hu'rim
Ba'jith

At'roth

A-phar'sath-ehites

A-pel'les
A-phar'sa-eh-ites

a

Athlai
Afi-pha

A-ru'mah
Ar'vad

As'a-dl'aa
X'sa-el or As'a-el
A'sa-hel or As'a-h51
As'a-hi'ah
A-sa'iah (-ya) or
As'a-i'ah

A-pa'rae or Ap'a-me

p

Ar'te-mas
Ar'u-both

Gbe'ran

Cy'prus
Cyi'a-ma, Ql-ra'mi
Cy-re'ne
C^-re'ni-an
Cy-re'ni-us

Oy'rus

Gbe're-as

Ghgr'e-tbim or
Ghgr'e-thTms
€ber'e-thlte3
Ghe'rith
Ghe'rub (a city)
€bes'a-lon

Gbe'sed

ka'na-an)

Ci^p'ri-ang

Ghe'sil

Gbe-sulloth
•Ghgth'i-Tm or

D
Dab'a-reh
DSb'ba-shgtlj

Dab'e-rath
Da'bri-a
Da-co'bi
Dad-de'us or Sad-

Ghe-thl'im
Ghet'ti-Tm or
Ghet-ti'im
Ghe'zib

Da'gon

Gan'neh
ea-per'na-um
eaph'ar-sai'a-ma

Ghi'don

•ea-phen'a-tb4

•Gbil'e-Sb

Da'leth or Daleth,
Ps. cxix.

th^e,

veil,

term

;

pique, firm

;

done,

Dai'san
Dai'a-i'ah or
Da-la'iah (-ya)

f Sr,

dg, wolf, food, fS5t

1875

PRONUNCIATION OF SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.
DK'ma^nu'thi

Go-raSr'rah or

£sh'ta-ul-Ite8 or

GSth

^ Esli'tau-lltes
Esh'te-mo'a or

GSth'-he'pher

Ha'no«h-ite8

He'man
He'math
Hem'dau

shl-a)

E'den
E'der
E'deg

DSl'phon
DSm'a-rTs

E'dom

E-Ip'him or
El'o-him
B-lol
E'lon
E 'loii-bg th-ha'n5n

E'dom-ite

E'lon-ites _

fid're-1

E'loth or E'lath
£l'pa-Sl or

Es'li

Ga'zath-Itea

E-so'ra

El-pa'al
El'pa-lgt

Es'ril

Es'rom

Ga'zer
Ga-ze'ia
Ga'zez

Go'zan
Gra'ba

El'-pa'ran
El'te-keh
El'te-k5n
El-to'Iad or

£st'ha-51

Ga'zltea

Gre'ci-a (gre'alit-a)

Ha'repli

Es'ther (gs'ter)

GSz'zam
Ge'ba

Gre'eian

Ha'reth
Har-ha'iah (-ya) or

Her'«u-leg
He'reg
He'resh

Har'ha-I'ah
Hiir'haa

Her'maa
Her'me^

Har'hur
Ha'rim

Her-m5g'e-neg

Ha'riph
Har'ne-pher
Ha'rod

Her'mon-ites

Dal-ma'ti-4 (-ma'-

D5m'a-si3ene§'
Da-mas'-eus

fid'na

DSm'me-sek,

ftg'lah

Kings xvi. 9,
margin
DSm'mim, 1 Sam.
xvii. 1, margin

Eg'la-Tm or
„ Eg-la'im
Eg'lon
E'gypt

DSn

E-gyp'tiau (-shan)

D5n'i-el or
DSn'iel (-yel)

I'll!

2

DSn'ites
DSn'-ja'an

DSn'nah
DSph'ne (dSf'ne)
Da'ra

DarMa
Da-ri'ua

Dar'kon
Da'than
D5th'e-m4

E'hud

Esh-teHi'o-a

E«h'te-moh
Esh'ton

E'tam
E'tham

El'to-lSd

E'ker

Elul

|k're-b51

E-lu'za-T or -zai

Ek'ron
Ek'ron

El'y-ma'is
El'y-iuas

ites

El'y-me'ang
El'za-bSd
El'za-phSn
E'mim or E'mimg

E'la
El'a-dah
E'lah

E'lam
Elam-ites

Eth'a-ntiu
Eth'ba'al
E'ther
E'thi-o'pi-a
E'thi-o'pi-an

Ggd'e-ou
Ge'der
Ge-de'rah or
Ged'e-rah

fil'ci-a (Sl'shi-a)

Em'niSr

Eii'niQe,

£l'da-ah or
El-da'ah

E-na'jira, Gen.
L. Eu-ni'^e
_ xxxviii. 21, margin Eu-o'di-as

De'dan

fil'dSd

E'nam

DSd'a-ntra or

E'le-Sd

E'nan

De-da'nim

DSl'a-I'ah or
De-la'iah (-yi)
De-lI'lah or
DSl'i-lah

E'le-a'leh
E-le'a-sa
E-le'a-sah
E'le-a'zar or
E-le'a-zar
E'le-a-zu'rus
El'-E-lo'he-Ig'ra-el

De'lus

E'leph

De'mas

E-leu'the-rHa
E-leu'za-i or
E-lu'zai

De-me'tri-53

D8m'o-ph5a
Der'be
DSs'sau or DSs'sa-u
De-u'el or Deu'el
Deu'ter-5n'o-ray
Dl-a'na or Dl-Sn'S.
Dib'la-tm or

Dib-la'Im
DTb'lath
DIb'la-tha'im
Dl'bon
Di'bon GSd
DTb'ri
Dld'y-mtta
Dik'lah
Dll'e-an

DTm'nah
Di'raon

Di-mo'nah
Di'nah
Dl'na-ites

DTn'ha-bah or
Din-ha'bah
Di'o-ny'si-us (di'onish'I-us)
Di'os-eo-rTn'thi-fi3
D!-6t're-phes (-fez)

Di'shan
Di'shSn
DIz'a-h5b

Do'€US
Do'dai or D5d'a-I
D5d'a-ntm or

Do-da'nTm
DBd'a-vah or
Do-da'vah

Do'do
Do'eg
DSph'kah

D6r
Do'rS,

DSr'-eaa

Do-sith'e-us

DS'tha-Tm or
Do'than
Drii-sT114

Du'mali
Du'ra

E.

E-nSs'l-bfis

En'dor

Eve

En'-gSn'nim

Ez'bSn

En'-ge'di or
En'ge-dl

Ez'e-ehT'aa

El-ha'nan

E'ne-as (see ^ueas)
EiV-Sg'la-im or
En'-eg-la'im
En'e-mes'aar
E-ne'ni-u3
En-gSd'di

E'li

E'arnes
E'bal

E'bed
t'bed-me'le€h
b'en-e'zer or
Eb'en-e'zer

E-lis'i-mua
E-li'u

E-lI'ud

E'ber

B-liz'a-ph5n

E-bi'a-sSph

El'i-ze'us
B-15'zur

E-bro'nah
E-ea'nue
E«-b$t'a-na or
E«-)>Sfa-n«
B-e-elS'gi-Set^
E«-el5'ai-S3'ti-eu3

£d
E'dar
Ed-di'as

£r
E'ran
E'ran-ites
E-r5s'tu3
E're-eh
E'rl
E'rites
E-ga'ias (e-za'yaa)

Ha-shi}'bah

HI'el
HI'e-rSp'o-lTs

Ha'dar

Ha'ehum

Hl-er'e-el

Had'ar-e'zer
Had'a-shah or

Ha-shu'ph4

Hi-Sr'e-mSth

HSs'raii

Hi-er'i-e'lua

Ha-da'ahah
Ha-dSs'aah
Ha-d5t'tah
Ha'did

HS3'se-na'ah
HSs'ahub (hSsh'ub)

Hi-er'maa

Ger'shom
Ger'ehon

Ge'aem
Ue'aham

Ggz'ritea

Gl'ah
GTb'bar
GTb'be-thSn
Gib'e-a
GIb'e-ah
Gib'e-5th

Galja

Gtb'e-ou

GSb'a-el or Ga'ba-el
GSb'a-tha
GSb'bai or GSb'ba-i

Gib'e-on-ite
Gib'lites
Gid-d51'tl

G5b'ba-tha
Gab'des

GTd'del
GTd'e-on

Ga'bri-aa
Ga'bri-el

Gid'e-o'nl

GSd
Gad'a-ra
GSd'a-renes'
GSd'di

Ga'ius (ga'yua)
Gal'a-Sd or Gil'e-ad

H5m'i-t5I

He'ber-Itea

Ho'ri

Gil-bo'a or 5Il'bo-i
Gil'e-ad
Gil'e-ad-ite
Gtl'gSl

Ham'mah-Ie'koth
HSin'math
Ham-med'a-tha
Ham'nie-I5€h
Ham-mSl'e-keth

He'brew

Ho'rim or Ho'rirof

Gi'lo-nite
Gi'rael or GTm'el,
Ps. cxix.

Gim'zo

Ham'mon
Hara'moth-dSr
HSm'o-nah or
Ha-mo'nah
Ha'mon-gSg

g

Ho'rite

He'bron

HQr'mah

He'bron-Ttes
He'gai or Hgg'a-I

Hor'o-iia'im
Hor'o-nlte or
Ho'ron-ite
Ho'sa or Ho'eah
Ho'aai or Ho'zal

He'ge
He'lah

He'lam
Hgl'bah
Hgl'bSn
Hel-ehi'ah or

Ho-8e'4
Ho-sha'iah (-y&) or

Hel-€hi'a3
Hgl'dai or HSI'da-i
He'leb
He'led

H5sh'a-ma

Hosh'a-i'ah
Ho-slie'i

Ho'tham
Ho'thir

Huk'kok

He'lem

Hii'kok

Git'tlte
Git'tith
Gi'zo-nite
Gtz'rltea or
Ggz'ritea

HSn'a-meel
Ha'nan

He'Ieph
He'lez

HiSl
Hiil'dah

Ha-iian'e-el or

He'll

Humtah

GSsh'mu
GS'tam
;

He'brew-ess

He'lek-ites

EBh'ka-lon-ites
Esh'ta-51

j

Ho'reb
Ho'rera
H8r'-ha-gld'g3d

He'lek

El'na-thSn or
El-na'than

«, «h, rt.sk; g as

Ho'ram

Ha'mul-itea
Ha-m\i'tal
Ha-nSm'e-el or

Esh'ban
Esh'«ol
E'she-Sa
E'shek

;

H6r

Ha'mul

Bl-mo'dam
El'na-Sm

^h aj ah

Ham'u-el

Gir'ga-aite

(-bru)

HSph'ra

Gis'pa
Git'tah-he'pher
Git'ta-Tm or
Git-ta'im

G5b
G5k

;

Ho'lon

Ho'mam or He'mam

Ha'zi-el

GTl'a-lai

Ha-mii'el or

5 as s

Hol'o-fer'neg

Gi'hSn

GirVa-ahlte or

;

Ha-ze'rim
Ha-ze'roth
H5z'e-zon-ta'mar

Hopli'ni

Gar

rude, pysh

Ha'li
H51'i-«ar-nS8'BU8
Hal-lo'eah
Hal-lo'hesh

H6d

Ha'zo
Ha-lo'heah
Ha'zSr
HSm
Ha'zSr Ha-d5t'tah
Ha'man
HSz'u-bah
Ha'math or He'math HSz'zu-rIm
Ha'math-ite
He, Ps. cxix.
Ha'matli-zo'bah
He'ber

Go'ath

fflrl,

Ho-ba'iah (-ba'ya)

Hoglah
Ho'ham

Hal'hul

GTii'ne-thSn

Ga'reb
GSr'i-zTm
Gar'mito

Ho'bab

Ho-di'ah
Ho-di'jah

Ga-la'tians (-ahanz)
Gal'e-gd
G51'ga-la
GSl'i-lae'an or

Gam'ma-dTmg

Hiz-ki'jah
Ho'ba or HS^ah

Haz'e-lgl-po'ni

Es'dra-e'lom or
_ Bs-dra'e-lom
Es'dra-e'lon or
Es-dra'e-lon
Es^i^as or
Eg'dra3
Es-dre'lom
Es-dre'lon
Es'e-bon
E-se'bri-Ss or

GSm'ma-dTra or

Ha'voth-ja'ir
HSz'a-el or Ha'za-el
Ha-za'iah (-za'yA)

Ho'deeh
Ho-de'yah

Ha'mor
Ha'moth

Ga-ma'li-el

Ha-vilah Hiz-ki'ah

Ha'zar-au'aim
HSz'a-z5n-ta'mar

Gm'ne-tho

E'sek

HTt'tite
Hi'vlte

H'av'i-lah,

Ha'zar-ahu'al
Ha'zar-aii'aah

Ga-la'ti-a, (-la'shT-i)

GSm'a-el

HTr-ea'nua

HSftil
HSt'tush
Hau'ran

Ha'zar-ma'veth

E's'ay

Gal'li-o

Hi'ram

Ha'!
HSk'ka-tSn

Gi'nath

Gal'lim

Hin'nom
Hi'rah

Ha'zar-h5t'ti-e8n

Ga'iai

Gal'i-le'an
GSl'i-lee

HSt'i-tA or Ha-tl't4
Hat-ta'a-vah
HSt'ti-eSn

Ha'gi-a

Halah
HalSk

Giloh

Ga'har

HSt'i-phA or
Ha-ti'pha

Hi'e-ron'y-mtis
Hi'e-ru'aa-lgm
Hig-ga'ion (-ga'yon)
Hi'len
Hil-ki'ah
HTl'lel

Hag'gith

Ha-kiJ'phi

Gi'dom

Ga'ham

Ea't5«h
Ha'thSth

Ho-da'iah {-yh) or
Hod'a-i'ah
H5d'a-vi'ah

Hat'koz

Gitb'e-ath-ite

Ha-au'phA

Ha'zar-Sd'dar
Ha'zar-e'nan
Ha'zar-gSd'dah

Hag-gi'ah
HSg'gitea

Geth-sgm'a^ne
Ge-u'el or Geu'el
Ge'zer

Ga'miil

El'la-3ar

HSg'g

G e'ther

Esh'-ba'al

gintoah-ite

Ha'gar-ite
Ha'ger-Ite
Hag'ga-i or -gai
HSg'ge-ri

Ge'ahein
Ge'ahur
Ggah'u-ri
Ggah'u-rltea

Ga'dl
GSd'Ite

E'sar-hSd'don
E'sau

HSg'a-b4 or
HSg'a-bah
Ha'gar
Ha'gar-eneg'

Ger'ahon-Ite
Oer'son
Ger'zitea

GSd'di-el

Es'e-brl'aa

El'ka-nah or
El-ka'nah

Hid'dai or HTd'da-i
Hid'de-kSl

HSd'ad-e'zer

Ga'al
Ga'aah

E-lish'a-m4 or
B-lTsh'a-mah

E-lisii'u-a

Hgz'ron-Ttea

Ha'ahem

Ha'dad-rlm'mon

G.

Ep'i-eu-re'ang or
Ep'i-eu're-ang
E-piph'a-nea
Ep'i-phi

E-lTsh'e-ba
El'i-shu'a or

Haah-bSd'a-nA

HSah'ab-ni'ah

Ge-nu'bath
Ge'on
Ge'ra
Ge'rah
Ue'rar

xxxiv. 23

E'li-o'nas
El'i-phSl or E-li'E-lTph'a-lSt
E-ltph'a-leh
E-lTph'a-let
El'i-phSz or
E-li'phaz
E-lTph'e-Ieh
E-lTph'e-lSt
E-lTs'a-bgth
El^-sBe'u3 or
El'i-se'ua
E-II'sha
E-li'shah

E-lTsli'a-phSt

Ha-shSb'nah

Ha«h'mo-ni
Ha^h'mo-nite
Ha'dSd

Gen'tile

Num.

E'phron

Hez'ro
Hgz'ron

HS^h'a-li'ah
H5«h'i-lah

Ez'bai or Ez'ba-i

F.

E-li'o-e'na-i or -nai

H5z'e-kl
HSz'e-ki'ah
He'zi-5n
He'zir
Hgz'ra-I or HSz'rai

Haah-mo'nah
Ha'ahub

Oen-ngs'a-rSt

Ez'ron or NSz'ron

E'phra-tn

Has'a-di'ah
HSa'e-nvi'ah
Hash'a-bi'ah

Gen-ne'us

Ez'ri

E'lim
E-lTm't j-eh

'^a

Ha'bSr

Ha'ruz

£x'o-du3
E'zar

E'zi-on-ga'ber
E'zi-on-ge'ber
Ez'nlte
Ez'ra
Ez'ra-hlte

Eph'ra-tah, E-phra'Ep^'rath or
^ E'phrath
Eph'rath-ite or
E'phrath-ite

Va or

Haiyak-kiSk
Hab'a-zi-m'ah
HSb'ba-eii«

Ge-mSl'lI
Gem'a-ri'ah
Ge-nes'a-rgth
Gen'e-sTs

Fe'lix
E-phe'sian (-fe'zhan) Fea'tua
Eph'e-sfia
FSr'tu-na'tua
Eph'lal

E'phra-im-Ite

E

Ha-bak'kuk or

Ggl'i-15th

<_ieii-ne'sar

E'phai
E'pher
E'plies-dSm'mim

£l'i-ho'reph
F^li'ha or El'i-hu
El'-

Ge'dSr
Ge-ha'zl
Ge-hgn'nii

E'vi
E'vil-me-ro'da-eh

E'phah

Eph'pha-tha
E'phra-Im

Hgs'rSn or HSz'rSn
Hes'ron-iteB

HSd'lai or HSd'la-i

El'i-ho-e'na-i or
£l'i-ho-e'nai

Heah'mSn

Har'shi

Heth
HethaSn

Ha-do'ram
Ha'dra«h
Ha'gSb

E'phod,

Ha-ro'ehSth

HSr'u-phite or
Ha-ni'phite

_ (-re'-)

E-lI'ha-ba or
^ E-li'ah-ba

He'sed
Hgah'bSn

Ha'ro-rite

Ha-su'maph

(ier-rhe'ni-ang

E-pSph'ro-di'tua
E-pgii'e-tiSs or
Ep'e-ne'tua

He-ro'di-ang
He-ro'di-aa
He-ro'di-5n

Ha'rod-Tte
HSr'o-eh or

Ha-ba'iah (-ba'yA)

Ez'e-ri'aa
E-zi'aa

E-li'a-sSph
E-lI'a-3hIb or

Her'mon

Ha-am'mo-nai

E'zer

En'-tSp'pu-ah
Ep'a-phraa

HSph'zT-bah

Ha'rum

E'no€h
E'non

E-li'am

He'pher-itea

Ha'a-hSsh'ta-rt

E'zem

E-lI'a-o-ni'aa
E-lI'as

He'nA

Ge;de'roth or
Ggd'e-roth
Ggd'e-ro-tha'im

En'-mTsh'pat

En'-ro'gel
En'-slie'mesh

E-li'jah

H.

Ggd'e-rite

HSn
Hgn'a-dSd
He'nofih
He'pher

Hgr'od

Ha-ro'eh

GeMer-ite or

E'zel

En'-rTm'mon

Ha'ra-vite
Har-bo'iia or

Ged'e-rath-ite

fiu'-ha'zor

E-lI'a-li

E'li-e'zer

GQr'-ba'al

Uer'fe-aeneg'
Ger'ge-aitea
Ger'i-zTm

E-II'a-kTm

E'li-el
E'li-e'na-I or -nai

Gfir

Ez'e-Qi'as
£z'e-kT'a3
E-ze'ki-el

E'nos
E'nosh

E-lI'a-tha or
E-lI'a-thah
E-li'dad

Gu'nitea

En'-hSd'dah
En'-hSk'ko-re

E-lT'ab
E-li'a-da
E-li'a-dah
E-li'a-d53
E-li'a-dfin
E-li'ah
E-l!'ah-b4

E-li'a-sTb
E-lI'a-sTs

Gud-go'dah
Gu'ni

Ged'dur

Bu'pa-tor
Eu-phra'tea
Eu-pol'e-mua
Eu-ro€'ly-d8n
Eu'ty-ehus

£n^'-d6r or

Greece

Ugd'a-li'ah

Ha'nun
HSph'a-ra'im or
Haph-ra'im
Ha'ra
HSr'a-dah
Ha'ran

Har-bo'nah

Greek'ish
Gtid'go-dah or

DBb'o-r4 or
DSb'o-rah
De-eSp'o-lIs

De'kar

Goth'o-li'as
Go-tho'iii-el or
_Go-th5n'i-el

Greek

Em'mer

De-ha'vites

Go'ahen

Ge'bim

Eth'nan

Em'ma-U3

Gor-ty'na

Ga-za'ra or
Gaz'a-ra

G e'bal

Eth'nT
Eu-bu'lus
Eu-er'ge-teg
Eii'me-nes
Eu'na-tSn

De'bir

Ga'za

Ge'ber

£l'a-sah
E'lath or E'loth
El'-bSth'-el

Da'vid

GSr'gi-Ss

E'than

Eth'ma

Em-mSn'u-el
Ein-ma'us or

Go-mor'rha

GSth'-rim'mon

H5n'a-neel
He-lT'a3
Ha-na'nl or HSn'a-ni He'li-o-do'rus
HSn'a-ni'ah
Hgl'kai or HSl'ka-i
Ha'neg
Hgl'kath

Hu'pham

HSn'i-el

Hflr

HSl'katli-hSe'zu-

Go'lan
GSl'go-th4

HSu'nah
HSn'iia-thSn

Hel-ki'as

Go-li'ath

HSii'ni-el

He'lou

Go'mer

Ha'no€li

He'mam

rts

in get

;

g aj z

,

Ho'than

; as gz

j

rim

n «s in linger, link

;

Hu'pham-!tes
Hiip'pah
Htip'pim
Hu'rSi or HCra.i
Hii'rani or HTrain
Hii'ri

or

HB'mnm Hn'ahah

Vh asin thine.
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Hu'shai or Hu'sha-i

Eu'sham

fth'ri
tth'ran

Hu'shath-ite

Ith're-5m

Hu'shim

ith'rite

Hgz

iftah-ka'zin
it'tai or it'ta-i
It'u-rsB'i or -re'a
I'vah

Hu'zoth
Huz'zab
Hy-d3s'pe5
Hy'me-nas'us or
Hy'me-ne'us

Ja'shen
Ja'sber
Ja-sho'be-Sm
Ja'shub or JSsh'ub
J2sh'u-bl-le'hem
Ja'shub-ites or
jash'ub-ites
Ja'son
Ja-su'bU3

iz'e-har-itea

Ja'tal
JSth'ni-el
JSt'tlr

fz'har
Iz'har-Ites
iz'ra-hi'ah
fz'ra-hite
Iz're-el

I.
It/har

Ja'zar
Ja'zer

Iz'ri

Ible-Sm

J.

Jb'zSn
i«h'a-bod
I-«o'iii-um _
f d'a-lah or I-da'lah

Id'bash
id'do
id'u-el

fd^u-mse'i or
id'u-me'S.

fd{u-mse'ang or

id'u-me'ana

Ja-a'si-el

Je'a-rtm
Je-St'e-rai

JSsh'a-nah

Je-bSr'e-ehl'ah

JS-eh'o-lT'ah or

Jesh-a-re'lah or
Je-shSr'e-lah
Je-sb6b'e-5b or
Je-she'be-ab
Je'sher
JSsh'i-mSu or

JS^'o-lI'ah
JS€h'o-ni'aa
JSc'o-ni'ah
JSc'o-ni'as
Je-da'iah (-y4)

Je-shi'shai or
Je-shisb'a-I
JSsh'o-ha'iah (-y4)
or J8sh'o-ha-i'ah

Je'bus
JSb'u-sI or Je-bu'ai
J6b'u-slte

J8€'a-mi'ah

Je-shI'mon

KTb'roth-bat-ta'a-

Lo'-rji'ha-mah or

MSl'a-€H

Jo'na
Jon'a-d5b
Jo'nah
Jo'uau
Jo'nas
J5n'a-than

vab
Klb'za-Tm or

Lo'ru-ha'mah
L8t

M51'a-ehy
Mai'-eham
Mal-ehl'ah

KTd'ron
Kl'nah

KTr

Jon'a-tliSs

Jo'nath-e'lemre-«bo'kim
JSp'pa or JSp'pe
Jo'rah or Jo'ra
Jo'rai or Jo'ra-i
Jo'ram
JSr'dan

Jo'rim

J6r'ko-5m
J5s'a-bSd
J5s'a-ph£t
J5s'a-pbi'as
Jo'se

J5s'e-dS«
J8s'e-dg«h
Jo'geph
Jo-se'pbus
Jo'seg
J53h'a-bSd
Jo'shah

I'iiu

Ja-a'zi-el

Je-dl'a-el

Ja'bal

Je-dI'dah or
Jgd'i-dah
JSd'i-dl'ah

Je-si'ah
Je-sTm'i-el
JSs'3e
JSs'su-e

Ja'besh-gll'e-ad
Ja'bez
Ja'bin
J$b'ne-el or -neel

Je'di-el

Je'su

Jo-si'ah
Jo-sl'as
JSs'i-bi'ah
J5s'i-phi'ah

Je-du'thun or
JSd'u-thun

JSs'u-T
J88'u-!te3

J5t/bah
JSf bath or

Je-e'li

JSb'neh
Ja'€han
Ja'€hin

Je-e'lu3
Je-e'zer
Je-e'zer-ites

JSs'u-rOn or Je-su'JS'gns
Je'ther
Je'theth
Jgth'lah
Je'thro or JSth'ro
Je'tur
Je'u-gl or Jeu'el
Je'ush
Je'uz

Jgfba-thah
Jo'tham

Ik'kesh

Mai
n.l3hr'i-«ain

Im'la or

Imlah

fm'mah
Im-m5n'u-«l

Im'mer
Im'ni

JSb'bok
Ja'beeh

Ja'-ehin-Ites

Je'gar-sa'ha-du'thi

Im'nah
fm'rah

Ja'«ob

Je-lia'le-el

Ja-eii'bus

im'ri
fn'di-a (In'dT-4 or
Tnd'ya)
In'di-an (tn'dl-an or

Je'ha-le'le-el or
Je-hSl'e-lel
Je-hai'e-151
Jeh-de'iah (-yi)

Ja'da
Ja'dau or Ja-da'u
Jad-du'4 or JSd'du-a
Ja'd5u
Je-h5z'e-kSl

ind'yan)

Jew

(ju

or JH)

Josb'be-ka'shAh or
Josh-bgk'a-shah
J8sh'u-a

"^-za'yft)

!s'-eah

Is-eSr'i-ot
Is'da-el

Ish'bah
tsh'bSk
Jeh'bi-be'nob
ish'-bo'sheth or
Ish'bo-sheth
ishi or I'shI
I-3lu'ah
I-shl'jah

ish'ma
ish'ma^el
Ish'ma-el-ite
Ish-ma'iah (-y4) or
Ish'ma-i'ah
Ish'me-el-ite

Ish'me-rai
I'sliod

Ish'pSn
ish'tSb
Ish'u-ah
Ish'u-ai
Ish'u-i

Is'ma-€hi'ah
Is'ma-el

Is-ma'iah (-y4) or
is'ma-i'ah
Is'pah

Ja'ir-Ite
Je-ho'vah-ji'reh
Ja'i-rfis {Gr. "loipos), Je-ho' vah-uls'si

Esther

Jo'a-^Tm
Ja-i'rus (Gr. 'laeiJe-ho' vah-shSm'mah Jo'a-da'nua
Je-ho'vah-tsTd'ke-nu
New
Test.
Jo'ab
pos),
Je-hoz'a-b5d
Ja'kaja
Jo'a-h5z
Je-hoz'a-dSk
Ja'keh
Jo'a-kim
Je'hu
Ja'kim
Jo-a'nan
Jalon
Je-hub'bah
Jo-Sn'na
Je-hu'cal or
Jam'breg
Jo-Sn'nan
Jam'bii
Je'hu-€al
Jo'a-rib
Je'hud
James
Jo'Ssh
Je-hu'dl
Ja'mm
Jo'a-thSm
Ja'min-ites
Je'hu-di'jah
Jo'a-zab'dus
JSmle^h
Je'hush
Job
JSm'ni-a or Jam>-ni'a Je-I'el
Jo'bSb
JSm'nites
Je-kab'ze-el
J&€h'e-bSd
JSn'na
JSk'a-me'am
J5d, Ps. cxix.
JSn'neg
Jek'a-mi'ah
Jo'da
Ja-no'^
Je-ku'thl-el
Jo'ed
JarnoTiah
Je-ml'ma or
Jo'el

Ja'num

Jem'i-ma
JSm'na-an

Ja'pheth

Jem'u-el or Je-mu'el Jog'be-hah
JSph'thse (jef'the)
Jogll
or Jeph'tha-e
Jo'ha
Jgph'thah
Jo-ba'nan
Je-phuxi'ue or -neh
Jo-han'nes
Je'rah
John (jon)
Je-rah'me-el
Joi'a-da
Je-rah'me-el-ites
Joi'a-kim
J5r'e-ehus
Joi'a-rTb
Je'red
J5k'de-Sm
JSr'e-mai
Jo'kim
JST'e-tsaFah or
Jok'mie-am

JSphaet
JSphle-ti or

is'sa-€har

Japh-le'ti

Ja'pho
Ja'rah

la-shl'ah
is'tal-eu'rus
is'u-ah
fs'u-i

Ja'reb
Ja'red

|-t51'ian (-yan)

JSr'e-sI'ah

Jarlia

I^ai

or ith'a-i

Jl'rib

JSr'i-moth
Itb'i-el

JSr'Hmth

Ith'mah

Jar-rS'ah
J3'sa-el or JSs'a-el

feh'nan
a, e,

i,

o,

3, y, long ;

a, e, t, o,

Jo-e'lah
Je-e'zer

JSr'e-mi'aa

fi,

less

JSr'e-moth
Jgr'e-my

prolonged;

S, 5, 1,

Jok'ne-5m
Jok'sban
Jok'tan

Ma'ui
Man1i-us
Ma-no'ab

Ma'o€b
Ma'ou
Ma'on-ites

Ma'r4
Ma'rah
Mar'a-lah
M3r'a-uatb'4
Mar'-eus
Mar'do-ehe'ui.
Ma-re'sba or -bhah

Mar'i-mSth
Mar'i-sa

Mark

Ma'a-zi'ah
MSb'da-i or -dai

Mar'moth

Mas'man

La-bai'-roi

Ma'€bir

Mas'phi

Lah'mam

Ma'«bir-lte8

Jun'i-aa or Jun'ias

Lah'mi

M5€h'ma3

_(-yas)
Ju'pi-ter

La'ish

M5€h'na-de'bai or

La'kum
La'mech

M3s're-kah air
Mas-re'kau
Mas's4
Mas'sah

Ma«h-pe'lah

Ju'ni-a or Jun'ia
(-ya)

Ju'sbSb-he'sed
Jus'tus
Jut'tah

La'a-dah
La'a-dSn
La'ban
L5b'a-n4
LSg'e-de-mo'ni-ang
La'«bish
La-«u'uus
La'dan

Ka'des
Ka'desh
Ka'desb-bar'ne-&
KSd'mi-el
KSd'mon-ites

Ma'tred

La'shiv

Mad-m5n'nah

Mafta-nah

La-sha'ron or
La-sb£r'on
LSs'the-nes

MSd'nien

MSt'ta-m'ah
Mat'ta-tba
MSt'ta-tbah

Mad-me'nah
Ma'don
Ma-elus
MSg'bieh
M5g'da-la

LSz'a-riis

Le'ah
Le-5n'noth

MSg'da-Ie'ne, E.

Kai'lai or Kaila-i

Lgf'a-na or -nah

Ka'nah

Lgb'a-non
Leb'a-otb

Mag'da-leue
M5g'di-el

Ma'ged
Ma-gld'do
Ma'gog

Leb-biK'us or
Leb-be'us

Kar'kSr
Kar'na-Tm or
Kar-na'im
Kar'tah

Mas-si'as
Matb'a-ni'aa
Ma-tbu.'sa-14

Lap'i-doth
La-se'a or La-sae'i

LSt'in

Ka-re'ah
Kar'ka-a

Ma-si'a3

Ma'-eron
MSd'a-i or Ma'dai
Ma-di'a-bun
Ma-di'ah
Ma'di-an

La-od'i-je'a
La-od'i-5e'an§

K5b'ze-el

Ma€'a-15n

Ma-eh-nSd'e-bai

La'med, Ps. cxix.

K.

JTm'mtes

Jo'a-ebTm

Ma'neb

Ma'shal

JTd'laph
JTm'na or -nah

Jiph'tah
JIph'thah-51
Jo'ab
Jo'a-ehSz

Ma-nas'sitea

Ma'-cbi

JIb'sam

Je-ho'vah-sha'lom

xi. 2.

Ja-phl'a

Is'ra-el
Ig'ra-el-Ite
Is'ra-el-i'tish

Jgz're-el-ite
JSz're-el-i'teas

Ma'ath
Ma'Sz

Ma-nas'seh
Ma-nSs'seg

La'hSd

Je'zi-el
Jez-li'ah

Je-h5n'a-dSb
Je-hSn'a-than
Jah'mai or Jah'ma-i Je-ho'ram
Jah'zah
Je'ho-shab'e-Sth
Je-hosh'a-phat
Jab'ze-el
Jah'ze-el4te3
Je-hosh'e-ba
Je-hosh'u-a
Jah'ze-rah
Jah'zi-el
Je-hSsh'u-ab
Ja'Tr
Je-ho'vah

Ma-Ss'i-ai
Ma'a-si'as

Ma-na'heth-ite»
Man'as-se'aa

MSsh

Jul'ia (-yi^
Ju'li-U3 or Jul'ius
_(-y"s)

I'§aa« (i'zak)
I-sa'iah (t-za'yi or

Ma-5eb'a-thl
Ma-5€h'a-thlte
Ma-Sd'ai or Ma'a-dai
Ma'a-dl'ah
Ma-aT or Ma'ai
Ma-$l'eh-a-€r5b'bim
or Ma'a-lehMa'a-ni
Ma'a-rSth
Ma'a-se'iab (-ya)

Man'a-hath
Ma-na'bath

La'el

J5z'e-b81
Je-ze'lus
Je'zer
Je'zer-ites
Je-zi'ah

Je-zo'ar or J&'o-ar
JSz'ra-hi'ah
JSz're-el

ITs'i-as)

Ly-sTin'a-«bu8
LJs'tia

MSs'-ehil

Ja'hStb
Ja'hSz

Je-hoi'a-rib

Lyd'i-a
Main're
Lyd'i-ang
Ma-mu'-ebus
Ly-sa'ni-as
Mau'a-gn or
Ly'si-a3 (llshl-as or
Ma-na'en

Ma«h'be-nab or
Ma«h-be'nah

I'rSd

Jah'di-el
Jiih'do
Jah'le-el
Jah'le-el-ites

(-yaf

Mam'mon
Mam-ni'ta-nai'n. .10

Mas'a-15th

Ju1i-4 or

Jah'dai or Jah'da-i

.

M5€h'ba-riai

Jude
Ju'dith
Ju'el

I'm

Lyd'da

Mai'lueh
Ma-ma'ias

MSi;'e-do'iii-an

Ju'das

Jew'ry

Ir'-she'mesh

Ly^'a-o'ni-i
Ly'ci-a (lIsh1-4)

MS^'e-do'iii-a

Ju'dah

JSz'a-m'ah

Ir'pe-el

Mai'e-leel

Mai'los
M51'Io-thi

Ma€'-ea-bae'u8
MSe'-ea-beeg
M5€'-ea-be'us

Ju-dae'a or Ju-de'&

Je-hl'e-li
Je'liiz-kT'ah

Ja-ha'zi-el

or
Mal-«hT8h'i. -4
Mai'«lius
Ma-le'le-el or

Ma'roth
Mar'se-n4
Mars' HIU
Mar'th4
Ma'ry

Je-hTel

Ir'-na'hSsh
I'ron

Ko'batb-Ites
Ko-la'iah (-y4) or
K5Ia-i'ah

Ju'da

Jab

I-rl'jah

Ko'a
Ko'hath

L.

Ja-ha'e-151

Je-ho'ash
Je'ho-ha'nan or
Je-ho'ha-nSn
Je-hoi'a-€bIn
Je-hoi'a-da
Je-hoi'a-ktm

Lu'dim

Ha'a-eah
Ma'a-€hah

Ku-sha'iah

Ja'gur

I'ri

Lud

M.

K5z

JSz'a-b5d
JSz'a-ebar
Joz'a-dSk
Ju'bal
Ju'«al

I'ri

Ja'ha-zA or Ja-ha'z4
Ja'ha-zah or
Ja-ha'zah
Ja'ha-zi'ah

Luke
Luz

Ko're
KSr'hite

Iph'e-de'iah (-y4)
Ir

Ir-ha-he'res

Lu'hitb

Kir'i-oth

Ko'rah-ite
Ko'rath-ites

Jew'ess
Jew'ish

Je'lio-Sd'dan
Je-ho'a-li5z

Klr'i-Sth'i-a'ri-iSs

Ko'rah

Je-hi'ah

I'ram

Mai'-ehi-shi}';!

Ki'sbon
Ki'son
KIth'Ush
Kit'rou
Kit'tim

Ja'el

Je-ho'a-dah

Mal-«hi'ram

Lu'^i-fer
Lu'ci-us (lu'shl-iSs
or lu'shus)

KIsh'i-5n

I'je-Sb'a-rim or

Je-de'iah (-y4)
Je-de'us

Mal-«hT'jah

Lu'cas

KTshI

Josli'a-phSt
J5sb'a-vT'ah

MSl'-ehi-sl
Mai'-ehi-el-ites

KTr'-bSr'a-sgth
KTr'-hSr'e-sgth
Kir'-ha'resh
Kir-he'res
Kir'i-5th
Kir'i-a-tha'im

KTr'jath
Kir'ja-tha'im
Kir'jath-ar'ba
KTr'jath-a'riiu
KTr'jath-ba'al
KTr'jath-bii'zoth
KTr'jath-je'a-rim
Kir'jath-sSn'nah
KTr'jath-se'pher
KTsli

J5r'i-b53
JSr'i-bua

Jgd'du

JSsh'u-A or -ah
JSsh'u-run or
Je-sbu'run

Lo'tan
Loth'a-su'bus
Lo'zon
_
Lu'bim or Lu'bimg

Kib-za'im

Ja-Sz'a-ni'ah
Ja'a-zer or Ja-a'zer
Ja'a-zl'ah

I'jon

U

Je'ri-Bth

J5k'the-el

I'gal
Ig'da-li'ah
I'ge-al or Ig'e-51

lj'e-5b'a-rlm

8

Ja'a-k5n
Ja'a-ko'bah or
Ja-5k'o-bah
Ja-aMa or Ja-alah
Ja-a'lam
Ja'a-nai or Ja-a'nai
Ja'a-re-5r'e-gim or
Ja-ar'e-5r'e-gTm
Ja'a-sau

JSr'i-mbth

Je-rji'sha or -shah
Je-sa'iah (-ya)
Je-sha'iah (-ya)

Ja'zi-el
Ja'ziz

Ib'ri

Je-rl'jah

Jer'ub-ba'al
Je-rab'be-sliSth or
Je-rub'e-3h6th
J?r'u-el or Je-ru'el
Je-ru'sa-ISm

Ja'vau

Ib-ne'iah (-De'y4)
Ib-ni'jah

Je'ri-el

JSr'o-bo'am
Je-ro'ham or
J5r'o-h5m
Je-rSb'ba-Sl or

Ja'si-el

Iz'e-har

Je-ri'ah
J5r'i-bai
JSr'i-eho

Le-bo'nab

Ma'gor-mTs'sa-bib
MSg'pi-Ssh
Ma-ha'lah or
Ma'ha-lah

Le'-eab

Ma'trl

MSt'tan

Mat'ta-thi'as

Mat'te-nal or
Mat'than
Maftba-ni'as
Mat'that
Mat-thelas

Mat'thew (mSth'thu)
Mat-tbi'as (mSthtbi'as or mSt-)
Mat'ti-thi'ah

Kar'tan

Le'ha-bTm or
Le-ha'bim

Kaftath

Le'hl

Ke'dar
Ked'e-mah
Kgd'e-moth
Ke'de3h
Ke'desh N5ph'ta-li

ligm'u-el

Le-um'mim

Ke-hgl'a-thab
Kei'lah or Kellah
Ke-la'iah (-ya)

Le'vi
Le'vis
LE'VI te

Kgl'i-ta

Le-vit'i-e-al

Ma'hath

Mgd'e-ba

Kem'u-el or
Ke-mC'el
Ke'nan
Ke'nath
Ke'naz

Le-vTt'i-eu3

Ma'ha-vlte
Ma-ha'zi-5th
Ma'her-shSl'alhash'-bSz or

Me'di-a
Me'di-an

Ma-bala-le'el or
Ma-hSl'a-leel

Le'shem
Lgftus

Ma'ha-latb
Ma-ha'le-el
Ma'ba-li

Le-tu'shim

Ma'ha-na'im
Ma'ha-neb-d5u
Ma-h5r'a-I or
Ma'ba-rai

LTb'a-nus
Lib'er-tineg

LTb'nah

LTb'ni
LTb'nites
LTb'y-a
LTb'y-ans
Lik'hl *
Ker'en-h5p'pu€h or Li'nus
Ke' reu-hSp'pu-eh Lo'-3m'mi or
Lo-am'mi
Ke'ri-otb

-sha'lal-

Mah'lah

Ke'nez-ite or
Ken'ez-ite
Ke'nite or Kenlte
Kgu'iz-zltes

Mak-be'loth
Mak-ke'dah
Mak'tesh

Lo'-de'bar or
Lo'de-bar

Ke-zi'a
Ke'ziz

Lo'ia

wh^t

;

tbgre, veil,

term

MSz'i-ti'as

Maz'za-rSth

Me'ah
Me-a'nl
Me-a'rah
Me-bun'nai
Me-«he'rath-Tte or
MS€h'e-rath-ite

Mgd'a-ba

Me'dad
Me'dan

Mede
Me-e'da
Me-gid'do or -don
Me-het'a-beel
Me-het'a-bgl

Me-bI'da
Me'hir

Me-holah

Mai-an'e-as or -a'ne- Me-bolath-ite or
Me-hol'atb-ite
Ma'kaz
Ma'ked
Me-hu'ja-ei

Lod

Ke'ros
Ke-tu'rah

8, 0, f, short j cSre, far, last, fall,

Mab'U
Mah'btes
Mah'lon
Ma'hol

-iial

;

pique, firm

;

Me-hu'man
Me-hu'nim or
Me-hu'nimg

done, f6r, dg, wolf, food,

fSSfej

PRONUNCIATION OF SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.
Me'-jar'kon
Me-ko'uah or

Mek'o-nah

Mtl'^om

Na'ha-rai or
Na-h5r'a-i

Ml-le'tus or -turn

MTl'lo

Mel-ehl'ah
Mel-ehi'aa

MTu'ni
Miu'nith

MSl'-ehi-el

Miph'kSd

MeI-«hTs'e-d5-e or
Mel-eiilz'e-dSk
MSI-ehi-shu'A. or

Mir'i-am

Na'hSsh
Na'hath
Nah'bi
Na'hSr
Nah'shon

MTr'ma

Na'hum

MTs'a-el OT
Mi'sa-el

Na'I-dQs
Na'in (Gr. Nafi/)
Na'ioth (-yoth)
Na-ne'a
Na-o'mi or

Mele-eh
M51'i-«u
MSl'l-U
Mel'zar
Mem, Ps. cxix.

Mem'mi-Qs
Mem'phis
Me-mu'«an
Meu'a-hSm
Me'uan
Me'ne
MSn'e-la'us
Me-nSs'theu3 or
Me-n§s'the-us

Me-5n'e-nTm

Mis'gab
Mtsh'a-el OT
Mi'sha-el
Mi'shal
Ml'she-al or
Mish'e-al

NSph'i-si
N5ph'ta-li

Mish'mi

NSph'thar
NSph'tu-htm
Narjis'sus
NSs'bas
Na'shon

Mish-mSn'nah
MTsh'ra-itea

Ra'gau

Ru-ha'mah or
Ru'ha-mah

Ra'geg

Ru'mah

Nod

Pa'roah
Par-sh2n'da-tha or
Par'shau-da'tha

Phi-le'tus
Phil'ip
PhT-lTp'pI
Phi-lip'pi-ang

Ra-gu'el or RSg'u-el Rjith
Ra'liSb

PhT-lis'ti-a (-lT8'tT-4
or -list'ya)

Ra'kem

No'gah
No'hah
Nom'a-deg

N5n or Nan
N5ph (n6f)

Par'thi-ana
Pa-ru'ah or
P5f'u-ah
Par-va'im or
Par'va-im

No'phah
Nu-me'ni-ua
Nim, Ps. cxix.

Nym'phaa

PSsh'ur or Pa'ahur

N5z'a-rene'
N5z'a-rgth
NSz'a-rita

Me'ran

MTz'pah
Miz'par
Miz'peh
MTz'ra-Im or

Me-ra'ri or
M5r'a-ri
Me-ra'rltes or

MTz'zah
Mna'son (na'son)

Ne'ah

O'both

Ram

PhM51'o-gu8

Ra'ma

PSa'-dSm'mim

Ra'math

PSt'a-ra
Pa-the'ua
PSth'roa

PhTl'o-me'tor
Phin'e-aa
Phin'e-ga
Phln'e-haa
Phl'aon
Phle'gon

Path-ru'sim

Phoe'be,

PSt'mos
PSfro-bSa

MSKa-ritea
MSr'a-tha'im
Mer-eu'ri-Qs or
Mer'cu-ry

Myab
Myab-ite

Ne-ba'joth

Mo'ab-i'tess
Mo'ab-I'tish

Ne-bSl'lat

(Vded

Me'red
Mer'e-m5th
Me'rrg

Mo'a-di'ah

Ne'bSt
Ne'ho
NSVu-^had-nSz'zar
N§b'u-€had-rSz'zar
NSb'u-shSs'ban
Neb'u-zai-a'dan or
Neb'u-zSr'a-dSn

0-d51'Iam
Od'o-nar'kea

O'hSd

Peleg

OOiel

Ne'-eho

Ne-«o'dan

O-iym'paa

SrSd'a-bi'ah

0-lym'pl-ufl

Ka'desh

Mer'ib-ba'al
Me-ro'da-eh or

MSr'o-da€h
Me-ro'da€h-b51'a-

dSn

Me'rom
Me-rSn'o-thite or
Me-ro'no-thite

Mol'a-dah or Mo'la-

Mo^e€h
Mo'll
Mo'lid

Mo'lSeh
Mom'dis
Mo'o-si'as
Mo'ras-thlte or
M5r'as-thite

Me'rBz
Me'ruth

M6r'de-«ai

Me'se«h
Me'sha

Mor'esh-eth-g5th
Mo-rl'ah

Me'ahaeli

Mo'ri-ans (Coramon

Me'8he€h

Mo'reh

Me-shSl'e-mi'ah
Me-shSz'a-beel or
Me-shgz'a-bSI
Me-shil'le-mith
Me-shll'le-ni5th

Mo-se'ra
Mo-se'roth
Mo'geg
Mo-s51'lam
Mo-sol'la-m5n

Me-sho'bSb

Mo'za
Mo'zah
MBp'piin
Mu'shi

Me-3hQ11am
Me-shul'le-mSth
Me-so'ba-ite or
MSs'o-ba^ite
MSs'o-po-ta'mi-i
Mes-si'ah or
Mes-si'A3

Me-te'rus

Me'theg-Sm'mah

Mu'shites
Muth-lSb'ben

MJn'dus
My'ra
My'si-a (mTsh'i-i
or mTzh'i-a)

Meth'o-ar
Me-thu'sa-el
Me-thu'se-lah

N.

Me-u'nim
Mez'a-hSb
Mi'a-min
Mib'har

Mib'sam
Mib'zar
Mi-ea'iah (-y4)

Na'a-ma^thlte
Na'a-mites
Na'a-rah

Mi'-eha

Na'a-rai

Mi'-eha-el or
Ml'-ehael (-kel)

Na'a-ran
Na'a-rath
Na-Ssh'on or
Na'a-shSn
Na-Ss'son
Na'a-thua
Na'bal

Mi'-eah

Mi'-ehah
Ml-eha'iah (-yi)
Ml'-ehal

Mi-ehe'as
Mii^h'mas or

MT«h'mash

NSb-a-ri'as

MT-eh'me-thah
MT^h'ri

NSb'a-the'ang
Na'bath-ites

Sa'lem

Pir'a-thon-ite

Re'-ehab-ites or

Salim

Rg«h'ab-itea
Re'-ehah

Sai'lai or

Re'el-a'iah (-y4)
Re-gl'i-ua or -e'liRe'e-sa'iaa (-yas) or
Ree-sa'ias (-yas)

Sai'lum
Sal-lu'muB
Sai'ma or Sai'mah
Sai'man-a'sar

Pgl'o-nite
Pe-ni'el

Pia'gah

Om'a-e'rua

O'mar

Pe-nin'nah

Pi'son

0-me'ga or
O'me-ga
Om'ri

Pen-tSp'o-lta

Per-s5p'o-lia
Per'seus or -ae-ua
Per'si-a
(-shi a -or -ahi)
Per'si-an (-ahan)
Per'sis

Pe-ru'd4
Pe'ter

Pu'nitea

Pa'a-rai

Pafi-el

Na'dSb
Na-dSWa-thA
NSg'ge

Pa'hath-mo'hab
Pal or Pa'u

Na'ha-lSl

Nl-eh'o-laa
Ni-€5p'o-lIs

rude, puah

;

; a^ b

;

-e,

-eh,

a;

k

;

g aj

QuSr'tus
Quin'tus

Mgm'mi-&a

Rgph'a-im or
Re-pha'im
Reph'a-Tmg
Reph'i-dim
Re'sen
Re'sheph
Re'u or Rej)
Reu'ben

gas

in get

;

g ai z

Re'zon
Rhe'gi-Bm (re'-)
Rhe'ea (re'-)

Rl'bai

Saph

Rim'mon-pa'rez
RTn'nah
Ri'phSth
RIs'sah

Riz'pah
Ro-bo'am o
RSb'o-Sm
R8d'a-nTm

Vtasin

Sa-ra'iali (-y4) or

Sar'a-mSl
Sa'raph
Sar-«hSd'o-nS8
Sar-de'ua

Sar'gon
Sa'rid

Ro'ge-lim or
Ro-ge'lim
;

(saf-fi'-)

Sa'ra, also Sa'rah
and Sa'rai
Sar'a-bl'aa
Sa-ra'ia (-ya) or
Sar'a-1'4

Sar'dia
Sar'ditea
Sa-re'4 or Sa're-a
Sa-rgp'ta

RIth'mah

linger, link

Sap-phi'r4

S5r'a-i'ah
Sa-ra'iaa (-yaa)

Ra'a-mi'ah
Ra-Sm'seg
RSb'bah or
RSb'bath
RSb'bi
Rab'bith
RSb-bo'nl

^asin

San-bailat
San-san'nah

Saph'a-tl'aa

Re'zln

RTm'mon

;

San'a-bSs'aar
San'a-bas'sa-rus
San'a-sTb

Sa'phat

Ra'a-mah

; af gz

S5m'u-el

Sa'pheth
Sa'phir or SSph'ir

RTb'lah

;

(-thra'8hI-4)

Samp'sa-meg
Sam'aon

Re-zl'a

Rho'da (ro'-)
Rhodeg (rodz)

R.

Sam'o-thra'ci-4

Re'zeph

RhSd'o-eHs (rSd'-)
Rho'dua (ro'-)

PhSs'i-r5n
PhSs'sa-r5n
Phe'be or Phoe'be
RSb'mSg
Phe-iil'ge or
RSb'aa-^eg
Phe'nige
RSb'aa-rta or
Phe-nl'ci-A (-nlah'I- )
Rab-aa'ris
;

Sam'mua
Sa'moa

Pha'reg
Pha'rez

Pha-se'lis

j

Re'phah

Reu'ben-itea
Reu'el or Re-u'el

Q.

Sa'mi
Sa'mis
Sam'lah

Re-pha'iah (-ya) or
Reph'a-I'ah

PhSr'a-tho'ni

Phar'zltea
Pha-se'ah or
Pha'se-ah

PSllu-Itea

Rel

Reu'mah

Pha'rSsh
Phar'par

Pa'lal
P51'es-tT'n4
PSl'ea-tine
PSl'lu

;

Pu-te'o-U

Pha-ri'r4
PhSr'i-see

PSl'ti
PSl'ti-el
PSl'tite

;b a< eh

Put or PhQt

Pha'raoh-ne'-ehoh

P.

Ni€'o-de'mus

fflrl,

Pu'rim

Pu'ti-el

Pha'raoh-hSph'rA

NT-ea'nor

NTm'ehi

Pfir

PhSr'a-Qim
Pha'raoh (fa'ro or

Na'-ehSr

Na'ha-ma'ni

Pu'nou

Pha-nu'el or
PhSn'u-el

MId'i-an-ite
MTd'i-an-i'tish

Na-hSm'a-m or

Re'pha-el or
Rgph'a-el

PBl

fa'ra-o)

Ni'ger

Rem'phan

Phai'sur
Phal-da'iua (-yus)
Pha-le'aa
Phale-e
Pha'leg
PhSl'lu

Ngth'i-nTmg
Ne-to'phah

Sa'lum

Re'hum

PtSl'e-ma'is (tSl'-)

Pu'hites

Oz'ni
Oz'nitea
0-zo'r4

& L.

Pr8«h'o-rHa

Pu'deng

Ne-thSn'e-el
Neth'a-ni'ah
Ngth'i-nim or

;

Salu

Po-tiph'e-rah or
P8fi-phe'rah
PrTs'€4
Pria-QTI14

P8s'i-do'ni-u8
P8t'i-phar

Pha'ath Mo'ab
Ph3«'a-rgth

0-zi'aa
O'zi-el

Re'hob
Re'ho-bo'am
Re-ho'both
Re'hu

Sam'a-el
Sa-ma'iaa (-yas)
Re'kem
Sa-ma'ri-a ; L.
Rem'a-li'ah
Sam'a-ri'a
Re'meth
Sa-mar'i-tan
Rgm'mon
Sam'a-tua
Rgm'mon-mSth'o-ar Sa-me'ius (-yus)
or -me-tho'ar
Sam'gar-ne'bo

Pe-iil'thai

Ne'ro

NTm'rah
Ntm'rim
NTm'rSd

Re'ha-bl'ah

0-§e'a
0-se'as
O'see or 0-ge'e
0-she'a or O'ahe-i
Oth'ni

Nlb'shSn

Na'ham

Sai'mon
Sal-mo'ne
Sa'Iom
Sa-lome' Gr.
Sa-lo'me

Pub'li-ua

Na'€h5n

Na'ha-181

Re'gem

Pu'a or Pu'ah

PhSl'ti
PhSl'tj-el

SSllnA

Sai'lu

Re'gem-me'le-eb

Pe-thS'el

Ox

Sai'-ehah

PSl'lux
P8u'ti-u8 Pilate
(p5n'8hl-ua)
PSn'tua
PSr'a-th4 or
Po-ra'th4
P6r'ci-us (-ahl-us)

Pe'thSr

O'zem

Sai'a-mta

PS€h'e-reth

Pgth'a-hl'ah

Oth'ni-el
Oth'o-ni'aa

Sa'ha-du'th4

Sa14 or Salah

Ple'ia-des (-ya-deez)

Sr'tho-si'aa or
Qr-tho'si-aa
O-sa'ias (o-za'yaa)

MId'i-au

Mik-ne'iah (-y4)
MTl'a-lal or -lai
Mll'-eah

PI'thom
Pi'thon

Pt81'e-mee (t81'-)
Pt51'e-me'u8 (tSl'-)

Pa'dan
Pa'dan-a'ram
Pa'don

MTkloth

Pia'pah

Pe-nu'el
Pe'or
Pgr'a-zTm
Pe'resh
Pe'rez
Pe'rez-uz'za and
Pe'rez-uz'zah
Per'ga
Per'ga-m5a
Pe-ri'da

Per'me-nSs

NSb'u-eho-d5n'o-s6r Nib'hSz

Mij'ar-mTn

Re-bgk'ah

PI-'8id'i-4

Pgr'iz-zlte

Na'b5th

Na-ha'Ii-el
Na-hSl'lal

Sa'dS*

Re'^hSb

0-ri'on

NI«'o-la8 or

Sad'du-gees

Pi'ram
Pir'a-thSn

Sr'nan
Or'pah

Nl-e'o-la'i-tang

Sad'du€

Peleth-ites
Pe-H'aa

MT€h'tam

MTg'dal-Sl

Ra-thu'mu8 or

Pgl'e-thitea or

Mid'din

Mig'dal-g5d
MIg'dol
MIg'ron

RSs'seg

RSth'u-mfia

I

Sa'-ear

Sad'a-mi'as
Sa'daa
Sad-de'uB

Ol'o-fer'neg

Oph'rah
O'reb
O'ren

Ne-t5ph'a-th!
Ne-to'pha-thite or
Ne-t8ph'a-thite
Ne-zi'ah
Ne'zib

Ra-pha'im
Ra'phon
Ra'phu

Ol'i-vgt

Nem'u-el-ites or
Ne-mu'el-itea

Ne-ri'as

Sab't4 or
SSb'tah
Sab'te-«h4 or
Sab'te-ehah

Ra'pha-el or
RSph'a-el
RSph'a-Tm or

Sai'a-sad'a-i
Sa-la'thi-el

O'phel
O'phir
Oph'ni

Ne're-u8
Ner'gal
Ner'gal-sha-re'zer
Ne'ri
Ne-rl'ah or

Sa'bi-e

Ra'pha

Sai'€ah or

O'ni-a'reg
O-ni'aa

Na'a-mah
Na'a-m5n

Ra'moth
Ra'moth-gTl'e-ad

Re-be-e'€a or

O'no
O'nua

Ner

Pil'dSah
Ptl'e-ha

SSb'ban
SSb'ba-the'us
Sab-be'uB
SSb'di
Sa-be'ang
Sa'bi

RSm'e-eeg or
Ra^me'aes
Ra-mi'ah

PI'ra

Ne'keb
Ne-ko'da or
Nek'o-da
Nem'u-el or
Ne-mu'el

Ne'reua or

Pe-la'iah (-yA) or
Pgl'a-I'ah
Pgl'a-U'ah
Pel'a-ti'ah

Ra'math-miz'peh

SSb'a-te'as
SSb'a-te'ua
SSb'a-tua

Ol'a-mOa

0-m'a-reg or

Na'am

Pi'late

Ra'math-Ite
Ra'math-le'h!

Re'ba

Ne-hush'ta
Ne-hQsh'tan
Ne-I'el or Ne'i-51

Ngph'tha-lim
Neph'to-ah
Ne-phu'slm

Pe'kSd

RSm'a-thSm

Sa-ba'oth
Sa'bSt

Pi'non

O-ngs'i-mfis
On'e-sTph'o-rfia

Ngph'tha-li

Pgk'a-hi'ah

Pi'be'aeth or
Pib'e-sgth
Pi'-ha-hi'roth

Ra'mah

Pelet
Peleth

O'nan

Ne'phi
Ne'phia
Ne'phish
Ne-phish'e-sim

Phy'aon

or

Ra'math-a'im or
RSm'a-tha'im

Pi-le'ser
Pil-ne'ser
PTl'tai

On

Ne'pheg

PhJ-ggl'lus

s.
Sa-bS-eh'tha-nJ or
Sa'ba-eh-tba'ui
S5b'a-Bth or

Ra'zia
Re-a'ia (-a'ya) or
Re'a-!'4
Re-a'iah (-ya) or
Re'a-i'ah

O'nam

NeTium

Prayer)

Phut or pat
Phu'vah

PeOiah

^S

Ne'e-mi'as
NSg'i-noth or
Ne-gi'noth
Ne-h51'a-mite or
Ne'he-lam-ite
Ne'he-mi'ah or
Ne'he-mi'as
Ne'hi-loth or
Ne-hi'15th

Phu'rah
Phu'rim

Pe, Ps. cxix.
PSd'a-hgl
Pe-dah'zur or
Pgd'ah-zflr
Pe-da'iah (-y4)

0-€hi'el or
0'«hi-el
Og'i-delua
0-<ji'na or O^'i-ni
0<;'ran

etc.).

Phryg'i-a
Phryg'i-an
Phud or Phat

Pa-tro'clua or
Pat'ro-clua

Ne-Sp'o-lIa
Ne'a-ri'ah
Ne'bai or N5b'a-I
Ne-ba'ioth (-yoth)

Mer'i-bali

Phebe,

Phyroa

Pa'u or Pal
Paul
Pau'lua

O'bed
O'bed-e'dom
O'beth

Ra'hel or Ra'chel

RSk'kath
RSk'kon

Pa'sa-eh

etc. (gee

(obs.

Ru'fus

Ra'hSm

PhT-lis'tim
Phi-lla'tine

Pa-ae'ah

o.
O'bal
Ob-dl'a

MSr'i-bah

Rome;

Phi-le'mou

Na'than-mele-eh

M5«h'niur
Mo'din
Mo'eth

RSsh

RSme

Par'nach

MIs'par
Mls'pe-reth
MIs're-phBth-ma'im Na'sith
MIs'sa-bTb
Na'sSr
Na'than
Mtth'-eah

Miz-ra'im

Ro'man

N5b

O'bardi'ah or
Ob/a-di'ah

Me-ra'iah (-y4) or
MSr'a-i'ah
Me-ra'ioth (-yoth)

Ro'i-mua
Ro-mSm'tT-5'eer

Ra'-eha
Ra'-ehSb

No'bah
No'e-b4 or No-e'b4

Na've

Roh'gah

Ra'«hal
Ra'chel
RSd'dai or RSd'da-i

Na-thSn'a-el
NSth'a-ni'as

Me'rSb

Ra'«a

Phi'-ehol
Phll'a-del'phi-a
{classical pron,
PhTl'a-del-phl'a)
Phi-lar'-eheg

No'dSb

Na'um

Phib'e-sStU

R5b'sha-keh or
Rab-sha'keh

Pa'rah '
Pa'ran
Par'bar
Par-mSsh't4
Par'me-nSa

MTth'nite
Mlth're-dSth
Mrth'ri-da'teg
MIt'y-le'ne
MI'zar

Me-5n'o-thai
Wgph'a-ath
Me-phib'o-shSth

Phgr'e-aites
Phgr'e-zite
Phi-be'seth or

Par'a-diae

No'a-di'ah
No'ah or No'e

Na'o-mi
Na'phish

Mi'sham

PSn'nSg
Pa'phos

NTs'rSch
No or No'-a'mon

MTu'i-a-mIn »r

Mel-ehish'u-a
Me'le-a

Pam-phj^l'i-a

NTn'e-vites
Nl'san or Ni'son

MSl'a-ti'ah
MSl'-ehi

Mi-ui'a-BiIu

Nifn'e-ve

NTn'e-veh

Na'ha-ra'im
Na'ha-rl

1877

tbine.

Sa'ron
Sa-ro'tliT-e or -thTe

j

;

1878

PRONUNCIATION OF SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.

SSr'se-ehim or

N

O

Sar-ae'-ehim

Shl'liSr-lTb'Dath
ShTl'hl

Sa'tan
S5th'ra-bu'za-nf a er
SSth'ra-bu-za'£c8

Sliam-mu'a or -ah
ShSm'ahe-rai or
ShSra'ahe-ral

Saul

Sha'pham

SJiv'a-rSn
Sa-vi'as or Sa'vi-Ss
Sge'va (se'va)

Sha'phan
Sha'phat
Sha'pher
Sha'rai or Sh5r'a-i

S?yth'i-an (sTth'-)
S^y-thSp'o-lTs (si-)
Sgyth'o-p61'i-taD8

Se'ba
Se'bSt
SS€'a-«ah
SSeh'e-ni'as

Se'«hu
Se-«iin'dua

Sha-ra'im or

Sh5i'a-Tm
Sha'rar
Sha-re'zer
ShSr'on
SliSr'on-Ite

Sha-ru'hen
Sha'siiai or
ShSsh'a-i

SSd'e-§i'as

Sha'shSk

Se'gub

Sha'ul or Shaul
Sha'iU-Ites or

Se'ir

or Se-i'rSth

Se'i-rSth
Se'la
Se'lah

Shaulltea
Sha'v'eh
Sha'veh-kTr'i-a-

Se'la-ham-mahlekBth or
Se'la-hSm'mahle'koth
Se'led
SSl'e-mi'a or
SBl'e-mi'as
Se-leu'ci-a (-ahi-i)
L. SSl'eu-gl'a

Se-leu'cus

SSm
SSm'a-ehl'ah
Se-ma'iah (-y4) or
Sem'a-i'ah
SSm'e-i
Se-mSl'li-Ss

Se'mis
Se-na'ah er
Seu'a^ah
Sg'neh

tha'im
SliSv'slia
Slie'al
Slie-ai'ti-el

She'a-ri'ah
Slie'ar-ja'ahub
Slie'ba
Slie'bah

Slie'bam
ShSb'a-ni'ah

Sh5b'a-rTm
She'ber
Shgb'ni
Shgb'u-el
ShS€'a-ni'ah and
ShS-eh'a-ni'ah

She'«hem
She'€hem-Ite3
Shgd'e-ur

SS'nir

Sen-nS€h'e-rTb or
SSn'na-ehe'rib
Se-nu'ah or
SSn'u-ah
Se-o'rim
Se'phar
SSph'a-rSa
SSph'ar-va'im
Se'phar-vltea or
Se-phar'vites
Se-phe'li
Se'rah
Se-ra'iah (-y4) er
SSr'a-i'ah

Se'red
Ser'gi-iia

Se'ron
Se'rug
Se'sia

U

ShlliSr

Sliam'mai or -ma-i
SliSra'moth

(sTth'-)

Q

ShSra'mah

SSa'thel

S5th
Se'thur
Sha'al-ab'bin
Sha-Sl'bim
Slia-Sl'bo-nite

ShS'aph
Sh?a-ra'im
Sha-Sah'gSz
ShSb'be-thai or
Shab-b5th'a-T
Sha-ehi'a or
ShS«h'i-4
ShSd'dai or
Shad'da-i

Sha'draeh
Sha'ge
Sha'ha-ra'im
Sha-hSz'i-mah
Sha^hSz'i-mSth
Sha'lem
Sha'lim
Sh51'i-sha

ShSlle-^hStb

ShSllum
ShSl'lun

ShSl'mai or -ma-j

She'ha-rl'ah
She'lah
Shelan-ites
ShSl'e-mi'ah
She'leph

Sheleah
8hSl'o-mi or
She-lo'mi
ShSI'o-mTth or
She-lo'mTth
ShSI'o-m5th or
She_-lo'm5th
She-lu'mi-el

ShSm
Slie'ma

ShTl'Mm

Si'laa
Sil'la

Ta'han-ites
Ta-hSp'a-nea

Sl-lo'ah or
STl'o-ah

Ta'hath

Sl-lo'am or
STl'o-Sm
ST-lo'e or STl'o-e

Tah'pe-neg
Tah-re'a or
Tah're-a
Tah'tim-hod'ahi
Ta-ll'tha-eii'ml or
lai'i-tha-eu'mi
Tal'mai

Slill'lem
ShTl'lem-ites
ShI'lo
Shi-lo'ah
ShI'loh

Sf'mal-€u'»

Slii-lo'ni

Slm'e-on
or

SliT'lo-nJte

Shi-lo'nite

Sil-va'nus

STm'e-on-Ites

Si'mon

Tiih'pau-heg

TSl'mon

Shll'ahah

Sim'ri

TSl'sas

Shtm'e-a

STn

SliTm'e-ah

Si'na

Ta'mah
Ta'mar

Shim'e-Sm
SliTra'e-Sth

SI'nai or SI'nai or
Si'na-i

Slum'e-ath-Ites

Si'nim

SliTm'e-I

Si'nlte or

SliTm'e-on

Si'on or Zi'on

SliTm'M
Slilml or ShI'ml
Sliimltes
SliTm'ma
Shi'mon
Slum'rath

STph'moth

Shiin'ri

ShTm'rith
SliTm'rom
SliTm'ron

STnlte

Sip'pai
Si'ra«h
Si'rah
Sitr'i-Sn

STs'a-mai or
Si-s5m'a-i
SIs'e-ra

ShTm'ron-me'ron

Sl-ain'nea
SIt'nah
Si'van
Smyr'ni (smir'ni)

SliTm'ahai or -sha-i

So

Shl'nSb

So'«ho, So'^hoh, or

SliTm'ron-ites

Sy^oh

Slil'nar

Shi'on
Slii'pM or

Shtphi

ShTph'mite
Shiph'rah
ShTph'tan
ShI'ahi
Shi'ahSk
Shtt'rai or
Shlt'tim
Shi'za

-ra-i

TT'dal
TIg'lath-pI-Ie'ger
Tl'gria

Tam'muz
Ta'nis

Ta'phath
TSph'neg
Ta'phon
T5p'pu-ah or
Tap-pu'ah
Ta'rah

Ze'rSr

Ze-m'ah

To'bte

Zab'a-da'iaa (-yaa)
zab'a-de'ang
ZabOjai

To-bi'el or
To'bi-el

S61'o-mou

Te-ko'a and

S5p'a-ter
S8ph'e-r5th
SSph'o-ni'as

Te-kolte

To-bi'jah
To'bit
To'-ehen

Syrek
So-sip'a-ter

Te-k^ah

ZlVe-on

Te-ias'aar

To'iad
TSna-itea
TSl'ba-neg

Sho'bi

StSph'a-nSa
Ste'phen (ete'vn)

To'phel
To'phet and
To'pheth

Te'mi
Te'mau
TSm'a-m or

To'u
TrSch'o-nl'tis
TrTp'o-lIa

Te'ma-ni
Te'man-ite
TSm'e-ni or Te'meTe'rah
Ter'a-phTm
Te'reah

Su'di-Sa

Ter'ti-us (-shT-us)

Ter-tanua

Shji'al

SQr

Shu'ba-el (-ba-51 or

Su'si
Su'san-ehitea
Su-gSn'n4

Te'ta
Thad-dae'uB
Thad-de'ua or
ThSd'de-tia

Zib'i-ah

Zi^h'ri

Zld'dim

Za-e'-ehur

Zid-ki'jah

Zac'-cur

Zi'don or Si'don
ZT-do'ni-ang
ZI£
ZI'h4

Za-eh'a-rl'ah
Za^h'a-ri'as
Za-eh'a-ry
Za'-eher

ZlklSg

Za'dok

Zinah

Tro'as

Za'ham

Ztl'pah

Tro-gyi'li-iim

Za'in, Ps. cxix.
Za'ir

ZTm'mah

TrSph'i-mua
Try-phe'n4
Tiy'phon
Tiy-pho'aa
Tu'bal
Tu'bal-eain or
Tu'bal-€a'in
Tu'bi-e'nl
Tjr^h'i-^iia

l^-rSn'nua

Tha'haah

Tyre

Tha'mah
Tha'mar

Tjr'i-ang

O^'rua

ZTI'thai

Zaiaph

Ztm'rSn

ZSl'mon
Zal-mo'nah
Zal-mun'n&
Zam'bis
Zam'bri
Za'moth
Zam-ziim'mim or
Zatn-zum'mimg

Zlm'ri

Za-no'ah
Z3ph'nath-pa'ane'ah

ZIn
Zl'na
Zl'on or Si'on
Zi'or

ZTph
Zi'phah
Ztph'im or ZTphlmg
Ziph'i-on
ZIph'itea

ZIph'ron or
Zi'phron
ZTp'por
Zip-p^rah or
ZTp'po-rah

SJ'«hem-Ite

Tham'na-thi

Shu'nam-mlte

Sy-e'Iu8

Shu'nem

Tha'ri
Thar'ra
Thar'ahish
Thar'aua

Za-ra'iaa (-yaa) or
Zar'a-I'aa

ZTth'ri

ThSs'ai

fS'^sX

Za're-ah

Ztz

The'bez

tJ'el

Za're-ath-ites

tJk'naz
Ulai or U'la-i

ShSn

Shii'ni

She-na'zar
She'nir

Shu'nites

Sy-e'ne
Syn'ti-ehe
Syr'a-euae

Shu'pham

SJhr'i-a

She'pham

Shu'pham-ites

ShSph'a-thi'ah
ShSph'a-ti'ah
She'phI or She'pho

ShQi/pim

Syr'i-a-ma'a-eh»h

The-^ye

Shflr

SS^r'i-an

Shu'shan
Shu'shan-e'duth

S^r'i-8n
Sy'ro-phe-nl'cian
(-nish'an)

The-la'aar
The-ler'aas

Shji'thal-hites

ShSr'e-bl'ah

Shu'the-lah

She'reah
She-re'zer

SI'^
Si'a-ha

She'ahS^h

SI'ba
STb'be-^ai or
STbOje-ehai
STb'bo-lSth

She'ahan
Sheah-bSz'zar
ShSth
She'thar

Zl'i
Zi'bi

ZWi-k

Suk'ki-im or -ims

She'ahai

Zab-de'uB

ZSydi
Zab'u-loE
za€'«ai or ZS-e'-ea-i
Za-e-ehae'ua or
Za-e-^he'ua

Shu'a
Shu'ah

She-phu'phan
ShS'rah

Ze'than
Ze'thar

To'i
To'li

She-ma'iah (-yi) or
ShSm'a-i'ab
ShSm'a-ri'ah
Shem-e'ber or
ShSm'e-ber

She-mtr'a-m5
ShSm'u-el or
She-mu'el

Ze-ri}'iah (-y4)

Ze'tham

Te-la'im or
TSl'a-Tm

Sta'-ehya (-kis)

Sy'^hem

Zab'bud

Ze-rQb'ba-ba
ZSr'u-i'ah or

Za'bud

Sho'bek

Su'sl
Sy'-ehar

Zab'a-de'ang

Telah

Tgl'-hSr'e-sh4 or
Tgl'-har'84
TSl'-me'ia or
TSl'-me'lah

Shu'ham-Ites
Shu'hite
Shu'lam-ite
Shu'math-ites

Ze'rl

Zab'di-el

Sho-shSn'mm-

She-mi'da-itea

Ze'red
Zgr'e-di
Ze-rgd'a-thah
Zgr'e-rath
Ze'resh
Ze'reth

z.

To-gar'mah
To'hu

T61'-a'bib

Spain

8he-mi'd4 or -dah

Zgr'a-hi'ah
Ze-ra'iah (-y4) or
ZSr'a-i'ah

Zab'a-dee'ang or

She-ma'ah or
Sh5m'a-ah

Shgm'i-ntth

Ze'rah

Za'bad

T8b

Sho'bai or Sho'ba-i
Sho'bal

-bSl)

X.

Ze'phon-itea or
Zgph'on-itea

Zer

TSb'-ad'o-nl'jah
To-bi'ah
To-bl'as

Teaem

Shu'ham

Ze'phath
Zgph'a-thah
Ze'phi or Ze'pho

Te'bah

To'ah

So'tai or So'ta-I

She'mer

ZSpli'a-nl'ah

Ze'phon

Za'a-na'im
Za'a-nan
Za'a-nau'nim
Za'a-vSa

Ti'zlte

Te-liln'nah
Te'kel

Sud

Ze'nan
Ze'nas

Tl'tus

S5d'om-ite3
SSd'om-i'tish

Su'bai or Su'ba-i
SiS«'«oth
Su-e'€oth-be'noth
Su'€hath-ites

Ze-iytig
ZSl'zah
Zgm'a-ra'im
Zgm'a-rlte
Ze-mi'ra

Tar'aua
Tar'tSk
Tar'tan
TSt'nai or -na-I

S5d'o-m4

Siio'pha«h

ZSd'e-ehi'afl

ZSd'e-kl'ah
Zeeb or Zs'eb
Ze'lah
Ze'lek
Ze-lo'phe-hBd

TTr-sha'th4 or
Tir'aha-thi
Tir'zah
Tiah'bite
Tl'tang

Te'beth
Te-haph'ne-heg

Su'ah
Su'bi

Z5«h'a-rl^»h

Ze'dSd

Tar'a-lah
Ta-ie'a or Ta're-4
Tar'pel-ites
Tar'shia
Tar'shish

SSd'om

Sto'i€8

Vash'nl
Vash'ti
Vau, Ps. cziz.
VSph'ai

XSn'thi-eQs (zSn'-)

Tir'i-a

TSb'a-II'ah

Sho'ham
Sho'mer

Va-jSz'a-tha or
VSj'e-za'tha
Va-ni'ah

Tir'ha-kah
Tir'ha-nah

So'dl

Spar'ti

V.

Ti'raa
Ti'rath-Ites

Sho'b5€h

e'duth

Tl-me'ua

TTm'na
TTm'nah

Tim'nite
TI'mon
TT-mo'the-ua
Tim'o-thJ
Tiph'sah

Ta'naeh
TSn'hu-mSth

Uz-zi'el or
Cz'zi-el
Uz-zI'el-it6B

Tl-msa'ua or

Ttm'natli-se'rah

SBs'the-neg
SBs'tra-tus

Sha'phan
Sho-ahSn'nim

Til'gath-pU-ne'eer

Tilon

TTm'nath
Tim'na-thah
Tim'nath-he'reg

Sho'a
Sho'ah
Sho'bSb

Sho'€ho, Sho'€hoh,
or Slio'fiO

Tik'vah
Tik'vath

ttz'zen-ahe'rah
Cz'zl
Uz-zJ'a
Uz-zi'ah

Sib'mah
ciib-ra'im or

SYVra-Im

T.

Za'phon
Za'r4 or Za'rah

u.

Zar'a-^eg

The'man

tJl'la

Za'red
Zar'e-phSth
Zar'e-tSn
Za'reth-sha'har

The-5-e'a-n58 or

The'o-ea'nua
The-5d'o-tu8

tJ"ni'mah
tJn'ni

Zar'hltes
Zar'ta-nah

U-phar'ain

Zar'than

The-5ph'i-lu8

U'phaz

Ulam

Zath'o-e
Za-thu'i
Ur'bane {an old
ZSt'thu
spelling of Ur'ban) zat/tu
U'rl
Za'van
U-rl'ah
Za'zA

The'raa
Ther'me-16th

Ta'a-n5€h
Ta'a-nath-shiloh

Thgs'aa-lo'ni-ang
Thga'aa-lo-ni'-ea

TSb'd-5th
T5bT)a-5th

Theu'das
Thim'na-thah

TSb^ath

Thia'be

tj'ri-el

Zeb^a-dPah

U-rl'aa

Zi'z4
Zl'zah

Zo'an
Zo'ar

Zon>& or ZS'bah
Zo-be'bah

Zyhar
ZoTie-lSth

ZoTieth

Zo'phah
Zo'phai

Zyphar
Zo'phim
Ze'rah
Zyrath-itee
Zo're-ah

ShSl'man

She'thar-bSz'nai or
She'thar- b5z'na-i

Ta'be-al
Ta'be-el

U-rl'jah

She'va,

Si'«heni
Si'cy-on (sishl-on)

ThSm'aa (tSm'as)

ShSl'ma-ne'ger

ThSm'o-i

Sha'ma

U'rim

ZgVe-dee

Zo'ritea
Zo-r5b'a-bSl

ShTb'bo-lSth

Sid'dun

Ta-bSni-Qa

ShSm'a-ri'ah

Shib'mah

SI'de

U't4
U'thai or tj'tha-i

Sha'med
Sha'mer
ShSm'gar
ShSm'huth

Ze-bi'na
Ze-boi'im

ZQph

ShI-e'ron or
Shi'-eron
Shig-ga'lon (-yon)
Shig'i-o'noth or
Shi-gi'o-n5th
iBhi'hon

Si'don or Zi'don

TSb'e-rah
TSb'l-tha

Thra'ci-a (-ahl-a)
Thra-ae'aa

Thum'mim

U'thi

Sl-do'ni-ang
STg'i-5'noth or
SI-gi'o-n5th

Ta'bSr
Tab'ri-m5n
Ta«h'mo-nite

Thy'a-ti'ra

fiz

Ze-ba'im
Ze-bu'dah

Zfir
Zu'rl-51

Ti-be'ri-aa
Ti-be'ri-uF

tJ'zai

Ze'bul

Zu'ri-ahad'dai or

U'zal

SI'hou
Si'hSr

TSd'mSr

TibTiath

tJz'z4

Zgb'u-lon-ites
Zgb'u-liin

Ta'hSn

TTVni

Oz'zah

ZgVu-lun-ite

Sha'mir

SbSm'ma
a, e,

£,

5, u, y, long ;

t,t,i,t,t,less prolonged ;

2, e, T, 3,

fi,

y, $hort ; cSre, far, list,

fall,

wh^t

;

or U-ri'el

Ze-ba'im

or U'za-I

thSre, veil,

ZWhah

term ; pique, firm ; done,

Zii'ar

_Zu'ri-ah8d'da-i

Zu'zim or
Zu'zims
f6r, dj>, w^lf , food, fd5t
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PRONUNCIATION OF SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.

n.— NAMES FROM THE ANGLO-CATHOLIC
The Roman

Catholic translation of the Latin Vulgate into English, commonly
Douay Bible, was originally published by the English colleges at Douay
—
the Old Testament in two volumes at Douay in 1609 and 1610, the New
and Eheims
Testament in one volume at Rheims in 1582. In regard to tlie orthography of proper

called the

it differs in about 2150 instances from the Common English Version of the
Scriptures (translated " out of the original tongues," and first published at London
in 1611).
The following list contains a selection of some 1200 of these variations,

names,

all that present any difficulty of pronunciation.
There is no uniform or established usage among Catholic scholars in regard to the
pronunciation of the proper names in the Douay Bible and, such being the fact, it
is evident that an authoritative standard is to be sought only in an appeal to general
principles.
Some of the names are pure Greek and Latin, and must, therefore, be
pronounced in accordance with the commonly received rules which determine our

being

;

A.

A-zSr'i-eSm
A'zau

Am'i-tSl

Am'ma-Hs
Am'mi-hSl

A-Ss'ba-i

Am'mi-s5d'da-i

Ab'a-rSn
Ab-d5m'e-I5€h
Ab-d8n'a-g5

Am-mi'ud
Am'mo-ni
Am'o-na

Ab'e-la

Am'or-rhe'an (-re'-)
Am'or-rhite (-rit)
Am'o-sa

Beth-e'me-e
Be-thi'a
Bgth'i-gs'i-mSth

Az'ba-I
A-ze'-ea or -eha

A-zS'ba

A-nSm'e-15«h

Ba'a-la

Beth-sa'me§
Bgth'sa-mite
Beth'si-mSth
Beth-thSph'u-4
Beth-zSeh'a-rSm
Beth-ze'ch4

Ba'a-lSm

Be-ze'le-el

Ba'al-be'rith
Ba'al-ha'sor

Bos'pho-rua

Ab'i-gSb'a-5n

An'a-ni'a
An'a-tho-thl'4
An'a^thoth-ite
A-ni'a

Ab'i-ha'iel (-yel)
Ab'i-li'na

Ap'a-me'i
Aph'a-r4

A-bin'o-Sm

Aph'ar-sSth'a-^ites

Ab'i-sSg
A-bTs'a-i
A-bTs'u-e

A-phe'-e4
A-phi'a
5'phuth-ites

5'bel-me-hun4 or
A'bel-me-u'la
A-b§I'sa-tim
5'ben-bo'en
Ab'e-san
A-b§s'sa-15m
Xb'ga-tha

A-bl'am

B.

Am'pli-a'tus
An'a-i'a

pronunciation of other words from those languages. Frequently, however, the transhave Anglicized the names to a greater or less degree and, in cases of this
kind, either the acknowledged analogies and tendencies of the English language, or the
where the difference is not too great
corresponding names in the Common Version
may be taken as guides to the correct accentuation. In many names of this class,
the proper place of the accent is determined by ihe quantity of the penultimate vowel
in Greek.
In other instances, we have the recorded decisions or opinions of good
prosodists or orthoepists, as Labbe, Walker, Miiller, etc. Such, in general, are the
principrinciples on which the pronunciation given below has been determined,
ples essentially the same as those adopted by Walker in his "Key," and carried out
Great care has been taken to apply
also in the former part of this Vocabulary.
them with consistency and exactness and it is hoped that the value of the result
win prove to be not greatly disproportioned to the time and labor expended.
lators

;

—

—

—

;

Ghor-re'ang
Ghu'sai

En'a-dad
E-na'im

•ehu'san Ras'a-

eo-ro'zain

En-ha'sor
En-se'mes
Eph'a-al
Eph-phe't4
Eph'ra-t4
E'phre-e
E'ri-o€h
Es'a-5n

Cu'tha

Es'ba-al

ey-re'nus

Es'e-b$n

tha'im
Clb'sa-im

Beth-pha'leth
Beth-phe'seg
Bgth'pho-g6r
Beth-sa'be-e

A-zi'am
Az're-el

Ci-ne'ans
€o-li'as
€6r'nu-stTb'i-i (not
Cornustibij)

D.

Bri'e-ites

D5b'e-r5th

Ba'al-ma'on
Ba'al-phSr'a-sim

DSl'a-I'a
Dai'a-i'aa
D31'i-la

c.

Ba'al-sal'i-s4

Ba'al-tha'mar
Ba'a-sa
B5b'y-lo'ni-i

Han'a-m'a
Han'a-th5n
Haph'si-ba
Har'na-pher
Ha-ro'di

Ha-ro'maph

Dgb'ba-sgth
Dgb'bo-r4
De'be-la'im
Dgb'e-ra
Dgb'ia-th4
DSb'la-tha'im

Ja'a^si'a

Ja'bgl
Jab-nl'a

Ja-da'ia (-y4)

Es'pha-th4

HSs'a-bi'a
Has'a-bi'as
Has'a-di'as
Ha-sad'i-bSs
Ha'sar-Bu'al
Ha'sar-su'sim

Es'ri-el

Has-bad'a-n4

Ja-h5d'd&-f
Ja-ha'la
Jalie-lgl

Es'ta-51

Has'e-bi'4

Ja-hi'el

Es'te-mo
Es'tha-mo

HSs/e-Was

Ja-la'le-81
Ja-le'le-gl

Es'tha-ol-itea

DSth'e-mSn

CSb'se-el

T
d.

J2€h'a-nan
Ha-ro'seth
Ha-sa'ba or H5s'a-b4 Ja-€o'ba

Es'e-li'as

Bo€'?i-a'u

Ba'a-li'a
Ba'al-i'a-da

VERSION.

Has'eb-ni'i
Has'e-bo-ni'4

Eth'a-i
E'the-el
E'the-I
Eu'ro-aq'ui-lo
E-ver'ge-fes
Ex-ter'mi-n*ang

Ha-se'rim
Ha-se'roth
Ea'ser-su'al
Ha'ser-su's4

JSd'a-sou
Ja-di'as
J5d'i-hgl

Ja-mu'el
Ja'nai
Ja-uo'e
Ja-phi'e

Jar'a-m5th

XVi-aai

Ap'pha-Im

Ab'i-t5b
A-bi'u

Ap'pi-4
Ar'a-Sa

B5€'ba-ear
BM'a-^er

A-boTius

A'ra-eh-ite
A'ra-^Ite

Ba-da'ias
(ba-da'yas)

Ar'a-da

BSg'a-th4
BSg'a-than
B51'a-Su

ea-lu'bl
•ea-mu'el
•eSn'a-ne'us

De'le-an

B51'a-ath
BSl'a-nan

€a-pha'ra
•ea-phar'na-Qm
€a-ph5fe-th4
€ar'«a-a

Dgn'a-b4

DT-mo'u4

6Sb'a-4

JS(;'e-mi'4
Jg-eh'e-li'4

ea-re'e

Di'nites
Di-6s'«o-rii3

GSVa-ath

Her-mo'ni-Tm
Hgs'e-b5n
He3-mo'n4
Hgs'ra-i

Jg«'ma-an
Jg€'o-nam

X«'-ea-In
X.€h'a-ztb

A-«hI'a
A-chTm'a-5s

A-ra'di-an

A-«hi'man
A-«him'e-15€h
A-«hi'moth
A-chTn'o-5m
A-ehTs'a-mB€h

Ar'a-ph4

A-€hit'o-phSl
A-eh'o-bSr
A«h'zi-b4

Ar'e-«5n

(af'fa-)

Ar'a-i'4
A'ra-ri
A'ra-rite

A're-e

B5n'a-4
Ba-na'ia (-yS.)
Ba-ne'a
Ba-ne'as
BSn'i-nu

A-reu'na

Ban-nii'i

A-e'ra-ba-tha'ne

A-ri'e

BSr'a-€hi'4

Ad'a-d4

A'ri-el-ites

BSr'ari'a

Ad'a-i'a
Ad'a-i'as

Ad'a-ma

Ar'is-to-bo'luB
A-rl'us
Ar'o-rite
Ar-pbSa'iii-ehites

Ad'a-re'zer

As'a-4

B5r'a-sa
Ba-ri'a
Bar'-je'su
Bar'sa-ith
Ba-sa'i4 (-yi)

Ad'a-zer
5'de-8d'a-tus
A-di'a-d4

As'a-i'i
As'a-lel-phu'ni

Ad'a-U

A-di'as

Ad'o-nai

Ad'o-m'4
id'o-ni'as

A-d5n'i-be'ze€
A-do'nis
A-don'i-se'de€
A-dii'ram
S'gar-ens
J'gar-ites

Ar'ba-tls
A're-4

A-sSr'a-m61
As'a-reOi
As/a-thon-tha'mar
As'bel-ites
As'-ea-lon-ites

As'je-nSs or
As'5e-nSz
As'e-ba'im
A-se'doth

As'e-mo'ni
As'e-n4

Ga'i-phSs
€a'iu3 (-yus)
€ai'a-n5
eai'i-ta

Be-a'se-ph5u
Be-go'a-i
Be-gu'a-i
Be-gu'i
B§l'ga-i
BSn'ar-btn'a-dSb

A-lii'a-15n

As're-el

A-hi'as

As'se-dim

Be-ri'a

A-hi'-eam
A-hi'5n
A-hTs'a-har
A-hi'sar
A-hi'ud
A-ho'e

As-sii'rim

Be-ro'mi
Be-ro'tha

As'na-4
As'phe-n5z

As'ta-r3th-«ar'na-

tm

D5d'a-u

€a'ri-Sth'i-a'rim
€;a'ri-5th

Do'tha-In
Du'di-4

Je-de'i
Jgg'a-ai

J5g'ba.4

E«'?e-t5n
E-«ha'i4 (e-ka'y4)

G5bn)e-thSn

H51'da-i
Ho'si-el

CeSl'a^thi.
Cei'14

Ed'e-ma

Ggd'di-el

HSs'pi-ta'lis

Je'he-de'i4 (-yi)

Ed'ra-i

Ggd'e-li'aa

H5z'a-i

C51'a-i
Ce-la'i4 (se-la'y4)
Vgl'e-s3?r'i-4

E-ge'us
El'a-d4
£l'a-s4

Cgl'i-t4

El'.ea-n4

CSn'e-rgth
Cgn'e-rSth

El'(;es-ite

Ge-de'r4
Gel-bo'e
Ge-ne'sar
Ggr'a-r4
GSr'a-sSng

El-€ha'nan

E-li'a-gim or

£l'i-<!a

Gi-e'zi

E.li'o-d4
E-ltph'a-lu
E-lTph'e-lgth
E-li'sa

Gni'dus (nl'dus)
Go'a-th4

Am'a-5d

Aa-6i'tis

Beth'-Ar'a-M

A-mSd'a-thi
ABi'a-li«h

Xz'a-ha
Az'a-ni'aa

Beth-a'ran
Beth-be'ra

ehSd'or-la'ho-mSr
ehol-ho'za

jLm'a-ttu

Az'a-not-tha'bor

BSth B5r'a-I

€)ho'ne-ni'as

£l'pha-Sl
£l'te-€5n
El'the-5e
El'the-eo
El-tho'iad
El'ze-bSd
Eni'o-n4

€has'lu-rm
ehSs'phi-4

€he1e-Sb

«, «h, a«

k

;

g as

;

I-he'lom

H.
HaVa-eSe
Ha'bi-a
Hab'sa-ni'as
Ha-(jgl'da-m4

Enja-Qtm and

;

g as z

l€'a-mi'4

GSd'o-li'4

El-mo'dSd
El'na-Tm

m get

JSph'o-ne

I.

G5d'o-U'as

fil'me-lgch

g c?

Jgph'le-ti

I-he'lon

En'a-cjlmg
j

Jgm'a-i
Jgm'i-ni
Jeph-da'i4 (-yi)

I-eu'thi-el
I-da'ia (-y4)
I-da'ias (-yas)
Id'i-da
Id'i-thfin
Ig'a-51

E-lTs'a-m4
E-lis'a-ph5n
E-lIs'a-phSt

eh5s'e-I8n

Je-hii'el

Hu'aa-thite

Hy'a-deg

Geth-sgm'a-ni
Ge-ze'ron
Gi-de'roth

E-Ii'a-ehIm

£l'i-su'a
E-li'sur

Je-he'zi-el
Je-hi'as

Hii'sa-ti

E-li'a-sab

€han'a-n4
Ghan'a-ne'us
€hSn'a-ni
ehar'«a-ml8
ehar-sa'n4

Hu-eu'«4
Hii'sa-thI

Ggth'a-Im
Geth-he'pher

E-lI'a-b4

•eha-na'a-na
€ha'naan-it'ess
(ka'nan- or
ka'na-an-)

Jgg'e-de-li'as

Ger'ge-zite
Ger-re'ni-ang
GSs'su-rl

E'le-ale
El'e-ha'nan
E-U'4

€h5m'a-51
•GhBm'a-am

;

Jg-e'te-hgl

Je-da'i4 (-y4)
Je-da'la

Jgd'e-b5a

€he'li-a'u
€he-li'on

;h as ah

Hgv'i-la
HSv'i-iath
He-ze'«hi-el
Hgz'e-cT

Jg€'ma-Sm

Hir-se'meg
Ho-bi'4

A-lo'he?

;

Heth'a-15n

Gam'a-ri'as
Gaz'a-bar
Ggb'ba-i

Beth-a«'a-r5m or
Beth-5€h'a-r5m

5 aj s

Oab'a-e
Gab'a-5n
Gai/aon-ites
Oab'a-thSn
Ga'be-e

E.

Ath'a-n'4
Ath'a-U'as
Ath'a-nai
A-ther'sa-th4
Ath'ma-thft

;

Jeb'na-el
Jgb'ne-el

Jed-do'A
Jed-du'a

Be-sele-el
BSs'o-di'a

rude, p^ish

Jgb'la-am

Hgz'e-<;i'a

BSs'e-lSm

fflrl,

He'li-5p'o-lIs

Hgl'mon-dgb'latha'im

Hgz'e-?i'as

Ce-tu'ra"
ehSl'a-ne

Beth-S-e'a-rSm
Be-tha'ni-4
BSth'a^nite

Hel-iji'as

Je-ab'a-rim
Jgb'a-ar
JSb'a-har
JSb'a-m'4

Ga-de'roth

Ath'a-i'as
Ath'a-lai

Al'a-mSth
Al'i-ma

Hel-5i'4

Gab'e-liis

At'a-r4

A'i-la
A'i-lSth

Ez'ri-el

Gai'a-lai

Asfha-rSth

A'ia-lon (-ya-)

Ez'ri-eam

He-bro'ni
Hgd'da-i

eSsau-Tm

Ber-sa'be-S
Ber-zglla-i
Bgs'e-€Sth

As'tra-roth-ite

Ja-than'a-el

E'zi-el

eSs'a-lSth

Cgr'e-thi
Cgr'e-thites
Cgs'e-leth-tha'bor
Ce'si-on
Oe-te'ans

Ben-de'-ear
Be'ne-ja'a-ean

He-bro'n4

G.

Ho-Tfm'i-nriB

Ce-phi'r4

Ben-ga'ber
Ben-he'sed
Ben-no'l
BSr'a-«h4

As-li'4

ea'ri-ath
Ca'ri-ath-a'im

Ce'niz-ites

Ben-a'dad

Ja'sub

E-ze'-elii-el

Dl-e'vites

Cgd'i-mSth
ggd'mi-hgl
Cgd'mon-ites

Be'«her-Ite8
Be'el-me'on
B«-51'phe-gSr

jar'e-phgl

Ha-zi'a

Di'ea

€$s'si-a (kash't-4)

B5z'i-o'thi-4
Bg«'be-<;i'4

Has'se-m8n

Ez'ri-hSl

Gar-me^us

Ba-thC'el
BSz'a-thi

A-sSn'a-phar
As'e-ngth
As'i-ma

Dgl'a-I'a
Dgl'a-i-a'u

CSr'e-hTm

BSs'e-mSth

Ag'gi
I'ha-lSb
A-hSr'a
A-hSr'e-hSl
A-hSs'tha-ri
A-ha'zi
A-hi'a

A'si-on-ga'ber

eSd'e-mSth

;

fs'a-ar
Is'a-ar-itea
I'sai
I-5a'i4 (-y4)
I-ga'ias (-yas)
Is'a-ri

Jgph'ta-hgl
Jgr'a-a
Je-ra'me-el
J?r'-ea-am
Jgr'e-mi'as
Je-rl'4
Je-ri'as
Je'ri-a'u
Jgr'i-miith

Jer'mai
Je-rSb'a-ai
Jer-si'4

Je-ru's4
Jgs'a-ar-ites
Je-sa'i4 (-y4)

Je-sSm'a-ri
JSs'a-n4

Jgs'ba-am
Jgs'ba-hSm
Jgs'bi-be'nob

Ha-«ham'o-m

Is'ba-ab
Is-bo'seth
la'ma-el-itea

HS^h'e-lal

Is'ma-hgl

Je-se'ias (-yat)

Ha€h'i-1A

Is'mi-el

J5s'e-m4

Ha-eu'ph4

Is're-e'14

HSd'a-i'4
Ha'dri-el
Hag-gi'4
H«l'a-4

Is'te-mo

Je-se'si
Je-si'4
Je-sT'aa
J5'9i-«1
JFei-el-Ites

j as gz

;

nasin

|s'u-ha-i'4
It'u-re'ang
Iz'ra-hl'a

linger, link

;

th as in thine.

Jgs'bo-Sm

;
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JSs'ma-chi'as
JSs'su-S,
Jes'su-i

Ma-Ss'ai
Ma'a-si'4
Ma'a-zl'a
Ma-a'zi-a'u

J§s'su-ite8

Ma-ge'da

JSs'u-a
JSs'u-e
J5t'e-ba

Ma-ge'loth
MSj'e-nl'as

Je3'ma-i'as

J5th'e-14

M5€h'a-beeg
Ma«h'arbe'us
Ma«h'a-thi

Jgth'ra-Sm

M$€h'a-ti

Je'thrai

Ma«h-be'n4
MS«h'me-thSth

Je-tSb'a-tlia

JSth'ra-hSm
JSz'a-bSd
JSz'a-bSl
JSz'a-thS.
Je-zi'a
Jez-li'S,

Mag'a-14
MSg'da-lgl

M5a'pha-rSth
MSs'ra-Sb
MSs'ra-Tm
Mea-sSl'e-mSth
MSs'su-lSm
Me-t5b'e-gl

Ma'e-ISth

Jgz'o-m'as
JSz'ra-el
J5z'ra-hSl
J6z'ra-hel-Ite
Jez'ra-hel-ifeas
Jez'ra-i'&

u.

Me-ro'me

Mitd'a-bi
Ma-di'i

Mad-me'n4

f\

MSr'a-la.

Me-r8n'a-thlte
Me-sel'e-mi'a
Me-sSz'e-bSl
Me-sTz'a-b81

MSg'da-lQm
MSg'e-dSn

Phelon-Ite
Phel-tl'a
Phel-tl'as

SSl'e-«h4
Sa-le'moth

Sgl'e-thH

Sai'i-sa

Sgl'ma-i
Se-lo'mith

O'ba-di'a, or
Ob'a-di'4

PliSs'do-mim
Phe'te-I'a

Sal'nia-n4
Sal-mi'as

Ob-di'aa

Plie-trij'sim

Sal-mo'n4

Sgm'a-i'a

O'bed-e'dom
O'be-dl'4 or
OVe-di'4
0«h'o-z5th

Plii'ha-hi'roth

S6m'a-rith

O«h'o-zi'as
O'da-1'4
O-da'reg
O-di'4

Ph8r'a-tha

Sai'o-mi
Sa-lo'mith
SSl'o-raon
Sa-lu'mith
SSl'u-sa

O-dyia

Ptol'e-me'ang
Ptol'e-my

M6z'a-ab
Mlb'a-har
Mi-eha'ia (-ya)
Mi-ehe'a
MTI'i-eho
MT-phiVo-sBth
Ml3'a-Sm_
MnSa'theus (nSs'-)

Od'o-Ti'4
O'du-1'4
O'ho-lai
O'ho-ll
O-li^m'pi-Ss

(-y4)

Plii-lTs'thi-Iin

Plio-eh'e-rSth
PhSl'la-thi

(t51'e-my)
Pu'ti-phar

Sam'a-ehl'as
SSm'a-I'a
Sam'a-oth
Sam'a-ra'im
S8m'a-rath or
Sam'a-rgth

Pii-tiph'a-re

Sam'a-ri'a, 1

(t51'-)

Pyg-me'ang

Om'rai

Mo-b5n'nai

O-oli-Sb

ri'ah).

M5«h'o-n4

0-51'i-b4

Jo'a-ehln

M3«h'o-ri
MoTio-li

0'o-lIVa-m4
0ph'e-r4

Sam'a-rl'aa
SSm'a-rite
Sa-ml'4

Jo'a-d4.

Ma'i-m5n

Myho-ll

Or'o-na'im

jya-dSn

MSl'a-ehl'aa

Mol'a-d4

Jo'a-hai

Mai'a-la'i

Jo'a-he

Jo'a-thSm

Ma-la^e-el
M31'a-8ar

Mol'a-thT
M81'a-thlte
Mo-ri'4

O'the-i
Oth'o-11'4

J5b'a-nl'i

Ma-mu'«han

Joeh'a-bSd

MSn'a-hSt

Jo-da'ia (-y4)

MSn'a-hSm
Ma-na'im

Mo-sSlla-mSth

Ma-nSs'se

Ma-nu'e

J8s'a-b5th
Jo'sab-he'aed
JSs'a-ehar

Ma-5n'a-thi

J8s'a-i'4

Jos-phi'4
J6s'u-e

J5z'a-b5d

Ju'«a-dSm
Ju-da'ia (-yi)
Ju'ni-Ss

L.

MSs'ma-na

La'a-da
LSb'a-nSth
La-ehi'as
La'he-la

Ma-so'bi-4

Se-mTr'a-m5th
Sem'la-i
SSn'a-4

Sgn'na.ab
Sgn'na-ar
Sgn'ne-ser
Sgn'u-4
Seph'a-ath

Sam-mu'a

O-thyni-el
Oz'a-zi'u

Ra-hu'el

Sam'sa-ri

SgDb'a-ti'4
SSph'a-ti'ae
Se'ph6-I

Mo-aa'b5b

0'zen-sa'r4

Ra-1'4

Sa-mu'4

Mo-851'la-mi'4

O-zI'4

RSm'a-thi

O-zi'al or 0-zI'el

RSm'a-tha'iin-ao'-

Na'a-r4
Na-5r'a-th4
Na'a-rl'a

Na-ba'joth
NSb'u-the'ang
NSd'a-bI'4
Na'ha-bi

Na-mu'el
Na-mu'el-ites
Na-3i'4
Nath'a-nl'4
NSth'i-ne'anj
Na'thin-Itea

0-zI'el-IteB
Oz'ri-el

Rem-mo'no

PSr'as-ce've

RSm'mon-pha'res

Pe-lu'ai-um
(pe-lu'zhl-am)
Pha'5e-e

Re-sl'4

Rho'de

Sa-rolien

Ro'a-ga

Sa'ro-nlte
Sar-sa'-ehim

Lamj/aa-eiSs

MSth'a-iii'a

Ne'hi-Sl

La-mu'el

Ma-tha'ni-a'u

Nem'r8d

La-8d'i-5l'i

M5th'a-tha

La-o'mim

MStb'a-thi'aa
Ma-thu'sa-el
Ma-thu'sa-le

N5ph'ta-ll
Neph'ta-Iites
NSph'tha-11'4

Ra-sl'as

Rgbla-tha
Re'e-m4
Re-I'a

Re'me-i'4

Pha'ce-i'4

Ro-gom'me-lSeh

Pha-da'i4

Ro'ho-bT'a
Ro'me-li'a
Ro-mgin'thi-e'zer

(fa-da'y4)
PhSl'a-i'a

Phale-a
PhSl'o-nite
Phal-tl'as

Ne'he-mi'4

Sa'ra-ites

Pal-ml'r4
PSr'a-elgte
Par'a-li-p5m'e-n5n

P.

NS€h'a-o

Ne-eyda

Ra-mga'ae
R5ph'a-i'a

RSph'a-Tma
RSph'i-dIm

Sa-ra'sar
Sar'a-tba'sar
Sa-ra'thi
Sa-re'as
Sar'e-bl'4
SSr'e-bi'as
Sar'e-d4
Sa-rgd'a-th4
Sa-rl'4
Sa'ri-5n

PhSllu-ites

MSth'a-na'i
MSth'a-na'ias (-yas)

Sam'sai

Saph'a-thi'4
Saph'a-ti'4
Sar'a-4
Sa-ra'im

phim

N5b'a-h5z

La'i-si

La-tu'sim
Le-bo'na
Le'e-d5n

The-«u'4
The-eu'ath
The-eu'e
The-^ultes

Sgph'a-t4

Na'a-mi

M5s're-«4
M5th'a-na

S5m'e-r8n
S6-mI'da

Sam'ma-i

Na'arlM

M5s'er-ites

La'a-bTm

Thar'e-la
Thar-se'aa
Tha-th8n'a-i

Sgph'a-m4
Sgph'a-mSth

Ma-o'zim

Ma-s§r'e-ph5t or
Ma-ser'e-ph8th

Thar'ar-e4

Sam'ma-4

N.

Mar'do-ehai
Mar'do-ehi'i
Ma-re's4
Ma'ri-am
Mar'i-mutb
Mar'sa-na
Ma3'e-ph4

R.

Pha'rai
Pha'ra-o
PhSr'a-thSn
PhSr'a-thon-ite
Pha-ri'da
Phar-s5n'da-th4

s.
Sa-Sn'a-mm
Sa'a^phSn
Sa'a-rim
Sa-ba'im
S5b'a-ma
Sab'a-m'4
Sab'a-rTm
Sa-bat'a-eh4
Sab'a-tha
Sa-bath'a-eh&

Sar'tha-na
Sa-ru'a
Sar-vl'a
Saa-aSb'a-sar
Saul'Ites

Sa'u-ra
S5e'no-pe'gl-4
Se'be-nl'4
Se'be-nl'as
860)6-011
Se-beth'a-i
S6-bI'a
Seb-ni'4

Tham'na-ti
Tham'uath-ite
ThSm'nath-aa'ro
Than'e-hu'meth
Thaph'u-4
ThSr'a-4

Se'm6-I'4
Se/me-r'as
Sem'e-ri'4

Se-mt'da-ites

Par,

Tha'be-el
Th5«'a-sTn

Sgm'6-ber
Sem'e-gar'na-bu

Ea'a^i'a
Ra'a-mi'as
Ra'ha-bl'a
Ra'he-la'ia (-la'y4)

O'zi-a'u

M5r'a-i
Mar'a-i'4
Ma-ra'ioth (-yoth)

Sgm'a-thltea

5 ; (Common
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Mo'a-dl'4

J5s'a-bl'&

Sem'a-ath

S5m'a-a

Phu'ti-el
Pri-a'pus
Pro-bSt'i-e4

Ma'ha-lSn
Ma'he-lSth
Ma-hi'dd
Ma-hu'mite

J5s'a-b&

Sgl'la-i

Se'phi-8n
Se-pbo'r4

Thar'a-n4

Thgg'lath-pha-la'aai
Thgl'gath-phal-nS'sar

Thgm'a-nl
Thgm'a-nite
The'o-daa
Xhe'o-do'ti-u»
(-shT-as)

Ther'a-e4
Ther'pha-lltes
Thtr'i-4
Tho-bad'a-ni'as

ThSl'mai
Th51'o-mal
Tho'sa-ite

Sgp'tha-i

Th^u

Se-phu'phan

To-bl'4

Sgr'e-bl'4
S6-re'8er
Se'sai
Sgt'ra-i
Si'a-a

TrBglo-dytea
Tu'bi-S'mtes

u.

STs'6-Kg
Si-lo'ui
Si-lo'nite

tJ'rai

STm'e-rSn

Ur-ba'ims

Sim'ma-4

U-ri'4

Sis'a-i

Si-sam'o-i
SIs'a-ra
S8b'a-i

V.

SSb'bo-ehaj or
Sob'o-«hai
So-bo'b4

Va-ga'o
Va-nl'4

So'-ehoth-be'noth

Vas'se-ni

So'ho-rl'A

Som'o-rl'aa
So'phai
So-phe'ret
Sthar'bu-zan*a-i
Su'a^a
Su'ba-el
SuOju-el
Su'ri-el
Su'ri-sad'da-i

z.
ZSCb'a-di'4

Zab-dl'as
Za-bl'n4
Za*h'a-i
ZS«h'a-ri'4

Bu'aa-gaz
Su-s3n'6-€hite8

Za-€he'us

Sii'tha-la
Su'tha-la-Ites

Za-no'a

Sy'ra-cu'sa

Zar'a-hi
Zar'a-hl'4

Neph-to'a

Pha-ru'da

Ma-u'man

Neph'tu-im

Phar'ii-e

Le'he-mSn

Ma-vi'a-el

LTth'o-stro'tos

Pha-8e'4
PhSa'e-ron

L5d'a-bar

MS«h'na-de'bai
MSd'a-b4

NSr'e-gel
Neph-thii'a-ti
Ne-t8ph'a-ti

Lo-o'mim

Mgd'e-me'n&

Ne-tu'ph4

Ph5th'a-hl'4

Me-6t'a-bel

NT-e'o-la'Ites

Pha-tii'el

Sa-bath'a-i
Sa'be-e

MSg'phi-Ss

Nin'i-ve
Nin'i-vites
No-ad'a-i'4
No'a-di'as

Pha-tu'reg

Sa€h'a-eh4

Se'd6-i
Sed'e-flr
Se-el'»-d4

Pha'u

Sai'a-bo'ni
Sai'a-bo'uite

Se-hSs'i-m4
Se1-r4

sai'a-i

Sel'a-hi

Ta'be-e

Sa-la'mi-el

Sela-ites
Sel'e-btn
Sel'6-mi-a'a
Se-le'mith

Tab'e-li'as

Z5b'e-di'4
Ze^be-e
Ze-bI'da

Tab're-mQB
Taph'u-4
Tgb'bath

Zo'om

M.

Me-hu'sim

Mel-eWa
M51'«hi-el-Ite8

a, e,

i,

No'e-ma
No'e-mSn

Mel-«hi'ram

Ma''ft€h4
Ma-Seh'a-ti
Ma'a-14
Ma-a'r4

Mgllo-thJ
Me-lo'thus

No'e-man-Ites

No'e-mi

Mel-ti'as
5, u, y,

long;

a, e, t, 6, u, less

ffirl,

n^de, push

;

Phat'a-i'4

Phed'a-el
Phe'gi-el
Phe'le-1'4
PhgI'e-11'4
PhSl'e-thi
Phel'e-thites

Sai'a-ml'n4
Sai'a-thI

SSl'e-bTm

S6-bo'im
Se-eh'6-m'aB
Se'-ehi-a

Se-«hro'u4
Sed'a-d4

Za-ini'r4

Za-nye
Zar'a^Was

T.

Za'rai

Zeb/e-del

Z6-phro'n4
Ze-thu'4

prolonged ; S, §, I, 5, Q, f, short; cSre, far, ISat, fall, wh^t ; thgre, veil, term ; pique, firm ; done, f©r, dg, wolf, food, fSSt
^asi; S asin get ; ^as z; % as gz; nasin linger, link ; th as in tbine.
j as a ; ;b oj ph ; -e, -eb, a.<' k
:

PROKOUNOING VOCABULARY
OF

GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES
PREFACE.
In the edition of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary published in 1847, Walker's
was, with very slight omissions, made the basis of the Table of Classical Proper

Key

Names, and with it were incorporated such additional names as were furnished by
Carr and TroUope, with a few from Freund's Latin Lexicon and Pauly's Real-Encyclopadie. No attempt was made to verify the accentuation. So far, indeed, as the
pronunciation of the names was concerned, it was proposed to the editor to do little

more than correct the errors of syllabication.
But in the present edition a very different work has been undertaken.

Key

has, indeed, in a sense, been taken as a basis

freedom.

Not a word now remains

in the Table

but

;

it

Walker's

has been used with great

on Walker's authority alone.

Nor

two or three instances ; and then the fact is stated in the margin. The substance of
the Vocabulary has also been greatly changed, several thousand words having been
struck out, and a still greater number introduced. In accordance with the wishes of
the publishers, however, the limits of the former Table have been essentially maintained in this edition, which contains about fourteen thousand names.
Of the words omitted, a majority are such as could not easily be mispronounced.
To this class belong, first, all monosyllables ; next, aU dissyllables in which the
penultimate vowel is followed by two consonants which are not a mute and a liquid.
Words of rare occurrence and of little authority have given place to words more
frequently met with, the pronunciation of which could be given with greater confidence. There is also a considerable class of fictitious names found in the poets, which
should scarcely be included in any dictionary, because their form and pronvmciation
are both determined by the verse in which they are found. Words judged to be of
this class have been omitted with some freedom.
But, in general, the practice has
been to admit words of weU-ascertained pronunciation, according to the principles
;

for the Sole value of the Table

'is,

have also been admitted without further question.

Now,

results.

not to be denied that these authorities have, in some cases,

it is

doubtless, been themselves governed
if

this be true,

who have made the

may

we have

by the general rules of pronunciation. But
judgment of eminent scholars

at least the concurrent

subject a study, that these are cases in which the general rules

apply.

The authorities to which reference is made are divided into two groups. The first
group consists of Passow, Freund, Klotz, Pape, and Facciolati the second of
Walker, Smith, Pauly, Carr, Labbe, Liddell & Scott, Bischofp & MotLEE,
;

FORBIGER, SCHELLEB, MtJLLEE, and FrIJLINK.

The Table

so printed as to indicate sufficiently, by the omission of marginal
by those which are inserted, the basis of each pronunciation.
1. Words concerning whose pronunciation there can not be any question are
printed without any marginal note. Such words, for instance, are Terp-sich'o-re,
of which the Greek form has omicron in the penult ; Tha-li'a, which in Greek has
is

references, and

the diphthong

ei in

the penult

;

The-mis'ta,

whose penult

is

long by position

Those words also stand without any marginal note whose pronunciation has the
two of the names contained in the first group of authors given
above, or the authority of any one of the first group together with one or more of
2.

the second group.
If,

however, the authorities are divided, then, as a general thing, the two pronun-

ciations are given,

and the authority for each

is

indicated by marginal notes.

sometimes, when the authority for one pronunciation

is sufficient

doubtless have been

its

trustworthiness as a guide to correct pronunciation.

have three or more

But the attention
Vocabulary.

This

syllables,

been chiefly directed to the accentuation of the
of course, the fundamental and the ruling point, and he has

of the editor has
is,

no word in the Table which he has not examNot that he has investigated the nature of each
penultimate vowel by tracing its history, or by looking up for himself the authority
of the poets. That would have been more than enough work for a lifetime. But
devoted unstinted labor to

it.

There

is

ined with conscientious carefulness.

the Greek language, with

its distinct

sented by single vowels in Latin,

is

long and short vowels, and

its

diphthongs repre-

a ready helper in a multitude of cases, and other
Neuter plurals in -ia,

cases are no less indubitably settled by the rule of position.

3.

AU the

ciation given

is

indicated.

remaining words in the Vocabulary have the authority for their pronun-

by marginal

initials.

Could more time have been taken for investigation, this third class of names could
still further diminished.
Scholars will probably discover some
words in it whose Greek equivalents have been simply overlooked by the editor, or
which for other reasons might have been left without references. But in some cases
the authorities have been cited only because the editor desired to adhere to the
simplicity of his plan, and to be able to say that he had adhered to it in aU strictness.
In conclusion, it may be said that a Pronouncing Vocabulary of Classical Names

can not be quite

satisfactory without descriptive

definitions.

The number

instances in which words of the same form refer to different persons or places

great as to

the Table

make

is

it

is

of

so

soqiewhat doubtful, in a given case, whether or not the word in

the one which

is

looked

for.

T. A. T.

New Haven,

But

according to the

thong.

all

and

authority of any

foregoing rule, and that for the other deficient, the latter authority only

added,

;

The'mis, a dissyllable.

Of the names
and all are such as might possibly be mispronounced even by a person acquainted with the general rules of pronunciation. Thus,
no word has been added in which the penult is long by position, or contains a diphdepends on

But rules

There
remained therefore a multitude of words which required investigation. In respect
to every one of these, the editor has collated the best authorities, and has given the

even

does the pronunciation of any word in the Table rest on his sole authority, except in

given below, and to exclude such as are doubtful

from adjectives in

to which there are exceptions have not been permitted to settle any case.

Conn., 1864.
(1861)

PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.

WOKKS

LIST OF

REFERRED TO IN THE VOCABULARY OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
Handworterbuch der Griechischeu Sprache begriindet, von Feanz Passow. Keu
und zeitgemass umgestaltet, von De. V. C. F. Rost, Db. F. Paim, De.
Leipzig,
0. Kreusslee, Peof. K. Keil, Dm. F. Petes, nnd De. G. B. Benselee.
bearbeitet
1841-57.

Worterbuch der Lateinischen Sprache, nach historisch - geuetischen Principien
von De. Wilhelm Fbeund. Leipzig, 1834-45.

bearbeitet,

Handworterbuch der Lateinischen Sprache.
Klotz.

Herausgegeben von De. Beinhold

Braunschweig, 1853-57.

Worterbuch der Griechischen Eigennamen, nebst einer TJebersicht
Personennamen. Von De. W. Pape. Braunschweig, 1842.

iiber die Bil-

duiig der

Totius Latinitatis Lexicon, consilio et cura Jacobi Facciolati, opera et studio
iEoiDn FoBCELLiNi alumni Seminarii Patavini lucu'iratum. Secundum tertiam editionem, cujus curam gessit Josephus Fublanetto, alumnus ejusdem seminarii,
correctum et auctum labore variorum. Editio in Germania prima. Schneebergae,
1831-35.

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, edited by "William Smith, LL. D.
Second edition, enlarged and improved. Boston and London, 1849.
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology, edited by William
Smith, LL. D. Boston and London, 1849.

Roman Geography,

Dictionary of Greek and
Boston, 1854.

R

edited by

William Smith, LL. D.

Beal-Enoyclopadie der classischen Alterthumswissenschaft.

Von August Paclt.

Stuttgart, 1839-52.

The Classical Pronunciation of Proper Names, established by citations from the
Greek and Latin Poets, etc. By Thomas Swinbukne Cabb. London, 1842.
Eruditae Pronuntiationis Catholic! Indices. Opera et studio Philippi Labbe, etc.
Ab Edvaedo Leedes olim recogniti et aucti ; et nunc iterum summa cum cura
Londini, 1821.

recensiti.

A Greek-English Lexicon, based on the German

work of Feanz Passow. By Henky
and Roeekt Scott, M. A. With corrections and additions,
and the insertion of the Proper Names occurring in the principal Greek authors, by
Heney Dbisleb, M. a. New York, 1850.
Vergleichendes Worterbuch der alten, mittleren und neuen Geographic. Von
F. H. T. BiscHOPF uud J. H. Molleb. Gotha, 1829.
Handbuch der alten Geographie aus den Quellen bearbeitet. Vou Albket Foebigeb.
Geoege Liddell, M.

A.,

•

Leipzig, 1842-48.

Imman. J. G. Schelleb's ausfuhrliches nnd moglichst vollstandiges lateinischdeutsches Lexicon. Dritte von neuem verbesserte und sehr vermehrte Auflage,
Leipzig, 1804.

A Key to

the Classical Pronunciation of Proper Names. By John
etc., by the Rev. W. Teollope, M. A., London.

Walebb.

With

an explanation,

Allgeraeines Worterbuch der Aussprache auslandisclier Eigennamen, von August
MiJLLEE. Dritte ganzlich umgearbeitete und sehr vermehrte Auflage. Dresden und
Leipzig, 1849.

Woordenboek voor de spelling en uitspraak van vreemde eigennamen, A. MuLleb's allgemeines Worterbuch voor het Nederlandsche publiek bewei-kt door H.
Feulink. Tweede Uitgave. Amsterdam, 1858.

RULES
FOR PRONOUNCING THE VOWELS AND CONSONANTS OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
It will be perceived by a glance at the following Table, that the indicated accentuation of the words, and their separation into syllables, prevent the necessity of
inserting anything here to guide to a correct pronunciation, except the rules for the

u

sounds of the vowels and consonants.
The notation of vowel-sounds which is used in other parts of the Dictionary has
been omitted here, because the two principal marks employed in it, namely, the long
and the short [~ "], have universally obtained a very different significance, when
apphed to Greek and Latin words, from what they have in English, being used in
the former languages to indicate quantity only, while in English they are simple signs
of quality. Aa Greek and Latin words which are long in quantity, are, in thousands
of instances, short in quality, and those which are short in quantity are as frequently
long in quality, it could hardly fail to produce confusion, if the signs of quantity
were used, in a classical vocabulary, to indicate the quality of the vowels. In a few
classes of cases, marks have been applied to certain consonants, in order to prevent
an erroneous pronunciation as, for example, to c and g, when they have their soft
sounds (like s and j) before e, i, or y, but are separated from the vowel by the
division of the word into syllables, as in Af'e-le, Ag'i-das, etc.
For the most part,
however, the aim has been to dispense vrith diacritical marks, and to rely on the rules
for pronunciation, and on occasional references to these rules, for such assistance
with respect to pronunciation as is not supplied by the accentuation and syllabi;

cation.

In settling the place of the primary accent, which is the first and moat important
point in the pronunciation of a word, the aim, of course, has been to follow the
ancient and simple rules, which direct, that in words of two syllables, the penult be
accented ; that in words of more than two syllables, the penult be accented if it is
long in quantity, but if it is not long, that the antepenult be accented. The place of
the secondary accent has in all doubtful cases been determined by considerations of

The words have been divided into syllables, in accordance with the
commonly received rules on that subject. The rules for pronunciation which are
given below have been derived, in the main, from Walker. Sometimes the language
of Grant, or some other grammarian, has been preferred.

euphony

alone.

i

short (like

i in

4.

1. Any vowel at the end of an accented syllable, and e, o, and u, at the end of an
unaccented syllable, have the long English sound as, Ca'to, Ce'crops, Di'do, So'lon,
Cu'mx, Me-lis'sa, Mo-los'sus, Tu-Un'gi, in which words the final vowels of the first
syllables have the same sound as the corresponding vowels in the first syUables of the
English words po'per, ce'dar, si'lent, co'lon, du'ty.
2. A ending an unaccented syllable has the sound of a in fa'ther or in last; as,
Ga-bVna, A-re'ne, pronounced Gah-Wnah, Ak-re'ne.
3. I ending a final syllable has the long sound ; as, To'mi. At the end of initial
unaccented syi^lables it VMiea, somewhat indefinitely, between i long, as l-vflus, and
;

In

all

other cases,

i

ending an unaccented

syl-

y is pronounced as i would be in the same situation.

6. .^ and C8 are pronounced as e would be in the same situation.
6. If a syllable end in a consonant, the vowel has the short Encllsh sound as, BaVbus, Del'phi, Cin'na, Mos'chus, Tus'cus, in which the vowels have the same sounds

as in the English words man'ner, sel'dom, din'ner, scoffer, mus'ler.
in final es is pronounced as in the familiar proper
Esceptlon.

—E

name

An'des.

Rules fob the Consonants.
7. C before e, i, y, as, and ce, is pronounced like*/ before a, o, and w, and before consonants, Uke k ; as, Ce'a, Cic'e-ro, Cy'prus, Cse'sar, Cce'li-a, Ca'to, Co'cles, Cu'mse.
before e, i, y, as, a, or another g followed by e, has the sound otj; before a, o,
8.

G

and before consonants other than g, as above excepted, the hard sound, as in
the English words gave, gone; as, Ge'lo, Gi-gan'tes, Gy-gse'us, Ag'ger, Ga'bi-i, Gor'gi-as, Sa-gun'tum.
9. Ch has the sound of k, but it is silent before a mute consonant at the beginning
of a word as, Chiho'nia, pronounced Tko'ni-a.
10. T, s, and c, before ia, ie, ii, io, iu, and eu, preceded immediately by the accent,
But when the t follows s, t, or
in Latin words, as in English, change into sh and zh.
z, or when the accent falls on the first of the vowels following, the consonant preserves its pure sound ; as, Sal-lus'ti-us, Brut'ii-i, Mil-ti'a-des, etc. So also in the
termination -tion ; as, The-o-do'ti-on.
11. S has, in general, the sound of s in this. Final s preceded by e, or a liquid,
has the sound of z.
12. Initial x has the sound of z. For its sounds as ks and gz, see Guide to Fron.
§§ 270, 271 as hsh, see Rule 10, above.
13. Initial ph before a mute is silent ; as, PhikVa, pronounced ThVa. Initial p
before s is silent ; as, Psy'che, pronounced Sy'lee. Initial p before t is silent as, Ptole-mx'us, pronounced Tol-e-mx'us.
14. At the beginning of words we frequently find the uncombinable consonants
mn, tm, etc. as, Mne-mos'y-ne, Tmo'lus, etc. These are to be pronounced with the
first consonant mute, as if written Ne-mos'y^e, Mo'lus, etc.
Remark 1. The termination -eus, derived from the third declension of Greek contracts in -eus, although usually made a single syllable in poetry, is resolved into two
syllables in the Table. This is also done by Walker and Trollope ; is defended by
Labbe and Carr ; and may be conceded to the exigencies of poetry. The other syllabication by which -eus has the sound of use, as in the noun abuse, is also given, and
should be followed in pronunciation in all ordinary cases.
2. With regard to words which occui- so frequently in English use that they may
be said to have become Anglicized, it should be stated that the Table aims only to
give the classical pronunciation. Every one must judge for himself whether or not
it will seem like affectation or pedantry, in any given case, to be classically correct.

and

ti,

;

;

;

;

Rules fob the Vowzls.

pin), as in I-ta'li-a.

lable hass its short sound, as in pin.

;

PRONOUHOING VOCABULARY
OF

GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
The abbreviations Pw., F., K., Pe., Fac., S., Py., C, L., Lid., B., For., Sch.,
W., M., and Fr., stand, respectively, for Passow, Freund, Klotz, Pupe, Facciolaii,
Smith, Paiily, Carr, Labbe, Liddell
Sloller, Forbiger, Scheller,
Scolt, Bischoff
Walker, Muller, and Frijlink. The. titles of the works referred to are given on page

&

A.
A'ba and

A'bffi

Ab'a-cae'na
Ab'a-cse-ni'ni

A-bag'e-na
Ab'a-ce'ne
but see Pe.
A-bse'us
A-bag'a-rus, C. L.
A-bal'la-ba,
M. For. S.
Ab'a-lus,
C. Py. 31.

A-ban'teg, 6
A-ban'ti-a, 10

C

A'brus

W.

B.3f.

Ag'e-son
A-ces'ta
A-ces'teg, 6
Ag'es-ti'nus
A-ces'to-do'rus
Ac'es-tor'i-deg, 6,

S.Py.

A-bru'po-lis

W.

A-bar'i-mon,
Ab'a-ri'mon,

Ab'ro-ta,
W. C. M. Fr.
Ab'ro-te-le'a
A-brot'e-leg, 6

A-brot'o-num

A-ban'tis
Ab'ar-ba're-a
Ab'a-ri, C.

A-bor'raa
Ag'e-lum
Ab'o-tis
A-ceph'a-li
Ab'ra-da'tas, Py. W. A-cer'a-tus, C. S.
Ab-rad'a-tas, ilf.
A-cer'bas
Ab'ra-da'tes, 6,
A-cer'rse
'
C. W.
Ag'er-sec'o-meg, 6
A-bra'ha-mus, C.
A'ceg, 6
Ab'ret-te'ne
A^'e-sam'e-uae
Ab'ret-te'ui
Ag'e-sam'e-nus
A-broc'o-mas
A^'e-sas
A-broc'o-mes, 6
A-ce'si-a, 10
Ab'ro-di-se'tus
Ag'e-si'nes, 6
A'bron
Ag'e-si'nus
A-bron'y-chua,
A-ce'si-us, 10, S. W.
C. S. W.
Ag'e-so

A-bro'ta

Ab'an-ti'a-dea, 6
A-ban'ti-as, 10
A-ban'ti-das, Py. S.

&

Ab-sa'rus, K.
Ab'sa-rus, B. M.
Ab-sim'a-rus, S. M.
Ab'so-rus
Ab-syr'ti-deg, 6
Ab-syr'tus

A'bus

A-ehar'nse
A-€ha'teg, 6

Ab'da-lon'y-mu8
Ab-de'ra
AVde-ri'teg, 6, and
Ab'de-ri'ta
Ab-de'rus
Ab'do-lon'y-mu»

Ab'y-de'nus
AVy-doc'o-meg, 6
A-by'dus

A'be-a'tse
A-bel'la
Ab'el-la'nl

Ab'ys-si'ni, L.

Ab'el-li'num
AVel-li'nus

Ac'a^cal'lis
Ac'a-ce'si-us, 10,

AVy-la

W.

A-eh'e-lo-3'a-deg, 6
A-eh'e-lo'i-as

A«h'e-lo'i-des, 6
A-eh'e-lo'ia

A-eh'e-lo'ri-um

A«h'e-lo'u3
A€h'e-men'i-deg, 6
A-ehe'ras, C.

A-eher'dus

Ab'zo-ae
Ac'a-be'ne

S.W.

A-di'a-bas, K.
A'di-a-be'ne
A'di-a-be'ni
A'di-a-ben'i-cus
A'di-an'te

A-con'ti-ua, 10

A-con'ti-zom'e-nuB
Ac'on-tob'o-li
Ac'o-ris
Ac'o-rus, C. W.

-S.

W.

Ac'ro-a'thon, L. W.
A-cro'a-thon, K. C.
Ac'ro-ce-rau'ni-a
Ac'ro-ce-rau'ni-um
A-croc'o-mae
Ac'ro-co-rin'tlius

Ac'ro-ta

Py. L.

A-can'thi-ne, C.

A-eh'il-li'deg,

A-ble'tes, 6
A-bU'tae"

A-can'thus

A-ehi'vi

A-cu'phia

A-ca'num

A-eh'la^dae'us
A«h'o-la, C.

A-cu'ai-las
A-cu'ei-la'us

A-eho're-us, Bern. 1

A-cy'rua
Ag'y-tus

Alyo-rig'i-neg, 6

A^'e-le

3r. Fr.
Ac-tis'a-neg, S.

A-cu'me-nus

A^'in-dy'nua, and
A-cin'dy-uus, C.

.ffi'e-ti'ne

.ffim'i-li-a'nua

.ffis'u-la

jiS-e'tis

^-mil'i-us

.ffis'u-lae

^'ga
^'gse

Mm'o-Asn
M'vaon or M'xmxa

.«:'sy-e'teg,
"

.^-gae'ae

jEm'o-na,

Pw. M. Pe.

.ffi-gse'on

.^-gse'um

^-sym'nua

.3S-mo'na»
Py. C. For.

.ffi-gale-os

.aS-ga^le-um
.as'gan or M'ga
jE-ga'teg, 6
.ai'ge-se

^'ge-a'teg,

6,

K.

jE-ge1e-on

.ffi-mo'ni-a
.ffi-mon'i-deg,
.ffim'o-nis

.ffith'a-le

iE-tha'h-a, also

6

.ffilth'a-li'a

iE-ge'ri-a
.aS-ges'ta
JL'ge-us, Rem. 1

.S;-thal'i-deg,

.ffi-na'ri-a

.ffil-tha'li-on

M-ne'a or M-ni'a,,
a city in Mace-

.«;-thi'ceg,

.ffi-ne'a-deg,

A-cu'num

A-cy'tus,

K.

A'da

6

.^g'i-da
jE-gi'deg, 6
^g'i-la, G. Py. S.3I.
.ffig'i-li'a, an island.

.ffith'i-ceg,

6

.ffi-thi'o-pe

.^-ne'as, of Troy.
M'ne-2iS, of Corinth,
etc.

6

.ffi-thi'o-peg,
.ffi-thi'o-pis

.^E/thi-ops

M'nexis
.aS'ni-a, a city of

A-eth'li-us
.ai'thon

.E'thra
.ffi-thu'sa
.aS'ti-a,

10

the Perrhasbi,

A-e'ti-on, 10
A-e'ti-us, 10,
L. C. S.

C.W.M.

.ffi-to'la

.ffi-ni'dse

.E-to'li-a

Ad'ri-me'tum

.^-gim'i-us

.ffi-to'lis

Ad'u-afi-ci or
Ad'u-at'u-ci
Ad'u-at'u-ca

.ffi-gim'o-rus

.ai-gim'u-rus

.^-ni'des, 6
.^n'i-cus
.Sln'o-bar'buB

6

.ffi-to'li

.ffi-to'lus

A'ex-im'e-neg, 6
Mx-c/ne or

.a;-gi'na

.ffi-no'na

A-dula
A-dulas

.ffig'i-ne'ta

M'o-\e^, 6
.ffi-o'li-a

Mx'o-ni'a.

A-du'lis
Ad'u-li'ton
Ad'u-ni-ca'teg, 6

.S;-gi'o-chu8

.ffi-o'li-se

A'fer

.fflg'i-pan
.fflg'i-pa'neg, 6
.^E-gi'ra
.35-gir'o-es'aa

.ffi-ol'i-deg,

6

.aig'i-ru'sa

.^-pe'a

M'gis

.^'pi-o-re'tus

Ai'ri-cum

S. 3f.

^ai-gis'thua

.^p'o-lua

6

.^'gi-um

Af'ri-cua
A-gac'ly-tua
Ag'ac-tu'ri, K,
Ag'a-las'seg, 6
Ag'a-me, V.

M'a,-ce'a,
6,
.ffi-a^'i-deg,

^x'o-ue'is

A-fra'ni-a
A-fra'ni-us
Af'ri-ca
Af'ri-ca'nus
Af'ri-ce-ro'neg,

Ad'vo-lans
Ad'yr-ma€h'i-dsB
M'a,

M'arce^,

6

.ffl'thi-o'pi-a

.ffig'i-lips

6

Py.

.ffi-thi'on

.ffi'ni-a'neg,

.Sig'i-ne'teg,

6

6

.S;th'i-cus

.ffi-ne'a-dsB

3Ietapontus,

.^-gi'a-le

or

.ffith'a-le'a

.^n'a-re

donia.

.ffi-ge'li

6

.ai-sy'me
.ais'ym-ne'tse
.^s'ym-ne'teg, 6

M-^Vi-a,, a demus
in A ttica, S.

A-eh'e-ron'ti-a, 10

A-ble'rus

K.

A-draa'tus
A-dre'ne
A'dri-a
A'dri-a/nus
A'dri-at'i-cum

Ac-tor'i-deg, 6
Ac'to-ris
A-cu'le-o

A'ce

W. C. M.
Ad'ra-na, the Oder,
A-dra'na, B. 31. W.
A-dra'ne, a city.

A'dri-an-op'o-lis

A-ehil'le-us, Bern. 1

Ac'de-i,

Ad'ra-myt-ti'um
Ad'ra-myt'ti-um,

Ac'ro-tho'um

A-«hiiaes, 6
A«h'il-le'um

Ac'cu-a

.ffi-so'pus

.a;-gi'a-lus
.SS-gic'o-reg,

A-camp'sis
A-can'tha

Ab'o-ra'ca
Ab'o-ras, C.
A-bo'ras,
Sch. B. M.

A-do'ni-a
A-do'nis
A-do're-us
Ad'ra-mi'tae
Ad'ra-myt-te'os or
Ad'ra-myt-te'on
Ad'ra-myt-te'um or

Ac'ro-tho'on

A-cil'i-a
Ag'i-li-se'ne
A-cil'i-ua
A-cil'la

.aSs'o-pe'us"

jE-mil'i-a

.ffi-gae'us

M'arci'mn
M'a-cus
M'se

iEgle

S.

6

.ffi-eon'i-des,

.ffi-lu'rua

10

Ad'ras-ti'a
Ad'ras-ti'i Cam'pi
Ad'ras-ti'ne

Ac'a-mar'«hiB
Ac'armas

K.

A-do'neus

A-el'lo
A-el'lo-pus

.a5'ne-o-bar'bu8
.ffi-nes'i-de'mus
.a;-ne'tu8
wS/ne-us, Rem. 1, or

Ac'ti-um, 10
Ac'ti-us, 10

A-bo'ra

^-e'tes, 6

.ffl-ne'is

A«h'il-le'a
A^h'il-le'is

Ac-ca^li-a
Ac'ci-a, 10
Ac'ci-e'nus,
Ac-ci'si
Ac'ci-us, 10

Ad'o-as
A-do'ne-us, iJem. 1

A«h'e-ro

A-eh'ra-di'na
A^'i-eho'ri-us
Aj'i-dali-a
Ag'i-di'nus
A^'i-don, M. Py.

M-e'is., iE-e'taa or

.Sl'ne-a'teg,

A-ehe'tus
A-€hi1as
A-ehillas

Ac'ba-rus

iEs'i-ca
.^-si'nas

.ffi'gi-a-li'a

Ac'a-de'ra, S.
Ac'a-di'ra, S.
A-csen'i-tus, C.
Ac'a-lan'drus
A-cal'le

A-boec'ri-tus
Ab'o-la'ni
Ab'o-le'tus
Ab'o-lus, M. B.
A-bon'i-tei'cho3

A'di-afo-mus

A-eh'e-ron

A-«ho'reu8
A-«ho'rus, L. C.

M'li-us

Mdin-i
M-eVlo, or A-el'lo

W.

^s'-ehri-on,

.3is'cu-la'pi-u3

.ffi'gi-a-le'a

Ac-ti'a-cus
Ac'ti-aa, 10
Ac'ti-sa'neg, 6,

AVo-bri'ga
Ab'o-di'a-cum

JEj-ser'ni-a.

jE'gi-a'le-us

Ao'ti-a, 10

Al/o-bri'ca

JS-se'pua

.ffi'li-a'nus

A-dras'ta

A«h'e-runs

Ac'ar-ua'neg, 6
Ac'ar-na'ni-a
A-cas'ta
A-cas'tus
Ac'a-ton

iEs'-ehy-lus

iE'H-a

A-dra'nus

A«h'e-ri'ni

6

32-gyp'tus

genitive A-ed'o-nia
A'e-dc'nia,
an island.

A-dra'num

A-crot'a-tus,
Ac'ro-tho'i

A-ehil'leus

A-e'don,

A-crop'o-lis
Ac'ro-re'a
Ac'ro-re'i
Ac'ro-ri'teg, 6

A«h'6-ru'si-a, 10
A«h'e-ru'sis

Ab'no-ba

K.

W.

A'cron
A-cron'o-ma

Ac'a-cus
Ac'arde'mi-a *
Ac'a-de'mus

Ab'i-le'ne
Ab'i-le'ni
A-bis'a-reg, 6
Ab'i-son'teg, 6

jEs'-ehy-li'des, G, W.
.s;s-ehyl'i-deg, S.

iE-di'lis
.Ed'i-lus, C. L.

Ad-me'te
Ad-me'to
Ad-me'tus, C.

A-ber'ci-us, 10, 5.

A'bi-i
Ab'i-la

.aS-gyp'ta
Ji-gyp'ti-i, 10
.ffi-gyp'ti-um, 10

Ad'i-man'tus

A«h'e-ron-ti'ni
A-eh'e-roa

A-bi'da

.ffis'-ehre-is

M-di'le^, 6

A'di-e'nus, Py.

Ac'a-ce'teg, 6
A-ca'ci-us, 10, S. W.

A'bi-a'nus, S.

.ffls'-ehre-as

.ffil-gyp'sua

A'criB
A-crae'a
A-crse'phi-a
Ac'rargas
Ac'ra-toph'o-rus
Ac'ra-top'o-teg, 6
A-cra'tus

A-be'lus
A'be-o'na

A-bes'sa-lo'mua
Ab'garrus
A'bi-a

.ffl-gu'sa

vE-dic'u-la

.S;-e'ti-as,

A'cri-ae,

.ffis'-ehi-nes,6

.a;-de'si-us, 10

A'di-at'o-rix

Ac-tse'a
Ac-tse'on
Ac-tse'us

A-bel'li-o

.^-de'si-a, 10

A'cra

A-cris'i-o'ne
A-cris'i-o-ne'us
A-cris'i-o-ui'ardeg, 6
A-cris'i-us
A-cri'tas

A-eh'a-ra
A-eh'a-ren'seg, 6

S. C.

A'di-ab'a-rse,

A-con'te§, 6

Ac'ri-doph'a-gi

Ab/u-li'teg, 6,
Py. S. W.

Ab'u-se'na, or
A-bu'se-na, Py.
AVu-si'na, S.
Ab'y-de'ni

Ac'o-ne

A-ehae'i

A-bas'sus
Ab'a-tos
Ab'bo-ras, Sch. B.
Ab'da-lon'i-mus,

Ab'u-di'a-cum

Ad'du-a
A'de-a
A'de-as
A'de-o'na
A-deph'a-gus
Ad-her'bal

A-«hae'a

Ab'u-la, C. L.

Ab'a-sa, C.
Ab'a-se'ni

A-dap'e-ra,

A'cri-a'teg, 6

Ab'a-si'tis

A'bas

Py.

A'cia

Ac-mon'i-deg, 6
A^'oe-me'tae
A-coen'o-uo-e'tua
A-coe'tbg, 6
Ac'o-ly'ti, C. L.
Ac'o-nae

A-ces'to-rus
A-ce'teg, 6, C. 31. L.

A-ehaem'e-neg, 6
A«h'ae-men'i-deg, 6
A-ehse'us
A-eha'i-a (arka'ya)
A-€ha'ia

Ab'a-ris

The figures which follow certain words in the Vocabulary refer to corresponding Rules of Pronunciation, and Remarks, also on page 1882. The figure 6, for
example, appended to Abantes, refers to Rule 6, which shows that the vowel in the
last syllable has its long English sound.
1882.

M'o-Ms
.^'o-lus

^-o'ra

.ffip'y-tua

iEg-le'is

.Sl-qua/na

Mg'le^, 6

.^qui

6

M-x'a,
iE'a-me'ne

.ffig-le'tes,

6

.ffi-quic'o-li

aS-gob'o*lus

.ffi-quic'u-li

Ag'a-me'de
Ag'a-me'deg, 6

jE'an-te'a
.^E'an-te'um

.aS-gog'e-roB

.ffiq'ui-cus

Ag'a-mem'uon

.fflg'o-mi'a

.3Sq'ui-me'U-um
A-er'o-pe
.^r'o-pus,
a mountain, C.
A-er'o-pus

Ag'a-mem-uon'ideg, 6
Ag'a-mem-uo'ni-us

^s'a-cus

Ag'a-moa
Ag'a-mus

Ad'a-da, 3f. B.
.ffi-an'ti-deg,6, W.S. M'gOQ
A-dse'us
.ffi-an'tis
M-go'ae
Ad'a-man-tae'a
.3i-an'to-do'rus
.aSg'o-ne'a
Ad'a-man-ti'a, 10, or M'as
.^S-go'neg, 6
Ad'a-man-te'a, S.
.ai-be'lus
.^-goph'a-gua
Ad'a-maa
.^-bu'dae
M'goa Pot'a-mi or
Ad'a-maa'tus
jE-bu'ra
Pot'a-mos

K.

A-da'mus

iE-ca'ni,

Ad'a-na, 3r. S.
A-da'na, B.

.aSc-mag'o-raa

.fi-gos'the-na
.as-gos'the-ni'a

.^c'u-la/num

.fflg'u-a

.ffi-sa'ge-a

.fi-sa'pua

M'sar or M-bb/tub,

Ag'a-nies'tor

Ag'a-me'tor

Ag'a-ni'ce
Ag'a-nip'pe

also Me'a-Tua, C. B. Ag'a-uip-pe'us
.ffls-ehil'i-deg, G, S.
A-gau'za-ga, K.

* Fassow, referring to Buttmonn, says that the penult should always be accented(1883)
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Ag'a-pe
Ag'a-pe'uor
Ag'a-pe'tus
A'gar

Ag'o-nali-a
A-gc/ne-as
A-go'nes, 6
A-go'ni-a

Ag'a-re'ni
Ag'a-ris'ta

A-go'nis,

Py. W.

Fac.
Ag'o-nis, a servant
at Eryx, W.
A-go'nis, the same,

C.
A-go'ni-us

Ag'a-thar'«lii-des, 6

Ag'o-rac'ri-tus
Ag'o-rae'a
Ag'o-rae'sua
Ag'o-rae'us

Ag'a-thar'€hua
Ag'a-them'e-ris
Ag'a-tliem'e-ru3
Ag'a-thi'a
A-ga'thi-a3 and

Ag'o-ra'nax, Pas.
Ag'o-ra'nis,

Ag'a-tlii'a3

Py. W.

Ag'a-thi Daem'o-nia
Ag'a-thi'nu8

Ag'o-ran'o-mi
Ag'o-re'aua

Ag'a-tho
Ag'a-tho-bulus

A'gra

Ag'a-tho-cle'a
A-gath'o-cle§, 6
Ag'a-tho-dc/riis

Ag'a-thom'o-rus
Ag'a-thon

Ag'a-tho-ny'mu3, IF.
Ag'a-thon'y-mus, C.
A-gath'o-pus
Ag'a-thos'the-ne§, 6
Ag'a-thyr'na or
Ag'a-thyr'su3

Ag'a-thyr'num
Ag'a-thyr'si

A-gau'num

C
K.

Ag'rip-pe'um, L. C.
Ag'rip-pi'ua
A'gri-ua
Ag'ro-las
A-gro'le-on

A'gron

Ag'e-le'i3

A-gel'o-cum,

K.

Rem.

Al'gi-dus

Aui-phi'a-lua

Al-cam'e-neg, 6
Al-can'der
Al-can'dre
Al-ca'nor

Al-go'num

Am'a-ryn'ce-us, 10,

Am-pbi'a-nax
Am-phi'a-ra-e'um
and -re'um

An'ax-ag'o-ras
A-nax'ag-o-re'us
An'ax-am'dri-daa,

An'ge-a, K.
An-ge'a, Py. S.
An'ge-le

Al-cath'o-e
Al-cath'o-us
Al'ce
Al-ce'nor
Al-ces'te or

A-li'fae
A'li-i

Alla-va,
Al'U-a
Al'li-e'ni

Py.S. W.

Al'U-e'nus
Al-li'fae or
Al-li'plise

Al'o-i'dse
Al'o-i'deg,
A-lo'ia

Al'ou-me'na

A-lo'ne or
A-lo'na

A-le'bi-on,
A-lec'to
A-lec'tor

A-gylleus
A-gjnr'i-um
A-gyr'tes,
' 6

Pw. W.

A-hen'o-bar'bua

A-ges'i-la'us

A'i-do'ne-us,

1

A-i'la

A'i-us (a'yus) Locu'ti-uB, 10

A'jax
Al'a-ban'da

A-ge'tas
A-ge'tor
A-ge'tus
Ag-ge'nua, 8

A-lse'a

A-gi'a-dse
A'gi-a3
Ag'i-dae

Ag-la'i-a (ag-la'j a)
Ag'la-o-ni'ce
Ag-la'o-peg, 6

Al'£i-la,

Pw.

Ag'Ia-o-phae'na

Al'al-com'e-nsB
Al'al-com'e-neg, 6
A-lal'co-me'ne-ua,

Ag'la-o-phe'me
Ag-la'o-phon
Ag'Ia-o-pho'nus

Al'al-com'e-neus
A-lal'co-me-ni'um

Rem.

Ag'la-o'pis
Ag'la-os'the-neg, 6

Ag-lau'ros

Ag-Wus, K. Py.
Ag'la-us, C. L.
Ag-na'li-a
Ag'no-cle|, 6

S.

M.

Ag'no-de'mua
^-nod'i-ce,
Pe. Sch. S.
Ag'no-di'ce.,

W.
K.

Ag'no-do'rus
Ag'no-ni'a
Ag-non'i-dej, 6
Ag-noph'i-lua
Ag-noa'the-nej, 6
Ag-noa'tra-tus
Ag-no'tes, 6

Ag-noth'e-mis
Ag'-oo'the-os
Ag-noth'e-tse
Ag'o-lae'us

1

An'i-tor'gia

Am-phip'a-gus
Am-pbip'o-leg, 6
Am-phip'o-lia
Am-pbip'y-ros,

K. For.
6, W.

An'ca-U'teg,
An-ca'ri-us

An-cba'ri-a
An-eba'ri-us
An-eha'te§, G

An-ehi'a-la or
An-ehi'a-le

An-no'na
A-no'gon

Am-phis'aa
Am-phis'sus
Am-phis'the-neg, 6

An'-ehi-a-li'a

A-no'lus

W. Am-phit'ry-on
Am-phifry-o-ni'adeg, G

Am-phi'us
Am-phot'e-rua
Am-pbry'sus
Am'py-cus
Amp'sa-ga, IF.
Amp-sa'ga, K. Py.
Am-pyg'i-des, G

An-ehem'o-hi8

An-elii'a-lus

An'o-nua

An-ebim'o-lua
An-ehin'o-e
An-ehi'aa
An-ehi'seg, 6

An'o-pae'a
An-tae'a
An'tae-op'o-liB

"An-ehis'i-a, 10, S.
An'-ehi-ai'a-deg, 6
An'-cho-se

W.

An'-eho-e

An-chom'e-nuB
An-€bu'ru8

An'te-nor'i-deg, 6

An'te-roa
An'te-ruB
An-the'a
An'the-aa

W. An-the'don

K.

A-mu'li-us

AIDS

A-my'cla

Al'e-mon'i-deg, 6
A'le-on, W.

Al-pe'nus

Am-bro'si-a, 10
Am-bro'si-us, 10

Am-bry'on, W.
Am'bry-on, S.
Am-brys'sus
Am-bry'sua

Am'y-clse, C. L.
Ani'y-clse'us
A-my'claa, ir. W.
Am'y-cli'deg, 6

Am'bu-ba'jse
Am'e-le§, 6

Am'y-cus
Am'y-don

An'de-ga'vi
An-deg'a-vi or
An-dec'a-vi, For.
An-de'ra
An-der'i-tum, K. Py.
An'de-ri'tum, S.
An-di'ra
An-do5'i-deg, 6

Am'e-na'nus

Am'y-nio'ne

An-drse'mon

Am'e-no'pbie, C. L.
A-me'ri-a
Am'e-ri'nus
A-mea'tra-tus
A-mea'tris
A'mi-a'nus, C.
A-mic'tas
A-mi'da, W.
Am'i-da, Py. S. S.
A-mil'car
Am'i-los, Py. W.
Am'i-se'na
Am'i-se'ni
A-mi'sum or

Am'y-nom'a-ehua
A-myn'tas

An-drag'a-thuB
An-drag'o-ras
An'dre-as

A-le'ri-a
A-le'ris, C.

Al-phe'a

A-le'si-a, 10,

F. W.

A-le'sus
A-le'tes
A-le'thes,

Virg.

Al'phe-se'a, Py., or
Al'phi-se'a, Pw.
Al-phe'i-as
(al-fe'yas)

6,

of

Al-phe'nor
Al-phe'uus
Al'phe-si-boe'a
Al'phe-si-boe'us

A-le'tis
Al'e-tri'nas
A-let/ri-na'te§, 6
A-lef ri-neu'ses, 6

Al-phe'us

A-le'tri-um

Al-po'nus

A-leu'a-dseJ
Pw. C. S.
Al'eu-a'dae,

Al'si-um, 10

Al'phi-o'sa
Al'phi-ua, C. S.
Al-pi'nus

Al-ta'num

W.

Ale-US

Al-thse'a
Al-thsem'e-nes, 6

Al-them'e-neg, 6
Al-the'pua

Am'i-sus, S. M.
Am'i-ter-ni'ni

Al-ti'mim

Am'i-ter'num
Am'i-tha'on or
Am'y-tha'on

Fng. Al'ex-an'dri-a

Al'y-cse'a

Al'ex-an'dri-a,

a woman.
A-lex'an-dri'a,

a

city,

Rem,

2,

Al'ex-an'drl-deg, 6,

L. W.
A-lex'an-drl'na
A-Iex'an-drop'o-lis
Al'ex-a'nor
Al'ex-ar'chua
A-lex'as

Am'i-ti'num,

A-ly'mon, K. C. F.
Al'y-mon, W.
A-lyn'o-mu8

Al-bi'ni

Al'ez-ic'a-cus

A-mad'o-ci

K.

Am'mi-a'nua
Am'mo-ehoa'tos
Am-mo'des, 6
Am-mo'ni-as, For.
Am-mo'nia

Am'mo-ni'um
Am-nae'us
Am'ni-aa, S.

W.

Am-ni'sus
Am-ni'tes,

A-myn'tor
Am'yn-tor'i-deg, 6
Am'y-ri'cus Cam'pus, iS.

Am'y-ris

Am'y-rus
A-mya'tia

Am'y-tha'on
Am'y-tha-o'ni-us
Am'y-tia, aS. W.
A-nab'a-sia
An'a^-bu'ra
An'a-cae'a
An'a-ce'i-a
(an'a-se'ya)

An'a-ces or
A-nac'tes, 6
An'a-ehaf'ais
An'a-ci'um or

An'a-ce'um
An'a-cle'tua
/•-na'cre-on,

Rem. 2

A-nac'to-rum
An'a-dy-om'e-ne
A-nag'ni-a

6,

W. A-moe'be-as
A-moe'be-us,

Rem.

Am'yn-ti'a-deg, 6
A-myn'ti-a'nus, 10

A-my'zon, S.

A-mi'sus

Al-tl'na
Al-tt'nas

A-lun'ti-um, 10
A-lu'tas, For.
Al-vo'na
A'ly-aftea
Al'y-ba
Al'y-baa

A-my'clse

1

A-mo3'beu8

C.

An'ag-ni'num
An'a-i'tis

A-na'ni-ua, S.

An'a-pau-om'e-ne
Au'a-pau-om'e-nos

An-tan'der
An-tan'dros
An-te'a

An-tem'naa
An-te'nor

An-cy'le
An-cy'ra
An-cy'rae
An-cy'ron, C.
An-dao'a-taAn-da'ni-a, L. S.
An'da-rae,
An'da-tis

An-tse'us
An-tag'o-ras
An-tal'ci-das

An-te'i-us (-te'yuSv,

An-ci'le

An-co'na

Am-sanc'tus

Al'pes, 6
Al-pe'sa

A'ni-us
An-na'lis
An'ni-a'nuB
An'ni-bal

An-€hes'mus

Am'bi-ga'tus, L.
Am-bi'o-rix
Am-biv'i-us

Py. W.

An'i-sus

Aniph'i-ro, Pw.
Ani'phis-bae'na

Am-phir'e-tua
Am-phi'ro, Pe.

Al'o-pe
A-loj/e-ca

Am-bra'ci-a, 10
Am-bra'ci-as, 10
Am'bra-ci-o'ta, 10
and -ci-o'te§, 6
Am-bra'ci-us, 10

An-eal'i-tes,

An'i-ue'tum

An'ni-ce-ri'i
An-nig'e-ris
An'ni-elio'ri
An'ni-ua Scap'u-la

Pw. W.

Am'pbi-tri'te

Al'bi-gau'num

K.

K.

An'a-zar-be'ni
An-cse'us

Am-phith'e-mis
Am-phith'o-e

A-lei'i-a, Fr. W.
Al'ex-i'a-res, 6, Py.

Al'bi-ci,

An'ia-tor'gia

Am-bi'cus

Al'y-pe'tus
A-ly'pus
A-lys'aus
Al'yx-oth'o-e, L.
Al'y-ze'a
Am'a^cli'deg, 6

Al-bi'ci

A'ni-o

A-nax'o

Am-phlm'a-«hua
Am-phim'e-don
Am-phin'o-me
Am-phin'o-mua
Am-phi'on

Am-bro'neg, 6

Al'ex-am'e-neg, 6
Al'ex-am'e-nus
Al'ex-an'der
Al'ex-an'dra
A-lex'an-dre'um

Al'bi-a'num,

A'ni-e'nua
A-ni'grns

An'ax-ir'rho-e
A-nax'is

Am'bi-bar'e-ti and
Am'bi-ba-re'ti, C.

A-lop^e-con-ne'sus
and -co-ne'sus
A-lop'e-cus
A-lo'pex

A-nig'i-a. 10,S..W.
A-ni?'i-us, 10, -S. W.
A'ni-e-nic'o-Ia

A-nax'i-man'der
An'ax-im'e-neg, 6
An'ax-ip'pus

Am'phi-the-a'truin

AmOila-da, S. W.
Am-bla'da, B.

An'i-ce'tus

An'ax-ip'o-lis

A-lo'niB

A-lop'e-cse
A-lop'e-ce

An'gu-lum

Am-phil'y-tus,
S. W.

Am-phith'e-a

Fac.

An-guit'i-a, 10

Am-bro'dax

Al'a-ma/ni or
Al'a-man'ui

Al'bi-a

K.S.

An'gui-fer

A-nax'i-da'mua
A-nax'i-la'us
An'ax-il'i-dcg, 6,
5. W.

Am-phil'o-€huB

Am'pbia-ti'deg, 6
Am'phls'tra-tus

Am'bi-at'i-nus,

An'ax-ib'i-a
An'ax-ic'ra-teg, 6

A-lo'rus

Alex

Al-ba'nus

W.

An'ge-lus
An'ge-ro'na
An-gi'tea, G
An-git'i-a, 10
An-git'u-la
An'gli-a, L.
An-gli'a, W.

An'ax-ar'e-te

An'ax-e'nor
A-nax'i-as, 10

A-le'mon
Al'e-mo'na

A-lal'co-mi-ne'ia

A-la/ni
Al'a-ri'cua
A-las'tor
A-las'to-res, 6
Al'as-tor'i-deg, 6, S.
A-lau'das
Al'a-zon, W.
A-la'zon, Pw. C.
Al'a-zo'neg, 6
Al-ba'ni or
Al-ben'ses,
* 6
Al-ba'ni-a

Am'a-zo'ui-a
Am'a-zon'i-cus
Am'a-zon'i-des, 6
A-maz'o-nis
Am'a-zo'ni-us
Am-bar'ri
Am'bar-va'les Hos'-

An'ax-an'<3ri-deg, 6

Al'o-ri'tBB

Valeniinus.

A-lse'sa
A-lse'sus
A-lae'us

1

6

A-lo'pi-us,
A-lo'ris

and

Al'e-thi'a,
one of the eons

A-lse'i

K.

Al'e-man'ni
Al'e-ma'ni

A-le'sa

Al'a-ban'di or
Al'a-ban-den'eeg, 6
Al'a-ban'di-cus
Al'a-bia

Ag-gram'meg, 6

Ag'i-don,
A'gis

Rem.

A'i-do'neus or
A-ld'o-neu3

Ag'e-sip'o-li3
Ag'e-sis'tra-ta,
L. S. W.
Ag'e-sis'tra^tua

(a-Ie'yus)

Cam'pua

A-lia'la

A-ges'i-da'mus
Ag'e-sim'bro-tus
A-ges'i-na'teg, 6

Py. W.

A-ma'ta
Am'a-the'a
Am'a-thus

ti-ae, 6
Am'bar-va'li-a
Am'be-nus, C.
Am'bi-a'ni
Am'bi-a-ti'nu6,

1 A-lo'ni

A-lec'try-on
A-le'i-us

W.

Al-mo'peg, 6
Al'my-ro'de

Alo-me'iia
Al-com'e-nae
Al'co-ne

Ag'yl-lse'us
A-gyl'le-us,

1

W.

Al-ma'na
Al-me'ne

Rem.

A-mas'trus

i. W.
A-ma'zoD, Rem. 2,
Fng. Am'a-zon
A-maz'o-neg, G

Al-lu'ci-us, 10, S.

Alc-mae'on

Ag'e-nor'i-deg, 6
A-gep'o-lia

A-ge'si-as, 10,

For.

Am-pbid'o-li
Am'pbi-dro'mi-a,
S. W.
Am-phi'e-teg, 6
Am'phi-ge-ni'a
Am'phi-lo'-ehi-a

Am'a-thu'si-a, 10
A-max'an-ti'a, 10
A-max'i-tis, L.
Am'ax-o'bi-i
Am'a-ze'nes, 6,

Al'li-fa'nua
Al-lob'ro-geg, 6
Al-log'e-neg, 6
Al-lot'ri-geg, 6

A-lo'a
A-lo'as
A-lo'e-us,
A-lo'eus

A-le'bas

Rem.

K.

Al-cid'o-cua

Am-pbid'a-mas

A-mas'tris

Alla-ba or

Ale-a

An'ax-ar'€hus

A-mas'tri-a'ni

A-li'sum

Rem.

Am'phi-cle'a
Am-pUic'ra-tes, 6
Am-phic'ty-ou,
Pw. Fr.
Am'phic-ty'o-neg, 6

Am'a-se'a or
Am'a-si'a
Am'a-se'uus
A-ma'eia

Al-cid'i-ce,

A-§yiaa

Ag'e-ro'na
Ag'e-san'der

6

Am'a-ryn'thus

K.

An-ge'li-a, Py. W.
An-ge'li-on, Py, W.

PyAn'ax-an'der

A'mas

Al'ir-ro'thi-us
Al'i-son'ti-a, 10, C.

An'ga-ri

Am-phi'a-ra-i'deg, 6
Ani'phi-a-ra'us

Al'i-men'tua
A-lim'e-nus, C.

An'e-mo'tia
An'e-res'tes, 6
A-ne'tor, C.

A-nau'rua
A-nau'sa-rus

Am'a-ryu-ci'deg, 6
Am'a-ryn'thi-a

Al'i-lae'i

A-li'ph?e
Al'i-pha'nua
Al'i-phe'ra
Al'i-pbe'rua

1

1

Am'a-ryn'ceua

A'li-ar'tus
A'li-e'nus

Al-ci'deg, 6

A-gy'i-e-us,

Rem.

A'li-ac'mon

Rem.

Ag'e-los

1

An'a^aim'bro-tus
A-nat/o-le

and

An'e-mo-re'a
An'e-mo'sa

An'ga-ria,

A gen'di-cum
A-ge'nor

A-gy'ieua

A'nas

A'nax

Al-cy'o-ne
AJ'cy-o'ne-us,
Al-cy'o-neus
Al-des'cus

A-gros'pi
A-grot'e-ra

Ag'e-lo-ehi'a

A-mor'gos

An'e-mo-li'a
An'e-mo-ri'a

A-nau'sis

Al-ciu'o-e
Al-cin'o-ua
Al-ci'o-pus
Al'ci-phron, C. W.
Al-cip'pe
Al-cip'pua
Al-cis'the-ne
Al-cis'the-neg, 6
Al-cith'o-e

A-gri'o-do3
A'gri-o'ni-a
A-gri'o-pas
A-gri'o-pe
A'gri-oph'a-gi
A-grip'pa

A-nar'teg, 6

An'e-mo

Am-phe'a

Al'gi-dum

Al-cim'a-ehua
Al-cim'e-de
Al-cim'e-don
Al-cim'e-nes, 6
Al'ci-mus

Ag'ri-geu'tum
A-grin'i-um

An'a-ri'a-cae

A-mar'di
Am'a-ryl'Us

Am'an-te'ni

Al-ca3n'e-tus
Al-cse'us

Al-cid'a^mas
Al'ci-da-me'a
Al'ci-da'mus, Pe.

K.

A-na'pus

Am'o-rse'us
A-mor'ge§, 6

6

An'e-lou'tia

Am'pe-lu'si-a, 10,
S. W.

Ag'ra-gan-ti'nuB

A'gre

A'mor

An-dros'the-neg,
An-dro'ti-on

A-ma'num

Al-ci'dse

A'gri-a/neg, 6
A'gri-an'o-rae,
A-gric'o-la

A-man'i-cse
A-man'ti-a, 10
Am'an-ti'ni or

An'a-phlya'tuB
A-na'pis
A-na'pi-ua

A-ma'iius
A-mar'a-cus

A-grae'i

K. W.

Al'ex-ir'iio-e

Al'fa-ter'na
Al'fa-ter'ni
Al-fe'nua

AVci-bi'a^deg,

A-grau'o-ni'tae,

Am'al-the'um

An'a-phe

Am'om-phar'e-tus
Am'o-pa'on, Pw.

Am'pe-li'nua
Am'pe-lis
Am'pe-los

Al'ceus

A-grau'los
A-grau'lua

W.

Al'ex-ip'pua

A-lex'o
A-lex'on

A'grae
A-grae'a

W.

A-mal'lo-bri'ga
Am'al-thse'a
Am'al-the'a or
Am'al-thi'a

A-lex'is

Al-ces'tis

A-grau'li-a, S.
A-grau'lis

Ag'a-tlio-ni'cus

Ag-des'ti3
Ag'e-la'da3
Ag'e-la'deg, 6,
Ag'e-las'tus
Ag'e-la'us
Ag'e-le
Ag'e-le'a
Ag'e-les, 6
Ag'e-li'a or

A-lex'i-ui'cua
Al'ex-i'nus
A-lex'i-on, S.

A-moe'me
Am'o-me'tUs

A-mad'o-cus

A-lex'i-de'mus

Al-bu'na
Al-bu'ne-a
Al-bur'nus

Al'ce-tas
Al'ce-us,

A-grau'le

Ag'a-tlio-iii'ce

W

A-go'nus
Ag'o-ra

Py. S.

A-lex'i-da,

courtesan.
A-go'nis, early name Al'bu-cil'la
of the Quirinal, Al'bu-la

A-ga/so
A-gas'sa
A-gas'the-neg, 6
A-gas'tr6-phu3
Ag'a-su3
Ag'a-tha
Ag'a-tha-ge'tus
Ag'a-thar'«hi-da3

A-ga've
A-ga'vus
Ag-bafa-na,

of a

work of Alexis,
and name of a

Ag'a-sic'le-a
A-gas'i-cles, 6,

U

title

Al'bi-no-va'nus
Al-bin'te-me'li-um
Al-bin'ti-mil'i-um
Al-bi'nus
Al'bi-on
Al'bi-o'na
Al-bi'o-ueg, 6, C.
Al'bi-H3

An-thela
An'tbe-li'a

An'the-mis

An'the-mua
An'tbe-mu'sa
An'the-mu'sl-a, 10,
S. W.

An-the'ne
An-ther'mua
An'thea-pho'ri-a
An'thes-te'ri-a,
S. W.

An'the-ua
An-thi'a

An'thl-nse
Rem, 1
An'dreus
An'thi-um, J'ac. W.
An'dri-a
An-tho'reg, G, Virg.
An-dri'a-ca
An-throp'o-morAn-dri'cuB, Fr. Fac.
phi'tae
An'thro-poph'a-gj
An'dri-cua, L. K.
An-dris'cus
An-thylla
An-dro'bi-UB
An-ti'a
An'dro-bu'lus
An'ti-a'na
An'ti-a-ni'ra, 10
An'dro-cle'a
An'dro-cleg, 6
An'ti-as, 10
An'ti-bac-€hi'uB
An'dro-cU'deg, 6
An-tib'ro-te
An'dro-clus
An-tic'a-nia
An'dro-cy'deg, 6
An'dre-us.

An-drod'a-mas
An-dro'dua

An-tic'a-to
An-ti-eh'tho-neg, 6

An-drog'e-nee, 6
An-dro'ge-os
An-dro'ge-ua
An-drog'y-nae
An-drog'y-nua

An'ti-ci-no'lia

An-drom'a-ehe
An-drom'a-«hus
An-drom'e-da
An-drom'e-deg, 6,
a Lacedemonian.
An'dro-me'dee, G,

an ^ginetan,
An-drom'e-nes, 6
An'dro-ni'cus
An-droph'a-gi

An'dro-pom'puB

An'ti-cle'a
An'ti-cli'deg, 6

An-tic'ra-gua
An-tic'ra-teg, 6
An-tig'y-ra
An'ti-do'ruB
An-tid'o-tus
An-tig'e-nes, 6
An'ti-ge-ni'deg, 6
An'ti-gen'i-deg or
An'ti-gen'i-das,

a musician,

K. L. W.
An'ti-ge-ni'daS;.

C.
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An'tig-no'tus
An-tig'o-na
An-tig'o-ne
An'ti-go-ne'a

Ap'e-ro'pi-a,
Py. S. W.

Ar'a-bri'ca or
Ar'a-bri'ga

Ap'e-sas
Aph'a-ce,

Ar'a-bus
A-rac'ca or
A-rec'ca

Py.L.C.S.

An'ti-go-ni'a
An-tig'o-nia

A-phae'a

An-tig'o-nus

A'phar

An-til'e-on
An'ti-lib'a-nu8
An-til'o-ehus
An'ti-ma-eh'i-deg, 6

A-pha're-us,

An-tim'a-ehua
An-tim'e-nes, 6

Aph'e-sas

An-tin'o-e
An'ti-no-e'a

A-phe'tor

Ar'a-eho'si-a, 10
Ar'a-eho'si-i, 10
Ar'a-eho'toB or
Ar'a-eho'ti
Ar'a-cil'lum
Ar'a-cyii'thu3

A-plii'das

Av'a-du3

An'ti-no-i'a
An'ti-nop'o-lis

A-phid'na
Aph-ne'is

An-thi'o-us

Aph-ne'um

A'raa
Ar'se-thyr'e-a
Ar'a-phi'a

Rem.

1

Aph'a-reua

A'phas
A-pliel'las
Aph'e-fcaa

An-ti'o-€lieg, 6

Aph-ni'tis

An'ti-o-ehi'a
An-ti'o-ehis

Aph'o-be'tua
Aph'o-bus
A-phri'ces, 6

Ar'a-ce'li, Py. S.
A-ra«h'ne
Ar'a«h-ne'a

W.

An'ti-phe'mus
An-tiph'i-lu8

A-pid'a-uu3

Au'ti-phon
An-tiph'o-nus
Au'ti-phus

A-pid'o-nes, 6
A'pi-en-na'teg, 6

An-tip'o-deg, 6
An'ti-poe'nus

Ap'i-uae

Aii-tip'o-lis

Au'ti-qua'ri-a
An-tir'rhl-ura
An-tir'rho-doa
An-tis'sa
Au-tis'the-neg,
Au-tith'e-us

An'ti-um, 10
Au-tod'i-ce
An-to'ni-a
An-to'ni-i
Au'to-ni'na
An'to-ni'nus
An-to'ni-op'o-Iis
An'to-ni'o-po-li'tae

Ar'tym-ue'su3
Ar-tyn'i-a, Fac.
Ar-tyn'teg, 6

A-re'nsB

K.Py.

A-re'ne
A-re'o-pa-gi'tas

A're-op'o-lia

A-re'o3
Ar'e-sa3
Ar'es-tha'nas, Py.
A-res'tor

6

Ar'e-ta'dej,, 6,

Py.

A-rau'ri-ci or
A-rau'ri-ca

K.

Ar'ax-e'nus
A-rax'eg, 6
Ar'ba-ces, 6
Ar'ba-lo,"^.
Ar-be'la
Ar'be-la, or Ar'be-le,
in Sicily.
Ar'be-lsB
Ar'be-ll'tia

A'reua
A-rev'a-ci
Ar-gae'us
Ar'ga-lua, Py. S.
Ar'gan-tlio'na
Ar'gan-tho'ui-u3

Ar-ge'i
Ar'ge-le

Ar-ce'o-phon

Ar-gen'num

Ar-ces'i-laa
Ar-ces'i-la'u3
Ar-ce'si-us, 10

Ar'geu-nu'aa
Ar'gen-ta'num
Ar'gen-ti'nua
Ar'gen-ti'o-lom

A-pit'i-us, 10

Ar-ehae'a

Ap'o-cle'tl

Ar'-chse-op'o-lis

A-poc'o-pa

Ar-ehag'a-thua

Ap'o-do'ti or
A-pod'o-ti
A-pol'li-nar

Ar-ehaii'der

Ar-ehan'droa
Ar'^he-bu'lua
Ar-€hed'a-maa, Pe.
Ar-ehed'j-cua
Ar-«heg'e-teg, 6

Ar-gi'a
Ar'gi-le'tum

Ar-ehem'a-ehuB
Ar-ehem'o-ru3
Ar-ehe'nor

Aiix'ur

Aux'u-rus

Ap'ol-lo-ni'um

Ar'-ehi-aa
Ar'-elii-da-mi'a,

An'y-ta, Py. S.

W.

An'y-tus
An'zi-te'na or
An'zi-te'ne
A-ob'ri-ca, Fac, or

A-oVri-ga, Fac.
A-ce'de

A'on

Ap'ol-lo'ni-u3
Ap'ol-lopli'a-neg,
Ap'ol-loth'e-mi3

6

A-po'ni-a'na

Ap'o-nu3
Ap'o-the-o'sis
Ap-pi'a-deg, 6

Ap'pi-a'nus
Ap'pi-as
Ap'pi-a Vi'a

A'o-neg, 6
A-o'ni-a
A-on'i-deg, 6
A-c/ra
A'o-ris

Ap'pi-i

Fo'rum

Ap'pi-us
Ap'pu-la

A-or'nos or
A-or'uus

Ap'pu-le'i-us (-yus)
A'pri-eg, 6

A-or'si

A-pri'lis

A-o'rus
A-os'pho-rus
A-0'U3
A-paa'su3
A-pa'ma or

A-pro'ui-a'nus
Ap'si-nes, 6
Ap'so-rus or
Ap-so'rus
Ap'te-ra
Ap'te-ros
Ap'u-a'ni

A-pa'me,
L. W. M.
Ap'a-ma or
Ap'a-me, S.
Ap'a-me'a or
Ap'a-mi'a

Ap/u-le'I-a (-le'ya)
Ap'u-le'i-ua (-yu3)
A-pu'li-a

A-pu'lum

ip'a-me'i

Ap'u-lus

Ap'a-me'ne

A-qua'ri-u3
Aq'ui-la

A-par'ni
Ap'a-te
Ap'atu'ri-a
Ap'a-tu'ros

Ap'a-tu'rum or
Ap'a-tu'ron
A-pe'li-o'teg,

6

A-pel'la
A-pel'leg, 6
Ap'el-le'us
A-pel'li-con, 8. W.
A-pen'ni-nio'o-la
A-peii'ni-nig'e-na

Ap'en-ui'nuB or
Ap'pen-ni'nus
A'per

Aq'ui-lo
Aq'ui-lo'ni-a

2

Ar-gi'vus

Ar-ehil'o-«hu3
Ar'chi-me'deg, 6

Ar-go'ua
Ar-gu'ra

Ar'-ehi-me'lua

Ar-«hi'nus
Ar'-ehi-nus, Py.
Ar'-ehi-pel'a-gu3
Ar-ehip'o-lis

Ar-go'da

Ar'gy-ras'pi-deg,

K. F.
M.

Ar-ehit'e-les, 6
Ar-ehi'tis

Ar'gy-ri'pa, L.
Ar'gy-rop'o-iis
A'r.i~a and A-ri'a

Ar-cit'e-nens
Ar'co-bri'cal)r
Ar'co-bri'ga

Ar'con-ue'sus
Arc-ti'nus, S.
Arc'ton-ne'sus
Arc-toph'y-lax
Arc-to'ua
Arc-tu'rus
Ar'da-lus, L. S.
Ar'de-a
Ar'de-as
Ar'de-a'te^, 6
Ar'de-ric'ca
Ar'di-as'ua
Ar'di-ceg, 6

Ar'do-ne

Ar'du-eu'na
A're
A-re'a
A-re'as
A're-a'tse

A-re'gon
A-reg'o-nis
A're-ith'o-u8
Ax'e-las

Fr. Fac.

Py. For.

A-ri'a-ca,

A'ri-ad'ne
A'ri-ae'ua

A'ri-al-du'num
A'ri-am'neg, 6
A'ri-a'na
A'ri-a'ni
A'ri-an'tas
A'ri-ar'a-the'a
A'ri-a-ra'theg, Q
A'ri-ar'a-thi'a
A-ri'as
Ar'i-bae'u3
A-rig'i-a,

Aa'ci-bur'gi-t>m

A-iis-to-da'ma
A-ris'to-de'me
A-ris'to-de'mua

Ar-ain'o-i'teg,
"
Ar-si'teg, 6

As-ci'tae
As'cle-pi'a-deg,
As-cle'pi-e'a or
A3-cle'pi-i'a

Py. L. S.
Ar'ta-bri or
Ar'ta-bri'tae

6

10

6

C.Py.
6

Ar'ia-toth'e-mis
A-ria'to-ti'mus
Ar'ia-tox'e-nua
A-ria'tua
Ar'ia-tyl'lu3
A-ri'us or A'ri-as,
a river, C.
A-ri'ua or A'ri-ua,
the heretic, Fr.
A-ri'ua or Ar'ri-ua,

Fac.
A-ri'ua, Pe. C.
Ar'le-sa3

Ar'me-ne
Ar'me-no-ehal'ybeg, 6
Ar-me'ni-a
Ar'men-ta'ri-U8

Ar'me-nua

Ar'ta-cae'on
Ar'ta-ca'na, Py.
Ar'ta-ce
Ar'ta-ce'ne
Ar'ta-ehae'es, 6
Ar'ta-ehae'ua
Ar-ta'ci-a or
Ar-ta'ci-e, K)
Ar'ta-co-a'na
Ar-tae'i

Ar'ta-e'zua
Ar'ta-ge'ra and
Ar'ta-ge'rae
Ar'ta-ge'raa
Ar'ta-ger'aes, 6
Ar'ta-gi-cer'ta
Ar-tal'bi-um
Ar-ta'nus, £.
Ar'ta^o'zua
Ar'ta-pa'nus, L. C.
Ar'ta^pher'neg, 6
Ar-taph're-ueg, 6
Ar-ta'tu3
Ar'ta-vaa'deg,
' 6

Ar-tax'a or

Aa'dru-bal
A'ae-a
A-ael'li-o

A-se'ni
A'ai-a (a'shi-a)
A-ai'a-deg, 6, Pw.
A'ai-ag'e'neg, 6, 10
A'ai-a-gen'e-tea, 6, 10
A'si-ag'e-nus, 10
A'ai-at'i-cus, 10
A'si-a-tog'e-ueg, 6, 10
A-ai'do, IC.
As'i-do, S.

6

As-tyc're-on
Aa-tyd'a-maa,
Py. S. L.
As'ty-da-mi'a
Aa'ty-lua

As-tyn'o-mua
As-tyn'o-ua
Aa-ty'o-Ghe or
Aa'ty-o-^hi'a
As-ty'o-€liu8

Fr. K. Py. C. Pe.
A-si'ne, Fac.
A-ai'nea, G

Ar'te-mi-do'rua
Ar'te-mis
Ar'te-mis'i-a, 10
Ar'te-mis'i-um, 10

A-aop'o-do'rua
A-8op'o-la'u8

Ar-tlie'don

Aa-pas'teg, G

Ar-tib'o-leg, 6
Ar-tig'u-la, For.

Aa'pa-tlie'sis
Aa'pa-tlii'neg, 6,

Ar-mox'e-nua

Ar'to-bri'ga
Ar-to'ceg, 6
Ar-to-eh'ines, 6
Ar-to'na or t)r-to'na
Ar-ton'tej, 6

&

A-syn'cri-tua
A-tab'u-liis
A-tab'y-ris
A-tae'a
At'a-lan'ta
C>

A-tar'ga-tis
A-tar'ne-a, Fac.
At'ar-ue'a, K.

W^

A'tax
A'te
A-te'i-us (a-te'yut""

Aa'pa-tlii'sia

Aa-peu'dua
Aa-ple'don

Aa-typ'u-lua, Pw.
Aa'ty-ra, K. Py.

Aa'ty-ron
Aa-ty'ron, W.
Aa'y-ehis, S. W.

At'ar-be'€lus

6

At'e-Ii'as

W.

Aa-path'i-neg,
* S.

Aa'phal-ti'teg,

As'ty-pa-lae'a
Aa-typli'i-lua

At'a-lau-ti'a-deg,
At'a-ly'da, C.
At'a-ran'tea, 6

A-so'pua
As'pa-bo'ta

Ar-te'na

Ar-uo'bi-us

As'ty-cra-te'a or
Aa'ty-cra-ti'a

Aa'i-na'rus

As'pa-ra'gi-um
As-pa'ai-n, 10
Aa-pa'ai-us, 10

Ar'i-mas'pi

Py. W.

As-ty'a-nax

Aa'i-ne,

Ar'te-mo'cle-a

Ar'iii-eu'sia

Aa-ty'a-ius",

Aa'i-na'ri-a
Aa'i-na'ri-us

Aa-pani'i-threg,

Ar'i-ma

Rem. 1

As'tu- ra
As'tu-reg, 6, C. S.
As-tu'ri-ca
Aa-tu'ri-cua
As-tus'a-peg, 6
Aa-ty'a-ge
Aa-ty'a-gea, 6

Aa-ty'lus, Pe.

As'pa-la-tlii'a

Ar'mo-zon

Aa'tra-goa
Aa'tra-gus

Aa'ty-me'des, 6
Aa'ty-me-du'aa
Aa-tyn'o-me
Aa-tyn'o-mi

A-ailus, C.
Aa'i-na

Ar-tax'i-a3, 10
A-ain'i-us
S. Py. L.
A'aia
Ar-tax'a-reg, 6, W.
Aa'i-ai-na'teg, 6
Ar'tax-aa'a-ta, C.
Ar-tax'a-ta
^^^ A'si-ua, 10
Aa-na'us, Py. W.
Ar'tax-erx'eg, 6
As'o-ehae'ua
Ar'ta-yc'teg, 6
Ar'ta-yn'ta"
A-Bo'-ehe
Ar'ta-yn'teg, 6
A-so'«hi3
Ar'te-mag'o-raa
A-ao'phis, C.
Ar'te-maa
A-ao'pi-a
Ar-tem'ba-reg, 6, S.
As'o-pi'a-deg, 6
Ar'te-mi-do'ra
A-ao'pia

Ar'te-mon

Aa'tra-gon or

Aa'treus

Aa'cu-lum

A-sig'e-iies,
A-ai'las, CT.

K.

As-trae'a
As-trae'us

As'tre-us,

Aa-co'ni-ua

As'cu-a

Ar'te-mo

Ar-ino'ze-i, For.

Aa-to8'a-ba3,

Aa'cle-ta'ri-o
Aa'cod-ro-gi'tae

Ar'te-mi'ta, Py.

A'ri-l

As-ter'o-pe or
As'te-ro-pe'a
As'te-ro'pus
As'ti-ca or

As-tox'e-nua

Ar-min'i-ua
Ar'mo-ni'a-cua
Ar-mor'i-cae
Ar-mor'i-ci
Ar-moa'a-ta,
K. F. C. S.
Ar'mo-aa'ta,
3f. Fr.

and

As-te'ri-a
As-te'ri-OH
Aa'te-ria
Aa-te'ri-ua
Aa'te-ro'di-a
As'te-ro-pse'us

6

Ar'mi-lus'tri-iun

A-ri'i

Aa-tar'te
Aa-tas'o-bas
Aa'te-as
Aa-tel'e-be
As-tel'e-phaa or
Aa-tel'e-phua
As-te'nas

Aa'ti-ce
Aa-ti'ua

Ar'i-co'ni-um

Ar'i-gse'um
Ar'ig-no'te
Ar'ig-no'tus

Aa'ta-pa
Aa'ta-pua

Aa'to-mi

Ar'i-ci'na
Ar'i-dfe'ua
Ar'i-de'lua
A-rid'i-ceg, 6, Py.
Ar'i-do'lis
A'ri-e-na'teg, 6
A'ri-eg, 6

Aa-taVo-raa or
As-tab'o-reg, 6
Aa'tarce'ni
Ae'ta-ceg, 6
Aa-tag'i-deg, 6
As'ta-cua
Aa'ta-ge'ni

Ar'ta-ba
Ar'ta-ba'nus
As-cle'pj-o-do'rua
Ar'ta-ba-za'neg, 6, S. Aa-cle'pi-od'o-tus
Ar'ta-ba/zua,
As-de'pi-us

Ar'i3-toin'a-ehu3
A-ria'to-me'des, 6
Ar'ia-tom'e-dou
Ar'ia-tom'e-nea, 6
A-ria'ton
A-ris'to-nau'tae
A-ris'to-ni'cus
Ar'ia-ton'i-daa

Ar'ia-tot'e-legi

Ar-gyr'i-pa,

Ar-€hou'tes, 6
Ar-ehy'taa"

6

A'ry-an'dea, 6
Ar'y-baa, Py.
Ar'yp-t8e'u3
A-ryx'a-ta or
Ar'ri-a
Arx'a^ta
Ar-ri'a-ca
Ar'za-ne'ne or
Ar'ri-a'nua, Py. S.
Ar'za-ne'na
Ar'ri-d3e'u3
As'a-bo, Py.
Ar'ri-ua
Aa'a-ehae, Py.
Ar-rot're-bae
Ar-run'ti-ua, 10
A-sae'ua
Ar'sa-ces, 6, F. Fac. A-sa'na, Pw.
A-san'der
M. L.'C. K.
Aa'ba-mae'ua
Ar-sa'ceg, Py. S.
Ar-aa'ci-a, 10, Py. S. Aa'be-tua
As'bo-lua
Ar-aa^'i-dae
Aa-bo'tua
Ar'sa-ga-li'tse
As-bya'tae
Ar-aam'e-n'jg, 6
Aa-by'te, C.
Ar-aam'e-teg, 6
Aa-cal'a-phu8
Ar'aa-mo-aa'ta,
Aa'ca-lon or
Py. K. M. Fr.
Ar'sarmoa'a-ta, C.
As'ca-lo
As-ca'ni-a
Ar-aa'ni-as
Aa-ca'ni-ua
Ar-ae'na
As-ca'pha, Py.
Ar-ae'ne
As'ca-rua, Py. S.
Ar-se'sa
Aa'-elie-tus
Ar'ai-a, 10

Aa-elie'um

Ar'la-ton'o-ua
A-ria'to-nua
Ar'ia-toph'a-neg,
Ar'ia-toph'i-U
A-ria'to-phon
A-ris'to-phyli,

Ar'gy-re

Aa-syr'i-a

As'ta-be'ne
Aa'ta-be'ni

Ar-ain'o-e'um

Ar'ia-ton'o-mua

Ar-gyn'nus
Ar'gy-ra, Py.

Ar-ver'm
Ar-vi'na

Ar-ain'o-e

Ar'ia-ton'i-dea,
*
Ar'is-ton'o-e

Ar'gu-ra, Py.

Ar-ehip'pe
Ar-€hip'pu3

A-qui'num

Ar'a-bar'«heg, 6
Ar'a-beg, 6

Ar-gi'va
Ar-gi'vi

Ar'go-laa
Ar-gol'i-cus
Ar'go-lis
Ar'go-uau'tae

Ar-do'ne-ae, Fac.

Aq'ui-ta'ni
Aq'ui-ta'ni-a
Aq'ui-tan'i-cus

artist,

Ar'-ehi-da'mia
Ar'-elii-da'mu3
Ar'-ehi-de'mus
Ar'-ehi-gallus
Ar-ehig'e-nes, 6
Ar-ehil'a-eUi'to

A-qui'nas

a town. A-ra'bi-a
a dU- A-rab'i-cus
in Mtolia, S. Ar'a-bis

Ap'e-ran-ti'a,
Ap'e-ran'ti-a,
irict

Aq'ui-le'i-a (-le'ya)
A-quil'i-a'nu8 or
A-quil'li-a'nu3
A-quil'i-u3
A-quil'li-a
A-quil'li-us

Eem.

an

Aa-se'sua
Aa-so'rua
Aa'au-e'rus, L. C.
Aa-au'rae

Ar-vir'a-gu3, L. C.

6

As'sa-bi'nua, W.
As-sab'i-nua, Fa^,
Aa'aa-ce'ni and
Aa'sa-ca'ni
Aa-aag'e-teg, 6
As-sar'a-cua
As-ae'ra
As'ae-ra/taa
Aa'se-ri'ni
As'se-si-a'teg, 6, 10

A-ru'aa-ceg, 6
A-ru'ai-a'nuB, 10
Ar'u-ai'ni
Ar-va'les, 6

Ar'ai-dffi'ua

Ar'is-tom'a-€he

Py-

Ar'u-pi'num
A-ru'pi-um

Ai'is-to'cre-on
Ar'is-toc'ri-tua

A-ria'to-do'rua
Ar'ia-tog'e-neg, 6
A-ria'to-gi'tou
A-ria'to-la
A-ris'to-la'u3
Ar'i8-tol'o-€hu3

MSgypius, Py.
Ar-gi'ua,

6

Py.S.

Py.

Ap'ol-loc'ra-teg, 6
A-pol'lo-do'rus"
Ap'ol-lod'o-tua
Ap'ol-lc/ni-a
Ap'ol-lo'ni-a'tes or
Ap'ol-lc/ni-a'trs
Ap/ol-lon'i-des, 6
Ap'ol-lo'nis

Aiix'au-ti'ni

Ar'ia-ti'deg,
Ar'ia-til'lus

Ar'ia-ti'nus
Ar'is-tip'pus
A-ris'ti-us
A-ris'to
A-ris'to-bu'la

Ar'is-tod'i-cua,

Ar-gi'nus, C.
Ar'gi-nu'saa
Ar-gi'o-pe
Ar'gi-phon'teg, 6
Ar'gip-pae'i
Ar-gith'e-a
Ai'gi-ua, son of

Ar-ehep'o-lia
Ar'-ehep-tol'e-mus
Ar-ehei/to-lis
Ar-ehes'tra-tus
Ar'-€he-ti'mua

Ar-re'€hi
Ar'rha-bae'ua
Ar-rhe'ci
Ar-rhe'ne
Ai'rhen-te'a
Ar-rhe'tus

S.

Ar'ge-U3 or
Ar'geus

Ar'-ehe-la'ua

Aux-a'num

Ar-rae'i

A-ris'to-cle'a
A-ria'to-cleg, 6
A-ris'to-cli'das
A-ris'to-cli'deg, 6
A-ria'to-cli'tua
Ar'is-toc'ra-tea, 6,

Ar-gen'to-ra'tuin
Ar'geg, 6
Ar-ges'tra-tu3
Ar-ge'us, Rem, 1

Ar'-ehe-la'is

Aii'tun-na'oum
A-nu'bis

Ar-ra'chi-on, S.

Ar'i3-tsen'e-tu8
Ar'is-tae'nus

A-ris'to-bu1u3

A-pol'lo

An-tor'i-^eg, 6

W.

A-run'ti-ua, 10
Ar'u-pi'naa

Ai'ra-bo
Ar'ra-bo'na
Ar'ra-«hi'on, L. C.

A-ria'thua

Ar-gan'tho-ni'um,
C.
Ar'gan-tom'a-gu3
Ar-ge'a

Ar'gi-lus,

Au-to'ni-us
Aii-to'reg, 6

Ar'qui-tus, C.

A'runa

Ar-pi'num

Ar'is-tar'-ehua
A-ria'te-aa
Ar'ia-te'nua
A-ria'te-rae
A-ria'te-u3, Rem. 1
A-ria'teua

Ar'e-ti'ni

A-re'tua
A're-ua, Eem. 1

Ar-ca'num

A-pol'li-na'reg, 6
A-pol'li-na'ris
Ap'ol-lin'e-us
A-pol'li-nop'o-lia

A'ri-o-via'tus
Ar'i-pi'theg, 6
A'ria

As'po-re'ne
Aa'po-re'nua

Ar'tya-to'ne
A-ru'ci or A-ruc'ci
A-ru'dis
Ar'u-le'nua, S.

6

A'ri-o-man'deg, 6
A'ri-o-mar'dua
A-ri'ou

Ar'is-tan'der
Ar'i3-tan'dr03
Ar'is-tar'«he
A-ris'tar-«hi'um

Ar'e-thon
Ar'e-thu'sa

Ar'o-tae
Ar'o-te'reg,
A-rot're-bas

Ar-pa'ni
Ar-pi'na3

A-ria'ba

Ar'e-ta

A-pi'o-l3e

K.

A'li-ol'i-ca

A're-op'a^gus

A'pi-on
A'pis
Ap'i-sa'on
Ap'i-ta'mi,

6

A-ro'ma, C.
A-rom'a-ta,
C. Py. S.

Ar'ea-tor'i-deg,

Ar-be'lu3
Ar-bo'na, L.
Ar-bus'cu-Ia
Ar'ca-deg, 6
Ar-ca/di-a
Ar-ca'di-u3

Ap'i-na or

Ar'o-ma or

Ar'i-eea, 6, C.
A-ri'o-bar-za'nes, 6,
J^;-. Fac. S. L.
A'ri-o-bar'za-neg,

Ar'e-taph'i-la
Ar'e-taa
A-re'te
Ar'e-te
Ar'e-teg, 6

Ar'ax-e'iie

Ap'i-ca'ta, 5.
A-pic'i-us, 10

Ar'im-phae'i

A-ra'tu3

Aph'ro-dis'i-um, 10
Aph'ro-di'te or
Aph'ro-di'ta
Aph'ro-di-top'o-lis
Aph'ro-ge-ni'a
A-phy'tis, Pe. W.
Aph'y-tis,
Pxj. S. M.
A'pi-a

6

Ar'e-na'cum,
F. 31. Fr. K. Py.
A-ren'a-cum,
For. W.

Ar'is-tss'um

C. L. W.
An-tip'a-ro3
An-tip'a-ter

u-tiph'a-teg,

Ar'to-ty-ri'tae

Ar'is-tae'u3
Ar'is-tag'o-ra
Ar'ia-tag'o-ras

A-ra'vus, C.
Ar'ax-a'teg, 6,

An'ti-phas

Ar-to'ri-us
Ar'to-tro'gua

Ar'o-e

Ar'e-ta'oa

Aph'ro-dis'e-U3, 10,

L. C. W.
An-tipli'a-ueg, 6

Ar'o-cel'e-ta'ni

Ar'e-tae'us

Aph'ro-dis'i-a, 10
Aph'ro-di3'i-a3, 10

An'ti-pa'tri-a, Fr. W.
An'ti-pa-tri'a, C.
An-tip'a-tris,

Ar'o-a

A-rim'i-num

Ar'a-ris

Aii-ti'o-pe
Au'ti-o'rus,

C.L.

Ar'i-ma'zej, 6, S.
Ar'i-mi

A'rar
Ar'a-re'ne

An-ti'o-ehu3
Au'ti-o-de'mis
Au-ti'o-pa

Ae'po-na
As'por-de'ne
Aa'por-de'nua

Ar'e-la'tum
Ar'e-mor'i-ca
A-re'na

6

A-tel'la
At'el-la'im

A-te'ne
At'B-uod'o-tus or
Atb'e-nod'o-tua
A-ter'ga-tia
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Ath'suna'nes, 6

Au-fld'i-us

Atli'a-i;iiiu-ti'a-deg, 6

Au'2-du8

Atli'a-mas

Au'fi-le'na,

A-tha'na

Au'ga

Ath'a-na'si-us, 10
A-tlian'a-tus
A-tha'ne-a'tis

Au'ge

Au'gi-lse

Ax'i-o'tse

Atli'e-nas'a

Ath'e-DEe'um

Au-gi'nus, -ff".
Au'gu-reg, G

Ath'e-nae'us
Ath'e-nag'o-ras
Ath'e-na'is,

Au'giis-ta'leg, G,
Au'giie-ta'ir-a

A-the'no
A-tlieii'o-do'rus
Atli'e-nog'e-nee, 6

Ax'o-neg, tablets.

A-zam'o-ra
A'zan

and

Au-gus'to-du'num

A-zi'des, 6

Aii-gu3'to-du'rum
Au'gus-toni'a-gu3
Au-gus'to-nem'e-

A-zi'lia"
A'zi-o'tae
A-zi'ris, Pe.

tum
Aii-le'ru8
Au-les'teg, 6
Au-le'teg, 6

A-za'ne-a

A-zo'ne
A-zo'rus
A-zo'tus
A-zu'ri-ta'Dum

B.

Au'lon
Au-los'the-ne§, 6

Ba-ban'o-inum

Ath-rulla
A-tliym'bra

Au'lus

Bab'i-lus, S.

Au'plii-de'na

Bab'y-lon

Ath'y-ras, C.
A'ti-a, 10

Au'ras

Bab'y-lo'ni-a
Bab'y-lo'ni-i

Atli'ri-bis,

Py. S.

Au-re'li-a
Au-re'li-a'nus
Au-re'li-us

A-til'i-a
A-til'i-u8

At'i-me'tus
A-ti'na

Au-re'o-lu8
Au-ri'ga
Au-rin'i-a

A-ti'nas
A-tin'i-a
A'ti-us, 10

Au-ro'ra
Au-run'ci
Au-run'cu-Iel-us

A-til'la

Aflan-te'a, or

Au'so-neg, 6
Au-sc/ni-a

6

o-raa'«hi-a.
[Klotz accents
the penult.2

Braii'no-du'num
Bran-nov'i-ceg, 6

Bil'bi-lis

Bil-lae'ua

Bi-ma'ter

Bam-bo'tus
Bam-by'ce, L. C.
Bam'by-ce, K.

Bat'ra-ehus

Bin'do-eg, 6

Bat'ta-rus

Bin'gi-um

Bras'i-das
Bras'i-de'a or
Bras'i-di'a

Bat-ti'a^deg, 6

Bi'on

Bras'i-las,

Bam'o-ni'tis
Ba-mu'rae, C.
Ban'a-sa

Bafu-Ium

Bi-o'teg, 6

Bat'u-lua

Ban'dobe'ne

Bau'cis
Bau'li
Ba'vi-U8
Bav'o-ta

Bi-c/the-a
Bi'o-tus
Bip'c-dim'u-i

Brau'io
Brau'ron
Breg'men-te'ni

Ban-du'si-a, 10

Baph'y-rus
Ba-qua'teg, 6
Bar'a-ce
Bar'a-do, C.
Bar'a-tlirum

Bau'bo

Be-a'trix

Bar-ba'na
Barta-ri

Be-dri'a-cum

Bar-ba'ri-a
Bar-ba'tus
Bar-bes'o-las
Bar-bes'u-la and
Bar-bes'o-la
Bai-bos'the-ne§, 6
Bar'bu-la

Bel-bi'na
Bel'bi-na'teg, 6
Bel'e-mi'na, Pe. S.
Be-lem'i-na, Py.
Bel'e-na
Bel'e-nus
Bel'e-phan'teg, 6
Bel'e-8y8

Bar-cae'i

Py.

Bri'a-reus

Brig'i-a'ni
Bri-les'aua

Bri'sa

Blae'aus

Blan-de'no, Fac.
Blan-dc^na, Py. B.
Blan-du'si-a, 10

Bar'ce-tis

Bel'gi-um

Blas'to-phoe-ni'ceg

Bar'ci-no

Be'li-as
Be-li'deg, 6, sing.
(male desc. of

Blem'my-eg, 6

Bac-cha'nal
Bac'-elia-iia'li-a

Bar-da'neg, 6, L. C.
Bar'de-ra'te

Belus).

Bar-dyl'lis
Ba-re'a, a city.
Ba're-a, a man.

Be'lis, pi. Bel'i-dee
(female desc. of'

Ba-re'ne
Ba'reg, 6
Bar'e-ta
Bar-ge'ui
Bar'go-se or
Bar'go-sa

Bel'i-sa'na, Fac.
Bel'i-sa'ri-us, S. W.
Bel-lag'i-neg, L. C.

Belus).

Ble'my-ae
Ble'my-i
Bleph'a-ro
Blu'ci-um, 10, S.

BoVo-ne'a
Boc'si-ria

Boc'-eho-ris

Bod'in-com'a-gum

Bel-ler'o-phon
Bel'le-rus

Brifo-mar'tia
Bri-tom'a-rus,
Brif o-neg, or
Bri-to'neg, 6

Bu'tus

M.

Byb']i-as,'!Fac.

Byl-li'o-neg, 6
Bys-aa'tis

Brix'i-a, 10
Bri'zo
Bro-git'a-rus

By-za'ci-um, 10
Byz'an-ti'a-cua
By-zan'ti-um, 10
By'zaa
By-ze'reg, 6
By'zeg, 6
By-zo'ni

Brom'e-rua
Bro'mi-us
Bron-ti'nus or
Bro-ti'nua
Bro'te-aa

Bo'di-on'ti-ci

Bru-€hi'on

At'mo-ni

Au-soii'i-dse

Bac-ehi'das

Bel'li-e'nus

Bo-do'ne

Bruc'te-ri

Au'so-ni'tis

Bac'-ehi-deg, C. L. S. Bar-gu'si-i, 10

Bel-lo'na

Au-so'ni-us
Au'spi-ceg, 6
Au'sta-ge'na, C.

Bac-€hi'um, a temple ; also, a place

Bel'Io-na'ri-i
Bel-lov'a-ci

Brun'du-lua
Brun-du'ei-um, 10

Belon

Bo-do'tri-a
Bo-du'ag-na'tu8,
S. W.
Bo-du'ni, S. W.
Boe'a

Bel'phe-gor

BoB'ae

Be-lu'num

BoeOje

Be'Ius

Boe-be'is

Brut-ta'teg, 6
Brut'ti-a'ni
Bru'tu-luB, S.

Bem-bi'na

Bo'e-dro'mi-a, C. S.

Ba'ri-um

Be-na'cu8

Bar-nae'us

Ben'di-di'a

Boe'o-tar'-ehas
Boe-o'ti
Boe-o'ti-?, 10
Boe-o'tis

Afra-mi'tse
4.t'ra-myt'ti-um,

W.

-myt-ti'um, Pe.
At'ra-pus
At'ra-ti'nus
A'trax

Af re-ba'tes,
L. c. w:

S.Py.
Au8-tra'ni-a
Au'ta-ri-a'tse,
Au'ta-ri'a-tse,

A-tre'ne

Rem.

1

K.Py.
Au-te'i
Au-te'si-o-dc/rum,
10

Au'tho-cus
Au'to-bu'las
Au-toc'a-ne§, 6, C.
Au-tO€h'tho-neB, 6
Au'to-cles, 6
Au'to-cle'tus
Au-toc'ra-teg, 6

A'treus
A-tri'da

A-tii'd^
A-tri'des, 6

At'ro-me'tus
At'ro-nius

Py. S. W.

A-tro'ni-us

Afro-pa-te'ne
At'ro-pa-te'ni
A-trop'a-teg, 6, K.
At'ro-pa'ti-a, 10
A-trop'a-tus, C.

At'ro-pos
At-tac'o-rae, L. C.
At'ta-co'ri

At' ta-li'a or
At'ta-le'a
Afta-Ii-a'nus,

Pe

At'ta-lis

At'ta-lu3
At-tar'ras
At'te-a
At-teg'u-a
At-te'i-us (-te'yus)

Au'to-la'us
Au-tol'e-mus,

C

Au-tole-on
Au-tol'o-les, 6
Au-tol'y-cu"s

At'ti-ca
At-tic'u-la
At'ti-cus

6

AVti-na'tes, 6
At'ti-U3
At'u-bi
A-tu'ris
At'u-rus
Au-ae'nua

AH-eha'tas
Au-ehe'tse

Py.

Au-de'na
Au-de'ra
An-fe'i-a (-fe'ya)
Avi/fi-de'na
Au-fld'i-a

man

gladiator.
Bac-«hyl'i-de8, 6,
c. Py. s. ir.
Bac'cu-a'tae or
Ba'cu-a'tSB
Ba-ce'lus
Ba-ce'ni8
Ba'cis
Bac'o-rus,
Bac'tri-a'na or

C

Bac'tri-a'num
Bac'tri-a'ni
Ba-cun'ti-us, 10,
5. W.
Ba-cu'ri
Bad'i-ehc/ra, L. C.

Bad'u-heu'D!B or
Bad'u-en-nae Lu'CU8

Bar'gy-le'taB
Bar'gy-li-e'taB

Bar'gy-lus
Ba-ri'ne
Ba-ri'nus
Bur'i-sas, C.
Ba-ris'se§,

6

Ben'di-di'um

Bar'za-en'teg, 6
Bas'a-bo-ca'teg, 6
Ba-8e'ra

Ben'di-dc/ra
Ben'di-do'ru8

Bas'i-le'a

or

Bas'i-li'a,

of a city (Basel),
a goddess, and

an island.
Ba-sU'i-a (Basel), S.
Bas'i-li'dae
Bas'i-li'deg,
Bas'i-li'i

6

Ba-sil'i-o-pofa-mus
Baa'i-lis
Bas'i-li'us, a river.
Bas'i-li'us (St.

Ba-sil'i-us and
Bas'i-li'us (Si.

Au-tom'o-li

Bset'i-ca
Bte-tig'e-na
BiEt'o-rix
Bset'u-lo
Bae-tu'ri-a

Ba-sil'i-us (St.

Au-ton'o-us

Au'to-phon
Au-toph'o-nus

Au'tri-cum,
Py. For. M.
Au-trig'o-neg, 6

Au-tu'ra

Basil),

Bag'a-da'o-nes, 6
Ba-ge'su8,
Ba-gi'a
Ba-gis'ta-na, C.
Ba-gls'ta-nes, S. W.
Ba-gt/as
Bag'o-da'res, 6
Ba-goph'a-nes, 6

C'

Ba-go'us
Bag'ra-da and

Aux-e'si-a, 10

Aux'i-mon or

Aux'i-mum

Bai'se (ba'ye)
Baj'o-5SB

AT'a-ri'oum,
Bala
Bal'a-orus, Py. S.
C. L. W.
A-var'i-cum,
Bal'a-nse'a or
M. F. K. Py. For. Bal'a-ne'a
A-var'i-cu8, C,
Bal'a-ri, K. Py.
Bal'a-rus, C.
A-Tel'la
Av'en-tl'nus
Bal-billua
A-ver'nus, or
Bal-bi'nus
A-ver'na
Bal-bu'ra

Py. L.

Basil), S.
Basil), Fr.
Bas'i-li'us, a Soman

name. For.
Bas'i-lus (also St.

Basil)
Bas-sa'ni-a

Boe-o'tu8

Ben'e-ven'tum
Ben'tlie-siij'y-me,

name

F. K. Py. S.
Bsefe-ra
Bae-tho'ron

Au-ton'o8
Au-ton'o-ma
Au-ton'o-mus

BeI'mi-na'tis

Bar-pa'na

Bae'bi-us
Bsec'u-Ia,

C.L.

At'ti-di-a'teg,
At-til'i-us

in Lesbos.
Bac-«hi'u8, a metrical foot ; also,
a mail's name.
Bac'€hi-U8, a Ro-

Bar'gy-la

Au-tom'a-te
Au'to-me'deg, 6
Au-tom'e-dou
Au'to-me-du'sa
Au-tom'e-nes, 6

Au-tos'the-neg, 6
Au'to-tha'is
Au-tri'cum,

At-te'ne

Au'-elie-tse,

Aus-te'ei-on, 10,

Pe. Pw. For. S.

6,

A-treb'a-tes, F. K.
For. Py. S. M.

A-tre'ni
A'tre-us,

Bac-ehi'a-ds6

W.

Ben'the-si-cy'me,

Pe.

M.

Be'o-deg, 6
Ber'cor-ca'teg, 6
Ber'e-cyn'ti-a, 10
Ber'e-cyn-ti'a-des, 6
Ber'e-cyn'tus
Be-rel'i-des, 6
Ber'e-ni'ce*
Ber'e-ni'cia
Ber-gep'o-lis
Ber'gi-ne, C.
Ber'gis-ta'ni

Ber'go-mum
Be'ris

Ber'mi-UB
Ber'o-a
Ber'o-e
Be-roe'a
Be-ro'neg, 6
Ber'o-ni'ce
Be-ro'sus
Ber-rlioe'a
Bei-'y-tus, see

Fae.
Bas-sa're-us, Hem. 1
Be-ry'tus,
Bas'sa-retis
Fr. K. Pw. L.
Bas-sar'i-desj 6
Bes'bi-cus
Bas'sa-ris
Be-sid'i-ae
Bas'si-a'nue, 10
Be-sip'po
Bas-tar'nae and
Bes'ti-a, 10
Bas-ter'nae
Bes'yn-ge'ti
Bas'ter-bi'ni
Be-tar'mo-neg, 6
Bas'te-ta'ni
Be-thc/ron
Bas'ti-a, 10, S. W.
Be'tis
Ba'ta
Be-tri'a-cum
Baf a-no'-ehus
Ba^ta'vl and Ba-ta'- Bi-a'nor
VQs.
[The penult Bi-bac'u-lua
Bib'Ii-na, Pw. M. W.
is made short in
Bi'blis
Lucan i. 431.]
Bi'blus
Ba-ta'vi-a
Bi-brac'te
Ba-ta'vo-du'rum
Ba'thos
Ba-thjrlluB

Bib'ro-ci, Pw. Fr.
Bi-bro'ci, M.

Bo'e-tlii'a
Bo-e'tlii-u8

Bo-e'thu8
Boe'us
Bo'geg, 6

Bru-tid'i-us, S.
Bru'ti-i, 10, or

Ca-an'thu8
Cab'a-dee, 6, L. W.

W.

Ca-bar'ni
Ca-bar'ni8

Bry-ax'ia

Bry'ce
Bry'gps,
* 6
Bry'gi

Cab'a-ai'teg,

Brys'e-ae
Bry-se'ie or
Bry-si'ae

Ca-be'sua

Ca-be'lea, 6
Ca-bil'li-o

K. W.

Bu'bas-ti'tcg, 6

Bo'i-o-he'mum, K.

Bu'be-ta'ni

Boj'o-rix

Bu'bon
Bu-bo'na

Bo'mi-en'seg, 6
Bo-mil'car
Bom'o-ni'cae
Bo-no'ni-a
Bo-o'des, 6
Bo'o-su'i-a
Bo-o'tes, 6

Bor-ca'ni
Bo're-as
Bo're-as'mi or

Bo're-as'mua
Bo-ri'nus, C.

Bu-cae'a
Bu-ca'ni
Bu-car'te-ru8

Ca'cu8

Bu'€he-ta
Bu-col'i-ca

Bu-coli-on
Bu'co-lop'o-lia

Bu'co-lua

Bu-daai-a
Bu-de'a or Bu-di'a
Bu-de'um or

Bo-villa and
Bo-vill8B
Brac'a-ra

Ca-cyp'a-ris, Py.
Cag'y-ri'ni

Cad'a-ra
Ca-de'na
Ca-dle'nua

Cad-me'a

Bu-di'um

Cad-me'ia
Cad-mi'i or
Cad-me'i

Bu-de'us or

Cad-milus

Bu-di'ue

Bu-do'rum
Bu'do-rum

Bo'vi-a'num

Py. W.

Bu-ceph'a-lus

Bo-rys'the-neg, 6

Bofti-ae'a

Ca'ca

Cac'o-mne'mon, 14

Bu-do'ris

Bofti-as'ia

Py. W.

Ca-bi'rua
Ca-bu'ra, Py. W.
Cab'y-le, K. Py.
Ca-by'le, S.
CaVy-le'tae
Ca-eh'a-leg, 6,
Cag'i-da'ri

Bc/rus

Bos'pho-rua
Bos'po-rus
Bes-tre'nua
Bo-tro'du8

Ca-bi'ri
Ca-bir'i-a,
Ca-bi'ria

Bu'ce-pha-li'a

Bu-di'm

Bo-rys'the-nia
Bo-rya'the-ni'tae

Cab'il-lo'num
Ca-bi'ra

Bu-ceph'a-la

Bor-sip'pa

Bor'ys-tben'i-'daB

6

Ca-bas'sus

Bo'i-i

Bol'bu-la?
Bol'i-n£e'u8
Bo-lis'5U8

Ca-bal'a-ca
Cab'a-leg, 6
Ca-ba'lls, Pw. C.
Cab'al-li'nus

Bru'tus
Bry-a'ni-um
Bry'aa

Bo-he'mum, K.

Bc/la
Bol-be'ne
Bol'bi-ti'num

c.

W.

Brufti-i

Bu'ba-ce'ne,
Bu'ba-sia
Bu-bas'sua
Bu-baa'tia

Bo'gud
Bo'gua

Bu-ze'reg, 6
Bu-ze'ri
Bu'zy-geg, S". Pu!.C.
Bu-zy'ges, Fr. W.

By'blis
Byl'a-zo'ra

A-tos'sa
At'ra-ceg, 6

At-li'tes,

Bu'tbo-a
Bu-tliro'tum
Bu-thro'tus

Bu-tuu'tum

Bri'u-li'tse

W.

Bu'tlio-e

Bu-tio'tus
Bu'tu-a

Bri-tan'ni
Bri-tan'ni-a
Bri-tan'ni-cus
Brit'o-ma'ris, S.

Brix-ellum

Bo-ad'i-ce'a
Bo-a'gri-u8

Bu'te-o
Bu'teg, 6
Bu-the'ru8

Bu'tos
Bu'tri-um

Bri-sae'ua
Bri-se'is
Bri'seg, 6

Bla-e'na

Bu'te-li'nua

Bu'to-a, K.
Bu'to-ueg, 6
Bu-tor'i-deg, 6

Bri'mo
Brin'i-a'teg, 6

Bac'a-li'tis
Ba-ca'tse, Pe.
Bac'a-tae, Py.
Bac-5£e'i

Bar-dae'i

1

Bri-gan'teg, 6
Brig'an-ti'nua
Bri-gau'ti-um, 10

Bi-tu'ri-geg, 6
Bit'u-rix
Bi-zo'ne
Biz'y-a, 10

6

Bu'ta

Rem.

Bri-e'teg, 6

Bi-thy'ni
Bi-thyn'i-a
Bi'ton
Bifu-i'tU8

5

Bur-gun'di-o'neg,
Bu'ria
Bur'ri-e'nua
Bur'si-o, 10
Bu'saB
Bu'se-lus
Bu-si'ris
Bu'si-ri'teg,

Breu'ci
Breu'ni

Bi'thus

Be-*lii'ri

Bel'a-tes, 6, C.

Bren-ton'i-cum

Bis'to-nes, 6
Bia-to'ni-a
Bis'to-nis
Bis-to'nis,
Virg. Cir. 165

Be-bri'a-eum
Beb'ry-ces and
Be-bry'ce8, 6
Be-bryg'i-a', 10
Be-«lii'reg, 6

Pw. W.

Bri-a're-u8,

)K

Bu-ra'i-cus, S.
Bur-dig'a-Ia

Bren-te'si-a, 10

Bi-sal'tae
Bi-sal'teg, 6
Bi-sal'tis
Bi-san't)ie

Baz'a-i'ra, if.

Bu-ou'o-msB
Bu'pa-lua
Bu'pha-gua
Bu'pho-naa
Bu-pra'ai-um, 10
Bu'ra

Brag'o-du'i'um,
For. Py.

Bel'gi-ca

Bac-ehe'us or
Bac-chi'u3
Bac-ehi'a, <z place
in Albania.

Au'ser

Au'son

Bafra-«ho'my-

Bal-veu'ti-us, 10,
S. W.
Bal'y-ra, C. Py.

Bu'iio-mus

Bu'nus

Bran'-ehi-da9

Bar-ca'ni
Bar'ce

Bac-ehe'is

Aus-ehi'sas
Aus'ci

10

Bu-ni'ma
Bu'no-me'a
Bu'no-mi'a

Brac'a-ri
Bra-ca'ti
Brac-ca'ti
Bra-eli-nia'nae
Bra-eh-iua'neg, 6
Bra-cho'des, G

Ba-byr'sa
Ba-c8e'na

Bac-ehaii'tes, 6

(-le'yus)

At'Ian-ti'a
At-lan'tej, 6
At'lan-ti'a-deg, 6
At-lan'ti-deg, 6
At'laii-tig'e-na

W.

Bi-cor'ni-ger
Bi-oor'nis
Bi-e'nor
Bi-e'phi
Bi-for'mis
Bi'frons
Bi-ger'ri-o'neg, 6

Ba'to
Ba'ton

Ba'ni-u'bae
Ban'ti-a, 10
Ban-ti'ni
Ban'ti-us, 10, S. IV.

W.

BiVu-Ius
Bi'ceg, G

Ba'ti-e'a o>
Ba'ti-i'a,

Ba'iii-a'rae

A-ze'iias

Au'lis
Au'Io-cre'ne

Atli'rao-num
A'thos
A-tho'us

Y

Ax'o-na

and Ax-o'neg, n people.

Az'a-nse'a

Atli'e-ri-a'nus

Ath'mo-ne

Ax'i-c/the-a
Ax'i-us, 10

Au'gus-ti'nus
Au'gu8-tob'o-na
Au-gus'to-bri'ga

Au-gus'tu-lus
Au-gU8'tU8

Atli'e-3is

X

W.

Ba-thyn'i-as
Ba-ti'a or Ba-te'a

Ba-ti'ni
Ba'tis

Ba-Io'mum

Ax'i-o-ui'cu8, 10

K.

Ath'e-nop'o-Us"
A'the-os

W.

K. Py.

Au-gus-tam'ni-ca,

A-then'a-is, Fac.
A-tlie'ne
A-the'ni-o or
A-tlie'ni-on
A-the'uis

Bal-ci'a
Ba'la-a'res,
" 6

Ax'i-on, 10,

Au-gus'ta

A-then'o-cIes, 6

W

Ba-le'tu8
Ba-lim'e-ri8
Bal'i8-be'ga
Ba-lis'ta
Bal-lon'o-ti

A-the'nSB

K. L. Py.

U

Ax'e-nus and
Ax-i'nus
Ax-i'o-ehua
Ax-i'on, C. L.

Ax'i-op'o-Us

A-thar'rha^bi'teg, 6

R

W.

Bal-ce'a or

A-the'na

A-than'o-do'ru3

P

Au'ga-rus, S.

A'vi-e'Dus
A-vi'o-la
A-vi'tus

Au-ge'a
Au-ge'ss
Au'ge-as
Au-gi'as or
Au-ge'as

A-tlia'nis, Pe.

O

K.

Bu-dc/rus
Bu'dro-ae
Bu'ge-lua
Bu'ge-nes, 6
Bu-lag'o-raa
Bu'lis
Bul-la'ti-us, 10, C. S.
Bul-li'o-neg, G
Bul'li-o'neg, K.

Cad'mi-o'ne
Cad'mi-o'neg, 6
Cad-mog'e-ueg, 6
Ca'dra

Cad're-ma
Ca-dru'si
Ca-du'ce-ua, 10
Cad'u-e'ni
Ca-dui-'ci

Ca-du'si, C.
Oa^du'ai-i, 10
Ca;'ci-aa, 10
Cae-cil'i-a
Cae-cil'l-a'au6

Bu-ma'dus or
Bu-mo'dus

Cae-cil'i-i

Bu-nae'a

CsB-oU'i-uc

(Saa-ei'na

W.

6

PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
Ose-oi'nop
Caec'u-buic
CiEo'u-bus
Csec'u-lus

Calll-cleg, 6
Cal'li-co-lo'na
Cal-lic'o-on
Cal'Ii-cra-te'a

Ca-mil1u3
Ca-mi'ro
Ca-mi'ru3 and
Ca-mi'ra

Caed'i-ci
Cae-dic'i-us, 10
Caed'i-cu?, C. Py.
Coel'es-ti'ni
Cae'li-a
Cae-Iic'u-lus
Coe-li'o-lus
Cae'li-us

Cal-lic'ra-teg, 6
Cal'li-crat'i-daa
Cal-lic'u-la

Ca-inia'sa-reg,

Ca-mce'niB

Car'di-a, Py. S.
Car'du-ae, C,

Cal'li-dam'a-teB, C.

Cam-pa'ni-a

Car-du'«hi

Cal-li'des, 6
Cal-lid'i-us, S.
Cal'li-do'ra

Cam-pa'nua
Cam-pas'pe

Car-dy'tus,

Cam'pe-sua, C.
Cara'po-du'num
Cam-po'ni
Cam'py-lus, Pw.
Caiii'u-lo-du'num
Ca-mu'ni

Ca-re'ne

Cse'nas
Cae'ne-us,

W.

Cal-lid'ro-mu3
Cal-li'e-na

Rem.

1

Cse'neus
Caen'i-ci

6

Cal-li'e-tes, 6
Cal-lig'e-iies, 6
Cal'Ii-ge-ni'a

Ca'nae
Ca^na'ri-a

Ca-ii'nse
Ca-ri'nua
Ca-ri'on, O.
Ca-ris'cua

Cafa-ba'ui
Cafa-be'ni
Cafa-oe-cau'me-iie
Cat'a-ce-cau'meni'teg, 6
Cat'a-cio'theg, 6
Cat'a-du'pa

Cal-lim'e-don
Cal'li-me'lus
Cal-lim'e-nes, 6
Cal'li-ni'cum

Cae-sa're-us, adj.
Cse-sa'ri-o
Cass'a-ro-bri'ga,

For. Py.
Oaes'a-ro-du'num
Cses'a-rom'a-gus
Cse'si-a, 10
Cse'si-us, 10

Cae'so
Coe-so'ui-a
Cses'o-ui'nus
Cses'u-le'nus
Caet'o-brix, S.

W.

Ca-nic'u-la
Ca-nic'u-la'reg, 6
Ca-nid'i-a
Ca-nid'i-ua, S. W.
Ca-nin'e-fa'teg, 6
Ca-nin'i-us
Ca'ni-us, ;S. W.

Oan-no'nus
Ca-no'bus
Ca-nop'i-cum

Py.

Cal'a-ris
Ca-la'rus, C.
Cal'a-tej, 6, K.

Cal-ve'na
Cal'vi-a,5.

Pm.

Ca-la'ti-a, 10

Cal'au-re'a and
Cal'au-ri'a
Ca-la\i'ri-a

W.

Ca-la'vi-us, 5.

W.

Ca-lyp'so

Cal'e-do'ni-a

Ca-lela
Ca-len'tum

Cam'a-re'ni
Cam'a-ri'na or
Cam'a-ri'ne

Ca-le'num

Cam'a^ri'num

Ca-le'nus
Ca-le'rus
Cales, 6

Cam'a-ri'tae
Cam'a-tulli-ci

Cal'9-ti

Cam-bal'i-dus

Ca-lid'i-ua S.
Ca-lig'u-la

Cap'o-ri
Ca-po'teg, 6
Cap-pad'o-ceg, 6
Cap'pa-do'ci-a, 10

Cain-bau'Iea, 6

M. Fr.

Cal-laes'€hruB
Cal-la'i-ci

Ca-me'm-a

Cal'la-teOjus
Cal-Ia'tU
Cal'le-as
Cal-le'nus

Oal'li-ee'ms
Gal-li«b'«-Tam

K.

Cam-by'lua
Cam'by-ae'ne
Cam-by'ses,
" 6
Ca-me'na

'Ca-li'nus

Cal-li'a-deg, 6
Cal'li-a-ni'ra
Cal-li'a-rus
Oal'li-as, Py. S.
0al-lib'i-u8
Cal-lib're-lnis

Cam-bu'ni-i
Cam-bu'sia,

Cam'e-ra, C, W.
Cam'e-ri'ni
CaHi'e-ri'num
Gam'e-ri'nua

W.

Cap'pa-dox
Ca-pra'ri-a
Ca'pre-ae
Cap'ri-cor'nus
Ca-prip'e-des, 6, pi.
Cai/ro-ti'na*

Ca'prua
Cap'u-a
Ca'pys

Cam'bo-du'num
Cam-bo'num, S. Py.
Cam-bu'ni, For. Py.

W.

1

Ca-pit'u-lum

Cam'ba-de'ne

Cal'i-coe'ni

Cap'e-tus
Ca-pha're-us,

Cap'i-to-li'nus
Cap'i-to'li-um

Cam'a-lo-du'num
Cam'a-ra'cum

Ca-le'tor
Ca'li-ad'ne
Ca'li-an'da

1

Cer'di-ci-a'tes,

Ce'ma
Cem'me-ne
Cem'me-nua

Cer-do'ua
Cer-dyl'i'Um,

Cem-me'nuB, Py.
Cem'o-rus
Cen'a-bum
Ce-nae'um

Ce're-a'li-a
Ce're-a'lis
Ce're-a-ti'ni

S.

Ce-nae'ua

Cen'ehra-mis
Cen-«hre'a or
Cen-€hri'a

Car-pe'i-a (-pefya)
Car-pi'a

Car'po-do'ruB
Car-poph'o-ra
Car-poph'o-rus
Car-rho'tus

Cat'o-bri'ga,
For. Py. S.
Ca'tre-ua, Rem. 1

Ce-nl'na
Ce-ni'neg,

Ca'treua
Cat-tu'za

Cat'u-Iua

Car-ru'ca
Car-ae'o-li
Car'au-lfe
Car-tae'a
Car'ta-re, C.
Car-te'i-a (-te'ya)

Car'te-nua
Car'te-ron
Car'te-rus

C.

Cen-tau'ra
Cen-tau'ri
Cen-tau'ro-ma'-ehi-a
Cen-tau'rus
Cen-tim'a-nus
Cen'to-bri'ca or
Cen'to-bri'ga

Ca-tu'ri-geg, 6
Cau'ca-sig'e-aa

Cau'ca-sus
Cau'ci

Cau'con
Cau'co-ne'a or
Cau'co-ni'a
Cau-co'neg, 6
Cau-di'ni

Chan'a-ni'tia

Cau'ni-UB
Cau'iius
Cau'ros
Cau'rua

Cen-tu'ri-a
Cen-tu'ri-pa or
Cen-tu'ri-pas
Cen-tu'ri-pe
Cen-tu'ri-pi'ni

Cav'a-reg, 6

Ce'oa

Ca'ry-at'i-1ieg, 6, pi.

Ca'ry-a'tia
Ca-ry'o-nes, 6
Car'ys-te'us, adj.
Ca^rys'ti-us, 10, adj.

Ca^rys'tua
Ca-sa'le, C. L.
Cas-celli-us, S.
Caa/i-U-na'teg,

Cav'a-ril'lus
Cav'a-ri'nus, iS.
Ca'vi-i./S. W.
Ca-y'ci or
€liau'ci

W.

Cas'i-li'num
Caa'i-na

Ce'a-des, 6, Pit.

Ce'breu

Ca'si-o'tia
Ca'si-ua, 10

Ce-bre'ue

Cas'me-n88

Ceph'a-lae
Ceph'a-laa,
Ceph'a-le

Pw. W.

Ceph'a-lo or
Ceph'a-lon
Ceph'a-loe'dia and
Ceph'a-loe'di-um,
S. W.

Ceb'a-li'nus
Ce'beg, 6

Ca-si'num

Cas'me-na

W.

Ce'ba

Ce-bre'ni-a, 5M.
Ce-bre'nis
Ce-bri'o-nea, 6

W.

Ce'brus

Ceph'a-Iot'o-mi
Ceph'a-lus
Ce-phe'ia
Ce-phe'neg, 6
Ce'phe-ua, Rem. 1

Ce'pheua

Cas-mil'la
Cas-pe'ri-a
Cas'pi-a'na

Ce«h'e-nae'i
Ce-ci'dea, 6

Cas'pi-i

Ce-cil'i-iiB

Car'a-ma/lus or

Cas-pi'ra

Ce-ci'na

Ge-phia'o-de'muB

Car'armallua
Ca-ram'bis

Caa-pi'ri

Ce-cm'na

Caa-pi'rus

Car'a-ni'tia

Caa'pi-um

Ca-ran'to-nua
Ca-ra/nua,
K. Pe. Pw. Py.
Car'a-nus,
M. C. L. W.

Cas'aan-da'ne,

Ce-cro'pi-a
Ce-crop'i-dae
Cec'ro-pis

Ce-phis'o-dea, 6
Ce-phis'o-do'ra
Ce-phia'o-do'rus
Ceph'i-sod'o-tus

Ca-martag, 6
Cam'e-sea, 6

Cai^bu-la*

Ca-mi'cus
Cam'i-cua, Py.

Car/ci-Bi'teB, 6
Car'ci-ni'tis

Car-«he'den

Ca-mil'Ia
Ca-mil"pe

Car'ci-nus
Car'da-cea, 6

Ga-mil'li

Car'da-me'ne

S.

W.

Cas-Ban'der
Caa-aan'dra
Caa'san-dre'a
Cas'san-dri'a
Cae/Ba-ui'tae

Cas'sa-no'nis
Cas'ai-a, 10
Cas'si-e-pe'a, 10
Caa'ai-o-do'rua, 10
Cas'ai-o-pfe'i, 10

Cas-ai'o-pe ar
Caa'si-o-pe'a, 10
Caa-siph'o-ne

€ha'o-ni'tiB
€!ha/os

€har'a-ce'ne
Char'a-ce'ni

€har'ac-mo'ba
€har'a-co'ma
t!har'a-co-n;e'te3,

6

€har'a-dra, For. W.
€ha-ra'dra,
Py. 31. For.
€har'a-droa
€ha^ra'dru8,

Cer'ma-lus
Ce'ron

Py. W.

Cer're-ta'ni
Cer'so-blep'teg, 6
Cer'ti-ma, Py. W.

Cer-to'ni-um, S.
Cer-to'nuB

W.

Ce-ry'ceg, 6

Cer'y-ce'um

31.

€har'a-druB,
For. K.

€ha'rax
Cha-rax'ua
€ha'res, 6
^ha-rig'e-nus
€!har'i-cle'a

Cer'y-ne'a

€har'i-clea, 6,

W.

Ce-phis'i-a, 10
Ceph'i-si'a-deg,
Ce-phi'ao, Pw.

6

/S.

and

€ha-ril'lus

a river.
a man.

€ha-rim'e-neg, 6
€ha-ri'nu8

Ce-the'gua

€ha'ri-oni'e-rua

Ce'ti-ua, 10,

€har'i-phe'mua

Ce'to
Ce'ua
Ceu-tro'neg,

€ha'ris
€ha-ri8'i-a, 10
fcha-ris'i-uB, 10

6

Ce'yx
tJhaVa-la
€ha-be'ris

€ha-be'ru8
iiha'beg, 6
€ha-bo'ra
€ha-bo'raa
€!ha'bre-aa
ehaOiri-a, K. W.
Gha/bri-as
€ha-dis'i-a, 10
diad'ia-mo-ti'tae
€hae-di'ni
€hae're-a
€h8e're-as

€ha-ris'the-ueg, 6
Chai'i-tes, G
€har'i-ton, Pj/.C.If.

€ha-rix'e-na
€ha-rix'e-nuB

€har'ma-das, 5. W.
Char-ma'daa,

K.Py.
Char'mi-deg, 6

Char-mi'uus
€har-mi'o-ne
€har'iiio-thaa

€har-iu'deg, 6
Cha-ioe'a-dea, 6,

Py. S.
€ha'ron

'

Chaer'e-bulua

€ha-ron'daB

•Chaer'e-cla

€!)iar'o-ne'um or
€har'o-iii'uuj
fJha-ro'ne-us
<ihar'o-po

Chaer'e-cleg, 6
€haer'e-cli'deg, 6

diasr'e-de'mus
€h8e-rem'e-neg, 6
Chae-re'mon
€hae-rem'o-ni-a'nus
Chse-re'nua

€ba'rops and

tJhaer'e-plion
€!haer'e-ti'muB
Chfe-rig'e-iieg, 6
t!hEe-riin'e-neg, 6

€'har'o-peg, 6
€'Iiar'o-pua
har-te'ria
<^liar'to-dras

Ce'pi-a'na, Py.
Cep'i-dea, 6

€hEe-rip'puB

Ce-dri'se
Ce'dre-a'tia
Ce-dri'ie

Ce-ram'bus

€hiBr'o-las
tJhcBr'o-ne'a
€ha-l!p'i

€ba-ru'des, 6
t'ha-rybMia
fhas'co-bu'ceg, 6
Chas'u-a'ri

Ce-drop'o-Us

Fac. W.
Cer'a-muB

Ce'cropa
Cec'ry-pha-le'a
Ce-cryph'a-los
Cec'ry-pheg, 6,
Ce'dre-ae or
Ce-dre'.e or

Ce-phis'o-phon
Ce-phi'sus or
Ce-phis'aus

PWu

Ce'phren

Cer'a-mi'cus
Ce-ra'mi-um,

W.

€har'i-cli'deg, 6
6fcar'i-clo

€ha-rig'e-neg, 6

For. 8. W.

Ceph'al-Ie'neg, 6
Ceph'al-le'ni, C.
Ceph'al-le'ni-a
Ce-phal'le-ni'tae

Ce'a

W.

6

€ha'o-neg, 6
€ha-o'ni-a
€ha'o-ni8

Ce'reg, 6
Ce-res'aua
Cer'e-tae
Ce-re'teg, 6, C.
Ce'ie-us, Rem. 1

Ce-te'ua,
Ce'te-us,

Ce-phallen

Ca-ye'ter or
Ca-ys'trus
Caz'e-ca

€ha'on

€har'i-la'"j8

Cen-tum'vi-ri

Cau'ni-i

Ca'ry-ae
Ca'ry-a'teg, 6

€han-dox'e-uua

Cet'a-ri'ni
Ce-te'i

Cau'me-nus

W.

€ham'a-ne'ne
€ha-ma'vi

€har'i-da'mua
Ghar'i-de'mus

Car-tha'go

Car-vil'i-us, S.

€ha-m8e'le-on

Ces'se-ro
Cea-tri'na
Ces-tri'nus

Car'tha-lo, Py. S.
Car'ti-ni'cua, Pe.

Ca-ru'ra
Ca'ruB
Ca-ru'sa

6

Cer'y-ni'teg, 6
Ce-ael'li-uB, 8.

Cau'di-um
Cau-Io'ni-a

eiia'lybs

Cen'to-reg, 6
Cen-tor'i-pa or
Cen-tor'i-pee
Cen-tri'tes, 6
Cen-trc/neg, 6

Car-thae'a
Car'tha-gin'i-en'seg

W.

tJhal'y-bo-iii'tia

Ce-ro'neg, 6
Ce-ros'sus
Ce-ro'suB

Ce'iion
Cen-eo'reg, 6
Cen'so-ri'nua

Ca-tullua

€hal'y-boli, Py.

W.

Cer'i-teg,

Cen'o-ma'ni

Cat-tu'zi
Cat'u-li-a'na

Car-ri'nas

6,

Ghal'ta-pi'tia

€hal'y-bes, 6

Ce-rin'thuB

Car'a-cal'la
Car'a-ca'tea, 6
Ca-rac'fca-cu3
Car'a-lia

Ca-rau'ai-ua, 10,
S. W.
C»r-bo'nes, 6

M,

Car'pa^thus

Gha-lu'sua

Cei-co'pe
Cer-co'peg, 6
Cer-cu'se-ra
Cer'cy-on
Cer-cy'ra

Cen-ehre'ua or
Cen-«hri'u8
Cen'i-mag'ni

Car'os-ce'pi
Car'pa-si'a

€!hal'o-iii'tis

Cer'co-laa

Ca'to

a festival.

€hal'i-iu'tia
Chal'o-ni'tae

Cer-ci'tae
Cer'ci-uB, 10

Ce'reua

Ca-phe'ris

Cal-de'ne
Ca'le
Ca-led'o-nes, 6

€hal'e-t03, C.
€ha-le'ura

Ce'ri-alis
Ce-rilli

Ca-phia'o-do'rus
Ca'phy-ae
Ca-pis'sa
Cap'j-to

Ca-lym'ne
Ca-lyn'da

W.

•6ha-l.;'8ua

Cen-€lire'i3

W. Ca-phi'ra

Cal'y-ead'nuB
Cal'y-oe
Ca-lyd'na
Cal'y-don
Cal'y-do'nis
Cal'y-do'ni-us

Cat'i-li'na
Ca-til'i-us, S.
Ca-til'li

6

€hal-dic-'i

Cer-cin'i-um

Cen'«hre-8e

Ca-pha'reu8

Cal'y-bi'ta

Cat'a-o'ni-a
Cat'ar-rhac'teg,
Cat'a-ze'ti
Cat'e-na'teg, 6
Ca-thae'a
Ca'ti-e'nua

€hal-d*'a

Cer'ci-ni'tia

Cer-ci'nus

Cel-tos'cy-thaB
Ce-lu'ea

€!hal-cos'the-neg, 6

€ha'le-as
€ha-les'tra

Cer'cin-ni'tis

6

€hal-co'don

Cer-cin'na

Cat'i-na

Rem.

Cal'y-be

Car'men-ta'leg, 6
Car'men-ta'lia
Car-mi'o-ne
Car'ne-a, a goddess.
Car-ne'a-deg, 6
Car-ne'i-a (-ne'ya) or
Car-ni'a or
Car-ne'a
Car-ne'us
Car'no-neg, 6,

Cat'a-mi'tus
Cat'a-na
Ca-ta'o-neg, 6

Chal-ci'tia

Ca'ti-us, 10

Ca-pe'ni

Cal-via'i-UB, 10, 5.

Cat'a-li

€hal-ci'o-pe

Cer-ce'is
Cer-cea'teg, 6
Cer'ce-tae
Cer-ce'te-ua
Cer'ci-das, Py. 8.
Cer-ci'na or

Car-nu't)3g, 6
Ca-rop'o-Iia

Can'ta-ber
Can'ta-bras
Can'ta-bri
Can-ta'bri-a
Can'tha-ra
Cau'tha-rol'e-thron
Can'tha-rua
Can-the'la
Can'ti-um, 10

Ca'per

CaJ-vi'na
Cal-vi'nua

Car-me'lua
Car-men'ta ajid
Car-men'tia

Cat'a-du'pi
Cafa-lau'ni

€lial'ci-ce'cua

Cer'ca-so'rUB

Ca-no'pu3

Eem.

W.

Car-mau'i-deg, 6
Car'ma-ni'tae
Car-ma'nor, S. Py.

Cel'tse
Cel'ti-ber
Cel'ti-be'reg,
Cel'ti-be'ri
Cel'ti-ca
Cel'ti-ci

<5hal-eid'i-ce

Chal-cid'i-cua
€hal-ci'nu8

Car-nu'i

Cap'a-neus
Ca-pella
Ca-pe'na
Ca-pe'uas

W.

Car-ma'ni

€-'hal-ceii'te-rua
fchal'oe-ri'tis

Chal-ce'tia
Chal-cet'o-reg. 6
Chal'ci-de'ne
€hal'ci-den'seg, 6
€;hal-cid'e-us

Cer'ca-so'ra

Can'o-pi'tae

Ca-nu'si-um, 10
Ca-pa'ne-ua,

Ca'lor
Cal'pe-tus, C.
Cal-pur'ni-a
Cal-pur'ni-ua
Cal'u-co'neg, 6
Ca-lu'cu-la
Cal'u-aid'1-uB, S.

Caa-to'liia

€!hal-eed'o-ni8

Cer'ca-ao'rum
Cer-caa'o-nim,
Fac.

Ca-til'lua or
Cat'i-lua

Can'u-le'i-a (-le'ya)
Can'u-le'i-us
(-le'yus)

Ca-loth'e-fcus

K.Pw.L.M.C.

f!al'i-pus,

Ca-ne'thus

Cal'li-the'ra
Cal-lith'o-e
Cal-lit'ro-pe
Cal-lix'e-na
Cal-lix'e-nua
Cal'lo-ni'tis
Cal'o-cae'rus

Ca-lam'o-drus
Cal'a-mos
Ca-la'nua

8al-ca'gu8,

Ca-iieph'o-ri

Cal-lis'to-ni'ce, Pe.
Cal-lis'to-ni'cus
Oal-lis'tra-tus
Cal-lit'e-leg, 6

Ca'i-ci'nu3
Ca-i'cua
Ca'i-e'ta
Ca'i-phas, C.
Ca'i-us (ka'yus)
Cal'a-ber
Ca-la'bri-a
Cal'a-des, 6, K.
Cal'a-gu'rig
Cal'a-gur'ri-ta'ni
Cal'a-is
Cal'a-mis, Py.
Cal'a-mi'tes, 6

Cal'a-tha'na,
Py. S. TK
Cal'a-thi'ni
Cal'a-thi'no,
Cal'a-thu'sa

Ca'neng

Cal'lis-tom'a-«hu8,

Ca'rea, 6
Car'e-sa
Car'e-se'ne
Ca-re'sus
Ca'ri-a

Car-ma'na

Pw.

Can'da-ri
Can-da'vi-a
Can-dau'leg, 6
Can-di'o-ni

Pw.

Cse'yx
Ca-ga'co
Ca'i-a (ka'ya)

Cal'a-nus, S.

Can'da-ce
Can-da'on,

Cal-Iip'i-dse
Cal-lip'i-deg, 6
Cal-lip'o-lis
Cal'li-py'gis
Cal-lir'ho-e
Cal'lis-tag'o-raa
Cal-!is'te
Cal-lis'the-neg, 6
Cal'lis-ti'a
Cal-lis'to

Cse-se'na

Pw. W.

Ca-na'ri-i
Can'a-tlia

Cal'li-phon

Car'e-ni'tia
Ca're-o'tia

Ce'le-ua
Cel'e-ze'ne
Cel'i-ne'oa
Cel'o-nae
Ce-lo'neg, 6
Cel-si'nua

Cae-ra'tufl

Cses'a-re'um

Ce-le'i-a (-le'ya)
Cel'e-la'teg, 6

Cas'ta-nae'a
Caa'tha-nae'a
Gaa'the-neg, 6
Caa'ti-a-ni'ra

Cat'a-ba'neg, 6

Cal-lim'a-ehus

Cae'sar
Cees'a-re'a

Fons

6

Ce-lae'no
Ce-lae'nuB
Cel-cae'a
Ce'le-ae
Ce'le-a3

Ca-ri'na

Cal-lim'bro-tu3
Cal'li-me'deg, 6

Cae-sa'm

Cel'fe-ni'teg,

Cau'a-ehua

Caa-nop'o-lis
Cfe'pi-o

Caer'i-te^,

Cas-ta'li-u3
Cas'ta-l!3

Ce-he'ne-ua

Cel'e-trum

Can'a-ce
Can'a-ehe,

Cal'li-ni'cus
Cal-li'nu3
Cal'li-o-do'rus, C.
Cal-li'o-pe
Cal'li-o-pe'a
Cal'Ii-pa-ti'ra
Cal'li-pha-i'a
Cal-liph'a-neg, 6

C

Car'e-cleg, 6

Ce-rau'no-boli-a
Ce-rau'nus
Cer'ba-lus
Cer-be'ri-on
Cer'be-rus
Cer'ca-phuB

Ce-raii'ni-i

Cas-u-en'til-la'ni

Cal'lig-no'tus

6
6

W.

Ce-rau'ni-a

Cariil'la

Caen'o-phru'ri-mn,
For.

Cne're
Cae're-a
Cae-re'ta
Cae-re'teg,

Cas'si-ve-lau'nu3
Cas-so'pe
Caa-so'tia
Ca3-tab'a-la
Caa-ta'li-a or

Cel'a-do'ne
Cel'a-dua
Ce-lae'nfe

Cas'to-rea, 6, pi.
Cas'tri-cus, C.
Caa'tu-lo

Ca'na

Cse'iiis

Car-de'sis

6

Ce-len'de-ris
Ce-Ien'na,
Cel'en-thi'a
Ce-len'tor
Ce'ler
Cel'e-reg, 6

Cal'li-ge'tus
Cal'li-gi'ton
Cal'li-gi'tus

Cfe-ni'deg,

Coe-ni'na

Caa-sip'o-lig
Cas'si-ter'i-deg,
Cas'si-us, 10

Car-de'sua

6

Cam'is-sa'reg,

Car'da-mi'ne
Car-dam'y-le
Car'de-a

1887

<:'has'ro

€!ha-lae'iini

€har'o-pe'a
Cltar'o-pi'na
€'har'o-pi'iiu8

f

€ha-te'iii
€^hat'ra-niis, C.
Phat'ra-iiio'tae

Ce-dro'sia
Ce-glu'aa
Ce'i

Oe'ras

Cm/a-Bus

€!hal-«e'd«n

Chat' i-a-ni o-t i'tre
€hafra-mo-ti'tis

Cel'a-don

Oe-ra'tuB

<Jhal'ce-do'ni-a

€hat-te'ni

€ha]-cfle/a
€!lial-ce'a

1
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N

€)hau'bi

and

Chrys^a-c/re-um,
Pe.
€hrys'a-o-re'um,

€hau'ci
Chav'o-neg, 6
6ha-y'ci

Pw.

t!ha-ze'ue
ehe'lae

Rem.

Py.S.
Ghe-lc/ne
eiiel'o-ni'tis

tlliel'o-noph'a-gi
<ihel'y-do're-a
t'he'nsB

€he'ne-a3

t'her-sid'a-mas
€liei-'si-phron
€/lier^so-ne'su3 or
t'lier'ro-ne'sua
€)lie-rus'ci

Clies'i-nus,
Py. S. For.

R

€lii-ri'ui

Clid'i-cus
Clig'e-neg, 6

Citli'e-ron, Sch. C.

Cli'max

Co'gae-o'uum

Ci-tbe'ru3
Cit'i-e'i, 10
Cit'i-um, 10
Ci'us

Cli-me'deg, 6
Cli-uag'o-ras

Cog'i-du'uua,
Col'a-ce'a or

Cli-uar'e-te
Cli-ni'a-deg, 6

Civ'i-ca

Clin'i-as, ir.

•Ghry-sip'pe-i,

Ci-vi'li3

inhabitants
of Chrysippe.
€hry-sip'pu3

Cla'a-me'ti3
Cla'de-U3
Cla'ui3
Cla'ui-U3
Cla-ra'mi3, C.

Cli-noin'a-€hu3
Cli'nus

clei'deg,
Co-lae'nis

CU'o

Co-lae'nus

-Ghrys'e-us,

Rem.

\

ehry'eeu3

followers of
Chrysippus.

€lul'i-u3

€hry-30Q'e-ra3
Ghry-so5'e-ro3
6hrys'o-€hir

fc'hil-let'o-«hua
€lii'lo

•ehry-sog'e-nes, 6
€hrys'o-ge-iii'a

fe'lii-lo'nis

€hry-sog'o-ne
ehry-sog'o-nus

t;iiU'e-u3

€hil'i-ar'€hus

Clii-mae'ra
€hi-in8e're-U3
€'liim'a-ru3

ehrys'o-la'us,

<?lijm'e-ra

€hry-son'o-e

Pw.

W,

t'lii'o-ma'ra, S.

€hi'o-ne
eiii-ou'i-deg, 6

Ghi'o-nis

Ghi-ys'o-po-Ie'a
ehry-sop'o-li3
•ehry-sor'o-aH

€hry-sor'rho-a3
Ghry-sos'the-neg, 6
€hry-30s'to-mii8
€;hry-3oth'e-mis
ehtho'ni-a, 14
^hthc/ni-us, 14
-Ghthon'o-phy'le, 14

€hu-du'ca

fc'lii-ris'o-phus

Clau'di-us
Clau-aara'e-uus

Clifo-de'mus
CIi-tom'a-€hu8

Clau'sus
Clav'i-ger

Cli-ton'y-mu3
Clit'o-phon

Cla-zom'e-nEB

Cli'tor

Cle-a?n'e-te
Cle-8en'e-tu8

CU-to'ri-um

Cle-s'nis

Cli-tuin'nu8

Cle-ser'e-ta, C.

Cli'tua

Cle-ag'o-ras
Cle-an'der
Cle-an'dri-das,

Clo-a'ca
Clo'a-ci'na
Clo'di-a
Clo'di-us
CIo-do'ne3, 6
Cloeli-a

Ci'a-gi'si

Clii'ron

Ci-a'ni

Cle-au'theg, 6

CiVa-las

CIe-ar'€bu3

t'hi-ros'o-phus

Oib'a-lis

<r'lii-to'ne

Cib-deTi

€Ihl;t'ue-a8
eiilo'e
eiilo're-us,

Cib'e-as

f!le-ar'e-tu3
Cle-ar'i-das, Py. S.
Cle-e'a nr Cle-i'a

Rem. 1

Clilo'reus

Py. W.

Cle-em'po-rus
Cle'meiig

Ci-bo'tus
Cib'y-ra

Cle'o
Cle'o-bis

Cib'y-ra'tas
Cig'e-ro
Cic'o-neg, 6
Ci-cu'ta

t'liIo'ru3

€'ho-a'ni
fe'ho'a-re'ne

€ho-as'pe3, B
t!ho-a'triE, Fac.
CluKr'a-deg, 6
€lioe're-se
€liuer'i-lu3

Ci-lic'i-a,

eiiol-li'diB

Ci'lix

t'hol'o-be-te'ne

CU'le-us

eiiol'o-ii

Cil'ni-U3
Ci'lo

€hol'o-gi
€hol'on-ti'-ehu8
€hol'o-ti-ehi't3e
t'lio-lu'a

t3hom'a-ri

a

€lioii'e-te§,

river.

€!ho-ne'te§, 6,

an inhabitant

Cle'o-bulus
Cle'o-eha

Cil'bi-a'ni
Ci-le'ni
Cil'i-ceg, 6

Cim'bri
Cim'bri-ou8
Cim'e-tra
Cim'i-nus
Cim'me-ri
Cim-me'ri-i
Cim'me-ris

Cle'o-do'ra
Cle'o-do'rus
Cle'o-dox'a
Cle-oe'tas
Cle-og'e-neg,
Cle'o-la
Cle'o-las
Cle'o-la'u3

€!ho-iiu'phis
€lio-ras'ml-i

6

'

Cle-om'a-ehus

Cho-re'gis

Ci-mo'Iu3

€ho-re'ue

Ci'mon

iihor'e-nu'sse

Ciu'a-don, Py. S.

Cle'o-man'tis
Cle-om'bro-tu3
Cle'o-me'de
Cle'o-me'des, 6

Ciu'8e-dop'o-li3

Cle-om'e-don

Ci-nse'thon

Cle'o-me'lu3
Cle-om'e-neg, 6
Cle'on

6

fcJho'ri-e'ues,

€!hor'o-cles, 6
€lio-roe'bu3

Ciii'a-ra

€lior'o-mi-thr6'ne
€]ior'o-ne
€lior'o-ui'cus

Ci-nar'a-das
Cin'ci-a, 10
Cin'cin-na'tua

€hor'se-u3

Cin-ci'o-lu3
Cin'ci-us, 10
Cin'e-as
Ci-ne'si-as, 10, 5.
Cin-get'o-rix
Cin'gu-la'ni

€lior-ze'ne
€hos'ro-es, 6
€lire'raes, 6
€hrem'e-tes, 6

€hrem'y-lu3

Pw.

Cle-o'n£e
Cle-o'ne
Cle-o'ues, 6
Cle'o-ni'ca
Cle'o-ni'cus

W.

€hres'to-de'mu3

Cin'gu-lum
Ci-nith'i-i, Fac. W.

"fc'hris'to-do'rus

Ciu'ua-inus

<51iris-toph'o-ru3
Chris-top'o-lia

Ciu'ni-a'na, Py.
Ci-no'lis
Cinx'i-a, Fac. W.

€hres'ti-iia,

€hro'rai-a,

W.

Chro-mi'a, Py,
tliro'mis
t;iiro'uii-us

t/hro'ni-us
tJhro'nos

6bry'sa
Chry-sag'o-ras
•Ghry-sam'pe-lus
Chry-san'tas
€hry-san'thi3
€hry-sa'or
Chrys'a-or, C.
Chry-sa'o-rae

Ci'nyps and
Cin'y-phus,
Sch. S.
Cin'y-ra3

Cle-o'iiis

Cle-on'nis
Cle-on'o-e
Cle-c/nus

Cle-on'y-mua
Cle'o-pa3
Cle-op'a-ter
Cle-op'a-tra,

M. Py.

Pw. K.

C. Fr.

Cle/o-pa'tra, F.
This is the ac-

cepted English
pronunciation.
Cle'o-pa-tre'um

Col-ebe'Ta

Cor'a-cc/deg, 6
Cor'a-con-ne'sua
Co-ral'e-tae, C. W.

Co-as'trae
Co-a'trse

C6-bre'na3
Coc'a-lus
Coc-ce'i-us
(-se'yua)
Co'cles, 6

Cocli-tes, 6
Co-oy'tus
Co-da'ni

Co-da'nus
Cod'o-man'nus
Cod'ro-me'ne

Cro-du'aum

Co'rax

Cra-n«'i

Crot'sua

Co-rax'i

Cran'a-i
Cran'a-08

Cro'mi

Cran'a-ua
Cra'ne

Cre'my-on
Crom'my-o-ne'3U8

Cra'ui-i

Cro'phi

Cra'non

Cros-sae'a
Crot'a-le, C.
Crot'a-lua

Crap'a-thua

Cor'du-e'ni
Cor-dy'la
Co're

Cras'pe-di'teg, 6
Cras'si-peg, 6

Cro'ton
Cro-to'na

Craa-sit'i-us, 10

Cor-fiii'i-um
Co'ri-a, Minerva.
Co-ri'a, a festival.

Ciat'e-rus
Cra'teg, 6

Cor'i-c*
Co-rin'e-a
Co-rin'i-um, Sch.
Co-riu'ua

Crat'e-8il'o-«hU8

Co-lu'rus
Co-lu'thus
Co-lyt'tua

Com'a-ci'na
Com'a-ge'ne

Co-riu'nua
Co-rin'thua

Com'a-ge'm
Co-ma'na

Co'ri-o-la'nua

Cro'to-ni-a'tae
Cro'to-ni-a'tia
Cro'to-pi'a-deg, 6
Cio-to'pi-aa

Cia-taem'e-ueg, 6
Cra'te-aa
Cia'ler

Cro-to'pu8
Cro'tua
Cru'noa

Crat'e-ri'a or
Crat'e-re'a

Cru'sis
Cius-tu'me-ri
Crus'tu-me'ri-a or

Cra-tes'i-cle'a

Crus'tu-me'ri-um
Crua'tu-mi'ni
Crua-tu'roi-um
Cryp-te'a
Cte'a-tua, 14
Ctem'e-ne, 14
Ctem'e-nus, 14
Cte'nus, 14
Cte'si-as, 10, 14

Crat'e-sip'o-lis
Crat'e-aip'pi-das,
S. W.

Cor'ma-sa

Cra-teu'a8
Cra'thiB
Crat'i-daa
Cra-ti'nua
Cra-tip'pua
Cra-tia'the-neg, 6

Co-nia'taa

Cor-iieli-a
Coi-ne1i-i

Cra-tis'to-lua
Crat'is-tot'e-leg, 6

Coni'ba-bus

Cor-nic'u-lum

Com'be

Coi'ui-fic'i-us, 10

Com-bre'a
Co-me'd£e
Co-me'on

Cor'ni-ger

Cra-tu'sa
Crat'y-lua
Crau'bia

Cor-uu'tua

Crem'e-ra

Co-roe'bua
Co-ro'na
Cor'o-ne'a or
Cor'o-ni'a
Co-ro'ne-ua, Rem. 1

Crem'my-on

Co-ma'ni
Com'a-ri
Co-ma'ta

Co-me'tes, 6
Com'i-ae'ne

Com'ma-ge'ne
Com'ma-ge'nus

Com'mo-dus
Co'mon
Cora-pa'3e-us
Com'pi-ta'leg, 6
Com'pi-tali-a

Com-plu'tum

Co'mum
Co'mus
Cou'ca-ni

Con-ehe'a
Cou-col'e-rus
Con-cor'di-a
Con-da'te

Con'di-vic'num
Con'do-eha'teg, 6
Con-dru'si
Con-dyl'e-a
Con'dy-li'tia

Co'ue
Con'ge-diis

Con-ge'du3,
C. L. M.

Py. W.

Co-ri'o-li
Co'ri-ol'la

Co-ro'neua

Cte-sib'i-us,

H

Cre-mo'na
Cre-mu'ti-ua, 10
Cre'my-on, C.
Cre-na'cus, C.

Cre'on

Cu'mae
Cu-nax'a

Cor'o-ni'deg, 6
Co-ro'nis
Co-ron'ta

Cre-o'neg, G,For.
Cre'on-ti'a-deg, 6
Cre-opli'i-lus

Co-ro'nua
Co-ro'pe and
Cor'o-pe
Cor-se'a or

Cre'o-phy'lus
Cre'o-po'lus
Creph'a^ge-ne'tus
Cres'een-ti'na

Cor-si'a
Cor'ae-ae
Cor'si-ca
Cor-ao'te

Cres'i-laa,

Cor-to'na
Cor'un-ca'ni-UB
Co'rus
Cor-vi'nus
Cor'y-ban'teg, 6
Cor'y-bas
Cor'y-ce'on
Co-ryc'i-a, 10
Co-ryQ'i-deg, 6
Co-ryc'i-usJ^lO

Cu-ni'na
Cu-pa'vo, C. W.

Cu-pen'cua
Cu-phag'o-ras
Cu-pi'do

Sm. Py.

Cre'si-us or
Cres'si-us, 10, S.
Cres-phon'teg, 6

W.

Cres-to'ue
Cres-to'nea, 6

Cre'ta
Cre'tae-U3
Cre'te,
EiKjlish Crete
Cre'te-a
Cre'teg, 6
Cre'te-ua, Rem. 1

Cu'ri-o'neg,

Cor'y-don

Cre-the'ia,

Co'ni-op'o-lis
Co-nis'ci

Cor'y-le'nus
Cor'y-le'uin
Co-rym'bi-fer
Cor'y-na, K. W.
Co-ry'na, Py.
Cor'y-ne'teg, 6

Co-no'pe

Cle'o-phon
Cle'o-phron
Cle'o-pom'pus
Cle'op-tol'e-mus

Coe-cil'i-us

Con'o-pe'um
Co-no'pe-um

Co'non

Con-aen'tes, 6
Con-sen'ti-a, 10
Con'si-li'num

Cor'y-phas
Cor'y-pha'sl-um, 10
Cor'y-phe
Cor'y-tbu3

of Cretheus.
mother
of Homer.

Cre'the-us,

fl

6

Cu'ri-um, Sch. W-

Cre'teua

Cou'im-bri'ca

Con'ni-das, Py.

Cu'pi-en'ni-us,
Sch. W.
Cu-raph'ro-di'te
Cur-cu'li-o
Cu'reg, 6
Cu-re'teg, 6
Cu-re'tis
Cu'ri-a
Cu'ri-a'ti-i, 10
Cu'ri-o
Cu-ri'o-ao-li't:e
Cu-ri'o-80-li'teg,

Cre'tbe-is, daughter

Co-ni'a^ci,
Co'ni-i

W

.S.

Ctes'i-cles, 6, 14
Ctes'i-de'mua, 14
Ctea'i-la'ua, 14
Cte-sil'o-ehus, 1
Cte-sio'-ehus,
Ctes'i-pbon,
Cte-sip'pus, 14
Ctim'e-ne, 14
Ctim'e-nus, 14
Cu'cu-faa, L. C.
Cu'la-ro
Cu'lu-pe'ne

U

Cor'y-cus
Co-ry'cu3

Co'drua

CoBasa

Cro'ni-a
Cron'i-deg, 6
Cro'ni-us, Sch. S.

Cra-ni'a

Cra-tae'is

Co-drop'o-lis

Coe-e'is

Cra-ue'um or
Cra-ni'um

Cras'ti-nus

Col'u-mel'la

Cro'mus

Cra-ne'a.OJ"

Co're-ae

Cle-oph'i-le
Cle'o-phis, K.

Pw.

Avienus.
Cor'du-ba
Cor'du-e'ne or
Cor'du-e'na

c

Croin'iny-on

Co-re'sa
Co-res'auB
Cor'e-sus, a priest.
Co-re'sua
Cor'e-tbon
Co-re'tua

Co-los'eua
Co-lo'teg, 6

Cir-cae'um

Cir'o-a'das,

Cor'be-ua
Cor'bu-Io
Cor'co-ba
Cor'co-ra3
Cor-cy'ra
Cor'cy-ra,

Cle-op'a-tris

Ci'ris

Croc'o-di'lu3

Col'la-ti'nus
Col-li'na
Col-lo'deg, 6
Col'o-bi

Cle'o-phan'tus

Coec'o-a

Croc'o-di-lop'o-lifl

Cro'cus

CiiVcse-i'taa

Cir-cen'ses Lu'di, 6
Cir'ci-us, 10

Croc'o-di'lon

Cra'gua

Cran'a-e, Py. C.

Cin'y-ri'a
Ci-pe'rus, 0.

Cir-ce'i-i (-se'yi)

W.

Crog'y-le'a

lis

and

Crit'og-na'tus,
Crit'o-la'us
Cri'u-nie-to'pon
Cii'us
Cro-bi'a-luB
Cro-by'zi, Py. Sch.
Croc'a-la, plural.
Croc'a-le
Cro'ce-ae
Crog'e-la

Cram-bu'tia

Clu'pe-a

1

Crit'o-de'muB

Co-ra'ni
Co'ras

Co-lum'ba

Rem.

Cri'to
Crit'o-bu'IuB

Col'i-ci
Col-la'ti-a, 10

Co-lum'nae Her'cu-

Cna'geua, 14
Cna'gi-a, 14
Cne-mi'des, 14
Cue'mus, 14
Cne'u3 or
Cnae'us, 14
Cnid'i-a, 14
Cni'dus, 14
Cnia'o-zo'mua, 14
Cnoe-thid'e-us, 14
CiM/pua, 14
Cnos'si-a, 14, 10
Cno'sus, 14
Co'a-ma'ni

Crit'i-aa, 10

Cram-bu'aa

Clu'a-ci'ua
Clu-en'ti-u3, 10

Cly-tos'the-neg, 6
Cly'tus
Cnac'a-lu3, 14,
L. C. S.
Cna'ce-a'tis, 14
Cna'ge-us, 14,

Cri-tal'la
Cri-the'is

Cri-tho'te

Co-ral'li

Col'u-bra'ri-a

Clyt'em-ues'tra
Clyt'i-e, 10
Clyt'i-us, 10
Clyt'o-do'ra
Clyt'o-me'deg, 6
Clyt'o-ne'us

Co'ty-a-i'on,
Co'ty-a-i'uin or
Co'ty-a-e'uij

Co'ty-o'ra
Co'ty-o'rua
Co'tys
Co-tyt'to

Co-lc/tia

Py. w.

Cot'ti-ae

Co-tyl'i-us, S.

Col-pu'sa
Col-tbe'ne

Cly-son'y-mu3,

Cri-o'a
Cri'aon
Cris-pi'na
Cris-pi'nud

Py. W.

Cot'i-30
Co-to'ui3

Co'ty-e'um

Cloe'li-ua

Clym'e-nua

Cle'o-d«'us
Cle'o-da'mu3
Cle'o-de'mus

W.

Coa-ay'ra
Cos'to-bo'ci
Co-sy'ra
Co'tes or Cot'teg, 6
Co'thoii
Co-tbo'ne-a
Cotb'o-ne'a, K.
Co'ti-a-e'um, 10
Cot'i-nu'sa

Cor'a-ce'si-um, 10,

Co-Ios'siB
Co-lo3'se-ro&

Clym'e-ne

Cri'no

Co3-3u'ti-i, 10, S.

Co'ra

Col'o-si-me'oa

Clym'e-ne'i-deg, 6

Cle'o-eha-ri'a
Cle'o-eliu3
CIe-oc'ri-tU3

Cim-me'ri-um
Cim'me-ru3
Ci-molis

of Chonse.

\

6

Cri-ni'auB

Coa-su'ti-a'nua, 10

Cop-ti'teg, 6

Sch. W.

W.

Cos-sae'i

Col'a-pi-a'ni
Col'a-pis
Co-lax'es, 6

Co-lo'nus
Col'o-pe'na
Col'o-phon

W.

Co'pi-a
Co-pil'lua
Co-po'ni-us, S. IV.
Co'pre-us, Rem. 1

Cos-co'ni-ua, S.
Co-sin'gaa
Cos-sse'a

Co-lan'co-rum

Clo'naa
Clo'ni-U9
Clo'tho

Clu-si'o-lum, K.
Clu-si'um, 10
Clu'si-us, 10
Clu'vi-a

'X

'

Cle-o^li'a-reg,

10

6

Co'pe-ua
Co-phae'ua
Cc^phaa

Co'preua

Col'o-e
Co-lo'nse
Co-lc/ne
Co-lo'ni-a
Co-lo'nia
Co-lo'no3

Clu-ai'ni

Cle-o-boe'a
Cle'o-bu'Ia
Ole'ob-u-li'na

Ci5'y-ne'thu8

Sch. S.

Cli-tos'the-neg,

6

Co-Ien'da
Co-li'a-cum

Cli-tag'o-ra
Cli-tag'o-ru3
Cli-tar'€hu3
Cli'te
Clit'e-Ieg, 6
Cli-ter'ni-a,

K. M. Fr.

Col-ehiii'i-urQ

Cli'tae

Clau'di-a'iius
Clau'di-op'o-lis
Clau'di-op'o-li-ta'ui

Clu-rod'a-mas

fc'lilo'ri3

Clis'o-bra
Clis'o-phus
Clia'the-neg, 6

Cla/re-o'tae
Cla/re-c/tia

t;iii-io'ui3

Ci-bil'i-ta'ni

Pw.

Cri-mi'aus
Cri-nag'o-ras
Cri-uip'pua

Cop'a-ia, Fac. C. L.
Co-pa'is,

Col'a-co-phor'o-

Clis'i-the'ra

Cri'a-aus,

Co'ate

Co'piB

Col'a-oou'y-mu3

W.

Cc/sa

Co-aa'num

Cc/on

W.

Pw. W.

Cou-stan'ti-a, 10
Cou'atan-ti'a, a city.

Con'stan-ti'ua
Con-stan'ti-uop'o-lis
Con'stan-ti'nus
Con'su-a-ne'te§, 6
Con'su-a-ra'ni
Con'ta-des'dus
Con'to-po-ri'a
Con've-nae

C0'O3

Col'a-ci'a

Cli-oph'o-rus
Cli-sid'i-ce,

Cla'ru3 or Cla'ros
Clas-tid'i-um,
Sch. S.
Clau'di-a
Clau'di-ae A'quaa

•ehrys'o-Ic/raB

€lii-ine'ri-um

€hi-om'a-ra^

U

CUiya-nus
Cli-de'mu3

ehry-se'i3
•Ghry-ser'uius
€hrys'e-r08
Ghry'seg, 6

eiiry'sis

Cliin-de'ni
€hi-og'e-neB, 6

T

Cle'ta
Clet/a-be'ni

€hry'se

ehrys'o-as'pi-de§, 6
•€hrys'o-eeph'a^lus

Clii-iia'se-as

S

Cis-su'sa
Cis-the'ne
Cis'to-bo'ci
Ci-thae'ron
Cith'a-ris'ta
Ci-the'la3

Coeli-ua
Coe'lua
Coe'nua
Coe'o-ge-ni'a
Coer'a-nus
Co'eg, 6
Coea'y-ra
Coe'ua

€hrys'ip-pe'i,

fcher'se-as

Sch. S.

Cle'o-ti'mu3
Cle-ox'e-uu3
Clep'sy-dra
Cle'ri
Cles'i-deg, 6

Ghry-sip'pe

tJlie'ops

1

Cis'si-das, S.
Cis/ao-es'sa

€hry-sa'o-ris

Ghry-sas'pi-deg, 6

eiiel'i-do'nt-sB
yiiel'i-do'nis

Q

Cis'si-a, 10,

ehry'saa

€hel'i-don,

Coe'le
Coel'e-ri'ni
Coel'e-syr'i-a and
Ccel'o-syr'i-a
Coe-le'tae
CcE'li-a
Coe'li-o-bri'ga, For.

Cle-ot'e-leg, 6

Rem.

Cis'seu3

1
•61iry-sa'o-reu3

Pw. Pe. K. Fac.

P

Ci3-3e'i3
Cis'se-us,

ehrys'a-o're-us,

<3he-li'don,

Cle'o-ra
Cle-os'the-neg, 6
Cle-oa'tra-tu3

Cir-ra'dae
Cis'al-pi'na

Cis'a-mu3

Rem.

Cre'theua
Cre-thi'des, 6

Cre'thon
Cret'i-cuB
Cret'i-nae'um

Cre-top'o-lU
Cre-u'sa
Creu'ais

1

Cu'ri-ua
Cu-rop'o-lia
Cur'ti-a, 10
Cur'ti-ua, 10
Cu'ru-bis
Cu-ru'lis
Cns-sae'i

Cu'sua
Cu'ti-«, 10
Cu-til'i-a am.d
Cu-til'i-ae

Cy-aia'o-so'rus

Cy'a-ne

1889
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Cy-a'ne-e
Cy-a'ne-u8
Cy'a-nip'pu8
Cy-a'tis
Cy-ax'a-res, Py.
Cyl/a-le, C.

W.

Cy-be'be

CyVe-la

Da'na

Cy-the'ra
Cyth'e-re'a

Dan'a-e

Cyth'e-re'ia
Cy-the'ria
Cy-the'ri-us

Da^na'i-dse
Da-na'i-deg, 6
Dan'a-la, Py. S.

Cy-the'rou
Cy-the'ruB

Dan'a-ua
Dan'da-ri

Dan'a-i

Cy-tin'i-um, S.
Cyt'is-so'rus
Cy-to'ra
Cy-to'ria

•Cyb'e-le

Cyb'e-le'a
CyVe-lig'e-neg, 6

Cyb'e-lum
Cyb'e-lus
Cyb'da-8us,
Cyb'i-ra
Cy-bis'tra
Cy-bo'tus

Cy-tae'is

Pw.

W.

Py. Sck.
Da-noo'ra-teg, 6
Dan'the-le'tae
Da-nu'bi-us or
Da-nu'vi-u8

Cyz'i-ce'ni

Da'o-ehus
Da'o-na

Cyz'i-cum

Rem.

Div'i-a'na

Di'ce
Di5'e-ar'«hus

Div'i-ti'a-cus

Dem'a-deg, 6,
Fac. W.
De-ma'des, 6,
Fr. K. Py. Pw.

Dic-tam'num
Dic-tyn'na

De-mar'me-nus
De'me-a

Di-ea'pi-ter

Dod'o-nae'ua

Di-ge'na

Do-do'ne

Dryp'e-tia and
Dry-pe'tia

Ed'e-ta'ni
E-dia'aa

Do-don'i-deg, 6
Do-di/nia
Dol'a-bella
Dol'i-ehe
Dol'i-ehe'ne
Dol'i-ehe'ni
Dol'i-ehoa
Do-li'o-neg, 6

Dry-u'aa
DuOjia
Du'bria

E'don

Do-li'o-nis

Du-lop'o-lia

Do'li-us

Dum'no-rii

E-ii'ti-on,

Dol'o-me'ne
Dc/lon

E-e'ti-o-ne'a, 10

Do-lon'ci
Dol'o-ni'a
Dol'o-peg, 6
Do-lo'pi-a
Dol'o-pi'on

Du-ra'ni-us
Du'ra-nua, C.
Du'ri-ua, S. W.

Du'ro-cor'to-rum
Du-ro'ni-a
Du-um'vi-ri
Dy-ar'da-neg, 6, Pp.

E-ge'Ie-os

Dolopa

Dy'msB

Dom'a-ni'tia

Dy-mje'i

E-ges'ta
E-ge'ta

Dom'i-du'ca
Dom'i-du'cua

Dy'maa
Dy'me or Dy'mae

Eg-na'ti-a, 10
TIg-na'ti-ua, 10

Do-mit'i-a, 10
Do-mit'i-a'nua, 10
Do'ini-tilla
Do-mit'i-op'o-lia
Do-mit'i-u8, 10

Dy-nam'e-ne

j5g're-mu8

Dy-naa'te

E-i'on, Fac.
E-i'o-ne
E-i'o-nes, 6
E'i-c/ne^is, Rem. 1
E-i'o-neua

Di-malua

De'mo

'Cy-de'nor
Cyd'i-as, 5. ScA.
•Cy-dim'a-€he

Da?'i-cus
Da'ci-ua, 10

Dar'an-ta'ai-a, 10
Dar'a-ti'tae

Dac'ty-U

Cy-dim'a-ehus
Cyd'i-mus

Dad'a-ceg, 6

Dar'da-ni
Dar-da'ni-a

Dem'o-ce'deg, 6
De-moeh'a-reg,
' 6
Dem'o-cleg, 6
Dem'o-cli'deg, 6
Dem'o-cli'tus
Dem'o-clus

Di-mas'tus
Di-nar'chua

Cy'das

Cy-dip'pe

Cyd'nus

•CJyd'nos or

Cy'don
Cyd'o-ne'a
Cy-do'neg, 6
-Cy-do'ui-a
Cy'do-ni-a'tas
Cyd'ra-ra, S. W.
Cy-dra'ra, Py.

Cy-dre'lus
Cyd'ro-cleg, 6
€yl'i-cra'neg, 6
Cy'li-pe'nus
Cyl'la-rus
Cyl-le'ne
Cyl'le-ne'us

Da'sB or DaTiae

Da'ci

W

Py.
Da-du'€hua
Dad'i-cae,

Din'i-aa

Di-no«h'a-reg, 6,

Da'reg, 6
Da-re'us or Da-ri'us
Da-ri'cus

De-moo'ra-teg, 6
De-moc'ri-tua
De-mod'i-ce

Di-noc'ra-teg, 6
Din'o-ge-ti'a

Da'ri-og'e-neg, 6

De-mod'o-ce
De-mod'o-cus
Dem'o-do'rue
De-mog'e-neg, 6
De-mo'le-on

Da-ri'tse
Da-ri'tia

Das-cu'aa
Das'cy-le'um

Daem'o-num

Diu'i-se

De-moc'o-6n
De-moc'o-pus

Dae'mon

Dse-sif i-a'tSB, 10
Dag'a-si'ra

Din'dy-ma
Dm'dy-me'ne
Din'dy-mus

Dar'da-nua

Dar'da-nis

Dsem'o-neg, 6
Dae-mo'ne-us

W.

De-me'tria

Dar-da'ni-a'tae
Dar-dan'i-deg, 6

Daed'a-la
Dsed'a-le'a
Dse-da'li-on
Dae-da'li-um
Daed'a-lua
Dae-moc'ra-teg, 6

K. W.

De-mo'le-os
De-mom'e-leg, 6

Das'cy-li'tis

Da'ae-a

Di-nol'o-ehu3
Di-noin'a-€he

Di-nom'a-ehua
Di-nom'e-ueg, 6

Di'non
Di-nos'the-neg, 6
Di-noa'tra-tua
Di'o-caes'a-re'a
Di'o-cle'a, a woman.
Di-c/cle-a, a city.
Di'o-cleg, 6
Di'o-cle'ti-a'nua, 10

Da'ai-ua, 10
Daa'aa-re'tse or
Daa'aa-ri'tse
Daa'aa-re'ni
Daa'aar-i-ti'ni

De'mon

Da'tis

Cym'i-nus

Da-i'ra
Da-i'tua

Da'tos or Da'ton

Dem'o-phon
De-moph'o-on

Cy'mo

Dal'ma-tae

Da-u'€hus

De-mop'o-lis

Cy-mod'o-ce
Cym'o-do-ce'a

Dal-ma'ti-a, 10
Dal-mat'i-cus

Dau'li-aa

Dem'op-tol'e-mus
De-moa'the-neg, 6

Di'o-do'rua
Di-od'o-tus
Di-og'e-neg, 6
Di'o-ge-ni'a
Di-o-ge'ni-a'nus
Di'og-ne'tus

Cym'o-po-li'a

Dal'mi-um, 5cA.
Dam'a-ge'tus
Da-mag'o-raa
Dam'a-lis

Dau'ni-a
Dau'ni-as

De-mos'tlie-nia
De-moa'tra-tus
De-mot'e-leg, 6

Di'o-me'a
Di'o-me'de
Di-om'e-de'a

Dau'nus

De-mu'*hu3
Dem'y-lu8

Di-om'e-de'iE
Di'o-me'deg, 6

Den-ta'tu3

Di-om'e-don

De-od'a-tus, L. C.
De-o'ia
Der'bi-ceg, 6, Py. W.
Der-bi'ces, 6,

Di-oin'e-neg, 6

Cy'lon

Cy'ma or Cy'msB
Cym'a-to-le'ge

Cy'me
Cy-me'lua,

C

Cy-moth'o-e
Cy^nK/thus
Cyn'ae-gi'rus
Cy-na'ne, S.

W.

Cy-na'peg, 6
XJyn'a-ra
Cyu'a-re'tuB

Cy-nax'a
Cyn'e-as
Oy-neg'e-tas
Cyn'e-gi'rus

Dag'o-na
Da-gu'sa
Da'i
Da-il'o-ehus

Dam'a-li'teg,

6

Da-mar'me-nns
Da'mas

•Cyn'i-ci

Da-maa'ci-ua, 10,

Cy-nis'ca

S.

W.

De-cap'o-lls

De-ceVa-lus, Py. S.
Deg'e-le'a

K.

Dej'e-li'cum
Deg'e-lua
De-cem'vi-ri

De5'i-mu3

Cyn'o-phon'tis
Cy-nop'o-lia
Cyn'o-po-li'teg, 6

Dam'a-sip'pus

Dec'u-ma'teg, 6

Cy-nor'tas
Cy'nos or Cy'nus
Cyn'o-sar'geg, 6

Dam'a-sis'tra-tus

Cyn'os-se'ma
Cyn'o-su'ra
€yn'thi-a

C

W.

De'ci-ua, 10

De-cu'ri-o
De-i'a-ni'ra
De-ic'o-dn
De-ic'ra^tea, 6
De-id'a-mi'a
De-il'e-on
De-il'o-ehu8

S. W.
Cyp'a-ris'aus

Cyph'a-ra, Pw. W.
Cyp'ri-a'nus

Dam-nag'o-ras
Dam'na-me'ne-us

Cyp'ri-num

Dam'ne-us

Cyp'ro-ge-ni'a
Cy-prog'e-neg, 6

Cyr'e-na'i-ca
Cyr'e-na'i-ci

Dam'ni-i
De-i'o-pe
Da-mo'cle-a
De-i'o-pe'a
Dam'o-cleg, 6
De-i'o-pi'teg, 6
Dam'o-cli'das
De'i-ot'a-ru8
Dam'o-cra-te'a
De-iph'o-be
Da-moo'ra-teg, 6
De-iph'o-bus
Da^mc/cre-on
De'i-phon'teg, 6
Da-moc'ri-tua
De-iph'o-nus
Da-mog'e-ron, Py. S. De-ip'y-le
Da-mom'e-leg, 6
De-ip'y-lus
Da'inon
De-ip'y-rus, Pw.
Dam'o-ni'cua
De-is'o-us

Cy-re'ne

Dam'o-phan'tus

Gyp'a-ris'si-a,

Cy-proth'e-mia
Cy'prus or Cy'pros
Cyp'ae-la
Cyp-sel'i-deg, 6.

Cyp'se-lus
Cy-rau'nis
Cy're
Cy-re'nsB

Cy-res'«ha-ta, Py. C. Da-moph'i-la
Cy-ri'a-deg, 6, S. W. Da-moph'i-lu8

Cy-rilluB

Dam'o-phon

Cy'ro-pae-di'a
Cy-rop'o-lis
<3yr-rhe8'ti-ca
Cyr'ai-lua

Da-moa'the-neg, 6
Da-moa'tra^tus
Da-mot'e-leg, 6
Dam'o-ti'muB

Cyr-to'na
Cy'rus

Da-mox'e-na
Da-mox'e-nus
Da-mu'raa

Cy'ta.
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Der'i-ma-«iii'a
De-ri'o-ne
De-ri'tej, 6

Dec'u-ma

Da-me'a
Da'me-as
Da'me-on
Dam'e-aas
Da'mi-o
Da-mip'pus
Da'mia

'Cyn'thi-u3
Cy-nu'ri-a, S. For.
Cyp^a-ris'sa or

Der-s£e'i

Der-to'na
De-ru'si-ae'i,

Deu-cal'i-deg,
Deu-ca'li-on

Rem.

De-i'o-neu8

Dej'a-ni'ra
Dej'o-ceg, 6
De-jot'a^ru8
De'li-a

6

Deu'do-rix
Deu-ri'o-pua

Dev'o-na
Dex-am'e-ne
Dex-am'e-nus
Dex-ip'pus

De-i'o-ceg, 6
De-i'o-ehu8

De'i-on'i-deg, 6

10

De'au-da'ba

De-im'a-ehus
De-in'o-me

De'i-o'le-on
De'i-o'ne-u8,

C

Der'ce-tis
Der-cyl'i-deg, 6
Der-cyl'lua

Der'cy-los
Der-cy'loa, IT.
Der'cy-nua, S. W.

De'ci-e'tum, 10

Dam'a-ai-thy'mus
Dam'a-ai'ton,
Da-maa'teg, 6
Dam'a-aus, S.

W.

1

Del-min'i-um
De'los
Del-pliic'o-la

Del'phl-ous

Di'o-mus
Di'on
Di'o-nEe'a

Di'o-nya'i-a, 10
Di'o-ny-si'a-deg, 6
Di'o-nys'i-as, 10
Di'o-nys'i-dfcs, 6,
'
Py. W.

Di'o-ny-ai'o-cleg, 6
Di'o-nya'i-o-do'rus
Di'o-ny-sip'o-lis
Di'o-nys'i-us, 10

Di'o-ny'sus
Di'o-pe
Di-oph'a-nea, 6
Di'o-phan'tus

Rem,

Dul'gi-bi'ni

E'le-a

Dor'y-cli'das

E-bor'a-cum
Eb'ro-du'num
E-bu'dse, Py.

Dor'y-cli'i

E-bu'ra

Dor'y-lse'um
Dor'y-laa
Dor'y-la'ua
Do-rym'e-neg, 6
Do-ryph'o-ri
Do-rya'suB

E-bu'ria

E-lec'tri-deg,

Eb'u-ro-du'num

E-lec'try-on
E-lec'try-o'ne

Do-ai'a-daa, Py.
Do-ai'a-deg, 6
Do-aith'e-ua

W.

Di-os'po-Iis

Di'rae

Di-cae'ar-elii'a
Di-cae'o-cleg, 6
Dig'ae-og'e-neg, 6
Dig'se-op'o-lia
Dig'ae-ot'e-leg, 6

Dip'y-lon
Dir'ce
Dir-oen'na
Dia-«he'lua
Dia-cor'di-a

Dis'co-rum
Dia'o-rse

Dith'y-ram'bus
Dit'i-o'ueg, 6

W.

Py. W.
Drac'o-num or

Drep'a-num
Drim'a-cuB, S,
Drim'y-lua
Dri'nua
Dri-od'o-neg, 6

E-eh'e-bulus
E«h'e-cle'a
Eeh'e-cleg, 6
E€h'e-clus
E-ehec'ra-teg, 6

Ele-on
Sch.

K. Py. Fr.

M.
El'e-phan'tia

El'e-phan-tom'a-ehi
El'e-phan-topU'a-gi
E'e-phan'to-the'HB
El'e-phaa
El'e-phe'nor
El'eu-€hi'a
E'le-ua
El'e-u'sa
Bl'eu-ain'i-a
El'eu-si'Dua
E-leu'ais
E-leu'si-um, 10

E-ehem'bro-tus

E-leu'ther

E-ehern'e-neg, 6

E-Jeu'the-ras
El'eu-tUe'ri-a

E-ehe'mon
E-eh'e-mua
E€li'e-ne'u8

Dro'i

Eeh'e-phron

Dro-mach'e-tua
Dro'me-as
Dro'me-ua, Rem. 1

E-ehep'o-lia
E-eh'e-po'lus

Dro'meus

E-€lies'the-ne8, 6

te-leu'tbe-ris
E-leu'ther-o-cil'J
ces, 6
E-Ieu'the-rol'a-oo'-

neg, 6
E-leu'the-rop'o-lls

E-ehes'tra-tus
E«h'e-tla

E-leu'the-rus
E-leu'tho

E-eh'e-tra
E€li'e-tus
E-€hid'iia

E'li-aa

Dru'i-diB
Dru'i-deg, 6

Eeh'i-do'rus
E-«lun'a-deg, 6

E-lic'i-us, 10

Dru-sil'la.

E-€lu'nm

E-lim'i-o'tis

Droui'o-cli'deg, 6
Drop'i-ci, Sch. S.
Dru-en'ti-a, 10,
S. W.

W.

1

El'e-phan'ti-ne, C.
El'e-phan-ti'ne,

E-eh'e-da-mi'a,
Py. C. For.
E-eh'e-dc/rus
E-€h'e-las
E-eh'e-lua

Drep'a-na or

Rem.

Bc-do'rua

E€h'e-d8e

Dran'gi-a'ni

El'e-de'mua
El'e-gi'a
E-le'i
E-le'le-ua,
El'e-leua

E-le'mon

E-eh'e-cra-ti'a

Drac'o-non
Dra-ho'nua, C. S.
Dran-ge'ne
Dran'gi-a'na

6

Ec-delua
Ec-de'mu8
E-ceb'o-lua
EQ'e-ehir'i-a
Eg'e-tra
E-«he'8e

Do'to
Do'tua
Dox-an'der

Di'a-cre'a
Di'a-cria

Dip'o-lia

iS.

E€'Qe-lo

W.
W.

Drac'a-non, Py.
Dra'ceg, 6

Ec-baf a-na,

L. Py. B.

E-lec'tr*

Eb'u-sua
E-bu'eus

W.

M. Fr.

E'le-a'teg, 6
E-lec'tra

Eb'u-ro'neg, 6
Eb'u-ro-vi'ceg, 6

Di-oa'pa-ge

Di'a-naa'aa

El'a-te'a
El'a-to3

Dc/rus
Do-^yc^e-U8

Di-ac'o-pe'na

Di-a'ni-um
Di-aph'a-neg, 6
Di-a'si-a, 10

El'a-pho-ne'suB
El'a-pbu'aa

El'a-tus
El'a-ver, K. For.
E-la'ver,

Dra-con'ti-des, 6,

Diph're-on
Di-poe'na
Di-poe'nu8

B.

Eb'o-ra
Eb'o-ra'cum,
Py. Fac. L. For.
B. Sch. or

Do'aon

Di-a'na or Di-an'a

El'a-phi-ae'a
El'a-phi'teg, 6
El'a-phi'tis

E-ar'i-nus or
E-ar'i-noa

EOjon

Di-oa'lii-e-ri'tae

Di-al'lus
Di-a-mas'ti-go'ais

W.

El'a-phe-boli-a,
S. W.

Do-ros'to-lum
Do-ros'to-rum
Do-ro'tbe-a
Do-ro'the-ua

Doa-ae'nus, S.
Dot'a-das, L.

Di-pae'a
Diph'i-Ius

E-la'is
El'a-i'teg, 6, S.
El'a-mi'tae

Dc/ri-um

Di-os'co-rus
Di'oa-cu'ri

Di-a'lis

E-lse'u-ti'chus
El'a-gab'a-lua

EVo-da

Di'a-be'tae

W.

E-ge'ri-a

Dy-ao'rum

EVe-aus

Dex-ith'e-a
Di'a

Di-ae'ua
Di'a-gon, Py,
Di-ag'o-ras

E-gem'a-«hua

Dy-ao'rus
Dya-poH'ti-um, 10

E'a-sis,

Dra'co

Di'a-du-me'ni-a'nus
Dl'a-du'me-nu8

E-gel'o-ehuB

Ei-son'o-mua

E-a'nu8
1

10

E-lae'a
E-lae'ua
E'lae-u'aa

Do/ri-en'aeg, 6

Di'o-phon

Di'o-ti'ma
Di'o-ti'mus
Di-ot're-pheg, 6
Di'ox-ip'pe
Di'ox-ip'pus

Dy-raa'peg, 6
Dy'ria
Dy-aau'leg, 6
Dya-cel'a-doa
Dya'ci-ne'tua

E.
Rem.

Lucan.

E-gale-os, C.
Eg'e-cleg, 6

1

Do'ri-eua
Do'ri-on
Dc/ria
Do-ris'cua

E-do'nia
Ed'o-nis,
Sil.

Dy-ra'«hi-um
Dy'ras

Dor'i-cu3

Do-ri'e-ua,

Thra-

E-do'nua
E-du'sa

Du-li«h'i-um

Do'ri-e'um

6,

cians."

W. E-do'ni

Du-il'li-ua

Dor'ceus
Dc/reg, 6

Di'o-pi'theg, (j
Di-op'i-thu'aa
Di'o-ple'theg, 6
Di-oj/o-lis
Di-o'res, 6
Di'oa-cor'i-deg, 6,

Py.S.

E-do'nea,

Du-ce'ti-us, 10, S.
Du-ilTl-a

Dom-not'i-nus
Do-na'tua
Do-nu'ca, Fac. W.
Do-nu'sa
Do-ny'sa
Do-rac'ta
Dor-ce'a
Dor'ce-us,

Ed'e-con

Dry-oj/o-lia

Di-oa'co-rum

De-li'a-deg,6,Py.jr. Bib'u-ta'deg, 6
De'li-um
Di-cae'a
De'li-U8

Di'o-de'mua
Di'o-do-me'nus

Di-o'ne
Di'o-ni'cua

Der'ce-to or

Da-ma'ai-a, 10,
Sch. S.
Dam'a-aic'thon

<!yn'o-ceph'a-li

Fac.^L.

Der-ce'bi-i,

De-ce'ti-a, 10, S.
De'ci-a'nua, 10
De-cid'i-us
De'ci-e'tse, 10

Cyn'o-ceph'arlsB

W.

Deb'o-rus
Dec'a-du'«hi

Ba-mas'cua
Dam'a-ae'nor

Cy'no

De-mo'nax

Daulis
Dau'ni

Dau'ri-aeg, 6, S.

Dam'aa-ce'na
Dam'aa-ce'ne
Dam'aa-ce'nus

Cyn'e-te'a

W

Dam'a-ni-ta'm
Da-mar'e-te
Da-mar'e-tus
Da-mar'me-neg, 6

<3y-ne'teg, 6

Dem'o-naa'sa

Dem'o-ni'ca
Dem'o-ni'cus
Dat'a-meg, 6, Py. S. Dem'o-phan'tus
Dat-a-pheir'neg, 6
De-moph'i-lus

Da-im'a-ehus
Da-im'e-neg, 6
Da'i-phron, Fac.

Ec-te'neg, 6

De-me'ter

De-me'tri-us

Cy'clo-pae-di'a
•Cy-clc/peg, 6

Ed'e-na'teg, 6

Ed'e-nua
E-des'aa
E-de'ta

De-me'tri-a, 5.
De-me'tri-as

Daph'ne-pho'ri-a,
S. W.

Dry'o-peg, 6
Dry'o-pia

Dry'opa

Dem'a-ris'te

De-me'tri-um

Cy-clob'o-rua

Doi}'i-mu8
Dt/cle-a
Do'cle-a'teg, 6

2

Do-dt/na

De-mar'e-te

Daph-neph'o-nis
Daph-nu'aa
Dar'a-ba, Py. W.

D.

<3yc'la-deg, 6

Eng. E^h'o
Ec'uo-mos
Ec-po1u8

M.

Do-be'rus
Dtxj'i-me'um

W.

De-mar'«hu8

Daph'ne

Rem.

E'-eho,

Dry-mo'deg, 6
Dry-mu'sa
Dry-naem'e-tum
Dry-nem'e-tua
Dry'o-pe

Di-ze'rua
Do-be'reg, 6

Did'o-te

S.

Dry'mo

Di-yl1u8

Di'do

Da'ci-a, 10

Cy'^hreus

Di-vc/na,
K. Sch. F.

Did'i-u8

Di-gen'ti-a, 10
Di-ge'ri
Di'i
Di'i-po-U'a
Dij'o-yia

1

Div'o-du'rum
Div'o-na, Py. C. L.

Did'y-ma3
Did'y-mae'ua
Did'y-ma'on
Did'y-me
Did'y-mi'a
Di-en'e-ceg, 6

De-mag'o-ras
Dem'a-ra'ta, ^.
Dem'a-ra'tua

Da'o-neg, 6
Daph-nae'u3
Daph-nag'o-raa

Cyz'i-cua

Cy-eh're-us,

Di'um

Di-car'«hU

De-msen'e-te
De-maen'e-tus

Dan-dar'i-dae,

Cy-to'rum
Cy-to'ma

Di-cae'ua

Dic-ta'tor

E-ehi'naa or
E-«hl'no3
Dry'a-deg, 6, Fac. W. Ech'i-nua'sa
E-ehi'on
Dry'an-tra-deg, 6
Dry'an-ti'deg, 6
E«h'i-on'i-deg, 6
E«h'i-o'ni-u8
Dry-mae'a

Dru'ao
Dru'sua

Del-phin'i-um,
S. C. W.
Del-phu'aa
Del-to'ton

El'i-ciP,

Pw.

El'i-ca'on

El'i-me'a
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Ep/j-co'inus

Er'ig-du'pus

E-li'sa
E-lis'sa
El-lo'pi-a

E-pic'ra-teg, 6
Ep'.'-cre'ne
Ep'ic-te'sis
Ep'ic-te'ta

Eu-de'mu3

Ep'ic-te'tus
Ep'i-cu-re'i
Ep'i-ou'rus
Ep'i-ey'deg, 6
Ep'i-cy-di'deg, 6

E-rig'o-ne
E-rig'o-ne'i-us
(-ne'yus)
E-rig'o-nus, a man.
Er'i-go'nus, a river.
Er'i-gy'i-u3
(-ji'yus), 5.
Er'i-iue'de
E-rin'e-os

Eu-dox'us
Eu'dro-rau3

Ep'i-dau'ri-a

E-rin'na
E-rin'nys
E-ri'nys

E-lo'ne
El'o-ri'nl

E-lo'rum
E-lo'rus
El-pe'uor

El'pi-ni'ce
Ep'i-dam'nu3
El'u-sa, in Gaul.
E-lu'sa, in Palestine. Ep'i-daph'ne

El-vi'na
El'y-ces, 6, C. W.
El'y-ma'is
El'y-mi, For. W.
El'y-mus, C. W.
El'y-rus, 5. W.
E-lys'i-um, 10
E-man'i-ci
E-ma'thi-a

Er'i-phyla
E'ris

E-pig'e-neg, 6
Ep'i-ge'theg, 6

Er'i-si-eh'tlion

E-rom'e-ne
E'ros
E-ros'tra-tu3

E'ry-a'Iua
Er'y-ci'ua
Er'y-ci'ni

Bm-ped'o-cleg, 6

Em'pe-don
Em'pe-dus

Ep'i-me'deg, 6
E-pira'e-nes, 6
Ep'i-men'i-<leg,6
Ep'i-me'the-us,

Rem.

Eiii'po-du8
Eni-po'ri-a

1

Er'y-thras,

En-cel'a-du3
Eii'€he-le
Eu-ehe'le-se

E-pit'e-leg, 6
Ep'i-te-li'a

E-na're-e§, 6
En'a-repli'o-ru3
E-nar'e-te

Rem. 1

En'de-ra

Ep'i-the'ras
Ep'i-ti-me'deg, 6
Ep'i-ti'mus
E-pit're-phes, 6

En-de'rum
En-dym'i-on

E'pi-um
E-pi'um

En'e-ti
En-gen'i-tor
Eii-gon'a-si3
Eii'gy-ura, For,

E-pix'e-nu3
Ep'o-cliu3

Eii-«lie'le-u3,

Eii'«he-leu3
En-de'ia

En-gy'um, W.
E'ui-e'ues, 6
E-ni'o-elius
E'ni-o'pe-us, Pern. 1
E-ni'o-peii3
E-nip'e-us, Mem. 1
E-iii'peus

E-ni'po

K. W.

E-ryth'roa

Eu-melus

E'ryx

Eu'me-neg, 6
Eu'me-ni'a

E-so'pia
Es-quil'i-re

Rem.

1

E-pyfi-deg, 6
Eq'ua-jus'ta

E-taz'e-ta
E-te'a
E-te'o-clsg, 6
E-te'o-clua
E-te'o-clyra'e-ne
E'te-o-cre'tes, 6

E-qiiir'i-a

E'te-olus

E-po'peus
Ep'o-red'o-rix
Ep'u-lo

En'ui-iis

Eq'ui-teg, 6
E-rae'a
Er'a-si-cle'a
Er'a-si'nu3
Er'a-sip'pus

En'no-mus

Er'a-.sis'tra-tua

E-the'lus, C.

En'no-si-g83'us

Er'a-six'e-nus

E-the'mon

En'o-pe
E'nops

E-ras'to-cles,

E-iiis'pe

En'ne-ap'o-li3
En'ni-a, S. W.

—

E'te-o'ne-ua,

Er'a-to

E-thou'o-e

Er'a-to-cli'des, 6

E'tia
E-tru'ri-a
E-trus'ci

E-pcen'e-tu3
Ep'a-ge-ri'tae

Ep'a-rai'non
E-pam'i-non'das
Etyan-te'ri-i

E-paph'ro-di'tus

Ep'a-phus
E-peb'o-lu3
E-pe'i
Ep'e-ti'ni

E-pe'us
E-phe'bi
Eph'e-sus
Bph'e-tns
Eph'i-al'teg,

6

Eph'o-ri

Eph'o-rus
Eph'y-ra
Eph'y-re

Ei'i-«har'mus

Er'i«h-tho'ra-ua
Er'i-cin'i-um, S.
Br'i-cu'sa

Bp'i-cli'das
E-pic'ue-mid'i-i

E-rid'a-nufl

Pan'ni-u3
Par'fa-rua

Ga-be'ni
Ga'bi-e'ne
Ga'bi-e'uua,

Paua-ti'na
Paus-ti'uua

K. Sch. m.
6en'e-va, For.
6e'ni-U3

Paus'ti-tas

Gad'i-lo-ni'tis

Faus'tu-Iua

Ga-di'ra
Gad'i-ta'nus

Faus'ta

Faus'tus
Fa-ven'ti-a, 10
Fa-ve'ri-a, Fac.

Gen'u-sus

Ga-tu'li-cus

6en'y-sus, C,
6e-om'o-ri
6e-or'gi-ca

Gae-ze'tae

Ge-phy'ra

Fel'si-na

Gal'ac-toph'a-gi

Geph'y-ree'i

Feu'es-tella
Fe-raai-a
Fer'en-ti'num

6e-phy'reg, 6, C.
Geph'y-ro'te
Gep'i-dfe, C. Py.

Fe-ren'tum

Ga-lse'sus
Ga-lan'this
Gal'a-ta
Gal'a-tae

Fe-re'tri-ua
Fe-ro'ui-a

Gal'a-t";'a
Ga-la'ti-a,

Ger'a-ne'a

Eu-thyb'o-lua

Fi'cu-le-a'teg,

Eu'pe-lua
Eu'pha-eg, 6

Eu'thy-cli'deg, 6
Eu-thyc'ra-teg, 6

Pi-de'na or

Eu-phan'tu3
Eu-phe'ine

Eu'thy-de'inua

Eu-phe'mua
Eu-phe'no

Eu-thyg'e-neg, 6
Eu-tliym'e-neg, 6

Eu-phe'teg, 6
Eu'phi-le'tua
Eu'phor-be'ni

Eu-tby'mus

Fid'en-ti'uus
Fi'deg, 6

Eu-thyrt'o-us

Pi-dic'u-lae

Eu'tby-phe'mua

Eu-phor'bua
Eu-phc/ri-on

Eu'tl>yr-rhe'mon
Eu-ti'-€heg, 6

Fim'bri-a
Pir'mi-ua

Eu-phrsen'e-tua
Eu'phrse-nu'aa
Eu-phrag'o-ras

Eu-trap'e-lu3
Eu-tre'sia
Eu-tro'pi-ua

Eu-phra'nor

Eu'ty-ebes, 6

Eu-phra'teg, 6

Eu-ty-eb'i-dea, 6

Eu'phron

Eu-ty'€ho-bu'lus
Eu'ty-ehus, C.
Eux-en'i-das

Fla-cilla
Plam'i-nea, 6
Pla-min'i-a
Flam'i-ni'nua
Fla-min'i-UB
Fla'vi-a
Pla'vi-a'nuin
Fla-vi'na

Eux'e-non
Eux'e-nus
Eux-i'nua Pon'tus

Fla/vi-o-bri'ga
Fla'vi-op'o-Us
Pla'vi-ua

Eu5-ip'pe
Eux-ith'e-ua

Pla-vo'na
Flo'ra

Eu-pom'pus

Euj-yn'tlie-tus

Flo-rali-a

Gan'da-ri'tae
Gan-gar'i-d83
Gan-gar'i-deg, 6
Gan-ge'tis

Eu'pre-peg, 6
Eu'pro-sc/pon

E-vad'ne

Flo-ren'ti-a, 10
Flor'en-ti'ni

Gan-nas'cus
Gan'y-me'de.

Eu-re'ia
Eu-rip'i-des, 6

Ev'a-go6, C. L.
E-vag'o-raa
E-vag'o-re

Fi-den'ti-a, 10

Gal'i-lae'a

Fis-cel'lu3

Flo'ri-a/nus

Flo'rua

E'van

Pln'men-ta/na

Euc-te'mon

Eu-roc'ly-don

Plu-o'ni-a
Fo'li-a

Ev'an-gor'i-des,
* 6
E-van'theg, 6

Fon-ta'nua

Eu-ro'me

E-var'«hus
E'vaa
E-vel'thon

Fon-te'i-a (-te'ya)
Pon-te'i-ua (-te'yua)
For'en-ta'ni
For'mi-aa

Ge-ra'ni-a, Fac.
Ger'a-ni'dse

Gal'e-teg,

W.

Ge-ran'thrae
Ger'a-aa, C. Py.
6e-re'a

Ga'le-o'tae
Ga-le'ri-a
Ga-le'ri-ua

Ga-le'3us

E-van'der
E-van'ge-lus

Eu-ron'o-tuB
Eu-ro'pa
Eu'ro-pee'uB

10
Gal'ax-au'ra
Ga-le'ne
Ga-le'nua

Fi-de'nse
Fid'e-na'teg, 6

Eu-ri'pus

W. Eu-ro'mua

6

Fi-cul'ne-a

.

Ge-raes'tu8

Eu'pa-to'ri-a

Fes-ceu'ni-a
Fes'cen-ni'iius
Fi-bre'nus

Eu'ro-aq'ui-lo

Eu-da'mus

Gen'u-ai'ni

Eu-ter'pe

Eu-tbyd'o-mua

Fr.

Fe'ci-a'leg, 6, 10
FeJ.ig'i-tas

Eu'cri-tus

Eu-dam'i-das, S.
Eu'da-mo-ele'tua
Eu'da-mus or

Gae-sa'tse or
Gae-sa'ti
Gae-tu'li
6^^-tu'li-a

Eu'o-raa
Eu-pal'a-moa
Eu-pal'a-mu3
Eu'pa-li'nua
Eu'pa-tor

Eu-the'nua
Eu-the'rua

T..

Gen'o-a
6e-iiod'o-ehus
Ge-no'ni
6eu'ti-u8, 10
Gen'u-a

6s-o'naa

W.

Fa-TO'ni-ua
Fav'o-ri'nua

Feb'ru-a

Eu-the'nas

an astronomer,
6en'a-bum

Ga-bi'nua
Ga-bre'ta
Gad'a-ra
Ga'deg, 6

Fau'nua

Py. S.

Py. W.

6e-nau'ni

Eu-ryt'e-iB
Eu-ryt'e-le
Eu'ry-ti'inua
Eu-ryt'i-on, 10
Eu'ry-tis

Eu-the'mon

6e-lo'nos
Ge'los
Gem'i-ni
Ge-min'i-u8
Gem'i-nue, C. L,
Ge-mi'nua,

6en'e-se
Ge-ne'teg, 6
Gen'e-tor
6e-ne'\a, W.

Eu-rys'tbeu3

Eu-ta_''a

6e-lo'i
Ge-lo'ni

Ga-bi'na

W.

Fau-na'li-a, Fac.

W.

M.

Gelon

Ga-bi'ni
Ga-bin'i-a
6a-bin'i-a'nu8
Ga-bin'i-ua

Pau'na

Eu-se'bi-a, a woman.
Eu'se-bi'a, a city.
Eu-se'bi-iis

W.

6'.

6el'li-u3

Fac. C. Ga'bi-i

Eu-craf i-deg, 6

Eu-d^'mon
W.

Gab'a-o-ni'tSB

Pan'ni-i

E»-ryn'o-mvis
Eu'ryp-tol'e-mu8

Eu'te-lea, 6
Eu-tel'i-das,

Euc-na'mua
Eu'cra-teg, 6

Fan'ni-a

Eu-ryn'o-me

Eu'ry-tus
Eu'se-beg, 6

Gel'li-aa,

Ge'lo or

Gab'a-la

Gab'a-on

Eu'nus
Eu'o-dus
Eu-on'y-moa

Eu'po-lia

6

Gel'Ii-a'nus

G.

Fa'meg, 6

Eu-sta'thi-us, 5.
Eus'tlie-neg, 6
Eus'tro-pUiia

Eu-cle'tua

Eu'clus

Gel'!i-a

Pa'ma

Eu'no-mi:3
Eu'no-us
Eu-nu'ehiis

Eu-ehe'nor
Eu-cli'a
Eu-cli'des,

6e-la'nor
6el'bu-da
Ge'Ie-as

Eu-rym'e-mie
Eu-rym'e-nes, 6

Eu-iic/mi-a

Er-gam'e-neg, 6
Er'ga-ne
Er-gi'nus
Er'go-cles, 6
Er-gof e-feg, 6

Eu'car-pe'ni

6e-la'ni

Gab'a-leg, 6, S.
Gab'a-li
6ab'a-li-ta'ni

Eu-se'ne
Eu-so'rua

Eu-bulus

E-ri-eh't:io

Ep- i-cle'rus

1

Ge'la

Fu-ri'na
Fu'ri-U3
Fui'ni-ua
Fu'si-a, 10
Fu'si-ua, 10

Pa,-lis'cus

Fau'ni
Fau-nig'e-na

W.

6e-ben'na

Eu'rym'e-don
Eu'ry-me-du'sa

Eu-rys'the-usj"
Rem. 1

Er'eu-tha'li-on,
S. W.

Ep'i-eha-ri'nu3

Fag'e-li'na

Eu-mi'de
Eu-mi'deg, 6

Eu-phroc'y-ne,
Lid. S.
Eu-pi'thes, 6
Eu-ploe'a"
Eu-pol'e-mus
Eu'po-li'deg, 6

E-pi-eh'a-ris

Ep'i-cas'te
Ep'i-cer'deg, 6

Rem.

E-tym'o-cles, 6
Er-bes'su3
Eu'a-ge'tua*
Er-ehi'a
Eu-ag'o-raa
Er'e-biu-thole-on
Eu-ag'o-re
Er'e-bus
Eu-an'ge-lus
Er'e«h-tlie'um
Eu-bi'o-tu3
E-re-eh'the-us,
Eu'bi-ua, Pw. S.
Rem. 1
Eu-boa'a
E-re-eh'theus
Eu-bo'i-cus
Er'e-eh-thi'dae
Eu'bo-is
E-rem'bi
Eu'bo-lua
E-re'mus
Eu'bo-taa
Er'e-ne'a
Eu-bo'te
Er'e-su3 or E-res'sus Eu-bo'teg, 6
E-ref me-us, Rem. 1 Eu-bu'le
E-refmeus
Eu-bu'le-us, Rem. 1
E-re'tri-a
Eu-bu'leus
E-re'tum, Py. W.
Eu-buli-des, 6

Er'i-boe'a
Er'i-bo'teg, 6
Er'i-ca'tes,
" 6
Er'i-ce'a
Er'i-ce'tes, 6

Eu-ryl'e-on

Ga-ze'lum

Fu'ri-a

Fa-bul'lus

Lid. W.
Eu-ryp'y-lus
Eu-rys'the-neg, 6

Eu'no-a

Eth'o-cles, 6

Er'a-tos'the-nes, 6
Er'a-tos'tra-tus
Er'a-tus, Py. Fac.

E'os
E-o'us

Fab'ra-te'ri-a
Fa-bric'i-us, 10
Fab'u-li'nua

Ged'ra-ni'tSB
6e-dro'ai
6e'dro'6i-a, lO.S.W,
Ge'i-du'ni

Eu-men'i-deg, 6
Eu-me'teg, 6

son of Jason.
Eu-ni'ce
Eu-ni'cus
Eu-ni'dse

E'te-c/ueua

En-tel'la
En-tel'lu3
Eii'to-elius
E'ny-a'li-u3
E-iiy'o

E'o-ri'tse

Eii-ryd'i-ce

Fu'ri-SB
Fu'ri-i

Pas-cel'li-na,

Eu-na'pi-us, S.
Eu'iie-mes, 6
Eu-ne'us,

E'te-o'uua
E-te'si-!?, 10

En'o-sic'thon

E'o-ne
E-op'o-ru3

Fa/bi-us

Paula

Eu-mol'pua
Eu-mu'aas

E-te'o-ni'ciis

6

Pun-da'uus

Eu-rvp'y-le,

Eu-mol'pi-diB

Es'ti-;c'a
Es-ti'ae-o'tia
Es'ti-o'neg, 6
Es'u-la, i-he. IF.

E-po'pe

Fa'bi-a'ni
PaObi-i

•

Eu-rym'e-de,
icife of Glaucus.
Eu'ry-me'de, daugh- Fa-ler'nus
Fa-lis'ci
ter of (Eneus.

Eu-mol'pe

Es'qui-li'nua
Es-sed'o-neg, 6
Es-se'ni
Es'su-i

E-pou'y-mus
E-po'pe-us,

E-iiiQ'e-u3

Ga-zo'rua

Eu-ryd'a-maa
Eu'ry-dam'i-das
Eu'ry-de'mua

Eu-rym'a-clms

Eu-mse'us
Eu-mag'o-ra3
Eu-ma'ras, C. Lid.
Eu-me'deg, 6
Eu-niells

Er'yx-im'a-e bus
E-ryx'o
Es-eha'ti-o'tiK, 10

Ep'o-ua

Ga'zi-u'ra

-Eu'ryd-i-ce'a
Eu'ry-e'lua
Eu'ry-ga-ni'a

Eu-lim'e-ne

Er'y-the'is
Er'y-thi'oi
E-rytll'ra-bo^us

Fu-ga'li-j,

Ful'vi-a
Pul'vi-U3

Eu'ry-cy'de

Eu1o-gU3
Eu'ma-ehua

Er'y-tlii'a

Ga-tlie-a'tas,

Py. 31. Fr.
Gau'ga-me'la
Gau'lus
6au-ra'nu8
Gau'ruE

Fa-ba'tus
Pa^ji-a

S.Py.

Eu-hyd'ri-um

6

ai-na'teg,

Gaz'a-ce'ne

Fsea'u-lse
Fal-cid'i-a
Fa-le'ri-a
Fa-le'ri-i
Fal'e-ri'na

E-rym'neus

Gas'tro-do're
Ga'the-8B
Ga'the'a-tas,
For. W.

Ful'fu-lfe
Ful'gi-na'teg, 6

Eu-ryl'o-ehua
Eu-ryl'o-phe

Er'ys-the'a
Er'y-the'a or

Ga-rum'na

Ful'go-ra

Fa-ba'ri-a
Pab'a-ris

Eu-ryc'ra-teg, 6,

Eu'ge-oa

Er'y-tliriB

E-iia're-a

Eu'ry-co'mia
Eu-ryc'o-on

Er'y-man'thus
Er'y-mas, Lid. S.
E-vym'nae
1

Gar'sy-e'ria

Fu-fid'i-u3
Fu'fi-ua

F.

Fa'dua

E-pip'o-liB

E-niBa'i-mus, C.

Fiu

Eu'ry-le-o'nia

Rem.

Gar-ma'neg, 6
Gar'ma-tho'ne

Frig'i-dus
Fris'i-i, 10
Fron-ti'nus

Fru'ai-no
Pu'ci-mia

Py

Gar-gil'i-us
Ga-ri'teg, 6

Frig'i-diB, Ptj.

Ej-quil'i-ae

Eu'ry-cli'a
Eu'ry-cli'daa
Eu'ry-cli'deg, 6

Eu-gi'a
Eu-gi'ton
Eu-heni'e-rua

Gar-get'tu8

Ej-om'a-tiB

Eu-ge'ni-ua

E-pi'rus
E-pis'the-neg, 6
E-pis'tro-phu3

Em-pu'sa

Py.S.
Eu'ry-bo'taa
Eu-ryb'o-tua
E'-.'ry-cle'a or

Gar'ga-.'iiR

Fre-gel'la
Fre-ge'n?e
Fren-ta'ni

W.

Ej-a'di-us, S.
Ej-aen'e-tus
Ej-ac'threa, 6
Ex'o-le

Er'y-man'tbia

E-ryiii'ne-ua,

Em'pu-lum

W.

Gar-gar'i-dae, C.

For'mi-a'num

Fo'rum

E-vip'pe
E-vip'pus

Eu'ry-bi'a-des, 6,

Fac. W.

Ep'i-me'tlieus
Ep'i-me'Hii3
Ep'i-ni'cus
E-pi'o-ne
Ep'i-pe-do'sa
Ep'i-pha-ue'a
E-piph'a-neg, 6
Ep'i-pha-ni'a

Em-po'ri-ae
Eiri'pre-pon

S.

For'mi-a'ni

For-tu'na
For'tu-na'tua
Por'u-li

E-ver'ge-tsB
Ev'es-per'i-de§, 6

Eu-ry'a-le
Eu-ry'a-lua
Eu-ryb'a-teg, 6
Eu-ryb'i-a,

Py.

Eu-e'the
Eu-ga'ne-i
Eu'ge-neg, 6
Eu-ge'ni-a
Eu-ge'ni-um,

E'ro-ti-a'nn8, 10
E-pU'y-cus" Pw. Lid. Erx'i-a3,S. W.

E-pim'a-ehus

W.

Eu-er'ge-tae
Eu'e-ri'deg, 6
Eu-e'ria
Eu-es'pe-ris, C.
Eu-es'pe-ri't3B
Eu'e-teg, 6

E-rog'e-neg, 6

E'pi-ly'cus, S.

'

Eu-dox'i-a, 5.

Eu-em'e-rus
Eu-e'nor
Eu-e'nus
Eu'e-pes, 6
Eu-eph'e-nua
Eu-e'res, 6

Er'is-the-ni'a
Er'i-ti'mus
E-ro'-ehua

E-pi'i
Ep'i-la'ia

Eu-do'ra
Eu-do'ru3
Eu-do'so

Eu'el-ge'a

E-pid'ro-muB

E-pil'e-on
Ep/i-Ie'thes, 6

E-mo'di
E-mo'du3

z

Er'i-phi'a

Eu'di-cua

Eu-el'pi-deg, 6

E-pi'e-ri'de§, 6

E-mer'i-ta

Em'me-neg, 6
E-mo'da

X

Ep'i-do't®
E-pid'o-tus

E-pig'o-na
E-pig'o-ni
E-pig'o-nus

E-mis'sa

W

Eu-de'lus

E'ri-o'pi3
E-ripli'a-nis,
Py. S. W.

E-pid'i-us

Em'a-this
Era'ba-tum, Py. W.
Em-bol'i-ma,
Py. Sch. S.
E-mei'e-peg, 6

Em'e-sa

U

Ep'i-dau'rus

E-vem'e-ru3
E-ve'nor
E-ve'nua
E-veph'e-nus
E-ve'reg, 6

Eu-ro'paa
Eu'ro-ye'a
Eu-ro'pus
Eu-do'ci-a, 10, S. W. Eu-ro'tas
Eu-ro'to
Eu-dog'i-mu3
Eu'rus
Eu-do'nus

Elis

Ge're-a'tis

Ge-re'na
Ger'ge-ae'ni
Ger-gi'tha, Pe.
Ger-gi'Oieg, 6
Ger-gi'thoa
Ger-go'vi-a
6e-ri'sa

6

Gal'li-a

Gal'U-a'ni
Gal'li-ca'nua

Galli-cua

Ger'ma-lua
Ger-ma'ni
Ger-ma'ui-a

Gal'li-e'nu3
Gal-li'na
Gal'li-na^ri-a

Ger-man'i-ci'a

Gal'U-o

Ger-man'i-cua

Gal-lip'o-lia
Gal-li'ta

Ger-ma'ni-i, a
Persian people, S,

Gal'U-ua

6er-ma'nu3
10

Gal-lo'ni-ua

Ger'on-te'ua
6e-ron'thrae
Ge-ros'tra-tua

Gam-bre'um

6e'ry-on and

Ga-me'li-a

Ge-ry'o-neg, 6
6e-sith'o-us,

Gal'lo-grse'ci-a,

Gal'lo-his-pa'm

Rem. 2

Gan'y-mede
Gan'y-me'des, 6
Gaph'a-ra
Gar'a-ma
Gar'a-man'teg, 6
Gar'a-man'tis
Gar'a-maa
Gar-ga'nua

C

Ges'o-ri'a-cum
Ges'so-ri'a-oum
Ge'ta
Ge'tse
Get'i-cu8
Ge-tu'li-a
6i-gan'teg, 6
Gi-gar'ta

6i-go'nu3
Gin-da'neg, 6
Gin'da-re'ni

Glan'do-me'ruio,

G-ar-ga'phi-a

L. C.
Gla'nis

Gar'ga-ra

Gla'num

—

:

PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
Glaph'y-ra, Py. C.
Glaph'y-rus, C. W.
Glau'ce
Glau'ci-a, 10
Glau'ci-des, 6
Glau-cip'pe
Glau-cip'pus

Haem'i-mon-ta'ni

He-gep'o-lia
He-ges'a-ra'tua
Heg'e-ai'a-nax
He-ge'si-as

Hae'mon
HiEm'o-ne§, 6
Hae-mo'ni-a
Hae-mon'i-deg, 6,
H«-mos'tra-tus

K. He-gea'i-bulua

Hse'mua

He-gea'i-de'mua

Gna-thon'i-ci, 14
Giii'dus, 14
Gnos'si-a, 10, 14
Gtya-re'iie
Gob'o-li'ti3

Ha-lae'sus and
Ha-Ie'sua

Gog'a-ie'ue

Ha-le'is

Gom'o-li'tas

Ha-le'sa
Ha-le'sus

Gom'o-ra
Go-na'tas, C. L.
Gon'o-es'sa

W.

Ha'li-ae'e-tus

Go-nus'sa
Gor'di-a'nua
Gor'di-e'um
Gor'di-u-co'me

Ha'li-ar'tus
Hal'i-car-nas'sua
Ha-li'e-us, Rem. 1
Ha'li-eus

Gor'di-um
Gor'di-us

Ha'li-me'de
Hal'i-so-de'mu3

Gor'di-u-ti'-ehuB

Hal'i-ther'seg,

Hi^'e-tas

Her-cyn'i-a
Her'do-ne'a, Fac.
Her-do'ni-a
Her-do'ni-ua, S. W.

Hi-emp'sal

Hip-po'ti-oii, 10,

He're-a

Hi'e-rac'o-ii e'tas

Hip'po-tox'o-t»
Hip-pox'e-nus
Hip-pu'ris

He-re'a, C.

Hi'e-ram'e-neg, 6

Hir-pi'ni

He-ren'ui-us

Hi'e-rap'o-lia
Hi'e-rap'o-li'tae
Hi'e-raa'y-ca-mi'-

Hir-pi'nua

Gor'ga-des, 6

Ha-li'um

Gor-ge'nus

Ha'li-us, Fac.
Ha'li-u'sa
Hal'i-zo'nes, 6

Gor'gi-as
Gor'gip-pi'a

Gor-gole-on
Gor'go-na
Gor'go-nes, 6
Gor-gon'i-fer
Gor-go'ni-us
Gor-go'pas

Gor-goph'o-ne
Gor-goph'o-nu3
Gor-go'pis
Gor'go-sas
Gor-gos'the-ne|, 6
Gor-ty'iia

and

Gor-ty'ne

rJ-rae-cos'ta-sia

Gree'cus
Gra'i-us (-yr.s)
Gra-ju'ge-n.'e

Gra-ni'cus
Gra-te'se
Gra'ti-ae, 10
Gra/ti-a-nop'o-lia, 10

Gra/ti-a'nus, 10
Gra-tid'i-a
Gra^tid'i-u3
Gra'ti-us, 10
Gra-Tis'Qse

Gro-ne'a
Grun-diles, 6

Gry-ne'um
Gry-ne'us, Apollo.
Gryn'e-us,
a centaur.
Gry'neus, Eem. 1

Gry-ni'um
Gut-to'ne§, 6
(^y'a-ra

Uy'a-rus

and

W.

-ros

C.L.

Hal-mo'nes, 6
Hal'my-des'sus
Hal'my-ris
Ha-lo'a
Ha-loc'ra-tes, 6
Ha-lo'ne
Hal'on-ne'aua

He'li-op'o-lis
He-li'o-po-li'tsB
He'li-o-pol'i-ta'ni

Halua

Heli-oa

Ha'ly-at'tes, 6

Hal'y-cus, 'For. Py.

Halya

He-ril'lua
Her'i-lus

Her'ma-«hu8
Her-mie'a
Her-in£e'um
Her-mag'o-raa
Her-man'di-ca
Her'ma-nu'bis
Her-maph'i-lua
Her-maph'ro-di'tus
Her'ma-the'na
Her-me'is
Her'me-roa
Her'me-rua
Her'me-si'a-nax
Her'me-sil'o-ehus
Her-mi'aa
Her'mi-as
Her-min'i-us

Her-mi'o-nia
Her'mi-o-ni'tU

Her-mip'pua

He-lo're-U3

Han'ni-bal

He-lo'ria

Har-ma'te-ua
Har'ma-tot'ro-phi
Har'men-o-pu'lua,
L. C. Py.
Har-mo'di-ua
Har-mo'ni-a

He-lo'rus
He'loa
He-lo'tpe and
He-lo'teg, 6

Har-moa'y-ni,

Hel-ve'ti-i,

He-lii'ri

Hel-ve'ti-a, 10

10
Hel-ve'tum, C.
Hel'vi-a
Hel-vid'i-a
Hel'vi-i

Hel-villum
Hel'vi-us

Har'pa-sa
Har'pa-sua
Har'po-craa, K.

Hel'y-mus, C. W.
Hem'a-si'ni
Hem'e-ros'co-pe'um
Hem'e-ros'co-pi'um
He-mi^'y-neg, 6
He-mith'e-a
He-mith'e-on

Har-poc'ra-tea, 6
Har-py'i-a (-ya)

He-mo'dua
He-mo'na

Har

Hen'e-ti
He-ni'o-«he
He-ni'o-^hi
He'ni-o-ehi'a
He-ni'o-ehua

()y'ge
iyl'a-ce'a

Has-by'te, C.
Has'dru-bal
Ha-te'ri-us, 5.

W.

He-au'ton-ti'mo-

ru'me-noa

HeVdo-me

Hete
Heb'ri-nus, C. L.

Hta'tri-a

Hi'e-ro-cle'a
Hi-er'o-cles, 6
Hi'e-ro-cli'de§, 6

Ho-doed'o-cua, 5

Hi'e-ro-duli

Ho-mer'i-dae, C. Pe.
Hom'e-ri'tiB
Ho-mer'o-maa-ti'geg, 6

Her-mi'o-nea, 6,
Her'mi-o'nes,
Fac. K. Py. Sch.
Her'mi-o'ne-u3
Her'mi-on'i-cus

Ha-milla

py'i-ae (-ye)

Hi'e-ro-ce'ryx

Hel-lan'i-cua,
Fac. C. L.
Hel'la^ni'cua,

Si'nua

Heph'Ees-te'um
He-ph«s'ti-a, 5,
a town.
Heph'ses-ti'a,
a festival.
Heph'aea-ti'a-deg, 6
He-phaes'ti-o
He-phsea'ti-on, 10

Her-mo'cra-ti'a

Her-mo'cre-on
Her'mo-de'raua
Her'mo-do'rua
Her-mod'o-tua
Her-mog'e-nea, 6
Her'mo-la'ua
Her-mol'o-«hua

Her-mo'uax
Her-mon'do-ri
Her-mop'o-lis
Her-mo'the-U8
Her'mo-ti'mus

Hi'e-ron'i-ca Lex
Hi'er-o-ni'ce§, 6

Hi'e-ron'y-mua
Hi'e-ropli'i-lus,

Py.S.
Hi-er'o-phon
Hi'e-ro-sol'y-m»

<

Hol-mo'neg, 6

Ho'me-re'um

Ho-mer'o-maa'tix
Hom'e-ron'i-deg, 6

Ho-me'rus
Hom'o-le
Ho-mo'li-ujn
Hom'o-lo'i-de§, 6
Hom'o-lo'ia
Ho-mon'a-den'ses, 6

Ho'nor
Hon'o-ri'a-deg, 6

Hil'a-i'ra
Hi-la'ri-a
Hil'a-ri'nus
Hi-la'ii-o
Hi-la'ri-us

Hon'o-ri'nus
Ho-no'ri-us
Ho-ple'tes, 6

Hi'man-top'o-des, 6

Hor'a-pollo
Ho-ra'ti-a, 10

Hi-mella

Ho'ra

Hos-til'i-a
Hos'ti-li'na
Hoa-til'i-us

Hy-ag'ma

Her'ni-ci

He'ro

Hip-pob'o-tum

He-ro'des, 6
He-rf/di-a'nus
He-rod'i-cua,

Hip-pob'o-tu3
Hip'po-cen-tau'ri
Hip-po'ele-as

Hy'ar-bi'ta,
Hy'a-ro'tis

Ud.

S.

Her'o-di'um
Her'o-do'ru3
He-rod'o-tus

Hip-po'nle-ea, 6
Hip'po-cli'deg, 6

Hy'a-pe'a

Hy'as

Fa

HyVe-la
Hy'bla and Hy'ble

I-ac'-ehua
I-a'der
I-ad'e-ra

Hyb're-as
Hyb'ri-da
Hyc'ca-ra, For. Py.

He-rom'e-neg, 6

Hy-dar'nes, 6
Hy-das'pes, 6

He'ron

Hip'po-era-ti'a

Hy'dra

Her'o-op'o-lis
He-roph'i-la
He-roph'i-le
He-roph'i-lus

Hip'po-cre'ne
Hip'po-crene, Poet.
Hip-pod'a-raas

Il-lib'e-i'is

I-am'e-nua

Il-lip'u-la, C.
Il'Ii-tur'gis

Hyd'ra-o'teg, 6

I-am'i-diE

Il-lyr'i-a

Hyd're-a
Hy-dre'la
Hy-dro€h'o-us

I-am'pho-ri'na

Hea'pe-ra

Hip'po-ly-te'um
Hip-pol'y-tua
Hip-poni'a-ehua

Hy-ge'i-a (-je'ya)
Hy-gi'a

ll*-me'ra

Heg'e-inon

Hea-ti'a,

in

Homer.

Hea'ti-se'a
Hes'ti-as-o'tia

Hes'ti-o-do'ru8

Rem.

n-lib'a-nua, C.

Hy-ge'a

Hea-se'ni
Hes'ti-a

n'i-o'ne-ua,
I-li'o-neua

I-aui'bli-«hu3

Hy-et'tua

Hea'pe-rua

I-li'o-ne or
I-li'o-na

I-am'be

Hip'po-Ia
Hip-pol'o-ehua

Hes'pe-ri'tis

B'i-on

I-al'y-aus

Hip-pol'y-te

Hip-pom'e-don
Hi p'pora-e-du'sa

I-ad'er-ti'ni

6

n'i-i

I-al'e-mua
I-al'me-uua

Hy'da and Hy'de
Hyd'a-ra, Py. W.

He-si'o-neg, 6

Hes-pe'ri-a
Hes-per'i-deg, 6
Hes'pe-ria

6

Il'i-eu'aea,

I-lis'sua
Il'i-thy'i-a (-ya)
Il'i-um or Il'i-on

He-si'o-dus
He-si'o-ne

He-ros'o-dua

L

C

Hip'po-clus
Hip'po-co'ine
Hip-poc'o-on
Hip'po-co-ro'na
Hip'po-co-rys'tea, 6
Hip-poc'ra-tea, 6

He-ro'ea, 6
He-rog'e-nea, G
He-ro'i-dea, 6

K. Fac.

Il'i-aa

Hy'e-Ia
Hy'e-le

He-ge'mon and

ll'a-i'ra

Il'e-a'tes,
" 6, C.
I-ler'da
Il'er-ge'tea, 6
see C. and For,
I-ler'ge-teg,

I-li'a-cua
I-li'a-deg,

Hy-an'tia^

6

I-gu'vl-um

m-a

Hip-pod'ro-mua

6

1

Hys-tas'peg, 6

Hip-pod'o-ce

H;e-l)"'des,

Rem.

Hy-am'po-lis
Hy-an'tes, 6

Her-mim'du-ri,
K. Fac. For. F.

>

S.

I-e'tae

Hip'pi-aa
Hip'pi-ua
Hip'po-bo-te'a
Hip-pob'o-tea, 6

Pe.S.

Rem.

Id'u-nie'a
I-dy'i-a (-ya)

Hyr-ta^'i-deg, 6

Her'u-li

Had'y-le'us or
Had'v-li'us

I-do'the-a

Hya'i-ae, 10

Her-ail'i-a

Had'ru-me'tum

I-dom'e-ne
I-dom'e-ue'u8

Hyr'ta-cua

Hip'peua

6

I-dom'e-nae

Hy'a-me'a
Hy'am-pe'a

Her'mun-du'ri,

He-ros'tra-tu8

Her'a-cli'a
Her'a-eli'diE
Her'a-cli'deg, 6
Her'a-cli'tua
Her'a-cli'ua
He-rae'a

Id'i-o'tea,

I-dia'ta-vi'aus
I-doeb'e-da, 5

Id'ri-ei!.,,

Hyr'i-eus

Hyr-mi'na
Hyr-mi'ne
Hyr-ne'tho

Hep-tap'o-rus
Hep-tap'y-los

Her'a-cle'um

Id'e-ea'sa
I-de'ra, C.

Fdex

I-du'be-da

Hyr-ca'uua

Hy-ri'iii

Hep-tap'o-lia

Hed'u-eg, 6, C.
Hed'u-i
Hed'y-lus, C.
He-dym'e-leg, 6
He-gel'o-«hu8

a (own.
daughter

of Danaus.

I-dri'e-iis,

L. C. W.

Hy'a-cin'thus
Hy'a-dea, 6

Hep'ta^pho'nos

Ha'dri-a'nus
Ha'dri-at'i-cum
Had'ru-me-ti'ni

Id'e-a,
I-de'a,

Hy-pi'ron
Hyp'i-us
Hy-pob'a-ru8
Hyp'o-the'bae
Hyp'o-the'gae
Hyp-se'a, C. W,
Hyp-ae'ia
Hyp-ae'la
Hyp-se^ia
Hyp-se'nor
Hyp'se-us, Rem, 1

Hy'a-ein'thi-a

Hec'a^-te

Ha'dri-a-nop'o-lis

I-da'Ii-a
I-da'li-e
Id'a-lis

Fdas

Hypli'an-te'on

Hy-ri'e-us,

Hec'a-tae'ua

He-ra'cle-o'teg, 6
Her'a-cleg, 6
Her'a^cle'tua

I-dae'a
I-dae'uB

Fe-tae
Ig-ne'tea, 6
Ig'u-vi-na'teg,
Ig'u-vi'ni

Hec'a-me'de

Hec'u-ba
Heg'y-ra
Hed'o-ne

Fda

Hyr'i-a
Hyr'i-e

6y-the'um

Ha-dra'num

I-co'ni-um

Ho'rua

6yth'e-a'teg, 6

Ha'dra-ni'taB

Hyp'enn-nes'tra
Hy-per'o-€be
Hy-per'o-«hus
Hy-phae'us

I-cil'i-ua

Ic-ti'nus
Ic'u-Iia'ma

Hyr-ca'mim Ma're

Hor-ta'num

Hec'a-le'ne

Hab'i-tus

Hyp'e-ri'a and
Hyp'e-re'a
Hyp'e-ri'deg, 6, or
Hy-per'i-deg
Hyp'e-ri'on
Hy-pe'ri-on
Hy'pe-ri'o-nia
Hy-per'me-neg, 6

Hor-ten'si-a, 10
Hor-ten'ai-ua, 10

Hi-mil'co
Hip-pag'o-raa
Hip-pag're-tus
Hip-pal'ci-mus
Hip'pa-lua
Hip-paph'e-aia
Hip-par'-ehua
Hip-par'e-te
Hip'pa-ri'uua
Hip'pa-ris
Hip'pa-sua
Hip-pe'a
Hip'pe-us, Eem. 1

Hor'ta-lus

6yr-to'na

Her'a-cle'a
Her'a-cle'is
He-ra'cle-o-do'rua
He-ra'cle-on

I«b-nob'a-teg, 6
I-eh-nu'sa
I-eh'thy-oph'a-^

Hyp'e-re'ei-a, 10,
S. W.

Hy'a-le

Her-mo'tum

W.

I-du'me and

Ho-ra'ti-ua, 10

Hip-pod'a-me
Hip'po-da-mi'a
Hip-pod'a-mu8

He'ra

I-ca'ri-uB
Ic'a-rua
I^'e-loa
iQ'e-Ius
I-ce'ni, Fac.
I^'e-taa
I-cet'i-das

Hyp-eic'ra-teg, 6
Hyp'ai-po-li'a
Hyp-aip'y-le
Hyr-ca'ni-a

Him'e-ra
Him'e-rus

He-phaea'to-do'rua
Heph'aes-top'o-lia
Hep'ta-co-me'tae

Hec'a-to
Hec'a-to-do'ruB
Hec'a-tom'po-lis
Hec'a-tom'py-los
Hec'a-ton-ne'si
Hec-te'nae

Hyp'e-re'nor
-

Hyp'ai-ci-a-te'a,

6y-nfec'o-thoe'nas

H.

I-ca'ri-o'tis
Ic'a-ria

Hyp'seus

Ho'rse

He-brom'a-gus, Py.
He'brus
He-bu'deg, C.
Hec'a-le

me-iii

K.

Hia'ti-ae'a
His-ti'se-o'tia
Hia'ti-ae'ua

Hi'e-ro-ni'cae

Pe. Py. K. S.
Hel'la-noc'ra-teg, 6
Hel-le'nes, 6
Hel'le-nop'o-lia
Hel'les-pon'tua

Hyp'e-re'ia

Hi'e-ro-Qaea'a-re'a
Hi'e-ro-ce'pi-a
Hi'e-ro-ce'pia

Hi'e-ro-ne'soa

C

Hyp'e-re

Hia-pa'nua

His-penum

Hi'e-rom-ne'me
Hi'e-rom-ne'mon
Hi'e-rom-nem'oneg, 6

Ib'y-cua
I-ca'di-u8
I-ca'ri-a
I-ca'ri-o'ne

Hyp'er-bo're-i and
Hy-per'bo-re'i

His-pa'ni-a

His-pul'la

Ib'e-ri'na
I-be'ru8

Hyp'a-ta
Hyp'a-to-do'rus
Hyp'a-ton
Hyp'a-tus
Hy-pe'nu8
Hy-per'ba-tu8
Hy-per'bi-u3
Hy-per'bo-lus

Hir'ti-a Lex, 10
Hir'ti-ua, 10
Hia'pa-lia

Hia'pel-la'teg, 6,

I-be'ri
I-be'ri-a

Hy-pac'a-ris
Hy-pse'pa
Hyp'ae-pe'ni
Hyp'a-nia
Hyp'a-aia

Hi-er'i-ehus
3i'e-ro

Her'rai-o-ne'a

Her-mo€h'a-re8, 6
Her'mo-clea, 6
Her'mo-cli'dea, 6
Her'mo-cop'i-das
Her-moc'ra-teg, 6

Ha-ru'deg, 6

6

Hel-lam'e-ne

Hel-lo'tis"

K. W.

Hi'e-reg,
Hi'e-ri

Her-mi'o-ne

Hel'lo-pea, 6

Har-pag'i-dea,
* 6, C.
Har'pa-gus,
Py. C. W.
Har'pa-lus
Har-pal'y-oe
Har'pa-ly-ce'a
Har-pal'y-cus,

nos
Hi'e-rax

Her-rai'nu3

Ham'ax-o'bi-i
Ha-mil'car

C

.

Hi'e-ra-co'me

I-a'si-u8,

Hym'e-nae'ua
Hy-met'tus
Hy-c/pe

Pw. W.

Hi'e-ra, an island.
Hi-e'ra, a person, C,
i

Her'mo-cap'e-li'tae

Har-moth'o-e
Har'mo-zon

Hex-ap'o-li3

Hex-ap'y-lon

Hel-lom'e-non

Ha-rus'pex

6y-lip'pu8
6ym-na'si-a, 10
6ym-na'si-um, 10
6ym-iie'si-Ee, 10
(iym-ne'tes, G
(iym'no-pte-ui'a
6ym-nos'o-phis'tae
6y-n?ec'o-cra-tu'-

K.

Heu're-tua

He-lis'son
He-lix'ua

of Lesbos,

Ham'a-dry'a-de§, 6
Ha-ma'dry-as

I'jy'as

(

He'li-o-do'rua
He'li-o-gab'a-lua
He-li'o-ga-ba'lu8,
He-li'o-pe

Ha-max'an-te'a
Ha-max'i-tua

Gra?'ci
Grae'ci-a, 10
G-ras-ci'nus

Arabians.

Hel'i-mua, C.

Ham'ar-to'lus,
C. L. Pij.

6or-tyn'i-a
Go'thi
Go-thi'ni
Go-tho'ne§, 6
Gra-di'vus

He-ler'ni Lu'ouB
He-li'a-des, 6
Hel'i-ca'on
Hel'i-ce
Hel'i-con
Hel'i-co-ni'a-deg, 6
Hel'i-co'nis
He-li'i,

6

I-ax'ar-teg, 6
I-az'y-ges, 6
I-be'ra
I-be'reg, 6

Her-cy'na

He-ge'tor
Hel'e-na

Hel'e-nu3
He'le-on

Ha'li-ac'mon

Hy'men

He-ges'ti'a-tu3

Py. W.

Hel'e-ni'us,
an island.
Hel'e-uop'o-lis

Hal-cy'o-ne

I'ax-am'a-tSB

Hym'e-eg, 6

,

He-ge'so

Heg'e-3ip'o-lia

Hal'ae-si'ni

Hy-ma'iii, IC.

He-tru'ri-a

Her-bea'aus
Her-be'aua, C.
Her'bi-ta
Her-ce'ua
Her'cu-la'ne-um
Her'ou-la-ne'um,

Hip-poth'o-on'tia
Hip-poth'o-us

Heg'e-sip'y-le,

Gly'con

Hym'a-ne

I'a-sua, C. W.
I-a/aua, K.

Hip-poth'o-on

Hag-nod'i-ce
10 Hag'no-do'rus
Hag'no-ni'a
Hag-nos'the-nes, 6
Hag-notli'e-mia"
Hag-no'the-ua

Glyg'e-ra
Gly-ce'ri-um

I-a/aon or I-a'so

Hy-lopli'a-gi

Hi(;'e-ta'on

Heg'e-sip'pua

Glin-dit'i-o'neg, 6,

Hy-lon'o-me

Hip-pon'o-u3
Hip-poph'a-gi
Hip-pop'o-deg 6
Hip-pos'the-neg, 6

Hi-be'rua

Hag'no-de'mus

Glau'cus

Hyl'i-cuB,

Hip-pon'o-me

He-sy«h'i-ua
Hefoe-mo-eh'o-rua
He-toem'o-cleg, 5, 6
He-tric'u-lum

Heg'e-sia'tra-tua

Glau-co'pis

Glau'cbn-ne'sus

Hip-pon'o-e

He'aus

Hi-ar'bas
Hi-ber'ni-a

Ha'ges, 6
Hag-nag'o-ra
Hag'no-cleg, 6

Glau'oon

10

Hea'ti-o'neg, 6

He-rat'e-mis

Her'cu-le^, 6
Her-cu'le-uiu
Her-cu'le-ua
Her-cu'ni-a'teg, 6

Glau-con'o-me

Py. S,

Se-rae'um

Her-ba'num

Hip-pos'tra-tua
Hip-pot'a-deg, 6
Hip'po-tae
Hip'po-taa or
Hip'po-teg, 6
Hip-potb'o-e

Heg'e-sil'o-«hua
Heg'e-sin'o-us
Heg'e-si'nua

1891

Hy'dnis
Hy-dru'aa

Hy-emp'sal

Il'ly-iia

I-an'the
I-a'on, C.

Il-lyr'i-us
I-lor'ci-ta'ni

Fa-py'geg, 6

I-lo'tiE

Il'ur-ge'a
I'lus
Il-va'teg, 6
I-lyr'gis

I-ma€h'a-ra
Im'a-us
I-ma'ua,

K.

Hyg'i-e'mon
Hy-gi'nua

i-ap'y-ges
I-ap'y-ge'u8

Im-braa'i-deg,

Hyaa

I'a-pyg'i-a

Im'bra-sus

I-a'pyx
I-ar'baa

Iiu'bri-a

I'ar-bi'ta
I-ar'€lia3

Im'bvoa

Hip-pom'e-neg, 6
Hy-Iac'tor
Hip'po-mol'gi
Hy-l;t!'i
Hip'po-myr-me'ceg, G Hy-l:E'us
Hip-po'na
Hy'las
Hip-po'uax
Hy-la'tas
Hip'po-ne'aua
Hylax
Hip'po-ni-a'teg, 6
Hy'le
Hip'po-ni'cuB
Hyl'i-ca, For. Py. S.

I-ar'da-nis
I-as'i-deg, 6

I-a'gi-on
I'a-sia

^Y.

Il-lyr'i-cum

I'a-ni'ra

I-a'o-nea, 6
I'a-pet'i-dea, 6
I-ap'e-ti-on'i-deg, 6
I-ap'e-tu8
I'a-pid'i-a
I-a'pis
I-ap'o-deg, 6

L.

1

Im'ba-rua

6

Iin-briv'i-um

Im'i-tya
Im'o-ln, C.
In'a-«bi
I-na'€hi-a
I-na*b'i-dt8

.'
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N

Is'ma-rus and
Is'ma-ra
la-me'ne
Is-me'ni-aa

I-na€h'i-d8|, 6
In'a-ehi-o'nt
Iu'a-«hi8

I-na'€hi-um
In'a-ehus

Ju've-na'lia

I-nar'i-me
In'ci-ta'tus
In'di-a
In-dib'i-Ua, S.
In-di^'e-teg,

W.

Is'o-cleg, 6
I-80c'ra-teg,

In-di-^e'te§,

a people.
In-dog'e-neg, 6
In-dol'e-teg, 6

l8-3e'don
l3-3ed'o-neg, 6
l3-tiEv'o-neg, 5, 6,

Fac. F. C.
ln-du'ci-om'a-ru3, 10
Is'tse-vo'nea,
In-g:Bv'o-neg, 6,
Py. Sch. For.
Isth'mi-a
K. C. M. Ft\ F.
In'gse-vo'nea,
lath'mi-us

Q

Py. Sch. for.
In-ne'sa
I'no
I-no'a
I-no'puB
I-no'ua
In'su-breg, 6
In'ta-pher'neg, 6
In'ter-am'na

Is-trop'o-Us
I'3U8
I-ta'li-a

I-tal'i-ca

In'ter-ca/ti-a, 10,

I'o

I-tal'i-ou8
It'a-lis
It'a-luB
It'e-a

I'o-bac-ehi'a

Ith'a-ca

I-ob'a-teg, 6
I'o-beg, 6
I'o-la-T'a, a festival.
I'o-las or I'o-la'ii8
I-ol'-ehos
I'o-le

Ith'a-ce'8i-£e,

S. W.
In'u-us

I-o'li

I-o'lum
I'on
I-o'ne, Antiock.
I'o-ne, a Nereid.
I-o'nes, 6

I-thsem'e-neg, 5,
I-thag'e-neg, 6
I-tliob'a-lu8

Ith'o-mae'a

I-tho'me
Ith'o-me'taa
Ith'o-me'teg, 6
I-tho'ne

I-to'ne
I-to'nu8

I-o'ni-a
I'o-pe

I'o-phon

If u-rse'a

I-o'pis
I'os

It'y-lus
Ify-rae'i
I'tys
I'u-li'a-cum,
I-ulia

Iph'i-a-nas'sa
Iph'i-as
Iph'i-cli'deg,

6

Iph'i-clus or

C

Ix-i'on
Ix-i'o-neg, 6
Ii'i-oa'i'^eg, 6

Xph'i-ge-ni'a
I-pliil'o-ehe

Lad'o-ce'a

I-phin'o-e
I-phiu'o-us

U

I'pliis

I-phit'i-on, Pu;.

Iph'i-tu3
Iph-thi'rae
Ip-se'a, C.
I'ra

La'daa
La'de

J.

I-phim'e-don
Iph'i-me-du'sa

W.

W.

JaVo-le'nus or

La'don

Jav'o-le'nus
Ja-co'bus
Jad'e-ra

La-e'a

Jad'er-ti'ni
Ja-nic'u-lxim

Lae'li-a

Ja-no'ca
Ja'nua

liSli-ua
L£e'na3
Lae'pa Mag'na
La-er'teg, 6

Lae-a'na, Fac.
Lae'lapa
Lifi'li-a'nua

Ja-pet'i-deg, 6

I-ra'is

Ir'a-phl-o'teg,
Ir'a-aa, Pw.
Ir'e-nse'us

6

I-re'ne
I-re'nis
Ir'e-nop'o-lis
Ir'i-a'teg,
I'ria

6

Ir-pi'nl

I'rus

Jap'e-tus
Ja'aon
Jaz'y-geg, 6
Jo-cas'ta
Jor-da'neg, 6
Jor'da-neg, C.
Jor-nan'deg, 6
Jo-se'phua
Jo'vi-a'nus
Jo-vi'nus
Jo'za

La'er-ti'a-deg, 6
La-er'ti-us, 10

Laes-try'gon, 5
LEe3-tryg'o-ueg, 5, 6
Lse'ta
Lae-to'ri-a

Lex

Ju-gan'teg, 6
Ju-ga'ri-ua
Ju'ga^ti'nus
Ju'gu-lse

in Bithynia.
La'gus

I-sar'€hu8
I-sau'ri-a
I-aau'ri-cus

Ju-gur'tha
Juli-a
Ju-U'a-cum,

I-aau'rua
l8-«hag'o-raa

Ju-li'a-dea, 6
Ju'li-a'nua

l3-«hen'o-uB
l8'«he-nuB

Ju'li-i

la'a-ri

Ia-€hep'o-lia
l8'€llO-la'U8
Is-€hom'ar-elie

La-gu'sa
La-i'a-deg, 6
La'is
La'i-ua (-yus)
Lal'a-ge
Lal'e-ta'ni-a

K.

La-li'sua,

Fac,

Lam'a-ehua

Ju'li-ob'o-na,

ii'o'-

Ju1i-o-brl'ga

Juli-om'a-gus

6'.

Lam-be'ca, C. L.
Lam-bra'ni, K. W.
Latn-bri'ca, o (own.

Juli-op'o-lis
Ju'lia

La-me'a
Lam'e-don

l3-«hop'o-lis
I-ae'pus
I-ae'iim

Juli-ua
Ju'ni-a

Lam'e-ti'ni

Ju'no

La'ini-a

I-si'a-oi

Ju'no-nali-a

La'mi-se

I-si'a-ous

Jii-no'neg,

Is-ehom'a-«hu8

Is'i-aa,

10

la'i-do'ra

Is'i-do'ms
I-si4'o-te
I-sid'o-tus

I-sig'o-nuB
I'sis

Is'inarela

La-me'tus

6

Ju-no'ni-a
Ju'no-nic'o-la

Lam-pe'a
Lam-pe'do, C. L.
Lam'pe-ti'a,

a city.

Leu'cus
Leu'cy-a'ni-ae, 10,

Py. W.

Ly'ca3
Ly-cae'tu8
Ly'ce

6

Ly5'e-a3
Ly-ceg'e-neg, 6
Ly'ceg, 6
Ly-ce'um or

Li-vil'la.
Liv'i-op'o-lis

Liv'i-U3

Lix'u3

Ly-ce'u8

La-og'o-re

La-om'a-ehe

Lelex

Lex-iph'a-nes, 6

La'o-me'deg, 6
La'o-me-di'a

Le-man'nus
Le-ma'nn3

Lyc'i-a, 10

Lem'o-vi'ces, 6
Le-mov'i-ceg,

Lex-o'bi-i
Lex-o'vi-i
Li-ag'o-re
Li-ba'ni-ua,
S. W.

Lo-cu'ti-ua, 10

La-om'e-don

Lo-gi'um

Lyg'i-daa
Lyt'i-de

La-om'e-don-ti'a-dse
La-om'e-don-ti'adeg, 6

Lex'i-a'nae

For.
Le-mo'vi-i

La'o-ui'ce

Lem'u-reg, 6
Le-mu'ri-a

La-ou'o-me

Le-iiii/us

La'o-plion
La-oth'o-e
La-oth'o-eg, 6
Lap'a-thua, JT.

Len'tu-lus
Le-ob'o-teg, 6, or
Le'o-bo'tea
Le'o-ea'di-a
Le'o-ce'deg, 6
Le-o-eh'a-reg, 6
Le'o-co'ri-on
Le-oc'ra-teg, 6

La-pe'thii3
La'phri-a,

S.

W.

Le-od'o-cus
Le-og'o-ras
Le-og'o-ruB

Lap'i-ci'ni
La-pid'e-i

La-pid'e-u8
Lap'i-thse

Le-o'i-deg,

Lap'i-thae'um
La'pri-U8
La'ra or La-ran'da
La-reu'ti-a, 10
La'res, 6
La-ri'na
La-ri'uaa
Lar'i-ua'tes, 6
Lar'i-ne, Py.

6

Le'on
Le-c/na
Le-oii'i-da,

C

Le-on'i-das
Le-on'i-deg, 6
Le'on-ua'tus
Le'ou-ti'ni
Le-on'ti-um, 10
Le-on'to-cepli'a-le

Le-on'to-ceph'a-lu8
Le'on-tom'e-neg, 6

La-ri'nuiu

Lar'i-num, For.

liib'en-ti'na

Li'ber
Lib'e-ra

IC.

Li-ber'taa
Li-be'thra
Li-beth'ri-deg, 6

Li-be'thrum
Lib'i-ci
Lib'i-soa'o-na,

K.

K. F. Fae.

Lol'li-a

Ly-cim'na

Lol'li-a'nus
Lol'li-u8
Lou'ci-ura, 10, Fac.

Lon-ga'tia

Ly-cim'ni-a
Ly-ci'nua
Ly-cia'cua
Ly-ci'ua and
Lyc'l-ua, 10
Lyc'o-a
Ly-co'le-on
Lyc'o-me'deg, 6

Lou-gim'a-nua
Lon-gi'nu8

Ly-co'mus
Ly'con

Lou'go-bar'di

Ly-co'ne
Ly-cc/pas
Ly-co'pe
Ly-co'peg, 6
Ly-co'pe-us,
Ly-co'peu8
Lyc'o-pbron

Lon-go'ne
Lon'gu-la

LiVi-ti'Da
Li'bo

Li'bon

Lon'gu-la'ni
Lou-gun'ti-ca

Li-bon'o-tu8
Lib'o-phoe-ni'ces, 6

Lon-gu'ru8
Lop'a-du'aa

Lib'o-ra
Li-bur'na

Lor'a-ci'na
Lo'i'i-um, Fac.
Lo'tia or Lo'tos

Li-bur'ui-a
Lib'y-a
Lib'y-ci
liib'y-phoe-ni'cegi
lii'bys

C<

liOt'o-pba-gi'tis
Lo'vi-a, Flic.

Lu'a
Lu'ca

Li-ca'teg, 6

Lu'ca-gua,
Lu-ca'ni
Lu-ca'ui-a
Lu-can'i-cua

Ly-cor'maa

C

Li-eli'a-deg,

Le'o-phron and
Le-c/phron
Le-op're-pes, 6
Le'oa
Le-03'the-neg, 6

Li'«hes, 6

Le-03'tra-tua
Le'o-ty«h'i-de8,
" 6

Le-phyr'i-mn
Lep'i-da

LiQ'i-nue
Li-e'bria
Li-ga'ri-us
Li-ge'a

Laa'si-a, 10
Las'tlie-nes, 6

Lep'i-dus

Li'ger

Le-pon'ti-i, 10

La3'the-m'a
La'sua
Lafe-ra, Fac.
Lafe-ra'nus
La-te'ri-um
Lath'y-rus

Le'pre-a
Le'pre-03
Le'pre-on or

Lig'u-res, 6
Li-gu'ri-a

Lu'ci-a'nua, 10

liig'u-ri'nus

Lu'ci-dua

Li'gus

Lu'ci-fer
Lu-cif'e-ra

La'ti-a'U3, 10

Le'ro
Le'ros

W.

La-rym'na

Le'pre-um

10

La-tob'ri-gi
La-to'i-a (-ya)
La-to'i-des, 6
La-to'is
La-to'mi-jB

La-to'na

6

Li'-ehas

Lu-ca'uus

Li-cin'f-a
Lit'i-ui-a'ni
LiQ'i-ui-a'nus
Li-ciu'i-ua

lii-gus'ti-cum

Ma're

Ly'du3

Lu-ce'ti-a, 10
Lu-ce'ti-u8, 10
Lu'ci-a, 10, C. L.

Lyg'da-mia, S.

Lu-cil'i-u8

Le-ri'iia

Lil'y-bae'um or -on
Lil'y-be
Li-mae'a or
Li-mae'as
Lim'e-ne'ti3, M.
Li-me'ui-a, S. W.
Lim'e-uo'tia
Li-meu'te-rus
Lim'eu-ti'nus

Lu-cilla
Lu-ci'na

Li-me'ra

Luc-ta'ti-na, 10
Lu-cul'li Hor'ti

K. F. Fac.
Le'the
Le-tog'e-nea, 6
Le'tre-us, Hem. 1

Le'treua

Lim-na'tia
Lim-neg'e-nea, 6
Liin-ne'tee,

6

Lu'ci-us, 10
Lu-cre'ti-a, 10
Lu-cret'i-lis
Lu-cre'ti-us, 10

Lu-cri'nua

Lu-cul'lua

Lu'cu-mo
Lu'cua
Lii'di-u8

Le-tri'ni

Li'mon

Lug-du'num

Le'tua

Li-mo'ne

Lu'i-i,

Lat'o-ri'ci, Fac.
La-tor'i-ci, For.

Leu'ca

Lim'o-ni'a-deg, 6

Lura-ber'i-ta'oi

Leu-ca'di-a
Leu-ca'ni

Li-mo'num

Lu'na
Lu'pa

Leu'cas
Leu-cas'pia
Lau'da-mi'a
Leu-ca'ta or
Lau'go-na
Leu-ca'te
Lau'ra
Lau-re'a-cum, Py. W. Leu-ca'teg, 6
Leu'ce
Lau're-aa
Lau'ren-ta/li-a
Lau-reu'teg, 6
Lau-ren'ti-a, 10
Lau'ren-ti'ni
Lau-ren'ti-u3, 10

Leu'ce-a8
Leu'ci
Leu-cip'pe
Leu-cip-pi'deg, 6
Leu-cip'pus

Lam'pe-to
Lam-pi'a

Lau-ren'tum

Leu-eoc'o-mas

Lau-re'o-lus

Lam-pi'ti-e, 10

Jua-ti'na
Jus-tin'i-a'nu£
Jus-ti'nu8

Lam'po-ne'a or
Lam'po-ni'a
Lam-po'ni-a, Fac.

Lau'rou
La'us
Ijaus Pom-pe'i-a

Leu'co-gse'i
Leu-col'i-thi
Leu-col'la

(-pe'ya)

Leu-col'o-phas
Leu-col'o-pbus

Lim'o-num,
For. S.
Lim'y-ra
Lin-ca'ai-i, 10
Lin'ca-ai'i, Py.
Lin'di-a
Lin'di-ua
Lin'go-nes,

6

Lin'go-nua
Lin-ter'na Palus
Lin-ter'nuin
Li'uu3
Lip'a-ra
Lip'a-re
Lip'a-ria
Lip'a-rus, Fac.
Li-pbeph'i-le
Lip/i-ri-ta/nj

W.

Lu'ci-por

Lim-ni'a-deg, 6, C.
Liin'no-re'a

IT.

Lyg'da-mua

Lu-ci'o-lu8, C.

La-top'o-lis
Lat'o-re'a

La-to'us
La-tu'mi-se

Lyd'i-a
Lyd'i-U8

Lu'ce-ri'iii

Li-lae'a

Le-thae'ua

Ly-cur'gu8
Ly'cua
Ly'de

Lu-ca'ii-a
Luc-ce'i-ua (-yus)
Lu-ce'ni
Lu'ce-reg, 6
Lu-ce'ri-a

Lep'ti-neg, 6

Les-bo'nax

Ly-cor'taa
Ly-coa'tbe-ne
Lyc'o-su'ra
Ly-co'taa
Lyc'o-ze'a
Lyc'ur-gi'deg, 6

W.

Le'ou-top'o-lis
Le-on'to-po-li'teg, 6

La-ris'sa
Lar'is-se'nus
La-ris'sus
Lar'i-sus, For.
La'ri-us
Lar'o-luni
La-ro'ni-a
Lar-tid'i-uB
Lar'ti-U8, 10, S.
Lar'to-lae-e't»

i

Ly-cc/ri-aa
Ly-co'ria

Lox'i-aa (ISk'sliI-)

Li-bys'aa
Lib'ya-ti'nus

Hem. i

Ly-cop'o-lia
Lyc'o-re'a
Lyc'o-re'us or
Lyc'o-ri'ua
Ly-co're-ua, Mem.
Ly-co'reu8

Lo-to'a
Lo-toph'a-^i

Lib'y-cum Ma're

F. Fac.

Ly-eh'ni-duB,

Lon-din'i-um,
S. Fac. Sch. For.
liOn-di'num
Lon'do-bris

Lib'e-ra'li-a
Lib'e-ri'ni, Fac.

Le'o

Ly-ci'um
Ly-eh'ni-deg, 6,

Lo-gotb'e-tea, 6

Lib'a-nu8

Ju'ra

Ju'no-nig'e-ni*
Ju'pi-ter

Lit'y-er'aaa
Lit'y-er'aeg,
Liv'i-a
Liv'i-a3

Leu-co'the-a
Leu-coth'o-e
Leuc'tra

Lo'bon

Les'bo-ni'cus
Les-tryg'o-neg, 6
Les'u-ra, C.
Le-su'ra,

Lag'i-ni'a,

Li-ter'nuin
Li'thrua

Li-tom'a-ehu8
Li-tu'bi-um

Leu-co'si-a, 10
Leu-cos'y-ri
Leu'co-3yr'i-i

Le-vo'nf

La-ti'nua
La'ti-um, Ifi
La-to'bi-us, Fac. IF.
Lat'o-bri'gi or

Ju-galia

Lit'er-ui'uum

Lo'-eba
Loc'o-zu8
Lo'cii
Lo'cria
Lo-cus'ta

Les'bo-cleg, 6

I-sag'o-ras
I-san'der
I-sa'nor
Is'a-ra

Li-ta'na

Le-vi'teg, 6

La-ti'nse
La-ti'ui

Ju-dse'a

K.

Lit'a-brum

Le-va'na

La'ti-a'ria,

Ju'ba

I-sa'cus, C,

Lis'i-nse,

Le-va'ci

Lse'tua

I-sae'a
I-sae'us

Lyc'a-bas
Lyc'a-bet'tut
Lyc'a-be'tua
Ly-cae'a
Ly-coe'ua
Ly-cag'o-raa
Ly-cam'beg, 6
Lyc'a-me'deg, 6
Ly-ca'on
Ly-ca'o-iieg, 6
Lyc'a-o'ni-a
Ly-ca'o-ni3
Lyc'a-re'tus

Le'i-tus
Lel'e-ge'ia
Lel'e-geg, 6

Lae'vi

Lse-vi'nus
La-ga'ri-a,
Sch. S. W.
La'gi-a

Ly'bas

Li-ri'o-ne
Li-ri'o-pe
Li'ria

Le'du3

Fac. W.
La-phys'ti-um,

K.

Ly-ae'us

Lip'o-do'rus
Li-queu'ti-a, 10
Li-ri'uu3

Le-dae'a

La-od'o-eu8
La-og'o-nua
La-og'o-raa

La'«he8, 6

La^'y-dou,

Iph'i-me-di'a

La-od'i-ce
La-od'i-ce'a
La-od'i-ce'ne

La-om'e-neg, 6

Pe. Py. Lid.

I-phim'e-de

La-oc'o-6u

LaQ'e-diB-mon'i-cua,
C.
Lag'e-dae-mo'ni-i or
Lag'e-daem'o-iieg
Lag'e-de-mo'ni-us
La^'e-ri'a
La?'e-ta'ni
Lag'e-ta'ni-a
La-ce'ter

La-co'ui-a and
La-con'i-ca
La-co'nia
Lac'ra-teg, 6
Lac-tan'ti-ua, 10
Lac'tu-ci'nus
Laj'y-deg, 6, F. K.
La-cy'deg,

I-u1u3

Iph'i-cleg, 6
-phic'ra-teg, 6

La-od'a-maa
La-od'a-mi'a

La-ciu'i-um
La'co
Lac'o-bri'ga
La-co'neg, 6, pi.

It/o-nun

Leb'a-de'a
Leb'e-dua or
Leb'e-do3
Le-be'na
Le-bin'tho3 and
Le-byn'thos
Le-cbae'vim
Le'da

La-oc'o-6'sa

La-eh'e-sis
La-ci'a-deg, 6
Laj'i-bi
La-ciu'i-en'sia

L. C.
Ith'y-phanus
Ith'u-re'i,

Leu'coa

La-be'ri-u8

Laj'e-dse'mon

6

Leu-cop'o-li8

Le-ar'«hU8
Leb'a-di'a or

La'be-o

La-cse'na

10

Le'a-ni'tfe

C

Le-an'der

Lau'u-vi'ui

La-brau'de-us
La'bron
La-by'caa, C.
Lab'y-rin'thua

It'a-li

Le'a-ni'ia

Laz'a-rus,
Le-se'ua

La-naa'sa
Lan-ce'a

La-uu'vi-um

La-bi'cutn
La-bi'cu8
La'bi-e'nus
Lab'o-ri'ni
La-bo'ta3, a man.
Lab'o-tas, a river.
La-bra'de-ua

Is'tri-a
la'tri-a'ni

Lau'ci-a, 10
Lau-gi'a
Lau'go-bar'di
La-ni'ce

La-vin'i-um or

La-vi'num

Lam'y-rua

Lab'da-cua

La-bi'ci

la'ti-ae-o'tU

La-viu'i-a

La'be-a'tae
La'be-a'teg, 6

La-be'ru8

la-to'ue

Lamp'sa-cum and

Leu'con
Leu-co'ne
Leu-ct/neg, 6
Leu-con'i-cu3
Leu-cou'o-e
Leu-con'o-tua
Leu-oop'e-tra
Leu'co-phry'na or
Leu'co-phry'ue
Leu'co-phrys

La'mus

L.
Lab-da^'i-deg, 6

In-doph'o-nua

Lau'sus
La-ver'na
La-ver'ni-um

li-iis

La-ai/^huB
La^a-rus, C.
Lab'da-ce

6

Is'o-de'mua
I-aol'o-ehus
I-3on'o-mus

gods, 6

liam'pro-cles, G

Lamp'aa-cua (-coa)

Is-men'i-deg, 6
l8-me'nu3, son of
Apollo.
Is'me-nua, a Chian,

In'al-pi'ni

Lam-prid'i-us M'-

Ju-tur'na
Ju-ven'tas
Ju- ver'na

Fac.

Lu-per'cal
Lu'pei-ca1i-a
Lu-per'ci
Lu-per'cus
Lu'pi-as or
Lu'pi-a

Lu'po-du'num
Lu'pua
Lu'si-ta'ni
Lu'ai-ta'ni-a
Lu'ai-ta'nus

Lyg'i-i

Lyg'o-des'ma
Ly'gu3

Ly'max
see C
Lyu-ces'tse
Lyn-cee'teg, 6
Lyn-cea'ti-ua, 10

Lym'i-re

:

Lyn'ceua or
Lyu'ce-us, Sem
Lyn-ci'dae
Lyn-ci'deg, 6
Lyr-cse'ua
Lyr-ce'a or
Lyr-ci'a
Lyr-ce'us
Lyr-ei'ua
Lyr'i-ce, C.
Lyr-ne'ais
Lyr-ne3'sua or
Lyr-ne'su8
Lyr'o-pe, C. L.
Ly-sag'o-ras
Ly-aan'der
Ly-san'dra
Ly-sa'ni-as,

W. L.

Ly'se
Ly-si'a-deg, 6
Lya'i-a-nas'sa, 10
Ly-si'a-nax
Lys'i-aa, 10
Lys'i-cleg, 6,
Lya'i-cli'a

Py. W,

Lys'i-cU'des, 6

6

Lu-ao'neg, 6

Ly-aic'ra-teg,
Ly-8id'l-ce,
L. Sch. S.
Ly-aid'i-cup

Lu-ta'ti-us, 10
Lu-te'ti-a, 10

Ly-aim'a-^he
Ly-sim'a-«hi'a

Lu'te-va'ni
Lu-to'ri-ua, S. W.
Lux'i-a flQk'shl-a)

Lys'i-ma«U'i-des,

Lya'i-ina'-ehi-a

S.

Py
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Mag-dolus

I/y-sbn'a-ehus

Mag'do-luB

Lys'i-me-li'a

Ma-gel'li
Mag'el-li'ni
Mag'e-tae,

Ly-sim'e-nej, 6
Ly-sin'o-e
Ly-sin'o-muB
Ly-sip'pe
Ly-sip'puB
Ly'sis
Ly-sis'tra-te
Ly-sis'tra-tu8
Lys'i-thi'deg,

C

Ma'gi-a
Mag-nen'ti-us, 10
Mag-ne'si-a, 10
Mag-ne'teg, 6
Mag-nop'o-lis

Ly-sith'o-u8

Ma'go
Ma'gon

Ly'so
Lys'tra

Mag'on-ti'a-cum
Ma-gra'da, For.

Lys-tre'ni, Fac.
Ly-tse'a

Ma'gus

6

Ma-ju'ge-na

Ma'Qas

Ma-la'ca, K.
Ma-la'-eha, K.
Ma'lse-o'teg, 6

Ma'car

Mal'«hi-on

Mac'a-re'is
Ma-ca're-UB,

Mal-du'num, For.

Rem.

1

Mac'a-reus
Ma-ca'ri-a
Mac'a-ris,
.

W, Fac.

Mac'a-ron
Ma-car'ta-tus, C. L.

Ma-ca'tua
Ma-ced'nus
Mag'e-do
Ma-(ed'o-neg, 6
Ma^'e-do'ni-a
Maj'e-don'i-cua

Ma-cella
Ma'cer

Mac'o-ni'tse,

M.

Ma'cra
Ma'cri-a'nuB
Ma-cri'nuB
Mac'ri-tus, Z.

C

Mad'e-tas
Mad'e-thu'ba-dus,

Py-

Max-e'rae

Ma're-o'tia
Mar'ga-ris
Mar'ga-ri'ta
Mar'gi-a'na or
Mar'gi-a'ne

Max'i-lu'a
Max'im-i-a-nop'o-liB
Max'im-i-a'nu8

Me-le'a-ger,
C. Fac.
Me'le-ag'ri-deg, 6

Ma-ri'a

Ma-zae'us^

Ma'ri-am'mi-ta'ni

Ma-za'ra, For.
Ma-ze'ne§, 6
Me'a-rus, For.
Me-cis'te-us, Hem. 1
Me-cis'teus

Ma'ri-am'ne

Med'es-i-cas'te

Mal'o-tha

Me-sem'bri-a
Me-se'ne
Mes'o-a
Me-sob'o-a

Me-li'na
Mel'i-noph'a-gi
Me'li-o-do'num,
For.
Mel'i-se : see C.

Med'e-ri'a-cum,
For.

Mel'o-du'num
Me'lon

Mar'o-ne'a and
Mar'o-ni'a

Ma-mu'da, Fac.

Me-do'a-cua
Med'o-bri'ga

Me-duli

Me'los
Mel-pe'a

Ma-mu'ri-ua

Mar'o-ni'tEB
Mar-pe'si-a, 10

Me-dul'li-a
Med'ul-li'na
Med'ul-li'nua

Ma-mur'ra

Mar-pes'sa

Me'dua

Mar-pe'siiB
Mar-ri'ta Lex
Mar-ru'bi-i
Mar'ru-ci'ni

Me-du'sa

Mel-pom'e-ne
Me'ma-ce'ni
Mem-bre'sa
Mem'i-ni, For.

6, C.
Man-da're-i, Fac.

W.

Man-droc'le-ea, 6
Man'dro-cleg, 6
Man'dro-cli'daa

Man'dro-do'rua
Man-drop'o-lia
Man-du'bi-i

Man'du-es'se-dum,
Fac.
Man-du'ri-a
Man'e-ros
Ma'neg, 6
Man'e-tho
Ma'ni-a

Mar-ru'vi-um or
Mar-ru'bi-um
Mar'sa-ci
Mar-sig'ni
Mars'pi-ter
Mar'sy-as, 10
Mar'ti-aOis, 10
Mar'ti-a'nus, 10
Mar-tig'e-na
Mar-ti'na
Mar-ti'nus
Mar'ti-us, 10
Mar'ty-rop'o-lis

Ma-rullus
Mas-ce'zel, C.
Mas'cli-on, C.
Mas'i-gi'ton, C. L.
Mas'i-nis'sa

Mae-an'dri-a
Mse'an-drop'o-lis
Mae-ce'nas
Mse'di

Man'li-us

Mseli-uB
Maen'a-deg, 6
Msen'a-la
Maen'a-lus OT -los

Man-te'um

Maa-syl'i-i

Man-thyr'e-a
Man'ti-a'ni, 10

Mae-tram'e-la
Ma-au'ri-ua
Mat'a-la, For.

Mae'ni-ua
Msen'o-ba, 5
Msen'o-bo'ra

Man'ti-ne'a
Man-tin'e-ua
Man-tith'e-ua

Ma-te'o-la,

Mse-nom'e-na
Hse'non
Mse'o-neg, 6

Man'tu-a
Man'tu-a'nus
Mar'a-can'da

Mae-d'ni-a
Mse-on'l-dsB
Mae-on'i-deg,
Mae'o-niB
Mae-c/tse

Mar'a-ni'tae

Ma'ti-a'ni, 10
Ma'ti-e'ni, 10
Ma-til'i-ca
Mat'i-lo, For.

Mas'sae-syl'i-i

W. For.

Man'li-a'num

Man'ne-os
Man'o-do'ruB
Man-sue'tus

Man'ti-ce,

Meg'a-by'zua

K.

Mar'a-the'nus
Mar'a-thon
Mar'a-tho'nis
Mar'a-thOB
Mar'a-thua
Mar-cel'la
Mar'cel-le'a or
Mar'cel-li'a
Mar'cel-li'nua

Mas'sa-ga, Py.
Mas-sa'ga, K.
Mas-sag'e-tae
Mas'si-cus

W.

Maa-sil'i-a
Mas'sil-i-ta'ni
Mas-si'ra, K,

Mas-syli

For

Ma-thi'on, C.

Ma'tho

Mem'mi-ua

Me-ga'le-as

Mem'no-ni'um

Meg'a-le'si-a, 10

Me-gali-a

Mem-phi'tes, 6
Mem-phi'tia

Meg'a-loph'a-neg, 6

Me'na

Meg'a-lop'o-lis
Meg'a-lot'e-leg, 6

Me-nal'caa

Mem'no-neg, 6
Mem-non'i-deg, 6

Meg'a-me-di'des, 6
Meg'a-ni'ra
Meg'a-pen'thes, 6
Me-gap'o-la
Meg'a-ra
Me-ga're-us, Eem. 1
Meg'a-reus
Meg'a-ria
Me-gar'sus
Me-gas'tbe-neg, 6
Meg'a-ti'-ehua

Meg'a-ti'muB
Me-gen'e-tUB
Me'geg, 6

Me'i-du'num, For.
Me'la

Me-nan'der
Men'a-pi see C.
:

Me'nas
Men'e-cles, 6
Men'e-cli'des, 6
Men'e-co'lus
Me-nec'ra-teg, 6

Mes-se'ia

Min'da-ruB
Mi-ner'va

Mes-se'ne or
Mea-se'na

Min'er-yali-a
Min'er-vi'na

Mes-se'ni-a

Mi-ner'vi-um

Mes'so-a
Mea-so'gia
Met'a-bua
Met'a-du'sa
Me-ta^'e-neg, 6

Min'i-o
Min-nae'i

Mefa-gon

Mi'nos

Mil'i-ehuB
C. K. S.

:

see

Mo-loa'aua
Mol-pa'di-a, S. W.
Mol-pag'o-reg, 6

MoluB
Mol'y-cre'um
Mo-ly'rus

Mo-mem'phis

Mc/mus
Mo'na
Mo-nae'seg, 6
Mon'a-lus, For.

Mo-ne'ta

Mon'i-ma
Mon'i-mua

Mi-no'a
Mi-no'i-deg, 6
Mi-no'ia

Mon'o-dac'ty-lus

Mon'o-duB
Mo-noe'cuB

W.

Me-la'ni-a, 5. C.

Men'oe-ti'a-deg,

Mel'a-nip'pe
Mel'a-nlp-pe'um
Mel'a<iip'pi-deg,

Me-nog'e-neg, 6

Me-nip'pi-deg, 6

Py- W.

6

Me'non
Me-nopli'Uua
Men'os-ga'da, For.
Me-noth'a-rua
Men-te'ia

Mon-ti'nua

Mon'y-ehus,

Mir'e-um

Mop-ao'pi-a

Me-tel'la

Mir'o-bri'ga
Mi-sag'e-neg, 6
Mis'ar-gyr'i-deg, 6
Mis'ce-ra
Mis'e-na'teg, 6

Mop'so-pua
Mop'su-cre'ne

Mir'a-ceg, 6, C.

Mi-se'num

Me-thi'on
Me-tho'ne
Meth'o-ra
Me-thyd'ri-um

Mi-se'tuB
Mis-ge'teg, 6
Mis-gom'e-nae

Lex

C. S. Py.

Mc/phis
Mop'si-a'ni, 10, or
Mop'si-i

Min'y-e'uB

He-thai'ma

W.

Mi-se'nus

Mop'si-um, 10

Mop^au-ea'ti-a, IC,

C.S.
Mor-gen'ti-a, 10
Mor'gen-ti'ni
Mor-ge'teg, 6

Mor'i-me'ne
Mor'i-ni
Mo-ri'ni, For.
Mor'i-se'ni
Mor'i-tas'gus

Mis'u-la'ni
Mith'ra-da'teg, 6

Hi'thras
Mith'ri-da'teg, 6
Mi-thri'neg, 6
Mith'i'o-bar-za'neg,
6, S. W.
Mit'y-le'nae
Mit'y-le'ne

Mi'tys

Mo'rl-ua
Mor'phe-us,

Eem.

Mo'sa
Mo8-«he'ni
Mo8'«hi-on, C. W.
Mcs'-eho-pu'lus, C,
Mo-sel'la

Mi-zae'i

Mo'geg

Mna'son, 14

Mo-tu'oa

Me-trt/bi-ua
Met'ro-cles, 6

Mna-sy'lua, 14
Mne-mi'um, 14
Mne'mon, 14
Mne-mon'i-deg,

Met'ro-cli'deg, 6

Mne-mos'y-ne^ 14

Met'ro-do'ra
Met'ro-do'rua
Me-trod'o-tus
Me-troph'a-neg, 6

Mne-sar'-ehus, 14
Mne-sar'e-te, 14
Mnes'i-bu'lus, 14
Mnes'i-cli'deg, 6, 14
Mnes'i-da'mua or
Mnes'i-de'mua, 14
Mue-sig'e-neg, 6, 14
Mna-ail'e-oa, 14
Mne-sil'o-«hus, 14
Mue-sim'a-<ilie, 14

Mo'ty-a, S. L. M.
Mo'y-seg, 6,
Mo-y'seg, F. K.
Mu'^hi-re'sis
Mu'ci-a'nuB, 10
Mu'ci-us, 10

Met'o-res, 6
Met'ra-gyr'te

Me-trop'o-Iia
Met'ro-po-li'taa

Me-tro'um

Me-tulum
Mev'a-na'teg, 6
Me-va'ni-a
Mev'a-ni'o-la
Me'vi-us, W. C.
Me-zen'ti-ua, 10
Mi'a-oo'rus

'i

Mor'pheus
Mo-ru'ni

Mna-sag'o-ras, 14
Mna-sal'cas, 14
Mua'se-as, 14
Mnas'i-gi'ton, 14
Mna-sil'o-«hu8, 14
Mna-sip'puB, 14
Mna-aith'e-ua, 14
Muas'i-ti'mua, 14

Met'ro-phon
1

Py. W.

Mo-nos'ce-li

Mon-ta'nuB

Min'y-e'ia
Min'y-e'i-as (-yas)
Min'y-e'i-deg, 6

Me'traa
Me-trc/a

Me-nip'pa

Mo-no'le-uflj

Met'a-pi'num
Mefa^pon-ti'ni
Met'a-pon'tum
Met'a-pon'tUB
Me-tau'rus
Me-telia

Me-to'pe
Me-to'pua

Me-nex'e-iiua

6,

Mes-aa'pua

Me'ton

Mel'a-neua
Mel'an-gi'a

S.Py.

Min-ci'a-deg, 6
Min'ci-ua, 10

Py-

1

Me-lan'co-maa
Mel'a-ne

Mel'a-nip'puB
Mel'a-no'pus

Mes-sa'pe-as
Mes-sa'pi-a

Me-nes'the-us,

Ma'tre-aa
Mat'ro-na,

Mat-ti'a-ci

Moi'ra

Mes-aa'na

Me-toe'cl-a, 10

Me-nip'pua
Me'ni-us
Men'o-ba, For.
Men'o-do'rus
Me-nod'o-tus
Me-nce'ce-us, Bern.
Me-noe'ceua
Me-noe'teg, 6

Ma-tro'na
Mat'rona'li-a

Mo-gun'ti-a, 10, 0.

K.
Mi-le'vum, K.

Mo-los'ai-a, 10, or
Mo-lOB'sia

Men'e-phron
Me'neg, 6

Me-nes'thi-ua, 5.

Mel'a-ne'is
Me-la'ne-uB, Bern. 1

Mo'gon-ti'a-cum

Mi-le'tuB
Mi-le'vi,

Mi-mal1oneg, 6
Mi'maa
Mim-ne'duB
Mim-ner'mua
Mim-nom'a-ehus

Mea'sa-li'na
Mes'sa-li'nuB

Me'tia
Me-tis'cua
Me-ti'ta
Me'ti-us, 10

Men'e-la'ua
Me-ne'ni-ua

Mel'an-ehlae'nl
Me-lan'-ehrua

Marne.

Mi-le'tia
Mil'e-top'o-lia

Mol'o-ia
Mo-lor'-ehua
Mo-los'si

Me-ti'na
Me-ti'o-ehe
Me-ti'o-«hu3
Me'ti-o-se'dum, 10,

Ma-tra'li-a

the

Moe-rag'e-neg, 6
Moe-rag'e-teg, 6
Moe-rag'o-raB
Moe're-aa
Moe'rla
Moer'o-cleg, 6
Moe'si-a, 10

M(/lo

Me-til'i-uB

Meu'e-la-i'a
Men'e-la'is
Men'e-la'i-ua (-yua)

Mod'o-nuB
Moe'nus
Moe'ra

Mid'i-as
Mi'e-za
Mi-la'ni-on
Mil-co'rus
Mi-le'ai-a, 10
Mi-le'ai-i, 10
Mi-le'ai-us, 10

Mil-ti'a-deg, 6
Mil'vi-ua
Mil'y-aa

Me-til'i-a
Me-til'i-i

Men-dela

Mod'ea-ti'nuB
Mo-des'tuB
Mo-di'a-cus, K.

Mi-lc/ni-ua

Me'ti-a-du'sa, 10

Me-nex'e-na

Ma-ti'nus
Ma-tis'co

Licymnius.
Mi-de'a, mother of

Milo

Me-thym'na

Me-na'pi-i
Me-nap'o-lia

Me-nes'theua

Me-Iae'nae
Me-lae'ne-ae

Mid'e-a, mother of

Mes-o-gi'tia

Meth'a-na, C. L.

Men'a-lip'puB

Eem.

Mo-cor'e-tae
Mo-cri'tae

Mes'o-la
Me6'o-me'de§, 6
Me6'o-po-ta'mi-a

Mefe-re'a
Me-tha'na

Me-nal'ci-das,
S. Py. W.
Men'a-lip'pe

Men'e-de'mua

Me-gil'la
Me-gis'ta
Me-gis'ti-as, S. Py.
Me-gis'to-cle§, 6
Me-gis'to-do'rus
Meg'is-ton'o-us

Mo-«hu'ra

Mid'a-e'um
Mi-da/mua
Mi'das

Me-so'gis

Me-telli

Mel'am-pe'a
Me-lam'po-deg, 6
Me-lam'pua
Mel'am-py'gua
Mel'an-ehe'tes, 6

Mat-ti'a-cum, For.
Mat'ti-um, For.
Ma-tu'oe-tse
Mar'ci-a-nop'o-lis, 10 Ma-tu'ra
Ma-tu'ta
Mar'ci-a'nus, 10
Mat'u-ti'nuB
Mar-cil'i-u8, S.
Mau'ri
Mar'ci-on, 10

Mar-cel'lus
Mar'ci-a, 10
Mar'ci-a'na, 10

Me-ga'cre-oa
Me-gae'ra
Meg'a-le

Meg'a-me'de

Mo'a-pher^iieg, 6

Mid'a-i'on or

Min'o-tau'ruB
Met'a-go'ni-um
Min-tur'nae
Met'al-li'num, For.
Mi-nu'ci-a, 10
Me-tam'e-loB
Mi-nu'ci-us, 10
Met'a-mor-pho'seg, 6 Min'y-ae
Met'a-ni'ra
Min'y-aa

Meg'a-cleg, 6, Py. S. Mem'mi-a
Me'ga-cli'deg, 6
Mem-mi'a-deg, 6

1

Mi^'y-thua

Met'a-go-ni'tia

Mel-pi'a

Meg'a-by'zi

Eem.

Mnes'theua
Mne'via, 14
Mo-ag'e-teg, C

Mil'i-o'ni-a
Mi-liz'i-ge'ria

Mes-aala

Med'u-li

Mam-mo'na
Mam-mo'nas

Me'di-o-mat'ri-ci
Med'i-tri'na

Mnea'the-uB, 14,

Moi'ras
Mo-li'a
Mo-li'on
Mol'i-bo'deg, 6
Mo-li'o-ne
Mol-lic'u-lus

Mes-sab'a-tae
Mes'sa-be-te'ne

Mel'ix-an'druB
Me-lob'o-sis

Mam-mae'a

Man-ci'nus
Man-da'neg,

Me'rus
Mes'a-ba-te'ne
Me-sa'pi-a

Med'u-a'na
Me-du'a-na, For.

Manli-a Lex

Mag'daJa, K.
Mag'do-lum

Mel'i-bos'a
Mel'i-bce'us
Mel'i-cer'ta and
Mel'i-cer'teg, 6
Mel'i-chua: see C.
Me'li-e
Mel'i-gu'nis

Mer'u-la
Mer'u-li'nua

Me-don'ti-dae
Me-dc/reg, 6, C.

Mad'y-tus
Mse-an'der

Mag'a-lo'na, Fac.

Me'ropa

Ma'ro

Man'i-mi,
Ma'ni-ua

Mag'a-ba

Mel'e-sig'e-neg, 6
Mel'e-te
Me-le'tua
Me'li-a
Me-Iib'o-cua,
For. C.

Me'don

Ma'di-e'ni
Mad'u-a-te'nl

Mae-soli
Maet'o-na
Mae'vi-a
Mae'vi-uB

Me'leg, 6
Mel'e-sag'o-raa
Mel'e-san'der

Mi«-5i'a-deg, 6
Mic'co-tro'gua
Mi-celae, C.
Mi-cip'sa
Mi«'i-te, C.

Aniiochus.

K,

Mer'o-e
Mer'o-pe
Mer'o-peg, 6
Mer'o-pia

Mel'e-de'mua

Med'o-cuB

Mar'o-bod'u-us

W.

Mer'o-bri'ca,

Mar'mo-li'tis

Mar'o-bu'dum, For.
Mar'o-bu'duB
Ma'ron

Marnas'ta-bal, S.
Ma-na'tea, 6

Menn'na-dae, S. W.

Mer'mo-das

Mar-ma'ri-on
Mar'ma-ris

Ma-di'a-ni'tae

Mae-ot'i-ci
Mae-of i-deg, 6
Mae-o'tis Palus

Me-co'ne
Me-co'nis
Med'a-ma, For.
Me-de'a
Me'de-on

S. Sch.

Me-lis'ea
Me-lis'se-us, Eem. 1
Me-lis'seus
Me-lis'sus
Mel'i-ta or Mel'i-te
Mel'i-te'a
Mel'i-te'na
Mel'i-te'ne
Mel'i-to, C. S.
Mel'i-tc/deg, 6
Me'li-us

Ma-nil'i-a
Ma-nil'1-UB

6

K. F.

Max-e'raa

Me'di-a
Med'i-cua
Me'di-o-la'num
Me-di'o-lum

Man-do'cre-ou
Man-do'ni-UB
Man'dra-"bu1us

Ma-de'na

Ma're-o'ta

Ma'ria
Ma-rit'i-ma
Ma'ri-ua
Mar'ma-ren'seg, 6
Mar-mar'i-ca
Mar-mar'i-dae

Ma-cro'bi-i
Ma-cro'bi-us

Mac'ry-ne'a
Mac'u-la
Mac'u-re'bi
Ma-cyn'i-a
Mad'a-ruB
Mad'a-teg, 6, S.
Ma-dau'ra

Me'Ie-a'ger,

Ma/ri-o'nis, For.

Man-dela

Mac'ron-ti'-ehuB
Mac'ro-po-go'nej, 6

Ma'vors

Ma-ri'nus

Ma'cro

Mac'ro-ehir
Ma-cro'nes, 6

Mau-so'lus

Mal-lo'tes, 6

Lex

Men'to-reg, 6
Me-phi'tis
Mer-ca'tor
Mer'ce-di'nuB
Mer'cu-ri'e-lus
Mer-cu'ri-us
Mer'gen-ti'ni
Mer'i-bri'ga, For,
Mer'i-na'teg, G
Me-ri'o-neg, 6
Mer'me-ros or -rua

Ma-vor'ti-a, 10
Max-en'ti-us, 10

Mal-lo'rus

Ma-mil'i-i

Ma-eha'tus, Pe.
Ma-eh'i-mua

Me-lan'tho
Me-lan'thus
Me'las

Ma-rig'e-ri

K.

Men-ton'o-mon

Me-Ian'theua
Me-lan'thi-us

Mau-ao'li

MalTl-us

Ma-mil'i-a

K.

Mau-ru'si-a, 10
Mau-ru'si-i, 10

Mau'so-le'um

Fac.
Mar'i-du'uum, For.

Ma-mil'i-us

Ma-eh'a-rcg, 6,

Me-lan'the-U6,
Bern. 1

Ma-li'a-cus
Mal-le'o-luB

Mal'e-laa

Mam'er-ti'na
Mam'er-ti'ni
Mam'er-ti'nus

Ma-«ha'o-neB, 6

Mau'rus

Ma-le'ne
Ma-le'os
Mal'e-ven'tum

Ma-mer'cus
Ma-mer'sa

Ma-eha'on

Mar'co-du'rum
Mar-com'a-gus,

Ma'ri-an-dy'ni
Ma'ri-a'ni
Ma'ri-a'nua
Ma-ri'ca
Ma-ri'cu8, a Boian,

Mal-thi'nus
Mal-va'na
Mam'er-ci'nus

Ma-ehse'ra
Ma-ehse're-us
Ma-ehse'reua
Ma-ehae'rus
Ma-ehag'e-ni
Ma-ehan'1-das

Me-lan'the-mua

and
Ma'ri-a, Mary.
Ma'ri-a Lex

Ma-le'a or Ma'le-a
Ma'le-a'tis, For.
Ma-le'ba

Mal-tec'o-rae,

Mat'e-ri'nuB
Ma-ce'ris
Ma?'e-ta
Maj'e-tsB
Ma^'e-teg, 6
Ma-ce'ti-a, 10

Mel'a-nos'y-ri,
C. W.

Mau'ri-ta'ni-a

Max'i-mi'na
Mar'gi-du'mim,
Max'i-mi'nus
For.
Max'i-muB
Mar-gin'i-a, Fac. W. Maz'a-ca
Mar-gi'tes, 6
Maz'a-ces, S

Ma-jes'ta
Ma-jor'ca

M.

Mau'ri-cus
Mau-ri'cus

Mar'co-da'va, For.

For.
Mar-com'a-ni and
Mar'co-man'ni
Mar'co-ma'nl-a
Mar'do-neg, 6
Mar-do'ni-ua
Ma're-a

Ma-har'bal
Ma'i-a (ma'ya)

Lyx-e'a

Mar'ci-o-ni'ta, 10
Mar'ci-us, 10

Mo8-te'ni

Mo-ay^hluB
Mo-ay'ni
Mos'y-nos'ci
Moth'e-ru'deg, 6

Mo-tho'ne
Mo'ti-e'ni, 10

C

6,

14

Mue-sim'a-«hu8, 14
Mues'ip-tol'e-mua
Miies'is-tra-te'i, 14

Mue-sith'e-ue, 14
Mnes'i-tlU'deg, 6, 14

Mu-cu'ni
Mu'gil-la'nus
Mu'gi-lo'neg, 6
Mul'ci-ber
Mul'vi-us

Mum'mi-U8
Mu-na'ti-us, 10
Mu'ni-tua, Pw.,

Mu-ni'tua
Mu-ny-eh'1-a
Mu-rffi'na
Mur'bo-fei, For.
Mur'ci-a, 10
Mur-gau'ti-a, 10
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Mur'^en-ti'nl
Mu'ri-du'niua

Mur-ra'uu3

Nac'o-le'a
Nac'o-li'a or
Na-co'li-a

Mur'ti-a, 10

Nac'o-ne or

Mu'sa

Na-oc/iie
Nae'ni-a

Mu'sae
Mu-S36'U8

Nec'ti-be'reg, 6
Ned'i-na'teg, 6

Neg're-tus
Ne'ia
Ne-i'tSB

Nele-us, Rem. 1

Neleus

Na-e'ra

Mu-sag'e-tes, 6

Ne-li'des, 6

Mu-se'a

NiE'vi-a
Nae'vi-ua
Na-ge'ri

Mu-se'um

Na-han'ar-va'U or

Mii-sag'o-rae

Mu'si-ca'ni
Mu-8(/ni-uB

Na'har-va/li

Mus-tela
Mu'ta
Mu'thul

Na-har'va-li,

Fac.

K.

river.

Mu'ti-lum
Mu'ti-na
Mu'ti-neg, 6, S.
Mu-ti'ni
Mu-ti'nu3
Mu'ti-us, 10

Na-'i'a-deg, 6

Ne'me-ai-a'nus, 10

Na'i-aa (-yas)
Nal's
Na-is'aua

Nem'e-Bia

Nam-ne'teg,
Nan-ne'teg

6,

Ne-me'si-ua, 10
Nem'ea-tri'nua

Myg'arle see C.
Myg'do-neg, 6
Myg-do'ni-a
Myg-don'i-des, 6
Myg'do-nis
:

My-i'a-grus
Myla or

Mylaa
My-las'sa and
My-la'aa

My-Ut'ta
Myn'do-neg, 6
My'neg, 6
My'o-neg, 6
My'o-ne'aua

W.S.

My'ra
Myr-ci'nuB
Myr'ge-tae
My-ri'oe
My-ri'na

C.S,
Myr-mid'o-ne
Myr-mid'o-nes.
' 6
Myr'o-cleg, 6

My'ron
My'ro-ni-a'nus
My-ron'i-des, S,
S. C. Py.

My-ro'nu8
Myr'rhi-uu8
Myr-silus or

Ni-cc/le-os

Ud. W.

Myr'ta-le
Myr'ti-lus

Myr-tc/um Ma're
Myr-tuu'ti-um, 10,

0-eha'ni

O-gul'ni-UB
Og'y-geg, 6
0-gyg'i-a
0-gyg'i-die
Og'y-ria
0-ic1e-eg, 6

0-elia'ri-us

0-iVe-\ia^

O'i-li'a-dea, 6,
0'i-U'des,''6
Ol'a-bi, "Fac.

Og'el-li'na

Og'e-lum

0'«ha

O-'ihel'lo-cli'das

Rem,

1

Ni-com'a-ehus
Nic'o-me'deg, 6

Nov'o-co'mum

0-cre'si-a, 10
O-cric'o-la
Oc'ric-u-la'ni

Ol'bi-a
Ol'bi-ua, Fac.
Ol'ca-deg, 6

O-cric'u-lum

Ol'cin-i-a'teg, 6

O-cria'i-a

Nas'a-mon

Ne-of e-leg, 6

Nas'a-mo'neg, 6
Nas'ci-o, 10

Ne-c/the-us

Ol-cin'i-um, For.
0-le'a-roa, or
O-le'a-ruB

Na-si'ca
Na'sid-i-e'nu8
Na-sid'i-us

Nej/e-ta or
Nep'e-te
Nep'e-tua

Na'si-um, 10
Na'so

Ne-pha'li-a
Neph'e-le
Neph'e-le'ia
Neph'e-lis
Neph'e-ris

Ni-cole-a

Pw. W.

Ne'on-ti'«hoB
Ne'on-ti'«hu8

Nic'o-me'di-a or
Nic'o-me-de'a
Nic'o-me'di-a
Ni-com'e-neg, 6
Ni'con
Ni-con'o-e
Ni-coph'a-neg, 6
Ni-copli'e-leg, 6

Ne'o-phron
Ne'op-tol'e-raus

Ne'pe

Na/ao-ti-a'ni, 10
Nas'si-ci

Nep-tu'nus
Ne-pu'nis

Ni-gid'i-u8
Ni-gre'teg, 6

Ne-re'i-deg, 6
Ke-relia or

Ni-gri'nua

Ne're-ti'ni

Nau-por'tUB
Naii'ra
Nau-sic'a-a
Nau-aic'a-e
Nau-aic'ra-teg, 6
Nau'si-cy'deg, 6

Nau-sim'a-ehe
Nau-sim'a-ehua
Nau-sim'e-don
Nau-aim'e-neg, 6

W.

Ne'ri-e'ne
Ne-ri'ne
Ne'ri-o
Ner'i-toa or -tus
Ne'ri-U8

Ne'ro
Ne-ro'ni-a
Ne-rop'o-lis
Ner'to-bri'ga,

Py. For.

Ne'bi-o-du'num
Ne-brc/des, 6
Ne-broph'o-ne
Ne-broph'o-noB

Rem.

1

Niaua

and

Nin'e-ve
Nin'o-e

Ni'nus
Nin'y-aa

Ne-siE'e

Ni'phe

Ne-3im'a-€hua

Nir'e-u8,

Ne'si-o'tae, 10
Ne'si-o'teg, 6, 10
Ne'si-c/tia, 10

Ni'reuB
Ni'sa

Ne'sia

Ne-ao'pe
Nes'pe-tos

Ni-can'der
Nl-ca'nor
Ni-car'€hu8

0-pig'e-na
O-pil'i-ua

01'e-nu8
Ol'e-rua
Ol-gaa'aus

0-pi'ma Spo'll4

0-li'a-roa or
O-li'a-rua
Ol'i-gyr'tus
Ol'i-si'po
0-lis'i-po, For.
Ol'i-aip'po a7id

O'pis
Op'i-ter
Op'i-ter-^'ni

Ni-sae'a
Ni-se'i-a (-ya)
Ni-ae'ia
Nia'i-be'ni
Nis'i-bis

Ni-sc/pe
Ni'su8
Ni-sy'ru8
Ni-te'tis
Nif i-oVri-geg, 6, 10,

W.

Ny'aa
Ny-S£e'us
Ny-sa'is
Ny-ae'i-deg, 6
Ny-ae'is

K. F: Py.

Nys'e-us,

S.

6,

or

1

Ny'seua

Op'pi-ua

0-ra'ni, Fac.

0-ra'ta
Or'a-tu'raB

Or-be1u8
Or'bi-a'na, S.

0-lym-pi'a-deg, 6
0-lym'pi-as

O-lym'pua
Ol'ym-pu'aa

0-ma'ua
O-ma'ni

OE-ba'li-a
(E-bal'i-deg,
CEb'a-lus, 5
CE-ba'reg, 6,

Pw.

Om'bri-os
Om-bro'neg, 6
Om'o-le
Om'o-pha'gi-a

(E-bo'taa
(E«'e-tes,

6

5,

Or-bc/na
Or'ca-deg, 6
Or'ce-lis

Or'-eba-muB
Or-ehe'ni

Or-ebom'e-nua
Or-dea'aua
Or-de'eua
Or'do-vi'ceg, C.
Or-dov'i-oeg, 6,

For. K.

Om'pha-ce
Om'pha-le
Om'pha-luB
O-use'um
On'a-aic'ra-tea, 6,

W.S.

Or'bi-ta'na
Or'bi-ta'ni-um

Or-ebom'e-num

0-na'gos

OEc'u-me'ni-us, 5,

Or-bil'i-ua

Or'-ebis-te'ne
Or'-ehi-ua

O-lyn'tbus
O-ma'di-ua, S.

CE'ax

Pw.

O-re'a-deg, 6
O-re'aa
O-re'i
O're-08, a city.
O-re'oB, Bacchus.
Or'e-sit'ro-pboB
0-rea'tae
Or'es-te'a
0-rea'teg, 6

(E-dip'o-dea, 6

On'a-aim'bro-tus
On'a-si-me'deg, 6

CEd'i-po'di-a, 5
CE-dip'o-di-on'i -dea
(Ed'i-pua, 5

O-na'taa

Or'ea-ti'dae

Ni-vom'argus, jT.

On-ce'um

Nc/a

CE'me

On'-ehea-mi'teg, 6

(E-nan'thes, 6
CE'ne

On-«he8'tua

Ni-to'cris
Nit'ri-a
Ni-va'ri-a

Ny-si'a-dea, 6
Nys'i-aa, 10

Ny-aig'e-na

No-bil'i-or
Noc'ti-lu'ca

No-di'nus

Nic'a-sip'o-lis
Ni-oa'aia

No-e'tUB

Ni-ca'tor
Ni-eafo-ris
Ni'ce

No-Ia'ni

No-e'mon

Nola
Nom'a-des, 6

Nc/mas
Nom'en-ta^nus
No-men'tvun
No-mi'on
No'mi-us
No-moph'f-lax

0.
O'a-nua, For. Py.
0-a'ri-on
O-ar'sea, 6
O'a-rus^ For. Py.

O'ne-a'tae

(E'ne-on
CE'ne-o'ne

O-ne'i-mon'teg, 6
O-ne'sas

O're-um and
0're-u8, a city.

On'e-aic'ri-tua
O-nes'l-do'ra
On'e-aig'e-neg,

Or'ga or Or'gas
Or'ga-na
Or-gea'aum

Rem,

On'-eho-e

1

(E'neua
(E'ni'des, 6
CEn'o-a'tia, 5
CEn'o-e, 5

O-ax'ea, 6

(E-nom'a-tuB, Pw.
F. S. Lid. Fac.
(En'o-ma'us, 5, ^.
CE-no'na, Py. C.

O-bid'i-a-ce'ni

Ob'o-ca, For.

Or'ea-te'utn

CE-ne'ia

O'a-seg, 6
O'a-aia
0-a'sis, Py.

O-ax'ua

On'a-siph'o-ris

Or'es-tilla
Or'ea-tiinuB
Or'e-tie
Oiye-ta'ni
0-re'tnin

CE'ne-ua,

O-nea'i-ma
O-nea'i-mua
On'e-aiph'o-ru8
On'e-sip'pus
O-ne'sia
O-ne'teg, 6

W.

W.

Op'ti-mua
0-pun'ti-i, 10

Ol'o-rua
0-los'ao-neg, 6
0-lu'ruB

0-lym'pi-o-ni'ceg, 6
O-lym'pi-08'the-neg
0-lyiu'pi-us

6

Op-ta'tuB, S.

O'pua
O'ra

(E'a-grua,
F. C. K.
CE-a'grua,

K

Op'pi-a'nua
Op-pid'i-us, S.

Ol'o-phyx'ua

O-lym'pi-o-do'rus

Py

Op'pi-au'i-cus, S.

Ol'o-lys

O-lym'pi-e'um

(E'cleua
1

Ol-mi'us
01-mo'neg, 6
Ol'o-crua, For.

O-dya'aeus
(E'a

(E-cli'deg, 6

Rem.

0-po'ra
Op'pi-a

Ol'ym-pe'ne
Ol'ym-pe'ni
O-lym'pi-a

Rem.

0-pi'teg, 6, Pw. W.
Op-le'teg, 6
Op-li'teg, 6
Op'o-ia

0-liv'u-la, For.
0-li'zon, e. Py.
Ol'i-zon, For.
Ol'li-ua
Ol'mi-s, S.

W

CE'an-tbi'a
CE'a-so or (E-aa'ao

S.

0-pim'i-a'nufl
0-pira'i-ua

Ol'y-aip'po

W.

CE-cba'li^a
CE'cle-U8, iJem. 1

Ny-ae'um
Nit'i-o-bri'geg,

O-dys'ae-ua,

Lid. Pe.
CE-an'thae
CE'au-tbe'a

Nym-phse'ua
Nym-pha'JB
Nym'phe-ros
Nym'phi-cu8
Nym-phid'i-ua
Nym'pho-cles, 6
Nym'pho-do'r ua
Nym-phod'o-tu8
Nyp'ai-UB, 10,

0-cytli'o-us
Od'e-na'tus,
O-des'sus

Od'ya-se'um

W.

Nym-bae'um
Nym'phse
Nym-phae'um
1

0-cyp'e-te
0-cyp'o-de
0-cyp'o-te
0-cyr'rho-e or
O-cyrlio-e

Od'ry-ase
Od'ya-se'a

Nyg-doa'o-ra

Rem

0-cyd'ro-me
0-cyd'ro-mus

0-do'ca
Od'o-man'teg,
Od'o-man'tt
Od'o-neg, 6

Nyg'be-ni'tae

Ni-car'e-te
Ni-car'e-tus

Ne-crop'o-lis
Siij'e-aa
Nee-tan'a-bia
Ni-ce'nus
Nec'ta-ne'bus, K. F. Ni-ceph'o-riB
Neo-tan'e-bua,
Nig'e-pho'ri-um
Fao. S. Py.
NiQ'e-pho'ri-ua

Op'i-ci

O-di'teg, 6
0-do'a-"cer, C.
Od'o-a'cer,
W. S. 31.

Nyc'ti-mus, C.
Nyg-be'ni

Nin'i-vi'tis

O'phi-u'sa
0-phlo'neg, 6

Ol'e-num

Od'i-ce

Nyc'teua
Nyc-tim'e-ne

0'pbl-u'«hu8
O'phi-ua

Opb'ry-ne'um

O'di-a, Fac.

Nun'di-na

O-phi'tse
Oph'i-te'a
0-phi'tes, 6

Ol'e-noa

0-de'um

Nyc-teli-a
Nyc-teli-ua
Nyc'te-ua, Rem. 1

Ni-lox'e-nus
Nin'i-ve

W.

Nu'ro-li
Nur'ai-a, 10
Nur-ai'ni
Nyc-te'is

Ni-lic'o-la
Ni-lig'e-ua
Ni-lop'o-lia
Nl-lc/tia

Ni'o-be
Ner'u-lmn, Py. For. Ni-phse'uB
Ner'vi-i
Ni-pba'tes, 6

Naua'tro-phua
Nau'te-leg, 6
Nau'teg, 6
Nau'ti-us, 10

Ne-ap'o-lia
Ne-a-pol'i-ta'nl
Ne-ar'-chuB

Nu'mi-to'ri-uB

Ner'u-Ia'ni

Nea-so'nia
Nes'te-a-du'sa
Nea'to-cleg, 6
Nea'to-ras
Nea-tor'i-deg, 6
Nea-to'ri-us

Ne-s6'thu8
Ne-al'ceg, 6
Ne'an-dri'a
Ne-a'nia

NU'a-co'me

Nileua
1

Ne'reus

Nau-pac'tum
Nau-pid'a-rae
Nau'pli-a, Sch. S.
Nau-pli'a-deg, 6
Nau'pli-us

Rem.

Ni-grl'tae

Nu-mid'i-a
Nu-mid'i-us, S.
Nu-mie'i-us, 10
Nu'mis-tra'ni
Nu-mis'tro
Nu'mi-tor

Nil'e-ua,

Ne-re'tum

Pw.

O'phia

W.

O-len'i-des, 6

Oc-tol'o-phu8

Nu-mi'cu8
Nu'mi-da
Nu'mi-dae

Rem, 1

0-phi'o-neua
O'phi-on'i-deg, 6

Oc-to'ber
Oc'to-ge'ea

Nu-me'ni-us, W. S.
Nu-me'ri-a
Nu'me-ri-a'nua
Nu-me'ri-u8
Nu-mic'i-us, 10

Ne'po-ti-a'nus, 10
Ne'pu-na'li-a
Nep'tu-ni'ne

Ne're-ua,

Nu-man'ti-a, 10

Ni-cop'o-lia
Nic'o-pol'i-ta'ni
Ni-cos'tra-te
Ni-cos'tra-tus
Nic'o-te-le'a
Ni-cot'e-leg, 6

Nau'bo-lu8

Nau'Io-«hua

Nu-ma'na

0-phl'o-neg, 6
O'phl-o'ne-ua,

O'len

0-cy'a-le
O-cy'a-lua

Ni-co'the-ua
Ni-coth'o-e
Nic'o-ti'mus,
Ni'ger

Naulo-eha
Nau'lo-€hum

K. F. Fac.
Nu'ma

Nu-ma'nus

Ne-pi'a

Ne're-ia

Oc-ta'vi-a
Oc'ta-vi-a'nas
Oc-ta'vi-u8

6,

Oc-tol'o-phum and

Nau-bol'i-deg, 6
Nau'bo-lia

Ne'poa

Nu-ce'ri-a
Nu'ce-ri'ni
Nu-ith'o-nes,

O-pbel'teg, 6
O'pbi-aa
O'pbi-en'ses, 6
O'pbl-o'degT G
O'phi-og'e-neg, 6

O-pbi'on
Fac.

Ol-belua

Nu'man-ti'na
Nu'man-ti'nua

Ne'phus
Ne-phu'sa

No-Yom'a-gua, C.
Nu'bae

O-ileua

Nic'o-phe'mua
Nic'o-phon
Nic'o-pbron

Na-ta'li-a
Na-ta'lis

Ne-au'theg, 6
Ne-ap'a-phoB

Nab'a-thae'a
Nab'a-tkeg, 6
Na'bi-a'ni
Na'bia
Nab'o-co-dros'o-rus
Nac'o-le

O-pbe'as
Oph'e-laa

Ne'on

Ne-8e''ra

6,

0-pa1i-a
0-pel'i-cus, C.

•

Nar-ra'ga, K.
Nar-the'cia
Nar'the-cu'aa
Na-ry5'i-a, 10
Na-ryj'i-um, 10

Ne-ver'i-ta
Ni-cae'a or Ni-ce'a
Ni-caen'e-tua
Nl-cag'o-ra
Ni-cag'o-raB

KaVar-za'nea,
L. C. S.

On'u-phi'tee, 6
0-ny'theg, g, C.

Og'e-mua

Ol'a-ne

Nax'os

K

6

O-fil'i-ua

0-co'lura
O'cre-a

Mys'ce-lus

My'uB

Ou'o-maa'tua
On'o-san'der
O-nu'phia

No'vi-om'a-gua
No'vl-ua

Ne'tum

My-thop'o-lls
Myt'i-le'ne

CEt'y-lua,
0-fel'la

No'vi-om'a-gum or

Na'vi-us

My'aon

On'o-mar'€hu8

Ni-com'a-eha,

Ne-ti'ni

Mys'o-ma-oed'o-neg

On'o-ma-de'uiuB

Ni-col'o-ehua

Na'va

Mys'i-a, 10

On'o-gla

Fac.

Og'e-noa
0-go'a

c

On'o-ebo'nus*
On'o-mac'ri-ti.o

0'ce-a-ne'o-lu8
O'ce-an'i-des, 6,
O'ce-a-nit'i-deg
O'ce-a-ni'ne

0-ce'a-nua
0-ce1is
0-cel1a

or

0-ni'um
On'o-ba
On'o-bri-sa'teg,

Ne'o-me'ni-a
Ne'o-me'ria

Na-ria'ci

S. W.
Myr-tii'sa
Mys-jel'lua

Mya-celus

6,

0-nl'ru8
O-nia'i-a, 16
O-ni'tes, 6

0€h'i-mu8
0«h'ro-na
0'«bua
0«h'y-ro'ma

Nau'si-ni'cua
Nau-ein'o-us
Nau-aiph'a-neg, 6
Nau-siph'i-lua
Nau-aith'o-e
Nau-aith'o-ua

Myr'ai-lus
Myr'si-nus,

Pw.

O-ne'mn

CE-nu'aa
aS-o'nu8
O-er'o-e
CE'ta
(E-te'i,

and

O-ne'tov

tE-no'pi-a
tE-nop'i-des, 6,
Pe. S.
QL-no'pi-on
OS-no'tri
CE-no'tri-a
CE-not'ro-psB
OS-no'truB

0-ce'a

O'ce-a-ni'tis

6,

Pw.

No-vem'ai-des
No-ve'al-um, 10
No'vi-a
Nc/Ti-o-du'num

Nau-pac'tus or

Myr'i-ou'y-ma
Myr-le'a
Myr-mes'i-deg, 6
Myr-me'ci-um, 10,

Nic'o-da'mua
Ni-cod'a-mua,

No-vem'si-leg,

Nau'ma-ehua
Nau'me-don

My-ri'nus, Fac.
Myr'i-nus, F. C.

Nos'o-ra
Noa'ti-mua
No-thoc'ra-tea,

Nic'o-la'das
Nic'o-la'ua

Nau'cleg, 6
Nau-cli'daa
Nau-cli'deg, 6
Nau'cra-tes, 6
Nau'cra-tis
Nau'cra-tu'sa
Nau-cy'deg, 6

Myae

Noa'o-co-mi'um

Ni-cod'ro-mus

Na'sus

Myg'do-nus
Myg-dc/nua

Nic'o-cleg, 6
Ni-coc'ra-teg, 6

Nor'ti-a, 10

Nic'c-dc/rua

Na-rc/na

My-e'nu8

Nor'i-cum
Nor-thip'pus

Ne'o-elic/rua
Ne'o-cleg, 6

Nar'ni-a

My-ec'pho-ris

Nic'o-bu'lus
Ni-co€h'a-reB, 6
Nic'o-€har'i-te, Pw.

Ne'o-caea-a-re'a

My-ce'ne

My'don

No-rig'i-i, 10, C.

Nic'o-de'mua

Ne'o-cli'deg, 6
Ne-o^'e-neg, 6
Ne-om'a-gus, C.
Ne'o-me'deg, 6

0-ca'le-a or
Oc'a-le'a
O'ca-Ie'a, a woman.
Oc-ca'si-o, 10
Oc'ci-a, 10

Ho-re-e'a

Nic'o-bula

Nc/ti-um, 10
Nc/tua
No-va/tua
Nov'em-pa'gi
Nov'em-pop'u-lia

Nar'bo-nen'sia
Nar-cae'us
Nar-cis'sus

Myc'o-nus and
My-co'nuB

W.S.

Ni-cod'i-ce, Pw.
Ni-cod'i-cua, Pw.

Nar-bc/na

My'con

0-bu'eu-la
OVul-trD'Hl-UB,

Nem'o-ra1i-a
Ne-mos'aua
Ne'o-bule

Naph'i-lua, Py.
Na-pi'tae

My-cc/ni-i

Ni-cip'pe
Ni-cip'puB
Ni'co

(E-no'naa
CE-no'ne

Ob-aid'i-iia

Non'no-8U8
No'ra
Nc/rax
Nor-ba'nus

Nem'i-ai'a-ci

Mu-zu'ria
Myc'a-le
Myc'a-les'sos ond
Myc'a-le'auB
My-ce'nsa

and

Nc/nse
Nc/ni-ua

NiQ'e-te'i'i-a
Nig'i-as, 10

Na-pae'ae
Naj/a-ris, F.

Na-pe'gus

My-cen'i-ca
My-ce'nia
MyQ'e-ri'nua
MyQ'e-ri'na

W. K. P.

Ni-co'cre-on

Nem'e-teg, 6, and
Ne-me'teg

or

Ob'o-da
Ob'o-das
Ob'ri-ma
Ob'ri-mo
Ob'se-quena

No-moth'e-tae
Non'a-cri'na
Noi/a-cria, C.
No-na'cria,

Nan'tu-a'teg, 6

Mu-tu'nu8
Mu-tus'ca
Mu'ty-ce

Py.

Nem'e-sa
Nem'e-ae'nua

W.M.

Mu'ti-a, 10
Mu'ti-la

My-c/ni-a,

Ne'lo
Ne-mae'a and
Ne'me-a, games.
Ne'me-a, town and

Ni-ceph'o-ru8
Ni'cer
Ni-cer'a-tua
Ni^'e-ros
Ni-ce'so
Ni-ce'taa or
Ni-ce'teg, 6

6

Or-get'o-rix, S, Py,

Or'gi-a

Or-gom'e-ne
O-ri'aa
Or'i-ba'si-ua, 10

O-riVa-BUB

PROXUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
O'thrys

•Or'i-ci'nl

O'ri-eng
O-rig'e-ueg, 6
0-ri'go
0-ri'ue
0-ri'nus, Fac. W.
O'ri-ob'a-teg, 6
0-ri'on
Oi'i-sul'la Liv'i-a
0-ri'tae
Or'i-ta'ni,

0-tre'ra
O'tre-us,

Rem.

1

O'treus

Pa-li'ci
Pa-lil'i-a
Pa-li'lis

0-troe'a

Pw.

O-try'ue,

Of ryu-ti'deg,
O'tus
O'tys

Or'i-ta'num,
0-ri'te§, 6

0-vil'a-ba, For.
O-vin'i-a Lex
O-vin'i-us

K.

Or'i-thy'i-a (-ya)
Or'i-thy'os or

Or'i-thy'on

Pal-la'di-ua

Ox-i'iB

Pal'lan-te'um

Pan'to-cles, 6
Paii-tol'a-bu3
Pan'to-ui'cu3
Pa-uy'a-aia
Pa-pae'us

O'ri-un'dus

Ox-u'bi-i

0-ri'u3

Ox'us

Pal-le'ne

Or'me-nis

Ox'y-ar'tes, 6

Pal-le'iiia

Pa'phi-i

Or'me-nuj

Ox'y-lus
Ox'y-ne'a
Ox-yn'teg, 6

Pal-loc'o-paa
Pal-ma'ri-a

Or'ueus, a man.
Or-ne'u3, a centaur.
Or-ui'thou
Or'ni-tua
Or-nyt'i-on, 10,

Ox'y-o'pum

Pa-lu'da

Oi'0-an'da

Oz'o-la

Pal'um-bi'num

Oi'o-a'tis

Pain-bo'tia

Or'o-ba

Oz'o-lse or Oz'o-li
Oz'o-lis

O-ro'bi-iB, S. W.
0-ro'bi-i, S. W.

0-zom'e-ne
0-zo'uu8

w.

P.

0-rom'e-don
0-rou'tas
O-rou'teg, 6
Or'o-pher'nes, 6

O-ro'pus
Oi'o-sa
0-ro'si-us, 10

0-ros'pe-da
Or'phe-us, Rem. 1

Or'pheus

Pa-ca'ti-a'nu8, 10,
S. W.
Pac'a-ti'nus, Fac.
Pa-cat'u-la
Pa«'ci-us, 10, S. W.
Pa'€lieg, 6

Pa€h'iia-mu'ni8
Pa-€liym'e-res, 6

Or-rym'e-nus

Pa-«hy'niim and
Pa-ehy'nus, -uo<j

Or'se-as
Or-sed'i-ce
Or-se'ia

Pa5'i-di-a'nus
Pag'i-lus
Pa-co'ni-us

Or-sic'ra-teg, 6

Pac'o-rua
Pa-co'rus,

Or'phi-tus

Or-sil'o-ehe
Or-sil'o-ehus
Or-sim'e-nes, 6
Or-sin'o-e

Or-sip'pu3
Or-thae'a
Or-thag'o-ras
Or'tha-go-re'a

Or'the

Pa-daa'i
Pad'i-na'teg,

and

Or'thi-a

Pw.

Or-thom'e-neg, 6
Or-thop'o-lis
Or-tlK/sl-a, 10
Or-tho'sis

5

Orx'u-lsB

Pse'o-neg, 6
Pae-o'ni-a
Pae-on'i-deg, 6
Pse'o-nis

O'ryx

Os-ehoph'o-ri
Os'^ho-phc/ri-ajS. W.
Os'dro-e'ne
Pae'o-plae

O-se'ri-a/teg, 6

Pie'os
Pse-se'ni
Pae'aos

O'si

Psea-ta'ui

0-si'ris
O-sis'mi-i, Sch.

Os/dro-e'iii

Os'dro-eg, 6

Paa'sa-ron or -ro
Paa'se-ri'nus
Pas'ai-e'uua

Pan-ehae'a
Pan-eha'i-a (-ya)
Pan'«he-a, C. W.

Par'do-caa
Pa-re'a
Par'e-dri
Pa-reg'o-rua

Pefe-li'ni
Pe'te-on
Pe'te-oa

Plian'ta-aoa
Plia'nus
Plia'on

Pe-til'i-a
Pe-til'i-us

Pba'ra

Pen-tap'o-lia

Pe-ti'na
Pe-to'bi-o

Pha'rax

Pet'o-ai'ria

Pliar'bu'-thl'teg,

Pe-tc/vi-o

Pliar-he'Iaa

Pe'tra

Pbar-ce'don

Pen-tap'y-la
Pen'te-dac'ty-lus
Pen'te-le

Pat'a-vi'iiua

Pa-ta'vi-xim
Pat'e-la'na
Pa-ter'cu-lua

Pen-tel'i-cu8

Pa'tro
Pa-trc/bi-ua
Pat'ro-cle'a
Pa-tro'cleg or
Pat'ro-cleg, 6

Pa-tro'clua

Per-co'te
Per-dic'cas
Per'e-gri'nua

Paii'lua

Pe-ren'na

Pau-aa'ni-as

Pe-ren'nis
Pe're-ua, Rem. 1

W.

Per'ga-mi'ua
Per'ga-mia

Pan'da-ua

Pa-re'nua

Pe-dae'ua

Pan-da're-oa

Par'e-ta-ce'ni
Pa'ri-a'ni
Pa'ris or Par'ia
Pa-ria'a-deg.e,;^. ir.

Per'ga-mura
Per'ga-miia or -moa

Pe-da'ni-us
Ped'a-aa

Per'ge

Ped'a-aum and

Per'i-boe'a

Ped'a-sua
Pe'di-a'nus
Pe'di-aa, S.

Per'i-bo'mi-us

10

Pa'ri-um
Par'me-naa
Par-men'i-dea, 6
Par-me'ni-o, C. S.
Par'me-nia

Pan-do'ra

Par'me-no
Par'me-non

Pan'e-mua, month.
Pa-ne'mua, man, C.

Pa-ne'um

Pa'ron
Par'o-pa-mia'a-dae,

Pe-gu'aa

Par'o-pam'i-sus,
C. Py. K. Pw.
Par'o-pa-mi'sua,

Pan-gse'ua
Pan'hel-le'neg, 6
Pan'i-ge'ria
Pa'ni-o'neg,

Pe'dum
Pe'gse
Pe-gaa'i-deg, 6
Peg'a-aia
Peg'a-aua

K.

Pan'e-roa

Pe'di-e'a
Pe'di-ua

Pe'do

Par-naa'aua or -aoa
Par-na/aua or -soa
Par'neg, 6
Par-nea'aus

Pa-neg'o-rua
Pa-neg'y-ria
Pan'e-lua

Pe'di-a'ti-a, 10

Fac. Pe.

Pe-lag'o-neg, 6
Pe-lar'ge
Pe-laa'gi
Pe-laa'gi-a
Pe-laa'|i-o'tis

Paea'tum, 5
Pse-sula

Pan'no-na

Par'o-re'a or -ri'a

Pan-no'ni-a

Pa'ros

Os'o-go
Os'pha-gus
Os'rho-e'ne

Pae-ti'nus
Pae'tua (^aB-oin'na
Pag'a-88e or Pag'a-sa

Pan'ny-€hi3
Pan'om-phae'ua
Pan'o-pe or -pe'a

Par'par-rue,

Pel'e-caa
Pe-le'cea, 6
Pel'e-gon
Pe-len'do-neg, 6
Pel'e-thro'ui-a

Os'si-pag'i-na

Pag'a-sus
Pag'i-da or
Pag'i-daa
Pa'grsB

Pa-no'pe-ae
Pan'o-pe'la
Pa-no'pe-UB, Bern,. 1

Par-rba'ai-a, 10
Par'rha^ai'ni
Par'rha-aia
Par-rha'si-ua, 10

O-te'ne
•Ofe-ai'nl

O'tho
O-thro'nus
O-thry'a-deg, 6
Oth'ry-o'ne-us,

Rem.

1

O-thry'o-ceuB

Pa-lae'mon
Pa-lsep'a-phoa, 5
Pa-laeph'ar-aa'lua, 5
Pa-lisph'a-tus, 5
Pa-laep'o-lia, 5
Pa-laea'te, 5
Pal'aea-ti'na
Pal'aea-ti'ni
Pa-lset'y-rus, 5

6

Par'stry-mo'ni-a
Par-tha'on

Pan'o-pia
Pa-nop'o-lis
Pa-nop'tes, 6
Pa'nor-mi-ta'ui

Par'tha-on'i-deg, 6
Par-the'ni
Par-the'ni-a
Par-the'ni-ae and

Pa-nor'mua

Par-the'iii-i

Pa-no'ti
Pan'ta^cle'a
Pan-taen'e-tua, 5
Pan-tag'a-thus
Pan-ta'gi-a
Pan'tag-no'tua
Pan-ta'le-on

Pan-tau'€hu3

Pn I'a-ti'nua

1'

Pa-la'ti-um, 10

Par'ra^du'num

Pan'o-peua
Pa-no'pi-on

Pal'a^me'des, 6

in'te-u3,

Pan'teus

Rem.

K.

Par'pho-rus

Par-the'ni-aa

Par-tbe'ni-um

1
•

Pel'e-thro'ni-i
Pe'le-ua, Rem. 1

Pe'leus
Pe-li'a-dea, 6
Pe'li-aa
Pe-li'deg, 6
Pe-lig'ui

Pe-lig'nua
Pel'i-nas'i

Pel'i-nae'um
Pe'li-on, mountain.
Pe-li'on, son of

Per'i-cle'a
Per'i-clea, 6
Per'i-cli'deg,
Per'i-cli'tua

C. Sch.

Pliar-nu'-eliua
Plia'ros
Pliar-sali-a

Plmr-sa'ius or
Pliar-aa'los

Plia'rus
Pba-ru'fi-i, 10
Plias'a-e'lis
Piia-ae'lia
Pliaa'e-li'ta;

Pha'ai-a'na, 10
Pha'ai-as, 10
Plia'aia
Pliat'u-ri'teg,

Phae'dri-a
Phae-dri'a-deg, 6
Phae'dri-aa

Pba-yl'lua

Phaed'ro-mua, 5
Phae'drua

Pbe'a
Plie-ge'a
Plie'ge-ua,

Per'i-mula

Pha-lan'tliua
Pha-la'ra, C.
Phal'a-ra
Pha-le'ra, K.
Phal'a-ris
Pha'le-aa

Per'i-ni'ce

Phal'e-mua

Pe-riu'thus

Pha-le're-uB,

Per'i-pa-tet'i-ci

Pha-le'reus
Pba-le'ri-on
Pha-le'ron or

Per'i-phe'mua

Par'the-non

Pel-la'na
Pel-Ieii'do-neg, 6

Per-ine'aua
Pei-non'i-deg, 6

Fac. E.
Phal'e-ai'ua
Phal'Ii-ca

W.

Pba-lo're
Plial'o-re'a or
Phal'o-ri'a, Pw.
Pha-lo'ri-a, C. S.

man.

Phe'ne-ua and
Phe'ne-um, a
lake and a city.
Phe'rae
Phe-r£e'u8
Phe-rau'laa
Pher'e-cleg, 6
Pher'e-clua
Phe-rec'ra-tea, C
Plier'e-cy'a-d^
Pher'e-cy'dea, 6
Pher'en-da'teg, 6,

Pe. W.
Plier'e-ui'ce

Pher'e-ui'cus
Phe'reg, G
Pber'e-ti'ma
Plier'i-num
1

companion of Jason,

6

6
L.
Per-mea'aua or

Par-the'ni-ua

Rem.

see Pw.
Plial'e-ru3, a

Pe-ris'tlie-iieg,

Par'then-o-pae'ua
Par-then'o-pe
Par'the-nop'o-lia
Par'tlie-noa
Par'thi-a

Phe-ne'ua, a

Pha-le'rum
Pha-le'rua, one
of the Lapithx:

Per'i-phe'teg, 6
Per'l-pho-re'tua
Per'ir-rlie-u'aa
Pe-ris'te-ra
Pe-ris'te-re
Per'ia-ter'i-deg,
Pe-ria'te-ria

Pben'e-be'tliia

Pba-lae'ai-ae, 10, S.

Pe-rip'a-tua
Per'i-phaa

1

Phe'mi-ua
Phe-mon'o-e

an Athenian astronomer.

Pe-rUla
Pe-rUlua

Rem.

Phe'geua
Phel'lo-e
Phel-lop'o-deg, 6
Phel-lu'aa

Phal'a-cri'na
Pha-lte'cua

Per'i-me'de
Per'i-me'deg, 6
Per'i-me'la or -le
Per'i-mel'i-deg, 6

6

Phau'da

Plia'i-uua, Fac.

Per'i-la'us

Pe'ro
Per'o-e
Per'pe-re'na
Per'pe-re'ni

Pbar-nas'pea, 6

Pba-i'nus,

Per'l-gu'ne

Pe-rit'a-iius,

Pe-lo'deg, 6
Pel'o-pe

Phar-na'ci-a, 10
Pliar'na-cea, G

Pba'e-tlion
Pha'e-thon'ti-aa, 10
Pha'e-thu'sa
Pha'e-tou-ti'a-deg, 6
Pha-gi'ta

Pe-ric'ly-tua
Per'lc-ti'o-ne
Per'ic-ty'o-ne
Per'i-di'a, C. L.
Per'i-e-ge'teg, 6
Per'i-e'reg, 6
Pe-rig'e-neg, 6

or

Sch. Fac.

Pliasn'o-cles, G
Phae-nom'e-ne
Phae-nom'e-nus
Phae-nu'aa
Phae-aa'na, Pe.

Per'i-clym'e-ne
Per'i-clym'e-nua

Peleus.
Pe'li-um, 5. W.

Pel-le'iie
Pel-Io'iii-a

W.S.
F2iar-na'ce-a, 10,
Pliar'na-ci'a,

i

Phaj'ne-aa
Phaen'e-cleg, 6

6

6

Pba-ri'tae

Pliae-nag'o-re
Pliae-nai'e-te

Per'i-an'der

W.

Pbar'na-ba'zu3,

Phaa'ax
Phaed'i-mua, 5
Phae'don
Phae'dra

Per'ga^ae

-

Pe-tri'ni

Phae-a/cis

Pa'vor
Pax'oa

Pa-rla'i-i,

Pbar'ma-cu'aa

Pex'o-do'rua
Phae'a
Pliae-a'cee, 6
Phae-a'ci-a, 10

Pa'ren-ta'li-a

Pe-da'Ii-e
Pe-da'iii

Pba'ria

Pet'ri-ehua

Peu'co-la-i'tis

Per'ga-ma
Per'ga-me'na or

..Pan'da-rua
"^an'da-ta'ri-a

Plia'ra-o

Peu'ce-la
Peu-cea'teg, 6
Peu-ce'ti-a, 10
Peu-ce'ti-i, 10
Peu-ei'ui

Pau'la
Pau-li'na
Pau-li'nua

Paii'si-as, 10,

Pba'rae

Peu'ce

Pa-tul'oi-ua, 10

Pel'a-tea, 6

Pa-lae'a
Pa'lae-ap'o-lia
Pa-lseb'y-bluB, 5

Pe-phre'do
Pe-pu'za

Per-co'ai-a, 10
Per-co'ai-ua, 10

Pa-ro'pua

Pa'gua

Pep'a-re'tlioa

W.

Pe-trae'a
Pe-tre'i-ua (-yua)

Pet'ro-eo'ri
Pe-tro'ni-a
Pe-tro'ni-UB
Pet'ta-lus

Per-co'pe

Pa-tro'ua
Pafta-le'ne

,S.

Pe-tri'num

Pen-thi'deg, 6
Pen'thi-lua
Pen'thy-lua

Pep'u-zi'tae
Pe-rae'a

Pa/ni-o'ni-um

Os-ta'neg, 6, Fac.
Oa'te-o'deg, 6
Os'ti-a, 10
Os'ti-o'neg, 6
Os-to'ri-us, S. W.
Os'tra-ci'ne
Oa-tra'ni
Os-trog'o-thi
Ofa-cil'i-UB
O-ta'neg, 6

1

Pen'theua

Pe-las'gua

Oa-son'o-ba

Rem.

Pau'su-la'ni
Pa-ven'ti-a, 10

Pa-rem'bo-le

Plia-iio'tbe-ua
P]ian'o-ti3
Plian-ta'ai-a, 10,

Pe-te'li-a

Pe'reus
Per'ga

10'

Rem.

Pe-ne'tua
Pe-ne'us
Pen-nl'nua or
Pe-ni'nua
Peu'o-do'rua

Par'o-pi'ni

W.

Pea-cen'ni-ua
Pea'ai-mia
Pet'a-le, C. L.
Pe-ta'li-ae, S.
Pet'a-lua

S. C.
Pau'si-Ii'pon

Pa-re'li-ua

and

Phan'o-te'a

Pat'a-le or P»t'a-la
Pat'a-le'ne
Pat'a-ra
Pat'a-ra'ui
Pa-ta're-ua, Rem. 1

Pa'tron

Par'a-ao'pi-a
Par'cae

Plian'o-te

Pafa-ge

Par'a-li-pom'e-na
Par'a-lua

C. L. Sch.

Pha-noa'tra-tua

Pe-iie'le-ua
Pe-iiel'o-pe
Pe-Dea'ti-a, 10
Pe-nea'ti-ca

Pas'sus

Paf ro-cli'deg, 6

Pa-nar'e-tus
Pan-ath'e-u;E'a

Pan'do-^hi'um
Pan'do-cua

Pae'on

Phan'o-teua
Pha-no'tbe-a
Pha-noth'e-mis

Par'a-ge-ni'tae
Par'a-li

Par'a-po-ta'mi-a,

Pae-dar'e-tus, C.
Psed'a-re'tus, 5,

Pseu'u-la,

Per/u-ai'mim

Pa-rset'a-QiP,

Pee'an

Paeg'ni-um, 5

Pe-na'tea, 6
Pe-ne'i-a (-ne'ya)
Pe-ne'is

Para'pha-gug
Pam'phi-le
Pam'phi-lua
Pam-pby'ie, Pe.
Pam-phy'li
Pam-pbyl'i-a
Pam-phy'lia
Pam-phy'lua

Pse-dop'i-deg, 6, Fac. Pan-do'si-a, 10
Psed'o-the'ra, 5
Pan'dro-aos
Pae-e'on
Pa'ne-aa

Or'tho-ti'mus
Or'thrus
Or-to'na
Or-tyg'i-a or -e
O'rus

Pa-sith'o-ij
Pa-sit'i-gria

Pa'trae

Pan-di'a
Pan-di'on
Pan-di'o-uia

Pw. Pe.

Plia-no'te-us,

Par'a-di'aus

Pan-de'mua

Pad'u-a
Pa'dus
Pa-du'sa

Or-thi'a.

Or'tho-bu'lus
Or'tho-cleg, 6
Or'tho-la'us,

X

Per'u-ai'ni

Pen'the-ua,

Pan'cle-on
Pan-cra'ti-um,
Pan'cre-on
-v

Pem-phre'do

K.

or

Pe-lu'si-um, 10

6

Pen'the-ai-le'a

Par'a-pi-o'tae

Plia-nod'i-cus

1

Pa-aitb'e-mia

Pa-ait'e-leg,
Pa-aitli'e-a

Pen-the'lua

Pan'se-toli-um

Rem.

Pem'pe-lua

Pa-sipli'i-le

Pat'i-zi'theg, 6

Pa-nae'ti-us, 10

3

Phan'o-de'niua

Plia-HOs'the-nes,
' 6
Pba-noa'tia-te

Pe-lu'si-o'ta, 10,
Pe-lu'ai-o'tea, C

Pa-tia'-elio-ria

Pa-ram'o-ne
Pa-ram'o-nus

Per'ee-ua,

Pel'tu-i'num

Pa-thu'aa

Par'se-to'ni-um

Plian'o-cleg, 6
Phan'o-cli'dee,
Plia-noc'ii-tua

Per-ain'o-ua
Per-ai'nua
Per'ai-ua, 10
Per'ti-nax
Pe-ru'ai-a, 10

Pas'i-me'lua
Pas'i-pe'da
Pa-siph'a-e

Par'a-ehel'o-i'tse
Par'a-cle'tua

Par'ee-to'ni-i

Pha'ni-um

Pba-nom'a-€bu8
Phan'o-pbon

Par'a-da

5

Plia'neg, 6

Per'aeua
Per'ai-a, 10

Pam-mer'o-pe
Pam'pha-gi

Pan'-ehe-ni'tia

6

Pe-lo'rua, -ros
Pel-te'ui
Pel'tu-i-na'teg, 6,

Par'a-ca-re'aua
Par'a-ehe-lo'ia

Pa-rsefa-ce'ne, 5
Pa-rasf a-ce'ni, 5

Pha'naa

Per-aep'o-Ua
Per'seg, 6

Pam'e-ueg, 6
Pa-mi'aua
Pam'i-aua, For.
Pam'me-nes, 6

Pan'se-to'lus

Pac-to'lis

Pac-to'lus
Pac'tu-me'i-u3
(-me'yus)
Pac'ty-a
Pac'ty-e
Pa^cu'vi-u3

W.

Pha-nae'ua
Pha-nag'o-ra
Pha-nag'o-ras
Phan'a-roe'a

Per-ae'ia
Per-aepli'o-ne

Pe-lo'rum or

Pat'a-reua

Pa-pre'mia
Par'a-bya'ton

Pan'a-ce'a
Pan'a-cra
Pa-nae'nus

an
Egyptian king.

Or-sin'o-me

Pa-pin'i-ua
Pa-pi'iiua
Pa-pir'i-a
Pa-pir'i-ua

Pal'o-is
Pal'pe-tua, C.

Or'o-bis
O-ro'deg, 6
O-roe'tej, 6

Paph-lag'o-nes, 6
Paph'la-go'ui-a
Pa'phoa or Pa'pbua
Pa'pi-a3
Pai^i-lus
Pa-pin'i-a'nua

Pal'my-re'ni
Pal'my-re'nuB
Pal'o-da

Ox'y-ryn-ehi'taB

0x'y-ryn'«hu8
Ox-yth'e-mis
O-ze'ne
Oz'o-a

s.

Paph'la-goa

Pal-my'ra
Pal'my-re'na

Ox-yp'o-ru8
Ox-yr'rho-e

W.

Pe'lopa
Pe'lor
Pe-lo'ras
Pe-lo'ri-a
Pe-lo'ris

Pas'i-clea, Py.
Pa-aic'ra-teg, G

Pa-pha'geg, G
Pa'phi-a or
Pa'pbi-e

Or'ue-se and
Or-ne'iB
Oi'ne-u8, Rem. 1

Pe-lop'i-daa
Pel'o-pon-ne'aus

see

Pan-tic'a-peg, 6

Pal-]an'ti-as, 10
Pal-lan'ti-um, 10, S.
Pal-lat'i-deg, 6

Fac.

:

Pa-aar'ga-dae
Pa'se-aa

Ox'i-inum

Pal'li-a,

Per-peii'na
Per'pe-iua
Per-ran'theg, 6
Pei-rhie'bi-a
Per-aae'ua
Per-ae'a

Pan'ti-ca
Pau'ti-ca-pse'um

O-ri'tis

Or'ne-a

Pel'o-pi'a
Pe-lop'i-dae

Pw.

Pan-til'i-us, L.

Pal-la'di-um

Ox-ar'teg, 6
Ox'a-threg, 6

Pel'o-pe'a or

Par-thi'iii

Pa-rys'a-tia

Pau'tho-ua

Pal'i-nu'rua
Pa'li-u'rus
Pal-lac'o-paa
Pal'la-dea, 6

Par'thi-e'ne

Par-thi'nua
Par'thy-e'ne
Par'tu-la
Pa-ry'a-drae
Pa-ry'a-dreg, 6

Pau-tho'i-deg, 6
Pau-tho'ia

Pa-lim'bo-thra
Pa-liu'dio-mos

6

0-vid'i-ua

K.

Pan-the'a
Pan'the-on or
Pan-the'on
Pan-the'ra
Pan-the'ras
Pan-the'rus

Pa-le'a
Pa'leg, 6
Pal-fur'ni
Pa-Iib'o-thra
Pa-li'ce

0-thrys'i-u8, 10

Or'i-coB

Or'i-cum or Or'i-ous 0-tre're and

1895

Per-per'na or

Phe'ron
Pber-seph'o-ue
Plie-ru'aa
Phi'a-le
Phi-a'li-a
Pbi'a-lua, S.

W.

Phi-ce'ou
Phid'i-as
Pbid'i-le, C.

W.

Phi-dip'pi-dea, 6
Plii-dit'i-a, 10
Phl-do'laa
Phid'o-la'ua
Phi-do'le-OB
Plii'don
Plii-doa'tra-tuo
Pbid'y-le

Pha'me-aa
Pham'e-no'phia
Pham'e-uua

Pliig'a-le'a

Plia-na'cea, G

Phi'la

and

Phi-gale-a
Plii-ga'le-i

1

:

PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.

1896

H

O

Phle'gy-e'is
Phli'as

Phi'lae
Phi-lsen'e-te
Phi-lse'ni
Phi-las'u3
Phil'a-le'theg, 6

Plri-lam'Hion
Phi-Ia'nor
Phi-lar'cu8
Phi-lar'e-tus
Phi-lar'gy-ruB
Phil'e-a
Phil'e-as
Phi-le'buB

Phli'ua

Pi'a-lsB,

Phlyg'o-ne
Pho-be'tor

Pi-a/li-a,

Pho'boa

Pi-ca'nua

Pho-gae'a
Phoc'a-ia
Pho'ce-8B
Pho-cen'aeg, 6
Pho'ce-ua, Rem. 1

Pi-ce'ni
Pi-cen'ti-a, 10
PiQ'en-ti'ni

W. S.
W. Pw.

Pi'a-aus,

Pi'cra
Pic-ta'va

Pho'ceua

Pit'y-o-ne'sus
Pit'y-us, W. Pw.
Pit'y-u'aa
Pit'y-u'aae
Pla-cen'ti-a, 10
Plaj'en-ti'ni
Pla'ci-a, 10
Pla-cid'e-i-a'nus
Pla-cid'i-a, W. S.
Pla-cid'i-us, W. S.
Plse-to'ri-a
Plae-to'ri-us
Pla-na'si-a, 10

Plan-ci'na
Pla-tae'a or

Pi-ce'num

Pho'ci-on, 10
Pho'cia

Pla-tse'se

Plat/a-mo'deg, 6
Plat'a-nua, iS. C.
Pla-te'a or

Pic-ta'vi
Pic'ti
Pic'to-ne§,

Phi-le'moii
Phi-le'nor
Phil'e-ros

Pho'cua

Phi-le'si-us, 10
Phil'e-tae'rus

Phoe'be

Phi-le'taa
Phi-le'te
Phi-le'tis
Phi-le'tor
Phi-Ie'tua
Phi-lin'na
Phi-li'nus
Phil'ip-pe'i
Phil'ip-pe'us
Phi-lip'pi
Phi-Iip'pi-de§, 6
Phil'ip-pop'o-lis

Phceb'i-das, Py. S.
Phoe-big'e-na

Phoe-ni'cua
Phcen'i-cu'sa, 5
Phoe-nis'sa

Phi-lip'pus

Phoe'iiix

Pi-Ie'aus, C.

Ple-sir'rho-ua
Pleu-mox'i-i (plu-

Phi-lia'cus

Phoe'te-um

Phil'is-ti'deg, 6
Phi-lis'ti-o, 10
Phi-lis'ti-on, 10

Pho'i-ci

Pi-U'tuB
Pi-lo'rus

mok'shl-i)
Pleu-ra'tus

Pho-cyl'l-dea, 6,
~
S. Py.

Pi'e-lua
Pi'e-ra
Pi'e-reg,

Phoe'bua
Phoe-nic'i-a, 10
Phce-ni'ceg, 6
Phoe-nic'i-aa, 10
Phoe-nic'i-deg, 6,

W.S.

Phon'o-len'i-deg, 6
Phor'ci-deg, 6
Phor-cy'nia

Phor'mi-o
Pho-ro'ne-ua,

Rem.

Pho-rc/neua

Phil'o-cy'prua
Phil'o-da-me'a or
Phil'o-da-mi'a
Phil'o-da'mua
Phil'o-de'mua
Phil'o-do-re'tuB
Phil'o-dulus
Phi-log'e-nea,
' 6

Phox'uE

Plau-tilla

6

Plau'ti-us, 10

Phos'pho ma
Pho'tm-ia'ni
Pho-ti'nua

PleViB-ci'tum
Ple'i-a-deg (ple'ya-)
or Ple-i'a-deg, 6
Ple-i'o-ne

Plem-nae'ua

Pim-ple'i-deg, 6
Pim-pli'a-deg, 6
Pin'a-cuB
Pi-na'ri-ua
Pin'a-rus
1 Pin'da-rua
Pin'da-aus, Py. L.
Pin'de-nis'auB
Pi-ne'tu8
Pi'o-ne
Pi'o-niB
Pi-rae'e-us, Rem. \

Phra-a'teg, 6

Plau'tua
Pla'via

Plem-myr'i-um

Pi-lum'nus
Pim-ple'a

Pho'lua
Pho-mo'thia

Phor'o-ni'dae
Pho-ro'nia

Pla'to
Pla-ton'i-ci
Plau'ti-a Lex, 10
Plau'ti-a'nua, 10

Pi'e-ruB
Pi'e-taa
Pi'greg, 6
Pi-la'tua

Phol'o-e

Phil'o-com'mo-duB
Phil'o-co'mua
Phi-loc'ra-teg, 6
Phil'oc-te'mon
Phil'oc-te'teg, 6

Pla/te-a

Pi-rae'eus
Pi-rae'us
Pi-re'ne
Pi-rith'o-ua

:

Po-ly-eli'a-rea, 6,

W.

Pol'y-cle'a
Pol'y-cleg, 6
Pol'y-cle'tua
Pol'y-cli'tua
Pol'y-cra-te'a
Po-lyc'ra-teg, 6
Po-lyc'ri-tua
Pol'yc-te'tua
Po-lyc'tor

Plin'i-ua
Plin-thi'ne, W.
Plin'thi-ne, C.
PliB-tien'e-tua

Plis-tar'«hus
Plis'the-nea, 6
Plia-then'i-des, 6

Pw. W.

Plis-tc/a-nax or
Plis-to'nax
Plis'to-las
Plis'to-ni'ceg,
Plis'to-ni'cua
Plia-tox'e-nua
Plc/tse

6

Pi-sau'ruB

Phrix'ua

Pia-ce'nse,

Phro-ne'aia

Pi-se'nor

PhH'o-melus

Phron'i-ma,

Phi-lom'e-neg, 6
Phil'o-me'tor
Phil'o-mu'aua
Phi'Ion

Pbru'gun-di'o-neg, 6
Phru'rl
Phry'geg, 6
Phryg'i-a
Phryg'i-ua

Pneb'e-bia, 14
Pnig'e-ua, 14, Rem. 1 Pol'y-poe'teg, 6
Po-lyp'o-ruB
Pni'geua
Po-lyp're-pon
Pny-tag'o-raa, 14
Pol'y-steph'a-nuB
Po-blil'i-a
Po-lys'the-neg, 6
Pod'a-le'a or
Po-lys'tra-tus
Pod'a-li'a
Pol'y-te€h'nua
Po-dali-a
Po-ly'tes, 6 : see C.
Pod'a-llr'i-us
Pol'y-ti-me'tus
Po-dar'ce
Pol'y-ti'mus
Po-dar'ceg, 6
Po-lyt'ro-pus
Po-da'rea, 6, W. C.
Po-lyx'e-ua
Po-dar'ge
Po-lyx'e-nus
Po-dar'guB
Po-lyx'o
Po-das'i-mus
Pol'y-zeluB
Poe'aa
Po-me'ti-a or
PcE?'i-le, 5
Po-me'ti-i, 10
Poem'a-ne'ni, 5

Phi-lo'ma

Pbry'ne
Phryn'i-€hus

Phi-lon'o-e

Phry'nia

Phi-lon'o-me
Phi-lon'o-mua

Phry'no
Phryx-on'i-deg, 6

Pi'sia

PhUop'a-tor

Pbryx'ua

Phil'o-phron
Phil'o-poe'men
Phi-lop'o-nua
Phil'o-po'nis
Phil'o-ro'mus, C. L.
Phi-loB'ca-phua
Phil'o-son

Phthen'o-teg,
Phthi'a, 14

Pis'is-trafi-dsB
Pis'ia-trafi-deg, 6
Pi-sis'tra-tua

Phil'o-stepli'a-nua
Phi-los'tra-tua
Phi-lo'taa
Phi-lot'e-ra
Phil'o-the'rua
Phi-lo'the-us

Phyg'e-la
Pbyl'a-ce

Phil'o-ti'mua

Phy-lag'i-deg, 6

6,

14

Phthi-o'teg, 6, 14
Phthi-o'tis, 14
Phtbi-ropb'a-gi, 14

Pi-sif e-leg, 6
Pi'30
Pi-so'neg, 6

Phun-du'si
Phy'a

Pis-su'ri

Phy-a'ceg, 6

Pis'u-e'tae

Phy'cua

Pi'sus
Pit'a-ne
Pi-thag'o-raa
Pi-thag'o-reg, 6

Phyl'a^cua

Phy-Iar'«buB

Phi-lu'me-ne
Phi-lu'me-nus

Phy-le'ia
Phyl'e-ua,

Phi-lu'sa
Phil'y-ra
PhiFy-re'ia

Phyleua
Phy-li'des, 6

Phil'y-res, 6
Phi-lyr'i-deg, 6

Phyl'i-ra^C.

Phi-ne'um

Rem.

1

Phi'neua
Phi-ni'deg, 6
Phi-nop'o-lia
Phin'ti-a, 10
Phin'ti-as, 10,

Pbleg'e-thon

W.

S.

Plt'ta-cus

Pit-the'U

Phyllis
Phylli-us

Pit'the-U8,

Pbyl-lod'o-ce

Pit-thi'dae
Pit'u-la'ni, i'Vic.
Pit'y-a, Pw.

Phyr-ci'nus
Phy-ri'tes, 6

Rem,

1

Piftheus

Pify-aa'aua
Pify-i'a
Pify-o'deg, 6

W

Po-mo'na
Pom-pe'i-a (-pe'ya)
Pom'pe-i-a'nu8

Pom'pe-i-op'o-liB
Pom-pe'i-us (-yus)

Po'gou
Po-go'nus
Po'la

Pi-thole-on, C. L.
Pi-thom'e-ne
Pl'thon
Pi-thu'sa

Phyl-le'ia

Phy-lom'a-ehe
Phy-lom'a-ehUB
Phy-lon'o-me

W.

1

Pol'y-phe'tea, 6
Pol'y-phi'deg, 6
Pol'y-phon'teg, 6
Pol'y-pi'theg, 6
Pol'y-po-du'sa

(-pe-ya'nus]'
Pom-pe'i-i (-pe'yi)

Pce'on
Poe'ua

Pith'o-la'us

Rem.

Pol'y-phe'muB

Poe'ni
Poen'u-lus, 5

Pi-the'con Col'poa
Pith'e-cu'sa or -asB
Pi-the'nor
Pi-thi'nus
Pi'tho

Phylas
Phyle

Pol'y-pe'inon
Pol'y-per'-ehon

Poem'a-ne'nua, 5
Poem'e-nis, 5

Pis-suth'ne§, 6

Phyl'a-ce'um

Phi-lox'e-ne
Phi-lox'e-nua

Phin'e-ua,

Pi-sir'o-dua or
Pia-ir'rho-dua

Phyl'a-ce'ia

Phi-lo'tis

6

Pom'pe-lon

Pol'e-moc'ra-tes, 6

Pom-pil'i-a
Pom-pil'i-us

Pol'e-mon

Pom-pis'cus

Pol'e-mo'ni-uin
Pol'e-mu'sa
Po-le'nor
Poli-as
Po'li-e'um
Po-li'o-ehus
Po'li-or-ce'teg,

Po-Us'ma
Pol'i-te'a
Po-li'teg, 6
Pol'l-tc/ri-um

6

Pol'luB-tl'ni
Pol-lu'tl-a, 10,

W.
PO^UB
S.

S.Py.

Pyl'a-deg, 6
Py'lae

Py-laem'a-ehus, 5
Py-laem'e-neg, 5, 6

Pon-ti'nae

Pon-tom'e-don
Pon'to-me-du'sa
Pon-ton'o-ua
Pon'to-po-ri'a

Pon'tuB

6

Pylo
Py-Iog'e-neg, 6
Py-lo'ra
Py'los or Pylus

Pros'e-le'ni

Pro-se'nea, 6

Prse'aua
Prse'tor

Pro-aer'ptna

Prse'tu-ti-a'nue, 10

Pro-Bo'pon

Pra'si-se, 10

Pros'o-pi'tis

Py'ra
Py-rac'mon
Py-rac'mos
^-rse-eh'meg,

Pra/si-a'na, 10

Pro-sym'na

Py-ram'i-deg, 6

Pro-tag'o-ras
Pro'te-aa
Pro-tes'i-la-om'e-

Pyr'a-muB

Pro-ao'pia

Pras'i-nu8
Pra-taem'e-nea, 5, 6
Prat'i-nas,
S.

m

Pra-ti'te
Praf o-cle'a
Prat'o-la'us,

di'a
Pro-tes'i-la'iis

Pw.

Pra-tom'o-lus
Prat'o-ni'cus

Prax-ag'o-ra
Prax-ag'o-ras
Prax-ag'o-ria
Prax'i-aa (prak'shT«
as), W. S.

Prax'i-buluB
Prax-id'a^mas
Prax-id'i-ce
Prax-il'e-03

Prax-illa
Prax-in'o-a
Prax-i'nua
Prax-iph'a-nes, 6
Prax'ia
Prax-ife-lea, 6
Prax-ith'e-a
Pre'ci-a'ni, 10

Preli-us
Pre-pu'sa
Preu'ge-neg, 6
Prex-as'peg, 6
Pri'a-me'is
Pri-am'i-dea, 6

Pri'a-mus
Pri'a-pe'i-a (-pe'ya)

Pri-a'pua
Pri-e'ne
Pri-e'ne-u8
Prim'i-pi'luB

Pri-on'o-tus,

W.S.

Prop'o-das
Pro-poet'i-deg, 5,

5

6

Pylaa

Pro-pon'tiB
Proa'do-caa

Pom-po'm-a

Pom'po-si-a'nuB, 10,

Py-la'on
Py-lar'ge

Prac'ti-us, 10,

Pom'po-ni-a'na
Pom-po'ni-UB

Pomp-ti'nse
Pomp-ti'nuB
Pon'ti-a, 10
Pon'ti-cum Ma're
Pon'ti-cua

Py-lag'o-rsB
Py-lag'o-ras

Pofu-a

Pri'o-la
Pri'o-las

Poli-u'-ehua or -ehos Pon-ti'nuB
Pon'ti-ua, 10
Pol-len'ti-a, 10

Poni-o

Po-thi'nua
Pc/thos

Pyg-ma'li-on

Praen'es-ti'ni,

Phil'o-me-li'deg, 6

Pis'i-dae
Pi-sid'i-a
Pi-sid'i-ce
Pis'i-na'teg,

Prom'u-lus, W. C.
Pro-nap'i-deg, 6,

W.S.

Pol'y-me'reg, 6
Pol'ym-nes'tor
Pol'ym-nes'tua
Pol'y-ni'ceg, 6

Phil'o-mela

Phil'o-ni'cua
Phi-lon'i-deg, 6

Pyg'e-la
Pyg-mae'i

Py'a-nep'ai-a, 10,

S. Sck.
Prse-nes'te

Plyn-te'ri-a,

W.

Pot'a-mon
Pot'a-mua

Pro-me'tbua
Pro'me-us, Rem. 1
Pro'meua
Prom'o-na

Po-lym'e-don
Pol'y-mela

Pi-sau'nim

Pi'seua

Pot'a-mi'tia

Pu-te'o-Ii

Py-lar'teg,

Pbri-co'nia
Phric'o-ni'tis

Pis'i-aa, 10, S.
Pis'i-cli'deg, 6

1

Prom'e-thi'a
Pro-me'this and
Prom'e-thi'deg, 6

Py-le'ne
Py-le'nor
Pyl'e-UB

Phil'o-me'deg, 6
Phil'o-me-du'aa

1

Rem.

Pro-me'theus

Pos'thu-mua

Pri'on

Py. For.
Pri'o-no'tus, Sch.
Pris'ci-a'na, 10
Pris'ci-a'nua, 10

Prc/te-ua,

W.
W.

Pu'pi-e'nua, S.
Pu-pin'i-a
Pu'pi-ua
Pu'si-o, 10
Pu'te-o-Ia'ni

Pro-per'ti-uB, 10

Pi-aa'tia^

Rem.

Pu'ni-cum Bellum

Po-ti'tuB
Pot-ni'a-deg, 6
Pot'ni-se

Phi-lom'a-ehe and
Phi-lom'a-«hua
Phi-lom'bro-tua
Phil'o-me'de

Pia'e-ua,

Pul-ehe'ri-a, S.

Prom'e-ne'a
Prom'e-neg, 6
Prom'e-rus
Pro-me'the-ua,

Pol'y-ma-€hae'roplag'i-dea, 6
Po-lym'a-elius
Pol'y-me'de
Pol'y-me'deg, 6

Pi-aae'uB

W.Py.

Pul'«her

Prom'e-don

Pron'o-ua
Pron'u-ba

Phraa'i-me'de
Phras'i-mua, Py. W.
Phrafa-pher'neg, 6
Phrafi-gu'ne
Phric'o-de'mus

K.

Pu-di'ca

Pro-ma'thi-on

Pron'o-mus

Po-lyn'o-me
Pol'y-nua

S.

Pubai-ua

Prom'a-ehua

Po-tif i-i, 10

Plu-tar'-ehus
Plu'to
Plu-to'ni-a
Plu'tua
Plu'vi-ali-a
Plu'vi-ua

W.

Pub'li-por

Prol'o-ebua

Po-ti'na

Plo-ti'nua

6

Pub-Iic'o-la

Pro-la'uB

Po'ly-i'dua
Pol'y-Ia'us

Pi'8»

Pi-sa'teg,

Pos'I-dc/ni-a
Pos'i-do'ni-u8

6

Proet'i-deg, 5,

Pro'nax

Pi-rus'tsB
Pi'sa

Pi-ean'der
Pi-ea'nua

Pro'e-dri

Pro-ne'aus
Pron'o-e

Phra-sid'o-tua

Plo'ti-us, 10

Prod'ro-mua

Pte-roph'o-rua, 14
Ptoe'd-dc/rua, 14
Ptol'e-der'ma, 14
Ptol'e-mse'um, 14
Ptol'e-ma-e'um, 14
Ptol'e-mse'us, 14
Ptd'e-mals, 14
Pto-lem'o-cra-te'a, 14
Ptol'i-cua, 14
Pto'uB, 14
Pty-eh'i-a, 14
Pub-lic'i-a, 10
Pub-Iic'i-ua, 10

Pot'i^a

Pol'y-ni'cua
Po-lyn'o-e

Plo-the'a
Plot/i-nop'o-lis

Proc'on-ne'suB
Pro-co'pi-UB
Pro'cria
Pro-crua'teg, 6
Proc'u-la
Proc'u-le'i-ua (-yus)
Proc'u-li'na
Proc'u-lus
Pro-cu'sae
Pro'cy-on (-ahl-on)
Prod'i-cua

Pot'i-dse'a
Pot'i-da'ni-a

K. Pw. Fac.

Pi-ro'mis
Pir'o-ua

--

Pos'i-de'um
Po-si'don

Pos-tu'mi-ua
Post-Ter'ta
Post-vo'ta
Po-tam'i-deg, 6

Pbra-das'me-neg, 6
Phra-gan'dae
Phra-ha'tea, 6
Phra-or'teg, 6
Phras/i-cU'deg, 6
Phras'i-de'mua

—

Pter'e-las, 14
Pter'e-la'us, 14
Pte'ri-a, 14, S. W.
Pte'ri-on, 14, C. i,

Po-aid'e-a
Po-sid'e-on
Po-ai'deg, 6

Pol'y-dec'teg, 6
Pol'y-deu-ce'a
Pol'y-dc/ra
Pol'y-do'rus
Pol'y-gi'ton see C.
Pol'yg-no'tua

Po-ly'i-dus,

Pe.

Ptele-oa, 14
Pte'le-um, 14

Pro-er'na

Poa-thu'mi-a
Pos-thu'mi-ua

:

Pro-cil'la
Pro-ciI'lua

Pro-cle'a
Pro'cleg, 6
Pro-cli'deg, 6

Por'tum-nall-a
Por-tum'nua
Por-tu'nua
Po'ruB

Pol'y-dse'mon
Po-lyd'a-mas
Pol'y-dam'na

Po-lyg'o-nua
Pol'y-hytn'ni-a or
Po-lym'ni-a
PCly-i'deg, 6

Pleu'ron
Plex-au're
Plex-ip'pus

Plis-ti'nua,

Po-lus'ca
Po-pil'i-ua
Po'ly-se-mon'i-deg, 6 Pop-lic'o-la
Pc/ly-se'nuB
Pop'li-fu'gi-a
Po/ly-a'DOr
Pop-p£e'a
Po'ly-a-ra'tua
Pop-pae'ua
Po'ly-ar'^hus
Pop'u-lc/ni-a
Pol'y-a-re'tua
Por'ci-a, 10
Pol'y-be
Por'ci-ua, 10
Pol'y-be'tea see C. Por'do-se-le'ne
Po-lyb'i-us"
Por'o-se-lc'ne
Pol'y-boe'a
Por-phyr'e-on
Pol'y-bo'teg, 6
Por'phy-reg, 6
Po-lyb'o-tum
Por-phyr'i-on
Pol'y-bu'lus
Por-pbyr'o-genPol'y-bua
ne'tus
Pol'y-ca'on
Por'ri-ma
Pol'y-car'pua
Por-sen'na or
Pol'y-cas'te
Por'se-na
iS.

Pla-te'ia

Pi-e'ri-a, a country.
Pi'e-ri'a or
Pi'e-re'a, anympk.
Pi-er'i-deg, 6
Pi'e-riB

Phoe-ni'ce or

Phil'o-boe-o'tua
Phi-l(>eh'o-ru8
Phi-lo'cle-on
Phil'o-cles, G
Phil'o-cli'deg, 6

6

Pi'cus
Pid'o-cua
Pi-do'ru8
Pi-dy'teg, 6

Phoe-be'um

Phil'o-la'ua
Plii-lol'o-gua

Y

Phy-te'um
Phy'ton
Fac.

10

Pbli-a'si-i,

Phiao

U

Phys'co-a
Phya'e-me'de
Phys'i-og-nc/mon

Phle'gy-as

Phi-Iis'tua

8

W.

Phle'gra, F.
Phle'gy-ae

Phi-lem'e-nua

P

Phy-rom'a-^huB
Phys-cella

Phle'gon

Phil'a-del-phe'ni
Phil'a-del-phi'a,
Eng. Phil'ar
del'phi-a
Phil'a-del'phus

Rem.

1

Pro'teua
Pro'the-on
Proth'o-e'nor
Proth'o-UB
Prot'i-de'mua
Pro'to
Prot'o-ge-ne'a
Pro-tog'e-neg, 6
Prot'o-ge-ni'a
Prot'o-me-di'a

Py-re'i-cua
see C. and S.
Pyr'e-nse'i

Pyr'e-nae'uB

Py-re'ne
Py-re'tua, a centaur.
Pyr'e-tua, a river.
Pyr'go-pol'i-ni'ceg, 6
Pyr-got'e-leg, 6
Py'ri-phleg'e-thon
Py-rip'pe

Py'ro
Py-ro'deg, 6
Pyr'o-ge'ri, C.
Py-rog'e-ri,

Prot'ry-gae'a
Prot'ry-ge'a,

Pyr'o-iB

C

6

Pyr'a-sua

Prot'o-me-du'aa

Prox'e-nuB

6,

Py. For. Fac.
Py-rom'a-ehua

Pru-den'ti-UB, 10

Pyr'po-le

Pru'aa

Pyr-rhe'um

Pru-si'a-deg, 6
Pru'si-aa, 10
Prym-ne'ai-a, 10,

Pyr'rhi-a
Pyr'rhi-aa, S. Sch.

Py.C.
Prym-ne'BUB
Pryt'a-nea, 6
Pryt'a-ne'iim
Pryt'a-nis

Psam'a-the, 14
Psam'a-the'a, 14

Psam-mefi-^hua,
14, C. L.
Psam'me-ti'-ehuB,
14, JT.

Psa'phia, 14
Pse-bo'a, 14
Pse'cas, 14
Pse-ne'rus, 14
Pseu'do-celia, 14
Pseu'do-lua, 14
Paeu-dop'y-lse, 14

Pseu-doB'to-ma, 14
Pseu'du-lus, 14
Pris-cina
Pait'ta-ce'ne, 14
PBit'ta-ce'ni, 14
Pria-ci'nua
Pso'phie, 14
Priv'er-na'teg, 6
Pri-ver'num
PBy'-ehe, 14
Pri-ver'nus
Psy'-eho-man-te'um
Pro'ba
Psy'-ebrua, 14
Pro'bus, M.
Peyt'ta-li'a, 14
Pro'caa
PayVta-le'a
Pro«h'o-ru8
Ptar'e-nua, 14
Ptele-a, 14
Pro«h'y-ta
Pro-cil'i-ua, W. Fac. Ptele-on, 14

Pyr'rhi-ehus
Pyr'rhi-dae, Sck. W.
Pyr-rhi'dse, Fac.
Pyr'ri-eha
Py-thaen'e-tus,
Py-tliag'o-raa
Pyth'a-go-re'i

5

Py-than'ge-lu8
Pyth'a-ra'tuB
Pyth'e-aa
Py'tbeg, 6
Pyth'e-UB, Rem. 1
Py'theuB
Pyth'i-a
Pyth'i-as
Pyth'i-on
Pytb'i-o-ni'ce
Pyth'i-o-ni'ceg,

6

Pyth'i-um
Pyth'i-UB

I^'tho
Pyth'o-cleg, 6
Pyth'o-cll'deg, 6

Pyth'o-deauB
Pyth'o-de'm'jp
Pyth'o-do'riB
Pyth'o-do'rua
Py-thod'o-tu8

^-thog'e-neg, 6

^h'o-la'ua
Py'thon
Py-the/iiax

:

PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
Py-tho'neg, G
Pyth'o-ni'ce
Pyth'o-ni'cus
Pyth'o-nis'sa
Py-thoph'a-nes,
Py-thop'o-lis
Py-thos'tra-tu8

6

Rha-phe'a

Run-ci'na

Rhap-so'di
Rha'roa
Rhas-cu'po-liB

Ru-pil'i-ua

Sa'li-i

Rus'ci-no

Sa-li'nse

Ru-sel'l86
Ru'ael-la'ni

Sal'i-na'tor
Sa'li-U8
Sal-lua'ti-ua, 10

see C.
Rha-to'teg, 6
Rlia-tc/us

Rhe'a
Rhe'baa or Rhe'bus
Rhed'o-neg, 6

Pyt'na
Pyt'ta-lu8
Pyx'i-ra'tes, 6

Rhe-gi'ni

Rus-pi'num

Sal-mo'ne
Sal-mo'neus
Sal-mo'nis
Sal'my-des'sus

Ru'ti-cle'i

Sa'lo
Sal'o-e

Ru'ti-la
Ru-til'i-ua
Ru'ti-lua

Qua'di
Qua'di-a'teg, 6

Rhes-cu'po-ris

Ru'tu-li

Qua-dra'ta
Qua-dra'tu3

Rhe'aua
Rhe-te'nor

Bu'tu-pae

Quad'ri-frong, 6, or
Quad'ri-cep3
Quad'ri-ga'ri-ua

Rhet'i-co
Rhe-tog'e-neg, 6

Ru'tu-pi'nuB

Qua'ri-a'tes, 6

Rhex-ib'i-us,

Quar-que'ni, K.
Quafu-or'sig-na'ni
Quer-quet'u-la, For.
Qui-e'tus
Quinc'ti-a'nus, 10

Rhi-a'nus
Rhid'a-gua

Sa-lo'me
Sal'o-mon
Sa'lon
Sa-lo'na or

Ru'tu-ba

Ru-tu'pi-se, S. Sch.

Pw. W.

s.

Sal'ti-e'tae,

Sa'ba
SaVa-diTjae

Quinc-til'i-a
Quinc'ti-us, 10

Rhi'on
Rhi-o'ne
Rhi-phsel

Sa'bse
6a-bse'i

Quin-qua'tri-a

Rhi-phfB'us

Sa-bar'ba-reg, 6,

Quin-qua'trua

Rhi'um

Quin'ti-a, 10
Quin-til'i-a
Quiu'til-i-a'nuB

Rho-be'a
Rhod'a-luB sen C.
Rhod'a-nus

Sa-ba'te

Quin-tilis

Rho'de

Quin-til'i-u8

Rho-di'a, a daughter

Quin-tilla
Quin-tillus
Quin'ti-o, 10, Fae.

Qui-ri'na
Quir'i-nali-a
Quir'l-nalis
Qui-ri'nu8

Ra'blr-i-a'nus
Ra-bir'i-u8

W.

Raph'a-na
Ra-pha'ne-se
Ras'e-nae, For,

Ra-tu'me-na
Rau'cu-lu8

:

see F.

Ra-veu'ua

Sa-mag'o-raa

Safu-ra

of Oceanus.
Rho'di-a Lex

Sa-bella

Rho'di-i
Rhcydi-op'o-liB

Sa-beiaus

Sa'me-as
Sa-me'ni
Sa'mi-a
Sa'mi-UB

Saf u-re'1-us
S. W.

Sab'a-ti'ni

Sab'a-ti'nua

Sa-belli
Sa-bid'i-us
6a-bi'na
Sa-bi'ni
Sa-bin'i-a'nu»

Sat'y-ron
Sat'y-rus

S. Sch.

Sa-mos'a-ta
Sam'o-thra'ce or

W.

Sam'o-thra'ci-a, 10,

SatuB

E. Sam'o-thrace'

Sac'a-das, S.

W.

Sa-mo'naB
Sa-mo'ni-um,

Sa'mos or Sa'mua

Safu-ra

W.

Sam'o-thra'ceg, 6

Sa'gse

Sam'o-thrax

Sac'a-pe'ne

Samp-ai'ra
Sa'na

Rhyn'da-cus
Rhy'pas
Rhyt'i-um, 10,

Sac'as-sa'nl
Sac'as-se'ne
Sac'as-te'ne

S. Sch.
Ri-e-ci'a-cum, For.
Ri5'i-mer, C. S.

Sac-ehe'ni

Rig'e-belus

Sa«h'a-li'tsB
Sa-eh'a-Ii'teg, 6,

Sa-na'teg, 6
San'-ehcMii'a-thon or
San'-eho-ni-a'thon,

6

Sac-cop'o-deg,
Sa'cer

Sch.
San'da-le'on

W.

Sac'o-le

San'dro-coftua

Bin'gi-be'ri

Sa-oo'm

Re'a-ti'ni

Ri-o'ne

Reb'i-lus
Rec-ti'na
Re-dic'u-lus

Ri-phae'i

Sac'o-ra
Sa-cra'ni

Sa-ne'a or Sa-ni'a
San-ga'ri-u8
San'i-de'a or

Rav'en-na'teg, 6
Re-a'te

Ri'pheua, Rem. 1
Rix'a-mae, C.

Re-gil'la
Reg'il-la'nus
Re-gil'lus

W.

Sad'a-ge'na

Ro-ma'ni
Ro-ma'nus

Sad'a-leg, 6, C.

Ro-mil'i-us

Sa'dy-at'teg, 6
Sse-de'ne
Sseg'i-me'rua, 5

Re'mis-i-a'na, 10

Ro'mus

Bag'a-las'aua

Rem'mi-uB
Rem'o-ra

Ros'ci-UB, 10

Sag'a-na

Ros'co-pus
Ro'se-a, 10

ria
Sag'a-ri'tifl

Ros'u-la
Ro-tom'a-gi
Ro-tom'a-gus
Rox-a'na,
Eng, Rox-an'a

Sa-git'ta

Re-mo'ri-a

Rem'u-Ius
Re-mu'ri-a

Re'mus
Res'ti-tu'ta
Res'ti-tu'tus

Re'sua

Saet'a-bia,

Rox'o-la'ni
Ru-beini-ua, S.

Re-ta'vi
Re'u-dig'nl

Rha-ce'lu3
Rha-co'ces, 6
Rha-co'teg, 6
Rha-co'tis

Rhad'a-man'thus
Rhad'a-mas

,

Rhad'a-me'i
Rhad'i-ne

5

Eha-pha^ne-ae

Ru'gi-i

Ru'mi-oa, C.
Ru-mi'na, K. Fae.
F. Py. Sch.
Ru-mi'nus,
F. Fac. Sch.

Sau-rom'a-tse
Sau'rua
SaT-e'ra
Sa'vo or Sa-TC/na
Sa'vua
Sax'o-neg, 6

Sa-ran'geg, 6

Sal'am-bi'na
Sal'am-bo-re'a
Sal'a-mi'na

Sar'a-pe'um
Sa-ra'pia
Sa-ra'vus, S. : see C.
Sar'a-Tus, Py. For.
Sar'da-na-pa'Ius

Sal'a-mi'uus
Sal'a-mis

Sar-de'ne or
Sar'de-ne
Sar'de-on

Sa-la'pi-a or
Sa-la'pi-ae
Sal'a-pi'ni
Sal'a-pi-ta'ni
Sa-las'si
Sa-le'i-UB (-le'yua)
8a-le'ni
Sal'en-ti'nl

Sar'di-a'teg,
Sar-din'i-a

Sar'do-neg, 6
Sar'ga-rau-se'n

Sa-ler'num
Sal-ga'ne-uB,

Rem.

Sal'ga-neus
Sali-a.

W. Fac.

6

1

Sjyl-lse'um
Sgylle-ros, Fac.
S?yl1i-a3, i. W.
Sjym'ni-a'nus, Fac.
Sgy'raa

Se-pe'a

Sig'i-me'ruB
Sig'ni-a
Sig-ni'nuB
Sig'u-lo'neg,
Si-gy'nae
Si-gy'ni or
Si-gyn'naa

Se-pla/ai-a, 10
Sep-tem'pe-da

Sep-tem'tri-o
Sep'ti-ma'ni-a
Sep-tim'i-us
Sep'ti-mou'ti-um, 10

Sep'ti-mus
Seq'ua-na
Seq'ua-ni
Se-ra'nuB
Ser'a-pe'um

pelli-ger
SQy'thse
Sjy-the'ni
S?y'theg, 6, or

Sgy-thop'o-lis
Ssyth'o-po-li'tae
Se-bas'te
Seb'as-te'a or
Seb'as-ti'a
Seb'as-te'ni
Seb'aa-top'o-lia

W. Pw.

Sjel'a-ti'ti

Sgel'e-ra'tua
Sge-ni'tae
S-ehe'di-a, S. W.
S-ehe'di-ua, S. W.
S-ehe'ri-a, >S. W.

S«he-ri'ni
S€hoe-ne'ia
S«hce'ne-us,

Rem.

6

Py. S. For.
Bil-va'nua

Se'reg, 6
Ser-ges'tufl

Sil-Ti'ni
Sil'vi-us

Ser'gi-a
Ser'gi-UB
Se-ri'phua

Sim-briv'i-us or
Sim-bru'vi-UB

Si-man'geluB

Si-me'na
Sim'e-ni
Si-me'nuB
Bi-me'thua, S.

6

Ser-re'um or
Ser-rhi'um
Ser-ri'um or
Ser-rhi'um

Sim'mi-as, S. Sch,

Bi'mo
Bim'o-ia

Si'mon

Ser'vi-a'nus

Si-mo'ne

Ser-vil'i-a
Ser'vil-i-a'nua
Ser-vil'i-u8

Si-mon'i-des, 6
Siin-pUc'i-u8,10,ir.5.

Ser'vi-o-du'tum

Si'mus

Ser'vi-ua

Sim'y-ra,

SQi-ri'tia

Sar'ma-tia

S(;i'riiB

Sar-men'tua
Sai'mi.-a, Fac.

Sco-li'taa
Seo-lop'0-ia

SQi-ron'i-deg,

Ses'a-re'thuB

Sin'ga-ra

Sea'o-o'aia or
Se-so'sia
Se-aos'tris

Sin'gu-lc/neg,
Si'nia

10

Sin'o-is

Si'non
Bi-no'ni-a

W.

Se'ti-a,

Si-no'nia
Si-no'pe
Si-nc/pe-us,
Si-no'peu8

Se-ve'raT
Se've-ri-a'nus

Si-no'pia
Sin'o-rix
Sin-te'ia
Sin-tl'ce

Se-ve'rus

Sin'ti-i,

Se-vi'ni

Sin'u-es'sa
Sin'ii-es-sa'nuB
Si-o'pe

Se'thon
10
Set'u-a-co'tum
Seu'theg, 6

Rem.

10

Sex-tU'i-a

Si-pon'tum or

Sex-ti'lia
Sex-til'i-uB

Si'pus
Bip'y-le'ne
Sip'y-lua
Sir-bo'nis
Si-red'o-neg,

Se-li'nua
Sel'i-nua, For.
Seai-ua, C. S.

10

SeUe'tsB
Se-lym'bri-a
Sem'ber-ri'tiS
Sem'bo-bi'tis

Sem'e-la
Sem'e-le

10

6

Sin'c-e

Sex'ti-a,

Se-lu'rua

6

W. S.
Sin-ar'thj-cleg, 6
Sin'di-ce
Si-ne'ra

Se-le'ne
Sel'eu-ce'Di
Sel'eu-ci'a or
Sel'eu-ce'a,

Sel-le'ia

S(;i'ron

Sim'u-luB

Sel-do'muB
Se-lem'nua

Se-leu'ci-a,
Se-leu'cia

W.

Bim'i-lia

Ser-rop'o-lis
Ser-to'ri-us
Ser-vse'uB

Ses'ti-as,

W.

Sil-va'nae

Se'vo

Sel-la'si-a,

6

W.

Se-ja'nua

Se'leu-co-beluB
Se-leu'cua
Se-lim'nua

Sgi-ri'tse

Sa'ri-u'sa
Sar'raa-tas
Sar-ma'ti-a, 10

Se'gu-ai-a'ni, 10
Seg'u-si'ni
Se-gu'ai-o, 10, S.
Se'i-sa-eh-thi'a
Se'i-us (se'yua)

E.

S^in-gom'a-gus,
S. For.
Ssi'nis
Sgi-o'ne
S^i-pi'a-dae
Sgi-pi'a-deg,
S^ip'i-o
Sgi'ra
Ssi'ras

1

K. Pac. Sch.

Se-re'uua

Sea'ti-na'teg, 6
Ses'ti-us, 10
Se-su'vi-i, Sch.
Set'a-bis

Sged'a-aus,

Bi-la'na
Si-la'nu8
Sil'a-ruB

Sil'o-on

Se're-ni-a/nuB, S.

Seg'o-du'num

Se-gon'ti-um, 10,
S. Sch.
Se-go'vi-a

Bi'la
Sil'a-ce'ni

Sil'u-rea,

Se-gon'ti-a, 10,
Seg'on-ti'a-ci

6

Bil'pi-a
Bi-lu'reg, 6,

Ses'a-mum

W.

and

Sil'i-us

Se-re'na
Ser'e-na'tor

Scap'ti-a, 10

S.

Sid'i-ci'num
Si'don

Sil'i-cen'BO

Sea'a-me'ni

10

Si-de'tae
Sid'i-ce'ni, -C.
Sid'i-ci'ni

Si-le'um

Ses'a-mua

Se-du'ai-i,

Si-de'ne
Si-de'nus
Si-de'ro

Bi-le'nus

Se-ra'pi-o and
Se-ra'pi-on
Se-ra'pis
Ser'a-pi'Hia
Ber-bo'nia

Ser-re'teg,

Se-du'ni

Si-dele

Si-le'ni

Ser-ra'nuB

Seb'en-ny'tus, L, C.
Se-be'thia
Se-be'thua
Se-be'toa : see C.
Se-bi'nus, S. Py.
Se-bo'aua

Sig'y-o'ni-a (siBh'i-)
Sid'a-ce'ne
Si'de

Si-ga'li-on

Se'pi-aB

Se-gee'ta
Se-ges'tes, 6
Se-ges'ti-ca
Se-ge'ti-a, 10
Se-gi'da, K.
Seg'o-bri'ga

S«hoe-ni'taa
S-ehoe'nua
Ssi-ap'o-deg,
Sgi'a-thos
S^i'droa
Sgi-lu'rua

Sar'a-me'ne

Sen'ti-us, 10
Sep'a-ri, J.

Scan-di'a
Scan'di-na'vi-a
Scan-tilla
Scan-tin'i-a
Scan-tin'i-ua
Scap-tes'u-la or
Scap-ten'au-la

Sai'a-ce'ne
Sar'a-ce'ni

6

Sgyl'a-ce'um
S5y'lax

6

Seg'e-la
Sed'e-ta'ni
Sed'i-bo'ni-a/teg, 6
Se-dig'i-tus

S-elioe'neua

Sal'a-gi'sa

Bi-ge'um

Sen-ti'HUB

For. Py. S.
Sca-man'der
Soa-man'dri-a
Scam'an-drod'i-ce
Scam'o-taa
Scan-de'a or

Sap-pm'1-a
10

Sen-ti'num

and

Sen'ti-na'teg,

SeVen-du'num

For. Py. S.

Sa-i'tae

Sa-la'ci-a,

Sgy-di'seg, 6
S5yl'a-ce

Seb'e-da

Sjse'a
Sjae'va
Ssaev'o-la
Sca/i-da'Ta,

Sala

Sal'a-min'i-i

Ru'fuB

Sau-fe'i-uB (-fe'yu':)
Sau-ni'tse

Sa-po'res, 6
Sap'pho"(sa£'fo)

Ru'bus-ti'ni
RuQ'i-na'teg,
Ru'di-a8
Ru-di'ni

Rha-melus:

Sa'por

Sa-gun'tuB
Sa'is

Sa-lsem'e-neg,

Ru-fi'nu3
Ru'fl-U8
Ru'frse

Rhaph'a-ne

Sa-gun'tum or

Ru'bi-co
Ru-bi'go
Ru'bra Sax'a
Ru-bre'nus, S. C.
Ru'bri-ua

6

Sap'i-re'ne
Sa-pi'res, 6

Si-dt/nis
Si-du'aa
Si'ga

Sgy'thon

Scau'rus

Sa-o'teg, 6
Sa-o'tis
Sa-pse'i or Sa-phae'i
Sa-pe'i, Fac.
Saph'a-rus: see C.

Sen-na'teg, 6
Sen'o-neg, 6,
Se-nc/neg

S?yth'i-a
Ssyth'i-dcg, 6
Sjy-thi'ni
Sfy-thi'nus
Sjyth'o-me'treg, 6

Scap'u-la
Scar-do'na
Scar-phe'a or
Scar-phi'a

Sa'on
Sa'on-ne'sua

Sag'un-ti'nuB

Sal'a-ce'ni

Ru-fil'lus

see C.
Rham'i-da'va, For.
Rham-nen'seg, 6
Rham-nu'sl-a, 10
Rham-nu'sia
Rha'nia
Rhaph'a-na, K.

W.

6

Sa'o-cis
Sa-oc'c-ras

5

Ru'bi
Ru'bi-con and

10

Rha-ge'a

San'to-neg,
San'to-ni
Sa-o'ce

W.

Sad'o-cua

Rom'u-la
Ro-muli-dae
Rom'u-lna

Rhae'ti-a,

San'i-di'a
San'i-se'ne
San'ni-o

San-qualis

Ro'ma

Re'mi

Rhses'e-na,
Rhse'ti

C. W.

Sa-cra'tor
Rob'i-ga'li-a
Sac'ro-ne
Ro-bi'go or Ro-bi'gua Sa-dac'o-ra

Red'o-ne§, 6

Re-gi'na
Re-gi'num, Fac.
Re-gi'nus
Reg'u-lus

Sa-crat'i-vir,

Sco-tua'aa
Scri-bo'ni-a
Scri'bo-ni-a'nuB
Scri-bo'ni-u8

Ssy'tha

Scal'a-bis,

San'da-li-o'tia

San-di'on, L.
San-do'ces, 6

L. Sch.

(-yua),

Sa-tur'nus
Sat'y-ri

Si-do'ni-i
Sid'o-nis or

Sgy'ros

Sa-tur'ni-a
Sat'ur-nig'e-na
Sat'ur-ni'nus
Sa-tur'ni-ua

Sam'o-lap

Se-ne'ci-o, 10
Se'ni-a, W. Sch.

Sjy-tal'o-sa-git'ti-

Sat'ur-nali-a

Eng. Sam'nites
Sam'ni-um

Sa-bi'nus
Sa-bi'ia
Sa'bia
Sa-bo'ci
Sa-bo'reg, 6
Sab'o-ta
Sab'ra^ta
Sa-bri'na, Fac.

Sat'ri-cuB
Sat'u-as, Pw.

Sa-tu'ri-o

Sam-ni't86
Sam-ni'teg, 6,

Sen'e-ca

Scofo-di'ne

S^y-re'is
S5y-ri'a-deg, 6
SgjT'i-aa
Sjy-ri'tae
SQyr'o-cleg, 6

Sat'ra-pi'a
Safri-ca'ni

Sa'me

Rig'o-dulum, K.
Rig'o-du'num
Ri-gom'a-gus

Rau'ra-ci

Safra-pe'ni

Py.

Sam-be'the

Hhox'o-la'ni
Rhu-te'ni and
Ru-the'ni, C.

Ra-cil'1-a
Ra-cil'i-us
Rse'ti
Rse'ti-a, 10

Sat'ra-pe'a

Sa-ba'zi-a, 10
Sa-ba'zi-us

Rhoe'bua
Rhoe'cuB
Rhce-te'um
Rhoe'tuB
Rhog'o-nls
BhOB'pho-du'aa
Rho'Bua
Rhox-a'ne or
Rox-a'ne

R

Sa-tic'u-la and
Sa-tic'u-lu8
Sat-ni'o-is
Sa-tra'i-dse

Sat'ri-cnm

Rho'dua

6

Sa'tan or Sat'a-naa
Sa-tas'pes, 6
Sat'i-bar-za'neg, 6,

Sa-ma'ri-a, F. S.
Sam'a-ri'a
Sam'a-ri'ta

Rhod'o-gu'ne
Rhod'o-pe
Rho-dc/pis

Quin'ti-us, 10

10

Sco-ti'nus

Si-do'neg, 6,
Sid'o-neg

Scotu'aa
-ri

W.S.

S. W.
Sal'Tl-u8
Saly-es, 6, C.

Fac.
:

Quin'ti-por

W.

Sal'tu-a'reg, 6
Sal'vi-a
Sal'vid-i-e'nus,

Sab'a-ge'na

Sar'u-e'na
Sar'u-ne'tes, 6,
For. S.
Sa'son
Sas'o-neg, 6
Sas'si-na
Sas'su-la
Saa'su-mi'ni, Fac.

Sal'o-ni'nuB
Sa-Io'ni-us, 8.
Sal-pi'naa

Fac. W.
Se'na

Sco'pas

6

or

Scor'o-dom'a-*hi
Sco'ti, sing. Sco'tua

Scom-bra'si-ai 10,
S. For.

Sa-ro'nia

Sar-raa'tes,
" 6
Sar'si-na
Sar'si-na'teg,
Sar-au'ra

Sco'pe-li-a'nuB
Scop'e-li'nus
Scop'e-los
Sce/pi-ua, Fac.
Scop'o-lu'ra
Scor-dis'ci and
Scor-dis'5ae

Scolua

Sar-pe'don
Sar'ped-o-ne'um
Sar'ra-na'teg, 6
Sar-ra'nus

Sas-pi're*g, 6,

Sa-lo'nae
Sal'o-ne'a
Sal'o-ni'na

Rhex-e'nor

Rhin'o-co-lu'ra
Rhin'o-co-ru'ra

Ra-mi'seg, 6, C.

Sal-mo'ne-us, Rem. 1

Py.

Rus'ti-cus, S.

Rhe-ne'a
Rhe'ni
Rhe'nua

Qui-ri'teg,

Sal'ma-cia
Sal-me'ni

Ru-te'ni
Ru-the'ni

Rhe'gi-um
Rhe'mi
Rhe'ne

Q.

Ru-si'na
Rus'pi-na, K. W.
Rus-pi'na, Py.

Bi^'y-on (Bish'i-on)

Sem'i-ger-ma'ni
Sem'i-gun'tuB
Se-mir'a-mis
Sem'no-neg, 6, aXso
Sem-no'neg,
Straho
Sem-no'the-i
Se-mo'nes, 6
Se-mo'ni-a
Sem-prc/ni-a
Sem-pro'ni-us
Se-mu'ri-um,

Scol'o-ti

Sar-ne'ua
Sa'ron
Sa-ron'i-cuB Si'nua

Sa'Ii-a'ris

1897

10

Sex'ti-ua, 10
Sib'e-re'ne
Sib'e-ria
Sib'u-za'teg,
Si-byl'la
Sib'yl-li'nua

,

6

Si'ris
Sir'i-ua

Sir'mi-o

Si-ca'ni atid Slc'a-ni
Si-ea'ni-a

or

Si-cel'i-deg,

Si-ce'ma
Si-ce'mus
Si-ce'nu8
Sl-ehie'us
Si-cil'i-a

Se-mel'li-ta'ni

Si-cin'i-us
Sij'i-nua
Sic'o-ria

Sem'en-ti'uua
Se-mid'e-i

Sic'u-li

Sem/l-gs-tii1i

Sic'u-luB

Sic'o-rus

6

6

Bi-ri'ni

Si-cam'bri
Si-cam'bri-a

Siij'e-lis

Bi-re'neg,

Sir'mi-um
Sir'ni-deg,

6

Si-ro'mus

6

Sir'o-pse'o-neg,
Si-sam'iieg, 6
Sis'a-po
Sis-ci'a,

6

10

Bi-sen'na
Sis'i-do'na
Sis'i-gani'bis or
Sis'y-gaiu'bia

Si-so'pa
Si-syph'i-deg,
Sia'y-phiia
Sit/ a-ce'ne

6

1
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Si-the'ni

So-te'ra and
So-te'rus

Si'thon
Si-tho'ne

So-te'reg, 6
So-te'ri-a

Sith'o-neg, 6

Bo-ter'i-ehus

Si-tho'ni-i
Sitli'o-nis

So-ter'i-cua
So'this

6

Si-tal'ceg,

Sit'i-a,

10

Sc/ti-a'teg, 6,

Si-tom'a-gus,

For. Py.

W.

Sifta-ce'ni
Sifte-be'ria
Siz'y-geg, 6, C. Sck.

Smer-dom'e-neg, 6
Smi'lax

So-zu'aae

Snii'lis

Bpa/co

Rem.

1

Soc'ra-te'a or
Soc'ra-ti'a
Soc'ra-teg, 6

Spar'ta-cua
Spar-tc/lua

Bo-crafi-ci
So-ci-afi-cua

Spat'a-le

Pw.

Sod'o-ma
Sod'o-mi'ts

Sog'di-a'na
Sog'di-a'nus
So-la'nus
Sol'e-nus, L. C.
Bo-Ii'nus
Bol-Ie'um
Sol'o-ce
8c/loe or S(/li

Ta/mi-a'ni

Sto-ig'i-da
Stc/i-cus
Strab/el-li'ni

Syb'e-rua
Syb'o-ta
Syb'o-tas
Sy'e-dra

Stra'bo
Stra-tar'«hu8
Stra-te'gus
Stra'to or Btra'ton

Sy-e'iie

Tam'phi-lua
Te-a'te
Tan'a-ger, Fac.
Te'a^ti'ni
Sch. C. L. Py.
Te-eli'uo-paeg'niTa-na'ger, K. F.
on, 5
Tan'a-gra, C. L. Py. Tec-mes'sa

Sy'e-ni'teg, 6
Sy-en'ne-aia
Byl'e-a

Tan'a-ia

Sper-ehi'ua .
Sper'ma-toph'a-fei
Speu-sip'pua
Sphac-te'ri-a,

Sch. Py.
Sphs-ce'a

Ta-na'gra,
Sch. K. F.

Strat'o-cleg, 6
Strat/o-cli'a
Strat'o-cli'deg, 6
Btrat/o-la

By-le'um

Strafo-laa

Syl'o-son
Syl-va'nu8
8yl'vi-us
Sy'raa or Sy'me
8yni'bo-Ia

Straf o-ni'ce
Stra-ton'i-ce'a
Stral/o-ni-ce'u3
Straf o-ni'cua
Stra-to'nia Tur'rls

Stra-top'e-da
Strat'o-plion

Rem.

Byl'e-uB,

1

Sy'leua
Sy-li'o-neg, 6

Strob'i-lum
Stro-go'la
Stron'gy-le
Stron'gy-los or
Stron'gy-lua
Stroph'a-deg, 6
Stro'phi-ua
Stru-thi'a
Btru-thoph'a-gi
Stru-thop'o-deg, 6

Syn-cel'lus
Syn'e-dri
Byn'e-plie'bi
Sy-ne'si-ua, 10,
8yii'e-te

Syu'e-thi'a
8yn'e-tu8
Syn'ge-lua, W. L.
Syn'ha-Iu8 see C.
:

Syn'hi-e'tie

Stryin'o-do'rua

Syn'na-da
Syn'no-on
8yn'o-du8

Stry'mon

Sy-nc/nia

Strym'o-nia

Stym-pha'lia

By-phae'um
Sy'phax
Sy-phe'um, Fac.

Bol'o-na'teg, 6
Bo-lo'ni-iMn
Sol'o-on
Bol'un-ti'ni
So'lus
Eol'y-ge'a or
Snl'y-gi'a

Spith'ri-da'teg, 6

Stym-pha'lum

Syph'o-leg, 6

Spo-le'ti-um, 10

Spo-le'tum

Styra-pha'lus
Sty'ra

Syr'a-co'ai-a, 10
Syr'a-cu'sae

8por'a-deg, 6

Bii-a'da

Spu-rin'na

Sol'y-ma and
Sol'y-mae
Sol'y-ml

Sta/bi-ae

Ciia-dela
Su-ag'e-la
Su'ar-do'nes, 6,
K. Fac. Sch.
Suar'do-neg,

Syr'a-cu-sa'ni
Syr'i-a
Byr'i-a'nua

Sol'y-mu8
Bo-me'na, a city.
Bom'e-ua, a river.
Bom'e-neg, 6

Btag'i-ri'teg,

So'lon

Spu'rl-ua
Sta-be'ri-ua

StaVu-lum, C. For.

The'o-do'ris

The'o-do'rua

S. W. M.
Teu-ta'teg, 6
Teu'tliraa

Te-les'i-cleg, 6,

S. W.
Tel'e-aig'e-neg,

6

Suea-af/neg
Sue-to'ni-ua
Sue'vi
Sue'vi-u8

Sta'tor

Boph'o-nis'ba
Bo'pliron

Btaf u-li'nu8

Su-fe'naa
Suf-fe'nu8

Steg'a-nos

Suf-fe'teg, 6

Btel-la'tea,
*

6

Bteiai-o

Ste'na
Sten'o-boe'a
Ste-noc'ra-teg, 6
Bten'to-ria
Bten'y-cle'rua
8teph'a-na or -ne

Bteph'a-nu'me-ne
Steph'a-nua
Steph'a-nu'aa
Ste-phu'aa
Ster'o-pe
Ster'o-peg, 6
Ster'o-pis

Sue'vua

F. L.

T.

C'.

For. W.

K.

Su'is-mon'ti-um, 10

Ta-au'teg, 6
Ta'be-e'ue
Ta-be'ni
Ta-bli'o-pe

Ta'bor
Tab'ra-ca
Ta-bu'da, W. Sch.
Ta-buaeg, 6
Ta-bur'nua
Tac'a-pe,
Fac. Sch. Py.
Ta-ca'pe,

Py. W.

Sul'ci-ua, 10, W. S.
Sul-pit'i-a or
Sul-pio'i-a, 10
Sul-pif i-us or
Sul-pic'i-us, 10

Tac'a-pho'ris
Tac'a-tu'a

Sum-ma'neg, 6

Ta'«ho8

W.

S.

Tar-su'ras
Tar'ta-rua
Tar-tes'sua
Tar-te'aua

Ta-be'num

Suf'fe-tes, K. Sch.
Su'i-das, L. C.
Su-U'i-ua, W. S.
Su'U-la'tea, 6, K.
Sui'o-neg, 6,

Sui-c/neg,

Tar'6i-U8, 10,

Te'le-«il'la

Tac'fa-ri'nas, L. C.

Ta-ehomp'so
Ta-eh'o-ri

Tel-le'ne
Tel'Ii-as,

W.

S.

Tbe'o-do'ti-on, 10,

The-od'o-tuB
The'o-du'his
The-og'e-nrs, 6

Tlia'ia

Thala

Tha-le'a

Tar'u-sa'teg, 6
Tar-vis'i-um, 10,
S. Sch.
Taa-ge'ti-ua, 10
Ta'ti-a'nus, 10
Ta'ti-en'seg, 6, 10
Ta'ti-i, 10
Ta'ti-U8, 10

Tel'me-ra

Tha'leg, 6
Tha-les'tris
Tha-le'taa

Tau-chi'ra

Tel-phu'aa
Te'lys
Te-ma'thi-a, C. S.
Tem'e-nl'a

Tau-lan'ti-i, 10

Tetn'e-ni'teg,

Tau'nua

Tem'e-ni'tis

Tau-ra'ni-a
Tau're-a
Tau're-aa
Tau're-us
Tau'ri
Tau-ri'a
Tau'ri-ca
Tau'ri-ca Cher'aone'sus

Te-me'ni-um, W.
Tem'e-nos
Tem'e-nus

6

Tem'e-rin'da
Tem'e-8a or
Tem'e-se

Tem'pe

Thal-lu'aa
Thal'pi-ua

Tham'u-de'ni
Tliam'y-ras
Tham'y-ris, S. C. L.
Than'a-toa, K.
Thap'aa-cua
Thap'ei-ta'ni
Thar-ge'li-a, a festival, S. W.
Tliar'ge-U'a, an

Ionian woman.

Ste-sam'e-nua

Su'ni-ura

Tac'o-la

So-sib'i-us
Bos^i-cli'deg, 6
Bo-sic'ra-teg 6
Bo-sig'e-neg, 6

Ste-fie'nor
Ste-si-eli'o-rua
Steyi-cli'deg, 6
Stes^i-la^us, Pw.

Su-od'o-na

Ta-cola see Py.
Tse-dif'e-ra
Tae-nar'i-deg, 6
Taen'a-roa, 5

Tau'ri-i Lu'di
Tau-ri'ni
Tau-ria'ci

Teii-be'da
Tenc-te'ri

Thau'maa

Tau-roVo-lua

Su'ra
Su-re'na
Su-re'nas
Su'ri-um

Tien'a-rom, 5

Tau'ro-ia

Taen'a-nis, 5

Tau-rom'e-noa or
Tau-rom'e-non
Tau'ro-min'i-um

Tenc'te-ri
Te'ne-a
Te-ne'se
Te'ne-as

The'a

Ste-sim'bro-tua
Sthen'e-boe'a

.

Bo'si-i,

10

Bos'i-lus

So-sim'e-neg, 6
So-sin'o-mua

Sthen'e-la'i-daa,

C.S.

So-sith'e-u8

Sthen'e-la'is
Btlien'e-laa
Sthen'e-la'us
Bthen'e-le
8tlien'e-lu8

So'si-ua, 10

Sthe'nia

Soa'pi-ta
Boa'the-nes, 6
Soa'the-Dis
Sos'tra-tus
Sosx'e-tra
Bot'a-dpr, C

Sthe'no

So'ter

Stir'i-a

So-3ip'a-ter
So-sip'o-lia
So'sis
Bc-sis'tra-tus

Stil'bi-dea,

Stil-bu'aa
Stil'i-eho

Stim'i-con
Stiph'e-lus

6

Su-per'bua

Su'pe-rum Ma're

Ta-e'pa
Ta'geg, 6

Su'ri-U8

Ta-gc/ni-UB, S.

Sur-ren'tum

Ta'gua

Su'rua
Su'sa

TaVa-ct/ri

Bu'sa-na, W. L.
Su-sa'ri-on, W. S.
Su'ai-a'na, 10, or
Su'sia

W.

Tau'ro-po-li'a

Tau-rop'o-lus
Tau-ruHju-lie

Tal'a-i-on'i-dea,
*
Ta-la'ai-o, 10

6

Tal'e-tum
Tal'me-na

Su'ai-a'ni, 10

Tal-thyb'i-UB

Su'thul
Su'tri-um

Tam'a-rua, L.

Sy-a/grua, L. C.
Byb'a-ri*

Ta-me'sa, For.
Xam'e-ais

W.

Tam'e-sa

The-op'o-lia

The'o-pom'ptiB
The-op'ro-puB
The-o'ria

The-c/rua
The-o'taa

The-of e-leg, 6
The'o-ti'muB

The-of o-coa

T)ie-8en'e-tU8, 5

The'ae-te'tuB
The-ag'e-neg, 6

S.

W.

The-ox'e-nuB
The-rag'o-ras
The-ram'e-neg, 3
The-raph'o-ne

The-rap'ne
The'raa
The-ra'ai-a, 10

The-ag'o-ras

The-rid'a-ma8

Ten'e-rua
Te'neg, 6

The-a'no

The-rim'a-€hm

The-ar'i-das,
S. W. M.

TIier'i-nuB
The-ri'taB

Tbe-au'ge-la
The'bas
The-bag'e-neg, 6
The-ba'i-des, 6
Theb'a-is, C. Fac.

Tber'me

Ten'e-sia

Te-ne'um

Tax'i-la, S. C. L.

Ten-nag'o-ra
Te'noB
Teu'ty-ra

Tax'i-li,'C. L.

Ten'ty-ri'tae

Tax'i-raag'u-lua
Ta-yg'e-te

Te'OB or

Ta-yg'e-tu8 or
Ta-yg'e-ta

Te-re'don

Te-a'num

The-oph'a-neg, 6
The'o-pha/ni-a or
The-oph'a-ni'a
The-oph'i-la
The-oph'i-lua
Tbe'o-phraa'tus
The'o-phy-lac'tuS
The'o-pi'theg, 6

T^ii'e-doa

Tau'rus
Tax'i-te, Fac.
Tax'i-lea, 6

Tal'a-ua

The-on'o-mus
The'o-pe
The-oph'a-ne

The'ox-e'ni-a, S. W.
The'ox-e'ni-UB,

Tao'i-ta
Tag'i-tus

Ten€h-te'ri

C.L.
Tlie-on'o-e

The-ox'e-na

Bu'ni-ci, S. For.

:

The'o-ni'cuB,

Tha'soa or Tha'aua
Thau'ma-ci
Thau-ma'ci-a, 10
Thau-man'ti-as, 10,
and Thau-man'ti8

8um-ma'nua

Tem'pe-a
Tem-py'ra

The-c/naa and

Tha'si-ua, 10

Ste-sag'o-ras

Bu'o-ve-tau-ril'i-a

The'on

M.

Tha-U'a
Thaai-us, L. C.

Tel'o-bta

Ster-tin'i-ua

and

The-og'o-nu8
The-om'e-neg, 6
The'om-nea'tuB

Tlia-las'ae-roa
Tha-laa'ei-o, 10
Tha-laa'si-ua, 10,
S. W.

10
Bo-sag'o-raa
Bo'si-a, 10

So-rit/i-a,

The'og-ne't us
The-og'nia
The'o-go'ni-a

Tliag'o-ra

Thal'a-me,
Sch. W.
Tbal'a-mse,
S. W. For.

Py. W.

The'D-gi'tfji"

Thac'co-na

Tel-lu'mo

Tel-mia'aua

Tlie-od'o-tea, 6

Teu'to-bur'gi-um

Tel-lu'rua

TeloB

10

The-od'o-ta
The-od'o-taa

Teu'ti-cua
Teu'to-bo-di'a-ci

Ta'rua

Tel-raea'sua or

lia,

The'o-do'si-UB, 10

Teu-thre'don
Teu-thro'na

Thal'a-mua

and Sy'thaa

Sues-si'o-ueg
Bues'so-neg, G, or

The'o-do'Bi-a, 10
The'o-do'si-op'o-

Teu'ta-mus,

Tel'e-phas'sa
Tel'e-phua
Te-le'si-a, 10

Te-leu'ti-as, 10,
S. W.
Tel-Ie'niB

Sues-si-o'iieg, 6,

Sta-ti'ra
8ta'ti-u8, 10

Py.

Teu'ta
Teu-ta'mi-as,
S. Sch.

Tar-aafl-ca

Sta-til'i-a
Sta^til'i-UB

Boph'o-cleg, 6
So-pliom'e-ne

So'rex

Tel'e-iii'cua

Te'le-on
Te-lepli'a-reg, 6

Syr'ti-b(/loa
Syr'ti-cua, a.
Byr'tia

So-plic/ni-a

Sor'di-ce, C.

Tlie'o-do'ra
Tlie-od'o-re'tuB
T)ie-od'o-ri'cus

Su'cro

Stafi-nae

Bo-ra'nus

Teu-o'€lii8

Syr'o-phoB-ni'ceg, 6
Syr'o-phot'uix
Sy'roB

Bo-phi'nus

and

The-od'o-cua

Teu-me'808
Teu-mes'aus

Te-lem'bro-tua
Tel'e-mus

Sub'mon-to'ri-um
Su-bu'ra
Su-bur'ra

Sta-ti'na

Bo-rae'teg, 6,
So-rac'te

The-od'a-maa
The'o-da'mus
The'o-das

Btam'e-ne

Soph'i-lus

So'ra

Te-traj/o-lia
Tet'ri-cua

Teu'to-ni and
Teu'to-neg, 6
Tha-be'na, K.

Sys'pi-ri'tis

Them'i-eto^'e-UKg, (
The'o-cle'a
The'o-cleg, 6
The'o-cli'das
The'o-clua
The'o-clym'e-nufl
The-oc'ly-tua
Tlie-oc'o-lua
The-oc'ri-tiia

Tel'e-aip'pus
Tel'e-6ia
Tel'e-aon
Te-lee'pho-rua
Tel'e-atag'o-ras
Te-les'tas
Te-les'teg, 6
Tel'e-te
Te'le-thu'sa
Tel'e-tus
Tel'eu-tag'o-ras

Sy'rus

Them'ia-tag'o-ra
Them'is-tag'o-rag

The'o-cy'deg, 6

Tar-pe'i-a (^a)
Tar-pe'i-ua (-yus)
Tar-pe'teg, 6
Tar-quin'i-a
Tar-quin'i-i
Tar-quin'i-u8
Tar-quit'i-ua, 10
Tar'qui-tu8, C. L.
Tar'ra-ci'na
Tar'ra-co
Tar-ru'ti-UB, 10

Su-ea'aa
Buee-aa'nua

Them'i-Bon
Them'i-so'nej, 6
The-mis'ta

Tefra-go'nia

Syr'o-me'di-a

Su-e'bua

Sop'o-lia

Te'thya

Su-blic'i-us, 10

Stas'i-mus, Fac.
Bta-ai'nuB
Bta-ta'nua

M.

Tlie'me-o'tSB

Tlie'mis
Tliem'ia-cy'ra

Tefra-co'mum

Ta'ri-o'tse

Sta-aic'ra-teg, 6
Sta-ail'e-os

So-pbros'y-ne
8o-pi'theg, 6

Ter'ti-a, 10
Ter'ti-U8, 10
Ter'tul-li-a'nufl

Syr'o-cil'i-ceg, G

Bo'phax
So-phe'ne

C. L. M.
Thelx-i'o-pe,

Teu'cri-a

Te-Ieg'o-ne
Te-leg'o-uus
Te-lem'a-«liU8

Egypt.

Tlielx-in'o-e
Tlielx-i'on,

The'o-dec'teg, 6
Tlie'o-de'muB

Tel'e-da'mua

Tar-bel'Ii
Tar-bel'li-cus, a.

Tbel-pu'sa
Tbe-hi'sa

Teu'cer
Teu-ehi'ra
Teu'cri

Tel'e-cnis

Tar-ehe'ti-u8, 10,
S. W.
Tar'-cho or

Terp-ai-eh'o-re
Ter'ra-ci'na
Ter'ra-aid'i-uB,
S. W.

Sub-la'que-um

Bop'a-ter
Bo-pluen'e-tu8, 5

Bo-phron'i-cus,
W. C.
Boph'ro-ni'cue, L.
Boph'ro-nis'cua
So-phro'ni-us, C. S.

W.

(,'.

Tlie-mis'te-as
T)ie-mis'to-cle'a
The-mis'to-cleg, 6

Ter'mi-nuB
Ter-pan'der

Sta-gi'rus
Sta/i-ua (sta'yua)

Su-de'ti

Boph'ro-na

Ta-pu'ra

Ter'mi-na'Ii-a
Ter'mi-na'lis

Tel'e-si-ni'cua
Tel'e-si'nus

Sta'se-aa

tius,

Tel'a-mo-ni'a-deg, 6
Te-lan'dri-a
Tel-€hi'nes, 6
Tel-«hi'nia
Tel-ehin'i-u8, L. W.
Te'le-a and
Te-le'a
Tel'e-ba
Te-Ieb'o-ae or
Te-leb'o-eg, 6
Te-leb'o-aa
Tel'e-bo'i-deg, 6
Te-leb'o-is
Tel'e-clfc.°, 6
Tel'e-cli'deg, 6
Tel'e-clu8

Tap'o-si'ria
Ta-prob'a-iie

Ta-reii'tiia
Tar'i-«lie'a, in

Sy'rinx
Syr'ma-t:e
Syr-ma'tae, Fac.

Ter'me-ra
Ter'me-rua
Ter-mes'aua
Ter-me'sus or
Ter'me-8u8

Syr-ne'tlio

8on'ti-us, 10

PrudenSym. i. 34.

Ta-phi'tia
Tap'o-ri

Tar'«lion
Tar'€hoii-dim'o-tU8
Tar'en-ti'nus
Ta-ren'tiiin or

Byr'i-e'ni

Te-ri'o-Ia, For.
Te-ri'o-li

Tel'a-mon

Tliel'a-i'ra,

Tlie-ler'o-phus
Thel'i-ne

Fac. W.

Te-ri'na

Te'i-us (te'yua)
Te'la

Thec-tam'e-neg, 6
Theg'a-nu'Ba
Tbe'i-uni (-yum)
Thel'a-mu'aa

Ter-gee'tum

Sub'al-pi'ima

6

Eoii-ti'ui

Bo'phi-a
6o-pbi'a,

L. C.

Te'reuB
Ter-gein'i-nus
Ter-ges'te and
Ter'ges-ti'ni
Tei'gi-la'ni
Te'ri-as
Ter'i-da'tea, 6,
S. W.

Te'i-i (te'yi)

Tan'ta-lu3
Tan'ta-re'ne
Ta-nu'si-uB, 10
Ta-o'oa and
Ta-o'ci, C.
Ta'o-ce
Ta'o-ebi
Ta'plii-ac, L. C. S.

Te'ren-ti-a'nua, 10
Te-ren'ti-us, 10
Te-reii'tua
Te're-us, Pern. 1

Ta-ri€h'e-a, in
Palestine.
Tar'i-na'teg, 6

Staph'y-lua
Btarsan'der
Sta-sa/nor

Soii'o-ba

Sy-no'pe
Syn'phe-ron
Syn'ty-ehe

For. Py.

Sta-gi'ra

Bon'illlis

Teg'u-la
Te-gy'ra, Pw.
Te'i-a (te'ya)

Ta'ras
Ta-raa'con
Tar'ax-ip'pua

Stu-be'ra,
Stur-ni'ni

Stym-plial'i-deg, 6

Ta-ne'tum

Ta-pu're-i
Ta-pu'ri
Tap'y-ri, i.
Tar'a-nia

Spho'dri-aa, L. W.
8pi-lu'me-ne
Spin'tha-rus
Spi'o
Spi-tam'e-neg, 6

Stym'mo-do'rua

Te'ge-a'tae
Te'ge-a'tia

Ta'plii-i,

Stry-be'Ie

K.

Tan'a-quil
Tan'e-ta'ni

Ta'plii-aa'aus

S.L.

Stru'thua

Stry'ma or Stry'me

Tan'a-i'toe
Tan'a-i'tia

Tec-tOB'a-g»
Tec'to-sax
Te-cu'ea
Te'ge-a

Tan-tal'i-deg, 6
Tan'ta-lia

8ym'bo-Ium
Bym'ma-ehua

and

Tec-tos'a-geg, 6, or

Ta'nis

Sym-pleg'a-deg, 6
Sym-ple'gas

Strep-si'a-deg, 6

Te'a-rua
Te-a'te-a

Ta'moa

Sphen'do-ne

Sol'o-is

u

Spen-du'sa
Sper-€he'o8
Sper'-ehi-on'i-deg, 6

So-e'bi, Suevi.
SoB'mi-aa, S. W.

S

Spal'e-thra
Bpar'ga-pi'theg, 6
Spar'ta-cua
Bpar-ta'ni or
Spar'ti-a'tae, 10
Spar-ta/nus
Bpar'ti-a'nus, 10

Boc'ra-te'um

R

W.

So-zu'aa

Siniii'theua

Soc'ra-tis,

10

Sox'o-tae

Sine'nus

So-an'dus
So-bu'ra

Q

and

So'us

So-zom'e-ne
So-zom'e-nu8
So-zop'o-Us

Smin'the-us,

Byb'a-ri'ta
Syb'a-ri'tis

Sto'i-ci

So-tig'e-na
So'ti-on, 10, S.
So-ti'ra

8it'i-us, 10, TFl 5.

Sit'o-neg, 6, For.

Sto-b*'u3
Stce€li'a-deg, 5, 6

Te'i-oa
Te-re'i-deg, 6
Te-ren'ti-a, 10

The-ba'ia,

K. F. M.
The-ba'nu8
The'be
The-be'tha

Ther'mEe
Ther-ma'icus, a»

Ther-mo'd n
Ther-mop'j, -to
The-rod'a-ina»

The'ron
Ther'o-tho'eg,
Ther-san'df^r

6

Ther-sil'o-eUufl

PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.
Thy'n-mi'a
Thy-a'mi-a, S.

Ther-si'tfB

6

'i'lier-si'teg,

J'hB-i'u'-ehus

Tliy'a-mia

Tlie-sftn'ro-elirys'-

Tliy'a-iuua,
For. S. M.

o-nic'o-ehrys'idea, 6
Tlios'ce-ra
Tlie-se'a
Tlio-se'is

The-se'um
Tlie'se-us, Item, X

The'seus
The-si'diB
riie-ai'deg,

6

Tlie-siiu'e-neg, 6

Tlies-moph'o-ia

Thy'a-ti'ra

Xhy-e'ne
Thy-ea'tn
Thy-ea'tes, 6
Thy'i-aa Gyaa)
Thy-mar'o-te

Tryg'o-diBiu'o-iios,

Ti-ryu'thUB
Ti-aui'um

Tra-pbe'rt
Traa'i-uie'inis

U'bI-5

U-ool'e-gon

Ti-aag'o-ras

Tre'ba
Tro-ba'tl-ua, 10

Try'phon

Tro-bol'li-a'iius

Tia'a-iui'aa
Ti-aiii'€hii8
Tia'dri-ta'ni
Ti-ai'a-dog, 6,

Tro-bel'li-e'uuB
Tro-bul'li-uB
Tio'bi-a
Tio'bi-u8

Pw.

Tia'i-aa,

Ti-aic'ia-tog, G
Tia'i-e'nus, 10

Tre-bo'ni-ua
Tiob'u-la
Tie'rua

Tby-iue'ua

Ti-aim'a-«liua

Ti'ov'o-ri

10

Tlies-sa'li-a
Tlies'sa-Ii'o-teg,
Tlies'sa-li-o'tis
Tlies'sa-lo-ni'ca

6

K.

Thea-ti'a-dae
Tliea-ti'a-deg, C
Thea'ti-as, 10

Tlies'ti-di'um
Tlies'ti-us, 10
Thea-tor'i-des, G
Tlies'ty-lis, C. W.
Thes'ty-lus, C.

The-tid'i-um
Tlieu-do'ri-a

Theu'do-si-op'olis, 10
Tlieu'do-tus

Vib'i-na'tog, G
Vlb'l o'lioa, C

U-ra'oa, C.
U-ra'giia

Vo'll-a
Vo-llb'o-ri

Vib'l-U8

Ti-ta'iiog,
Ti-ta'iii-a

Tu-ia'to or
Tu-is'oo
Tu-IiH'fti

U-ra'iii-n or -o
U'ra-iiop'o-lis

Vo-li'iia

Vol'i-tei-'no
Vul'i-teg, C
Vo-li'trai
Vol'i-trai, C.
Vel-lo'i-ua Pa-ter'ou

Ti-fa'ta

Ti-for'num

Ti-ma/nor
Ti-mau'tlieg,

Tlio'ri-iia

Tim'a-ra'tua

Tlioa-pi'teg, 6

Ti-mar'-clii-deg, 6

Tlio'ua

Ti-mar'-ehus
Ti-mar'e-te

Tlira'ce,

Eiig. Thrace
Tljra'ceg, G
Tlira'ci-a, 10

Thra'cia
Tluin-ci'da
Tliraa'ci-aa,

6

Tlira'se-a
Tlira-ae'a or
Thra-al'a, name
of a, ship.
Thra'ai-ua, 10
Tliia'ao
Tliraa'y-bu'lua
TliraH'y-dii''u8
TliniB'y-da'inuB, Pw,

Vil'li-ua
Vini'l-iia'lia

Veii-no'iieg, C,

Vhi-oon'ti-uB, 10,

Tii-go'num

Tu-nil'li-iia, S.

W.

Ti-tiii'i-u8

Tri-go'iius
Tri-na'cri-a or
Trln'a-ciia
Triu'e-niia or

Tus-ca'iiUa, 5.
Tus'ci
Tiia'ci-a, 10

W.

Ti-tor'miia
Tit-tlio'um

Trin'o-iiii'a

Thra-syl'o-on

Ti'tua
Tit'y-rua
Tit'y-U8

Tu'tho-a
Tii'ti-a, 10

Vo-pi'cuB

Tii'ti-ca'iiuB

V.

Tu'ti-cum
Tii-ti'iii

M.

S.

Vad'i-iiio'iiis

V«i'aii-iii'o-luB

Vip-aa'iii-a, S.

Voi'-bifr'o-iia

Vip-aa'iil-iiH,

Pw. Pe.

Ty'-clie

Vaft'o-dru'sa
Va-fto'iil, C.

Vor-cel'liu
Voi-'oMi-gct'o-rlx

S. Sch. W.
Vii'bi-ua
Vir-du'iiia-rus

To-lum'ni-us
To'liia
To-iun)'iis

Tom'a-rua,
C. For. Pw. E.
To-ma'rus, Pe.

To-me'rus
To'mia

L.

Ty'do

Tiip-tol'e-mua
Trlq'ue-tra

Tyd'o-iiB, Pern. 1

Tria'uie-^is'tus
Tri-ta)'a
Tri-to'a

Ty-di'dea, 6
Ty-e'nis'
Ty'loa
Tym'bri-a'nl

Val'a-nii'rua
Val'da-Hii8
Va'loiia
Va-lon'ti-a, 10

Ty-ch'i-us

Ty'douB

Pw. W.
L.
Tox-oph'o-ne

Ti-nio'nax
Ti-moii'o-e

Tra/bc-a

To-yft'e-ni

Vir-ftin'l-a

Vi-rid'i-n'iuiB
Vir'i-pla'<!a

Vor-ftil'i-ui
Vor-ftiii'i-iiB

W.

Ver'fel-um, Fao.
Ver-gob'rc-tUB

Vli'o-ihi'iuim

Vi8'<HiI-ll'nU8

Val'o-nia, W. C.
Va-lo'ti-um, 10,

Vo-roii'i-(!a

Triv'i-iB
Triv'i-iB

An'trum
La'cuB

Pw. W.
Ty-pa'iie-iu
Ty-pIio'o-u6,

Tri-vi'cura
Trl-vi'ouB
Tro'a-deg, 6

Ty'pbon

rro'aa

Ty-plio'nis

Tio«li'o-iB
Ti'oe'zen or
Tra3-zo'iio

Fuc.

Ty-pbo'ou8

Val-Iel/a-na, C. L.
Val-lo'iii-a
Vaii'da-li
Vaii-da'li-l,

Ty-niji'e-tiB
Tyr'an-ftl'tio

M.

'J'y'raa,

Van'di-li,

'J'y'rea,

Trog-lod'y-t(B
Trog'lo-dy'tiB,

'J'yr'l-da'tog,

For.
Trog-Iod'y-tcg, 6
Trog'lo-dy'teg,

W. Sch.
K.

Van-(^i'<)-iieg,

or Ty'ra
G

Tio-ftl'tia

Va'lF-l

C

C

Vau'iil-U8
Va-ra'iioB, 0,
W. M. S.
Var-diu'l

Vi-ni'o-drum
Vi-ni'muii

V(ii'-ftil'i-iiB

For.

Hi. 101.

VI-Hi)l'li-a

Vl-alg'o-lbiii,

L.

\V.

Vi-t(il'll-a

Vi-t()l'll-a'nl

Vt'r'i'u-ci'iil

Vi-tol'li-ua
Vlt'l-a, 10, S.

Viii-ru'go

Vit'l-ci'iii

V<ii'ta-giia
V«r'tl-(!or'd|.a
Vor'tuiii-na'li-a

Vi-IU'a-tor

Vit'ii-la
Vo'i^l-o, 10,

V(ir'u-la'iiuB

Vo-oo'iii-a

Vo'ruB
Voa'a-gHB

Vo-oo'iil-iia
Vo-coii'tl-a, 10
Vofl'll-HWH

:

see C.

Vai'dH-U

'I'yr'i-U8

Vai'(j;i-()'iiog,

Ty'ro
Ty-rog'ly-phu8
Ty'rOB

Vai'gii-hi

Tyr-rli(i'iil

Va'ii-a

V«m'(ri-(-a'iil-a

V<)l'<'u-bi,

Vim'(i\i-la'rl-ilB,

Vol'u-Hiia

Voa'bl-u8
Voa'bo-la

C

Fao.

Lox

Vo-i^o'hub, For.
Vo-la'ii«, Fao. W,
Vo-laii'diiin
Vo-la'iK>, Fao.

VBfl-(io'll-a

Vds'ciil-Ia'iil

Tra-cli'a-lua
Ti'a'-chaa
Tra-<;lie'a

Fur.
Tro'guB Pom-pe'i-ua

Tra'-ebin or

Tro'UuB

'J'yr-rlio'iitim

Va-rl'iii

Ti'a'<;hyii

Tyr-rlio'ima

Tra-«liiii'l-iio

Tro'ja
Tro-ja/nl

Va-ilB'tl
Va'i'l-UB

Tra'«bi-o'ti8

Tro-ju'fte-niD

Tyr-rbi'du)

Va'rua

Viia'u-ila,

Tra<jli'o-ul'tlB

Tyr-rbl(^'o-iiin, IC.

Vu-8(1'V11B

Tyr-ao'ta

Va-aa'toB, G
Vaa'dO-iiDB,

Tyr-tii/iia
Ty'riiB or Ty'roB
Tya'l-aa, 10,

Vaa-co'iil-a

Vim-ta'll-a
VoH-tu'llH

Vat'i-oa'inm

V.m-tll'l-UH, «.

Va'tl-u'iiuB, 10
Va-tlii'1-UH

\m-Wt\\

Vo-hnt/ni-a

V«a-tl'ima

Vo-Ullll'lll-IM

Va-tic'uu8

Voa-to'i'l-u»

Vo-him'iuiB

(-y"»)

Tin'i-a
Tl'plia

Tra/guB

Troiu'oii-ti'iia
Tio'piii-oj)b'o-ruB

Traj'ii^nop'o-llB

Troph'i-imiB

Tl'phya

Tra-Ja'miB, Trajan

TlO-Jlllo'lll-UB

TraiiH'al-pl'nuB
Traiia'pa-da'iiUB

Troa'au-ll
Ti'OH'Bu-lum,

Thy'a

Ti-re'ai-as, 10
Tir'l-da'teg, 6
Ti'ria
a?i-iiB'ta-sU

Thy'a-dea. C

Ti'ro

Traiia'tib-u-rl'iia

Traiia'tlb-u-ri'uua
Tra-pe'ztt

For. Hch. a. Py.

'J'yr'i'h()-uin,

Fao.

W. Fao.
Tzao'o-nug, 0, 14,

Tru'oii-ti'iil

Iru-ou'tum

Tzu-ru'lum, 14

Vai'gmi-te'l-ue
(-tu'yiiB)

VaH-<;(i'nog,
Striihi).

VoB'ci-a, 10
V(m-ci'iii

A*.

W,

VIl'ri-MiB
Vi-tru'vi-us

V«r-tiim'iiu8
Vor'u-liu

Tyr'i-l
Tyi'iB-ao'i

Va-io'iiuB

K.

Via'tu-Ia
Vl-8ui'ftis

Voi'o-iil'ca,
Ver-rl'iiKs
Ver'rl-iiB

Val'ii-us

Rem.

Ty-rau'ni-o
Ty-ran'ni-on

Trofe'i-IuH,

Sch. W.

6

Soh.

Vir'i-a'Unia

Vi-aol'lu8

Tor'e-tie
Tor'i-ni

Ti'mon

Vir-(![iii'l.iia

Vor'o-Ia'ini-um

To-pa'zuB, C.

Tox'eua

Vir-iiil'i-ua

Vor-(i<)l'hi8
Vor-ftll'i-a

Vei'o-iiiau'du-l
Vo-ro'iia
Vo-i'o'iioB,
:
see

Ti-rae'8i-u8, 10,

Tox'o-ua, Pern. 1

Vo-re'tuin
Vor'gaa-l-lau'ims

Val'eii-tbi'i-a'nus
Val'oii-ti'nua
Va-lo'ri-a
Va-I«'ri-a'iiuB
Va-lo'i'i-ua

S. W.
Xi-mo€li'a-ria
Tiiu'o-cle'a

Py. M.

IK

Vin'i-UH, S.

Val'en-ti'iil

Tyii'iii-Gliua,

Tox'a-ria,

W.

Ty-mo'lu8

Tyii'da-i'iia

Tim'o-de'muB

Vi-llic'i-UH, 10

Tyiii'pa-ni'a

6

Tiiv'i-a

Ti-mo'cre-on

Va-i'cu8 : see C.
Vu/la

Viii'do-ula'aa

Tiit'o-feo-iii'a

Trl-tofe'e-iiog,

Tri-veii'tum

To-rc/ne
Tor-qua'ta
Tor-qua'tus
To'ruB
To-ry'no

Vor'a-iil'o-liia
Vc-iu'iil-iia, S.

Ver'e-ti'iii

Viift'i-ta'nua
Va'lia-Iia

Tim'e-lus

W.

W.

Ty€b'i-cua, S. L.

Trip'o-lia

Tri-ti'a

W.

W.

La'cuB

Trlph'y-IuB, 8.
Trip'o-di

Toii-do'ta
To'iie-a
To-ni'a

Tln'feifl

Sch.

Va'ga

Ti-ma'vua or -vos

Ti-mox'e-na
Ti-mox'o-nu8
Tin'go or Tln'ftl or

li

Ty'bur

W.

Tyii-da'ro-u8
Tyii-dar'i-deg,
Tyii'da-ris

ii

SCO C.
Vop'l-to'imi
Vo-ra'gri, W.
Voi'a-grl, K.
Vo-ra'iii-a, S. W.
:

S.

Viii'di-ua'tcg, fi
Viii-doli'o-ua,
Flic. Py.
ViiiMo-b'o'iia,

Ty'bria

S.

(i,

Va€-5iB'i
Va-ou'iia
Va-dav'o-ro, S. C.

Tyiii-pliai'i

Ti-nioiyto-lla

II'.

Voii'u-ai'innii

Tri'toii

Thro'ni-um
Tliry'on or Thry'um
Thry'us

Thua'cl-a, 10

Viii'di

Tii-to'neg, 6
Trl-to'nla
Tii-um'pi-Il'nl

Ti-iuo'sa
Ti-mos'tlio-neg,
TI-mo'tlie-u8

Tliu-ri'ni

Viii-di</l-ua, 10,

Vo-mi'ai-a, 10
Von'u-si'ni

Ti'i-pliyl'i-a

Tox'i-li, C.

M.

Vo'miB

Ux'i-i (iik'alit-i),
W. S. Sch.

or

Tu'ti-li'iia

10

Viii-dciii'i-tor

Tri-pliy'lua,

Ti-mo'Iua
Ti-iiiom'a-ehu8

Tliu'ri-i

Uji-fil'lo-dii'iium
Ux'Kii-ti'ni

Tom'o-rl

Tliraa'y-me'luB
Tlira-sym'e-neg, G
Thras'y-rie'niis
Thre-ic'i-uB, 10
Thre-is'aa
Tiirep-alp'paa
Thri-ain'bua

nmiT\.e,,Sch. S.

Vili-ild'iiii-a'tor

Tua'ou-lum

(-li/yua)
Von'ii-lua

Tri-phy'lia

Tox-ic'ra-te,

Tliu'le

Ux-aii'tia

Tol'o-phou

Ti-iiio'le-ou

Tliu-U'to

Viii'dc-lic'i-a,

Tiis'cu-li

To-lo'aa
Tol'o-sa'ui
Tol'o-aa'teg, 6

Thra-syl'o-€hu8

Tliu-cyd'1-deg, C

Vln-di)l'i-«i

Von'u-lo'l-ua

To-inu'rl

6

Viii-da'li-uin

Voii-tid'l-ua

Tii-tn/mia

)

Fac. W.

U'tl-oa

Tn'te-li'iia

Tri'o-pe'ia
Tii'o-po'i-u8 (-yi»
Tri'o-pog, G
Tri-o'pi-iim
Tri'o-pus

Ij.

Viii'oi-UH, 10,

Ux'arma

Tri'o-du8

Tii'ops

*S'.

see

:

For. Pi/. S.
Ven-iio'm-ua

Ty'a-iia
Ty'a-iuo'uB
Ty'a-ni'tis

Ti-inofe'e-ni'H,
Tiiii'o-Ia'ua

Tlira-ayiia'a-«liu8

6

Fac.

U-Hii'iia,

M. C. 77.
Ven'no-iu'g

Tua'cii-ln/mim

Tri-oc'a-li'iii

Tri-o'nog, 6
Tri'o-paa or

Tma'rua, 14
Tmo'lua, 14
To«h'a-ri

Tlira-ayl'lus

I'liraa'y-mo'deg, C

Tiiii'o-ban'teg, 6
Tri-oc'a-la

Ti-tiir'ni-u8

:

Tus'ou-ln/iii

Tom'y-ris

Ti-moc'ra-teg, C

10

U-aip'o-tog, C, and
U-Hii)'i-i
see C.
U-ai'pi, a.
Ua-ti'ca

Tri-^oin'i-ni

Ti-ma'ai-on, 10,
S. W.

6

Von'c-tl

Ve-iiil'i-a

To-Ill i'tiB

Tiin'o-cli'aas

Vio-tum'vi-U),

Fuc. IK
Vi-en'na
Vil'li-a Lox,
S. Sch.

Voii'o-Ii

Ua'co-miiu

Tiiri'a-aitli'e-U8

Tiiii'o-cles,

Vio-to'i'i-ua

Tur'pi-o
Tur-ii'miB

Tom'i-aa, 5.

Tiiu'e-as

10

Vo-iia'fium
Voii'o-dio
Voii'c-dl

Tii-fteiii'l-iia

Tol'mi-deg,

Tho-re'ce
Tho'ri-a Lex

Oermany.

Vlc-to'rl-a
Vio'to-rl'na
Vic'to-ri'iiuB
VIo'to-ri'o-Ia

Ilia

Tit'i-a'ua, 10
Tit'i-a'nua, 10
Tit'i-eg, G, 10

Til'a-vBmp'tus
Ti-maj'a

Tho'rax

Ur-bi'mun

K.

Vi(;'l-ll'iuiB,

VoI'li-oa
Vol'lo-oas'sog, G, or
Vol'o-caH'H(ig

I

U-re'mii
Tu'ro-brl'oa
Ur'(l[e-iuiin
Tu'ro-nog, G
Vv'i
Tu'ro-ni, a people of U'rl-a, W. S.
U-ri'oii
Oatil, S. C. L.
Tu-ro'ni, a people of XJ-ri'tiig, G

10

Vig'o-ti'iii

Vmi'o-tua

Tlio'ii

W.

Pa'gua
G

Ur'bl-iia'teg,

Tui'dii-li
Tu'ii-a'ao, L. C.
Tu'ri-iis

Vi'oa I'o'ta
Vi-co'Oi-a, 10

Ve-iie'ti-a,

To-le'tum

I'lio'on

W.Fac.

Ur'bi-cua

Vi-bul'll-u8
Vi-ooii'tl-tt,

Ur'aoii-ti'iil

Til'a-tiB'i

Tho-o'tea, 6
Tho-ra'iu-ua, S.

Ur-bift'o-iiii8

Vi'bo
Vlb'u-la'nur

Vo-H'nuB

Ua-(.'a'iia

Tho'aa

Tho-o'aa

Tu-ra'ri-ua
Tui'do-ta'nl

CM.

W.

Tiir-pil'i-ua

Tlio-an'ti-as, 10

Ti-moe'ua
Ti-mag'e-neg, 6
Tim'a-ge'tus
Ti-mag'o-ras
Ti-maii'dra
Ti-man'ge-lus

Tu'iiia or Tu'neg, G

Tri-cor'y-thua,

Vo-la'bi'um

Tiif'o-li'iiua

Tlo-aim'e-iieg,

5

TrI-oor'y-phUB

Ui-blc'ii-a,

Tri-e'rca, G, or
Tri-e'ria
Tii'e-tei'i-ca
Tri'e-te'ria

Tle-pol'e-mu8

Ti-micii'e-tua,

TuI'li-iiB

U'ra-ima
Ur-ba'ua
Ur-ba'miB

Tul'Ii-a'num

Pw.

10

To-ga'ta
Tol-bi'a-oum

Tlio'lus
Tlio'nis
Tho-ni'tis

Tul-li'o-la

Tri-dei/tiim

Ti-gran'o-oer'ta
Ti'greg, 6
Ti'gria
Tig'u-ii'ni

Tho'an-te'a

Tii-eho'iiis
Tri-cip'i-ti'nus
Tiic'o-lo'ni

Tri-cre'iia

Ti-tu'ii-iia

llg'el-Ii'nus
Ti-^ol'li-ua
Ti-gra'uog, 6

TuI'li-a

W. Tri-ora'na

G

Tit'i-U8, 10

river,

Tri«'go, 7

Tric'o-ry'thua,

Ti'bur

a man, C,

M.

M.

Ti-thraua'teg, 6
Ti-tbro'ne

Ti(i'i-nus,

Tlii-od'a-maa
Tliir'mi-da, Fac.
Thia'o-a

A'.

Tit'a-nus, a mountain, Pw. S.

Tit'i-a,

Tlieu-me'sus
Tiii'a
Tlii'al-leaa
Tlii'aa

Ti-tau'i-deg, G
Ti-ta'nia
Ti-ta'ima, a giant.
Ti-ta'nua, a river,

Ti-be'aia
Ti-bric'o-liB

a

Tlieu'te-a

G

or

Voj'o-via

W

Vi'a-diiia, M.
Vi-a'lia
Vl-bid'1-a, iS. W.
Vl-bid'i-ua, A'. W,
Vl-bil'i-a

Tri-caa'aeg, G
Tilo'aa-ti'ni
Tri€'<!a and

Ti-bul'Ius

Ti-ci'iiu8,

Vi'o-oa
Vi-a'dnia, Sch.

Vo-lau'ui
Vel'o-da

Ti-tlio're-a

Theu'me-lon

Vo'tiis

G

Vo'i-oii'to
Vo'i-i (vo'yl)
Vo-ja'iil-u8

Uiix'i-a (unk'shT-a)

Ti-be'rus

W.

Vo'l-a (vo'ya)

S. Soh.
Vo-tu'ri-a
Vo-tu'rl-ua

U'i>i8

Titli'o-i'g,

J<7<;.

Vo'i-eii'tog,

10

Tu'fto-ni
Tu'jVl-a

Ti'tun or Ti-ta'nus

Ti-tho'nia
Ti-tho'iuis

Ti€h'i-U8,
Tiv'i-da

Ul'pl-ii'ima
U'hi-briii
U-lya'aoa, G

Pluto

Tit'a-iie,

Titli'e-uid'i-a, S.

Tib'ur-ti'uum
Ti-bui'ti-ua, 10
Ti-bur'tua
Ti'chis

Tlie'tis

Vo-|V(i'ti-ua,

Ve-la'iii-us, S.

Ti-be'ri-aa
Tib'e-ri'llua
Tib'e-ria
Ti-be'ri-ua

Tib'ur-ti'na

Vo-di'iiB,

U'l'iMi-li'iia

U-iiel'li

Tit'a-re'aiia
Tit'a-riia

Tib'a-re'iii

IK 5.

U'I'ona

Tu-e-«it'o-ra, C. B.
Tu-e'yi-to'ia, Py.

Tu'der-ti'nl

G

Pw.
Ti-ta'ne, M.

Ti'rt-aum, For.

Tlies'sa-lus
Tliea'ti-a, 10,

Ti-a'rie,

Tu«'oi-a, 10

Vct'ii-lo'ul-a,

Tii'H-oa'iil

Ti-to'a"

Tlies-pro'tus

Vo'di-ua I'ol'U-o,
S. W.

Uiu-bro'ima

!

see ViH^tones.

U-oe'ni
U-di'nl

Tu'di-taTnus

Tliy-o'no
Thy-o'iie-us,

Thyr'i-deg, 6
Tliyi'i-mu
Thyr-aa^'e-tUB
Tliyr-anpe-teg, 6
Tliy'im

For. S.

Tri-a'i'i-a

Tia'8a-vihei''iiog,

Tlies-moth'e-tte
TliBs'o-a
Tlios-pe'a
Tlies-pi'a

Tlies'pi-iD
Tlies'pi-u8
Tlies-pro'ti
Tlies-pro'ti-a, 10

Vot'tl-IIH
Vot-to'iH^a,

Voo'to-iicg,

Tii-a'ri-u8
Tii-bal'li
Tri-bo€'<}i, 3, 7,
Ti'ib'o-oi

Ti-aiph'o-iie
Ti-aiph'o-iiua

Tliy-mo-eh'a-rea, 6,
S. IF.
Tliy-iuoe'teg, 6

Thes-pi'a-deg, G

V. Fac.

U'ce-ua

Fac. W.
Tu'der

Vo-Hii'\i-im

V«B'vi-im
Vot'o-ia

Voo-to'nog, G,

K. F.

VoB'u-bm

Uiu'bri-a
Um-biic'1-uB, 10
Um-i«id'i-ua

riioa'mo-pho'ri-a

Thes-pi'a-d®

C. L.

!i,

Voc'tl-«s, 10

Tiy-pho'aa
Tu'bo-ro
Tu'bu-lus

Tn'ci-a, 10,

or

Vo-<!hi'i'og,

u.

Tu«'oi-U8, 10

Trev'i-ri

Thes-mop'o-lia

1

G

Ti-sam'o-uu8
Ti-aan'drua

Thyin'bri-a, C. S.
Thyni'e-le

Rem.

6,

Trypli'e-ra
Tiypli'«-rua
Trypb'i-o-do'riis

Thym-brai'u8

Tliy-o'iieus
Tliy-o'teg, 6
Tliy'ie
Tliyr'e-a
Tliyi'e-a'tia

Vo'a-ml'iii, Fac.

Tra-pu'zon
Tra-po'zus

Ti-ryn'thi-a
Ti-iyu'thi-i

1899

Vol'a-tci'ra

K.

Vo-lo^'o-Hog, 0, IS.

II'.

Voa'oii-tl'iil

V0-lll|i;-'l!-BllB,

K. W.

V.

I,.

Sell.

M.

Vi)l'o-j((^'aiiB, A',

VoH-pa'ai-a'imB, 10

Vol-alii'l-l

V<m-ta'li.M,

Vol-Un'l-a
V(i-lii'bi-l«

Vo-hi'bl-llH, /'.

W.

V(i-hiiii'iia

PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.

1900

N

Vo-lu'pi-a
Vo-lup'tas
Vol'u-se'nus, S.

Vul-ca'ti-us, 10,

S. Sch.

W.

Vo-lu'si-a'nus, 10,

S.L. W.

Vul'tur-na^-a
Vul-tur'num
Vul-tur'nus

Vo-lu'si-e'nus, 10,

K.
Vo-lu'ai-us, 10

X.

Vol'us-ta'na
Vol'u-sua
Vol'u-ti'na

Vc/lux

Vo-ma/mis
Vo-nt/nes, 6
Vo-pia'ciTs

Vo-ra'mis, L. C.

W.

Voa'e-giis

Vo-se'gus, C. Py.
Vo/ti-e'DUs, 10
Vo-tu'ri, Fac.

Vul-ca/nal
Viil'ca-nali-a

Vul-ca'm-86
Vid-ca'nuE

s

u

w

Xan'thi-a or
Xan'thi-as
Xan'thi-ca
Xan'thi-cus
Xan-thip'pe
Xan-thip'pus

Xan'tho-pulus,

L.C.
Xe-naen'e-tus, 5

Xe-nag'o-ras
Xe-nar'-ehus
Xen'a-reg, 6, S.
Xe'ne-a
Xen'e-tuB

Xe-ni'a-des, 6
Xen'i-ta'na
Xe'ni-us, C. S.
Xen'o-cle'a
Xen'o-cleg, 6
Xen'o-cli'deg, 6
Xe-noc'ra-te, Pw.
Xe-noc'ra-tes, 6
Xe-noc'ri-tus

Xe-noph'a-nes, 6
Xe-noph'i-lus

Xe-nod'a-mus,

Xer'o-lil/y-a,

W

Sch.

W.

Xen'o-da'mus
Xen'o-de'mus
Xe-nod'i-ce
Xe-nod'i-cus,
Xe-nod'o-ce

Pw.

Xe-nod'o-«hu8
Xe-nod'o-cu8
Xen'o-do'rus
Xen'o-do'tes, 6
Xe-nod'o-tu8
Xe-nom'bro-tus
Xen'o-me'deg, 6
XB-nom'e-ne^, 6

Xen'o-phon-ti'us or
Xen'o-phon-te'us

Xen'o-phron
Xen'o-pi'thes, 6
Xen'o-pi-thi'a

Xen'o-ti'mus

Zar'ma-no-€he'ga8
Za-thu'a
Za-ve'ceg, 6

z.

Xen'o-phon

ZeTU

Zeus (zus)

Ze-lofy-pe

Zeux'i-da'mus
Zeux-ip'pe
Zeux'ia

Zela

Zab'di-ce'na
ZaVo-lua or
Zab'u-lus
Zac'o-rus

Ze-U'a

Ze-le'a

Za-cyn'thu8 or -nos

Xerx-e'ne
Xerx'eg, 6

Za'greua
Za'grus

Xi-me'ne
Xi-phe'ne
Xu'thus

Zal'a-teg,

Za-le'cu8
Za-leu'cus

Xy'-€hu8

Za'ma

Rem.

Zelus

Xyl'e-nep'o-lia

Za-molxla

Ze-nif 'e-teg, 6
Ze'no or Ze'non
Ze-no'bi-a
Zen'o-cleg, 6, L.
Zen'o-do'ra
Zen'o-do'rus
Ze-nod'o-tu8
Ze-nog'e-nes, 6

Xyl'o-po-li'tae

Za'rax

Ze-non'i-ci

Zi-poe'teg,

Xyn'i-a
Xyp'e-te

Zar'bi-e'nug
Zar-dc/cei,
' 6
Zar'e-tae
Za'ri-as'pa

Ze-noph'a-neg, 6
Zen'o-po-si'don
Ze-noth'e-mis
Ze-Do'the-us

Zmyr'na

Xya'ti-a'ni, 10
Xys'ti-ci

Za'gre-UB,

6

1

Zoe'te-U8,

Zeph'y-ri'tis

Ze-lc/tus

ZeVe-ce
ZaVa-tuB
ZaVdi-belus

C. Sch.
Xe-rol'o-phu8

Zeph'y-re

Ze-phyr'i-um
Zeph'y-rus
Ze-ryn'thus
Ze'tes, 6, or Ze'tua
Ze'thu8
Zeu'^-ta'na

Zeux-ith'e-us

Zeux'o

W.

Zi-ela
Zi-gi'ra
Zi-li'a,

dlso

Zil'i-a,

Fac.

Zi-phe'ne

Rem.

Zo-ip'pu8
Zc/na-raa, L. W. 5.
M., Zo-na'ra8, Py^

Zo'ne
Zo-oph'o-ru8
Zoph'o-rus
Zop'y-rl'nu8
Zo-pyr'i-on,

W.

Zo-di'a-cu8
Zo'e

S.

Zoj/y-rua
Zor'o-as'ter or
ZoiVo-ae'treg, 6
Eng. Zo'ro-as'ter

Zos'i-mu8
Zos'ter
Zos-te'ri-a,

&

W.

Zot'i-cu8

6

1

Zce'teus
Zo'i-lus

Zyg'e-na
Zyg'i-a
Zyg'i-i : see
Zy-gop'o-lis
Zy-ffri'tte

C

—

;;

;

;

;;

A PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY
OF

COMMON ENGLISH CHRISTIAN NAMES,
WITH

THEIR DERIVATION, SIGNIFICATION, AND DIMINUTIVES, OR NICKNAMES, AND THEIR
EQUIVALENTS IN SEVERAL OTHER LANGUAGES.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
The design of the following Vocabulary is, in part, to supplement that of the
Biographical Dictionary. In addition, therefore, to the English Christian Names,
and to their corresponding Latin forms, the principal modern equivalents which are in
actual popular use, or have become familiarly known through literary associations, or
are for other reasons peculiarly important, have been included as far as practicable.
From Christian names are formed, by contraction or corruption, many nicknames
and diminutives. Some of these acquire special interest from their use in the formation of surnames ; others are confined to particular localities ; others, again, are
merely colloquial or fanciful. In this Vocabulary, only those diminutives and nicknames are given which are well established or are etymologically important.
With one or two exceptions only, no notice is taken of surnames used as Christian
names such, for example, as Addison, Harvey, Jefferson, Sidney, etc.
In names from the modern languages other than the English, the same notation
for pronunciation is used as in the Pronouncing Gazetteer. See pp. 1717-1719.

In selecting the names, and in tracing their derivation and signification, use has
been made of the following works : 1. Heyse's " Allgemeines verdeutschendes
imd erklarendes Fremdworterbuch. 12te Ausgabe. Neu verbessert und bereichert.
Herausgegeoen von Dr. C. A. F. Mahn " (Hannover, 1859). 2. Ingram's edition of
the " Saxon Chronicle " (London, 1823). 3. Camden's " Remains concerning Britain " (London, 1674). 4. Verstegan's " Restitution of Decayed Intelligence in An5. Jones's " Proper Names of the Old Testament
tiquities " (London, 1634).
Scriptures, Expounded and Illustrated " (London, 1856). 6. Robinson's "Lexicon
"
of the New Testament " (New York, 1850). 7. Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible
chiefly

9. Lower's
8. Nichols's " What 's in a Name " (London, 1859).
"Patronymica Britannica " (London, 1860). 10. Various Registers, Directories, etc.
"
"
History of Christian Names
(London, 1863), an elaborate and
11. Miss Tonge's
very able treatise, which contains much information of great value not elsewhere
accessible, and which has been of more service than any other single work.

(London, 1863).

;

NoTB.

The abbreviation X. id. indicates

that the Latin

form of

the

name

is the

—
—

A'll-el (a'ri-Sl). [Heb.] Lion of God valiant for God.
Ar'ls-tar'chUB (Sr'Is-tar'kus). [Gr.] Good prince.
[OHG.] Strong as an eagle. F.
Al'nold (ar'nold).
Arnaud, Arnaut (ar'no') It. Arnoldo (ar-nol'do) ; Sp.
Arnaldo (ar-nal'do) G. Arnold (ar'nolt).
[Gr.]
Gift of Artemis, or
Ar'te-mas (ar'te-mas).
Diana.

(a^lSk-sau'dSr).
Dim. Al'Sck, EllTck, S$n'd8r,
SSn'dy, Savv'nTe.
Fern. Alexandra, Alexandrina.
i. e., good
Al'lred (Sl'frgd). [OG.] Elf in council
counselor. L. Al-fre'dus, A'lu-re'dus ; F. Alfred (al'frSd')
It. & Sp. Alfredo (al-fra'do) ; Pg. Alfred (alfrao') G. & D. Alfred (al'frat). —Dim. Alf.

;

;

Aar'on (Sr'on). [Heb.] Lofty ; inspired. Arab. Harun,
or Haroun (ha'roon') L. id.
Ab'di-el (Sb'di-Sl). [Heb.] The servant of God. L. id.
A1)el (a'bSl). [Heb.] Breath ; transitoriness ; vanity.
L A'bSl A-belus.
[Heb.]
Father of plenty.
A-bl'a-thaT (4-bi'a-thar).

Al'ger-non

[Heb.]

Father of strength.

L.

A'bi-gl.

—

;

Al'vln

A'mos

&

;

^, short ; cSre, far, 14st, fall, wliat

g as i,g as in get

other-

;

(a-gUs'tus).
[L.] Exalted; imperial.
L.
F. Auguste (o'gUsf)
G. August (ow'gd58t).
Fern. Augusta.
[L.] Golden. L. id.
Aus'tin (as'tTn). See AtJonsTiN.
Az'a-ri'ah (az'4-ri'4). [Heb.] Helped of the Lord.

Au-gUB'tnB

A

id.

;

;

;

term

—

;

—

Dim. Gus, GiSs'tQs.
Au-re'U-UB (a-re'll-!is).

B.

;

;

&

;

;

courageous

Bald'wln

(bald'wtn). [OG.] Bold, courageous friend.
L. Bai'dii-i'u5s ; F. Baudouin (b&doO-SN') ; It. Baldoviuo (btil-do-ve'no), Balduino (bal-do8-e'n6) ; G.

Balduin (bal'doo-en).
Bap'tlst (bSp'tlst). [Gr.]

A baptizer ; a purifier. F.
Baptiste, Batiste (ba'test') ; It. Battista (biit-tes'ta)
Sp. Bautista (bow-tes'tS) ; G. Baptist (bap'test).

.

;

li,

;

—

—

Albrecht (al'brSKt).
Al'bl-on (51'bt-on). See Albion, in the Dictionary.
[Gr.] A defender of
Al'es-an'der (^I'Sks-Sn'der).
men. L. id. ; F. Alexandre (a'lek'eaN'dr) It. Alessandro (a-lSs-san'dro) Sp. Alejandro (a-lt-Han'dro)
D. Alexander
Pg. Alexandre (a-lSk-san'dra) ; G.

ch as in chin

^W

its full form,
often pronounced a'gus-tin, or a'giis-teu, with the accent on the first syllable and, though this accentuation
is opposed to present English usage, the contracted
form, Austin, sliows that English speakers of former
times, true to the genius of the language, and uninfluenced by any considerations of classical quantity, must
have placed the accent on the antepenultimate syllable.
is

My people.
Strong

In the United States, this name, in

&

&

;

;

G. Augustin (ow-g56s-ten').

&

(a-la'no).

S, e, t, o,

(a'miis).

[Heb.]
[Heb.]

&

Al'a-rlc (51'a-rik). [OG.] All rich ; or, noble ruler.
Sp. Alarico
L. Al'a-ri'ciis ; F. Alaric (a'la'rek') ; It.
(a-la-re'ko) ; 6. Alarich (S'la-reK).
[OG.] Nobly bright; illustrious.
Al'bert (51'bert).
Sp. Alberto
L. Al-ber'tiis ; F. Albert (al'bSr') ; It.
(al-ber't6) ; G. Adalbert (a'dal-bSrt), Albert (al'bSrt),

k

;

wise, burden.
An'drew (Sn'dru). [Gr.] Strong ; manly. L. An'dre-as ; F. Andre (aN'dra'), Andrieu (aN'dre-uh') ; It.
Andrea (an-dra'a) ; Sp. Andres (an-drgs') ; Pg. Andre
D. Andreas (an'dra-as).
Dim. An'dJ'.
(aN'dra') ; G.
conqueror of
An'dro-nl'CUB (Sn'dro-ni'kiis). [Gr.]
men. L. id.
An'selm (Sn'sSlm), ) [OHG.] Protection of God. F.
Anselme (aN'salm') ; It.
Sp.
An'sel (Sn'sgl).
(
Anselmo (an-sEI'mo) ; Pg. Anselmo (aN-sgl'mo) ; G.
Anselm (an'selm), Anshelm (anssliElm).
An'thO-ny (Sn'tS-nj?), ) [L.] Priceless ; praiseworthy.
L. An-to'nT-u8 ; F. Antoine
An'tO-ny (Sn'to-ny). )
(aN'twan') ; It.
Sp. Antonio (an-tyne-o) ; Pg. Antonio (siN-to'ne-o) G. Antonius (an-to'ue-oos), Anton
Dim. To'nJ^.
Fern. Antonia.
(an'ton).
A-poiaos (4-p5115s). [Gr.] Of Apollo.
Ar'che-la'US (iir'ke-la'us). [Gr.] Ruler of the people.
Ar'chl-bald (ar'chl-bald). [G.] Extremely bold ; otherwise, holy prince "L. Ar'«hT-biIl'dus ; F. Archambault (iir'shaN'bo') It. Arcibaldo (ar-che-bal'do) ; G.
Archimbald (arK'em-balt).
Dim. Archy (ar'chy).

;

long ;

A burden.

sius (am-bro'ze-66s).

— Dim. DSl'phiis.

«, -eh, as

(al'ber-eK).
Au-gus'tln (a-giis'tin), ) [L.] Belonging to Augustus.
L. Aug'iis-ti'nus ; F.
Au-gUS'tine "(a-gus'tin), >
Augustin (o'gus'tSN') ; It.
Aua'tin (as'tTn).
)
Agostino (a-gos-te'no) Sp. Augustine (ow-gd53-te'n6) ;

;

Am'mi (Sm'ml).

Ad'0-nl'rajn (Sd'o-ni'ram). [Heb.] Lord of height.
Al'an (Sl'an). Variously explained as a hound [Slav.],
harmony [Celt.], and a corruption of Hilary, or of
^lianus. L. A-la'niis ; F. Alain (S/ISn') ; It. & Sp.

;

Whom Jehovali prom-

;

;

o, u, y,

F. Aluin

Immortal; divine. L.
F. Ambroise (aN'brwaz')
Ambrosius
Ambrogio (am-bryje-o) Sp. Ambrosio (am-brS'Se-o)
Pg. Ambrosio (aN-bro'Se-o) ; G. & D. Ambro-

:

i,

all.

Sp. Aluino (a.165-

;

It.

)

a.s 8

&

;'

(am-bro'zhi-fis)

[Heb.] Ornament of God. L. id.
Tender delicate ; soft. L.
A'dln (a'din),
\ [Heb.]
A'din.
A-di'no (a-dl'n6).
Noble wolf; i. e., no1 [OG.]
A-dolph' (a-dolf),
A-dOl'phus (4-d51'fris). ( ble hero. L. A-d51'phus;
F. Adolphe (a'dSlf') It. Adolfo (a-dol'fo), or Udolfo
(68-da'f6); Sp. Adolfo (a-dol'fo); Port. Adolpho
(a-dol'fo)
G. Adolf, Adolph (ii'dolf), or Odulf

5,

It.

;

[Heb.]

Am'a-sa (Sm'a-s4). [Heb.]
Am'broBe (Sm'broz). [Gr.]

&

A'dl-el (a'di-Sl).

(

Beloved by

(a/lii'SN')

;

;

Iniquity.

[OHG.]

J

;

ised.

Scot. Edie (ed'i).

(o'dSSlf ).

1

(ai'win).

Am'a-rl'all (5m'a-ri'4).

;

—

;

Ash'ur (Ssh'ur). [Heb.] Black blackness.
[Gr.]
Immortal.
Atb'a-na'sl-as (ath'a-na'zht-us).
L. id.
F. Athanase (a'ta'naz') It. Atanasio (a-ta-nS'6e-o), Atanasia (a-ta-na'Se-aV Atanagio (a-ta-na'j6)
G. Athanasius (a-ta-na'ze-55s).
Ath'el-Stan (Sth'gl-stSn). [AS.] Noble stone.
Au'brey (a'br5^). [OHG.] Ruler of spirits. F. Aubri
(o'bre')
It. Alberico (al-ba-re'ko)
G. & D. Alberich

e'no).

peace. L. id.
Ad'am (Sd'am). [Heb.] Man earth man ; red earth.
(a'daN')
It.
Adamo
(a-da'Adam
;
L. A-da'mus ; F.
mo) Sp. Adan (a-dan') ; Pg. Adao (a-dowN') ; 6.
Dim. Ade (ad) (Ad'kin, obs.) ;
Dan. Adam (a'dam).
;

(51'vTn),

Al'win

Upright to God.

[Heb.]

Ash'bel (Ssh'bgl). [Heb.] Fire of Bel.
Ash'er (Ssh'er). [Heb.] Happy fortunato.

;

(ab).

Arturo

A

As'a-re1ali"(Ss'4-re'la).

;

^'^tS[K).}tHeb.]

It.

(a'sa).
[Heb.] Healer ; physician.
A'sa-hel (a'sa-hSl). [Heb.] Made of God.
collector.
L. As'a-phiiB.
A'saph (a'saf). [Heb.]

&

;

L. Ar-thu';

A'sa

;

—

to,

riis

(al'mSn).

;

Dim. Abe
mo) Sp. Abram (a-bram').
Ab'sa-Iom (Sb'sa-lom). [Heb.] Father of

(ar'thur).
[Celt.] High ; noble.
Artur (ar'tiir'), Artus (ar'tiiss')
; _F.
(ar-too'ro).

Ar'thur

[Heb.] Hidden.
A-lon'ZO (a-15n'z6). [OG.] Same as Alphonso.
prop, ai-fe'iis).
[Heb.]
ExAl'phe-UB (51'£e-iis
change. L. Al-phe'us F. Alph^e (al'fa') ; It.
Sp.
Alfeo (al-fa'o) G. Alpheus (al-fa'oos).
[OG.] Ail ready ; willing.
Al-phon'SO (ai-£Bn's6).
L. Al-phSn'siis F. Alphonse (al'f oNss') ; It. Alfonso
(iil-fon'so)
Sp. Ildefonso (el-da-fon'soj, Alfonso (alfon'so), Alonso (a-lon'so) ; Pg. Affonso (af-f on'so) ; G.
ALfons (al'fouss).

A'bl-e'zer (a'bl-e'zer). [Heb.] Father of help. L. id.
[Heb.]
To whom Jehovah is a
A-bl'lab (a-bi'ja).
L. A'bi-Sm, A'bf-a.
father.
Father
(ab'ner).
[Heb.]
of light. L. id.
Ab'ner
A'bra-ham (a'bri-hSm). [Heb.] Father of a multiAbraham
(a'bra'aN') ; It.
tude. L. A'bra-ha'mus ; F.
Abrahamo (a-bra-a'mo) ; Sp. Abrahan (a-bra-an') ; Pg.
Abrahao (a-bra-owN') ; G. Abraham (a'bra-ham')
Dim. Abe (ab).
Arab. Ibrahim (e'bra-hem').
A'bram (a'bram). [Heb.] Father of elevation. L.
A-bra'mus; F. Abram (a'braN'); It. Abramo (a-bra/-

Alano

With whiskers.

[F.]

(Sl'jer-n5n).

il^l^dKlThesameasA.^.
Al'mon

(a-bi'Sl).

;

;

L. id.

A-bl'el

;

;

;

the English.

NAMES OF MEN.

I.

A.

same as

;

f Sr

;

n, ng, as in link, sing

—

food,
;

f fl&t

;

f Qrl,

rude, pysh

;

oi

th as in thin, th as in thine

;

as in

zh

oil

;

ow as in cow

like z in

azure

;

I,

;

Q,

a, e, 6, a, e, o,
fi,

g,

^,

ij,

6,

li,

b, d, q, a, E,

(1901)

N

v

(see p. 1719)

(see p. 1719).

Bar'a-Ohi'as

Whom

[Heb.]

(bXr'4-ki'as).

Jehovah

Cyp'ri-an (sTp'rT-an). [Qtjl Of Cyprus, L. Cyp/rTa'nus F, Cyprian (se'pre'SN') G, Cyprian (tse'pre;

bSSi^QH).

A distinguished

[0<>0

helper.

I

Bar'na-bas (bar'na-bas),
Bar'na-by (bar'na-by^

[Heb

)

Son

]

of exhortation

or consolation, F. Barnab^
(bar'na'ba') ItrBarna(bar'na), Barnaba (bar'na-ba)
Sp. Barnabas (bar-nii-bas'), Bernabi5 (bSr-na-ba') ; Pg.
D. Barnabas (bar'na-bas).
Barnabe (bar-na-ba') G.
Bar'nard (bar'nard). See Bernaed.
warlike
Bar-thol'o-mew (bar-thol'o-mu). [Heb.]
son.
L. Bar'tho-lo-mae'iis; F. Bartolomee (bar'to'lo'ma'), Bartlif51emi (bar'tal'me') ; It. Bartolomeo (barPg. Barto-lo-nia'o)
Sp. Bartolome (bar-to-lo-ma')
tolomeu (bar-to-lo-ma'66) G. Bartholomaus (bar-toDim. Bart, Bat.
16-ma'o6s), Barthel (bar'tel).
[Heb.] Iron of the
Bar-zil'lal (bar-zTl'la or -la-i).
Lord firm true.
Bas'll (bSz'il). [Gr.] Kingly royal. L. Ba-sTlt-us
Pg. Basilio (ba-Se'le-o)
F. Basile (ba'zel') ; It., Sp.,
Sw. Basilius (ba-ze'le-Sos).
G., D., Dan.,
Ben'e-diCt (bgn'e-dlkt). [L.] Blessed. L. Bgn'e-dTc'tus ; F. Benott (beh-nwa') It. Benedetto (ba-na-defto), Bettino (bSt-te'no)
Sp. Benedicto (bS-nS-dek'to),
Benito (ba-ne'to); Pg. Benedicto (ba-na-de'to), Bento
i>tm. BSn'ngt.
(boN'tS): G. Benedikt (bSn'a-dikt).
Fern. Benedieta.
[Heb.]
Son of the right
Ben'Ja-IUm (b5n'ja-mTn).
Dim. BSn,
hand. It. Beniamino (ba-ne-a-me'no).
)

;

;

an),

(sTrTl).

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

&

&

;

;

—

—

—

BSn'uy.

I

)

;

;

;

D.

;

Fem. Eugenia.
(oi-gan'),
Eu-se'bi-US (ii-se'bl-iis), [Gr,] Pious godly, L. id,
F, Eus^be (uh/zaV) It., Sp., & Pg, Eusebio (a-68-fea'be-o) G, Eusebius (oi-Sa'be-56s),
Eus'tace (us'tSs)^ [Gr.] Healthy; strong; standing
firm.
L. Eu-sta'-eliT-us, Eu-sta'thT-Qs
P, Eustache
(rhs'tash'), Eustatlie (nhs'taf)
It, Eustazio (a-66
stat'se-o), Eustachio (a-d5-sta'ke-o)
Sp, Euetaqui(
(a-66-stii'ke-o)
Pg, Estacio (S-sta'se-o)
G. Eusta;

;

(dSn),
[Heb.]
judge,
Dan'l-el (d5n'I-gl or dSn'ygl), [Heb,]
divine judge,
F, Daniel (da'ne-al')
It. DanieUe (da-ne-gna) ; G,
Daniel (da'ne-gl).
Dim. DSn.
Da-ri'us (da-ri'us). [Per.] Preserver, L, id.
Da'Vld (da'vid). [Heb.] Beloved. F. David (da'ved')
It. Davide (da-ve'da), Davidde (da-ved'da)
G. David
(da'vet).
Ditn. T>a,'vf, Dave (dav), (Daw'kin, obs.).
Fevi. Vida.
De-me'trl-US (de-me'trl-as). [Gr.] Belonging to Ceres.
F. D^m^trius (da'ma'tre-iis') It.
L. id.
Pg. Demetrio (da-ma'tre-o)
G. Demetrius (da-ma'tre-66s).

A

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

&

;

;

ElS'Sifdgn'nIs), I
Der'rlck (dgr'rTk),
Des'ter (dgks'ter).

The French form

;

;

;

thius (oi-sta'te-oos),

Ev'an

Young warrior,
[OHG.] Strong

[W.]

(gv',jn).

Ev'er-ard (gv'er-ard).
F. Evraud (i'vlo')
rardo (a-ba-riir'do)

as a wild boar.
Everardo (a-va-rar'd6), Ebe-

;

It.

;

G. Eberhard (a'bgr-hart), Ebert

(a'bert).

E-ze'ki-el (t-ze'kl-el or

-ktl).
[Heb.] Strength of God.
P. fiz(5chiel (a'za'she'al') Sp. Ezequiel (a-tha-ke-al')
D. Ezechiel (a-tsa'ke-al),
G.
Dim. Zeke (zek).
Ez'ra (gz'j-a). [Heb.] Help. L. Ez'ra, Ez'dras; P.
;

—

&

Esdras (as'dras').

of Dionysius.

A

corruption of Theodoric.
[L.]
The right hand fortunate.
;

[Gr.]
Belonging to
Dl'0-nys'l-US (di'o-nTsh'i-us),
Dionysos, or Bacchus, the god of wine. L. id. F,
Denys, or Denis (dgh-ne') It, Dionigio (de-o-ne'j6),
Dionigi (de-o-ne'je), Dionisio (de-6-ne'6e-o) Sp. Dionisio (de-6-ne'fee-o)
Pg. Dionysio (de-o-ne'6e-o)
G.
Dionysius (de-o-ne'ze-dos), Dionys (de-6-ness'),
;

;

;

;

Don'ald

(dSn'ald).
[Celt.]
Dun'can (diink'an), [Celt,]

Proud

chief.
Brown chief.

F.

E.

[Heb.] Man of God.
Be-zal'e-el (be-zai'e-gl or bSz'a-lel). [Heb.]

In the

shadow (protection)

of God.
benefactor. L. Boni[L.]
faciue (bSn'i-fa'shi-iis) It. Bonifacio (bo-ne-fat'cho),
(bo-ne-lat'se-o)
Bonifazio
Sp. Bonifacio (bo-ne-fa'Pg. Bonifacio (bo-ne-fa'se-o) ; G.
D. Bonithe-o)
facius (bo-ne-fji'se-oos).
Bri'an (bri'an). [Celt.] Strong. It. Briano (bre-S'no).
Bru'no (brypno). [OG.] Brown.

A

;

;

&

;

A stone.

[Heb.]

(Sb'gn).

Ed'gar

property,

Edgar

Ed'ga-rus

£.

;

;

(gt'gar).

Ed'mund

(gd'mund),
[AS.]
Defender of property.
L. Ed-niun'dus F. Edmond (ad'mSN') It. Edinondo
(gd-inon'do) Sp. & Pg. Edmundo (gd-ra66n'd6)
G.
I5dmund (et'mobnt) D. Edmond (gt'mont).
Dim.
Ed, Ngd.
Ed'ward (gd'ward). [AS.] Guardian of property, L.
Ed-var'dus
F. Edouard (a'd66'ar')
It.
Eduardo
(a-doo-ar'do), Edoardo (a-do-ar'doV Odoardo (o-do;

;

;

ar'do)

—

[W.]

Battle

ar-

Ed'wln
vi'nus

ranger.
[L.] Hairy; or, blue-eyed or, born
aesarean operation. L. id. F. Cgsar (sa'G. Casar (tsa'sar).
zar')
It. Cesare (clia'sa-ra)
Ca'Ieb (kS'lgb). [Heb.] A dog.
Oal'vin (kSl* /in). [L.] Bald. L. C51-vi'niis F. Calvin (kal'vSs'), Cauvin (ko'vSN') Sp. Calvo (kal'vo).

CSB'Sar (se'zar).

;

tl>e

;

;

;

;

;

Ce'Cll (se'sTl, sTs'il, or sgs'Il).

Dim-sighted.

[L.]

[Aram.] A stone.
(charlz).
[OG.] Strong; manly; noble-spir-

(se'fas).

L.
(kar'lo);

ited.

C5r'o-lus; F. Charles (shiirl)
It.
Carlo
Pg. Carlos (kar'los) ; G. Carl, Karl
;

Sp.

&

— Dim. Char'lTe, or Char'ley. — Fern. Caroline,

Charlotte.
Chrls'tlan (krts'chan). [L.]^ Belonging to Christ ; a
believer In Christ." L. Chris'ti-a'nus; F. Chrestien,
It., Sp.,
Pg. Cristiano (kresChr(5tien (kra'te-aN')
Dan. Christian (kres'te-an).
Dim.
te-a'no)
G.
Ghrls'tie.
fem. Christiana.
[Gr.]
Bearing Christ.
Chris'tO-pher (krT.s'to-fer).
F. Christophe (kres'tof)
It.
L. -eiiris-tSph'o-rus
Sp. Cristoval (kres-toCristoforo (kres-to'fo-ro) ;
val')
Pg. Christovao (kres-to-vowN') G. ChristophoDim.
rus (kres-to'fo-roos), Christoph (kres'tof).
Kgs'ter, Kit, -ehris.
Clar'ence (klSr'enss). [L.] Illustrious. L. Clarenti-

&

;

;

&

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

us (kla-rgii'shl-us).

Lame. L. Claudius.
Claude (Mod); It. &

F.
Clau'di-HS
Sp.
Claude (klad)."
(
Claudio (klow'de-o) ; G.
D. Claudius (klow'de-oos).
Clem'ent (klgm'ent). [L.] Mild-tempered ; merciful.
F. Clgment (kla'maN')
It.
L. Cle'mSng
Sp. Clemente (kla-men'ta) ; G.
D. Clemens (kla'menss).
resoOon'rad (kbn'rSd). [OHG.] Bold in counsel
lute.
L. CSn-ra'dus F. Conrade (kSN'rad') It. Conrado (kon-ra'do), Corrado (kor-ra'do) ; Sp. Conrado
(koti-ra'Do)
G. Konrad (kon'rat).
Con'Stant (kSn'stant). [L.] Firm faithful. L. C8n'.
stans, Constantius (kSn-stSn'she-iis)
It. Costante
(kos-tan'ta), Costanzo (kos-tan'zo) ; Sp. Constancio
(kon-stan'the-o) Pg. Constancio (^kon-stan'se-o) ; G.
Constanz (kon'stants).
Fern. Constance.
Resolute; firm.
[L.]
Con'Stan-tlne (k5n'stan-tin).
L. Cbn'stSn-ti'nus It". Costantino (kos-tan-te'no) ; Sp.
Pg. Constantino (kon-stan-te'no) ; G. Constantin
(kon' Stan-ten').
Cor-ne11-US (k6r-ne'll-us or -nel'yus). [L.] (Uncertain.) L. id.
F. CorniSlius (kor'na'le'iiss') It., Sp.,
Pg. Cornelio (kor-nale-o) ; G. Cornelius (kor-na'leSos).
Fern. Cornelia.
Cri3'pin (kris'pTn), ) [L.] Having curly hair. L. Crlspi'nus, CrTs'pi-a'niis F. Crispin
Gris'pus (kris'pus), >
(kres'pSN'), Crgpin (kra'pSN')
Crls'pi-an (-pT-an). )
It. Crispino (kres-pe'no), Crispo (kres'po) ; Sp. Crispo
(kres'po)
G. Cris'pus (kres'pdSs).
Cuth'bert (kuth'bert). [AS.] Noted splendor.
(kla'dl-iis),

)

Eduardo (a-doo-ar'do)

[L.]

&

&

;

;

&

;

;

;

It.

Eduino (a-doo-e'no)

— Dim. Ed, Ed'dy.

&

whom

A

Whom

E-li'as (e-li'as). The same as Elijah.
E-Ii'hU (e-li'lm), [Heb.] God tlie Lord,
E-li'jah (e-li'ia). [Heb.] Jehovah is my God. L. E-U'ja; F. filie (a'le'); It. Eiia (a-le'a) ; G.
D, Elias
(a-le'as), Elia (a-le'a),
[Heb.] God of salvation.
E-liph'a-let (e-lif'a-Iet).
E-U'Sha (e-li'sha). [Heb.] God my salvation. L. El'i-se'tis ; F, £lisge (a'le'za') ; It,
Sp, Eliseo (a-le-

&

&

Sa'6),

&

;

;

—

;

;

5, u, y,

long ;

S, 6, i, 5,

iS,

y short ; cSre,
,

my rock,

is

A

"

variation of Elisha.
El'mer (gl'mer). Probably a contraction of AS. Ethelmer, or Ethelmar (" noble greatness ").
El'na-than (gl'na-than or 6l-na'than). [Heb.] God
gave.
Em-man'n-el (gm-mSn'u-Sl). [Gr. fr. Heb.] God with
It. Emmanuele (gmus.
F. Emmanuel (a'ma'nii'gl')
Pg. Manuel
ma-n95-a'la) ; Sp. Manuel (ma-noo-al')
(ma-D65-al'), Manoel (ma-n6-al') 6. Emanuel (a-ma'(el'lis).

Frank

as Francis.
)

[OHG.] Abounding

in peace

or, peaceful ruler. L. PrSd'(
Frid'er-i'cus ; F. Frgdgric (fra'da-rek') It.
Federigo (fa-da-re'go), Frederico (fra-da-re'ko) Sp.
Pg. Federico (fa-da-re'ko) Pg. Frederico (fra-da-re'Dim.
ko) ; G, Priedrich (fre'dreK), Fritz (frets),
Frgd, FrSd'dy.
Fem. Prederica.
;

;

&

;

;

—

—

G.
Man of God. P., Sp.,
Ga'bri-el (ga'brT-gl). [Heb.]
& Pg. Gabriel (ga-bre-al') It. Gabriello (ga-bre-gl'lo)
G. Gabriel (gii'bre-al). —Dim. Gabe (gab).
;

Ga'ius (ga'yus).

Rejoiced. _ L. id.
Qa-ma'li-el (gS-ma'li-gl or ga-mal'yel),
[L.]

[Heb,] Recompense of God,
Gar'ret (gSr'rgt). Another form of Gerald.
Geof'Irey (jgf'frj). Same as Godfrey.
George (jSij), [Gr.] A landholder husbandman. L.
Georgius (jSr'jI-Os) F. Georges, George (zhorzh) It.
Giorgio (jor'jo) Sp. Jorge (Hor'Ha) Pg. Jorge (zhor'zha)
Dim. Georgia (j6r'ji),
G. Georg (ga-orK').
Geordie (j8r'dT).
Fem. Georgiana.
L.
Ger'ald (jer'ald), [OG.] Strong with the spear.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

)

Ger'ard

6e-rar'diis, 6e-rSl'dBs
P. Ggrard
)
Gc^raud (zlia'ro'), GIraud (zhe'ro'), Girauld

(jer'ard).

(zlia'riir'),

;

(zhe'ro') ; It. Gerardo (ja-rar'do), Gherardo (ga-rar'do), Giraldo (je-ral'do) ; G. Gerhard (ggr'hart), Gerold
(ga'rolt).

(jer'man),
[L.] German. L. Ger-nia'niis;
It.
F. Germain (zhar'mSN')
Ger'maine (jer'man).
Germane (jgr-ma'no).
Ger'shom (ger'shom). [Heb.] An exile.

Ger'man

1

;

(gTd'e-on").
[Heb.] A destroyer.
[OHG.] Yellow-bright; famous.
Gll'bert (gtl'beft).
L. Gil-ber'tus
P. Guilbert (gel'bar'), Gilbert (zhel'bar')
It. Gilberto (jel-bgr'tS)
Sp. Gilberto (Hel-bgr'fb); G. Gilbert (gel'bgrt), Giselbert (ge'zel-bert).

Gld'e-on

;

;

Dim.

—

;

Gil (gll).

A

(jnz).
[Gr.]
kid.
L. ^-gidt-Hs ; P. Gilles
G.
(zhel), ifegide (a'zhed') ; It. Egidio (a-je'de-o)

GUes

&

;

;

D. Egidius (a-ge'de-oos).
(gm'e-rj^),

Em'me-ry

[AS.] Powerful rich. L. Al'me-ri'cus It. Amerigo (a-ma~'go); F. Emeri (am're').
Praised
commended. L,
;

)

(gm'me-ry),

{

;

Given

[E.] i. e. Given [by God].
God'dard (god'dard). [OG.] Pious virtuous. G. Gotthart (got'hart)"; D. Gotthard (got'hart) ; P. Godard

Sp,
(e'nok).
[Heb.]
finoch (a'nok').

E'nOS (e'nos). [Heb.]
E'phra-lm" (e'fra-Im),

Eneas

;

God'frey

(a-na'as),

Consecrated

E'noch

;

(gTv''n).

(go'dar').

;

(gSd'frj^).

[OHG.]

At peace with God,

L.

F.

P, Godefroi (gS'd'frwa'),
GSd'e-fri'diis, Gal-fri'dus
It. Godofredo (go-do-fra'do),
Geoffroi (zho'frwii')
Goffredo (gSf-fra'do), Giotto (jot'tS) Sp, Godofredo

L, E'-

Pg. Godofredo
(go-do-fra'Do), Gofredo (go-fra'Do)
(go-dS-fra'dS) 6, Gottfried (got'fret),
God'win (ggd'wln), [AS.] Good in war.
Greg'0-ry (grgg'S-ry). [G.] Watchful. L. Gxe-g&'riIt., Sp.,
Pg. Gregorio
F. Gr^goire (gra'gwar')
iis
(gra-go're-o) ; G. Gregorius (gra-go're-oos), Gregor

dedicated,

;

;

Man,

;

Very

[Heb,]

fruitful,

phra-i'mus,
E-ras'mus (e-rSz'mus), [Gr.] Lovely ; worthy to be
P. Erasme (a'rasm') ; It., Sp.,
Pg.
loved, L. id.
D. Erasmus (a-ras'm56s),
Erasmo (a-raS'mo) ; G.
[Gr.]
Lovely
amiable.
(e-rSs'tils),
L,
id,
E-raSftUS
F. Eraste (a'rasf) ; G, Erastus (a-ras'td6s),
E'ric (e'rik), [AS.] Rich ; brave ; powerful, L. E-ri'-

&

;

&

;

;

;

) [G.] Earnest.
F. Ernest (Sr'Er'nest (er'ngst),
nast')
It., Sp,, & Pg, ErEr-nes'tUS (er-ngs'tus).
nesto (gr-nes'to) G, Ernst (grnst).
Fem. Ernestine.
E'san (e'sa). [Heb.] Covered with hair. P. Esaii (a';

)

;

—

&

;

;

(gra-gor').

Griffith (griff Ith).

Ruddy (?).

[W.]

(gus-ta'vus).
[Sw.]
F. Gustavo (gUs'tav') It.
id.
ta'vo) G. Gustav (gd5s-tav').

Gus-ta'vns

ciis.

;

;

A

&

L,

warrior; hero.

Gustavo (g66s-

Sp.

;

Ouy(gi). [P.] A leader. L. GuI'do
Guido (gwe'Do); Sp, Guido (ge'Do)

P.

;
;

G,

Guy

&

(ge)

;

It,

D, Guido

(ge'do).

za'ii).

far, last, fall,

—

;

er-i'ctis,

noo-al),

Em'e-ry

Same

(frSnk).

Fred'er-ic (frgd'er-Tk),
Fred'er-lck (frgd'er-Tk).

;

;

;

—

Fanny.

)

God

[Heb,]

E-Ii'zur (e-li'zur),
El'lis

;

;

(gg'bert),
[OG.] The sword's brightness ; famous witli the sword. L. Eg-ber'tus ; It.
Pg. Egberto (gg-bgr'tfi) ; G, Eckbert (gk'bgrt) ; Egbert (gg'bert),
El'bert (gl'bert). The same as Albert, L. El-ber'tus.
El'dred (gl'drgd). [AS.] Terrible.
God Is a help.
E'le-a'zer (e'le-a'zer). [Heb.] To
Sp. Eleazaro (a-la-a'tha-ro).
foster son.
E'li (e'li). [Heb.]
E-li'ab (e-li'5b). [Heb.] God is his father,
God sets up.
E-ll'a:kim (e-l!'a-kTm), [Heb.]
F. Eliacim (a'le'a'sem'),

Eg'bert

;

—

Pg. Eduardo
Eduard (a'doS-

;

Tgd, Tgd'dy,
Gainer of property. L. EdG, Edwin (gt'win).

[AS.]

(gd'wTn).
;

;

;

;

(a-d(56-ar'do), Duarte (d65-ar'ta) ; G.
art).
Dim. Ed, Ed'dJ, Ngd, Ngd'dJ-,

(kSd-wSl'la-der).

Cad-walla-der

;

Sp.

;

;

—

;

;

c.

&

Brave; valiant,
Fer'dl-nand (fer'dT-nSnd), [OHG,]
It.
F. Ferdinand (far'de'naN'), Perrand (fer'raN')
Perdinando (fgr-de-nan'do), Perrando (fSr-ran'do)
Sp, Hernando (hgr-nan'do), Fernando (fgr-nan'do);
G, Ferdinand (fgr'de-nant).
Fer-nan'dO (fer-nSn'do). Spanish form of Perwnand.
Fes'tns (fgs'tiis). [LJ Joyful; glad, L. id,
Free, L, Pran-cTs'cus F.
[P,]
Fran'cis (fran'sis),
FranQois (fraN'swa') ; It. Francesco (fran-chgs'ko),
Franco (fran'ko) Sp. Francisco (fran-thes'ko) Pg,
Francisco (fran-ses'ko)
G. Pranciscus (fran-tsTs'Dim. FrSnk.
kooa), Franz (f rants),
Fem. Francea,
;

A

[AS.]^

(Sd'g.ar).

The stone of help.
javelin (or protector^ of
It. Edgaro (gd-ga'ro)
G.

[Heb.]

Eb'en-e'zer (SVgn-e'zer),

Be-thU'el (be-thu'Sl).

Bon'1-face (bSn't-fas).

Eb'en

(fe'lTks).
[L.] Happy ; prosperous, L. id. ; P,
Pt^lix (fa'leks') ; It. Felice (fa-le'cha) ; Sp, Felix (faleK'); Pg. Feliz (f a-lez') ; G.
D, Pelix (fa'leks).—
Fern.. Felicia.

Fetlz

;

;

— Dim. Bert.

;

I,

;

;

A

Dan

;

;

tram (bSr'tram), Berdrand (bSr'drant).

a, e,

—

Eugenic (a-66-Ha'ne-o) Pg. EugeG. Eugenius (oi-ga'ne-65s), Eugen

;

—

;

&

;

;

[Heb.] Son of grief or trouble.
Be-rl'ah (be-ri'a). [Heb.] In calamity.
Ber'nard (ber'nard), [OG.] Bold as a bear. L. B5rnar'dus F. Bernard (bar'nar'),
Bar'nard (bar'nard).
Bernardin (bar'nar'dSN') It. Bernardo (b8r-nar'do),
Bernardino (bgr-nar-de'no) Sp. Bernardo (bSr-nar'do),
Bernal (ber-niil') G. Bernhard (bern'hiirt), Barend
(ba'rent), Berend (ba'rent).
Dim. Bar'ney.
Ber'tram (ber'tram). fOG.] Bright raven. F. BerIt. Bertrando (bSr-triin'do)
Sp.
trand (bar'traN')
Beltran (bSl-tran') Pg. Bertrao (bSr-trowN') 6. BerBen-c/lll (bSn-o'ni).

(karl).

,

;

(a-66-ja'ne-o)
Sp.
nic (a-65-zha'ne-o)

;

A

;

E'than (e'tjian), [Heb,] Firmness ; strength,
Eu'gene (u'jen or u-jen'), [Gr,] Well-bom noble.
F. Eugene (nh'zhan')
L. Eu-ge'nT-us
It. Eiigeni*
;

[Gr.] Lordly, L. Carinas; P, Cyrille (se'rel' or se're'y')
Sp. Cirilo (the-relo) ; It,
Cirillo(che-rel'16) ; G. Cyrill (tse'rel),
Cy'rus (si'rtis), [Per,] The sun. L. id.

Cyr'U

&

;

Ce'phas
Charles

; :;;;

COMMON ENGLISH CHRISTIAN NAMES,
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under

—

;

;;

wh^t ; term fSr ;
;

food, fSot

;

fflrl,

rude, pijsh

;

oi

(W in

oil

;

ow

<u in

cow

;

a, e, d, a, gi S» Bi °) ">

^

(^^e p, 1719)

";;

;;;;

;;;;

; ;,
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WITH THEIR EQUIVALENTS IN SEVERAL OTHER LANGUAGES, ETC
Ja'van

(ja'van).
[Heb.] Clay
Jed'e-dl'ah fjSd'e-di'4). [Heb.]

H.
Han'nl-bal (hSn'^I-bal). [Punic] Grace of Baal. L.
id.
F. Hannibal, Aunibal (Sn'ne'bal') ; It. Annibale
;

(Sn-ne'ba-la)

Sp. Anibal (a^ne-bSl').

;

[AS.] A champion; general of an
F. "Harold (WitW) ; It. Araldo (a-ral'dS),

Har'Old

(hSr'old).

army.
Aroldo (a-rSl'do).

F. H6man (a'(ha'man).
Hen'ry (IiEn'ry). [OHG.] The head or chief of a house.
L. HSn-ri'ciis, En-ri'cOs F. Henri (au're')
It. Eurico (Sn-re'ko); Sp. Enrique (Sn-reTsa)
Pg. Henrique
(SN-re'ka) G. Heinrich (hin'reK) ; D. Hendrik (hgn'drek).
nim. HSr'r^ (by assimilation of consonant
sound), HSl, H§n (HawTiTn, obs.).
Fein. Henrietta,

He'man
miiN')

(he'man).
Sp.

;

[Heb.]

Eman

Faithful.

(a-man')

Heman

G.

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

Harriet.

Hernbert (hSr'bert). [AS.] Glory of the army. L. Herber'tiis F. Herbert (ar'bar')
It. Erberto (Sr-bSr'to)
Sp. Heberto (a-b5r'to)
Pg. Herberto (Sr-b5r't6) G.
Herbert (hSr'bgr^).
Her'cu-les (her'ku-lez). [Gr.] Lordly fame. L. id.
F. Hercule (Sr'kiil') It. Ercole (ar'kS-la).
Ber'man (her'man). [OG.] A warrior. L. Ar-mTnl-iia
It. Ernianno (8r-man'no)
G. Hermann (har'man).
Hez'e-kl'ah (hSz'e-ki'4). [Heb.] Strength of the Lord.
F. 6zec)ua3 (a'za'she'as') It. Ezechia (§t-sa'ke-a) Sp.
Ezequias (a-tha'ke-tis) G. Hiskia (his'ke-a).
ail'a-ry (hll'A-ri^). [L.] Cheerful; merry. L. Hi-la';

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

F. Hilaire (e'lar') ; It. Ilario (e-la're-o) ; Sp.
Pg. Hilario (e-la're-o) ; G.
D. HUarius (he-la're68s).
Fern. Hilaria.
HUlel (htl'lSl). [Heb.] Praise.
Hi'ram (hi'ram). [Heb.] Most noble.
pledge ; security. L. HoHo'mer (ho'mer). [Gr.]
me'rfls ; F. Hom^re (o'mSr') ; It. Omero (6-ma'r6) J
G.
D. Homerus (ho-ma'rd5s).
Hor'ace (hSr'Ss). French form of Horatio.
Ho-ra'tl-o (b^-ra'sht-o or -sho). [L.] (Uncertain.) L.
Horatius (ho-ra'shl-iSa or -shus) ; F. Horace (o'ras')
It. Orazio (o-riit'se-o) ; Sp. Horacio (o-ra'the-o) ; Pg.
rl-iis

&

;

&

—

A

&

Horacid (o-ra'se-o)

;

G. Horatius (ho-ra'tse-dSs), Horaz

(ho'rats).

[Heb.] Salvation.
[W.] Sound; whole.
(hii'bert).
[OHG.] Bright in spirit; soulbright.
L. Hu-ber'tas F. Hubert (ii'bar') It. Uberto (66-b_Sr't6) Sp. & Pg. Huberto (h68-b5r'tS) G. Hubert (hoo'bSrt), Hugibert (hoo'oe-bert).

Ho-se'a (hS-ze'a).

How'ell
Hu'bert

(how'Sl).

;

;

;

;

Hugh

(hu),
) [D.]
Mind spirit ; soul. L. Hu'go ;
Hu'gO (hu'g^). J F. Hugues (ug) It. Ugo (oo'go),
XJgoliuo (ooj^o-le'no)
Sp.
Pg. Hugo (oo'go) ; G.
D. Hugo (hoo'go).
Sim. HOfgln (obs.).
Humph'rey (hum'frj), [AS.] Protector of the home.
;

;

—

&

;

&

l

Beloved of the Lord.
Jeffrey (jSf'frj?). Same as Godfrey.
Jer'e-ml'ah (jSr'e-mi'a), ) [Heb.] Exalted of the Lord.
L. JSr'e-mi'as F. J^r^mie
Jer'e-mi'as (jSr'e-mi'as), >
;

~
(zha'ra'me') ; It. Geremia
(jSr'e-mJ).
)
ja-ra-me'a ) ? Sp. Jeremias ( Ha-ra-me'as ) ; G.
D.
jeremias (ya-ra-me'as).
Jer'ome (jSr'om in England, but in America usually jerom').
[Gr.]
Holy name. L. Hi'e-rSn'y-mus ; F.
J(5r8me (zha'rom') It. Geronimo (ja-ro'ne-mo), Girolamo (je-rola-mo) Sp. Jeronimo (Ha-ro'ne-mo), Jeromo (Ha-ro'mo) ; Pg. Jeronimo (zh6-r6'ne-mo) ; G. Hieronymus (e-a-ryne-mSSs).

Jaf'e-my

&

(

;

;

Jes'se (jSs'se). [Heb.] Wealth.
Jo'ab (jo'Sb)/ [Heb.] Jehovah is

Job

;

;

;

&

kas).

L. Lu[G.] Illustrious warrior.
the'ras F. Lothaire (lo'tSr') ; It. Lotario (lo-ta're-o)
Sp. Clotario (kl6-ta're-o) ; G. Luther (loo'ter), Lothar

Lu'ther

(lii'ther).

(16-tar').

Ly-CUI'gus

—

;

—

iSdra-KHeb.]

Adove.

;

;

(raa'd5k).
[W.] Good ; beneficent.
Mal'a-chi (m51'4-ki). [Heb.] Messenger of the Lord.
Ma-nas'seh (m4-nSs'sg). [Heb.] Forgetfulness. L.

Ma'doc

MA-nSs'seg

Jon'a-than (jSn'a-than). [Heb.] Gift of Jehovah.
Jo'seph (jo'sSf). [Heb.] He shaU add. L. J6-se'phOs F. Joseph (zho'zSf) It. Giuseppe (j66-sSp'pa)
Sp. Jos6 (Ho-Sa'), Josef (Ho-SSf) ; Pg. Jos6, Joze (zhoza') ; G. Joseph (yo'zSf ).
Dim. Joe (jo).
Fern.

—

—

Josephine.

(-sez).

[L.] Dim. of Marcus.
IVIar'cl-US (mar'sht-fis or -shfis). Same as Marcus.
(mar'kQs),
)
[L.]
hammer; otherwise,
Mar'CUS

Mar-cel'lus (mar-sSI'lus).

A

&

— Dim. Josh.

a

Mark

(mark).
male, or, sprung from Mars. L.
)
Mar'cus; F. Marc (mark); It. Marco (mar'ko); Sp.
Marcos (mar'kos) G. Markus (miir'kdSs).
Fem.
Marcia.
Mar'ma-duke (mar'ma-duk). [AS.] A mighty noble.
Mar'tln (mar'tin). [L.] Of Mars warlike. L. Marti'nus F. Martin (mar'tffiN'), Mertin (mer'tSN')
It.
Sp. Martino (mar-te'no)
Pg. Martinho (mar-t5'nyo) G. Martin (mar'ten).
Mat'thew (mSth'yu). [Heb.] Gift of Jehovah. L.
MSt-thae'us F. Mathieu (mti/te'uh') It. Matteo (niatta'o)
Sp. Mateo (ma-ta'6) 6. Matthseus (mat-ta'-

—

;

(jSah'u-4). [Heb.] God of salvation. L. J5s'F. Josu6 (zho'sii'a') ; G.
D. Josua (yo'sd5-a).

Jqsh'u-a
;

driver.

M.

;

u-a

Wolf

[Gr.]

(li-kflr'gils).

;

;

;

;

GivenoftheLord.

M^^ilJ^sMCHeb.]

[Heb.] The Lord is upright.
Jo'tham
Ju'dah (ju'da)." [Heb.] Praised.
Jull-an (ju'lT-an). [L.] Sprung from, or belonging
to, Julius.
L? Ju'li-a'nus F. Julien (zIiii'le-SN') ; It.
Giuliano (joo-le-a'no) Sp. Julian (Hoo-le-au') Pg. Juliao (zhoo-le-owN')
G. Julianus (joo-le-a'n55s), Julian
(yoo'le-au).
Fern. Juliana.
Dim. Jule (Jul).
JU'll-US (jri'li-iis). [Gr.] Soft-haired. L.M. ;P. Jules
(zhvil)
Pg.
It. Giulio (job'le-o)
Sp. Julio (Hoo'le-o)
Dim.
Julio (zhoo'le-o) G. & D. Julius (yoo'le-oos).
Jule (jiil).
Fem. Julia, Juliet.
Jus'tln (jiis'tTn). [L.] Just. L. Jiis-ti'nus ; F. Justin
(zhus'tSN'); It. Giustino (joos-te'no) ; Sp. Justino
(HS3s-te'no)
G. Justin (yoos'ten).
Jus'tUS (jus'tas). [L.] Just. L. id. : F. Juste (zhiist)
It. Giusto (joas'to)
Sp. Juste (nijos'to) ; G. Justus
(y68s't65s), Just (ydSst).
;

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

(hum'fry^. (
L. Hum-phre'dQs or HiSmF. Onfroi (6N'frwa') ; It. Onofredo (o-no-fra'Sp. Hunfredo (65n-fra'do)
-Dim. HQmph.

—

;

&

(jo'tham).

Omfredo (om-fra'do);
G. Humfried (hoom'fret).
Do),

—

;

Humph'ry
fri'diis

(loo'Ts).

Lu'bln (m'bin).
Lu'cas (lu'kas).

;

his father.

[Heb.] Afflicted presented.
Jo'el (jo'Sl). [Heb.] The Lord is God.
(j5n).
[Heb.]
The gracious gift of God. L. J6John
hSn'nes or Jo-5n'ne§ F. Jean (zhaN)
It. Giovanni
fjo-van'ne), Gian (jan)^ Gianni (jan'ne)
Sp. Juan
(Hoo-an')
Pg. Joao (zho-owN')
G. Johann (yo'han),
Johannes (yo-hau'ngs), Hans (hanss) D. Jan (yan)
Russ. Ivan (e-van').
Dim. JShn'ny, JSck, JSck.
Fern. Joanna, Jane. See Joan.
(job).

French form

of Lewis.
[AS.] Beloved friend.
See Ldke.
Lu'Cl-an (lu'shl-an or lu'shan). [L.] Belonging to, or
sprung from, Lucius. L. Lucianus (lu'slu-a'nus) ; F.
Lucien Hu'se'SN'); It. Luciano (168-cba'no).
Lu'cl-US (lu'shT-Hs or lu'shus). [L.] _Born at daybreak.
L. id.; F. Luce (lus) ; It. Lucio (loo'cho); Sp. Lucio
Fem. Lucia, Lucy.
(loo'the-o) ; Pg. Lucio (16o'se-o).
Lu'do-vlc (lu'do-vTk). Same as Lewis.
Luke (luk). [L.] L. Lu'cas ; F. Luc (luk) ; It. Luca
(loo'ka) ; Sp.
Pg. Lucas" (loo'kas) ; G. Lukas (loo'-

Lou'ls

supple.

;

K.

;

;

;

;

;

— Dim. MSt.

66s).

;

Greek form of Matthew.

mat-thl'as (math-thi'as).

Mau'rlce

(ma'rts^.
Moorish dark-colored. L.
fL.]
Mauritius (ma-ri'slil-us or -slius) F. Maurice (mo'res') It. Maurizio (mow-ret'se-o) Sp. Mauricio (mowre'the-o) G. Moritz (mo'rets).
;

;

;

;

;

(mSks'i-mil'T-an).
[L.] The greatest
.aimilianus.
L. Max'i-mil'i-a'nas ; F. Maximilien
(miik'se'me'le'aN')
Pg.
Maximiliao (ma-se-nie-le-

Maz'i-mU^-an

;

owN')

G. Maximilian (mak'se-me-le-an').

;

Camden, this name is a compound
by the Emperor Frederick "VII., and bestowed on his son in liis great admiration of Fabius
Maximus and Scijiio ^miiionus.
Mer'e-dlth (mgr'e-dith). [Celt.] Sea protector.
Mi'cah (mi'ka). [Heb.] Who is like Jehovah ?
15^°° According to

invented

Who

[Heb.]
fili'Cha-el (mi'ka-el or mi'kel).
is like
God ? F. Michel (me'shal') It. Michele (me-kala)
Pg. Miguel (me-gal') ; G. Michael (meK'a-al). -.
Sp.
;

Een'elm (kSn'Slm). [AS.] A defender of his kindred.
Ken'neth (kSn'uSth). [Gael.] A leader commander.
;

I.

;

Ike
[Heb.]

I-sal'ah (i-za'yS).

(ik).

La'ban (la'ban). [Heb.] White.
Lam'bert (iSm'bert). [OHG.] Illustrious w th landed
possessions. F. Lambert, Lanbert (lUN'bar') It. Lamberto (lam-ber'to) G. Lambert (lam'bert), Landbert

L.

;

;

|

;

;

;

A soldier

I-van' (e-van' or e'van).
I'VO-ry (i'vo-rj^). [E.]

God

;

Sp. Lorenzo (lo-rSn'tho) Pg. Laurengho (low-ren'sho)
G. Lorenz (lo'rents).
Dim. Lar'ry (Lar'kin, obs.),
Fem. Laura.
(Law'l-Te, Lau'rie, Scot., LSr'ry, Tr.)
Laz'a-rus (ISz'a-rus). [Heb.] God will help. L. id.
F. Lazare (lii'zar') It. Lazaro (lat'sa-ro) Sp. Lazaro (la'tha-ro), Lazarillo (la-tha-rel'yo) Pg. Lazaro (la'sa-ro) G. Lazarus (lat'sa-rfibs).
[Gr.]
Lion man.
Le-an'der (le-Sn'der).
F. L^andre (la'aN'dr') It.
Sp. Leandro (la-an'dro).
Leb-be'U3 (leb-be'Bs colloq. ISb'be-us). [Heb.] Praise.
Lem'U-el (lSm'u-51). [Heb.] Created by God.
Leon'ard (ign'ard). [G.] Strong or brave as a lion. L.
le'o-nar'dus F. LiSonard (la'6'nar') It. Lionardo (le6-nar'd6) Sp.
Pg. Leonardo (la-6-nar'dd) G. Leon-

of God.
with me.
Russian form of John.

[Heb.]
[Heb.]

Ith'i-el (tth'i-Sl).

—

;

is

—

;

;

;

;

J.

;

Ja'bez (ja'bSz). [Heb.] He will cause pain.
Ja'COb (ja'kob). [Heb.] A supplanter. L. Ja-co'biis
F. Jacob (zha'kob') It. Giacobbe (ja-kob'ba) Sp. JaDim.
cobo (na-ko'bo)
G. & D. Jakob (ya'kop).
Jake vjak). See James.
;

;

;

;

[Heb.] He will enlighten. L. id.
Same as Jacob. L. Ja-co'bfis ; F.
(jamz).
Jacques (zhak) It. Jacopo (ya'ko-po), Jachimo (ya'ke-mo), Giacomo (ja'ko-mo) Sp. Jacobo (Ha-ko'bo),
Diego (de-a'go), Jago (na'go^, Jaime (Hi'ma)
Pg.
Jayme (zhi'ma), Diogo (de-o'go) G. Jakob (ya'kSp).
Dim. Jeames (jemz), J5m, Jim, JSm'mJ^, JTm'mJ.
;

;

;

Ja'phetb

the 18th] century.

(ja'fSth

ment.
Ja'red (ja'rSdV

;

colloq.

;

;

obs.).

Yonge.

[Heb.]

ja'fSt).

Pg. Luiz (16o-es')

;

G. Ludwig (loot'wea).

Louie
Lew
— Fem. Louisa,
Louise.
(loo'i),

(loo'i).

(loo),

[Gr.] Flaxen-haired.
Iil'nus (li'nus).
IJ'O-nel (li'6-n61). [L.] Young lion.

Enlarge-

—

Dim.
Lou (Lu'kTn,

[Heb.]

Lo-am'mi

healer.

F. Gaspard

{Uncertain.)

(gas'par') It. Gaspare (gas'pa-ro), Gasparro (gaa-piCr'ro) Sp. Gaspar (gas-par').

Lo-ren'ZO (lo-rSn'zo).

;

Lot

;

3, eh, as

k

;

ch as in chin

;

g as

j,

g as in get

;

(18t).

[Celt.]

(lu-Sl'lIn).

(16-Sm'mi).

IiO'do-wlc (lo'do-wTk).

[Heb.]

[Heb.]

Neil(nel).

;

;

(

Ne'he-mi'ah

;

a

gift.

chief.

(ne'he-mi'a).

[Heb.]

Comfort of Jeho-

L. Ne'he-mi'as.

vah.

Nich'0-las (nik'o-las),
Nic'O-las (nik'o-las).

)
)

[Gr.] Victory of the people.
L. Nic-6-la'as ; F. Nicolas

(ne'ko'la'), Nicole (ne'kSl')
It. Nicolo (ne-ko-lo'),
Nicola (ne-kola) Sp. Nicolas (ne-ko-las') Pg. Nicolao (ne-ko-la'o); G. Nikolaus (ne'ko-lowss).
Dim.
Nick.
No'ah (no'4). [Heb.] Rest comfort.
No'el (no'gl). [L. See Noel, in the Dictionary.] Christmas born on Christmas Day. P. Noel (no'al') It.
Natale (na-tiila) Sp. & Pg. Natal (nii-tal').
Nor'man (nSr'man). [G.] A Northman; a native of
;

;

;

—

;

;

Normandy.

0.
O'ba-dl'ah (o'ba-di'A). [Heb.] Servant of the Lord.
L. O'ba-di'as or Ob'A-di'iis.
Cbed (o'bgdy. [Eeb.] Serving God.
Oc-ta'vl-us (5k-ta'vT-as), [L.] The eighth born. L.
)

;

;

It.

Lionello

(le-

Lightning.
my people.

ve-iv'no),

(ot-tii've-o).

[L.]

— Fem. Octavia.

An

olive tree. L. Ol'T-vE'rBs
It. OUviere (B-lS-vS-lTr*), Uli-

&

;

covering.

th as in thin, th as in thine

Ottavio

(;81'i-ver).

F. Olivier (o'le'vo'a') ;
viero (oo-le-ve-ii'rS) ; Sp. Olivorio (o-lc-vii'rt-o)
Oliveiro (o-le-va'r6) G.
D. Oliver (o'le-vgr).
0-res'tes (o-rSs'tez). [Gr.] A mountaineer."
(6r-lSu'do).
Or-lan'do
Italian form of Roland.

Not

Same as Lewis.
Same as Laurenob.

A veil

n, ng, as In link, sing

Given

[Heb.]

(na'tlian).

Na-than'a-el (na-thSn'a-gl), ) [Heb.] Gift of God. F.
Na-than'i-el (na-thSnt-el). ) Nathaniel (na'ta'ne'al').
Neal (nel), j [L.] Dark; swarthy; othenvise [Celt.],

Ol'l-ver

Llew-el'lyn

Descent.

;

po-la-o'na).

Na'than

Oc-ta'vl-as,
Oc-ta'VUS (Sk-ta'vBs).
Oc-ta-vT-a'(
nus P. Octavien f ok'tifve'SN') It. Ottaviano (ot-tii-

o-nSI'14).

Ja'SOn (ja'son). [Gr.J A
Jas'per (j5.5'per).
[Per.]

(iosa

;

Lewie

(na'a-man).
[Heb.] Pleasantness.
Na'hum (na'ham)." [Heb.] Consolation.
Na-po'le-on (na-po'le-on). [Gr.] Lion of the forest
dell.
F. Napolgon (ua/p6'la'5N') It. Napoleone (na-

;

&

es')

Na'a-man

;

Bold

Leupold (loi'polt), Leopold (la'o-polt).
Le'vl (le'vi). [Heb.] Adhesion.
Lew'ls (loo'is). [OHG.] Bold warrior. L. Lu-d6-vi'cQs; F. Louis (lob'e') It. Lodovico (lo-dS-ve'ko), Luigi (loo-e'je)
Sp. Clodoveo (klo-do-va'o), Luis (156-

(E^^ The old English form of this name was Jeames.
Norden actually dedicates his " Survey of Cornwall
to James I. as Jeames ; and Archbishop Laud so spells
the word in his correspondence. In fact. Jemmy and
Jim are the natural offsprings of Jenmes, as the word
was Dronounced in the best society tUl the end of the
It. e.,

;

for the people.
F. Li5opold (la'o'pold') ; It., Sp.,
Pg. Leopolde (la-o-pol'do) ; G. Luitpold (loo'et-polt),

—
—

Fem. Jaraesina, Jaqueline.

last

&

;

hard (la'on-hart).
Le-on'l-das (le-Sn'I-das). [Gr.] Lionlike.
Le'0-pold (le'o-pold./ormerZj/iSp'old). [OHG.]

James

;

;

;

Ja'l-rus (ja'I-rus).
^

&

;

—

N.

(lant'bert).

Lan'ce-lot (ISn'se-lSt), ) [It. A little angel otherwise,
a little lance or warrior, or,
Laon'oe-lOt (Ian'-).
a servant. F. Lancelot (laN's'lo') It. LancUotto (lanche-lot'to) Pg Lancelote (lan-sa-lo'ta).
Crowned with laurel. L.
[L.]
Lan'renoe (la'rSus),
Laurentius (la-rSn'shT-us or
Law'rence (ia'rgns).
-shus) F. Laurent (lo'raN')
It. Lorenzo (lo-rSu'zo^
(

Isaias (i-za'yas).

iB-ra-el (Iz'ra-Sl).

—

Mose (moz).

;

I

Salvation of the Lord.

seaman; a dweller on

(mo'zgz).
[Egypt.] Drawn out of the water,
L. id. ; F. Moise (mo'ez') It. Moisfe (mo-e-6a') ; Sp. <4
Pg. Moises (mo'e-zaz') ; 6. Moses (mo'zgs).
Dim.
;

Ira-man'U-el (tm-man'u-Sl). [Heb.] See Emmanubl.
In'crease (In'kres). [E.] i. e. Increase [of faith].
In'gram (In'gram). [Teut.] Raven.
In'l-gO (Tnl-gof. Spanish form of loNATnra.
[Heb.] Watchful.
I'ra (i'ra).
L. I-sa'S^ciSs ; F.
[Heb.] Laugljter.
I'saao (i'zik).
It. Isaoco (e-Sak'ko) ; G. Isaak (e'Isaac (e'za/ak')
(ik),

A soldier.
[W.]
A

Mo'ses

,•

;

(mOr'gan).

the sea.

L.

;

— Dim. Ik

Dim. Mike (niik).
Miles (milz). [L.]

Mor'gan

Ich'a-bod (Tk'4-b5d). [Heb.] The glory has departed.
lif-na'tl-US (Ig-na'shi-Hsor-shus). [Gr.] Ardent flerj-.
L. id. ; F. Ignace (en'yass') It. Iguazio (en-yat'se-o)
Sp. Ignacio (eg-na'the-o), Inigo (e'ne-go) ; Pg. Ignacio
(eg-na'se-o) ; G. Ignaz (eg-uats').

sak).

&

.

zh

like z in

azure

;

I, n, 6, g,

*,

b, d, g, h, k,

n

;

Pg.

(see p. 1719).

;;
;

(SsTiar).

Bounding warrior.

[Celt.]

L. Os'ca-

ru3.

Os'mond (Sz'mond),
Os'mimd (Sz'mund).

Protection of God.
Osmont (oz'mON').

[OG.]

1

)

Power

8§:^l'^§za:K««-J
Ow'en

Lamb;

[Celt.]

(o'§n).

Of

F.

Ro'dolph (ro'dSlf),
) [OHG.]
Famous wolf, or
Ro-dol'phUB (rS-dBl'fas). J hero. L. RS-dSl'phQs; F.
Rodolphe (ro'dfilf '), Raoul (rifool') It. Rodolfo (rS;

da'fS), Ridolfo (re-da'fS); Sp. Rodolfo (rS-dol'fo)
Pg. Rodolpho (rS-dol'fo) ; G. Rudolf (roo'dolf).

God.

Rogerio (ro-zha're-o)

Strength of the Lord.

[Heb.]

— Dim.

G. Riidiger (rii'de-oer).

;

Hodge (hSj), Hodgkin (hBj'kIn).
Rowland (ro^and). French form of Rowlakb.

Rowland

P.

(roland).
[OG.] Fame of the land. L.
RBt-lSn'das, RS-lSn'dQs F. Roland (rS'laN') It. Orlando (or-lan'dS) Sp. Roldan (rol-dan') ; Pg. Rolando
(ro-liiN'do), Roldao (rol-dowK') ; 6. Roland (rolant)
;

;

;

Pat'rlck (pSt'rTk).

Noble

[L.]

a patrician. L. PaF. Patrice (pa'tress')
;

triciua (pa-trl'shT-iis or -shus) ;
It. Patrizio (pa-tret'se-o) ; Sp. Patricio (pa-tre'the-o)
Pg. Patricio (pa-tre'se-o) ; G. Patrizius (pa-tret'ae-doa).

— Dim. PSt, PSd'dy.
(piibaS)
Paula.

;

Pau-U'nns
id.

)

(

The same as

[L.]

(pa-U'nas).

(peaSg).

;

&

;

A

&

;

—

A

;

A

—

;

?wS'r.ra^\«^i:V

1^^''-^

1

^°"*'' °'

F.

(pi'fls).

Pie (pe)

;

Pol'y-carp (pol'T-karp). [Gr.] Much fruit.
Pre-served' (pre-zervd'). [E.] Redeemed.
PtOl'e-my (t51'e-mj^). [Gr.] Mighty in war.

Q.
L

R.
often pronounced raf).
L. Ra-diil'phiis.

Same

Ran'dal (rSn'dal). [AS.] House wolf.
Raph'a-el (rSf'a-51). [Heb.] The healing of Gou.

P.

Raphael

(ra'fi'gl') ; It. Raffaello (riif-fa-SnS), Raffaele (raf-fa-ala) ; G. Raphael (ra'fa-al).

Ray'mond (ra'mond), [OG.] Wise protection. F.
Ray'mund (ra'mSnd). ( Raymond (ra'mSN') ;^t. Raimondo (rl-mon'dS) Sp. & Pg. Raimundo(ri-moon'd6)
I

;

G.

Raimund

(ri'moont).

[OG.] Strong ruler. L. Rgg'InSl'diis
F. Regnauld, Renaud, Regnault (reh-no')
It. Rinaldo (re-nal'do)
Sp. Reynaldos (ra-e-nal'dos)
G. Reinwald (rIn'wJQt), Reinald (rl'nalt).
Reuljen (ru'bSn). [Heb.] Beliold, a son I
Reu'el (ru'a). [Heb.] Friend of God.
Reyn'old (rSn'old). Same as Reginald.
Rich'ard (rich'ard). [OHG.] Strong like a ruler ; powerful.
L. Ri-car'dtis; F. Richard (re'shar'); It. Riccardo (rek-kar'do) Sp. & Pg. Ricardf (re-kar'do) G.
Richard (reK'art).
Dim. DTck, DTck'en, Dick'on.
Rob'ert (rSb'Srt). [OHG.] Bright in "fame. L". Rober'tiSs; F. Robert (ro'bar'), Rupert (rii'par'); It.
Roberto (ro-bSr'to), Ruberto (rSo-bSr'to), Ruperto
(roo-pSr'to)
Sp. Roberto (ro-bgr'to), Ruperto (r68pgr'to)
Pg^Roberto (ro-bSr'to) ;_G. Robert (ro'bSrt),

Reg'l-nald

s.

(rSj'T-nald).

;

;

;

)

Samsou

(sSn'sSn')

;

Sp. Sanson (San-son')

;

e.,

F.
Pg. San-

;

—

It., Sp.,

;

L. id.; F. Tite

& Pg. Tito (te'tS).

[Heb.] Distinguished of Jehovah.
L. To-bl'as ; F. Tobie (tS'bl')
To-M'aa
(
It. Tobia (tS-be'a); Sp. Tobias (tS-be'aB) } 6.
Tobias (to-be'as). —Dim. To'bJ.
Trls'tam (trls'tam), I [L.] Grave ; pensive ; melanTris'tram (tris'tram). ( choly ; sorrowful sad.
Tyb'alt (tib'alt). A contraction of Theobald.
(tS-bi'4),
(tS-bi'as).

1

;

(s5m'u-Sl). [Heb.] Heard of God asked for
of God. F. Samuel (sa'mii'al') It. Samuele (sa-mooalS)
G.
D. Samuel (sa'moo-al).
Dim. SSm,
;

;

&

;

u.

—

SSm'my.

U-lys'sea

Saul (sal). [Heb.] Asked for.
Se'ba (se'bi). [Heb.] Eminent.

A hater.

[Gr.]

(fi-lls'sez).

[L.] Of the town; courteous. L.
(flr'ban).
Ur-ba'nas ; F. XTrbain (Ur'bSN') It. tTrbano (oor-bii'r
no) G. TJrbanus (oor-ba'noSs), Urban (oor'ban).
U-ri'ah (4-ri'4). [Heb.] Light of Jehovah,
U'rl-an (u'rt-an). [Dan.] A husbandman.
U'rl-el (u'rI-S).
[Heb.] Light of God.

Ur'ban

;

Se-bas'tlan (se-b5s'chan).

[Gr.] Tenerable; reverend. L. Se-bas'ti-a'nus
F. S(5bastien (sa'bas'te-SN')
It. Sebastiano (sa-bas-te-a'no) ; Sp. Sebastian (sa-baste-iin')
Pg. SebastiSo (sa-bas-te-owN') ; G. Sebastian
;

;

Se-re'no (se-re'no),
Se-re'nuB (se-re'nils).

Calm;

[L.]
I
)

re'nfis.

peaceful.

— Fern. Serena.

;

L. Se-

F. Sigisniond (se'zhes'mSN') ; It- Sigisprotection.
mondo (se-jes-mon'do), Sismondo (ses-mon'do) ; Sp.
Sigismundo (se-Hes-moon'do) ; Pg. Sigismvmao (sezhes-moon'do) ; G. Sigismund (se'Ges-m65nt), Sigmund
(Seo'moont).
Sl'las (si'las). [L.]
contraction of SiLV ANUS. L. id.
Sll-va'nus (sTl-va'nOs).
[L.]
Living in a wood. L.
id.
F. Silvain (sel'vSN') It. Silv.ino (sel-va'ii4), Silvio
(sel've-o)
G. Silvanus (Sel-va'n65s), Silvan (sS'van).
Fern. Sylvia.
Sll-ves'ter (sTl-vgs'ter). [L.] Bred in the country;
rustic.
L. id. F. Silvestre (sel'vgs'tr) ; Pg. Sylvestre
(sel-vgs'tra) ; G. Silvester (6el-v6s'ter).
Dim. Vgs'ter,
Vgst.
Slm'e-on (sTm'e-ou), ) [Heb.] Hearing with acceptance.
L. id. ; F. Simeon (se'ma'SN'),
Sl'mon (si'mon)."
)
Simon (se'mSN') ; It. Simone (se-mo'na) ; Sp. Simon
(se-mon')
Pg. SimSo (se-mowN'), SimeSo (se-maowN') ; G. Simeon (Se'ma-6n), Simon (Se'min).
Dim.
;

;

—

;

—

;

Sim (Slmp'ktns,

obs.).

Sol'0-mon

mon

'\

Salomao (sS-lo-mowN')
sa.

Peaceable. F. SaloSalomone (sa-lo-mo'na) ; Pg.
Dim.
G. Salomo (Sa16-mo).

[Heb.]

(s51'o-mon).
(sa'lo'mSN')
It.
;

—

A

Ste'phen

(ste'v'n).
[Gr.]
crown. L. Stgph'a-nus ;
F. Etienne (a'te-gn') ; It. Stefano (sta'fa-no) Sp. Estevan (gs-ta-van'), Bsteban (gs-ta-Ban') ; Pg. Estevao
(gs-ta-vowN') ; G. Stephan (sta'fan).
Dim. Steve
(stev), Ste'vle.
;

—

;

5,S,i, o, u,y, 2onp/S,S,I. 5(il,j^, «Aor<;c&ie, far, l&st,

;

;

—

G. Vincenz (vent'sgnts).
Vlv'l-an (viv'l-an). [L.] Lively.
in') ; G. Vivian (ve'v6-an).

w.
—

gl'mas, or GulT-gl'mus ; F. GuUlaume (ge'yom') ; It.
GugUelmo (gool-ye-ai'mo) ; Sp. Guillermo (gel-yar'm6) ; Pg. Guilherme (gel-yar'ma) ; G. Wilhelm (wil'hglm).
2)!m. WIU, Winj^, Bill, BIl'lJ (WH'kln,
obs.).

—
— Fem. WUhelmina.

Wln'O'ed

(win'frgd).

Tbad'de-OS
It.

;

[Heb.]

^t

fdr; food, fd!)t;

ffiil, i])de,

pysh ;

oi

Gift of God.

colloq. zSk'ke-as).

na^ent; pure.
Zach'a-ll'ah (zSk'4-ri'4),
Zacil'a-ry (zSk'a-rJ).
Za'dok (za'dBk). [Heb.]

;

;

f^, wh^t; term;

Win-peace.

[AS.]

z.

T.
;

F. Vivien (ve'vg'.

[OHGJ

Zac-che'us (z5k-ke'Ds ;

dae'iis

;

(wal'ter).
Rulmg the host. i.
Gual-te'ras'; F. Gauthier, Gautier (gS'tya') ; It. Gualtiero (gwal-te-a'ro) ; Sp. Gualterio (gwal-ta're-o) ; G.
Walther (wal'ter).
Dim. Wat (Wafktn, obs.).
William (wll'yam). [OHG.]' Resolute helmet, or,
helmet of resolution ; defense ; protector. L. Gutl'I-

Wal'ter

Zab'di-el (z5b'dT-gl).

for the people. Fi'Thibaut (te'bo') ? It. Teobaldo (ta6-bal'do); Sp. Theudebaldo (ta'oo-da-bal'do) ; Pg.
Theobaldo (ta-o-bal'do) ; G. Dietbold (def bolt).
of God. L.
Ttae'0-dore (the'S-dor). [Gr.] The
The'o-do'raa ; F. Theodore (ta'o-dor'); It. Teodoro

;

L. Vai'Sn-tl'nas

erful.

)

BSb'In, P5p (P5p'ktn, obs.).
Rod'er-lO (rSd'er-Tk), ) [OG.] Rich in fame. F. RoRod'er-lck (rSd'er-ik). ) drigue (ro'dreg') It._Rodrigo
(ro-dre'go) Sp. Rodrigo (ro-dre'gSV Ruy (roo'e) ; G.
Roderich (ro'da-reK) ; Russ. Rurik (roo'rek).

—

Strong ; healthy ; pow»
F. Valentm (vS/laN'tSN') ; It.
Valentino (va-lgn-te'no) Sp. Valentin (va-lgn-ten') j
Pg. Valentim (va-lgN-teK') ; G. Valentin (valgn-ten).
Vlo'tor (vik'tor). [L.] A conqueror. L. id. F. Victor (vek'tor*^; G. Victor (vek'tor).
Fern. Victoria.
Vin'oent (vIn'sSnt). [L.] Conquering. L. VTn'cgns ;
F. Vincent (vSn'sSn') ; It. Vincenzio (ven-chgn'ze-o)
Sp. Vincente (ven-thSn'ta) ; Pg. Vicente (ve-sgn'ta)
[L.]

(vai'Sn-tin).

Swltb'In (swithln). [AS.] Strong friend.
Syl'van (stl'van)^
Silvantjs.
oi^vii
>j=
g
Syl-va'nus (sil-va'nQs).
Syl-ves'ter (sll-vgs'ter). Same as Silvesteb.

(roo'pSrt), Rudbert (rood'bSrt),
Ruprecht
(rob'prSKt).
Dim. B5b, B5bbi?, D5b, DSb'bIn, R<5b,

;

V.
Val'en-tlne

—

(th5d'de-Bs). [Syr.] The wise. L. ThSdTaddeo (tad-da'6) Sp. Tadeo (ta-Da'o) Pg.
Thaddeo (tad-da'o) G. Thaddaus (ta-da'oos).
The'0-l)ald(the'o-bald,/07-m€r;t/tlb'ald). [OG.] Bold

;

Rupert

iroa).—Dim. Tim (Ttm'kTn, obs.).
Tl'tUS (ti'tBs). [Gr.] (Uncertain.)

sao (sSn-sownO.

Sam'U-el

;

;

asine.

Tlm'O-thy (tTm'6-thy). [Gr.] Fearing God. L. TImythe-as (or tl-mo'thus) ; F. Timothge (tt'mt'tf)
It. Timoteo (te-mo'ta-o) ; Sp. Timoteo (te-mS-ta'S)
Pg. Timotheo (te-mS-ta'o) ; G. Timotheus (te-m5'tS-

&U

SaI'mon (sSl'mon). [Heb.] Shady.
[Heb.] Splendid sun
Sam'son (sSm'son),
i.
Samp'son (sSmp'son). ( great joy and felicity.

;

England

-

— Dim. T5m, Tgm'mJ (T5m'ktn,o6i.). — i^Vm. Thom-

(tet)

A

Quin'tln (kwln'ttn). [L.] The fifth.
QuIntiSs,
Quintianus (kwIu'shl-a'aSs) ; Scot. QuSn'tln.

(rSlf ; in
as RoDOLPHUs.

A hvmter.
....

[Gr.]

(the'rOn).
- -

To-bl'ab

Seth (sSth). [Heb.] Appointed.
Sha'drach (sha'drak). [Heb.] Rejoicing in the way.
Sig'iS-mund (sIj'Ts-mQnd).
[OHG.]
Conquering

It.

Ralph

(ta-o'f e-1658), Gottlieb (gotlep).

The'ron
Thom'i

(sa-bas'te-an').

^--

[L.] Pious; dutiful; filial L. id.
Pio (pe'6).
Plln'y (plln'J). [L.] {Uncertain.) L. PlTnl-iis.

PI'us

;

;

Ru'dOlph (ru'dSlf ),
1 Tr„„.„n„„„
„f i RoDOLPH,
Ru-dol'phUB (rH-dSl'fBs). ; Variations of { Bo„oi,pH^s.
(rji'fiiB).
Ru'fus
[L.] Red red-haired. L. id.
Ru'pert (ri}'pert). The same as Robebt. L. Ru-per'tiis.

L.

Paitl.

[Heb.]

Division.
Per'e-gllne (pSr'e-grlnj. [L.] A stranger. L. PSr'egri'nus ; F. PtSr^grin (pa'ra'grSN') It. Pellegrino (pSlla-gre'no) G. Piligrim (pe'le-grem) ; Sp.
Pg. Peregrine (pa-ra-gre'no).
Pe'ter (pe'ter). [Gr.]
rock. L. Pe'triJs ; F. Pierre
(pe'ar')
It. Pietro (pe-a'tro) ; Sp.
Pg. Pedro (pa'dro) ; G. Peter (pa'tgr), Petrus (pa'tr56s).
Dim,.
Pete (pet), Pe'ter-kin (Per'kin, Piers, obs.).
lover of men.
Phl-lan'der (fl-15n'der). [Gr.]
Phl-le'mon (fi-le'mon). [Gr.] Loving friendly.
lover of horses. L. Phl-llp'PhU'lp (fll'Ip). [Gfr.]
piis; F. Philippe (fe'lep'); It- Filippo (fe-lep'po); Sp.
Felipe (fa-le'pa) Pg. Felippe (fa-lep'pa) ; G. Philipp
(fe'lep).
Divi. Phil, PTp.
Fern. Philippa.

—

Roeland (roolant).

—

— Fern. Paulina.

Peleg

I).

;

[L.] Little. L. PaulQa ; F. Paul
(pol) ; It. Paolo (pa'6-lo) ; Sp. Pablo
'Pg. Paulo (pow'lo) ; G. Paul (powl).
Fern.

(pal),
(pp,1u8).

PauauB

(ta-o-Do'rft) ; G. Theodor (ta^S-dor)
Rnss. & PoL Fe.
odor (fa'o-dor).
The-Od'0-rlc (the-5d'6-rTk).
[AS.] Powerful among
the people. L. The-5d'o-rI'ciJs.

young war-

otherwise,

rior.

0-Zl'as (o-zl'as).

Paul

;;;

COMMON ENGLISH CHRISTIAN NAMES,

1904
Os'car

;;;

ilS'|:dl'^z^t^)!"N

)
)

[Heb.]

In-

[Heb.] Remembered of Jehovah.
Dim. Zach (zSk).

—

Just.

^'"--^

Giftof Jehovah.

Ze-bl'na (ze-bi'n4). [Heb.] Bought.
Zech'a-rl'ah (zgk'a-ri'a). [Heb.] Same as Zachabiah.
Zed'e-kl'ah (zgd'e-ki'4). [Heb.] Justice of the Lord.

Ze'nas

A

[Gr.]
zealot.
[Gr.] Gift of Jupiter.
(ze'nas).
(zSf'4-m'a).
[Heb.] Hid of

Ze-lO'tes (ze-lo'tez).

Zeph'a-nl'a^

as in oil;

ow as in cow;

Sie, o, g,s, 9, u, o,

ii,

Jehovah.

u(see

p. 1719);

—

;;

;;;

;;;

WITH THEIR EQUIVALENTS IN SEVERAL OTHER LANGUAGES,

NAMES OF WOMEN.

II.

c.
My father's joy.— iW??».

[Heb.]

(ka-mll'la).
[L.] Attendant at a sacrifice.
L. id.
F. Camille (kii/mel') ; It. Camilla (kii-mel'lii)
Sp. Camila (kit-me'la).
Car'0-llne (kar'o-lin). French form of fem. of Carolns,
the Latin of Charles. F. Caroline (kii'ro'leii') It.,
Sp.,
Pg. Carolina (kii-ro-le'nii) G. Caroline (ka-role'na).
Dim. Car'rie, CSd'die.
Cas-san'dia (kSs-sSu'dra). [Gr.] She who inflames
with love. L. id.
It.
F. Cassandre (kas'siiN'dr')
;

Ach'sa (Sk'sa). [Heb.] Anklet.
A'da (a'da). The same as Edith.
Ad'a-llne (ad'a-lm). Tlie same as Adeline.
Ad'e-la (SJ'e-la). The same as Adeline.
Ad'e-lalde (Sd'e-lad). The same as Adeline.

;

&

A-de'li-a (a-de'li-a or a-del'ya). Variation of Adela.
Ad'e-11'na (Sd'e-li'na), [OG.] Of noble birth a priuF. Adeline (ad"len'),
cess.
Ad'e-llne (Sd'e-lln).
f
It. Adelaida
Adelaide (a'da'la'ed'), Adele (a'dal')
(a-da-la'e-da), Alisa (a-le'fea)
G. Adeline (a-da-le'ni),
Adelheid (a'del-hit), Adele (,a-da'la), Else (el'sa), Use
(el'st).
Dirn. Ad'dy.
I

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sp. Cecilia (tha-the'le-ii)
G. Cacilia (tsaDim. Sisely (sis'ly). Sis, Cis.
tse'le-ii).
Ce-les'tine (se-lgs'tln). [L.] Heavenly. F. Cglestine
(sa'las'tenM.
[L.]
Italian feminine of
Ce'll-a (se'li-a or sel'ya).
Coilius.
F. Celie (sa'le') ; It. Celia (cha'le-ii).
Char'1-ty (ehSr'i-ty). [E.]
Charlotte (shiir'lot). Feminine of Charles. F. CharIt. Carlotta (kiir-lot'tii)
lotte (shar'lof)
Sp.
Pg.
che'le-ii)

;

;

[Gr.]
(Sl'e-the'a).
Sp. Aletea (a-la-ta'a) ;

Truth. It. Alitea (a-leG. Alethea (a-la-ta'a).

Al'e-the'a
ta'a)

;

Al'es-an'dra (Sl'Sks-auMra),
Al'ex-an-drl'na (-5n-drl'na).
(a'lak'saN'dren')

Al'lce
.

—

The same

[

A-lic'1-a (a-lish'i-a).
Al'ma (51'ma). [L.]

(

Alessandra (a-lSs-sau'dra).
as Adeline.
Dim.

It.

;

(51'is),

[Gr.] Fern, of Alexander.
F. Alexandrine

I

;

)

te'na).

Amata

Emeline.
L. A-ma'ta; F. Aim^e

Beloved.

[L.]

Claire (klSr)

(a-ma'ta).

;

It.

Anna

(aii'aa)

Ana(a'na);

Sp.

;

Dim. An'nTs, Nan'ny,

Nina (ne'ua).
An-nette' (an-ngf).

French form

Con'Stance (kon'stanss).

G.

Nan'(;y, N5n,

Con'stSus,

:

L.

;

A

bella (a-ra-bgl'la)
belle (ii-ra-bgl'la).

Sp. Arabela (a-ra-ba'la)

— Z)im. BgWa, Bgl.
;

Au-gUS'ta

G. Cordelia (kor-da'-

Aurora (ow-ro'rii).
A-ZU'ball (a-zu'ba).

bo'rii).

A bee.

[Heb.]

(dSl/o-ra).

— i^tm. Dgb, DSb'by.

G. Debora (da-

B.
—

;

(

;

[L.]
Making happy. L. Be-a'trix F. Beatrice (ba'ii'tres'),
It. Beatrice (ba-a-tre'cha)
Sp.
;

;

&

G.

&

;

;

Pg. Beatriz (ba-ii-tress')

—

&

;

A

L.
Bar'ba-ra (bar'ba-ra). [Gr.] Foreign; strange.
It. & Sp. Barbara (bar'ba-ra)
id. ; F. Barbe (barb)
Dim. Bab.
G. & D. Barbara (biir'bii-ra).
I

^ooi«

l^^'^^-i

{

sn.ake.

L. id. F. Eudore (uh'dor').
Eu-ge'ni-a (ii-je'nT-a). Fem. of Eugene. F. Euggnie
Sp. Eugenia
(uh'zha'ne') It. Eugenia (a-58-ja'ne-,i)
(a-66-Ha'ne-a) G. Eugenia (oi-ga'ne-a), Eugenie (oiDim. Genie (je'nT).
ga'ne-a).
Eu-ge'nle (li-je'nT). French form of Eugenia.

Eu-do'ra (u-do'ra).

Good

[Gr.]

gift.

;

;

;

—

;

[Gr.] Fair speech. F. Eulalie
Eu-la'li-a (u-la'll-a).
(uhTa'le')
It. Eulalia (a-66-lii'le-a).
Eu'nlce (ii'nTs). [Gr.] Happy victory.
Eu-phe'ml-a (ii-fe'mT-a). [Gr.] Of good report. F.
Euphgmie (uh'f a'me') It. & Sp. Eufemia (a-S6-fa'.
Dim. Ef'fle.
me-a) G. Euphemia (oi-fa'me-ii).
E'va (e'va). [Heb.] Life. L. id, ; F. five (av) It.,
D. Eva (a'fa).
Sp., & Pg. Eva (a'vii) ; G.
E-Van'ge-llne (e-vSn'ge-lin or -ITn). [Gr.] Bringing
glad news.
;

;

—

;

;

&

Eve

The same

(ev).

as

Eva.

Ev'e-li'na (6v'e-ii'na), Ev'e-llne (Sv'e-Iin), ET'e-lyn
(Sv'e-lin).
It. diminutive of Eva.

F.
Faith

(fath).
[E.]
Faus-tl'na (fas-ti'ua).

[L.] Lucky. F. Faustine (fos'ten') It. Faustina (fows-te'na)
6. Faustine (-te'na).
Fe-lic'i-a (fe-lTsh'I-a or fe-lTsh'a). [L.] Happiness. F.
Fglicie (la'le'se'), Fglicitg (fa'le'se'ta') ; It. Felicia
(fa-le'che-ii)
Sp. Felicidad (fa-le-the-DiiD').
[L.]
Faithful.
Fi-de'li-a (fl-de'lT-a or fi-del'y4).
Flo'ra (flo'ra). [L.] Flowers. L. id. F. Flore (flor) ;
;

;

;

;

It.

Flora

Flor'ence

(flo'rii).

[L.]
Florentia (fio-rgn'shi-a or

Fran'ces

(flor'gnss).

Blooming

L.

flourishing.

;

-shS,).

Feminine

of Francis. L. Fr3nP. Frangoise (fraN'swaz'), Francisque (friiN'It. Francesca (fran-chas'kii)
Sp. Francisca
(fran'sSz).

cTs'ca ;
sesk') ;
(fran-thes'ka) ; Pg. Francisca (friin-ses'kii) G. FranDim. FSu'ny, Frank.
ziske (fran-tses'ka).
Fred'er-i'ca (fred'er-I'ka). Fem. of Frederic. F. Frgderique (fra'da-rek') It. Federica (f a-da-re'ka) ; Sp.
Pg. Frederica (fra-da-re'ka) ; G. Friederike (fre-dare'ka).
Dim. Fred'die.
;

—

;

;

&

—

G.
) Fem. of Geoege.
P. Georgine (zhor'zhen'). Geor)
Giorgia (jor'jii) G. Georgine

Geor'gl-an'a (iSr'jT-5n'a),
Geor-gl'na (j8r-je'na).
It.

;

;

Ger'al-dlne (jer'al-dTn). Fem. of Gerald. It. Giralda
(je-riil'da)
G. Gerhardine (ggr-har-de'na).
Ger'trude (ger'trud). [OHG.] Spear maiden. P. GerIt. Gertrude (jgr-troo'da), Geltrude (zhar'trii'd')
truda (jel-troo'da) Sp. Gertrudis (ngr-troo'dess) Pg.
Gertrudes (zhSr-trob'dgs)
G. Gertraud (ggr'tro%vt),
Dim. Ger'tTe, Tru'dy.
Gertrud (ggr'troot).
Grace
favor.
[L.]
L. Gratia
Grace (gras),

D. Beatrix (ba-a'-

;

;

—

;

)

;

(gra'shi-a).
Gra'tl-a (gra'shi-a). j
Stone heroine.
[Teut.]
Gri-sel'da (giT-sel'da).
Griselda (gre-£al'da). —Dim. Grts'sSl.

It.

H.

—

;

treks).

[Heb.] Tlie same as Anna.
Har'ri-et (har'rt-gt), Enclish fem. dim. of Henet.
Dim. Hat'ty.
Har'rl-Ot (hSr'rT-5t).
[Gr.]
Light.
L. Hgl'e-na
P.
Hel'en (hgl'Sn),
Helene (a'lan') It. Elena (a'Hel'e-na (hel'e-na). (
Elena
(a-la'nti)
Helene
Helena,
G.
(ha-la'S|).
la-nii)

Han'nah

(hSn'ni).

—

l

I

Be-lin'da (bt-lTn'da). (^Uncertain.)
Belle (bel). [F.] Beautiful.
Ben'e-dlct'a (ben'e-dlk'ta). [L.] Feminine of Benedict.
L. id. ; F. B^notte (ba'nwiif) It. Benedetta
(ba-ua-det'ta) ; Sp. Benita (ba-ne'tii) Pg. Benedicta
(ba-na-de'ta) ; G. Benedikta (ba-na-dek'tii).
Ber'tha (ber'tha). [OG.] Briglit ; beautiful F. Berthe
(bart) ; It.
Sp. Berta (bgr'ta) ; G.
D. Bertha

1

B'dith (e'dith). [AS.] Happiness
L. Ed'i-tha It, Edita (a'de-ta).

&

(ber'taV

— Dim.

&

Ber'ty.

Bona

(bo'nji).

;

;

—

;

-e,

€h, as k

;

—

oli n.t

In chin

120

;

^ as

},

g as in get

)

—

(brij'St).

;

Ngll, Ngl'ly.
Hen'rl-et'ta (hgn'ri-gt'ta). French fem. dim. of Henry.
P. Henriette (aN're'gf) It. Enrighetta (en-re-ggt'tii)
Pg. Henriqueta (eiiiv
Sp. Euriqueta (Sn-re-kii't;>)
Z»/;h. Et'ta,
ka'tii); G. Henriette (lign-re-et'ta).
Hefty, Ngt'tTe.
delight is in her.
Heph'zi-bah (hgf'zT-ba). [Heb.]
Hes'ter (hes'ter), Hes'ther. Same as Esther.
Feminine of Hilary.
[L.]
Hl-la'ri-a (ht-la'ri-.a).
Dim. Ko'Hojiorable.
Ho-no'ra (h6-no'ra),
( [L.]
(ho-no'iT-ii).
rah,
No'ra.
Ho-no'ri-a
)
Hope (hop). [E.]
Hor-ten'si-a (hSr-tgn'sIiT-ft or -sha). [L.] A lady gardener. L. id. ; P. Hortense (or'tiiNss') ; It. Orteusin

;

n, ng, as in link, sing

;

ih as in

tliin,

;

;

Elisabeth (a'le'za'bgf).
filise (a'lez'); It. Elisabetta (a-le-Sii-bSt'ta), Elisa
(a-le'Sii) ; G. Elisabeth (iS-le'zii-bSt), Elise (a-le'za).
Dim. B5ss^ Bgs'sy, Bgth, Bgt'sey, BSt'ty, El'sTe,
LTz, LTz'zJ^, LTh'b5^, LT'sa.
El'la (Sl'la), El'len (gl'leiT). Diminutives of Eleanor.
(e-li'za).

— Dim.

;

—

;

E-U'za

[Celt.] Strength. F. Brigitte (bre'zhet')
It. Brigida (bre'je-da)
Sp. Brigida (bre'HeDa) G. Brigitta (brS-get'ta).
Dim,. Bid'dj^.
8

;

;

;

G.

otherwise, rich gift.

Pleasure.
I

;

&

[Heb.]
)

;

It., Sp.,

(ed'na).

the same as Helen.
El'e-a-nor (el'e-a-nSr), Light
it.
Eleonora (a-la-o-uo'rii)
El'i-nor (gl'T-nor).
G. Eleonore (a-la-o-no'ra) F. Aligner (ii'le'a'nor').
Dim. El'Ia, Nell, NgUTe, No'ra.
E-lis'a-beth (e-lTz'a-bgth), ) [Heb.] Worshiper of God
consecrated to God. F.
E-liz'a-beth (e-lTz'a-beth), \

Bes'sle (bes'sT). Diminutive of Elizabeth.
Bet'sey (bSt'sy). Diminutive of Elizabeth.
Blanch (blanch), ) [Tent.] White. F. Blanche (bliiNsh)
Blanche (blanch). ( It. Bianca (be-an'k;i) Sp. Blanca
(bliin'ka)
G. Blanca (blan'ka).
Bo'na fbo'na). [L.] Good. L. id. F. Bonne (bSnn)
Brldg'et

;

;

Ed'na

;

;

;

na).

;

;

;

E.

;

5 OS

„

,

Eth'e-lin'da (-ITn'da).

;

(de'lT-a or del'ya).
[Gr.]
Of Delos.
[L.] Goddess. L. Di-a'na F. Diane
(de'aii')
It.
G. Diana (de-a'na).
Dim. DI, Die.
Dl-an'tha (di-an'tha). [Gr.] Flower of Jove ; a pink.
(di'na).
[Heb.] Judged.
Dl'nah
Do'ra (do'ra). Dim. of Dorothea, Eudora, Theodora.
gazelle.
Dor'cas (d6r'kas). [Gr.]
Do-rln'da (do-r1;n'da). The same as Dorothea.
Dor'O-the'a (dor'o-the'a), ) [Gr.] The gift of God. F.
(
Dorothge (do'ro'ta'), DoDor'0-thy (dor'o-thy).
rette (do'rgf)
It.
Sp. Dorotea (do-ro-ta'a)
Pg.
Dorothea (do-ro-ta'a) ; 6. Dorotliea (do-ro-ta'a).
Dim. D51, DSl'iy (I and r being allied sounds).
Dru-sU'la (dru-sTl'la). {Uncerlaiii.) L. id.

Dl-an'a (dt-an'a).
;

Be'a-trlce (be'a-trls),
Be'a-trlX (be'a-triks).
Beatrix (ba'a'treks')

—

;

gette (zhor'zhef)
(ga-or-ge'na).

De'U-a
Deserted.

[Heb.]

A

;

;

Deb'O-rab

&

;

Emma

—

Maiden.

D.

;

;

&

;

;

;

Emma

&

;

Emma

;

A

(a-giis'ta).

;

;

G. & ij. Augusta (ow-gSi5s'ta).
Au-re'li-a (a-re'li-a or a-rel'ya). [L.] Feminine of
AORELIUS. "L. id. F. Aur^Ue (o'ra'le') It., Sp., 6.,
& D. Aurelia (ow-ra'Ie-a).
[L.]
Morning redness; fresh;
Au-ro'ra (a-ro'r4).
brilliant. "L. id.
F. Aurore (o'ror') It., Sp.,
G.
id.

F. Cordelie (kor'da'le')

[L.] Feminine of
Gor-ne'11-a (k5r-ne'li-a or -nel'ya).
Cornelius. L. id. ; F. Cornelie (kor'na'Ie') It. Cornelia (kor-na'le-a) ; G. Cornelia (kor-na'le-ii).
Cyn'thl-a (sTn'thT-a). [Gr.] Of or from Mt. Cynthus.

AraG. Ara-

It.
;

;

Cordula (kor-doo'la).
Go-rin'na (ko-rln'na). [Latin dim. of CoEA.]
L. & It. id. F. Corinne (ko'ren').

corruption of Ariadne.
[Gr.]
[L.] Feminine of AnousTus. L.

A'ri-an'a (a'ri-Sn'a).

id.

le-a),

;

;

;

Go'ra (ko'ra). [G_r-| Maiden. Cf. Corinna.
Gor-dell-a (k8r-de'li-4 or -del'ya). [L.] Warm-hearted.

;

F. Arabelle (a/ra/bgl')

L.
F.

;

&

;

an Arabian woman.

[L.]
Firm constant.
(kon-stan'shi-a or -sha)

;

Dim. Ngt, Ngt'ty.
(an-to-ne-et'ta).
1
[L.]
Inestimable. L. id.
An-to'nl-a (Sn-to'nT-a),
F. Antonie (au'to'ne')
An'tO-ni'na (an'to-ni'na). )
G. Antouie (an-to'It.
Sp. Antonina (an-to-ne'na)
ne-a).
fair altar otherwise,
Ar'a-bel'la (Sr'a-bgl'la). [L.]

&

Constantia

Constance (kSs'staNss') ; It. Costanza (kos-tan'zsi)
Sp. Costenza (kos-tan'thii), Constanza (kon-stan'tha)
Pg. Constancia (kon-stiin'se-ii)
G. Constanze (konD. Constantia (kon-stiint'se-a).
stan'tsa) ; G.

An'toi-nette' (an'toi-nef). French diminutive of AnTONIA. It. Antonietta (an-to-ne-et'ta) G. Antoniette

—

;

;

Anna.

of

&

;

1

;

(au'nii).

—

;

—

&

;

Em'ma

;

)

;

(em'i-ly).
The same as Emeline. F. Emilia
(a'me'le') It., Sp.,
Pg. Emilia (a-me'le-a) G. Emilie (a-me'le-a).
(em'ma). The same as Emeline. F.
(gm'ma) ; Sp. Ema (a'ma)
(am'ma') It.
Pg.
•
(gm'mii).
Dim. Emm, Em'mie.
G.
Er'nes-tine (er'ngs-ten). Fem. and dim. of Ernest.
star ; good fortune. F. EsEs'ther (gs'ter). [Per.]
ther (as'tar') It. Ester (gs'tgr), Esterre (es-tgr'ra)
Dim. Es'sle.
Sp. Ester (gs-tar') G. Esther {is'ter).
Ethel (gth'gl). [AS. Cf. Adelina.]" Noble.
-,
, .
Eth'e-lind (gth'e-llnd), ) .^
v.

Em'l-ly

;

—

)

;

I

Anna

;

It.

;

.

Lovely angelic. F.
An-gel'l-ca (5n-jel'T-ka), \ [Gr.]
Au'?ele (aN'zhal'), Angeliue
An'ge-li'na (an'je-li'ua).
(aN'zlia'Iek')
It. Angelica (au(iiN'zh'leu'), Ang^lique
ja'le-ka), Agnola (iin'yo-la), Angiola (au'jo-la) G. Angelica (an-ga'le-ka), Angelina (an-ga-le'na).
1 [Heb.]
Grace;
the same as Hannah.
Ann (5n),
An'na (Sn'na), > L. An'na F. Anne (an), Annette
(an'nef), Nanuette (na'net'). Ninon
Anne (Sn).
)
(ne'nSN');

[L.]

;

Sp. Elvira (61-ve'rii).

Energetic; industrious.

tO<>-]

}

A

corruption of Cecilia.
Bright illustrious. L. id. F.
Chiara (ke-ii'rii) Sp. & Pg. Clara
(kla'rii)
G. & D. Clara (klii'ra).
i^im. Clare (klSr).
Brightly fair.
[L.]
Clar'1-bel (kl5r'I-bel).
[L.]
A derivative of Clara.
Clar'ice (klar'Is),
It. & 6. Clarissa (kla-res'sa)
Cla-ris'sa (kla-rls'sa).
F. Clarisse (kla'ress').
Usni. Clare (klSr).
Glau'dl-a (kla'di-a). [L.] Feminine of Claudius. F.
Claude (kl5d), Claudine (klo'den') It.
G. Claudia
(klow'de-a) Sp. Claudia (klow'De-ii).
[L.]
Mild
genClem'en-ti'na (klgm'gu-te'ua),
tie. F. Gig menGlem'en-tlne (klgm'gn-teu or-tin).)
tine (kla'miiN'ten')
G. Clementine (kla-men-te'na).

Clar'a (klSr'a).

&

(a'my).
(a'ma') ; It.

— Dim. -GhrTs'sie, Xina (ze'na).

Cic'e-ly (sls'e-ly).

;

A'my

;

&

—

& D. Amalia (a-ma'le-a). — Cf

&

;

G. Charlotte (shar-Iot'ta).
Chlo'e (klo'e). [Gr.] A green herb ; blooming.
[Gr.] Fem. of Christian.
(krls'ti-Su'a),
Chris'tl-an'a
F. Christine (kres'ten')
Ghris-tl'na (krts-te'na).
(
It.
Sp. Cristina (kres-tg'na) ; Pg. Cristinha (kresten'ya) ; G. Christiane (kres-te-a'na), Christine (kres-

;

G.

—

;

Carlota (kiir-lo'ta)

Nourisiiiug cherishing.
Al-ml'ra (51-mi'ra). [Ar.] Lofty a princess.
Al-the'a (al-the'a^ [Gr.] A healer.
Am'a-bel (am'a-bel). [L.] Lovable. L. A-m5b'i-lIs.
A-man'da (a-mau'da). [L.] Worthy to be loved. L.
Dim. MSn'dy.
id.
F. Amandine (a'miiN'den').
[OG.] Busy; enA-me'll-a (a-me'll-a or a-mel'ya).
ergetic.
F. Aiii(51ie (a'ma'le') It. Amelia (a-ma'le-ii),
Amalia (a-ma'le-a) ; Sp.
Pg. Amelia (a-ma'le-a)
;

;

;

Al'iy, or Al'lTe, El'sTe.

)

;

I

;

;

—

;

(Sg'a^tha).
[Gr.]
Good kind. F. Agathe
Pg. Agatha (a'ga-ta) G.
It. Agata (a'ga-ta)
Agathe (a-ga'ta).
Ag'nes (Sg'nSs). [Gr.] Chaste pure. F. Agn^s (an'Sp. Ines (e-nSs') ; Pg.
yas')
It. Agnese (an-ya'5a)
Inez (e-ngs') G. Agnes (ag'nSss).
Feminine
(ai-ber'ta).
of
Albert.
Al-ber'ta
;

;

Cassandra (kas-siin'drii).
Cath-a-rl'na (kSth-a-ri'na), J [Gr.] F. Catherine (kii'fren')
It. Caterina (kaGath'a-rlne (kSth'a-rln),
J
ta-re'na)
Sp. Catalina
Gath'er-ine (kSth'er-in).
)
(ka-ta-le'nii)
Pg. Catharina (kii-ta-re'uS)
G. Katharine (ka-tii-re'na).
Dim. -Ca'sy, Kate (kat), Katrine
(kSt'rin), Kit, Kit'tJ.
[L.] Feminine of Cecil. F. CgCe-cll'1-a (se-sil'i-a),
cile (bPseV)
It. Cecilia (chaCec'l-ly (sgs'i-ly).
[

—

Ag'a-tha

—

;

;

;

;

(a' gat')

ES;me'5mL'"m^^).

Ca-mll1a

Aiyby, Nab'by.

White.

[L.]

El-vl'ra (gl-vi'ra).

A.
ayi-gall (SbT-gal).

1905

ETC.

th as in thine

;

zh

—

My

(or-tgn'se-ii)
G.
(hiil'da).
;

Hul'dah
like z in

azure

;

1,

Hortensia (hor-tBn'se-ii).
[Heb.] A weasel.

u, S, £, w, B, D, a, B, E,

N

(see p. 1719><

—
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;
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;

COMMON ENGLISH CHRISTIAN NAMES, WITH THEIR EQUIVALENTS,
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Marguerite

N

I.

(mar'ge-ref)

;

;

(mar-ga-re'da)

[OG-T GodUke.
I'da (i'da).
I'nez (I'ngz). Pg. form of Aqnbb.
[Gr.]
Peaceful. F. Ir^ne
(i-ren'
or i-re'ne).
I-rene'
G. Irene (e-ra'na).
(e'ran') ; It. Irene (e-ra'na)
Elizabeth.
as
F. Isabeau
Same
Is'a-bel (Tz'a-bel), )
(e'za'bo'), IsabeUe (S'za/bgl');
Is'a-bel'la (-bel'la). J
(e-6a-ba')
Pg. Isabel
It. Isabella (e-Sa-bSlla)
Sp.
G.
D. IsabeUe (e-za-bella). —IHm. BSl, Ba'la.

Anne. P. Mariane, Marianne (ma're'an') It. Marianna (ma-re-iin'na) Sp. & Pg. Mariana (ma-re-a'na)
G. Marianne (ma-re-an'na).
Mar'l-on (mSr'I-on). A French form of Mary.
Mar'tha (mar'tha). [Heb.] The ruler of the house;
otherwise, sorrovrful melancholy. P. Marthe (mart)
It. & Sp. Marta (mar'tii)
Pg., G., & D. Martha (mar';

ETC.

Ros'a-llnd (r5z'a-lTnd).

[L.l
Beautiful as a rose.
(rSz'a-mgnd).
[Teut.] Horse protection,
or famous protection. P. Rosemonde (ro'z'mSNd')
It. Rosmonda (roS-mon'da)
Sp. Rosamunda (ro-6amoon'dji) D. Rozamoud (ro'za-mont).
Ros-an'a (rSks-Sn'a). [Per.] Dawn of day. P. Eoxane (rok'siin').
Dim. R5x'y.

Ros'a-mond

;

;

—

Ruth

[Heb.]

(rutL).

Beauty.

;

&

;

—

;

A

;

&

Margherita (mar-ga-

It.

;

Sp. Margarita (mar-ga-re'ta)
Pg. Margarida
G. Margarethe (miir-ga-ra'ta), Gretchen (grgt'Kgn).
Dim. Mar'gie, Mar'ger-y, Madge,
MSg,Mag'gy,~Mgg,Meg'gy, Pgg, Peg'g;^, Me'ta,GrTt'ty.
Ma-rl'a (ma-rl'a). Latin form of Maky.
compound of Maey and
Ma'rl-anne' (ma'rt-an').
re'tii)

;;;

s.

;

;

J.

t:i,).—Dim. M5t, MSt'ty, PSt, PSt'ty.
(ma'ry). [Heb.] Bitter otkerivise, their rebellion, or star of the sea. L. Ma-ri'a
F. Marie (ma/re'),
Marion (ms/TpSn') It. & Pg. Maria (ma-re'S) Sp.
Maria (ma-re'a) G. Maria (ma-re'a), Marie (ma-re'a).

Ma'ry

Feminine of James.
(jamz-e'na).
Fem. of John. Same as Joan.
Eng. jan'St). Dim. of Jane.
ji-net'
or
jSn'St
in
Ja-net' (
Jaq'ue-line (j5k'we-lTn). French fem. of James.
Jean (jen), Jeanne (jen), Jean-nette' (je-nSf). Fr.
forms of Jane or Joan.

James-l'na

Jane

;

(jan|.

;

(je-mi'ma).

Je-ru'sha

(je-ru'sha).

Jes'sle (jis'st).
Jo-an' (jo-an'),

[Heb.]
[Heb.]

[Scotch.]

[Heb.]

1

Ma-thll'da (ma-ttl'da),
Ola-tU'da (m.a-til'da).
teld')

;

—

married.

Dim. Jess.
Fem. of John.

L. Jo-

Jo-an'na (jo-Sn'ni), > hSn'na F. Jeanne (zhan), JeanJo-han'na (-liSn'na). ) nette (zhii/ngt') It. Giovanna
Sp. Juana {H66-a'na)
Pg. Jovanna (zho(jo-van'na)
van'nii)
G. Johanna (yo-han'na).
Fem. of Joseph. F. Josephine
Jo-se'plia (jo-se'fa),
It. Giuseppi(zho'za'fen'J
JO'seph-ine (jo'zSf-In). (
na (job-SSp-pe'nii) Sp. Josefina (Ho-6a-f e'na) Pg. Jo;

;

a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

G. Josepliine (yo-za-fe'na).

Mer'cy (mer's^). [E.]
MU'dred (mil'drgd). [G.]

—

Dim. Jo, Jo'zy, Phe'nj^.
Joyce (jois). [L.] Sportive.
Ju'dlth

[Heb.] Praised. F. Judith (zhii'GiudittaQoo-det'tii); G. Judith (yoo'det).

L. MIl-

threatener.

jul'y4).
[L.] Fem. of Julius. L.
F. Julie (zhii'le') ; It. Giulia (joo'le-a)
Sp. Julia
(Hoo'le-a) ;_Pg. Julia (zhoo'le-ii)
G. Julie (yoo'le-a).
Ju'11-an'a (ju'h-Sn'a). [L.] Fem. of Julian. L. id.
F. Julienne (zhii'le'gn') ; It. Giuliana (joo-le-a'na) ; Sp.
Juliana (noo-le-a'na) Pg. Juliana (zhoo-le-a'na) ; G.
D. Juliana (yoo-le-a'ua).
Juli-et (ju'lT-St). Diminutive of Julia.
F.
Jus-ti'na (jtis-tl'na). [L.] Fem. of Justin. L. id.
Justine (zhiis'ten') It. Giustina (jdSs-te'na) ; Sp. Justina (H66s-te'na) ; G. Justine (yoos-te'na).

Jull-a (juOT-a or
;

;

;

A

;

&

— Dim.

(sS'rii).

Se-U'na

SSI, SSl'l^^

(se-li'na).

;

(sii'zan),

1

Su-san'na(sii-zSn'na),

Su-san'nah

—

;

A familiar form of Anne. Dim.
(uSn'sf).
NSn, NSnQe, Nina (ne'na).
Dim. of Ellen, Helen, or Eleanor.
A contraction of HoNORA, IjEonoba,
No'ra (no'ra),
No'rah (no'ra). | and Eleanor.
Nan'cy

;

Nel'Ile (ngl'lT).

)

K.

(sii'zjin')

(kat).
Dim. of Cathabine.
Kath'a-rlne (kSth'a.rln), „,
Catharine
^''^ ^*™® *^ i^athaeine.
Kath'er-lne (kSth'er-Tnj. j
Ke-tu'rah (ke-tu'ra). [Heb.] Incense.
Ke-Zl'ab (ke-zi'a). [Heb.] Cassia.

;

laurel.

;

P. Laure (lor)

;

It.

&

;

;

;

•

T.
A

[Syr.]
gazelle.
Tem'per-ance (tSm'per-anss). [E.]
(the'o-do'r4).
[Gr.]
Fem. of Theodore.
The'o-do'ra
6. Theodora (ta-6-do'ra).
It. Teodora (ta-6-do'ra)

O-phell-a (o-feli-a or o-fel'y4).

OphgUe

;

Paula

&

Thom'a-sa (tSm'4-84),
Thom'a-slne (-sen).
ma'Se-a).

1

Pau-U'na

Try-phe'na (tri-fe'na).
Try-pbO'sa (tri-fo'sa).

u.

Paola

I
j

of Paulinus.
P.
(po'len') ; It. Paolina

&

;

&

;

;

lippine (fe-lep-pe'na).

Phll'lls

(f iI'lTs).

Ph(Bl)e

(fe'be).
(fil'lis).

[Gr.]
[Gr.]

as Phyllis.
Shining. It. Pebe (fatia).

A green bough.
A dim. of Mary.

[E.]
(pollj?).
PriS-cll'la (prts-stlla).

Mad'e-line (mad'e-lin).

;

;

—

[Gr.]

-e,

A pearl.

;

;

[Heb.]

(ra'chgl).

(

A

P. Victoire (vek'twar')

A

;

It.

Vittoria

&

;

w.
(gool-ye-gl'mii)

;

Sp.

Guillelmina (gel-ygl-me'na)

;

G.

Wilhelmine (wel-hgl-me'na). —Dim. Wil'mgtt, WIl'mot, Mina (me'na), Mi-ngl'la.
Wln'1-fred (wTn'I-frgd). [Teut.] A lover of peace.
Dim. WIn'uie.

Ros'a-bel'la (-bel'la).
Ro-sa'll-a (rS-zS'li-a),
Ros'a-lle (r5z'a-le).

)

J

-

^

&

F., fr. L.]
blooming rose.

[It.

Little

and

Ze-no'bl-a (ze-no'bi-4). [Gr.] Having
F. Zgnobie (za'no'be').
ter.
L. id.

life

from Jupi-

I

Zoe

(zo).

[Gr.]

Life.

f8r food, foot fflrl, rude, push ; oi as in oil ow as in cow \t, e, o j^a, e, o, u, 6, U, u (see p. 1719)
n, ng, as in link, sing ; th as in thin, th as iri thine ; zh like z in azure ; 1, n, 6, g, w, B, d, g, h, e, n (see p. 1719).

fall,
;

)

z.

&

A

F.

long ; S, g, T, 5, u, J, short ; cSre, far, last,
«h, ai k ch as in chin g as j, g as in get

o, u, y,

;

;

(mart'se-a).

Mar'ga-ret (mar'ga^rgtormar'grgt).

L. id.

(vet-to're-S) ; G-. Victoria (vek-to're-a).
Vl'da (ve'da). [Erse.] Feminine of David.
violet.
L. id. P. Violette
Vl'O-la (vi'S-U). [L.l
Pg. Violante
(ve'o'lgf) ; It. Viola (ve-o1a) ; Sp.
(ve-o-lan'ta) ; G. Viola (ve-o'la), Viole (ve-ola).
Vir-gln'1-a (vir-jin'T-a). [L.] Virgin ; pure. L. jd. ;
P. Virginie (ver'zhe'nJ') It. Virginia (ver-je'ne-a)
G. Virginia (ver-ge'ne-a).
Vlv'l-an (viv'i-an). [L.] Lively. F. Vivienne (ve've'en') ; It. Viviana (ve-ve-a'na).

;

A

ewe. P. Rachel (rii'shal') ; It. Rachele (rii-kala) ; Sp. Raquel (ra-kal')
Pg. Rachel (ra'kal) ; G. Rahel (ra'hal).
Re-bec'ca (re-bgk'ka), ) [Heb.] Of enchanting beauty.
L. Re-bgc'ca ; P. Rebecca (ra'Re-bek'ah (re-bek'a).
bek'ka') G. Rebekka (ra-bek'ka). —Dim. Bgck'y.
rose.
RhO'da (ro'da). [Gr.]
It., Sp.,
Pg. Ro'sa.
rose.
Ro'sa (ro'za). [L.]
Ros'a-bel (roz'a-bgl), ) |-i^
f^i^ rose.
]
'-

Ra'chel

Belonging to Magdala. F. Magdelaine (mii'd'lan'),
Madeleine (ma'd'lan'), Madelon (ma'd'lSN') It. Maddalena (mad-dii-la'nji) Sp. Magdalena (miig-da-la'na),
Madelena (ma-da-la'na)
Pg. Magdalena (miig-dala'na)
G. Magdalene (maG-da-la'na).
Dim. Maud,
Maud'lin, Maun.
Mai-cella (mar-sSlla). [L.] Fem. of Maecellus.
Mar'cl-a (mar'sht-a or -sha). [L.] Fem. of MARcros.
F. Marcie (mar'se'); It. Marcia (mar'cha), Marzia
;

Victor.

Wll'hel-ml'na (wTl'hSl-me'na). [OHG.] Feminine of
Wilhelm, German of Willlam. P. Guillelraine (ge'It. Guglielma
ygl'men'), Guillemette (ge'yeh-mgt^)

R.

Ma'bel

;

;

Somewhat old. L. id.
Dim. Prue, Prij'dy.

[L.]
[E.]

(pru'denss).

M.
(ma'bel). [L.] A contraction of Amabel.
Fr. form of Magdalene.
Mag'da-lene (mag'da-len, prop. mSg'da-le'ne). [Heb.]

V.
Va-l8'rl-a (vt-le'rT-a). [L.] Feminine of Valerius.
L. Id. ; P. Val<5rie (va'la're') It. Valeria (va-la're-a)
6. Valerie (va-la're-a).
VlC-tO'ri-a (vik-to'rT-a). [L.] Victory. Feminine of

;

The same

Pol'ly

Pru'dence

;

Feminine

[L.]

;

Phyl'Us

(dSl-re'ka)
Ulrica (dSl-re

&

;

(pa-li'na),
(pa-len').

;

of Lydia.

[OGJ Rich. P. Ulrique (ul'rek');1
6. Ulrike (ool-re'ka)
[Gr.] Heavenly ; the name of
(u-ra'nT-4)
U-ra'nl-a
one of the Muses. L. id. ; F. Uranie (ii'ra-ne').
Ur'SU-la (flr'su-m). [L.] She-bear. L. id. F. Ursule
(iir'sul') ; It. Orsola (or'so-la) ; Sp. Ursola (oor'so-la).
UlTl-Ca

(fil'rT-k4)

P. Paule (pol).

;

1

A native

;

;

^^

;

;

;

;

(loo'se-a).

5 as s

;

Delicate; luxurious.
Luxurious dainty.

[Gr.]
[Gr.]

[E.]

Pauline
Pau-llne'
Sp.
Pg. Paulina (pow(pa-6-le'na or pow-le'na)
Pauline
(pow-le'na).
le'na)
G.
Pe-nel'0-pe (pe-nSl'o-pe). [Gr.] A weaver. L. id.
Per'sls (per'sls). [Gr.] A Persian woman. F. Perside
It. Persida (pSr'se-da)
Sp. Perside (pgr'(par'sed')
se-da)
G. Persis (pgr'ses).
Phe'be (fe'be). The same as Phcebe.
Phl-llp'pa (f i-lip'pa). Feminine of Philip. P. PhilipIt. Filippa (fe-lep'pa), Filippina
pine (fe'lep'pen')
Pg. Pelipa (f a-le'pa)
G. Phi(fe-lep-pe'nii)
Sp.^

—

[Gr.]

it.

;

(powla)

[L.]
Gain ; otherLu-cre'ti-a (lu-kre'shT-a or -sha). )
wise, light. L. Lucretia (lu-kre'shi-a or -sha) ; P. Lucrece (Ui'kras') ; It.
Lucrezia (loo-krat'se-a).
Lu'cy (lu'sy). Feminine of Lucius. P. Lucie (lli'se')
It^Lucia (loo-che'a) ; Sp. Lucia (loo'the-a) ; Pg. Lucia

i,

of Thomas.
Sp. Tomasa
(to-ma'sa) G. Thomasia (to-

Fem.

(

— Dim. Tamzine (tSm'zen).

[L.] Feminine of Paulus, or Paul.
(pa'o-la)
Sp., Pg.,
G. Paula

(pa'14).

L. id.

;

(lii'kres),

P.

P.

I

a, e,

gift
(ta-

o-dyze-a).

It.

Pa'tlecce (pa'shenss).

1

;

Serpent.

L.

t
n„
^'y-

;

[Gr.]

(©'fa/le').

Le-

Lo'ls (lo'Ts). [Gr.] Good ; desirable.
Lo-rin'da (lo-rTn'da). A variation of Laueinda.
Lou-l'sa (lob-e'za), Fem. of Louis. P. Louise (165'ez'),
Lisette (le'zgf), H(51oise (a'lo'Lou-ise' (lo6-ez').
ez')
It. Luisa (loo-e'sa), Eloisa (a-lo-e'Sa)
Sp. Luisa (loo-e'Sa) Pg. Luiza (168-e'za) ; G. Luise (165-e'za),
Ludovika (loo-do-ve'ka).
Dim. Lou, Lou'ie.
Lu'ci-a (lu'shi-a). [L.] Italian form of Lucy.
Lu-Cin'da (liJ-sin'da). [L.] The same as Luot.

(ITd'I-a).

—

;

Dim.. Do'ra.

The'O-dO'sl-a (the'o-do'zhT-4 or -shi). [Gr.] The
of God. It. Teodosia (ta-o-do'6e-a) G. Theodosia

;

;

A

LU'i-an (iTl'T-an), \n ^
ft^-]
LU'ly (miy).

Lyd'i-a

Siisana

pic (o-lem'pe-a).

(la-rtn'di). [L.] Variation of Lauba.
La-Vln'l-a (la-vTn'T-a). [L.] Of Latium.
(le'na).
Dim. of Helena or SIagdalene.
Le'na
Le-0-nO'ra (le-o-no'ra). The same as Eleanob. It.
onora (la-o-no'ra) ; G. Leuore (la-no'ra).
[L.] Happiness.
Le-tl'tl-a (le-tTsh'i-a or le-tish'a).
Laetitia (le-tish'i-a) ; It. Letizia (la-tet'se-a).
corruption of Letitia.
Let'tice (let'tis).

Lu'crece

Pg.

&

Lau-rln'da

w

—

G. Susanne
Dim. Sue,
Suke, Su'ky, Su'sie, Su'z^.
Syl'Vl-a (sil'vi-a). [L.] Feminine of Sylvants.
(.s68-sa'na)

;

A

&

;

L.
Lan'ra (la'ri). [L.]
G. Laura (low'ra).

It.

Sp.
(Soo-zan'na).

—

Oc-ta'vl-a (!5k-ta'vI-4). [L.] Feminine of Octavius.
L. id.
F. Octavie (ok'ta/ve'). Octave (ok'tiiv') It.
Ottavia (ot-ta've-a) Sp. Octavia (ok-tafve-a) G. Octavia (ok-ta've-a).
Dim. Tii'vf, Tave.
1 [LJ
An olive. L. O-lTvl-a It.
Ol'lve (81'Iv),
G. Olivia (S-le've-a).
0-Uv'l-a (6-liv'I-4). (
0-lym'pl-a (o-lTm'pT-4). [Gr.] Heavenly. L. id. F.
Olympe (o'lSNp') It. Olimpia (6-lem'pe-a) G. Olym-

—

P. Susanne
Susanna (sdfi

lily.
;

;

(the-re'sa). [Gr.] Carrying ears of com. P.
Thgrgse (ta^raz'^ ; It.
Sp. Teresa (ta-ra'Sii) ; Pg.
Theresa (ta-ra'Sa) ; G. Therese (ta-ra'6a), Theresia (tara'Se-a).
Dim. Tgr'rJ, Tra'?^.

o.

)

zSn'na)

)

The-re'sa

Kate

A

[Heb.]

J

(-zSn'na).

Tab'l-tha (tSb'T-tha).

N.

obs.).

;

&

;

(Saw'kin,

[Gr.] Parsley otherwise, moon.
Se-re'na (se-re'na). [L.] Feminine of Serenus or SeRENO. L. id. ; It. Serena (sa-ra'nii).
1 [Gr.]
A prophetess. F. Sibylle
Slb'yl (sTb'Tl),
(se'bel')
Sl-byl'la (sT-bTl'14). (
G. Sibylle (Se-bel'la).
(so-fi'a).
[Gr.]
Wisdom.
F. Sopliie (so'fe')
So-phl'a
It. Sofia (so-fe'ii) ; G. Sophia (66-fe'ii). —Dim. So'phJ.
So-phro'ni-a (sS-fro'nT-a). [Gr.] Of a sound mind.
Steiaa (stgl'la). [L.] A star. L. id. ; F. Estelle (Ss/t51') ; Sp. Estella (Ss-tgl'yii).
Steph'a-na (stgfa-na). [Gr.] Feminine of Stephen.
F. Stgphanie (sta'fa'ne') ; G. Stephanie (sta-fa'ne-a).

Su'san

;

X'i'»?._Ju'dT^.

id.

MUd

dre'da.

Mil'i-cent (mTl'T-sgnt). See Memcent.
Ml-ner'va (mT-ner'va). See in tlie Dictionary.
Remembrance
[Cf. G. Minna.]
Mln'nle (mTn'nT).
love.
Frequently used as a nickname for Mary.
Ml-ran'da (mT-rSn'da). [L.] Admirable. L. id. G.
Miranda (me-ran'da).
Mlr'l-am (mlr'I-am). [Heb.] The same as Maby.
My'ra (mi'ra). [Gr.] She who weeps or laments.

(ju'dith).

det'); It.

—

;

Me

I

;

;

)

It.

;

;

;

sephina (zho-za-fe'na)

Mighty battle maid

[OHG.]

j

heroine. P. Mathilde (mii'Matilda (mit-tel'da) G. Matilde (mii-tel'da).
Dim. Mat, MSt'ty, Maud, Pat'ty, Til'da.
Maud (mad). Coutr. of Matilda or Magdalene.
May (ma). The month of May, or a dim. of Mary.
Benefited of
Me-het'a-bel (me-hgt'a-bgl), ) [Heb.]
God.
Me-hlt'a-ble (me-hTt'a-bl'). (
Mel'1-cent (mSl'I-sSnt). [L.] Sweet singer otherwise
[Teut.], work strength. Sp. Melisenda (ma-le-san'da).
[Gr.] A bee. P. Melisse (ma'!e-lls'sa (me-lis'sa).
les'), M^Iite (ma'lef)
It. Melissa (ma-les'sa)

A

dove.
Possessed

;

— Dim. May, M511, Molly, P51, P51'ly.
;

;

Je-ml'ma

;

[L.]
Sabine woman. P. Sabine
(sa'ben') ; G. Sabine (Sa-be'na).
Sa-brl'na (sa-brl'na). [L.] The River Severn.
Sa-lome' (sa-lom', properly sa-lo'nie). [Heb.] Peaceful.
F. Salomg (sii'lo'nia') G. Salome (sa-lo'ma).
Sal'va (sSl'v4). [L.] Safe. L. id.
Sa'ra (ea'ra), ) [Heb.] A princess. P. Sara (sa'ra')
Pg. Sara (sii'ra) ; G. Sara
Sa'rah (sa'ra). ( It., Sp.,

Sa-bi'na (sa-bl'na^.

what term
;

;

;

;

;

;;;

;

;;

QUOTATIONS, WORDS, PHRASES, PROVERBS,
AND COLLOQUIAL EXPRESSIONS,
FROM

THE GREEK, THE LATIN, AND MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES,
FREQUENTLY OCCURRING IN ENGLISH BOOKS, IN PERIODICALS, AND IN CONVERSATION,

RENDERED INTO ENGLISH.
SELECTED AND TRANSLATED BY

WILLIAM
Note.

WEBSTER.

G.

L. stands for Latin; Gr. for Greek; F. for French;

X compte.

A.

On

[F.]

account

It.

for Italian; Sp. for

in part payment.

;

;

to.

;

;

;

Ab

actu ad posse valet consecuiio, or illatio. [L.] Inference, or induction, from what has been to what may
be, has force or weight.
Abandon Jait larron. [F.] Negligence (that is, want
of watchfulness) makes the thief.
has.
[F.] Down down with.
beau Jeu, beau retour. [F.] One good turn deserves
another.
beneplacito.
[It.]
At pleasure.
Ab extra. [L.] From without.
Ab hoc et ab hao. [L.] From this and that ; confusedly.
Ab inconvenienti. [L.] From the inconvenience.
Ab incunabilis. [L.] From the cradle.
Ab initio. [L.] From the beginning.
Ab intra. [L.] From within.
X bis et h blanc. [F.] From brown to white ; by fits

^
^

;

A

and

^

starts.

To a good

bon
bon rat. [F.]
well-matched set a thief to catch a
bon marche. [F.] Cheap.
chat,

cat,
thief.

;

X

a good rat

;

Actionnaire.

A

mind.
Absente reo. [L.] The defendant being absent.
Absit invidia. [L.] Let there be no ill will.
Absque. [L.] Without.
Absque argento omnia vana. [L.] Without money

X

Ad
X
Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad

all

[L.] From that day on.
Adieu, la voiture ; adieu, la boutique. [F.] Farewell,
carriage ; farewell, shop ; it is all over.
To infinity.
[L.]
infinitum.
Ad inquirendum. [L.] For inquiry; a judicial writ
die.

Ad

ant faults.

[Rome].
Abusus non

Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad

not an argu-

ment

A

capite

head to

ad calcem.

[It.]

From head

[L.]

Who

Ill-natured

Ad

from

Ad

to heel

;

Acariatre. [F.]
;
cross
causa persa, parole assai. [It.]
lost, there is enough of words.

;

A

Accedas ad curiam.

crabbed.
When the cause

Tou may come

[L.]

is

into court

— a writ at common law in English practice.
[L.] The receipts in accounts.
— applied to a testimoAccessit.
[L.] He came near
Accepta.

;

nial for one second in merit.
Accueil. [F.] Reception greeting welcome.
Accusare nemo se debet, nisi coram Deo. [L.]

No one

is

of the

Acervatim. [L.] By heaps.
\ chaque saint sa chandelle. [F.] To each saint his
candle; that is, conciliate every source of possible
charge.

destruction, or extermina-

[F.]
At discretion ; without restriction.
libitum.
[L.]
At pleasure.
modum,. [L.] After the manner of.
nauseam. [L-] So as to disgust.
[It.]

To every

bird

;

that

is,

—

quod damnum. [L.] To what damage
name of
a writ, in English law, designed to ascertain whether
a grant by the king would be to his damage or that of
;

[F.]

At expense.

;

[F.]

To the

Adscriptus glebx.

further considered.
to the purpose.

X

eheval.

[F.]

Acierta errando.

On

savageness.

horseback.
He blunders into the right.

[Sp.]

A

;

affair.

Belonging or attached to the

soil.

[L.]
To the highest point or amount.
[L.] To the nail, or touch of the nail
exactly ; nicely.
Ad unum omnes. [L.] All, to a man.
Ad utrumque paratus. [L.] Prepared for either event.
Ad valorem. [L.] According to the value.
Adversus. [L.] Against.
Ad vitam aut cidpam. [L.] For lite or until misbehavior.
vivum. [L.] To the life.

[L.]

jEquabiliter et diligenter.
.Mquam servare mentem.

mind.

A

[F.]
placard.
[F.]
To the end.
fin.
Afin de. [F.] To the end that ; in order to.
Affirmatim. [L.] In the aflSrmative ; afBrmatively.
[F.] Frightful.
Affreux.
X fond. [F.] To the bottom thoroughly.
[F.] By contract by the job.
forfait.
A fortiori. [L.] With stronger reason.
Agacerie. [F.] Caressing treatment ; enticement ; al;

X

X

;

lurement.
gauche. [F.]

To the

left.

Agenda.

[L.]
Things to be done.
[P.]
On the knees.
Age quod agis. [L.] Do what you are doing; finish
what you are about.
Agiotage.
[P.]
Stock brokerage.
Agnus Dei. [L.] The Lamb of God.
grands frais. [P.] At great expense.
AgrSment.
Agreeable quality ; embellishment
[P.]

X

genoux.

X

X
X

ornament.
haute voix.

[P.] Aloud.
huis clos. [F.] With closed doors ; secretly.
Aide-toi, et le Ciel t'aidera.
[P.] Help yourself, and
Heaven will help you.
Aimable. [P.] Amiable ; lovely.
Vabandon. [F.] At random left uncared for.
la belle etoile. [P.] Under the stars
in the open air.
la bonne heure.
[P.] In good time ; well-timed
very
well
;
excellent.
__
I'abri.
[P.] Under shelter.
la campagne.
[P.] In the country.
la chinoise.
[P.]
After the Chinese fashion.
la derobee.
[P.] By stealth.
la faveur.
[P.] By the favor of.
Xlafrangaise. [F.] After the French fashion.
la grecque.
[P.] After the Greek fashion.
Pamericaine. [P.] After the American fashion.
la mode.
[P.]
According to the custom ; in fashion.
Vanglaise.
[P.] After the English fashion.
la parisienne.
[F.]
After the Parisian fashion.
la Tartuffe.
[F.] LikeTartuffe; hypocritically.

X
X
X

;

;

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

Al buon vino non bisogna frasca.

Good wine

[It.]

X Penvi. [P.] Emulously.
Alere flammam. [L.] To feed the flame.
X levant. [P.] To the east eastward.
X Pexterieur. [P.] Externally.
X I'extrSmitS. [P.] At the point of death
;

Alfresco.

The remedy
[L.]
[L.]

is

worse than the

Equably and

diligently.

To preserve an equable

[It.]

[L.]
otherwise.

Alias.

right.

[L.]

;

;

endur-

;

without re-

source.

.Mgrescit medendo.

AcharnS. [F.] Bloodthirsty savage.
Acharnement. [F.] Stubborn animosity

;

[L.] Of his age ; of her age.
[P.]
love affair.
Affaire d''amour.
Affaire d''honneur. [P.] An affair of honor ; a duel.
Affaire du cceur. [F.] An affair of the heart a love

otiiers.

Ad referendum. [L.] To be
Ad rem. [L.] To the point

X droite.

lasting than brass

needs no bush.

Gathered to his fathers

[L.]

patres.
dead.

bello.

Ad

favor.

A

To

[L.]

Ad summum.
Ad unguem.

;

;

bound to accuse himself, unless before God.
Acerrima proximorum odia. [L.] The hatred
nearest relatives is most intense.

of.

In the meanwhile.

ogni uccello, sno nido e
its ovm nest is charming.

climbs too

foot.

interim.
[L.]
internecionem,

tion.
discretion.

X

[L.] From one learn all ; from a
disce omnes.
single instance infer the whole.
Ab urbe conditS,. [L.] From the founding of the city

—

commanding inquiry to be made.
instar.
[L.]
After the manner

Ad
Ad
Ad

Ab uno

sale.

^

decided.

vain.
Absque hoc. [L.] Without this.
Absque ulla conditione. [L.] Unconditionally.
Absque ulla fraude. [L.] Without any fraud.
Abundat dulcibus vUiis. [L.] He abounds with pleas-

against proper use.
coder va chi troppo alto
high goes to fall.

A

arbitrium.

A
Ad

A

is

A

over with the

More

suse.

X

is all

[L.]
crown from the spear ; glory
exploits.
[L.] At pleasure.
astra.
[L.] To the stars, or to an exalted state.
[L.]
astra per aspera.
To the stars through difficulties ;
the motto of Kansas.
[L.] From date, or from this time.
data.
Calendas Grxcas. [L,] At the Greek Calends;
that is, never, as the Greeks had no Calends.
captandum. [L.] To attract or please.
captandum vulgus. [L.] To catch the rabble.
demi. [F.] By halves.
Deo et rege. [L.] From God and the king.
dessein.
[F.] Designedly.
eundem (sc. gradum). [L.] To the same degree.
deux mains. [F.] With both hands.
extremum. [L.] To the extreme ; at last.
flnem. [L.] To the end
gustum. [L.] To one's taste.
hominem. [L.] To the man; that is, to his interests and passions.
Adhuc sub judice lis est, [L.] The affair is not yet

A

is

shareholder.
[L.] It

cuspide corona.

Ad
Ad
Ad

X

Abuse

A

Ad
Ad

[F.]
Subscription.
origine.
[L.] From the beginning.
ovo.
[L.] From the egg; hence, from the beginning.
Ab ovo usque ad mala. [L.] From the egg to the
apples (said of a dinner) ; from beginning to end.
bras ouverts. [F.] With open arms.
Abrege. [F.] Abridgment.
Absence d'esprit. [F.] Absence of mind.
Absens hssres non erit. [L.] The absent or distant
person will not be the heir ; that is, out of sight, out of

[L.]

[F.]

de republica.

from military

Ab
Ab

usum.

est

[L.]

ing ever.

Mtatis

Affiche.

commonwealth.

A

Abonnement.

tollit

iniliis,

ant.

Actum

^?e perennius.

Discharge

[F.]

Acribus

;

nimity.

;

receipt for payment.
;
incurioso fine.
[L.] With eager beginnings, but negligent ending.
A cruce salus. [L.] Salvation by or from the cross.
Acta. [L.] Proceedings in court.
Acti labores jucundi. [L.] Finished labors are pleas-

Acquit.

[L.] With equanimity.
^quitas sequitur legem. [L.] Equity follows law.
.Mquo animo. [L.] With an equable mind with equa-

JEquanimiter.

X corps perdu. [F.] With might and main.
X coup sur. [F.] With certainty surely.
X couvert. [F.] Under cover sheltered protected.
Acqua Tofana. [It.] A subtle poison.
;

X, a. [F.] At after the maimer of according to
A, or Ab. [L.] From by of.

Spanish; G. for German.

To the shade

to the open air.
another time or place ; elsewhere

At

Alia tentanda via

est.

[L.]

;

Another method must be

tried.
Alibi.
[L.]

Elsewhere.
Aliend, optimum frui insaniS,.

[L.] It is well to profit
by the madness of others.
Alieni appetens, sui profusus.
[L.] Lavish of his own.
property while coveting that of others.
Alieni temporis flares. [L.] Flowers of past time.
X Pimproviste. [P.] Unawares ; on a sudden.

A lis volat propriis.

[L. ]

— the motto of Oregon.

She

flies Tvith

her

own wings r

•

X

[P.] In the Italian mode.
Alitur vitium vivitque tegendo. [L.] Vice thrives
Pitalienne.

and
lives by concealment.
Aliud corde premunt, aliud ore promunt. [L.] One
thing tliey keep back in the heart, they express another
with the mouth.
(1907)
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Alia breve.

Quickly.

[It.]

AU^

[It.]
alba.
At daybreak.
Alia Siciliana. [It.] In the Sicilian manner in shepherd's dress.
Allazoppa. [It.] Inalame, halting, imperfectmanner.
Allegresse.
[F.] Liveliness sprightliness geniality.
[F.] To go with a loose rein.
Aller bride en main.
Allez-vous-en.
[F.] Away with you be ofi.
;

;

;

A prima

Let us go

[F.]

come on come.
benign mother
;

;

A

Alma

—

[L.]
;
often apmater.
plied by graduates to the college or university at

which they graduated.
Al occorrenza. [It.] According to circumstances.

Alterum tanium..
Alto rilievo.

A main

As much more.

[L.]

In high

[It.]

relief.

[F.]
With force of arms.
[L. ]
Lovers' quarrels.
m,a puissance.
[F.] To my power.
Amare et sapere vix deo conceditur. [L.] To love and
be wise is scarcely granted even to a god.
maximis ad minima. [L.] From the greatest to the
arniee.

Amantium

irse.

A

Q

A

least.

Ambiguas in vulgum spargere voces.
doubtful reports among the people.

A

mechant chien, court
^a short chain.

Ame

de boue.

A

[F.]

[F.]

lien.

soul of

To spread

[L.]

For a vicious dog,

mud

;

a debased crea-

ture.

Amende

honorable.

Satisfactory apology

[F.]

;

repa-

ration.

R

A mensd, et thoro.
X merveille. [F/]

From bed and

board.
To a wonder marvelously.
Amicus curix. [L.] A friend of the court.
Amicus humani generis. [L.] A friend of the human
race ; a philanthropist.
Amicus Plato, amicus Socrates, sed magis arnica Veritas.
[L.]
Plato is my friend, Socrates is my friend,
but truth is more my friend.
Amicus usque ad aras. [L.] A friend even to the
altar that is, even to the last extremity.
Ami de cour. [F.] A friend of the court ; hence, an
uncertain friend.
Ami des noirs. [F.] A friend of the negro.
Amitie. [F.] Friendship,
Amo. [L.] I love.
[L.]

;

moiiie.

[F.]

Amor nummi.
Amoroso.

[It.]

By

halves.

[L.]

Love

A lover

Amor patinse. [L.] Love
Amour fait beaucoup, mats
is

potent, but

money

is

of

money.

tenderly.
of country.
argent fait tout.

;

At

From

the cause to the effect.
pertinently;

[L.]
[F.]

X propos de
purpose

X

To the point;

bottes.

[F.]

[F.]

Love

omnipotent.

[F.]
Self-love; vanity.
Ancien regime. [F.] Ancient order of things.
Aneantissement. [F.] Annihilation.
Anglici.
[L.] According to the English manner.
Anguis in herb&. [L.]
snake in the grass.
Animal disputans. [L.]
disputatious creature.
Animal implume bipes. [L.]
two-legged animal
without feathers;
the Latin form of Plato's definition of man.
Animis opibusque parati. [L.] Prepared in mind and
resources ready to give life and property
a part
of the motto of South Carolina. See
spiro, spero.
Animo etjide. [L.] By or with courage and faith.
Animo, nan astnlia. [L.] By courage, not by craft.
Animus furandi. [L.] The intention of stealing.
Animus imponentis. [L.] The intention of the author,
or composer.
Anno setatis suss. [L.] In the year of his [or her] age.
Anno Christi. [L.] In the year of Clirist.
Anno Domini {A. D.). [L.] In the year of our Lord.
Anno mundi {A. M.). [L.] In the year of the world.
Anno salutis. [L.] In the year of redemption.
Anno urbis conditae (A. U. C.). [L.] In the year the
city [Rome] was built.
Annus mirabilis. [L.] Wonderful year, or year of

—

;

A

A

;

;

Dum

W

—

wonders.
Ante. [L.] Before.
Ante bellum. [L.] Before the war.
Ante lucem. [L.] Before light.
Ante meridiem. [L.] Before noon.
Ante tubam trepidat. [L.] He trembles even before
the trumpet sounds.
Anti.
[L.]
Against.
Antiqva homo virtute et fide. [L.] A man of ancient
virtue

and

fidelity.

X outrance.
A parte ante.

[F.] To the utmost
without sparing.
[L.]
From the part gone before ; past.
geant.
[F.] With a giant's stride.
peindre.
[F.]
Worth painting a model for a
painter.
Aperfu. [F.] Survey; sketch.
perte de vue.
[F.]
Beyond one's view ; out of sight.
Aperto vivere veto. [L.] To live with desires freely
expressed.
Xpeupres. [F.] Nearly.
pezzi.
[It.]
By the piece ; piece by piece.
piacere.
[It.]
At pleasure.
pied. [F.] On foot.
Xplomb. [F.] Perpendicularly; firmly.
point.
[F.] To a point exactly right ; just enough.
posse ad esse. [L.f From possibility to reaUty.
posteriori.
[L.] From the effect to the cause.
Apparatus belli. [L.] Materials for war.
Apparent rari nantes in gurgite vasto. [L.] They appear swimming here and there, and in the vast deep.
Appetitus rationi pareat. [L.] Let appetite yield to
reason.
Ji

;

pas de

A

;

X

A
A
A

X
A
A

;

;

Aqua

vitse.
[L.] Brandy;
Aquila non capit muscas.

;

[L.]
[L.]

Heavenly secrets.
The mysteries of government

state secrets.
[L.]
secret ; secrets.
pi. Arcana.
Arc-en-ciel.
[F.] Rainbow.
that
burn ; glowing lanArdentia verba. [L.] Words

A

Arcanum,
guage.

X
X
X

[F.]
[F.]
[F;]

rebours.
reculons.

A

A

spirit; alcohol.

[L.]
An eagle does not
catch flies.
Arbiter elegantiarum. [L.] Master of ceremonies an
umpire in matters of taste.

Arcana cselestia.
Arcana imperii.

Au

;

not per-

;

water.

A

riage.

Avise la fin. [F.] Consider the end.
Avito viret honore. [L.] He flourishes upon ancestral
honors.

X volonte. [F.] At pleasure.
A vostra salute. [It.] To your health.
X votre sanle. [F.] To your health.
A vuestra salud. [Sp.] To your health.

Reversed.

Backward.

[F.] Even with the ground.
[F.] Ready money.
Argent comptant parte medecine. [F.] Ready money
brings a remedy.
Argumentum ad crumenam. [L.] An argument to the
purse an appeal to interest.
Argumentum ad hominem. [L.] An argument to the
man that is, an argument deriving its force from the

rez de chaussee
Argent comptant.

;

;

situation of the person to whom it is addressed.
Argumentum ad ignorantioTn. [L.] Argument founded
on an adversary's ignorance of facts.
Argumentum ad invidiam. [L.] An appeal to low
passions or reasoning.
Argumentum ad judicium. [L.] Argument to the

judgment.

Argumentum ad verecundiam.

[L.]

Argument

to

modesty.

Argumentum baculinum.

Club law

[L.]

;

appeal to

force.

course

A

is

rivederci.

[It.]

Adieu until we meet again.

Artes honorabit. [L.] He will honor the arts.
as a title,
Artium magister. [L.] Master of Arts;
usually abbreviated to A. M.
Asinus ad lijram. [L.]
An ass at the lyre hence,
awkward or absurd.
Astra castra, numen lumen. [L.] The stars my camp,
the Deity my light.

—

;

iZfptgiusto.]^^'-^

In equal or just time.

A
X

[L.l
From tender years.
teneris annis,
[F.]
tort et a travers.
At cross purposes.
Xtoute force. [F.] With all one's force.
tout hasard.
[F.] At all hazards ; at all events.
toute outrance.
[F.] To the utmost.
tout prix.
[F.]
At any price.
At spes non fracta. [L.] But hope is not broken.
Au bon droit. [F.] To the just right.
bout de son Latin. [F.] At the end of his Latin ; to
tlie extent of liis knowledge.
Au contraire. [F.] On the contrary.
Au courant. [F.] To the present time.
Auctor pretiosa facit. [L.] The giver makes the gift
precious.
A udaces fortuna Juvat. [L.] Fortune favors the bold.
or brave.
Audax et cautus. [L.] Bold and wary.
Aude sapere. [L.] Dare to be wise.
In despair.
Ati desespoir.
[F.]

X
X
X

Au

Audi alteram partem.

Hear the other

[!«.]

side.

Audit vocatus Apollo. [L.] Apollo hears when invoked.
Aufait. [F.] Well instructed up to the mark.
Au fond. [F.] At the bottom.
Auf wiedersehen. [G.] Good-by until we meet again.
To-day a king,
Aujourd'hiti roi, demain rien. [F.]
to-morrow nothing.
;

At the worst.
[F.]
Aura popularis. [L.] The gale of popular favor.
Aura 'seminalis. [L.] An impregnating atmosphere.
Aurea mediocritas. [L.] The golden mean neither
aller.

;

wealth nor poverty.
Aureste. [F.] As for the rest

Au revoir.

;

besides.
meet again.

Adieu until we
[F.]
Auribus teneo lupum. [L.] I hold a wolf by the ears
I have caught a Tartar.
Auri sacra fames. [L.] The accursed greed for gold.
Auriim potabile. [L.] Potable gold.
Auspicium melioris xvi. [L.] An omen of better
times.
Aussitot dit, aussitot fait. [F.] No sooner said than
done.

Aut amat aut

odit mulier.

[L.]

A woman

either loves

Barbie tenus sapientes.

Bas

bleu.

A

[F.]

A

[It.]

kxaa of

Wise as far as the beard.

[L.]

bluestocking

Basis virtutum constantia.

a literary woman.
Constancy the basis

;

[L.]

of virtues.

Battre la campagne.
the country.

Bavardage.

[F.]

To beat the bush

;

to scour

Idle talk; prattle; garrulity.
Beatse memorise.
[L.] Of blessed memory.
Beau ideal. [F.] A perfect model of beauty, or a
model of ideal perfection.
Beau monde. [F.] The fashionable world.
Beaux esprits. [F.] Gay spirits men of wit.
Beaux yeux. [F.] Handsome eyes that is, attractive
looks.
Bel esprit. [F.]
brilliant mind ; a person of wit or
genius.
Bella femina che ride, vuol dir, borsa che piange. [It.]
When a handsome woman laughs, you may be sure her

[F.]

;

purse cries.
Wars horrid wars
Bella ! horrida bella
[L.]
Bella matronis detestata. [L.] Wars are the aversion
.'

of

tetes,

autant d^avis.

[F.]

Belle Stage.
[F.] The second story of a house, or the
best story.
Bellum inlernecinum. [L.] A war of extermination.
Bellum lethale. [L.] A deadly war.
Beneficium accipere, libertatem vendere. [L.] To receive a favor is to sell your liberty.
Bene orasse est bene studuisse. [L.] To have prayed
well is to have studied well.
Beneplaciio. [L.] At pleasure.
Benigno numine. [L.] By the favor of Providence.
Ben trovato. [It.] Well found an ingenious solution
a happy invention.
Befoin. [F.] Need; necessity; want.
Beje.
[F.]
beast.
Bete noire. [F.]
black beast a bugbear ; an object
of aversion.
Biennium. [L.] A period of two years.
Bienseance. [F.] Civility ; decorum.
Bienvenue. [F.] Welcome.
Bien vienes, si vienes sola. [Sp.] Welcome if thou
comest alone
spoken of misfortune.
[F.]
Erased blotted out ; canceled.
Biffe.
Billet d'amour.
...
r-c t
, ,
love letter.
tF.]
Billet doux.
\
Bis.
[L.] Twice repeated.
Bis dat qui cito dat. [L.] He gives twice who gives
;

A

A

;

—

;

;

A

I

;

promptly.

Bis peccare in
is

bello

non

[L.]

licet.

To blunder twice

not allowed in war.

Bis pueri senes. [L.] Old men are twice boys.
Bis vincit, qui se vincit in victoria. [L.] He conquers
a second time, who controls himself in victory.
Bizarre. [F.] Odd fantastic.
Blase.
[F.] Palled
surfeited rendered incapable of
continued enjoyment.
Blondine. [F.] A lady with fair complexion and hair
a blonde.
Bosotum in crasso jurares a'ire natum.
[L.]
Tou
would swear that he was bom in the thick air of
;

;

;

Boeotia.
Boite.
[F,]

A smaU box for work, carried by ladies.
Bona fide. [L.] In good faith in reality.
Bon ami. [F.] Good friend.
Bon gre, mal gre. [F.] Willing or unwilling.
Bonhomie. [F.] Good nature simplicity.
Bonis nocet quisquis pepercerit malis. [L.] He hurts
the good who spares the bad.
Bonjorir. [F.] Good day; good morning.
Bon jour, bonne ceuvre. [F.] The better the day, the
;

;

better the deed.
[F.]
nurse or governess.
et belle.
[F.] Good and handsome.
Bonne foi. [F.] Good faith.
Bonnement. [F.] Simply ; precisely ; exactly.
Bon soir. [F.] Good evening.
Borne. [F.] Limited narrow-minded.
Bouillon.
[F.] Soup.
Boitleverse.
[F.]
Overturned ; upset.
Bouleversement. [F.] Overturning ; subversion.

A

Many men, many Bonne

minds.

Aut Csesar aut nullus. [L.] Either Caesar or nobody.
Aut insanit homo, aut versus facit. [L.] Either the
man is mad, or else he is making verses.
the name
Auto da fe. [Portuguese.] An act of faith
;

—

given in Spain and Portugal to the burning of Jews
heretics.

!

!

women.

Bonne.

or hates.

Autant de

and

tocca.

the mouth often does not touch the heart.
Banco regis. [L.] On the king's bench.

A

[L.]
With attentive ears.
Arrectis auribus.
Arrih'e pensee. [F.] A mental reservation.
Ars est celare artem. [L.] True art is to conceal art.
Ars longa, vita brevis. [L.] Art is long, but life is

Au pis

B.
Bacio di bocca spesso cuor non

;

The middle

(Ariston metron).
[Gr.]
the best ; the golden mean.

'Apio-Toi' licTpov

A

—

season-

Apropos to boots not to the
applied to an absurd or unrea-

unrelated ;
sonable collocation of ideas or subjects.
propos de rien. [F.] Apropos to nothing

droit.
[F.]
Another's right.
Thus, a person
sue or be sued in another's right, as an executor, etc.
Autrefois acquit. [P.] Formerly acquitted.
Autrefois convict. [F.] Formerly convicted.
Autre vie. [F.] Another's life.
[F.]
troisieme.
On the third floor.
Aut vincere aut mori. [L.] Either to conquer or to
victory or death.
die
Aux armes. [F.] To arms.
Auxilium ab alto. [L.] Help from on high.
Avant-coureur. [F.]
forerunner.
Avant propos. [F.] Preliminary matter; preface.
Avec permission. [F.] By consent.
verbis ad verbera.
[L.] From words to blows.
Aviendo pregonado vino, venden vinagre. [Sp.] After
having praised their wine, they sell us vinegar.
vinculo matrimonii.
[L.]
From the tie of mar-

may

short.

Amour propre.

U

Autre

first sight.

tinently.
Aptat se pugnse. [L.] He prepares for the contest.
Aqua et igne interdictus. [L.] Interdicted of fire and

;

A

[It.]

ably.

In the ordinary manner.

[F.]
j5 Vordinaire.
Al piu. [It.] At most.
Alter ego. [L.] Another self; a double.
Alter idem.
[L.] Another precisely similar.
Alter ipse^ainicus. [L.] A friend is another self.
Alterum allerius auxilio eget.
[L.] The one needs
the assistance of the other.

vista.

A priori.
X propos.

;

Allans.

FROM THE GREEK,

ETC.,

Appui, [F.] Point of support; prop; purchase.
Apres moi le deluge. [F.] After me the deluge.

;

'

!

;

;

!

;

THE LATIN, AND MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES.
[F.] Push forward.
A stall for the sale of goods.
seculare aut civile.
[L.] The secular or civil

Smetez en avani.
Boutique. [F.]

Brachium
power.

Bravo !

Well done

[It.]

Brevet d'invention. [F.]
Breveti.
[F.] Patented.

A patent.

Brevi manu. [L.] With a short hand immediately
without delay.
Brevis esse laboro, obscurus fio. [L.] In endeavoring
to be concise, I become obscure.
Broitillerie.
[F.] Disagreement strife.
Bruler la chandelle par les deuz bouts. [F.] To bum
the candle at both ends to be extravagant.
Brutum fulmen. [L.] A harmless thimderbolt.
Buona mono. [It.] A small present.
;

;

;

Cesl-a-dire.
[F.] That is to say namely.
Cest une autre chose. [F.] That is quite a different
thing.
Chacun a son gout. [F.] Every one to his taste.
Chacun pour soi. [F.J Every one for himself.
Chacun tire de son coti. [F.] Every one inclines to
his own side.
Champs JElysees. [F.] Elysian Fields (a beautiful
public park in Paris).
Chanson. [F.] A song.
Chapeau bas ! [F.] Hats off
Chapeau bras. [F.]
military cocked hat.
Chapelle ardeule. [F.] The room where a dead person
;

A

lies in state.

An

Chapelle expiatoire. [F.]
site of a murder, etc.).

Chaque pays a sa

expiatory chapel (on the

Every country has

[F.]

guise.

its

custom.

Charmante.

c.

ladylove.
Chasse-cousin,

Cabaretier.
[F.] An innkeeper.
Cachqt. [F.] A dungeon.
Cacoethes. [L.] An incurable mania an obstinate habit.
Caeoethes carpendi. [L.] A mania for finding fault.
Cacoethes loquendi. [L.] A mania for speaking.
Cacoethes scribendi. [L.] A passion for scribbling.
Cadit qtiiestio. [L.] The question falls ; there is no
further discussion.
Cseca est invidia. [L.] Envy is blind.
Cseca regens vestigia filo. [L.]
Directing his blind
steps by a thread or clew.
Csecus iter monstrare vult, [L.] A blind man wishes
to show the way.
Csslebs quid agam f [L.] Being a bachelor, what shall
I do?
Cxlitus mihi vires. [L.] My strength is from Heaven.
Cselum, non animum, mutant qui trans mare currunt.
[L.] They change their sky, not their affections, who
cross the sea.
Csetera desunt. [L.] The remainder is wanting.
Cseteris paribus.
[L.]
Other things being equal.
Cambio non e furto. [It.] Exchange is no robbery.
Campus Martius. [L.] A place of military exercise.
Candida Pax. [L.] White-robed Peace.
Candide et constanter. [L.] Candidly and constantly.
Canes timidi vehementius latrant. [L.] Timid dogs
;

bark loudest.
Cantate Domino. [L.] Sing to the Lord.
Capax. [L.] Capable of;
used in law terms adopted
by English judges and writers ; as, capax negotii; ca-

—

pax

obligutionis.

Capias ad respondendum. [L.] You may take to answer
a writ for taking and keeping the defendant
to answer the plaintiff in the action.
Capias ad satisfaciendiim. [L.] You may take to satisfy
a writ for taking and keeping the party named
until he gives satisfaction to the party by whom it is
;

;

—

—

issued.
Copitatio.

Capitulum.

[L.]
[L.]

A poll or personal tax.
Head

;

A

[F.]

Lent;

Caret initio etfine.

Carpe diem.

[L.]

fast.

et colligere.

It wants beginning and end.
Enjoy the present day seize the

[L.]

;

[L.]

To pluck and

bind, or collect

together.

Carte de visile. [P.] A small photographic picture
upon a card
so called from its original use as a vis;

—

Casus consdentise. [L.] A case of conscience.
Casus foederis. [L.] The end of the leRgue.
Casus fortuitus. [L.] A fortuitous occurrence.
Catalogue raisonne. [F.] A catalogue of books arranged according to their subjects.
Causa latet, vis est notissima. [L.] The cause is hidden, but the effect is notorious.
Causa sine qua non. [L.] An indispensable condition.
Cautionnement. [F.] Bail security.
Caveat actor. [L.] Let the doer beware.
Caveat emptor. [L.] Let the buyer beware.
Cavendo tutus. [L.] Safe through caution.
Cave quid dicis, quando, et cui. [L.] Be cautious as
to what you say, when, and to whom.
Cedant arma togse. [L.] Let arms yield to the gown
that is, let military authority yield to the civil power
the territorial motto of Wyoming.
Cede Deo. [L.] Submit to Providence.
;

;

—

ye

in

the

given to drive away
castles

;

[F.] The head; the leading person or part;
Chef.
hence, a chief or professed cook.
butaillon.
[F.]
major.
cuisine.
[F.] Head cook.
Chef-d''wuvre.
masterpiece.
[F.l
Chemin convert. [P.]
covered way or passage.
Chemin defer. [P.] Railroad.
Chemin faisant. [P.] By the way ; in passing.
Chere amie. ^[F.]
dear friend ; a mistress. -L
Che sara, sara. [It.] Whatever will be, will be. -*•
Cheval de bataille. [P.]
war horse ; the main de-

A

Chef de
Chef de

A

A

A

A

pendence.
Chevalier d'industrie. [P.] A knight of industry one
who lives by persevering fraud a swindler a sharper.
Chiaroscuro. [It.] Distribution of light and shade in
;

;

;

painting.

Chi da presto raddoppia
quickly doubles the
niente,

dono.

il

[It.]

He

that gives

gift.

non dubita di

niente.

knows nothing doubts of nothing.
s' arrischia, non guadagna.

Chi non

[It.]

He who

[It.]

Nothing

venture, nothing have.

Chi risponde presto, sa poco. [It.] Who answers suddenly knows little.
Chi tace confessa. [It.] Silence is confession.
Chose qui plait est a demi vendue. [P.] A thing
which pleases is already half sold.
Christo et Ecclesiae. [L.] For Christ and the Church.
Chronique scandaleuse. [P.] A scandalous chronicle
a chronicle of the vices and crimes of a city police
;

record.
Cicerone.
[It.]
guide who explains curiosities.
Cicisbeo.
[It.]
A male attendant on a married lady.
Ci devant. [P.] Formerly ; former.
Ci git. [P.] Here lies.
Cingulum Veneris. [L.] The girdle of Venus.
Circuitus verborum. [L.]
circumlocution.

A

Cis.

[L

This side

]

of.

cuius venit periculum cum conlemnitur.
comes soonest when it is despised.
Cito.

[L.]

[L.]

Danger

Quickly.

Cito maturum, cito putridum.
rotten.
Civilitas

;

Eomani scriptores, cedite, Graii.
Roman writers, yield, ye Greek.

[L.]

Yield,

Celebrare. [L.] To solemnize (an event or legal act)
as, celebrare vendilionem, solutionem, etc.
Ce monde est plein de fous. [F.] The world is full of
foole.

C'enestfaitdelui, [F.] It is all over with him.
Ce n'est que le premier pas qui coHte. [F.] It is only
the first step which is difficult.
Cernit omnia Deus vindex. [L.] God, the avenger,
sees everything.
Certiorari.
[L.] To be made more certain.
Certum pete fnem. [L.] Aim at a certain end.
Cessanle causd,, cessat effectus. [L.] The effect ceases
with the cause.

successit

barbarum.

[L.]
[L.]

—

Soon

ripe,

soon

Civilization

suc-

ceeds barbarism
territorial motto of Minnesota.
Clandestinus. [L.] Secret.
Clarior e tenebris. [L.] More bright from obscurity.
Clarum et venerabile nomen. [L.] An illustrious and
venerable name.
Classes aisees. [P.] The classes in easy circumstances.
Ccena Domini. [L.] The Lord's Supper.
Cegito, ergo sum.
[L.]
I think, therefore I am.
hairdresser.
Coiffeur. [P.]
Coiffure.
[P.] A headdress.
Collectanea.
[L.] Passages collected from authors.
Colubrem in sinu fovere. [L.] To cherish a serpent in
one's bosom.
Comitas inter gentes. [L.] Comity between nations.
Commandez a vos valets. [F.] Command your servants, that is, those who jwe you obedience (not
others).
Commeilfaui. [P.] As it should be.
Commejefus. [P.] As I was.
common good.
Commune bonum. [L.]
Communia proprie dicere. [L.] To say common things
appropriately.
Communibus annis. [L.] On the annual average.
Communi consensu. [L.] By common consent.
traveling companion.
Compagnon de voyage. [F.]
Componere lites. [L.] To settle disputes.
Compositumjusfasqueanimi. [L.] Law and justice.
Compos mentis. [L.] Of a sound mind.
Compos voti, or compos voto. [L.] Having obtained
one's wish.
Compte rendu. [P.] Account rendered ; report.

A

A

Comptoir. [F ] Countingroom.
Comte. [F.] Count.
Comtesse. [P.] Countess.
Con amore. [It.] With love earnestly.
Con arco. [It.] With the bow.
Concio ad clerum. [L.] A discourse to the clergy.
Con commodo. [L.] At a convenient rate.
Concordia discors. [L.] Discordant harmony.
Concours. [P.] Competition contest, as for a prize.
;

;

Con

diligenza.

[It.]

Conditio sine qua non.

Con

dolore.

[It.]

With

diligence.

[L.]

With

A necessary condition.

grief.

Con/ido et conquiesco. [L.] I trust, and am at peace.
[P.] A brother belonging to the same monConfrere.
astery
an associate.
Confuria. [It.] With fury or force.
;

Conge

d'elire.
[F.] Permission to elect.
Conjunctis viribus. [L.] With united powers.
Conoscente.
[It.]
A connoisseur.
Conquiescat in pace. [L.] May he [she] rest in peace.
Conseil de famille.
[P.]
A family consultation.
Conseil d'etat. [P.] A council of state a privy coun;

cil.

[L.]
Consent makes the law.
Consilio et animis.
[L.T
By wisdom and courage.
Consilio ei prudentia.
[L.]
By counsel and prudence.

Consensus facit legem.

Con

spirito.

With animation.

[It.]

[L.] By constancy and virtue.
[L.] Custom is observed
as a law.
Conto spesso e amicizia lunga. [It.] Short reckonings
make long friendships.
Contra bonos mores. [L.] Against good manners.
Contra fortuna novate arte ninguna. [Sp,] There is
no fence against fortune.
Cont7-a stimulum calcas.
[L.] You kick against the
prick, or goad.
Contrefait.
[P.] Counterfeit ; imitation copy.
Conversazione.
[It.]
Conversation ; a meeting for

Constantia

et virtute.

Consuetudo pro lege servaiur.

conversation.

air.

Chi non sa

1909

;

Castles in Spain

[F.]

A

iting card.

Caserne. [F.] Barrack.
Cassa. [It.] A money chest ; cask.
Cassare. [L.] To quash or vacate ; to make null or void.
Cassis tutissima virtus. [L.] Virtue the safest defense.
Casus belli. [L.] That which involves or justifies war.

Cedite,

Bad wine

[P.]

poor relations.
Chateaux en Espagne.

;

opportunity.

Carpe

charming lady; a charmer; a

A

section.

Capiatio benevolentise. [L.]
currying favor.
Captus nidore culinse. [L.] Captivated by the odor of
the kitchen.
Caput, [L.] Head ; chapter.
Caput mortuum. [L.] The worthless remains.
Carbonari. [It.] Members of a secret political society
in Italy, France, etc.

Careme.

A

[F.]

;

.

Copia verborum.

[L.]

Copiousness of words

;

hence,

fluency of speech.

Coram nobis. [L.] Before us in our presence.
Coram non jiidice. [L.] Before one who is not the
;

proper judge.
sanitaire.
[P.]
A sanitary cordon a line of
troops posted to prevent the spreading of contagion
or pestilence.
Corps de garde. [P.] A body of men who watch in a
guardreom the guardroom itself.
Corps diplomatique. [P.] A diplomatic body.

Cordon

;

;

Corpus
Corpus

The body of Christ.
The body, substance, or founda-

Christi.

[L.]
delicti.
[L.]
tion of the offense.
Corpus juris canonici.

Corpus juris civilis.
Corpus sine peciore.

[L.]
[L.]
[L.]

The body of the canon law.
The body of the civil law.
A body without souh

Corrigenda. [L.] Corrections to be made.
Corruptio optimi pessima. [L.] The corruption of the
best becomes the worst.
Cor unum, via una. [L.] One heart, one way.
Cosa ben fatta, e fatta due volte. [It.] A thing well
done is twice done.
Cosa fatta capo ha. [It.] A thing which is done has a
head.
Cos ingeniorum. [L.] A whetstone for the wits.
Couleur de rose. [P.] Rose color hence, an aspect of
beauty and attractiveness.
Coup d'essai. [P.] A first essay; attempt.
Coup d'etat. [F.] A stroke of policy a violent measure of state in public affairs.
Coup de grace. [P.] A finishing stroke.
Coup de main. [P.] A sudden enterprise or efibrt.
Coup de maitre. [F.] A master stroke.
Coup de pied. [P.] A kick.
;

;

Coup deplume. [F.] A literary attack.
Coup de soleil. [P.] A stroke of the sun.
Coup de theatre. [P.] A theatrical effect.
Coup d'ceil. [P.] A rapid glance of the eye.
Coupon detache. [P.] A dividend warrant cut oS,

as

the interest or dividend becomes due.
[P.] Courage without fear.

Courage sans peur.

Coute qu'il coute. [P.] Let it cost what it may.
Craignez honte. [P.] Pear disgrace.
Credat Judxus Apella ! [L.] Let Apella, the superstitious Jew, believe it.
Crede quod habes, et habes. [L.] Believe that you have
it, and you have it.
Credo quia impossibile est. [L.] I believe because itis impossible.
est.
[L.] Love is a credulous affair.
Crescite et multiplicamini. [L.] Grow, or increase, and
multiply
the motto of Maryland,
Crescit eundo. [L.] It increases by going ;
the territorial motto of New Mexico.
Crescit sub pondere virtus. [L,] Virtue increases under

Credula res amor

—

;

—

a weight or burden.
Creta an carbone notandum. [L.] To be recorded with
chalk or charcoal to be considered lucky or unlucky.
Crlve-cceur.
[F.] Deep sorrow affliction grief.
Crimen falsi. [L.] Falsehood perjury.
;

;

;

;

Crimen Isesie majestalis. [L.] High treason.
Crux crilicorum. [L.] The puzzle of critics.
Crux mathematicorum. [L.] The puzzle of mathematicians.

Crux medicoi'um. [L.] The puzzle of physicians.
Crux mihi anchora. [L.] The cross is my anchor.
Cucullus non facit monachum. [L.] The cowl does not

make the

friar

Cm bono ?

trust not to appearances.
benefit is it ? Colloquially,

;

[L.]
will

What good

For whose
do ?
cedit.

it

Ctd Fortuna ipsa

[L.]

To whom Fortune

her-

self yields.

Culpa

Cidpam
close

Trivial fault.
pcena premit comes. [L.]

levis.

[L.]

Punishment foUowB

upon crime.

Cum bona

venia.

[L.]

by your good leave.
Cum. grano salis. [L.]

With kind permission kindly
;

With

a grain of salt

;

with some

allowance.

Cum notis

variorum.

[L.]

With notes

of various (au-

thors).

Cum privilegio.

[L.]

With

privilege.

Cuneus cuneum

trudit. [L. ] One wedge drives another.
leves loquuntur ; ingentes stupeni.
[L.] Light
griefs speak out ; great ones are silent.
Curiosa felicitas. [L.]
felicitous tact
a lucky hit
a happy idea.
Currente calamo. [L.] With a running or rapid pan.
Custos monim. [L.] The guardian of moralitj
[L.] Keeper of the rolls.
Ctistos rotnlorum.

Curx

A

;

a

;

QUOTATIONS, WORDS, PHRASES,
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Dicta probnntia.

N

Dictum.

D.
Dabit Deus his quoque finem.

God will put an end

in tune.

Give the right hand to the
unfortunate give a helping hand to the wretched.
Da locum melioribus. [L.] Give place to your betters.
;

d''honneur.

Maid of honor.
Market women.
[L.] They condemn

[F.]
[F.]

Dames de la halle.
Damnant quod non

intelligunt.

what they do not comprehend.
Dam,nati ad metalla. [L.] Condemned to the mines.
Damnum absque injuria. [L.] A loss without an in-

—

Latin hymn.
Dies non. [L.] A day on which judges do not sit
used in legal language.
Dieu avec nous. [F.] God with us.
Dieu defend le droit. [P.] God defends the right.

;

—

Dieu et mon droit. [F.] God and my right.
Dieu vous garde. [F.] God protect you.
Dignus vindice nodus.
[L.]
A knot worthy to be

to

loosened or untied.
in grado. [It.] By degrees.
vero e affronterai il diavolo. [It.] Speak the truth
and you will shame the Devil.
Dii mujorum gentium. [L,] The gods of the superior
class
the twelve superior gods.
Dii penates. [L.] Household gods.
Diis aliter visum.
[L.]
To the gods it has seemed

Data et accepia. [L.] Expenditures and receipts.
Data fata secutus. [L.] Following revealed destiny.
Date obolum Belisario.
[L.] Give a penny to Beli-

otlierwise.
Dilettante.
[It.]
lover of the fine arts.
Diligentia.
[L.]
Diligence.
In the Roman law, diligentia is used in antithesis to culpa.

jury.

Dopes

inemptse.

Dardanarius.

P

Bbauche.

Proof texts.

A

dicto.

;

;

who

[L.]
[L.]

artificially

Viands unbought.

A speculator in corn hence, one
or unfairly raises the price of neces;

sary commodities.

Dare pondus fumo.

To

[L.]

attach importance to

give weight to

smoke

;

trifles.

!

FROM THE GREEK,

A

[L.]

to these also.

D' accord. [F.] Agreed
dexiram misero. [L.]

Dame

[L.]

ETC.,

saying; a decision.
[L.]
Report upon hearsay.
Dies fauslus. [L.]
lucky day.
Dies infauslus. [L.] An unlucky day.
Dies irx. [L.] Day of m-ath
tlie title of a celebrated
[L.]

Dictum de

Da

O

;

,^

Di grado

Dm

;

A

A

[F.]

first

or rough drawing; outline;

sketch.

Ebranlement.

[P.] Violent agitation violence ; shock.
cattivo vento che non e buono per qualcuno.
[It.]
'T is an ill wind that blows nobody good.
Ecce homo. [L.] Behold the man
applied specifically
to any picture representing the Savior given up to the
people by Pilate, and wearing the crown of thorns.
Ecce signum. [L.] Behold the sign.
Ecole de droit. [P.] Law school.
Ecole de medecine. [P.] A medical school.
Ecole militaire. [F.] A military school.
Ecole poly technique. [P.] A polytechnic school.
conlrario.
[L.] On the contrary.
Edition de luxe. [P.]
splendid edition of a book,
with handsome bindnig, illustrations, or the like.
Editio princeps. [L.] The first edition.
Jlamma cibum petere. [L.] To get food out of the
fire ; to get a living by desperate means.
;

E

;

—

E

A

E

Egnl.

[FJ

Equal.

•

Egalite.

[P.] Equality.
[P.] Bewilderment; confusion.
et rex tneus.
[L.]
I and my king.
spem prelio non eino. [L.] I do not purchase hope

Egarement.

Ego
Ego

with money.
Eheu,fugaces labunter anni.

[L.]
Alas, the fleeting
years glide by.
[L.] I am Davus, not (Edi- Di
[It.]
New things always ap- ^Elapso tempore. [L.] Tlie time having elapsed.
pus ; a simple servant, not a conjurer.
pear fine.
Ei corazon inanda las carnes. [Sp.] The heart bears
Dirigo.
Debito justilise. [L.] By debt of justice.
[L.] I direct or guide ;
up the body.
the motto of Maine.
De bon augure. [F.] Of good omen.
Di salto. [It.] By steps or leaps.
Eloge. [F.]
funeral oration.
De bonis non. [L.] Of the goods not yet administered Diseur de bon mots. [P.] A sayer of good things; a Eloignement. [F.] Estrangement.
on.
wit.
Emancipatio. [L.] A setting free;
in Roman law,
Disjecta membra.
De bonne gr&ce. [F.] With good grace willingly.
[L.]
Scattered limbs or remains.
the act by wliicli a, paterfamilias divests himself of the
Deceptio visus. [L.] An optical illusion.
Distingue. [F.] Distmguished eminent.
paternal power over his son, so that the latter becomes
Decies repetita placebit.
sui generis.
[L.] Though ten times re- Distrait.
[P.] Absent in thought absent-minded.
meglio coder dalla finestre che dal tetto. [It.] It is
peated, it will please.
Diverso intuitu. [L.] With a different intent or purDecipimur specie recti. [L.]
pose in a different view, or point of view ; by a difbetter to fall from the window than from the roof
are deceived by the
appearance of rectitude.
ferent course.
that is, of two evils, choose the least.
Decori decus addit avito. [L.] He adds honor to an- Divertissement. [P.] Amusement sport.
Emeritus. [L.] One retired from active official dutiesDivide et impera. [L.] Divide and rule.
Emigre. [F.] An emigrant.
cestral honors.
Decrevi.
Divoto.
Eniportenient. [P.] Transport ; passion.
[L.] I have decreed.
[It.]
Devoted.
Enip7'essement.
De die in diem. [L.] From day to day.
Docendo discitnus. [L.]
[F.] Ardor ; zeal ; interest.
learn by teaching.
Emunctx naris homo. [L.] A man of nice perception.
De facto. [L.] From the fact; really; by one's own Dolce. [It.] Soft and agreeable sweet; pleasant.
authority.
Dolce cose a vedere, e dolci inganni. [It.] Things sweet
ami. [P.] As a friend.
Defensio. [L.] (a) A defense of another by appearing
to see, and sweet deceptions
applied to specious En arriere. [P.] In the rear behind; back.
for him before a court,
En attendant. [F.] In the meanwhile.
(b) The ground of a defense.
but deceitful appearances.
Degage. [F.] Easy and unconstrained.
Dolce far niente.
avant ! [F.] Forward
[It.]
Sweet doing-nothing ; sweet
badinant. [F.] In jest ; iu sport.
De yaiete de coeur. [F.] Sportively wantonly.
idleness.
En bagatelle. [P.] Triflingly ; contemptuously.
Degout. [F.] Disrelish disgust.
Dolcemente. [It.] Softly.
De gustibus non est disputaiidum. [L.] There is no iDoli capax. [L.] Capable of mischief or criminal in- Enceinte. [P.] Pregnant ; with child.
E71 cueros.
disputing about tastes.
tention.
[Sp.] Naked,
De haute lutte. [F.] By main strength.
Doli incapax. [L.] Incapable of mischief or criminal En cueros vivos. [Sp.] Having no clothing
stark
Dehors. [F.l Without out of foreign ; irrelevant.
intention.
naked.
Dei gratia. tL-] By the grace of God.
Dolorosa. [It.] Soft and pathetic.
deshabille.
[F.] In undress.
Dieu est ma fiance. [F.] My trust is in God.
De Integra. [L.] Anew from the start.
Domino. [It.]
mask robe.
meat breakfast.
En echelon. [P.] In steps like stairs.
Dejeuner a la fourchette. [F.]
Dominus. [L.] Lord; master; principal.
De jure. [L.f From the law ; by right.
Dominus vobiscum. [L.] The Lord be with you.
[P.] In effect ; substantially ; really.
effet.
Del credere. [It.]
guaranty given by factors binding Domus et placens uxor.
[L.]
A house and good Enfamille. [P.] In a domestic state at home.
them to warrant the solvency of the purchasers of
wife.
Enfans de famille. [P.] Children of the family.
goods which they sell on credit.
Donatio causa mortis. [L.] A donation made by a per- Enfnns perdus. [P.] Lost children the forlorn hope
son dying, in lieu of a testamentary provision.
Enfant gate. [P.] A spoiled child.
Delectando pariterque monendo. [L.] By pleasing while
Enfant terrible. [P.] Terrible child ; one that annoys
admonishing.
Dorer la pilule. [F.] To gild the pill.
by ill-timed remarks.
Delenda est Carthago. [L.] Carthage must be blotted Dos d'ane. [P.] An ass's back; hence, a ridge.
out, or destroyed.
Dotalis.
Enfant trouve. [P.] A foundling.
[L.] Of or pertaining to a dowry.
Double entente.
Double meaning ; a play on Enfin. [P.] At last finally.
De mal en pis. [F.] From bad to worse.
[P.]
words ; a word or phrase susceptible of more than En flute. [P.] Armed with guns on the upper deck
De medieiate linguse. [L.] Of half-tongue that is, half
only.
one interpretation
of one tongue and half of another. See Halp-tonqub,
often incorrectly written doublein Vocabulary.
entendre.
Enfoule. [P.] In a crowd.
En grand. [F.] Of full size.
Demeure. [F.] Dwelling; residence.
Douceur. [P.] Sweetness a bribe.
En grande tenue. [P.] In full dress.
Doux yeux. [P.] Soft glances.
Demi-jour. [F.] Partial illumination faint light.
habiles gens.
[P.] Like able men.
De minimis non curatur. [L.] Trifles are not noticed. Dramatis personx. [L.] Characters represented in a
En haul. [F.] On high ; above.
De mortuis nil nisi bonum. [L.] Say nothing but good
drama.
Drop d'argent. [P.] Silver lace.
7nasse.
[F.] In a body.
of the dead.
Ennui. [P.] Weariness ; lassitude.
De nihilo nihil fit. [L.] From nothing, nothing comes. Drop d'or. [P.] Gold lace.
En parole je vis. [F.] I live in the word.
De novo. [L.] Anew.
Droit au travail. [P.] The right of living by labor.
En passant. [P.] In passing by the way.
Deo adjuvante, non timendum. [L.] God helping, noth- Droit des gens. [F.] The law of nations.
Enpleinjour. [P.] In broad or open day.
ing need be feared.
Droit et avant. [P.] Right and forward.
En queue. [P.] In the rear behind.
Droit et loyal. [P.] Upright and loyal.
Deo date. [L.] Give to God.
Deo duce. [L.J God being my leader.
Drole.
[P.]
comical fellow; a buffoon; a queer En rapport. [P.] In harmony or agreement.
En regie. [P.] In order according to rules.
Deofavente. [L.] With God's favor.
subject.
En retraite. [F.] In retreat retreating.
Deo gralias. [L.] Thanks to God.
Ducit amor patrise. [L.] The love of country gviides.
Deo juvante. [L.] With God's help.
Due teste valgano piu che una sola. [It.] Two heads En revanche. [P.] In return.
roiite.
[P.] On the way.
Deo monente. [L.] God giving warning.
are better than one.
Deo, non fortuna. [L.] From God, not chance.
Dufort aufaible. [P.] From the strong to the weak. Ense petit placidam sub libertate qtiielem. [L.] With
the
the sword she seeks calm peace under liberty ;
Deo volente. [L.] God willing by God's will.
! "
Dulce "
[L.] Sweet " Home " or " Homemotto of Massachusetts.
Depeche. [F.] A dispatch a message.
ward ; "
from the song sung by the students of WinEns raiionis. [L.] A creature of reason.
Depressus, extoHor. [L.] Being debased, I am exalted.
chester College at the close of the term.
De profundis. [L.] Out of the depths.
Dulce est de.'iipere in loco. [L.] It is pleasant to jest, En suite. [F.] In company.
En suivant la verite. [P.] In foUovring the truth.
Dernier ressort. [F.] A last resource.
or revel, at the proper time.
Evidences of good will and
[P.]
Desagrement. [F.] Something disagreeable.
Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori. [L.] It is sweet Entente Qordiale.
justice toward each other, exchanged by the chief
Desiderata curiosa. [L.] Things to be desired and that
and glorious to die for one's country.
persons of two states.
While I breathe, I hope
are curious ; curious desiderata.
[L.]
spiro, spero.
See Animis Entete. [P.] Obstinate heady headstrong.
Desideratum. [L.j A thing desired.
part of the motto of South Carolina.
Entetement. [P.] Obstinacy.
Desipere in loco. [L.] To jest at the proper time.
opibusque parati.
Surroundings adjuncts.
they
are
silent, they Entourage.
[P.]
[L.]
While
Desobligennte. [F.] A carriage with but one seat ; a
clamant.
tacent,
En tout. [P.] In all wholly.
sulky.
cry out.
Between two fires.
[L.]
[P.]
While
Entre
deux
[F.]
Having
stultivUia,incontrariacurrunt.
feux.
Desoriente.
lost one's bearings ; confused.
vitant
Entre deux vins. [P.] Half drunk.
Desueludo. [L.] Disuse.
fools avoid one error, they fall into the opposite one.
we
live,
let
Small
and dainty dishes set between
While
us Entremets. [P.]
[L.]
Desunt cxtera. "[L.] The remainder is wanting.
vivimtts, vivamus.
the principal ones at table ; side dishes.
De trap. [F.] Too much or too many not wanted
live.
better away than present ; out of place.
Duos qui sequntur lepores, neutrum capit. [L.] He who Entre nous. [P.] Between ourselves iu confidence.
warehouse or magazine.
Entrepot. [P.]
Detur digniori. [L.]
Let it be given to the more
pursues two hares, catches neither.
Entreprenant. [F.] Enterprising.
worthy.
Durante beneplacito. [L.] During good pleasure.
suite of apartments between the
Entresol.
[P.]
Durante vita. [L.] During life.
Deus major columna. [L.] God the strongest piUar
basement or ground floor and the second story.
God the greatest support.
En verite. [P.] In truth verily.
Deus nobis hsec otia fecit. [L.] God has given us this
En vigueur. [P.] In force forcibly.
ease.
Envoye. [P.] An envoy or messenger.
Deus vobiscum. [L.] God be with you.
Eo animo. [L.] With that design.
De ventre inspiciendo. [L.] For examining the womb
holy
water
of
the
court
Eo
nomine. [L.] By that name.
The
law,
application
cour.
[P.]
on
of Eau benite de
the name of a writ at common
pluribus unum. [L.] One out of many; one comcourt promises.
the next heir, or of either party in interest, for the
water.
of many
tlie motto of the United States, as
Cologne
posed
examination of the widow of a deceased predecessor Eau de Cologne. [P.]
being one government formed of many independent
Eau de lavande. [P.] Lavender water.
in title, to determine wliether she is with child.
states.
Eau de vie. [F.] Water of life ; brandy.
Dextro tempore. [L.] At a favorable time.

Diner.

[P.] Dinner.
novelle tutto par bello.

sarius.
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THE LATIN, AND MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES.
Epulis atcumbere divUm.

To

[L.]

at the feast of

sit

the gods.
[L.] With equanimity.
regione.
[L.] "In a straight line ; directly ; more
commouly, in the opposite direction ; exactly opposite.
re natci.
[L.] According to the exigency.
Eripuit cselo fulmen, sceptrumque iyrannis. [L.] He
snatched the thunderbolt from heaven, and the scepter from tyrants ;
said of Franklin.
Errare est humanum, [L.] To err is human.
Erratum, pi. Errata. [L.] An error.
Erubuit, salva rag est. [L.] He blushed, all is safe.
Escritura, buena memoria.
[Sp.] Writing, the best

Equanimiter.

E
E

—

memory,
Espagnol.

Spanish a Spaniard.
Dieu. [F.] Hope and God.

[F.]

Bsperance

et

;

Espieglerie. ^ [F.] Sportive tricks.
Esprit borne. [F.] A narrow, contracted mind.
Esprit de corps. [F.] The animating spirit of a collective body, as of the army or the bar.
Esprit des lots. [F.j Spirit of the laws.
Esprit follet. [F.] A ghost ; a specter.
Esprit fort. [F.] A freethinker a latitudinarian.
Essay ez. [F.] Make the attempt ; try.
Esse. [L.] To be existence.
Esse qiiam videri. [L.] To be, rather than to seem.
Est modus in rebus.
[L.] There is a medium in all
;

Expertus metuit. [L.] Having experience, he fears it
a burnt child dreads the fire.
Expose. [F.] An exposition recital.
Ex post facto. [L.] After the deed is done; retro;

spective.

Expressis verbis.

Ex professo. [L.] Professedly.
Ex propriis. [L.] From one's own resources.
Ex quocunque capite. [L.] For whatever reason.
Ex tacito. [L.] Tacitly,
Ex tempore. [L.] Without premeditation,
Extinctus amabitur idem. [L.] The same man will

certain.
Fideliter.

be

loved when dead.
Extrait.
[F.] Extract,
Extra muros. [L.] Beyond the walls.
Extra ordinem. [L.] Extraordinary.
Ex ungue leonem. [L.] The liofi is recognized by his
claw.
Ex uno disce omnes. [L.] From one learn all ; from
one judge of the whole.
Ex usu. [L.] From, or by, use.
Ex vi termini. [L,] By the meaning or force of the
expression.
Ex voto. [L.] According to vow.

Let

[L.]

it

be perpetual

let it

;

F.

endure

Faber sux /ortunse.

Esto quod esse videris.

Est

quxdam

[L.]

flere voluptas.

Be what you seem
[L.]

There

is

to be.

a certain

pleasure in weeping.
[F.] A story of a house.
[F.] The States-generaL
Et cietera. [L.] And the rest ; etc. ; &c.
..

dren's children and their descendants.
[L.] And those that follow.
sequentia.
[L.] And what follows.
sic de ceteris.
[L.] And so of the rest.
sic de similibus.
[L.]
And so of the like.

—

instructor of fools fools must learn by experience.
[L.] Instantly.
Ewigkeit. [G.] Eternity.
Ex abrupto. [L.] Abruptly ; suddenly.
Ez abundantiS,. [L.] Out of the abundance.
Ejc adverse.
[L.] From the opposite side.
Ex xquo et bono. [L.] Agreeably to what is good and
;

right.

Ex animo. [L.] Heartily.
Ex auctoritate mihi commissi.

[L.] By the authority
intrusted to me.
[L.] At pleasure.
Ex capite. ^[L-l From the head ; from memory.
Ex cathedrd,. [L.] From the bench; with high authority ;
originally used with reference to the decisions of the pope and others high in authority.
Excelsior.
[L.] Higher; more elevated;
the motto
of New York.
Exceptio probai regulam. [L.] The exception proves

Ex beneplacito.

—

—

Exceptions being made,

Ex concesso.
Ex contractu.

[L.] From what has been conceded.
[L.] From contract ; arising out of, or
founded on, contract.
Excuderunt. [L.] They made it.
Excudit.
[L.]
He beat out or fashioned it ; he

made

it.

pj.]
[L.]
[L.]

Out

I have reared

[FJ

Exacting

[L.] Se goes out
Exitus acta probat. [L.]

;

— Washington's motto.

Ex mera gratia.
Ex mero motu.

[L.]

requiring too
;
death.

The event

much.

justifies

Through mere

favor.

the deed

—

[L.] Of his own accord;
a phrase
occurring in grants, charters, etc.
Ex more. [L.] According to custom.
Ex 7iecessitate rei. [L.] From the necessity o£ the
case.

Ex

nihilo nihil

fit.

[L.]

From, or out

of, nothing,

nothing comes.

Ex officio.

[L.] By virtue of his office.
Ex opere operato. [L.] By outward acts.
Ex parte. [L.] On one side only.
Ex pede Herculem. [L.]
recognize a Hercules
from the foot ; that is, we judge of the whole from
the specimen,
Experientia docet stultos.
Experience instructs
[L,]

We

fools.

Experimenium

crucis.
[L.]
The experiment of the
a decisive experiment ; a test of the most
searching nature a crucial test.
Experto crede. [L,] Trust one who has tried, or has
liad experience.

cross

;

;

Siipertus.

[L.]

An

expert.

;

style.

Manner
it

like

;

of speaking.
hence, a close imita-

Factotum. [L.] Do all hence, a man of all work.
Fade. [F.] Flat stale ; insipid.
Fsex populi. [L.] The dregs of the people ; the very
lowest classes.
Faire bonne mine. [F.] To put a good face upon.
Faire I'homme d'importance. [F.] To play the part
of an important personage to put on an air of supe;

;

;

riority,

Faire mon devoir. [F.] To do my duty.
Faire sans dire. [F.] To do without saying to act
without ostentation or parade.
Fait accompli. [F.] A thing already done.
Falsi crimen. [L.] The crime of forgery.
Falsus in uno,falsus in omnibus. [L,] False in one
;

thing, false in everything.
prevailing report ; current
Fama clamosa. [L.]
scandal.
Fama semper vivat. [L.] May his fame endure forever.

A

Fantoccini.

Dramatic representations with pup-

[It,]

;

A

A

ground.
Flosculi sententiarum.
[L.] Flowers of wit.
Flux de bouche. [F.] A flow of words ; garrulity.
Fcenwm habet in cornu. [L.] He has hay upon hia
horn (a sign of a dangerous animal) ; beware of him,
Folatre.
[F.] Plaj^ul ; frolicsome ; wanton.
Fonctionnaire. [F.] A public officer,
Fons et origo. [L.] The source and origin.
Forensis slrepitus. [L.] The clamor of the forum,
Formaliler.
[L.]
In form.
Forsan et hxc olim meminisse juvabit. [L.] Perhaps
it will be pleasant hereafter to remember tliese things.
Fortes fortuna juvai. [L.] Fortune favors the brave.
Fortiter et recti.
[L.] With fortitude and rectitude,
Fortiter in re.
[L.]
With firmness in acting.
Fortuna favet fatuis. [L,] Fortune favors fools,
devoir.
Foy pour
[OF,] Faith for duty,
Fra. [It.] Brother ; friar ;
applied chiefly to monks
of the lower order,
Fraicheur. [F,] Coolness ; freshness.
Frais.
[F,] Cost; expense.
Franco. [It,] Free from postage ; post free.
Frangas, 7ion fiectes. [L,] You may break, you shall

—

not bend me,
Fraus pia. [L.] A pious fraud.
Friponnerie. [F.] Roguery or roguish tricks.
Froides mains, chaude amour. [F.] Cold hands and

warm

love.

Froideur.

[F,]

Coldness,

Front a front. [F,] Face to face.
Fronti nulla fides. [L.] There is no trusting to appearances.

pets.

Fare,fac.

[L.]

Say, do.

Far niente. [It.] Doing nothing.
Fas est ab hoste doceri. [L.] It is

right to be taught

by an enemy.
Faste.
[F.] Showy, gaudy dress display.
Fata Morgana. [It,] Atmospheric phenomena along
the coast of Sicily ; looming mirage.
;

;

Fata obstant. [L.] The Fates oppose it.
Fata viam invenient.
[L.]
The Fates will find a
way.

An easy-chair.

A false step
[L.]

;

a mistake.

Favor with your tongues; be

Fruges consumere nati. [L.] Bom to consume
made merely to consume food,
Fugit hora. [L.] The hour flies,

Fuimus

fruits

We

[L.]
icere Trojans.
[L.] Troy has been.
[L.]
harmless thunderbolt.
[L.]
Having performed his office ot
officio.

Tro'es.

Fuit Ilium.

A

Fulmen brutum.

Functus
duty hence, out of office,
Funhbre. [F.] Funereal; mournful.
Furor arma ministrat. [L.] Fury provides arms.
Furor loquendi. [L.] A rage for speaking.
Furor po'iticus.
Poetical fire,
Furor scribendi. [L.J A rage for writing.
;

silent.

Fax mentis incendium

fact,

Exigeani.

Manner

[F,]

Fa(on de parler. [F.]
Facsimile.
[L,] Make
tion ; an exact copy.

[F.]
[F.]
Far-ete Unguis.

Exempla sunt odiosa. [L,] Examples are offensive.
Exempli gratia. [L.] By way of example.
Exeunt. [L.] They go out.
Exeunt omnes. [L.] All go out, or retire.
Ex facto jus oritur, [L,] The law springs from the
Exit.

mitted chief.
Facilis descensus Avemo. [L,] Descent to Avemus
(or heU) is easy the road to evil is easy,
Facit indignatio versus. [L.] Indignation inspires the

Fauteuil.
Faux pas.

of court.

From the crime.
By the gift.
Exegi monumentum sere perennius. [L.]
a monument more lasting than brass.

same

Facile est inventis addere.
[L.] It is easy to add to
things which have once been invented.
Facile princeps.
Evidently preeminent ; the ad[L.]

Fafon.

1

Ex curid,.
Ex delicto.
Ex dono.

vexatious.
All have not the

;

[L,]

verses,

Brute! [LJ And thou also, Brutus
Eureka {evpriKo, hu-re'ka). [Gr.] I have found it;
, the motto of California.
Evenement. [F.] An event.
Eventus stultorum magister. [L.] The result is the

the rule.
Exceptis excipiendis. [L.]
Excerpta. [L.] Extracts.

Troublesome

[F,]

jokes.

;

;

Et sequentes.

E vestigio.

own

architect of his

;

face.

\

tu.

The

fortune a self-made man.
Facetix. [L.] Humorous writings or sayings

Facheux.

Et cum spiritu tuo. [L.] And with thy spirit.
Et hoc genus omne.
ft n
»
j
t.\.t ^-u
El id genus omne. ] [^"3 And everythmg of the sort.
Et nati natorum et qui nascentur ab illis. [L,] Chil-

Et
Et
Et
Et

[L.]

Fades non omnibus una.

JStage.

Stats-ghieraux.

i»

Faithfully.
Fide, non armis.
[L.]
By faith, not by arms.
Fide, sed cui vide. [L.] Trust, but see whom.
Fides et justitia. [L.] Fidelity and justice.
Fides Punica. [L.] Punic faith treachery.
Fidus Achates. [L.] Faithful Achates ; that is, a true
friend.
Fidus et audax. [L.] Faithful and bold.
Fieri facias. [L.] A legal term directing an execution
to be levied on the goods of a debtor.
Filius nullius. [L.]
son of nobody.
Filius populi. [L.] A son of the people.
Filius ierrx. [L.] One of low birth.
Fille de chambre.
chambei-maid.
[F.]
Fille dejoie.
[F,] A woman of licentious pleasure,
Fille d'honneur.
[P.]
maid of honor; a court
lady.
Fits.
[F.] Son,
Finem respice. [L.] Look to the end.
Finis.
[L.] The end.
Finis coronat opus. [L.] The end crowns the work.
Flagrante bello. [L.] During hostilities.
Flagrante delicto.
[L,]
In the commission of the
crime.
Flecti, non frangi.
[L.] To be bent, not broken.
Fleur d^eau. [F.] Even with the surface of the water.
Fleur de terre.
[F,]
Even with the surface of the
[L.]

A

things.

forever.

;

;

Fidei defensor. [L.] Defender of the faith.
Fideli cerla merces. [L.] The reward of the faithful

;

Esto perpetxia.

Fidei commissum. [L.] In Roman law, the committing
a fiduciary appointof property in trust to a trustee
ment in its original use, the committing of property
by a testator to a trustee to execute a secret purpose.
Fidei coticula crux. [L.] The cross is the touchstone
of faith.

In express terms.

[L.]

1911

glory

is

glorise.

[L.]

The

.0

desire of

the torch of the mind.

G.

—

Fecit.
[L.] He [or she] made or executed it;
put
after an artist's name,
Felicitas multos habet aminos.
[L.]
Prosperity has
many friends.
Feliciter.
[L.] Happily; successfully,
Femme couverte. [F,]
married woman.

A

Femme de chambre. [F.] A chambermaid.
Femme de charge. [F.] A housekeeper,
Femme sole. [F.] An unmarried woman.
Fendre un cheveu en quatre. [F,] To split a hair ; to
make a subtle distinction,
Ferx naturse. [L.] Of a wild nature;
said of wild

—

beasts,
ornie.
[F,]
decorated farm.
Fermete. [F.] Firmness.
Fervet opus. [L.] The work prospers greatly.
Festina lent^. [L.] Hasten slowly.
Fete diampetre. [F,]
rural festival.
Fete Dieu.
[F.]
The Corpus Christi festival in the

A

Ferme

A

Roman
Feu

Catholic Church.
dejoie. [F.]
firing of guns in token of joy; a

A

A

small leaf ; a part of a French
light, entertaining matter,
Feux d'artiflce. [F.] Fireworks.
Fiat justitia, ruat cxlum. [L.]
Let justice be done,
though the heavens should fall.
Fiat lux. [L.] Let tlicre be light.
Fide et amore. [L.] By faitli and love.

Feuilleton.

[F,]

newspaper devoted to

Fide
Fide

[F.] Gayety of heart.
[L.] In French.
[F.]
boy or a waiter.
Garde h cheval. [F,] A mounted guard.
Garde du corps. [F,]
body ^ard.
fire guard.
Garde-feu. [F,]
Garde mobile. [F.'\
guard liable to general servicu.
Garde royale. [F.] Royal guard,
Gardez. [F,] Take care ; be on your guard.
Gardez bien. [F.] Take good care,
Gardez la foi. [F,] Keep the faith.
Gaudeamus igitur. [L.] So let us be joyful.
Gaudet tentamine virtus. [L.] Virtue rejoices in temp»

Gaieii de cceur.
Gallicl.

Garfon.

et Jiduciii.

[L.] By fidelity and confidence.
With iaith and fortitude.
[L.]

et fort it udine.

A

A

A

A

tation.

Genius loci. [L.] The genius of the place.
Gens d'armes. [F,] Armed police.
Gens de condition. [F,] People of rank.
Gens d'^glise. [F.] Churchmen.
Gens de guerre. [F.] Military men.

Gens de langues.

bonfire.

CL--*-

[F,] Linguists.
Ge7ts de lettres.
[P,]^ Literary people.
Gens de lots. [P.] Lawyers.
Gens de meme famille. [F,] Birds of a feather.
Gens de pen. [F,] Meaner sort of people.
Gens togata. [L.] Civilians.
Gentilhontme. [F.] A gentleman.
Genus irritabUe vatum. [L.] The irritable race oi
poets.
Germanici. [L.] In German.

;
;

Gibier de potence,
serves hanging.

A gallows

[F.]

bird

;

one who de-

tue.
[Gr.]
thyself.
Tviu9i a-eavTov (Gnothi seauton).
Goutle a gouite. [F.] Drop by drop.
governess.
Gouvernante. [F.]
[F.] Tliauks to God.
GrS.ce a Dieu.
Gradatim. [L.] Gradually ; step by step.
Gi-adu diverso, una via. [L.] With different pace, but
the same road.
step to Parnassus ; aid
Gradus ad Parnassiim. [L.]
name of a book.
in writing Greek or Latin poetry ;
[F.]
Good cheer and a
Grande chere et beau feu.
good fire comfortable quarters.

Know

A

A

—

;

Grande parure.]^ [ j,
i.^!! dress.
'
'
Grande todelte. (
Grand merci, [F.] Many thanks.
Gratia placendi. [L.] The delight of
Gratis dictum. [L.] Mere assertion.

Honi soil

maly pense.

qui

Eonores mutant mores.

Evil to

him who

evil

Honors change man-

[L.]

Eonor

—

est a Nilo.
[L.] Honor is from the Nile
an
anagram on "Horatio Nelson," in allusion to the fa;

Horx

canonicse.
[L.]
Canonical hours
prescribed
hours for prayer.
e sempre.
[It.]
It is always time.
Horafugit. [L.] The hour flies.
Horresco referens. [L.] I shudder to relate.
Horribile dictu. [L.] Horrible to tell.
Hors de combat. [F.] Out of condition to fight.
Horsdelaloi. [F.] In the condition of an outlaw.
Hors de propos. [F.] Not to the point or purpose.
Ears de saison. [F.] Out of season.
Hors d'ceuvre. [F.] Out of course out of order.

musca splenem.

[L.]

;

Hortus

siccus.

Hostis

humani

A collection of dried plants.

[L.]
generis.

worm.

A

—

—

A

—

A

A
A

A

A

cier.

of letters

;

a literary

man.
or of wit.

control of an-

other.

Homo

homini lupus. [L.] Man is a wolf to his fellowman one man preys on another.
;

[L.]

A man of great learn-

ing.

[L.]

[L.]
Taken in the fact.
[L.]
As a poor man. To sue in
to sue as a poor man, which re-

[L.]

Before the tribunal of con-

In hoc signo spes mea. [L.] In this sign is my hope.
In hoc sig7W rinces. [L.] In this sign, or under this

The military

[F.]

standard, thou
[F.] Furnished lodgings.
[F.] An usher or doorkeeper.
nihil alienum. [L.] Nothing human

Huissier.

Einnani

dignitatem.

weapon.

.shalt

conquer.

In invitum. [L.] Against an unwilling party.
In limine. [L.] At the threshold at the outset.
In loco. [L.] In the place ; in the proper or natural
;

is

foreign

to me.

place.
In loco parentis.

Eumanum est errare.

[L.] In the place of a parent.
[L.] To err is human.
Eunc iu caveto. [L.] Beware of him.
[L.]
Into the midst of things or
In medias res.
Eurtar para dar por Dios. [Sp.] To steal in order to
affairs.
give alms.
In medio tutissimus ibis. [L.] Ton will go most safely
;

safety lies in a middle course.

[L.]
To the memory of iu memory.
In nomine. [L.] In the name of.
In nubibus. [L.] In the clouds.
In mice. [L.] In a nutshell.
In omnia 2>aralus. [L.] Beady for all things.
being Inopem copia fecit. [L.] Abundance made him poor.
docu- Inops consilii. [L.] Without counsel.

—

ments.

Id est. [L.] That is
Id genus omne. [L.]
Idoneus homo. [L.]

;

— abbreviated to

zisitatissimum.

A

[L.]

That most

known

abil-

trite phrase.

Hominum Salvator. [L.] Jesus, Savior of men.
Ignorance crasse. [F.] Gross ignorance.
Ignorantia legis neminem excusat. [L.] Ignorance of
the law excuses no one.
Ignoratio elenchi. [L.] Ignorance of the refutation;
lestis

ignorance of tlie proof of the real issue.
[L.]
Ignosce ssepe alteri, nunquam tibi.

Pardon an-

otlier often, tliyself never.

Ignoti nulla cupido.

unknown.
Ignotum per

No desire

[L.]

is felt

for a thing

[To explain] that which
is unknown by something still more unknown.
ale diable au corps. [F.] Tlie devil is in him.
Hale vin mauvais. [F.] His wine is bad he is quarignotius.

[L.]

n

;

relsome when in his cups.
II ennuie a qui attend.
[F.] Waiting is tedious.
Ilfaut de Vargeni. [F.] Money is wanting.
Ilias malor'um. [It] A whole Hiad of woes a host of

A man who is his own master.

evils.

Hiumfuit,

[L.]

Troy has

existed.

Elotis manibus, [L.] With unwashed hands ; without
preparation.
J7 re'a ni bouche, ni eperon. [F.] He has neither mouth
nor spur ; neither wit nor courage.
He was not the
[F.]
ri'a pas invents la poudre.
inventor of gunpowder ; he is no conjurer.
[F.] Never defy a
It ne faui jamais defier un fou.

H

fool.

E n'est sauce que d'appitii. [F.] Hunger is the best
sauce.
E se noyerait dans un verre d'eau. [F.] He would
drown himself in a glass of water.
E sent le fagot. [F.] He smells of the fagot; that
is,

he is suspected of heresy.
II volto sciolto, i pensieri stretti.

partibus infidelium. [L.] In infidel countries.
In perpetuam rei memoriam. [L.] For a perpetual
memorial of the affair.
In perpetuum. [L,] Forever.
In petto. [It.] Within the breast; in reserve.
In plena. [L.] In full.
In posse. [L.t In possible existence in possibility.
Ill

ity.

Id

;

In ovo. [L.] In the egg.
In puce. [L.] In peace.

i. e.

All of that sort.
fit man ; a man of

;

[L.]
pietas ! heu prisca fides !
Alas for piety I
alas for the ancient faith !
Heureusement. [F.] Happily.
Hiatus valde deflendus. [L.]
deficiency much to be
regretted.
Eic et ubiqtie. [L.] Here and everywhere.
Etc finis Jandi. [L.] Here was an end to the discourse.
Eicjacet. [L.] Here lies ;
used in epitaphs.
Eic labor, hoc opus est. [L.] This is labor, this is
toil ; a matter of great difficulty.
Eic sepidtus. [L.] Here is buried ; used in epitaphs.
Einc illse lacrimse, [L.] Hence these tears.
Eistoriette.
little or short history ; a tale ; a
[F.]
story.
Eoc age. [L.] Do this ; attend to what you are doing.
Eoc anno. [L.] In this year.
Eoc loco. [L.] In this place.
Eoc saxum postiit. [L.] He placed this stone,
Eoc tempore. [L.] At this time.
Eodie mihi, eras tibi. [L.] To-day to me, to-morrow
it belongs to you
on old epitaphs.
Ol TToWoi. (Hoi polloi). [Gr.] The many ; the rabble.
Eombre de nn libra. [Sp.]
man of one book.
Horn inis est errare. [L.] It is common for man to err
to err is human.
de biert. [F.3
good man ; an upright man.
de cour. [F.]
man of the court ; a courtier.
de fortune. [F.]
fortunate man.
d'epee.
[F.]
man of the sword ; a soldier.
Homme de robe. [F.]
man in civil office.
Uomme des affaires. [F.]
business agent ; a finan-

Eomo multarum literarum.

ant recollections.
Infinite.
[L.]
Perpetually.

In flagrante delicto.
In forma pauperis.
forma pauperis is
lieves from costs.
In foro conscieniise.

hospital in

Even a lly has its spleen.

A man

brave.

Eotel de ville. [F.] A town hall.
Eolel Dieu.
The name of a large hospital in
[F.]

Ecu

[F.]

In matters of doubt.

[L.]

7n extenso. [L.] At full length.
In extremis. [L.] At the point of death.
Infundum renovare dolorem. [L.] To recall unpleas-

human Infra

[G.] I serve.
[F.] A fixed or definite ideasonans.
[L.] Of the same sound;
this
the test when misspelling is alleged ia legal

Homme d'esprit. [F.] A man of talent
Homme d'etat. [F.] A statesman.
Homo alieni. [L.] A man under the

dubiis.

In dubio. [L.] In doubt.
In equilibrio. [L.] In equilibrium ; equally balanced.
In esse. [L.] In being.
Inest dementia forti.
[L.] Clemency belongs to the

science.

race.

Eotel des Invalides,

Ich dien.
Idee fixe.

A

Eomme des lettres.

/)(

[L.] Below one's dignity.
Infuturo. [L.] In future ; henceforth.
Ingens telum necessitas. [L.] Necessity is a powerful

of tlie

Idem

We

A
A

In curia. [L.] In tlie court.
Inde irse. [L.] Hence these resentments.
Index expurgatorius. [L.] A list of prohibited books.

in tlie middle

[F.] Skillful ; able.
cartas, y callen barbas.
[Sp.]
Let writings
speak, and beards (that is, mouths) be silent.
lege.
[L.]
With
this
law
Eac
or condition.
Etec olim meminisse juvabit. [L.] It will be pleasant
to remember tliese things hereafter.
Eancveniain petimusque damusquevicissim. [L.]
give and receive this indulgence in turn.
Eannibal ante portas. [L.] Hannibal before the gates
the enemy close at hand.
'Aira^ \ey6iJi€vov {Hapax legomenon). [Gr.] Said or used
but once (as a rare word, verbal form, or the like).
Hardiesse. [F.] Boldness.
Haro. [F.] Hue and cry.
Eaud igyiara mali, miseris succurrere disco. [L.] Not
ignorant of misfortune, I learn to succor the umortunate.
Eaud longis interrallis. [L.] At brief intervals.
Euud passibus xquis. [L.] Not with equal steps.
Haiti et bon. [F.] Great and good.
Eaut gout. [F.] High flavor ; fine or elegant taste.
Eelluo librorum. [L.]
devourer of books ; a book-

Eomme
Eomme
Eomme
Eomme

Being incredulous, I can not beat

[L.]

it.

Inmemoriam.

Habile.

sui juris,

An enemy

[L.]

I.

Hablen

;

In cselo quies. [L.] There is rest in heaven.
In commendam. [L.] In trust or recommendation.

;

Hora

Paris.

wit.

Homo

a

Incredulus odi.

[F.]

ners.

Guerra d cuchillo. [Sp.] War to the knife.
Guerre h mart. [F.I War to the death.
Guerre h outrance. X^-^ War to the uttermost.

ffnbet et

X

I

man

Eotel garni.

H.

W

[L.]

that relates to

thinks.

pleasing.

Graviora manent. [L.] Greater aflBictions await us.
Gravis ira regum semper. [L.] The wrath of kings is
always dreadful.
Gregatim. [L.] Gregariously.
Grex venalium. [L.] A venal throng.
Grosse iete et pen de sens. [F.] A big head and little

V

deem nothmg

matter of indifference to me.

Paris.

-j

U

a man, and

;

FROM THE GREEK,

ETC.,

alienum puto,

mous battle of the Nile.
the Honos alii artes. [L.] Honor nourishes the arts.
Hoyios habet onus. [L.] Honor brings responsibility.

Gli assenti hanno torto. [It.] The absent are in
wrong.
Gloria in excelsis. [L.] Glory to God in the highest.
Gloria Patri. [L.] Glory be to tlie Fatlier.
Gloria viriuiis umbra. [L.] Glory tlie shadow of vir-

R

Homo sum ; humani nihil a me
am

Giovine Italia, [It ] Young Italy.
Giovine santo, diavolo vecchio. [It] A young saint,
an old devil.
Gitano. [Sp.] A gypsy.
Giuoco di mano, giuoco di villano. [It.] A practical
joke is a villainous or vulgar joke.
A servant belonging to the
Glebx ascriptus.
[L.]
soil.

Q

;

QUOTATIONS, WORDS, PHRASES,
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N

!

;

In prsesenti. [L.] At the present time.
In propria persona. [L.] Iu person himself.
In puris naturalibus. [L.] Quite naked.
In re. [L.] In the matter of.
In rem. [L.] Against the thing or property.
In rerum natura. [L.] In the nature of things.
In Siecuia sxculorum. [L.] Por ages oh ages.
In sano sensu. [L.] In a proper sense.
Insculpserunt. [L.] They engraved it.
;

[L.]
Insculpsit.
He engraved it.
In situ. [L.] In its original or proper situation.
In solido. [L.] For the whole ;
a phrase used in the
civil law as equivalent to " jointly and severally."
In solo Deo salus. [L.] In God alone is safety.
Insouciance. [F.] Indifference ; carelessness.
Insouciant.
[F.]
Indifferent; careless.
Inslar onuiium. [L.] Like all ; an example to others.
In statu quo. [L.] In the former state.
In stirpes. [L.] According to lineage.
In suspejiso. [L.] In suspense or uncertainty.
In te, Domine, speravi. [L.] In thee, Lord, have I

—

put

my

trust.

Integer vilae scelerisque purus, [L.] Unimpaired in
vigor and free from crime.
Integros haurire fantes, [L.] To drink from overflowing fountains.
Inter alia, [L.] Among other things.
Inter arma silent leges. [L.] In the midst of arms, ox
in time of war, the laws are silent.
Inter canem et lupum, [L.] Between dog and wolf
at twilight.

videt.
[L.] The rabble sometimes see rightly.
Imitators, a servile Inter fontes et flumina noia. [L.] Among familiar
fountains and rivers.
herd.
7m pectore. [L.] From the lowest part of the breast Inter nos. [L.] Between ourselves.
Inter pocula. [L.] At one's cups.
from the bottom of the heart.
Imparl Marte. [L.] With unequal military strength In lerrorem. [L.] As a warning.
Inter se. [L.] Among themselves.
or advantage on unequal terms.
Impedimenta. [L.] Baggage the baggage of an army. Inter spem et metum. [L.] Between hope and fear.
Imperium in imperio. [L.] A government within a In ioiidem verbis. [L.] In so many words.
In toto. [L.] In the whole entirely.
government.
[L.] Within the walls.
Int7-a muros.
Implicite.
[L.] By implication.
In transitu. [L.] On the passage.
Impoli. [F.] Unpolislied rude.
Intra parietes. [L.] Within walls, or in private.
Impolitesse. [F.] Coarseness rudeness.
Intriguant. [F.] An intriguing fellow.
Impos animi. [L.] Of weak mind imbecile.
Improbe amor, quid non mortalia pectora cogis ! [L.] Intuta quse indecora. [L.] Disgraceful things are unsafe.
Remorseless love, to what dost thou not compel mortal
In un batter d' occhio. [It.] In the twinkling of an
breasts
eye ; instantly.
In actu. [L.] In act or reality.
In usu. [L.] In use.
In seternum. [L.] Forever.
In usum Delphini. [L.] For the use of the Dauphin.
In ambiguo. [L.] In doubt.
In utrumque paratus. [L.] Prepared for either event.
In armis. [L.] Under arms.
In vacuo. [L.] In empty space, or in a vacuum.
In articulo mortis. [L.] At the point of death.
In ventre sa mere. [LF.] In the mother's womb.
In bianco. [It.] In blank ; in white.
In verba magistri jurare. [L.] To swear to, or by, the
In camera. [L.] In secret.
words of another ; to adopt opinions on the authority
In capite. [L.] In the head in chief.
of another.
Incidit in Scyllam qui vult vitare Charybdin. [L.] In
Inverso ordine, [L.7 In an inverse order.
striving to avoid Charybdis, he falls into Scylla.
[It.]

The countenance Inierdum vulgus rectum

open, the thoughts concealed.
[L.]
Imitatores, servum pecus.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Tn vino Veritas. [L.] There is truth in wine truth
told under ths influence of wine.
Invitd, Minerv&.
[L.] Without genius.
Invito domino.
[L.]
Without the owner's consent.
Ipse dixit. [L.] He luraself said it a mere dogma.
Ipsissima verba. [L.] The very words.

La poverta

[L.]
In the very words.
fpso facto. [L.] In the fact itself.
jure.
Ipso
[L.] By the law itself.
Ira furor brevis est, [L.] Anger is a brief madness.

[It.]
Poverty is
e la madre di tutte le arti.
the mother of all the arts.
Lapsus calami. [L.] A slip of the pen.
Lapsus Hnguse. [L.J A slip of the tongue.
Lapsus memorix. [L.] A slip of memory.
Lares et penates. [L.] Household gods.
L'argent. [F.I Money.
Lii speranza i il pan de misen.
[It.]
Hope is the
poor man's bread.
Las riquezas son bagajes de la forluna, [Sp.] Riches

Ita est. [L.] It is so.
Ita lex scripta est. [L.]

are the baggage of fortune.
Luteal sciniillula forsan. [L.]

;

is

;

j^sissimis verbis.

[L.]
[L.]
[F.]

Italic^.

Iterum,
Ivresse.

Thus the law is written.
In Italian.
Again once more.
Intoxication drunkenness.

may

Laudnm immensa

J"'ai

;

A

With

closed doors.
The botanical garden in
[F.]

le

droit.

I will maintain the

[F.]

right,

Je ne cherche qu'un. [F.] I seek but one.
Je ne sais quoi. [F.] I know not what.
Je n'oublierai Jamais. [F.] I will never forget.
Jesuispret. [F.] I am ready.
jet of water.
Jet d'eau. [F.]
[F.]
Jeti de mots.
play on words ; a pun.
Jeu d'esprit. [F.]
witticism.
Jeu de thedtre. [F.] Stage trick ; claptrap ; attitude.
Je vis en espoir. [F.] I live in hope.
Joci causci. [L.] For the sake of a joke.
Joli.
[FJ Pretty.
Jubilate Deo. [L.] Be joyful in the Lord ; rejoice in

A

A
A

God.

Juris peritus. [L.] One versed in law.
Juris utriusque doctor. [L.] Doctor of both laws

that

of

speech.

Jus gentium. [L.] Law of nations.
Jus gladii. [L.] Right of the sword.
Jus possessionis. [L.] Right of possession.
Jus proprietatis. [L.] The right of property.
Juste milieu. [F.] The golden mean.
Justitise soror fides.

[L.]

Faith

is

Justum et tenacem propositi virum.
and one tenacious of his purpose.
Juxta. [L.] Near by.

debases.

Virtue

the only

is

nobility.

;

Loci communes. [L.] Common places.
Loco citato, [L.] In the place cited.
Locos y nifios dicen la verdad. [Sp.] Fools and children speak the truth.
Locum tenens. [L.] One occupying the place; a deputy or substitute a proxy.
Locus criminis, [L.] Place of the crime.
;

Locus in quo. [L.] Tlie place in which.
Locus penitentise. [L.] Place for repentance.
Locus sigilli. [L.] The place of the seal;

— usually

abbreviated to L. S.
Longe aberrat scopo. [L.]

He

goes far

from the mark.

intervallo.
[L.]
By or with a long intervalLoyal devoir, [F.] Loyal duty.
Loyal en tout. [F.] Loyal in everything.
Loyaute m'oblige. [F.] Loyalty binds me.
Loyaute n'a honte. [F.] Loyalty has no shame.

Longo

A clear arrangement.

Lucidxis ordo, [L.]
Lv.cri causa.
[L.]

For the sake of gain.
Lucus a non lucendo. [L.] A je%t d'esprit

in etymol-

ogy, which, assuming that lucus, a dark wood or
[F.] That makes one's
h, la bouche.
grove, is derived from the verb lucere, to shine, supmouth water.
poses it must be a non lucendo, from its not being
Le beau monde. [F.] The fashionable world.
light.
Le bon temps viendra. [F.] The good time will come.
Le coat en ote le go&t. [F.] The cost takes away the Ludere cum sacris. [L.] To trifle with sacred things.
Lupus in fabula. [L.] The wolf in the fable.
taste.
Lupus pilum mutat, non mentem.
[L.]
The wolf
Lector benevole. [L/] Kind reader gentle reader.
changes his coat, not his disposition.
Le diable boiteux. [F.] The lame devil, or the devil
Lusus nalurx, [L.] A sport or freak of nature.
on two sticks.
;

[L.]
A lawful person ; one who stands
rectus in curia, neither outlawed, excommunicated,

Legalis homo.

nor infamous.
Legatus a latere,
LSgkrete.

the sister of justice.
[L.]

A

just

man,

L.

Lax

;

'

relaxed.

est aisee, et

Part

est difficile.

[F.]

cism is easy, and art is difficult.
Vadversile fait les hommes et le bonheur les monstres.
Adversity makes men, but prosperity makes
[F.]
monsters.
Lxsa mnjestas. [L.] High treason.
La fame non vuol leggi. [It.] Hunger obeys no laws.
L^ affaire s^achemine. [F.] The business is progressing.
La fortune passe partout. [F.] Fortune passes every;

all suffer vicissitudes.

gente pone, y Dios dispone. [Sp.] Man proposes,
and God disposes.
Laguna. [It.] A moor a fen.
Laissez faire. [F.] Let alone ; suffer to have its own
way, or take its natural course.
Laissez-nous faire. [F.] Let us act for ourselves.

La

;

[F.]

So, so

indifferently.
maladie sans maladie. [F.] Hypochondria.
lie has
menlira tiene lac piernas cartas. [Sp.]
;

A

la

philoso-

Le Jeu n'envaut pas

[F.] The game is
the object is not worth the

la chandelle.
;

fumie ne peuvent se

cacher.

[F.]

Love

and smoke can not be hidden.
caprina. [L.] Goat's wool; hence, a thing of
no consequence, or which has no existence.
Langage des holies. [F.] Language of the market-

Lana

places ; slang ; billingsgate.
patience est amire, mais son fruit est doux. [F.]
Patience is bitter, but its fruit is sweet.
[L.] The philosopher's stone.
« ipis philosophorum.

My dear.

[F.]

Proceed in virtue.

[L.]

virtute.

Mafoi. [F.] Upon my
Maggiore fretta, minore
the worse speed.
Magister eeremoniarum.

faith.
atto,

societas.

[L.]

A lion's company.

Le pas. [F.] Precedence in place or rank.
Le point de jour, [F.] Daybreak.
Le roi et Vetat. [F.] King and state.
Le roi le veut. [F.] The_king wills it.
Le roi s'avisera, [F.] The king will consider or

Magist-ratus indicat virum.

magna

civitas,

altera

Magna

est vis

Eomx.
et

[L.]

prxvalebit.

consuetudinis.

city

is

a

Another hope of great
[L.]

[L.]

Truth

Great

is

mighty,

the force

is

of habit.

de-

3Iagnanimiter crucem sustine.

[L.]

Nobly bear the

cross.

Le

3fagnum bonum,

[F.] See Savoir-faire.
[F.] With hands folded.
Les doux yeux. [F.] Soft glances.
Lese-majeste. [F.] High treason.
Les extremes se touchent, [F.] Extremes meet.
Les larmes aux yeux. [F.] Tears in one's eyes.
Les murailles ont des oreilles, [F.] Walls have ears.
Les plus sages ne le sont pas toujours, [P.] The wisest
are not so always.
L''etat, c''est moi,
[F.] I am the state,
L'iloile du nord,
[F.]
The star of the north; the
motto of Minnesota.
Le tout ensemble, [F.] All together.
Lettre de cachet,
[F.]
sealed letter; a royal warrant.
[F.] A bill of exchange.
Lettre de change.
Lettre de creance.
[F.] Letter of credit.
Lettre de marque,
letter of marque or of re[F.]

A

A

prisal.

[L.]

Dispensation or relief from

Leve fit quod bene fertur onus.
is well borne becomes light.
n''est

[L.]

The burden which

pas toujours vraisemblable.

[F.]

The

not always probable.

Lex loci, [L.] The law or custom of the place.
Lex non scripta. [L.] The common law.
Lex scripta. [L.] Statute law.
Lex talionis. [L.] The law of retaliation.
Lex terrse. [L.] The law of the land.

L^homme propose, et
and God disposes.

Diezi, dispose,

[F.]

Man

proposes,

[F.]
Dangerous alliances or
Liaisons dangereuses.
connections.
Liberty and my native
Libertas et natale solum. [L.]
land.

Liberum arbitrium,
Libraire.
[F.]
Licentia vatum.

[L.] Free will.
bookseller.
[L.] The license of the poets; poet-

A

ical license.

[L.] The labor and delay of the
et mora.
the slow and laborious polishiug of a literary
composition.
file

A great

[L.]

great desert.

Magnse spes
Rome.

3Iagnas inter opes inops,

is

Magistracy indicates

[L.]

solitudo.

Les absens ont toujours tort, [F.] The absent are always in the wrong.
Les affaires font les hommes, [F.]
Business makes
men.

truth

haste,

Master of the ceremo-

the man.

Magna

3Iagna est Veritas,
and will prevail.

liberate.

Le vrai

The more

[It.]

[L.]

nies.
is

Lima: labor

short legs.

Vamour et

The great work; the

[F. ]

ceurre.

pher's stone.

proving.
Criti-

M.
Ma chlre.
Made

Louis XIV.

Le grand

Levamen probationis,

labors.

[F.]

[L.] A papal legate.
Lightness; levity.
[F.] The great monarch; that

—

beauts sans vertu est une fleur sans parfum. [P.]
Beauty without virtue is a flower without fragrance.
Z' abiio i una seconda natura. [It.] Habit is a second
nature.
Labore et konore. [L.l By labor and honor.
Labor ipse voluptas, [L.] Labor itself is pleasure.
Labor omnia vincit. [L.] Labor conquers everything.
Laborum dulce lenimen. [L.] The sweet solace of our

La critique

[F.]

Le grand monarque.

savoir-faire.
Les bras croises

Xo

La

Insatiable desire for

[F.]

vertu est la seule noblesse.

Leon ina
,

and canon law.
Jus canonicum. [L.] Canon law.
Jus civile. [L.] Civil law.
Jus divinum. [L.] Divine law.
Jus et norma loquendi. [L.] The law and rule

La
La

[L.]

trouble.

of civil

la.

hid in the

Le monde est le livre des femmes. [F.] The world
woman's book.
Le monde savant. [F.] The learned world.
Le mot d'enigme. [F.] The key of the mystery.
L'empire des leltres. [^F.] The republic of letters.

Jure divino. [L.] By divine law.
Jure humano. [L.] By human law.

Lh,

La

not worth the candle

laws of the laud.
Juge de paix. [F.] Justice of the peace.
Juncta juvant. [L.] United they assist.
Juniores ad labores. [L.] Young men for labors
Jupiter tonans. [L.] Jupiter the thunderer.
of our peers, or the

where

cupido.

Laus Deo. [L.] Praise to God.
Laus propria sordet, [L.] Self-praise
L'avenir. [F.] The future.

is,

Juaindi acti labores. [L.] Past labors are pleasant.
Judicium Dei. [L.] The judgment of God.
Judicium parium aut leges terrse. [L.] The judgment

Lache.

lies

to

;

The king's throne in the parlia[F.]
Lit de justice.
ment of Paris also, the sitting of this parliament in
the king's presence.
[L.] During the trial.
Lite pendente.
Littera scripta manet. [L.] The written letter remains.
Locale. [F.] A place or station.

L'eau en vient

Paris.

Je maintiendrai

is,

snake

praise.

blind."

good runner

never caught.

is

Januis clausis. [L.]
Jardin des Plantes.

A

[L.]

Latine dictum. [L.] Spoken in Latin.
Lauda la moglie e tienti donzello. [It.] Commend a
wife, and remain a bachelor.
Laudari a viro laudato. [L.] To be praised by one
who is himself praised.
Laudator temporis acti. [L.] A praiser of time past.

J.
Jamais arriire. [F.] Never behind.
Jamais bon coureur tie fut pris. [F.]

Perhaps a small spark

hid.

grass.

;

Jacla est alea. [L.] The die is cast.
bonne cause. [F.] I have a good cause.
Jalousie.
[F.] Jealousy a Venetian window

lie

Latet unguis in herbct.

;

Litem lite resolvere. [L.] To settle strife by strife
remove one difficulty by introducing another.

;

[F.] The unknown.
L^incroyable. [F.] The incredible.

LHnconnu.

lAngna franca. [It.] The mixed language spoken by
Europeans in the East.
Lis litem general. [L.] Strife begets strife.
Lis pendens. [L.] A pending suit.
Lis sub jndice. [L.] A cuac not yet decided.

[L.]

Poor in the midst of

great wealth.

Magni nominis umbra.

[L.]

The shadow

of a great

name.

Magnum
itself

A

[L.]
great good.
est vectigal parsimonia,
[L.]

Economy

is

a great income.

Magnum

A

[L.]
great work.
Magnus Apollo, [L.] Great Apollo; one of high authority.
Blaigre.
[F.] Fasting; fish diet.
3Iain de justice. [F.] The hand of justice; scepter.
3Iainiien.
Deportment ; carriage ; address.
[F.]
3Iaintiens le droit. [F.l Maintain the right.
Maison de campagne. [F.]
country seat.
3Iaison de sante. [F.] Private hospital ; madhouse.
3Iaison de ville. [F.] The townhouse.
[F.]
Master of requests; the
3Iaitre de requetes.
member of a council of state next in rank to the com<

opus.

A

mander.
3faitre des basses oeuvres.
[F.] A nightman.
Maitre d''hdtel. [F.] A house steward.
3faitresse,
[F.] Mistress.
3falade.
Sick.
[F.]
3Ialadie du pays.
[F.] Homesickness.
3Iala fide, [L.] With bad faith ; treacherously.
3Ial apropos.
[F.] Ill-timed.
3Iul de dents. [F.] Toothache.
3Ial de mer, [F.] Seasickness.
3Ial de tete. [F.] Headache.
An error ; mistake ; misunder3Ial entendre,
[F.]
standing.
3Iale porta, male dilabuntur,
[L.] Things ill gotten
are ill spent.
3IalgrS nous. [F ] In spite of us.
3falgre soi, [F.] In spite of himself.
3Ialheur ne vient jamais seul. [F]
Misfortunes never

come singly.
3faU exempli. [L.] Of a bad example.
Rluli principii malus finis.
[L.] A bad and

of a bad

beginning.

Malis avibus. [L.] With unpropitious birds with bad
omens.
3falo modo, [L.] In a bad manner.
3Inlo mori quamfcedari. [L.] I would rather die than
;

be debased.

Malpropre.

[F.] Unclean , slovenly.
[L.]
B.ad in itself.
[L.] An evil prohibited ; evil because prohibited.
3talus pudor.
[L.] "False shame.
3fanet allii men/e repostujn.
[L.] It remains deeply
fixed in the mind.
Manibus pedibusque. [L.] With hands and feet.

Malum

in

se.

3Ialum prohibitum.

;;

;
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Manuforti. JL.]

With a strong hand.

3futato nomine.

Manii, propria.
[L.] With one's own hand.
Mardi gras. [P.] Shrove Tuesday.
Marechal. [F.] Marshal.
Mare clausum. [L.] Au inclosed sea.
Slariage de conscience. [F.] Private marriage.
[F.]
A marriage of conven3fariage de convenance.
ience or from interested motives.
Mars gravior sub pace latet. [L.] A severer war lies
hidden under peace.
Better be wise than
[Sp.]
3Ias vale saber que haber.
rich.

Mas

Better be a
[Sp.]
vale ser necio que porfiado.
fool than obstinate.
Better
late than
Mas vale iarde que nunca. [Sp.]
never.
Malerfamilias. [L.] The mother of a family.
The workmanship
[L.]
Materiem superabat opus.
surpassed the materials.
Mauvaise ho7ite. [F.] False modesty.
Mauvais gout. [F.] Bad taste.
bad subject ; a worthless felMauvais sujet. [F.]
low.
Very great in trifles.
minimis.
[L.]
Maximiis in
Mea culpci. [L.] Through my fault.
Medecine expectante. [F.] A mode of treatment which
trusts to time for the remedy.
Physician, cure
[F.]
Medecin, guSris-toi ioi-meme.

A

thyself.

MeiUocra firma.

A middle course is

[L.]

Medio

In a

[L.]

tulissirmis ibis.
will go most safely.

safe.

medium

course

;

;

with one of lower station.
3Ieluenda corolla draconis. [L.] The dragon's crest is
to be feared.
3Ieum et tuum. [L.] Mine and thine.
3Ii date creta per cacio.
[It.]
Tou give me ohalk for
cheese.
Mi/ii cm-afuturi.
[L.] My anxiety is for the future.
Wonderful to relate.
tlirabile dictu.
[L.]
Mirabile visu. [L.] Wonderful to see.
Mirabilia.
[L.]
Wonders.
3Iirum in modum. [L.] In a wonderful manner.
Mise en seine.
[F.] The getting up, or putting in
preparation, for a theatrical stage.
[L.]
3Iiserabile vulgus.
vrretcbed crew.
Miseris succurrere disco.
[L.]
I learn to help the

A

wretched.
Mittimus.
[L.]
We send;
fender to prison.

— a writ

to

commit an

of-

Something in constant mo[L.]
perpetual motion.
[L.]
In manner and form.
formci.
Modus. [L.] Manlier mode.
3Iodus operandi. [L.] Manner of operation.
Mole ruit siia. [L.] It is crushed by its own weight.
Mollia tempora Jandi.
Times or opportunities
[L.]
favorable for speaking.
Mon ami. [F.] My friend.
Mobile perpetuum.
tion

;

et

;

My dear.

3fon cher.

[F.]

Monstrum

horrendum, informe, ingens,

ademptum.

[L.]

A

gantic, blind.

[L.]
Mountaineers are always
of West Virginia.
monument more
Monumentum sere perennius. [L.]
durable than brass.
[L.]
After
the
Irish
fashion.
More Hibernico.
3[ore majorum.
[L.] After the manner of our ances-

—

A

tors.

More

sua.

[L.]

In his

own way.

omnibus commxtnis. [L.] Death is common to all.
[L.] Custom for law.
lege.
3Tot du guet.
[F.] A watchword.
Motive. [F.] Supported by a statement of reasons or
arguments alleged.
31'ors

Mos pro

3fots d'usage.

[F.]

Words

in

common

use.

3fotu propria. [L.] Of his own accord.
3Iucko en el suelo, poco en el cielo. [Sp.] Much on
earth, little in heaven.
3Iuet comme un poisson. [F.] Mute as a fish.
3Iulta gemens.
[L.] Groaning deeply.
3fultum in parvo. [L.] Much in little.
3Iundus vult decipi. [L.] The world will be (that is,
wishes to be) deceived.
3Iunus Apolline dignum. [L.] A gift worthy of
Apollo.
a'eneus conscientia sana.
[L.] A sound conscience is a brazen wall.
Mutare vel timere sperno. [L.] I scorn to change or

Mums

to fear.

Mutatis mutandis.

made.

[L.]

A

picture

is

a silent

3Iutuus consensus.

Mutual consent.

[L.]

N.
Naissance. [F.] Birth.
Satale snlum. [L.] Natal soil.
Satura lo fece, e poi ruppe In stampa. [It.] Nature
made him, and then broke tlie mold.
Naturam expellas furca, tamen usque recurret. [L.]
Though you drive out Nature with a pitchfork, yet
will she always return.
Naturel. [F.] Nature disposition temper.
Nee cupias, nee metuas. [L.] Neitlier desire nor fear.
jVe cede malis.
[L.]
Yield not to misfortune.
Necessitas non habet legem. [L.] Necessity has, or
;

;

knows, no law.

Nee mnra nee requies.
Nee pluribus impar.

[L.] Neither delay nor rest.
[L.] Not an unequal match for
numbers.
Nee prece nee pretio. [L.] Neither by entreaty nor
by bribe.
Nee guserere nee spernere fionorem. [L.] Neither to
seek nor to contemn honors.
Nee scire fas est omnia. [L.] It is not permitted to
[L.]

Neither rashly nor tim-

Born as, Madame de Stael, nie (that is,
whose maiden name was) Necker.
Ne exeat. [L.] Let him not depart.
Nefasti dies. [L.] Days upon which no public business
was transacted also, unlucky days.
Nee.

[F.]

;

;

Ne fronti

crede.
[L.] Trust not to appearances.
[F.]
morning dress.
Negotiorum gestor. [L.]
manager of business

A

Neglige.

;

one

takes upon himself gratuitously the management
of another's business affairs.
Ne Jupiter quidem omnibus placet. [L.] Not even
Jupiter pleases every one.
Nemine contradicente. [L.] Without opposition; no
one speaking in opposition.
Nemine dissentiente. [L.] No one dissenting without
a dissenting voice.
;

punitur pro eodem delicto. [L.] No man is
punished twice for the same offense.
Nemo me impune lacessit. [L.] No one wounds me
with impunity
the motto of Scotland.
Nemo mortalium omnibus horis sapit. [L.] No one is
bis

;

—

wise at all times.
reclamat, nttllus obsistit.
[L.] No one protests,
no one makes opposition.
Nemo repente fuit turpissimus. [L.] No man ever
became a villain at once.
Nemo solus sapit. [L.] No one is wise alone.
Ne plus ultra. [L.] Nothing further the uttermost
point perfection.
Ne pour digestion. [F.] Bom for digestion that is,

Nemo

;

;

;

[L.] Intrust not a sword to a boy.
respublica capiat. [L.] That the

republic receives no injury.
quid nimis. [L.l Not anything too much or too far.
Nervus probandi. [L.] The chief argument.
Ne sutor ultra crepidam. [L.] Let not the shoemaker

Ne

go beyond his last.
tentes, aut perfice.
[L.] Attempt not, or accomplish
thoroughly.
Nettete.
[F.]
Neatness cleanness nicety.
Ne vile fano. [L.] Let there be nothing vile in the
temple.
Niaiserie.
[F.] Foolishness silliness.
Ni firmes carta que no leas, ni bebas agua que no veas.
[Sp.] Never sign a paper that you do not read, nor
drink water that you do not examine.
Nihil ad rem. [L.] Nothing to the point.
Nihil debet. [L.] He owes nothing a plea denying a

Ne

;

;

;

;

The necessary changes being

Non

cuivis homini contingit adire Coriiithum.
[L.] It
not the fortune of every man to go to Corinth.
dalur tertium. [L.] There is not a third one to be
found there is no third choice.
Non deficiente crumena. [L.] The purse not failing;
while the money lasts.
Non ens. [L.] Nonentity.
Non est. [L.] It is not wanting minus.
Non est inventus. [L.] He has not been found.
Non est vivere,sedvalere vita. [L.] Not merely to live
is life, but to have good health.
is

Non

;

Nil desperandum. [L.] Never despair.
Nil dicit. [L.] He makes no answer.
Nil nisi cruce. [L.] Naught but by the cross depending upon the cross alone.
the
Nil sine numine. [L.] Nothing without God;
motto of Colorado.
Ni Pun ni I'autre. [F.] Neither the one nor the

Non far mai

It is not

[L.]

liquet.

other.
[L.]

Trust not too

much

to

looks.

NHmporie. [F.] It matters not.
Nisi Dominus, frustra. [L.] Unless God be with

us,

all our toil is vain.
Nitor in adversum
[L.] I strive against opposition.
[L.]
Virtue is
Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus.
the true and only nobility.
Noblesse oblige. [F.] Rank imposes obligation much
is rightly expected of one of high birth or station.
No es oro todo lo que reluee. [Sp.] All is not gold that
;

glitters.

No hay

cerradura si es de oro la ganzua, [Sp.]
is no lock but a golden key will open it.
Nolens volins. [L.] Whether he will or not.
Noli me tangere. [L.] Do not touch me.
Nolle prosequi.

[L.]
[L.]

To be unwilling
I

Nom

de guerre.
a pseucionjTn.

[F.]

clear

— applied

;

to one

undecided in mind.

Non mi ricordo. [It.] I do not remember.
Non multa, sed multum. [L.] Not many

things, but

much.

Non nobis solum. [L.] Not merely for
Non nostrum est tantas eomponere iites.

ourselves.
[L.] It is not

our duty to settle such grave disputes.
Nonobstant clameur de haro. [F.] Notwithstanding
the hue and cry.
Non obstante. [L.] Notwithstanding.
Non omnia possumus omnes. [L.] We can not all of
us do everything.
Non omnis moriar. [L.] I shall not wholly die.
Non quis, sed quid. [L.] Not who, but what not the
person, but the deed.
No)i quo, sed quomodo. [L.] Not by whom, but how.
Non sequitur. [L.] It does not follow ; an unwarranted
conclusion.
sibi, sed omnibus.

Non
Non

sibi,

[L.] Not for self, but for all.
[L.] Not for himself, but for his

Non sum
Non tali

qualis eram.
[L.] I am not what I was.
auxilio.
[L.] Not with such aid, or such »

sedpatrix.
country.

helper.

Nonumque prematur

annum.

in

Let

[L.]

it

be kept

for nine years.

Nosce

ie

Noscilur

ipsum.

Know

[L.]

thyself.

He

[L.]

a, OT ex, sociis.

known by Us com-

is

panions.
[L.] At our own risk.
Nota bene (N. B.). [L.] Mark well give good heed.
Notatu dignum. [L.] Worthy of note.
Notre Dame. [F.] Our Lady
a cathedral in Paris.
N'oubliez pas. [F.] Do not forget.
Nous verrons. [F.]
shall see.
Nouvelles. [F.] News.
Nouvellette.
[F.] A short tale or novel ; a novelette.
Novus homo. [L.]
new man, or one who had raieeJ
himself from obscurity.
Nuance. [F.] Shade gradation ; tint.
Nudis verbis. [L.] In plain words.

Nostra periculo.

;

;

—

We

;

pactum. XL-] A mere agreement a contract
made without any consideration, and therefore void.
Nugse canorx. [L.] Melodious trifles mere jingling.
Nugis armatus. [L.] Armed with trifles.
Niil Men sans peine.
[F.] No pains, no gains.
Nulla dies sine line&. [L.] Not a day without a line
that is, without something done.
Nulla nuova, buona nuova. [It.] No news is good news.
Nulli secundus. [L.] Second to none.
Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri. [L.] Not
bound to swear to the dogmas of any master.

Nudum

;

;

Nullius

filius.

Nullus sum.

[L.]
[L.] I

The son

There

;

Nuptise.

Nusquam

it 's all

over with me.

[L.]

[L.]

Never

Never unprepared.

[L.] Nuptials; wedding.
[L.] Our confidence is
tuta fides.

nowhere

safe.

0.
Obiif.

[L.]

He

Obiter dictum.
passing.

[or she] died.
thing said
[L.]

A

by the way, or

in

Obra de eomun, obra de ningun. [Sp.] Everybody's
work is nobody's work.
Obscurum per obseurius. [L.] Explaining an obscure
thing by one more obscure.
Observanda. [L.] Things to be observed.
Ohsta prineipiis. [L.] Resist the first beginnings.
Obstupui, steterunique comx. [L.] I w£is amazed, and
my hair stood on end.
Occurrent nubes. [L.] Clouds will intervene.
Oderint dum metuanf. [L.] Let them hate, so long as
they fear.
[L.]
I hate the common
Odi profanum vulgus.
rabble.

in longum Jactns.

[L.]

Long-lasting hatred

an old grudge.

Odium medicum.

to proceed.

an assumed

;

than when alone.

Nunquam non paratus.

Odium

do not wish to be made a

A war name

of nobody.

am undone

Nunc aut nunquam. [L.] Now or never.
Nnnquam minus sohis, quam cum solus.

—

Nolo episeopari.

Never make

il medico tuo erede.
[It.]
your physician your heir.
libet.
[L.] It does not please me.

Non
Non

;

crede colori.

;

;

less alone

Nihil quod letigit non ornavit. [L.] He touched nothing without embellishing it.
Nil admirari. [L.] To wonder at nothing.
Nil conscire sibi. [L.] To be conscious bi no fault.

bishop.
[L.]

title.

;

A

merely to eat and drink.

Ne puero gladium.
Ne quid detrimenti

Nimium ne

or literary

;

A

who

Nemo

An assumed

[F.]

[L.] Name and omen
et omen.
a name that
ominous.
parietibus
hserent.
Nomina stultorum
[L.] The names
of fools are seen upon tlie walls.
Non assumpsit. [L.] The jjlea of a defendant in an
action of assumpsit that " he did not undertake and
promise," etc.
Non compos mentis. [L.] Not sound in mind.
No7i constat. [L.] It does not appear.

Nomen
is

debt.

cui lumen
horrid monster, misshapen, gi-

Montani semper liberi.
the motto
freemen
;

Nom de plume.

The name being changed.

[L.]

piciura poema.

idly.

tenuere beati. [L.] Happy are they who have
kept the middle course.
Me'ya ^l^A^'o;', iixe'ya kojcov (3Iega biblion, mega kakon).
[Gr.] A great book is a great evil.
Me judice. [L.] I being judge ; in my opinion.
Memento mori. [L.] Semember death.
3[emorabilia. [L.] Things to be remembered.
Meinor etfidelis. [L.] Mindful and faithful.
In everlasting rememMemoria in seterna.
[L.]
brance.
Slens agitat molem. [L.] Mind moves matter.
Mens divinior. [L.] The inspired mind of the poet.
3Iens legis. [L.] The spirit of the law.
[L.]
A sound mind in a
3Iens Sana in corpore sano.
sound body.
Mens sibi conscia recti. [L.] A mind conscious of rectituda
3feo periculo. [L.] At my own risk.
[L.]
By my desire, or according to my
3Ieo voto.
wish.
3Ierum sal. [L.] Pure salt genuine Attic wit.
Improper association marriage
3Iesalliance.
[F.]

Modo

est

poem.

know all things.
you Nee temere, nee timide.

Medium

u

Mutum

FROM THE GREEK,

ETC.,

title

The hatred of

rival or contending physicians.
theologicum. [L.] The hatred of theologians.
[F.]
(Eil de boeuf.
A bull's eye.
(Evvre.^.
Works.
[F.]
Offidna gentium. [L.] The workshop of the world.

Odium

[L.]

;

!

THE
O fortunatos
[L.]
their

O

nimium, sua

si

bona norinl,

too happy husbandmen,

if

;

LATIN,

Par precaution. [F.] By way of precaution.
knew Pars adversa. [L.] The "ad verse party.
Par signe de mepris. [F.] As a token of contempt.

blessings.
Ofrecer mucho, especie es de negar. [Sp.] To offer
much is a kind of denial.
Ogni medaglia ha il suo riverso. [It.] Every medal
has its reverse.
Ogniiino per se, e Dio per tutti. [It.] Every man for
himself, and God for all.
Ohe ! jam satis. [L.] Oh 1 now there is enough.
favorable omen.
Omenfauslum. [L.]
Oinne bonum desuper. [L.] All good is from above.
Omne ignutum pro magniflco. [L.] Whatever is unknown is thougl\t to be maeniflcent.
movere lapidem. [L.] To turn every stone
to leave no stone unturned.
Omne solum forii patria. [L.] Every land is a brave

A

Omnem

man's country.
Omne trinum perfecium.

AND MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES.

agricolas.

they only

own

ioto.
[L.] A part for the whole.
[L.] An accomplice.
Particulier.
[F.]
private gentleman.
Pariie carree. [F.]
party of four persons ; especially, a party of two men and two women.
Partout, [P.] Everywhere.
Parturiunt monies, nascetitr ridiculus mus. [L.] The
mountains are in labor ; a ridiculous mouse will be
brought forth.
Parva componere magnis.
[L.]
To compare small
things with great.
Parva leves capiunt animas. [L.] Trifles captivate

Pars pro

Parliceps criminis.

A

Every perfect thing

is

threefold.

Omne vivum

ex ovo. [L.] Every living thing comes
from a germ.
Omnia ad Dei gloriam. [L.] All things to the glory
of God.
Omnia bona bonis. [L.] To the good all things are good.
Omnia cum, Deo. [£.] Everything with God's help.
Omnia vincit amor. [L.] Love conquers all things.
Omnia vincit labor. [L.] Labor overcomes all things.
Omnibus hoc viliiim est. [L.] All have this vice.
Omnibus invidias, Zoile ; nemo tibi. [L.] You may
envy everybody, Zoilus ; nobody envies you.
Omnis amans, amens. [L.] Every lover is demented.
On commence par etre dupe ; on finit par etre fripon.
[F.] They begin by being fools, and end in becoming
knaves.
On connait I'ami aw besoin. [F.] A friend is known in
time of need.
On dit. [F.] They say hence, a flying rumor.
Onus probandi. [L.] The burden of proving.
;

Ope et consilio. [L.] With assistance and counsel.
Operx pretium est. [L.] It is worth while.
Opprobrium medicorum. [L.] The reproach of physicians.

[L.] Of the first rank.
Opus operatum. [L.] A mere outward work.
Ora e sempre. [It.] Now and always.
Ora et labora. [L.] Pray and work.
Ora pro nobis. [L.] Pray for us.
Orator fit, poeta nascitur. [L.] The orator is made, but

Optimates.

A

small minds.

Parvam parva
little

[L.]

[L.]

decent.

Little things

become a

person.

Pas a pas on va bien
a long way.
Passager. [F.]

A

[F.]

loin.

Step by step one goes

passenger.

Passe-partout.
[F.] A
Passim. [L.] Everywhere ; throughout.
Pasticcio.
Patchwork.
[It.]
Pate de foie gras. [F.] Goose-liver pie.
Paterfamilias. [L.] The father of a family.
Pater nosier. [L.] Our Father ; the Lord's Prayer.
Pater patrise. [L.] The father of his country.
Patience passe science. [F.] Patience exceeds knowledge.
Patisserie.
[F.] Pastry.
the RoPatres conscripii. [L.] Conscript fathers,
man senators.
Patriis virtutibus. [L.] By ancestral virtue.
PavL [F.] Pavement.
Pax in bello. [L.] Peace in war.
Pax vobiscttm. [L.] Peace be with you.
Peccavi. [L.] I have sinned.
Pedir peras al olmo. [Sp.] To seek pears on the elm.
Peine forte et dure. [F.] Strong and severe punish-

master key.

—

ment.
Pendente

[L.] Pending the suit.
Penetralia. [L.] Secret recesses.
Pensee. [F.] A thought.
Per ambages. [L.] By circuitous ways ; by circumlocution or allegory ; indirectly or figuratively ; metaphorically.
Per angusla ad augusta. [L.] Through difficulties to
lite.

With round,

full voice.

;

1

1

Otia dant vitia. [L.]
Otiosa sedulitas, [L.]

Idleness tends to vice.
Leisurely industry ; trifling labo-

riousness.

Otium cum

dignitate.
fied leisure.
Otium sine dignitate.

Ease with dignity ; digni-

[L.]

Ease without dignity.
[L.] Leisure without

Otium

sine litteris mors est.
literature is death.
Oublier Je ne puis. [F.] I can never forget.
[F.] Hearsay.
Oui-dire.
Ou la chivre est attachee, il faut gu'elle bro&te. [F.]
Where the goat is tethered, there it must browse.
[F.] Open.
Ouvert.
work.
Ouvrage. [F.]
work for long
Ouvrage de longue haleine. [F.]
breath ; a tedious business.
Kiuvriers.
[F.] Operatives; workmen.

A

A

P.
Pabulum
grave

;

Acheroniis.

Pactum

Pood

[L.]

for Acheron, or the

— said of a person about to die.

Pace tu&. [L.]
Pacta conventa.

With your consent by your leave.
[L.] The conditions agreed upon.
;

An

unlawful agreement.
Padrone. [It.] Master; employer; landlord.
Pallida mors. [L.] Pale death.
Palmam qui meruit ferat. [L.] Let him bear the palm
who has won it.
Palma non sine pulvere. [L.] The palm is not gained
without dust no excellence without great labor.
Par accis. [F.] By snatches or starts.
Par accident. [F.] By chance.
Par accord. [F.] By agreement.
Par avance. [F.] In advance.
iUicitum.

Perdu. [F.] Lost.
Ph-e de famille. [F.]

Per fas et nefas.
Per gradus. [L.]

[L.]

[L.]

;

Par ci par lit. [F.] Here and there.
Par complaisance. [F.] From complaisance.
Par depii. [F.] Out of spite.
Parem nonfert. [L.] He endures no equa)
Par exemple. [F.] For example.
Par excellence. [F.] By way of eminence
Par faveur. [F.] By favor.
Par force. [F.] By force perforce.
Par hasard. [F.] By chance.
;

[L.] With equal pace ; together.
Paritur pax bello. [L.] Peace is produced by war.
Parlez dti loup, et vous verrez sa queue. [F.] Speak of

Pa7i passu.

the wolf, and you will see his tail.
supra, [L.] Equal to his business,
and not above it.
Par nobile fratrum. [L.]
noble pair of brothers
two just alike, or one as good, or as bad, as the other.
Parole d^honneur. [F.] Word of honor.
Par oneri. [L.] Equal to the burden.
Par pari refero. [L.] I return like for like.

Par negoliis, neque

A

The father of a family.
Through right and wrong.

There is danger in delay.
Per interim. [L.] In the meantime.
Per mare, per teri-ns. [L.] Through sea and land.
Per mese. [It.] By the month.
Permitte divis csetera. [L.] Leave the rest to the gods.
[L.]

Per pares. [L.] By one's peers.
Perpetuum silentium. [L.] Perpetual silence.
Per solium. [L.] By a leap or jump.
Per se. [L.] By itself considered.
Per stirpes. [L.] By stocks; in right of stocks;

—

[F.] SmaU.
Petit coup.' [F.]
small mask, covering only the eyes
and nose.
Petitio principii.
begging of the question.
[L.]
Petit-maitre. [F.] A fop.
Peuapeu. [F.] Little by little ; by degrees.
Peti de bien, pen de soin. [F.] Little wealth, little care.
Peu de chose. [F.] A trifle.
Pen de gens savent etre vieux. [F.] Few persons know
how to be old.
Pezzo. [It.] Piece ; piece of money ; a coin.
Piccolo. [It.] Small.
Pico. [It.] A peak.
Pied a ierre. [F.] A temporary lodging.
Pietra mossa non fa muschio. [It.] A rolling stone
gathers no moss.
Pinxit.
[L.] He [or she] painted it.
Pis oiler. [F.] The last or worst shift.
Peiii.

A

A

More.

Piuttosto mendicante che ignorante.
[It.]
Better be a
beggar than be ignorant.
Plebs, [L.] The common people.
Plein pouvoir. [F.] Full power.
Plena jure, [L.] With full authority.
Phts aloes quam mellis habet. [L.] He has more gall
than honey ;
said of a sarcastic writer.
Plus on est de fous, plus on rit. [F.] The more fools,
the more fun.
Plus sage que les sages. [F.] Wiser than the wise.
Poca barba, poca vergiienza, [Sp.] Little beard, little

—

shame.

poco pensiero.

A

[It.]

Little wealth, little

[It.]

little.

Poco a poco. [It.]
Poeta nascitur, non

Little

by

little.

[L.]
The poet is born not
fit.
nature, not study, must form the poet.
Point d^ippui. [F.] Point of support ; prop.
Poisson d^avril. [F.] April fool.
Pondere, non numero. [L.] By weight, not by number.
Pons asinorum. [L.] The asses' bridge a help to dull

made

;

;

pupils.

Populus

vult decipi.
[L.] People like to be deceived.
Porte-chaise.
[F.]
sedan.
Porte-voix.
[F.] A speaking trumpet.
Posse videor. [L.] I seem to be able.
Possunt quia posse videntur. [L.] They can because
they think they can.
Post helium auxilium. [L.] Aid after the war.
Post cineres gloria venit. [L.] Glory comes after death.
Paste restante
[F.] To remain until called for ;
applied to letters in a post office.
Post litem motam. [L.] After the commencement of
litigation ;
a test applied to exclude declarations and

A

—

—

other proof which are not competent when made
under the influence of pending litigation.
Post mortem. [L.] After death.
Post nubila jubila. [L.] After sorrow comes joy.
Post nubila, Phoebus. [L.] After clouds, sunshine.
Post obitum. [L.] After death.
[F.] Meat soup.
acquit.
[P.] Received; paid;
vreitten at the
foot of a paid bill.
Pour faire rire. [F.] To excite laughter.
Pour faire visile. [F.] To pay a visit.
Pour passer le temps. [P.] To pass away the time.
Pour prendre conge. [F.] To take leave.
Poiir y parvenir. [P.] To accomplish the object.
[L.] Things previously known.
Prsecognita.
Prxmonitus, prasmunitus.
[L.]
Forewarned, fore'

Potage au gras.

—

Pour

armed.
Prescriptum. [L.] A thing prescribed.
Presto maturo, presto marcio. [It.] Soon ripe, soon
rotten.

Pret d'accomplir. [F.] Ready to accomplish.
Pret pour mon pays. [P.] Ready for my country.
Preux chevalier. [F.] A brave knight.
Prima donna, [It.] First lady chief female singer,
Printx vix. [L.] The first passages.
;

Prima.

[L.]

[L.]

Prima uomo.

On

In the

the

view.

first place.

The

[It.]

first

best or most prominent actor

or singer.
inter pares.
[L.] First among his peers.
Principia, non homines. [L.] Principles, not men.
Principiis obsta. [L.] Resist the first beginnings.
Prior tempore, prior jure. [L.] First in time, first by
right or first come, first served.
Pro oris et focis. [L.] For our altars and firesides.
Probatum est. [L.] It is proved.
Probitas laudatur, et alget. [L.] Honesty is praised,

Primus

;

is left

to starve.

Pro bono publico.
Pro confesso. [L.]
Procul,
procid
ye profane

[L.]

As

este,

For the public good.

conceded.
profani ! [L.]
if

Par, far hence,

Pro Deo et ecclesia. [L.] For God and the church.
Pro et con. [L.] For and against.
Profanum vulgus. [L.] The vulgar rabble.
Pro forma. [L.] For the sake of form as a matter
;

the distribution goes to all descendants, share and
share alike.
Per troppo dibatter la verita si perde. [It.] Truth is
lost by too much controversy.
Per viam. [L.] By the way of.
Pessimi exempli. [L.] Of the worst example.

[It.]

1915

of

form.

a
law term used to designate the distribution of estates
by representation, so that, for instance, instead of all
the grandchildren whose parents are deceased taking
share and share alike in a grandparent's estate, they
take, in case of their surviving such grandparent, the
share of their immediate parent. Per capita is where

Piu.

roba,
care.

Poco.

and

Step by step.

Periculum in mora.

[L.]

Poca

Prima facie.

grandeur.

Per annum. [L.] By the year.
Per aspera ad astra. [L.] Through trials to glory.
Ore tenus. [LJ From the mouth,
Per capita. [L.] By the head. See Per stirpes below.
Per centum. [L.] By the hundred.
Origo mali. [L.] The origin of the eviL
O si sic omnia I [Ii.] O that he had always done or Per contante. [It.] For cash.
Per conto. [It.] Upon account.
spoken thus
Os roiundum. [L.] A round mouth eloquent delivery. Per contra. [L.] Contrariwise.
tempora I
the man- Per cwiam. [L.] By the court.
mores I [L.] O the times
ners
Per diem. [L.] By the day.
the poet is born.
Ore rotunda. [L.]

;

!

Pro hac vice. [L.] For this turn or occasion.
Proh pudor ! [L.] O, for shame
Projet de loi. [P.] A legislative bill.
Pro memorici. [L.] For a memorial.
Pro nunce. [L.] For the present.
Propaganda fide. [L.] For extending the faith.
Pro patria. [L.] For our country.
!

Propria guse maribus.

[L.] Those things which are
appropriate or peculiar to males or men, or to husbands.
Proprietaire.
[FJ A proprietor.
Pro ratd,. [L.] In proportion.
Pro rege, lege, et grege. [L.] For the king, the law,
and the people.
ProrenatQ. [L.] For a special emergency ; according
to the circumstances.
Pro salute animse. [L.] For the soul's health.
Pro tanto. [L.] For so much ; just by so much.
Protege. [P.] One protected or patronized by another.
Pro tempore. [L.] For the time being.
Pro virili parte. [L.] For a man's part ; according to
one's power ; to his utmost.
Prudens futuri. [L.] Thoughtful of the future.
Publice.
[L.] Publicly.
Pugnis et calcibus. [L,] With fists and heels ; with
might and main.
Punctvm saliens. [L.] A salient or prominent point,
Punica fides. [L,] Punic faith ; treachery.

Q.
Quse fuerunt vitia mores sunt.
[L.]
Things whloh
once were vices are now manners or customs.
Quse nocent decent. [L.] Things which injure instrnct

we learn by painful experience.
Quaere.
[L.I Query; inquiry.
Quoeritur.
[L.] The question arises.
Qualis ab incepto. [L.] The same as at the beginning.
Qualis rex, talis grex. [L.] Like king, like people,
Qualis vita, finis ita. [L.] As is life, so is its end.
Qua7>idiu se bene gesserit.
[L.]
During pood behavior.
Quand on emprvnte, on ne choisit pas. [F.] When a
person borrows, ho can not choose.
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QUOTATIONS, WORDS, PHRASES,
croit.

[F.]

What we

see we believe seeing is believing.
Quandoque bonus dormiial Homerus.

[L.]

Even the

Quand on

on

voit la chose,

la

;

good Homer sometimes nods.
[L.]
How desirable is knowledge!
Quanti est sapere
Quantum. [L.] The quantity or amoimt.
Quantum libet. [L.] As much as you please.
Quantum meruit. [L.] As much as he deserved.
Quantum mtitatus ab illo 1 [L.] How changed from
what he once was

A

sufficient quantity.
[L.]
As much as you will.
[L.]
Quare clausum fregit. [L.] Wherefore he broke the
close
a title applied to a plea in trespass.
a title
Quare impedit. [L.] Wherefore he impedes ;
applied to a possessory action.
Quasi.
[L.]
As if ; in a manner.
[L.] Like intrusting
Quasi agmim commiltere hipo.
the lamb to the wolf.
Something
a trifle.
Quelque chose. [F.]
;
Quern di diligunt adolescens moritur. [L.] He whom
the gods love dies young.
Questo vento non cribra la biada. [It.] This wind
winnows no corn.
Qui aime bien, bien chatie. [F.] He who loves well
chastises well.
applied to bills
Quia timet. [L.] Because he fears ;
issued by a court of equity to prevent an anticipated
injury to the party praying for the bill.
Qui capit,facit. [L.] He who takes it, makes it.
Quid faciendum ? [L.] What is to be done ?
Quidnunc? [L.] Wliat now ? a newsmonger.
Qui docet discit. [L.] He who teaches learns.
Qui donne tot donne deux fois. [F.] He who gives
promptly gives twice.
Quid pro quo. [L.] One thing for another ; an equivalent.
do you laugh ?
Quid rides f [L.]
Quid times f [L.] What do you fear ?
grasps
Quien mucho ubraza poco aprieta. [Sp.]

—

much

little.

proves notliing.
[l.]

deficit,

He who

does not advance

goes backvcard.

Qui pense? [F.] Who thinks?
Qui perd peche. [F.] He who loses
wrong.

is

always in the

Who shall keep
Quis custodiet ipsos custodest
[L.]
the keepers themselves ?
Quis ffdlere possit amantemf [L.] Who can deceive a
~ lover?
[L.]
Every one is nearest to
"iuisque sibi proximus.
[L.]

He who

Qui timide rogat docet negare.

is silent

consents.

He who

[L.]

asks

timidly teaches denial.

—

sustinet.

[L.]

He who

transplanted

still

sustains
the motto of Connecticut.
Qui va la ? [F.] Who goes there ?
Qui Vive f [F.] Who goes there ?
hence, on the
Vive, on the alert.
;

—

Quoad hoc.
Quo animo ?

[L.]
[L.]

To this extent as far as this.
With what mind or intention

gur"

;

7

Quocunque modo. [L.] In whatever manner.
Quocunque nonmie. [L.] Under whatever name.

Quod

uveriat
forbid

Deus I

[L.]

Which may God avert

[L.]

Which must he

;

;

—

A

A

A

God

!

s.

felix,

faustumque

sit.

[L.]

May

it

he

good, fortunate, and favorable.
erat demonstrandum.
[L.] Which was to be
proved or demonstrated.
Quod erat faciendum. [L.] Which was to be done.
Quod hoc sibi vult f [L.] What does this mean ?
Qiiod vide. [L.] Which see.
Quo Fata vacant. [L.] Whither the Fates call.
Quo jure ? [L.] By what right ?
Quomodof [L.] In what manner ? how?
Quorum pars magna fui. [L.] Of which, or whom, I
was a great or important part.
Quos Devs vult perdere, prius dementat. [L.] Those
whom God wishes to destroy, he first drives mad.
Quot homines, tot sententite. [L.] Many men, many

Quod

minds.

E.
Rabat. [F.] Reduction of price.
Eagione. [It.] A commercial company ; a firm.
Raison d^etat. [F.] A reason of state a state reason.
Raison d'etre. [F.] A reason for existence.
Rara avis. [L.] A rare bird a prodigy.
Rata. [L.] Rate one's own share.
Ration e soli. [L.] As regards, or according to, the soil.
Ravissement. [F.] Ravishment.
Rechauffe. [F.] Warmed over, as food ; hence, stale
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

especially

noted.

old

— applied

;

!

Quod bene notandum.
Quod bonum,

;

A

liimself.
Q;ui tacet consentit.

Qui tmnstulit

royal gift

A

Who

too

[F.] Save himself who can.
[F.] Ability; contrivance or skill.
[F.] Good breeding refined manners.

—

Quien pregunta no yerra. [Sp.] He who asks errs not.
Quien sabe? [Sp.] Who knows?
Qui fucit per alium facit per se.
[L.]
He who does
a thing by the agency of another does it himself.
Quim'aime,oimemon chien. [F.] Love me, love my dog.
Qui ti^a sante n'a rien. [F.] He who wants health
wants everything.
Qui niuiium. probat nihil probat. [L.] He who proves

Quinon proficit

Savoir-faire.
Savoir-virre.
Savon. [F.]

A

Why

holds

A

A
A

—

much

[L.]

;

vis.

—

Sauve qui peut.

—

!

;

—

Soap.
[L.] Defamatory speech or
to an Scandalum magnatum.
annual grant of public money, in England, for the
writing to the injury of persons of dignity.
Presbyterian clergy iu Ireland, now withdrawn.
Scire facias.
[L.] Cause it to be known.
Regnant populi. [L.] The people rule ;
the motto Scribendi recte sapere est et principium etfons. [L.j
•
of Arkansas.
The principle and source of good writing is to think
Re infecta. [L.] The business being unfinished.
rightly.
Relache. [F.] Intermission respite relaxation.
Scribimus indocti doctique.
[L.]
Learned and unRelata refero. [L.] I repeat it as it was told.
learned, we all write.
Religieuse.
[F.]
nun.
Secundum artem. [L.] According to rule ; scientificReligieux.
[F.]
monk a friar.
ally ; in an artistic manner.
Religio loci. [L.] The religious spirit of the place.
Secundum naturam. [L.] According to the course of
Rem acu tetigisti. [L.] You have touched the thing
nature.
with a needle ; that is, exactly.
Secundum ordinem. [L.] In order.
Remisso animo. [L.] With listless mind.
Se defendendo. [L.] In self-defense.
Rcmis velisque. [L.] With oars and sails; with all Sed hspc hactenuS. [L.] So far, so much.
one's might.
Selon les rigles. [F.] According to rule.
Remudade pasturage hazebizerrosgordos. [Sp.] Change Semel abbas, semper abbas. [L.] Once an abbot, alof pasture makes fat calves.
ways an abbot.
Renaissance. [F.] Revival, as of letters or art.
Semel et simnl. [L.] Once and together.
Renommee. [F.] Renown; fame.
Semel pro semper. [L.l Once for all.
Renovate animos. [L.] Renew your courage.
Semper avarus eget. [L.] The avaricious is always
Renovato nomine. [L.] By a revived name.
needy.
Rentes. [F.] Funds bearing interest ; stocks.
Semper felix. [L.] Always fortunate.
Repondre en iiormand.
[F.]
To give an evasive or Semper fidelis. [L.] Always faithful.
shuffling answer ; to prevaricate.
Semper idem. [L.] Always the same.
Reprise.
[F.] Reprisal.
Semper paratus. [L.] Always ready.
Requiescat in pace. [L.] May he [or she] rest in peace. Semper timidum scelus. [L.] Guilt is always timid.
Rerum primordia. [L.] The first elements of things.
Semper vivit in armis. [L.] He ever lives in arms.
Res angusta domi. [L.] Narrow circumstances at Sempre il mal non vien per nuocere. [It.] Misfortune
home ; poverty ; limited means.
does not always come to injure,
is not always an evil.
[L.]
Res est sacra miser. [L.]
suffering person is a sa- Senatus constdtum.
A decree of the Senate.
cred object.
[L.]
An old man is twice a boy.
Se>iex, bis piier.
Res gestte. [L.] Exploits.
Se non e vera, i ben trovato. [It.] If not true, 't is well
Res judicata. [L.]
matter already settled.
feigned.
Respicefinem. [L.] Look to the end.
Sensu bono. [L.] In a good sense.
Respublica.
[L.] The commonwealth.
Sensu malo. [L.] In a bad sense.
Resume. [F.] An abstract or summary.
Sequiturque patrem, havd passibus sequis. [L.] He folResurgam. [L.] I shall rise again.
lows his father, but not with equal steps.
Revenons h, nos moutons. [F.] Let ns return to our Sero, sed serio. [L.] Late, but seriously.
sheep ; let us return to our subject.
Sero venientibits ossa. [L.] The bones for those who
Re verO,. [L.] In truth.
come late the late get the leavings.
Ridentem dicere verum, quid vetatt [L.] What hin- Serus in cselum redeas. [L.] Late may you return toders one from speaking the truth, even while laughing ?
heaven may you live long.
Ridere in stomacho. [L.] To laugh secretly ; to laugh Servabofldem. [L.] I will keep faith.
in one's sleeve.
Servare modum. [L.] To keep within bounds.
Ride si sapis. [L.] Laugh if you are wise.
Servus servorum Dei. [L.] A servant of the servants
Rieti n'est beau que le vrai.
[F.] Nothing is beautiful
of God.
but the truth.
Sesquipedulia verba. [L.] Words a foot and a half
Rifucimento. [It.] Renewal ; reestablishment.
long.
Rira bien qui rira le dernier. [F.] He laughs well Sic eunt fata hominum. [L.] Thus go the fates of men.
who laughs last.
Sic itur ad astra. [L.] Such is the way to immorRire entre cuir et chair. [F.] To laugh in one's sleeve.
tality.
Risum teneatis, amicif [L.] Can you, my friends, Sic passim. [L.] So everywhere.
theforbear laughing ?
Sic semper tyrannis. [L.] Ever thus to tyrants ;
Rixatur de land, caprind,. [L.] He contends about
motto of Virginia.
goat's wool ; he quarrels about trifles.
passes
away
earthly
Sic transit gloria mundi. [L.] So
Robe de chambre. [F.]
dressing gown or jnoming
glory.
gown.
Sicut ante.
[L.] As before.
Role d'eqttipage. [F.]
Sicut patribus, sit Deus nobis. [L.] As God was with
list of the crew.
Ruat cxlum. [L.] Let the heavens fall.
our fatliers, so may he be with us.
Rudis indigesta moles. [L.]
rude and undigested Sic volo, sic jubeo. [L.] Thus I will, thus I command.
mass.
Sic vos, non vobis. [L.] Thus do ye, but not for yourRuit mole sud,. [L.] It falls by its own weight.
selves.
Ruse de guerre. [F.]
Si diis placet. [L.] If it pleases the gods.
stratagem of war.
Rus in urbe. [L.] The country in town.
Si je puis. [F.] If I can.
Rusticus exspectat dum defluat amnis. [L.] The rustic Site, et philosophus esto. [L.] Keep silence, and be a
waits for the river to flow by.
philosopher.
Siteniium altum
[L.] Deep silence.
Silent leges inter arma. [L.] The laws are silent in time
ity.

Regium donum.

.'

svfficit.

FROM THE GREEK,

Redolet lucern&. [L.] It smells of the lamp
said of
any labored literary production.
Reductio ad absurdum. [L.] A reducing to an absurd-

;

Quantum
Quantum

ETC.,

insipid.

Recoje iu heno mientras que el sol luziere. [Sp.] Make
hay while the sun shines.
Recte el suaviter. [L.] Justly and mildly.
Rectus in curia. [L.] Upright in the court with clean
hands.
[F.] Received receipt.
Rei'u.
Reculer pour mieux sauter. [F.] To go back in order
to take a better leap.
;

;

Ssepe stylum vertas. [L.] Often turn the style, or
writing instrument make frequent corrections.
Saggio fanciullo e chi conosce il suo vera padre. [It.]
He is a wise cliild who knows his own father.
Sal Attictim. [L.] Attic salt that is, wit.
;

;

Salle.

[F.]

Hall.

Solus populi suprema est lex,
people is the supreme law ;

[L.]

The welfare

— suprema lex

motto of Missouri.

of the

esto, in

the

—

Salve ! [L.] Hail
the territorial motto of Idaho.
Salvo jure. [L.] The right being safe.
Salvo pudore. [L.] Without offense to modesty.
Salvo sensu. [L.] The sense being preserved.
!

[F.] To trifle away time.
[L.] Holy of holies.
Sans ceremonie. [F.] Without ceremony.
Sans changer. [F.] Without changing.
Sans compliments. [F.] Without compliments.
Sans Dieu rien. [F.] Nothing without God.
Sans doute. [F.] Without doubt.
Sans fOf on. [F.] Without ceremony ; unceremonious.
Sans pareil. [F.] Without equal.
Sans peine. [F.] Without difficulty.
Sans peur et sans reproche. [F.] Without fear and

S'amuser alamoutarde.

Sanctum sanctorum.

without reproach.
et sans raison.

Sans rime

[F.]

Without rhyme or

reason.

Sans
Sans

[F.] Free from care.
[F.] Without spot ; stainless.
Sapere aude. [L.] Dare to be wise.
Sartor resartus. [L.] The tailor mended.
Sat cito, si sat bene. [L.] Soon enough,

;

if

but well

[L.]
Eloquence
Satis eloquentix, sapientise parum.
enough, but too little wisdom.
[L.] Enough, and more than enough.
Satis, superque.
[L.] Enough of words.
Satis verborum.
Sat pulchra, si sat bona. [L.] Handsome enough, if
good enougli handsome is that handsome does.

—

Stop, traveler.
[L.]
Sisie, viator.
[L.]
May the earth lie lightly upon
Sit fibi terra levis.
thee.
[L.] Let it be as it is, or not at
Sit vt est, aut non sit.
all.

Si vispacem, para bdlum. [L.] If you wish for peace,
prepare for war
Soccorso non viene mai (ardi. [It.] Help never comes

a desert, and call

enough.

—

;

too late.
Sola nobilitas virtus.
Solitudinem, facinnt,

souci.
tache.

:

of war.
Similia similibus curantur. [L.] Like cures like.
Similis simili gaudet. [L.] Like loves like.
Si monumentu-m requiris, circmnspice. [L.] If you seek
the epitaph of Sir
his monument, look around
Cliristopher Wren in St. Paul's Cathedral, London.
Simplex mundiliis. [L.] Of simple elegance.
Sine cura. [L.] Without charge or care.
Sine die. [L.] Without a day appointed.
Sine dtibio. [L.] Without doubt.
Sitie inridia.
[L.] Without envy.
Sine ira et studio. [L.] Without anger or partiality.
Si7ie mora.
[L.] Without delay.
Sine odio. [L.] Without hatred.
Sine prsjudicio. [L.] Without prejudice.
Sine qtia non. [L.] An indispensable condition.
Si parva licet componere magnis. [L.] If it is allowable to compare small things with great.
Si quseris peninsulam amcenam, circumspice. [L.] If
thou seekest a beautiful peninsula, look around
the motto of Michigan.
Si sit prudentia. [L.] If there is but prudence.

Solvuntur

tabulse.
in legal language.

[L.] Virtue the only nobility.
appellant. [L.] They make
peace.
used
[L.] The bills are dismissed ;

pacem

it

Songes sont mensonges.

—

[F.]

Dreams

are

lies.

[F.] To find one's bearings.
S'orienter.
Foolishness ; folly ; nonsense.
[F.]
[F.] An intriguing woman.
Soubrette.
chaud et le froid. [F.] To blow hot
Sovjffler
cold.
Sottise.

U

and

.

THE
Soupfon. [F.] Suspicion.
Souper. [F.] Supper.

Teres atque rotundus.
ished and complete.

/

Intellectual; intelligent; witty.

[F.]

Spolia opima. [L.] The richest booty.
Sponte sua. [L.] Of one's own accord.

removed, the effect ceases.

Sub posna. [L.] Under a penalty.
Sub prsetexta juris. [L.] Under the pretext of justice.
Sub rosQ,. [L.] Under the rose secretly privately.
Sub silentio. [L.] In silence.
Sub' specie. [L.] Under the appearance of.
Sub voce. [L.] Under the word.
;

;

Succedaneum. [L.] A substitute.
Sufre por saber, y trabaja por tener. [Sp.]
order to be wise, and labor in order to have.

Suggestion of falsehood.
[L.]
Sui generis. [L.] Of its own kind ; unique.
Sui juris. [L.] In one's own right.
Sunima summarum. [L.] Sum total.
bonum. [L.] The chief good.
[L.] The rigor of the
jus, summa injuria.
law is the height of oppression.
Sumptibus publicis. [L.] At the public expense.
Sunt lacrivise rerum. [L.] There are tears for misery.
Suo Marie. [L.] By his own strength.
Super visum corporis. [L.] Upon a view of the body.
stamping of the feet.
Supplosio pedis. [L.]
suppression of
Suppressio veri, suggestio falsi. [L.]
the truth is the suggestion of a falsehood.
Surgit amari aliquid. [L.] Something bitter rises.
Suum cuique. [L.] Let each have his own.
Suus cuique mos. [L.] Every one has his particular
habit.

Summum
Summum

A

T.
[F.] The representation of some scene
by means of persons grouped in appropriate postures.
and remaining silent and motionless.
Tabula rasa. [L.] A smooth or blank tablet.
Thche sans tache. [F.] A work without a stain.
Tsedium vitse. [L.] Weariness of life.

Tableau vivani.

Form stature shape.
Tarn Marie quam Minerva. [L.] As much by Mars

Taille.

[F.]

;

;

Smooth and round

;

pol-

A

that is, a
Terrse filius.
son of the earth
[L.]
human being.
Terra firma. [L.] Solid earth ; a safe footing.
Terra incognita.
An unknown or unexplored
[L.]
country.
Teriium quid. [L.] A third something a nondescript.
Tertius e cselo cecidii Cato.
[L.]
A third Cato has
;

;

A

;

;

good.

Tomava

la por rosa, mas devenia cardo.
[Sp.] I took
her for a rose, but she proved a thistle.
des nues. [F.] Fallen from the clouds.
To vpeTrov {To prepon). [Gr.] The proper or becoming.
Tot homines, quot sententise. [L.]
So many men, so
many minds.
Totidem verbis. [L.] In so many words.

Tombe

Toties quoiies. [L.] As often as.
Totis viribus.
[L.] With all his might.
Toto cselo. [L.] By the whole heavens ; diametrically
opposite.
Totum. [L.] The whole.
Toius teres atque rotundus. [L.] Complet^-ly smooth

Tour

[F.] Always ready.
[F.]
feat of strength or skill.
d' expression.
[F.] An idiom or peculiar force of

To turn

[F.]

one's coat

;

[F.] Entirely; wholly.
Tout-a-Vheure. [F.] Instantly.
Tout au contraire. [F.] On the contrary.
Tout a vous. [F.] Wholly yours.
Tout Men ou rien. [F.] The whole or nothing.
Tout comme chez nous. [F.] Just as it is with us at

as

by Minei-va having equal courage and genius.
Tarn Marti quam Mercurio. [L.] As much for Mars
as fit for war as for business.
as for Mercury
Tangere ulcus. [L.] To touch a sore spot touch on a
;

Very

[F.]

short.

de meme, [F.] Precisely the same.
de suite. [F.] Immediately.
ensemble. [F.] The whole taken together.
est pris.
[F.] All is taken; every avenue preoccupied.
Tout frais fait. [F.] All expense defrayed.
Tout le monde est sage apris coup. [F.] Everybody is
wise after the event.
Tout lui rii. [F.] All goes well with him.
Tracasserie. [F.] Chicanery trickery.
Trahit sua quemque voluptas. [L.] Every one is led
;

by his own

liking.
Peremptory
[F.]

Tranchani.
sharp trenchant.
Transeat in exemplum. [L.] Let it pass into an example, or precedent.
Tris chretiennement. [F.] Very piously.
Tria juncta in uno. [£.] Three joined in one.
;

;

[F.] Medley; miscellany.
[P.] Sadness ; sorrow.
Trojafuit.
[L.] Troy was ; that is, Troy is no more.
Troppo disputare la verita fa err are. [It.] Too much
dispute puts truth to flight.
Tros, Tyriusve, mihi nulla discrimine agetur. [L.] No
distinction shall be made by me between the Trojan
and the Tyrian.
Troiioir.
[F.]
Sidewalk.
Truditur dies die. [L.] One day is pressed onward by

Tripotage.
Tristesse.

another.
Tuebor. [L.] I will defend.
Tu ne cede malis. [L.] Do not yield to evils.
Tu quoque. Brute ! [L.] And thou too, Brutus
Tutor et ultor. [L.] Protector and avenger.

Tuum

est.

[L.]

It is

I

delicate subject.

effect.
et nos mutamur in illis.
times change, and we change with them.

Tempora muiantur,

Tempori parendum.

Tempus edax rerum.

[L.]

The

[L.] One must yield to the times.
[L.]
Time the devourer of all

things.

Tempus fugit.

[L.] Time flies.
[L.] The time for play.
[L.] Time reveals all things.
Tenax propositi. [L.] Tenacious of his purpose.
Tenez. [F.] Take it.
Tentanda via est. [L.] A way must be tried.

T 'mpus ludendi.
Tempus omnia

revelat.

;

Urbem lateritiam invenit, marmoream reliquit. [L.]
He found the city [Rome] brick, but left it marble —
;

said of the Roman emperor Augustus.
Usque ad aras. [L.] To the very altars.
Usque ad nauseam. [L.] To disgust.
Usus loquendi. [L.] Usage in speaking.
Ui ameris, amabilis esto. [L.] That you may be loved,
be amiable.
Ut apes geomeiriam. [L.] As bees [practice] geometry.
Uicunque placuerit Deo. [L.] As it shall please God.
Utile dulci.
[L.] The useful with the pleasant.
Uiinam nosier esset. [L.] Would that he were ours.

[L.]
As below.
[L.] As you possess ; state of present
possession.
Ut pignus amicilise. [L.] As a pledge of friendship.
Ut prosim. [L.] That I may do good.
Ut quocimque paratus. [L.] Prepared for every event.
Ut supra. [L.] As above.

Ui infra.

Uti possidetis.

y.
viator.
[L.] The penniless traveler sings in the presence of the highwayman.
[L.] Go in peace.
[L.] Go vrith me ; a constant compan.
ion.
Vse victis.
[L.] Woe to the vanquished.
Vale.
[L.] Farewell.
Valeat quantum valere potest. [L,] Let it pass for

Vacuus caniat coram latrone
Vade in pace.
Vade mecum.

what

it is

worth.

Valet anchora virtus. [L.] Virtue serves as an anchor.
Valet de chambre.
[F.] An attendant a footman.
Valete ac plaudits.
[L.] Farewell and applaud.
VariSE Isctionss.
[L.] Various readings.
Variorum notx. [L.] The notes of various authors.
Varium et muiabile semper femina. [L.] An everchangeful and capricious thing is woman.
Vaurien.
[F.]
worthless fellow.
Vehimur in alium. [L.]
aro borne on high.
Velis et remis.
With sails and oars; by everj
[L.]
possible means.
Vel prece, vel pretio. [L.] For either love or money.
Veluti in speculum.
[L.] As in a mirror.
Venalis popidus, venalis curia pairum. [L.] The people are venal, the senate too is venal.
Vendidit hie auro pairiam.
This man sold his
[L.]
country for gold.
Venenum in auro bibiiur, [L.] Poison is drunk from
;

A

We

golden vessels.
Venia necessitati daiur.

[L.] Indulgence is granted to
necessity ; necessity knows no law.
Veni, vidi, vici.
[L.] I came, I saw, I conquered.
Ventis secundis. [L.] With favorable winds.
Venue. [F.] Arrival ; coming ; advent.
Vera incessu paiuii dea. [L.] The true goddess was
recognized by her walk.
Vera pro graiiis. [L.] Truth before favor.
Vera prosperita e nan aver necessiia. [It.] 'T is true
prosperity to have no want.
Verbatim et literatim. [LL.] Word f8r word and letter
for letter.
word is enough for a wise
Verbum sat sapienii. [L.]

man.
Verdad

;

1

;

A

your own.

;

Tantsene animis cselestibus irse f [L.] Can such anger
dwell in heavenly minds ?
Tant mieux. [F.] So much the better.
Tanto buon che val niente. [It.] So good as to be good
for nothing.
Tant pis. [F.] So much the worse.
Tant s'enfaut. [F.] Far from it.
Tant soil peu. [F.] Never so little.
Tantum vidit Vergilium. [L.] He merely saw Virgil
(that is, the great man).
Te Deum laudamus. [L.] We praise thee, O God
Tejudice. [L.] You being the judge.
Tel est noire plaisir. [F.] Such is our pleasure.
[F.] Like master, like man.
Tel maitre, tel valet.
Tdum imbelle sine ictu. [L.] A feeble weapon without

a habit.

to change

sides.
Toui-a-fait.

court^

make

Unguibus et rostro. [L.] With claws and beak tooth
and nail.
Unguis in ulcere. [L.] A claw in the wound.
Uno animo. [L.] With one mind unanimously.
Un soi a triple eiage. [F.] An egregious blockhead.
Un "Hens" vaut tnieux que deux " iu I'auras." [F.]
One "hold-fast " is better than two " thou-shalt-have" a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
it

A

expression.
Tourner cosaque.

Tout
Tout
Tout
Tout
Tout

;

;

Tibi seris, tibi metis.
[L.] Tou sow for yourself, you
reap for yourself.
Tiens a la verite. [F.] Maintain the truth.
Tienstafoi. [F.] Keep thy faith.
Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes. [L.] I fear the Greeks,
even when they bring gifts.
Tintamarre. [F.]
confused noise racket din.
Tirerabouleirouge. [F.] To shoot with a red-hot bullet.
Toga virilis. [L.] The gown of manhood.
To KoXov {To kalon). [Gr.] The beautiful ; the chief

and round.
Toujours pret.
Tour de force.

scopa nuova spazza bene. [It.] A new broom
sweeps clean.
With one voice unanimously.
voce.
[L.]
[It.]
Once a
volta furfante, s sempre furfanie.
knave, always a knave.
[F.]
A
kindness
jamais
perdu.
is
Un bienfait n'esi
never lost.
The
least
hair
makes
a
Un cabello haze sombra. [Sp.]
shadow.
Une affaire flambee. [F.] A gone case.
Une fois n'esi pas coutume. [F.] One act does cot

Una
Una
Una

home.
Suffer in

Suggestio falsi.

A

[L.]

Terminus ad quern. [L.] The time to which.
Terminus a quo. [L.] The time from which.
Terra coita. [It.] Baked earth.

dropped from heaven.

Spretse injuria formx.
[L.] The affront offered to despised beauty.
Stuns pede in uno. [L.] Standing on one foot.
Stat magni nominis umbra. [L.] He stands the shadow
of a mighty name.
Stat pro rations voluntas. [L.] Will stands for reason.
Statu quo ante bellum. [L.] In the state which existed
before the war.
Status quo. [L.] The state in which.
Stava bene, ma, per star meglio, sto qui. [It.] I was
well, but wishing to be better, I am here [in the grave] ;
let well enough alone.
Stemmaia quid fj^ciunt f [L.] Of what avail are pedigrees ?
Stet.
[L.] Let it stand.
Studium ^mmane loquendi. [L.] An inuatiable desire
for talking.
Sturm und Drang. [G.] Storm and stress.
Stylo inverse. [L.] With an inverted stylus.
Sua cuique voluptas. [L.] Every man has his own
pleasures.
Suaviter in 7nodo, fortiter in re. [L.] Gentle in manners, resolute in deed.
Sub colore juris. [L.] Under color of law.
Sub conditione. [L.] Under the condition.
Sub hoc signo vinces. [L.] Under this standard thou
Shalt conquer.
Subjudice. [L.] Under consideration.
Sublat& causS, tollitur effectus. [L.] The canse being
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Sous tous les rapports. [F.] In all respects.
Soyezferme. [F.] Be firm.
Spargers voces in vulgum ambiguas. [L.] To spread
ambiguous reports among the common people.
Spectemiir agendo. [L.] Let us be judged by our actions.
Spero meliora. [L.] I hope for better things.
Spes mea Christ us. [L.] Christ is my hope.
Spes sibi quisque. [L.] Let every one hope in himself
Spes tutissima cselis. [L.] The safest hope is in heaven.
Spirituel.

;

u.
[L.] Superabounding faith.
Ubi bene, ibi palria. [L.] Where one is well off, there
is his country.
Ubi jus incerium, ibi jus nullum. [L.] Where the law
is uncertain, there is no law.
Ubi lapsus? [L.] Where am I fallen 1
Ubi libertas, ibi pairia. [L.] Where liberty dwells,

Uberrima fides.

there is my country.
Ubi mel, ibi apes. [L.] Where honey is, there are
the bees.
Ubique. [L.] Everywhere.
[L.]
To remember our
Ubique pairiam reminisci.

country everywhere.
Ubi supra. [L.] Where above mentioned.
Ultima ratio regum. [L.] The last argument of kings
military

weapons

;

war.

Ultima Thule. [L.] The utmost boundary or limit.
Ultimatum. [L.] The last or only condition.
Ultimus regum. [L.] The last of kings.
Ultimus Jiomanorum, [L.] The last of the Romans.
Ultra licitum. [L.] Beyond what is allowable.
Ultra vires. [L.] IJeyond power transcending authority ;
a phrase used frequently in relation to acts or
enactments by corporations in excess of their chartered
or statutory rights.

—

;

es verde.
[Sp.] Truth is green.
[L.] Truth begets hatred.
Veritas odium parit.
[L.] Truth will prevail.
Veritas prsevalebit.
[L.] Truth conquers.
Veritas vincit.
[L.]
The language of
Veriiatis simplex oratio est.

truth is simple.
Verite sans peur.
Vermoulu. [F.]

Ver non semper

[F.] Truth without
Worm-eaten.
viret.

[L.]

fear.

Spring does not always

flourish.
[L.] Against; toward.
Vestigia.
[L.] Tracks; vestiges.
[L.]
Vestigia nulla retrorsum.

Vsr.ms.

ward.
Vexata qusestio.

[L.]

No

footsteps back-

A disputed question.

Via.
[L.] By the way of.
Via media. [L.] A middle course.
Via militaris. [L.] A military road.
Via irita, via tuta. [L.] The beaten path Is the 6a£e

path.
[L.] In the place of.
Vice versd,. [L.] The terras being exchanged.
Vide ei crede. [L.] See and believe.
Videlicet. [L.] To wit ; namely ;
usually abbreviated
Vice.

—

to viz.

Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor, [L.] I see
and approve of the better things, I follow the worse.
Vidcliir.
[L.]
Vide ut supra.

It appears.
[L.] Sec what

is

stated above.

!
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el armis.
[L.] By force and arms by main force.
[F.] Vivid; intense; lively.
Vigilate et orate.
[L.]
Watch and pray.
Vigueur de dessus. [F.] Strength from on high.
Vin.
[F.] Wine.
Vincit amor palrix.
[L.] Love of country prevails.
Vincit omnia Veritas.
[L.] Truth conquers all things.
Vincit qui patitur.
He conquers who endures or
[L.]
bears.
Vincit, qui se vincit.
[L.]
He conquers who overcomes
himself.
Vincnhim matrimonii. [L.] The bond of marriage.
Vindex injiiriie. [L.] An avenger of injury.
Vires acquirit eundo.
[L.]
She [Rumor] acquires
strength in her progress.
Vir sapit qui pauca loquitur. [L.] He is a wise man
who talks but little.
Virtus ariete foriior.
[L.]
Virtue is stronger than a

Vi

;

Vif.

battering-ram.
Virtus in actione consislit.

[L.]

Virtue consists in ac-

tion.

Virtus in arduis. [L.] Courage or virtue in difficulties.
Virtus incendit vires. [L.] Virtue kindles strength.
Virtus laudatur, et alget.
[L.] Virtue is praised, and
starves.

Virtus millia scuta.
[L.] Virtue is a thousand shields.
Virtus semper viridis. [L.] Virtue is ever green and
flourishing.
Virtus sola nobilitat.
[L.] Virtue alone ennobles.
Virtus vincit invidiam.
[L.] Worth overcomes ill will.
Virtute et fide.
[L/]
By, or with, virtue and faith.
Virtute et labore.
[L.]
By virtue and labor.
Virtute, non astutia.
By virtue, not by craft.
[L-]
Virtute, non verliis.
[L.]
By virtue, not by words.
Virtute, non viris.
[L.] From virtue, not from men.
Virtute officii.
[L.] By virtue of office.
Virtute quies.
[L.] Rest or content in virtue.
Virtute securus.
[L.] Secure through virtue.

Virtuti,

ETC.,

non armis,

FROM THE GREEK, THE LATIN,

[L.]

fido.

I trust to virtue,

not to

arms.
Virtutis amore.
[L.] From love of virtue.
Virtutis fortuna comes.
Good fortune is the com[L.]
panion of virtue or courage.
Vis a tergo. [L.]
propelling force from behind.
Vis a vis.
[F.] Opposite faciug.
Vis comica.
[L.]
Comic talent.
Vis conservatriz naturae.
[L.]
The preservative tendency or power of nature.
Vis ineriix. [L.] The power of inertia resistance.
Vis medicatrix naturse.
[L.] The healing power of
nature.
Vis preservatrix. [L.]
preserving power.
Vis unita fortior.
[L.]
Strength united is stronger.
Vis vitx.
[L.]
Vital force; the vital powers.
Vita brevis, ars longa.
[L.]
Life is short, art is long.
Vitie via virtus.
[L.] Virtue is the way of life.
Vitam impendere vera. [L.] To risk one's life for the
truth.
Vita sine litteris mors est. [L.] Life without literature
is death.
Vitiis nemo sine naseitur.
[L.] No one is born without

A

;

;

A

faults.

Vivat.

[L.

&

Viratregina!

F.]

Viva vece.

A

shout of " Long live."
Long live the queen
Long live the republic
Long live the king
By the living voice by oral

[L.]

Vivat respublica !
Viral rex! [L.]
[L.]

mony by word
;

!

[L.]

!

!

testi-

;

of

ETC.

Vivida vis animi. [L.] The lively force of genius.
Virtue survives
Vivit post Junera virtus.
[L.]
grave.
[F.]
Voila.

Voila tout.

the<

Behold there is, or there are.
[F.] That 's all.
;

une autre chose. [F.] That 's quite' a different
matter.
Voir le dessous des cartes. [F.] To see the under side
of the cards to be in the secret.
Volens etpotens. [L.] Willing and able.
[L.] God willing.
Volenle Deo.
Voilh,

;

Volenti

non ft injuria.

[L.]

the consenting person

;

that

No
is,

injustice is done tO'
by a proceeding to

which he consents.
Volo, non valeo.
[L.]

I am willing, but unable.
Volreyilibus unnis.
[L.] With revolving years.
life is devoted.
mea. [L.]
vow of chastity.
Votum castitatis. [L.]
Vousy perdrez vos pas. [F.] You will lose your labor.
[L.]
voice, and nothing
Vox, el prseterea nihil.
more ; that is, sound without sense.
Vox faucibus hxsit. [L.] The voice [or words] stuck
in the throat.
Vox populi, vox Dei. [L.] The voice of the people is
the voice of God.
Commonly.
Vulgo.
[L.]
Vulnus immedicabile. [L.] An irreparable injury.
Vultus est index animi. [L.] The face is the index of
J'ota vita

My
A
'

A

the mind.

mouth.

Vive la republique ! [F.] Long live the republic
Vive la bagatelle ! [F.] Success to trifles
Vive I'empereur
[F.] Long live the emperor
Viveleroi! [F.] Long live the king
Vive memor let/ii. [L.] Live mindful of death.
Vivere sat vincere. [L.] To conquer is to live enough.
Vive ut vivas. [L.] Live that you may live.
Vive, vale.
[L.] Farewell and be happy.
!

!

z.

.'

!

[G.] The spirit of the age.
Zonam perdidil. [L.] He has lost his purse; he
needy circumstances.
Zonam solvere. [L.] To loose the virgin zone.
Zeitgeist.

is in.

u
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—

;
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;
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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS
USED IN

WRITING AND PRINTING.
The following Table embraces the principal abbreviations commonly made use of in
English at the present day. A list of the abbreviations actually employed in this Dictionary will be found in page xcvii ; but those of general application are repeated
here for the greater convenience of those who consult the work.
It is to be observed that some abbreviations occur only in the middle of sentences,
and are therefore always begun with a small letter that others
as those standing

A.

America, American.
A., or a. Adjective; Answer;
Afternoon ; Acre Alto
Accepted {in commerce) Are (in
the metric system).
a., or @.
(Ad.) To, or at.
(Aita, Gr. avd.)
a., or da.
Of
each the same quantity (in
;

;

;

medicine).
Associate of Arts.

(Amalgama.)

Alt.

Amalga-

American AssociaAdvancement of

A. A. A. S.

tion for the
Science.

A.

A.

G.
General.

Adjutant

American Association for the Promotion of Science.

A. A. P. S.

A. A. S. (Academias Americanx
Sociws.) Fellow of the American Academy.
A. A. S. S. (Academise AniiSoeius.)
Member of the American Antiquarian Society.
Societatis

A. B. (Artium Baccalaureus.)
Bachelor of Arts. See B. A.
A. B. Able-bodied seaman.
Abbr., or abbrev. Abbreviated,
Abbreviation.
A. B. C. F. M. American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions.
Abl., or abl. Ablative.
Abp. Archbishop.

Abr. Abridged, Abridgment.
A. B. S. American Bible Society.
(Ante
A. C. Archchancellor.
Christum.) Before Christ.

—

Ace, or

ace.

Accusative.

Acc.,OTAcct. Account.
A. C. S. American Colonization
Society.

A. D. Archduke.

— (Anno Domi-

In the year of our Lord.
Ad., or adv. Adverb.
A. D. C. Aid-de-camp.
Adj., or adj. Adjective.
Adjt. Adjutant.
ni.

Ad

)

lib.,

At

or ad

libit.

(Ad libitum.)

pleasure.

Adm.
Adm.

Admiral, Admiralty.
Co. Admiralty Court.
Admr. Administrator.

Admx.

Administratrix.
Adv., or adv. Advocate; Advent;
(Ad valorem.) At,
Adverb.
or on, the value.
M.,QTMt. (^tatis.) Of age.
A. F. A. Associate of the Faculty of Actuaries.
A. F. B. S. American and Foreign Bible Society.
A. F, or A. fir. Firkin of ale.
Af., or Afr. Africa, African.

—

Adjutant General
Accountant General.
(Argentum.) Silver.
Agr., or Agric. Agriculture, Ag-

A. G.

—

(Ante
M. A.
Before noon.
(Anno 3Iundi.) In the year

ter of Arts. See

of the world.

— (Ave

—

Maria.)

Hail Mary.

Assistant

quarianse

Alfred.
Algebra.
Altitude.

Meridiem.)

See A3I3I.

mation.

Ala. Alabama.
Alas. Alaska.
Alban. Albanian.
Aid. Alderman.
Alex. Alexander.

A.M. (Artium Magister.) Mas-

A. A,

AAA.

A. K. C.
Associate of King's
College, London.
Al. Aluminium.

Alf.
Alg.

;

Ag.

ricultural.

Association.

Am.

Asn. Sci.
ciation for the
Science.

American AssoAdvancement of

Amb.

Ambassador.
America, American.
A. M. G. Assistant Major Gen-

Amer.

eral.

AM3I.

(Amalgama.)
See

mation.

Amalga-

AAA.

Anal. Analysis, Analytic.
Anat. Anatoym, Anatomical.
Anc. Ancient, Anciently.
Angl. Anglican.
Ang.-Sax. Anglo-Saxon.

Anonymous.

tiquarian.

Anthrop.

Anthropology,

An-

thropological.
Aorist.

Aor., or aor.

A.O.S.S. (Americanss Orientalis

Member

Societatis Soeius. )

of

the American Oriental Society.

A. O. U.

American Ornitholo-

gists' Union.
Ap. Apostle.
Ap., Apl., or Apr. April.
Apo. Apogee.
Apoc. Apocalypse; Apocrypha,
Apocryphal.

App.

Appendix.
Approximately.
Approx.
A. P. S. Associate of the Pharmaceutical Society.
Aq. (Aqua.) Water.
A. Q. 3f. G. Assistant Quartermaster General.
A. P.
(Anno Regni.) In the
year of the reign.
Ar. Arrive, Arrival Arabic.
A. R. A. Associate of the Royal
;

Academy.
Arab.

Aramaic.

Agent.
A. IT. (Anno Hegirse.) In the
year of the Hegira.
A. H. M. S. American Home

Ark.

Arkansas.

Armor.

Armenian

Sunday

School Union.
Assyr. Assyrian.
Astrol.
Astrology, Astrological.
Astron.
Astronomy, -nomical.
A. T. Archtreasurer.
A. T. S. American Tract So-

Association.
A. U. C. (Anno Urbis Conditse,
or Ab Urbe Conditd,.) In the
year from the building of the
city,

i. e.,

Rome.

August.
Aug., or aug. Augmentative.
Aust. Austria, Austrian.
Atig.

Austral. Australia ; Australasia.
Auxil. Auxiliary.
A. V. Authorized Version.

Av.

Average.
Av., OT Ave. Avenue.
Avoir. Avoirdupois.
A. Y. M. Ancient York Masonry.

;

Armorlc.

Armoric.
Arr. Arrived, Arrivals.
A. R. R. (Anno Regni Regis, or
Regime.) In the year of the
King's (or Queen's) raign.

MM., pp.,

;

Botany, Botanical, BotaBought.
B. 0. U. British Ornithologists'
Union.
;

Bp. Bishop.
B. P. Beatus Paulus, or Petrus.
Bque. Barque.
Br. Brother; Bromine; Brig.
Braz. Brazilian.
Brig. Brigade, Brigadier.
Brig. Gen. Brigadier General.

;

;

Bal.

;

—

don.

Baronet.
Bucks. Buckinghamshire.
Bus., or Bush. Bushel.
B. V. (Beata Virgo.) Blessed
Virgin.
(Bene vale.) FareBt.

—

Balance.

Bank.

Banking.
Bap., or Bapi. Baptist.
Bar. Barleycorn Barrel.
Barb. Barbadoes.
Bart., or Bt. Baronet.
Bat., Batt., or Bn.
Battalion.
;

Pbl. Barrel.
bbls.
Barrels.
B. C. Before Christ Board of
Control ; British Columbia.
B. C. L. Bachelor of Civil Law.
B. D. Bachelor of Divinity.

Bd.
Bdls.

Bond

;

Bound.

Bundles.

Bds. (Bound in) Boards.
Be. (Beryllium. ) Glucinum.
Beds. Bedfordshire.
Belg. Belgium; Belgic.
Benj. Benjamin.
Berks. Berkshire.
B. is L. (F. Bachelier isLeltres.)
Bachelor of Letters.
B. F., or B. fir. Firkin of beer.

C.
or

Blessed Virgin Mary.

;

Conduct-

Caius
Church
Congress Consul Centigrade
Catholic.
(Centum.) A hundred Cent; Centime.
(ConCaesar

;

;

;

—
;

;

gius.)

;

— (Compte Courante.) Account
Current.

CC. [L.] Carissimus
mus; Circum.

A gallon.

C

Cd.

Cadmium.

D. 8. O. Companion of the
Distinguished Service Order.
C. D. V. Carte de visite.
C. B. CivU Engineer.
Ce. Cerium.
C.

Celsius.
Celtic.

Cel.
Celt.

Cent.

Centigrade.

— (Centum.)

Cf., or cf.

(Confer.) Compare,
Captain of the Guard;

C. G.

Commissary General

Consul
General Coast Guard.
Centigram.
C. G. H. Cape of Good Hope.
C. G. S.
Centimeter, Gram,
Second.
See C. G. S. in the

or Cap. (Caput.) Chapter.
or cub. Cubic.
C. A. Chief Accountant; Controller of

Accounts

;

Chartered

— (Circa.)

About.

Cal.
California ;
Calendar.
(Calendse.) Calends.

—

Cam., Camb. Cambridge.
Cambs. Cambridgesliire.
Can. Canada.
Cant. Canticles ; Canterbury.
Cantab. (Caniabrigiensis.)
Of

Cambridge.
Cantuar. (Cantuaria.) Canterbury.

Cap. Capital.

;

;

eg.

Dictionary.
Courthouse
C. H.

Custom-

;

house Captain of the Host.
Ch. Church Chapter Charles
Charlotte Chaldron.
ChaX. Chaldron.
Chal., or Chald. Chaldee, Chaldaic, Chaldean.
Chanc. Chancellor.
Chap. Chapter.
Chas. Charles.
Chem. Chemistry, Chemical.
Chin. Chinese.
Chr.
Christopher ; Christian,
;

;

;

Christ.

C,
C,

Accountant.
Ca. Calcium.

Clarissi-

;

C. C. A. Chief Clerk of the Admiralty.
C. C. C. Corpus Christi College
Christ's College, Cambridge.
Court of Common
C. P.
Pleas.

;

Carbon ; Cartons
;

Cath. Catholic ; Catharine Cathedral.
Companion of the Bath ;
C. B.
Cape Breton.
Cb. Columbium.
C. B. S. Confraternity of the
Blessod Sacrament.
C. C.
Caius College; County

A hundred.

Britain, British.

Bro. Brother.
Bros. Brothers.
B. S. Bachelor of Surgery.
B. Sc. (Baccalaureus Sdentix.)
Bachelor of Science.
B. S. L, Botanical Society, Lon-

well.
B. V, M.

and Sciences.
Cashier.
Catalogue.
Cat.
Cat., or Catal.
Catalan.
Cash.

;

Bot.

Brit.

(Connecticuitensis Aca-

demise Soeius.) Fellow of the
Connecticut Academy of Arts

Commissioner ; County Court
Crown Clerk Contra Credit.

Bn. Battalion.
B. 0. Buyer's Option.
Bohem. Bohemian.
Bor. Boron Borough.
nist

C A. S.

etc.

(Baccalaureus Medicinse.)
Bachelor of Medicine.
(Baccalaureus
B. M., B. Mus.
3Iusicse.) Bachelor of Music.

c.
B. Bass (in music) Bay ; Book
Baron Boron British.
6.
Born.
B. A. British America; Bachelor of Arts.
See A. B.
Ba. Barium.

;

Arch. Architecture.
Archxol. Archaeology.
Archd. Archdeacon.
A. R. H. A. Associate of the
Royal Hibernian Academy.

Arm.

Association.
Asst.
Assistant.
A. S. S. U. American

—

Arabic.

Aram.

Statistical

—

Ans., or ans. Answer.
A. N. S. S. Associate of the
Normal School of Science.
Ant., or Antiq. Antiquities, An-

plural.
See
Bis.
Bales.

B.M.

Au. (Aunes.) French Ells.
(Aurum.) Gold.
A. U. A. American Unitarian

Arith. Arithmetic, Arithmetical.
Ariz. Arizona.

Missionary Society.
A. I. A. Associate of the Institute of Actuaries.

year of salvation.
AS., A-S., A.-S., A. S., or A.

ciety; American Temperance
Society.
Att., or Atty.
Attorney.
Atty. Gen. Attorney-general.

Amt. Amount.
An. (Anno. ) In the year.

Anon.

capital

A. R. S. A. Associate of the B. I. British India.
Royal Society of Arts ; Asso- Bi. Bismuth.
ciate of the Royal Scottish Bib.
Bible, Biblical.
Academy.
Bibliog. Bibliography.
A. R. S. L. Associate of the Biog. Biography, Biographical.
Royal Society of Literature.
Biol. Biology, Biological.
A. R. S. 31. Associate of the Bisc. Biscayan.
Bk. Bank; Book.
Royal School of Mines.
A. R. S. S. (Antiguariorum Pe- Bkts. Baskets.
gix Societatis Soeius.) Fellow B. L. Bachelor of Laws.
(Baccalaureus Legum.)
of the Royal Society of Anti- B. LL.
Bachelor of Laws. See LL.B.
quaries.
Art., or art. Article.
8!^°' The initial letter of a
word is sometimes doubled, as
As. Arsenic.
A. S. (Anno Saluiis.) In the
in this instance, to signify the

Sax. Anglo-Saxon.
Am. America, American.
A. M. A. American Missionary A, S. A. American

A. G. S. S. American Geographical and Statistical Society.
Agt.

mence with a

—

;

— are always

printed in capitals ; and that others, again, sometimes comand sometimes with a small letter ; but it is impossible to lay
down rules in this place that shall determine which is to be adopted in a given case.
When an abbreviation stands for a foreign word or phrase, of which the English
explanation is a translation, such word or phrase is given within marks of parenthesis
immediately after the abbreviation.
for titles

— (Caput.)

Chron. Chronicles Chronology.
;

C. I.
Order of the Crown of
India.
Cic.
Cicero.
C. I. E. Companion of the Order of the Indian Empire.
cir.

(circa, circum.)

at.

;

;

Chap-

cated

Corresponding
Master
(Chirurgim 3SagisMaster in Surgery.

Member.

ter.

Caps. , or caps. Capitals.
Capt. Captain.
Car. Carat Carpentry.
Card. Cardinal.
Carp. Carpentry.
;

(1019)

About.

Citation
Citizen.
Civil.
Civ.
Chief Justice.
C. J.
CI. Clergyman; Clerk; Chlorine,
cl.
Centiliter.
Class. Classical.
Cld., or eld. Cleared.
Clk. Clerk.
C. 31. Common Meter Certifi-

ter.)

cm.

—

;

Centimeter.

C. 31. G.
der of

George.

Companion of the OrSt.

Michael and

St,

;;

;

ABBREVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS
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Commercial.

cml.

C

M. S.
Society.

Church Missionary

{Da capo.)

Co. Cobalt ; Company
Crown Office ;
C. 0.
Office

Criminal

;

Dal., or dat. Dative.
District of Columbia.

D. C.

County.

;

Colonial

Cock., or Cochl.
{Cochleare.)
A spoonful.
C. 0. D. Cash {or Collect) on
Delivery.
C. of G. H. Cape of Good Hope.
Col.
Colonel ; Colossians ; Colonial ; Column.
Coll.
College; Collector,

Col-

tor of Divinity.

;

;

Commander.

Com., or Comm. Commentary.
Conip. Compare, Comparative

;

He

vil.)

Against

(Contra.)

;

Dem.

In op-

De-

Derived, Derivation,

rivative.

Deut. Deuteronomy.
D. F. Dean of the Faculty Defender of tlie Faitii.
Defendant.
Dft., or dft.
By the
D. G. {Dei gratia.)
grace of God.
{Deo gratias.)
;

—

Thanks

to God.
Decigram.
D. H. Deadhead.

dg.

Mem-

Corol. Corollary.
Cor. Sec. Corresponding Secretary.
Cos., or COS.
Cosine.
Cosec, or cosec. Cosecant.
Coss. (Consules.)
Consuls.
Col., or cot.
Cc'tangent.
Cotgr.
Cotgrave.

Diminuendo.
Diosc. Dioscorides.
Dis. or dis. Distance, distant.
Dis., or Disct.
Discount.
Disp. Dispensatory.
Dissertation.
Diss.
,

C. P. Common Pleas ; Chief Patriarch ; Clerk of the Peace
Court of Probate.
C. P. C.
Clerk of the Privy
Council.
Common Particular
C. P. M.

District.
Dist.
District Attorney.
Dist. Alt)/.
Dividend, Division, DiDiv.
vide, Divided, Divisor.
Deciliter.
dl.
D. Lit. Doctor of Literature.

Dead Letter

(Custos PrivatiSigilli.)
Keeper of the Privy Seal.
Cr. Credit, Creditor ; Chromi-

D. M.

um.
C. E.

dm. Decimeter.
{Doctor Medicinx
D. M. D.

D. L. 0.

S.'

King

{Carolus Eex.)

—

mnnus.)

—

A Roman

citizen.

—

{Custos Eolulorum.)
Keeper
of the RoUs.
Crescendo.
Crim. Criminal.
Crim. Con. Criminal conversation, or Adultery.
E. P. {Calendarium Eolulorum Patentinm.) Calendar of
the Patent Rolls.
Crystal., or Crystallog. Crystallography.
Cs. Caesium Cases.
Court of Sessions ; Clerk
C. S.
of Session
Clerk to the Signet
Civil Service.
{Custos
Sigilli.)
Keeper of the Seal.
C. S. A. Confederate States of
America ; Confederate States
Crei.

C

;

;

—

;

Army.
of the Star

of India.
C. S. N. Confederate States Navy.
Ct. Connecticut ; Count ; Court.
Ct., or ct.
Cent.
{Centum.)

—

hundred.

Certificated Teacher.
Cts., or cts.
Cents.
C. T.

Cu.

Doctor of Music

Doctor

;

Doctor of Dental

Dentalis.)

Surgery.

D. N. PP.
{Dominus noster
Papa.) Our Lord Pope.
Do., or do.

The same.

{Ditto.)

Dol.,OTdol.

Dollar.
Dots., or dols.
Dollars.
D. 0. M. {Deo Optimo Maximo.) To God, the Best, the
Greatest.

Dom. Econ. Domestic Economy.
Dor.

Doric.

Office.

Deponent Department.
Debtor Doctor.
Drau), Drams.
D. S. {Dal Segno.) From the
Dpt.

;

Dr.

;

Dr., or dr.

{Cuprum.)

cur., or curt.

Copper.
Current {i. e., this

month).
C. V. Common Version.
C. W. O.
Cash with order.
Cwt., or cwt. (L. centum, a hundred, and E. weight.) Hundredweight, Hundredweights.
Cyc, or Cyclo. Cyclopedia.

Doctor of Science.

D. Sc.

Du. Dutch.
Dub. Dublin.
Dunelm.
{Dunelmensis.)
Durham.

;

;
;

;

;

;

Ifa.

Dan,

Davyum.
Danish: Daniel.

—

EngUsh Text

Society.

EUs Flemish.

E. Fl.
E. Fr.

Ells French.

For ex-

{exempli gratiot.)

Company.

C. S. East India Company's Service.
Elec. Electricity, ElectricaL
Eliz.
Elizabeth.
I.

E. Lon. East Longitude.
E. M.
{Equitum Magisier.)
Master of the Horse.
Em. Emma; Emily; Emanuel.
Emp. Emperor Empress.
Ency., or Encyc. Encyclopedia.
E. N. E. East-North-East.
England, EngUsh ; EnEng.
;

Engin.

Of

Medicine.
Diot., or dwt.

and

Eng.

(Lat.
weight.)

Denarius
Penny-

weight, Pennyweights.

Dyn.

Dynamics.

East; Eastern (Postal DisEarl
Edin-

London)
burgh ; Erbium
trict,

;

;

;

English.

E., a: e. Eagle, Eagles.
Each.
ea.

Eb. Erbium.
Eben. Ebenezer.
Ebor. {Eboracum.) Tork.
E. C. Eastern Central (Postal
District, London) Established
Church.
;

[//!/?«oro!M]
F. G. S. FeUow of the Geological Society.
Fellow of the HortiF. II. S.
cultural Society.
F. I. A. Fellow of the Institute
of Actuaries.
Fellow of the ChemF. I. C.
ical Institute.
ginia.

ample.
Egypt. Egyptian.
E. I. East Indies, East India.
E. I. C, or E. I. Co. East In-

Engineering.

Enl., or Entom. Entomology.
Env. Ext. Envoy Extraordinary.

Fid. Def.
{Fidei Defensor, or
Defensatrix.) Defender of the
Faith.
Fig., ox fig.
Figure, Figures;
Figurative, Figuratively.

Fin. Finland.
Finn. Finnish.
Fir., or fir. Firkin.
F. K. Q. C. P. I. Fellow of the
King's and Qiieen's College of
Physicians, Ireland.
Fl. Flemish; Florida.
Fl., or fl. Florin, Florins; Flour-

Fla.

Epis. Episcopal.
Eq., or eq.
Equal

Fk r.
;

Fl.

Equiva-

Equivalent.

Er. Erbium.
E. S. Ells Scotch.
Esd. Esdras.
E. S. E. East-South-East.

or alias.)

{et alii,

And

oth-

[Sometimes improperly

ers.

written

et als.^

Etc., etc., or <S:c. {Et cseteri, cxterx, or cxtera.) And others ;
and so forth.
Ethnol. Ethnology, Ethnological.
et seq., sq., or sgq. {et sequentes,
or et sequentia.) And the following.

Etym., or Etymol. Etymology.
Ex. Example Exception ; Ex;

odus.

Exc. ExceUency Exception.
Exch. Exchequer ; Exchange.
Exec. Executor.
Execx.

Ez., or Ezr.

Exeter.

Ezra,

Ezekiel.
0. E.
B.
Errors
sions excepted.

E::ek.

&

France

;

Francis ; French.

From.

F. B. A. S. FeUow of the Royal
Astronomical Society Fellow
of the Royal Asiatic Society.
F. E. C. P. Fellow of the Roy;

al College of Physicians.

F. B. C. P. E.

FeUow

of

the

Soyal CoUege of Physicians,
Edinburgh.
F. E. C. S. FeUow of the Royal
College of Surgeons.
Fellow of the
F. E. C. S. E.
Royal College of Surgeons,

Edinburgh.
F. B. C. S. I.

Fellow of the
Royal CoUege of Surgeons, Ire-

land.
F. E. C. S. L.

Fellow of the
Royal CoUege of Surgeons,
London.
F.: E. French Ells.

Executrix.

Exod. Exodus.
Exon. {Exonia.)
Exr. Executor.
Exx. Executrix.

Fortification.

logical Society.

Fr.

and omis-

Fred. Frederic, Frederick.
Freq., or freq. Frequentative.
F. E. G. S. Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society.
F. E. H. S. Fellow of the Royal
Historical Society; Fellow of
the Royal Horticultural Society.

French Fellow FoUo Friday ; Fluorine ; Fahrenheit.
Feminine; Franc,
F., or /.
;

;

;

Far; Florui, Florins ;
thing, Fai-thlngs ; Foot, Feet.
{Fiat.) Let it be made.

Francs

—

Fahr. Fahrenheit.
Free and Accepted
F. A. M.
Masons.
Far. Farriery; Farthing.
F. A. S. Fellow of the Society
of Arts; Fellow of the Antiquarian Society.
F. A. S. E. Fellow of the Antiquarian Society of Edinburgh.
Fellow of the AnF. A. S. L.
thropological Society of London.
FeUow of the BoF. B. S. E.
tanical Society of Edinburgh.
F. C. Free Church of Scotland.
Fcp., or fcp. Foolscap.
F. C. P. S. FeUow of the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
FeUovr of the ChemF. C. S.
ical Society.

Fri. Friday.
Fries., or Frs. Friesic, Frisian.
F. B. S.
FeUow of the Royal
Society.
F. E. S. E. Fellow of the Royal
Society, Edinburgh.
F. E. S. L. FeUow of the Royal
Society of Literature ; Fellow
of the Royal Society, London.
F. E. S. S. Fellow of the Royal
Statistical Society.
F. S. A. Fellow of the Society
of Arts, or of Antiquaries.
F. S. A. E. FeUow of the Society of Antiquaries, Edinburgh.
F.S.A. Scot. Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.
F. S. S.
FeUow of the Statistical Society.
Ft., or ft.
Foot, Feet ; Fort.
F. T. C. D.
FeUow of Trinity

CoUege, Dublin.
Flh., or flh.

Fathom.

Furlong.
Future.
Fellow of the Zoolog-

Fur., or fur.
Fut., or fut.

F. Z. S.
ical Society.

Glucinum

;

Guide

;

German.
G.,org.

Guinea, Guineas

Guli

.

Gram.

g.

Georgia ; Gallium.
G, A. General Assembly.
Gael. Gaelic.
Gal. Galatians; Galen.
Gal. , or gal. Gallon, GaUons.
Galv. Galvanism.
Grand Army of the
G. A. B.
Republic.
Ga.

G. B.

Great Britain.
I.
Great Britain and
Ireland.
Grand Chapter; Grand
G. C.

&

G. B.

.

Conductor.
Grand Cross of the
G. C. B.
Bath.
G. C. H. Grand Cross of Hanover.

G. C. L. H. Grand Cross of the
Legion of Honor.
G. C. 31. G. Grand Cross of St.
Michael and St. George.
G. C. S. I. Grand Commander
of the Star of India.

Grand Duke
Grand
G. D.
Duchess.
G. E. Grand Encampment.
Ge. Germanium.
Gen. Genesis General Geneva, or Genevan.
Gen., or gen. Genitive ; Gener;

;

;

ally.

Geneal. Genealogy.
Gent. Gentleman.
Geo. George Georgia.
Geography, Geographer,
Geog.
;

Gfiograi'lueal.

Geology, Geological, Ge.

Geometry,

Geometer,

Geometrical.

Flemish.

F. P. Fire Plug.
Fellow of the PhQoF. P. S.

fr.

;

ologist.

Foreign.

Fort.

Genitive

Geom.

Flemish EUs.

Florida.
F. L. S. FeUow of the Linnsean
Society.
F. 31. Field Marshal.
F. 0. Field Officer.
Fo.,fo., FoL, or fol. Folio.
F. O.B., or f.o.b. Freeon board.

For.

Esp., esp., or espec. Especially.
E.'iq., or Esqr.
Esquire.
Esqs., or Esqrs. Esquires.
Estk. Esther.
E. T. English Translation.
et al.
{et alibi.)
And elsewhere.

—

Florida.

E.

Flem.

lent.

Equiv., or equiv.

G.
G.

Geoi.

ished.

Ep. Epistle.
Eph. Ephesians ; Ephraim.
Epiph. Epiphany.

F.

D. V. {Deovolente.) God willing.
D. V. 31. Doctor of Vetermary

E.
;

;

Early English Dia-

lect Society.
E. E. T. S. Early

p. {Decessit sine prole.) He
died without issue.
D. T. {Doctor Theologix.) Doctor of Divinity.

E.
;

Ells

;

d. s.

D.
D. [L.] Deus Dominicus Dux.
D. David ; Didymium Dublin
Duke
Duchess ; Dowager
Dose Dutch.
J)., or d.
Day Died ; Dime ;
Daughter ; Deputy Degree.
{Denarius, or denarii.)
A
penny, or pence.

excepted

;

Doz.,OTdo3. Dozen.
Doctor of Pliilosophy.
D. P.
See P. D. and Ph. D.
0.
D. P.
Distributing
Post

sign.

Companion

C. S. I.

A

Office.

of Medicine.

Charles.
{Carolina Eegina.)
(Civis BoQueen Caroline.

Errors

English.

dia

Fe. {Ferrum.) Iron.
F. E. Flemish EUs.
Feb. February.
Fee, or fee. {Fecit.) He (or she)
did it.
FeUow of the EduF. E. I. S.
cational Institute of Scotland.
Fern., or /em. Feminine.
F. E. S. FeUow of tlie EntomoFeUow of the
logical Society
Ethnological Society.
Feud. Feudal.
FF. [L.] Felicissimus ; Fratres.
F. F. A. FeUow of the Faculty
of Actuaries.
F. F. P. S. FeUow of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons.
F. F. V. First Families of Vir;

Edward.

graving.

Di. Didymium.
Dial. Dialectic.
Diain., or diam. Diameter.
Diet.
Dictionary; Dictator.
Dim., or Dimin. Diminutive;

Cornwall, Cornish.

ety.

E.

F. D. {Fidei Defensor, or DeDefender of the
fensutrix.)
Faith.

,

e.g.

Democrat, Democratic.

Der.

ber.

U

Dekameter.

;

Econ. Economy.
E. C. U. English Church Union.
Ed. Editor.
Ed. or ed. Edition.
Ed., or Edin. Edinburgh.
Ed7n. Edmund.
Eds. Editors.
E. D. S. EngUsh Dialect Soci-

E. E. D. S.

;

—

C. P.

;

Denmark.
Deputy; Department.
Dept. Department Deponent.

;

Corn.

Declination

;

Ecclesiastes

Ecclesiastical.

Ecclus. Ecclesiasticua.
Eelec. Eclectic.

Edw.

Den.
Dep.

position.

EccL, or Eccles.

E. E.

Del. Delaware ; Delegate.
Del., or del. {Delineavit.) He (or
she) drew it.

Conch. Conchology.
Con. Cr. Contra Credit.
Cong. Congress Congregation,
Congregational, Congregationalist.
{Congius.) A gallon.
Conj., or conj.
Conjunction.
Conn. Connecticut.
Con. Sect. Couic Sections.
Const. Constable ; Constitution.
Contr. Contracted, Contraction.
Cop., or Copt. Coptic.
Cor. Corinthians.
Cor. Mem. Corresponding

gave and consecrated

as a gift.
D. D. S. Doctor of Dental Sur-

Compound, Compounded, Com- dekam.
position.

Compar. Comparative.
Com. Ver. Common Version.
Con.

{Dono dedit dedica-

D. D. D.

Def., or def. Definition.
Defendant.
Deft. , or deft.
Deg., or deg. Degree, Degrees.
dekag. Dekagram.
dekal.
Dekaliter.

;

;

C. S. Deputy Clerk of Session.
D. D. {Divinitatis Doctor.) DocZ>.

gery.

CommoCommissioner
dore Committee Commerce
;

the beginning.
D. C. L.
Doctor of Civil {or

Dea. Deacon.
December
Dec.
Declension.

lection ; Colleague.
Coll., or Cvlloq.
Colloquial.
Col., or Colo.
Colorado.

Common

—

From

Canon) Law.

Office.

Com.

Again, or

Ger., or ger. Gerund.
Ger., or Germ. German.

GL, or

gi.

G. L.

Grand Lodge.

Gill, Gills.

Gl. Glucinum.
Gloss.
Glossary.

G. 31. Grand Master.
Grand Master ot
G. 31. K. P.
the Knights of St. Patrick.
G. 0. General Order.
Go., or Gotli. Gothic.
GoiK Governor.
Governor General.
Goi'. Gen.
G.P. {Gloria PatH.) Glory tc
the Father.
G. P. 0. General Post Office.
Grand Recorder.
G. B.
George the
{Georgius Eex.)
King.
Gr. Greece, Greek.
Gr., or gr, Graiu, Grains ; Gross

—

Great.

Gram.

Grammar.

Gris. Grisons.
Gro., or gro. Gross.
G. S. Grand Secretary; Grand
Scribe ; Grand Sentinel.
Good Templars; Grand
G. T.
Tyler.
Gtt., or git.
{Chitta, OT_guitse.)

Drop, Drops.
Gun. Gunnery.

n.

Hydrogen.
High, Height Hatw
H., or h.
bor Husband Hour, Hours.
;

;

;

ha.

Hectare.

Habakkuk.

Hab.

Hab.corp. {habeas corpus.) Tou
may have the body.

Sag. Haggai.
Hants. (A contraction of fiizreie*shire.) Hampshire.
H. B. C. Hudson's Bay Comi
pany.

B. 31. His {or Her) Britannic Majei^ty.
House of Commons
C.

//.

H.

Heralds' CoUege.
His {or Her) Catholic
C. 31.
Majesty.
Hdkf, or hdkf. Handkerchief.
{hoc est, or hie est.) That
k. e.
is, or this is.
Ileb., or Ilebr.
Hebrew; Hebrews.

H.

a. E. I. C. Honorable East India Company.
H. E. I. C. S. Honorable East
India Company's Service.
Her.

Heraldry.

Ilerp. Herpetology.
Hf.-bd., or hf.-bd. Half-bound,

Hg. {Hydrargyrum.) MercuryH. G. Horse Guards.
kg. Hektogram.

;

—

;

;
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USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.
H. H.

His {or Her) Highness;
His Holiuesa (the Pope).
Hogsliead, Hogs-

Inf., or inf.
Infinitive.
In Km., or in lim. (In timine.)
At the outset.

heads.

In

Hhd., or khd.

Hier. (Hierosolyma.) Jerusalem.
B. I. U. His (or Her) Imperial
Highness.

Ua.

H.
H.

J.
(Hie jacet.) Here lies.
J. S.
(Hie jacet sepultus.)
Here lies buried.
H. L. House o£ Lords.
hi.
Hektoliter.
H. 31. His (or Her) Majesty;

Hallelujah Meter.

km.

Hektometer.

H. M. P.

N. R.

(In loeo.)

Rex

ludscorum

[or Judxoi-um].)
Jesus of
Nazareth, Bang of the Jews.
Ins.
Inspector.
Ins., or Insur.
Insurance.
Insep., or insep. Inseparable.
Ins. Gen. Inspector General.
iiist.
Instant
(the
present
month) Institute, Institution.
Int., OT int.
Interest.
intens.
Intensive.
Interj., or interj.
Interjection.
Internal. International.
Intrans., or intrans.
Intransi;

(Hoc monumentum

tive.

posuit.)
Erected this mouuuient.
H. M. S. His (or Her) Majesty's
Steamer, Ship, or Service.

in trans, (in transitu.)
passage.
Introd. Introduction.
Inv. Invoice.

Ho.

lo.

House.
Hon., or Honble. Honorable.
Hand. Honored.
Hor., or Horol. Horology.
Hort.
Horticulture, Horticultural.

Hos.

Hosea.

H. P.

High

power

Priest

;

Horse

Half pay.
Hallelujah Particular

;

H. P. M.
Meter.

H. B.

Highness.

H.

P. (Hie requiesmt in
pace.) Here rests in peace.
H. S. (Hie situs.) Here lies.
H. S. H. His (or Her) Serene
JR. I.

Highness.

H.

S. S.
(Historise Soeietatis
Socius.)
Fellow of the Historical Society.

Hum.,

or Humb. Humble.
Hun., OT Hung, Hungary, Hungarian.

the

Iowa.

F. Independent Order of
Foresters.
/. O. G. T.
Independent Order
of Good Templivrs.
Ion. Ionic.
/. 0. 0. F.
Independent Order
of Odd Fellows.
/. O. S. M.
Independent Order
of the Sons of Malta.
/. 0. U.
I owe you (an acknowlI.

,

On

I. 0.

House of Bepresenta-

tives.

Hr. or hr. Hour.
H. It. E. Holy Roman Empire
(or Emperor).
H. R. H. His (or Her) Royal

In

(lesus [or Jesus']

I.

Nazarenus',

Hindoo, Hindostan, Hin-

doostauee.
Hipp. Hippocrates.
Hist. History, Historical.

loc.

its place.

/.

Hilary.

Hind.

or in

loc.,

edgment for money).
P. D. (In Priesentia Dominorum.)
In Presence of the

Lords.
Ipecac. Ipecacuanha.
i. q.
(idem quod.) The same as.
Ir. Ireland, Irish ; Iridium.
I. R. O,
Internal Revenue Office.

Irreg., or irreg.
Irregular.
/. S.
Inside Sentinel ; Irish Society.
Is., or Isa.
Isaiah.
Is., Isl., or isl.
Island.
Inner
I. T.
Temple ;

Indian

Hund.,oihund. Hundred, HunHunts.

Huntingdonshire.

J.

eral.

Jam.
/.
Iodine Island.
lb., ib.. Ibid., or ibid.
;

(Ibidem.)

In the same place.

C,

or I. JC. lesus Christus.
Iceland, Icelandic.
Icel., or lee.
Ich. or Ichth. Ichthyology.
/. CH. TH. U.S.^ (Gt. 'lr,<rovi
XpKTTOS, ®eOV 'YtOS, 2ti>T7jp.)
Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
the Savior.
Icon. Iconographic.
(Idem.) The same.
Id., or id.
/. I). N.
(In Dei nomine.) In
the name of God.
/.

,

Id. T. Idaho Territory.
/. e., or i. e.
(Id est.) That is.
Inside Guardian.
/. G.
/. //. S.
(lesus [or Jesus^ Hominum Snlvator.) Jesus the
Savior of Men. See J. H. S.
Originally written IH2,
and intended as an abbreviation of "IHSOYS, the Greek
form of the word Jesus. This
fact was afterward forgotten,
(eta) having
and the Greek
been mistaken for the Latin
(aitch), and a Latin S substituted for the Greek 2, the
three letters were supposed to
be the initials of three separate

1^^

H

H

words, and a signification was
accordingly found for each.
HI., OT Ills. Illinois.
Illust.

Illustration.

Imp.

—

Imperial Impersonal.
(Imperator.) Emperor.
Imp., imp., Imper., or imper.
Imperative.
Imp., imp., Imper/., or imperf.
Imperfect.
In. Indium.
In., or in. Inch, Inches.
Inch., ox Incko. Inchoative.
incog.

;

(Incognito.)

Jamaica.
Jan. January.
Jap. Japanese.
Jos. James.
Jav. Javanese.
J. C.
Jesus Ohbist
Clerk Julius Caesar.
;

Jurisconsult.
J. C. D. (Juris Civilis Doctor.)
Doctor of Civil Law.

(Jurum Doctor.)

J.D.

of Laws.
J. D. Junior Deacon.
Jer. Jeremiah.
Junior Grand Warden.
J, G. W.
(Jesus Hominum SalJ. H. S.
vator.) Jesus, Savior of Mankind. See I. H. S.

Jno.

John.
Joinery.

Join.

Jonathan.
Jos. Joseph.
Josh. Joshua.
Jour. Journeyman ; Journal.
J. P. Justice of the Peace.
J. Prob. Judge of Probate.
Jr., OT jr.

Great Brila in),
Kilogram.
kg.
K. G. C. Knight of the Grand
Great Britain)
Cross (in
Knight of the Golden Circle
(ire the United States).
K. G. C. B. Knight of the Grand
Cross of the Bath (ira Great

R.

J.

(Jacobus

Laws

(i. €.,

Civil

Law).

the Canon and the

Jud. Judith.
Judg. Judges.
Jul.
July Julius.
;

— Julep

medicine).
Jul. Per. Julian Period.

Jun. June.
Jun.,Jun., Junr., or junr.

Jun-

ior.

or Ind. Ter.

K.

King,

Kings

(Ifnlium.)

dicative.
T.,

Kiloliter.

Indian

K. A.

Kilometer.

Km.

Kingdom.

Knight of Merit of
31. H.
Holstein.
K. 31. J. Knight of Maximilian

K.

fantry.
Li., or L. Lithium.
lAb. Librarian, Library.
Lib., OT lib.
(Liber.) Book.
Lieut., or Lt. Lieutenant.
Lieut. Col. Lieutenant Colonel.
Lieut. Gen. Lieutenant General.
Lieut. Gov. Lieutenant Govern-

Know-nothing.
Knickerbocker.
Knight of the Royal
North Star (in Sweden).
Knt. Knight.
K. P. Knight of St. Patrick (in
Ireland) ; Knight of Pythias.
K. R. C. Knight of the Red

Knick.

S.

Linnaeus, Liunsean.
Liq. Liquor.
Lit.
Literature, Literary.
Lit., or lit.
Literally.
Lit, D., or Litt. D.
Doctor of
Literature.
Lith. Lithuanian.
Liv., or liv. Livre.
LL., OT L. Lat. Low Latin; Law
Latin.

Cross.

K. R. E.

Knight of the Red

Eagle (in Prussia).
Ks. Kansas.
Knight of the Sword (in
S.
Sweden).
K. S. A. Knight of St. Amie

K.

(Legum Baccalaureus.)
Bachelor of Laws. See B. L.,
and B. LL.
LL. D. (Legum Doctor.) Doctor of Laws. See B. LL.
LL. 31. Master of Laws.
L. L. I. Lord Lieutenant of IreLL. B.

France).

Knight of

Fernan-

St.

(in Spain).
S. F. 31.
Knight of St.

(in Russia).
S. H.
Knight of St. Hubert
(in Bavaria).
K. S. J. Knight of St. Januarius (ire Naples).
K. S. L. Knight of the Sun and
Lion (in Persia).
K. S. M.
S. G. Knight of St.
Michael and St. George (in
the Ionian IsUmds).
K. S. P. Knight of St. Stanislaus of Poland.
K. S. S. Knight of the Sword
of Sweden
Knight of the

;

St.

—

Andrew

and Sword (ire Portugal).
K. W. Knight of William

Loq. (Loquitur.) Speaks.
Lou., or Im. Louisiana.
Lp. OT Ldp. Lordship.
L. P. Lord Provost Large pa,

;

per.

L. P. 31. Long Particular Meter.
L. P. S. Lord Privy Seal.
L. R, C. P. Licentiate of the
Royal College of Physicians.
L. R. C. S. Licentiate of the
Royal College of Surgeons.

—

L. S.

Left side.
(Loctts Sigilli.)
Place of the Seal.
L.S. A. Licentiate of the Apothecaries' Society.

(in
,

121

Lon-

gitude.

the Netherlands).

ure

Mix.

—

(3Iistura.)

— (3Icnsura.)

Meas-

By measure.
Military Academy

;

A.

Mas-

;

ter of Arts. See A. 31.
Maccabees.
31nc., or 3Iucc.

3faced. Macedonian.
3Iach. Machinery.
3Iad., or 3]adm. Madam.

Magazine.

31<ig.

3Iaj.
Major.
3[aj. Gen.
Major General.
3Ial.
Malaclii.

3Ian. Manage; Manual.
3Ianuf. Manufacturing.
3Iar. March; Maritime.
3Iarch. Marchioness.
Marginal Trans3fcrrg. Trans.
lation.

Marquis.

3[arq.

3Ias., 7nas., 3Iasc., or masc. Masculine.
3Iass.
Massachusetts.
31. Ast. S.
Member of the Astronomical Society.

Mathematics, Mathema-

3Iatk.

tician, Mathematical.
3fatt.
Matthew.
(3Iedicin!e Baccalaure31. B.
Bachelor of Medicine.
us.)
(3Iusicse BaccaSee B. 3T.

—

laureus.) Bachelor of Music.
Member of Congress;
31. C.
Master of Ceremonies Master
;

Mademoiselle.
Methodist Episcopal;

Military, Mining, or Mechanical Engineer ; Most Excellent.

Maine.

3Ie.

3Ieas. Measure.
Mechanics, Mechanical.
3Iech.
3Ied. Medicine, Medical.

E. G. H. P. Most Excellent
Grand High Priest.
Memorandum, Memoranda.
(Slemento.) Remember.
M. E. S. Methodist Episcopal
31.

3Iem.

—

South.

or 3131.

3fessrs.,

Gentlemen

;

(3fessieurs.)

Sirs.

See B,

LL.

3Iet. Metaphysics, Metaphysical.
3Ieial.
Metallurgy.

Metaphysics.
Meteorology, Meteoro-

3fetaph.
logical.

3Ieth.
Methodist.
3Ieton. MetonjTiiy.
3Iex. Me-jiico, Mexican
Manufacturing.
3Sfg.
31. F. H.
Master of Foxhounds.
ft.
(3Iisturafiat.) Letamix31.

ture be made.
3Ig.

Magnesium.

mg., or mgr. Milligram.
3f. G.
Major General.
3I.-G.,

or
Gothic.

Moeso-

3I.-Goth.

3rHG.

Middle High German.
Hon. Most Honorable.
H. S. Massachusetts His-

31.
31.
torical Society

;

Member of

the

&

or I. s. d. (Libra, Solidi, Denarii.) Pounds,
shillings, pence.
Lt. , or Lieut.
Lieutenant.
Lt. Inf.
Light Infantry.
Lv., or iv. Livres.
s.

d.,

or mi. Mill, Mills.
3Iic.
Micah.
31. I. C. E.
Member of the Institute of Civil Engineers.
3Iich. Michigan; Michaelmas.
3Ii.,

,

Lon., Ion., Long., or long.

L. S. D.,

—

A

(31isce.)
M.i.\ture.

Historical Society.

land.

Z. 31. Long Meter.
Lon. or Land. London.

of the Thistle (in Scotland).
T. A.
(Gr. Kol TO. AeiTTOjUt-i/a.)
And so forth.
K. T. S. Knight of the Tower

—

3Ie.teor.

or.

Linn.

K.

Knight.
Potassium.

Knight of

(in Russia).

Territory.

km.

;

;

3Idlle.
31. E.

L. H. A. Lord High Admiral.
L. H. C. Lord High Chancellor.
L. H. D. (Litlerarum Humanarum Doctor, or In Liiteris Humanioribus Doctor.) Doctor of
Humanities.
L. H. T. Lord High Treasurer.
L. I. Long Island; Light In-

(in France).

;

Commandant.

LG. Low German.
LGr. Low Greek.

Knight of Malta.

;

3fch. March.
Madras Civil Service.
3f. C. S.
31. D. (3Iedicinx Doctor.) Doctor of Medicine.
3Id. Maryland.

Lev.
Lex. Lexicon.
Lexicog. Lexicography.
L. G. Life Guards.

KK.

;

K.

Light Dra-

Leipzig, or Leipsio.
Lettish.
Leviticus.

Lett.

;

Justice; Justinian.
Just.
J. W. Junior Warden.

;

islative.

Leip.

Southern Star (i)t Brazil).
IC. S. W.
Knight of St. Wladimir (in Russia).
Kt. Knight.
IC. T. Knight Templar
Knight

Jus. Justice.
Jus. P. Justice of the Peace.

Day

Dutch.

Leg.,OT Leg is. Legislature, Leg-

Kings.

Kil., or Ml.
Kilderkin.
IC. J.
Knight of St. Joachim.
K. K. (G. kdniglich, kaiserlich.)
Royal and Imperial.
(Karissimus.) Very dear.

&

(in

Low

Ldp., or Lp. Lordship.
L. D. S. Licentiate of Dental
Surgery.
Lea., or lea. League.
Leg. (Legato. ) Smoothly.

K.

J. U. (or V.) D. (Juris Utriusque
Doctor.)
Doctor of Both

Lord

goons.

LD.

Knight of the Golden
Fleece (in Spain or Austria).
K. G. H. Knight of the Guelphs
of Hanover.
K. G. V. Knight of Gustavus
Vasa (in Sweden).
K. H. Knight of Hanover.

Ferdinand and Merit (in Naples).
S. G.
Knight of St. George

King

Rex.)

;

citato.)

tiple.

Ld. Lord.
L. D. Lady

K.

James.

— (loco

In the place before cited.
L. C. B. Lord Chief Barou.
L. C. J. Lord Chief Justice.
L. C. 31. Least Common Mul-

Britain).

K.

case.

Middle

— (3IiUe.)

Tliousand.
(3Ieridies.\
Meridian, or Noon.
m. Married Meter.
Masculine; Moon;
31., or -m.
Montli, Months Minute, Minutes ; Mill, Mills; Mile, Miles;
Muster
Member ; Medicine.
(3fanipuhis.)
handful.

31.

Lower

I. c.

K. G. F.

S. F.

A

A pound sterling.

Latitude.
L. C. Lord Cliamberlain
Chancellor.

do

Junior.

Ind.

Ind.

Knight of St. Ferdinand and Merit (iii Sicily).
Knight of the Garter (ire

(ire

(Libra.)

;

land.

K. G.

K.

Latitude;

Lat. Latin.
Lat., or lat.

Spain).
IC. F. 31.

(in Russia).
K. S. E. Knight of St. Esprit

Jona.

Unknown.

India; Indian; Indiana.
Ind., ind., Indie., or indie. In-

Doctor

;

Line, Lines

Louisiana; Lanthanum.
Licentiate of the
C.
Apothecaries' Company.
Ladp. Ladyship.
Licentiate of the
L. A. H.
Apothecaries' Hall.
Lam. Lamentations.
Lapp. Lappish.
L. A. S. Lord Advocate of Scot-

K. N.

consullus. )

;

A.

L.

Hen., or Ky. Kentucky.
K. F. Knight of Ferdinand (in

K. N.

Lane

La.

(in the Ionian Isles).
K. C. S. Kniglit of Charles III.
of Spain.
K. C. S. I. Kniglit Commander of the Star of India.
Knight of the Elephant
IC. E.
(in Denmark).

resa (in Austria).

Justice

;

Book.

Liter.

I.

Joseph (in Bavaria).
31. T.
Knight of Maria The-

— (Juris-

;

— (Liber.)

lb.,

L.,l.,or£.

K.

;

;

;

;

or lb.
pound in weight.
Lb.,

f,..

Knight Commander
C. H.
of Hanover.
C. 31. G. Knight Commander of St. Micliael and St. George

Honor

;

League, Leagues
Link, Links.

K.

31.

;

(after titles).
L., or I. Lake

IC.

of

ical.

Lord

;

K.

Law Left
Latin
Low Lithium London

Lady

L.

L., or IC. L. A. Knight of
Leopold of Austria.
K. L. H. Knight of the Legion

J. Judge, Justice ; Julius.
J. A. Judge Advocate.
Jac. Jacob.
J. A. G.
Judge Advocate Gen-

;

;

d'Avis (in Portugal).
Knight of the Black
Eagle (in Russia).
K. C. Knight of the Crescent
(in Turkey)
Bang's Council.
K. C. B. Knight Commander of
the Bath (171 Great Britain).

Hydrostatics.

Hydraul. Hydraulics.
Hydros. Hydrostatics.
hypoth. Hypothesis, Hypothet-

Marquis Monday
Monsieur Morning.

K. B. E.

kl.

M.

Poland).

(ire

Kentucky.
3f.

K.

dreds.

Hyd.

Eagle

Ky.

;

ICi.

Territory.
It.,OT Itnl. Italian, Italic, Italy.
Itinerary.
Itin.

Knight of the White

K. W. E.

Kal. Kalends.
K. A. N. Knight of St. Alexander Nevskoj (in Russia).
Kan., or Kans. Kansas.
K. B. Kniglit of the Bath (in
Great Britain) King's Bench.
K. B. A. Knight of St. Bento

3Iid.
Midshipman.
3Iid., or 7nid.
Middle (voice).
3111.
Military.
3L I. 31. E. Member of the Institute of Mining Engineers.
3fin. Mineralogy, Mineralogical.
3Iin., or 7»iM.
Minute Mining.
;

3Iinn.

Minnesota.

3[in. Plen.
Minister
tentiary.
3fiss.
Mississippi.
Milliliter.
ml.

Plenipo-

Middle Low German.
Mademoiselle.
(MesTheir Majesties.
sieurs.)
Gentlemen, or Sirs.
See B. LL.

3rLG.
3flle.

—

3I3f.

mm.
j)/.V.

Millimeter.
[L.] Magistri; Martyres;
Meritissimus.

Matrimonium

;

;;;

Mme. Madame.
N. D. No date.
M. M. S. Moravian Missionary N. Dak. North Dakota,
N. E.

Society.
M. M. S. S.

Societalis Socius. )
of the Massachusetts
Medical Society.

Member

Mn. Manganese.
M. N. A. S. Member of the
National Academy of Sciences.
M. jV. S. Member of the Nu;

Month.
(Moderato.)
Modern.

iVo., or 7no.

—

Mohani. Moliammedan.
Man., or Mond. Monday.
Mons. Monsieur, or Sir.
Mont. Montana.
Mos. or mos. Months.
M. P. Member of Parliament
Member of Police Municipal
,

,

;

Police.

C. Member of Parliament
Canada.
P.
P. Member of the ProM.

M. P.
in

vincial Parliament.
S.
Member of the Philological (or of the Pharmaceu-

M. P.

tical) Society.

;

Nem.

(Nemine

Diss.

N. F. Newfoundland.
N. G. New Granada

C.

Member

S.

of

the

Royal College of Surgeons.
M. R. C. V. S. Member of the
Royal CoUege of Veterinary

Member of the RoyGeographical Society.
I.
Member of the Royal

al

M. R.

Institution.

M. R.

I. A.
Member of the
Royal Irish Academy.
Mrs. Mistress (as an abbreviation pronounced mts'sis).
M- R. S. L. Member of the
Royal Society of Literature.
M. S. (Meniorix sacrum.) Sacred to the memory ; Master

of Surgery.

Is

L., or
tude.

N. Mex. New Mexico.
N. N. E. North-North-East.

Lords).
stante.)

(Non

OT non obst.

ob-

Notwithstanding.

Non

Pros. , or A'^on pros.
(Non
prosequitur.)
He does not
prosecute;
a judgment entered against the plaintiff when
he does not appear to prose-

—

cute.

Non

non

It

(Non

seq.

Mount, or Mountain.
M. T. C. Marcus Tullius Cicero.
M>.

se-

does not foUow.

Nor., or Norm. Norman.
Nor. Fr., or Norm. Fr. Norman
French.
Norvj. Norway Norwegian.

Mountains.
Music, Musical Museum.
Mus. B. Bachelor of Music.

Nos.,oTnos. (3Iath.) Numbers.
Notts. Nottinghamshire.
Nov. November.
N. P. New Providence Notary
;

Mts.

Mils.

;

Mus. D., Mus. Hoc., or

3fus.

Doctor of Music.

Public.

N. P. D. North Polar distance.
N. R. North River.
N. S. Nova Scotia New Style
(since 1752)
Numismatic Society. —- (Notre Seigneur.) Our
;

;

M. W. Most Worthy.
M. W. P. Most Worthy Patriarch.
Lord.
M. W. G. C. P. Most Worthy N. S. J.
Grand Chief Patriarch.
M. W. G. M. Most Worthy
Grand Master Most Worshipful Grand Master.
M. W. S. Member of the Wer;

nerian Society.

myg.
my).

Myrialiter.

mym.

W

Myriameter.

Myst. Mysteries.
Myth. Mythology, Mythological.

(Noster Salvator
C.
Jesus Christus.) Our Savior
Jesus Christ.
(Notre Seigneur
Jesa Christ.) Our Lord Jesus
Christ.
N. T. New Testament.
N. u., or n. u. Name unknown.

—

;

(Postal

Note

Mary.
N. W.
North-West;
Northwestern (Postal District, Lon-

Northern
London)

Name New Number
;

;

or n.
Nails.

iV.,

N. A.

don).

North ;

District,

Nitrogen

;

Numbers.

Numis. Numismatics.
Nux vom. Nux vomica.
N. V. 31. Nativity of the Virgin

N.
Noon

N.

;

N. W. T. North-West Territory.
N. Y. New York.
N. Y. H. S. New York Historical Society.

N. Z., or N. Zeal. New Zealand.

Norse.

Noun; Neuter;

Nail,

North America, North

o.

American.

Na. (Natrium.) Sodium.
Na. OT na. Nail, Nails.
N. A. D. National Academy

0.
of

Design.

Nah. Nahum.
Nap. Napoleon.
If. A. S.
National Academy of
Sciences.

Nat. Natural Natal National.
Nath. Nathaniel, or Nathanael.
;

;

Naut. Nautical.
Nav. Naval.
Navig. Navigation.
N. B.
North Britain, North
British ; New Brunswick.
(Nota bene.) Note well, or take

—

notice.

Nb.

Niobium.
N. C.
North Carolina:
Church.

Ohio; Oxygen; Old.

A

,

Nevp

—{Oc-

tarius.)
pint.
Ob., or ob.
(Obiit.) Died.
Ob., or Obad.
Oba'diah.
Obj., or obj.
Objective, Objection.

Obs. Observatory.
Obs., or obs. Obsolete

logical.

0. S.
Old Style (previous to
Outside Sentinel.
1752)
Os.
Osmium.
0. S. B.
(Ordo Sancti Benedicti.)
Order of Saint Benedict.
0. r.
Old Testament.
0. U. A. Order of United Amer-

Oxf. Oxford.
Oxford Glossary of
Oxf. Gloss.
Architecture.
Oxon. (Oxonia.) Oxford.
Oxonien. (Oxoniensis.) Of Ox-

;;

Observa-

tion.

Obsolescent.
Obt., or Obdt.
Obedient.
Oct.
October.
0. F.
Odd Fellows.
0. G.
Outside Guardian.

Obsoles.

Ounce, Ounces.
|^°" The z is here used for

sioners.
Plamtifi.
Plin. Pliny.

Queen ; Quintus ; Quintius.
Queen's Bench.
Q. B.
Q. C. Queen's Council (or Counsel)
Queen's College.
Q. d., or q. d. (Quasi dicai.) A-

,

;

Plff.

Plup., plup., Plupf., or plupf.
Pluperfect.

Plur.,OT plur. Plural.
P. M. Postmaster; Past Master; Past Midshipman.
(Post
Meridiem.) Afternoon.
P. 31. G. Postmaster-general.
P. 0. Post Office; Province of

—

Ontario.
P. 0. D.

Post-Offlce Departdelivery.

Pay on

;

Poet. Poetry, Poetical.
Pol.
PoUsh.
Pol. Econ., or Polit. Econ.

P., or p. Page ; Part ; Participle ; Past ; Pole ; Phosphorus
Pint ; Penny ; Pipe.
(Pondere.) By weight.
(Pugillus.) ApugiL
(Pater.) Fa-

—

—

ther.

Pennsylvania.
p. a. Participial adjective.
Paint. Painting.
Pal., or Paleon. Paleontology.

Par,

Paragraph.

Pari. ParUament, ParUamentary.
Part., OT part. Participle.
Pass., OT pass. Passive.
Pathol. Pathology.
Payt. , or payt. Payment.
Pb. (Plumbum.) Lead.

P. B. (Philosophix Baccalaureus.) Bachelor of Philosophy.
P. C. Privy Council (or CounPolice Constable PrinConductor.
(Patres
Conscripli.)
Conscript Fa-

cilor)

;

—

;

thers.
P. C. P.
P. C. S.

Past Chief Patriarch.
Principal Clerk of Ses-

P. Cyc. Penny Cyclopedia.
(Philosophise Doctor.)
P. D.
Doctor of Philosophy.
Pd. Paid; Palladium.
P. E. Protestant Episcopal.
Pe. Pelopium.
P. E. I. Prince Edward Island.
Penn. Pennsylvania.
Pent. Pentecost.
Per., or Pers. Persia Persian.
;

Per an.,

OT per an.
the year.

cent,

(Perannum.)

per cent. Per ct., or
(Per centum.) By the

per ct.
hundred.

PerJ., OT perf. Perfect.
perh. Perhaps.
Peri. Perigee.
Pers., OT pers. Person.
Persp. Perspective.
Pert. Pertaining.
Peruv. Peruvian.
Pet. Peter.
P. G. Past Grand.
P. G. M. Past Grand Master.
Pg. Portuguese.
Phar., or Pharm. Pharmacy,
Pharmacopoeia.
Ph. B. (Philosophise Baecalaureus. ) Bachelor of Philosophy.
(Philosophise Doctor.)
Ph. D.
Doctor of Philosophy.
Phil. Philip; Philippians; Philosophy, Philosopher, Philosophical ; Philemon.
Phil., or Phila. Philadelphia.
Philem.

Philemon.

Lover

(PhilomathematiPhilomath.
cus.) Lover of mathematics.
Philosophy,

Philosoph-

ical.

(Quod

demonWhich was to be
erat

strandum.)
demonstrated.
E. F.
(Quod erat faciendum.) Which was to be done.

E. I. (Quod erat inveniendum.) Which was to be found

Q.

(Quantum lihei.)
or q. I.
as you please.
Quintal.
Qm., or qm. (Quomodo.) By
wliat means.
Quartermaster.
Q. 31.
Queen's Messenger.
Q. 3Iess.
Q. 31. G. Quartermaster GenQ.

;

;

;

;

I.,

Ql.

Q. P., or

— (Populus

;

The

Romanus.)

people.

P. R. A. President of the Royal
Academy.
P. R. C. (Post Romanum condi-

(Quantum playou please.

q. pi.

As much

cet.)

Qr., or qr.

Quire.

^

—

as

Quarter (28 pounds)
(Quadrans.) A far-

thing.
Qrs., or qrs.

Quarters; Quires.
(Quadrantes.) Fartliings.
Quarter Sessions.
Q. S.
Quarter section.
Q. s., or q. s.

—

— (Quantum

A suffi-

sufficit.)

cient quantity.
Qt.,OTqt. Quart; Quantity.
Qts., or qts.
Quarts.
Qu. Queen; Question.
Qu., Quar., or Quart. Quarterly.
Qu., or Qy. (Qasere.) Query.
Q>ies.
Question.
(Quod vide.)
Q. v., or q. v.

Which see.
(Quantum
As much as you will.

vis.)

Query.

Qy.

After the building of

Rome.
Prebend.
Pref., OT pref. Prefix Preface.
Prep. OT prep. Preposition.
;

,

Prim.

Primary.

Prin.

Principles.

ably.

actions.

Phon. or Phonet.
,

Phonetics.

Photography.
Photom. Photometry.
Phren. Phrenology, PhrenologPhotog.

ical.

Pennsylvania Histor-

ical Society.

Physical.
Phys. Physics, Physical
iology, Physiological.

;

Pro-

nominal Pronounced, Pronun;

or pron. a.

,

Pros.

;

Phys-

Pronomi-

Rhodium ,

;

—

—

Proposition

Prosody.

Royal Academy (or AcaRoyal Artillery
Rear Admiral
Right Ascension Russian America Royal

;

Society.
P. R. S. A. President of the
Royal Scottish Academy.
Prus. Prussia, Prussian.
P. S.
Permanent Secretary
Principal
Privy
Sojourner ;
Seal.
(Post scriptum.) Postscript.

Ps., or Psa. Psalm, Psalms.
Psychol. Psychology.
Pt. Platinum.
Pt., or pt.
Pint; Part; Payment Point Port.
P. t., OT p. t. Post town.
P. T. Pupil Teacher.
P. T. 0. Please turn over.
Pub. Public; PubUshed, Publisher, Publishing.
Pub. Doc. Public Documents.
Pidv. (Pulvis.) Powder.
Pun., OT pun. Puncheon.
P. v., OT p. V. Post village.
P. W. P. Past Worthy Patri;

arch.

Pennyweight,

;

;

;

;

Arch.
R. A. C. Royal Arch Chapter.
Rad., or rad. (Radix.) Root;
Radical.

Royal Academy of

31.

Music.

A.

Royal Agricultural

S.
Society.

jB.

Prox.,OTprox. (Proximo.) Next;
Of the next month.
P. R. S. President of the Royal

;

;

demician)

Rubidium.

Rb.

Protestant.
Pro tern., OT pro tern. (Protempore.) For the time being.
Prov. Proverbs ; Proverbially
Provost ; Province Provincial.

;

R. A.

R.

P)ot.

Pwt., 01 pwt.

Rare

;

R. A.

ciation.

nal adjective.
Prop. or prop.
Properly.

;

.•

Prof. Professor.
Pron., or pron. Pronoun

a.,

—

King.
(Rex.)
(Recipe.)
(Regina.) Queen.
Take.
Rood, Roods; Rod,
R., or r.
Rods Rises River ; Read
Right ; Rector Resides Re.
tired
Robert.
;

prin. Principal, Principally.
Print. Printing.
Priv., OT priv. Privative.
P. R. N. (Pro re nata.) According to the occasion.
Prob. , OT prob. Problem; Prob-

Pron.

Railway

if.

Rgaumur.

Pres. President.
Pres., or pres. Present.
Pret., OT pret.
Preterit.

;

Phil. Trans. Philosophical Trans-

Phy.

E. D.

eral.

See B. LL.
Past participle.
Popish priest
P. P.
Parish
priest.
(Pnter Patrise.) Father of his Country.
P. P. C. (Pour prendre congS.)
To take leave.
Pph., OT pph. Pamphlet.
p. pr. Present participle.
P. Q. Previous question ; Province of Quebec.
Pr. Priest Prince Proven?al.
Pr., or pr.
Preposition; Pronoun Price Present.
Pr., pr., or ^. (Per.) By the.
P. R. Prize ring Porto Rico.
Pages.

tum.)

Which

est.)

is.

•

Q.

p. p.

—

Philology.
Philom. (PhilomatJies.)
of learning.
Philol.

P. S. S.

;

he should say.
Q.e.,OTq.e. (Quod

Preb.

sion.

Per

sessive.
Pottle.

Roman

i

if

Pot.

;

Pa.

far-

Query; Question

or Qu.

As much

ular, Popularly.
Port. Portugal, Portuguese.
Pos., pos., Poss., or pass. Pos-

pp.

A

thing.
Q.,

out.

Po-

Economy.

litical

Q.
Question; Quintus.
(Quadrans.)
Q., or q.
Q.

Q.

,

P.

Service.
0. K.
All correct.

(Oleum.) Oil.
Old Test. Old Testament.

Pxt., or pxt. (Pinxit.) He (o?
she) painted It.
Pyro-eiect. Pyroelectriclty.

P. 0. 0. Post-Offlce Order.
Pop. or pop. Population ; Pop-

OHG. Old High German.
0. M. M. S.
On Her Majesty's
01.

Physiol. Physiology.
Pinx., or pinx.
(I'inxit.) He
(or slie) painted it.
P. J. Police Justice.
Pk., OT pk. Peck.
Pkgs. Packages.
Pks., OT pks. Pecks.
P. L. Poet Laureate.
PI. or pi. Place ; Plate Plural.
P. L. B. Poor Law Board.
P. L. C.
Poor Law Commis-

ment

ford.
Oz., or oz.

Philos.
;

Opera.

Orig., or orig.
Original, -nally.
Ornith.
Ornithology, Ornitho-

By

Num., or Numb.

Myriagram.

;

Ordinary.

;

cipal

seq. , oi

quiiur.)

Ordinance

Ord.

—

N. N. W. North-Nortb-West.
No. Norium.
No., or no. (Xumero.) Number.
N. 0. New Orleans.
Nam., or nom. Nominative.
Non-com. Noncommissioned.
Non Con., or non. con. Nuncontent, i. e., dissentient (House of
obst.,

Opus

It

North Lati-

N. Lat.

;

Opt. Optics.
Opt., or opt.
Optative.
Ore., or Oreg.
Oregon.

not

;

MS. Manuscript.
MSS. Manuscripts.

Doci.

The case

New Latin.

N.

Opposite

Op.

the cliaracter 3, anciently an
abbreviation for terminations.

Historical Society.
Nickel.
N. J. New Jersey.
N. /., or n. I. (Non liquet.)

Ni.

Non

Surgeons.
M. R. G. S.

Noble

;

NGr. New Greek.
N. H. New Hampshire.
NSeb. New Hebrew.
N. H. H. S. New Hampshire

NL.

M.

icans.

Norwegium.

;

0.

;

Grand.

Ng.

;

Physicians.

Linan-

Nevada.

appears not

Royal Academy of Science.
M. P. a. C. Jlember of the
Roval College of Chemistry.
M. R. C. P. Member of the
Royal College of Preceptors
Member of the Royal College

;

New M. New Mexico.
New Test. New Testament.
NF. New French.

clear.

Oi'

dissenti-

No one dissenting
imously.
Neth. Netherlands.
Neut., or neat. Neuter.

M. R.

Mister, or Mister.
Master of the Rolls.
mr. MUlier.
M. P. A.S. Member of the Royal
Asiatic Society Member of the

U

Nehemiah.

Con., or nem. con.
(Nemine conlradicente.) No one
contradicting Unanimously.

Mr.

M. R.

Olym.

Nem.

Nev.

Moderately.

P

Neb.
Neh.

Old Low German.
Olympiad.
Old measurement.

OLG.

North-East-

;

ente.)

mismatical Society.
Missouri Molybdenum.

Mo.

North-East

ern (Postal District, London)
New England.
Nebraska.

{Massachusettensis

Medicinx

Mod.

—

;
;

ABBREVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS

1922

N

—

;

;

Roman

C.

Catholic.

R. C. A. Reformed Church in
America.
Roman Catholic
R. C. Ch.
Church.
R. D. Royal Dragoons Rural
Dean.
R. E. Royal Engineers Royal
Exchange ; Right Excellent.
Rec. or R. Recipe.
;

;

Red. Received.
Recpt. Receipt.
Rec. Sec. Recording Secretary.
Eect. Rector Receipt.
Ref. Reformed, Reformer, Reformation Reference.
Ref. Ch. Reformed Church.
Reg., or Regr. Register, Registrar; Regular.
Reg. Prof. Regius Professor.
Peg., or Regi. Regent.
;

;

Regiment.

Regt.

Religion, Religious

Re'l.

;

Rela-

tive.

Rem.

Remark, Remarks.

RepubRepresentative
Report, Reporter.
Republic, Republican.
RetiJ.
Returned.
Revolution:
Rev.
Revelation

Rep.
lic

;

;

Repub.

;

Review

;

Revenue

;

Revise.

Rev., or Revd. Reverend.
Revs. (Plural of) Reverend.

Rev, Ver.

Revised Versioa

;)

;
;

—

;

;;;;

1923

USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.
F. Rex Fraiioorum.
G. G.
Boyal
Grenadier
Guards.

iJ.
iJ.

Rhodium.
jRA.
Ji. If. A. Royal

Hibsmian Acad-

emy Royal Horse
;

H/iet.

Artillery.
Rlietoric, Rhetorical.

H. H. G.

A

Consultum.)
decree of the
senate.
caps., or «. c.
Small capitals.
Sc, or sc. (Scilicet.) To wit;
s.

Royal Horse Guards.

Namely

Being understood.
Scandium.

Sc.
iSc.

;

or Sculp.

,

(Sculpsit.)

He

(Requiescat in pace.)
May he (or she) rest in peace.
Rrv., or riv. River.

(or she) engraved it.
Scand. Scandinavian.
Scan. Mag. (Scandalum magnatum.) Defamatory expressions
injurious to persons of dignity.
Sc. B. Bachelor of Science.
Sc. D.
Doctor of Science.
Sch. (Scholium.) A note.
Sell., sch., or schr.
Schooner.

R. M.

Sci.

H.S. Royal Humane Society.
I.
Rhode Island.

iJ

R.

Rich., or RichA.

Richard.

I. H. S.
Rhode Island Historical Society.

R.

P.

iJ. I.

MaU

Royal Marines; Royal
Resident Magistrate.

;

R. M. A. Royal Military (or Marine) Asylum; Royal Marine

Namely

M. L.

Royal Marine Light

I.

Infantry.

of the Polar Star.

R. iV. R. Royal Naval Reserve.
Ro. (Recto.) Right-hand page.
Ro., or ro. Rood.
Robert.

Robt.

Rom.
Rom.

Roman

Catholic.
(ResR. P. Regius Professor.
publica.) Republic.

—

Royal Purple Degree.

Rpt. Report.
R. R. Railroad.
R. S. Recording Secretary Right
Revised Statutes.
side
Rs. Rupees.
;

;

R.

S.

A.

Royal Society

An-

of

tiquaries; Royal Scottish Acad-

emy.
R. S. D. Royal Society of Dublin.
R. S. E. Royal Society of Edinburgh.
R. S. L.
don.
R. S. S.

Royal Society

Lon-

of

(Regise Soeieiatis SoFellow of the Royal

cius.)

Society.
R. S. V. P.

(Repondez, s'il vous
plait.)
Answer, if you please.
Right.
Rt.
Rt. Hon. Right Honorable.
Rt. Rev, Right Reverend.
R. T. S. Religious Tract Society.
Rt. Wilful. Right "Worshipful.
£u. Ruthenium Runic.
Rvss. Russia, Russian.
V.
Revised Version.
Right Worthy; Right
R. W.
Worshipful.
M. W. D. G. 31. Right Worshipful Deputy Grand Master.
R. W. G. M. Right Worshipful
Grand Master.
Right Worthy
R. W. G. S.
;

R

Grand Secretary.
Right Worthy
R. W. G. R.
Grand Representative.
Right Worthy
W. Q. T.
Right
Treasurer
Grand
Worshipful Grand Templar.
Worthy
Right
Jt. W. G. W.
Grand Warden.
R. W. J. G. W. Right Worshipful Junior Grand Warden.
(Riddare af Wasa
R. W. O.
Orden.) Enight of the Order

Ji.

;

Wasa.

of

R. W. S. G. W. Right Worshipful Senior Grand Warden.
By. Railway.

S.
Sign

S.

South

;

;

Southern (Post-

London) Sulphur
Sunday Saturday ; SiSaint
gner Saxon Scribe ; Sextus.
al District,

;

;

;

— (Semis.

;

;

S.-iOrSab.

m

)

Half.

Sats; See; Solo; Stem;
tion ; Series ; Singular ;

Son

;

Shilling

;

;

A., or s. a.
(Secundum Artem.) According to art.
Sam. Samuel ; Samaritan.
£ans., Sa7isk., or Sansc.
San(S.

skrit.

S. A. S.

(Societatis Aniiquariorum Socius.) Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries.

Sb.

Saturday.
Saxon, Saxony.
(Stibiuyn.)

Antimony.

B. South Britain
land and Wales).
S. C. South Carolina.

,S.

South East

South-East-

;

ern (Postal District, London).
Se.
Selenium.
Sec.
Secretary.
Sec, or sec. Second ; Section.
sec.
Secant.
See. Leg. Secretary of Legation.
Sect., or sect.
Section.
Sen. Senate ; Senator ; Senior.
Sep. , or Sept. September ; Septuagint.
Seq., or seq. (Sequentes, or sequentia.)
The following ; The
next.
Ser.
Series.
Serb. Serbian.
Serg., or Serj.
Sergeant, or
Serjeant.
Serv. Servian.
Serv., or Servt.
Servant,
Solicitor-general.
S. G.
Sh., sh.,S., 01 s. Shilling.

Shak.

Shakespeare.

H.

(Societatis Jlistorise
S.
Socius.) Fellow of the Historical Society.
Silicium Silicon.
Si.
Sing., ov sing. Singular.
Society of Jesus.
S. J.
S. J. C. Supreme Judicial Court.
Skr. Sanskrit.
Solicitor at Law.
S. L.
S. Lat., 01 S. L. South Latitude.
Slav. Slavonic, Slavonian, Slavic.
Sid., or sld.
Sailed.
State Militia
Short MeS. M.
ter; Sergeant Major; Sons of

S.

;

;

Malta.

Sm.

Majesty.
31. Land. Soc.
(Societatis
3Iedicie Londiniensis Socius.)

S.

Member

of the London Medical Society.
S. 31. 31. (Sancta 3Iater 3Iaria.

Holy Mother Mary.
S. N., or s. n. (Secundum Naiuram.) According to nature.
Sn. (Stannum. ) Tin.
S. 0., or s. 0.
Seller's option.
Soc. Society.
Song of Solomon.
S. of Sol.
S. of. T. Sons of Temperance.
Sol.
Solomon ; Solution.
Sol.

Gen.

Sp.

Solicitor-general.
Spain, Spanish
Spirit.
(Sine prole.)
Without
;

P.

(i. e.,

S. P.

A. S. (Societatis Philosophiae Americans Socius.)
Member of the American Phi-

Eng-

— (Senates

tee

rods.

Sq.yds.,ov sq.yds. Square yard,
or yards.
Sr. Sir, or Senior Strontium.

R. I. (Sacrum Romunum Imperium.) Holy Roman Empire.
(Societatis Regiie SociS. R. S.
us.) Fellow of the Royal So5.

Terbium.

;

Trans. Transactions ; Translated, Translation, Translator.
Travels.
Trav.

V. P.

Vice President.

V. R. (Victoria Regina.)
Victoria.

—

Varmont.

Vt.

ThuUum.

Tuesday.
Turk. Turkey, Turkish.
Typ., or Typo. Typographer.
Typog, Typography, -graphical.
Tu., or Tues.

Verb transitive.
V. t.
Vul.
Vulgate.
Vulg., or vulg. Vulgar, Vulgarly.
Vari(varise lectiones.)
vv.'ll.
ous readings.

w.
U. Uranium.
(TJrbs
U. C. Upper Canada.
Condita.) Year of Rome.
U. E. I. C. United East India

Company.

England.)
Solicitor Supreme Court.
(Sanctissimus Domi7ius.)
Most Holy Lord
a title of
the Pope.
South-South-East.
S. S. E.
5. S. W.
South- South-West.
SI. Saint Street ; Stone Strait.

S. S. C.

SS.

I).

—

;

—

;

(Stet.

;

Let

)

it

stand.
; Statuary.

Stat. Statute, Statutes

D. (Sacrse Theologix Doctor.)
Doctor of Divinity.

S. T.

Ster:, or Stg.

Sterling.
(Sacrse Theologix ProT. P.
Professor
of Theology.
fessor.)
Subjunctive.
Subj., or siibj.
Subst., or subst.
Substantive;
Substitute.
-S.

Suffix.
Suff., or suff.
Su.-Goth. Suio-Gothic.
Sun., or Sund. Sunday.
Sup.
Superior
Supplement
Superfine Superlative.
Sup. C. Superior Court.
Super. Superior ; Superfine.
Superl., or superl
Superlative.
;

;

;

Supp.

Supplement.

Supt. Superintendent.
Surg. Surgeon, Surgery.
Surg. Gen. Surgeon General.
Surv. Surveying, Surveyor.
Surv. Gen. Surveyor General.
S. v., or s. V.
(Sub voce, or verbo.) Under the word (or title).
S. V.
(Sanctitas Vestra.) Your

— (Sancta Kirjro.) Ho-

Holiness.
ly Virgin.

W. South-West South-West-

S.

;

ern (Postal District, London)
Senior Warden.
Swedish, Sweden.
Stoit., or Switz.
Switzerland.
Syn.,OTsyn. Synonym, -ymous.

Qneea

Verb reflexive.
Very Reverend.
V. Rev.
V. R. P.
(Vestra Reverendis sima Patemitas.) Your Very
Reverend Paternity.
V. r.

(Versus.) Against.
Vs.,ovvs.
V. 8.
Veterinary Surgeon.

Trigonometry, -rical.
Trig.
Trinity.
Trin.
T. T. L.
To take leave.
Tu.

Voc, or voc. Vocative.
Volume.
Vol., or vol.
Volumes.
Vols., or vols.

ciety.

SS., or ss. (Scilicet.) Namely.
(Semis.) Half.
Sunday School ; Saint
S. S.
Simplicius (the mark on the
collar of the Chief Justice of

U. G. R. R. Underground Railroad.
U. J. D. ( Uiriusque Juris Doc-

West ; Western (Postal DisWilliam;
trict, London)
Wednesday Welsh ; Warden.
(Wolframium.) Tungsten.
W., or w. Week.
^¥. A.
West Africa West Aus-

W.

;

—

;

Laws \i. e.,

Wash.

W. C.

Doctor

tor.)

of both

Unmarried.

um.

Unitarian.
University.
or tmiv. Universally.
United Presbyterian
C.

Unit.
Univ.
Univ.,
U. P.

Church.
u.

ica

United States Army.
United States Lega-

;

U. S. L.
tion.
U. S. 31.

United States Mail
United States Marine.
U. S. 31. A. United States Military Academy.
U. S. N. United States Navy.
U. S. R. Usher of the Scarlet

Rod.

United States Senate
United States ship (or steamer).
U. S. S. Ct. United States Supreme Court.
United States VolunU. S. V.
U. S. S.

teers.

und so weiter.) And

u.s.v). (Or.
so forth.

Utah

U. T.

Ux.

Washington.
Western Central (Postal

District, London).
V/. C, T. U. Women's Christian

Temperance Union.
Wed. Wednesday.
Westm. Westminster.
wf., or w, f. Wrong font.
W. G. C. Worthy Grand Chap.
lain (or Conductor).

W. G. G. Worthy Grand Guardians Worthy Grand Guide.
IF. G. H. Worthy Grand Herald,
W. G. 31. Worthy Grand Marshal.

W. G.

Worthy Grand

S.

Senti.

nel.

Whf., or whf. Wharf.
Wk., or ick. Week.

W.

West

I.

India,

West

Indies.

( Wintoniensis.)
Winchester.
Wis. Wisconsin.
W. Lon. West Longitude.
W771. William.
W. 31. Worshipful Master.

V/77it07i.

W.

31. 8.
Society.

W.N. W.

Wesleyan

01

Missionarj"

West-Nortli-West.

W. P, Worthy Patriarch.
Wp. Worship.
Worshipful.

Wpfiil.

R.
WilHam (Eez) King;
West Riding.
W. S. Writer to the Signet.
W. 8. W. West-South-West,
IF.

Utah.

Ut.

Wallachian.

;

(ut supra.) As above.
United States.
A. United States of Amer-

s.

U. S.
U. S.

;

Wall.

the Canon and the Civil Law].
U. K. United Kingdom.
U. K. A. Ulster King-at-Arms.
(Ultimo.) Last
XJll., or ult.
Of the last month.

Territory.

Wife.

(Uxor.)

Sw.

Wt., or wt. Weight.
West Virginia,
ir. Va.

Wyoming.

Wyo.

V.

Synop.

Synopsis.
Syria, Syriac.

Vanadium

V.

;

Victoria

Vis-

;

count.

Verb

v., or V.

Vocative

Tenor Titus TuUius Tues-

T.

;

— (Tuiti.)

day.
T., or t.

Town,

ritory

;

;

;

All together.
Township Ter;

Ton Tun
;

;

Testament.

Tantalum.

Ta.

Tal. qual., or (al. qual.
(Talis
qualis.)
Just as they come;
Average quality.
Tan., or tan. Tangent.
Tart. Tartaric.
Tb. Terbium.
T. C. D. Trinity College, DubUn.
Te.
Tellurium.
T. E. Topographical Engineers.
Teleg.
Telegraphy.

Tenn.
Ter.

Tennessee.
Territory.

Thursday Thomas Thorium.
Theodore Theodosia.

losophical Society.
P. C. A.
Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
S. P. C. C. Society for the Pre-

Th.

vention of Cruelty to Cliildren.
Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge.
Specifically.
Specif., or specif.
Society for the PropaS. P.' G.
gation of the Gospel.
Sp. gr. Specific gravity.
5. P. 3f. Short Particular Meter.
S. P. Q. R. (Seniittis Popiilusque
Romnnvs.) The Senate and
People of Rome.

Theor., or iheor.
Tlieorem.
Thess.
Thessalonians.
Tho., or Thos.
Thomas.

;

Theo.

Tlieology, Theological.

Theoph.

Thurs.

Theophilue.

Thursday.

H. W.

T.

;

;

Theol.

3r. Trinity

mark.
Ti.
Tit.anium.
Tier., or tier.
Tierce.

Tim.
Tit.

Timotliv.
Titus Title.
;

Thr.l)ium.
T. 0. Turn over.
Tl.

:

Verse

Volume

;

;

;

Village

Violin.

—

(Vide.) See.
F., or •!).
(Versus.) Against.
(Venerabilis ; Venerandus.)
V.
Venerable.
V. A.
Vicar
Vice Admiral ;
Apostle.

Verb

V. a.

Diiier-

Vice

;

;

Minister of the Word of God.
Ven. Venerable.
Ver., or ver. Verse, Verses.
Veier.
Veterinary.
V. G.
Vicar General ; Vice

Grand.

high water

(Verbi

gi-atiS..)

For example.
V. i.
Verb intransitive.
Vice Pres.

Vice President.

Vid.,or vid.

V. irr.

(Vide.)

B., or Yr. B. Yearbook.
Yd., or yd. Yard.
yds. Yards,
3'c, or j/e.
The Tliee.
See Y"^ in the Dictionary

—

;

^W

or ym. Them.
Y. 31. C. A. Young Men's Christian Association.
Y. 31. C. U. Young Men's Cliris-

Ym,

tian Union.
Yn, or 2/1. Then.
Y. P. S. C. E. Young People's,
Society of Christian Endeavor.
Yr, or yr. Their.
Yr. Your; Year.
Yrs. Yours Years.
Y^, or ys.
This.
Y', or yt.
That.
Y. W. C. A. Young Women"'
Christian Association,

See.

Verb impersonal.
Verb irregular.

Vis., or Vise.
Viscount.
Vitr.
Vitruvius.
Viz., or viz. (Videlicet.)
ly ; To wit.
[See Note

z.

Nameunder

bz.-\

Vo.

Yttrium.
1'., or Yr.
Year.
Yb. Ytterbium.

Village.

imp.

V. n.

Christmas.

;

V. G., or V. g.

V.

Christ.

Xmas.

1'.

Chairman Victoria Cross.
Verb defective.
!'. dep.
Verb deponent.
V. D. L.
Van Diemen's Land.
V. D. 31,
(Verbi Dei 3Iini.':ter.)

Vil.

or

Xn., or Xiian. Christian.
Xnty., or Xty. Christianity.
Xper., or Xr. Christopher.

Y.

71.

V.

Xm.,

Y.

Verbal noun.
C. Vice Chancellor

vb.

X., or Xt.

active.

Va. Virginia.
Var., or var. Variety.
var. led. (varia lectio.)
ent reading.
Vat.
Vatican.
Verb auxiliary.
V. aux.

V. def.

Term., or term. Termination.
Test.
Testament.
'''eut.
Teutonic.
'Tex.
Texas.
Text. Rec.
(Textus Receptus.)
Received Text.

8.

S. P. C. K.

Tome, or Volume.
Tonn., or tonn. Tonnage.
Topog. Topographv, -graphical.
Tp. Township.
Translator
Translation,
Tr.
Transpose ; Treasurer ; Trus-

feet.

Sq. in., or sq. in. Square inch,
or inches.
Sq. m., or sq. m. Square mile,
or miles.
Sq. r., or sq. r. Square rod, or

Syr,

Holy Mother Church.
sia.)
(Sa Majeste ImperiS. 31. I.
ale.)
His (or Her) Imperial

Tobit.

Tob.

Tom.

issue.

Seaport.
sqq.
(sequens, sequentes.)
And the following.
Sq., or sq. Square.
Sq. ft., or sq. ft. Square foot, or

Samarium.
E. (Sancta Mater Ecele-

S. 31.

Sec-

Succeeded.
South
South America
S. A.
Africa South Australia.

Sax.

South Dakota.

issue.

Sun

Sat.

E.

S.

Sabbath.

Second

s.

Dak.

D. U. K. Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.

S.
;

S.,

Sclav. Sclavonic.
(Sacra Cxsarea MaS. C. M.
Imperial Majesty.
Jestas.)
Scot. Scotland, Scotch, Scottish.
Sor., or scr.
Scruple.
Script. Scripture, Scriptural.
Sculp., OT sculp. (Sculpsit.) He
(or she) engraved it.
Sculpture.
Sculp., or Sculpt.
Senior Deacon.
S. D.
S.
S.

Roman, Romans.
Catk.

R. P. D.

To wit

Being understood.
Student of the Civil

Law.

R. M. S. Royal Mail Steamer.
R. iV. Royal Navy.
(Riddare af JVordR. N. O.
s(jerne.) Knight of tlie Order

(sine prole superstite.)

s.

Without surviving
spt.
sq.,

;

(Scilicet.)
;

C. L.

S.

Artillery.
if.

Science.

Scil., scil.

p.

a.

Verb neuter.
(Verso.)

Left-hand page.

Zach. Zacliary.
Zech. Zechariah.
Zeph, Zeplianiali.
Z. G. Zoiilogical Garden.
Zn. Zinc.
Zool.

Zr.

Zofilogy, Zoological,

Zirconium.

;,

;

N

ARBITRARY SIGNS
USED IN

WRITING AND PRINTING.
p

SUN,

1.

Q

Qor©
d

•or

GREATER PLANETS,
©, 0,

The Sun Suuday.
The Moon Monday.
;

or J)

;

New Moon.

9),

0,orQ
9, or C

Full Moon.
Last Quarter.

Mercury; Wednesday.
Venus; Friday.

5

?

Etc.

S

The Earth.
Mars Tuesday.

li

Jupiter

5

or

or a Mean distance.
Right ascension.
a, or A. R.

Saturn Saturday.
Uranus.
Neptune.
Comet.
Fixed Star.
;

>|<,or*

Celestial latitude.

/3

D.

,

;

;

;

;

,

;

—

—

;

or

h.,

:

;

Perihelion distance.
Radius, or radius vector.
or
South.
,
S.
s, or '.
Seconds of time as, lOs., or
T.
Time periodic time.
q.

p, or R.

—

A

1

;

Diameter.

Declination.
Distance.
E. East.
e Eccentricity.
&

Hours

"i

;

the

or

W.

611.

,•

;

<^

0,

$ Juno

£,

;

©, 0> O.

Vesta.

;

;

3.

Spring
Signs.

Summer

T
8

3.

II,

4.

23 Cancer, the Crab.
fl Leo, the Lion.
IIJ Virgo, the Virgin.

6.

Aries, the Earn.
Taurus, the Bull.

D

Autumn

Gemini, the Twins.

Signs.

Winter
Signs.

£i Libra, the Balance.
Scorpio, the Scorpion.
9. J: Sagittarius, the Archer.
10. VJo Capricornus, llie Goat.
11. :^ Aquarius, the Waterman.
7.
8.

m

12. J^ Pisces, the Fishes.

represents the horns of a ram ; y , the head and horns of a bull
sign
n, the anciv'int statues of Castor and Pollux, which consisted of two pieces of wood
joined together by two crosspieces; s, the claws of a crab ; fi, a corruption of the
Greek letter A, the initial of Aewv, a lion, or, less probably, a representation of a
lion's tail
nj, a corruption of — ap for TrapfleVos, the Greek word for virgin ; ii, a
rude picture of a balance ; TTl, the legs and tail of a scorpion, or, according to some,
the tail only, including the sting and two or three of the joints nearest to it ; !f, an
arrow just leaving the bow, of which a small portion is to be seen at the bottom of
the character 1^, a ligature combining the letters rp of the Greek word Tpdyos, a
;

W

;

goat

;

^, waves

of

water

;

X, two
4.

fishes tied together

annual plant.

An

evergreen plant,

cate,

that is, a plant,
whether annual or biennial, that flowers
but once.
An undershrub, or suffruticoBe plant,
+,

A shrub.
A large shrub, almost a tree.
A tree.
A monocarpous pereimial plant,

^
5
5

with a string.

cension

;

<i,

;

;

Feet.

" Lines. I^= With EuroInches.
pean writers, the usual signs for feet,
inches, and lines are respectively ', ",
and '".
? indicates doubt or uncertainty respecting that to which it is affixed or prefixed
applied to the names of genera

'

A staminate or male flower
a plant bearing such flowers.
female flower
9 A
also, a plant bearing such flowers.
§ A perfect or hermaphrodite flower
also, a plant bearing such flowers.
5 2 Unisexual that is, having the male
and female flowers separate.
5 Monoecious, or having male and
5
female flowers on the same plant.
J $ Dioecious, or having male and female flowers on different plants.
? S ? Polygamous that is, having hermaphrodite, or perfect, and unisexual
flowers on the same or different plants.
'^ A climbing plant.
Turning or winding to the left.
)
Turning or winding to the right.
(
=: Having the cotyledons accumbent,
(f

pistillate, fertile, or

;

—

or species, of localities, of authors cited,
and the like.
indicates certainty
used as a mark
of affirmation or authentication, as of
a genus or species, and the opposite or
counterpart of ?. .When appended to
the name of an author, it indicates that
the writer has examined an authentic
specimen of the plant referred to, and
w-hen appended to the name of a locality, that the writer has seen or collected
specimens from that locality.
* indicates, when appended to a reference, that a good description is to be
found at the place referred to. [iS.]
t indicates doubt or imcertainty ; the
same as ?. IB.']
;

!

—

:

;

1

—

II

An indefinite number when
, or C
applied to stamens, more than twenty.
Wanting none
indicating the absence of a part.

o
as

also,

indicating that the bodies have the same longitude, or right asthat is. Mercury is in conjunction with the sun.
as, 8 (3
;
Sextile
indicating a difference of 60° in longitude, or right ascension.
or
Quintile ;
indicating a difference of 72' in longitude, or right ascension,

Conjunction;

(5

II

II

;

1

^

II

II

•thrice,

CO

Q
and the radicle lateral.
Having the cotyledons incumbent,
Oand the
radicle ddrsal.

ASPECTS AND NODES.

condupli-

radicle dorsal.

Having the cotyledons folded
Otwice, and
the radicle dorsal.
Having the cotyledons folded
O
and the radicle dorsal.

[i?.]
;

;

^

MW^ The

An

A monocarpous plant

^, or

1.

®

@the century plant.

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.

2.

5.

;

;

or

00> D) "r @ A biennial plant.
A perennial herb.

1

A

org

^W^ These four signs are still occasionally employed signs devised for the other
asteroids have never been much used. All are now commonly designated by numbers indicating the order of their discovery, and their symbol is a small circle or oval
inclosing this number as, ®, Ceres; ©, Pallas; ©, Juno ®, Vesta and the like.

U

Sun's longitude.

Moon's longitude.

5

BOTANICAL.
Having the cotyledons
C ^ and
the

II.

If

ASTEROIDS, OR MINOR PLANETS.
<"'

Minutes of arc.
Seconds of arc.

"

+

cT

Pallas;

Degrees.

'

;

;

$, or

ical latitude.

°

,

;

2.

(^

/,

;

^,or ^ Ceres

West.
(a) Angle of eccentricity, or the angle
whose sine is equal to e (b) Geograph-

ecliptic.

or f Mean longitude in orbit.
A Longitude.
M. Mass.
m., or " Minutes of time as, 6m., or 6".
Mean daily motion.
y., or n
or N. North.

L,

10'.

;

as, 6h.,

;

Inclination; especially, inclination to

i

^£)i

appropriate

N. P. D. North polar distance.
Longitude of ascending node.
V, Q, orL.
77 or <i»
Longitude of perihelion.

a,

Thursday.

;

'Of these signs, the following eufflciently explain themselves viz. ©, #, D
represents a buckler with its boss, a natui-al and
C ) ^) and >|c. The sign
emblem of the sun 5 the caduceus of Mercury, or, according to some, his
head and winged cap ? a lookiug-glass, an attribute of Venus ©, the earth and its
equator ©, the same, with the addition of a meridian line, or, as some think, it indicates the four quarters of the globe
5 the globe and cross placed in the hands of
sovereigns as a symbol of power or dominion
(J, the head, helmet, and nodding
plume of a warrior, or, more probably, a shield and spear, the two chief instruments of
the " bird
ancient warfare %, a rude and hieroglyphical representation of an eagle,
of Jove,"
with expanded wings, or the initial letter of Zeii?, the Greek name of
Jupiter, with a line drawn through it as a mark of abbreviation Jj an ancient scythe
or sickle, the emblem of Saturn, the god of time
I^, the initial letter of Herschel,
the discoverer of Uranus, with a planet suspended from the crossbar; (J, a sign'
made up of that for the sun [0], and a part of that for Mars [(^] tf, a trident, the
emblem of Neptune, the god of the sea.

Oi

AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN NOTATION.

SIGNS

5.

;

h
¥,or^

First Quarter.

J)

iu the fancy of the ancient astronomers, who saw in the deviation from the ecliptic
made by a planet in passing from one node to another a figure like that of a dragon,
the belly being where the planet has the greatest latitude, and the head and taU the
points of intersection with the ecliptic.

ASTRONOMICAL.

I.

—

0;

—

—

Q

III.

CHEMICAL.

[i?.]

— indicating a difference of 90° in longitude, or right ascension.
Trine — indicating a difference of 120° in longitude, or right ascension.
—
Opposition
indicating a difference of 180° in longitude, or right ascension as,
8
the sun
in opposition to the moon.
OS©;
— called also Dragon's Head. See Dragon's head, under Deaqon,
Ascending
Node
Q

n
A

Quadrature

;

;

;

;

tliat is,

is

;

in the Dictionary.

y

Descending Node

:

— called also Dragon's Tail.

See Dragon's

'.ail,

under Dkagon,

•

One equivalent

of oxygen

;

— written

above a symbol representing an element,

and repeated to indicate two, three, or more atoms or equivalents; thus, Pe denotes
a compound of one atom or equivalent of oxygen with one of iron ; S a compound
of three atoms or equivalents of oxygen with one of sulphur.
need in the same manner as the preceding
One atom or equivalent of sulphur
;

—

.•

in the Dictionary.

thus,
(5^°° In the sign (}, the circle represents the zodiac, or the heavens, and the little
at the top the meeting of two bodies in the same point or place ; in the sign §,
the circles touch at points opposite to each other, or 180 degrees apart ; the signs ^,
n, A> are symbolical of the derivation of the words sextile, quartile, trine, from the
Latin words sex, six, quatuor, four, tres, three, being figures composed of six, of four,
and of three lines respectively ; the signs
and Xj represent a dragon, and originated

mark

Q

' Among the old chemists, gold was symbolically represented by the sign ©, and
iron by g. When Uranus was discovered, the German astronomers invented the sign
(5 to denote not only the new planet, but also the then recently discovered metal platinum, which was at that time called white gold, and which, in its native state, is almost

always combined with iron.
(1924)

F

denotes a compound of two atoms or equivalents of sulphur and one of

iron.

J^=" A dash drawn across a symbol having either of the foregoing signs above it
denotes that two atoms or equivalents of the substance represented by the symbol
are joined with the number of atoms or equivalents of oxygen or sulphur indicated
by the dots or commas thus, Fe- represents a compound of two atoms or equivalents
of iron and three of oxygen, forming sesquioxide of iron.
" and," "together with," and is used between the symbols of substances
-J- signifies
brought together for a reaction or produced by such reaction. It also indicates, in
;

organic chemistry, a base or alkaloid,

name

when

+

+

of the substance

;

as,

M, morphme

;

placed above the

Q, quimne.

initial letter of

the

.

;

;

;

ARBITRARY SIGNS USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.
-

signifies a single unit of attractive force or affinity, and is used between the symbols of elements or groups whieli unite to form a compound thus,
CI for HCl
for HoO ; Ca=0 for CaO A1=(0H)3 for A1(0H)3. It also indicates, in
organic chemistry, an acid, when placed above the initial letter of the name of

-

H—

;

H— 0— H

;

the acid ; as, C, citric acid ; T, tartaric acid. It is also sometimes used as a simple
sign of subtraction to indicate the removal of a part from a compound.

Every elementary substance is represented, in chemical notation, by a symconsisting of the initial or abbreviation of its Latin or New Latin name as,
for hydrogen,
for oxygen, Ag (from Argentum) for silver, and the like, each symbol when used singly always indicating a single atom of the substance represented
by it thus,
stands for one atom of oxygen, C for a single atom of carbon, and the
others in like manner. See Element, n., 2, in the Dictionary.
compound body
made up of single atoms of its constituents is represented by the two symbols of the
respective constituents written side by side as, HCl, a compound of one atom or
equivalent of hydrogen with one of chlorine, forming hydrogen cliloride. To express
ii^ore than one atom or equivalent of a substance, a number is used, either prefixed
to the symbol, or, more commonly, written after it, below the line ; as, 20, or Oj,
two atoms of oxygen.
compound, as a salt, etc., is indicated by writing the symbols of its constituents
one after another, as H;0, two atoms of hydrogen united to one of oxygen to
Jjol

H

:

;

A

X

Multiplied by

as,

;

a

X

J

= aft; 6 X 4 = 24.

Multiplication is also often indicated by placing a dot between the factors, or
by writing the latter, when not numerals, one after another without any sign ; as,

aX6Xc = a.6<c = abc 2X3X4 = 2. 3. 4 = 24.
;

—,or:

Divided by

a

as,

;

6

-j-

that

;

a divided by 6 ; 6

is,

-i-

3 :=

2.

also very often indicated by writing the divisor under the dividend,
with a line between them, or by \vriting the divisor after the dividend, with an ob-

51^°" Division

is

lique line between

them

I

Divided by

o

=:

Is equal to
equals ; as,
Is greater than ; as, a
Is less than ; as, a
6/

as,

;

— ; that

is,

a divided by 6 ; § := 2

b

>
<

as,

;

1

>

<

than

Is not less than

^ or —

may

a

6, or,

Is not greater

than

is,

^

the contradictory of

;

be equal

greater than b ; or, a

=
=

%

;

6-!-3
a divided by6/613
(a -\- b) Y. c
ac -\- be ; 6 -|- 2
8.
6 ; that is, a is greater than b ; 6
5,
that is, a is less than b ; 3 «s: 4.

6; that

;

•^ or"^

A

CaCOs, calcium carbonate ; H,S04, sulphuric acid. Sometimes these
are written with a comma or a period between the symbols of the original compounds
from which they are supposed to be derived ; as, CaO,C02, calcium carbonate.

into

;

^g^

;

form water

times

;

1925

to,

than

«=:

or greater than,

equal

to,

«fe

[iJ.]

2,

>

6/ that

a

is,

is

but can not be less than

b,

the contradictory of s»

;

may be

o

as,

;

three eighths.

=

;

a S» 6 / that is, a is not
but can not be greater

as,

or less than,

not less

it.

b,

it.

:0^

Is equivalent to applied to magnitudes or quantities which are equal in area
or volume, but are not of the same form, or capable of superposition as, a^
be;
that is, the square whose side is a is equal to the rectangle whose sides are b and e.

;

;

o

;

[i?.]

Of the form of a,s, a tSfi (2n -\- 1) that is, the term a is of the form 2n -|- 1
i^ (2 X 8
that is, the odd number 17 is of the form 2X8
1.
[i?.]
1)
Is divisible by as, adfi b ; that is, 6 is an exact factor of a ; 8 cf; 2.
[iS. ]
,^ The difference between used to indicate the difference between two quantities
without designating which is the greater as,a/^b; that is, the difference between
a and b.
The difference between the same as .^. [iJ.J
oc Varies as is proportional to as, a oc 6 / that is, a varies as 6, or is dependent
for its value upon b.

tf?

;

;

+
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;

;

NUMERALS, OR NOTATION.

1.

Arabic.

;

—

Roman.

Greek.

Naught

0.
1.

2.

a

I.

One.

P

IL

Two.

III.

Three.
Four.

3.
4.
6,
6,

2

7

i
1

IV. or Tin,
V.
VI.

e

i

8.
9.

10.
11.
12,
13.

t

14,
15,
16.
17.
18.
19,
20.
30,
40,
60,
60,
70.'

le
«s

.^
")
(6

100,
200.
300.
400.
600.

XXX.

/u

XL. or

Thirty.
Forty.

XXXX.

n

LXX.
LXXX.

f

XC. or LXXXX.

T

ccc.
cccc.

X
</'

0}

J»
;<i

S

CM

or

that

is,

a

—b

— a.
;

::^

c

so on.

Is identical with

Z

Angle

=
=

+

as (a -)- by
a' -j- 2a6
b^.
the angle as, /. ABC
^ DEF that is, the angle ABC is equal to the
angle DEF less frequently written
or _^.
Sl^°" By some geometers, the angle between two lines, as a and b. Is also indicated
;

;

;

>

MDCCCXC.

thousand.

+

,

;

that

is,

as,

;

? / that

the sine of the angle between

;

||

;

y

Equilateral

equilateral to

is

;

O
O
^

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

DEF.

;

as,

ABC i DEF

A ABC = A DEF

Q

;

;

that

the figure

ABC

is

the triangle

ABC

is

is,

equi-

[i?.]

Circle ; circumference ; 360°.
Arc of a circle ; arc.
Triangle ; the triangle ; as,
to the triangle DEF.

;

that

is,

equal

Square the square as,
ABCD that Is, the square ABCD.
Rectangle the rectangle as,
ABCD
EFGH that is, the rectangle
ABCD_equals the rectangle EFGH.
Root, indicating, when used without a figure placed above it, the square
V, or V
root as, Vi
2a. This symbol is called the radical sign.
To denote
2 -y/ia^
any other than the square root, a figure (called the index) expressing the degree of
the required root, is placed above the sign as, 3/^ *?/tt .J/'ci etc. that is, the
\^ J 'V '
cube root, fifth root, tenth root, etc., of a.
J^^ This sign is merely a cursive modification of the letter r, which was used
as an abbreviation of the Latin word radix, root. The root of a quantity is also
denoted by a fractional index at the right-hand side of the quantity and above it, the
denominator of the index expressing the degree of the root as, ^J ^J (^l
^l^g^
'
'
'
is, the square, cube, and fifth roots of a, respectively.
indicate that the quantities to which they
Vinculum, or ( ) Parentheses,
are applied, or which are inclosed by
as,
them, are to be taken together
Braces, (
] Brackets, or \
[
]
'
'
c [e
J
d]).
a; -f 2/2, 2 (a -t- 6), a X (6
equals,
a function
/, orF Function; function of; as, y=/(x); that is, y is, or
oix; OTaa,y^/ {x, z) that is, y is or equals a function of x and s.
;

D

;

—

sin.

;

lateral to the figure

One milliou.
One billion.
One thousand eight hun-

;

;

letters denoting the inclosing lines over the other

the angle between the lines a and b;

i

One thousand.

;

And

=

II

Two

— XX

r^-i

y

its value is added to that of such numeral
as, VI, that is, V
I
XV,
that is,
D and the like. I, X, and rarely C, are also
-f V MD, that is,
placed at the left hand of other and larger numerals, and when so situated their
value is subtracted from that of such numerals; as, IV, that is, V
I
XC, that is
C
and the like. Formerly the smaller figure was sometimes repeated in such a
n. position, twice its value being in such cases subtracted from the larger
as, IIX, that
is,
II XXC, that is,
and the like. Sometimes after the sign 10 for
(called the apostrophus) was repeated one or more times, each
D, the character
repetition having the effect to multiply IC by ten as, 100, 5,000 1000, 50,000
and the like. To represent numbers twice as great as these, C was repeated rs many
times before the stroke I, as the
was after it ; as, CCIOO, 10,000 CCCIOOO,
100,000 ; and the like. The origin of the Roman numeral characters is uncertain,
and various explanations of them have been given. It is generally .supposed that they
were originally arbitrary signs, for which the letters most nearly resembling them
were afterward substituted. They are now chiefly employed in dates, headings of
chapters, upon the dials of timepieces, and the like. The most usual forms in the
above list stand first ; those that stand after these being rare forms, or such as are
ouly occasionally used.
;

a*'0,,C''a.

/

;

The Arabic numerals are so called because first introduced into Europe by
They were not, however, invented by that people, but were derived by
them from Hindostan. The characters were originally the initial letters of the
Sanskrit names for the nine digits, one, two, three, etc., but have undergone
considerable changes of form.
The cipher was originally a dot, used as a mere
arbitrary sign to mark place or local value.
notation,
when
In the Roman
any character is placed at the right hand of a larger

—X
X—

<

;

L

M. or CIO.
MM. or CIOCIO.

M+

the geometrical propor-

the lines a and b.
Right angle ; the right angle as, (_ ABC that is, the right angle ABC.
The perpendicular perpendicular to ; is perpendicular to ; as, draw AB J. CD ;
J.
that is, draw AB perpendicular to CD.
Parallel parallel to ; is parallel to ; as, AB
CD ; that is, AB is parallel to CD.
EFGH that is, the figure ABCD
Equiangular ; is equiangular to ; as, ABCD
is equiangular to the figure EFGH.
[iJ.]

'

;

is,

Therefore.
Since, or because.

is,

the Arabs.

X

that

;

,,

by placing one of the

dred and ninety.

numeral,

d;

'.

^'^

equal to

is

;

"^^"^

(

;

Seven hundred.
Eight hundred.
Nine hundred.

CC.

c

4!=4X3 X2Xl = li^

•.•

Dec. or lOCC.
DCCC. orlOCCC.
DCCCC. lOCCCC.

C.

XXC.

H

Indefinitely great ; infinite ; infinity ; used to denote a quantity greater than any
or assignable quantity.
Indefinitely small ; infinitesimal ; used to denote a quantity less than any assignable quantity ; also, as a numeral, naught ; nothing ; zero.
or- 1_
The continued product of numbers from one upward the factorial ; aa,

, •.

D. or 10.
DC. or IOC

p
<r

V

!

Seventy.
Eighty.
Ninety.
One hundred.
Two hundred.
Three hundred.
Four hundred.
Five hundred.
Six hundred.

or

b

',

finite

Fifty.
Sixty.

LX.

a

00

Seventeen.
Eighteen.
Nineteen.

K

<t>

600.
700.
800.
900.
1000.
2000.
1,000,000.
1,000,000,000.
1890.

I ;

Fifteen.
Sixteen.

L.

^
Equals

..

Twenty.

the ratio of

•
'

,.

. .

XX.

o

80,
90,

:.

Six.

K

V
i

Is to

Five.

XIII. or XIIV,
XIV, or XTITI,
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII. or XIIX.
XIX. or xvnii.

.s

-ir

indicate geometrical proportion
as, a ' b '.'. c ' d;
'I
that is, a is to 6 as c is to d ; or, the ratio of o to 6 equals
As; equals;.
(
the ratio of c tod.
Minus ; the arithmetical ratio of ; ( "^^"^ to indicate arithmetical proportion as,

*

Ten.
Eleven.
Twelve.
Thirteen.
Fourteen.

XL

a,B,

;

',

X.

XIL

;

;

Geometrical proportion
tion a ; b :: c
d.
[i?.]

Seven.
Eight.
Nine.

la

;

~

VII.
VIII. or IIX,
IX. or VTTTT.

•^
'y

:

;

;

;

=

;

=

;

;

^

;

;

;

'

;

.

"1

I

;

,

+

+

;

;

;

;

=

—

Minus

is 1.4142136-t-.

—

indicating subtraction
as, a
b'^:^c ; that is, a less or diminequal to e; 6
4
2; used also to indicate that figures have been
omitted from the end of a number, and that the last retained figure has been
increased by unity as, the square root of 2 is 1.41424
Plus or minus ambiguous indicating that the number or quantity to
±, or
which it is prefixed may have either of the signs -|- or
; as, the square root of
4a« is ±2a.
;

ished by b

^

less

A

D

— =

;

is

;

—

;

;

;

used by mathematicians to

indi-

ir,

as, ((>x,

;

Finite difference.
Differential coefficient

derivative.
The variable, with respect to which the
differential coefficient is taken, is indicated by writing the letter designating it at
right hand below ; as, Dt((> ; tliat is, the differential coefficient of ^ with
;

respect to

t.

;

;

;

the square root of 2

S

(j>, <)>', i//,

tlie

Plus and more indicating addition as, a -\-b^ c ; that is, a added t j 6
makes a sum equal to c / 6 -f- 4
10 used also to indicate that figures have been
omitted from the end of a number, or that the latter is approximately exact as,
;

;

d

letters or signs are frequently

P, [ ], and the like. Some of these are used also withfunction of x.
Differential ; as, dx ; that is, the differential of x.
Variation as, Sx ; that is, the variation of x.

cate functions as,
out the parenthesis

THE RELATIONS OF QUANTITIES.

2.
-f-

51^^ Various other

;

—

The

letters d, S, A, D, and sometimes others, are v.iriously employed, by different mathematicians, prefixed to quantities to denote that tlio differentials, variations, finite differences, or differential coefficients of these quantities are to betaken;
but tlie ordinary significations are those given above. An index is often placed at
the right hand of d, to indicate the result of one or more repetitions of the process
denoted by that sign ; as, d-x, d^x, etc. that is, the second, third, etc, differential
of X, or the result of differentiating x two, three, etc., times.
|Igp°"

;

'

Fluxion
to

dx
--,

dt

;

differential

where

t

;

as,

x

;

represents time.

that

is,

in

modern

notation,

da; and

also equivalent

{

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

ARBITRARY SIGNS USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.
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Integral ; integral of ; indicating that the expression before which it is placed is
to be integrated ; 3S,f1xdx := «' ; that is, the integral of Ixdx is a;^.
5^°* This Sign is merely a modified form of S, which is itself the abbreviation of
the Latin word summa^ sum, the integral being the sum of the differentials. It is
repeated to indicate that the operation of integration is to be performed twice, or
three or more times, ^'a //,///, etc. For a number of times greater than three, an

/

hand above a.a,/^ xdz"' ; that is, the mth
integral, or the result of m integrations of xdz'". The variable, with respect to which
sometimes
indicated
by writing the letter designating it at the
the integral is taken, is
; that is, the integral of <^ with respect to x.
right hand below aB,y
/I denotes that the integral is to be taken between the value 6 of the variable and its
index

is

commonly written

;

2

at the right

,

(f>

value a. /" denotes that the integral ends at the value a of the variable, andy"j,
that it begins at the value b. These forms must not be confoimded with the similar one indicating repeated integration, or with that indicating the integral with
respect to a particular variable.
Sum ; algebraic sum ; the sum of all terms such as ; thus, when three quantities,
ac
a6
6c ; that is, 2a6 is the sum of all
a, b, and c, are spoken of, 2a6
the terms that can be formed of a, b, and c of the same kind as ab : when 2 is used
to indicate the sum or summation of finite differences, it has a sense somewhat like
that of the symbol y!
Product the continued product of all terms such as ; as when three quantities
(a
(a
c) (c -j- a); that is, JI(a -{- b)
a, b, and c are spoken of,
6)
6) (6
is the product of all the terms formed of the same kind as a -j- 6. The limits of the
products to be taken are indicated as in the symbol/ by figures or letters placed near

^

n

;

the top or bottom of

^

+

n

the symbol

;

+

+

as,

+

+

n

(l +-|

)

+

=: (l

l)

(l + lHl+l)

MISCELLANEOUS.

VI.
&, &, &=
(Et

&c.

And.

And

castera.)

the rest

&

;

and so forth

;

and so on

and the

;

like.

a ligature combining the letters which compose the Latin
word Et, and. In the "Old Style" <5r=, these letters are distinctly visible in the
common Roman and Italic forms, they are much corrupted, but may still be recog5^*°"

The character

is

;

nized.

Response

B;

Versicle

'P'

;

— used in Roman Catholic and some other service books.
— used in Roman Catholic and other service books to denote
;

the part

recited or sung by the priest, or person who presides at the office or prayers.
cliaracter used in Roman Catholic service books to divide each verse of a psalm
into two parts, and show where the response begins.
>^or -{sign of the cross used by the pope, and by Roman Catholic bishops and
archbishops, immediately before the subscription of their names. In Roman Catliolic and some otlier service books, it is used in those places of the prayers and benediction where the sign of the cross is to be made.
Broad Arrow a British government mark, stamped, cut, or othenrise fixed, on
solid materials used in the royal ships or dockyards, in order to prevent embezzlement of naval stores ; also used by British customs officers.
cliaracter customarily made by persons imable to write, when they are
X, or -]his
required to execute instruments of any kind, as deeds,
John
Smith
affidavits, etc. The name of the party is added by some

A

*

A

^

;

A

X

mark.
one who can write as,
Quarto four leaves, or eight pages, to a sheet.
8vo, or 8°.
Octavo eight leaves, or sixteen pages, to a sheet.
12mo, or 12°. Duodecimo twelve leaves, or twenty-four pages, to a sheet.
16mo, or 16°. Sextodecimo sixteen leaves, or thirty-two pages, to a sheet.
18mo, or 18°. Octodecimo elgliteen leaves, or thirty-six pages, to a sheet.
;

symbol used in abbreviations of quautics whose terms have the same
numerical coefficients as a corresponding expression formed by involution as,
3 cxy'' -f- dy', the nu(a, J, c, (Z J X, }/)', which denotes the quantic ax^ -{- 3 bx^y
merical coefficients of whicli are the same as those obtained by expanding {x -f- y)^.
( '5^ ) A symbol for a quantic whicli has no numerical coefficients; as, (a,6,c,djar,y)3,
which denotes the quantic ax^ -\- bx^y -f- cxy^ -\- dy^.
n The number 3.141592G5-|- the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, of a semicircle to its radius, and of the area of a circle to the square of its
radius. In a circle whose radius is unity, it is equal to the semicircumference,
and hence is used to designate an arc of 180°. In a circle whose diameter is unity,
)

( 3[

-A-

;

+

;

it is

M

equal to the circumference, or an arc of 360'.

the base of the Naperlan system of logarithms.
\a) The number 2.7182818 -\The eccentricity of a conic section.
The modulus of a system of logarithms used especially for the modulus of the

or e

e,

4to, or 4°.

;

;

;

;

Other sizes are 24mo, or 24° (Vigesimo-quarto), 32mo, or 32° (Trigesimo
secundo), 36mo, or 36° (Trigesimo-sexto), 48mo, or 48° (Quadrigesimo-octavo), 64mo,
or 64° (Sexagesimo-quarto), 72ino, or 72° (Septuagesimo-secundo), 96mo, or 96° (Nonagesimo-sexto), 128mo, or 128° (Centesimo et vigesimo-octavo). These sizes are of rare
occurrence, and are not commonlj' known by their Latin names, but are colloquially
called tweuty-four-mo, thirty-two-mo, etc., or twenty-fours, thirty-twos, etc.

MW^

;

(J)

"ber, September

;

common system

of logarithms, the base of

which

In this system

is 10.

it is

equal to

0.4342944819+.
Its value for
cos. 2 A), in

Tlie force of gravity.

= 32.17076 — 0.00259

g

(f

f,

(1

;

;

of a circle in degrees of arc, equal to 57='.29578.
[i2.]
R' Radius in minutes of arc, equal to 3437'.7408. [/?.]
R" Radius in seconds of arc, equal to 206204". 8. [iJ.]
', ", '", etc.
Accents used to mark quantities of the same kind which are to be
distinguished; as, a', a", a"', etc., which are usually read a prime, o second,
a third, etc.
JI^°" When the number of the accents would be greater than three, the corresponding Roman numerals are used instead of them as, a', a", a'", a'', a^, «'', etc.
The accents are often written below also ; as, a,, a,,, a,/i, aw, a%-, etc. Figures, and also
letters, are sometimes used for the same purpose ; as, a', o?, a™, a", a^, Qj, 03, Om, <Zi,
;

tlie like.

etc.
Indices placed above and at the right hand of quantities to denote that
they are raised to powers whose degree is indicated by the figure as, a" that is, the
first power of a ; a'', the square, or second power, of a; a^, the cube, or third power,
of a ; and the like.
f^^" Tliese signs are also often used to indicate the repetition of an operation as,
d'x, d^x, d*x, etc., indicating that the operation of differentiation has been performed
upon X two, three, four, etc., times. As used to indicate powers, they are often preceded by the negative sign to indicate the reciprocal of the corresponding power, or
an inverse operation as, a 1, a 2 a ', a *, etc., which are respectively equivalent
', 2, 3,

;

is

;

— — — —

;

L

Jl

(ji,

i

a",

a',

i_
etc-

aS

sin. X.
The sine of x ; that is, of the arc represented by x. In the same manner
cos. X, tan. x, cot. x, sec. z, cosec. x, versin. x, and covers, x, denote respectively

the cosine, tangent, cotangent, secant, cosecant, versed sine, and coversed sine
of the arc represented by x.
'x.
The arc whose sine is x. In the same manner cos. ^x, tan. ^x, cot. ^,
sin.
'X, cosec.
^x, versin.
sec.
^x, and covers.
^x, are used to denote respectively
the arc whose cosine, tangent, cotangent, secant, cosecant, versed sine, or coversed
sine

is x.

these expressions

cosh. X.

as, (sin. x)

;

—

1,

R

which

The hyperbolic sine of x.
The hyperbolic cosine of

V.
aa

is

equivalent to

—

;

sm. X

x.

December.

;

MONETAKY AND COMMERCIAL.

VII.
$

Dollar, or Dollars

as, $1
S200.
Cent, or Cents as, 12 ff; 33 f'.
Shillmg, or Shillings as, ^
Is. 6d.
2s. 3d.
Pound, or Pounds (sterling) as, £1 £45.
lb Pound, or Pounds (in weight) as, 1 lb 24 lb.
At, or to as, silk
$2 per yd. flour per bar. 88
$10.50.
Per as, sheep ?4 %3 head.
Per cent ; as, discount 6%
510.21.
Account as, J. Smith in % with J. Jones.
BiU of Lading.
)>

;

;

;

/
£

=

;

;

;

@
^
%

@

;

;

%
%

;

@

;

%=

;

;

=

;

^

Care

of.

i^ Letter of Credit.
1
The designation of

A

a flrst-class vessel in Lloyd's Register of British and
Foreign Shipping the letter denoting that the hull is well built and seaworthy,
and the figure the efficient state of her rigging, anchors, cables, stores, etc. The
figure 2 would imply that these were insujfificient in quantity, or of an inferior
quality.
When a vessel has passed the age for the character A (four to fifteen
;

it is registered A in red.
The designation of a vessel of the third class, fit to convey perishable goods on
short voyages only.
E The designation of a vessel fit for carrying on a voyag* of any length such goods
only as are not liable to sea damage.
I The designation of a vessel fit for carrying goods of the same sort on shorter
voyages only.
C Letters used to indicate that the boilers and machinery of a steam vessel have
been inspected, and found to be in good order and safe working condition.
Ale of double strength.
Ale of triple strength.

years),

M

M

XX
XXX

5^°" The origin of the sign $ has been variously accounted for but it is probably a
an old Spanish coin
modified figure 8, denoting a " piece of eight," i. e., eight reals,
It was in use long before the adoption of the Federal curof the value of a dollar.
rency. The sign / is thought to have been originally a capital S (written thus,/),
standing for the word Shillings. The character £, for Pounds sterling, is merely a
capital L with a mark drawn across it, and represents the corresponding Latin word
Libras ; while ft, or pound weight, is formed from the first and third letters of the
is a graphic modification of the
same word, connected by a similar mark. The sign
is another
Latin word ad, meaning at, or to, or perhaps of its first letter only.
is a cursive variation of
form of p, the initial letter of the Latin word per, by.

—

-=-,

the sign of division

;

3

Ounce

;

half a drachm 3 iss, one drachm and a
3 i, or 3 j, one ounce ; 3 ss,
half 3 ij, two drachms, etc.
iss
or
3
as, 3 i, one scruple
3 jss, one ounce 3 Scruple
3 es,
ij, two ounces, etc.
half a scruple 3 iss, one scruple and
as, 3 i, one drachm
half
3 ss.
3 ij, two scruples, etc.
;

as,

half an ounce
and a half ; 3

Drachm

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(L. Congitis.-)

Gallon.

O, Or
(L. Octarius.) Pint.
3 Ounce. / 3 Fluid ounce.

3
ITl

Drachm. /3 Fluid drachm.
Tip
Minim, or drop.

or

may be

expressed by

jj;,

or 6

6^/^,

-i-

100, or,

6%, or 6><.

MUSICAL.

VIII.

the five lines with the four spaces between them, used to indicate the relative position of notes in the scale, as regards pitch.
jl^°* When these are not sufficient, other lines are added above or below
them, according to the necessities of the case, and are called leger lines,
or added lines. See Leoee, in the Dictionary.
I
Bar ;
the line drawn perpendicularly across the staff
ZZJZZ to separate the notes into measures of equal or given
;

——

H^ — —
I

APOTHECARIES' MEASURES.

thus, six per cent

without indicating the denominator, 6 -r-, whence, in rapid writing,
The other characters need no explanation.

staff

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHTS.
Pound,

^

%

MEDICAL.

(Gr. avd.) Of each.
(L. Recipe.) Take.

tb

C

lOber,

;

;

z

;

@

5!^= This character is reputed to have been originally the same as If, the symbol
of Jupiter, which was placed at the top of a formula to propitiate the king of the
gods, that the compound might act favorably.
8. (L. Signa.) Mark used in a prescription to indicate directiono to be put on the
medicine package.

3

November

;

(5^°' This sign must not be confounded with the negative index designating the
reciprocal of a quantity, which would be applied to a parenthesis inclosing one of

Binh. X.

9ber,

;

;

;

to

8ber, October

;

R' Radius

and

;

— used in zoologj'.

;

;

;

.s

;

;

Minutes.
Seconds.

OT

Male
Female

— used in zoology.
<^ Derived from — used in giving etymologies.
derived — used in giving etymologies.
Whence
>
+ And — used in giving etymologies.
# Assumed or supposed, but not found or verified — used in giving etymologies.
-y Died — used in genealogies, etc.
9

;

any latitude is expressed by the formula
which \ is the latitude given, and 32.17076
(that is, 32.17076 feet per second) the value of g at the latitude of 45°.
°
Degrees as, 60° ; that is, sixty degrees.
'
Minutes of arc as, 30' that is, thirty minutes.
" Seconds of arc as, 20" that is, twenty seconds.
Hours.
h

g

;

Double Bars.

Bar.

—

lengths.

Double bar
piece

the
Close

;

;

;

— used to mark the

larger divisions of a
psalm or hymn tunes, songs, and
the end of a verse or sentence.

especially, in

like, to

mark

— used to indicate the end of

a composition

;

— often written

H

J

—

—

|
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ARBITRARY SIGNS USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.
Notes characters placed upon the lines or
spaces of the staff, indicating, by their form and
position, the length and pitch of the tones which
!»'
they represent. Tlie notes here given are called,
respectively, semibreve, minim, crotchet, quaver, semiquaver, and demi-semiquaver
(or whole tone, half tone, quarter-, eighth-, sixteenth-, etc.), each figure after the
first indicating a tone of one half the length of that represented by the figure immediately preceding it. A dot after a note adds to it one half of the length of the

-zr

Single sharp, as used after a double sharp.

;

:t=t

;

v—v-

—
'.

same note without the dot ; thus,

•

is

equal to _(2

(2_ ; and

;

^ 3^

—
^^—

SZ'
a

common

time, the former indicating two minims,

the latter four crotchets in a bar.

ffi also

marks

alia breve time,

which

little faster.

—

used to mark the point to which reference is made, or from which
Sign ;
the repetition of a passage is to begin.
Appoggiatura, or leaning note ; an embellishment consisting of a note
^ placed before another note, one step or half step either above or below the
tyOT*
as.
latter, and usually taking half the time of the principal note

vp

-r-=^t=—

w

Characters marking

tJt
^V-

-r-f

is

-7^r-l^-^^-r-|n*^=^1=^

—

—^

fi_

The stems of the notes are turned either upward or downward, as is most convenient in placing them on the staff;

|

thus,

used to contradict, or counteract the effect of, a previous f or (y,
Natural ;
either expressed or implied.
placed at the end of a passage to denote that
Repeat
1
Sometimes the dots
il
it is to be performed a second time.
or
Heavy
are placed also at the beginning of the passage.
marks are occasionally added above and below the character, to enable the performer to distinguish the beginning or end of the
passage to be repeated, or to call his attention to the repeat ; as,
gg

=S:

:^

~p

equal to

^^

—

—pr~

tTi

these, the breve was formerly used, it
twice the length of the semibreve. It is still
occasionally used in chorals and similar compositions.
~
Two other characters, the long, equal to two breves,
Breve.
Long.
°^'
and the large, equal to two longs or four breves, and
the longest note ever used, were employed in ancient music. More than three strokes
are sometimes attached to tlie stem of the note in very minute divisions. When two
or more tailed notes come together, they are ^jf
often connected by the tails or strokes ; as,

i^"" Besides

Z being

I

,

An embellishment con-

* '

sisting of two appoggiaturas, moving by regular degrees to the princi-

LJ

When many notes

JE^^

of the same kind are to be used, an abbreviated notation is
The strokes ^m, ^, U^, etc., placed over a note, or writ-

sometimes employed.

pal note

ten across the stem of it, signify that it is to be divided into quavers, semiquavers,
domi-semiquavers, etc., respectively, as in the following examples, where iv. signifies
written, and^., per/ormed.

;

"^ i

it

—

an embellishment very similar to the appoggiatura, but
Acciaccatura
performed much more lightly and quickly. When written with a stroke
across it, as in the second example, it is performed very quickly, being, as

fC

'

as.

;

were, driven into the following note.
A species of acciaccatura; sometimes called double acciaccatura.

—

sists of two notes,
the first of which is

^

'^

-AV

the same as that over
which the character
and the
is placed,
second a step or half
step above as.

These marks are also used to direct the repetition of groups of notes preceding them
ix> the same measure ; as.

'

^s
«

tW
1

^

I

P

-f

F-.

It con-

^

;

Turn

— indicating

;

an embellishment consisting of the note over which the

character is placed, the note above it, and the semitone below it, performed in quick succession, generally
as a triplet

as,

;

J^"" When the note above
etc., are marks placed over groiips of notes, and used to indicate that 3, 5, 7, etc., notes (all equal), are to be performed in the time of 2, 4, 6,

3

"^

^,

etc.,

''

5 ^,

7 ^,

notes of the same kind respectively

are performed in the same time as

I

j

;

,

m,

m m

p

^^^

and ^wkmJ!m^

,

i

which

respectively.

written

when

;

before

—

indicating that the note to which it belongs is to be rapidly
TriU ; shake ;
'-^) is often added after it.
alternated with the note above. A waving line (indicating how far the shake is to be extended ; as,

tr^

_fi2_f2_

<«> or w>^

I

25

^^^^^£^^
G

upon the second

G

that every note

— called

upon that

'

treble, or violin, clef.
See Clet, in the Dictionary.
clef ;
placed upon the fourth line, to indicate that every note upon
that line is to be sounded as
of the natural scale, an octave lower than

line is to be

sounded as

—

of the natural scale

F

;

also

—

See
the F of the first space of the treble clef
called also bass clef.
Clef, In the Dictionary.
indicating that every note upon the line or space on which the
clef
ym+— charactei is placed is to be sounded as C of the natural scale
called also
tenor clef. This sign is not fixed like the preceding two, but may have four
different positions on the staff.
Placed on the first, or lowest, line, it is
c
called soprano clef; on the third line, alto clef; on the fourth line, tenor
Clef.
See Clef, in the Dictionary.
clef.
used to indicate that the note before which it is placed is to be
Flat
_j^
-9— sounded lower by a half step than the same note without the sign. When
placed on a line or space at the beginning of a piece, it signifies that every note
on such line or space is to be sounded lower by a half step than in the natural scale.
;

_i|-jj_

—

C

;

—

;

;

—

—

C^T' This character is a modification of the letter B, originally introduced to
avoid the tritone, or sharp fourth, between F and B :;atural.

—^-

Double

n^gZ

Single

-js-;
_ir_!

flat;

flat,

— used to lower a note, already

as used after a double

fl-tted,

a half ntep.

Double sharp

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

indicating that the note or rest over or under which
Pause, or hold
placed is to be prolonged at the pleasure of the performer. It is
;

''T^

sometimes placed over the close, to denote that the strain which it ends
forms the conclusion of the piece ; as,
indicating that the sound is to be evenly and uniformly
Organ tone
maintained, that is, with a uniform loudness; — not often used.
indicating that the volume of sound is to be gradually increased.
Crescendo
Deorescendo diminuendo;
indicating that the volume of sound is to be
-;;;;=_

—

— used to raise a note, already sharped,

a,

half stop.

;

.

-=^

;

—

—

—

;

gradually diminished.
Swell
indicating a gradual increase, or crescendo, followed by a
___^_____
gradual decrease, or decrescendo.
ir= =:; indicates a gradual decrease followed by a gradual increase of sound.
indicating that the note or chord, over or under
Sforzando, or For.iando
which it is jilaced, is to be struck with a force and an emphasis which jire immewritten also A, or V, or indicated by the abbreviation fz, sf,
diately diminished
;

—

—

;

;

rf,

^^
'

-f-,

or 37, are also sometimes used with the same signification.

—

Pressure tone ;
indicating that a sound begun soft is to be instantly increased
to a loud tone.
Staccato
placed over or under a note, to indicate that it is to be struck with
force, and performed in a short, sharp, emphatic manner.
indicates that the note is to be performed in a manner similar to the staccato,
but not so emphatically and sharply.
;

.

—

—

or rfz.

IS^^ The marks

5I^° To

—

the same way as the flat.
character was originally designed to represent, by its four cross lines,
The sharps or flats placed at the beginning
the four commas of the chromatic scale.
of a piece to determine the key or pitch are called the signature of the piece. See
810NATURE, in the Dictionary.

HS-

the Dictionary

staccato,

upward.

,^

flat.

Sharp ;
used to indicate that the note before which it is placed is to be
sounded higher by a half step than the same note without it. It is applied in

m^^ This

n., 4, in

it is

line, to indicate

•

F

^
«
^

See Shake,

Vibration
indicating the rapid repetition of an emphasis upon
the same note, as if three, four, or even a greater number of notes,
were played instead of the note over which it is placed. It
also sometimes denotes that the note is to be sounded in a tremulous maimer.
used in piano music, to denote that the notes of the chord before
Arpeggio
which it is written are not to be struck simultaneously, but in quick succession

somewhat

— placed

-I—

.

g^r-bg--zd-EB

:

clef;

P-F

Inverted turn, consisting of the same notes as the
turn, performed in reverse order ; as,

;

16

^^

it.

fp

=b='^b=b=^

12

is

also be written with the natural sign [B] in
$. It
place of either of these, when the corresponding note should have that sign placed

---^^^

8

the character is
sharped, it is written

is flatted,

the note below

may

2

a~ Eests; characters indicating silence, or a pause in the per»r" lormance, the length of the pause being indicated by the form
of the character. "Thus, the
characters here given, taken
in their order, indicate pauses of the same length
as the following notes respectively.
51^°' More than three hooks or strokes may be attached to the stems of the rests,
Bests may be lengthto indicate shorter pauses corresponding to the shorter notes.
ened in the same manner as notes, by placing a dot or two dots after them. A rest,
or pause, of a whole measure, is indicated by the mark -™»- placed upon the fourth
line, the figure 1 being vrritten above ; and to express a rest of two, three, etc.,
measures, a similar notation is used or sometimes; for the larger numbers, a heavy
stroke in the measure, over which is written the number of measures included in
the rest or pause. The following are examples

[7

p-

9C

slur is

—

indicate a

still

lower degree of emphasis and distinctness the

sometimes written over

tlie

dots

—

;

as,

^-"^*v
•

Slur ; tie ;
tlie sign of legato, indicating that the notes
over or under which it is placed are to be performed in a
smooth, connected manner. It is also used to connect two or more notes nliioh
are to be sung to one syllable, or to be united into one long note.
Brace
used to connect tlio.so stalls of a composition or score which are to
be perfonned together.
Direct ;
placed on that line or space at the end of a staff, which is occupied
iv
by the first note of tlie following staff, to indicate the position of the latter to
the nerformer. It is now rarely used(

[

;

—
—

I

ARBITRARY SIGNS USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.
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N

^

gn i&
~t
p- _ DU, etc.
_ 6u,
fin

notation used in indicating the proper time of a piece.
.•=:80, ,'^
60, etc., denote respectively that 80

=

jjj^g^

crotchets or quarter notes, and 60 minims or half notes, are to be performed in one
minute ; or that each note of the kind indicated is performed in the time of one
vibration of the pendulum of a metronome wheu the nut is set at 80, 60, etc.,
retipectively.

*^^
0, or ^

Characters used in music for the piano, directing the use of the
The last two are less frequently used.
used after the preceding, and directing a discontinuance of the
^,or^ useA ofmark
the pedals.
n, or [\ Characters sometimes used in music for the violin, the former to indicate a
down bow, the latter an up bow.
Indicates a phrase, or incomplete musical idea.
"3
Indicates a section, or complete but not independent idea.
Indicates a period, or complete and independent musical sentence.
.

pedals.

,

A
O

The ordinary marks

of punctuation [,;:.] are used
(|I^°"
instead of these three characters, or for a similar purpose.

Q

louder souud, the loudest the voice or mstrument

ia

capa-

Same as/z.
Forzando. Same as >-, /\ , V > or sf.
Mezzo with a sound of medium strength or loudness.
Mezzo forte with-a moderately loud sound.
Piano with a soft or low sound.
Pianissimo with a sound softer than piano, but firm and audible.

Jz

\\

;

—

;

=
=

....

Put in capitals.
Restore or retain words which have been crossed out ;

—

—

font ;
used when a character is of a wrong size or style.
wf.
Transpose.
tr.
Lower case ; that is, put in small, or common, letters a word or letter that haa
{. c.
been printed in capitals or small capitals.
Put in small capitals.
s. caps., or sm. c.
Qu., Qy.,. or t Query Is this right ?
Words are omitted, or are wanting, see copy.
out, s. 0.

;

;

(^^ ppp

is

SPECIMEN OF A CORRECTED PROOf/sHEET,

sometimes used to denote a very low or soft sound, softer than

pianissimo.
sf

R

THE CROWNING OF PETRARCH.

or '/« Rinf orzando. Samo as j», /z, or sj.
Sf orzando.
See s— and Js.
6
4

6»

2,

the

7,

Figures beneath or above the notes in a basa part, indicating

etc., etc.

^
harmony

in the higher parts

;

— called

Q/4.ea^.

1.

;

—
?

Comma.

TYPOGRAPHICAL.
'

Acute Accent.
Grave Accent.
Broad or Circumflex

[

• • • Ellipsis.

Semicolon.
Colon.
Period.

Dash.

" orr\ Circumflex, or Tilde. *
- Long Accent, or Macron, t

"

Interrogation.

Exclamation.
( ) Parentheses.
\ ] Brackets, or Crotch1

ets.

Apostrophe.

•

Hyphen.

porticos

A

ji

by

V

^

Short, or Breve.
DiiEresis.

^ (q) Cedilla.

A

Caret.

" "
I

.

.

Ellipsis

;

also.

Leaders.

i

Asterisk;

Dagger, or Obelisk.
Double Dagger.

§
||

ai

laureled fasces, the

^«^!^ intellectual L

"~~""

Section.

V, c

thp do™''"°°

—^—

%

now

to confar the ptoudoifc reward of an

triumph.

To the nyni who had l extended

Vy'

Nyj/

and

and

ferocity,

— who had erected the

whose ooptiono we re the hearts of

,^A

.

<>/^
tu

imagination in|the haunts l_

|

Eternal City offered the(^glorious\and/juBtUribute ) of her

A

1

(_

"^ ^^^ ancient language

°^ philosophy

of ignorance

(.

°^ —
/admiring nations/enchained by the influence of his f—
whose spoils were the treasures of ancient genins — the

i

^
i

\

^55IL«.
-='«-»»»

^.

»*;^

gratitude.

The cediUa (?) was originally the same as the letter 2, and was
and the acute.
written, in Spanish and French, between the letter c and a following a, o, or u. to
preserve the c in its soft soimd. Afterward it was placed under the c, and acquired
the character of a mere diacritical point. The section mark (§) is said by some to
have been formed from the initial letters (ff) of the Latin words signum. sectionis,
meauing sign of the section ; but others assert that it is a corruption of a Greek t,
the first letter of the word napdypa<j>oi, which means a marginal line or stroke. The
character H is a modification of a capital P (the initial of paragraph) the letter being
reversed, and the black part being made white, and the white part black, for the :;ake
of distinctiveness.
The other characters are aU purely arbitrary.

tronhie^

caA'ttveAl

>

But

Retained the/influence)mightier)of an intellectual

she

empire, and was

still

had passed away from Rome.

sceptre

X

Parallels.

Paragraph.
(J^^ Index.
#*, Asterism.

Qusestio, question, placed one over the other; thus,
According to the same
authority, the note of exclamation was formed from the Latin word lo, joy, written
~
vertically ; thus, J.
is
formed
The circumflex accent C^ , ^, or )
by joining the grave

tg n: I fAmid the ruined monuments

/

/ erections of

/

ff

m^em

art,

A

who

oWcl(e/to

owed

to

him

of ancient,

i

^he

infant

he who had restored the broken

link between thetwo ages of

with the wreath which

;

2.

The

©
<»A«<!«

•[[

Quotation Marks.

Brace.

.

The

pictured cities were indeed wanting to his victorious pro

cession.

H^^ For an explanation of the various purposes for which these marks or points
are used, see their names in the Dictionary. The note of interrogation is said by
Bilderdijk to have been formed from the first and last letters of the Latin word

U

and «sA

golden eagles, the shouting Legions, the captives, and the

MARKS OF PUNCTUATION.
*

•

palaces

had long mouldered into dust.

\

;

The superb

which had roUed the ivory chariots of Marius and Caesar

IX.

#
'iSf^

Nothing can be conceived more affecting or noble than^
that ceremony.

variously figured bass, thorough bass,

and basso continuo.

,

being usually writteu

;

p
pp

I'S-,

stet

in the margin.

;

;

»i/

;

///

Wrong

Forte, piano.

fp

m

=

m^^

;

still

I

The other marks are self-explanatory ; but the following abbreviatUmt, used
ia correcting proof sheets, require explanation :

;

^^^

Indent.
Elevate a letter, word, or character that is sunk below the proper leveL
Sink or depress a letter, word, or character raised aboye the proper level.
Shows that a portion of a paragraph projects laterally beyond tae rest.
J^ Directs attention to a quadrat or space which improperly appears.
X, or + Directs attention to a broken or imperfect type.
Bring a word or words to the beginning of a line also, make a new paragraph.
[
or
or
\ Straighten (a crooked line or lines).
/^
Print as a diphthong, ligature, or single character thus, <B,^ (i. e., print se,fl).
new
Make
a
paragraph.
IT
Put in Italic also, change according to the mark in the margin, as from Italic to
Roman, or from Roman to Italic.
Put in small capitals.

l_j

by some composers

Forte with a loud sound.
Fortissimo with a soub4 louder than/or^e.

fff indicates a
ble of producing.

D or ^

"•

r—

he

^
/

human oy^lization was crowned
aeserved from the

him their r^jSement,

— ^om

modems

the ancients

who

their

PROOF READERS' MARKS.
Never was a/^ronatioh so august witnessed by Westmin-

St,

\A^

or

cf

(L. dele.)

Dele, or Delete

;

take out, or expunge.
ster or Rbi

9

Turn a reversed letter.
A space, or more space, between words, letters, or lines.
'^ or ^ Less space, or no space, between words or letters.
Carry a word farther to the left or to the right.
l^or

^

^

Macaulat. a=y«<z^

I
L

(jLMoue^ %k<Mtn, adcrii^^jf

and

F

cCoccm

4

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS
FOR

WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
Where

the explanation of the letters or figures in the cut is not given

under the cut

classified

itself, it

may

found under

bf.

heads of arrangement, see p.

the

same cut in

the

body of the work.

For index

to the

vi.

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

[22

Blood Crystals,

p. 156.

^

aOO oO^o
QD
Red Blood

Branchial Arches, p.

Corpuscles, p.

175.

Branchial Arches and Hyoid Apparatus of Perch,
/ Hyoid Arch, composed of the
segments a e f g h, and bearing the Branchiostegal Rays r r; 7/- K Branchial Arches, joined to the
Basibranchials 6 c t/, in ttie middle line below, and
above to tlie Superior Pliaryngeal Bones s, which, on
the left side, are turned outward from the natural
position
VI Interior Pharyngeal Bone, corresponding to the fifth branchial arch.

V

326.

J-

'.

Been from above.

Fan and Horizontal

Training, p. 152S.

ANATOMY, EMBRYOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
PHRENOLOGY, etc.

CentrolecithaiOvum,

p. 233-

;

Dermis, p. 396.
Vertical Section of tlie Skin, showing Dermis,
c Epidermis : tt Connective Tissue Fibers of Dermis cut longitudinally ; e Bundles of similar Vi.
hers cut transversely
h li Shafts of Hairs i Rase
of Hair Sac
Papilla arising from Base of Sac ;
;

;

)'

,

mm

Sheath of Hair Sac; I Sebaceous Gland;
Muscles of Hair Sues s Sweat Gland t Duct of
Sweat Gland (' t' Openings of Ducts u u Fat imbedded in lower layer of Dermis.
A-

;

;

Baleen, p.

Ai'chipterygium, p.

114.

122

;

Cell Division, p. 439.

79.

(1929J

;

Digestive Apparatus,

p. 411,

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1930

ANATOMY. PHYSIOLOGY,

etc.

— Continued.

imiiim ["iiiiiiniiiriniimim

Metatarsus,
p. 918.

Metatarsus (e) of
Horse.
a Distal
End o£ Tibia; 6
Tarsal Bones

;

d ef

Phalanges; fiSpLiat
Bone.

Tarsometatar- Syndactylous, Synpelmous,

Lungs,

p. 875.

Multipolar, p. 953

sua, p. 1475.

p. 1464.

p. 1465.

Teeth

p. 1517.

1931

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY,

etc.

- Continued.

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING,

etc.

TJngulata,
p. 1574.

Vmculiim,

Whalebone,

p. 161U.

p. 1642.

ANTIQUITIES

Umbilical Vesicle, p. 1561.
Umbilical Vesicle, or Yolk Sac, 00
s The Embryonic
of a Skate's Egg.
State ; u Umbilical Cord.

:

DRESS, UTENSILS,

etc.

^iAf=rSS3£-=-f(

\
Trident, p. 1538.

^
1
--::->--

Scutum, p.

1295.

Toga, p.

1514.

Uncial, p. 1567.

Baptistery, p.

117.

Bascule Bridge,

p. 121.

J

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1932

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING,

etc.—

Continued.

u

w

Composite,

p. 291,

Comice,

p.

m.

Corinthian, p.

323.

Plying Buttress,

p. 577.

FoUatious, p.

578.

Frontal, p.

599.

1933

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING,

etc.

-

Continued.

Jub^, p.

803.

Portico, p, 1116.

Pulpit, p. 1161.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1934

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING,

etc.

-

Continued.

R
Spandrels, p.

1377.

Spire, p. 1387.

Stalls, p. 14U1.

Wigwam,

p. 1652.

Wainscot,

ART, OBJECTS OF: ORNAMENTS,

p. 1622.

etc.

Cipher, p. 257.

IP'/

Sub-base,
p. 1432.

Stilted Arcli, p. 1415.

Tower,

p. 1523.

Heart,

U

p. 678.

V
Suspension Bridge, p.

Temple,

1454.

p. 1483.

Tracery, p.

1524.

ST!
Trestle, p. 1535.

!

Turret, p.

1554.

Mosaic,

p. 946,

Parquetry, p.

1044.

p. 1340.

1935

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ASTRONOMY.

/'$'T^k
....i-s*a»c^

The
Moon,

Ecliptic,

Summer and Winter

Solstice, Equinoxes, etc., p. 1369.

p. 942.

\
''Tap

"^p'

Tides, p. 1507.

-«

Ursa Major,

p. 1537.

Zodiac, p. 1680.

Zones, p. 1680.

BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OP TERMS

Amplexicaul,
p. 51.

Aggregate,

Alternate, p. 44.

p. 32.

Acuminate,
p. 19.

Adelphous,

p. 20.

Angiospermous,

p. 56.

*

"^

Anther, p.

63.

Bilocular, p. 146.

Calyculate, p. 206.

Bulb,

p. 190.

Carina, p. 2ia

1936

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OP TERMS.—
Continued.

N

P

Hypocraterip. 404.

'

Diadelphous, p.

405.

Dichotomous,

p. 408.

Digitate, p.

411,

»»'"

"

~

morphous,

Imbricate,

Hypogynous,

p. 721.

p. 73U.

p. 721.

^°™'??„^"*'
P-

'*''•

Incised, p. 744.

1937

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OF TERMS.
Continued.

Pedate, p. 1057.

Peltate, p. 1059.

Pedatifld, p. 1057.

Pectinate, p. 1056.

Secund,

p. 1302.

Septifragal,

Scutate,

p. 1312.

p. 1295.

Seed, p. 1303.

Sepals, p. 1311.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OP TERMS.—

1938

N

Continued,

Q

U

Uncinate,

Tuberous, p.

1548.

t).

1567.

Umbonate,

p. 1561.

Beech,

p. 131.

Breadfruits, p. 177.

Banyan,

p. 117.

1939

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

BOTANY; ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS.—
Continued.

Fern,

p. 553.

Fan Palm,

p. 542.

Fig, p.

557.

Fir, p. 562,

Holly, p.

699.

Hop,

p. 704.

Honeysuckle,

p. 703.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS. — Continued.

1940

Eed-topped
Buffalo Grass,
p. 646.

Eye

Grass,

p. 646.

Beneca Grass,

Sheep's Fescue,

Small Reed Grass,

Squirrel-tail Grass,

Velvet Grass,

p. 646.

p. 646.

p. 646.

p. 646.

p. 646.

Wood Grass,
Vernal Grass,

p. 646.

p. 646.

1941

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OP PLANTS.
Continued.

Lotus,

p. S70.

Lucem,

p. 873.

Lungwort,

p. 875.

Myrtle,

p. 960.

p. 970.

'

Nasturtium,

p. 963.

Deadly Nightshade,

p. 9T6.

1942

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS.
Continued.

Poison Sumac, p.

1106.

Plantain Tree, p. 1095.

Poison Ivy, p.

1106.

Shittah Tree, p. 1330.

1943

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS
Continued.

Tamaiind, p.

1472.

Taro, p.

1475.

Teak,

p. 1478,

Virginia Creeper, p. 1612.

Wall Rue,

p. 1624.

Water Chestnut,

p. 1631.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
BOTANY: ILLUSTRATIONS OP PLANTS.—

1944

Continued.

Welwitschia,

p. 1641.

Top and But,

Turnstile, p. 1551,

p. 1513.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY: UTENSILS,

etc.

^Mm

Q

Weeping WiUow,

p. 1639.

Wheat,

Yellowwood,

Xanthoxylum,

p. 1643.

p. 1674.

p. 1671.

Tarrow,

p. 1673.

Yucca,

p. 1677.

Yaupon,

p. 1673.

Zamia,

p. 1677.

CARPENTRY, JOINERY, and MASONRY.

Spit, p. 1388.

Sieve, p. 1338.

DRESS: ORNAMENTS,

Miter Joints,

p. 932.

Tusks,

p. 1555.

Blouse, p.

158.

Fez, p.

555.

Stitclies, p. 1416.

etc.

Gaiter, p. 607.

1945

OF PICTORIAL ILLTJSTRATIONS.
DRESS: ORNAMENTS,
etc.

— Continued.

Paaha's Standard, p. 1048.

Mace,

p. 879.

Dice, p. 408.

123

Dumb

BeU,

p. 460.

Shuttlecock, p.

1336.

Seesaw,

p. 1304.

StUts, p. 1415.

Tangram,

p. 1473.

,

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1946

GAMES, AMUSEMENTS,
—^a^ lMII

etc.

— Continued.

The Geological Sehies.
of geology, as treating of the history of the globe, indifferent strata wliicli compose its crust, their
description
of
the
volves a
order of succession, characteristic forms of animal and vegetable life, etc.
Tlie principal subdivisions of geological time, and tlie most important strata,
with their relative positions, are indicated in the following diagram.
It^~ The science

Ill-

N

.[iliiriiiiiitiiliiiii[i|i|j|l|j{f||{{||||i|pniri{[iiniii'i

A

B
n

p

S

s

Eras.

S

18

9/

2/

C

IR

D

A

s

^i^

Suuurvisioxs,

Diagram.

Periods.

2.

Champlain.

i>-

1.

GlaciaL

fp

European and American.

B

Sub-Apennine beds.

English Crag.

N

I'ppcr Molasse.

Tennis Court,

Kupelian and Tongrian of Belgium.
'NuniniuHtic beds & Flysch, in part,
of Europe. 1. Puerco. 2. Wahsatch.
Green River. 4. Bridger beds,

p. 1485.
3.

Tennis, p. 1485.

Miocene.

2.

Oligocene.

^

1.

Eocene,

iTI"

5.

Laramie.

"

4.

Fox

_

-

;>.

i

<=>

Jliila.

3.

Colorado.

2.

Dakota.

1.

Lower.

also called Lignitic beds.

1

^

\

cj

_

L

.1

f;;-

^-•-

_.

,,

.,

,

I

;-__w^
-

ii:.:

^^

„

_,,

Lower Chalk. Chalk Marl.

I

I

•

-.y^

;

'^

'.

Gault.

Neocomian.

Lower Greensand.

W'ealdcn.

3.

Purbeck,

^^^^^^

Purbeck, Portland, Kiipmeridge.

2.

Oolite.

^^=L:"-.'^t^

Oxford

'

_i_

I

1.

Lias.

4 Khjetic.

n

2.

Upper.
Middle.

1

Lownr

p. 1514.

\

'
1

I

>->-^^^^^^^^^^^=:
-

3'.

---^^-^"^

~^

"

.

^g3^3£^^Ai

1.

Magnesian

Zcchstein
Group.
Limestone.

Lower Red Sandstone,

or Roth-

liegendes.
3.

Upper Coal Measures.

2.

Lower Coal Measures.

Carbonifer-

L Subcarboniferous.

5.

;

Mnschelkalk.

~,

^^^^3^^^
i^=^^-^-='-^^=i^-^

2.

Bath

Buntcr-Sandstein.
~

Permian.

GEOLOGY.

Lower, or

2. Marlstone. 3. Up1. Lower Liae.
per Lias.
Kossen beds, Dachetein beds Alpinf*
[Trias, in part.
Keupor.

2-

_g>-___
3.

OBlites.

Oolite.

'

—S—

'

-^^_^—^^^^

Toboggans,

o

I

c5~ Upper Chalk.

\

and
Chemung.

CfltskiU

f^^

Lower

m^^

Carboniferous.

Mountain

LimcBtone.

i

Catskill
Btoue.

'J'9'^v

Red Sand-^

';'//,'//;''

Chemung.
4.

Portage.

Portage.

Genesee

Slate.

Old Red

Hamilton beds.

'

Sandstone.

Marcellus Shale.

2.

Cornifurous.

1.

Oriakany.

3.

Lower

Upper Helderberg,
Sehohariu,
and
Cauda-galli Grit.

Oriskany Sandstone.

Lower Helderberg. Ludlow Group.

Helderberg.

E^^^^^^ Onondaga Salt
2.

-;

Onondaga.

3.

1.

Niagara,

Chazy.

1.

Calciferous.

Salina beds.

Niagara Group.

Wcnlock Group.

2.

Clinton Group.

1.

ndovery.
Medina Sandstone. fLlan

3.

Hudson River beds. Cincinnati
Group. Lower Llandovery.

pper

y'CQQ

2.

Group.

Water Lime.

7:^3

J-

Oj'a^O

2.

Utica Shales.

1.

Trenton I-iniestone. Caradocand
Bala Limestone.
Black River and Bird*s-Eye Limestone.

'.-.

!

Chazy Limestone. Llandeilo, in

Cambrian.

ARCH^AN.
Graphic Granite,

p. 645.

Stalactites, p. 1400.

Stalagmites, p 1400.

part.

Alapnesian
Limestone.
Arenig or Skiddaw
i Group.
Lower, Middle, and Upper Cam("Calciferous Sandrock.

I

brian.
1.

Laurentian.

2.

Huronian.

1947

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

HERALDRY.
COLORS AND TINCTURES DESCRIBED BY LINES, DOTS,

Yellow

White

Red

Blue

or

or

or

or

OR.

ARGENT.

GULES.

AZURE.

Greeu

Purple

or

o?

Orange* Murrey

Bluck

or

Of

VERT. PURPURE. SABLE.

&c.

Ermine
or

or

TENNE. SANGUINE.

FUR.

There are nine Roundels, used in Heraldry, the names of which are sufficient,
blazoning, to denote their color, which is always the same. They are as follows
Besants, ^
fOr.

— in

;

Argent.

Plates,

Torteaux,
Hurts,

Pommes,

•

Some

heraldistr

Addorsed,

Azure,

which are of

Vert.

Golpes,

Purpure.

Pellets,

Sable.

Tenn6.
Oranges,
Guzes,
^ Sanguine.
describe this by horizontal, in place of perpendicular, with diagonal

AUerion, p.

Affroiite, p. 29.

p. 20.

G-iues.
-

Argent,

40.

p. 80.

lines.

Azure, p.

108.

Bevile,

Bicorporate,

Bordure,

Cross Bottony,

p. lil.

p. 143.

p. 167.

p. 170.

Increscent,
p. 748.

Inescutcheon,

Inflamed,

Interfretted,

Issuant,

p. 757.

o. TOO.

P- 777.

p. i9i.

Y-sDTimrT'v

Caboched,

p. 200-

Canton,

Combattant,

Cl<5ch^, p. 264.

Cheeky,

p. 244.

Chevron,

Compony,

p. 291.

Cottise, p. 330.

p. 212.

p. 246.

Chief, p. 247.

Couchant,

p. 330.

p. 281.

Counterchanged,

Countercourant, p.

p. 332.

S

Crest, p. 343.

332.

Counter-paly,

Courant,

Crescent,

p. 332.

p. 334.

p. 343.

-7

Cross-crosslet, p. 348.

Jessant, p. 799.

Mascle, p.

Lattice, p. 833.

898.

Natant, p.

Lodged,

Lozengy,

p. 865.

PaU,

Pale, p. 1031.

964.

p. 873.

p. 1032.

Martlet,

p.

Paly, p. 1034.

^

Debruised, p.

2,'ii.

Dexter, p.

404.

Pommett^,

p. 1112.

Potent, p. 1121.

Purpure, p.

1165.

Quartered,

p. 1175.

'V

Displayed,

Dormant,

Dragon,

Embattled,

Engouled,

p. 429.

p. 445.

p. 450.

p. 482.

Raguled,

p. 493.

Rampant,

p. 1184.

p. 1187.

Escutcheon,

Fess, p. 554.

Erased, p.

506.

Escaloped,
p. 508.

Flanches, p.

566.

Fleur-de-lis, p. 570.

Rampant Cardant, p. 1187.

Rampant Regardant,

p. 1187.

Recursant,
p. 1202.

p. 609.

Flotant, p. 573,

Eourch^, p.

590.

Saltire, p. 1271i

Sejant, p. 1305.

Forms of

Shields or Escutcheons, p. 1328.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1948

HERALDRY. — Continued.

\r

i

9\0

J
8

2

h-\3

Magic Square,
p. 881.

yS
t

Interior Angles, p. 777.

Spread Eagle,

Lion Statant,

p7l393.

Supporters.

p. 1405.

p. 1449.

Surmounted,

Treasure Coun-

p. 145^.

terfleury, p. lo35.

\^

MATHEMATICS.

,T

1-

Abacus,

p. 1.

Abscissa, p.

7.

Acute Angle,

^

V
Lozenge,

Octahedron,
^•^'^'''-

\

y

Oval, p. 1020.

involute, p. 786.

c
B
Obtuse Angle,

,

;o^^
'''

Cassinian Oval, p.

-''

Octagon,

p. 995

Ovoid, p.

1025.

1020.

u

Ungula,

z

p. 1574.

Gnomons,

p. 634.

Hypocycloid, p. 72L

Hyperbolas, p.

719,

1949

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

MECHANICAL POWERS.

Bolts, p. 163.

Section of a Breast Wheel, p.

178.

Escapements,

p. 509.

Epicyclic Train,

p. 501.

Drill Press, p.

•155.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
MECHANICS, MACHINERY, HYDRAULICS, etc

1950

— Continued.

R

U

MUling Cut-

Nut,

Miter Wheels,

ter, p. 924.

p. 987.

p. 932.

Sling, p. 1355.

Slide Valve, p. 1354.

1951

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

MECHANICS, HYDRAULICS,

etc.

— Continued.

Marte! de Fer,

Turn Buckle,
Turbine,

p. 1552.

Undershot Wheel,

p. 1570.

p. 1553.

Knight, p.

817.

p. 898.

1952

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
MIDDLE AGES: AEMOR, DRESS,

etc.

— Continued.

Right Shoulder

Secure Arms, p.

1302.

Support Arms,

Manual

of

Arms,

p. 1449.

p. 893.

Arms,

p. 1333.

1953

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

MILITARY TERMS WEAPONS,
:

etc.— Continued.

Truncation, p

1546.

Twins,

p. 1356.

1954:

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MYTHOLOGY, IDOLS,

eta

wmw
\v

!
\

Armillary Sphere,
Triangle and Rod,

p. 1536.

Violin, p. 1612.

p. 82.

'

Azimuth Compass,

'

p. 1V8.

i

\

'.

Bell Jar,

Anamorphosis,

p. laS.

p. 53.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

NATURAjL PHILOSOPHY,

L

r

etc.

1955

— Continued.

q,

Xefraction, p. 1208.

Solenoid, p. 136&

Retort, p.

1231,

Self-registering

Thermometer, p.

ReHettmsr Telesoope,
1497.

p. 1481.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1956

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY,

etc.

— Continued.

I

•

CUdastes

(p. 265) (s^).

Burypterus,

p. 51Sk

1957

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

PALEONTOLOGY. — Continued.

One

of tlie Sauroixida (p.

(Morosdurus grandis). Hiud Leg and

1279)

Sivatlierium,

Machirea,
p. S79.

Mastodonsaurus,

p. 901,

p.

13«.

Pelvis.

1958

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
PALEONTOLOGY. — Continued.

N

1mm
il WmJ fM]
QMi \^
iUf
jj'

ralu

X^iM^ ^n^
u] jif
Ui^
]

'

£I£ tfltf

ly

Q

U

V

W

American,

p. 1182.

Arctic, p. 1182.

Australian, p. 1182.

Indian Canoe,

p. 210.

Bucentaur,

p. 187.

1959

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS
SHIPS

AND NAUTICAL AFFAIRS. — Continued.

Frigate, p. 597.

Dead-eyes,

p. 372.

Galley, p.

Rowlocks,

p. 1256.

Screw Propeller,

vi.

iJ'TJ.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

I960

SHIPS

AND NAUTICAL AFFAIRS. — Continued.

N

O

a

u

w

Two-hand Alphabet.
Ship, p. 1329.

WaU Knot, p.

1624,

Tartan, p. 1475.

Dactylology,

p. 364.

1961

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS, VESSELS, IN
STRUMENTS, etc.

Joiner's Gauge, p. 615.

9

Diagonal Scale,

p. 405.

Diestock, p.

Bourgeois

409.

1/2

German.
10

2

Saxon

2'/2

Norse

3

S'A

Long Primer

•

Brilliant

Ruby

Steelyard, p. 1409.

STENCIL

4

Excelsior

4'/2

Diamond

stencil, p. 1410.

5

Pearl

5-/2

Agate

6

Nonpareil

7

Minion

8

Brevier

BHH^H^H^I
Tuning

Point System of Type Bodies,

p. 1.558.

Fork,
p. 1551.

Vise, p. 1613.

onkey Wre

124

""\ i

Vernier Calipers, p.
Parallel Ruler, p. 1040.

Carriage Wrench, p.

1668.

1604.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
VEHICLES FOR LAND AND AERIAL LOCOZOOLOGY: AMPHIBIANS.
1962

MOTION.

N

Q

U

W

Wagoaette,

p. 1622.

Velocipedes, p.

1599.

American Tree Toad,

p. 1534.

Urodela,

p. 1587.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY: ANNELIDS.

196S

—
A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1964:

ZOOLOGY: ARACHNIDS, PYCNOGONIDS.

N

Continued.

O

Q

U

W

z

Pank SwalIidpctoor Spiiicr,
p. 153L

Tardigrada,

p. 1475.

Spider, p. 1385.

Bald iagle,

p. 113.

low, p. U6.

Avocet,

p. 106.

1965

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS

ZOOLOGY: BIRDS. — Continued.

Blackcap,

p. 151.

Boatbill, p. 161.

Blue Jay,

p. 159.

Canvabb uk,

p. 212.

Caracara,

p. 216.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1966

ZOOLOGY

:

BIRDS.

— Continued.

N

Q

U

V

w

Cockatoo,

p.

W2.

Condor,

p. 298.

Courser,

p. 334.

Dove,

p. 448,

Dowitcher,

p. 448.

1967

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY

E^iar Bird, p. 596.

:

BIRDS.

Progmouth,

v. 598.

— Continued.

Fulmar,

p. 602

Gjallatory, p.

643.

Goldfinches,

p. 637.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1968

ZOOLOGY: BIRDS. — Continued.
N

P

U

w

Heath Grouse,

p. 67 9.

Hedge Sparrow,

p. 6S1.

Hobby,

p. 697.

Jager, p.

796.

Java Sparrow,

p. 798.

1969

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY: BIRDS.

Lapwing,

p. 830.

Kittiwake,

p. 816.

Continued.

King Tody,

p. 814,

Merganser,

p. yl4.

Merlin,

p. 914.

1970

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

ZOOLOGY

:

BIRDS.

— Continued.

N

O

Q

U

w

Noddy,

p. 978.

Old Squaw,

p. 1000.

Peabody Bird,

p. 1054.

Passenger Pigeon, p.

1049.

1971

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY

Prairie

Hawk,

:

BIRDS.

^^^ ^^^^^^^ p

^^.^^_

— Continued.

Poaohard,

Redstarts, p. 1204.
p. 1104,

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1972

N

ZOOLOGY

:

BIRDS.

— Continued.

Q

U

Sage Cock,

p. 1267.

Sage Sparrow,

p. 1267.

SheathbiU. p.

1335.

Siskin, p. 1346.

SicklebiU, p. 1337.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY

stilt, p. 1415.

:

BIRDS.

1973

— Continued.

Starthroat, p. 1405,

Starling, p. 1404,

Tern, p. 1488.

Teal, p. 1478,

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1974

ZOOLOGY: BIRDS. — Continued.

N

Q

R

U

Velvet Duck, p.

1599,

Vulture, p.

1620.

Willet. p. 1654.

Wild Goose,

p. 1653.

1975

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY: BIRDS. — Continued.

^

Campanula- Coenencliyma,

Brachiopoda,
p. 173.

Crania, p.

33S.

Cyphonautes,

p. 363.

Authozoa,

p. 63.

Athecata, p.

95.

riau, p. 2US.

p. 274.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
ZOOLOGY CCELBNTERATES. — Continued.

1976

:

N

Q

R

U

W

X3^
Planula,

Medusa,

p. 903.

Millepore,

p

924

p. 1095.

^„„.

Palus, p. 1034

Venus's Girdle
a Side view;

(Cesium venerus).
Portions more enlarged.

(p. 1601)

bed

Virgularian, p. 1612.

1977

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY

Crawfish, p.

:

340,

CCELENTERATES. —

Continued.

Maioid, p.

884.

Mud Crab, p.

951.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
ZOOLOGY: ECHINODERMS.
ZOOLOGY CRUSTACEANS. — Continued

1978

:

c

<?

k.

u

w

Whale Louse,

pri642,

Xiphura,

p. 1671.

Zoea,

p. 1680.

Pedata, p.

1056.

Pentacrmoids,

p. 1061

Pluteua,
p. U03.

Pentacrinus, p. 1061

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

1979

ZOOLOGY ECHINODERMS. — Continued.
:

''^

Barbel, p. 118

Calico Bass, p. 204.

Catfish, p. 227.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1980

ZOOLOGY FISHES. — Continued.
:

N

Q

U

w
X

Progfish, p. 598.

Frostfish, p. 599.

Filefish, p. 559.

Ganoid

Scales, p. 611.

1981

OF PICTOKIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY FISHES. — Continued.
:

Mackerels, p.

879.

MaUotus, p.

888.

Miller's

Thumb,

p. 924.

Mlunow,

p. 927.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
ZOOLOGY FISHES. — Continued.

1982

:

N

a

u

w

90

Saury, p.

1279.

Sawfish, p. 1280.

1983

OF PICTOEIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY FISHES. — Continued.
:

Sunflsh,
p. 1445.

Tarpum,

p. 1475.

letrodon, p. 1492.

Tench,

p. 1434.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1984

ZOOLOGY FISHES.—
:

Continued.

N

U

w

Wrasse, p.

Bhabdocoela, p. 1236.
1667.

1985

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY: HELMINTHS. — Continued.

Vortex (p.

1619) ( Vortex cavifrons).

A Dorsal View. B The same compressed
and seen by transmitted Light : m Mouth
o Ocelli s Pharynx or Stomach t Spermaries a Sperm Duct c g Copulatory
Organs u Right Yolk Gland ; e Uterus
//' Reproductive Orifices,
j

;

;

;

;

Wheatwonn,

p. 1643.

;

;

ZOOLOGY: INSECTS

—t-r-

Brine Ply, p.

Aphis Lion,

182.

Bristletai', p.
loJ.

Bug,

p. 189.

-i

p. 68.

Aphrodite,

p. 68.

Buprestldan, p.

192.

Burying Beetle,

p. 195.

Butterfly, p. 197.

A

1986

CLASSIFIED SELECTION

ZOOLOGY INSECTS. — Continued.
:

Deathwatcli,
p. 373.

Dermestes,

p. 396.

(f^.^'^iy "-I

Diptera, p.

Dragon Fly,

Diamond

p. 450.

Beetle,
I>"'«'er^Ant,

p. 406.

House Fly

(p. 576),

(ifesca dome.stiea) x

Earwig,

Human Flea (p.

569)

(PuUr

irHlnns).

Cucumber
Beetle,

Coxa,

Croton Bug,

p. 3S7.

p. 34a

Cricket, p. 344.

Crab Louse,

p. 338.

Gnat,

p. 634.

p. 466.

6.

^ipr^^,

E7^.

416.

Geometric!, p.

622.

Goldsmith Beetle, p.

637.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY INSECTS- — Continued.
:

Houpfl Cricket, p.
I

709,

Hop Motli,

p. 704.

Mautia, p. 893.

Luna Moth,

p. 874.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1988

ZOOLOGY

:

INSECTS.

— Continued.

One

^°

of the PedicuUna, p. 1057.
*°

Hainan S!2f
nn mts.

V

V

•

/

^'^

JN,

'

^

...

PliyUoxera, p.

1081.

,^i_

Pine WeetTl,
p.

„,«

a

mi.

Podura,

p. 1104.

A

Rhyucbophore,
p. 1238.

Rhipipter, p. 1237.

Rose Chafer, p.

1251,

Rose Bee- Roseworm,
tie, p.

Peach-tree Borer, p.

1054.

Plume Moth,

p. U02.

Rice WeevU, p.

1239.

1251.

p. 1252.

Rhopalocera,

p. 1238.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY INSECTS. — Continued.
:

Sprmgtail,

Squash Bug,

». 1394.

p. 1397.

Stalk Borer, p. 140a

1989

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1990

ZOOLOGY

:

INSECTS.

— Continued.

Woolly Bear,

p. 1664.

Woj

1

Fi i,iivtr p 1662

ZOOLOGY: LEPTOCARDIANS AND MARSIPOBRANCHS.

Hag,

p. 663.

Lamprey,

p. 826.

ZOCLOGY: MALACOPODS AND MYRIAPODS.

Nest of Wasp

Wheat Thrips,
Violet-tip, p. 1612.

p. 1643.

(p. 1629)

(

Ve.ipa

maeulata), cut open to show
its internal structure.

Malacopoda,

p. S86.

Myrlapods,

p. 9S9.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

1991

ZOOLOGY: MAMMALS.

Bat. D. 124.

iiaboon,

p. luy,

Camel,

p. 207.

Cacoinixle, p.

20(|.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
ZOOLOGY MAMMALS. — Continued.

1992

:

Desman,

Didelphys
p.

I

Dasyure,

p.

Danish Dog,

p. 368.

(p. 409) (Didelphys
murina).

Deerhound,

p. 38(1

1993

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY MAMMALS. — Continued.
:

Giraffe, p. 626.

Glutton, p.

126

633.

Galago, p.

608.

Gazelle, p. 616.

Onu,

p. 634.

A

1994

CLASSIFIED SELECTION

ZOOLOGY: MAMMALS. —

Koulaa, p.

St9.

Koala, p.

819.

Continued

Lemming, p.

842.

Leopard, p.

843.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

1995

ZOOLOGY MAMMALS. — Continued.
:

36
Nyula,

p. 983.

Newfoundland Dog,

p. 973,

Nylghau,

p. 988.

Otter, p. 1017.

Orang-outang,

p.

100&

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1996

ZOOLOGY

z

Right Whale,

p. 1242.

:

MAMMALS. — Continued.

Eorqual,

p. 1251.

Bhinopome,

p. 1237.

Rietboc, p. 1241.

1997

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.
ZOOLOG-Y: MAMMALS. —Continued.

Teledu, p.

1480.

Tendrac,

p. 1484.

Tenrec,

p. 1485.

Tatouay, p.

1476.

Trident Bat,

p. 153&

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

1998

ZOOLOGY MAMMALS. — Continued.
:

Aplysias, p.

68.

A Dorsal View of Aphma
m MaD-

Inca
tle

i

:

r

s

Rhinophore

Shell

:

*

;

Branchiae

;

n Branchial Groove. iJSheU
Yak,

p. 1672,

removed.

1999

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY MOLLUSKS. — Continued.
:

Nasaas,

Geophila,

p. 622.

Glochidium,

p. 631.

Fissurella, p. 564.

Gymnosomata,

p. 660.

Natica, p.

964,

p. 963.

„
„—
Neritma, p. 97L
.

.

2000

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

ZOOLOGY MOLLUSKS. — Continued.
:

N

Pinna, p.

1088.

Pond

Snails, p. 1112.

Scaphopoda, p.

1283.

Scyllsea, p. 1295.

ScaUop, p.

1282.

2001

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ZOOLOGY MOLLUSKS. — Continued.
:

Spiral

Operculum,
p. 1387.

Spirula, p. 1388.

Siphono- Spindle
stomatous, Shell,

p

134b

p. 133b

f

s

Verge (p.

1602) of

Pleurobrancliia
tarda,
chisB

Toothshell, p.

1518,

;

b Bran-

p Probos-

Vertigo,
• C11.1BU,
p. 1605.

•

—
VermetuB,

—
p. 1603.

—
Voluta, p.

Viviparous
1619.

Shell, p. 1616.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

2002

ZOOLOGY MOLLUSKS. — Continued.
:

N

O

Q

U

w

lulusoria, p. 762,

,

Agama,

p. 31.

Alligator, p. 41.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

2003

ZOOLOGY: REPTILES. — Continued.

One
Gavial, p. 616.

of the Chelonia (p. 2ili) ( Chelopus
gutiaius). Ventral Side.

Sculptured Tortoise,

p. 1294.

(JO

Kattlesuake,

p. 1192.

;

2004

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION
ZOOLOGY: SPONGES.
ZOOLOGY REPTILES. — Continued
:

N

Q

Appendicularia fp. 72) (Appendicidaria fusij'ormis).
A Dorsal View. B Body of the
eanie, side view, more enlarged

U

jn

Mouth;

Stomach
o Ovary

I

Esophnffiis

a Anus

j
;

;

Spermary

t

chial Cipeniug

;

;

ss

h Heart
; r Bran-

A A Social

g Anterior, and

TrionyxCp. 1540) (Trionyx,
or Aspidonectes, ferox).

:

al
etyle

Ganglion ; n
Nerve
v Auditory Vesicle i
u Urochord.
Posterior

Q'

Ascidioidea, p. 87.
Ascidian (CIm-elUna lepadifnr-

a Tunic
Opening

mis)

gus

;

tc

;

;

;

I

Mouth Opening d Atrie Endo-

c

;

Branchial Sac

/ Atrium

;

s

;

;

Anus

;

t

Oviduct

:

g Ganglion

Stolons from which buds arise.

£ Ventral Side.

;

Stomach r Esophai) Intestine! oEeproductive Organs

!

!

6, h, hi

B A Com-

(Botriillnii violncens) enlarged, showing two Stellate Groups or
Systems of Zooids (z) imbedded in the
Common Tissue or Ascidioecium cc Oral
Apertures of the Zooids y Common Cloacal Aperture of a System.

pound Ascidian

:

i

W

(p. 1271) (Salpa clotho).
An
Solitary Individual.

Salpa

A

B

Individual from a Chain.

m

Mouth a Atrial Opening
h hi Muscular Bands ; n Nerve
Ganglion r Gill h Heart ; o
s Chain of young
Nucleus
;

;

;

;

;

Zooids developing from
Stolon t.

the

^

^c

Ascidian
(Perophorn vir-

Social

VC?

idis), p. 1365.

Yacare, p.

1672.

Water Snake,

p. 1633.

Systems,

p. 1465.

Tvmicata, p. 155t

2005

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

BEAM ENGINE AND LOCOMOTIVE.

—

Passenger Express Locomotive. A Cab B Boiler, wagontop ; B' Boiler, barrel ; C Smoke Box and Extension Front D Smokestack
Locomotive, p. 864.
E Sand Box ;
P Main Dome (for throttle valve) ; G Safety Valve Dome
Pilot, or Cowcatcher
J Driving Wheel, or Driver ;
Engine Truck L Truck Wheel
Tender Truck N Tender
Scoop, or Track Scoop (for taking water from the track while running) a Cylinder b Steam Chest c Piston Rod d Crossliead
c Connecting Rod
/ Side Rod, or Parallel
Rod g Valve Rod h Rocker i Link Motion j Counterbalance Weight k Driving Wlieel Spring Equalizer I Air Brake Pump m Main Air Reservoir n Driving Wheel
Brake Cylinder o Driving Wheel Brake Shoe p Auxiliary Air Reservoir for Driving Wheel Brake q Air Reservoir for Signal Whistle r Feed Pipe Hose (for leading water
from the tender to the injector in the cab) i Train Pipe Hose (leading to the air brakes on the cars) t Headlight u Signal Lamp v Buffer Beam.
;

;

;

H

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

K

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

M

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION

2006

SNOW, HAIL, DEW, HOARFROST.

N

lOB.

Crystals of Snow, delineated by Dr. Nettis of Middleburg, 1740.

A'
^1^

^ WW
Varieties of

Hau.

Nos. 22, 23, 24 are sections.

23 _

24

.

Q
DEW
under various conditions.

mmmm

m

u
HOARFROST
in various formations.

ICE.

X

54 55 Crystals of Ice
5657 Forms produced in thawing.
;

k^-^:^

1-9 Snow Crystals. 10-20 Ditto, 21-28 Forms of Hailstones. 29 Deposition of Dew, as aided or retarded by greater or less elevation of ground, shelter, and other
local circumstances ; 30 As deposited in upper surface of glass globe ; 31 On dead body of a beetle ; 32 On bent sheet of paper ; 33-37 Gradual deposition and increasing size
of drops ; 38 39 As deposited on the metallic side, or reverse, of a wooden cross attached to non-metallic side of gilt paper ; 40 Around wafers placed on glass 41 On plate
43-53 Hoar Frost ; 43 On a wooden railing ; 44 On druggist's window ; 46 On chamfered
of glass bearing smaller plate of metal ; 42 On plate of metal screwed on wood.
edge of wooden post ; 46 47 On autiunnal leaves ; 48-53 On glass. 54-67 Ice Crystals. ^From Ogilvie^s Comprehensive English Dictionary. "^
;

—
2007

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

ARCHuJEOLOGY.

,

Illustbating the Remains of the Stone and of the Bronze Periods.
[TAe relative proportion

to the true size is

given under eachjigure.^

jlx ofUccrSorn

Sronss han^m^ TBSSil

--iiniiMniiM

SronzeJianymgFot

'/s

^anenaWrnnfChr

•

u

/,

SroatiBrcastSins /^

FliniMakB
^'jf*

A

2008

N

CLASSIFIED SELECTION

THE MECHANICAL POWERS.
Various Foems of the Lever, Pulley,

Wheel akd

Axle, Inclined Plane, Wedge, and Screw.

Q

R

U

W

1-9 lUustratlons of Lever Power.

ofawatch^

10-15 lUustrations of Pulley Power.

19lSedPlaner20The^^

Fuse*
16 Wheel and Axle. 17 Wheel and Axle applied to a System of Wheels and Pinions ; 18 The
21 Wedge. 22 Screw. 23 Bevel Gearing. 24 Endless Screw. 25 Compound Axle.

OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

2009

THE HUMAN SKELETON
(Page 1348).

EXPLANATION".
Bones of Head, Trunk, Legs, and Arms
1.

Frontal bone.

2.

Parietal bone.

3.

Temporal bone.

4.

Coronal suture.

5.

Malar or cheek bone.

6.

Nasal bones.

T.

Superior maxillary, maxilla, or upper jawbone.

8.

Orbits.

9.

Side of occipital bone.

10.

(Fig. 1).

,

Condyloid process of mandible or lower jaw.

11.

Angle of maudible.

12.

Symphysis of mandible.

13.

Four lower cervical vertebrae

14.

Two upper and two

15.

Lumbar

(7 in all).

lower dorsal vertebrae (12 in

all).

vertebra; (5 in number).

16.

Sacrum,

17.

Coccyx, the lower part hidden > False Vertebrae.

)

by the pubic bones,
IS. Cartilages of ribs.
19. Ribs.

20.

Manubrium

21.

Mesosternum, or body

22.

Xiphisteruum, metasternum,

of

sternum or breast bone.
of

sternum.
or

ensiform

process

of

sternum.
23. Clavicles, or collar bones.
24.

Coracoid process of scapula (shoulder blade).

55.

Acromion process of scapula,

26.

Subscapular fossa, anterior surface.

27.

Head

of

liumerus or

28.

Body

of

humerus.

arm bone.

29.

Condyles of humerus.

SO.

Head

of radius or outer

31.

Body

of radius.

32. Uhia, or

33. Carpal

boue of forearm.

inner bone of forearm.

ends of radius and ulna.

34. Internal iliac fossa..
35. Anterior superior
3G. Anterior inferior
37.

process of ilium,

process of ilium.

Pubic symphysis.

38. Tuberosity of ischium.
39.

Brim

of pelvis.

40. Obturator
41.

Head

of

foramen.

femur or thigh bone.

42. Necl£ of femur.
43.

Great trochanter of femur.

44. Shaft of femur.
45.

Condyles of femur.

46. Patella, or
47.

Head

kneepan.

of tibia or thiclt

bone on anterior and inner side of

leg.

48. Shaft of tibia.
49.

Lower extremity of

50. Fibula, or thin

View

of

tibia.

bone on external side of

Palmar Surface of Eight Hand and
Wrist (Fig. 2).

1-8. Bones of the carpus, or wrist
1.

leg.

:

—

9.

Metacarpal bones of thumb and fingers.

10. First

2.

Semilunar.

Cuneiform.

4.

Pisiform.

Second row of phalanges

12.

Third, or ungual,

6.

Trapezium,
Trapezoid.

7.

Magnum.

8.

row

thumb and

fingers.

of fingers.

of phalanges of fingers,

and

sec-

ond, or ungual, phalanx of thumb.

5.

Scaphoid.

6.

Tuberosity of scaphoid.

7.

Internal cuneiform.

8.

Middle cuneiform.

9.

External cuneiform.

10.

Front View of Eight Foot
1, 3, 5,

6.

of phalanges of

11.

Scaphoid.

3.

row

Unciform.

127

7-10.

Bones of the tarsus

:

Cuboid.

11.

Metatarsal bones.

12.

First

13.

Second

(Fig. 3).

—

row

of phalanges of toes.

row

of

phalanges

of

four

outer

1.

Superior articulated surface of astragalus.

2.

Anterior portion of astragalus,

3.

Calcaneum, or heel bone.

outer toes, and second, or ungual, phalanx

4.

Commencement

of great toe.

of groove of interosseous ligament.

toes.
14.

Third, or ungual, row of phalangca of four

A CLASSIFED SELECTION OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS^

2010

MUSCLES OF THE HUMAN BODY
(Page 955).
Side

of Pull Figure

View

FrrrS

(Fig. 5).

—

Used to raise the eyebrows, wriiikle the
Occipito-frontalig
skin of tlie forehead, and move the scalp backward and
forward.

Temporalis

— Helps to elevate the lower jaw.
—

Closes the eyelids.
Orbicularis palpebrarum
Helps to elevate the lower jaw, and
Masseter

—

move

it for-

ward.
A pair of muscles which together
Sterno cleido-mastoideus
* bow the head forward one acting by itself is able to turn
the head, and therefore the chin, to the opposite side.
The trapezii muscles, acting togetlier, draw the
Trapezius
head directly backward; one of them, acting alone, inclines
the head to the corresponding side the superior part of the
trapezius raises the point of the shoulder.
Assists in depressing the angle of the
Platysma niyoides
mouth.
Deltoides
Raises the arm, and aids in carrying it backward
and forward.

—

;

—

;

—

—

-'^''' together in bending the forearm.

BracWa1is''ant'icuf '

I

—

Antagonist of the two former ; when
Triceps extensor cubiti
the forearm is bent, the triceps, by drawing in the extremity of the ulna, is able to extend it on the humerus, and
thus bring both parts of the limb into a right line.
A flexor of the forearm.
Supinator longus

—

Extensor muscles of thumb.
Extensor nuiscles of wrist.
Conjointly with teres major (situate at
Pectoralis major
Latissimus dorsi
the inferior and posterior part of the shoulder) these muscles lower the arm when it has been elevated,
press the arm closely to the side, and pectoralis major will
by itself carry the arm along the side and front of the chest.
Assists in advancing the scapula and eleSerratus magims

—

I

I

—

vating the shoulder.

Obliquus externus abdominis
)
Rectus abdominis, in its sheath i
porting the abdominal viscera.

with the other
abdominal muscles in sup-

— The

glutei act alternately on the thigh
'21, by the direction
draw the thigh bone backward,
turns the whole limb outward if it be kept ex-

Glutseus niedius
Glntseus maximus
of its fibers,

whilst it
tended.

— Cooperate

(

bone and pelvis

)

is

;

fitted to

—

Tensor vaginve femoris
Renders the fascia tense, and turns
the limb inward.
Vastus externus
Contributes to extend the leg upon the

—

thigh.

—

Biceps flexor cruris
Assists in bending the leg on the thigh,
and in turning the limb slightly inward and outward.
Gastrocnemius
Along with the soleus this muscle forms
the calf of the leg
they jointly draw on the heel bone,
lifting it from the ground, and cause the foot to represent

—

;

an inclined plane.

—

Tibialis auticus
Cooperates with 31 in bending the foot on
the leg acting separately, each gives a slight inclination
;

toward the corresponding side.
Aids in extending the toes, and
Extensor longus digitorum
in bending the foot upon the leg.

—

Soleus

— See 25.

— Act together in drawing the foot back.
— A flexor of the foot on the leg, cooperating
Abductor minimi digiti — Bends the little toe, and separates
from the others.
Extensor proprius poUicis — Extensor of the great toe.
Flexor longus digitorum — Bends the toes toward the sole of
the foot.
Tendo Achillis — Formed by junction of tendinous expansions

^'''^^JS'!!
Pcronseus !!!"^"<f
brevis
Peronajus tertius
with 26.

}

J

it

of 25

and 26

;

the strongest tendon in the body.

Front View of Bight

Arm

Deltoides

— See 8 of previous section.

Pectoralis

major

(Fig. 6).

— See 15 of previous section.

— Smallest muscle of upper arm;
moving the arm forward and upward.

Coraco brachialis

Biceps flexor cubiti
Brachialis internus
vious section.

assists in.

— Part of brachialis anticus see 10 of preTriceps extensor cubiti — See 11 of previous section.
.

Y

.

.

.

.

.

13.

— See 9 of previous section.

;

Flexor brevis poUicis

15.

A small cutaneous muscle
Palmaris brevis
connected with the muscles of the little

thumb.

—
—

—

first joint of

—

finger.

—

—

— Plexor of

14.

—

Pronator radii teres
Turns the palm of the hand downward,
and aids in bending the forearm on the arm.
Supinator radii longus
Acts as antagonist to pronator of
tilt
hand (7), turning the palm upward; it is also a flexor
of ih" forearm.
Flexor carpi radialis
Bends the wrist, and becomes a flexor
of the forearm.
Falmaris longus, with fascia
Bends the hand upon the forearm, and aids in its pronation.
Fk^or profundus digitorum Bends the fingers toward the
p ilm acts on the wrist, and assists in the bending of the arm.
F.t.'.Ti carpi ulnaris
Bends the wrist, and befcomes a flexor
of the forearm.

—

Carries the thumb
Abductor poUicis manus
outward and forward from the palm.

Front View of Kiglit Leg

—

(Fig. 4).

See 20 of first section.
Glutseus medius
See 22 of first section.
2. Tensor vaginae femoris
Bend the thigh on the pel3. Psoas and iliacus
vis, and rotate the limb outward.
Contributes to bend the thigh bone
4. Pectineus
on the pelvis.
One of the adductors Qf the
5. Adductor longus
thigh.
1.

—

—

—

—

6.

— Bends the leg upon the thigh
"the tailor's muscle."
Gracilis — Acts along with adductor muscles of
thigh.
— Extend the leg upon the
Rectus femoris
Sartorius

known

7.

8.

;

)

the rectus and sar;
torius (G) help to maintain
the erect position of body.

10.

Vastus externus
Vastus internus

11.

Biceps flexor cruris

12.

Insertion of ligament of patella into tibia.

9.

thigh

>
)

— See 24 of

15.
16.

17.
18.

first section.

— See 26 of
section.
— See 27 of sect.
section.
Peronaeus longus — See 29 of
section.
Gastrocnemius — See 25 of
section.
Solaeus — See 28 of
section.
Peron^us brevis — See 30 of

13. Tibialis anticus

14.

it is

a's

first

Extensor longus digitorum

first

first

first

first

first
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OUTLINE OF THE ORIGIN OF THE ENGLISH ALPHABET.
Egyptian

Egyptian

HlEKATIC.

Hieroglyphics.

Probable Phonetic Value
OF the Hieroglyphics.

JjiARLY

VP-pcTFRN"
YT uO J. aIj-Ev-I^

Latin.

Gbeek.

A

AA

AAA

^

a.

B

B

B ^

^

C

C <
D

C Af
D A

17\

^

s

^s

<I<\

-9

cSj

t

E
F

Ef

^

ca

lU

h
f,

BB

/
d

^rv.

\

i'

>l

">

D
E
F

G
H

^

F

G
H

HB

1

K
L

h

I

K
I V

K

M

LP
M

N

N

Phcenicun.

^^

,

^

R
S
T

N

[^

n

<?

9

9

f

R

I^

P

^^

w

T

T

+x

V

V Y

X
Y

x+
Y

Z

ZI

sort

of k or g)

{a sort of

w, u

t)

?

a guttural aspirate

i'

k

jS:^

1

y

or r

-7

/WV\AA

n

^
4

i

P

A

q or k

<l

ss

k (a

m

^

r

a tveak breathing

h

'^i:^

^

pr
R

#
w

I

o
P

a,

'?

< >

r

m.

sh (as in she)

1

t

U]

V
w)
X
Y
z

,

^I

This tabular view of the probable development of our alphabet from an ultimate
source in the Egyptian hieroglypliics or picture \vriting is based on Adolf KirchhofE's
Studien zur Gescliichte des griechischen Alphabets, 4th ed., 1887, and on Isaac Taylor's The Alphabet, Loudon, 1883, in the latter of which books are presented the
results of the studies of Emmanuel de RougtS on the Egyptian origin of the Phoenician
alphabet. Reference has also been made to de Rouge's Chresiomathie Egypt ienne,
especially for tlie forms of the Hieratic letters. As here presented, the "letters in
each alphabet are imderstood to be derived from the corresponding forms in the
alpliabet in the next column on the right.
For some of the Egyptian signs, however,
the identification with the Plioenician forms is doubtful, though in general the Egyptian origin of the Phoenician letters is pretty certain. An exception is the letter O,
which seems to have been a Semitic invention, and to have represented a sound not
known in Egyptian. Although, as appears from the table, some of the Egyptian
hieroglyphics had come to be used as letters, yet Egyptian writing was not strictly
alpliabetic, retaining as it did much of the earlier symbolic and syllabic uses of
signs and the use of an alphabet on a strictly phonetic basis is due to tlie Semitic
race, and probably to tlie Plioenicians.
Tlie Greek iind Phoenician alpliabets are not here given entire, those letters being
omitted which were not adopted in writing Latin. The Phoenician alphabet had
twenty-two letters, of whicli tliat corresponding to our T was the last, that corresponding to our Z standing, as in Greek, just before that from wliich comes our H.
Three letters disappeared in the adaptation of the alphabet to Latin uses, two corresponding in position and roughly in value to Greek © and H, and the third to a
Greek letter originally in use witli tlie value of s. The place of this last was between
the letters which liave given our P and Q. All three have likewise been identified witli
Egyptian hieroglyphics. Tlie direction of tlie Phoenician and the earliest Greek writing
was from riglit to left. The letter K, to mention a single example, illustrates well the
change of direction. Tlie letters of the ordinary Greek alphabet, *, X, *, Q, and
perhaps also Y, seem to have been invented by the Greeks themselves but the Greek
alphabets did not at first agree entirely in the values of the new letters. The letter
corresponding to our Q was early abandoned in writing Greek. Its Phoenician value
;

;

^

^L

t'

{a Sort of t or z)

was that of a guttural consonant pronounced farther back in the mouth than our i
F also was not long retained in general use in Greek, owing to the gradual loss
the sound which it represented.
The early Greek alphabets are divided into two classes Eastern Greek (to whx
belongs the ordinary Greek alphabet) afterward generally adopted, and Weste
Greek. It was a Western Greek alphabet which was brouglit by Greek colonies
early times mto Italy, and thus became the parent of the Latin alphabet. One of
differences between the Eastern and the Western alphabets of Greek was in tlie
for x; the latter usmg X for it, the former h.aving H-for r, and tlie sign X for kh (
other Semitic alphabets, the letters all represented co
In the Plia?niclan, as
nants, vowels not being written. Thus, the first letter of tlie alphabet represent
weak breathing, perhaps like tlie Greek smooth breathing ( ) tlie Pliwnician fori
meant a
E represented the sound h, tliat of I meant the consonaut y, and
In Greek itself H, at first eauivalent to our h, and t!>
culiar guttural consonant.
long
e.
represent
came
to
with that value into the Latin alphabet, afterward
Phoenician value was that of a strong guttural aspirate.
being but little i
The earlier value of C was g, as in go, get ; and in Latin,
C for a time signified both g and k. Later, when separate signs for these two so
were desired, the new letter G was formed by a sliglit modification of tlie shf
C, and C received the value of k only. J is a late modification of I, which
sign in Latin served as both vowel (i) and consonant (pronounced like our y).
larly V and
were differentiated, the Latin V serving as vowel («) and con
(pronounced about like our w). W, as its n.ame indicates, is a doubling of V
The letters Y and Z were not at first in tlie Latin alphabet, but were afi
added at the end for words borrowed from the Greek and containing tliose
Y being sounded about like Frencli 7i, Z probably like dz. Tlie Greek Y is o
tlie same letter as the Latin V, and is probably from the same Phoenician let
which in Greek seems to have represented the sound of our ii\ The Ltif
its letter V as both vowel and consonant, and hence not needing a separafc
the sound of w, utilized the letter F to express the sound of our/, which wa
:

i

m

'

;

K

U

in

Greek and was common

in Latin.

u

Y
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INTEODUCTORY NOTE.

N

It has been the constant aim of the publishers of Webster's International Dictionary to make the work what its title
an interpreter of the English language in its world-wide diffusion. To keep pace witli the living speech, the book

indicates,

The

must grow.

too

new

latest great

conditions of nature

and

New

expansion of the English stock has been in Australia, Tasmania, and

new

society have produced a multitude of

verbal usages.

It

is

Zealand, where

the purpose of this Supplement

To the vocabulary thus formed have been added several
sift, and classify these recent accretions to the language.
which give an epitome of the geography, biography, and history of the young empire of the southern- hemisphere.
The work has been done by Australasian scholarship, and a revision at the home office has insured close correspondence
with the body of the Dictionary in form and style. So minute and exacting has this joint labor proved that a year has passed
since the tyjje-setting of these sixty-five pages began, no shorter time sufficing for the settlement of doubtful points and the
to collect,

tables

P

weighing of fresh suggestions.
Though fully aware of the

hope that

lishers

that manifold chain of a

new a

inherent in so

difficulties

Supplement

this

subject,

to the International Dictionary

common language

wliich typifies

and the necessary imperfections

may

not unworthily

fill

its

place,

of the work, the pub-

and add another

link to

and strengthens the unity of the English-speaking peoples through-

out the world.

THE PUBLISHERS.

ABBEEYIATIONS
USED IN THE AUSTRALASIAN SUPPLEMENT.
E. East.
Eng. English.

Adjective.

a.

A bp.

Archbishop.

agr. ; agric.
Agriculture, Agricultural.
A. L. S, Associate of the Linnaean Society.
A. 31. Master of Arts.

Mem-

A. M.

Associate
I. C. E.
ber of the Institute of Civil
Engineers.
approx. Approximate, -ly.
Ass. Inst. C. E. Associate of the
Institute of Civil Engineers.
Atty. Gen
Attorney-general.
Aug. August.
.

Bachelor

B. A.
Bart.

of Arts.

Baronet.

Between.
Borough.
Botany.
Bot.
Bp. Bishop.
het.

hor.

Captain.

"apt.
'.

Companion of the Bath.
Cluirch of England Civil

B.

E.

;

Compare.
E. Companion of the Order
Indian
Empire.
the

^confer)

(C/iiriD-gUe
ter in Surgerj'.

'I.

Companion

G.

.

St.

of

Michael and

Fellow of the Anthropological Institute of Great
Britain.
F. C. S. Fellow of the Chemical
Society.
F. A. I.

Feb. February.
F. F- A. Fellow of the Faculty
of Actuaries.
F. G. S. Fellow of the GeologiF.

A.

Fellow of the Institute

College

of

Surgeons,

Ireland.
F. R. G. S.

the Royal Meteorological Society.

.

F. R. S. E. FeUow of the Royal
Society, Edinburgh.
F. S. S. Fellow of the Statistical Society.

ounties.

Jolonel Colonial.
Colloquial, Colloquially.
;

Commissioner.

Contracted.
Corporate, Corporation.

Doctor of Civil Law.
Doctor of Divinity,

0.

'ecember.
'.

I.

of Actuaries.
F. L. S. Fellow of the Linnaean
Society.
F. M. S. Fellow of the Microscopical Society.
From.
fr.
F.E.A.S. Fellow of tlie Royal
Astronomical Society.
F. R. C. S. Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons.
Fellow of the
F. B. C. S. I.

rge.

ounty.

Delegate to Federal

ution.

iminutive.
>istrict.

liars.

H. E.
Hon.

Feet.
F. Z. S. Fellow of the Zoological Society.

Honorable.

H. R. House of

Representatives.

German.
G. C. B. Grand Cross

i. e. (id est)
That is.
Illust.
Illustration.

in.

Bath.
G. C. H.

of

of

the

Han-

of the Star of India.

Gen.

General.

ictor.

Ger.

German.

Gov.

Governor.

.

riv.

N.

R. N.

isls.

North.

n.
Noun.
V av. Navigable.
Is!.
North Island.
N'.

New

K. B.

Nov.

K.

i\^.

5.

November.
W. New South Wales.

JS'.

Ter.

Knight of the Bath.
C. B. Knight Commander
of the Bath.
K. C. H. Knight Commander
of Hanover.
K. C. M. G. Knight Commander
of St. Michael and St. George.
K. H. Knight of Hanover.
Knt.

N. Z.
N. Z.

lat.

Legislative Assembly.
Latitude.

ths.

Pounds.

Sol. Gen.

O.S.A.

Order of St. Augustine.
0. S. B.
Order of St. Benedict.
0. S. F.
Order of St. Francis.
0. S. F. C.
Order of St. FranCapuchini.
Ounces.

cis,

Doctor of Laws.

oz.

Saint.

St.

Svpt.

lin.

Treas.
trib.

var.

m.

Peninsular.
per/i.
Perhaps.

V.

Miles.

Master

hied.
mj'rj.

of Arts.

pen.

of Medicine.

P/i.

Medicine, Medical.
Melbourne.
Manufacturing.

Member

of

House

2)1.

of

Assembly.

M. H. R.

Member

of

House

of

Representatives.
M. I. C. E. Member of Institute
of Civil Engineers.
min. Mine, Mines, Mining.
Min. Minister.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in

By

G.

&

C.

AIERRIAM

D.

Doctor of Philosophy.

Plural.

P. 31. G. Postmaster-general.
P. 0. Post office.
pop. Population.
pp. Pages.
Participle past.
p. p.
p. pr. Participle present.
Pres. President.
prin. Principal.

prob.
Prof.

tl.ie

Enteeed at

Professor.

year 1898,

CO.,

Statiostees' Hall.

University.
Variety.

vh. n.

Verbal noun.

Verb

i.

intrausitiv.-.

V. C. Victoria Cross.
Vicar-general.
V. G.
Victoria.
Vic.
vil.
Village.
V.

Verb

t.

transitive.

W. West.
W. A. Western
yr.
yrs.

Tear.
Years.

Probably.

In the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington.
All rights reserved.

Treasurer.
Tributary.

Page.

p.

.

Tasmania.
D. Trinity College, Dub-

Tas.
T. C.

past. Pastoral.
P. C. Privy Councilor.

A

Suburb.
Superintendent.

sub.

Ion. ; long.

il/.

Steamship.

Univ.

Lieutenant.
Longitude.

Solicitor-general.

Seaport.

S. S.

October.

Oct.

Legislative Council.
Lieut. Lieutenant.
Utt. D. Doctor of Literature.
Lt.

Cross.

Royal Navy.

S. A.
Soutli Australia.
Sec.
Secretary,
Sept.
September.
S. Isl.
Soutli Island.
iS. .7.
Society of Jesus.
S. 31.
Society of Mary.
s]it.

L. C.

LL. D.

Northern Territory.

New Zealand.
New Zealand

C.

0. A. Officier d'Acad(5mie.
Obs.
Obsolete.
Obsoles.
Obsolescent.
Ocean.
Oc.

Knight.

L. A.

Latin.

Roya

Right.

Rt.

jVi.

;

River.
Rivers.

rivs.

January.

.

M. H. A.

over.

G. C. 3T. G. Grand Cross of St.
Michael and St. George.
G. C. S. I. Grand Commander

A Royal Artillery
Academy.
R. C. Roman Catholic.
R. E. Royal Engineers.
Rev. Reverend.
R.

Island.
Islands.

Melb.

Grand Cross

Municipal, Municipality.
Doctor of Music.

iiiun.

Queensland.
Q.
Queen's Council.
Q. C.

3Ius. Doc.

isl.

Jan

Mountains.

Hits.

Provincial district.
Provincial English

Point.

Imperfect.
Inch, Inches.

Mnj. Major.
M. D. Doctor

G.

Mount, Mountain.

int.

Promontory.

pi-ov. disf.

pt.

P. Member of Parliament.
Ph. S. Member of Philological Society.
3Ir.
Mister.
Member of the
31. R. C. S.
Royal College of Surgeons.

India Company's Service.

prom.

Member of Legislative Prov. Eng.

31.
31.

Honorable East

C. S.

I.

ft.

ivision.

Doctor of Science.

.

31. L. C.

Harbor.
Harbors.

har.

imp.

cal Society.

St.

Commercial.

Greek.
Grazing.

Council.

the

Company,

r.

Gi:

FeUow of the Royal
Geographical Society.
F. E. Hut. S. FeUow of the
Royal Historical Society.
F. R. Meteor. S.
Fellow of

Magister)

L. A
Member of Legislative
Assembly.

M.

Government.

Govt.
graz.

Especially.

Royal

Engineer.

,er of

esp.

Zo'dl.

Zoology.

Australia.

A

DICTIONARY
OF

AUSTRALASIAN WORDS,
CONTAINING

MORE THAN SEVEN HUNDRED NEW WORDS AND NEW MEANINGS OF OLD WORDS,
NEW PHRASES, ETC., WHICH HAVE ENTERED THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
FROM AUSTRALIA, TASMANIA, AND NEW ZEALAND.
COMPILED AND EDITED BY

JOSHUA LAKE,
ST.

B. A.

John's college, Cambridge, eng.

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OP

GEORGE LYMAN KITTREDGE,
PBOFESSOE OF ENGLISH IN HABVAED UNIVERSITY.

PREFACE.
Of the words, phrases, and meanings of words that have come into the English language from the Australasian colonies,
many are already included in the body of the International Dictionary, and these are not repeated in this Supplement. More
than seven hundred, however, appear in the Supplement for the
the aboriginal dialects of Australia (marked

''

first

The

time.

additions consist (1) of words derived from

Aboriginal ") and the Maori language of

phrases formed by the colonists on the basis of Englisli words already existing

gained a wider currency from their adoption into colonial use

;

;

New

Zealand

;

(2) of

new words

(4) of scientific

names

in

common

or

which have

(3) of provincial English woi'ds

vernacular use as the

designations of Australasian plants or animals, and (6) of English words and phrases which have acquired a sense in the
colonies differing

more or

less

from that which they bear

in

England.

the names of plants and animals peculiar to Australasia (as,

weapons or

and animals
{diS,

utensils (as, mere, tvaddg, ivomerah, etc.) or of

rangatira, tajpu,

(as, bora,

(as,

free-select,

classes

sundowner, swagman,

grazing,

of English stock include

and others coined

The English words used

etc.).

oak, cod, salmon,

etc.),

and

etc.,

etc.)

others are the

;

Maori or aboriginal Australian ranks, customs, or

The new words and phrases

axbreaker, fortescue, schnapper,

as, (a) beech,

;

etc.).

Of the aboriginal and Maori words the maiority are

barramunda, hogong, katlpo,

(b) block, curreiicy,

in

to

new

many names

meet the conditions of
senses

payable, spell,

and sheep-raising has contributed many new words or new meanings

(as,

fall,

etc.

for the

The

of

institutions

of Australasian plants
life

most

in

a

new country
same

part, into the

technical language of minings

crush, drafting yard, penner, weaiier,

Slang words have been very spai-ingly admitted, and only when they seem

bottom, paddock, ivashdirt, etc.).

names

to

have

established themselves firmly in colonial usage.
Tlie definitions have been
citation of
fiction,

some

made

literaiy authority.

as exact as possible,

To

this

and have usually been supported by

end a large number of books of

illustrative quotations or

travel, scientific works,

and works

by the

of poetr}'

and

together with a multitude of Australasian magazines, newspapers, and pamphlets, have been systematically examined

by the special and the supervisory

editor.

A

list

of the authors, etc., referred to

by name

will be

found at

p.

2016, but

many

others have been consulted.
Tlie vocabulary might easily have been doubled in size, but only such words, i)hrases.

are already well settled or seem likely to persist.
will unquestionably

and usages have been admitted as

Local words and usages are specially designated.

extend their boundaries in the immediate future.

Many of

those,

however,

;

PREFACE.

2016

In special departments of science the editors have been greatly assisted by the following works
In Botany

Sydney

" Forest Flora of

;

—

:

" Useful Native Plants," by J. H. Maiden, Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic Gardens,

:

New

Zealand," by T. H. Kirk, Conservator of State Forests

of Plants in the Botanical Gardens, Melbourne,"

by

W.

R. Guilfoyle

" Botanic

;

" Austrahan

Botany " and

Catalogue
Teachings " and the " Census," by Baron
;

'•

Sir Ferdinand von Mueller

In Zoology

Legge, the ornithologist

Museum

in the British

New

" Birds of

:

:

New

" Fishes of

" Professor

;

W.

Zealand," by Sir

BuUer

L.

;

" Birds of Australia," by

South Wales," by the Rev. J. E. Tenison Woods

Prodromus " Macleay's " Catalogue

"

McCoy's

;

Museum

" Marsupials," by Riciiard Lydekker, of the British

In Natural History and Ethnology in general

John Gould

a paper

;

by Colonel

Gunther's " Catalogue of Fishes

;

of Australian Fishes

;

" and the work on

;

various indexes, books, pamphlets, collections, and s^^ecimens in the

:

Melbourne Public Library, the Melbourne University Library, and the Technological, Ethnological, and University Museums.

For aid

in

determining special points and for advice or criticism the editors are indebted

They

specialists.

Mr.

desire to record their particular obligations to

aiid revised the botanical terms, particularly those relating to Australia

examined

accurate scholarship have suggested

The

Many

that they should be accurate.

of

Maori pronunciation

to

men and

scientific

other

Botanist, Sydney, wlio has
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DICTIONARY

A

OF

AUSTRALASIAN WORDS
A.
A'ke (ii'ka
A'ke-a'ke

co??09.

;

a%e)

I

'I-

(a'ka-a'ka coUoq. often Sk'e-ak'), ( [Ma(Bol.)
ori.]
[Tlie reduplicated form is more common.]
A sapiiidaceous tree {Dodonifa riscosa) of New Zealand,
one of the hop bushes. See under Hop. The name cA-eake is also given to two composite trees ( Olearia avicen[Local, N. Z.~\
)i i folia, and 0.
Traversii).
A-larm' (a-larm'), n. [^rfi?.]
•Alarm bird (Zo'dl.), the wattled pewit (Lobivanellus
;

luixtliis).

{gp°" " It has obtained the name of (darni bird from its
rising in the air, flying round and screaming at the approach of an intruder, causing not only all of its own
species to follow its example but every other bird in the
Gould.
district to be on the alert."

Al-lu'vl-al (al-lu'vT-al), n. Gold-bearing alluvial soil.
Alluiial in this sense is in general use in Australia, where the term aiiuriou. is never heard.
An'a-branch (Sn'a-briuch), n. [Contr. fr. ana.<stomosing branch.^ A branch of a river which re-enters the
main stream or loses itself in sandy soil. See BillaBONG, 2.

^S^

river divided several times into anahranchefi, flowing
Leirh/tnrdt.
round, and insulating rocky Jiills and ridges.
ISSr' The word was invented by Col. Jackson in 1834

The

:

" Such branches of a river as after separation re-unite,
I would term anastomosing brandies ; or, if a word might
be coined, anabranches.'^ Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, 1834, p. 79.

Ap'ple

{Bot.)

(ap'p'l), n.

\_Add.-\

Apple berry, the small subacid berry of the shrub Biltardicra .^canden.^.
Apple gum, Apple-scented gum, or
so called
Apple tree i6), the tree Euralyplus Stuartiana ;
from the scent of its flowers and from its resemblance to
the European apple tree. The name apple tree is also
which this regiven to trees of the genus Angnphora,
Black apple, or Brush apple,
semblance is more marked.
the fruit of the tree Achras aii.'strirli.s-. It resembles a very
large plum, but has a coarse, insipid flavor. Called also
Emu apple, the fruit of the
nalire plain and wild plum.
tree Owenia acidula. It is about as large as a small nec-

—

—

m

—

—

tarine, and, being suoacid, is sometimes eaten to relieve
thirst. It IS called also .vmr plum,, native peacli, natire
Kangaroo apple, the fruit
nectarine, and inuoley apple.
of the plant Solanuin ariciilare. It resembles the fruit
of the potato plant, and has
a mealy, subacid taste.
Mooley apple, the emu apple.
Mulga apple, the succulent,
edible gall of one of the mulga trees (Acacia ani'ura).
Oak apple, name given by
cliildren to the young cone
of the she-oak tree yCasuarina stricia).
Rose apple.
(a) The fine, juicy, red fruit
of the tree Spondias jjleio!/i/w"/
called also Queens-

—

—

—

—

—

—

land plum, Burdekin plum,

1. {Bot.)

Kangaroo Apple {Solanum

iAdd.-\ (b)
conifer-

avicidare).

\_Add.']

t^^ The term is applied in Australia to many trees of
various genera (Acromjchia, Alphitoniu, Citpania, Eheocarpus. Eucalyptus, Flinder.^ia, Litsrea, Malai.wi, Pana.r,
Sefiisoineria), from the toughness and strength of their
timber. Many distinctive epithets are applied to the several trees, such as, black, black mountain, blur, blueberry, brush, croiv's, elderberry, Illaicnrra, Morcton Bay,
The common moun-

mountain, pigeon berry, red, &c.

tain ash of New South Wales is Eucalyptus Sieberiana ;
that of Southern Queensland is E. tesselaris. The Neie
Zealand ash is the sapindaceous tree Aleetryon eivcelmm ;
called also litoki.

—

As-sign'

(as-sin'),

r'. ;.

This system was abolished

There were a number of assigned .servant.^, prisoners who wore
drafted off and distributed amongst the settlers, on strictly
Zilhnann.

speeiJied conditions.

As'sign-ee' (as'sT-ne'), n. {Add.] (e) An assigned
See under Assign, v. t.
As-sign'ment (as-sin'ment), n. {AdcL]
Assignment system, the system of assigning convicts as
Barton.
servants to free -settlers. See under Assign.
Asth'ma (as'ma, az'ma or ast'ma 277), «. {Add.]
(EuAsthma herb, a common troiHcal weed
pliorbia pilulifera). " This plant, having observant.

;

..

tained some reputation in Australia in certain
pulmonary comiilaints, has acquired the appellation in the colonies of
Queensland
asthma lierb.'' "
Maiden.
'

A

colloq. ou'a), n. [Maori.]
Zealand coast fish (Ago'nostoma Forsteri) of the MuUet family (i/ugilidse).
A-we'tO (ii-wa'to; colloq. a-we'to), «.
(a'vi-a

;

[Maori awheto.]
Tlie so-called vegetable
New Zealand. It yields a
black dye much used in moko. See Moko, n.
l^§^ " The caterpillar, burrowing in the
vegetable soil, gets a spore of a fungus between the folds of its neck, and, unable to
free itself, the insect's body nourishes the
fungus, which vegetates and occasions the
death of the caterpillar by exactly filling the
interior of the body with its root, always preserving its perfect form. Tlie stem grows
up like a little bulrush. After being dried
[the airelo] is burnt to a coal, giving an excellent black pigment."
H. G. Robley.
caterpillar of

{Local, N. Z.I

ous tree {Libocedrus Doniana).
(Ssh), n.

— called aiso assignee.

New

The kaikawaka, a

Ash

;

A'U-a

and sweet plum, (h) The
brush cherry. See under
Bkush.
Ar'bor Vl'tae (iir'ber vi'te).

Crown
in 1838.

Ax'break'er
Axe1)reak'er

(

(SksT^rak'Sr),

)

ielsea longifolia), of

[Add.']

Assigned servant, a transported convict released from
jail or military control, and assigned to a free settler as
a resident servant, but still remaining a prisoner of the

n.

{Bot.)

An Australian tree {A'othe order Jusmineie ;

—

mock olive.
(I^^ The name aibrealcer

called also

also given to a

is

few other trees that have very hard wood.

B.
Back' block'er (bSk' blok'er). See under Block.
Back' blocks' (bSk' bloks'). See under Block.
Ball (bal), 4th n. {Add.] 6. [Prov. Eng. bail, in a
kind of frame for confinmg the heads
similar sense.]
also, a funnel-shaped passageof cows at milking time
way terminating in a frame of tliis kind, used for trapping
Baden-Powell.
and subduing unruly horses or cattle.
Bail' up' (bal' up'), V. t. 1. To tie up or secure by
means of a bail as, to bail up a cow at milking time.
{Proo. Eng. and common in Australasia.]
2. To cause (a person) to stand still and throw up his
hands for the purpose of robbing him to stick up. See
Also, as v. i., to halt and throw
stick up, under Stick.
up one's hands at the summons of a robber.
While one jumped over the counter and bailed vp the manaJioldreivood.
ger, the other shut the door.
Bail up I " and the three of us,
Starlight sings out, '* Stand
;

;

!

masked, showed ourselves.
to hold secure
3. To stop

Boldrewond.

all

;

The

mill stopped,

lance, hailf^d

and

iijt.

;

to overcome.

dialects the imperative bail up
! is used as a command to cows at

in the sense of .ttanil still
milking time. It was adopted
as a command to travelers

by Australian bushrangers

whom they wished to detain
on the highway for the purpose of robbing them (compare
the second quotation under 2 above). From this use the
more

general senses are easily derived.

Bal'la-hOO' (bSl'la-hoo'), «.

— called also bullahoo.

{Add.]

{Local, Si/dney,

Bal-loon' (bSl-loon'), n.

2.

N.

The
S.

{.Idd.]

Bal'sant (bal'sam), n. {Add.]
Balsam of copaiba tree (Bot.), the Australian rutaceous
tree Geijera satiriftjlia.
Ba-na'na-land' (ba-nii'na-lSnd'), n. A jocose name
for Queensland, from the abundance of bananas produced
{Colloq.]
there.
banana

is

indigenous to Queensland, but the

n.

A nickname

{Colloq.]

Bang'al'ay (bSng'Sl'y), n. [Aboriginal.] {Bot.) In
the Sydney district, an old name for the tree called bastard mahogany {Eucalyptus botryoides), and for its timber.
See under Mahogany.

Ban'ga-low

(ban'ga-lo), ".

[Aboriginal.]

{Bot.)

An

ornamental palm with feathery leaves {Ptychosperma
elegans).
The pith of the bangalow is used as food.
Bank'er (bSnk'er), m. {Add.] 7.' A stream in flood
to the top of its banks.
bankers, and the flood
miles round Bourke.

Bank'si-a (bSnk'sT-a),
Joseph Banks, an Eng-

n.

[NL.

Lawson.

So named after Sir

;

Cape Schank.

—

bird

the

and

h.

[Aboriginal.]

Bas'tard

(bSs'terd), a.

Bastard dory, trumpeter, etc.
PETER, etc.

Barcoo grass (Bot.), one
the best pasture
grasses of Queensland

Bat'Hsh' (bitt'fTsh'), ». {Add.] {Zool.) {d)
of the carangoid fishes of the genus rsfttiis.
tralia the name is especially applied to the very
species P. argenteus.
Bead (bed), n. {Add.]

of

(Anlhistiria

—

Banksia (B. integri/oHa).

;

;

vari-

{Add.]
See under Dory. Tri'M-

Name

mrmbraiiaBarcoo rot (Afed.),
a disease, especially of

A

{Local, X. S. W.]

Bar'coo' (bar'kob'), n.
of a river in
QueenslauJ.

cea).

game.

;

Bar'ra-gan' (bar'ra-gan'),

Melburnian.

;

127

at a football

Accused was present at the football match on Monday
between Essendon and Collingwood, and, along with otheV
youths, made himself conspicuous by barrarkiug for Collingwood.
J'Ae Argus.
2. To give partisan support in any way
as, to barrack for the school. {Colloq.]
To deride to decry by popular
Bar'rack, v. t.
clamor. {Colloq.]
There 's a broken swell among us, — he is barracked, he is
chaffed.
Lawsun.
Bar'rack-er (-er), n. One who barracks; a noisy

{Local, X. S. 11'.]
ety of the booiiiermig.
[Aboriginal.]
Bar'ra-mun'da (bar'ra-mun'da), 71.
[Written also baramuvda, baramundi, and biirramiindi.]
{Zn'bl.) All Australian river fisli {O.s'teoglassum Leichhardtii).
The name is also applied to many other river
species, esp. to Ceratodus Forsteri.
See Ceratodus, in
the Dictionary.
Bar'rls-ter (bSr'ris-ter), n. {Add.] 2. {Bot.) The
prickly-stemmed climber {Mezoncuron scortecliinii).

hangs drinking in the honey from the blue gnm flowers, making his last rounds
ere he leaves us for
hanksiufi of Cnrriim

encouragement or derision, especially

They are as whole-souled harrackcrs as any to be found at
a Carlton or a Ct'l'ingwood football match.
JI. Willoiujlihy.

called also honeysuckle.
wattle

;

partisan.

{Bot.)
naturalist.]
large genus of Australian proteaceous trees
and shrubs, bearing large
flowers shaped like a
bottle brush and richly

A

charged with honey

;

;

The creeks were

Was forty

the hands, affecting bushmen in dry country it is a severe eruption, bringing away flesh and skin.
Lam/iolts.
Bar'rack (bar'rr^k), v. i. [Said to be fr. aboriginal
boruk banter, badinage but cf. Prov. Eng. barrack to
brag, barracker a braggart.
See Baerack, r. t., Borak,
n.] 1. To cheer, shout, or make a din, by way of partisan

Any one
lii

Au.s-

common

BeadfernUio/.), anyi nejif various species of Glelchenia.

old, .^ts\
eve, event, end, fSrn, recent
senate, cAre, ftm, arm, ask, fin«l, ^11
ice, idea, ill
vinite, rude, full, tip, urn; pity; food, fo"^t
out, oil; chair; go; sing, ink
tlien, thin; boN
ale,

lise,

Ba-na'na-land'er (ba-na'na-lSnd'er),
given to a native of Queensland.

The scrub
garfish;

W.]

Balloon vine (Bot.), a sapindaceous plant (Cardiospermum- Nalicacabiim);— so called from its inflated membranaceous capsules. Called also heart pea, heart seed,
and winter cherry.

^g^ The

species,

exported in large quan-

lish

his troutship was, in colonial parW. Senior.

Jg^" In some English

is

tities.

A

;

The cultivated

native species are worthless.

however, thrive, and the fruit

;

,

6rb,
zli

Sdd

=z

in azure.

;

,

.

Beal (bel), n. A sweet drink made by steeping honeycalled also boot and bidl.
laden flowers in water
This drink was named bcal by the natives of the west of
;

—

Viot„ria.

Beal

li-

(bel),

[Aboriginal.]

?;.

{Bot.)

lirowjli Smlltli.

An

Australian

See Belak.

tree.

Bean

(ben),

Bean tree (Bol.), a handsome leguminous tree of northern New South Wales and southern Queensland Costa(

—

cMed also iloieton Bnij chexlnosprnniiiii ai(sti(i!i')
nnt. Its timber is kno\vn in trade as black bi'an.
Leichhardt'B bean, Queensland bean, O)' Match box bean
(Bol.), the seed of a leguminous tropical plant (Entada
scandens).
IS^W "The seeds are about two inches across by half
an inch thick. They are converted into siuitfboxes, scent
bottles, spoons, etc., and, in tlie Indian bazaars, they are
usedasweigiits. In the colonies we usually see the beans
of this plant mounted with silver as match boxes."
iVatden.
-.

—

—

Red bean (Bof.). the timber of an Australian meliaceous
called
tree, Dysnryhm Muellevi, resembling rosewood ;
also iienrit cellar.

—

{Zoo!.) [Add.] (A) The gadoid
[Local, Sydneff, jV. S. U'.]
{Bot.) See Pitchuri.

Beard'le (berd'T), n.
marginafn.

fish Lolella

Bedg'er-y

Beech

(bej'er-y), n.

[Add.]

(bech), ».

Australia (Fagus
but one true beech
^^ There
Tasmania (Fagus
and one
in

is

(_'irniiiii<iliamii).

in

M(i(jrr!)

applied to other trees of various genera
(for example, Callicnmn, Cnjptncarija, Ela:oc(irmi.i, Flinder.iia, Giiieliita, Monotoca, Schi-oincria, and Trocliocarpn), from the cliaracter of tlieir timber. The same
as, a.i/i, sycaiiiore,
trees receive various other names
etc. The ordinary natiic beech of commerce in New
South Wales is Giiielliia Leichhardlii. The New Zealand beechesare Fagus Solandri, F. BUiirii, F. Mcn~iesii
F. fii.ica, F. Cliffortioides, and /'. apiculnla. The word
beech, however, is rarely used in New Zealand, the trees
being called biri'h by settlers and bushmen, and tairai by
the Maoris. See under Birch, ».
" All the New Zealand beeches belong to the secllt;;^^
tion of Fagus characterized by evergreen leaves, and tlie
presence of curious transverse menibranous or glandular
plates on tlie leaves of the involucral cup whicli contains
Kirk.
the female flowers."
Be'lar (be'la), n. [Aboriginal.] (Bo/.) An Australian
tree {Casuarina glnuca)
cMed also belak, billa,

The name

is

;

;

and bull oak.
Bell'Wrd' (bSl'berd'),

—

beela, beal,

[Add.]

(Zool.)

n.

(c)

The

Oreo'ica gutturirlU of
Western Australia.
(d) The An/hornis
melanura of New

Zealand
also

;

and

The

Bellbird
(^„„,<„.„,, „„,„„„ra).

pools,

—the 6//?rtfto»(7,'! of northern

rivers.

D. Muclotmhl.
that loses itself in the sand.
kettle a
[Add.]
3.
A
bushman's
Bil'ly
cylindrical tin vessel witli detached lid and arched wire

An anabranch

handle

;

Sctitt
tea.

)i.

;

—

sometimes called bi'My-can.
got some food anil put the billi/ on the

fire to

Fra/ici^

make

villain:!.

Bil'ly-bong' (btl'li-bong'), ". See Blllaboko.
Birch (berch), n. 1. [Add.]
K^^^In New Zealand the name birch is applied to all
the native beeches (see under Beech and to all smallleaved forest trees it is, however, qualified by various
white, black, brmrn, red, .nicer, etc.
adjectives,
Bird's' nest' or Bird's'-nest' (berdz' ngst'), n.
[Add.]
Bird's-nest fern {Bot.), the Australian fern Aspleniuui
i

—

seen to the southward.
Leicltliflrdt.

See under Potato.
Black'flsb (-fish), n. [Add.] 6. {Zobl.) In Australia generally, tlie tresliwater gadoid food fisli Gadopsis
marmoratus, found in all inland streams and in Tasmania in some parts of Australia, other species of Gadopsis ; in Sydney, specif., the sparoid fish Girella ca,^pidata ; in Victoria, also Girella simpler. See Ludrick.
Black' track'er (blSk' tritk'er). An aboriginal Australian, skilled in following a trail, and employed by the
Zillmann.
government for tracking criminals.
BlackfellowB' potatoes.

(Bot.)

;

black tracker of the imti\'e police can pursue a trace at full
Luinholtz.

gallop.

Black'WOOd
blackwood

(-w68d), n. {Bot.) [Add.] The Austrathe leguminous tree Acacia melanoxy-

is

— called also lighlu-ood.

lori ;

much

jg*^ This rite is not the same among all Australian
and it is called by different names in different
aboriginal languages. Bora is the word used by one of
tribes,

the most important tribal communities and has been

adopted by many anthropologists.

See Lightwood.

Bor'ak

for tlie whiteeye {Zosterops crerulescens), which clears
trees of insect blight
called also ringeye, silver-eye, and

Bird' of par'a-dise (herd' 6v par'a-dTs). [Add.]
bird (Menura) was called bird of paradise by tlie early settlers of New South Wales. See

%S^ The lyre

under Menura.
[Add.]
Bit'ter (bit'ter), a.
Bitter bark (Bot.), any one of several Australian trees
(especially Al.stonin constrieta, Peta/o.'>tigrna quadrilocalare, and Tabcrmemotitana oriental is)
so called from
the flavor of their bark, which suggests that of quinine.
Black' ap'ple. See under Apple.
Black'bird (blak'berd), n. [Add.] 2. A native of
the islands near Queensland
called also kanaka.
;

;

—

—

([g^^ Blackbird was a cant term for a negro or Polynesian in the days of the slave trade.
In Australia it is
used in the limited sense indicated above.
Black'bird-ing (-Tng), «. The act or practice of collecting natives of the islands near Queensland for service
on the Queensland sugar plantations.
(5^^ Blackbird ill g was a slaver's cant term for the kidnaping of negroes or Polynesians to be sold as slaves. In
Australia its use is limited as in the definition above.
Black'boy (-boi), ??. {Bot.) The gtass tree {Xanthorrhcea)
so called from the appearance of its trunk,

—

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

Banter

To poke borak at, to make game of.
Bor'ee' (bor'e'), n. [Aboriginal.]
lian wattle tree {Acacia pendvlu)
called weeping myall or true myall.

[f'olloq.]

Bor-O'ni-a (bor-o'ni-a), n.
Blightbird (Zosterops coerulrscens).

it

New Zealand

and

in its progress
T. li. Potfs.

(bllnd'iSr-iz'), n.
{Bot.) Austrafor the eupliorbiaceous tree Excsecaria agal-

Maiden.
cause loss of sight."
[Add.] 13. A rectangular lot of
land specifically, one of the large lots into which Australian public land, when opened to settlers, is divided
will, it is believed,

(bl5k), n.

;

by the government surveyors.
Back blocks, Australian pastoral country remote from
"In the back blocks of
the seacoast or from a river.
Queensland, far removed from towns and civilization."
Melburnian. — Ba,c]L blocker, a bushman from the back

— Mallee

an area of land marked
the INIallee district. See Mallee.
block,

out by government in
— The Block, the fashionable promenade in Melbourne and
in Sydney. —^ Bo the Block, to iiromenade in the Black.
Blne'ber-ry (blu'bSr-ry), «. [Add.] 2. (Bot.) The
edible berry of the Australian tree Myoporum serratum ;
called also nntire currant, and, by the aborigines of
South Australia, palberry. These berries are salt and

—

The tree itself
bitter and are much relished by birds.
is called blueberry, blueberry tree, native myrtle, native
juniper, and cockatoo bush.
11^°' The

name blueberry is also given to species of Ehro-

carpus (called also blueberry

tree,

and, most commonly,

blueberry ash) and of JJianella.

Blue'bush

(blu'bush), n.

{Bot.)

One

of the saltbushes

{Koch ia pyra m idata )
1^= The name is also given to Acacia brachybolrya, a
kind of wattle, and to some other shrubs.
Blue' creep'er (blii' krep'er). {Bot.) The Australian
ornamental wild plant Comesperma volubile.
Blue'point'er (blu'point'er), n {Zo'bl. ) A kind of shark
{Lamna glauca). [Local, Sydney, jV. S. II'.]
so
Blue'y (blu'y), n. 1. A bushman's blanket;
.

—

from its color.
Then we had to wrin, our
called

which were rotting in the

—

Laiostm.

so called because
bundle a swag
a blanket is sometimes used as the outside covering.
To hnmp bluey, to carry a swag hence, to travel about
in the bush, esp. in search of work. [Coiloq.]
Board (bord), n. [Add.] 9. The floor of a woolshed hence, the whole number of shearers employed in
The Argus.
a single woolshed.
Boar'fish' (bor'fish'), /?. [Add.] {c) Afish{Cyttus
;

;

;

;

australis) of the family Cytlidx.

[Keiv Zealand]

See

Ba.ilard dory, under Dory.
Bo'gong' (bo'g5ng'), n. [Aboriginal.] [Written also
boiigong and bugong.] {Zool.) A large moth {Agrolis
in/usa, formerly.^, spina and i^i'octua spina); also, its
larva, eaten by the aborigines. Called also bogong moth.

(5^= The Bogong Moimtains in Victoria are named
from this moth, which frequents them.
finnl,

ejII

;

eve,

commonly

[NL.

;

named

after Borone,
{Bot.) A genus of

botanist.]

;

[Add.]

Bottle brush. [Add.] (But.) (i) The large, handsome flower
of any one of the Australian myrtaceous trees of the genus
Callisleuion, so called from their shape and slender stem.
(c) The flower of the Bonksia or Auf,tralian lioneysuckle.
(d) Any one of the trees or shrubs themselves.

Bot'tom(bot'tijm), ?/. [Add.] W. (Mining) The dry
bed of a river of the Tertiary age, containing alluvial gold,
and often covered to a great depth by volcanic matter or
by detritus a gutter. See Gdtter, »?., 4. Also, the bed
of rock or clay on which the alluvial deposit rests.
;

A miner of to-day pushes on to this lowest hoftotii, because
he has found that it is rich beyond eiiiiparison with higher
Weffgurtti.

levels.

Bou'gong' (boo'g5ng'), n. See Bogong.
BOUnd'a-ry (bound'a-ry), n. [Adil.]
Boundary rider, a man employed at a station

(see

Sta-

tion) to ride round the boundaries and keep the fences in
order. "The boundary rider, cantering along the limit
B. Macdonald.
of his run, finds the wiies broken."

Box (boks), n. [Add.] 2. {Bot.) (a) Any one of several
trees of the genera, Eucalyptus, Tristan ia, and Mnrraya;
so called from the character of their timber, which resemforage plant (Bur.iaria sjiinosa),
bles boxwood,
(b)
called also boxthorn, native
of the order Pittosporese ;
box, and native olive.
<^W^ Various kinds of box trees are designated as black,
while, yellow, and red box, brush box, etc.
Box, V. t. [Add.] 4. To mix (two or more flocks or
used also figuratively.
herds) in confusion
But the traveling sheep and the Wilga sheep were boxed on the
Palerson.
Old JIan Plain.

A

;

—

—

—

Box'er (boks'er), n. A kind of stiff round hat;
England bowler or deerstalker.
Box'thorn' (-thSrn'), n. (Bot.) [Add.] (Ji) The naSee Box, 2, 6.
tive box (fBursaria .'ipinosa).
African boxthorn. a very thorny bush Cilriobatvs), bearing many spherical, orange colored berries, about half an
called
inch in diameter. It is much used for hedges

called in

(

hlitey:

swags.

A bushman's

— more

Australian rutaceous shrubs with highly scented blossoms, chiefly inhabiting Western Australia, but largely
developed in New South Wales, and to a less extent in
the other colonies. The Western Australian species generally bear brown and yellow flowers those of New South
^^'ales and Queensland, pink flowers.
Several species are
cultivated as garden plants, and one {B. serrnlala) is
native
called
rose at Sydney.
At each street corner the scent of horoiiia and the odor of wattle blossom greet us from baskets of the flower girl. Afclburniau.

Bot'tle (bot't'l), n.

(Co//ci(;.]

;

The Age.
{Bot.) An Austra-

[Loccd, i\'. S. W.]
" Called boree by aboriginals, and often boree, or
.li/rer-teaf boree, by the colonists of Western New South
Wales." Maiden. The name iojfe is also applied to ylcacia glauccsceus and some other acacias.
White boree, the tree Etn'ocarjms cyaucus, of the order
Tiliacc,i:
csil\ed also blueberry ash, iialive olire, and

companion of Dr. Sibthorp,

51^^ " It produces by incision in the bark an acrid
milKy juice, called in India tiger's milk, s ) volatile that no
one, however careful, can gather a quarter of a pint without being affected by it. .4 single drop falling into the

blocks.

ridicule

u'hitcbark.

— called also m ilky niangrore and river poisonous

Block

;

—

wax-eye. See Whitein Dictionary.
(t^^ The bird was
originally confined to
Eastern Australia

eye

2.

[Aboriginal.]

(b8r'ak), n.
[Coiloq.]

chaff'.

^S^

—

eyes

ornamental

Bool(bo61),)(. See Beal. a
drink. Sir Thomas Mitchell,
Boon'ga-ry (boon'ga-ry), Boobook {Athene boohook).
n.
[Aboriginal.]
{Zool.) A
small tree kangaroo {Dendrolagus Lnmholtzii).
Bo'ra (bo'ia), ??. [Aboriginal.] The initiatory rite of
the Australian aborigines, by means of which boys, on
reaching puberty, are received into membership in a
tribe or commimity.
A. W. Howitl.

name

;

in

—

tree Myoporiim acuminata m
of the order Myoporineiy,

Bleed'ing heart' (bled'Tng hiirt'). {Bot.) The coral
pea {Kennedi/a proslrata). See Kennedya.
Blight (blit), )(. [Add.] 6. A kind of prurient ophthalmia. See Suvili/ bliqlit, under Sandy.
BUght'blrd'(bnt'berd'), «. (Zool.) The New Zealand

name

used

plantations
called
also
native willoiv.
Bnobyalla is an aboriginal
name. It is an excellent tree for
binding coast sands.
Maiden.
2. (Bot.) The Australian

;

nidus.

;

The smoke of the blackfellow.^' fires was

lian

n.
[Aboriginal.]
1.
{Bot.) A leguminous Australian tree {Acacia longifnlia),
la),

tree.

or-

:

(bil'ly),

blackfellow and black.

locha

Betch'er-ry-gah' (bSch'er-T-ga'), n. See BudgereeQAH.
[Maori piripiri.]
Bid'dy-bid' (bTd'dy-bTd'), "•
[Written also bidd>/-birhly.] {Bot.) The black berry
growing in clusters on the tree piripiri. It becomes a
troublesome bur. [Local, X. Z.] See Piripiri.
Bii'la (bil'la), H. See Belae.
Bil'la-bong' (btl'la-bSng'), H. [Aboriginal, said to
mean dead water.] [Sometimes written billybong.] 1.
A shallow, stagnant pool near a river, or connected with
it
a backwater.

2.

;

lian

ange-speckled hawk {Hieracidea berif/ora).

Weedv, stagnant

and lubra, for a black
cliildren are called pickaninfor a man has given way to

([|^°"The aboriginal words gin

A

;

;

woman, have survived tiie
n ies ; the aboriginal word

So called

[Aboriginal.

{Athene boobook) called al.so
niorepork,
mopoke, mope
Itau-k, and sometimes cuckoo.
Boo'by-al'la (boo'bl-ai'-

Bllnd'-your-eyes'

tall silk hat.

[Aboriginal.]

aboriginal race.

flocks, sweeps over the face of the country,
clears away multitudes of small insect pests.

[Col log.]
Ber'l-gor'a (bSr'I-gSr'a),
n.

(l^°"The lower part of the trunk is covered witli a
The
rough, black bark, looking like charred wood.
blackbutts are valuable timber trees.
Blaok'fel-lOW (-fSl-lo), h. a man of the Australian

Boo'book' (boo'book'), n.
from its note.] {Zo'ol.) The
cuckoo owl of Australia

in 1851, making its escape
from the great bush fire of Black Thursday (Feb. 6, 1851).
The white-eye or hiightbicd, with cheerful note, in crowded

Bell'top'per (bel'top'-

A

tree

settled in flocks in

makomako.
per"), n.

was by many early botanists and
explorers called yellou- gum tree from its exudations.
Black'butt (blSk'but), «. {Bot.) Any one of several
Australian trees of tlie genus Eucalyptus, esp. E. pilu-

([^^ The grass

and Tasmania, but

— called

korimaico

See Grass tree, in the Dic-

fire.

tionary.

laris.

[Add.']

»).

when blackened by

;

BREAM

2018

BEAL

;

event,

gnd,

fern,

recf-nt

;

ice,

;

—

also cranqe tht rn.
Bread'fruit' (brgr'/riif), n. [Add.] 3. {Bot.) The
screw pine (Pandanns pedvnculatu.i), of the order Pa'iidaueie.
See under Pine.
Break'a-way' (brak'a-wa'), n. 1. A wild rush of
sheep, cattle, horses, or camels (esp. at the smell or sight
a stampede.
of water)
Directly our camels scented water, the whole train would
set oft at a rush, fiillowed by our horses at a gallop. These
breakaicays would occur at quite unexpected moments.
Baldiciti Spencer.
;

An

animal that breaks away from a herd.
2.
stubborn breakaway would sometimes lead a stock rider
a long gallop before he was rounded back into the mob.
The Australasian.
Bream (brem), n. (Zo'ol.) [Add.]

A

Black bream, an Australian fish (Caranx

idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb,

odd

au,it)'alis)

;

—

.

.

—
—

called also tnrii'ltine.
per. See Schnappee.

'Rei bream, the Australian schnapSilver bream, an Australian fish
Ororgianus).
Brick'field'er (brtk'feld'er), n. 1. Originally, a cold
and violent south or southwest wind from the sea, springing up suddenly and raising thick clouds of dust. It is
regularly preceded by a hot wind from a northerly direction, varying from northwest to northeast, or from the

Ciiraiix

(

west.

As

is

\_LociiJ, Sydney, and obsoles.'l
John Rue.
usuiil in gucli sultry weather, the evenin;2^ wound up

with a hnckjidiler.
S/l'Ini't/Gazetle, Feb. 2.'i, 1837.
I1S5°" In this sense the word has always been confined
to Sydney and is now giving way to soidhcrhj Ini.iicr (see
under Buster). The brickftelder was so called because it
blew across the BiickJichU, a district at the south end of
S.vdney, and thus carried clouds of brick dust and pulverized clay into the city. The old Bricl-Jiehis are now laid
out in streets and are no longer known by that name.
2. Hence, by later confusion, a midsummer hot wind
from the north.
She passed a gang of convicts toiling in a broiling brickfielder.
Thomas McCnnlbie.
J^W^ In this sense the word is used in New South Wales,
Victoria, and South Australia.
Brick'low (brlk'lo), n. (Bo/.) See Bkigalow.
Leichhardi.
Brig'a-low' (brig'a-lo'), «• [Aboriginal.] (Bo/.) Any
one of several species of Australian acacias, esp. Acacia
harpnpliylla. The wood is hard, heavy and elastic, and is
used by the aborigines for spears, clubs, and boomerangs.
JI^^ " The word was spelt brignloehy Gould, and bricklow by Leichhardt. The latter stated he could not ascertain the meaning of the name."
Maiden.

Broaa'leaf' (brad'lef), «. {Boi.) [.1(M.] 2. A New
Zealand tree {Meryia Siiiclairii)
called also puka.
3. A New Zealand tree {Griselina iit/oralis), of the
order Conteie ;
called also puka in many districts.
[Local N. Z.-\
Brook'lime' (broSk'lim'), n. \_Add.'\ 2. (Bot.) Any
species of Gratiola. See Heart's-ease, 2 (6).
Brown'le (broun'i), n. lAdd.li 2. A rough cake
made of flour and water mixed with currants. [^«iiralian bush canQ
Their blankets and provisions, consisting of salt beef, tea,
flour, damper, and brow?iie, the latter a kind of cake, which
has been made before starting to save the trouble of baking

—

;

—

while in camp.

Brum'ble
Bnun'bee

J'he Australasian.

(briim'by), n. [Origin uncertain.]
ho^se.

(

A

wild

let

had been a hriuiihfe, and
any one touch him, much less ride him. but himBold reirood

self.
.

is

lowan.

(bilk),
?'.

/.,

)(.

2, in

II^^The brumbies are descended from imported horses,

since the horse is not a native Australian animal.
Brush (brush), n. \_Add.']

^ff^ In Australia brash is used by bushmen and naturaldenote a dense growth of vegetation in good soil.
It is applied either to shrubs and small trees or to large
ists to

trees, out especially to the former.
Scrub denotes vegetation of inferior quality, though sometimes thick and
impenetrable, growing in poor soil, often meie sand.
Scrab, however, is frequently used for brush.
Both
words are much employed adjectively and in composition
in the names of plants and animals.
BroBh apple. (Bot.) See under Apple.
Bnish cherry
(Bot.), the edible fruit of an Australian tree (Eugenia mijr-

—

opaca) bearing large edi-

m

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

Bush
bush and run wild.
Bush lawyer. See Lawyer.
Bush telegraph, a confederate
scrubber. See Scrubber.
of thieves or bushrangers who fumishes early information of the movements of the police also, the process
of transmitting such information. " Their system of bush
telegraph, in which women and girls were often the mo-st
active agents, was organized and kept up with a com-

—

;

BuU

Sir Henry
(Zodl.) See under Gerygone. —
/•orf-gi'. — Bush warbler.
Bush wren, a passerine bird of New Zealand (Xenicus loiipleteness and success ijerfeetly surprising."

Belak.
Bull

Same

(bill), n.

as Beal, a drink.

(bul'la-hoo'), n.
See Ballahoo.
large, fierce
Bull'dOg' (bul'dSgO, n. [Add.'] 3.
which
always
the
passer-by with its head
red ant,
faces
Called also
erect.
It has a venomous bite and sting.
bulldog ant and bull ant.
And defies the stings of scorpions, and the bites of bulldog
ants.
Paterson.

Bulla-hOO'

gipe.i).

A

Bushed (busht), a. Lost in the bush astray in the
wilderness also, in general, out of one's bearings
often used figuratively.
How Dr. Mulhaus got bushed in the ranges, and what befell
him there.
H. Kingdey.
;

In the geometrical deductions
hopelessly bushed.

(bul-re'dl), «.

I

.

.

n.

Name

of a river in

— Burdekin

.

.

.

Butch'er (buch/er),

[Add.]

n.

Butcher bird. (Zool.) [Add.\ The Australian butcher
bird is Cracticus de-Uruetor ; in Tasmania C. cinereus is
called the gray butcher bird or the Derwent jackass.

But'ter

[Add.]

(biJt'ter), n.

Butter bush (Bot), in North Australia, the poison berry
tree (Pittosporum phillyr,roides). See under Poison.

Aus-

But'ter-flsh' (-fish'), n.

Buzz

tralia.

See under Plum.

.

;

in all tradition.
is too deep, child, and the buut/ip lives in the water
N. Kingsley.

(Bot.)

[Colloq.']

suddenly, and blowing with great violence from the sea.
It is regularly preceded by a hot northerly wind from
the land, varying from northwest to northeast. See
Brickfielder, 1.
j]^^ " If in fine, hot northeast weather the barometer
faUs fast in the forenoon, a southerly wind (buster) may
Southerly busters a,Tegenbe expected before night.
eraUy to be expected from November to the end of February they are always attended with strong electrical
excitement.
The approach of the true burster is indicated by a peculiar roll of clouds.
H. C. Russell.

river

Bur'de-kin (bflr'de-km),

ignorant of town

Bus'ter (bus'ter), n. [Add.]
Southerly buster, a cold south or southwest wind, rising

under the stones.

Burdekin plum.

A countryman

(bush'y), n.

culture; a rustic.

Australian tree {Araucaria Bidwillii).
11^°° " The cones shed their seeds, which are two to
two and a half inches long by three quarters of an inch
broad they are sweet before being perfectly ripe, and
after that resemble roasted chestnuts in taste. They are
plentiful once in three years, and when the ripening season arrives, wliich is generally in the month of January,
the aboriginals assemble in great numbers to feast upon
them. The biinya is remarkable as being the only hereditary property which any of the aborigines are known
to possess, and it is therefore protected by law."
Hill.
[Aboriginal.]
Bun'yip (bun'ylp), n.
A fabulous
monster supposed to inhabit marshes and waterholes.
(1^°^ A booming noise, heard at night, is ascribed to
the bunyip, which is a source of terror to the aborigines,

now and

Mrs. Meredith.

Bush'y

[Aboriginal.]
A coniferous

n.

The Age.

our party.

See Puriri.
1

some of the candidates got

(busb'mon), n. 1. [Add.'] (b) A countryman, as opposed to a townsman, (c) One skilled in the
ways of the bush and able to act as guide in it. Barton
He was a clever busiaiiau, and we were glad of his addition to

The Australasian.
[Corruption of Maori pti-

Bun'ya (biin'ya),
Bun'ya-bun'ya (bfin'ya-bun'ya),

—

Bush'man

Buln'-buln' (bul'n'burn'), «. [Aboriginal.] (Zool.)
The lyre bird. See Bullen-Bullen, in the Dictionary.
Bul-ree'dy

;

;

Bul'lock-y (bul'luk-y), n. The driver of a bullock
wagon.
Guy Boothbv.
Bull'rout' (bul'rouf), n. (Zool.) The fish Centropogon robnstus, of the family Scorpsenidse, found in the
Hunter River, N. S. W.

The

Vitis

15^°" In the North Island of New Zealand, bush commoiily means forest ; in the South Island, the hash means
Australia, the
thick undergrowth, or tangled thicket
bush is the country, whether wooded or not, as opposed
to ///'' town.
It
Busli (in Australia] was a generic term for the interior.
might be thick hush, open bush, hush forest, or scrubby tntsh
Jiiisdcu.
terms which explain themselves.
Bush cattle, cattle that have strayed from the herds
Bush fire, a destructive fire in wooded or
and run wild.
grass land
so called even when occurring close to a
town.
Bush horse, a horse that has escaped into the

I

riri.]

(

(bur'ra-wSiig')> "• [Aboriginal.] (Bot.)
Any Australian cycadaceous plant of the genus Macrozamia, especially 3f. spiiralis. The nuts of these plants
are much relished by the aborigines.
Bush (bush), ri. [Add.]

Bur'ra-wang'

Buck'Jump'er

;

.

ble tubers.

The plunge of a horse in bucking.
the Dictionary.
(-jump'er), n. A horse given to buckSee Buck, v. i., 2, in the Dictionary.
ing.
Buck'Jump'lng (-Tng), »'ft. «. The act of bucking. See
Buck, v. ('., 2, in the Dictionary.
Bud'da ) (biid'dii),«. [Aboriginal.] (Bo<.)AnAustralian forage plant {Eremophila 3IitcltBud'dah
The seeds are eaten by
e!li) of the order Myoporinie.
emus the word is much used in the western plains.
[Aboriginal.]
Budg'er-ee-gah' (buj'er-e-gii'), n.
[Written also budgereghar, budgeregar, budgerigar,
betcherrygah, etc.] (Zool.) The zebra parrakeet (Melop.-iittacus imdulatus)
called also grass parrakeet, ivarSee
bling grass parrakeet, and by many other names.
under Zebra, in the Dictionary.
Those prettv grass or zebra parroquets, which are here called
by the ver.v inliarinonious name of hiatgerrff/iars. Lady Barker.
Bu'gong (boo'gong), n. See Bogono.
(bill), a.
[.1(W.]
Bull ant. (Zoo/.) See Bulldog, 3. —Bull oak. (So/.) See

Buck

See Buck,

an Australian plant

(Bot.),

;

—

;

I

Tlic three-cornered \^eed he rode

wouldn't

called also rose nppJc ; also, the tree itself, which
called also nulirr myrtle. —Brush turkey (Zool.). the
Brush turpentine. (Bat.) See under Turpentine.

iifolia)

.
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—

"

,

Buzz

vine

(buz), n.

fly (Zool.),

(Zool.) See Kelpfish.

[Add.]
the korrumburra.

See Korrumburea.

c.
Cab'bage

(kab'baj), n.

—

—

;

.also

simply cabbage

—

tree.

A visitor to the

old Theater Royal in those days
proceedings of the " Cabbage tree hat mob."

They were

all booted
light-colored clotlies.

tells

of the

Si/diiey Morning Herald.
and spurred, with cabbage tree hots and
"

— Maori

J/, p,. .Tones.

Ca-det' (ka-def), n. [Add.] 3. A young gentleman
learning sheep farming at a station any young man attached to a sheep station.
I^ady Barker.
Cam'phor-WOOd' (kam'f er-wS8d'), n. (Bot.) A coniferous Australian tree (Frenela robu.tta)
called also
black pine, etc.
See the Note under Pine.
It^^ " It has a peculiar odor, from which circumstance
it is sometimes called caarphoru'ood, and it is said to be
obnoxious to insects."
Maiden.
Can'a-Jong' (kSn'a-jong'),??. [Aboriginal Tasnianian.]
(Bot.) The fruit of the ice plant (Mesembryanlhenium
lequilaterale) also, the plant itself. [Tasman-ia] See Pig;

;

—

;

face.

yellowhead.
Canary wood.
tree
(

(

Cape'weed' (kap'wed'), n. (Bot.)
composite plant
(Crypto.9teui»ta calendulaceum) allied to the marigold.
It is a native of South Africa (the Cape). Introduced into Australia, it has spread over every pasture,
and in the springtime its blossoms make yellow all the
landscape. The Capeuecd of Europe is a lichen (Rocclla
tinctoriu) from the Cape Verde Islands.
Carp (karp), n. (Zool.) The morwong. See MoRWONG.
Cat (kSt), n. [Add.]
Native cat (Zool.), the dasyure. One species (Basi/urus
maculatus) is also called tiger cat in Tasmania. " These
native cats are as bad as the weasels and the stoats of
the hedgerows at home."
D. Macdoiiald.
Cat'bird' (kat'berd'), n. (Zool.) [Add.] (6)AnAustrahan bird (Ptilonorhynchus Smithii), so called from its
note.

n.

[Add.]

2. (Zool.) (b)

The

In

(c)

New

(Bat.)

[Ailil.\

iiorinda. citrifolia).

(c)

(b)

An

The Indian mulberry

Australian timber tree

iinite,

rude,

full,

up,

firn

;

pity

;

—

lais

;

;

oil

;

cliair

;

go

;

sing,

ink

[Add.]

and

its fruit.

Chink'ie (chTnk'y),

« A Chinaman.

[Collaq.]
Ijo irson

Chock

(ohSk), «.
[Add.]
Chock and log, a kind of fence. Rough split beams, from
2 to 3 feet long (called chocks) are laid at right angles to
the line of the fence. On these are laid the /og.'j, which

CauS'tiC (kas'tik), a. [Add.]
Caustic vine (Bot.), an asclepiadaceous plant (Sarco-

out,

n.

%SS^ " The fruit is edible. The nut is seated on the enlarged succulent pedicel. This is the poor little fruit •:
which so much has been WTitten in English descriptions of
Australian flora. It has been likened to a cherry witli
the stone outside (hence the vernacular name) by sonu'
imaginative person."
Maiden.
Winter cherry. (Bot.) [Add.] (/') Tile balloon vine. Sfiunder BALLOot..

In the land wliere the rolfle caniits are
On the edge of the Jllain.
I'atirsnn.
Cattle duffer, a man who steals cattle, altering their
brands, or putting his own brand on iinbranded cattle
called also duffer. "
were a couple of r((tlle duffers,
with a warrant apiece after us." Hohlrrwaod. ~'c&tt\a
station, a cattle run, together with the buildings belonging to It also, the homestead and buildings belonging to
a cattle run. See Station, n., 'i.

;

(Bot.)

Cher'ry (chSr'ry),

'

fo^ot

n.

Brush cherry. (Bot.) See under Brush. —Herbert River
cherry (Bo/. ). a euphorbiaceous tree of Queensland (Autide.tiua Dallachyauuui); also, its fruit, which equals a
large English clierry in size and has a sharp, acid flavor,
resembling that of the red currant. —Native cherry (But.).
the Australian santalaceous tree Exocarpas cupressifor-

[Add.]
Store cattle. See under Store, //.
Cattle bush, a sapindaceous Australian tree (Atalaya heuiit/lauca). The
foliage is eaten by cattle, and, in seasons of drought, the
trees are felled for fodder. — Cattle camp, a place for collecting cattle a halting place for a drove of cattle.

food,

[Add.]
See under Pine.

Cel'er-y (sei'ei-y;,
Celery-topped pine.

Cheese'WOOd' (chez'woSd'), n. (Bot.) The wood of
Pittosporuni bicolor and of P. undulatum; so called
from its color and smooth texture.
Cheeseu-ood is 3'ellowish-white, verv hard and of uniform
texture and color. It was once used for clubs by the abmigiuals of Tasmania.
Maiden.

Zealand, the stargazer (ICathetosioma

We

applied to

epithets (as, bastard, brouii, red, -fcruh ._. 'te. yellow),
name is given to trees of the genera byso.iyloii,Ehrctia, Melia, Rhus, etc.
In New Zealand the kaikawaka is
called cedar.

ntovopteri/giiim), of the family Trachinidx.

—
—

is cluefiy

in all

the

Cat'Hsh' (kat'fish'), n- (Zool.) [Ad<l.] (b) In the
interior of Australia, any one of several sihiroid fishes of
the genus Copidoglanus, esp. C. landanus. See Tandan

Cat'tle (kat'l'l), n.

found

;

[Add.]
Cat'er-pil'lar (kSt'er-pTl'ler), n.
Vegetable caterpillar. (Bot.) See Aweto,

(b).

is

Cearela toona, the trjou tree of India (known in the European timber market as Mouhiiein cedar) but. with various

;

Eucalyptus hemiphloia)
use,

Ce'dar (se'der), n. [Add.]
StJp^ In Australia the name cedar

^S^

—

cabbage.
(Bot.) See under Maori.
Native cabbage (Bot.), name given in Australia to the cruciferous
pot herb Ncu<:turtiuin palustre and the succulent shrub
Saernla Kwnigii ; also, a New Zealand term for the
Maori cabbage.

Ca-na'ry (ka-na'rj),

It
.«/??)! mo OJ/.j/ra/f), poisonous to cattle.
the Australian colonies except Victoria.

A

[Add.]

Cabbage gum (Bot.), name given by bushmen to any
species of Eucalyptus that has very soft wood, especially
to the two white gums. Eucalyptus coriacca. and E.
hxmastouta (variety ?n/c?-o«//(o).
Cabbage tree, or Cabbage palm. (Bot.) (a) In Australia, various species of i/cislona, especially L. au.ttralix.
(b) In New Zealand, the
liliaceous tree Cordylinc indirisa, and other species
of Cordyline. See the Note under Ti.
Cabbage tree hat,
a broad-brimmed hat plaited from the fibrous leaves of
Cnrdyliae, much worn by the early colonists
called

;

tt>en,

thin

;

boN

.•

7h

=

y.

in

a/.ure.

;

)
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are from 10 to 15 feet long, the ends of the logs often
being fitted into slots cut in the chocks. The fence is
built up to the required height in alternate layers of chock

and

;

CULTIVATION

coil, abounding in the Murray River and its tribuand much esteemed for food, is the serranoid fish

Wiirray
taries,

Oligorus Miicq iiurieit.si.i.

log.

Chow

(chou), n.
[See Chowchow, in the Dictionary.]
Cliinaman.
[CoUoq.']

A

Christ'mas

(IsrTs'nufs), n.

.

[Add.}

Corn'Stalk' (kSrn'stak'),?i.
Australian.

2.

A native born

Bonicick.
Jf^^ The term was first used in New South Wales, because the youth were generally tall and thin.
Young men in Tasmania are more robust in appearance than
the cornstcdks of the more wealthy Australian colonies.
[Collotj.}

lAcld.']

II'.

.Senior.

Christmas bells (B'if.). tlie orange-colored flowers of the
called also Grirdim
liliaceous jjlant Blnnfonlia iiahili^ :
nil/.
Christmas bush (Bo/.), an Aus[Local, X. A'. >^'.]
tralian saxifragaceous tree (Vcrnlopctalitiii cjuinmifecalled also
nt III), often used i i Cliristmas decorations

Cor're-a (kQr're-a), n. [NL., after Correa de Serra, a
Portuguese botanist.] {Bot.)
A genus of rutaceous plants

Christmas
officer plaiif, from its briglit red appearance.
[Locctl, N. Z.]
tree. (6) (Bo/.) The poliutukawa.

Sir Thomas Mitchell.
IsEW^ "All Correa.K are geographically restricted to the
soutlieastern portion of the

—

—

;

of

—

Chum

(chum). II. \_Add.'\
a recent immigrant.
was what thiv teniied a iinr c/iiini, or one newly arrived.

.Murray Cud

(

Oliijoriis

Mnrqua

-/,<).

New chum,
lie

Ci'der

(si'der), H.

gum

whose sap a kind

Claim

Colonial goose, a baked leg of mutton stuffed with savory herbs, to imitate roast goose.
Colonial pine (Bo/.).

—

lAdd.'i

the tree Eiicalyp/us Ciunnii, from

(Bo/.),

of cider is

made.

[T/i.siiiania]

lAdd.l
See under Pkospectikg.
See under Rew.ard.
(klain), H.

Prospecting claim.
claim.

Clean'skins' (klen'skTnz'),
Clear'skins' (kler'skinz'),

)

were conunonly

taken

Cli-an'thUS (klt-an'tlms),

cattle
cattle.

were

called,

/.U/timiin.

[NL..

n.

fr.

:

—

parro/\i bill, Inil-ii-hill, and parrol's bill kowhai.
15^=' " Nearly all the native flora are pea-shaj)ed tlie
most glorious being the C/imi/lnis Dumplcrii, better
known as .S/iir/'.i ilcicrl wa, with its leaves of sage green,
and splendid long red olossoms with large black eyes,
ilr.^. Henry Jone.i.
growing five or six on a stem."
;

See Hopping fish,

fTsh').

—

se/ller.f clock,

nightfall.

ClO'ver (klo'ver),

«.

[j4(W.]

the nardoo plant. See Nardoo, in the
Dictionary. — Menindie clover (Bo/.), a pereiniial, fragrant,
cloverlike plant (Triijonella siKiii.i.iiiiKi): — cMea also
i

Bil.

),

Aiii</raliaii .•<liaiiii'ock.

of a number
of quiet cattle or horses which are used as decoys in
collecting wild cattle or wild horses.
Baden-Poirell.
They post these coaches in the tracks of the scrubbers ami
conceal themselves.
Rankt n.

Coach (koeh

;

224), M.

[.-liW.]

5.

One

Coach'man

(koch'mffn), n. \_Add.'] 3. (Zool.) See
COACHWHIP BIRD.
Coach'whip' bird' (koch'hwTp' berd'). Any bird of
the Australian
genus Psopliodes (especially

P.

crepi/aiis)

—-so

/(.

(

an Australian crane
its

called

—

Coach'wood
(- wood ),
n.
(Bo/.) The

Coaehwhip Bird ( Psoi>lioiles rrrpitans).
leather
jacket
{Cera/ope/aliim npe/aluni), a saxifragaceous tree also,
its wood.
IC/iiejiii X. S. II".]
Cob'bler (kob'ljer), H. [Add.} 4. (^^oli?.) A kind of
fish.
See Fortescue. ILocal, Melbourne and Si/diiey}
Cock (kok), n. [Add.}
;

A peculiar cry uttered by the
Australian aborigines as a call to attract
attention, and also in common use among the colonists.
dl^^lnjjie actual call the first syllable is much prolonged koo'- and the second (-ee' ends in a shrill, staccato fashion. The sound is generally represented in
siJelling by cooce. Tlie noun and the verb are pronounced
koo'T. and are usually spelled coo-eij. The cry, though
formerly aboriginal, has oeen adopted by the colonists as
their ordinary signal to attract attention, and has thus
replaced such interjections as halloo ! and hey
They had just sent tlie lu.^t cooey back throuKii the woods to
encourage those left sitting iu tlie wagon.
Mrs. Jh-iiry ./ours.
Within cooey, within earshot.
I

)

«

Coo'ey (koo'T), V. (. [imp. &p.p. Cooeited or CooEED (koo'Td) p. pr..& vb. n. Cooeying, or
Coo'ee
Cooeeing (kob'T-Tng)J. To call out cooee. See Cooey, ?i.
Tliey then shouted, and. when I caoeijed and beckoned them
to approach, they sat down in a row.
E. Giles.
I

;

— called also kokopii.
Cock'a-tOO' (kok'a-too'), n— called also

A small farmer

;

Pii.^dei).

cocA'i/.

—

;

Cockspur vine (Bo/.), an urticaceous plant (Cudrania Ja;-' called also

Cock'y

to cooey for liiin.

B.

TV.

Lnndor.

J'lis/ic

and

cock.ipiir thorn.

Its

used in dyeing yellow.

(kok'y), n.
Cock'ie (
[Colloi.}
Cod (kod), «. [Add.}
1

A

small farmer

;

a cockatoo.
Pa/ersoii.

New

I

i

ale,

senate,

v.

KuRRAJONG.
ill^^"The cooramiii is knomi as /lie kurrajong from
one end of Australia to the other it flowers with a pretty
pink and white bloom in December and is therefore often
;

Boldrewood.

used for Christmas decorations."

Co-pai'ba (ko-pa'ba

277), H.

;

[Add.}

Balsam-of-Copaiba tree (Bol.), the rutaceous tree Geijera
called also wilga.
;

—

salicifolia

Cop'per-tail' (kSp'per-tal'), n. One belonging to the
lower classes of society, as distinguished from silver-tail.
[Au.'i/ralian bush can/}
Co-pros'ma (ko-prSs'ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr. Korrpo^ dung
6<r/a^ odor, from the unpleasant smell of some of the
species.]
A genus of rubiaceous evergreen plants with
shiny, fleshy, glabrous leaves.
jj^^ The genusConro.':ma comprises about forty species,
ofwhich at least thirty are found in New Zealand, five
in Australia, and a few in Chile, Juan Fernandez, the

+

Hawaiian Islands,

etc.

[Add.}
Bat's-wing coral (Bo/)., a leguminous Australian tree
(Ery/hrina resper/ilio) — called also coral /ree. cork /ree,
corkirood, and heilamaii tree. It has light, spongy wood,
used by the aborigines for their heilamaiis or shields.
Coral pea. (Bol.) See under Kennedya.
Cor'al (kor'al),

n.

;

—

Co-rel'la (k6-rS11a), n.

maiden, doll.]
genus Xi/iiiphicus ;
/copr)

|^°° Various fishes of different families are called cod
in Australia. The name is given in Sydney and Melbourne
to a gadoid fish, Lo/illa callariax ; in
Zealand, to the
gTOiper (Po/i/prioii proaria/lnix), of the family Serranidie.
In New Zealand are found also the blue cod, or rock cod
rci/
ivx?.
Perci.'i eolias); the
a gadoid fish (Pseiulopliijcis
hnrha/iix) the Clomlij Ban cod Geiiiip/erus blacodcs), of
the family Ophi'liidir. Tfie n-d rock cod of Sydney is
t'Scorp^aa cardiriali.-i. of the family Srorpceniela-'.
The
;

(kob'l'l-bii'),

.

[Add.} 2.

These small farmers are called cockatoos in Australia by the
squatters or sheep farmers, who dislike them for buying: up
the best liits of land on their run.s; and say that, like' a corktxtoo, the small freeholder alights on good ground, extracts ail
he can from it, and then flies away to * fresh fields and pastures
new."
Larlji Barker.
Cockatoo bush. (Bol.) See Blueberry, v., 2.
Cockatoo
fence, a rough fence of logs and saplings — so called from
cockaloo, a small farmer.
Zillmann.
Cock'spur (kok'spQr), n. [Add.}

is

now began

[Aboriginal.]
[Written
also coolyhah, coolibar, cooliebnr, kooliba, and koolibah.}
{Bol.) An Australian tree {Eucalyptus micro/heca).
[_Qneenslaiid and New South Wales}
Coo'lie-man (koo'lT-mSn), )). See KooLiMAN.
[Aboriginal.]
{Bol.)
Coo'ra-min (koo'ra-mTn), n.
The most common of the trees called kurrajongs. See

fry of the Australian
See under Schnapper.

iiiiicolor).

Cock'a-bul'ly (k5k'a-bul'ly),)(. [A corruption of the
Maori name kokopii.} Any fish of the genus Galaxias

rnn.ensi.'i'i

)

.'

smaU

Cock schnapper (Zoo/.), the

schnapper (Pagrii

care,

am, arm, ask,

Any

[NL., dim. of cora, from Gr.
one of several parrots of the

specifically, in Australia, JV.

Norm

Holland lie.
Cork' tree' (k8rk' tre'), n. (Bol.) The bat's-wing
coral.
See under Coral.
Cork'WOOd' (k8rk'wSod'), n. (Bot.) Name given {a)
to trees having a corky bark (as Duboisia myoporoides,
Acknnia Muclleri); {h) to trees of which the wood is
light, like cork (as Erythrina ve.spertilio).
fin«l,

£jU

;

eve,

Any

festivity

as,

;

a

corrohories.

Leiclihardi.

ball, a public dinner,

or a gar-

a disturbance.
[Colloq.}
To hold a corrohoree.
;

event,

6nd,

fern,

recent

;

)?.

&

&

r.

i.

Cot'tage (k(5t'taj 48), n. [Add.} 2. In Australia, a
c'.ty or country house, without an upper story.
This is
a common form of architecture, even for large houses.
Cot'ton (kSt't'n), n. [Add.}
;

salicina).

j

Coo'li-bah'

and

heartwood

Cooba (Acacia

The servants were setting out to look for us, cooeeing as they
came along.
Lady liurker.
Coo'la-min (koo'la-min),)!. SeeKooLiMAN. E.Giles.

Called also

3.

ree,

wattle trees
{Acacia
salicina)
called also
nolire willow.
Coo'ey (koo'T), n.

"VVe

/{iisdeii.

;

Cor-rob'0-ree, v. i.
For a tew nights the tribes corrohoree in turn.
Ciirr.
v. i.
Cor-rob'0-ry (k5i-r6b'er-y), n.
See Corhobo-

Goo'ba (koo'bii), n.
-Aboriginal. ]
( Bol.
One of the Australian

,

bles the crack
a
w 1) i p.
of

a cult.

;

figures, like quadrilles.

(

A

den party. [Colloq.}
4. A tumult a noise

according to rules and

Coo'ee

2.

He sang most lamentable

apparently

plains,

to

The corrohoree warlike and grim.
Kendall.
song or music for such a dance a ballad.
The story was a grand joke among the blacks for many a
day. It became the theme" for a curroborce.
Zillmann.

name. It is
gray, with red about the
head, and has a remarkable habit of per
forming set dances on
the

amounting

terest

A it.'ilraliaiiii.-'),

Oriiif

generally seen in pairs,

whence

(kSr-rob'S-.

[Aboriginal.] [Written also corrobboree, corrobori,
corroberee,
corrobory,
corrobery, etc.] 1. A festive
dance or assemblage of the
Austi'alian aborigines
also,
a war dance.
In the corrofioree there are three
elements
music, dancing, and
dramatic representation.
Ciirr.
Correa (^*. specio.''a).
The performance of these
dunces (or, as they were called
in Sydney, con-obberees, wlience the name became general
amongst whites and blacks) was invested with traditionary in;

(kom[Add.}

Native companion (/.ool.),

Von Mnclhr.

si)ecies."

Cor-rob'0-ree'

;

(

;

from the sound
of its no te
which
resem-

conch mail
whipbird.

trace of

Com-pan'ion

;

Clover fern

A

[

called also
Clock bird (Zoo/.), the laughing jackass
from its uttering its laugh at daybreak and
;

9. {Mininij)

mauaged to prospect
most of tlie creeks in
the neighborhood, thougli
with no success as rei^arded any discovcrv of the
color.
V.'L.ilomii.
pSn'yiin),

few

re'), n.

Col'Or (kiSl'er), n. [Add.}
gold discovered in a new
mine or in prospecting.

Gr. kAei-, akin

{Bo/.) A genus of Austo K^e'os glory -j- ai/flo; flower.]
tralian leguminous plants (the glory pea), with only two
species
C. Dainpicrii, called also S/ur/'s deser/ j>e<i ;
and C. piinicPii.i. confined to New Zealand,
called also

Climb'ing iish' (klim'Ing
under Hopping.
Clock (kl5k), n. [Add.-\

See under Pine.

We

Unbrauded
Unbiauded

,

-^

I

us iinliranded cuttle
cliarjie of at once.

('/roiisl'iiitt,

— Reward

fuch.'iia.

Australian continent and Tasmania, the genus counting but

[Add.}

CO-lO'ni-al (ko-lo'nT-al), a.

Sir T/iomas Mi/c/icll.

Cider

Australia and Tasmania

— called also native

—

ice,

Cotton bush (Bol.), name given in Australia to two
shrubs of the Goosefoot family (Kochia rillosa and
Sclrrolwiio bicoriiis), used for forage.— Cotton tree (fi')/.),
tlie malvaceous tree Hibiscus tiliaccns.
The fiber of
the bark is used for nets and fishing lines by the Australian aborigines.

Cot'ton-wood' (-w68d'),

[Add.}

{Bot.)

n,

2.

An

Australian composite tree {Bedfordia salicina), so called
from the abundant down on its leaves.
Count'iish' (kount'flsh'), ?(. The Australian schnapper, when of ordinary size. See Schnapper. [Commercial}
Crab'hOle' (krSb'hol'), n. The hole burrowed by the
Australian land cr.ab or crayfish also, name applied to
the undulating hollows formed by the action of water
and the subsidence of earth over these burrows, common
throughout Australia and dangerous to horsemen.
Crahliolrs, as we call them, are the most deliglitfnl undula;

tions in the world.
Mrs. Henry Jones.
The troopers' horses stumbled continuall}', for the country
was honeycombed with rrabholes.
The Herald.

Cran'ber-ry (krSn'bSr-ry), n. [Add.}
Native cranberry (Bnl.), an Australian tree of the Epafamily (Li.isaiilhc supida and its fruit. The fruit is
edible, somewhat resembling the European cranberry in
size and color. In Tasmania the name is given to a different tree (A.s/roloma hiimifiisuiii), of the same family,
and its fruit
called also groundbeiry.
cris

I

;

Cream

,

—

[Add.}

(krem), n.

Cream-of-tartar tree (Bot.), the baobab tree.
Cronk (krSnk), a. [Cf. Crank, a., in the Dictionary.]
Also, in a general sense, in
1. Sick
iu bad health.
;

damaged. [Slang}
Running unfairly so as to cheat backers

poor condition

;

—
—

said of
said of
Also, causing a horse so to run
[Pacing slnng}
a jockey.
said especially of
3. Obtained by stealing or fraud
[Slang}
stolen goods.
Crow (kro), 71. [Add.}
Blue-wattled crow (Zool.), a passerine bird of New ZeaOrange-wattled ctov (Zool.),
land (Glaiicopis W7Aso//().
a passerine bird of New Zealand Glauroiiis cinerea)
Crown (kroun), «. [Add.}
Crown colony, a colony of the British Empire without
an elective magistracy or a parliament, and governed by
a chief magistrate (called Governor) appointed by the
(irown, with executive councilors nominated by him and
not elected by the people. All the Australian colonies
Crown prosecuare now autonomous. /. Chamberlain.
tor, a barrister apjDointed, at a fixed salary, to institute
2.

a race horse.

;

;

—

;

—

(

—

and carry on criminal
ment.

suits in the

name

of the govern-

E. Jenks.

A

fenced or boarded
[Add.} 3.
(kriSsh), n.
passageway, esp. for cattle or sheep, growing narrower
as it extends in length.
Cuck'OO (kSok'oo), n. [Add.]

Crush

—

called also cuckoo.
Cuckoo owl (Zool.), the boobook
Cu'oum-ber (ku'kum-ber), n. [Add.}
Cucumber fish, or Cucumber mullet. See Grayling, 3.
Cudg'e-rie (kuj'er-e), «. [Aboriginal] {Bol.) The
timber of the Australian meliaceous tree Flindersia aus;

tralis.

[Add.}
Cttl'ti-va'tlon (kiSl'tT-va'shuu), n.
Cultivation paddock, a field, on a station or selection,
not used, like the rest, for pasture, but for raising crops.
"Our ciilliralion paildock v;Si?, small, and the good land
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb,

odd

;

;

DUMP

CURRAJONG
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Bolclrewood.
in between the hills."
laud fit for cultivation and crops, of
better soil than pasture laud.
Same as Kurrajong.
Cur'ra-Jong' (kur'ra-j5ug'),
Cur'rant (kur'r«nt), n. 3. {Bot.) lAiicl.l
trees, and
Australian
several
Native currant, any one of
their fruit, a small, edible, acid berry, resembling the
currant (a) the rubiaceous tree Coprusmii Billariheri ;
(//) any one of three species of santalaceous trees of the
genus Leptoinrria, especially L. acidu ; (e) the blueberry
(Muoponiin serratii in) (ci) the SoUinini) iiigriiDi, which
bears black fruit. —Plain currant, a tiliaceous Australian
tree (Grewia. pol i/gama) also, its fruit.
Cur'ren-cy (kur'rSu-sy), n. [Add.] 6. Collectively,
persons born in the Australian colonies used also as an
adjective.
[06«.]
11^^ In the early days a great variety of specie vras in

circulation, English silver, American and Spanish dollars,
Johannes, ducats, mohurs, pagodas, rupees, guilders, as
well as paper money of different kinds and notes of hand
issued by established tradesmen. Suc)i notes and other
paper were called currency notes, and the various coins
were called collectively currency. English gold pieces
were called slerling, as opposed to the mixed colonial
currency. Figuratively, the two words were applied to
innuigrauts and the native born respectively.
Contests between the colonial yontli und natives of Enf^Iand,
or, to use the phrase of tlie colony, between cwrencij and ster./. I). Lang.
ling.
Several friends having, like myself, resolved to spend a day
at " Botany," as the currency people term it, we started on
horseback.
G. F. Angas.

seemed squeezed

— Cultivation land,

»

:

;

;

;

I

n.

Cushion flower.

See the Note under Hakea.

(kut), V.

[Add.]

I.

[Add.]

out.

(g) iPu.ttoral)

stopped at Eoree shed

To separate

(h)

till all

To

from a herd of

(a beast)

finish shearing.

the sheep were cut out.
lioldrewood.
cattle.

Tile other two were daughters of old Trowbridge, and eould
cut out a refractory bullock witli tlie best stockman on the
plains.
Marcus Clarke.

Cut'tlng grass' (ktit'ting

—

Any

(Bot.)

gras').

species

Gahnia ;
so named from the razor-edged leaves.
Called also cutty grass.
Cut'ty grass' (kiSt'ty gras'). (Bot.) See Chttinogkass.
of

Cy'press

[Add.]

Cush'ion (koSsh'un),
{.Bot.)

Cut

To cut

[Add.]

(sl'prgs), «.

pine (Bot.), any one of several
coniferous trees. See the Note under Pine.

Australian

CjrpreBB

D.
Dam
fined

;

(dSm),

[Add.]

11.

3.

Water

artificially

—

2. Bread made of
(dSm'per), n. [Add.]
and water, without yeast, and baked in the ashes.
came up to my fire and pressed me to accept a morsel of

Damp'er
flour
Lie

Sir George Grey.

damper.

Dam'son

[Add.]
(dSm'z'n), n.
Native damson ( Bot. ), a coniferous tree and shrub ( Poilocarpus (lata and P. splnulos^), and the fruit, resemcalled also nat\ -le pltini.
bling a plum
Dart (diirt), n. [Add.] 5. \ Plan; method of proce[Colloq.]
dure.
Our dart is to be off and have a month's start. Bohlrewood.
;

—

Dod'der (dSd'der), n. [Add.]
Dodder laurel (Bat.), any species of the genus Cassytha

— called also deriTs ynls.

Dog'leg fence' (dog'lSg
Dog'leg (dSg'leg), )(.

[Add.]
Native date, a kind of caper (Cappnris canescens). The
fruit is pyriform and half au inch in diameter.
Dead (ded), a. [Add.]
Dead finish, the tlucket formed by certain Australian
trees of tlie genera Acacia, Alhizziu and (rarely) EiicaIt/pti'S ; also, the trees themselves, and their timber.
E[^°°" This name is given to some species of Acacia and
Alhnzia because the trees or shrubs shoot out thickly
from the bottom, and form an impenetrable barrier to
the traveler, who is thus brought to a dead finish (stop).
Maiden.
Dead'WOOd' (dSd'wSod'), n. [Add.]
Australian
fence.
Deadwood fence, a kind of
d^^" •' A deadwood fence is a mass of timber four or
five feet thick, and five or six high, the lower part being
formed of the enormous trunks of trees, cut into logs six
or eight feet long, laid side by side, and the upper portion
consisting of the smaller branches skillfully laid over, or
Mrs. Meredith.
stuck down and intertwisted."
Dee (de), n. [Written also i>.] A steel loop attached
so called from
to a saddle, for suspending packages
its shape, which resembles the letter Q.
Fastened with two straps to the D's, which are steel loops

Date(dat),

«.

(Bot.)

;

His boots and

(

;

—

its

;

unite,

rude,

full,

vip,

;

pity

Duff

;

Dum'my,
Land

;

to

known

as duffera.

Baden-Pou-ell.

who

Acts,

v.

by

t.

To take up (crown land) under the

See Dummy, n., 9.
false pretenses.
all forfeited and thrown open again

The dummied land was

Dump

Mrs. Henry

—

.tones.

)'. t.
[Add.] 3. To compress (a bale)
by means of iron hoops as, to dump wool
said especially of wool but sometimes of other mer-

(diimp),

and secure

)

it

;

chandise.

Dump,

A

A

coin
thick, ill-shapen piece. [Add.] 2.
».
in Australia at the value of fifteen pence.
It was a circular piece cut out of the central part of a
silver dollar.
See //oZyrfoWnr, under Dollar. Rusden.
small piece of gold formerly current in Australia
3.

formerly current

A

big .iron mortar

at the value of a sovereign.

pestle,

Dollar Bird (Eurystomus australn:)
a
Vogan.
(Milling) To crush by the use of a dolly

This occasioned an issue of small fragments of gold, or
dumps, representing a pound in the projiortions fixed by the
act, and containing in fact rather more gold than a sovereign,
although for the time, from the current monetary relations in

technically

dolly.

Dolly,

;

steal (cattle or horses)

takes up land, under the Land Acts, for
is acting for himself.
The Court concluded by paying that the inference it did not
hesitate to draw from the" facts collected from admissible evidence was that the defendant was a ihimmy, or, technicnUy,
that he had made a false statement when he declared that he
intended to use the land applied for for his own benefit, and
a like false statement when he declared that there was no
understanding between himself and any person that would
Tlie -Irgns.
tend to defeat or evade the Land Act.

erected.

with a heavy

'('.

t.

;

to dolly ore.

food,

To

i.

Dum'my

where quartz
crushing batteries
have
not
been

as,

&

another person, swearing that he

fields

called

t.

for re-selection.

Mining

bushman's

A

—

free-selector

the

A

A

(diif), V.

desirable; {hey are locally

(dol'ly),
(

A

mine which turns out to be worth4. (Milling)
C. L. Money.
less
called also a shicer.
(dum'my), n. [Add.] 9. Specifically, a

large
[Add.] (6)
pestle for crushing
ore, used in gold

—

flrn

1.

(/)

be a duffer. [Australian bush cant] See Duffer, n.,3.
Duff'er (-fer), M. [Add.] 3. A cattle duffer. [Australian bush cant] See under Cattle.
Unluckilv, cattle stealers are by no means so rare as would be

bird's flight.

Dol'ly

;

(driim), n.
2.
[Add.]
a swag.
See Swag. n.

Dry (drJ), a. [Add.]
Dry blowing (Mining), a method of extracting goldfrom
alluvium, much practiced in Western Australia and other
waterless regions. The pulverized earth is let fall from
a height, and the wind disperses everything except the
gold dust, which settles in a cradle, tray, or cloth.

round

during

11.

(

use,

Pater son.

Drum
bundle

wings, couspicu-

ous

11.

(Bot.),

scrophulariaceous plant

(drov), r. t.& i.
[Ci. drove, n., and drover.]
cattle or sheep, especially on long journeys ; to
follow the occupation of a drover.
1 don't know how you 'd be able to get on without the boys
to muster, track, and drove.
Vogan.
He 's droving now with Conroy's sheep along the Castlereogh.

To drive

mark under

dark

[Add.]
the Australian speedwell, a
Veronica
perfoliata)
so called
(
because its presence is supposed to indicate auriferous
soil.
D. Macdonald.
Dil'U ( (dil'lT), n. ; pi. Dillis or Dillies (-ITz). [AboA basket made by the Australian
riginal.]
Dll'ly
(dig'ger),

Drove

and

auslralis), so called

dalote.
delight

of posts

Chluris diraricata).

from the

;

Dlg'ger

made

;

Butcher bird, under Butcher.
Des'ert (dez'ert), n. [Add.]
(Bot.) See under Lemon. —Desert poison
Desert lemon.
bush. (-Bo/.) See Wallflo%ver.
Dev'il (dSv'U), n. [Add.]
Devil's guts (Bot.), the dodder laurel. See under Dodder. " It frequently connects bushes and trees by cords,
Maiden.
and becomes a nuisance to the traveler."
Di'a-mond (di'a-miind or di'mund 277), n. [Add.]
Diamond sparrow (Zoo!.), bushman's name for the par-

Digger's

j

odor when burning.
Dol'lar (dol'ler), n. [Add.]
Holy dollar, a coin once current in Australia it was a
Spanish dollar from which a hole had been punched (hence
the name, by a pun on hole and holy) to form another coin
called a dump. Called also ring dollar.
(!l^^".The circulating medium became scanty, and to
increase its quantity as well as raise its purchasing power,
in 1813, the center of the Spanish dollar, then principally
current, was struck out. Tlie circular piece so taken out
was called a dump, and was taken as worth fifteen pence.
The renfainder, called a holy dollar, was taken at the
value of five shillings."
Rusden.
Dollar bird (Zodl.), the Australian roller (Bury stomas

Vogan.
also,

Drag'cn (drag'un), n. [Add.]
Sea dragon, or Superb dragon. (Zodl.) See Sea dragon.

A kind of rough fence,

Dog'WOOd' (-w66d'), 11. [Add.] 2. (Bot.) The
labiate Australian tree Pro.stanthera lasianthos.
3. (Bot.) Name given by bushmen to various trees (as
Jaclisonia scoparia and species of Slyoporum. and
Geijera) which are useless, or which emit a nauseous

(dep'sTnk'er), n.
A kind of tall drinkthe drink" which it contains
.so called
from the fancied resemblance of the glass to the shaft of
a deep mine. [Colloq.]
Der'went Jack'ass' (der'went jak'as'). (Zodl.) See
;

sified flocks.
;

11^*°' Light posts (about 3 ft. 6 in. in height) are arranged in pairs, crosswise, so as to form a fork about 18
from the top. Each fork supports a rail, which is laid
slantwise and plaited in and out among the three or four
neighboring supports, its lower end being driven into
the ground. Sometimes the whole is capped with a horizontal rail, laid from fork to fork.
The primeval dogleg fence of the bush. D. Macdonald.
Dog'tOOth' (-tooth'), 71. [Add.]
Dogtooth star grass (Bot.), an Australian forage grass

all

Deep'— sink'er

ing glass

I

Draft'er (draft'er), n.
One wlio drafts; esp., one
separates sheep into flocks in a drafting yard.
Draft'ing (draft'Ing), a. and n. from Draft, i>.
Drafting yard, on an Australian sheep station, a fenced
yard divided into compartments of various sizes, communicating with each other by means of gates, passageways, etc., the whole being so arranged as to facilitate
the separation of a large body of sheep into smaller clas-

who

in.

—

saddle.

f Sns').

name

rails.

colonial saddles, for the purpose of
Lady Barlcer.
hat, which he fixed firmly to the dpe.-; of his

four places to
carrying blankets, &c.
let in in

Vo'iy (do'rf),n. The fish. [Add.]
Bastard dory (Zo'dl.), the Australian and Tasmanian
for the New Zealand boarfish [Cyltus auslralis).

aborigines from plaited bark fibers;
called also dilly
bag.
Opossum cloaks, kangaroo nets, and dilli.-^ neatly worked of
Leicldiardf.
koorajong bark, were strewed about.
Dls-trib'U-ta-ry (dls-trib'ii-ta-ry), n. A pipe or channel for irrigating land.
The Argus.
[Add.]
2. (b) A wizard or
Doc'tor (dOk'ter), n.
medicine man in an aboriginal Australian tribe.
"
51^°"
The term doctor or blaekfellow doctor is always
used for those men in a native tribe who profess to have
supernatural powers."
A. W. Howitt.

con-

a reservoir.
Cleared all dead timber and trees out of the dam.
Sydney Morning Herald.

fo'ot

;

'

Australia, less valuable.

out,

oil

;

cliair

;

go

;

sing,

ink

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=

z in

azure.

iVestgartli.

;

;

GIN
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EDELWEISS

.

N
E, F.

correctly formed from Gr.
Gr. ((jfliu), (pBifM, to dwin-

trees of the genus Fkiis ; to a much less extent it is applied to some species of the tiliaceous genus Elnaciirpu.s,
and to the fruit of the asclepiadaceous tree Mor.'idenid
Lriclitiardtii. Australian fig trees do not, as a rule, bear
edible fruit exceptions are the bhicfij, a tiliaceous tree
(Elii oi(irpit.-i rjrnndis), called also Bri.sbaiif qiinndoiuj,
whicli bears a blue fruit eaten by the aborigines and by
children, and LHchliurdV.<s clustered fig (Ficiis gloinerata),
which is not peculiar to Australia. Ficus rubiginosa is
called variously niirroH-leaveil fig. Port Jackson fig,
ritxtg fig, and iiatire Ijanyaii. F. scaora is called flooded
fig. purple fig, rough-leaved fig, and white fig; it was
niiich eaten by the aljorigines.
The prickly fig is a tiliaceous tree {Eheocarpiis holopelolus), called also blueberry
ash. The ribbed fig is Ficus ijicurocarpa. The rough fig
is an urtieaceous tree Cfrenia a.ipera).
The Moreton Bay
fig (Ficus macrophylla) is a handsome evergreen tree not
unlike a horse-chestnut and is used throughout Australia
for ornamental plantations.

ovpa tail.] {Zoi'jI.) A
genus of very small Aus-

See under Grape.

llE'del-weiss (a'dgl-vis),

lAdd.']

n.

Anstrallan edelweiss (Bot.), the flannel flower.

See under

Flannel.

"

(Zo'ol.) Tlie tandan (Plotosua
Eel'fish' (el'fish'),
iundcmiis), an Australian fish of the family Silurida:.
E'mu (e'mu), m. [--l(/rf.]
Emu apple. {Bot.) See under Apple.— Ema bush, or
Emu tree i£oL), any tree of the genus En'mop/iilii, especially IS. longifolin ; also, the tree Hcteroilendnm oleieJ'oliuiii ;
so called because the emus feed on

;

—

their

— Emu

seeds.

grass.

See under Grass.
Eph'thi-an-u'ra (gf'thiSn-u'ra),rt. [NL., prob. in-

-!^5S«^

cf.

Fig eater (Zo'ol.), an Australian bird

dle,

with diminished

5^°"

Q

genus

Fire

birds

saxicoline

tralian

/

Tlie name of tlie
also employed as

Es'ca-pee'

(

Ss'ka-pe'

[Formed from
on

v.,

tlie

ploi/ee,

),

r.sctrpe,

A

etc.]

French

(u'ka-itpt),
(Bnl.) .\ny tree of tlie

genus PJncahjptus. Maidrn.
Branch of Gum tree (EitcaJi/i>Eu'ca-lyp'tic (-iip'tTk),
titfi f/lnbutits)
a Fruit.
ff.
(Bot.) Of or pertaining
to a tree of tlie genus Eucalyptus, or to the genus itself.
Ex'pl-ree' (Sks'pi-re'), n. [From expire, v. Cf. Escapee.] A convict whose term of penal servitude has

Flat'head' (flat'hSd'), n. [.Wrf.] 2. {Zo'ol.) Any one
of several species of Australian marine food fishes belonging to the genus Platycephalus, of the family Cottidn'.
Flin-dO'Sa (fltn-dS'za), 71. [Corruption of NL. Flinder.na, tlie generic name given in lienor of Capt. Matthew
Flinders, the explorer.] {Bot.) A tall ineliaceous Australian tree. Flindersia nustralis ;
called also beech.
Flin-dO'sy (flin-do'zy), n. [Corruption of fiitidosa.']
See Flindosa.

expired.

Fat
tle

;

f/.rj/irce

(fSt), n.

whose sentence was completed.

— commonly

The time

4. (Agric.)
used in tlie plural.

lAdd.']_

A

—

JVestgwth.

Fly
head

of fat cat-

Fly'er

Away

\_Add.']

go the dogs after thefiyer.

^^^ All tlie names relate to the
ting

swift kanJl.

B. Jones.

its gills

and

fins,

sharp spines termina-

which cause intense pain by their

sting.

For'ty-skew'er

(fSr'ty-skii'er), n.

{Z'ool.)

The

for-

tescue.

Fos'sick (fos'sTk), V. i. [Prov. Eng. fossick, jo.^suck,
a troublesome person, fussick to potter over one's work,
of uncertain origin.
Cf. Fuss.]
{3fining) 1. To search for gold by picking at stone or

[Add.:i

^ff^ In Australia the name

A full-grown,

—

'

(Bot.)

8.

',?..

Fid'dler (fld'dler), n. iAdd.-] 4. {Zool.) An Australian fish {Trygonorhina fasciata), of the family Rliinora.

[Add.2

(-er), n.

For'est-er (fSr'Sst-er), II. [Add.} 5. {Zo'ol.) Any
large kangaroo. Used also as adj., as, a, forester doe.
AVliite kangaroo teeth, taken from the big /o/-c.s(e?-.« that were
once so plentiful.
D. JIfccdonald.
[A corruption of fortyFor'tes-Cue' (fSr'tgs-kti'),
skeu-er.}
{Zo'ol.) An Australian fish {Penlaroge murniorata), of the family Scorpienidx ;
called also fortyskewer or fortescure, scorpion, and cobbler.

Tern tree (Bot.), the tree fern. See under Tree in the
Dictionary.
Fern'bird' (fern'berd'), n. (Zool.) A small passerine
bird of New Zealand (Spltenaiacus punctatu.'i). Splienrencii.i fulmis is the fulvous fernbird ; iS. rufescen.'i is the
Chatham Island fernbird.
1^^ " This recluse little species is one of our commonest birds, but is oftener heard than seen."
BuUer.

fu.ssock to bustle about
fig is applied cliiefly to

;

;

;

/>. Macdonald.
Fos'slck-er (f os'sTk-er), n. One who fossicks for gold.
See Fossick, v. i., \.
A foK<t/cker is to the miner as is the gleaner to the reaper,
he picks the crevices and pockets of the rocks.
R. Brough Sniyttl.
To this day fofi.^ickers explore the mountains in search of
Melville's cave, witli its supiiosed store of hidden treasure.

n.
The act or practice of one who
See Fossick, v. {., 1.
Fo^iekiiig is used by our miners to express searching about
for scattered alluvial gold on the surface.

Fos'sick-lng,

fossicks.

Darid Blair, in Xoteg and

Queries,

Aug.

(i,

1870.

One kind of robbery peculiar to the gold fields was carried
on extensively, and particularly at night. This was the extracting of auriferous matter from holes that were known to be
rich, or wliere some promising material had just been met
with. The[,e depredations were termed J'osslckiug, Westgarth.
Fos'tail' (fSks'tal'), n. [.-k/rf.]
Knee-jointed foxtail grass. (Bot.) See under Grass.
Free'-se-lect' (fre'se-lSkf), '•• I. To take up crown
land under the Land Acts
called also to select.
(J^^ In Victoria when land is thrown open for selection
by the crown, a man may mark out a claim of 320 acres.
Preference among rival claimants is decided by ballot.
The successful claimant pays one shilling an acre per
annum to the crown for twenty years, after which the
land selected becomes his freehold. He is called a freeselector, or selector, and his portion of land is called a
free-selection, or a .^election. The same system obtains
in all the colonies, but the amount of payment and the
area of a claim vary.

—

;

Free'-se-lec'tion (-ISk'shfin), n. 1. Tiie act or process of taking up crown land under the Land Acts
called also selerjtion.
See Free-select.
2. A piece of land taken up by free-selection
called
;

;

—

—

also a selection.

i

garoo.

—

ba/idae.
Fig (ftg),

[_Add.-\

Fly eater (Zo'ol.), any one of many species of a genus
Gerygoiie of small warblers found in Australia and New
Zealand. See Gerygone.

u.^ually

(fern), n.

(AT), H.

(

chosen for mustering f'at.'i in Northern
Queensland is when tlie moon is near the fhll.
Aii.-itrtdasiun.
Fat'-hen' (fSt'hSn'), ". [Prov. Eng. as tlie name of
Chenopndium and some other plants.] {Bot.) Auy one
of various slirubs of the Goosefoot family, esiiecially
Chenupodinin niurcde and C. auricoiiium ;
called also
Aiislrali(i7i spUxich.
The leaves are eaten instead of
spinach, which they resemble in flavor.

Fern

\_Add.-]

edelweiss.

;

The

(flSn'ngl), n.

—

Flannel flower (Bot.), an umbelliferous wild flower of
Eastern Australia (^f//wo^«.v hciiavtlri), often erroneously
thought to be composite. The involucre looks as if
snipped out of white flamiel. Called also Australian

Eu'ca-lypt
n.

;

Flan'nel

New

;

G. Walch.

Fire'tail' (nr'tal'), n.
iAdd.']
finch {Estrelda bella)
called a,\so Jire-lailed
\_Tasuutnia'\
finch.
Five'-cor'ners (fiv'kSr'nerz). {Bol.) The pentagonal
fruit of any Australian shrub of the genus Htyphelia
(especially S. Iriflora).
It has a sweetish pulp with a
large stone and is eaten by the aborigines and by children.
Maiden,.

analogy of nn-

convict escaped from
Caledonia.

the grape eater.

See under Tulip.
{Zo'ol.) 2. A kind of

(e).

Tasmanian

is

rhul.

n.

;

[.irfd.]

Fire tree (Bot.), the tulip tree

tails.

a vernacular name, but in
tliis use it is being replaced

by

(fir), ».

earth, or among roots, etc., in isolated spots to search
for alluvial gold on the surface, without sinking a hole
to search for gold by picking over any matter, especially
tailings ; to pick out gold with the point of a knife when
prospecting to steal gold or auriferous matter from the
pit or hole on another's claim.
The honest miner never went /o.^.'ticlciiig at night. 7'lie Argus'.
2. To search about
also used figuratively.
Tliey were J'ossickiiig on the ground among the dead leaves.
D. MacdonaUl
^lany a man who has foi^aicked \n Nature'.s byways.

;

So he tramped his

free-selectiau,

morning, afternoon, and

night.

Patcraoit.

Free'-se-lect'or (-er), n. One who takes up crown
land under the Land Acts - called also selector.
Sir Henrg Parkes.
;

Fuch'si-a (fu'shi-ao)-fu'sha; 277),

ra.

lAdd.'\

Native fuchsia (Bot.). in New Zealand, Fuch.na excorticata; called also konini and kotukutuku. In Australia
and Tasmania the name is given to several species of
Correa, a genus of rutaceous plants ;— especially to
specio.-'a, from a fancied resemblance of its crimson flowers to those of the fuchsia. See llhist. of Correa. The
heathlike crimson and white flowering plants of the genus
Epacris are also called fuchsias, the common so-called
fuchsias of the Sydney district being E. longiflora and
speciO'ia. In the interior of Australia the term fuchsia
is often applied to the beautiful flowering bushes belonging to the genus Eremopliila, of the order Myoporinx.
Fuchsia tree. (Bol.) See Kotukutuku.

C

C

—

Fus'tic (fus'tik^, n. [Add.} (i) {Bot.) The wood of
the cockspur vine {Cudran'm Javanensis), used in dyeing
yellow also, the plant itself.
Fut'ter (fut'ter), ?i. See Whata.
;

a
Ga-iah'(ga-la'), ». [Aboriginal.] {Zo'ol.)
breasted cockatoo {Cacutua roseicapella).

The

rose-

The colors of the different
clubs are as dazzling ami gay
in the sun as a brilliant fliglit
of galahti and rosellas.

Hence, a timber structure
for butchering cattle.

Gang'gang' (gang'[Aboriginal.]

A kind of cockatoo
{Callocephnlon galeatum)
found in Australia and
Tasmania. It is of a dark
slate color, and the male
has a crest of rich scarlet.
(giir'fTsh'),
Gar'flsh'

Gee'bung

{Zo'ol.)

Y

n.

In

\_Add.']

(Zo'ol.)

[NL.,

n.

fr.

all

confined to Western

An

old

is

New South

rox,

c<d,

Gastrolobium (G. bilohum).

senate,

c&re,

am, arm, ask,

fr.

fr.

;

eve,

;

solid

.

.

;

[io-

—

^^" Gin always implies an adult and generally a
married woman a lubra may be either a girl or an adult,
single or married. See Blackfellow.
He was followed by his gin and a child, which she usually
;

Gr.

Geebung {Persoonia

yrjpus voice -j- -yoi/17
fr. root of yiyveadai. to

^U

a bowlder

'^^

born,

fin«l,

;

A

—

born of sound,

stone

A

;

[NL.,

o-ne), n.

A loose

[Aboriginal.]
[Written also
Gid'gee (gij'e), ) n.
Gid'ya (gij'ya), ) gklia,gidea,geejee,gidjee.'] 1.
long, thin spear used by the Australian aborigines.
leguminous Australian tree (.^cocia /iOTOo2. {Bot.)
lophylla).
The wood of this tree was formerly employed by
it is now much
the aborigines as material for spears
used for turners' work and especially for tobacco pipes.
Gin (jin), n. [Aboriginal.] 1. An Australian aboriginal woman
called also a lubra.

y. S. II'., and cant.']
Ge-ryg'0-ne (ge-rTg'-

yijpuyoi'T)

(jTb'ber), n.

.

settler in

Wales,

Gib'ber

lay across a gradually rising country with upland
Stretching away to the horizon
plains covered with giljhcrs.
is a level plain covered with a layer of purple-brown stones,
varying in size from an inch to perhaps afoot in diameter, alt
made smooth by the constant wearing away of the wind-borne
Bahliein Spencer.
sand grains.

1.

;

;

called yZy eaters.

Our course

ous species of prcteaceous Australian trees
of the genus Persoonia ;
also, the tree itself
called also gronndberry.
2.

and New Zealand of the famwith a very sweet song.
(5^°" The six New Zealand species are called bush warblei's, gray n-arblers, etc.
G. flarirentris is the riroi'iro
of Maori song and story. The six Australian species are
of small birds of Australia

rock.

(i?r/^) Tlie fruit of vari-

Melbourne the name

ale,

balla-

(je'biiiig),

[Aboriginal.]

n.

(e)

applied to Belone fecalled by Sydney
tisheTinen long To)n. Tlie
garfish of the Sydney
and Queensland coasts
is any one of four species of ITemirliamphus,

by the fishermen

ily Silviidai,

E^^ There are many species,
Australia except two,
which are found in the
other colonies.
Large
numbers of cattle, sheep,
and horses die annually
through eating them.

(gSl'lus or
\_Add.}
1. (6)

gSug'), n.

regularis, called

Gas'trO-lO'bi-um (gas'tro-lo'bi-!im),

II

Melbuniian.

X

H.

especially
hoo.

Gr. yao-njp stomach -)- ko^iov, dim. of Ao^d? pod.] {Bot.)
A genus of Australian leguminous plants, commonly
known as poison bushes. See Illustration in 1st column.

Gal'lOWS
-ISz), n.

I

event,

be bom.]

end,

lineari

{Zo'ol.)

fern,

A

recent

carried on her back.

genus
;

ice,

2.

A

idea,

female
ill

;

;

as,

old,

Sir Tltomas ^fitctielL

the flying gin, the female kangaroo.

obey, orb, odd

—

;

(na'la-nul'la),

See

».

Grass

Wullah-

[Corruption of guana.

(g6-an'a), n.

See

{Zo'dl.) Name
in the Dictionary.]
given by Australian buslmien to the iguana, or to any
called also gimno.
large lizard ;
There he saw a big gouiiua. fighting with a tiger snake.

Guana and Iguana

—

plants

J'aterson.

Gold rush, the act of thronging to a
alluvial gold field
«.,5.

The

and

also, the

gold field

ruslies left the stations

gold

first

fciuatters

;

all save-

(a) Andropogon
(f) -4. .iericl/us.

Blue grass,

annulatus.

grass.
Sporobolus Indicus.
Chilian grass.
Cocksfoot finger grass. Same as Summer gras.^ (below)
c3.\\ed also buriiCockspur grass. Pa/i icuin crtcs-galli ;

—

i/ard gra.^s.

Couch gracs. Same as Indian donb grass (below)
Dogtooth star grass. Chl'uis dirarirata.
Egyptian finger grass. Elensine yljgyiiliaca.

—

called also tiniPoiiiciun di'roinjiosiliini ;
grass.
brella grass a,\\d Australian millet.
Hairy grass. Panicnni sanguinale.
Holy grass. Hierocldoa alpina. See under Holy in the
Dictionary.
called also co uch
Indian doub grass. Cynodon dactylon ;
grass and wire grass.
Kangaroo grass, (a) Andropogon refractus. (b) Anihisliria avenarrn. (c) Antllistiria ciliata.
Knee-jointed foxtail grass. Alojiecurus gi-nieulatas.
called
Landsborongh grass. Antllistiria inembrunacea ;

—

—

also liiirriio grass.
Chloris acirularis.
Lesser star grass.
Long-hair plume grass. Dichelachne sciurea.
Manna grass. 01 nceria fluitans.
Meadow rice grass. Same as Weeping grass (below).
Mitchell grass, (a) Astrelila peclinata. ih) A. triticoides.
grass,
(a) Dunt/ionia
Mitr/ielli'ina.

Mulga

raiemosa.

Neuracline

lb)

—

pi/cnantka')

;

6

Rat-tail grass, (a) Ischemum laxum. (b)
dicus.
Rice grass. Leersia Jie.xandra.
Rolly-poIy grass. Panieum, macractinum.

Seed

Ecliinopogon oratus.
Scented grass. (<;) Chrysopogon pariiflorus. (b) Hierorldoa redolens.
called also
Bromus a renarius ;
Seaside brome grass.

—

ivild oats.

Sheep's fescue. Fe.ituca orina.
Short-hair plume grass. Dichelachne sciurea.
called also
Piisualum distichum ;
Silt grass.

<SSg^ In Melbourne and Adelaide the name is restricted
to A. pijcnniifha: in New South Wales it is more commonly extended to A. louijifotia ; in various parts of
Australia and in Tasmania it is loosely applied to any
species with bright flowers.

—

niilht.
Silver grass.

—

seaside

Dantlionia pallida.

Slender bent grass. Agro.stis si-rdira.
Oplisni'-nus srtarins.
Slender panic grass.
Spear grass, (a) Heleropogon conlorlus. (6)
of Stipa.
Spider grass. Panieum diraricatissi/mum.
Spring rolling grass. Spinifcc hirsutus.

Gout'y Stem' (gout'T stSm'). (Bot.) An Australian
so called on account of
tree (Sterculia rupeslHs)
Maiden.
its swollen trunk ; the bottle tree.
;

gra.'is.

Sporobolus In-

Rough-bearded grass.

trees of the genus Acacia; esp. A. pycnanf/ia and A.
longifolia, bearing masses of beautiful bright yellow
flowers.

Any

species

—

—

rice grass.
Polly grass. Same as Wire gra.'is (below).
White-topped grass. Danthonia longifolia.
Windmill grass. Chloris truncata.
Wire grass. Same as Indian doub grass (above).
called also weeping
Wiry grass. Poa ca'.ipitosa ;

Weeping

—

Polly

grass.

;

Gov'ern-ment

(giiv'ern-ment), n.

\_Add.'\

Government man, an Australian convict, esp. an assigned
servant. [Obs.] '^ A i&vi prisoners, or gorfrninent men,
as the convict servants are uniformly designated by courGovernment stroke, tlie leitesy." /. jD. Lang (1834).
surely maimer of working thought to be characteristic of

—

civil servants.

:

[Colloq.]

At other kinds of work, the government .stroke, as it is
significantly termed in the colony, is ruin to everything except71 estgarth.
ing an exliaustless public treasury.

Zoi^terop.":

(Z

.

cidoronohi.s)\

—

— called

also fig eater

and

Naked oat

unite,

rude,

full,

up,

flrn

;

pity

;

food,

fo'bt

;

oi4

—

—

also cucumber fish, cucumber mullet, Yurra
herring, and fresh-ivater herring.
ffi^^" " By ichthyologists following the classification of
Cuvier it would be referred to the Sahnonida'. So much
does it resemble tlie grayling in the cucumber smell when
caught, in general appearance and habits, and in flavor,
that anglers are in the habit of calling it the Australian
Ale Coy.
grayling."
Green'hide' (gren'hid'), n. A bullock driver's whip,
plaited from thongs of untanued bullock's hide.
Green'stone' (gren'ston'), n. [Add.'] 2. (Geol.) The

New

Zealand neplirite.
Gre-vil'le-a (gre-vTl'e-a), n. [Named after the Rt. Hon.
(Bot.) A genus of AustraCharles Francis Greville.^
lian proteaceous plants.
The generic name is generally
used as the vernacular name, but a few species are called
by other names as well thus Grevillea robusta is the siHcy
oak.

" Thirteen species only of about 150 of this genus
occur within the limits of Victoria. Grerilleas are not
Von Mueller.
known out of Australia."
Giound'ber'ry (ground'bSr'ry), H. (Bot.) The edible
fruit of various dwarf prostrate slirubs, as that of the
shrub Astroloina humifusum, called in Tasmania native
cranberry, and that of some of the proteaceous shrubs of
the genus Persoonia, called also geebung.
Grop'er (gro'per), n. (Zool.) In Australia, any one
of several species of fishes, of the genus OUgorus, of the

d^"

family Serranidx. The New Zealand groper is the serranoid fish Polyprion prognatlnis ; it is often called cod
and sometimes ^erc'//, and the Maori name hapuku is in
common use among New Zealand settlers.
Gua'no (gwa'no), 71. See Goanna.

pecially, a small wooded valley
(glim), 71.
[Add."]

;

cliair

go

;

as,

—

a fern tree gully.

the name of the Eucalyptus, or
used in many self-e,xplanatory
bough, gam log, gu7n-sce7ited,

(Bot.), as

gum

tree, is

compounds, such as
and the like.

gum

Apple gum, or Apple-scented gum. (Bot.) See under Apple. — Cabbage gum. (Bot.) See under Cabbage. — Cider
gum. (Bot.) See under Cider. — Gum digger, one whose
occupation is to dig the fossil resin of the kauri pine
(Dammara australis), used in the manufacture of varnish.
[New Zealand] E. Wakefield. — Gum tree (Bot.). any tree
of the genus Eucalyptus. See Illnst. under Eucalypt.
Orange gum. (Bot.) See luider Orange. — Sugar gum.
(Bot.) See under Sugar.- Yellow gum tree.
See the Note
under Blackboy.
Gum'SUCk'er (-.sBk'er), n. A white person born in
Victoria or, less exactly, in any part of Australia.
so
called from the children's habit of sucking gum gathered
from wattle trees. IColloq.}
A native of Parramatta, New South Wales, he was a genuine

—

—

cornstalk, gtottsuckcr, or currency lad.

sing,

Bonwick.

(gvin'ya), «.
;

;

Thomas

witli sacking.

Ileiiei/.

Gibson built a small bough gioniah, under which we sat.
E. Giles.
Gun'yang (gun'yang), »!,. [Aboriginal.] (Bot.) The
kangaroo apple. See under Apple.
D. 3Iacdo7iald.

Gut'ter (gut'ter), n. \_Add.'\ 4. (3Ii7iing) The dry
bed of a river of the Tertiary age, containing alluvial
gold, and often covered, to a great depth, by volcanic
matter or by detritus
called also bottom.

—

In tho load ho will Konorally

may
by

ink

J.

[Aboriginal.]
1. The hut of
an aboriginal Australian, often a mere temporary shelter
made of boughs also, any rough hut in the Australian
bush.
A gtinyalt of slab the hut, bark-roofed the walls within lined

Gun'yah

;

;

;

Gum

m^" Gum

Australian

Danthonia pilosa.

out,

—

—

— called

Narrow-leaved oat tussock grass. Danthonia Raoulii.
Native couch grass. Dist iciil ijs inaritima.
New Zealand oat grass. Danthonia snni-annularis.

;

use,

grass.

Haotilii.

;

Stiita (three species).

Feather grass.

Danthonia

—
—

toi-toi.

green-hacked Zosterovs.
Native grape {Bot.), an evergreen climber ( Vitls hijpoglanca) yielding black edible
fruits of tlie size of a cherry — called also Gippsland
grape.

(b)

See under Traveler.
Grass parrakeet {Zool.), the zebra parrakeet. See under
Zebra.
At grass {Mining), brought to the surface;
said of ore.
grassed
m^^ At grass and grassed are also common mining
terms in England, where they are usually applied to coal
that has been dug but not carried away from the mine.
Grassed (grast), a. (Mining) Brought to the surface.
See At grass, under Grass.
Gray'ling (gra'ling), n. 3. lAdd.] (Zool.) A fish
of Australia and Tasmania, formerly classified as Thyinallus au.stralis, now known as Proiotroctes mursena ;

—

Grape (grap), n. iAdd.l
Grape eater (Zool.), an Australian bird of the genus

cx.'ipitosa.

—

Woolly-headed grass. Andropogon bom.bycinus.
Several of the vernacular names in this list are applied
and very many of the
to the same botanical species
species indigenous to Australia have received no vernacular name.
The Manual of Indigenous Grasses published for the
New Zealand Government by Mr. John Buchanan, botanist to the Geological Survey, enumerates over 80
species with vernacular names and a few others with no
vernacular names. Many of these are the same as
those given by Maiden for Australia ; otliers are
Alpine nee grass. Ehrharta Colensoi.
Cantabrosu antttrrlica„
Alpine whorl grass.
Broad-leaved tussock grass. Dmitlion iu flarescens.
Buchanan's oat grass. Dantlionia Btirhanani.
Campbell's bent grass. Agrostis aiitarciica..
Dwarf mountain bent grass. Agrostis subulaia.
called also
Erect-plumed tussock grass. Arundofulvida ;

(Sterculia rupestris).

Poa

;

—

—

Gouty Stem

ia)

Gul'ly (gul'ly), n. [Add.^ 1. (b) A narrow valley,
whether produced by the action of water or not
es-

Pollinia pdra.
Summer grass. Pa/iirinn sanguinale ; called also coch'ifool fingrr grass, and /lairy gra.'is.
True Mitchell grass. A.<;trebla elymoides.
called also paper grass.
Tussock grass. Poa c.Tspitosa ;
called also
Umbrella grass. Panieum decomposiium, ;
emit gra.'^s and Australian TniUet,
Vandyke grass. Paiiirnni jiaridnni.
Wallaby grass. Danttionia jirnirillata.
Water couch grass. Paspaluni distichum.
called also JHcadoic
Weeping grass. iMicrolxna stipoides

Sugar grass.

^t

grass,

;

Oat grass. Ant/t istiria avenacea.
called also tus.iock
Paper grass. Poa cxspitosa ;

Pod or Legume.

Snow

Wiry-leaved oat grass. Danthonia Eaoulii.
Young's bent grass. Deyeuiia Youngii.
Snow grass. See
Cutting grass. See Cutting grass.
Spear
under iSNOW.
Sour grass. See under Sorrel.
Toi-toi grass.
See Toi-toi.
grass. See Spaniard, n., 2.
Travelers' grass.

Emu

Golden Wattle (Acacia

—

toi-toi.

Poa grass. Various species.
PoaUke fescue grass. Festuca scoparia.
Rice grass. Various species.
Shining oat grass. Triseium antarcticum

—

A. jteriusus.

(J)

—

tho

—

.1

cane

Cldoris rentrirosa.
Blue star grass.
Broad-leaved kangaroo grass. Antlii.''tiria Jrondosa.
Canary grass. Phuluris Canariensis.
called also bamboo
Cane grass. Glyceria rainigera ;

Gold'en (gold"n), a. lAdd.-]
Golden perch (Zool.), an Australian percoid fish (C/enoluiihlfjuiis).
Golden wattle (Bo/.), anyone of various

l„t

— csilled also

hnprrala arundiniicea.

Blady grass,

Francis Adams.

their families.

:

Same as Landsborongh grass (below)
Barnyard grass. Same as Cock-ipiir grass (below).

bee Rush,

itself,

\_Add.1

Barcoo grass.

newly discovered

empty of

{Bot.)

(gras), n.

grass, (a) Glyceria raniigera,
grass. (6) Stipamicrantha.

[Add.-]

(gold), n.

GUTTER
Zealand wind grass. Apera arundinacea.
Oatlike bent grass. Deyeuxla avenoides.
Dey'euxia pilosa.
Pilose bent grass.
called also
Plumed tussock grass. Arundo conspicua ;

New

Bamboo

Goat'SUCk'er (got'suk'er), H. (Zool.) [Add.J (i)The
See Podargus.
potlargus.
Go-bur'ra (go-biir'ra), or Go'gO-ber'ra (go'go-ber'ra),
[Aboriginal.] See Kookaburra.
n.

Gold

.

.

%^^ Many English pasture grasses have been acclimatized in Australia, New Zealand, and Tasmania, and
many thousands of acres are said to be " laid down witii
English grass." Baron von Mueller states that some
hundred species of grasses are indigenous to Australia.
Maiden enumerates the following grasses as useful native

NULLAH.

Go-an'na

.

2023

GNULLA-GNULLA
Gnuiaa-gnul'la

.

;

or may not, in audition,
tho handful.

tlien,

tliin

;

boN

;

finil

vory rich material, and ho
gutter, with gold

come upon tho

Westnarllt.

zli

=

z in

azure.

;

;
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HADDOCK

JUNIPER

H.
Had'dOGk (had'duk), ». (Zodl.)
New Zealand haddock, any one ot
fishes

;

as

(</)

Gadiis aiislmlls;

(6)

Heart

lAdd.J

several marine food
various species oi Mi'r-

luciiis.

Ha'ke-a (ha'ke-a), n. [NL., named in lienor of Baron
Ilnke of Hanover.] (Bot.) A geproteaceous
inis
of Australian
plants.
The generic name is generally used as tlie vernacular
name but several species are also
called by special names thus, H<il:e(i fleiilis is the twine hush; II.
hDirinn, the ciisktoii jlotrey.
iigr' " Of the genus Hahea
species are knovni to occur in Victoria out of about 1(11) distributed
over all Australia, none as yet having been noted beyond."
;

:

W

Vox Mueller

Hang

(liSng), V.

To hang up, to

t.

\_Ad(l.-\

tie (a horse)

by the

mice

of the

genus

Jlfipnlo/ix.

riiie,

un-

Hedge

See under Pittosporum.

)

Heilaman tree. (Bot.) The bat's-wing coral. See under
CoKAL.
Hemp (hemp), 71. {Bot.) lAdd-l
Queensland hemp, a species of the sida weed {Sidn rlioiu-

— called

also natirr tttrern, ptrddij it/rer/i, and
See Sida, in the Dictionary.
Hemp buah, an

—

malvaceous plant (Plugian/hus

.\ustralian

Her'rlng (hPr'rlng),

ptilc/icl/u.^-},

[Add.}
Fresh-water herring. '// Yarra herring. iZool.) See Grayling, 3. — Plcton herring, name given to various fishes
when smoked and dried like bloaters. [Local N. Z.\
Hick'0-ry (hik'o-ry). n. {Bot.) \_Add.'] 2. Any one
of many species of Acacia and of several species of
Eucalyptus and other genera, having timber like true
n.

,

(

(

—

gambols.
Hat'ter (hSt'ter), n. \_Add.'] 2. {Mining)
who works alone, without mates or partners.

A

miner

The Aa//e/-'.N' life t^eems almost

intolerable, for he often sees not

hiunau face from week's end

to

week's end.
E. iVakcJield.
3. One engaged in any solitary occupation.
[Colloq.']
Hat'ting(-tTug), );. [Jrfrf.] 2. The act or occupation
See Hatter, 2.
of a hatter.
Head' Sta'tion (hSd' sta'slmn). The house and homestead on an Australian station
tlie liomestead on the
principal station among other outlying stations.
See
S,TATI0N.

liickory

— called also native hickory.

;

Hlel'a-man (hel'a-mSn),
Hl'na-U (he'nii-u colloij.

A

Hoot
reward

;

luig

;

Jack'^-roo'

el

lAdd.]
In'di-gO (Tn'dT-go), a.
Indigo plant, Native indigo, or Poison bush (Bot.), any
Australian leguminous plant belonging to the genus
Siralu.^ouia, some species of which are a deadly poison
to stock.
(II^^Tlie names are sometimes applied to other leguminous plants. Sirainsonia galegifolia and S. Greyana
are also called the Darling pea or pea plant. There is a
true indigo in Australia (Indigofera australis).
I'rlsh-man (i'rTsh-mon), 71. [^fW.]

Wild Irishman (Bot.), the New Zealand shrub tumatukuru. See Tumatukuku.
There was no track, and the tumatukuru (a thorny deciduous shrub, called by the colonists ]YilO Irishman) was
verj' thick to ride through.
Sherwood Hohei-ts.
I'ron-'WOOd' (I'urn-w68d'), 71. (Bot.) lAdd.2
ISS^ For various Australian trees called ironwood, see
Marblewood, the Note under Myktle, and Spurious
olive under Olive.
I'vy (5'vJ-), n. \_Add.']
Native ivy (Bot.), the Macquarie Harbor vine {Miihlenbeckia adjiressa). See under Vine. The name is also
widely but incorrectly applied to the acclimatized plant
Senecio scandens (the Cape ivy or German ivy).

(jak'- a-roo'),

He

professes to llave

humped

his

swngover the inland

we humped

Hump'y

See under Bluey.

(hunip'y),

71.

; pi.

oompi a small dwelling.]
any rude hut.

Humpies

An

(-Iz).
[Aborigiaboriginal hut a guii;

;

he passed the humifies of the splitters on the ridge.

nijj'lit

(hflr'd'l-man), n.

A man who has charge

lambs and weaners on a sheep

station.

'> cinereus.

A

Bnden-Pouell.
;

wood, brick, or stone.
Hut keeper, the man in charge of a station hut

of

tlie

verb, to hut-keep.

—

called also ki7igfish.
the teraglin.
15').'
{Bot.)
[Origin unknown.] The Australian timber tree Eucalyptus resinijera.
[Local, Southern Quee7t.sland] See Bota7iy Bay
kino, under Botany Bay, in the Dictionary.
Because the product of tliis tree first brought
Australian kino into medical notice, it is often in old
books called Botany Bay yum tree. Other names for it
are red gu7n, gray gum, hickorij.''^ Maiden. See under
Silver jewfish

{

;

Zo'ol.),

Jim'my Lo'W' (jTm'my

Jin'gle

,, j /^
,.
,
Jackbird
(Creadwn
cinereus).

11'.

Senior.

'•. i.
To be a jackaroo.
Jack'ass' (-as'), n. lAdd.^
(Zo'dl.)
See Butcher bird, under
Derwent jackass.
Butcher.

re.

[Aboriginal djarryl.']

[Add.']

Bustard mahogany, under

Mahogany.
re.

\_Add.-\

—

Queensland hemp;
so called from
mucilaginous nature. See under Hemp.

Jelly leaf (/io/.), the

[Add.]

4.

A

Jem'my Don'nel-ly (jim'my don'nel-ly). [Origin
unknown.] (Bot.) Any one of several Australian timber
trees of various genera as, Euroschinus falcalus and
Myrsine variabilis. [CoUoq.]
Jew'flsh' (ju'lish'), re. {Zool.) [Add.] 5. Either
of two marine fishes of the family Percidm : {a) Glaucosonia hebraicum, of Westei'n Australia (J) G. scapulare, of Sydney.
;

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

A

finwl,

sciaenoid fish {Scissna antarctica) of the Austra-

^11

;

eve,

event,

kind of public

Lady Barker.

was a two-wheeled car drawn by one
accommodated the driver and two
passengers the back seat carried tliree passengers, back
to back with those in front, with their teet on a narrow
footboard. The whole was covered by a tilt.
The

fi-ont seat

:

,

(Bot.) See

re.

Melbourne about 1860-80, but now

(lI^°°"The i'mgle

horse.

gather colonial experience.

(jar'ra),

(jin'g'l),

vehicle, common in
obsolete.

Jack'a-roo',

6.

— hence

supposed by some to be identical with the

Jlnk'er (jink'er), H. A two-wheeled or four-wheeled
contrivance much used in the bush for carrying long
trunks of trees.
S^^ In the four-wheeled jinker the hind wheels are
much larger than the front pair and the two axles are
joined by a central longitudinal beam, under which
the tree trunk is slung by means of chains. The twowheeled yirefer has a bow-shaped axle, to which one end
of the trunk is slung, the other being allowed to drag on
the ground. The jinker, slightly modified, is sometimes
used for moving wooden ouUdings.
Jo'ey (jo'T), re. [Dim. of Joe, f r. Joseph.] 1. A young
kangaroo, carried in its mother's pouch.
When the flying doe throws her joe// from its pouch, the dogs
turn upon the" little one.
D. Macdonata.
2. The young of any animal.
[CoUoq.]
Wood-and-water joey, a man-of-all-work on a sheep staMrs. Henry Jones.
tion.
JumllUCk (jiim'bfik), n. [Aboriginal.] A sheep
;

so called

The

by aborigines and bushmeu.
when

floor,
filled with sheep, tilted
unsuspecting./////(6?/c/'.9 into the water below.

;

JaokOllrd' (jSk'berd'), 71. {Zo'dl. ) A passerine bird of
Zealand {Creadion cinereus), resembling the star-

New

;

Westgarth.

Hy-e'na(ht-e'na), ?(. [Jrff/.] In Tasmania, the zebra
wolf.
See under Wolf, in the Dictionary.

Mahogany.

living as

—

(jSl'ly),

[Obs,"]

Hut (hut), 71. [^1(7(/.] 2. A house for shearers or
other laborers on a station as, the men^s hnt, the shearers' hut. This is sometimes a large, permanent structure

meagre of Europe

two stockmen, two
working hands, and half-a-dozen aborigines, turn out for musThe Australasian.
tering.
Jarkaroos
the name given to voung gentlemen newly ar-

Bastard jarrah.

out of

C. L. Moneij.

To hump bluey.

lian coasts,

eroo.%

to

it

5^^"

All hands, consisting
of the squatter, his ,iack^-

from home

plains.

The Aryns.
collected a sufticient quantity,

liusli.

saddleback (C. caruncur

kanga7-oo.~\

Jel'ly

:

which was formerly supposed to be the
adult form of

an apprentice on a sheep
station, or otherwise engaged in acquainting himself with colonial life.

its

—
Hump

J.

^

[Written also juckeroo.']

Jar'rah

[Add.l

Lawsoti.

11.

young gentleman

Zealand']

(hump), r. I. [From Hump, ?». ; cf. the use of
pack, v.] To carry (esp. a swag, or bushman's bundle)
on the back or shoulders ; also, to carry, in general.

Hur'dle-man

[Formed from

rived

New

Horse-radish tree. (Hot.) (b) An Australian tree (Codonorarjiiis cotiiiijoliu.i), so named from the taste of its
leaves
called also quinine tree and 7nediciiie tree.

of the

;

also, less correctly, the
latus),

of

\_Local,

[^</(/.]

71.

Bush horse. See under Bush.
Horse'-rad'lsh (-rad'Tsh), n.

That

II.
[Maori uiu vengeance.] Payment
recompense rate of wages. See also Uxu.
N. Z.'\

of tlie family Galaxiadse ;

7ni7i7ioir,

See under Pepper.

(h5rs),

several Australasian colonies, ministers of

Jack on the mod-

inaka,

Horse

yah

(hoot),

\_Slang,

(ho'ro-pe'to ; coUoq.
hSr'o-pe'to), ?i.
{Bot.) The New Zealand pepper tree {Drimys

aj-illaris).

nal

Z.'\

;

;

?i\so

N.

crott^l, members of the upper liouse of parliament,
and speakers of the lower house, have the title llonnrable
during their term of office or membersliip.
Hoop (hoop or hdop 277), n. \_Add.'\
Hoop pine. (Bot.) See under Pine.

I'na-ka (e'n'a-ka C0W05. e'na-ka), n. [Maori.] {Zo'dl.)
See Inanga.
I'na-nga (e'u'a-nga coUoq. e'nang-a), re. [Maori.]
{Zo'ol.) A small New Zealaud fish {Galaxias attenuatus),

and ichitebait.
(3^^ "Its habitat extends to Tasmania, where larger
species of tliis genus are called Tasmaiiian trout. Other
species are found in New South Wales."
if. Taylor.

Heilaman.

the

L

;

.as

lie'nou), n.

\_Locat,

{Local, I'asnianiu]

HoTO-pl'tO
[Maori.]

Having

Hl'no-U (he'no-u), -n. See Hinau.
Ho'ly (ho'ly), «. [.4rff/.]
Holy dollar. See under Dollar.
Hon'or-a-ble (on'er-a-b'l), a. [.!</(?.]

;

\_Add.'\
i-den'tl-ty (t-dgn'ti-ty), «.
Old identity, an old and well-known inhabitant of a tovm
or district.
But while the old Australian identitit-^ arc rapidly diminishing in number, tlieir places are being taken by a younger and
Australian Yearbook, IN'.)".
more active class of public men.

Same

II.

zonlal.

the

[Maori.] [Writtiliaceous tree of New Zealand

;

ten also hinou.'] {Bot.)
{Ehvocurj>us dentatus).

I^^ In the

of
of

the family Gobidie.
d^T" The pectoral fuis are developed into regular legs,
witn which tlie fish hops or leaps along the mud flats
with the greatest rapidity."
Tenison Woods.
Hor'l-zon'tal (liBr'T-z6n't»I), a. \_Add.'\
Horizontal scrub, an impenetrable thicket formed by low,
horizontal branches, especially those of the Tasnianian
tree Anailoprtalnin bigtinululosutn ; — c?t.\\ed also hori'

[^rfrf.]

{Bot.)

Hell'a-man ( (hel'a-mSn), «. [Aboriginal.] [Written
also heilemcm, heelammi, and yeelaHiel'a-man
mmi.~} A kind of wooden siiield, used by the Australian
aborigines for warding off siiears.

tiaf.

]_Add.'\

'

(hgj), «.

laurel.

:

{Bot.)

having intensely bitter leaves.
Hop'plng fish' (hSp'pTug fish'). {Zo'dl.) A fish
northeastern Australia {Periojihthalmus australis),

under Olive.
Hedge

(hop), H.

Hop bush, or Native hop. (Bot.) (a) Any species of Doa genus of sapindaceous plants, bearing capsules
resembling hops in appearance and taste, (b) Any one of
various_prickly species of the leguminous genus Duvieaia,
<hiu:iii.

yielding a strong fiber.

II.

— called

See Bdllooii

(Biil.)

—

;

/( ////

(ilbipe.^ is the rabbi/ ml, a name
also given to Peragale lago/i.s.
Ha'pu-ka (lia'pu-ka), \n. [Ma- Ilakea //. jiltiti/.-ijurim
Ha'pu-ku (ha'pii-k"),
<"'']
{ZoijI.) Tlie New Zealand groper.
See under GRorER.
(J^^ Colloquially, these words are sometimes pronounced liii-pu'ka and ha-pu'ku.
Har'le-quin (hiir'le-ktn or -kwTn), n. [Adrl.^
Hirlequin pigeon (Zoii/.),a small Australian pigeon ( P/rixtera, or Fbujj.s, histrionica) ;
so called from its quaint

a

seed.

Heart' s'-ease' (h'arts'ez'), ". 2. (Bot.) lAdd.} (6)
species of Grutioln, a genus of scrophulariaceous
plants
called also brooklime.
Hearf'vrood' C-w(36d'), n. \_Add.'\ 2. {Bot.) In Tasmania, the tree JVotelssa ligustrinu. See Spurious olive,

Any

liif(iiia)

bridle or tlie rein to a ring, post,
or other out-of-door fastening.
Hap'a-lote(h5p^a-lot),«. [6r.
ttTraAos soft -\- oils, wTos, ear.] Any
one of many species of small Ausnon-marsupial jumping
tralian

Hop

[Ad,/.]

(hiirt).

Heart pea, or Heart
der Balloon.

end, fern,

recent

;

ice,

Ju'nI-per (ju'nT-per),
Native .ioniper.

idea,

iU

;

(Bat.)

old,

re.
[Add.]
See Blueberry.

obey, 6rb, 6dd

—

up, and shot the
C. L. Moneij.

1
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KAHIKATEA

K.
colloq. ki'ka-te'a or
(ka'lie-kii-ta'a
[Maori.] {Bol.) A New Zealand coniferous tree {Podocarpus ducrydioides)
called also w/iite

Ka'hl-ka-te'a

;

liSk'a-te'a), m.

—

;

phte.

" The l;rikikatea attains the extreme height of 150
feet, but usually ranges from 60 ft. to 100 ft., witli atruuk
from 1 ft. to i ft., or even 5 ft., in diameter. A virgin
Lull ikalea forest affords one of the most striking sights in
New Zealand for forest scenery the naked symmetrical
sliafts, taperinfj almost imperceptibly, appear to form
dense walls, whioli completely shut out every glimpse of
Kirk.
the outer world."
[[ggs=

;

Ka'hi-kO'ina-kO(kii'he-ko'mii-ko),n. [Maori.] {Bol.)
tree (Pennanlia corymbosa), of the order

A New Zealand
Olavitiese

— called also kaikomako.

;

Ka'i (ka'e;

colloq. kiii

&

IColloq., Kew Zealand
Kajk (kik), n. [Maori
Ka'l-ka (ka'e-ka), n.
community
called also
;

—

and

\_Locul,

X.

Z."]

;

Ke'a

QHee7i.sla7Hl'\

(ka-wii'ka),

{Bot.) See

7j.

Kaik awaka.

;

(!I^= Though not
originally carnivo-

lous the kea has
de\ eloped the haband, begimiing
it

(kii'e-ka-vva'ka

New Zealand conifercalled also kawdka
correctly
applied to the
is more
called also locally arbor vitse.-

The name

and cedar.

—

species L. do7iiana;

—

N. Z.-\
d^^" The correct Maori name of L. Bidwillii
tfa, but surveyors and buslimeu always call
\_Local,

is
it

pahaukaika-

with

tlie

+

—

(Cliirnl/nis puniceus)
called also paii'ot's bill kowhai.
See under G-lort, in the Dictionai-y. [^Local, N. Z.']
Ka'ka-rl'kl (ka'ka-re'ke), n. [Maori. Cf. Kakapo,
in the Dictionary.]
{Zo'ul.) 1. A small green parrakeet
of New Zealand (Flalycercu.i Xorse Ze.alundim).
2. A small green lizard of New Zealand.
;

Ka-na'e

New

(kii-nii'a

;

colloq.

The

[Maori.]

n.

k;i-nl'),

Zealand name for the mullet.

See under Mullet.
Ka-nak'a (ka-nSk'a), n. \_Add.'\ 2. A native of the
South Sea Islands, many of whom are employed on the
sugar plantations of Queensland.
A. C. Bicknell.
'V\\<: kanakaA on the plantations have roomy domiciles aiid

way well cured for.
Kan'ga-rOO' (kan'ga-roo'),

are in every

Gnu Boothby.
n.

[Add.'l

Kangaroo acacia. (Bol.) See Prickly mimosa, under
MiMO.SA. — Kangaroo apple. (Bol.) See under Apple. —
Kangaroo dog {Zool .), a large dog like a lurcher, kept for
hunting tlie kangaroo.
Kangaroo grass. {Bot.) See under
Grass. —Kangaroo thorn (£w/.), the prickly mimosa. See
under Mimosa.
Kan'ga-roo'er (-er), ». A man who lives by hunting
kaTigaroos for the sake of their skins.
Kan'ga-roo'ing (-ing), n. Hunting the kangaroo.

—

In chasing kangaroos, ar,
garuoittij, large

a.s

it is

technically termed, kanil/r.s. Meredith.

powerful dogs are used.

Ka-ra'ka (ka-ra'ka coWoy.
;

[Maori.] (Bot.)

kriJk'a), «.

A New Zealand

anacardiaceous tree (Corynocarpus Isevicultivated by the Maoris for its edible fruit, which
is of a bright orange color.
[Local, N. Z.']
Ka'ra-mu (kii'ra-mu colloq. kar'a-mu), n. [Maori.]
{Bot.) Any one of several species of ruljiaceous trees of
the genus Coprosma. C. arborea is called tree karamu.
ILoral, A'. Z.J See Coprosma.
Kar'ri (kar'rT), 71. [Aboriginal.-]
{Bot.) The giant
ginn tree of Western Australia {Eucalyptus diversicolor),
valuable for its timber.
Ka'ti-po (ka'te-po; colloq. kSt'i-p6), n.
[Maori.]
{Zo'dl.) A spider {Latrddectus scelio), inhabiting dark
giil'i),

;

See Coolibah.

('^"o'l'-l''''). «•

}

Koo'li-man (koo'lT-mSn),

[Written also coolienian

n.

and coolamin.] A large vessel of
wood or bark, used by the Austra-

kill
even

lian aborigines for holding water.

pres-

almost

shepherd.

At

Koo'li-bah'

and

(kii'e-nga), M.
[Maori.] A Maori village or
See Kaika.
bottom [of the ^len] are the whares and cultivations
IV. D. Hay.
of a tiood-sized Maori kiiitif/a.
Ka'ka-blll' (ka'ka-bTl'), ii. [Maori kuka a kind of
New
Zealand
parrot
bill.
)
The
glory
pea
of
Eng.
{Bot.
]

Ka'l-nga
community.

—

;

offal

ence

On

Their koolinians were very large,
like small boats, arid were
of the inner layer of the bark
of the stringy-bark tree.
Leichhardt,

made

the

of

ac-

this

Kea

count it is being exterminated.

Koo'ra-]ong' (koo'ra-jong'),

{.yestor »ofabilis).

bird

Kew Zealand]
Kor'um-bur'ra

colloq. ko-tu'ku[Maori.] (5o/.) The New Zealand native fuchsia
also, the seed berries of the same
called also
tooky-took and konini.
[Local, N. Z.]
Ko'Wha-i (ko'hwii-e colloq. ko'hwai), n. [Maori.]
;

;

;

—

;

A New Zealand leguminous shrub (Sophora tetrapwith handsome yellow flowers resembling the laIt has been acclimatized in England as an
ornamental garden shrub.
Parrot's bill kowhai, the kaka-biU {Clianthus puniceus).
Ku'ma-ra (ku'ma-ra colloq. ku'ma-ra), n. [Polynesian.]
[Written also kmnera.]
{Bot.) The sweet potato {Ipomcea balata.s).
See under Potato, in the Dic{Bot.)

tera),

burnum.

;

King'fish' (king'fTsh'), n. {Zool.) lAdd.] (e) In
Sydney and New Zealand, Seriola Lalandii, one of the
horse mackerels (family Carangidx), and of tlie same
genus as the yellou'tail of the northern hemisphere;
called also yellowtuil. (/) In Melbourne, Sciiena antarccalled Jewfish in Sydney.
See Jewpish, n., 6.
tica;
{g) In Tasmania, Thyrsites micropus, of the family Tri-

Sherwood Roberts.

tionary.

Mumbling

—

incantations, he

made

the culprit eat a baked

knniera.

Rnsden.

.

Kum'quat (kum'kwot),

[Add.]
Native kumquat, the desert lemon. See under Lemon.
Kur'ra-jong' (kur'ra-jong'), ;j. [Aboriginal.] [Written also koorajong and currajong.] (Bot.) Any tree from
whose bark or fiber the Australian aborigines make cordage, nets, or matting; esp., anyone of several species
of Sterculia, some of which are called bottle trees.
See
Lace-bark and Note under Cooramin.
Where mountain ash and kurrajong grew wide. PaU^rson.
Brown kurrajong. Comniersonia echinnta.
Green kurraTasmanian kurrajong, PlaJong, Hiliiscns lieterophyllus.
gianthus sidoides.

—

chiuridse.

Kip'per (klp'per), n. [Aboriginal kippa.'] A young
the Australian aborigines who has passed through
Zillmann.
the initiatory rite called bora.

man of

[Add.']

t.

[Aboriginal.]

n.

Melhiirnian.

Eo-tU'ku-tU'ku (ko-tu'kii-tu'ku

Eyre.

V.

(kor'tim-bur'ra),

tuk), H.

Their arms consist of stone-headed spears, of throwing
boomerangs or kile//.->, etc.
Sir George Grej/.

(nbk),

{d).

[Written also koirumburra.] {Zool.) The brown and
yellow Australian blowfly.
Odd korianburras dodge briskly about with cheerful hum.

m.; p/. KiLEYS. [Aboriginal.] [Written
kind of boomerang. IWestern Av.itra-

To knock down. [Add.} (c) To spend recklessly, esp.
for drink as, to knock dovni a bank note.
To knock down
a check, or cheque, to deposit a bank check with the keeper
of a public house as payment in advance, and to drink

—

;

kor'T-ma'ko), 7i.
See Bell-

bellbird.

cal,

sticks,

Knock

Kooliman.

colloq.

;

(ki'lj^),

lia']

;

The New Zealand

{Zool.)

Ko'ro-mi'ko (ko'ro-me'ko colloq. kor'o-me'ko), n.
[Maori.]
[Written aX&okoromika.'] {Bot.) A New Zealand scrophulariaceous tree {Veronica salici/olia). [Lo-

Melburidan.

wastes.

A

n.

KuR-

older spelling of

Eo'ri-ma'ko (ko're-ma'ko
[Maori.]

The trailing scarlet Kennedyas, aptly called the bleedingheart, or corcilpea, brighten the grayuess of the sandy, peaty

also kyley.}

An

{Bot.)

RAJONG.

{Zool.)
[Add.J (6) In
Kelp'fiSh' (kglp'fishO, n.
Tasmania, a fish {Odax bullaius) of the i<md\y Labridse ;
in New Zealand, Coridodax jiullus, of the same family
(called also butterflslt), and any one of various other
fishes inhabiting the great submarine kelp forests of the
Southern Ocean.
[NL., named after
Ken-ne'dy-a (ken-ne'dT-a), n.
Kennedy, an English gardener.] (Bot.) A genus of
Australian leguminous plants.
d^^ There are 17 species, some more or less erect, but
most of them trailing, with papilionaceous flowers like a
brilliant scarlet runner. K. rnbiciiti<la is the bean ftoicer
of English and American conservatories. K. pro.'itrata is
a common wild flower, called bleeding heart or coral pea,
and sometimes native, or Australian, scarlet runner.

Ki'ley

An

Kook'a-bur'ra (k65k'a-bur'ra or kSok'a-bur'ra), n.
[Aboriginal.]
{Zool.) The laughing jackass (iJaceZo j'tgas)
called also goburra and gogoberra.
See Laughing jackass, under Laughing, in tiie Dictionary.
JE^^ Kookaburra is tlie name chiefly used in Sydney.

ter yards, has
grown so bold
as to attack

sheep,
in the

also

{Zool.)

[Aboriginal.]

n.

sotrii).

from slaugh-

ivaka.

— called

;

See under Fuchsia.

Australian fresh-water percoid fish {Therapon HiclMrd-

colloq. kaT'ka-vvii'ka),

;

[Maori.] (5o/.) Either of two
ous trees of the genua Libocedrus ;

[Maori.]

n.

;

Koo'ber-y (koo'ber-y),

—

Sherwood Roberts.
(lgp°" Kaika and kainga are dialectic varieties of the
same word.

Ka'i-ka-wa'ka

{Bot.) The
kotukutiiku.

[Maori.]

?i.

tlien called.

n.

—

colloq. ko-ne'ne),
native fuchsia of New Zealand

Ko'ni-ni (ko'ne-ne

(Zoo/.) A large
New Zealand parrot {Nestor
called also mounnotabilis)
tain parrot.

(ka'a; coKog.ke'a),

[Maori.] A Maori village or
kainga, and, colloquially, kaik.

however small,

I'fiika,

—

;

cockabully.

liad its chief, or rangatira, as

Each
he was

Knock'a-bOUt' (nok'a-bouf), n. A man employed on
a sheep station to do odd jobs
called also knockabout
man, rouseabout, and roustabout.
\t the station where I worked for some time as knorlahont
num. three cooks were kept.
Marcus Clarke.
[Maori.]
Ko'ko-pu (ko'ko-pu colloq. kok'6-pu'), n.
{Zool.) Any fish of the genus Galaxias ;
called also

[Maori.] {Bot.) [Add."]
n.
See Dundatku pine, under Pine.

See Kaika.

kaika.'\

live riotously till its value is exhausted. Cf. Lamb
doa-n, under Lamb.
E.xeept at shearing time, when the hands knocked down their
eheijueti, gaiety was scarce.
Marcus Clarke.
The bushman who comes to town to knock down his cheque.
Twupenii.

and

;

Ka'U-ri (ka'u-re),
Queensland kauri.

Ka-wa'ka

Food.

[Maori.]

ki), n.

—

called also redplaces in Australia and New Zealand
streaked spider. It is blackish brown, with a red band
This is the most widely distributed
on the abdomen.
spider in Australasia and the most venomous. In New
Zealand it is generally found in bushes, driftwood, etc.,
on the seashore.
1^^ " This spider, popularly known as the red-streaked
spider, is found all over Victoria and New South Wales,
and is recorded from Rockhampton and Bowen on the
Queensland coast and from the North Island of New ZeaJi- B. Hogg.
land."

(Bol.)

!?.

—

—

L.
Lace'-bark'

(las'bark'), n.

(Bot.)

[Add.]

2.

The

LandsTbor-OUgh

Australian tree Sterculia acerifolia (or Brachychiion acerifalium)
called also flame tree and kurrajo7ig.
W^T' " The bark is fuUy two inches thick and furnishes
bast of a most beautiful lacelike texture."
Maiden.
3. The ribbonwood of New Zealand. See Riebonwood,
ill the Dictionary.
Lamb (lam), v. t. [Prob. identical with Lam, v. i., to
beat soundly. See Lam, in the Dictionary.] To knock,
ill a peculiar figurative sense (see below)
used only in
the phrase to lamb down.
To lamb down, (a) To knock down
as /o lamb down
a cheek. See To knock down a check, under Knock, (b)
To entertain (a person) at a public house (esp., to supply
him with liquor) and to receive a bank check as payment
in advance, on the understanding that the guest's credit
is to cease when the value of the check is exliausted
said of the keeper of a public house, esp. in the Australian bush.
Marcus Clarke.
(t^^ In the second sense, which is the usual one, the
phrase commonly implies extortion and fraudulent
charges on the part of the innkeeper.
;

;

;

use,

unite,

rude,

full,

arn

;

Lar'ri-kln (15r'rT-kTn),

[Cf.

'/(.

neglected boy

who

frequents the streets

much

;

They were

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sin^,

iak

commonly

ex-

;

is

too strong for larrikinism.

Twopeny.
Acts of juvenile larrikinism have lately become frequent.
S'/dney 3torniny Iltiratd,

Lau'rel

all the educated larrikin.': of
I'he Dailji I'deciraph (Sydney).

;

is

:

;

Middle-chisB respectability

the laughingstock of

food, fo^ot

disputed,

Lar'ri-kin-ism (lar'iT-kTn-Tz'in), n. The conduct of
a larrikin disorderly or rufflaiily behavior rowdyism.

larrikins.

low-minded per— often used merely as a contemptuous
epithet.

the country.

have come into use about

by the following anecdote

at

In a general sense, an ill-bred or

3.

a street

An Irish policeman
Melbourne, on bringing a notorious rough into court,
was asked by tlie magistrate wliat the prisoner had bfcn
doing, and replied, "He was a-larrilin^ [i. e., a-larUiug]
about the streets." This stor.v lacks confirmation, biit
tlie word may not improbably be connected with lark to
frolic, to wliich, indeed, the Prov. Eng. larrick and larack
are perhaps related.
plained

The Age.

son

;

Marcus Clarke.

a gutter snipe.

Eiigiand.

Prov. Eng. larrick
See Note be-

— inconsiderately termed

;

(1£^°° Larrikin is thought to
1870.
Its origin, though

In a row with those modern mohocks, Australian larrikin)',
you must " hit to kill."
Vogan.
2. A hobbledehoy inclined to rough horseplay and
practical joking.
Youth of a larger growth,

A

tg^ In senses 1 and 2 this word has become common in

A

—

pity

4.

Arab

lively, careless, larack to frolic, to romp.
low.]
1.
street blackguard ; a rowdy.

—

up,

{Bot.)

Lan-ta'na scrub' (15n-ta'n«a skrub'). (Bot.) The dense
thicket formed by the Indian flowering verbenaceous
shrub Lantana caniaru.
iW" A few seeds were imported in the early colonial
days, and this shrub has spread over thousands of acres
in New South Wales and Tasmania.

—

;

(lans'bur-o gras').

gn^ass'

See under Grass.

—

;

(la'rgl

Dodder

laurel.

tlien,

thin

;

277), n.
lAdd.]
(Hot.) In Australia,
;

boN

;

zh

=

any

z in

species of

azure.

Ca.s--

LAWYER

n

syt/tn ; — ca,lled

also devirs guts.

— Seige

any tree

also loosely applied to

is

witli shiny, aro-

common

matic leaves resembling in shape those of the
laurel.

3. [Prov. Eng. lawyer
a bramble, the thorny stem of a brier.] (Bot.) (a) In
Zealand, any one of various trailing brambles (esp.
Hubus austndii) which impede locomotion in tlie bush

Law'yer

iAdd.^

(la'yer), n.

New

— called also lawyer cane.
The

;

man who

impossible to the

"'•

ii.x.

^niior.

In Australia, the liliaceous plant Flagellaria Indica;
called also lawyer rine.
Dangerous stinging trees and lawt/er vines to right and left

(A)

—

render caution necessary.

^g^ Both plants are

I'ugan.

^/oHf/caHMH.v, of the family .Scferoilenni. (;/) (Bot.) Any
one of several Australian trees with very tough, smooth,
tight bark Alptiitonia rx'elsu (order, Rhamnex), Ceralopelahim njielalum (order, Sarifrayex), Crijptocarya
Mristnerii (order, Laurines^), Eucalyptus punctata, (order. Myjtace£e),Cupaniasemitjlauca (order, Sapiudacete),
and others.
weapon
Lee'an'gle (le'Sn'g'l), n. [Aboriginal.]
called
of the Australian aborigines
Li'an'gle )
also leewill.
' The liangle is a heavy, formidable weapon, about
two and a half feet long, with a sharp-pointed Bend, nine
inches in length, projecting at a right angle. It is used
in fighting af close quarters, and the blows are warded
In grappling, the shields are
off by the heavy shield.
thrown away, and the combatants deliver their blows on
each other's backs with the sharp point of the liaiigle,
J. Dawson.
by reaching over their shoulders."
:

A

I

;

—

i^^

^

(lek),

[.icW.]

»,.

Leich'hardt's tree'
under Mulberry.

Lem'on

Native leek (Bot.), a poisonous liliaceous plant, fatal to
called also 7mcattle iBulltiiie bulhosa, or a«i<)-a/w)
[Australia]
live onion.
;

(lik'hiirts

(-tre'),

See

the Indian mulberry.

;

—

—

—

(

Leop'ard

lAdd.J

(Igp'erd), n.

Leopard tree (Bot.), the spotted tree (Flindei'sia maculo.s(i ;
called also priclly pine in Queensland. See under Spotted, in the Dictionary.

—

I

Same

(le'Sn'g'l), n.

Llght'WOOd'

An

—

Eucalyptus timber
called also blacku-ood from the
very dark color of the mature wood other names are
black salli/, hickory, and silver wattle.
;

LU'y

(ill'y), n.

Brisbane lily, or Moreton Bay
plawtEiirijcU's Cunningha/nii.

the Queensland
'DaxliDglily (£0/.), a handsome Australian amarylUdeoiis plant Crinnm Jlaccidmn)
bearing white flowers
so called from the river Darling.
Its bulbs vield a substance similar to arrowroot.
Called
also Murray lily.
Flax lily. (Bot.) (a) The New Zealand
flax i)lant (Pharniium lenax). (b) The Australian liliaceous, fibrous plant Bianella hrris, and others of the
same genus.
Giant lily (Bot.), the Australian amaryllideous plant Doryanthc: excelsa ;
called also .^lear lily.—
Gordon Illy (Bo/.), any species of the liliaceous plant Bla7icalled also Christmas br/ls. —Grass lily (Bot.),
fordia ;
the Australian liliaceous plant Antliriipodiinii slrlctum.—
Murray lHy (Bot .), the Austi'alian liliaceous plant Crijiam
jiacciilnni ; tlie Darling lily. " A beautiful species, not
to be found away from the Murray River southward."
Von Mueller.
Rock lily (Bot. ), a tree orchid (Dendrobimn
speeiosiini), usually found growing on rocks in New South
Wales, chiefly in the neighborhood of Sydney. It has
large, glossy, green leaves, and bears a profusion of denseflowered racemes of a beautiful creamy white color.
Spear lily. (Bot.) See Giant lily (above).
lily (Bot.),

—

—

(

—

—

—

—

—

—

Lime (llm), re. (Bot.) [Add.}
Finger lime. Citrus Anstralasica.

—

Logs (logz), n. 2>l. A lockup, especially one of rude
construction
so called in the early days of Australian
mining, probably from the jail of logs at the penal settlement of Sydney.
U^=' " The inhabitants of Sydney were assessed (1800)
to supply thatch for the new jail. It was eighty feet
long, the sides and ends were of strong logs, a double
rovi' of which formed each partition.
The jirison was
divided into twenty-two cells. The floor and the roof
were logs, over which was a coat eight inches deei) of
clay."
Barrington.
Lol'ly

Long
fish

— Native lime,

(o)

Citrus

—

A

[Cf Lollipop.]

(lol'ljr), n.

in general,

.

lollipop

also,

;

any kind of sweetmeat or confectionery.

(long

;

(d)

115), a.

[Jrfrf.]

The

(Zo'dl.)

fL&h

Beloneferox.

See Gar-

[Local, ^Sydney]

(c).

Look'ing-glass'

(165k'ing-glas'), n.

Looking-glass tree.

Mangrove.
Lo'tus (lo'tiis),

n.

\_Add.'\

See Red mangrove

(Bot.)

(b),

under

lAdd.-\

Lotus bird (Zo'dl.), Queensland name for the native jacso called from its running about on the lotus
leaves abounding in Queensland waters.
Called also
jjarra. See Jacana, in the Dictionary.
aiia

\_Add.-]

;

—

Long Tom.

as Leeangle.

n.
[.l(/(/.]
2. (Bot.)
Australian leguminous tree (.-Icacia melanoxylon), so
called from the light weight of its wood compared with

(lit'wood'),

;

—

Au.'ilralasica. (b) C. austrulis ;
called also native orange.
Native scrub lime, an apocyueous shrub (Caris.m ovala),
which bears an egg-shaped fruit, about half an inch long,
resembling a sloe.

;

[Add.^
Desert lemon (Bot.), a rutaceous tree of Northern Australia (Atalantia gtauca), bearing an acid fruit about half
called also iiatire laiinqual.
Wild
an inch in diameter
lemon (.Bot.), an Australian rubiaeeous tree Cant/iium lalicalled also wild orange. It bears no edible
foliam)
fruit. A true wild lemon was, however, discovered by
Leichhardt.
(lem'tin), n.

Li'an'gle

—

;

The leeangle.
[Named after
ben').

[Aboriginal.]

)i.

Dr. Ludwig Leic/ihardt, an Australian explorer.] {Bot.)
The seed of the Entada scandens. See under Beak.

called also hush lawyer.

Lead'beat'er (led'bet'er), n. [Named after Leadbealer,
an explorer.] (Zo'dl.) The Australian pink cockatoo
called also Leadbeater's cocka{Cacalua I.eadheateri)
too.
See Illnst. under Cockatoo, in the Dictionary.
Lease (les), n. 4. {Mining) A piece of land held
under a mining lease.
Leath'er (letli'er), n. lAdd.J
Leather jacket. (ZiioL) [Add.\ (e) Any fish of the genus

Leek

(le'wil),

;

supple-jack between them bar
and render passage absolutely
does not hack his way with knile

latviier cane and the
progress tliroiigh the forest,

and

Lee'wlll
Leich'hardt's bean'

(Bot.)
laurel.
laurel {Bot.), the tree

See under Pittospordm. —Native
Pitlos^oruiii mululatuni. (See under Fittospoeum.) The

name

MATAPO

2026

—

;

Low'an (lo'an), n. (Zo'dl.) [Aboriginal.] An Australian bird (Leipoa ocellata);
called also ?;i«Wee Aere,
mallee bird, inallee fowl, native pheasant, and scrub turkey.
See Leipoa, in the Dictionary.

—

Lu'bra(lu'bra), )(. [Aboriginal Tasmanian.] A girl or
of the Australian aborigines
See Blackpellow.
She had the younger tuhircf taught to work, cook, wash. and.
dimly nn<lerstand a little of Christianity.
.Mrs. Henry Junes.
We fell iu with two blackfellows and their lubraa or wives.
£. Giks.
^ff^ The word luln-a generally implies a young, luimarried girl, the word gin denoting a married woman
but both words are applied indiscriminately to either.

woman

Native lacem, or Paddy lucern (Bot.), the Queensland

hemp. See under Hemp.
Lu'drick (Ki'drlk), n.

(Zo'dl.)
[Aboriginal.] A variety of the blackfish (Gii'ella simplex), of the family:

Spaiidse.

[Local, Victoria']

M.
Ma'do (raa'do), n. [Aboriginal.] (Zo'dl.)
tralian marine percoid fish (Therapon Cuvieri)
also trumpeter perch.
Mag'ple (mag'pi'), n. \_Add.']

An Aus;

— called

Magpie perch (Zo'dl.), an Australian sparoid fish (Chilodactylus gibbosus).

Ma'gra (ma'gra), re.

U

aboriginal

women wear

which they carry their

[Aboriginal.] A pouch which the
tied over their shoulders, and in

infants.
71.

(Bot.)

;

Eucalyptus botryrndes ; — called

also .sicauix) uialiogany, bangalay, bastard jarrah, and
^coolly bull, (b) The jarrah (E. marginala). See Jarrah,
in the Dictionary.
Forest mahogany, (a) In Queensland,

—

the tallow-wood (E.niicrocorys). (b) In Sydney and the
neighborhood, E. rc^inifera; called also Jiurmy Low and
Red mahogany. Same as Forest mared mahogany.
hogany (b). Swamp mahogany, (a) See Basiai'd mahogany
(a), (b) Eucalxipliis robnsta. called also while mahogany,
(c) Occasionally, Triitania laurina and T. neriifolia.
White mahogany, (a) In New South Wales, Eucalyptus
acnteuioides.
(b) E. robu.^ta;
called also swamp mahogany.

—

—

—

—

Ma'i-re (ma'e-ra colloq. mi're), ». [Maori.] (Bot.)
Any one of several New Zealand trees
(a) Olea lanceolata, of the order Jasmi7iese ;
called white 7naire by
Auckland bushmen. (b) Fusanus Cun7iinghamii, of the
order Santalaceas ;
called also New Zealand sandalwood, (c) Olea Cumii}ighamii,ot the oidei Ja.iminese;
often called black maire by bushmen. (d) Olea apetala, of the order Jasminese ;
called also broad-leaved
maire. (e) Olea montana, of the order Jasniiness ;
Ctflled also narrow-leaved maire.
(/) Eugenia maire,
of the order Myrtacese ;
called by the Maoris inairetawhaka.
51^^ " The native name 7naire is applied not only to the
olives, of which there are four species, but also to Fusa71US Cunninahamii
the sandalwood
and other trees
which afford dense heavy timber of even texture. This
indiscriminate application of the native name has led to
;

—

:

—

—

—

X

—

—

—

—

y

—

much confusion amongst bushmen and settlers." Kirk.
Ma'ko (mii'ko), n. [Maori.] (.^oS?.) A kind of shark
(Lamna glavca) — called also mango. [Local, A\ Z.]
Ma'ko-ma'ko (ma'ko-ma'ko colloq. miSk'a-muk), n.
;

;

[Maori.]

(Bot.) 1.

A New Zealand

tiliaceous tree
totelia racemosa);
called also voine berry. It
copses resembling the English hazel copses.

—

(.InV
forms

^S^ "It is one of the commonest plants of the colony,
a shrub or tree, from six feet to thirty feet high, with a
trunk eighteen inches in diameter. The fruit is a small
red berry, changing into black."
Kirk.
2. (Zo'dl.) The New Zealand bellbird (ATitkornis
called also korimako.

lanura)

;

—

ale,

senate,

Through

madding maze

the

of mallee,

when

worst.

care,

me-

am, arm, ask,

Ma'O-rl (mii'S-re), re. & a. [Add.]
Maori cabbage (Bot.), the wild cabbage of New Zealand,
descended from cabbages planted by Captain Cook. —
Maori head (Bot.), the grass tree of New Zealand. Cf.
Blackboy.
Maori hen (Zo'dl.), the weka. See Weka, in
the Dictionary.
Fakeha Maori. See mider Pakeha.

—

T. 'Chandler.

the sun is at its
C. A. Sherard.

any very large and deeply rooted maUee. —
The scrub or thicket formed by the mallee.
(b) The country or district where the mallee grows.
Mallee Act, an act of the parliament of Victoria regulaThe Mallee.

\_Add.']

3. Any one of several Australian trees, so called from
the more or less close resemblance of their timber to true
mahogany also, the timber of these trees.
(a)

A.

Bull mallee,

Ma-hog'a-ny (ma-hog'a-nj),

Bastard mahogany,

Mal'lee (mSl'le), n. [Aboriginal.] (Bot.) A dwarf
number of thin stems of uniform and
approximately equal diameter springing from a thickened stock. There are several species, the commonest
being Eucalyptus dumosa and E. gracilis.
Through swaliij)s and through malice with scarcely a track.
Eucalyjit with a

(a)

—

—

Ma'O-ri-land' (-ISud'),

A

re.

local

name for New Zea-

land.

Ila'O-ri-land'er
New Zealand.

(-er),

A

re.

native born inhabitant

of.

ma'pou), re.
[Maori. ]
C0W07. ma'pu),
(Bot.) A. 'Sew
Zealand tree (Myrsine Urrillei), of the order Myrsi7iese ;
called also 7nalapou, 7natapo, 7natipo, and maple.

Ma'pa-U (ma'pa-u
Ma'po-U (mS'po-u

;

colloq.

)

;

j

ting settlement in the Mallee.
Mallee Board, the board
appointed by the government of Victoria to regulate
settlement in the Mallee.
Mallee country, or Mallee district, the regions of Victoria, New South Wales, and
South Australia overgrown with mallee
caUea also
tlie Mallee.
MaUee fowl, or Mallee hen. (Zo'dl.) See Low an.
Mallee scrub, the thicket formed by the mallee.
Mallee scrubber, one of the wild cattle inhabiting the
mallee scrub.
Ma'na (ma'na), re. [Maori.] The authority, influence, or prestige enjoyed by a person on account of his
rank, character, or success iu life, or for any other rea-

—

[X. Z. and X. S. TF.]
(E^~* In its Maori use, mana has a wide signification
andis applied to both persons and things. In English, it
is technically used of the authority or prestige of a Maori
chief, but is colloquially applied to other persons, esp.
public officers and politicians.
m^^ " Virtus, prestige, authority, good fortune, sanctity, luck, are all words which, under certain conditions,
give sometliing near the meaning of mana, though not
one of them gives it exactly."
F. E. Maning.

IHa-ra'ra (ma-ra'ra), re. [Aboriginal.] (Bot.) Any
saxifragaceous tree of the genera Weinmannia and Ach[Local, northern coasts of N. S. IT.]
a7na.

—

;

—

—

—

—

son.

the leading men of the colony who have had the
mana with the Maoris have been the first Bishop Sel[and] Sir George Grey,
J. M. Moore.

Among
greatest

wyn

Ma'ngO (ma'ngo

;

CO/Z05.

mang'6),

re.

[Maori.]

A kind of shark. See Mako. [Local, N.
IHan'grOve (man'grov 277), 71. [Add."]

ol.)

(Zo-

Z.']

—

Milky mangrove. (Bot.) See Blind- your-eyes.
Red
mangrove. (Bot.) in) Any one of several species of trees
belonging to the genus Bruyuiera : e.specially B. Rheedii
australi.f),
which
grows
India,
Northern
(or B.
in
Australia, and Fiji, (b) The sterculiaceous tree Heritiera
liltoralis.
[Local, N. Z.] It is called .•<uudri in India
looking-glass
and
tree by English gardeners.
River
mangrove (Bot.), the tree .dSgicefas 7naius.
White mangrove (£oM. a verbenaceous tree of New Zealand (Aricennia oJfici7utlis). [Local, N. Z.\

Ma'nu-ka (ma'nu-ka
(Bot. )

rium).

—

co??o5. ma-nu'ka), re. [Maori.]
New Zealand tea tree (Lep'tospermum scopaSee under Tea. [Local, N. Z.']
;

The

ll^*°°'"The manuka is the most common plant in the
colony, being foimd in great abundance in every disand occupying the place of the furze in the British
Islands."
Kirk.

trict,

final,

sjU

;

eve,

event,

end, fern, recent

;

—

,

—

;

Ma'ple (ma'p'l), re. (Bot.) [Add.']
(5^°* In New Zealand the term 7naple is applied to all
trees bearing the name mapa^i or 7napou. See Mapau.

Mar'ble-WOOd' (mai-'b'I-wood'), re. (Bot.) An Australian tree (Olea pa7iicu.lata), of the order Jasminese;
called also ironwood and native olive.
Mar'i-ner (mar'T-ner), re. [Said to be from aboriginal
(Zo'dl.) The bronze-colored,
me)v'!'re« a shell necklace.]
prismatic shell of several species of marine gastropods of
sometimes
the genus Ele7ichus, especially i?. bellulus;
[Local, Tasmania']
called warre7ier.
meadow that reMarsh (marsh), re. [Add.] 2.
mains green through the dry season. [Local, Tasmania']The common colonial term marsh may be misunderstood at
home.
marsh here is what in England would be called a
Mrs. Meredith.
meadow, green in the driest season.

—

—

A

A

;

—

[Local, jV. Z.']

Black mapau, name applied incorrectly by New Zear
land settlers to the tree Pittosporum tenuifolium, of
the order Pittosporepc.
White mapau. (a) The tarata
(P'lttosporum eugenoides)
c&lled also turpentine tree,
(b) The saxifragaceous tree piripiri (Carpodelus serratus)
called often mapou. See Piripiri.

ice,

Mar-SU'pi-al (mar-sii'pT-al), a. [Add.]
Marsupial mole (Zo'dl.), a mole (Notoryctes typhlops)
found in Central Australia. — Marsupial wolf (.^00?.), the
zebra wolf. See under Wolf, in the Dictionary.
Mat'a-gO'ry (mat'a-go'ry), re. [Corruption of Maori
tumalukurti.] (jBoZ.) See Tumattjkued. [Local, N.Z.]
Ma'ta-i (ma'ta-e colloq. mii'tai), re. [Maori.] (Bot.)
A coniferous tree of New Zealand (Podocarpus spi[Local,
7iata);
called also black pine and red pi7ie.
X. Z.]
;

—

Ma'ta-po (ma'ta-po; colloq. ma'ta-p6), n. [Maori.]
[Written also 7natipo, matlpou, and matapou.] (Bot.)
The New Zealand tree mapau. See Mapau.
Varieties of matapo, a beautiful .'^hrub. each leaf a study,
its delicate tracery of black veins on a yellow ground.

with

Lady
idea,

ill

;

old,

obey, orb,

odd

Barker.
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Med'i-Cine (mSd'T-stn ; 277), n. [Add.']
Medicine tree (Bo^), the horse-radish tree.

under Miro,

.., s

•

-i

re.

7j

r ^

[Add.]

mucilage. "All the Australian kinds of
-t''""''''™^'
genus
v^ the
....^ o
.--:: —
u^iy^s, to
lurtuj/ belong
are many)
mere aie
which there
wnicil
„,.„,.„„- °f
Earopieus is the_protptype.
™i,ipb
M<..dii,p.rranean L. Europicus
^lich thp
the Medilerrauean
^^^^^°^^}^^fg^.

i

Mel'on (mSl'un), re. [Cf. Pademelon.] (.Zoo?.)
waUaby or small kangaroo {Halmaturus thetidisy,
Walgenerally called pademelon or paddymelon. bee

—

;

:

-i

The mistletoe of Western Australia is Nuytsia
good
jfSnbunda (or Loranlhus florjbundus). It makes
mslleto,' (of

A kind
•

„ ^n
(Bot.)
,

(tr^=

of

off

combat.

;

2.

Mls'tle-toe (miz"l-to),

See under

HORSE-EADISH.

the blows of clubs and liangles in hand-to-hand
R- Broiigh Smyth.
(1^=" The mulga is triangular, tapering to a
point at both ends. Its average dimensions
greatest width, 5
length, 3() inches
are
The
greatest tliickiiess, 4 inches.
inches
aperture for the left hand is lined with oposa
insure
and
hand
the
protect
sum skin to
The weight of the mulga carfirmer hold.
ried by an adult varies from 2 lbs., 8 oz. to 3
lbs 8 oz. The material is some hard wood,
particularly that of the mulga tree (Acacia
aneiira) or of the ironbark (Eucalyptus side-

ward

re; Iro and the reduname of this genus, and bothEnglish
vernacular
plicated form miro-miro are used as
M.
iames Miro albifrons is the South Island robin;
australis, the North Island robxn.
(Zool.) See Note
Ml'ro-mi'ro (me'rfi-me'ro), re.

scientific

(mSch), n. [Add-I
plant
Match box bean (jBot.), the seed of the leguminous
See under Bean.
scandens.
Enlada
Mead'OW (mSd'o), n. iAdd.-]
Meadow rice graaa. {Bot.) See under Grass.

Match

,

ror.ylon).

A

under
laby, in the Dictionary.
Mltch'ell grass' (mich'Sl gras'). (Bot.) See
IHel'on (mgl'un), re. [Add.]
fvom its
Australian
common
The
3.
Melon hole, a large hollow in flat land, so called
[Add.]
Mob (mSb), re.
resemblance in size and shape to a melon, borne, how- term for a multitude or coUection, whether of men or
pademelons.
ever, ascribe these hollows to the work of
disorder.
animals, not necessarily implying riot or
^h';']'"'
mto
rains
the
out
by
washed
The soil is a stiff clay,
search
name of » etai
Not a horse was to be found. Robinson and I went m
holes, well known by the squatters under the
Miuinaiai. of them, and found they had split into several mohs. h. Giles.
holes.
Ladi/ Barker.
-\little moh, feeding tranquilly.
moon
nice
A
fr.
Gr.
[NL.,
m>'
Me-nu'ra (me-nu'ra), re.
would
A strong moh of police, ordered down by telegraph
from the crescent-shaped spots on the tvvo
ovpa tail
Boldrewood.
the muster at lome particular spot.
principal tail feathers.] {Zool.) The genus containing
Dictionary.
Mock (mSk), a. [Add.]
lyre birds a lyre bird. See Lyre bird, in the
mradi.ie iii the
MockoUve. {But.) See under Olive. —Mock orange. (iJo^)
|II^= The reifn «ra was called l'>r<iof
calls it
See the Note under Pittosporum.
earS^ days of New South Wales Gould, 1848,
ot
the 'pheasant "of the colonists." and in many Bfrts by
Mo'gO (mo'go), re. [Aboriginal.] The stone hatchet
AustraUa, especiaUy Gippsland, it is still so called
Sir Thomas 3Iitchell.
name. of the Australian aborigines.
bushmeu. Mniura is often used as tlie vernacular
Mo'guoy (mo'ge), n. ; pi. Mogueys. [Maori moki.]
[Written
Me're (ma'ra colloq. mer'i), n. [Maori.]
made of raupo. See
raft
Maori
A Maori war club [Written also moki.] A
also men and, incorrectly, merai.]

leguminous Australian scrub
2. (Bot.)
so called from its
tree (Acacia aneura)
shields called mulgas. The
the
making
use in
name is loosely applied by bushmen to many
other species of Acacia.

—

;

—

Mulga apple. (Bot.) See under Apple.
Mulga graaa. (Bot.) See under Grass. —Mulga
Bcrub, a scrub or thicket formed by mulga
trees.

;

Mul'let
let

Moki,

-'«2/'<"-

water

The

Agnosloma Forsteri ; — called also kanae.
Mul'lOCk (mul'luk), re. [Add.] 2. (3Iining) Refuse
earth from a mine earth or stone from which gold has
been extracted also, clayey earth, in a mine, bearing no

sea mullet is

(mes'saj

;

atick,

.

^„j,,^/j

n.

Moko

'"ittU'let (mil'lSt),

re.

Ditch miUet,

;

:

;

gold.

Great heaps of refuse soil, or mullock, somewhat disfigure the
'J' Ifalc/i.
immediate neighborhood.
Mur'ray cod' (miir'ra kod'). (Zo'ol.) See under Cod.
A com[Aboriginal.]
re.
Murr'nong' (mQr'nong'),
also, its esculent
posite plant (Microseris Forsteri)
aborigines.
Australian
tuber, much used as food by the
Musk (musk), re. 4. (Bot.) [Add.] (d) In Australia, any one of several shrubs and small trees chieflybelonging to the composite genus Olearia.
;

H. G. Eobley.
human flesh in

even

its

meaning

is

doubtful

;

but

Mut'ton

The

it is

A.

it.

origin ot
clear that it
Bence Jones.

V.

To

t.

tf

'

Mo'kO-mo'kO (mo'ko-mo'ko),
species of lizard

re.

(Zool.)

[Maori.]

(Lygosoma ornatum or L. moko),

but
formerly very abundant throughout New Zealand
now extinct in the South Island.
apemu
The
Moo'ley ap'ple (moo'iy Sp'p'l). (Bot.)
See under Apple.
ple.
apTo
Moon (moon), v. t. [Add.] 2. (Hunting)

millet,

(mut't'n),

[Add.]

re.

Mutton flah. (Zool.) (h) The ear-shell (Haliotis), espeZea^
cially Balintis nrevosu in Sydney and H. irts in
Zealand. See Ear-shell,
called also I'aiia in
land
in the Dictionary.
JtS^ The name is applied not so much to the shell as to
mutton
its edible contents, which are said to resemble
in flavor.
composite tree of
(-wS6d'), re. (Bot.)
;

too in the Maori manner.
on the
A man was mokoed on the (ace, on the body, and
on the hps
thighs and buttocks. A woman had a little moko
like a man.
elsewhere
mokoed
rarely
was
she
but
ani chin,
A. Beiice .Jones.

Mo'kO,

A

— Seaside
— called also silt grass.

;

tattooing, or rather chiseUng of the

carried social distinction with

[Add.]

Paspalum scrobiculatum.

Paspalam distickum

were

re.

certain customary but ever.varying patterns

deconiAustraUan miUet, or Native millet, Panicum
;- called also umbrella grass and emu gras.^.--

po.?«!(rei

is

it is lost

blacks in their wild-lookinuH^is^or^wurl^Bot.)

mo'ki),

colloq.

'^

substantial huts.
The dwelling is merelv a few branches thrown up against
the prevailing wind in rude imitation of the ''^'g'' jj^'JJ^'^'J;,^;.
first

;

Mo'kO' (mo'ke'), n. [Maori.] The kind of tattooing
practiced among the higher ranks of the Maoris.

_
E. amyqdaUna and E. obliqua.
(mi'Mla'mla' l(mi'mi'), re.; pi. Miamias or Mmis
also my[Written
[Aboriginal.]
iniz')j
Mi'mi'
open
my.] A temporary hut of the Australian aborigines,
and
on the lee side, and consisting only of loose boughs
as a prosheets of bark, thrown up against a ridgepole
more
to
applied
also
is
term
The
tection from the wind.

She saw the

niogueijs, or rafts,

^

(mo'ke

;

[Add.] 2. (Bot.) Any
especially
one of several trees of the genus Eucalyptus,

Mess'mate' (mSs'maf),

where the

be launched.

[Maori.] 1. (Zool.)
A fish, the bastard trumpeter (Latris ciliaris). [Local,
N. Z.] See Trumpeter, in the Dictionary.
2. A kind of Maori raft ; a moguey.
The Maori moki is a bundle of raupo or bulrush leaves
buoybound together with flux, in the form of a canoe it is sohimseU
ant that a person sitting astride it can easily paddle J^aijloi
-«
across the broadest river.

[Add.]
48), re.
a stick, carved with significant hnes and
among
dots, carried from one person or tribe to another
""•
the Australian aborigines, to convey '"Jo'g

Mes'sage

Meaaage

river

MCki

i^i^bonie.

bottle.

Miigil dobula (hard gut mullet),
(flat tail mullet), Myxus elongatus(.iand

M. Peroiiii

Australian grayhng is
sometimes called cticumber mullet (see Grayling, i).
The New Zealand mullet is Mugil Perusii or argenteus:
— called also silver nmllet and kanae. The New Zealand

2.

to

Mulga.

(Zool.) [Add.]

m ullet ; — called also poddy). The

;

J^of nephrite.
Pounds, was
The greenstone mere, which weighed about sixflattened
socla
thirteen inches long and in shape resembled a

:

let),

;

made

(mul'lSt), n.

are called mul(^y In Australia, the following fishes
M. grandis (.leamul-

;

New

—

New

A

Mut'ton-WOOd'

Olearia Colensoi) so called because it grows
(
on islands frequented by mutton birds. [Local, N. Z.]
Muz'Zle-WOOd' (-w66d'), n. (Bot.) One of the Euso called from the use
calypts (Eucalyptus stellulata),
[Local, Gippsof its wood to make muzzles for calves.

New Zealand

—

land]

,

.

^

Mi-mo'sa (mi-mo'sa 277), re. {£ot.) [Add.]
My'all (mi'al), re. [Aboriginal word, said to mean
see it
11^= The genus Mimosa formerly included the genus proach (an object) stealthily, by stalking, so as to
1. A wild aboriginal Australian.
stranger.]'
"
classed projected in outline upon the moon's disk also, to look
Sir Thomas Mitchell.
Acacia; and the Australian wattle trees, now all
formerly
were
Mimosere,
suborder
outlined).
the
thus
as Acacia, of
at (the object
2. (Bot.) Any one of several species of trees belonging
in. the
classed as Mimosa. The latter name survives
low to moon the pair sitting reflect- to the genus Acacia.
bending
able
by
was
I
collpctuially
D. Jlacdoiialcl.
trade term mimosa for wattle bark, and also
ever on the familiar perch.
ot the re- ively as
m^^The true myall \s A. pendula ,-— called also ioeepin the bush but there are no representatives
Mo'poke' (mo'pok'), re. [So named from its cry.] ing myall and boree. The name myall is also given to A.
stricted genus Mimosa in Austraha.
glaace.':cens, A. homalophylla, A. aneura, A. acuminata, A.
»no/iaret and mope-hawk.] (Zool.) Same as
prickly
Australian
also
[Written
common
The
(a)
Prickly mlmoaa.
Dictionary. E. Giles. stenophylla, and others, and these trees are also variously
wattle (Acacia, formerly Mimosa, jumperma), much Morepork. See Morepokk, in the
myall, brigalow, yarran, gidya, etc.
used for hedges — caUed pHcldy Moses by bushmen.
Mor'WOng' (mor'wong'), re. [Aboriginal.] (Zool.) called bastard
—
armata;
Acacia
tree
Chilodactylus, of the
AustraUan
genus
The furzelike
(b)
Australian fish of the
My'all, a. Wild untamed uncivilized uncultivated.
Any
much
thorn,
cattle.
caUed also kangaroo acacia and kangaroo
called also bastard trumpeter,
He thought of his children growing up like myall
family Cirrhitidse ;
Boldrewood.
grown for hedges, and important for covering coast sands carp, and larakahi.
unapproachable prickly vegetation.
E. Giles.
;

;

;

;

with an

Mln'er (min'er), re. [Add.]
Mlner'a right, a license to dig or

Moun'taln (moun'tin), re. [Add.]
Mountain parrot. (Zool.) See Kea.
(Bot.) See under Pine.

for gold in Ausyvestgart/i.

tralla.

The

mine

gold in the

soil is, of course,

and before any man can take

it

the property of the crown

Mul'ber-ry

;

is called a
Charles liobnisoiu

he must get what

miner's right.

(miil'b5r-ry),

re.

(Bot.)

—

.

;

;

—

;

—

5^"

;

(mi'mi'), n. See Miamia.
Myr'tle (mer't'l), re. (Bot.) [Add.]
(tBg^ In Australia several trees of the genus Myrtus are
called myrtle, wliilst others of the same genus receive
other names, such as ironieood, etc. The name myrtle is
also given to several myrtaceous trees of other genera
(Backhouxia, Eugenia, Melaleuca, Rhodamnia, byncarand even to some
jria, etc., but principally to Eugenia),

My'my'

Mountain pine.

[Add.]

corIndian mulberry, a rubiaceous tree (Sarcocephalus
-- called
datus), found in India and the north of Australia
frmt.
also leichhardfs tree. It has abitter, granulated
arNative mulberry, (a) The urticaceous tree Pipturns
Ausgenteus, the white berries of which are .<iteu by the
traUan aborigines. (6) The tree Hedycaryaangiistrfolia. (c)
The lauraceous tree Litsxa dealbata. (d) The thorny bush
Cudrania Javanensis.
long, narMul'ga (miil'ga), re. [Aboriginal.] 1.
wooden shield, used by the Australian aborigines to
;

[Add.]
3. (Zool.) The
(min'no), re.
[Local, N. Z.] See Inanga.
^
Ml'ro (me'ro as a scientific term, mi'ro), re. [Maori. J
(P0(Zoeoj-;3?(S
1. (Bot.) A New Zealand coniferous tree
[Local, N. Z.]
called also black pine.
ferruginea)
'
Zealand
New
2. iZo'dl.) A genus of passerine birds of
tomtits.
called also rofttre. Two species are also called
The Maori word miro has been adopted as the

Mln'now

inanga.

;

;

—

—

A

row

species of genera not myrtaceous, as Cargillia, I'agus,
Mi/ovorum, and Trochocarpa. Various adjectives are
attached to the name, with some confusion, the same tree
different districts
being often differently designated
and sometimes receiving names other than myrtle in adbrit.<:h, drooping,
black,
are
epithets
Common
dition.
gray, native, red, rib, scrub, water, white.

m

N, 0.
m

the DlctionNative dog (Zool.), the dmgo. See Dingo,
Native flax (Bot.), the flax plant of New Zealand.
arv
Native fuchsia. (Bot.) See under Fuchsia and Correa.
Native hickory.
Native grape. (But.) See under Grape.
Native hops (Bot.), the Aus(But.) See under Hickory.
Western Australia^
tralian hop bush. See under Hop. —Native hyena (Zool.),
Nan-keen' (nan-ken'), re. [Add.]
See under Wolf, in the Dictionary.wolf.
Nankeen hawk, or Nankeen keatrel (Zoo^.), the Austi'ahan the zebra
Native indigo. See under Indigo. —Native Ivy. (Bot.) hee
kestrel (Tiiinunculus cencroides).
under Ivy. -Native Juniper. i.Bot.) See Blueberry.—
Na'tive (na'tiv), a. [Add.]
Native kumouat (Bol.), the AustraUan desert lemon.
(Bol.) See under
Native laurel.
The adjective native is applied to various animals See under Lemon.
Native leek. (Bol.) See under Leek. -Native
andplants, but it is now often replaced by the adjective Laurel.
Native lucern (/J»^), the
(Bot.) See under Lime.
lime.
AU'itralian.
Native millet.
See under Hemp.
See the Note Queensland hemp.
Native banyan (Bot.), Ficus rubiginosa.
Native miatletoe. («oM bee
(Hot.) See under Millet.
Native cabbage. (Bot.) See under Cabbage.
under Fig.
(Bui.) See under Mulmulberry.
Native
Mistletoe.
this
hi
Cat,
under
See
Native cat (Zool.), the dasyure.
Native myrtle ('JSol.\ name given to any one of
berry.
Supplement, and under Dasyure, in the Dictionary.
several trees of the genus Enrulyplns. See Eucalyptus,
Native cherry. (Bnt.) See under Cherry.— Native companion
See also Blueberry and Myrtle, also
ill tlie Dictionary.
Native
Companion.
under
(Zool.), a kind of crane. See
Native nectarine (Bot.), tlie
Native currant. Brus/i cherry under Brush.
cranberry. (Bot.) See under Cranberry.
Native olive. (Bot.) kee
apple. See under Apple.
emu
(l>ot.) bee
damson.
Native
Currant.
under
See
(Bot.)
See
(Bot.), the native leek.
onion
Native
Olive.
under
Date.
under
Native date. (Bot.) See
under Damson.

Nam'ma-hole' (nSm'ma-hol'),

re.

[Aboriginal

namma

in the ground, shaped like a cup, and
breast.]
serving as a natural reservoir for rain water. [Local,

A hole

—
—

—

.

^S^

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

use,

anite,

rude,

fip.

—

—

—

—

full,

—

—

—

—

^rn

;

pity,

—

food,

—

—

foot;

out,

oil;

—

—

chair;

go;

under Leek. —Native orange
called also natifc /f»if.

(Bot.),

— Native

Citms australis;-~
(Bot.) (a) Xhe

peach.

quandong. (6) The emu apple. — Native pear. (Bnt.) bee
under Pear. —Native pennyroyal (Bol.). tlie Austrahau
species of pemiyroval (Mnilha gracilis). See Pennyroyal,
— Native pheasant (Zuol.), name given
ill the Dictionary.
leito various birds as, the lyre bird (see Menura), the
poa etc. See under Pheasant, in the Dictionary. — NaSee iiiider Apple.
tive plum (Bol.), the brush apple.
Native pomegranate. (But.) See under Pomegranate.,—
Native potato (^Jo/. name given in Queensland to a species
— Native
of yam. — Native rose. (Bot.) See under Rose.
acai-let runner. (Bol.) See liENNEDYA.— Native s\otti(Z"ol.),
the koala. See Koala, in the Dictionary. —Native tiger
Diction(Zool.), the zebra wolf. See under Wolf, in the
ary — Native tulip (/ioM, the waratah. See .varatah.
Native waUflower (Bot.), the desert poison bush (aaslrolobium aranditlorum). See Gastrolobium. — Native wil(Bot.) See CooBA, Boobyalla, Pittosporum, and
low.
WlLQA.

sing, ink;

;

—

),

—

Na'tive (na'tiv), re. [.Uld.] 3. (Zoo/.) The Australian

then, thin;

boN

;

zh

=

z in azure.

;
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of some hard wood, generally of mulga {Acada
aneura). Often called simply nulla or millali.
He then threw a club, or mdta-nulUt, to the loot of the tree.

to various Australian trees from tlie nature of their timber.
The Spanish and the Italian olive are cultivated in
Australia, especially in South Australia, for their fruit.

NECTARINE
schnapper after

it has ceased to go in seliools
also rock native.
See under Schnapper.
Australian native, a British subject, born
in Australia, but not one of the aborigines.
New Zealand native, a British subject, born in New Zealand, whether a white
man or a Maori. Tasmanian native, a British subject, born in Tasmania, but not one
of tlie aborigines.
The colored races are called in
Australia ahorigines^ aboriginals, l^iacks,

;

— called

made

AVhere the boomerangs sleep with the spear

With the

—

Night hawk.
Bee Podargus.

Nug'get-y

Short and thicliset

get.~\

horse.

[Written
It

a nuggely

[Aboriginal.]

)

about three feet in

leugtli,

and

n.
(Zo'dl.) [Add.] 2. The
phalanger
called also, colloquially, possum. See Phalanger, ill tlie Dictionary.
Zebra opossum (Zo'ul.), tlie Tasmanian tiger. See under
Tiger. — Opossum tree (Bol.), the saxifragaceous tree
Qaintinia Sirberi.
Or'ange (5r'enj), n. [Add.]
Oat (ot), n. (Bot.) [Add.-]
Hock orange. (Bot.) (b) See Note under Pittosporum. —
Native
orange (Bat.), the native lime (Citrus auslralis).
Oat grass, AiitJiistiria avenacea.
Wild oats, the seaside
Wild orange.
(Bo/.) See Wild lemon, under Lemon.
bronie grass (Broiri us urenariii.^). See under Grass.
Orange
gum (Bot.). an Australian myrtaceous tree (AngoOl'fi-cer (of'fl-ser), n.
lAdd.l
phora lanceolata) — called also by many other names.
Oflcer plant, tlie Christmas bush. See under Christmas.
Ounce (ouns), «. (A weight.) [Add.]
Old (old), a. lAdd.]
Ounce stuff (Mining), quartz which, when crushed, will
Old hand, a convict transported in the days of penal
yield an ounce of gold to the ton.
colonization. [Local, Australia and Ta.wiania]
O'ver-land' (o'ver-lSnd'), V. t. To drive long distances
The graver criminals were almost all old liaiuh. Wcstgarth.
overland in flocks or herds as, to overland cattle.
Old man, a full-growai kangaroo.
O'ver-land', v. i. To drive cattle or sheep long disA large kangaroo, kuown by tlie familiar name of old man.
tances overland to be an overlander.
Leiehhardt.
Old man saltbush (Bot.), the tallest of the saltbushes
O'ver-land'er (-er), n. [Add.] 2. One who drives
(Atriple.r numnialaria). — Old wite. (Zo'dl.)
[Add.] (b) cattle or sheep long distances overland
an overland
An Australian percoid fish i£tioplosi/s arjnatus).
drover.
Sir George Grey.
(Bot.)
[Add.]
Ol'ive (ol'iv), n.
(c) The names
Till I meet tlie overlanders with the cattle coming down.
jnock olive, native olive, and sprrrious olive, are applied
Paterson.
;

'

—

(

—
—

;

;

;

A club used
Australian aborigines. Nullah-nullahs.

tlie

plum in Gippsland.
0-pos'Sum (6-p8s'siim),

ivhite

—

n.

(niil'la-nill'la),

)

(Bot.)

—

[From nugas,

a.\so gnulla-giiidla.~\

weapon by

is

;

\_Colloq.']

Kul'lah-nul'lah
Nul'la-nul'la
as a

The podargus.

(Zo'dl.) (b)

(ok), n.

;

iAdd.-\

(nug'gSt-y), a.

—

Mock olive. See AxBREAKER. Native olive, (a) Biirsaria
See Box, 2, h. (b) The white boree. See under
BoREE. (c) Notela'a orata, of the order Jusminesn. (d)
The niarblewood.
Spurious oUve, Notela'a ligustrina ;
— called also ironicood and hearlwood in Tasmania
and

spinosa.

—

(Bat.)

—

;

Mitchell.

—

Kendall.

spear.

—

Either one of two Australian trees with
needle-shaped leaves {Acacia rigens and
called also pinbush.
Hakej. lencoptera)
11.

tlie

(

Nec'tar-ine (nSk'ter-in), n. [Add.']
Native nectarine (But.), the emu apple.
See under Apple.

(nit),

and

lAdd.]
^W^ There are no true oaks in Australia e.xcept' such as
have been acclimatized. Tlie word ooA- regularly denotes
a she-oak Casuarina), particular species being called variously lie-oak, bull oak, swaiuji oak, river oak, etc.
New Zealand oak. See under Puriri.— Oak apple, (b) Name
given by children to tlie young cone of the she-oak Ca.svarina slricta). See under Apple.
Silky oak, Grevillea
robusta. See Grevillea.

m^^

Night

nullah, the sling,

—

Oak

or blackfellows ; in New Zealand, Maoris
or natives. The term natires is still occasionally applied to the Australian aborigines, but it is obsolescent in tliat sense.
The Tasmanian aborigines are extinct.

n.

Thomas

Sir

—

Nee'dle-bush' (ne'd'l-bush'),

;

.

is

P.
Pa

(psi), n. ;

pi.

Pas

(paz).

See Pah.
E. ^Y. Payton.
pack horse.

[Maori.]

Pack'er (pSk'er), n. [Add.] 2. A
Pad'dOOk (pSd'diSk), «. [Add.] 3. Any field or subdivision of arable land or grass land, however extensive,
whether inclosed or not.
Paddocks require not more tlian one mounted shepherd to
watch the fences of some thousands of sheep.
Ranken.
4. A meadow.
5. (3Iining) A platform, inclosed on three sides, built
near the mouth of a shaft for the purpose of storing ore
temporarily also, an area, whether inclosed or not, set
apart for storing washdirt near the mouth of an excava;

Sydney Morning Herald.

tion.

6. (Mining)

An

excavation

made

for procuring wash-

E. Brough Smyth.
See under Cultivation.
(Mining) To store in a paddock.

dirt in shallow alluvium.
Cultivation paddock.

Pad'dock,

v.

1.

/.

See Paddock, »., 5.
About 20 tons [of quartz] are paddocked, which should give
,

The Daily Telegraph (Sydney).
2. (Mining) To excavate for the purpose of procuring
washdirt in shallow alluvium. See Paddock, n., 6.
Pad'dy (pad'dy), n. [Add.]
Paddy lucern. (Bot.) See under Hemp.

a satisfactory yield.

Pad'dy -mel'on (pad'dy-mgl'un), n. A pademelon.
See Wallaby, in the Dictionary.
Pah (pit), n. ; pi. Pahs (piiz). [Maori pa.] [Written
also pa.]
1. A Maori stronghold, fortified with stakes,
fences,

and ditches.
went

bed and dreamed of native pahs and
G. F. Angas.
tgp^ " Pahs had double rows of fences on all otherwise
unprotected sides. The inner fence, 20 to 30 feet high,
consisted of poles stuck iu the ground and lightly bound
together with supple-jack and other creepers. The outer
fence, from 6 to 8 feet high, was built of lighter materials.
The only openings in the outer fence were small holes
in the inner one, sliding bars. Stages for sentinels were
at every corner, and in the center scaffolds 20 feet higli,
40 feet long, and 6 feet broad, whence darts were hurled.
The introduction of firearms changed the construction of
these fortifications. The deep ditch was replaced by a
series of rifle pits comiected with each otlier underground. Looplioles and flanking angles have been introduced."
W. Gisborne.

That night

I

to
stately tattooed chiefs.

2. A Maori village.
Pa'ke-ha (pa'ka-ha; collog. pSk'e-a), n. & a. [Maori
pakeha foreign.] The Maori name for a white man
much used by the New Zealand colonists.
The Maoris never for a moment thought of helping to carry
;

their pa^e/Kf comrades.

C.

—

L. Money.

Pakeha Maori, a white New Zealand settler living among
the Maoris.
Persons of all classes were found who took up a permanent
abode with the Maoris long before the English set up any
form of government in the islands. Such denizens became
the clients of a rangatira or chief, and were called Pakeha
Maoris.

Eusdcn.
Pa-ki'ri-kl'ri (pii-ke're-ke're collog. pa-kTr'i-kir'I),
[Maori.]
n.
(Zool.) The blue cod of New Zealand.
[Local, N. Z.] See under Cod.
Pal'ber-ry (pal'ber-ry), n. [Corrupted from the aboriginal name under the influence of berry.]
(Bot.) See
;

Blueberry, 2.
Pa'per-bark'

(pa'per-biirk'),

(Bot.)

Any one

of
several Australian myrtaceous trees (Melaleuca leucadendron and other species oi Melaleuca)
called also
n.

;

—

papierbark tea-tree, and by other names.
11^^ This tree grows in both saline and fresh-water
swamps. Its papery bark is impervious to water, and

Par'a-dise (par'a-dis),

[Add.]

n.

Bird of paradise. (.^&o/.) See
Par'a-dOX (pSr'a-d5ks), n.

Pedg'er-y

[Add.] 2. (Zo'dl.) The
duck mole (Ornithorhynchus paradoxus). See under
Duck, in the Dictionary.
Par'a-dox'US (-lis), ?i. [NL.,fr. Gr. Trapdiofo?. See
Paradox, in the Dictionary.] (Zo'dl.) The duck mole.
II

ale,

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

mark out

A

pard.] (Zo'dl.) Any one
of several species of small
Australian birds of tlie

(pSn'ner), n.
[From pen to confine.]
at shearing time to bring in sheep
flock outside the woolshed and confine them iu
p.ens within the shed, so that they may be ready for the
shearers.
Pep'per (pgp'per), n. [Add.]

genus Pardalotns, family
Ampelidie ;
called also

Tasmanian shrub i>;/wi2/.v aromalica.

Par'da-lote

(piir'da-lot), n.

[NL. pardalotus,

fr.

Gr.

TrapSaAoiTos spotted like
the pard, fr. TrapfiaAts

Pepper

—

diamond

bird,

The name dia-

mond bird was formerly
restricted to the spotted pardalote (Pardalolvspunctatus).
'
'

2]ardalote

(Pardalotus

mtnctalus), but has been extended to the whole genus.

The Tasmanian P. quadragintus is called also forty-spot.
Par'ra (par'ra), n. (Zo'dl.) The native jacana (Parra
gallinacea)
Dictionary.

;

— called also lotus bird.

[Queensland]
Par'rot (pSr'rut), n. [Add.]
Mountain parrot. (Zo'dl.) See ELea.

See Jacana, in the

flali. (.?0(i/.)

[Add.]
Partridge pigeon (Zo'dl.), a small ground pigeon (ffeojjhaps .vripita) found in Australia, especially northern
(par'trTj), n.

Australia.

Pas'tor-al-ist (pas'tei--al-Tst), «. One whose occupathe proprietor of a
is to breed and pasture sheep
Sir Henry Parkes.
sheep station.
^^^ Tills word is gradually replacing squatter in Aus-

tion

;

See Squatter.
Pa'ti-ki (pa'te-ke colloq. pat'T-kT), n. (Zo'dl.) [MaThe New Zealand flounder (Rhombosolea mono[Local, JS". Z.]
pus), of the family Pleuronectidse.

tralian use.

;

ori.]

Pa'U-a (pa'u-a colloq. pii'wa or pou'a), n. [Maori.]
The ear-shell (Haliotis iris) also, a fishhook
made by the Maoris from this shell. [Local, N. Z.]
Pay'a-ble (pa'a-b'l), a. [Add.] 3. Likely to yield a
profit
profitable
as, payable quartz
payable washdirt
a payable commercial undertaking.
The digger goes anywhere and opens up his own field, which
Eanken
is the best and only way to discover payable gold.
;

(Zo'dl.)

;

;

;

—

;

;

If the deep leads prove payable, there
other companies will sink shafts.

is little

doubt that

Weekly limes.

Pea

[Add.]
(pe), n.
Coral pea. (Bot.) See under Kennedya. —Darling pea.
(Bot.) See the Note under Indigo. —Desert pea, or Sturt's
See under Glory, in
desert pea (Bot.), the glory pea.

—

Heart pea (Bot.),
the Dictionary and see Clianthhs.
Pea plant (Bot.), the
the balloon vine. See under Vine.
Darling pea. See above.
;

Peach

—

[Add.]
Native peach (Bot.), the emu apple.
[Add.]
Pear (pSr), n.
(pech), n.

See under Apple.

Native pear, or Wooden pear (Bot.), an Australian proteaceous tree (Xylomelon pyriforme, formerly Hakeapyriformis). so called from its indurated pome, which resembles a pear in shape.

[Add.]
Pearl perch (Zo'dl.), an Australian percoid

Pecrl

final,

;

eve,

event,

6nd,

(h)

The Australian and

Its drupe is used as
Maiden.
[Add.]
d^*^ In Australia the name perch is applied to various
fishes, of which some are true Percidce and otliers merely
resemble this family. Among the distinguishing epithets
used are, black (Therapon nigrr), Gipjisunul (Lfttris colonorum), golden (Ctenolatrs anihiguns), niagjiic (Chilodactglus gibbosus), Murray (dligorns Mllchrllii}, jxwrot (La(Zo'dl.)

brichthys psittacula), rock

(ill ijphisijilon

Viclorix), .lilver

(Therapon Richard.vjni), Tasmaniuu red (Aidhias rasor),
trumpeter (Therapon Cuvieri).
Per'ish (per'ish), re. A state of privation or destitu-

fern,

To do a perish, to suffer from hunger, thirst, and destitution in the bush, especially in unexplored regions.
[CollOQ.]

Many a prospector, who thought Western Australia was a
new El Dorado, has wandered with his swag for months doing

fish (Glau-

recent

;

Ice,

The Herald.

apierish in the pitiless bush.

Peth (peth), V. t. [Yrompeth, n., a provincial pronunciation of pith ; cf. Pith, 2, in the Dictionary.] To kill
by piercing the spinal cord as, to peth cattle.
;

(5^^ This is done by means of a specially constructed
lance called a pelhing pole, which is thrust into the neck
of the cattle from above as they pass under a .stage.
Pick'a-nin'ny (pTk'a-nin'ny), re. [Add.] Especially,
in Australia, a child belonging to one of the aboriginal
[Usually written piccaninny, sometimes picaraces.
E. Giles.
ninny.]
Piok'er (pik'er),

[Add.]

re.

Picker up, a workman employed at shearing time to pick
fleece as it falls from the shears, roll it up, an.d
carry it to the sorting table.

up each

Pi'geon (pTj'iin), re. [Add.]
Bronzewing pigeon (Zo'dl.), the bronzewing. See BronzeHarlequin pigeon. (Zo'dl.) See
wing, in the Dictionary.
New Zealand pigeon (Zo'dl.), Carpounder Harlequin.
phaga Novce ZealandiH-. tnTtiidge pigeon. (Zo'dl.) See
Topknot pigeon (Zo'dl.), a crested Ausunder Partridge.
tralian pigeon (Lopholaimus antarctica).
The
( Bot. )
Pig'face' (pTg'fas'), re. ; pi. Pigpaces.
fruit
of the
Pig's' face' (pT^z'-) pi. Pigs' faces.
Australian ice plant (Mesembryanthemum sequilaterale)
called also canajong. In form it resembles a pig's head

—
—

—
—

)

)

;

—

;

and

face.

Pressing the fruit (pigs' faces) between their fingers, they drop
the luscious juice into their mouth.
IVilhelmi, in Proceedings Hoyal Society of Victoria, 1860.

Pin'bush' (pTn'bush'), re. (Bot.) See Needlebush.
Pinch (pinch), V. i. [Add.^
To pinch out (Mining), to taper rapidly to a point and thus
fail utterly — said of a vein of auriferous quartz.
;

The quartz has

Pine

^W"

(perl), a.

^11

[Add.]

(Bot.)

tion in the bush.

— Parrot

[Add.) (b) Any fish of the labroid genus Labrichthys,
especially L. psittacula, which is called also parrot perch.

Par'trldge

tree.

a condiment.
Perch (perch), n.

and, by
bushmen, diamond sparrow.

my"

Pen'ner

workman employed
from the

cosoma scaxmlare).

fireproof.

(pSj'er-y), n. (Bot.) See Pitchuri. Rusden.
(pSg), V. I.
3. [Add.]
(Usually with out.) To
(a miner's claim or an agricultural selection)
by pegs at the four corners, each bearing the claimant's
name in conformity with Act of Parliament.
I have often sat up all night in order to p^eg out a claim at
daylight.
M'Intyre.

Peg

Menura.

entirely pfncAerf out.

[Add.]
In Australia the name pine
(pin),

re.

The Argus.

(Bot.)

applied to the following trees, all of them coniferous except the screw
pines, which belong to the order Pandanex, and the

idea,

iU

;

old,

obey, 6rb,

is

6dd

J

;

J
MeHacex:
prickly pine, which belongs to .the order
called also )/»» p.
Black pine. Ut) Freneht Endlicheri ;
/<. lonine Minriiii iiinr, ml vine, and "cnih pi.ie. {M
f/,ln,[Lorui:Wr,i;n, .V. ,S-..ir.J;- called also ™'''P'"';pnie. Mini nmirood ion, ,11011 j,iii,\,larlc pine. Lncliliin
P/iuHO-

-

.s

pine.
pine, and u./(t7cij/"e.- Celery-topped
r/tomso
hoidtilis ;
called from the
appearance of
upper
t li e
hii/gec.

clailiis

—

pine(?;).
pine.

Plum

Fee lie! a r/iowI

a

il e

;

—

moun-

Celery-topped Pine {Plnillnclathis tricliommoiiles): a Male Cutlsin 6 lemalc

tain pine, light
Flower c Fruit.
Oyster
pine.
Baij pine, (c)
e&Wed. also ro/ule pine.
F. rohusla. var microcariM ;
var. verrucosa [Loenl. Hirliinoiiil and
Ill) F. rohiistii.
-Dark pine.
rM;v-,Hr.ffirrrs] ;-caUedalsoc«»,j,A(;,7ror«(.
».)-Dundathu
See Black PINE (ft). \Local^ Weslrrn A .S
; -caMed alho Queeii.^pine, A(/al/iis (Dinnmiira) robusia
Huon pine,
Hoop pine. See Colonial pine.
Inrul kauri.
pine
Daeniiliiim Fraiill in i ;- called also Marqniirie
-Lachlan
lUawarra mountain pine. See CvrpRESS pine (6).
./-rrHe/" rlmmpine. See Black pine (ft). -Light pine,
pine (ft).
[Local. \re.'<lern N. S. W.\ See CvprEss

—

—

—

hoiilea.

tatorei; -ca.lleda.lso.ilrinij,j hinl- j>iiie.-Mmva,y
(f().

— Murrumbidgee

pme, tremiu

nr-

vir^eSee
roiiii.^ta.

—

;

—

—

Hop-

it

—

'

woodii). Also, a narcotic substance, prepared by drying the
leaves and twigs of
;

;

•

wa

(po-hu'-

(Bot.)
[Maori.]
..•
i,u-i,L..u-~cv.."„ n.
colloq. po-hu'tu-ka/wa),
tu-ka'wa
Lu-is-awiv, cu..i,7.
A'myrtaceous tree of New Zealand (Metro.nderos tomenZ.]
[Local,
N.
called also Christmas tree.
tosa)
;

is

abori-

;

gines as a stimulant,
and highly prized by

—

(1!^= "The pohutiikawa is perhaps the most magnificent tree in the New Zealand flora it attains upwards ot
70 ft. in height, clothed with bold foliage, green above,
but white and silvery beneath. From the beginning of
December to the end of January its branches are crowned
from base to summit with large panicles of glittering
blood-red flowers. It is the Chri.<!tinas tree ol the settlers, who use its flowers freely for Christmas decora-

Pit-tos'po-rum
fr.

Gr.

n.

I'lttosporum

^iVxa

shrubs,

the

(/'. iii!d«?a(«»0.

A

genus of trees
{Bot.)
seed.]
type of the order Pittosporex.

liitch'-f- o-TTopos

and

;

—

A

New ^faffj»h
is sometimes termed by settlers
would be far more correct to name it New Zealqinl

timber,

but

it

teak.''

Push

[Add.]

(push), n.

6.

A

,

Her boy was one
6.

A company

;

of the ringleaders of a

a group

;

^'''^|J,^'^f 5;„,.,jg,..

a set of people.

[Slang]

Q, R.
Rabtit

Quan'dong' (kwSn'dSng'), "•• [Aboriginal.] (Bot.)
santalaceous
(a) The edible drupaceous fruit of the
Australian tree Fusanus acuminatus ;
The
(ft)
called also native peach,

—

kernel of

Rabbit bandicoot (Zool.), a species of Australian marsukind
(Zo'ol.) (a)
B.a.\iUt rat.
pial (Prragale la(/olis).
of Australian non-marsupial jumping mouse (Hapalotts
(ft) Tlie rabbit bandicoot.
albipe.-i).

—

—

called also
this fruit
(c) The tree itself.
nut.
;

quandong
Quart (kwart),

n.

Finding his selection did not pay for the labor of cultivntion, he had been earning a good living as a ruhhiirr on the
The Argns.
neighboring run.

Quandong Nut.

—

—

it

va-

;

pity

Ran'gy

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

;

sing,

ink

Mountain-

(riin'jy), a.

[Australia']
Rasp'ber-ry (rSz'bSr-ry),
[.Idd.]

ous;

hilly.

n.

Raspberry Jam tree (Bot.), an
Australian leguminous tree (Acacia

my^

food, f<rot

de-

tain.

&

;

n

1. [.idil.]
Range (ranj), n.
Also, iu Australia, a single moun-

(-Tng), n.

Ra'ma-ra'ma (rii'mA-rii'ma; colloq. rum'a-ram'a), n.
(Bot.) A New Zealand myrtaceous tree (Myr[Maori.]
ob.^oles.]
[Tjocal, N. Z.,
tus hullatu.i).
" The ramarama is the largest and most attractive

radish.

friends nnd reUitions ol

!i

yard.

;

use,

;

censed riiiuiiitiri, "iitlu'red to converse
with his spirit under the guidance ol
Jiiifiiltii.
notable nccromuneer.

;

engaged in quartz mining.
Qui'nine (kwi'nin or kwT-nin' or kwT-nen' 277), n.
[Add.]
Quinine tree. (Bot.) See Horse-radish tree, under Horseup, firn

The

The occupation of a rabbiter.
Race (ras), n. [Add.] 8. A fenced lane or passageway esp., a narrow passageway for sheep in a drafting

Rab'Mt-ing

Quartz reef (Mining), a large vein of auriferous quartz.
Quartz reefing, or Quartz mining (Mining), the occupation
Quartz reefer, one
of mining for gold in a quartz reef.

full,

Zealand myrtles

dwarf shrub to a small
Airk.
tree thirty feet iu height."
Ra'nga-tl'ra (ra'nga-te'ra), «.
[Maori.] A Maori chief ; a magistrate less exactly, a leading citi[New Zealand]
zen.
;

Quart pot, a cylindrical tin vessel

rude,

A

Rab'bit-er (-er), ?). One whose occupation is to trap
or destroy rabbits in the districts of Australia and New
Zealand infested with tliose animals.

[Add.]

used by AustraUan bushmen as a ketThe lid, when taken out and retle.
versed, serves as a drinking cup.
Quartz (kwarts), »i. [Add.]

finite,

of the New
ries from a

[Add.]

(rSb'bit), n.

.^."*-

^
gang of larrikins.

[Colloq.]

•""'*•

tions."

(jy The seeds, imbedded in a black gluten (whence the

-1

[Maori.
Pu'ri-rl' (pu're-re; colloq. pu-re're), n.
New'Zealand verbenaceous tree (Fito^.^'ora(Bot.)
[Local, N. Z.]
called also bulreedy.
lis)
of its
JI^^ "The puriri, on account of the strength

;

them.
(pTt-tos'po-riim),

^

+

bedgery, etc.^ Asolanaceous plant of Aus-

plant
chewed by the

;

;

l>ituri,pitchuri,pitchery, pitchfri, pedgery,

(Duboisia

-

m

cMed also w/dte mupcM "«''«
podetus serratas)
berries,
maple, and birch. It bears a cluster of black
huldyresembling those of the ivy, and called by settlers
biddy or biddy-bid. See Biddy-bid.
[Aboriginal.]
PitCh'U-rl (pich'u-reV ».
[Written also
(Bot.)
;

;

;

See Black pine (ft). -Norfolk Island pine, -^'/''""';"'
f;'"
[Loral, lasfelsa. —Oyster Bay pine, 7''/c/"/.( rlioinhonlen.
pme, I'reman ia] See Cypress pine (ft). - Port Macquarietree.nnder
nela Mucleaijana. - Prickly pine. See Leopard
Leopard. [Local. (Queensland] - Red pine. See Bl.ack
pine.
PINE (a). -Rock pine. See Cypress pine uO. - Screw
peduneuliiliis called
(ft) P
[a) Pandaniis odoralissiiniis.
|™\(«>--She
Black
See
pine.
-ScTMb
also breadfruit.
See Mountain
pine. See She-pine. - Stringy bark pine.
(ft)
CYPRESS pine. -White pine, (a) See Black pine 6).
the
in
\ ocabulary.
She-pine,
See
(e)
See Cypress pine (c).
many trees,
In Ne%v Zealand the word 2>ine is appUed to
-,%"'* Z'"'^'
some of which also bear other names. Thus,
pine (P/wllocla(see Matai and MiRO), celery-topped
dustrlchomanoides), Icauri pine, called also cpwdwpine
mountain, mne (Dacry(see Kauri, in the hictiona^ty),
.<nlver
diiwiBidwillii). red pine (see Matai and feiMu)
white
pine.ov Wedland pine(Dacrydiuui Westlandxcum),
pine (see Kahikatea).
[Ma«•
pTr'i-piir'i),
colloq.
Pl'rl-pl'rl(pe're-pe're;
Zealand ( (76fr(Bot.) A saxifragaceous tree of New
ori.!

[Colloq., Australia]

Po-ta'to (po-ta'to), n.

—

—

pine.
I

—

[Add.]
(-toz).
; pi. Potatoes
or
BlackfellowB' potatoes (Bot.). in Austraha, tlie seeds
nuts of various species of cycadaceous plants ot tlie genus
Co/oplant
aroideous
the
of
tubers
Macrozamia, and the
quantities
casia macrorrhiva. botli of which furnish large
of food to the aborigines.
Prick'ly (prtk'ly), a. [Add.]
Moses
Prickly mimosa. (Bol.) Seeuiider Mimosa. -Prickly.
prickly mimosa
(Bol. ). Australian bushmaii's name for the
I ree, under
Leopard
See
(Bot.)
Prickly pine.
(above).
Prickly wattle. (Bot.) See under Mimosa.
Leopard.
2. [Add.] A first cusLong hair plume grass, Short hair plume grass. <,Bot.) See
Pri'mage (pri'maj 48), n.
under Grass.
paid on all goods landed in Victoria,
formerly
toms duty
even if the goods were landed
Pock'et (p5k'gt), n. [Add.] 8. A peninsula formed and not to be refunded
Victoria:]
by the bend of a river and having a very narrow isthmus. bond. [Local,
in 1693, but it injured the
imposed
was
Primage
cant]
[Australian bush
(t^^
amid trade of Melbourne so seriously that it was soon abohshed.
9. A circular treeless spot of no great extent,
said of
cant]
bush
to jib
Australian
suddenly
dense scrub or bush. [Northern
Prop (prop), I', i. To stop
PO-dar'gUS (po-dar'gus), n. [NL., fr. Gr. TroSopyos a horse. [Local, Australia]
swift.]
bright,
instantanewill
animal
ap-yos
swift-footed, fr. TToOs toSos foot
On a <;udden emergency, the sensible
at a tanously check his impetuosity, jjrop, and swing roundn.icmoi.
(Zo'ol.) A genus
gent.
the
birds,
of
[Add.] 7. [Perh. directly
m.
(pros'pekt),
Pros'pect
famthe
of
type
from Prospect, v. i.] (Mining) (a) The gold or other
ily Podargidic.
in a
mineral obtained by washing a sample of wasli-dirt
II^=The speobtained by crushdish,
(ft) The gold or other mineral
cies are, in Aus
,
ing and washing a sample of r ^.
tralia, called va„
riously by the
Pros'pect-ing (prSs'pSkt-.jg), a. & n. from Prosnames inorepect, !'. i.
II
ig
t
n
k,
por
alProspecting claim (Mining), a specially large claim,
naivk, goatsuckfirst mmer
lotted by the warden of the gold fields to
er, and podarIso rewara,
ce
gold in a new district
discovering
Colonel
gus.
claim.
Legge has re>w Zealand
Pu'ka (pu'ka), n. [Maori.] \. (Bot.)
placed these by
called
the name frogstree (Meryta Sinclairii), of the order A raliacex ;
moiilh.
[Local, North Island of N. Z.]
also broadleaf.
in
plants
rarest
"
the
of
one
Tills noble species is
iSSe^
Pod'dy (pod'theworld, restricted to a few individuals growing on one
(Zool.)
dy), n.
of the
extremity
northern
the
near
islands
small
or two
The Australian
A«)-«.
colony. It does not occur on the mainland."
sand mullet
trees
(Myjcus elonga2 (Bot ) Either of two species of New Zealand
[Local,
(Griselina lucida and G. littoralis) of the order Corriese.
tu.'i).
settlers.
the
Victoria]
G. littoralis is usually called broadleaf by
Pohutukawii Qletroxideros tomentosa)
b Fruit.
Po-hu'tu-ka'[Local, N. Z.]
_, ..^
r-vT

—

-

-Macquarie pine. See Huon pine. - Moretpn Bay
rrnelii
See Colonial pine. - Mountain cypress pine, /

;

or rails.

pen(
See under Damson, ie) arijillia au.ilral,.^ ; also, C.
See under
Queensland plum, tlie rose apple.
/((ftK'TO.
Apple. — Sour plum, the emu apple. See under Apple.
Sweet plum, or Burdekin plum. («) The fruit of the anacardiaceous tree .Spvidia.'s pleiogyna ; also, the tree it(ft)
Tlie rose apple called also Queensland plum.
self
White plum. See Spurious olive,
See under Apple.
under Olive. -Wild plum, tlie brush apple. See under
Apple.
Plume (plum), n. [Add.']

.

[NL.,

l.4dd.~i

—

—

this

(Bot.)

(pliim), n.

—

;

i

tralia

(Bot.)

—

called also 77/a-

Black pine

lAdd.J
See under Currant.

71.

n. [Add.] 2. (Zool.) The Australian
See under Flying, in the Dictionary.
Por'CU-plne (p8r'ku-pin), n. [Add.]
Porcupine grass. (Bol.) (ft) In AustraUa, any species of
Triodia, especiaUy T. Milehelli and T. irritans. In.the
central desert district Triodia often grows to the. height
which the
of from 7 to 10 feet in rounded tussocks from
sharp spines of the seeds project in all directions like tlie
it
explorers
the
early
By
porcupine.
quills
of
a
erected
was erroneously called .'ipinijex.
phaA
2.
[Add.]
(Zool.)
Pos'sum (pos'sum), n.
[Colloq.] See Phalanger, in the Dictionary.
langer.
Post (post), n. [Add.]
Post and rail tea, or Posts and rails, a decoction of coarse
sticks
so called because the floating leaves resemble
tea

Pon'gO (pon'go),

flying phalanger.

belonging to the genus
([I^= Various fruits and trees not
Primus are called pluin in Australia.
tree'EiieryAustralian
saxifragaceous
Acacia plum, the
Australian plum,
called also white .faWcf.
uhia Moorei :
any tree of the genus Cargillia ; also, the fruit, vvhich
large plum. -Black
is dark purple and of the size of a
Iruit of
plum, Cargillia au.itralis. —'DtLViison's plum, the
Barid.^onia P''ui'ien,s\
tlie leguminous Australian tree
(a) ihe
plum,
Native
/je"/flmrm.
Gray plum, C'o/7/;///V(
brush apple. See uncler Apple, (fti The native dainson.

See Black
('')
PINE ((()•
ill)

Hcnra

(plan),

Plain currant.

;

[Add.]

pomegranate.

iiiod fiuitiiil,

Plain

See

— Cypress
b

Pome'gran'ate (pum'grSn'tt

confineiiu^nt.

Bin/

— Common

—

277), n.

Native pomegranate (Bot.). anyone of certain Australian
species of t'oj;^)ori',s(esp. Cnobilisawd C. Milehelli). Also,
their edible fruit, which is from one to two inches in diameter and has seeds imbedded in the pulp, like the true

(Bot.) See Pitchuri.

piiriikiiu-akaiRli:piduraJlabenifera),is the
will not live in
best rtveutchor Ni-w Zealand possesses, but it
Sherwood Soherts.

The

—

Black

—

ii

;

pine,
Colonial
.1 r a u e a r i if
Ciinnini/hnniii;
alsd
called
iioop pine and

pine.

Poison berry tree (.Bot.), the South Australian name for
Piltosporiim phillyrn-oiiles ; called 6«/Cpr ftH.sA in Northern Australia, and willoir or nalire irUloiv in York Peninsula. The berries are bitter, but not poisonous, and it is
Poison bush. (Bol.) See Gasan excellent fodder plant.
TROLOBiuM. -Poison tree. (Bol.) See Blind-your-eyes.
Desert poison bush. (Bot.) See Wallflower.

fi

)?.

[.idd.]

(poi'z'n), n.

Poi'SOn

which grow in clusters

New Zea''"Ofl^s'ipecti'n'are found in Australia and in
vernacular naine
land. Tlie scientific term is used as the
names. liius
but various species are also known by otherlaurel or inoel^
Pittosnorum ndiiliiliini is called native
eugenoides,
oraniie; P. lenuifoliiim. black nuipou; P.
yrsoues, poison berry
turati, iv udiite luapou : P. phill
See under
willoio.
nalire
willow,
and
bu.^h.
bultrr
tree,
Laurel, Mapou, Poison, and Tarata.
Pi-wa'ka-wa'ka (pe-wa'ka-wa'ka colloq. pi-w5k'a[Maori.] {Zodl.) The New Zealand fantail.
wSk'a), n.
See Fantail, in the Dictionary. [Local, iV. Z.}

o t its
branch lets. —

More.lon

in berries,

name) are contained

Pit'U-ri (pich'u-re),

part

/line.

RASPBERRY
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PIRIPIRI

;

ti.en,

thin

;

boN

;

zh

=

/.

in

azure.

—

;

RAT-TAIL
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acuminata). " The smell of the timber, when freshly cut,
resembles that of raspberry jam." Leichhardt.
Rat'-taU' (rSt'tal'), a. \_Add.-]
Rat-tall grass.
(Bo/.) See under Grass.

Rl'mu (re'mu), n. [Maori.] {Bot.) A New Zealand
coniferous tree {Dacrydium cupressinum) and its timber
called also red pine.
m^^" " The rimii occupies a larger area of the New Zealaiad forests than any other timber tree.
It is the most
important commercial timber tree of the colony, and
varies in lieiglit from forty feet to eighty feet, with a
trunk from two feet to four feet or even five feet in
diameter. From its remarkable weeping habit it is the
most easily recognized and the best known of all New

Ra'U-po

(r"a'u-p6

[Maori.]

co7/o?. rou'po), H.

;

{Bot.)

A very common

bulrush (Ti/p/iu anguslifolia), much used
by Maoris and New Zealand settlers for thatching roofs,

and for making hurdles,

rafts, etc.

[iVett'

Zealand]

B. Taylor.
[Add.]
To ready up, to prearrange the result of (a competition).
Hence, to arrange or prepare (anything) so as to facihtate
cheating as, to ready up dice (that is, to prepare false
dice), to ready tip cards (that is, to pack them). [Colloe^.]

Read'y

(rSd'J), v.

t.

;

Red

lAdd.]

(rSd), n.

Red gum. (a) (Bot.) Any one of several Australian species of Eucaly})lus, especially E. rostrata and E. teridiconns ; also, the timber of the red gum. (6)
kino prepared as a drug from Eucalyptus rostrata ; it is a delicate

A

mucilaginous astringent.

Reef

(ref), V.

reefing, that

i.

in

is,

{Mining) To be engaged in quartz
mining for gold in a quartz reef.

See under Quartz.

Reefer

A

(Mining)

n.

(-er),

quartz reefer.

See

under Quartz.
[Gerundive of
Ref'er-en'dum (rgfer-Su'dum), n.
L. referre.
See Refer, in the Dictionary.]
[.Irfrf.]
3. A vote of tlie whole population taken on a question
referred back to the people by the parliament a plebi;

scite.

Re-mlt'tance (re-mtt'tons), n. [Add.]
Remittance man, an Australian immigrant living cliiefly
on remittances received regularly from England. Argus.
Re-serve' (re-zerv'), n. [Add.] 5. {h) In Australia,
water reserves are specified areas from which streams
utilized for water supply are fed.
Tliey are exempt
from alienation except for certain public purposes.
E. Jenks.

Re-ward'

(re-ward'), n.

\_Add.'\

;

Zealand timber trees."
Kir/;.
Mountain rlmu (Bot.), the tree Dacrydium laxifolium.
4. To surpass (all contestants) in shearing sheep so as to make the highest score.
\_Australian bush cant]
They had rung the sheds of the east and west. Paterson.
(ring),

Ring,
Ring

n.

\_Add.']

1'. <.

(A

circle.)
lAdd.]
See under Dollar.

dollar.

RlngHbark' (rTng'bark'),
by cutting away the bark

v.
;

To make a

t.

to girdle

Rice

(ris), n.

[.!(?(?.]

Meadow

(Bot. )

rice grass.

See under Grass.

ring around
to ring ; as, to

Paterson.

fore.

Ring'eye' (-!'), n.
eye.
See White-eye,

{Zool.) In Australia, the whitein the Dictionary.
[Maori.] {Zool.) Any
Ri'ro-ri'ro (re'ro-re'ro), n.
New Zealand bird of the genus Gerygone. See Ge-

from the shrubs on the

RiV'er

T. II. Potts.

(rtv'er), n.

River oak.

Roar

i.

Rld'er (rid'er), n. \_Add.-\
Boundary rider. See under Boundary.

— Stock

rider,

\_Add.]

a

(ri'f'1-man), n.
[Add.] 2. (Zool.)
small passerine bird of
Zealand [Acantliidositta
chloris)
so called from its green and bronze plumage,
which is thought to resemble the uniform of the early

New

;

See Miro,

2.

Rock (rSk), n. [Add.]
Rock native. (Zool.) See Native, n.,
—Rock perch
an Australian fish (Olijphisodon Victoria'), of the
family Potnarfntridir. — Rock pine. (Bot.) See under Pine.
— Rock whiting (Zool.), the fish Vdax Richardsoni. See
Stranger, 4.

Right

rifle

(rit), «.

Bight of way.

Bidler.

corps.

[.frfrf.]

See under

Wat.

From

Rope,

v.

Rose

[Add.]

(roz), n.

Native rose.

(Bot.)

{Bauera rubiwfolin).
[Sydney, N. S. W.]
See under Apple.

A beautiful Tasmanian shrub
[7'usmanio] (l>) Horoiiia srrrulata.
Rose apple. (Bot.)
(a)

See Boronia.

Rose'hill' (roz'liTl'), n.
rakeet {Platycercus eximius)
called
also
Rose hill parrakeet,

—

An

{Zool.)

Australian par-

—

and

rosehiller,

ro.iella.

See Rosella, in the Dictionary.

bird
III^=" The
first found in tlie
of

trict

Roseliill,

was
dis-

the

country residence of the
early Governors of New
South Wales.
Hence
its name.
Rosella is
tliouglit to be a corruption.

Same

{Zool.)
hill.

ruf ),
n.
{Zool.) A
See

(

3.

of

(-er), n.

as Rose-

fisli.

Kosehill (Platj/cercus

Rough'y

e.riinius).

(rtifj), n.

[Written also ruffy a.nA ruffle.] {Zool.) An Australian
marine percoid fisli {Arripis Georgianus)
called also
rough.
Rouse'a-bOUt' (rous'a-bouf), ))!. [Add.] 2. A gen-

—

RouBt'a-bout' (roust'a-bouf), ) eral hand or man of
work on a sheep station; esp., a man employed at
shearing time to assist the shearers but not to shear
sheep himself.
Row'dy (Tou'd^), a. Tricky vicious obstinate ;
said of a horse or bullock
as, a rowdy colt.
Paterson.
Ruf'Ue (ruf'5>), n. {Zool.) A kind of fish {Arripis
Rul'ly ) Georgianus). See Roughy.
Rush (riish), n. \_Add.] 5. The act of thronging to
a newly discovered alluvial gold field a gold rush. Also,
the new gold field itself.
Fryerstown is situated on Fryer's Creek, renowned as one of
all

;

—

;

;

(r5j'er gSf).
{Bol.) The euphorbiaceous tree Balogliia lucida. \_Local, Australia]
Roll (rSI), ^. i. \_Add.]

Rog'er Gough'

To roll up, to congregate in large numbers esp., to
attend a meeting or tlie like. \Cotloq.]
The oniinous words " mil up " had sounded forth, senerally
followed by the gathering of a mighty crowd.
Boldrewood.
;

volunteer

Britisli

& n.

;

Zealand robin (Zool.), the miro.

.?.

A

Rl'ae-man

(rop'ing), a.

ROUQHY.

(Zool.).

herdsman or drover.

Rop'ing

\_Add.]

Roaring horsetails, a popular corruption of aurora atis[Collnq.] See under Aurora, in the Dictionary.
n.

—

;

Roping pole, a long pole with a noose at the end for catching cattle by the horns. See Rope, v. t., 4.
Paterson.

kind

trails.

New

;

—

Rough

{Add.]
under Oak.
[Add.]

(Bot.) See

(ror), V.

Rope'a-ble (rop'a-b'l), a. [See Rope, v. t., 4, in the
Dictionary.] Needing to be lassoed and thus brought
under control unruly
said of a horse or bullock.
Hence, in a general sense, angry and excited ; savage ;
used also of persons.

Roseliill'er
in trilUng

creek sides.

;

Bice grass.

;

Ring'er (-er), n. [SeeRiNO, ?;.<., 4.] [Add.] 3. One
who makes the highest score in shearing sheep. [Atistratian busit cant]
The ringer that shore a hundred, as tliey never were .shorn be-

EYGONE. \_Local, N. Z.]
Our little riroriro delights

RoU'y-po'ly (rol'y-po'lj), a. [Add.]
Rolly-poly grass. (Bot.) See under Grass.

;

ringbark a tree.

Rob'in (rob'in),

Reward claim (Mining), a prospecting claim (see under
Prospecting) —often shortened to reward.

SEASIDE

—

Ring

;

I

;

the early rushes.

O. Walcli.

s.
2. {Zool.) lAdd.]
Creaf/;oK carunculaso called from the chesttus), resembling the starling
nut-colored band of feathers on its back and wings.
Sal'lee 1 (sSl'ly), re. [Prov. Eng. sally, a form of sallow, n. See Sallow, in the Dictionary.]
Sal'ly (
{Bot. ) Any one of several species of Australian acacias
or wattles ;
called also sallow.
|^°° The term is applied loosely, vrithout much discrimination of species, and includes the golden wattles
and other brilliantly flowering trees. Some of the .lallees
have received special names; as, black sallee, udiiie sal-

Sad'dle-back'

{d)

(sSd'd'l-bSk'), n.

A passerine bird of New Zealand
;

—

(

—

Sal'low

Salm'on

[Add.]

(sSl'16), n.

3. {Bot.) See Sallee.

{Zool.)

(sam'fin), n.

[Add.]

1^'°° Among flshes of other families which are locally
ana erroneously termed salmon is the Australian marine
percoid fish Arripis solar, of which the young is called
salmon trout. " The flesh has often a dull, pinkish tinge,

Salmon (Arripis

;

name.

Sal'SO-la'ceous

(sSl'so-la'shfis), a.

[NL.

salsola, fr.

solacese).

Sam'son

(sam's'n),

fish.

re.

(Zool.) (a)

[Add.]

A carangoid fish (Seriola hippos);

— so called from the great strength
Sydney]

(Arripis salar).

it

shows when hooked.
salmon

(b) The young of the Australian
[Local, Melbourne]

ale,

senate,

per a kind of

care,

am, arm, ask,

(skriib),

snSp'per), n.

[Eng. snap-

changed in spelling to accord with
{Zool.)
[Add.] (6) The Australian

fish,

Ger. schnapper.]
sparoid fish Pagrus unicolor
snapper.

— less commonly written

.

—

Scrub'ber (-ber), n. [From
3. A head of scrub cattle.
The captain was getting in the

Tamure and Wollomai.
[Add.]
School schnapper. (Zool.) See Note mider Schnapper.
Scor'pi-on (skSr'pI-un), n. [Add.] 7. {Zool.) An
Australian fish {Pentaroge marmorata), so called from
the stinging spines which terminate its gills and fins.
See Fortescce.
Screw (skru), re. [Add.]
Screw pine. (iJoi.) See under Pine.
(skool), n. (of fish).

^11

;

eve,

event,

sct-mJ

a thicket.]

[Add.]

Ranken.
scrubbers, cattle

which had

run wild in tlie mountains.
//. Kiugsley.
shabby, or underbred person. [Slang]
Sea' bream' (se'brem'). {Zool.)[.idd.] In Australia,
any one of various sparoid fishes of the genus Chrysophrys.
Sea'drag'on(se'drSg'un). {Zool.) [Add.] {c) One
been
4.

left to

A mean,

Sea Dragon (Phyllopteryx eques).

A

final,

—

the lovpan.

unicolor).

11^°" The .schnapper receives various names according
to its age. It is called cock schnapper when very young,
squire when two years old, and red bream at any age up
At this age tlie fish begins to go in
to three years.
schools, and it is then called .school schnapper ; later, becoming a solitary fi.sli, often of enormous size, it is called
schnapper of ordinary size is
native or rock native.
often termed countflsh, being the standard or unit by
which fishermen measure or count their catch. See, also,

School

[Add.]

re.

11^°°' Scrub is much used adjectively and in the formation of self-explaining compounds as, scrub hor.ie, scrub
rider, scrub oak, scruTi cedar, scrub jiine, etc. For the distinction between .scrub and brush see Note under Brush.
Scrub cattle, bush cattle wliich have become half wild
from living in the scrub.
Scrub dangler, any solitary
head of a number of scrub cattle.
Scrub turkey (.Zoo/.),
;

(sSnd'fll bush').
{Bot.) The AustraZieria Smithii. See Turmeric.
[Add.]
(sSnd'y),
a.
Sand'y
Sandy blight (Med.), a kind of prurient ophthalmia
called also Might. The eyelids become swollen and very
painful, discharging a thick mucous substance which often
seals them up for days. The minute pustules inside tlie
lid make the eye feel as if filled with sand, whence the

Sand'Qy bush'

Schnapper (Pagrus

salsus salt.] (Bot.) Of or pertaining to plants of the
natural order Clienopodiacese (formerly called Salsolacese), the Australian saltbushes.
Sand, nothing but sand. The solsolaccous plants, so long
the only vegetation we have seen, are gone.
H. Kingsle//.
Salt'bUSh' (salt'bush'), n. {Bot.) [Add.] ''.Any
plant of the order Chenopodiacese (formerly callea Sal-

Scrub

[Add.]

lian tree

salar).

which may be one of the reasons for the popular appellation ot?h!o/( and salmoyi trout [giveuj to this fish, wliich
does not resemble the true salmon in any important respect."
McCoy.

re.

See under Maire.

^

a

[Local,

(sSu'dr/l-wSSd'),

sandalwood (.So^), Fusanus Cunninghamii.

Schnap'per (slmSp'per or

lee, etc.

Samson

San'dal-WOOd'

New Zealand

end,

fern,

recent

;

ice,

of three species of fishes of the genus Phyllopteryx, confined to Australia, of the family Syngnathidx ;
called
also superb dragon.

—

^W They are very beautifully colored,form
appendages assimilating themselves,

their spinal

in
and line,
to the seaweeds which they frequent.
They attain a
length of twelve inches.
Sea' perch' (se' perch'). {Zool.) An Australian marine percoid fish {Latris antarcticus).

Sea'side'
idea,

ill

;

[Add.]
See imder Millet.

(se'sld'), a.

Seaside millet.

(Bot.)

old,

obey, orb, odd

.
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STRANGER

Sll'ver-tall' (sTl'ver-tal'), n. One belonging to the
upper classes of society, as distinguished from copper[Australian bush catil}
tail.

Squat'tage (skwot'tSj), re. A sheep run held under a
license or a lease.
He could make higher wages as a shephejd on some upcountry squatfage.
ZiUmann,
These newer colonists began to establish claims to particular
Westgarth.
tracts of the larger squattages.

SELECT
Se-lect' (se-lekf),

under the land acts

He

scltcted

?'

^

lAdd.]

to free-select.

;

To take up (land)
See Free-select.

2.

an excellent pastoral property,

i?. Giles.

[NL., dim. of L. sMa, fr. Gr.
Slt-tel'la (sTt-tel'la), n.
(Zool.)
genus of Australian birds
o-iTTT) a nuthatch.]
allied to the nuthatches, but with a different mode of
nesting
called also tree runner and tree creeper.

Applicants were to be allowed to seit'ct such portions [of un£. Jeiik!<.
crown lands] as they might prefer.
[.Add.} 3. The act of
Se-lec'tion (se-lSk'slmn), n.
free-selection.
See Free-selection, 1.
In time a wave of selection swept across the plain.
I). JIacdonakl.

A

-nppi opi-iated

<^ff^

T/ie

prupriotor.

name

Argns.

A

Slen'der (slSn'der),
Slender bent grass.

Slip

[Said to be
(sar'jent ba'ker).
named after a sergeant in the first English regiment sent
out to
South Wales.] The fish Aiilopiis purpurissdlus, of the family Scopelidx.
ILocal, Sydney}
Serv'ant (serv'(mt), «. [Add.}

New

A

—

—

t^^" Sneeseaecd

Snow (sno), n. [Add.}
Snow grass. (Bot.) (a) A coarse, tall grass of New Zealand
(Danthonia Raoidii), persistent througli the winter, (b)
Tussock grass (Poa aespitosa).
Soak (sok), re. [Cf. Prov. Eng. soak in a similar
sense.]
Wet land at the foot of a hill a temporary
swamp or marsh, caused by the overflowing of water
tliat lies near the surface of damp soil
also, the water in
such a marsh. [ \Ves/e7-n Australia}
A belated crane standing in the marsh seems to be dismally ruminating what will happen when the soak dries up.

pult.

Poisoned wheat and the murderous shanghai will soon render
The Age.
these pretty little birds extinct.
Shang'hai',1'. ^ \_Add.'] 2. To shoot with a shanghai.
Shan'ty (shSn'ty), n. lAdd.} 2. A small inn in the
Australian bush ; .. public house in a bush township.
From the open door of the brilliantly lighted sli^nti/. Vogan.

;

;

[Add.} 2. To drink habitually at a
\_AitstraJian bn.^h slang}

i.

(sher'ing), a.

The Argus.
Sole (sol), re. (Zool.) [Add.} (c) Any one of various Australian flatfishes of different genera, resembling the sole or flounder in appearance and habits, but
not true soles.

[Add.}

Shearing machine, (c) A machine for shearing sheep.
Shed (shSd), 71. lAdd.} 2. A woolshed. See Wool-

shed.

Soot'y

Hudijard Kipling.

'^[id the riot of the shearers in the shed.

Sheep

[Add.}
Sbee^ station, a sheep run, together with the buildings
belonging to it also, the homestead and buildings belonging to a slieep run.
Sheep wash, (a) A tank in wliich
-sheep are washed.
6) A medicated liquid used for cleansing sheep from parasites.
Sheep'-Slck' (shep'sik'), a. Exhausted and unable
said of pasture land.
to support sheep
oak, to distinguish the
She'-oak' (she'ok'), n. IS/ie
tree from the true oak, which it resembles in the grain
of its timber alone. Cf She-pine.]
1. {Bot.) Any tree
of the genus Casiiarina.
See Oak.
2. A kind of coarse beer.
[Slang}
She-oak nets, nets slung under the gangway plank between the wharf and a ship in port to prevent drunken
(shep), n.
;

The

Spear

smoking under

pine.

—

;

shadow

—

Sta'tion (sta'shun), re. 3. [Add.} Specifically (i) A
sheep run or cattle run, together with the buildings belonging to it ; also, the homestead and buildings belongirg to such a run.
Thus " the station" is the manor house of a large extent of
:

country.

^W^ In this sense

(spi'der),

re.

Shepherd's Companion (Rliipi-

dnra

—

re.

2. In Australia,

(Bot.)

Stick

[Add.}
See under Message.

(stik),

Message

re.

stick.

— Throwing stick, an

aboriginal Australian implement used for throwing a
spear. See under Throwing.

Stick (stIk), j;. /. [Add.}
To stick up. (a) To detain, especially on the highway,
for the purpose of robbing as, to stick up a traveler or a
mail coach, (b) To rob on the highway also, to rob, in

&

;

general.

Landlord himself was one of a party stack up by the redoubt-

(c)

To apply

tion, or the
[Colloq.] (e)

little

inns would be stuck up.

Baden- Pou:ell.

to, for money, for one's signature to a petilike.
[Colloq.] (d) To accost in the street.

To pose; to puzzle. [Colloq.]
Sting'ing (stTng'Tng), a. [Add.}
Stinging tree (Bot.), the Australian nettle
called
also giant nettle and nettle tree. See under Nettle, in
the Dictionary.,
|^°" " The stinging tree is the most terrible of all vegetable growths. Tins horrible guardian of the penetralia
of the Queensland jungle stands from five to fifteen feet
in height, and has a general appearance somewhat similar
Vogan.
to that of a small mulberry tree."
Stink'W00d'(stTnk'wS5d'),re. (Bot.) [Add.} 2. An
Australian rutaceous tree (Zieria Smithii)
called also
;

;

—

—

sandfly bush and turmeric.
(Zool.) A passerine
Stitch'bird' (stich'berd'), re.
bird of New Zealand (Pogonornis cinctu);
so called
because it constructs its nest in the manner of the weaver bird.
See lllust. under Weaver, in the Dictionary.

—

D. Macdonala.

of the wattles.

G. Walch.

able ruffian.
One of the

Stock

[Add.}

(st3k), n.

Stock horse, a horse trained for the use of a

mounted

herdsman or drover. — Stock keeper, a herdsman the responsible manager of the cattle on an Australian station.

[Add.}

Two

;

and

A man who does not pay debts of honor. [Slang}A worthless or contemptible person. [Slang}

[Add.}
Paspatnin distichnm. See under Grass.
Sil'ver (sTl'ver), n. [Add.}
Silver perch (ZoSilver grass. (Bot.) See under Grass.
nl.), an Australian fish (Thcrapon Richardsoni), of tlie
family Pristiponia/id:e. —Silver vine. (Bot.) See under
Pine. —Silver wattle. (Bot.) See Liohtwood.
Sil'ver— eye' (-i'), "• (Zool.) An Australian name for
the white-eye;
called also wa.r-eye, and, in New Zealand, hlightbird.
See White-eye, in the Dictionary.
Sl't (silt), n.

Spu'ri-OUS

Stone

full,

up,

firn

;

pity

;

food,

foot

;

out,

oil

;

;

(ston),

[Add.}

re.

;

;

selves.

Store

(stor), «.

kept for fattening.

go

;

sing:,

iuk

by wliich sheep
Daily Telegraph (Sydney).

—

[Add.}

cliair

I'he

Stone'wall' (ston'wal'), v. i. To engage in debate for
Also, as r. /., to
the mere purpose of consuming time.
endeavor to defeat by thus consuming time and defer[Political cant}
ring action as, to stonewall a motion.
Stone'WOOd' (ston'w6i5d'), n. (Bot.) Tlie hard, closegrained wood of two Australian trees (Callistemon salignus and Tarrietia actinophylla) also, the trees them-

Spurious olive. (Bot.) See under Olive.
Sc[Uat (.skwBt), V. i. [Add.} 4. To follow the occupation of a sheep farmer. See Squatter.

—

ryide,

(spii'rT-iis), a.

travel.

Stone lifter (Zool.), a fish of Australia and New Zealand
(Katlietostonia la're), of the family Trachinitl.r. It is popularly supposed to have the power of turning over large
stones for the purpose of finding food.

;

—

may

—

K. Giles.
fex or porcupine grass.
[Add.} 2. Specifically, a
Spllt'ter (split'ter), re.
man engaged in tlie occupation of splitting timber in the
bush a woodcutter.
A groat quantity of the timber of the stringy bark is used for
fcncinj?, shingles for roofing houses, and other purposes. Tlie
men who prepare the wood are called splitters. G. F. Angas.

S'.tgraas. {Bot.)

cattle

off,

11^°° Stock routes vary from four chains to half-a-mile
in width. A pastoralist through whose land a stock route
passes may fence it off if he pleases, or he may enclose it
in his own ring fence, but in the latter case he must provide gates or slip rails.
Stock whip, a stock rider's whip. It has a short, stout
handle and a plaited thong, or lash, several yards long.
The mere crack of a .stock u-liij>, which the skilled stockman
Zillnianu.
could make to resemble the report of a pistol shot.

;

dreaded, and is no very infrequent
Westgarth.
conclusion to years of preceding toils and ho[)es.

Mrs. Meredith.

.

survey, but not necessarily fenced

there.
Tlte Argus.
Ug^-' The species are chiefly Australian. Spinifex liirsulus, S. longifolins, and 5. squarrosus are useful for
binding coast sands S. paradoxus of Central Australia
is a valuable perennial fodder plant on sandy ridges. The
name spinifex is often incorrectly applied to j^orcupine
grass ( Triodia). The desert spinifex is a fescue.
That abominable vegetable production, the so-called spini-

to be

of the stock keepers ride on ahead.

— Stock rider, a herdsman a drover. A LInd.iny Gordon.
— Stock route, a way delineated on maps of the Government

clumps of spinifex here and

—

dtijf'er.

unite,

—

(a) the meliaceous tree Flindersia Schottiana ; (6) the
sterculiaceous tree Tarrietia actinophylla.
[Add.}
3. Collectively,
Ster'ling (ster'llng), n.
Australian colonists of English birth. See the Note under Currency. [Obs.}
Ster'ling, a. Born in England. See the Note unc'sr
Currency. [Obs.}

;

uiotaciUoides).

Cf,

;

use,

E. Wakefield.
adjectively

;

Stave'WOOd' (stav'w66d'),

;

Shl'cer (shi'ser), re. 1. {Mining) A mine which, on
called also a
being worked, proves to be worthless

2.
3.

much used

—

;

—

always

is

;

{Bot.) The Australian tree Podocarpus elata ;
called also native deal, pencil cedar, and white pine.
[Local, Queensland}

A s/nccr is

the word

in self-explanatory compounds as, station black, station folk, station hand, station house, station jargon,
station life, station property, station keejier, etc.
Head station. See Head station.
Station hut.
See
Hut, 2.
Station mark, a mark or brand designating sheep
or cattle as belonging to a particular station.
Station
super, the foreman or manager of a station. See Super, 2.

and

Eed-streaked spider (Zool.), the katipo. See Katipo.
Spiel'er (spel'er), n. [Ger. spieler player, gamester,
fr. Ger. spielen to play, to gamble, which is akin to AS.
spdian to play.] One who makes a practice of defrauding others by cheating at play a professional sharper.
[Colloq.}
Spin'aoh (spin'aj 48), n. [Add.}
Australian spinach (i(o<.), any one of several Australian
shrubs of the Goosefoot family. See Fat-hen.
Spin'i-fex (spTn'T-feks), re. [NL., fr. spi)ia thorn -|facere to make cf. Carnifbx, in the Dictionary.] (Bot.)
A genus of grasses of the order Panicese. The seeds bear
an elastic spine, whence the name.
The country consists of a succession of sand ridges, with

(jy

-\-

See under Grass.
womerab.

re.

tlie

Zilhnnon.

ris acicularis).

Spell, V. t. To allow an interval of rest to (one).
Mrs. Campbell Praed.
is asked to spell his horse for a day.

Spi'der

Outside, on the tree, a
wagtail, a shcjihevd's comsat, piping its ceaseless, monotonous note.

[She
She-oak.]

a

jy. Macdonald.
and landed pro-

Squire (skwir), re. [Add.} 5. (.Z'ooZ.) The Australian
schnapper when two years old. See under Schnapper.
Star (star), n. [Add.}
Dogtooth star grass. (Bot.) See under Dogtooth.
Lesser star grass (Bot.), an Australian forage grass (Chlo-

He

panion,

She'-pine' (she'pin'),

;

;

white faiiUtil. See Fantail (6), in the DictionLeAchhardt.
ary.

Francis Adams.
The name shephera^s companion is also
applied, loosely, toother
species of Rhipidura.

[Add.}

re.

(Bot.)

&

—

;

C. L. Monei/.

Spear thrower, a
/. Dawso7i.
(Relief in work.) [Add.} 1.(6) Hence,
a period of rest from work a vacation.
We now gave the horses an hour's spell. E. Giles.
Spell, ''. '. [imp.
p. p. Spelled (spSld) p. pr.
vb. n. Spelling.] [See Spell, n., 1, (6) above.] To rest
from work for a time.
Baldwin Spencer.
A party nf splitters were spelling for an hour, and lay

Shepherd's companion (Zool.), the black fantail (Rhipi.

tameness

(sper),

throwing stick
Spell (spel),

diira, or Sauloprocia,
motacitloide.':), so called

Mack fantail

—

large spear grass, called Spaniard, was very troublesome
Sherwood Roberts.

Spear grass.

falling into the water.
Shep'herd (shep'erd), V. t. [Add.} 2. (Mining) To
possession
of (a claim) by bare legal compliance
retain
with tlie labor clauses of the mining act, pending decision of the warden as to riglit ownership.
See Shadow, v. I.,1, in the Dictionary.
3. To shadow.
Shep'herd (shep'erd), n. [Add.}

and black and

re.

to the horses.

from

its

(sour),

The squatters are the large leaseholders
prietors of the country.

;

—

with sharp adzes.

.

called also

[Add.}

a.

an Australian plant (Oxalis cornicuthe order Geraniaceee ;
called also sour grass.

[Add.}
Sour grass. (Bot.) See Clover sorrel, under Sorrel.
Sour plum (Bot.), the emu apple. See under Apple.
[Add.}
Span'lard (spSn'yerd), n.
2. (Bot.) The
spear grass of New Zealand (Aciphylla Colensoi).
The work was removing clumps of toi-toi and Spaniard

+

from

Sor'rel (sSr'rgl),

Sour

—

Jlyvatclier,

mutton bird. See under Mutton.

lala), of

(

sailors

[Add.}

(sSot'y), a.

Sooty petrel (Zool.), the
Clover sorrel (Bot.),

—

;

recommended by Baron von Muel-

ler for the

;

v.

is

manufacture of snuff. It is a specific for the
prurient ophthalmia called blight or sandy alight.
Snook (snook), TC. (Zool.) [Add.} (d) The Australian barracouta.
See Barracouta, 2, in tlie Dictionary.
[Local, N. Z.}

—

Shear'ing

Lady Barker.
Before squatter and selector, sundowner and shearer came.

;

See under Assign, v. I.
iAdd.l
so called
Settler's clock (Zoo/.), the laughing jackass
from its uttering its laugh in the morning and at nightfall.
Settler's matches, long strips of dry bark which peel
off from certain Australian trees and are useful for lighting fires.
Settler's twine, a coarse, strong fiber, yielded
by the Australian grass Iftjmnostachys ancejis.
Sham'rock (shSm'rok), n. [Add.}
Australian shamrock (Bot.), the Menindie clover. See
•under Clover.
Shang'hai' (shSng'hi'), «. iAdd.} 2. A forked stick
with elastic band for throwing small stones, etc. a cata-

Shan'ty,

[Add.}
See under Grass.

Snag (snSg), i". t [Add.} 3. To clear of snags as,
to snag a river.
See Snag, n., 3, in the Dictionary.
Snap'per (snSp'per), n. 2. (Zool.) See Schnappee.
Sneeze'weed' (snez'wed'), n. (Bot.) [Add.} 2.
composite weed (Myriogyne niinula), found in all the
Australian colonies and in Tasmania.

Assigned servant.

public house.

a.

(Bot.)

Slip panel, or Slip rail, a movable rail in a fence, pointed
slip into slots in the side posts. Also, in
pi.. Slip rails, the space between these posts ; a gateway.
The treacherous clatter of slip rails let down. Lawson.
The cattle were tired. They ran in through the slip rails,
and began to lie down.
Boldrewood.

Ser'geant Ba'ker

;

[Add.}

(slip), n.

and arranged to

Frtxncis Adwiis.

Squat'ter (-ter), re. [Add.} 3. The owner or occupant of a sheep run a sheep farmer.
(J^^" In Australia the word had at first the sense of a
settler without title but its use was gradually extended
to persons who occupied crown land for sheep raising
under a lease or a license, and afterwards to those also
who lield their sheep runs as freeiiold. Finally the word
became the common name for a sheep farmer, whether
occupying leasehold or freehold property. It is, however,
giving way to the newer term pasloralist.
Squatters, as the owners of sheep stations are called.
;

board, obtained by splitting, not sawing.

Free-selector.
sundowner and shearer came.
JJ. Macdonald
The struggle between squatters and selectors is a strong one.

;

by the

re.
[Add.}
2. [Of imitative origin.]
noise or cry of the dasyure or native cat.
Marcus Clarke.
very thick undressed
Slab (slSb), n. [Add.} 5.

;

(sSt'tler), n.

it

tree creeper.

Sklrr (sker),

actly, a small farmer.
See
Before squatter and !<elector,

Set'Uer

used by Gould and others as a ver-

is

The

\_Add.}
2. One who takes
a free-selector. Less ex-

Se-lect'or (-ISkt'er), n.

The word

nacular name, but Colonel Legge has replaced

A piece of land taken up by free-selection. See
Free-selection, 2.
Thronjrhout his occupancy of his selection he had not displayed any act of independence such as would stamp him as a
4.

up laud under the land acts

—

;

A

5.
head of loan cattle,
cattle are called collectively,

[.lirrf.]

Such

store cattle.

Stran'ger (striiu'jer), re. [.Irfrf.J 4. (Zool.) A fish
so called
(Odax llirliardsoni) of the family Labridiv
;

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

zli

=

/.

in

—

azure.

;

.

N
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STRINGY
because it is sometimes caught in tidal rivers at some disCalled ilso 0(7 uhitnx/
tance from the sei
;

Sum'mer

(siim'mei),

Summer bird,
Swallow.

My

[Add.'\

re.

Hie wood swallow. See under

(.^oo/.) (A)

Sun'dOWn'er (sfm'doun'er), 71. A tramp or vagabond
so called from his coming to
in the Australian busli
sheep stations at sunset to ask for supper and a bed
called also traveler and swagman (but not all swngmen
G. Walch.
are sundowners).
Snmlotrnfrfi.
men wholonf about till sunset, and tlien come
Francis Ai/niits.
in with the dfinnnd for unrefusiible rations.
Su'per (sii'per), n. [Contraction of superintendent.']
A suiJerintendent especially, tlie manager or foreman
\_AiistrriIwn bush
of a sheep station or cattle station.
Baden-I'oiiell.
canf]
lie drove right up between the huts and called the .<itjtrr out.
;

—

;

—

What

Straiv^cr (Oda.r liiclinn/soiii).

Stringy bark pine.

Stroke

(strok),

[Jrfrf.]

71.

Stump

(stump), n.

[.-lrf(/.]

Stump jumper, or Stump-jumping plow, a plow so constructed as to pass over tlie stumps in newly cleared land.

Sug'ar (slioog'er), 11. [Adil.'i
Sugar gum illot.), eitlier of two Australian trees of the
genus Eiiriili/jili/x (E. cori/nocnli/x and E. G'liinii), — so
called from tlie sweetness of tlieir leaves, which ai'e
browsed upon by stock. E. (.Ttinnii is called cidir gum in
Tasmania, where excellent cider is made from its sap.

I

Su-perl)' (sfi-perb'), a. lAdd.}
Superb dragon. (Zuol.) Same as Sea dragon (c).
Swag (swSg), n. [.1(W.] 3. {Australia) {a) A
tramping busliman's luggage, rolled up either in canvas
or in a bl.anket so as to form a long bundle, and carried
called also a blitei/.,
on the back or over the slioulder
or a drum.
(6) Any bundle of luggage similarly rolled
Gile.t.
Luggage
in
general.
[Colloq.']
(c)
up. E.
He tramped for years till the swag he bore seemed part of himLamsoti.
self to him.
;

bundle being

a-

C. L. Jlnney.

—

is, a long
waterproof

that

;

this instance enclosed in a neat

Lndji Bar/cer.

Swag'ger (swag'ger), ?J. [From .i7cn(7, n. ] A trampbushman a swagman. tC/iiefly Sew Zealand]
had passed three swaggcj-s on foot to-day. Slifrwood Hoberts.

ing

Jjfnvsoii.

See imder Government.

Government stroke.

back, such

ease.

;

[Add.^
See under Pine.
a.

my

termed a su.mg in front of his saddle

is

narrow bundle, in

—

String'y (strTng'y),

rug and blankets on

called a swug.

;

Swag'gie (swag'gy), n. A swagman.
Swag'man' (-man'), ». An Australian bushman, carry-

—

swag and traveling on foot
called also swagsman, swagger, and swaggie.
Some were miners some, swatpnen ; and others, sundowning a

;

;

A. V. liickmll.

ers.

Swags'man
The

(swagz'man), n.

A

swagman.

true news-agents of the bush are the swaosmcn, who paBS
to place, dispensing their gossip.
Francis Adams.

from place

Swal'low
Wood

(swol'lo), n.

{Zool.)

lAdd.]

swallow, any bird of the genus Arlamus, of which
many species
called also summer bird.

there are

;

—

'

Sweet

(swet), a.

\_Add.]

—

Sweet plum. (But.) See under Plum.
Sweet tea (Bot.),
the plant Suiilax gl gryphgllum. ; also, an infusion of its
leaves used as a substitute for tea.
D. Collins.

^
T.
A

fish (Tem(ta'ler), n.
{Add.] 4. (Zool.)
sallulor) of the family Carangidie.
[Written also
[Local, Sgdneg, y. S. W.]
tree beTal'lOW-WOOd' (tjtl'lo-wd8d'), «. (Bot.)

Tai'lor

nodon

iailer.]

R

A

—

so
longing to the genus Eucalyptus (IS. microcurys) ;
called
called because of the greasy nature of its wood
;

—

Maiden.

also/o?'^.s/ viahogauij.

Tam'a-rind (tam'a-ruid), n. [Add.]
Australian tamarind tree (Bot.), the sapindaceous tree
Diplogldtl i.s Cuuuingliamii, wliich produces racemes of
pleasant subacid fruit, used for preserves.
Ta-mu're (tii-mu'ra), n. [Maori.] Tlie Australian
sclinapper.
See Schnapper. [Local, N. Z.]
Tan'dan (tan'dan), n. [Aboriginal.] (ZoYiI.) (a) The

has been largely utilized for dairy-ware, buckets,
JCirk.
more especially for butter kegs."
[Add.]
(te), n.
—
Post and rail
Billy tea, tea made by boiling in a billy.
tea. See under Post. —Sweet tea (Dot.), the plant 'imilnx
yli/cijp/tglluiii. tlie leaves of which were used by tlie early
colonists for making an infusion which they called su:e,-t
lea.
D. Colli u.t. — Tea, tree. (Bot.) [Add.] 0) Any one of
various species of Australian
myrtaceous trees of the genera
it

casks, and

Tea

Mclttliifra iind Lejitospc' uiuin.

iiianiil.-a.
/-

raflenrlrnn, called
nists lea tree.

Teak
Tandan

('0 (^Co^udufjhtims

Australian

tandanus).

51^°° "The tanhvha is generally described as an immense fish, sometimes as large as a wliale, having the
form of a lizard, crocodile, or eel. It resided in deep
water, in the heads of rivers, but quite as frequently under cliil's, rocks, and mountains. Wherever a quicksand
appeared at the base of a clilf, causing landslips, there
R. Taylor.
was sure to be a ^«« ((('Art."

The

Ta'pu

2.

A

reservoir excavated to

from a catchment area

;

an

Same

[Maori.]

Lawson.
as Taboo.
See
R. Taylor.
high.

is

Taboo, n., in the Dictionary. [N. Z.]
The tnpii of New Zealand, like the lahoo of the islands of the
Facitic, was a mysterious power against which Europeans
'

Jiitsiten.
were continually offending.
p. p. Tapihsd ; p. pr.
Ta'pu (tii'pu), r. I. [imp.
[N. Z.]
vb. n. Tapuing.] To put under tapu ; to taboo.
The road between Mokou and New Plymouth for a distance of about fifty miles had been lapiied by a powerful neigh-

&

^

&

boring chief,

ir.

dwainson.

colloq. ta-ri're), n.
[Maori.]
Ta-ra'i-re (ta-rti'e-ra
A New Zealand lauraceous tree, Beilschmiedia {Xesodaphne) iarairii. It is a lofty evergreen, confined to
[Local, N. Z.]
the Auckland district.
Ta'ra-ki'hi (ta'ra-ke'he), n. [Maori.] The fish called
morwong in Australia. See Morwong. [Local, N. Z.]
;

A

(Zool.) [Add.] 2.
'ocon ia, commonly regarded
colloquially, friantelope.
foWfli?. ta-ra'ta), ?i. [Maori.] (Bot.)

Ta-ran'tU-la(ta-ran'tii-la), «.

harmless spider of the genus

X

as

venomous

;

1

— called also,

Ta-ra'ta (ta-ia'ta
A New Zealand tree (PHtosporum eugenoide.'s).
Ugy ' The tarata is the largest of the New Zealand species of PIttosporum, and, though most commonly known
by its proper native name, it is also called by the settlers
;

mapau, turpentine, and maplc.^''
Kirk.
Tar'boy (tar'boi'), n. A boy employed to apply tar to
wounds accidentally given to sheep in shearing.
xvhile

Boldreu'ood.

Tar'Whine'

(lar'hwiu'), n. [Aboriginal.] (Zool.) (a)
A fish (Chrysaphrys hasta) of the family Sparidse. [Local, Sydney, X. S. W.] (b) The black bream. See under

Bream.

Ta'wa (tii'wa

;

CO??!??, tou'a),

)i.

[Maori.]

(Bot.)

A

New Zealand, Beilschmiedia (Nesodnphne) larva. [Local, X. Z.]
'SSW " The tawa is a handsome evergreen tree, with
slender branches and graceful willowlike foliage. Tlie
wood is white, very straight in the grain, and easily split

lauraceous tree of

ale,

(Bot.), the
tlie tliree

teak

(.Lei'tnspi'i

scopariitnt

senate,

care,

am, arm, ask,

).

cially that of the last-mentioned species.
Tel'e-graph (ta'e-graf), n. [Add.]

(Otolitlius

[Local,

jeu-Jish.

lY.

S.

atelodus);

— called

Sliertcood Jtoberts.

(Zool.)

A

also «i/rer

W.]

Tew'art

Thorn

(too'ert), n.
(Bot.) See
(thSrn), n.
[Add.]

Tuart.

Cockspur thorn (Bot.), the cockspur vine.

See under

COCKSPUR.

ribbonwood of New Zealand.
wooD, in the Dictionary.

Throw'ing
Throwing

n.

(Bot.)

The

(thro'Tng), a.
[Add.]
an aboriginal Australian

stick,

—

for throwing a spear
usually
Btirriugton.
called ironierali or woomera.
<S^W^ The term tlirotring stick as used by
;

To'ta-ra

pus

;

co??07. to-ta'ra),n.

[Maori.] (Bat.)

Next

totara).

to

Tou'art

(too'ert),

See

(Bot.)

Tu

ART.

To'wa-i (to'wa

e
colloq. to'wai or to'
wl), n.
[ Maoi
J
i

1^^

The genus Cordyline comprises twelve species,
distributed in the West Indies, the Malay Archipelago,
the Pacific Islands, and Brazil. Four species are found in
Australia, and six in New Zealand. The name /; is usually confined to C. ti.
C. indirixa and C. australis are
more commonly called cahhagi' tree.
recent;

(to'tii-ra

land.
n.

Dawson.

fern,

—

the kauri it is the
most valuable timber tree of New Zea-

li-tri.

6nd,

Tu-

erous tree (Podocar-

—

event,

(Bot.) See

A New Zealand conif-

(thrush), n.
[Add.]
Port Jackson thrush {Zool.), an Australian
shrike thrush (Colluricincia harmonica), the
type of the genus Colluricincia.
Ti (te), n. [Polynesian.] (Bot.) A lilia- Throwing
ceous tree of the genus Cordyline, common in
Sticks.
the Polynesian islands and in New Zealand
especially Cordyline ii ;
called also titi, ii-tree, and

eve,

»,.

I

Thrush

^11;

^^

To'ma'ta-ku'ru (to'ma'ta-ku'ru),
MATUKURU.

;

anthropologists includes not only the Australian womerali, but similar weapons used by
other savage races, for example, the Greenlanders and Alaskans and some Indian tribes
of the Upper Amazon.
51^=" "The throwing stick or spear thrower
IS a piece of wood about two feet and a half
long, and three quarters of an inch thick. It
is two or three inches broad in the middle, and
tai^ers off into a handle at one end and a hook
at the other. Its object is to lengthen the arm,
as it were, and at the same time balance the
spear by bringing the hand nearer the center.
Tlie hook of the sjiear thrower is put into the
hole in the end of the hunting sjjear, and the
other end is grasped with the hand, which also
holds the spear above it with the finger and
thumb. With this instrmnent a spear is sent
to a much greater distance tlian without it."
J.

Tom'a-hawk (tom'a-hak), n. [Add.] 2. An ordinary hatchet.
I then showed him a tomahawk, which I laid on the ground,
making signs that I intended it for him.
Et/reThe word hatchet is rarely used in Australia.
Tom'tit' (tSm'tif or tSin'tit'), n. (Zool.) [Add.]
(c) Either of two .species of miro.
See MiRO.
Too'art (too'ert), n. (Bot.) See Tuart.
Took'y-took' (tnSk'i-took'), n. [Corruption of Maori
kotukutuku.] See Kotukutuku.
Toot (toot), )«. (So?.) See Tutu.
said of
Toot'ed ( (toot'Sd), a. Poisoned by tutu
cattle.
[Local, N. Z.]
Tu'tued
Bleeding and a dose of ammonia were usually tried on tntiied'
animals.
Sherwood Ettherts.

See Rlbbon-

weapon used

fin<»I,

[Maori.] (Bot.)

—

;

Bush telegraph. See under Bush.
Ter'a-glin (ter'a-glln), V. [Aboriginal.]
sciaenoid fish

co//oy. te-to'ke),n.

;

Zealand sapindaceous tree (.ilectryon excelsnm);

;

Tea Tree

ThOU'sand-jaok'et (thou'zand-jSk'gt),

tanks are full and the grass

(ta'pu), n.

colo-

Litntholtz.

[Add.]

trees Dtssiliaritt haloghioides,
Eudiaufira glauca, and Flinder.^ia Beuuclliana ; but espe-

eyes.
Tl'tO-kl (te'to-ke

See under Tea.
Toad'fish' (tod'fish'), n. (Zool.) [Add.] (d) Any
plectognath fish of the genus Tetrodon.
To'a-tO'a (to'a-to'a; colloq. to'a-to'a), n. [Maori.]
(Bot.) A New Zealand coniferous tree (Phyllocladvs
glauca).
Another species (P. alpina) is called celerytopped, pine.
See Illust. under Pine. [T^ocal, N. Z.]
TO'i-tO'l (to'e-to'e colloq. toi'toii),n. (Bot.) [Written also toe-toe.] Either- of two species of a tall reedy
grass of New Zealand (Arundo conspicua and A. fulvida)
called also toi-toi grass.
[Local, N. Z.]
The walls were cob and the roof thatched with toi-toi grass.

h'l'-

timber of any one of

AustraViaxi eei&sh (Plotosus tandatius). (b) The Australian fresh-water catfish [Copidoglamis tandanus).
[Maori.]
A fabulous
Ta'ni-Wha (ta'ne-Iiwa), n.
monster, resembling a dragon, famous in Maori legend.

Tank (tank), n. [Add.]
receive and store the water
artificial pond or lake.

by the

(tek), n.

See under Cat.

(b)

Ti'ger' S-milk' (ti'gerz-mTlk'), n. The sap of the
plant blind-your-eyes. See the note under Blind-your-

Tea TREE.

tree or ti-tri.]

TT

{Add.]

Tl'ti (te'te), n. 1. (Zool.) The mutton bird (Nectris
bi'ericaudus), so called from its note.
2. (Bot.) See Ti.
Ti'-tree' (te'tre'), n. (j5o^) (n) The ti or titi. See Ti.
See under Tea.
(6) An erroneous spelling of Tea TREE.
(Bot.) An erroneous spelling of
Ti'-tri' (te'tre'), ri.

—

The well-known Mdalenca

under Wolf,

— called also Xew Zealand ash.

the early colonists, as a sulistihence the name.
tute fortea,
Tlie common Australian tea
tree is ^f. leuradendrou. The
New Zealand species (i. «•'>/ li[Often erroneously spelled

— called also in Tasmania itatice tiger, natire
irolj, and (Tarely) zehra opo.i.yuni. See
in the Dictionary. — Tiger cat.
(Zool.)

;

hyena, Tasmania)!

A New

The leaves of L. lani'jeruui
were used by Captain Cook's
sailors, and subsequently by

riiim) is called also

Tl'ger (ti'ger), n. [Add.]
Tasmanian tiger (Zool.), the zebra wolf (Thylacinus cynocephtil u.i)

Ice,

(So?.) ANewZealaii'
ti
saxif ragaceous
(Weinmannia rait
mosa)
called a)
birch. [Local, N.Z
1

—
o w n

<

;

T

oun
[Add.]
(t

'

s

h

'

s

h

1 11

T p),

a

4. In Aus-

tralia, a small tov\ n ,
Also, tlie
a village.

Totara (Podornrpus totara).
space surveyed for
flowering branch.
the site of a town.
Travelers would not unfrequeutlv spend the afternoon at
one of the three hotels, which, with a church and a pouml,
Marrtta Clnrt'

constituted the adjoining totrnsliip.

idea,

ill;

old,

obey,

orb,

odd;

"

WATER GUM

TRAVELER

2033

[Add.']
6. A tramp or
Trav'el-er (trSv'el-er), n.
vagabond in tlie Australian bush. See Sundowner.
Traveler's grass (5o^), the plant Gymnoslacliyx niicps,
of the order Aroideije.
See Settler's twine, under Set-

Tu'an (tu'Sn), n. [Aboriginal.] The Australian flySee Flying phalanger, under Flying, in
ing squirrel.
the Dictionary.
Tu'art (to5'£rt), -n. [Aboriginal.] [Written also too(Bot.) The white gum of Westart, touart, and tewart.]
ern Australia {Eucalyptus yoniplioce])hala).
J. Edirie Broivn.

tler.

Tree

\_Add.-\

(tre), n.

Tree creeper, or Tree runner (Zonl.). any bird of the
Tree karamu
Australian genus Sittetta. See Sittella.
(Jiot.),!i New Zealaud rubiaceous tree {Coprosmii urburea).
[Local, N. Z .]
" Knriimn is applied by the Maoris to several species of Coprosina, amongst which this is included but it

—

m^^

;

commonly termed tree luiramu by bushnien and

is

settlers

North."
Tre-val'ly (tre-vSl'ly), n. [Corruption of cavnlly.']
[Written also trernlli. and trevnlln.] A cavangoid fish o£

in the

A'?)-/.-.

the Australian coast (Carinix Georgiimus). The name
is applied also to various other fishes resembling the trevally in appearance, especially to those of the genus Teuthis

and Ncploneniiix.
[Corruption of

Trl-an'te-lope (trt-Sn'te-lop), n.
See Tarantula, 2.
Trig'ger (trlg'ger), n. lAdd.}

tu-

Trigger jjlant (Bnt.), any plant of Australia and Tasmania belonging to the genus Sti/ttd'uni.

^^^

" The stamens, reduced to two, are connate with
the style into a column, which in a fiuiescent state is recumbent, but at the slightest touch jumps upwards, gradVoii Mnellrr.
ually returning to its reclined position."

Troop'er

(troop'er),

[Add.]

re.

A mounted

3.

po-

[Australia]

IS^^ The black troopers of Queensland are a regiment
of police, employed chiefly for dispersing wild aborigines

who encroach on sheep
The

squatter,

whose

runs.

cattle

had been slaughtered and disblac/>^ trooper^, whose

turbed, hurried oft a messenger to the
barracks lay fifteen miles away.

Trout

Zillmann.

[Add.]
Salmon trout. {Zool.) See under Salmon.
trout. (Zoot.) See the Note under Inanqa.
Trump'et-er (trump'St-er), n. [Add.]
Bastard trumpeter {Zool.), in Sydney, the
(trout), n.

— Tasmanian

moH

&

;

;

Collorj.]

Ti)lmccn, matches, and tiiclcr. the latter comprising almost
C L. Moiiiii.
anything within the province of food.
{Zool.) The parson bird.
[Maori.]
Tu'i (tu'e), ».
See under Parson, in the Dictionary.
The tiii. or parson bird, most respectable and clerical in its
Lady Barker.
glossy black suit.

Tu'lip

[Add.]

(tii'lTp), n.

Native tulip, (^o/.) See Waratah.
[Add.\ (el An Australian proteaceous tree .Stniacnrpas siiiua-

Tulio tree.

iBot.)

in

tti.i)

;

—called also

Jire tree,

New

—

—

—

Turpentine tree. (Bot.) [^(/rf.] (?;) Any one of several
Australian trees from which is obtained a resinous fluid
turpentine.
The true tiirpenline tree is
Syr/carjiia laiirifal/a ; the
turpentine is Rhohra.'ih

resembling

damnia ti inertia. Seethe
Note under Tarata.
toot), re.
ten also

New
aria

(tn'tu

colloq.

;

[Writ-

[Maori.]

A

{Bot.)

toot.]

Zealand shrub

(

Cori-

ruscifolia)
of the
orda* Coriarlie, extremely
cattle.
.nous
to
[Lopoif

Tu'lip-wood' (-w68d').
[.'l(/(/.]
2. {Bot.) Any one of
several Australian timber trees
and their wood, especially the

I

caj N. Z.]
f ,ullies clothed with fern
tutu, a poisonous decfduous shrub, which bears
clusters of small black ber-

showy wood,

of all .shades of
yellow and black, yielded by the
sapiudaceous tree, Harpullia

ai'd

ries like elder.

pcndula.

Sherwood Roberts.

Tu'ma'tu-ku'ru

(tu'ma'tu-

Tutu'ed

ku'ru), n.
[Maori.]
[Written
also toniatakuru.] {Bot.) A New
Zealand tree {Discaria toitima'tou) of the order Bhamnese ;
called also matagory and loild

MW

«.

T wen'ty - eight'
[So
(t wen'ty-at'), re.
named from its note.]
{Zool.)
The Australian
yellow-collared parrakeet
(Platycercus semitorqtia-

it

in

mountain valleys it becomes a small tree, twenty feet
high or more. The stout, sharp
spiueswere used by the Maoris Tumatukuru (Discaria
for tattooing.

(toot'Sd),

See Tooted.

—

Irishman.
" At the sea - level
forms a spinous bush
but
;

Latri.':

Sm

;

Tu'tU

from

the brilliancy of its flowers, (d)
An Australian malvaceous tree
(Laguiiaria Pater.wni).

cool

fish

Zealand); in Victoria and
Tasmania, Latri.': Fomteri ; in Melbourne, the morwong.
Trumpeter perch. (Zool.) See Mado.
ciliaris (called

[Add.] 4. [Cf. Tuck, »., 5, in
re.
Daily food meals also, food in gen-

(tuk'er),

[Slang

eral.

1. (Bot.)
[_Add.] (6)
Tur'mer-ic (tfir'mer-Tk), re.
tree, Zieria
ithii, the bark
called also
of which is used for tanning and dyeing ;
stinkn'ood, and sutidjig hush.
Tur'nip-WOOd' (tfir'nTp-wSBd'), re. (Bot.) An' Ausfo
tralian meliaceous tree {Dysoxylon 3hielleri)
called because the wood, when fresh cut, smells much
like a Swedisli turnip.
Tur'pen-tine (tQr'pSn-tin), re. [.idd.]

The Australian rutaceous

(

rantidn.1

licemau.

Tuck'er

the Dictionary.]

Turltey (tQr'ky), n. {Zool.) [Add.]
Brush turkey, or Scrub turkey (Zool.), the lowan.

Kirk.

tounaitoii).

Tutu

(Coi-iara ruscifolia).
(a) Unfertilized Flower
(&) Fertilized Flower.

tus.

Twine (twin), re.

[Add.]
Twine bush (Bot.), a .spe-

;

cies of Hakea (H. fl/.rlli.''\ See under
twine. (Bo/.) See under Settler.

Hakea.

U, V.
Um-breiaa

[Add.]

(um-brSl'la), n.

See under

Umbrella grass (Bot.), the Australian millet.

Millet.

Van'de-mo'ni-an (vSn'de-mo'nT-tm),
Vieynen, Dutch governor of Java, after

UtU (oot), re. [Maori utu vengeance.] 1. A Maori
law or custom providing appropriate vengeance or punishment for various offenses.
The utu, or satisfaction for murder (tex taliouis), theft, or any
other crime, was rigidly carried out among the JIaoris.
J.

M. Monre.

The two great motive forces of executive administration
were the tapu, the force spiritual, and the atu, or satisfaction,
Gisbonie.

the force terrestrial.
2. In a general sense,

See Hoot,

reward

payment

;

;

pay

wages.

;

2. Specifically, a convict transported to

Van'de-mo'ni-an, a. 1. Of or pertaining to a white
Van Diemen's Land. [Obs.]

inhabitant of

2. Specifically, of or pertaining to a convict in Van
Diemen's Land
hence, violent or ruffianly as, Van:

;

demonian conduct.

Van'de-mo'ni-an-ism
;

(-izm),

Violent or ruffianly

re.

Veg'e-ta-ble

blackguardism.

(vej'e-ta-b'l), a.

[Add.]
See Aweto.

Vegetable caterpillar (Bot.), the aweto.

Ve'nUS

Siurt.

Van Diemen's

Land.

behavior

re.

[From Van

re.

whom Van Die1. A white

land, now Tasmania, was named.]
inhabitant of Van Diemeu's Laud.
[Obs.]
me7i's

[Add.]

(ve'niis), n.

Venus'B ear (Zool.), the shell of the
liotis)

mutton

fish

(Ha-

the ear-shell.

;

Vine

(vin),

[Add.]

re.

—

(Bot.) See under Balloon.
Balloon vine.
Burdekin
vine (Bot.), a plant of the Vine family ( Vilis opaca), bearing numerous tubers and berries.
Caustic vine. (Bot.)

—

—

See under Caustic
Cockspur vine. (Bot.) See under
CocKSPUE.
Lawyer vine. (Bot.) See under Lawyer.
Macquarie Harbor vine, a polygonaceous ^\&\it(Muhlenhergia adpre.isa), with currantlike, subacid fruit; —called
also nutire iry.

—

—

w.
Wad'dy

(wod'dy),

re.

Waddies

pi.

/

[Abo-

(-diz).

Thought by some to be a corruption of Eng.
icood.]
1. An aboriginal war club.
E. Brough Smyth.
Vogan.
2. A piece of wood a stick a peg.
riginal.

;

Wad'dy,

v.

or

will

up

bis

swQg and going on

Wall'flOW'er

war

The Aryus.

the wallaby.

(wal'flou'er),

re.

[Add.] {Sot.)

1.

The desert poison bush {Gastrolobium grancUflorum)

club.

They

rolling

Ii^^ There are two other species

name

called also native wallfloirer.
See Gastrolobium.
Wan'dOO' (won'doo'), re. [Aboriginal.] {Bot.)
white gum tree of Western Australia {Eucalyptus redu7ica).
J. Ednie Broun.
War'a-tah' (w5r'a-ta'). re. [Aboriginal.] The large
handsome red flower of a proteaceous Australian shrub
{Telopea .fpeciosissima); also, the shrub itself;
called
also native tulip.

and not unfrequently

loaddy our liorseraen.
He waddled her brains out.

Wait'-a-Wt'

(wat'a-bif),

bush lawyer of
wait-awhile.

New

See

N. Z.]
Walt'-a-While'

re.

Zealand

;

A

Barrington.
J. Bonwick.

{Bot.)

— called

The
also

Lawyer, re., 3.
[Local,
Shermood Roberts.
(-hwil'), ".
1. (Bot.) One

of the Australian wattle trees {.Acacia, colletioides);
so called from the impenetrability
of the thicket which it makes.
Maiden.
2. {Bot.) The bush lawyer of New Zealand ;
See Lawyer, re., 3.
the wait-a-bit.
Wal'er (wal'er), re. [From Wales, i. e. New
riding horse from New South
South Wales.]

War'e

—

;

^^

A

iTelburnian.

<S^^ The terra originated

in India, to

many

which

Australian horses are exported, especially for the use of cavalry.
Most of these
come from New South Wales, but Wider is
sometimes loosely used in India and England
for any riding horse imported from Australia.

Wal'la-by

(wSl'Ia-by),

re.

1^" The wallaby makes winding tracks in the bush,
which cross and recross in an apparently aimless maze.
Hence a person is said to go or to tie on the irallaby or the
u-allttby track when he is tr.amping about in the bush.
unite,

rude,

full,

128

tip,

ttrn

;

pi.

)

(-ez).

fl.

—

;

;

Wash

[Add.]

On the wallaby or On the wallaby track, on one's wanderings, especially in the bush.
Lawson.

use,

Wares

[Maori.] See
Ifursthouse.
[Aboriginal, said to
War'ri-gal (wSr'rt-gol), (
mean originally dog.]
Wild untamed savage ;
said of men or animals as,
a icarrigal horse.
You '11 want your powder for warragnt blacks. Voyan.
War'ra-gal, 1 n. 1. A wild dog ; an undoniestioated
dingo.
See Illust. under Dingo, in
War'ri-gal, )
the Dictionary.
Where the warriynl whimpered and bayed. Rev. W. Albu.
2. A wild aboriginal Australian.
Billy, although born a irnrrnyat, or wild native, was almost
as helpless as a white man in the scrub.
Voonn.
3. A.wild horse.
E. G. Miltanl.
War'ren-er (w8r'r5n-er), )(. [Aboriginal Tasmanian
['I'u.iyawarrenah.]
{Zabl.) See Mariner,' a shell.
niania]
(w5sh), re.
[Add.] 10. {Mining) 'Washdirt.
Had this shaft been sunk ten feet further west, the run of
/'/*(
pax'idilc tra^li w(mUl have been missed.
Arijiis.
Wash'dirt (-dert), re. {Mining) Alluvial soil containing gold which m,ay be extracted by washing.
In the system of working here carried ou*
\erything is
taken off the bottom, and not an ounce of ;c((s/h/i/-Moft' be(wor'e), n.

Whare. [N. Z.]
War'ra-gal (wSr'ra-gnl),

—

Wales.

of Telopea, but the
especially apijlied to T. speciosissima.
(T. oreades) is a tree growing to

Wartler (war'bler), re. [Add.]
11^°° In New Zealand various species of the genus
Gerygone are called bush irarblers, gray warblers, etc.
See under Gerygone.

—

•

often spear our dogs,

is

the height of fifty feet.

(b)
;

xcaratah

The Gippsland waratah

;

To beat with a waddy

t.

whether aimlessly or in search of work, and the phrases
are also used in a more general sense.
He also, as the constable expressed it, was in the habit of

;

pity

hind.

Warntah (Telopea

food,

fffot

;

out,

oil

;

chair

;

go

Tlie Aryiis.

Wa'ter gum' (wa'ter

.••/)fczo,s?W/»o).

;

sing,

ink

;

tlien,

thin

;

boN

;

gtim').

zh

=

A name
z in

given in Ans-

azure.

—

ZEBRA

myrtaceous trees ( Trislania, Eugenia,
and perhaps Callistemon ) which grow near water. The

said of a speculator in stocks whose purchases have risen
considerably in value on his liands. Hence, in a general
sense, prosperous well off. [Australian commercial cant]

era, woomerah, and wommala.]
weapon of the Australian aborigines, used for throwing the spear ; a throwing
stick.
See Throwing stick.
The instrument with which they project these spears, called
by some tribes of natives only, but indiscriminately all over
the country by whites, a icommercOi.
E. Giles.

gum

Tristania laurina.
Wa'ter hole' (-hoi')- 1- in Australia, the usual name
for any pool, pond, or small lake.
There was a water hole, upon the bank of which the camp

principa,! wate7-

is

situated.

jfc'-

2. Specifically, a pool left iu
intermittent river.

summer

Giles.

Wa'ter myr'tle (-mer't'l). Same as Water gum.
Wa'ter re-serve'. See Reserve, 11., 5 (J).
Wa'ter tree' (-tre'). \_A(3d.'\ {Bot.) In Australia, any
one of several trees (especially Hakea leucoptera) from
which the aborigines obtain water by incising the bark
or cutting the roots.

Wat'tle (wot't'l), ?i. 4. (So<.) [.-IfW.] (c) Any Australian tree of tlie genus Acacia ; so called because loattles, or hurdles, made of the
long, pliable branches or of
the split stems of the slender species were used by tlie
early settlers in building
the hurdles
their houses
;

were daubed with mud, and
this

was

of construction
known as wattle and
style

dab.
Golden

under Golden.

See
— Prickly

wattle.

See PrichUj

wattle.
(Bol.)

mimosa,

Whale'bone' (hwal'bou'),

Whal'er (-er),
a swagman

White'bait' (hwit'baf), n. (Zool.)
for the inanga.
See Inansa.

Whlte'bark'

See under Boree.

New

Whlte'head'

iAdd.']

cluster {Bol.), an erislirub (Giialtlieria
of Tasmania and

Eastern Australia, with waxWattle (.lcoc/«to„9,/oZm).

'"

Wax'-eye' (wSksl'), n. {ZoiJl.) An Australian name
for the while-eye ;
called also silver-eye, and, in New
Zealand, hlighlbird. See White-eye, in the Dictionary.
(wa), n.
[Jrfd.]
Right of way. [Add.] (ft) (/"/., Right OF WAYS.)
narrow .street: a lane. [Auslralia]
|J3*°^Tliis use of the legal term in a concrete sense orig-

—

Way

A

inaxed in Melbourne. In laying out the city, passages ten
or twelve feet «ide were left between the large rectangular lots. These passages ran from one broad street to another and were intended to afford a right of way between
the lots. Hence tlie term came to be applied to the passages themselves.
Way'bung' (wa'biing'), n. [Aboriginal.] {Zo'dl.)
Tlie Australian white- winged chough ( Corcorax leucop-

WUd (wild), a.
—

(wen'er),

[From wean,

71.

been weaned but

is

v.]

A

lamb

not old enough to be a

[A contraction of pennyweight.']
commonly used in the plural. \_3Iin-

(vfat), n.
;

—

ing cant]

Well
Well

(wel), adv.

in,

engaged

in

[Add.]
a profitable speculation in stocks

Yab'ber

(yab'ber), v.

;

i.

[Corruption of jabber.]

Yab'ber (ySb'ber)
Yab'ber-yab'ber (ySb'ber-yab'ber),

The mako-mako.
Wln'ter (wTn'ter),

;

—

1

n.

Talk
guage

an Australian chmbing plant

(c)

A

passerine bird of

Boldrewood.

tralia.

(ySn'yen'), n.

A

Melbourne name for

household water. [Colloq.]
15^^ The Yanyean is the name of the reservoir from
which the Melbourne water supply is derived.
ale, senate, care,

rude,

full,

;

Wood Hen

n.

{Bot.),

Wood'en (wo8d"n),

pity

Wooden

;

pear.

{Bol.)

—

You

can see Sylvester's wool'shed fair enough.
A. Lindsay Gordon.
(w5811y), a. [Add.]

Woolly

Woo'mer-ah

Wren

Wur'ley

A

Name

Yeit (yat), «. Sec Yate.
Yel'low-head' (ySl'lo-hgd'),

the river

— formerly

{Zool.),

[Aboriginal.]

eve, event, end, fern, recent
out, oil
chair go
slug,
;

;

;

;

little

—

native yellou-heads or ca-

Shencood Roberts.

Ze'bra
Zebra

idea,

ice,

ink

A

(ze'bra), n.

fish {Zool.),

[Add.]

a marine percoid fish of Australia

{NeotephrreoiJS zebra).

!

;

E. Giles.
LloUlsworlh.

Yel'low-taU' (ygl'lo-tal'), n. (Zool.) [Add.] (g) The
kingfish of Sydney and New Zealand. See Kingfish.

Name

(Bot.)

New

naries.

[Ob.^oles.]

given in New South Wales to the Australian tree Acacia
pendula, var. glabeata, and sometimes to other species
of Acacia.
Yate (yat), n. [Aboriginal.] [Written also yeit.]
The tree Eucalyptus cm'nuta. [Western Australia]
Yeel'a-man (yel'a-mSn), n. [Aboriginal.] Aheilaman.
See Heilaman.
Lo |/t-e7amo»s splinter, and boomerangs clash. Kendall.
;

.J.

(Zool.)
passerine
n.
Zeid!),Qd{Clit07iyx ochrocephala)
called

also canary.
There were numbers of the

food, fo~bt

P.

tended.

bird of

fin«l, all

inirlcf/.'

originally confined to the South
Australian aborigines, but its application has been ex-

an Australian and Tasmanian
fish {Prololrocles Tnicriena).
See Grayling, 3.
Yar'ra-man (ySr'ra-mSn), )i. [Aboriginal.] Ahorse,
so called by the Australian aborigines and sometimes by

;

Zealand

(5^^ The word was

called Yarra-yarra.

71.

New

Z.

of
Yar'ra (ySr'ra), n. [Aboriginal.]
in Victoria on which Melbourne is situated;

(yar'ron),

Womerah.

>t. ;
pi. Wurleys and Wcelies.
hut of the Australian aborigines.

Jly hand must weather-fend this

1

Yar'ran

as

lAdd.]
a passerine bird of

(wflr'iy),

[Aboriginal.]

)

the colonists.

Same

("oo'°ie''-a)' »•
I

(rSn), n.

Bush wren {Bot.),
{Xenicus longipes).

(Zool.)

See Bastard mahogany, un-

[Add.]

Woolly butt (5o<.).
der Mahogany.

or snapper.
ILocal, Victoria]
See Schnapper, «., 2.
An excellent kind of snapper, nearly the same as that called
woUonioi by the natives of Port Jackson.
Flinders.
(wom'er-a), n. [Aboriginal.] [WritWom'er-ah
ten also womera, wommera, woomWom'mer-ah

Yarra herring

avstralis).

[Add.]
See under Pear.

A

See under Bal-

ICeittral Australia']
(w5I'lo-m"ai'), n.
[Aboriginal.]

Wol'lo-mai'

Ocydromvs

a.

building or range of
Wool'shed' (w661'shEd'), 71.
buildings, often very extensive, on a sheep station, in
which sheep are sheared and wool is prepared for market
called also shed.
Sir Ifenry Parkes.
From the far side of the hill, when the skies are calm and clear,

[.Idrf.]

the balloon vine.

(

Any Aus-

The Australian schnapper

am, arm, ask,
up, urn

— ca,\led

;

;

?

boree.

the marsupial mole.

lan-

;

n.

vise, linite,

{Bot.),

Wood (wS6d), n. lAdd.]
Wood hen. {Zool.) [Add.] (c) The weka of New Zealand ( Ocydromus ausiralis). See Weka, in the Dictionary.

WitCh'et-ty (wTch'St-ty), n.
[Aboriginal.] (Zool.)
grub frequenting the roots of the acacia at a depth
of about a foot below the ground
it is the chief food of

To

[Aboriginal.]
[Written also
yabbic] A small crawfish (AsUicoides bicarinatn.i),
found in nearly all the creeks and water holes of Aus-

Yan'yean'

D. Morilutnda.

"S'ictoria.

Wonga-wonga vine

A

The Australasian.

French, or Queensland blacks' yabber
(yab'by),

An

(Tecoina ausiralis).

loon.

;

it

;

—

extinct in

;

con(
versation
especially, the broken English of the Australian aborigines.
Is

(Zool.)

)

Australian pigeon (Leucosarcia picata) with very white
called also wonga-wonga pigeon.
The }roii(ja-u-onga pigeon in a few years will have become

flesh

Native willow {Bot.), name given to various trees. See
Acacia in the Dictionary, Boobyalla, Pittospoedm,
Wilga and Poison berry tree, under Poison.
Winelier'ry (win'bSr'ry), n. (Bot.) [-4rfrf.] (d)

broken English of the Austra-

She yahbered to the bronzy pickaninny.

Yab'by

Leiclihai-dl
n. [Aboriginal.]

—

Y,
esp., to talk in the
lian aborigines.

1

\_Add.-\

V
talk

Wong'a (wong'a),
Wong'a-wong'a (wong'a-wong'a),

d^^ Different species are also caUed by different
names. Thus, Geijera parriflora is cMei al.so dogwood
and nalire willow ; and G. salicifolia is called balsaniof-copaiba tree from the taste of its bark.
WU'lOW (wTnS), n. [.-Irff/.]

The Argus.
^^^ The age at which a lamb is called a wcaner varies
from five to thirteen months, according to locality. The
stages of growth are technically distinguished by the
terms lauio, wcaner, hoggett, sheep.

A pennyweight

A

(wTl'ga), n.
[Aboriginal.] (Bol.)
tralian rutaceous tree of the genus Geijera.

hoggett.

Weight

Womerah.

[Add.-]

Wil'ga

Winter cherry
lias

with u-omeras, spears, and nulla-ni^Uas. Vogan.
Wom'ma-la (wom'ma-la), 71. [Aboriginal.] See

Wild Irishman {Bol.), the New Zealand shrub tumatukuru.
Wild lemon. {Bol.) See mider Lemon.
Wild
orange. (Bo/.) See under Orange.

teru.s).

Wean'er

(Zodl.)

(-hSd'), «.

(-Tng), n.

RockwhitingCiToo/.), the fish Odax Bic/tard.soni ;
also .ilraniier. See Stranger, 4.

caceous

which

or throwing
Flinders.

Men armed

Zealand (Ctiton>ix alhicapilla).

Whlt'ing

hispida)

*'^"'^^ "^^"^

[.4*7.]

The white

{Bot.)

n.

(-b'ark'),

See LiGHTWooD.

CMkel-y™''

Nor do they make much use of the womerah,
stick.

strolling bush-

;

name

Silver wattle. (Bot.) (a) Acacia
denllinla. Oi) Tlie lightwood.

Wax

A

2.

\_Add.']

;

;

Mimosa. —

Wax (vvSks), n.

1st n.

a sundowner esp., a swagman whose
habit is to keep near some large river, ascending it on
one bank and descending it on the other. [_Bus/i canf]
Wha're (hwii'ra colloq. hwSr'e), n. ; pi. Whares (-ez).
[Maori.] [Written also wAotj/ and ware.] 1. A Maori
hut or house ; also, any temporary hut in the New Zealand bush.
The colfin was placed under the overhanging roof of one of
the tuttares.
K. W. Patiton.
Many a bush whare, of very rude exterior, contains a good
shelf of books.
E. Wakejiehl.
2. A house.
iColloq., N. Z."]
Whar'ry (hwor'y), n. See Whaee.
Wha'ta (hwa'ta), n. A storehouse built on four posts,
which are capped with inverted cones to prevent rats
from reaching the floor. The roof is usually thatched
with snow grass and native flax. Called a,\sofutter.
Next day we cut some timber to build a wftata, or, as it was
erroneously termed, a /utter, or rat-proof store.
Sherujood Roberts.
Whlp'bird' (hwTp'berd'), n. (Zool.) The coachwhip
;

bird.

i.Bot.')

under

[.4rfrf.]

?;.

Whalebone tree {Bot.), an urticaceous tree {Pseudomorus
Brunoniana), formerly used by the aborigines for making boomerangs. [Local, N. S. W.]

man

twenty

holes of eighteen or

A

;

bed of an

in the

in this bare, sandy channel vafcr
Sir Georr/e Greij.
feet in depth.

we found

Occasionally

V

.
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was

o

;

WATER HOLE
tralia to several

n

;

;

ill

;

old,

tlien, tliin

;

obey, orb, odd

boN

;

zh =

z in azure.

;

;

;

;
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The Gazetteer deals with both the physical and the political geography of Ausnames of rivers, mountains, etc., as well as those of cities,
towns, and villages. All villages of at least 300 inhabitants are catalogued, as well as
many smaller settlements important as centers of mining, pastoral, or agricultural
districts.
The word " to\vn " is applied, in a general sense, to all centers of popula-

Every vowel should be fully uttered and strong stress accents should be avoided.
Every syllable ends in a vowel.
When two or more vowels come together, each should be pronounced. Thus
a-a
oa := o-a
ou := o-oo
a-a
ao
a-o
ea
ae

tralasia, including the

:

=

The aborigines are rapidly dying out and in some districts are already
Their dialects exhibit great variety, and have, with a few notable exceptions,
attracted little attention from philologists. A single example will illustrate the prevailing uncertainty in the orthogi'aphy of geographical names even in official documents.
Collarendabri (so spelled by the Statistician's Department of New South
Wales) appears in the reports of the Department of Justice as Collarendebri, in those
of the Department of Lands as Collarindabri, and in those of the Postal and Tele-

:

;

;

m. from Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z
N. S. W. trib. of Lachlan river.
Abercrombie, Point, cape,
Great Barrier Isl. N. Z.
Aberdeen (ab'er-den') town, N. S. W. on upper Hunter riv. 185 m. N of Sydney,
pop. 105 meat freezing works.
co. Southern dist. Q. 4,150 D.
Aberfeldy (ab'er-Jgl'di) riv. Vic. trib. of Thomson riv. —town on Aberfeldy

W

aboriginal

;

Mr. J. A. Philp, late of " The Auckland Star "
Mr. Ernest Favenc, author of " History of Australian Exploration, 1788-1888; "
And many correspondents in the different colonies who supplied information concerning particular places.
;

—

Pop.
315

Dam

(a-ka'sha-) min. center, N. S.

W.

in

Broken

Adavale (a'da-val) town, Q. on trib. of Paroo
Addington (Sd'ing-tgn) sub. of Christchurch,

;

coal min.

river
S. Isl.

N. Z

Addison's Flat (ad'f-sonz-) gold min. vil. Buller co. S. Isl. N. Z
Adelaide (Sd'e-lad) city, * S. A. on Torrens riv. pop. city 37,837, with suburbs
133,252.
CO. S. A. 1,141 D pop. 150,524.
riv. N. Ter. flows into Van Diemen

2,030
192

556
219

Ahaura

1,173

244

&

(a-ha'oo-ra colloq. ii-how'ra) min.
agr. town. Grey co. S. Isl. N. Z.
Ahipara Bayja-lie^pii'ra-) inlet
coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Ahuriri (a'hoo-re're coUnq. ow-re're) plain, E N. Isl. N. Z. in Hawke's Bay
prov. dist.
har. of Napier, N. Isl. N. Z.
See also Port Ahuriri.
Aiguilles Point (S'gwc'y'-) cape, N. Z. See Needle Point.
Akaroa (ii'ka-ro-a) CO. E Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 353
pop. 4,342.
bor. in the co. pop. .571
dairying.
Akaroa Harbor {or Harbour), har. of Akaroa, S. Isl. N. Z.
;

—

NW

1,

o,

miles

;

agr., agricultural

;

bor.,

num., municipal past., pastoral
u, long ; a, e, o, less prolonged ; 5, 6, T,
;

;

ii,

;

borough cml.,
pop., population
;

8, u, s/iori ; a, e,

c

(see p. 1719)

;

W
—

—

.—

—

W

633

—

—

;

Alexandria (sU'egz-Su'drT-.a) num. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W
Alexandrina, Lake (-Sl'Sgz-an-dre'na), lake, S. A. at mouth
Allord Forest (51'ford-) agr. vil. Ashburton co. S. Isl. N. Z
Allred (.al'frgd) CO. S. A., S of Murray riv. 1,.5U3 D pop. 56.

7,505
of

Murray

river.

262

—

creek, N. Ter. trib. of Hugh riv.
Q. trib. of Cooper's Creek.
riv. New Guinea, trib. of Ply river.
Alice Springs or Stuart, tel. station, N. Ter. lat. 24" 20' S, long. 133^ 50' E.
Allansford (Sl'ans-ford) agr. town, Vic. on Hopkins riv. 159 m.
of
S

—

(ill'Ts) riv.

Melbourne

;

minmg

port of call

Isl. N. Z. on Clutha riv.
pop. 310 gold .and coal min.
min. town, Vic. on '^nnlburn riv. pop. 708.
riv. Q. trib. of Leicbhardt riv. —town, N. Isl. N. Z. 108 m. S of Auckland.

Alice

D

D means square
a, e,

307

;

—

—

co. Central dist. Q. 4,915 D.
small town, Q.
on Burnett river.
Albany Island, isl. off Cape York, Q.
N. Isl. N. Z. at entrance to Kawhia Har.
Albatross Point (al'ba-tr5s-) cape,
Albemarle (Sl'be-miirl) overland stock station, N. S. W. on Talyawalka riv.
anabranch of Dai'ling river.
Albert (51'bert) riv. Q. 40 m. long, flows into Gulf of Carpentaria.
co. S. A., S
of Murray" riv. 2,174 D pop. 210.
past. dist. N
N. S. W. 59,375
riv.
Gippsland dist. Vic. flows into Port Albert.
lake, Wynyard co. N. S. W.
Albert, Lake, lake, S. A. at mouth of Murray riv.
cml. town, Gippsland
Alberton (al'ber-ton) sub. Adelaide, S. A. pop. 983.
dist. Vic, 132"m."S E of Melbourne, pop. 415.
Albert Park, sub. Melbourne, Vic. part of S. Melbourne.
Albury (al'bur-T) mun. town, N. S. W. on Murray riv. agr. past, vineyards.. 5,447
Aldinga (al-din'ga) agr. town, S. A. 27 m. S of Adelaide
5.55

Alectown (Sl'ek-town) gold field, Kennedy co. N. S.
Alexandra (ai'ggz-Sn'dra) bor. Otago prov. dist. S.

Gulf.

Adelong (ad'e-long) gold min. town, Wynyard co. N. S. W
Adelong Grossing, town, N. S. W. 10 m. "S of Adelong
Admiralty Bay (Sd'mT-ral-tT-) inlet, N coast S. Isl. N. Z.
Admiralty Guli, inlet, N coast W. A. '-ng. 12G° E.

—

Pop.

.

;

—

—

for mail steamers, pop. 2,665.

—

563
156

Hill silver field

Akaroa Head, N head of Akaroa Har. with lighthouse.
Albacutya, Lake (-al'ba-kut'ya) lake, N W Vic. Wiramera dist. 20
Albany (al'ba-ni) mun. "spt. town, W. A. on King George's Sound,

W

—

Adaminaby (Sd-a-niin',j-bT) min. town, Wallace co. S N. S. W
Adamson's Peak (ad'.am-sgnz-), mt. peak, Kent co. Tas. 4,017 ft.
Adamstown (atKamz-town) mun. town, N. S. W. sub. of Newcastle

names

;

river, pop. 79.

Acacia

—

H. S. W. Crummer, Esq., of the Department of Lands, Sydney, and Secretary of
the Geographical Section of the Australasian Association for the Advancement of
Science, who marked the pronunciation of the New South Wales aboriginal names
J. Lake, Melbourne, who marked the pronunciation of the Victorian names ;
J. Dennis, of Armidale, N. S. W. ;
Professor Charles W. Egerton, M. A. ;
Arthur P. Harper, Vice-President of the New Zealand Alpine Club and author
of " Pioneer Work in the Alps of New Zealand "

riv.

;

The most

;

;

(Sb'bots-ford) mfg. town, 5

= oo-e

Edward Tregear, Esq., of Wellington, N. Z., author of "The Maori-Polynesian
Comparative Dictionary," who marked the pronunciation of all the Maori names
J. P. Thomson, Esq., President of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia,
who supplied valuable information concerning the physical features of Queensland
A. Mestou, Esq., of Brisbane, who marked the pronunciation of the Queensland

A.
Abbotsford

ui

in English.

sian Colonies

;

Abercrombie (Sb'er-krQm-bT)

:= o-e

same value as

;

an accurate pronunciation of Maori words
a long should be pronounced like a in arm e like a in ale i like e in eve
o like
o in old u like u in rude or oo in food.
will aid in acquiring

oi

part, the

The compiler of the Gazetteer desires to acknowledge the important assistance
which he has received from the following gentlemen
The Government Statisticians and the Surveyors General of the various Australa-

graph Departments as Collarenebri.
With Maori names the case is different. The Maori language has long been the
subject of careful and exhaustive study, and when it was first reduced to writing a
well directed attempt was made to adapt its orthography to a simple and accurate
plionetic system.
The rules thus arrived at were applied, with rare exceptions, to
geographical names. In the pronunciation of such names a tendency to anglicize
has, of coiu'se, been manifested, but educated colonists usually endeavor to preserve
tlje Maori sounds in their purity.
The anglicizing process has gone farther in the
South Island than in the North.
In the Gazetteer, as in the Vocabulary, great care has been taken to give the correct Maori pronunciation. When, however, an anglicized form has come into general

The following key

most

—

"Wh"

extinct.

also supplied.

for the

=
ei ^ a-e

notable exception is ng, which is always a simple sound, namely, that of tig in the
should not be pronounced as mA in " which," but as
English suffix "ing."
a single consonant, the effect being that of breath smartly emitted from the lips.
The Maori language has no sounds corresponding to our " 1 " and " v."

difficult task.

is

;= a-e

ai

The consonants have,

tion not designated as borough, municipal town, corporate town, or village.
The
population, unless there is a uote to the contrary, follows the census of 1891 and is
towns
given,
When
distance
between
is
this
is,
in
almost
every
given in full.
the
case, the number of miles by railway or postal route.
In the case of aboriginal Australasian names the compiler has endeavored to ascertain and record the best usage both in spelling and pronunciation. This has been a

colloquial use, this

=
au = a-oo

AUanton

commercial

.".

(Xl'an-ton) agr. town, dist. S.

Isl.

N. Z. 15 m. S

W W
W of Dunedin

435
251

;
Corp., corporate
dist., district; div., division
har., harbor; mfg., manufacturing
min.,
prov., provincial
riv., river
spt., seaport
sub., suburb
vil., village.
See Abbreriotioiis, p. 2014.
obscure (see remark, p. 1719) fivr, fall there, term for, food, f68t ; (flrl ; ow as in cow ; ch as in chiu
g as in get th (is in thin Hi as in tliine w, K, N (see p. 1719).

i,

;

;

;

;

;

;

o,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

..
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Pop.

W

Allendale al'5n-dal) tnin. town. Tic. 91 m. X
of Melbourne
Allen Island (a'en-) isl. X Q. in Gulf of Carpentaria.
Allenton al'en-ton) viL Ashburton co. S. Isl. >". Z
timber
Allora ?.;'lc)-ra) agr. mun. town, Q. 1.57 m. S
of Brisbane
'

W

:

& coal.

.

Allynbrook al'en-) agr. town, X. S. W. on VTillianis river
Alpha Creek al'f a-) trib. of Belyando riv. Q. town on creek pop. 153.
Alphington al'ilng-tom sub. Melbourne, Vic. on Tarra Yarra river
Alstonville aU'ton-vTl town, X. S. W. near Cape Byron sugar growing
i

group of

(al'th6rp-)

islets,

S

S.

69S
994

<

1,114

4S5

A. in Investigator Strait,

with liglithouse.

Amadeos. Lake

(-Sm-a-de'iis) large, shallow lake, border

N. Ter. and

of Vic. 2.fH4.r.2S

M". A. lat.

Amberley

&

am'ber-ll'l agr.

church

town

past,

dist. S. Isl.

X. Z. 30 m.

X of

Christ-

Ambrym

Island (am'brtm-) one of Xew Hebrides Isls. S. Pacific Ocean.
Amherst Sm'erst) town, Vic. included in bor. of Talbot.
Stradbroke Isl.
Amity PoinUaml-ti) cape, S E Q., S
Amori amoo're) CO. Xelson prov. dist. S. Isl. X. Z. 2.3<J2 D pop. 9ij7. —small
to'.vn. Kaikoura co. S. Isl. X. Z.
or Conway. riv. X E S. Isl. X. Z.
Amuri Plains, plains in Amuri county. S. Isl. X. Z.
AnaMes, The 'an'a-kez). See Tou Yaxgs.
Anderson's Bay (£n'der-sonz) sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. X'. Z. pop. 4G5. —bay,

W

X

X

gold min. town on

^

Avon

—

Avon

riv.

Kara Kara

co. Vic.

;

(av'on-dal)

X.

vil.

Isl.

m. S TV of Auckland

X. Z.

Avon Plains, town, Vic. on Avon river agr. & past
Awanul a'wa-noo'e) town, Mongonui co. X'. Isl. X.

place of early gold

;

X

point of Awarua Bay.
Ta'wa-ta rS) riv.
S. Isl. N. Z. flows into Cook Strait.
ar'shir) co. Central dist. Q. 12,633

Point, cape.

Awatere
Ayrshire

S. Isl.

X.

Z.,

XE

D

(

B.
Babbage Island
Bacchus Marsh

W

river

riv.
one of the oldest
settlements in the colony.
(SpsIT) riv. X. S. W. trib. Macleayriv. with deep gorges and waterfalls.
^town near Bathurst. X. S. W. pop. 226. town. Lowan co. Vic. pop. 135.
Apsley Falls, chief waterfall of Apsley riv. X. S. W.
Arafura Sea a'ra-foo ra-) part of Pacific Oc. between X. Ter. & Xew Guinea.
Aralnen ar-a-loo'en) gold min. town. S E X. S. W. on trib. of Shoalhaven riv. 229
Aramac iSr'a-mSk) town, central Q. on Aramac Creek, trib. of Thomson riv... 3S9
Arapawa Island (a'ra-pa'wa) isl. X' of S. Isl. X. Z. in Cook Strait.
of Melbonme.. 3,151
Ararat lar'a-rSt) gold min. bor. Vic. on Hopkins riv. 131 m.
Ararat. Mount. Vie. near Ararat. 2.Cf20 ft.
Aratapu (a'ra-ta'poo) temperance settlement, Hobson co. X. Isl. X. Z. 96 m.
of Aucliland ; kauri gum, saw mills
237
S. Isl. X. Z. flows into Jackson's Bay. —small
Arawata (a'ra-wa'ta) riv.
town, TV coast SVlsl. X'. Z.
Archer (arch'er) or Peach, riv. in Cape York Pen. Q. 170 m. long, flows into
Gulf of Carpentaria.
Archer. Point, cape. Q.. S of Cooktown. with lighthouse.
Arch Hill. sub. of Auckland. X. Isl. X. Z.
Argyle (ar-gil') co. X. S. W. 1.972 pop. 1S.939: chief town Goulbum.
Arid. Cape '-3r^d) S coast TV. A. at TV end Great Australian Bight.
Armadale Sr'ma-dSl) sub. of Melbourne, Vic. part of Prahran.
Armidale Sr'mMal) city, Xew England dist. X. S. TV. 358 m. X of Sydney,
land board dist. of X. S. TV.
pop. 3.>J0 agr. past, and min.
1

Balcaim fbakSm')

X

D

Am,

—

—

—

X

—

X
X

.

—

^

brook.
mt. X. S. TV. midwaj" between Xarrandera and TVagga TVagga.
mt.
peak. Tas. See Row Toe.
Arthur Range, mt. range, Arthur co. Tas. 3.668 ft.
Arthur's Head, point S of Swan riv. TV. A. with Ughthoose.
Arthur's Lakes, chain of lakes in central Tas. 14 D.
Arthur's Seat. mt. inMomington co. Vic. 1,031 ft.
Arthur Valley, gorge, S. Isl. X. Z. near MUtord Sotmd.
Aru Islands- See Aekou Isi.axds.
Ascot Vale asTjot-) sub. of Melbonme, Vic. part of Essendon.
Ashbumham (Ssh'bQm-am) CO. X. S. TV. 2,136 D; chief towns Parkcs and

—

D

—

Ateamuri Falls

X

(a'ta-a-moo're) cataract in TVaikato riv. X.

X. Z. near

Isl.

Lake Taupio.
Athelstone ath'el-ston) town, sub. of Adelaide. S. A
Attenborough fSt'en"bur-ro) sub. Timaru, S. Isl. X. Z

I

!

'

j

I

I

Anbigny a-be'nT) co. Southern dist. Q. 3,290 D: chief town, Toowoomba.
Auburn (a'bam) mun. sub. of Sydney, X. S. TV. pop. 2,(126. — agr. town, S.

—

A.

(ak'land) prov. dist. X". IsL X. Z. 25,746 D pop. 133.159.
its *, cml.
on branch of Hauraki Gulf, pop. city 28.613, with suburbs 51,287.
co.
X'. S. TV. l.vi.j :: pop. 9.701.
tovm on Hunter riv. X. S. TV.
or
(wa'e-ia-ma'ta)
(or
arm
of
HauAuckland,
Waitemata
Harbour),
Haihor
raki Gulf, X. Isl. X. Z.

Auckland
eitv

—

t

O means square miles
;

;

agr., agricultural : bor., borough ; cml.,
past., pastoral ; pop., population
:

mun,, mimicipal

—

Balmain
Balonne

Isl.

Z. near Milford

X'.

Sound, approx. height

See Imlay, Mor>-r.

bal-man') mun. sub. of Sydney, X. S. TV
23,475
ba-lon') riv. S Q. part of Culgoa river.
637
Balranald (bSl-rSn'ald) mun. town, X. S. TV. on lower Murrumhidgee riv. ; past.
Balurga ba-loor'ga) CO. Xorthem dist. Q. 18,416 D.
1,2®
Balwyn bal'win)'sub. of Melbourne, Vic
Bamboo Creek (bSm-boo'-) settlement, TV. A., reefing center of Pilbarra gold

I

field

'

'

near

De Grey

river.

Bandon Qrove (bSn'don-) town. Gloucester co. X. S. TV
Banks O anksi CO. Xorthem dist. Q. 11.334 D chief town Cooktown.

275

;

j

I

'

Banks. Cape.

X head of Botany Bay.

X.

S. TV.

— cape. S E

S.

A. with lighthouse.

Banks Island, isl. in Torres Strait, X of Cape York Pen. Q.
Banks Peninsula, pen. E Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. X. Z.
Banks Strait, between X E Tas. and Fumeaux Isls.
Bankstown.

108
sub. of Sydney, X. S. TV. on George's river
362
(bSu'nok-bflrn') min. town. Vincent co. S. Isl. X. Z
(bSr'a-den)"co.
E central X. S. TV. 2.415 pop. 1.719: chief town
TValgett.
stnall town, X. S. TV. on Baradine Creek, trib. of Xamoi river.
2,482
Barcaldine (bar-kal'din) town, central Q. 358 m. TV of Rockhampton
Barcoo (bar'koo'). See Coopee's Creek.
TV.
gold
(in
700
bar'dok)
min.
town,
A.
in
X.
E.
Coolgardie
field,
pop.
1895).
BardOC

Bannockbum
Baradine

D

X

^

BargO barf o town, Camden CO. X. S. TV
Barker. Mount, mt. S. A., S E of Adelaide.
Barkly 'barklt min. town, Kara Kara co. Vic
f

210

;

i

2.297

291
176
196

413

ft.

Barrier (bSr'rT-er-). or Stanley. Range, mt. range, X. S. TV. near S. A. border
highest point, Mt. Lyell, 2,006 ft.
Barrier. The, local name of sUver field near Barrier Range, center of which is
Broken HUl.
Barringun (bar'rin-gun) town, X. S. TV. near Q. border, on TVarrego riv. past.
;

Barron bar'ron) riv. Q. 70 m. long, flows into Trinity Bay.
Barrona bSr-ro'na) CO. X. S. TV., TV of TVarrego riv. 2,612 D
Barron Falls, cataract, Q. BaiTon riv. approx. 600 ft. high.

Barrow Island

(bar'ro-)

isl.

X

TV of TV. A.

W

on wh"ich Geelong

situated, 95

is

Barwon. South, sub. of Geelong. Vic
Baskerville. Cape f-bas'ker-vTl) cape,

—

riv

m. long.
TV. A.

i

259

into Port

Musgrave.

Bateman's Bay (bat'manz-) inlet, S
town on bay, pop. 253.

;

;

;

div., division

sub.,

suburb

;

373

1,589

X

Basset Town (^bas'et-) town. Adelaide co. S. A
Bass Point bas-) headland X of Kiama. X. S. TV.
Bass Strait, strait between Vic. and Tas. 1.50 m. wide.
Bastion Point 'bas'chun-) cape, Vic. S of Mallacoota Inlet.
Batavia ba-ta'vT-a) riv. Q., TV Cape York Pen. 140 m. long, flows

Corp., corporate ; dist., district
;
prov., provincial ; riv., river spt., seaport

179
183

Barrow- Mount, mt. peak, Dorset co. Tas. 4,644 ft.
of Melbourne
Barry's Reel i^bar'rTz-) gold min. town. Vic. 70 m. X
Barwon ibar'won) riv. X X. S. TV. 510 m. long, upper part of Darling

commercial
;

1.084

•.

—

riv. Vic.

233
218

i

on TVakefield river pop. 360.

.'

river

Balloon. Mount, mt. peak, S.
6.()(<C) ft
mt. peak. X. S. TV.

:

X

565

16,592
Ballarat East. min. & mfg. town, Vic. sub. of Ballarat
Ballina (bS11T-na) (West and East) mun. town, X. S. TV. at mouth Richmond

(bar-med'man) town. Bland co. X. S. TV., X TV of Temora
bar'na-war'tha) agr. town, Vic. 174 m. X E of Melbourne
Barossa ba-ros'sa) gold field, Adelaide co. S. A. pop. about 1,000.
Barossa Range, mt. range. S. A., X of Adelaide.
Barraba bar'ra-ba) town, X. S. TV., X TV of Tamworth agr. & past
Barranjoey bar ran-jo'e) S head of Broken Bay, X. S. TV. with lighthouse.
Barren Island (bar'ren-) one of Himter"s Isls. off Tas. 33 D.
Barren Mount- peak X. S. TV. on watershed Bellingen river.
Barrett Mountain (bar'et-) mt. peak, TV. A. between Panton & Elvire rivs.

O

867

;

;

Barnawartha

.

1

X of Christchurcb,

Barmedman

.".
14.158
(Ssh^bGr-ton) co. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. X. Z. 2.542
pop.
11,401. —riv. in co. ^agr. and past. bor. on the riv. pop. 1,900.
riv.
TV
TV. A. flows into Indian Oc. near Exmouth Gulf.
gold field. TV. A. 8.200 D.
Ashburton Gorge, gorge. Ashburton CO. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. X. Z.
11,697
Ashfield ash'feld) mun sub. of Sydney. X. S. TV
Ash Island, coal min. sub. of Xewcastle, X. S. TV.
Ashley (ashlT) co. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. X. Z. 1,627 pop. 15,550.—
vil, iu CO. pop. 283.
riv. in co. flows into Pegasus Bay.
of TVellington
4.S2
Asharst (ash'urst) town, X. Isl. X. Z. 96 m.
Aspiring. Mount (-Ss-pir^ng) snow-clad mt. Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. X. Z.

—

X. Z. 30 m.

)

Forbes

Ashburton

co., S. Isl.

^

—

arcTilTf) sub. of Sydney, X. S. TV.
Aruhem Bay fam'hem-) bay. of X. Ter.
TV of Gulf of Carpentaria, X. Ter.
Cape, cape,
Land, name given by the Dutch to part of X' Australia.
Arowhenua (a'ro-hwg'noo-a) town dist. S. Isl. X. Z. 91 m. S TV of Christcliurch
683
Arrawatta (5r a-wot'ta) co. X. S. TV. on Q. border, 2,313
1,789
Ti^l^nil^ (a'roo-) group of islands in Arafura Sea.
Arron. or
Arrowsmith, Blount (ar'ro-smith) X. S. TV. highest peak in Grey Range on
TV border. 2.000 ft.
mt. TV central Tas.
nit. S. IsL X. Z. 9.171 ft.
426
Arrowtown (Sr'ro-tcwn) gold min. bor. S. Isl. X. Z. 172 m. TV of Dunedin.
TV Tas.
co. S Tv Tas. 1 .275 D.
Arthur (ar'chur) riv.
TV
TV..
S. Isl. X. Z. 5,800 ft.
mt. X. S.
Arthur, Mount, mt.
S of Muswell-

Ashley

vil.

pop. 24.257. with suburbs 46.158.

W

D

agr.

St. Kilda.

•

N

Amhem

E entrance

appro.x. pop. 325.

W

X

S

Balclntha (b51-kloo'tha) bor. S. Isl. X. Z. on lower Clutha river
Bald Head (bald' bed ) cape, TV. A. at S E entrance to King George's Sound.
Ballan ba-lau') agr. town, Vic. 49 m. TV of Melbourne, on TVerribee river
Ballarat bSlla-rat') city. Vic. 74 m. TV of Melbourne gold min. & agr. city

i

Amhem.

S. A.,

—

Melbourne, Vic. part of

—

:

E of Kangaroo Isl.

Balmsdale (bamz'dal) agr. & cml. town, Gippsland dist. Vic. on Mitchell river. 3,270
Balaklava (bSl'a-klii'va) agr. town, S. A. on TVakefield riv. pop. 463.
sub. of

;

i

Amclifie

756
(bSk'stSrz'-) strait,

to Gulf St. Viucent.

inlet,

Apsley

(bSt'aj-) TV. A. off estuary of Gascoyne riv. with lighthouse.
(bSk'us-) agr. town, Vic. 32 m. TV of Melbourne, on TVerribee

Backstairs Passage

I

S Vic, X E of Cape Otway.
Appin ap'piu) small town, X. S. W. on trib. of Xepean

Isl.

X. Z.

Awarua

i

'

Auckland

pop. (ISitC) 248 timber.
or Big. Bay (a'waroo'a-) inlet, TV coast S. Isl. X. Z.
picturesque section of country in TVellington prov. dist. X.

D

mining

872
225
of

Awarua Bush,

X

Apollo Bay a-ponS-)

X

Awarua.

<

i

m.

Z. 218

i

discovery. ISjI.
Inlet, inlet, S coast Vic. near Cape Paterson.
an'gas-) vil. Light CO. S. A
203
E of Adelaide
60C
Angaston an'gas-ton) agr. town. S. A. 53 m.
Angledool Sii'gl-dool) small town. X. S. W. on X'arran riv. near Q. border.
8,436
Anglesey Sn'jrl-se) co. Vic. on upper Goulbum riv. 1,647
Annandale an'an-dal) sub. Sydney. X. S. TV.
Anser Islands (an'ser-) group of isls. near Wilson's Prom. Vic.
Anson Bay i5n'son-)"bay, X. Ter. long. 130- E.
Antipodes an-tlp'6-dez) group of small isls. S E of X. Z. lat. 49" 42' S, long.
17S: 43 E. 20 D.
Anxious Bay (ank'shtis-) open inlet in Great Australian Bight, S. A.
Aorangi a'o-ra net Maori name of Mt. Cook. S. Isl. X. Z. 12.349 ft.
coast X. isl. X. Z. lat. 38= S.
Aotea Harbor '^/•Harbour) (a'6-t5'a) bar.
Aotearoa a'o-ta-a-ro a) ancient Maori name of X. Z.
Apia a-! r'a) chief town and bar. ; seat of gov. Samoa Islands, S Pacific Oc.
'

151

—

:

trib. of

302
iyf

X. Z.

Avondale

Anderson's

S

^

T\' of Melbourne, pop. 7S7.
riv. 127 m. TV
(-led; min. town, Vic. on Avoca river
(a'von) riv. W. A. trib. of Swan riv.
riv. Vic. flows into Lake Buloke.
riv. flows through Christchurcb. S. Isl. X'. Z.
sub. of Christchurch, S. Isl.

Avoca Lead

coast Tas.

Anderson's Creek,

Angas Park

3,03C,.57O

i

—

248

of X. S. TV. and Vic.

Avenal a^ 'g-u.al^ bor. sub. of Invercargill, S. Isl. X. Z
Avenel i,5^ 'e-uel agr. town. Vic. 72 m. X E of Melbourne
Avoca (a-voTia) riv. Vic. 163 m. long, flows X from the Pyrenees Range.

470

.'....

O

Australian Alps, highest mts. in Australia, near border
Austral Islands. See T-\buai Islands.

•-•4A-S.

238

—

D

:

i

Althorpe Islands'

S of X. Z. 329 D.
Z. the X portion of X. Isl.
Augathella a Lra-thel'a) town, Q. on TVarrego river
Austinmer as't In-mer) town, Cumberland co. X. S. TV
Australasia (as tral-a'shT-a) an arbitrary division of the globe, in Oceanica, between equator and lat. 47*' S. 3,300,000
pop. 4,750,CKXI.
used also in a restricted sense as embracing the colonies of the Australian Continent, with Tas.
and the X". Z. group. 3.077,377 D pop. 3,S(r9,&95.
Australia fas-tra'lT-a) island continent, boimded on E and S by Pacific Oc. TV
by Indian Oc. area according to a computation made by the Surveyor-General

241

—

'

Pop.

Auckland Islands, group isls.
Auckland Peninsula, pen. X.

1,562

E
;

X.

har.,

S. TV. at

harbor

vil., village.

month

of Clyde riv.

—

mfg., manufacturing min.,
See Abbreviaiiont, p. 2014.

;

:
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;

N

&

N

W

;
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N

W
N

N

&

;

—

—

N

N

—

W

N

—

ish in 1897.

Bell, Point, cape, S. A. in Great Australian Bight, long. 133° E. —cape, S Vic.
town on Lake Macquarie,
Belmont (bSl'mSnt) sub. of Geelong, Vic. pop. 711.
N. S. W. pop. 145.
(bSl'mor)
co.
Southern
dist.
D.
8,975
Q.
Belmore

—

Belubula (bel-ub'ii-la) riv. N.
BelyandO (bgl-ySn'do) riv. E

S.

W.

Q.

trib.

Lachlan river.
Burdekiu riv.

trib. of

of

— co.

town, Vic. on Broken riv. 121 m.
(be-nSiu'bra) CO. N E border Vic. 2,749 D

(bgn-al')a) agr.

Benambra

NE

W

W

;

;

in Vic.

Bold Point, cape, Q. near mouth of Gilbert riv. on Gulf of Carpentaria.
Bolingbroke Point (b51'ing-br66k-) cape, S. A., S E coast Eyre's Pen.
Bolwarra (b51-wor'ra) agr. dist. Durham co. N. S.
Bombala (bom-ba'la) mun. town, N. S. W. 318 m. S S W of Sydney; past, and

W

."

timber

^

hurst, gold min. city, Vic. on Bendigo creek 101 m. N
of city 26,774, with suburbs 38,348.
Ben Lomond (bgn lo'mond) mt. N. S. W. highest peak in

— mt. N E Tas. 5,010

ft.

Ben Nevis

(bom-ba') vil. Manukau co. N. Isl. N. Z
Bondi (bSu'di') watering place, near Sydney, N.
Bonnet Islet, isl. S of Tas. with lighthouse.

Booby Island

Bentinck (bea'ttnk)

CO.

S

E

Melbourne.

1,0,50
;

past

agr.

New England

173

D

;

N

D

W

E

W

(be-tlmn'gra) town. Clarendon co. N. S.
agr. town, W. A.
Beverley (bSv'er-lT) town, S. A. sub. of Adelaide, pop. 208.
on Avon riv. 110 m. S E of Perth, pop. (in 1895) 200.
Beverley Group, small group of isls. S E of Mackay, Q.
E of Lismore
BexhiU (bgks'Il) agr. town, N. S. W. 7 m.
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Big, or Awarua (a'wii-roo'a). Bay, inletj
Bigge Range (big-) mt. range, S Leichhardt past. dist. Q. an eastern spur of
Great Dividing Range.

—

N
NW

174

254
495
908
030
300
249

393

;

Billagoe, Mount (-bTl'a-go). See Dkysdale, Mount.
Blloela, or Cockatoo, Island (bTl-6-e'la) small isl. in Port Jackson, N.
site of prison for juvenile offenders.

W

S.

W.

;

&

(bl'na-long) town, N. S. W. 209 m. S
of Sydney ; agr.
past
Binburie (bTi/biir-T) co. Central dist. Q. 10,209 D.
Bingara (btn'ga-ra) mun. town, N. S. W. on Gwydir riv. diamonds
of Melbourne.
Birchip (ber'ciup) small agr. town, Vic. 214 m.

Binalong

N

Bird Island,

Birkenhead

islet in

Foveaux

W

Strait. N. Z.
Isl. N. Z. sub. of

(berk'en-hgd) bor. N.

fruit growing.

— sub. ot Sydney, N.

Birregurra (bTr-re-gur'ra)
bourne

S.

Auckland, pop. 455

on Barwon

344

riv.

83 m. S

;

agr.

W of

Mel392

;

W

N. Z.

Blacktown

(blSk'town) town, N.
1;

8.59

777

658

S.

W. 22 m.

i,t,t, less prolonged; 5,

N. Z

W of

S, t, 8,
ii,

u

Sydney;

361
fruit growing....

short ; a, g,
(see p. 17f9)
'i,

W

W

^ cape, N

W.

;

o,

A.
221

W

S.

W

217
riv.

050 m. S

E

of

30,645
2,060
;

Cook landed

Capt.

1770.

2,407

520

—

cape, N W. A.
Port Chalmers, S. Isl. N. Z. 5 D.
S. W. on Darling riv. terminus of Western
railway, pop. 3,149; past.— land board dist. of N. S. W.
co. N. S. W., N
metropolitan co. Vic. 1,721 D
of Murrumbidgee riv. 2,300 D pop. 3,402.
pop. 517,009.
W. A.
Bouvard, Cape (-boo'var') cape, S
Bowen (bo'en) mun. spt. town on Port Denison E Q. pop. 1,082, within 5 m.
.—
co. Southern dist. E Q. 3,066 D.
radius 1,358 agr. past. & coal min.
Bowen Falls, cataract, S. Isl. N. Z. near Miltord Sound, 540 ft. liigh.
Bowenfells (bo'Sn-fglz) town. Cook co. N. S. W. Blue Mts. health resort
Bowenvale (bo'en-val) gold min. town, Vic. near Maryborough
Bowling Alley Point (bo'lTng-) towm. Parry co. N. S.
of Cape Bowling Green, S E of Tow nsville, Q.
Bowling Green Bay, inlet,
Bowling Green, Cape, cape, E Q. l.at. 19-^ 20' S, with lighthouse.
Bowning (bown'ing) town. King and Harden cos. N. S.
of Sydney
Bowral (bow'ral) num. town, N. S. W. 80 m. S
Box Hill, sub. of Melbourne, Vic
Boyd (bold) CO. N. S. W., S of Murrumbidgee riv. 1,505 D
Boyne (boin) riv, E Q, 48 m. long, flows into Port Curtis.
Bradley's Head (britd'lTz-) point, N. S. W. on N shore Port Jackson.
Brady's Lookout (bra'dtz-) mt. peak, Westmoreland co, Tas. 4,497 ft.
Brady's Sugar Loaf, nit. peak, Cumberland co. Tas. 3,301 ft.
Braidwood (brad'wood) mun. town, N. S. W. near Shoalhaven river
Branxholme (branks'liom) town, Normanby co. Vic. past
of Newcastle
Branxton (biSnks'ton) agr. town. N. S. W. 35 m. N
Braybrook (bra'bnTok) sub. of Melbourne, Vic. on Saltwater river,
agr. town,
Breadalbane (brSd-al'bau) town, Argyle co, N, S. W, pop. 239.
Tas. sub. of Launceston, pop. 131.
Breakfast Creek (brSk'f.ast-) sub. of Brisbane, Q.
Breaksea Island (brSk'se-) isl. S W. A, entrance to King George's Sound, with

415 m.

E S E of

—

—

_

W

;

;

W

W

W

W

W

lighthouse.

narrow

106
580
276

193
2,258
1,542
1,051

1,496

237
490
317

W

Otago prov. dist., S. Isl. N. Z.
S
N. Z., N point of Whangarei Bay.
point of Whangarei Bay,
Breeza (bre'za) town, Pottinger co. N. S.
Bremer (Ingn/er) riv. Q. trib. of Brisbane river.
Bremer Bay, irdet, S coast W. A. long. 119° 30' E.
Brett, Cape (-brSt) cape, N. Isl, N. Z. at E entrance to Bay of Isls.
Brewarrlna (bre-H5r'iT-na) town, N. S. W. on Barwon riv. E of Bourke past.
Bridge Creek, small gold min. town on trib. Adelaide river, N. Ter.
Bridgewater (brij'wa-ter) town, S. A. 23 m. E of Adelaide
extremity of Vic.
Bridgewater Bay, hay, near S
extremity of Vic.
Bridgewater, Cape, cape, near S
Bright (brit) gold min. town, Vic. on Ovens riv. 190 m. N E of Melbourne
long,

inlet,

Bream Head (brem liSd) cape, N.
Bream Tail, oape, N. Isl. N. Z. S

506

W

;

;

329
414

;

agr. town, S. A. near Victorian border
Borehole, coal min. sub. Newcastle, N. S. W.
Borenore (bor'en-or) town, Ashburnham co. N. S.
BorrolOOla (bor'ro-loo'la) small town, N. Ter. on Macarthur
Port Darwin.

obscure {sea remark, p. 1719) fiir, fall
g as in get th as in thiu ; tli as in tfaiiie ;

i,

Port Curtis past.

Isl.

W

,"

;

;

See Ophik.
co. S. Isl.

&

Border Town,

Breaksea Sound,

771
Isl.

central Q. bet. Leichhardt

220
21G
146

\

;

Black's Point, min. town, Inangahua

the old

—

&

Bischoff, Mount (-btsh'Sf) mt. peak, Russell co. Tas. 2,598 ft. rich tin mines.
See Waratah.
Blachford (bhtch'tord) co. S. A., S E of Lake Torrens 1,135
Blackall (bhtk'al) mun. town, Central dist. Q. on Barcoo river past
Blackall Range, coastal range of mts. S E Q.
Black Bluff, mt. peak, Devon co. Tas. 4,381 ft.
Blackburn (bhtk'bQrn) agr. town, Vic, 11 m. E of Melbourne
Black Flag. min. town, W. A. in N. E. Coolgardie gold field, pop. (in 1895) 1,000.
Blaokheath (blSk'heth') town, N. S. W. on Blue Mts. 73 m.
of Sydney

sumn^er resort
Black's, town, S.

;

and past

;

738

;

W.

agr. town, Vic.

E

Bounty Islands, group of islets,
Bourke (bQrk) niun. town, N.

Mount

Bethungra

mt. range,

W

Bothwell (both'wgl) town, Tas. on Clyde riv. agr. and past
Bougainville, Cape (-boo'gan-vtl') E Tas. S of Oyster Bay.

town Stan-

chief

;

(

W

of Q. in Torres Strait, with lighthouse

Boolara (bool-a'ra) town, Vic. 101 m. S E of Melbourne timber
of Adelaide
Booleroo (b651'e-rob') town, S. A. 211 m.
BooUgal (bool'f-gal) town, Nicholson co. N. S.

;

isl.
of Q. in Gulf of Carpentaria.
(bgr'ez-foiul) co. S
N. S. W. 1,425
pop. 4,220 ; chief town Cooma.
Ijer-nia-gu'i)
spt. N. S. W. 363 (postal) ra. S of Sydney
Bermagul
(-ber'nard) mt. peak, Delatite co. Vic. 5,036 ft.
Bernard,
Bernier Island (ber'iiT-er-) isl. W. A. off the entrance to Shark B.iy.
of Sydney
Berrigan (bgr'rl-gan) agr. town, N. S. W. 434 m. S
of Sydney
Berrima (bSr'rl-ma) town, N. S. W. 92 m. S
Berry (bgr'ri) mun. spt. town, N. S. W. 84 m. S of Sydney ; dairying and agr. .
Berwick (ber'rik) agr. town, Vic. 27 m. S of Melbourne
Bethanga (be-thSn'ga) town, Vic. on Mitta Mitta riv. ; past

E

N

post office of Torres Strait.

Botany, North, mun. sub. of Sydney, N.
Botany, West. See Rockdale.

Range,

ft.

N

Bentinck Island,

isl.

W.

Borung (bo'riing) CO. Wimmera dist. Vic. 4,282 D
Botany (bot'a-ni) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W
Botany Bay,"inlet, N. S. W. 9 m. S of Port Jackson

tliorpe.

Beresford

(bob'bt-)

300
S.

dists.

2,,509

.

447
1,101

.

Booroondarra (boo'roon-dSr'ra) CO. Western Plains dist. N. S. W. 2,066 D
of Melbourne
Boort (boort) agr. town, Vic. on Lake Boort 169 m. N
Kangaroo Isl. S. A. lighthouse and signal
Borda, Cape (-bSr'da) cape, N

dist. Q.

&
— formerly
SandW of Melbourne, pop.

Cornwall co. Tas. 3,910 ft.
Q. in Southern dist. 1,740

(-nev'Ts) mt. peak,

of

.

Bombay

Boomer Range,

G,042

Benambra, IVIOUnt, peak, Benambra co. Vic. 4,840 ft.
Benarba (ben-ar'ba) CO. N. S. W. on Q. border 3,1.50 D
Bendemeer (bgn'de-mer) to\vn, N. S. W., N E ot Tainworth
BandigO (bgn'di-gd) co. Loddon dist. Vic. 1,949 D pop. 52,756.

5,000

;

station.

5,120 D.

Benalla

Central

;

W

Beauaraba (bo-Sr'a-ba) town, Q. See PiTTSwoETH.
450
Beaudesert (bo-deii'ert) town, Q. 47 m. S of Brisbane
881
N
of Melbourne
Beaufort (bo'fort) gold min. town, Vic. 102 ni.
Beaufort Inlet, inlet, S coast S. W. div. W. A.
531
Phillip
Bay
on
Port
place,
Vic.
(bo-m5r'is)
watering
Beaumaris
Beautiful Valley, town, S. A. See Wilmington.
Cooktowu.
of
Bedford, Cape, cape, E Q.,
extremity of Kangaroo Isl. S. A.
Bedout, Cape (-be-doo') S
303
of Melbourne
Beeac (be'Sk) agi\ town, Vic. on Lake Beeac, 101 m. S
Beeac, Lake, lake, GrenviUe co. Vic.
2,.528
Melbourne
E
of
Beechworth (bech'wQrth) gold min. town, Vic. 171 m.
205
honey
of Sydney fruit
Beecroft (be'kroft) town, N. S. W. 10 m.
Beemerang, Mount (-be'mer-Sng) peak, N. S. W. highest in Blue Mts. 4,100 ft.
530
Beenleigh (ben'le) agr. town, Q. 24 m. S E of Brisbane
mun. toivn on riv. pop. 2,023 ; dairynig.
Bega (be'ga) riv. S E N. S. W.
320
Belalr (bSl-ar') town, S. A. 14 m. S E of Adelaide
town, S. Isl.
Belfast (bgl'fast) spt. town, Vic. pop. 1,864. See Port Faiky.
N. Z. 9 m.
of Christchurch, pop. 446.
177
of Sydney
Belford (bSl'ford) town, N. S. W. 138 m.
332
Belgrove (bel'grov) vil. Waimea co. S. Isl. N. Z
riv. N. S. W. trib. of Macquarie river.
Bell, CO. Central dist. Q. 7,540 D.
204
N.
S.
Bellambi (bSl'am-bl) town, Camden co.
360
Bellarine (bel'a-ren) agr. town, Vic. on Port Phillip Bay
E coast Q. 5,158 ft. high.
Bellenden Ker" Range (b61'en-den ker'-) mts.
025
Bellerive (bgl-rev') town, Tas. on Derwent riv. sub. of Hobart
Belling^en (bgl'In-jen) or Bellinger (bSl'In-jer) riv. N. S. W. between Clarence
agr. tow'u on riv. pop. 310.
it Macleay rivs.
Bellona Island (bgl-lo'na-) one of Solomon Isls. S Pacific Oc. annexed by Brit-

W

;

—

N

;

;

W

D

pop. 2,502.
Bay Ot Plenty, wide inlet, K coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Beaconsfleld (be'konz-teld or bek'onz-feld) town, Tas. on riv. Tamar, pop.
town, Vic. 28 m. S E of Melbourne, pop. 512;
agr.
1,5S4
mining, past.
chief town Cloncurry.
timber.
co. N
Q. 9,523
coast W. A. long. 122' 30' E.
Beagle Bay (be'gl-) bay, Dampier Land,
gorge, Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z.
Bealey (be'll) vil.
of Melbourne
Bealiba (be-Sl'I-ba) gold min. town, Vic. 137 m. N
E of Sydney past
Bear HUl, town, Clarke co. N. S. W. 420 m. N

—

W

W

W

W

—
W

—

W

N

Pop.
of Melbourne,
(blSk'wood) gold min. town, Bourke co. Vic. N
flows
into
Flinders
riv.
W.
A.
Bay
pop. with adjacent gold workings, 1,099.
town
W. A. pop. (in 1895) 652.
magisterial dist. S
near Cape Leeuwin.
S. A. 11 m. from Adelaide, pop. 220.
W. A.
Blackwood Range, range mts. S
22G
Blakeville (blak'vll) town, Bourke co. Vic. timber
Blanche, Lake (-blansh) salt lake in interior of S. A. lat. 29° S, Ion. 139^ E.
Bland (blilnd) co. N. S. W. 2,419 D pop. 4,571 chief town Temora.
203
Blandford, town, Brisbane co. N. S.
1,284
Blasland (blaks'land) CO. N. S. W., N of Lachlan riv. 4,354 D
agr.
and
Sydney
min
m.
of
1,254
W.
172
mun.
town,
N.
S.
Blayney (bla'ne)
3,294
Blenheim (blen'Im) bor. * of Marlborough prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z
co. N. S. W., S of Liverpool Range
Bligh (bh) past. dist. N. S. W. 12,109 D.
1,581 D pop. 3,288.
S. Isl. N. Z.
Bligh Sound, fiord, S
237
Blinman (blTn'man) town, S. A. 360 m. N of Adelaide
Bloomfleld (bloom'feld) riv., N E Q. empties 15° 53' S lat. sugar and tin.
238
Blowering (blow'rtng) town, Buccleuch co. N. S.
Blue Lake, lake, S. A. in crater of extinct volcano Mt. Gambler.
Blue Mountains, part of Great Dividing Range, mainly in Georgiaua and Westmoreland cos. N. S. W. highest peak Mt. Beemerang, 4,100 ft.
Gulf ot Carpentaria, N. Ter.
Blue Mud Bay, inlet, in
Blueskin, town, S. Isl. N. Z. See Waitati.
Dunedin,
S. Isl. N. Z.
inlet
N
of
Blueskin Bay,
197
Bluespur, vil. Tuapeka co. S. Isl. N. Z
Invercargill.
Bluff, town, S. Isl. N. Z. 17 m. S of
Bluff Harbor (or Harbour), har. of piuff, S. Isl. N. Z.
Bluff Lighthouses, Upper and Lower, W. A. on N side Champion Bay.
Tas.
Bluff Point, point,
Bluff, The, head at entrance Bluff Har.
Bodalla (bo-dSl'la) town, N. S. W. 257 m. S of Sydney, on Tuross riv. dairying
388
and agr
Began (bo'gan) riv. N. S. W. trib. of Darling riv. 4,50 m. long.
500
Boggabri (bSg'a-brl) town, N. S. W. 319 ni. N of Sydney past, and agr
24,142
Bogong (bo'gbng') CO. Murray dist. Vic. 3,069 D
Bogong Range, mt. range, Bogong co. containing Mt. Bogong 6,508 ft., highest

Blackwood

city, Bathurst and Roxpop. 30,143.
(bSth'urst) CO. N. S. W. 1,939
of Sydney, pop. of municipality 9,1U2, pop.
burgh COS. N. S. W. 145 ui.,
including S. Batliurst 9,440.
Bathurst Bay, Q., S E Cape Yorl? Pen.
of Melville Island.
of N. Ter.
Bathurst Island,
Bathurst, Lake, N. S. W., S of Goulbuin, S D.
Bathurst Range, mt. range, S Tas. Kent co. 2,020 ft.
Bauer, Cape (-bow'er) cape, S coast S. A. in Great Australian Bight.
of Sydney.
Baulkham Hills (balk'liam-) fruit-growing dist. N. S. W. 18 m.
Gippsland dist. Vic.
Mountains (ba'ba'-), mt. range, N
S of the bay, 820
oo.
Bay of Islands, fine har, coast N. Isl. N. Z.

Bathurst

;

tligre,
<(',

k,

term

n (see

;

158

489
236

W

lor, food, fd6t

p. 1719).

;

fQrlj

ow

as in cow

;

ch as

t"n

435
chiuj

;.

2038

N

.

AUSTRALASIAN GAZETTEER.
Pop.

Brighton

on Port

(brl'tou) town, Vic. sub. of Melbourne,

— watering place,

S.

A. on Gulf St. Viucent, 10 m. S

Pliillip

Bay, pop. 9,858.

W of Adelaide, pop.

874.

Brightwater, agr. town, Waimea co. S. Isl. N. Z
Brisbane (briz'ban coUoq. briz'bau) cml. city * of Q. on Brisbane riv. pop.
muu. 25,889, pop. witliin 5 mile radius, including S. Brisbane, 93,657.
riv.
S E Q. 210 m. long, flows into Moreton Bay.
co. N. S. \V.
S of Liverpool
;

—

Range, 2.218

D

273

BurrumbuttOCk (bur'rum-but'tuk) town, Hume

—

pop. 7,30G.

die gold field dist. estimated pop. (in 1895) 800.
co. S. Isl.

N. Z

301

and min. town, Vic. 47 m. N of Melbourne
BroadmeadOWS, town, Bourke co. Vic. dairying and quarries

Broadford (brad'ford)

409
292

agr.

;

N.

co.

W

S.

8 D.

280

(bur-riin'de J small tovm, N. Ter. on McKinlay riv.
Government
headquarters at the gold reefs.
Burwood (bflr'wood) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. pop. 6,227. —sub. of New-

Burrundie

Brisbane, South, muu. of Q. on Brisbane riv. sub. of Brisbane
11,407
Brisbane Water, a northern branch of Broken Bay, N. S. W.
Broad Arrow or Kurawa (kur'a-wa) gold miu. center, W. A. in N. E. Coolgar-

Broad Bay, town, Peninsula

Pop.

Burrowa Mountain, peak, Benambra co. Vic. 4,194 ft.
Burrum (bur'rum) riv. E Q. flows into Hervey Bay.
Burrumbeet, Lake (-bur'rum-bef) lake, Vic. W of Ballarat,

Broad Sound, inlet, E coast of Q. lat. 22° S.
Broadsound Range, mt. range, E coast Q. Central dist.
492
Broadwater (brad'wa-ter) town on Richmond riv. N. S. W. large sugar mill.
Broken Bay, bay at mouth of Hawkesbury riv. N. S. W.
19,789
Broken Hill, mun. town, N. S. W. near border of S. A. silver min
Broken River, trib. of Goulburn riv. N Vic. 120 m. long.
Broome (broom) spt. town, Kimberley div. W. A. on Roebuck Bay, pop. (1895)
;

;

N. S. W.
Cap, point, S Tas. with lighthouse.

castle,

Bushy

Busselton (bus'sel-ton) or The Vasse (-vas) mun. spt. town, W. A. on G^ographe Bay
Bustard Bay, inlet, E coast Q. lat. 24° 10' S.
Bustard Head, cape, E Q. at entrance to Port Curtis, with lighthouse.

298

Buxton (buks'ton) CO. S. A. 1,550 D.
Byrock (bi'r5k)"town, Cowper co. N. S. W
Byron Bay (bi'ron) bay, N of Cape Byron, N E
Byron, Cape, cape, N E part N. S. W.

249

:

part N.

S.

W.

;

34(1

;

headquarters of pearling

Caboolture (ka-bSSl'tiSr) town, Q. on Caboolture riv. 31 m. N of Brisbane
Cadell (ka-del') co. S N. S. W. on Murray riv. 1,043 D pop. 1,999 chief town

—

Q

Caira(ki'ra) co.

,

W

—

424

W

W

Brunner, Lake, lake. Grey co. S. Isl. N. Z.
Brunner Mountains, mt. range, Inangahua

co. S. Isl.

N. Z. 5,000-6,000

—

N

223

2,231

—

D

N

,

—

NWS.
—

nona) 2,578.

&

;

;

D

town in co. pop. 247.
Buloke, Lake (-bool'ok)

Bulong

(bob'long) or

Borung co. Vic.
0. U. prin. town of

lake,

I.

&

—

W of Sydney
Bundarra
Gwydir river
Bungaree
W N W of Melbourne
Bungendore (biSn'gen-dor) town, N.
W. 177 m. S W of Sydney agr. & past.
Bungonia (bun-go'ni-a) town, Argyle
N.
W
Bungowannah (bun-g o-wan'na) town, Goulburn
N.
W
(biin-dSr'ra) agr. town, N. S. W. on
(bun'ga-re') agr. town, Vic. 64 m.
S.

co.

;

S.

co.

S.

Bunlnyong (biin'Tn-ySng) miuTbor. Vic. 8 m. S E of Ballarat
Bunker Group, group of small isls. E of Port Curtis, Q.
Bunnythorpe (bun'uT-thSrp) town, Orouaco. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 309.
Bunya (biSn'ya-), or Bunya Bunya, Mountains, that part of Great Dividing
Range between Darling Downs and Moreton past, dists. Q.
Burarie

v\

(bfirk'town) spt. town, Q. on Albert
riv.

S

E

N

riv.

;

past

Burnett Head, cape, E Q. lat. 24°45' S.
Burnle (bflr'nt) spt. town, N Tas. at mouth of Emu riv.
Burnside (bQrn'sId) town, sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N.
Adelaide,

572

—

co.

&

min
agr.
Z. pop. 355.

;

N

911
465
330
378
629
285
244
1,183

N.

S.

— sub.

W.
981
of

W

;

;

;

agr., agricultural ; bor., borough ; cml.,
past., pastoral ; pop., population
;

mun., municipal

S.

W?,

N

commercial
;

SSO'

226

W

D

N

&

NW

—

—

—

W

E

165

213
822

—

^

(kSm'per-down) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. pop. 6,658.
town, Vic. 123 m.
of Melbourne, pop. 1,627 agr. & past.
of Bogan riv. 2,185 D
CanbelegO (kSn-bel'e-go) co. N. S. W.,
1,01*
473
Candelo (kSn'dSl-o) town, S E N. S. W., Auckland co. near Bega; dairying...
105
Canley Vale (kSn'lT-) town, Cumberland co. N. S. W. fruit
Canning (kSnTug) co. Southern dist. Q. 1,659 D.
(ka-nob'las)
Bathurst
near
mt.
co.
N.
S.
Orange,
Canoblas, The
W.
4,610 ft.
Canoona (ka-noo'na) vil. Q. near Fitzroy riv. early gold " rush."
Canowlndra (ka-now'In-dra) town, N. S. "W. on Belubula riv. S
of Orange.
39»
Canterbury (kitu'ter-bgr-T) prov. dist. E S. Isl. N. Z. 14,040 D pop. 128,392.
num. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. pop. 2,426.
Canterbury Bight, biglit, on E coast Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N, Z.
Canterbury Plains, plains in Canterbury prov. dist. S, Isl. N. Z. extending
from Banks Peninsula to Southern Alps.
Cape, riv. E Q. trib. Burdekin river.
Cape Arid, Cape Banks, and similar names. See Arid, Cape Banks, Cape etc.
Cape Barren Island, one of the Furneaux Isls. N E Tas. 172 D.
361
Cape Foulwind (-foul'wlnd) vil. near Cape Foulwind, S. Isl. N. Z

W

;

W

W

—

Cape York Peninsula,

large pen.

NE

;

portion of Q.

W

—

238

488
190
662

co. S E coast S. A. 1,745 D pop. 106.
co. N E coast Q.
spt. in co. Q. on Rockingham Bay.
D.
town, N. S. "W. 246 m. "W of Sydney
610
of Melbourne.
1,135
Carisbrook (kSr'is-brdok) min. and agr. bor. Vic. 107 m. N
of Sydney
680
Carlingf ord (kar'ltng-f grd) town, N. S. W. 14 m. N
Carlisle (kar-lll') co. Northern dist. Q. 3,146 D chief town Mackay.
Carlton (kiirl'tgn) N part of Melbourne, Vic. seat of the University.
Carnarvon (kar-nar'vgn) CO. S. A. comprising Kangaroo Isl. 1,680 D pop. 598.
CO. Southerndist. Q. 2,317 D.
mun. town, W. A. at mouth of Gascoyne riv.

Cardwell (kard'wgl)

^

dist. 4,287

(kiir'go) agr.

W

W

.

;

^

;

—

pop. (1895) 300.

Carnarvon Range, mt.

range, Leichhardt past. dist. Q. an eastern spur of
Great Dividing Range.
Carpentaria (kar'pen-tS'ri-a) co. Northern dist. Q. 10,572 D.
Carpentaria, Gulf of, largegulf, N coast of Australia, 350 m. long.
Carpenter Rocks, rocky islets, S E S. A. near Cape Banks, with lighthouse.
163
Carrathool (kSr'ra-thobl) town, Sturt CO. N. S. W. past
of Launceston..
281
Carrick (kar'rTk) agr. town, Westmoreland co. Tas. 11 m. S
Carrington (kar'rlng-tgn) or Onehygamba, mun. sub. of Newcastle, N. S. W. 2,137
178
Carroll (kar'Bl) town, Buckland co. N. S.
Carterton (kiir'ter-ton) agr. & past. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. 03 m. NE of Wellington. 1,112

W

W
W

767

1,486

W

164
CassiliS (kas'sIl-Ts) town, Bligh co. N. S.
CassilliS (kas'sTl-Ts) CO. Southern dist. Q. 6,510 D.
Melbourne
past.
(kas'ter-tgn)
town,
Vic.
on
Glenelg
riv.
245
m.
of
1,099
Casterton
Castle Donnington.' See Swan Hill.
mt. peak, WonCastle Hill, town, N. S. W. near Parramatta, pop. 537 fruit.
nangatta CO. Vic. 4,860 ft.
of Melbourne,
Castlemaine (kas'l-man') gold min. bor. Vic. 78 m. N N
pop. 4,770, with suburbs 6,804.
Castle Point, cape, E Wellington prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
Castlereagh (kas'l-ra') riv. N N. S. W. trib. of Darling riv. 360 m. long.
entrance to Spencer's Gulf.
Catastrophe, Cape (-ka-tas'tro-fe) cape, S. A. at
190
Cathcart (kSth'kart) town, WeUesley co. N. S.

W

343
528
531

&

517
207

agr. mun. town, N. S. W. 42 m. S
of Sydney, pop. 1,303.
of Shoalhaven riv. 2,226
pop. 41,503.
town, N. S. W.,
inlet
of Manning river
A. off' Glenelg dist. of Kimberley div.
Campaspe (kSm-pSs'pe) riv. central Vic. 150 m. long, trib. of Murray river.
coast S. Isl. N. Z. with lighthouse.
Campbell. Cape (-kSm'bel) cape,
Campbellfield (kSm'bel-feld) agr. town, Bourke co. Vic
Campbell Island, isl. S of S. Isl. N. Z. 71 D, lat. 52=- 33' S, Ion. 169° 8' E.
Campbell's Creek, gold min. town, Vic. 81 m.
of Melbourne
of SydCampbelltown (kSm'bel-town) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. 34 m. S
ney, pop. 2,381.
town, Tas. on Elizabeth riv. 42 m. S
of Launceston, pop.
bor. S. Isl. N. Z. at entrance Bluff Har. pop. 650 ; ships frozen
818 past.
meat.
town, Manawatu co. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. 497.
town, S. A. sub. of
Adelaide, pop, 222.

— CO. N.

;

W

352

S. Isl. N. Z. empties near Cascade Point.
Cascade (kSs-kad') riv.
Westland prov. dist., S. Isl. N. Z.
Cascade Point, cape, S
Casino (k.a-se'n6) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. on S arm of Richmond river

,

—

mining

wheat

;

W

&

;

W
W

D means square miles

Camden (kamMen)

Northern

S.

(biSr'ra)

past. (P. O. Kooriuga).

of Adelaide

W

164

—
.

A. pop. 262.
town, S. A. 101 m.
copper min.
of Adelaide, pop. 2,174
co. S. A. E of Mt. Lofty Range, 2,080 D pop. 4,778.
Burra Burra, large copper mines in the vicinity of Burro, S. A.
Burradoo (biir'ra-doo') town, N. S. W. 81 m. S
of Sydney
Bnrraga (bfir'ra-ga) town, Georgiana co. N. S.
Burragorang (bur'ra-go-rang') town on Wollondilly riv. N. S.
Burrawang (bQr'ra-wang) town, N. S. W. 96 m. S
of Sydney, pop. 339
dairying.
small town, Cunningham co. N. S. W.
past
Burrowa (biir'ro-wa) mun. town, King co. N. S. W. agr.

Burra

N

;

Hervey Bay, 200 m. long.
—past. dist. E Q. 12,465

of
Q.,
1,716.

D pop.

A. 148 m.

;

W

near Q. border, 1,820

S.

(kap'l-stgn) vil. Inangahua co. S. Isl. N. Z
Capricorn, Cape (-kSp'ri-kSm) cape, E of Q. on Curtis Isl. with lighthouse.
Capricorn Group, group of isls. E of Curtis Isl. Q. lat. 23° 75/ S.
of Sydney.
Captain's Flat (kap'ttnz-) gold min. town, N. S. W., 201. m. S S
Caramut (kSr'a-mut) town, Villiers co. Vic. past
of Sydney
Carcoar (kar'kor) mun. town, N. S. W. 184 ni.

(boo'ra-re) CO. Southern dist. Q. 12,240 D.

Burnett (bQr'net)

town,

Capleston

Burdekin (bQr'de-kTn) riv. E Q. 425 m. long, flows Into Upstart Bay.
Burke (bfirk) past. dist. N
Q. 101,431 Q. -co. Northern dist. Q. 15,356 D.
Burke's (bflrks) town, S. Isl. N. Z. 5 m. from Dunedin.

Burketown

riv.

;

Cargo

pop. within 5 mile radius, 7,423.
Bundaberg, North, town, Q. sub. of Bundaberg
Bundanoon (bun-da-noon') town, N. S. W. 95 m. S

IV

647

17 D.
I. O. U. div. of N. E. Coolgardie

gold field, W. A. pop. (in 1895) 600.
Bulwer (bsai'wer) CO. Southern dist. Q. 2,672 D.
Bunbury (bun'ljur-I) mun. spt. town, W. A. 107 m. S of Perth, with lighthouse
Bundaberg (biSn'da-berg) mun. spt. town, Q. at mouth Burnett riv. pop. 3,982,

203

town on

;

—

W

)

;

306
299
360

D

co. Southern dist. Q. 7,076 D.
S
Q. 350 m. long.
BuUoo
past
Bull's (boolz) town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. on Rangitikei riv. agr.
agr.
Buln-Buln (bdoln'booln) co. Gippsland dist. Vic. 3,739
pop. 27,195.

(bool'loo') riv.

—

;

;

NW

(kSI-tou'i

Camperdown

;

W

S. A. 45 m. E of Adelaide
gold min.
Q. flows into Port Curtis.

Camberwell (kSm'ber-wSl) sub. of Melbourne, Vic.
Cambewarra (kam'be-wSr'ra) town, S E N. S. W., S E of Moss Vale
Cambrian Hill (kam'brl-an-) min. town, Grenville co. Vic
Cambridge (kam'brlj) bor. N. Isl. N. Z. on Waikato riv. agr. & fruit
Cambridge Gulf, gulf, N W. A. Kimberley div. long. 128° E.
Cambridge West, vil. sub. of Cambridge, N. I.sl. N. Z

;

580

—

D

E

sugar cane.

;

NE

346

—

D

Q

;

riv.

Camden Haven (-lia'ven)
Camden Sound, inlet, "W.

N

N

D

1,424

2,460

spt.
dist. Q.,

Callington (kSl'Ing-tgn) town,

CaltOWie
355
6,999

—

N

Central

pop. 202.

ft.

(brtinz'wik) town, sub. of Melbourne, Vie. pop. 21,961 ; pottery and
riv.
E part N. S. W. town, N. S. W. at mouth Brunswick riv. 637 m.
E of Sydney.
coast of W. A. long. 125° E.
Brunswick Bay, bay,
Bruthen (broo'then) town, Gippsland dist. Vic. on Tambo riv. past
Buccaneer Archipelago (biik'ka-ner'-) group small isls. off coast W. A. lat.
16° 20' S.
Buccleuch (buk-klu') co. S E S. A. 2,330
pop. 860.
co. N. S. W., S of
Murrumbidgee riv. 1,409
pop. 2,301.
Buchanan's Paddock (bfi-kSn'anz-) sub. Timaru. S. Isl. N. Z
Metropolitan
Buckingham (buk'Ing-am) co. S E S. A. 1,791
pop. 1,766.
CO. S Tas. 1,675 D.
Buckland (buk'land) CO. N. S. W., of Liverpool Range, 1,487
pop. 4,591.
town, E Tas. on Prosser's riv. pop. 125 agr. and past.
Buckland Peaks, mt. range. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. mean height 4,500 ft.
Budawang, Mount (-bud'a-w5ug) peak of Coast Range, St. Vincent co. N. S. W.
3,800 ft.
Buffalo Range (biif'fa-lo-) mt. range, Delatite co. Vic. highest peak Mt. Buffalo, 5,645 ft.
Bulimba (boo-llm'ba) sub. of Brisbane, Q.
Bulla (bool'a) agr. town, Vic. on Saltwater river
Bulladelah"(b6ol-.3-de'la) or BuUahdelah, town, Gloucester co. N. S.
of Melbourne timber
agr
Bullarto (beol-lar'to) town, Vic. 70 m.
Isl. N. Z.
co. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Buller (b651'er) riv.
1,818
pop. 7,281.
CO. N. S. W. on Q. border, 1,458
pop. 1,642,
Buller, Mount, mt. Wonnangatta co. Vic. 5,934 ft.
Bulli (bool'i) coal min. town, Illawarra dist. N. S. W. pop. (with sub. of Woo-

brickmaking.

CO.

Calliope (kal-li'o-pe)

;

Brunswick

SW border N. S. W. 2,649
town, N E Q. on Trinity Bay, pop.
S W of Isaacs riv. 2,029 D.

Cairns (kSmz) mun.

Broughton Islands, small isls. N. S. W. N of Port Stephens.
of Sydney
Broughton Vale, mun. town, N. S. W. 90 m. S S
Browne, niount, peak in Grey Range, N. S. W. gold miu.
Brown, Mount, mt. peak, S. A. in Flinders Range, 2,200 ft.
Browns and Scarsdale (skarz'dal) bor. Vic. See Scaesdalb.
Brown's Creek, gold min. field, Bathurst co. N. S.
Bruce (brus) co. S E Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 503 D
coast S. Isl.
Bruce Bay, iulet, N. Z.,
Brungle (brun'gl) town, Buccleuch co. N. S. W
(broo'nl-)
Bruni Island
(North Bruni and South Bruni) isl. S E of Tas. at
entrance to Storm Bay, 141 D; lighthouse on S. Bruni.
Brunner (brun'ner) coal min. bor. Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. on Grey riv.

243

;

Moama.

See Red'hill.

riv.

c.

fleet.

Brothers Islands, The, small isls. in Cook Strait, N. Z. with lighthouse.
Brothers' Point, The, cape, S E S. Isl. N, Z.
Brothers, The, isolated group of three mt. peaks, Beresford co. N. S. W.
town on
Broughton (bra'tgn) liv. S. A. 93 m. long, flows into Spencer's Gulf,

;

—
W

W
W

corp., corporate ; dist., district
div., division
prov., provincial ; riv., river ; spt., seaport ,sub., suburb ;
;

;

;

;

har.,

harbor

vil., village.

mfg., manufacturing min.|
See Abbreviations, p. 2014,

;

;

;;
;

;

.

1
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AUSTRALASIAN GAZETTEER.
Pop.
354
inlet), N. S. W. 136 m. N of Sydney
5,243
Caulfield (kal'feld) sub. of Melbourne, Vic. contains noted race course
174°
E.
CavalU Islands (ka-val'lT-) small group, N E of N. Isl. N. Z. long.
town, Dundas co.
Cavendish (Isav'en-dish) CO. Southern dist. Q. 1,92S D.

Catherine Hill Bay, min. town (and

;

—

Vic. pop. 145

;

past.

(ka-wor"'ral)

;

;

;

W

W

W

W

W

—

W W

W

;

W

W

largest isl. Ware Kauri or Chatham Isl.
Chatswood (chats'wSSd) sub. of Sydney, N. S. W.
Chatsworth Island (chSts'worth-) isl. and town, on lower Clarence riv. N.

W.

—

&

—

—

W

W

&

;

;

—

;

E

—

co. New England dist. N. S. W.
Q. trib. of Burdekin riv.
1,520
pop. 1,429.
co. Northern dist. Q. 6,500 D.
E of Tas. 44 D. islet in Port Jackson,
Clarke Island, one of Furneaux Isls.

Clarke (klark)

riv.

D

N.

S.

—

See Biloela.

Cockburn (ko'burn) town, S. A. 299 m. N of Adelaide
Cockburn Range, range mts. W. A. near head of Cambridge

&

Cockbum Sound,

206
Gulf.

passage between Garden Isl.
mainland of W. A.
136
Codrington (kOd'rlng-ton) town, Richmond co. N. S.
of Eyre's Pen.
Coffin's Bay (kot'fTnz-)" inlet, S. A.,
(or
—town
(kofs-)
har.
N.
S.
W.
on
har.
177.
Coff's Harbor
Harbour)
pop.
Ord
Coghlan, Mount (kog'lan) mt. Kimberley div. W. A. between Margaret
rivs. height 2,084 ft.
Colac (ko-15k') agr. town, Vic. on Lake Colao
2,204
Colac, Lake, lake, Polwartli CO. Vic. 10 D.
of Melbourne
Coleraine (kol-ran') town, Vic. 221 m.
past
734
Coleridge, Lake (-kol'rTj) lake, Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Colin's Bonnet. See Collins' Bonnet.
Collarendabri (kol'la-rgn'da-bri) town, N. S. W. on Barwon riv. near Q. border
127
Collector (kSl-lSk'tSr) town, Argyle co. N. S.
230
Collie (k51'Ii) riv. W. A. flows into Indian Oc. at Bunbury.
Collier Bay (kol'yer-) bay, N coast of W. A. long. 124° 30' E.
CoUingWOOd (kSl'ilug-wood) city, N E sub. of Melbourne, Vic. pop. 35,070.
CO. at N extremity of S. Isl. N. Z. 1,029 D pop. 2,103.
town in ColUngwood
CO. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 149.
or
Collins',
Colin's, Bonnet, mt. peak, Buckingham co. Tas. 4,131 ft.
Colo (ko'lo) riv. trib. of Hawkesbury riv. N. S. W.
Upper mid Central, agr.
settlement on riv. pop. 222.
Colombo (ko-15ni'bo) town, Auckland co. N. S.
27T
Colville, Cape (-kol'vil) cape, at extremity of Coromandel Pen. N. Isl. N. Z.
Colville Range, mt. range Coromandel Pen. N. Isl. N. Z.
town on Comet riv.
Comet (kom'St) riv. Q. flows N into Mackenzie riv.
of Sydney on George's riv.
Como (ko'mo) watering place, N. S. W. 12 m. S
pop. with Sutherland 492.
ConadlUy (kSn'a-dtl'ly) orMooki (moo'kl) riv. N. S. W. trib. of Namoi riv.
2,107"
Concord (kSn'k^'rd) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
Condamine rkon'da-min) riv. S E Q. See Culgoa.
Condobolin (kon-do'bo-lTn) mun. town, N. S. W. on Lachlan riv. past.
agr.
742
Connor's Range, mt. chain, Central dist. Q. parallel to E coast.
Conran, Cape (-kon'ran) cape, S E Vic.
Conway (kon'wa) or Amuri (a-moo're) riv. E S. Isl. N. Z.
Conway, Cape, cape, E Q., N point of Repulse Bay.
Coogee (kob'je) watering place, near Sydney, N. S. W. part of mun. sub. of

W

W

NE

&

W

;

W

—

—

—

W

—
W

W

&

N

Randwick.

Coogoon

(koo'goon'), or Cogoon, riv. Q. trib. of Culgoa riv.
last news of
Leichhardt received therefrom.
(k66k) CO. N. S. W.,
of Hawkesbury riv. 1,696 Q pop. 14,873.
co.
Southern dist. Q. 1,994 Q chief town Bundaberg.
co. E N. Isl. N. Z. 1,950 D
pop. 6,103 chief town Gisbome.
past. dist. N Q. 101,575 D.
Cook, or Hervey, Islands, group of isls. in Polynesia, lat. 20° S, long. 160° W.
Cook, Mount, or Aorangi (a'S-rii'nge) mt. S. Isl. N. Z. in Southern Alps, highest peak in Australasia, 12,349 ft.
another peak in same range, 12,173 ft.
a third peak in same range, 11,844 ft.
Cook's (kooks) riv. small stream, N. S. W. flows into Botany Bay.
Cook Strait, strait bet. N. & S. Isls. N. Z.
Cooktown (koSk'town) mun. town, N E Q. on Endeavour riv. spt. for Palmer
gold fleld, pop. 2,620, within 5 m. radius 3,721.
Coolac (koo-lak') town. Harden co. N. S.
of Sydney, N. S. W.
past. & agr.
Coolamon (kobl'a-mon) town, 309 m. S
Coolangatta (koS-lau-gat'ta) town, Camden co. N. S.
town
(kool-gar'dl)
and
gold
field,
W.
A.
350
m.
E
of
Perth, town
Coolgardie
pop. estimated in 1895, 8,000.
Coolungabbera, Mount (-ko61'iin-g5b'be-ra) mt. peak, Coast Range, N. S. W.
;

W

Cook

—

—

—

;

;

—

^

W
W

W

.

;

ft.

NW

—

;

&

—

—

—

—

W

W

—

;

;

—

;

W
W

—

;

SEN.

^

—

—

—

&

;

—

&

W

&

;

;

0, u,

long ;

a, e, o, less

prolonged;

S, S, T, 8, Q,
ii,

u (see

short

;

a, 6, i, o,obscu7'e (see

p. 1719)";

g as in get

;

th as

.
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147

W

(koo'ma) mun. town, Monaro dist. N. S. W. 265 m. S S
of Sydney,
land board dist. of N. S. W.
past. & agr.
(koo'na-bSr'a-brSn) town, N. S. W. on Castlereagh riv. past.

pop. 1,729

co. Vic
...
292
Central dist. Q. 2,509 D.
mun. town in co. 227 m.
of Rockhampton, pop. 1,442 past.
min.
Cleveland (klevland) town, Q. on Moreton Bay
282
Cleveland Bay, bay, E coast of Q. har. of Townsville.
Cleveland, Cape, cape, at S entrance Cleveland Bay, Q. with lighthouse.
Cleveland Point, point, Q. at S entrance to Brisbane riv. with lighthouse.
Cliffy Island (klif'i-) isl. off Wilson's Prom. Vic. with lighthouse.
Clifton (klif'ton) coal min. town, Illawarra dist. N. S. W. pop. 452.
co.
N. Isl. N. Z. Taranaki prov. dist. 1,446 D pop. 908.
town. Darling Downs, Q.
sub. Timaru, S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 082.
pop. 278.
Clifton Hill, sub. of Melbourne, Vic.
Clinton (klTn'ton) town, S. A. near head of GuU St. Vincent, pop. 518 past.
CO. Central dist. Q. 1,730 D.
town dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 74 m. S
of Dunedin,
pop. 490 agr. & past.
Clinton, Cape, cape, E Q., S point of Port Clinton. See Port Clinton.
Clive (kliv) CO. N. S. W. on Q. border 1,721 D pop. 4,141 chief town, Tenterfield.
CO. Southern dist. Q. 1,100 D.
Clive, East and West, agr. town, N. Isl. N. Z. 7 m. S of Napier
667
Cloncurry (klbn-kur'rt) min. town, Bin-ke past. dist. Q. on Cloncurry river
243
Clonmel Island (klon'mel-) isl. S of Vic. at entrance to Corner Inlet.
arm of Cook Strait.
Cloudy Bay (klow'di-) inlet, S. Isl. N. Z.,
of Melbourne
CluneS (khmz) gold min. bor. Vic. 97 m. N
3,486
Clutha (kloo'tha) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. 154 m. long, Otago prov. dist.
co. S E
S. Isl. N. Z. 940 a pop. 6,441.
Clwydd, Vale of (-kloo'ed) valley, N. S. W. Blue Mts. iron and coal.
S.W. 70 m. long, flows into Bateman's Bay.
riv. trib.
Clyde (klid) riv.
of the Derwent riv. Tas.
co. N. S. W., S of Darling riv. 2,945 D pop. 1,397.
or Wairoa, town dist. on Wairoa riv. Wairoa co. N. Isl. N. Z. ijop. 424;
town, Mornington co. Vic. pop. 267 agr.
past. (P. O. Wairoa).
past. .—
town, Vincent co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 283.
riv. N. S. W.
Coal (kol) riv. S E Tas. flows into Pitt Water.
See Hunter.
327
Coal Creek, vil. Tuapeka co. S. Isl. N. Z
Coalville (kol'vTl) coal min. town, Gippsland dist. Vic. 85 m. E S E of Melbourne
399
Coast Division, a geographical div. of N. S. W. between coastal ranges the sea.
See NoiiTH Coast, Central CoAS'r, Metropolitan, South Coast Districts.
Coast Range, mt. chain, E Australia, running N & S nearly parallel with coast.
of Sydney
gold
Cobar (ko'bar) mun. town, N. S. W. 459 m. N
copper min. 1,189
Cobargo (ko-biir'go) town, N. S. W. 350 m. S of Sydney dairying
346
Cobberas, Mount (-kSb'ber-as) mt. peak, Tambo CO. Vic. 0,025 ft.
1,

N

Cockatoo Island.

—

;

Coonabarabran
CO.

282

;

3,712

W.

Clermont (kler'mSnt)

119

clusive of prisoners) 4,599, prison pop. 763.
of Van Diemen Gulf.
Coburg Peninsula, pen. N. Ter.

Cooma

—

N

Clarke's Hill, min. town, Talbot

a, e,

—

;

S.

369
sugar and maize
Chelmsford (chemz'ford) CO. N E Q. 7,830 D.
310
Cheltenham (chglt'en-am) town, Vic. 13 m. S E of Melbourne
318
Cherry Gardens, agr. town, S. A. 18 m. S E of Adelaide
co. E coast Nelson prov. dist.
Cheviot (chev'i-ot) CO. Central dist. Q. 3,955 D.
S. Isl. N. Z. 322 a pop. 164.
Gregory S. past, dists.
Cheviot Range, mt. range, Q. between Mitchell
of Melbourne
1,212
Chewton (choo'ton) gold min. bor. Vic. 75 m. N N
town,
168
(chil'tern)
gold
min.
Vic.
m.
N
E
of Melbourne
1,351
Chiltern
Chilwell. See Newtown and Chilwell.
294
Chinaman's Flat, min. town, Talbot co. Vic
272
Chinchilla (chTn-chTl'la) agr. town. Darling Downs, Q
Christchurch (krist'chflrch) city, S. Isl. N. Z. on Avon riv. 7 m. from Port
Lyttelton, * of Canterbury prov. dist. pop. of citv 16,223, with suburbs 47,846.
Churchill (chQrch'il) CO. Southern dist. Q. 1,536 D.
headland on pen. N
coast of Tas.
exports potatoes.
Circular Head, pen.
Clare (klar) agr. corp. town, S. A. 90 m. N of Adelaide
933
Clarence (klSr'gns) nav. riv. N E N. S. W. 240 m. long, flows into Shoal Bay
lighthouse at heads.
co. N E of riv. 1,356 D pop. 15,838 chief town Grafton.
riv. N E
S. Isl. N. Z.
past. dist. N E
N. S. W. 7,421 D.
Clarence Strait, strait, separating Melville Isl. from N. Ter.
agr.
town,
N.
S.
W.
on
Williams
river
Clarence Town,
491
Clarendon (klSr'eu-don) tov™, S. A. 23 ra. S E of Adelaide, pop. 418 agr. and
W?,
Murrumbidgee
wine.
CO. N. S.
N of
riv. 1,158 D pop. 6,452.

—

W

Pop.
192

;

4,690
(kav'er-sham) bor. sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z
320
town, E Q. near Rockhampton past
Center (or Centre) Island (sSn'ter-) isl. in Foveaux strait, N. Z. with lighthouse.
Central Coast District, div. N. S. W. comprising 4 counties, lies between lat.
32^ and 34° S, long. 150° and 152° E.
Central District, dist. Q. comprising 38 counties, bounded N by Selwyn,
Kirby's, Great Dividing, Denham and Connor's Ranges and the head waters
S by Dawes, Bigge, Carnarvon,
of Cape and Suttor rivs. ; E by Pacific Oc.
Great Dividing, Warrego, Gowan and Cheviot Ranges and parallel 25° 10' S
and
by meridian 138° E.
Central Illawarra. See Illawahra, Central.
Central Mount Stuart, hill, center of Australia, lat. 21° 50' S, long. 133° 35' E.
Central Shoalhaven. See Shoalhaven, Central.
Central Table-land, div. N. S. W. comprising 10 counties, lies approx. between
lat. 31° 50' and 34° 30' S, long. 148= and 151° E.
Central Western Slopes, div. N. S. W. comprising 8 counties, lies approx. between lat. 30° 30' and 33° 30' S, long. 146° and 149° E.
194
Ceres (se'rez) agr. town. Grant co. Vic
203
Cessnock (ses'nok) town, Northumberland co. N. S.
coast of S. Isl. N. Z.
Chalky Inlet (chak'i-) sound, S
Chambers Bay (cham'berz-) inlet, N coast N. Ter. arm Van Diemen Gulf.
Chambers Pillar, natural monolith of sandstone, N. Ter. near Finke river.
coast of W. A. port for Geraldton and
Champion Bay (chSm'pT-un-) bay,
Nortliampton, with lightlfouses. See Bluff Lighthouses.
ChandOS (chSn'dos) co. S. A. on border of Vic. 2,620 D.
Chappell Islands (chSp'pel-) group N E of Tas. in Bass Strait.
Charles, Point (-chiirlz) headland, N. Ter. entrance to Port Darwin, with lighthouse.
>
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Charles Sound, fiord,
Charlestown (charlz'town) coal min. tomi, N. S. W. 114 m. N of Sydney, pop.
>
448.
gold uiiin. town, Buller co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. town and dist. 263.
N of Brisbane past
1,456
CharlevUle (char'lT-vil) town, Q. 483 m.
of Melbourne
687
Charlton (chiirl'tgn) agr. town, Vic. 174 m. N N
of Townsvillo,
Charters Towers"(char'terz-) gold min. mun. town, Q. 82 m. S
pop. 4,597, within 5 m. radius 13,320.
Chatham Islands (chSt'am-) group, S. Pacific Oc. about lat. 44° S, Ion. 176°

Caversham
Cawarral

W

(k5b'i-tl) town, Cumberland co. N. S.
Cobbler, Mount, mt. peak, Delatite co. Vic. 5,342 ft. high.
Cobbora (k5b'bg-ra) town, Lincoln co. N. S.
town, Grey co.
Cobden (k5b'deu)"agr. town, Vic. on Curdie's riv. pop. 227.
gold & coal mining.
S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 282
Cobram (kob'ram) agr. town, Vic. on Murray river
Coburg (ko'bflrg) sub. of Melbourne, Vic. contains Pentridge prison, pop. (ex-

Cobbity

& agr

Coonamble

;

^

".....?

680

(koo'nSm'bl) mun. town, N.

W. on

Castlereagh riv. past
A. about 230 m. N of Adelaide
S.

1,141

;

297
CoonattO (koo-nSt'to) vil. Frome co. S.
3,553
Cooper (koop'er) CO. N. S. W., N of Murrumbidgee riv. 2,752 n
N.
Macquarie
co.
S.
(koop'er-nook)
tovra,
270
Coopernook
Cooper's Creek, or Barcoo River (bar'koo'-) riv. Q. & S. A. 540 m. long,
explorers,
Wills,
perished
at
Cooper's
flows S
into Lake Eyre. Burke and

W

W

Creek.

W

(koo'ran-bong) townv Northumberland co. N. S.
206
The (-kob'rSng) narrow arm of Lake Alexandrina, S. A. 100 m. long,
separated from the sea by a narrow strip of sand.
2,166
Coorparoo (koor'pa-roo') sub. of Brisbane, Q
of Sydney
Cootamundra (ko5-ta-miin'dra) mun. town, N. S. W. 253 m. S
."
agr. &past
7
2,026
of Sydney
314
Cooyal (koo'ySl) town, N. S. W. 209 m. N
Burnett
between
Moreton
past,
dists.
(kob'yar-)
mt.
range,
&
Q.
Cooyar Range
22G
Copeland (kop'land) town, Gloucester co. N. S.
Cope, Mount (-kop) mt. Bogong eo. Vic. 6,015 ft.
241
Copmanhurst (kop'mSn-hflrst) town, Clarence co. N. S. W. sugar
of Clermont; seat once flourishing Peak
Copperfield, small town, Q. 4 m. S
Downs copper mine.
538
Corakl (kor'a-kl) agr. mun. town, on Richmond riv. N. S
Corangamite, Lake (-ko-rSng'a-mit) salt lake, S Vic. 90 D.
Corinella (kor'Tn-Sl'la) vil. Vic. on Western Port settlement established in
182(; to forestall the French.
branch of Port Phillip Bay.
Corio Bay (ko-rl'o-) har. of Geelong, Vic. a
of Wilson's Prom.
Corner Inlet (kor'ner-) bay, S coast of Vic.
coal min.
Cornwall (k8rn'wal) CO. N E Tas. 1,720 ; chief town Launceston.

Cooranbong
Coorong,

W

;

W

W

;

W

W

;

W

N

D

vil.

—

in CO. pop. 185.

Corny Point (kor'uT-) cape, S W Yorke's Pen. S. A. with lighthouse.
Coromandel (kSr'o-mSn'del) co. N. Isl. N. Z., N Coromandel Pen. with gold
field,

403

D

i)op. 2,846.

— town in

co. ]iop.

772; kauri timber

&

gold.

Coromandel Channel, between Coromandel Pen. it Great Barrier Isl. N. Z.
Coromandel Peninsula, pen. N iiart N. Isl. N. Z.
Coromandel Range, range of mts. running through Coromandel Peninsula.
Corowa (k<3r'o-wa) town, N. S. W. on Murray riv. 403 m. S W of Syihiey agr.
;

&

past.

1,171

Corrlmal (k5r'T-nud) town, Illawarra

dist.

N.

S.

W. 45 m. S

.

Corryong

Cosmos

remark,

m thiu

;

(k5r'iT-8ng) iigr. town, Benambra co. Vic
Peaks (kOz'mBs-) mt. peaks, S. Isl. N. Z. near

of Sydney.
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Wakatipu Lake.
;
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;
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'
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;
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N

Pop.

Cossack

Walcott

(kSs'sSk) or Tientsin (te-Su'tsen) or Port

Deepwater (dep'wa-ter)
De Grey (de gra') riv. N

(-wal'kot) niun.

town, N. W. div. W. A. near moutli of Harding riv. pop. (in 1895) 407.
Courallie (koo-rSl'li) co. N N. S. W. 1,920 Q pop. '2,500 chief to\ra, Moree.
Cowes (kovvz) town, Vic. on Philli]> I.sl. agr. & grazing
Cowley (kow'li) CO. S N. S. \V. 1,15S a
(kow'pas-tfii) riv. N. S.

W.

Hankesbury

trib. of

;

;

;

P

resort Jt site of coal discovery.
229
Cressy (krgs'T) agr. town, Tas. on trib. of Lake river
of Ballarat gold uiiu.
agr
3,095
Creswick (krgz'wlk) bor. Vic. 11 \\\.
1,779
Croajingolong (kro'a-jTn'go-lSng) CO. E Vic. 3,390
474
Cromwell (krom'wSl) gold min. bor. Otago prov. dist., S. Isl. N. Z. on Clutha riv.
Crookhaven (kr65k-ha'ven) liar. S E N. S. W. near estuary of Shoalliaven riv.
925
of Sydney
Crookwell (krdSk'wSl) town, N. S. W. 104 m. S
230
Crossley krSs'lI ) agr. town, Villiers co. Vic
Crowdy Head (krowMT-) cape, N. S. W., of Manning riv. witli lighthouse.
(kroi'den)
min.
town,
Normangold
Burke past. dist. Q. 94 m. S E of
Croydon
tou, pop. 1,231. .— sub. of Sydney, N. S. W.
285
Crystal Brook, town, Victoria CO. S. A
447
Cudal (ku-dal') agr. mun. town, N. S. W. 220 m.
of Sydney
municipality
Cudgegong (kiii'e-gSng) riv. N. S. W. trib. of Macquarie riv.
on the riv. pop. 2,519.
347
Cudgellico (kuj-gl'I-ko) town, Dowling CO. N. S. W. past
338
Cudgen (cuj'en) town, N. S. W. ou Tweed riv. ; sugar
Cue (ku) mun. town, \V. A. center of Murchison gold field, pop. (1895) 1,000.
197
Goulburn cos. N. S.
Culcairn (ktll-karn') town, Hume
Culgoa (kul-go'a) (called in different parts of its course Balonne (bil-15n') and
Condamine (k5n'da-mln)) riv. in Q. N. S. W. longest trib. of Darling riv.
CO. N
N. S. W. on riv. 2, .337
pop. 754.
Cullarin Range (kiil'lar-In-) mt. range, N. S. W. southern portion of Great
Dividing Range highest peak Mt. Mundoouen, 3,000 ft.

N

&

;

D

W

(

N

WNW

—

;

W

&

—

&

O

;

town, Marlborough co. S. Isl. N. Z
Cullinga (kul-lln'ga) town. Harden co. N. S.
Cumberland (kum'ber-land) metropolitan co. N. S. W. 1,573 D pop. 447,179.
CO. Central dist. Q. 5,.350 D.
past. CO. central Tas. 804 D.
Cumberland Islands, group of isls. E of Q. between lat. 20° 20' & 21° S.
(kiin'dl-town)
town,
Macquarie co. N. S.
Cundletown
Gunnamulla (kun'na-mulla) town, Q. on Warrego riv. past
of Sydney
Gunnlngar (kiin'nTn-giir') railway station, N. S. W. 225 m. S
Cunningham (kun'TiTng-lmm) co. N. S. W., N of Lachlan riv. 2,395 D
Cunninghame (kun'ulng-ham) fishing town, Vic. 194 m. E of Melbourne
Curdie'S (kfn'dlz) small riv". Heyte-sbury co. S Vic.
Cardie's Inlet, small spt. S Heytesbury co. Vic.
Curlewis (kfir-Ioo'Ts) town, Pottinger co. N. S.
of Tamworth
Currabubula (kur'ra^biJb'u-la) town, N. S. W. 19 m. S
Currawang (kur'ra-woug) town, N. S. W. near Goulburn
Currie Harbor, port. AV King Isl. in Bass Strait, witli lighthouse.
Curtis Island (kQr'tTs-) isl. E of Q. between Keppel Bay & Port Curtis.
Cuvier Island (kU've-a') isl. E of N. Isl. N. Z. ofi Hauraki Gulf, with lighthouse.

Cullensvllle

(kiil'euz-vTl)

W

286

—

—

W
;

W

Pop.
362

Sydney

of

S. Isl.

W

W

N

445 m.

Delatite

(kow'per) CO. N. S. W., S E of Darling riv. 4,091 III pop. 4,441 cliief
town, Bourke.
(kow'ra) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. 218 m.
of Sydney
1,540
Cox (kokh) rivT N. S. W. trib. of Hawkesbury.
Cradle mountain (kra'dl-) highest mt. in Tas., Du Cane Range, 5,009 ft.
402
Craters (kra'ferz) town, S. A. 10 m. S E of Adelaide fruit
215
Cralgie (kra'gl) town, Wellesley co. N. S.
Mornington
291
co. Vic
Cranboume (krSn'burn) agr. town,
Cremorne (kre-mSrn') small pen. N. S. W., N shore of Port Jackson pleasure

Gowra

W.

S.

197

river.

Cowper

min. town, N.

703

;

;

Cowpasture

tin

W W. A. flows into Indian Ocean.
De la Beche, Mount (-de la bash') mt. peak,
N. Z. in Southern Alps,
co. N W N.
Delalah
W. on border Q. 2,150 D

spt.

O

I
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279
058
322

W

2,281

375

127
311
321

W

(de-lii'lii)

S.

(del'a-tit) co.

NE

Vic. 3,240

06
19,033
365

D

Delegate (dSl'g-gat) gold min. town, N. S. W. near border of
Delegate Hill, mt. in Croajingolong co. Vic. 4,318 ft.
Deloralne (dSl'o-ran') town, Tas. on Meander riv. 45 m.

Vic.

W S W of Launces-

ton

;

and past

agr.

Denham (den'am) past. CO. N
Denham Range, nit. range, E
peak.s 2,()U0 to 3,000

N.

1,491 D
& Leichhardt past, dists.

W. between Barwon and Namoi rivs.

S.

Kennedy

Q. between S

895
279

ft.

Denial Bay (de-nl'al-) inlet, S. A. in Great Australian Bight.
Denillquin (de-ntl'T-kwTn) mun. town, Riverina dist. N. S. W. past
Denison (d5ii'I-son) co. N. S. W. on Murray riv. 1,232 D pop. 1,867.
Central dist. Q. 0,810 D chief town Spriiigsure.
Denison Town, small min. settlement, Bligh co. N, S. W.
;

2,273

—

co.

;

Denman

(den'miin) town, Brisbane co. N. S.

W

Denniston (den'ius-tgn) min. town, Buller co. S. Isl. N. Z
Dent Island, islet, E of Q. in Whitsunday Passage, with lighthouse.
D'Entrecasteaux Channel (dSN'ti-kis'to'-) channel bet. Bruni Isl. and
W. A.
D'Entrecasteaux, Point, cape, S

W

—

D

268
802
Tas.

Derby (der'bT) CO. S. A., N of Lytton co., 1,484 pop. 90.
co. Southern dist.
spt. town on King Sound,
Q. 2,810 D.
W. A. pop. (in 1895) 330. town,
Tas. on Cascade riv. pop. 273
tin min. and agr.
Derwent (der'went) riv. S Tas., flows into Storm Bay.
Tas. l.CCO D.
Devon (dSv'on) co.
Devonport (dgv'on-port) bor. N. Isl. N. Z.,
sub. of Auckland, pop. 2,455.
Devonport, East, spt. and watering place
Tas. E side mouth Mersey river.
559
watering place
Devonport, West, formerhj Formby, spt.
Tas.
side
nioutli Mersey river
1,246
D'Haussez Group (do'sa'-) isls. off N. Isl. N. Z., E of Coromandel Pen. ; Great
Mercury Isl. is principal.
into Warburton riv. S. A.
Dlamantina (dl'a-iiian-te'na) riv.
Q. flows S

—

N

—

;

N

N

N

&

W

W

N

W

Dillmanstown ("d2J'iii.3iiz-)"town, S. Isl. N. Z. 20 m. from Hokitika
DimbOOla (dlm-boo'la) town, Vic. on Wimmera riv. past
Dingo Creek (din'go-) town, Macquarie co. N. S. W

gold min.

;

;

Dlpton (dlp'ton) town, Southland

Cape

Direction,

N. Z. pop. with vicinity 202.
Pen.
S Tas. with light-

co. S. Isl.

(-dT-ifk'shuu) cape, Q.,

201
563
422

—

E Cape York

house.

W

Dirk Hartog's Island (derk har'tBgz-) isl. W. A. off
coast, lat. 20° S.
Discovery Bay (dts-kuv'er-i-) inlet, S coast of S. A. .and Vie.
Disraeli (dTz-ra'le) CO. N coast N. Ter. S of Van Diemeu Gulf, 3,500 D.
Dividing Range. See Great Dividing Range.
Dog Island, small isl. N. Z. in Foveaux Strait, with lighthouse.
Dombey, Cape (dom'bT) cape jiear S E extremity S. A.
past
Donald (don'ald) town, Vic. ou Avon riv. 182 m. N
of Melbourne
Doncaster J5n'kas-ter) town, Vic. 13 m. N E of Melbourne past
Dongara (d5n-ga'ra) agr. town, W. A. on Port Irwin, with liglitliouse
Donnington, Cape~(-don'ing-ton) cape. S. A., S of entrance to Port Lincoln.
Dookie (doo'kt) agr. town, Vic? 130 m. N N E of Melbourne
of Shark B.ay.
Dorre Island (dor-) isl. off W. A.,
Dorset (aOi'.'iet) co. N E Tas. 2,242 D.
Double Cone. mt. Otago prov. dist., S. Isl. N. Z. 7,088 ft.
Doubleduke, Mount, isolated mt. peak, Richmond co. N. S. W.
Double Island Point, headland, Q. entrance to Wide Bay, with lighthouse.
coa.st S. Isl. N. Z.
Doubtful Sound, narrow inlet, S
Doubtless Bay, inlet, N. Isl. N. Z. E coast Mongonui Pen.
Doughboy Hollow (do'boi-) locality, Buckland co. N. S. W. noted in bush-

W

;

(

;

W

841

832
200
037

W

;

DaggS Sound

narrow

inlet,

S

W coast Otago prov.

ditg'wT-liir)

W

tral Vic. 1,310

D pop.

;

—

;

21,514.

W

137
Q. 4,255

W

ft.

342
riv.

jS'

Anson Bay.

N. Ter.

5,200

W

— W

W
;

W

—

Flat, agr. town in Dargo co. Vic. ou Dargo river
Darlimurla (dar-ll-mer'la) to\vn, Buln-Buln co. Vic. timber and past
Darling (diir'Hng) riv.
N. S. W. flows into Murray riv. nav. for 1,758 m.
CO.
New England past. dist. N. S. W. 1,555 D pop. 2,884. past. dist.

S

W

W

N.

;

W

S.

W.

;

189
221

W

^

;

Dawes Range (daz) mt. range, E Q., S of Port Curtis
Dawson (da'son) riv. E Q. trib. of Fitzroy river.
Day Dawn (da' dan') mun. town, W. A. 4 m. S of Cue,
pop. (in 1895) 450.

in

Murchison gold

;

W

—

—

W

ling river.

Dumaresq

Island, Macquarie

co.

N.

S.

W

202

N. Z. pop. with vicinity, 289.
Dundas (dun-das') mun. town, N. S. W. near Parrainatta, pop. 1,506 fruit.
town,
Tas. 34 m. from Strahan ou Macquarie Har. pop. 1,080 gold, silver
& lead min. co. S Vic. 2,028 D pop. 8,223. gold field S of Coolgardie,
tomi, center of gold field.
W. A.
Dundas, Mount, mt. Montagu co. Tas. near Dundas, 3,922 ft. gold, silver &
co. S. Isl.

—

;

W

—

—

W

;

Deas-Thompson (de'as-tSmp'son) CO. E coast Central dist.
Dee (de) riv. Tas. trib. of Derwent river,
Deep Lead (-led) gold min. town, Borung co. Vic

&

Dungog

(dun-gog') agr. town, N.

Dunkeld

Coburg Pen.
Isl.

W. on Williams

W

N. Z. on Otago Har.
4,222

riv.

156 m.

NNE

of

(dun-keld') town, Vic. 178 m.
of Melbourne ; past
min. bor. Vic. 125 m.
of Melbourne

N

W

Isl.

N.

(diSn-ol'i) gold

286
1,451

Z

227
295
15,325
450

N of Hunter riv. 2,095 D
.-.
Lead' (-led) gold min. town, Vic. near Ballarat
in Cook Strait, N of S. Isl. N. Z.
(dOr'vil-)
isl.
D'Urvllle Island
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Dusky Sound (diisk'i-) inlet, S
Durham
Durham

(diir'am) CO. N. S. W.,

W

Dutton Bay
298
;

;

(diit'tgn-) inlet, S. A.,

Dnyfhen Point

commercial Corp., corporate ;
prov., provinci^ riv., river

;

S.

Sydney

W

3,839

Q. 952 D.

agr., agricultural ; bor., borough ; cml ,
past., pastoral ; pop., populat'r.n
;

mun., municipal

lead mines.
Dundas Strait, strait, N. Ter. between Melville Isl.
of Otago prov. dist., S.
Dunedin (dtin-e'dTn) city,
pop. 22,376, pop. with suburbs 45,869.
Dunedin, South, bor. S. Isl. N. Z., sub. of Dunedin

Duntroon (dtin-troon') town, Waitaki co. S.
Dural (du'ral) town, Cumberland co. N. S.

field,

W

;

—

;

;

;

DunoUy

past. dist.

Daylesford (dalz'ford) agr. and min. bor. Vic. 76 m. N
of Melbourne
Deal Island (del-) one of the Kent Group in Bass Strait, with lighthouse.

;

983
362
dist. Coromandel co. N. Isl. N. Z
272
(dri-ma'na) town, Vic. on Port Phillip Bay timber summer resort
Dromedary, Mount"(-drum'e-da-rT), mt. peak, S E N. S. W. Dampier co.
mt. peak, Monmouth co. Tas. 3,245 ft.
465
Drouin (droo'iu) agr. tow n, Vic. 50 in. E S E of Melbourne
Drummond Range (drum'mond-) mt. range, E Q. boundary between S. Kennedy *Sr Leichhardt past, dists.
1,451
Drunimoyne (drum-moin') mun. sub. of Sydney. N. S.
Dry's Bluff, mt. peak, Westmoreland co. Tas. 4,2.57 ft.
340
(diiz'dal)
agr.
town,
Vic.
12
of
Geelong
m.
E
Drysdale
Drysdale, Mount, Jormn-hj Mount Billagoe, mt. N. S. W. 545 (postal) in.
of Sydney
gold min.
of Sydney,
Dubbo (dub'bo) mun. town, N. S. W. on Macquarie riv. 278 m.
land bo.ard dist. N. S. W.
pop. 4,555 past. & agr.
co. Southern dist. Q.
Dublin (dub'lTn) town, Gawler co. S. A. pop. 712.
5,913 0.
Du Cane Range (d6-kau'-) mt. range, Lincoln co. Tas.
5,975
Dudley (dud'll) co. N. S. W. on Macleay riv. 980 D
35
Eyre's Pen. 2,623 D
Dufferin (dufer-Tn) CO. S. A., N
252
Dulwich (dul'ij) town, S. A. sub. of Adelaide
Darupper
portion
of
riv.
on
border
of
N.
S.
W.
&
Q.
Dumaresq (dii-mSr'ek)

Driving Creek^ timber

*

Sydney.

W

mining

1,405

;

an important commer-

;

Darlinghurst (dar'lIng-hQrst) E part of Sydney, N. S. W. containing large prison.
Darling Range, mt. range, W. A. 300 m. long, parallel to
coast.
Darlington (dar'llng-ton) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
3,465
Davenport (dav'en-iiorf) Corp. town, S. A. 474 m. N of Adelaide, pop. 895.
CO.
Northern dist. Q. 9,407 D chief town Charters Towers.

D means square miles

Drake (drak)^co. N. Coast dist. N. S. W. 1,314 D
Drayton (dra'ton) agr. town, Q. near Toowoomba

—

—

20,562 D.

Darling Downs, past. dist. S Q. 25,300 D.
Darling Harbor (o;' Harbour) a S arm of Port Jackson
cial part of

894
227

Dunback, town, Waihemo

85 m. long.

DargO

—

W

dairying

W

Z. 11,323 ft.

(dau'de-nong) to_wn, Vic. 18 ra. S E of Melbourne
1,134
Danevirke or Danevirk (daul-verk or dau'verk) town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. in
the Seventy Mile Bush, 79 m. S
of Napier
838
Dangar's Falls (dan'garz) cataract, N. S. W. in Macleay riv. COO ft. high.
Danger, Point, most N point of N. S. W. on Q. border.
Vic,
point of
S
Portland B:iy.
Dapto (dap'to) town, N. S. W. near Lake Illawarra, pop. approx. 350 dairying.
DargavUle (dar'ga-vtl) spt. town, N. Isl. N. Z. on AVairoa riv. 102 m. N
of
Auckland
307
DargO (diir'go) CO. Gippsland dist., Vic. 1,744
riv. Gippsland
pop. 4,221.

Dandenong

dist., Vic.

;

W

W

Yorke's Pen.
Daly Head, headland, S. A., S
Dampier (dam'per) CO. N. S. W. on S E coast 1,471 D
Dampier Archipelago, group isls. N W of W. A.
Dampier Land, pen. N part W. A. Kimberley div.
Dampier, Mount, mt. peak, Southern Alps, S. Isl. N.

(dug'las) CO.

Dromana

Dalmorton (dal-m6r'tgu) town, Gresham co. N. S.
Dalrymple (dai'rtm-pl) co. Northern dist. Q. 0,087 D.
Dalrymple, Mount, mt. peak in Coast Range, Kennedy past. dist.
of Sydney
Dalton (dal'ton) agr. town, N. S. W. 172 m. S
Yorke's Pen.' 1,058 D pop. 19,107. —nav.
Daly (da'ii) CO. S. A..
ilows into

Northern dist. Q. 7,036 D chief town, Hugliendeu.
Dowling (dow'lTng) CO. N. S. W., S of Lachlan riv. 1,840 D
of Christchurch
Doyleston (doilz'ton) town, S. Isl. N. Z. 20 m. S

Douglas

dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
mt. range, Q. Moreton past. dist.
Daintree (dan'tre) riv. N E Q. 30 m. long cedar.
Dalby (dal'bT) mun. town, Q. 153 m.
of Brisbane
past
1,378
Dalhousie (ditl-hoo'zi) co. S. A., E of Frome co. 1,230 D pop. 7,189.
co. cen-

(dXgz-)

D'AguiLar (dag'we'yar' or

163

ranging history

D.

;

(doi'fen) cape, Q.,

E

N

coast Eyre's Pen.

W Cape York Pen.

dist., district ; div., division ; har., harbor
apt., seaport ; sub., suburb ; vil., vUIage.

mfg., manufacturing min.,
See Abbreviations, p. 2014.

;

;
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E.

F.
*\rj.

Saglehawk (e'gl-hak') gold min. bor. Vic. near Bendigo
Earnslaw, Mount (ernz'la) mt. S. Isl. N. Z. at head of Wakatipu

7,315

Lake, 9,165

ft.

East Alligator (-al'll-ga'tor) nav. riv. N. Ter. flows into Van Diemen Gulf.
East Ballarat, East Devonport, and similar names. See Ballarat, East
Devonport, East etc.
East Cape, most E point of N. Isl. N. Z.

;

Q

div. W. A. 491,920
rich gold fields.
(est'vvood) sub. of Adelaide, S.
(-Sk'o) lake near center of Tas. Cumberland co. 12 D.
Echuca (e-choo'ka) agr. bor. Vic. on Murray river
Eddystone Point (Sd'dl-ston-) cape,
E Tas. with lighthouse.
;

A

Eastwood

1,008

Echo, Lake

4,354

N

—

Eden

(e'den) spt. N. S. W. with lighthouse, on Twofold Bay, pop. 359.
co.
N. Z. 43
pop. 52,959 chief town Auckland.
Vic. 279 m.
of Melbourne
past
231
Eden, Mount, extinct volcano
sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z.
Eden Terrace, sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z.
Edgeoumbe Bay (gj'kijm-) iiUet, E coast Q. lat. 20' S.
Elithburgh (e'dlth-bQrg), mun. town, Fergusson co. S. A. watering place. ..
221
Edwardson Sound, fiord, S
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. branch of
Preservation Inlet.
Edwardstown, town, sub. of Adelaide, S. A
288
Egmont, Cape (-gg'mont) cape,
Taranaki prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. with lighthouse.
Egmont, Mount, Maori tiame Taranaki (ta'ra-ua'ke) volcanic mt. Taranaki
prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. S,2G0 ft.
EldSVOld (idz'vold) gold rain, town, Q. near upper Bui'nett river
1,258
Elnasleigh (i'n.jz-le colloq. en'ilz-le) riv. N Q. flows
into Gilbert river.
Eketahuna tS-kS-ta-hoo'ua coUoq. 8k'a-ta-hoo'na originiiUij 6-ka-ta'hoo-na)
town, Wairarapa North co. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 369 past.

N.

D

Isl.

Edentaope, town,

W

;

&

WNW

;

;

W

W

W

;

;

;

;

Elaine

town. Grant co. Vic
Elanle, Mount (e-lii'ue) mt. peak, N E N. S. W. Clarence co.
Elcho Island (Sl'ko-) isl. N of Arnhem Land, N. Ter.
Eldon Range (Sl'dou) mt. range, Tas. in Montagu & Lincoln
(e-lan') min.

point

292

;

highest

4,78'J ft.

Eldorado (51-d'o-ra'do) min. & agr. town, Bogong
Elgin (Sl'gTn) CO. Southern dist. Q. 2,534 D.
Elle de
10,200

Beaumont

co.

Vic

243

de bo'moN') peak of Southern Alps,

(a'le'

ft.

S.

Isl.

N. Z.

W

EUery, Mount (el'er-I) mt. Croajiugolong co. Vic.
Ellesmere (elz'mer) town, Tas. See' Scottsdale.

W

4,255

278

3C5

ft.

— agr. town,
W of Banks Pen.

S. Isl.

N. Z. 21

m. S
of Christchurch, pop. with vicinity 202.
Ellesmere, Lake, large coastal lake, S. Isl. N. Z.,
Ellice Islands (Sl'is-) group isls. S. Pacific Oc. about lat. 8^ 30' S, Ion. 179' E.
Elmhurst (Slm'htirst) agr. & min. town, Vic. on Wimmera river
Elmore (Si'mor) agr. town, Vic. on Cainpaspe riv. 128 m. N of Melbourne
Elphinstone (Sl'fin-ston) co. Northern dist. Q. 3,433 D; chief town Towns-

— town, Talbot co. Vic. pop.
Elsmore, town, Gough co. N.
W
ville.

estimated 270

;

agr.

272
470

249

S.

—

pop.

grazing."
town, Hawera co. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. 306 dairying.
(Sl'vir) riv. Kimberley div. W. A. trib. of Ord riv. ; place of disastrous
Hall's Creek rush.
Emerald {§m'er-ald) town, Q. 165 m.
of Rockhampton
past
Emerald Hill." See Melbourne, South.
Emmaville (em'ma-vTl) or Vegetable Creek, tin min. town. New England

377

;

W

N. S.
(e'mu) river,

dist.

Emu
Emu
Emu
Emu

;

".

N

406

&

;

W

agr. town, Bourke co. Vic
(ep'sum) sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z.
(e'rin-a) tovra, Northumberland co. N. S.
Eromanga Island (a'r6-ma'nga) one of New Hebrides Isls. S. Pacific Oc.
Cape York Pen.
Escape, riv. Q.,
place of Kennedy's murder by aborigines.
of Brisbane
Esk (Ssk) town, Q. G7 m.
past
Esperance (es'per-aus) mun. town S Vi. A. on Esperance Bay, port for Dundas
gold field, estimated pop. (in 1895) 1,000.

Epping,

W

Erina

N

W

;

New

78

287

co.

N.

S.

W

Union.

Evelyn (Sv'e-lTn) co. Vic. S of Hume Range, 1,172 D pop.
N. S. W. on border of S. A. 3,713 D pop. 575.
Everard, Cape (-Sv'er-ard) cape, S E Vic. with lighthouse.
N. S. W.,
(eks'muth-) gulf,

(u'gn-miii") co.

B

of Macquarie riv. 2,054

W coast W. A. long.

9,972.

884
540

—

co.

N

of

D

rivers.

nyre's Peninsula,
a, e,

T.

0.

ii,

lonci ; a, e, 6,

(

!

S.

A.

prolonged ;

to SS'

*

ii,

T

C
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]
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W
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:

W
—

W
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.

,

W.
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Fitzgerald (f its-jSr'ald) CO. N
N. S. W.,
of Paroo riv. 2,148 D
Fitzroy (fits'roi') city, Vic. sub. of Melbourne, pop. 32,453.
riv. E Q. ISO m.
long, flows into Keppel Bay.
riv. Kimberley div. W. A. flows into King
Sound.
riv. S
Vic. flows into Portland Bay.
co. N. S. W., S of Clarence
riv. 1,540 D pop. 2,572.
co. Southern dist. Q. 2,500 D.
Fitzroy Falls, falls, Camden co. N. S. W. 080 ft. high.
Fitzroy, Point, cape,
Great Barrier Isl. N. Z.
Five Dock (tiv dok) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. on Parramatta river.
Five Islands, small group, N. S. W., S of Wollongong.
Flattery, Cape (-fl5t'ter-T) cape, Q., E Cape York Pen.
Flat-top Island, small isl. E of Q. near Mackay, with lighthouse.
Flemington (flem'Ing-ton) sub. of Melbourne, Vic. contains noted race c .:,;«.
See Flemington and Kensington.
Flemington and Kensington, bor. Vic. formed of two suburbs of Melbtume,

—

W

.'.4S

& coal min

;

Fingal, Cape," cape, N. S. W. near Q. border, with lighthouse.
Finke (f Tnk) or Larapinta (ISr'a-pIn'ta) riv. N. Ter. with its tribs. forn. '.
river system central Australia, empties into Lake Eyre.
Fiord (fy8rd) co. S
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 3,040 D
Firth of Thames (ferth ov t6mz) S arm of Hauraki Gulf, N. Isl. N. Z.
Fish, riv. about 18 m. E of Bathurst place of first authentic B
gold discov, .v
S.

i-

Suva.

2;.",

—

—

—

1,2.%

joint pop. 9,958.
tflin'derz) riv.
Q. 500 m. long, flows into Gulf of Carpentaria.
en.
S. A., S Eyre's Pen. 1,850
pop. 1,488.
co. N. S. W.,
of Boganriv. 2,41.->
pop. 673.
CO. Central dist. Q. 1,584 D.
town, Vic. on Western Port,
123 agr.
past.
Flinders Bay, bay, S
coast W. A., E of Cape Leeuwin.
Flinders Group, group of small isls. Q. in Bathurst Bay, E of Cape York fen.
Flinders Island, isl.
E of Tas. largest of Furneaux Isls. 800 D.
sm&.'l isl.
S. A.,
of Eyre's Pen. in Great Australian Bight.
Flinders, Point or West Head, cape, Vic.
of entrance to Port Phillip Baj'.
Flinders Point, pt. Tas.
of entrance to Port Dalrymple.

N

—
&

;

—

D

—

W

—

P

W

—

N

W

W

Flinders Range, mt. range, S. A. from Spencer's Gulf to Lake Blancne ;ii,-hest peak Mt. Remarkable, 3,178 ft.
Florentine (fior'en-tin) riv. Tas. trib. of Derwent river.
Fly, riv. British 5few Guinea, flows into Gulf of Papua.
Follett (fol'let) CO. S
Vic. onS. A- border 1,103 D
2,749
Footscray (fSSts'kra) city, Vic. sub. of Melbourne
19,149
(fSrbz)
mun.
town,
N. S. W. 289 m.
Forbes
i-.gr. &
of Sydney, pop. 3,011
past.
land board dist. N. S. W.
co. N. S. W., S of Lachlan riv. 1,413

W

—

;

pop. 3,262.

Forest Creek, creek, trib. of Campaspe riv. Vic. place of early gold discovoi v.
Forest Hill, int. Tambo CO. Vic. 5,000 ft. high.
Forestier's Peninsula (for-est'yerz) pen. S E Tas. continued in Tasi i>i
;

Formby

(f8rm'bT) small town, Tas.

co.

N.

S.

W

11.'

See Devonport, West.

(fors'ter) spt. town, N. S. W. near Cape Hawke
Fortescue (fSr'tes-ku) riv. N. W. div. W. A.
Tasman Pen. S
Fortescue Bay, "bay,
coast Tas.

:-'/-':'

—

E

co.

Southern

dift.

Q.

2,790 D.
Forth (forth) riv. Tas. flows into Bass Strait.
or The Forth or HamlltonTas. qii Forth riv. approx. pop. (1897) 500 ai;r. & timl'er.
on-Forth, tovv-n,
Fortitude Valley (fSr'tl-tud-) part of Brisbane, Q., N of Brisbane river.
Fortrose (f 8rt'roz) town. Southland co. S. Isl. N. Z
Foster (fos'ter) gold min. town, Vic. 107 m. S E of Melbourne.
Foulwlnd, Cape (-fowl'wTnd) cape,
S. Isl. N. Z. with lighthouse.

—

;

W

W;>

CO

&

Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Strait (fo'vo'-) strait between S. Isl.
coast S. A. arm of Great Australian Bight.
Fowler's Bay, inlet, S
Fox Glacier, large glacier. Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 9| m. long.
Foxton (foks'ton) spt. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. at mouth of Manawatu river
Frankland (frSnk'hnnd) riv. S
W. A.
co.
Franklin (fritnk'lTn) town, Tas. on Huon riv. pop. 506 fruit & timber.
Tas. E of Macquarie Har. 1,574 O.
riv. Tas. trib. of Gordon riv. r~ co.
N. S. W.,
of Lachlan riv. 1,397 D pop. 491.
Franklin Harbor (or Harbour), inlet, S. A., E coast Eyre's Pen.
Franklin, Mount, mt, peak, Somerset co. Tas. 3,597 ft.
Frankston (tranks'ton) watering place, Vic. 26 m. S of Melbourne
Franz-Josef Glacier (frants'yo'zgf-) Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. Si m. lonj.
Fraser (fra'zer-), or Great Sandy, Island, isl. E of Q. 70 m. long, oft moufn

W

.

W

—

.l,?2?

.

~

;

S.

Georgina

7',M

'•I'

W

6,001

&

o! Mary river.
Frazer Peaks, mts. Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Frederick Henry Bay, inlet, S E coast of Tas. N arm of Storm Bay.
of Dutch New Guinea.
Frederick Henry Island, large isl. S
Frederickton (IrSd'er-ik-ton) agr. town, N. S. W. on Macleay river
Freeman's Reach, town. Cook co. N. S.
Fremantle (fre'mSn-tl) chief spt. town of W. A. at mouth of Swan river.
Fremantle. North, mun. town, W. A. on Swan riv. estimated pop. (1895)
French Island (frgnc)i-) large isl. S of Vic. in Western Port.

i

.,(

HP

Frewville (froo'vTl) town, sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Friendly Islands, group, S. Pacific Oc. See Tonga Islands.
Frogmoor (frSg'moor) town, King co. N. S.

'-li*

W

ii,

;

:

;

fOrl

;

ow

(r.s-

^

:'7

»

Frenchman's Cap (frgnch'm.anz-) mt. W Tas. near Macquarie Har. 4.756 \\.
French Pass, strait, between"D'Urville Isl. & S. Isl. N. Z. with lighthou.v
Freshwater Camp, pearling station, W. A. on Shark Bay

short ; a, e, i, q, ohxcure (see remark, p. 1719) ; fiir, fall th8re, term ; fSr, food, f66t
isec p. 1719)" g as ?'i j?t; th ns in thin
tU ns in tbi'ip" w, k. n (see i> 1719).

5, S, T, 5,

agr

;

.

2,035

W

lat. 33''

(^
Hifi

Melbourne

W

W

114' 30' E.

Expedition Range, mt. range, E Q. Leichhardt past. dis.
Eyre (Sr) co. S. A.,
of Murray riv. 1,415 D
Eyre, Laike, large shallow salt lake, N S. A.
Eyre's Creek, riv. Q. & S. A. formed by junction of Hann'lton
large pen. S

of

,

;

Exmouth Gull

,r,SH

.,",,".>

;

pop. 121,000;

W

137

Eumeralla (u-mer-"ai'la) riv. Vic. 80 m. long, fiows into Portland Bay.
Eurinye (ii-rin'e) co. Central dist. Q. 19,2.50 D.
Euroa (u-ro'a) town, Vic. 94 ni. N N E of Melbourne graz. & agr
Evandale (Sv'an-dal) agr. town, Tas. 13 m. S E of Launceston
Eveleen Mine (ev'e-len-) small silver min. town, N. Ter. about 30 m. S E

Ewenmar

,

.7i'

Finch (finch) CO. N. S. W. on N border, 4,124 D
Fingal (fTn'gal) town, N E Tas. Cornwall co. dairying

N

—

Ashburnliam

i
.

D

Field (East), Mount, mt. peak, Buckingham co. Tas. 4,167 ft.
Field (West), Mount, mt. peak, Buckingham co. Tas. 4,721 ft.
Fiji Islands (fe'je-) group in S. Pacific, 7,740 Q 80 inhabited
a British

N

407

—

484.
(fi-gow'ra) to%vn,

E

m.

Vic. 23

E
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native name Marina (ma-re'ua) largest of
Isls. S. Pacific Oc.
(Ss'en-don) town, Vic. sub. of Melbourne
14,411
(Sth'er-ij) riv.
Q. trib. Einasleigh riv.
gold field, Gilbert co. Q.

dunda West

;;.

Forster

near head waters Etheridge river.
Eucla (u'kla) land division, S E W. A. on Great Australian Bight, mostly unoccupied, 59,000 n.
telegraph station, S E corner W. A. pop. (in 1895) 32.
Eudunda (ii-dun'da) town, S. A. 69 m. N of Adelaide, pop. 264, pop. with Eu-

Eugowra

Ferntree Gully (fem'tre-) town,

Foveaux

N

& gi

agr.

;

-

Hebrides

Etheridge

of Wellington

Pen.

Esperance Bay, bay, S coast W. A.
EspiritU Santo (es-pe're-too sau'to)

Essendon

N

N. Z. 100 m.

(fen'dal-ton) vil. Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z
Ferguson (fer'gu-son") CO. Central dist. Q. 2,470 D.
Fergusson (fer'gu-sgn) CO. on Yorke's Pen. S. A. 1,858
Fernmount, town^ R"aleigh co. N. S. W
Fernslde, vil. Ashley CO. S. Isl. N. Z

Forest Reefs, gold min. town, Bathurst

;

N

Isl.

403
OCfJ

.

Fendalton

—

22S
642

—

Epsom

.

Feilding (fel'dtng) bor. N.

212

W

978

W

:vx-

;

'

N Tas.

flows into Emu Bay.
coast of Tas.
Bay, bay,
town,
watering
place on Keppel Bay
Park,
Q.
of Sydney
agr.
past
Plains, town, N. S. W. 36 m.
(5n-kown'ter)
Encounter Bay
bay, S. A. at mouth of Murray river.
Endeavour (gn-dev'or) riv. Q., E Cape York Pen. with 2 lighthouses at heads.
town near OaEnfield (gn'feld) mun. sub, of Sydney, N. S.' W. pop. 2,050.
maru, Waimate co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 289.
Enngonia (Su-gon'ya) town, Culgoa co. N. S.
Entrance Island, small isl. S of Tas. with lighthouse.

W

;

W

;

Elvlre

W

N

W

Flinders

& past.

Elstemwick (el'stem-wTk) sub. of Melbourne, Vic.
Eltham (Sl'tham) town, Vic. on Yarra Yarra riv. 14 m. from Melbourne,

—

W

W

Elizabeth, Cape (-e-lTz'a-beth) cape, S. A.,
Yorke's Pen.
Elizabeth, Point, cape,
coast Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
EUalong (el'la-15ng) town, Northumberland co. N. S.
Ellen's Peak, peak in Stirling Range, W. A. 3.420 ft.
EUerslie (el'erz-lT) vil. Eden co. N. Isl. N. Z. suburb of Auckland

W

W

Farewell Spit, spit, running E from Cape Farewell, S. Is\ N. Z. with lighthouse.
Farina (fa-re'na) town, S. A. 408 m. N of Adelaide
Farm Cove, inlet, N. S. W., S arm of Port Jackson anchorage for war ?hip8.
border, 3,007 D
Farnell (far-nel') co. N. S. W. on
Featherston (fgtli'er-ston) town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 51 ra. N E of Wellin 'Ion.
Feathertop, Mount, mt. peak, Bogong co. Vic. 6,303 ft.

N.
cos.

E

(fa'slng-) isl.
of Q., S
of Curtis Isl.
of Sydney, forming with Snat)i:'!,;i/>
Fairfield (far'feld) town, N. S. W. 18 m.
the municipality of Smithfield and Fairfield, joint pop. 1,392.
See Timi!A?.s.\.
Fairlle (fSr'li) town, Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 39 m.
of Timaru.
point of S. Isl. N. Z.
Farewell, Cape (-fSr'wgl')

N

;

Eastern, land

E

Facing Island

in

cow

;

ch''i.«

m

^

h

.
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Pop.

Gocup

W

KO'it's C:r.rk

.'.
.

[m.'iiii-iob'te) atoll, EUice liilands, S. Pacific Oc.
of Tas. in Bass Strait
Furneaux Islands (ffir'no-) grouj>,

Funatuti

NE

largest, Flin-

town,

GallO Islano ;;a'bo-) small isl. E of Vic. off Cape Howe, with lighthouse.
Gfflrtfner T.MVe (-gSrd'ner) large lake, S. A., N of Gawler Ranges.
-- 1 (ga-lar'g5m-bon') or Gulargambone, town, N. S. W. on CasGa'lr
'

(gam'be-er-) group, S. A. at entrance to Spencer's Gulf.
an extinct volcano S E S. A.

:iis

!'

1

.lit,

cnh. town, S. A. near Mt. Gambier
coast W. A. lat. 27° 40' S.
GanOieaUKje Bay, bay on
Gap BiuH. V'-ut, N. S. "W. near S entrance to Port Jackson.
Gap The. <^litv, N. S. "W. near entrance to Port .Tackson " Dunbar "

GamWot

fj

,

liiii/

.III

;

—

W

disaster.

W

.

:

—

—
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W

;

^'ap

W

Georgr;. lutiie, N.

S.

W. 25 m. S

W of

W

—

S.

W.

N

N

W

of Bathurst
Qf'Orge's Plains, agr. town, N. S. W. 7 m.
town,
lioorgesowi;, watering pl.ace, Tas. at mouth of Tamar riv. pop. 299.
•!
town, S. A.
0.
Kt'.'fTidge riv. center of Etheridge gold field, pop. 433.
:id (,, N O'i Adelaide, pop, 212.
Ceorgiana '.8r'jT-an'a) co. N. S. W., S of Bathurst co. 1,922 D
Georglna 'jf r-je'na) riv. Q. joins Hamilton riv. and forms Eyre's Creek.
"'.Jeraldins iiir'al-den') co. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 935 D pop. 18,25G.
aiKi past, town dist. in the co. pop. 794.
ai.',:
GeraldtOn vi'5r'ald-tgn) spt. and mun. town, W. A. 210 m. N of Perth, with lighthouse, pep. 1,218 agr. and past.
spt. town, N E coast Q. on Johnstone riv.
pop. 3"3 sugar.
Germwi', on jer'man-ton) town, N. S. W. 38 m. N E of Albury agr. and past.
Germantow I, agr ."town. Grant CO. Vic
Germein Bay (jer'man'-) inlet, S. A., N E Spencer's Gulf, with lighthouse.
Gero^sry (J. r-oj'er-T) town, Goulburn co. N. S,
Gerrl'kgong (jer'rin-gSng) mun. town, Illawarra dist. N. S. W. 77 m. S of Syd-

—

—
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—
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^
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;

ney

i

Greenough

—

'iil.jerjcia f fl'ber-ton) town, S. A. sub. of
Uingi!! l>r'jin')~agf. mun. town, W. A. 50
i

N

&

;

]^v

—

—

N

—

—

—

—

—

D

W

W W

'

6ia.ncoe

'

:.li

I'kol.

QJendon Irt'Ok
GTeneIg

See Talga TalgjSp

(gleu'don-) town,

n

Durham

co.

N.

S.

W

'slea-elg') corp". town, S. A. on Gulf St. Vincent, with lighthouse, pop.
",i>jO.
riv. S
Vic. 281 m. long, flows into Discovery Bay.
Glen Innes '-in'nes) mun. town.
England dist. N. S. W. agr. and past.
Gl«n lliB r^l.hi I'rTs) sub. of Melbourne, Vic
:
Gleulyo.l
ien-ll'on) agr. town, Vic. on Loddon river
Glen IWi.ti-.liell (-mjch'el). See Teralba.
Glenu'e .•l.'nas (glen'nl-) small group near Wilson's Prom. Vic.
GleuO'O'm' :glen-8r'kT) town, Tas. near Hobart, pop. 588; fruit and hops.—

New

.

;

2.

,_•

town, \ic on Wimmera riv. pop. 224; past.
Osmond (-5z'moud) sub. of Adelaide, S. A. quarries
Gl«2iroy 'l^n'roi) agr. town, Bourke co. Vic
Gloucsater flos'ter) co. N. S. W., S of Manning riv. 3,101
;

ar.niKi

-luare miles
;

;

agr., agricultural ; bor., borough ; cml.,
past., pastoral ; pop,, population
;

W

;

199
370

Indian

river
of Carpentaria.

—

mun. 745

1,261

47,345 O.
co.

N.

W.

S.

;

pop. including munici-

agr. min. and past.
pality 1,832, pop. of
41,975
of Yarrowee riv. 1,465
Grenville (gren'vll) co. S Vic.
Cape York Pen. Q.
Grenvllle, Cape, cape,
537
Gresford (gres'ford) town, N. S. W. on Paterson riv. agr. and past
552
Gresham (grgsh'am) co. E N. S. W., S of Mitchell riv. 1,109
wine
of Newcastle
coal
1,751
Greta (gre'ta) mun. town, N. S. W. 32 m.
pop. 10,943.
co. Southern dist. Q.
S. A. on Vic. border 2,044
Grey, co,
11,060 0,
riv, in Grey co. N. Z,
pop, 10,348,
CO.
S. Isl, N, Z, 1,452
3,787
Greymouth (gra'mouth) spt. bor. on Grey riv. S. Isl. N. Z. coal min
corner N. S. W. ; highest
Q.
mt. range,
Grey Range, mt. range, S
;

W

E

;

N

SB

—

N
O
O

NW

W

—

W

peak Mt. Arrowsmith. 2,000

—
—

N

&

;

;

W

ft.

N

&

1 ,141
bor. N. Isl. N. Z. 59 m. E
past
E of Wellington agr.
Griffiths Island, isl. S Vic. in Port Fairy.
point of Tas.
Grim, Cape, the N
Gulf of Carpentaria.
Groote Eylandt (gro'te I'liint) isl. N E of N Ter.
Grose, riv. N. S. AV. trib. of Hawkesbury river.
316
GrOVetOWn, vil. Marlborough co. S. Isl. N. Z
Guadalcanar Island (gwii'thal-ka'nyar) one of Solomon Isls. Pacific Oc.
Guildford (gil'ford) agr. mun. town, W. A. on Swan riv. 8 m. above Perth, pop.
726. —town, C'umberland co. N. S. W. pop. 126.
min. town, Vic. on
agr.
Loddon riv. pop. 236.
Gulargambone. See Galargambone.
Gulf. See the specific name of each gulf.
Gulgong (gool'gong) mun. town, N. S. W., 207 m. N Wof Sydney gold min.
1,283
agr
229
Gumeracha (goo-mer-ak'a) town, S. A. 23 m. E of Adelaide
238
Flat, town, Murchison co. N. S.
8,706
Gunbower (gun'bow-er) co. Vic. between Loddon Murray rivs. 1,348 D
riv.
pop.
of
mun.
Gundagai (gQn'da-gI)"mun. town, N. S. W. on Murrumbidgee
948, pop. including South Gundagai 1,424.
351
of Sydney
Gundaroo (gun-da-roo') tovifn, Murray CO. N. S. W. 181 m. S
Warrego
GunderbOOka (gifn'der-bSSk'a) co. N N. S. W. ^between Darling
~
.".
rivs. 2,440 D
850
1,362
Gunnedah (gtin'ne-da) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. on Namoi river

GreytOWn,

;

W

Corp., corporate ; dist., district
;
prov., provincial riv., river ; spt., seaport
;

349
234
co.

W

Gregory Range, mt. chain, N
Q.
Gregory South, past. dist. S W border Q.
GrenfeU (grgn'fSl) mun. town, Monteagle

W

&

&

N

W

commercial

mun., municipal

dist. into

&

W

pop. 13,632.—

iinal! to- v., in co.

Gloucester, Cape, cape, E coast Q. lat. 20° S.
GJonoeSter sland, isl. E of Q., N of Cape Gloucester.

U ui'ian^

262

1,044.

N. S. W., £"^0? Began riv. 3,008
Gregory, Lake, shallow salt lake, S. A., S E of Lake Eyre.
border Q. 85,211 O.
Gregory North, past. dist.

Gum

;

D

A. flows

;

".

CHsil

W.

S W through Victoria

—

W

—

(gren'Sf) riv.

Greensborongh (greuz'biSr-ro) agr. town, Vic. on Plenty
Gregory (grSg'o-rT) riv. N Q. 160 m. long, flows into Gulf

Adelaide

.

part of the continent.

—agr. town, on riv. pop. with vicinity
Greenpark, vil. Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z

m.
of Perth, pop, (in 1895) 150.
Glp.3.-*(pip„tco. N. S. W., S of Lachlan riv. 2,448
1.
Gippsland (?ips'15nd) S E dist. of Vic. between the sea
the Great Dividing
'
Range A .ong. 145-^ 50' to 150^ E.
Gililambone (jir-Tl'sim-bon) town, Canbelego co. N. S. W. copper min. and
past
162
OiSbome i>:'z'born) spt. bor, N, Isl. N". Z. on Poverty Bay, pop. 2,158. agr.
'.;. ,->, \'ii:. 10 hT.
of Melbourne, pop, 413.
C-i'.'jvrne. :J"ount. mt. peak, Tanjil co. Vic. approximate height, 5,300 ft.
(Hsl'C- .- ., ij ')rth, town, N. I.sl. N. Z. sub. of Gisborne
438
laacj
:, mt. peak. Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 10,017 ft.
lad'ston) agr. corp. town, S. A. 136 m.
Jila-.S- }-K,
of Adelaide, pop. 605.
mun. apt. (.own on Port Curtis, E Q. pop. 932.
co. Loddon dist. Vic. 1,802
pop. 18,726.
CO. Northern dist. Q. 2,400 0; chief town Ravenswood.
co.
S. Tt-r. on Gulf of Carpentaria, 7,800 O,
town, Dudley co, N. S, W, pop. 176.
bor. Ota/o prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 287. —tin min. town, Tas. on Rjngarooiua liv. pop. 193.
Glamotgan (gla-m_8r'gan) CO. E Tas. J o'Jg O.
Glanmip ( /lan'mir) tdvvn, RoxburghlJ3j,ijj\ S.
Glebe ( ^ir-' •, mun. sub. of Sydney, N.L^s jut
17.
Glebe TBian.l, small isl, in Sydney
'ernmeut abattoirs.
s
GleTielon
3rlebe Town, town, Ta;)'
:obart

NW

W

E

Oc.

!70-'>_S.

.'I.L-.
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—

Ranf.-9 (glb'bo-) mt. range, Benambra co. Vic. 5,7G4 ft. high.
Gilbert i.sT.bert) riv.
co.
Q. 256 m. long, flows into Gulf of Carpentaria.
Vortii'.:;-'! ,Us~t. Q. 16,640 Q; chief town Georgetown.
Gilbert I^laads or KingsmiU Group, group of isls. Pacific Oc. on equator,

N

river systems of the

Strait, N. Z.

1,

^

Great Barrier Island, is!. N of N. Isl. N. Z. in Hauraki Gulf
Great Barrier Reef, coral reef off Q. parallel with E coast, over 1 ,000 m. long.
Great Dividing Range, prin. mt. range of E Australia, running approximately
parallel witli the coast from N to S, and forming the watershed of the E and

;

W

GioOO

&

Great lUng Island, largest of Three Kings Islands, N of N. Isl. N. Z.
Great Lake, lake, Westmoreland co, Tas, 3,800 ft. above sea level, -14 D,
Great Mercury Island, chief isl. D'Haussez Group, off N E coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Great Northern Camp, min. center, Bogong co. Vic
Great Sandy Desert, tract of waterless country, W. A., S of Kimberley div.
Great Sandy Island. See Eraser Island.
Great Sandy Strait, strait, S E of Q, between Great Sandy Isl, and mainland.
Great Western, town, Borung co. Vic. min. agr. and viticulture
Green Cape, cape, S E N. S, W, lat. 37° 20' S, with lighthouse.
Greendale, vii. Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z
isl. in Foveaux
Green Island, bor. sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 687.

.

;

W

—

O

;

W

W

—

N

E Tas.
riv.
flows into Botany Bay.
E coast Tas. at moutli of George's river.
Qeorse'a Bay, inlet,
shore of Port Jackson fortifications.
George's Hoad, point, N. S. W.,
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
George Scwnd, fiord,
N.

riv.

—

W

W

Goulburn, IG m. long, G m. wide, has no

O'/Met.

George'fc

—

;

;

W

.-aliste.

.N-'*

N

—

5,

i

t

;

:

W

;

.

—
—

.

;

D

W

;

—

;

198
146
632
149
510
103

—

SW

—

—

;

—

O

N

-rial

.

W

291

riv.
pop. 626.
Tas. flows into Macquarie Bar.
eo. N. S. W., S of Macquarie riv. 1,.520
pop. 2,562. —co. Southern dist.
riv.
Q. 13,235 D.
S
W. A, trib. Frankland river.
Gore, agr. bor. Otago, prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. on Mataura river
1,618
Gormanston (gSr'manz-ton) min. town, Montagu co. Tas. approx. pop. 300.
(gos'ford)
mun.
town,
N. S. W. 50 m.
of Sydney timber and fruit.
685
Gosford
Gough (g5f) CO. N New England dist. N. S. W. 1,779
13,052
of Sydney, pop. 10,916 cml.
Goulburn (gol'bQm) city, N. S. W. 134 ui. S
and p,ast. ^land board dist. N. S. W.
riv. Vic. 345 m. long, trib. of Murray
riv.
riv. N. S. W. trib. of Hunter riv.
co. N. S. W. on Murray riv. 1,384
pop. 9,242 chief town Albury.
of N. Ter.
Goulburn Islands, smalljsls.
Gould's Sugar Loaf (gooldz-) mt. peak, Lincoln co. Tas, 3,972 ft.
Gourock Range (goo'rSk), mt. range, S E N. S. W, part of Great Dividing
Range liighest peak Mt, Jindulian, 4,300 ft,
Gowan Range (gow'an-) mt, range, Q., N of Warrego past. dist.
2,140
Gowen (gow'eu) co. N. S. W., N of Castlereagh riv. 1,696
197
Grabben Guflen (grab'en gul'en) town. King co. N. S.
Grafton (griif'ton) city, N. S. W. on Clarence riv. pop. 4,445 cml. and agr.
land board dist. of N. S. W.
sub. Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z.
Grafton, Cape, cape, E Q. lat. 16^ 50' S.
Vic. a northern spur of Great
Grampians. The (-gram'pT-anz) range of mts.
Dividing Range highest peak Mt. William, 3,827 ft.
of Brisbane.
mt.
Grandchester (grSnd'ches-ter), small town, Q. 44 m.
peak, Jloreton past. dist. Q. 1.158 ft.
of Port Phillip Bay, 1,834
69,599Grant, co. Vic.
Pliillip Isl. at entrance to Western Port.
Grant. Point, headland, Vic.
(gran'vTl)
mun.
town,
13
Sydney,
mfg.
N. S. W.
m.
of
pop. 4,248.
Granville
32° 30' S
sub. of Maryborough, Q. pop. 540.
co. S. A. between lat. 32°
1,168
pop. 1.430.
209
Granya (gran'ya) town, Benambra co. Vic. ; min. and past
Great Australian Bight, broad bight, S of S. A. and W. A.

W

isl. N. S. W. in Port Jackson, used
isl. off S
coast W. A.
naval station.
Oarfieia (taiield) town, Wallace co. S. Isl. N. Z
Oarvoc ^^ ii' -ok) agr. town, Hampden co. Vic.
land
W. A. flows into Shark Bay.
Gascoyne ''' GaSCOigne (gSs'koin) riv.
division o' W. A. eliiefly past, but including Murchison gold field, 13o,()00 D.
rii.igi.--'-:-!';:!) (list. W. A. pop. 1,305.
Gaiton ii.'.U'lon) town, Q. on trib. Brisbane riv. orangeries and vineyards
corp.
G'awlor Uia'ler) CO. S. A., N E of Gulf St. Vincent, 928 D pop. 10,082.
'.own, .S. A. 25 m. N E of Adelaide, pop. 2,122, pop. with Gawler \V. and
riv. S. A. 80 m. long, flows into Gulf St. Vincent.
(;, nler s. :'.403
wheat.
Gaw.'er Hariges, ranges of mts. S. A. in Eyre's Pen. 2,000 ft. high.
OayacUiJl (iian'da) mun. town, S E Q. on Burnett riv. past, and agr.
of M(
Melbourne,
Seelong ir-'iong') cml. town, Vic. on Barwon riv. 45 m. S
pop. l\,'i'''. with suburbs 24,283.
Qcelong West, bor. sub. of Geelong, on Corio Bay, Vic
coast of
GB«lVilSk Channel (gel'vTnk- Dutc/i Kal'f ink-) channel between
W. A. all''; iloutman's Abrolhos.
UeUibrand jel'lT-brand) riv. S Vic. 75 m. long.
Genoa jfu':-a) riv. S E Vic. 40 m. long, flows into Mallacoota Inlet.
coast of W. A., E of
G^C2J'a5>-''e Bay (zha'S'graf- or je-o-graf'-) inlet, S
;ir

U

—

W

Gar,1en Isl;ma,

226

N. Z. pop. 249.

.'

tl.

Qai'.!.".

\\'estlancl_co. S. Isl.

Goode Island (good-) islet in Torres Strait, N of Q. with lighthouse.
Goodna (good'na) coal min. town, Q. on Brisbane river
GoodOOga (goo-dob'ga) town, N. S. W. near Q. boi-der
Goolagong (gool'a-gong) town, N. S. W. on Lachlan river
Goolwa (gool'wa) spt. corp. town, S. A. near mouth Murray river
Goonallebah (gSo-uitl'le-ba) town, Rous co. N. S. W
Goondiwindi (goon'dT-wIn'dt) mun. town, S E Q. on Macintyre river
Goonoo GoonOO (go8-noo-gd8-uoo') town. Parry CO. N. S. W
Goose Island, one of the Chappell Islands, N E of Tas. with lighthouse.
Gordon (gor'don) gold min. town, Vic. on Moorabool riv. 57 m. W of Melbourne,

G.

0ari'

Pop.
288

;

;

Island

dt'i-s

W

(i-'o'kup) town, Wynyard co. N. S.
Godley Glacier (god'll-) glacier, S. I.sl. N. Z. near Mt. Cook, 8 m. long.
Godley Head, cape, N entrance to Port Lyttelton, S. Isl. N. Z. with lighthouse.
Golden. "/ IHassacre. Bay, bay, N coast of Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Golden Point, gold min. town, Bourke co. Vic
Golden Valley, part of the Yilgarn gold field. W. A. chief town Knutstord.
Goldsborough (goldz'btir-ro) gold min. town, Gladstone co. Vic. pop. 236.^

Froine (fr3;-i) .jo. S. A., N E of Spencer's GuU, 1,508 Q pop. 9,857. —riv. S. A.
>')<) m. i^'r,e,, flows into Lake Eyre.
Fiome. Jjiilre, large shallow lake, E of Lake Torrens, S. A.
of Melbourne on
V'.TerstOWfl (fri'erz-town) gold rain, town, Vic. 86 m. N N

;

;

div,, division

sub.,

suburb

;

;

har.,

harbor

vil., -village.

&

mfg., manufacturing min,,
See Abbreviations, p. 2014.

;

;

—
;

.

^
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;

S. W."ll,718 Q.
Gympie (gTm'pT) gold min. mun. town, Q. 107 m.
pop. within 5 m. radius 10,972.

N.

dist.

&

N. S. W. 165 m. S
of Sydney
agr.
past
Bathurst co. N. S.
N. S. W. trib. of Darling riv. 450 m. long.

Ounnlng (gun'ing) town,
Quyong (goo'yong) town,
Gwydlr (gwl'dir) riv. N

N

— past.

Pop.
468
243

of Brisbane, pop. 8,449,

Pop.
(hS-rfi-ke'no) vil. settlement (the first under Ballance's scheme of
103
land reform), Hokianga co. N. Isl. N. Z
spur of
Herries Range (hSr'rTz-), mt. chain, Q. near N. S. W. border, a
Great Dividing Range.
Hervey Bay (her'vT-) inlet, Q. between Great Sandy Isl. and mainland.
Hervey Islands. See Cook Islands.
335
Hexham (heks'am) agr. town, N. S. W. 10 m. N of Newcastle
past
231
Heyfleld (ha'feld) town, Vic. on Thomson riv. agr.
920
6,014
(hats'ber-T)
co.
S
coast
of
Vic.
D
Heytesbury
275
Heywood (ha'w66d)"town, Vic. on Fitzroy riv. agr. past
Hicks, mount, mt. peak. Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 10,410 ft.
365
Highbury (lu'ber-T) vU., S. A. near Adelaide
278
Highcliff e (hi'k'lif ) vil. Peninsula co. S. Isl. N. Z
377
Highton (hi'ton) agr. town, Vic. on Barwon river
354
Hikurangi (he'koo-ra'nge) vil. Whangarei co. N. Isl. N. Z
Hikurangi mountain, mt. Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. spur of Rauku-

Hereklno

W

W

&
&

;

H.

;

Haapai (ha'a-pa-S-), or Hapai (ha'pi'-). Group, small group of isls. S. Pacific
Oc. lat. 20° S, long. 175° W.
fiaast, mount (-hast) mt. peak, S. Isl. N. Z. in Southern Alps, 9,835 ft.
Haddon (had'on) agr. & min. town, Greuville co. Vic
Hagley Park "(liSg'lT-) sub. of Christchurch, S. Isl. N. Z
Hahndorf (han'd8rf ) agr. town, S. A. 31 m. E of Adelaide
Haldinger, Mount (-M'ding-er) mt. peak, Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 10,107 ft.
Hakatere

(ha-ka-ta'ra).

N. Z. 108 m.

Haloombe

N of Wellington

(hal'kom) town dist. N. Isl.
Half moon Bay, "fishing town, on bay of same name, Stewart Isl. N. Z
small town,
Halifax Bay (hal'I-f aks-) bay, E coast of Q. lat. 19° S.
;

—

Herbert

Q.

on

near Halifax Bay.
Halkett {lial'kSt) town, Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z
Hall's Creek, small town, W. A. center of Kimberley gold field, —mining field,
Murchison co. N. S. W. pop. 169.
Halswell (halz'wgl) sub. of Christchurch, S. Isl. N. Z.
agr.
Hamilton (liSm'tl-ton) mun. sub. of Newcastle, N. S. W. pop. 4,844.
agr. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. on
cral. bor. Vic. 197 m.
of Melbourne, pop. 3,373.
or Hamilton-on-Clyde, o>- Hamilton-on-Ouse,
Waikato riv. pop. 1,212.
past.
riv.
Q. joins Georgina
town, Tas. 46 m. N
of Hobart, pop. 348
riv. and forms Eyre's Creek.
Forth.
town,
N
Tas.
See
HamiltOn-on-Forth,
Hamley (haui'lT) co. on E border of S. A. 2,194 D
Hampden (hamp'den) bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 57 m. N N E of Dunedin, pop. 300.
CO. S Vic. 1,561 D "pop. 8,169.
Hampstead (hamp'sted) or Hakatere (ha-ka-ta'ra) town dist. Canterbury prov.
dist. S. Isl. N. Z
Hanging Rock, town, Parry CO. N. S.
Hanmer Springs (hSn'mer-) springs & sanatorium Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl.
N. Z. 93 m. N of Christchurch in Hanmer Plains.
Hannan'S (han'nanz). See Kalgoohlie.
Hanson (hSn'sgnfco. E central S. A. 1,259 D
Happy Valley^ gold min. town, Vic. 97 m. "W of Melbourne
Harden (har'den) CO. S N. S. W., N of Murrumbidgee riv. 1,721 D pop. 9,719.
town & railway junction. Harden co. N. S. W. 2 m. from Murrumburrah, pop.
riv.

W
—
W

—

—
—

;
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Hindmarsh

479

past

Hodgklnson

Hokianga Harbor
Isl.

4,

river.

Otago prov.

dist. S. Isl.

W coast

(ha'oo-too'roo-) mt. range, N. Isl. N. Z.,
prov. dist.
(hSv'e-lok) town dist. S. Isl. N. Z. at head Pelorus

Hawea Lake

Sound

dist.

timber

N

—

D

— land

;

;

ex-

1,494

—

;

Isl.

W

W

&

N

N.

N. Z. 591

Isl.

D

".

423
2,289
2,678

&

;

(hu) riv. S

N. Ter.

trib. of

Finke

Geelvink
461

Vic.

240
425

river.

Hughenden (hiJ'en-den) mun. town, Q. 235 m. S W
Humboldt (hiSm'bolt)"co. Central dist. Q. 4,352 D.

of Townsville

;

cml.

& past.

1,516

Hume (Iiiim) CO. N. S. W. on Murray riv. 1,664 D pop. 5,132. — river. See Murray.
Hume Range, mt. range, Vic. part of Great Dividing Range, between Anglesey
and Evelyn

cos.

N

Hummocks, The

from near head of
(-hum'moks) range of mts. S. A. runs
Vincent.
Waewae
ft.
mt.
S.
Isl.
N.
Z.,
of
Te
Bay,
3,500
Hump, The,
Humpy Bong (htimp'T bSng). See Redclipfe.
Hunter, formerhj Coal, navigable riv. 200 m. long, E N. S. W. flows through a
rich agr.
coal min. dist. into Pacific Oc. at Newcastle.
co. S of the riv.
2,095 D pop. 1,973.
3,633
Hunter's Hill, mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. on Parramatta river
of Tas. 116 D.
Hunter's Islands, group isls. in Bass strait, N
N. Isl. N. Z. p.ast
404
Hunterville, town, Rangitikei co. S
min.
Huntly (hiint'lT) coal min vil. N. Isl. N. Z. on Waikato riv. pop. 573.
town. Vie. near Bendigo, pop. 275.
Hunua (Iioo'noo-a; colloq. hob-noo'a) vil. Manukau co. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. with
Gulf

19.

St.

W

—

&

W

W

N

—

—

;

vicinity_238.

Huon

N. Z.

Heatherton (hSth'er-tgn) town, Bourke CO. Vic. market gardening
Heemskirk (hemz'kerk) min. settlement, Montagu co. Tas. tin
silver rain.
Heemsklrk, mount, mt. peak, Montagu CO. Tas.
Heidelberg (hI'del-bQrg)_sub. of Melbourne, Vic. on Yarra Yarra river
Helena Vale (hel'e-na val) mun. town, W. A. important railway center, 11 m.
from Pertli, estimated pop. (1895) 300.
town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. on Kalpara har. 38
Helensville (hgl'enz-vTI) spt.
m. N
of Auckland agr.
past
Hen and Chickens, or moro Tiri Islands (mo'ro tTr'e-) group of small isls.
N. Isl. N. Z. at entrance Whangarei Bay. See Taransa.
of
Henley Beach (hgu'll-) town, S. A. watering place on Gulf St. Vincent,
;

;

&

&

&

—

742

&

W

323

—

N

(hu'on) riv. S Tas. 100 in. long, flows into D'Entrecasteaux Channel.
Hurstville"(hQrst'vTl) num. town, N. S. W. 9 m. S of Sydney
3,176
CanterHurunui (hoo'roo-noo'c) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows E between Nelson
empties on E coast, ^town on riv. pop. 53.
bury prov. dists.
Hurunui Peak, mt. peak, S Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Hurunui Saddle or Harper's Pass, nit. pass in Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. at
boiuidary between Nelson and Westland prov. dists.
co. N. Isl. N. Z. on
Hutt (hut) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Port Nicholson.
Cook Strait, 590 D pop. 42,845.
Hutt, The. See Lower Hutt.
222
agr. town, Maniototo co. S. Isl. N. Z
Hyde, min.

&

713

&

Adelaide

(her'bert) riv.
co. S. A., E of Dalhousie co.
E Q. 128 m. long.
pop. 1,131. —CO. Northern dist. Q. 5,081 D; chief town Bowen.
co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 272.
E Q. on Wild river, a branch of HerHerberton (her'ber-ton) mun. town,

I.

1,532

Waitaki

N

bert
a, e,

N. Z.

;

Hugh

N

Hayes' Find

vil.

Isl.

coast of Auckland prov. dist. N.

;

(lia'don-ton) town, N. S. W. part of Murrurundi.
(haz") gold min. town, W. A. 20 m.
of Kanovvna, pop. (1895) 700.
Head of Kybean River (-kl'be-an-) mt. peak, N. S. W. highest in Monaro
Range, 4,010 ft.
E of Melbourne
Healesville (lielz'vTl) agr. town, Vic. 39 m. E
Heart, The, agr. town, Tanjil CO. Vic
min. bor. Vic. 73 m.
of Melbourne, pop. 1,090.
HeathCOte (heth'kot) agr.
town, N. S. W. 20 m. S of Sydney, near National Park, pop. 893.
sub.

Haydonton

Herbert

NW

mount (-how'it) mt. peak, Delatite co. Vic. 5,715 ft.
Howlong (how'long) town, N. S. W. on Murray riv. W of Albury agr. & past.
Hugel, Mount (-hSo'gel locally -Ira'gel) mt. peak, Lincoln co. Tas. 4,700 ft.

N

(ha'thSrn) city, Vic. sub. of Melbourne, on Yarra Tarra river
past.
S. W. on Murrumbidgee riv. pop. 2,741

;

at

Howitt,

*

mun. town, N.
N^ S. W.

W

inlet,

W

dist.

S. Isl.

field

;

past.

Christchurch,

coast Auckland prov. dist. N.

D

Hotham, Mount, mt. peak, Bogong
Houtman's AbrolhOS (howt'manz
Channel, W. A. guano.
Howard (how'ard) coal mm. town, Q. 18 m. N W of Maryborough
Howe, Cape (-how) S E point of Australia, on border of N. S. W. &
Howick (how'Tk) town, Manukau co. N. Isl. N. Z

&

D

;

—

— gold

agr.
past
of Melbourne, Vic.
co. Vic. 6,100 ft.
of
a-brol'yos) rocky islets,

Auckland
;

D

N

board

NW

Horsham (hOr'sham) bor. Vic. on Wimmera riv.
Hotham (hotli'am") now North melbourne, sub.

N. Z.

(ha'wa-a-) lake, Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 48 D.
(ha'wa-ra) co. Taranaki prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 438
pop. 5,631.
bor. in co. pop. 1,284 ; dairying.
Hawes (haz) co. N. S. W., of Manning riv. 1,643
Hawke Bay (hak-) bay, E coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Hawke, Cape, E N. S. W. at entrance to Wallis Lake.
Hawker (hak'er) town, S. A. 275 m. of Adelaide
Isl. N. Z. 4,410
Napier.
pop. 28,506;
Hawke' 3 Bay" prov. dist.
CO. in the dist. 3,232 D pop. 16,672.
Hawkesbury (haks'ber-T) riv. E N. S. W. 330 ra. long, flows into Bfoken
Bay. See Nepean, Warragamba and Wollondilly.
Hawkesdale, town, Villiers co. Vic. past
of Dunedin, pop. 743
Hawksbury or Waikouaiti, bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 32 m.

Hawera

&

Q. trib. of Mitchell riv.

;

gold min

(ha)

co.

Harbour),

(or

W

;

Havelock

agr.

N. Z. about

colloq. hok-T-tik'a) spt. & bor. # of Westland prov.
N. Z. pop. 2,178.
riv. in Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
of Melbourne, pop.
(hom'bush) gold min. town, Vic. 124 m. N
494.
sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. pop. 472.
Hooker Glacier (hSbk'er-) glacier, Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 1\ m. long.
Hooker Range, range mts. otfslioot Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 7,000 to 8,500 ft.
Hook Island, isl. off E coast Q. lat. 20° S, long. 149° E.
Hopetoun (hop'fcgn) co. S coast S. A. near head Great Australian Bight 2,400 D.
Vic. 155 m. long, flows into Indian Oc. at WarrHopkins (hop'kfnz) riv. S
nambool.
Horn, The, mt. peak, S. Isl. N. Z. Southern Alps, 10,063 ft.
Hornsby (h8rnz'bi) town, N. S. W. 15 m. N of Sydney fruit
Horowhenua (ho'r6-hwe'noo-a colloq. ho-ro-fS-noo'a) co. Wellington prov.

;

Hauturu Range

Hay

NE

—

—

S. Isl.

N. Z.

dist. S.

;

Hawthorn

3,298

;

N. Z.
colloq. how'ro-to-) lake,

SEN.

co. Tas. 4,031 ft.

D

Homebush

Isl.

—

N. Z. 688

Isl.

river.

Hokitika (ho-ke-te'ka

;

;

N.

(lioj'kTn-sgn) riv.

head waters of the

long, flows into Port Macquarie.

N.

W

Hogburn. See Nasebt.
Hokianga (ho'ke-a'nga)

Hauraki Gulf (hii'oo-ra-ke- colloq. how-rak'T-) large bay, N coast of N. Isl. N. Z.
Haurangi mountains (ha'oo-ra-nge- coUoq. how-rSng'e-) range of mts. S coast
dist.

N

;

;

W

524

Hochstetter, Lake, lake. Grey CO. S. Isl. N. Z.
Hochstetter, mount, mt. peak. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. at head of Grey riv.
Hoddle Range, mt. range, near S coast Vic. Buln-Buin co.

N of SydHartley Vale (hiirt'lT val) town, N. S. W. in Blue Mts. 81 m.
ney kerosene, coal & dairy farming
Harwood Island (har'wood-) isl. N. S. W. on lower Clarence riv. sugar mill
agr.
of Napier, pop. 2,303
Hastings (hast'mgz) bor. N. Isl. N. Z. 12 m. S
& past, —fishing vil. Vic. on Western Port, pop. 388. riv. B N. S. W. 70 m.
Wellington prov.

(hob'son) co.

Hochstetter Dome (hoK'stet-ter-) mt. peak Southern Alps,
12 m. N E of Mt. Cook
height 9,258 ft.

1,

W

W

W of

Hobson, mount, volcanic mt. N. Isl. N. Z. near city of Auckland.
Hobson's Bay, bay, Vic. bar. of Melbourne, N arm of Port Phillip Bay.

W

HaurotO Lake (ha'oo-ro'to-

Hobhouse, mount, (-hob'hous) mt. peak, Franklin

Hobson

W

;

S. A.,

W

ports timber and kauri gum, 972

(har'ro) town, Vic. on Glenelg riv.

— co.

suburbs, 33,450.

—

Harrow

(hlnd'marsh) sub. of Adelaide, S. A. pop. 8,042.
D pop. 10,365.
Island, isl. S. A. at mouth of Murray river.

Vic. Wimmera dist. 47 D.
Hindmarsh, LaJke, lake,
Hinton (htn'ton) agr. town, N. S. W. at junction of Hunter & Paterson rivers.
Hobart (ho'bart or ho'bart) city, # of Tas. on Derwent riv. pop. 24,905, with

W

W. A. empties near Cossack.
Harding (har'ding) riv. N
Hardinge (har'dlnj) CO. New England dist. N. S. "W. 1,807 D
Hardwicke Bay (hard'wTk-) inlet, S. A. an E arm of Spencer's Gulf.
Hardwick Range. See Nandewak Range.
Hargraves ( liar'gravz) town, Wellington co. N. S.
Harper's Pass. See Hdeunui Saddle.
Harrington Inlet (har'Ing-tgn-) inlet, N. S. W. at mouth of Manning

341
734
354

Lake Alexandrina, 1,025

Hindmarsh

—

133.

2,098,

;

&

W

190
814

•

& past.

agr.

mara Range.
Hikutaia (he'koo-tii'e-a) vil. Ohinemuri co. N. Isl. N. Z
of Sydney
Hill End, gold mm. mun. town, N. S. W. 200 m. N
Hillgrove (hTl'grov) gold min. town, N. S. W. 20 m. from Arniidale, pop.
with Hillgrove West 2,412.
Hill morton, vil. sub. of Christchurch, S. Isl. N. Z
Hillston (hllz'ton) mun. town, N. S. W. on lower Lachlan riv. wool
Hilton (hil'ton)" sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Hinchinbrook Island (lau'chin-broSk-) isl. off E coast Q. lat. 18° 20' S.
Hinchinbrook Passage. See Port Hinchinbrook.

W

See'HAMPSTEAD.

i,

riv.

;

0, u,

gold min

long

; a, e, o, less

1

prolonged ;

S, S, T, 5, H, short ; a, g, i, q,
u, u (see p. 1719)"; g a,«

176

niawarra (Tl'la-wSr'ra) dist.
in Camden co.
dairying &
;

obscure (see remark,
thin
get th o.i

m

;

m

;

N.

S.

W. between coastal ranges

fivr, fftU ; thSre, term ; fSr, food, f55t
p. 1719)
tli <i.i in tliine ; w, K, N (see p. 1719).
;

&

the sea, maiuiy

coal min.
;

ffirl

;

ow as in oow

;

oh as in chin;

.;
;

.;;;;
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W
W

Illawarra, Central, municipality, Illavvarra dist. N. S.
niawarra Lake, coast lake, in Illawarra dist. N. S. W.
niawarra. North, municipality, Illawarra dist. N. S.
Illawarra Range, range of mts. in Illawarra dist. N. S. W.
Imlay, Mount T-Tm'ia) or Mount Balloon, mt. peak, S E coast N.

_

across center of

_

;

W

ing to the Germans.

380

Eaitaia

of upper Peel riv. 875
(in'glls) CO. N. S. W.,
Kaikouras (-ki-koo'raz) mt. range, Marlborough prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.

highest peak Tapuaenuka, 9,4G2

InvercarglU
Har

6,712

4,950

r

;

730
717

N. Z. flows into Bay of Plenty.

W

;

2,.534

882

.

min

gold

;

W

W

Isaacs

Earlol Mountains (ka're-o'e-) mt. range, Raglan

—town

on bay, Eucla

530
357
635

552
200
249

&
1,942

W coast.

214

;

330
369

Eara Eara (kii'ra kii'ra) CO. Wimmera dist. Vic. 2,301 D
16,056
Eara Eara or Earaka, Cape, eastern cape of Rangaouuou Bay, N. Isl. N. Z.
Earamea Bight (ka'ra-ma'a-) bight, N W of S. Isl. N. Z.
Earamea Plains, plains, S. Isl. N. Z. near Karamea Bight.
Earangahake (kii-ra'nga-hii'ke) min. vil. Ohinemuri co. N. Isl. N. Z
609
Earangarua (ka-ra'nga-roo'a) riv. Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. empties on

540
250

;

533

455

W

Eapiti Island (ka'pi-tl-) small isl. in Cook Strait, off S
coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Eapunda (ka-pun'da) Corp. town, S. A. 49 m. N of Adelaide copper min.
wheat

;

(i'zaks) riv. E Q. trib. of Fitzroy river.
Islsford (i'sis-ford) town, Q. on Barcoo riv. past
Islands, Bay it. See Bay op Islands.
Israelite Bay, W. A. in Great Australian Bight.
pop. 150 past.
Ithaca (ith'a-ka) shire suburban to Brisbane, Q
Ivanhoe (i'van-ho) sub. of Melbourne, Vic

Isl.

;

1,5.59

W of Eyre's Pen.

Investigator's Roads, roads at head of Gulf of Carpentaria, Q.
Investigator's Strait, strait between Kangaroo Isl. & Vorke's Pen. S. A.
town in dist. See Bulong.
I. 0. U., dist. of Coolgardie gold field, W. A.
of Brisbane, pop.
Ipswich (Tps'wTch) mun. town, Q. on Bremer riv. 24 m.
sawmills, agr. min. & mfg.
7,625, pop. within 5 m. radius 13,059
Ironstone Mountain, mt. peak, Westmoreland co. Tas. 4,736 ft.
N. S. W. between Paroo & Warrego rivs. 4,263 D
Irrara (Tr'ra-ra) CO. N
Irvlnebank (er'vIn-bSnk) town, Chelmsford co. Q. on Gibbs Creek timber
(er'win)
riv.
W. A. flows through Victoria dist. into Indian Oceau.
Irwin

—

N.

N. Z. one of Seaward Kai-

(kan'da-voo)^one of Fiji Islands, S. Pacific Ocean.
Eangaloon (kan'ga-loon') agr. town, Camden co. N. S.
Eangarilla (kan'ga-rTl'la) town, S. A. 20 m. S E of Adelaide
Eangaroo Flat (kSn'ga-foo'-) gold min. town, Vic. 3 m. S of Bendigo
Eangaroo Island, isl. S. A. at entrance to Gulf St. Vincent, 1,080 D pop. 598.
See Carnarvon.
Eangaroo Valley, town, N. S. W. 104 m. S of Sydney dairying
Eanleri (kii'ne-a're colloq. ka-na'ri) town, Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Eanleri, Lake, lake, Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Eaniva (ka-m'va) town, Vic. in mallee country of Lowan co
Eanowna (ka-now'na) or White Feather, gold min. town, N. E. Coolgardie
gold field W. A. estimated pop. 3,000.
Eapanga (ka'pa-nga; coHog. kii-pung'a) town, Coromandel co. N. Isl. N. Z.

See South

Invercarglll East, bor. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Invercargill
Invercargill North, bor. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Invercargill
Invercarglll South, bor. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Invercargill
of Glen Innes
agr. & past.
Inverell (In'ver-gl') mun. town, N. S. W. 44 m.
Invermay (Tn"ver-ma') sub. of Launceston, Tas. on Tamar river
Investigator Qroup (Tn-vKs'tT-ga'tor-) small group of isls. off S. A. in Great
Australian Bight,

riv.

S. Isl.

Kandavu

N

W

1,145

mt. peak,

(-kii'e-ta-ra'oo)

(ka'kii-noo'e) agr. town, S. Isl. N. Z. 12 m. S of Oamaru
Ealgoorlie (kSl-goor'H) formerly Hannan's (hSn'nanz) gold min. town, W. A.
24 m. E of Coolgardie, pop. (1895) 1,200.
Eamerunga (k5m-e-riin'ga) town, Q. near Cairns; agr., coffee and tropical
"
produce
Eamo (ka'mo) coal min. town dist. N. Isl. N. Z., N of Whangarei Bay

extremity of Dirk Hartog's Isl.
(-Tn-skrTp'shun) W. A.,
(in'ver-kar'gTl) bor. S Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. on New Riv.

Gape

Inscription,

colloq. ki-ti'a) small town, Mongonui co. N. Isl. N. Z.
colloq. ki-tiing'a-ta) coal min. bor. S. Isl. N. Z.
;

kouras, 8,700 ft.
Eaituna (ka-e-too'na)

ft.

Inman (iu'm.3n) riv. S. A. flows into Encounter Bay.
Inner North'Head, headland, N. S. W. See North Head.
Inner South Head, headland, N. S. W. site of Hornby Lighthouse.
Head.

;

Eakanul

N

Inland

Mount

Ealtarau,

dairying.

IngUs

(ka-e-tii'e-a

Ealtangata (ka-e-ta'nga-ta
near mouth of Clutha river

224
320
217

W

—

Ealpara Head, North, N headland of Kaipara Har. with lighthouse.
Ealser Wilhelm's Land (ki'zer wil'helmz-) N E part of New Guinea, belong4,648

;

W

N E

N. Z. running

N. Z.

Isl.

Indigo, min. town, Bogong co. Vic
of Townsville sugar
Ingham (Tng'am) town, E Q. G6 m. N
Ingleburn (TiT'fl-bQrn) town, Cumberland co. N. S.
of Melbourne, pop.
InglewOOd (In'gl-wdod) gold min. bor. Vic. 131 m. N
1,307.
town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 17 m. S E of New Plymouth, pop. 385;

Isl.

ft.

;

W. near

D

(ka-e-ma'ua-wS-) mt. range, N.
4,500

isl.

Eaipara (kii'e-pa-ra colloq. ki'pra) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Kaipara Har.
Ealpara Harbor {or Harbour), fine har. W. coast Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl.

2,515
S.

Vic. border, 2,900 ft.
_
(e-na'nga-hoo'a colloq. in-5n-ga-hoo'a) co. Nelson prov. dist. S.
"•
N. Z. 2,256
Clutlia
riv. Bruce co. S. Isl. N. Z
isl.
in
Inch— Clutha (Tnch'kloo'tha)
Indian Head, cape, Q., E Eraser Isl.

Inangahua

Pop.

Eaimanawa Range

3,247

Earkarooc

div.

(kar-ka-rook') CO.

Wimmera

co.

N.

dist. Vic. 5,933

Isl.

N. Z.

D

Earorl (ka'ro-re colloq. ka-ro're) bor. & sub. of Wellington, N. Isl. N. Z
Earrldale (kSr'rl-dal) timber trading dist. W. A. near Blackwood river.
Earuah (ka-roo'a) riv. N. S. W. 45 m. long, flows S into Port Stephens.
Eatannlng (ka-tSn'ing) town, W. A., 224 m. S E of Perth, pop. (in 1895) 200;
;

;

11,014

348

3,433

966

& agr.

fruit

Eatlkara

(ka/te-ka'ra) riv. Taranaki prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. about 15 m. S of
Plymouth.
Eatlkatl (ka'te-kii/te colloq. kSt'I-kSt) settlement, Tauranga co. N. Isl. N. Z.
(Vesey-Stewart special settlement) pop. 381. —riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Bay

J.

New

;

Jackson, Cape (-jSk'sgn) cape, N E Marlborough prov.
Jackson's Bay, bay, Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
prov. dist. S.

Isl.

N. Z.

dist. S. Isl.

— settlement, Westland

of Plenty.

Eatoomba

N. Z.

Jackson's Head, head,

S. Isl.

N. Z. at entrance Jackson's Bay.

Cape (-jSf'fa)_cape, S E S. A. with lighthouse.
Jamberoo (jSm'be-roo') formerly Elama, mun. town,

coal

Illawarra

dist.

&

N.

S.

W.

Jamestown

Eaukapakapa

;

in Australia.

Jarman Island

(jar'man-) islet in Port Walcott, "W. A. with lighthouse.
Jarrahdale (jSr'ra-dal) town, W. A. 30 m. S of Perth estimated pop. (1895)
500; timber.
;

W

W

W

W
W

&

;

,

W

W

N

4,300

ft.

Joadja Creek

(j6-5j'a-)

town, N.

S.

W.

93 m. S

Joanna Springs

217
338

W.

A. in Great Sandy Desert,

;

coal

Johnstone
Jones Island,
Jordan,

riv.

isl.

&

town

Monmoutli

lat.

371

W
river.
W
W of Sydney

188

174
1,082

N

W

of Adelaide in

Yorke's Pen.

copper min

W coast N.
trance to Aotea Har.
Kahurangl Point (ka'hoo-rii'nge-) cape, NWS.
N. Z.
(ka'hoo-a; colloq. kfi-hoo'a) cape,

1,440
Isl.

N. Z., S of en-

Isl.

Kalapoi

(ka'e-a-po'e
colloq. ki'poi) mfg. bor. S. Isl. N. Z.
of Christchurch
KaihU (ka-e-hoo') riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Wairoa river.
Ealkora North (ka-e-ko'ra-) town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 30
agr.
past. ...._.
;

N

&

on Waimakariri

1,371
ra.

S

W

of Napier

—

D

Kaikouras.

mining

;

;

agr., agricultural
bor., borough ; cml.,
past., pastoral ; pop., population

mun., municipal

;

;

commercial
;

(ken'slng-ton) sub. of Adelaide, S. A. pop. (with Norwood) 11,747.
.— sub. of Melbourue, Vic.
B sub. of
See Flemington and Kensington.
vil. Whangarei co. N. Isl. N. Z. pop.
Sydney, N. S. W. part of Randwick.
258. —sub. Timaru, S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 228.
849
Eensington, North, sub. of Adelaide, S. A
403
Eenslngton Park, town, S. A. sub. of Adelaide
Eent, southernmost co. of Tas. 1,282 D.
Eent Group, group small isls. S E of Wilson's Prom. Vic.
Eent, Mount, mt. peak, Wonnangatta CO. Vic. 5,129 ft.
Eeppel Bay (kgp'pl-) inlet, E coast of Q. at mouth of Fitzroy river.
Eeppel Island, isl. S. Pacific Oc. lat. 15° 56' S, Ion. 173° 52' W.
of Melbourne
Eerang (ke-rang') town, Vic. on Loddon riv. 179 m. N N
1,082
agr.
past
Eermadec Islands (ker-mSd'ek-) group of isls. N E of N. Z. 014 m. from Russell,
19
13 D dependency of N. Z
Eerr Point,, cape, N. Isl. N. Z., N E point of Mongonui Pen.
8,462
(ku) bor. Vic. sub. of Melbourne, on Yarra Yarra river
Elama (kt-a'ma) formerly East Elama, mun. spt. town, Illawarra dist. N. S. W.
71 m. S of Sydney dairying has famous " Blow-hole " and a lighthouse
2,302
234
Elandra (kt-an'dra) town, N. S. W. 338 m, S of Sydney
Elborra, Mount (-kTb'or-ra) isolated mt. peak, N. S. W. See Klppara.
Eidnappers, Cape, cape, N. Isl. N. Z., S of Hawke Bay.

Eenslngton

—

W

;

N

;

D means square miles

—

;

Eew

301

N

;

W

&

riv.

(ka-e-ko'oo-ra colloq. ki-koo'ra) co.
E coast S. Isl. N. Z. 073
pop. 1,460.
its chief town, a spt. pop. 374.
Eaikoura Range, mt. range, S. Isl. N. Z. along
E coast; peaks 4,000 to
9,462 ft.
Tapuaenuka highest peak. See Inland Kaikoueas and Seaward

Eaikoura

W

—

K.
Kahua Point

N. Z.

Isl.

336
230
town,
Isl.
N.
Eawa Eawa (kii'wa ka'wa) coal min.
pop. including Coal Company's lease, 301.
Eawarau (ka'wa-ra'oo) riv., trib. of Clutha riv., drains Wakatipu Lake, S. Isl.
N. Z.
Eawarau Falls (ka'wa-ra'oo-) S. Isl. N. Z. the only outlet of Wakatipu Lake.
Eawarau Gorge, vil. & gorge, Vincent co. S. Isl. N. Z. wild mountain scenery.
Eawau Island (ka'wa-6o- colloq. kow'wow-) or Sir George Grey's Island, in
Hauraki Gulf, N. Isl. N. Z.
Hawke's Bay prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
Eaweka Range (ka'wa-ka-) mt. range,
coast N. Isl. N. Z. 1,515 D
308
Eawhia (ka'liwe-a colloq. ka'fhwe-a) co.
Eawhla Harbor (or Harbour), har. in Kawhia co. N. Isl. N. Z.
168
Eayuga (ka-yoo'ga) town, Brisbane co. N. S.
Cape York Pen.
Eeer Weer, Cape (-kar'war) or Cape Turnagain, point, Q.,
Eeira, Mount (-ke'ra) mt. peak, N. S. W. in Illawarra Range, 1,533 ft. coal
mines.
Eeith Johnston Range, mt. range, S. Isl. N. Z. spur of Southern Alps.
089
EelSO (kel'so) agr. town, N. S. W. 2 m. E of Batlmrst
Eembla, Mount (-kgm'bla) mt. peak, Camden co. N. S. W. in Illawarra Range,
1,752 ft.
site coal mine.
2,194
Eempsey (kemp'si) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. on Macleay river
42G
Eempton (kemp'tou) town, Tas. 29 m. N of Hobart agr. & past
Eennedy (kgn'ne-dl) co. N. S. W., S of Began riv. 2,292 D pop. 1,880. co.
Southern dist. Q. 7,740 D.
Eennedy Bay, bay, N. Isl. N. Z., E coast of Coromandel Pen.
Eennedy, North, past. dist. Q., N of S. Kennedy dist. 31,287 D.
Eennedy, South, past. dist. Q., E of Great Dividing Range & N of Leichhardt
past. dist. 31,880 D.
;

Derwent

(ka-de'na) corp. town, S. A. 117 m.

town, N.

Isl.

;

470
224

404

Jugiong (joo'gi-ong) town. Harden co. N. S.
Junee (job'ne') mun. town, N. S. W. 287 m S

Kadina

colloq. kow-kiap'a^kup-a)

W

20° 10' S, Ion.

dist. sub. of

co. Tas. trib. of

;

;

;

& kerosene

Wellington, N. Isl. N. Z
N E Q. 48 m. long, Geraldton at mouth.
town, Macquarie co. N. S.

(jon'son-vTl)
(jouz'ton) riv.

_

(ka-oo-ka'pa-kii/pa

of

W

541
221
235

124° E.

Johnsonville

1,592
dist. S. Isl.

;

625

(jo-5n'na-)

N

W of Sydney

;

W of Sydney

~.

shale

Mts. 60 m.

Marlborough prov.

;

N. S.
Jembalcumbene (j5m'ba-kum-ben') town, St. Vincent co. N. S.
Jenolan Caves (je-no'Ian-) limestone caves, N. S. W. at head of Fish riv.
Jerilderle (je-ril'der-e)*mun. town, N. S. W. 412 m. S
of Sydney past.
agr.
Jerrawa (jer'ra-wa) town, King co. N. S.
town,
Hunter
N.
S.
co.
Jerry's Plains',
Jervls Bay (jer'vis-) bay, E coast N. S. W. lat. 35° S, with lighthouse.
Jervis, Cape, cape, S. A. at E entrance to Gulf St. Vincent, with lighthouse.
of Spencer's Gulf, S. A. 3,700 D
Jervois (jer'vTs) co.
Jindalee (jTn'da-le') town. Harden co. N. S.
of Albury
Jindera (jTn'de-ra) agr. town, N. S. W. 11 m.
Jlndulian, Mount (-jTn-diSl'yan) mt. peak, N. S. W. highest in Gourock Range,
CO.

W. on Blue

(ka'oo-hii'ob-ta-ra-) headland,

N. Z
N. Z. near Bay of Islands

,

N

S.

min

Auckland fruit, kauri timber & gum
Eaurlhohore (kii'oo-re-lio-ho'ra) vil. Whangarei co. N.
44 m.

;

Jasper's Brush, town, Camden

(ka-toom'ba) mun. town, N.

shale

N. Z.

dairying
2,235
(jamz'town) corp. town, S. A. 156 m. N of Adelaide agr. & past.
990
Jamieson (jSm'T-son) min. town, Vic. on Goulburn river
223
N
of
Namoi
(jSm'T-sgn)
co.
N.
W.
riv.
2,317
D
S.
Jamison
1,348
Cape York Pen. Q. 84 m. long most northerly riv.
Jardlne (jar-den') riv.
agr.

&

Eauhautara BluH

Jalfa,

corp., corporate
prov., provincial riv., river
;

;

;

dist., district

;

;

spt., seaport

;

;

div., division

sub.,

suburb

;

;

har.,

harbor

vil., village.

mfg., manufacturing min.,
See Abbreviations, p. 2014.

;

;

;

1
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KlhikUll (ke'he-ke'he) town

disfc.

Waipa

co.

N.

N. Z. on Puniu

Isl.

riv.

La P^rouse, Mount,

pop.

SW N. S. W. 1,651 D
Kilkenny (kil-kgn'I) town, S. A. sub. of Adelaide
KlUara (kil-la'ra) CO. N. S. W., W of Darling riv. 2,834

143
286
135

D

ZSlllarney (kil-lar'nT) town, Q. on Coudamine riv. near the N. S. W. border,
pop. 387.
agr. town, Villiers co. Vic. pop. 369.
EUmore (kTl'mor) agr. town, Vic. 64 m. N of Melbourne
(kTm'ber-li)
the N land division of W. A. with gold field & good
Klmberley
pasturage, 144,000"n.
magisterial dist. W. A. pop. 1,289.
co. N E of Victoria CO. S. A. 1,388 D pop. 2,361.
co. Central dist. Q. 4,818 D.
Kincumber (kin'kfim-ber) town, Northumberland co. N. S.
King, riv. Tas. flows into Macquarie Har.
co. N. S. W. on upper Lachlan riv.

—
W

—

—

n pop.

291

—

(les'ton) town, S. Isl. N. Z. on Lake
church agr. and past
Leeuwin, Gape (-loo'in) cape, W. A. the S

Leeston

;

W

212

;

BUesmere, 27 m. S

W

N

W of

W

of

406
Christ-

901

point of Australia, with light-

Lefroy (le-froi') gold min. town, Tas. 10 m. E of Port Dalrymple
riv. Q. 216
Leichhardt (llk'hart) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. pop. 17,007.
m. long, flows N into Gulf of Carpentaria.
co. N. S. W., S E of Barwon riv.
2,899.
dist.
N
of
Great
Dividing
Range,
48,511
D.
3,097 D pop.
—past.
Q.,
Leichhardt Range, mt. range S. Kennedy dist. Q.
Leith (leth) spt. town, Tas. on Forth riv. agr. & timber export

;

465

—

—

;

106
231

;

131

Leithfield (leth'feld)

Lendenfeldt,
10,551

N. Z
(-Ign'dSn-fglt) mt. peak,

vil.

Mount

Ashley

co. S. Isl.

S. Isl.

N. Z. Southern Alps,

ft.

Lendenfeldt Saddle, mt.

pass, S. Isl. N. Z. near Hochstetter

Dome, Southern

Alps.

dist.

N

Lennox (len'gks) CO. Southern dist. Q. 2,355 D.
Lennox Head, head, at mouth of Richmond riv.
Leonard's Hill
418

Sound.
Kogarah_(kSg'a-ra) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
Kobai (ko'ha-e colloq. ko'hwt) riv. Kaikoura

W

coast.

Kohaihai Blulf

(ko-hii'e-ha'e-) cape,

W

S. Isl.

N. Z. empties on

B

;

N of Bundaberg.
K00kab00kra_(k6ok'a-bS6k'ra) town, Clarke
Kooringa (koo-rTn'ga) post name of Burra,
Koro (ko'ro) one of Fiji Isls. S Pacific Oc.
m.

165

147

NB

of Port Fairy
1,694
Kororareka (ko'r6-ra'ra-ka) town, N. Isl. N. Z. See Russell.
Korumburra (kSr-um-bfir'ra) coal min. town, Buln-Buln co. Gippsland dist.
Vic. estimated pop". (1895) 4,000.
N. S. W. near source of Murray
Kosciusko, Mount (-kos'e-iSs'ko) mt. peak,
riv. 7,328 ft. highest point in Australia, with meteorological station established
1897.
Krambruk (krSm'brfik) town, Pohvarth co. Vic. on seacoast ; watering place

Korolt (kgr-oif)

agr. bor. Vic. 11

SB

and past

-

Kuaotunu

(koo'a-o-too'noo colloq. ko-tob'na) gold min. town, Coromandel co.
N. Z. pop. with vicinity, 420.
(kob'ma-ra colloq. koo-ma'ra) gold min. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 19 m. N of
Hokitika
1,176
Kurawa (kOr'a-wa) town, W. A. See Broad Arrow.
(kfir-naPpT)
gold
min.
town,W. A. in N. B. Coolgardie gold field dist.
Kurnalpi
estimated pop. (in 1895) 500.
of Oamaru, pop. including
KurOW (koo-row') town, S. Isl. N. Z. 42 m. N
Kurow sheep station, 247.
fruit..
361
of Sydney
agr.
Kurrajong (kur'ra-jong) town, N. S. W. 48 m.
391
Kyabram (kt-Sb'ram) agr. town, Vic. 124 m. N of Melbourne
Kybean (,ki'be-an)"riv. N. S. W. 20 m. long. See also Head op Kybean River.
Kyenerup, Mount (-kt-en'er-Hp) highest peak Stirling Range, W. A. 3,500 ft.
of Melbourne. 3,371
Kyneton (kln'ton) agr. town, Vic. on riv. Campaspe, 57 m. N
Kyrunda (kt-rdon'da) CO. Southern dist. Q. 6,060 D.
;

Isl.

Kumara

;

;

W
NW

&

;

W

L.

N

(lev'eu) riv. Tas. flows
into Bass Strait.
W. A. at S entrance to
L^veciue, Gape (-la-vak') cape,
Levin (le-ven'), town, Horowhenua co. N. Isl. N. Z
Levuka (la-vo6'ka) chief town on Ovalau, Fiji Isls.

N

W

Dawson

riv. 2,752

D.

MacDonnell co.
Lacepede Bay
Lacepede Islands, group of isls. N of W. A.
Lachlan (lok'lan) riv. N. S. W., 700 m. long, trib. of Murrumbidgee
past. dist. N. S. W. 36,328 D.
Lady Bay, inlet, S coast of Vic. on which is the town of Warrnarabool.

—

Lady Elliot Island, islet, Q., S B of Port Curtis, with lighthouse.
Lady Julia Percy Island, isl. S W of Vic. in Portland Bay.
La Grange Bay (la granj') bay, Kimberley div. W. A. long. 121° 45'

W

(le'bTg) co.

Light,

CO. S. A.,

B

W of

;

Selwyn

from Rockhampton
Isl. N. Z

Q. 3 m.
co. S.

;

(-ISm'bert) cape, N E S. Isl. N. Z.
(ISm'tgu) coal min. mun. town, N. S. W.
pop. with New Lambton, 4,984.
(or

Harbour), arm

280
550
285

sub. of Newcastle

;

pop.

of Port Nicholson, har. of Wellington, N.

N. Z.

Lancefield

(lans'feld) agr.

town, Vic. on Saltwater

Landsdown (IJtnz'down^
La P6rouse (lit pu'riSoz')

40 m.
158 m.
pop. 172.

N

riv.

Landsborough (15ndz'bur-ro) gold min. town, Vic.
pop. 462. —CO. W of Darling riv. N. S. W. 1,968 D

of

Melbourne.

W of Melbourne,

N

W

town, Macquarie co. N. S.
cable station and small har. N. S. W. at entrance to
Botany Bay, one of the most historic spots in B Austriilia.
i,

5, u, toJff / a, e, t, less

prolonged ;

944

D

—

;

;

past.

Lindesay,
4,064

Mount (-ITn'ze) mt.

peak, N. S.

W. Macpherson Range,

ft.

m. S

(Itn'ton) gold min. town, Vic. 25

approx. height

W of Ballarat

588
4,580
Linwood (ITn'wood) town dist. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Christchurch
Lion, The, mt. peak, S. Isl. N. Z. near Milford Sound picturesque scenery.
point of Waratah Bay.
Liptrap, Gape (-ITp'trap) cape, Vic.
Lismore (ITz'mor) mun. town, N. S. W. on Richmond river
2,925
LithgOW (lith'go) coal min. mun. town, N. S. W. in a valley of Blue Mts.

Linton

W

;

WNW

96 m.
of Sydney
3,805
727
Little Adelaide (-ad'e-lad) sub. of Adelaide, S. A
(-a'ka-To'a)
Akaroa)
{corruption of
vil. Akaroa co. S. Isl. N. Z.
259
Little Akaloa
coast of Akaroa Pen.
Little Akaroa Bay (-a'ka-ro-a-) inlet, S. Isl. N. Z.,
of Great Barrier Isl.
Little Barrier Island, isl. N. Isl. N. Z. in Hauraki Gulf,
236
Littlehampton (-hamp'ton) town, Hiudmarsh co. S. A
261
Little Plain, town, Murchison co. N. S. W.
Little
Head, point, E corner of Vic.
384
Little River, vil. S. Isl. N. Z. on Banks Pen
of Sydney, pop.
Liverpool (liv'er-pool) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. 22 m. S
nav. riv. N. Ter. empties on
4,463.
coast.
of Liverpool Range, 19,140 D.
Liverpool Plains, past. dist. N. S. W.,
Liverpool
Liverpool Range, mt. range N. S. W., between Hunter riv. dist.
Plains, part of Great Dividing Range
highest point, Oxley's Peak, 4,500 ft.
co. Central dist.
Livingstone, co. N. S. Tv'. , E of Darling riv. 4,033 pop. 534.
Q. 2,031 D.
304
Lobethal (lob'e-tal') agr. town, S. A. 37 m. B of Adelaide
226
Lochiel (lok'el^ settlement, Auckland co. N. S. W. dairying and agr
wine
461
Lochinvar (lok'Tn-viir') town, N. S. W. on Hunter riv. agr.
dist.
central Vic.
Loddon (lod'don) riv. Vic. 225 m. long, trib. Murr.ay riv.

N

W

'

Ram

—

W

N
N

&

—

;

D

5, 5, 1, 5, B,

U,

n

sAorZ;

(see p. 1719)

a, j, j,
;

&

N

253
on Lake riv. 18 in. S of Launceston agr. & past. 1,084
N. Z. at entrance to Queen Charlotte Sound, —isl. S.
isl. S
Isl. N. Z. at entrance to Dusky Sound.
of Stewart Isl. N. Z.
point of Mahia Pen.
point
Long Point, cape, E Tas. —cape, N. Isl. N. Z.
S E S. Isl. N. Z.
S. Isl. N. Z.
Long Sound, inlet. Fiord co. S
LongWOOd, town, Delatite co. Vio. agr. & past
265
head of Port Phillip Bay, Vic. with lighthouse.
Lonsdale, Point (-ISnz'dal)
Looker-on Mountains. See Seaward Kaikoukas.
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Looking Glass Bay, inlet,
Lord Howe Island, isl. 360 m. E of Port Macquarie, N. S. W. dependency of
N. S. W. 5 D
55
Lome (I6rn) watering place, Vic. on Lontit Bay
260
(los'tSk)
town,
Durham
co.
N.
S.
LostOCk
322
Lottin Point (ISt'Tn-) cape, E coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Louth (loutli) town, Yanda co. N. S.
140
watering place, Pohvarth co. Vio.
Loutit Bay (lou'ttt-) inlet
Lovett (luv'et) town, Tas. on Huon riv. fruit
247
border Vic. 4,971
Lowan (W-.m) oo.
16,820
Lower Hawea (-hii'wii-A) vil. Vincent co. S. Isl. N. Z
205
Lower Hutt, bor. N. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Wellington
1,329
Lower Mltcham (-mlch'am) sub. of Adelaide, S. A
281
Low Head, cape, N Tas. at entrance to Port Dalrymple, with lighthouse.
Low Island, islet, N E coast Q. near Port Douglas, with lighthouse.
(-ford) town, Tas.

Island,

isl.

;

S. Isl.

—

W
W

W
W

^

;

W

&

W

;

W

D

^,oJ.?c«re(8eeremark, p. 1719^ far, f ftU th§re,term; f8r, food,
th as
thine w, K, N (see p. 1719).
; tti 03 in thin

g as in get

—

W

scenery.

meat freezing works..

Lambton
3,43(;,

391

213

Lambert, Gape

Lambton Harbor

river

—

D

—

Longford

;

vil.

581

747
216

W

W

Long

B.

—

Lake Albert, town, Wynyard co. N. S. W
Lake Entrance, long narrow inlet, Vic. E coast of Tanjil co.
Lake Harris Saddle, mt. pass. Lake co. S. Isl. N. Z. sublime
Lake Hayes (-haz) vil. Lake co. S. Isl. N. Z
Lakeside,

King Sound.

Loddon Falls," falls, Vic. in Loddon river.
Lofty, Mount, S. A. chief peak Mt. Lofty Range, 2,334 ft.
Lofty Range, Mount, range mts. S. A. running N B from Cape Jervis.
Logan (lo'gan) riv. Q. 65 m. long, flows N B into Moreton Bay.
Londonderry, Gape (-lun'dun-dSr'T) cape, most N point of W. A.
Longburn (ISug'bCirn) vil. Oroua co. N. Isl. N. Z

riv.

of Brisbane
Laidley (lad'll) agr. town, Q. 51 m.
riv. Tas. flows
Lake, co. Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 3,712 D pop. 4,124.
N and joins Meander riv. near Launceston.
Lake Albaoutya, Lake Albert, and lakes of similar name. See Albacutya,
Lake Albert, Lake etc. Towns like Lake Albert follow below.

Lake's Creek, town,

273 D.

;

(lii/boo'shar') co. Southern dist. Q. on
(la'st'pSd'-) bay, S. A.,
coast of

;

co.

coast of Q. Central dist. 1,484 D.
Mt. Lofty Range, 839
riv. S. A. 100 m.
pop. 15,546.
long, flows into Gulf St. Vincent.
Lilydale (ITl't-dal' agr. town, Vic. 23 m. B N B of Melbourne
corner of Gulf of Carpentaria at mouth of
Limmen Bight (ITm'men-) S
Roper riv. N. Ter.
(ITnk'on)
N.
chief town Dubbo.
CO.
S. W. 1,968
pop. 8,367
co.
Lincoln
central Tas. 1,470 D.
town, Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 259 agr. and

Liebig

;

LabOUChfere

211
232
237

& timber
;

)

W

co. N. S.
S. A.

;

Lethbridge (leth'brtj) town dist. Rangitikei co. N. Isl. N. Z. past.
Levels (lev'elz) CO. S. Isl. N. Z. formed out of portion of Geraldine

Lewis Ponds (lu'is-) min. town, N. S. W. near Orange
Leyburn (la'bfirn) gold min. town, Q. on trib. of Coudamine

N of Karamea Bight.

N. Z.,

Kohukohu (ko'hoo-ko'hoo) town, Hokianga co. N. Isl. N. Z. timber
Kolacs Bay (ko'lSks) har. S Wallace co. S Isl. N. Z.
Kolan (ko'lan') riv. Q. 92 m. long, flows B into Pacific Oc. near Burnett Head,

W.

S.

;

Leven

2,328

co. S. Isl.

;

N.

(len'ardz-) town, Talbot co. Vic.
timber
(le-on-gSth'a) town, Buln-Buin CO. Vic.
past.

Leongatha

N

a, e,

17,208
910

house.

shore of Port Jackson
Kirribilli Point (ktr'ri-bil'li-) point, N. S. W. on
headquarters British Admiral of Australasian station.
Kiwai Island (ke'wa-e-) isl. British New Guinea, at mouth of Fly river.
Klwitea (ke'we-ta'a) co. N. Isl. N. Z. formed out of portion of Oroua co. 336 D.
Knightsbridge (nits'brij) town, S. A. sub. of Adelaide
Knob, Gape (-nob) cape, S coast of W. A.
E of Queen Charlotte
Koamoru, Cape (-ko'a-mo'roo) cape, S. Isl. N. Z.,

Isl.

river

W

of Dunedin, pop.
min. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 60 m. S
Lawrence
See'TuAPEKA.
town, N. S. W. on Clarence riv. pop. 354.
1,026.
health
resort
Blue
Mts.
(la'son)
town.
Cook
co.
N.
W.
S.
Lawson
of Sydney, 2,400 ft.
Lawson, Mount, mt. peak, N. S. W. in Blue Mts. 58 m.

Ballarat

;

N.

m.

health resort.

min.^ small

—

135

riv. Vic.

Lawyer's Head, point, E coast of Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
agr. town, Vic. on Lake Learmonth, 15 m.
Learmonth (ler'munth)
~

—

;

—

;

of

of Adeagr. &
of Melbourne, pop. 316
town, Vic. 94 m. N
town, S. Isl. N. Z. at south end of Wakatipu Lake; tourists'
fruit.
resort.
town, Tas. on Brown's riv. 10 m. S of Hobart, pop. 249
King William Range, mt. range, Franklin co. Tas. 4,360 ft.
Kinlooh, small to^vn, S. Isl. N. Z. on Wakatipu Lake tourists' resort.
Kintore (kiu-tor') co. S. A. on Great Australian Bight, 1,418 D
Klppara (-kip'pa-ra), or Kiborra (-kib'or-ra). Mount, isolated mt. peak, Macquarie CO. N. S. W.
Kirby'S Range, mt. chain, Q., part of N boundary of Gregory North past,

W

A.

(lar'ens) gold

King, Lake, lake, Gippsland dist. Vic. 35 D.
King Leopold Range, mt. chain, Kimberley div. W. A.
King, Point, W. A., N" of Princess Royal Har. with lighthouse.
Kingsmill Group. See Gilbert Islands.
King Sound, inlet, N coast W. A. Kimberley div. long. 123° 30' E.
sub.
Kingston, spt. town, S. A. on Lacepede Bay, pop. 198 wool.

—

Pop.

—

241
S.

(la-trob') agr.

Launceston (lau'ses-ton or lan'ses-ton) cml. city, Tas. on Tamar
Laura (la'ra) corp.~town, S. A. 143 ra. N of Adelaide

Tas. 422 D.

laide, S. A. pop. 401.

feet.

See Finkb.

Largs (largz) town, Durham co. N. S. W
Largs Bay, outer port of Port Adelaide,

town, Tas. on Mersey riv. pop. 1,560.
long, flows E through Gippsland dist. into Lake Wellington.
Latrobe, Mount, mt. peak, in Wilson's Promontory, Vic.

8,489.

King George's Sound, inlet, "W. A. outer har. of Albany.
King Island, isl. midway across Bass Strait, most northerly dependency

co. Tas. 3,800 ft.
(lar'a-pTn'ta) riv. N. Ter.

Larapinta

Latrobe

—

1,873

N. Z. Southern Alps, 10,101

S. isl.

mt. peak, Kent

with vicinity, 290.
Kilfera (kTl'fe-ra) co.

—

mt. peak,

;

;

m

;

';

li58t

;

Iflrl;

owaj meow; cho^tnchin;

J

;

AUSTRALASIAN GAZETTEER.

2046

Pop.

Lowly

A. at head of Spencer's Gulf, with lighthouse.
isls. S. Pacific, lat. 20° S, long. 170° E.
Lucknow (luk'uow) gold min. town, N. S. W. C m. S S E of Orange, pop. 310.
agr. town, Vic. on Mitcliell riv. pop. 201.
Luddenham (liid'den-am) town, Cumberland co. N. S.
Lumsden (liimz'deii) "town, Southland co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with Lumsdeu

Point, cape,

& Lumsden S.

Extension

joins

—

W

453

359.

1G4
(li'el) gold min. town, Buller co. S. Isl. N. Z
Lyell, mount, mt. peak, Montagu co. Tas. in West Coast Range gold & copper
uiin. center.
mt. peak, N. S. W. in Barrier or Stanley Range, 2,006 ft.
Lyell Mountains, mt. range, S. Isl. N. Z., E boundary of Buller co. mean
height 4,500 ft.
Lynd (ITnd) co. Northern dist. Q. 9,984 D. riv. Q. trib. of Mitchell river.
161
Lyndhurst (ITnd'liflrst) town, Batliurst co. N. S.
283
Lyndoch (ITn'dSk) town, Adelaide co. S. A
Lyttelton (llt't'l-ton) bor. S. Isl. N. Z, port of Christchurch on Port Lyttelton. 4,087
Lytton (ITt'on) co.S.A., E of Granville CO. 1,381 D pop. C03. —co. Southern dist.

Lyell

—

;

;

—

P

Q. 2,296

Pop.
(ma'ngo-ha'o) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. trib. of Manawatu riv. which it
through the Manawatu Gorge.
Manitold, Cape, cape, E Q. 22° 40' S lat.
Manilla (ma-nll'la) town, Darling co. N. S. W. pop. with Upper Manilla, 407.
ManiOtOtO (mii'ne-6-to't6) CO. Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 1,239 D
3,423
Manly (mSn'lT) mun. town & watering place, N. S. W. on North Har. arm of
Port Jackson
3,236
Manly Cove, watering place, N. S. W. on North Har. adjoining Manly mun
356
(uiSn'Ing)
riv.
N.
S.
W.
100
m.
long,
navigable
Manning
for 20 m., flows into
Pacific Oc. at about 32° S lat.
Mannum (mSn'num) towii, S. A. on lower Murray riv. chief riv. port of dist.. 392
Manono (ma-no'no) one of Samoa Islands, S Pacific.
Mansfield (mSnz'teld)agr. town, Vic. 131 m. N E of Melbourne
830
Mansfordtown^town, Waikouaiti CO. S. Isl. N. Z
381
Manuka (mii'uoo-ka; collog. ma-noo'ka) or Pigeon Island, isl. S. Isl. N. Z. in
AVanaka Lake noted for picturesque beauty'.

Mangohao

S.

Loyalty Islands, group

W

?

;

.•

;

Manukau

Maori

Hill

Timaru,
(mat'soi-kgr-) isls. S of Tas. with lighthouse.
Macallister (mak-Sl'is-ter) riv. Vic. 100 m. long, flows S S E through Gippsland dist. into Latrobe river.
of MelMacarthur (mak-ar'thur) agr. town, Vic. on Eumeralla riv. 21G m.

341

Macaulay Island (ma-ka'li-) one of the largest of the Kermadec Isls. ; dependency of N. Z.
Macclesfield (mSk'lz-feld) town, S. A. 37 ra. E of Adelaide
Macdonald (mak-don'ald) Upper, Lower it Central, agr. settlement. Hunter
CO. N. S. W. on Macdonald river
Macdonaldtown (mak-dou'ald-towu) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W
MacDonnell (mak-dQn'nel) co. S E corner of S. A. on Vic. border, 1,845 D
MacDonnell Range, mt. range, S. A. near center of the Continent.
Macedon (mSs'e-don) agr. town, Vic. 43 m. N W of Melbourne

NN

fflOuht,'mt. Vic. 45 m.
vice-regal summer residence.

&

W of Melbourne, 3,324

ft.

404
5,275
1,123

&

Mackay

363

—

W

W

&

—

;

&

—

D

W

W

;

—

NW

—

—

D

'.

&

N

W

N

NW

Maiden's Punt, mun. town, N. S. W. See Moama.
Maidstone (mad'stgn) sub. of Melbourne, Vic

;

876
314

S.

S.

Majorca

(ma-j6r'ka) agr. & min. bor. Vic. near Maryborough
(ma'jorz-) gold min. town, N. S. W. near Braidwood
(mii-ka-ra'wa) town, sub. of Invercargill, S. Isl. N. Z

Major's Cresk

W

2,919
7,295
1,005

Islands, S Pacific Ocean.
of Great Australian Bight, with

lighthouse.

Maldon (mal'don) agr. & min. town, Vic. 11 m. N W of Castlemaine
Malekula (ma'']a-koo'la) or Malikolo (ma'li-ko'16) one of New Hebrides

1,692

Islands, S Pacific Ocean.
MallacOOta Inlet (mSl'la-koo'ta-) inlet, Vic. S
of Cape Howe.
MallicoUo (ma'li-ko'lo)." See Malekula.
Malmesbury (mamz'ber-t) CO. N. Ter. 2,800 O.
of Melbourne
Malmsbury, agr. mi"n. bor. Vic. 63 m.
1,367
Malte-Brun, Mount (-mal-te-brtin') highest peak in Malte-Brun Range.
Malte-Brun Range, mt. chain, S. Isl. N. Z. offshoot of Southern Alps, from
7,000 to 10,421 ft. high.
Malvern (mal'vern) sub. of Melbourne, Vic
5,085
Malvern Hii'lS, "chain of hills, Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. coal min.
limestone
marble quarries.
Manaia (ma^na'e-a) agr. town dist. N. Isl. N. Z., S E of Cape Egmont
404
Island (mii'na-) isl. N. Isl. N. Z.,
of entrance to Porirua Har.
Manapourl Lake (ma'na-po'ob-re- collog. ma-na-poo'ri-) lake, Otago prov. dist.

W

NW

&

&

;

&

W

Mana

;

N. Z. 48

S. Isl.

Manara

Manawatu
prov.

n drained by Waiau

river.
past. dist. N. S. W. 4,005
(ma'na-wa'too) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. empties on "W coast of Wellington
CO. Wellington prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 267
pop. 3,948.
Gorge, gorge, WeUington prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. between the Tar-

(ma-nii'ra) co.

di.st.

Manawatu

D

S^lbert

—

NW

Manchester

D

(man'clies-ter) CO. S. A.,
of Spencer's Gulf, 1,930
(mau'du-rii'ma) town, Bathurst co. N. S.
(mS^'ga-lor) town, Anglesey co. Vic
(mSn-gSn'a) min. town, Tas. on Richardson's creek, trib. of

Mandurama

W

S.

226

Mangapu
Mangawai (ma'nga-wa'e
agr.

riv.
;

Kawhia

collog.

& kauri gum

Mangawhare
N. Z.

;

kauri

(mS'nga-hwa'rt

gum

;

;

co. N. Isl. N. Z. trib. of Waipa river.
mung-a-wi') town, Otamatea co. N. Isl. N. Z.

collog. naung'a-wor'e) vil.

Hobsou

co.

N.

Isl.

pop. (1896) 471.

D means square miles
mining

;

;

agr., agricultural ; bor., borough ; cml.,
past., pastoral ; pop., population
;

mun., municipal

N.

dist.

Isl.

N. Z.

riv.

N. Z. flows mto

— past.

dist. Q.,

38,955 D.

D

—

A

270
139

W

—

Maria

200

;

(m.a-rSn'go) town, Monteagle co. N. S.
of Fitzroy river.
isl. in Limmen Bight, E of N. Ter.
N. Isl. N. Z. with
Van Diemen, Cape (-ma-re'a vSn de'men) cape,

Margaret, riv. in Kimberley div. W. A. trib.
Maria Island (ma-ri'a-) isl. E of Tas. 37 D.

N

liglitlionse.

Marina (ma-re'na). See Espiritu Santo.
Marine Mountains, range, Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. mean height 4,500 ft.
Marion (mar'i-on) town, Adelaide co. S. A
Marion Bay, ba'y, E coast of Tas. N of Forestier's Pen.
Marlborough (mal'bruli) prov. dist. N E S. Isl. N. Z. 4,753 D pop. 12,767. —
CO. in

(list.

3„s]2'n pop. 10,602.

W

Marrickville (mar'rTk-vIl) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
Marsden Point (miirz'den-) cape, N E Kangaroo Isl. S. A.
Marsh (marsh) co. Southern dist. Q. 2,636 D.
of S. Isl. N.
Marshall's Rock (mar'shalz-) rocky islet, S

W

223

13,507

Z.

near Puysegur

Point.

N. Z. 57 m. E of Wellington
248
976
Marten (mar'ton) bor. N. Isl. N. Z. 118 m. N of Wellington agr. past
250
Marulan (ma-ro6'lan) town, Argyle co. N. S.
Mary (ma'rJ) riv. Q. 160 m. long, flows N N E into Hervey Bay.
Maryborough (ma/rl-biir-ro) cml. and agr. mun. town and spt. Q. at mouth of
Mary riv. pop. 9,700, within 5 m. radius 11,724. —gold min. bor. Vic. 112 m.
N of Melbourne, pop. 4,994.
Maryvale, town, Vic. See MoRWELL.
Massacre Bay (mSs'sa-ker-). See Golden Bay.
3,114
Masterton (mas'ter-tgn) agr. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. 71 m. N E of Wellington
Mataikona (ma-tiT'e-ko'na) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. empties on E coast of Wellington

Martinborough, town, N.

Isl.

&

;

W

W

prov. dist.
(mii'ta-ka'na) town,

Matakana

Matakawa

Rodney

co.

N.

Point (ma'ta-ka'wa-) point, N.

Strait,

(uia-tii'oo-ra

—.bor. on the

N. Z
N. Z. at termination of Rauku-

303

Isl.

Isl.

ma-tow'ra) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows into Foveaux
107 m.
of Dunedin, pop. with vicinity, 613.
(ma'ta-ma'ta-ii'o-nga-) mt. range, Taranaki prov. dist.

collog.

;

riv.

SW

N. Z.
Mathinna (ma-thTn'na) gold min. town, Tas. on S. Esk river
Mathoura (ma-thou'ra) town, Cadell co. N. S.
Matlock, Mount, mt."peak, Wonnangatta co. Vic. 5,129 ft.
Maungakaramea (ma'ob-nga-ka-ra-ma'a) vil. Whangarei co. N. Isl. N. Z
Maungaraki Mountains (ma'oo-nga-rii'ke) mt. chain, N. Isl. N. Z. parallel to
S E coast of Wellington prov. dist.
Maungataniwha Range (mji'oo-nga-ta'ne-hwa-) mt. range, Mongonui co.
N. Isl. N. Z.
Maungatautari, Mount (-ma'oo-nga-ta'oo-ta-re) mt. Auckland prov. dist.
N. Isl. N. Z.
MauricevlUe (ma'ris-vll) town, N. Isl. N. Z. 83 m. N E of Wellington
Mavora Lake (nii-vo'ra-) lake, Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. at head of Mararoa
Isl.

426
174

W

601

river.

Maxwelltown,

small town, Waitotara co. N.

Isl.

N. Z.

Mayor Island (ma'er-) small isl. N. Isl. N. Z., E of Coromandel
Meander (me-3n'der) riv. N central Tas.
Meanee (me',an-e) town, N. Isl. N. Z. sul. of Napier
Medindle (me-dln'de) sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Melbourne (mel'bfirn) cml. city, * of Vic. on Yarra Yarra

Pen.

riv.

280
453
pop. of city

73,361, pop. with suburbs 490,896.

Melbourne, North, /ormer/)/ Hotham (hoth'am) town, sub. of Melbourne,
Melbourne, South, formerly Emerald Hill, city, Vic. sub. of Melbourne
Melrose (mel'roz) bor. N. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Wellington
N W of Melbourne
Melton (mel'ton) agr. town, Vic. 23 m.
Melton, West, town, Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z
Melville, Cape (-mel'vil) cape, Q., E Cape York Pen.
Melville Island, isl. N of N. Ter. at mouth of Van Diemen Gulf, 2,400 D.

Vic. 20,997

41,724
1,224

W

(me-nan'gl) town,

Camden

co.

W

N.

S.

W

212
249

253

D

pop. 333. —its
of Darling riv. 2,473
(me'-nTn'de) CO. N. S. W.,
chief town, on Darling riv. pop. 194.
Mentone (men-to'ne) summer resort, Vic. 14 m. S of Melbourne
of Coolgardie, pop.
Menzies (men'zez) gold min. mun. town, W. A. 10 m.

617

N

(1895) about 800.
Mercer (mer'ser) town, N. Isl. N. Z. on Waikato riv. ; famed during the Wai181
kato war as the Queen's Redoubt
coast of Coromandel Pen.
Mercury Bay (mer'kiJ-rT-) inlet, N. Isl. N. Z.,
town on bay, pop. 436.
4,339
Merewether (mSr'i-wgth-er) municipality, N. S. W. sub. of Newcastle
184
Merimbula (me-rTm'bi5-la)"tovni, Auckland co. N. S.
380
of Melbourne
Merino (mS-re'no) agr. town, Vic. 231 m.

—

.•

E

W

W

div., division
corp., corporate ; dist., district
;
prov., provincial ; riv., river ; apt., seaport ; sub., suburb ;

commercial
;

Mataura

Menindie

Esk

river

(ma'nga-poo')

riv.

W

Menangle
465
182
274

Mangalore

Mangana

247

D

arua and Ruahine Ranges.

— sub.

S. Isl.

Mararoa (mii'ra-ro'a) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. rises in Mavora Lake and flows into
Waiau river.
Marble Bar, town, W. A. center of Pilbarra gold field, pop. (1895) approx. 200.
of Brisbane
Marburg (mar'boorg) town, W. Moreton past. dist. Q.,
chief towns MaryMarch (miirch) co. Southern dist. on E coast of Q. 3,024
town, Wellington co. N. S. W. pop. 207.
Gympie.
borough
Marden (miir'den) sub. of Adelaide, S.

N.

966
414

Makarewa

Malaita Island (ma-la'e-ta-) one of Solomon
Malcolm, Point (-mSl'kom) cape, W. A.,

Maraetotare,

Hawke Bay.
Maramie (ni.a-rii'mi) co. Northern dist. Q. 13,260 D.
Maranoa (uiSr-.i-no'a) riv. Q. branch of upper Darling

Matemateaonga Range

S.

2.51."

S.

dist.

mara Range.

W of Melbourne past. & agr
W. — corp. touTi, Fergusson co.
A. pop.
agr.
mun.
town,
N.
W.
18
m.
N W of Newcastle
Maitland, East,
W. 20 m. N W of Newcastle
Maitland, West, mun. town, N.
Mailor's Flat (ma'lgrz-) town, Vic. 173 m.
Maitland (mat'land)" land board dist. of N.

(ma'ra-e-to'ta-ra) or

Marengo

N

—

N. Z. pop. 1,426.

Isl.

Westland prov.

(-mii'po-oo-re'ka) lake,

&

pleasure re-

;

sub. of Dunedin, S.

N. Z., pop. 265.

W of Darling Downs past.

251

(mSk'In-tlr) riv. on
border N. S. W. trib. of upper Darling river.
(ma-ki') mun. town
spt. on E coast of Q. at moutli of Pioneer river. 3,597
co. S E
of Coast
Q.,
Mackenzie "(ma-ken'zT) riv. Q. trib. of Fitzroy riv.
Range, 1,894 tU; chief town Gayndah.
co. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl.
N. Z. 2,537 D pop. 1,180.
coast of S. Isl. N. Z.
McKerrow Lake (mSk-ker'ro-) lake, ittago prov. dist.
Warrego Ranges
McKlnlay (ma-ktn'la) co. Southern dist. Q., S of Gowan
riv. N. Ter. on wliich is situated the town of Burruudie.
8,850 n.
907
Maclean (mak-lan') mun. town, N. S. W. on Clarence riv. agr
past. dist.
Macleay (mak-la') riv. N. S. W. 200 m. long, flows into Trial Bay.
E coast of N. S. W. 2,343 D.
Macpherson Range (mak-fer'sou-) E branch of the Great Dividing Range, on
the boundary between N. S. W.
Q.
into the Darling
Macquarie (ma-kwor'I) riv. N. S. W. 750 m. long, flows
riv.
co. E coast of N. S. W. 2,555
riv. Tas. trib. of Lake riv.
pop. 12,344.
lighthouse. South Head, Port Jackson, N. S. W.
coast of Tas. with lighthouses at
Macquarie Harbor {or Harbour), inlet,
Heads port for
coast min. dist.
Macquarie, Lake, coastal lake, Northumberland co. N. S. W. 44
Macquarie Plains, in Monmouth CO. Tas.
Macumba (ma-kCim'ba) or Treuer, riv. S. A. 145 m. long, flows into Lake Eyre.
218
Maddingley (mSd'Ing-lI ) agr. town, Vic. on Werribee river
past
574
Maffra (mSf'ra) town, Gippsland dist. Vic. on Macallister riv. ; agr.
322
Magill (ma-gll') sub. of Adelaide, S. A
of Cleveland Bay, Q.
Magnetic island (mSg-net'Ik-) isl.
182
Maharatta Station (mS-rSt'a-) past, center, Wellesley co. N. S.
Mahia Peninsula (ma'lie-a-) iren. N. I.sl. N. Z., E Hawke's Bay prov.'dist.
coast Westlaud prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Mahinapua Lake (mii-lie'na-poo'a-)

Maclntyre

Isl.

Isl.

N. Z.
N. Z. with lighthouse on
Isl.

drains into Okarito Lagoon.

Maraetotara

W

bourne

Macedon,

headlands of Manukau Har. N.

N.

dist.

11,925

W coast N.

Harbour), large bar. on

{or

(mii'ii-re-) bor.

S. Isl.

Mapourika, Lake

Maatsuyker Islands

sort

D

South Head.

M.

R

Auckland prov.

(uiii'noo-ka'oo; collog. mii'na-kow) co.

N. Z. 791

Manukau Harbor
Manukau Heads,

;

;

har.,

harbor

vil., village.

mfg., manufacturing mm.,
See Abbreviations, p. 201*.

;

;

.;
;

.
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Pop.

Pop.

Merivale

(mer'I-val) co. Southern dist. Q. 2,074

D

;

Merrendee

& agr.

past

W

(mSr-ren'de) town, Wellington co. N. S.
(mSr'ri-wa) town, Brisbane co. N. S. W. 228

Merriwa

town Warwick.

cliief

129

N

ni.

of Sydney, pop. 437

W

753
413

Merton

W

132

Middle Ridge, sub. of Toowoomba, Q
Milang (mT-laug') town, S. A. 64 m. S S E of Adelaide, on border of Lake Alexandrina, Murray riv. port for Adelaide, pop. with Milang West 289.
Milburn Greek. See Mount McDonald.

1,094

N. Z.

;

magnificent scenery.

;

Miller's Bluff, mt. peak, Somerset co. Tas. 3,977 ft.
231
Miller's Flat, vil. Tuapeka co. S. Isl. N. Z
172
corner of Vic. 3,572 D
Millewa (mTl'le-wa) CO. N
582
Millicent (unl'T-sent) agr. town, S. A. 335 m. S E of Adelaide
498
Sydney
180
of
m.
Millthorpe (mil'tiiSrp) agr. towii, N. S. W.
143
Milparinka (mll'pa-rtn'ka) town, Evelyn co. N. S.
of Dunedin, pop. 1,158.
Milton (mil'ton) agr.Tjof. S. Isl. N. Z. 36 m.
small town, N. S. W. portion of UUaduUa municipality.
360
Mimosa East (mt-mo'sa-) agr. center, Bourke co. N. S.
Minaret, The, mt. peak, S. Isl. N. Z. Southern Alps, 10,058 ft.
scene of wreck of
Great Barrier Isl. N. Z.
Miners Head, point, N
" Wairarapa."
326
of Ballarat
Miners Rest, agr. town, Vic. 9 m. N
Mingenew (mTn'ge-nu) settlement, W. A. one of the chief points of departure
for the Murchison gold field.
207
Minlaton (min'la-ton) town, Fergusson co. S. A
2,357
Minmi (mTu'mtfcoal min. town, N. S. W. 14 m. from Newcastle
Z.
near
Milford
Isl.
N.
Sound
Mintaro, Lake (-mTn-ta'ro) small lake. Lake co. S.

W

SW

W
W

—

W

W

;

W

picturesque scenery.
MintO (min'to) town, Cumberland co. N. S.
of Melbourne
Mlnyip (min'ylp) agr. town, Vic. 199 m. N
MirbOO, North (-mer'boo) town in Gippsland dist. Vic. 109 m. S E of Melbourne
agr. past. & timber
Mitcham (micli'aui) sub. of Adelaide, S. A. pop. 929. town, Vic. 14 m. E of
Melbourne, pop. 759 brickmaking.
riv. Gippsland dist. Vic. flows into
Mitchell (mlch'el). See Sunny Corner.
riv.
Lake King.
into Gulf of Carpentaria.
riv. Q. 300 m. long, flows N
N. S. W. flows E into Clarence riv. at its junction with Nymboi riv. ^eo.
past. dist. central Q.
N. S. W., S of Murrumbidgee riv. 1,290 D pop. 2,582.
town, Q. on Maranoa riv. 372 m.
of
54,954 D.
CO. in the dist. 4,200 D.
Brisbane, pop. 376 past.
Mitchell Island, isl. N. S. W. at mouth of Manning river
Mitchell's Flat, town, Durham co. N. S.
peak, S. Isl.
Mitre Peak, higliest peak in Tararua Range, N. Isl. N. Z., 5,154 ft.
N. Z. near Milford Sound, 5,500 ft.
of Sydney ; past. &
Mittagong (mit'ta-gbng) mun. town, N. S. W. 77 m. S S

W
W

232
332

;

—

;

—
W

—

—

390

^

—

—

;

—

310
299

W

agr.

1,468

W

into Hurray riv.
m. long, flows N N
Moama (mo-a'ma) or Maiden's Punt, mun. town, N. S. W. on Murray riv. opposite Echuca past, and agr

Mitta Mitta

(rait'ta mTt'ta) riv. Vic. 175

;

(mo'bi-long) town, Russell co. S. A
town, Buln-Buln co. Vic. pop. approx. 250.
(mo'S-ha-oo-) mt. range, Coromandel Pen. N. Isl. N. Z. 2,800 ft.
Roads (mo-a-rii'ke-) roadstead, with lighthouse, S. Isl. N. Z. about

Mobilong

716
256

N

GO m.

of Dunedin.
(mo-gTl'la) town,

Mogilla

Auckland

co. N. S.

W

Moko
with

— Maori

32,723

(mo-ko'e-a) lofty volcanic

isl.

in

Roto Rua, Rotorua

co.

N.

Isl.

N. Z.

the Olympus of Maori mythology.

.

"

N. Z

1,112

413

Monaro (m6-nt'r6) S E past. dist. N. S. W. 10,156 D.
Monaro Range, rat. range, S E comer N. S. W. highest peak " Head of Kybean
;

River," 4,010 ft.
Mongonui (mo-ngo-noo-e) co. at N extremity of N. Isl. N. Z. 934 D pop. 1,389.
town in co. on Mongonui Har. pop. 206 kauri gum
timber.
coast of N. Isl. N. Z.
Mongonui Bluff, point, N
extremity N. Isl. N. Z.
Mongonui Peninsula, pen. N
Monmouth (mon'miith) co. Tas. E of Clyde and Derwent rivs. 1,031 D.
Monowai Lake (moii'ft-wii'e-) lake, Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
coast of Tas. 929 D.
Montagu (mon'ta-gu) co.
Montague Island, isl. N. S. W. off estuary of Tuross riv. with liglithouse.
(mSnt-Sl'bt-gn)
min. town, Chelmsford co. Q. at foot of Razorback
Montalbion

W

^

W

&

;

Range
(mont-e'gl) co. N.

8,',I6S

—

cliief

;

120

Moonta

NW

of Adelaide

(mOS-rooi/na) agr. town, Vic. on Goulburn

a, e,

I,

0,11,

long;

S.

W. near

riv.

110 m.

N

u

(see p, 1719)

;

W.

ft.

;

summer

250
203

W of Rockhampton

gold

;

3,514
351

310

664
259
S.

W.

D pop.

2,436

1,755

;

town Nyniagee.

Isl. N. Z. flows into Tasman Bay.
co. Central dist. Q. 12,193 0.
town, N. S. W. 190 m. N
of Sydney min. agr. iS: past. 2,410
Mueller Glacier (mii'ler-) glacier. Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 8 m. long.
Mueller Range, mts. Kimberley div. W. A. highest pk. Mt. Amherst, 2,333 ft,
264
Mulbring (mul'brTng) town, Nortliumberland co. N. S.
Mulgrave Island (mul'grav-) isl. N of Q. in Torres Strait.
town,
(miil-wa'la)
Denison
co.
N.
S.
Mulwala
200
MumbuUa Mount (mum'bul-a-) isolated mt. peak, Dampier co. N. S. W.
Mundawadra (mun'da-wSd'ra) towm, Mitchell co. N. S.
252
Mundoonen, Mount (^mihi-doon'en) highest peak in CuUariu Range, King co.
N. S. W. 3,000 ft.
Muniong Range (miin'i-ong-) mt. range, N. S. W. portion of the Great Dividing Range, average height, 5,000 ft, highest peaks Mt, Kosciusko 7,328 ft,
and Mt. Townsend 7,256 ft.
Murchison (mflr'chi-sgn) agr. town, Vic. on Goulburn riv. 93 m. N of Melinto Gantheaume Bay.
bourne, pop. 458. i^ riv. W. A. flows
gold field,
chief town
W. A.
CO. N. S. W., N of Nandewar Range, 1,889 D pop. 2,909
Bingara.
co, E coast of Central dist, Q. 1,516 D,
Murchison Glacier, glacier, S, Isl, N, Z. Southern Alps, 11 m. long.
Murchison Mountains, mt. range, Otago prov. dist, S. Isl, N, Z, near Te
Auau Lake,
Murray (mtir'ri) or Hume, chief riv, of Australia, between N, S, W, & Vic,
flows
& S from Australian Alps into Lake Alexandrina, S. A. 1,719 m. long,
nav. 1,590 m.
N E dist. Vic. co. N. S. W., E of lower Murrumbidgee riv.

(mo'oo-ta're) riv. S.

W

;

W

W

W

^

W

—

;

—
9,241, —
W coast of W, A, pop,
n pop,

riv.

—

W. A.

flows

N W into Peel's Inlet, — magisterial

217
200
(mur'um-bitt'mSn) town, Murray CO. N, S,
160
Murrumbidgee (mur'unr-bTa'jt) riv, N, S, W, trib, of Murray riv, 1,350 m, long,
past. dist. N. S. W. 25,390 D.
Murrumbldgerie (mur'um-btd'jer-T) town, Lincoln co. N. S.
238
Murrumburrah (mtir'um-btSr'ra) mun. town, N. S. W. 230 m, S
of Sydney,, 1,226
Murrurundi (mtir'ru-rnn'di) mun, town, N. S. W. 217 m, N of Sydney past,

Murrulebale

W

—

1,246

260

dist,

1,111.

sub. of Adelaide, S. A
(mSr-rool'biil) agr. settlement Clarendon co. N. S.

Murrumbateman

of Mel-

W

W

W

&

;

Haydonton

pop, including

;

1,254,

W

town, Vic, 185 m, N
of Melbourne
Murwillumbah (mur-wTl'lum-bii) town, N. S, W. on Tweed riv, sugar
Musgrave (mus'grav) CO, C'entral dist, Q, 7,058 D,
coast of
co. S. A, on
Kyrc's Pen. 2,4.''.() D pop. 933.
Muswellbrook or Musclebrook (mi\s'sel-br56k) mun, town, N, S, W, 178 m.
(miir-to'.a) agr,

—

N

of

W

644
492

1,298

;

;

;

Sydney

ofeCTre(see remark, p. 1719) fiir, fall thgre, term f8r, food, ISSt
g as in get th as in thin tli as in thine w, K, N (see p. 1719).
;

2,055

pop. ap-

field,

resort

Mount Vincent, town, Northumberland co. N. S. W
Mouramba (moo-ram'ba) co. Western Plains dist. N.
chief

130
215

334

A. 50 m. S of Cue, in Murchison gold

min

a, e,o, less prolonged; S, S, I, 5, u, .sAor^; a, e,i, o,
ii,

."

."

town,

261

203

W border, 3,545 D

W

Mount Perry (-per'T) town, Q. 07 m. S W of Bundaberg gold & copper min..
Mount Roskill (-rSs'ktl) sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z.
Mount Somers (-stim'erz) town, Ashburton co. S. Isl. N. Z. agr. & past
Mount Victoria, town,"on Mt. Victoria, Blue Mts. N. S. W. 77 m. W of Sydney,
3,423

774

gold fields center.

proximately 200.
Mount Morgan (-mSr'gan) mun. town, Q. 24 m. S S

Murtoa

'.

(moot-wTn'je) CO. N.

;

CO. N. S.

agr,

W

bourne

Cobar

Murray Park,

1,487

Moorabool (moor'a-b681) riv. Vic. flows S S W.into Port Pliillip Bay.
Moore, Point, W. "A., S of Champion Bay, witli two liglitliouses.
Moorhouse Range, mt. range, Mackenzie co. S. Isl. N. Z.
Moorilda (moo-rll'da) town, Batlnirst co. N. S.

Mooroopna

;

Mount Eden, sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z.
Mount Gambler (-gam'be-er) agr. corp. town, S. A. at base Mt. Gambier, 305 m.
7
S E of Adelaide
Mount Hope, town, Blaxland co. N. S. W
Naseby.
Mount Ida. See
Mount Kembla (-kem'bla) coal min. town, Camden co. N. S. W
Mount Lyell, gold & copper mines, Montagu co. Tas. at base of Mt. Lyell.
Mount McDonald (-mak-don'ald) or Milburn Creek, gold min. town, i5athur.st

309
180

;

copper min

Mootwingee

;

below.

Mount Albert, sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z. approximate pop. 1.000.
Mount Barker, town, S. A. 34 m. S E of Adelaide, at base of Mt. Barker
Mount Browne, min. settlement at Mt. Browne, Grey Range, N. S. W.
Mount Cosfigan (-kos'tt-gan) town, Georgiana co. N. S. W
Mount Druitt (-droo'It) town, Cumberland co. N. S. W
Mount Drysdale, formerly Mount Billagoe, min. settlement, N. S. W. 25 m. N

S

Moonbi (niiMiu'bi ) town, Inglis co. N. S. W
Moonbi Range (moon'bT) range mts. N. S. W. a N branch of Liverpool Range.
Moonee Ponds (mno'ne-) sub. of Melbourne, Vic. part of Essendon.
point, S coast of Vic.
(moon't.a) corp. town, S. A. in Yorke's Pen. 134 m.

W

2,234

W
W

Moonlight Head,

;

W

W

W

;

—

485

S. W., S of head waters of Lachlan riv. 1,232
towns Young & Grenfell.
town in co. pop. 214.
Montefiores (mon-te-f e-o'rez) town, Bligh co. N. S.
Montgomery (mgnt-gum'er-T) co. S coast of Tas. 791 D.
Mooki (nioo'kt). See Conadilly.
of Melbourne
IHoonambel (moon'am-bel) gold min. town, Vic. 135 m. N
Moonanbrook (moou'an-brook) town, Brisbane co. N. S.

pop.

_

_

;

W

W

Monteagle

—

;

Molong (mo'long) mun. town, N. S. W. 210 m. N W of Sydney agr. & past.
Molyneux (mSl'I-nu) town on Port Molyneux, at mouth of Clutha riv., S. Isl.
;

W

Mowarra (mo-wor'ra)
Mudgee (muj'e) num.

;

liglitliouse.

Mokoia

—

Moutere

;

vil.

;

;

North Tarauaki
on riv. estimated pop. (1898) 300 coal fields.
Hinou Islands (mo'ko he'n6-6b-) isls. N V/ of Great Barrier Isl. N. Z.

Bight.

;

;

157
242

,

MogO (mo'go) town, St. Vincent co. N. S. W
Mohaka (mo-hii'ka) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Hawke Bay.
Moira (moi'ra) co. Murray dist. Vic. 3,104 D
Mokau (mo'iia-ob coUoq. mo'kow) riv, N. Isl. N. Z. flows into

681

dist. of

—

Mount Magnet,

Moe (mo'e) agr.
Moehau Range
Moeraki

board

W
—
—

of

W

W

past.

;

W

630
Milchester (nilKchSs-ter) gold niin. town, Q. 3 m. from Charters Towers
Mildura (mll-du'ra) irrigation settlement, Vic. on Murray riv. fruit-growing. 1,243
coast Otago prov. dist. S. Isl.
Milford Sound (uul'ford-) long narrow inlet,

W

& agr. — land

N. S. W.
Moresby Island (morz'bl-) isl. off S E extremity of New Guinea.
Moreton (mSr'tgn) past. dist. S E corner of Q. 9,494 D.
Moreton Bay, bay, Q. at mouth of Brisbane river.
Moreton, Cape, cape, at N extremity of Moreton Island.
Moreton Island, isl. Q. at mouth of Moreton Bay, Q.
Morgan, town, S. A. 105 m. N E of Adelaide, terminus of Kapunda and N
Bend railway, Murray riv. port
24S
Mornington (mSrn'Ing-ton) bor. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Dunedin, pop. 3,523.
watering place, Vic. on Port Phillip Bay, 39 m. S of Melbourne, pop. 909.
CO. Vic. E of Port Phillip Bay, 1,625 lH pop. 19,016.
Mornington Island, isl. Q. largest of the Wellesley Isls. in Gulf of Carpentaria.
Moro Tiri (mo'ro tir'e). See Hen and Chickens.
Morpeth (mor'pgth) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. on Hunter riv. 4 m. from Maitland. 1,138^
701
Mortlake (m6rt'lak) town, Vic. 150 m. S
of Melbourne graz
235
Morton, vil. Levels co. S. Isl. N. Z
Morton Jones Island, isl. N of N. Isl. N. Z. one of Three Kings Isls.
Moruya (m6-roo'ya) riv. N. S. W. 80 m. long, empties on S E coast. agr. mun.
town on tlie riv. pop. 1,236.
Morwell (m6r'wel) or Maryvale, town, Gippsland dist. Vic. 89 m. E S E of
Melbourne coal min. & agr
600
Mosgiel (mos'gel) agr. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 10 m. S of Dunedin
1,304
Mosquito Island, coal-mining sub. of Newcastle, N. S. W.
Mosquito Plains, plains, S. A. near Naracoorte.
Mosquito Plains Caves, caves S. A. near Naracoorte.
town,
Mossgiel (mos'gel) CO. Western Plains dist. N. S. W. 4,194 Dpop. 753.
Waljeers co. N. S. W. pop. 114.
of Sydney
1,240
Moss Vale, agr. mun. town, N. S. W. 86 m. S
Motiti Island (mS-te'te) small isl. in Bay of Plenty, N. Isl. N. Z.
Motueka (mo'too-a'ka) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows into Tasman Bay. agr. town on
the riv. pop. 913.
MotU Hora (md'tob ho'ra) or Whale Island, small isl. N of Hauraki Gulf,
N. Isl. N. Z.
Motuihi (mo'too-e'he- colloq. mo-too-he'-) small isl. Hauraki Gulf, N. Isl. N. Z.
Motutapu (mo'too-ta'poo- colloq. mo-to6-tSp'-) small isl. in Hauraki Gulf,
N. Isl. N. Z. _
131
Moulamein (moo'Ia-meu) town, Wakool co. N. S.
Mount Ararat, Mount Arrowsmith, and mountams of similar name. See
Ararat, Mount Arrowsmith, Mount etc. Towns like Mount Albert follow
1,143

;

into Bass Strait.
(mer'zt) riv. Tas. flows N N
Bluff, headland, N coast of Tas. witli lighthouse.
(mer'ton) to-ivn, Waikouaiti co. S. Isl. N. Z
Methven (meth'ven) agr. vil. Ashburton co. S. Isl. N. Z
Metropolitan District, coastal div. of N. S. W. comprising Cumberland co.
MichelagO (mik-el-a'go) town, Murray co. N. S.
Middle Harbor {or Harbour), inlet, N. S. W. a N arm of Port Jackson.
Middle Head, headland, N. S. W. on N sliore of Port Jackson.
Middle Island, one of the N. Z. group. See South Island.

Mersey
Mersey

Mordialloc (mSr'dT-51'lok) watering place, Vic. 16 m. S E of Melbourne
Moree (mo're') mun. town, N. S. W. 421 m. N of Sydney on Gwydir riv. pop.

;

;

;

;

fflrl;
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Muttaburra
Myall Lake

(mut'ta-bur'ra) town, Central

dist.

Q. on

Thomson

riv.

;

Pop.
412

past

(mi'al-) coastal lake, N. S. W. near Sugarloaf Point.
Myers Flat (ml'e'rz-) min. center, Bendigo co. Vic. on Myer's Creek
(mt-pSn'ga) town, Hindmarsh CO. S. A. 36 lu. S of Adelaide
Vale (mi'r£^) town, Camden co. N. S.
Myrniong (mer'ni-ong) agr. town, Bourke co. Vic. on Myrniong Creek
min
Myrtleford (mer'tl-ford) town, Vic. on Ovens riv. ; agr.

Myponga
Myra

Ngapara (nga'p.a-ra) agr. town, Waitaki co. S. Isl. N. Z. 17 m. N W of Oamaru.
Ngaruawahia (nga/roo-a-wii'he-a colloq. na'ro-wi'a) agr. town dist. N. Isl.
N. Z. 74 m. S of Auckland

275
31G
2C3
230
434

W

&

capital of Maoris during the Waikato war, 1863-5.
23«
(nga'rob-ro'ro) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. in Hawke's Bay prov. dist.
(nga'oo-roo-ho'a) active volcanic cone, N. Isl. N. Z. highest peak of
Tongariro Mt. 7,515 ft.
Ngunguru Bay (ngoo'ngoo-rob-) inlet, N E coast of N. Isl. N. Z.
Nhill (nil) town, Vic. 248 m.
of Melbourne ; past
1,102
NichOl Bay, inlet, on coast N. W. div. W. A.
(uTk'ol-son)
N.
S.
Nicholson
CO.
W., E of lower Lachlan riv. 2,206 Dpop. 1,668.
riv. E Vic. empties into Lake liing.
riv. Q. flows N into Gregory river.
Nimitybelle (nTm'It-I-bel') town, Wellesley co. N. S.
254

Ngauruhoe

NW

—

S. Isl.

NW

cliief

or

Hardwlck, Range, mt.

range, N.

S.

W.

W

a

branch of

by descendants of the " Bounty" mutineers.
(nSr'man) riv. Q. 190 m. long, flows
CO. Northern dist. Q. 12,500 D.

N

—

349

870
257

W

160
384

Northam

—

477

N

border'of N. S. W. 3,668 D pop. 1,304.
Narrandera (nar-r5n'de-ra) mun. town, N. S. W. on Murrumbidgee riv. past.. 1,815
496
Narree Warren (nSr'riwbr'ren) town, Vic. 24 m. S E of Melbourne dairying.
of Macquarie riv. N. S. W. 1,807
pop. 3,885.
Narromine (uar'ro-min) co.
town in co. pop. 236.
Naseby (naz'bT) formerly Mount Ida or Hogburn, bor. Otago prov. dist. S. Isl.
N. Z. ; gold min
496
689
Nathalla (na-thal'ya) agr. town, Vic. 147 m. N of Melbourne
past
411
of Melbourne
Natimuk (nat't-muk) towni, Vic. 219 ni, N
National Park, N. S. W. tract of land 57 D about Port Hacking set apart in 1880
for a public park and pleasure ground
305
W. A. cape, E Tas.
Naturaliste, Cape (nat'iS-ral-ist) cape, S
See
Samoa
Islands.
Navigator's Islands.
Neales (nelz) riv. S. A. 200 ra. long, flows into Lake Eyre.
Needle, or Aiguilles (a'gwe'y'-). Point, cape, N. Z., N Great Barrier Isl.
138
Nelligen (nel'll-ggn) town, St. Vincent co. N. S.
S. Isl. N. Z. 10,2690 pop. 34,770. —its
a spt.
Nelson (nel'son) prov. dist.
bor. with liglitliouse, pop. 6,626.
coast of Vic.
Nelson Bay, bay, S
Nelson, Cape, cape, S
Vic. with lighthouse.
Nelson Head, point, B coast of N. S. W. with lighthouse.
Nelson's Plains, town, Durham co. N. S.
202
Nepean (ne-pe'an) riv. N. S. W. name of Hawkesbury riv. from junction of upper
Nepean and Warragamba rivs. to its junction witli Colo river.
Nepean, Point, point, Vi_c. E of entrance to Port Phillip Bay, with lighthouse.
Neptune Islands (ngp'tun-) small isls. S. A. at entrance to Spencer's Gulf.
Nerang (ue-rang') town, Q. 49 m. S E of Brisbane on Nerang riv. agr.
past.
268
.208
Nerrlgundah (ner'ri-giiu'da) town, Dampier co. N. S.
134
Nevertire, town, Oxley co. N. S.
Nevis (iiev'is) riv. Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. empties into Wakatipu Lake.
261
Newbridge, town, Bathurst co. N. S.
,
929
Brighton, town, Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z
Noumea
Caledonia (-kal'g-do'ni-a) isl. S Pacific Oc. 6,000 D pop. 63,000,
a French penal colony.
Newcastle (uu'kSsl) cml. city, N. S. W. at mouth of Hunter riv. chief coal
port of Australasia
pop. 12,914, with suburbs 50,705.
agr. mun. town,
W. A. on the Avon riv. 64m. E of Perth, pop. 742.
co. S. A.,
of Spencer's
Gulf, 1,221
pop. 2,890.
co. Southern dist. Q. 2,322 D.
England, past. dist. N N. S. W. 15,234 D.
England Range, range of mts. in New England dist. part of Great Dividing Range ; highest peak Ben Lomond, 5,000 feet.
Guinea (-gin'e) or Papua, largest island on the globe, Malay Archipelago,
of Australia, 311,215 D the part
of long. 141° E is Dutch ; the N E part
(or Kaiser Wilhelm's Laud) is German the S E part is British.
Newhaven, inlet, S E coast of S. Isl. N. Z.
Hebrides_(-heb'rT-dez) group isls. S Pacific, 17° S lat., 169° E long.
Newington (nu'Tng-tgn) sub. of Sydney, W. S.
953
Italy, settlement of Italians, IT. Z. V/. near Richmond riv. honey farms
sericulture
279
Lambton, mun. town, N S. W. near Lambton coal min
1,548
Newlyn (nu'ltn^ agr. town, Vic. 22 m. N E of BaUarat
327
Newmarket (nu'miir-ket) bor. N. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Auckland, pop. 1,586.
sub. of Melbourne, Vic. ; metropolitan cattle sale yards and training stables.
Norfolk {-nSt'to^) formerly Elizabeth Town, tov\'n, Tas. at the head of
navigation of Derwent riv. 25 m. N
of Hobart ; fruit
hops
1,072
Plymouth (-plTm'iith) spt. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. * of Taranaki prov. dist
3,350
(nu'port)
sub.
of
Melbourne,
Vic.
Newport
in municipality of Williamstovvn
has railway workshops
stone quarries.
watering place, N. S. "W. 23 m. N
of Sydney beautiful scenery.
Newport West, town, Bourke co. Vic. stone quarries
474
River Harbor (or Harbour) inlet, S coast of S. Isl. N. Z. the estuary of
Oreti riv.
bar. of Invercargill.
South Wales (-walz') oldest colony of Australia, 310,700 D pop. 1,132,234 ;
;
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;

—
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—

;
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;
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;
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New
&
New
* Sydney.

Newstead, _agr.

Newton

&

min. town, Vic. on Loddon river
(nu'tgn) bor. sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z. pop. 2,087.

Yorke's Pen. pop. 250.

Newtown (nu'town)

mun.

sub. of Sydney, N. S.

S.

;

W

;

;

N

estimated pop. (1895) 1,600.

&

copper min.

agr.
point,

North Cape,
North Coast

N

of N.

N

of Geraldtou, pop. approx. 200

&

lead

;

N. Z.
District, div. N. S. W. comprising eight counties, lies between lat.
28° and 33° S, long. 151° and 154° E.
North Coast Range, mt. range, E coast of N. S. W. highest point Mt. SeaIsl.

;

view 6,000 ft.
Northcote (north'kot) town, sub.
land, N.

Isl.

of

Melbourne, Vic. pop. 7,458.

— sub. of Auck-

N. Z. pop. 407.

North East Harbor (or Harbour) sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z
North East Valley, bor. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Dunedin
Northern District, div. Q. bounded N by Gulf of Carpentaria & Torres

28*
3,33T
Strait,

by the Denham Range, the head waters of the Suttor &
& the Great Dividing, Kirby's & Selwyn Ranges, and W by meridian

B by

Pacific Ocean, S

Cape

rivs.

138° E.

Northern Table-land District, div. N. S. W. comprising fifteen counties, lies
approx. between Dumaresq riv. & Macpherson Range on the N & Liverpool
Range on the S & between long. 150° 30' cS: 152° 50' E.
Northern Territory, N central division of Austraha (administered by the
Govt, of S. AJ between long. 129° & 138° E & from lat. 26° S to Arafura
Sea, 523,620

North
North
North
North

U

pop. 4,898.

(-esk') riv. Tas. uniting with S. Esk to form the Tamar river.
Fiord (-fySrd) arm of Te Anau Lake, Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Harbor, inlet, N. S. W. a northern arm of Port Jackson.
Head, point, N. S. \V. at N entrance to Port Jackson Sydney Quar-

Esk

;

antine Station.

North Island, one

of N. Z.

group 515 m. long comprising the prov.

Auckland, Wellington, Hawke's Bay

& Taranaki,

dists. of
pop. 321, 230 includ-

44,468

ing 39,775 Maoris.

North Shore. See Sydney, North.
North Taranaki Bight (-tii'ra-na'ke-) broad bay, on

N

of

W

coast of N.

Isl.

N. Z.

Taranaki Pen.
S

E

(nSr-thfim'ber-land) co.
chief city Newcastle.

E

North Trap Rocks, group

of

rocky

islets,

Northumberland
80,601

;

Stewart Isl. N. Z.
coast of N. S. W. 2,411 Dpop.

of

Northumberland, Cape, SB S. A. near Vic. border, with lighthouse.
Northumberland Isles, group of isls. off E coast of Q. between lat. 21° & 22° S.
W. A. at entrance to Exmouth Gulf.
Northwest Gape, point,
Northwest Division, land div. W. A. 81,000 D, contains Pilbarra gold field.
North Western Slopes District, div. of N. S. W. comprising fourteen counties,

W

&

150° 30' E, S
bounded N by Macintyre riv. between the meridians 149°
approx. by parallel 32° S, H by Macintyre riv. the source streams of Namoi
Gwydir & Couadilly rivs. &
by Barwon & Castlereagh rivers.
Norwood (uSr'w56d) sub. of Adelaide, S. A. pop. with Kensington 11,747.
Norwood Park, sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Notch Ilill, mt. peak, Dargo co. Vic. 4,625 ft.
Noumea, (uoo-ma'a) town, # of New Caledonia, S. Pacific Oo. French penal
settlement estimated pop. 5,000.
Nowra, (now'ra) mun. town N. S. "W. on Shoalhaven riv. dairying agr
Nugget Point (niig'get-) cape, S E Otago prov. -dist. S. Isl. N. Z. with lighthouse.
of Tonga Isls. S. Pacific Oc, on Tongatabu.
Nukualofa (noo'koo-a-lo'fa)
NuUagine (uul'Ia-gli?) gold min. settlement, W. A. 86 m. N E of Marble Bar in
Pilbarra gold field, pop. approximately 200.
Humba (niSm'ba) mun. town, N. S. W. near mouth of Shoalhaven riv. dairying £z agr
iTr.mbUgga (num-biig'jf.j) town, Auckland co. N. S.
Numurkah (noo-mfir'ka) agr. town, Vic. 133 m. N of Melbourne
Nundle (niin'dl) town. Parry CO. N. S.
NuriOOtpa (uoor'T-oot'pa) town, S. A. 49 m. N of Adelaide
S. A. in Great AusNuytS Archipelago (noits-) group of small isls. S
tralian Bight.
of Sydney copper min
Nymagee (nlm'a-je') town, N. S. W. 450 m.
Nymboi (nim'boi) riv. N. S. W. flows N into Clarence riv. at its junction with
Mitchell river.
of Sydney
Nyngan (nTn'gan) mun. town, N. S. W. 377 m.

W

&

270

;

;

&

;

1,705

#

;

W

W

W

NW

;

688
187
1,011

260
249

1,321

1,355

o.
Oaklelgh (ok'li) agr. bor. Vic. 9 m. S B
OakOVer (ok'S-ver) riv. W. A. flows N
Oaks, The, town, Camden co. N. S.

of

Melbourne

1,236

W into De Grey river.

W

;

;

;

(n8r'thara) agr.

A. between Kimberley and Gascoyne divisions
2,422
E of Perth, pop. (1891)
mun. town, W. A. 06 m.

Northampton, town, W. A. 35 m.

means square miles agr., agricultural bor., borough cml., commercial corp., corporate
mining mun., mumcipal past., pastoral pop., population prOT., pTovincial riv., rirer
j

W.

17,870
2,288
5,249

;

;

226

A.

New Town, aub. of Hobart, Tas
Newtown & Chllwell (-chll'wel) bor. Vic. sub. of Geelong, on Barwon river..
Hew Zealand (-ze'land) group of isls. (North, South or Iiddle, and StewABT) forming with adjacent islands a British Colony in S Pacific Oc. 104,471 D
pop. 668,651 including 41 ,993 Maoris * "Wellington.
;

dist.

NW

257

—vU.

—
W

;

North, etc.
North, magisterial

1,977

;

W

Carpentaria.

—

;

;

;

inhabited

;

on ocean
of Sydney past. & agr.
Narrabri (nSr'ra-brl) mun. town, N. S. W. 350 m. N
Narrabri, West, town, adjoining Narrabri
Narracoorte. See Naracoorte.
Narran (nSr'ran) riv. N. S. W. & Q. branch of upper Darling riv. 125 m. long.
CO.

into Gulf of

209
;

(nSr'man-bt) riv. Q. flows N into Princess Charlotte Bay.
town,
dist. N. Isl. N. Z."45 m. S of New Plymouth, pop. 333
past.
co. S
corner
of Vic. 2,013 D pop. 11,618
chief town Portland.
Normanton (n6r'man-ton) mun. town, Q. chief spt. on the Gulf of Carpentaria
at tlie mouth of the Norman riv. pop. with vicinity 1,270.
Normanville, town, Hindmarsh co. S. A
Norseman (nSrs'man) mun. town, W. A. in the Dundas gold field, estimated
pop. (1895) 1,500."
Norsewood, vil. Waipawa CO. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 898.
North Botany, North Brunl, and similar names. See Botany, North Bruni,

Normanby

'.

W

of Newcastle Har. with light-

N

Norman

W

&

line of

house.

New

(nSn-nen') settlement, W. A. 50 m.
E of Cue, reefing center of
Murchison gold field.
Napier (na'pl-er) spt. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. * of Hawke's Bay prov. dist. pop. 8,341.
CO. N. S. W.,
of Liverpool Range, 1,043 D pop. 1,002.
Nap-Nap, Mount, mt. peak, Tanjil co. Vic. approx. height, 5,300 ft.
Napoleons (na-po'le-onz) gold min. town, Vic. near Ballarat
Naracoorte (n'ar'.j-kort') or Narracoorte, town, S. A. 240 m. S E of Adelaide
past.
agr
Narellan (na-rSl'an) town, Cumberland co. N. S.
Nares (narz)^co. N E coast of Q. 3,102 D ; chief town Cairns.
Narrabeen (nSr'a-beu') pleasure resort near Sydney, N. S. W. C m. N of Manly,

—

284

E coast

of

N. Z.

Nogoa (no-go'.j) riv. Q. trib. of the Fitzroy river.
Noorooma (uo5-roo'ma) or Narooma, town, Dampier co. N. S. W
Norfolk Bay (uSr'fok-") inlet, S E coast of Tas. N W of Tasman Pen.
Norfolk Island, in'Pacific Oc. about 1,000 m. E of N. S. W. 13 D

England Range.

Nannine

W
— part

of Vic.

Nive (nev) riv. Tas. trib. of Derwent river.
Nobby's Head (nSb'blz-) headland, N. S. W., S
274

;

town Narrabri.

—
W

Nine-mile Town, town, Gough co. N. S.
Ninety-mile Beach, part of S E coast line

681
333

;

Nandewar,

;

Ngaruroro

K
(na-gSm'be) agr. town, Vic. on Goulbiirn riv. 78 m. N of Melbourne
Na&ne (naruftown, S. A. 35 ra. E of Adelaide agr. iniu. & graz
Nambucca (nSm-biik'ka) riv. N. S. W. empties on E coast.
from Liverpool Range into
Namoi (nSm'oi) riv. N. S. W. 600 m. long, flows
Darling river.
NanangO (na-nSn'g6) town, Burnett dist. Q. agr. & min
of S. Isl. N. Z.
Nancy Sound, long narrow inlet, S
Nandewar (nan'de-war) CO. N. S. W., E of upper Namoi riv. 1,331 D pop. 3,161

Nagamble

W

Pop.
210

;

;

diat., district

;

;

tpt., lesport

;
;

diT., division

lub.,

suburb

;

237

har., harbor ; mfg., manufacturing min.,
;
See Abbreviations, p. 2014.
Til., Village.
;

;
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Pop.

Pop.

Oamaru
din

(6-a'ma-ro6
agr

;

;

coUoq. om'a-roo) spt. bor. S.

in.

NE

of

vil. Waitaki co. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Oamaru
past
of Hobart ; agr.
(ot'landz) town, Tas. 5'J m.
(o'ber~on) town, Westmoreland eo. N. S.

Oamaru, South,

N

401
731
245
200

&

W

W

O'Gonnell, town, Westmoreland & Roxburgh cos. N. S.
Ohaeawal (o-ha'e-a-wa'e) Maori vil. Bay of Islands co. N.

Isl.

N. Z.

;

hot

springs.

O'Halloran HIU

town,

(o-liSl'lor-an-)

224

A. 11 m. S of Adelaide

S.

Ohau (o'ha-oo) riv. Horowhenua co. N. Isl. N. Z. — town ou
Ohau Lake, lake, Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 23 D.
Ohau Point, point, S W N. Isl. N. Z.
(o-he'nit-moo're) gold min. co. N.
(1897) G,000.

Ohinemuri

Isl.

pop. 140.

riv.

N. Z. 478

n

;

410
654
240

W

&

cent.
liser

colloq. S-uok'-) small lake, N. Isl.

N. Z. at head of Pal-

Bay.

Onslow

(onz'lo) bor. '!}. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Wellington
of Adelaide, terminus
(obd'na-dSt'ta) settlement, S. A. G88 m.
(1897) of the Great Northern Transcontinental Railway
E of Wellington
Opaki (o-pa'ke) town, N. Isl. N. Z. 75 m.
Ophir (o'fer) min. settlement, Wellington co. N. S. W. Hargraves discovered
gold here in 1851.
or Black's, town, Vincent co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 238.
Opihl (o-pe'he) riv. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. empties on E coast.
Opotlki (o-po'tT-ke) agr. town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. on Bay of Plenty .
Opunake (o'pob-nS'ka) town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. on coast, S of Cape Egmont
Orakau (o-ra'ka-oo) battlefield (1864) in Waikato war, Waipa co. N. Isl. N. Z.
Orakeikorako (o-ra'ka-e-kS-ra'ko) tourists' resort with geyser, Rotorua dist.
N. Isl. N. Z.
Sydney, pop. 3,237 agr.
Orange (Sr'anj) mun. town, N. S. W. 192 m.

N

—

979

— land board

N. S.

dist.

;

582
289

&

W.

;

W

W

D

;

#

D

N

N

—

D

N

&

;

scenery.

Isl.

S. Isl.

422

285

W

(o'vTng-ham) sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Owaka (o-wa'ka) agr. vil. Clutha co. S. Isl. N. Z
Owen Head, point, Stewart Isl. N. Z.
of ChristOxford (oks'lord), East & West, agr. town, S. Isl. N. Z. 41 m. N
church
Oxley (oks'li ) CO. N. S. W. between Macquarie & Bogan rivs. 1,327 D pop. 3,010.
town, Waljeers CO. N. S.
Oxley Island, isl. N. S. W. part of the delta of the Manning river
Oxley'S Peak, mt. peak, N. S. W. 4,500 ft. highest point in Liverpool Range.
Oyster Bay, inlet, on E coast of Tasmania.

W

W

264
611

'

229
190
307

;

—

a, e,

i,

0, u,

long ;

W

riv. (so-called)

D

(par'I ) co. N. S.

—

^

situated.

—

(pat'er-son) riv. N. S. W. trib. of the Hunter, 20 m. long.
agr. town,
on the riv. pop. 327.
Paterson, Cape, cape, S coast of Bulu-Buln CO. Vic.
Patterson Inlet, inlet, E coast of Stewart Isl. N. Z.
small town on the inlet.

Paterson

—

Patutahi

(pa'too-tii'he) town. Cook co. N. Isl. N. Z
(pan'ham) sub. of Adelaide, S. A. fruit

Payneham

1,201.

Peach, riv. Q. See Archer.
Peak Head, cape, W. A., S

W of entrance to King George's Sound.

Peak Hill, gold min. town, N. S. W. on Bogan river
Peak Range, mt. chain Q., a southern branch of Drummond
hardt past. dist.
Peel, riv. N. S. W. SO m. long, trib. of
N. S. W. pop. IIG.
Peel's Inlet, inlet, S
coast of W. A.

W

Pegasus Bay

Pelham

N E coast

(peg'a-sus-) imet,

(pel'am)

CO."

Central

dist. Q.

Namoi

riv.

1,557

range, in Leich-

— town,

Canterbury prov.

Roxburgh

dist. S. Isl.

co.

i

N. Z.

870 D.

Pelorus (pe-15'rus) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows N E into Pelorus Sound.
Pelorus Sound, long inlet, N E coast of S. Isl. N. Z.

Pembroke

(pem'brok)

co.

SE

Tas. 1,008 D.

Isl. N. Z. on Wanaka Lake, pop. 194.
Pembroke Peak, mt. S. Isl. N. Z. near
Pencarrow Head (pen-k5r'ro-) cape, N.

— agr. &

min. town. Lake

co. S.

Milford Sound, G,700 ft.
Isl. N. Z. at entrance to Port Nicholson,

Isl.

396

lighthouse.
coast of Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 37
of Sydney
Pennant Hills (pSn'ant-) agr. town, N. S. W. 18 m.
Penny, Mount, mt. peak, Westmoreland co. Tas. 3,782 ft.
Penola (p5n-o'l.a) town, S. A. 270 ni. S E of Adelaide, near border of Vic.

Peninsula,

co.

on

E

NW

S.

W. on Nepean

34 m.

riv.

18,392

209
281
Isl.

bor. in the co. pop. 782, pop. with Pahiatua

2,701

303
past.

;

W of Sydney

5G8
;

agr.

past

3,797

Penshurst (penz'hQrst) agr. town, Vic. IS m. E S E of Hamilton
Pepin Island (pep'In-) isl. N of S. Isl. N. Z. in Tasman Bay.
Pera Bore (pe'ra-) artesian bore, Western Plains dist. N. S. W. experimental

551

;

farm for tropical produce.

W

Gape York Pen.
Pera Head, cape, Q.,
Peron, Cape (-pS'roN') cape, W. A. at extremity Peron I'euinsula.
Peron Peninsula, pen. W. A. in Shark Bay.
Perpendicular, Point, cape, N. S. W. at N entrance to Jervis Bay.
corner of N. S. W. 3,027 D
Perry (pBr'I) co. S
Perth (perth) city, * of W. A. on Swan riv. pop. (1891) 8,447; estimated
(1895) 19,533.
magisteri.tldist. W. A. pop. (1891) 9,G17.
town, Tas. on S. Esk

W

—

23S

—

15 m. S of Launceston, pop. 517

W of Sydney, pop. 369.

N. Z.

D

agr

;

agr.

& past. — agr. town, N. S. W. 149 m.
m. N of Adelaide; railway

(pe'tgrz-bflrg) corp. town, S. A. 154

1

W

.07

1

(pe'ter-sham) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
10,369
Isl. N. Z., N of Port Nicholson
2.178
Phillip (fTl'Ti>) CO. N. S. W.,
Hunter riv. di.st. 1,688 D
5,709
Phillip Island, isl. Vic. at entrance to Western Port.
Plakatu Point (pe'A-kii'too-) cape,
coast Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Plako (pu-ii'ko) riv. N. IbI. N. Z. flows into the Firth of Thames.
co. Auckland
prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 1,095 D pop. 2,517.
Plcton (pTk'ton) agr. town, N. S. W. 53 m. S
of Sydney, pop. 1,176.
ept.
bor. S. Isl. N. Z. at head of Queen Charlotte Sound, pop. 788.
Picton, Moant, mt. peak, Arthur co. Tas. 4,340 ft.
(p6-to'ne) bor."N.

a, e, o, less prolonged ; S, 8, T, 8, H, short ; a, g, i, S' obscure (see remark, p. 1719) ; fiir, fall
ij, V (see p. 1719) ; g as in get ; th as in thin ; tli as in thiiie ;

129

202
369

;

center

Pahautanui (pii-ha'oo-ta-noo'e) vil. Hutt co. N. Isl. N. Z
Pahla Point (pii-he'a-) headland, S S. Isl. N. Z., E of Te Waewae Bay.
Pahlatua (pii'he-ii't6o-ii colloq. pa'he-too'a) co. Wellington prov. dist. N.

— agr.

swamps near the

(p3r'a-mat'a) mun. town, N. S. W. 14 m.
of Sydney, pop. 11,677.
arm of Port Jackson, 18 m. long, on which town is situated.
W. in Northern Table-land, 1 ,35G
3,530
Pasmore (pSs'mor) riv. S. A. 100 m. long, flows into Lake Prome.
Patangata (pa'ta'nga-ta) CO. E N. Isl. N. Z. in Hawke's Bay prov. dist. 747 D. 2,044
Patea (pa'ta-a; colloq. pa-te'a) co. Taranaki prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 691 D pop.
3,284.
its chief town, a spt. bor. pop. 670.
riv. upon which the town is

Parramatta

Petone

W

(pa-ha'o6-a) riv. Wellington prov. dist. N.

2,3G5.

2,449
3,967

S into

Petersham

Paddlngton (pSd'ing-ton) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
Paeroa (pii'fi-ro'a) min." town, N. Isl. N. Z. 22 m. S E of Thames

D pop.

W N W of Sydney

&

—

,

riv.

P.

North Village Settlement

320
57T

N. Z.

dist. S. Isl.

(piir-nel') bor. sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z
N. S. W. 310 m. long, flows
Paroo (pa-roo') riv. Q.
Darling riv.
co. Southern dist. Q. 4,326 D.

Petersburg

N. Z. 302

332
266

&

Paringa Lake (pa-re'nga-) lake, Westland prov.
Parkes (piirks) agr. mun. town, N. S. W. 209 m.
Parkside (park'sld) sub. of Adelaide, S. A.

&

W

—

298

land, pop. 301, pop. with vicinity 494.
Papanul (pii'pa-noo'e) sub. of Christclmrch, S. Isl. N. Z
Paparoa (pa'pa-ro'a) agr. town, Otamatea co. N. Isl. N. Z
Paparoa Mountains, mt. range. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. mean height
about 4,500 ft.
Papua (pii'pob-a) name for New Guinea.
Papua, Gulf of, large gulf on S coast of British New Guinea.
Paradise (par'a-dls) gold rain, town, Q. on Burnett river
Parawai (pii'ra-wa'e) sub. of Thames, N. Isl._N. Z
Parengarenga Harbor [or Harbour) (pa-ra'nga-ra'nga-) bar. N. Isl. N. Z.,
E coast of Mongonui Pen.
Pareora (pii'rS-o-ra) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows between Geraldine
Waimate

&

ray river.

Ovingham

;

estimated pop. 200.

Penrith (pen'rtth) mun. town, N.

pop. with vicinity 1,049.

Ovalau (o'va-lJi-oo) isl. Fiji Islands, S Pacific Oc. on which Levuka is situated.
Ovens (iiv'enz) riv. Vic. 140 m. long, flows N W from Australian Alps to Mur-

Pahaua

riv.

pop. 298.

;

See North Head.
See South Head.
N. Z. 19 m. S
of Dunedin, pop. 489,

point. Port Jackson.
point. Port Jackson.

(oo'tram) agr. town dist.

&

agr.

;

Penguin (pen'gwln) spt. town, N Tas. agr
Penguin Island, isl. S. A. at N end of Rivoli Bay, with

N. Z.

W

Outram

790

W. near Twofold Bay

S.

with lighthouse.

W

Westland prov. dist. S.
Otorokua Point'(o'to-ro-koo'a-) point,
Otway, Cape (-ot'wa) cape, S Vic. with lighthouse.
town,
Northumberland
co. N. S.
Ourlmbah (oo-rtm'ba)
Ouse (ooz) riv. central Tas. flows S into Derwent river.

Outer North Head,
Outer South Head,

PanbUla, town, N.

Panton (pSn'ton) riv. W. A. Kimberley gold field, trib. of Ord river.
Paonui Point "(pa'o-nob'e-) cape, S E N. Isl. N. Z.
Papahaua Mountains (pii-pa-ha'oo-a-) mt. range. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
mean height about 4,500 ft.
Papakaio (pii'pa-ka'e-o) vil. Waitaki co. S. Isl. N. Z
Papakura (pa'pa-koo'ra) agr. & past, town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 20 m. S E of Auck-

Parry

S. W. near Oi-ange
1,827
Orarl (o-ra're) riv. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. empties on E coast.
..368
OrbOSt (or'bost) town, Vic. on Snowy riv. past
Ord (8rd) riv. Kimberley div. W. A. flows into Cambridge Gulf.
min. town, S. Isl. N. Z.,
of Invercargill, estiOrepuki (o-ra-poo'k») agr.
mated pop. 300.
Oretl (o-ra'te) riv. S. Isl. ^. Z. discharges into Foveaux Strait.
Ormond, town. Cook co. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity, 319.
of Napier
395
Ormondville (8r'moud-viI) town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 66 m. S
13,304
Oroua (o-ro'oo-a) CO. Wellington prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 394
chief tovni Charleville.
Orrery (Sr'e-rT) co. Southern dist. Q. 10,547
of Adelaide
464
OrroroO (or'ro-roo') agr. town, S. A. 176 m.
235
Osborne's Flat, gold min. center, Bogong co. Vic
Otago (o-tji'go) corrii.pl ion of Maori Otakou (o-ta'ko-oo) prov. dist. S division
pop.
Dunedin.
Isl.
N.
Z.
25,487
153,097
of S.
;
Otago Harbor (or Harbour) inlet, bar. of Dunedin, E coast Otago prov. dist.
S. Isl. N. Z.
Otaheite (o'ta-he'te) isl. S Pacific. See Tahiti.
Otahuhu (o-ta'hoo-hoo ; colloq. o'ta-hoo') vil. N. Isl. N. Z. 9 in. S E of Auckland 1,008
of Wellington
599
Otaki (o-tii'ke) agr. town, N. Isl. N. Z. on Otaki riv. 47 m.
division of N. Isl. N. Z. 364
pop. 2,054.
Otamatea (o'tii-ma-ta'a) CO. in
small town in co. on an arm of Kaipara Har.
W^of Invercargill
244
Otautau (o-ta'oo-ta'oo) town dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 32 m.
gorge, Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. famed for its
Otira (o-te'ra) riv.

D
N

(p5m'b\i-la) or

4,303

Parnell

Orange, East, mun. town, N.

&

NE
N

cos.

162
401

;

Wof

E

dairying

N

Oodnadatta

min.

Palm
Pambula

^ town, Vic. on Emu

N. Z.
939
Omeo (o'me-o) agr. min. town, Vic. on Mitta Mitta river
Onebygamba (o'ne-bi-g5m'ba) coal min. sub. Newcastle, N. S. W. See CaeRINGTON.
2,924
Onehunga (o'ua-hSo'nga) spt.Jjor. N. Isl. N. Z. 8 m. S E of Auckland
Onetapu Desert Spring (o'na-ta'poo-) mineral spring, N. Isl. N. Z. issues at
base of Mt. Ruapehu, and taints the water of Wangaehu riv. 70 m.
One-Tree HUl, sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z.
Onkaparinga (Sn'ka-pa-i-Tn'ga) riv. S. A. 60 m. long, flows into Gulf St. Vin;

460

coast of Q. Central dist.

PangO PangO (pa'ngo pa'ugo) isl. one of Samoa Isls. S. Pacific Oc.
Panmure (pan'mur) agr. town, Eden co. N. Isl. N. Z. near Auckland,

W

W

— co. E

coast of Q., S of Mackay.
agr. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. 88 m.
of Wellington
agr. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 41 m.
of Dunedin
Isles (piim-) group isls. E coast Q. in Halifax Bay.

;

;

Ter. 4,000 D.

Palmerston North,
Palmerston South,

colloq. o-ko-roi'rt-) mineral hot
(o-ko-ro'e-rasprings, N. Isl. N. Z. in upper part of Thames Valley, with sanatorium.
coast of Great Barrier Island.
Okupu Bay (o-koo'poo-) inlet, N. Z. on
Okuru (o-koo'roo) riv. Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
of Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Okuru Island, small isl.
coast N. Isl.
Bay (o'ma-ha- colloq. o-ma'-) arm of Hauraki Gulf, on

(o-no'ka-

-co. N.

5(J0.

Palmerston, Cape, cape,

outlet of

Omaha

—

—

Palmer's Island, town & isl. N. S. W. on lower Clarence riv. sugar
Palmerston (pii'mers-ton) or Port Darwin, town, * N. Ter. on Port Darwin,

pop. estimated

.

Lake Mapourika.
Okoroire Mineral Springs

Bay

estimated pop.
1,595 n.

;

;

321
117

W.A.

flows into Beaufort Inlet on S coast.
(pal'in-iip) riv.
(p51'is-er-) bay, S coast of Wellington prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
Palliser
the
most
southern
point of N. Isl. N. Z.
Palliser, Cape,
gold field of
Palmer (pii'mer) riv. Q. in Cape York Pen. trib. of Mitchell riv.
Cape York Pen. at head waters of the riv.
co. Southern dist. Q. 7,142 D.

Pallinup

;

center of hot
(o-he'na-moo'too) Maori settlement, N. Isl. N. Z.
springs dist. See Rotorua.
Ohlngaiti (o'he-nga'e-te colloq. o-IiTn-gi'te) vil. Rangitikei co. N. Isl. N. Z. ..
Ohoka (o-ho'ka) vil. Ashley co. S. Isl. N. Z
Okalhau (o-kii'e-ha'oo colloq. o-ki'liow) vil. Bay of Islands co. N. Isl. N. Z
Okarito Lagoon (o-ka-re'to-) lagoon, on coast Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.

OhinemutU

Onoke Lake

Pakarae (pa'ka-ra'a) riv. Cook co. N. Isl. N. Z. empties on E coast.
Paklngton (pSk'Ing-ton) co. Central dist. Q. 1,510 D.
Pakuranga (pa'koo-ra'nga) town, Manukau co. N. Isl. N. Z
Pallamallawa (pal'la-mSl'la-wa) town, Courallie co. N. S. W

Dune5,621

Oatlands

Oberon

N. Z. 78

Isl.

W

W

—

—

W

;

thSre, term

;

for, food, iSdt

w, k, n (see p. 1719).

;

fflrl

;

ow

as in

cow

;

ch as in chin

.
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Pop.

Flddlngton,

mount

(-pTd'Tng-ton) int. peak, N.

resort.

Pieman

(pl'man)

S.

W.

N W coast.
N coast of Banlss Pen.

empties on the

riv. Tas.

Pigeon Bay, fnlet, S. Isl. N. Z.,
Pigeon Island. See Manuka.

Blue Mts.

iu

;

York Pen.
Port Nicholson

—

vil.

on bay.

N \V W. A. chief town Marble Bar.
E Tas. at extremity of Tasman Pen.
Baradine
co. N. S.
town,
Pilliga (pil'lT-ga)
Pilot Range, mt. range, Bogong co. Vic. 0,020 ft.
PimliCO, North (-pTm'li-ko) settlement, Rous co. N. S.
Pine Creek, town, N. Ter. S m. S of Union, alluvial gold field, pop. estimated 700.
Pine Islet, one of Northumberland Isles, off E coast Q. with lighthouse.
border of N. S. W., S
of Brokeu Hill. ...
Pinnacles (pTn'a-klz) town, near
Pinnibar, Mount (-plu'I-biir) mt. peak, Benambra co. Vic. 4,100 ft.
Pioneer (pi'fi-ner') riv. E Q. ttows iuto Pacific at Mackay sugar-growiug dist.
Piper's Flat, town, Cook co. N. S.
Plrongia Mountain (pe-ro'nge-a-) mt. peak, Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
Pilbarra (pil-b5r'ra) gold
Pillar,

Cape

field
(-pll'lar) cape, S

;

W

W

W

W

3,15G
of

'•

ft.
isl. S.

105
211

425

Pacific Oc. lat. 25° S, long. 130°

W

147

refuge

NW

231
351

—

D

— niagisterial

D

Point Archer, Point etc.
Point Clievalier (-slie-val'yer) sub.

;

3,301

of

Auckland, N.

Lake

;

.

.

N&

;

;

W

&

Isl. N. Z.
(pool) CO. N
corner of N. S. W. 2,013 D
corner N. S. W.
Poole, Mount, isolated mt. peak, N
Poor Knights Islands, small group, off N. Isl. N. Z., S E of Whangaruru Bay.
corner of Q. 8,501 D chief town Burketown.
Porchester (pSr'ches-ter) CO. N
Porirua (po're-roo'a) vTl. N. Isl. N. Z. on Porirua Har
coast of N. Isl. N. Z. an arm of
Porirua Harbor (or Harbour), inlet, S

W

W

W

(po-ta're-ta're-) lake. Fiord co. S. Isl. N. Z.

— lighthouse at port.

King George's Sound.
Princetown, small town. Vie. 173 m. SW of Melbourne.
Pring (prTng) CO. Southern dist. Q. 2,255 D.
of Sydney, near reservoir of SydProspect (pros'pekt) town, N. S. W. 20 m.
ney water supply, forming with Sherwood a municipality joint pop. 2,075.

308

;

massacre by Maoris.

Pukekohe

(poo'kil-ko'liu)
settlement 1,050.

PuketOi Range
N. Z^

Isl.

town, N.

(poo'kS-to'e-) range mts. Wellington

_

Puniu (poo-ne'oo) riv. trib. of 'Waipa riv. N. Isl. N.
Purakanui (pob'ra-ka-nob'e) town, Waikouaitl co.

&

;

(-kfir'tis) inlet,

E

coast of Q.

lat.

24°.

— past.

Pyalong (pi'n-long) agr. town, Dalhousie co. Vic
Pyrenees Range (plr'e-nez-) mt. range, Vic. bet. Wimmera dist. & Ripon co.
(per'mont) part of city of Sydney, N. S. W. on Darling Har. with

E

Q.
852

Queanbeyan

&

2,028

coast of Q.

—

Port Elliott

(-Sl'i -ot) inlet, S. A.
77 m. S of Adelaide, pop. 279.

,

town, Q. on Trinity Bay

W of mouth of Murray
W

riv.

— town

494

on

Gawler (-ga'ler)_inlet & spt. S. A., E of Gulf St. Vincent.
Germein (-jer-man') town, S. A. on Germein Bay, 240 m. N of Adelaide.
Hacking (-hak'ing) inlet, N. S. W., S of Botany Bay watering place of
.
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National Park.

Port Hinchinbrook (-hln'chTn-brSSk) or Hinchinbrook Pass, passage, Q. between Hinchinbrook Isl. & the mainland spt. of Cardwell.
Port Hunter, har. of Newcastle, N. S. W. at .mouth of Hunter river.
Port Irwin (-er'wTn) inlet, W. A. site of town of Dongara.
Port Jackson, har. of Sydney, N. S. W. one of finest roadsteads in the world.
Port Kennedy (-kSn'ue-di) har. & town, on Thursday Isl. N Q. pop. town 042.
Portland, bor, Vic. on Portland Bay, 250 m. S
of Melbourne, pop. 2,284.
co.
Central dist. Q. 5,222 D.
settlement Roxburgh co. N. S. W. pop. 212.
Portland Bay, bay, S
coast of Vic. with good anchorage.
Portland, Cape, cape, N E Tas.
Portland Island, isl. off S point of Mahia Pen. N. Isl. N. Z. with lighthouse.
Port Lincoln (-ITn'kon) spt. town, S. A. on a S
arm of Spencer's Gulf, with a
fine harbor, pop. 402.
inlet on which town is situated.
Port Lyttelton (-ITt't'l-ton) liar. of Lyttelton, S. Isl. N. Z. port of Christchurch.
Port McDonnell (-mSk-don'el) town & inlet, S E coast S. A. near border of Vic.
316
Port Macquarle (-ma-kwor'T) agr. mun. spt. town & inlet, N. S. W. at mouth
of Hastings riv. pop. town 901
Port Melbourne (-miVh^xa) formerly Sandrldge, bor. sub. of Melbourne, Vic.
on Hobson's Bay
13,067
Port Molyneux, port, S. Isl. N. Z., S E of Otago prov. dist.
Port Moresby (-morz'bi) spt. * British New Guinea, on S coast.
;

W

—

W

—

W

—

;

,

means square miles
mining

;

;

agr., agricultural
bor., borough
cml.,
past., pastoral ; pop., population

mun., municipal

;

;

;

N

W

commercial
;

agr.

—

*

D

&

N

&

R.
Rabbit Island, isl. N of S. Isl. N. Z.
RadStOCk, Cape (-rad'stiSk) cape, S

Bay

Raffles

(raf'f'lz-)

in

Tasman Bay.

S. A. in Great Australian Bight.
early settlement, N. Ter. on Coburg Pen. lat. 11° 14' S,

long. 132° 24' E.
co.
chief town Mount Morgan.
(rSg'lan) co. Central dist. Q. 1,608
town, Roxburgh co. N. S. W.
pop. 1,090.
coast of N. Isl. N. Z. 824
pop. 211.
Rakala (ra-kii'e-a) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. 85 m. long, flows from Southern Alps through
of Christagr. town on the riv. 36 m. S
Canterbury Plains to E coast.
church, pop. with village settlement 707.
Isl.
N.
Z.
Rakino Island (ra-ke'no-) small isl. in Hauraki Gulf, N.
co. on E coaot of
Raleigh (rSl'I) town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. See Waitara.

D

Raglan

W

D

;

—

—

—

N.

S.

W. 974

W

—

—

D

pop. 3,912.
town in co. pop. 241.
cape, S E Vic.
Mount (ram'zT-) mt. peak, Russell co. Tas. 3,810

ft.

Z.

on

Ram Head,
Ramsay

Randwick (rand'wik) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W
Rangaounou Bay (rii'nga-o-ob'no-i56-) inlet, N. Isl. N.

6,236

E

coast of

Mon-

gonui Pen.

Rangatira Beach (r'a'nga-te'ra-) long beach, N. Isl. N. Z. between Kaipara
Manukau Hars. on
coast.
Rangiora (ra'nge-o'ra) agr. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 20 m. N of Christchurch

W

&
1,783

Rangirlri (ra'nge-re're) small town, Waikato co. N. Isl. N. Z. battlefield (1863)
in Waikato war.
Rangitaiki (ra/nge-tii'e-ke colloq. rii-nge-tik') riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Bay
;

of Plenty.

corp., corporate ; dist., district div., division
prov., provincisd ; riv., river ; spt., seaport ; 8ub., suburb ;
;

;

W

N

1,864

;

;

Sydney

NE

N

inlet,

of D'Entrecasteaux Channel.
Esperance (-es'pgr-ans) inlet & spt. Tas.
Essington (-es'ing-ton) inlet, N. Ter., N coast of Coburg Pen.
Fairy {-tax'l) formerly Belfast, har. & spt. bor. S Vic, with lighthouse..
Frederick, har. N coast of Tas. at mouth of Mersey river.

W of

1,262
coast of S. Isl. N. Z.
of N. Ter. at mouth of Victoria river.
Queen's Channel, inlet,
entrance to Port Phillip Bay; waterQueenscliff (kwenz'klTf) bor. Vie. at
ing place
1,905
E colony of Australia, 068,497 pop. 393,718, sepQueensland (kweuz'land)
Brisbane.
arated from N. S. W. by Imperial enactment in 1859
Queen's Redoubt, battlefield of Maori war, N. Isl. N. Z. See Mercer.
min.
agr. bor. S. Isl. N. Z.
Queenstown, snb. of Adelaide, S. A. pop. 1,.3.55.
min. town, Montagu co.
on 'Wakatipu Lake, pop. 779; resort of tourists.
estimated pop. (1897) 7,000.
Tas., reduction works of Mt. Lyell mine
2,060
Queenton (kwen'ton) gold min. town, Q. sub. of Charters Towers
251
QuipoIIy (kwlp-ol'l) town, Buckland co. N. S.
of
Quirindi (kwT-rln'dT) mun. town, N. S. W. on Liverpool Plains, 242 m.
1,139
Sydney agr.
past
Quoin Point (kwoin-) point, on S E coast of S. Isl. N. Z.
of Adelaide
513
Quorn (kwQrn) corp. town, S. A. 234 m.
;

spt.

194 m. S S

(-sh'ar'lSt-) bar. of Picton,

W

—

& agr.

W.

S.

7

;

coast of Tas., continued E by Bathurst Har.
Port Davey (-da'vi) har. S
small port, W. A. mouth
Port Denison (-den'i-son) inlet, Q. har. of Bowen.

Port
Port
Port
Port
Port
Port
Port

past

—

13,983 D.

of Irwin river.
Port Douglas (-dug'las) cml.

(kwen-be'an) mun. town, N.

Queen Charlotte Sound

Port Dalrymple (-dSl'rTm-pl) estuary of Tamar riv. N coast of Tas.
name sometimes used
Port Darwin (-diir'wTn) har. of Palmerston, N. Ter.

W

217

quarries.

;

dist.

127

entrance to Long

Pyrmont

'

.

N. Z. pop. with vicin-

(poo'ra-o'ra) mt. peak, Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. between
Waikato
Waipa rivs. 3,793 ft.
Puriri poo-re're) vil. Thames co. N. Isl. N. Z. soda springs.

—

port of Dunedin

Z.
S. Isl.

Sound, wirh lie;hthouse.

;

;

&
& Hawke's Bay prov. dists.

N. Z. 31 m. S of Auckland, pop. town

Isl.

(

Port Adventure, inlet, E coast of Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Port Ahuriri (-ii'hob-re're colloq. -ow-re're) or The Spit, port of Napier, N. Isl.
N. Z. included in municipal boundary of Napier.
Port Albert (-ai'bert) town, N. Isl. N. Z. 05 m. N of Auckland, pop. with vicinor Alberton, spt. town, on Port Albert, Gippsland dist. Vic. 130 m.
ity 230.

estimated (1897) 200.
Port Chalmers (-cha'merz) bor. S. Isl. N. Z. on Otago Har.
Port Clinton, inlet, on E coast Q. lat. 22° 30' S.

452

W

Purnamoota (per'na-moo'ta) town, Yancowinua co. N. S. W
Puysegur Point (pwe'sS'gur'-) cape, S W S. Isl. N. Z., E of

W

S E of Melbourne, pop. 415.
Portarlington (-iir'ling-ton) agr. town, Vic. on Port Phillip Bay
Port Arthur (-ar'tlmr) inlet, S of Tasman Pen. S E coast Tas.
Port Augusta (-a-gus'ta) spt. Corp. town, S. A. at liead of Spencer's Gulf, pop.
1,274, pop. with Port Augusta West 1,010.
Port Bowen (-bo'en) inlet, on E coast of Q.
Port Campbell (-kam'el
" or kam'bel) inlet & spt. Heytesbury co. S Vic. pop.

^

sub. of Adelaide, S. A. pop. 452.
Prospect 'Village, sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Prosser Bay (prSs'er-) inlet, E coast of Tas.
Pressor's, riv. E Tas. flows E into Prosser Bay.
S. Isl. N. Z.
Providence, Cape, cape, S
Pukaki Lake (poo'ka-ke-) ^faori Pukeko (poo-ka'ko) lake, Canterbury prov.
dist. near center of S. Isl. N. Z. 31 D.
Pukearuhe (pob'kft-a'roo-ha) fort, N. Isl. N. Z. on N. Taranaki Bight place of

Pureora

;

W

—

ity 251.

Cook strait.
corner.
Porongorup Range (po-ron'gor-up-) mt. range, W. A. in S
of Adelaide on Gulf
Port Adelaide (-Sd'e-lad) spt. corp. town, S. A. 7 m. N

instead of Palmerston.

See Cossack.

Z.

Pottinger (pot'In-jer) CO. N. S. W. N of Liverpool Range 2,818 D
4,781
Poverty Bay, bay,"E coast of N. Isl. N. Z. scene of Maori massacre, 1868.
Prahran (pra-rSn') city, sub. of Melbourne, Vic
39,703
330
Prebbleton (preb'l-ton) vil. Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z
Preservation Inlet, "inlet, S. Isl. N. Z. between Edwardson & Long Sounds.
Preston (pres'ton) riv. S 'W W. A. at mouth of which is Bunbury.
sub. of Mel-

N.
42

;

W

Port Curtis

523

— town, W. A.

;

N. Z.

I.sl.

;

Vincent, pop. 5,005.

W

vil.

;

D

St.

with lighthouse

;

coast W. A.
Port WalCOtt (-wal'kot) inlet, N
Port William, inlet, on N E coast Stewart Isl. N.

W

;

(po'ke-no) town, N. Isl. N. Z. 40 m. S of Auckland
295
329
Pokolbin (pok-ol'bin) agr. center, Northumberland co. N. S. W. vineyards.
8,361
Polwarth (pol'warth) CO. on S coast of Vic. 1,225
47° S
a
Polynesia (pol'T-ne'shT-.a) isls. central Pacific Oc. between 30°
mostly small islands.
subdivision of Oceanica Hawaiian Isls. the largest
Isl.
part
of
Auckland
city,
N.
N.
Z.
Ponsonby (p5n'son-bT)
Ponui Island (po-noo'e-) isl. oft' N. Isl. N. Z. in Hauraki Gulf, with lighthouse.
N.
Ponui Passage, or The Sandspit Passage, passage between Ponui Isl.

"

(-ntk'ol-sgn) har. of Wellington, N. Isl. N. Z.

bourne, Vic. pop. 3,563.

Pokeno

Poole

Pop.

Cape

Prince of Wales Island, isl. Q., N of Cape York Pen.
Prince Regent, riv. W. A. flows into Brunswick Bay.
Princess Charlotte Bay (-shar'lot-) inlet, Q., E coast of Cape York Pen.
Princess Royal Harbor {or Harbour), mner har. of Albany, W. A. arm of

Western Plains.

chief town Emerald.
(plau-t5j'e-nSt) co. Central dist. Q. 4,710
dist. W. A. pop. 4,1C3; chief town Albany.
Plattsburg (plSts'bflrg) coal min. mun. town, N. S. W. near Newcastle
Pleasant Point, town, Geraldine CO. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 953.
Plenty, riv. Tas. trib. of the Derwent.
formerly part of Oroua co.
Pohangina (po-li'a'nge-na) CO. N. Isl. N. Z. 295
See Aberckombie,
Point Abercrombie, Point Archer, and similar names.

Plantagenet

;

W coast of

;

Pitt Island, isl. second largest of Chatham Islands, dependency of N. Z.
Pittsworth, formerly Beauaraba, town, central Darling Downs, Q
Pitt Town, agr. town, N. S. W. near Windsor
arm of Frederick Henry Bay.
Pitt Water, inlet, S E coast of Tas.
watering place, N. S. W. on PittPittwater, S arm of Brokeu Bay, N. S. W.
water, pop. 395.
Piturie (pTch'6o-re) CO. Central dist. Q. 18,700 D.

See

of Batavia riv.

,

Bounty " mutineers.

Plains, The.

mouth

—

Poteriteri

;

har. Q. at

PortObellO (por'to-bSl'o) sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z
405
Port Pegasus (-peg'a-sus) inlet, S E coast of Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Port Phillip Bay (-fii'Ip-) chief inlet of Vic. 800 D, forming har. of Melbourne.
Port Pirie (-plr'i) spt. corp. town, S. A., N E of Spencer's Gulf
4,006
Portsea, watering place, Vic. near entrance to Port Phillip Bay, approx. pop. 150.
Port Sorell (-so-r61') inlet, N coast of Tas.
Port Stephens (-ste'venz) fine har. on E coast of N. S. W.
Port Underwood, inlet, N E coast of S. Isl. N. Z. an arm of Cloudy Bay.
Port 'W'ictor (-vTk'tgr) spt. town, S. A. on a small arm of Encounter Bay, pop.
405.
lighthouse at port, E end of Granite Isl.
Port Wakefield (-wak'feld) corp. spt. town, S. A. on Gulf St. Vincent, 83 m. N
of Adelaide

;

W

Pitcalrn Island (pTt-karn'-)

Port Musgrave (-mCs'grav)

tourists'

;

;

har., harbor
vil., village.

mfg., manufacturing min.,
See Abbreviations, o. 2014.

;

;

—

.
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Pop.

Pop.

Roebuck Bay (ro'bfik'-) inlet, N coast of W. A. in Kimberley divisiou.
Roe Range (ro-) mt. range, S W W. A. highest peak Mt. William,

(ra'nge-ta'ta) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. 74 m. long, flows from Southern Alps
throufih Canterbury Plains to E coast.
Rangitikel (ra'nge-te'ka-e coUoq. ra-uge-ti'ke) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. empties on
the S
pop. 5,414.
coast.
of the riv. 852
co.
and
RangitOtO Channel (rii/uge-to'to-) channel, separating Rangitoto Isl. from

Rangitata

—

W

N.

;

W

N

height 3,000

D

Rogers

Rangitoto Island,

with volcanic peak, N.

isl.

Isl.

N. Z. at entrance to Auckland

N
D

of S. Isl. N. Z.
Rankin (rSnk'iu) co. E of Darling riv. N. S. W. 2,G08
Raoul, Cape (-row'ul) cape, Tas. S Tasman Pen. at E entrance to Storm Bay.
Raoul Island, the largest of the Kermadec Islands, 20 m. in circuit.
of small

isls.

Cook

in

Strait,
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largest of Cook Islands, headquarters of N. Z. resident.
(ra'ta) vil. Rangitikei co. N. Isl. N. Z
Raukumara Mountain (ra'oo-koo'ma-ra-) mt. N. Isl. N. Z. highest peak of
R;iukuniara Range, 4,700 ft.
Raukumara Range, mt. range, Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
Ravensbourne (ra'venz-bflrn) bor. sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z. See West

188

W

899
4G9

rivers

N

of

Humpy

Redcliffe or
Jloreton

Red
Red

Bay

Bong, watering

place, Q.

Bendigo

site of

;

dists.

&

N.

N.

Isl.

S of

Z.,

Lake Taupo, 0,140 ft.
(red'tern) muu. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
Redhill or Broughton (bra'ton) tovra, S. A. 126 m.

21,322

N of Adelaide on Brough
ton river
Red Mercury Island, one of D'Haussez Group, off N E coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Reef Point, cape, N W N. Isl. N. Z., S. of Ahipara Bay.
Reefton (ref'ton) gold min. town, luangahua co. S. Isl. N. Z. 47 m. N E of
."

'.'

.

-

Greymouth
Reeve, Lake, lake, Gippsland dist. Vic. 14 D.
Reinga. Cape (-ra'e-nga) cape, N. Isl. N. Z.,N

;

ISO m.

NE

co. S. Isl.

N

—

—

;

—

W

—

W of Mel-

min.

town, on bay

't riv.

N

—

Ma

—

;

;

&

W

Ruapehu (roo'a-pa'hoo) volcanic cone, Wanganui co. N. Isl. N. Z. 9,008 ft.
Ruapekapeka (roo'a-pa'ka-pa'ka) vil. Bay of Islands co. N. Isl. N. Z. battle;

W

125
co.

in

N.

N. Z.

Isl.

Foveaux

Strait

between South

& Stewart

N. Z.

Ruataniwha Plains

Hawke"s Bay

(roo'a-ta'ne-hwa-) plains,

prov. dist. N.

N

into Port Sorell.
E of Bay of Plenty.
Rupert (roo'pert) co. Northern dist. Q. 12,416 D.
of Melbourne
Rushworth (rush'wflrth) min. town, Vic. 104 ra.
pop. 1,223.
co.
Tas.
Russell (rus'el) CO. S. A., E of Murray riv. 1,323
1,782 D.
formerly Kororareka (ko'r6-ra'ra-ka) town, on Bay of Islands,
N. Isl. N. Z. pop. 228 whaling station, first European settlement in N. Z.
Russell Island, S Pacific Oc. near Solomon Isls., annexed by British 1897.
Vic. 5 m. from Murray river.
Rutherglen (ruth'er-glen) agr. <S: min. bor.

N
D

—

;

706

;

214

N

N. Z.

Ringarooma Bay, toy, N E Tas. arm of Bass Strait.
RingWOOd (rlng'wood) town, Vic. 15 m. E of Melbourne brickmaking
Ripon (rip'on) CO. Vic. S of Pyrenees Range, 1,759 D pop. 11,883 chief town

W

N

.

W

&

(ri'dal) town" Cook
Roxburgh cos. N. S.
(rid) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. on Parramatta riv. ; fruit
(ril'stgn)
min.
town,
N. S. W. on the Cudgegong riv. 158
Rylstone
~

Rydal

Ryde
Isl.

Isl.

N. Z.

Rubicon (roo'bl-kon) riv. Tas. flows
Runaway_^Cape, cape, N. Isl. N. Z.,

Sydney

flows into Ringarooma Bay. — tin

E Tas.
pop. 117.

3,845

—

small lake. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
(ro'to ma') small lake, Rotorua co. N. Isl. N. Z. in hot springs dist.
Rotomahana (ro'to-ma'ha-na coUoq. ro'to-ma-ha'na) lake, Rotorua co. N. Isl.
N. Z. greatly altered by the volcanic eruption of 1880.
Rotomakariri (ro'to-ma'ka-re're) lake, Rotorua co. N. Isl. N. Z. formed by the
volcanic eruption of 1886.
Rotoroa Lake (ro'to-ro'a-) Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. drained by Buller riv.
Rotorua (ro'to-roo'a) co. N. Isl. N. Z. 984 D pop. 418. —or OlUnemutU (o-he'namoo'too) town, N. Isl. N. Z. on Roto Rua, pop. 289 health resort.
Roto Rua, lake, Rotorua co. N. Isl. N. Z. center of the hot springs dist.
Rottnest Island (rot'nest-) isl. W. A. 7 m. long, 2i m. wide, opposite the mouth
of Swan riv., witli lighthouse
used as a prison for aborigines.
Round Hill, town, N. S. W. near Broken Hill, pop. 329. town, Wallace co.
S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 279.
Rous (rous) CO. N E corner of N. S. W. 2,313 D pop. 18,225. —town in the co.
pop. 328 sugar.
Tor (ro tSr) or Mt. Arthur, mt. peak, Dorset co. Tas. 3,895 ft.
Roxburgh (roks'bur-ro) or Teviot, gold min. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. on Clutlia riv.
pop. 410.
CO. N. S. W., E of Turon & Macquarie rivs. 1,031 D jiop. 9,496.
Ruahine Range (roo'a-he'ua-) mt. range, N. Isl. N. Z. between Wellington
Hawke's Bay prov. dists.
into Wairarapa
Ruamahanga (roo'a-ma'ha-uga) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows S S

Isls.

413
268

503

W

& agr.

33S
290
414

Vic. on Latrobe river

;

during Maori war
Kawhia
Point {loc/i.-) cape,
Ruapuke Island (roo'a-poo'ka-) isl.

N

2,500 to 3,500 ft.
(rTn'ga-roo'ma) riv.

201

town,
Ross, gold min. bor. on coast Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 822.
Tas. on Macquarie riv. 83 m. N of Hobart, pop. 389 past.
Roto Aira (ro'to ji'e-ra) small lake. West Taupo co. N. Isl. N. Z.
Roto Ehu (ro'to a'hoo) small lake, Rotorua co. N. Isl. N. Z. in hot springs dist.
Roto Iti (ro'to e'te) lake, Rotorua co. N. Isl. N. Z. in the hot springs dist.

field

N

bury river
Riddell's Creek (rid'd'lz-) town, Vic. on Riddell's Creek, 35 m. N N
bourne agr. & grazing
Riley, Point (-rl'lT) cape, S. A.,
Yorke's Pen.
Rimutaka Range (re'mob-tii'ka-) range mts. Wellington prov. dist. N.

Ringarooma

— co. on S W

;

Rosewater (roz'wa-ter) sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Roslyn (roz'lTn) bor. sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z

Rua

;

;

Central

Lake.
308
357

W

&

;

213

of

N. Z
Repulse Bay (re-puls'-) inlet, E coast of Q. lat. 20° 30' S.
Resolution Island, isl. bet. Breaksea
Dusky Sounds, S
of S. Isl. N. Z.
Rewa (ra'wa) largest riv. of Fiji Islands, in Viti Levu Isl.
RicardO, Point (-re-kar'do) headland, S E Vic. at estuary of Snowy river.
Riccarton (rlk'ar-ton) agr. vil. S. Isl. N. Z. 3 m. from Christchurch
Riccarton, Upper, vil. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Christchurch
Richmond (rTch'mgnd) nav. riv. E N. S. W. 120 m. long, with lighthouses at
lieads.
city, Vic. sub. of Melbourne, pop. 38,797.
agr. mun. tovra, N. S. W.
on Hawkesbury riv. 38 m.
of Sydney, pop. 1,242.
bor. S. Isl. N. Z. near
Nelson, pop. 452 past.
town, Tas. on Coal riv. 14 m.
E of Hobart, pop.
536 agr. & past.
co. S of Richmond riv. N. S. W. 1,101 ID pop. 3,968
sugar growing, —town, Q. on Flinders riv. pop. 220.
Richmond, North, town. Cook co. N. S. W. 3 m. from Richmond, of Hawkes-

—

— co.

—

N. Z.

Isl.

Adelaide

Marlborough

305
2,084

Row

Mongonui Pen.

Remuera (ra'mob-a'ra coUoq. rem-ii-er'a) sub. of Auckland, N.
Renmark (rgn'mark) irrigation settlement, S. A. on Murray riv.
vil.

233

1,723
of

Remarkable, Mount, mt. peak, S. A. Flinders Range. 3,178 ft.
Remarkables, The, double coned mt. peak, S. Isl. N. Z. near Wakatipu Lake.
Remind (rgm'i-ne)_o)- Trial Harbor, min. spt. W coast Montagu CO. Tas

Renwicktown,

N. Z.

;

W

Redfern

Jsl.

;

203

W

Cliffs, point, on
co'ist of Stewart Island, N. Z.
Crater, active volcanic peak
crater of Tongariro Mt.,

211

within

1,698, pop.

;

Rosedale (roz'dal) agr. town, Gippsland dist.
Rose Park, town, sub. of Adelaide, S. A

Roto

settlement at

first

W

W W
W

ni.

D

Harbor.
1,167
Raven«»"-'0d (ra'venz-w65d) gold min. town, 'Q. 78 m. S of Townsville
1G6
Rawdon Island (ra'don-) town, Macquarie co. N. S.
Rawi Point Ua'we-) cape, Kavvhia co. N. Isl. N. Z.
Lake
King.
Raymond Island (ra'mond-) isl. Gippsland dist. Vic. in
Raymond Terrace, agr?mun. town, N. S. W. at junction of Hunter & Williams
(ra'wood) gold min. bor. Vic. 19 m.

205
273

radius 1,857 ; past.
coast of Nelson prov. dist. S.
Romney Point (rSm'nl-) cape, on
Romsey (rom'zi) agr. town, Vic. 40 m. of Melbourne
Rookwood (rdok'woSd) nmn. town, N. S. W. 10 m. from Sydney
fruit
of Sydney
Rooty Hill, town, N. S. W. 25 m.
Roper (ro'per) nav. riv. N. Ter. flows E into Gulf of Carpentaria.
dist. Q. 2,839 D.
Rosaville, vil. Grey CO. S. A. near Mt. Gambler
chief town Burrundie.
Rosebery (roz'ber-T) CO. N. Ter. 3,500
boundary of Q."l0,810 D.
5

WNW

;

Rata

Raywood

D.

dist. Q. 2,104

N

Rapid Bay, town, S. A. See Second Valley.
Rarotonga (ra'ro-to'nga coUoq. ra'ro-td'nga)

Razorback Range, mt. i-ange N E Q. bet. Cook and N. Kennedy past,
Read, Mount, mt. peak, Montagu co. Tas. 3,890 ft.
Recherche Archipelago (rg-sharsl/-) archipelago off S coast of W. A.
Recherche Bay, arm of D'Entrecasteaux Channel, S E of Tas.

Southern

Holland's Plains (rof'andz-) town, Macquarie co. N. S.
Roma (ro'ma) nmn. tovvn, Q. 318 m. N of Brisbane, pop.

Har.

Rangitoto Islands, group

ft.

(rSj'erz) co.

Rokewood (rok'wdSd) agr. & min. town, Grenville co. Vic
Rokewood Junction, agr. & min. town, Grenville co. Vic
Roland, Mount (-ro'land) mt. peak, Devon co. Tas. 4,047 ft.

N. Z.

Isl.

approx.

;

m.

N

.

W of

704
158
3,225

,

592

"W

288

s.

521

;

Sackville Reach

Ararat.

Risdon, sub. of Hobart, Tas. site of first English settlement in 1803.
Riverina (rTv'er-e'na) the S
portion of N. S. W. traversed by the Murray
riv. system
past.
Riversdale, agr. town. Southland co. S. Isl. N. Z
Riverstone (rlv'er-ston) town, N. S. W. 28 m. N
meat freezing
of Sydney
works
Rlverton (rTv'er-ton) bor. S. Isl. N. Z.,
of Invercargill, pop. 843. —agr. town,
S. A. 63 m. N of Adelaide, pop. 334.
Rlverton, East, vil. Light co. S. A
Rivoli Bay_(rTv'o-lI-) inlet, S E coast of S. A. summer resort.
;

;

W

230

;

380

(re'wii-ka)

vil.

Robbins Island, one

Robe

(rob) CO. S

E

of

Waimea

co. S. Isl.

Hunters Islands,

N.

N

D

coast of S. A. 1,962

Z

220

—

Cobar.

co.

S

W coast of

;

S.

A. 2,674

Roblnsville (r5b'Tnz-vil) town, N.

Rochester

S.

D

W.

(rSch'gs-ter) agr. town, Vic.

bourne

dairying.
chief town

;

400

See Thikroul.
riv.

139 m.

N

W

Rock, The, town, Mitchell co. N. S.
Rockdale (rok'dal), formerly West Botany, mun.

of

Mel-

W

902
217

sub. of Sydney, N. S.
4,908
cml. city, Q. on Fitzroy riv. pop.
11,629, pop. with N. Rockhampton
witliin 5 m. radius 14,392.
Rockhampton, North, muu. spt. Q. sub. of Rockhampton, on Fitzroy river... 1,751
Rockingham Bay (rok'Tng-ham-) inlet, N E coast of Q. 18° S lat.
Rockley, gold min. town, Georgiana co. N. S.
219
coast of Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Rocks Point, cape,
coast Tas.
Rocky Cape, point, N
Rocky Point, point, S
coast Tas. 43° S lat.
Rodney (rSd'nl) co. Vic. between Campaspe & Goulburn rivs. 1,699 D pop.
19,155 chief town Echuca.
co. Central dist. Q. 8,422 n chief town Aramac.
CO. N. Isl. N. Z.,
of Hauraki Gulf, 566 D pop. 3,170.
Rodney Point, cape, N. Isl. N. Z., N of Omaha Bay.
Roebourne (ro'bflm) cml. town, N
W. A. on Harding river
482

Rockhampton

(rSk-liSmp'ton) spt. mun.

&

W

;

—

&

W

W
W

W

—

;

W

a, e,

i,

o,

ii,

Zonj; /

t,t, t, less prolonged; 5,

6, 1, 5, \i,s/ior(; a, §,

u,

V

(see p. 1719)

;

i,

o,

W

W

ing

&

agr
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Saint Helen's Point, point at entrance to George's Bay, E Tas.
Saint Kilda (-ktl'da) city, sub. of Melbourne, Vic. on Hobson's B.ay, pop. 19,838.
bor. sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z., pop. 1,153.
of Brisbane near Broad Sound
Saint Lawrence (-lar'gns) town, Q. 556 m. N
Saint Leonards (-ISn'ardz) sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. See Sydney, North.
watering place, Vic. on Port Phillip Bay, pop. 152.
town, Tas. sub. of Launces-

W

—

—

ton on N. Esk riv. pop. 254.
Saint Mary's, num. town, N.

206

W

S. W. 29 m.
of Sydney, pop. 1,823. —min. &
agr. town, Tas. on trib. of S. Esk riv. pop. 26S.
Saint Paul's Dome, mt. peak, Cornwall co. Tas. 3,368 ft.
Saint Peter's, num. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. pop. 4,860.
corp. town, sub. of

—

Adelaide,

S.

A. pop. 5,740.

Saint Vincent (-vTn'sent) co. N. S. W., E of Shoalhaven riv. 2,551 D
13,836
Saint Vincent, Gulf, large gulf, S coast of S. A.
Sale (sill) agr. bor. Gippsland dist. Vic. 127 m. E S E of Melbourne
3,^42
3-7
Salisbury (salz'ber-T) town, S. A. 12 m. N of Adelaide
Salt Lakes, several small lakes, Weeah co. Vic. 7 D.
Saltwater, riv. Vic. 170 m. long, flows S into Hobson's Bay.
Samoa (sii'mo-ii colloq. ssi-mo'il), or Navigators, Islands, Polynesian group
;

S Pacific Oc. 1,076

San Christoval

otscMrc (see remark,
;
tk as in tliiu ;

g as wi get

;

—

pop. 640.

on Oampaspe

409

Saint Albans (-al'banz) bor. S. Isl. N. Z. sub. of Christchui-ch
5,247
of Melbourne.. 3,045
Saint Arnaud (-ar'no) gold min. & agr. bor. Vic. 158 m. N
Saint Arnaud Range, mt. range, N S. Isl. N. Z. bet. Anuni & Inangaluia cos.
Saint Bathan's (-bSth'anz) gold min. town, S. Isl. N. Z. 117 m. N N
of
Dunedin
230
of Hobart 15 D
picturesque scenery.
Saint Clair, Lake, Tas. 120 m. N
Saint David's Dome, mt. peak. Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z.
900
Saint George (-jorj) town, Q. on Balonne riv. past
Saint George's Head, cape, N. S. W. at entrance to Jervis Bay.
Saint Helen's (-hSl'gnz) town & watering place, Tas. on George's B.ay dairy;

3,009

Robertson (rSb'grt-son) town, N. S. W. between Kiama & Moss Vale
Robinson, co. in Western Plains div. of N. S. W. 2,452 D pop. 1,784

wheat

;

371

W of Tas. in Bass Strait, 38 D.

;

W

;

Riwaka

co. N."S.

Saddle Point, cape, N Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Saddleworth, town, S. A. 68 m. N of Adelaide

W

W

Cumberland

(sSk'vil-) town,

p.
tli

D

pop. 36,(100,

*

Apia.

(sSu kres-to'viil) one of Solomon Islands, S Pacific Oceaii.

1719) fiir, fiyll thSre, term ; fSr, food, fd6t
as in tliiue'; w, K, N (aee p. 1719).
;

;

j

fflrl

;

owas-mcow; cha^Mtchin;

.
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Pop.
342

W

of Melbourne
Sandford (sSud'ford) agr. town, Vic. 242 m.
Sandgate. watering place, Q. on Moreton Bay, 12 m. N of Brisbane
entrance to Te Waewae Bay.
Sandhill Point, cape, S. Isl. N. Z. at
Sandhurst (sand'hurst) city, Vic. (name cliauged to Bendigo, May 3, IS'Jl).

1,750

W

See

Bendigo.
sub. of Timaru, S. Isl. N. Z
(sSn'don) co. New England dist. N. S.
Arruidale.

Sandletown,

Sandon

Sandrldge

W.

1,265

D pop. 12,902

See Pokt Melbourne.
(sSnd'rTng-am) watering place, Vic. on Port

;

chief

towu

Pliillip

Bay, 11

coast of N.

Isl.

I,ii3.

of Great

Sandy

312

(san re'uio) watering place, Vic. at E entrance to Western Port,
pop. (approx.) 120.
(sSu'son)
town, Manawatu co. N. Isl. N. Z
Sanson
Santa Cruz Islands (san'takrobs-) group, S. Pacific Oc. lat. 10° S, long. 170° E.
Saumarez (sa'ma-rSz) town, Sandon co. N. S.
Saunders. Cape (-sau'dgrz) cape, S E S. Is!. N. Z. with lighthouse.
avail Island (sS-va'e-e-) isl. Pacific Oc. one of Samoa or Navigators Isls.

San Remo

W

f awyer's Bay

(sa'yerz-) town, Waikouaiti co. S. Isl. N. Z
bor. Vic. 17 m. S
of Ballarat
(-sliSnk) cape, Vic. S
of entrance to Port Phillip

Schanck, Cape

E

251

Bay, with

W

870

&

ston
590
agr.
past
Seacliif, sub. of Dunedin, S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with large lunatic asylum 075.
Sealers Cove, inlet, S coast of Vic. Buln-Bulu CO.
Sealey. Mount, highest peak in Sealey Range, S Isl. N. Z., 8,631 ft.
Sealey Range, mt. range, S. Isl. N. Z. offshoot of Southern Alps.
Seal Point, cape, S Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Seal Roclcs, rocky islets, off Sugarloaf Point E of N. S. W. with lighthouse ;
''
Catterthun *' wrecked here.
Seaview, Mount, mt. peak, N. S. W. in N. Coast Range, near source of Hastings riv. 0,000 ft.
Sea View Range, mt. range^ N E Q. near coast.
Seaward Eaikouras (ki-koo'raz) o'- Looker-on MtS., mt. range, Marlborough
prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
highe"st peak 8,700 ft.
307
Sebastian (se-bSst'yan) agr. it gold min. town, Vic. 15 m.
of Bendigo
Sebastopol (se-bSs'tg-pgl) bor. sub. of Ballarat, Vic
2,578
Secoiid Valley or Rapid Bay, towii, S. A. 57 m. S of Adelaide
495
of Doubtful Sound, S
of S. Isl. N. Z.
Secretary Island, isl.
390
Sefton (.sSf ton) agr. town, S. Isl. N. Z. 20 m.
of Christchurch
Sefton, Mount, mt. peak of Southern Alps, Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
10,359 ft.
Sellheim (sSl'him) co. S E Northern dist. Q. 5,196 iH.
Selwyu (sel'win) CO. N. S. W. on upper Murray riv. 1,906 pop. 1,993. co.
Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 2,597
pop. 71,012 chief town Christchurch.
riv. in co. empties into Lake Ellesmere.
small town on river.
Selwyn Range, mt. range, Q. between Burke Gregory North past, dists.
Semaphore (sem'a-for) corp. town
watering place, S. A. near Port Adelaide
on Gulf St. Vincent
7,159
S. Isl. N. Z.
Separation Poiiit, cape,
Servicetown (serv'Is-town) town, Vic. in the mallee country of Lowan co. by
the S. A. border
of Sydney, pop. 454 fruit.
towu, S. A.
Seven Hills, tomi, N. S. W. 20 m.
of Adelaide, pop. 203.
SO m.
Seventy Mile Bush, picturesque timber dist. Hawke's Bay prov. dist. N. Isl.
N. Z. Danevirke is center.
Seymour (se'mor) agr. town, Vic. on Goulburn riv. 61 m. of Melbourne
1,740
Shag Point, cape E coast S. Isl. N. Z. Waihemo co.
of W. A.
center of pearling industry.
Shark Bay, large baj',
min. towu, Tas. on Don river
429
Sheffield (sliet'feld) agr.
E Cape York Pen.
Shelbourne Bay (sherbQru-) bay, Q.,
Shellharbor, or Shellharbour, mun. spt. town, Illawarra dist. N. S. W. GO m.
S of Sydney
1,587
Shelter Point, point E Stewart Isl. N. Z.
of MelShepparton (shep'ar-ton) agr. town, Vic. on Goulburii riv. 113 m.
bourne
1,679
Sherwood (sher'wooJ). See Prospect.
Shoal Bay. inlet, N E coast of N. S. W. at mouth of Clarence river.
Shoalhaven (sliol'ha-ven) riv. S E N. S. W. 200 m. long, empties on E coast.
Shoalhaven, Central," mun. town, N. S. W. on the Shoalhaven riv. ; dairying
Shoal Inlet, inlet, S E coast of Vic.
Shoalwater Bay, inlet, E coast of Q. 22° 30' S lat.
Shortland, to«-n, N. Isl. N. Z. part of Thames, pop. (1896) 1,191.
Shotover (sbbt'o-ver) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows through Shotover Gorge into
;

N

W

N

N

—

D

D

—

^

;

&

&

N

W

N

—

;

;

N

W

;

&

N

N

Wakutipu Lake.
Silverhom, The, peak,

in Southern Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. 10,500 ft.
border N. S. W. near
Silverton (sTl'ver-ton) silver min. mun. town on
..."...'.
Broken HiU.
1,397
of entrance to Port Nicholson.
Sinclair Head (sTn'klSr-) cape, N. Isl. N. Z.,
1,793
Singleton, mun. town, N. S. W. on Hunter riv. 147 m. N of Sydney
802
Singleton, South, mun. town, N, S. W. near Singleton
Sir Edward Pellew's Group (-pel'uz-) isls. N E of N. Ter. in Gulf of Carpenta^

W

W

Vanderlin's Isl. is the largest.
ria
Sir Isaac, Point (-I'zak) low sandy tongue of land, S. A., S TV Eyre's Pen.
Sir Joseph Banks Group, group of isls. S. A. in Spencer's Gulf.
Skippers, vil. Lake CO. S. Isl. N.(Z. near Skippers' Falls
Skippers' Falls, falls, S. Isl. N. Z. near Wakatipu Lake.
entrance to Spencer's Gulf.
Sleaford Bay (sle'ford-) bay. S. A. near
Slope Point, cape, S E S. isl. N. Z.
Smeaton (.sme'ton) town, Vic. N N 'SV of Ballarat agr. & past
Smithfield. town, N. S. W. 20 m.
of Sydney, forming with Fairfield the
municipality of Smithfield and Fairfield; joint pop. 1,392.
coast of S. Isl. N. Z.
Smith Sound, long, narrow inlet, S
Smithtown, tovra," Dudley co. N. S.
Smoky Cape, headland.E coast of N. S. W. 31° S lat. with lighthouse.
of Ballarat
Smjrthesdale (smlthz'dal) min. bor. Vic. 15 m. S
Snake Island, isl. S of Vic. at entrance to Comer Inlet.
town,
Vic.
S
"SV
BaUarat
min.
agr.
Snake Valley,
of
& past
Snow HiU, mt. peak, Glamorgan co. Tas. 3,175 ft.
(sno'town)
town,
S. A. 117 m. N of Adelaide
agr. & past
Snowtown
Snowy, riv. N. S. W. & Vic. flows S from Australian Alps to Pacific Oc. 360 m.
Snowy Creek, min. center, Bogong co. Vic. pop. including Mitta Mitta gold
workings, 213.
;

W
W
W

W

;

;

O means square miles
mining

;

;

agr., agricultural

mun., municipal

;

;

;

&
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;

236

003

720

;

W

643

;

vicinity, 413.

South Cape, point, S Tas. —cape, S Stewart Isl. N. Z.
South Cape Bay, bay, Tas. E of South Cape.
South Coast District, div. N. S. W. comprismg four

counties, extends from
diagonally E &
from long. 149° to 151° E.
range, N. S. W. running roughly parallel with coast.
Southeast Cape, most southern cape of Tas.
Southern Alps, chief mt. range in N. Z. parallel to
coast of S. Isl.
highest
peak Mt. Cook 12,349 ft., 42 peaks over 9,000 ft. perpetual snow line 0,500
ft.
noted for its many large glaciers.
Southern Cross, town, W. a. center of Yilgam gold field, 248 m. E of Perth,
pop. (1891) 240, estimated (1895) 1,000.
Southern District, div. Q. comprising forty-four counties, bounded
by the
DaAves, Bigge. Carnarvon, Great Dividing, Warrego, Gowan & Cheviot Ranges,
and lat. 25=" 10' S E by the Pacific Oc. ; S by N. S. AV.
by long. 138° E.
Southern Table-land District, div. N. S. W. comprising sixteen counties, lies
mainly between lat. 34° & 37° S
long. 147° & 150° E.
Southerton (suth'er-ton) sub. of Timaru, S. Isl. N. Z
South Esk (-esk) riv. TTas. joins with North Esk to form the Tamar river.
South Fiord (-fyord) an arm of Te Anau Lake, Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
lat.

34° to 37° 30' S

W

JL-

South Coast Range, mt.

W

;

;

;

N

;

;

&W

&

264

W

Sonthgate, town, Clarence co. N. S.
South Head, point, at S entrance to Port Jackson, N. S. W. with lighthouse,
with range 25 m. seaward.
South, or Middle, Island, Maori Te Wahi Pounamu, largest isl. of N. Z.
525 m. long, 58, .525

D

pop. 340.929 including 2,218 Maoris.

N. Z. 3,852 D pop. 30,480 chief town Invercargill.
N. Z. S entrance to Dusky Sound.
Southport, watering place, Q. 50 m. S E of Brisbane agr. & timber
South Solitary Island, isl. off coast N. S. W. one of the Solitary Islands, in

Southland,

co. S. Isl.

South Point,

cape,

;

S. Isl.

,

,.

;

lat.

30^ 15'

178

895

S.

South Taranaki Bight (-fa'ra-na'ke-) wide bay, N. Isl. N. Z., S of Taranaki Pen.
South Trap Rocks, group of rocky islets, S E of Stewart Isl. N. Z.
point, S Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Southwest Cape, point, S W Tas.
Southwest Division, land div. W. A. G7,ooo n.
South Western Slopes District, div. N. S. W. comprising sixteen counties,

—

W & the

bounded on the N, the

S by Lachlan

&

Murray

rivs.

&E

by

S.

Table-

land.

range. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. branch of Southern
Alps highest point 8,000 ft.
Yorke's Pen.
Spencer's Gulf, large inlet, S coast of S. A. between Eyre's Pen.

Spencer Range, mt.
;

&

W

Spicer's Creek, town, Lincoln co. N. S.
Spirits' Bay, inlet, N. Isl. N. Z., N of Mongonui co.
Spit, The, natural breakwater aud part of Napier Har. N.

Port

181
Isl.

N. Z.

See also

.\huriri.

Split Point, cape, S Vic. with lighthouse.
354
Spreydon (spra'don) sub. of Christchurch, S. Isl. N. Z
480
of Christchurch
Springfield, town, S. Isl. N. Z. 43 m.
361
Spring Grove, vil. Waimea co. S. Isl. N. Z
394
N of Sydney
Spring Hill, agr. town, N. S. W, near Orange, 184 m.
269
Sprlngmount, agr. town, Talbot co. Vic
136
Spring Ridge, town, Pottinger CO. N. S.
584
Sprlngston, vil. Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z
264
past
Springsure. town, Q. at head waters of Comet riv. agr.
into GuU of Carpentaria.
Staaten (sta'ten) riv. Q. flows
158
Stafford, town, Westland co. S. Isl. N. Z
of Tas. on Circular Head, pop. 400.
co.
Stanley (stan'lT) agr. spt. town, N
E
corner
in
Vincent,
D
pop.
9,916.
co.
S
of
A.,
E
of
Gulf
St.
1,574
Q.
S.
which Brisbane is situated, 1,870 D.
Stanley Range. See Barrier Range.
211
Stannifer (stau'T-fer) tomi, Gough CO. N. S.
735
Stanthorpe (stan'tliorp) town, Q. near S border tin min. & fruit
251
of Rockhampton
Stanwell, town, Q. 15 m. S
1,137
Stapylton (sta'p'l-ton) co. N. S. W. on Q. border, 2,448
Star Hill, mt. N. Isf. N. Z. caused by eruption of Mt. Tarawera.
5,183
of Melbourne
Stawell (sta'el) gold min. bor. Vic. 150 m. N
of Cape Foulwind.
Steeples, The, group of small isls. off S. Isl. N. Z.,
cape,
point of Australia.
Steep Point, cape, W. A., S of Shark Bay most
Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
265
SteiglitZ (stig'lits) min. town. Grant co. Vic
of S. Isl. N. Z.
Stephen, Cape (-ste'ven) cape, D'Urville Isl.
Stephen Island, small" isl. N of S Isl. N. Z. in Cook Strait, with lighthouse.
Stephens. Point, cape, N. S. W. at entrance to Port Stephens, with lighthouse.
Stewart Island (stu'art-) isl. of N. Z. group S of S. Isl. 651 D pop. 202 it
forms a county.
isl. Vic.
Stewart Islands, small group, S Pacific Oc. near Solomon Islands, annexed by
the British in 1897.
306
Stewart's Brook, town, Durham CO. N. S.
199
Stirling (ster'lTng) vil. Bruce co. S. Isl. N. Z
210
A
town,
Adelaide
co.
S.
Stirling East,
Stirling Falls, picturesque falls, S. Isl. N. Z. near Milford Sound, 500 ft. high.
corner of W. A. highest peak Mt. Kyenerup
Stirling Range, mt. range, S

W

W

W

W

W

N

&

;

W

—

—

W

;

W

n

W

;

N

—

N

502

;

—

221

421
333
365

W

W

3,500

Stockton
of

;

ft.

(stSk'ton) coal min.

harbor

mun. town,

sub. of Newcastle N. S.

W. on N

aide

2,417

~.

cml., commercial ; corp., corporate ; dist., district div., division ; har., harbor ; mfg., manufactimng min.,
pop., population ; pro?., provincial ; riv., river ; ipt., seaport ; sub., suburb ; vil., village. See Abbreviation.}, p. 2014.

bor.,

past., pastoral

307

—

W

W

;

&

:

lighthouse.

Schouten Island (sKow'ten-) isl. Tas. E of entrance to Oyster Bay 13 D.
of Newcastle
Scone (skoii) apr. mun. town, N. S. W. 92 m. N
Scottsdale (skott>'dal) or Ellesmere (Slz'mer) ton-n, Tas. 47 m. N E of Lauuce;

;

W

242

373
0S7

W

Scarsdale (skarz'dSf) min.

Vic.

W

Q. with lighthouse.

Isl.

N. Z

S. Isl.

&

;

— inlet, on N E

N. Z.

Sandy Cape, cape, N extremity
Sandymount, vil. Peninsula co.

W.

S.

—

in.

S of Melbourne

Sandspit Passage, The. See Pondi Passage.
Sandy Bay, sub. of Hobart, Tas. on Derwent riv. pop.

S part of Great Dividuig Range, near the border between
average height 5,000 ft.
Sofala (so-fa'l.j) gold min. town, N. S. W. on Turon riv. N of Bathurst
Solander. Cape (-sS-lSn'der) cape, N. S. W., S head of Botany Bay.
Solander Islands, small isls. \V of Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Solitary Islands, rocky islets off the coast of N. S. W. lat. 30° 15' S.
10° S lat.
Solomon Islands, group, S Pacific Oc. between the Equator
150°
105° E long.
Somerset (sum'er-set) CO. Q. at N extremity of Cape York Pen. 4,544 D.
inland CO. Tas. 1,193 D.
settlement, Q. end of Cape York Pen., founded by the
explorer Jardiue.
Somes Island (somz-) isl. S of N. isl. N. Z. in Port Nicholson Wellington
quarantine station.
Sorell (so-rSl') town on Port Sorell agr. & past
Tas. at entrance to Macquarie Har.
Sorell, Cape, cape,
Sorell. Lake, lake, Tas. between Cumberland & Somerset cos., drained bv Clyde
riv. 20 D.
Sorell. Point, point, N Tas. the
head of Port Sorell.
Sorrento (sor-rSn'to) watering place, Vic. S E of entrance to Port Phillip Bay
Souci. Cape (-sob'se) cape, E of Tasman Bav, N S. Isl. N. Z.
Sounds. CO. at N E extremity S. Isl. N. Z. 573 D
South Alligator (-Sl'lT-ga'ter) nav. riv. N. Ter. flows into Van Diemen Gulf.
South Australia, central colony of Australia. 380,070 D, N. Ter. 523,620 D, total
903,i;9(i D. pop. (including N. Ter. 4,898) 320,431
* Adelaide.
South Barwon, South Brisbane, and similar expressions. See Barwon,
South Brisbane, South, etc.
SOttthbridge. town dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 32 m. S
of Christchurch agr. and past.
Southbrook (south'brook) town, S. Isl. N. Z. 19 m. N of Christchurch, pop. with
N.

&

(sSnd-rlj).

Sandringham

Pop.

Snowy Range.

borough

;

;

;

C

..
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(stok), vil. Waimea co. S. Isl. N. Z
Stokes, Mount, mt. peak. Southern Alps,

Pop.
547

stoke

S. Isl.

N. Z. 10,034

ft.

W

Stonehenge (ston'hSuj) town, Gongh CO. N. S.
Storm Bay, chief inlet of Tas. on S E coast, receives the Derwent
Stradbroke Island (strad'brftk-) large isl. off S E coast of Q.
Strahan (stra'an) min. spt. to\vii, Tas. on Macquarie Har

213

—

501

&

;

W

&

N

NW
N
a

W

—

N

;

Summer

&

NW

Sunday Island.
Sunny Corner or

See Raoul Island.
of Sydney.
1,677
IHltchell, silver min. town, N. S. W. 124 m.
Sunnyside, sub. of Christchurch, S. Isl. N. Z. It contains large lunatic asylum.
221
Surat (soo-rSf) town, Q. on Balonne river
Surrey Hills (sur'i-) sub. of Melbourne, Vic
2,069
Surry Hills (sur'I-) part of city of Sydney, N. S. W.
corner W. A
1,362
Sussex (bUs'Sks) magisterial dist. S
of Sydney, pop. with
Sutherland (suth'er-land) town, N. S. W. 15 m. S

W

W

Como

.

W

Sutherland Waterfall, cataract, Otago prov. dist. S Isl. N. Z. 1,904 ft.
Sutton Forest (stSt'on-) town,N. S. W. near Moss Vale, contains the Governor's
;

past.

& agr

(sut'tgr) riv. E central Q. trib. of Burdekin river.
Suva (.soo'vafspt. town, * of Fiji Isls. on S coast of Viti Levu, European pop.

Swan,

Oak, gold min. town, N. S. W. 325 m.
W. A. on which Perth is situated.

riv.

N

of

947
dist.

N

of the riv.

pop. 3,433.

Swan Hill or Castle Donnington,
Melbourne

Swan

past
Island, small

town, Vic. on Murray

214 m.

riv.

NNW

;

NE

in Banks Strait,
of Tas. with lighthouse.
isl. Vic. inside entrance of Port Phillip Bay.
(swSn'se) spt, Tas. on Oyster Bay agr.
fruit
of Melbourne
Swanwater, agr. town, Vic. 170 m.
Sweer's Island (swSrz-) isl. of Q. one of the Wellesley Isls.
Switzers (swlt'zerz) town, S. Isl. N. Z. See Waikaia.
(sld'en-am) bor. sub. of Christchurch, S. Isl. N. Z
isl.

Swansea

— small

770

inlet,

E

S

295
363

N.

;

9,462

ft.

W

(ta'ra) CO. in S
comer of N. S. W. 3,196 ID
Taradale (ta'ra-dal) agr. & min. town, Vic. 68m. N N W of Melbourne, pop. 322.
agr. town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 6 ra.
of Napier, pop. 734.
Taralga (ta-rSl'ga) town, N. S. W. 30 ni. N of Goulburn agr. & past
Tarana (tSr'a-na) small town & tourists' resort, Roxburgh co. N. S. W. pictur-

Tara

—

;

9,680

;

.

Taranaki

W

D

(tii'ra-na'ke) prov. dist.
div. of N. Isl. N. Z. 3,308
co. in the dist. 583
pop. 11,255.
Maori

—

* New Plymouth.
Egmont.
Taranaki Peninsula,

—

D

point of Mahia Pen. N.

Isl.

Isl.

Taranga
Isl.

(tii-ra'nga) or

N. Z.

See

Tararua Range

small

isl.

Whangarei Bay, N.

at entrance of

&

mt. range, N. Isl. N. Z. between Horowhenua
highest point Mitre Peak, 5,154 ft.
Isl. N. Z. flows from Lake Tarawera to Bay of

(tii'ra-roo'a-)

Wairarapa North

Tarawera

The Hen,

& Chickens.

Hen

cos.

;

(ta'ra-wa'ra) riv. N.

Plenty.

Tarawera, Lake, lake, N. Isl. N. Z. near Mt. Tarawera.
Tarawera, Mount, volcanic mt. N. Isl. N. Z., S of Bay of Plenty
tion in 1886.

terrible erup-

;

W

Tarcutta (tSr-kiit'ta) town, Wynyard co. N. S.
Taree (ta're') agr. mun. town, N. S. W. on Manning
Tarnagulla (^r'na-gul'la) min. bor. Vic. 136 m. N

N. Z. —cape,

N

Taroom

&

(ta-room') town, Q. on Dawson riv.
agr.
past
(tSr'ra-wIu'je) min. dist. Fai-nell co. N. S.
;

W

Tarrawlngee

Tasman Bay (tSz'm'an-) large bay, N coast of S. Isl. N. Z.
Tasman Glacier, glacier, Southern Alps, 18 m. long, largest
Tasman Head, point, Tas. S extremity of South Bruni Isl.
Tasmania (t,az-ma'ni-a) isl. & colony S of Australia,
Tasman, Mount, mt. peak in Southern Alps, S. Isl.

New

26,215

in

N. Z.

D *

Hobart

;

Tacking Point, cape, N. S. W,, S of Port Macquarie, with lighthouse.
Taheke (tii'lia-kfi) agr. vil. special settlement, Hokianga co. N. Isl. N. Z

SE Tas.

5,204
492

574
276

of Auckland ; coal
battlefield in Maori War.
(ta'oo-po
colloq. tou'po) town, N. Isl. N. Z. on Taupo Moana
sanatorium and tourists' resort.
Taupo, East, co. center N. Isl. N. Z. 2,581
Taupo Moana, or Lake Taupo, largest lake in N. Z. near center of N. Isl.
dist.

;

;

;

200 D.

W

CO. N. Isl. N. Z.,
of East Taupo co. 1,594
(tiJ'oo-rii'uga
colloq. tou-rSng'a) co. N. Isl. N. Z. on
side of Bay
of Plenty, 577
pop. 2,448.
spt. bor. in co. with fine har. pop. 1,055.
Tauraroa (ta'oo-ra-ro'a) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flow's into Wairoa river.
Taviuni (ta-ve-oo'ne) one of Fiji Islands, S Pacific Ocean.
Tawairoa Range (ta'wa-e-ro'a) mt. range, N. Isl. N. Z. ne^,r
coast Auckland

Taupo, West,

;

W

^

W

142

;

Isl.

N, Z

,

"

ol

entrance to Hau-

raki Gulf.

—

(tii'ka-ka) vil.

615

NE

.

281

M.

Temora (te-mo'ra) gold min. mun. town, N. S. W. 291 m. W S W of Sydney.
Templestowe (tlm'pl-sto) agr. town, Vic on Yaira riv. 11 m. E of Melbourne
. .

J,it

91.>
Tit;;!

sub. of Christchurch, Selwyn co. S. lil. N. Z
11
(tS-moo'ka) agr. town dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 11 m. N of liiuaru
Ojf;
Tenterfield (ten'ter-feld) mun. town, N. S. W. 470 m. N of Sydney, uem Q.
border
,
2,4VV
Tent Hill, town, Gough co. N. S.
,
319
Te Puke (ta poo'ki) town, Tauranga co. N. Isl. N. Z. ttaxuiilliii);
3S1
Teralba (ter-Sl'ba) or Glen Mitchell, town, Northumberland co. N. 6. "W. 00
m. N of Sydney
558
S
of Melbournn ; agr.
Terang (te-rang') town, Vic. on Lake Terang, 137 m.
.

'

Collingwood

co. S. Isl.

N. Z.

;

dairying

&

timber;

367

260

dist. Q. 1,769

D.

353

— co.

;

;

—

—

Tam

loiKj

;

S, e, o, less

prolonged

;

S, B, T, 5,

u,

iS,

V (see

.ihorl ; a, g,
p. 1719)

;

i,

o,

ri\

S

S. Isl.

.

i>lG

W

W

Terraces, pink terrace & wliite terrace in hot springs
stroyed 1S86 by eruption of Tarawera.
247
284
2S7

—

dist.

N.

N. Z. de-

Isj.

Terrara (te-ra'ra) spt. town, N. S. W. mouth of Slioalhaven river
Teviot (tev'I-ot)~bor. S. Isl. N. Z. See RoXBDKOH.
Te Waewae "Bay (tit wa'ii-wii'fi-) bay, S const of S. Isl. N. Z. estuary
Waiau river.

Te Wahi Pounamu
iiig

"

tlie })lace

(tS wii'he po'oo-na'mob)

Maori name for

S. Isl.

N. Z.

of

ilie.

mean

of the greenstone."
((ii hwii'o-te-) a

name for the Whakatane Mountain^
town, N. S. W. on S. A. border
Thames (tPmz) co. S Coromandel Pen. N. Isl. N. Z. 494 O pop. 8,958. its
chief town, a lior. at mouth of Thames riv., ptu't for Thames gold fields, I'op.
4,(;i8.
or WalhOU (wii't-ho'iKi) riv. N. I.sl. N. Z. flows into Firth, of Tli.uucs.
Thargomindah (tliiir'go-mTiiMA) town, Q. on Biilloo riv. past
Thebarton (tli("b'ar-toii) corp. town, sub. cf Adelaide, S. A
Thirlmere (Iherl'mor) town i- sanatorium, Camden co. N. S.
Thirroul (tbTi-iiol') J'ormerhj Roblnsvllle, town, Ci'mberland co. N. S. W.
411 111. S S
:
of Sydney
Thistle Island, i.sl. S. A., E of entrance to Spencer's Oulf.

Te Whaiti Mountains
257

Thackaringa

(tliitk'a-rTn'g.T)

—

—

;

W

W

obscure (see remark, p. 1719)
tli as in thin
;
Hi as in

g as in get

(ta'rS-ma-ka'6o)

extremity N. Isl. N. Z.
N. Z. empties on
coast Westland

Terowie (te-row'i) vil. S. A. 140 m. N of Adelaide
Terowie Extension, town, S, A. near Terowie

&

W

Terawiti, Cape

(-ta'ra-we'te) cajif, at

prov. dist.

&

W

past.

Teremakau

esti-

—

bor. Vic. 9

W W

&

;

11.

health

W

Z.

m. S of Maryborough, pop. 1,439.
co.
center of Vic. 1,621 D pop. 59,088.
Taiga Taiga (tSl'ga tai'ga) or Glencoe, small town, W. A. 18 m. N E of Marble
IJar on Pilbarra gold field
gold min.
Tallangatta (ta-1 Jn'ga-ta) min. town, Benambra co. Vic
past
Tallarook (tal'la-rook') town, Dalhousie co. Vic. agr.
Tallawang (tSina-wSng) town, Bligli co. N. S.
Talyawalka (tSl'I-wa'ka) riv. N. S. W. anabranch of Darling river.
Tamaki Strait (tii'mA-ke-) between Waiheke Isl. N. Isl. N. Z.
Tamar (ta'mar) riv. Tas. flows N into Bass Strait, navigable 40 m.
Tamar Heads, lieads, Tas. at entrance to Tamar riv. witli lightliouse.
Tambaroora (tSm'ba-roo'ra) mill, town, Wellington co. N. S.
Tambo (tSm'bo) co? Central dist. Q. 7,736 D; chief town Blackall. town,
Taiiibo CO. Q. pop. 430
pa.st.
CO. Gippsland dist. Vic. 1,958 D pop. 2,262.
riv. Gippsland dist. Vic. 120 m. long, flows into Lake King.
Tambo, Mount (-tXm'bo) mt. peak, Benambra co. Vic. 4,700 ft.
Tamboon Inlet (tSm-boon'-) inlet, SE Vic.
Tamboritha, Mount (-tSni'bo-rTtli'.a) mt. peak, Wonnangatta co. Vic. 5,381 ft.
worth (tSin'wgrth) num. town, N. S. W. 281 m. N of Sydney, pop. 4,602;
past. ,_V agr. ^laiid board dist. of N. S. W.
Tana, or Tanna (tiv'nil) one of New Hebrides Islands, S Pacific Ocean.
0,

;

;

mated pop. (1896) 1,.500.
Talbot (tal'bot) agr. & rain.

i.

D.
197

riv.

Temuka

;

(ta'la) CO. N. S^W. on Murray riv. 2,354 D
Taipo Range (ta'e-po-) mt. range, E coast Wellington prov. dist. N. Isl. N.
Talrua (tii'e-roo'a) town, Thames co. N. Isl. N. Z
Tairua Harbor {or Harbour), inlet, N. Isl. N. Z., E of Coromandel Pen.
Taitapu (ta'e-ta'poo) vil. Selwyn co. S. Isl. N. Z

K.

Z. 132

Templeton, town,

'

Taila

2.

119

W

(-tii'hwa-ra-noo'e) cape, N.

mt. peak, N. Isl. N. Z. Goromaudel Range, 'A,Vlii ft.
(te.'tre-) town, S. A 12 lii.
of Adelaide
(ta a'wa-moo'too) a;'i'. town di/it. N.
N. Z. 100 m. 8 of Auckland, pop. with vicinity 391.
Te Ika a Maui (tS e'ka a ma'So-S) Maori name of y. XsL N. Z. meauin? •'
fish of Maui."
Tekapo Lake (ta-kii'po-) lake, Canterbury proT. dist. 3. Isl. N. Z. 32 D.
Te Eopuru (ta ko'poo-roo) town, Ho^son no. N. IsL N. Z..
Te Marl (ta ma're) active volcano, N. Isl N. Z. a peak of Tongarlro. 4.99ti ft.

;

Central

152

prov. dist.

Tawharanui, Cape

Te AwamutU

witli

E

W

Tatchera (t5ch'er-a) co. N Wimraera dist. Vic. 3,341 D
Tatura (tS-tii'ra') agr. town, Vic. 110 m. N of Melbourne
Taunton (tan'tgn) co. S. A., E of Lake Torrens, 2,147 D
Taupaki (tii'oo-pa-ke) vil. Waitemata co. N. I.sl. N. Z
Taupiri (ta'oo-pe're) vil. Waikato co. N. Isl. N. Z. 70 m. S E

Teatree Gully

(ta'lie-te) or Otaheite, isl. S Pacific, lat. 17° S, long. 150°
comiected
mutiny of " Bounty."
Talaroa Head (tS'e-a-ro'a colloq. ti'ro-a) cape, S. Isl. N. Z., E of entrance to
Otago Har. with lighthouse.
Taieri (ta'e-a're) CO. E Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 930 D pop. 48,879 chief
town Dunedin.
small town in co.
riv. Otago prov. dist. flows S E into

Tahiti

Takaka

146,667

N. Z. 11,475 ft.
continuation of Forestier's Pen.
Sea, that part of the Pacific between New Zealand and the islands N
Zealand on the one hand and Australia and Tasmania on the other.

Peninsula, pen.

Te Aroha Mountain,

coast of Tas. with

Table-land, The, div. of N. S. W. between the Coast div. & Western Slopes div.
See Northern Table-land, Central Table-land, Southern Table-land.
Table Mountain, mt. peak, Somerset co. Tas. 3,.596 ft.
Tabuai (ta'bc5o-a'e), or Austral Islands, group, S Pacific Oc. Tropic qf Capricorn and long. ISO-" W.

Pacific Oc.

196
716
713
242
163

river

W of Melbourne

resort with thermal springs

lightliouse.

—

of Mt.

Isl.

l.'-l.

Table Cape, E

pop. 22,065

name

W part Taranaki prov. dist. N.
N. Z.
Taranaki Point, point, W coast N.
N. Z., N of Aotea Harbor.

Te Anau Lake (ti a'na-oo-) large lake, Otago prov. dLat. S.
N.
Te Aral (ta ii'rS-e) vil. Cook CO. N. Isl. N. Z
Te Aroha (ta ji'ro-ha) gold min. town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. on Il)«me8

T.

723

;

esque scenery.

D

S.

343

W

Tauranga

coast Vic.

# of

(std'nT) cml. city,

N. Z. flows

O

W. on Port Jackson, pop. city & port isls.
107, (i.y.', pop. including suburbs 383,283. —land board dist. of N." S. W.
Sydney Cove, arm of Port Jackson, N. S. W. at its head is the Circular Quay
Sydney, North, mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. on N shore of Port Jackson.. 17,106

Sydney

Isl.

W

min.

N

Sydenham
Sydenham Inlet,

183

N.

D

(tSn'jIl) co.

Taupo

of

&

;

NW

850.

Sydney

— magisterial

Pop.

n

2,395

Gippsland dist. Vic. 2,818
18,872
See Tana.
(tan-un'da) town, S. A. 42 m. N E of Adelaide agr. & wine
454
428
Tapanul (t'a'pa-noiye) agr. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 23 m. N E of Invercargill
coast N. Isl. N. Z.
Tapirimoko Range (ta'pe-re-mo'ko-) mt. range,
Kaikoura
(ta/poo-a-e-nob'ka)
highest
peak
Kange,
S.
Isl.
N.
Z.
of
Tapuaenuka

of

436

Suttor

Swamp

riv.

Tanunda

Tasman
Tasman

402.

country seat

Darling

colloq. to-nga-po-root') riv.

Tanna.

D

—

its

W of

,

;

North Taranaki Bight.

into

Tanjil

river.

(sti-'at'ford) CO. Taranaki prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. TG8
pop. 2,521.
chief town di'st. near Mt. Egmont, pop. 342.
agr. town, Gippsland dist.
Vic. on Avon riv. pop. 445.
Strathalbyn (strStli-Sl'bin) corp. town, S. A. 51 m. S E of Adelaide agr.
809
past.
1,820
Strathtield (strSth'feld) mun. sub. of Sydney, N. S.
Streaky Bay (strek'I-) har. S. A. on E side of Great Australian Bight.
259
min. town, N. S. W. 146 m.
of Sydney
Stroud, agr.
Strzelecid, Mount (strzg-lets'kT) mt. peak, Tanjil co. Vic. about 5,300 ft.
Stuart. See Alice Springs.
of Lake Torrens.
Stuart Range (stii'art-) ran^ of hills, S. A.,
563
of Orange
Stuart Town, gold min town, V. S. W. 36 ra.
pop. 6,908.
co. N. S. W.,
Sturt (.stQrt) CO. S. A.,
of JVIu-ray riv. 1,328
of lower Murrumbidgee riv. 1,.512
pop. 761.
Sudest Island (sUd'gsf-) gold-prodiicing isl. S E of British New Guinea.
Sui^arloaf Islands, islands off coast of Taranaki Pen. N. Isl. N. Z. on one is a
' pall " or Maori fortified village.
Sugarloaf Point, cape, N. S. W. lat. 32° 30' S, with lighthouse.
Hill, sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. part of bor. of Aslifield.
Summerhill Creek, creek, Bathurst dist. N. S. W. ; place of first discovery of
Ljold ill Australia by Hargraves.
219
Summertown, town, sub. of Adelaide S. A. pop. within 10 m. radius
G14
Sumner (sum'ner) bor. watering place, S. Isl. N. Z. near Christchurch
Sumner, Lake,'S Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Sunbury (siin'ber-I) agr. town, Vic. 24 m.
of Melbourne, pop. (exclusive
of lunatic asylum) 760.

Stratford

Tandora (tSn-do'ra) CO. N._S. W.
Tangaporutu (ta'nga-pS-roo'too

;

;

fivr, fall

tliiiu'

;

;

there, terra

;

f8r, food, fd6t

w, K, n (see p. 1719).

;

fflrl

;

ow

as in

cow

;

ch as

338
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in chin

;

—
;
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Thompson Sound
of S.

Isl.

Thomson

(tSm'son-) long iulet, dividing Secretary

N. Z.
(tom'son)

Isl.

from S

W coast

Pop.

Turakina

—

W

into Cooper's Creek.
riv. Gippslaud
riv. Q. flows S
100 m.'long, flows S & E into Latrobe river.
(tliSrn'le) town, Cumberland co. N. S.
Thoulcanna (thool-kSu'na) co. N. S. W. on Q. border, 1,023 D
Three Brothers, The, three isolated mt. peaks, Macquarie co. N. S. W.
of Tas. in Bass Strait, 36 D.
Three Hummock Island, isl. Hunters Isls. N
Three Kings Islands, group of small isls. N of N. Isl. N. Z. Great King I.sl.
dist. Vic.

W

Thornleigh

W

;

S

(tii'ros) riv.

E

N.

W.

S.

60 m. long, flows

N E into coastal lake of same

name.

;

in

Pop.
408

on

vil.

gold discovery.

Torres strait, near Cape York, with good har. center
of pearl fishery
chief town Port Kennedy.
308
Tlaro (tt-a/ro) town, Q. on the Mary riv. agr. & past
TibOOburra (tlb'oo-bur'ra) town, N. S. W. 917 postal in. from Sydney, near Q.
border
296
Tlkltere (te'ke-ta'ra; colhg. te'ke-ta'ra) bluff of Mt. Tarawera, N. Isl. N. Z.
249
Tilba Tilba (tTl'ba til'ba) town, N. S^. W, on coast, 279 m. S of Sydney
Tlmaru (te'ma-roo; colloq. ttm'a-roo') spt. bor. Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl.
N. Z
3,668
Timbarra (tTm-bSr'ra)/o;7«er/(/ Fairfield, town, Drake co. N. S. W. 497 m. N
477
of Sydney
of Melbourne
412
Timor (ti'mSr) gold min. town, Vic. 123 m. N
TimutJJnu Head (te'moo-te'mob-) cape, S. Isl. N. Z., S E Banks Pen.
397
Tinana (tTn-S'na) sub. of Maryborough, Q. sugar & coal
Tingaringy, Mount (-ting'a-riug'I) mt. peak, Croajingolong CO. Vic. 4,771 ft.
1,107
Tingha (tln'ga) tin min. town, N. S. W. 418 m. N of Sydney
242
Tinkers, vil. Vincent co. S. Isl. N. Z
210
Tinonee (tTu'6-ne) town, N. S. W. on Manning river
109
(tl
n'tfn-bar)
town,
Rous
co.
N.
S.
Tlntinbar
193
Tinui (te'noo-e coUoq. te-nob'e) town, Wairarapa North co. N. Isl. N. Z
agr.
445
& past
Tinwald (tln'wald) town dist. S. Isl. N. Z. on Ashburton riv.
Tipara Reef (tTp-a'ra-) reef, S. A. in Spencer's Gulf, with lighthouse.
Tiritiri IHatangi (te're-te're ma-ta'nge) isl. N. Isl. N. Z. in Hauraki Gulf, with
isl.

—

of Palliser Bay.
Turakirae, Cape (-tob'rii-ke-ra'a) cape, N. Isl. N. Z.,
Turnagaln, Cape, cape, S Hawke's Bay prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
Turon (tu'ron) riv. N. S. W. 50 m. long, trib. of Macquarie riv. scene of early

Tuross

largest.

is tlie

Thursday Island,

W

river.

228
54

W

O

NN

(tfln'ga-ma) agr. town, Vic. 149 m.
E of Melbourne
(too'ra-ke'na) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. empties on S
coast.

Tungamah

;

;

;

'.

Tutaekuri (too'tii-S-koo're) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. empties into Hawke Bay.
Tutoko, Mount (-tob-to'ko) mt. S. Isl. N. Z. near Milford Sound,
9,000

appro.x.

high.

ft.

(tob'tob-e'la) one of Samoa Islands, S Pacific Ocean.
Tutukaka Harbor (or Harbour) (tbo'too-kii/ka-) inlet,
coast of N. Isl.
Tweed, riv. N. S. W. 30 ni. long, empties on coast near- Point Danger.
Twins, The, mt. peaks, Delatite co. Vic. 5,575 ft.
Twofold Bay, inlet, S coast N. S. W. on which Eden is situated.
Tyers, Lake (-ti'erz) lake, coast of Gippslaud dist. Vic. D.
Tyndall, Mount (-ttn'dal) mt. Soutliem Alps, S. Isl. N. Z. over 9,000 ft.
T3^rrell, Lake (-tir'el) shallow lake, Wimmera dist. Vic. 67 D.

Tutuila

NE

N. Z.

E

".

W

u.

;

W

;

;

Tititira

;

R

of Stewart

325

N. Z.
(to-fe'no-) corruption of Towhinou (tS-hwe'no-oo) inlet, N. Isl.
arm
Hauraki
N. Z.
of
Gulf.
Tofoa (to'fo-a) one of Tonga Islands, S Pacific Oc. " Bounty " mutiny took place

near

Isl.

Bay

Tofino

374

D pop.

20,000

N. Z. flows into Lake Taupo.
active volcanic cones, N. Isl. N. Z.

N

W

;

highest

W

661
3,716

of Prahran.

Darling

in

Downs

dist.

Q.

;

agr.

pop. 7,007, pop. within 5 m. radius 10,936.

—

W

249
inlet

;

exports timber.

Anglesey co. Vic. 5,001 ft.
long, on which Adelaide is situated.
••i Torrens river.

(-tSr'brSk'; m--. peak,

Torrens (tor'renz) riv. S. .\. o'' ...
Torrens Island, isl. S. A. at m<.r;.
Torrens, Lake, large. .»!iiii?ow, ?« r:;,e, S. A., N of Spencer's Gulf.
Torres Strait (tor'rSz-) atrait Vjel:w ? in C.pe York, Q. & New Guinea with many
-.•

islands.
Tory Channel (to'rT-) olnionel. '\ ocu«t S. Isl. N. Z. arm of Cook Strait.
Totara (to'tii-ri. fidlo<i. to-t&'r4) vil. Wbangaroa co. N. Isl. N. Z
Isl. N. Z.
Maori tribal battle
Totara Point ,ioint at eiiriance to ThamcB riv.
about 1822.
/.,$- "Sm'ba) liv. X. 8. W. 40 m. long, flows
into Twofold Bay.
town jr\ riv pc^p. iES.
Tow"vigr;. Mount (-tjw-w5ug'a) rat. peftk, Bogong co. Vic. 4,161 ft.
(-tow:;z'cud) CO. N? S.
of Murray nv. 3,647
pop. 3,887

E

,

N

177

Towamba

W, N

Towcssnd

K
\n>

IsIafC.
(tow

S.

W.

in

Muuiong Range, 7,256

ft.

Q. <'n Tow.iBhend Xsland.
Q., " of Shaalwatev Bay.
spt.

mun. &em).

f-'ty,

of Q. on Cleveland

W

W
NW
N

;

T-euer (.troi'er':,, r'w. S. A.. See Macumba.
Trevallyn \t.i ^-val'y'n) sub. Launceston, Tas
Trial Bay, inlet, N K coast of N. S. W. at mouth
pi-'iOll.

Harbour)

inlet

& agr.

.

riv.

W

&

•

;

—

W

gold min.

&

agr
(tii'miit) num. town, N. S. W. on Tumut riv. pop. 1,275
gold min.
riv. N. S. W. 80 m. long, flows N into Murrumbidgee river.
;

D means square miles
mimng mun.,

;

agr., agricultural ; bor., borough
cml.,
past., pastoral
pop., population
;

municipal

;

;

w.

256
250

commercial
;

464
318

pop. 4,590

;

past. agr.

S.

W. on

cS:

188
809

—

—

—

;

215

;

vicinity (1890) 1,517.
(wa'e-ho'la-) corruption of Waihora (wa'e-ho'ra) lake, E otago
prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
WaihOU (wa'e-ho'ob) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. See Thames.
'SCTaikaia (wa'e-ka'e-a) or Switzer's, min. town. Southland co. S. Isl. N. Z
gold min. center, Southland co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop.
'H^aikaka (wa'e-ka'ka) to^vn
with gold field
vicinity 444.
Walkare Iti (wa'e-ka'rS e'te) lake, Wairoa co. N. Isl. N. Z.
Waikare Moana (-m6-a'na) lake, Wairoa co. N. Isl. N. Z.

Waihola Lake
243

496

&

past.

min. ^land board dist. of N. S. W.
Wagin (wa'jTn) agr. town, W. A. ICO m. of Albany, pop. estimated 200.
Wagra (wog'ra) agr. town, Goulburn co. N. S. W. 411 m. S of Sydney
Wahgunyah (wa-gOn'ya) agr. town, Vic. on Murray river
Wahi, Lake (-wa'he) small lake, Raglan co. N. Isl. N. Z.
Waianiwa (wa'e-ji'ne-wa) vil. Southland CO. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 336.
Waiapu (wS'e-.a'poo) CO. Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 1,121 D pop. 379.
riv. Hawke"s Bay prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. empties on E coast, S of East Cape.
Waiau (wa'e-ii'ob) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows S from Te Anau Lake into Te Waewae
Bay.
small town on riv.
riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Hawke Bay.
Waiau-ua (wii-e-a'bo-ob-a) riv. S E Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Waiheke ( wa'e-ha'ke-) isl. N. Isl. N. Z. in Hauraki Gulf
Waihemo (wa'e-ha'mo) CO. E Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 336 D pop. 2,830.
riv. in co. empties near Shag Point.
Waihi (wa'e-he') town, Ohinemuri co. N. Isl, N. Z. large gold mine pop. with
riv.

—

,

;

&

N

W coast of Tas. — name sometimes used instead

;•

—

—

Wade (wad) town, Waitemata co. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 310
Wagga (wog'ga) or Wagga 'Wagga (wag'ga wag'ga) mun. town, N.
Murrumbidgee

with large

,

agr.

^

—

;

Macleay

of Rc-niMf'.

Tumut

W

former name of Tasmania, changed in 1850.
Vanikoro Island (vii'ne-ko'ro-) one of Santa Cruz Lslands, S Pacific Ocean,
\\ liere relics of La POrouse were found.
Vansittart Bay (van-sTt'art-) inlet, N coast Kimberley div. W. A.
Vanua Lava (vii'nbb-a la'va) one of Banks Isls. of New Hebrides group S
Pacific Ocean.
Vanua Levu (-la'voo) one of Largest of Fiji Islands, S Pacific Ocean.
Vasse. The (-vas) riv. & dist. W. A. on G^ographe Bay, with lighthouse. See
also BUSSELTON.
Vavau Island (va-va'oo-) isl. Vavu group, S. Pacific Ocean.
Vavu Group (vii'vob-) group of islets, portion of Friendly Isls., S Pacific Oc.
Vegetable Creek, min. center, N. S. W. See Emmaville.
Venus Bay (ve'uus-) bay, S coast of Buln-Buln co. Vic har. S. A., E oi
Great Australian Bight.
Vernon (ver'non) CO. New Engl.and dist. N. S. W. 1,680 D
2,630
Victoria (vik-to'rT-a) colony, S E Australia, 87,884 D pop. 1,140,405; * Melbourne, ^nav. riv. N. Ter. flows into Queen's Channel.
co. S. A., E of Spen-

386
241
932
654
2.56

of

TribUlatiOB Caj':
i-Ib'ii-la'shun) cape, N E coast Q. lat. 16° S.
Trinity Bay, ba,, j E coast Q. upon which Cairns is situated.
Troubrtdge Island (troo'brlj-) islet, S. A. in Gulf St. Vincent, with lighthouse.
Tir!)nbn(}se Point, cape, S. A., S E Yorke's Pen;
"!.';>- Grsek (triSn'ki-) gold min. town, N. S. W. ISl m.
of Sydney
.<!-'
'ro) town, S. A. 58 m. N of Adelaide
;.
u ^i (trt-fe'na) small spt. & vil. of Great B.arrier Isl. N. Z.
; ?
•!!rv-.!;iia Point (too'a-he'na-) cape. E
N. Isl. N. Z., N of Poverty Bay.
'I'|'>:i-'-4U (too'a-kii'oo) town, N. Isl. N. Z. 36 m. S of Auckland
past. & agr. ...
Tu.-JtitOtO Lake (too'a-ke-to't6-) lake, S. Isl. N. Z. drains into Clutha river.
TuamarinaJ_too'a-ma-re'na) vil. Marlborough co. S. Isl. N. Z
Tuapeka (too'a-pa'ka) CO. Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 1,365 D pop. 8,191.
town in co. adjoins Lawrence, pop. with vicinity, 781.
Tuena (tu-e'nj^) gold min. town, Georgiana co. N. S.
Tuhua (too'hoo-a) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. trib. of Wanganui river.
Tukituki (too'ke-too'ke) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Hawke Bay.
Tumberumba (tiim'be-riim'ba) town, Selwyn co. N. S. W. near head of
;

"Cale of Clwydd (-kloo'ed)^valley, N. S. W. in Blue Mts.
"Jfancouver. Cape (-vSn-koo'ver) cape, W. A., E of King George's Sound.
Melville Isl. N. Ter.
Van Diemen. Gape (-vSn de'men) cape, N
Van Diemen Gulf, large gulf, N coast of N. Ter.

ip.

:

•

riv.

co. Tas. 3,637 ft.

;

N E coast

witliin 5 ni. radius, i.0,356.
f aw'railg (cw " Vti.v.T., Argyle CO. N. S. W. 124 m. S
of Sydney
Trangie(tva-/i!.! U'-u. J{. S. W. 321 m.
of Sydney
Traralgon. (trj^r''. > ^ gold min. jv,n, Gippslaud dist. Vic
Trentham (trSu'f ii.ii.i1 town. Vic ,y± m.
of Melbourne
gold min.

Murray

N. Z. on coast of

;

Cape K

(« *

819

town Jerilderie.—

—

D

lown Deriliquin.

ToWTiaend, Mount, mt. peak, S.

Trial Harbor

43' S.

W of Armidale.

cer's Gulf, 1,431 D pop. 13,709.
magisterial dist. W. A. pop. 5,307.
riv. Q.
a name for the Barcoo river.
Gippsland
dist. Vie. 44 D.
Victoria, Lake, long narrow lake on coast of
mt. peak, CornVictoria, Mount, mt. peak, N. S. W. in Blue Mts. 3,423 ft.
wall CO. Tas. 3,964 ft.
Village of Prospect, vil. sub. of Adelaide, S. A. near Prospect Village
286
chief towns Warrnambool
Villiers (vil'yerz) CO. on S coast of Vic.
Port
Fairy; 1,037
21,857
Vincent (vin'sent) CO. Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 2,684 D
4,502
past
Violet Town, town, Vic. 105 m. N N E of Melbourne agr.
386
Viti Levu (ve'te la'voo) one of largest of Fiji Islands, S Pacific Oc.

;

.

B

E;iv, nop. S. )''!,

D

(fi-riCng) co. S N. S. W. 3,122
pop. 3,143; chief
town in tiie co. pop. 397 ; past.
Isl.
Uruti Point (oo'ro6-te ; colloq. oo-roo'te) cape,
Wairarapa North co.
Useful, Mount, mt. peak, Tanjil co. Vic. 4,720 ft.

—

;

and

Townsheoa
TownBviUe

Upstart Bay, bay, E coast of Q.
Upstart, Cape, cape, Q., E of Upstart Bay, lat. 19°
Uralla (ii-rai'la) agr. mmi. town, N. S. W. 15 m. S

Van Diemen's Land,

4,437

Torbanlea (t8r'ban-le1 town. Wide Bay dist. Q
small town on
W. A.
Tor Bay (tor-) infet, S

oi'.i; t

N

—

Y.

273

;

Toowong (too-wong') sub. of Brisbane, Q
Toowoomba (too-wobm'ba) chief mun. town

Tffwnsyjeu;!,

1,582
1,592
1,129

(ul-miir'ra) agr.

Ulverstone

Valentine's Peak, mt. peak, Wellington

—

Tooradin (tobr'a-din) town, Vic. on Western Port past
Toorak (tob-rak') fashionable sub. of Melbourne, Vic. part

reefs

with light-

mun. towii, N. S. W. on Clarence river
(iSl'ver-ston) agr. spt. town,
coast Tas. .at mouth of Leven river.
Umaralla (il'ma-"r51'la) gold min. town, N. S. W. on Umaralla riv. 254 m. S of
Sydney, pop. 205.
riv. N. S. W. 80 m. long, trib. of Murrumbidgee river.
Union, gold min. settlement, N. Ter. pop. estimated 800.
11,429
Unley (un'll) corp. town, sub. of Adelaide, S.
Upolu (oo'po-loo-) one of Samoa Islands, S. Pacific Ocean.

Ulmarra

is

D

Mount

Mount

W.

ft.

Tongowoko

Torbreck,

461
S.

Oc.

;

;

D

riv. 2,929
municipality, St. Vincent co. N.

dairying

SEN.

358

colloq. t8'nga-ta-bob') or " Holy Tonga," isl.
S Pacific Ocean.
corner of N. S. "W. 2,362
(ton'go-wo'ko) CO.
TOOdyay (tood'yi) magisterial di.st. W. A. in S. W. div
(tool'brun-up) peak, W. A. in Stirling Range 3.341 ft.
Toolbrunup,
.settlement,
Toongabbie (tobn-gab'bl) town, Tanjil co. Vic. pop. 262; past.
N. S. W. 18 m.
of Sydney, one of first settlements in Australia.

& past.

W of Paroo

Isl.

Tongatabu (to'nga-t'a'bob
chief of the Tonga Islands,

N

(ul'la-dul'l.j) spt.

W.,

* Nukualofa.

;

Tongariro (tS'nga-re'ro) riv. N.
Tongariro Mountain, group of
Ngauruhoe, 7,515

;

S.

Urana

it.

Toganmaln (t5g'an-man) past, center on Murrumbidgee riv. N. S. W
Tonga (to'nga; colloq. t8'nga), or Friendly, Islands, group, S Pacific

UUadulla
liouse

N.

(u'ha-rii'ra) CO.

A

lightliouse.

Head (te'te-te'ra-) cape, W coast of Westland prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
Tocumwal (tok'um-wal) town, N. S. W. on Murray riv. agr. & past
Toetoes Bay (to'a-to'az-) inlet, S Southland co. S. Isl. N. Z. — bay, S E coast

Ularara

281

&

&

;
Corp., corporate ; dist., district
div., division
prov., provincial ; riv., river ; spt., seaport ; sub., suburb ;
;

;

har., harbor
vil., village.

mfg., manufacturing min.,
See Abbreviations, p. 2014.

;

;

..;

.

.

1
2055

AUSTRALASIAN GAZETTEER.
Pop.

—

—

;

E

D pop.

5',11

3,950.
Waikoau (wii'e-ko-a'oo) riv. Wairoa co. N. Isl. N. Z. empties on coast.
(wii'e-ko'lioo) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Poverty Bay.
WaikOikoi (wa'e-ko'e-ko-e) vil. Clutha co. S. Isl. N. Z
Waikomiti (wii'e-kom'i-ti) sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z. contains Auckland
• ••
feiiietery
Otago prov. dist.
Waikouaiti (wii'e-ko-oo-ii'e-te colloq. wi'ko-wit) co.
or Hawksbury, agr. bor. in co. pop. 743.
S. Isl. N. Z. 318
pop. 13,1C5.

E

Waimaha

N. Isl. N. Z. flows into
(wii-e-mii'ka-re're) riv. S. Isl. N. Z.
Plains into Pegasus Bay.

(wa'e-mii'lia.) riv.

Waimakariri
Canterbury

348

E

—

Wannon

of Plenty.
90 m. long, flows through

,

—

;

Waimea Plains, plains in Waimea CO.
Waimea West, vil. Waimea co. S. Isl.

N. Z
(wa'e-o-ro'ngo-ma-e) vil. Piako co. N. Isl. N. Z
WaiOtahi (wit'e-o-fa'he colloq. wl'6-ti) sub. of Thames, N. Isl. N. Z
WaiOtapu Valley (wii-e-o-tii/poo-) valley. East Taupo co. N. Isl. N.Z. noted

293
270
4C9

Waiorongomai

;

& natural terraces.

lakes, hot springs,
(wa'e-pii') riv.

its

Waipa

N.

Isl.

lightliouse.
Waipara (wa'e-pii-ra) riv.

Waipawa

flows into Waikato riv.

N. Z.

&

Waikato rivs. 282 U pop.
Waipapa Point (wa'e-pa'pa-) point,
Walpapapa Point (wii'e-pa'pa-pa-)

Waipa

— co.

for

between

4,245.

W coast N.

Isl.

N. Z., S of Whaingaroa Har.
dist. S. Isl. N. Z. with

co. S. Isl.

dist. in CO. pop. C89.
(wii'e-po're) town, Tuapeka CO. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity, 279.
(wii'e-pob') town, Wliangarei CO. N. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity 534
limestone caves agr.
past.
of Napier.
Waipukurau (wa-e-poo'koo-rS'oo) agr. vil.N. Isl. N. Z. 44 m. S
Wairarapa Lake (wa'e-ra-rii'pa- colloq. wi'ra-ra'pa-) lake, Wairarapa South co.
N. Isl. N. Z.
Wairarapa North, co. Wellington prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 1,443

Waipori

W

559

.

;

Wairarapa South, most southern

Wellington prov.

of N. Isl. N. Z.

co.

8,257

dist.

D

1,281

;

;

&W

&

—

Ohinemuri

co.

N.

Isl.

Auckland prov.

N.

dist.

Isl.

N. Z.

trib. of

;

Waiwera

riv.

riv.

Manukau

co.

N.

witliin

Weeah

D pop. 7,266.
N. Z.
N. Z. pop. with

W

&

mun. town, N.

S.

W. on Apsley

riv.

332 m.

N

of

Sydney

Werribee
1,086

W of
agr.

Waldegrave (wal'de-grav) co. Southern dist. Q. 7,283 D chief town Roma.
Walgett (wal'get) town, N. S. W. at junction of Namoi & Barwou rivs. past.
Walhalla (wol-hal'la) gold min. town, Gippsland dist. Vic. on Thomson river..
;

742

.

;

N

1,771

D

of lower Lachlan riv. 2,686
Waljeers, Lake, lake, Waljeers co. near Lachlan river.
sugar.
Walkerston (wa'kers-ton) town, on E coast of Q. 9 m.
of Mackay
Walkerville (wa'ker-vll) sub. of Adelaide, S.
co. S
Wallace (wSl'las) co. S E N. S. W. on Vic. border, 2,156
pop. 3,442.
coa.st Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 3,404
pop. 6,149.
Wallamumbi Falls (wol'a-mum'bT-) falls, Clarke co. N. S. W. in trib. of Wallaminiibi riv. a trib. of Macleay river.
Wallangarra (wol'an-i?5r'ra) town, Q. on N. S. W. border; S terminal station
Q. railways, estimated pop. 200.

W

725
378
741

.

;

A

—

D

of

(wSl'l.a-roo')

copper min. corp. town,

S.

A. Yorke's Pen. 123 m.

N

W

a, e,

1,

u,,a,o,lessj)rolonged;

it,

g,T, 5, S, i/tor/; a, g,
11, u (see p. 1719)
;

i,

W

1,085
183
1S9

507
3,644

W

795
220

mget

;

tli

G

4.754

W

D

;

co. Vic. 5,303 ft.
S.

W.

—

720 m.
co. N. S.

with meteorological

ft.

W of Sydney, at junction
W. on lower Darling riv.

Z. Colville

Range, Coromaudel

ft.

(wer'rT-be)

W W

730,5/

Wyndham (wTnd'am)

name

town, Vic. on Werribee
past. &'agr.
riv. Vic. flows S E

—

20 m.
S
of Melbourne, pop. 432
into Port Phillip Bay.
(wer'rls-) town, N. S. W. 2!54 m.
of Sydney past.
agr
Werunda (wg-run'da) co. N. S. W., E of Darling riv. 2,395Ll
Wessel, Cape (-wSs'sel) cape, on most northern of Wessel Islands.
of N. Ter.
Wessel Islands, grovTp of isls.
West Ballina, West Cambridge, and similar names. See Ballina, West;
riv.

;

N

&

;

329
124

N

CAMBraDGE, West etc.
Westbury (wgst'ber-T) agr. town, Tas. 35 m. S W of Launcestou
West Cape, cape, S W Otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
West Cape Howe, cape, SW W. A., W of Bald Head.
;

West Coast Range,

W

1.1,54

of central Tas. near coast.
mt. range,
colony comprising the
part of Australia, 975,920

W

pep.

Perth.
49,782, (1895) 101,235;
Western District, div. of Vic. comprises the S

W part of the colony, area about

*

)

D.
or The Plains, Largest div. of N. S. W. comprises forty-five
extends from lat. 29"-' S to the Murray & Lachlan rivs. & IC from long.
141'^ E to the edge of the Western Slopes.
Western Port, iidet, S Vic. Mornington co.
Western Slopes, div. of N. S. W'. lying between tlie Talilo-Iand div. & the
Woslcvn Plains. Sec Centu.vl Westhun Slopes, Nokth Western Slopes iSt

South Western Slopes.
Western Spit, vil. sub. of

West Harbor
Duncdin,

4,420

D

p. 1719)

as in thin

;

tli <is

;

*

N. Z

West Head

remark,

Napier, N. I,sl, N. Z
or Ravensbourne (rit'venz-bfirn) bor. sub. of

Harbour)

(<>r

S. Isl.

W

1,297

or Point Flinders, c^ape. Vic
of entrance to Port Phillip Bay.
prov. dist.
S. Isl. N. Z. 4,C41
pop. 15,887. —co. in the dist.
pop. 9,207.

W

Westland,

o, o6OT/<r« (see

g as

Vic. border 1,512

CCS.

of Sydney...
(wii'na-ka-) lake, otago prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 75 D.
Cape (-wBn'brow) cape, E S. Isl. N. Z., S of Gamaru Har.

0, u, ^onjir;

202

3,5(10

Wanaka Lake
Wanbrow,

84

705

Western Plains

Walla Walla (wol'a wSl'a) town, Hume co. N. S. W
Wallendbeen (w51'end-beu) town, N. S. W. 241 ni. S of Sydney
Wallerawang (wol-lSr'a-wong) town, N. S. W. 105 m. W of Sydney
Wallis Lake (wol'js-) coastal lake, Gloucester co. N. S. W.
Wallsend (walz'Snd) coal min. mun. town, N. S. W. 8 m. from Newcastle, mun.
S.

Sydney

—

Werris Creek

(1891

Adelaide

Wallsend, West, iminc^orporatod town adjoining Wallsend, N.
Wanaaring (won-iir'Ing) town, N. S. W. on Paroo riv. Gl(> ni.

501

14
of

W

(went'worth) mun. town, N.

Western Australia,

D

Wallaroo

— mt. peak, Tanjil

Pen. 2,527

vil.

864

(wal'jer2)co. N. S. W.,

.

—

;

;

D
NW

of Darling & Murray rivs. pop. 801 past.
3,.368Dpop. 1,364.
Weraiti, Mount (-wa-rii'e-te) mt. peak, N. Isl. N.

min

Waljeers

376 m.

—

&
n
N

—

station.

134
(wSl'ka)

W.

S.

—

Wentworth

Sydney

Walcha

W

Wellington, Lake, in Gippsland dist. Vic. !54 D.
Wellington, Mount, mt. peak, Tas. near Hobart, 4,166

dist.

,

539
280

;

Isl.

—

269

Wellington Caves, caves, near Wellington, N. S. W. containing fossils.
Wellington Hamlets, sub. of Hobart, Tas
Wellington Head, cape, N E S. Isl. N. Z. at entrance to Tory Channel.

shore of

;

—

dist. Vic. 4,004

(we wa) town, N.

;

(wii'ka-po'too-) point, S S. Isl. N. Z., E of Te Waewae Bay.
(wa'ka-po6-ii'ka) cable station, Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. on

W

mun.

of

Wimmera

(we'a) co.

N

Piako river.

Tasman Bay.
colloq. wok'a-tTp-) lake, Otago prov.
(wii'ka-te'pooN. Z. 114 D drained by Kawarua riv. trib. of Clutha river.
Wakefield (wak'feld) riv. S. A. 65 m. long, flows into Gulf St. Vincent.
of Nelson, pop. 486.
S. Isl. N. Z. 17 m. S
N. S. W. N of Murray riv. 2,970 D
WakOOl (wa-kooF) CO. S
Walbundrie (w51-bun'drT) gold min. town, Hume co. N. S. W. 418 m. S

E

Ashburton

*

343

S. Isl.

401.

of Carpentaria.
Z. ll,003Dpop. 97,725.—
city,
of N. Z. Wellington prov. dist. on Port Nicholson, pop. bor. 31,021, pop.
with suburbs 33,224.
mun. town, N. S. W. on Macquarie riv. 248 m.
of
Sydney, pop. 1,545 agr.
past.
past. dist. N. S. W. 18,750 D.
co. N. S. W.,
of Bathurst co. 1,894
pop. 16,485. —co. Southern dist. Q. 13,850
chief
town Cunnamulla.
co.
corner of Tas. 1,510 0.
magisterial dist. of
W. A. pop. 2,238 chief town Bunbury.

9,094

N.Z.

Wakatipu Lake

vil.

Wellesley (welz'lT) co. in S E corner of N. S. W. on
Wellesley Islands, group of isls. Q. at head of Gulf
Wellington (wglTng-ton) S prov. dist. of N. Isl. N.

Wakapotu Point

Wakapuaka

(wa'ter-lob')

Wee Waa

Isl.

Isl.

radius 3,742.

W

463

hot springs, Waitemata co. N.

11.

."J

W

W

N. Z

W of Wanganui
— Patea co. N.

(wii'e-to'ta-ra) CO. N. Isl. N. Z.,
Isl. N. Z. pop. 207.
(wa-e-oo'koo) colloq. wi-ook') vil.
vicinity 397.
(wa'e-wa'ra) health resort, with

— town, Patea co. N.

W

W

Waitemata (wii/e-ta-mii'ta) CO. Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 613 D
Waitemata Harbor (or Harbour), har. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z. arm of HauWaitotara

Vic. near Ballarat, 2,463 ft.
(war'nam-bool) agr. spt. town, Vic. on Lady Bay, 166 m. S
of
Melbourne, with liglithouse
6,582
Warwiclj (wor'ik) agr. & min. mun. town, Q. on Condamine riv. pop. 3,402,

sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. pop. 8,701.
gold min.
Melbourne, pop. 545. .— town, Vic. See Yakkagon.
CO. S. Isl. N. Z
Watson's Bay, watering place, N. S. W. on Port Jackson, near South Head.
Wattle Flat, gold min. town, N. S. W. 101 m.
of Sydney
Wauchope (wa'hop') town, N. S. W. 288 m. N of Sydney
Waukaringa_(wa-ka-rin'ga) town, S. A. 234 m. N E of Adelaide
Waverley (wa'ver-li) mun? sub. of Sydney. N. S. W. pop. 8.H2. —agr. & oast.
town dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 33 m. N
of Wanganui, pop. 441.
Way, CO. S. A. on Great Australian Bight. 2,610 D
Stewart Isl. N, Z.
Weather Point, cape,
Wedderburn (wed'er-biJrn) gold min. town, Vic. 151 m. N N
of Melbourne.

&

(wa-e-tS-kii'oo-re) min. vil.

W

town, Vic. 69 m. S

N

—

Waiuku

—

mated pop. (1897) 500.
Warrenheip, Mount, mt.

Waterloo

;

m

raki Gulf.
Waitoa (wa'e-to'a) riv.

W

—

Waterton,

;

Waitekauri

;

Washdyke, igr. vil. Geraldine co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity
Waterhouse Island, isl. N of Tas.
Waterhouse Point, point, N Tas. W of Ringarooma Bay.
Waterhouse Roads, separating Waterhouse Isl. from Tas.

—

—

—

;

;

—

7,233

—

(wS'e-ra'oo colloq. wi'row') riv. S. Isl. N. Z. flows into Cloudy Bay.
Isl. N. Z. flows into an arm of Kaipara Har.
Wairoa (wii'e-ro'a colloq. wa'e-ro'a) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows S into Hawke
chief
pop. 1,240.
Bay.
of Hawke Bay, 1,887
CO. N. Isl. N. Z., N
riv. N. Isl. N. Z. in Auckland Pen.
town Wairoa co. pop. 424. See Clyde.
eruption
of
Taraflows S into Kaipara Har.
vil. N. Isl. N. Z. destroyed by
wera in 1886.
Waitahuna (wa'e-ta'hoo-na colloq. wi-ta-hoo'na) town, Tuapeka co. S. Isl.
N. Z. pop. with vicinity G91.
Waitakerei Falls (wS'e-ta'ka-ra-e- colloq. wI-tak'er-T-) picturesque falls, N.
from Auckland.
Isl. N. Z. 22
empWaitaki (wa'e-tii'ke) riv. S. Isl. N. Z. 140 m. long, rises near Mt. Cook
small town on riv. .— co. Otago prov. dist. S
ties into Canterbury Biglit.
of tlie riv. 2,333 D pop. 14,296.
Waltangi (wa's-ta'nge) small riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows E into Bay of Islands.
Waitangi Falls, falls in Waitaugi riv. Treaty with Maoris signed there in 1840.
Waitara (wa'e-ta-ra; colloq. wi'ta-ra) formerly Raleigh, spt. town dist.
Taranaki prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 11 m.
E of New Plymouth, pop. 504 ; meat
freezing works.
riv. on which Waitara is situated.
Waitati (wa'e-ta'te) or Blueskin, town, Waikouaiti co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. (in
dairying.
189G) 339 agr.

N.

—

W

S coast of Vic. Buln-Buln co.
Warburton, riv. S. A. 275 m. long, flows into Lake Eyre.
Ward (ward) CO. in S E corner Q. 2,500 D.
426
Warden (war-del') agr. town, N. S. W. on Richmond river
Ware Kauri (wii'ra'kii'oo-re) or Whare Kauri (Iiwa'ra kii'ob-re) largest of
Chathau] Isls. 365 ra. S E of Cape Palliser, N. Z.
400
Warialda (wSr'i-Sl'da) town, N. S. W. 406 m. N of Sydney past
Warkworth (wSrk'wurth) formerly IVIahurangi, town, Rodney co. N. Isl. N. Z.
pop. with vicinity 266.
agr. town, N. S. W. 159 m. N of Sydney, pop. 188.
of Melbourne
1,313
Warracknabeal (wor'ak-na-bel') agr. town, Vic. 217 m. N
Warragamba (wor-ra-gam'^[5a) name of an upper part of Hawkesbury riv. from
the mouth of Cox riv. to Nepean riv.
Warragul (wor'ra-gul) agr. town, Vic. 61 m. S E of Melbourne
1,034
28G
Warrah Ridge (wor'ra-) town, N. S. W. 229 m. of Sydney
254
Warrandyte (wi5r'an-dtt) town, Vic. on Yarra Yarra riv. past
WarregO (wor're-gS) riv. Q. & N. S. AV. trib. of the Darling. past. dist. Q. on
N. S. W. bordeV57,85in.
p.ast. dist. N. S. W. on Q. border, 25,000 0.
WarregO Range, mt. range, Q., S of Mitchell past. dist.
of Sydney, pop.
Warren (wor'en) town, N. S. W. on Macquarie riv. 353 m. N
860 past.
riv. W. A. empties on coast N of D'Entrecasteaux Point.
Warrenheip (wSr'ren-hep') town near Ballarat and Mt. Warrenheip, Vic. esti-

Warrnambool

D

riv.

—

tm mines.
Waratah Bay,

;

;

&

Wairau

;

—

D pop.

8,S77. -— town

;

,

;

N. Z. empties on E coast.
Hawke's Bay prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z. 1,154

Ashley

(wS'e-pii'wa) CO.

Waipu

Glenelg river.

riv. Vic. trib. of

N

otago prov.

point, S

(won'non)

CO. N. S. W. S of lower Lachlan riv. 2,789 D pop. 4,307
town Hay..
VJaratah (wor'a-ta') coal min. mun. town, N. S. W. 4 m. from Newcastle, pop.
2,718.
town," Tas. 47 m. S
of Emu Bay, pop. 1,420 town of Mt. Bischoff

chief

(wii'e-ma-nga-ro'a) town, S. Isl. N. Z. 10 m. N E of Westport
289
min. .sawmills
(wa'e-ma'te)
CO. SE Canterbury prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 1,343 D
Waimate
flour & sawmills.
pop. 5,4'22.
its chief bor. pop. 1,379
Waimate Plains, plains, Taranaki prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
15,5GS
Waimea (wa'e-ma'a) CO. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. 1,6G2 D

& gold

—
—

|

Waradgery (war-aj'er-T)

Bay

Waimangaroa
coal

1

W

W

429

;

D

—

&

;

Waikohu

;

Pop.
(wSn-dTl'i-gSng) gold min. town, Vic. 200 ni. N E of Melbourne.
670
long
from
Mt. Ruapehu to
Wangaehu (wii'nga-a'hSo) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. 70 m.
S. Taranaki Bight.
ig.
N. Isl. N. Z. 120 m.
spt. bor. on
Wanganui (w8'nga-noo-e) riv. S
,281.
riv. Westagr.
past.
co. E of riv. 1,942 D pop,
riv. pop. 5,011
land prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z.
S. Isl. N. Z.
Wanganui Inlet, inlet, N
Wangaratta (wan'ga-rat'ta or won'-) agr. bor. Vic. 145 m. N E of Melbourne.. 2,051
Wangaroa. See Whangaeoa.
807
Wangat (wSn'gat or won'gat) town, N. S. W. 174 m. N of Sydney
218
Wangoom (wan'goom' or won'goom') agr. town, Villiers co. Vic.

Wandiligong

town, Ashley
(wa'e-kii're) riv. N. Isl. N. Z. flows into Hawke Bay.
CO. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. 207.
N.
200 m. long,
riv.
N.
Isl.
Z.
wi'ka-to)
largest
in
WaikatO (wa'e-kii'to colloq.
of the riv.
rises near Lake Taupo and empties S of Manukau Har.
co.

Waikari

fiir, fall

in tiiine

;

;

thgre,

term

;

ffir,

D

food, fflOt

w, k, n (see p. 1719).

;

ffirl;

ow

n,v

m cow

;

eh ns

/Hcliiii;

—

^
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N

Pop.

W

Westmoreland

CO.

W

O

CO.

Nelson prov.

dist. S. Isl.

Whakarewarewa

&

W

N

(hwS'ka-ma'ra-ma-) mt. range,
N. Z.

(Invii'ka-ra'wa-ra'wa) liot springs

geysers, N.

coast of
Isl.

— small town in

Isl.
Isl.

N. Z. Seaward Kaikouras, 8,500 ft.
N. Z., S of Bay of Plenty, 3,15C D pop.

coast of N.

Isl.

Whalers' Point,

co.

Port.

Woolgoolga

WooUahra

N. Z.

N. Z. pop. of riding

WangaehU, riv. Wanganui co. N. Isl. N. Z.
Wangamoa, sub. of Nelson, Waimea co. S. Isl.

or
or

51.5.

(hwii'nga-pii-rii'o-a-) or Wangaparaoa, inlet, on E coast
N. Z. arm of Hauraki Gulf.
Whangape (bwa'nga-pa') vil. Waikato co. N. Isl. N. Z. with hot springs.
of Poverty Bay.
Whan^ara Island (hwa'nga-ra'-) islet, N. Isl. N. Z.,
of Hauraki Gulf, 928 D pop.
Whangarel (hwa'nga-ra'e) CO. N. Isl. N. Z., N
town dist. in co. pop. 740 coal min. spt. fruit
lime.
6,120.
Whangarel Bay, bay, E coast Whangarei co. N. Isl. N. Z.
Whangarel Harbor, bar. of Whangarei, arm of Whangarei Bay, N. Isl. N. Z.
110
Whangarel Heads, vil.on Whangarei Bay, N. Isl. N. Z
Whangaroa (hwii'nga-ro'a) or Wangaroa, town, N. Isl. N. Z. on Whangaroa
Bav. pop. 2CiJ kauri gum
timber, ^co. S of Whangaroa Bay, 160
pop. 878.
Whangaroa Bay, bay, N
of Bay of Islands, N. Isl. N. Z.
Whangaruru Bay (hwa'nga-roo'rob-) inlet, E coast of N. Isl. N. Z.
Whare Kauri. See Ware Kauki.
(Inva'oo) riding
sub. of Auckland, N. Isl. N. Z. containing Auckland
Lunatic A.sylum
3,000
of Goulburn
301
Wheeo (hwe'o) agr. town, N. S. W., N
WhiJbey Isles (hwld'bj-) group, S. A., S
of Eyre's Pen.
Eyre's Pen.
WMlbey, Point, cape, S. A., S
While, CO. N. S. W., Sof Naraoiriv. 1,889
1,242
White BluH, cape, N E S. Isl. N. Z., S point of Cloudy Bay.

Whangaparaoa Bay
N.

SQ

—

&

;

R

&

WhlU

iS

&

geysers

N.

N. Z.

Isl.

;

215
308
249

W

Wicklow (wTk'Io) CO. Southern dist. Q. 2,893 D.
Wide Bay, iulet, E coast of Q. at entrance to Mary

6,582

(wTl-kSn'ya) mun. town, N.

S.

.— past. dist. Q. on S

E

W. 4 m. from Windsor
W. on Darling riv. past

482
1,287

;

—

—

E

N

&

WlUunga

A

;

;

Wilson's Downfall, town, N. S. W. 509 ra. N of Sydney on Q- border
'Wilson's Promontory, cape, S Vic. most S point of Australia, with lighthouse.
Wimmera (wTm'me-ra) riv. Vic. 228 m. long, flows N into Lake Hindmarsh.

197

—

W portion of Vic. area about 21,000 D.

Geraldine co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity, 307.
Wlndellama (wTn-dgl'la-ma) town, N. S. W. 175 m. S of Sydney
(wlu'di-er)
min." town, N. S. W. 171 m. N
of Sydney, pop. 368.
Wlndeyer
CO. N. S. W. on bo'rder of S. A. 3,425 D pop. 538.
of
Windsor (wln'zor) agr. mun. towni, N. S. W. on Hawkesbury riv. 34 m. N
Sydney, pop. 2,033.
sub. of Melbourne, Vic. part of Prahran.
suburban shire

—

W

^

high

;

Wingham

with burn-

&

(wing'am) mun. town, N. S. W. on Manning riv. agr.
cml
(wTn'ton) town, central Q. on a branch of Diamantina riv. pop. 025
agr. bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 19 m.
of Invercargill, pop. 288, pop. with
;

494

its vicinity, 591.

Wiseman's Ferry, town, N. S. W. on Hawkesbury riv.
Wodehouse (wod'hous) co. Central dist. Q. 5,017 D.

;

131

tourists' resort

Wodonga (wo-don'ga) agr. town, Vic. near border of N. S. W
WoUombi (wol'lom-bl) town, N. S. W. 155 m. N of Sydney agr. &
;

891
177

timber

WoUondllly

("ol'gn-dll'i) riv. N. S. W., the name of Hawkesbury riv. from
source near Goulburn to junction with Cox riv. where it becomes Warra-

gamba

riv.

&
&

See Hawkesbuey
Nepean.
(wool'on-gong) spt.
mun. town, N.

Port Phillip Bay.

W.

commonhj Yarra,

(ySi'r6-we)

Barwon

riv. Vic. trib. of

S'.

Yatala (yat'a-la) sub. of Adelaide,
coast
Yates Point"(yatz-) cape,

W

S.

A

of

Otago prov.

W

means square miles
mining
0, u,

305
of

Sydney

dist. S. Isl.

;

agr.

& past

1,770
1,432

N. Z.
577

206
149
223

316

—
Q. 16,403 D. — sub. of Adelaide,

—

S. A. pop. 575.
1,320 D.
CO. Northern dist.
York, Cape, cape, Q., N Cape York Pen. most N point of Australia, lat. 10° 39' S.
Yorke's Peninsula, pen. S. A. bet%veen Spencer's Gulf and Gulf St. Vincent.
Yorke Town, corp. town, S. A. Yoike's Pen
York, Mount, mt. peak, N. S. W. Blue Mts. reached in first overland journey
by Lawson & Blaxland in 1813.
York Sound, inlet, N W. A. Kimberley div.
agr. & past.
of Sydney, pop. 2,746
Young, mun. town, N. S. W. 249 m. S
of Darling riv. 2.637 O pop. 1,640; chief town Wilcannia.
CO. N. S. W.,
CO. S. A., N of Murray riv. 2,076 D pop. 74.
Young Nick's Head, cape, E coast N. Isl. N. Z., S point of Poverty Bay.
You Yangs, The (-u yangz) or The Anakies. rat. range, S Vic.
Yowaka (yow-ak'a) town, Auckland co. N. S.

377

W

W

(yung-uul'gra) CO. N. S. W.,

^

;

W
W of Darling

riv. 2,908

D

286
396

3,041

(woolz'lT) co. Central dist. Q. 4,178 0.
(wo-lum'la) tomi, N. S. W. 326 m. S of Sydney ; dairying
(wom'bat)
town, N. S. W. 241 m. S
Wombat
of Sydney past.
agr
Wombeyan Caves (wom'be'an-) limestone caves N. S. W., of Goulburn.
Wongyarra (wSng-vSr'ra) settlement, Frome co. S. A
Wonnangatta (w5n'an-g2t'ta) co. Gippsland dist. Vie. 2,224D
Wonomo (wori-o'mo) co. Northern dist. Q. 8,396 O.

i,

flows S between Grenville

riv.

cos.

48 m. S of Sydney with

lighthouse

Wolumla

D

of

150 m. long, flows S into

'

Wolseley

a, e,

riv. Vic.

Yarrunga (ySr-rijn'ga) town, Camden co. N. S. W
Yass (yas) town, N.
W. on Yass riv. 190 m. S W

Yungnulgra
S.

NNE

1,278
(yar'ra yar'ra)

;

;

N

162 m.

riv.

Melbourne

Yarra Yarra
and Grant

198

co.

.

163
ft.

Yarraville, sub. of Melbourne, Vic. part of Footscray.
Yarrawonga (yar'ra-won'ga) agr. town, Vic. on Murray

Yarrowee

459

280

Yarrangobilly Caves (yar'au-go-binT-) limestone formations, Buccleuch
N. S. W. near Kiandra.
Yarra, South, sub. of Melbourne, Vic. part of Prahran.

;

ing coal beds.

Wollongong

557
370
239

;

W

—

Melbourne

Yetholme (yet'hom) town, Roxburgh co. N. S. W
Yeulba (yobl'ba) or Yuelba, town, Q. 281 m. W of Brisbane agr. & timber
Yilgarn (ytl'giirn) gold field, W. A., W of Coolgardie chief town Southern Cross.
^- magisterial dist. W. A. pop. 380.
Yongala (yong'a-la) agr. town, S. A. 160 m. N of Adelaide
York (ySrk) agr. town, W. A. on Avon riv. 77 m. E of Perth, pop. 1,199. ^
magisterial dist. S W W. A. pop. 3,.590.
co. S. A., N W of Spencer's Gulf,

254

W

S. Isl. N. Z.
Point, point, S
Wingen (wTn'jen) town, N. S. W. near Mt. Wingen
Wingen, Mount, mt. N. S. W., S of Liverpool Range, 1,800

of

;

of Brisbane, Q. pop. 5,152.

&

;

Yea (ya) town, Vic. 80 m. N E of Melbourne agr. past. & min
Yengen (yen'gen) settlement, NE coast New Caledonia.
Yerong Creek (yer'oug-) town, Mitchell co. N. S. W

vil.

East Winton

315
288

D

.

(w-Tl'as-ton) town, S. A. 27 m.
352
of Adelaide
W. A. highWilliam, Mount, Vic. highest peak in the Grampians, 3,827 ft.
est peak in Roe Range, approx. height 3,000 ft.
riv. N. S. W. trib. of
Williams, magisterial dist. S E W. A. pop. 2,120.
Hunter river.
15,960
Wllliamstown, town, Vic. sub. of Melbourne, on Hobson's B.^y
Willochra (wll-lok'ra) riv. S. A. 1 10 m. long, flows into Lake Torrens.
point of Kangaroo Isl. S. A. with lighthouse.
Willoughby, Cape ("wil'g-bl)
side of Port Jackson 3,411
WillOUghby, North, muu. sub. of Sydney, N. S. W. on
Kirby's Ranges, 12,220 D.
Wills, CO. Central dist. Q., S of Selwyn
Wills, Mount, mt. peak, Tanjil co. Vic. 5,758 ft.
532
(wii-liSu'ga) agr. town, S. A., 30 m. S of Adelaide
217
Wilmington (wTl'mTng-tgn) or Beautliul Valley, town, Frome CO. S.
Wilmot Range, mt. range, Arthur co. Tas. highest point 3,483 ft.
Wilson Bay, inlet, S E coast of Stewart Isl. N. Z.
Wilson. Mount, peak, N. S. W. Blue Mts. tourists' resort.

^

W

W

;

riv.

NE

WlUaston

past.

569

.

(ySl'goo') chief town of Yalgoo gold field, W. A. 220 m. E of Geraldtou,
estimated pop. 200.
of Sydney..
Yalwal (ySl'wal) min. town, Shoalhaven dist. N. S. W. 115 m. S
Yamba (ySm'ba) town, Clarence co. N. S.
Yancowinna (ySn'ko-wTn'na) silver min. co. N. S. W. on W. A. border, 2,641
chief towu Broken Hill.
pop. 24,463
Yanda (ySn'da) CO. N. S. W., E of Darling riv. 2,974 D
Yankalilla (ySn'ka-lil'la) town, S. A. on Gulf St. Vincent, 46 m. S of Adelaide.
N. S. W. 2,990
Yantara (y5u-ta'ra) CO. N
Yan Yean Reservoir (ySn yen-) reservoir, Vic. 23 m. N E of Melbourne supplies Melbourne with water.
Yappar (ySp'par') CO. Northern dist. Q. 16,530 D.
Yarra (ySr'ra) riv. Vic. See Yarra Yarra.
Yarraglen (yitr'ra-glSn') agr. town, Vic. on Yarra riv. 31 m. E of Melbourne.
Yarragon (ySr'ra-fou) formerly Waterloo, agr. town, Buln-Buln co. Vic. 69 m.
S E of Melbourne. ?
Yarram Yarram (yar'ram ySr'ram) agr. town, Buln-Buln co. Vic. 136 m. S E

W

143

coast, 8,243 D.
Wllberlorce (wTl'ber-fors) agr. town, N. S.

Winton

194
188

min. town, Vic. on creek of same name, 184 m.

."

.

;

Windsor

&

Y.

S.

;

N

Winchester,

&

;

;

sulphur formation, with

W

N

—

;

&

Tackandandah (ySk'an-dSn'da)
N E of Melbourne

(hwlt'l-se) agr. tomi, Vic. on Plenty river
of Sydney past
llltton (bwit'on) town, N. S. W. 375 m. S
min. town, Rodney co. Vic
(roo)
Wtiroo
(wlk'am) coal min. mun. sub. of Newcastle, N. S.
King Isl. in Bass Strait, with lighthouse.
Wlckham, Cape' cape,
Wickliffe (wik'lTf ) town, Vic. on Hopkins riv. past

the whole

,183

YalgOO

W

dist.

NE

—
—

&

—

boiling springs.

Whlttlesea

Wiloannia

W

G

Whilsunday Island (liwTt'sun-da-) isl. off E coast Q. lat. 20=^ 15'
Whitsunday Passage, strait, between Q. and Whitsunday Isl.

Wickham

227

W

W

While Feather. See Kanowna.
White Island, isl. in B.vy of Plenty,

290

992
115

NW

;

;

W

;

381

;

D

W

212
241
996
493

171
10,023

estimated pop. of
gold workings, 7,000 center of gold min. dist.
(wl'bong) agr. town, Brisbane co. N. S.
Wycheproof (wlch'e-proof) town, Vic. 190 m.
of Melbourne, estimated
agr. & past.
pop. 500
Wyld's Craig (wlldz krag) mt. peak, Franklin co. Tas. 4,399 ft.
of Invercargill, pop.
Wyndham (wTnd'am) town dist. S. Isl. N. Z., 27 m. N
407 past.
agr.
town, N. S. W. 351 m. S of Sydney, pop. 391.
town, Vic.
See Werribee.
spt. W. A. on Cambridge Gulf
port for Kimberley gold
fields, place of cattle shipment
terminus of W. A. system of telegraphs.
Wynyard (wTn'yard) CO. N. S. W., S of Murrumbidgee riv. 1,705 pop. 12,530 ;
chief town Wagga Wagga.
agr. spt. town, Tas. on Bass Strait, pop. 621.
Wyong (wi'ong) town, Northumberland co. N. S. W. agr. timber
Wyradlah (wi-r51'la) town, Rous CO. N. S. W. sugar maize

town &
Wybong

&

;

261

of

,

NE

;

W
W

Woura (wow'ra) CO. Central & Northern dists. Q. 8,833 D.
Wyalong (wl'a-long) town, N. S. W. 339 m. W of Sydney,

Isl.

W

(wd61-g661'gii) town, Fitzroy co. N. S.
num. sub. of Sydney, N. S.

(w661-lii'ra)

Woolloomooloo (wo5i'165-nid6-loo') part of Sydney, N. S. W. on S shore
WooUopmooloo Bay.
Woolloomooloo Bay, bay, N. S. W. an arm of Port Jackson.
Woolston (wool'ston) bor. S. Isl. N. Z. 3 m. from Christchurch
Woore (woor) CO. N. S. W. E of Darling riv. 2,505 D

cape, Vic. near spt. of Portland, with lighthouse.

WhangaehU (hwa'nga-a'hoo)
Whangamoa (hwii'nga-mo'a)

—

—

^riv. in co.
Whakatane, or Te Whaltl, Mountains, mt. range, Whakatane CO. N. Isl. N. Z.
Whaka—tere Range (hwii-ka-ta're-) mt. range, Auckland prov. dist. N. Isl. N. Z.
Whale Island or MotU Hora (mo'to ho'ra) small isl. in Bay of Plenty, off E
1,.524.

— agr.

S. Isl.

;

N. Z.

2 m. from Rotorna.

Whakarl (liwa'kii-re) mt. peak, S.
Whakatane (liwS'ka-ta'nS) co. N.

1,021.

N. Z. 16 m. N of Christchurch, pop. 300.
Woodford (woSd'ford) town, Moreton dist. Q
Woodforde, sub. of Adelaide, S. A
Woodford Island, agr. isl. N. S. W. on Clarence river
Woodlands, town. Southland co. S. Isl. N. Z. pop. with vicinity
Woodlark Island, isl. in S Pacific Oc. S E of New Guinea gold min.
Woodside, agr. town, S. A. 33 m. S E of Adelaide
Wood's Point, min. bor. Vic. on Goulburn riv. 152 m. N E of Melbourne
Wood's Quoin (-koin) mt. peak, Monmouth co. Tas. 3,033 ft.
Woodstock, gold min. town, S. Isl. N. Z. 4 m. from Hokitika
Woodville (wood'vTl) agr. bor. N. Isl. N. Z. on Mana\vatu riv. 971.
sub. of
Adelaide, S. A. pop. 317.
town, Durham co. N. S. W. pop. 209.
Woolamal, Cape (-w661'a-mi) cape, Vic. E Phillip Isl. at entrance to Western

town,

w

Whakamarama Mountains

Pop.
406
376

Woodburn (w68d'bQrn) agr. town, N. S. W. on Richmond river
Woodburn, South, agr. town, N. S. W. on Richmond river
Woodbury, vil. Geraldine co. S. Isl. N. Z
Woodend(wood'gnd) agr. town, Vic. 48 m. N W of Melbourne, pop.

(w5st'raor-land) co. N. S. W.,
of the WoUoiidilly riv. l,G27n
center ofTas. 1,199 0.
208
Weston, towu, Waimate co. S. I.sl. N. Z
point of Tas.
West Point, cape, most
Westport, coal min. spt. bor. Nelson prov. dist. S. Isl. N. Z. at mouth of Buller liver
2,622
Weymouth Bay (wa'muth-) bay, Q., E Cape York Pen.
coast N. Isi. N. Z.
Whaingaroa Harbor {or Harbour) (iiwa'e-nga^ro'a-) bar.

—

pop. 3,974.

Raglan

...

;

;

agr., agricultural

;

;

N

z.

511

&

329

N

Zeehan
215
2,068

of
(ze'an) silver min. town, Montagu co. Tas.
1,965, estimated pop. (1897) 8,000.
Zigzag (zTg'zSg) railway station and escarpment N. S. W.
way engineering on
side of Blue Mts.

W

Macquarie Har. pop.
;

noted piece of

rail-

borough cml., commercial Corp., corporate ; dist., district div., division har., harbor mfg., manufacturing ; min.,
See Abhreriafions, p. 2014.
vil., village.
pop,, population
riv., river
spt., seaport
sub., suburb
prov., provincial
far, fall
Si, shor/ ; a, e, i, o, obscure (see remark, p. 1719)
thgre, term fSr, food, fd5t fflrl ow as in cow ; ch as in chin;
U, u (see p. 171*9)"; g as in get th as in thin
th as in thine w, k, n (see p. 1719).

bor.,

mun., municipal past., pastoral
; a, e, o, less prolonged ; 5, e, I,

!ong

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

o,

;

;

;

;
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CONTAINING OVER

ONE THOUSAND NAMES OF NOTEWORTHY AUSTRALASIANS
COMPILED AND ARRANGED BY

EDWARD
In preparing
limits of the

tliis

PULSFOED, M.

Biographical Dictionary the aim has been to include, so far as the
tlie names of all persons associated with the development

work permitted,

who

of Australasia

are usually considered noteworthy either from

official

position or

The names of all the governors, premiers, bishops, judges
(of Supreme Court), presidents and speakers of the Houses of Parliament and the
more important cabinet ministers have therefore been given, while the explorers,
early settlers, artists, scientists, scholars, teachers, writers, members of the professions, the press and the drama, etc. are fairly if not fully represented.
The design has been to give tlie correct spelling of the person's name, the pronunciation where this is in doubt, the calling or official position and date of holding office,
individual performance.

,

C,

L.

SYDNEY

together with the date of birth or the dates of birth and death as the case may be.
To save space the titles Honorable, Reverend, and the like have, as a rule, been
omitted as being merely local or indicated by the official position.

Any

abbreviations used which are not explained in the table, p. 1919, will be found

An interrogation mark following a
An interrogation mark alone, in the

Abbott, Joseph Henry, M. C. L. Min. Vic. 1893-4
Abbott, Sir Joseph Palmer, K. C. M. G. Min. Mines N. S. W. 1883, Lands
'85.
1842
D. F. C. '91, '97
Speaker L. A. '90183G
A' Beckett, Thomas. Judge, Vic. 1886A'Beckett, Thomas Turner, M. L. C. Min. Vic. 1860-1, '70-1. Author.. 1808— 1892.
A'Beokett, Sir William, Kut. Judge, N. S. W. 1844-6. Judge, Port Phillip,
1806—1869.
'46-51.
Author
First Chief Justice Vic. '51-7.
1833
A'Beckett, William Arthur Callender. Min. Vic. 1871-2, '75
Abraham, Charles John, M. A., M. D. First Bishop of Wellington, N. Z.

.

.

.

.

.

1815

1858-70
Adams, Francis William Lauderdale.

.

—

1862 1893.
Poet, novelist, and essayist
1831
Adams, Robert Patten. Sol.-Gen. Tas. 1867-87. Judge '871886-7
1815
Tas.
K.
Premier
G.
Agnew, Sir James Willson,
1800—1877.
Allen, George, M. L. C. First Attorney Supreme Court N. S.
Allen, Sir George Wigram, K. C. M. G. Speaker L. A., N. S. W. 1875-82.. 1824— 1885.
.

CM.

.

W

AUwOOd, Canon Robert. Incumbent St. James', Sydney, 1840-84
Anderson, Ernest Augustus, D. D. C. E. Bishop of Kiverina, N.

1803-1891.

W.

S.

1895-

1859

Anderson, Robert

Stirling
'74-5, '75-7, '80, '83

Howe, M.

Andrew, Henry Martyn, M. A. Prof.
Andrews, Richard Bullock. Min. S.
Judge '81-5
Angas, George
Australia

Min. Vic. lSGO-1, '61-3,

L. C.

'74,

1820—1883.
1845—1888.

Natural Philosophy Melb. Univ
A. 1857,

.

'G3-4, '65, 'G7-8, '68.

'03,

1823—1885.
Fife.

A

founder of

S.

A.

Bank

Originator of Union

of

In Italics are given distinguishing items, as the name of a book, an author's pseu-

donym, and the

like.

Born. Died.
Premier
1839—1893;
Naturalist Capt. Cook's

Journalist and politician, N. Z.

1891-3

Banks,

Sir Joseph, Bart., P.
expedition

C,

G. C. B., D. C. L.

1743

Angas, George French, F. L. S. Artist and author, S. A. and N. Z
1823
Ansas, John Howard, M. L. C. Pastoralist, S. A
1820
Archer, Archibald. M. L. A., Q. 1867-93. Treasurer '82-3
Archer, Tliomas, C. M. G. Explorer and pastoralist, Q. Agent-Gen. 1881-4,
1823
'88-90
1850
Archibald, Jules Prangois. Journalist and founder of Bulletin
Armstrong, Mrs. Helen Porter. See Melba, Madame.
Arney, Sir George Alfred, Knt. Chief Justice N. Z. 1858-75. Adminis1800-1883.
trator '73
Arnold. William Munnings, M. L. A. Min. Works N. S. W. 18C0-G3, '65,
1820—1875.
Lands '65. Speaker L. A. '65-75
17S4— 1854.
Arthur, Col. Sir George, Bart. Lieut. Gov. Tas. 1824-30
1851
Ashton, Julian Rossi. Artist. Six years Pres. N. S. W. Art Society
ISGl.
journalist.
Attorney-General,
Barrister
and
Aspinall, Butler Cole.
1830—1875.
Solicitor-General, '70, Vic
Atkinson, Mai. Sir Harry Albert, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Premier N. Z.
1831-1892.
1876-7, '83-4, '84, '87-91. D. F. C. '91
Australle. Pseudonym of Mrs. Emily Australie Heron.
Avers, Sir Henry, G. C. M. G., M. L. C. Eleven times Min. (seven as
1821-1897.
Premier)S. A. Pres. L. C. 1881-93
.

.

.

.

.

—1820.

Barker, Frederic, D. D. C. E. Bishop Sydney and Metropolitan 1854-82.
Primate '72-82
1808—1882.
Barkly, Sir Henry, K. C. B., G. C. M. G. Gov. Vic. 185G-G3
1815
Barlow, Andrew Henry, M. L. C. Min. Lands Q. 1893, '93-5
1837
.

.

Barlow, Christopher George, D. D.

C. E. Bishop N. Q. 1891-

1858
1755

Barrington, George. Historian and miscellaneous writer
Barrow, John Henry, M. P. Newspaper editor and proprietor.
S.

-^.

—

V

M. L. C,

Treas. 1872-3

A.

1817-1874.

Barry, Alfred, D. D., D. C. L.

C. E. Bishop of Sydney.

Primate Aus-

tralia 1884-9
Barry, Sir Redmond,

1826

.

K. C. M. G., M. A., LL. D. Judge, Vic. 1852-80.
First Chancellor Melb. Univ. '55-80.
Acting Gov. '75
1813-1880.
Barton, Edmund, M. A., Q. C, M. L. C. Speaker L. A., N. S. W. 1883-7.
Atty.-Gen. '89, '91-3. D. F. C. '91, '97
1849
Barton, George Burnett. Historian, critic, and biographer, N. S.
183C
.

W

.

—
1809— 18SG.
1800 — 1840.

Bass, George. Navigator. Discoverer of Bass Strait
Bathgate, John, M. L. C. Min. N. Z. 1872, '72-3, '73-5
Batman, John. One of the founders of Melbourne
Beaney, James George, M. D., M. L. C, etc. Surgeon, Melb.

1812.'

?

Left large
fortune to charities
1832—1891.
(bSk), Louis George.
Author tales South Sea Island life
I85t>
Belcher, Rev. Robert Henry, M. A., LL. D. Author and scholar, N. Z. 1S4G
Bell, Sir Francis Dillon, K. C. M. G., C. B.
Many times Mhi. N. Z.
Speaker H. R. 1871-5. Agent-Gen. '81-91
1822
Bell, James, M. L. C. Min. Instruction, Vic. 1886-90
.
1836
Bell, Sir Joshua Peter, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Treas. Q. 1864-G. Min.

Becke

;

,

1789—1879.
1822—1886.

'.

date indicates that

not obtainable.

Ballance, John, M. H. R.
Born. Died.
1830

Supplement, page
it is doubtful or approximate.
date column, indicates that the date desired was

in the Abbreviations used in the Australasian

.

.

'

Lands '06-7, '71-4. Pres. L. C. '79-81
182G— 1881.
Belmore, Earl of (Sir Somerset Richard Lowry-Corry, P. C, G. C. M. G.).
Gov. N. S. W. 1868-72
.1835
Benjamin, Sir Benjamin, Kut. Merchant. Mayor Melb. 1887-92
1834
Bennett, George, M. D., F. R. C. S., F. L. S., F. Z. S. Scientist and au.

.

thor, N. S.

W

1804—1893.

Bennett, Samuel. Founder (Sydney) Evening News and Toum and Country Journal
1815—1878.
Bent, Thomas. Min. Vic. 1880, '81-3. Speaker '92-4
1838
Bemays (ber'naz), Lewis Adolphus, C. M. G. Clerk of tlie L. A., Q
1831
Berry, David. Early settler N. S. W. Left £200,000 to education, etc. .1792— 1889.
Berry, Sir Graham, K. C. M. G. Journalist. Min. and Premier Vic. 1875,
'77-80, '80-1.
Agent-Gen. '87-91. Speaker '94-7. D. F. C. '97
1822
Best, Robert Wallace, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 18941S5G
Bevan (bgv'an), Llewelyn David, LL.D., D.D. Congregational minister,
Melbourne
1S42

.
.

.

.

Bird, Bolton Stafford. Treas. Tas. Speaker. D. F. C. '91
1840
Black, Maurice Alexander, F. I. A. Actuary Australian Mutual Provident
Society 18G8-87. Gen. Manager and Actuary '87-90
1830 1890.
Black, Main'ice Hume, M. L. A. Min. Works Q. 1888, '88-90
1835
Blackall, Col. Samuel Wensley. Gov. Q. 1868-71
1809— 1S71.
Blackett, Cuthbert Robert, F. C. .S. Govt. Analytical Chemist Vic
1831
Blair, David. Journalist and author, Vic
1820
Bland, William, M. R. C. S. Physician, politician, and philanthropist,
*.
N. S.
.1789-1808.
Blaxland, Gregory. Explorer. Crossed Blue Mountains 1813
177 1— lSf)3.
Bllgh, Admiral William, R. N. Gov. N. S. \V. 180G-S
1754—1817.
Blyth (blitli), Sir Arthur, K. C. M. G., C. B. Ten times Min. (thrice as
Premier) S. A. Agent-Gen. 1877-91
1823—1891.
Boake, Barcroft Henry. Poetical writei-, N. S.
1866—1893.
'.'.

.

—

B.

.

.

Charles, M. A., D. D. Greek scholar. Prof. Classics and Logic
1813-1884.
Sydney Univ. 1867-84
Baeot (bag'StV John Tuthill, M. A. Min. S. A. 1857, 'CO-Gl, '68, '68-70. ..1819—1870.
'57-72
.1812—1872.
Premier
A.
1857.
M.
L.
S.
C.
Baker, John, M. L. C, F. B. G. S.
1830
Baker, Richard. Min. Vic. 1893-4
Baker, Sir Richard Chaffey, K. C. M. 6., M. L. C. Min. S. A. 1870-71,

Badham,

.

.

1841

D. F. C. '91, '97
Pres. L. C. '93.
BaUour, James, M. L. 0. Merchant. Min. Vic. 1890.
22 years M. L. C
'84-5.

a,e,\,o,u,long;

ai,e,o, less prolonged;

it,

S, T, 5,

.

W

For 5 years M. L. A.

Boldrewood,

.1830

CI,

.?/ioW ; a, g,

ii,

u (see

p.

i,

o, oftscwre

1719)

;

.

W

(see remark, p. 1719)

g as in get

;

th as in

fiir,f(tll;

;

tiiine

Rolf.

;

Pseudonym
thgre, term

of
;

Thomas Alexander Browne.

f5r, food, fe5t

;

fflrl

;

'

owasiaeoic; chasincAm;

*, K, N (see p. 1719).
(2057)

;
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M

Died.

Born.

Bonwick, James,

F. R. G. S.

Author

Old Boomerang.

of

numerous

works on Australia

1817

Bonython (bon-i'thon), John Langdon.
A (Ireiiiser, Adelaide

Journalist and proprietor of S. A.

1848
1803 -1868.
1807

Boothby, Benjamin. Judge, S. A. 1853-G7
Boothby, Guy Newell. Novelist, S. A
Boothby, Josiah, C. M. G. Executive Commr.

S. A. at Paris Exhibition

1837

1878

1831
(bQrk), M.aj. Gen. Sir Richard, K. C. B. Gov. N. S. W. 1831-7. .1778—1855.
1830
Charles Christopher, M. L. C. Min. N. Z. 1874-7
First
Sir George Fergusson, P. C, G. C. M. G., D. C. L., LL. D.
'73-9
Gov.
'G8-73.
Gov.
Vic.
1821
N. Z.
Gov. Q. 185'J-G8.
Boyce, William Binningtou. Wesleyan Methodist minister. Pres. first
.

Wesleyan Conference
Founder of Boyd Town, N.

Boyd, Benjamin.

1805- -1889.
S.

W.

Pastoralist, N. S.

W.,
179G- -1852?

1840-50

Bracken, Thomas, M. H. B. Journalist and author, N. Z
Braddon, Sir Edward Nicholas Coventry, P. C, K. C. M. G., LL. D.

1843
Pre-

1829
mier Tas. 1894-7. D. F. C. '97
-1871.
?
Brady. John, D. D. R. C. Bishop of Perth, W. A. 1845-70
'70-4.
Atty.-Gen.
D.
L.,
K.
C.
M.
G.
1865,
John,
C.
B.,
C.
Q.
Bramston,
1832
Assistant Undersecretary Colonies '7G183G
Brassey, Baron (Sir Thomas, K. C. B., D. C. L.). Gov. Vic. 1895Bray, Sir John Cox, K. C. M. G. Min. S. A. 1875, '7G-7, '85-7, '90-2.
Premier '81-4, '84. Speaker '88-90. D. F. C. '91. Agent-Gen. •92-4.1842- -1894.
1852
Brennan, Louis, C. B. Inventor Brenuan torpedo, Vic
1871
Brereton (brSr'ton), John Le Gay. Poetical writer, N. S.
185G
Brient, Lachlau John. Editor Daily Telegraph, Sydney, 1890Bright, Henry Edward, M. L. C. Min. S. A. 1873-5. M. P. 'GC-74, '75-85.

W

R

M. L. C. '85Brisbane, Maj. Gen. Sir Thomas Makdougall, Bart., G.

1819
C. B., G. C. H.,

W

.

1838

Browne, Thomas Alexander.

Rolf Boldreivood

.

Author.

\_Robberij im-

182G

<ln- Ariiix-]

Browne,

Col. Sir

Thomas Gore, K.

C.

M. G.,

C. B.

1807 -1887.

Chancellor
Sir Anthony Colling, K. C. M. G., LL. D., etc.
1817
Univ. Melbourne
Brunker, James Nixon. Min. Lands N. S. W. 1888-9, '89-91. Col. Sec.

Brownless,

-1897.

1832
94D. F. C. '97
1833
Eryce, John. Min. N. Z. 1879-81, '81-4
L.
Atty.-Gen.
and
Alplionsus,
C.
M.
G.,
M.
C.
Patrick
K.
Sir
Buckley,
1841Judge '95-G
Col. Sec. N. Z. 1884-7, '91-5.
BuUer (bool'er). Sir Walter Lawry, K. C. M. G. Journalist, author, bar1838
rister, N. Z
1838
Bundey, William Henry. Min. S. A. 1874-5, '78-81. Judge '84Burdekin (bQr'de-kTu), Sydney. Millionaire. Mayor Sydney 1890-1.
'80-2,''84-91,
'92-4
1839
M. L. A.
1847
Burgess, William Henry. Treas. Tas. 1884-7. D. F. C. '91
1821
Burke, Robert O'Hara. Explorer, Vic. Perished at Cooper's Creek
Co. Ld
184G
Burns, James. Founder firm Burns, Philp
Burns, John Fitzgerald. P. M. G., N. S. W. 1875-7, '77-8. Treas. '85-6,
'87-9
1832
179G
Burns, Thomas, D. D. First Min. N. W. Settlement, Otago, N. Z
1810
Knt.
Chief
Justice
W.
A.
18G1-79
Archibald
Paull,
Burt, Sir
1847
Burt, Septimus, Q. C, M. L. A. Atty.-Gen. W. A. 1890-7
1858-61.
L.
N.
S.
C,
W.
Burton, Sir William Westbrooke, Knt. Pres.
1794
Judge '32-44
1829
Butler, Edward, Q. C, M. L. C. Atty.-Gen. N. S. W. 1872-3
1821
Butler, Dr. Henry. Physician. Speaker Tas. 1877-85
1814
Buvelot (bu've-lo), Abram Louis. Artist, Vic
1837
Buston, Sir Thomas Fowell, Bart., K. C. M. G. Gov. S. A. 1895Buzacott (bui'a-kot), Charles Hardie, M. L. C. P. M. G., Q. 1879-80.
1835
Part proprietor Brisbane Courier, '80-94
1843
Byrne. Joseph Patrick, D. D. R. C. Bishop of Bathnrst, 1885'93,
1890-3.
Sol.-Gen.
Atty.-Gen.
Thosnas
Joseph,
M.
L.
C.
Q.
Byrnes,
'9318G0
.

-1896.
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W
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-1888.
-1879.
-1885.
-1888.
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Dalntree, Richard, C. M. G. Govt. Geologist Q. 1868. Agent-Gen. '72-6 18311858
Daley, Victor James. Poet, Vic
Dalley, William Bede, P. C, Q. C. Sol.-Gen. N. S. W. 1858-9. Atty.-Gen
.

'75-7, '77, '83-5

Dalrymple, David Hay. Min. Instruction Q. 1895Dalrymple, George Augustus Frederick Elphinstone.

.

—

.

.

fi,

1831- -1888.
1840

Explorer.

Daly, SirDominick, Knt. Gov. S. A. 1862-8
Dampier, Alfred. Actor and dramatist
Dampier, "William. Navigator. Explored W. and N. coast
1688, 1699

Dangar, Henry Carey, M.
Darley,

Sir

-1878.

Col. Sec

Q

First speaker of L. A.,

Q. 1866.
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-1871.
-1879.

1822 1879.
Cadell, Capt. Francis. Explorer and early navigator Murray River
1847
Cadman, Alfred Jerome, M. H. R. Min. Mines, etc. N. Z. 18911802
Vic
1881.
Founder
Presbyteriauism
in
Adam,
D.
D.
Cairns,
Cairns, Sir William Wellington, K. C. M. G. Gov. Q. 1875-7, Gov. S. A. '77.1828—1888.
1813-1892.
Missionary
to
Fiji,
1838-5G
James.
Calvert, Rev.
1830
Calvert, John Jackson. Clerk of the Parliaments N. S.
Cambridge, Ada. Pseud, of Mrs. G. F. Cross.
Cameron, Gen. Sir Duncan Alexander, G. C. B. British Commander
1808—1886.
Maori War 1863-4
Camidge (kam'Ij), Charles Edward, D. D. C. E. Bp. Bathurst, 1887- ..1838
Campbell, James, M. L. A. P. M. G. Vic. 1882-6. Min. Trade and Cus.1845— 1893.
toms and Education, '93
Campbell, John Logan, M. D. Merchant Auckland, N. Z., since 1840.
1817
Patron of fine arts
1 804—1859.
Campbell, Robert. Treas. N. S. W. 1 85G, '58-9
Authoress..
Murray-Prior.
1851
Mrs.
Born
Rosa
Caroline
Campbell-Praed,
Cani (ka'ni), John, D. D., LL.D. R. C. Bishop Rockhampton, Q. 1882- .1836—1898.
Canterbury, Viscount (John Henry Thomas Manners Sutton, K. C. B.,
1814—1877.
G. C. M. G.). Gov. Vic. 1866-73
Carandini (kSr'an-de'ne), Madame Marie. Prima donna, N. S. W. and Tas.1826 1894.
Carey, Maj. Gen. George Jackson, C. B. In Maori war 1SG3-5. Acting
1828—1872.
Gov. Vic. '66
1784—1860
Founder Otago Settlement, N. Z
Cargill, Capt. William.
1810—1890.
Carleton, Hugh Francis. Thirtv years M. H. R., N. Z
1819
Carr, John. Min. S. A. 1870-1, '71-2, '76-7
Carr, Thomas Joseph, D. D. R. C. Abp. Melb. and Metropolitan 1883- ..1840
i,

.

.

-ISGl.

&

a, e,

1823- -1895.

.

Gov. N. Z. 1855-Gl,

Tas. 'Gl-S

.".

ChalliS, John Henry. Merchant. Left .-6250,000 to Sydney Univ
1806- -1880.
Chalmers, Rev. James. Missionary and explorer. New Guinea
1841
Chalmers, William, D. D. C. E. Bishop Goulburn, 18921833
Chambers, Charles Haddon. Dramatist, N. S.
1860
Champ, Col. William Thomas Napier. First Premier Tiis
1808
Chancer, Alfred Thomas. Journalist and poet, S. A
18.52
Chapman, Henry Samuel. Judge, N. Z. 1843-50, '64-75
1803 —1881.
Chapman, Tliomas Daniel, M. L. C. Several times Min. Tas. Pres. L. C.
1882-4
1844
Cheeke, Alfred. Judge, N. S. W. 1865-76
1811
Chllders (chTl'derz), Hugh Culling Eardley, P. C, M. P. Member first
Ministry Vic. 1855-7. First Agent-Gen
1827ChUbb, Charles Edward. Atty.-Gen. Q. 1883. Judge '891845
Chute (choot), Maj. Gen. Sir Trevor, K. C. B. Commander N. Z. 1865-7.
Administrator N. S. W. '67-8
1816Clark, Andrew Inglis. Atty.-Gen. Tas. 1887-92, '94-7. D. F. C. '91
1848
Clark, Charles. Minister Baptist Church, Melbourne, now Lecturer
1838
Clarke, Lieut. Gen. Sir Andrew, R. E., G. C. M. G., C. B., C. L E. Member first Ministry Vic. 1855-7. Several times Acting Agent-Gen. Gov.
W. A. '46-7
1824
Clarke, Marcus. Author and journalist, Vic
1846 -1881.
Clarke, Rev. WilUam Branwhite, M. A., F. R. S. Geologist, N. S.
1798 -1878.
Clarke, Sir William John, Bart., M. L. C, LL.D. Pastoralist, Vic
1831 -1897
Clarke, William John Turner, M. L. C. Pastoralist, Tas. Millionaire
1804- -1874.
ClUford, Sir Charles, Bart. Pastoralist. First Speaker H. R., N. Z. '53-60. 1813 -1893.
Cockburn, John Alexander, M. D., M. P. Min. S. A. 1885-7, '92, '93Premier '89-90. D. F. C. '91, '97
1850
Cockbum-Campbell, Sir Thomas, Bart. First Pres. L. C, W. A. 1890-2. 1845 -1892.
Cockle, Sir James, Knt., F. R. S. First Chief Justice Q. 1862-79
1819 -Ifc95.
Coghlan (kSg'lan), Timothy Augustine, M. I. C. E. Statistician N. S. W.
1887- . Member Civil Service Board, '9.518.56
Cohen, Edward. Min. Trade and Customs Vic. 1869-70, '72-4, '74-5
1822;— 1877.
Cohen (ko'en), Henry Emanuel. Treas. N. S. W. 1877-8. Min. Justice
'83-5.
Judge, '961840
Colenso (kS-lSn'zo), Rev. William, F. R. S., F. L. S. Missionary, antiquary.
Maori and Polynesian scholar
1811
Coles, Sir Jenkin, K. C. M. G. Min. S. A. 1884-5, '87-9. Speaker '90- .1840
Collins, Col. David.
Judge Advocate N. S. W. 1788-97.
Author.
Founded Hobart 1804. First Lieut. Gov. Tas. 1804-10
1754Colton, Sir John, K. C. M. G. Premier S. A. 1876-7, '84-5
1823
Combes (koomz), Edward, C. M. G., M. L. C. Artist. Min. Works
N. S. W. 1877
1830- -1895.
Conolly (k5n'ol-T), Edward Tennyson. Min. Justice N. Z. 1882-3. Atty.Gen. '83-4. Judge, '891822
Cook, Capt. James. Discoverer of N. S. W. Killed in Hawaii
1728 -1779.
Cook, Joseph, M. L. A. P. M. G., N. S. W. 18941860
Cooper, Sir Charles, Knt. Fir.st Chief Justice S. A
1795- -1887
Cooper, Sir Daniel, Bart., G. C. M. G. First Speaker L. A., N. S. W.
Several times Acting Agent-Gen
1856-GO.
1821
Cooper, Pope Alexander. Atty.-Gen. Q. 1880-2. Judge '821846
Copeland. Henry, M. L. A. Min. Works N. S. W. 1883, Lands '86-7, '91-4. 1839
Copley, William, M. L. C. Min. S. A. 1890-2, '92-3
1845
Coppin, George Selth. M. L. C. Theatrical pioneer, Vic
1819
Corbett, James Francis, D. D. R. C. Bishop of Sale, Vic. 1887?
Costley, Edward. Bequeathed £93,000 to Auckland institutions, N. Z
1794- -1883.
CouttS (kootz), Gordon. Artist, Vic.
N. S.
1867
Couvreur (koov'rur'). Mrs. Jessie Catherine. Tasma. Authoress, Tas. ... ? -1897
Cowie, William Garden, D. D. C. E. Bishop of Auckland 1869Primate
of N. Z. 18931831
(kow'lT),
Alfred
1890-3.
Cowley
Sandlings,M.L. A. Min. Q.
Speaker '93- .1848
Cowper, Sir Charles, K. C. M. G. Five times Premier N. S. W. AgentGen. 1870
18071810
Cowper, William Macquarie, M. A. Dean of Sydney 18581818
Crane, Martin, D. D., 0. S. A. R. C. Bp. Sandhurst, Vic. 18741874
Creed, Mrs. John Percy. Born Louise Mack. Noveli.st N. S.
Croke, Thomas William, D. D. R. C. Bishop Auckland, N. Z. 1870-4. .. .1824
Cross, Mrs. G. P. Ada Cambridge and A C. Authoress, Vic
1844
Crossley, Ada. Contralto singer
1871
(krow'ther),
William
Lodewyk,
M.
L.
M.
D.
Premier
Crowther
C,
Tas.
".
1878-9
1817- -1885.
1791- -1839.
Cunningham, Allan. Botanist and explorer
CurlewiS (kfir-lob'is), Mrs. H. R. Born Ethel Turner. Novelist, N. S. W.1872
1832
Curnow (kCr'no), William. Editor Sydney Morning Herald 1886Curr, Edward Micklethwaite. Authority on diseases sheep and cattle, Vic. 1820- -1889.
Curran, Rev. John Milne, F. G. S. Geologist, N. S.
1860
Cuthbert, Sir Henry, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Min. Vic. 1877-8, '80, '86-90,
'94-5, '96.
D. F. C. '91
1829
.

1773 —1860.
Gov. N. S. W. 1821-5
D. C. L.
1814
Charles Henry, D. D. Bishop Tas. 18G4-83
.1818Lost
in
wreck
of
Steamer
-186G.
ioiirfore.
Brooke, Gustavus Vaughan. Actor.
1842 -1896.
Broome, Sir Frederick Napier, K. C. M. G. Gov. W. A. 1883-90
Broughton (bra'ton), William Grant, D. D. First and last Bishop of Aus—1853.
1
tralia 1S3G-47." First Bishop of Sydney, Metropolitan '47-53
1851
Brown, Alexander, M. L. C. Merchant, N. S.
D. F. C.
Brown, Nicholas John, M. H. A. Min. Tas. Speaker 1891-

Bromby,

'91, '97

.

1868-70, '70, '72-3

.

Gov
Bourke
Bowen,
Bowen,

Born. Died.
Carrington, Earl (Sir Charles Robert Wynn-Carrington, P. C, G. C. M. G.).
Gov. N. S. W. 1885-90
.1843
Carroll. James. Maori .Member Executive, N. Z. 18921S57
Carruthers, Joseph Hector M'Neil, M. L. A. Min. Instruction N. S. W.
1889-91, Lands '94D. F. C. '97
1857
Carter, Godfrey Downes, M. L. A, Treas. Vic. 1893-4
1830
Casey, James Joseph, C. M. G. Min. Vic. 18C8-9, '72-4, '74-5. County
Court Judge '841831
Catt, Alfred, M. P. Min. S. A. 1881-4, '84, '87-9
1833
Cavenagh-IHainwarlng (kSv'Sn-a-mSn'gr-ing), Wentworth. Min. S. A.
,

1829
Boothby, William Robinson, C. M. G. Sheritf, S. A
BosistO (bos-Ts'to), Joseph, C. M. G. Many years M. L. A. Vic. First
1827
manufacturer eucalyptus oil
Boucaut (bo'ko')) Sir James Penii, K. C. M. G. Thrice Premier S. A.
Acting Chief Justice, '91-2. Several times Deputy
Judge 1878-

Q

,

of Australia,

1652- -1715.
1830

W

M. L. C, N. S.
Frederick Matthew, K. C. M. G.
A.,

W

Chief Justice, 1886-

,

'911830
Lieut. Gov. N. S.
1809Darling, Sir Charles Henry, K. C. B. Gov. Vic. 1863-6
1775Darling, Lieut. Gen. Sir Ralph, G. C. B. Gov. N. S. W. 1825-31
Darrell (dSr'rel), George. Dramatist and actor
Darvall (dar'val). Sir John Bayley, K. C. M. G., Q. C. Twice Sol.-Gen..
1817-181-3.
thrice Atty.'-Gen. N. S.
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Died.

Born.

Sir Samuel, K. C. M. G., LL. D.
Wine grower. Min. S. A.
1818
1857.
Executive Commr. for several exhibitions
Davey, Col. Thomas. Lieut. Gov. Tas. 1813-17
? —1873.
David, Taunatt William Edgewortli, F. G. S. Prof. Geology Sydney Univ. 1858
Davies (da'vis), David Mortimer. Many years M. L. A. Vic. Min. 1S87-B0. 1837—1834.
Commr.
P. M. G., N. S. W. 1877.
Davles, John, C. M. G., M. L. C.
1839— 189G.
several exhibitions
Davies, Sir Matthew Henry, Knt. Min. Vic. 1886-7. Speaker L. A. '89-91.1850

Davenport,

.

.

.

.

1828
Davis, Alexander Benjamin. Cliiel Rabbi Great Synagogue, Sydney
1833-1896.
Davis, George, M. L. C. Min. Defense, Vic. 1892-3
1806 1885.
Davy, Edward. Scientist, journalist, farmer, Vic
Dawes, Nathaniel, M. A. First C. E. Bisliop Rockhampton, Q. 1892- ..1843
Deakin, Alfred, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1S83-C, '86-90. Barrister and journal.

—

.

ist.

D. F. C.

1856

'91, '97

.

1819-1895.
M. A. Judge, N. S. W. 1888-9
1840—1895.
Francis Peter. Historian, Vic
1853
R. C. Coadjutor Abp. of Hobart 1893Deniehy (den'I-lu), Daniel Henry. Journalist, litterateur, politician,
1828—1865.
N. S. W. M. L. A. 1856-9
Denison, Maj. Gen. Sir William Thomas, K. C. B. Lieut. Gov. Tas. 1847-55.
1804—1871.
Gov. N. S. W. '55-61
1845
Denniston, John Edward. Judge, N. Z. 1889De Thierry (de te-Sr'rl), Charles, Baron. Proclaimed himself " Sovereign
1793—1864.
Chief of N."Z. before British possession
Dlbbs, Sir George Richard, K. C. M. G. Premier N. S. W. 1885, '89, '91-4.
")1
D F
1833
1823
Dick, Tlionias. Min. N. Z. 1880-2, '82-3, '83-4
Dicken, Charles Sliortt, C. M. G., F. R. G. S. Sec. to Agent-Gen. Q.
1841
Acting Agent-Gen. 1896
1806—1882.
Dickinson, Sir Jolui Nodes, M. A. Judge, N. S. W. 1844-61
Dickson, James Robert, C. M. G., M. L. A. Min. Works Q. 1876. Treas.
'76-9, '83-7. Home Sec. '98
1832
1849
Dobson, Alfred. Several times Min. Tas
Dobson, Frank Stanley, M. A., LL. D., Q. C, M. L. C. Sol.-Gen. Vic.
1835—1895.
1881-3. Chairman Conmiittees L. C
1841
Dobson, Henry. Premier Tas. 1892-4. D. F. C. '97
Dobson, Sir William Lambert, K. C. M. G., F. L. S. Politician, Tas. Judge,
'86-7
1870-85. Chief Justice Tas. '85Administrator '84
1833
Docker, Joseph, M. L. C. Col. Sec. N. S. W. 1868. P. M. G. '70-2. Min.
1802—1884.
Justice '75-7
Atty.-Gen. seven
DoddS, John Stokell, C. M. G. Judge, Tas. 1887Administrator '88
1848
times.
1811—1887.
Domett (dom-gf), Alfred, C. M. G. Premier N. Z. 1862-3. Poet
Donaldson, John, M. L. A. Min. Education Q. 1888. Treas. '89-90. D.F. C.
'91
1841—1896.
Donaldson, Sir Stuart Alexander, Knt. First Premier N. S. W. 1856.
1815-1867.
Treas. '56-7
Douglas, Adye, M. L. C. Premier Tas. 1884-6. Chief Sec. '92-4. Pres.
L. C. D. F. C. '91, '97
1815
Douglas, John, C. M. G. Treas. Q. 1866. Min. Works '67. P. M. G.
'68-9.
Min. Lands '76-7. Premier '77-9. Agent-Gen. '69-71. Govt.
Resident Thursday Island '851828
1837
Dow, John Lamont. Journalist. Min. Vic. 1886-90
Dowllng, Sir James, Knt. Puisne Judge 1828. Chief Justice N. S. W.
'37-44
1787—1844.
1819
Dowllng, James Sheen. District Court Judge, N. S. W. 1861-89
Downer, Sir John William, K. C. M. G., M. P., Q. C. Premier S. A.
1885-7, '92-3. D. F. C. '91, '97
1844
Downes, Maj. Gen. Major Francis, C. M. G. Commandant Military
1834
Forces S. A. 1877-85, '88-93
Doyle, Jeremiah Joseph, D. D. R. C. Bishop Grafton, N. S. W. 1887- ..1852
Drew, William Lewortliy Goode, C. M. G. Auditor-Gen. Q. 1877-89.
Cliairman Civil Service Board '891826
Drury, Lieut. Col. Edward Robert, C. M. G. Bank Manager, Brisbane.
1832 1896.
Several times Acting Commandant Q
1815—1869.
Dry, Sir Richard. Speaker Tas. 1851-5. Premier '66-9
1825—1889.
Du Cane, Sir Charles, K. C. M. G. Gov. Tas. 1869-74
1835—1895.
Duff, Sir Robert William, P. C, G. C. M. G. Gov. N. S. W. 1893-5
Duffy, Sir Charles Gavan, K. C. M. G. Several times Min. Vic. Premier
1871-2.
Speaker '75-80
1816
1844
Duffy, John Gavan, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1880, "90-2, '92, '94William
Augustine,
C.
M.
G.
Author.
Collector
Customs
Duncan,
1811—1885.
N. S. W. 1859-81
1846
Dunne, John, D. D. R. C. Bishop of Wilcannia, N. S. W. 1887Dunne, Robert, D. D. R. C. Bishop of Brisbane and Metropolitan 1882-7.
Arclibishop '8718.33
1834
Dutton, Charles Boydell. Min. Lauds, Q. 1883-7, Railways '87-8
Dutton, Francis Stacker, C. M. G., F. R. G. S. Min. Lands S. A. 1857-9.
Premier '63, '65.
Agent-Gen. '65-77
1816—1877.
1865
Dyson, Edward. Author and poet
Deffell, George Hibbert,
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Delany, Patrick, D. D.
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Born. Died.
1819
Farr, George Henry, M. A., LL. D. Archdeacon Diocese Adelaide
1851
Farrell, John. Journalist, critic, and poet, N. S.
1814—1894.
Faucett, Peter, M. L. C. Sol.-Gen. N. S. W. 1863-5. Judge '65-89
1845
Favenc (fSv'en), Ernest. Explorer and author
1792 1869.
Fawkner, John Pascoe, M. L. C. One of the founders of Melbourne
First Agent-Gen.
Featherston, Isaac Earl, M. D. Min. N. Z. 1S6'J-71.
'72-6
1813—1876.
Feilberg (fll'berg), Carl A. Journalist, Q. and Vic. Editor Brisbane
1844—1887.
Courier
1823—1878.
Fellows, Thomas Howard. Several times Min. Vic. Judge 1872-8
Fenton, Francis Dart. Chief judge of the Native Land Court N. Z. 1865-82.
1824
Chief judge of Maori Laud Confiscation Acts. M. L. C. '70
1789—1874.
Fenton, Michael. Speaker Assembly Tas. 1856-61
1851
Fergus, Thomas. Min. N. Z. 1887-91
FergUSSOn, Sir James, Bart., P. C, G. C. S. I., K. C. M. G.. C. I. E.
1832
Gov. S. A. 1869-73. Gov. N. Z. '73-4
1 856
Finch-Hatton, Harold. Pastoralist, Q. 1875-83
1843
Finlayson, Jolm Harvey. Editor and proprietor S. A. Hegister
Finniss, Lieut. Col. Boyle Travers. Author. Acting Gov. S. A. 1854-5.
1817—1893.
First Premier '56-7.
Treas. '58-60
First Pres. L. C,
Fisher, Sir James Hurtle, Knt. First Mayor Adelaide.
1790—1875.
S. A. 1857-65
Fitchett (fich'St), Rev. William Henry. Wesleyan minister. Australian
1842
editor of Rfvlew oj Reviews
1791—1887.
Fitzgerald, Capt. Charles, R. N. Gov. W. A. 1848-55
FltzGerald, James Edward, C. M. G. Min. N. Z. 1864-7. Comptroller
1818—1896.
and Auditor-Gen. N. Z. '66-96
Fitzgerald, Nicholas, M. L. C. Thirty years M. L. C. Vic. D. F. C. '91.. 1829
1838
Fitzgerald, Sir Thomas Naghten, Knt., F. R. C. S. I. Surgeon, Vie
Fitzgibbon, Edmund Gerald, C. M. G. Town Clerk Melb. 1856-91.
.
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Chairman Board

of

Works

'91-

1825

.

Fitzherbert, Sir William, K. C. M. G, Min. N. Z. 1864-5, '65-9, '72.
1810—1891.
Speaker H. R. '76-9. Speaker L. C. '79-91
Fitzpatrick, Michael, M. L. A. Undersecretary Lands N. S. W. 1856-69.
1816—1881.
Col. Sec. '77-8
Fitzroy, Sir Charles Augustus, K. C. B., K. H. Gov. N. S. W. 1846-55. .1796-1858.
Fitzroy, Vice Admiral Robert, R. N., F. R. S. Meteorologist. Gov. N. Z.
1843-5
1805—1865.
1828—1861
Flanagan, Roderick. Historian, N. S.
Fleming, Sir Valentine, Knt. Chief Justice Tas. 1854-70. Administrator
1809—1884.
Tas. '74
1834-1891.
Fletcher, James, M. L. A. Min. Mines N. S. W. 1886, Works '89
Flinders, Matthew. Navigator. Explored Australian and Tas. coasts. ..1774 1814.
Folingsby (fo'lIngz-bT), George Frederick. Artist. Director National
Gallery, Melbourne
1830—1891.
?
Foott, Mary Hannay. Poetical writer, Q
1784—1841.
Forbes, Sir Francis William, Knt. First Chief Justice N. S.
1871-3
Frederic
A.,Q.
Augustus. Speaker L.
1818—1877.
Forbes,
1849
Forrest, Alexander, M. L. A. Explorer W. A. D. F. C. '91
1838
Forrest, Edward Barrow, M. L. C. Merchant, Q. M. L. C. 1882Forrest, Sir John, P. C, K. C. M. G., LL. D., F. R. G. S. Explorer.
Premier W. A. 1890D. F. C. '91, '97
1847
1818—1882.
Forster, William. Author. Premier N. S. W. 1859-60
Fosbery, Edmund Walcott. Inspector-Gen. PoUce N. S.
1833
Foster, Henry. Min. Vic. 18941849
Foster, William John. Atty.-Gen. N. S. W. 1877-8, '87-8. Min. Justice
.

W

—

.

.

W

.

.

.

.

W

.

.

Judge '88-94
Fowler, David. Founder firm D. & J. Fowler, Adelaide
Sir
William,
K. C. M. G., M. A. Premier N. Z. 1856,
F03E,
'81-3.

1831

.

1826—1881.
'61-2, '09-72,

1812—1893.

'73

1849
Foxton, Justin Fox Greenlaw. Min. Lands Q
1819 1884.
Francis, James Goodall. Premier Vic. 1872-4 and several times Min
Franklin, Sir John, R. N., K. C. H., D. C. L. Lieut. Gov. Tas. 1837-43.
[The Arctic explorer]
1786—1847.
Fraser, Sir Malcolm, K. C. M. G., C. E. Col. Sec. (old form) W. A.
1 883-90.
Administrator, '89-90. First Agent-Gen. '921834
Fraser, Simon, M. L. C. Min. Vic. 1890-2. Many years M. L. A. and
M. L. C. D. F. C. '97......
1834
Freeling, Maj. Gen. Sir Artluir Henry, Bart. Explorer and surveyor.
Min. S. A. M. L. C. 1857-76
1820-1885.
.

—

.

.

W

Fullwood, Albert Henry.

Fysh

Artist, N. S.
(fish). Sir Philip Oakley, K. C. M. G.,

and Premier Tas.

Treas. 1894-

.

M. L.

D. F. C.

C.

1865

.

1835

.

Several times Min.

'91, '97

.

.

G.

.

.

E.
Eagar, Geoffrey.

Treas. N. S.

W.

1863-5, '66-8.

Undersecretary Treasury

'72-91

1818- •1891,
? - 1847

Eardley-Wilmot, Sir John Eardley, Bart. Gov. Tas. 1843-6
Eddy, Edward Miller Gard, Ass. Inst. C. E. Chief Commr. Railways.

W

N. S.
Bassett.
Judge, N. Z. 1890Elder, Alexander Lang. Founder firm Elder, Smith
Elder, Sir Tliomas, 6. C. M. G. Twelve years M. L.

Edwards, Worley

18.51- 1897,
1S.50

&

Co., Adelaide

C,

S.

A.

1815-

•1885'

Giver of

1818- 1897
large sums for public objects
First Speaker L. A., Q. 1860-70
1796- 1871
Eliott, Gilbert, C. M. G.
Lewis
John,
C.
M.
P.
F.
Robert
G.,
R.
S.,
R.
A.
S.
Govt.
AstronEUery,
1827
omer Vic. 1853-'95
English, Thomas, M. L. C. Min. Works S. A. 1805-6, '66-7. M. L. C.
'65-78, '82-4
1819- 1884,
1863
Evans, George Essex. Poet and critic, Q

Everard, William. Early settler, S. A. Thrice Min
Eyre, Edward John. Explorer, pastorallst, author.

1819- 1889!
Lieut. Gov. N.

Z.

1815

1846-52

Gallagher, John, D. D. R. C. Coadjutor Bp. Goulburn, N. S. W. 1895- .1852
Garner, Arthur. Actor. Theatrical and operatic manager
1851
Garran, Andrew, M. A., LL. D., M. L. C. Editor Sijdnnj Morning Herald
1873-85.
Vice-Pres. Executive Council N. S. W. '951825
Garrard (gSr'ard), Jacob, M. L. A. Min. Works N. S. W. 1885-6, Instruc-

——

tion '941846
Garrett, Thomas, M. L. A. Min. Lands N. S. W. 1875-7, '77, '87-8
1830-1891
Garrick, Sir James Francis, K. C. M. G., Q. C. Atty.-Gen. Q. 1878-9.
P. M. G. '83-4.
Agent-Gen. '84-8
1836
Garvan, James Patrick. Min. Justice N. S. W. 1886-7. Treas. '89
1843-1896
Gaunscn, David, M. L. A. Attorney. Many years M. L. A. Vic
1846
Gawler, Lieut. Col. George, K. H. Gov. S. A. "1838-41
1 796-1869
Gay, WiUi.am. Poetical writer, Vic
1865—1897,
GelUbrand (jgl'li-brand), Walter Angus Bethune, M. L. C. Pres. L. C.
Tas. 1884-9_
(ga'a-gan), Patrick Bonaventure, 0. S. F.

?

Geoghegan

R. 0. Bp. Adelaide
.".
1859-64
r
1811-1865,
William
Robert.
Min. Tas.
Premier.
Glblin,
Judge 1885-7. Acting
Cliief Justice, Administrator '86
1840- 1S87,
Glbney, Matthew, D. D. R. C. Bishop Perth, W. A. 18871839
Gifford, Edric Frederick, Baron, V. C. Col. Sec. W. A. 1880-82
1849
Giles, Ernest, F. R. G. S. Explorer and author, W. A
? —1807
Gill, Samuel Thomas.
Artist, Vic.
\_The Gillray of the Gold Fields']
1829—1879
GUI, William Wyatt, LL. D. Missionary South Seas. Author
1828—1896
GlUen, Peter Paul, M. P. Min. S. A. 1892, '93-6
1858—1896
Min. Vic. 1868, '72-4, '74-5, '75-7, 'SO, '83-6. Premier
Gillies, Duncan.
'86-90. Agent-Gen. '94-7.
D. F. C. '91.
1834
Gillies, Thomas Bannatyne. Min. N. Z. 1862, '03-4, '72. Judge '75-89.
? -1889
Gillon, Edward Thomas. Editor Wellinglon Evening I'osI, N. Z
1842—1896,
Qlpps, Col. Sir George, Knt. Gov. N. S. W. 1838-46
1790—1847
Qisborne, William. Min. N. Z. 1869-72, '79. Author
1825— 189S,
Glasgow, Earl of (Sir David Boyle, G. C. M. G.). Gov. N. Z. 1892-7. .1833 Qlyde, Lavingtou. Seven times Min. S. A
1825 1889,
Godley, John Robert. A leader in settlement of N. Z
1814-1801
.

,

F.

.

—

1804 1877.
Fairfax, John, M. L. C. Joint proprietor Sydney Morning Herald
".
1806-1896.
FalthfuU. William Pitt. Pastoralist, N. S.
journalist,
Novelist
and
N.
S.
?
Farjeon, Benjamin Leopold.
Farnell, James Squire. Premier N. S. W. 1877-8 and several times Min. .1827— 1888.

W
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Died.

Born.

Treas. Tas. 1892-4. D. F. C. '97
1834
Atty.-Gen. W. A. 1883-G. Judge '92V
Henty, Edward. First settler in Vic
1809—1878
Henty, Francis. Early settler in Vic
1815—1889.
Henty, James, M. L. C. Founder firm James Henty Jt Co., Melbourne. .1800— 1882
Henty, William. Several times Min. Tas
?
1881
Herbert, Sir Robert George Wyudham, G. C. B., D. C. L., LL. D. First
Premier Q. 1859-06. 20 years Undersecretary Colonies. Agent-Gen.
Tas
1831
Heron, Mrs. Emily Australie. A usfrulie. Poetess, N. S.
1845—1890.
Heydon, Charles Gilbert, Q. C, M. L. C. Atty.-Gen. N. S. W. 1893-4.... 1845
Heydon. Louis Francis, M. L. C. Min. Justice N. S. W. 1885-0
1848
Higgins, Joseph, D. D. R. C. Bp. Auxiliary of Sydney 18891839
Higinbotham (hTg'In-both'am), George, M. A. Journalist and barrister.
Atty.-Gen., Judge, Chief Justice, Vic
1827 1892.
Hlndmarsh (Innd'marsh), Rear Admiral Sir John, K'. H. First Gov. S. A.

.

Hensman,

.

P

1850

97

'91,

Graham,

Q

.

.

—

.

—

18311-38

.

.

1824
M. G., M. L. C, M. D. Surgeon-Gen. N. Z..1837
Min. Vic. 1890-2, '92-3
1838
Pioneer settler and founder of Grahamstowu (Thames),

Robert.

C.

.

1822—1885

N. Z

Grant, James Macpherson.

Col. Sec. '69

Min. Vic. ISCl, 'G4, 'G8-9, '71-2, '75, '77-80,

1818
Francis, M. P. Journalist and author
,
1855
(hSg'ben), George, M. A. Gold medalist, R. G. S. Sec. Seisniological Committee Australasian Association for Advancement of Science
.
1853
Holder, Frederick William, M. P. Premier S. A. 1892. Treas. '89-90, '94D. F. C. '97
1850
Holdsworth, Philip Joseph. Journalist and poet, N. S.
1850
Holroyd (hSl'roid), Arthur Todd, M. D., F. L. S., P. R. G. S., F. Z. S.
Min. Works N. S. W. 1863-5. Judge '6(i-79
1806— 18b7.
Holroyd, Edward Dundas, M. A. Judge, Vic. 18811828
Holt, Bland. Actor and theatrical manager
1850
Holt, Thomas. Treas. N. S. W. 1850. M. L. C. '08-83
1811—1888.
Homburg, Robert, M. P. Atty.-Gen. S. A. 1890-2, '92-3
1848
Hongi (ho'nge), properly Hong^ Ika. Chief of the Ngapuhi tribe, N. Z.

'81-3
1822—1885
Green, Arthur Vincent, M. A., LL. D. Bp. Grafton and Armidale 1894- ..1857
Greeves, Augustus Frederick Adolphus. Mayor Melbourne 1849-50. Min.

M.

C.

6.,

M. L.

C.

Explorer.

Hogan, James

Surveyor-Gen.

.

1819

Q. 1859-79

.

Gregory, Francis Thomas, M. L. C. P. M. G., Q. 1883. M. L. C. '74-88. .1821
1799
Gregson, Thomas George. Premier Tas. 1857-8
1809
Gresson, Henry Barnes. Judge, N. Z 1854-75
Greville, Edward, M. L. C. Founder Year Book of Australia. N. S. W. 1822
Explorer
Grey, Sir George, P. C, K. C. B., D. C. L., LL. D., M. H. R.

W

ISSS.
1874.

.

.

W.

.

.

.

The Maori Napoleon
Hood, Joseph Henry. Judge, Vic. 1891-

.

.

.

— 1828.

184G

(hop'ton). Earl of (Sir John Adrian
G. C. M. G.). 'Gov. Vic. 1889-95
Hopkins, Livmgstou. Artist and caricaturist, N. S.

Louis

.

Hope, P. C,
1860
1846
1848

W

Hordern, Samuel.

.

.

Merchant, Sydney
Judge, Tas. 1848-00
1800—1870.
1806
Hornung, Ernest William. Novelist, Vic
Hoskins, James, M. L. C. Min. Works N. S. W. 1877, Lands '78-81
1823
1816 1886.
Hoskins. William. Shakespearean scholar. Actor
Hotham (hSth'am), Sir Charles, K. C. B. First Gov. Vic. '54-55. Capt. R. N. 1806—1855.
1786-1876.
Hovell, Captaiu William Hilton. Explorer, N. S.
Howe, George. Founder of Sydney Gazette in 1803, first Australian newspaper
1764—1821.
Howe, James Henderson, M. P. Min. S. A. '85-7, '89-90, '92-3. D. F. C. '97.1839
1830
Hewitt, Alfred William, F. G. S. Ethnologist and explorer, Vic
1880.
Hughes, Henry Kent. Treas. S. A. 1808-70, '72
1803—1887.
Hughes, Sir Walter Watson, Knt. A founder of Adelaide Univ
1797 1873.
Hume, Alexander Hamilton, F. R. G. S. Explorer
1862
Hume, Fergus. Novelist, Vic
1737—1810.
Hunter, Capt. John, R. N. Gov. N. S. W. 1795-1800
Hutton, Capt. Frederick WoUaston, F. R. S. Prof. Biology Canterbury
College. N. Z
1830
1825— 188G.
Hyde-Harris, John. JUn. N. Z. 1807-8
.

Home, Thomas.

.

—

1811—1888

.•

?

Hopetoun

1849
Gumey. Theodore Thomas, M. A. Prof. Mathematics Sydney Univ
Gwynne, Edward Castres, M. L. C. Atty.-Gen. S. A. 1857. Judge '59-80.
.

.

.

.

Gov. S. A. '41-5. Lieut. Gov. N. Z. '45-8. Gov. N. Z.
'48-53, 'Gl-8.
Premier N. Z. '77-9.
(Gov. Cape Colony, 1854-Gl.)
[Polynesian iVt/l/iologi/]
1812
D. F. C. '91Twice Premier, four times
Grilfith, Sir Samuel Walker, G. C. M. G.
1845
D. F. C. '91
Min. Q. Chief Justice 1893Grimes, Jolm Joseph, D. D., S. M. E. C. Bp. Christchurch, N. Z. 1887- ..1842
1810— 18SC
Martin,
Bishop
Perth,
A.
1870-SG
D.
D.
R.
C.
W.
Griver,
1833
Groom, William Henry, M. L. A. Speaker L. A., Q. 1883-S
1872-85.
Editor
Aiislralasiun
Editor
Asst.
Gullett, Henry. Journalist.
.1837
T/ie Daily Telegraph, Sydney, ^SH-dO, Sydney Morning Herald '90V
Gully, John. Artist, N. Z
A. 1837-9.

Acting Chief Justice 'G9-70.

.

Hogben

1805 -1874.

Vic. '57

Gregory, Augustus Charles,

1780-1859.
1830

Hingston, James. Author, Vic. IT/ie Austrnllan Abroad.]
Hirsch, Max. Political writer and lecturer, Vic. Single tax advocate
1852
Hislop. Tlionias William. Min. N. Z. 1S87-9, '89-91
1850
HobhOUSe. Ednunid, D. D. First C. E. Bp. Nelson, N. Z. 1805.
1817
Hobson, Captain William, E. N. Lieut. Gov. N. Z. 1840-41. First Gov.
'41-42
1793—1842.
Hodges, Henry Edward Agincourt. Judge, Vic. 1889.
1847
Hodgkinson, William Oswald, F. R. G. S. Journalist and explorer. Min.
Mines Q. 1887-8, Instruction '90-3
1838
Hodgson, Sir Arthur, K. C. M. G. Pioneer squatter. Min. Works Q. 1808.

.

1801-94

.

W

Gore, Sir St. George Ralph, Bart. Immigration agent, Brisbane 1880-G.. .1841 1887
Gore, St. George Richard, M. L. C. Min. Lauds Q. 181J2. P. M. G. 'CG-7,
'70
1812—1871
Goimanston, Viscount (Sir Jenico William Joseph Preston, G. C. M. G.).
18931837
Gov. Tas.
Gorst, Sir JohnEldon, P. C, M. A., M. P., Q. C. Prominent in N. Z. 1800-G5.1835
'94Gould, Maj. Albert Jolni, M. L. A. Min. Justice N. S. W. 1889-91,
Chancellor Diocese Newcastle
J 847
1804—1881
Gould, John, F. R. S. Author. [Binls of Australia]
Goyder, George Woodroffe, C. M. G. Explorer. Surveyor-Gen. S. A.

Grace, Morgan Stanislaus,
Graham, George, M. L. A.

Alfred Peach.

.

'

.

Died

Born.

Henry, John.

1832
Goe, Field Flowers, D. D. C. E. BLsliop of Melbourne 18S71821— ISSU.
Gol' brough, Richard. Founder firm Goldsbrougli & Co. M3lboiniie
Gr jworthy, Sir Roger Tuckfield,K. C. M. G. Col. Sec. W. A. 1S77-80.1S39
1878-88.1837—1890.
Charles
Augustus,
Commr.
Railways
N.
W.
M. L. C.
S.
C Jchap,
(
Jdenough, Commodore James Graham, C. B., C. M. G. Commodore
1830- 1874.
Australian Station 1873^. Killed by natives at Santa Cruz
1812- ISSU.
Ooold, Alipius, D. D., O. S. A. First Abp. Melbourne 1848-8G
1833 1S70.
Gordon, Adam Lindsay. Poet and author, S. A. and Vic
Gordon, Sir Arthur Hamilton, G. C. M. G., D. C. L. (now Baron StanGov. N. Z. lSSO-82
1829
more).
D. F. C.
Gordon, John Hannah, M. L. C. Mm. S. A. 1889-90, '92, '93-

.

W

H.

.

.

Haast

(hiist),

Sir

Geologist, N.

Jolm Francis Julius von, K.

C.

M.

G., F. R. S., etc.

Z

1824-1887.
1805—1884.

Hack, John Barton. One of first colonists S. A
Haddon, Frederick William. Editor A rgus, Melbourne, 1SG5Hadfield, Octavius.

C. E. Bp.

WelUngton, N.

Z. 1870.

1839

.

1815

.

—

.

Primate N. Z.

1889-93

1807— 18G4.
Haines, William ciark, M. L. A. First Premier Vic. 1855-7. '57-S
Hale, Matthew Blagden, D. D. First C. E. Bishop Perth, W. A. 1857-75.
1811—1895.
Bishop Brisbane, Q. '75-85
Col. Sec. '72-3.
Hall, Sir John, K. C. M. G., P. M. G., N. Z. 18U6-9.
1824
Premier '79-82. D. F. C. '91
Halloran, Henry, C. M. G. Principal Undersec. N. S. W. 18CG-78. Author. 1811— 1893.
Ham, Cornelius Job, M. L. C. Mayor of Melb. 1881-2. Min. Vic. '90-2. 1837
Hamilton, Sir Robert George Crookshank, K. C. B., LL. D. Gov. Ti,^.

.

.

I.

.

.
Inglis, James. Merchant and author. Min. Instruction N. S. W. 1887-9.1845
1810—1882.
Innes, Frederick Maitland, M. L. C. Min., Premier, Pres. L. C, Tas
Innes, Sir Joseph George Long, Knt. Sol. -Gen. N. S. W. 1872-3. Atty.1834-1890.
Gen. '73-5. Min. Justice '80-1. Judge '81-90
1810—1875.
Ireland, Richard Davies. Twice Atty.-Gen., once Sol. -Gen. Vic
Irwin, Capt. Frederick Chidley. Lieut. Gov. W. A. 1832-3. Gov. '47-8.. ?
?
.
D. F. C. '97.1855
Isaacs, Isaac Alfred. Sol. -Gen. Vic. 1893^. Atty.-Gen. '94-

1836—1895.

1887-92

1815— 187G.
Hamley, Maj. Gen. Francis Gilbert. Administrator S. A. 18G8-9
1841
Hampden, Viscount (Henry Robert Brand). Gov. N. S. W. 1895? — 18G9.
Hampton, John Stephen. Gov. W. A. 18G2-G8
Hanson, Sir Richard Davies, Knt. Atty.-Gen. S. A. 185G-7. Premier
.

1805—1870.

Administrator '73

Chief Justice 'Cl-76.

'57-GO.

.

1838—1895.
Harding, George Rogers. Judge, Q. 1879-95
Hargrave, John Fletcher, M. A. Several times Sol. -Gen. and Atty.-Gen.
1815—1SS.5.
N. S. W. Judge 1805-81
Scientific experimenter witii flying machines,
Hargrave, Lawrence.

V

N.

S.

W

?

J.

.

1810—1891.
Hargraves, Edward Hammond. Discovered gold N. S. W. 1851
181 6—1879.
Harker, George. Many years M. L. A. Vic. Treas. 1 858-9
Harmer, John Reginald, M. A., D. D. C. E. Bishop Adelaide 1895- ....1857
Harper, Rev. Andrew. Oriental scholar. Prof, of Hebrew, Ormond

Jack, Robert Logan, F. G.

College, Melbourne
Harper, Henry John Chitty, M.

1844

.

.

A., D. D.
C. E. Bp. Christchurch, N. Z.
1850-89. Primate N. Z. 1869-89
1807—1893.
1812-1808.
Harpur, Charles. The first noteworthy Australian poet, N. S.
Hart, Frederic Hamilton, M. L. C. Merchant, Brisbane
183G
1809-1873.
Hart, John, C. M. G. Nine times Min. S. A., thrice as Premier
HartnoU, William. Min. Lands and Works, Tas. 1892-4
V
Haultain (hal'tau'), Col. Theodore Minet, M. L. C. Min. N. Z. 1865-9. ... 1817
Hawker, George Charles, M. P., M. A. Min. S. A. 1875, '70, '77-S, '78-81,
'81.
Speaker '00-5
1818—1895.
Hay, Alexander, M. L. C. Min. Works S. A. 1860-1, '01. M. L. C. '83- ..1820—1898.
Hay, Sir John, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Speaker L. A., N. S. W. 1802-5.
Pres. L. C. '73-92
1810-1892.
Hayter, Henry Heylyn, C. M. G. Govt. Statist Vic. 1874-95
1821—1895.
1823—1864.
Heales, Richard, M. L. A. Premier Vic. 18G0-1. Min. Lands '63-4
Maj.
Charles, V. C. Engaged in the Maori War N. Z
1821 ?-1881.
Heaphy,
1826—1888.
Hearn, William Edward, M. L. C. LL. D. Scholar and author Vic
Heath, Commander George Poynter, R. N. Chairman Marine Board Q.
Postmaster 1860-90
1830

W

.

.

Heaton, John Henniker, M. P. Author. lAustralion Dictionary of Dates']. A8i8
Hector, Sir James, K. C. M. G., M. D., etc. Geologist. Chancellor Univ.

Z
Heke, Hone
of N.

Hemmant,

.

1834
(ha'ka, ho'na). Maori chief , fought against British, 1844
Treas. Q. 1874-6. Acting Agent-Gen. '84
Journalist, novelist, and poet, N. S.

William.

W

Honey, Thomas.

a, e,

f,

5, u,

long ;

a, e, o, less

prolonged

?

1837
?

.

— 1850.
.

.

Govt. Geologist Q. 1877

Au.1845

Sydney.

1833
1851

.".
.

Jenkins, John Greeley. Min. S. A. 1891-2, '94Jenner, Caleb Joshua, M. L. C. Twenty years M. L. C, Vic.

Min. 1869-

1830—1890

70, '71-2

.

,

S.

Jacob, Archibald Hamilton, M. L. C. Min. Mines N. S. W. 1877. Chairman Committees L. C
1829
1824
Jacobs, Henry, D. D. Dean Christchurch, N. Z
James, Stanley, LL. D. Julian Thomas. Journalist and special corre1839—1896,
spondent. \_The Vagabond]
Congregational minister Adelaide, formerly
Jelferis (j5f'e-rTs), James.

.

K

F. R. G.

thor

,

.

S.,

Jennings,
ralist.

Jenyns

Sir Patrick Alfred,

Premier N.

S.

(jen'euz), Essie.

K. C. M. G., M. L. C, LL. D.

W. 1886-7. D. F.
(Now Mrs. J. H.

C. '91
IVood.)
Poetical writer, Vic

Pasto-

1831—1897
Actress

.?

1864
Jephcott, Sydney Wheeler.
Jersey, Earl of (Sir Victor Albert George Child Villiers, P. C, G. C. M. G.).
1845
Gov. N. S. W. 1891-3
Jervois, Lieut. Gen. Sir William Francis Drummond, C. B., G. C. M. G.,
'83-9
1821—1897
R. E. Gov. S. A. 1877-83. Gov. N. Z.
1820—1888,
Johnston, Alexander James. Judge, N. Z. 1855-88. Author
Johnston, Lieut. Col. George. N. S. W. Corps. Deposed Governor Bligh

1764-1826
1808
..1844
Johnston, Robert Mackenzie, F. L. S. Govt. Statistician Tas. 18811839
Johnston, Walter Woods. Min. N. Z. 1881-2, '82, '83^
1816—1892
Jones, Richard. Merchant, Sydney. Treas. N. S. W. 1858-9
Josephson, Joshua Frey. Sol.-Gen. N. S. W. 1868-9. District Court
1815—1892
Judge, '09-84
1847
Julius, Churchill, D. D. C. E. Bishop Christchurch, N. Z. 1890-

; S, S, T, 5, Q, short ; a, e,
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M,

K.
Keepa

Kemp

or

properly

;

Bom.

Meha Keepa Te Rangi-hiwi-nui
Major N.

ka'a-pa ta la'nee-lie'vve-noo'e).

Z. C.

Maori

cliief

and war1S61
1850
1861

rior..

Poet and ioumalist, N. Z
Stage name of Mrs. J. H. White.
Kendall, Henry Clarence. Poet, N. S.
Jtyra.

W

Kenna

Actress

1S12-

Q

(Icen-na'), Francis.
Poet,
Kennedy, Sir Arthur Edward, G.

M.

C.

Gov. W. A. 1855-C2.

G., C. B.

1809- -1883

Gov. Q. '77-83
aborigines
Kennerley, Alfred.

S.

W. and

Q.

Murdered by
1817- -1848,

1811 -1897,
1845
D. D.
C. E. Bishop Adelaide 1882-94
Min. Vic. 1868, '72-4, '75-7, '80, '83-6. Premier
1831- -1889

Premier Tas. 1873-C

Kennion, George Wyndham,

Kerferd, George Briscoe.
'74-5.
Judge '86-9
1845
Kernot, William Charles, M. A., C. E. Prof. Engineering Melb. Univ
1832
King, Henry Edward. Min. Mines Q. 1874-6. Speaker '76-S3
1838- -1872^
King, John. Sole survivor of Burke and Wills E.xpedition 18C0
King, Capt. Philip Gidley, R. N. Supt. Norfolk Isl. 1788-90. Gov. N. S. W.
1758
1800-06
Manager Australian Agricultural Co.,
King, Philip Gidley, M. L. C.
1817
N. S.
King, Rear Admiral Phillip Parker, F. R. S., F. L. S. Manager Australian
1791
Agricultural Co., N. S.
1835King, Thomas, M. P. Journalist. Min. Education S. A. 1878-81
1830
Kingsley Henry. Author of novels desciibing Australian life
Kingston, Charles Cameron, P. C, Q. C, D. C. L. Min. S. A. 1884-5,
'87-9, '92.
1850
Premier '93D. P. C. '91, '97
Kingston, Sir George Strickland, Knt. First Speaker L. A., S. A. 1857-60,
,

.

.

.

McCubbin,

McCuUoch,

Andrews (Presbyterian)

-1886
-1876

,1819—1893.

McCuUoch,

William, M. L. C.
Min. 1894-

Pastoralist.

Many

years M.

C. Vic.

Ij.

1832

.

.
G., Q. 1885-7. D.F. C. '91.1844
1821—1889.
McDonnell, Morgan Augustus. Atty.-Gen. Vic. 1868, '69-70
1855-62.
.1814— 1881.
MacDonnell, Sir Richard Graves, K. C. M. G., C. B. Gov. S. A.
McDonnell, Lieut. Col. Thomas, N. Z. C. Prominent in Maori war N. Z..1832
.

.

Master Ormond (Presbyterian)

MacFarland, John Henry, M. A. LL. D.
,

College,

Melbourne

1851

.

.

,

D. F. C.

Mclntyre,

'91

Sir John, Knt.,

1835
1832

Min. Vic. 1893-4

M. L. A.

Mack, Louise. See Ceeed, Mrs.
Mackay, Angus. Journalist. Min.

Vic. 1870-1, '72-4, '74-5.

Daily Telegraph, Sydney, 1883

Mackay, Kenneth.

.

.

Founder
1824—1886.

W

Novelist, poet, and dramatist, N. S.
B., C. M., M. L. C.
Min. Mines N. S.

Mackellar, Charles Kinnaird, M.

1859

.

W.

1886-7

1844
1824
1865
1838

.

—

Endowed Auckland art collection, N. Z
1885.
McKennall, E. Bertram. Sculptor, Vic
McKenzie, John. Min. Lands, etc. N. Z. 1890Mackenzie, Sir Robert Ramsay, Bart. Treas. Q. 1859-62. Premier '67-8. .1809— 1873.
Mackelvie, James Tanuock.

1824

C. '90

.

'G8-9, '70-1,

Sir William, M. D., K. C. M. G., C. B.
Administrator British
New Guinea 18881846
McIIwraith, Sir Thomas, K. C. M. G., M. L. A. Premier Q. 1879-82, '88, '93.

1833

M. L.

Premier Vic. 1863-8,

MacGregor,

Kintore, Earl of (Sir Algernon Hawkins Thomond Keitli-Falconer, P. C,
1852
G. C. M. G., LL. D.). Gov. S. A. 1889-93
1828- -1898
Kirk, Thomas, F. L. S. Botanist, N. Z
KreHt, Joliann Louis Gerhard, F. L. S. Naturalist and autlior, N. S. W..1830- -1881
KriChauff (kriK'owf), Friedrich Edouard Heinrich Wulf, M. L. C. M. P.
in S. A. 1857-8, '70-82, '84-90.

James,

Sir

1855

.

-1856,

College,

«.

Artist, Vic
K. C. M. G.

'75-7

1807-—1881

Principal St.

Frederick.

Macdonald-Paterson, Thomas, M.L.C. P. M.

.

65-80
Kinross, John, D. D.
Sydney

—

.

-1808,

W

W

Died.

MacaliSter, Arthur, C. M. 6. Min. Lands Q. 1862-6, '66-7, '68-70. Premier '66, '74r-6. Speaker '70-1. Agent-Gen. '76-82
1883.
1820—1887.
Macandrew, James. Min. N. Z. 1877-9, '84. Many years M. H. R
Macarthur, Lieut. Gen. Sir Edward, K. C. B. Commander Britisli Forces
in Australia 1855.
Acting Gov. Vie. 1856
1789—1872.
1767 1834.
Macarthur, John. Founder of Australian wool industry
1800—1882.
Macarthur, Sir William, Knt., M. L. C. Pastoralist, N, S.
1799—1894,
Macartney, Hussey Burgh, D. D. Dean of Melbourne
1828—1892.
MacBain, Sir James, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Pres. L. C. Vic. 1884-92
MacCallum, Mungo William, M. A. Prof. Modern Literature Sydney
Univ
1854
1844
McOoll, James Hiers, M. L. A. Min. Mines, etc. Vic. 1893-4
McCoy, Sir Frederick, K. C. M. G., M. A., F. R. S. Prof. Natural Science
Melbourne Univ. Author
1823
1833
M'Crae, George Gordon. Poet and dramatist

W

18G5

Kennedy, Edmund Besley Court. Explorer N.

Born.

Died.

(lua'iia

Kelly, Jolm Lkldell.

Kemble,

2061

L.

McKerrow, James,

Surveyor-Gen. N.

F. R. A. S.

Z.

1878-89.

.

Chief

Commr. Railways 1889Lands Purchase Commr
1834
1819 — 1872.
McKinlay, John. Explorer and pastoralist
Lauchlan.
A
proprietor
of
Argus,
1852-88
Melbourne,
Mackinnon,
1817—1888.
MacLaurin, Henry Norman, M. D., LL. D., M. L. C. Chancellor of Sydney Univ. Vice Pres. E.xecutive Council N. S. W. 1893-4
1835
.

Lackey,

Sir John,

Justice

K. C. M. 6.

Min.

Works

N.

S.

W.

1875-7, '78-83.

Min.

Pres. L. C. '92-

'77.

1830

1827—1889.
Eureka stockade 1854. Speaker L. A. Vic. 1880-87
Lamington, Baron (Sir Cliarles Wallace Alexander Napier Ross Coohrane-

Lalor, Peter.
Baillie,

K. C. H. G.).

Gov. Q. 1896-

1860

Landsborough, William. Explorer of soutliwest Q
Lang, John Uunmore, D. D., M. L. A. Presbyterian

minister, politician

.

,

;

,

William.

W

,

Crossed the Blue Mts. with Blaxland

Explorer.

in 1813

?

Layard, Edgar Leopold,

New

C.

M. G.

Administrator Fiji 1874-5.

?

.

Acting
1826—1895.

Police Magistrate, etc.

W. A. 1879-80, '88
(ler'month), Thomas Livingstone. Pastoralist, Vic
1818
Anthony
O'Grady, C. M. G. Colonial Treas. W. A. 1856Lefroy
."
90.
1818 -1897.
Lefroy, Lieut. Gen. Sir John Henry, K. C. M. G., C. B. Gov. Tas. 1880-1 .. 1817--1892.
Leiclihardt (liK'hart), Ludwig. Explorer. Supposed perislied while exploring Q
1813- -1848.
Lenihan, George Michael, D. D. R. C. Bishop Auckland 1896Levey (ISv'T), George Collins, C. M. 6. Journalist and author. Sec. or
Commr. for Vic. many exhibitions
1835
Lewis, Neil Elliot, M. A., B. C. L. Barrister. Atty.-Gen. Tas. 1892-4.
D. F. C. '97
1858
1850
Leys, Thomson William. Newspaper proprietor and writer, N. Z
Light, Col. William. First Surveyor-Gen. S. A. Laid out the site of AdeChief Justice

Learmonth

.

(le-froi'),

.

.

1784- -1838.
Atty.-Gen. Q. 1865-6, '66-7.
Premier '08-9.
Judge '74^9. Chief Justice '79-93
1830- -1897.
Linton, Sydney, D. D. First C. E. Bishop of Riverina, N. S. W. 1884-94. .1841- -1894.
Lisgar, Lord. See Young, Sir John.
Lissner, Isidor, M. L. A. Min. Mines and Works, Q. 1893
1842
.1860
Lister. William Lister. Artist, N. S. W. Pres. N. S. W. Art Society.
Liversidge, Archibald, M. A., F. R. S. Chemist and mineralogist. Prof.
Chemistry, Sydney Univ
1847
Lloyd, George Alfred, M. L. C. Treas. N. S. W. 1872-5. Min. Mines '77 .1815- -1897.
Loch (loK or lok). Baron (Sir Henry Brougham Loch, P. C, G. C. B.,
G. C. M. G., K. C. B., C. B.). Gov. Vic. 1884-0
1827
LoftUS, Sir Augustus William Frederick Spencer, P. C, 6. C. B. (Commonly called Lord Lof tus. ) Gov. N. S. W. 1879-8.5
1817
1872
Long, Sidney. Artist, N. S.
Longmore, Francis, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1869-70, '71-2, '75, '77-80
1826
Lonsdale, Captain William. Administrator Vic. 1836. First Col. Sec. of
Vic
?
Lorimer, Sir James, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Eleven years M. L. C. Min.
Vic. 1886-9
1831- -1889.
Lowe, Robert, G. C. B., LL, D., afterwards Viscount Sherbrooke. Member (old) L. C, N. S. W. 1843-.50
1811- -1892.
Luck, Johii Edmund, D. D., O. S. B. R. C. Bp. Auckland, N. Z. 1882-96. .1839- •1896.
Lukln (loo'kTn), Gresley. Journalist and newspaper proprietor, N. S. W.,
Q.,andN. Z
1840
Lutwyche (liit'wTch), Alfred James Peter, M. A. Sol.-Gen. N. S. W. 1856,
'.58-9.
First Judge, Q
1810- -1880.
Lyne, William John, M. L. A. Min. Works N. S. W. 1885, '86-7, '91-4,
Lands '89. 1). F. C. '97
1844
1827- -18S0'.
Lyster, William Saurin. Theatrical manager, Melbourne
laide
Lilley, Sir Cliarles,

Knt.
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Macleod, William.

Portrait artist, N. S.
1850
Capt. Sir Charles, Knt. Speaker L. A. Vic. 1871-77, '80.. ..1824— 1891.
McMillan, Angus. Discoverer of Gippsland, Vic
1810-1865.
Treas. N. S. W. 1889-91.
McMillan, William, M. L. A. Merchant.
.
D. F. C. '91, '97
1850
Macpherson, John Alexander. Pastoralist. Premier Vic. 1869-70. Min.
.

MacMahon,

'70-1,

1824
Q. C.

W

Speaker of L. C. '43-6, N. S.
1767—1848.
Sir George, K. C. M. G. Explorer. Member first L. A., N. S. W. .1809—1891.
Sir William John, Knt., M. L. C.
Explorer, scientist, politician,
N. S.
1820—1891.
McLellan, William, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1870, '71-2, '75-7
1831

Macleay,
Macleay,

Consul

Caledonia

Leake, George Walpole, M. L. C,

.

1840
McLean, Allan, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1890-2, '92-3, '94McLean, Sir Donald, K. C. M. G. Native Min. N. Z. 1809-72, '72-6
1820—1877.
McLean, George, M. .L. C. Min. N. Z. 1876-7, '84
1834
McLean, John Donald, M. L. A. Pastoralist. Treas. Q. 1866
1821—1866.
Macleay, Alexander, M. L. C, F. R. S., F. L. S., Col. Sec. 1825-37.
.

1886,

1799— 1S7S
and author
1829-1891,
Langridge, George David, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1880-1, '83-6, '90-1
1828
Langton, Edward. Treas. Vic. 1868, '72-4
1820
Lanigan, William, D. D. R. C. Bp. Goulbum, N. S. W. 1867Larnach (lar'nSk), Donald. Pastoralist, N. S. W. Manager London Branch
1817— 189C,
Bank of N. S. W. 1852-96
1838
Larnach, William James Mudie, C. M. G. Min. N. Z. 1877-8, '8,5-7
Port
1839-51.
Phillip
Lieut. Gov.
La Trobe, Charles Joseph, C. B. Supt.
1801—1875
Vic. '51-4
1839
Lawes, William George, D. D. F. R. G. S. Missionary New Guinea
1867
Lawson, Henry. Poet and novelist, N. S.

Lawson, Lieut.

.

'75-7

1834-1894.

Macquarie (ma-kw5r'i), Maj. Gen. Lachlan. Gov. N. S. W. 1810-21
1768MS24.
MaCTOSSan, John Murtagh, M. L. A. Min. Works and Mines Q. 1879-83,
'88, '88-90.

D. F. C.

'91

1832—1891.
Min. Vic. 1875-7, '80. Chief Justice
Acting Gov.
1844
Madden, Walter. Min. Lands Vic. 1881-3. Many years M. L. A
1848
Maher, James, D. D. R. C. Bishop Port Augusta, S. A. 18961840
Mahony, Francis Prout. Artist, N. S.
1862
Maiden, Joseph Henry, F. L. S., F. C. S. Govt, botanist and director of
Botanic Gardens, Sydney
1859
Mair, Maj. William Gilbert, N. Z. C. In Maori war N. Z
1832
Maning, Frederick Edward. Maori authority and author \_Old New Zealand^. Judge Native Lands Court, N. Z
1812 —1883.
Mann, Charles, Q. C. Atty.-Gen. S. A. 1871, '71-2, '73-5, '76, '77-8.
Treas. '78-81.
Crown Solicitor '81-9
1838-1889.
Manning, Charles James. Judge, N. S. W. 18891S41
1839
Manning, Frederic Norton, M. D. Physician, N. S.
Manning, Sir William Montagu, K. C. M. G., LL. D. Five times Atty.Gen. N. S. W. Judge 1848-9, '76-87
1811—1895.
Manning, Sir William Patrick, Knt. Solicitor. Four times Mayor of
Sydney
1845
Mantell, Walter Baldock Durant, F. 6. S., M. L. C. Geologist. Min. N. Z.
1861, '62-3, '64-5
1820-1895.
Marmion, William Edward, M. L. A. Min. W. A. 1890-4. D. F. C. '91. .1845— 1896.
Marsden, Samuel. Many years chaplain of first settlement of N. S. W.
and missionary to the Maoris
1764 1858.
Marsden, Samuel Edward, D. D. First C. E. Bp. Bathurst, N. S. W.
]S(;9-85
1832
Martens, Conrad. Artist, N. S.
1801-1878.
Martin, Arthur Patchett, F. R. 6. S. Journalist and author, Vic
1851
Martin, Sir James, Knt. Thrice Premier N. S. W. Chief Justice 1873-86. .1820-1886.
Martin, Thomas Jaques. Insurance authority, Vic
1839 1896.
Martin, Sir William, Knt., M. A., D. C. L. Linguist and author. Chief
Justice N. Z. lS41-,57
1807-— 1880.
Maskell, William Miles, F. M. S. Registrar N. Z. Univ
1839
Masson, David Orme, M. A., D. Sc, F. R. S. E. Prof, of Chemistry at
Melbourne Univ
1858
Mathieson, John. Connnr. Railways Q., now Vio
],84i'>
Maunsell (nian'sol), Ven. Robert, LL. D. Missionary, Maori scholar, N. Z. .1810
May, Pliil. ArtLst, caricaturist, N. S. W. 1883-90
]S64
Meares (morz), George, C. M. G. Mayor Melb. lSSO-1
1825
Mein (inHn), Charles Stuart, M. A. Min. Q. lS7(>-9, '84-5. Judge •8i')-90 1,841—1890.
Mclba, Madame. Stage name of Mrs. Helen Poi-ter Armstrong. Singer.. 1861
Menpes, Mortinmr. Painter, S. A
1859
Meredith, ('harlos. Monibar several Ministries Tas
1811—1,880.
Meredith, liunisa Anno. Authoress, Tas.
1812-1895.
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Born. Died.
Agent1S13
Middleton, Lieut. Gen. Sir Frederick Dobson, K. C. M. G., C. B. Maori
war. Commandant Royal Military College, Sandhurst, Eng. 1874-84. .1825
1817—1887.
Miles, William, M. L. A. Col. Sec. Q. 1877-8. Min. Works '83-7
1797—18G5.
Mllford, Samuel Frederick. Judge, N. S. W. 185G-65
1809—1888.
1858-9,
•(iG-7
Miller, Henry. Min. Vic.
Speaker L. C. '921830
Miller, Henry John. M. L. C, N. Z. 1805Mills, James, M. H. R. Founder and manager Union Steamship Co. of N. Z. 1848
Milne, Sir William, Knt. Min. S. A. 1857, '59-60, 'G2-3, '04, '04-5, 'GG-7,
'71-2.
1822-1895.
Pres. L. C. '73-81
Mitchell, Col. Sir Thomas Livingstone, Knt., D. C. L. Explorer and author.
1792—1855.
Surveyor-Gen. N. S.
Mitchell, Sir William Henry Fancourt, Knt., M. L. C. Pres. L. C. Vic.
1811—1884.
1870-84
1840
MitChelson, Edwin. Min. N. Z. 1 883-4, '84, '87-91
Molesworth, Sir Robert, Knt., M. A. Solicitor-Gen. A^ic. 1855-G. Primary
1800-1890.
Judge in Equity '5G-80
1813—1877.
Monro, Sir David, Knt. Speaker H. R., N. Z. lSGl-70
1847
Montgomery, Henry Hutchinson, D. D. C. E. Bishop Tas. 1S891822
Montgomery, William, M. L. C. Member several Ministries N. Z
1834
Moore, James, D. D. R. C. Bishop Ballarat 18S4?
Moore, Maggie. Now Mrs. J. C. Williamson. Actress
SevMoore, William, M. L. C. Pres. L. C. Tas. 1889-94. Chief Sec. '94D. F. C. '91, '97
1823
eral times Min.
1820 .
Moorhouse, James, D. D. C. E. Bishop Melbourne 187G-8G
1823—1895.
Moran, Patrick, D. D. E. C. Bp. Dunedin, N. Z. 1809-95
Moran, Patrick Francis. Cardinal Archbishop of Sydney and Metropoli18841830
tan
Morehead, Boyd Dunlop, M. L. A. P. M. G., Q. 1880-3. Col. Sec. '88.
1843
Premier '88-90
1834
Moreton, Berkeley Basil. Col. Sec. Q. 1885-8
Morgan, Frederick Augustus. Discoverer Mount Morgan Gold Mine, Q. .1837— 1894.
18S3.
Morgan, Sir William, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Premier S. A. 1878-81, '81..
1809 1892.
Morphett, Sir John, Knt. Chief Sec. S. A. 1861. Pres. L. C. '65-73
Morris, Edward Ellis, M. A. Prof. English, French and German Lan1843
guages Melbourne Univ. Author
Mort, Thomas Sutcliffe. Pioneer in meat freezing and otlier industries.
1810—11878.
N. S.
Moss, Frederick Joseph. Journalist and author. British resident at Rarotonga (Cook Isls.)
1829
Mueller (mii'ler), Baron Sir Ferdinand von, K. C. M. G., Ph. D., M. D.,
B'otanist, author, Vic
1825—1890.
F. R. S.
1837
Mules, Charles Oliver, M. A. C. E. Bp. Nelson, N. Z. 1892Munro, James. Min.Vic. 1875. Premier '90-2. Agent-Gen. -92. D. F. C. '91.1832
1815
Murphy, Daniel, D. D. R. C. Bp. Hobart 1866-88, Abp. '881795—1858.
Murphy, Francis, D. D. First R. C. Bishop Adelaide 1844^58
Murphy, Sir Francis, K. C. M. G.. F. R. C. S. Speaker L. A. Vic. 1856-71. .1809— 1891,
1828
Murray, James, D. D. R. C. Bishop Maitland 1805Murray, Terence Aubrey. Speaker L. A., N. S. W. 1800-2. Pres. L. C.
'62-73
1810—1873,
Murray-Prior, Tliomas Lodge, M. L. C. Min. Q. 1800, '07-8, '74. M. L. C.
'06-92.
1819-1892,
Chairman Committees L. C. '89-92
Musgrave, Sir Anthony, G. C. M. G. Gov. S. A. 1873-77. Gov. Q. '83-

Mlchie, Sir Archibald, K. C. M. 6., Q. C.

Several times Min. Vic.

Gen. 1S73-9

.

.

.

.

.

.

Born. Died
O'Reily, John, D. D. First R. C. Bisliop Port Augusta 1888-95. Archbishop Adelaide and Metropolitan '951840
Ormond, Francis, M. L. C. Munificent benefactor Melbourne Univ
1829—1889,
Ormond, John Davies, M. L. C. Min. N. Z. 1872, '76, '76-7
O'Rorke, Sir George Maurice, Knt. Min. 1872-4. Speaker H. R., N. Z.
'79-90, '94Sir John, K. C.

O'Shanassy,

M. G.

Premier Vic. 1857,

Outtnm (ob'trtm), Alfred Richard, M. L. A.
Owen, William. Cliief Judge in Equity N. S.
Osley, John.
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1828-1888

88

W

S.

W

Hospital, Camden, N. S.
1825—1895.
Sir Artluir Hunter, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Several times Min. and
Lieut. Gov. Q. Pres. L. C. 18811819
Palmer, Sir J,ames Frederick, Knt., M. L. C. Pres. L. C. Vie. 1856-70. .1804— 1871.
Panton, Joseph Anderson, C. M. G. First Metropolitan Police Magistrate
Vic
1831
1808—1881.
Parker, Sir Henry Watson, K. C. M. G. Premier N. S. W. 1856
.
Parker, Stephen Henry, M. L. C, Q. C. Min. W. A. 1892-4
1846
Parkes, Sir Henry, G. C. M. G. Premier N. S. W. 1872-5, '77, '78-83,
'87-9, '89-91.
D. F. C. '91
1815—1896.
1831—1893.
Parry, Henry Hutton, D. D. C. E. Bishop Perth 1876-93
Parsons, John Langdon. Min. S. A. 1881-4. Govt. Resident Northern
Territory '84-90
1837
Pasley, Maj. Gen. Cliarles, C. B., E. E. Commr. Public Works Vic. 1855-7.
Agent. -Gen. '04-8, '80-2
1824—1890.
1824
Paton, John Gibson, D. D. Presbyterian Missionary South Seas
1804
Paterson, Andrew Barton. Poet and journalist
Patterson, Sir James Brown, K. C. M. G. Min. Vic- 1875, '77-80, '80-1,
'89-90.
Premier '93-4
1833—1895.
First Bishop Melanesia 1861-71.
Patteson, John Coleridge, D. D.
Killed at Nukapu, Santa Cruz Islands
1827 1871.
1830—1890.
Pattlson, William. Min. Q. 1888, '88-90
Peacock, Alexander James, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1890-2, '92-3, '94-. D. F. C.
'97
1801
Pearson, Charles Henry, LL. D., M. A. Scholar, author, journalist. Min.
Vic. 1880-1, '86-90
1830—1894.
Pearson, Josiah Brown, D. D., LL. D. C. E. Bp. Newcastle 1880-90.. .1830-1895.
1818—1893.
Pearson. WiUiam. M. L. C. Pastoralist and sportsman, Vic
1784—1859.
Fedder, Sir John Lewis, Bart. First Cliief Justice Tas. 1824-54
Perceval, Sir Westby Brook, K. C. M. G. Agent-Gen. N. Z. 1891-C.
Agent-Gen. Tas. 18961854
1838
Perkins, Patrick, M. L. A. Min. Lands Q. 1879-83
1847-76
1807—1891.
Cliarles,
A.,
D.
D.
First
E.
Melbourne
M.
C.
Bp.
Perry,
1738—1814.
Phillip, Capt. Arthur, R. N. First Gov. N. S. AV. 1788-92
189.3,
'93.1851
Philp, Robert, M.L. A. Merchant. Min. Works and Mines Q.
1815—1887.
Piddington, William Richman, M. L. C. Treas. N. S. W. 1872, '77
N. S. W.
?
Plguenlt (pig'i-ni), William Charles. Landscape artist, Tas.
Pilcher (pTl'cher), Charles Edward, Q. C, M. L. C. Barrister, N. S. W4.I844
Min. Lands and Works Tas
?
Pillinger, Alfred Thomas.

Palmer,

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

&

.

.

.

.

W

1814—1890.

Premier 1887-9, '90-2.
;
1837 Agent-Gen. '94D. F. C. '91
Plunkett, John Hubert, Q. C. Barrister. Pres. L. C, N. S. W. 1857-8. .1802— 1869.
Poldlng, John Bede, D. D., O. S. B. Vicar Apostolic New Holland 183442.
First R. C. Abp. Sydney '42-77
1794-1877.
1814— 189G.
Pollen, Daniel, M. L. C. Premier N. Z. 1875-6. Several times Min
__ ,^
Pompallier (poN'pa'ya'), Jolm Baptist Francis, D. D. First Vicar Apostolic Western Oceania 1836.
Vicar Apostolic N. Z. '42-48. Administrator WelUngton '48-60. R. C. Bp. of Auckland '00-70
1802—1870.
Potatau (po'ta-tii'oo), OJ- Te Whero Where (ta wha'ro wlia'ro). First
"Maori King" 1857-00
? —1860.

—

.

N.

.

1S12— 1869,
Nairn, William Edward. Pres. L. C. Tas. 1859-68
1806—1873
Neales, John Bentham, M. L. C. Min. Lands, S. A. 1859, '0.5-0
Neild, James Edward, M. D. Dramatic critic, author, lecturer on medi1824
cine, Vic
Nelson, Sir Hugh Muir, P. C, K. C. M. G., D. C. L. Min. Railways Q.
1888-90.
Premier '931835
None, Tamati Waka. See Tamati Waka Nene.
1837
Nevlll, Samuel Tarratt, D. D. C. E. Bishop Dunedin 18711843—1895,
Newhery, James Cosmo, C. M. G. Analytical cliemist, Vic
Nicholson, Sir Charles, Bart., M. D., D. C. L., LL. D. First Chancellor
Pres.
L.
1800
C, Q.
1808 and a benefactor Sydney Univ. First
Nicholson, William. Premier Vic. 1859-00. "Father of the Australian
"
1870,
Ballot
?
Nimmo, John, C. E., M. L. A. Min. Works Vic. 1886-9
1849 Nisbet, Hume. Author and artist
1803—1879,
Nixon, Francis Russell, D. D. First Bishop Tas. 1842-03
Norman, Gen. Sir Henry Wylie, G. C. B., G. C. M. G., K. C. B., C. L E.
1820
Gov. Q. 1889-95. Agent-Gen. '97Normanby, Marquis of (George Augustus Constantiue Phipps, P. C,
G. C. M. G., G. C. B.). Gov. Q. 1871-4. Gov. N. Z. '75-9. Gov. Vic.

Power, Virgil. Judge,
Powers, Charles, M. L,

Q. 1895-

1849

1853
A. P. M. G., Q. 1889-90
Praed, Mrs. Campbell. See Campbell-Praed.
1834
Pratt, Joseph Major, M. L. C. Min. Vic. 1894
Pratt, Maj. Gen. Sir Thomas Simson, K. C. B. Commander of British
forces in Australia 1850-62.
Conducted successful campaign against
Sir

James, Knt.

Chief Justice N. Z. 1875-

.

Administrator
1828

'79, '80, '83, '89, '92

Pring,

Ratcliffe.

-*»—

1797-1879.

Maoris, N. Z. '60-1

Frendergast,

.

-,—

Atty.-Gen. Q. 1859-65,

'66, '67-8, '69-70, '79-80.

.

Judge,

1825—1885.

'80-5

Purves, James

1843

Barrister, Vic

Liddell, Q. C.

.

1819—1890

M.

L. A.

Min.

Works

Q. 1883.

Speaker '88-93

1830

-

.

1869-79

-1892

trator 1884-5, '91-2, '95
Onslow, Earl of (Sir William Hillier

Chief Justice

W.

A.

Adminis
1842

Onslow, G. C. M. G.).

Gov. N. Z

1889-92

1853

O'Quinn, James, D. D. First R. C. Bishop Brisbane, Q. 1859-81
Ord, Maj.-Gen. Sir Harry St. George, R. E., K. C. M. G., C. B.
W. A. 1877-80
O'Reilly, Christopher. Min. Lands and Works Tas. 1870-7, '78-82
a, e,

i,

o, u,

long ;

.

.

O'Connell, Sir Maurice Charles, Knt., M. L. C. Pres. L. C, Q. 18G0-79.
Four times Administrator
1812—1879.
O'Connell. Lieut. Gen. Sir Maurice Charles Philip, K. C. H. Lieut. Gov,
N. S. W. 1810-14. Commander of the Forces in N. S. W. 1838-47
O'Connor, Daniel, M. L. C. P. M. G., N. S. W. 1885-6, '89-91
O'Connor. Michael, D. D. First R. C. Bishop Ballarat 1874^83
O'Connor, Richard Edward, M. A., Q. C, M. L. C. Min. Justice N. S. W,
1891-4.
D. F. C. '97
Speaker Assembly Tas. 1861-77
Officer, Sir Robert, Knt., M. A.
O'Hara, Jolm Bernard. Poet, Vic
Old Boomerang. Pseud, of James Bonwick.
Oliver, Charles Nicholson Jewel. Chief Comm'r Railways N. S. W. 1897
Oliver, Richard, M. L. C. Min. N. Z. 1879-81, '82-4
O'Loghlen (o-loK'len), Sir Bryan, Bart., M. A., Q. C. Atty.-Gen. Vic,
1877-80, '93. Premier '81-3
1828
O'Mahony (o-ma'ul), Timothy, D. D. First R. C. Bp. Armidale, N. S. W,

Alexander Campbell, Knt.

Q.
Journalist, lawyer, Bendigo, Vic.
D. F. C. 1897. .1852
Quick, John, LL. D.
1821—1885.
Quinn, Matthew, D. D. First B. C. Bp. Bathurst, N. S. W. 1805-85

0.

Sir

1781—1828

Founded Carrington Centennial Convalescent

George Matcham. Merchant, Sydney, N. S.
Playford, Tliomas, M. P. Many times Min. S. A.

Onslow,

W

P.
Paling, William Henry.

Pitt,

'79-84
Norton, Albert,

1830 1818—1883,
1845
1834

'58-9, '01-3

Min. Vic. 1890-2, '92-3

Surveyor-General N.

Explorer.

W

tR

.
.

W.

S.

18G1-S8.

Gov
1819—1885.

-

Commr.

Ramsay,

Robert.

Min.

Rail-

1813

:

S.

A. 1872, '81-4, '87-0

Vic. 1872-4, '74-5, '75-7, '80

Ranfurly, Earl of (Uchter Jolm Mark Knox).

Gov. N.

Z. 1897-

1819-1890,
1842-1882,
1856 -

1847
Judge, Q. 1890Pseudonym of William Senior.
Francis, D. D., S. M. R. C. Archbishop Wellington, N. Z. and
1839
Metropolitan 1874Rees, WilUam Lee, M. H. R. Author, N. Z. Once Chairman Committees
1836
H. R. N. Z
Journalist.
Min. Education and
Reeves, William Pember, M. H. R.
1857
Labor N. Z. 1890-6. Agent-Gen. '90Reibey (ra'bt), Thomas, M. A. Premier Tas. 1876. Speaker '87-90. Min.
'941821
Reid, George Houston, P. C, D. C. L., M. L. A. Min. Instruction N. S. W.
1845
D. F. C. '97
1883-4.
Premier '941842
Reid, Robert, M. L. C. Merchant, Vic. Min. Defense 1893-4
1820
Rennie, Edward Alexander. Auditor-Gen. N. S. W. 1883Renwick, Sir Arthur, Knt., M. L. C, M. D., F. R. C. S. Min. Mines
1837
N. S. W. 1881, Instruction '86-7

Real, Patrick.

-

Redspinner.

Redwood,

.

1819—1881

1835

E.
Rae, Jolm,.M. A. Undersecretary Works N.
ways '61-77
Ramsay, John James Garden, M. L. C. Min.

a, e, 6, less 2>i'olonged ; a, e, T, o, u, short ; a, e,

i,

o,

obscure (see remark,

p.

1719)

;

far, fall

;

thgre,

term

-

-

—

-

;

2063

AUSTRALASIAN BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
Born. Died.
Revans, Samuel. Journalist. Issued A' Z. Gazelle, first newspaper in N. Z. 18U8 1888.
Revllle, Stephen, D. D., O. S. A. R. C. Coadjutor Bishop Sandhurst, Vic.
18851844
Rewi properly Manga Rewi ManiopotO (mii'uga ra'we ma'ne-o-po'to).
Maori leader, distinguished in Waikato campaign, 1803
?
1894.
Reynolds, Chdstoplier Augustine, D. D. R. C. Bishop Adelaide 1873-87,
Archbishop, '87-93
1834—1893.
Reynolds, Thomas, M. P. Eiglit times Min. S. A. Premier 18C0-1, '61...
—187.5.
Reynolds, William Hunter, M. L. C. Min. N. Z. 1872-6, '84-5, '86-7
1822
Richardson, Alexander Robert. Min. Lands W. A. 1894?
Richardson, Edward, C. M. G. Min. Works N. Z. 1872-7, '84^7
1831
Richardson, George Francis. Min. N. Z. 1887-91
1837
Richardson, Sir John Larkins Cheese, Knt., M. L. 0. Min. N. Z. 1864-5,
'6G-8.
Speaker L. C. '69-78
1810-1878.
Richardson, Maj. Gen. John Soame, C. B. Commander Forces N. S. W.
1865-92
1836—1896.
Richardson, Richard. Min. Vic. 1880-1, '93-4. Many years M. L. A
1831
1821—1895.
Richmond, Christopher William. Min. N. Z. 1856-61. Judge '62-95

—

.

.

—

;

'.'

.

.

.

.

.

Richmond,

Jlaj.

Matthew,

C. B.,

M. L.

Chairman Committees L. C,

C.

? —1887.
1819 1878.
Author, missionary, and scholar
Rignold (rig'nold), George. Actor and theatrical manager
?
Riley, Charles Owen Leaver, D. D. C. E. Bp. Perth 18941854
-.
1800—1872.
Robe, Maj Gen. Frederick Holt. Lieut. Gov. S. A. 1845-8
Roberts, Sir Alfred, Knt., M. R. C. S. Chief founder Prince Alfred Hos-

N. Z. 1865-81

:

—

Ridley, Rev. William, M. A.

—

.

.

.

pital, Sydney
1823
Roberts, Charles James, C. M. G., M. L. C. P. M. G., N. S. W. 1887-9. .1846
1856
Roberts, Tom. Artist N. S.
Robertson, Sir John, K. C. M. G. Premier N. S. W. 1860-1, '68-70, '75-7,
'77, '85-6.
1816-1891.
Author Crown Lauds Act '61
1839—1892.
Robertson, William. Barrister, pastoralist, breeder of cattle, Vic
Robinson, Sir Hercules George Robert. See Rosmead, Baron.
Robinson, Sir William Cleaver Francis, K. C. M. G. Gov. W. A. 1875-7,
'80-3, -90-5.
1834—1897.
Gov. S. A. '83-9. Acting Gov. Vic. '89
Roe, Capt. John Septimus, R. N. Explorer. 42 yrs. Surveyor-Gen. W. A. 1797—1878.
1817—1888.
Rolleston, Christopher, C. M. G. Auditor-Gen. N. S. W. 1864-83
1831
RoUeston, William, M. H. R. Min. Lauds, etc., N. Z. 1879-84
1856—1892.
Romilly, Hugli Hastings, C. M. G. Deputy Commr. Western Pacific
Ropata, proper! Maj. Ropata Wahawaha (rS'pa'ta wa'ha-vva'ha),
N. Z. C, M. L. C. Maori chief, fought for British in Maori wars
? —1897.
Rosmead, Baron (Sir Hercules George Robert Robinson, Bart., P. C,
1824-1897.
G. C. M. C). Gov. N. S. W. 1872-9. Gov. N. Z. '79-80
Ross, Sir Robert Dalrymple, Knt. Maori War 1864-6. Treas. S. A. '76-7.
1828-1887.Speaker •81-7
Rounsevell (rowns'ev-el), William Benjamin, M. P. Min. S. A. 1881,
.

.

.

W

.

.

.

1/

'84-5, '90-2, '92-3.

.

1841

7

Rous

(rows). Admiral Henry John. Discovered
Rivers, N. S. W. 1829. Patron of the Turf

.

Richmond and Clarence

Ellis.

Artist.

Dieil.

—

W

'89-95, N. S.
1842—1895.
C. M. 6., M. A. Many years M. L. A. Vic. Agent1831 Geu. 1882-7
1856 Smith, Sydney, M. L. A. Min. Mines N. S. W. 1889-91, '94Smith, Lt. Col. William CoUard. Min. Vic. 1875, '77-80, '80-1. D. F. C. '91 1830—1894.
1815—1892,
Smith, William Howard. Shipowner, Melbourne
Smith, William Saumarez, D. D. C. E. Bishop Sydney, Metropolitan and
Primate Australia and Tasmania 1890-7. Archbp. '971836 —
Smyth, Robert Brough, A. M. I. C. E., F. L. S., F. G. S. Mineralogist,
1830—1889,
etlmologist, author, and Sec. of Mines Vic. 1860-70
1774—1848
Sorrell, Col. William. Lieut. Gov. Tas. 1817-24
Spalding, Col. Warner Wright, C. M. G. Capt. N. S. W. Artillery 1871.
Commandant '92-6. Administrator Norfolk Isl. '901844 —
1839 Speight (spat), Richard. Chief Railway Commr. Vic. 1884-92
1868 Spence, Percy Frederick Seaton. Artist, N. S.
Spencer, Walter Baldwin, M. A. Prof, of biology, Melbourne Univ. Zool-

Smith, Robert Murray,

.

W

I860 —
Stailord, Sir Edward William, G. C. M. G. Premier N. Z. 1856-61, '65-9, '72.1820 Stanmore, Baron. See Gordon, Sir Arthur Hamilton.
Stanton, George Henry, D. D. First C. E. Bishop N. Q. 1878-91. Bishop
.
Newcastle '911835
Stawell, Sir William Foster, K. C. M. G., LL. D. First Atty.-Gen.
Vic.
Chief Justice 1857-86. Acting Gov. '73, '75-6, '84, '80-9
1815-1889.
1827 1893.
Steel, Robert, D. D., Ph. D. Presbyterian minister Sydney. Author
Steers, Sir James George Lee, Knt. First Speaker L. A., W. A. D. F. C.
'91, '97
.
1830
Steins, Walter Bisschop, D. D., S. J. R. C. Bp. Auckland, N. Z. 1879-81. .1810— 1881.
Stephen, Sir Alfred, G. C. M. G., C. B. First Pres. L. C, N. S. W. 1856-7.
Judge '39-44. Chief Justice '44-73. Lieut. -Gov. '75-91
1802—1894.
Stephen, James Wilberforce, M. A. Atty.-Gen. Vic. 1872-4. Judge '74-81.1822—1881.
.
1828
Stephen, Matthew Henry. Judge, N. S. W. '87.
1835
Stephens, James Bninton. Author and poet, Q
'68-70.
L.
Treas.
Tliomas
Blackett,
M.
C.
1867.
Col.
Sec.
Q.
Stephens,
Min. Lands '74-5. Founder of Queensla7i(Jer, '62
1819—1877.
Stevenson, George. First Editor S. A. Register
1799—1856.
Steward, Maj. William Jukes. M. H. R., N. Z. 1871-75, '81Speaker
H. R. '91-3
.
1841
.
1864
Stewart, Nellie. Actress, N. S. W. and Vic
1791—1865.
Stirling, Admiral Sir James, Knt. First Gov. W. A
.
Stock, William Frederick. Barrister. Atty.-Gen. S. A. 1892
1847
Acting Chief Justice 1880,
Stone, Edward Albert. Judge W. A. 1884ogist

and ethnologist

—

.

.

1795—1877.
Vic
?
Rusden, George William. Author. [If ist. of Australia. Hist, of N. Z.].. 1819
Russell, Henry Chamberlain, C. M. G., F. R. A. S., F. R. S. Govt.
Astronomer N. S. W. 18701836
Russell, Peter Nicol. Manufacturing engineer. Gave £50,000 to School
of Engineering, Sydney Univ
1816
Russell, Tliomas, C. M. G. Min. N. Z. 1862-3, '63-4. A founder of Bank
of N. Z
1830
Russell, Capt. WilUam Russell. Min. N. Z. 1884, '89-91. D. F. C. '91... 1838
Rutledge, Arthur. M. L. A. 1878-93. Atty. -Gen. Q. '83-8. D. F. C. '91.1843

Rowan, Marian

Born.

Several times Min. Tas. Judge
Sir Francis Villeneuve, Knt.
1860-70.
1819 Chief Justice '70-85. Administrator '74-5, 'SO
1839 Smith, Lieut. Col. Sir Gerard, K. C. M. G. Gov. W. A. 18951827 —
Smith, James. Discoverer Mount Bischoft' tin mine, Tas
1820 —
Smith, James. Author, journalist, and dramatic critic, Vic
Smith, John, C. M. G., M. L. C, M. A., M. D., LL. D. First prof, chem1822 1885.
istry and experimental physics, Sydney Univ
Smith, John Thomas. Seven times Mayor Melbourne. Min. Vic. 1869-70.
'56-78
1816—1878
M. L. A.
1824
Smith, Robert Barr. Merchant, pastoralist, S. A
Smith, Robert Burdett, C. M. G. M. L. A., N. S. W. 1870-89. M. L. C.

Smith,

lAiistraliiin flora.']

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'81, '87,

'89-90

?

.

Stout, Sir Robert, K. C. M. G. Atty.-Gen. N. Z. 1877-9. Premier '84,'84-7. 1844
Stow, Randolph Isham. Atty.-Gen. S. A. 1861, '61-3, '64, '64-5. Judge '75-8.1828-1878.
1801
Stow, Thomas Quinton. First Congregational minister S. A. 1837-62
1862,
Stowe, Leonard. Clerk of the Parliaments N. Z
1837
Strahan, Maj. Sir George Cumine, B. A., 6. C. M. 6. Gov. Tas. 1881-6 .. 1838— 1887.
Strangways, Henry Bull Templer. Min. S. A. 1861, '61-3, '65, '70.
Premier '70
1832
Streeton, Arthur. Artist, N. S.
1867
Strickland, Sir Edward, K. C. B. Engaged in Maori war 1864-5. Afterwards resident Sydney
1821—1889.
Strong, Charles, D. D. Founder of Australian Church, Melbourne, 1885.1844
Strong, Herbert Augustus, M. A., LL. D. Classical scholar
1841
Strzelecki (strze-lSts'ki), Sir Paul Edmund de, K. C. M. G., C. B., D. C. L.,
F. R. S.
Explorer and scientist
1796?-]877.
Stuart, Sir Alexander, K. C. M. G. Treas. N. S. W. 1876-7. Premier'83-5. 1825— 1886.
?
Stuart, Edward Craig, D. D. C. E. Bp. Waiapu, N. Z. 1877-93
1844
Stuart, Frank, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1890-1
Explorer of Central Australia
1869.
Stuart, John McDouall.
V
Stuart, Tliomas Peter Anderson, M. D. Prof. Medicine Sydney Univ
1850
Sturt, Capt. Charles. Greatest Australian Explorer. Held important
offices S. A
1795—181)9.
Sullivan, Barry. Tragedian and theatrical manager 1861-6
1824 1891.
Sullivan, James Forrester. Min. Vic. 1801, '63-6, '67-8, '68-9
.1817-1876.
Summers, Charles. Sculptor, Vic. 1853-66
1827 1878.
Suter, Andrew Burn, D. D. C. E. Bp. Nelson, N. Z. 1866-91
1 S30— 1894.
Alexander.
Author,
journalist
and
poet
Sutherland,
.
1852
Sutherland, John. Min. Works N. S. W. 1868-70, '72-5, '77-8, '87-9
1816-1889.
Suttor, Francis Bathurst. Min. Justice, Instruction, etc., N. S. W. 1877,
'78-80, '91-4
1839
Suttor, William Henry, M. L. C. Min. Mines N. S. W. 1887-8. Representative Govt, in L. C. '89-91, '94-5.
D. F. C. '91
Author
1834
Swainson, William. Atty.-Gen. N. Z. 1841-50. Speaker L. C. '54-5
?
1S84.
Syme, David. Proprietor Melbourne.4 f/p. Author and political economist. 1827
Symon, Josiah Henry, Q. C. Barrister's. A. Atty.-Gen. 1881. D. P. C. '97.
SymondS, Edward Stace, C. M. 6. Undertreas. Vic. 1857-87
1816
.

—

.

.

W

s.

.

,

Sir Julian Emanuel, Ejit., Q. C, M. L. C.
Barrister.
Vice
Pres. Executive Council N. S. W. 1887-9, '92-3
1834
Sir Saul, K. C. M. G., C. B.
Four times Treas. and thrice
P. M. G., N. S. W.
1820
Agent-Gen. 1880-97
1831
Sandford, Daniel Fox, D. D., LL. D. C. E. Bp. of Tas. 1883-9
1818-—1889.
Santo, Philip. Min. S. A. 1861, '63-4, '64, '65, '67-8, '68
SargOOd, Lieut. Col. Sir Frederick Thomas, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Merchant. Min. Vic. 1883-6, '90-2, '94
1834
1820
Saunders, Alfred. M. H. R., N. Z. 1860Author
1865
SaviUe, Frances. Stage name of Fanny Siraonsen. Prima donna
Sawyer, William Collinson, D. D. First C. E. Bishop Grafton and Armidale 1867-8
1831 -1868.
Schomburgk, Richard von, Pli. D. Botanist. Director Botanic Gardens,

Salomons,

Samuel,

.

Adelaide, S. A
1811- -1890.
1855
Scott, Walter, M. A. Prof. Greek, Sydney Univ
Scratchley, Maj. Gen. Sir Peter Henry, K. C. M. G., R. E. Commr. for
Defenses of Australia 1878-83. Commr. New Guinea '84-5
18,35-—1885.
Seddon, Richard John, P. C. LL. D. Min. N. Z. 1891-3. Premier '931845
1845
See, John, M. L. A. P. M. G., N. S. W. 1885. Treas. '91-4
Selwyn, George Augustus, D. D. C. E. Bp. N. Z. 1841-67
1809 -1878.
1845- -1898.
Selwyn, John Richardson, D. D. C. E. Bp. of Melanesia 1877-91
William.
Red spinner. Journalist and author, N. Z
Senior,
?
Service, James, M. L. C. Merchant and politician. Premier Vic. 1880,
1883-6
1823
Sewell, Henry. Several times Min. N. Z. Premier 1856
?
-1879.
Sheehan, John, M. H. R. Minister of Justice and Native Minister 187779, N. Z
1844- -1885.
Shell, Lawrence Bonaventure, O. S. F. R. C. Bp. Adelaide 1866-72
1815 -1872.
Shenton, Sir George, Knt., M. L. C. 11 times Mayor Perth, W. A. Col.
Sec. 1890-2.
Pres. L. C. '921842
Sheppard, Edmund. Judge, Q. 1874-82
1826
Sherbrooke. See Lowe, Robert.
John
Felix.
Dean,
G.
Founder
Sheridan,
V.
of R. C. charitable institutions N. S.
1824
Sherwin, Amy. Operatic singer, Tas
?
ShielS, William, M. L. A., LL. D. Atty. -Gen. Vic. 1890-2. Premier, '92-3. .1849
1802Short, Augustus, D. D. First C. E. Bishop Adelaide 1847-81
Simonetti (su-uio-nSt'te), Achille. Sculptor, N. S.
1837
Simonsen, Fanny. Prima donna. Frances Saville.
Simpson, Archibald Henry, M. A. Judge in Bankruptcy, N. S. W. 1896- .1843
Simpson, George Bowen. Atty.-Gen. N. S. W. 1885-6, '88-9, '89-91.
Judge, '941838
Sladen, Sir Charles, K. C. M. G., LL. D. Treas. Vic. 18.55-7. Premier '68.1816 -1884.
Slattery, Tliomas Micliael. Solicitor. Min. Justice N. S. W. 1885, '89,
Mines '91-4
1844
1810- -188l!
Smart, Thomas Ware, M. L. C. Treas. N. S. W. 1863, '6.')
Smith, Arthur Bruce. Barrister. Min. Works N. S. W. 1889-91. Treas. '91.1851
Smith, Sir Edwin Tliomas, K. C. M. G., M. P. 5 times Mayor Adelaide.
Min. Education S. A. 1884
1831
,

.

.
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T.
(fa'e-a-ro'a), H. K.
Member L. C. The most influential Maori
chief of S. Isl. N. Z
Tamati
Nene (tii'ma-te wil'ka na'na), Maori chief, prominent in
cession of N. Z. to British
Tancred, Henry John. Min. N. Z. 185G, '58-Gl, 'G2-3. Chancellor N. Z.

Taiaroa

?

Waka

Univ. '71-84

?

— 1871

1825— 1884

Tasma. Pseudonym of
Tasman, Abel Jauszen.

Mrs. Jessie C. Couvreur.
Discoverer of Tasmania and N. Z
1600?- 1(k59
L. A.
Min. Vic. 18941852
Tawhiao (tii'whe'a-S) or Matutaera (ma'too-tii'S-r.a). Second Maori
king N. Z. 18(10-94
? _ 1894
Tebbutt, John, F. R. A. S. Astronomer, N. S.
1834
Teece, Richard, F. T. A., F. F. A., V. S. S. Gen. Manager and Actuary
Australian Mutual Provident Society, N. S.
1847

Taverner, John William, M.

W
W

Te

".

Kootj^; proprr/ii Te Kooti Rikirangi (tS ko'ft-te re'ke-rii'nge
to koo'te).
A Matiri loader ii{ great military ability
Rauparaha (iS rii'mi-p;\-ra-liii'V Maori chief and warrior

Te
Te Waharoa. Sen Wuiemu Tamahana I'e Waharoa.
Te Whlti (tii liwe'tf). Maori propliet. Agitator against

(see p. 1719)
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N

Bom. Died.
(tlia'ko-mba'oo) or CakOban. King of Fiji. Ceded the Fiji
1S17 -1883.
Islands to Hie British ISH
1791- -1SG4.
Therry (tlier'rT), John Joseph. R, C. Archpriest of Sydney 1S20-33
ISOO- -1874.
Therry, Sir Roger, Knt. Judge, N. S. W. 184(i-59
Thierry, de. See De Thierry.
IhAkomtlLU

Thomas, Julian. Pseudonym of
Thomas, Mesac, D. D. First C.
Thompson, John Ashburton, M.
Board

Pres.

Health N.

of

S.

D.

W.

Goulburn N.

S.

189(1-

C,

C. M. G., C. B., M. L.
Botanist, N. Z
Premier '7G-7
P. M. G., Q. 1874-G.

Min. Mines N.

C.

181G -1892.

Chief Medical Officer of Govt, and

Thomson, Sir Edward Deas, K.
Thomson, George M., F. L. S.
Thorn, George.
Thornton, George, JI. L.
Sydney
Thornton, Samuel, D. D.

W. 1SG3-92

S.

W.

N.

S.

?

W

ISOO
'.'

1S3S

ISS.'j.

Twice Mayor

1820
First C. E. Bp. Ballarat 1S751835
Richard, M. A. Prof. Physics Sydney Univ
1801
Thurston, Sir John Bates. K. C. M. G., F. L. S., P. R. G. S. Gov. Fiji and

Threlfall

High Commr. W.
",13-S.

D. F. C.

183U- -1897.

Pacific

L. C.

Min. Justice Q. 1888-90.

Sir Charles, K. C. M. G., M. A., F. R.
Superintendent of Telegraphs S. A

N.

W.

S.

A.,

S.,

P.

(tSr-rg-jii'ne), Elzear,

M. G. and
Incumbent
1835- -1889.

R. C. Bp. Arniidale,

S. F. C.

1879-

of Townsville,

1830

A. 1863,

'68,

M. L.
'71-2.

C. 1S5G-73.

Founder

Several times

Mayor

1827- -1882.
Adelaide
1844
Tozer, Sir Horace, K. C. M. G., M. L. A. Col. Sec. Q. 18110-G, Home Sec. '9fiTregear (tre-ger'), Edward. O, A., F. R. G. S., F. R. Hist. S., F. A. I.,
Polynesian
philologist
1846
Maori
scholar
and
M. Ph. S.
Trench, Robert Le Poer, Q. C. Atty.-Gen. Vic. 1875, '77-8. County
1812- -1895.
Court Judge
Trenwith, William Arthur, M. L. A. Leader Labor Party In L. A. Vic.
1847
D. F. C. 1897
Trevor, Lieut. Gen. William Cosmo, C. B. Served N. Z. 1864-C. Lieut.
1826 -1894.
Gov. Tas. '68-9
Trickett, William Joseph, M. L. C. P. M. 6., N. S. W. 1883-4. Min.
1845
Instruction '84-5
Tryon, Vice Admiral Sir George, K. C. B. Commander in chief Austral1832- -1893.
ian station 1884-7
Tucker, Albert Lee, M. L. A. Min. Lands Vic. 1882-6. Many years M. L. A. 1843
1859
Tucker, Thomas George, M. A., Lift. D. Prof. Classics iMelb. Univ
Tuffnell, Edward Wyndham, D. D. First C. E. Bp. Brisbane 18.59-74.. .1814- -1896!
TuUoch, Maj. Gen. Alexander Bruce, C. B. Commandant Vic. Forces. ..1838
Turner, Ethel. See CuELEWis, Mrs.
Turner, Sir George, P. C, K. C. M. G., LL. D., M. L. A. Min. Vie. 1891-2,
'92-3.
D. F. C. "97
1851
Premier '94Turner, James Francis, D. D. C. E. Bp. Grafton and Armidale 1869-93. 1827- -1893!
Tyrrell, William, D. D. First C. E. Bishop Newcastle, N. S. W. 1847-79.
.

'.

.

.

.

Bequeathed

.-G250,000 to his diocese

Tyson, James, M.

L. C.

.

1807- -1879.

Pastoralist, millionaire,

Thornhill, D. D.

C. E. Bp. Brisbane 1885-

..1837
'56-72, Tas. 1792—1872.

.

1807—1881.

Weld, Sir Frederick Aloysius, G. C. M. G. Premier N. Z. 1864-5. Gov.
W. A. -09-75. Gov. Tas. '75-80
1823—1891.
Wells, Col. Frederick. Commander N. S. W. Infantry, Soudan, 1884
1837
..
Wentworth, William Charles. Explorer, writer, .statesman, N. S. W
1793—1872.
Were, Jonathan Binns, C. M. G. Merchant Vic. Consul several nations.
First Chairman Chamber Commerce
1809-188.5.
1808-1873.
West, Rev. John. Editor Si/tlnei/ Jforning JTrrald 1855-73
1815-1889.
Westgarth, William. Author and financier, Vic
1804—1888.
Weston, William Pritcliard. Premier Tas. 1857, '60-1
Wheeler, .James Henry, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1890-2, '92-3
1826
Whitaker, Sir Frederick, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Speaker L, C. N. Z.
.

Many times

Premier '63-4, '82-3. Atty.-Gen. \S7-91 ..1812— 1891.
Pastoralist, patron of the turf and breeder of

Min.

.

White, James, M. L. C.
race horses.
M. L. C, N. S. W. 1874-90
1S2.S— 1890.
White, John. Scholar and historian of Maori language and mythology.. ..182(j — 1891.
1861
White, Mrs. J. H. iVi/ra A'emhle. Actress
Whitmore, Maj. Gen. Sir George Stoddart, K. C. M. G., M. L. C. Soldier.

.

L. C. '(«-

Min. N. Z. 1877-9,
1830
M.
Engineer-in-Chief N. S. W. Railways 1856-90
1819-1898.
1820—1880.
Whyte, James. Premier Tas. 18G3-6. Many years M. H. A
Wilkinson, Charles Smith, F. L. S., F. 6. S. Govt. Geologist N. S. W.
1874-91
1843-1891.
? —1879.
Williams. Sir Edward Eyre, Knt. Judge, Vic. 1852-74
1843
WUliams, Sir Hartley, Knt. Judge, Vic. 1881Williams, Henry. Pioneer missionary of N. Z. Archdeacon of Waimate
1,S44-T9
1792—1879.
1848
WUliams, Henry Roberts. Min. Vic. 1894WUliams, Rev. John. Missionary South Seas. Killed on Erromanga Isl.l79G— 1839.
WUliams, Jo-shua Strange, M. A., LL. D. Judge Supreme Court N. Z....1837
Williams, William, D. C. L. C. E. Bp. Waiapu, N. Z. 1859-76. [il/oori
Jlicfioiiari/1
1800—1870.
1829
Williams, William Leonard. C. E. Bp. Waiapu, N. Z. 18951845
Williamson, James Cassius. Actor and theatrical manager
?
WUliamson, Mrs. J. C. Born Maggie Moore. Actress
1841
Williamson, Samuel, M. L. C. Min. Vic. 18951793—1877.
WUUs, John Walpole. Judge, N. S. W. 1837-40, Vic. '40-3
1840
Willoughby, Howard. Journalist, Vic
1834—1861.
WUls. William John. Explorer, perished at Cooper's Creek
1794-1866.
WUlson, Robert William. First R. C. Bp. Hobart ]842-(:5
1783—1847.
WUmot, Sir John Eardley Eardley, Bart. Gov. Tas. 1843-46
?
WUson, Cecil, M. A. C. E. Bishop of Melanesia 18941814—1878.
Wilson, Edward. Proprietor Arr/tis, Melbourne, 1847-78
WUson, Sir James Milne, K. C."M. G., M. L. C. Premier Tas. 1869-72.
.

Whitton. Jolm.
1814- -1884.
1794- -1873.

Jlin. S.

.

Wedge, John Helder.M.L.C. Explorer, pastoralist. M.L.C.
Weekes, Eli.as Carpenter. Treas. N. S. W. 1859, '60-3

'84,

Author of "Torrens Act."

Q

William.

.

S.

Webb.
S. W
Webb, George Henry B'rederick. Leader Equity Bar Vic. Judge 1886-91.1827— 1891.
Webb, William Telford, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1893-4
1842

1855-G.

1S2G

Sir

Townsend,

F. R. A. S.

Mus. Doc., T. C. D.

Robert Richard. K. C. M. G.
Premier '57
First Treas. S. A. 1857.
Towns, Robert, M. L. C. Merchant Sydney.

Torrens,

ja

JI.

Musician
D. D., 0.

John's, Melbourne.

St.

M. G.
1847

Torrance, Rev. George William,

Torreggiani

P.

'91

Toad,

Chief Justice S. A. 1876A. 1857-75
Frederick William, C. M. G. Clerk L. A.. N.

Judge

.'

(threl'fal),

Thynne (thin), Andrew Joseph, M.

Born. Died.
1836
1816—1875.
1837

James, P. C.

Wearing, William.

Webber, William Tliomas

Stanley James.
E. Bp.

Way, Samuel

Q

1823

;

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1812—1880.
1820—1883.
Min. Lands N. S. W. 1863-5, '66-8
Knt. Pastorslist, Vic. Gave £30.000 Wilson Hall,
1832-1895.
Melb. Univ
Min. withWUson, Walter Horatio, M.L. C. P. M. G., Q. 1887-8, '981839
out portfolio '93-8
1834—1891,
WUson, William. Pastoralist. Min. Railways Vic. 1869, '70-1
Windeyer, Sir William Charles, Knt., LL. D. Sol.-Gen. N. S. W. 1870-2.
1834-1897.
Atty.-Gen. '77, "S-O. Judge •79-9G
183G
Windsor, Arthur Lloyd. Editor Age, Melbourne
Wiremu Tamahana Te Waharoa (we'ra-moo ta'ma-ha-na ta « a'ha-ro'a).
?
186G.
(William Thompson.) T/)e Maori kingmal:er
1830—1888.
Wisdom. Sir Robert, K. C. M. G. Attv.-Gen. N. S. W. 1879-83
Atty.-Gen. N. S. W. 1887-8.
Barrister.
Wise, Bernhard Ringrose.
18.58
D. F. C. '97
1818—1865.
Wise, Edward. Judge, N. S. W. 1860-65
writer,
Vic.
.1823
Withers, William Bramwell. Journalist and miscellaneous
Wittenoom (vvTt't5n-oom), Edward Home, M. L. C. Min. Mines, Educa1854
tion, etc. W. A. 1894Sol.-Gen. Vie. 1857. Atty.-Gen. '59-60. Min.
Wood, John Dennistoun.
1829
Justice '61-3
1821—1895.
Wood, Reader Gilson. Treas. N. Z. 1862-4. Many years M. H. R
1822—1892.
Woods, John, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1875, '77-80
.1832—
author.
1889.
Scientist
and
6.
F.
L.
S.
Rev.
Julian
E.
Tenison,
F.
S.,
Woods,
WooUey, Rev. John, D. C. L., M. A. First Principal and Prof. Classics and
1816—1866.
18,52-06
Sydney
Univ.
Logic,
1814-1893.
WooUs, Rev. William, Ph. D., F. L. S. Botanist and author, Vic
Wragge, Clement LIndley, F. R. G. S., F. R. Meteor. S. Meteorological
1852
Observer, Q. 1887Wrenfordsley (rgn'f6rdz-lT), Sir Henry Thomas, Knt. Judicial positions
W. A., Fiji, Tas., Vic
Min.
P. M. G., N. S. W. 188.3.
Wright, Francis Augustus, M. L, A.
1835
.
Works '83-5, Mines '85
Wright, John Arthur, M. I. C. E., M. L. C. Engineer, W. A. D. F. C. '91.1841
Vic.
Politician,
C,
C.
M.
L.
Henry
John,
K.
C.
M,
G.,
Q.
Sir
Wrixon,
1839
Atty.-Gen. '86-90. D. F. C. '91
Sol.-Gen. 1870-1.
1851
Wynne, Agar, M. L. C. P. M. G. Vic. 1893^
1864.
Wynyard, Lieut. Gen. Robert Henry, C. B. Acting Gov. N. Z. 1854-55.
Wyselaskie (wIz-51-ask'T), John Dickson. Pastoralist, Vic. Bequeathed
1818-1883.
£54,000 to public institutions
Pres. L. C. '72-80

WUson, John Bowie.
WUson, Sir Samuel,

.

.

u.

.

UUathorne, William Bernard, D.
1832-40
Theodore, M. L. A.

Onmack,

D., 0.

S.

B.

R. C. Vicar-Gen. Australia

1806—1889.
Min. Railways and P. M. G., Q.

1890

3.

..1835

.

—

.

y.

.

1836
Vale, Richard Tayler, M. L. A. Min. Vic. 1894Vale, William Mountford Kinsey. Min. Vic. 1866-8, '68-9, '71-2, '80-1. .1833-189.5.
1834—1883.
Vaughan, Roger Bede, 0. S. B. R. C. Abp. Sydney, 1877-83
Venn, Harry Whittall. Commr. Raihvays and Director Public Works
.

.

W. A. 1890Verdon,

1844

George Frederick, K. C. M. G., C. B.,
Agent-Gen. '08-72

Sir

63-8.

etc.

.

Treas. Vic. 1860-1,

Viard, Phillip, S. M. First R. C. Bp. Wellington, N. Z. 1860-72
Vogel, Sir Julius, K. C. M. G. Author and journalist. Many times
N. Z. Premier 1873-5, '76. Agent-Gen. '76-81
Tempsky, Major Gustavus. Leader of N. Z. troops, in Maori
1863-8, killed in action

Von

1834—1896.
1809—1872.

Min.
1835

.

war,

.

.

.

?

—1868.

•

w.

'l^

.

1796—1862
tK^akefield, Edward Gibbon. The main founder of N. Z. and S. A
1813
Walch, Garnet. Author and dramatist
1841
Walker, James Thomas. Bank director, N. S. W. D. F. C. '97
Walker, Richard Cornelius Crichett, C. M. G. Principal Undersec. N. S. W. 1841
Walker, Thomas. Millionaire, Sydney. Founder Walker Convalescent
1804— 188G
Hospital, Concord
Walker, William Froggatt, M. L. A. Min. Customs Vic. 1886-9. Executive Commr. Paris Exhib. 1889
1844-1890
1853
WalllS, Frederic, D. D. C. E. Bp. of Wellington, N. Z. 1895Walsh. William Henry, M. L. C. Min. Works Q. 1870-3. Speaker '74-6.
M. L. C. '79
1825—1888
Want,JohnHenry, Q.
L. C.
Atty.-Gen. N. S. W. 1885, '86-7, '94- 1846
Maj.
Peter
Egerton,
H.
I.
M.
Explorer.
E.
C.
S.,
C.
G.
Warburton.
Commr. Police S. A. 18,53-67, etc
1813—1889.
1833—1867
Ward, Crosbie. Min. N. Z. 1861-2, '62-3
1837
Ward, Ebenezer, M. P. Min. S. A. 1875-G, '76-7. 25 years M. P

CM.

,

Edward Wolstenholme, K. C. M. G. Master Sydney
1823—1890,
Melbourne Mint '69-76
Ward, Frederick William. Editor Daily Telegraph, Sydney, 1885-90, Bris1840
bane Courier '941851
Ward, Mrs. Humphry (Mary Augusta Arnold). Authoress. Born Tas
1857
Ward, Joseph George, M. H. R. P. M. G. 1890-3. Treas. N. Z. '93-6.
WaterhOUSe, George Marsden. Premiers. A. 'Gl, '61-3. Premier N.Z. '72-3. 1824
Merchant.
1878-83
L.
C.
Treas.
N.
S.
W.
183G
James,
M.
Watson,
:
1826- -1897,
Watt, John Brown. M. L. C, N. S. W. 1861-6, '74-90
Australasian
1845
Watterston, David. Editor

Ward,

Maj. Gen. Sir

Mint 1853-69.

.
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.

.

,

Y.
James Arndell, K. C. M. G. Formerly resident Tas. At
Toul
1810
times represented Tas. in England
Young, Sir Henry Edward Fox, Knt., C. B. Lieut. Gov. S. A. 1848-54.
Gov. Tas.

.

.

g as in get

;

.

1810-1,870.

'.55-61

Toung, James Henry, M. L. A. Min. Instruction N. S. W. 1885-6.
1S34
Works '91-4. Speaker '87-90
Toung, Sir John, Bart., P. C, K. C. B., G. C. M. G. (afterwards Lord Lis1807—1876.
gar).
Gov. N. S. W. 18G1-67
1819 — 1894.
YuUle (u'el), William Cross. Pastoralist, sportsman, Vic

z.
Pres. L. C. Vic. 1892-

Zeal, Sir William Austin, K. C. M. G., M. L. C.
D. F. C. '97

otec!«e(seeremark,p. 1719)
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AUSTRALASIAN CHRONOLOGICAL ANNALS
A RECORD OF THE MOST IMPORTANT EVENTS

IN

AUSTRALASIAN HISTORY

CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED
BY

JOSEPH FINNfEY,

B. A.

(FRASER SCHOLAR) UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY LECTURER IN HISTORY AND ENGLISH, PUBLIC TRAINING
COLLEGE; MASTER OF THE PRACTICING SCHOOL, FORT STREET, SYDNEY, N. S. W.
;

Note.

-

The

statistics

New South Wales,
Western Australia, Tasmania, and New^ Zealand.

given are for the seven Australasian colonies of

Portuguese established themselves at the Mo- 1770. April 19.

1512.

April 28.

lucca Islands.

May
May

Magellan discovered the Philippine Islands for

1521.

Spain.

1542-1555.

Date

of

the

Lusitano

(Some writers

-

French

16.

June 10.
Aug. 21.

planispheres.

maps show

assert that these

6.

discovery of Australia by Spanish and Portuguese, 1511-1542.)

1568.
1579.
1588.
1595.
1602.
1605.
1606.

Jan.

Mendana

Oct.

Drake

March.

Cavendish arrived at the island of Java.
Mendaila discovered the Santa Cruz Islands.
Dutch East India Company was formed.
The Duyfhen sailed from Bantam, Java.

Sept. 7.

Nov.
March.

May

1.

Sept.

1616. Oct. 25.
1622.
1623.
1627. Jan. 26.

discovered the Solomon Islands.

Possession Island, Torres Strait.

1773. March

Furneaux discovered Adventure Bay, Tas.
Cook made second visit to New Zealand.

Bay
9.

March

25.

Oct. 21.

1774.

Nuyts Land discovered by the captain of the 1787. April

2.

Guide Zeepaert.

1642. Nov. 24.

Tasman and

De

Dec. 18.

Van

Die-

Feb. 6.

1644.

1688.
1697.
1699.
1705.

Jan.
Jan.

45.

Aug.

6.

Dampier

April.

1765-1766.

Van

Delft sailed to north coast.

Aug.

6.

First Fleet put in at Rio Janeiro.

Feb.

First Fleet arrived at Table Bay, Cape Colony.
Gov. Phillip entered Botany Bay in the Supply.
La P^rouse entered Botany Bay.
First Fleet anchored at Sydney Cove.
Popula-

The Colony

7.

of

New

South Wales was formally

proclaimed.
Feb. 17.

March
March
Nov.

5.

2.

Lord Howe Island.
examined Broken Bay.

Lieut. Ball discovered

2-9. Gov. Phillip

Norfolk

Isl.

occupied as a branch settlement.

Government farming operations began

at Rose-

now Parramatta, N. S. W.
New South Wales was continually threatened by
hill,

Last Dutch 1788-1804.

famine.
to the

South 1788-1824.

Government

Seas.

1768.
1769.

Sovith Wales.

First Fleet left England.

Roebuck anchored at Shark Bay.

voyage of discovery.
Byron and Wallis made expeditions

South Wales.

tion 1030.

the

northern and northwestern shores of Australia.
From tliis time the Dutch called the " Great
South Land " New Holland.
Dam pier arrived at Buccaneer's Archipelago.
Vlamingh discovered the Swan River.
in

was authorized.

13.

Jan. 26.

Tasman discovered Friendly Islands.
Tasman discovered the Fiji Islands.
Tasman made his second voyage, coasting

of " First Fleet "

May

Tasman left Marion Bay, Van Diemen's Land.
Oct. 13.
Tasman discovered New Zealand, anchoring in 1788. Jan. 18.
Golden Bay.

1643. Jan.

New

New
Jerit Zanzoon discovered

men's Land.
8.

Equipment

Capt. Phillip received commission as Governor
Letters Patent issued for Courts of Justice in

Witt's

Land.

Dec.

third visit to New Zealand.
Caledonia Island was discovered by Cook.
Cook discovered Norfolk Island.
Cook made fourth visit to New Zealand.
Cook anchored at Adventure Bay, Tas.
Cook made fifth and last visit to New Zealand.
Cook was killed at Hawaii, Hawaiian Islands.
Matra proposed settlement of New South Wales
to English Ministry.

Cook made

of

the Vianen discovered

of Islands, N. Z.

New

Sept. 4.

at Carpentaria.
First authentiOct. 10.
cated discovery of Australia.
Oct. 19.
De Quiros anchored at Espiritu Santo, New 1777. Jan. 26.
Hebrides.
Feb. 12.
Torres sailed through Torres Strait.
1779 Feb. 14.
Dirk Hartog landed at Shark Bay.
1783 Aug. 28.
The Dutch discovered Leeuwin Land.
Jan Carstens discovered Arnhem Land.
1786. Aug. 18.

in

Endeavour struck coral reef near Cooktown.
Cook took possession of New South Wales at

Marion du Fresne anchored at Marion Bay, Tas.
Marion Du Fresne and crew were massacred at

The Duyfhen

De Witt

Cook sighted Australian coast.
Cook anchored at Botany Bay.
Cook discovered Port Jackson.
Cook discovered Moreton Bay.

1772. March 4.
June 12.

visited the islands north of Australia.

1628.

Victoria, Queensland, Soiith Australia,

of

New

South AVales military

anil

despotic.

Nov. 16.

Cook began his first voyage of discovery.
1789. March 25. Account of Phillip's expedition reached England.
Cook landed at Poverty Bay, N. Z.
April 28.
Bounty Mutineers east Bligh adrift oft" Tofoa,
Cook took possession of New Zealand at MerFriendly Islands.

Dec.

De

Auff. 26.
Oct. 8.

cury Bay.

1770. March 31.

Surville arrived at Doubtless Bay,

Cook
130

left

Cape Farewell, N.

Z.

N. Z.

June
June
June.

4-

12.

First theatrical performance in Sydney.

Bligh arrived at Coepang, Timor Island.
Capt. Tench discovered the
(•20G5)

Nepeau River.
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1789. June.
July 8.
Aug.
Aug. 21j..

!«

was launched at Sydney.
Guardian with supplies was wrecked

Feb.

Spanish merinos were first introduced into New
South Wales.
Coal was discovered near Mt. Keira, Illawarra.
Lieut. Shortland discovered the Hunter River.
Bass entered Western Port in his whaleboat.
Gov. Hunter's exploring party went 100 miles

Cape.
Severe famine at Port Jackson.
First land grant in Australia was issued to

Oct.

Foundation stone of

Hawkesbury River was

exjjlored

and named.

Capt. Cox discovered Oyster Bay, Tas.
Capt. Hunter siirvej^ed Broken Bay.
"Instructions " were issued allowing land grants

o

Rosehill Packet

Dec. 23.

H. M.

S.

off the

1789-1790.
1790. Feh. 22.

James Ruse
March. 19.

March.

June

20.

June.

6
Sept. 7.

In 1790.
1791. March.

i^

May.
June 4July- Oct
Aug.

cii

Sept. 21.
Sept.

Dec. 13.

May

12.

Sept. 19.

1798. Jan.

to military settlers.
Oct. 5.

1797. May.

4.

southwest.

Oct. 7.

at Rosehill.

H. M. S. Sirius was wrecked at Norfolk Island.
Major Ross was appointed to Norfolk Island.
Strife between civil and military authorities
was allayed.
Storeship Justinian arrived and relieved the

St.

Philip's,

Sydney, was

laid.

Nov.

3.

Bass and Flinders embarked for the passage of
Bass Strait.
Bass and Flinders discovered Port Dalrymple,
Tas.

Bass and Flinders completed the passage of
Bass Strait.
Dec. 22-29. Bass and Flinders explored the Derwent River.
In 1798.
famine.
Collins published his account of New South
Wales.
Second fleet arrived 267 died on voj'age, 488
put into hospital.
Mr. Cover, Congregational pastor, arrived at
First detachment N. S. W. Corps reached
Sydney.
Sydney.
1799. Jan. 11.
Bass and Flinders returned. Bass Strait was
named.
Gov. Phillip was speared by a native at Manly.
Australia was first circumnavigated by Lieut. 1800. Sejjt.
Sept. 28.
Gov. King succeeded Gov. Hunter.
Ball.
Oct. 27.
Gov. King granted licenses to sell spirits.
Lieut. Dawes published first exploration map of
Dec. 4-9.
Capt. Grant discovered Victorian coast. Cape
Australia.
Northumberland to Cape Sehanck.
In 1800.
The Nepean and the Hawkesbury were proved
Coal was shipped from Newcastle to the Cape.
to be the same river.
First custom house in Australia was established at Sydney.
Gov. Phillip named the town of Parramatta.
Population, 6508. Sheep, 6124. Cattle, 1044.
Third fleet, 10 vessels, arrived.
Expirees settled at Prospect and Ermington.
1800 -1806.
Gov. King regulated the importation of spirits.
1800 -1810.
Great Seal of the Colony arrived.
240,000 seals killed on islands near Australia.
1801 June.
Vancouver discovered King George's Sound.
Coal mines at Hunter River worked by convicts.
Flinders left England in the Investigator.
Greater portion of Marine Corps embarked for
July 18.
Macarthur fought a duel with Col. Paterson
Sept.
England,.
Whaling and sealing began. First colonial
was afterwards sent to England under arrest.
Dec.

9.

;

;

In 1791.

^
11

industry.

1792. Feb.
April.

July.

Dec.

U

Dec. 11.

-

^.

1792-1794.
1793. Jan.

-1

Feb.

Aug. 25.
Sept.

In 1793.

1794. Jan.

f
In 1794-

(

^,

Dec.

Privates of the Marine Corps forjned settlement

at Field of Mars.
D'Entreeasteaux Channel, Tas., was discovered. 1802. Jan. 5.
Settlement formed at Toongabbie.
Feb. 2.
D'Entreeasteaux discovered Recherche ArchiFeb. 17.
pelago and Esperance Bay, W. A.
Gov. Phillip left for England. Pop. 4213.
March.
The Military Despotism. Rum traffic began.
Capt. Hunter published his journal.
April 10.
D'Entreeasteaux discovered the Derwent River.
April 26.
First free settlers from England were located
July 22.
at Liberty Plains, near Sydney.
First church in Australia opened at Sydney.
July-Dec.
Capt. Paterson discovered the Grose River.
Sydney whalers visited coasts of New Zealand. 1803. Jan.-Feb.

Military officers received grants of land.
Settlement was established at the Hawkesbury
River, N. S. W.
Capt. Hayes entered and named the Derwent
River, Tas.
" Scotch Martyrs " arrived at Sydney.

New

1794-1801.

Political offenders sent to

1795.

Gov. Hunter, with Bass and Flinders, arrived

Sept. 7.

6.

In 1801.

5.

South Wales.
June.

July 12.
Sept. 12.

In 1795.

June,

S.

W.

Oct. 9.

Dec.

In 1803.

was opened

at Sydney.

Bass and Flinders coasted south to

Red

Point,

N. S. W.
Bass attempted to cross the Blue Mountains.
Fishermen discovered coal at Newcastle.

met Baudin off Encounter Bay.
Flinders entered Port Phillip in the Investigator.
Flinders left Sydney to explore the northeast,
north,

and northwest

coasts.

Flinders discovered Port Curtis and Port Bowen,

and explored the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Grimes surveyed Port Phillip and discovered
the Yarra River.

"The Sydney

Gazette,"

first

newspaper

1804. Jan.

27.

in

Aus-

was published.

John's Church, Parramatta, was opened.

Col. Collins with 401 persons set out

Australia erected at

N.

Gulfs, S. A.

Flinders

St.

Sydney.
Descendants of strayed cattle discovered at the
Covrpastures, Nepean River, N. S. W.
Bass and Flinders explored George's River,
First theater

Lincoln, S. A.

Flinders discovered Spencer's and St. Vincent's

April 26.

First

1796. Jan. 16.
March.

entered Port Phillip.

April 10.

Nov.

in

Bowen

tralia,

at Sydnej'.

printing press

Lieut.

Flinders landed at Thistle Island near Port

Bass sailed for Peru.

Feb. 5.

March

Flinders arrived off Leeuwin in the Investigator.
Hamelin discovered Vlamingh's plate of 1097
at Cape Inscription.
Lieut. Murray discovered Port Phillip.

from Eng-

land to colonize Port Phillip territory.
Flinders returned to Sydney, having ceased exploration at Arnhem Bay.
Flinders left Sydney for England.
Lieut. Bowen formed first settlement in Tasmania at Risdon.
Col. Collins arrived at Port Phillip.
Flinders was imprisoned at Mauritius.
Father Dixon was appointed Prefect Apostolic
of New Holland.
Collins abandoned Port Phillip.

Feb. 15.

Collins arrived at the

Feb. 20.

Collins established

Town, Tas.

Derwent River, Tas.
settlement of Hobart

the
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1804. March

Convicts rebelled at Toongabbie and Castle Hill,
N. S. W. In the " engagement " 12 rebels

5.

80.

Oct.

Nov.

In 1804-

1805. June.

1806. Aug.

13.

1807. Feb.
Dec. 16.

In 1807.

'

Community
flood.

Wheat £6

a

First

The Great Trunk Road from Hobart

Rev.

to

Laun-

Aug.

15.

1808. Jan.

25.

Jan. 26.
July 28.

In 1808.

1809. Jan.

1.

Feb. 20.

March.

March

17.

Dec. 31.

In 1809.

1810. May.

June
Aug.

7.

18.

In 1810.

Norfolk Island was abandoned, the settlers
being transferred to the Derwent River, Tas.
Macarthur appeared for trial at Sydney.
The Military Rebellion in New South Wales.
Maj. Johnston deposed Gov. Bligh.
Col. Foveaux superseded Maj. Johnston in the
Government.
Stewart, a sealer, proved the insularity of Stewart Island, N. Z.
Col. Paterson relieved Col. Foveaux as acting
Governor.
Bligh was given command of the Porpoise to
leave for England.
Maj. Johnston and Macarthur left for England.
Bligh sailed to Hobart, Tas.
Gov. Macquarie arrived at Sydney.
Crew of Boyd massacred at Whangaroa, N. Z.
Gov. Bligh left finally for England.
The New South Wales Corps was sent home.
Flinders left Mauritius for the Cape.
Gov. Macquarie issued his building regulations.
First Presbyterian church in Australia was
opened at the Hawkesbury, N. S. W.
First jjost office in Australia was opened at
Sydney.
"The Derwent Star," first newspaper in Tasmania, was issued (fortnightly, 2/- a copy).
First race meeting in Australia took place at
Hyde Park, Sydney.

1811. July

Oct.

Nov.

2.

N.

S.

W.

steam engine

in Australia

was erected

at

Sydney.
Martial law was proclaimed in Van Diemen's
Land, owing to the prevalence of bushranging.
S.

Leigh,

first

Wesleyan

minister, arrived

New South Wales.
W. Evans discovered

in

In 1815.

1816. June

1.

the Laclilan River.
G.
Captain Kelly discovered Port Davey and Macquarie Harbor, Tas.
" The Hobart To\yn Gazette " first published.

Foundation of Macquarie lighthouse was laid.
South Head, Sydney.
Allan Cunningham, botanist, arrived at Sydney.
Dec. 20.
Botanic Garden was formed at Sydney.
In 1816.
1817. March.
Hume discovered Lakes George and Bathurst
and the Goulburn Plains, N. S. W.
April 8Bank of New South Wales, first in Australia,
was opened for business at Sydney.
May.
Oxley descended the Lachlan River, N. S. W.
In 1817.
Foundation stone of St. David's, Hobart, first
church in Tasmania, was laid.
Rev. Father Flynn was ordered to leave New
South Wales.
Wallis Plains and the Paterson District were
settled, N. S. W.
1818. April 23.
Port Essington was discovered by Capt. King.
June-July. Oxley descended the Macquarie River, N. S. W.
Oxley discovered Liverpool Plains, the Peel,
Sept.
Hastings and Manning rivers.
1818-1822.
Capt. King surveyed Australian coast from Cape
Arnhem to Cape Leeuwin.
1819. May 11-21. Port Macquarie was surveyed by Oxley.
First Australian savings bank was opened in
July 17.
Sydney.
1820. May 3.
First duly accredited Roman Catholic chaplains
Population, 11,590.
Sheep, 33,818.
arrived in New South Wales.
Cattle,
11,27G.
Sir Joseph Banks died.
June 19.
Gov. Macquarie encouraged the " Emancipists "
Foundation stone of St. Mary's Roman Catholic
Nov. 29.
and discouraged free immigration.
Cathedral was laid at Sydney.
Maj. Johnston was cashiered the British army.
Campbelltown, N. S. W., was marked out as a
Dec. 1.
Macarthur was forbidden to return to New
township.
South AVales.
This prohibition was removed
British Government removed the import duty
In 1820.
in Februai'y, 1817.
on wool.
The " Rum " Hospital, built by private persons
Lieut. Johnson discovered the Clyde River,
in return for a trade monopoly iu spirits, was
N. S. W.
begun at Sydney.
John Macarthur shipped tlu^ first pure nun-inos
Gov. Maccpiarie visited Hobart, Tas.
to Tasmania.
•

1810-1821.

at Pitcairn Island (offspring of the

Bounty Mutineers) was discovered.
Great Western Road across the Blue Mountains
to Bathurst was opened.
Gov. Macquarie founded the town of Bathurst,

1815. Jan. 21.
bushel in New South Wales.
Settlement at York Town removed to Launceston.
May 4Bligh prohibited the paying for labor or goods
with spirits.
May 29.
Macarthur was arrested by order of Gov. Bligh.
French appropriated Flinders's discoveries under
May.
name of " Terre Napoleon."
First merchantable parcel of wool (245 lbs.)
was exported to England.
ceston was commenced.

1807-1814.

sub-

killed,

South Wales.

In 180G.

made

Lieut. Menzies

The great Hawkesbury

March.

Settlements at Port Dalrymple were
ject to those at the Derwent, Tas.

First Wesleyan class meeting in Australia was
32 made prisoners.
held at Sydney.
assumed charge of penal settle1813. May 1-June 1. Blaxland, Lawson, and Wentworth crossed
ment at Newcastle, N. S. W.
the Blue Mountains.
Col. Paterson formed a branch settlement at
Dec. 7.
G. W. Evans discovered the Macquarie River,
George Town, Tas. Seat of settlement was
N. S. W.
soon after removed to York Town.
In 1813.
Gov. Macquarie, to increase the silver currency,
Naval engagement off Sydney Heads. Dutch
adopted the expedient of " holy " dollars.
gunboat Swift struck colors to the English
The civil and criminal jurisdictions were sepa1814. Feb.
whaler Policy.
rated, New South Wales.
Gov. King issued the "Charter" of squatting.
Flinders died in England.
June 14.
The "George III. flock of merinos" arrived in
The Rev. Samuel Marsden, first missionary to
Dec.
New South Wales.
New Zealand, landed at Bay of Islands.
John Macarthur returned from England intent
In 1814New Zealand was proclaimed a dependency of
on pastoral pursuits. He shortly afterwards
New South Wales, and Kendall was apfoi'med the first stud flock at Camden, N. S. W.
pointed magistrate at Bay of Islands.
Gov. Bligh assumed administration of New

were

March

1812. In 1813.

July 11.
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1820. In 1830.
Ii

W.

C. Weutwortli published his account of Aus-

1825. In 1825.

England, and colonial resources were
made known.
1821. March 21. Capt. Allman was dispatched to form a settlement at Port Macquarie, N. S. W.
First Wesleyan chapel, Macquarie Street, SydJuly 1.
ney, was opened.
Judge Advocate Wyld held first circuit court at
In 1831.
Hohart, Tas.

(*

19.

5.

In 1822.

3
1823. Feb.

16.

La Pdrouse Monument was
Bay by De Bougainville.
1826. March

Capt. Bishop formed a settlement at Illawarra,

New South

Nov.

Sudds and Thompson were convicted of robbery,
done openly in order to leave the army service and become enrolled as convicts.
Great
popular outcry against Gov. Darling, who was

Wales, was laid before British Parliament.
New South Wales was
formed.
Hougi and 1000 followers in war canoes entered
the Thames and took Totara Point, N. Z.,
Agricultural Society of

S.

W.,

S.

New

Albany,

Sept. SO.

Capt. P. P. King published his surveys. The
name Australia, suggested by Flinders in.
26.

sentative institutions

1827 1829.
The Australian " newspaper was first published
by Wentworth and Dr. Wardell.
1828. July 25.

In 1824-

Squatters occupied parts of the Goulburn and
Liverpool Plains, N. S. W.

Hume

tlement.

Capt. Stirling surveyed

New

empaneled in Sydney.
and Hovell crossed the Murray River
and Hovell encamped on

Capt. Rous discovered the

Aug.
at

Albury.

In 1828.
the

site

of

Geelong.
I

Mail was carried from Hobart to Launceston, 1829. Feb. 2.
Tas., by foot post.
Time 14 days.
Feb. 9.
Chamber of Commerce established at Sydney.
Maj. Lockyer explored the Brisbane River.
March.
Establishment at Moreton Bay was named Bris250,000 acres in northwest Tasmania were
granted to Van Diemen's Land Co.
Van Diemen's Land was proclaimed independent
of New South Wales.
A nominated legislative council was appointed,
Tasmania.

Stiirt

"

The Laun-

ceston Advertiser," Tas.

W.

C.

Wentworth impeached Gov.

Darling

before Secretary of State.

Wales.

June
Aug.
Aug.

Clar-

discovered the Darling River.

New South Wales
March

Richmond and

ence rivers, N. S. W.
Settlement at Western Port was withdrawn.
Allan Cunningham discovered a route from
Darling Downs to Brisbane.
40,000 acres of Norfolk Plains were granted
Van Diemen's Land Establishment, Tas.

John Pascoe Fawkner established

bane.

In 1825.

jury.

•

" occupation."

Hume

3.

by

Swan River, W. A.
Gov. Arthur suppressed the liberty of the press,
in Tasmania.
Great drought in New South Wales. Pastoral
industry almost ruined.
Gas was first used in Sydney.

made good by

Dec. 16.

Dec.

full trial

In 1827.

First civil jury was

9.

and

Cunningham discovered Darling Downs.
and the Condamine River, Q.

Fort Dundas Settlement was formed at Melville Island and possession of the north coast

Nov. 1.
Nov. 20.

Nov.

1814, came into general use.
Public meeting, Sydney, petitioned for repre-

Sydney was supplied with water from BotanySwamps.
Norfolk Island was reoccupied as a convict set-

"

Oct. 10.

New

Zealand.

Sept.

Martial law was proclaimed against the natives
west of Mt. York, N. S. W.
Moreton Bay penal establishment was founded.

Oct. 24-

Sept.

Hoki-

Fort Wellington was established at Raffles Bay.
Boundaries of New South Wales were extended to 129° east longitude.

Censorship of the press was abolished in
South Wales.

7.

sixty settlers arrived at

First attempt at colonization in

.lune 18.

Oct. 15.

1825. June

Herd and

anga.

Bill, first

of Australia

"I.

granted to Australian
the Peel and Hunter

and Port Stephens.
Wesleyan chapel at Hobart,

Capt.

Foundatioii stone laid of Scots Church, Sydney.

Sept. 12.

at

April-July. Allan

Act of Parliament j)assed in
was passed in New South Wales.
Norfolk Island was reoccupied.

Aug.

Co.,

castle coal mines.

Australia,

u

instituted.

Tas., opened.
Australian Agricultural Co. took over the New-

South Wales.

the Ceylon type.

July.

was

rivers

First

Ovens and Currie discovered the Murrumbidgee
River and the Monaro Plains.
Oxley explored the Brisbane River.
" Charter of Justice " was promulgated at Sydney, definitely establishing a Supreme Court
(Francis Forbes, first Chief Justice), and introducing trial by jury in certain cases.
1827. Jan.
New South Wales became a Crowu Colony of
Currency

A.

Agi-icultural

Rev. Dr. Lang arrived

May.

W.

of Australia

1,000,000 acres were

1.

17.

Wright formed a settlement near CoriWestern Port.
Maj. Lockyer formed a military settlement at

Capt.

Bank

W.
in

W.

nella.

Gov. Brisbane catalogneti 7385 stars of the
southern hemisphere.
First authentic record of gold discovery in
Australia, Surveyor James McBrian finding
gold at the Fish River, 18 miles from Bath-

N.

S.

accused of cruelty.

In 1820.

11.

May

7.

N.

May

2.

placed at Botany

1!).

Cattle,

June
Dec.

Police Corps was established to repress

native attacks and bushranging.

export,

St.

urst,

1824.

Mounted

July IS.

Wool

from other Maoris.
The Berry Estate, Shoalhaven River, N.
was established.

1822-1826.

Sealing and whaling fisheries were transferred
from Tasmania to New Zealand.

May

Sheep, 290,158.

sent to investigate the condition of

July

Zealand Association formed.

172,880 lbs.
James's Church was opened at Sydney.
The report of Commissioner Bigge, who had been

35,610.

Revenue, £56,620.

102,939.

6.

New

Australian Subscription Library (afterwards the
Public) was established at Sydney.
" The Monitor " newspaper was first published.

Population,

1822. Jan.
June

Lord Durham

Australian Agricultural Co. began operations at
Port Stephens and Liverpool Plains, N. S. W.

tralia in

31.

1.

12.
29.

Act proclaimed

in

New South

All English law so far as circum-

stances of the Colony allowed came into force.
Fort Dundas was abandoned.
Swan River Settlement was founded.
Perth, W. A., was founded.
Fort Wellington, Raffles Bay, was abandoned.
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1829.

Oct.lJi..

In 1829.

Limits of settlement were proclaimed in New 1835. Aug. 28.
South Wales.
Oct. 18.
Tlie publishers of " The Australian " and " The
Monitor " were convicted for libeling Gov.
Oct. 28.
Darling, asserting that in Sudds's case he

had substituted his
Wakefield published
London.
1830. Jan.

Sturt started

7.

Jan. 26.

down

was

colonizing scheme in

1831. Feb.

Crown

gines into settlement at Flinders Island.
first disposed of by public
South Wales.
First
S. S. Surprise was launched at Sydney,
steamship in Australia.
Capt. Collet Barker discovered the fertile lands
around Adelaide.
Capt. Collet Barker was murdered at Lake
Alexandrina.
"The Sydney Herald," afterwards "The Sydney Morning Herald," was first published.

July 29.

from Eng-

lands were

March

31.

April.

April 17.

April 18.

May

16.

Aug.

2.

New

First steamer, Sophia Jane, arrived

Aug.

19.

Aug.

20.

Dec.

3.

1832. In 1832.

The assignment system was

1833. Jan.

Penal discipline was ameliorated in N. S. W.
Stealing horses, cattle, and sheep was made a
non-capital crime. New South Wales.
Savings Bank of N. S. W. was established.
" Tlie Perth Gazette and W. A. Journal " was
18.

In 1833.

Dec. 28.

In 1836.

secrated.

1837. Jan.

Archdeacon Broughton became first Anolican
Bishop of Australia.
Sir John Franklin became Governor of Tas-

6.

March

2.

6.

Richard Bourke planned and named Mel-

March

27.

March.

May

26.

June

3.

June

11.

First sale of Crown lands. South Australia.
Adelaide was planned by Col. Light.
Dispatch issued to Gov. Bourke to discontinue
assignment system in New South Wales.
"The South Australian Gazette and Colonial
Register " (now " The South Australian Register ")

was

First sale of

first

published at Adelaide.

Crown

lands at Melbourne.

Half-

acre blocks averaged £35, sold in after years

New

South

at

In 1837.

for representative institutions.

Harriets crew massacred near Taranaki, N. Z.
Settlement was made at Twofold Bay, N. S. W.

The Hentys

Sir

bourne.

settled at Portland Bay.

Sydney was constituted a Roman Catholic

See,

Australia.

June

discovered Australia Felix, now Victoria.
arrived at Kangaroo Island with

Fawkner's settlement was fixed on as site of
metropolis, Port Phillip District.
South Australia proclaimed a Province at Holdfast Bay.
Caj)t. Hobson surveyed Hobson's Bay.
Religious denominations were equally encouraged by the State in New South Wales.
St. Mary's (R. C.) Cathedral, Sydney, was con-

Dr. Folding first Bishop.
The Waikato Maoris raided Taranaki, N. Z.
Imperial Act authorized colonization of South

29.

abandoned.
Stewart arrived at Port Phillip to inquire into
settlement there.
First immigrants for South Australia arrived at
Nepean Bay, Kangaroo Isl., S. A.
" Squatting " was formally recognized in New
South Wales.
Col. Light ariived at Kangaroo Island, S. A., in
the Rapid.
Mitchell reached Cape Northumberland, having

mania.

First school of arts at Sydnej' was established.

Wales

May

;

Oct.

James Busby was appointed Resident Magistrate at Bay of Islands, N. Z.

Lang founded " The Colonist " newspaper.
John Batman arrived at Port Phillip.
1837-1843.
Mitchell erected stockade, Fort Bourke, N. S. W.
John Batman's treaty with the Port Phillip na- 1838. Jan. 8.
tives was signed.
Dr.

W., was formed

settlement.

published.

South Wales.
Petition was sent to England from

1.

S.

Capt. Lonsdale arrived at Port Phillip as super-

New

1835. Jan.

N.

leader.

Sept. 29.

regulated.

Trial by jury was extended to criminal cases in

1834. April.
Aug. 13.
Nov. 19.
In 1834.

Went worth,

pioneer immigrants to South Australia.
Port Phillip District was proclaimed open for

Capt. Bannister made first overland expedition
from Perth to Albany, W. A.
The Australian Marine Assurance Co. was esAssisted immigration to New South Wales began.
Population, 79,306.

March

C.

intendent.

Free Laud Grant System was abolished in New
South Wales and Tasmania.
First coal was shipped frojn Australian Agricultural Co.'s workings at Newcastle.
Gov. Bourke's jurisdiction extended to 129°

first

Catholic

Sept.

tablished.

5.

Roman

The Cygnet

east longitude.

In 1831.

New

Sept. 11.

land.

Nov. 21.

of

Macquarie Harbor, Tas., penal settlement was

1835-1837.

settlement.

1830-1835.

competition.

Association,

Patriotic

W.
to the con-

declared himself King

Church, arrived at Sydney.
Rev. W. Saunders opened first Baptist chapel,
Sydney.

Great land and financial depression, Western 1836. May 25.
Australia, due to conditions of first settlement.
July 27.
G. A. Robinson gathered the Tasmaniau abori-

14.

Zealand declared their inde-

Dr. Folding, vicar apostolic of

nized, Tasmania.

1830-1831.

New

Zealand.

Lake Alexandrina.
Logan murdered by convicts at Brisbane.
Armed cordon to repress aborigines was orgaAlbany settlement was transferred

of

De Thierry

Murrumbidgee liiver.
Sydney College, Sydney,

Capt.

Swan River

The Chiefs

First house erected on the site of Melbourne.

laid.

trol of

Melbourne.

In 1835.

Sturt arrived at

Feb. 9.

Nou. 16.
In 1830.

of

at " Bearbrass," the site of

Fawkner arrived

Nov. 17.

the

Foundation stone of

site

pendence.

will for the law.
his

Fawkner's party arrived on the
Melbourne.

J. P.

£600 per

Fii-st

foot.

" Overlanders "

from Sydney arrived

at

Port Phillip.

French colonizing companies formed settlements at Akaroa, N. Z.
Foundation laid of St. Andrew's Cathedral,
Sydney.
First post office in Victoria was established at
Melbourne,
Gov. Franklin relaxed the stringent newspaper
law in Tasmania.
Wickham and Stokes completed survey of Australian coast in the Beagle.

"The Melbourne
first

published.

Advertiser," Port Phillip, was

;
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1838. Jan. 25.

Dr. Lang's

March
April

2.

3.

June.

first

immigrants to More ton Bay

Capt. Grey (afterwards Sir George) discovered
tlie Glenelg River, W. A.
First " Overlanders " to Adelaide with cattle

March

from Sydney arrived.
Capt. Bremer formed settlement

May

3.

May

15.

Public were

6.

Oct. 27.

In 1838.

28.

April 29.

at Port Es-

admitted to the debates of the
Legislative Council, Sydney.
" The Port Phillip Gazette " was first published.
" Australian Club,"
first
in Australia, was
formed at Sydney.
First Presbyterian minister. Rev. J. Forbes,
arrived at Melbourne.
Rev. J. B. Waterhouse appointed Superintendent of Wesleyan missions in the South Seas.
131 whaling vessels arrived at Bay of Islands,

left

Fowler's Bay,

S. A., to

round the Aus-

William Bryan, pioneer vessel, arrived at New
Plymouth, N. Z.
Baxter, Eyre's white companion, was murdered.
New Zealand was proclaimed a separate colony
at Auckland.
Sir

Geprge Grey superseded Gawler

as

Gover-

nor, South Australia.

first

KZ.

May.
June

June 22.
July

New Zealand first met.
Moreton Bay, Sydney, and Port Phillip Land
Districts were proclaimed.
Bank of Western Australia was established.
Eyre and Wylie (black) arrived at Albany, W. A,
New Zealand Co. formed a settlement at Nelson, N. Z.
Auckland was formally proclaimed capital of

Legislative Council of
21.

8.

Oct.

Nov.

New

Zealand.

April.

The New Zealand Company was founded.

May.
Sept. 20.

Eyre discovered Lake Torrens, S. A.
Capt. Stokes discovered Port Darwin.
New Zealand Co.'s ship I^ory arrived at Port

New South Wales.
Rev. W. B. Clarke found gold near Hartley,
N. S. W.
Transportation on a large scale to Tasmania
was resumed.
Great distress at Adelaide. Work was given
to unemjiloyed at 1/2 per day.
Charles Darwin geologically examined Tas-

Sept. 30.

Nicholson, N. Z.
Latrobe arrived at Melbourne as Superintend-

Population, 211,095.

A

1838-1840.
1839. March

31.

Sept. 5.

Dec. 28.

" South Sea Bubble " of speculation.
inflation of pastoral property.

Capt. Grey discovered the Murchison,

Undue

W.

Wakefield took possession of Port Nicholson for New Zealand Co.
Military juries abolished in New South Wales.
Border Police organized in New South Wales.
Strzlecki found gold at the Vale of Clwydd,
N. S. W.
The commission of the Governor of New South
Wales was made to include New Zealand.
Rev. John West arrived in Tasmania.
The " Melbourne Club," Melbourne, was formed.
Drought and scarcity of supplies in New South
Wales. Flour £50 to £80 per ton.

Oct. 31.

1840. Jan.
Jan. 22.
Jan. 29.

McMillan discovered Gippsland.
Wellington, N. Z., was founded.
Capt. Hobson arrived at Kororareka
tenant Governor of New Zealand.
Strzlecki explored Gippsland.

Feb. 5-6

Northern Chiefs approved of Treaty of Waitangi, N. Z.
Patrick Leslie pioneered the Condamine, Q.
Macouochie arrived at Norfolk Island to employ " the humane system " for the treatment
of convicts.
Proved a failure.
" The New Zealand Gazette," first paper in New
Zealand, was published at Port Nicholson.
British sovereignty was proclaimed over N. Z.
Transportation to New South Wales ceased.
Adelaide was incorporated. First proclaimed

March.

March

1

April 18.

May

21.

Aug. 15.
Aug. 19.

March

12.

April 11.

May
May

Oct.

Nov. 16.
Nov. 20.

Tas.,

held.

was

first

First statue in Australia, that of Gov. Bourke,

Dr. Selwyn,

first

Bishop of

to free settlers.

New Zealand,

arrived

at Auckland.

July 20.

Aug. 12.
Nov.
In I842.

Sydney was incorporated. John Hoskiug, first
Mayor.
Melbourne was incorporated. Henry Condell,
first Mayor.
First immigrants to Auckland, N. Z., arrived.
Dutton and Bagot discovered Kapunda Copper
Mine, S. A.
South Australia's ruinous career was checked
by Sir George Grey.
Stuart Russell explored from Wide Bay to the

Boyne River, Q.
Financial crash in the Port Phillip District.
Savings banks were established at Melbourne.
Uniform system of sale of public lands was instituted throughout Australia.
The general control of the South Australian
Commissioners was abolished.
Anglican Bishopric of Tasmania was established.

Sydney became a Roman Catholic Archiepiscopal See.

Hobart constituted a Roman Catholic Diocese.
Stock

:

Henry O'Brien
low

Zealand as a separate colony.
Capt. Hobson became Governor of New Zea-

in

Population of South Australia, 15,000. Debt,
£300,000.
First Baptist church was opened at Adelaide.
Gov. Gipps's Land Regulations were issued.
Price of land increased.

Macgregor, a shepherd, found gold at Mitchell's
Creek, near Wellington, N. S. W.

6,312,004

New

;

cattle,

1,014,833

.

first boiled

down sheep

for tal-

South Wales.

Constitution establishing Representative Institutions

flora.

sheep,

horses, 70,615.

New

Dr. Hooker investigated Tasmanian

Auckland was

"The Launceston Examiner,"

29.

land.

In 1840.

Trade, £5,573,000.
at

was unveiled at Sydney.
Moreton Bay District opened

Auckland was established as the seat of government of New Zealand.
Squatting stations were formed in Gippsland.
1843. Jan.
Birthday of

Supreme Court

4-

city in Australia.
Sept. 19.

First

published.

as Lieu-

Feb.

First public loan floated in

mania.

1842. Feb. 28.

Col.

In 1839.

In 1841.

A.

ent.

u

Eyre

tralian Bight.

singtou.

June

1841. Feb. 25.

settled at Fortitude Valley, Brisbane.

"

June
June
Aug.

Aug.
Nov.

was proclaimed

in New South Wales.
New South Wales.

15.

First general elections in

18.

The Wairau massacre took place. Nelson, N. Z.
First " Mixed " Parliament (two thirds elected
members) met in New South Wales.

1.

9.
8.

First land sale was held in Brisbane, Q.
Robert Lowe (afterwards Lord Sherbrooke)
became a member of the Legislative Council,
Sydney.

"

'
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1843. In 1843,

Bank of Australia 1846. July 23.
Sept. 26.
Sheep unsaleable at 1/- a head.
All classes combined against Squatting ReguOct.
lations of Gov. Gipps, New South Wales.
Public were admitted to parliamentary debates
in South Australia.
Dr. Nixon was appointed first Anglican Bishop
In 1846.
of Tasmania.
"
Struggle of the squatters for the " Three F's
(Fixed Tenure, Fixed Rent, Free Sales of 1847. March 9.
Rights) began. New South Wales.
May 19.
Wentwortli obtained committee to inquire into
Aug. 30.
general grievances.
Hone Heke cut down the Kororareka flagstaff.
Sept.
Sturt started from the Darling River for the
Speculative bubble burst.
failed.

18*4. April.

June.

Aug.
Sept.

Oct. 1.

Norfolk Island annexed to Van Diemen's Land.
Leichhardt left the Condamiue River for Port
Essington.

Nov.

30.

"The Atlas" newspaper was

New

South Wales.

first

" General Grievances "

of customs

18U

tion

July.

British troops were repulsed at Ohaeawai, N. Z.

March

Immigrant ship Cataraqui was wrecked
Strait
414 lives lost.

April

at Bass

Feb. 21.
22.

3.

;

Oct. 13.

Sturt discovered Cooper's Creek, S. A.

Nov.

Sir

14.

New

George Grey became Governor of

Zealand.

Barwon River

Mitchell left the

Dec. 17.

Leichhardt arrived at Port Essington.
Breadstuffs were first exported from

1846. Jan.

11.

Jan. 26.
Feb. 11.

Feb. 17.

March 4

May.
June.

June

2.

June 16.

June 20.

Bishop of

first

Anglican

Bishop

of

Nov.
Dec.

Kennedy was nnxrdered by aborigines

South

Australia.
The " Patriotic Six " resigned (Tasmania).

Anglican

election of Earl Grey is Member for Melbourne in the New South Wales Legislature
took place.
Bishop of Adelaide made his first pastoral visit

River.

In I845.

first

Expedition.

for the Barcoo

Dec. 15.

Dr. Perry became
Melbourne.
Dr. Short became

Mock

Poole, of Sturt's party, died.

4.

Kennedy was convinced

July 25.

British troops arrived at

July 13.

Aug.

River,

Queensland.

April 29.

4.

May

Z.

Z.

Thomson

Overland Mail was established between Sydney
and Adelaide. Postage 1/6.
Board of National Education first appointed at
Sydney.
Peace was ratified with Maori Chiefs at Wanganui, N. Z.
First immigrants into Otago, N. Z., arrived.
Leichhardt's last letter was written at the Coogoon, Q.
Kennedy left Sydney on the York Peninsida, Q.,

covered.

N.

the

Committee on Transportation
favored renewal.
Colonel Barney went to Port Curtis, Q., as Superintendent of North Australia. The colony
was a few months later (Dec. 28) broken up.
Australian Agricultural Co. coal monopoly
ceased (New South Wales).

Petition

of Islands,

Maoris attacked Wanganui, N.

Kennedy discovered

Wentworth's

and land revenues, and of patron-

Bay

championed

non-renewal of transportation.
Francis Dutton's account of South Australia
was published in London.
Settled, Intermediate, and Unsettled Districts
were created in New South Wales.

Adelaide.

Fuller control

from Port Phillip District for separawas sent to England.
First Jewish synagogue was opened at Sydney.
1845. Jan. 27-July 17. Sturt and party were shut up, owing to
terrific heat, at the Mt. Poole depot, N. S. W.
Kororareka settlers took refuge in Auckland,
Mar. 11.
N. Z.
May 19. The Burra Burra Copper Mine, S. A., was dis- 1848. Jan.
In

South Wales.

"

dition.

In 1847.

age, was asked from England.
.

New

The Sydney Morning Herald

claimed (never enforced).
Leichhardt left Moreton Bay on his last expe-

Report was adopted by

Legislative Council, Sydney.

newal of transportation to
"

Nov.

orously opposed.

Dec.

N. Z.

Nov. 24.

published,

Gov. Gipps's policy vig-

at Porirua,

that the Thomson and
Barcoo rivers went to Cooper's Creek.
New Zealand " Paper Constitution " was pro-

center of Australia.
Sept. 29.

Te Rauparaha was captured

Mitchell arrived at the Barcoo, having opened
up rich pastoral country in Queensland.
Secretary of State suggested to Gov. Fitzroy re-

to Perth.
at

the

Escape River, Q.

Dec. 13.
First Government immigrant ship to Brisbane
Great distress in Western Australia. Crown
lands revenue £95.
arrived.
Bay of Islands, N. Z., war ended. Ruapekapeka
In 1848.
Melbourne constituted a Roman Catholic See.
was taken.
Earl Grey revoked order of 1840 abolishing
Leading New South Wales colonists banqueted
transportation to New South AVales.
W. C. Wentworth in Hall of Sydney College.
South Island, N. Z., was purchased from the
Favorable answer to " Separation Petition
Maoris.
received at Melbourne. Dr. Lang banqueted.
Migration of the Ngatiawa tribe. New Zealand.
Letters Patent erecting colony of North Aus- 1849. Jan.-Apr 1850. 3,000 men left New South Wales for Calitralia were issued.
fornia.
Gov. Robe reserved, as royalty, one fifteenth of
June 8.
Convict ship Hashemy arrived at Sydney.
" Patriotic Four "
value of minerals raised.
June 11.
Great anti-transportation demonstration at Cirresigned. South Australia.
cular Quay, Sydney.
Sir Charles Nicholson was appointed Speaker of
Aug.
Ship Randolph's convicts were not allowed to
Legislative Council, Sydney.
land at Hobson's Bay.
Gov. Grey prohibited direct purchases of land
Nov. 30.
Port Essington was abandoned.
from the Maoris in New Zealand.
In I849.
The Australian Mutual Provident Society was
"The Argus" newspaper, Melbourne, was first
established. New South Wales.
published.
1850. March.
Hon. W. Campbell discovered gold at Cluues,
Outsettlers fled to Wellington and stockades
Vic.
were erected (New Zealand).
May 12.
Last convict transport arrived at Moreton Bay.
" The Moreton Bay (now Brisbane) Courier
June.
First "Exiles" to AVest Australia arrived at

was

first

published.

Perth.
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1850. July

3.

First sod of first Australian railway

was turned 1851. In 1851.

Aug.

5.

Victoria, South Australia,

and Tasmania were 1852. June 25.
granted Representative Institutions by InipeJune 80.

16

League

Anti-Trausj)ortation

formed

was

at

July 23.

Sydney.

Nov.

11.

News

arrived at Melbourne of the grant of

New

from

South

Wales.

Dec. 16.

First

bank was opened

at

Nov.

First Canterbury settlers arrived at Lyttelton,

Dec. 31.

District Council system

was established

in

South

In 1852.

Australia.

37,000 people petitioned for abandonment of
transportation to Australasia.

Jukes the geologist published

his

" Phj'sical

Structure of Australia."

1850--1856
1851. Jan.

Population doubled
1.

Feb. 6.

:

Feb. 17.

Feb.

Sydney.
Black Thursday, Victoria.

first

Great heat and de-

1853. Jan.

First representative Constitution

Australasian

March 22.

formed.

May

Wentworth moved

June

0.

July
July

1.
5.

July.

July 15.

establishments

May

20.

revenues, and executive.

Aug.

15.

paying quantities was reported by officials to New South Wales Government.
Licenses for digging gold were required by Government.
Gold Discovery Committee was appointed at
Melbourne.
Victoria was proclaimed a separate colony.
Discover)' of gold at Anderson's Creek, Vic,
in

was reported.
1272 oz. nugget found on the Turon, N. S. W.
C. J. Latrobe became first Governor of Victoria.
Sir Charles Fitzroy became Governor General

Aug.

Gold was found

at

Buuinyong, Vic.

Sept. 8.

Gold was discovered

Sept

3..

Nov.

First Victorian Legislature (two thirds elected
electric

First

Victoria

steamer arrived at Wellington, N.

Z.,

a convict settlement.

u.

Dec.

Com-

1.

Lady Augusta conveyed
near mouth of Murray

first

wool

to

Goolwa,

River, Vic.

Gold Diggers' Union was formed

in Victoria.

Dec. 21.

Legislative Council, Sydney, passed the draft of

Dec. 31.

George Grey left New Zealand for the Cape.
Wickham became Government Resident
at Moreton Bay.
The Murray, Murrumbidgee, and Darling rivers
were first proved navigable for wool transit;

Constitution Bill.
at Ballarat, Vic.

In 1853.

telegraph message was sent in

South Wales.

Dec. SO.

First

Victoria.

In 1851.

was officially declared at an end.
Disturbances took jjlace at Forest Creek, Vic,
through digger hunting production of Miners' Rights being required on demand.
Committee of Parliament met to draft the New
Constitution for New South Wales.
Public meeting assailed the Aristocracy Clauses
of New Constitution, New South Wales.
Bendigo, Vic, diggers petitioned for reduction

Sydne}' Corporation was dissolved and

Gold was discovered at Bendigo, Vic.
The increased mining license fee was rescinded, 1854. March.

8.

Quasi-Federal Constitution came into force in
New Zealand.
Imperial Treasury Minute authorized Colonial
Mints.
Transportation to Tasmania and Norfolk Island

Oct. 11.

Dec. 24.

Dec.

dis-

Sept 20

members) met.

New

Tasmania was

covered near Fingal.
Flour was sold at £200 a ton at Bendigo, Vie.
Bank of Victoria was opened.
Canadian Gully nugget (134 lbs.) was found in

South Australia passed draft of Constitution Bill
(Royal assent not given).
New Caledonia was occnj^ied by the French as

Sept 10.

First

First

South Australia.
Last convict ship left England for Tasmania.
Lady Augusta steamed up the Murray to Swan
Hill, S. A.
The Nelaon boarded by bushrangers at Hobson's
Bay and robbed of £24,000 worth of gold.
100,000 immigrants arrived in Victoria.
Gold revenue was transferred to Colonial Ex-

from Sydney.

lished.

5.

University of Sydney was publicly opened.
Gold Act restored credit and confidence in

of license fee.

Oct.

Aug.

Dec.

Tasmania for Victorian gold

mission appointed.

Representative Legislature (two thirds
elected members) met at Adelaide.
Government gold escort to Sydney was estab-

11.

left

Gold escort to Melbourne was robbed.
verged on civil war.

of Australia.

Aug. 8.
Aug. 20

men

;

the " Declaration and Re-

monstrance " expressing dissatisfaction with
England's interference in Australian trade,

Gold

May 22

u

Mat/.

were transferred to
the Colonial Governments.
Earl Grej' yielded to the Anti-Transportationists.

May.

from England, the Chusan,

Victoria.

Feb.

Anti-Transportation League was

April.

1.

3.

Jan. 31.

was proclaimed

South Australia.

Customs

First direct steamship

First payable gold field in

published,

"E. H. Hargraves found alluvial gold at Lewis
Ponds and Summerhill Creeks, N. S. W.
First wool ship left Moreton Bay for London.
in

New

to

chequers.

426,694-928,874.

"The Empire" newspaper was

structive fires.

Feb. 12.

cattle, 1,921,963.

fields.

Oct. 11.

Moreton Bay.

N. Z.
In 1850.

;

Gundagai was swept away by flood.
Representative Legislature was granted

Sept.-Jan., 1853. 5000

Re-

joicings continued for five daj-s.

U

sheep, 17,326,021

arrived at Melbourne.

separation

Nov.

:

Zealand.

lial Statute.

Sept.

Trade, £8,957,610.

Population, 430,596.

Stock

at Sydney.

Capt.

much

pastoral territory thus

made

accessible.

Legislative Council, Victoria, passed Constitution Bill.

Tasmanian

Representative Legislature
(two thirds elected members) met.

State aid to religion was abolished, South Aus-

April.

Anti-Transportation League was

Australasian
dissolved.

May 2.

Mr. (afterwards

Sir)

Henry Parkes was

elected, Legislative Council,

tralia.

South Australia gained highest prize for wheat
at the Great Exhibition, London.

June

New

June.

Moreton Bay was first represented
South Wales Parliament.

Sir

in

2.

first

Sydney.

Quasi Responsible Government was introduced
in

New

Zealand.

Sir Charles

Hotham superseded Gov. Latrobe

in Victoria.
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1854. June.
July
July

3.
5.

Aug. 80.
<J»

pt. 13.

Oct. 17.

Diggers violently expelled the Chinese from 1856. Oct. 24.
Bendigo, Vic.
Nov.
Foundation stone, Melbourne University, laid.
"The Hobarton Mercury" (now "The MerNov. 21.
cury "), Tas., was first published.
First enrollment of volunteers in New South
Dec. 2.
Wales took place.
In 1856.
First railway in Australia was opened from
Melbourne to Port Melbourne.
Eureka Hotel was burned down by riotous
miners at Ballarat, Vic.
" The Age " newspaper, Melbourne, was first 1857. March 18.
April 22.

published.

Nov.

Nov. 29.
Nov. 30.
Dec.

3.

Dec.

6.

Dec. 7.

Dec. 10.
Dec. 17.

Dec. 29.

In 1854-

Finance Committee discovered appalling confusion in the public accounts of Victoria.
June.
Diggers' delegates demanded the release of the
rioters of October.
Aug. 10.
Flag of insurrection hoisted at Ballarat, Vic.
Aug. 20.
Ballarat Reform League was formed.
Aug. 24.
The Eureka Stockade at Ballarat, held by minDec. 30.
ers, was stormed.
In 1857.
Large meeting at Melbourne was held sympathizing with the diggers.
Royal Commission on Miners' Grievances was
appointed for Victoria.
1858. Feb.
300 men of the 99th Regiment arrived in Melbourne from Tasmania,
May.
First Australian Exhibition, Melbourne, was
opened.
Municipal Institutions established in Victoria.
June.
Great agricultural progress took place in South
July 12.

Australia.

Central Board of Education was established in

Tasmania.

1855. Jan.

Public meeting prayed Governor of Victoria for

Jan. 17.

an amnesty.
Lieutenant Governorships of Victoria, South
Australia and Tasmania became Governor-

Royal

Commission

was

first

(V^ictoria)

used.

1859. Sept.

New

South Wales received

7.

assent.

19.

April 21.

May

22.

June

8.

June

24-

all

armed

Rev. Samuel Marsden died.
F. Gregory opened out the Murchison and Gascoyne country, W. A.
Welcome Nugget (2208 oz.) was found near
Ballarat, Vic.

"

The Advertiser

" newspaper,

Adelaide, was

published.

suffrage

was introduced

into

New

Zealand.

land, arrived.

Responsible

Responsible Government in Victoria was proIn 1859.
claimed.
Responsible Government in New South Wales
was proclaimed.
1860. Feb.
Population of Victoria rose from 77,345 in 1851
March.
to 360,000.
April 22
Chinese immigration was restricted in Vic-

May

29.

Government

in

Queensland was

Island.
in

Anglican and Roman Catholic dioceses of Brisbane, Q., were constituted.
State aid to religion in

Tasmania commuted.

Maoris repulsed the Waitara surveyors.
Wiremu Kingi rebelled in New Zealand.
M'Douall Stuart planted the Union Jack

in the

center of the Continent.
First Parliament of Queensland met.

Second New Zealand War began.
Burke and Wills left Melbourne.
Maoris were severely defeated at Moetahi Pah.
State aid to religion withdrawn, Queensland.
Burke and Wills left Cooper's Creek for the
Gulf of Carpentaria.
Immigration for the previous decade, 613,253.
Attempt to " swamp " Upper House, Sydney,
was made, to pass Robertson's Land Bill.
Parkes and Dalley were appointed to lecture iu
Great Britain.
May- Aug. Frank Gregory discovered the Fortescue, Ashburton, and De Grey rivers, W. A.

Aug. 3.
Aug. 21.
Nov. 6.

Melbourne Public Library was opened.
Vote by ballot was introduced in Victoria.
First Ministry in New Zealand under Responsible Government was appointed.
Dec. 16.
First railway in South Australia was opened
from Adelaide to Port Adelaide.
In 1860.
First Parliament in New South Wales under 1861. May 10.
Responsible Government met.
Pitcairn Islanders were transferred to Norfolk
May 13.

Government of Norfolk Island was vested
the Governor of New South Wales.

with returning colonists was
wrecked off Welsh coast; 446 lost.
Sir George Bowen, first Governor of Queens-

proclaimed.

Van Diemen's Land was renamed Tasmania.

April 18.

Zealand declared

Manhood

presented

toria.

March

New

persons rebels.

Nov. 24.

claimed.

Feb. 11.

Australia.

Governor of

July.

assent.

1.

Garden, Melbourne.
Torrens Real Property Act was passed in South

Dec. 10.

Constitution Act of

1856. Jan.

Maoris (New Zealand).
Melbourne was first lighted with gas.
The Dunbar was wrecked at the Gap, Sydney.
Manhood suffrage was established in Victoria.
Sydney Exchange was opened.
Baron Von Mueller became Director of Botanic

Sydney-Parramatta Railway was opened.
Melbourne University was opened.
Responsible Government in Tasmania was pro-

July 21.

Gold-fields

their report.

In 1855.

ReGovernment met.
Potatau was proclaimed King by the Waikato
sponsible

Royal Charter

Constitution Act of

24.

Corporation of Sydney was reestablisJied.
First Parliament in South Australia under

Oct. 26.

July 16.

Nov

First telegraph line in South Australia opened.

Victoria received Royal

Electric telegraph in Victoria

Nov. 23.

Oriental Co. established a branch

route to Australia.

Oct.

March 12
March 27.

Oct. 24.

&

Peninsular

Telegraphic communication was established between Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide.
Gold was discovered at Canoona, Q.

In 1858.

ships.

Ballarat insurgents were acquitted.

Oct. 3.

Tasmania under Responsible
Government met.
Gold was discovered at Otago, N. Z.

South Wales.
Copper was found at Cobar, N. S. W.
Hawke's Bay Province, N. Z., was created.
Council of Education, Tasmania, was empowered to confer degree of Associate of Arts.
Brisbane was incorporated.
Marlborough Province was created in New

Feb. -Mar

Sept 26.

Government met.
First Parliament in

first

July 19.

13.

Responsible Government in South Australia was
proclaimed.
Maoris formed an Anti-Land-Selling League.
First Parliament in Victoria under Responsible
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Death

1861. June.
June 2j^.

W.

Burke and Wills at Cooper's Creek, Q. 1864. In 1864.
Wentworth became President of the

of

C.

1865. March.

Legislative Council, Sydney.
Sept. 15, 18, 21.

King and found the remains

Hovvitt rescued

of

March

2.

Telegraph route, Rockingham Bay to Norman
River, Q., was marked.
Hauhau heresy broke out in New Zealand.
The Jardine brothers reached Somerset from
Burketown, Q.
The Waikato Chief " William Thompson" sub-

Wills and Burke.
Sir George Grey returned to New Zealand as
May.
Governor.
mitted.
First Queensland Exhibition was opened.
July 25-April 18, 1806. Deadlock in Victoria over " Tacking
Waikatos held a great meeting at Taupiri, N. Z.
Bills."
"No Man's Land" (between 129° and 132°
Aug. 17.
Cook Strait cable was laid, New Zealand.
east longitude, and south of 26° south latiDec. 11.
Bank of Adelaide was established.
tude), added to South Australia.
In 1865.
First Presbyterian Assembly in New South
Title of Governor General was withdrawn from
Wales was held.
Governor of New South Wales.
Kanakas were first introduced to work on sugar
Riots took place at Lambing Flat (Young,
plantations, Queensland.
N. S. W.) gold fields.
Torrens Real Property Act was adopted in TasExport of gold from Victoria for the decade,
mania.
£100,000,000.
1866. July.
Peace was announced in New Zealand.
Australasian Census
Population, 1,252,994.
Dec. 22.
The Public Schools Act was passed in New
Trade, £52,228,207. Public Debt, £11,899,951.
South Wales.
Revenue, £6,186,440. Expenditure, £5,694,604.
In 1866.
Gold was discovered at Grenfell, N. S. W.
Stock
23,741,706 sheep
4,039,839 cattle
1866-1867.
Sir George Nares surveyed Torres Strait.
459,970 horses.
1867. Aug. 1.
Thames gold field, New Zealand, was proclaimed.
Great bushranging epoch in New South Wales.
"Free Selection before Survey" Act came into Aug. 14-July, 1868. Deadlock in Victoria arose over the Lady
Darling Grant.
force in New South Wales.
Sept.
Gold was discovered at Gympie, Q.
John McKinlay crossed the Continent from
Dec. 23.
Municipalities Act passed in New South Wales.
Adelaide to the Albert River, Q.
In 1867.
First Volunteer Land Orders in New South
The second Taranaki War broke out in New
Wales were issued.
Zealand.
Sod of first Tasmanian railway was turned.
M'Douall Stuart reached Chambers Bay, N. 1868 Jan. 15.
March 17. O'Farrell shot and slightly wounded the Duke
Ter., having crossed the Continent from Adeof Edinburgh at Clontarf, Sydney.
laide.
April 16.
First Maori Members of House of RepresentaCouncil of Education, Victoria, was established.
tives in New Zealand were elected.
Railway to Bendigo, Vic, was opened.
Torrens Real Property Act came into force in
June 10.
Transportation to Western Australia and Australasia ceased.
New South Wales.
Te Kooti escaped from Chatham Islands, N. Z.
Howitt brought the remains of Burke and Wills
July 3.
to Melbourne.
Nov. 10.
Poverty Bay settlers were massacred by Te
Kooti, New Zealand.
State aid to religion in New South Wales was
withdrawn.
In 1868.
New South Wales Mint first issued bronze coin.
First telegraph office in New Zealand opened.
1869. Jan. 5.
Ngatapa Pah, Te Kooti's stronghold. New ZeaPublic funeral of remains of Burke and Wills,
land, was captured.
Melbourne.
Welcome Stranger nugget (2280 oz.) was found
Feb. 9.
H. M. S. Orpheus wrecked at bar of Manukau
near Dunolly, Vic.
Har., N. Z.
Electric cable. Cape Schanck, Vic, to Low
April 28.
Intercolonial conference on interstate matters
Head, Tas., was laid.
was held, Melbourne. Much useful legislaRailway to Goulburn, N. S. W., was opened.
May 27.
tion followed.
Free Public Library, Sydney, was opened.
Oct. 1.
Sir George Grey reoccupied in force the land 1870. March 30. John and Alex. Forrest started overland from
south of New Plymouth, N. Z.
Perth to Adelaide.
Northern Territory added to South Australia.
June-July. Federal Conference was held at Melbourne.
Queensland's western boundary was made 138°
Te Kooti's rebellion quelled in New Zealand.
July.

Sept. 26.

Oct. 29.

Dec. 12.

InlSGl.

:

In 1861.

:

1861-1867.
1862. Jan. 1.

May.

May

If.

July 25.

Sept.
Oct. 20.

Nov.

7.

Dec.

In 1862.

1863. Jan.

2.

Feb.

7.

March.

June.

July

6.

;

;

Aug.

east longitude.

Nov. 20.
In 1863.

20.

Colonial naval forces for coast defense were

April

Victoria

17.

2.

^
'

April 20.

.

protested against transportation to
W^esteru Australia.
Gallant stand of Maoris at Orakau Pah under
Rewi.
English salmon ova were first placed in the

Political union of the islands of

Oct. 6.

was effected.
Otago University,

In 1870.

Representative

British repulsed at Gate Pah, Tauranga,

July 31.

First railway

Sept. 9.

First manufacture of sugar in Queensland.

Oct. 3.

Wellington was made the seat of Government

Dec. 3.

First railway in

N. Z. 1871. Feb.
was opened in Queensland, from

Ipswich to Grandchester.

in

New

Dec.

10.

4.

In 1871.

Zealand.

New

Zealand was opened from

9.

The Maori King

capitulated.

New

New

Zealand

Zealand, was opened.
were granted to

institutions

Palmerston was selected as capital of Northern
Territory, South Australia.
Immigration for previous decade, 291,342.
First railway in Tasmania was opened from
Launceston to Deloraine.
Tin was discovered at Mt. Bischoff, Tas.
Population, 1,924,770.
Census.
Trade, £69,474,084. Public Debt, £39,040,871.
Revenue, £9,269,765. Expenditure, £9,256,947.
sheep, 49,773,584 ; cattle, 4,713,820 ;
Stock

Australasian

:

Lyttelton to Christchurch.

Dec.

South

Western Australia.

Plenty River, Tas.
ApjriL 29.

New

Victoria.

Aug.

raised.

1864. March

British troops were withdrawn from

Wales and

Maoris were defeated at Rangiriri, N. Z.

horses, 782,558.

1872. March 30.

W.

C.

Wentworth

died.
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1872. June.
Aug. 2.

Aug.
Oct. 22.

In 1872.

Mr. Alex. Forrest discovered the Fitzroy pastoral country. Western Australia.
New South Wales Mint first issued silver coin.
National Park, N. S. W., dedicated to people.
" The Bulletin " was first published, Sydney.
Fortnightly mail service with England commenced.
March 22. Melbourne University was opened to women.
Compulsory secular education was established
April 21.
in New South Wales.
Peter Lalor became Speaker, L. A., Vic.
July.
Aug.
Street wood paving was introduced in Sydney.
Oct. 1.
First International Exhibition, Melbourne, was

Branch of Royal Mint was opened in Melbourne. 1879. In 1879.
Great Overland Telegraph Line, Ft. Augusta,
S. A., to Pt. Darwin, N. Ter., was completed.
Hann discovered gold on the Palmer riv., Q.
First through cable message was received from 1880. Jan. 15.
Feb. 6.
England.
Cable was laid from Port Darwin, N. Ter., to
Java.

1873. Jan.

1.

Free,

and compulsory education was

secular,

established in Victoria.
1.02 cwt. of gold

Jan.

was obtained from 10 tons

W.

of quartz, Hill End, N. S.

May

6.

Nov. 9.
In 1873.

1874.

Sept. 27.

Oct. 10.

Nov. 19.

Public funeral of

W.

C.

Wentworth

at Sydney.

Melbourne and Wodonga Railway was opened.
Westland Province, N. Z., was formed.
John and Alex. Forrest arrived at Overland
Telegraph from Murchisou, W. A.
Fiji Islands were ceded to Great Britain.
Cospatrick, immigrant ship to New Zealand,
was burned 475 lost.
Representative Government granted to Fiji.
Triennial Parliaments were mstituted in New

opened.

In 1880.

1875. Fel.
July

2.

Federal Conference, Melbourne, decided on
Chinese restriction.
Australian frozen meat was first delivered in
London.
Salvation Army commenced operations in South
Australia.

South Wales.
Adelaide University was founded.
1881. Aprils.
Vplunteer Land Orders were abolished in New
South Wales.
Nov. 5.
Maori King submitted to British Government.
Strathmore, immigrant ship to New Zealand,
In 1881.
wrecked at Crozet Islands 362 lost.
Giles conducted the Elder Expedition to Western Australia.
State aid to religion was withdrawn in Victoria.
Free secular education was established in
Queensland.
In 1881.
;

Sept.-Nov

In 1875.

1876. Feb. 20.
April

If..

May

8.

Nov. 1.
In 1876.

La

P^rouse, N. S. W., to
N. Z., was opened.

Cable,

Railway

Wakapuaka,
1882.

N. S. W., was opened.
of Tasmanian natives, died.

May

2^.

Sept. 22.

Provinces were abolished in New Zealand.
Melbovirne was made a Roman Catholic Arch-

In 1882.

diocese.

Dec. 13.

Gold was discovered at Beaconsfield, Tas.
1883. April ItOverland Telegraph Line, Adelaide to Perth,
was opened. Seven colonies of Australasia
May 1.
were placed in telegraphic communication.
Upper House, Victoria, rejected Payment of
June llj..

Dec.

Members Bill.
High Commissioner

1877. June.
Dec. 1.

Pacific

8.

" Black

Wednesday

dismissal of public

July

1.

July 30.
Dec. 28.

In 1878.

"

in Victoria.

July

1.

Wholesale

Statue of Captain Cook was unveiled,
Park, Sydney.

The Daily Telegraph

"

was first published.
Garden Palace Exhibition

In 1879.

Killara Artesian Bore, the

New

to Java.

were

Zealand.

Trades Union Act passed in New South Wales.
Rabbit pest first attracted attention in New
South Wales.
Poll tax was imposed on Chinese.
Trade, £101,710,967. Public Debt, £95,965,582.
Expenditure, £19,065,748.
cattle, 8,709,628 ;

Rev., £20,512,233.

Stock

sheep,

:

78,063,426

;

Frozen meat was first shipped from New Zealand to London.
Garden Palace, Sydney, was destroyed by fire.
Railway to Hay, N. S. W., was opened.
Nugget of 1393 oz. was found at Temora,
N. S. W.
Queensland Government took possession of New
Guinea.

laid.

S.

Hill,

W.

established.

Direct steam communication was established

New

Oct. 10.

Zealand and Great Britain.
Gallery were
established, South Australia.
Board of Technical Education was appointed in
New South Wales.
British Protectorate was declared over New

In 1884.

Sunny Corner

between

Public Library,

1884.

Hyde

Museum and Art

Guinea.
Silver Mine, N. S. W., opened.
Independent Constitution was granted Wesleyau

Methodists.
at

Sydney was opened. 1885. Feb.
first in

Mr. Dalley offered England the assistance of
N.

Australia,

South Wales.
Duplicate cable laid from Port Darwin, N. Ter.,

was sunk.

disaffected Maoris,

New

Murray River Railway Bridge was completed.
Medical School of the University of Sydney was

newspaper, Sydney,

Sept. 17.

taken prisoners,

N.

Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway was purchased by Government.
Foundation stone of Adelaide University laid.
The Embassy (Mr. Berry and Professor Pearson) left Melbourne for England.
Technical College, Sydney, was established.
Jewish Synagogue, Elizabeth St., Sydney, was

"

Te Whiti and Tohu,

was

opened.

1879. Feb. 25.

Population,

The Federal Council was created.
Charles Rasp discovered silver at Broken

officials.

Secular and compulsory education was established in .South Australia.

census.

Nov. 28.
In 1883.

Chinese immigration was restricted in Queensland.

1878. Jan.

simultaneous

first

2,742,550.

Nov. 13.

was

appointed.

1877 -1878.

The

Rabbit Nuisance Act was passed in New South
Wales.
Railway, Sydney to Melbourne, was completed.
Lord Derby repudiated Queensland annexation
of New Guinea.
Foundation of large hall (Town Hall), Sydney,

July.

Western

of

Immigration for previous decade, 336,297.

horses, 1,249,765.

to Bathurst,

Truganini, last

South Australia and Queens-

fixed

land boundary.

;

In 1874.

Winnecke

March

3.

S.

W.

in the

Soudan.

Australian Contingent sailed from Sydney for
Suakini.

June 24.

Australian Contingent returned to Sydney.
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1885-1894.

R. C. Archbishop of Sydney was made a Cardinal. 1890. In 1890.
Broken Hill Proprietary commenced operations.
1891. Jan. 20.
Silver lead was discovered at Mt. Zeehan, Tas.
March 2.
Railway was opened to Bourke, N. S. W.
April 5.
The Broken Hill Proprietary Mine returned

1886. Jan. 25.

£7,584,000.
Federal Council began

1885, In 1885.

April

June

6.

0.

Aug.

25.

Dec.
In 1887.

Hobart, Tas.

April
July.

National Convention closed. Draft of Federal
Constitution was adopted April 7.
Gold was discovered on the Murchison, W. A.

Sept. 5.

Naval

first session,

;

9.

lost.

Colonies entered Universal Postal Union.
Legislative Councillors in

:

Islands were proclaimed part of New 1892. Feb. k.
Zealand territor}'.
Feb. 11.
Perth connected by telegraph with Derby, W. A.
Feb.
Australian centenary celebrated at Sydney.
Centennial Park, Sydney, was dedicated.
March.

Feb. 13.

Sir J. B. Tliurston

March

31.

April 25.

pleted.

was appointed Consul Gen-

July

9.

Pacific.

Sept. 4.

Federal Council began second session at Hobart.
In 1892.
Regulations restricting Chinese immigration into
Australia were made more stringent.
Second Victorian International Exhibition was 1893. Jan. 26.
opened at Melbourne.
Feb. (S.
The Australasian Association for Advancement
April.
of Science held first meeting at Sydnej'.
New Guinea became a British possession.
April-May.

Nov.

Tamworth was

16.

July 11.

Aug.

1.

Aug. 28.

9.

New
In 1888.

by electricity
South Wales so lighted).
lit

Assisted immigration to

New

(first

town

in

pal See.

Federal Council began third session at Hobart.
Cable was laid, Broome, W. A., to Banjoewangie,
Java.

May

1.

May

2.

22.

In 1889.

1890 Jan.

6.

Jan. 26.
Feb.

6.

Hawkesbury River Railway Bridge, N.
was completed.

S.

New

Zealand and South Seas Exhibition was
opened at Dunedin, N. Z.
Cottage homes for old indigent couples were
opened at Parramatta, N. S. W.
Gold was discovered at Mt. Morgan, Q.
Federal Conference of Australasian Natives'
Association delegates was held in Melbourne.
Australasian parliamentary delegates,
Melbourne, determined on the National Conven-

Oct. 21.

Great strike disturbances occurred at Sydney.
Responsible Government was proclaimed in

Western
Dec. SO.

ment

Dec.

In 1890.

reefs at Coolgardie,
A.
Federal Council began fifth session at Hobart.
The great Brisbane flood occurred.
Financial panic at Sydney.
Many banks sus-

pended payment.
Nine Associated Banks

suspended payment,
Melbourne.
Central Federation League, Sydney, was estab-

in

•

New

Zealand.

tramways opened for traffic.
vote " Electoral Act came into

Sept. 29.

"

Oct. 16.

Cable, Bundaberg, Q., to
opened.

Nov.

Coal was struck at Cremorne, Sydney (2917 ft.).
Direct communication, Sydney to Vancouver,

electric

One man one
force in

9.

May

3.

June

10.

July

1.

July.

New

South Wales.

New

Caledonia, was

was established.
Banks' exchange settlement
lished at Sydney.
"

Horn "

office

scientific expedition left

was estab-

Adelaide.

Mining on private lands was legalized in New
South Wales.
Railway to Southern Cross, W. A., was opened.
Live cattle were first shipped from Sydney to
Great Britain.
Central Federation League was established at

Oct. 21^.

Oct. 30.

Dec.

8.

Australia.

Parliament under Responsible Governin Western Australia was opened.
Dec.
Portion of Challis Bequest (£200,000) was
handed over to University of Sydney.
1895. Jan. 29.
Duplicate cable, La P^rouse, N. S. W., to WaFeb. 1.
kapnaka, N. Z., was laid.
First

free in South Australia.

W.

W.,

Direct railway communication was established'
between Brisbane and Adelaide.

made

Bayley discovered rich

Hobart

tion.

Sept. 19.

Public education

New

Sept.

vention.

Nov. 26.

Governor's Instructions, now in force in
South Wales, were issued.

lished.

Sir

Oct.

College, Sydney Univ., was opened.
Trades Conciliation Act came into force in New
South Wales.
Zeehau-Dundas Line was opened in Tasmania.

June- Aug. Labor settlements formed in New South Wales.
Sept. 1.
Railway was opened to Forbes, N. S. W.
Parliamentary franchise was granted to women
Sept. 19.

John Coode's Richmond River ImproveIn 1893.
ment scheme was begmi in New South Wales.
Sir Henry Parkes advocated an Australian Con- 1894. Jan. 18.

June.

lished.

Women's

South Wales was

Hobart became a Roman Catholic Archiepisco-

May.

Strahan-Zeehan Railway opened in Tasmania.
Run on Savings Bank, Sydney, occurred.
Government Labor Bureau, Sydney, was estab-

<

June

abolished.

Jan. 29.

;

horses, 1,785,835.

Feb. 12.

June

Zealand began

Trade, £144,766,285. Pub. Debt, £193,962,687.
Rev., £29,911,930.
Expenditure, £30,985,460.
Stock sheep, 124,547,937 cattle, 11,861,330;

Catholic Archdioceses.

Western

New

to hold office for 7 years instead of for life.

.

eral of

Port Jack-

Oct. 1.

Nepean Water Supply, Sydney, was completed.
Adelaide, Brisbane, and Wellington were made

Weekly mail service to England commenced.
Railway, Murrumburrah to Blaynej-, was com-

Feb. 1.

in

In 1891.

Kermadec

Jan. 18.
Jan. 26.

Squadron arrived

A\ixiliary

son.

Violent hurricane crossed Western Australia.
Cable, Somerset to Thursday Island, completed.
Gold was discovered at Yilgarn, Vf A.

Roman

1888. Jan.

Population,

census.

Boundary between British and German New
Guinea was defined.
Eruption of Mt. Tarawera, N. Z. 100 killed.

'28.

Ajiril.

1889

The second simultaneous
3,809,895.

South Australia celebrated its jubilee.
1887. March 23. Bulli Colliery, N. S. W., explosion, 81 lives
Dec.

University of Tasmania was established.
Immigration for the decade, 386,021.
Federal Council began fourth session at Hobart.
National Convention opened at Sydney.

Melbourne.
Wairarapa was wrecked at the Great Barrier, N. Z.; 140 lost.
Serious railway disaster at Redfern, Sydney.
Railway opened to Rotorua hot lakes, N. Z.
By Constitution Amendment Act in South Australia the franchise was extended to women.
Ku-ring-gai Chase was dedicated to the people.
New South Wales.
Conference of Premiers was opened at Hobart.
Zone Time System was adopted by New South
Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, and Queensland.
S. S.

t>^>
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1895. Feb.

17.

March.

March

Live cattle were
London.

first

from Brisbane

sliipped

to

17.

The Calvert exploring expedition

2,3.

Labor was created in New
South Wales.
Governor Sir R. W. Duff was buried at Sydney.
South Australia sent Trade Commissioner to

Sept. 8.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Federation League, Adelaide, was formed.
Federation Enabling Act was passed in
South Wales and South Australia.

New

Dec. 23.

Public Service Act came into operation,

New

In 1895.

Homestead Lease system was established

16.

Dec. 26.

South Wales.
in

1897. Jan. 22.

New

South Wales.
Subsidies to denominational schools were with-

drawn

in

Western Australia.

of the Imperial Privy Council.
Federal Convention delegates were elected bj'
the people of New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, and Tasmania subsequently
the Parliament of Western Australia sent

March.

Population, 4,238,309.

Trade, £114,837,883. Pub. Debt, £222,795,865.
Total movement of shipping, 18,169,337 tons.
47,618 miles of telegraph lines were open.

Net enrollment

of scholars of public schools,

;

delegates.

Mar. 22-April

laide

Deposits in savings banks, £26,097,176.
Rev., £28,539,239. Expenditure, £29,229,800.

Sheep, 111,626,874

;

cattle, 12,892,435

;

1897.

May

1896. Jan.

March
March

21.

26.

April 25.

Record Reign of Queen Victoria was celebrated
tiiroughout the Australasian Colonies.
Governor Phillip's statue was unveiled at Sydney.
Strike of miners at Lucknow.
Australian Federal Convention met at Sydney
and discussed the Commonwealth Bill.
Fire in Broken Hill Proprietary Mine.
Great fire in Melbourne loss, £1,500,000.
Meteorological station established on Mt. Kosciusko, N. S. W., highest point in Australia.

New

South Wales.
Bank, under State Advances Bill, was
established in South Australia.
Railway from Perth to Coolgardie opened, W. A.
Great colliery catastroplie at Brunner, N. Z.
General elections. South Australia, took place.
First in Australia at which women voted
66 per cent, of the women enrolled voted.
in

June 22.

June.

brations.

State

Feb. 1.

of Wells and Jones, explorers of the
Calvert expedition, were found near Joanna
Springs, W. A.
Australasian premiers and colonial troops were
present in England at the Record Reign cele-

traffic.

7,700,623 acres were under crop.
Amended Free-trade Tariff came into oj)eration

1.

;

*

The bodies

26.

horses,

1,917,221.
Australasia contained nearly one fourth of the

sheep of the world.
13,814 miles of railway were open for

Federal Convention met at Adeand drafted the Commonwealth Bill of

23. Australian

672,155.

1895-1896.

from

Arrangements were begun to include Norfolk
Island in New South Wales territory.
Railway to Kalgoorlie, W. A., was opened.
Queensland rejected the Australian Federation
Enabling Act.
People's Federal Convention opened at Bathurst, N. S. W.
Transfer of Great Southern Railway from West
Australian Land Co. to Western Australia
Government for £1,100,000 was completed.
Chief Justice Way of South Australia was
aj)pointed member of the Judicial Committee

Aug.

the East.

Aug.

started

Adelaide, S. A.

Office of Minister for

Aug. 29.

1896 May

Aug.

2.

Sept. 2-21^.

Sept. 12.

Nov. 21.
Dec.

2.

WHOLE NUMBER OF PAGES

2191.

;

STATEMENT
BY THE

PUBLISHERS OF WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
OF

TELE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
A NEW WEBSTER'S

DICTIONARY.

contribution

to

make

to the

higher civilization.

His own

The great work of Noah Webster, of which the publication character included an element of the heroic. Amid the dishas been carried on by our house for more than forty years, couragements of a crude and provincial period, with a courage
has received from time to time a succession of revisions by which recalls that of his great predecessor, Samuel Johnson,

most competent

the

scholars,

by which

has been kept he threw himself single-handed into the task of making a com-

it

abreast of the swift growth of the language.
national Dictionary

we

offer to the public

But while Johnson's dictionary

In the Inter- plete English dictionary.

a new revision, was only one incident of his literary career, that of Dr. Web-

the product of the labor of a large corps of workers during ster absorbed the best energies of a lifetime.

more than ten

years.

Of

reconstruction

it

it may be said,
and completeness of its

the present book

in a word, that in the thoroughness

surpasses even the

edition of 1864.

WHY AT

We

In the

have at various times, in the intervals of the great revisions, which

added supplements and appendixes, but in a broad view

may be

it

is

FIRST "AMERICAN."
Preface to his publication of 1828,

fine characteristic

preserved in the present volume (page

ster dwells

xii),

Web-

Dr.

upon the special need of an American dictionary to

new words and usages incident to a new national
development. Of necessity it was mainly the literature of

said that three dictionaries have been successively con- record the

structed

upon the foundation

was the book

of 1847,

The

by Dr. Webster.

laid

which was

little

more than the

first

original

work of 1828 brought from two volumes into one, pruned of
some excrescences, and with moderate additions. The next
was the book of 1864, in which the more scientific principles
of modern lexicography were applied, and a large store of
additional matter, partly gleaned from old authorities and

British authors which was illustrated in his lexicon, and

curious to note

how meager

is

the

list

of eminent

it

is

Ameiican

cite, and how many of
names have passed into obscurity. If with this the
reader will compare the American names in the list of authors
quoted in the present edition (page xix), he will appreciate how
partly afforded by the world's advance, was included.
Fol- almost the whole of American literature and science has come
lowing the several supplements by which that book has into existence since Dr. Webster put forth his work. But
been enlarged, we now present Webster's International with patriotic pride, quite justified too by his own authorship

Dictionary,

these

which embodies substantially the amplification of the

and enrichment of the language during another generation,
it

authors that his national pride could

as

it

"

entire book, he raised over it his country's flag, calling

An

American Dictionaiy of the English Language."

has been noted by a wide and close scrutiny, and registered While always hitherto retained on the title-page, the adjective

by

scientific

methods, with scholarly conscientiousness and vast long ago passed out of popular use as a description of the book,

which has for many years been familiarly known as the

labor.

THE CHANGE OF

TITLE.

" Unabridged," a

Hitherto the title-page has borne the heading, "

An

title

of

no special appropriateness save as

Ameri- distinguishing the complete work from the more or

can Dictionary of the English Language." The present sub- abbreviated compendiums of
stitution of " International " for " American " marks an ac-

WHY NOW

complished change in the relations of the English speaking
peoples.

which

is

It

is

and

life

literature.

It

laid stress

He had

on the American character of

zealously done his part,

the establishment of a

He

the issue of an edition so materially altered

new

was eager and proud

his diction-

by pen and

voice, in

show that

erature, as well as in politics, his

in scholarship

and

lit-

for a modification of the

ster's International

the occasion seemed ap-

title.

In naming

it

"

Dictionary,"

;

nation under a novel constitution. of

to

is,

Webwe recognize that the language of the mother country now encircles the globe that
the literature of each of its branches is the common possession

was with the propriate

enthusiasm of a patriot in the birth-time of a nation that Dr.

Webster

"INTERNATIONAL."

now emphasized by the best thought and feeling in and improved as the present one

every department of

ary.

Now, upon

not their separation, but their community,

less

it.

all

;

that not only through the literary, but also through

the popular, speech of all these peoples there runs a unity

country had a distinctive of structure, a

common

vocabulary, and a substantial identity

PUBLISHERS' STATEMENT.
of the entire language, compared with which

all local varia-

describes the existing conditions as aptly as those of the time

complete dictionary of this lan- when

Any

tions are but trifling.

guage must be so comprehensive

in its scope,

and

at the

it

same English

was written
is

" It

:

to be

is

remembered that the

growing language, receiving constant

a living,

time so true to those canons of the best usage which are accessions and contributions from a variety of sources that
everywhere acknowledged, that it shall be serviceable to the the active Anglo-Saxon mind, ever giving birth to new
;

inhabitants of Great Britain, of the United States, of Canada,

thoughts, seeks for

them new modes

of expression, not only

by means of new combinations of words, but by coining new
and of Africa. The Londoner, reading a story of Bret Harte, words, or by giving fresh significations to words already
that new discoveries and inventions necessitate new
will turn to such a dictionary for the slang of a California in use
while advancement and improvement in every art
names
mining camp, and the Melbourne merchant will consult it for

and

of Australia,

to the English-speaking population of India

;

;

Beyond any and science demand new terms and appellations, and even
These different wants must
other modern or ancient tongue, the English is coming to be a new systems of nomenclature.
world-speech.
The extension over the earth of the race ele- be met in various ways sometimes by attaching a new meanments that use it as their mother tongue, and the strengthen- ing to an existing word sometimes by the revival of a word
ing bond of unity among all English speaking peoples, are that had become obsolete or obsolescent at other times by
among the most significant and beneficent facts of the age. the coinage of a new word and again, and very often, by the
It is in recognition of this, and of the wide use of Webster's adoption and incorporation into our own of a convenient word

the usage of the

New York

Stock Exchange.

:

;

;

;

Dictionary as an authority in Great Britain and
cies, as

weU

its

dependen- from some other language, living or dead."

as in the United States, that the present edition

is distinctively

called "

The

International."

AN ESSENTIALLY NEW
The enumeration on pages
upon the general work of

iii

and

A
BOOK.

more exacting task

and of the

collection

and explication of

part of the reviser's labor.

between the perma-

to distinguish

is

To

nent and the ephemeral word.

iv of the sta£f

this revision,

To this we may add that the
new terms and usages is only a

fairly represent the speech

employed which people actually employ, yet mark as

illegitimate

judgment condemns

special con- doubtful such usage as the best

;

or

to prac-

show something of the tice the utmost condensation which is consistent with clear
and
scholarship
wealth of labor
bestowed upon the volume. and adequate statement to discriminate as to what scientific
The preceding edition, with all its supplementary matter, and technical words are in place in a work like this,
a
has been re-studied line by line. A .close comparison has discrimination often extremely difficult,
these are among
been made with a whole library of the most recent authori- the tasks which most severely exercise the reviser, and of
tative works in philology and in all branches of knowledge which the results appear, not in a form which can be exactly
tributors to various departments, will

;

—

—

that include

eminent

new

technical subjects

been carefully harmonized in form with the general book, which

tions have

the pictorial illustrations

from three thousand

them are

thirds of

many

Great care has been devoted

to

tested,

is

more

appreciated

and determines

fully as

it is

more constantly
work in the

at last the place of the

number has been increased estimation of the intelligent public.
Perhaps the problem most perplexing to the lexicographer
and about two
new.
There have been elimi- is the treatment of words and phrases which in some degree

the

;

to nearly four thousand,

entirely

and enriching by belong to the current speech of the day, but have no justificaand a judicious conservatism toward those ex- tion on strict philologic grounds, and of which the future
definitions of standard words which were Dr. Web- fortune is uncertain. It is mainly the forecast upon the latter

nation of

errors, large amplification

material,

cellent

Some

ster's especial merit.

in the

book was inevitable

increase of the
:

it

is

amount of matter

partly represented

enlarged page and the greater number of pages.
of size has not been sought,

tween

this

volume and

its

page by page,

part,

changes and how great

is

by the

and the difference

in bulk be- said that in

is

discernible,

it is

editor of a dictionary.

But increase the language

A

His function

than what

some s^se

it

it is

that should decide the
is

to record rather

ought to be.

It has

what

been truly

not an academic senate nor a

man

on the

street,"

that

is

the

Of the new coinage of the
day, a part quickly perishes, a part becomes classic, and a part
remains on the doubtful confines. The very word " slang "
was scouted by purists not many years since, but now it is
felt to be indispensable.
The unlicensed, irregular, vigorous

comparison of the two in ultimate umpire of the language.

will reveal

how

frequent are the

the improvement.

PRINCIPLES OF THE REVISION.
In

question, so far as

predecessor hardly begins to meas- closeted scholar, but " the

ure the difference in value.

any

high numerals and strong epithets,

stated, or described in

have been employed, and their contribu- but in a quality o^ serviceableness diffused through the whole

principles of the revision.

new

Upon

usages of speech.

specialists

general aim and scope, and in

ground plan of speech of the common folk is all the while enriching the
from language, on the one hand, while at the same time there
The principles of the 1864 revision were goes with it a tendency to blur fine distinctions, to pervert, to
its predecessor.
so wisely adopted and so judiciously applied that little occa- confuse, and to coarsen.
In the case of a mere careless disits

its

construction, the present edition does not greatly vary

—

sion has been found for radical alteration in these.

the selection of
the result

is

a.Mitions,

we

new

But in regard of a valuable distinction,
as in the growing tendency
material the labor has been great and to confound " shall " and " will," " should " and " would,"

extensive.

As

to the general necessity for

repeat liere what

we

such the judge's duty

said in 1864, because

it

is

plain enough

blunder does not mitigate

it.

But

—

;

the frequency of a gross
as to the introduction or

PUBLISHERS' STATEMENT
omission of doubtful words and usages, no precise rule

One

possible.

obvious resource

is

is

showy advertisement, but the due. judicious, scholthorough perfecting of a work which in all the

to record the questionable arly,

as " colloquial " or " low."

If in stages of its growth has obtained in
a general estimate the present work be thought to incline the favor and confidence of scholars

expression, while

marking

it

rather far to conservatism in this respect, let

it

be remembered eral public.

As a comprehensive popular

that the general influences of the day tend strongly to multiply

and

foster

novelties

language have the

of

The newcomers

sijeech.

spirit of the

times within them

;

not greatly depend on encouragement from authority.

in

virility

guage, there

is

and the delicacy

Webster's International

But

to

of the noble English lan-

believe that
in

the degree

It is neither

definitions

special principles observed in this revision are further

set forth in the general

and

also in the

and form appropriate

man

to a

work

of

its

predecessor.

in the

former

Appendix we may say various advances
edition,

and bring them

all

its class.

is

a dic-

who

write

It retains that excellence in

journalist,

scholar,

it

artisan,

in all

and

citations,

carries to greater perfection the merits

It adequately represents

here that the aim has been to perfect those vocabularies, edge in recent years.

which were

of
it

In etymology, pronunciation,

of business refer.

pictorial illustrations,

the

We

which has made Webster the safe and familiar

authority to which judge,

introductions to the various topics

Of

believe that

a libraiy nor an encyclopedia, but

preface by the editor-in-chief, Dr.

comprised in the Appendix.

tables, etc.,

we

embodies the ripest results of modern philology,

it

or speak the English tongue.

SUCCESSOR AND SUPERIOR OF THE UNABRIDGED.

Porter,

dictionary

worthy to retain that preeminence

need of some sound and restricting influence tionary designed to meet the everyday needs of

in the recognized standards of authority.

The

is

they do which has long been held by Webster's Unabridged.

maintain a fair correctness and purity of speech, to guard
both the

an equal degree
and of the gen-

the vast

and

departments of thought and knowl-

We

believe

it

is

worthy

to

serve

as the convenient, trustworthy, sufficient popular interpreter

make conspicuous of the English language in its present development, and of
new features. In this respect, and in every re- the incomparable literature of which that language is the
spect, the purpose of the revision has been not dis- medium.
play nor the provision of material for boastful and
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO.
fully

up

to the present date, rather than to
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FROM
A

Jan. 26, 1895.

—We

•

cheerf!

'»94.— In constant use in th consultatioi
of ,..^ judges j( i!.:^ court.
1895.
I" our library are many 'other diction
ida. Ma^'' 23,
.ill of thenrl together are not referred to as often as Webster's
'

^

1894.— We regard Wei, i.-r s
Dictionary as the best of the one volume dictionar
California. Nov. 7, 1S94.— No other book now in exut
Dec.

19,

'

'

t,

Conne

Delaware.

'

I

justly merit our cordial

Florida.

Georgia.

,

'

every public and private library.
Idaho. Sept. 24, 1894.— It

invaluable and indispensa'^
Illinois. July i, 1897.— The International is, an 5 will b
suited with greater confidence, because of its
completen"s.s to •'
Indiana. July n, 1894.—
regard it as above .il'prul
Iowa. Oct. 17, 1894.— It is a model dictionary, ai-d as :i
ard work is without an equal.
is

the

1,

.T to :itv

ither English dictionary

Ohio.

;uly

.^

May 27,
Kentucky. Oct.
1

definition of words.
work of great research
3, 1894.—
he legal definitions are concise enough and accurate.

satisfactpry-

,n. •

and

:

AS

;

I/,N.

ary

is

m

6,

—

especially valuaisle

is

unsurpassed as a leading authority.
V, or student can afford to be without
it.
Aut;. 16, 1893.— Webster's Dictionary has long been
19, i8'j6.

,,

,

1894.— Webster's Internationa

189^— Thejntemational

I,

le accuracj' of its legal definitions.

Nov. 8, 1894.— Webster's International iiclionahas no equal as a book of reference and authority.
Minnesota. April 3, 1895.— Not equaled as an auii^. u
Oct.

We

—

We

—

1893.— We have long regarded the

6,

•ikota. AUG. 15, 1893. We use the International conhas with i almost the force of statute law.
OCT.I7, 1894.— The International is simply per.;e'3.
ptai tic.il use aiil landling in the busy work of the judges.

,^.

Maine. Aug. 10, 1S93.— Th^ International is in our .iiii,
best dictionary in existence for daily use.
Maryland. Dec. 18,1894.—
all consider it of gr at :..
Massachusetts, July 13, 1893.— I regard WebsttrV I
tional as decidedly the best.
M. P. Knowlton.

Mississippi.

FLV

as the standard authority, especially in definitions.
'Olina. .pEPT. 17, 1894.—
commend it to all.

:?

.

'i

A

Michigan.

24I

Island.

..d..

1895.— We use the International contw
13, 1894.— Unquestioned authoiruv in

mg, pronunciation, and
Louisiana. Nov.

—

It is in constant use by the iudees.
1894.— Eor comprehensiveness, completeness,
etc., the Ipternafional seems to be unrivaled.
V^ania. Pec, 1893.— No other single volume is so
ip, ife3.

Nov.

r,-

...,

We

Kansas.

:

—

Aug. n, 1893.— The International is, hi
beslone book dictionary of the English language.
yiHW Jersey, iJan. 14, 1895.— in our judgment there is, for
t.ry(\uy use, no Enfiish lexicon at all comparable with it.
Not.' York. OPT. 3, 1893.— It is a satisfaction to see this standnnl \M.'"
;tain its v\'ell earned position.
^ept. 27, 1893.— We deem it a standard aujSforv:;.. :!arolintlfh..(iiy.
;. ) other ha-s been so much relied on or cited by
us.
Ncrtjl Dakota. March 16, 1891.- In our judgment it is supe-

t'cu^

Sept. 29, 1894.— it appears to be t!riv,!<
,J aiul
commendation as a standard -ictionanDec. 4, 1894.— in our field ci labor i.
...vaiiiSble
March i, 1897.-^1 our opinion it wught t..

'

-

Hampsllire.

li

..

^

_

...

;

.

be successfully put in its place.
Colorado. Sept. 18, 1S94.— We have the Internatioi,.
stant wse, and find that it never disappoints our
exi.fctatioi
Connecticut. Aug. 18, 1S93.— It is, and has b^-en 'ri.,

years, the leading authority in the courts of

...

-9-

—

.

Arkansas.

DiCTfONARY.

It

is

ard authority in the courts of this state.
[an. 7, 189.^.
For general use it is without a rival,
Oct. 161 1894.—
a.
consider the International
yfar the be^lt dictionary in existence.
Oct. 24, 1894.— The International will be of
lia.
uthority with our court.

—

We

!

use in this court as the standard.

Missouri. Oct. 29, 1894.— We regard Webster's Ini- n,...,u.K<i
Dictionary as one of the best standards of our language
Montana. May 20, 1895.— It is without a peer. It i- .if'sm :,.
ble to the bench and bar.— W. Y. Pemberton, Wm.
H.
^Dprove Webster's International Dictionary
Wm. H.

W'

Sept.

1894.— We constantly consult the Inter-

25,

y as authority.

-

Tune
.;

gue

1891.— It

4,

in its purity

is

valuable to

all

who

desire to

and precision.

FROM ALL THE STATE SUPE RIN T C ND W-)TS OF SCHOOLS.

—
1894. —

Dec. 17, 1894. I have found no lexicon to'conip;
jare
nonal.— John O. Turner.
^.c. 7,

Nt

w.

-895.-Withoutarivalinitsline.— fi.T.
'S97.

b«

:

''

•

-

•

'

in

New

Jij.AC:-:.

— The International excels in etymojdefinitions.
Grace EiiPY Pat
— usefulness and influenc. ,;,

d

0''-

the

is

Chj.a,s.,D.

Intematio)

:

26,

May

evei V

Its

r before.

25, 1896.—I regard
ry school.
Cha^le.s

^ine.

;

If-e;

i o
book*

..V

nmoii^'-

tonvenieiit anc'
i

Gi
En

lel.-G. R.

f

iry of the

—

^"ov. 27, Tb|i.
I
- C. H. MeAne.

.

as indispensable

to

king

have always regarded

it

28, i896.lThe International is univer;:.l in this
J. G. Halland.

.

I

it

a

is

Baxter.

15, 1895.- -Tfhe International is easily
,i.LES R. Skinnt-il

:

a< rh;

it.-W. N. ShIj.\!^.

J.

KCH

>:

"rable

17,

home.

April 16, 1896.— The International
itiaa.V^S>->.ie.
•<) :h
1 ar and student.— Fred Gowing.

;'er;;s-!t"

re,-'

"•

189^^— The dictionary for the school,
— W. R. (Jackson.
1S94. — Your International Dictionary should
.com and every home. — H. C. Cutting.

March

Nsbraek

'

invaluable to the/stuflent of
English-speaking people. Junius Jori
It

s%e.—

-Every

scltool

Ohio should be sup-

in

T. CoiioN.
—It seeia to have reached the highpermit.-fci. M. Irwin.
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a work
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the best book
;;. ma.s\ey.
rnations^oth forusefultirety

t is

.10WN«
never hesitated to say

TrotteV
Q. Emery.
-houkl be in every

"iscont^

.v.'/vr/0'.— s.

Wyouut.
.

;

ri'onary surpasses it
' 'N' S. S'pNE.

West Vi

in

•1::!'

national, in

coiy^er the International

I

i'rgin'i

il.-

!>v-s

constant guide

::..

"Washin

Penderg.ast.

my

—

ional \as
>< ParV.

VormoTt'

sat-

curaiie

i896.—'l\ Board of Education
ii.e state.-SJteA. D. Mayfield.

nationaHDictionary

— W. W. Stetson.
accessible,

—
—

fflrectors should purchase a
jurisdictin.- N. C. Schaeffer.
\ 1896. Ifcierience has proved its
!<)'•
T. B.Vtockwell.

-— ^;ANK CJ

rclusively in use in all
ct,

•;!!

_,".•-

GUN.
t/ie

.0, 1892.

li

'-•'
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nal is too perfect fo
.nternational

I
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^-•

South

evt

in
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should be

-••

--eii^sylvax

Rc'.o'^lhou!-e.

ve your School supplied with a c jpy of 'f-/ S.hi
ught not every tes'-'ier to owa a cop
if the
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NAL.?^

—

WEBSTER'

JNTERNATIO^'AL DJCT'OM/U

>

STATESMEN,

COMr/.iCNDATIONJj BY
Hon.

William

?x-Gov.

McKinley,

W.

'«on.
States

of Ohio, now Preside r,' of the
United States, says : I cannot better express my high opinion of Webster's International Dictionary than to inform yoti that it
is the standard in the Executive Department
of Ohio, as I believe it is in the other departments and in the Legislative brooch ol il;
Government of this State.

ernor

—

W.D. Howe] is says

LXD., United

T. karfir.

Commissioner

j^f

C, says )— I

V/ashington, D.

AND AUTHORS.

JUDu;j;S,

jujpasses

Education,
have lGi>kef.l

cnat

valu

eijsential

You have indeed made

Among

l>ook.

'V'.'W

interest. tho/'(jages

.,

the

n'.nv

features I wish

:.

vious edition as the edition

Hon. Grover Cleveland, Ex-President

cf

new

V of this

r

which

reprei

sl.i'il

it=

f-r
'.'>'

;n|

uiguage and

t\.

throughi ut the world.

/^'f^TK
m

E.lmund C. Stedinan say
given your Inte/rational Webs

l!ie

what

!.'
practical e: .amination.
the one-volume uif tionary whic!^
'
henceforth keep nr easy rftftch'

ad>ranceof the quarto of 1847. All persons
who use a di< tionary will desire to possess

of the United States, says:- A slight o:
amination of this book disch^^es its g<\
superiority over prior editions, and such
cellence as to leave nothing furt^ar to

:

a^

preof 1864 was in

aiKan<-fc-

—T

shall only -"axe greatei
Hst
it as you j;o on 10

,S))eliing

.-;

;

:

jiredece.ssi>'

iti

the English

of

a

t'o mentica the ably wrii en trea'ise on Crtho"iivhy Prof. Porter,and Uie brief introduction
')i-. Fick,
giving tb? Aryan roots to all
s that have come (iv-wn into the English
new edition of the
I consider fii
i^uage.

Unabridged as much

I.

faith in
F;Iition

of the newdictionary and 'inditfi:U of features that ad(i

over with great

all

concerning

edition.

Eng''jh

,

defitiit"

and orthoepy.

(

desired.

^»..*,.^
Hon. John
State, says

:

—

•.j>-</

C^^::!^
Sherman,

demanding the greatest

research, and
able to every intelligent reader

:

'nvrj-.;

merit

.

^/^"^L^

i^-.^

—

Julian Hawthorne s?»ys : L. tnj;~;' 1ion it is, for ail ordinary purpo: es, the Best
dictionary in the world. I am certain that it

Aiiiswoj'th R. Spofford, Librarian of
Congresf^ says
The copiousness ()f the
.(.'Cabuiavy, .^o full and satisfactory in de'"ling ndiriy all the new words which the
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